Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

This catalog includes over 85,000 descriptions of maps, atlases, and secondary reference sources on the history of cartography. Arrangement is alphabetical by the first assigned geographic subject heading or topic. Subject headings are most often comprised of place names followed by the date of situation, and multiple subject headings are separated by angle brackets <<>>. Refer to the catalog index to identify items by subject headings, authors and titles. In the example below, the index directs the reader to record number 63381, which is not to be confused with the map's call number:

63381 Parma (Italy : Province) - Maps - 1740<<>>Piacenza (Italy : Province) - Maps - 1740
L'Etat du duc de Parme. Paris, [ca. 1740].
Authors: Nolin, Jean Baptiste, 1648-1708 -- Locato, Omberto -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:151
1 map : hand col. ; 31 x 43 cm.
Cf, Phillips 5985 [135].
2232
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6713.E5:3P3 1740 N6 (Pr Ct)

Request Items by Call Numbers, Not Record Numbers: Readers wishing to see an item, request a reproduction of it, or cite it correctly in writing, should do so by its call number, which appears in bold type as the last line of each description. To see or request a copy of the map described above, refer to its complete call number, in this case Sack map4F G6713.E5:3P3 1740 N6 (Pr Ct).

Notes on Records and Call Numbers added to the Online Catalog: Approximately 59,000 of these 85,000 records, all including the call number suffix (Pr Ct), were merged into the Newberry's main online catalog in April 2015. As they are revised record by record in the online catalog, the suffix (Pr Ct) will be deleted. The 59,000 records in this catalog that include call numbers ending in (Pr Ct) are found in the online catalog by Boolean searches combining the acronym NLCC with keywords found in this catalog. However, 26,000 records included in this catalog were not added to the online catalog in 2015, as noted below:

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (Pr Ct): This call number identifies over 6,200 items in the private collection of Roger Baskes earmarked for eventual donation to the Newberry, and not yet added to the library's online catalog. Readers interested in pending donations should use the descriptions here to search the online catalog, and request reference assistance from Newberry staff. As of August 2015, over 10,000 Baskes collection items were described in the online catalog with unique and complete call numbers.

Call numbers ending with (NLO): About 19,000 records in this catalog include call numbers ending with (NLO). These are duplicate records derived from online catalog records and added to this catalog prior to its retro-conversion to the online catalog. Note, however, that (NLO) records in this catalog often include added mapmakers' names, topical and geographic subject headings, and bibliographic notes not present in the online catalog. Contingent on future budgeting and staffing constraints, the added content found in (NLO) records may be used to augment online catalog records.

Notes on Record Numbers: Record numbers in this printed catalog and its index are different than those in the electronic version of Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog, a static and obsolete database no longer being updated or revised. Readers are encouraged to use the descriptions here to access main online catalog records for the same items, by using Boolean searches combining the acronym NLCC with keywords found in this catalog. Readers are also encouraged to ask for reference assistance from Newberry staff.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

Aachen (Germany) - Maps - 1576 Aquisgranvm, vulgo Aich, ad Menapiorum fines, perantiqua imperij urbs ... Coloniae : [s.n.], 1576 [i.e. ca. 1620]. Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Steenwyck, Hendrik van, ca. 1550-1603 -- E. D. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 32 x 48 cm. Map derived from a drawing supplied by Hendrick van Steenwyck; see R.A. Skelton's Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum. Oriented with north at bottom. Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Aquisgranvm. In: Braun, Georg and Franz Hogenberg. Civitates orbis terrarum [Cologne: Pieter van Brachel?, ca. 1620] v. 1, plate 12 VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 1, pl. 12 (PrCt)

Aachen (Germany) - Maps - 1576 <> Aquisgranum (Germany) SEE Aachen (Germany) <> Aich (Germany) SEE Aachen (Germany) Aquisgranvm, vulgo Aich, ad Menapiorum fines, perantiqua imperij urbs ... [Amsterdam : Jan Jansson], MDLXXVI [1576, i.e. 1657]. Authors: Jansson, Jan, 1588 -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Urbium totius Germaniae superiorior illustriorum clariorumque tabulae ... Pars posterior [i.e. prior] (1657) -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Theatrum urbium (1657) 1 map : hand col. ; 32 x 38 cm. Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Aquisgranvm In: Jansson, Jan. Urbium totius Germaniae superiorior illustriorum clariorumque tabulae ... Pars posterior [i.e. prior] 1657, [plate 4]. Issued in volume 2 of Jansson's townbook atlases, collectively known as the Theatrum urbium (Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657). References: Krogt, Peter van der. Koeman's atlases, collectively known as the Theatrum orbis terrarum. In: Braun, Georg and Franz Hogenberg. Civitates orbis terrarum [Cologne: Pieter van Brachel?, ca. 1620] v. 1, plate 12 VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 1, pl. 12 (PrCt)

Aachen (Germany) - Maps - 1912 <> Aachen Region (Germany) - Maps - 1912 Illustrierter Führer durch Aachen und Umgebung / herausgegeben von Leo Woerl ; mit einem Plan der Stadt, einer Karte der Umgebung, einer Übersichtskarte des Aachener Stadttafels und 28 Abbildungen. Leipzig : Woerl's Reisebücher-Verlag, [1912?]. Authors: Woerl, Leo, 1843-1918 -- Woerl's
Reisebüchverlag -- Woerl's Reisehandbücher --
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
74, 32, 16 p., [3] leaves of plates : ill., 3 maps (1
col., 1 folded) ; 16 cm.
Forward dated: 1912.
Includes index.
Series: Woerl's Reisehandbücher.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .W64 Aachen (1912) (NLO)

5
Aachener Dom - Pictorial works -
1552<<<<Palatine Chapel (Aachen, Germany)
SEE Aachener Dom<<<<Woodcuts
[View of Palatine Chapel (Aachen, Germany].
[Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552].
Authors: Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 --
Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552. Cosmographiae
uniuersalis ... (1552) -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 --
Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : woodcut ; 8 x 8 cm., on sheet 32 x 21
cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
In: Münster, Sebastian. Cosmographiae
uniuersalis ... (Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552), p.
508
Possibly an inaccurate view, since some of the
woodcuts in this volume were used for more than
one town.
VAULT folio Ayer 7 .M8 1552, p. 508 (PrCt)
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Aalst (East Flanders, Belgium) - Maps - 1620
Alostvm, vrbs Flandriae imperatoriae firmissima.
[Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541 --
Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 --
Civitates orbis terrarum -- Deventer, Jacob van,
d. 1575 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 32 x 42 cm.
Derived from a drawing by Jacob van Deventer;
see R.A. Skelton’s Introduction to the 1980 facs.
ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.
Added title at top in uppercase lettering: Aelst.
Latin letterpress text on verso under title:
Alostvm.
In: Braun, Georg and Franz Hogenberg. Civitates
orbis terrarum [Cologne: Pieter von Brachel?, ca.
1620] v. 4, plate 10
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 4, pl. 10
(PrCt)

7
Aaronsohn, Aaron,
1876-1919<<<<Cartography - Palestine -
1914-1918<<<<World War, 1914-1918 - Military
intelligence - Palestine<<<<World War,
1914-1918 - Military intelligence - Great
Britain<<<<NILI (Organization : Palestine)
Aaronsohn's maps : the untold story of the man
who might have created peace in the Middle East
Authors: Goldstone, Patricia, 1951-
Abstract: Profiles scientist, diplomat, and spy
Aaron Aaronsohn, focusing on his role in the
struggle to create a homeland for the Jews, his
compilation of the region's first detailed water
maps and Palestine's national borders, and his
influence in establishing the state of Israel.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [323]-335)
and index.
ISBN 9780151011698.
To Collection Services for cataloging, Mar.
2011 (PrCt)

Abayen de Murbach (Murbach, France) -
Pictorial works - 1552<<<<Murbach (France) -
Pictorial works - 1552<<<<Woodcuts
[View of Murbach Abbey, Murbach, France].
[Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552].
Authors: Govan, Fiona
Describes a stone tablet found in a cave in
Abautntz, northern Spain, and quotes a
researcher from the University of Zaragoza, "we
can say with certainty that it is a sketch, a map of
the surrounding area."
Printout from London Telegraph site (accessed
July 2010) :
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/euro
pe/spain/5978900/Worlds-oldest-map-Spanish-ca
ve-has-landscape-from-14000-years-ago.html
Vert 1951, no. 3 (PrCt)

Abbaye de Bellelay - Pictorial works -
1552<<<<Bellelay (Switzerland) - Pictorial
works - 1552<<<<Bellele Monastery
(Switzerland) SEE Abbatiale de
Bellelay<<<<Bellelay (Switzerland) SEE
Bellelay (Switzerland)<<<<Bellelay Abbey
(Switzerland) SEE Abbatiale de
Bellelay<<<<Bellelaye (Premonstratensian
abbey, Switzerland) SEE Abbatiale de
Bellelay<<<<Woodcuts
[View of Bellelay Abbey in the Bernese Jura
mountains of Switzerland]. [Basel : Heinrich Petri,
1552].
Authors: Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 --
Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552. Cosmographiae
uniuersalis ... (1552) -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 --
Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : woodcut ; 7 x 8 cm., on sheet 32 x 40
cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
In: Münster, Sebastian. Cosmographiae
uniuersalis ... (Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552), p.
415
VAULT folio Ayer 7 .M8 1552, p. 415 (PrCt)

Abbaye de Murbach (Murbach, France) -
Pictorial works - 1552<<<<Murbach (France) -
Pictorial works - 1552<<<<Woodcuts
[View of Murbach Abbey, Murbach, France].
[Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552].
Abbeville (France) - Maps - 1713 - Fortification
Abbeville est une ville considerable ... [Paris : De Fer, 1696].
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes -- avec leurs fortifications ... (1695-1696)
1 map 21 x 27 cm.
In: Fer, Nicolas de. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes; avec leurs fortifications ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, 1695-1696) pt. 7, map [140] Manuscript '16) at upper right.
Case folio U 26. 293 pt. 7, map [140] (PrCt)

Abbeville (France) - Maps - 1713 - Fortification
Abbeville est une ville considerable ... [Paris : De Fer, 1713?].
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Inselin, C. -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Introduction à la fortification ... [1713?]
1 map ; 21 x 33 cm.
In: Fer, Nicolas de. Introduction à la fortification ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, [1713?]) map [4].
For later state of this map, with engraved plate number, see Case folio U 26 .292.
For earlier version of this map, engraved on different plate, see Case folio U 26 .293.
Case oversize U 26 .2919 map [4] (PrCt)

Abbey, Eleanor - Map collections - 1906 - Pictorial works
Authors: Abbey, Eleanor P. 80 : ill. ; 28 cm.
Vert 1077, no. 2 (PrCt)

Abbott Ridge (B.C.) - Pictorial works - 1906 - Selkirk Range - Pictorial works - 1906 - Canadian Rockies (B.C. and Alta.) - Pictorial works - 1906
Sketch showing the Abbott Ridge : Mt. Afton, the Rampart, the Dome, Castor and Pollux from a photograph from Mt. Avalanche. [Ottawa? Dept. of the Interior?, 1906?).
1 view : col. ; 29 x 23 cm.
Anonymous view (by H.G. Wheeler?).
Identifies sites between ‘Dawson Range’ and ‘Mt. Afton.’
Graff map 6F G3512.S4A 1906 .W5 sheet 4 (PrCt)

Aber Wrach (France : Bay) - Maps - 1689
Porto d'Abbeuraye. Venice : Dom. Padouani,
Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copies: Govt. 517 and Ayer 128.3 U5h 1848
Graff 1249 between p. 488-489 (PrCt)

Abrams, Leonard N.<<>>Relief models
Authors: Library of Congress Information Bulletin
(May 23, 1988) p. 211-212 ; ill.
From: Library of Congress Information Bulletin
(May 23, 1988): 211-212 ; ill.
BHC 1042
Vert 608, no. 1 (PrCt)

Abruzzo (Italy) - Maps - 1590-1606
Aprvtii viterioris descriptio 1590 / Natalis Bonificacis Sebenicensis descripte. [London : John Norton], 1590 [i.e. 1606].
1 map : hand col. ; 31 x 41 cm.
Based on previous work by Caesar Orlandi and Agostino Giustiniani; see Karrow.
Printed no. 84 and English letterpress text on verso beginning: Aprvtvm, now called Abruzzo. In the kingdom of Naples there is ....
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1606, [plate 84] (PrCt)

Abruzzo (Italy) - Maps - 1790<<>>Molise (Italy) - Maps - 1790
Authors: Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824 -- Calcografia camerale (Rome, Italy) -- Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824. Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (1792-1801) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 43 cm.
Map dated 1790.
oversize Ayer 135 .C33 1792 v. 1 pl. 21 (PrCt)

Abruzzo (Italy) - Maps - 1938<<>>Molise (Italy) - Maps - 1938

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

Authors: Touring club italiano -- Guida d'Italia del T.C.I. -- Bertarelli, L.V. (Luigi Vittorio), 1859-1926 -- Antonio Vallardi (Firm) -- Vallardi (Antonio), firm SEE Antonio Vallardi (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 400 p., [16] leaves of plates (some folded) : col. maps (some folded), plans ; 16 cm.

2a ed.

'Nella prima edizione ---gli Abruzzi e il Molise erano compresi, insieme con le Puglie, nel vol. I dell'Italia meridionale.'--p. 5.

Maps by Antonio Vallardi.
Maps on lining papers.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 371-375) and indexes.

Series: Guida d'Italia del T.C.I.
Dust jacket.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 38032137
Baskes DG416.C742 A4 1938 (NLO)
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Authors: Accardo, Enzo -- Minciotti Tsoukas, Claudia, 1947-
1 v. (unpaged) : chiefly col. ill., maps ; 22 cm. Exhibit catalog; text by Enzo Accardo and Claudia Minciotti Tsoukas.
'Aquaviva Picena, AP [i.e. Ascoli Piceno] : Fast Edit'
LC Card Number: 2006385186
GA895.A3 A58 2006 (NLO)
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Abu al-Fida' Ismail ibn 'Ali, 1273-1331. Taqwim al-buldan - Postel, Guillaume, 1510-1581
Gio. Battista Ramvsio alii lettori ... [table of coordinates from the Arabic geographer Abu al-Fida']. Venetia : Apresso i Giunti, 1606.
Authors: Abu al-Fida' Ismail ibn 'Ali, 1273-1331 -- Ramusio, Giovanni Battista, 1485-1557.
Fol. 18
In: Ramusio, Giovanni Battista, Navigazioni et
viaggi (Venetia: Apresso i Giunti, 1606), preface, fol. 18.
'O queste lo[n]gitudine & latitudini, che qui sotto descriveremo, sono state cauate dal libro del Signore Abulfeda Ismael: vna copia del quale io mi ritrouo nelle mani: & tengo molto chara: et seruiranno ad alcune terre & luoghi nominati nel presente volume à questo sine publicate da noi, accio che'el benigno Lettore gusti in qualche parte della beltà del Libro del predetto Signore Ismael venuto diunamente in luce à nostri templ.'
The source of these coordinates was apparently a MS of Abu al-Fida's 'Taqwim al-buldan' in the possession of Guillaume Postel (cf. Destombes, Guillaume Postel cartographe, p. 363).

VAULT folio Ayer 110 R2 1606, v. 2, fol. 18 (PrCt)

Academic Libraries - Special collections - Bibliographies
Authors: Arnold, Marilyn -- Knapp, John
3 leaves
Photocopy of typescript from unidentified university.
Includes references dated 1965.

Vert 34 (PrCt)

Authors: Taylor, Gertrude C. -- Brasseaux, Carl A. -- Attakapas Historical Association -- University of Southwestern Louisiana. Center for Louisiana Studies
1 map : 88 x 88 cm. Historical map showing 18th-century land ownership in Acadia, Evangeline, and Saint Landry Parishes.
82-SO4981
346
map6F G4013.S7G45 17-- T3 (PrCt)

Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960-- Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)
266 p. : maps ; 28 cm.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1st ed. 'Deluxe edition.'
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).
3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.
Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).
Includes indexes.
Series: Family maps
ISBN 1420306650 ; 9781420306651
Local History Ref F377.A2 B69 2007 (NLO)
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Acadians - Maritime Provinces - Historical geography - Maps - 1993
Maritime Provinces - Historical geography - Maps - 1993
Acadia - Historical geography - Maps - 1993
Authors: Dunn, Brenda -- Candow, James E. -- Cardinal Communications -- Picard, Claude -- Parks Canada. Acadian Consultative Committee -- Université de Moncton. Centre d'études acadiennes -- Canada. Environment Canada -- Nethery, William H. -- LeBlanc, Robert G.
8 maps : col. ; on sheet 99 x 69 cm.
Maps duplicated, English on one side, French on the other.
Contents: Early Acadia 1744 -- The deportation -- Migrations and return -- Acadia today.
Accompanied by booklet 'Les Déportation des Acadiens = The Deportation of the Acadians' (16 p. ; see Info. file).
'Historic research, Brenda Dunn, James E. Candow ; graphic design, Cardinal Communications ; ill., Claude Picard ... [et al.] ; formative evaluation, Acadian Consultative Committee, Centre for Acadian Studies (Stephen White & R. Gilles LeBlanc) ; project manager, William H. Nethery, A.R.O. Interpretation; project inspired by Robert G. LeBlanc's research; rev. ed. 1993.'
map6F G3416 .S1 1993 C3 (PrCt)
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Acapulco (Mexico) - Maps - 1777 - Harbors
Pianta del porto d'Acapulco sopra la costa de Messico ... [Livorno : G.T. Masi, 1777].
Authors: Terreni, Giuseppe Maria, 1739-1811 -- Masi, G. T. -- Masi, G. T. Atlante dell' America, contenente le migliori carte geografiche ... (1777) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 20 x 14 cm.
Includes references A-O.
In: Masi, G. T. Atlante dell' America, contenente le migliori carte geografiche ... (Livorno : Gio. Tommaso Masi, e Comp., 1777) pl. [29].
VAULT folio Ayer 135 A75 1777 pl. [29] (PrCt)
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Acapulco (Mexico) - Maps - 1791 - Harbors
Plan du Port d'Acapulco ... 1791. [Paris : F. Schoell, 1791 [i.e. 1811].
1 map ; 17 x 18 cm.
'Dressé par les Officiers de la Marine Royale de S. M. C. embarqués sur les Corvettes la Descubierta et l'Atrevida l'année 1791. Gravé par Barrière. Dessiné à Madrid au Dépôt Hydrographique. l'Écriture par L. Aubert.'
Map dated 1791.
Engraved plate no. '18.'
Duplicate copies: folio Graff 2009 -- Baskes oversize G1545 H8 1811
Case oversize G 98 .425 Pt. 3 Atlas, pl. [17] (PrCt)
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Acapulco (Mexico) - Pictorial works - 1615
Authors: Boot, Adrian -- Vinckeboons, Joan -- HES & De Graaf Publishers
1 map : col. ; on sheet 32 x 24.
Detail reproduced in color; black and white reproduction of entire map and brief description on verso.
map1F G3201.AT 1662 H4, no. 5 (PrCt)

Acapulco (Mexico) - Pictorial works - 1615
Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Acapulco (Mexico) - Pictorial works - 1624
Verzeichnus des Hafens Acapulco. [Franckfort am Mayn : In Verlegung der Hulsischen Erben, 1630].
Authors: Decker, Adolf, fl. 1620. Die Zwey und Zwantzzigste Schiffart, das ist, Historische Eyetliche Beschreibung der Gewaltigen Mächtigen Schiffahrt so under dem Admiral Iacob l'Hermite im 1623, 1624, 1625 und 1626 Jahr umb die gantzten Welt beschehen (1630) -- Hulsius Erben -- Hulsius, Levinus, d. 1606. [Sammlung von sechs und zwanzig Schiffahrten] (1608-1650) 1 view ; 15.6 x 10.8 cm.
In Decker, Adolf, Die Zwey und Zwantzzigste Schiffart, das ist, Historische Eyetliche Beschreibung der Gewaltigen Mächtigen Schiffahrt so under dem Admiral Iacob l'Hermite im 1623, 1624, 1625 und 1626 Jahr umb die gantzten Welt beschehen (Franckfort am Mayn: in Verlegung der Hulsischen Erben, 1630), opp. p. 56.
In upper margin: Num: VII zum 56 blatt.

Acheron (Ship) - Hydrographic Surveying - New Zealand - 1848-1851
'Sources': p.[175]-179. Includes index. 81-54268.

Ackersdijck, Jan, 1790-1861 - Map collections
Geografisch Instituut - Map collections
Authors: Rijksuniversiteit te Utrecht. Geografisch Instituut -- Schilder, Günter xi, 221 p.; 30 cm.
Series: Bulletin van de Vakgroep Kartografie; no. 1 (ISSN 0304-0852).
Pref. also in English.
Includes bibliographical references and index.

ACKIA, Battle of, Miss., 1736
Authors: Dumont de Montigny -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS 257 map 11 1 ms. map : hand col. ; on sheet 209 x 323 mm Map of the Battle of Ackia detailing failed 1736 attack by Choctaw and French allies led by Jean Baptiste Le Moyne, Sieur de Bienville against a Chickasaw village and English allies. Fought about 7 miles northwest of the later site of Tupelo in Lee County, Mississippi. Keyed to references A-L. No. 11 of 23 maps and drawings detached and bound together, from: Dumont de Montigny. Memoire de Lxx Dxx Officiere Ingenieur, contenant les evenemens qui se sont passés à la Louisiane depuis 1715 jusqu'a present [1747] [Ayer MS 257]. Damaged: lacking portions of title and key. Relief shown pictorially. Oriented with north at right. Scale not given.
Note on verso: No. 11, page 263. Pen-and-ink and watercolor (green, gray, red, yellow).
Ms. memoire adapted by Jean Baptiste Le Mascier and published as Dumont de Montigny, Mémoires historiques sur la Louisiane. Paris: C.J.B. Bauche, 1753.
Forms part of both the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection and the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library).
Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 206.
Acme (Mich.) - Museums - 1990
The Music House : Traverse City, Michigan.

Acoma (N.M.) - Pictorial works - 1848
Acoma no. 2. [Washington : C.B. Graham’s Lith., 1848].

In: Abert, J. W. Report of Lieut. J. W. Abert, of his examination of New Mexico, in the years 1846-'47, following p. 470-471.

Forms part of U.S. Serial Set 517 in series: 30th Congress, 1st session ; Ex. doc. no. 41 -- Ex. doc. (United States. Congress. House) ; 30th Congress, 1st session, no. 41.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library. Duplicate copies: Govt. 517 and Ayer 128.3 U5h 1848
Graff 1249 opposite p. 471 (PrCt)

Acoma (N.M.) - Pictorial works - 1848
Acoma Pueblo (N.M.) SEE Acoma (N.M.)


In: Abert, J. W. Report of Lieut. J. W. Abert, of his examination of New Mexico, in the years 1846-'47, following p. 470.
Forms part of U.S. Serial Set 517 in series: 30th Congress, 1st session ; Ex. doc. no. 41 -- Ex. doc. (United States. Congress. House) ; 30th Congress, 1st session, no. 41.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library. Duplicate copies: Govt. 517 and Ayer 128.3 U5h 1848
Graff 1249 opposite p. 471 (PrCt)

Acoma (N.M.) - Pictorial works - 1848

In: Abert, J. W. Report of Lieut. J. W. Abert, of his examination of New Mexico, in the years 1846-'47, following p. 470.
Forms part of U.S. Serial Set 517 in series: 30th Congress, 1st session ; Ex. doc. no. 41 -- Ex. doc. (United States. Congress. House) ; 30th Congress, 1st session, no. 41.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library. Duplicate copies: Govt. 517 and Ayer 128.3 U5h 1848
Graff 1249 opposite p. 471 (PrCt)
Congress, 1st session ; Ex. doc. no. 41 -- Ex. doc. (United States. Congress. House) ; 30th Congress, 1st session, no. 41. Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library. Duplicate copies: Govt. 517 and Ayer 128.3 U5h 1848

Graff 1249 following p. 470 (PrCt)
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Acquapendente (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1582


Novacco 2F 113 (PrCt)
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Acquapendente (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1620


45

Acre (Israel) - Maps - 1320 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

Facsimiles Acon sive Ptolomayda. [Hanover : Wechel, 1611]. Authors: Vesconte, Pietro -- Sanuto, Marino, 1466-1535 -- Sanuto, Marino, 1466-1535. Liber secretorvm fidelivm crvcs super Terrae Sanctae recuperratione et conservacione ... (1611) -- Bongars, Jacques, 1544-1612. Gesta Dei per Francos, siue Orientalivm expiditionvm ... (1611) 1 map ; 14 x 19 cm. In: Sanuto, Marino. Liber secretorvm fidelivm crvcs super Terrae Sanctae recuperratione et conservacione ... (1611), at end, no. 5. This edition of the Liber secretorvm was issued with: Bongars, Jacques. Gesta Dei per Francos, siue Orientalivm expiditionvm ... (Hanoviae [Hanover]: typis Wechelians, apud heredes I. Aubrii, 1611). Facsimile of a manuscript map in Sanuto's Liber secretorvm (ca.1320); the maps in this work have been attributed to both Sanuto and Vesconte. At upper left: V. Reference: Dichter, The maps of Acre, p. 24. Case folio F 095 .33, map 5 (PrCt)

Acre (Israel) - Pictorial works - 1552


Acrocorinthus (Corinth, Greece) - Maps - 1689 - Pictorial works


Acropolis (Athens, Greece) - Maps - 1689

Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960--Araphub Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)
382 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
1st ed.
'Deluxe edition.'
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).
'3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.'
Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).
Includes indexes.
Series: Family maps
ISBN 142030514X ; 9781420305142
Local History Ref F547.A2 B69 2007 (NLO)

Adams County (III.) - Maps - 1872 - Landowners-<><>Counties - Maps-<><>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Andreas, Lyter & Co. -- Beals, Joseph J.
1 atlas (3 p. l., [5]-169 (i.e. 213) p. : 29 col. maps, ill.) ; 45 x 38 cm.
Pages 125-169 numbered as leaves; many of the alternate pages blank.
 oversize F 89602 .034 (NLO)

Adams County (III.) - Maps - 1889 - Landowners-<><>Counties - Maps-<><>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Edwards, John P. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 6 parts; 4 are 27 x 18 in. each and 2 are 27 x 19.5 in. each. Scale 1:36,205.
Originally published Quincy, Ill.: John P. Edwards, 1889.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
56 Adams County (Ill.) - Maps - 1952 - Landowners - Counties - Maps
Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Adams County Rural Youth (Ill.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (47 p.) : 25 maps ; 22 x 28 cm.
Cover title.
'Sponsored by Adams County Rural Youth.'
Scale [1:50,688]. 1 1/4 in. = 1 mi.
Coordinates: (W 91°30'--W 90°55'/N 40°12'--N 39°45').
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G4103.A2G46 1952 .R58 (NLO)

57 Adams County (Ill.) - Maps - 1975 - Landowners - Counties - Maps
Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Brown & Mating Realtors (Quincy, Ill.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (46 p.) : ill., 27 maps ; 28 cm.
Rev. 1975.
Cover title.
Scale [1:50,688]. 1 1/4 in. to 1 mile.
Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Includes business directory and index to owners.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G4103.A2G46 1975 .R58 (NLO)

58 Adams County (Ill.) - Maps - 1977 - Landowners - Counties - Maps
Authors: Artcraft Company -- Adams County 4-H Federation (Ill.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (70 p.) : 26 col. maps ; 28 cm.
'Compiled, printed, and published by Artcraft Company.'
Cover title.
Cadastral maps of townships, scale ca. 1:52,000.
'Sponsored by Adams County 4-H.'
'History of townships of Adams County': p. 47-48.
Includes directories and ownership index.
Scale not given.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 78319141

Adams County (III) - Maps - 1982 - Landowners - Counties - Maps
Authors: Great Mid-Western Publishing Company -- Adams County 4-H Federation (Ill.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (72 p.) : 23 maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
Includes index to owners.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Adams County (Ind.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners - Counties - Maps
Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960- -- Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)
170 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
1st ed.
'Deluxe edition.'
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).
'3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.'
Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).
Includes indexes.
Series: Family maps
ISBN 1420303368
Local History Ref F532.A2 B69 2006 (NLO)

Adams County (Ind.) - Maps - 1968 - Landowners - Wells County (Ind.) - Maps - 1968 - Landowners - Counties - Maps
Authors: Town & Country Publishing Co. -- Roger
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalog Entry</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>G1398.A2 C35 1880a (NLO)</td>
<td>Adams County (Pa.) - Maps - 1872 - Landowners - Counties - Maps</td>
<td>Microfiche 583, no. 697 (PrCt)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G1263.A2 L3 1872a (NLO)</td>
<td>Adams County (Pa.) - Maps - 1885 - Landowners - Counties - Maps</td>
<td>Microfiche 583, no. 824 (PrCt)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Adams County: Historic Conewago tour.
Gettysburg, Penn: Gettysburg Travel Council, c1991.
Authors: Gettysburg Travel Council
1 leaflet (4-fold): ill., maps; fold. to 23 x 10 cm

70 Adams County (Wash.) - Maps - 1960-1969<<Counties - Maps
Metsker’s map of Adams County, Washington.
Tacoma, Wash. Metsker Maps, [196-?].
Authors: Metsker Maps -- Metsker, Thomas
Charles -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: blue line print; 50 x 90 cm., folded in envelope 23 x 14 cm.
"Copyright by Thos. C. Metsker,
Title on envelope: Metsker’s Adams County map
Scale [ca. 1:126,000].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Relief shown by hachures and spot heights.
map4C G4283.A2 1960z.M4 (NLO)

71 Adams, John, fl. 1680
Notes on John Adams and contemporary map-makers. 1941.
Authors: Taylor, E. G. R. (Eva Germaine Rimington), 1879-1966
BHC 2341
Vert 1893 (PrCt)

72 Adams, John, fl. 1680. Angliae Totius Tabula, ca. 1685
John Adams and his map of England. 1932.
Authors: Heawood, Edward, 1863-1949
From Geographical Journal 79 (1932): 37-44.
BHC 1378
Vert 980 (PrCt)

73 Adams, John, fl. 1680<<Distance Maps - 1677-1699
Authors: Thrower, Norman Joseph William
In UCLA Librarian 25, no.6 (June, 1972): 23-25.
BHC 2321
Vert 1873 (PrCt)

74 Adams, John, fl. 1680<<Map projection
Authors: Ravenhill, W. L. D.
p. 424-437: 2 plates
In Geog. J. (1978): 424-437, 2 plates
G 007 .33, v. 144, p. 424-437 (PrCt)

75 Adare, Cape (Antarctica) - Maps - 1913<<Robertson Bay (Antarctica) - Maps - 1913
Map of Robertson Bay & Cape Adare. [London]: Harrison & Sons Ltd., [1921].
Authors: Campbell, Victor, 1875-1956 --
Debenham, Frank, 1883-1965 -- British Antarctic ('Terra Nova') Expedition (1910-1913) --
1 map: col.; 45 x 59 cm.
'This map was plotted in 1914 by Lieutenant (now Captain) V. L. A. Campbell from his own surveys made in 1911, when the party under his command wintered on Ridley Beach.' -- p. 80.
Scale 1:100,000.
Shows heights in feet, soundings in fathoms.
Inset: Map of Ridley Beach -- Cape Adare [18 x 16 cm.].
For comments on the maps see Report, p. 80-83.
Fitzgerald folio G850 1910 .D43 1923, map XIII (PrCt)

Addison County (Vt.) - Maps - 1857 - Landowners<<Counties - Maps<<Landowners - Maps
Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map: on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 2 sheets, 54.5 x 27 in. each.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 1181 (PrCt)

Addison County (Vt.) - Maps - 1857 - Landowners<<Counties - Maps<<Landowners - Maps
Authors: Walling, Henry Francis, 1825-1888 -- Baker (Wm. E.) & Co. -- Library of Congress.
Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map: on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 2 sheets, 54.5 x 27 in. each.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 1181 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Microfiche 583, no. 1182 (PrCt)

78

Addison County (Vt.) - Maps - 1871 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps

Authors: Beers, F. W. (Frederick W.) -- Peet, W. S., fl. 1871 -- Charles E. Tuttle Co.
48 p. : maps ; 41 cm.
Many pages blank.
Cf. Phillips 2594.
ISBN 0804809372
7A 49 (NLO)

79


Authors: State Transport Authority
1 sheet : col. maps ; fold. to 18 x 14 cm
Contents: [Map of Greater Adelaide showing bus routes and rail services], -- [Maps of Adelaide districts, including Central Adelaide, North Adelaide, Elizabeth, Salisbury, Port Adelaide Tea Tree Plaza, West Lakes, Kilkenny, Glenelg, Blackwood, Noarlunga Centre, and Marion.] -- Includes indexes.
Travel Vertical File G8964 .A2P1 1988 .S7 (PrCt)

80


Authors: Botanic Gardens of Adelaide
1 leaflet (5-fold) : map ; 21 cm

81


Authors: Countrywide Tourist Promotions
2 maps ; fold. to 22 x 14 cm
Contents: [Map of Greater Adelaide showing Shell stations], -- [Map of downtown area].
Includes indexes.

82

Aden (Yemen) - History - Siege, 1513 - Pictorial works - Aden (Yemen) - Pictorial works - 1513

Aden. ['s-Gravenhage : M. Nijhoff, 1933-1939].
Authors: Newberry Library. John M. Wing Foundation
1 view ; 48 x 107 cm. on 2 sheets

Facsimile of anonymous woodcut view.
M.CCCC.XIII. ...'
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.
Wing facsimile ZX 5461 .962, pl. 21-24 (PrCt)

Adirondack Mountains (N.Y.) - Maps - 1920 - Road maps - Champlain, Lake - Maps - 1920 - Road maps - George, Lake (N.Y. : Lake) - Maps - 1920 - Road maps - Lake Champlain Region (N.Y.) SEE Champlain, Lake - Lake George Region (N.Y.) SEE George, Lake (N.Y. : Lake) - Road maps - The Adirondack picture map. Lake George, N.Y.

Lake George Printing Co., Inc., [1920].
Authors: Knight, E. A., fl. 1920 -- Lake George Printing Co. (Lake George, N.Y.) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 51 x 33 cm.
"Copyright 1920 E.A. Knight."
Mounted on backing sheet; backing obscures verso with business directory and panel title: Picture map of the Adirondacks, Lake George, and Lake Champlain : showing the great macadam road system / published by Lake George Printing Co., Inc., Lake George, N.Y.
Road types color-coded (dirt, macadam, and graded).
Previously bound with a collection of pictorial maps in binders labeled "Points of Interest."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 190.20 (PrCt)

Authors: Fay, B. T. -- Adirondack Resorts Association -- Whitney-Graham Co. -- John V. Bergen Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 41 x 25 cm.
Pictorial map.
Shows area between Montreal and Albany, and between Utica, N. Y. and Rutland, Vt.
With rubber stamps of 'New York State Library' and 'Dept. of Cartography.'
Forms part of the John V. Bergen Collection (Newberry Library).
map2F G3802 .A3 1929 F3 (PrCt)
Adirondack Mountains (N.Y.) - Maps - 1930 - Pictorial maps - Adriatic Mountains (N.Y.) - 1930 - Road maps - Pictorial maps


Authors: Bender, Geo., fl. 1930 -- Whitney-Graham Co. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Whitney-Graham Co. (Buffalo, N.Y.) SEE Whitney-Graham Co.

1 map : col. ; 21 x 39 cm.
Mounted on backing sheet; backing obscures printed text on verso.
Previously bound with a collection of pictorial maps in binders labeled "Points of Interest."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 190.21 (PrCt)

Adirondack Mountains (N.Y.) - Pictorial works - 1929 - Champlain, Lake - Pictorial works - 1929 - Road maps

[Aerial view of the Adirondack Mountains and Lake Champlain]. [S.l. s.n., 1929?].

Authors: Fay, B. T. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 view ; sheet trimmed to15 x 38 cm.
Anonymous birds-eye view without imprint.
Imperfect; trimmed and damaged; lacking central section.
Listed on RMcN AE 190 ms. index as "Air photo of Adirondacks"; the view is a reproduction of original artwork and not a photograph.
Possibly related to a map of the Adirondacks by B.T. Fay dated 1929; the Fay map is listed on RMcN AE 190 ms. index but is missing (Oct. 2009).
Date from RMcN AE 190 ms. index.
Previously bound with a collection of pictorial maps in binders labeled "Points of Interest."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 190.6 (PrCt)

Adirondack Coast (Balkan Peninsula) - Maps - 1685 - Adriatic Sea - Maps - 1685


Authors: Enderling, Jacob -- Astaler, T. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 14 maps ; 162 x 97 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Adirondack Sea - Maps - 1500-1550 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Nautical charts - Adriatic Sea - 1500-1550 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

1861-1940 - Map collections - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles - Nautical charts

[Portolan chart of the Adriatic, Venetian, 1st half of 16th century]. [Firenze : Leo S. Olschki, 1934].
Authors: Olschki, Leo S. (Leo Samuel), 1861-1940 -- La Bibliofilia (May 1932) -- Newberry Library. John M. Wing Foundation 1 map ; 20 x 37 cm.
In: La Bibliofilia 34, no. 5 (May 1932), opposite p. 168
Reproduction of a chart in the Biblioteca Olschki, Florence.
Apparently not in Pflederer, Census of portolan charts & atlases.
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.

Wing folio Z 007.05, v. 34, opposite p. 168 (PrCt)

Adriatic Sea - Maps - 1500-1599

Isole che son da Venetia nella Dalmatia et per tutto l'Arcipelago, sino à Costantinopoli... In Vinegia : appresso Simon Pinargenti, et compagni, 1573.

Not at Newberry Library (Dec. 2012) (PrCt)


[Portolan chart of the Adriatic Sea and the coast of Italy] / Hieronimo Masarachi F. [ca. 1560].
Authors: Masarachi, Hieronimo -- Papadopoli, Nicolò, conte, 1841-1922 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 ms. map : hand col., vellum ; on sheet 371 x 204 mm.
Oriented with north at bottom right.
Mounted on wooden roller and housed in clam box (12 x 34 x 12 cm.)
The only known work of 'Masarachi.'
According to David Woodward, the limited geographical scope of this chart, in comparison to other 16th century portolans covering all of the Mediterranean Sea, raises doubt about its authenticity.
Ex Papadopoli.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

ms4
VAULT oversize Novacco 2R 1 (PrCt)

Adriatic Sea - Maps - 1568 - Venice, Gulf of (Italy) - Maps - 1568

Il Golfo di Venetia si come è il più famoso et illustre di quanti sono dal Mare ... / Intagliato da

Authors: Forlani, Paolo -- Libraría della Colonna (Venice, Italy) -- Lange, Otto, 1879-1944 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 237 x 424 mm. (neat line), 243 x 430 mm. (print mark)

Title appears beneath dedication at upper left: Al magci. sigri. miei ossermi. il sigor. Piero Badoero, et il sigor. Antonio Diedo.

Oriented with north at left.

For close derivative issued with Forlani’s name but without imprint, see Novacco 4F 150.

Almagià, Monumenta cartographica vaticana II (1948) p. 33.

Woodward 73.01.


tooley 587.


Ex Lange.

Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

e2-17

Novacco 2F 150 (PrCt)

Adriatic Sea - Maps - 1695

Le Golfe de Venise, avec ses principaux caps, promontoires, & ports de mer. Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : Chez H. Jaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], 1695?.

Authors: Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667.

Atlas nouveau : contenant toutes les parties du monde (1692 [i.e. 1695?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 54 x 72 cm.

In counterfeit edition of: Sanson, Nicolas. Atlas nouveau : contenant toutes les parties du monde (Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : H. Jaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], 1692 [i.e. 1695?]) pl. [99].

Inset (4 x 8 cm.): Venice.

Map dated 1693.

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .S19 1692 pl. [99] (PrCt)

Adriatic Sea - Maps - 1696


Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Cornejo, Pedro, d. 1618 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

I:188

1 map : hand col. ; 54 x 72 cm.

3048

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Sack map4F G5702.A2 1696 S2 (PrCt)

Adriatic Sea - Maps - 1771 - Nautical charts

Venice, Gulf of (Italy) - Maps - 1771 - Nautical charts

Nautical charts - Adriatic Sea - 1771

Nautical charts - Venice, Gulf of (Italy) - 1771

Pilot guides - Adriatic Sea - 1771

Pilot guides - Venice, Gulf of (Italy) - 1771

Description géographique du golfe de Venise et de la Morée. Avec des remarques pour la navigation, & des cartes & plans des côtes, villes, ports & mouillages. Par le Sieur Bellin ... A Paris : de l'imprimerie de Didot, M. DCC. LXXI [1771].

Authors: Bellin, Jacques Nicolas, 1703-1772 -- Didot, Firmin, 1764-1836

xii, 235 p. : 49 maps (part fold.) ; 26 cm.

Added t.-p., illus., engr.

G 35005 .09 (NLO)

Adriatic Sea - Maps - 1806 - Nautical charts

Nautical charts - Adriatic Sea - 1806

Nautical charts - Venice, Gulf of (Italy) - Maps - 1806

Yugoslavia - Maps - 1806 - Coasts

Charts of the Adriatic Sea or Gulf of Venice. 1806

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Historical survey of Adriatic region maps, ca. 1775-1816 — Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 53 x 133 cm.
In: Faden, William [and others]. [General atlas of modern geography : a collection of large scale maps and charts of all parts of the world] ([London, etc. : W. Faden, etc., 1775-1815]) v. 1, pl. [80].
Imprint on map: London ... W. Faden ... 1806.
Insets (13 x 32 cm. and smaller): Coast of Istria -- Channel of Curzola -- Coast from Port Ladro to old Ragusa.
Verso handstamped '58.'
oversize Ayer 135.G32 1775 v. 1, pl. 80 (PrCt)

Adriatic Sea - Maps - 1930-1936
>>Dalmatia (Croatia) - Maps - 1930-1936
>>Bosnia and Herzegovina - Maps - 1930
Adria, Dalmatien, Kroatische kueste, Bosnien
Leipzig : Bibliographisches Institut, 1930.
Authors: Meyers Reisebücher -- Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 47 maps
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Adriatic Sea Region - Maps - Exhibitions
>>Friuli (Italy) - Maps - Exhibitions
>>Dalmatia (Croatia) - Maps - Exhibitions
>>Istria (Croatia and Slovenia) - Maps - Exhibitions
Adria, Dalmatien, Kroatische kueste, Bosnien
Leipzig : Bibliographisches Institut, 1930.
Authors: Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 47 maps
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Advertising - Illustrations - 1930-1939
>>Road maps
Illustration of unidentified city with oversize trucks on surrounding roads. [S.l. s.n., 193-?].
Authors: Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 illustration ; 5 x 15 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Incomplete; trimmed to focus on city.
Mounted on backing sheet; verso includes descriptive text obscured by backing.
Previously bound with a collection of pictorial maps in binders labeled "Points of Interest."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 190.43 C (PrCt)

Advertising - Maps - Netherlands - Amsterdam - History --17th century
>>Advertising, Newspaper - Netherlands - Amsterdam - History --17th century
>>Advertising, Newspaper - Netherlands - Amsterdam - History --18th century
>>Advertising - Maps - Netherlands - Amsterdam - History --18th century
Advertenties voor kaarten, atlassen, globes e.d. in Amsterdamse kranten, 1621-1811 / P.C.J. van der Krogt ; with an introduction in English .
Authors: Krogt, P. C. J. van der xv, 473 p. ; 23 cm.
Bibliography: p. xv.
Includes indexes.
ISBN 9061940559
HF6161.M39 K76 1985 (NLO)

Aegean Islands (Greece and Turkey) - Historical geography - Maps - 1584-1606
>>Rhenea Island (Greece) - Historical geography - Maps - 1584-1606
>>Delos Island (Greece) - Historical geography - Maps - 1584-1606
>>Kyklades (Greece) - Historical geography - Maps - 1584-1606
>>Ikaria Island (Greece) - Historical geography - Maps - 1584-1606

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
106 Aegean Islands (Greece and Turkey) - Maps - 1783<<>>Aegean Sea - Maps - 1783
Authors: Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Stackhouse, Thomas, 1756-1836. An Universal atlas : being a set of maps, to illustrate ancient and modern geography ... (1782) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 36 cm.
"Dedicated to his highness William Duke of Gloucester."
In: Stackhouse, Thomas, 1756-1836 -- Stackhouse, Thomas, 1756-1836. An Universal atlas : being a set of maps, to illustrate ancient and present geography ... (1700) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 20 maps
1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 36 cm. and 14 x 23 cm., on sheet 48 x 32 cm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Engraved "32" at upper right.
Case oversize G1015 .S82 1785, plate 32 (PrCt)

107 Aegean Islands (Greece and Turkey) - Maps - 1783<<>>Aegean Sea - Maps - 1783
Authors: Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Stackhouse, Thomas, 1756-1836. An Universal atlas : being a set of maps, to illustrate ancient and modern geography ... (1782) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 36 cm.
In: Stackhouse, Thomas. An Universal atlas : being a set of maps, to illustrate ancient and modern geography ... (1700) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 20 maps
1 map : hand col. ; 23 x 14 cm. and 14 x 23 cm., on sheet 48 x 32 cm.
Collective title in upper margin.
Margins include vignettes of natives in local costume.
Printed plate no. "LII" at upper right.
Case oversize G1019 .A38 1872, plate [52] (PrCt)

108 Aegean Islands (Greece and Turkey) - Maps - 1783<<>>Aegean Sea - Maps - 1783
Authors: Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Stackhouse, Thomas, 1756-1836. A New universal atlas : consisting of a complete set of maps ... (1785) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 36 cm.
In: Stackhouse, Thomas. A New universal atlas : consisting of a complete set of maps ... (London : Printed for the proprietor, Mrs. Stackhouse ... and sold by T. Longman [and 7 others], 1785), plate 32.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .S82 1785, plate 32 (PrCt)

Aegean Islands (Greece and Turkey) - Maps - 1872<<>>Istanbul (Turkey) - Maps - 1872
2 maps : col. ; 23 x 14 cm. and 14 x 23 cm., on sheet 48 x 32 cm.
Collective title in upper margin.
Margins include vignettes of natives in local costume.
Printed plate no. "LII" at upper right.
Case oversize G1019 .A38 1872, plate [52] (PrCt)

Aegean Islands (Greece and Turkey) - Maps - 1890<<>>Greece - Maps - 1890
Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag -- Karl Thiemig AG -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
247 p. : ill., 12 maps (some col., some folded), plans ; 17 cm.
Folded map in pocket.
Includes index.
Series: Grieben-Reiseführer ; Bd. 275
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 275 (1973) (NLO)

Aegean Islands (Greece and Turkey) - Maps - 1989<<>>Turkey - Maps - 1989
Authors: Discovery guides -- Darke, Diana -- Haag, M. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 20 maps
1st ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Aegean Islands (Greece and Turkey) - Maps - 1999<<>>Greece - Maps - 1999
Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag -- Karl Thiemig AG -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
480 p. : ill., 12 maps (some col., some folded), plans ; 17 cm.
Folded map in pocket.
Includes index.
Series: Grieben-Reiseführer ; Bd. 275
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 275 (1973) (NLO)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

1993


Authors: Cadogan guides -- Facaros, Dana -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 56 maps

Ed: Dana Facaros

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

113

Aegean Islands (Greece and Turkey) - Maps - 1995<>>>Islands - Greece - Maps - 1995


Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Automobile Association (Great Britain) -- Macmillan Travel -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 12 maps, 22 city plans

4th ed.

Edition statement on cover: 4e.


Cover price: $17.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

114

Aegean Sea Coast (Turkey) - Description and travel - 1981<>>>Turkey - Coast, Aegean SEE

Aegean Sea Coast (Turkey)

Turkey : Aegean coast. Istanbul : Turkish Ministry of Tourism and Information, 1981.

Authors: Turkey. Turizm Bakanligi

1 booklet (12 p.) : col. photos, map ; 20 x 22 cm.

Travel Vertical File G7432 .A3E635 1981 .T8 (PrCt)

115

Aegean Sea - Maps - 1572 - Naval operations - Manuscripts<>>>Methone (Greece) - Maps - 1572 - Naval operations - Manuscripts<>>>Pyllos (Greece) - Maps - 1572 - Naval operations - Manuscripts<>>>Navies - Maps - 1572 - Pictorial works - Manuscripts<>>>Manuscript maps

[Maps of naval operations between Christian and Turkish fleets in the Aegean Sea, 1572]. 1572.

Authors: Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)

6 ms. maps ; on 3 sheets 264 x 380 mm. or smaller, remargined to 362 x 513 mm.

Drawn back-to-back on 3 sheets in pen-and-ink and numbered 1-6.

A series of 6 maps showing disposition of Christian and Turkish fleets between August and October, 1572.

Each map bears a separate cartouche with several lines of notes.

Details fleet positions at Kythera Island (previously known as Cerigo Island) and Cape Matapan, the retreat of the Turkish fleet into the harbor of Methone (formerly Modon or Modone), and Christian raids on Methone and Navarino (later named Pylos).

Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

ms3a

Novacco 2F 63 (PrCt)


Authors: Bremond, Estienne -- Henry E. Huntington Library and Art Gallery -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 55 x 38 cm.

Photostat of 1655 manuscript in the Huntington Library; HM 31.

Schulz, p. 8.

4347

Ayer map6C G5702.A3P5 1655 B7 1925 (PrCt)


A Chart of the archipelago with the Island of Candia. [London : J. Knapton et al., 1728].

Authors: Harris, John, 1667?-1719 -- Knapton, James. -1738 -- Harris, John, 1667?-1719. Atlas maritimus & commercialis ... (1728) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 49 x 59 cm.

In: [Harris, John et al.] Atlas maritimus & commercialis ... (London : Printed for James and John Knapton [et al.], 1728) plate '29.

oversize Ayer 135 .A83 1728 pl. 29 (PrCt)

Aegean Sea - Maps - 1753 - Nautical charts<>>>Nautical charts - Aegean Sea - 1753<>>>Nautical charts


Authors: Gaudy, John, fl. ca. 1705-ca.1740 -- Parker, Samuel, active 1719-1751 -- W. and J. Mount, T. and T. Page (Firm), fl. ca. 1753-1755 -- English Pilot. Part 3 (1753) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 54 x 43 cm.

In: The English pilot. Part III. Describing the sea-coasts, capes, head-lands, bays, roads, harbours, rivers and ports ... in the whole Mediterranean Sea ... (London : Printed for W. and J. Mount, T. and T. Page, on Tower-Hill, 1753) following p. 68.

Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger): English Pilot. Part 3 (1753)

oversize Ayer 135 .E55 1753 following p. 68 (PrCt)

Aegean Sea - Maps - 1771 - Nautical charts<>>>Nautical charts - Aegean Sea - 1771<>>>Nautical charts

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
A New chart of the Archipelago / corrected by Ion. Gaudy ; Sm. Parker sculpt. [London : J. Mount and T. Page, 1771].
Authors: Gaudy, John, fl. ca. 1705-ca.1740 -- Parker, Samuel, active 1719-1751 -- Mount, John, d. 1786 -- Page, Thomas, d. 1781 -- English Pilot. Part 3 (1771) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 54 x 43 cm.
In: The English pilot : Part III : Describing the sea-coasts ... in the whole Mediterranean Sea (London : Printed for J. Mount, and T. Page, on Tower-Hill, 1771), [plate 47]
Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger): English Pilot. Part 3 (1771)
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1956.P5 E5 1771, [plate 47] (PrCt)

Aerial photographs
Authors: Trory, Lyle G. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
xvi, 180 p., [8] leaves of plates : ill., map ; 25 cm 2d ed..
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes TA593 .T7 1952 (NLO)

Aerial photographs
Aerial photography. 1947.
Authors: Waddington, C.H.
From Endeavour 6 (1947): 76-84. maps, ills..
BHC 1769
Vert 1349 (PrCt)

Aerial photographs - Advertising - 1960
Where do you put a pyramid? Hollywood : Precision Artists, [ca. 1960].
Authors: Engineering Service Corporation -- Precision Artists -- May, Don
16 p. : maps, ill. ; 22 x 29 cm.
Pages 11-12 wanting.
Advertising the corporation's aerial surveying and mapping services.
Removed from the Donald May Papers, The Newberry Library.
Vert 64, no. 2 (PrCt)

Aerial photographs - Archival Resources
Authors: Stohr, Donald Luman Christopher -- Hunt, Li -- Smith, Mike
photographs.
BHC 2283
Vert 1838 (PrCt)

Aerial photographs - Developing countries - 1976
Cartography - Developing countries

- 1976
Authors: Rogge, H. L. -- International Institute for Aerial Survey and Earth Sciences -- ITC SEE International Institute for Aerial Survey and Earth Sciences -- Institut international de levés aériens et sciences de la terre SEE International Institute for Aerial Survey and Earth Sciences/Internationaal instituut voor luchtkartering en aardkunde SEE International Institute for Aerial Survey and Earth Sciences 89 p. : ill. ; 21 cm.
To Collection Services for cataloging, Jan. 2011 (PrCt)

Aerial photographs - Illinois
Authors: Lumen, Donald E. -- Hunt, Li -- Smith, Mike
aerial photographs.
BHC 2641
Vert 2178 (PrCt)

Aerial photographs - Illinois - Catalogs
Aerial photographs. [198-?].
Authors: Brown, Spencer -- Hayner, Judy
In Illinois. Univ. Map and Geography Library, info. 1 (198-?): [1-4].
BHC 1412
Vert 1012 (PrCt)

Aerial photographs - Interpretation
Interprétation des photographies aériennes du point de vue topographique et géographique. 1964.
Authors: Hollander, Raymond d’ 6 p.
Mimeographed.
Vert 64, no. 1 (PrCt)

Aerial photographs<>Surveying - Handbooks, manuals, etc. - 1977
Authors: Ritchie, William, 1940-327 p. : ill. ; 23 cm.
Bibliography: p. 319-320.
TA616 .M27 1977 (NLO)

Aerial photographs<>Symbols<>Maps - Symbols
The Conversion of aerial photography to symbolized maps. 1964.
Authors: Merriam, Mylon
BHC 1830
Vert 1398 (PrCt)

130 Aerial photographs - United States - Maps<>>United States - Aerial photographs - Maps
Authors: Geological Survey (U.S.)
maps : col. ; 60 x 97 cm.
Scale 1:5,000,000 ; Albers equal-area proj., standard parallels 29½° and 45½°.
Includes text and index to agencies holding mosaics.
Insets: Alaska -- Hawaii -- Canal Zone -- Puerto Rico and Virgin Islands.
Some sheets have descriptive text on verso.
map6F G3701 .B52 year (PrCt)

131 Aerial photographs - United States - Maps<>>United States - Aerial photographs - Maps
Authors: Geological Survey (U.S.)
maps : col. ; 60 x 97 cm.
Scale 1:5,000,000 ; Albers equal-area proj., standard parallels 29½° and 45½°.
Includes text and index to agencies holding photography.
Insets: Alaska -- Hawaii -- Canal Zone -- Puerto Rico and Virgin Islands.
Some sheets have descriptive text on verso.
map6F G3701 .B52 year (PrCt)

Authors: United States. Aeronautical Chart Service -- United States. Army Air Forces -- U.S. Lake Survey -- United States. Army Map Service 76 maps : col. ; 97 x 151 cm. or smaller
Added title: U.S. Army Air Forces long range air navigation chart.
Scale 1:3,000,000.
Sheet editions vary.
Publication dates based on edition statements.
Printed by the Army Map Service, Wash., D.C.
Plate nos. LR 1-76.
Relief shown by hypsometric tints and spot heights.
Newberry's collection incomplete: lacking Yellow Sea (no. 17) and Antarctic regional sheets (nos. 71-76).
See graphic index filed with maps for sheet contents.
Accompanied by U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey correspondence to former owner, and graphic indexes to Army Air Forces charts (1:1,000,000 and 1:3,000,000 and 1:5,000,000 series); see Newberry Library Map Information File.
OCLC 30314717.
map7C G3201.P6 s3000 .U5 (NLO)

Aeronautical charts - Canada<>>Aeronautical charts
Keeping them high in the sky. 1987.
Authors: Murray, Jeffrey S. -- Archivist p. 16-18. map, ill.
BHC 1877
Vert 1445 (PrCt)


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Aeronautical charts - History - 1959

Aeronautical charts - Germany - History - 1959

Bibliography - Aeronautical charts

Beiträge zur Geschichte der Luftfahrtkarte.
Frankfurt am Main: Verlag des Instituts für Angewandte Geodäsie, 1959.

Autors: Institut für Angewandte Geodäsie (Deutsches Geodätisches Forschungsinstitut) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

153 p.: ill.; 25 cm.


Festschrift compiled in conjunction with the international conference, '50 Years of Aeronautical Cartography', held in Munich, Sept. 19-22, 1959.


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes TL587.B45 1959 (NLO)

Aeronautical charts - History - 1975

Aeronautical charts - Germany - History - 1975

The Development of aeronautical charts.
[Columbus, Ohio]: Ohio State University, [1975].

Authors: Johnson, Jay Junior

v, 127 leaves: folded map; 28 cm.

Photocopy of dissertation from Ohio State University Library.

Bibliography: (leaves 122-127).

5A 8921 (NLO)

Aeronautical charts - History


245 p.; 26 cm.

2d ed., rev. and enl.

Includes bibliographical references (p. 55-23) and index.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes Z6026.A2 U54 1960 (NLO)

Aeronautics - Historical geography - Maps - 1928

Aeronautical charts - 1928

Historical atlases


Authors: Fraser, Chelsea Curtis, 1876- -- Thomas Y. Crowell & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

xii, 550 p., [22] leaves of plates; ill., 26 maps, ports.; 21 cm.

Rev. ed.

'With twenty-six maps drawn by the author and forty-two photographs.'

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes TL515.F7 1928 (NLO)

Aetos (Ithaca Island, Greece) - Maps - 1808

Aetos (Ithaca Island, Greece) SEE Aetos (Ithaca Island, Greece)


Authors: Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Gell, William, Sir, 1777-1836. The geography and antiquities of Ithaca (1807) 1 map; 26 x 18 cm.


Relief shown by hachures.

Scale ca. 1:9,400.

Inset: A plan, shewing how the description of the house of Ulysses in the Odyssey may be supposed to correspond with the foundations yet visible on the Hill of Aito.

Case folio DF901.I8 G3 1807, opp. p. 48 (PrCt)

Affagart, Greffin, 16th cent. Brochard, Bonaventure, 16th cent.

Brochard, Greffin, 16th cent.


Authors: Chavanon, Jules, 1866- -- Affagart, Greffin, 16th cent. Relation de Terre Sainte, 1533-1534 (1902) p. vii-xxvii; 25 cm.


"Cette introduction a été lue au Congrès des Sociétés Savantes à Paris en 1898, et imprimée par les soins du Ministère de l'Instruction Publique dans le Bulletin du Comité des Travaux Historiques."

Introduction contains bibliographical notes.

Vert 3042, no. 1 (PrCt)

Affagart, Greffin, 16th cent. Brochard,
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Authors: Ptolemy, active 2nd century -- Ptolemy, active 2nd century.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lt. Geografia di Clavdio Toloome (1574) -- Ruscelli, Girolamo, d. ca.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1565 -- Ziletti, Giordano, 16th cent. -- Hermon Dunlap Smith</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collection (Newberry Library)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 map ; 17 x 22 cm.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detached from Ruscelli's edition of La Geografia di Clavdio</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toloome (Venice: Ziletti, 1574).</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Letterpress title on verso: Dell'Asia tavola nona antica.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forms part of the Hermon Dunlap Smith Library.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mapsF G7630 1574 .P7 (PrCt)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authors: Chapman and Hall -- J. &amp; C. Walker (Firm) -- Society for</td>
<td>pl. [32] (PrCt)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (Great Britain) -- Society for</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (Great Britain).</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps of the Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (1844)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 map ; hand col. ; 38 x 30 cm.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Title in upper margin.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In: Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps of the Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (London</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>: Chapman and Hall, 1844) v. 1, plate [94].</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>oversize Ayer 135 .S67 1844 v. 1, pl. [94] (PrCt)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>etc. / drawn &amp; engraved by J. Archer, Pentonville, London. London</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>: Grattan &amp; Gilbert, [1841?].</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authors: Archer, Joshua, fl. 1833-1866 -- Grattan &amp; Gilbert,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&amp; Gilbert -- Mudie, Robert, 1777-1842. Gilbert's modern atlas of the</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>earth ... (London : Grattan and Gilbert, [1841?]),</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Printed no. 33 at bottom center.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baskes folio G1019 .M83 1841, [plate 33] (PrCt)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Digital image available on Library of Congress.


1 map : copper engraving ; 12.2 x 16.4 cm. on sheet 32 x 21 cm.


Digital image available on Library of Congress website (accessed Nov. 2010) :


Africa, Central - Maps - 1625<<>>Congo, Kingdom of SEE Africa, Central
Authors: Purchas, Samuel, 1577?-1626 -- Hondius, Jodocus, 1563-1612 -- Purchas, Samuel, 1577?-1626. Purchas his pilgrimes (1625) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : copper engraving ; 12.4 x 15.9 cm. on sheet 32 x 21 cm.
Letterpress title above map: Hondivs his Map of Congo.
Digital image available on Library of Congress website (accessed Nov. 2010) :

VAULT Ayer 110 .P9 1625, v. 2, p. 1006 (Pr.Ct)

Africa, Central - Maps - 1626
Authors: Purchas, Samuel, 1577?-1626 -- Hondius, Jodocus, 1563-1612 -- Purchas, Samuel, 1577?-1626. Purchas his pilgrimes (1626) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 40 x 48 cm. Oriented with north at left.

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .A4 A pl. 92 (Pr.Ct)

Africa, Central - Maps - 1700<<>>Angola - Maps - 1700
Regna Congo et Angola. Amstredam : C. Allard, [1682?].
Authors: Jansson Heirs -- Allard, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709 -- Allard, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709. Atlas minor sive tabulae geographicæ ... [1682?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .W8 A no. [84] (Pr.Ct)

Africa, Central - Maps - 1731
Carte particuliare du Royaume de Congo ... [Paris, ca. 1776].
1 map ; 25 x 33 cm.
oversize Ayer 135 .A6 1727 pl. 23 (PrCt)

Authors: Powell, E. Alexander (Edward Alexander), 1879-1957 -- Barton, Rexford W. -- Century Company -- Owen, Ed. A., Mrs. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
xv, 355 p., [66] leaves of plates (2 folded) : ill., 2 col. maps, ports. ; 21 cm.
"With many illustrations from photographs by Rexford W. Barton and the author."
Includes index.
Publisher's illustrated green cloth binding.
Former owner's signature: Mrs. Ed. A. Owen.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 25020151
Baskes DT351 .P69 1925 (NLO)

Authors: Fullard, Harold -- George Philip & Son -- London Geographical Institute -- Denoyer-Geppert Company -- Southern Illinois University at Carbondale
1 map : col., mounted on cloth and wooden rollers ; 106 x 85 cm.
"The London Geographical Institute" -- At bottom right.
"Scale 1:1,750,000. (28 miles = 1 inch).
"Projection: Lambert's equivalent azimuthal."
Relief and bathymetry shown by gradient tints and spot heights.
Footprint of detached adhesive label at bottom right, probably that of Denoyer-Geppert Co.; cf. other wall maps donated to Newberry by SIU in 2011.
Gift of Southern Illinois University at Carbondale, 2011.
maproll G8630 1964 .F8 (PrCt)

Authors: Homem, Diogo -- Rossiiskaia natsional'naia biblioteka -- Moliero Editor
1 map : col. ; 54 x 42 cm.
Facsimile of sheet no. 8 from 1565 manuscript atlas by Diogo Homem; reproduced from original in the Russian National Library, St. Petersburg.
map4F G8320 1565 .H6 2000 (PrCt)
Carte des cosutes d'Afrique. [ca. 1640].
Authors: Cartes Marines Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 30, sheet 19
1 ms. map : hand col. ; 496 x 934 mm.
Nautical chart detailing the eastern African and Middle Eastern coastlines between the Cape of Good Hope and southern Iran, including the Red Sea, Persian Gulf, Madagascar, and various Indian Ocean islands. Tentatively dated ca. 1640 because most place names are in Portuguese, and there is no indication of the French occupation of Madagascar.
Scale [ca. 1:10,500,000]. 'Echelle de 200 lieues au dz.' [= 106 mm.]
Oriented with north at right.
Pen-and-ink and watercolor (green, brown, yellow, red); mounted on cloth.
Sheet 19 of 117 in the Cartes Marines Manuscript Map Collection, detailing French colonial interests worldwide, ca. 1640-ca. 1726. Continued on sheet 20: Carte des cosutes d'Asie. Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 31. Ayer ms map proj 00
Digital image available as part of the Newberry Library's Great Lakes Digital Collection via the CARLI Digital Collections website (accessed Nov. 2010):
http://collections.carli.illinois.edu/u/?nby_grlakes, 806
VAULT drawer Ayer MS map 30 sheet 19 (NLO)
Africa, East - Maps - 1655
Haute Ethiopie, ou l'empire de Abissins ...
Paris : P. Mariette, 1655 [i.e. 1659?].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Sanuto, Giulio, 1540-1580 -- Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594 -- Mariette, Pierre, 1603-1657 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (1655 [i.e. 1659?])
1 map : hand col. ; 39 x 49 cm.
In: Sanson, Nicolas. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (Paris : Pierre Mariette, 1655 [i.e. 1659?]) v. 1, pl. [19]
VAULT Case oversize G1015 .S35 1658 v. 1, pl. [19] (PrCt)

Africa, East - Maps - 1682<<><>Central Africa - Maps - 1682
Aethiopia superior ve interior; vulgo Abissinorum sive Presbiteri Ioannis imperium. Amsterdam : C. Allard, [1682?].
Authors: Allard, Carel, 1648-1709 -- Allard, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709. Atlas minor sive tabulæ geographicæ ... [1682?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 40 x 53 cm.
In: Allard, Carel. Atlas minor sive tabulæ geographicæ proecipuorum regnorum regionum, insularum, provinciarum, etc. (Amsterdam : C. Allard, 1682?) pl. 94.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .A4 A pl. 94 (PrCt)

A Chart of the coast of Africa from Mozambique to the Straits of Babelmandel and the adjoining ocean. [London : J. Knaptton et al., 1728].
Authors: Harris, John, 1667?-1719 -- Knapton, James, -1738 -- Harris, John, 1667?-1719. Atlas maritimus & commercialis ... (1728) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 49 x 60 cm.
In: [Harris, John et al.] Atlas maritimus & commercialis ... (London : Printed for James and John Knaptton [et al.], 1728) plate '32.
oversize Ayer 135 .A83 1728 pl. 32 (PrCt)

Africa, East - Maps - 1747
A New and accurate map of Nubia & Abissinia.
Authors: Bowen, Emanuel, -1767 -- Innys, William, d. 1756 -- Bowen, Emanuel, -1767. A Complete system of geography ... (1747)
1 map : 34 x 41 cm.
In: Bowen, Emanuel. A Complete system of geography : being a description of ... the known world (London : Printed for William Innys, etc., 1747) v. 2, pl. [43].
Case oversize G114 .B68 1747 v. 2, pl. 43 (PrCt)

Region - Maps - 1853
Authors: Lowry, Joseph Wilson, 1803-1879 -- Harper & Brothers -- Chapman and Hall -- Lowry, Joseph Wilson, 1803-1879. Lowry's Universal atlas constructed and engraved from the most recent authorities (1853)
1 map : col. ; 28 x 42 cm.
In: Lowry, Joseph Wilson. Lowry's Universal atlas constructed and engraved from the most recent authorities (New York : Harper and Brothers, 1853) pl. [50].
Printed plate nos. 'C', '38', '39', '74' and '75.' folio G 10.525 pl. [50] (PrCt)

Authors: Edward Stanford Ltd. -- Speke, John Hanning, 1827-1864 -- Royal Geographical Society (Great Britain) -- Journal of the Royal Geographical Society -- John Murray (Firm)
1 map : hand col. ; 75 x 56 cm.
Detached from the Journal of the Royal Geographical Society v. 33 (1863) bet. p. 322-3 [G 008 .76].
Accompanies Speke's report: The Upper basin of the Nile, from inspection and information.
94.
sc map4F G8320 1863 .S7 (NLO)

Africa, East - Maps - 1941
Authors: Huxley, Elspeth, 1907-1997 -- British commonwealth in pictures -- Britain in pictures -- Britain in Pictures Ltd. -- Fahney, Pearl Brock -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Date of publication from Carney.
"With twelve plates in colour and seventeen illustrations in black and white."
Bookplate: This is no. 55 of the subscribers' edition of Britain in pictures, published in the year 1941. Ex libris Pearl Brock Fahney.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Carney, M. Britain in pictures, published in the year 1941. Ex libris Pearl Brock Fahney.
LC Card Number: 41012962
Baskes DA630 .B75 no. 6 (1941) (NLO)

Africa, East - Surveys -
History<<><>Cartography - Africa, East - History - 1890-1946

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
In French and Arabic. Arabic text (242 p. at end) bound back to front in the traditional Eastern style. Ownership stamp of Eila M.J. Campbell. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes DT7 .I37 1968 (NLO)

176 Africa - Historical geography - Maps - 1650
Africa vetvs. Parisiis [Paris]: apud Petrum Mariette, 1650 [i.e. 1659?]. Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Peyrounin, A. -- Mariette, Pierre, 1603-1657 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (Paris : Pierre Mariette, 1658 [i.e. 1659?]) v. 1, pl. [108]
VAULT Case oversize G1015 .S35 1658 v. 1, pl. [108] (PrCt)

178 Africa - Historical geography - Maps - 1700
A New map of Libya or old Africk shewing its general divisions, most remarkable countries or people, cities, townes, rivers, mountains, &c. / R. Spofforth sculp. [Oxford : s.n., 1700]. Authors: Spofforth, R. -- William, Duke of Gloucester, 1669-1700 -- Wells, Edward, 1667-1727. A New sett of maps both of antient and present geography ... (1700) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 35 x 48 cm. "Dedicated to his highness William Duke of Gloucester"
In: Wells, Edward. A New sett of maps both of antient and present geography ... (Oxford : Printed at the Theater, 1700), plate [36] oversize Ayer 135 .W4 1700, plate [36] (PrCt)

177 Africa - Historical geography - Maps - 1650
Sack map6C G5701.S1 1658 .S3 no. [3] (PrCt)

175 Africa - Historical geography - Maps - 1501-1900
oversize Ayer 135 .S77 1782, plate 8 (PrCt)

180 Africa - Historical geography - Maps - 1783<<<Africa - Maps - 1783

181 Africa - Historical geography - Maps - 1909 (Provisional Heading)<<<<<Historical atlases


183 Africa - Historical geography - Maps - 1918<<<<Historical atlases

Africa - Historical geography - Maps - 1941<<<Newspaper maps - 1941

Africa - Historical geography - Maps - 1963<<<Historical atlases

Africa - Historical geography - Maps - 1968
Phillips 10089
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

187 Africa - Historical geography - Maps - 1971
The History of Africa in maps. [Chicago] : Denoyer-Geppert, [1971].
Authors: Gailey, Harry A. -- Denoyer-Geppert (Firm)
1 atlas (96 p. : 46 maps) ; 28 cm.
Bibliography: p. 96.
Gift76
ICN76
map4C 93 (NLO)

188 Africa - Historical geography - Maps - 1973
Authors: Wilson, Derek A. -- Seldon, Garth -- Lewis, Arthur -- University of London Press
1 atlas (64 p. : chiefly maps) ; 28 cm.
16867
ICN76
ISBN 0340096020
map4C 112 (NLO)

189 Africa - Historical geography - Maps - 1975
Authors: Fage, J. D. -- Verity, Maureen -- Edward Arnold (Publishers)
1 atlas (64 p. : 62 maps) ; 28 cm.
Bibliography: p. 60.
Indexed.
20840
ICN76
map4C 101 (NLO)

190 Africa - Historical geography - Maps - 1976\\-\>Historical atlases
A Modern atlas of African history / G.S.P. Freeman-Grenville ; cartography E. Hausman.
Authors: Freeman-Grenville, G. S. P. (Greville Stewart Parker) -- Hausman, E. -- Collings, Rex
1 atlas (63 p.) : 70 col. maps ; 25 cm.
Bibliography: p. 52.
Indexed.
28754
ICN77
G2446.S1 F7 1976 (NLO)

Authors: Auger, Alain -- Sirven, Pierre -- Editions M.D.I.
32 p. : chiefly col. maps ; 36 cm.
Scale of maps 1:30,000,000.
80-44681
folio G2445 .A9 1977 (NLO)

192 Africa - Historical geography - Maps - 1985\\-\>Historical atlases
Authors: Ajayi, J. F. Ade
1 v.
oversize G2446 S1 H5 1985 (NLO)

193 Africa - Historical geography - Maps - 1991\\-\>Historical atlases
Authors: Freeman-Grenville, G. S. P. (Greville Stewart Parker) -- Kessel, Lorraine -- Karta (Firm) -- Simon and Schuster, inc. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Carta, map publishers, Israel SEE Karta (Firm) -- Israel Map & Publishing Co. SEE Karta (Firm)
1 atlas (144 p.) : 65 col. maps ; 31 cm.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 90047195
ISBN 0136121519 ; 9780136121510
Baskes folio G2446.S1 F73 1991 (NLO)

194 Africa - Historical geography - Maps - 1995\\-\>Historical atlases
Authors: Kasule, Samuel, Dr. -- Macmillan & Co.
1 atlas (160 p.) : ill. (some col.), col. maps ; 26 cm.
Series: Macmillan continental history atlases. Includes bibliographical references (p. 150-151) and index.
ISBN 0028625803.
To Collection Services for cataloging, March 2011 (PrCt)

195 Africa - History, Ancient - Maps - 1840\\-\>Hanno - Voyages - Maps - 1840
Map illustrating the voyage of Hanno. [Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, 1840].
Authors: Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846 -- Hanno -- Lea & Blanchard -- Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (1840)
1 map ; 12 x 11 cm.
Details the coast of N.W. Africa.
In: Murray, Hugh. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, successors to Carey & Co., for George W. Gorton, 1840) v. 1, p. 21.
Wax engraving.
G 11 .607 v. 1, p. 21 (PrCt)

196 Africa - History, Ancient - Maps - 1840\\-\>Periplus of the Erythrian Sea

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Africa - History, Ancient - Maps - 1990

Authors: Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846 -- Lea & Blanchard -- Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (1840)
1 map ; 9 x 6 cm.
Details S.E. coast of Africa.
In: Murray, Hugh. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, successors to Carey & Co., for George W. Gorton, 1840) v. 1, p. 29.
Wax engraving.
G 11 .607 v. 1, p. 29 (PrCt)

Africa - Maps - 1540---Woodcuts

"Africa XVIII. Nova tabula. [Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1540].
Authors: Ptolemy, active 2nd century -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Ptolemy, active 2nd century.
Geographia (1540) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. woodcut ; 26 x 35 cm., mounted on backing sheet 31 x 38 cm.
Letterpress title above woodcut map with letterpress place names.
Letterpress no. 46 and text on verso: Africa nova. Africa una ex tribus orbis ...
Forms part of an incomplete copy of Sebastian Münster's 1540 edition of Ptolemy's Geography (lacking intervening pages of text between maps). Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Same woodcut issued with variant letterpress titles in different editions of Münster's Cosmographia and in Münster's editions of Ptolemy's Geographia; see Karrow p. 421.
References: Karrow, Mapmakers of the 16th cent., p. 425; Shirley, T.Ptol-8a
VAULT Baskes folio G1005 1540, [plate 46] (PrCt)

Africa - Maps - 1552---Woodcuts

"Totius Africæ tabula & descriptio uniuslaris etiam ultra Ptolomaei limites extensa. [Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552].
Authors: Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552. Cosmographiae universalis ... (1552) -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : woodcut ; 26 x 35 cm.
Letterpress title above woodcut map with letterpress place names.
Letterpress 13 and text on verso: Africae nova descriptio, quae peninsulae ... .
In: Münster, Sebastian. Cosmographiae universalis ... (Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552), [plate 13].
Same woodcut issued with variant letterpress titles in different editions of Münster's Cosmographia and in Münster's editions of Ptolemy's Geographia; see Karrow p. 421.
VAULT folio Ayer 7 .M8 1552, [plate 13] (PrCt)

Africa - Maps - 1554---Woodcuts

Authors: Gastaldi, Giacomo, approximately 1500-approximately 1565 -- Ramusio, Giovanni Battista, 1485-1557. Navigationi et viaggi (1554-56), v. 1 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : woodcut ; 22.7 X 38.0 cm. fold. to 29 x 20 cm.
In: Ramusio, Giovanni Battista. Navigationi et viaggi (Venetia : Nella stamperia de Giunti, 1554-56), v. 1, at end [map 1].
Title from letterpress center of map.
References: Mickwitz and Miekkavaara, A.E. Nordenskiöld collection in the Helsinki University Library (1979-1995), v. 2, p. 82.
VAULT folio Ayer 7 .M8 1554, p. 1113 (PrCt)

Africa - Maps - 1557---Woodcuts

Authors: Gastaldi, Giacomo, approximately 1500-approximately 1565 -- Ramusio, Giovanni Battista, 1485-1557. Navigationi et viaggi (1554-56), v. 2 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : woodcut ; 21.3 X 38.0 cm. fold. to 26 x 20 cm.
Title from letterpress center of map.
References: Mickwitz and Miekkavaara, A.E. Nordenskiöld collection in the Helsinki University Library (1979-1995), v. 2, p. 82.
VAULT folio Ayer 7 .M8 1557, p. 1113 (PrCt)
202

Africa - Maps - 1562

[Map of Africa], Venetia [Venice] : Paulo Forlani Veronese, M. D. LXII [1562].
Authors: Forlani, Paolo -- Gastaldi, Giacomo, approximately 1500–approximately 1565 -- Philologus, Thomas, ca. 1493-ca. 1577 -- Ramusio, Giovanni Battista, 1485-1557 -- Almagià, Roberto, 1884-1962 -- Franco Novacco
Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Ravenna, Tommaso da, ca. 1493-1577 S.EE Philologus, Thomas, ca. 1493-ca. 1577

1 map ; 439 x 600 mm. (neat line) on composite sheet 458 x 613 mm.
Untitled map bearing dedication to 'Sigor.
Thomaso Rauenna' (i.e. Thomas Philologus).
'Da Venetia il di 9 di Maggio M. D. LXII.'
Possibly derived from a manuscript or wall map by Giacomo Gastaldi and from traveller's accounts published by Giovanni Battista Ramusio in the 1550s; see Karrow 30/98.1.

Relief shown pictorially.
Printed from 2 plates on 2 sheets.
Woodward 10.01.

Duplicate copy (complete with both halves) bound as plate [1] in this atlas; another complete duplicate shelved as Novacco 4F 393.

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .L2 1575 Al, plate [1] (PrCt)
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Novacco 4F 393 (PrCt)

203

Africa - Maps - 1562

[Map of Africa], Venetia [Venice] : Paulo Forlani Veronese, M. D. LXII [1562].
Authors: Forlani, Paolo -- Gastaldi, Giacomo, approximately 1500–approximately 1565 -- Philologus, Thomas, ca. 1493-ca. 1577 -- Ramusio, Giovanni Battista, 1485-1557 -- [Italian assembled-to-order atlas] [ca. 1575? ] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 429 x 600 mm. (neat line) on composite sheet 482 x 655 mm.
Untitled map bearing dedication to 'Sigor.
Thomaso Rauenna' (i.e. Thomas Philologus).
'Da Venetia il di 9 di Maggio M. D. LXII.'
Possibly derived from a manuscript or wall map by Giacomo Gastaldi and from traveller's accounts published by Giovanni Battista Ramusio in the 1550s; see Karrow 30/98.1.

Relief shown pictorially.
Printed from 2 plates on 2 sheets.
Woodward 10.01.

Duplicate copy (complete with both halves) bound as plate [1] in this atlas; another complete duplicate shelved as Novacco 4F 393.

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .L2 1575 Al, plate [1] (PrCt)

Africa - Maps - 1562

Il Disegno della geografia moderna de tutta la parte dell'Africa ... / Composta per l'eccellente m. Giacomo di Castaldi piamontese in Venetia. [Venice] : Fabius Licinius ex., 1564.
Authors: Gastaldi, Giacomo, approximately 1500–approximately 1565 -- Licinius, Fabius, 1521-1565 -- Ramusio, Giovanni Battista, 1485-1557 -- Almagià, Roberto, 1884-1962 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map on 2 composite sheets ; 1,056 x 1,413

Relief shown pictorially.
Woodward 10.01.

Duplicate copy (complete with both halves) bound as plate [1] in this atlas; another complete duplicate shelved as Novacco 4F 393.

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .L2 1575 Al, plate [1] (PrCt)

Africa - Maps - 1564-1575

Il Disegno della geografia moderna de tutta la parte dell'Africa ... / Composta per l'eccellente m. Giacomo di Castaldi piamontese in Venetia. [Venice] : Fabius Licinius ex., 1564.
Authors: Gastaldi, Giacomo, approximately 1500–approximately 1565 -- Licinius, Fabius, 1521-1565 -- Ramusio, Giovanni Battista, 1485-1557 -- Almagià, Roberto, 1884-1962 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map on 2 composite sheets ; 1,056 x 1,413

Relief shown pictorially.
Woodward 10.01.

### Novacco 8F 13 (PrCt)

**Africa - Maps - 1565><><Asia - Maps - 1565**

**Prima tavola / Nicolo Nelli. f. 1564.** [Venice]: Ferando Berteli exc., 1565.

**Authors:** Nelli, Niccolò, fl. 1562-1573 -- Bertelli, Ferando -- Ramusio, Giovanni Battista, approximately 1485-1557 -- Gastaldi, Giacomo, approximately 1500-approximately 1565 -- [Italian assembled-to-order atlas] [ca. 1575?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : 274 x 370 mm. (neat line)

Title from oversize lettering in upper margin.

Signed by Niccolò Nelli at bottom of cartouche at upper right: Nelle presentj tre tauole sono descritte le marine ...

Derived from maps by Giovanni Ramusio and Giacomo Gastaldi; see Karrow 30/72.

Covers Africa and Arabian Peninsula.

Sheet 1 of a 3 sheet map of Asia and Africa.

Issued to accompany: Seconda tavola ([Venice]: Bertelli, 1565) [Novacco 4F 387; duplicate copy: VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .L2 1575 AI pl. [38]]

In: [Italian assembled-to-order atlas] [Venice?: s.n., ca. 1575?], plate [38].

Oriented with north at bottom.

Relief shown pictorially.

Karrow 30/73/2.

Tooley 73.

**VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .L2 1575 AI, plate [38] (PrCt)**

### Novacco 4F 394 (PrCt)

**Africa - Maps - 1566**

[Map of Africa]. Venetia [Venice] : Paulo Forlani Veronese, M. D. LX [1560, i.e. ca. 1566].

**Authors:** Forlani, Paolo -- Gastaldi, Giacomo, approximately 1500-approximately 1565 -- Philologus, Thomas, ca. 1493-ca. 1577 -- Ramusio, Giovanni Battista, 1485-1557 -- Lange, Otto, 1879-1944 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : 430 x 640 mm. (neat line) on composite sheet 487 x 659 mm.

Untitled map bearing dedication to 'Sigor. Thomaso Rauenna' (i.e. Thomas Philologus).

Includes imprint 'da Venetia il di 9 di Maggio M. D. LX' but probably printed ca. 1566; see Woodward 10.02.

Possibly derived from a manuscript or wall map by Giacomo Gastaldi and from traveller's accounts published by Giovanni Battista Ramusio in the 1550s; see Karrow 30/98.1.

Relief shown pictorially.

Printed from 2 plates on 2 sheets.

Ex Roux-Devillas.

Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**References:** Woodward 18.03; Karrow 30/98.2; Norwich, Maps of Africa (1983) p. 47, map 9; Tooley 74.

### Novacco 4F 392 (PrCt)

**Africa - Maps - 1570**

 request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Facsimile of original published Venice, 1588; reproduced from a copy owned by Messrs Francis Edwards Ltd., London.

Introduction by R.A. Skelton.

Bibliographical note in English (p. x).

Relief shown pictorially.

Scale varies.

Series: Theatrum Orbis Terrarum series of atlases in facsimile, 2nd ser., v. 1

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

214 Africa - Maps - 1590

Africa ex magnae orbis terrae descriptione / Iouan Batistā Mazza fecc. [Venice] : Donato Rasicolt[ , ca. 1590].

Authors: Rascicotti, Donato -- Mazza, Giovanni Battista, fl. 1590-1597 -- Morosino, Francesco, 16th cent. -- Francis Edwards (Firm) -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)/ 1 map : hand col.; 362 x 473 mm. (neat line), 373 x 487 mm. (plate mark)

Includes dedication to 'Al clmo. Sor. Francesco Moresini ...

Relief shown pictorially.

Ex Francis Edwards.

Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

h5 Novacco 4F 395 (PrCt)

215 Africa - Maps - 1593


Authors: Jode, Gerard de, 1509-1591 -- Wierix, Antonie, -1604 -- Jode, Gerard de, 1509-1591.

Specvlvm orbis terrarvm (1593)

1 map : hand col.; 28 x 44 cm.

Title in upper margin.

Latin letterpress text on verso (fol. 4, sig. D): Africa ...

Engraving attributed to Antonie Wierix.

In: Jode, Gerard de. Specvlvm orbis terrarvm (Antwerp : A. Coninx, 1593), map [4].


216 Africa - Maps - 1600-1699\\>Europe - Maps - 1600-1699\\>America - Maps - 1732\\>Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1732\\>World maps - 1651


Authors: Blaeu, Willem Janszoon, 1571-1638 -- Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Speed, John, 1552?-1629 -- Hammond Incorporated 4 maps : col.; various sizes

Facsimiles of 17th-century maps of Europe and Africa by Blaeu, Homann's ca. 1732 map of the Americas, and Speed's 1651 world map.

Accession no. 74-10748.

217 temp map4F G3201.A 197- .H3 (PrCt)

Africa - Maps - 1602


Authors: Hulsius, Levinus, d. 1606 -- Hulsius, Levinus, d. 1606. Sechste Theil, kurzte Warhaftige Relation vnd beschreibung der wunderbarsten vier Schiffarten (1603)

1 map ; on two sheets, 20 x 35 cm. and 16 x 36 cm., fold. to 25 x 16 cm.

In facsimile of work originally published Nuremberg, 1603: Hulsius, Levinus. Sechste Theil, kurzte Warhaftige Relation vnd beschreibung der wunderbarsten vier Schiffarten ...


Case G419 .H85 1650a, plates 1, 4 (PrCt)

218 Africa - Maps - 1606


Authors: Gastaldi, Giacomo, approximately 1500-approximately 1565 -- Ramusio, Giovanni Battista, 1485-1557. Navigationi et viaggi (1606), v. 1 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : copper engraving ; 28.1 x ca. 38.7 (plate mark)

In: Ramusio, Giovanni Battista, Navigationi et viaggi (Venetia : Apresso i Giunti, 1606), v. 1, after fol. 35 [map 1].

Title in upper margin.

References: Karrow, Mapmakers of the Sixteenth Century, 30/73.1; Betz, Mapping of Africa, 7.


VAULT folio Ayer 110 .R2 1606, v.1, after fol. 35 [map 1] (PrCt)

219 Africa - Maps - 1606\\>Woodcuts

[Untitled map of Africa, exclusive of western bulge, from tropic of Capricorn to the Mediterranean, oriented with south at the top] / [Giacomo Gastaldi]. [Venetia : Apresso i Giunti, 1606].

Authors: Gastaldi, Giacomo, approximately 1500-approximately 1565 -- Ramusio, Giovanni Battista, 1485-1557. Navigationi et viaggi (1606), v. 1 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : woodcut ; 22.0 x 15.4 cm.

In: Ramusio, Giovanni Battista, Navigationi et viaggi (Venetia : Apresso i Giunti, 1606), v. 1, fol. 261 recto.
The map illustrates a section entitled "Discorso sopra il crescer del fivme Nilo." Includes letterpress references (A-F) below map. Signature at lower right: KK iii.

Reference: Karrow, Mapmakers of the Sixteenth Century, 30/72.

VAULT folio Ayer 110 .R2 1606, v.1, fol. 261 recto (PrCt)


Authors: Blaeu, Willem Janszoon, 1571-1638 -- Ludwig Rosenthal's Antiquariat -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : 414 x 1,095 mm. (neat line) on 2 sheets

Incomplete: forms the southern half of a 4-sheet map of Africa.

Author, title and imprint from Schilder, Monumenta cartographica Neerlandica v. 5, p. 83-84, C.1 and fig. 2.58.

In cartouche at bottom right: Cum privilegio illustr. ordinum Hollandiae et West: Frisiae ... comitis die 5 Agusti anno M D XVIII.

'X' in date of privilege partly erased; lacking decorative borders.

Relief shown pictorially.

Printed from 2 plates on 2 sheets

Ex Rosenthal.

Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

h7

Novacco 4F 409 (PrCt)

Africa - Maps - 1625


Authors: Purchas, Samuel, 1577?-1626 -- Hondius, Jodocus, 1563-1612 -- Purchas, Samuel, 1577?-1626. Purchas his pilgrimes (1626) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : copper engraving ; 14.0 x 18.6 cm. on sheet 32 x 21 cm.


Letterpress overprinted on top border of map: Hondius his Map of Africa.

Digital image available on Library of Congress website (accessed Nov. 2010)


VAULT Ayer 110 .P9 1626, p. 620 (PrCt)

Africa - Maps - 1626


Authors: Purchas, Samuel, 1577?-1626 -- Hondius, Jodocus, 1563-1612 -- Purchas, Samuel, 1577?-1626. Purchas his pilgimes (1626) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : copper engraving ; 14.0 x 18.6 cm. on sheet 32 x 21 cm.


Letterpress overprinted on top border of map: Hondius his Map of Africa.

Digital image available on Library of Congress website (accessed Nov. 2010)


VAULT Ayer 110 .P9 1626, p. 620 (PrCt)
1632

Africa - Maps - 1632

Amstelodami [Amsterdam]: Joannis Janssonij, [1632?].
Authors: Hondius, Jodocus, 1563-1612 -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664 -- Deestombes, Marcel, 1905-1983 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map; 352 x 461 mm. (net line) on sheet remargined to 430 x 565 mm.
Date mostly erased and illegible.
City inset maps in top margin (each 40 x 90 mm.): Alcair -- Alexandria -- Alger -- Tunis -- Tangier.
Side margins include portraits of natives in local costume; bottom margin empty.
Relief shown pictorially.
Title from plate [11].
Inset (29 x 38 cm.): Galli'am in decem parlamenta... In: Nicolosi, Giovanni Battista. Dell' Hercole e studio geografico... (Rome: Vitale Masciiardi, 1660) v. 2, pl. [11-14].
Engraved plate numbers '1a', '2a', '3a', and '4a'.
VAULT Case oversize Ayer 135 .N65 1660 v. 2, pl. [11-14] (PrCt)

Africque. Paris: Pierre Mariette, 1650 [i.e. 1659?].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Peyrounin, A. -- Mariette, Pierre, 1603-1657 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde... (1658 [i.e. 1659?])
1 map: hand col.; 38 x 51 cm.
In: Sanson, Nicolas. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde... (Paris: Pierre Mariette, 1658 [i.e. 1659?]) v. 1, pl. [13].
Damaged sections at side margins replaced with manuscript paste-on patches.

VAULT Case oversize G1015 .S35 1658 v. 1, pl. [13] (PrCt)

Africae nova descr. per Nicolaum Io. Visscher.
[Amsterdam: N. Visscher, 1652].
Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1618-1679 -- Keere, Pieter van den, 1571-ca. 1646 -- Goos, Abraham -- Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Kaerius, Pieter van den, ca. 1571-ca. 1624 SEE Keere, Pieter van den, ca. 1571-ca. 1624
1 map: 35 x 47 cm.
'A reissue of Kaerius' map of 1614. A previous issue carries the date 1636 --Campbell, Tony.

Forms part of the Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Visscher 1 (PrCt)

Totius Africæ accuratissima tabula...
Amsterdam, [ca. 1660].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:B1
1 map: hand col.; 47 x 56 cm.

Koeman v. 3 p. 122 [7*].
2586

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Sack map4F G8200 1660 .W5 (PrCt)

Africa - Maps - 1660

Africa... Rome: Vitale Masciiardi, 1660.
Authors: Nicolosi, Giovanni Battista, 1610-1670 -- Mascardi, Vitale -- Nicolosi, Giovanni Battista, 1610-1670. Dell' Hercole e studio geografico... (1660) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: hand col.; 153 cm. x 176 cm. on 4 adjacent sheets.
Title from plate [11].
Inset (29 x 38 cm.): Galli'am in decem parlamenta... In: Nicolosi, Giovanni Battista. Dell' Hercole e studio geografico... (Rome: Vitale Masciiardi, 1660) v. 2, pl. [11-14].

VAULT Case oversize Ayer 135 .N65 1660 v. 2, pl. [11-14] (PrCt)

Africa - Maps - 1667

3 v.: 28 fold. maps; 25 cm.
Maps by Nicolas Sanson.
From Marmol Carvajal's "Descripción general de Africa," Granada & Malaga, 1573-1599; translation left unfinished by Perrot d'Ablancourt, completed by Olivier Patru and edited by Pierre Richelet, avocat.

Dedication by Frémont d'Ablancourt. Author's preface translated by P. Richelet.
Vol. 3 has half-title only.
Maps include the countries of southern Europe. "Histoire des chérifs," v. 3, has special t.p. and pagination.
Duplicate paging of v. 1, p. 305-312.
LC Card Number: 06002021
Forms part of the William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library).

Greenlee 4725 .A45 M35 1667 (NLO)
231 Africa - Maps - 1671-1670
Authors: Ogilby, John, 1600-1676
1 atlas
Case oversize G 70.642 (NLO)

232 Africa - Maps - 1676
Africae, described, the manners of their habits, and buildinge : newly done into English. [London] : Tho. Bassett ... and Ric. Chiswell, [1676].
Authors: Speed, John, 1552? - 1629 -- Goos, Abraham -- Bassett, Thomas -- Chiswell, Richard -- Speed, John, 1552?-1629. The Theatre of the Empire of Great-Britain ... (1676) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 35 x 44 cm. on sheet 42 x 55 cm.
Insets (3 x 6 cm. each): Tanger -- Cevta -- Alger -- Tvnis -- Alexandria -- Alcair -- Mozambique -- Canaria.
Margins include portraits of natives in local costume.
Letterpress text on verso (p. 5-6) under the following heading: The description of Africa.
In: Speed, John. The Theatre of the Empire of Great-Britain ... (London : Printed for T. Bassett and R. Chiswell, 1676) map [71].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .D18 A pl. 44 (PrCt)

233 Africa - Maps - 1680
Africa divided according to the extent of its principal parts... London : Berry, 1680.
Authors: Berry, William, fl. 1669-1708 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Berry, William, fl. 1669-1708. [A Collection of maps of the world] [1680-1689] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 52 x 87 cm.
Added title: Africa distinguished into its principal parts... .
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B48 1680 pl. 4 (PrCt)

234 Africa - Maps - 1680
Totius Africae accuratissima tabula. Amsterdam : Justus Danckerts, [ca. 1680].
1 map ; 47 x 56 cm.
In: Danckerts, Justus. Amsterdam : J. Danckers, [ca. 1680]) pl. [3]. Ms. no. '4' in upper right.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .D18 pl. 3 (PrCt)

235 Africa - Maps - 1680
Totius Africae accuratissima tabula. Amsterdam, [ca. 1680].
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 56 cm.
In: Danckerts, Justus. Atlas (Amsterdam : J. Danckers, [ca. 1680]) pl. [44]. Ms. no. '45' in upper right.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .D18 A pl. 44 (PrCt)

236 Africa - Maps - 1688
Totius Africae accuratissima tabula : denuo correcte revisa multis locis aucta, in partes tam maiores quam minores divisa / per F. de Witt. [Amsterdam : Frederik de Wit, 1688?].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Wit, Frederik de. [Atlas] [1688?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 56 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:15,000,000]
Relief shown pictorially.
Prime meridian: Ferro.
Illustrated hand colored title cartouche; sea decorated with ships.
In: Wit, Frederik de. [Atlas] (Amsterdam : Frederik de Wit [1688?]), [plate 3].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .W47 1688, [plate 3] (NLO)

237 Africa - Maps - 1695
L'Afrique divisee suivant l'estendue de ses principales parties ... Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : Chez H. Jaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], [1695?].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. Atlas nouveau : contenant toutes les parties du monde (1692 [i.e. 1695?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 52 x 86 cm.
Added title, upper margin: L'Afrique distinguée en ses principales parties ....
In counterfeit edition of: Sanson, Nicolas. Atlas nouveau contenant toutes les parties du monde (Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : H. Jaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], 1692 [i.e. 1695?]) pl. [4].
Map dated 1692.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .S19 1692 pl. 4 (PrCt)

238 Africa - Maps - 1696
L'Afrique divisee suivant l'estendue des ses principales parties ... Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : H. Jaillot [i.e. P. Mortier], 1696.
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. Atlas nouveau : contenant toutes les parties du monde ...] (1696) 1 map : hand col. ; 52 x 86 cm.
Added title, upper margin: L'Afrique distinguée en ses principales parties ....
In: Sanson, Nicolas. [Atlas nouveau contenant toutes les parties du monde ...] (Amsterdam : Pierre Mortier, 1696) v. 1, map [4].

240 Africa - Maps - 1698

*L'Afrique, ou tout les points principaux sont placez sur les observations de Messieurs de l'Academie des Siences / Par N: de Fer geographe ; Guérard in: fecit ; H. Van Loon fecit.*

A Paris : chez l'auteur dans l'Isle du Palais ...

1698.

Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Loon, H. V. (Herman van) -- Guérard, Nicolas, ca.1648-1719 -- Académie des sciences (France) -- Destombes, Marcel, 1905-1983 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 746 x 1,050 mm. (neat line), on composite sheet 921 x 1,182 mm.

Title above neatline.

Reference to Guérard partially defaced.

Manuscript ‘4’ at upper right.


241 Africa - Maps - 1700

*Nigritarvm regio.* Amstelaedami [Amsterdam] : Ioannes Blaeu [i.e. Frederik de Wit, ca. 1700?].

Authors: Blaeu, Joan, 1596-1673 -- Wit, Frederik de -- Atlas [ca. 1700?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 37 x 56 cm.

Covers the region bounded by 24° N - 15° S and 18° W - 24° E.

In: Wit, Frederik de. Atlas [Amsterdam : bij Frederick de Wit in de Calverstraet bij den Dam inde Witte Paskaert. [ca. 1700?]) no. [83].

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .W8 A no. [83] (PrCt)

242 Africa - Maps - 1700

*L'Afrique divisee en ses empires, royaumes, et estats ...* Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : H. Iallot [i.e. ca. 1700].

Authors: Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712. Atlas minor ad usum serenissimi burgundiae ducis ... [ca. 1700]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; hand col. ; 46 x 59 cm.

Added title, upper margin: Asia accuraté in imperia, regna, status & populos divisa ...

In counterfeit edition of: Jaillot, Alexis Hubert. Atlas minor ad usum serenissimi burgundiae ducis ... [(Amsterdam : Pieter Mortier, ca. 1700)] no. [4].

Manuscript ‘4’ at upper right.


243 Africa - Maps - 1700

*A New map of Africk : shewing its present general divisions, cheif cities or towns, rivers, mountains &c. / R. Spofforth sculp.* [Oxford : s.n., 1700].

Authors: Spofforth, R. -- William, Duke of Gloucester, 1689-1700 -- Wells, Edward, 1667-1727. A New sett of maps both of antient and present geography ... (1700) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 36 x 50 cm.

*"Dedicated to his highness William Duke of Gloucester"

In: Wells, Edward. A New set of maps both of antient and present geography ... (Oxford : Printed at the Theater, 1700), plate [37].

oversize Ayer 135 .W4 1700, plate [37] (PrCt)

244 Africa - Maps - 1700

*Totius Africæ accuratissima tabula, denuo correctë revisa ...* Amstel. [Amsterdam] : F. de Witt, [ca. 1700?].

Authors: Witt, Frederik de -- Wit, Frederik de. Atlas [ca. 1700?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; hand col. ; 47 x 56 cm.

In: Wit, Frederik de. Atlas [Amsterdam : bij Frederick de Wit in de Calverstraet bij den Dam inde Witte Paskaert. [ca. 1700?]) no. [3].

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .W8 A no. [3] (PrCt)

245 Africa - Maps - 1700

*Ethiopia superrior vel interior; vulgo Abissinorvm sive presbiteri Ioannis imperivm.* [Amsterdam : Frederik de Wit, ca. 1700?].

Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Wit, Frederik de. Atlas [ca. 1700?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1 map : hand col. ; 37 x 48 cm. Covers the region bounded by 17° S - 25° N and 7°-53° E.
In: Wit, Frederik de. Atlas (Amsterdam : bij Frederick de Wit in de Calverstraet bij den Dam inde Witte Paskaert. [ca. 1700?]) no. [82].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .W8 A no. [82] (PrCt)

246 Africa - Maps - 1701
Africa. [London : T. Childe, 1701].
Authors: Moll, Herman, -1732 -- Childe, Timothy 250
-- Moll, Herman, -1732. A System of geography -- or, A new & accurate description of the earth 1701
Case folio G 117 .58 pt. 2, p. 99 (PrCt)

247 Africa - Maps - 1702
Carte de l'Afrique meridinale ... Amsterdam, [ca. 1702].
Authors: Visscher, Elizabeth, fl. 1702-1726 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:B9
1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 57 cm. Covers central, east, and southern Africa. Koeman v. 3 p. 184 [254]. Includes 3 insets.
2592 Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G8630 1702 .V5 (PrCt)

248 Africa - Maps - 1703
Africa. [London : s.n., 1703].
Authors: Seller, John, fl. 1658-1698 -- Seller, John, fl. 1658-1698. A New system of geography : designed in a most plain and easie method ... (1703)
1 map ; 11 x 13 cm. Anonymous map in Seller, John. A New system of geography : designed in a most plain and easie method ... (London : Jeremiah Seller ; Charles Price ; John Senex, 1703) map [39]. Manuscript "zz" in lower right.
Case 3A 1704 map [39] (PrCt)

249 Africa - Maps - 1703 - Coasts - Nautical charts
Carte de l'Afrique meridinale ... Amsterdam, [ca. 1702].
Authors: Visscher, Elizabeth, fl. 1702-1726 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:B9
1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 57 cm. Covers central, east, and southern Africa. Koeman v. 3 p. 184 [254]. Includes 3 insets.
2592 Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G8630 1702 .V5 (PrCt)

Africa - Maps - 1701
Africa. [London : T. Childe, 1701].
Authors: Moll, Herman, -1732 -- Childe, Timothy 250
-- Moll, Herman, -1732. A System of geography -- or, A new & accurate description of the earth 1701
Case folio G 117 .58 pt. 2, p. 99 (PrCt)

247 Africa - Maps - 1702
Carte de l'Afrique meridinale ... Amsterdam, [ca. 1702].
Authors: Visscher, Elizabeth, fl. 1702-1726 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:B9
1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 57 cm. Covers central, east, and southern Africa. Koeman v. 3 p. 184 [254]. Includes 3 insets.
2592 Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G8630 1702 .V5 (PrCt)

248 Africa - Maps - 1703
Africa. [London : s.n., 1703].
Authors: Seller, John, fl. 1658-1698 -- Seller, John, fl. 1658-1698. A New system of geography : designed in a most plain and easie method ... (1703)
1 map ; 11 x 13 cm. Anonymous map in Seller, John. A New system of geography : designed in a most plain and easie method ... (London : Jeremiah Seller ; Charles Price ; John Senex, 1703) map [39]. Manuscript "zz" in lower right.
Case 3A 1704 map [39] (PrCt)

249 Africa - Maps - 1703 - Coasts - Nautical charts
Carte de l'Afrique meridinale ... Amsterdam, [ca. 1702].
Authors: Visscher, Elizabeth, fl. 1702-1726 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:B9
1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 57 cm. Covers central, east, and southern Africa. Koeman v. 3 p. 184 [254]. Includes 3 insets.
2592 Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G8630 1702 .V5 (PrCt)

Africa - Maps - 1703 - Coasts - Nautical charts
Carte de l'Afrique meridinale ... Amsterdam, [ca. 1702].
Authors: Visscher, Elizabeth, fl. 1702-1726 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:B9
1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 57 cm. Covers central, east, and southern Africa. Koeman v. 3 p. 184 [254]. Includes 3 insets.
2592 Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G8630 1702 .V5 (PrCt)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>254</td>
<td>Africa - Maps - 1721</td>
<td>A New map of Africa from the latest observations. [London : s.n., 1721].</td>
<td>Authors: Senex, John, -1740 -- Annandale, James Johnston, Marquis of, 1687 or 8-1730 -- Senex, John, -1740. A New general atlas : containing a geographical and historical account of all the empires, kingdoms, and other dominions of the world ... (1721) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 55 cm. Anonymous map without imprint. Includes dedication to the Marquis of Annandale. In: Senex, John. A New general atlas : containing a geographical and historical account of all the empires, kingdoms, and other dominions of the world ... (London : Daniel Browne [and 8 others], 1721), v. 2, between p. 226-227. oversize Ayer 135 .S5 1721 v. 2, between p. 226-227 (PrCt)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Africa - Maps - 1725

L'Afrique. Amsterdam, [ca. 1725].

Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Covens et Mortier -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). 1 map ; 45 x 56 cm. Added title: Afrique accurate en imperia, regna, status & populos divisa ... 2587. Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). Sack map4F G8200 1725 .L5 (PrCt)

### Africa - Maps - 1727

Carte d'Afrique. [Paris , ca. 1776].


### Africa - Maps - 1730<<>>Wall maps

L'Afrique, divisée selon l’étendue de ses principales parties ... sur les observations de l’Academie Royale des Sciences ... / dressée de N. de Fer ... ; H. van Loon fecit. A Paris : chez le Sr. Danet gendre de l’auteur ... 1730.

Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646 -- Annandale, James Johnston, Marquis of, 1687 or 8-1730 -- Senex, John, -1740. A New general atlas : containing a geographical and historical account of all the empires, kingdoms, and other dominions of the world ... (1721) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 75 x 106 cm., on sheet ca. 113 x 168 cm. Title in upper margin. Added title from cartouche at top center: L’Afrique ou tous les points principaux sont placez ... . Extensively illustrated with pictorial vignettes of natives in local costume, animals, the Egyptian pyramids, and the source of the Nile. Includes inset map of the Dutch fort on the Cape of Good Hope (10 x 10 cm.)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Seuttor, Matthaeus, 1678

Authors: Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678

Matth. Seuttero, [ca. 1740?].

Africa iuxta navigationes et observationes

oversize Ayer 135 .H7 1730, [plate 4].


divisionis methodica ... (Nuremberg: Homann

Followed by: Africae tabula synoptica, sive

Manuscript '184' on verso.

Map dated 1737.

Scale [ca. 1:20,000,000].

"Cum gratia et privil. S.R.I. Vicariat[us], in

partib[us] Rheni, Sueviae, et juris Franconici."

In: Seutter, Matthaeus. Atlas novus sive tabulæ geographicæ totius orbis faciem, partes, imperia, regna et provincias exhibentes [1740?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col.; 48 x 56 cm.

Forms part of themade-to-order composite atlas chiefly comprised of undated maps issued ca. 1734-ca. 1744.


Case oversize G 1007 .81 pl. [90] (PrCt)

Africa - Maps - 1740

Africæ iuxta navigatiōnes et observationes recentissimae aucta, correcta et in sua regna et status divisa / in lucem edita a Matth. Seuttero ... Aug. [Augsburg : Seutter, 1740?].

Authors: Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756 -- Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756. Atlas novus sive tabulæ geographicæ totius orbis faciem, partes, imperia, regna et provincias exhibentes (Augsburg: [Seutter], 1740?)), plate [5]

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.


Africa - Maps - 1741

Africæ iuxta navigatiōnes et observationes recentissimae aucta, correcta et in sua regna et status divisa / in lucem edita a Matth. Seuttero ... Aug. [Augsburg : Seutter, 1740?].

Authors: Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756 -- Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756. Atlas novus sive tabulæ geographicæ totius orbis faciem, partes, imperia, regna et provincias exhibentes (Augsburg: [Seutter], 1740?)), plate [5]

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.


Africæ iuxta navigatiōnes et observationes recentissimae aucta, correcta et in sua regna et status divisa / in lucem edita a Matth. Seuttero ... Aug. [Augsburg : Seutter, 1740?].

Authors: Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756 -- Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756. Atlas novus sive tabulæ geographicæ totius orbis faciem, partes, imperia, regna et provincias exhibentes (Augsburg: [Seutter], 1740?)), plate [5]

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .A77 1798, [ptie 2],

Forms part of a made-to-order composite atlas chiefly comprised of undated maps issued ca. 1734-ca. 1744.


Case oversize G 1007 .81 pl. [90] (PrCt)

Africæ iuxta navigatiōnes et observationes recentissimae aucta, correcta et in sua regna et status divisa / in lucem edita a Matth. Seuttero ... Aug. [Augsburg : Seutter, 1740?].

Authors: Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756 -- Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756. Atlas novus sive tabulæ geographicæ totius orbis faciem, partes, imperia, regna et provincias exhibentes (Augsburg: [Seutter], 1740?)), plate [5]

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.


Africæ iuxta navigatiōnes et observationes recentissimae aucta, correcta et in sua regna et status divisa / in lucem edita a Matth. Seuttero ... Aug. [Augsburg : Seutter, 1740?].

Authors: Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756 -- Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756. Atlas novus sive tabulæ geographicæ totius orbis faciem, partes, imperia, regna et provincias exhibentes (Augsburg: [Seutter], 1740?)), plate [5]

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.


Africæ iuxta navigatiōnes et observationes recentissimae aucta, correcta et in sua regna et status divisa / in lucem edita a Matth. Seuttero ... Aug. [Augsburg : Seutter, 1740?].

Authors: Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756 -- Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756. Atlas novus sive tabulæ geographicæ totius orbis faciem, partes, imperia, regna et provincias exhibentes (Augsburg: [Seutter], 1740?)), plate [5]

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.


Africæ iuxta navigatiōnes et observationes recentissimae aucta, correcta et in sua regna et status divisa / in lucem edita a Matth. Seuttero ... Aug. [Augsburg : Seutter, 1740?].

Authors: Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756 -- Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756. Atlas novus sive tabulæ geographicæ totius orbis faciem, partes, imperia, regna et provincias exhibentes (Augsburg: [Seutter], 1740?)), plate [5]

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

[plate 45] (NLO)

264 Africa - Maps - 1741<<>>Middle East - Maps - 1741

Carte d'Afrique. Amsterdam : I. Cövens et C. Mortier, [1741?].
Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Condé, Johannes, 1711-1781 -- Cövens et Mortier -- L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726. Atlas nouveau, contenant toutes les parties du monde ... [1741?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 62 cm.
Added title in upper margin: Africa accurate in imperia, regina, status & populos .... .
In: L'Isle, Guillaume de. Atlas nouveau, contenant toutes les parties du monde ... (Amsterdam : J. Covens & C. Mortier, [1741?]) v. 2, pl. [36].

Case oversize Ayer 135 .L695 1741 v. 2, pl. [36] (Pr.Ct)

265 Africa - Maps - 1747

A New & accurate map of the southern parts of Africa containing Lower Guinea, Monoemugi, Zanguebar, the Empire of Monomotapa. London : W. Innys et al, 1747.
Authors: Bowen, Emanuel, -1767 -- Innys, William, d. 1756 -- Bowen, Emanuel, -1767. A Complete system of geography ... (1747)
1 map : 33 x 41 cm.
In: Bowen, Emanuel. A Complete system of geography : being a description of ... the known world (London : Printed for William Innys, etc., 1747) v. 2, pl. [46].

Case oversize G114 .B68 1747 v. 2, pl. 46 (Pr.Ct)

266 Africa - Maps - 1747

Authors: Bowen, Emanuel, -1767 -- Innys, William, d. 1756 -- Bowen, Emanuel, -1767. A Complete system of geography ... (1747)
1 map : 34 x 41 cm.
In: Bowen, Emanuel. A Complete system of geography : being a description of ... the known world (London : Printed for William Innys, etc., 1747) v. 2, pl. [42].

Case oversize G114 .B68 1747 v. 2, pl. 42 (Pr.Ct)

267 Africa - Maps - 1747

L'Afrique suivant les dernres. observations. Paris : Le Rouge, 1747 [i.e. 1748?].
Authors: Le Rouge, Georges-Louis -- Hase, Johann Matthias, 1684-1742 -- Jesuits -- Le Rouge, Georges-Louis. Recueil contenant des cartes nouvelles ... (1742 [i.e. 1748?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 62 cm.
... [D]e Mr Hass et des ... Jesuits.'
In: Le Rouge, Georges-Louis. Recueil contenant des cartes nouvelles ... (Paris : chez le Sr. Le Rouge, 1742 [i.e. 1748?]).
Manuscript '5' on verso.

Case oversize Ayer 135 .L6 1742 pl. 5 (Pr.Ct)

A Chart of the coast of Guinea from Cape de Verd to Cape Bona Esperanza. [London : W. and J. Mount and T. Page, 1748].
Authors: W. and J. Mount, and T. Page (Firm), fl. 1748-1755 -- English Pilot. Part 3 (1748) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : 41 x 52 cm.
Covers western coast of Africa south of the Senegal River.
Oriented with north at left.
Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger): English Pilot. Part 3 (1748)

Case oversize Ayer 135 .E55 1748 bet. p. 12-13 (Pr.Ct)

268 Africa - Maps - 1756

L'Afrique dressée, sur les relations les plus recentes ... / par le Sr. Robert de Vaugondy ... ; Guill. Delahaye sculpit. [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy], 1756.
Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Haye, G. de la -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1758?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(13.)
13.

In: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles. Atlas universel (Paris : Chez les auteurs, quay de l'Horloge du Palais, Boudet libraire imprimeur du roi, rue St. Jacques, 1757 [i.e. 1758?]), [plate 100].
"Afrique" -- oversize letterpress title stamped on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

In: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles. Atlas universel (Paris : Chez les auteurs, quay de l'Horloge du Palais, Boudet libraire imprimeur du roi, rue St. Jacques, 1757 [i.e. 1758?]), [plate 100].

Case oversize G1015 .R598 1757, [plate 100] (Pr.Ct)

269 Africa - Maps - 1756

L'Afrique dressée, sur les relations les plus recentes ... / par le Sr. Robert de Vaugondy ... ; Guill. Delahaye sculpit. [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy], 1756.
Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Haye, G. de la -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1758?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(13.)
13.

In: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles. Atlas universel (Paris : Chez les auteurs, quay de l'Horloge du Palais, Boudet libraire imprimeur du roi, rue St. Jacques, 1757 [i.e. 1758?]), [plate 100].
"Afrique" -- oversize letterpress title stamped on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1757, [plate 100] (Pr.Ct)

270 Africa - Maps - 1756

L'Afrique dressée, sur les relations les plus recentes ... / par le Sr. Robert de Vaugondy ... ; Guill. Delahaye sculpit. [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy], 1756.
Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Haye, G. de la -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1758?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(13.)
13.

In: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles. Atlas universel (Paris : Chez les auteurs, quay de l'Horloge du Palais, Boudet libraire imprimeur du roi, rue St. Jacques, 1757 [i.e. 1758?]), [plate 100].
"Afrique" -- oversize letterpress title stamped on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1757, [plate 100] (Pr.Ct)
A Paris : 271

Africa - Maps - 1757 Wall maps

Africa / performed by the Sr. Danville under the patronage of the Duke of Orleans ; revised and improved by Mr. Bolton ; E. Bowen sculpt.

[London : Printed for John Knapton, 1757].

Authors: Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d', 1697-1782 -- Bolton, Solomon, d. ca. 1798 -- Bowen, Emanuel, -1767 -- Knapton, John, 1696-1770 -- Postlethwayt, Malachy, 1707?-1787 -- Savary des Brûlons, Jacques, 1657-1716.

Universal dictionary of trade and commerce (1757)

1 map on 4 sheets ; 98 x 95 cm., sheets fold. to 37 x 25 cm.


Title from cartouche on sheet 2.

Scale [ca. 1:2,534,400].

Relief shown pictorially.

Prime meridian: Ferro.

Inset: Açores.


folio H 7005.78, v. 2, pt. 2, map 3 (PrCt)

Africa - Maps - 1759 Azores - Maps - 1759

Afrique / publiée sous les auspices de Monseigneur le Duc d'Orléans... par le Sr. d'Anville... ; gravé par Guill. Delahaye. A Paris : chez l'auteur aux Galeries du Louvre..., MDCCCLIX [1759].


1 map on 2 composite sheets : hand col. ; 98 x 98 cm.

Title cartouche at upper right; "gravé par Guill. Delahaye" at bottom left.

Inset at upper left( 5 x 8 cm.): Açores.

Printed from 4 plates.

Bound as adjacent sheets in composite atlas without title page: Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d', [Atlas général] [Paris : s.n., ca. 1786?], [plates 13-14].

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1019 .A598 1786, [plates 13-14] (PrCt)

Africa - Maps - 1763 Azores - Maps - 1763

Vlaamsche Eilanden SEE Açores

Kaart van Afrika / door den Heer d'Anville.

Amsterdam : by Isaak Tirion, 1763.

Authors: Tirion, Isaak -- Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d', 1697-1782 -- Tirion, Isaak.

Nieuwe en beknopte hand-atlas ... (1748 [i.e. 1769?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 27 x 32 cm.

Inset (2 x 3 cm.): Vlaamsche Eilanden

Verso numbered "N 95:96" in manuscript.

In: Tirion, Isaak. Nieuwe en beknopte hand-atlas ... (Amsterdam : Isaak Tirion, 1744 [i.e. 1769?]), plate [93].

oversize Ayer 135 .T55 1744, plate [93] (PrCt)

Africa - Maps - 1764

A New map of Africa : wherein are particularly express'd the European fort's and settlements / drawn from the most approvedographers with great improvements from the Sieurs D'Anville & Robert. London : Printed from Robt. Sayer..., [1764?].

Authors: Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d', 1697-1782 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Senex, John, -1740. The Universal geographer...[1764?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map on 2 sheets : hand col. ; 55 x 92 cm.

"Robert" in the statement of authorship is probably Gilles Robert de Vaugondy.

Scale [ca. 1:12,000,000].

Relief shown pictorially.

Prime meridians: Ferro and London.

Two sheet mounted together as one. Illustrated title cartouche.

Includes arrows indicating prevailing wind directions, and table of the divisions of Africa; shows the east coast of Brazil and islands of the Indian Ocean as far east as the Maldives.

In: Senex, John. The Universal geographer...London : Printed for Robert Sayer, [1764?]), plate [5].

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .S45 1764, plate [5] (NLO)

Africa - Maps - 1766

A New and accurate map of Africa... / by Eman. Bowen. [London : s.n., 1766].

Authors: Bowen, Emanuel, -1767 -- Bowen, Emanuel, -1767. The Maps and charts to The modern part of the universal history (1766) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 31 x 22 cm.

In: Bowen, Emanuel. The Maps and charts to The modern part of the universal history / [with maps by Emanuel Bowen and Thomas Kitchin] (London : Printed for T. Osborne [et al.], 1766), [plate 30].

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Manuscript nos. “XXX” at upper right and “30” on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .M3 1766, [plate 30] (NLO)

---

276 Africa - Maps - 1766

A Map of Africa / by J. Palaireset according to D'Anville. London: Printed for John Bowles at the Black Horse in Cornhill, & Carington Bowles next the Chapter House in St. Pauls Church Yard, [1766 or earlier]?


1 map : hand col.; 48 x 56 cm.

In a composite atlas bound together without title page: Bowles, John. [Bowles’s universal atlas]. [London : John Bowles ; Carrington Bowles, 1711-1766], map [4].

Manuscript notes and plate number 4 added in ink by previous owner.


---

277 Africa - Maps - 1766 - Coasts - Nautical charts


A Chart of the coast of Barbaria with the Western, Canaria & Cape Verd. Isles. London [i.e. Dublin] : [Jane Grierson, 1766].


1 map ; 44 x 52 cm.

By Saml. Thornton ...

Coastal chart covering the Iberian Peninsula, Gibraltar, and the northwestern coast of Africa between 40° N. - 12° S.

Oriented with north at left.

Insets (12 x 17 and 11 x 14 cm.): Madera Island -- I. Tenerifa.

In: The English pilot. Part 1, describing the coasts ... in the southern navigation upon the coasts of England, Scotland, Ireland, Holland, Flanders, Spain, Portugal ... (Dublin: Jane Grierson, 1766) following p. 84.


oversize Ayer 135 .E55 1766 following p. 84 (PrCt)

Africa - Maps - 1769

Nieuwe kaart van Africa na de alderlaatste onderkking int licht gebracht / dese kaart is gemaakt na het orgeneel van de L'Isle. Amsterdam: by Isaak Tirion, [1769?].

Authors: Tirion, Isaak -- L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Tirion, Isaak. Nieuwe en beknopte hand-atlas ... (1748 [i.e. 1769?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col.; 27 x 32 cm.

Verso numbered "N 94" in manuscript.

In: Tirion, Isaak. Nieuwe en beknopte hand-atlas ... (Amsterdam: Isaak Tirion, 1744 [i.e. 1769?]), plate [92].

oversize Ayer 135 .T55 1744, plate [92] (PrCt)

Africa - Maps - 1772

L'Afrique, pour la Concorde de la géographie des différens âges. [Paris : Chez les Frères Estienne, 1772].

Authors: Pluche, Noël Antoine, 1688-1761 -- Lattré, Jean -- Frères Estienne (Firm) -- Pluche, Noël Antoine, 1688-1761. Concorde de la géographie des différens âges (1772)

1 map ; 13 x 20 cm.


G 11 .698 opp. p. 1 (PrCt)


Africa, according to Mr. D'Anville with several additions and improvements ... London : Robert Sayer, 1772 [i.e. 1773].

Authors: Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d', 1697-1782 -- Kitchin, Thomas, 1718-1784 -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Kitchin, Thomas, 1718-1784. A General atlas describing the whole universe ... (1773) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; hand col.; 102 x 120cm. on 2 composite sheets

Printed from 4 plates onto 4 sheets.

Inset maps (4 x 8 cm. and 25 x 40 cm.): Azores or western islands -- A Chart of the Gold Coast ...

Includes descriptive text: The Principal outward parts of Africa, Northern parts -- Southern and western parts -- Western islands -- Southern parts -- Hottentots women -- Southeast islands and parts, eastern parts

In: Kitchin, Thomas. A General atlas describing the whole universe ... (London: Robert Sayer, 1773); verso handstamped '26' and '27'.

Bound with: Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d'. A Complete body of ancient geography ...

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
281 Africa - Maps - 1774


Authors: Dunn, Samuel, -1794 -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Robert Sayer and John Bennett (Firm) -- Dunn, Samuel, -1794. A New atlas of the mundane system ... (1778) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col.; 31 x 44 cm.

In: Dunn, Samuel. A New atlas of the mundane system ... (London: R. Sayer and J. Bennett, 1778), pl. 34. Title page dated 1778; map dated 1774.

 oversize Ayer 135 .D85 1778 pl. 34 (PrCt)

282 Africa - Maps - 1776-1777

Africa - Maps - 1776-1777 Stereographic projection Cartography

Afric secundum legitimas projectionis stereographicae regulas et juxta recentissimas relationes et observationes ... / loh. Matthia Hasio M.P.P.O ... ; D.A. Hauer sculp. [Nuremberg]: Homanniorum Heredum, [1776?].

Authors: Hase, Johann Matthias, 1684-1742 -- Hauer, Daniel Adam, 1734-ca. 1789 -- Homann Erben (Firm) -- Homann Erben (Firm). Major atlas scholasticus ex triginta sex generalibus et specialibus mappis Homannianis ... [1776?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col.; 45 x 54 cm.


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .H66 1776, [plate 36] (PrCt)

283 Africa - Maps - 1780


1 map ; 21 x 31 cm.

"Liv. I. Ill. et XI." -- At upper left.

"No. 5." -- At upper right.


Forms part of the William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library).

Greenlee 4891 .B71 1780 [map 5] (PrCt)

Africque - Maps - 1780


Authors: Janvier, Jean Denis -- Lattré, Jean -- Lattré, Jean. Atlas geographique : contenant la mappemonde et les quatre parties avec les différents états (1784) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col.; 47 x 64 cm.

Scale [ca. 1:32,000,000]

Prime meridian at Ferro.

Insets: Carte particulière du Cap de Bône Esperance -- Carte particulière de l'Isle de France.


Africque - Maps - 1781


1 map : hand col.; 48 x 62 cm.

"Corrigée et augmentée en 1781."

Scale [ca. 1:21,500,000].

Relief shown pictorially.


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .L565 1785, [plate 29] (NLO)

Africque - Maps - 1781-1797

Maps in literature -- Africque - 1781-1797

Travels in the interior of Africa, from the Cape of Good Hope to Morocco from the years 1781 to 1797 : through Caffaria, the kingdoms of Matamian, Angola, Massi, Monnumiugi, Muschako, &c. ... / tr. from the German of Christian Frederick Damberger [pseud.]. London: -- Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)
T.N. Longman and O. Rees [etc.]. 1801.
Authors: Taurinius, Zacharias -- Goldbach, C. F. (Christoph Friedrich), 1763-1811
2 v. in 1. : col. front., col. plates, fold. map. ; 22 cm.
Uniform title: [Landreise in das Innere von Afrika. English]
LC Card Number: 05002319
Case G 048 .R61 (NLO)

287 Africa - Maps - 1782
Authors: Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Stackhouse, Thomas, 1756-1836 -- Stackhouse, Thomas, 1756-1836. An Universal atlas : being a set of maps, to illustrate ancient and modern geography ... (1782) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 36 cm.
In: Stackhouse, Thomas. An Universal atlas : being a set of maps, to illustrate ancient and modern geography ... (London : Printed for the author, and sold by Ashby and Neele ... [et al], 1782 [i.e. 1783?]), plate 9.
Hand stamped with oversize "9" at upper right.
oversize Ayer 135 .S77 1782, plate 9 (PrCt)

288 Africa - Maps - 1783
Present Africa / engrav’d by S.I Neele. [London] : Published by T. Stackhouse, June 1st 1783.
Authors: Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Stackhouse, Thomas, 1756-1836 -- Stackhouse, Thomas, 1756-1836. A New universal atlas : consisting of a complete set of maps ... (1785) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 36 cm.
In: Stackhouse, Thomas. A New universal atlas : consisting of a complete set of maps ... (London : Printed for the proprietor, Mrs. Stackhouse ... and sold by T. Longman [and 7 others], 1785), plate 9.
Engraved oversize "9" at upper right.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .S82 1785, plate 9 (PrCt)

289 Africa - Maps - 1786
[Africa, according to the most recent geographers]. [Venice? Elia Endasian?], 1786.
Authors: Endasian, Elia -- Morosini, Count -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 457 x 621 mm. (neat line), 487 x 653 mm. (plate mark)
One of four continental maps compiled by Elia Endasian, printed in Armenian script, and published in Venice 1786-1787; cf. his 1787 maps of Asia (Novacco 4F 372) and America (Novacco 4F 54).
Awaiting fuller translation of author, title, and imprint statements from Armenian into English.
Previously owned by Count Morosini?
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
h10 Novacco 4F 397 (PrCt)

Africa - Maps - 1787
Africa and its several regions / by Samuel Dunn. London : Printed by Robt. Sayer ... as the Act directs, 10th Septr., 1787.
Authors: Dunn, Samuel, -1794 -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Dunn, Samuel, -1794. A New atlas of the mundane system ... [1787?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 32 x 45 cm., on sheet 57 x 57 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:33,000,000]
Relief shown pictorially.
Prime meridian: Ferro.
In: Dunn, Samuel. A New atlas of the mundane system, or, Of geography and cosmography ... (London : Printed for Robert Sayer and Co., [1787?]), [plate 34].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .D86 1789 [plate 34] (NLO)

Africa, with all its states, kingdoms, republics, regions, islands, &ca. / improved and enlarged from d'Anville’s map ... by S. Bolton ... London : printed for Robert Sayer, Fleet Street, 6 Jany. 1787.
Authors: Bolton, Solomon, d. ca. 1768 -- Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d', 1697-1782 -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Kitchin, Thomas, 1718-1784. A General atlas, describing the whole universe : being a complete collection of the most approved maps extant ... [1787?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 102 x 120 cm., on 2 composite sheets

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
In: Kitchin, Thomas. A General atlas, describing the whole universe : being a complete collection of the most approved maps extant ... (London : Printed for Robert Sayer, [1788?]), no. 26-27. Printed from 4 plates on 4 sheets joined to form 2 composite and adjacent sheets; northern half stamped "26" on verso; southern half stamped "27" on verso.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .D86 1800 [plate 34] (NLO)

Afric - Maps - 1794
Afric with all its states, kingdoms ... improved and enlarged from d'Anville's map ... / by S. Boulton. London : Laurie & Whittle, No. 53 Fleet Street, 12th May 1794.

Authors: Bolton, Solomon, d. ca. 1768 -- Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d', 1697--1782 -- Laurie & Whittle -- Kitchin, Thomas, 1718-1784.

A General atlas describing the whole universe ... (1795) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col.; 102 x 121 cm., on 2 composite sheets each 54 x 126 cm.

Title and imprint in cartouche at upper right.

Insets (5 x 8 cm. and 24 x 40 cm.): Azores or Western Islands belonging to Africa -- A particular chart of the Gold Coast.

Includes extensive notes.

In: Kitchin, Thomas. A General atlas describing the whole universe ... (London : Printed and published by Robert Laurie and James Whittle ... (successors to the late Mr. Robert Sayer), 1800). [plate 34]

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .K57 1794, [plates 26-27] (NLO)

Afric - Maps - 1794
Afric - Maps - 1794
Afric - Maps - 1794
Afric - Maps - 1794

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
297 Africa - Maps - 1796
Africa according to the best authorities.
Philadelphia : M. Carey, 1796.
Authors: Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Guthrie, William, 1708-1770 -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839. Carey's General atlas ... (1796) 1 map ; 33 x 35 cm.
In: Carey, Mathew. Carey's General atlas ... (Philadelphia : M. Carey, 1796) pl. [22]. Case folio G1019.C25 1796 pl. 22 (PrCt)

298 Africa - Maps - 1797
Africa / A. Bell sculpt. [Edinburgh : s.n., 1797].
Authors: Bell, Andrew, 1726-1809 -- Encyclopaedia Britannica (1797) -- Encyclopaedia Britannica, inc. 1 map ; 14 x 20 cm.
In Encyclopaedia britannica; or, A dictionary of arts, sciences, and miscellaneous literature (Edinburgh : A. Bell and C. Maclaurin, 1797) v. 1, between p. 228-229. Engraved "Plate III." folio A 21 .2583 v. 1, between p. 228-229 (PrCt)

299 Africa - Maps - 1797::<>>Madagascar - Maps - 1797
Parte meridionale dell' Africa che comprende la Bassa Guinea, e la Cafreda coll' isola di Madagascar delineata sulle ultime osservazioni. Rome : Calcografia camerale, 1798 [i.e. 1801].
Authors: Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824 -- Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824. Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (1792-1801) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 43 cm.
Baskes oversize A1015 .R63 1801 no. 45 (NLO)

Africa - Maps - 1800
Africa and its several regions and islands according to the most recent descriptions.
London : Laurie & Whittle, 12th May 1800.
Authors: Laurie & Whittle -- Laurie & Whittle. A New and elegant imperial sheet atlas comprehending general and particular maps of every part of the world ... [1801?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 45 x 56 cm.
In Robert Laurie and James Whittle. A New and elegant imperial sheet atlas comprehending general and particular maps of every part of the world ... (London : printed and published by R. Laurie and J. Whittle, 1800 [i.e. 1801?]) no. 45. Stamped "45" on verso. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .L565 1801, [plate 30] (NLO)

Africa - Maps - 1802
Africa. 1802 [i.e. 1816]?
Authors: Faden, William, 1749-1836 -- Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- British Association for Discovering the Interior Parts of Africa -- Faden, William, 1749-1836. [General atlas of modern geography ... ] [1775-1816] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ;122 x 140 cm. on 2 sheets

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Title from southern sheet.
Dedication on northern sheet: To ... the British Association for Discovering the Interior Parts of Africa ... .
In: Faden, William [and others]. [General atlas of modern geography : a collection of large scale maps and charts of all parts of the world] ([London, etc. : W. Faden, etc., 1775-1816]) v. 2, pl. [16-17].
Imprint on map: London: Published by A. Arrowsmith ... November 1st 1802.
Verso handstamped '12.

oversize Ayer 135 .G32 1775 v. 2, pl. [16-17] (PrCt)

Ayer 135 .C27 1804 pl. 22 (PrCt)

Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839. Carey's General atlas ... (1804)
1 map ; 32 x 35 cm.
In: Carey, Mathew. Carey's General atlas ... (Philadelphia : Published by Mathew Carey, April 24th, 1804) pl. 22.

Ayer 135 .C27 1804 pl. 22 (PrCt)

Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839. Carey's General atlas ... (1804)
1 map ; 32 x 35 cm.
In: Carey, Mathew. Carey's General atlas ... (Philadelphia : Published by Mathew Carey, April 24th, 1804) pl. 22.

oversize Ayer 135 .C27 1804 pl. 22 (PrCt)

Africə - Maps - 1806
Africə, Philadelphia : Jacob Johnson & Co., 1806.
Authors: Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Kneass, William, 1780-1840 -- Brookes, R. (Richard), active 1721-1763 -- Jacob Johnson & Co. -- Brookes, R. (Richard), active 1721-1763
Brookes's General gazetteer improved, or, A new and compendious geographical dictionary ... (1806)
1 map ; 18 x 24 cm.
In: Brookes, Richmond. Brookes's General gazetteer improved, or, A new and compendious geographical dictionary ... (Philadelphia : Published by Jacob Johnson, & Co. ; John Biren, printer, 1806) pl.2, opp. p. AFR-AGA.
G 005 .118 pl. 2 (PrCt)

Africə - Maps - 1807<<>>Azores - Maps - 1807
Africə publiée sous les auspices de Monseigneur le Duc d'Orleans premier prince du sang / par le Sr. d'Anville. À Venise [Venice] : Chez Mr. Remondini, [1807?].
Authors: d'Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d', 1697-1782 -- Remondini, Guiseppe Antonio, 1747-1811 -- Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (1784 [i.e. 1807?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; hand col. ; 96 x 96 cm. on 2 composite sheets
Title cartouche and engraved no. "P. II. no. 39 2de." from northern half, at upper right. Inset (4 x 8 cm.) : Açores.
Printed from 4 plates on 4 sheets; trimmed and joined to form 2 composite sheets.
In: Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (Venice par P. Santini, rue Ste. Justine, chez M. Remondini, 1784 [i.e. 1807?]), v. 2, no. "P. II. 39 2de." Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .S4 1807, v. 2, no. 39 [A] (PrCt)

Africə - Maps - 1807<<>>Cape of Good Hope (South Africa) - Maps - 1807<<>>Mauritius - Maps - 1807<<>>L'Isle de France (Mascarene Islands) SEE Mauritius<<>>Isle de France (Mascarene Islands) SEE Mauritius
L'Afrique divisée en ses principaux etats ... / par le Sr. Janvier. À Venise [Venice] : par Francois Santini ... ; chez Mr. Remondini, [1807?].
Authors: Janvier, Jean Denis, 1713-1762 -- La Caille, Nicolas Louis de, 1713-1762 -- Santini, Francesco --

Africə - Maps - 1807<<>>Cape of Good Hope (South Africa) - Maps - 1807<<>>Mauritius - Maps - 1807<<>>L'Isle de France (Mascarene Islands) SEE Mauritius<<>>Isle de France (Mascarene Islands) SEE Mauritius
L'Afrique divisée en ses principaux etats ... / par le Sr. Janvier. À Venise [Venice] : par Francois Santini ... ; chez Mr. Remondini, [1807?].
Authors: Janvier, Jean Denis, 1713-1762 -- La Caille, Nicolas Louis de, 1713-1762 -- Santini, Francesco --
Remondini, Guiseppe Antonio, 1747-1811 -- Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (1784 [i.e. 1807?]) -- Baskes oversize G1019 .N4 1814, [plate 49] (PrCt)

Authors: Ehrmann, Theophil F. -- Diesbach -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 28 x 22 cm.
In: Neele, Samuel John and George. Neele's general atlas : consisting of a complete set of maps compiled from the best authorities ... (1814 [i.e. 1815]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 28 x 22 cm.
In: Neele, Samuel John and George. Neele's general atlas : consisting of a complete set of maps compiled from the best authorities, and including all the new discoveries (London : [Samuel and George Neele] ; Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme, and Brown ; Cadell & Davies, 1814 [i.e. 1815]), [plate 49].

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Engraved no. XXXIII at upper right.

Baskes folio G1019 .N4 1814, [plate 49] (PrCt)

Africa - Maps - 1813


Authors: J. & G. Menzies -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1817?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 44 x 50 cm.
Engraved 'No. 47' at upper right.


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.


Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1817, map 47 (NLO)

Africa - Maps - 1813


Authors: Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Neele, George -- Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824. Neele's general atlas : consisting of a complete set of maps compiled from the best authorities ... (1814 [i.e. 1815]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 28 x 22 cm.
In: Neele, Samuel John and George. Neele's general atlas : consisting of a complete set of maps compiled from the best authorities, and including all the new discoveries (London : [Samuel and George Neele] ; Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme, and Brown ; Cadell & Davies, 1814 [i.e. 1815]), [plate 49].

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Engraved no. XXXIII at upper right.

Baskes folio G1019 .N4 1814, [plate 49] (PrCt)

Africa - Maps - 1813


Authors: Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Neele, George -- Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824. Neele's general atlas : consisting of a complete set of maps compiled from the best authorities, and including all the new discoveries (London : [Samuel and George Neele] ; Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme, and Brown ; Cadell & Davies, 1814 [i.e. 1815]), [plate 49].

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Engraved no. XXXIII at upper right.

Baskes folio G1019 .N4 1814, [plate 49] (PrCt)

Africa - Maps - 1813


Authors: Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Neele, George -- Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824. Neele's general atlas : consisting of a complete set of maps compiled from the best authorities, and including all the new discoveries (London : [Samuel and George Neele] ; Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme, and Brown ; Cadell & Davies, 1814 [i.e. 1815]), [plate 49].

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Engraved no. XXXIII at upper right.

Baskes folio G1019 .N4 1814, [plate 49] (PrCt)

Africa - Maps - 1813


Authors: Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Neele, George -- Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824. Neele's general atlas : consisting of a complete set of maps compiled from the best authorities, and including all the new discoveries (London : [Samuel and George Neele] ; Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme, and Brown ; Cadell & Davies, 1814 [i.e. 1815]), [plate 49].

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Engraved no. XXXIII at upper right.

Baskes folio G1019 .N4 1814, [plate 49] (PrCt)

Africa - Maps - 1813


Authors: Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Neele, George -- Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824. Neele's general atlas : consisting of a complete set of maps compiled from the best authorities, and including all the new discoveries (London : [Samuel and George Neele] ; Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme, and Brown ; Cadell & Davies, 1814 [i.e. 1815]), [plate 49].

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Engraved no. XXXIII at upper right.

Baskes folio G1019 .N4 1814, [plate 49] (PrCt)

Africa - Maps - 1813


Authors: Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Neele, George -- Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824. Neele's general atlas : consisting of a complete set of maps compiled from the best authorities, and including all the new discoveries (London : [Samuel and George Neele] ; Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme, and Brown ; Cadell & Davies, 1814 [i.e. 1815]), [plate 49].

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Engraved no. XXXIII at upper right.

Baskes folio G1019 .N4 1814, [plate 49] (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

map5C G3200 1813 .H3 map 3 (Africa) (NLO)

316 Africa - Maps - 1814
A General atlas, being a collection of maps of the world and quarters ... (1814)
1 map : hand col. ; 18 x 24 cm.
In: Carey, Mathew. A General atlas, being a collection of maps of the world and quarters ... (Philadelphia : Published by M. Carey, and Johnson & Warner, 1814) pl. 56.
Ayer 135 .C27 1814 pl. 56 (PrCt)

317 Africa - Maps - 1814
Africa. London : Cadell & Davies [et al], 1814 [i.e. 1815].
Authors: Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826 -- Hebert, Lewis, fl. 1809-1838 -- Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Cadell & Davies -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826. A Modern atlas : from the latest and best authorities ... (1815) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 68 x 48 cm.
Drawn under the direction of Mr. Pinkerton by L. Hebert.'
Running title in upper margin: Pinkerton's modern atlas.
oversize Ayer 135 .P6 1815 pl. [54] (PrCt)

318 Africa - Maps - 1814<<>>Mauritius - Maps - 1814<<>>Réunion - Maps - 1814<<>>Bourbon (Island) SEE Réunion<<>>Ile Bourbon SEE Réunion<<>>Ile de Bourbon SEE Réunion
Carte encyprotype de l'Afrique réduite de celle sur 4 feuilles de même auteur ... / par H. Brué, ingénieur-géographe. Paris : Chez Desray ; Chez Goujon, [1814?].
Authors: Brué, Adrien Hubert, 1786-1832 -- Desray, Jacques -- Goujon, Jean, fl. ca. 1793-1826 -- Brué, Adrien Hubert, 1786-1832. Grand atlas universel, ou collection de cartes encyprotypes, générales et détaillées des cinq parties du monde ... (1816) -- Charles X, King of France, 1757-1836
1 map : hand col. ; 51 x 69 cm.
"Dédiee & présentée a S.A.R. Monsieur Comte d'Artois"
"Atlas universel no. [11]" -- top right margin.
Insets (16 x 11 cm. and 12 x 13 cm.): Ile de France -- Ile Bourbon.

Africase - Maps - 1814<<>>Mauritius - Maps - 1814<<>>Réunion - Maps - 1814<<>>Wall maps
Carte encyprotype de l'Afrique ... / par H. Brué, ingénieur-géographe. Paris : Chez Desray ; Chez J. Goujon, 1814.
Authors: Brué, Adrien Hubert, 1786-1832 -- Desray, Jacques -- Goujon, Jean, fl. ca. 1793-1826 -- Brué, Adrien Hubert, 1786-1832. Grand atlas universel, ou collection de cartes encyprotypes, générales et détaillées des cinq parties du monde ... (1816) -- Charles X, King of France, 1757-1836
1 map : hand col. ; 92 x 124 cm. on 4 sheets
Title from top left sheet.
"Dédiee et présent́e a S.A.R. Monsieur, Comte d'Artois"
"Afrique 1r. [- 4e.] feuille" and "Atlas universel no. [12 - 15]" in upper right margins.
In: Brué, Adrien Hubert. Grand atlas universel, ou collection de cartes encyprotypes, générales et détaillées des cinq parties du monde ... (Paris : Chez Desray, 1816), plates [12-15].

Travels in the interior districts of Africa : performed in the years 1795, 1796, and 1797, with an account of a subsequent mission to that country in 1805 / by Mungo Park ; to which is added an account of the life of Mr. Park, with an appendix, containing geographical illustrations of Africa by Major Rennell. London : Printed for John Murray by William Bulmer and Co., 1816.
Authors: Park, Mungo, 1771-1806 -- Isaaco, an African, Mungo Park's guide -- Walker, James, ca. 1748-ca. 1822 -- Rennell, James, 1742-1830 -- Murray, John, 1778-1843 -- William Bulmer and Co. -- Lane Theological Seminary -- Presbyterian Theological Seminary, Chicago -- McCormick Theological Seminary -- McCormick Theological Seminary Collection (Newberry Library) -- Bulmer (William) and Co. SEE William Bulmer and Co. 1 v. : ill., folded maps, port. ; 29 cm.
Issued in 2 v., but Newberry copy incomplete, holding only v. 1 (as of Feb. 2011)
New ed.
Running title: Travels in the interior of Africa
Uniform title: Travels into the interior districts of Africa
Maps by J. Walker.
Includes bibliographical references.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Bookplate: Lane Seminary Library.
Bookplate: Library of Lane Seminary Affiliated with The Presbyterian Theological Seminary, Chicago.
Forms part of the McCormick Theological Seminary Collection at the Newberry Library.

Africa - Maps - 1820

Africa [Boston : Cummings, Hilliard & Company], 1820.
Authors: Cummings, J. A. (Jacob Abbot), 1772-1820 -- Cummings and Hilliard -- Cummings, J. A. (Jacob Abbot), 1772-1820.
School atlas to Cummings Ancient & modern geography [1820?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 25 x 19 cm.
In: Cummings, Jacob Abbot. [School atlas to Cummings Ancient & modern geography] ([Boston : Cummings and Hilliard, 1820?]) map 7.


Africa - Maps - 1821

Africa / J. & G. Menzies sculpt. [Edinburgh : s.n., 1821?].
Authors: J. & G. Menzies -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1821?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 45 x 50 cm.
In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (Edinburgh ; London ; Dublin : John Thomson and Company ; Baldwin, Craddock, and Joy ; John Cummings, 1817, [i.e. 1821?]) map 47.
Printed paste-on label 'No. 47" on verso.

oversize Ayer 135 .T4 1817 map 47 (PrCt)

Africa - Maps - 1821

Africa: drawn from the best authorities.
Philadelphia : M. Carey and Sons, 1821.
Authors: Lavoisne, C. V. -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Aspin, Jehoshaphat, active 18th century-19th century -- Lavoisne, C. V. -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- M. Carey & Son -- Young & Delleker -- Lavoisne, C. V. A Complete genealogical, historical, chronological and geographical atlas ... (1821)
1 map : hand col. ; 28 x 28 cm.
In: Lavoisne, C. V. A Complete genealogical, historical, chronological and geographical atlas ... (Philadelphia : Published by M. Carey and Son ; printed by T.H. Palmer ..., 1820) map [25].
Printed plate 'No. 66.'
Added title: Geographical and historical map of Africa.

Case oversize G1030 .L4 1821 pl. 25 (PrCt)

Africa - Maps - 1822

1 map : hand col., sectioned and mounted on cloth ; 55 x 84 cm. on sheet 65 x 97 cm., folded to 22 x 14 cm.

Case oversize F 006 .48 pl. 26 (PrCt)
Scale [ca. 1:15,500,000]
Relief indicated by hachures.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Collective Baskes acquisition no. for all sheets in box: A3287
Cl. Phillips 3546
Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1821, v. 2, map 47 (NLO)

328 Africa - Maps - 1822
Africa / Neele & Son sculpt. 352 Strand.
[Edinburgh]: Drawn and engraved for Thomson's New general atlas, [1822?].
Authors: Neele & Son -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1822?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 57 cm.
In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (Edinburgh ; London ; Dublin : Printed by G. Ramsay and Co. for J. Thomson and Co. ; Baldwin, Cradock and Joy ; John Cumming, 1821 [i.e. 1822?]), v. 2, map 47.
Engraved "No. 47" at upper right.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1821, v. 2, map 47 (NLO)

329 Africa - Maps - 1823
Authors: Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Hall, Sidney -- Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823. A New general atlas constructed from the latest authorities ... (1823) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 20 x 24 cm.
In: Arrowsmith, Aaron. A New general atlas constructed from the latest authorities ... Exhibiting the boundaries and divisions, also the chains of mountains and other geographical features of all the known countries in the world (Edinburgh ; London : A. Constable & Co., 1823), pl. 45.
folio Ayer 135 .A65 1823 pl. 45 (PrCt)

330 Africa - Maps - 1825
Authors: Morse, Sidney E. (Sidney Edwards), 1794-1871 -- N. & S.S. Jocelyn (Firm) -- Morse, Sidney E. (Sidney Edwards), 1794-1871. A New universal atlas of the world, on an approved plan ... (1825)
1 map : hand col. ; 19 x 24 cm.
In: Morse, Sidney E. A New universal atlas of the world, on an approved plan ... (New Haven

331 Africa - Maps - 1825
Africa. [Philadelphia ; New York etc. Samuel F. Bradford and Murray, Fairman and Co., Peter A. Mesier etc., 1825?].
1 map ; 24 x 31 cm. Harrison sct.'
Includes references to kingdoms and states 1-18.
Ayer 135 .R29 plate [33] (PrCt)

332 Africa - Maps - 1826
Africa. Philadelphia : A. Finley, [1826].
Authors: Finley, A. (Anthony) -- Young & Delleker -- Finley, A. (Anthony). A New general atlas, comprising a complete set of maps, representing the grand divisions of the globe ... (1826)
1 map : hand col. ; 28 x 21 cm.
In: Finley, Anthony. A New general atlas, comprising a complete set of maps, representing the grand divisions of the globe ... (Philadelphia : A. Finley, 1826) pl. 57.
Case folio G1019 .F5 1826 pl. 57 (PrCt)

333 Africa - Maps - 1826
Africa. Philadelphia : H.S. Tanner, [1826?].
Authors: Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858. A New American atlas containing maps of the several states of the North American union ... (1823, [i.e. 1826?])
1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 51 cm.
Running title in upper margin: American atlas. In: Tanner, Henry Schenck. A New American atlas containing maps of the several states of the North American union ... (Philadelphia : H.S. Tanner, 1823, [i.e. 1826?]) map [4].
Case oversize G1200 .T3 1823 map [4] (PrCt)

334 Africa - Maps - 1829
Authors: Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (1829) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 58 cm.
In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas :

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (Edinburgh ; London ; Dublin ; Printed by H. & J. Pillans, for John Thomson ; Baldwin & Cradock ; John Cumming, 1829), map 47.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Engraved no. '47' at upper right.
**Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1829 map 47 (NLO)**

**Africa - Maps - 1831**

*Africa*. Edinburgh : D. Lizards, [1831?].
Authors: Lizards, Daniel, 1760-1812 -- Hamilton, John, fl. 1831 -- Lizards, Daniel, 1760-1812. The Edinburgh geographical and historical atlas ... [1831?] 1 map : hand col. ; 74 x 84 cm. on 2 sheets Title from southern sheet.

Added title at bottom of northern sheet: Part of Africa.

In: Lizards, Daniel. The Edinburgh geographical and historical atlas ... (Edinburgh [etc.] : John Hamilton [and others, 1831?]) pl. [46-47]. Engraved no. 'LIII', 'LIV', 'LV' and 'XLVI'.

**Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1831 (NLO)**

1 map : hand col. ; 31 x 40 cm.


Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.

Contemporary paper over boards with gold stamped green leather label on cover.


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes oversize G2485 .R58 1831 (NLO)**

**Africa - Maps - 1833**

*Africa / Young & Delleker sc.* Philada.
[Philadelphia] : A. Finley, [1833].
Authors: Young & Delleker -- Finley, A. (Anthony) -- Finley, A. (Anthony). A New general atlas ... (1833) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 28 x 21 cm.

In: Finley, Anthony. A New general atlas : comprising a complete set of maps, representing the grand divisions of the globe ... (Philadelphia : Anthony Finley, 1833), plate 58.

Sheet corner numbered 58.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes oversize G1019 .G23 1836, plate 24**

**Africa - Maps - 1838**

*Africa / Giosuè Russo del. ; Vincenzo Russo inc. ; Luigi Russo scr.* [Naples : Luigi Galanti?], 1835.
Authors: Russo, Giosuè, 1781-1840 -- Russo, Vincenzo, fl. 1834-1836 -- Russo, Luigi, fl. 1834-1836 -- Galanti, Luigi. Atlante di geografia moderna ... (1834-1836 [i.e. 1847?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 31 x 40 cm.

In: Galanti, Luigi. Atlante di geografia moderna : in 30 carte (Naples : [Luigi Galanti], 1834-1836 [i.e. 1847?]), plate 24

Engraved no. 24 at upper right.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes oversize G1019 .A778 1837, map 22**

**Africa - Maps - 1834**

Authors: Arrowsmith, John, 1790-1873 -- Arrowsmith, John, 1790-1873. The London atlas of universal geography ... (1837) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 59 x 51 cm.

Engraved no. '22' at upper right.

In: Arrowsmith, John. [The London atlas of universal geography : exhibiting the physical & political divisions of the various countries of the world, constructed from original materials] [London : J. Arrowsmith, 1837], map 22.

**Baskes oversize G1019 .A778 1837, map 22**

1 map : hand col. ; 28 x 35 cm.

*Entered according to Act of Congress, in the year 1834, by H.S. Tanner ...*

Insets (11 x 13 cm. and 5 x 7 cm.).: Liberia -- Monrovia.

In: Tanner, Henry Schenck. A New universal atlas ... (1845) map '68.'

**Case oversize G1019 .T2 1845 map 68 (PrCt)**

**Africa - Maps - 1835**

*Africa / Giosuè Russo del. ; Vincenzo Russo inc. ; Luigi Russo scr.* [Naples : Luigi Galanti?], 1835.
Authors: Russo, Giosuè, 1781-1840 -- Russo, Vincenzo, fl. 1834-1836 -- Russo, Luigi, fl. 1834-1836 -- Galanti, Luigi. Atlante di geografia moderna ... (1834-1836 [i.e. 1847?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 31 x 40 cm.

In: Galanti, Luigi. Atlante di geografia moderna : in 30 carte (Naples : [Luigi Galanti], 1834-1836 [i.e. 1847?]), plate 24

Engraved no. 24 at upper right.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Africa. [Poughkeepsie : William Wilson], 1838. Authors: Willets, Jacob, 1785-1860 -- Sherman & Smith -- Potter & Wilson -- Willets, Jacob, 1785-1860. Willets' Atlas to accompany the New and improved school geography ... [1838] 1 map : hand col. ; 19 x 26 cm. In: Willets, Jacob. Willets' Atlas to accompany the New and improved school geography ... (Poughkeepsie, N.Y. : William Wilson, [1838]) map no. 6. 'Engraved by Sherman & Smith' and 'entered according to act of Congress, in the year 1838 by Potter & Wilson in the ... Southern District of New York.' Scale ca. 1: 50,000,000. folio G 10 .976, no. 7 (PrCt) 346

Africa - Maps - 1840

Africa - Maps - 1840

Africa - Maps - 1840

Africa - Maps - 1840

Africa - Maps - 1840
Africa. London : Mr. Bull, [ca. 1840]. Authors: Starling, Thomas -- Bull and Churton -- Bull, Mr., fl. ca. 1840 -- Starling, Thomas. The Royal cabinet atlas ... [ca. 1840] 1 map : hand col. ; 8 x 14 cm. In: Starling, Thomas. The Royal cabinet atlas ... (London : Bull and Churton, [ca. 1840]) 'Pl. LXX' [i.e. 37]. map3C 5 map [37] (PrCt) 347

Africa - Maps - 1841

Africa - Maps - 1841

Africa - Maps - 1845
Africa. [New York : H.S. Tanner, 1845]. Authors: Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858. A New general atlas, comprising a complete set of maps ... (1845) 1 map : hand col. ; 27 x 21 cm. In: Tanner, Henry Schenck. A New general atlas, comprising a complete set of maps ... (New York
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>216 p. : ill., 7 maps ; 16 cm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Includes questions and exercises for the student.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Includes index.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Series: Parley’s primary histories -- Goodrich, Samuel G. (Samuel Griswold), 1793-1860.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Parley’s primary histories.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Former owner’s signature: W.C. Boggo.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>LC Card Number: 05008442</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map of Africa from the latest authorities.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Africa - Maps - 1853</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map of Africa from the latest authorities.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Madeira Islands - Maps - 1853</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map of Africa from the latest authorities.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Saint Helena - Maps - 1853</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map of Africa from the latest authorities.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Mauritius - Maps - 1853</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map of Africa from the latest authorities.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Colton's atlas of the world (1855-1856)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map of Africa from the latest authorities.</td>
<td></td>
<td>1 map : hand col. ; 29 x 36 cm.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Africa - Maps - 1857
Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's general atlas ... (1857)
1 map : hand col. ; 29 x 36 cm.

oversize G 10 .185 v.2, pl. 45 (PrCt)

Africa - Maps - 1859
Ethnology - Ethnology - Africa - Maps - 1859
Authors: Lepsius, Richard, 1810-1884 -- Lepsius, Richard, 1810-1884. Denkmaeler aus Aegypten und Aethiopien (1849)
1 map : col. ; 17 x 19 cm.
Inset on Lepsius, Richard. 'Übersichtskarte der Nilländer' in his Denkmaeler aus Aegypten und Aethiopien (Berlin, 1849-1859), v. 1, plate1, inset. M1153

oversize F 0271 .49, v. 1, plate 1, inset (PrCt)

Africa - Maps - 1860<<>>Cape Town (South Africa)
Africa - Maps - 1860<<>>Durban (South Africa)
Authors: Johnston, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884 -- Johnston, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884. Johnson's new illustrated family atlas of the world ... (1869) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 38 x 54 cm.
"Entered according to act of Congress in the year 1864, by A.J. Johnson in the Clerk's Office of the District Court of the United States for the Southern District of New York."

In: Hughes, William. Grand atlas universel : ou collection de cartes nouvelles .. (1866)
1 map : hand col. ; 51 x 58 cm.
In: Hughes, William. Grand atlas universel : ou collection de cartes nouvelles ... (Paris ; Leipzig ; London : J. Rothschild ; G. Philip and Son, 1866), plate 37.
No. "37" printed on verso.

oversize G 10 .42, plate 37 (PrCt)

Africa - Maps - 1861
Authors: Johnston, Alexander Keith, 1804-1871 -- W. & A.K. Johnston Limited -- William Blackwood and Sons -- Johnston, Alexander Keith, 1804-1871. The Royal atlas of modern geography ... (1861)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 56 cm.
Running title: Keith Johnston's general atlas.
In: Johnston, Alexander Keith. The Royal atlas of modern geography : exhibiting, in a series of entirely original and authentic maps ... (Edinburgh and London : William Blackwood and Sons, 1861), map 37.

oversize G 10 .456, map 37 (PrCt)

Africa / by G.H. Swanston ; revised and corrected, including Speke and Grant's researches as to the sources of the Nile. By J. Bartholomew, F.R.G.S. Edinburgh, London & Dublin : A. Fullarton & Co., [1872?].
Authors: Swanston, George H. -- Bartholomew,
Authors: Bartholomew, John, 1831-1893 -- Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- Adam and Charles Black (Firm). Black's general atlas of the world ... (1885)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 42 cm.
In: Adam and Charles Black. Black's general atlas of the world : embracing the latest discoveries, new boundaries, and other changes, accompanied by introductory letterpress and index (Edinburgh : Adam and Charles Black, 1885), plate 36.

oversize G1019 .B63 1885, plate 36 (PrCt)

Africa - Maps - 1885
Authors: Bartholomew, John, 1831-1893 -- Stanley, Henry M. (Henry Morton), 1841-1904 -- Scottish geographical magazine (1885)
1 map : col. ; 29 x 22 cm.
In: Scottish geographical magazine 1 (1885): between p. 16-17.
Scale ca. 1:35,000,000.
To accompany the innaugural address by H. M. Stanley, pp. 1-17.
Bassett and Scheven, Maps of Africa to 1900, no. 335.

G 007 .8, v. 1, between p. 16-17 (PrCt)

Africa - Maps - 1886
Authors: Habenicht, Hermann, 1844-1917 -- Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 13 maps ; 590 x 366 mm.
+6titlepages
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Africa - Maps - 1886
Authors: Hartleben, Adolf, 1835-after 1890 -- A. Hartleben's Verlag -- Freytag und Berndt -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 18 maps ; 234 x 170 mm.
Maps by Freytag & Berndt.
References: Doerflinger, 361; Phillips 10097
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Africa - Maps - 1887
Africa. [Chicago : George F. Cram, 1887].
Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928. Cram's unrivaled family atlas of the world (1887)
1 map : col. ; 55 x 41 cm.
'Engraved expressly for the Standard World Atlas.'

folio G1019 .G463 1883b, p. 122-123 (PrCt)

Case oversize G1019 .G455 1887, p. 284-285 (PrCt)

370 Africa - Maps - 1888<><>Cairo Region (Egypt)
- Maps - 1888 - Railroads<><>Railroads - Maps
  Rand, McNally & Co.'s Africa. [Chicago : Rand, McNally & Co., 1888].
  Authors: Rand McNally and Company. Rand, McNally & Co.'s improved indexed business atlas and shipper's guide ... (1888) -- Rand McNally and Company. Commercial atlas (1888)
  1 map : col. ; 30 x 23 cm.
  Title in upper margin.
  Inset (9 x 8 cm.): Map showing the railroads and canal connecting the Mediterranean & Red seas. In Rand, McNally & Co.'s improved indexed business atlas and shipper's guide ... (Chicago: Rand McNally, 1888) p. 593.
  Uniform atlas title: Commercial atlas.
  Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

oversize RMcN atlas .C7 1888, p. 593 (PrCt)

371 Africa - Maps - 1890 - Administrative and political divisions
  A Map of Africa showing the boundaries settled by international treaties & agreements. London : Royal Geographical Society, 1890.
  Authors: Keltie, John Scott, Sir, 1840-1927 -- Royal Geographical Society (Great Britain) -- Edward Stanford Ltd.
  1 map : col. ; 40 x 40 cm.
  Detached from Proceedings of the Royal Geographical Society, n.s. 12, no. 11 (November 1890): after p. 712 [G008.761].
  Accompanied by Keltie's article 'The Partition of Africa,' pp. 655-666.

temp map2F G3201.A 1857 .R61 no. 12/11/2 (PrCt)

372 Africa - Maps - 1900
  Afrika ... Glogau : C. Flemming, [ca. 1900?].
  Authors: Herrich, A. -- Flemming, C. (Carl), 1806-1878
  1 map ; 71 x 86 cm. fold. to 25 x 17 cm. '20. auflage,'
  Scale 1:14,500,000.
  Includes insets.
  Series statements: Flemming, Karl, firm, publishers, Glogau. General-karten, no. 43 -- Carl Flemming's Generalkarten, no. 43.

G 1070 .4 (NLO)

373 Africa - Maps - 1903
  Authors: Sievers, Wilhelm -- Hahn, Friedrich -- Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
  1 v. : 11 maps ; 260 x 183 mm.
  2nd ed. Edited by Friedrich Hahn.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

  Authors: William Collins Sons and Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- William Collins Sons and Co. The Collegiate atlas ... [191-?]
  1 map : col. ; 30 x 23 cm.
  Inset (8 x 9 cm.): Enlarged map of South Africa In: William Collins Sons and Co. The Collegiate atlas consisting of forty-four maps of modern geography, embracing all the latest discoveries and changes in boundaries and eighteen maps of historical geography, with copious index (Glasgow, London, and Edinburgh : William Collins, Sons, & Company, [191-?]), [plate] 5. Printed plate number repeated on thumb index at right. "Africa" in oversize manuscript lettering on verso. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1019 .C625 1910z, [plate] 5 (PrCt)

Africa - Maps - 1912
  Authors: Bartholomew, J. G. (John George), 1860-1920 -- John Bartholomew & Co. -- Edinburgh Geographical Institute
  1 map : col., mounted on cloth ; 74 x 68 cm., folded to 20 x 13 cm.
  Panel title: Bartholomew's political map of Africa: according to most recent treaties. 'Edinburgh Geographical Institute' and 'copyright - John Bartholomew & Co.' in bottom margin.
  Scale 1:12,000,000.
  Paste-on advertisement on verso for John Bartholomew & Co.'s 1912 edition of The Citizen's atlas of the world.

map3C G8200 1912 .B3 (PrCt)

Africa - Maps - 1912<><>Wall maps
  Authors: W. & A.K. Johnston Limited -- Danzer, Gerald A.
  1 map : col. ; 119 x 94 cm.
  Above title: Unrivaled series.
  Scale "1:10,771,200 of nature or 170 miles to an inch."
  Inset: North America and Africa on the same
Africa - Maps - 1913

Authors: Union-Castle Mail Steamship Company -- George Philip & Son -- Brown, A. Samler -- Sampson Low, Marston, Low & Searle -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 23 maps ; 188 x 125 mm.
19th ed.
Ed:ASamlerBrown
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Africa - Maps - 1922

Authors: Union-Castle Mail Steamship Company -- George Philip & Son -- Brown, A. Samler -- Sampson Low, Marston, Low & Searle -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 32 maps ; 187 x 130 mm.
28th ed.
Ed:ASamlerBrown
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Africa - Maps - 1922

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Universal Series (Rand McNally) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 118 x 97 cm. on rollers.
Backed with cloth and mounted on wooden rollers.
Stamped on back: Register of Copyrights Library of Congress Washington DC.
Pencilled on back: 8/29/22.
Series: Universal Series.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
artifacts cage RMcN maproll 2 : 4. 3 (PrCt)

Africa - Maps - 1925

Authors: Union-Castle Mail Steamship Company -- George Philip & Son -- Brown, A. Samler -- Sampson Low, Marston, Low & Searle -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 32 maps ; 190 x 130 mm.
31st ed.
Ed:ASamlerBrown
Includes advertising matter (p. 604-710) and

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Africa - Maps - 1928 - Missions
Africa - Maps - 1928 - Wall maps

Authors: Beach, R. -- Missionary Education Movement of the United States and Canada -- General Drafting Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 95 x 89 cm. on sheet 102 x 97 cm.
Scale ca. 1:9,000,000.
Includes "Index of mission stations."
Forms part of the General Drafting Collection (Newberry Library).
map8F G8201 .E424 1928 .B4 (PrCt)

Africa - Maps - 1936

Authors: Union-Castle Mail Steamship Company -- John Bartholomew & Co. -- Brown, A. Samler -- Sampson Low, Marston, Low & Searle -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 32 maps ; 186 x 127 mm.
42nd ed.
Ed:ASamlerBrown
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Africa - Maps - 1938

Afrika-Linien - Maps - 1938
Deutsche Afrika-Linien, shipping firm SEE Deutsche Afrika-Linien-German African Lines, shipping firm SEE Deutsche Afrika-Linien-Informationsbureau

2nd ed.
Uniform title: Afrika. English
Includes advertising matter (p. 604-710) and

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
indexes.
Portions of dust jacket pasted to lining papers.
Bookplate of Hamilton C. Macdougall.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the
Newberry Library.
Baskes DT2 .M3713 1938 (NLO)

385  Africa - Maps - 1940
Authors: Union-Castle Mail Steamship Company
-- John Bartholomew & Co. -- Sampson Low, Marston, Low & Searle -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 32 maps ; 185 x 122 mm.
46th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

388  Africa - Maps - 1940 - Economic development
Africa - Maps - 1940 - Economics
Africa - Maps - 1940 - Commerce
Wall maps
Africa commercial development / edited by George Philip, F. R. G. S. London : Printed in Great Britain by George Philip and Son, Limited, [ca. 1940?].
Authors: Philip, George, 1870-1937 -- George Philip & Son -- London Geographical Institute -- Denoyer-Geppert Company -- Southern Illinois University at Carbondale
1 map : col., mounted on cloth ; 103 x 86 cm.
Series statement at head of title: Philip's series of comparative wall atlases
"The London Geographical Institute. ABK" -- at bottom right
"Denoyer-Geppert Company, Chicago, sole U.S. distributors" -- at bottom center.
Includes color-coded key to "highly developed", "less highly developed", and "undeveloped" mining and agricultural regions.
"Scale 1:9,000,000. (approximately 150 miles - 1 inch)."
"Projection -- Lambert's Equivalent Azimuthal."
Mounted on cloth and wooden rollers.
Gift of Southern Illinois University, 2011.
maproll G8201.G1 1940 .P5 (PrCt)

386  Africa - Maps - 1940 - Wall maps
1 map : col., mounted on linen ; 135 x 152 cm., on wooden rollers
Scale 1:6,000,000 ; Sanson's projection ; (W30°--E60°/N37°17'--S34°50').
Series: Physical environment series ; map no. PE 4.
Includes E-W profile through Gabon, Lake Victoria, and Mt. Kenya.
Relief shown by shading and hypsometric tints; depths by tints.
"Printed in Germany."
Gift of Southern Illinois University at Carbondale, 2011.
maproll G8200 1940 .P3 (PrCt)

387  Africa - Maps - 1941 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Pfrommer, Fritz -- Herstellung -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 9 maps ; 315 x 236 mm.
Phillips 10101.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

389  Africa - Maps - 1954
Authors: Touchette, Joseph Irenaeus, 1896- -- Hewes, Alanson B. -- David McKay Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- McKay (David) Company SEE David McKay Company
vii, 311 p. : 6 maps ; 21 cm.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 54012485
Baskes DT2 .T68 1954 (NLO)

390  Africa - Maps - 1954 - Wall maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Commonwealth series (Rand McNally) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 140 x 99 cm.
Scale: 1:8,000,000
Relief shown by hachures and spot heights.
In bottom left corner, within border '2R54;' in bottom left corner, in red, below border 'No. 500 CW Political.'
Series: Commonwealth series.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Two copies.
artifacts cage RMcN maproll 1 : 7. 2 (PrCt)

Africa - Maps - 1957 - Animals - Pictorial maps
Pictorial maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Glaubke, Robert -- Hershkovitz, Philip -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; 22 x 20 cm. on sheet 65 x 61 cm.
Map of Africa that indicates countries, major cities, national parks, location of tribes and habitat of animals.
Map surrounded by pictures of native peoples and animals.
Text in lower margin describing animals is keyed to map (1-40).

map4F G8201 .D4 1957 R3 (PrCt)

394

Authors: Raisz, Erwin, 1893-
1 map ; 21 x 18 cm.
"By permission of the McGraw-Hill Encyclopedia of Science and Technology."
73-9946
M1084

map1F G8201.C2 196- R3 (PrCt)

395

1 atlas (126 p.) : 50 maps ; 21 cm.
Includes index.
Series: Books that matter
Scales differ.
Former owner's signature: Navarre Macomb, Jr.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 10101a
LC Card Number:map60000011
Baskes G2445 .H67 1960 (NLO)

396

Export production in tropical Africa by commodity or group and by percent of total value in 1957 / William A. Hance ; Vincent Kotschar ; Richard Peterec. [Racine, Wis.?] : Litho. Western Printing and Litho. Co., U.S.A., [1960?].
Authors: Hance, William Adams, 1916--
Kotschar, Vincent -- Peterec, Richard J. -- Denoyer-Geppert Company -- Western Printing and Lithographing Company -- Southern Illinois University at Carbondale
1 map : col., mounted on cloth and wooden rollers ; 88 x 116 cm.
Keyed to symbols for mines and mineral resources, food, animal, manufactured, and forest products, and more.
"Each symbol represents $289,270 or 0.01% of tropical African exports by value in 1957 ... Place names and railways are accurate as of 1960."
"Cartcraft, Denoyer-Geppert Co. ... 5235 Ravenswood Ave. ... Chicago 40 ..." -- Adhesive label at bottom right.
Gift of Southern Illinois University, 2011.
maproll G8201 .G1 1960 .H3 (PrCt)

Africa - Maps - 1960 - Economics<<<<Wall maps
Ustrední správa geodézie a kartografie
1 map : col., mounted on linen ; 155 x 124 cm., on wooden rollers
Scale 1:6,000,000.
"Lambert's azimuthal equal-area projection."
Shows distribution of minerals, industries, electric power plants, and agricultural areas.
With label of Denoyer-Geppert Company in lower right margin.
Gift of Southern Illinois University, 2011.
maproll G8201 .G1 1960 .C9 (PrCt)

Authors: Karl Wenschow GmbH. -- Denoyer-Geppert Company -- Southern Illinois University at Carbondale
1 map : col., mounted on cloth and wooden rollers ; 161 x 145 cm.
Scale 1:6,000,000.
"Lambert's azimuthal projection."
Relief shown by hypsometric tints and shading.
"English text edition prepared with the editorial assistance of Denoyer-Geppert Company, Chicago."
Series: Wenschow-Relieffmap ; MapRL4.
Rubber stamp on verso: Received Apr. 21 1961.
Gift of Southern Illinois University, 2011.
maproll G8200 1960 .W4 (PrCt)
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397 Africa - Maps - 1965>>>Wall maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 168 x 148 cm.
Shows land and water features, relief shown by shading and hypsometric tints.
Bottom right: 9 N 65.
Special: Randmark V.
Bears Library of Congress stamp.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
artifacts cage RMcN maproll 3 : 6. 2 (PrCt)

398 Africa - Maps - 1966>>>Wall maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 137 x 120 cm.
Scale: 1:7,100,000.
Bottom right: 6 N 66.
Special: Randmark II.
Mounted in metal clamp with 4 other RandMark II maps.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
artifacts cage RMcN maproll 3 : 7. 2 (PrCt)

399 Africa - Maps - 1966>>>Wall maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ;151 x 105 cm.
Shows land and water features; relief shown by shading and hypsometric tints.
Bottom right: 3 R 66.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
artifacts cage RMcN maproll 4 : 8. 2 (PrCt)

400 Africa - Maps - 1968
Afrika-Handbuch für Wirtschaft und Reise / Herausgeber Africk-Verein e. V., Hamburg, Peter

Authors: Colberg, Peter -- Eitner, Kurt -- Krämer, Martin, 1931- -- Krieger, L. Klaus -- Schultchen, H. -- Afrika-Verein (Germany) -- John Bartholomew and Son -- Ubersee-Verlag (Hamburg, Germany) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
2 v. : ill., 73 col. maps and plans, plates ; 17 cm.
Maps by L. Klaus Krieger, H. Schultchen and John Bartholomew & son.
Folded map in pocket of each volume.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes DT2 .A38 1967 (NLO)

Africa - Maps - 1968
Philip's modern college atlas for Africa / edited by Harold Fullard. London ; Chicago : George Philip & Son ; Distributed by Denoyer-Geppert, c1968.
Authors: George Philip & Son -- Fullard, Harold -- Denoyer-Geppert Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (136, 31 p.) : ill., 91 maps (chiefly col.) ; 29 cm.
9th ed.
Relief shown by gradient and bathymetric tints.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: map68000491
References: Cf. Phillips 7606.
Baskes folio G2445 .G46 1968 (NLO)

Africa - Maps - 1968
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 135 x 97 cm.
'Scale : one inch equals 175 miles.'
Plate no.: 1R68
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
artifacts cage RMcN maproll 7 : 7. 3 (PrCt)

Africa : jet age clipper route map : Pan American, world's most experienced airline . [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Company, [ca. 1970?].
Authors: Pan American World Airways, Inc. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. : 69 x 46 cm., on sheet 46 x 61 cm, folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title. " ... [O]ne of a six-part series."
"Copyright by Rand McNally & Company."
Covers Africa between Niger and Cape Town; verso continues through northern Africa.
Inset (11 x 14 cm.): [Pan American routes across the Atlantic Ocean].
Inset on verso (14 x 30 cm.): Pan American Airways system [world map].
Relief shown pictorially and with shading.
Panel art: earth as seen from outer space.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25.
RMcN Airlines 4C 55 (PrCt)

404 Africa - Maps - 1973
1 atlas (335 p.) : 120 col. maps ; 41 cm.
1st American ed.
Series title from spine: Atlas Jeune Afrique
Uniform title: Grand atlas du continent africain.
English
"Prepared and published by Jeune Afrique under the direction of Régine Van Chi-Bonnardel ... The maps were prepared by l'Institut géographique national de Paris"--P. 5.
French edition published simultaneously under title: Grand atlas du continent africain.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Errata slip inserted.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Alexander, Guide to atlases (1977) no. 6369
LC Card Number: 73017932
ISBN 0903274035 ; 9780903274036
Baskes oversize G2445 .I5713 1973 (NLO)

405 Africa - Maps - 1990<<<Wall maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 138 x 120 cm.
Bottom right: 90-8976 Reorder #12144
RandMark IV Africa.
Series: RandMark IV.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Two copies.
artifacts cage RMcN maproll 4 : 5. 1 (PrCt)

CCAA research-to-policy links : mapping our partners’ engagements [in Africa] / IDRC ; CRDI ; DFID. [Canada? s.n.], c1996.
Authors: Climate Change Adaptation in Africa -- International Development Research Centre (Canada) -- Department for International Development (U.K.) -- Forest Stewardship Council -- Stotis, Katherine -- CCAA see Climate Change Adaptation in Africa -- C.C.A.A. see Climate Change Adaptation in Africa -- International Development Research Centre (Canada) -- Canada. International Development Research Centre SEE International Development Research Centre (Canada) -- IDRC see International Development Research Centre Research Centre (Canada) -- I.D.R.C. see International Development Research Centre Research Centre (Canada) -- CRDI see International Development Research Centre Research Centre (Canada) -- C.R.D.I. see International Development Research Centre Research Centre (Canada) -- United Kingdom Department for International Development SEE Department for International Development (U.K.) -- DFID see Department for International Development (U.K.) -- D.F.I.D. see Department for International Development (U.K.) 1 map : col. ; on sheet 56 x 65 cm.
Title expanded by cataloger.
"© 1996 Forest Stewardship Council."
"The CCAA program supports participatory action research that informs policy processes with science-based evidence on vulnerability and adaptation."
76 numbered sites on map keyed to research project titles and descriptions on verso.
The Climate Change Adaptation in Africa (CCAA) is a joint program of the International Development Research Centre (IDRC and CRDI), Canada, and the Department for International Development (DFID), U.K.; cf. International Development Research Centre website (accessed June 2011): http://publicwebsite.idrc.ca/EN/Pages/default.aspx
Issued folded to 28 x 22 cm.
Gift 2011, Katherine Stotis
map4F G8201.C8 1996 .C5 (PrCt)

Africa - Maps - Bibliography
Authors: Tooley, R. V. (Ronald Vere), 1898--1986 -- Map Collectors’ Circle -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
2 v. maps ; 25 cm.
Contents: 1. 1500-1600.--2. Regional maps,
Authors: Tooley, R. V. (Ronald Vere), 1898-1986
-- Map Collectors’ Circle -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
10 p. : 17 maps ; 25 cm.
Series: Map collectors’ series, v. 9, no. 82
Duplicate copy: Map Ref Z6003 .M3 no. 82
Ayer 5A 527 (NLO)

Authors: Betz, Richard L.
540 p. : ill., maps (some col.) ; 33 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 510-521) and indexes.
Series: Utrechtse historisch-kartografische studies = Utrecht studies in the history of cartography ; 7
ISBN 9789061944898 (cl.) ; 9061944899 (cl.)
Map Ref GA1341 .B4 2007 (NLO)

Africa - Maps - Bibliography
Authors: Tooley, R. V. (Ronald Vere), 1898-1986
-- Map Collectors’ Circle -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
2 pts. in 1 v. (114 p.) : maps ; 25 cm.
Series: Map collectors’ series
Duplicate copy: Map Ref Z6003 .M3 no. 47, 48
Ayer 135.5 .T67 1968 (NLO)

Africa - Maps - Bibliography
Africa - Maps - Bibliography
1500-1700<<>>Cartography - Africa - History - 1500-1700
Authors: Betz, Richard L.
540 p. : ill., maps (some col.) ; 33 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 510-521) and indexes.
Series: Utrechtse historisch-kartografische studies = Utrecht studies in the history of cartography ; 7
ISBN 9789061944898 (cl.) ; 9061944899 (cl.)
Map Ref GA1341 .B4 2007 (NLO)

Africa - Maps - Bibliography
Authors: Norwich, I. -- Kolbe, Pam -- Donker
Includes index.
Bibliography: p. 12.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
References: Wolf 629
Map Ref Z6027 .A2 C37 (NLO)

Africa - Maps - Bibliography
Africa - Maps - Bibliography
1500-1886<<>>Norwich, I. - Map collections - Bibliography - Catalogs<<>>Africa - Maps - Collections, 1500-1886
Authors: Norwich, I. -- Kolbe, Pam -- Donker
Includes index.
Bibliography: p. 12.
References: Wolf 629
Formerly folio GA1341 .N67
ISBN 0868520284
Map Ref folio GA1341 .N67 (NLO)

Africa - Maps - Bibliography
Africa - Maps - Bibliography
1500-1900<<>>Africa - Maps - Collections, 1500-1900
Authors: Norwich, I. -- Stone, Jeffrey C. -- Terra Nova -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 360 maps ; 287 x 223 mm.
2nd ed.
Edited by Jeffrey C. Stone.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Africa - Maps - Bibliography
Africa - Maps - Bibliography
Authors: Cartwright, Margaret Findlay
x, 46 p. ; 23 cm.
Brief descriptions and lengthy notes for 91 maps.
“Presented in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the higher certificate and diploma in librarianship, 1955.”
Includes index.
Series: Bibliographical series - University of Cape Town Libraries
LC Card Number: 77377839
ISBN 0799201278
Map Ref folio GA1341 .N67 (NLO)

Africa - Maps - Bibliography
Africa - Maps - Bibliography
1707-1872
Authors: Tooley, R. V. (Ronald Vere), 1898-1986
-- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
xvi, 132 p.: 100 plates, illus., maps (part col.), ports. : 26 cm.
Includes bibliographical references.
Formerly Ayer 290 .TS9 1969
LC Card Number: 79427101

Map Ref Z6027.A2 T65 1969 (NLO)

Africa - Maps - Bibliography -
1900----University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign - Map Collections - Catalogs
Maps of Africa to 1900: a checklist of maps in atlases and geographical journals in the collections of the University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign / Thomas J. Bassett & Yvette Scheven. [Urbana, Ill. University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign], The Graduate School of Library and Information Science, c2000.
Authors: Bassett, Thomas J. -- Scheven, Yevette -- University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.
Graduate School of Library and Information Science
xiii, 317 p.: p., ill., maps ; 28 cm.
Series: Robert B. Downs Publication Fund ; no. 9

Inclues bibliographical references (p. 243-269) and indexes.
Formerly folio G2445 .B37 2000
ISBN 0878451188

Map Ref folio G2445 .B37 2000 (NLO)

Africa - Maps - Bibliography -
Catalogs----Spain. Ejército. Servicio Geográfico del Ejército - Cartografia - Africa - History -
Catalog - Map collections - Catalogs
Authors: Spain. Ejército. Servicio Geográfico. Sección de Documentación
42 p. ; 27 cm.
Formerly Z6027.A2 S63 1975

LC Card Number: 79427101

Map Ref Z6027.A2 S63 1975 (NLO)

Africa - Maps - Cities and towns -
Bibliography - 1550-1945----Cities and towns - Africa - Maps - Bibliography -
1550-1945----Deutsche Staatsbibliothek - Map collections -
Catalogs----Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin--Preussischer Kulturbesitz - Map collections - Catalogs
Authors: Klaus, Wolfram -- Klemp, Egon -- Deutsche Staatsbibliothek -- Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin--Preussischer Kulturbesitz
539 p. ; 21 cm.
Relatively full descriptions of 3,487 maps, issued as separates and in books and atlases.
Includes index.
Series: Kartographische Bestandsverzeichnisse / Deutsche Staatsbibliothek : 5
Formerly Z6027.A2 K56 1990
ISBN 3736100531

Map Ref Z6026.C56 K562 1990 (NLO)

Africa - Maps - Collections, 1100-1700----Cartography - Africa - History - 1100-1700
Authors: Klemp, Egon -- Deutsche Staatsbibliothek -- Edition Leipzig (Firm)
77 maps (part col.) ; in slip case 53 cm.
Title from accompanying text (57 p.) inserted in front pocket of slip case; includes bibliographical references.
70-1850
ICN 71
oversize G 1070 .43 (NLO)

Africa - Maps - Collections, 1500-1900
Authors: Norwich, I. -- Donker -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 28 maps ; 337 x 253 mm.
1st ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Africa - Maps - Collections, 1530-1915 -
Electronic information resources----Africa - Maps - Bibliography - 1530-1915 -
Electronic information resources----Melville J. Herskovits Library of African Studies - Map collections - Electronic information resources----Northwestern University (Evanston, Ill.) - Map collections - Electronic information resources
16th-20th century maps of Africa. 2007.
Authors: Handler, Jerome S. -- Tuite, Michael L., Jr. -- Melville J. Herskovits Library of African Studies -- Northwestern University (Evanston, Ill.)
Internet resource
http://www.library.northwestern.edu/govinfo/collections/mapsofafrica/

http://www.library.northwestern.edu/govinfo/collections/mapsofafrica/ (PrCt)

Africa - Maps - Collections, 1646-1656
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Mariette, Pierre, 1603-1657 -- William B. Greenlee

http://www.library.northwestern.edu/govinfo/collections/mapsofafrica/ (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (10 double maps) ; 45 cm.
Binder's title.
Lacks title page; possibly an assembled-to-order atlas.
All maps, except one, bear the name of N. Sanson d'Abbeville as cartographer. Maps vary in date, one in 1646, two in 1650, and seven, 1655.
Shelved upright (July 2006).
Cf. Phillips 5310.
Forms part of the William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library).
oversize Greenlee 4891 .S22 1646 (NLO)

423
Africa - Maps - Collections, 1675-1699 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles>>>Asia - Maps - Collections, 1675-1699 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Authors: Teixeira, João, fl. 1655-1681 -- Mota, A. Teixeira da (Avelino Teixeira) -- State Library (South Africa) -- Groote Schuur (Cape Town, South Africa) Rhodes Library
xv p. ; 21 cm. + 16 microfiches (14 col.) in pocket
The microfiches reproduce 63 maps and plans of coastlines and cities in Africa and Asia. The maps date from the last quarter of the 17th century and were probably the work of João Teixeira Albernás II.
ISBN 0798900776
map3C G8200 1675 T4 1979 (PrCt)

424
Africa - Maps - Collections, 1921-1928
Atlantis; volksmärchen und volksdichtungen Afrikas ... Muenchen [Munich] : Veröffentlichungen d. Forschungsinstituts für kulturmorphologie, [1921-1928].
Authors: Frobenius, Leo, 1873-1938
12 v. : ill., plates (part col.), maps (part fold.), plans ; 22 cm.
"Herausgegeben von Leo Frobenius."
Each volume has also special t.p., with imprint: Jena, E. Diederichs.
Vols. 10 an 12 have imprint: Frankfurt M., Veröffentlichungen d. Forschungsinstitutes f. kulturmorphologie.
References: Phillips 10087
LC Card Number: 22013973
B 8570 .31 [maps] (NLO)

Authors: McLynn, Frank -- Carroll & Graf

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
A New map of the north part of antient Africa : shewing the chiefe people, cities, towns, rivers, mountains, &c. in Mauritania, Numidia, Africa Propria, Libya Propria, and Egypt / R. Spofforth sculp. [Oxford : s.n., 1700].

Authors: Spofforth, R. -- William, Duke of Gloucester, 1689-1700 -- Wells, Edward, 1667-1727. A New sett of maps both of antient and present geography ... (1700) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

2 maps : 20 x 35 cm. and 35 x 27 cm., on sheet 42 x 54 cm.

Map at left covers northern Africa between latter-day Morocco and Libya and oriented with north at left.

Map at right covers Egypt and the Nile River Valley.

"Dedicated to his highness William Duke of Gloucester"

In: Wells, Edward. A New sett of maps both of antient and present geography ... (Oxford : Printed at the Theater, 1700), plate [38] oversize Ayer 135 .W4 1700, plate [38] (PrCt)
contenant toutes les parties du monde ...
(Amsterdam : J. Covens & C. Mortier, [1741?]) v. 2, pl. [68]
\textit{oversize Ayer 135 .L695 1741 v. 2, pl. [68]}
\textit{(PrCt)}

\textbf{432} \textit{Africa, North - History, Ancient - Maps - 1840}

\textit{Ancient Africa or Libya : part I.} London :
Chapman and Hall, 1840 [i.e.1844].
1 map : hand col. ; 29 x 39 cm.

'By Philip Smith Univ. Coll. London.'
Continued eastward by: Ancient Africa or Libya : part II.
\textit{oversize Ayer 135 .S67 1844 v. 2, pl. [119]}
\textit{(PrCt)}

\textbf{433} \textit{Africa, North - History, Ancient - Maps - 1840}

\textit{Ancient Africa or Libya : part II.} London :
Chapman and Hall, 1840 [i.e.1844].
1 map : hand col. ; 29 x 39 cm.

'By Philip Smith B.A.'
Continued westward by: Ancient Africa or Libya : part I.
\textit{oversize Ayer 135 .S67 1844 v. 2, pl. [120]}
\textit{(PrCt)}

\textbf{434} \textit{Africa, North - Maps - 1540<<>>Africa, Central - Maps - 1540<<>>Woodcuts}

\textit{Tabvla Africæ IIII.} [Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1540].
Authors: Ptolemy, active 2nd century -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Ptolemy, active 2nd century.
Geographia (1540) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. woodcut ; 25 x 32 cm., mounted on backing sheet 31 x 38 cm.
Letterpress title above woodcut map with letterpress place names.

Letterpress no. 16 and text on verso: Qvarta Africæ tabula continet interiorem Libyam & Aethiopiam ...
Forms part of an incomplete copy of Sebastian Münster's 1540 edition of Ptolemy's Geography (lacking intervening pages of text between maps).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Karrow, Mapmakers of the 16th cent., p. 422; Shirley, T.Ptol-8a
\textit{VAULT Baskes folio G1005 1540, [plate 16]}
\textit{(PrCt)}

\textbf{435} \textit{Africa, North - Maps - 1570}

1 map ; 29 x 49 cm.
In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatrvm orbiv terrarvm (Antwerp : A.C. Diesth, 1570), [plate 53].
Printed no. 53 and Latin letterpress text on verso beginning: Barbaria. Recentiores Africæ scriptores eam ipsam in quatuor ... .
\textit{VAULT Case oversize G 1007 .64, [plate 53]}
\textit{(PrCt)}

\textbf{436} \textit{Africa, North - Maps - 1588}

\textit{Barbariae et Biledvlgéríd,nova descriptio}. [Antwerp : Christophe Plantin, 1588].
1 map ; hand col. ; 29 x 49 cm.
In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatro de la tierra universal (Antwerp : Christophe Plantin, 1588), [plate 100].
Printed no. 100 and Spanish letterpress text on verso beginning: Berveria, y Biledulgerid. Los escritores mas modernos que diuiden ... .
437

African North - Maps - 1593

*Barbaria pars Africæ, comproehendens praecipua loca versus littora Maris Mediterranei.*

[Antwerp : s.n., 1593?]

Authors: Jode, Gerard de, 1509-1591 -- Wierix, Antonie, -1604 -- Jode, Gerard de, 1509-1591.

Speculvm orbis terrarvm (1593)

1 map : hand col. ; 18 x 89 cm. in 2 sections, on sheet 42 x 54 cm.

Anonymous map without imprint.

Title from top section covering northwestern Africa.

Letterpress text on verso (fols. 5, sig. E): Barbariae tabvla ...

Engraving attributed to Antonie Wierix.

In: Jode, Gerard de. Speculvm orbis terrarvm (Antwerp : A. Coninx, 1593), map [5].


VAULT Ayer 110 .P9 1625, v. 2, p. 817 (PrCt)
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African North - Maps - 1606

*Barbariae et Biledvlgerid, nova descriptio.*

[London : John Norton, 1606].


Theatrum orbis terrarvm ... (1606) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 29 x 49 cm.

In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatrum orbis terrarvm ... (London : J. Norton, 1606), [plate 114].

Printed no. 114 and English letterpress text on verso beginning: Barbary and Biledvlgerid. The later writers, which haue ... .


VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1606, [plate 114] (PrCt)

439

African North - Maps - 1625<<>>Egypt - Maps - 1625<<>>Tunisia - Maps - 1625

*Barbaria / [Jodocus Hondius].* [London : Printed by W. Stansby for H. Fetherstone, 1625].

Authors: Purchas, Samuel, 1577?-1626 -- Hondius, Jodocus, 1563-1612 -- Purchas, Samuel, 1577?-1626. Purchas his pilgrimes (1625) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : copper engraving ; 14.2 x 18.4 cm. (plate mark) on sheet 32 x 21 cm.


Letterpress title above map: Hondivs his Map of Barbarie and Egypt.

Insets: Cartaginensis Sinus. -- Aegyptus.


VAULT Ayer 110 .P9 1626, p. 668 (PrCt)
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Anonymous map without imprint.

Title from top section covering northeastern Africa.

Letterpress title above map: Hondivs his Map of Barbarie.

Insets: Cartaginensis Sinus. -- Aegyptus.


VAULT Ayer 110 .P9 1625, v. 2, p. 817 (PrCt)

441

African North - Maps - 1655

*Estates et royaumes de Fez et Maroc, Darha et Segelmesse ...* Paris : Pierre Mariette, 1655 [i.e. 1659?].

Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Sanuto, Giulio, 1540-1580 -- Somer, J. -- Mariette, Pierre, 1603-1657 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667.

Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (1658 [i.e. 1659?])

1 map : hand col. ; 38 x 54 cm.

J.S. sculp.

In: Sanson, Nicolas. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (Paris : Pierre Mariette, 1655 [i.e. 1659?]) v. 1, pl. [14]

Damaged sections at side margins replaced with manuscript paste-on patches.

VAULT Case oversize G1015 .S35 1658 v. 1, pl. [14] (PrCt)

442

African North - Maps - 1655

*Partie de la coste de Barbarie en Afrique ...* Paris : P. Mariette, 1655 [i.e. 1659?].

Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Sanuto, Giulio, 1540-1580 -- Somer, J. -- Mariette, Pierre, 1603-1657 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667.

Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (1658 [i.e. 1659?]) v. 1, pl. [15]

Damaged sections at side margins replaced with manuscript paste-on patches.

VAULT Case oversize G1015 .S35 1658 v. 1, pl. [15] (PrCt)
Africa, North - Maps - 1700

Barbaria. [Amsterdam : Frederik de Wit, ca. 1700?].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Wit, Frederik de. Atlas [ca. 1700?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
2 maps : hand col. ; 20 x 55 cm. and 24 x 55 cm. on sheet 54 x 65 cm.
Upper map, without title, covers northwestern Africa between Morocco and the Nile River Valley.
Lower map covers parts of Algeria, Tunisia and Libya.
In: Wit, Frederik de. Atlas (Amsterdam : bij Frederick de Wit in de Calverstraet bij den Dam inde Witte Paskaert. [ca. 1700?]) no. [81].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .W8 A no. [81] (PrCt)

Africa, North - Maps - 1701

Africa. [Amsterdam : C. Allard, 1682?].
Authors: Allard, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709 -- Allard, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709. Atlas minor sive tabulæ geographicæ ... [1682?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
2 maps : col. ; 20 x 55 cm. & 24 x 55 cm. on sheet 54 x 63 cm.
In: Allard, Carel. Atlas minor sive tabulæ geographicæ proecipuorum regnorum regionum, insularum, provinciarum, etc. (Amsterdam : C. Allard, 1682?) pl. 91. 2 maps on 1 sheet (26 x 55 cm. and 24 x 55 cm.); entitled map at top shows North Africa at a lesser scale than map at bottom titled Barbaria.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .A4 A pl. 91 (PrCt)

Africa, North - Maps - 1655

Partie de la Barbarie en Afrique ou est le royaume d'Alger ... Paris : Pierre Mariette, 1655 [i.e. 1659?].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Sanuto, Giulio, 1540-1580 -- Somer, J. -- Mariette, Pierre, 1603-1657 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667.
Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (1658 [i.e. 1659?]) v. 1, pl. [16]
Damaged sections at side margins replaced with manuscript paste-on patches.
VAULT Case oversize G1015 .S35 1658 v. 1, pl. [16] (PrCt)

Africa, North - Maps - 1655

Royaufume et desert de Barca et l'Egypte ... Paris : P. Mariette, 1655 [i.e. 1659?].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Somer, J. -- Mariette, Pierre, 1603-1657 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (1658 [i.e. 1659?]) v. 1, pl. [16]
Damaged sections at side margins replaced with manuscript paste-on patches.
VAULT Case oversize G1015 .S35 1658 v. 1, pl. [16] (PrCt)

Africa, North - Maps - 1667

In notitiam ecclesiasticam Africæ tabula geographica / auctore G. De l'Isle ... ; Joan Bapt. Liébaux, inv. et sculp. Parisiis [Paris] : Apud auctorem in ripa vulgo dicta le Quai de l'Horloge ... 1700.
Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Liébaux, Jean Baptiste -- L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726. [Collection of maps of the world] [1732?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 63 cm.
In composite atlas without title page: L'Isle, Guillaume de. [Collection of maps of the world. Paris : s.n. , 1732?], [plate 81]. Number "81" in ms. on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
VAULT Baskes oversize G1015 .L57 1700, [plate 81] (PrCt)
**Africa, North - Maps - 1701**

*Egypt and Barca &c. ; Abissina and Nubia &c.*

[London : T. Childe, 1701].

Authors: Moll, Herman, -1732 -- Childe, Timothy
-- Moll, Herman, -1732. A System of geography -- or, A new & accurate description of the earth
1701
2 maps ; 8 x 18 cm. and 16 x 18 cm., on sheet 32 x 21 cm.

Inset (4 x 5 cm.): Malta isl.

In: Moll, Herman. A System of geography; or, A new & accurate description of the earth...

**Case folio G 117 .58 pt. 2, p. 101 (PrCt)**

---

**Africa, North - Maps - 1703**

*Egypt - Maps - 1703* ; *Nile River Valley - Maps - 1703* ; *Barca SEE Egypt AND Libya*

*The Kingdom and desart of Barca.* [London : s.n., 1703].

Authors: Seller, John, fl. 1658-1698 -- Seller, John, fl. 1658-1698. A New system of geography : designed in a most plain and easie method ...
(1703)
1 map ; 12 x 14 cm.

Anonymous map in Seller, John. A New system of geography : designed in a most plain and easie method ...
(London : Jeremiah Seller ; Charles Price ; John Senex, 1703) map [45].

**Case 3A 1704 map [45] (PrCt)**

---

**Africa, North - Maps - 1703**

*Morocco - Maps - 1703*

*The Kingdom of Morico in Barbary / by J: Seller.*

[London : s.n., 1703].

Authors: Seller, John, fl. 1658-1698 -- Seller, John, fl. 1658-1698. A New system of geography : designed in a most plain and easie method ...
(1703)
1 map ; 11 x 14 cm.

In Seller, John. A New system of geography : designed in a most plain and easie method ...
(London : Jeremiah Seller ; Charles Price ; John Senex, 1703) map [40].

**Case 3A 1704 map [40] (PrCt)**

---

**Africa, North - Maps - 1707**

*Afrique, West - Maps - 1707*

*Carte de la Barbarie de la Nigritie et de la Guinée.* Paris, 1707 .

Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Inselin, C. -- Académie des sciences (France) -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:B6
1 map ; hand col. ; 47 x 60 cm.

Renard's imprint faintly visible (removed from plate).
2589

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**Sack map4F G8220 1707 .L5 (PrCt)**

---

**Africa, North - Maps - 1710**

*Algeria - Maps - 1710*

[Map of northern Africa] ; Barbaria. [Amsterdam : Elizabeth Visscher, 1710?].

Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Browne, Christopher, fl. 1684-1712 -- Visscher, Elizabeth, fl. 1702-1726 -- Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702. Atlas minor ... [1710?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
2 maps ; hand col. ; 20 x 56 cm. and 25 x 56 cm. on sheet 54 x 60 cm.

In: Visscher, Nicolaes. Atlas minor ...
(Amstelaedami [Amsterdam] : ex officina Nicolai Visscher [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher], [1710?]) map [107].

Manuscript '109' in upper right.

**VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .V8 1700 map [107] (PrCt)**

---

**Africa, North - Maps - 1725**

*Europe, Southern - Maps - 1725*

*In notitiam ecclesiasticam Africae tabula geographica.* Amsterdam, [ca. 1725].

Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Covens et Mortier -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:B5
1 map ; 38 x 51 cm.
2588

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**Sack map4F G8220 1725 .L5 (PrCt)**

---

**Africa, North - Maps - 1738**

*Middle East - Maps - 1738*

*Travels, or Observations relating to several parts of Barbary and the Levant.* By Thomas Shaw ...

Oxford : Printed at the Theatre, 1738.

Authors: Shaw, Thomas, 1694-1751 -- Wing, John M. (John Mansir), 1845-1917
4 p. l., xv, [1], 442, [2], 60, [8] p. illus., plates, maps (part fold.) plans, facsims, 37 cm.

Half title: Travels, or geographical, physical and miscellaneous observations, etc.
A supplement to a book entitled Travels, or Observations, &c, wherein some objections, lately made against it, are fully considered and answered: with several additional remarks and dissertations. By Thomas Shaw...

"A collection of such papers as serve to illustrate the foregoing observations" and Index: 60, [8] p. Title vignette, engraved.
Head and tail pieces.
Includes indexes.
Duplicate copy (with bookplate of John M. Wing.):
Wing folio G 79 .806 (NLO)

**Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)**

**Ayer 135 .V8 1738 map [107] (PrCt)**

---

**Africa, North - Maps - 1742**

*Libya - Maps - 1742* ; *Egypt - Maps - 1742* ; *Nile River Maps - 1742* ; *Travels, or geographical, physical, and miscellaneous observations, etc.*

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

**Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)**
Valley - Maps - 1742
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Somer, J. -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Delamarche, Charles François, 1740-1817. Atlas général : contenant le détail des quatre parties du monde [1798?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- I.S.P., sculp. SEE Somer, Jan
1 map : hand col. ; 33 x 51 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:4,900,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
Baskes oversize G1015 .A77 1798, [ptie 2], [plate 42] (NLO)

Africa, North - Maps - 1747
A New & accurate map of the western parts of Barbary containing Fez, Morocco, Algiers, Tunis & Biledugurid ; A New & accurate map of the eastern parts of Barbary containing Tripoli, Barca, Faisan and the northern parts of Egypt. London : W. Innys et al, 1747.
Authors: Bowen, Emanuel, -1767 -- Innys, William, d. 1756 -- Bowen, Emanuel, -1767. A Complete system of geography ... (1747) 2 maps ; 17 x 41 cm. and 16 x 41 cm.
In: Bowen, Emanuel. A Complete system of geography : being a description of ... the known world (London : Printed for William Innys, etc., 1747) v. 2, pl. [44].
Case oversize G114 .B68 1747 v. 2, pl. 44 (PrCt)

Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1729 -- Senex, John, -1740 -- Bowles, Thomas, -1767 -- Bowles and Son -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Bowles, Carington, 1724-1793 -- Senex, John, -1740. The Universal geographer ... [1764?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 61 cm.
"Iohan. Senex sculpsit."
Dates from publishers' dates of operation.
Scale [1:4,600,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
Map in Latin; notes in Latin and English.
Covers southwest Europe (Italy and the Iberian Peninsula) and North Africa.
Shows boundaries, forests, rivers, roads and settlements, with notes.
In: Senex, John. The Universal geographer ... (London : Printed for Robert Sayer, [1764?]), plate [34].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .S45 1764, plate [34] (NLO)

Africa, North - Maps - 1757<<<<Middle East - Maps - 1757
Travels to parts of Barbary & the Levant. London : A. Millar, 1757.
Authors: Shaw, Thomas, 1694-1751=/Millar, Andrew, 1707-1768 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. : 16 maps ; 267 x 217 mm.
2nd ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
References: Nord 672
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Africa, North - Maps - 1762<<<<Mediterranean Region - Maps - 1762
Het Noordelykste deel van Afrika behelzende Barbarie, Egypte enz. als mede de geheele Middellandsche Zee / volgens de nieuwste uitgave van den Heer d'Anville. Amsterdam : by Isaak Tirion, MDCLXII [1762].
Authors: Tirion, Isaak -- Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d', 1697-1772 -- Tirion, Isaak. Nieuwe en beknopte hand-atlas ... (1748 [i.e. 1769?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 31 x 61 cm.
Verso numbered "N 97" in manuscript.
In: Tirion, Isaak. Nieuwe en beknopte hand-atlas ... (Amsterdam : Isaak Tirion, 1744 [i.e. 1769?]), plate [94].
oversize Ayer 135 .T55 1744, plate [94] (PrCt)

Africa, North - Maps - 1766
A New and accurate map of the western parts of Barbary, containing Fez, Morocco, Algiers, Tunis, & Biledugurid ; A New and accurate map of the eastern parts of Barbary containing Tripoli, Barca, Faisan, and the northern parts of Egypt ... / by Eman. Bowen. [London : s.n., 1766].
Authors: Bowen, Emanuel, -1767 -- Bowen, Emanuel, -1767. The Maps and charts to The modern part of the universal history (1766) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 2 maps ; 17 x 42 cm. and 16 x 42 cm., on sheet 38 x 46 cm.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Directional arrows show predominant currents in the Atlantic Ocean.

"Liv. VI." -- At upper left.
"No. 42" -- At upper right.


Forms part of the William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library).

Greenlee 4891. B71 1780 [map 37] (PrCt)

Africa, North - Maps - 1786

A Map of Barbary : containing the kingdoms of Morocco, Fez, Algier, Tunis, and Tripoli with the adjacent countries / by Samuel Dunn. London : Printed for Robt. Sayer ... as the Act directs, 10th June, 1786.

Authors: Dunn, Samuel, -1794 -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Robert Sayer and John Bennett (Firm) -- Dunn, Samuel, -1794. A New atlas of the mundane system ... (1778) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 43 cm.

In: Dunn, Samuel. A New atlas of the mundane system ... (London : R. Sayer and J. Bennett, 1778), pl. 37. Title page dated 1778; map dated 1774.

oversize Ayer 135 .D85 1778 pl. 37 (PrCt)

Africa, North - Maps - 1794

A Map of Barbary : containing the kingdoms of Morocco, Fez, Algier, Tunis, and Tripoli with the adjacent countries / by Samuel Dunn. London : Printed and published by Robert Laurie & J. Whittle ... (successors to the late Mr. Robert Sayer), 1800), [plate 37].

Authors: Dunn, Samuel, -1794 -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Dunn, Samuel, -1794. A New atlas of the mundane system ... (1800) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 31 x 45 cm., on sheet 47 x 57 cm.

Scale [ca. 1:8,500,000]

Relief shown pictorially.

Prime meridian: Ferro.

In: Dunn, Samuel. A New atlas of the mundane system, or, Of geography and cosmography ... (London : Printed for Robert Sayer and Co., [1789?]), [plate 37].

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .D86 1789 [plate 37] (NLO)

Africa, North - Maps - 1794

A Map of Barbary : containing the kingdoms of Morocco, Fez, Algier, Tunis, and Tripoli with the adjacent countries / by Samuel Dunn. London : Printed by Laurie & Whittle, no. 53 Fleet Street London, as the Act directs, 12th May, 1794.

Authors: Dunn, Samuel, -1794 -- Laurie & Whittle -- Dunn, Samuel, -1794. A New atlas of the mundane system ... (1800) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 31 x 45 cm., on sheet 47 x 59 cm.

"Published by Laurie & Whittle, no. 53 Fleet Street London, as the Act directs, 12th May, 1794,"

Scale [ca. 1:8,500,000]

Relief shown pictorially.

Prime meridian: Ferro.

In: Dunn, Samuel. New atlas of the mundane system, or, Of geography and cosmography ... (London : Printed and published by Robert Laurie and James Whittle ... (successors to the late Mr. Robert Sayer), 1800), [plate 37].

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .D86 1800 [plate 37] (NLO)
A Map shewing the progress of discovery and improvement, in the geography of North Africa ... 1798. 1798 [i.e. 1816?].
1 map : 41 x 70 cm.
In: Faden, William [and others]. [General atlas of modern geography : a collection of large scale maps and charts of all parts of the world] ([London, etc. : W. Faden, etc., 1775-1816]) v. 2, pl. [21].
Imprint on map: Published ... by James Rennell May 25, 1798.
Verso handstamped "16".
oversize Ayer 135 .G32 1775 v. 2, pl. [21] (PrCt)

Africa, North - Maps - 1798Mediterranean Sea - Maps - 1798
Le coste di Barbaria ovvero i regni di Marocco, di Fez, di Algeri, de Tunisi, e di Tripoli coi paesi circconvicini delineati sulle ultime osservazioni. Rome : Calcolografia camerale, 1798 [i.e. 1801].
Authors: Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824 -- Calcolografia camerale (Rome, Italy) -- Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824. Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (1792-1801) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 43 cm.
Map dated 1789.
oversize Ayer 135 .C33 1792 v. 3 pl. 14 (PrCt)

West Africa. [London] : Cadell and Davies [et al], 1802 [i.e. 1807].
Authors: Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826 -- Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Lowry, fl. 1802-1807 -- Cadell & Davies -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826. Modern geography ... (1807) 1 map : 25 x 20 cm.
From the Travels in Africa.'
'Published March. 1st, 1802 ... '
folio G 11 .693 v. 3, opp. p. 863 (PrCt)

Africa, North - Maps - 1813
Authors: Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Neele, George -- Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824. Neele's general atlas : consisting of a complete set of maps compiled from the best authorities ... (1814 [i.e. 1815]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 21 x 27 cm.
In: Neele, Samuel John and George. Neele's general atlas : consisting of a complete set of maps compiled from the best authorities, and including all the new discoveries (London : [Samuel and George Neele] ; Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme, and Brown ; Cadell & Davies, 1814 [i.e. 1815]), [plate 51].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Engraved no. XXXV at lower right.
Baskes folio G1019 .N4 1814, [plate 51] (PrCt)

Africa, North - Maps - 1814
Northern Africa. London : Cadell & Davies [et al], 1814 [i.e. 1815].
Authors: Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826 -- Hebert, Lewis, fl. 1809-1838 -- Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Cadell & Davies -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826. A Modern atlas : from the latest and best authorities ... (1815) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 68 cm.
Drawn under the direction of Mr. Pinkerton by L. Hebert.'
Running title in upper margin: Pinkerton's modern atlas.
In: Pinkerton, John. A Modern atlas : from the latest and best authorities ... (London : Printed by T. Bensley for T. Cadell and W. Davies and Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme and Brown, 1815), pl. [57].
oversize Ayer 135 .P6 1815 pl. [57] (PrCt)

Authors: Dassauville, William -- John Thomson & Co. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1817?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
2 maps : hand col. ; 26 x 50 cm. and 29 x 50 cm., on sheet 70 x 54 cm
Engraved 'No. 49' at bottom right.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1817, map 49 (NLO)
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Authors: Hewitt, N. R -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1821?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

2 maps : hand col. ; 48 x 23 cm and 48 x 32 cm,, on sheet 53 x 72 cm

In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (Edinburgh ; London ; Dublin : Printed by H. & J. Pillans, for John Thomson ; Baldwin & Cradock ; John Cumming, 1829), map 49.

Printed paste-on label 'No. 49' on verso.

oversize Ayer T4 1817 map 49 (PrCl)

477

Africa, North - Maps - 1818

Northern Africa / drawn under the direction of Mr. Pinkerton by L. Hebert ; S.I. Neele sculpt. 352 Strand. Philada. [Philadelphia] : Published by Dobson, [1818].

Authors: Hebert, Lewis, fl. 1809-1838 -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826 -- Neele, Samuel

John, 1758-1824 -- Dobson, Thomas, 1751-1823 -- Thomas Dobson and Son -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826. A Modern atlas : from the latest and best authorities exhibiting the various divisions of the world ... (1818) 1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 69 cm.

Running title: Pinkerton's modern atlas

In: Pinkerton, John. A Modern atlas : from the latest and best authorities exhibiting the various divisions of the world ... (Philadelphia : Thomas Dobson & Son, 1818), plate [56]

Case oversize G1019 .P56 1818, plate [56] (PrCl)

478


Authors: Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1822?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

2 maps : hand col. ; 26 x 50 cm. and 29 x 50 cm., on sheet 69 x 53 cm

In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (Edinburgh ; London ; Dublin : Printed by G. Ramsay and Co. for J. Thomson and Co. ; Baldwin, Craddock and Joy ; John Cumming, 1821 [i.e. 1822?]), v. 2, map 49.

Engraved 'No. 49' at lower right.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1821, v. 2, map 49 (NLO)


Authors: Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (1829) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

2 maps : hand col. ; 27 x 50 cm. and 30 x 50 cm., on sheet 54 x 73 cm

In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (Edinburgh ; London ; Dublin : Printed by H. & J. Pillans, for John Thomson ; Baldwin & Cradock ; John Cumming, 1829), map 49.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Engraved no. '49' at bottom right.

Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1829 map 49 (NLO)

Africa, North - Maps - 1834-1837<<>>Marrakech (Morocco) - Maps - 1834-1837<<>>Morocco (City) SEE Marrakech (Morocco)

North Africa or Barbary [V]. London : Chapman and Hall ; Baldwin & Cradock, 1834-1837 [i.e.1844].


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1 map : hand col. ; on 5 sheets each 34 x 41 cm. Sheets titled separately and variously dated 1834-1837.

Sheets I subtitled ‘Morocco’ and credited to ‘Jackson, Washington, Gräber, Arlett’.

Sheets II subtitled ‘Algier’ and credited to Shaw, SMYTH, Rozet, Lapie, Garnier, Berard.

Sheets III subtitled ‘Tunis and part of Tripoli’ and credited to ‘Shaw, SMYTH, Temple, Beechey &c. Published by Baldwin & Craddock’.

Sheets IV subtitled ‘Tripoli’ and credited to ‘Smyth 1817, Lyon 1819, Denham &c. 1824, Dorneman 1798, Della Cella 1817, Beechey 1822, Pacho &c. 1825’.

Sheets V subtitled ‘Parts of Tripoli and Egypt’ and credited to ‘Browne 1792, Horneman 1789, Smyth 1817, Pacho &c. 1825’.

Inset on sheet I (16 x 10 cm.): Plan of the city of Marocco.


oversize Ayer 135 .S67 1844 v. 2, pl. [114-118] (PrCt)

Africa, North - Maps - 1836<>>>Egypt - Maps - 1836<>>>Cairo (Egypt) - Maps - 1836<>>>Algeria - Maps - 1836

Africa settentr. / G. Russo del. ; V. Russo inc. ; L. Russo scr. [Naples : Luigi Galanti?], 1836.

Authors: Russo, Giosuè, 1781-1840. Russo, Luigi, fl. 1834-1836 -- Russo, Luigi, fl. 1834-1836 -- Galanti, Luigi. Atlanie di geografia moderna ... (1834-1836 [i.e. 1847?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 32 x 41 cm.

Insets (9 x 11 cm. and 8 x 19 cm.): Pianta del Cairo -- Contorni di Algieri.

In: Galanti, Luigi. Atlante di geografia moderna : in 30 carte (Naples : [Luigi Galanti], 1834-1836 [i.e. 1847?]1 plate 25

Engraved no. 25 at upper right.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1019 .G23 1836, plate 25 (PrCt)

Africa, North - Maps - 1840

Map of Barbary, or northern Africa. [Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, 1840].

Authors: Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846 -- Lea & Blanchard -- Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (1840) 1 map ; 11 x 18 cm.

Keyed to dozens of references on p.7.

In: Murray, Hugh. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, successors to Carey & Co., for George W. Gorton, 1840) v. 3, p. 6.

Wax engraving.

G 11 .607 v. 3, p. 6 (PrCt)

Africa, North - Maps - 1841


Authors: Archer, Joshua, fl. 1833-1866 -- Grattan & Gilbert -- Mudie, Robert, 1777-1842. Gilbert's modern atlas of the earth ... (1841) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 22 x 32 cm.

Eastern continuation inset (9 x 21 cm.): Tripoli. Running title at bottom left: Gilbert's modern atlas In: Mudie, Robert. Gilbert's modern atlas of the earth ... (London : Grattan and Gilbert, [1841?]), [plate 38].

Baskes folio G1019 .M83 1841, [plate 38] (PrCt)


Authors: Lowry, Joseph Wilson, 1803-1879 -- Harper & Brothers -- Chapman and Hall -- Lowry, Joseph Wilson, 1803-1879. Lowry's Universal atlas constructed and engraved from the most recent authorities (1853)

1 map : col. ; 28 x 42 cm.

In: Lowry, Joseph Wilson. Lowry's Universal atlas constructed and engraved from the most recent authorities (New York : Harper and Brothers, 1853) pl. [51].

Printed plate nos. 'C', '30', '31', '76' and '77'.

folio G 10 .525 pl. [51] (PrCt)


Authors: Johnston, Alexander Keith, 1804-1871 -- W. & A.K. Johnston Limited -- William Blackwood and Sons -- Johnston, Alexander Keith, 1804-1871. The Royal atlas of modern geography ... (1861) 2 maps : col. ; 27 x 48 cm. and 27 x 43 cm., on sheet 61 x 48 cm.

Running title: Keith Johnston's general atlas.

In: Johnston, Alexander Keith. The Royal atlas of modern geography : exhibiting, in a series of entirely original and authentic maps ... (Edinburgh and London : William Blackwood and Sons, 1861), map 38.

oversize G 10 .456, map 38 (PrCt)

### Africa, North - Maps - 1885

**Algeria, Morocco & Tunis / J. Bartholomew, Edinburgh.**
- **Authors:** Bartholomew, John, 1831-
- **Edition:** 1831-1893 -- Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- Adam and Charles Black (Firm). Black's general atlas of the world ...
- **LC Card Number:** 34032700

### Africa, North - Maps - 1912-1942

#### Algeria - Maps - 1912-1942
- **Tunis (Tunisia) Maps - 1912-1942
- **Egypt Maps - 1912-1942
- **Sicily (Italy) Maps - 1912-1942

#### Sunny countries.
- **Authors:** Michelin guides -- Michelin green guides -- Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
- **LC Card Number:** 34032700

### Africa, North - Maps - 1933

**Cook's traveller's handbook to North Africa : Morocco, Algeria, Tunisia and Libya / by Fletcher Allen ; with nine maps and plans by Bartholomew.**
- **Authors:** Fletcher-Allen, Edgar, 1886-1937 -- Thomas Cook Ltd. -- Cook's traveller's handbooks -- Cook's handbooks -- John Bartholomew and Son -- Simpkin and Marshall -- Turnbull & Spears -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
- **LC Card Number:** 34032700

---

**Printed by Turnbull & Spears.**

**Includes index.**

**Series:** Cook's traveller's handbooks -- Cook's handbooks.

**Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.**

**Another copy available online via Google Books (accessed June 2011):**

[Google Books](http://books.google.com/books?id=H2QvAAAAIAAJ)

**LC Card Number:** 34032700

---

**Baskes G153 .C66 North Africa (1933) (NLO)**

**Africa, North - Maps - 1939-1939**

**France - Colonies - Maps - 1939**

**Atlas de l'Afrique du Nord / Préf. de M. Max Sorre ; Texte de M. Georges Hardy ; Cartes dressées par P. Pollacchi, M.R. de Flotte de Roquevaire [et] H. Mady.**
- **LC Card Number:** 34032700

---

**Baskes folio G 2455 .A8 1939 (NLO)**

**Africa, North - Maps - 1939-1939**

**France - Colonies - Maps - 1939**

**Atlas de l'Afrique du Nord.**
- **Authors:** Pollacchi, P. (Paul), 1862- -- Flotte de Roquevaire, M. R. de -- Mady, H. -- Sorre, Maximilien, 1880-1962 -- L'Illustration (Firm : Paris, France) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
- **LC Card Number:** 34032700

---

**Baskes folio G 2545 .A8 1939 (NLO)**

**Africa, North - Maps - 1942**

**Tribune color map of the new war front in North Africa.**
- **Authors:** Chicago tribune -- Wisner, William H., fl. 1940-1944 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
- **LC Card Number:** 34032700

---

**Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.**

**For more information refer to the title page of this volume.**
Three lines of text in bottom margin.
Scale ca. 1:14,625,000.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Baskes map8C G3201.S7 1940 .C68, no. 8 (PrCt)

491  Africa, North - Maps - 1942<<<Liberian Peninsula - Maps - 1942
Where Yanks have invaded North Africa.
Chicago : Chicago Tribune, 1942.
Authors: Chicago Tribune -- Wisner, William H., fl. 1940-1944 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 48 x 40 cm.
Detached from Chicago Daily Tribune (12 November 1942).
Signed 'W. H. Wisner.'
Shows all of Iberia and Mediterranean and North Africa west of 6° E. Long.
Four lines of text in bottom margin.
Scale ca. 1:3,680,000.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Baskes map8C G3201.S7 1940 .C68, no. 9 (PrCt)

492  Africa, North - Maps - 1942 - Road maps<<<Road maps
Authors: Great Britain. War Office. General Staff.
Geographical Section -- United States. Army Map Service -- Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Markow, David, 1918-
1 map : col. ; 48 x 107 cm.
'1st ed. Sheet 151.'
Scale 1:2,000,000.
'Geographical Section, General Staff no. 4256' 'Copied from a French (Michelin) map dated 1939.'
In upper margin: Africa road map 1:2,000,000 and 1:500,000.
Six classes of roads or paths, and standard and narrow gauge railroads are indicated.
Insets (scale 1:500,000 ; 23 x 47 cm. and smaller): Région Meknès--Fès -- Région d'Oran -- Région d'Alger -- Région de Tunis.
Marginal map: Index to adjoining sheets.
Verso includes manuscript itinerary notes by David Markow, a U.S. soldier during World War II, the father of Jesse Markow.
Gift 2003, Jesse Markow.
OCLC 6589604
map6F G8221.P2 1942 G7 (PrCt)

Nordafrika : (Marokko, Algerien, Sahara, Rio de Oro, Tunesien, Libyen) / von Josef Schramm.
Buchenhain vor Mu?nchen [Munich] : Verlag "Volk und Heimat", [196-?].
Authors: Schramm, Josef, 1919- -- Mai's Auslandstaschenbuch -- Verlag Volk u. Heimat -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

Folded map in pocket.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 128) and index.
Series: Mai's Auslandstaschenbücher ; Nr. 20
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes DT184 .S37 1960z (NLO)

494  Africa, North - Maps - 1967 - Maps,
Authors: Raisz, Erwin, 1893-1968
1 map ; 53 x 118 cm.
Inset: Political divisions [and] landform divisions.
Includes 'Glossary' and profile 'S-N section form Tibesti Mts. to Sirte.'
73-9946
M1013
map6F G8221.C2 1967 R3 (PrCt)

495  Africa, North - Maps - 1975<<<Middle East - Maps - 1975<<<<Africa, North - Climate - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1975<<<<Middle East - Climate - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1975
Authors: Powers, Edward -- Mason/Charter (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
xii, 291 p. : ill., maps ; 24 cm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Notes: "Over 135 maps, city weather charts, and tables"--Dust jacket.
LC Card Number: 74022394
ISBN 0884050939 ; 9780884050933
Baskes QC990.N4 P68 1975 (NLO)

Authors: Fodor's travel guides -- Fodor's Travel Publications, Inc. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.
10th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)
Africa, Northeast - Maps - 1565

Middle East - Maps - 1565

Arabian Peninsula - Maps - 1565

[Map of northeastern Africa and part of the Middle East: including Egypt, the Arabian Peninsula, the Red Sea, and the Persian Gulf]. [S.l. s.n., ca. 1565?].

Authors: Gastaldi, Giacomo, approximately 1500–approximately 1565. Finaly, Madame, d. 1938 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 336 x 430 mm. (neat line), 343 x 449 mm. (plate mark).


Relief shown pictorially.

Remnants of binding stub and manuscript ‘108’ on verso.

Ex Finaly.

Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

h11

Novacco 4F 406 (PrCt)

Africa, Northeast - Maps - 1588

Ethiopia - Maps - 1588

Prester John (Legendary character)

Presbiteri Johannes, sive, Abissinorvm Imperii descriptio. [Antwerp: Christophe Plantin, 1588].


1 map ; hand col. ; 35 x 41 cm.

Cartouche at upper left includes 17 lines of text about Ethiopia and northeast Africa.

In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatro de la tierra unviversal (Antwerp: Christophe Plantin, 1588), [plate 99].

Printed no. 99 and Spanish letterpress text on verso beginning: Imperio de los Abissinos, o d’el Preste loan. Al que los de Europa llaman ....


VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1606, [plate 113] (PrCt)

Africa, Northeast - Maps - 1707

Arabian Peninsula - Maps - 1707

Saudi Arabia - Maps - 1707

Carte de l’Egypte, de la Nubie, de l’Abissinie &c. / par Guillaume De Isle ... ; Desrosiers sculp. A Paris : ches l’auteur sur le Quai de l’Horloge a l’Aigle d’Or ... Nov 1707.

Authors: L’Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Desrosiers, F. -- L’Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726. [Collection of maps of the world] [1732?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; hand col. ; 49 x 60 cm.

Title in top margin.

In composite atlas without title page: L’Isle, Guillaume de. [Collection of maps of the world. Paris : s.n., 1732?], [plate 84].

Number “84” in ms. on verso.

Continued westward on another map: Carte de la Barbarie, de la Nigrite, et de la Guinée [plate 82] Continued southward on another map: Carte du Congo et pays des Cafres [plate 85].

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

VAULT Baskes oversize G1015 .L57 1700, [plate 84] (PrCt)

Africa, Northeast - Maps - 1741

Please refer to the title page of this volume for more information.
**Peninsula - Maps - 1741<<>>Horn of Africa**

SEE Africa, Northeast<<>>Northeast Africa

SEE Africa, Northeast

*Carte de l'Egypte, de la Nubie, de l'Abissinie* ... Amsterdam : de l'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Covens et Mortier -- L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726. Atlas nouveau, contenant toutes les parties du monde ... [1741?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 56 cm.

Title above the neat line.

In: L'Isle, Guillaume de. Atlas nouveau, contenant toutes les parties du monde ...

(Amsterdam : J. Covens & C. Mortier, [1741?]) v. 2, pl. [39]

*oversize Ayer 135 .L695 1741 v. 2, pl. [39] (PrCt)*

---

**Africa, Northeast - Maps - 1802**

*East Africa.* [London] : Cadell and Davies [et al], 1802 [i.e. 1807].

Authors: Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826 -- Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Lowry, fl.

1802-1807 -- Cadell & Davies -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826. Modern geography ... (1807)

1 map ; 25 x 20 cm.

From the Travels in Africa.'

'Published March. 1st, 1802 ...'.


*folio G 11 .693 v. 3, opp. p. 885 (PrCt)*

---

**Africa, Northeast - Maps - 1832<<>>Nile River Valley - Maps - 1832**


Authors: Arrowsmith, John, 1790-1873 -- Arrowsmith, John, 1790-1873. The London atlas of universal geography ... [1837] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 51 x 60 cm.

Engraved no. "25" at lower right.

In: Arrowsmith, John. [The London atlas of universal geography : exhibiting the physical & political divisions of the various countries of the world, constructed from original materials]


*Baskes oversize G1019 .A778 1837, map 25 (NLO)*

---

**Africa, Northeast - Maps - 1840**

*Map of Nubia and Abyssinia.* [Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, 1840].

Authors: Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846 -- Lea & Blanchard -- Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (1840)

1 map ; 11 x 11 cm.


Wax engraving.

*G 11 .607 v. 2, p. 572 (PrCt)*

---


Authors: Johnston, Alexander Keith, 1804-1871 -- W. & A.K. Johnston Limited -- William Blackwood and Sons -- Johnston, Alexander Keith, 1804-1871. The Royal atlas of modern geography ... (1861)

1 map ; col. ; 43 x 56 cm.

Running title: Keith Johnston’s general atlas.

In: Johnston, Alexander Keith. The Royal atlas of modern geography : exhibiting, in a series of entirely original and authentic maps ...

(Edinburgh and London : William Blackwood and Sons, 1861), map 40.

*oversize G 10 .456, map 40 (PrCt)*

---


*Egypt, Arabia Petraea and Lower Nubia.* [Chicago : Rand, McNally & Co., 1888].

Authors: Rand McNally and Company. Rand, McNally & Co.‘s improved indexed business atlas and shipper's guide ... (1888) -- Rand McNally and Company. Commercial atlas (1888)

1 map ; col. ; 31 x 22 cm.

Added title in upper margin: Rand, McNally & Co.‘s Egypt, etc.

In: In Rand, McNally & Co.‘s improved indexed business atlas and shipper's guide ... (1888) p. 594.

Uniform atlas title: Commercial atlas.

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

*oversize RMcN atlas .C7 1888, p. 594 (PrCt)*

---


*Upper Nubia and Habesh or Abyssinia.* [Chicago : Rand, McNally & Co., 1888].

Authors: Rand McNally and Company. Rand, McNally & Co.‘s improved indexed business atlas and shipper's guide ... (1888) -- Rand McNally and Company. Commercial atlas (1888)

1 map ; col. ; 22 x 31 cm.

Added title in right margin: Rand, McNally & Co.‘s Upper Nubia, etc.

In Rand, McNally & Co.‘s improved indexed business atlas and shipper's guide ... (Chicago: Rand McNally, 1888) p. 595.

Uniform atlas title: Commercial atlas.
Africa, Northwest - Maps - 1595-1606

511 Africa, Northwest - Maps - 1851

Authors: Rapkin, J. -- Tallis, John, 1817-1876 -- Winkles, Henry, 1800-ca. 1860 -- Greatbach, G., fl. 1851 -- Martin, Robert Montgomery, 1803?-1868. Tallis's illustrated atlas, and modern history of the world ... (1851)
1 map : hand col.; 22 x 30 cm.
Inset views (5 x 10 cm. and smaller): Mogador -- Algiers -- Marocco -- Constantine -- Tunis.
In: Martin, Robert Montgomery. Tallis's illustrated atlas, and modern history of the world ... (London ; New York : J. Tallis, 1851) pl. [59].
folio G1019 .M197 1851 pl. [59] (Pr Ct)

Africa - Pictorial works - 1620 - Cities and towns

512 Africa, Northwest - Maps - 1834

Authors: Arrowsmith, John, 1790-1873 -- Arrowsmith, John, 1790-1873. The London atlas of universal geography ... [1837] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 50 x 62 cm.
Engraved no. "23" at lower right.
In: Arrowsmith, John. [The London atlas of universal geography : exhibiting the physical & political divisions of the various countries of the world, constructed from original materials] [London : J. Arrowsmith, 1837], map 23.
Baskes oversize G1019 .A778 1837, map 23 (NLO)

Aethiopia inferior vel exterior. Amsterdam : C. Allard, [1682]?
Authors: Allard, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709 -- Allard, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709. Atlas minor sive tabulae geographicæ ... [1682]? -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; 36 x 48 cm.
In: Allard, Carel. Atlas minor sive tabulæ geographicæ proecipuorum regionum regnorum, insularum, provinciarum, etc. (Amsterdam : C.
Africa, Southern - Maps - 1655

Basse Aethiopie qui comprend les royaume de Congo...

Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Blommaert, Samuel, fl. 1655 -- Somer, J. -- Mariette, Pierre, 1603-1657 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (1658 [i.e. 1659?])

1 map : hand col. ; 41 x 54 cm.

In: Sanson, Nicolas. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (Paris : Pierre Mariette, 1658 [i.e. 1659?]) v. 1, pl. [20]

VAULT Case oversize G1015 .S35 1658 v. 1, pl. [20] (PrCt)

Africa, Southern - Maps - 1662

Map of Lower Ethiopia (Southern Africa).

Authors: Blaeu, Joan, 1596 -- Blaeu, Willem Janszoon, 1571-1638 -- HES & De Graaf Publishers

1 map : col. ; 47 x 61 cm.

VAULT Case oversize G1015 .S35 1658 v. 1, pl. [20] (PrCt)

Africa, Southern - Maps - 1662

Map of Lower Ethiopia (Southern Africa).

Authors:Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Blaeu, Joan, 1596-1673 -- Blaeu, Willem Janszoon, 1571-1638 -- HES & De Graaf Publishers

1 map : col. ; 47 x 61 cm.

VAULT Case oversize G1015 .S35 1658 v. 1, pl. [20] (PrCt)

Africa, Southern - Maps - 1700-1799 - Coasts - Manuscripts

South Africa - Maps - 1700-1799 - Manuscripts

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Continued northward on separate maps: Carte de la Barbarie, de la Nigritie, et de la Guinee [plate 82] -- Carte de l'Egypte, de la Nubie, de l'Abissine &c. [plate 84].

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

VAULT Baskes oversize G1015 .L57 1700, [plate 85] (PrCt)

Afric, Central - Maps - 1741

Carte du Congo et du pays des cafres ... Amsterdam : Jean Covens et Corneille Mortier, [1741?].

Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Covens et Mortier -- L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726. Atlas nouveau, contenant toutes les parties du monde ... [1741?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 45 x 58 cm.

Title in upper margin.

In: L'Isle, Guillaume de. Atlas nouveau, contenant toutes les parties du monde ... (Amsterdam : J. Covens & C. Mortier, [1741?]) v. 2, pl. [40]

oversize Ayer 135 .L695 1741 v. 2, pl. [40] (PrCt)

Afric, Southern - Maps - 1766

A New & accurate map of the southern parts of Africa, containing lower Guinea. Monoemugi, Zanguebar, the Empire of Monomotapa ... and the isld. of Madagascar / by Eman. Bowen. [London : s.n., 1766].

Authors: Bowen, Emanuel, fl. 1809 -- Bowen, Emanuel, -1767. The Maps and charts to The modern part of the universal history (1766) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 33 x 41 cm.

In: Bowen, Emanuel. The Maps and charts to The modern part of the universal history / [with maps by Emanuel Bowen and Thomas Kitchin] (London : Printed for T. Osborne [et al.], 1766), [plate 33].

Manuscript no. "33" at upper right.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .M3 1766, [plate 33] (NLO)

Afric, Southern - Maps - 1769

Kaart van het zuidelykste gedeelte van Afrika of het land der Hottentotten. Amsterdam : by Isaak Tirion, [1769?].

Authors: Tirion, Isaak -- Tirion, Isaak. Nieuwe en beknopte hand-atlas ... (1748 [i.e. 1769?]!) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 32 x 36 cm.

Verso numbered "N 98" in manuscript.

In: Tirion, Isaak. Nieuwe en beknopte hand-atlas ... (Amsterdam : Isaak Tirion, 1744 [i.e. 1769?]), plate [95].

oversize Ayer 135 .T55 1744, plate [95] (PrCt)

Afric, Southern - Maps - 1780

South Africa - Maps - 1780

South Africa - Maps - 1780

Mozambique Channel - Maps - 1780

Madagascar - Maps - 1780

Indian Ocean - Maps - Ocean currents - 1780

Ocean currents - Maps - 1780


1 map ; 20 x 31 cm.

Shaded areas with directional arrows in the Indian Ocean show predominant ocean currents.

"Liv. I. II. III. IV." -- At upper left.

"No. 11." -- At upper right.

Inset (18 x 11 cm.): [Southwestern Africa].


Forms part of the William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library).

Greenlee 4891 .B71 1780 [map 11] (PrCt)

Afric, Southern - Maps - 1809

South Africa - Maps - 1809

Afric, East - Maps - 1809

Madagascar - Maps - 1809

Southern Africa. London : Cadell & Davies [et al], 1809 [i.e. 1815].

Authors: Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826 -- Hebert, Lewis, fl. 1809-1838 -- Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Cadell & Davies -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826. A Modern atlas : from the latest and best authorities ... (1815) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 68 cm.

Drawn under the direction of Mr. Pinkerton by L. Hebert.'

Running title in upper margin: Pinkerton's modern atlas.


oversize Ayer 135 .P6 1815 pl. [59] (PrCt)

Afric, Southern - Maps - 1813


Authors: Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 --
Africa, Southern - Maps - 1840
Map of southern Africa. [Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, 1840].
Authors: Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846 -- Lea & Blanchard -- Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (1840) 1 map ; 11 x 18 cm.
Keyed to dozens of references on p.50.
In: Murray, Hugh. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (1840) v. 3, p. 51.
Wax engraving.
G 11 .607 v. 3, p. 51 (PrCt)

Africa, Southern - Maps - 1850
Authors: Bagel, A. (August), d. 1881 -- Rheinische Missionsgesellschaft -- Langewiesche, Wilhelm, 1807-1884 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 atlas ([1] leaf, ix leaves of plates) : 9 hand col. maps ; 26 x 34 cm.
Publisher's illustrated paper covers; paper bookseller's label on cover: Buchhandlung von Wm. Langewiesche in Barmen.
Relief shown by hachures.
Greenwich meridian.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G2561.E424 B34 1850 (NLO)

Africa, Southern - Maps - 1853 - Cape - South Africa - Maps - 1853 - Cape Province (South Africa) SEE Cape of Good Hope (South Africa) - Cape Colony (South Africa) SEE Cape of Good Hope (South Africa) - Cape of Good Hope (South Africa) SEE Cape of Good Hope (South Africa) Province - Cape of Good Hope (South Africa) - Cape of Good Hope (South Africa) Colony - Cape of Good Hope (South Africa)
Trot Region (South Africa) - Maps - 1853 - Cape of Good Hope (South Africa) - Maps - 1853 - Cape Province (South Africa) SEE Cape of Good Hope (South Africa) - Cape Colony (South Africa) SEE Cape of Good Hope (South Africa) Province - Cape of Good Hope (South Africa) Colony - Cape of Good Hope (South Africa)

Town Region (South Africa) - Maps - 1853 - Cape of Good Hope (South Africa) - Maps - 1853 - Cape Province (South Africa) SEE Cape of Good Hope (South Africa) - Cape Colony (South Africa) SEE Cape of Good Hope (South Africa) Province - Cape of Good Hope (South Africa) Colony - Cape of Good Hope (South Africa)

Africa, Southern - Maps - 1858
Authors: Petermann, A. (August), 1822-1878 -- Petermanns geographische Mitteilungen (1858) 1 map : hand col. ; 53 x 44 cm. on sheet 55 x 46 cm. fold. to 27 x 22 cm.
Scale 1:6,300,000 ; (E 12°-E 37°/S 7°-S 35°).
Inset: Physikalische Skizze von Süd-Afrika : (botanische, zoologische, ethnographische Grenzen & &). Scale [ca. 1:26,000,000]. 1 map : col. ; 14 x 11 cm.
Other insets show routes of Livingstone (1841-1856), Moffat (1854), Galton (1850-1851), Anderson (1851-1853) and Gamitto (1831).
Accompanies article: Süd-Afrika im Jahre 1858 : eine geographische Skizze der neu erforschten Regionen des Inneren / vornehmlich nach Dr. D. Livingston von E. Behm (p. 177-226).
G 007 .67, v. 4 (1858), Taf. 7, after p. 226 (PrCt)

Africa, Southern - Maps - 1885
Authors: Bartholomew, John, 1831-1893 -- Scottish geographical magazine (1885) 1 map : col. ; 19 x 22 cm. on sheet 24 x 39 cm.
In: Scottish geographical magazine 1 (1885): facing p. 400.
Scale ca. 1:8,800,000.
Statistical and historical notes in left margin of map.
Basset and Scheven, Maps of Africa to 1900, no. 1712.
G 007 .8, v. 1, facing p. 400 (PrCt)

Authors: London Geographical Institute -- George Philip & Son -- Denoyer-Geppert (Firm) -- Southern Illinois University at Carbondale
1 map : col., mounted on linen ; 113 x 168 cm., on wooden rollers
Scale 1:1,500,000 or "approximately 24 miles = i inch," Sanson's projection ; (E12°-E36°/S20°-S34°50°).
Series: Philips' comparative series of large school maps.
Includes "Diagrammatic section between the Lange Berg and the Soutpansberg."
Relief shown by hypsometric tints.
With label of Denoyer-Geppert Company in lower right margin.
Gift of Southern Illinois University at Carbondale, 2011.
maproll G8200 1940 .P3 (PrCt)

Authors: Doetecam, Jan van -- Plancius, Petrus, 1552-1622 -- Claesz, Cornelis, ca. 1546-1609 -- Francis Edwards (Firm) -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 380 x 529 mm. (neat line)
'One of the six charts engraved at Amsterdam ca. 1592-4 and issued by C. Claesz for Plancius' -- Novacco checklist, entry h6.
Details western Africa between 32° N-15° S and the coast of 'Brasiliae' between the equator and 15° S
Inset view (60 x 91 mm.): I. de St. Helena. Manuscript "88" and remnants of binding stub on verso.
Ex Francis Edwards.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Novacco 4F 410 (PrCt)

Authors: Gastaldi, Giacomo, approximately 1500-approximately 1565 -- Pagano, Matheo, fl. 1538-1562 -- Ramusio, Giovanni Battista 1485-1557. Navigationi et viaggi 1554-56 v. 3 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : woodcut ; 27 cm. x 37 cm.
Woodcut presumably the work of Matheo Pagano.
References: Karrow, Mapmakers of the Sixteenth Century, 30/83.
VAULT folio Ayer 110 .R2 1606, v.3, fol. 370 and 371 (PrCt)

Africar, West - Maps - 1623<>>>São Tomé and Principe - Pictorial works - 1623<>>>West Africa SEE Africa, West<>>>Western Africa SEE Africa, West
Gvineae nova descriptio. Amsterdam, 1623.
Authors: Hondius, Jodocus, 1563 -- Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594
1 map : hand col. ; 35 x 50 cm.
Scale ca. 1:7,500,000.
Inset: [insula] S. Thomae (10 x 11 cm.)
Relief shown pictorially.
Prime meridian : [Ferro].
Greenlee ICN73 map2F 8735 (PrCt)

Authors: Purchas, Samuel, 1577?-1626 -- Hondius, Jodocus, 1563-1612 -- Purchas, Samuel, 1577?-1626. Purchas his pilgrimes (1625) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : copper engraving ; 13.3 x 17.4 cm. on sheet 32 x 21 cm.
Letterpress above map: Hondius his Map of Guinea.
Inset: I. S. Thome.
VAULT Ayer 110 .P9 1625, v. 2, p. 1558 (PrCt)

Africar, West - Maps - 1625<>>>São Tomé Island (São Tomé and Principe) - Maps - 1625 Gvineae nova descriptio. Amsterdam, 1623.
Authors: Hondius, Jodocus, 1563 -- Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594
1 map : hand col. ; 35 x 50 cm.
Scale ca. 1:7,500,000.
Inset: [insula] S. Thomae (10 x 11 cm.)
Relief shown pictorially.
Prime meridian : [Ferro].
Greenlee ICN73 map2F 8735 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Africa, West - Maps - 1626 São Tomé Island (São Tome and Principe) - Maps - 1626


Authors: Purchas, Samuel, 1577?-1626 -- Hondius, Jodocus, 1563-1612 -- Purchas, Samuel, 1577?-1626. Purchas his pilgrimes (1626) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : copper engraving ; 13.3 x 17.4 cm. on sheet 32 x 21 cm.


Letterpress above map: Hondivs his Map of Guinea.

Inset: I. S. Thome.


VAULT Ayer 110 .P9 1625, v. 2, p. 1558 (PrCt)

Africa, West - Maps - 1675 Coasts - Nautical charts

L'Afrique, ou Lybie ulterieure, ou sont le Saara ... Paris : Pierre Mariette, 1655 [i.e. 1659]?

Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Blommaert, Samuel, fl. 1655 -- Somer, J. -- Mariette, Pierre, 1603-1657 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (1658 [i.e. 1659]?)

1 map : hand col. ; 34 x 54 cm.

In: Sanson, Nicolas. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (Paris : Pierre Mariette, 1658 [i.e. 1659?] ) v. 1, pl. [18]

Damaged sections at side margins replaced with manuscript paste-on patches.

VAULT Case oversize G1015 .S35 1658 v. 1, pl. [18] (PrCt)


Authors: Barbot, Jean, 1655-1712 -- Hair, P. E. H. (Paul Edward Hedley) -- Jones, Adam -- Law, Robin -- Great Britain. Public Record Office. Ms. ADM 7/830 A and B -- Hakluyt Society

2 v. (cxxv, 916 p.) : ill., maps ; 23 cm.

The text of this edition is a select conflation of Barbot's manuscript account of 1688 in French (PRO, ADM 7/830 A and B), in English translation, and Barbot's printed account of 1732 in English"--Intro.

Includes bibliographical references (v. 2, p. 838-873) and indexes.

Series: Works issued by the Hakluyt Society ; 2nd ser., no. 175-176.

ISBN 0904180328 (v.1) ; 0904180336 (v.2)

G161 .H2 2nd ser., no.175-176 (NLO)


2 v. : 35 maps ; 223 x 145 mm.

Edited by Paul Hair.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

African, West - Maps - 1679


Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Sanuto, Livio, 1520-1576 -- Idrisi, ca. 1100-1166 -- Somer, J. -- Delamarche, Charles François,

**Baskes oversize G1015 .A77 1798, [ptb 2], [plate 43] (NLO)**

---

**Africa, West - Maps - 1701 - Coasts - Nautical charts**


**Map Ref oversize G1025 .T37 ser. 6, v. 4, pl. [1] (PrCl)**

---

**Africa, West - Maps - 1701 - Coasts - Nautical charts**


**Map Ref oversize G1025 .T37 ser. 6, v. 4, pl. [1] (PrCl)**
Covers eastern Gabon, Congo, and Zaire between 1° N to 8° S.
Oriented with north at left.


Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger):
English Pilot. Part 5 (1701)

Map Ref oversize G1025 .T37 ser. 6, v. 4, pl. [12] (PrCt)

Africa, West - Maps - 1701 - Coasts - Nautical charts

A Chart of the coast of Guinea from Cape de Verdo to Cape Bona Esperanca. [Amsterdam : Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, 1973].


1 map ; 41 x 51 cm.

Covers west African coast between 13° N to 38° S.
Oriented with north at left.


Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger):
English Pilot. Part 5 (1701)

Map Ref oversize G1025 .T37 ser. 6, v. 4, pl. [6] (PrCt)

A Chart of the sea coasts of Barbary from the straits mouth to Cape de Verdo. [London : John Seller, 1702?].


1 map ; 40 x 52 cm.

Oriented with north at left.

Upper left corner torn away resulting in loss of detail; replaced in manuscript with a patch continuing rhumic and graticule lines.


Describing the sea-coasts, capes, head-lands, bays, roads, harbours, rivers and ports together with the soundings, sands, rocks and dangers in the southern navigation upon the coasts of England, Holland, France, Ireland, Spain, Portugal ... (London : Published by John Seller ... ; Printed by George Larkin ... , 1690 [i.e.1702?]) pl. [24].

Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger):

English Pilot. Part 1 [1702?]

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .E55 1690 [pt. 1], pl. [24] (PrCt)

Africa, West - Maps - 1703<<<Biledulgerid
SEE Africa, West

A Mapp of Biledulgerid, desart, of Saara, county of Negros, and Guinea. [London : s.n., 1703].

Authors: Seller, John, fl. 1658-1698 -- Seller, John, fl. 1658-1698. A New system of geography : designed in a most plain and easie method ... (1703)

1 map ; 10 x 14 cm.

Anonymous map in Seller, John. A New system of geography : designed in a most plain and easie method ... (London : Jeremiah Seller ; Charles Price ; John Senex, 1703) map [41].

Case 3A 1704 map [41] (PrCt)


Carte de la Barbarie, de la Nigritie, et de la Guinée / par Guillaume De l'Isle ... ; C. Inselin, sculpit. A Paris : ches l'auteur sur le Quai de l'Horloge a l'Aigle d'Or ... Aout 1707.

Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Inselin, C. -- Renard, Louis -- L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726. [Collection of maps of the world] [1732?]. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; hand col. ; 49 x 60 cm.

Title in top margin.

Imprint of Louis Renard of Amsterdam incompletely erased from copperplate at lower right.

In composite atlas without title page: L'Isle, Guillaume de. [Collection of maps of the world. Paris : s.n., 1732?], [plate 82].

Number "82" in ms. on verso.

Continued eastward on another map: Carte de l'Egypte, de la Nubie, de l'Abissine &c. [plate 84]

Continued southward on another map: Carte du Congo et pays des Cafres [plate 85].

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

VAULT Baskes oversize G1015 .L57 1700, [plate 82] (PrCt)


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

Carte de la côte de Guinée tres juste au faite au grand point depuis la Pointe de Galines jusques au Cap de Lopes. [ca. 1715].
Authors: Nadreau, Captain, fl. 1715 -- Cartes Marines Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 30, sheet 5
1 ms. map : hand col. ; on sheet 564 x 748 mm.
Par le Sr. Nadreau, capitaine en seconde de retour de ladte. côte de Guinée et Jndes d'Espagne sur le vasseau du Roy, le Faucon.
Shows the western and central coast of Africa from Pointe de Galines (later named Robertsport, Liberia) east and south through Côte d'Ivoire, Ghana, Togo, Benin, Nigeria, Cameroon, and Guinea, to Gabon as far as Cape Lopez (later the site of Port-Gentil). Names over twenty trading posts and forts along the Gold Coast important in the slave trade; pictorially displayed as fortress towers bearing European flags.
Includes four inset maps, the first of which continues the main map at the same scale, and runs westward from Assinie to Pointe de Galines. The other insets are drawn at larger scales. The second shows trading posts in Nigeria's Calabar region. The last two detail the Gold Coast between Lampy & Komenda, and between Komenda and Assinie.
Scale [ca. 1:2,850,000]. 'Échelle de 60 lieues' [= 117 mm.]
Sheet 5 of 117 in the Cartes Marines Manuscript Map Collection, detailing French colonial interests worldwide, ca. 1640-ca. 1726.
Depths shown with soundings.
Oriented with north at left.
Pen-and-ink and watercolor (green, red, yellow); mounted on cloth.
Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 108. Ayer ms map proj 00
Digital image available as part of the Newberry Library's Great Lakes Digital Collection via the CARLI Digital Collections website (accessed Nov. 2010):
http://collections.carli.illinois.edu/u/?nby_grlakes,789
VAULT drawer Ayer MS map 30 sheet 2 (NLO)

Africa, West - Maps - 1727

Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Académie des sciences (France) -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
III:B7
1 map : hand col. ; 45 x 59 cm.
Dedication signed: La veuve Delisle le 18 Avril 1726.
2594
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G8735 1727 .L5 (PrCt)


Carte de l'Afrique Françoise ou du Senegal : dressée sur un grand nombre de cartes manuscrites et d'itineraires rectifiés par diverses observations/ ouvrage posthume de G. Delisle ... présenté a sa majesté ... par ... la Veuve Delisle le 18 Avril1726. A Paris : ches l'auteur sur le Quai de l'Horloge a l'Aigle d'Or ... Mars 1727.
Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- L'Isle, Marie Angélique de, 1687-1741 -- L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726. [Collection of maps of the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
the world] [1732?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Vvue Delisle, 1687-1741 SEE L'Isle, Marie Angélique de, 1687-1741 -- Delisle, Marie Angélique, 1687-1741 SEE L'Isle, Marie Angélique de, 1687-1741 -- De Lisle, Marie Angélique, 1687-1741 SEE L'Isle, Marie Angélique de, 1687-1741

1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 60 cm.

In composite atlas without title page: L'Isle, Guillaume de. [Collection of maps of the world. Paris : s.n. , 1732?], [plate 83], [plate 83].

Number "83" in ms. on verso.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

VAULT Baskes oversize G1015 .L57 1700, [plate 83] (Pr Ct)

Africa, West - Maps - 1745

Guinea propria, nec non Nigritiae vel terrae Nigrorum maxima pars = La Guinee de meme que la plus grand partie du pais des Negres...

Nuremberg : Homann Erben, [ca. 1745].


In: Homann, Johann Baptist. Atlas novus terrarum orbis (Nuremberg : [Homann Erben, ca. 1745]). [plate 182].

Map dated 1743.

Manuscript 'No. 188' and '186' on verso.

Bottom margin key to pictorial vignette of African village; key to references A - I.

oversize Ayer 135 .H7 1730, [plate 182] (Pr Ct)

Africa, West - Maps - 1746<>Guinea - Maps - 1746

A Description of the coasts of North and south Guinea; and of Ethiopia Inferior, vulgarly Angola...


Authors: Barbot, Jean, 1655-1712 -- Churchill, Awnsham, d. 1728 -- Lintot, Henry, 1703-1758 -- Osborn, John, d. 1775 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 p.l., 664 p. : ill., plates, maps ; 37 cm. With an appendix; being a general account of the first discoveries of America in the fourteenth century ... And a geographical, political, and natural history of the Antilles-Islands ...


This work was included in Churchill, Awnsham. A Collection of voyages and travels (London: Printed by assignment from Messrs. Churchill, for H. Lintot [etc.], 1746) vol. 5.

Cl. OCLC 4709567 and 16076581.

17868

NL 39-7604

oversize Ayer 1269 G4 B23 1746 (NLO) 558

Africa, West - Maps - 1747


Authors: Bowen, Emanuel, -1767 -- Innys, William, d. 1756 -- Bowen, Emanuel, -1767. A Complete system of geography ... (1747) 1 map ; 33 x 41 cm.

In: Bowen, Emanuel. A Complete system of geography: being a description of ... the known world (London : Printed for William Innys, etc., 1747) v. 2, pl. [45].

Case oversize G114 .B68 1747 v. 2, pl. 45 (Pr Ct)


Carte particulière de la côte occidentale de l'Afrique depuis le Cap Blanc jusqu'au Cap de Verga et de cours des rivières de Sénéga et de Gambie ... / dressée pour la Compagnie des Indes par le Sr. d'Anville en Juillet M DCC LI ; gravé Guill. De la Haye. [Paris : s.n.], Julliet M DCC LI [1751].

Authors: Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d', 1697-1782 -- Haye, G. de la -- Compagnie des Indes -- Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d', 1697-1782. [Atlas général] [ca. 1786?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map on 2 sheets ; 101 x 69 cm.

Title cartouche on northern sheet.

Signed "Gravé par Guill. De la Haye" at bottom of southern sheet.


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1019 .A598 1786, [plates 35-36] (Pr Ct)


A New and correct map of the coast of Africa ... from Cape Blanco lat. 20° 40' N. to the coast of Angola lat. 11° S. : with explanatory notes of all the forts and settlements belonging to the several European powers / for Mr. Postlethwayt's Universal Dictionary of Trade & Commerce ; R.W. Seale sculp. [London] : Printed for J. & P. Knapton, 1753.

Authors: Seale, Richard William -- John and Paul Knapton (Firm) -- Postlethwayt, Malachy, 1707?-1767 -- Savary des Brûlons, Jacques, 1657-1716. Universal dictionary of trade and commerce (1757) 1 map ; 37 x 47 cm.

In: Jacques Savary des Brûlons, Universal dictionary of trade and commerce (London: Printed for John Knapton..., 1757), vol. 2, part 2,
561  Africa, West - Maps - 1757 - Coasts
A New & correct map of the coast of Africa... 1757.
Authors: Seale, Richard William -- Hinton, John, -1781 -- Universal magazine of knowledge and pleasure
1 map
Detached from Universal Magazine v. 20 p. 97 (1757).
Covers Atlantic coast of western Africa.

Case oversize G1015 .B68 1766 map [30] (PrCt)
Africa, West - Maps - 1775 - Coasts
Ghana - Maps - 1775 - Coasts
Guinée entre Serre-Lione et le passage de la ligne. MDCCCLXXV [1775, i.e. 1816?].
[General atlas of modern geography ... ] [1775-1816] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 30 x 65 cm.
Par le Sr. D'Anville ... MDCCCLXXV."
In: Faden, William [and others]. [General atlas of modern geography : a collection of large scale maps and charts of all parts of the world] ([London, etc. : W. Faden, etc., 1775-1816]) v. 2, pl. [23].
Verso handstamped ‘18’.
oversize Ayer 135 .G32 1775 v. 2, pl. [23] (PrCt)

562  Africa, West - Maps - 1766
A New & accurate map of Negroland ... also upper Guinea, showing the principle European settlements ... / by Eman. Bowen. [London : s.n., 1766].
Authors: Bowen, Emanuel, -1767 -- Bowen, Emanuel, -1767. The Maps and charts to The modern part of the universal history (1766) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 33 x 42 cm.
In: Bowen, Emanuel. The Maps and charts to The modern part of the universal history / [with maps by Emanuel Bowen and Thomas Kitchin] (London : Printed for T. Osborne [et al.], 1766), [plate 32].
Manuscript no. "32" at upper right.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .M3 1766, [plate 32] (NLO)

563  Africa, West - Maps - 1766<><><>Gold Coast - Maps - 1766<><><>Ghana - Maps - 1766
A New and correct map of the coast of Africa : from Sta. Cruz lat. 30 North to the coast of Angola lat. 11 S. [London : John Bowles ; Carington Bowles, 1766 or earlier?].
Right margin includes references 1-34.
Inset (15 x 32 cm.): A Correct chart of the Gold Coast according to Sr. Danville on a larger scale.
In a composite atlas bound together without title page: Bowles, John. [Bowles's universal atlas]. [London : John Bowles ; Carington Bowles, 1711-1766], map [30].
Manuscript plate number 30 added in ink at upper right by previous owner.

Baskes oversize G1019 .A598 1786, [plate 37] (PrCt)
Carte de la Guinée contenant les isles du Cap Ver, le Senegal, la Côte de Guinée ... / par M. Bonne ... À Venise [Venice] : par P. Santini ; Chez Mr. Remondini, 1779.
Authors: Bonne, Rigobert, 1727-1794 -- Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d', 1697-1782 -- Santini, P. -- Remondini, Giuseppe Antonio, 1747-1811 -- Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (1784 [i.e. 1807?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Africa, West - Maps - 1780

Maps - Ocean currents - 1780


1 map ; 31 x 21 cm.

Directional arrows show predominant currents in the South Atlantic Ocean.

"Liv XI" -- At upper left.

"No. 43." -- At upper right.


Forms part of the William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library).

Greenlee 4891 .B71 1780 [map 42] (PrCt)

Africa, West - Maps - 1797

Parte dell'Africa che comprende l'alta Guinea con la Nigritia delineata sulle ultime osservazioni. Rome : Calcografia camerale, 1798 [i.e. 1801].

Authors: Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824 -- Calcografia camerale (Rome, Italy) -- Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824. Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (1792-1801) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 43 cm.

In: Cassini, Giovanni Maria. Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (Rome : Presso la Calcogr. camerale, 1792-1801) v. 3 pl. 15.

Map dated 1797.

override Ayer 135 .C33 1792 v. 3 pl. 15 (PrCt)

Africa, West - Maps - 1804


Authors: Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823. A New and elegant general atlas comprising all the new discoveries, to the present time ... (1804) -- John Conrad & Co. -- Shallus, Francis -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : 25 x 20 cm.

In: Arrowsmith, Aaron. A New and elegant general atlas comprising all the new discoveries, to the present time ... (Philadelphia [etc. ] : J. Conrad & Co. [and others], 1804) pl. 61.
Ayer 135 .A65 1804 pl. 61 (PrCt)

Africa, West - Maps - 1813

*Western Africa.* London : Cadell & Davies [et al], 1813 [i.e. 1815].
Authors: Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826 -- Hebert, Lewis, fl. 1809-1838 -- Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Cadell & Davies -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826. A Modern atlas : from the latest and best authorities exhibiting the various divisions of the world ... (Philadelphia : Thomas Dobson & Son, 1818), plate [57]
Case oversize G1019 .P56 1818, plate [57] (PrCt)

Africa, West - Maps - 1839

*West Africa I.* London : Chapman and Hall, 1839 [i.e.1844].
1 map : hand col.; 30 x 39 cm.
1 map : hand col.; 30 x 39 cm.
1 map : hand col.; 30 x 39 cm.

oversize Ayer 135 .S67 1844 v. 2, pl. [123] (PrCt)

Africa, West - Maps - 1839

*West Africa II.* London : Chapman and Hall, 1839 [i.e.1844].
1 map : hand col.; 30 x 39 cm.
1 map : hand col.; 30 x 39 cm.
1 map : hand col.; 30 x 39 cm.

oversize Ayer 135 .S67 1844 v. 2, pl. [123] (PrCt)

Africa, West - Maps - 1840

*Map of central Africa.* [Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, 1840].
Authors: Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846 -- Lea & Blanchard -- Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (1840) 1 map; 11 x 17 cm.
Keyed to dozens of references on p.75.
In: Murray, Hugh. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, successors to Carey & Co., for George W. Gorton, 1840) v. 3, p. 74.
Wax engraving.
G 11 .607 v. 3, p. 74 (PrCt)

Africa, West - Maps - 1840

*Western Africa.* London : Mr. Bull, [ca. 1840].
Authors: Starling, Thomas -- Bull and Chickerton -- Bull, Mr., fl. ca. 1840 -- Starling, Thomas. The Royal cabinet atlas ... [ca. 1840] 1 map : hand col.; 8 x 14 cm.

Case oversize G1019 .P56 1818, plate [57] (PrCt)
Covers 20° N to 5° S and 20° W to 20° E.
In: Starling, Thomas. The Royal cabinet atlas ... (London : Bull and Churton, [ca. 1840]) 'Pl. LXXII' [i.e. 38].
map3C 5 map [38] (PrCt)

Africa, West - Maps - 1841
London : Grattan & Gilbert, [1841?].
Authors: Archer, Joshua, fl. 1833-1866 -- Grattan & Gilbert -- Mudie, Robert, 1777-1842. Gilbert's modern atlas of the earth ... (1841) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 22 x 27 cm.
Running title at bottom left: Gilbert's modern atlas In: Mudie, Robert. Gilbert's modern atlas of the earth ... (London : Grattan and Gilbert, [1841?]), [plate 41].
Printed no. 40 at bottom center.
Baskes folio G1019 .M83 1841, [plate 41] (PrCt)

Africa, West - Maps - 1846<<>>Missions - Africa - Maps - 1846
Western Africa. Boston, 1846.
Authors: American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions -- American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions. Maps and illustrations of the missions (1846) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 10 x 17 cm.
Ayer 136 .A5 1846 pl. 1 (PrCt)

Africa, West - Maps - 1851<<>>Sierra Leone - Maps - 1851 - Pictorial works<<>>Accra (Ghana) - Maps - 1851 - Pictorial works<<>>Bakel (Senegal) - Maps - 1851 - Pictorial works
Western Africa. London & New York : John Tallis & Company, [1851]
Authors: Rapkin, J. -- Tallis, John, 1817-1876 -- Winkles, Henry, 1800-ca. 1860 -- Radclyffe, Edward, 1810-1863 -- Martin, Robert Montgomery, 1803?-1868. Tallis's illustrated atlas, and modern history of the world ... (1851) 1 map : hand col. ; 21 x 30 cm.
Inset views (6 x 14 cm. and smaller): Christianborg -- Cape Coast Castle -- Sierra Leone -- Bakel.
In: Martin, Robert Montgomery. Tallis's illustrated atlas, and modern history of the world ... (London ; New York : J. Tallis, 1851) pl. [58].
folio G1019 .M197 1851 pl. [58] (PrCt)

Authors: Lowry, Joseph Wilson, 1803-1879 -- Harper & Brothers -- Chapman and Hall -- Lowry, Joseph Wilson, 1803-1879. Lowry's Universal atlas constructed and engraved from the most recent authorities (1853) 1 map : col. ; 27 x 65 cm.
Title from lower left. Added title at lower right: West Africa, Soudan & Guinea.
In: Lowry, Joseph Wilson. Lowry's Universal atlas constructed and engraved from the most recent authorities (New York : Harper and Brothers, 1853) pl. [52].
Printed plate nos. 'C', '33' thru '35' and '78' thru '80.'
oversize G 10 .525 pl. [52] (PrCt)

Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's atlas of the world ... (1855-1856) 1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 28 cm.
In: Colton, George Woolworth. Colton's atlas of the world : illustrating physical and political geography (New York ; London : J.H. Colton ; Trübner, 1855-1856) v. 2. pl. [44]. Inset map, 9 x 12 cm.; Liberia. Printed plate 'No. 35.'
oversize G 10 .185 v.2, pl. 44 (PrCt)

Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's general atlas ... (1857) 1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 29 cm.
oversize G 10 .188 pl. 94 (PrCt)

Africa, West - Maps - 1962
Westafrika : (Kapverden, Mauretanien, Mali, Senegal, Gambia, Portugiesisch Guinea, Guinea, Sierra-Leone, Liberia, Elfenbeinküste, Obervolta,
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gloriaeus conquestes de Louis le Grand [1694?]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ager (Spain) -- Maps -- 1647</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authors: Beaulieu, Sébastien de Pontault, ca. 1612-1674 -- Beaulieu, Sébastien de Pontault, ca. 1612-1674. Les Glorieuses conquestes de Louis le Grand [1694?]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case oversize G 10307 .08 pl. 13 (PrCt).</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authors: Denucé, Jean, 1878-1944 p. 62-70</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Photocopies from: Denucé, Jean.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aghnano, Lake (Italy) -- Pictorial works - 1538&lt;&gt;--Cumae (Extinct city) -- Pictorial works - 1538&lt;&gt;--Hoefnagel, Joris, 1542-1601 -- Portraits&lt;&gt;--Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598 -- Portraits</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vera deliniatio lacus Aniani, Antrig. letalis ... [Cologne : s.n.], 1538 [i.e. ca. 1620]. Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Hoefnagel, Joris, 1542-1601 -- Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 2 views : hand col.; each 15 x 46 cm. on sheet 41 x 55 cm. Title from cartouche at bottom right. Views from east and west of Lake Aghnano and</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
the extinct city of Cumae, Italy.
'Hic olim fuere Triergole, nume mons nouus,
Anno 1538 terremotus conges Fuscornia tegit.'
Derived from a drawing by Joris Hoefnagel; see R.A. Skelton's Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.
Foreground includes Joris Hoefnagel and Abraham Ortelius looking west across lake Agnano.
Margins include lettered references.
Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Antrvm Sibyllae Cvmanae.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 3, pl. 57 (PrCt)

Agnese, Battista, 16th cent.
The Manuscript atlases of Battista Agnese.
[Chicago : University of Chicago Press, 1931].
Authors: Wagner, Henry Raup, 1862-1957 -- Papers of the Bibliographical Society of America (1931) p. 1-110 ; 23 cm.
Z 008 .085, v. 25, p. 1-110 (PrCt)

Agnese, Battista, 16th Cent. [Atlas, ca. 1544]
A La carte : selected papers on maps and atlases (1967) p. 34-38 : maps ; 26 cm.
Map Ref GA231 .R5 1972, p. 34-38 (PrCt)

Agnese, Battista, 16th cent. - Bibliography
Additions to the manuscript atlases of Battista Agnese. 1931.
Authors: Wagner, Henry Raup, 1862-1957 -- Imago mundi -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) p. 28-30
Map Ref folio GA1 .L6, v. 4, p. 28-30 (PrCt)

Agnese, Battista, 16th cent. - Bibliography
The Manuscript atlases of Battista Agnese. 1931.
Authors: Wagner, Henry Raup, 1862-1957 -- Papers of the Bibliographical Society of America 25 (1931): 1-110
Continued by his Additions to the manuscript atlases of Battista Agnese in Imago Mundi 4 (1927): 28-30
Z 008.085 v. 25 (PrCt)

Agnese, Battista, 16th cent.\\Nautical charts - History - 1500-1599
Map Ref GA101 .A2, v. 8, p. 355-361 (PrCt)

Agra (India) - Maps - 1927 - Taj Mahal (Agra, India) - Maps - 1927 - Tombs - Agra (India) - Maps - 1927
Authors: Kaley Khan & Son -- Agra Akhbar Press -- Taj Gunjvi Photo Shop -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) ii, 102 p., [8] leaves of plates : 1 map, 8 plans ; 18 cm.
Cover title.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes DS486.A3 G85 1927 (NLO)

Agricola, Georg, 1494-1555. De re metallica (1556) - Mining engineering - 1556 - Mining industry - 1556 - Surveying - 1556
Georgius Agricola, De re metallica / translated from the first Latin edition of 1556 ... by Herbert Clark Hoover ... and Lou Henry Hoover ... 1912.
An excerpt containing Agricola's treatment of mine surveying.
Agrigento (Sicily) - Maps - 1720
De Reede en stad Sergento or Gergenti aan de Zuyd kust vant eilandt Sicilia. Amsterdam, [ca. 1720].
Authors: Keulen, Gerard van -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:243
1 map : hand col. ; 13 x 15 cm.
Inset on Van Keulen's Nieuwe afteekening van het eyland van koninkryk Sicilia.
3052
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Baskes oversize G1956.P5 E5 1771, [plates 32-33] (PrCt)

Agrippa, Marcus Vipsanius
Authors: Daniel, Rudolf viii, 122 p., 1 leaf ; 23 cm.
Inaug.-Diss.--Breslau.
"Ausgaben der hauptsächlich benutzten quellen": p. 112; "Literaturverzeichnis": p. 113-116.
Available online through Google Books : http://books.google.com/books?id=k31JAAAAMAA

Not at Newberry Library (Dec. 2009) (PrCt)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call No</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
Aire-sur-la-Lys (France) - History - Siege, 1710
- Spanish Succession, War of, 1701-1714 - Maps

Plan de la ville d'Aire et du Fort St. Francois.
Brussels, 1711.
1 map ; 35 x 47 cm.
Phillips 7962 no. [55].
3119
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Aire-sur-la-Lys (France) - Maps - 1713-1740 - Fortification

Aire ville forte dans les Pais bas et du comté d'Artois...
[Paris : De Fer, 1713?].
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- C., A. -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Introduction à la fortification...[1713?]
1 map ; 18 x 30 cm.
In: Fer, Nicolas de. Introduction à la fortification... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, [1713?]) map [50].

Case oversize U 26.2919 map [50] (PrCt)

Aire-sur-la-Lys (France) - Maps - 1740-1774 - Fortification

Aire a very strong city and castle in the Low Countries, in the Earldom of Artois, taken by the allies in 1710, but restor'd to the French by the Treaty of Utrecht. [London? Knapton, ca. 1740].
1 map ; 38 x 49 cm.
Added title in bottom margin: Plan of the city of Aire and of Fort St. Francis with a view of St. Venant.
Aire-sur-la-Lys (France) - Maps - 1785 - Fortification

Aire-sur-la-Lys Region (France) - Maps - 1710

Airel Foundation and Conference Center (Warrenton, Va.) - Swans - 1980

For Mr. Tindal's continuation of Mr. Rapin's History of England Trimmed from the bottom. Includes references A-T

Oriented with north at upper right. Inset (13 x 17 cm.): St. Venant.


Aires-sur-la-Lys (France) - Maps - 1785 - Fortification

Aire-sur-la-Lys (France) - Maps - 1785 - Fortification

Aire-sur-la-Lys Region (France) - Maps - 1710

Aire-sur-la-Lys Region (France) - Maps - 1710

Ailen and St. Venan mitt nahe Anliegender Gegend. Augsburg : Gabriel Bodenehr, 1710.

Authors: Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. -- Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. Atlas curieus -- oder, Neuer und compendieuser atlas 1710 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 13 x 24 cm.

In: Bodenehr, Gabriel. Atlas curieus; oder, Neuer und compendieuser atlas ... (Augsburg : Gabriel Bodenehr, 1710?) pl. [34]. Engraved plate no. "35."

Ayer 135 .B6 pl. 34 (PrCt)

621

Airline Foundation and Conference Center

Aviation Guide: vol. 1, no. 1 (Feb. 1929); vol. 1, no. 2 (Aug. 1929); vol. 1, no. 3 (May 1931); vol. 4, no. 4 (July 1932); vol. 5, no. 5 (April 1933); vol. 6, no. 5 (August 1934); vol. 7, no. 5 (August 1935); vol. 8, no. 4 (July 1936); vol. 9, no. 5 (August 1937); vol. 10, no. 5 (August 1938); and vol. 11, no. 5 (August 1939).

Originally published 1963.

To Collection Services for cataloging, Aug. 2005 (PrCt)


Authors: Serling, Robert J. -- Official Airline Guides, inc. -- Reuben H. Donnelley Corporation

1 v. (various pagings) : ill., maps ; 29 cm.

Contains facsimiles of 12 issues of the Official Aviation Guide: vol. 1, no. 1 (Feb. 1929); vol. 1, no. 6 (Aug. 1929); vol. 2, no. 5 (Aug. 1930); vol. 3, no. 2 (May 1931); vol. 4, no. 4 (July 1932); vol. 5, no. 5 (Aug. 1933); vol. 6, no. 5 (August 1934); vol. 7, no. 5 (Aug. 1935); vol. 8, no. 4 (July 1936); vol. 9, no. 5 (Aug. 1937); vol. 10, no. 5 (Aug. 1938); and vol. 11, no. 5 (Aug. 1939).

Travel Vertical File G3884 .W2 1980 .S5 (PrCt)


Fly to Virginia : so much to see, do, enjoy!


Authors: Virginia. Division of Aeronautics -- Virginia. State Corporation Commission -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

[2] p. : col. ill. ; on sheet 46 x 60 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Virginia's excellent airports welcome you.

"Revised 1968."

"Issued by Division of Aeronautics, State Corporation Commission ... Richmond, Virginia ..."

Chart includes a list of Virginia cities with closest airport and area information.

Panel art: Color illustration of "Dulles: Washington's International Airport."

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

References: Cf. OCLC 43846671.

RMcN Clients 4963 (PrCt)


Authors: Serling, Robert J. -- Official Airline Guides, inc. -- Reuben H. Donnelley Corporation

1 v. (various pagings) : ill., maps ; 29 cm.

Contains facsimiles of 12 issues of the Official Aviation Guide: vol. 1, no. 1 (Feb. 1929); vol. 1, no. 6 (Aug. 1929); vol. 2, no. 5 (Aug. 1930); vol. 3, no. 2 (May 1931); vol. 4, no. 4 (July 1932); vol. 5, no. 5 (Aug. 1933); vol. 6, no. 5 (August 1934); vol. 7, no. 5 (Aug. 1935); vol. 8, no. 4 (July 1936); vol. 9, no. 5 (Aug. 1937); vol. 10, no. 5 (Aug. 1938); and vol. 11, no. 5 (Aug. 1939).

Originally published 1963.

To Collection Services for cataloging, Aug. 2005 (PrCt)


Authors: Trans World Airlines -- General Drafting Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 leaflet (4-fold) : ills ; fold. to 22 x 9 cm

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1 atlas [16 p.] : 10 col. maps ; 23 x 23 cm., folded to 23 x 12 cm.

Cover title.
"Copyright 1952, Trans World Airlines, Inc. 11-52-001 3ed." -- inside front cover.

"Strip maps prepared by General Drafting Co., Inc., Convent Station, N.J." -- p. [3].


Cover art: globe with vignettes representing cities and countries around the world.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25.

RMcN Airlines 4C 73 (PrCt) 626


Authors: Trans World Airlines -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas ([24] p.) : 9 col. maps ; 26 x 26 cm., folded to 26 x 13 cm.

Cover title.


Map contents (26 x 51 cm. and smaller): TWA world routes -- Map no. 1. Plot your own position Trans-Atlantic and Polar route -- Map no. 2. Ireland-England-France... -- Map no. 3. England-France-Germany-Switzerland... -- Map no. 4. France-Italy-Switzerland... -- Map no. 5. Portugal-Spain-Italy-North Africa-Greece... -- Map no. 6. Egypt-Arabia-India-Ceylon... -- Map no. 7. India-Ceylon-Thailand... -- TWA routes in the United States.

Cover art: vignettes of cities and countries around the world.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25.

folio RMcN Airlines 4C 43 (PrCt) 628


Authors: Pan American World Airlines, Inc. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas : ([32] p. : col. maps) ; 23 x 31 cm.

Cover title.

"Copyright by Rand McNally & Company, made in U.S.A." -- on maps.


Relief shown with shading.

Cover art: earth as seen from outer space.

Selected routes labeled by previous owner with red pen.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25.

folio RMcN Airlines 4C 42 (PrCt) 627


Authors: Trans World Airlines -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas ([20] p.) : 9 col. maps ; 26 x 26 cm., folded to 26 x 13 cm.

Cover title.


Map contents (26 x 51 cm. and smaller): TWA World Routes -- Map no. 1. Plot your own position Trans-Atlantic and Polar route -- Map no. 2. Ireland-England-France... -- Map no. 3. England-France-Germany-Switzerland... -- Map no. 4. France-Italy-Switzerland... -- Map no. 5. Portugal-Spain-Italy-North Africa-Greece... -- Map no. 6. Egypt-Arabia-India-Ceylon... -- Map no. 7. India-Ceylon-Thailand... -- TWA routes in the United States.

Cover art: globe with vignettes representing cities and countries around the world.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25.
Pan American World Airways, Inc.

Colored photographs of scenes on front and back cover.

1 atlas : 8 col. maps ; 23 x 31 cm.

Authors: Istituto geografico De Agostini

Alitalia route maps

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25.

Cover art: earth as seen from outer space.

Relief shown with shading.

Cover art: Color illustration of world landmarks showing routes of Cathay Pacific Airways Ltd. in Europe, N. Africa & Middle East, and 1 map of BOAC air routes in U.S.A."

Includes 19 col. maps detailing BOAC air routes worldwide (each 25 x 16 cm.), 1 map showing "British European Airways network throughout worldwid


Authors: Pan American World Airways, Inc. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas ([2], 28, [2] p. : col. maps) ; 23 x 31 cm.

Cover title.


"Copyright by Rand McNally & Company, made in U.S.A." -- on maps.


Relief shown with shading.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25.

Airways - Maps - 1965

Alitalia (Airline)

1 atlas : 8 col. maps ; 23 x 33 cm.

Cover title.

Relief shown by gradient tints and shading.

Descriptions of Caravelle jet and DC-8 jet inside front cover.

Colored photographs of scenes on front and back covers.

map4C G3201 .P62 1965 15 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25.

**folio RMcN Airlines 4C 23 (PrCt)**

633

### Airways - Maps - 1965

- **Atlases, British - 1965**
- **British Overseas Airways Corporation - Maps - 1965**
- **B.O.A.C Cunard - Maps - 1965**
- **Europe - Maps - 1965**
- **Airways - Europe - Maps - 1965**
- **British European Airways Corporation - Maps - 1965**
- **Malta Airlines - Maps - 1965**
- **Kypriakes Aerogrammes - Maps - 1965**
- **Cyprus Airways SEE Kypriakes Aerogrammes**

**Aeronautical charts**

**BOAC and BOAC Cunard : flight guide. [Great Britain?] : British Overseas Airways Corporation, [1965?].**


Cover title.

"Printed in Great Britain. 65/103/500M/ The Baynard Press" -- back cover.

"Cartography by F.H. Reitz, M.S.I.A." -- p. [29].

Includes 19 col. maps detailing BOAC air routes worldwide (each 25 x 16 cm.), and 1 map of the combined British European Airways, Malta Airlines and Cyprus Airways network throughout Europe, North Africa and the Middle East.

Cover art: Color cartoons representing people across the world in native costume.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25.

**folio RMcN Airlines 4C 24 (PrCt)**

634

### Airways - Maps - 1967

- **Atlases - 1967**
- **Pan American World Airways, Inc. - Maps - 1967**

**Aeronautical charts**

**Jet clipper route maps : Pan American, world's most experienced airline. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Company, c1967.**


Relief shown with shading.

Cover art: earth as seen from outer space.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25.

**folio RMcN Airlines 4C 33 (PrCt)**

635

### Airways - Maps - 1967

- **Atlases - 1967**
- **Pan American World Airways, Inc. - Maps - 1967**

**Aeronautical charts**

**Jet clipper route maps : Pan American, world's most experienced airline. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Company, c1967.**

Authors: Pan American World Airways, Inc. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas ([32] p. : col. maps) ; 23 x 31 cm.

Cover title.


"Copyright by Rand McNally & Company, made in U.S.A." -- on maps.

Plate no. "9243 - 1416B - 8/67 28-4283" on back cover.


Relief shown with shading.

Cover art: earth as seen from outer space.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25.
American World Airways, Inc. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 20 maps ; 228 x 307 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

637
Airways - Maps - 1968<>Alitalia (Airline) - Maps - 1968<>Atlasses, Italian -
1968<>Aeronautical charts
A bordo di un jet : Alitalia = On board Alitalia's jet
: Alitalia = Alitalia carta da lettere = Alitalia writing paper [and envelopes].
World atlas of "Alitalia route maps" published
Cover art: Alitalia logo.
Includes 3 booklets (various paginations ; 17-23 cm.):
Alitalia route maps -- Alitalia servizio di bordo = Alitalia in flight service [dated "5-67"] --
Alitalia carta dalettere = Alitalia writing paper [and envelopes].
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25.
folio RMcN Airlines 4C 20 (PrCt)

638
Maps - 1970<>Aeronautical charts
Authors: Pan American World Airways, Inc. --
C.S. Hammond & Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([12] p. : 9 col. maps) ; 23 x 31 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Title and plate no. "(9243-0022)" on back cover (p. [12]).
"Copyright by C.S. Hammond & Co., N.Y." -- on maps.
Cover art: contemporary world map overlaid with "antique" world map.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25.
folio RMcN Airlines 4C 71 (PrCt)

639
Authors: Pan American World Airways, Inc. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([32] p. : col. maps) ; 23 x 31 cm.
Cover title.
"Copyright by Rand McNally & Company, made in U.S.A." -- on maps.
Relief shown with shading.
Cover art: earth as seen from outer space.
Editor's copy; p. 1 includes ms. notes "all blk type", "land tint", "water tint", and "Pan Am red routes."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25.
folio RMcN Airlines 4C 35 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

5065
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G5833.P5:3A25 1703 S2 (Pr.Ct)

Aisne (France) - Maps -
1712<<>>Carte particulière des environs d'Avesnes, Landrecy, la Capelle, Guise, etc. Brussels, 1712.
Authors: Fricx, Eugène-Henri, d. 1733 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
III:G34
1 map ; 40 x 54 cm.
2632
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G5833.P5:3A25 1712 F7 (Pr.Ct)

Aisne (France) - Maps - 1726
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
III:G223
1 map : hand col. ; 40 x 46 cm.
Added title: Evesche de Soissons ou sont les balliages ... .
Cf. Pastoureau, Sans. VI [79].
5067
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G5833.P5:3A25 1712 S2 (Pr.Ct)

Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (92 p.) : 61 maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
Includes index to owners, city maps, and business directory.
Scale [1:50,688]. 1 1/4 in. = 1 mile.
Folded county map pasted-in at end.
Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Akershus fylke (Norway) - Maps - 1741
Authors: Sanson, Guillaume -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Delamarche, Charles François, 1740-1817. Atlas général : contenant le détail des quatre parties du monde [1798?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 55 x 42 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:875,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
In composite world atlas possibly compiled and published by Charles François Delamarche: Atlas général : contenant le détail des quatre parties du monde [Paris? : s.n., 1798?] ; [plate 1], [plate 22].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .A77 1798, [plate 1], [plate 22] (NLO)

Akron (Ohio) - Maps - 2002 - Road maps<<>>Canton (Ohio) - Maps - 2002 - Road maps<<>>Medina County (Ohio) - Maps - 2002 - Road maps<<>>Portage County (Ohio) - Maps - 2002 - Road maps<<>>Wayne County (Ohio) - Maps - 2002 - Road maps<<>>Road maps<<>>Counties - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (88-359, 66 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Date on cover: 2002.
$19.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-97718-0
RMcN StrFdr 2002 .A33 (Pr.Ct)

Akron (Ohio) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps<<>>Canton (Ohio) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps<<>>Medina County (Ohio) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps<<>>Portage County (Ohio) -
Akron (Ohio) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. EasyFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; fold. to 24 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Uniform title: EasyFinder
Laminated.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
ISBN 0528954636
RMcN Road Map 2005 AkrOH (PrCt)

Akron (Ohio) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps
Canton (Ohio) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps
Medina County (Ohio) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps
Portage County (Ohio) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps
Stark County (Ohio) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps
Wayne County (Ohio) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps
Uniform titles: Street finder -- StreetFinder.
"$19.95" -- back cover
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-85943-9
RMcN StrFdr 2007 .A33 (PrCt)

Akron (Ohio) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps
Medina County (Ohio) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps
Portage County (Ohio) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps
Summit County (Ohio) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps
Uniform titles: Street finder -- StreetFinder.
"$12.95" -- back cover
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-87279-6
RMcN StrFdr 2008 .A33 (PrCt)

Akwasasne Indian Reserve (Québec and Ont.) - Maps - 1817 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Cornwall Island (Ont.) - Maps - 1817 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Pilon Island (Ont.) - Maps - 1817 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Colquhoun Island (Ont.) - Maps - 1817 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Île-Jaune (Que.) - Maps - 1817 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Saint Lawrence River - Maps - 1817 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Akwasasheen Indian Reserve (Québec and Ont.) SEE Akwasasne Indian Reserve (Québec and Ont.)
Saint Regis Mohawk Indian Reserve (Québec and Ont.) SEE Akwasasne Indian Reserve (Québec and Ont.)
Part of the St. Lawrence River [between Cornwall, Ont. and St. Regis, Que., showing eastern end of Cornwall Island, western end of Île-Jaune]. [1817?].
Authors: Thompson, David, 1770-1857 -- Adams, David -- William L. Clements Library
1 map ; 34 x 26 cm.
Photostat (positive) of a ca. 1817 manuscript; according to a note on the verso, the col. original is in the William L. Clements Library, but it has not been located in their published map catalogs. Presumably made in 1817, when the International Boundary Commission surveyors (David Thompson for Great Britain and David Adams for the United States) were working at St. Regis.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Shows American and English camps on Île-Jaune (St. Regis Island), with an observatory and meridian line running between them; the 45th degree of N. Lat. is also shown just south of St. Regis.

Removed from the Helen H. Tanner Papers.

MapPhoto France ASH 138-6-3 (PrCt)

**Alabama - Historical geography - Maps - 1974>> Counties - Maps>> Historical atlases**


Authors: Dodd, Don -- Dent, Borden D. -- University of Alabama Press xiii, 160 p. : maps ; 24 cm.

Includes index.

Duplicate copy: Map4C 86

ISBN 0817352260

G1340 .D6 1974 (NLO)

**Alabama - Historical geography - Maps - 1999>> Counties - Maps>> Historical atlases**

*Historical atlas of Alabama.* Tuscaloosa, Ala. Dept. of Geography, College of Arts and Sciences, University of Alabama, 1999.

Authors: Remington, W. Craig -- Kallsen, Thomas J. -- University of Alabama. Cartographic Research Laboratory

1 atlas ( v. : ill., maps (some col.)) ; 28 cm.

2nd ed.

Volume 2 lacks edition statement.

Contents: v. 1. Historical locations by county -- v. 2. Cemetery locations by county.

Includes index.

Duplicate copy: Map4C 86

folio G1341.S1 H57 1999 (NLO)


*Carte pour donner une idée de la position des villages sauvages ou l'on voit par une ligne ponctuée en rouge la separation des Sauvages qui tiennent pour nous d'avec ceux qui tiennent pour Englois.* [19--].

Authors: France. Service hydrographique.

Bibliothèque. C 4044-53 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map

Photostatic reproduction of 18th century manuscript.

Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

MapPhoto France BSH C 4044-53 (PrCt)
1822.
1 map : hand col.; 29 x 22 cm.
Engraved title within neatline.
Added letterpress title in uppercase and oversize lettering, top margin: Geographical, statistical, and historical map of Alabama
In: H.C. Carey and I. Lea (Firm). A Complete historical, chronological, and geographical American atlas ... (Philadelphia : H.C. Carey and I. Lea, 1822), [map 25].
"No. 30." -- In letterpress at upper right.
Forms part of the William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library).

664 Alabama - Maps - 1826
Alabama. Philadelphia : A. Finley, [1826].
Authors: Finley, A. (Anthony) -- Young & Delleker -- Finley, A. (Anthony). A New general atlas, comprising a complete set of maps, representing the grand divisions of the globe ... (1826)
1 map : hand col.; 28 x 21 cm.
In: Finley, Anthony. A New general atlas, comprising a complete set of maps, representing the grand divisions of the globe ... (Philadelphia : A. Finley, 1826) pl. 22.
Case folio G1019 .F5 1826 pl. 22 (PrCt)

665 Alabama - Maps - 1827
1 map ; 29 x 22 cm.
Engraved title within neatline.
Added letterpress title in uppercase and oversize lettering, top margin: Geographical, statistical, and historical map of Alabama
In: H.C. Carey and I. Lea (Firm). A Complete historical, chronological, and geographical American atlas ... (Philadelphia : London ; Leipzig ; Paris : H.C. Carey & I. Lea ; John Miller ; Bossange Freres, 1827) pl. [25]. Sheet 'No. 30.'
oversize Ayer 135 .C268 1827 pl. 25 (PrCt)


Chickasaw cession to the U.S. in Alabama. [1832?].
Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 324
1 ms. map : hand col., tracing paper ; 700 x 270 mm. on sheet 780 x 303 mm.
Shows land ceded to the United States by the Chickasaw tribe in 1832. Covers western portions of the present counties of Colbert, Franklin, and Marion Counties in northwestern Alabama; does not show cession lands in Mississippi. Color coded key indicates land holdings of the following names: Grisham & McNiel, T.C. Loud, G.S. Leatherby, E.L. Earle, and R.W. Anderson; additional personal names appear on map. Also identifies rivers, creeks, houses, churches, and roads.
Drawn on a numbered General Land Office survey grid.
Scale [ca. 1:135,000].
Pen-and-ink and watercolor (blue, brown, red, green, orange).
Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Ayer ms map proj 95
VAULT drawer Ayer MS map 324 (NLO)

Alabama - Maps - 1833
Authors: Young & Delleker -- Finley, A. (Anthony) -- Finley, A. (Anthony). A New general atlas ... (1833) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 28 x 21 cm.
In: Finley, Anthony. A New general atlas : comprising a complete set of maps, representing the grand divisions of the globe ... (Philadelphia : Anthony Finley, 1833), plate 22.
Sheet corner numbered 22.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .F5 1833, plate 22 (PrCt)

Alabama - Maps - 1841
Authors: Bradford, T. G. (Thomas Gamaliel), 1802-1887 -- Bradford, T. G. (Thomas Gamaliel), 1802-1887. A Comprehensive atlas ... (1835, [i.e. 1841?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; 24 x 18 cm.
Alabama - Maps - 1841
Transportation
A New map of Alabama with its roads & distances from place to place, along the stage and steam boat routes. [Philadelphia : Carey & Hart, 1845].
Authors: Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Carey & Hart -- Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858. A New universal atlas ... (1845) 1 map : hand col. ; 33 x 26 cm.
‘Entered according to act of Congress, in the year 1841, by H. S. Tanner ...’
In: Tanner, Henry Schenck. A New universal atlas ... (Philadelphia : Carey & Hart, 1845) map ‘22.’

Case oversize G1019 .T2 1845 map 22 (PrCt)

Alabama - Maps - 1845 - Surveys
A Diagram of the state of Alabama. 1845.
In U.S. 30th Congress, 1st session, 1847-1848. Senate Document 2, after p. 72.

Scale [1:1,140,480] or 18 miles to an inch.
In upper right corner: S. Doc. no. 2 1st Sess. 30th Cong.
Signed ‘Jas. H. Weakley, Surveyor General of the Public Lands in Alabama.’
Reference: Koepp, Carto-bibliography of maps, 504 (30-1) S.exdoc. 2, map 11.
Govt. 504, map 11 (PrCt)

Alabama - Maps - 1850
A New map of Alabama with its roads & distances ... Philadelphia : Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co., 1850 [i.e. 1852].
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co. -- Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868. Mitchell, S. Augustus. New universal atlas ... (1852) 1 map : hand col. ; 33 x 26 cm.
Entered according to act of Congress in ... 1850 by Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co. ...’

oversize G1019 .N49 1852 pl. 22 (PrCt)

Alabama - Maps - 1854
Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- J.H. Colton & Co. -- Howes, Wright -- Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 40 x 31 cm. fold. in cloth covers to 13 x 9 cm.
Cover title: Map of Alabama 1840 and 1850 census statistics on verso.
Advertising inside front cover.
Condition: very fine.
Forms part of the Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Gift 1976, Wright Howes.

map3C G3970 1854 .C6 (PrCt)

Alabama - Maps - 1854
A New map of Alabama with its roads & distances ... Philadelphia : Published by Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co., 1854.
Authors: Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co. -- Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 1 map : hand col. ; 33 x 26 cm.
‘Entered according to Act of Congress in ... 1850 ... in ... Eastern District of Pennsylvania.’
In upper right margin: 22.
Scale [ca. 1:1,750,000]
Coordinates: (W 89°--W 85°/N 35°--N 30°).
Steamboat routes with mileage on left side of map.
Decorative border.
map G 10873 .58 (NLO)

676 Alabama - Maps - 1855

Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's atlas of the world ... (1855-1856)
1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 28 cm.

oversize G 10 .185 v.1, pl. 27 (PrCt)

677 Alabama - Maps - 1857

Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's general atlas ... (1857)
1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 29 cm.

oversize G 10 .188 pl. 29 (PrCt)

678 Alabama - Maps - 1859

Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's atlas of America ... (1859) -- Johnson & Browning 1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 29 cm.
In: Colton George Woolworth. Colton's atlas of America, illustrating the physical and political geography of North and South America and the West India islands (New York ; J.H. Colton and Co., 1859), pl. [27]. Printed plate 'No. 31.' Map copyrighted 1855.

Case oversize G1100 .C6 1859 pl. 27 (PrCt)


CHS Coll., Map no. 522 (PrCt)

680 Alabama - Maps - 1883 - Railroads<<>>Railroads - Maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1883) 1 map : col. ; 17 x 12 cm.
Title in upper margin.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1883) opposite p. 484
H 668 .703 (1883) opp. p. 484 (PrCt)

681 Alabama - Maps - 1884 - Railroads<<>>Railroads - Maps

Map of Alabama. For Poor's manual of railroads for 1884. Chicago : Rand McNally, 1884.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1884) 1 map : col. ; 17 x 12 cm.
Title in upper margin.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1884) opposite p. 467
H 668 .703 (1884) opp. p. 467 (PrCt)

682 Alabama - Maps - 1885

Authors: Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- Adam and Charles Black (Firm). Black's general atlas of the world ... (1885) 1 map : col. ; 36 x 26 cm.
In: Adam and Charles Black. Black's general atlas of the world : embracing the latest discoveries, new boundaries, and other changes, accompanied by introductory letterpress and index (Edinburgh : Adam and Charles Black, 1885), plate 44D.

oversize G1019 .B63 1885, plate 44D (PrCt)

683 Alabama - Maps - 1885 - Railroads<<>>Railroads - Maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1885) 1 map : col. ; 17 x 12 cm.
Title in upper margin.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1885) opposite p. 455
H 668 .703 (1885) opp. p. 455 (PrCt)

684 Alabama - Maps - 1887


For more information refer to the title page of this volume.


CHS Coll., Map no. 521 (PrCt)

Alabama - Maps - 1887 - Railroads<<Railroads - Maps


Case oversize G1019 .G455 1887, p. 142-143 (PrCt)

Alabama - Maps - 1888 - Railroads<<Railroads - Maps


oversize RMcN atlas .C7 1888, p. 420-421 (PrCt)

Alabama - Maps - 1889 - Railroads<<Railroads - Maps


map2F G3971.P3 1889 .R3 (PrCt)


map4F G3971.P3 1894 .R3 (PrCt)

Alabama - Maps - 1894 - Railroads<<Wall maps<<Railroads - Maps


map3C G3971 .P3 1894 .R3 (PrCt)


Rand, McNally & Co.'s Alabama. Chicago : Rand, McNally & Co., 1895, c1892.

1 map : col. ; 66 x 47 cm.
Title in upper margin.

'Rand, McNally & Co.'s new business atlas map of Alabama. Copyright, 1892 ... Copyright 1894 ...
Inset (12 x 12 cm.): Environs of Birmingham
Issued folded in accompanying index (53 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand, McNally & Co.'s indexed county and township pocket map and shippers' guide of Alabama. Chicago and New York : Rand, McNally & Co., c1895.
Includes key to railroads numbered 1-86 (with gaps in numbering).
Library of Congress.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
map4F G3971.P3 1895 .R3 (PrCt)

**Alabama - Maps - 1900-1960 - Postal service**<br>**Postal service - Alabama - Maps - 1899**<br>**Alabama - Maps - 1899 - Railroads**<br>**Railroads - Wall maps**<br>**Wall maps - Railroads - Maps**

Post route map of the state of Alabama ... 1st of December 1899. [Washington, D.C. U.S. Post Office], 1899.
Authors: United States. Post Office Dept. -- Von Haake, A. -- Smith, Charles Emory, 1842-1908 -- Illinois Central Railroad Company
1 map : hand col. ; 107 x 72 cm.
Damaged with significant loss of detail.
Forms part of the Illinois Central Railroad archives, Newberry Library.
Formerly shelved as IC Map 7 and IC Map6F 135 maproll G3971.P8 1899 .U5 (PrCt)

**Alabama - Maps - 1900-1960 - Topographic maps**

Authors: Geological Survey (U.S.)
ca. 20 maps : col. ; on sheets 45 x 33 cm. fold. to 18 x 27 cm.
Scale 1:62,500.
Dates of publication vary.
Moffat lists 29 maps before 1940.
Coverage is not complete at this scale; see index map in box 1.
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisles 42 and 43 (July 2012).
Reference: Moffat, Riley. Map index to topographic quadrangles of the United States, 1882-1940 (Santa Cruz, Calif.: Western Association of Map Libraries, 1986)
map6C G3700 19-- .U5, box 1 (PrCt)

**Alabama - Maps - 1900-1960 - Topographic maps**

Authors: Geological Survey (U.S.)
ca. 3 maps : col. ; on sheets 45 x 33 cm. fold. to 18 x 27 cm.
Scale 1:125,000.
Dates of publication vary.
Moffat lists 21 maps before 1940.
Coverage is not complete at this scale; see index map in box 1.
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisles 42 and 43 (July 2012).
Reference: Moffat, Riley. Map index to topographic quadrangles of the United States, 1882-1940 (Santa Cruz, Calif.: Western Association of Map Libraries, 1986)
map6C G3700 19-- .U5, box 1 (PrCt)

**Alabama - Maps - 1905 - Railroads**

1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm. fold in covers 10 x 16 cm. + index (48, [2] p.)
Cover title.
Map proper, titled 'Alabama,' has red overprinting showing railroads.
Scale 13 miles = 1 inch. Condition: Map and rear cover detached, else good. Uniform title:
Shippers guide. Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection and the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library). Previous location: B-19

AMcN III PC 2300 (PrCt)


1 map : col. ; 66 x 47 cm.

‘Rand, McNally & Co.’s new business atlas map of Alabama. Copyright, 1907 ... Copyright 1902 ... -- at bottom center.

Includes key to railroads numbered 1-86 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Alabama Railroads.

Inset (12 x 12 cm.): Environ of Birmingham (1910 p. ; 17 cm.).: Rand, McNally & Co.’s indexed county and township pocket map and shippers’ guide of Alabama. Chicago and New York : Rand, McNally & Co., c1907.

Uniform title: Shippers guide.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 1 (PrCt)


1 map : col. ; 66 x 48 cm.

‘Rand, McNally & Co.’s new business atlas map of Alabama. Copyright, 1910 ... Copyright 1902 ... -- at bottom center.

Includes key to railroads numbered 1-86 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Alabama railroads.


Uniform title: Shippers guide.

Editor’s copy (?): front cover includes ms. inscription: ‘Editorial revisions, 5/29/12, RMcN & Co.’

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 2 (PrCt)
Includes key to railroads numbered 1-162 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Alabama railroads.
Plate no.: 134A
Inset (12 x 14 cm.): Environs of Birmingham
Issued folded in accompanying index (70 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand-McNally indexed pocket map and shippers' guide of Alabama. Chicago ; New York : Rand, McNally & Co., c1916.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Roberts & Son Stationers, 1812 Third Ave., Birmingham.' -- printed label pasted on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 7 (PrCt)

1 map : col. ; 66 x 48 cm.
Includes key to railroads numbered 1-165 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Alabama railroads.
Plate no.: 134D
Inset (12 x 14 cm.): Birmingham and vicinity
On verso: Alabama automobile road map. 1 map : col. ; 64 x 46 cm. 'National Highways Association roads used by permission.'
Issued folded in accompanying index ([69 p. ; 17 cm.]: [Rand-McNally indexed pocket map and shippers' guide of Alabama. Chicago ; New York : Rand, McNally & Co., c1919.]
Index imperfect; lacking title page and index pages.
Index title, and pagination imprint derived from complete copy; see RMcN Shippers' Guides 4C 10 (PrCt)
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 8 (PrCt)
Issued folded in accompanying index (70 p. ; 17 cm.): [Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Alabama. Chicago; New York : Rand, McNally & Co., c1920.]

Imperfect editor's copy; lacking title page; several pages razored out.

Index title derived from complete copy; see RMcN Shippers' Guides 4C 13 (PrCt)

Uniform title: Shippers guide.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 11 (PrCt)


Rand McNally standard map of Alabama.

Chicago : Rand, McNally & Co., [1921].


1 map : col. ; 66 x 48 cm.

'The Rand-McNally new commercial atlas map of Alabama.' -- at top right.

Includes key to railroads numbered 01-165 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Alabama railroads

Plate no.: 134F

Inset (12 x 14 cm.); Birmingham and vicinity

On verso: Alabama automobile road map. 1 map : col. ; 65 x 46 cm. 'National Highways Association roads used by permission.'

Issued folded in accompanying index (57 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Alabama. Chicago ; New York : Rand, McNally & Co., c1921.

Uniform title: Shippers guide.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 14 (PrCt)


Rand McNally standard map of Alabama.

Chicago : Rand, McNally & Co., [1922].


1 map : col. ; 64 x 46 cm.

'The Rand-McNally new commercial atlas map of Alabama.' -- at top right.

Includes key to railroads numbered 1-165 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Alabama railroads

Plate no.: 134G

Inset (12 x 14 cm.); Birmingham and vicinity

On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Alabama. 1 map : col. ; 64 x 46 cm.

Issued folded in accompanying index (50 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guidf [sic] of Alabama. Chicago ; New York : Rand, McNally & Co., c1922.

Handstamp on front cover: Register of copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.

'8/1/22' -- manuscript date on front cover.

Uniform title: Shippers guide.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 15 (PrCt)


Rand McNally standard map of Alabama.

Chicago : Rand, McNally & Co., [1923].


1 map : col. ; 64 x 46 cm.

'The Rand-McNally new commercial atlas map of Alabama.' -- at top right.

Includes key to railroads numbered 01-165 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Alabama railroads

Plate no.: 134H

Inset (12 x 14 cm.); Birmingham and vicinity

On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Alabama. 1 map : col. ; 64 x 46 cm.


Handstamp on front cover: Register of copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.

'3/3/23' -- manuscript date on front cover.

Uniform title: Shippers guide.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 16 (PrCt)

Alabama - Maps - 1923 - Road maps<<>>Georgia - Maps - 1923 - Road maps<<>>Florida - Maps - 1923 - Road maps<<>>Road maps


Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 62 x 80 on sheet 73 x 87 cm.
Keyed to 21 named road signs.
Scale [ca. 1:950,000].
Plate no. F-8-B.
On verso: Rand McNally official 1923-24 auto
trails map : Florida. Keyed to 12 named road
signs. Scale [ca. 1:943,000]. Includes
continuation inset of the western panhandle. Plate
no. F-8-A.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN Auto Trails 6F 76 (PrCt)

713
Alabama - Maps - 1923 - Road
maps<<<<>Georgia - Maps - 1923 - Road
maps<<<<>Florida - Maps - 1923 - Road
maps<<<<>Road maps
Rand McNally official 1923-24 auto trails map :
Alabama, Georgia. Chicago : Rand McNally &
Co., 1923.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 80 x 62 on sheet 73 x 87 cm.
Keyed to 21 named road signs.
Scale. [ca. 1:943,000].
Plate no. F-8-B.
On verso: Rand McNally official 1923-24 auto
trails map: Florida. Keyed to 15 named road
signs. Scale [ca. 1:943,000]. Includes
continuation inset of the western panhandle. Plate
no. F-8-A.
Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying
index: Rand McNally official auto trails map:
Alabama, Florida, Georgia (Chicago and New
20 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally official auto trails map :
Florida, Georgia, Alabama.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching
pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN Auto Trails 6F 77 (PrCt)

714
Alabama - Maps - 1923 - Road
maps<<<<>Georgia - Maps - 1923 - Road
maps<<<<>Florida - Maps - 1923 - Road
maps<<<<>Road maps
Rand McNally official 1923-24 auto trails map :
Alabama, Georgia. Chicago : Rand McNally &
Co., 1923.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 62 x 80 on sheet 72 x 87 cm.
Keyed to 21 named road signs.
Scale. [ca. 1:943,000].
Plate no. F-8-B.
On verso: Rand McNally official 1923-24 auto
trails map: Florida. Keyed to 15 named road
signs. Scale [ca. 1:943,000]. Includes
continuation inset of the western panhandle.
Plate no. F-8-A.
Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying
index: Rand McNally official auto trails map:
Alabama, Florida, Georgia (Chicago and New
20 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally official auto trails map :
Florida, Georgia, Alabama.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching
pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMCN Auto Trails 4C 99 (PrCt)

Alabama - Maps - 1923 - Road
maps<<<<>Georgia - Maps - 1923 - Road
maps<<<<>Florida - Maps - 1923 - Road
maps<<<<>Road maps
Rand McNally official 1923-24 auto trails map :
Alabama, Georgia. Chicago : Rand McNally &
Co., 1923.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 62 x 80 on sheet 73 x 87 cm.
Keyed to 21 named road signs.
Scale. [ca. 1:943,000].
Plate no. F-8-B.
On verso: Rand McNally official 1923-24 auto
trails map: Florida. Keyed to 15 named road
signs. Scale [ca. 1:943,000]. Includes
continuation inset of the western panhandle.
Plate no. F-8-A.
Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying
index: Rand McNally official auto trails map:
Alabama, Florida, Georgia (Chicago and New
20 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally official auto trails map :
Florida, Georgia, Alabama.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching
pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMCN Auto Trails 4C 100 (PrCt)

Alabama - Maps - 1923 - Road
maps<<<<>Georgia - Maps - 1923 - Road
maps<<<<>Florida - Maps - 1923 - Road
maps<<<<>Road maps
Rand McNally official 1923-24 auto trails map :
Alabama, Georgia. Chicago : Rand McNally &
Co., 1923.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 62 x 80 on sheet 72 x 87 cm.
Keyed to 21 named road signs.
Scale. [ca. 1:943,000].
Plate no. F-8-B.
On verso: Rand McNally official 1923-24 auto
trails map: Florida. Keyed to 15 named road
signs. Scale [ca. 1:943,000]. Includes
continuation inset of the western panhandle.
Plate no. F-8-A.
Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying
index: Rand McNally official auto trails map:
Alabama, Florida, Georgia (Chicago and New
20 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally official auto trails map :
Florida, Georgia, Alabama.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching
pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMCN Auto Trails 4C 99 (PrCt)
1 map : col. ; 62 x 80 on sheet 72 x 87 cm.
Keyed to 21 named road signs.
Scale. [ca. 1:943,000].
Plate no. F-8-B.
On verso: Rand McNally official 1923-24 auto
trails map: Florida. Keyed to 15 named road
signs. Scale [ca. 1:943,000]. Includes
continuation inset of the western panhandle.
Plate no. F-8-A.
Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying
index: Rand McNally official auto trails map:
Alabama, Florida, Georgia (Chicago and New
York: Rand McNally, 1923). [64 p. : maps, ill. ;
20 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally official auto trails map :
Florida, Georgia, Alabama.
Cover handstamped "Register of copyrights,
Cover art (1 panel, O, B, BL): Indian sketching
pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 101 (PrCt)

717 Alabama - Maps - 1924 -
Railroads --> Birmingham Region (Ala.) -
Maps - 1924 - Railroads --> Alabama - Maps -
1924 - Road maps --> Road maps --> Railroads - Maps
Rand McNally standard map of Alabama.
Chicago : Rand, McNally & Co., [1924].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally and Company. Shippers guide -- Library
of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 64 x 46 cm.
'The Rand-McNally new commercial atlas map of
Alabama.' -- at top right.
Includes key to railroads numbered 01-165 (with
gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Alabama
railroads
Plate no.: 9R23.
Inset (12 x 14 cm.): Birmingham and vicinity
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of
Alabama. 1 map : col. ; 64 x 46 cm.
Issued folded in accompanying index (51 p. ; 17
cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists'
and shippers' guide of Alabama. Chicago ; New
York : Rand, McNally & Co., c1924.
Handstamp on front cover: Register of
copyrights. Library of Congress, Washington,
D.C.
'3/19/24' -- manuscript date on front cover.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 17 (PrCt)

718 Alabama - Maps - 1924 - Road
maps --> Georgia - Maps - 1924 - Road
maps --> Georgia - Maps - 1924 - Road maps
Rand McNally official auto trails map: Alabama,
Georgia. Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [1924?].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 62 x 80 on sheet 73 x 88 cm.
4th edition."
Keyed to 21 named road signs.
Scale [ca. 1:930,000].
Plate no. G-10; indicates 1925 publication date at
variance with index.
Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying
index: Rand McNally official auto trails map :
Alabama, Georgia (Chicago and New York: Rand
McNally, 1924). 64 p. : maps, ill. ; 20 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally official auto trails map :
Georgia, Alabama.
Cover handstamped "Register of copyrights,
Library of Congress ... " and dated "11/21/24" in ms.
Cover art (1 panel, O, B, BL): Indian sketching
pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN Auto Trails 6F 78 (PrCt)
McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map : col. ; 63 x 80 on sheet 73 x 88 cm.  
4th edition."

Keyed to 21 named road signs.

Scale [ca. 1:930,000].

Plate no. G-10; indicates 1925 publication date at variance with index.

Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto trails map: Alabama, Georgia (Chicago and New York: Rand McNally, 1924). 64 p. : maps, ill. ; 20 cm.

Cover title: Rand McNally official auto trails map: Georgia, Alabama.

Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.

Uniform title: Auto trails

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).

RMcN Auto Trails 4C 134 (PrCt)

Alabama - Maps - 1924 - Road maps


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 63 x 80 on sheet 73 x 88 cm.  
4th edition."

Keyed to 21 named road signs.

Scale [ca. 1:930,000].

Plate no. G-10; indicates 1925 publication date at variance with index.

Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto trails map: Alabama, Georgia (Chicago and New York: Rand McNally, 1924). 64 p. : maps, ill. ; 20 cm.

Cover title: Rand McNally official auto trails map: Georgia, Alabama.

Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.

Uniform title: Auto trails

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).

RMcN Auto Trails 4C 135 (PrCt)

Alabama - Maps - 1925 - Road maps


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 62 x 81 on sheet 73 x 88 cm.  
5th edition.

Keyed to 12 named road signs.

Scale [ca. 1:930,000].

Plate no. H-10; indicates 1926 publication date at variance with index.

Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto road map: Alabama, Georgia (Chicago and New York: Rand McNally, 1925). 36 p. : maps, ill. ; 19 cm.

Cover title: Rand McNally official auto trails map: Georgia, Alabama.

Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.

Uniform title: Auto trails

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 18 (PrCt)

Alabama - Maps - 1925 - Road maps


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 63 x 80 on sheet 73 x 88 cm.  
5th edition.

Keyed to 12 named road signs.

Scale [ca. 1:930,000].

Plate no. H-10; indicates 1926 publication date at variance with index.

Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto road map: Alabama, Georgia (Chicago and New York: Rand McNally, 1925). 36 p. : maps, ill. ; 19 cm.

Cover title: Rand McNally official auto road map: Georgia, Alabama.

Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.

Uniform title: Auto trails

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN Auto Trails 6F 79 (PrCt)

Alabama - Maps - 1925 - Road maps


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 63 x 80 on sheet 73 x 88 cm.  
5th edition.

Keyed to 12 named road signs.

Scale [ca. 1:930,000].

Plate no. H-10; indicates 1926 publication date at variance with index.

Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto road map: Alabama, Georgia (Chicago and New York: Rand McNally, 1925). 36 p. : maps, ill. ; 19 cm.

Cover title: Rand McNally official auto road map: Georgia, Alabama.

Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.

Uniform title: Auto trails

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Request and cite items by the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Cover title: Rand McNally official auto trails map : Georgia, Alabama.
Cover handstamped "Register of copyrights, Library of Congress ... " and dated "1925" in ms.
Title page handstamped "Register of copyrights, Library of Congress ... " and dated "11-17-25" in ms.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 147 (Pr Ct)

Alabama - Maps - 1925 - Road maps
maps<<<<>Georgia - Maps - 1925 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 63 x 80 cm.
Keyed to 21 named road signs.
Plate no. G-10.
Uniform title: Auto trails.
Editor's copy; ms. note "machine fold" in red pencil on verso.
Removed from a Rand McNally Automobile Editorial (RMcN AE) binder; handstamped no. "4" on verso.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Auto Trails 6F 79.5 (Pr Ct)

Alabama - Maps - 1926 - Railroad maps
maps<<<<>Birmingham Region (Ala.) - Maps - 1926 - Railroads<<<<>Alabama - Maps - 1926 - Road maps
1 map : col. ; 64 x 47 cm.
Includes key to railroads numbered 0-165 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Alabama railroads
Plate no.: 9R25.
Inset (12 x 14 cm.): Birmingham and vicinity
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Alabama. 1 map : col. ; 64 x 46 cm.
Issued folded in accompanying index (54 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Alabama. San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand, McNally & Company, c1926.
5/17/26' -- manuscript date on title page.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 19 (Pr Ct)

Alabama - Maps - 1926 - Road maps
maps<<<<>Georgia - Maps - 1926 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 62 x 80 on sheet 73 x 88 cm.
6th edition."
Scale [ca. 1:922,000].
Plate no. I-10; indicates 1927 publication date, at variance with the index.
Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto road map of Alabama, Georgia (Chicago and New York: Rand McNally, 1926). 36 p. : maps, ill. ; 20 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally official auto road map : Alabama, Georgia.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 228 (Pr Ct)

Alabama - Maps - 1926 - Road maps
maps<<<<>Georgia - Maps - 1926 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 62 x 80 on sheet 73 x 88 cm.
6th edition."
Scale [ca. 1:922,000].
Plate no. I-10; indicates 1927 publication date, at variance with the index.
Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto road map of Alabama, Georgia (Chicago and New York: Rand McNally, 1926). 36 p. : maps, ill. ; 20 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally official auto road map : Alabama, Georgia.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 229 (PrCt)

729 Alabama - Maps - 1926 - Road maps\textless\textless\textgreater\>Georgia - Maps - 1926 - Road maps\textless\textless\textgreater\>Road maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 62 x 80 on sheet 73 x 88 cm.

Scale [ca. 1:922,000].
Plate no. I-10; indicates 1927 publication date, at variance with the index.
Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto road map of Alabama, Georgia (Chicago and New York: Rand McNally, 1926). 36 p. : maps, ill. ; 20 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally official auto road map : Alabama, Georgia.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).

RMcN Auto Trails 4C 230 (PrCt)

730 Alabama - Maps - 1926 - Road maps\textless\textless\textgreater\>Georgia - Maps - 1926 - Road maps\textless\textless\textgreater\>Road maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 62 x 80 on sheet 73 x 88 cm.

Scale [ca. 1:922,000].
Plate no. I-10; indicates 1927 publication date, at variance with the index.
Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto road map of Alabama, Georgia (Chicago and New York: Rand McNally, 1926). 36 p. : maps, ill. ; 20 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally official auto road map : Alabama, Georgia.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).

RMcN Auto Trails 4C 231 (PrCt)

731 Alabama - Maps - 1926 - Road maps\textless\textless\textgreater\>Georgia - Maps - 1926 - Road maps\textless\textless\textgreater\>Road maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 62 x 80 on sheet 73 x 88 cm.

Scale [ca. 1:922,000].
Plate no. I-10; indicates 1927 publication date, at variance with the index.
Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto road map of Alabama, Georgia (Chicago and New York: Rand McNally, 1926). 36 p. : maps, ill. ; 20 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally official auto road map : Alabama, Georgia.
Title page handstamped "Register of copyrights, Library of Congress ..."and dated "12-27-26" in ms and cited "L. cl. 1 shelf" in ms.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
Alabama - Maps - 1927 - Road maps
Map no. 15 : automobile roads in Alabama...
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Gulf Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Title from map proper: Gulf Refining Co. official road map no. 15 : Alabama (Plate no. A).
On verso, insets of Birmingham and Mobile.
Cover (1 panel, O,B): Roadster with couple speeding uphill, Gulf gasoline logo.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 16 (PrCt)

Alabama - Maps - 1928 - Railroads
Rand McNally standard map of Alabama.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1928?].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company. Shippers guide -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 63 x 46 cm.
Includes key to railroads numbered 0-165 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Alabama railroads
Plate nos.: 7R27 -- 1N26.
Inset (10 x 12 cm.): Birmingham and vicinity
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Alabama. 1 map : col. ; 63 x 47 cm.
Issued folded in accompanying index (50 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Alabama. San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand, McNally & Company, c1928.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 21 (PrCt)

Alabama - Maps - 1928 - Railroads
Rand McNally official auto road map : Alabama.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1928].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 43 cm. on sheet 69 x 46 cm. "7th edition."
Plate no. J-12.
Alabama - Maps - 1929-1929 Alabama - Maps - 1929 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Gulf Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 54 (PrCt)

Rand McNally standard indexed and air trails maps of Alabama : for tourists, aviators,
45 p. : 3 maps (2 folded) ; 24 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally standard indexed map with air trails: Alabama
Uniform title: Air trails
Folded map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back to back, col. ; each 64 x 47 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of Alabama. Includes key to railroads -- Rand McNally standard map of Alabama with air trails.
Both folding maps include plate nos. "7R28" and "1N28" and insets of the Birmingham region (10 x 12 cm.).
Accompanying index includes "airport directory", "aids to navigation", and "elements of practical air navigation" by William E. Johnson, (p. 36-45).
Index also includes map (15 x 20 cm., on p. 34-35): Rand McNally airway map : United States. Includes "key to [commercial] air lines."
Cover art: Airplane flying above passenger train. "50c." -- printed on front cover.
Imperfect: covers and map detached; front cover in 2 pieces.
Editor's copy; Rand McNally corporate logo trimmed off title page.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (October 2010).
RMcN Air Trails 4C 2 (PrCt)

Alabama - Maps - 1929-1929 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Gulf Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 127 (PrCt)
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 170 (PrCt)

Alabama - Maps - 1929 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Pan American Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 0, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 220 (PrCt)

Alabama - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 68 cm. on sheet 56 x 71 cm.
Panel art: Tribune Tower.
Panel art: Car in circle.
Added title: Chicago Tribune...auto road map: Alabama, Georgia.'WGN' in corners.
AE index lists as a Texaco map. Annotated '1930 GA-trib.'
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 19.7 (PrCt)

Alabama - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 68 cm. on sheet 56 x 71 cm.
Panel art: Tribune Tower.
Panel art: Car in circle.
Added title: Chicago Tribune...auto road map: Alabama, Georgia.'WGN' in corners.
AE index lists as a Texaco map. Annotated '1930 GA-trib.'
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 19.7 (PrCt)

Alabama - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 68 cm. on sheet 56 x 71 cm.
Panel art: Tribune Tower.
Panel art: Car in circle.
Added title: Chicago Tribune...auto road map: Alabama, Georgia.'WGN' in corners.
AE index lists as a Texaco map. Annotated '1930 GA-trib.'
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 19.7 (PrCt)

Alabama - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 68 cm. on sheet 56 x 71 cm.
Panel art: Tribune Tower.
Panel art: Car in circle.
Added title: Chicago Tribune...auto road map: Alabama, Georgia.'WGN' in corners.
AE index lists as a Texaco map. Annotated '1930 GA-trib.'
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 19.7 (PrCt)

Alabama - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 68 cm. on sheet 56 x 71 cm.
Panel art: Tribune Tower.
Panel art: Car in circle.
Added title: Chicago Tribune...auto road map: Alabama, Georgia.'WGN' in corners.
AE index lists as a Texaco map. Annotated '1930 GA-trib.'
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 19.7 (PrCt)

Alabama - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 68 cm. on sheet 56 x 71 cm.
Panel art: Tribune Tower.
Panel art: Car in circle.
Added title: Chicago Tribune...auto road map: Alabama, Georgia.'WGN' in corners.
AE index lists as a Texaco map. Annotated '1930 GA-trib.'
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 19.7 (PrCt)

Alabama - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 68 cm. on sheet 56 x 71 cm.
Panel art: Tribune Tower.
Panel art: Car in circle.
Added title: Chicago Tribune...auto road map: Alabama, Georgia.'WGN' in corners.
AE index lists as a Texaco map. Annotated '1930 GA-trib.'
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 19.7 (PrCt)

Alabama - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 68 cm. on sheet 56 x 71 cm.
Panel art: Tribune Tower.
Panel art: Car in circle.
Added title: Chicago Tribune...auto road map: Alabama, Georgia.'WGN' in corners.
AE index lists as a Texaco map. Annotated '1930 GA-trib.'
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 19.7 (PrCt)

Alabama - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 68 cm. on sheet 56 x 71 cm.
Panel art: Tribune Tower.
Panel art: Car in circle.
Added title: Chicago Tribune...auto road map: Alabama, Georgia.'WGN' in corners.
AE index lists as a Texaco map. Annotated '1930 GA-trib.'
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 19.7 (PrCt)

Alabama - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 68 cm. on sheet 56 x 71 cm.
Panel art: Tribune Tower.
Panel art: Car in circle.
Added title: Chicago Tribune...auto road map: Alabama, Georgia.'WGN' in corners.
AE index lists as a Texaco map. Annotated '1930 GA-trib.'
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 19.7 (PrCt)
Alabama - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Gulf Oil Refining Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 316 (PrCt) 752

Alabama - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Louisiana Oil Refining Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 366 (PrCt) 753

Alabama - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Pan American Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 373 (PrCt) 754

Alabama - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 379 (PrCt) 755

Gousha Clients 398 (PrCt)

Alabama - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Rand McNally junior auto road map of Alabama.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company , [1930].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 28 cm. on sheet 46 x 31 cm.
Plate no. L-1048.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 1.7 (PrCt) 756

Alabama - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 28 cm. on sheet 46 x 61 cm.
Includes insets of 4 cities.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 1.11 (PrCt) 757

Alabama - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
1931 Texaco road map : Alabama, Georgia.
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 69 cm. on sheet 56 x 71 cm.
'Spring edition.'
Verso blank.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 1.10 (PrCt) 758

Alabama - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
1931 Texaco road map : Alabama, Georgia.
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 69 cm. on sheet 56 x 71 cm.
'Spring edition.'
Verso blank.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 19.9 (PrCt) 759

Alabama - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
Rand McNally junior auto road map of Alabama.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 28 cm. on sheet 46 x 31 cm.
Plate no. L-1048.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 1.7 (PrCt) 760
Road map : Alabama ... / Gulf Refining Company ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, 1931.
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 28 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"No. 1" and "1931" at head of title.
Added title: Gulf Refining Co. 1931 official road map no. 1 : Alabama
Plate no. E-118-J-C.
Maps on verso (each 17 x 14 cm.): Birmingham -- Mobile.
Panel art: Gas station attendant and woman in convertible beneath Gulf logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 824 (PrCt)

Alabama - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Gulf Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 498 (PrCt)

Alabama - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Pan American Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 526 (PrCt)

Alabama - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelled in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 537 (PrCt)

Alabama - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Sinclair Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 572 (PrCt)

Alabama - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 47 cm. on sheet 73 x 53 cm.
Plate no. M-1046.
Verso blank.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 1.9 (PrCt)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 40 cm., folded to 11 x 23 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Langwith's motor trails map :
Alabama ... 1931 edition
Plate no.: Series S 14-196
Map on verso (27 x 44 cm.): Langwith's official mileage map of the United States.
Panel art: king with scepter, car on hilly road.
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 25 (Dec. 2011).
Accession no. 2002100101
Road map 4C G3971.P2 1931 .L3 (PrCt)


Rand McNally pocket maps of Alabama: for tourists, travelers, shippers, general, commercial and business reference ... Chicago; New York; San Francisco: Rand McNally & Company, c1932.
Cover title: Rand McNally pocket maps:
Alabama: counties, cities, towns, auto roads, railroads, city maps, hotels, 1930 census
Uniform title: Pocket maps
Folded map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet: back to back, col. ; 64 x 47 cm. and 53 x 69 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of Alabama. Plate nos. "7R31" and "1N26." Includes key to railroads, and inset map of Birmingham (11 x 12 cm.) -- Rand McNally auto road map: Alabama, Georgia.
Index includes maps of Mobile, Montgomery, and Birmingham (p. 37-39).
Cover art: Cars on road alongside passenger train.
"50¢" -- printed on front cover.
Handstamp dated "3-24-32" in pencil on title page: Register of Copyrights, Library of Congress ... Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Pocket 4C 2 (PrCt)

Alabama - Maps - 1932 - Road maps>>>Georgia - Maps - 1932 - Road maps

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 53 x 69 cm. on sheet 56 x 71 cm.
Panel art: Texaco compass on U.S. map.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 1.14 (PrCt)

Alabama - Maps - 1932 - Road maps>>>Georgia - Maps - 1932 - Road maps

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 53 x 68 cm. on sheet 56 x 71 cm.
Panel art: Texaco compass on U.S. map. 'Spring edition'.
Added title: Texaco compass on U.S. map.
Verso includes 10 city maps and: Texaco road map: 1932: United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 19.12 (PrCt)

Alabama - Maps - 1932 - Road maps

Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- Louisiana Oil Refining Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 69 x 45 cm. on sheet 71 x 56 cm. 'Loreco edition'. Plate no. N-1-P.
On verso: Cities Service road map of United States. Plate no. 111.N44N.
Includes 7 insets of cities.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 1.15 (PrCt)

Alabama - Maps - 1932 - Road maps

Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana. Chicago: H.M. Gousha Co., [1932].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 621 (PrCt)

Alabama - Maps - 1932 - Road maps

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Pan American Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection
774  Alabama - Maps - 1932 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil Company -- Lee, Robert E., fl. 1933 -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Cover: License plate motif.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 0, DUP 0.
Panel art: Shell logo, license plates, couple in convertible car (woman driving), dog, signed by artist "Robert E. Lee."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 675 (PrCt)

775  Alabama - Maps - 1932 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Sinclair Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 684 (PrCt)

776  Alabama - Maps - 1932 - Road maps
Authors: Producers and Refiners Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 38 cm. on sheet 61 x 46 cm.
Added title: Rand McNally senior 1932 auto road map of Alabama. Plate no. 11.N1M
Parco is the acronym of the Producers and Refiners Corporation of Independence, Kansas.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 1.12 (PrCt)

777  Alabama - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 68 cm. on sheet 75 x 71 cm.
Panel art: Texaco compass on U.S. map. 'Spring edition.'
Includes inset maps of Atlanta and Birmingham.
Verso includes of 10 Florida city maps, a road map of Cuba, and: 1933 Texaco road map: Florida. Plate no. A2 2910.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 19.13 (PrCt)

778  Alabama - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- Louisiana Oil Refining Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 69 x 45 cm. on sheet 71 x 56 cm. 'Loreco edition'.
Plate no. O-1-P.
On verso: Cities Service road map of United States. Plate no. O-44P.
Includes 7 insets of cities.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 1.17 (PrCt)

779  Alabama - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Gulf Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 855 (PrCt)

780  Alabama - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Authors: Producers and Refiners Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 38 cm. on sheet 61 x 46 cm.
Added title: Rand McNally senior 1932 auto road map of Alabama. Plate no. 11.N1M
Parco is the acronym of the Producers and Refiners Corporation of Independence, Kansas.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 1.12 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 880 (PrCt)

781 Alabama - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil Company -- Lee, Robert E., fl. 1933 -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Cover: License plate motif.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Panel art: Shell logo, license plates, woman driving convertible car, dog, signed by artist "Robert E. Lee."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 904 (PrCt)

782 Alabama - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 42 cm. on sheet 69 x 51 cm.
Added title: Sinclair 1933 official road map: Alabama. Plate no. 11.01M.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 19.15 (PrCt)

785 Alabama - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 68 cm. on sheet 75 x 71 cm.
Added title: 1934 Texaco road map: Alabama, Georgia. Plate no. 2910.
Includes inset maps of Atlanta, Birmingham, and Savannah.
Verso includes ten city inset maps, a road map of Cuba, and: Texaco road map: Florida. Plate no. 2910.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 189.8 (PrCt)

784 Alabama - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- Louisiana Oil Refining Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Added title: 1934 Cities Service road map: Alabama, Georgia.
Lacks New York. Plate no. 4.
Includes inset maps of Atlanta and Birmingham.
Verso includes ten city inset maps, a road map of Cuba, and: Texaco road map: Florida. Plate no. 2901.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1 map : col. ; 68 x 45 cm. on sheet 71 x 56 cm. Panel art: Car on road. 'Loreco edition'.


**Alabama - Maps - 1934 - Road maps**

**Geography - Maps - 1934 - Road maps**

*Cities Service road map of Alabama, Georgia.* Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [1934].

Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- Louisiana Oil Refining Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 68 x 45 cm. on sheet 71 x 56 cm. 'Loreco edition'.


**Alabama - Maps - 1934 - Road maps**

**Road maps**

*Shell road map : Alabama.* Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1934].

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)


**Gousha Clients 1093**

1934 official road map: United States. Plate nos. as follows:

1. Plate nos. P.3420.
2. Plate nos. P.3421.
5. Plate nos. P.3424.


**Rand McNally AE 1.21**
Alabama - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
[Texaco road map of Alabama]. [Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, 1934?].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; on sheet trimmed to 51 x 33 cm.
Title and imprint supplied by cataloger.
Imperfect; editor's copy of a Texaco road map trimmed on all sides to outline a single U.S. state.
Date from previous binding marked "Points of Interest" and dated 1934.
Plate no. O
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 189.1 (PrCt)

795 Alabama - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 68 cm. on sheet 75 x 71 cm.
Added title: Texaco road map: Alabama, Georgia. Plate no. A2.299.
Includes inset maps of Atlanta and Birmingham.
Verso includes: Cuba -- Texaco road map: Florida. Plate no. 2910. -- Ten inset maps of Florida cities.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 19.20 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
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<td>RMcN AE 170.9 (PrCt)</td>
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Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(>Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 57 x 40 cm. on sheet 82 x 45 cm.
'Fall 1935.'
Verso includes insets of 7 cities.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(>Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 1.7A (PrCt)

806 Alabama - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 40 cm. fold. to 23 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Gulf Refining Co. 1935 official road map: Alabama.
Plate no. Q.1.
Maps on verso (30 x 19 cm. and smaller):
Birmingham -- Anniston -- Gadsden -- Mobile -- Montgomery -- Selma -- Tuscaloosa.
Panel art: Gulf service men attending car.
Displayed in the Newberry Library exhibition
See unpublished typescript of exhibition captions compiled by James Akerman [Vert 1713, no. 2, part 1, p. 67]
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library),
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).
Road maps<<>>Road maps
809 Alabama - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 57 x 37 cm. on sheet 61 x 46 cm.
Added title: Shell official road map: Alabama.
Plate no. Q.1.
On verso: Shell official road map: United States.
Tape damage.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 1.23 (PrCt)

810 Alabama - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Authors: Pan American Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library) -- Pan-Am gasoline, motor oils SEE Pan American Petroleum Corporation
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Pan-Am logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1420 (PrCt)

811 Alabama - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Authors: Pan American Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library) -- Pan-Am gasoline, motor oils SEE Pan American Petroleum Corporation
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Pan-Am logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1420 (PrCt)

812 Alabama - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 57 x 37 cm. on sheet 61 x 46 cm.
Added title: Shell official road map: Alabama.
Plate no. Q.1.
On verso: Shell official road map: United States.
Plate no. Q.3512.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 1.25 (PrCt)

813 Alabama - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 1.25 (PrCt)
Alabama - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

*Alabama, Georgia, Florida, Cuba, South Carolina : Texaco road map.* Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1936].

**Authors:** Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 53 x 68 cm. on sheet 71 x 75 cm.

*Added title:* Texaco road map: Alabama, Georgia.

Plate no. R. 299.

Includes inset maps of Atlanta and Birmingham.

Maps on verso: Cuba -- Texaco road map: Florida. -- Texaco road map: South Carolina and eastern Georgia.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 158.6 (PrCt)**

**Alabama - Maps - 1936 - Road maps**

*Travel Alabama, Mississippi with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau.* Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1936].

**Authors:** Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

**Gousha Clients 1591 (PrCt)**

**Alabama - Maps - 1936 - Road maps**


**Authors:** Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 64 x 39 cm.

Panel title.

*Added title:* Cities Service invites you to tour Alabama.

Plate no. 333-S.C. - J-3

Maps on verso (29 x 44 cm. and smaller): Cities Service invites you to tour United States -- Birmingham -- Montgomery -- Mobile.

Panel art: Cities Service logo.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 157.2A (PrCt)**
Gousha Clients 1551 (PrCt)

818 Alabama - Maps - 1936 - Road maps >> Road maps
Alabama info-map : Gulf. Kansas City, Mo.
Gulf Map & Supply Co., 1936.
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Gulf Map Company -- American Colortype Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 37 cm.
Panel title.
 Added title: Gulf ... 1936 official road map : Alabama.
"Litho. in U.S.A. by American Colortype Company, Clifton, N.J."
Maps on verso (22 x 35 cm. and smaller): Gulf mileage map of the United States -- Birmingham -- Mobile -- Montgomery -- Tuscaloosa.
Panel art: Gulf sign over cars on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 161.1 (PrCt)

819 Alabama - Maps - 1936 - Road maps >> Road maps
Authors: Pan American Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: "Pan-Am gasoline, motor oils" logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1667 (PrCt)

820 Alabama - Maps - 1936 - Road maps >> Road maps
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1690 (PrCt)

821 Alabama - Maps - 1936 - Road maps >> Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Helck, Peter, 1893-1988 -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm.
Panel title.
 Added title: Sinclair road map : Alabama.
Date from RMcN AE 177 ms. index.
Plate no. R. 3619.
Map on verso (31 x 48 cm.): Sinclair recreational map : United States.
Panel art: Sinclair station; signed "Helck."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 177.4 (PrCt)

822 Alabama - Maps - 1936 - Road maps >> Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm. on sheet 67 x 51 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 1.2A (PrCt)

Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 68 cm. on sheet 75 x 71cm.
Added title: Sinclair road map : Alabama.
Plate no. S. 299.
Includes inset maps of Atlanta and Birmingham.
Maps on verso: Cuba. -- Texaco road map: Florida. Plate no. S 2910. -- Texaco road map: South Carolina and eastern Georgia.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 1.3A (PrCt)

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 68 cm. on sheet 75 x 71cm.
Added title: Sinclair road map: United States.
Plate no. S. 299.
Includes inset maps of Atlanta and Birmingham.
Maps on verso: Cuba. -- Texaco road map: Florida. Plate no. S 2910. -- Texaco road map: South Carolina and eastern Georgia.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 177.4 (PrCt)
Plate no. S 299.
Includes inset maps of Atlanta and Birmingham.
Maps on verso: Cuba. -- Texaco road map:
Florida. Plate no. S 2910. -- Texaco road map:
South Carolina and eastern Georgia.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 1.11A (PrCt)

825 Alabama - Maps - 1937 - Road
maps<<<Florida - Maps - 1937 - Road
maps<<<Georgia - Maps - 1937 - Road
maps<<<South Carolina - Maps - 1937 - Road
maps<<<Cuba - Maps - 1937 - Road
maps<<<Road maps
Texaco touring map : Alabama, Georgia and
Florida, South Carolina. Chicago : Rand McNally
& Company, [1937].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and
Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 68 cm. on sheet 75 x 71cm. 828
Added title: Texaco road map: Alabama, Georgia.
Plate no. S 299.
Includes inset maps of Atlanta and Birmingham.
Maps on verso: Cuba. -- Texaco road map:
Florida. Plate no. S 2910. -- Texaco road map:
South Carolina and eastern Georgia.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 1.12A (PrCt)

826 Alabama - Maps - 1937 - Road
maps<<<Georgia - Maps - 1937 - Road
maps<<<East (U.S.) - Maps - 1937 - Road
maps<<<Road maps
Alabama and Georgia : 1937 road map /
designed, edited and lithographed especially for
Standard Oil Company Incorportated in Kentucky.
New York : General Drafting Co., Inc. 1937.
Authors: Standard Oil Company of Kentucky --
General Drafting Company -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 59 cm. 829
Panel title.
Added title: 1937 : Standard Oil road map :
Alabama and Georgia.
Inset (8 x 7 cm.): Atlanta.
Map on verso (25 x 28 cm.): Main roads to
Middle Atlantic and Gulf States.
Panel art: Photo montage of interest points.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... 1937 Rand McNally & Co. ...
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 169.11A (PrCt)

827 Alabama - Maps - 1937 - Road
maps<<<Mississippi - Maps - 1937 - Road
maps<<<Road maps
Travel Alabama, Mississippi with Conoco : every
Conoco station is a branch of the Conoco Travel
Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company,
[1937].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco
Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 51 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Conoco official road map : Alabama, Mississippi
Date from RMcN AE 158 ms. index.
Plate nos. "364-J.C." and "10-K"
Maps on verso (21 x 14 cm. and smaller):
Birmingham -- Mobile -- Jackson -- Memphis --
Meridian -- Muscle Shoals region -- Montgomery --
Natchez -- New Orleans -- Vicksburg.
Panel art: Conoco logo over outline of North
America.
Handstamped "1937" and "copyrighted".
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 158.8A (PrCt)

830 Alabama - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Alaska 1937 road map / compliments of
Cities Service.
Authors: Cities Service OIl Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: United States, car, Cities Service sign and "serves a nation" slogan.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 1864 (PrCt)

831 Alabama - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Alaska 1937 road map / compliments of Pan American Petroleum Corporation.
Authors: Pan American Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 1826 (PrCt)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: "Pan-Am gasoline, motor oils" logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1947 (PrCt)

831 Alabama - Maps - 1937 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Shell road map : Alabama. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1937?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 2016 (PrCt)

832 Alabama - Maps - 1937 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Helck, Peter, 1893-1988 -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 65 x 47 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair road map : Alabama.
Date from RMcN AE 177 ms. index.
Plate no. R. 3619.
Map n verso (31 x 48 cm.): Sinclair recreational map : United States.
Panel art: Sinclair station; signed "Helck."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 177.7 (PrCt)

833 Alabama - Maps - 1937 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 1.4A (PrCt)

834 Alabama - Maps - 1937 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 1.3X (PrCt)

835 Alabama - Maps - 1937 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 39 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Cities Service invites you to tour Alabama.
Plate no. 333-S.C. - K-1
Panel art: Cities Service sign, car and outline of the United States.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jun 3 -1937 ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 157.5 (PrCt)

836 Alabama - Maps - 1937 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm. on sheet 92 x 45 cm.
Added title: Road map of Alabama. Plate no. S.3619.
Panel art: Cities Service sign, car and outline of the United States.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jun 3 -1937 ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 1.3A (PrCt)

837 Alabama - Maps - 1937 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Added title: Road map of Alabama. Plate no. S.3619.
Panel art: Cities Service sign, car and outline of the United States.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jun 3 -1937 ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 1.5A (PrCt)

838 Alabama - Maps - 1937 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm. on sheet 92 x 45 cm.
Added title: Road map of Alabama. Plate no. S.3619.
Verso includes inset map of Birmingham: Road map of Alabama and Georgia. Plate no. S.3619.
Verso includes inset maps of five cities.
Includes insets of five cities.
Maps on verso include insets of Chicago region and: Texaco sectional trip map [of the eastern U.S.]. Plate no. T.3849.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 2.16 (PrCt)

Alabama - Maps - 1938 - Road maps - Southern States - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm. on sheet 92 x 45 cm.
Added title: Road map of Alabama. Plate no. S.3619.
Verso includes inset of Birmingham and: Gulf road map of Virginia, Kentucky, Tennessee, North Carolina, South Carolina, Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia, Florida. Plate no. S.3727.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 1.10A (PrCt)

Alabama - Maps - 1938 - Road maps - 1937 - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm. on sheet 92 x 45 cm.
Added title: Rail map of Alabama. Plate no. T.3801.
Verso includes inset maps of five cities.
Verso includes insets of Chicago, New York, and Cleveland regions and: Texaco sectional trip map [of the eastern U.S.]. Plate no. T.3849.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 2.17 (PrCt)

Alabama - Maps - 1938 - Road maps - 1938 - Road maps - East (U.S.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm. on sheet 92 x 45 cm.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Alabama. Plate no. T.3801.
Verso includes insets of Chicago, New York, and Cleveland regions and: Texaco sectional trip map [of the eastern U.S.]. Plate no. T.3849.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 2.19 (PrCt)
Panel art: Photographs of tourist attractions and activities
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 18 1938 Rand McNally & Co. ... ".
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 168.1 (PrCt)

844 Alabama - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Alabama road map / Cities Service ahead.
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1938?].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: car driving through hills, Cities Service sign.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3048 (PrCt)

845 Alabama - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Alabama road map : Cities Service ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1938].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 38 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Cities Service invites you to tour Alabama.
Date from RMcN AE 156 ms. index.
Plate no. 318-J. 10-L
Map on verso (28 x 44 cm.): Cities Service road map of the United States.
Panel art: Cities Service sign, car on winding road.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 18 1938 ... ".
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 156.1 (PrCt)

846 Alabama - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Authors: Pan American Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: "Pan-Am gasoline, motor oils" logo and slogan "all roads lead to this sign of friendly service."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3176 (PrCt)

847 Alabama - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm. on sheet 68 x 50 cm.
Plate no. T.3619.
Verso blank.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 1.6X (PrCt)

848 Alabama - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm. on sheet 68 x 50 cm.
Plate no. T.3619.
Verso blank.
Annotated 'T-38.'
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 2.13 (PrCt)

849 Alabama - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Shell road map : Alabama. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1938?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 38 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3207 (PrCt)

850 Alabama - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Shell road map : Alabama ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1938].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 38 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell official road map of Alabama.
Date from RMcN AE 164 ms. index.
Plate nos. "318-J. 10-L" and "12-L 1938-1"
Map on verso (28 x 44 cm.): Legend : United States mileage and driving time along main transcontinental highways.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 18 1938 ... ".
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection.
Alabama - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm. on sheet 68 x 50 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).

Alabama - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 57 x 39 cm. on sheet 71 x 54 cm.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Alabama.
Plate no. U.3801.
Includes inset maps of five cities.
Verso includes inset of Chicago region and: Texaco sectional trip map [of the eastern U.S.]
Plate no. U.3900.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).

Alabama - Maps - 1938 - Road maps Southern States - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm. on sheet 92 x 46 cm.
Verso includes inset of Birmingham and: Gulf road map of Virginia, Kentucky, Tennessee,
North Carolina, South Carolina, Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia, Florida. Plate no.
T.3860.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).

Alabama - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Alabama road map / Cities Service. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1939?].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"Tourist edition."
Panel title.
Panel art: road leading to a Cities Service gas station and sign; slogan "buy at this sign."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Alabama - Maps - 1940 - Road maps


Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map: col. ; 57 x 39 cm. on sheet 71 x 54 cm.

Added title: Texaco touring map of Alabama.

Plate no. V.3801.

Includes inset maps of five cities.

Verso includes inset of Chicago region and: Texaco sectional trip map [of the eastern U.S.]

Plate no. V. 3900 (D).

‘Road surface conditions edited to 29th April, 1940’.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 2.27 (PrCt)

---

Alabama - Maps - 1940 - Road maps


Authors: Pan American Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map: col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Panel art: Pan-American logo.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 693 (PrCt)

---

Alabama - Maps - 1940 - Road maps


Authors: Pan American Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map: col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Panel art: Pan-American logo.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 3820 (PrCt)

---

Alabama - Maps - 1940 - Road maps


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map: col. ; 65 x 42 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.

Panel title.

Panel art: Rand McNally road map: Alabama.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 693 (PrCt)

---

Alabama - Maps - 1940 - Road maps


Authors: Rand McNally & Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map: col. ; 65 x 42 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.

Panel title.


Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 693 (PrCt)

---

Alabama - Maps - 1940 - Road maps


Authors: Rand McNally & Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map: col. ; 65 x 42 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.

Panel title.


Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 693 (PrCt)
872 Alabama - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Shell map of Alabama. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1940?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: Alabama.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3853 (PrCt)

873 Alabama - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Added title: Road map: Sinclair: Alabama. Plate no. V.3619.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 2.26 (PrCt)

874 Alabama - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 42 cm. on sheet 92 x 46 cm.
Added title: Gulf: Alabama info-map. Plate no. V.3619.
Verso includes inset of Birmingham and: Gulf road map of Virginia, Kentucky, Tennessee, North Carolina, South Carolina, Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia, Florida. Plate no.V.4009 (2).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 2.29 (PrCt)

875 Alabama - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Texaco touring map : Alabama with sectional map of adjoining states. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1941].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 57 x 39 cm. on sheet 71 x 54 cm.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Alabama. Plate no. W.3801.
Includes inset maps of five cities.
Maps on verso include inset of Chicago region and: Texaco sectional trip map [of the eastern U.S.]. Plate no. W.4103 (D).
'Road surface conditions edited to 28th December, 1940'.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 2.25 (PrCt)

876 Alabama - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 57 x 39 cm. on sheet 71 x 54 cm.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Alabama. Plate no. W.3801.
Includes inset maps of five cities.
Maps on verso include inset of Chicago region and: Texaco sectional trip map [of the eastern U.S.]. Plate no. W.4103 (D).
'Road surface conditions edited to 22nd May, 1941'.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 2.30 (PrCt)

877 Alabama - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Alabama road map / Cities Service. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1941?].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: car, Cities Service sign and infant dressed as a gas station attendant; slogan "start every trip at your Cities Service dealer's."
Forms part of the H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4054 (PrCt)

878 Alabama - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Authors: Pan American Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Pan-Am logo.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
879  Alabama - Maps - 1941 - Road maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 42 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Plate no. W.3619.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 2.34 (PrCt)

880  Alabama - Maps - 1941 - Road maps

Shell map of Alabama. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1941].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: Alabama.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Guscha Clients 4364 (PrCt)

881  Alabama - Maps - 1941 - Road maps

Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 2.33 (PrCt)

882  Alabama - Maps - 1941 - Road maps

Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 42 cm. on sheet 92 x 46 cm.
Verso includes inset of Birmingham and: Gulf road map of Virginia, Kentucky, Tennessee, North Carolina, South Carolina, Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia, Florida. Plate no.W.4118 (2).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 2.33 (PrCt)

883  Alabama - Maps - 1942 - Road maps

Alabama road map / Cities Service Oils ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1942?].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: rural road scene, Cities Service Oils logo, and slogan "start every trip at your Cities Service dealer's."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gouscha Clients 4364 (PrCt)

884  Alabama - Maps - 1942 - Road maps

Travel Alabama with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1942?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gouscha Clients 4402 (PrCt)

885  Alabama - Maps - 1942 - Road maps

Alabama highway map ... / Pan American Petroleum Corporation. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1942.
Authors: Pan American Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Pan-Am logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gouscha Clients 4501 (PrCt)

886  Alabama - Maps - 1942 - Road maps

Shell map of Alabama. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1942?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: Alabama.
Panel art: Shell logo, statement "all points of military interest have been removed voluntarily from this map and index" and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4536 (PrCt)

887 Alabama - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Added title: [Road map: Sinclair: Alabama]
On verso: Sinclair United States recreational map. Plate no. X. 3420.
Added title cartouche and other content razored out at bottom.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 2.2A (PrCt)

888 Alabama - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm. on sheet 92 x 46 cm.
Verso includes inset of Birmingham and: Gulf road map of Virginia, Kentucky, Tennessee, North Carolina, South Carolina, Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia, Florida. Plate no.X. 4200 (2).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 2.3A (PrCt)

889 Alabama - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Gulf Alabama info-map.
Plate no. X.3619
Maps on verso (42 x 58 cm. and smaller): Road map of Virginia, Kentucky, Tennessee, North Carolina, South Carolina, Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia, Florida -- Southern Florida -- Birmingham and vicinity.
Panel art: Car driving uphill beneath Gulf sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN AE 2.4A (PrCt)
Panel no. 115.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Alabama, Georgia. Cartouche no. 9. Plate no. 454423.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

893 Alabama - Maps - 1945 - Road maps
maps >>>> Georgia - Maps - 1945 - Road maps
maps >>>> South Carolina - Maps - 1945 - Road maps
Alabama, Georgia with Florida, South Carolina:
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 51 x 70 cm.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Alabama, Georgia.
Date from RMcN AE 105 ms. index.
Includes table of "Gasoline taxes -- as of 2nd Nov., 1945"
Plate no. 454423
Two maps on verso (55 x 71 cm. and 43 x 43 cm.): Texaco touring map of Florida, South Carolina.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

894 Alabama - Maps - 1945 - Road maps
Shell map of Alabama. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1945?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: Alabama.
Panel art: Shell logo, statement "all points of military interest have been removed voluntarily from this map and index" and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4698 (PrCt)

895 Alabama - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
maps >>>> Georgia - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
maps >>>> Florida - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
maps >>>> South Carolina - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Alabama, Georgia with Florida, South Carolina:
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 51 x 70 cm. on sheet 59 x 82 cm.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Alabama, Georgia. Plate no. 6-4423-2.
On verso: Texaco touring map of Florida, South Carolina. Plate no. 6-454422-2.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

A. Libraries at Work: Library and Information Science (1971)


C. Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

- **Alabama - Maps - 1946 - Road maps**
  - **Georgia** - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
  - **Florida** - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
  - **South Carolina** - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
  - Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
  - 1 map : col. ; 50 x 70 cm. on sheet 59 x 82 cm.
  - Panel art: Texaco sign.
  - Panel no. 106.
  - Added title: Texaco touring map of Alabama, Georgia. Cartouche no. 9. Plate no. 6-4423-3.
  - On verso: Texaco touring map of South Carolina. Cartouche no. 10. Plate no. 6-4422-3.
  - Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

- **Alabama - Maps - 1946 - Road maps**
  - **Georgia** - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
  - **Florida** - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
  - **South Carolina** - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
  - California. Cartouche no. 9. Plate no. 6-4423-2.
  - Added title: Texaco touring map of Alabama, Georgia. Cartouche no. 9. Plate no. 6-4423-2.
  - Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

- **Alabama - Maps - 1946 - Road maps**
  - **Georgia** - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
  - **Florida** - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
  - **South Carolina** - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
  - Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
  - 1 map : col. ; 50 x 70 cm. on sheet 59 x 82 cm.
  - Panel art: Texaco sign.
  - Panel no. 106.
  - Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

- **Alabama - Maps - 1946 - Road maps**
  - **Georgia** - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
  - **Florida** - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
  - **South Carolina** - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
  - Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
  - 1 map : col. ; 50 x 70 cm. on sheet 59 x 82 cm.
  - Panel art: Texaco sign.
  - Panel no. 106.
  - Added title: Texaco touring map of Alabama, Georgia. Cartouche no. 9. Plate no. 6-4423-2.
  - Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

- **Alabama - Maps - 1946 - Road maps**
  - **Georgia** - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
  - **Florida** - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
  - **South Carolina** - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
  - Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
  - 1 map : col. ; 50 x 70 cm. on sheet 59 x 82 cm.
  - Panel art: Texaco sign.
  - Panel no. 106.
  - Added title: Texaco touring map of Alabama, Georgia. Cartouche no. 9. Plate no. 6-4423-2.
  - Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

- **Alabama - Maps - 1946 - Road maps**
  - **Georgia** - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
  - **Florida** - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
  - **South Carolina** - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
  - Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
  - 1 map : col. ; 50 x 70 cm. on sheet 59 x 82 cm.
  - Panel art: Texaco sign.
  - Panel no. 106.
  - Added title: Texaco touring map of Alabama, Georgia. Cartouche no. 9. Plate no. 6-4423-2.
  - Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

- **Alabama - Maps - 1946 - Road maps**
  - **Georgia** - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
  - **Florida** - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
  - **South Carolina** - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
  - Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
  - 1 map : col. ; 50 x 70 cm. on sheet 59 x 82 cm.
  - Panel art: Texaco sign.
  - Panel no. 106.
  - Added title: Texaco touring map of Alabama, Georgia. Cartouche no. 9. Plate no. 6-4423-2.
  - Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

- **Alabama - Maps - 1946 - Road maps**
  - **Georgia** - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
  - **Florida** - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
  - **South Carolina** - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
  - Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
  - 1 map : col. ; 50 x 70 cm. on sheet 59 x 82 cm.
  - Panel art: Texaco sign.
  - Panel no. 106.
  - Added title: Texaco touring map of Alabama, Georgia. Cartouche no. 9. Plate no. 6-4423-2.
  - Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 51 x 70 cm.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Alabama, Georgia.
Date from RMcN AE 105 ms. index.
Includes table of "Gasoline taxes -- as of 2nd Oct., 1946"
Plate no. 6-4423-3
Two maps on verso (55 x 71 cm. and 43 x 43 cm.): Texaco touring map of Florida, South Carolina.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 105.12 (PrCt)

Alabama - Maps - 1946 - Road maps<br>Georgia - Maps - 1946 - Road maps<br>Florida - Maps - 1946 - Road maps<br>South Carolina - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 51 x 70 cm.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Alabama, Georgia.
Date from RMcN AE 105 ms. index.
Includes table of "Gasoline taxes -- as of 2nd Jan., 1946"
Plate no. 6-4423-2
Two maps on verso (55 x 71 cm. and 43 x 43 cm.): Texaco touring map of Florida, South Carolina.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 105.14 (PrCt)

Alabama - Maps - 1946 - Road maps<br>Georgia - Maps - 1946 - Road maps<br>Florida - Maps - 1946 - Road maps<br>South Carolina - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
American Amoco gas road map of United States.
Panel art: Amoco circle.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 2.10A (PrCt)
Alabama - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Alabama : Georgia - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm. on sheet 50 x 68 cm.
Added title: Sinclair: Alabama-Georgia. Plate no. 6-4601V-2.
On verso: Pictorial sight-seeing guide to Alabama and Georgia.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 2.13A (PrCt)

Alabama - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Alabama : Georgia - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm. on sheet 50 x 68 cm.
Added title: Sinclair: Alabama-Georgia. Plate no. 6-4601V-2.
On verso: Pictorial sight-seeing guide to Alabama and Georgia.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 2.12A (PrCt)

Alabama - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Alabama : Georgia - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm. on sheet 50 x 68 cm.
Added title: Sinclair: Alabama-Georgia. Plate no. 6-4601V-2.
On verso: Pictorial sight-seeing guide to Alabama and Georgia.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 22.13 (PrCt)

Alabama - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Alabama : Georgia - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm. on sheet 50 x 68 cm.
Added title: Sinclair: Alabama-Georgia. Plate no. 6-4601V-2.
On verso: Pictorial sight-seeing guide to Alabama and Georgia.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 22.17 (PrCt)
Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 51 x 70 cm. on sheet 59 x 82 cm.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Alabama, Georgia. Cartouche no. 9. Plate no. 7-4423-4-5.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 2.17A (PrCt)

Alabama - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 51 x 70 cm. on sheet 59 x 82 cm.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Panel no. 37.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Alabama, Georgia. Cartouche no. 9. Plate no. 7-4423-5.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 22.26 (PrCt)

Alabama - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 51 x 70 cm.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Alabama, Georgia.
Date from RMcN AE 105 ms. index.
Includes table of "Gasoline taxes -- as of 2nd March, 1947."
Plate no. 7-4423-5
Two maps on verso (55 x 71 cm. and 43 x 43 cm.): Texaco touring map of Florida, South Carolina.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 105.28 (PrCt)

Alabama - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Alabama, Georgia with Florida, South Carolina ; Best way to go! : Amoco. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1947].
Authors: American Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm. on sheet 50 x 68 cm.
Panel art: Amoco circle.
Added title: American Amoco gas road map of Georgia, Alabama. Plate no. 7-4601V-1.
Verso includes inset map of Atlanta and United States map with title cartouche razored out. Plate no. 7-464089-1.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 105.28 (PrCt)

Alabama - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm. on sheet 50 x 68 cm.
Panel art: Billboard, car, attendant.
Added title: Sinclair: Alabama, Georgia. Plate no. 7-4601V-2.
Verso includes pictorial vignettes of tourist sites keyed to small map of both states.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 2.18A (PrCt)

Alabama - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm. on sheet 50 x 68 cm.
Panel art: Billboard, car, gas station attendant.
Panel no. 9 47.
Added title: Sinclair: Alabama, Georgia. Plate no. 7-4601V-5.
Verso includes pictorial vignettes of tourist sites keyed to location map.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 22.27 (PrCt)
Panel art: Amoco circle.
Added title: American Amoco gas road map of Georgia, Alabama. Plate no. 7-4601V-1.
Verso includes inset map of Atlanta region and: American Amoco gas road map of United States. Plate no. 7-464089-1.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 22.19 (PrCt)

Alabama - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Cities Service gas station, various cartoon images, and slogan "Cities Service dealers help make every trip a treat."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5029 (PrCt)

Alabama - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Travel Alabama with Conoco ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1947?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau. Touraide -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: family standing in front of car and statement "for long trips ask ... about Touraide."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5068 (PrCt)

Alabama - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Shell map of Alabama. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1947?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "U", indicating 1947 publication.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5167 (PrCt)

Alabama - Maps - 1947

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 51 x 70 cm. on sheet 59 x 82 cm.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Panel nos. E and 38.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Alabama, Georgia. Cartouche no. 9. Plate no. 8-4423-8.
Annotated ‘1948.’
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 22.3X (PrCt)

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 51 x 70 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Alabama, Georgia.
Date from RMcN AE 105 ms. index.
Includes table of "Gasoline taxes -- as of 16th Nov., 1947."
Plate no. 8-4423-8.
Two maps on verso (55 x 71 cm. and 43 x 43 cm.); Texaco touring map of Florida, South Carolina.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 105.44 (PrCt)

Alabama - Maps - 1948 - Road maps<=>Georgia - Maps - 1948 - Road maps<=>Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm. on sheet 50 x 68 cm.
Panel art: Road sign with bird and rabbit.
Added title: Sinclair: Alabama, Georgia. Plate no.8-4601V-5.
Verso includes pictorial vignettes of tourist sites keyed to small map of both states.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 2.22A (PrCt)

Alabama - Maps - 1948 - Road maps<=>Georgia - Maps - 1948 - Road maps<=>Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm. on sheet 50 x 68 cm.
Panel art: Road sign with bird and rabbit.
Added title: Sinclair: Alabama, Georgia. Plate no. 8-4601V-5.
Verso includes pictorial vignettes of tourist sites keyed to small map of both states.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 22.31 (PrCt)
Alabama - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm. Panel no. 49-A.
Added title: Alabama. Plate no. 9-4601V-5. Verso includes untitled map of eastern U.S. Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 2.3B (PrCt)

Alabama - Maps - 1949 - Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm. on sheet 50 x 68 cm. Panel no. 49.
Added title: Sinclair: Alabama, Georgia. Plate no.9-4601V-4. Verso includes pictorial vignettes of tourist sites keyed to small map of both states. Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 2.2B (PrCt)

Alabama - Maps - 1949 - Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm. on sheet 50 x 68 cm. Panel no. 49.
Added title: Sinclair: Alabama, Georgia. Plate no.9-4601V-4. Verso includes pictorial vignettes of tourist sites keyed to small map of both states. Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 2.2B (PrCt)

Alabama - Maps - 1949 - Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm. on sheet 50 x 68 cm. Panel no. 49.
Added title: Sinclair: Alabama, Georgia. Plate no.9-4601V-4. Verso includes pictorial vignettes of tourist sites keyed to small map of both states. Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 2.2B (PrCt)

Alabama - Maps - 1950 - Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm. on sheet 50 x 68 cm. Panel no. 49.
Added title: Sinclair: Alabama, Georgia. Plate no.9-4601V-4. Verso includes pictorial vignettes of tourist sites keyed to small map of both states. Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 2.1B (PrCt)

Alabama - Maps - 1950 - Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm. on sheet 50 x 68 cm. Panel no. 49.
Added title: Sinclair: Alabama, Georgia. Plate no.9-4601V-4. Verso includes pictorial vignettes of tourist sites keyed to small map of both states. Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 2.1B (PrCt)
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 51 x 70 cm. on sheet 59 x 82 cm.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Alabama, Georgia. Plate no. 0-4423-15.
On verso: Texaco touring map of Florida, South Carolina. Plate no. 0-474422-10.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 2.5B (PrCt)

Alabama - Maps - 1950 - Road maps
951
Alabama - Maps - 1950 - Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 51 x 70 cm. on sheet 59 x 82 cm.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Alabama, Georgia. Plate no. 0-4423-15.
On verso: Texaco touring map of Florida, South Carolina. Plate no. 0-474422-10.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 2.5B (PrCt)

Alabama - Maps - 1950 - Road maps
950
Alabama - Maps - 1950 - Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 51 x 70 cm. on sheet 59 x 82 cm.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Alabama, Georgia. Plate no. 0-4423-15.
On verso: Texaco touring map of Florida, South Carolina. Plate no. 0-474422-10.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 2.5B (PrCt)

Alabama - Maps - 1950 - Road maps
949
Alabama - Maps - 1950 - Road maps
Alabama, Georgia with Florida, South Carolina : Road maps. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1950].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 50 x 70 cm. on sheet 59 x 82 cm.
On panel: E 10-50.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Alabama, Georgia. Plate no. 0-4423-16.
On verso: Texaco touring map of Florida, South Carolina. Plate no. 0-474422-12.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 2.9B (PrCt)
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
On panel: 51-A.
Verso includes titled map of the eastern U.S.
Plate no. 1-473785V(2)-6.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 2.10B (PrCt)

Alabama - Maps - 1951 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Title razored out.
On verso: Rand McNally road map: United States. Plate no. 5015V.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 2.14B (PrCt)

Alabama - Maps - 1951 - Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 42 cm. on sheet 92 x 46 cm.
On panel: Form S.P.1825-A.
Verso includes inset of Birmingham and: Gulf road map of Virginia, Kentucky, Tennessee, North Carolina, South Carolina, Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia, Florida. Plate no.1-473785V(2)-11.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 2.13B (PrCt)

36 p. : 2 col. maps on 1 sheet (folded) ; 24 cm.
"1952 edition."
Cover title: Rand McNally Alhaba pocket map : reference map ... [and] detailed highway map Unique title: Pocket maps
Map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back to back,

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
col.: 64 x 47 cm. and 65 x 42 cm., folded to 24 x 11 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of Alabama. Plate no. 543210.
Includes key to railroads, and inset map of Birmingham (11 x 12 cm.) -- Rand McNally road map: Alabama. Plate no. 2-4601V-10
"2 maps in one, $1" -- front cover.
Cover art: Schematic road sign labeled "reference map ... ."
Handstamp on title page: Register of Copyrights, Library of Congress ... certificate no. a 218894 Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Jan. 2010).
RMcN Pocket 4C 4 (PrCt)

Alabama - Maps - 1952
Alabama - Maps - 1952
Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Pocket maps -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
36 p.: 2 col. maps on 1 sheet (folded); 24 cm.
"1952 edition."
Cover title: Rand McNally Alabama pocket map: reference map ... [and] detailed highway map
Uniform title: Pocket maps
Map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet: back to back, col.: 64 x 47 cm. and 43 x 60 cm., folded to 24 x 11 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of Alabama. Plate no. 543.
Includes key to railroads, and inset map of Birmingham (11 x 12 cm.) -- Rand McNally road map: Alabama. Georgia. Plate no. 4-4601V-12
"2 maps in one, $1" -- front cover.
Cover art: Schematic road sign labeled "reference map ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Jan. 2010).
RMcN Pocket 4C 5 (PrCt)

Alabama - Maps - 1952 - Road maps
East (U.S.) - Maps - 1952 - Road maps
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 64 x 43 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
On panel: 52-A.
Added title: Alabama. Plate no. 2-4601V-10.
Verso includes four city inset maps and untitled map of eastern U.S. Plate no. obscured.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 2.17B (PrCt)
1 map : col. ; 70 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
"Prepared by the Alabama Highway Department ... in cooperation with the U.S. Department of Transportation, Federal Highway Administration."
Inset titles (9 x 9 cm. and smaller): Birmingham -- Montgomery -- Tuscaloosa -- Gadsden -- Huntsville -- Mobile -- Anniston.
Panel art: Color photo of family and park.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3 (PrCt)

974 Alabama - Maps - 1974 - Road maps<<<Alabama - Maps - 1974 - Road maps
1 map : col. ; 57 x 44 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"1974 Edition."
Panel title.
Added title: Alabama.
Plate no. 746739-8
Inset (8 x 11 cm.): Huntsville.
Maps on verso (45 x 56 cm. and smaller):
Panel art: road signs.
Forms part of a collection of stock editions of Rand McNally road maps, some apparently issued as sales samples and / or printer's proofs for prospective commercial clients.
Uniform series title (established by cataloger): Stock road maps.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 5 (PrCt)

975 Alabama - Maps - 1975 - Road maps<<<Alabama - Maps - 1975 - Road maps
Alabama has it all : official 1975 highway map / prepared by the State of Alabama Highway Department ... in cooperation with the U.S. Department of Transportation, Federal Highway Administration. Montgomery, Ala. State of Alabama Highway Department, 1975.
1 map : col. ; 70 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Official 1975 Alabama highway map.
"Status of construction as of January 1975."
Inset titles (6 x 9 cm. and smaller): Birmingham -- Montgomery -- Tuscaloosa -- Gadsden -- Huntsville -- Mobile -- Anniston.
Panel art: Color photos of prominent landmarks on verso.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 5 (PrCt)

976 Alabama - Maps - 1975 - Road maps<<<Alabama - Maps - 1975 - Trails, Historic<<<Road maps
1 map : 58 x 42 cm.
temp map4F G3971.P25 1975 A4 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

States. Dept. of Transportation -- United States. Federal Highway Administration -- Yarbrough, Les -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 40 cm.
Panel title.
"Status of construction as of January 1976."
Insets (6 x 8 cm. and smaller): Birmingham -- Montgomery -- Tuscaloosa -- Gadsden -- Huntsville -- Mobile -- Anniston.
Untitled pictorial map keyed to numbered references on verso; signed "Les Yarbrough."
Panel art: Alabama state seal.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 6 (PrCt)

Alabama - Maps - 2006 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. EasyFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; fold. to 24 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Uniform title: EasyFinder
Laminated.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
ISBN 0528857711
RMcN Road Map 2006 Alaba (PrCt)

Alabama - Maps - 2006 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. EasyFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; fold. to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Uniform title: EasyFinder
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
ISBN 0528857703
RMcN Road Map 2006 Alaba2 (PrCt)

Alabama - Maps - Bibliography
Authors: Mason, Sara Elizabeth -- Birmingham Public Library (Ala.)
[1st ed.]
Formerly lower case g 10873 .098
Duplicate copy: lower case g 10 .555

LC Card Number: 73087421
Map Ref Z6027.U52 A2 1973 (NLO)

Alabama River Valley (Ala.) - Maps - 1740 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Le cours de la Riviere des Alibamon ... [19--].
Authors: Bibliothèque nationale (France). Ge D D 2987-8816 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1740 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France BN Ge D D 2987-8816 (PrCt)

Alachua County (Fla.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners-<Counties - Maps-<Landowners - Maps
Authors: Matheson & McMillan -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 2 parts, 36 x 20.5 in. each. Scale 1:95,040. Originally published Gainesville:
Matheson & McMillan, [18--]?
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps: Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 72 (PrCt)

Alagoas (Brazil) - Maps - 1682<<>>Alagoas, Brazil (State) SEE Alagoas (Brazil)
Praefecturae Paranimbuche pars meridionalis. Amsterdam : C. Allard, [1682?].
Authors: Allard, Carel, 1648- ca. 1709 -- Allard, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709. Atlas minor sive tabulae geographicae ... [1682?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; col. ; 42 x 45 cm.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .A4 A pl. 104 (PrCt)

Alamance County (N.C.) - Maps - 1893 - Landowners-<Counties - Maps-<Landowners - Maps
Authors: Spoon, Wm. L. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 2 parts, 29 x 37 in. each. Scale
maps, Counties - Maps
1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm. Cover title.
Date on cover: 2003.
$29.95
RMcN StrFdr 2003 .A43a (PrCt)

992
Alameda County (Calif.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps, Counties - Maps
1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm. Cover title: Alameda & Contra Costa counties street guide
Date on cover: 2004.
$29.95
ISBN 0528999516
RMcN StrFdr 2004 .A43a (PrCt)

993
Alameda County (Calif.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps, Counties - Maps
1 atlas (609-885 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
$19.95
ISBN 052899946X
RMcN StrFdr 2004 .A43 (PrCt)
Alameda County (Calif.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps - Counties - Maps
Alameda & Contra Costa counties street guide. Chicago : Rand McNally, 2006 [i.e. 2005].
2 atlases in 1 v. (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Dated 2006, but received by the Newberry Library in 2005.
Cover title.
Includes two county atlases with separate title pages: Alameda County street guide -- Contra Costa County street guide.
$29.95
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 052888531X
RMcN StrFdr 2006 .A43a (PrCt)

Alameda County (Calif.) - Maps - 2009 - Road maps - Counties - Maps
1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
"57th edition" -- front cover
Uniform titles: StreetFinder -- Street guide.
"$19.95" -- back cover
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528873830
RMcN StrFdr 2009 .A43 (PrCt)

Authors: Henning, Robert A. -- Hersh, Jon -- Taylor, Val Paul -- Alaska Geographic Society -- Sheffield, Bill -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
"Editors, Robert A. Henning ... cartographer, Jon Hersh, illustrator, Val Paul Taylor"--T.p. verso.
Series: Alaska geographic ; v. 7, no. 2.
Signature of Governor Bill Sheffield with seal of the state of Alaska on inside of front cover.
ISBN 0882401734 ; 9780882401737
Fitzgerald folio F904.8 .P46 1983 (NLO)
1003

Authors: Malaspina, Alessandro, 1754-1809 -- Baudá Felipe -- Expedition Malaspina (1789-1794) -- Instituto Hidrográfico de la Marina (Spain). S.h.m. Atlas, Ms.II.21 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1791 manuscript. Shows the routes of Alejandro Malaspina Expedition, 1791.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto Spain AGI Carpeta de Mapas 2 (PrCt)

1004

Alaska highway : Canadian section / [compiled by the Canadian Government Travel Bureau in co-operation with the Northern Administration and Lands Branch, Dept. of Northern Affairs and National Resources, and the Customs Division, Dept. of National Revenue]. [Ottawa : Canadian Government Travel Bureau, 1956].
Authors: Canada. Travel Bureau -- Canadian Government Travel Bureau -- Canada. Northern Administration and Lands Branch -- Canada. Customs and Excise -- Canada. Dept. of Northern Affairs and National Resources.
Northern Administration and Lands Branch SEE Canada. Northern Administration and Lands Branch
Canada. Dept. of National Revenue. Customs and Excise SEE Canada. Customs and Excise
Cover title.
"Issued under the authority of the Honourable Jean Lesage, Minister of Northern Affairs and National Resources"
"Queen's Printer -39-81-EL-1956"--P. [1] at the end
F1060.4 .A53 1956 (NLO)

Alaska Highway - Road maps - 1950 - Alberta Highway 2 (Alta.) - Road maps - 1950 - Peace River Highway (Alta.) SEE Alberta Highway 2 (Alta.) - Road maps
Facts about the Alaska Highway. Edmonton, etc. Alberta Motor Association, [1950s].
Authors: Alberta Motor Association
2 maps : col. ; on sheet 46 x 61 cm. fold. to 24 x 11 cm.
Includes general information on the route and 7 photographs.
Maps: Peace River Highway, Provincial highway
no. 2, showing connections with Alaska and Mackenzie Highways. 42 x 28 cm. -- Northwestern Canada, Eastern Alaska. 41 x 28 cm.
Acc. no. 2008100251.
Road map 4C G3302 .A4P2 1950 .A5 (PrCt)

Native peoples and languages of Alaska.
Authors: Krauss, Michael E., 1934- -- Alaska Native Language Center -- University of Alaska Fairbanks. Alaska Native Language Center SEE Alaska Native Language Center 1 map : col. ; 80 x 119 cm.
map 8F G4371 .E3 1974 .K7 (PrCt)

Native peoples and languages of Alaska.
Authors: Krauss, Michael E., 1934- -- Alaska Native Language Center 1 map : col. ; 80 x 119 cm.
Revision of map originally published in 1974.
Insets: [Extent of Alaskan language groups throughout North America] -- [Aleutian Islands].
85-78081 4158 map 8F G4371 .E3 1982 .K7 (PrCt)

'Text and language boundaries, Wayne Suttles ; cartography and graphic design, Cameron Suttles.'
'Western Imprints, the press of the Oregon Historical Society.' The production of this map was generously supported by the S.S. Johnson Foundation.'
'A Sam Johnson Commemorative Publication (August 1985).'
Scale 1:3,000,000.
Lambert conic conformal proj.
Includes location map, text, and col. ill. 86-90990 4293 OCLC 20355999 map 6F G4211.E1 1985 S9 (PrCt)

Alaska - Maps - 1790-1795 - Coasts
A Chart shewing part of the coast of N.W. America with the tracks of His Majesty's Sloop Discovery and Armed Tender Chatham / commanded by George Vancouver, Esqr. and prepared under his immediate inspection by Lieut. Joseph Baker, in which the continental shore has been correctly traced and determined from lat. 57°,07′ 1/2 N. and long. 227°,00′ E. to lat. 59°,59′ N. and long. 219°,00′ E. at the periods shewn by the track ; engraved by T. Foot.
Authors: Vancouver, George, 1757-1798 -- Baker, Joseph, Lieut., d. 1853 -- Foot, T. (Thomas) -- Edwards, James, 1757-1816 -- Robinson, G. G. (George G.) -- Discovery (Ship : Launched 1789) -- Chatham (Ship) -- Vancouver, George, 1757-1798 A Voyage of discovery to the North Pacific Ocean : and round the world ... performed in the years 1790, 1791, 1792, 1793, 1794, and 1795 (1798) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 71 x 80 cm.
Scale [1:825,000]; (W 141°--W 133°/N 61°--N 56°).
Relief shown pictorially and by hachures; depths by soundings.
Insets (each 21 x 15 cm.): Entrance to Cross Sound -- A survey of Port Conclusion -- A survey of Port Protection.
In atlas (issued without title page) accompanying Vancouver, George. A Voyage of discovery to the North Pacific Ocean : and round the world ... performed in the years 1790, 1791, 1792, 1793, 1794, and 1795 (London : Printed for G.G. and J. Robinson, Paternoster-row; and J. Edwards, Pall-mall, 1798) plate 12.


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
A Chart shewing part of the coast of N.W. America with the tracks of His Majesty's sloop Discovery and armed tender Chatham / commanded by George Vancouver, esq. and prepared under his immediate inspection by Lieut. Joseph Baker, in which the continental shore has been correctly traced and determined from lat. 51°:45' N and long. 232°:08' E. to lat. 57°:30' N and long. 226°:44' E. at the periods shewn by the tracks ; Warner, sculp. London : J. Edwards ; G. Robinson, 1798.

Authors: Vancouver, George, 1757--1798 -- Baker, Joseph, Lieut., d. 1853 -- Warner, John, fl. 1787-1810 -- Edwards, James, 1757-1816 -- Robinson, G. G. (George G.) -- Discovery (Ship : Launched 1789) -- Chatham (Ship) -- Vancouver, George, 1757-1798 A Voyage of discovery to the North Pacific Ocean : and round the world ... performed in the years 1790, 1791, 1792, 1793, 1794, and 1795 (1798) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 76 x 60 cm.
Scale [1:805,000]; (W 156°30'--W 148°30'/N 61°30'--N 56°15').
Relief shown pictorially and by hachures; depths by soundings.
Inset (20 x 19 cm.): A Survey of Port Chatham. In atlas (issued without title page) accompanying Vancouver, George. A Voyage of discovery to the North Pacific Ocean : and round the world ... performed in the years 1790, 1791, 1792, 1793, 1794, and 1795 (London : Printed for G.G. and J. Robinson, Paternoster-row; and J. Edwards, Pall-mall, 1798) plate 7.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.

Cf. OCLC 47942614

VAULT oversize Graff 4456 plate [10] (PrCt)
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Alaska - Maps - 1790-1795 - Coasts

A Chart shewing part of the coast of N.W. America with the tracks of His Majesty's Sloop Discovery and Armed Tender Chatham / commanded by George Vancouver Esqr. and prepared under his immediate inspection by Lieut. Joseph Baker, in which the continental shore has been traced and determined from Latd. 59°:45'N. and Longd. 219°:30'E. to Latd. 59°:56'N and Longd. 212°:08'E. at the periods shewn by the track ; engraved by T. Foot. London : J. Edwards ; G. Robinson, 1798.

Authors: Vancouver, George, 1757-1798 -- Baker, Joseph, Lieut., d. 1853 -- Foot, T. (Thomas) -- Edwards, James, 1757-1816 -- Robinson, G. G. (George G.) -- Discovery (Ship : Launched 1789) -- Chatham (Ship) -- Vancouver, George, 1757-1798 A Voyage of discovery to the North Pacific Ocean : and round the world ... performed in the years 1790, 1791, 1792, 1793, 1794, and 1795 (1798) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 53 x 71 cm.
Scale [1:750,000]; (W 105°00'--W 140°30'/N 62°00'--N 58°30').
Relief shown pictorially and by hachures; depths by soundings.
Inset (23 x 24 cm.): A Survey of Port Chalmers.

1012

Alaska - Maps - 1790-1795 - Coasts

A Chart shewing part of the coast of N.W. America with the tracks of His Majesty's Sloop Discovery and Armed Tender Chatham / commanded by George Vancouver Esqr. and prepared under his immediate inspection by Lieut. Joseph Baker, in which the continental shore has been traced and determined from Latd. of 59° 30' North & Longd. 207° 20' East ; to Cape Douglas in Latd. 58° 52' North and Longd. 207° 20' East. Engraved by S.J. Neele. London : T.R. Edwards ; C. Robinson, 1798.

Authors: Vancouver, George, 1757-1798 -- Baker, Joseph, Lieut., d. 1853 -- Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Edwards, T.R., fl. 1798 -- Robinson, C., fl. 1798 -- Discovery (Ship : Launched 1789) -- Chatham (Ship) -- Vancouver, George, 1757-1798 A Voyage of discovery to the North Pacific Ocean : and round the world ... performed in the years 1790, 1791, 1792, 1793, 1794, and 1795 (1798) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 63 x 71 cm.
Scale [1:575,000]; (W 135°00'--W 148°30'/N 61°30'--N 57°00').
Relief shown pictorially and by hachures; depths by soundings.
Inset (23 x 24 cm.): A Survey of Port Chalmers.
In atlas (issued without title page) accompanying Vancouver, George. A Voyage of discovery to the North Pacific Ocean : and round the world ... performed in the years 1790, 1791, 1792, 1793, 1794, and 1795 (London : Printed for G.G. and J. Robinson, Paternoster-row; and J. Edwards, Pall-mall, 1798) plate 11.

Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.

http://www.davidrumsey.com/rumsey/Size0/D002/000200026.jpg

Cf. OCLC 47942615

VAULT oversize Graff 4456 plate 11 (PrCt)

1014 Alaska - Maps - 1803-1806 - Coasts<<>>Lisiansky, Urey, 1773-1837 - Voyages, 1803-1806<<>>Neva (Ship) - Voyages, 1803-1806 - Maps<<>>Atlases, Russian - 1812


Authors: Lisiansky, Urey, 1773-1837 -- Dumitrashko, N. V. -- Gos. izd-vo geogr. lit-ry (Firm) -- Lisianskii, Iurii Fedorovich, 1773-1837

SEE Lisiansky, Urey, 1773-1837 - 294 p. : ill., port., maps ; 27 cm.

Revised and abbreviated edition of the original published St. Petersburg, 1812.

Edited, with introduction, by N.V. Dumitrashko; with reproduction of original t.-p.

In Cyrillic characters.


LC Card Number: 48020056

G 13 .508 (NLO)


(Brazil)<<>>Saint Catherine Island (Brazil) SEE Santa Catarina Island (Brazil)<<>>Ilha de Santa Catarina (Brazil)<<>>Washington Island (French Polynesia) SEE Ua Huka (French Polynesia)<<>>St. Paul (Kodiak Island, Alaska) SEE Kodiak (Alaska)<<>>Saint Paul (Kodiak Island, Alaska) SEE Kodiak (Alaska)<<>>Cadiak Island (Alaska) SEE Kodiak Island (Alaska)<<>>Chiniatskoy Bay (Alaska) SEE Chiniak Bay (Alaska)SEE Santa Catarina Island (Brazil)<<>>Indians of North America - Maps

A Voyage round the world, in the years 1803, 4, 5, & 6; performed, by order of His Imperial Majesty Alexander the First, emperor of Russia, in the ship Neva, by Urey Lisiansky ... London : Printed for John Booth ... and Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme & Browne ... by S. Hamilton, 1814.


xxi, [2], 388 p. : tables, front. (port.), 5 pl. (2 col.), 8 maps (2 fold.) ; 28 x 22 cm.

English translation by the author of the Russian language edition published as Puteshestvie vokrug sveta (St. Petersburg, 1812).

Maps 'engraved under the direction of Mr. Arrowsmith.'

Maps and views (39 x 45 cm. or smaller): Chart of the world showing the track of the Neva in the years 1803, 4, 5, 6 -- Harbour of St. Catherine. 1804 -- Washington Islands. 1804 ; B. Tayohaia ; B. Jegawe [3 maps on 1 sheet] -- Harbour of St. Paul. 1805 -- Plate II [Plan of Eskimo Indian fort and village burned by the Russians near Sitka, Alaska in 1804] / Capt'n. Lisiansky delt. ; Smith sculpt. -- Island of Cadiak with its environs, 1805 -- Harbour of St. Paul in the Island of Cadiak / drawn by Capt'n. Lisiansky ; engraved by I. Clark -- Harbour of New Archangel in Sitca or or Norfolk Sound / drawn by Capt'n. Lisiansky ; engraved by I. Clark -- Chart of the coast from Behrings Bay to Sea Otter Bay, with different settlements of the natives -- Sitka or Norfolk Sound / surveyed by Capt'n. Lisiansky 1805 -- Lisiansky's Isle, 1805.

References: Graff 2506 (sold as Newberry duplicate).

OCLC 5848770.

Ayer 2233

LC Card Number 05034897

folio Ayer 124 .R98 L6 1814 (NLO)

1016 Alaska - Maps - 1852 - Coasts<<>>Bering Strait - Maps - 1852<<>>Maguire, Rochfort - Discoveries - 1852

[Chart ... of Behring's Straits and the neighbouring coast of North America, including

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Moore Harbour], London: Henry Hansard, printer ; Day & Son, lithrs., 1852.
1 map ; 31 x 20 cm.
In Great Britain. Admiralty, Arctic expeditions :
Copies of any correspondence received at the Admiralty from Sir Edward Belcher's squadron ...
Title from p. 59 of report.
In upper margin: Correspondence. -- Arctic Expeditions.
In lower margin: No. 82. Ordered, by the House of Commons, to be printed, 20th December 1852. Inset: Moore Harbour.
Shows Bering Straits and coast of Alaska from St. Lawrence Island to Smith Bay (east of Pt. Barrow).
Ayer 125.1 1852 G78a, opp. p. 59 (PrCt)

Alaska - Maps - 1867
Russians - Alaska - Maps - 1867
Indians - Alaska - Maps - 1867
Indians of North America - Maps
North western America showing the territory ceded by Russia to the United States.
1 map ; 54 x 90 cm., folded to 24 cm.
Copied by the Department of State at the U.S. Coast Survey Office, B. Pierce, Supt. ; drawn by A. Lindenkohl.
A. Lindenkohl.
Scale 1:5,000,000
Coordinates: (E 40°--W 115°/N 75°--N 50°).
Shows Alaska; identifies Russian and Eskimo settlements.
Relief shown by hachures and spot heights.
Ayer 133 .U56 1869 (NLO)

Alaska - Maps - 1868
Colton's map of the Territory of Alaska : Russian America : ceded by Russia to the United States.
1 map ; 37 x 62 cm.
'Entered according to Act of Congress in the year 1867 by G.W. & C.B. Colton & Co ...
Scale [ca. 1 : 7,603,200]
Coordinates: (E 40°--W 110°/N 75°--N 50°).
Inset: Diagram of the Middle States, and North America.
Relief shown by hachures and spot heights. Depths shown by soundings.
Ayer 133 .C692 1868 (NLO)

Alaska - Maps - 1869
Temperature - Alaska - Maps - 1869
Isothermal lines of Alaska / by Lorin Blodget.
1 map ; 16 x 20 cm.
In: U.S. Dept. of Agriculture, Report of the Commissioner of Agriculture for the year 1869
Scale [ca. 1:14,000,000]
Coordinates: (E 150°--W 110°/N 50°--N 70°). "Plate XLV."
Another copy in U.S. 41st Congress, 2nd session (Serial Set 1428).
Govt. A 1.1:1869, opp. p. 638 (PrCt)

Alaska - Maps - 1875
Indians - Alaska - Maps - 1875
Indians of North America - Maps
1 map ; 53 x 75 cm., folded to 24 cm.
'For the geographical positions of this map the compiler is principally indebted to the records of the U.S. Coast Survey comprising the observations of Asst. Davidson ... and to the report of Capt. C.W. Raymond, U.S. Top. Eng.'
Scale [ca. 1 : 3,801,600]
Coordinates: (E 175°--W 115°/N 70°--N 53°).
Inset: Aleutian Islands.
'Geographical data brought up to November 1875.'
Relief shown by hachures.
Ayer 133 .U56 1875 (NLO)

Alaska - Maps - 1883
Alaska. Chicago : Geo. F. Cram, [1883].
Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928. Cram's unrivaled family atlas of the world (1883)
1 map ; col.; 23 x 30 cm.
In: Cram, George Franklin. Cram's unrivaled family atlas of the world (Chicago : Geo.F. Cram, c1883), p. 87.
folio G1019 .G463 1883b, p. 87 (PrCt)

Alaska - Maps - 1888
Ayer 133 .U56 1888 (NLO)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

oversize RMcN atlas .C7 1888, p. 34 (PrCt)


Baskes G153 .D37 Alaska (1893) (NLO)


1025 Alaska - Maps - 1895<<>>Aleutian Islands (Alaska) - Maps - 1895 M.W. Bruce's map of Alaska. Seattle: Lowman & Hanford Stationery and Printing Co., 1895. Authors: Bruce, Miner Wait -- Lowman & Hanford Stationery & Printing Co. -- Bruce, Miner Wait. Alaska : its history and resources, gold fields, routes and scenery (1895) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library) 1 map : col. ; 56 x 86 cm., folded to 21 x 12 cm. Scale [ca. 1:1,600,000]

Insets (19 x 27 cm. and 10 x 29 cm.): Tourist route from Puget Sound to Alaska -- [Aleutian Islands] In: Bruce, Miner Wait. Alaska: its history and resources, gold fields, routes and scenery (Seattle: Lowman & Hanford Stationery and Printing Co., 1895), folded in pocket inside back cover. Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library. Duplicate copies: F 945 .125 (book and map) -- Graff 450 (map only). Cf. LC Card Number: 01-15646

Graff 449 [map] (PrCt)

Alaska - Maps - 1895<<>>Aleutian Islands (Alaska) - Maps - 1895


Graff 450 (NLO)


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
inside back cover.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Cf. LC Card Number: 01-15729 //r85
Graf 583 [map] (PrCt)

1028 Alaska - Maps - 1897
Map of Alaska. [Philadelphia : H. Altemus, 1897].
1 map ; 9 x 12 cm.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graf Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copy: Ayer 160.5 .A3 C77 1897
Cf. LC Card Number: 01-15913
Graf 876 [map 2 of 2] (PrCt)

Map of Alaska, Northwest Territories and British Columbia : showing all the recent gold discoveries : also, proposed transportation lines from Seattle and Puget Sound : compiled from the latest official sources. Seattle, Wash.
Authors: Stretch, R. H. (Richard Henry) -- Lowman and Hanford Company -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 59 x 86 cm. fold. to 11 x 17 cm.
Cover title: Lowman & Hanford S. and P. Co's map of Alaska and Northwest Territories ... 1898
Scale [ca. 1:3,700,000].
Relief shown by hachures and spot heights.
Insets: Sketch of Klondike and Indian creeks -- [Untitled map showing Dalton Trail from Skagway to the Yukon and neighboring lakes as far east as Teslin Lake].
Ayer 133 .S915 1897 (NLO)

1030 Alaska - Maps - 1897<>>>British Columbia - Maps - 1897
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 59 cm. fold. in covers 15 x 9 cm.
Advertisement for Reed's Rules inside front cover. Condition: Cover brittle, torn, map fine
Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection.
Previous location: B-19

AMCN III PC 2460 (PrCt)

Alaska - Maps - 1897 - Gold mines and mining<>>>Gold mines and mining - Alaska - Maps - 1897<>>>Klondike River Valley (Yukon) - Maps - 1897 - Gold mines and mining<>>>Gold mines and mining - Klondike River Valley (Yukon) - Maps - 1897
The Colliery Engineer Company's map of the Yukon Valley, showing routes to the gold fields.
[Scranton, Pa. The Colliery Engineer Co., 1897].
Authors: Colliery Engineer Company (Scranton, Pa.) -- Placer mining. A hand-book for Klondike and other miners and prospectors ... (1897) -- Everett D. Graf Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 30 x 49 cm., folded to 17 x 10 cm.
Insets (15 x 15 cm. and 10 x 10 cm.): Enlarged map of Klondike mining district -- Enlarged map of Chilkoot, Chilkat, and White Pass routes.
In Placer mining. A hand-book for Klondike and other miners and prospectors... (Scranton, Pa., The Colliery Engineer Co., 1897) opposite title page.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graf Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 06-18200
Graf 805 [map] (PrCt)

Alaska - Maps - 1897 - Gold mines and mining<>>>Gold mines and mining - Alaska - Maps - 1897<>>>Klondike River Valley (Yukon) - Maps - 1897 - Gold mines and mining<>>>Gold mines and mining - Klondike River Valley (Yukon) - Maps - 1897
Map of the gold region showing the route to the diggings. [Philadelphia : H. Altemus, 1897].
1 map ; 15 x 19 cm., folded to 18 x 11 cm.
In Coolidge, Louis A. Klondike and the Yukon country : a description of our Alaskan land of gold ... with a chapter by John F. Pratt ... (Philadelphia : H. Altemus, 1897)
Forms part of the Everett D. Graf Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copy: Ayer 160.5 .A3 C77 1897
Cf. LC Card Number: 01-15913
Graf 876 [map 1 of 2] (PrCt)

Alaska - Maps - 1897 - Gold mines and mining<>>>Gold mines and mining - Alaska - Maps - 1897<>>>Klondike River Valley (Yukon) - Maps - 1897 - Gold mines and mining<>>>Gold mines and mining - Klondike River Valley (Yukon) - Maps - 1897
Map of Alaska. Chicago : Geo. F. Cram, c1897.
Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 --
Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 29 x 50 cm., folded to 15 x 10 cm. +
accompanying guide and index (28 p. : 4 maps ;
17 cm.)
Cover title: New official map of Alaska and the
Klondike gold fields ...
Inset (5 x 11 cm.): Aleutian Islands
Maps following p. 28 in accompanying guide
(each 14 x 9 cm.): Map showing the Klondike
River and tributaries -- Map showing the
Forty-Mile and Sixty-Mile Rivers and tributaries --
Map showing passes & trails from Juneau to Five
Finger Rapids -- Map showing passes & trails
from Lake Tagish to Dawson City and the
Klondike District.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of
Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Graff 905 (NLO)

Case G4370 1897 .K4 1897 (NLO)

Alaska - Maps - 1897 - Gold mines and
mining<<>>Gold mines and mining - Alaska -
Maps - 1897<<>>Klondike River Valley
(Yukon) - Maps - 1897 - Gold Mines and
Mining<<>>Gold Mines and Mining - Klondike
River Valley (Yukon) - Maps - 1897<<>>Gold
Discoveries SEE Gold Mines and
Mining<<>>Gold Rushes SEE Gold Mines and
Mining<<>>Mines and Mineral Resources SEE
ALSO Gold Mines and Mining
Co., 1897.
Authors: Fort Dearborn Publishing Co. -- Evening
Post
1 map : col. ; 30 x 50 cm., folded in cover 14 x 9
cm., in envelope 27 cm.
Scale [1:6,912,000].
Relief shown by hachures and spot heights.
Also shows gold, copper, and coal fields.
Prime meridians: Greenwich and Washington.
Inset: Aleutian Islands.
Issued in paper boards by The Evening Post.
Shows distances to the Klondike gold fields.
Advertising for The Evening Post on front cover;
calendar inside front cover dated 1898.
Acquired 2004 from Steve Finer Rare Books,
Catalog 150 no. 10; acquired 2004.
Case G4370 1897 .F57 (NLO)

Graff 2362 (NLO)

Alaska - Maps - 1897 - Gold mines and
mining<<>>Gold mines and mining - Alaska -
Maps - 1897<<>>Klondike River Valley
(Yukon) - Maps - 1897 - Gold Mines and
Mining<<>>Gold mines and mining - Klondike
River Valley (Yukon) - Maps - 1897
Klondyke facts : being a complete guide book to
the gold regions of the great Canadian northwest
territories and Alaska by Joseph Ladue ...
Authors: Ladue, Joseph -- American Technical
Book Co. -- Everett D. Graff Collection of
Western Americana (Newberry Library)
205 p. ; plates, 5 maps ; 19 cm.
Maps (21 x 27 cm. and smaller): Map of Alaska,
British Columbia and the Northwest Territories
showing the entire Yukon River and its tributaries
-- Sketch of Thron-Diuck River and affluents --
The Boundary line between Alaska and
Northwest Territories showing overland trip to
Dawson City from Lake Bennet -- Sketch of
Forty-Mile and Sixty-Mile Rivers and affluents --
The Northern boundary of British Columbia.
Series: Engineering and mining series, no. 1
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of
Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 01-15731 //r85

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Möller, Joachim van, fl. 1897
1 map ; 41 x 36 cm., folded to 15 x 12 cm.
Zu Joachim van Möller 'Auf nach Alaska.'
'Litogr. Anstalt von Dietrich Reimer (E. Vohsen), Berlin. Verlag von Friedrich Thiel, Charlottenburg.'
Scale 1:9,500,000.
Inset (20 x 23 cm.): Gold-Minen-Gebiet am Oberen Yukon. 1:4,500,000.
Map on verso: Nord-Amerika.
In Möller, Joachim van. Auf nach Alaska : ein Führer für Wagemutige (Charlottenburg : F. Thiel, 1897) folded inside back cover.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graf Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Cl. LC Card Number: 04-9991
Graff 2848 [map 1 of 2] (PrCt)

1038 Alaska - Maps - 1897 - Nautical charts
---Nautical charts - Alaska - 1897
---Wall maps - Alaska - 1897
General chart of Alaska. Washington, D.C.
U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey ; Andrew B. Graham , 1897.
Authors: U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey -- Graham, Andrew B. -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- United States. Coast and Geodetic Survey -- U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey SEE U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey SEE ALSO United States Coast Survey 1 map : col. ; 68 x 127 cm., folded to 27 cm. "Sailing chart T."
"Electrotype copy no. 3 U.S.C. & G.S."
"Date of first publication 1890."
Scale 1:3,600,000
Coordinates: (E 142°-W 116°/N 72°--N 50°).
Relief shown by hachures and spot heights.
Depths shown by soundings and isolines.
Ayer p133 .T99 1898 (NLO)

1039 Alaska - Maps - 1897
---North America - Maps - 1897
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : col. ; 22 x 30 cm., on sheet 54 x 36 cm., folded in covers to 15 x 8 cm.
Cover title: Rand, McNally & Co.'s new handy map of Alaska, showing new towns and gold fields : accompanied by a new map of North America.
"Rand McNally & Co.'s new 11 x 14 map of Alaska. Copyright, 1895 by Rand, McNally & Co."
"Scales : statute miles, 69.16 = 1 degree."
Inset (4 x 10 cm.): [Aleutian Islands]
Bottom margin includes index.
Maps on verso (47 x 30 cm. and smaller): Rand, McNally & Co's Map of North America ... 1897 -- [Aleutian Islands] -- [Lesser Antilles]
Detached from covers.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
map3C G4370 1897 .R3 (PrCt)

1040 Alaska - Maps - 1898
Rand McNally official map of Alaska, 1898.
Chicago : Rand McNally, 1898, c1897.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company 1 map : col. ; 56 x 86 cm., folded in cover 16 x 10 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally & Co.'s, official map of Alaska : including the Klondike District and adjacent gold fields, showing various routes to the mines
Scale [ca. 1:3,600,000]
Coordinates: (W 172°--W 114°/N 72°--N 52°).
Relief shown by hachures and spot heights.
G 10945 .73 (NLO)

1041 Alaska - Maps - 1898
Authors: Tyrrell, Joseph Burr, 1858--Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : col. ; 69 x 61 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:1,550,000]
Coordinates: (W 156°--W 136°/N 67°--N 57°).
Relief shown by hachures and spot heights.
Shows ship routes and overland trails.
Includes text, key map and inset 'map of Juneau to Miles Canyon.'
Ayer p133 .T99 1898 (NLO)

1042 Alaska - Maps - 1898 - Gold mines and mining
---Alaska - Maps - 1898 - Coal mines and mining
---Alaska - Maps - 1898 - Trails
Maps of the mines and adjacent gold fields, showing various routes to the mines.
Ayer p133 .T99 1898 (NLO)

1043 Alaska - Maps - 1898
---Gold mines and mining
Klondike River Valley (Yukon) - Maps - 1898 - Road maps
Authors: Geological Survey (U.S.) -- U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey -- United States. Congress -- Geological Survey (U.S.). Map of Alaska, showing known gold-bearing rocks ... (1898) 1 map : col., mounted on linen ; 59 x 72 cm., folded to 22 x 14 cm. + accompanying text (44 p. ; 24 cm.)
"Published January 1898. The base is a copy of part of chart T of the U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey, edition of June 1897."

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Includes parts of the Yukon Territory and northern British Columbia.  
"Scale -- 1:3,600,000 or about 57 miles to one inch."  
Coordinates: (W 170°--W 118°/N 72°--N 54°)  
Relief shown with hachures.  
Insets (22 x 16 cm, and 19 x 16 cm.): Trails from Tide Water to the headwaters of the Yukon River, Alaska -- The Klondike Gold Region, Canada.  
"Prepared in accordance with Public resolution no. 3, of the Fifty-fifth Congress, second session, approved January 20, 1898." -- Title page.  
Map detached from but shelved with text; map and text reclassified and transferred (20121204); formerly G 10945.91  
Digital image of another copy available on the Library of Congress American Memory website (accessed November 2012):  
http://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g4371h.ct001125  
LC Card Number: 2006629762  
map4C G4371.H1 1898 .U5 (NLO)  

1043  
Alaska - Maps - 1898 - Gold mines and mining  
Authors: Alaskan & Yukon River Gold Fields Bureau of Information.  
"Carl Uhlig, president. Jas. M. Streeten, manager."  
'Lith. Dakin Pub. Co. 320 Sansome St. S.F.'  
One map details parts of Yukon and British Columbia; the other details Alaska.  
Scale 1:2,914,560 [ca. 46 miles per inch]  
Inset (10 x 17 cm.): Map of the Klondike River. Includes "Table of distances from head of Chilcoot Inlet to Circle City' and key to missions in Alaska administered by Episcopal, Church of England, Congregational, Swedish, Catholic, Greek Orthodox, and Moravian churches.  
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.  
Duplicate copy, issued in accompanying guide ([26] p., ill. : maps ; 21 cm.): Graff 5031  
VAULT drawer Graff 28 (NLO)  

1044  
Alaska - Maps - 1898 - Gold mines and mining  
(Thomas Winthrop), 1883-1965 -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)  
2 maps : col. ; 65 x 79 cm. and 41 x 81 cm., on sheet 70 x 103 cm., folded to 21 x 13 cm. + accompanying guide ([26] p., ill. : maps ; 21 cm.)  
'Carl Uhlig, president. Jas. M. Streeten, manager.'  
'Lith. Dakin Pub. Co. 320 Sansome St. S.F.'  
One map details parts of Yukon and British Columbia; the other details Alaska.  
Scale 1:2,914,560 [ca. 46 miles per inch]  
Inset (10 x 17 cm.): Map of the Klondike River. Includes "Table of distances from head of Chilcoot Inlet to Circle City' and key to missions in Alaska administered by Episcopal, Church of England, Congregational, Swedish, Catholic, Greek Orthodox, and Moravian churches.  
This issue issued with accompanying text advising miners and lined blank 'Diary' pages.  
'Trade supplied by H.R. Willis, 107 Montgomery Street, San Francisco.' --title page of accomp.  
Provenance: from the collection of Thomas W. Streeter.  
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.  
Duplicate copy, issued without accompanying guide: VAULT drawer Graff 28  
Graff 5031 (NLO)  

1045  
Alaska - Maps - 1900-1909  
Alaska. [190-?].
1046 Alaska - Maps - 1900-1960 - Topographic maps

Topographic maps
Alaska, 15 minute series (topographic).
Washington, D.C. The Survey, [ca. 1900-ca.1960].
Authors: Geological Survey (U.S.)
c. 1900-ca.1960.
ca. 2700 maps : col. ; on sheets 45 x 33 cm. fold.
to 18 x 27 cm.
Scale 1:62,500.
Dates of publication vary.
According to USGS, coverage at this scale complete in 2790 maps.
Coverage is not complete at this scale; see index map in box 4.
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisles 42 and 43 (July 2012).
map6C G3700 19- .U5, boxes 4-11 (PrCt)

1047 Alaska - Maps - 1906 - Railroads

Map of the Alaska Central Ry. showing line under construction and proposed future extension.
[New York : s.n., 1906].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1906) -- Alaska Central Railway Company
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Identifies copper, gold, and coal regions.
Includes elevation profile (5 x 9 cm.) at right.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1906) p. 890
H 668 .703 (1906) p. 890 (PrCt)

1048 Alaska - Maps - 1907 - Railroads

Map of the Alaska Central Ry. showing line under construction and proposed future extension.
[New York : s.n., 1907].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1907) -- Alaska Central Railway Company
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Identifies copper, gold, and coal regions.
Includes elevation profile (9 x 5 cm.) at right.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1907) p. 875
H 668 .703 (1907) p. 875 (PrCt)

1049 Alaska - Maps - 1910-1912

1 v. : ill. (some col.), col. map ; 28 cm.
Incomplete; issued in 9 volumes with 7 maps, but this copy lacks v. 1-8 (Feb. 2012).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 10009232
Baskes folio DS508 .B76 1910 (NLO)

1050 Alaska - Maps - 1910

Sleem's map of central Alaska : showing Yentna, Susitna, Matanuska ... also routes of travel and the line of Alaska Northern Railway from Seward to Fairbanks. Seward, Alaska ; Chicago : D.H. Sleem ; Rand McNally & Co., 1910.
Authors: Sleem, D. H. (David H.) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Alaska Northern Railway
1 map : col. ; 121 x 80 cm. fold. to 25 x 14 cm.
"Compiled from U.S. Government and R.R. Surveys, reliable prospectors and personal reconnaissance ; by D.H. Sleem, A.B., M.S., M.D."
Scale 1:625,000. 10 miles = 1 in.
Coordinates: (W 156°--W 145°/N 66°--N 59°).
Relief shown by hachures and spot heights.
Area covered extends from the Kenai Peninsula to the Yukon River.
Includes table of distances.
Shows placers held and developed, quartz lodes held, copper lodes, railroads, roads, cabins, etc.
Inset: Iditarod and Innoko Districts.
Ayer 133 .S632 1910 (NLO)

1051 Alaska - Maps - 1914 - Railroads

Seward Peninsula (Alaska) - Maps - 1914 -

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
Includes key to railroads numbered 1-130 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Alaska railroads
Insets (21 x 13 cm. and smaller): Seward Peninsula mining district -- Mt. McKinley District -- [Aleutian Islands continuation inset].
'Rand, McNally & Co.'s new business atlas map of Alaska. Copyright, 1908 ... -- at bottom right. Issued folded in accompanying index (12 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand, McNally & Co.'s indexed pocket map of Alaska. Chicago and New York : Rand, McNally & Company, c1914.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 24 (PrCt)

1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
Includes key to railroads numbered 1-135 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Alaska railroads.
Plate no.: 255E
Insets (21 x 13 cm. and smaller): Seward Peninsula mining district -- Mt. McKinley District -- [Aleutian Islands continuation inset].
Handstamp on front cover: Register of copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.
'3/2/20' -- in ms. on front cover.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 25 (PrCt)

1 map : col. ; 47 x 63 cm.
Includes key to railroads numbered 2-135 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Alaska railroads.
Plate no.: 943F
Inset (7 x 24 cm.): Aleutian Islands (a continuation of Alaska).
Issued folded in accompanying index (20 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Alaska. Chicago ; New York : Rand, McNally & Company, c1921.
Handstamp on front cover: Register of copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.
'Pub. [?] 4/1/21' -- in pencil on front cover.
'4/2/21' -- in pencil on front cover.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
**RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 26 (PrCt)**


1 map: col.; 47 x 63 cm.
Includes key to railroads numbered 1-135 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Alaska railroads.
Plate no.: 9R25
Inset (7 x 24 cm.): Aleutian Islands (a continuation of Alaska).
Issued folded in accompanying index (21 p.; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Alaska. San Francisco; Chicago; New York: Rand, McNally & Company, c1926.
Handstamp on front cover: Register of copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.
'3-31-26' -- in pencil on title page.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
**RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 28 (PrCt)**


*Map of White Pass & Yukon Route and connections.* Chicago: Poole Bros., [1928], c1917.
Authors: Poole Brothers -- White Pass & Yukon Route (Firm)
1 map: col.; 52 x 76 cm. fold. in covers to 19 x 10 cm.
Cover title: Map of Alaska, Atlin and the Yukon. Dated '11-5-28.'
Plate no. B 6044.
Inset (21 x 24 cm.): Map of Atlin Lake District.
**map3C G4371.P3 1928 P6 (PrCt)**

**1059 Alaska - Maps - 1931->Aleutian Islands (Alaska) - Maps - 1931**

1 map: col.; 47 x 62 cm.; folded in covers to 22 x 10 cm.
Cover title: Alaska pocket map: showing political divisions, cities, and towns, etc.
Plate no. 7R31
"Scale 1:4,055,000."
Inset (7 x 24 cm.): Aleutian Islands (a continuation of Alaska)
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**map4C G4370 1931 .R3 (PrCt)**

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Alaska - Maps - 1935 - Pictorial maps
Authors: Chase, J. Francis -- Abbott Laboratories -- DaBoll, Raymond F.
1 map : col. ; 34 x 39 cm.
Removed from the Raymond F. DaBoll Papers.
map2F G4371 .A5 1935 .C5 (PrCt)

Authors: Pacific American Fisheries, Inc.
1 map : col. ; on sheet 28 x 44 cm. fold. to 28 x 22 cm.
Detached from Pacific American Fisheries, Inc., Annual report ... year ending February 28, 1955 (Bellingham, Wash., 1955), covers.
Shows canneries between Bellingham, Wash. and Dillingham, Alaska.
map1F G4371 .L2 1955 P3 (PrCt)

Alaska road map. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Company, [1957?].
Authors: Union Oil Company of California -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 64 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm. Panel title.
Added title: Southeastern Alaska with part of British Columbia and Yukon, Union Oil road map. Issued for the Union Oil Company of California. Plate no. 7-5402-1.
Insets (19 x 23 cm. and 5 x 18 cm.): Alaska -- Aleutian Islands.
Maps on verso (43 x 61 cm. and 7 x 6 cm.): Western Canada -- Peace River to Great Slave Lake.
Panel art: 3 illustrations (car driving through mountains, city scene, and a Union 76 gas station).
Handstamped "May 15, 1957" on title panel.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4498 (PrCt)

Alaska - Maps - 1958 - Aeronautical charts
Authors: Jeppesen and Company -- Robertson, Ina Cullom
1 map : col. ; 46 x 52 cm., on sheet 71 x 55 cm., folded to 24 x 14 cm.
Panel title: Jeppesen natural-color relief map of Alaska.
Scale [1:4,752,000] or '75 miles to one inch;' Lambert azimuthal equal area proj. ; (E 176°--W 122°/N 72°--N 52°).
Relief shown by shading and spot heights. Shows principal air routes. Includes index to cultural, water, and relief features, 2 inset maps, and 'Quick facts about Alaska.'
Insets: location map -- Aleutian Islands.
On verso: A teaching guide to the 49th state / by Ina Cullom Robertson.
Gift of Harold J. Voss, Jr., 2008.
map4F G4371 .C2 1958 J4 (PrCt)

Alaska - Maps - 1958 - Maps, Physical
Rand McNally imperial map of Alaska. [Chicago] : Rand McNally, [1958?].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Geological Survey (U.S.) -- Chicago Historical Society
1 map : col. ; 80 x 116 cm.
Scale 1:2,500,000.
Inset (10 x 45 cm.): Aleutian Islands.
Text, photos, and map on verso.
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.
CHS Coll., Map no. 518 (PrCt)

1 map : col. ; 42 x 65 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm. Panel title.
Added title: Southeastern Alaska with part of British Columbia and Yukon, Union Oil road map. Issued for the Union Oil Company of California. Plate no. 8-5402-1.
Insets (19 x 23 cm. and 5 x 18 cm.): Alaska -- Aleutian Islands.
Maps on verso (43 x 61 cm. and 7 x 6 cm.): Western Canada -- Peace River to Great Slave Lake.
Panel art: Totten logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection

1 map : col. ; 42 x 64 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm. Includes blank title panel (for overprinting?). Plate no. 6-5402-12.
Includes insets of Alaska and Aleutian Islands (19 x 22 cm. and 4 x 18 cm.), and text and photos beneath heading: Alaska : America's last frontier.
Maps on verso (42 x 54 cm. and smaller):
Alberta, British Columbia -- Alaska Highway -- Peace River section.
Forms part of a collection of stock editions of Rand McNally road maps, some apparently issued as sales samples and / or printer's proofs for prospective commercial clients.
Uniform series title (established by cataloger):
Stock road maps
Both sides handstamped: Register of Copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington, D.C. ..., recto numbered "certificate no. 42624"; verso numbered "certificate no. 42622"
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (April 2010).
RMcN Stock 3 (PrCt)

Alaska - Maps - 1967 - Maps,
Physical>Hawaii - Maps - 1967 - Maps,
Physical>Oahu (Hawaii) - Maps - 1967 - Maps, Physical>Wall maps
Alaska and Hawaii [with elevations shown with hachures]. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1967?].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
2 maps : col. ; 43 x 95 cm. and 43 x 78 cm., on sheet 132 x 167 cm.
On same sheet with Alaska and Hawaii [with elevations shown in color]
Inset (17 x 23 cm.): Oahu
Plate no.: 3R67
Apparently a printer's proof.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
artifacts cage RMcN maproll 7 : 6. 3 (PrCt)

Alaska - Maps - 1968 - Maps,
Physical>Hawaii - Maps - 1968 - Maps,
Physical>Oahu (Hawaii) - Maps - 1968 - Maps, Physical>Wall maps
1 map : col. ; 54 x 78 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm. Panel title.
Added title: Alaska : Union Oil Company.
"Base materials courtesy of the U.S. Geological Survey, Department of the Interior."
Relief shown with shading; identifies dozens of airport locations.
Plate no. 676092-6.
Inset (7 x 31 cm.): Aleutian Islands.
Map on verso (55 x 62 cm.): Main connecting routes to Alaska : Union Oil road map.
Panel art: 76 Union sign against night sky.
Includes two Library of Congress Copyright Office handstamps and certificate nos.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4575 (PrCt)
1076 Alaska - Maps - 1969
Authors: Cross, Cliff -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 86 maps
1972?
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

British Columbia, Alaska and the Alaska Highway road map / Union Oil Company of California.
1 map : col. ; 54 x 78 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Alaska.
"Base materials courtesy of the U.S. Geological Survey, Department of the Interior."
Relief shown with shading; identifies dozens of airport locations.
Plate no. 696092-7.
Inset (7 x 31 cm.): Aleutian Islands.
Map on verso (55 x 62 cm.): Main connecting routes to Alaska : Union Oil road map.
Panel art: 76 Union sign and slogan "When you're looking for someone to look after you, look up to 76."
Includes two Library of Congress Copyright Office handstamps and certificate nos.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4587 (PrCt)

1078 Alaska - Maps - 1969::<><>Wall maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Geological Survey (U.S.)
1 map : col. ; 80 x 116 cm., fold. to 30 x 23 cm.
Scale 1:2,500,000. 1 in. = approx. 40 mi.
Relief shown by shading and spot heights.
Shows roads, roads proposed or under construction, railroads, and "route of the proposed trans-Alaska pipeline."
Date based on the fact that the first application to the Department of the Interior to build a pipeline was made in 1969.
Inset: Aleutian Islands.
map4C G4370 1969 .R3 (PrCt)


Alaska - Maps - 1976 - Road maps

Rand McNally map of Alaska, western Canada.

Panel art: Color photo of scenic landmarks.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

Alaska - Maps - 1990 - Wall maps

Authors: Allan Cartography (Firm) -- Raven Maps & Images -- Geological Survey (U.S.)

1 map : col. ; 56 x 121 cm.
Scale 1:2,500,000. 1 in. = approx. 40 miles. 1 cm. = 25 km. : Modified Transverse Mercator proj. ; (E 172°--W 129°/N 72°--N 52°).

Relief shown by gradient tints, shading, and spot heights.
maproll G4370 1990 A5 (PrCt)

Alaska - Maps - 1997 - Road maps

Stock road maps -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Lake (Larry) Advertising Agency, Salt Lake City, Utah SEE Lake Advertising Agency (Salt Lake City, Utah)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 63 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Alaska

Plate no. 7706
"This map included free in every copy of Alaska travel guide."
Issued to accompany annual Alaska travel guide [Salt Lake City? : Lake Advertising Agency?, 1977].

Insets (6 x 21 cm. and smaller): Saint Matthew Island -- Pribilof Islands -- Aleutian Islands.
Maps on verso (44 x 39 cm. and 44 x 15 cm.): South-central and interior Alaska -- Southeast Alaska.
Panel art: State outline with color photographs.
Forms part of a collection of stock editions of Rand McNally road maps, some apparently issued as sales samples and/or printer's proofs for prospective commercial clients.
Uniform series title (established by cataloger): Stock road maps
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (April 2010).

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)
- 1997 - Road maps


Maps on verso (29 x 26 cm. or smaller): Central Anchorage -- Central Juneau -- Anchorage vicinity -- Juneau vicinity -- Central Fairbanks -- Western Aleutian Islands.

Possibly detached from a travel guide; right side of sheet apparently torn away along perforation. Handstamp and adhesive label from Arlington Heights Memorial Library, Arlington Heights, Ill. on title panel.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 5114 (PrCt)

1092 **Alaska - Maps - 2005 - Road maps**


Uniform title: EasyFinder

Laminated.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

ISBN 0528966952

RMcN Road Map 2005 Alaska (PrCt)

1093 **Alaska - Maps - Bibliography - 1588-1898**


119 p. ; 24 cm.

Formerly lower case g 10945 .9

LC Card Number: 02005020

Map Ref Z6027.U52 A4 1898 (NLO)

1094 **Alaska - Pictorial works - 1790-1795 - Coasts**

Chile - Pictorial works - 1790-1795 - Coasts

Views of the headlands and islands on the coasts of North West and South America. London : J. Edwards ; G. Robinson, 1798. Authors: Alexander, William, 1767-1816 -- Fittler, James, 1758-1835 -- Humphrys, Henry, d. 1799 -- Hedington, Thomas, 1775 or 6-1860 -- Sykes, John, fl. 1791-1795 -- Edwards, James, 1757-1816 -- Robinson, G. G. (George G.) -- Vancouver, George, 1757-1798 A Voyage of discovery to the North Pacific Ocean : and round the world ... performed in the years 1790, 1791, 1792, 1793, 1794, and 1795 (1798) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library) -- Humphrys, Henry, d. 1799 SEE Humphrys, Henry, d. 1799

9 views in 10 segments ; 5 x 62 cm. or smaller, on sheet 43 x 55 cm. Contents: Tscherikow's Island ... / H. Humphries [sic], delt. -- The entrance of Port Chatham, Cook's Inlet ... / T. Hedington -- Wingham's Island ... the w[es]t point of Kaye's Island ... & Cape Hammond ... / J. Sykes -- Cape Ommanney ... s[ou][th] point of Coronation Island ... Mount Calder ... / J. Sykes -- Cape St. Lucas, [Baja] California ... / T. Hedington -- The Maria Islands lying off Port San Blas, Mexico ... T. Hedington -- Cape Corrientes ... -- The islet of Diego Ramirez to the s[ou][th] of Cape Horn ... / J. Sykes -- The coast to the s[ou][th] of Valparaiso, Point Quraumilla ... / J. Sykes.

In atlas (issued without title page) accompanying Vancouver, George. A Voyage of discovery to the North Pacific Ocean : and round the world ... performed in the years 1790, 1791, 1792, 1793, 1794, and 1795 (1790, 1791, 1792, 1793, 1794, and 1795 (1798) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library) -- Humphrys, Henry, d. 1799 SEE Humphrys, Henry, d. 1799

9 views in 10 segments ; 5 x 62 cm. or smaller, on sheet 43 x 55 cm. Contents: Tscherikow's Island ... / H. Humphries [sic], delt. -- The entrance of Port Chatham, Cook's Inlet ... / T. Hedington -- Wingham's Island ... the w[es]t point of Kaye's Island ... & Cape Hammond ... / J. Sykes -- Cape Ommanney ... s[ou][th] point of Coronation Island ... Mount Calder ... / J. Sykes -- Cape St. Lucas, [Baja] California ... / T. Hedington -- The Maria Islands lying off Port San Blas, Mexico ... T. Hedington -- Cape Corrientes ... -- The islet of Diego Ramirez to the s[ou][th] of Cape Horn ... / J. Sykes -- The coast to the s[ou][th] of Valparaiso, Point Quraumilla ... / J. Sykes.

1095 **Alaska - Pictorial works - 1930-1939**


AMcN III PC 3860 (PrCt)
1096  Alaska - Surveys - 1867-1960

Surveying Alaska by dog sled and helicopter. 1986.


In National Cartographic Information Center, Newsletter 17 (Fall 1986): 1-2, map.

BHC 1901

Vert 1469 (PrCt)

1097  Albania - Maps - 1574<<<Cyprian War, 1570-1571 - Maps

Provincia di Albania. [Venice? Giovanni Francesco Camocio?, 1574?].

Authors: Camocio, Giovanni Francesco, 16th cent. -- Camocio, Giovanni Francesco, 16th cent. [Isole famose porti, fortezze, e terre maritime sottoposte alla Ser.ma Sig.ria di Venetia ad altri principi cristiani, et al Sig.or Turco] [1574?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 19 x 23 cm.

Armies and naval ships shown pictorially. Oriented with north at upper left.

In atlas lacking title page: Camocio, Giovanni Francesco. [Isole famose porti, fortezze, e terre maritime sottoposte alla Ser.ma Sig.ria di Venetia ad altri principi cristiani, et al Sig.or Turco, nouame[n]te poste in luce] [Venice? : Alla libraria del segno di S. Marco? ; G.F. Camocio?, 1574?], [plate 16].

Manuscript no. 16 at upper right.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

VAULT Baskes folio G1955 .C3 1574, [plate 16] (PrCt)

1098  Albania - Maps - 1574<<<Montenegro - Maps - 1574<<<Kotor, Gulf of (Montenegro) - Maps - 1574

Il Disegno de la provincia di Albania novamete. riprostato / D. Zenoni. [Venice? Giovanni Francesco Camocio?, 1574?].

Authors: Zenoi, Domenico, fl. 1560-1580 -- Camocio, Giovanni Francesco, 16th cent. -- Camocio, Giovanni Francesco, 16th cent. [Isole famose porti, fortezze, e terre maritime sottoposte alla Ser.ma Sig.ria di Venetia ad altri principi cristiani, et al Sig.or Turco] [1574?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- D. Zenoni SEE Zenoi, Domenico, fl. 1560-1580 1 map ; 15 x 20 cm.

Details the region between the Gulf of Kotor in Montenegro and the city of Durres in Albania. Relief shown pictorially. Oriented with north at left.

In atlas lacking title page: Camocio, Giovanni Francesco. [Isole famose porti, fortezze, e terre maritime sottoposte alla Ser.ma Sig.ria di Venetia ad altri principi cristiani, et al Sig.or Turco, nouame[n]te poste in luce] [Venice? : Alla libraria del segno di S. Marco? ; G.F. Camocio?, 1574?], [plate 13].

Manuscript no. 13 at upper right.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

VAULT Baskes folio G1955 .C3 1574, [plate 13] (PrCt)


Authors: Jaho, Sirri -- Cobani, J. -- Mici, Asllan -- Akademia e Shkencave e RPS të Shqipërisë -- Campbell, Elia M. J. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 atlas (1 v. (various paging)) : col. maps ; 49 cm. OCLC 21260007.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Albania - Maps - To 1800<<<Albania - Geography


Authors: Armao, Ermanno, 1887-1933 p. ; map


Not at Newberry Library (Dec. 2009) (PrCt)

Albania Laziale (Italy) - Maps - 1764 - Archaeology<<<Castel Gandolfo (Italy) - Maps - 1764 - Archaeology<<<Archaeology - Albania Laziale (Italy) - Maps - 1764<<<Archaeology - Castel Gandolfo (Italy) - Maps - 1764


Authors: Piranesi, Giovanni Battista, 1720-1778


Gift '91.
Albany County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1854 - Landowners- Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps
Authors: Gould, Jay -- Moore, I. B. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 38 x 55.5 in. Originally published [1854].
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 473 (PrCt)

New topographical atlas of the counties of Albany and Schenectady, New York. Churchville, N.Y.
Martin Wehle, 1795.
Authors: Beers, S. N. -- Beers, D. G. (Daniel G.) -- Stone & Stewart -- Wehle, Martin
1 atlas (63 p. illus., maps) ; 41 cm.
Facsimile of original published Philadelphia:
Stone & Stewart, 1866.
Maps printed on alternate pages.
No. 264 of 300 copies.
'No. 30 of a series.'
Cf. Phillips 2212.
79-43481
OCLC: 2437639.
oversize G1253.A3 B4 1866a (NLO)

Albany (N.Y.) - Maps - 1677 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Plan de la Ville d'Albanie dans la Province de la Nouvelle Yorck en Amerique. [19--].
Cat.No.3 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1677 manuscript.
folio Ayer 136 .H91 1914 ser. 3, v. 4, pl. 237-238 (PrCt)

Albany (N.Y.) - Maps - 1695 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - A Plan of the town of Albany; drawn in 1695, by John Miller; with a separate plan of the fort. [19--].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1695 manuscript.
folio Ayer 136 .H91 1907 ser. 1, v. 2, pl. 34 (PrCt)

Albany (N.Y.) - Maps - 1756 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - United States - History - French and Indian War, 1755-1763 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
A Colored plan of the city of Albany, with a design for better securing it, by altering the ancient form of its stockade; adding a ditch in front, defended by number of blockhouses, with a banquette within, from which a double fire of musquetry can be made through loopholes in the stockade, etc., etc.; drawn about 1756. [19--].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1756 manuscript.
folio Ayer 136 .H91 1907 ser. 1, v. 2, pl. 35 (PrCt)

Albany (N.Y.) - Maps - 1756 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - United States - History - French and Indian War, 1755-1763 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
A Colored 'plan of the city of Albany, with the designs for securing it, by the addition of a ditch and rampart; with detached redoubts or blockhouses to take possession of the commanding grounds around the town; also shewing the proposed barracks for 640 men, hospital for 400 sick, and magazines for provisions;' drawn in 1756. [19--].
Authors: Hulbert, Archer Butler, 1873-1933 -- Hulbert, Archer Butler, 1873-1933. The Crown Collection of photographs of American maps --


1112  Albany (N.Y.) - Maps - 1765 - Fortification  A Plan of the city of Albany, situated lat. 42°.30' Long. 74°. London, 1765. Authors: Rocque, John, -1762 -- Rocque, Mary Ann -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 13 x 17 cm. In Rocque, John. A Set of plans and forts in America reduced from actual surveys ([London: Mary Ann Rocque], 1765) no. 2. 'With a design for the better securing it by altering the ancient form of its stockade adding a ditch in front defended by a number of block houses with a banquette within from which a double fire of musquetry can be made thro loop holes in the stockade ... .' Scale [ca. 1:8,590] not 1:405 as indicated by graphic scale. Relief shown by hachures. Oriented with north at upper right. Apparently engraved from the map reproduced in Hulbert, ser. I,vol. 2, no. 35; the building profile has been omitted in the engraved version. VAULT Ayer 135 .R68 1765 no. 2 (PrCt)
Plan of the city of Albany, about the year 1770. Albany, N.Y., 1850.
Fascimile of original published Albany, 1794; reproduced from the original in the Library of Congress. 
Scale [ca. 1:4, 900]. Oriented with north at upper right. Relief shown by hachures. Includes 'explanation' (15 lines) and elevations of the court house and prison. 73-7369 ICN73 
map2F 3804.A3.2 (PrCt) 

Albany (N.Y.) - Maps - 1794
A Plan of the city of Albany... Ithaca, N.Y. Historic Urban Plans, 1968. Authors: De Witt, Simeon, 1756-1834 -- Hutton, Isaac, ca. 1767-1855, engr. -- Historic Urban Plans (Firm) 1 map ; 51 x 40 cm. 'Surveyed at the request of the mayor, alderman and commonalty by Simeon DeWitt.' 
Fascimile of original published Albany, 1794; 'reproduced...from the original in the Library of Congress.' Scale [ca. 1:4, 900]. Oriented with north at upper right. Relief shown by hachures. Includes 'explanation' (15 lines) and elevations of the court house and prison. 73-7369 ICN73 
map2F 3804.A3.2 (PrCt) 

Albany (N.Y.) - Maps - 1794
A Plan of the city of Albany... Ithaca, N.Y. Historic Urban Plans, 1968. Authors: De Witt, Simeon, 1756-1834 -- Hutton, Isaac, ca. 1767-1855, engr. -- Historic Urban Plans (Firm) 1 map ; 51 x 40 cm. 'Surveyed at the request of the mayor, alderman and commonalty by Simeon DeWitt.' 
Fascimile of original published Albany, 1794; reproduced from the original in the Library of Congress. Scale [ca. 1:4, 900]. Oriented with north at upper right. Relief shown by hachures. Includes 'explanation' (15 lines) and elevations of the court house and prison. 73-7369 ICN73 
map2F 3804.A3.2 (PrCt) 

Albany (N.Y.) - Maps - 1960 - Road maps
RMcN Clients 1355 (PrCt) 

Albany (N.Y.) - Maps - 2009 - Road maps
Schenectady Region (N.Y.) - Maps - 2009 - Road maps <<>> Albany Region (N.Y.) - Maps - 2009 - Road maps <<>> Schenectady Region (N.Y.) - Maps - 2009 - Road maps <<>> Troy (N.Y.) - Maps - 2009 - Road maps <<>> Capital District (New York State) SEE Albany (N.Y.) <<>> Road maps
RMcN StrFdr 2009 .A31 (PrCt) 

Albany (N.Y.) - Pictorial works - 1853
map4F G3804.A3A3 1853 H5 1978 (PrCt)
1119 Albany Region (N.Y.) - Maps - 1695 - Indians - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Indians - Albany Region (N.Y.) - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Maps
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1695 manuscript.

A Plan of 'the Indian fort at the Flats' four miles from Albany, drawn in 1695, by John Miller. [19--]. Authors: Miller, John, fl. ca. 1692-ca. 1696 -- British Library. Add. Ms. 15490,p.7 fig.6 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1695 manuscript.
Map
Photo England BL Add. Ms. 15490,p.7 fig.6 (PrCt)

1 map : hand col. ; 94 cm. in diam., on sheet 103 x 98 cm.
Scale 1:31,680. 2 in. to 1 mile; (W 74002'--W 73042'--N 42049'--N 42039'). Shows land ownership in portions of Albany, Rensselaer, Saratoga, and Schenectady counties.
Includes ill. in margins.
Mounted on linen; varnished surface cracking, with some loss of detail.
OCLC 7062096
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.

1122 Albany Region (N.Y.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps - Troy Region (N.Y.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps - Road maps
Citigraph of Albany and Troy ... Socony-Vacuum ... Standard Oil of New York ... New York City : General Drafting Co., Inc., 1937.
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Standard Oil Company of New York -- General Drafting Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 16 x 14 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Socony citigraph of Albany ... and Troy
Date from RMcN AE 99 ms. index.
Panel art: Socony sign over rural landscape
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 99.2X (PrCt)

1123 Albany Region (N.Y.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps - Troy Region (N.Y.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps - Road maps
Citigraph of Albany and Troy ... Standard Oil of New York, division of Socony-Vacuum Oil Company, Inc. New York City : General Drafting Co., Inc., [1937?].
Authors: Standard Oil Company of New York -- Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- General Drafting Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 16 x 14 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Socony citigraph of Albany ... and Troy
Panel art: Socony sign.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "1937"
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 169.53A (PrCt)

1124 Albany Region (N.Y.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps - Troy Region (N.Y.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps - Road maps
Citigraph of Albany and Troy ... Standard Oil of New York, division of Socony-Vacuum Oil Company, Inc. New York City : General Drafting Co., Inc., [1938?].
Authors: Standard Oil Company of New York -- Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- General Drafting Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 16 x 14 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Socony citigraph of Albany ... and Troy
Panel art: Socony sign.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Aug 11 1938 Rand McNally & Co. ..."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Albemarle County (Va.) - Historical geography
- Maps - 1783-1816 - Road maps
- Counties - Maps
Title on fiche header: Historic roads in Virginia Albemarle Co.
Includes index.
Reproduction of original in the Sutro Library.
Additional availability: CL0086000066 ProQuest Information and Learning 300 N. Zeeb Rd., Ann Arbor, MI 48103-1553
Microfiche 5708 (NLO)

Albemarle County (Va.) - Historical geography
- Maps - 1860-1869 - Landowners - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
- Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps
Authors: Library of Congress. Hotchkiss map collection. No. 20 -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: Manuscript, 18 x 22 in. Scale 1:150,000. Originally compiled [186-?]. Only covers part of the county.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Microfiche 583, no. 1197 (PrCt)

Albemarle County (Va.) - Historical geography
- Maps - 1864 - Landowners - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
- Counties - Maps - Facsimiles
Title on fiche header: Historic roads in Virginia Albemarle Co.
Includes index.
Reproduction of original in the Sutro Library.
Additional availability: CL0086000066 ProQuest Information and Learning 300 N. Zeeb Rd., Ann Arbor, MI 48103-1553
Microfiche 5708 (NLO)

Albemarle County (Va.) - Historical geography
- Maps - 1860-1869 - Landowners - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
- Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps
Authors: Library of Congress. Hotchkiss map collection. No. 20 -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: Manuscript, 18 x 22 in. Scale 1:150,000. Originally compiled [186-?]. Only covers part of the county.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Microfiche 583, no. 1197 (PrCt)
### Maps Landowners - Maps


**Authors:** Campbell, Albert H. (Albert Henry), 1826-1899 -- Dwight, C. S. -- Confederate States of America. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps

1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.

Size of original: Manuscript, 30 x 24 in. Scale 1:80,000. Originally compiled 1864.


**Microfiche 583, no. 1199 (PrCt)**

1131

**Albemarle County (Va.) - Maps - 1875 - Landowners**


**Authors:** Peyton, C. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps

1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.

Size of original: 4 parts, 26 x 24 in. each. Scale 1:50,688. Originally published 1875.


**Microfiche 583, no. 1200 (PrCt)**

1132

**Albemarle County (Va.) - Tourism - 1980**

*Behind the scenes : Stop out of the ordinary...step behind the scenes.* Charlottesville, Va. Behind the Scenes, [ca. 1980s].

Authors: Behind the Scenes

1 leaflet (3-fold) : photos ; fold. to 23 x 10 cm


1133

**Albemarle Sound (N.C.) - Maps - 1660 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles**

*A Rude outline chart of part of coast of North Carolina and Albemarle River, in North Carolina; drawn about 1660.* [19--].


1 map

Photostatic reproduction of 1660 manuscript.


1134

**Albemarle Sound (N.C.) - Maps - 1684 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles**

*A Large colored chart of Albemarle River [drawn by W. Hack about 1684].* [19--].


1 map

Photostatic reproduction of 1684 manuscript.


1135


1 map : col., cloth ; 19 x 27 cm., folded to 22 x 14 cm.

'Valleys for the first time explored' colored yellow.


Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.

**Graff 588 opp. p. 234 (PrCt)**

1136

**Alberta - Maps - 1909 - Railroad land**

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grant</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alberta - Maps - 1909 - Railroad land grants</td>
<td>Canadian Pacific Railway Co. map shewing lands for sale in Central Alberta tributary to railroad construction during 1909. Winnipeg : Land Department, 1909. Authors: Canadian Pacific Railway Company. 1 map : col. ; 27 x 54 cm. Shows checkerboard pattern of land grants on either side of lines between Wetaskiwin and Hayter and between Lacombe and (approx.) Monitor; on the latter line, the section between Stettler and Castor is indicated as 'to be completed during 1909.' Scale: 1.506,680 or '8 miles = 1 inch.'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Alberta - Maps - 1914 - Railroads


1 map : col. ; 65 x 48 cm.

'Copyrighted R. McN & Co., Feb 2nd 1914.'

Includes key to railroads numbered 1-66 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Alberta railroads.

Issued folded in accompanying index (18 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand, McNally & Co.'s indexed county and township pocket map and shippers' guide of Alberta. Chicago and New York: Rand, McNally & Co., c1914.

Copyrighted R. McN & Co., May 10th [?] 1913' -- ink inscription on p. [5].

Uniform title: Shippers guide.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

map3C G3501.P3 1914 .R3a (PrCt)

Alberta - Maps - 1916 - Railroads


1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm.

'Jan 7th 1916 R. J.W.P. [?], -- manuscript inscription on title page verso.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

map3C G3501.P3 1916 .R3 (PrCt)

Alberta - Maps - 1920 - Railroads


1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm.

Includes key to railroads numbered 1-66 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Alberta railroads.

Plate no.: 230E


Uniform title: Shippers guide.


Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

map3C G3501.P3 1920 .R3 (PrCt)
Alberta - Maps - 1922 - Railroads

1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm.
'The Rand McNally commercial atlas map of Alberta.' -- at bottom left.
Includes key to railroads numbered 1-16 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Alberta railroads.
Plate no.: 230G
1147

Alberta - Maps - 1923 - Railroads

1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm.
'The Rand McNally new commercial atlas map of Alberta.' -- at bottom left.
Includes key to railroads numbered 1-24 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Alberta railroads.
Plate no.: 280H
1148

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
map3C G3501.P3 1923 .R3 (PrCt)

Alberta - Maps - 1925 - Railroads

1 map : col. ; 67 x 46 on sheet 73 x 65 cm. Scale [ca. 1:935,000].
In ms. on title page: :1.cl. 2 sh."
Title page handstamped "Register of copyrights, Library of Congress ..."and dated "6-3-26" in ms. Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 226 (PrCt)
1151

Alberta - Maps - 1926 - Road maps

1 map : col. ; 67 x 46 on sheet 73 x 65 cm. Scale [ca. 1:935,000].
In ms. on title page: :1.cl. 2 sh."
Title page handstamped "Register of copyrights, Library of Congress ..."and dated "6-3-26" in ms. Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 226 (PrCt)
1151

Alberta - Maps - 1927 - Road maps

1 map : col. ; 67 x 46 on sheet 73 x 65 cm. Scale [ca. 1:935,000].
In ms. on title page: :1.cl. 2 sh."
Title page handstamped "Register of copyrights, Library of Congress ..."and dated "6-3-26" in ms. Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 226 (PrCt)
1151
Alberta - Maps - 1928 - Land use
Alberta - Maps - 1928 - Wall maps
Northern Alberta : map showing disposition of lands. [Ottawa?] : Canada Natural Resources Intelligence Service, 1928.
Authors: Canada. Natural Resources Intelligence Service -- Lynch, F. C. (Francis Christopher Chisholm), b. 1884
1 map : col. ; 99 x 87 cm.
14th ed.
Scale 1:792,000. 12.5 mi. to 1 in.
Relief shown by spot heights.
Includes inset of Western continuation and notes on soil, land and vegetation.
maproll G 10823 .142 (NLO)

Alberta - Maps - 1930-1939 - Road maps
Strip maps
Blue Trail -- Calgary to Banff and Banff to Golden. Calgary : Alberta Motor Association, [193-?].
Authors: Alberta Motor Association
3 maps ; on sheet 32 x 26 cm. fold. to 26 x 11 cm.
Title from head of mileage table.
Contents: [Strip map no.] 23 [showing route from Golden to Banff]. -- [Strip map no.] 1 [showing route from Lake Louise to Calgary]. -- Key of strip map service published by the Alberta Motor Association.
On verso, mileage table and advertisements. Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).
Acquisition #2008100251.
Road map4C G3501.P2 1930 .A4 (PrCt)

Alberta - Maps - 1928 - Land use
Alberta - Maps - 1928 - Wall maps
Northern Alberta : map showing disposition of lands. [Ottawa?] : Canada Natural Resources Intelligence Service, 1928.
Authors: Canada. Natural Resources Intelligence Service -- Lynch, F. C. (Francis Christopher Chisholm), b. 1884
1 map : col. ; 99 x 87 cm.
14th ed.
Scale 1:792,000. 12.5 mi. to 1 in.
Relief shown by spot heights.
Includes inset of Western continuation and notes on soil, land and vegetation.
maproll G 10823 .142 (NLO)
maps<>>Manitoba - Maps - 1953 - Road
maps<>>Saskatchewan - Maps - 1953 - Road
maps<>>Canada, Western - Maps - 1953 - Road
Road maps<>>Alaska Highway - Maps - 1953 - Road maps

Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 64 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm. Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair Alberta, British Columbia Plate no. 3-5210-1.
Insets (8 x 10 cm. and 8 x 8 cm.): Alaska Highway -- Peace River section.
Maps on verso (42 x 60 cm. and smaller): Sinclair Manitoba, Saskatchewan -- Western Ontario -- Kenora Red Lake area.
Panel art: Color illustration of a couple looking over a road map while a Sinclair attendant services their car.
Ms. annotation (blue ink): "International Copyright Registration #103856."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2720 (PrCt)

Alberta - Maps - 1964 - Road maps<>>British Columbia - Maps - 1964 - Road
maps<>>Manitoba - Maps - 1964 - Road
maps<>>Saskatchewan - Maps - 1964 - Road
maps<>>Canada, Western - Maps - 1964 - Road
Road maps<>>Alaska Highway - Maps - 1964 - Road maps

Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 65 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm. Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair Alberta, British Columbia Plate no. 4-5210-14.
Insets (8 x 10 cm. and 8 x 8 cm.): Alaska Highway -- Peace River section.
Maps on verso (42 x 60 cm. and smaller): Sinclair Manitoba, Saskatchewan -- Western Ontario -- Kenora Red Lake area.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2808 (PrCt)

Alberta - Maps - 1969
Authors: University of Alberta. Dept. of Geography -- Alberta -- University of Alberta Press -- University of Toronto Press
158 p. : col. maps ; 45 cm.
Published jointly by the government of Alberta and the University of Alberta.
71-265
ICN 72

oversize G 10823.054 (NLO)

Alberta - Maps - 1971 - Road maps<>>Calgary (Alta.) - Maps - 1971 - Road

Authors: Alberta. Dept. of Highways and Transport -- Commercial Printers (Edmonton, Alta.) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 34 x 19 cm. Panel title.
Added title: Official road map 1971 "Litho'd. in Canada by Commercial Printers, Edmonton."
Maps on verso (29 x 23 cm. and smaller): Calgary -- Medicine Hat -- Edmonton -- Red Deer -- Lethbridge.
Panel art: Color photo of scenic landmarks.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 13 (PrCt)

Alberta - Maps - 1972 - Road maps<>>British Columbia - Maps - 1972 - Road maps<>>Road maps

Authors: Texaco, inc. -- Rolph-Clark-Stone Limited -- Rolph-McNally Limited -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 56 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm. Panel title.
"Copyright Rolph Clark Stone Ltd., Toronto 1972" "Compiled, reproduced and lithographed in Canada. Rolph-McNally Limited."
Insets (each 22 x 19 cm.): Central Victoria -- Central Vancouver.
Maps on verso (43 x 13 and smaller): District map of Fraser Valley -- Central Calgary -- Central Edmonton -- Alaska-Yukon and Northwest Territories -- Edmonton -- Calgary -- Vancouver -- Victoria.
Editor's copy; several insets marked "have" in blue marker.
Panel art: Color illustration of road leading into mountains.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(RNewberry Library),
RMcN Clients 3947 (PrCt)

Alberti, Leon Battista, 1404-1472. Descriptio urbis Romae (ca. 1450)<---Cartography - Rome (Italy) - History - 1450<---Surveying - History - 1450

Albertina, Battle of, Albuera, Spain, 1811 - Maps<---Badajoz (Spain : Province) - Maps - 1811<---Extremadura (Spain) - Maps - 1811<---Andalucia (Spain) - Maps - 1811<---Badajoz (Spain) - Maps - 1811 - Fortification<---Seville (Spain) - Maps - 1811 - Fortification

Alberti, Leandro, 1479-1552
Le Cognizioni geografiche di Leandro Alberti.
[ Roma : Società geografica italiana, 1922].

Alberti, Leandro, 1479-1552. Descrittione di tutta Italia (1550)<---Italy - Description and travel - 1550<---Italy - Geography - 1550
Series: Bibliotheca erudita ; 23
LC Card Number: 2004456284
ISBN 8834311205
DG423 .P48 2004 (NLO)

The Measure of the earth. 1969.

Alberti, Leon Battista, 1404-1472. Descriptio urbis Romae (ca. 1450)
La 'Descriptio urbis Romae'. 1968.
Authors: Vagnetti, Luigi
Vert 2023 (PrCt)

Authors: Union Pacific Railway Company 1 view ; 10 x 16 cm. Aerial photograph.
In Union Pacific Railway. 61st annual report ... December 31, 1957 [New York?: Union Pacific Railroad?, 1958?] p. 22. 5A 7267 (1957 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Authors: Union Pacific Railway Company 1 view ; 11 x 21 cm. Caption title.
The Field of battle, Albuera, May 16th 1811, together with the great roads as far as Seville.
London : I. Luffman, 1811 [i.e. 1816?].
Authors: Luffman, J. (John), 1756-1846 -- Luffman, J. (John), 1756-1846. Select plans of cities, harbours, forts, &c ... [1816?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 18 x 12 cm.
Insets (10 x 12 cm. and 9 x 12 cm.): [Fortress of] Badajos -- [Fortress of] Seville.
In: Luffman, John. Select plans of cities, harbours, forts, &c ... (London: Luffman, [1816?]), plate [10].
folio Ayer 135 .L94 1816 pl. [10] (PrCt)

1170
Albuquerque (N.M.) - Maps - 1959 - Road maps
Banks and banking - Maps - 1959
University of New Mexico - Maps - 1959
Turquoise Trail (N.M.) - Maps - 1959
Road maps
Albuquerque street map and facts / First National Bank ... Albuquerque, New Mexico.
[Albuquerque, N.M.]: published by First National Bank in Albuquerque, [1959].
Authors: First National Bank in Albuquerque (N.M.) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 81 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel art: Illustration of road and Gulf service North Valley -- South Valley -- Turquoise Trail : scenic loop drive.
Handstamp: Oct 10 1960
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Duplicate or variant copy: RMcN Clients 639 (PrCt)
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 760 (PrCt)

1172
Albuquerque (N.M.) - Maps - 1968 - Road maps
University of New Mexico - Maps - 1968
Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 81 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Albuquerque street map.
Plate no. 685403-2.
Insets (11 x 10 cm. and 11 x 9 cm.): Downtown Albuquerque -- University of New Mexico campus.
Maps on verso (22 x 18 cm. and smaller): North Valley -- South Valley -- Turquoise Trail : scenic loop drive.
Panel art: Illustration of road and Gulf service station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1188 (PrCt)

1173
Albuquerque (N.M.) - Maps - 1969 - Road maps
University of New Mexico - Maps - 1969
Albuquerque Region (N.M.) - Maps - 1969
Road maps
Authors: Tenneco Oil Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Bay Gasoline SEE Tenneco Oil Company -- Bay Motor Oil SEE Tenneco Oil Company

1175

Albuquerque (N.M.) - Maps - 1972 - Road maps

Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- Rand McNally and Company
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 81 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.
"1972 Edition"
Panel title.
Added title: Phillips 66 street map of
Albuquerque.
Plate no.73725403-6
Insets (10 x 8 cm. and 5 x 12 cm.): Westgate
Heights -- Sandia Peak Tramway.
Maps on verso (20 x 29 cm. and smaller): North
Valley and Paradise Hills -- University of New
Mexico campus -- Downtown Albuquerque --
South Valley.
Panel art: illustration of goose flying over
mountain landscape.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2028 (PrCt)
Albuquerque (N.M.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps

Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- Rand McNally and Company
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 81 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.
"1975 Edition"
Panel title.
Added title: Phillips 66 street map of
Albuquerque.
Plate no.725403-5
Insets (11 x 10 cm. and 11 x 9 cm.): Downtown
Albuquerque -- University of New Mexico campus.
Maps on verso (each 22 x 18 cm.): North Valley
-- South Valley.
Panel art: photograph of station attendant, Phillips 66 sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2027 (PrCt)
Albuquerque (N.M.) - Maps - 1974 - Road maps

Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- Rand McNally and Company
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 81 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.
"1974 Edition"
Panel title.
Added title: Phillips 66 street map of
Albuquerque.
Plate no.73725403-6
Insets (10 x 8 cm. and 5 x 12 cm.): Westgate
Heights -- Sandia Peak Tramway.
Maps on verso (20 x 29 cm. and smaller): North
Valley and Paradise Hills -- University of New
Mexico campus -- Downtown Albuquerque --
South Valley.
Panel art: illustration of goose flying over
mountain landscape.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2028 (PrCt)
Panel art: illustration of goose flying over mountain landscape.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2055 (Pr Ct)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (80 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
$14.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN StrFdr 1997 .A62 (Pr Ct)

1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Cover dated 2003.
$21.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-85572-7
RMcN StrFdr 2006 .A62 (Pr Ct)

1 atlas (96 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
$12.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN StrFdr 1993 .A62 (Pr Ct)

1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Cover not dated.
$19.95.
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-85572-7
RMcN StrFdr 2006 .A62 (Pr Ct)

Authors: Enter Maps (Firm)
1 view on 9 sheets : part. col. ; 42 x 56 cm.
Six original pen and ink drawings on mylar, three hand-colored renderings (or printed proofs?) on paper.
These are the original elements for a printed view of Albuquerque (ISBN 0783415052); the Newberry lacks a printed copy.

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (96 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
$12.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN StrFdr 1993 .A62 (Pr Ct)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Graaf Publishers
1 map : col. ; on sheet 32 x 24.
Detail reproduced in color; black and white reproduction of entire map and brief description on verso.
map1F G3201.AT 1662 .H4, no. 3 (PrCt)

1190 Alessandria (Italy) - Maps - 1689
Authors: Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718 -- Padoani, Domenico, fl. 1689 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718. Citta, fortezze, isole, e porti principale dell' Europa ... (1689) 1 map ; 28 x 45 cm.
In: Coronelli, Vincenzo. Citta, fortezze, isole, e porti principale dell' Europa, in pianti, et in elutione, descritte, e publicate ad uso dell' Academia cosmografica degli argonauti ([Venice : Domenico Padoani, 1689]) pl. [12].
VAULT folio Ayer 135 .C8 1689 pl. 12 (PrCt)

1194 Alexandria (Egypt) - Archaeological sites - 1995<<>>Alexandria (Egypt) - Local transit - 1995
Authors: Gauch, Sarah 1 p. : color photo and map From: Christian Science monitor (13 Nov. 1997).

1195 Alexandria (Egypt) - Archaeological sites - 1995<<>>Underwater archeology - Alexandria (Egypt) - 1995

1196 Alexandria (Egypt). Libraries and Museum. - History - 1952
Authors: Parsons, Edward Alexander, 1878-xii, 468 p. : ill. (part col.), maps (part fold.) ; 23 cm.
Bibliography: p.[433]-461
Z 571 .663 (NLO)

1197 Alexandria (Egypt) - Maps - 1620
Alexandria, vetustissimum Aegypti emporium, amplissima ciuitas ... [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 2, pl. 56 (PrCt)

Authors: Hudson, Alice C., 1947-2 leaves ; 28 cm.
Printout.
Vert 1836, no. 2 (PrCt)

1193 Alexander Turnbull Library - Map collections
'Have you got a map of...?': the selection policy of the cartographic collection, Alexander Turnbull Library. 1990.
Authors: Moffat, Kevin -- Alexander Turnbull Library -- New Zealand Cartographic Journal 20, no.1 (May 1990) p. 7-10
BHC 1847 Vert 1416 (PrCt)

1199 Alexandria (Egypt) - Maps - 1600
Alexandria, vetustissimum Aegypti emporium, amplissima ciuitas ... [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 2, pl. 56 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Alexandria (Egypt) - Maps - 1753 - Harbors - Nautical charts
---
A Description of the Haven of Alexandria.
Authors: W. and J. Mount, T. and T. Page (Firm), fl. ca. 1753-1755 -- English Pilot. Part 3 (1753) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 15 x 23 cm.
Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger): English Pilot. Part 3 (1753)

Alexandria (Egypt) - Maps - 1771 - Harbors - Nautical charts
---
A Description of the Haven of Alexandria.
[London : J. Mount and T. Page, 1771].
Authors: Mount, John, d. 1781 -- Page, Thomas, d. 1781 -- English Pilot. Part 3 (1771) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : woodcut ; 15 x 22 cm. on sheet 47 x 30 cm.
Letterpress title of woodcut map.
Letterpress text at top of sheet (p. 83): A Description of the coast of Cyprus and Syria, &c.
Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger): English Pilot. Part 3 (1771)
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Alexandria (Egypt) - Maps - 1802-1804 - Harbors - Nautical charts
---
Chart of the Western or New Harbour of Alexandria ... 1802. [i.e. 1816?].
1 map : hand col. ; 35 x 68 cm.
Survey’d by Major Bryce, Chief Engineer attached to the British Army in Egypt, 1802'.
In: Faden, William [and others]. [General atlas of modern geography : a collection of large scale maps and charts of all parts of the world]
(London, etc. : W. Faden, etc., 1775-1816]) v. 2, pl. [27].
Verso handstamped ‘21.’
Imprint on map: London: published by W. Faden ... Augt: 1st, 1804.
Top margin includes 54 lines of text in 3 columns. Includes 3 coastal profiles.

Alexandria (Egypt) - Maps - 1840 - Pictorial works
---
Alexandria. [Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, 1840].
Authors: Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846 -- Lea & Blanchard -- Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (1840) 1 view ; 3 x 7 cm.
In: Murray, Hugh. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, successors to Carey & Co., for George W. Gorton, 1840) v. 2, p. 553.
Wax engraving.

Alexandria (La.) - Maps - 1950 - Railroads - Maps
---
[Aerial photograph of downtown Alexandria, Louisiana]. [Dallas? Texas & Pacific Railway?, 1950?].
Authors: Texas & Pacific Railway
1 view ; 14 x 22 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
In: Texas & Pacific Railway. 78th annual report for the year 1949 [Dallas?: Texas & Pacific Railway?, 1950?] p. 5.

Alexandria (Va.) - Maps - 1798
---
Authors: Thomas, John V. -- Clarke, Thomas -- Historic Urban Plans (Firm)
1 map ; 58 x 45 cm.
'Engrav'd by T. Clark. Alexandria, I. V. Thomas, 1798.'
Facsimile of original published Alexandria, Va.: J.V. Thomas, 1798; reproduced from original at the Library of Congress.

'This is number 64 of an edition limited to 500 copies.'
Scale [ca. 1: 8,750] not ‘800 [ft.] to an inch.’ Oriented with north at right.
Relief shown by hachures.
Includes 'remarks' (15 leaves).
73-7369
ICN73

map4F 3884.A3 (PrCt)

1206
Alexandria (Va.) - Maps - Exhibitions
Catalogs - Lyceum (Alexandria, Va.) - Map Collections - Exhibitions - Catalogs
Exhibition at the Lyceum, May 21, 1999--October 25, 1999. folio F234.A3 C42 1999 (NLO)

1207
Alexandria (Va.) - Pictorial works - 1863
Authors: Magnus, Charles -- Historic Urban Plans (Firm)
1 birds-eye view : col. ; 30 x 48 cm.
Facsimile of original published 1863.
References 1-12.
426
map4G 3884.A3A3 1863 M3 1974 (PrCt)

1208
Alexandrian Library - Pictorial works - 1552 - Alexandria (Egypt) - Pictorial works - 1552 - Woodcuts
Authors: Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552. Cosmographiae uniuersalis ... (1552) -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : woodcut ; 6 x 7 cm., on sheet 32 x 21 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Added letterpress title above woodcut:
Bibliotheca Alexandrina.
Possibly an inaccurate view, since some of the woodcuts in this volume were used for more than one location.
VAULT folio Ayer 7 .M8 1552, p. 1139 (PrCt)

1209
Alfaques, Puerto de los (Spain) - Maps - 1705-1706 - Coasts - Nautical charts - Alfaques, Puerto de los (Spain) - 1705-1706 - Coasts - Nautical charts - Alfaques, Puerto de los (Spain) - San Carlos Region (Spain) - Maps - 1705-1706 - Coasts - Nautical charts - Alfaques, Puerto de los (Spain) - San Carlos Region (Spain) - 1705-1706 - Coasts - Nautical charts
Authors: Doleman, Capt., fl. 1705-1706 -- Mount, Richard, d. 1722 -- English Pilot. Part 3 (1771) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 24 x 28 cm. on sheet 47 x 30 cm.
Engraved map printed beneath letterpress text (p. 15): A Description of the coast of Valenita and Catalonita. Oriented with north at upper right.
In: The English pilot : Part III : Describing the sea-coasts ... in the whole Mediterranean Sea (London : Printed for J. Mount, and T. Page, on Tower-Hill, 1771), [plate 12]
Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger): English Pilot. Part 3 (1771)
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1956.P5 E5 1771, [plate 12] (PrCt)

Alfaques, Puerto de los (Spain) - Maps - 1753 - Coasts - Nautical charts - Alfaques, Puerto de los (Spain) - 1753 - Coasts - San Carlos Region (Spain) - Maps - 1753 - Coasts - Nautical charts - San Carlos Region (Spain) - 1753 - Coasts - Puerto de los Alfaques (Spain) SEE Alfaques, Puerto de los (Spain) SEE Alfaques, Puerto de los (Spain) - Puerto de Alfaques (Spain) - Nautical charts
1 map ; 24 x 28 cm.
Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger): English Pilot. Part 3 (1753)
oversize Ayer 135 .E5 1753 p. 15 (PrCt)

Algarve (Portugal) - Maps - 1588 - Coasts - Nautical charts - Algarve (Portugal) - 1588 - Coasts - Nautical charts
A Description of the sea coastes of the land of...
Algarbe and a parte of the Condado with their shew & opening. [Amsterdam : Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, 1666].

Authors: Wagheenaer, Lucas Janszoon, 1534 or 1560-1606 -- Wagheenaer, Lucas Janszoon, 1534 or 1560-1606. The Mariners mirrour (1588) -- Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, Ltd.

1 map ; 31 x 49 cm.

Includes coastal profile.

Text on verso (p. 18) under heading: A perfect description of the sea coasts of Algarbes the southern part of Portagall.


Map Ref oversize G1025.T37 ser. 3, v. 2, map [18] (PrCt)


Aphricea tabvla II. [Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1540].

Authors: Ptolemy, active 2nd century -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Ptolemy, active 2nd century.

Geographia (1540) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. woodcut ; 25 x 31 cm., mounted on backing sheet 31 x 38 cm.

Letterpress title above woodcut map with letterpress place names.


Letterpress no. 14 and text on verso: Secvnda Aphricea tabvla, continet Aphricam minorem ....

Forms part of an incomplete copy of Sebastian Münster's 1540 edition of Ptolemy's Geography (lacking intervening pages of text between maps).

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.


References: Karrow, Mapmakers of the 16th cent., p. 422; Shirley, T.Ptol

VAULT Baskes folio G1005 1540, [plate 14] (PrCt)

1215 Algeria - Maps - 1703

The Kingdom of Alger divided into 5 provinces. [London : s.n., 1703].

Authors: Seller, John, fl. 1658-1698 -- Seller, John, fl. 1658-1698. A New system of geography : designed in a most plain and easie method ... (1703)

1 map ; 11 x 14 cm.

Anonymous map in Seller, John. A New system of geography : designed in a most plain and easie method ... (London : Jeremiah Seller ; Charles Price ; John Senex, 1703) map [43].

Case 3A 1704 map [43] (PrCt)

1216 Algeria - Maps - 1704 - Africa, North - Maps - 1704


Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Sanuto, Livio, 1520-1576 -- Somer, J. -- Delamarche, Charles François, 1740-1817. Atlas général : contenant le détail des quatre parties du monde [1798]? -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1 map: hand col.; 37 x 52 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:3,000,000].
Relief shown pictorially.

**Baskes oversize G1015.A77 1798, [platie 2], [plate 40] (NLO)**

**1217**

**Algeria - Maps - 1726 - Manuscripts**


Shows region bounded by the coasts of southwestern Spain, Sardinia, western Italy, western Sicily and northern Africa, but most detailed along the coast and interior of Algeria and Tunisia south to the Atlas Mountains. Outlines Peyssonnel's 1724-1725 travel route, and includes list of 70 Arab ethnic groups. Margins contain 10 views of Roman ruins.

Scale [ca. 1:3,250,000].


Generalized relief shown pictorially.

Pen-and-ink and watercolor (blue, green, brown, red, yellow); mounted on cloth.

Sheet 1 of 117 in the Cartes Marines Manuscript Map Collection, detailing French colonial interests worldwide, ca. 1640-ca. 1726. Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 183

Ayer ms map proj 00

Digital image available as part of the Newberry Library's Great Lakes Digital Collection via the CARLI Digital Collections website (accessed Nov. 2010):

http://collections.carli.illinois.edu/u/?nby_grlakes, 791

**VAULT drawer Ayer MS map 30 sheet 1 (NLO)**

**1218**

**Algeria - Maps - 1753 - Coasts - Nautical charts**


1 map: 40 x 51 cm.

Insets (10 x 6 cm. each): Argier -- Bona.


Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger): English Pilot. Part 3 (1753)

**oversize Ayer 135.E55 1753 following p. 12 (PrCt)**

**1219**

**Algeria - Maps - 1771 - Coasts - Nautical charts**

The Sea coast of Barbary from Cape De Tenes to Cape De Rosa / James Bennett sculp. [London : J. Mount and T. Page, 1771]. Authors: Bennett, James, fl. ca. 1675-1677 -- W. and J. Mount, T. and T. Page, 1753. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

1 map: 40 x 51 cm.

Insets (10 x 6 cm. and 10 x 6 cm.): Argier -- Bona.

In: The English pilot : Part III : Describing the sea-coasts ... in the whole Mediterranean Sea ... (London : Printed for J. Mount, and T. Page, on Tower-Hill, 1771), [plate 10]

Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger): English Pilot. Part 3 (1771)

**oversize Ayer 156.P5 E5 1771, [plate 10] (PrCt)**

**1220**

**Algeria - Maps - 1872 - Oran (Algeria) - Maps**


1221 Algeria - Maps - 1874<Tunis (Tunisia) - Maps - 1874


Authors: Piesse, Louis, b. 1815 -- Vuillemin, A. (Alexandre), b. 1812 -- Gérin, A. -- LeFèvre, F. -- Langevin -- Collection des guides-Joanne -- Hachette (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

Map by A. Vuillemin, A. Gérin, F. Lefèvre, Langevin.

Includes: Includes bibliographical references (p. [ix]-xii) and indexes.

Advertisements: 104 p. at end.

Series: Collection des guides-Joanne

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G153 .C65 Algerie (1874) (NLO)

1222 Algeria - Maps - 1878<Tunis (Tunisia) - Maps - 1878

Handbook for travellers in Algeria and Tunis : Algiers, Oran, Constantine, Carthage, etc. / by R.L. Playfair. London ; Paris ; Rome ; Naples ; Gibraltar : John Murray ; Galignani’s Library ; Boyveau ; Spithöver ; Monaldini ; British Library ; Roswell, 1878.

Authors: Playfair, R. Lambert (Robert Lambert), Sir, 1828-1899 -- John Murray (Firm) -- Murray’s handbooks for travellers -- Weller, Edward, -1884 -- J. & C. Walker (Firm) -- Galignani Library -- Boyveau (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

Map by A. Vuillemin, A. Gérin, F. Lefèvre, Langevin.

Includes: Includes bibliographical references and index.

Series: [Murray’s handbooks for travellers] -- Murray’s handbooks for travellers.

Former owner’s inscription: Mary Hunter, 1891.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Full text of another copy (but not the maps) available via Hathi Trust Digital Library (accessed January 2013):

http://hdl.handle.net/2027/uc2.ark:/13960/t08w3kf

References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray’s handbooks for travellers, 273

Baskes G153 .M97 no. 273 (1878) (NLO)

1223 Algeria - Maps - 1890<Tunis (Tunisia) - Maps - 1890

Handbook for travellers in Algeria and Tunis : Algiers, Oran, Tlemçen, Bougie, Constantine, Tebessa, Biskra, Tunis, Carthage, etc. / by R. Lambert Playfair. London ; John Murray, 1890.


Map by A. Vuillemin, A. Gérin, F. Lefèvre, Langevin.

Includes: Includes bibliographical references and index.

Series: [Murray’s handbooks for travellers] -- Murray’s handbooks for travellers.

Former owner’s inscription: Mary Hunter, 1891.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Full text of another copy (but not the maps) available via Hathi Trust Digital Library (accessed January 2013):

http://hdl.handle.net/2027/uc2.ark:/13960/t08w3kf

References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray’s handbooks for travellers, 273

Baskes G153 .M97 no. 273 (1890) (NLO)

1224 Algeria - Maps - 1891<Tunis (Tunisia) - Maps - 1891

Handbook for travellers in Algeria and Tunis : Algiers, Oran, Tlemçen, Bougie, Constantine, Tebessa, Biskra, Tunis, Carthage, etc. / by R. Lambert Playfair. London ; John Murray, 1891.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Cover title: Murray's hand-book, Algeria & Tunis
Spine title: Hand-book, Algeria, Tunis
Includes bibliographical references, index, and errata.
Series: [Murray's handbooks for travellers] -- Murray's handbooks for travellers.
"With maps and plans."
Publisher's advertisements on endpapers and "Murray's handbook advertiser, 1892-1893 ...", 58 p. at end.
Former owner's inscription: S. Lozer, 1894.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray's handbooks for travellers, 273
Baskes G153 .M97 no. 273 (1891) (NLO)

Algeria - Maps - 1893...Tunis (Tunisia) - Maps - 1893
Authors: Piesse, Louis, b. 1815 -- Collection des guides-Joanne -- Thuillier, Louis -- Niox, G. (Gustave), 1840-1921 -- Erhard Bros. (Firm) -- Imprimerie Lemerçier et cie -- Dufrénoy (Firm) -- Hachette (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
28, Ixxiii, 429, 120 p. : 29 maps and plans (some col., some folded) ; 18 cm.
Maps by L. Thuillier and G. Niox; engraved by Erhard; printed by Lemerçier and Dufrénoy.
Imperfect: missing folded map: Algérie.
Folded map laid in: Tunisie.
Advertisements: 28 p. at beginning, 120 p. at end.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [xxxiv]-xxxvii) and index.
Series: Collection des guides-Joanne
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .C65 Algerie (1893) (NLO)

Algeria - Maps - 1890...Tunis (Tunisia) - Maps - 1900
Algérie et Tunisie : 8 cartes et 22 plans / par Forest (J.), globemaker and mapseller, Paris
1 map : col. ; 48 x 130 cm. on two sheets, backed with linen and fold. to 19 x 11 cm.
Scale 1:800,000.
Relief shown by hachures.
The top two sheets only of their six-sheet map.
Paper labels on outside of folded maps bear the name of the dealer, "Forest -- 17, rue de Buci -- Paris."
Annotated in ink and colored pencil by Edward E. Ayer, who used them on his automobile trip in 1909; Ayer has extended the route below the southern margin of sheet 2 to show Touggourt, the southernmost point reached, and added a note about crossing the Sahara, dated "Biskra, Nov. 17, 1909."
Forms part of Record Group No. 2, Subgroup 15 (Board of Trustees, Personal Papers), Newberry Library Archives.
Another group of Ayer's annotated road maps is cataloged as Map4C G5696 .P2 1909 .A9.
Case Archives 02/15/02, Box 9, Folder 84 (PrCt)

Algeria - Maps - 1895...Tunis (Tunisia) - Maps - 1895
Handbook for travellers in Algeria and Tunis : Algiers, Oran, Tlemc?en, Bougie, Constatine, Tebessa, Biskra, Tunis, Carthage, Bizerta, etc. / by R. Lambert Playfair. London : John Murray, 1895.
5th ed., thoroughly rev.
Cover Title: Murray's hand-book, Algeria & Tunis
Spine Title: Hand-book, Algeria, Tunis
"With maps and plans."
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Series: [Murray's handbooks for travellers] -- Murray's handbooks for travellers.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray's handbooks for travellers, 274
Full text of another copy (but not the maps) available via Hathi Trust Digital Library (accessed January 2013):
http://hdl.handle.net/2027/uc1.b303315
LC Card Number: 05009836
Baskes G153 .M97 no. 274 (1895) (NLO)
renseignements pratiques mis au courant en 1900 / par Louis Piesse. Paris : Librairie Hachette, [1900].
Authors: Piesse, Louis, b. 1815 -- Collection des guides-Joanne -- Bagge, Gustave -- Thuillier, Louis -- Niox, G. (Gustave), 1840-1921 -- Erhard Bros. (Firm) -- Dufrénoy (Firm) -- Imprimerie Lemercier et cie -- Hachette (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
28, 53, lxvi, 419, 148 p. : 30 maps and plans (some folded, some col.) ; 17 cm.
Maps by G. Bagge, L. Thuillier, and G. Niox; engraved by Erhard; printed by Dufrénoy and Lemercier.
Imperfect: missing folded leaf with 2 charts from pocket. Laid in: publisher's advertisements on folded leaf.
Advertisements: 28 p. at beginning, 148 p. at end, and endpapers.
'Index alphabétique contenant les renseignements pratiques'--P. 1-53 (second sequence).
Originally published: 1898.
Series: Collection des guides-Joanne
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .C65 Algerie (1900) (NLO)

1229
Algeria - Maps - 1903>>>Tunis (Tunisia) - Maps - 1903
Authors: Thomas Cook Ltd. -- Cook's handbooks -- W. & A.K. Johnston Limited -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Issued with 4 maps, but this copy imperfect; lacking t.p. and 1 folded map.
Includes index.
Publisher's illustrated cloth-covered boards.
Former owner's signature: Bougainville.
Series: Cook's handbooks.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .C66 Algeria (1903) (NLO)

1230
Algeria - Maps - 1906>>>Algeria (Algeria) - Maps - 1906
The Illustrated guide to Algiers : a 'practical' handbook for travellers / by Joseph C. Hyam.
Authors: Hyam, Joseph C. -- Leroux, Louis-Hector, 1829-1900 -- Geiser, Jean, 1848-1923 -- Wilson, Lou M., Mrs., fl. 1908 -- Agence générale des étrangers (Algiers, Algeria) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
5th ed.
One line of Arabic text at head of t.p.
Photogravures by Leroux and J. Geiser.
Errata sheet, p. [225].
Includes index.
Publisher's blue cloth binding; gold-stamped and illustrated cover; advertisements gold-stamped on back cover.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes DT274 .H93 1906 (NLO)

Algeria - Maps - 1906<<<Tunis (Tunisia) - Maps - 1906
Authors: Jacqueton, G. (Gilbert), b. 1864 -- Collection des guides-Joanne -- Bernard, Augustin -- Gsell, Stéphane, 1864-1932 -- Dieudonné, Th. -- Hermann, L., active 1906-1939 -- Thuillier, G. -- Thuillier, Louis -- Dufrénoy (Firm) -- Hachette (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
16, 27, lv, 447, 136 p. : 34 maps and plans (some col., some folded) ; 17 cm.
Maps by L. Hermann, Th. Dieudonné, G. Thuillier, L. Thuillier; printed by Dufre?noy.
'Communications de l’Algérie-Tunisie avec la France'--Folded leaf in pocket.
Includes folded map in pocket: Algérie-Tunisie.
Advertisements: 16 p. at beginning, 136 p. at end, and endpapers.
'Index alphabétique contenant les renseignements pratiques'--P. 1-27 (second sequence).
Series: Collection des guides-Joanne
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .C65 Algérie (1906) (NLO)

1232
Algeria - Maps - 1906<<<Ayer, Edward Everett, 1841-1927 - Travel - Maps<<<Road maps
2 maps ; col. ; 68 x 104 cm. and smaller; fold. to 19 x 11 cm.
Scale 1:400,000.
Contents: Sht. [27 (second sequence)].
Scale 1:400,000.

1233
Algeria - Maps - 1906<<<Tunis (Tunisia) - Maps - 1906
Authors: Jacqueton, G. (Gilbert), b. 1864 -- Collection des guides-Joanne -- Bernard, Augustin -- Gsell, Stéphane, 1864-1932 -- Dieudonné, Th. -- Hermann, L., active 1906-1939 -- Thuillier, G. -- Thuillier, Louis -- Dufrénoy (Firm) -- Hachette (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
16, 27, lv, 447, 136 p. : 34 maps and plans (some col., some folded) ; 17 cm.
Maps by L. Hermann, Th. Dieudonné, G. Thuillier, L. Thuillier; printed by Dufre?noy.
'Communications de l’Algérie-Tunisie avec la France'--Folded leaf in pocket.
Includes folded map in pocket: Algérie-Tunisie.
Advertisements: 16 p. at beginning, 136 p. at end, and endpapers.
'Index alphabétique contenant les renseignements pratiques'--P. 1-27 (second sequence).
Series: Collection des guides-Joanne
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .C65 Algérie (1906) (NLO)

Algeria - Maps - 1908-1909 - Road maps<<<Ayer, Edward Everett, 1841-1927 - Travel - Maps<<<Road maps
2 maps ; col. ; 68 x 104 cm. and smaller; fold. to 19 x 11 cm.
Scale 1:400,000.
Paper label of Touring-Club de France on outside when folded.
Inscribed "Edward E. Ayer, 2 Bank St., Chicago, USA" and annotated by him to show his routes in 1910 (cf. Emma A. B. Ayer, A Motor flight through

Authors: Thomas Cook Ltd. -- Cook's traveller's handbooks -- Cook's handbooks -- W. & A.K. Johnston Limited -- Simpkin, Marshall, Hamilton, Kent & Co. Ltd. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

Colored maps on lining papers.

Folded colored map in pocket.

"61 cartes et 33 plans."


Series: Les guides bleus

Includes index.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Errors slip inserted.

Maps by L. H. Hermann and Imp. Dufrénoy.

Spine title: Algeria and Tunisia

Cover title: Cook's traveller's handbook, Algeria and Tunisia

Errors slip inserted.

Includes index.

Series: Cook's traveller's handbooks -- Cook's handbooks.

Printed in France.

Errors slip inserted.

Series: Cook's handbooks.

Former owner's signature: H. S. Wilkinson.

Maps by L. H. Hermann and Imp. Dufrénoy.

Spine title: Algeria and Tunisia

Cover title: Cook's traveller's handbook, Algeria and Tunisia

Errors slip inserted.

Includes index.

Series: Cook's traveller's handbooks -- Cook's handbooks.

Printed in France.

Errors slip inserted.

Series: Cook's handbooks.

Former owner's signature: H. S. Wilkinson.

Maps by L. H. Hermann and Imp. Dufrénoy.

Spine title: Algeria and Tunisia

Cover title: Cook's traveller's handbook, Algeria and Tunisia

Errors slip inserted.

Includes index.

Series: Cook's traveller's handbooks -- Cook's handbooks.

Printed in France.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Oriented with north at bottom.
For variant state of the plate see Novacco 2F 239.
Tooley 97.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**Novacco 2F 238** (PrCt)

**1243**

**Algiers (Algeria) - History - Siege, 1541 - Pictorial works**

**Algiers (Algeria) - Pictorial works - 1541**

*Algeri.* [Rome:] A. S. excvd., 1541.
Authors: Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view ; 269 x 362 mm. (plate mark), on sheet remargined to 443 x 499 mm.
View of of the 1541 siege of Algiers; details the army of Charles V of Spain.
Oriented with north at bottom.
For variant state of the plate see Novacco 2F 238.
Remnants of binding stub and manuscript ‘115’ (?) on verso.
Tooley 97.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**Novacco 2F 239** (PrCt)

**1244**

**Algiers (Algeria) - History - Siege, 1541 - Pictorial works**

**Algiers (Algeria) - Pictorial works - 1541**

Authors: Salamanca, Antonio, d. 1562 -- Antoniszoon, Cornelis. b. ca. 1499 -- Hoepli, Ulrico, 1847-1935 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view ; 302 x 437 mm. (plate mark)
Possibly engraved by Cornelis Antoniszoon; see Almagià, Monumenta cartographica vaticana ii (1948) p. 3 and Karrow 6/5.
Cartouche at bottom right: Signior notate che Algeri ala proportione della Italia et Spagna ... .
View of of the 1541 siege of Algiers; details the army of Charles V of Spain.
Not drawn to scale; oversized view incorporated onto a partial outline map of the Mediterranean coast.
Oriented with north at bottom.
Bella and Bella, Cartografia rara ... dalla collezione Franco Novacco (1986) p. 12, no. 4.
Tooley 96.
Ex Hoepli.

Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Cf. Lucca Bertelli's derivative of this view, published Venice, 1565 [VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .L2 1575 AI pl. [27]].

**Novacco 2F 237** (PrCt)

**Algiers (Algeria) - History - Siege, 1541 - Pictorial works**

**Algiers (Algeria) - Pictorial works - 1565**

*View of the siege of Algiers, 1541.* [Venice :] Luca Bertelli, 1565.
Authors: Bertelli, Lucca -- Forlani, Paolo -- Salamanca, Antonio, d. 1562 -- [Italian assembled-to-order atlas] [ca. 1575?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view ; 286 x 415 mm. (plate mark)
Derived from Antonio Salamanca's view of the 1541 siege of Algiers, detailing the army of Charles V of Spain (Rome, 1541); cf. Novacco 2F 237.
Attributed to Paulo Forlani; see Woodward 38.
Cartouche at bottom right: Benigni lettori, Algieri, habuto rispetto alla proporzione della Italia et Spagna ...
Not drawn to scale; oversized view incorporated onto a partial outline map of the Mediterranean coast.
Oriented with north at bottom.
In: [Italian assembled-to-order atlas] [Venice?: s.n., ca. 1575?], plate [27].
Cf. Bella and Bella, Cartografia rara ... dalla collezione Franco Novacco (1986) p. 12, no. 4.
Tooley 98.
**VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .L2 1575 AI, plate [27] (PrCt)**

**Algiers (Algeria) - Maps - 1590**

*Algeri.* [Siena?] : Matteo Florime for., [ca. 1590?].
Authors: Florimi, Matteo -- Finaly, Madame, d. 1938 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 385 x 511 mm. (plate mark)
Derived from Antonio Salamanca's view of the 1541 siege of Algiers, detailing the army of Charles V of Spain (Rome, 1541); cf. Novacco 2F 237.
Attributed to Paulo Forlani; see Woodward 38.
Cartouche at bottom right: Benigni lettori, Algieri, habuto rispetto alla proporzione della Italia et Spagna ...
Not drawn to scale; oversized view incorporated onto a partial outline map of the Mediterranean coast.
Oriented with north at bottom.
In: [Italian assembled-to-order atlas] [ca. 1575?], plate [27].
Cf. Bella and Bella, Cartografia rara ... dalla collezione Franco Novacco (1986) p. 12, no. 4.
Tooley 98.
**VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .L2 1575 AI, plate [27] (PrCt)**

**Algiers (Algeria) - Maps - 1620**

*Algierii Saracenorum vsris fortissimae, in Numidia Africæ ...* [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 --

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1248

Alger (Algeria) - Maps - 1696 - Fortification

Le Port d'Alger Alger, est une ville forte et un port sur la mer Méditerranée ... [Paris : De Fer, 1696].

Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes -- avec leurs fortifications ... (1695-1696)

1 map : 21 x 27 cm.

In: Fer, Nicolas de. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes; avec leurs fortifications ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, 1695-1696) pt. 8, map [171].

Manuscript '(22)' at upper right.

Case folio U 26. 293 pt. 8, map [171] (PrCt)

1249

Alger (Algeria) - Maps - 1771

A Plan of the city of Algier 1771. [London? : J. Stockdale?, 1792?].

Authors: Andrews, John, 1736-1809 -- Andrews, John, 1736-1809. A Collection of plans of the most capital cities of ... Europe and ... the world [1792?] -- Stockdale, John, 1749?-1814

1 map : 15 x 22 cm.


Case folio G 13 .036 pl. 38 (PrCt)

1250

Alger (Algeria) - Maps - 1830


Authors: Dépôt de la guerre (France) -- Picquet, Charles -- Ardit, E. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas ([17] leaves of plates (6 folded)) : ill., 9 maps and plans : 27 x 35 cm.

Cover title.

Maps by Dépôt de la guerre.

Illustrations lithographed by E. Ardit.

Relief shown by hachures and form lines; depths shown by soundings.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Phillips 10107

Baskes folio G246.9.A6 D46 1830 (NLO)

1251

Alger (Algeria) - Maps - 1895


Authors: Harris, George W. -- George Philip & Son -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 5 maps

5th ed.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

1252

Alger, Battle of, Algeria, 1541 - Pictorial works

[View of the battle of Algiers, Algeria in 1541]. [Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552].

Authors: Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552. Cosmographiae uniuersalis ... (1552) -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 view : woodcut ; 15 x 19 cm., on sheet 32 x 21 cm.

Title supplied by cataloger.

Place name "Algier" at top center of woodcut.

Letterpress caption in margin: Carolus caesar aggreditur Argiera[e].

Shows armed forces attacking fortified city in harbor.

In: Münster, Sebastian. Cosmographiae uniuersalis ... (Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552), p. 1122.

References: Mickwitz and Miekkavaara, A.E. Nordenskiöld collection in the Helsinki University Library (1979-1995), v. 2, p. 82.

VAULT folio Ayer 7 .M8 1552, p. 1122 (PrCt)

1253

Alhama de Granada (Spain) - Pictorial works - 1620

Alhama. [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].

Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Hoefnagel, Joris, 1542-1601 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 view : hand col. ; 34 x 45 cm.

Derived from a 1564 drawing by Joris Hoefnagel; see R.A. Skelton's Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.

Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Alhama.


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1254 Alhambra (Granada, Spain) - Pictorial works - 1564<->Tower of the Seven Floors (Granada, Spain) - Pictorial works - 1564<->Aljibe (Granada, Spain) - Pictorial works - 1564<->Torre de los Siete Suelos (Granada, Spain) SEE Tower of the Seven Floors (Granada, Spain) Amonissimus castri Granatensis, vulgo Alhambre dicti, ab oriente prospectus. [Cologne : s.n.], 1564 [i.e. ca. 1620]. Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Hoefnagel, Joris, 1542-1601 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 view : hand col. ; 24 x 47 cm. Inset views of nearby sites (12 x 22 cm. and smaller): Porta castri Granatensis semper clausa [Tower of the Seven Floors] -- Masmoros -- Aljibe [i.e. aljibe, a rainwater cistern]. Includes references, A-I, K-Q. Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Amoniss. castri Granatensis, vvlgo Alhambre dicti, ab oriente prospectvs. In: Braun, Georg and Franz Hogenberg. Civitates orbis terrarum [Cologne: Pieter von Brachel?], ca. 1620] v. 5, plate '14'; plate numbered altered in manuscript.


the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1956.P5 E5 1771, [plate 8] (PrCt)


Authors: Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d', 1697-1782 -- Bourgoin, P. -- Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d', 1697-1782. [Atlas, ca. 1776]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 35 x 24 cm.


oversize Ayer 135 .A6 1727 pl. 32 (PrCt)

1260 Alkmaar, Battle of, Alkmaar, Netherlands, 1799 - Maps - 1799

A Sketch of the battle of the 2nd of October, as fought by the column under the command of Sir Ralph Abercrombie in Holland, 1799 / Smith & Jones, sculp., Pentonville. [London : J. Carpenter, 1799].

Authors: British military library, or, Journal -- J. Carpenter and Co., publisher, London -- Jones & Smith

1 map ; hand col. ; 19 x 24 cm.

In British military library, or, Journal no. 15 (December 1799), opposite p. 112.

Scale ca. 1:150,000.

In lower margin: Military Journal No. 15. Accompanied by "Partial account of the action fought in North Holland, between the Anglo-Russian and the Gallo-Batavian forces, on 2d. of October, 1799." pp. 111-114.

Case U 007 .131, v. 2, opposite p. 112 (PrCt)

1261 Alkmaar (Suriname) - Pictorial works - 1791

View of the estate Alkmaar, on the River Commewene. London : Published ... by J. Johnson, 1791.

Authors: Stedman, John Gabriel, 1744-1797 -- Stedman, John Gabriel, 1744-1797. Narrative, of a five years' expedition, against the revolted Negroes of Surinam (1796) -- Johnson, Joseph, 1738-1809 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 view : hand col. ; 7.5 x 12.8 cm.

In J. G. Stedman, Narrative, of a five years' expedition, against the revolted Negroes of Surinam (London: J. Johnson, 1796), v. 1, opp. p. 93.

Below this, "Representation of a tent boat, or plantation barge."

Digital image available on Heritage Images website (accessed Feb. 2010):


Ayer 1300.5 .G6 S81 1796, v.1, opp. p. 93 (PrCt)

1262 All Saints Bay (Brazil) - Maps - 1705 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts<>Salvador Region (Brazil) - Maps - 1705 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts<>Nautical charts - All Saints Bay (Brazil) - Maps - 1705 - Manuscripts<>Nautical charts - Salvador Region (Brazil) - Maps - 1705 - Manuscripts<>Manuscript maps

<>Nautical charts Carte de la Baie de Tous les Saints a la costa du Brazil situee par 13 d' sud. [ca. 1705].

Authors: Cartes Marines Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 30, sheet 56.

1 ms. map : hand col. ; 491 x 326 mm.

Nautical chart of All Saints Bay (alternately Baie de Tous les Saints or Bahia de Todos os Santos) and the region around Salvador (formerly Sao Salvador or Bahia) in east central Brazil. Towns and churches shown pictorially; includes key to lettered locations A-H.

Scale [ca. 1:269,000]

Depths shown with soundings.

Pen-and-ink and watercolor (green, grey, brown, yellow, red); mounted on cloth.

Sheet 56 of 117 in the Cartes Marines Manuscript Map Collection, detailing French colonial interests worldwide, ca. 1640-ca. 1726. Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 74 Ayer ms map proj 00 Digital image available as part of the Newberry Library's Great Lakes Digital Collection via the CARLI Digital Collections website (accessed Nov. 2010):

http://collections.carli.illinois.edu/u?/nby_grlakes, 849

VAULT drawer Ayer MS map 30 sheet 56 (NLO)

1263 All Saints Bay (Brazil) - Maps - 1769<>Salvador (Brazil) - Maps - 1769<>Aller-Heiligen Baay SEE All Saints Bay (Brazil)<>San Salvador (Brazil) SEE Salvador (Brazil)

Kaart van de Aller-Heiligen Baay waar aan de hoofdstad legt van Brazil. [Amsterdam : Isaak Tirion, 1769?].

Authors: Tirion, Isaak -- Tirion, Isaak. Nieuwe en beknopte hand-atlas ... (1748 [i.e. 1769?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 34 x 40 cm.

Oriented with north at upper left.

Inset (7 x 19 cm.): Grondtekening van de stad

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
San Salvador.
Verso numbered "N 106" in manuscript.
In: Tirion, Isaak. Nieuwe en beknopte hand-atlas ... (Amsterdam : Isaak Tirion, 1744 [i.e. 1769?]), plate [103].

oversize Ayer 135 .T55 1744, plate [103] (PrCt)

1264 Allamakee County (Iowa) - Maps - 1872 - Landowners - Counties - Maps


Authors: Ratcliffe, John G. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps

1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.


Microfiche 583, no. 177 (PrCt)

1265 Allamakee County (Iowa) - Maps - 1917 - Landowners - Counties - Maps


Cover title: Atlas of Allamakee County, Iowa, 1917

"Copyright by G.W. Anderson, 1917."

Scale [1:36,206]. 1 3/4 in. = 1 mile. Scale of township maps 1 3/4 in. = 1 mile.

Diffsers from other 1917 ed.; does not include maps of cities and villages.

Includes indexes to farmers and gazetteer with population of towns.

Publisher's half-bound red cloth and brown cloth over boards.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Digital version of another copy available through the Library of Congress American Memory website (accessed October 2010):

http://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g4153am.gia00021

LC Card Number: 200762986

Baskes oversize G4153.A5G46 1917 .A53 (NLO)

1266 Allamakee County (Iowa) - Maps - 1971-1972 - Landowners - Counties -

Maps - Landowners - Maps


Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Allamakee County Farm Bureau (Iowa) -- Wood, Eugene

1 atlas (44 p.) : maps ; 28 cm.

1971-1972 ed.

Scale [1:50,688]. 'Scale: 1 1/4 inch equals one mile.'

Cover title.

'Sponsored by Allamakee County Farm Bureau.'

Includes index to owners and residents.

Mailing label on cover: Eugene Wood, Lansing IA; included in landowner index.

Gift 2000

f 914.3.A5 R6 1971 (NLO)

1267 Allogan County (Mich.) - Maps - 1864 - Landowners - Counties - Maps


Authors: Gross (I. M.), Geil & Harley -- Geil, Samuel -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps

1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.


Microfiche 583, no. 321 (PrCt)

1268 Allegan County (Mich.) - Maps - 1880 - Landowners - Counties - Maps


Authors: D.W. Ensign & Co.

1 map : hand col. ; 20 x 27 cm.


Scale [ca. 1:210,000].

Karpinski 489.

F 90101.4 bet. p. 8-9 (PrCt)

1269 Allegan County (Mich.) - Maps - 1930 - Landowners - Counties - Maps


Authors: W.W. Hixson & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas ([24] leaves) : 24 maps ; 22 x 28 cm. + folded map.

Cover title.

Imperfect: missing folded map of county, issued

... (Amsterdam : Isaak Tirion, 1744 [i.e. 1769?]), plate [103].

oversize Ayer 135 .T55 1744, plate [103] (PrCt)
1270 Allegany County (Md.) - Maps - 1964 - Road maps


Authors: Maryland. Dept. of Transportation
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 33 cm.

Versos of maps are blank.

Scale of township maps 1:42,240.


Facsimile of original published New York: D.G. Beers & Co., 1869; 'no. 195 of 300 copies.'

Engraved by Worley & Bracher; printed by Fred. Bourquin.

Versos of maps are blank.


OCLC 2422624.

17750

NL 39-8641.

folio Ayer 135 .B3 1869 (NLO)

1274 Allegany County (Md.) - Maps - 1964 - Road maps


Authors:01


1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 33 cm.


Case oversize G 10851 .13 pl. 47 (PrCt)

1275 Allegany County (Md.) - Maps - 1875


1 atlas (98 p. : 43 col. maps) ; 39 x 33 cm.

Engraved by Worley & Bracher; printed by Fred. Bourquin.

Versos of maps are blank.

'Reference to the title page of this volume.'

Original edition at Newberry: Ayer +135 B3 1869. 73-4956

IGN4

map6C 63 (NLO)
1277
Allegany County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1964 - Landowners
Landowners

Maps - Landowners - Maps

Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Allegany County Farm Bureau (N.Y.). - Doty, Ray -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (64 p.): 36 maps; 28 cm.
Cover title.
"Sponsored by Allegany County Farm Bureau."
Includes index to owners and tenants, and business directory.
Scale [1:50,688]. 1 1/4 in. = 1 mile.
Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Former owner: Ray Doty.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: map65000838
Baskes folio G3803.A5G46 1964 .R58 (NLO)

1278
Allegany Indian Reservation (N.Y.) - Maps - 1890

Cattaraugus County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1890 - Allegheny County (Pa.) - Maps - 1780 - Real property - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

Manuscript maps - Facsimiles

Draught of a tract of land surveyed: for Gabriel Cox in pursuance of a certificate [issued by] the Commissioners for adjusting claims to unpatented land in the counties of Monongalia, Yohogania and Ohio ... the twenty-fifth day of January. 1780 ... [Harrisburg, Pa.? State Printer?, 1894?].
1 map: col. ; on sheet 40 x 25 cm.
Facsimile of a 1780 manuscript cadastral map detailing property in latter-day Allegheny County (Pa.) and signed: Presley Nevill, Matt Ritchie, d.s.v.; John Lukens ... surveyor genl.
Detached from Pennsylvania archives. Appendix to 3d ser., v. 1-10.
Ayer p133 .P41 189- no. 9 (NLO)

Allegeny County (Pa.) - Maps - 1785 - Real property - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

Manuscript maps - Facsimiles

A Draught of a survey lying on Peters Ck., Washington County ... executed May 7th 1785 for Jno. Wall assee. of Benjn. Collins in pursuance of a certifit. granted ... by the Commissos. appointed by Virga. to adjust the titles to upatented lands in the counties of Monongalia, Yohga. & Ohio ... [Harrisburg, Pa.? State Printer?, 1894?].
1281 Allegheny County (Pa.) - Maps - 1817 - Landowners<<Counties - Maps<<Landowners - Maps
Authors: Dougal, David -- Whiteside, Jno. E. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: Photocopy (positive), 20 x 17.5 in. Scale: 1:158,400. Originally compiled 1817.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps

Microfiche 583, no. 698 (PrCt)

1282 Allegheny County (Pa.) - Maps - 1851 - Landowners<<Counties - Maps<<Landowners - Maps
Authors: Sidney & Neff -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps

Microfiche 583, no. 699 (PrCt)

1283 Allegheny County (Pa.) - Maps - 1862 - Landowners<<Counties - Maps<<Landowners - Maps

M. -- Smith, Gallup & Hewitt -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 2 parts, 31 x 59.5 in. each. Scale: 1:42,240. Originally published Philadelphia:
Smith, Gallup & Hewitt, 1862.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps

Microfiche 583, no. 701 (PrCt)

1284 Allegheny County (Pa.) - Maps - 1883 - Landowners<<Counties - Maps<<Landowners - Maps
Authors: Lee, Alex. Y. -- Krebs, Otto -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps

Microfiche 583, no. 702 (PrCt)

1285 Allegheny County (Pa.) - Maps - 1890 - Landowners<<Counties - Maps<<Landowners - Maps
Authors: Krebs, Otto -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 6 sheets, 23.5 x 35 in. each. Originally published Pittsburgh: Otto Krebs, 1890.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps

Microfiche 583, no. 703 (PrCt)

1286 Allegheny County (Pa.) - Maps - 1898 - Landowners<<Counties - Maps<<Landowners - Maps
Authors: Rainey, Chas. T. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division
land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 33 x 35 in. Scale: 1:65,000.
Originally published 1898.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing
19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map
Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
[Washington, D.C. : Library of Congress,
Geography and Map Division, 1983?].
Microfiche 583, no. 704 (PrCr)

1287 Allegheny County (Pa.) - Maps - 1914 -
Landowners<->Counties -
Maps<->Landowners - Maps
The Warrantee atlas of Allegheny County,
Pennsylvania / with a new introduction by Joel
Fishman and every name index by Allyson Havill
and Denise Ferbas. Pittsburgh : Western
Pennsylvania Genealogical Society and
Authors: Pennsylvania. Law Office --
Pennsylvania. Dept. of Internal Affairs --
Fishman, Joel -- Western Pennsylvania
Genealogical Society -- Allegheny County Law
Library (Pa.)
1 atlas (vii, vii, 60 p. : maps) ; 46 x 45 cm.
Reprint of the 1914 ed. published by
Pennsylvania State Land Office, Harrisburg.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
LC Card Number: 81-70536
oversize G1263.A4 A25 1982 (NLO)

1288 Allegorical maps - 1969<->Imaginary places -
Maps - 1969<->Magazine cover maps
[Allegorical map on magazine cover]. New York :
The New Yorker, 1969.
Authors: Stevenson, James, 1929- -- New Yorker
1 map : col. ; on sheet 30 x 22 cm.
Cover of New Yorker (May 31, 1969).
Cartoon figure sitting beneath a tree,
superimposed on a map showing towns of
'Langor,' 'Success City,' 'American Dream
Turnpike,' etc.
map1F G9930 1969 S8 (PrCr)

1289 Allegorical maps - History - 1977
Les Cartes allégoriques Romanesques du XVIIe
siècle. 1977.
Authors: Senter, E. P. Mayberry
From Gazette des Beaux-Arts 6th ser. 89 (Apr.
1977): 133-44.
BHC 2297
Vert 1851 (PrCr)

1290 Allen County (Ind.) - Maps - 1800-1899 -
Land Ownership<->Counties - Maps
Original land entries of Allen County, Indiana.
Churubusco, Ind. Stuart Harter, 1981.
Authors: Harter, Stuart -- Harter, Karen -- United
States. General Land Office -- Allen County
Public Library
24 leaves : 20 maps ; 59 cm.
'Drawn from Fort Wayne District Land Office
books, Allen County Public Library, Fort Wayne,
Indiana.'
Includes index.
oversize G403.A4 H3 1981 (NLO)

Allen County (Ind.) - Maps - 1800-1899 -
Landowners<->Counties -
Maps<->Landowners - Maps
Family maps of Allen County, Indiana : with
homesteads, roads, waterways, towns,
cemeteries, railroads, and more / by Gregory A.
Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960- --
Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)
252 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
1st ed.
'Deluxe edition.'
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or
similar land patents, as recorded on the database
of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal
Bureau of Land Management
(www.glorecords.blm.gov).
'3 maps per township: homesteads & other land
patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.'
Includes maps showing county location within
state, surrounding counties, congressional
townships within the county, cities and towns
within the county, and county cemeteries. There
is also an index of surnames for county patents
(with parcel-counts for each surname), and a
surname/township index (with parcel-counts for
each surname by township).
Includes indexes.
Series: Family maps
ISBN 1420307215 ; 9781420307214
Local History Ref F532.A4 B69 2007 (NLO)

Allen County (Ind.) - Maps - 1898 -
Landowners<->Counties -
Maps<->Landowners - Maps
Standard atlas of Allen County, Indiana: including
a plat book of the villages, cities and towns of
Authors: Geo. A. Ogle & Co. -- Unigraphic
(Evansville, Ind.)
104, xxii p. : ill., maps ; 37 cm.
Reprint of the 1898 ed. published by George A.
Ogle & Co., Chicago.
Cf. Phillips 4606.
74-13532
folio G1403.A4 O3 1898a (NLO)

Allen County (Ind.) - Maps - 1908<->Counties - Maps
Allen County Indiana. [Chicago] : Rand McNally,
1908.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Baker &
Co. (Indianapolis, Ind.) -- Chicago Historical
Society
1 map : col. ; 33 x 39 cm.
Hand-stamped 'Baker & Co., Indianapolis.'
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society,
2005.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Allen County (Ind.) - Maps - 1869 - Landowners<<>>Noble County (Ind.) - Maps - 1869 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps


Authors: Town & Country Publishing Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (64 p.) : 42 maps ; 28 cm.

Cover title.

Contains various information about the county, including maps and directories.

Published by Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.


Allen County (Ohio) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps


Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960-

1 atlas (141 p.) : ill., col. maps (part double) ; 45 cm.

'Drawn & compiled by R.H. Harrison; illustrations by William Engel.'

Imperfect; lacking 37-38, 47-48, and 91-92; lacking all after p. 130.

Library buckram.

Includes business directory, brief history of the county and brief biographies and portraits of early residents.

Scales differ.

Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005; includes CHS ownership markings.

CHS Coll., Atlas no. 163

OCLC 20473170

oversize G4083.A4G46 1880 .H3 (NLO)

Allen County (Ohio) - Maps - 1880 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps


Authors: Harrison, R. H. (Robert H.) -- Engel, William -- Chicago Historical Society

1 atlas (141 p.) : ill., col. maps (part double) ; 45 cm.

'Drawn & compiled by R.H. Harrison; illustrations by William Engel.'

Imperfect; lacking 37-38, 47-48, and 91-92; lacking all after p. 130.

Library buckram.

Includes business directory, brief history of the county and brief biographies and portraits of early residents.

Scales differ.

Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005; includes CHS ownership markings.

CHS Coll., Atlas no. 163

OCLC 20473170

Allen County (Ohio) - Maps - 1875 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps


Authors: Jones, Charles H. (Charles Henry), 1848-1913 -- Hamilton, Theodore F. -- Hardesty, Hiram H., 1834-1898 -- Unigraphic (Evansville, Ind.) -- Allen County Historical Society (Ohio)

1 atlas (39, 25 p. : maps) ; 36 cm.

Reprint of the 1875 ed. published by Hardesty, Chicago.

Sponsored by the Allen County Historical Society.

Errata slip inserted.

Includes index.


folio G1398.A5 J65 1974 (NLO)

Allen County (Ohio) - Maps - 1846 - Landowners<<>>Lima (Ohio) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps<<>>Allen County (Ohio) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps<<>>Road maps<<>>Landowners -

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Maps

Allen-co. maps. [Lima, Ohio : Commercial Blue Print Co., 1946].
Authors: Commercial Blue Print Co. (Lima, Ohio) -- Metropolitan Bank (Ohio) -- Commercial Blue Print Co. (Lima, Ohio). Revised street map of Lima, Ohio (1946) -- Mumaugh, Hobart M. Road map of Allen County, Ohio (1942) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([13] leaves : 14 maps (1 folded)) ; 28 cm. Cover title.
Printer and place of printing from back cover.
Maps dated 1946.
"Courtesy of the Metropolitan Bank."
Scale not given.
Folded map at end: Revised street map of Lima, Ohio.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Allen County (Ohio) - Maps - 1960-1969 - Landowners

Maps
Allen County, Ohio, farm plat book & index of owners. La Porte, Ind., Town & Country Publishing Co., [1967]?
Authors: Town & Country Publishing Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (32 p.) : 26 maps ; 28 cm. Cover title.
Includes index to owners, city maps, index to streets, and business directory.
Scale not given.
Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G4083.A5G46 1960z .T6 (NLO)

Allen Parish (La.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners

Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960- -- Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)
286 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
1st ed.
'Deluxe edition.'
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).
'3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.'
Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).
Includes indexes.
Series: Family maps
ISBN 1420303988
Local History Ref F377.A4 B69 2006 (NLO)

Allen, Zachariah, 1795-1882 - Travel - 1847-1848 - Manuscripts
Allen, Eliza Harriet Arnold, 1796-1873 - Travel - 1847-1848 - Manuscripts
Arnold, James, 1781-1868 - Travel - 1847-1848 - Manuscripts
Arnold, Sarah R. - Travel - 1847-1848 - Manuscripts
Mississippi River Valley - Description and travel - 1847-1848 - Manuscripts
Ohio River - Description and travel - 1847-1848 - Manuscripts
Mississippi River - Description and travel - 1847-1848 - Manuscripts

[Manuscript notes about steamboat journeys taken on the Ohio and Mississippi Rivers by Mr. and Mrs. Zachariah Allen and Mr. and Mrs. James Arnold in 1847-1848]. 1847-1848.
Authors: Allen, Zachariah, 1795-1882 -- Allen, Eliza Harriet Arnold, 1796-1873 -- Arnold, James, 1781-1868 -- Arnold, Sarah R. -- Robinson & Jones. The Traveller's register, and river and road guide : containing a new and correct map of the rivers of the Mississippi Valley ... (1847) -- Reed, Edwin O., approximately 1824-. Rivers of the Mississippi valley, or, Tourist's guide (1847) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
[11] p. of ms. notes (scattered within printed text) ; 14 x 9 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Ms. notes by Zachariah Allen, a textile mill owner from Providence, R.I., penciled in his copy of: Robinson & Jones. The Traveller's register, and river and road guide : containing a new and correct map of the rivers of the Mississippi Valley : together with the stage, steamboat, canal and rail-road routes throughout the western and south western states, with the distances, in miles, from place to place (Cincinnati : Robinson & Jones, 1847).
On front paste-down inside front cover: "Journey of Mr. and Mrs. Z. Allen & daughthers & Mr. & Mrs. James Arnold of New Bedford, Mass. to the Falls [of] St. Anthony in 1848."
On the map: "Z. Allen's route [in] 1848"
On front endleaf opposite folded map titled Rivers of the Mississippi valley, or, Tourist's guide: "Extent of steamboat travelling on the western waters June 1847 ... "
On front endleaf before title page: "Z. Allen, Cincinnati, June 1847"
Printed monthly calendars or "memoranda",

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Allentown (N.J.) - Maps - 1778 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

United States - History - Revolution, 1775-1783 - Maps - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

Sketch of Allens Town.  June 1778. [197-?].

Authors: Hills, John, surveyor

1 map ; 20 x 18 cm.

Photocopy of colored 1778 manuscript forming part of Hills, John. A Collection of plan's ... in the province of New Jersey (1776-1792) no. 8; reproduced from original in the Library of Congress.

Scale [ca. 1:12,000] or '400 paces to an inch.' Relief shown by shading.

Oriented with north at upper left.

Attributed to Hills in the table of contents.

Phillips 1339 no. 8.

map2F 3810.2 no. 8 (PrCt)

Allentown (N.J.) - Maps - 1951 - Railroads

Central Railroad of New Jersey - Maps - 1951 - Allentown (N.J.) - Pictorial works - 1951 - Railroads

Allentown Yard improvement project. [New York? Central Railroad Company of New Jersey?, 1951?].

Authors: Central Railroad of New Jersey

1 map and 1 view ; on sheet 29 x 41 cm.

Added title at upper right: Aerial view : present Allentown-Bethlehem yards.

Added title at bottom right: Proposed improvements.

Aerial photo view printed above map showing proposed changes to the same section of the line.


5A 7267 (1950 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)


1312 Alliance (Nebr.) - Maps - 1888 disposal: Railroads disposal: Railroads disposal: Road maps disposal: Road maps disposal: Road maps Alliance, Box Butte County, Nebraska. Lincoln, Neb. C.B.&Q., 1888. Authors: Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company 1 map ; on sheet 49 x 61 cm. Includes inset of 'Burlington Route,' 3 excerpts from Nebraska newspapers relating to Alliance. temp map4F G4194.A4 1888 .C5 (PrCt)


1314 Allstate Motor Club disposal: Automobile route planning disposal: Road maps disposal: Road maps disposal: Road maps [Allstate Motor Club trip planning documents]. [Arlington Heights, Ill.?] : Allstate Motor Club, [ca. 1983]. Authors: Allstate Motor Club -- Allstate Enterprises, inc. -- H.M. Gousha Company 1 archival box : maps, ills. ; 27 x 32 x 7 cm. Materials donated by a former employee of Allstate Motor Club. Maps produced by H. M. Gousha. Contents (some of these pages have stick-on letters, purpose unknown): Folder 1) Photocopied pages (20 sheets) apparently used by Motor Club trip planners in assembling map books; including diagram showing storage of map sheets, and point system used in checking accuracy of routing (dated 2 Feb. 1983). -- Folder 2) Stapled "Personal travel plan for Cs sample" showing route from Glenview, Ill. to Atlanta. -- Folder 3) Spiral-bound "Trip plan" showing route from Buffalo Grove, Ill. to Glacier National Park and return. -- Folder 4) Spiral-bound "Trip plan" showing route from Buffalo Grove, Ill. to Door County, Wis. -- Folder 5) Loose sheets for trip plan booklets, Units C1-C29 (missing G9, C13, C24). -- Folder 6) Units M1, M2, and "Travel expense record." -- Folder 7) Units R1-R15 (missing R7). -- Folder 8) Units S1-S42 (missing S14, S23, S28).

map4C G3701 .P2 1983 .A5 (PrCt)

1981 : Pisa, Italy, etc.)
[1] leaf
Abstract of paper delivered at IX Int. Conf. on
Hist. of Cart., Italy, 1981.
Vert 543, no.2 (Pr.Ct)

1316 Almanacs, American - 1861-1865<>Time -
Systems and standards - United States -
1861-1865<>Standard time SEE See Time -
Systems and standards <>Time - Standards
SEE Time - Systems and standards <>Time zones
SEE Time - Systems and standards
Section K : Calendars and almanacs for the war years 1861-1865. 1968.
Authors: Irvine, Dallas
p. 83-87
Photocopy of chapter in: Irvine, Dallas. Military
operations of the Civil War : a guide-index to the
official records of the Union and Confederate
Arms, 1861-1865 (Washington: Govt. Print.

Ayer Modern MS Karrow, box 3, folder 26, no.
15 (Pr.Ct)

1317 Almanacs, American - 1914<>Atlases - 1914
Handy almanac, encyclopedia and atlas, 1914 : a
book of knowledge for home and office :
containing a vast amount of information
respecting government, political history,
commerce, industry, customs, tariffs, income
taxes, population, agriculture, etc., etc. Wichita,
Kan. Issued by the Wichita Weekly Eagle, [1914],
c1913.
Authors: C.S. Hammond & Company -- Weekly
eagle (Wichita, Kan.) -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library) -- Wichita Weekly
Eagle (Kan.) SEE Weekly Eagle (Wichita, Kan.)
xxii, 192, 16 p. : ill., 20 maps (chiefly col.) ; 21
cm.
Other title: Weekly eagle.
"Copyright, 1913, by C.S. Hammond & Co.,
N.Y."--T.p. verso.
Maps by C.S. Hammond & Company.
Includes index.
Publisher's printed paper binding; advertisement
for the Weekly Eagle on back cover.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.

Baskes AY64 .H36 1914 (NLO)

1318 Almanar (Spain), Battle of, 1710 -
Maps<>Noguera Region (Spain) - Maps -
1740<>Stanhope, James Stanhope, Earl,
1673-1721<>Almanzora River Valley (Spain) -
Maps - 1740
Plan of the country and camps of Alamanar ...
defeated by ... Lieut. Genl. Stanhope, July 27,
1710. [London? Knapton, ca. 1740?].
Authors: Basire, Isaac, 1704-1768 -- Rapin de
Thoyras, M. (Paul), 1661-1725 -- Tindal, N.
(Nicolas), 1687-1774 -- Knapton (Firm) -- Rapin
de Thoyras, M. (Paul), 1661-1725. The History of
England (1732-1747)
1 map ; 36 x 47 cm.
Title in bottom margin.
"For Mr. Tindal's continuation of Mr. Rapin's
history of England" trimmed from bottom margin.
Oriented with north at bottom.
Written in French by Mr. Rapin de Thoyras.
Translated into English with additional notes, by
N. Tindal (London : James, John and Paul
Knapton, 1732-1747) v. [6] map [68]

Almanar (Spain), Battle of, 1710 -
Maps<>Noguera Region (Spain) - Maps -
1785<>Stanhope, James Stanhope, Earl,
1673-1721<>Almanzora River Valley (Spain) -
Maps - 1785
Plan of the country and camps of Alamanar ...
defeated by ... Lieut. Genl. Stanhope, July 27,
1710. [London : s.n., ca. 1785?].
Authors: Rapin de Thoyras, M. (Paul), 1661-1725 --
Tindal, N. (Nicolas), 1687-1774 -- Basire,
Isaac, 1704-1768 -- Rapin de Thoyras, M. (Paul),
1661-1725. [Maps and plans of Tindal's
continuation of Rapin's History of England]
[1785-1789?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map ; 36 x 47 cm.
Title in bottom margin.
"For Mr. Tindal's continuation of Mr. Rapin's
history of England.'
Oriented with north at bottom.
In: Rapin de Thoyras, M. [Maps and plans of
Tindal's continuation of Rapin's History of
England] [London : John Harrison?, 1785-1789?] map [63].

oversize Ayer 135 .T5 1732 map [63] (Pr.Ct)

Almeida (Portugal) - Maps - 1811 -
Fortification<>Fuentes de Onoro, Battle of,
Fuentes de Onoro, Spain, 1811 - Maps
The Fortress of Almeida, on the Coa River.
London : I. Luffman, 1811 [i.e., 1816]?
Authors: Luffman, J. (John), 1756-1846 --
Luffman, J. (John), 1756-1846. Select plans of
cities, harbours, forts, &c ... [1816?] -- Edward E.
Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 17 x 18 cm.
Insets (5 x 6 cm. and 11 x 7 cm.): A View of
Almeida from the West side of the Coa -- The
Field of battle, May 5th 1811.
In: Luffman, John. Select plans of cities,
harbours, forts, &c ... (London: Luffman, [1816?]),
plate [4].


Almería, Gulf of (Spain) - Maps - 1753 -
Nautical charts<>Nautical charts - Almería,
Gulf of (Spain) - 1753<>Nautical charts
Almarie Bay. [London : W. and J. Mount, T. and
T. Page, 1753].
Authors: Gaudy, John, fl. ca. 1705-ca.1740 --
W. and J. Mount, T. and T. Page (Firm), fl. ca.
1322 Almeria, Gulf of (Spain) - Maps - 1771 - Nautical charts - Almeria, Gulf of (Spain) - 1771 - Almarie, Bay of (Spain) SEE Almeria, Gulf of (Spain)

1323 Alónnisos Island (Greece) - Maps - 1528 - Peristera Island (Greece) - Maps - 1528 - Northern Sporades (Greece) - Maps - 1528 - Dromo Island (Greece) SEE Alónnisos Island (Greece) SEE Peristera Island (Greece)

1324 Alphabet - History


1326 Alps, Bavarian (Germany) - Maps - 1890 - Bavarian Alps (Germany) SEE Alps, Bavarian (Germany) SEE ALSO Alps, Bavarian (Germany)


Case folio G 117.108, folio LXI [i.e. LXI] (PrCt)

Alphabet - History

The Alphabet: a key to the history of mankind. [1948?].

Authors: Diringer, David, 1900-21 p. ; ill.

A reprint of the introduction to Dr. Diringer's book of the same title.

Vert 53 (PrCt)


Authors: A. Hartleben's Verlag -- A. Hartleben's illustrierter Führer -- Freytag und Berndt -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)


Maps by Freytag & Berndt.

Includes index.

Map on front lining paper.

Series: A. Hartleben's illustrierter Führer ; Nr. 22.

Stamp: Club-alpin-français.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G153. H37 Nr. 22 (1885) (NLO)

Alps, Bavarian (Germany) - Maps - 1890 - Bavarian Alps (Germany) SEE Alps, Bavarian (Germany) SEE ALSO Alps, Bavarian (Germany) Deutsche alpen I. Leipzig : Bibliographisches Institut, 1890.

Authors: Meyers Reisebücher -- Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. ; 32 maps ; 15 cm.

3rd ed.
22. Jahrgang, 1891/92


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Alps, Bavarian (Germany) - Maps - 1891

Deutsche alpen II. Leipzig : Bibliographisches Institut, 1891.

Authors: Meyers Reisebücher -- Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 29 maps ; 15 cm.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

3rd ed.
22.Jahrgang, 1891/92
Hauenstein, W. Wegweiser durch Meyers
Reisebücher, 1862-1936 : Bibliographie
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

1328 Alps, Bavarian (Germany) - Maps - 1899
Deutsche alpen III. Leipzig : Bibliographisches
Institut, 1899.
Authors: Meyers Reisebücher --
Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 24 maps
4th ed.
Hauenstein, W. Wegweiser durch Meyers
Reisebücher, 1862-1936 : Bibliographie
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

1329 Alps, Bavarian (Germany) - Maps - 1900-1999
Deutschland. Lechalt Alps (Austria) - Maps -
1900-1999
Touristenkarte von Füssen, Reutte, Lermoos und
dem Lechtal nebstdi angrenzenden Gebieten.
[19--?].
Authors: Gruber's (J.) Verlag -- Hofbuchdruckerei
Eisenach -- Kahle, H.
1 map : col. ; 60 x 93 cm.
Added title: Wanderkarte von Füssen, Ho
henschwangau, Reutte, Lermoos, dem Lechtal
und dem angrenzenden Gebieten.
Scale 1:75,000.
4310
map6F G6422.B28 19-- G7 (PrCt)

1330 Alps, Bavarian (Germany) - Maps - 1901
Deutsche alpen I. Leipzig : Bibliographisches
Institut, 1901.
Authors: Meyers Reisebücher --
Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 43 maps
7th ed.
Hauenstein, W. Wegweiser durch Meyers
Reisebücher, 1862-1936 : Bibliographie
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

1331 Alps, Bavarian (Germany) - Maps - 1903
Deutsche alpen II. Leipzig : Bibliographisches
Institut, 1903.
Authors: Meyers Reisebücher --
Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 40 maps
7th ed.
Hauenstein, W. Wegweiser durch Meyers
Reisebücher, 1862-1936 : Bibliographie
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

1332 Alps, Bavarian (Germany) - Maps - 1904
Deutsche alpen II. Leipzig : Bibliographisches
Institut, 1904.
Authors: Meyers Reisebücher --
Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 41 maps ; 16 cm.
8th ed.
Jahrgang 1904/05
Hauenstein, W. Wegweiser durch Meyers
Reisebücher, 1862-1936 : Bibliographie
(Stadtoldendorf: U. Hinrichsen, 1993) no. H 244.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

1333 Alps, Bavarian (Germany) - Maps - 1905
Deutsche alpen I. Leipzig : Bibliographisches
Institut, 1905.
Authors: Meyers Reisebücher --
Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 46 maps
9th ed.
Hauenstein, W. Wegweiser durch Meyers
Reisebücher, 1862-1936 : Bibliographie
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

1334 Alps, Bavarian (Germany) - Maps - 1907
Deutsche alpen III. Leipzig : Bibliographisches
Institut, 1907.
Authors: Meyers Reisebücher --
Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 28 maps
6th ed.
Hauenstein, W. Wegweiser durch Meyers
Reisebücher, 1862-1936 : Bibliographie
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

1335 Alps, Bavarian (Germany) - Maps - 1908
Deutsche alpen II. Leipzig : Bibliographisches
Institut, 1908.
Authors: Meyers Reisebücher --
Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 42 maps
9th ed.
berichtigter abdruck
Hauenstein, W. Wegweiser durch Meyers
Reisebücher, 1862-1936 : Bibliographie

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Alps, Bavarian (Germany) - Maps - 1908 - Guidebooks
Deutsche alpen I. Leipzig : Bibliographisches Institut, 1908.
Authors: Meyers Reisebücher -- Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 10th ed.

Alps, Bavarian (Germany) - Maps - 1909
Deutsche alpen II. Leipzig : Bibliographisches Institut, 1909.
Authors: Meyers Reisebücher -- Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 46 maps : 10th ed.

Alps, Bavarian (Germany) - Maps - 1910
Authors: Meyers Reisebücher -- Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 48 maps : 11th ed.

Alps, Bavarian (Germany) - Maps - 1912
Deutsche alpen II. Leipzig : Bibliographisches Institut, 1912.
Authors: Meyers Reisebücher -- Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 47 maps : 11th ed.

Alps, Bavarian (Germany) - Maps - 1913
Deutsche alpen I. Leipzig : Bibliographisches Institut, 1913.
Authors: Meyers Reisebücher -- Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 46 maps : 12th ed.

Authors: Meyers Reisebücher -- Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 32 maps : 12th ed.

Alps, Eastern - Maps - 1923<>Oberbayern (Germany) - Maps - 1923
Authors: Meyers Reisebücher -- Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Map Details</th>
<th>Status</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Alps - Maps - 1858-1862
Alpine Country. [Philadelphia ; New York etc. : Samuel F. Bradford and Murray, Fairman and Co., Peter A. Mesier etc., 1825?].
1 atlas (9 maps) : 9 hand col. maps ; 59 x 76 cm. Maps dated between 1858 and 1862.
Scale 1:450,000. "IX Blätter. Maassstab 1:450,000."
"Carte des pays des Alpes. IX feuilles."
Crossed out on cover: Erste lieferung, Titel und Übersichtsblatt, Section I und IV.
Maps drawn by B. Pfeiffer, Berge, and Mayr.
Index map on t.p.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Philips 7795; Espenhorst PP 2.1.2.2
Baskes oversize G1890 .M39 1862 (NLO)
<table>
<thead>
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<th>Code</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Maps</th>
<th>Notes</th>
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</table>

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
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Authors: Purtscheller, Ludwig, 1849-1900 -- Hess, Heinrich, 1857-1944 -- Meyers
Reisebücher -- Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 14 maps
2nd ed.
Hauenstein, W. Wegweiser durch Meyers
Reisebücher, 1862-1936 : Bibliographie
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

1375 Alps - Maps - 1907<<>>Austria - Maps - 1907
Eastern Alps. Leipzig ; London ; New York  : K. Baedeker ; Dulau ; Scribner's, 1907.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Dulau & Co.
-- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 61 maps, 10 city plans, 8 views
11th ed.
G 37.061 (NLO)

1376 Alps - Maps - 1907<<>>Austria - Maps - 1907
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 61 maps, 10 city plans, 8 views
11th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1909 and priced in dollars.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

1377 Alps - Maps - 1907<<>>Austria - Maps - 1907
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 61 maps, 10 city plans, 8 views
11th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1907 and priced in marks.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

1378 Alps - Maps - 1910
Authors: Purtscheller, Ludwig, 1849-1900 -- Hess, Heinrich, 1857-1944 -- Meyers
Reisebücher -- Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 18 maps
4th ed.
Hauenstein, W. Wegweiser durch Meyers
Reisebücher, 1862-1936 : Bibliographie
(Stadtoldendorf: U. Hinrichsen, 1993) no. H 266.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
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Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Series: Michelin guides ; no. VI -- Michelin guides ; no. 6.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .M53 Alps (1912) (NLO)

1386 Alps - Maps - 1925
Hochtourist in den Ostalpen I. Leipzig : Bibliographisches Institut, 1925.
Authors: Barth, H. -- Meyers Reisebücher -- Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 15 maps
5th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

1387 Alps - Maps - 1926
Hochtourist in den Ostalpen II. Leipzig : Bibliographisches Institut, 1926.
Authors: Barth, H. -- Meyers Reisebücher -- Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 24 maps
5th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

1388 Alps - Maps - 1926
Hochtourist in den Ostalpen IV. Leipzig : Bibliographisches Institut, 1926.
Authors: Barth, H. -- Meyers Reisebücher -- Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 25 maps
5th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

1389 Alps - Maps - 1926 - Road maps
Authors: Freeston, Charles L. (Charles Lincoln), 1865-1942 -- Cassell & Company -- Automobile Association (Great Britain) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 9 maps
1st ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1402</td>
<td><strong>Alsace (France) - Maps - 1680</strong>&lt;br&gt;Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1680</td>
<td>1682</td>
<td>Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Allard, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709 -- Allard, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709. Atlas minor sive tabulæ geographicæ proecipuorum regnorum regionum, insularum, provinçarum, etc. (Amsterdam : C. Allard, 1682?)</td>
<td>Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1406</td>
<td><strong>Alsace (France) - Maps - 1690-1699</strong>&lt;br&gt;Black Forest (Germany) - Maps - 1690</td>
<td>1692</td>
<td>Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Cordier, Louis, -1711 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library), II:144</td>
<td>Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1403</td>
<td><strong>Alsace (France) - Maps - 1682</strong>&lt;br&gt;Baden (Germany) - Maps - 1682</td>
<td>1682</td>
<td>Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Allard, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709 -- Allard, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709. Atlas minor sive tabulæ geographicæ proecipuorum regnorum regionum, insularum, provinçarum, etc. (Amsterdam : C. Allard, 1682?)</td>
<td>Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1404</td>
<td><strong>Alsace (France) - Maps - 1682</strong>&lt;br&gt;Baden (Germany) - Maps - 1682</td>
<td>1682</td>
<td>Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Allard, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709 -- Allard, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709. Atlas minor sive tabulæ geographicæ proecipuorum regnorum regionum, insularum, provinçarum, etc. (Amsterdam : C. Allard, 1682?)</td>
<td>Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1405</td>
<td><strong>Alsace (France) - Maps - 1682</strong>&lt;br&gt;Breisgau (Germany) - Maps - 1682</td>
<td>1682</td>
<td>Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Allard, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709 -- Allard, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709. Atlas minor sive tabulæ geographicæ proecipuorum regnorum regionum, insularum, provinçarum, etc. (Amsterdam : C. Allard, 1682?)</td>
<td>Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1409  **Alsace (France) - Maps - 1695**<br>
**Black Forest (Germany) - Maps - 1695**

*L’Alsace divisée en ses principales parties.* Paris, 1695.<br>
Authors: Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:145-146<br>
1 map : hand col. ; 82 x 63 cm. on 2 sheets<br>
Sheet titles: La Basse Alsace, partie de l’Ortnaw... . -- La Haute Alsace, le Suntgaw... .<br>
Cf. Pastoureau, Jaillot II, f. [58]-[59]. 2384 ev<br>
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.<br>
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).<br>
**VAULT oversize Sack map4F G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:145-146 (PrCt)**

1410  **Alsace (France) - Maps - 1696**<br>
**Alsace (France) - Maps - 1696**<br>
*Cities and towns***<br>
**Cities and towns - Alsace (France) - Maps - 1696***<br>
**Names, Geographical - Alsace (France) - Maps - 1696***<br>
**Gazetteers - Alsace (France) - Maps - 1696***

*L’Alsace divisée en ses principales parties ...* Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : H. Jaillot [i.e. P. Mortier], 1696.<br>
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. [Atlas nouveau contenant toutes les parties du monde ... ] (1696) 1 map : hand col. ; 78 x 54 cm.<br>
Added title, upper margin: L’Alsace divisée en ses principales parties, sachavoir les landgraviats ...<br>
Accompanied, on the previous leaf, by 5 city plans (19 x 27 cm. and smaller) on 1 sheet with collective title: Pour la carte de l’Alsace [map 6]. Individual map titles: Landau, ville au Roy ... -- Plan de la ville de Fribourg -- Plan de la ville de Benfeld -- Plan de la ville de Haguenau -- Plan de la ville et chateau de Stolhoffen ... . Also accompanied, 2 leaves previous, by: Table alphabetique des noms de villes ... d’Alsace.<br>
In: Sanson, Nicolas. [Atlas nouveau contenant toutes les parties du monde ... ] (Amsterdam : Pierre Mortier, 1696) v. 2, map [7]. Forms part of atlas published by P. Mortier in Amsterdam; chiefly comprised of maps bearing the counterfeit imprint of H. Jaillot in Paris.<br>
**Case oversize G 1007 .78 v. 2, map [7] (PrCt)**

1411  **Alsace (France) - Maps - 1700**<br>
**Black Forest (Germany) - Maps - 1700**

*L’Alsace divisée en ses principales parties ...* Paris, 1700.<br>
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Cordier, Louis, -1711 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:H37 1 map : hand col. ; 63 x 44 cm. Pastoureau, Jaillot II, [49]. 4365 Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). **Sack map4F G5833.A37 169- S2 1700 (PrCt)**

1412  **Alsace (France) - Maps - 1700**<br>
**Black Forest (Germany) - Maps - 1700**

*Utriusque Alsatiae, ducatus Dupontil, et Spirensis episcopatus novissima descriptio.* [Amsterdam] : F. de Wit, [ca. 1700?].<br>
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Wit, Frederik de. Atlas [ca. 1700?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 55 cm. Oriented with north at right. Inset (14 x 18 cm.): Ducatis Dupontii pars septentrionalis.<br>
In: Wit, Frederik de. Atlas (Amsterdam : bij Frederick de Wit in de Calverstraat bij den Dam inde Witte Paskaert. [ca. 1700?]) no. [57]. **VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .W8 A no. [57] (PrCt)**

1413  **Alsace (France) - Maps - 1703**<br>
**Black Forest (Germany) - Maps - 1703**

*Tribocci, evesché de Strasbourg.* Paris, 1703.<br>
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Mariette, Pierre, 1634-1716 -- Somer, J. -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:H52 1 map ; 39 x 49 cm. Pastoureau, Sans. VI, 100. 3238 Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). **Sack map4F G5833.A37 1659 S3 state 1703 (PrCt)**

1414  **Alsace (France) - Maps - 1706**<br>
**Black Forest (Germany) - Maps - 1706**

*La Haute Alsace, le Suntgaw ...* Paris, 1706.<br>
Authors: Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:H54 1 map : hand col. ; 42 x 63 cm. Southern sheet of 2-sheet map with collective title: L’Alsace divisée en ses principales parties.
Nothern sheet title: La Basse Alsace, partie de l'Ortnaw... (Sack map4F G5833.A7 1695 .J3 state 1707 sheet 1)
Variant states of both sheets: Sack *map8C oG5700 1740 .S2 no. II:145-146.
4371
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G5833.A37 1695 J3 state 1706 sheet 2 (PrCt)

1415  Alsace (France) - Maps - 1707<br>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;Black Forest (Germany) - Maps - 1707
La Basse Alsace, partie de l'Ortnaw... Paris, 1707.
Authors: Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:58
1 map : hand col. ; 42 x 63 cm.
Northern sheet of 2-sheet map with collective title: L'Alsace divisée en ses principales parties. Southern sheet title: La Haute Alsace, le Suntgaw ... (Sack map4F oG5833.A37 1695 J3 state 1706 sheet 2)
Pastoureau, Jaillot II D, f. [72].
Variant states of both sheets: Sack *map8C oG5700 1740 .S2 no. II:145-146.
4243
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G5833.A37 1695 J3 state 1707 sheet 1 (PrCt)

1416  Alsace (France) - Maps - 1710<br>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;Baden-Württemberg (Germany) - Maps - 1710
Totius Alsatiae novissima tabula... Amst. Bat. [i.e. Amsterdam] : Nicolaum Visscher [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher, 1710?].
Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Visscher, Elizabet, fl. 1702-1726 -- Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702. Atlas minor ... [1710?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 56 x 45 cm.
In: Visscher, Nicolaes. Atlas minor ... (Amstelaedami [Amsterdam] : ex officina Nicolai Visscher [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher], [1710?] map [31].
Manuscript '34' at bottom right.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .V8 1700 map [31] (PrCt)

1417  Alsace (France) - Maps - 1710<br>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;Black Forest (Germany) - Maps - 1710
Superioris atque inferioris Alsatiae tabula perquam accurata et exacta... Amsterdam, [ca. 1710].
Authors: Schenk, Peter, 1660-1718 or 9 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:149
1 map : hand col. ; 55 x 47 cm.
Koeman v. 3 p. 119 [10].
Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.
 Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:151 (PrCt)

1421 Alsace (France) - Maps - 1720<->Black Forest (Germany) - Maps - 1720

Landgraviatus Alsatiae inferioris novissima tabula... Amsterdam, [ca. 1720].
 Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Schenk, Pieter, ca. 1698-1775 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:152
 1 map : hand col.; 44 x 55 cm.
 2390
 Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.
 Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:152 (PrCt)

1422 Alsace (France) - Maps - 1725<->Black Forest (Germany) - Maps - 1725

L'Alsace divisée en ses principales parties... Amsterdam, [ca. 1725].
 Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Côvens et Mortier -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:148
 1 map : hand col.; 44 x 57 cm.
 Copy 1 of 2.
 2386
 Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.
 Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:148 (PrCt)

1423 Alsace (France) - Maps - 1725<->Black Forest (Germany) - Maps - 1725

L'Alsace divisée en ses principales parties ... Amsterdam, [ca. 1725].
 Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Côvens et Mortier -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:H53
 1 map; 44 x 57 cm.
 Copy 2 of 2.
 Copy 1: Sack *map8C oG5700 1740 .S2 no. II:148.
 4236
 Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Sack map4F G5833.A37 1725 S2 copy 2 (PrCt)

1424 Alsace (France) - Maps - 1725<->Black Forest (Germany) - Maps - 1725

Utiusque Alsatiae landgraviatus... Amsterdam, [ca. 1725].
 Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Côvens et Mortier -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:153
 1 map: hand col.; 47 x 55 cm.
 Continuation inset: Ducatus Duponti pars septentrionalis.
 Third state of the map.
 First state of the map: Ayer +135 W8 A, no. [57]
 Second state of map: Sack map4F oG5833.A37 1680 .W5 1710
 2391 rev
 Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.
 Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:153 (PrCt)

1425 Alsace (France) - Maps - 1740<->Black Forest (Germany) - Maps - 1740

Alsatia landgraviatus cum utroque Marchionatu Badensi, Sundgvia Brisgovia ... [Augsberg]: Matth. Seutteri, [ca. 1740(?)].
 Authors: Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756 -- Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756. [A Collection of Seutter maps] [1726-1773]
 1 map: hand col.; 57 x 49 cm.
 Forms part of a made-to-order composite atlas chiefly comprised of undated maps issued ca. 1734-ca. 1744.
 Case oversize G 1007 .81 pl. [8] (PrCt)

1426 Alsace (France) - Maps - 1741<->Swabia (Germany) - Maps - 1741<->Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1741

L'Alsace, ou, Conquestes du roy en Allemagne, tant deçà que delà le Rhein : auec les estats de la maison d'Austriche que par les marquis de Bade / presentée a Sa Majesté tres chrestienne... G. Sanson. A Paris : Chés le S. Robert, 1741.
 Authors: Sanson, Guillaume geographe ordin. du roi, quai de l'Horloge, 1741.
 Bade / presentée a Sa Majesté tres chrestienne... G. Sanson. A Paris : Chés le S. Robert, 1741.
 Authors: Sanson, Guillaume geographe ordin. du roi, quai de l'Horloge, 1741.

VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:148 (PrCt)

1427 Alsace (France) - Maps - 1741<->Swabia (Germany) - Maps - 1741<->Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1741

L'Alsace, ou, Conquestes du roy en Allemagne, tant deçà que delà le Rhein : auec les estats de Souabe, scütis sur le Rhein, possedés tant par la maison d'Austriche que par les marquis de Bade / presentée a Sa Majesté tres chrestienne par ... G. Sanson. A Paris : Chés le S. Robert, geographe ordin. du roi, quai de l'Horloge, 1741.
 1 map: hand col.; 55 x 40 cm.
 Scale [ca. 1:323,000].
 Relief shown pictorially.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
 For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
In composite world atlas possibly compiled and published by Charles François Delamarche: *Atlas général : contenant le détail des quatre parties du monde* [Paris? : s.n., 1798?]. [ptie 1], [plate 67]. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Basks oversize G1015 .A77 1798, [ptie 1], [plate 67] (NLO)**

1427 **Alsace (France) - Maps - 1743<<>>Baden-Württemberg (Germany) - Maps - 1743**

*La Haute et basse Alsace ...* Paris : Le Rouge, 1743 [i.e. 1748?].
Authors: Le Rouge, Georges-Louis -- Le Rouge, Georges-Louis. *Recueil contenant des cartes nouvelles ...* (1742 [i.e. 1748?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 55 x 46 cm.
In: Le Rouge, Georges-Louis. *Recueil contenant des cartes nouvelles ...* (Paris : chez le Sr. Le Rouge, 1742 [i.e. 1748?]).
Manuscript '59' on verso.

**oversize Ayer 135 .L6 1742 pl. 59 (PrCt)**

1441 **Alsace (France) - Maps - 1750<<>>Baden-Württemberg (Germany) - Maps - 1754**

*La Haute et basse Alsace ...* Paris : Le Rouge, 1750 [i.e. 1754].
Authors: Le Rouge, Georges-Louis -- Le Rouge, Georges-Louis. *Recueil contenant des cartes nouvelles ...* (Paris : chez le Sr. Le Rouge, 1754 [i.e. 1754?]).
Manuscript '59' on verso.

**oversize Ayer 135 .L6 1750 pl. 59 (PrCt)**

1428 **Alsace (France) - Maps - 1745**

*Alsatia tam superior, quam inferior una cum Sundgavia ...* [Nuremberg : Homann Erben, ca. 1745].
Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Homann Erben (Firm). *Atlas novus terrarum orbis* [ca. 1745] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 108 x 37 cm.
In: Homann, Johann Baptist. *Atlas novus terrarum orbis* [Homann Erben, ca. 1745]. [plate 66].
Manuscript 'No. 66' and '67' on verso.

**oversize Ayer 135 .H7 1730, [plate 65] (PrCt)**

1429 **Alsace (France) - Maps - 1745<<>>Baden (Germany) - Maps - 1745**

*Landgraviius Alsatiae tam superioris quam inferi ...* [Nuremberg : Homann Erben, ca. 1745].
Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Homann Erben (Firm). *Atlas novus terrarum orbis* [ca. 1745] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 57 x 47 cm.
In: Homann, Johann Baptist. *Atlas novus terrarum orbis* [Homann Erben, ca. 1745]. [plate 65].
Manuscript 'No. 65' and '66' on verso.

**oversize Ayer 135 .H7 1730, [plate 65] (PrCt)**

1430 **Alsace (France) - Maps - 1750<<>>Black Forest (Germany) - Maps - 1750**

*Landgraviius Alsatiae tam superioris quam inferi[-J. Nuremberg, ca. 1750].
Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:139
1 map : hand col. ; 57 x 47 cm.
Phillips 4257 v. 3 no. 71. 2381
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.

**VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:139 (PrCt)**

1431 **Alsace (France) - Maps - 1754<<>>Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1754**

*L’Alsace divisée en Haute et Basse et le Sundgau ... par le Sr. Robert ... ; E. Haussard sculp.* [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy], 1754.
Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Haussard, Elisabeth -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. *Atlas universel* (1757 [i.e. 1758?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 94 x 43 cm., on sheet 52 x 72 cm.
Printed in 2 sections on 1 sheet from 1 plate: northern section at left; southern section at right.
"Alsace" -- oversize letterpress title stamped on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Basks oversize G1015 .R598 1757, [plate 36] (PrCt)**

1432 **Alsace (France) - Maps - 1754<<>>Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1754**

Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Haussard, Elisabeth -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. *Atlas universel* (1757 [i.e. 1758?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 94 x 43 cm., on sheet 52 x 78 cm.
Printed in 2 sections on 1 sheet from 1 plate: northern section at left; southern section at right.
"Alsace" -- oversize letterpress title stamped on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Basks oversize G1015 .R598 1757, [plate 36] (PrCt)**

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
the Newberry Library.

**Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1790, [plate 36] (PrCt)**

**1433** Alsace (France) - Maps - 1870 - Language and languages

*Das General-gouvernement Elsass und die deutsch-französische sprachgrenze*... Gotha: Petermann’s Geographische mitth., 1870.

Authors: Petermann, A. (August), 1822-1878

1 map ; 36 x 29 cm. folded to quarto

Scale: Maasstabe 1:740,000. Deutsche meilen (15-1°)

In margin: Petermann’s Geographische mitth.

Jahrgang 1870, tafel 22.

Bonaparte 9487 (NLO)

**1437** Alsace (France) - Maps - 1969

*Atlas linguistique et ethnographique de l’Alsace.*

Paris : Éditions du Centre national de la recherche scientifique, 1969-.

Authors: Beyer, Ernest -- Matzen, Raymond -- Centre national de la recherche scientifique (France)

1 atlas ( v. : ill., maps) ; 56 cm.

Contents: v. 1. L’homme - Der Mensch.

No more published?

Scale of maps 1: 400,000 or 1: 800,000.

Series: Atlas linguistiques de la France par régions.

On spine, v. 1: A. L. A.

oversize G1843 .A4 B3 1969 (NLO)

**1434** Alsace (France) - Maps - 1927 - Wine districts


1 map ; 15 x 11 cm.

In Monseigneur le vin (Paris : achevé d’imprimer sur les presses de Draeger frères pour les Établissements Nicolas ..., avril 1927) at end, map 2 of 4.

Shows wine district in Alsace, within region including Strasbourg, Colmar, and Mulhouse.

Forms part of a collection of 70 advertising pieces published by Établissements Nicolas (wine merchants).

Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.

*Case Wing folio ZC 1.624 (Monseigneur le vin, 1927, at end, map 2 of 4) (PrCt)*

**1438** Alsace (France) - Maps - 1987


Authors: Guides verts Michelin -- Michelin green guides -- Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)


1re éd.

"Nouvelle édition."

Cover title.

Map on back cover.

Includes bibliographical references (p. 14) and index.


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

LC Card Number: sc 88011045 sn 88017090


**1435** Alsace (France) - Maps - 1942


Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 8 maps, 5 city plans

1st ed.


Includes advertising dated 1942 and priced in marks.

Condition: Good.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

*Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)*

**1436** Alsace (France) - Maps - 1969 - Language and languages


Authors: Beyer, Ernest -- Matzen, Raymond -- Centre national de la recherche scientifique (France)

1 atlas ( v. : ill., maps) ; 56 cm.

Contents: v. 1. L’homme - Der Mensch.

No more published?

Scale of maps 1: 400,000 or 1: 800,000.

Series: Atlas linguistiques de la France par régions.

On spine, v. 1: A. L. A.

oversize G1843 .A4 B3 1969 (NLO)

**1439** Alsace (France) - Maps - 2003


Authors: Guides verts Michelin -- Michelin green guides -- Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

206 p. : ill. (chiefly col.), 62 col. maps, col. plans ; 26 x 12 cm.

2e éd.

Cover title.

Includes bibliographical references (p. 189) and index.

Map on back cover.


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

LC Card Number: sc 88011045 sn 88017090


**1432** Alsace (France) - Maps - 1870


Authors: Beyer, Ernest -- Matzen, Raymond -- Centre national de la recherche scientifique (France)

1 atlas ( v. : ill., maps) ; 56 cm.

Contents: v. 1. L’homme - Der Mensch.

No more published?

Scale of maps 1: 400,000 or 1: 800,000.

Series: Atlas linguistiques de la France par régions.

On spine, v. 1: A. L. A.

*oversize G1843 .A4 B3 1969 (NLO)*
Altea (Spain) - Maps - 1771 - Harbors - Nautical charts
Altea (Spain) - 1771 - Harbors - Nautical charts
Alte Bay / by John Gaudy ; S. Parker sculpt. [London : J. Mount and T. Page , 1771].
Authors: Gaudy, John, fl. ca. 1705-ca.1740 -- Parker, Samuel, active 1719-1751 -- Mount, John, d. 1786 -- Page, Thomas, d. 1781 -- English Pilot. Part 3 (1771) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 13 x 26 cm., on sheet 47 x 30 cm. Engraved map printed beneath letterpress text (p. 11): A Description of the coast of Spain. Oriented with north at upper right.
Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger): English Pilot. Part 3 (1753)
oversize Ayer 135 :E55 1753 p. 11 (PrCt)

Altenburg (Horn, Austria) - Advent - 1983
Authors: Stift Altenburg
1 p. ; ill's ; 15 x 21 cm
Travel Vertical File G6493 .L6:3H6 1983 .S7 (PrCt)

Altenburg Region (Germany) - Maps - 1710
Land-Charte vom Fürstenthum Altenburg ... Nuremberg, [ca. 1710].
Authors: Schenk, Peter, 1660
1 : 281
II:281
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 52 cm.
2519
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:281 (PrCt)

Alton (Ill.) - Maps - 1914
The Advancement of Alton, Illinois : a general city plan study for the Board of Trade / Charles
Alton (Ill.) - Pictorial works - 1841

**View of Alton, Illinois.** [Saint Louis, Mo. John Caspar Wild, 1841].

1 view ; 12 x 19 cm.
Anonymous view without imprint.
"Copyright secured according to act of Congress."

In: Wild, J.C. The Valley of the Mississippi: illustrated in a series of views / edited by Lewis Foulk Thomas, no. 3 (September 1841), "Pl. IX", opposite p. [45].
Accompanied by descriptive text (p. [47]-51).

The 9-part series was published in Saint Louis between 1841-1842 by the artist John Caspar Wild at the Republican Printing Office, and printed by Chambers and Knapp.

Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library).
Duplicate copies: folio Graff 4127 -- Ayer 160.5 .M76 W66 1948 (facsimile reprint)
VAULT folio Ayer 160.5 .M76 W66 1841, plate IX, opposite p. [45] (PrCt)

---

Altoona Region (Pa.) - Pictorial works - 1952 - Railroads

**The Horseshoe Curve in the scenic Allegheny Mountains west of Altoona, Pennsylvania.** [Philadelphia?: Pennsylvania Railroad?, 1952?].
Authors: Pennsylvania Railroad

1 view : col. ; 15 x 21 cm.
Reproduction of color painting (?) showing two trains approaching each other on separate tracks on the curve.

In Pennsylvania Railroad. One hundred and fifth annual report ... December 31, 1951

---

**Älvsborgs län (Sweden) - Maps - 1583 - Coasts - Nautical charts**

**Älvsborgs län (Sweden) - Maps - 1583 - Nautical charts**

De zee Kuste vant Landt te Noortoosten sorterende onder Norweghen en. eendeels Sweden ... = Oræ maritimæ regionis Borraphelioticae ditionibus tum Norvegiae, tu. Sueciae subditæ ... [Leiden : F. Raphelengius ; C. Claesz], 1583 [i.e. 1588].
Authors: Waghenaer, Lucas Jansoon, 1534 or 5-1606 -- Doetecam, Jan van -- Rapheleghius, Francis, 1539-1597 -- Claesz, Cornels, ca. 1546-1609 -- Waghenaer, Lucas Jansoon, 1534 or 5-1606. Speculum nauticum super navigatione maris Occidentalis confectum, continens omnes oras maritimas Galliae, Hispaniae et praecipuarum partium Angliae (1588) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 33 x 51 cm.
Includes coastal profiles.
Oriented with north at upper left.
Descriptive text on verso (p. 31).

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .W13 1588 map [32] (PrCt)

1451 Amador County (Calif.) - Maps - 1866 - Landowners - Counties - Maps
Authors: Griffith, J. M. -- Library of Congress.
Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 26x 40.5 in. Scale 1:84,480.
Originally published 1866.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 12 (PrCt)

1452 Amador County (Calif.) - Maps - 1881 - Landowners - Counties - Maps
Authors: Brown, J. A. -- Library of Congress.
Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 2 parts, 49 x 36 in. each. Scale 1:47,520.
Originally published 1881.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 13 (PrCt)

1453 Amarillo (Tex.) - Pictorial works - Collections, 1887-1987
1st ed.
Cover title: Amarillo Texas : the first hundred years 1887-1987 : a picture postcard history
Inscribed by authors.
"This is number 3844 of a limited edition"--T.p. verso.
Includes index.
LC Card Number: 86091253
ISBN 0943976022 ; 9780943976020

1454 Amaseo, Gregorio, 1464-1541
p. 493, facing 548 ; 28 cm.
Vert 3021, no. 2 (PrCt)

1455 Amaseo, Gregorio, 1464-1541
Gregorio Amaseo (De Masiis, Amasaeus). [Roma : Istituto della enciclopedia italiana, 1960-].
Authors: Avesani, Rino -- Dizionario biografico degli italiani (1960-)
p. 655-658 ; 28 cm.
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3021, no. 5.
Ref CT1123 .D5, v. 2, p. 655-658 (PrCt)

1456 Amaseo, Gregorio, 1464-1541
[Notes on Gregorio Amaseo]. [Chicago, 198-?].
Authors: Karrow, Robert W.
1 file folder ; 25 x 30 cm.
Bibliographical notes and drafts used in the preparation of the chapter on Gregorio Amaseo
in: Karrow, Robert W. Mapmakers of the sixteenth century and their maps (Chicago :
Published for The Newberry Library by Speculum Orbis Press, 1993).
Vert 3022 (PrCt)

1457 Amaseo, Gregorio, 1464-1541
L’epistola di Gregorio Amaseo a Leandro Alberti, codice autografo dell’anno 1534. [Firenze : La nuova Italia, 1947].
Authors: Lorenzi, Arrigo, 1874
p. 65-78 ; 28 cm.
Photocopies from: Rivista geografica italiana 44 (1947): 65-78.
Vert 3021, no. 3 (PrCt)

1458 Amaseo, Gregorio, 1464-1541
De Masiis, Gregorio, 1464-1541 SEE Amaseo, Gregorio, 1464-1541
Amaseus, Gregorio, 1464-1541 SEE Amaseo, Gregorio, 1464-1541
Masils, Gregorio de, 1464-1541 SEE Amaseo, Gregorio, 1464-1541
Authors: Avery, Catherine B.
p. 34-35 ; 28 cm.
In: Avery, Catherine B. New Century Italian

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

1463 Amazon River Region - Maps - 1745
Authors: La Condamine, Charles-Marie de, 1701-1774 -- Haye, G. de la -- Académie des sciences (France) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map ; 15 x 38 cm.

Ayer 123 L14 1745 following p. 492 (PrCt)

1464 Amazon River Region - Maps - 1921
Authors: Markham, Clements R. (Clements Robert), Sir, 1830-1916 -- Macbeth, Donald -- Hakluyt Society
1 map ; 25 x 36 cm.
Series: Works issued by the Hakluyt Society, 2d ser. ; no. 51.

1465 Amazon River Valley - 1500-1961 - Maps - Bibliography
Authors: Adonias, Isa -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
2 v. : fold maps (part col.), plates ; 27 cm.
Ayer 290 .A239 1963 (NLO)

1466 Amazon River Valley - Maps - 1703 Brazil - Maps - 1703
The Amazones Country. [London : s.n., 1703].
Authors: Seller, John, fl. 1658-1698 -- Seller, John, fl. 1658-1698. A New system of geography : designed in a most plain and easie method ... (1703)
1 map ; 11 x 13 cm.
Anonymous map in Seller, John. A New system of geography : designed in a most plain and easie method ... (London : Jeremiah Seller ; Charles Price ; John Senex, 1703) map [53].
Case 3A 1704 map [53] (PrCt)

1467 Amazon River Valley - Maps - 1777
Carta del curso del Maragnone o Sia del Gran Fivme dell'Amazzoni ... [Livorno : G.T. Masi, 1777].
Authors: Rossi, D. Veremondo, fl. 1763 -- La Condamine, Charles-Marie de, 1701-1774 -- Masi, G. T. -- Masi, G. T. Atlante dell' America, contenente le migliori carte geografiche ... (1777) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 13 x 30 cm. on sheet 34 x 48 cm.
Ricavata dalla carta ... de la Condamine ... Title below map: Sketch map of the River Amazons and its principal tributaries.

Ayer 135 .A75 1777 pl. [38] (PrCt)

1468 Amazon River Valley - Maps - 1854 South America - Maps - 1854
3 v. : 8 maps ; 232 x 154 mm.
(3 of 5 vols,2ccMapV);+52pls;Sab31524;33/1HED53 Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)
1469  Ambleuteuse (France) - Maps - 1695 - Fortification

Ambleuteuse, ville ancienne du boule nois. [Paris : De Fer, 1695].
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, Nicolas, de, 1646-1720. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes -- avec leurs fortifications ... (1695-1696)
1 map ; 19 x 27 cm.
In: Fer, Nicolas de. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes; avec leurs fortifications ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, 1695-1696) pt. 3, map [37].
Manuscript '(4)' at upper right.
Case folio U 26. 293 pt. 3, map [37] (PrCt)

1470  Ambleuteuse (France) - Maps - 1713 - Fortification

Ambleuteuse, ville ancienne du boule nois. Paris : De Fer, [1713?].
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, Nicolas, de, 1646-1720. Introduction à la fortification ... [1713?]
1 map ; 19 x 27 cm.
In: Fer, Nicolas de. Introduction à la fortification ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, [1713?]) map [5].
For later state of this map, with engraved plate number, see Case folio U 26 .292.
For earlier version of this map, engraved on different plate, see Case folio U 26 .293.
Case oversize U 26 .2919 map [5] (PrCt)

1471  Ambon Island (Indonesia) - Pictorial works - 1615 Amboina Island (Indonesia) SEE Ambon Island (Indonesia) Amboyna Island (Indonesia) SEE Ambon Island (Indonesia) Pulau Ambon (Indonesia) SEE Ambon Island (Indonesia)
Insula Amboyna. [Franckfurt : In Verlegung Levi Hvisii Wittib, 1615].
Authors: Hulsiius, Levinus, d. 1606. Ander Schiffart In die Orientalische Indien (1615) -- Parthenius, Hartmann, fl. 1615-1631 -- Hulsiius Erben -- Levinus, d. 1606. [Sammlung von sechs und zwanzig Schiffarten] (1608-1650)
1 view ; 14.2 x 12.8 cm. on sheet 20 x 15 cm.
In Hulsiius, Levinus, Ander Schiffart In die Orientalische Indien (Franckfurt : In Verlegung Levi Hvisii Wittib, 1615), opp. p. 50.
In upper right corner: 51.
Keyed to text by letters (A-F).
VAULT Ayer 110 .H9 1608, v. 1, pt. 2, p. 50 (PrCt)

1472  Ambrosius, Marcus, 16th cent.
Marcvs Ambrosivs. [Warsaw : M. Groell, 1776-1819].
Authors: Janocki, Jan Daniel Andrzej, 1720-1786.
Eanociana, sive Clarovrm atqve illvstrivm Poloniae avctovrm Maecenatvmqve memoriae miscellae (1776-1819)
p. 17-18 : 28 cm.
Photocopies from: Janocki, Jan Daniel Andrzej. Eanociana, sive Clarovrm atqve illvstrivm Poloniae avctovrm Maecenatvmqve memoriae miscellae (1776-1819), v. 1, p. 17-18 [Z 955 .446].
Duplicate copy: Z 955 .446a.
Vert 3024, no. 9 (PrCt)

1473  Ambrosius, Marcus, 16th cent.
Marcvs Ambrosivs. [Warsaw : M. Groell, 1776-1819].
Authors: Janocki, Jan Daniel Andrzej, 1720-1786.
Eanociana, sive Clarovrm atqve illvstrivm Poloniae avctovrm Maecenatvmqve memoriae miscellae (1776-1819)
p. 17-18 : 28 cm.
Photocopies from: Janocki, Jan Daniel Andrzej. Eanociana, sive Clarovrm atqve illvstrivm Poloniae avctovrm Maecenatvmqve memoriae miscellae (1776-1819), v. 1, p. 17-18 [Z 955 .446].
Duplicate copy: Z 955 .446a.
Vert 3023, no. 3 (PrCt)

1474  Ambrosius, Marcus, 16th cent.
[Notes on Marcus Ambrosius]. [Chicago, 198-?].
Authors: Karrow, Robert W. 1 file folder ; 25 x 30 cm.
Bibliographical notes and drafts used in the preparation of the chapter on Marcus Ambrosius in: Karrow, Mapmakers of the sixteenth century and their maps (1993).
Vert 3024 (PrCt)

1475  Ambrosius, Marcus, 16th cent.
Marek Ambrozy / Zygmunt Wdowiszewski.
[Kraków : Sklad glówny w ksieg, Gebethnera i Wolffia, 1935-].
Authors: Wdowiszewski, Zygmunt, 1894-1978 -- Polski slownik biograficzny (1935-)
p. 85-86 ; 28 cm.
Photocopies from: Polski slownik biograficzny 1: 85-86 [folio CT1230 .P65].
Vert 3023, no. 8 (PrCt)

1476  Ambrosius, Marcus, 16th cent.
Marek Ambrozy / Karol Buczek.
[Chicago, 198-?].
Authors: Buczek, Karol -- Buczek, Karol. Slazacy w kartografii polskiej XVI wieku (1937) -- Miz, Helga, 1932-1994
[5] leaves ; 28 cm.
Typescript.
Vert 3023, no. 2 (PrCt)

Authors: Wierzbowski, Teodor, 1853-1923.
Bibliographical notes and drafts used in the preparation of the chapter on Marcus Ambrosius in: Karrow, Mapmakers of the sixteenth century and their maps (1993).
Vert 3023 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

1481
Amelia Island (Fla.) - Maps - 1770 - Nautical charts
Plan of Amelia Island in east Florida ; A Chart of the entrance into St. Mary's River ; A Chart of the mouth of the Nassau River... London : William Faden, 1777.
In: Faden, William. The North American atlas, selected from the most authentic maps, charts, plans, &c. hitherto published (London : Printed for Faden, 1777), pl. [32].
mappC 4, pl. 32 (PrCt)

1482
Amelia Island (Fla.) - Maps - 1778 - Nautical charts
Authors: Fuller, William, Captain -- Jefferys, Thomas, -1771 -- De Brahm, John Gerar William, 1717-approximately 1799 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 50 x 60 cm. fold. to 21 cm. -- Scale [ca. 1:63,360] (ca. 1 mile to an inch). -- Insets: Isle Amelia en Floride -- Bouche de la rivière Nassau.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Listed as map no. 18 in G.L. Le Rouge's Pilote américain septentrional, 1778.--cf. Phillips 1210. Ayer 133.F96 1778 (NLO)

1483 America. A Celebration of the United States
Chicago : Rand McNally, c2006.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Missing Jan. 2006
ISBN 0528935046
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

1484 America - Description and travel -
1558 A.D. Africa - Description and travel - 1558
Les Singularitez de la France antarctique / nouv. éd., avec notes et commentaires par Paul Gaffarel ... Paris : Maisonneuve & Cie, 1878.
Authors: Thvet, André, 1502--1590 -- Gaffarel, Paul, 1843-1920 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
Ixxii, 459 p. ; ill. ; 20 cm.
Reprint of Paris edition of 1558.
Ayer 109.T4 1878 (NLO)

1485 America - Discovery and exploration
Authors: Ashe, Geoffrey
298 p. ; ill. ; 63 cm.
Bibliography: p. 279-284
5A 6895 (NLO)

1486 America - Discovery and exploration
Authors: Morison, Samuel Eliot, 1887-1976
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

1487 America - Discovery and exploration
Authors: Morison, Samuel Eliot, 1887-1976
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

1488 America - Discovery and exploration -
1555 A.D. America - Maps - 1555 A.D. Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1555
The Decades of the newe worlde or West India : conteyning the navigations and conquestes of the Spanyardes, with the particular description of the moste rych and large landes and ilandes lately founde in the west ocean perteynyng to the inheritance of the kings of Spayne : in which the diligent reader may not only consider what commoditie may hereby chance to the hole Christian world in tyme to come, but also leare many secreates touchyng the lande, the sea, and the starres, very necessarie to be know[n]

to al such as shal attempte any navigations, or otherwise have delite to beholde the strange and woonderful worokes of God and nature / wrytten in the Latine tounge by Peter Martyr of Angeleria, and translated into Englyshe by Richard Eden. Londini [London] : in aedibus Guilhelmi Powell, Anno, 1555.
Uniform title: De orbe novo. Decade 1-4. English Colophon: Imprinted at London in Lumbard streete at the signe of the Cradle by Edwarde Sutton
English and Latin.
Translation, by Richard Eden, of: Petri Martyris ab Angleria Mediolanen. oratoris clarissimi ... De rebus oceanicis & Orbe nouo decades tres. Basel, 1533.
An account of decade 1-4 of De orbe novo; however, the fourth decade is given as an extract, as in the Latin edition of Basel, 1533.
Three other variants exist, differing, almost exclusively, in their colophons only: Imprinted at London in Paules Churchyarde at the signe of the Byble by Richarde Iug; Imprinted at London in Paules Churchyarde at the signe of the Bell by Roberte Toy; Imprinted at London in Paules Churchyarde at the signe of the Hedge hogge by Wyllyam Seres; also, no copy of the present Sutton variant has been described which includes the extra leaf of the coppy of letters sent by the Duke of Muscovy to King Edward VI (signed ii.).
Title surrounded by illustrative border.
Errors in foliation, including leaf 131 incorrectly numbered “1031.”
Map unnumbered, present in some copies only.
The first English collection of voyages, including also contributions by or excerpts from Pope Alexander VI, Gonzalo Fernández de Oviedo y Valdés. Antonio Pigafetta, and many others, edited by Richard Eden. For complete contents see Arber, Edward. The first three English books on America. [?1511]-1555 A.D. Birmingham, 1885.
Errata (leaf 13, at end).
Duplicate copy (lacking map and lacking leaf inserted after 309; inscribed with illegible
16th-century owner’s name; includes bookplates of Lane Seminary Library and Presbyterian Theological Seminary; forms part of the McCormick Theological Seminary Collection at the Newberry Library: Case E141. .E22 1555

References: ESTC S104405; Sabin 1561; Alden, J.E. European Americana, 555/13; Church, E.D. Discovery, 102n; Palau y Dulcet (2nd ed.) 12605n; Watt, R. Bib. Britannica, 1:329c-d; STC (2nd ed.) 647; Winsor, J. Narrative and critical history of America, 3:29, 200; Field, T.W. An essay towards an Indian bib., 484; JCB Lib. cat., pre-1675, 1:187

VAULT Ayer 110 .E2 1555 (NLO)

1489

**America - Discovery and exploration - 1600 - Manuscripts<><>America - Geography - 1600 - Manuscripts<><>Manuscripts, Turkish - 1600<><>Atlasses, Turkish - 1600 - Manuscripts**

*Tarihi Yeni Dünya, el-musemma be hadis-i nev (manuscript).* [ca. 1600].


Unsigned ms. copy, in Ottoman Turkish, dated 1368-1369, but actually from ca. 1600, of the Tarih-i Hind-i gharbi [A history of the India of the West], written by an anonymous Turk around 1580 (sometimes attributed to Kâtip Çelebi). The account relates the explorations of Columbus, Cortes, Pizarro, and others, introducing American colonial history and the new geographic discoveries to the Islamic world. Chaps. 1 and 2 discuss Islamic cosmology and geography, the Old World with its seven ‘climes,’ its bodies of water, and areas of aridity and fertility, and the Atlantic Ocean. Chap. 3 contains one section on North America and the Magellan expedition, and another on South America, mainly Peru. The author, probably assisted by someone from Spain who knew Italian, worked from Italian translations of 16th-century texts: López de Gómara’s Historia general de las Indias; Fernández de Oviedo y Valdés’ De la natural hystoria de las Indias; Peter Martyr’s De orbe novo; and Historia del descubrimiento y conquista del Peru by Agustín de Zárate. Includes three double-page maps (cataloged separately), oriented with the south at the top, illustrated in red, blue, black, white, and gold with small pictures of cities and sailing ships, and borders in gold and black. Includes two circular hemispheric maps (24 cm.) of the Old and New Worlds, and a rectangular mappa mundi (19 x 26 cm.), very similar to the one by J. Gastaldi in

Geografiya di Claudio Ptolemeo (Venice, 1548). Thirteen color miniatures illustrate textual descriptions of native American flora and fauna, such as the coconut, guava, and banana trees, cochineal cactus, tapir, armadillo, bison, pelican, and jaguar; a landscape of the Peruvian town of Potosí, with its silver mountain; and two imaginary drawings of a merman, and a wak-wak tree, bearing fruit in the form of naked women. Cf. Goodrich.

Text in Arabic ‘nesih’ script, rubricated, within gold and black borders; illuminated head-piece is a gold cartouche on a lapis background decorated with gold, red, turquoise, and white flowers; on heavy yellowish glazed paper.

First printed in Constantinople in 1730 by Ibrahim Mu'teferrika; reprinted in 1875 without the maps. Cf. Goodrich.


Modern dark brown morocco, with inset center panels of dark brown calf from an earlier binding; stamped mandorlas on both covers; gold-stamped binder’s title: ‘Description of the ‘New World’. Circa XVIIth century A.D.’; tan levant slipcase with same title.

Acquired by Edward E. Ayer in 1901 from Dr. Cyrus Adler.

Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library)

References: Goodrich, T.D. Ottoman Turks, no. 3, p. 22-23; Butler, R.L. Checklist of Mss. in the Ayer Coll., 612; Smith, C. Ms. maps in the Ayer Coll., nos. 17-19; Macdonald, D.B. Arabic and Turkish mss. in the NL, XXII

VAULT Ayer MS 612 (NLO)
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**America - Discovery and exploration - 1730<><>America - Geography - 1730<><>Atlasses, Turkish - 1730**

*[Tarikh al-Hind el-gharbi]*. [Constantinople (Istanbul) : Ibrahim, 1142 [i.e. 1730].

Authors: Tarih-i Hind-i gharbi (1730) -- Tarih-i Yeni Dünya, el-musemma be hadis-i nev (1730) -- Tarihi al-Hind el-gharbi (1730) -- Kâtip Çelebi, 1609-1657 -- Adler, Cyrus, 1863-1940 -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library)

4 p. l., 91 numb. l. : illus., 5 maps ; 22 cm.

Title and text in Turkish; title translated: Description of the India of the West according to recent discoveries.

Title and imprint from Sabin 94396. A history of the Indies of the West sometimes attributed to Kâtip Çelebi. The author reports the discovery of America by the Spaniards, and says his authorities are the Latin historians.

There are 13 engravings in the text, and 5 maps, including a chart of of the climatic regions of the

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
world.  
'This is believed to be the earliest book printed in 
Turkey with wood engravings.'-- Cf. Sabin 32122. 
Bookplate of 'Dijon Fontanals. 1809.'
Maps also cataloged separately.
Duplicate copy (lacking world map, but including 
bookplate of 'M.Ch. Schefler'): VAULT Ayer 107 
.M9 1730 [copy 1]

VAULT Ayer 107 .M9 1730 [copy 2] (NLO)

1491
America - Discovery and exploration - 1732 - 
Manuscripts - Facsimiles

America - Geography - 1732 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Histoire du nouveau monde [microform] = [Ta'rikh 
al-hind al-gharbi] tr. du turc en français par 
Jean-Baptiste de Fiennes, fil. Constantinople, 
1732 .
Authors: Tarih-i Hind-i garbi (1732) -- Tarih-i Yeni 
Dünya, el-musemba be hadis-i nev (1732) -- 
Tarikh al-Hind el-gharbi (1732) -- Kâtip Çelebi, 
1609-1657 -- Fiennes, Jean Baptiste Hölín de, 
1710-1767 -- Bibliothèque nationale (France).
Manuscript. Turc 901 -- Edward E. Ayer
Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library) -- Kâtip 
Çelebi, 1609-1657 SEE Kâtip Çelebi, 1609-1657 
-- Kâtip Chelebi, 1609-1657 SEE Kâtip Çelebi, 
1609-1657 -- Mustafa Ibn 'Abd, 1609-1657 SEE 
Kâtip Çelebi, 1609-1657 -- Hadji Khalfah, 
1609-1657 SEE Kâtip Çelebi, 1609-1657 -- 
Khalfah, Hadji, 1609-1657 SEE Kâtip Çelebi, 
1609-1657
270 p.
Microfilm, positive from the original in the 
Bibliothèque Nationale (Ms. Turc 901)
Sometimes attributed to Kâtip Çelebi.
Does not include maps.
Formerly shelved as Microfilm Ayer 107 .M9 
1732
65-121
Microfilm 1375 (NLO)

1492
America - Discovery and exploration - 
Bibliography - 1551

Bibliotheca americana vetustissima : a 
description of works relating to America 
published between the years 1492 and 1551 ; 
Authors: Harrisse, Henry, 1829-1910 -- Edward 
E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
xi, 199 p. : ill. ; 26 cm.
186 titles with a "Chronological table" of titles in 
both volumes: p. [185]-199.
"Not a continuation of the Bibliotheca Americana 
vetustissima, but a series of notes and additions 
intended to aid towards forming a complete list of 
works relating to the discovery, history, and 
geography of America, printed previous to the 
year 1551"--P. [i].
Includes index.
Duplicate copy: lower case g 801 .38.
Ayer 290 .H2b 1872 (NLO)

1493
America - Discovery and exploration - 

Bibliography - 1551

Bibliotheca americana vetustissima : a 
description of works relating to America, 
published between the years 1492 and 1551. 
Authors: Harrisse, Henry, 1829-1910 -- Edward 
E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
liv, 519 p.; 28 cm.
304 titles, arranged chronologically: transcribed 
line for line with exact collations, historical and 
bibliographical notes, references to authorities 
and libraries, etc.
Includes index.
Duplicate copy: lower case g 801 .38.
Ayer 290 .H2 1866 (NLO)

1494
America - Discovery and Exploration - 
Bibliography -Discoveries in Geography - 
Bibliography

The New worlds and the old: reciprocal 
influences in the age of discoveries. [1972 or 
later].
Authors: Marshall, Douglas W. -- William. L. 
Clements Library
5 leaves; 28 cm.
Xerox copy of typescript.
Bibliography with sources dated to 1972.
BHC 1693
Vert 1277 (PrCt)

1495
America - Discovery and Exploration - 
Bibliography -Navigation - History - 
Bibliography<Taylor, Henry C. (Henry 
Calhoun), 1894-1971 - Manuscripts - 
Catalogs<Taylor, Henry C. Taylor collection / compiled by 
John S. Kebabian. New Haven : Yale University 
Authors: Yale University. Library -- Kebabian, 
John S. -- Taylor, Henry C. (Henry Calhoun), 
1894-1971
xxii, 88 p. : facsim.; 24 cm.
A catalogue of a collection of books on navigation 
and exploration.
Includes index.
LC Card Number: 71162799
lower case g 004 .994 (NLO)

1496
America - Discovery and exploration, Chinese 
China's first knowledge of the Americas. 1938.
Authors: Goodrich, Luther Carrington, 1894- -- 
Geographical review 
p. 400-411 ; ill.
In: Geographical review 28 (1938): 400-411 : ill.
Cited in Imago Mundi annual bibliography.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

1497
America - Discovery and Exploration - Maps - 
Collections<<>Western Hemisphere - 
Discovery and Exploration - Maps - 
Collections

Génesis del descubrimiento. Barcelona : Salvat,
1947.
Authors: Ballesteros Beretta, Antonio -- Cortesão, Jaime, 1884-1960 -- Salvat (Firm) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

x, 766 p. : illus., plates (part fold., part col.) ports., maps (part fold., part col.) facsims. ; 25 cm.
1. ed. Ilus. con 447 grabados en el texto y 43 láminas.
Includes bibliographies.
Series: Historia de América y de los pueblos americanos ; t. 3.
OCLC 1904916.
Ayer 5 H673 1936 v. 3 (NLO)

1498 America - Discovery and Exploration - Maps - Exhibitions
Authors: Fairman, Elisabeth R. -- Yale Center for British Art -- Yale University. Center for British Art SEE Yale Center for British Art -- British Art Center at Yale SEE Yale Center for British Art
16p. : ill., maps (part col.) ; 14 x 23 cm.
Vert 1351, no. 2 (PrCt)

1499 America - Discovery and Exploration - Norse
Forgeries
Vinland - Cartography
SEE Vinland map
Cartography - Vinland
Vinland map
Fact and fancy in the Vinland sagas. 1969.
Authors: Wahlgren, Erik
p. 19-80
Vert 1962 (PrCt)

1500 America - Discovery and exploration - Spanish
Cosmography - History - 1500-1599 SEE Cosmographers royal - Spain - 16th century
Cosmographers royal
Authors: Portuondo, María M. -- University of Chicago. Press -- Buissseret, David
xii, 335 p., [8] p. of plates : ill. (some col.), maps (chiefly col.) ; 24 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 307-325) and index.
Gift, David Buissseret, 2010.
LC Card Number: 2008034282
ISBN 9780226675343 (cloth : alk. paper) ;
0226675343 (cloth : alk. paper)
QB29 .P67 2009 (NLO)
America - Discovery and exploration - Spanish - 1613-1623 SEE California - Discovery and exploration - Spanish - 1613-1623 SEE Mexico - Discovery and exploration - Spanish - 1613-1623 SEE Central America - Discovery and exploration - Spanish - 1613-1623 SEE Cardona, Nicolás, fl. 1613-1623. Descripciones geograficas, e hydrographicas ... del Reyno de la California (1613-1623)
ISBN 9789686858181
To Collection Services for cataloging, 19 May 2008 (PrCt)
America - Geography - 1598 SEE Western Hemisphere - Geography - 1598 SEE America - Maps - 1598 SEE Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1598
Authors: Wytfliet, Cornelle -- Rivius, Gerardus, active 1597 -- Ptolemy, active 2nd century.
Engraved title page.
Uniform title: Geographia.
"Elenchvs tabvlarvm." : [1] p. at end. Originally published 1597; this is the second edition, with same text and maps. "The first separately published atlas with all the maps
entirely devoted to America."


Pages 110, 113, and 185 are misnumbered as 104, 117, and 158.

References: Koeman Wy 2; Phillips 3645;
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 1239
VAULT Ayer 6 P.9 W9 1598 (NLO)

An Encyclopaedia of North and South America,
1786 / with an introduction by G.R. Crone. Old
Woking, Surrey, England : Unwin Brothers
Limited, c1976.

Authors: Fenning, Daniel -- Collyer, Joseph,
-1776 -- Crone, G. R. (Gerald Roe) -- Johnson, J,
- -- Wilkie, George, fl. 1780-1823 -- Wilkie, T. --
Unwin Brothers (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
[6], 158 p., [7] leaves of plates (3 folded) : ill., 3
maps ; 30 cm.

Uniform title: New system of geography. Book 4
Facsimile of: A new system of geography, or, A
general description of the world ... / D. Fenning
Johnson and G. and T. Wilkie, M.DCC.LXXVI.
"The section reproduced is book four, pages

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.

LC Card Number: 78316906
ISBN 0950212164 : 9780950212166
Baskes folio E143 .F32 1976 (NLO)

The American gazetteer : exhibiting a full account
of the civil divisions, rivers, harbors, Indian tribes,
&c. of the American continent : also of the
West-India, and other appendant islands : with a
particular description of Louisiana / compiled
from the best authorities, by Jedidiah Morse.
Boston : Published by Thomas & Andrews, no.
45 Newbury-Street : J.T. Buckingham, printer,
July, 1810.

Authors: Morse, Jedidiah, 1761-1826 -- Parish,
Elijah, 1762-1825 -- Thomas & Andrews --
Buckingham, Joseph T. (Joseph Tinker),
1779-1861 -- Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823.
New and elegant general atlas -- Lewis, Samuel,
1753 or 1754-1822. New and elegant general
atlas -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry
Library)
cm.
"Illustrated with maps, and accompanied by a
new and elegant general atlas of the world,
containing, in a separate volume, sixty-three
maps, and comprising all the new discoveries to
the present time."

Printed in double columns.
Includes 1808 map of the Eastern Hemisphere
(2d ed.?)

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.

Full text of another copy available (but not the
maps?) online via HathiTrust Digital Library
(accessed November 2013):
http://hdl.handle.net/2027/njp.32101076376464
LC Card Number: 02006946

Original binding.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet
by R. Baskes).

References: Walsh 122/131; Sabin 50923
Baskes E14 .M84 1810 (NLO)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
| Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. | For more information refer to the title page of this volume. |
1513. America - Historical geography - Maps - 1892<>Western Hemisphere - Historical geography - Maps - 1892 (Provisional Heading)

  Amerika. Stockholm : A. Bonnier, 1892.
  Authors: Aalund, O. W. -- Bonnier, Adolf -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
  1 v. : 10 maps ; 210 x 145 mm.
  Cf. OCLC 15694075.
  Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
  Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)


  In the days before Columbus / by Francis Roll-Wheeler. New York : George H. Doran Company, c1921.
  "This introductory volume to the Romance-history of America ..."--Forward, p. v.
  "With a frontispiece by C.A. Federer and many illustrations and maps."
  Series: [Romance-history of America ; 1] -- Romance-history of America ; 1.
  Former owner's signature: Robert A. Jackson.
  Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
  LC Card Number: 22001974
  Baskes E58.4 .R65 1921 (NLO)


  Graphic history of the Americas : [pre-history to the present]. [New York : John Wiley & Sons, 1969].
  Authors: Miller, Theodore R. -- John Wiley & Sons
  viii,[2], 61p. : chiefly maps ; 28 x 37 cm.
  Subtitle from paper cover.
  71-977
  ICN76rev
  map5C 43 (PrCt)


  Modern history, or, The present state of all nations : describing their respective situations, persons, habits, buildings ... : being the second volume of America ... Dublin : Printed by George Grierson ..., 1737.
  Authors: Salmon, Thomas, 1679-1767 -- Grierson, George. -1753
  Remainder of t.p.: contains I. The ancient history of Mexico. II. An account of the late usurpations and encroachments of the French in Florida ... III. A description of Terra-firma ... IV. A description of Peru ...
  Uniform title: Modern history
  Includes index.
  sc1715 (NLO)

1517. America - History - 1737<>Mexico - History - 1737<>Peru - History - 1737

  Modern history, or, The present state of all nations : describing their respective situations, persons, habits, buildings ... : being the second volume of America ... Dublin : Printed by George Grierson ..., 1737.
  Authors: Salmon, Thomas, 1679-1767 -- Grierson, George. -1753
  Remainder of t.p.: contains I. The ancient history of Mexico. II. An account of the late usurpations and encroachments of the French in Florida ... III. A description of Terra-firma ... IV. A description of Peru ...
  Uniform title: Modern history
  Includes index.
  sc1715 (NLO)


  Authors: Coe, Michael -- Lovell Johns Ltd. -- Facts on File, Inc. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
  1 v. : 56 maps ; 309 x 245 mm.
were deposited in U.S. libraries. The checklists were compiled about 1930 by the staff of the Newberry Library's Ayer Collection and are arranged by the holdings of archives in Paris, London, Madrid and Seville. Formerly shelved as Map Ready Reference (PrCt)
Vert 1102, no. 3 (PrCt)

1521 America - Manuscript maps - Bibliography - 1800<<>>Manuscript maps - Bibliography - 1800<<>>Bibliothèque Nationale (France) - Map Collections - Catalogs
Authors: Marcel, Gabriel, 1843-1909 -- Bibliothèque nationale (France). Section de géographie
77 p.
77 p.
lower case g 1080.66 (NLO)

Authors: Hébert, John R. -- Mullan, Anthony P. -- Real Escuela de Navegación (Cádiz, Spain) -- Library of Congress
282 p. : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 17-19) and index.
'The bulk of maps ... were prepared under the supervision of the Real Escuela de Navegación, Cádiz, Spain'--p. 11.
Map Ref GA401 .H434 1999 (NLO)

Checklist of photographic reproductions of
manuscript maps of America held by European libraries and archives (including the Karpinski collection) / compiled by Alexei Postnikov for the Newberry Library. Chicago : Newberry Library, 1994.


Added title: Karpinski collection checklist.

Provisional index to over 1,300 photos of manuscript maps relating to America, primarily from French, British, and Spanish archives. Over 700 of these photos were produced in 1926 by Louis Karpinski and deposited in six U.S. libraries (Clements Library (University of Michigan), Library of Congress, New York Public Library, Harvard University, Huntington Library, and Newberry Library).

Approximately 450 photos form part of Archer Butler Hulbert's multi-volume Crown Collection of photographs of American maps, issued in several series between 1907-1934. Other photos were acquired by Ruth Lapham Butler, the Newberry's Ayer Collection curator in the 1930's-1950's.

All entries extensively revised and subsequently and separately described in the Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog.

Map Ref folio Z6028 .N48567 1994 (PrCt)

1524 America - Maps - 1502 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>>Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1502 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>>Nautical charts - America - Maps - 1502 - Manuscripts<<>>Nautical charts - Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1502 - Manuscripts<<>>Nautical charts [Anonymous map of the western discoveries ... related to the Olivieriana map]. [19-]. 1 map Reduced photocopy (positive) of part of a 1502 manuscript portolan chart; location of original unknown.

map2F G3290 1502 .A5 (PrCt)

1525 America - Maps - 1502 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>>World maps - 1502 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>>Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles<<>>Nautical charts Planisfero membranaceo a colori, del 1502, detto 'Carta del Cantino'. Firenze [Florence] : Istituto Geografico Militare , [1926]. Authors: Cantino, Alberto, fl. 1502 -- Revelli, Paolo, 1871-1956 -- Istituto geografico militare (Italy) -- Danzer, Gerald A. 1 map ; on two sheets 104 x 76 cm. and 104 x 64 cm.

Sepia facsimile of 1592 map; reproduces western and middle sections only; coverage does not extend to the east of Africa.


Gift of Gerald Danzer.

map6F G3200 1502 .C3 1926 (PrCt)


map4F G3291.A 1992 C5, no. 3 (PrCt)


temp map4F G3201.A 199- .C5 map 3 (PrCt)


Cover title: Terra nova. Includes bibliographical references.

'Two hundred numbered copies and ten lettered copies of Tabula Terra Nova have been designed and produced by W. Thomas Taylor in Austin Texas ... This is copy 178.'--Colophon. Signed by Dennis Reinhardt and W. Thomas Taylor.

Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library. John M. Wing Foundation.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Newberry Library.
Wing min. ZP 983 .S695 (NLO)


Facsimile [Manuscript portolan chart of the Caribbean area and the Atlantic coast of eastern South America, 1523]. [Florence, Italy? O. Lange?, 1929?]. Authors: Biblioteca di S.M. il re (Turin, Italy). Manuscript map -- Magnaghi, Alberto, 1874-1945. Il Planisfero del 1523 della Biblioteca del re in Torino (1929) -- Lange, Otto, 1879-1944 1 map ; on sheet 103 x 69 cm. fold. to 27 x 18 cm.
Facsimile of anonymous and untitled 1523 manuscript held by the Biblioteca di S.M. il re (Turin, Italy). Possibly issued to accompany Magnaghi, Alberto. Il planisfero del 1523 della Biblioteca del re in Torino, la prima carta del mondo costruita dopo il viaggio di Magellano, unica copia conosciuta di carta generale ad uso dei piloti dell'epoca delle grandi scoperte (Florence: O. Lange, 1929). 92 p. : maps (part. fold.) ; 36 cm. [G 1007 .54]
Previously cataloged at the Newberry Library as: Turin. Biblioteca di S.M. il re. [America 1523]. [N.p, n.d.]
1000a
ICN 43-1263
Ayer 133.5 T93 1523 (NLO)

1530 America - Maps - 1525 - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles<<>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles [Tab. moderna altervis hemisphaerii / Lorenz Fries?]. [Bergum, Netherlands : Frederik Muller Rare Books, 2010].
Authors: Fries, Lorenz, ca. 1490-1531 -- Frederik Muller Rare Books (Bergum, Netherlands) 1 map ; 13 x 18 cm. + text ([7] leaves : 2 ills. ; 28 cm.)
Digital reproduction of MS map in the possession of Frederik Muller Rare Books; apparently the fair copy for what would have been the 51st map in the 1525 edition of Fries' edition of Ptolemy's Geography (Karrow, Mapmakers of the Sixteenth century, 28/G.1).
Includes a digital reproduction of the MS text on map verso and a drawing of the watermark. Also includes descriptive text provided by Muller (dated 25 Feb. 2010) and email correspondence between F. Muller and R. Karrow.
map1F G3290 1525 .F7 2010 (PrCt)

1531 America - Maps - 1534<<>>Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1534 La Carta universale della Terra Ferma & isole delle Indie Occidentali. [19-].
Authors: Anghiera, Pietro Martire d', 1457-1526 -- Ramusio, Giovanni Battista, 1485-1557 1 map ; 22 x 18 cm.
Photograph of original (published Venice, 1534) in the John Carter Brown Library.
4400
map1F G3290 1534 .R3 1987 (PrCt)

Authors: Ramusio, Giovanni Battista, 1485-1557 -- Anghiera, Pietro Martire d', 1457-1526 -- Harris, John, lithographer -- Stevens (Henry), son and Stiles, firm, booksellers -- New York Public Library -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 53 x 42 cm.
4401
VAULT Ayer 111 A5 1534 [map] (PrCt)

1533 America - Maps - 1540-1549 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>>Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1540-1549 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles [North and South America]. [19-].
Authors: Agnese, Battista, 16th cent. -- Biblioteca Nacional (Spain). Ms. R176. #4 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Photostatic reproduction of a map in a manuscript atlas compiled by Battista Agnese ca. 1540-1549.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**Map Photo Spain BN Ms. R176. #4 (PrCt)**

1534


1 map

First published in Münster's edition of Ptolemy's Geographia (Basel, Switzerland, 1540); later appears in editions of Münster's Cosmographia beginning in 1544.

Burden 12.
Karrow 58/117.
Gift 198-. Gerald F. Fitzgerald.

**temp Fitzgerald map2F G3290 1540 .M8 (PrCt)**

1535


1 map : hand col. woodcut ; 26 x 35 cm., on sheet 49 x 62 cm.

Facsimile of original first published in 1540; printed on handmade paper from new woodcut by Csaba Nagy; see Map collector no. 59 (Summer 1992): 19.

Originally published in Münster's edition of Ptolemy's Geographia (Basel, Switzerland, 1540); later appears in editions of Münster's Cosmographia beginning in 1544.

Title in upper margin.
Relief shown pictorially.
Copy no. '110' presented to 'The Newberry Library.'

Inscription in pencil 'dedicated to ... victims of September 11, 2001. Ex officina Dr. Zsolt Torok '92. Hungary.'

Framed and hung in the 4th-floor elevator foyer (Sept. 2009).

References: Burden 12; Karrow 58/117; OCLC 53207991.

**map4F G3290 1540 .M8 1992 (PrCt)**

1536

**America - Maps - 1540-1552>>Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1540-1552>>Woodcuts Novae insulae XVII nova tabvla. [Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1540].**

Authors: Ptolemy, active 2nd century -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Ptolemy, active 2nd century. Geographia (1540) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. woodcut ; 26 x 34 cm., mounted on backing sheet 31 x 38 cm.

Letterpress title above woodcut map with letterpress place names.


Letterpress no. 45 and text on verso: Novarum Insularvm descriptio . . .

Forms part of an incomplete copy of Sebastian Münster's 1540 edition of Ptolemy's Geography (lacking intervening pages of text beween maps).

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.


Same woodcut issued with variant letterpress titles in different editions of Münster's Cosmographia and in Münster's editions of Ptolemy's Geographia; see Karrow p. 421.

References: Karrow, Mapmakers of the 16th cent., p. 424; Shirley, T.Ptol-8a VAULT Baskes folio G1005 1540, [plate 45] (PrCt)

1537

**America - Maps - 1542-1552>>Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1542 Novae insulae XVII nova tabvla. [1545].**


1 map

Facsimile of original first published in Münster's edition of Ptolemy's Geographia (Basel, Switzerland, 1540); later appears in editions of Münster's Cosmographia beginning in 1544.

Issued for the International Conference on the History of Cartography (16th : Vienna, 1995).

Burden 12.
Karrow 58/117.

**temp map4F G3290 1542 .M8 1995 (PrCt)**

1538


Authors: Medina, Pedro de, 1493?-1567? -- Cordua, Francisco Fernandez de Cordua, 1545.

Framed and hung in the 4th-floor elevator foyer (Sept. 2009).

References: Burden 12; Karrow 58/117; OCLC 53207991.

**map4F G3290 1540 .M8 1992 (PrCt)**
1539 America - Maps - 1545>>>Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1545
1 map : col. ; 28 x 37 cm.
Facsimile of 1545 original; first published in Münster's edition of Ptolemy's Geographia (Basel, Switzerland, 1540); later appears in editions of Münster's Cosmographia beginning in 1544.
Reproduced from original in the Clements Library.
Burden 12.
Karrow 58/117.
Facsimile of original 1545 map in the Clements Library.
In Clements Library map portfolio: Europe and the Americas, 1486-1606 (Ann Arbor, 1992); accompanied by sheet of explanatory text.
map4F G3291.A 1992 C5, no. 4 (PrCt)

1540 America - Maps - 1545>>>Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1545
1 map : col. ; 28 x 37 cm. + 1 sheet (1 leaf : ill. ; 44 cm.)
Photographic copy of original published in Basel, 1545; first published in Münster's edition of Ptolemy's Geographia (Basel, Switzerland, 1540); later appears in editions of Münster's Cosmographia beginning in 1544.
Burden 12.
Karrow 58/117.
temp map4F GG3201.A 199-.C5 map 5 (PrCt)

Facsimiles>>>Nautical charts - Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1546 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles>>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles>>>Nautical charts
A Mariner's guide to the new world, a Portolan chart drawn by Pierre Desceliers in 1546.
American Heritage, [196-?].
Authors: Desceliers, Pierre, fl. 1537-1574 -- American Heritage Publishing Company
1 map : col. ; 37 x 57 cm.
Facsimile of 1546 manuscript in the Pierpont Morgan Library.
Text on verso.
M1269
map4F G3290 1546 .D4 196- (PrCt)

Nvevo mvndo. Sevilla : [Domenico de Robertis], 1549.
Authors: Medina, Pedro de, 1493?-1567? -- Robertis, Dominico de
1 map : woodcut ; 209 x 133 mm. and 144 x 111 mm. on 2 sheets
In Medina, Pedro de. Libro de grandezas y cosas memorables de España (Sevilla: Domenico de Robertis, 1549), folio 63 verso.
Title in banderole repaeated in type above map. When first printed in Medina's Arte de nauegar (1545), the woodblock was joined with the block on the facing page, showing Europe, Northwest Africa, and part of Brazil; beginning with the first ed. of the Libro de grandezas (1548), the block was cut in half through the compass rose and an extension (65 mm.) was added to the left-hand block to show the Straits of Magellan. -- Burden, Mapping of North America, no. 14, state 2.
VAULT Ayer 108 .M495 1549, folio 63 verso (PrCt)

America - Maps - 1549>>>Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1549>>>Map printing - Woodcuts - Maps - 1549>>>Woodcuts
Nvevo mvndo. Sevilla : [Domenico de Robertis], 1549.
Authors: Medina, Pedro de, 1493?-1567? -- Medina, Pedro de, 1493?-1567? -- Robertis, Dominico de -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : woodcut ; 208 x 128 mm. (neat line), 241 x 143 mm. (printed border), on sheet 261 x 170 mm.
Detached from Medina, Pedro de. Libro de grandezas y cosas memorables de España (Sevilla: Domenico de Robertis, 1549).
Spanish text on verso with heading: Andaluzia. 50. Ixii.
Accompanied by the book's colophon, also detached and trimmed: A gloria de dios nuestros...
1544 America - Maps - 1550-1599 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>><>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles<<<>><>Nautical charts
Carte d’America in un atillante de carte portolaniche, membranaceo, anonimino, inedito, composto verso la fine del Cinquecento. Milano : [Fratelli Traves [Editor]], 1926.
Authors: Revelli, Paolo, 1871
[Fratelli Traves [Editor]], 1926.
1 map : hand col. ; 26 x 34 cm.
Issued with Revelli’s Terre d’America e Tavole 1 (V
Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection, [33] recto.
1 map : woodcut ; 26 x 34 cm.
In Medina, Pedro de. L’arte del navegar (Vinetia, 1554).
1545 America - Maps - 1550<<<>><>Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1550
Tabula nouarum insularum, quas diversis respectibus Occidentales & Indianas uocant.
[Basel, 1550].
Authors: Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552. Cosmographia (1550) -- Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : hand col. ; 26 x 34 cm.
Detached from Münster’s Cosmographia (Basel: Petri, 1550).
Title in letterpress above map.
Title on verso: Novvs orbis, qui insvlas habet Indici Oceani ... .
Reference: Karrow, Mapmakers of the sixteenth century manuscript;
1546 America - Maps - 1552<<<>><>Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1552<<<>><>Woodcuts
Tabula nouarum insularum, quas diversis respectibus Occidentales & Indianas uocant.
[Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552].
Authors: Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552. Cosmographiae uniuersalis ... (1552) -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579
-- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : woodcut ; 26 x 35 cm.
Letterpress title above woodcut map with letterpress place names.
Mvndo novo. [Vinetia : Ad instantia di Gioanbattista Pedrezano, 1554].
Authors: Medina, Pedro de, 1493?-1567? -- Pedrezano, Giovanni Battista, active 16th century
1 map : woodcut ; 118 x 172 mm.
In Medina, Pedro de. L’arte del navegar (Vinetia, 1554).
Title in banderole at upper left.
A reduced-size Italian version of the original 1545 Spanish map; this issue has the signature E. -- Burden, Mapping of North America, no. 21.
1548 America - Maps - 1555<<<>><>Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1555<<<>><>Map printing - Woodcuts - Maps - 1555<<<>><>Woodcuts
Brevis exacta qua totis novi orbis eiusque insularm / descriptio recent a Ioan Bellero edita.
[London? s.n., 1555?].
1 map : woodcut, hand col. ; 260 x 176 mm. (near line), on sheet remargined to 408 x 320 mm.
Possibly detached from Eden, Richard. The Decades of the newe worlde or west India (London: Edward Sutton, 1555).
España (Antwerp: Jean Bellère, 1554) [Newberry copy: Ayer *108 G6 1554a].
Burden 23.
Ex O. Lange
j1
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Novacco 2F 12 (PrCt)

1549 America - Maps - 1567<<<<Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1567<<<<Woodcuts
Brevis exactaq[ue] totivs novi orbis, et Persuiae regionis descriptio, recens edita. [Antwerp, 1567].
Authors: Beller, Jean, 1526-1595 -- Appollonius, Levinus, 16th cent.
1 map : woodcut ; 164 x 131 mm.
Title from letterpress in upper margin.
Apparently the same block as the map published in Gómarra, Francisco López de. Historia de Mexico, con el descvbrimiento dela Nueua España (Antwerp: Jean Bellère, 1554) [Newberry copy: Ayer *108 G6 1554a], but with the woodcut title trimmed off.
Cf. Burden 23.

Case F 998.04, opp. p. 9 (PrCt)

1550 America - Maps - 1569<<<<Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1569
Americae sive novi orbis, nova descriptio. [Basel : s.n., between 1569-1578].
Authors: Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552
1 map : hand col. ; 31 x 37 cm.
Added title: Die newen islen/ so hinder Hispaniam gegen Orient/ bey dem landt Indie gelegen.
Was number 26 in an edition of his Cosmographia universalis published in Basel between 1569-1578.

map2F 3290.3 (PrCt)

1551 America - Maps - 1570<<<<Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1570
America sive novi orbis nova descriptio. 1988.
Authors: Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598
1 map
temp map4F G3290 1570 .O7 1988 .M3 (PrCt)

1552 America - Maps - 1570<<<<Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1570
America sive novi orbis nova descriptio. 1570.
Authors: Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598 -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Gift 198-, Gerald F. Fitzgerald.
temp Fitzgerald map2F G3290 1570 .O7 (PrCt)

1553 America - Maps - 1570<<<<Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1570

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Facsimiles - Facsimiles
Terres Neufves ... [North and South America]. [19--].
Authors: Claye, Jacques de Vaulx de, fl. 1579 -- Bibliothèque nationale (France), Ge C 4052 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1584 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France BN Ge C 4052 (PrCt)

1556 America - Maps - 1587-1588 - Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1587-1588
Americae sive novi orbis, nova descripto / cum priuilegio decennali Ab. Ortelius delineab. et excudeb. 1587. [London : John Norton], 1587[i.e. 1606].
Theatrum orbis terrarum ... (1606) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 35 x 47 cm.
Derived from earlier work by Gerhard Mercator; see Karrow.
Printed no. 5 and English letterpress text on verso beginning: The new world, commonly called America. That all this hemisphere or half-rundle ...
In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatrum orbis terrarum ... (London : J. Norton, 1606), [plate 5].
Digital image of a duplicate or variant edition available on Marcel P.R. van den Broecke's Cartographica Neerlandica website (accessed May 2012):
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1588, [plate 5] (PrCt)

1557 America - Maps - 1587-1588 - Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1587-1588
Americae sive novi orbis, nova descripto / ab Ortelius delineab. et excudeb. [Antwerp : Christophe Plantin], 1587[i.e.1588].
Theatro de la tierra vniversa (1588) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 35 x 47 cm.
In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatro de la tierra vniversa (Antwerp : Christophe Plantin, 1588), [plate 5].
Derived from earlier work by Gerhard Mercator; see Karrow.
Printed no. 5 and Spanish letterpress text on verso beginning: El Orbe Nvevo. Qve todo este hemisphaerio ...
Digital image of a duplicate or variant edition available on Marcel P.R. van den Broecke's Cartographica Neerlandica website (accessed Dec. 2011):
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1588, [plate 5] (PrCt)

1559 America - Maps - 1589 - Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1589
Americae sive Novi Orbis, nova descriptio. Cum priuilegio. [Antwerp, ca. 1589].
Authors: Hondius, Jodocus, 1563 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590
1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 50 cm.
From his Theatrum orbis terrarum. Antwerp, ca. 1589.
Scale [ca. 1:42,000,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
Prime meridian: [Boa Vista, Canary Islands?]
Probable engraving by Franz Hohenberg.
map2F 3290.2 (PrCt)

1560 America - Maps - 1590-1602
[India occidentalis]. Francoforti ad Moenum [Frankfurt am Main] : de Bry, 1590-1602.
Authors: Bry, Theodor de, 1528-1598 -- Bry, Johann Israel de, d. 1611 -- Bry, Johann Theodor de, 1561-1623? -- Merian, Matthaeus, 1593-1650 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
9 v. in 5 : illus., pl., maps ; 37 cm.
This collection of voyages was commenced by Theodor de Bry, continued by his sons Johann Theodor and Johann Israel de Bry, and later by his son-in-law, Matthaeus Merian.
Selected maps also cataloged separately.
VAULT Ayer 110 B9 1590b (NLO)

1561 America - Maps - 1590-1617
[India occidentalis]. Francoforti ad Moenum [Frankfurt am Main] : de Bry, 1590-1617.
Authors: Bry, Theodor de, 1528-1598 -- Bry, Johann Israel de, d. 1611 -- Bry, Johann Theodor de, 1561-1623? -- Merian, Matthaeus, 1593-1650
America - Maps - 1590-1634

Selected maps also cataloged separately.

1562
America - Maps - 1590-1596

[India occidentalis], Francoforti ad Moenum
[Frankfurt am Main] : de Bry, 1590-1596.
Authors: Bry, Theodor de, 1528-1598 -- Bry, Johann Israel de, d. 1611 -- Bry, Johann Theodor de, 1561-1623? -- Merian, Matthaeus, 1593-1650 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
13 v. : ill., pl., maps ; 36 cm.
This collection of voyages was commenced by Theodor de Bry, continued by his sons Johann Theodor and Johann Israel de Bry, and later by his son-in-law, Matthaeus Merian.
Selected maps also cataloged separately.
VAULT Ayer 110 B9 1590a (NLO)

1563
America - Maps - 1591

[India occidentalis], Francoforti ad Moenum
[Frankfurt am Main] : de Bry, 1591.
Authors: Bry, Theodor de, 1528-1598 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : ill., plates, maps ; 35 cm.
Selected maps also cataloged separately.
VAULT Ayer 110 B9 1590d (NLO)

1564
America - Maps - 1591-1594

[India occidentalis], Francoforti ad Moenum
[Frankfurt am Main] : de Bry, 1591-1594.
Authors: Bry, Theodor de, 1528-1598 -- Bry, Johann Israel de, d. 1611 -- Bry, Johann Theodor de, 1561-1623? -- Merian, Matthaeus, 1593-1650 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
2 v. in 1 : illus., pl., maps ; 35 cm.
This collection of voyages was commenced by Theodor de Bry, continued by his sons Johann Theodor and Johann Israel de Bry, and later by his son-in-law, Matthaeus Merian.
Selected maps also cataloged separately.
VAULT Ayer 110 B9 1590c (NLO)

1565
America - Maps - 1591-1630

[India occidentalis. German], Francoforti ad Moenum [Frankfurt am Main] : de Bry, 1591-1630.
Authors: Bry, Theodor de, 1528-1598 -- Bry, Johann Israel de, d. 1611 -- Bry, Johann Theodor de, 1561-1623? -- Merian, Matthaeus, 1593-1650 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
14 v. in 3 : ill., pl., maps ; 36 cm.
This collection of voyages was commenced by Theodor de Bry, continued by his sons Johann Theodor and Johann Israel de Bry, and later by his son-in-law, Matthaeus Merian.
Selected maps also cataloged separately.
VAULT Ayer 110 B9 1597c (NLO)

1566
America - Maps - 1595-1599

America sive Novus Orbis respectu Europaeorum inferior globi terræstris. Francoforti ad Moenum [Frankfurt am Main] : de Bry, 1598.
Authors: Bry, Theodor de, 1528-1598 -- International Conference on the History of Cartography (11th : 1985 : Ottawa)
1 map : col. ; 28cm. diameter, on sheet 46 x 61 cm.
Facsimile map on poster.
map4F G3290 1596.B7 1985 (PrCt)

1567
America - Maps - 1596-1617

America sive Novus Orbis respectu Europaeorum inferior globi terræstris. Francoforti ad Moenum [Frankfurt am Main] : de Bry, 1596.
Authors: Bry, Theodor de, 1528-1598 -- Bry, Johann Theodor de, 1528-1598. India occidentalis (1590-1634) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 28 cm. diameter.
Issued in part 2 of: Bry, Theodor de. [India occidentalis] (Frankfurt am Main: de Bry, 1590-1634), v. 6, fol. 1v-2r.
VAULT Ayer 110 B9 1590, v. 6, fol. 1v-2r (PrCt)

1568
America - Maps - 1596-1617

America sive Novus Orbis respectu Europaeorum inferior globi terræstris. Francoforti ad Moenum [Frankfurt am Main] : de Bry, 1596.
Authors: Bry, Theodor de, 1528-1598 -- Bry, Johann Theodor de, 1528-1598. India occidentalis (1590-1617) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 28 cm. diameter.
In Le Moyne's Brevis narratio eorum quae in Florida Americae provincia Gallis acciderunt ... 1591.
Forms part of Bry, Theodor de. [India occidentalis] (Frankfurt am Main: de Bry, 1590-1617), v. 6, opp. p. 4.
VAULT Ayer 110 B9 1590a, v. 6, opp. p.4 (PrCt)

1569
America - Maps - 1596-1599

America sive Novus Orbis respectu Europaeorum inferior globi terræstris. Francoforti ad Moenum [Frankfurt am Main] : de Bry, 1596.
Authors: Bry, Theodor de, 1528-1598 -- Bry, Johann Theodor de, 1528-1598. India occidentalis (1590-1602) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 28 cm. diameter.
Forms part of: Bry, Theodor de. [India occidentalis] (Frankfurt am Main: de Bry, 1590-1602), v. 6, fol. 1v-2r.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1578 **America - Maps - 1608**<br>**Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1608**<br>*America*. [Cologne : P. Keschedt, 1608].<br>Authors: Ptolemy, active 2nd century -- Magini, Giovanni Antonio, 1555-1617 -- Porro, Girolamo, 1520-1604 -- Keschedt, Peter, d. 1607 -- Ptolemy, active 2nd century. Geographia -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)<br>1 map ; 12 x 17 cm.<br>Engraved by G. Porro.<br>Scale [ca.1:130,000,000].<br>In Ptolemy. *Geographiae vniversae tvm veteris ... / ed. by G.A. Magini (Cologne: P. Keschedt, 1608)*, folio 278 verso.<br>4056<br>**VAULT Ayer 6 .P9 1608, folio 278 verso (PrCt)**

1579 **America - Maps - 1611**<br>**West Indies - Maps - 1611**<br>*Histoire universelle des Indes*. Douay : F. Fabri, 1611.<br>Authors: Wytfliet, Corneilie -- Harmsworth, L. -- Fabri, F. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)<br>1 v. : 23 maps ; 308 x 205 mm.<br>3rd ed.<br>Previous owner: L. Harmsworth<br>Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.<br>Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).<br>References: Phillips 4459; Nord 309<br>**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)**

1580 **America - Maps - 1614**<br>*Americae nova descriptio / Petrus Kaerius excudit Amsterodami 1614; Abraham Goos, sculpit*. Utrecht : Explokaert, [2003?].<br>Authors: Keere, Pieter van den, 1571-ca. 1646 -- Goos, Abraham<br>1 map ; 35 x 46 cm.<br>Facsimile of original in a private Belgian collection.<br>Surrounded by decorative border with views of towns, portraits of explorers, and figures representing native peoples.<br>Offered by Explokart, a research-project of Utrecht University; printed by Canaletto, Alphen aan den Rijn, publisher of Monumenta cartographica Neerlandica by Prof. Günter Schilder and distributed at the 20th International Conference on the History of Cartography, Cambridge and Portland, 2003.<br>map4F G3290 1614 .K26 2003 (PrCt)

1581 **America - Maps - 1617**<br>**Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1617**<br>*America*. [Arnhem : J. Jansz, 1617].<br>Authors: Ptolemy, active 2nd century -- Magini, Giovanni Antonio, 1555-1617 -- Ens, Gaspar, b. ca. 1570 -- Porro, Girolamo, 1520-1604 -- Jansz, Jan, fl. 1597-1630 -- Ptolemy, active 2nd century. Geographia -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)<br>1 map ; 12 x 17 cm.<br>Engraved by G. Porro.<br>Scale [ca.1:130,000,000].<br>In Ptolemy. *Ioannis Antonii Magini ... Geographiae, tum veteris, tum novae, volumina duo ... / [ed. by G.A. Magini and E. Gaspar] (Arnhem: J. Jansz, 1617)*, folio 278 verso.<br>4056<br>**VAULT Ayer 6 .P9 1617, folio 278 verso (PrCt)**

1582 **America - Maps - 1622**<br>**West Indies - Maps - 1622**<br>*Novus orbis sive descriptio Indieae Occidentalis*. Amsterdam : M. Colijn, 1622.<br>Authors: Herrera y Tordesillas, Antonio de, d. 1625 -- Le Maire, Jacques, 1585-1616 -- Bry, Theodor de, 1528-1598 -- Colijn, M. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)<br>1 v. : 18 maps ; 375 x 250 mm.<br>References: Phillips 1146<br>**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)**

1583 **America - Maps - 1622**<br>**Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1622**<br>*Descripción de las Yndias Orientalis*. 1622.<br>Authors: Herrera y Tordesillas, Antonio de, d. 1625 -- Herrera y Tordesillas, Antonio de, d. 1625. *Historia general (1622)* -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)<br>1 map<br>Detached from Antonio de Herrera y Tordesillas. Historia general (1622).<br>Forms part of the Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library).<br>**temp Fitzgerald map2F G3290 1622 .D4 (PrCt)**

1584 **America - Maps - 1623**<br>**Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1623**<br>*America noviter delineata / Auct: Judoco Hondio*. [Amsterdam] : Ioannes Ianssonius excudit, [ca. 1632].<br>Authors: Hondius, Jodocus, 1594 or 5 -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664 -- Destombes, Marcel, 1905-1983 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)<br>1 map ; 355 x 459 mm. (neat line), 411 x 552 mm. (plate mark)<br>Based on Hondius map of 1618; cf. Burden 192 (state 3) and Newberry copy of same. VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .MS 1633, p. [18-19].<br>Copper plate damaged; upper right corner chipped.<br>Includes 3 border panels.<br>Ex Destombes.<br>Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).<br>References: Burden 207 (state 3). j15
1585 America - Maps - 1625
Amricae descript. / [Jodocus Hondius], [London : Printed by W. Stansby for H. Fetherstone, 1625].
Authors: Purchas, Samuel, 1577?-1626 -- Hondius, Jodocus, 1563-1612 -- Purchas, Samuel, 1577?-1626. Purchas his pilgrimes (1625) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : copper engraving ; 14.0 x 18.3 cm. on sheet 32 x 21 cm.
Letterpress above map: Hondius his Map of America.
Digital image available on Library of Congress website (accessed Dec. 2010) :
VAULT Ayer 110 .P9 1625, v. 3, p. 857 (PrCt)

1586 America - Maps - 1625
Amricae descript. / [Jodocus Hondius], [London : Printed by W. Stansby for H. Fetherstone, 1625].
Authors: Purchas, Samuel, 1577?-1626 -- Hondius, Jodocus, 1563-1612 -- Purchas, Samuel, 1577?-1626. Purchas his pilgrimes (1625) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : copper engraving ; 14.0 x 18.3 cm. on sheet 32 x 21 cm.
Letterpress above map: Hondius his Map of America.
Digital image available on Library of Congress website (accessed Dec. 2010) :
VAULT Ayer 110 .P9 1625, v. 3, p. 857 (PrCt)

1587 America - Maps - 1625<<>>Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1625<<>>West Indies - Maps - 1625
Nieuwe werelt, ofte Beschrijvinghe van West-Indien ... Leyden : I. Elsevier, 1625.
Authors: Laet, Joannes de, 1593-1649 -- Elsevier, Isaac, 1596-1651 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
Phillis 1147.
30399
VAULT folio Ayer 7 L22 1625 (NLO)

1588 America - Maps - 1626<<>>Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1626
America with those known parts ... 1626.
Authors: Goos, Abraham -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Gift 198.-, Gerald F. Fitzgerald.
temp Fitzgerald map4F G3290 1626 .G6 (PrCt)

1589 America - Maps - 1626<<>>Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1626<<>>California - Maps - 1626<<>>California as an island - Maps - 1626
America with those known parts in that unknowne worlde ... [London] : Thomas Bassett ... and Richard Chiswell, 1626 [i.e. 1676].
Authors: Speed, John, 1552?-1629 -- Goos, Abraham -- Bassett, Thomas -- Chiswell, Richard -- Speed, John, 1552?-1629. The Theatre of the Empire of Great-Britain ... (1676) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 35 x 44 cm. on sheet 42 x 56 cm.
Insets (3 x 6 cm. each): Havan porte -- S. Domingo -- Cartagena -- Mexico -- Cvsco -- II. of Moca in Chili -- R. laineo -- Olinda.
Shows California as an island.
Margins include portraits of natives in local costume.
Letterpress text on verso (p. 9-10) under the following heading: The description of America.
In: Speed, John. The Theatre of the Empire of Great-Britain ... (London : Printed for T. Bassett and R. Chiswell, 1676) map [73].
References: McLaughlin, Mapping of California as an island, no. 3.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .S7 1676 map [73] (PrCt)
America with those known parts in that unknowne worlde both people and manner of buildings. [London] : G. Humble, [1626].
Authors: Speed, John, 1552?-1629 -- Goos, Abraham -- Humble, George, d. 1640 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 35 x 44 cm. fold. to 20 cm. in slip case (22 cm.)
'Abraham Goos Amstelodaminisis sculpsit.' Scale not given.
Ornamented with border illustrations.
Relief shown pictorially.
Includes text, inset of Greenland, col. illus. of native figures and town views in margins. Shows California as an island.
References: McLaughlin, Mapping of California in that unknowne island. no. 3; Phillips 442, pt. 1, map no. [5].

Ayer 133 .S74 1626 (NLO)

Authors: Merian, Matthaeus, 1593-1650 -- Bry, Theodor de, 1528-1598 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 4 map plates
V13BryIndiaOccid
VAULT Ayer 110 B9 1597c v13 (NLO)

1593 America - Maps - 1629 Description de las Yndias Occidentalis. [Franckfurt am Mayn : bey Wolfgang Hoffmann In Verlegung der Hulsiischen Erben, 1629].
Authors: Herrera y Tordesillas, Antonio de, d. 1625 -- Heyn, Piet, 1578-1629. Die ein vnd zwantzgiste Schiffahrt, oder, Gründliche vnd vmbständliche fernere Beschreibung der vollkmonsten Landschafft Brasilien Americae (1629) -- Hoffmann, Wolfgang, fl. 1624-1647 -- Hulsius Erben -- Hulsius, Levinus, d. 1606.
[Sammlung von sechs und zwanzig Schiffahrten] (1608-1650)
1 map ; 13 x 18 cm.
In Heyn, Piet, Die ein vnd zwantzgiste Schiffahrt, oder, Gründliche vnd vmbständliche fernere Beschreibung der vollkmonsten Landschafft Brasilien Americae (Franckfurt am Mayn : bey Wolfgang Hoffmann In Verlegung der Hulsiischen Erben, 1629), opp. p. 7.
Handwritten in brown ink at upper right: f°.7.
Reference: Burden, Mapping of North America, no. 204.
VAULT Ayer 110 .H9 1608, v. 3, pt. 21, p. 7 (PrCt)

Authors: Blaeu, Willem Janszoon,1571-1638 -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 46 cm.
Five vignettes of native peoples on either side of map, nine city views across top. Condition: Framed. One small piece (ca. 3/8' x 1/2') of engraved surface has stuck to the inside of the glass -- this should be easily fixed by a conservator. Overall v. fine. Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection. Previous location: Framed in executive reception room
AMcN III PC 460 (PrCt)

Grand atlas ... [1663] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 46 cm.
Includes 9 town views and 10 portraits of local costume.
In: Blaeu, Joan. Le Grand atlas; ov, Cosmographie Blaviane ... [Amsterdam: J. Blaeu, 1663], v. 12.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B63 1663, v. 12, [no. 1] (PrCt)

Authors: Blaeu, Willem Janszoon,1571-1638 -- Blaeu, Joan, 1596-1673
1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 46 cm.
Includes 9 town views and 10 portraits of local costume.
In: Blaeu, Willem Janszoon. Le Théâtre dv monde; ou Novvel atlas contenant les chartes et descriptions de tous les païs de la terre (Amsterdam: G. et J. Blaeu, 1640-1643) v. 2.
4203 Case oversize G 1007 .1 v. 2 sig. Amer. A (PrCt)

Authors: Blaeu, Willem Janszoon,1571-1638 -- Blaeu, Joan, 1596-1673 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 46 cm.
Includes 9 town views and 10 portraits of local costume.
In Bleau, Willem Janszoon. Le Théâtre dv monde; ou Novvel atlas contenant les chartes et descriptions de tous les païs de la terre (Amsterdam: G. et J. Blaeu, 1640-1643) v. 2.
4203 Case oversize G 1007 .1 v. 2 sig. Amer. A (PrCt)

1598 America - Maps - 1630<<<Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1630 Americae nova tabula. Amsterdam : [Theatrum
West Indies - Maps - 1640
L'histoire du nouveau monde ou description des Indes Occidentales ... Leyden : Chez B. & A. Elseuiers, 1640.
Authors: Laet, Joannes de, 1593-1649 -- Elsevier (Firm) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
References: Phillips 1150; Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 1247.
VAULT folio Ayer 1000 L22 1644 (NLO)

1649
America - Maps - 1659

1662
America - Maps - 1662

1664
America - Maps - 1664

1665
America - Maps - 1665

by sea and land; containing a journal of three thousand and three hundred miles within the main land of America (London : Printed by E. Cotes, and sold by John Sweeting, 1655), opposite title page.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.

America - Maps - 1659

America - Maps - 1659

Amerique, en plusieurs cartes nouvelles. Paris : Sanson, 1662.
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667
1 v. : 15 map plates ; 26 cm.
VAULT Case G1100 .S3 1662 (NLO)

America - Maps - 1664

L'Amerique autrement le Nouveae Monde et Indes Occidentales, par P. Du Val, d'Abbeuille, geographe ordinaire du roy. ... Paris : chez l'Auteur. 1664.
Authors: Duval, P. (Pierre), 1619-1682
1 map ; 36 x 38 cm.
Scale not given.
This map has the same title as the map reproduced as no. 75 in the atlas volume of Frontieres entre le Brésil et la Guyane Francaise. Mémoire présenté par les États Unis de Brésil au gouvernement de confédération Suisse ... cf. U.S. Library of Congress. A list of geographical atlases ... no. 2719.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Shelved in vault in oversize Ayer broadside box (July 2005).

VAULT oversize Ayer 133 .D98 1664 (NLO)

1614 America - Maps - 1665 (Provisional Heading)


Authors: Sanson, N. (Nicolas), 1626-1648 -- Sanson, Guillaume -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 15 maps ; 255 x 190 mm.
PastoureaullC;[NMM272;StevensAm611
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Phillips 1153
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

1615 America - Maps - 1671<<>>Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1671

Novissima et accuratissima totius Americae descriptio ... [London : John Ogilby, 1671].

Authors: Ogilby, John, 1600-1676 -- Lamb, Francis -- Ashley, Anthony, Sir, 1551-1628 -- Ogilby, John, 1600-1676. America : being the latest, and most accurate description of the New World ... (1671) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 42 x 54 cm.
Engraved by Francis Lamb.
Dedicated to Anthony Ashley.
In: Ogilby, John. America : being the latest, and most accurate description of the New World ... (London : Printed by the author, 1671) opposite p. 1.

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O3 1671 opp. p. 1 (PrCt)

1616 America - Maps - 1671<<>>Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1671

America : being the latest, and most accurate description of the New World; containing the original of the inhabitants, and the remarkable voyages thither. The conquest of the vast empires of Mexico and Peru, and other large provinces and territories, with the several European plantations in those parts. Also their cities, fortresses, towns, temples, mountains, and rivers. Their habits, customs, manners, and religions. Their plants, beasts, birds, and serpents. With an appendix containing, besides several other considerable additions, a brief survey of what hath been discover'd of the unknown southland and the Arctick region. Collected from most authentick authors, augmented with later observations, and adorn'd with maps and sculptures, by John Ogilby ...

London : Printed by the author, 1671.

Authors: Ogilby, John, 1600-1676 -- Montanus, Arnoldus, 1625?-1683 -- Lamb, Francis -- Ashley, Anthony, Sir, 1551-1628 -- Simpson, Charles, fl. 1706 -- Baltimore, Cecil Calvert, Baron, ca. 1605-1675 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (4 preliminary leaves, 674, [1] p., 32 pl., 6 ports., 19 maps) ; 43 cm.

Apparently based in part on Arnoldus Montanus’s De Nieuwe en onbekende weereled: of beschryving van American en ’t zuid-land, which was granted copyright privileges in July, 1670, and published in Amsterdam : Jacob van Meurs, 1671. Sabin, who records an edition of Ogilby as bearing date of 1670, says: "This English translation is, like Dapper's an impudent plagiarism' from Montanus, plates included. In the text many changes and additions were made by Ogilby, and his maps of Maryland, Jamaica and Barbados are not found in Montanus. The general map of America in Ogilby also differs materially from that in the Dutch work.

Maps of America (opposite p. 1) and Jamaica (between p. 336-337) engraved by Francis Lamb; map of America dedicated to Anthony Ashley.
The list of prints inserted includes “Arx Carolina” and “Virginiæ pars australi,” but omits “Barbaords,” although the latter map is to be found between p. 376 and p. 377.
Engraving on p. 200; Arx Carolina plate at p. 205.
Map of Virginia dedicated to Lord Baltimore.
Title page inscription: Chas. Simpson, 1706.
Title in red and black.
Added title page engraved.
Numerous errors in pagination.
Larger paper copy.
Maps also cataloged separately.
Duplicate copy: VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O3 1671a

References: Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 1251.
Ayer 10341
LC Card Number: 04026984
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O3 1671 (NLO)

1617 America - Maps - 1671<<>>Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1671

America : being the latest and most accurate description of the New World ... London : Printed by the author, 1671.

Authors: Ogilby, John, 1600-1676 -- Montanus, Arnoldus, 1625?-1683 -- Meurs, Jacob van, 1619-1680 -- Lamb, Francis -- Ashley, Anthony, Sir, 1551-1628 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (5 p.l., 674, [1] p., illus., plates, maps) ; 40 cm.

 Apparently based in part on Montanus, Arnoldus. De Nieuwe en onbekende weereeld ...
(Amsterdam: Jacob van Meurs, 1671).
Title in red and black; added title page, engraved.
No engraving on p. 200; Arx Carolina plate at p. 205.
Gift 75.
ICN 75
Duplicate copy: VAULT oversize 135 .O3 1671

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O3 1671a (NLO)

1618 America - Maps - 1671<<>>Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1671 (Provisional Heading)

America : being the latest and most accurate description of the New World ... London : Printed by the author, 1671.
Authors: Ogilby, John, 1600-1676 -- Montanus, Arnoldus, 1625?-1683 -- Meurs, Jacob van, 1619-1680 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 50 maps ; 403 x 280 mm.
Apparently based in part on Montanus, Arnoldus. De Nieuwe en onbekende weereeld ... (Amsterdam: Jacob van Meurs, 1671).
Sabin50089; HowesO41; Nord593; Stevens578
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet Baskes oversize G1015 .W47 1688, [plate 2]
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

1619 America - Maps - 1678<<>>Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1678

America. 1678.
Authors: Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Anonymous map detached from unidentified text.
Gift 198-. Gerald F. Fitzgerald.
temp Fitzgerald map2F G3290 1678 .A5 (PrCt)

1620 America - Maps - 1680<<>>Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1680

Novissima et accuratissima totius Americae descriptio. Amsterdam : Justus Danckerts, [ca. 1680].
1 map : 47 x 56 cm.
In: Danckerts, Justus. Atlas (Amsterdam : J. Danckers, [ca. 1680]) pl. [2]. Ms. no. '3' in upper right.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .D18 pl. 2 (PrCt)

1621 America - Maps - 1680<<>>Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1680

Novissima et accuratissima totius Americae descriptio. Amsterdam, [ca. 1680].
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 56 cm.
In: Danckerts, Justus. Atlas (Amsterdam : J. Danckers, [ca. 1680]) pl. [45]. Ms. no. '46' in upper right.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .D18 A pl. 45 (PrCt)


Novissima et accuratissima septentrionalis ac meridionalis Americae : descriptio, multis locis recensibus aucta et correcta divisa in omnes partes hodiernas / per Fredericum de Witt. [Amsterdam : Frederik de Wit, 1688?].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Wit, Frederik de. [Atlas] [1688?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 57 cm.
"Cum Privilegio D.D. Ordinum Holl. Westfrisiaeq[ue]."
Includes note, "America" in ornamental cartouche.
Shows the Western Hemisphere with national boundaries, cities and rivers.
Scale [ca. 1:20,000,000]
Prime meridian: Ferro.
Relief shown pictorially.
In: Wit, Frederik de. [Atlas] (Amsterdam : Frederik de Wit [1688?]), [plate 2].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .W47 1688, [plate 2] (NLO)

1623 America - Maps - 1695<<>>Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1695

Planisfero del mondo nuovo. Chicago : Rand McNally, [197-?].
Authors: Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1706 -- Marcellino, Andrea -- Rand McNally and Company
1 map : col. ; 38 x 52 cm.
Scale ca. 1:51,000.
2018
map2F G3290 1695 .C6 197- (PrCt)

1624 America - Maps - 1696<<>>Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1696

Recentissima novi orbis, sive Americae Septentrionalis et Meridionalis tabula / Ph. Tuleman del. ; G. v. Gouwen sculp. [Amsterdam? Allard?, 1696?].
Authors: Tiedemann, Philip, 1657-1729 -- Carel, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709 -- Gouwen, Gilliam van der -- R. & J. Ottens -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.
Issued in Atlas minor ... Amsterdam: Carel Allard, [1696?] (Phillips 525, no. 138) and in Atlas major ... Amsterdam: R. & J. Ottens, [1641-1729] (Phillips 4257 v. 7, no. 91). B.M. cat. gives date [1690?]
Scale [ca. 1:37,000,000].
Inset: Zeelandia Nova.
Ayer 133 .A41 1696 (NLO)

1625 America - Maps - 1700-1799<<>>Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1700-1799

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Aa, Pieter van der, 1659-1733 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 41 hand col. maps ; 35 x 43 cm.
Binder's title: Maps of America.
Imperfect: title page wanting; title from Phillips 98, with date erroneously supplied as 1728. For correct date cf. Phillips 3229, note.
The maps in Naaukeurige versameling der gedenkwaardigste zee en landsreysen na Oost en West-Indien ... (Leiden, 1707) were published separately in 1714 with added French titles and ornamental engraved borders. The maps in this collection are part of that issue.
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 162.
Ayer 32-2242a
oversize Ayer 135 A2 1714 (NLO)

1633
L'Amerique, divisee selon letendue de ses principales parties ... sur les observations de ... l'Academie des Sciences ... / dressée par N. de Fer ... ; gravée par H. van Loon. A Paris : chez J.F. Benard, gendre de l'auteur ..., 1717.
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Loon, H. V. (Herman van) -- Guérard, Nicolas, ca. 1648-1719 -- Hennepin, Louis, 17th cent. -- Académie des sciences (France) -- Bénard, J. F. (Jacques François) -- Boeing Company
1 map : hand col. ; 89 x 98 cm., on sheet ca. 110 x 166 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Engraving partly attributed to Nicolas Guérard by Edward Dahl.
Includes view of beavers and the Niagara Falls derived from earlier work by Louis Hennepin (23 x 22 cm.): Le Saut de Niagara ... .
Extensively illustrated with pictorial vignettes of natives in local costume, animals, and historical scenes with commentary.
Side and bottom margins include extensive text: Description de l'Amerique ... .
Later state of map originally published 1698; cf. Dahl, 'Original Beaver Map.'
Shows California as an island.
Further description (by bookdealer J.T. Monkton Ltd.) and color photo in Map Information File
classed as Map6F G3200 1700 .P4 (PrCt).

Framed behind glass and mounted in the hallway opposite the Newberry Library Special Collections reading room (June 2008).
Gift 2007, Boeing Company.
map8F G3290 1717 .F4 (PrCt)

1634
America - Maps - 1718<<>>Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1718
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Pettrini, Paolo -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 426 x 564 mm. (neat line), 448 x 588 mm. (plate mark)
Blank cartouches in upper right and upper left.
'America' in ms. on verso, lower right.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
j33
Novacco 4F 52 (PrCt)

1635
America - Maps - 1719<<>>Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1719
Carte tres curieuse de la Mer du Sud, contenant des remarques nouvelles et tres utiles non seulement sur les ports et iles de cette me ... [Amsterdam, 1719?].
Authors: Chatelain, Henri Abraham -- Gueudeville, Nicolas, ca. 1654-ca. 1721 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 368 x 1,393 mm. (neat line), on composite sheet 429 x 1,435 mm.
No author or imprint given; title in upper margin.
Includes various vignettes, including beavers, cod fishery, other animals, and inset maps.
Incomplete; lacking southern half of map.
Printed from 4 plates on 4 sheets.
Incomplete; this half copy printed from 2 plates on 2 sheets.
Complete copies printed from 4 plates on 4 sheets; 770 x 1,393 mm. (neat line).
Tooley, Mapping of America, p. 130, no. 80.
Schwartz & Ehrenberg, Mapping of North America, p. 142 and pl. 85.
Duplicate (complete copy): Ayer +135 C4 1705 v. 6, opposite p. 117.
j32
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Novacco 4F 51 (PrCt)

America - Maps - 1719<<>>Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1719<<>Pacific Ocean -
Maps - 1719
Carte tres curieuse de la Mer du Sud, contenant des remarques nouvelles et tres utiles non seulement sur les ports et illes de cette mer, mais aussi sur les principaux pays de l’Amerique septentrionale que meridionale, avec les noms & la route des voyageurs par qui la decouverte en a ete faite. Le tout pour l'intelligence des dissertations suivantes. Amsterdam : Chatelain, 1719.
Authors: Chatelain, Henri Abraham -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 76 x 139 cm.
Imprint from accession card in Mr. McNally's office -- could not find on map.
Condition: Mint.
From accession card: 'Obtained from the Old Print Shop, New York, July 1969. Approx. $800.'
Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection. Missing July 2013.
AMcN III PC 450 (PrCt)

1637 America - Maps - 1721<<>>Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1721
A New map of America from the latest observations / revis'd by I. Senex ; I. Harris fecit. [London : s.n., 1721].
Authors: Senex, John, -1740 -- Harris, John, active 1680-1739 or 1740 -- Suffolk and Berkshire, Henry Bowes Howard, Earl of, 1687-1757 -- Senex, John, -1740. A New general atlas : containing a geographical and historical account of all the empires, kingdoms, and other dominions of the world... (1721) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 55 cm.
Includes dedication to the Earl of Berkshire.
In: Senex, John. A New general atlas : containing a geographical and historical account of all the empires, kingdoms, and other dominions of the world... (London : Daniel Browne [and 8 others], 1721), v. 2, opposite p. 237.
oversize Ayer 135 .S5 1721 v. 2, opposite p. 237 (PrCt)

1638 America - Maps - 1722 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Bacqueville de La Potherie, M. de (Claude-Charles Le Roy), 1668-1738 -- Nion & Didot -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
2 v. in 1 : 5 maps ; 173 x 104 mm.
Incomplete: lacking 3 volumes
1st ed.
Sabin2692
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

1640 America - Maps - 1724 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Labat, Jean Baptiste, 1663-1738 -- Husson, Pierre, 1678-1733 -- Johnson, T. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
2 v. : 5 maps ; 167 x 105 mm.
Incomplete: lacking 4 volumes.
Sabin38410;
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

1641 America - Maps - 1724<<>>Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1724
Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Delahaye, Jean-Baptiste-Henri, d. ca. 1755 -- Académie des sciences (France) -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
11: A6
1 map : hand col. ; 1 hemisphere 48 cm. in diam., on sheet 53 x 65 cm.
2580
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G3290 1724 .L5 (PrCt)

1642 America - Maps - 1724<<>>Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1724
Carte d’Amerique dressée pour l'usage du roy / par Guillaume Delisle ... A Paris : chez l'auteur sur le Quay de l'Horloge ... 1722.
Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726. [Collection of maps of the world] [1732?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 60 cm.
In composite atlas without title page: L'Isle, Guillaume de. [Collection of maps of the world. Paris : s.n. , 1732?], [plate 86].
Number "86" in ms. on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1643 **America - Maps - 1730-1739**

*Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1730-1739*

1st ed.

**Amstelodami,* Der Neuen West Begriiff ... 1730.**

Authors: Moll, Herman, -1732 -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map

Gift 198-, Gerald F. Fitzgerald.

*temp Fitzgerald map*1F G3290 1730 .D4 (PrCt)

1644 **America - Maps - 1730**

*Provisional Heading*

**Historical account Society Propagation of Gospel.**

London : J. Downing, 1730.

Authors: Moll, Herman, -1732 -- Humphreys, David -- Downing, J. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 2 maps ; 207 x 134 mm.

1st ed.

*maps*Carolina(Cumming209),NewEngland

Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)** (PrCt)

1645 **America - Maps - 1730**

*Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1730*

1646 **America - Maps - 1731**

*Provisional Heading*

**Histoire d'isle Espagnole ou S Domingue.** Paris : J. Guerin, 1731.

Authors: Charlevoix, Pierre-François-Xavier de, 1682-1761 -- Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d', 1697-1782 -- Guerin, J. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

2 v. : 18 maps ; 260 x 200 mm.

*Cd'Anville;Nord390;Sabin12127*

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)** (PrCt)

1647 **America - Maps - 1731**

*Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1731*

1648 **America - Maps - 1738**

*A New and correct map of America : Laid down according to the accurate improvements of Senex, Moll, and other modern geographers. London : Society for the Encouragement of Learning, 1738.**

Authors: Keith, William, Sir, 1680-1749 -- Moll, Herman, -1732 -- Senex, John, -1740 -- Society for the Encouragement of Learning

1 map ; 54 x 46 cm., folded to 23 x 18 cm.

In Keith's History of the British plantations in America (London : Printed at the expence of the Society for the Encouragement of Learning, 1738), opp. p. 17.

Scale [ca. 1:38,000,000]; (W 140°--W 0°/N 80°--S 60°).

‘Humbly inscribed to His Royal Highness Frederick, Prince of Wales, 1738.’

Insets: Port Royal Harbour -- Boston Harbour -- Georgia -- The North Pole.

Includes ‘A view of ... ye manner of fishing for, drying of cod at New England.’

**VAULT Ayer 150.5 V7 K2 1738, opp. p. 17** (PrCt)

1649 **America - Maps - 1739**

*Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1739*

1650 **America - Maps - 1740-1773**

*East Indies - Maps - 1740-1773*

1642 **America - Maps - 1733-1749**

*Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).*
1651 America - Maps - 1740-1741

**Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1740**

*Novus orbis sive America meridionalis et septentrionalis: per sua regna provincia et insulas iuxta observationes recentiss / divisa et adornata, cura et opera Matth. Seutter ... Aug. Vind. [Augsburg : Seutter, 1740?]*

Authors: Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756 -- Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756. Atlas novus sive tabulae geographicae totius orbis faciem, partes, imperia, regna et provincias exhibentes [1740?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 56 cm.

Scale [ca. 1:39,000,000].


Relief shown pictorially.

Prime meridian: Tenerife.

In: Seutter, Matthaeus. Atlas novus sive tabulae geographicae totius orbis faciem, partes, imperia, regna et provincias exhibentes [Augsburg : [Seutter], 1740?], plate [6]

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.


1652 America - Maps - 1741

**Cities and towns - America - Maps - 1741**

*Les Principales forteresses ports &c. de l'Amérique septentrionale. [Amsterdam : Jean Covens et Corneille Mortier, 1741?].*

Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Condé, Johannes, 1711-1781 -- Covens et Mortier -- L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726. Atlas nouveau, contenant toutes les parties du monde ... [1741?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

18 maps : hand col. ; 18 x 15 cm. and smaller on sheet 55 x 66 cm.

Collective title in upper margin.


Accompanies 4 sheet map of America [pl.45-48]: A Map of the British Empire in America with the French, Spanish and Hollandish settlements ... . In: L'Isle, Guillaume de. Atlas nouveau, contenant toutes les parties du monde ...

(Amsterdam : J. Covens & C. Mortier, [1741?]) v. 2, pl. [49]

**oversize Ayer 135 .L695 1741 v. 2, pl. [49] (PrCt)**

1653 America - Maps - 1741

**Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1741**


Authors: Sanson, Guillaume, 1600-1667 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Delamarche, Charles François, 1740-1817. Atlas général : contenant le détail des quatre parties du monde [1798?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 40 x 56 cm.

Shows California as an island.

Scale [ca. 1:40,000,000].

Relief shown pictorially.

In composite world atlas possibly compiled and published by Charles François Delamarche: Atlas général : contenant le détail des quatre parties du monde [Paris? : s.n., 1798?]; [prie 2], [plate 86].

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes oversize G1015 .A77 1798, [prie 2], [plate 86] (NLO)**

1654 America - Maps - 1745

**Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1745**

*Totius Americae septentrionalis et meridionalis novissima repraesentatio ... Nuremberg : Homann Erben, [ca. 1745].***

Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Homann Erben (Firm) -- Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724. Atlas novus terrarum orbis [ca. 1745] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 57 cm.
1658 American - Maps - 1745 Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1745
Hemisphere occidentale dresse en 1720. Nevada City, Calif., 1795, Authors: L'Ile, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Buache, Philippe, 1700-1773 -- Delahaye, Jean-Baptiste-Henri, d. ca. 1755 -- Académie des sciences (France) -- Berliner, Harold 1 map ; 51 cm. in diam. Facsimile of map originally published by the Académie des Sciences (Paris, 1745). Scale ca. 1:53,000,000 at center. Map size 1745. L5 1975 (PrCt)


1660 America - Maps - 1753 Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1753 A Chart of North and South America, including the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans, with the nearest coasts of Europe, Africa and Asia. [London] : T. Jefferys, 1753. Authors: Green, John, d. 1757 -- Jefferys, Thomas, -1771 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Mead, Bradock, d. 1757 SEE Green, John, d. 1757 1 map : hand col. ; on 6 sheets fold. to 61 x 39 cm. in contemporary boards Attributed to Mead Braddock, who issued various works issued under the pseudonym John Green. 'Published according to act of Parliament, Feb. 19, 1753, by T. Jefferys ... at the corner of St. Martins Lane Charing Cross.' Title in oversize lettering in upper margins of top sheets. Each sheet bears separate added title; sheets numbered I-VI in bottom right corners. Individual sheet titles: Chart containing part of the Icy Sea with the adjacent coast of Asia and America -- Chart comprizing Greenland with the countries and islands about Baffin's and Hudson's Bays -- Chart containing the coasts of California, New Albion, and Russian discoveries to the north ... -- Chart of the Atlantic Ocean, with the British, French, & Spanish settlements in North America, and the West Indies ... -- Chart containing the greater part of the South Sea to the south of the line, with islands dispersed thro' the same -- Chart of South America, comprehending the West Indies, with the
adjacent islands, in the Southern Ocean, and South Sea.
Scale [ca. 1:20,000,000]
Prime meridian: London and Ferro.
Relief shown pictorially.
Shows nautical exploration routes.
Includes text, historical and geographical notes, and tables of comparative astronomical observations.
This copy lacks accompanying text: Green, John. Remarks, in support of the new chart of North and South America; in six sheets. 48 p.
Shelved in oversize box with title: Jefferys and Mead. Maps. 1753.
LC Card Number: 75692293 oversize Ayer 135 .M47 1753 (NLO)

1662 America - Maps - 1755 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Prévost, abbé, 1697-1763 -- Schwabe, Johann Joachim, 1714-1784 -- Bellin, Jacques Nicolas, 1703-1772 -- Cortés, Hernán, 1485-1547 -- Arkstée et Merkus -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 16 maps ; 251 x 204 mm.
Mexico, Colombia
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

1663 America - Maps - 1755<>Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1755 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Prévost, abbé, 1697-1763 -- Schwabe, Johann Joachim, 1714-1784 -- Bellin, Jacques Nicolas, 1703-1772 -- Ulloa, Antonio de, 1716-1795 -- Arkstée et Merkus -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 52 maps ; 250 x 210 mm.
V9, Ulloa, M28; V10, Asia, M14; V11 Japan, M10
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

1664 America - Maps - 1756 (Provisional Heading)
1 v. : 18 maps ; 253 x 198 mm.
trCharlevoixNouvelleFrance
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

1665 America - Maps - 1756<>Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1756
Authors: Prévost, abbé, 1697-1763 -- Schwabe, Johann Joachim, 1714-1784 -- Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d', 1697-1782 -- Arkstée et Merkus -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 11 maps ; 250 x 205 mm.
SoAmerica
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

1667 America - Maps - 1758 (Provisional Heading)
Description geographique isles Antilles anglois. Paris : Didot, 1758.
Authors: Bellin, Jacques Nicolas, 1703-1772 -- Didot -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 22 maps ; 266 x 202 mm.
morocco, elaborate goldtooling
Phillips 3940
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

1668 America - Maps - 1758 (Provisional Heading)
Description geographique isles Antilles anglois. Paris : Didot, 1758.
Authors: Bellin, Jacques Nicolas, 1703-1772 -- Didot -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 22 maps ; 257 x 197 mm.
1st ed.
outline color
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Phillips 3940
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

1669 America - Maps - 1758 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Prévost, abbé, 1697-1763 -- Schwabe,
1 v. : 17 maps ; 252 x 204 mm.
America;C:Bellin,Anville;CummingSE313
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

1674 America - Maps - 1763<<<>>Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1763
Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Buache, Philippe, 1700-1773
1 map : hand col.; 47 x 60 cm.
Includes ms. annotations of 4-digit numbers (scale, coordinate or time differences?).
Below title: 'augmentée des nouv[elle]s découvertes en 1763 par Phil. Buache.'
Phillips 636 no. [72].
5214
map4F G3290 1763 .L5 (PrCt)

1675 America - Maps - 1766-1769<<<>>Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1766-1769
Hedendaagsche historie, of Tegenwoordige staat van Amerika ... met nieuwe landkaarten en afbeeldingen der voornaamste zeehavens versierd. Amsterdam : I Tirion, 1766-1769.
Authors: Salmon, Thomas, 1679-1767 -- Tirion, Isaak -- Moll, Herman, -1732 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
3 v. : fronts., fold. pl., fold. maps, fold. plans.; 21 cm.
A translation of the part relating to America in Thomas Salmon's 'Modern history: or, The present state of all nations;' London, 1736-38. Some of the maps bear note 'by Isaak Tirion.'
The maps in the original edition were by Herman Moll.
Sabin 31212.
OCLC 6148476.
21328-30
ICN 42-7977
Ayer 150.3 D8 S17 1766 (NLO)

1676 America - Maps - 1766<<<>>Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1766
A New general map of America ... / by Eman. Bowen. [London : s.n., 1766].
Authors: Bowen, Emanuel, -1767 -- Bowen, Emanuel, -1767.
The Maps and charts to The modern part of the universal history (1766) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 36 x 42 cm.
In: Bowen, Emanuel. The Maps and charts to The modern part of the universal history / [with maps by Emanuel Bowen and Thomas Kitchin] (London : Printed for T. Osborne [et al.], 1766), [plate 36].
Manuscript no. "36" at upper right.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at

3 v. : 43 maps ; 318 x 250 mm.
Sabin26814;HowesA207
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Phillips 1161
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
1677  America - Maps - 1766<<<<Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1766

1678  America - Maps - 1769 (Provisional Heading)
Hist tegenwoordige staat van Amerika. Amsterdam: Tirion, 1769. Authors: Tirion, Isaak -- Salmon, Thomas, 1679-1767 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 3 v. : 25 maps ; 202 x 130 mm. 1766-69 Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes). Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

1679  America - Maps - 1769 (Provisional Heading)
Hist tegenwoordige staat van Amerika V3. Amsterdam: Tirion, 1769. Authors: Tirion, Isaak -- Salmon, Thomas, 1679-1767 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. : 7 maps ; 203 x 132 mm. trSalmonHistAmerica Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes). Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

1680  America - Maps - 1769<<<<Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1769
Nieuwe kaart van America. Amsterdam: by Isaac Tirion, [1769?]. Authors: Tirion, Isaak -- Tirion, Isaak. Nieuwe en beknopte hand-atlas ... (1748 [i.e. 1769?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 27 x 31 cm. Verso numbered "N 100" in manuscript. In: Tirion, Isaak. Nieuwe en beknopte hand-atlas ...

... (Amsterdam: Isaac Tirion, 1744 [i.e. 1769?]), plate [97]. oversize Ayer 135 .T55 1744, plate [97] (PrCt)

1681  America - Maps - 1770<<<<Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1770
A New and correct map of America. London, [ca. 1770]. Authors: Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 54 x 46 cm. on sheet 68 x 106 cm. Includes 19 views with caption: Several representatives of the customs and manners of the natives.... Insets: Port Royal Harbour -- Boston Harbour -- The North Pole. Gift 1984. 4208 map6F G3290 1770 .S3 (PrCt)


1683  America - Maps - 1772<<<<Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1772
A Map of the whole continent of America, divided into North and South and West Indies ... as settled by the definitive treaty concluded ... 1763. London: Robt. Sayer, 1772 [i.e. 1773]. Authors: Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d', 1697-1773; versos handstamped '28' and '29.' Lacks 'copious table.' Relief shown pictorially. Prime meridian: Ferro. Continuation inset: The Supplement to North America containing the countries adjoining to Baffin & Hudsons Bays. Includes Treaty Articles IV-IX, XVII-XVIII, XX. Karpinski LXXXII. Duplicate copy: Ayer +135 K6 1773 A no. 28-29 Bound with: Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon... (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
American and the West Indies, with the opposition Russian discoveries to the north....

containing the coasts of California, New Albion, Baffins Bay an part of Hudson's Bay.

Greenland with the countries and islands about the coast of Asia and America.

Contents (titles of individual sheets): Chart comprising Greenl

and shows tracks of noted sea expeditions.

Newberry copy of Jefferys atlas contains complete map: Ayer +*135 J46 1775.

Wagner, H. R. Cartography of the northwest coast of America, v.2 p.343 no.649.

Phillips 1166.

Fitzgerald polar map 6 (PrCt)

America - Maps - 1775<<>>Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1775

The American atlas; or, A geographical description of the whole continent of America wherein are delineated at large, its several regions, countries, states, and islands; and chiefly the British colonies ... London : Printed by R. Sayer and J. Bennett, 1775.

Authors: Jefferys, Thomas, -1771 -- Robert Sayer and John Bennett (Firm) -- Holland, Samuel, 1728-1801 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (2 leaves, 22 maps on 29 sheets) ; 56 cm.

Map versos handstamped with oversize numbers keyed to 'Index to the maps.'

Maps also cataloged separately.

References: Phillips 1165.

24686

ICN 46-859

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .J46 1775 (NLO)

America - Maps - 1775<<>>Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1775

A Chart of North and South America, including the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans, with the nearest coasts of Europe, Africa, and Asia. [London] : Robt. Sayer & J. Bennett, June 1775.

Authors: Jefferys, Thomas, -1771 -- Robert Sayer and John Bennett (Firm) -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library) -- R. Sayer and J. Bennett (Firm) SEE Robert Sayer and John Bennett (Firm) SEE Robert Sayer and John Bennett (Firm)

1 map (incomplete) : hand col. ; 83 x 113 cm.

'Published according to Act of Parliament. 10 June 1775, by Robt. Sayer and J. Bennett.'

Detached from Jefferys, Thomas. The American atlas (London: Sayer and Bennett, 1775).

Incomplete: 4 of 6 sheets present. All 6 sheets form a complete map of the Americas, made up of 3 panels (each panel formed from 2 sheets trimmed and pasted together). Lacking bottom third of map. Size of complete map, 122 x 113 cm.

Sheets present apparently detached from 2 or 3 different copies of the atlas.

Contents (titles of individual sheets): Chart containing part of the Icy Sea with the adjacent coast of Asia and America. -- Chart comprising Greenland with the countries and islands about Baffins Bay an part of Hudson's Bay. -- Chart containing the coasts of California, New Albion, and Russian discoveries to the north.... -- North America and the West Indies, with the opposite coasts of Europe and Africa. -- Chart containing the greater part of the South Sea.... -- South America with the adjacent islands....

Lacking last 2 sheets named.

Includes notes on history of American exploration and shows tracks of noted sea expeditions.

Newberry copy of Jefferys atlas contains complete map: Ayer +*135 J46 1775.

Wagner, H. R. Cartography of the northwest coast of America, v.2 p.343 no.649.

Phillips 1166.

Fitzgerald polar map 6 (PrCt)

America - Maps - 1775<<>>Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1775

The American atlas; or, A geographical description of the whole continent of America wherein are delineated at large, its several regions, countries, states, and islands; and chiefly the British colonies ... London : Printed by R. Sayer and J. Bennett, 1775.

Authors: Jefferys, Thomas, -1771 -- Robert Sayer and John Bennett (Firm) -- Holland, Samuel, 1728-1801 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (2 leaves, 22 maps on 29 sheets) ; 56 cm.

Map versos handstamped with oversize numbers keyed to 'Index to the maps.'

Maps also cataloged separately.

References: Phillips 1165.

24686

ICN 46-859

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .J46 1775 (NLO)
1688 America - Maps - 1775<>>>Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1775

A Chart of North and South America, including the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans ...(London : Robt. Sayer & J. Bennett, 1775 [i.e. 1776].
Authors: Jefferys, Thomas, -1771. The American atlas, or, A geographical description of the whole continent of America ...(1776) -- Robert Sayer and John Bennett (Firm) -- Jefferys, Thomas, d. 1771. The American atlas, or, A geographical description of the whole continent of America ...(1776)
1 map : hand col. ; 124 x 111 cm. on 3 adjacent sheets
Title in upper margin.
Added titles, bottom margin of sheet 1: Chart containing part of the Icy Sea -- Chart comprizing Greenland...
Added titles, upper margin of sheet 2: Chart, containing the coasts of California -- North America and the West Indies...
Added titles, upper margin of sheet 3: Chart, containing the greater part of the South Sea -- South America with the adjacent islands... In: Jefferys, Thomas. The American atlas, or, A geographical description of the whole continent of America ...(London : R. Sayer and J. Bennett, 1776) pl. 1-3; versos handstamped ‘1’ ‘2’ and ‘3.

Case oversize G1100 .J44 1776 pl. 1-3 (PrCt)

1689 America - Maps - 1775<>>>Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1775

A Chart of North and South America, including the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans ...(London : Robt. Sayer & J. Bennett, 1775 [i.e. 1783?].
Authors: Jefferys, Thomas, d. 1771. The American atlas -- or, A geographical description of the whole continent of America 1782 i.e. 1783 -- Robert Sayer and John Bennett (Firm) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 124 x 111 cm. on 3 adjacent sheets
Title in upper margin.
Added titles, bottom margin of sheet 1: Chart containing part of the Icy Sea -- Chart comprizing Greenland...
Added titles, upper margin of sheet 2: Chart, containing the coasts of California -- North America and the West Indies...
Added titles, upper margin of sheet 3: Chart, containing the greater part of the South Sea -- South America with the adjacent islands... In: Jefferys, Thomas. The American atlas or, A geographical description of the whole continent of America (London : R. Sayer and J. Bennett, 1782 [i.e. 1783?]); versos handstamped ‘1’ ‘2’ and ‘3.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .J46 1782 pl. 1-3 (PrCt)

1690 America - Maps - 1775<>>>Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1775 (Provisional Heading)


Authors: Jefferys, Thomas, -1771 -- Robert Sayer and John Bennett (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 29 maps ; 550 x 420 mm.
1st ed.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Phillips 1165
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

America - Maps - 1776<>>>Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1776

The American atlas, or, A geographical description of the whole continent of America : wherein are delineated at large, its several regions, countries, states, and islands ; and chiefly the British colonies, composed from numerous surveys, several of which were made by order of government surveys ; by Major Holland ... [and 9 others], &c. &c. / engraved on forty-nine copper-plates, by the late Thomas Jefferys, and others. London : Printed and sold by R. Sayer and J. Bennett, map, chart, and print sellers, No.53, Fleet-Street, 1776.
1 atlas (2) leaves, 23 hand col. maps) ; 56 cm.
'Engraved on forty-nine copper-plates, by the late Thomas Jefferys, and others.'
Includes maps variously credited to the Admiralty, Amherst, Anville, Bougainville, Brasier, Byron, Carteret, Carver, Chabert, Cook, Cruz Cano y Olmedilla, Dunn, Fleurieu, Fry, Halifax, Holland, Jackson, Lane, Mouzon, Thomas and Richard Penn, Pownall, Ross, Scull, and Wallis. Cf. Phillips, no.1166 (v.1, p.593-596), omitting all the maps having bracketted numbers. Nos. 5 and 6 of this volume are identified as Phillips no.1165, nos. 5-6.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Map versos handstamped with oversize numbers, with no. 9 omitted and no. 20 repeated. Maps also cataloged separately. References: Cf. Phillips 1165 and 1166. Case oversize G1100 .J44 1776 (NLO)

1692 America - Maps - 1776<>Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1776<>Jefferys, Thomas, -1771
1 atlas (xi [3] p., 30 maps (chiefly double)) ; 58 cm.
Facsimile of original published London, 1776; reproduced from original in the Library of Congress.
'Bibliographical note': v-xi.
Series: Theatrum Orbis Terrarum series of atlases in facsimile, v. 6
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

1693 America - Maps - 1776<>Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1776<>Jefferys, Thomas, -1771
1 atlas (xi [3] p., 30 maps (chiefly double)) ; 58 cm.
Facsimile of original published London, 1776; reproduced from original in the Library of Congress.
'Bibliographical note': v-xi.
Series: Theatrum Orbis Terrarum series of atlases in facsimile, v. 6
Formerly Map7C 15
Cont. 74
ICN75
Map Ref oversize G1025 .T37 ser. 6, v. 6 (NLO)

1694 America - Maps - 1776<>Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1776<>New Zealand - Maps - 1776
*L'America divisa né suoi principali stati. Venice, 1776.* Authors: Zatta, Antonio, active 1757-1797 -- Zuliani, Guiliani, 1730-1814 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; hand col. ; 30 x 40 cm.
Map dated 1776.
In Zatta, Antonio. Atlante novissimo ... (Venice, 1779-1785 [i.e. 1799]) v. 4, no. 25.
4076 folio Ayer 135 .Z3 1779 v. 4, no. 25 (PrCt)

1695 America - Maps - 1776<>Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1776<>New Zealand - Maps - 1776
*L'America divisa né suoi principali stati. Venice, 1776.* Authors: Zatta, Antonio, active 1757-1797 -- Zuliani, Guiliani, 1730-1814 -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; hand col. ; 30 x 40 cm.
4075 map4F G3290 1776 .Z3 copy 1 (PrCt)

1696 America - Maps - 1776<>Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1776<>Wall maps
*Carte d’Amérique divisée en ses principaux pays = La America dividida segun lo dila tado de sus principales partes / par Mr. l’Abbe Clouet, de l’Academie Royale de Rouen, 1776. [Paris?, 1776?].* Authors: Clouet, Mr. l’abbé (Jean Baptiste Louis), b. 1730 -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col., mounted on board and framed ; 64 x 88 cm., on composite sheet 98 x 124 cm.
Map surrounded by engraved border 16-17 cm. wide.
Borders contain 20 engraved vignettes of historical events, with explanatory text in French and Spanish.
Hung on the Artifacts Cage fencing (Feb. 2009). Condition: Map glued down on board and framed. Worn and cracked, especially in lower border, some areas of small loss, two very slightly affecting map proper, some fly specks and waterstains. Linen backing visible at one point; this is probably a good sign, in that it would be easier to remove from backing board for treatment. Generally dark appearance, looks like a surface cleaning or washing would brighten it considerably. Coloring does not look old, however -- may have been applied over old dirt. Overall appearance fairly attractive. Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection. artifacts cage framed map9F G3290 1776 .C6 (PrCt)

1697 America - Maps - 1777<>Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1777
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

1 atlas (15 p., 6 plates (incl. frontispiece) ; 44 maps and views) ; 35 cm.
Frontispiece designed by C. Coltellini and engraved by F. Gregory.
Maps taken from Il Gazzettiere americano contenente un distinto ragguaglio di tutte le parti del Nuovo mondo (Livorno: M. Coltellini, 1763), the text of which is a translation of The American gazetteer: containing a distinct account of all the parts of the New world ... (London: A. Millar and J. and R. Tonson).
Maps also cataloged separately.
Page 15 numbered 8.
References: Phillips 1167.
LC Card Number: 19572
ICN 41-230
VAULT folio Ayer 135 .A75 1777 (NLO)

America - Maps - 1778-1782<<<<Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1778
The American atlas; or, A geographical description of the whole continent of America; wherein are delineated at large, its several regions, countries, states, and islands; and chiefly the British colonies, composed from numerous surveys, several of which were made by order of government. By Major Holland [and others] Engraved on 49 copper-plates, by Thomas Jefferys and others. London : printed and sold by R. Sayer and J. Bennett ..., 1782 [i.e. 1783].
1 atlas ([2] l., 23 hand col. maps) ; 56 cm.
Letterpress title page dated 1782, but atlas includes Thomas Pownall's A New and correct map of North America, dated 1783, which replaces the earlier edition of 1776, called for by the index.
Includes maps variously credited to Amherst, Avnile, Bougainville, Brasier, Brassani, Brattle, Byron, Carteret, Carver, Chabert, Cook, Cruz Cano y Olmedilla, Dunn, Durel, Fleurieu, Fry, Halifax, Holland, Jackson, Jefferson, Lane, Mouzon, Pownall, Ross, Sayer, Scull, and Wallis.
Maps also cataloged separately.
References: Phillips 1169; Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 1259.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
America - Maps - 1784>>Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1784
Authors: Janvier, Jean Denis -- Lattré, Jean -- Choffard, Pierre-Philippe, 1730-1809 -- Lattré, Jean. Atlas geographique : contenant la mappemonde et les quatre parties avec les differents etats (1784) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; hand col.; 45 x 63 cm.
At base of cartouche: P.P. Choffard fecit, 1760.
"Augmentee du voyage de Cook en 1782."
Includes "Avississement" in lower left corner.
Relief shown pictorially.
Prime meridian: Ferro.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1019 .A739 1784, plate [8] (NLO)

America - Maps - 1785>>Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1785
1 map ; hand col.; 48 x 59 cm.
"Corrigée et augmentée en 1781."
Scale [ca. 1:32,500,000 at equator].
Relief shown pictorially.
Prime meridian: Ferro.
Inset: Suplement a la partie nord-ouest de l'Amérique d'apres les decouvertes du capitaine Cook.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .L565 1785, [plate 30]
divided into north and south and West Indies wherein are exactly described the United States of America... / compiled from Mr. d'Anville’s maps... [and] from the original materials of Governor Pownall M.P. London : printed for Robert Sayer, 15th August 1786.

Authors: Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d', 1697-1782 -- Pownall, Thomas, 1722-1805 -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Kitchin, Thomas, 1718-1784. A General atlas, describing the whole universe: being a complete collection of the most approved maps extant... [1787?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col.; 104 x 117 cm., on 2 composite sheets

Inset (26 x 35 cm.): The Supplement to North America containing the countries adjoining to Baffins & Hudsons Bays.

Includes table: The Continent and islands of America are divided and possessed as follows...

Printed from 4 plates on 4 sheets joined to form 2 composite and adjacent sheets; northern half stamped “28” on verso; southern half stamped “29” on verso.

In: Kitchin, Thomas. A General atlas, describing the whole universe: being a complete collection of the most approved maps extant... (London: Printed for Robert Sayer, [1787?]), no. 28-29.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

\textbf{Baskes oversize G1015.K57 1788, [plates 28-29] (NLO)}

\textbf{America - Maps - 1787 (Provisional Heading)}

\textit{Histoire des troubles de l’Amerique Anglaise.}

Paris : Buisson, 1787.

Authors: Soules, Francois -- Rochambeau, Jean-Baptiste-Donatien de Vimeur, comte de, 1725-1807 -- Buisson, Francois, 1753-1814 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

4 v.: 3 maps: 203 x 131 mm.

Sabin87290;HewesS770

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

\textbf{Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)}

\textbf{America - Maps - 1787 (Provisional Heading)}

\textit{History of Britain West Indies.}

London : StockdaleJ, 1794.

Authors: Edwards, Bryan, 1743-1800 -- Stockdale, John, 1749?-1814 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

2 v.: 9 maps: 275 x 220 mm.

2nd ed. (1793-1794)

Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

\textbf{Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)}

\textbf{America - Maps - 1794 (Provisional Heading)}

\textit{History of the American war.}

London : J. Murray, 1794.

Authors: Stedman, C. (Charles), 1753-1812 --
John Murray (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
2 v. : 14 maps ; 278 x 215 mm.
(o15);Sabin91057;HowesS914b
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

1714 America - Maps - 1794<<<>Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1794
America North and South and the West Indies : with the Atlantic, Aethiopic and Pacific Oceans : wherein are distinguished all the discoveries lately made by the English and the Spaniards / by Samuel Dunn. London : Laurie & Whittle, 1794.
Authors: Dunn, Samuel. -1794 -- Laurie & Whittle -- Dunn, Samuel, -1794. A New atlas of the mundane system ... (1800) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 43 cm., on sheet 47 x 59 cm.
"Published by Laurie & Whittle, 53 Fleet Street, London, as the Act directs, 12th, May 1794."
Scale [ca. 1:40,000,000]
Relief shown pictorially.
Prime meridian: Ferro.
In: Dunn, Samuel. New atlas of the mundane system, or, Of geography and cosmography ... (London : Printed and published by Robert Laurie and James Whittle ... (successors to the late Mr. Robert Sayer), 1800), [plate 38]
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .D86 1800 [plate 38] (NLO)

1715 America - Maps - 1794<<<>Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1794
A New map of the whole continent of America, divided into North and South and West Indies ... according to the preliminaries of peace ... 1783. London : Laurie & Whittle, 1794.
Authors: Pownall, Thomas, 1722-
London: Laurie & Whittle, No. 53 Fleet Street, 12th May 1794.
Authors: Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d', 1697-1782 -- Pownall, Thomas, 1722-1805 -- Laurie & Whittle -- Kitchin, Thomas, 1718-1784. A General atlas describing the whole universe ... (1795) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 102 x 117 cm., on 2 composite sheets each 54 x 125 cm.
Title and imprint in cartouche at lower right.
Inset (26 x 35 cm.): The Supplement to North America containing the countries adjoining Baffins & Hudsons Bays.
In: Kitchin, Thomas. A General atlas describing the whole universe ... (London : Printed and published by Robert Laurie and James Whittle, no. 53 Fleet Street, 1795), [plates 32-33].
Printed from 4 plates on 4 sheets joined to form 2 composite and adjacent sheets; upper half stamped "32" on verso; lower half stamped "33" on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .K57 1795, [plates 32-33] (NLO)

1717 America - Maps - 1795<<<>United States - Maps - 1795
An historical, geographical, commercial, and philosophical view of the American United States and of the European settlements in America and the West-Indies / by W. Winterbotham. London : Printed for the editor; J. Ridgway ... H.D. Symonds ... and D. Holt, 1795.
Authors: Winterbotham, William, 1763-1829 -- Ridgway, James -- Symonds, H. D. (Henry Delahoy) -- Holt, Daniel
4 v. : ill., 9 maps, 1 view, ports. ; 22 cm.
Maps and view also cataloged separately.
Case E18 .W78 1795 (NLO)

1718 America - Maps - 1796<<<>Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1796
Chart von America. 1796.
Authors: Güssefeld, F. L. (Franz Ludwig), 1744-1807
1 map
Gift 198-, Gerald F. Fitzgerald.

1719 America - Maps - 1797<<<>Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1797
A Map of America or the new world,... London : W. Faden, 1797 [i.e. 1817?].
Authors: Faden, William, 1749-1836 -- Anville,
Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d', 1697-1782 --
1 map : hand col. ; 51 x 58 cm.
Map dated 1797, verso handstamped '51.'

oversize G 10 .282 pl. 52 (PrCt)

1724

America - Maps - 1799 (Provisional Heading)

1720

Authors: Vancouver, George, 1757-1798 -- Edwards, James, 1757-1816 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 10 maps ; 563 x 435 mm.
1st ed.
+6views

Phillips 197

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

1721

Authors: Weld, Isaac, 1774-1856 -- Neele -- Stockdale, John, 1749?-1814 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 5 maps ; 275 x 219 mm.
1st ed.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

1722

New map of America divided into its kingdoms, states, governments, and other subdivisions : from the latest observations. London : G. Thompson , 1799.
Authors: Thompson, George, fl. 1796-1818 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 54 x 57 cm.
Scale 1:25,344,000; about 400 geographical miles to an inch.
Includes ancillary maps, views and text for Mexico City; Halifax; Havana; Porto Bello; Quebec; New York City; Kingston Harbor; Jamaica; Cartagena; and St. Salvador, Brazil, in left and right margins.
Relief shown pictorially.
Prime meridian: London.
Includes a table in lower left corner listing the possessions of Great Britain, France, Spain, the Dutch, Denmark and Portugal.

Ayer p133 .N54 1799 (NLO)

1723

Map printing - Woodcuts - Maps - 1800-1899

1726

Kort over America. [18--].
Authors: Holm, Soren Eliasen -- Gerald F.
Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : woodcut
Gift 198-, Gerald F. Fitzgerald.
temp Fitzgerald map1F G3290 18-- .H6 (PrCt)

America - Maps - 1800<<>>Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1800

1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 59 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:32,500,000 at equator].
Relief shown pictorially.
Inset: Supplément à la partie nord-ouest de l'Amérique d'après les découvertes du capitanne Cook.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .L565 1801, [plate 31] (NLO)

America - Maps - 1800<<>>Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1800

America divided into north and south with their several subdivisions and the newest discoveries. London : Laurie & Whittle, 12th May, 1800.
Authors: Laurie & Whittle -- Laurie & Whittle. A New and elegant imperial sheet atlas comprehending general and particular maps of every part of the world ... [1801?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 52 cm.

In Robert Laurie and James Whittle. A New and elegant imperial sheet atlas comprehending general and particular maps of every part of the world ... (London : printed and published by R. Laurie and J. Whittle, 1800 [i.e. 1801?]) no. 46. Stamped "46" on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .R63 1801 no. 46 (NLO)

America - Maps - 1801 (Provisional Heading)

History of British West Indies. London : StockdaleJ, 1798 [i.e. 1801].
Authors: Edwards, Bryan, 1743-1800 --
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1736 **America - Maps - 1811<<>>Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1811**
*A New map of America, from the latest authorities.* London : J. Cary, 1811.
Authors: Cary, John, approximately 1754-1835 -- Cary, John, approximately 1754-1835. Cary's New universal atlas ... (1811 [i.e. 1812?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 44 x 50 cm.
In: Cary, John. Cary's New universal atlas, containing distinct maps of all the principal states and kingdoms throughout the world (London: Printed for J. Cary, 1811 [i.e. 1812?]) pl. [46].
Printed paste-on no. 50.
*oversize Ayer 135 .C3 1811 pl. 46 (PrCt)*

1737 **America - Maps - 1811<<>>Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1811**
*A New map of America.* London : Cary, 1811.
Authors: Cary, John, approximately 1754-1835 -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Gift 198- Gerald F. Fitzgerald.
*temp Fitzgerald map4F G3290 1811 .C3 (PrCt)*

1738 **America - Maps - 1813<<>>Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1813**
*America / J. & G. Menzies sculpt.* [Edinburgh] :
Drawn and engraved for Thomson's New general atlas, 1st July 1813.
Authors: J. & G. Menzies -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1817?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 44 x 49 cm.
Engraved 'No. 52' at upper right.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Digital image of another copy available on the David Rumsey Map Collection website (accessed Feb. 2010):
http://www.davidrumsey.com/luna/servlet/detail/RUMSEY--8--1--28377--1120806
*Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1817, map 52 (NLO)*

1739 **America - Maps - 1813<<>>Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1813**
Authors: Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Neele, George -- Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824. Neele's general atlas : consisting of a complete set of maps compiled from the best authorities ... (1814 [i.e. 1815]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 28 x 22 cm.
In: Neele, Samuel John and George. Neele's general atlas : consisting of a complete set of maps compiled from the best authorities, and including all the new discoveries (London : [Samuel and George Neele] ; Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme, and Brown ; Cadell & Davies, 1814 [i.e. 1815]), [plate 54].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Engraved no. XXXVIII at upper right.
*Baskes folio G1019 .N4 1814, [plate 54] (PrCt)*

1740 **America - Maps - 1815<<>>Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1815**
*Topographical description of Lower Canada.* London : FadenWm, 1815.
1 v. : 12 maps ; 243 x 155 mm.
E;JWalker
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
*Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)*

1741 **America - Maps - 1815<<>>Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1815**
*Carta generale dell’America con porzione della Polinesia o parte orientale dell’Oceanica ... / Roma, presso la Calcografia Camerale. Rome : Calcografia Camerale. [ca. 1815].
Authors: Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824 -- Calcografia camerale (Rome, Italy) -- C.E. Rappaport (Firm) -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 1,024 x 1,242 mm. (neat line), on 9 sheets 456 x 616 mm. or smaller.
Author and date from OCLC 14521873.
Bound in original paper covers.
Ex Rappaport.
J56
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
*Novacco 4F 55 (PrCt)*

1742 **America - Maps - 1816-1817<<>>Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1816-1817<<>>Latin America - Maps - 1816-1817**
*Atlas to Thompson’s Alcedo, or, Dictionary of America & West Indies : collated with all the most recent authorities, and composed chiefly from scarce and original documents, for that work / by A. Arrowsmith, hydrographer to his royal highness the Prince Regent.* [London : G. Smeeton, 1816-1817].

---

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1746
America - Maps - 1822<<<>Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1822
America. [182?-].
Authors: Mollo, Tranquillo, 1767-1837 -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Gift 198-, Gerald F. Fitzgerald.

temp Fitzgerald map2F G3290 182- .M8 (PrCt)

1744
America - Maps - 1818<<<>Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1818
Geographical map of America. 1818.
Authors: Juigné, R. (René), fl. 1807 -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map

temp Fitzgerald map4F G3290 1818 .J8 (PrCt)

1745
America - Maps - 1819<<<>Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1819
America. 1819.
Authors: Müller, F. T. -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Gift 198-, Gerald F. Fitzgerald.

temp Fitzgerald map2F G3290 1819 .M8 (PrCt)

1746
America - Maps - 1822<<<>Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1822
America. [182?-].
Authors: Mollo, Tranquillo, 1767-1837 -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Gift 198-, Gerald F. Fitzgerald.

1747
America - Maps - 1820<<<>Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1820
Authors: Gaultier, abbé (Aloisius Edouard Camille). 1746?-1818 -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 41 x 34 cm.
Scale ca. 1:38,000,000.
At head of title: No. VIII.
4059
map4G G3290 1820 .R4 (PrCt)

1749
America - Maps - 1822<<<>Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1822
America / J. & G. Menzies sculpt. [Edinburgh : s.n., 1821?].
Authors: J. & G. Menzies -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1821?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 44 x 50 cm.
In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (Edinburgh ; London ; Dublin : Printed by G. Ramsay and Co. for J. Thomson and Co. ; Baldwin, Craddock, and Joy ; John Cumming, 1817, [i.e. 1821?]) map 52. Printed paste-on label ‘No. 52’ on verso.
oversize Ayer 135 .T4 1817 map 52 (PrCt)

1750
America - Maps - 1822<<<>Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1822
Authors: Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1822?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 57 cm.
In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (Edinburgh ; London ; Dublin : John Thomson and Company ; Baldwin, Craddock and Joy ; John Cumming, 1817, [i.e. 1821?]) v. 2, map 52. Engraved ‘No. 52’ at upper right. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1821, v. 2, map 52 (NLO)
Emmanuel-Auguste-Dieudonné, comte de,
1766-1842 -- Carey, Henry Charles, 1793-1879 --
Lavoisne, C. V. -- Finlayson, James -- Lucas,
Fielding, Jr., 1781-1854 -- Long, Stephen
Harriman, 1784-1864 -- Young & Delleker --
Yeager, Joseph, approximately 1792-1859 --
Boyd, John, fl. 1810-1825 -- Kneass, William,
1780-1840 -- Hamm, Phineas Eldridge,
1799-1861 -- Hufty, Samuel -- Tanner, Benjamin,
1775-1848 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Nebraska Library)
1 atlas : 46 maps ; 453 x 313 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
References: Phillips 1373a; Howes C133; Buck
178; Ristow 267
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet
by R. Baskes).
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

1751
America - Maps - 1822<<<>>Western
Hemisphere - Maps - 1822<<<>>United States
Maps - 1822<<<>>America - Historical
graphy - Maps - 1822<<<>>Western
Hemisphere - Historical geography - Maps -
1822<<<>>Historical atlases
Complete historical, chronological, and
geographical American atlas; a guide to the
history of North and South America, and the
West Indies: exhibiting an accurate account of
the discovery, settlement, and progress of their
various kingdoms, states, provinces, &c.
According to the plan of Le Sage's Atlas, and
intended as a companion to Lavoisne's
improvement of that celebrated work.
Philadelphia : H.C. Carey and I. Lea, Chestnut
Street, 1822.
Authors: H.C. Carey & I. Lea (Firm) -- Las Cases, Emmanuel-Auguste-Dieudonné, comte de,
1766-1842 -- Carey, Henry Charles, 1793-1879 --
Lavoisne, C. V. -- Finlayson, James -- Lucas,
Fielding, Jr., 1781-1854 -- Long, Stephen
Harriman, 1784-1864 -- Young & Delleker --
Yeager, Joseph, approximately 1792-1859 --
Boyd, John, fl. 1810-1825 -- Kneass, William,
1780-1840 -- Hamm, Phineas Eldridge,
1799-1861 -- Hufty, Samuel -- Tanner, Benjamin,
1775-1848 -- William B. Greenlee Collection
(Nebraska Library)
1 atlas (3 p. l., 118 leaves : 48 maps) ; 46 cm.
Derived from Emmanuel-Auguste-Dieudonné Las
Case's Atlas historique, généalogique,
chronologique et géographique (Paris, 1802 and
later), with updated maps and text modified by
Henry Charles Carey; cf. J. Petermann's planet
and Tooley's Dictionary of mapmakers.
Maps drawn by J. Finlayson, F. Lucas, Jr., and
S.H. Long.
Maps engraved by Young & Delleker, J. Yeager,
Boyd, Kneass, P.E. Hamm, Samuel Hufty, B.
Tanner.
Descriptive text on borders of maps and
diagrams.
Maps also cataloged separately.
Digital version of another copy available on the
David Rumsey Map Collection website (accessed
156-157; Cf. Tooley's Dictionary of Mapmakers,
8252; Howes, W.U.S.iana (2nd ed.) C133;
Phillips 1373a
Forms part of the William B. Greenlee Collection
(Nebraska Library).
oversize Greenlee 4891 .C27 1822 (NLO)

1752
America - Maps - 1825 (Provisional Heading)
Atlas geographique des deux Ameriques & iles.
Authors: Buchon, J. A. C. (Jean Alexandre C.),
1791-1846 -- Carez, J. -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 51 maps ; 558 x 384 mm.
1st ed.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet
by R. Baskes).
Phillips 1176
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

1753
America - Maps - 1825<<<>>Western
Hemisphere - Maps - 1825<<<>>Geography -
1825
Glasgow geography, V4: America. Glasgow :
Khull Blackie, 1825.
Authors: Khull, Edward -- Scott, R. -- Khull
Blackie -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry
Library)
1 v. : 4 maps ; 218 x 140 mm.
Maps engraved by R. Scott.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

1754
America - Maps - 1825<<<>>Western
Hemisphere - Maps - 1825<<<>>Latin America -
Maps - 1825
Atlas to Thompson's Alcedo. London : A.
Arrowsmith, 1825.
Authors: Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-
1823 -- Thompson, George Alexander -- Alcedo, Antonio
de, 1735-1812. Dicionario geográfico-histórico
de las Indies occidentales ó America -- Jones, E.
-- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 5 maps on 19 sheets ; 673 x 485 mm.
Maps dated 1810-1825.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet
by R. Baskes).
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

1755
America - Maps - 1826 (Provisional Heading)
Journals of 3 voyages for NW passage. London : J.
Murray, 1826.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Parry, William Edward, Sir, 1790-1855 -- Walker, J. -- John Murray (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
3 v. : 29 maps ; 282 x 228 mm.
E:JWalker
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

1756 America - Maps - 1826<<<Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1826

Western Hemisphere. Philadelphia : A. Finley, [1826].
Authors: Finley, A. (Anthony) -- Young & Delleker -- Finley, A. (Anthony). A New general atlas, comprising a complete set of maps, representing the grand divisions of the globe ... (1826)
1 map : hand col. ; 21 cm. diam., on sheet 35 x 27 cm.
In: Finley, Anthony. A New general atlas, comprising a complete set of maps, representing the grand divisions of the globe ... (Philadelphia : A. Finley, 1826) pl. 1.
Case folio G1019 .F5 1826 pl. 1 (PrCt)

1757 America - Maps - 1826<<<Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1826

America. Philadelphia : H.S. Tanner, [1826?].
Authors: Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858. A New American atlas containing maps of the several states of the North American union ... (1823, [i.e. 1826?])
1 map : hand col. ; 43 x 51 cm.
Running title in upper margin: American atlas.
In: Tanner, Henry Schenck. A New American atlas containing maps of the several states of the North American union ... (Philadelphia : H.S. Tanner, 1823, [i.e. 1826?]) map [5].
Case oversize G1200 .T3 1823 map [5] (PrCt)

1759 America - Maps - 1826<<<Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1826

A Complete historical, chronological, and geographical American atlas ... Philadelphia : H.C. Carey & I. Lea [and others], 1827.
1 atlas : 46 maps, 2 plates) ; 46 cm.
"Third edition, corrected and improved."
Maps include text in margins.
Maps also cataloged separately.
21151.
ICN 42-10127
oversize Ayer 135 .C268 1827 (NLO)

1760 America - Maps - 1828<<<Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1828

A Complete historical, chronological, and geographical American atlas ... Philadelphia : H.C. Carey & I. Lea [and others], 1827.
1 atlas : 46 maps ; 462 x 300 mm.
3rd ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
References: Howes C133; Buck 178; NMM 482; Phillips 1177
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

A New map of America exhibiting its political divisions, drawn from the latest authorities.
1 map : col. ; 56 x 65 cm. fold. in case.to 12 x 19 cm.
Ayer 133 .C33n 1828 (NLO)

1761 America - Maps - 1829 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Levasseur, Auguste -- White, Gallaher & White -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
2 v. : 41 maps ; 203 x 125 mm.
Buck193;extraillus
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

1762 America - Maps - 1829<<>>Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1829
Authors: Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (1829) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 58 cm.
In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (Edinburgh ; London ; Dublin : Printed by H. & J. Pillans, for John Thomson ; Baldwin & Cradock ; John Cumming, 1829), map 52.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Engraved no. '52' at upper right.
Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1829 map 52 (NLO)

1763 America - Maps - 1829<<>>Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1829 - Fleischer, Ernst, fl. 1823-1878 - Catalogs<<>>Booksellers and bookselling - Germany - Prospectuses - 1827-1828
A New general atlas of America : exhibiting its physical features and present arrangements in political divisions as settled by the latest treaties / constructed and drawn by A. Arrowsmith = Neuer Zeittungs-Atlas von America : nach den besten Original-Quellen und den letzten politischen Vertraegen / von A. Arrowsmith. London ; Leipzig ; Ernest Fleischer, 1829.
Authors: Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Fleischer, Ernst, fl. 1823-1878 -- Fleischer, Ernst, fl. 1823-1878. [Publisher's prospectuses, 1827-1828] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
"Genuine original ed. = Englische Original-Ausgabe."
Half title: Arrowsmith's American atlas
Added t.p. and foreword in German.
Scales differ.
Three publisher's prospectuses tipped in:
Verlags-Prospekte zur Michalis - Messe, 1828 von Ernst Fleischer in Leipzig -- Teatro classico italiano antico e moderno, ovvero, Il Parnasso teatrale ... Lipsia, Presso Ernesto Fleischer, 1828 -- Las comedias de D. Pedro Calderon de la Barca, cotejadas con las mejores ediciones hasta ahora publicadas, corregidas y dadas á Luz por Juan Jorge Keil ... Leipsique, Publicado en casa de Ernesto Fleischer, 1827.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 10268; Sabin 2113
Baskes folio G1100 .A7 1829 (NLO)

1764 America - Maps - 1830 (Provisional Heading)
Atlas histoire guerre independence Etats-Unis.
Paris : Anselin, 1830.
Authors: Leboucher, Odé Julien -- Bellin, Jacques Nicolas, 1703-1772 -- Brocas -- Anselin, Auguste-Édouard-Gabriel, b. 1784 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 7 maps ; 292 x 250 mm.
or, Paris:Brocas,1787;HowesL169
Phillips 1340
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

1765 America - Maps - 1830 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Schlieben, Wm Ernst A von -- WernerW -- GoeschenGJ -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 30 maps ; 350 x 267 mm.
Sabin77654
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Phillips 1178
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

1766 America - Maps - 1830<<>>Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1830
America, mit den neuesten Entdek ungen... 1830.
Authors: Schmit, J. M. F. -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Gift 198-; Gerald F. Fitzgerald.
temp Fitzgerald map2F G3290 1830 .S3 (PrCt)

1767 America - Maps - 1831<<>>Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1831
America. Edinburgh : D. Lizards, [1831?].
Authors: Lizards, Daniel, 1760-1812 -- Hamilton, John, fl. 1831 -- Lizards, Daniel, 1760-1812. The Edinburgh geographical and historical atlas ...
include geographic area and population statistics.
In: Codazzi, Agustín. Atlas físico y político de la República de Venezuela / dedicado por su autor, el coronel de ingenieros, Agustín Codazzi, al Congreso Constituyente de 1830 (Caracas : [s.n.], 1840), [plate 2].
Digital image of another copy available on the David Rumsey Map Collection website (accessed August 2013):
http://www.davidrumsey.com/luna/servlet/s/73hwk2
oversize Ayer 135 .C66 1840 [plate 2] (PrCt)


Physical map of America & Africa and the Atlantic Ocean. [Hartford : Belknap & Hamersley], 1843 [i.e. 1845?].
Authors: Woodbridge, William C. (William Channing), 1794-1845 -- Belknap & Hamersley -- Woodbridge, William C. (William Channing), 1794-1845. Modern atlas, physical political and statistical ... (1843 [i.e. 1845?])
1 map : hand col. ; 22 x 26 cm.
'Entered according to Act of Congress in the year 1843 by William C. Woodridge in ... Massachusetts.'
In: Woodbridge, William C. Modern atlas, physical political and statistical ... (Hartford [Conn.] : Belknap and Hamersley, 1843 [i.e. 1845?]) map [13].
folio G 10 .98 map [13] (PrCt)

America - Maps - 1850 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Hinton, John Howard, 1791-1873 -- Rapkin, J. -- London Printing -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
2 v. : 7 maps ; 277 x 195 mm.
4th ed.
(later): C:JRapkin+57plates
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

America - Maps - 1850 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Hinton, John Howard, 1791-1873 -- Rapkin, J. -- Tallis, John, 1817-1876 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
2 v. : 7 maps ; 271 x 197 mm.
4th ed.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Former owner’s inscription: Wm. T. Brooks, Marion, Ala.
Stamp: Wm. T. Brooks.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Full text of another copy (lacking title page) available online via HathiTrust Digital Library (accessed November 2013):
http://hdl.handle.net/2027/uc2.ark:/13960/t1pg1q4h
References: Rumsey 2187; Phillips 820
Baskes E18 .C65 1857 (NLO)

1782
Colton’s atlas of America : illustrating the physical and political geography of North and South America and the West India islands. New York : J.H. Colton and Co., 1857.
1 atlas ([132] leaves) : illus., 63 maps (some col.) ; 47 cm.
'By George W. Colton ; accompanied by descriptions geographical, statistical, and historical by Richard Swainson Fisher.'
Added title page title: Colton’s American atlas
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1100 .C6 1857 (NLO)

1783
America - Maps - 1859 ( Provisional Heading)
Authors: Kunstmann, Friedrich -- Spruner von Merz, Karl, 1803-1892 -- Majolo -- Asher, A. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 13 maps ; 807 x 630 mm.
+copyText;facsReinerI,Majolo,VazDourado
Phillips 1137
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library ( Pending Donation) (PrCt)

1784
America - Maps - 1859<<>>Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1859
Colton’s atlas of America, illustrating the physical and political geography of North and South America and the West India islands / by George W. Colton. Accompanied by descriptions, geographical, statistical, and historical, by Richard Swainson Fisher. New York : J.H. Colton and Co., 1859.
1 atlas ([75] leaves (part. fold.) : incl. 63 maps (part col.), tables) ; 48 cm.
Maps also cataloged separately.
Case oversize G1100 .C6 1859 (NLO)

1785
America - Maps - 1860 ( Provisional Heading)
Authors: Meyer, Joseph, 1796-1856 -- Radefeld, Carl Christian Franz, 1788-1874 -- Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 48 maps ; 367 x 240 mm.
1st ed. (1849-1857); Essenhorst 3.3.3
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library ( Pending Donation) (PrCt)

1786
America - Maps - 1869 ( Provisional Heading)
Authors: Martin de Moussy, V. -- Kautz, L. -- Firmin-Didot (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 30 maps ; 493 x 325 mm.
Ei:Kautz
Phillips 2731
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library ( Pending Donation) (PrCt)

1787
America - Maps - 1869<<>>Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1869
Colton’s Atlas of America, illustrating the physical and political geography of North and South America and the West India islands. New York : J.H. Colton, 1869.
1 atlas (1 p. l., [149] p. incl. 65 (i.e. 57) maps) ; 46 x 39 cm.
'Accompanied by descriptions geographical, statistical, and historical, by Richard Swainson Fisher, M.D.'
Lacks the added illustrated title-page found in the edition issued in 1864 (cf. Phillips 1386.)
Descriptive text on verso of maps.
NL 39-2370
17362
oversize Ayer 135 .C72 1869 (NLO)

1788
America - Maps - 1883 ( Provisional Heading)
Authors: Stanford, Edward, 1827-1904 -- Hayden, F. V. (Ferdinand Vandeveer), 1829-1887 -- Selwyn, A. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 16 maps ; 200 x 145 mm.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Place</th>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Notes</th>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Authors: Spain. Ejército. Servicio Geográfico.
Sección de Documentación
ix, 106 p.; 27 cm.
Brief descriptions, classified arrangement.
"Correspondentes ... a Cartografía de ultramar ... [y] el Catálogo."
Formerly Z6027.A5 S63 1974
LC Card Number: 76477581
Map Ref Z6027.A5 S63 1974 (NLO)

Added title: Cartografía de ultramar.
"En esta reedicion ... de 'Cartografía de Ultramar ... " se ha considerado ... ampliarla... ""--v. 1, p. 3. Each 'tomo' consists of a descriptive volume and a volume of maps.
Includes bibliographical references.
folio GA1001.C37 1980 (NLO)

Authors: Tooley, R. V. (Ronald Vere), 1898--1986 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) xi, 519 p.: facsims., maps ; 26 cm.
Nine of the eleven chapters are reprinted from various issues of the Map Collectors' Series. Good, solid bibliographies complemented by 179 plates.
Series: Holland Press cartographica ; 2
Formerly Ayer Z6027.A5 T66
LC Card Number: 79089796
ISBN 0900470917 (lim. ed.) ; 0900470925
Map Ref Z6027.A5 T66 (NLO)

Authors: William L. Clements Library -- Marshall, Douglas W.
4 v. ; 37 cm.
Contents: v. 1. Cartographer / title catalog,
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)


Bibliography: v. 1, p. viii.

Following the lines laid down by one-time Clements map curator Lloyd Brown, author of The Story of Maps and Notes on the Care & Cataloguing of Old Maps, this excellent catalog includes more than 10,000 brief but adequate entries.

Formerly folio Z 79 .M586

LC Card Number: 73157170

ISBN 0816110034

Map Ref folio Z6027.A5 M53 (NLO)


Series: Map Collectors' Circle. Map collectors' series, no. 33

Bibliography: p. 9-11.

Duplicate copy: Map Ref Z6003 .M3 no. 33

Ayer 290 .T59 1967 (NLO)


Authors: Jolly, David C. viii, 120 p. ; 23 cm.

1st ed.

Brief descriptions of 465 maps, with extensive references and full indexes. Includes indexes.

Formerly Z6027.A5 J64 1989


ISBN 0911775501

Map Ref Z6027.A5 J64 1989 (NLO)

1813 America - Maps - Bibliography - 1900<><><>Library of Congress - Map Collections - Catalogs


The most complete list available of maps of the Western Hemisphere and any of its parts. Brief descriptions in one alphabetical sequence.

Bibliography: p. 5-90.


Series: Burt Franklin bibliography & reference series ; no. 129


LC Card Number: 67007211

Map Ref Z6027.A5 U5 1967a (NLO)


Authors: Richard B. Arkway Inc. 104 p. : ill., maps ; 28 cm.

Includes index.

Series: Richard B. Arkway Inc. Catalog ; 50.

Formerly Z6027.A5 R53 1998

Map Ref folio Z6027.A5 R53 1998 (NLO)


Authors: Birmingham Public Library (Ala.) -- Agee, Rucker -- Spence, Ruth S. 100 p. ; 23 cm.

"Since Alabama did not become a state until 1819 there are no maps of the state in the list" -- introduction by map curator Ruth S. Spence.

Formerly Z6028 .B56 1978

LC Card Number: 80126180

80-126180

Map Ref Z6028 .B56 1978 (NLO)


Authors: Museum Book Store -- Edward E. Ayer...
Collection (Newberry Library)

vii, 64 p. ; 25 cm.
At head of cover-title: [Catalog] No. 110.

Ayer 290 .M98 1928 (NLO)


Formerly Z6027.A5 W55 1986
Map Ref Z6027.A5 W55 1986 (NLO)


Authors: Winsor, Justin, 1831-1897
Harvard University Library, Bibliographical Contributions, no. 19.
The collection was acquired by the Library of Congress.

Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

1819 America - Maps - Bibliography>>Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division - Map collections - Bibliography

189 p. ; 26 cm.
At head of title: Library of Congress.
Formerly lower case g 1080 .977
Duplicate copy: Ayer 290 .W7k 1904
LC Card Number: 05004087
Map Ref Z6027.A5 W56 1904 (NLO)

1820 America - Maps - Bibliography>>United States - Maps - Bibliography

Focusing on America. 1977.
Authors: National Museum of History and Technology
Handlist of an exhibition at the museum, Aug.

1821 America - Maps - Bibliography>>Western Hemisphere - Maps - Bibliography>>Atlases - Bibliography

A Short-title list of atlases, published before 1820, relating to the Western Hemisphere. [Bloomington, Ind.? s.n., 1962?].
Authors: Nesheim, Kenneth M.
1v. (unpaged) ; 28 cm.
Xerox copy.

lower case folio g 10 .618 (NLO)


Authors: Klaus, Wolfram -- Klemp, Egon -- Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin--Preussischer Kulturbesitz -- Deutsche Staatsbibliothek
362 p. ; 21 cm.
Spine title: Amerikanische Städte.
Relatively full descriptions of 2,087 maps, issued as separates and in books and atlases.
Continues extraordinary effort by Klaus and the Deutsche Staatsbibliothek of the former German Democratic Republic; carried on here by the unified Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin.
Includes index.
Series: Kartographische Bestandsverzeichnisse / Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin--Preussischer Kulturbesitz ; 6
Formerly Z6027.A5 K54 1992
ISBN 3880530440
Map Ref Z6026.C56 K563 1992 (NLO)


Authors: Nebenzahl, Kenneth, 1927- -- Rand McNally and Company -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (viii, 168 p.) : ill. (some col.), 50 maps (some col.) ; 38 cm.
Half-title page: Rand McNally atlas of Columbus and the great discoveries.
Large, legible, full-color reproductions of some fifty manuscript and printed maps, 1375-1599,
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

with commentary and bibliography.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [161]-164).
Includes index.
References: Wolf 616.
Formerly Ayer folio G1100 .N43 1990
LC Card Number: 90052620
ISBN 052883407X
Map Ref folio G1100 .N43 1990 (NLO)

1824 America - Maps - Collections,
1375-1599<<>>Western Hemisphere - Maps - Collections, 1375-1599<<>>Atlantic Ocean - Maps - Collections,
1375-1599<<>>Cartography - America - History - 1375-1599<<>>Cartography - Western Hemisphere - History - 1375-1599
Authors: Nebenzahl, Kenneth, 1927- -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (viii, 168 p.) : ill. (some col.), 50 maps (some col.) ; 38 cm.
Half-title page:Rand McNally atlas of Columbus and the great discoveries.
Large, legible, full-color reproductions of some fifty manuscript and printed maps, 1375-1599, with commentary and bibliography.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [161]-164).
Includes index.
References: Wolf 616.
LC Card Number: 90052620
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Copyright in black ink.
Dust jacket.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 052883407X
folio RMcN atlas .A536 1990 copy 2 (PrCl)

1825 America - Maps - Collections,
1375-1599<<>>Western Hemisphere - Maps - Collections, 1375-1599<<>>Atlantic Ocean - Maps - Collections,
1375-1599<<>>Cartography - America - History - 1375-1599<<>>Cartography - Western Hemisphere - History - 1375-1599
Authors: Nebenzahl, Kenneth, 1927- -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (viii, 168 p.) : ill. (some col.), 50 maps (some col.) ; 38 cm.
Half-title page:Rand McNally atlas of Columbus and the great discoveries.
Large, legible, full-color reproductions of some fifty manuscript and printed maps, 1375-1599, with commentary and bibliography.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [161]-164).
Includes index.
References: Wolf 616.
LC Card Number: 90052620
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
ISBN 052883407X
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCl)

1827 America - Maps - Collections,
1434-1865<<>>Western Hemisphere - Maps - Collections, 1434-1865<<>>Cartography - America - History<<>>Cartography - Western Hemisphere - History<<>>Knafel, Sidney R. - Map collections - Catalogs
Authors: Suárez, Thomas -- Knafel, Sidney R. -- World Scientific (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
xiii, 203 p. : 66 maps (some col.) ; 30 cm.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Based on selected works from the Sidney R. Knafel Collection of early maps, atlases, and globes, 1434-1865.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
References: Wolf 869; Fiat 305
LC Card Number: 92006466
ISBN 9810208693

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCr)


Authors: Suárez, Thomas -- Knaefel, Sidney R. -- World Scientific (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library).

xiii, 203 p. : 66 maps (some col.) ; 30 cm.

Includes bibliographical references and index.

Based on selected works from the Sidney R. Knaefel Collection of early maps, atlases, and globes, 1434-1865.

Call Number: Reference: Wolf 869; Fiat 305

LC Card Number: 92006466

ISBN 9810208693

Ayer folio E121 .S87 1992 (NLO)


Newberry Manuscript. Ayer MS 360 45 maps (1 folder and 2 oversize boxes) : ms., photocopies ; on sheets 73 x 92 cm.

Title from ms. label detached from discarded box. Collection of maps used by historian and bibliographer Henry Harrisse in preparing his works on the history of cartography. Chiefly comprised of 19th-century pen-and-ink tracings and printed facsimiles of 16th-century manuscript and printed maps of America; many are annotated with his notes. Source maps dated 1467-1890 (bulk 1500-1560). Includes partial reproductions of the 1511 Lenox globe at the New York Public Library, a Catalan portolan atlas at the Bibliothèque municipale du Havre, and maps variously compiled by Benedetto Bordon, Sebastian Cabot, Nicolò di Caverio, Juan de la Costa, the Dépôt général de la marine (France), Lieut. De Courcelle, Pierre Desceliers, Claudio Duchetti, Oronce Fine, Nuno Garcia de Toroño, Diego Gutiérrez, Johann Hauer, Sr. de La Boulaye, Leonardo da Vinci, Vesconte Maggiolo, Bartolomeo Oliva, Ptolemy, Diego Ribero, Johannes Ruysch, Alonso de Santa Cruz, Johann Schönner, Giovanni Andrea Valvassori, and Bartolomeo Velho. Also includes an undated letter to Harrisse from historian Henry Vignaud and printed map facsimiles autographed by geographer and explorer A. E. Nordenskjöld. Scales vary.


Butler, R.L. Check list of the mss. in the Ayer Coll., 360

Forms part of both the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection and the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library).

VAULT oversize Ayer MS 360 (NLO)


Authors: William L. Clements Library

5 maps : col. ; 35 x 47 cm. or smaller, in portfolio 44 x 59 cm. + text (5 leaves : ill., maps, view ; 44 cm. in portfolio 44 x 29 cm.)

CONTENTS: Untitled world map, after Claudius Ptolemy, Ulm, 1486 -- Untitled world map, Bernardus Sylvanus, Venice, 1511 -- Tabula terre

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
MAP F G3291.A 1992 C5 (PRCT)

1834 America - Maps - Collections, 1500-1856
Western Hemisphere - Maps - Collections, 1834
Maps españoles de América, siglos XV-XVII.
Madrid, 1951.
Authors: Alba, Jacobo Stuart Fitz-James y Falcó, duque de, 1878-1953 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
folio Ayer 135 .V77 1959 (NLO)

1835 America - Maps - Collections, 1500-1865
Authors: Kish, George, 1914- -- Ferris, Carolyn R. -- Harper & Row, Publishers
203 maps (photo slides)
temp 31MC64 1835

1836 America - Maps - Collections, 1503-1798
Cartography - America - History - 1500-1799
Authors: Marcel, Gabriel, 1843-1909 -- Leroux E. -- William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([3] p.l., 40 leaves of maps) ; in portfolio 56 cm. + accomp. text (146 p.; 36 cm.)
Selected manuscript map facsimiles also cataloged separately.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Series: Recueil de voyages et de documents pour servir à l'histoire de la géographie : section cartographique ; 1
References: Phillips 1138.
Forms part of the William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library).
oversize Greenlee 4891 .M31 1893 (NLO)

1837 America - Maps - Collections, 1503-1798
Western Hemisphere - Maps - Collections, 1503-1798
Authors: Vindel, Francisco, 1894-1960 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (x, 378 p. : 241 maps (part fold.), ill.) ; 37 cm. "Tirada de 520 ejemplares numerados." Phillips 10259
folio Ayer 135 .V77 1955 (NLO)

1838 America - Maps - Collections, 1503-1798
Philippines - Maps - Collections, 1500-1799
Mapas de América y Filipinas en los libros españoles de los siglos XVI al XVIII; apéndice a los de América: adición de los de Filipinas.
Madrid : [Vindel?], 1959.
Authors: Vindel, Francisco, 1894-1960 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
oversize Ayer 135 .V77 1959 (NLO)
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCtl)


1840 America - Maps - Collections, 1700-1850 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Cartography - America - Collections - Manuscripts - Facsimiles [Collection of 18th and early 19th century maps, most of them being of North and South America and their possessions, as a whole or in sections, showing the distribution of ownership, changes, etc.]. [Various places : various publishers, ca. 1700-ca.1850]. 1 atlas : maps ; various sizes folded to 55 x 38 cm. Assembled-to-order (or composite) atlas?
oversize G 1007 .26 (NLO)

temp map2F G3291.A 175-.R3 (PrCtl)

4 v. : maps ; 36 cm. Caption title. Mounted photographs of the original photographs of 17th- and 18th-century manuscript maps in the Crown collection of manuscripts in the British Library. Contents: v. 1. Photos. no. 1 thru 60. -- v. 2. Photos. no. 61 thru 124. -- v. 3. Photos. no. 125 thru 188. -- v. 4. Photos. no. 189 thru 250, and index.

1842 America - Maps - Collections, 1700-1850 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Cartography - America - History - Maps - Collections - Facsimiles [Collection of maps of America and its history]. 1750-1850. Authors: Baldacci, Osvaldo -- Italy. Ministero per i beni culturali e ambientali -- Comitato nazionale per le celebrazioni del V centenario della scoperta dell'America (Italy) -- Italy. Libreria dello Stato -- Istituto poligrafico e Zecca dello Stato (Italy) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
200 p. : maps (some col.) ; 50 cm. Includes bibliographical references (p. 193-197)
Authors: Wolff, Hans, Dr. -- Bayerische Staatsbibliothek -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
192 p. : ill. (some col.), facsims., 121 maps, ports. ; 28 x 30 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 185-189) and index.
'First published in German on the occasion of the exhibition 'America-early maps of the New World' held at the Bavarian State Library in Munich, 10 April-27 June 1992.'--Verso t.p.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

1844
Historical and geographical notes on the earliest discoveries in America, 1453-1530 : with comments on the earliest charts and maps; the mistakes of the early navigators & the blunders of the geographers; the Asiatic origin of the Atlantic coast line of North America, how it crept in and how it crept out of the maps; the whole illustrated by the Tehuantepec Railway Company's map of the world on Mercator's projection, and photo-lithographic fac-similes of many of the earliest maps and charts of America / by Henry Stevens. New Haven ; London : Office of the American Journal of Science ; Henry Stevens, 1869.
Reprinted from 'The Tehuantepec railway; its location, features, and advantages,' issued by the Tehuantepec Railway Company, 1869, pt. 2, 'with considerable revision and emendation' in form of a preface.
'A few copies printed for presents ... Seventy-five copies printed for sale.'--T.p. verso.
Added t.p., illus.
Bookplate: John Boyd Thacher. Copy no. 8 of those printed for presents. Inscribed 'To M. D'Avezac with the great regard of the author. 4 Trafalgar Square, London, July 10, 1870.'
Case copy imperfect: lacking added illustrated t.p.; copy pasted in. Also lacking plate 6; container for maps at back broken, split at hinges.
Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library).
Duplicate and complete copy (no. 30): Ayer 109 .S8 1869
LC Card Number: 03003161
Case E101 .S84 (NLO)

1845
America - Maps - Exhibitions>>>America - Maps - Collections>>>Bayerische Staatsbibliothek - Map collections - Exhibitions
Authors: Wolff, Hans, Dr. -- Bayerische Staatsbibliothek -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
192 p. : ill. (some col.), facsims., 121 maps, ports. ; 28 x 30 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 185-189) and index.
'First published in German on the occasion of the exhibition 'America-early maps of the New World' held at the Bavarian State Library in Munich, 10 April-27 June 1992.'--Verso t.p.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

1846
America - Maps - Exhibitions - Catalogs>>>Boston Athenaeum - Map Collections - Exhibitions - Catalogs
Catalog of 51 entries (mostly of maps of America) in an exhibit held Feb. 10-April 7, 1992.
BHC 1385
Vert 986 (PrCt)

1847
America - Maps - Exhibitions - Catalogs>>>Western Hemisphere - Maps - Exhibitions - Catalogs>>>America - Maps - Collections - Exhibitions
Amerika : alte Europe entdeckt die neue Welt.
1848 America - Maps - Exhibitions<<<>Western Hemisphere - Maps - Exhibitions<<<>University of Texas at Arlington. Libraries. Special Collections Division - Map collections - Exhibitions

European mapping of the New World : facsimile images at The University of Texas at Arlington : gallery guide / by David Buisseret ; exhibition by Katherine R. Goodwin and Ron Aday. [Arlington, Texas] : Special Collections, University of Texas at Arlington Libraries, [2005].

Authors: Buisseret, David -- Goodwin, Katherine R. -- Aday, Ron -- University of Texas at Arlington. Libraries. Special Collections Division -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

40 p. : ill. (some col.), maps ; 26 cm.


Includes bibliographical references (p. 40).

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G3290 .B85 2005 (NLO)

1850 America - Name

The name America : an etymological essay / by Olaf E. Ray. [Chicago : O.E. Ray, 1936].

Authors: Ray, Olaf E. (Olaf Edward), 1856-1943 -- Elsdon C. Smith Onomastics Collection (Newberry Library)


Bookstamp: Elsdon C. Smith.

Forms part of the Elsdon C. Smith Onomastics Collection at the Newberry Library.

LC Card Number: 49037983

E125.V6 R39 1936 (NLO)

1851 America - Name - History


Authors: Tibón, Gutierre, 1905- -- Beltrán, Alberto -- Elsdon C. Smith Onomastics Collection (Newberry Library)


"Se terminó de imprimir este libro en los talleres gráficos de Costa-Amic en la Ciudad de Mé?xico el d?a 24 de diciembre del an?o de 1944 "--Colophon.

Includes bibliographical references (p. 217-220).

Inscribed by the author.

Bookplate: Elsdon C. Smith.

Forms part of the Elsdon C. Smith Onomastics Collection at the Newberry Library.

LC Card Number: 45019813

E125.V6 T5 1945 (NLO)
from the Cosmographiae introductio -- Schöner's red lines on the 1516 Carta Marina -- Translation of the Cosmographiae introductio -- Arrangement of circles on the earth -- Representation of the five climatic zones -- Table of parallels and schematic diagram -- Table of winds -- Overall plan of the map -- Table of latitudes and distances. 
Includes bibliographical references (p. 111-121).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
ISBN 9781904832492 ; 1904832490
Baskes E125.V6 W1513 2008 (NLO)

BHC 1848
Vert 1417 (PrCt)

1855 America - Pictorial works - 1494 West Indies - Pictorial works - 1494 America - Discovery and exploration - Pictorial works - 1494 Columbus, Christopher - Landfall - Pictorial works - 1494 Ships - Pictorial works - 1494 Indians of the West Indies - Pictorial works - 1492 Indians of North America - Pictorial works - 1492 Map printing - Woodcuts - Maps - 1494 Woodcuts Insula Hyspana. [Basel : Johann Bergmann, 1494].
Authors: Columbus, Christopher -- Bergmann, Johann, active 1494-1499 -- Columbus, Christopher. Carta (Feb. 18, 1493). Latin -- Verardi, Carlo, 1440-1500. Historia Baetica. In laudem Serenissimi Ferdinandi Hispania[rum] regis Bethicae & regni Granatae obsidio, victoria, & triu[m]phus. Et De insulis in Mari Indico nuper inventis ([Basel] : I.B. [Johann Bergmann], 1494), [folio 29b].
Digital version of another copy available on "The Basle 1494 Columbus Letter" exhibition website produced by the University of Southern Maine's Osher Map Library (accessed August 2013): http://www.oshermaps.org/map/7325.0070
VAULT Ayer 107.56 1493 1494 [folio 29b] (NLO)

At head of title: American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions Binder's title: Missionary papers : a collection of tracts on missions, together with other tracts and essays on various subjects
"The following address was prepared by a special committee of pastors appointed by the American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions, consisting of Rev. Edward Hooker, D.D., Rev. Albert Barnes, and Rev. Daniel Crosby"--T.p. verso.
Bound with 29 other titles; inserted at beginning of bound volume are typed table of contents and binder's t.p.: Missionary papers : a collection of tracts on missions, together with other tracts and essays on various subjects. Vol. 1, 1810-1842.
Title 30, The library of health and teacher on the island shore during his 1492 voyage of discovery to America.
Forms part of the so-called Columbus Letter or Carta, an account of the voyage issued with Carlo Verardi's prose drama on the capture of Grenada from the Moors by King Ferdinand of Aragon.
Not drawn to scale.
Approximate geographic coordinates: (W 78°46'00"--W 67°53'00"/N 25°20'00"--N 17°41'00")

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
American Cartography

A Guide to the compilation and revision of maps.


1859

1858

American Central Water Line (Canal) - Planning - Maps - 1869

American Central Water Line (Canal) - Maps - 1868 - Proposed routes

American Central Water Line (Canal) - United States - Maps - 1868 - Proposed routes

American Central Water Line (Canal) - Railroads - Inland navigation - United States - Maps - 1869

American Central Water Line (Canal) - Great American Central Water Line (Canal)

American Central Water Line (Canal) - Central Water Line (Canal)

American Central Water Line (Canal) - Map of the American Central Water Line and other principal lines of communication between the western states, and the Atlantic seaboard.

Richmond, Va. Lith. of Charles L. Ludwig, [1869].

Authors: Ludwig, Charles L., approximately 1827-1875 -- James River and Kanawha Company (Richmond, Va.). The Central Water-Line from the Ohio River to the Virginia Capes ... (1869) -- Lorraine, E. (Edward), 1818-1872 -- Carrington, Charles S. -- Gary, Clemmitt & Jones (Richmond, Va.)

1 map : col. ; 28 x 35 cm.

[2nd ed.]

Second edition of the map, showing, with a printed triple line, the extended route of a proposed canal network connecting the upper Missouri and Mississippi River valleys eastward to Norfolk, Virginia.

Identifies railroads and existing canals.

Scale [ca. 1:6,746,000]

Coordinates: (W 97°00'--W 69°50'/N 46°00'--N 28°00')

Prime meridian: [Washington, D.C.]

Roughly bounded by eastern North Dakota, western Maine, northern Florida, and eastern Texas.

Detached from: James River and Kanawha Company (Richmond, Va.). The Central Water-Line from the Ohio River to the Virginia Capes, connecting the Kanawha and James Rivers, affording the shortest outlet of navigation from the Mississippi basin to the Atlantic. 2d ed. (Richmond, Va. : Gary, Clemmitt & Jones, printers, 1869), at end [H 6145 .453].

Pages 52-95 of the book comprise a historical and statistical report by Chief Engineer Edward Lorraine addressed to Charles S. Carrington, President of the James River and Kanawha Company, and dated June 10th, 1868. Issued folded to 21 x 13 cm.

This copy separated along folds into 2 pieces and torn with some loss of detail.
American Clock & Watch Museum -
Description - 1970 - Bristol (Conn.) -
Description and travel - 1970
American Clock & Watch Museum, Incorporated.
Bristol, Conn. American Clock & Watch Museum, [1970].
Authors: American Clock & Watch Museum
1 leaflet (3-fold) : ill., map ; 9 x 16 cm.

American Falls Region (Idaho) - Pictorial works - 1889 - Railroads - Snake River (Wyo.-Wash.) - Pictorial works - 1889 - Railroads - Pictorial works - 1889
American Falls and bridge / [Rand McNally & Co.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Crofutt, George A. Crofutt’s overland tours : consisting of over six thousand miles of main tours, and three thousand miles of side tours (1889) -- H.J. Smith & Co.
1 view ; 9 x 16 cm.
Title from bottom margin.
Added title in top margin: American Falls
Untitled inset view at bottom right (4 x 6 cm.):
"In places along the creeks where water can be had for irrigation ..." -- Four lines of letterpress text in bottom margin.
Wood engraving of passenger train crossing a railroad bridge over the Snake River in Idaho, near the previous location of the town of American Falls, which was moved to the southwest in 1925 to facilitate construction of the American Falls Dam and Reservoir.
Approximate coordinates: (W 112°58'--W 112°54'/N 42°48'--N 42°44')
G 89 .199 p. 183 (PrCt)

American Geographical Society of New York. A catalogue of maps of Hispanic America (1933)
Authors: Platt, Raye R. (Raye Roberts), b. 1891 -- Geographical review p. 660-663
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1866</td>
<td>American Philosophical Society - Map collections</td>
<td>Map collection. [1984]. Authors: American Philosophical Society 4 p. ; 28 cm. BHC 1016 Vert 581 (PrCt)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1871</td>
<td>Amersfoort (Netherlands) - Maps - 1620</td>
<td>Amortorbia dioecesis Ultralectensis oppidum amoenitate ... [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620]. Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Deventer, Jacob van,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
d. 1575 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 25 x 37 cm.
Derived from a drawing by Jacob van Deventer; see R.A. Skelton’s Introduction to the 1980 eds. of Civitates orbis terrarum. On same sheet with: Amorfortia [view].
Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Amorfortia.
In: Braun, Georg and Franz Hogenberg. Civitates orbis terrarum [Cologne: Pieter van Brachel?, ca. 1620] v. 4, plate 15
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 4, pl. 15 (PrCt)

1872
Amersfoort (Netherlands) - Pictorial works - 1620
Amorfortia. [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : hand col. ; 12 x 37 cm.
Anonymous view.
On same sheet with: Amorfortia dioecesis Ultraiectensis oppidum amoenitate ... [map].
Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Amorfortia.
In: Braun, Georg and Franz Hogenberg. Civitates orbis terrarum [Cologne: Pieter van Brachel?, ca. 1620] v. 4, plate 15
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 4, pl. 15 (PrCt)

1873
Authors: Dwight, C. S. -- Library of Congress.
Hotchkiss map collection. No. 49 -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: Manuscript, 31 x 37.5 in. Scale 1:80,000. Originally compiled 1864.
Microfiche 583, no. 1208 (PrCt)

1874
Authors: Confederate States of America. Army -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: Photocopy (negative), 4 parts, 18 x 22 in. each. Scale 1:80,000. Originally compiled [1864].
Microfiche 583, no. 1207 (PrCt)

1875
Authors: Dwight, C. S. -- Library of Congress.
Hotchkiss map collection. No. 49 -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: Blueprint, 26 x 40.5 in. Scale 1:80,000. Originally compiled 1864.
Microfiche 583, no. 1208 (PrCt)

1876
Authors: Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Illustrated Michelin guides to the battle-fields (1914-1918) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
55 p. : ill, 5 maps and plans ; 22 cm.
One sheet of maps (tinted) tipped in. Published simultaneously in French under title: Amiens avant et pendant la guerre.
Series: Michelin illustrated guides to the battlefields (1914-1918) -- Illustrated Michelin guides to the battle-fields (1914-1918) Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes DC801.A51 A45 1919 (NLO)


Geuffroy, David
1 view: woodcut; 45 x 55 mm.
In Des Rues, François. Description contenant toutes les singularitez de plus celebres villes et places remarquables du royaume de France (Rouen: David Geuffroy, [1611?]), p. 119.
View enclosed in oval within a rectangular frame with fleurs-de-lis in corners.
Title from letterpress above view.
Case DC24 .D47 [map] (PrCt)

1878 Amish Country (Ohio) - Tourism - 1996
Authors: Amish Country Visitors Bureau
1 booklet (24 p): col. photos, maps; 23 x 10 cm

[Map of the New Orleans, Jackson, and Great Northern Railroad track leading to Amite City, Louisiana / Jacob Rothhaas]. [not before 1872?].
Authors: Rothas, Frederick J., 1836-1898 -- New Orleans, Jackson, and Great Northern Railroad Company -- Illinois Central Railroad Company -- Rothas, Frederick J., 1836-1898. [Atlas of the New Orleans, Jackson, and Great Northern Railroad] [1872?]
1 ms. map: hand col.; 54 x 17 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Strip map detailing a section of the New Orleans, Jackson, and Great Northern Railroad (later part of the Illinois Central Railroad Company).
Covers part of Amite City and Tangipahoa Parish in Louisiana; identifies "Smith's" saw mill, gin factory, and brickyard, pine wood regions, fields, clearings, water sloughs, a railroad water tank, three unnamed streets, and the railroad depot in Amite City; running measure of distances in feet recorded in margin.
Scale [1:4,800]
Approximate coordinates: (W 90°30'34"--W 90°30'27"/N 30°43'41"--N 30°42'53")
Pen-and-ink and watercolor (green, red, blue, black, orange).
In: Rothas, Frederick J. [Atlas of the New Orleans, Jackson, and Great Northern Railroad] [not before 1872?]. p. 92-93.
Forms part of the Illinois Central Railroad Company Archives at the Newberry Library.
Illinois Central IC 6 N4.2, p. 92-93 (NLO)

1880 Amite County (Miss.) - Maps - 1800-1899 -

Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960-- Araphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)
268 p.: maps; 28 cm.
1st ed.
'Deluxe edition.'
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).
'3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.'
Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/ township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).
Includes indexes.
Series: Family maps
ISBN 1420303503
Local History Ref F347.A5 B69 2006 (NLO)

1881 Amite River (La.) - Maps - 1765 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Sketch map of the River Iberville [1765]. [19--].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1765 manuscript.

1882 Amite River (La.) - Maps - 1771 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Sketch map of part of Rivers Iberville, Amit, and Comit [by Elias Durnford, Engineer. 1771?]. [19--].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1771 manuscript.


1888 Amsterdam (Netherlands) - Historical geography - Maps Amsterdam
Amsterdam (Netherlands) - Maps - 1620
Amstelodamvm, nobile inferioris Germaniae oppidum, ad recipiendos ... [Cologne? s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Antoniszoon, Cornelis, b. ca. 1499 -- Guicciardini, Lodovico, 1521-1589 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 33 x 46 cm.
Map derived from a 1544 woodcut by Cornelis Anthonisz and a 1567 woodcut by Lodovico Guicciardini; see R.A. Skelton's Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum. Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Amstelredamvm.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 1, pl. 20 (PrCt)

Amsterdam (Netherlands) - Maps - 1620
Amstelodamvm. [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Honds, Jodocus, 1563-1612 -- Pontanus, Johannes Isaksen, 1571-1639 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 27 x 38 cm.
Derived from an engraving by Jodocus Hondius issued in Pontanus, J. I. Rerum et urbis Amstelodamensis historia (1611); see R.A. Skelton’s Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum. Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Amstelodamvm.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 6, pl. 10 (PrCt)

Amsterdam (Netherlands) Maps - 1634
Amsterdam (Netherlands) - Pictorial works - 1634
Amstelodamvm, celebre emporium formá planá. [Amsterdam] : C.J. Visscher, [ca. 1634].
Authors: Visscher, Claes Jansz., 1586 or 7-1652 -- Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 37 x 55 cm.
[Second edition?]
Scale ca. [1:7,250].
Includes references 1-100.
Marginal views (6 x 28 cm. and smaller): Curia. t’Stat huys -- Byrsa condita anno 1611 -- Domus Societatis Indiae Orienta ... anno 1606 -- Amsterdam -- Domus Societatis Indiae Orienta ... anno 1623.
Digital image of variant edition (issued between 1632-1643?) available via the Stadsarchief Amsterdam website (accessed August 2013):
http://beeldbank.amsterdam.nl/beeldbank/indelin_g/detail/start/10?q_searchfield=claes+jansz+visscher
Forms part of the Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Visscher 6 (PrCt)

Amsterdam (Netherlands) - Maps - 1682
Amsterdam (Netherlands) - Maps - 1682 - Pictorial works
Exactissima Amstelodami veteris et novissimi delineato. Amsterdam : C. Allard, [1682?].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Allard, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709 -- Allard, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709.
Atlas minor sive tabulæ geographicae ... [1682?]
-- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 52 x 63 cm.
In: Allard, Carel. Atlas minor sive tabulæ geographicae proecipuorum regnorum regionum, insularum, provinciarum, etc. (Amsterdam : C. Allard, 1682?) pl. 73.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .A4 A pl. 73 (PrCt)

Amsterdam (Netherlands) - Maps - 1695
Amsterdam ville capitale du comté de Hollande. [Paris : De Fer, 1695].
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646 -- Nicolas de, 1646.
Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes; avec leurs fortifications ... (1695-1696)
1 map ; 19 x 27 cm.
In: Fer, Nicolas de. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes; avec leurs fortifications ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, 1695-1696) pt. 4, map [58].
Manuscript ('1') at upper right.
Case folio U 26. 292 pt. 4, map [58] (PrCt)

Amsterdam (Netherlands) - Maps - 1713
Amsterdam (Netherlands) - Maps - 1713 - Fortification
Amsterdam ville capitale du comté de Hollande.
Paris : De Fer, [1713?].
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes; avec leurs fortifications ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, 1695-1696) pt. 4, map [58].
Map dated 1703.
For later state of this map, with engraved plate number, see Case folio U 26 .292.
For earlier version of this map, engraved on different plate, see Case folio U 26 .293.
Case oversize U 26 .2919 map [82] (PrCt)
Amsterdam (Netherlands) - Maps - 1720
A New map of the city of Amsterdam / S. Parker sculpit. [London : s.n.], 1720.
Authors: Parker, Samuel, active 1719-1751 -- Hedworth, John, 1683-1747 -- Senex, John, -1740. A New general atlas : containing a geographical and historical account of all the empires, kingdoms, and other dominions of the world ... (1721) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 49 x 58 cm.
Includes dedication to "John Hedworth Esq."
"Explanation of the streets and lanes" includes references 1-288 (with many gaps in numbering).
Also includes "names of the bulwarks" with references 1-26.
In: Senex, John. A New general atlas : containing a geographical and historical account of all the empires, kingdoms, and other dominions of the world ... (London : Daniel Browne [and 8 others], 1721), v. 1, between p. 116-117.
oversize Ayer 135 .S5 1721 v. 1, between p. 116-117 (PrCt)

Amsterdam (Netherlands) - Maps - 1725
Plan de la grande & fameuse ville marchande d'Amsterdam. Amsterdam, [ca. 1725].
Authors: Cóvens et Mortier
1 map ; 23 x 97 cm.
Added title: Plan van de wyd vermaarde en beroemde koop stad Amsterdam.
References 1-288, A-F.
3087
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6004.A8 1725 .C6 (PrCt)

Amsterdam (Netherlands) - Maps - 1792
A Plan of the city of Amsterdam. [London? J. Stockdale?, 1792?].
Authors: Andrews, John, 1736-1809 -- Hay, Thomas -- Andrews, John, 1736-1809. A Collection of plans of the most capital cities of ... Europe and ... the world [1792?] -- Stockdale, John, 1749?-1814
1 map ; 18 x 25 cm.
Case folio G 13 .036 pl. 14 (PrCt)

Amsterdam (Netherlands) - Maps - 1800
Authors: Stockdale, John, 1749?-1814 -- Stockdale, John, 1749?-1814. A Geographical, historical, and political description of the empire of Germany, Holland, the Netherlands, Switzerland, Prussia, Italy, Sicily, Corsica, and Sardinia ... (1800)
1 map ; 18 x 26 cm.
Includes references 1-51.
In: Stockdale, John. A Geographical, historical, and political description of the empire of Germany, Holland, the Netherlands, Switzerland, Prussia, Italy, Sicily, Corsica, and Sardinia ... (London : Printed for John Stockdale, 1800), plate 5, opposite p. 125.
M247
folio G 30 .333 pl. 5, opp. p. 125 (PrCt)

Amsterdam (Netherlands) - Maps - 1832
Amsterdamsche omnibus-onderneming. 1839.
Authors: Diederichs (Firm) -- Ellerman, J.
1 map
1899 facsimile. Originally published 1839.

Amsterdam (Netherlands) - Maps - 1835
Amsterdam. London : Chapman and Hall, 1835 [i.e.1844].
Authors: Clarke, W. B. -- Davies, Benjamin Rees -- Chapman and Hall -- Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (Great Britain) -- Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (Great Britain).
Maps of the Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (1844) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; hand col. : 38 x 30 cm.
'Drawn by W.B. Clarke.'
'Engraved by B.R. Davies.'
Inset (5 x 9 cm.): Plan of the environs of Amsterdam.
Bottom margin includes elevation drawings of prominent buildings.
oversize Ayer 135 .S67 1844 v. 2, pl. [162] (PrCt)

Amsterdam (Netherlands) - Maps - 1840
Pictorial works
Amsterdam. [Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, 1840].
Authors: Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846 -- Lea & Blanchard -- Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (1840)
1 view ; 3 x 7 cm.
In: Murray, Hugh. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, successors to Carey & Co., for George W. Gorton, 1840) v. 1, p. 512.
Wax engraving.
G 11 .607 v. 1, p. 512 (PrCt)

Amsterdam (Netherlands) - Maps - 1914
Amsterdam Region (Netherlands) - Maps - 1914 -- Amsterdam (Netherlands) - Maps - 1914 - Railroads -- Amsterdam

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Amsterdam (Netherlands) - Maps - 1910


Authors: Woerl, Leo, 1843-1918 -- Woerl's Reisebücherverlag -- Woerl's Reisehandbücher -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)


Edition: 5. Aufl.

Forward dated: 1914.

Includes index.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G153 .W64 Amsterdam (1914) (NLO) 1912

Amsterdam (Netherlands) - Maps - 1909

Amsterdam (Netherlands) - Maps - 1987


1 v. : 17 plates

1st ed.


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

(PrCr) 1913

Amsterdam (Netherlands) - Maps - 1911


Authors: Leitch, Michael -- HarperPerennial -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

268 p. : ill., 23 maps ; 21 cm.

1st HarperPerennial ed.

"First published in Great Britain by Hodder & Stoughton."--T.p. verso.

Includes index.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

LC Card Number: 90055505

ISBN 0062730142 (pbk.) ; 9780062730145 (pbk.)

Baskes DJ411.A53 L45 1991 (NLO) 1914

Amsterdam (Netherlands) - Maps - 1992


Authors: Bolt, Rodney -- Hodkinson, Ruth -- Cadogan guides -- Cadogan Books -- Globe Pequot Press -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

xii, 300 p. ; ill., 10 maps ; 19 cm.

"Maps ... drawn by Ruth Hodkinson."--T.p. verso.

Includes bibliographical references (p. 287-288) and index.

Series: Cadogan guides

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

LC Card Number: 91044894

ISBN 15644000018 ; 97815644000017 ; 0947754431 (pbk) ; 9780947754433 (pbk)


Amsterdam (Netherlands) - Maps - 2001


Cover title: Amsterdam and environs

Includes bibliographical references (p. 32) and index.

Map inside back cover.

Series: The green guide -- Michelin green guides.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

ISBN 2060002338 ; 9782060002330


Amsterdam (Netherlands) - Maps - 2010

Gemeentearchief - Map collections - Catalogs


180 p. ; 25 cm.

At head of title: Archief der Gemeente Amsterdam.

Includes index.

Series: Atlas van topographie en historie ; 1

Formerly Z6027.A3 A55

Map Ref Z6027.A3 A55 (NLO) 2011

Amsterdam (Netherlands) - Maps - 2012

Gemeentearchief - Map collections - Catalogs


Authors: Gemeentelijke Archiefdienst Amsterdam


At head of title: Archief der Gemeente Amsterdam.

Includes index.

Series: Atlas van topographie en historie ; 1

Formerly Z6027.A3 A55

Map Ref Z6027.A3 A55 (NLO) 2013

Amsterdam (Netherlands) - Maps - 2015

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Amsterdams Historisch Museum see Amsterdam (Netherlands). Historisch Museum

Facsimile of original oil painting dated 1538, in Amsterdams Historisch Museum.

Amsterdams Historisch Museum

116 x 159 cm' and dated 1538, in Amsterdams Historisch Museum.

Amsterdams Historisch Museum

1 map : col. ; 51 x 70 cm.

Facsimile of original oil painting on 'panel 116 x 159 cm' and dated 1538, in Amsterdams Historisch Museum. Matte finish.


Amsterdam (Netherlands) - Pictorial works - 1915

Amsterdam (Netherlands) - Maps - Collections

Engraved number "76" at bottom right.

Anonymous view without imprint.

Anonymous view without imprint.

In: Bankes, Thomas. A New and authentic system of universal geography, antient and modern : including all the late important discoveries made by the English ... (London : Printed for C. Cooke ... [et al., 1793?]), following p. 820.

View of the New Chapel and the Exchange in the city of Amsterdam / Roberts sculp. [London : s.n., 1793?].

Amsterdam ; The Old Fort & Mount Albans Tower in the city of Amsterdam. [London : s.n., 1793?], between p. 820-821.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G115 .B36 1793, following p. 820 (PrCt)

Amsterdam (Netherlands) - Pictorial works - 1916

Amsterdam (Netherlands) - Pictorial works - 1917

Amsterdam (Netherlands) - Pictorial works - 1918

Amsterdam (Netherlands) - Pictorial works - 1793

Amsterdam ; The Old Fort & Mount Albans Tower in the city of Amsterdam ; View of the Arsenal at Amsterdam / Roberts sculp. [London : s.n., 1793?].

Authors: Roberts, fl. ca. 1793 -- Bankes, Thomas, b. 1744. A New and authentic system of universal geography, antient and modern : including all the late important discoveries made by the English ... [1793?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

2 views ; each 12 x 18 cm., on sheet 40 x 24 cm. "Engraved for Bankes's new system of geography published by royal authority."

In: Bankes, Thomas. A New and authentic system of universal geography, antient and modern : including all the late important discoveries made by the English ... (London : Printed for C. Cooke ... [et al., 1793?]), between p. 820-821.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G115 .B36 1793, between p. 820-821 (PrCt)

Amsterdam (Netherlands) - Pictorial works - 1793

View of the Herring Packers Tower in the city of Amsterdam ; The Old Fort & Mount Albans Tower in the city of Amsterdam / Roberts sculp. [London : s.n., 1793?].

Authors: Roberts, fl. ca. 1793 -- Bankes, Thomas, b. 1744. A New and authentic system of universal geography, antient and modern : including all the late important discoveries made by the English ... [1793?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

2 views ; each 12 x 18 cm., on sheet 40 x 24 cm. "Engraved for Bankes's new system of geography published by royal authority."

In: Bankes, Thomas. A New and authentic system of universal geography, antient and modern : including all the late important discoveries made by the English ... (London : Printed for C. Cooke ... [et al., 1793?]), following p. 820.

Engraved number "76" at bottom right.

Anonymous view without imprint.

Anonymous view without imprint.
Amtrak - Timetables - 1971

Amtrak railroad timetables and route maps.
Author: Amtrak

1. 1 map; on sheet 23 x 36 cm., folded to 23 x 9 cm. Scale [ca. 1:15,800,000]. Coordinates: (W 131°--W 62°/N 55°--N 21°).
Selected timetables and national map also cataloged separately.
Gift 2011, Gerald A. Danzer.
HE1805 .A58 1971 (NLO)

Amtrak - Timetables - 1971

Authors: Amtrak -- Amtrak: nationwide schedules of intercity passenger service: effective July 12, 1971

Amtrak: nationwide schedules of intercity passenger service: effective July 12, 1971

Amtrak railroad timetables and route maps.
In: Amtrak: nationwide schedules of intercity passenger service: effective July 12, 1971
HE1805 .A58 1971, p. 16-17 (PrCt)

Amtrak - Timetables - 1971

Amtrak railroad timetables and route maps.
Author: Amtrak

1 map; on sheet 23 x 36 cm., folded to 23 x 9 cm. Scale [ca. 1:15,800,000]. Coordinates: (W 131°--W 62°/N 55°--N 21°).
Selected timetables and national map also cataloged separately.
Gift 2011, Gerald A. Danzer.
HE1805 .A58 1971 (NLO)

Amtrak - Timetables - 1971

Authors: Amtrak -- Amtrak: nationwide schedules of intercity passenger service: effective July 12, 1971

Amtrak: nationwide schedules of intercity passenger service: effective July 12, 1971
HE1805 .A58 1971, p. 16-17 (PrCt)

Amtrak - Timetables - 1971

Amtrak railroad timetables and route maps.
Author: Amtrak

1 map; on sheet 23 x 36 cm., folded to 23 x 9 cm. Scale [ca. 1:15,800,000]. Coordinates: (W 131°--W 62°/N 55°--N 21°).
Selected timetables and national map also cataloged separately.
Gift 2011, Gerald A. Danzer.
HE1805 .A58 1971 (NLO)

Amtrak - Timetables - 1971

Authors: Amtrak -- Amtrak: nationwide schedules of intercity passenger service: effective July 12, 1971

Amtrak: nationwide schedules of intercity passenger service: effective July 12, 1971
HE1805 .A58 1971, p. 16-17 (PrCt)

Amtrak - Timetables - 1971

Amtrak railroad timetables and route maps.
Author: Amtrak

1 map; on sheet 23 x 36 cm., folded to 23 x 9 cm. Scale [ca. 1:15,800,000]. Coordinates: (W 131°--W 62°/N 55°--N 21°).
Selected timetables and national map also cataloged separately.
Gift 2011, Gerald A. Danzer.
HE1805 .A58 1971 (NLO)

Amtrak - Timetables - 1971

Authors: Amtrak -- Amtrak: nationwide schedules of intercity passenger service: effective July 12, 1971

Amtrak: nationwide schedules of intercity passenger service: effective July 12, 1971
HE1805 .A58 1971, p. 16-17 (PrCt)

Amtrak - Timetables - 1971

Amtrak railroad timetables and route maps.
Author: Amtrak

1 map; on sheet 23 x 36 cm., folded to 23 x 9 cm. Scale [ca. 1:15,800,000]. Coordinates: (W 131°--W 62°/N 55°--N 21°).
Selected timetables and national map also cataloged separately.
Gift 2011, Gerald A. Danzer.
HE1805 .A58 1971 (NLO)

Amtrak - Timetables - 1971

Authors: Amtrak -- Amtrak: nationwide schedules of intercity passenger service: effective July 12, 1971

Amtrak: nationwide schedules of intercity passenger service: effective July 12, 1971
HE1805 .A58 1971, p. 16-17 (PrCt)

Amtrak - Timetables - 1971

Amtrak railroad timetables and route maps.
Author: Amtrak

1 map; on sheet 23 x 36 cm., folded to 23 x 9 cm. Scale [ca. 1:15,800,000]. Coordinates: (W 131°--W 62°/N 55°--N 21°).
Selected timetables and national map also cataloged separately.
Gift 2011, Gerald A. Danzer.
HE1805 .A58 1971 (NLO)

Amtrak - Timetables - 1971

Authors: Amtrak -- Amtrak: nationwide schedules of intercity passenger service: effective July 12, 1971

Amtrak: nationwide schedules of intercity passenger service: effective July 12, 1971
HE1805 .A58 1971, p. 16-17 (PrCt)

Amtrak - Timetables - 1971

Amtrak railroad timetables and route maps.
Author: Amtrak

1 map; on sheet 23 x 36 cm., folded to 23 x 9 cm. Scale [ca. 1:15,800,000]. Coordinates: (W 131°--W 62°/N 55°--N 21°).
Selected timetables and national map also cataloged separately.
Approaches to Marie Byrd Land from the latest information in the Hydrographic Department to 1960. London : Admiralty, [1960?].

Authors: Great Britain. Hydrographic Office -- Collins, K. St. B. -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 65 x 98 cm.

Added title: The Antarctic.

Published at the Admiralty 1st July 1955, under the superintendence of Captain K. St. B. Collins ... Hydrographer. New editions 30th Sept. 1960.'

'Crown copyright 1960.'

Printing proof with paste-on notice: 'Note: In addition to any coloured areas shown on this chart, corrections have been made as follows ... '

'Natural scale 1 / 2,750,000 (at lat. 68°00').

In upper right: 365.60.

1926 Amur River Valley (China and Russia) - Maps - 1861<><>Manchuria (China) - Maps - 1861<><>Manchuria (China) - Historical geography - Maps - 1861

The Russians on the Amur: its discovery, conquest, and colonization ... London : Trübner and Co., 1861.


Addenda and Errata (p. 449-452).

Glossary and index (p. [453]-467).

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes DK771.A3 R2 (NLO)

1927 Anacapa Island (Calif.) - Maps - 1854

Sketch of Anacapa Island in Santa Barbara Channel. 1854.

Authors: United States Coast Survey -- Stevens, Thomas Holdup, 1819-1896 -- McMurtrie, William B. -- Knight, Charles A. -- Whistler, James Abbott McNeill, 1834-1903 -- Young, John J., ca. 1830-1879

1 map : 15 x 24 cm.

Includes 'View of the eastern extremity of Anacapa Island from the southward.'

At top: Plate no. 414A.

M1295

map1F G4362.A45 1854 U5 (PrCt)

1928 Anafi Island (Greece) - Maps - 1528<><>Namphio Island (Greece) SEE Anafi Island (Greece)<><>Woodcuts

[Map of of Anafi in the Kyklades Islands of the Aegean Sea]. [Venice : Nicolò Zoppino, 1528].

Authors: Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530 -- Zoppino, Nicolò, fl. 1508-1544 -- Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530. Libro di Benedetto Bordon: nel qual si ragiona de tutte l'isole del mondo ... (1528)

1 map : woodcut ; within printed borders 8 x 14 cm., on sheet 31 x 21 cm.

Title supplied by cataloger. Identifies "Namphio" at bottom center of the island.

In: Bordon, Benedetto. Libro di Benedetto Bordon: nel qual si ragiona de tutte l'isole del mondo ... (Venice : Nicolò Zoppino, 1528), folio XLIX.


Case folio G 117 .108, folio XLIX (PrCt)

Anchorage (Alaska) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps<><>Alaska - Maps - 1966 - Road maps<><>Anchorage (Alaska) - Pictorial works - 1966<><>Road maps


Authors: Union Oil Company of California -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress.

Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 33 x 51 cm., folded to 18 x 9 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Anchorage street map.

Issued for the Union Oil Company of California. Plate no. 666075-3.

Maps on verso (13 x 16 cm. and 3 x 16 cm.): Alaska -- [Aleutian Islands].

Verso includes aerial photograph of Anchorage.

(10 x 17 cm.)

Panel art: 76 Union sign.


Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 4509 (PrCt)


Authors: Union Oil Company of California -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress.

Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 33 x 51 cm., folded to 18 x 9 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Anchorage street map.

Issued for the Union Oil Company of California. Plate no. 676075-4.

Maps on verso (13 x 16 cm. and 3 x 16 cm.): Alaska -- [Aleutian Islands].

Verso includes aerial photograph of Anchorage.

(10 x 17 cm.)

Panel art: 76 Union logo above gas station.


...
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4529 (PrCt)

1931
Anchorage (Alaska) - Maps - 1968 - Road maps
Alaska - Maps - 1968 - Road maps
Anchorage (Alaska) - Pictorial works - 1968
Anchorage (Alaska) - Aerial photographs - 1968
Authors: Union Oil Company of California -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress.
Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 33 x 51 cm., folded to 18 x 9 cm. Panel title.
Added title: Anchorage street map.
Plate no. 686075-5.
Maps on verso (13 x 16 cm. and 3 x 16 cm.):
Alaska -- [Aleutian Islands].
Verso includes aerial photograph of Anchorage (10 x 17 cm.)
Panel art: 76 Union sign against night sky.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4557 (PrCt)

1932
Anchorage (Alaska) - Maps - 1969 - Road maps
Alaska - Maps - 1969 - Road maps
Anchorage (Alaska) - Pictorial works - 1969
Anchorage (Alaska) - Aerial photographs - 1969
Authors: Union Oil Company of California -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress.
Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 33 x 51 cm., folded to 18 x 9 cm. Panel title.
Added title: Anchorage street map.
Plate no. 696075-6.
Maps on verso (13 x 16 cm. and 3 x 16 cm.):
Alaska -- [Aleutian Islands].
Verso includes aerial photograph of Anchorage (10 x 17 cm.)
Panel art: 76 Union sign and slogan "When you're looking for someone to look after you, look up to 76."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

1933
Anchorage (Alaska) - Maps - 1970 - Road maps
Alaska - Maps - 1970 - Road maps
Anchorage (Alaska) - Pictorial works - 1970
Anchorage (Alaska) - Aerial photographs - 1970
Road maps
Authors: Union Oil Company of California -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress.
Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 33 x 51 cm., folded to 18 x 9 cm. Panel title.
Added title: Anchorage street map.
Issued for the Union Oil Company of California.
Plate no. 706075-7.
Maps on verso (13 x 16 cm. and 3 x 16 cm.):
Alaska -- [Aleutian Islands].
Verso includes aerial photograph of Anchorage (10 x 17 cm.)
Panel art: 76 logo and slogan "Drive in. Get in the spirit of 76."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4592 (PrCt)

1934
Anchorage (Alaska) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps
Fairbanks (Alaska) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps
Juneau (Alaska) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps
Road maps
1 map : col. ; fold. to 23 x 11 cm. Panel title.
Uniform title: EasyFinder
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
ISBN 0528856901
RMcN Road Map 2006 AncAK (PrCt)

Anchorage (Alaska) - Maps - 2009 - Road maps
Anchorage Region (Alaska) - Maps - 2009 - Road maps
Houston (Alaska) - Maps - 2009 - Road maps
Wasilla (Alaska) - Maps - 2009 - Road maps
Palmer (Alaska) - Maps - 2009 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- NAVTEQ (Firm) -- Rand McNally and Company.
Street guide -- Rand McNally and Company.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
"1st edition" -- front cover
Cover title: Anchorage street guide : including Houston, Wasilla, and Palmer
"$12.95." -- back cover
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528875965
RMcN StrFdr 2009 .A5 (PrCt)

1936
Anchorage Region (Alaska) - Maps - 1974 - Road maps - Pictorial maps - Anchorage Region (Alaska) - 1974 - Road maps - Advertising maps - 1974 - Road maps - Pictorial maps
Anchorage and vicinity. Arlington Heights, Ill.
Creative Sales Corporation, 1974.
Authors: Derdyen, Eugene -- Perspecto Map Co. -- National Car Rental (Firm)
1 map : col. ; 16 x 36 cm.
Pictorial road map compiled by Eugene Derdyen for National Car Rental.
On verso: South central Alaska.

1937
Ancona (Italy) - Maps - 1590
La Famosa citta d'Ancona. [Siena] : Matteo Florimi for. in Siena, [ca. 1590].
Authors: Florimi, Matteo -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 345 x 499 mm. (neat line), 393 x 499 mm. (plate mark)
Keyed to references in bottom margin: letters A-Z and AA-SS (excluding J, U, W, and JJ), two symbols (i *), and numbers 2-42.
Derived from map engraved by Jacomo Fontana and published by Rinier da Prato in 1569; see Novacco 4F 212.
Binding stub on verso.
Manuscript '116 Ancona' on verso at center right.
References: Tooley 108.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
f4
Novacco 2F 114 (PrCt)

1938
Ancona (Italy) - Maps - 1620
Anco. cit. Picieni celeberrima, ad mare Adriaticum ... [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Fontana, Giacomo, 16th cent. -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 32 x 47 cm.
Map derived from a 1569 print by Jacomo Fontana; see R.A. Skelton's Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum; cf. Tooley no. 106.

1939
Ancona (Italy) - Maps - 1753 - Harbors - Nautical charts
The Road of Ancona. [London : J. Mount and T. Page, 1753].
Authors: W. and J. Mount, T. and T. Page (Firm), fl. ca. 1753-1755 -- English Pilot. Part 3 (1753) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 13 x 23 cm.
Oriented with north at bottom.
Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger): English Pilot. Part 3 (1753)
oversize Ayer 135 .E5 1753 p. 48 (PrCt)

1940
Ancona (Italy) - Maps - 1771 - Harbors - Nautical charts
The Road of Ancona. [London : J. Mount and T. Page, 1771].
Authors: Mount, John, d. 1786 -- Page, Thomas, d. 1786 -- English Pilot. Part 3 (1771) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : woodcut ; 11 x 22 cm. on sheet 47 x 30 cm.
Woodcut map printed beneath letterpress text (p. 48): A Description of the sea-coast in the Adriatick-Sea.
Oriented with north at bottom.
In: The English pilot : Part III : Describing the sea-coasts ... in the whole Mediterranean Sea ... (London : Printed for J. Mount, and T. Page, on Tower-Hill, 1771), [plate 37]
Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger): English Pilot. Part 3 (1771)
Baskes oversize G1956.P5 E5 1771, [plate 37] (PrCt)

1941
Ancona (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1569
Anco. cit. d'Ancon a di. 3 di marso 1569 ... ; Jacomo Fontana Anco. in. ; Rinier da Prato ex. Ancona : Rinier da Prato, 1569.
Authors: Fontana, Giacomo, 16th cent. -- Prato, Rinier da -- De Landau, Horace, barone, 1824-1903 -- Finaly, Madame, d. 1938 -- Franco
Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library) 1 view ; 387 x 709 mm. (neat line), on composite sheet 530 x 742 mm. Printed from 2 plates on 2 sheets. Title from oversize and uppercase lettering at center left. Dedication in cartouche in upper left to 'Allo illmo. Duca Durbino... '. Keyed to references in bottom margin: letters A-Z and AA-RR (excluding J, U, W, and JJ), three symbols (+ i *), and numbers 2-45. Oriented with north at bottom left. Verso includes various manuscript numbers, including '54' and '155.' Almagià, Monumenta cartographica vaticana II (1948) p. 92. F. Borroni Salvadori, Carte, piante e stampe storiche delle raccolte Lafreriane della Biblioteca nazionale di Firenze (1980) p.xlvi and p. 74, no. 224. Bella and Bella, Cartografia rara ... dalla collezione Franco Novacco (1986) p. 14, no. 6. Tooley 106. A reduced version of this map was engraved by Ambrogia Brambilla and published in 1585 by Claude Duchet; see Novacco 2F 115. Ex De Landau; ex Finaly. Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

1943 **Ancona (Italy : Province) - Maps - 1564**


**Novacco 2F 165 (PrCt)**

Ancona (Italy : Province) - Maps - 1565

**Novacco 4F 212 (PrCt)**

**Ancona (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1585**


**Novacco 4F 325 (PrCt)**

**Ancona (Italy : Province) - Maps - 1565**
1954
1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 43 cm.
In: Cassini, Giovanni Maria. Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (Rome : Presso la Calcogr. camerale, 1792-1801) v. 2 pl. 7. 
Map dated 1794.

oversize Ayer 135 .C33 1792 v. 2 pl. 7 (PrCt)

1955
Andalusia (Spain) - Maps - 1816<<<>Medina Sidonia Region (Spain) - Maps - 1816<<<>Cadiz Region (Spain) - Maps - 1816 The Coast of Spain, from Cadiz to Gibraltar. London : I. Luffman, [1816?]. 
Authors: Luffman, J. (John), 1756-1846 -- Luffman, J. (John), 1756-1846. Select plans of cities, harbours, forts, &c ... [1816?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 
1 map : hand col. ; 19 x 24 cm. 
Outlines road network, converging on Medina Sidonia. 


1956
Authors: Koethke, Fritz -- Bakumar (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 
Includes bibliographical references (p. 21-22). 
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library. 
Baskes DP302.A45 K64 1928 (NLO)

1957
Authors: Alvar Lopez, Manuel 
5 v. : 35 cm. 

oversize G1968 A5 A5 1961 (NLO)

1958
Authors: Diàfora (Firm) 
1 v. ; 31 cm. 
G1968 A5 A8 (NLO)

1959
Authors: Pegg, S. M. -- Hasseln, J. H. von --
Andrée, Stieler, Meyer & Co. : Handatlan, Spanish, and French.

Andrée, A. T. (Alfred Theodore), 1839-1900<<>>Chicago (Ill.) - Map industry and trade - 1865-1900<<>>Map industry and trade - Chicago (Ill.) - 1865-1900<<>>Middle West - Landowners - Maps - 1865-1900<<>>Middle West - Landowners - Maps - Middle West 1865-1900
Maps for the people : Alfred T. Andrée and the Chicago map trade after the Civil War. [1979 or later].
Authors: Conzen, Michael P. 39 p. : 28 cm.
Photocopy of typescript; includes references dated to 1979 and list of illustrations (but no ills. in this copy).
BHC 1145
Vert 757 (PrCt)
Andree, Stieler, Meyer & Co. : Handatlan des deutschen Sprachraums (1800-1945), nebst Vorläufern und Abkömmlingen im In- und Ausland ; bibliographisches Handbuch / von Jürgen Espenhorst ; mit einem Vorwort von Lothar Zögner. Schwere : Pangaea Verlag,
1968

**Andrew County (Mo.) - Maps - 1909 - Landowners - Maps**


Authors: Stinson, A. R.
1 atlas (38 p., 7 l. maps) ; 30 cm.

**oversize F 884004 .843 (NLO)**

1969

**Andrew County (Mo.) - Maps - 1926 - Counties - Maps**


Authors: Anderson Publishing Company
1 atlas (122, xxi p. : ill., maps) ; 40 cm.
Phillips 15210.

**oversize F 884004 .054 (NLO)**

1970

**Andros (Greece : Municipality) - Maps - 1528 - Andros Island (Greece) SEE Andros (Greece : Municipality) - Andros Island (Greece) SEE Andros (Greece : Municipality) - Woodcuts**

*Andre. [Venice : Niccolò Zoppino, 1528].* Authors: Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530 -- Zoppino, Niccolò, fl. 1508-1544 -- Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530. Libro di Benedetto Bordon : nel qual si ragiona de tutte l'isole del mondo ... (1528)
1 map : woodcut ; within printed borders 8 x 14 cm., on sheet 31 x 21 cm.
Title at upper right.
Oriented with north at upper left.
In: Bordon, Benedetto. Libro di Benedetto Bordon : nel qual si ragiona de tutte l'isole del mondo ... (Venice : Niccolò Zoppino, 1528), folio XLI.


**Case folio G 117 .108, folio XLI (PrCt)**

1971

**Androscoygin County (Me.) - Maps - 1858 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps**

*[Androscoygin County (Me.) - 1858: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche).*


Authors: Page, J. Q. -- Chace, J. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 54 x 53 in. Scale 1:52,000.
Originally published Philadelphia and Portland, Me. : J. Chace, Jr., 1858.

**Microfiche 583, no. 265 (PrCt)**

1972

**Androscoygin County (Me.) - Maps - 1873 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps**

*The Old maps of Androscoygin County, Maine in 1873.* Fryeburg, Me. Saco Printing, c1983 (1985 printing).

Authors: Sanford, Everts & Co. -- Saco Valley Printing -- Sanford, Everts & Co. Atlas of Androscoygin County, Maine (1873) 1 atlas (48 p. : maps) ; 28 cm.
Facsimile reprint of Atlas of Androscoygin
1973 Anegada Island (British Virgin Islands) - Maps - 1825
A Chart of the islands of Anegada. 1978.
Authors: Irish Academy Press -- Basire, James, 1796-1869
1 map
Accession no. 78-42483.
 temp map4F G5022.A5 1825 .B3 1978 .I7 (PrCt)

1974 Aneroid Barometers
Surveying aneroids: Their uses and limitations.
By R. A. Hamilton, C. A. Biddle, B. W. Sparks.
1957.
Authors: Hamilton, Richard Alexander -- Biddle, C. A. -- Sparks, Bruce Wilfrid
18 p.
Vert 72 (PrCt)

1975 Angel Motors
[Engraving of angel lifting the earth through a series of gears]. 1640.
Authors: Bolland, Johannes,1596-1665 -- Tollenaer, Jean de, 1582-1643
Xerox copy.
Vert 149 (PrCt)

1976 Angel Motors
Angel-motors. 1972.
Authors: Pratt, Dallas, 1914-1994
From Columbia Library Columns 21, no. 3 (1972): 2-15..
illus..
On the iconography of angels turning celestial spheres in Medieval and Renaissance cosmography and cartography.
Xerox copy of original in Z 79.C727 v.21.
Vert 147 (PrCt)

Authors: Texas. General Land Office -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps: Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division.
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps: Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division.
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps: Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division.
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps: Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division.
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps: Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division.
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps: Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division.
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps: Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division.
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps: Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division.
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps: Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division.
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps: Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division.
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Forms part of a microfiche series repro

Authors: Woodland, Jas. L. -- Texas. General Land Office -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps: Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division.
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps: Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division.
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps: Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division.
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Forms part of a microfiche series repro

1979 Angelis, Antonio de, fl. 1578. Hierusalem, 1578<<>>Cartography - Jerusalem - History - 1578
The lost DeAngelis map of Jerusalem, 1578.
1983.
Authors: Moldovan, Alfred
13 p.: maps; 30 cm.
BHC 1729
Vert 1311, no. 1 (PrCt)

Map of Japan by Girolamo de Angelis. 1592.
Authors: Schütte, Joseph F.
Reprinted from Imago Mundi 9 (1952): 73-78.
BHC 1651
Vert 1236 (PrCt)

1981 Angers (France) - Maps - 1611 - Pictorial works<<>>Woodcuts
La Ville d'Angers. [Rouen : David Geuffroy, 1611?].
Authors: Desrues, François, ca. 1575-1633 -- Geuffroy, David
1 view : woodcut ; 45 x 65 mm.
In Des Rues, François. Description contenant toutes les singularitez de plus celebres villes et places remarquables du royame de France (Rouen, David Geuffroy, [1611?], p. 160.
View enclosed in oval within a rectangular frame with fleurs-de-lis in corners.
Title from letterpress above view.
Case DC24 .D47 [map] (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1982 **Angers (France) - Pictorial works - 1561**

Angelavm vulgo Angers. [Cologne : s.n., 1561 [i.e. ca. 1620].

Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Hoefnagel, Joris, 1542-1601 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 view : hand col. ; 17 x 47 cm.

On same sheet with: Tvironv vulgo Tours, le jardin de France.

Latin letterpress text on verso under titles: Tvironvm vulgō Tours -- Andevagv, Angiers.

In: Braun, Georg and Franz Hogenberg. Civitates orbis terrarum [Cologne: Pieter van Brachel?, ca. 1620] v. 5, plate 20

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 5, pl. 20 (PrCt)

1983 **Anglesey (Wales) - Maps - 1610-1629**

Angleseycy antiently called Mona . [London] : Thomas Bassett ... and Richard Chiswell, 1610 [i.e. 1676].

Authors: Speed, John, 1552?-1629 -- Hondius, Jodocus, 1563-1612 -- Bassett, Thomas -- Chiswell, Richard -- Speed, John, 1552?-1629.

The Theatre of the Empire of Great-Britain ... (1676) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 37 x 50 cm. on sheet 42 x 55 cm.

Inset (11 x 14 cm.): Beaumaris.

Letterpress text on verso (p. 125-126) under the following heading: Anglesey.

In: Speed, John. The Theatre of the Empire of Great-Britain ... (London : Printed for T. Bassett and R. Chiswell, 1676) map [62].

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .S7 1676 map [62] (PrCt)

1984 **Anglesey (Wales) - Maps - 1610-1629**

Angleseycy antiently called Mona . [London] : John Sudbury and George Humble, 1610 [i.e. 1646].

Authors: Speed, John, 1552?-1629 -- Hondius, Jodocus, 1563-1612 -- Sudbury, John -- Humble, George, d. 1640 -- Legate, John, d. 1658 -- Humble, William, 1612-1686 -- Speed, John, 1552?-1629. A Prospect of the most famous parts of the world ... together with ... Great Brittaines empire (1646)

1 map ; 37 x 49 cm. on sheet 42 x 54 cm.

Inset (11 x 14 cm.): Beaumaris.

Letterpress text on verso (p. 125-126) under the following heading: Anglesey.

In: Speed, John. A Prospect of the most famous parts of the world ... together with ... Great Brittaines empire (London : Printed by John Legatt, for William Humble, 1646) map [83].

Case oversize G 117 .82 map [83] (PrCt)

1985 **Anglo-Russian Invasion of Holland, 1799 - Maps - 1800-1799**

Map representing that part of North Holland in which the Anglo-Russian and the Gallo-Batavian armies were principally engaged between the 19th of September and the 6th of October, inclusive, 1799. [London : J. Carpenter, 1800].

Authors: British military library, or, Journal -- J. Carpenter and Co., publisher, London

1 map ; 30 x 23 cm. fold. to 21 x 27 cm.

In British military library, or, Journal no. 16 (January, 1799 [i.e. 1800]), opposite p. 144.

Scale ca. 1:330,000.

In lower margin: Military Journal No. 16.

Key (1-4) in upper right corner shows positions of the various armies.

Accompanied by “Evacuation of Holland, with a short account of the different events which occurred between the 19th of September, and the period stipulated for the departure of the Anglo-Russian forces from the Dutch territory,” pp. 144-149.

Case U 007 .131, v. 2, opposite p. 144 (PrCt)

1986 **Angola - Maps - 1701 - Coasts - Nautical charts - Angola - 1701 - Coasts**

A Chart ye coast of Angola from ye R. Ambris to Mount Negro. [Amsterdam : Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, 1773].


1 map ; 42 x 53 cm.

Oriented with north at left.


Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger): English Pilot. Part 5 (1701)

Map Ref oversize G1025 .T37 ser. 6, v. 4, pl. [13] (PrCt)

1987 **Angola - Maps - 1731**

Carte particuliere des royaumes de Matamba et de Benguela. [Paris , ca. 1776].

Authors: Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d', 1697-1782 -- Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d', 1697-1782. [Atlas, ca. 1776]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 25 x 33 cm.


oversize Ayer 135 .A6 1727 pl. 24 (PrCt)

1988 **Angra Do Heroismo (Azores) - Maps - 1671 - Pictorial works**

Angra op Tercera. [London : John Ogilby, 1671].

Authors: Ogilby, John, 1600-1676 -- Ogilby, John, 1600-1676. America : being the latest, and most

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
accurate description of the New World ... (1671)
-- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view ; 29 x 35 cm.
In: Ogilby, John. America : being the latest, and
most accurate description of the New World ...
(London : Printed by the author, 1671) following
p. 52.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O3 1671 following
p. 52 (PrCt)

1989
Anguilla - Maps - 1847 - Nautical charts
-- Saint Martin (West Indies) - Maps -
1847 - Nautical charts -- Saint-Barthélemy -
Maps - 1847 - Nautical charts -- Anguilla - Maps -
1847 - Nautical charts -- Saint Martin - Maps -
1847 - Nautical charts - Saint-Barthélemy -
Maps - 1847 - Nautical charts
Anguilla, St. Martin, and St. Bartholomew Islands.
London, 1850.
Authors: Barnett, Edward -- J. & C. Walker (Firm)
-- Potter, J. D., 19th cent. -- Great Britain.
Hydrographic Office
1 map ; 49 x 63 cm.
Based on 1847 survey.
Scale [ca. 1:180,000].
Relief shown by hachures; soundings in fathoms.
Includes 3 shore profiles.
'Sold by J.D. Potter.'
'No. 2038.'
map4F 5032 .A4 (PrCt)

1990
Anguilla - Maps - 1847 - Nautical charts
-- Saint Martin (West Indies) - Maps -
1847 - Nautical charts -- Saint-Barthélemy -
Maps - 1847 - Nautical charts -- Anguilla - Maps -
1847 - Nautical charts - Saint Martin - Maps -
1847 - Nautical charts - Saint-Barthélemy -
Maps - 1847 - Nautical charts
Anguilla, St. Martin, and St. Bartholomew Islands.
[London] : Hydrographic Office of the Admiralty,
1850.
Authors: Barnett, Edward -- J. & C. Walker (Firm)
-- Potter, J. D., 19th cent. -- Great Britain.
Hydrographic Office -- Edward E. Ayer Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map ; 47 x 61 cm.
At head of title: West Indies, Antilles.
'Surveyed by Capt'n E. Barnett, R.N., 1847 ... .'
'J. & C. Walker, sculpt.'
Scale [ca. 1:180,000].
Inset: Continuation of the Anguilla bank
Ayer p133 .B26 1850 (NLO)

1991
Anhalt (Germany) - Maps - 1710 - Distance
Tables - Anhalt (Germany) - Maps - 1710
Nova Anhaltini principatus tabula. Amsterdam,
1710.
Authors: Schuchert, Johann Tobias, d. 1711 --
Schenk, Peter, 1660-1718 or 9 -- Johan Gabriel
Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:276
1 map : hand col. ; 44 x 56 cm.
Copy 1 of 2.
Copy 2: Sack map4F oG6230 1710 .S3 copy 2.
2514 rev
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly
17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by
Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound
atgether without title page for the collector Johan
Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map
Collection (Newberry Library).
VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2
no. II:276 (PrCt)

1992
Anhalt (Germany) - Maps - 1710 - Distance
Tables - Anhalt (Germany) - Maps - 1710
Nova Anhaltini principatus tabula. Amsterdam,
1710.
Authors: Schuchert, Johann Tobias, d. 1711 --
Schenk, Peter, 1660-1718 or 9 -- Johan Gabriel
Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:H31
1 map : hand col. ; 44 x 56 cm.
Copy 2 of 2.
Copy 1: Sack *map8C oG5700 1740 .S2 no.
II:276.
3218
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map
Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6230 1710 .S3 copy 2 (PrCt)

1993
Anian, Strait of
Lo stretto di Anian e Giacomo Gastaldi. [Firenze :
La nuova Italia, 1917].
Authors: Marinelli, Olinto, 1861--1926 -- Rivista
geofisica italiana (1917)
In Rivista geofisica italiana 24: 39-49.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

Anian, Strait of
The Mythical Straits of Anian. [New York :
American Geographical Society, 1915].
Authors: Sykes, Godfrey, 1861--1948 -- Bulletin of
the American Geographical Society of New York
(1915)
24 cm.
In: Bulletin of the American Geographical Society
G 008 .031, v. 47, p. 161-172 (PrCt)

Anian, Strait of (Imaginary place) - Strait of
Anian (Imaginary place) - SEE Anian, Strait of
(Imaginary place)
Origin of the Strait of Anian concept / by George
Authors: Nunn, George E. (George Emra), b.
no. 3
3 p. l., 36 p. : front., illus. (maps) ; 23 cm.
"Two hundred copies printed. No. 125."
no. 3].
Ayer 8 .N8 1929 (NLO)

1996
Anich, Peter, 1723-1766

2000 Animals - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1883<><>Plants - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1883 [World diagram of climatic regions and associated plants and animals]. [Chicago : George F. Cram, 1883]. Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928. Cram's unrivaled family atlas of the world (1883) 1 diagram ; 29 x 22 cm., on sheet 35 x 28 cm. Title supplied by cataloger. Anonymous drawing without imprint; schematic representation of the world divided into unlabeled climatic regions (22 cm. in diam.); margins include farming and agriculture views. In: Cram, George Franklin. Cram's unrivaled family atlas of the world (Chicago : Geo.F. Cram, c1883), p. 7. folio G1019 .G463 1883b, p. 7 (PrCt)


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
and methods of the cartographers who drew or painted them. In this highly-illustrated book Chet Van Duzer analyses the most important examples of sea monsters on medieval and Renaissance maps produced in Europe, beginning with the earliest mappaemundi on which they appear in the tenth century and continuing to the end of the sixteenth century."--Publisher's description.

Contents: Classical antecedents -- The earliest medieval maps with sea monsters : Beatus Mappamundi -- "Let the waters bring forth abundantly" : sea monsters in the creation -- Sea monsters in the harbor of Brindisi -- An imagined Mappamundi with sea monsters -- Sea monsters on the ceiling -- Giant sea monsters on two small Mappamundi -- "A vast sea where there is nothing but the abode of monsters" -- Two monumental Mappamundi with few sea monsters -- Three sea monsters battling in the Atlantic -- Pictorial excursus : The dangers of sea monsters -- Sea monsters on nautical charts : giant octopuses, sirens, sharks -- How to buy a sea monster -- Whaling between myth and reality -- A nest of sea monsters at the bottom of the world -- Whales as big as mountains -- Terrifying monsters in the Indian Ocean -- A skeptic about sea monsters : Fra Mauro -- Pictorial excursus : Whimsical sea monsters -- Invented sea monsters in the circumfluent ocean -- The manuscript with the most sea monsters -- Sea monsters in printed editions of Ptolemy -- The sea monsters of the earliest surviving terrestrial globe -- The sea monsters of Waldseemüller's map of 1507 and Schönäner's globe of 1515 -- Lighting a fire on a whale's back -- Pictorial excursus : The cartographic career of the walrus -- The debut of the sea monsters of the Renaissance -- Olaus Magnus and the most important sea monsters of the sixteenth century -- Mercator's globe of 1541 : the influence of Olaus Magnus -- The Ulpius globe : sea monsters before their time -- The monster that stops ships in their tracks -- Pictorial excursus : More whimsical sea monsters -- From sea dragons to a sawfish : the Rylands Library map of 1546 -- Evidence of a sea monster specialist -- The curious career of the flying turtle -- The eclecticism of Giacomo Gastaldi -- The sea monsters of Gerard Mercator's great map of 1569 -- Sea monsters cavorting among the Mediterranean isles -- The sea monsters surrounding Iceland in the first atlas -- A haunting sea monster reappears -- Whales fantastic and realistic at the end of the sixteenth century -- Two New World sea monsters -- Conclusion. Includes bibliographical references (pages 120-141) and indexes.

2004

Animals - Maps - 1864
Birds - Maps - 1864
Industries - Maps - 1864
Ocean currents - Maps - 1864
Meteorology - Maps - 1864
Relief models - Maps - 1864
Rain and rainfall - Maps - 1864
Agriculture - Maps - 1864
World maps - 1864
[Thematic world maps : distribution of animals, birds, industries, ocean currents, meteorology, topographic relief, rainfall, and agriculture]. [New York : A.J. Johnson], 1864.

Authors: Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884 -- Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884

Johnson's new illustrated family atlas of the world ... (1869) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
8 maps : most hand col. ; 13 x 22 cm. or smaller, on sheet 46 x 68 cm.

Title supplied by cataloger.
"Entered according to act of Congress in the year 1864, by A.J. Johnson in the Clerk's Office of the District Court of the United States for the Southern District of New York."

Map contents: Johnson's map showing the geographical distribution and range of the principal members of the animal kingdom -- Bird map -- Johnson's map illustrating productive industry and exhibiting the principal features of commerce and navigation -- Johnson's map showing the principal ocean currents and boundaries of river systems -- Johnson's map illustrating the principal features of meteorology -- Rain map -- Johnson's map illustrating the principal features of the land and co-tidal lines -- Johnson's map showing the distribution and limits of cultivation of the principal plants useful to mankind.

In: Johnson, Alvin Jewett. Johnson's new illustrated family atlas of the world ... (New York : A.J. Johnson, publisher, 1869), [plate 4]
Sheet corners numbered 8 and 9.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1019 .J5 1869, [plate 4] (PrCt)

2005

Animals - Maps - 1973

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : maps ; 38 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy. D.j.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

folio RMcN atlas .A795 1973 copy 1 (PrCt)

2006

Animals - Maps - 1973
Zoology

Animals - Maps - 1973
Authors: Mitchell Beazley Ltd. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : maps ; 38 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy
Slipcover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .A795 1973 copy 2 (PrCt) 2011

2007 Animals - Maps - 1978
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : maps ; 27 cm.
D.j.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .A795 1978 (PrCt)

2008 Animals - Maps - 1993 - Children's maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (64 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Portions of this book were originally published in Rand McNally Children's atlas of world wildlife, copyright 1993.'
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .D53 1993 (PrCt) 2012

2009 Animated Cartography
Animated cartography. 1959.
Authors: Thrower, Norman Joseph William
From Professional Geographer XI, no. 6 (Nov. 1959): 9-12.
BHC 2329
Vert 1881 (PrCt)

2010 Anjou (France) - Maps - 1579-1588
Anjou. Andegavensivm ditionis vera et integra descriptio / Licimo Guÿeto Andegauense auctore.
[Antwerp : Christophe Plantin], 1579 [ie. 1588].
-- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
-- Guyeto, Licio, 1515-1580 SEE Guyet, Lézin, 1515-1580
1 map : hand col. ; 33 x 45 cm.
Added title above cartouche: Anjou.
In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatre de la tierra vniversal (Antwerp : Christophe Plantin, 1588), [plate 23].
Printed no. 23 and Spanish letterpress text on verso beginning: El Dvcado de Aniov. La Region y populo de los Andegauenses ... .
Digital image of a duplicate or variant edition available on Marcel P.R. van den Broecke’s Cartographica Neerlandica website (accessed Feb. 2012):
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1588, [plate 23] (PrCt)

2013 Anjou (France) - Maps - 1579-1606
Anjou. Andegavensivm ditionis vera et integra descriptio / Licimo Guÿeto Andegauense auctore.
[London : John Norton], 1579 [ie. 1606].
Authors: Guyet, Lézin, 1515-1580 -- Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598 -- Norton, John, -1612 -- Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598. Theatreum orbis terrarum ... (1606) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 33 x 45 cm.
Printed no. 25 and English letterpress text on verso beginning: The Dukedome of Aniov. The people and countrey of the Andegauenses ... .
In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatreum orbis terrarum ... (London : J. Norton, 1606), [plate 25].
Digital image of a duplicate or variant edition available on Marcel P.R. van den Broecke’s Cartographica Neerlandica website (accessed June 2012):
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1606, [plate 25] (PrCt)

Anjou (France) - Maps - 1593
Exacta novaque descriptio dvcatvs andegavensis quem vvlgari nomine le Duche d’Aniou indigitant / Ioannes à Doetincku[m] fecit. [Antwerp : s.n., 1591-1593?].
Authors: Doetecam, Jan van
From Professional Geographer XI, no. 6 (Nov. 1959): 9-12..
BHC 2329
Vert 1881 (PrCt)

Anjou (France) - Maps - 1611<<>>Woodcuts
Aniou. [Rouen : David Geuffroy, 1611?].
Authors: Desrues, François, ca. 1575-1633 -- Geuffroy, David
1 map : woodcut ; 83 x 121 mm.
In Des Rues, François. Description contenant toutes les singularitez de plus celebres villes et places remarquables du royaume de France...
2014 Anjou (France) - Maps - 1697
Evêché d'Angers divisé en archidiaconez ...
Paris, 1697.
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Le Loyer de la Flèche, Jean, d. 1688 -- Mariette, Gregory -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
I:1577.03
1 map : hand col. ; 32 x 41 cm.
Added title: Duché et gouvernement d'Anjou, divise en pays....
Cf. Pastoureau, Fer II C [24 a]
5046
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map 4F G5833.A45 1697 F4 (PrCt)

2015 Anjou (France) - Maps - 1720<Touraine (France) - Maps - 1720
Carte particulière d'Anjou et de Touraine ou de la partie meridionale de la généralité de Tours / par Guillaume Delisle ... A Paris : chez l'auteur sur le Quay de l'Horloge ..., 27 May 1720.
Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726. [Collection of maps of the world] [1732?]
-- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 66 cm.
Title in upper margin.
In composite atlas without title page: L'Isle, Guillaume de. [Collection of maps of the world.
Paris : s.n., 1732?], [plate 29].
Number "29" in ms. on verso.
Continued northward on adjacent sheet: Carte des provinces du Maine et du Perche ... [plate 28]
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
VAULT Baskes oversize G1015 .L57 1700, [plate 29] (PrCt)

2016 Anjou (France) - Maps - 1741<Touraine (France) - Maps - 1741
Carte particulière d'Anjou et de Touraine ou de la partie meridionale de la généralité de Tours.
Amsterdam : Jean Covens et Corneille Mortier, [1741?].
1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 63 cm.
Continued northward on adjacent sheet: Carte des provinces du Maine et du Perche ....
In: L'Isle, Guillaume de. Atlas nouveau, contenant toutes les parties du monde ... (Amsterdam : J. Covens & C. Mortier, [1741?]) v. 1, pl. [23].
oversize Ayer 135 .L695 1741 v. 1, pl. [23] (PrCt)

2017 Anjou (France) - Maps - 1777
Carte des gouvernements d'Anjou et du Saumurois ... / par M. Bonne ... a Paris 1771. À Venise [Venice] : par P. Santini, 1777.
Authors: Bonne, Rigobert, 1727-1794 -- Santini, P. -- Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (1784 [i.e. 1807?]) -- Remondini, Giuseppe Antonio, 1747-1811 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : hand col. ; 54 x 43 cm.
In: Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (Venice : par P. Santini, rue Ste. Justine, chez M. Remondini, 1784 [i.e. 1807?]), v. 1, no. [15].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

2018 Anjou (France) - Maps - 1927 - Wine districts<Touraine (France) - Maps - 1927 - Wine districts
1 map : col. ; 32 x 36 cm., folded to 20 x 15 cm.
In Monseigneur le vin (Paris : achevé d'imprimer sur les presses de Draeger frères pour les Établissements Nicolas ...., avril 1927) at end, map 1 of 4.
Forms part of a collection of 70 advertising pieces published by Établissements Nicolas (wine merchants).
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.
Case Wing folio ZC 1 .624 (Monseigneur le vin, 1927, at end, map 1 of 4) (PrCt)

2019 Anjouan (Comoros) - Maps - 1703 - Coastal charts<br>Nautical charts<br>Anjouan (Comoros) - Maps - 1703 - Coastal charts<br>The Draught of the Island of Joanna.
[Amsterdam : Theatrum Orbis Terrarum Ltd., 1970].
Authors: Thornton, John, 1641-1708 -- English Pilot. Part 3 (1703) -- Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, Ltd.
1 map ; 18 x 14 cm., on sheet
Oriented with north at bottom.
Islands of Mohilia and Joanna.
Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger): English Pilot. Part 3 (1703)
Map Ref oversize G1025 .T37 ser. 5, v. 3, p. 26 (PrCt)

2020

Anjouan (Comoros) - Maps - 1748 - Coasts - Nautical charts
Anjouan (Comoros) - Maps - 1748 - Coasts
The Draught of the island of Joanna. [London : W. and J. Mount and T. Page, 1748].
Authors: W. and J. Mount, and T. Page (Firm), fl. 1748-1755 -- English Pilot. Part 3 (1748) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 19 x 15 cm.
Oriented with north at bottom.
In: The English pilot. The third book, Describing the sea-coasts ... shewing ... the East-Indies, and all over the Oriental Ocean ... (London : W. and J. Mount and T. Page, 1748) p. 20. Running title: A Description of the island Mauritius.
Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger): English Pilot. Part 3 (1748)
oversize Ayer 135 .E55 1748 p. 20 (PrCt)

2021

Ankara (Turkey) - Description and travel - 1981
Authors: Howe, Marvine
1 p. ; photos and map
Travel Vertical File G7434 .A6E635 1981 .H6 (PrCt)

2022

Ankara (Turkey) - Description and travel - 1995
Authors: Howe, Marvine
1 p. ; photos and map
Travel Vertical File G7434 .A6E635 1995 .H6 (PrCt)

2023

Ann Arbor (Mich.) - Pictorial works - 1880
Authors: Beck & Pauli, Milwaukee -- Stoner, J. J. -- Historic Urban Plans (Firm)
1 birds-eye view ; 38 x 69 cm.
Facsimile of original published 1880.
References: 1-52.
370
map4F G4114.A5A3 1880 S7 1970 (PrCt)

2024

Ann, Cape (Mass.) - 1930 - Pictorial maps
Pictorial maps - Ann, Cape (Mass.) - 1930
Gloucester Region (Mass.) - 1930 - Pictorial maps
Cape Ann Trail (Highway) - 1930 - Pictorial maps
Authors: Mons, fl. 1930 -- Gloucester (Mass.) -- Chamber of Commerce (Gloucester, Mass.) -- Cottage Service Inc. -- Ambler, Edward Vassar -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
Gloucester Chamber of Commerce (Gloucester, Mass.) SEE Chamber of Commerce (Gloucester, Mass.)
1 map : col. ; 51 x 42 cm. on sheet 66 x 52 cm.
Panel title.
Map signed "Mons 1930" in bottom right.
"© Cottage Service Inc."
Margins include pictorial vignettes and descriptive text with references 1-28.
Verso includes text by Edward Vassar Ambler.
Panel art: sailboat signed "Mons 1930."
Previously bound with a collection of pictorial maps in binders labeled "Points of Interest." Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 192.1X (PrCt)

2025

Annand, George - Endpapers - Maps - 1929 - Book jackets - Maps - 1929
Dust jackets SEE Book jackets
George Annand, cartographer / Jay Mordall.
[New York : Publishers’ Weekly, 1929].
Authors: Mordall, Jay
p. 1009-1011 : 5 maps ; 24 cm.
In Publishers’ weekly 115, no. 9 (2 March 1929): 1009-1011 [Z 983 .719].
Discusses and illustrates Annand's work designing cartographic endpapers and dust-jackets.
Vert 2232, no. 2 (PrCt)

2026

Annapolis Basin (N.S.) - Maps - 1609
Figvre dv Port Royal en la Nouvelle France. [Paris], 1609 [i.e. 1612].
Authors: Lescarbot, Marc -- Millot, Jean -- Swelinck, Jan
1 map ; 136 x 241 mm.
In Lescarbot's Histoire de la Nouvelle France (Paris: Jean Millot, 1611), opp. p. 66.
‘Jan Swelinck sculp., I Millot excudit.’
Reference: Kershaw, Early printed maps of Canada, no. 58.
VAULT Ayer 150.6 L6 1611, opp. p. 66 (PrCt)

2027

Annapolis Basin (N.S.) - Maps - 1609
Figvre dv Port Royal en la Nouvelle France. [Paris], 1609 [i.e. 1612].
Authors: Lescarbot, Marc -- Millot, Jean --
Swelinck, Jan
1 map ; 136 x 241 mm.
In Lescarbot's Histoire de la Nouvelle France
(Paris: Jean Millot, 1612), opp. p. 454.
‘Jan Swelinck sculp., I Millot excudit.’
Reference: Kershaw, Early printed maps of
Canada, no. 58.
VAULT Ayer 150.6 L6 1612, opp. p. 454 (PrCt)

2028
Annapolis Basin (N.S.) - Maps - 1609
Port Royal (N.S.) - Maps - 1609
Figuve du Port Royal en la Nouvelle France.
[Paris], 1609.
Authors: Lescarbot, Marc -- Millot, Jean --
Swelinck, Jan
1 map ; 138 x 243 mm. (plate mark 149 x 256 mm.)
In Lescarbot's Histoire de la Nouvelle France
(Paris: Jean Milot, 1609), opp. p. 480.
‘Jan Swelinck sculp., I Millot excudit.’
Reference: Kershaw, Early printed maps of
Canada, no. 58.
VAULT Ayer 150.6 L6n 1609, opp. p. 480
(PrCt)

2029
Annapolis Basin (N.S.) - Maps - 1609
Port Royal (N.S.) - Maps - 1609
Figuve du Port Royal en la Nouvelle France.
[Paris], 1609 [i.e. 1617].
Authors: Lescarbot, Marc -- Millot, Jean --
Swelinck, Jan -- Périer, Adrian, fl. 1584-1629
1 map ; 136 x 241 mm.
In Lescarbot's Histoire de la Nouvelle France
‘Jan Swelinck sculp., I Millot excudit.’
Reference: Kershaw, Early printed maps of
Canada, no. 58.
VAULT Ayer 150.6 L6 1617, opp. p. 440 (PrCt)

2030
Annapolis Basin (N.S.) - Maps - 1609
Port Royal (N.S.) - Maps - 1609
Figuve du Port Royal en la Nouvelle France.
[Paris], 1609 [i.e. 1618].
Authors: Lescarbot, Marc -- Millot, Jean --
Swelinck, Jan -- Périer, Adrian, fl. 1584-1629
1 map ; 136 x 241 mm.
In Lescarbot's Histoire de la Nouvelle France
(Paris: Adrian Perier, 1618), at end, map 3.
‘Jan Swelinck sculp., I Millot excudit.’
The second state of the plate, with extensive
erasures.
Reference: Kershaw, Early printed maps of
Canada, no. 59.
VAULT Ayer 150.6 L6 1618, at end, map 3.
(PrCt)

2031
Annapolis Basin (N.S.) - Maps - 1708
Fortification - Manuscripts
Annapolis Basin (N.S.) - Maps - 1708
Fortification - Manuscripts
Manuscript maps
Graues a bas bort de l'entrée du Port de Lacadie :
aucl les profils sur les lignes AQ, BQ et letat au
quelles on propose de les mettre ; Plan de
l'entrée du bassin du Port Royal a Lacadie. [ca.
1708] .
Authors: Cartes Marines Manuscript Map
Collection (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer
Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) --
Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map
30, sheet 89
2 ms. maps : hand col. ; each 477 x 319 mm., on
sheet 562 x 745 mm.
Shows proposed fortifications at the entrance to
Port Royal (later renamed Annapolis Royal), on
the northern coast of Annapolis Basin (Nova
Scotia), roughly bounded by the twentieth century
sites of Port Wade and Black Point; includes 2
inset profiles of the proposed works and
references A-E, G, H, LL, and DE. The second
map, drawn at a smaller scale, details the
entrance of Annapolis Basin; includes references
A, B, D, and O. Both maps apparently made in
response to English naval raid of 1707.
Scale [ca. 1:1,970]. ‘Echelle de 120 toises’ [= 119
mm.].
Scale not given on second map.
Both maps oriented with north at bottom.
Relief shown with hachures and shading.
Pen-and-ink and watercolor (green, grey, brown,
yellow); mounted on cloth.
Sheet 89 of 117 in the Cartes Marines
Manuscript Map Collection, detailing French
colonial interests worldwide, ca. 1640-ca. 1726.
Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript
Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 77 and
81.
Ayer ms map proj 02.
Digital image available as part of the Newberry
Library's Great Lakes Digital Collection via the
CARLI Digital Collections website (accessed
Nov. 2010):
http://collections.carli.illinois.edu/u?/nby_grlakes,
1058
VAULT drawer Ayer MS map 30 sheet 89
(NLO)

Annapolis Basin (N.S.) - Maps -
1744--Annapolis Royal (N.S.)
Plan du Port Royal dans l'Accadie, appelé
aujourd.' par les Anglois Annapolis Royale. Paris,
1744.
Authors: Bellin, Jacques Nicolas, 1703-1772 --
Heuillard, Guillaume d', d. ca. 1770 -- Charlevoix,
Pierre-François-Xavier de, 1682-1761 -- Giffart,
Pierre François, b. 1677 -- Charlevoix,
Pierre-François-Xavier de, 1682-1761. Histoire et
description generale de la Nouvelle France
(1744) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western
Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 20 x 29 cm.
In Charlevoix, Pierre-François-Xavier de. Histoire
et description generale de la Nouvelle France
Scale [ca. 1:65,750].
Relief shown by hachures; soundings in fathoms.
2033 Annapolis Harbor (Va.) - Maps - 1820-1829
Annapolis Harbor & roads. [19-].
1 map
map4F G3882.A5 182- .S5 (PrCt)

2034 Annapolis (Md.) - Maps - 1781 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Plan of the harbour and city of Annapolis with the Encampment of the light troops under Major General Marquis de La Fayette's command previously to the opening of the campgn. in Virginia. In the year 1781. [19-].
Authors: Capitaine, Michel, 1746-1804 -- France. Ministère de la guerre. Archives historiques. L.I.D. 11 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 37 x 25 cm.
Photocopy of 1781 manuscript in the French Ministry of War (État-Major).
Scale [ca. 1:13,800] reduced from [ca. 1:7,200].
Oriented with north at lower left.
Original ms. forms part of the Guerre Etat-Major archives.
Photocopy forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France Guerre Etat Major L.I.D. 11 [map6C 24 no. 2] (PrCt)

2035 Annapolis (Md.) - Maps - 1864 - Pictorial works
Authors: Magnus, Charles -- Historic Urban Plans (Firm)
1 birds-eye view : col. ; 28 x 43 cm.
Facsimile of original published 1864.
Includes references 1-3.
441
map4F G3844.A5A3 1864 M3 1967 (PrCt)

2036 Annapolis (N.S. : County) - Maps - 1864 - Landowners - Maps
Topographical township map of Annapolis County... [Halifax, N.S. Nova Scotia Department of Lands and Forests, 1981].
Authors: Church, A. F. (Ambrose Finson), 1836-1920
1 map ; on 2 sheets 90 x 168 cm. or smaller.
Facsimile of map originally published 1864; reproduced from original in Department of Lands and Forests, Halifax, N. S.
Scale 1:63,360.
Shows landowners in towns as well as rural areas; includes business directories, town insets.
map6F G3421.G46 1864 .C5 Annapolis (PrCt)

2037 Annapolis Royal (N.S.) - Maps - 1708 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
A Colored 'Plan of the Fort of Annapolis Royal, in Nova Scotia,' drawn by W. Cowley. [19-].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1755 manuscript map.

2038 Annapolis Royal (N.S.) - Maps - 1708 - Landowners - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles - Landowners - Maps
Authors: Cartes Marines Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- McElfresh, Earl B.
1 map : col. ; 24 x 33 cm. on sheet 63 x 96 cm.
Facsimile of map (Ayer MS map 30, sheet 90) in the Cartes Marines Manuscript Map Collection, part of the Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library).
map4F G3411 .S2 2005 3. M (PrCt)

2039 Annapolis Royal (N.S.) - Maps - 1708 - Landowners - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles - Landowners - Maps
Authors: Cartes Marines Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- McElfresh, Earl B.
1 map : col. ; 24 x 33 cm. on sheet 63 x 96 cm.
Facsimile of map (Ayer MS map 30, sheet 91) in the Cartes Marines Manuscript Map Collection, part of the Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library).
2040 Annapolis Royal (N.S.) - Maps - 1708 - Landowners - Manuscript maps - Counties - Maps

Plan de la banlieue du Fort Royal a Lacadie et des ses environs. [ca. 1708].
Authors: Cartes Marines Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 30, sheet 91

1 ms. map : hand col.; 499 x 700 mm.
Map of the Port Royal region (later named Annapolis Royal, Nova Scotia), showing the footprint of Fort Anne, cultivated fields, the site of 1707 English entrenchments, and names of landowners whose houses were burned by the English; includes references A-i, K-T, V, Y, Z, &c, a-i, k-u, y, and z. Continued westward on adjacent sheet (Ayer MS map 30, sheet 90).
Scale [ca. 1:10,500], '500' [toises = 93 mm.].
Oriented with north at bottom.
Pen-and-ink and watercolor (green, brown, red); mounted on cloth.
Sheet 90 of 117 in the Cartes Marines Manuscript Map Collection, detailing French colonial interests worldwide, ca. 1640-ca. 1726.
Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 78
Photographic transparency available in Spec. Coll. Image Index.
Ayer ms map proj 02

Digital image available as part of the Newberry Library’s Great Lakes Digital Collection via the CARLI Digital Collections website (accessed Nov. 2010):
http://collections.carli.illinois.edu/u?/nby_grlakes, 1056
VAULT drawer Ayer MS map 30 sheet 90 (NLO)

2041 Annapolis Royal (N.S.) - Maps - 1708 - Landowners - Manuscript maps - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps

Partie de la banlieue du Fort Royal de Lacadie du costé de Lisle aux Chevres. [ca. 1708].
Authors: Cartes Marines Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 30, sheet 90

1 ms. map : hand col.; 502 x 700 mm.
Map of the region immediately west of Port Royal (later named Annapolis Royal, Nova Scotia), showing the names of landowners, cultivated fields, and the site of the Annapolis River anchorage used by English raiders in 1707. Continued eastward on adjacent sheet (Ayer MS map 30, sheet 91).
Scale [ca. 1:10,400], 'Echelle de 600 toises' [= 112 mm.]
Oriented with north at bottom.
Pen-and-ink and watercolor (green, brown, red); mounted on cloth.
Sheet 90 of 117 in the Cartes Marines Manuscript Map Collection, detailing French colonial interests worldwide, ca. 1640-ca. 1726.
Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Digital image available as part of the Newberry Library’s Great Lakes Digital Collection via the CARLI Digital Collections website (accessed Nov. 2010):
http://collections.carli.illinois.edu/u?/nby_grlakes, 1056
VAULT drawer Ayer MS map 30 sheet 90 (NLO)

2042 Annapolis Royal (N.S.) - Maps - 1725 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Annapolis (N.S.) - County - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles

A Colored ‘Draught of part of British river and of the Fort of Annapolis Royal, in Nova Scotia, 1725’. [19-].

1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1725 manuscript.
folio Ayer 136 .H91 1909 ser. 2, v. 3, pl. 29-30 (PrCt)

2043 Annapolis Royal (N.S.) - Maps - 1733 - Harbors

Authors: Popple, Henry, d. 1743

1 map; 6 x 16 cm.
Inset on facsimile of Popple, Henry. Map of the British Empire in America... (London, 1733).
map4F 3300 sht. 8 (PrCt)

Authors: Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 210

1 ms. map : hand col.; on sheet 505 x 340 mm. Probably compiled by French military engineers,
but based on English sources: 'Le tout tiré des plans anglois. 1750.'
Details region centered on Annapolis Royal on the Annapolis River in Nova Scotia. Identifies:
rivers, anchorages, fortress, and individual
buildings along the river valley.
Scale [ca. 1:99,000]. 'Échelle des topographies
d'une ligne pour 100 toises' [4,000 toises = 89
mm.]
Drawn in two sections, the western above the
eastern section.
Relief shown with soundings and shading.
Pen-and-ink and watercolor (green, yellow, red).
Drawn on several pieces of paper pasted
together as one sheet, sectioned into four panels
and mounted on cloth.
Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript
Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Ayer ms map proj 98
VAULT drawer Ayer MS map 210 (NLO)

2045 Annapolis Royal (N.S.) - Maps - 1751 -
Manuscripts - Facsimiles<><><><><>Manuscript
maps - Facsimiles
A 'Prospect of Annapolis Royal'; drawn by
Captain J.H. Bastide, 1751. [19-].
Authors: Bastide, John Henry -- Hulbert, Archer
Butler, 1873-1933 -- Hulbert, Archer Butler,
1873-1933. The Crown Collection of photographs
199:83 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry
Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1751 manuscript.
In: Hulbert, Archer Butler. The Crown Collection
of photographs of American maps. Series 2
[Harrow, Engand: Fleming, 1909-1912].
folio Ayer 136 .H91 1909 ser. 2, v. 4, pl. 4
(PrCt)

2046 Annapolis Royal (N.S.) - Maps - 1755 -
Fortification - Manuscripts -
Facsimiles<><><><><>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
A Colored 'Plan of the Fort od Ahnapolis Royal,'
1755. [19-].
Authors: Hulbert, Archer Butler, 1873-1933 --
Hulbert, Archer Butler, 1873-1933. The Crown
Collection of photographs of American maps
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1755 manuscript.
In: Hulbert, Archer Butler. The Crown Collection
of photographs of American maps. Series 2
[Harrow, Engand: Fleming, 1909-1912].
folio Ayer 136 .H91 1909 ser. 2, v. 4, pl. 3
(PrCt)

2047 Annapolis Royal (N.S.) - Maps - 1763 -
Fortification - Manuscripts -
Facsimiles<><><><><>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
A Colored plan of the fort at Annapolis Royal, in
June, 1763; with the projected design for altering
it, and shewing how far the foundation of the new
design is executed. [19-].
Authors: Hulbert, Archer Butler, 1873-1933 --
Hulbert, Archer Butler, 1873-1933. The Crown
Collection of photographs of American maps --
British Library. King's Ms. 209-10 -- Edward E.
Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1763 manuscript.
In: Hulbert, Archer Butler. The Crown Collection
of photographs of American maps. Series 2
[Harrow, Engand: Fleming, 1909-1912].
folio Ayer 136 .H91 1909 ser. 2, v. 3, pl. 46
(PrCt)

2048 Annapolis Royal (N.S.) - Maps - 1829 -
Pictorial works
View of the fort and part of the town of
Authors: Haliburton, Thomas Chandler,
1796-1865
1 view ; 11 x 18 cm.
In: Haliburton, Thomas Chandler. Historical and
statistical account of Nova-Scotia (Halifax, 1829
v. 2, opposite p. 159.
Duplicate copy: Ayer 150.7 N9 H2 1829 v. 2.
M1051
F 829.38 v. 2, opp. p. 159 (PrCt)

2049 Anne Arundel County (Md.) - Maps - 1860 -
Landowners<><><><><>Counties -
Maps<><><><><>Landowners - Maps
Martenet's map of Ann Arundel county, Maryland
... [19-].
Authors: Martenet, Simon J. -- Barnes, Rufus L.
1 map ; 97 x 81 cm. on 4 sheets
Photostat reproduction (reduced?) of original
'Engraved and printed by T.S. Wagner ... Phil[adelphi]a.'
'Colored and mounted by R.L. Barnes ...
Philadelphia.'
Scale: 1:63,360; one mile to one inch.
map G 10857 .55 (NLO)

2050 Anne Arundel County (Md.) - Maps - 1860 -
Landowners<><><><><>Wall maps<><><><><>Counties -
Maps<><><><><>Landowners - Maps
Martenet's map of Ann [sic.] Arundel County,
Maryland : shore lines, soundings, &c. &c. from
U.S. surveys / 1st, 2d, 3d & 8th districts surveyed
by Geo. W. Beall ; 4th & 5th districts surveyed by
Amos R. Harman ; under the direction and drawn
and published by Simon J. Martenet ; engraved &
printed by T.S. Wagner ; colored & mounted by
Authors: Martenet, Simon J. -- Beall, George W.
-- Harman, Amos R. -- Wagner, T. S. (Thomas S.) --
Barnes, Rufus L. -- Library of Congress.
Geography and Map Division -- John V. Bergen
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 101 x 72 cm.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:96 (PrCt)

2057

Ansbach-Nuremberg (Germany) - Maps - 1724<<>><Kempen-Ingolstadt (Germany) - Maps - 1724<<>><Eichstädt (Germany) - Maps - 1724 - Pictorial works S. R. I. principatus et episcopatus Eistettensis... Nuremberg, [ca. 1724].

Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:109

1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 55 cm.

Phillips 4257 v. 2 no. 78.

Inset: Prospect...Eichstett.

2353

Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:109 (PrCt)

2058

Anson, George Anson, Baron, 1697-1762 - Travel<>Centurion (Ship)<>Voyages around the world - 1740-1744<>Atlases, Dutch - 1764

Reize ronsdom de werreld : gedaan in de jaren 1740 tot 1744, door den heere George Anson, opperbevalbeober over een esquader Engelsche schepen op een expeditie naar de Zuidzee / opgesteld uit de journaalen en andere papieren van den hoog Ed. George Lord Anson zelven, en onder zyn opzicht uitgegeven door Richard Walter, kapellaan, gedurende die expeditie, van t schip den Centurion, opgehelderd met zeer veel plaatsen en kaarten ; uit het Engelsch vertaald. Te Leiden en Amsterdam : Johannes Le Mair

Stephanus Jacobus Baalde : Cornelis van Hoogeveen, junior, 1765.

Authors: Anson, George Anson, Baron, 1697-1762 -- Walter, Richard, 1716?-1785 -- Folkema, Jacob, 1692-1767 -- Bakker, Frans de, active 1736-1765 -- Le Mair, Johannes, active 1740-1780 -- Baalde, Steven Jacobus, active 1753-1782 -- Hoogeveen, Cornelis van, junior -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

[30], 384 p., [34] leaves of plates (32 folded) : ill., 14 maps ; 27 cm.

Edition: 3. druk, op niews met het origineel vergeleken en merkelyk verbeterd.

Uniform title: Voyage round the world. Dutch

Running title: Reize ronsdom de werreld door George Anson

Translation of: A voyage round the world : in the years MDCCXL, I, II, III, IV / by George Anson ; compiled ... by Richard Walter.

Title vignette signed: Jac. Folkema.

Illustrations engraved by F. de Bakker.

Title page printed in red and black.

Subscription list: p. [7]-[13].

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Sabin 1641

Baskes G420.A6 A67135 1765 (NLO)

Antarctic Peninsula (Antarctica) - 1939<>Bellingshausen Sea (Antarctica) - Maps - 1939

Antarctic regions : between latitudes 63°S and 73°S and longitudes 60°W and 105°W. From all available authorities. Washington, D.C.

Hydrographic Office, 1939.

Authors: United States. Hydrographic Office -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 70 x 115 cm.

Added title: Pacific Ocean.

'1st edition, Nov. 1939.'

'Washington, D.C., published Nov. 1939 at the Hydrographic Office, under the authority of the Secretary of the Navy.'

Inset: Peter 1st Land [17 x 13 cm.].

'Scale 1° Long. = 1 inch.'

Plate no.: 5411.

Fitzgerald polar map 271 (PrCt)

2059


1 map : col. ; on 14 sheets 90 x 63 cm. or smaller

'Published by Directorate of Overseas Surveys...

First issue of first edition.'

'Agents for the sale of this map...are Edward Stanford, Ltd.'

Coverage complete in 14 sheets.

'Projection: Lambert Conical Orthomorphic.'

Each sheet includes 'Reliability diagram' and graphic 'Index to adjoining sheets.'

Contents: Shts. A-L ['I' not used]. South Shetlands and Graham Land. -- Sht. [M], South
Antarctic Peninsula (Antarctica) - 1948


Authors: Great Britain. Hydrographic Office -- Wyatt, A. G. N. -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 98 x 65 cm.

Added title: Graham Land.

'Published at the Admiralty, 12th Novr. 1948, under the superintendence of Vice-Admiral A. G. N. Wyatt...Hydrographer.'

'Small corrections 1949 - 1898 - .'


Fitzgerald polar map 275 (PrCt)

Antarctic Peninsula (Antarctica) - 1955


Authors: Great Britain. Directorate of Colonial Surveys. -- Great Britain. War Office. General Staff. Geographical Section -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; col. ; 37 x 36 cm. on sheet 58 x 45 cm.

'Published by Directorate of Overseas Surveys D.C.S. 960. First edition. 10,000/10/55 S.P.C., R.E.'

'Photolithographed and printed by G.S.G.S. 1955.'

Area bounded by 50°-90°S and 20°-80°W bounded by red border labelled 'Falkland Islands Dependencies.'

Does not include a scale series statement or a graphic index to adjoining sheets.

Possibly issued as a location map for one of the Directorate of Colonial Surveys map series covering the region named. Cf. Public Archives of Canada. Union list of foreign map series.

Fitzgerald polar map 274 (PrCt)

Antarctic Peninsula (Antarctica) - 1955

South Georgia (Falkland Islands) - Maps - 1955

South Shetland Islands - Maps - 1955

South Orkney Islands - Maps - 1955

South Sandwich Islands - Maps - 1955

Fitzgerald polar map 278 (PrCt)

Antarctic Peninsula (Antarctica) - 1956


Authors: Great Britain. Hydrographic Office -- Day, Archibald -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)

10 maps ; col. ; various sizes, on sheet 63 x 98 cm.

'Published at the Admiralty 6th Octr. 1950, under the superintendence of Rear-Admiral A. Day ... Hydrographer. New editions 25th April, 1952, 23rd March 1956.'


Printing proof with paste-on notice: 'Note: In addition to any coloured areas shown on this chart, corrections have been made as follows ... .' In upper right: 89.56.


Fitzgerald polar map 278 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

'Printed for D.O.S. by No. 1 S.P.C.; R.E. 2,200/8/59/4197/R.'
'Agents for the sale of this map...are Edward Stanford Ltd.'
'This sheet shows the area 60ºW/68ºW -- 70ºS/72ºS (Palmer Land).
'Projection: Lambert Conical Orthomorphic.'
'Includes graphic 'Index to adjoining sheets;' series complete in 20 sheets.

Fitzgerald polar map 282 (PrCt)

Antarctic Peninsula (Antarctica) - 1960
1960
Hope Bay (Antarctica) - Maps - 1960
Graham Land (Antarctica) - Maps - 1960

Authors: Great Britain. Directorate of Overseas Surveys. -- Great Britain. Ordnance Survey. -- Edward Stanford, Ltd. -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 62 x 58 cm.
Sheet title: Hope Bay.
'Published by Directorate of Overseas Surveys D.O.S. 310. First edition. Crown copyright 1960.'
'Printed for D.O.S. by the Ordnance Survey. 2250/3/61/1147/OS.'
'Agents for the sale of this map are:- Edward Stanford Limited....'
1 sheet from the 1:25,000 series Falkland Islands Dependencies (Tolworth: Directorate of Overseas Surveys, 1960-).

Fitzgerald polar map 285 (PrCt)

Antarctic Peninsula (Antarctica) - 1966
1966
Horseshoe Island (Antarctica) - Maps - 1966
Graham Land (Antarctica) - Maps - 1966

Authors: Great Britain. Directorate of Overseas Surveys. -- Great Britain. Ordnance Survey. -- Edward Stanford, Ltd. -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 52 x 62 cm.
Sheet title: Horseshoe Island.
'Printed for D.O.S. by the Ordnance Survey. 2,250/3/61/1033/O.S.'
'Agents for the sale of this map are:- Edward Stanford Limited....'
1 sheet from the 1:25,000 series Falkland Islands Dependencies (Tolworth: Directorate of Overseas Surveys, 1960-).

Fitzgerald polar map 281 (PrCt)

Antarctic Peninsula (Antarctica) - 1967
1967
Horseshoe Island (Antarctica) - Maps - 1967
Graham Land (Antarctica) - Maps - 1967

Authors: Great Britain. Directorate of Overseas Surveys. -- Great Britain. Ordnance Survey. -- Edward Stanford, Ltd. -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 61 x 39 cm.
'Compiled ... May 1957. Photographed by D.O.S. and printed by G.S.G.S. 1957 [sic]. 300/9/59/4198/R.'
'D.O.S. (Misc) 233.'
'Scale ca. 1:3,100,000.
Table with color codes dated Sept. 1959 distinguish between areas on the Antarctic peninsula surveyed by triangulation and air photography.

Fitzgerald polar map 273 (PrCt)

Antarctic Peninsula (Antarctica) - 1957
1957
Surveys - Maps - 1957
Authors: Great Britain. Directorate of Overseas Surveys. -- Great Britain. War Office. General Staff. Geographical Section -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 61 x 39 cm.
'Compiled ... May 1957. Photographed by D.O.S. and printed by G.S.G.S. 1957 [sic]. 300/9/59/4198/R.'
'D.O.S. (Misc) 233.'
'Scale ca. 1:3,100,000.
Table with color codes dated Sept. 1959 distinguish between areas on the Antarctic peninsula surveyed by triangulation and air photography.

Authors: Wilkins, George H. (George Hubert), Sir, 1888-1958 -- Geographical Journal -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 20 x 18 cm. on sheet 25 x 41 cm.
'The Geographic Journal March 1929' -- upper right margin.
'Antarctic regions. Wilkins.' -- lower right margin.
Newberry Library duplicate: G 007.33 v.73 (March 1929) at end.

Case Y 682 .H14, facing p. 90 (PrCt)

Antarctica - 1605 - Allegorical maps
1605
Authors: Hall, Joseph, 1574-1656 -- Hall, Joseph, 1574-1656. Mundus alter et idem siue Terra Australis (1605) -- Lownes, Humphrey, -1629 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 12.3 x 21.9 cm.
In upper right corner: Pag: 90.
Title from chapter title on p. 91.

Antarctica - 1605 - Allegorical maps
1605
Authors: Hall, Joseph, 1574-1656 -- Hall, Joseph, 1574-1656. Mundus alter et idem siue Terra Australis (1605) -- Lownes, Humphrey, -1629 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 13.0 x 21.7 cm.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
In upper left corner: Pag: 192.
Title from chapter title on p. 193.

**Case Y 682 .H14, facing p. 192 (PrCt)**

Authors: Hall, Joseph, 1574-1656 -- Hall, Joseph, 1574-1656. Mundus alter et idem siue Terra Australis (1605) -- Lownes, Humphrey, 1629 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 12.5 x 21.7 cm.
In upper left corner: Pag: 20.
Title from chapter title on p. 21.

**Case Y 682 .H14, facing p. 20 (PrCt)**

Authors: Hall, Joseph, 1574-1656 -- Hall, Joseph, 1574-1656. Mundus alter et idem siue Terra Australis (1605) -- Lownes, Humphrey, 1629 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 12.7 x 21.7 cm.
In upper left corner: Pag: 112.
Title from chapter title on p. 113.

**Case Y 682 .H14, facing p. 112 (PrCt)**

Authors: Denucé, Jean, 1878-1944 1 p. l., [5]-271 p. ; 24 cm.
Facsimile; Originally published: Bruxelles : Hayez, imprimeur de l'Académie royale de Belgique. 1913.
Includes indexes and errata (p. 268).

To Collection Services for cataloging, Dec. 2010 (PrCt)

Authors: Library of Congress -- National Science Foundation (U. S.). Office of Polar Programs 7 v.; 27 cm.
*Sponsored by the Office of Polar Programs,
National Science Foundation.*
A retrospective complement to the serial publication of the same title.
LC Card Number: 74606139

**Z6005.P7 A548 (NLO)**

2d ed.
Previous ed. published in 1966 under title: Antarctica.

"Part 3: Maps" p. [207]-220 (72 entries)

**Z6005 .P7 S6 1980 (NLO)**


"Compiled, printed & published by S.A. Spence ... Of this work, 130 copies printed of which 100 are for sale."--P. [v].

Former owner’s stamp: Richard S. Wormser, Wolfpits Road, Bethel, Connecticut, 06801.
Forms part of the Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection of Polar books, maps, and art, 676

**Fitzgerald Z6005.A57 S65 1966 (NLO)**

Authors: Library of Congress. Science and Technology Division -- National Science Foundation (U.S.). Office of Antarctic Programs -- National Science Foundation (U.S.). Office of Polar Programs -- Scott Polar Research Institute 7 v. ; 27 cm.
Publication began with v. 1, 1965, and ended with v. 25 (1998)?
Newberry holdings incomplete (as of June 2012), including only v. 1 (1965)-v. 7 (1975)?
Related titles: Current Antarctic literature -- Arctic & antarctic regions
Further description available in: Current Antarctic literature.
Also available as part of CD-ROM: Arctic & Antarc...
antarctic regions.
Index:
Report coverage varies.
Vols. 1-2, 4 prepared by: Library of Congress, Science and Technology Division, Cold Regions
Bibliography Section; v. 5-10 by: Library of Congress, Science and Technology Division, Cold Regions
Bibliography Project; v. 3, 11- by: Library of Congress.
Vols. 1-3 sponsored by: National Science Foundation, Office of Antarctic Programs; v. 4-8, 20- by: National Science Foundation, Office of
Polar Programs; v. 9-19 by: National Science Foundation, Division of Polar Programs; v. 23- in
collaboration with: Scott Polar Research Institute, University of Cambridge.
LC Card Number: 65061825
ISSN 0066-4626
Z6005.P7  A55 (NLO)

2079 **Antarctica - Discovery and Exploration - 1975**
Authors: American Geographical Society of New York -- Dater, Henry M.
6 p., 15 plates : ill., col. maps on sheets 54 x 56 cm. or smaller fold. to 43 x 28 cm ; 44 cm.
Cover title.
Bibliography: p. 3-6.
Series: Antarctic map folio series ; folio 19.
ICN76
map6C 98 (NLO)

2080 **Antarctica - Discovery and exploration**<><>**Antarctica - Cartography - History, Ancient**
Authors: Sullivan, Walter
BHC 2293
Vert 1848 (PrCt)

2081 **Antarctica - Maps - 1608**<><>**Magellan, Strait of (Chile and Argentina) - Maps - 1608**
*Chica sive Patagonica et Avstralis terra.* MDC. 
Cologne, [1608].
Authors: Quad, Matthias, 1557-1613 -- Bussemacher, Johann, fl. 1580-1613 -- Quad, Matthias, 1557-1613. Fasciculus geographicus completens... (1608)
1 map ; 19 cm. in diam., on sheet 27 x 36 cm. Detached from Quad, Matthias. Fasciculus geographicus completens... (Cologne: J. Bussemacher, 1608) opening '48' [i.e. 85]. Includes 24 lines of text in margin keyed to numbered locations on map. Printed, on same sheet, below smaller map (9 x 28 cm.) showing Antarctic coast, the tip of South America, and the Strait of Magellan: Terrae Avstralis pars.
Letterpress text on verso, numbered as opening '48': Magellanica, sive Terra Avstralis... .
P.H. Meurer, Atlantes Coloniensi...1570-1610, p. 223, Qua 83. Duplicate copies: Ayer *135 Q2 1606 opening '48' [i.e. 85; Latin text on verso] and Ayer *135 Q2 1600 opening 81 [German text on verso].
**temp map1F G9800 1608 .Q9 (PrCt)**

2082 **Antarctica - Maps - 1630**
*Polus Antarcticus / Henricus Hondius exculit.* [Amsterdam] : Hondius, [ca. 1630].
Authors: Hondius, Hendrik, 1597-1651 -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 43 cm. in diam.
Scale ca. 1:37,000,000.
Relief shown pictorially.
Prime meridian: [Ferro].
French text, 'Description dy Pole Antarctiqve' on verso.
**Fitzgerald polar map 239 (PrCt)**

2083 **Antarctica - Maps - 1650**
*Polus Antarcticus / Ioannes Iansonnius excudit.* [Amsterdam] : Iansonnius, [ca. 1650].
Authors: Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664 -- Hendrik, Hendrik, 1597-1651 -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 43 cm. in diam.
Relief shown pictorially.
Text in Latin on verso: Polus Antarcticus. 103, 104.
Later state of map first published by Hondius [ca. 1630].
Probably detached from Jansson, Jan. Atlantis majoris. -- Amstelodamii, 1650. -- (Koeman ME 164 (11))
**Fitzgerald polar map 240 (PrCt)**

2084 **Antarctica - Maps - 1680**
*Polus Antarcticus.* [Amsterdam : s.n., ca. 1680].
Authors: Visscher, Claes Jansz., 1556 or 7 to 1642 -- Hondius, Hendrik, 1597-1651 -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664 -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 43 cm. in diam.
Dealer's note on verso: Visscher ca. 1680.
Relief shown pictorially.
Prime meridian: [Ferro].
Ms. '64,' upper right; verso blank.
Apparently a later state of map published by Hondius [ca. 1630] and Jansson [ca. 1650], but lacking title cartouche.
**Fitzgerald polar map 241 (PrCt)**

2085 **Antarctica - Maps - 1690**<><>**Globes - 1690 - Gores (Maps)**
*Polo australie, ó meridionale, & antartico.* [Venice : Coronelli, ca. 1690].
Authors: Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718 -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 36 cm. in diam. on sheet 66 x 49 cm.
South Polar calotte from Coronelli's 31/2 foot globe (ca. 1690).
Elaborate cartouche at top includes 15 lines of text on discoveries. Bottom half of diagram includes 112 lines of text between 70-75° S, including the following heading: Del sito, distanza, divisione, e differenti habitatori della terra.
No geographic features shown.
Probably detached from an edition of M. V. Coronelli's Libro dei globi (Venice, 1693).

**Fitzgerald polar map 242 (PrCt)**

Antarctica - Maps - 1754

Carte des Terres Australes, comprises entre le tropique du Capricorne et le pole Antarctique / par Phillipe Buache ; Delahaye sculp.s. Paris : [s.n.], 1754.

Authors: Lozier Bouvet, Mr. de -- Compagnie des Indes -- Académie des sciences (France) -- Buache, Philippe, 1700-1773 -- Haye, G. de la -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 24 cm. in diam. on sheet 44 x 57 cm.

Beneath title: Ou voyant les nouvelles decouvertes faites en 1739...Partes ordres de Mrs. de la Compagnie des Indes.

'Dressee sur les Memoires et sur la carte original de Mr. de Lozier Bouvet, charge de cette expedition.'

'Sous le Privilege de l'Academie Rle. des Sciences le 5 Septebre 1739.'

'Augmente de diverses vues physiques &c., 1754.'

Scale ca. 1:70,000,000 at the Antarctic Pole.

Relief shown pictorially.


Inset: Plan et vue des Terres du Cap de la Circoncision.

Includes historical annotations and text: Extrait du voyage aux Terres Australes.

MS. "16" in lower right.

**Fitzgerald polar map 243 (PrCt)**

Antarctica - Maps - 1763


Authors: Buache, Philippe, 1700-1773 -- Académie des sciences (France) -- Gentleman's magazine (London, England) -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 19 x 21 cm.

Closely trimmed, resulting in loss of 'Gent. Mag. Jan. 1763' in upper right.

MS. '23' on verso.


Klein, C. M. Maps in eighteenth-century British magazines, [no.] G63.1.

Jolly, R. V. Early Antarctica (Map Collectors' magazines, [no.] G76.1.

Copy 2 of 2 copies; copy 1 originally collected by J.M. Wordie, copy 2 collected by G.F. Fitzgerald.

Newberry Library duplicate: A 51.36 v.33 opp. p. 32.

**Fitzgerald polar map 244 (PrCt)**

Antarctica - Maps - 1776

Chart of the South Pole : with the track of his Majesty's sloop Resolution in search of a southern continent / [T. Bowen sculp]. [London : Gentleman's Magazine, 1776].

Authors: Bowen, Thomas, -1790 -- Gentleman's magazine (London, England) -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 21 cm. in diam.

Thomas Bowen's name trimmed from lower right.

Detached from Gentleman's Magazine v.46, opp p.16 (January 1776); originally folded to 12 x 16 cm.

Scale ca. 1:65,000,000.

Shows tracks from Cook's second voyage, 1773-1774.

Jolly, D. C. Maps in British periodicals v.1 p.68 GENT 166.

Copy of 2 copies; copy 1 originally collected by J.M. Wordie, copy 2 collected by G.F. Fitzgerald.

Newberry Library duplicate: A 51.36 v.33 opp. p. 32.

**Fitzgerald polar map 246 (PrCt)**

Antarctica - Maps - 1776

Jolly, D. C. Maps in British periodicals v.1 p.68 GENT 166.

Copy 2 of 2 copies; copy 1 originally collected by J.M. Wordie, copy 2 collected by G.F. Fitzgerald.

Newberry Library duplicate: A 51.36 v.33 opp. p. 32.
Resolution (Ship)
A Map of the South Pole : with the track of his Majesty's sloop Resolution in search of a southern continent / T. Bowen sculpt. [London : Gentleman's Magazine, 1776].
Authors: Bowen, Thomas, -1790 -- Gentleman's magazine (London, England) -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 21 cm. in diam.
Detached from Gentleman's Magazine v.46, opp p.16 (January 1776); originally folded to 12 x 16 cm.
Scale ca. 1:65,000,000.
Shows tracks from Cook's second voyage, 1773-1774.
Jolly, David C. Maps in British periodicals (1990), part 1, p.79, GENT-241.
Klein, C.M. Maps in eighteenth-century British magazines, [no.]G76.1 Handstamp on verso: Inner Temple.
Copy 2 of 2 copies.
Fitzgerald polar map 247 (PrCt) 2094

Antarctica - Maps - 1779
Authors: Zatta, Antonio, active 1757-1797 -- Zuliani, Guilian, 1730-1814 -- Pitteri, Giovanni Marco, 1703-1786 -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; hand col. ; 32 x 41 cm.
Scale ca. 1:79,200,000.
Relief shown pictorially.
Bookworm damage, left & lower margin.
Possibly detached from Zatta, Antonio, Atlante novissimo. -- Venezia, 1779-1785 [1799] -- v. 1 -- (Phillips 651)
Fitzgerald polar map 206 (PrCt) 2095

Antarctica - Maps - 1807
Countries surrounding the South Pole / Neele sculpt Strand. London : J. Wilkes, Octr. 19th 1807.
Authors: Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Wilkes, J. -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; hand col. ; 19 cm. in diam.
‘London. Pubd. as the Act directs Octr. 19th 1807, by J. Wilkes.’
Fitzgerald polar map 248 (PrCt) 2096

Antarctica - Maps - 1839-1841
Resolution (Ship)
Chart of the South Polar Sea. [London] : Hydroc. Office of the Admiralty, 1839 [i.e. 1841?].
Authors: Great Britain. Hydrographic Office -- Ross, Sir James Clark, 1800-1862 -- Davis, John Edward, 1815-1877 -- Bate, R. B. (Robert Brettell) -- Arrowsmith, John, 1790-1873
1 map ; hand col. ; 63 cm. diam.
Scale [ca. 1:22,250,000].
Tracks voyages from Cook (1722) through Ross (April 1840 - April 1841).
Azimuthal equidistant projection centered on south pole.
Admiralty chart no. '1240.'
Bookplate of John Edward Davis on verso.
Includes pen-and-ink and pencil additions, including extensions of the chart at the upper left and lower right, presumably by Davis, continuing the tracks of Erebus and Terror during Ross's voyage from December 1839 to April 1840 and July 1841 to June 1843 and showing land 'discovered by the Americans in 1840'; Davis was a member of the Ross expedition.
Previously folded in slipcase 18 x 12 cm.; previously shelved as Map 3C 8. 19814
ICN75
map6F G9800 1841 .G7 (PrCt)

Antarctica - Maps - 1841
Chart of the South Polar Sea. London : Admiralty, [1841?].
Authors: Great Britain. Hydrographic Office -- Bate, R. B. (Robert Brettell) -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 61 cm. in diam.
‘Pubd. according to Act of Parliament, at the Hydroc. Office of the Admiralty, June 1839 and sold by R. B. Bate, 21 Poultry.’
Scale [ca. 1:22,250,000].
how various explorer's routes.
MS. note (pencil) written by J. M. Wordie [?], lower margin: ‘Admiralty - published 1839 (but includes Ross’ track 1840-41 though not 1841-42 + 1842-43).’
Fitzgerald polar map 249 (PrCt) 2097

Antarctica - Maps - 1842
Authors: Marzolla, Benedetto, 1801-1858 -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 61 cm. in diam.
‘Admiralty chart no. “1240.”’
‘Discovered by the Americans in 1840’; Davis was a member of the Ross expedition.
Title from top margin.
Added title, from center of map: Polo Antartico.
Detached from an atlas; printed no. ‘15’ on verso.
Chronological table in upper right: Indicazioni de’viaggi intorno al Polo antartico... 
Italian text in bottom margin concluding ‘Napoli Novembre 1842.’
Fitzgerald polar map 250 (PrCt) 2098

Antarctica - Maps - 1855
Antarctica - Maps - 1872
Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's atlas of the world ... (1855-1856)
1 map : hand col.; 36 x 29 cm.
Oversize G 10 .185 v.2, pl. 10 (PrCt)

Antarctica - Maps - 1886
Authors: Petermann, A. (August), 1822-1878 -- H. Alt u. Stichart -- Stieler, Adolf, 1775-1836 -- Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; 34 cm. in diam.
'Umarbeitung 1881. Rev. 1886.'
Upper right: Stieler's Hand-Atlas, no. 11.
Surrounded by 15 inset maps, various sizes.
Scale 1:40,000,000.
Newberry Library holds several Stieler atlases.
Fitzgerald polar map 252 (PrCt)

Antarctica - Maps - 1901-1904
2 v. : ill., maps (some col., 2 folded), plans, ports. ; 25 cm.
Account of Swedish South Polar Expedition, 1901-1903, which was led by Nordenskjöld.
Bookplate of John M. Levinson.
Forms part of the Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection at the Newberry Library.
Translation of: Antarctic, två år bland sydpolens isar.
Fitzgerald G850 1901.S84 N6715 1904 (NLO)

Antarctica - Maps - 1905
Authors: Bartholomew, J. G. (John George), 1860-1920 -- Edinburgh Geographical Institute -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; 64 x 64 cm
6 inset maps [col.; 10 x 11 cm.] show history of Antarctic exploration from 1760 - 1903.
Sectioned, mounted on cloth, and issued folded to 36 x 29 cm.
Fitzgerald polar map 6F 254 (PrCt)

Antarctica - Maps - 1909
The Antarctic Regions. London : Stanford's Geographical Establishment, [1909 or later].
Authors: Edward Stanford Ltd. -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; 51 x 60 cm.
Probably detached from an atlas.
'London: Edward Stanford, 12, 13, & 14, Long Acre. W.C.'
'Stanford's Geographical Establishment. London.'
'London atlas series. 20106.'
'Scale 1:22,429,440 ....'
Shows routes of exploration through 1909.
Fitzgerald polar map 255 (PrCt)

Antarctica - Maps - 1910-1913
Meteorology<<<Antarctica - Maps - 1910-1913 - Weather<<<Antarctica - Maps -
Expedition (1910-1883
Evans, Edgar, 1876
Marshall, Eric (Eric Stewart), 1879
Mulock, George Francis Arthur, 1882
Authors: Scott, Robert Falcon, 1868 & Sons Ltd., [1912]

Fitzgerald polar map 257 (PrCt)
Shows routes of exploration through 1913.
'Scale 1:22,402,000 ....'
'London atlas series. 11214.'
Long Acre. W.C.'
Probably detached from an atlas.
'Judgement of the Committee for the publication of the scientific results.'
Imprint varies. Vol. 3 printed and published in London by Harrison and Sons, for the Committee of the Captain Scott Antarctic Fund, 1923.
Contents: I. Discussion -- II. Weather maps and pressure curves -- III. Tables.
Includes bibliographical references and indexes.
Forms part of the Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection of Polar books, maps, and art, 658
Full text of another copy available online via Internet Archive (accessed March 2011):
http://www.archive.org/details/meteorology01sim
http://www.archive.org/details/meteorology02sim
http://www.archive.org/details/meteorology03sim

Fitzgerald folio QC994.9 .S45 1919 (NLO)

Antarctica - Maps - 1913
The Antarctic Regions. London : Stanford's Geographical Establishment, [1913 or later].
Authors: Edward Stanford Ltd. -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 51 x 60 cm.
Probably detached from an atlas.
'Stanford's Geographical Establishment.'
'London atlas series. 11214.'
'Scale 1:22,402,000 ....'
Shows routes of exploration through 1913.

Fitzgerald polar map 257 (PrCt)

Antarctica - Maps - 1913 - Discovery and Exploration
Map to illustrate Pole journey. [London] : Harrison & Sons Ltd., [1921].
1 map : col. ; 43 x 98 cm.
'The map is a compilation from the excellent surveys of Scott and Mulock in 1903 which reach the latitude of 83 S., from the surveys of Marshall of Shackleton's party, and from those of Evans and his helpers on the Southern Journey of 1911-12.' -- Report, p. 59.
Scale 1:2,000,000.
'Projection: Polar equidistant.'
Shows heights in feet.
Inset: Map of Beardmore Glacier [18 x 28 cm.].
For comments on the map see Report, pp. 59-61.
Fitzgerald folio G850 1910 .D43 1923, map III (PrCt)

Antarctica - Maps - 1914
Authors: Great Britain. Hydrographic Office -- Wharton, W. J. L. (William James Lloyd), 1843-1905 -- Malby & Sons -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 64 x 82 cm.
'New edition April 1910, 9th Octr. 1914,'
'Published at the Admiralty, 20th May, 1887, under the superintendence of Captain W. J. L. Wharton...Hydrographer.'
'Small corrections.'
Shows routes of Shackleton, Scott and Amundsen.
MS. annotations in pencil.

Fitzgerald polar map 259 (PrCt)

Authors: Great Britain. Hydrographic Office -- Wharton, W. J. L. (William James Lloyd), 1843-1905 -- Malby & Sons -- J. D. Potter Ltd. -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
2 maps ; on 8 sheets each 70 x 102 cm.
'Engraved by Malby & Sons.'
'Published at the Admiralty...under the superintendence of Rear Admiral Sir W. J. L. Wharton...Hydrographer.'
'Sold by J. D. Potter, agent for the sale of the...}'
Admiralty charts, 145 Minories.
Sheets I-VII show adjacent regions between latitudes 60-75°S.
Sheet VIII (covering 115°W/115°E--67°S/85°S) details Victoria Land coastline and shows sledge routes of Scott (1902-3 and 1911-2), Shackleton (1908-9), and Amundsen (1911-2).
Later issued as: Antarctic Regions : sheet[s] I [through] VIII [1940?-1943?].
Fitzgerald polar map 260 (PrCt)
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Antarctica - Maps - 1914>>>Victoria Land
South Polar chart : from various authorities with amendments and additions to 1912. London : Admiralty, 1914.
1 map : 65 x 97 cm.
'Engraved by Davies & Company.'
'Published at the Admiralty, 1st June, 1901, under the superintendence of Rear Admiral Sir W. J. L. Wharton...Hydrographer.'
'Sold by J. D. Potter, agent for the sale of the Admiralty charts, 145 Minories.'
'New editions Octr. 1906, March 1910, 4th Jany. 1911, 9th Octr. 1914.'
Details coastline of Victoria Land and sledge routes taken by Scott (1902-3 and 1911-2), Shackleton (1908-9), and Amundsen (1911-2).
Fitzgerald polar map 258 (PrCt)
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Antarctica - Maps - 1921
Map of South Polar regions. [London] : Harrison & Sons Ltd., [1921].
1 map : col. ; 44 x 52 cm.
Scale 1:23,000,000.
'Polar equidistant projection.'
Shows region from 40° S. lat. to pole.
Blue lines indicate 'limit of unexplored regions, 1921,' 'currents and ice movements,' and 'general direction of drift of ships when beset.'
For comments on the map see Report, pp. 31-32.
Fitzgerald folio G850 1910 .D43 1923, map A (PrCt)
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Antarctica - Maps - 1925<<<Australasian Antarctic Expedition (1911-1914) - Maps
Sydney : Printed by Alfred James Kent, government printer, 1925.
At head of title: Australasian Antarctic Expedition, 1911-14, under the leadership of Sir Douglas Mawson.
"Issued March, 1925."
Forms part of the Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Spence, Sydney A. Antarctic Miscellany, 74; Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection of Polar books, maps, and art, 460

2111

Authors: American Geographical Society of New York
1 map : col. ; sheets 81 x 81 cm. on 4 sheets + explanatory note 8 p. ; 16 cm.
Scale 1:4,000,000.
Projection: Stereographic proj.
Relief shown by contours and spot heights.
Depth shown by soundings and isolines.
Wind direction and velocity shown for each quadrant.
Includes 'Navigational chart' 52 x 52 cm., and an 'Explanatory note' to both.
G 10149 .04 (NLO)
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Antarctica - Maps - 1932
The Antarctic regions / compiled and drawn in the Cartographic Section of the National Geographic Society for the National Geographic Magazine.
Authors: National Geographic Society (U.S.) -- A.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)


'L. F. Johnston, government printer, Canberra, A.C.T.'
Scale 1:7,750,000.
Projection: Azimuthal equidistant proj.
'Revised editions of this map will be published as the work of systematic surveying and charting proceeds.'
'For index, authorities consulted, & determinations accepted, see accompanying handbook.'

Insets: Coastal regions of the Australian Antarctic Territory [36 x 91 cm., scale 1:7,000,000], -- The Antarctic continent in relation to the principal land masses in the Southern Hemisphere [25 x 29 cm., scale 1:60,000,000]. Includes notes on history of exploration; details Australian, British and French territorial claims. Forms part of the Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copy of map, with accompanying index: Fitzgerald G870.A58 1939
Index includes another map: Graham Land : showing discoveries of land reported for the first time by various explorers, 1818-1937.
References: Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection of Polar books, maps, and art, 65 and 181

Fitzgerald polar map 263 (PrCt)

Antarctica - Maps - 1940-1943
  Victoria Land (Antarctica) - Maps - 1940-1943 - Coasts
  Scott, Robert Falcon, 1868-1912 - Expeditions, 1902-1912
  Shackleton, Ernest Henry, Sir, 1874-1922 - Expedition, 1908-1909
  Amundsen, Roald, 1872-1928 - Expedition, 1911-1912

Fitzgerald polar map 263 (PrCt)

2115

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Antarctic regions : sheet[s] I [through] VIII.
London : Admiralty, [1940?--1943?).
Authors: Great Britain. Hydrographic Office -- Wharton, W. J. L. (William James Lloyd), 1843-1905 -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
2 maps ; on 8 sheets each 70 x 102 cm.
'Published at the Admiralty...under the superintendence of Rear Admiral Sir W. J. L. Wharton...Hydrographer.'
Sheets I-VII show adjacent sections of longitude between latitudes 60-75°S.
Sheet VIII (covering 115°W/115°E--67°S/85°S) details Victoria Land coastline and shows sledge routes of Scott (1902-3 and 1911-2), Shackleton (1908-9), Amundsen (1911-2), and Mawson (1911-14).
Incomplete contents: sheets VII (plate 3176, [1943?]) and VIII (plate 3206, [1940?]!). Lacking sheets I-VI.
Fitzgerald polar map 264 (PrCt)
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Antarctica - Maps - 1942<<>>Australasian Antarctic Expedition (1911-1914) - Maps<<>>Aurora (Ship) - Maps
364 p., 131 p. of plates : ill., maps (3 col., 2 folded), plans, ports. ; 31 cm.
Cover title.
Contents: pt. 1 Narrative -- pt. 2 Cartography.
At head of title: Australasian Antarctic Expedition, 1911-14, under the leadership of Sir Douglas Mawson.
Two folded maps in pocket at end.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Forms part of the Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Spence, Sydney A. Antarctic Miscellany, 74; Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection of Polar books, maps, and art, 460
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Antarctica - Maps - 1943
Authors: United States. Hydrographic Office -- Royal Geographical Society (Great Britain) -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 50 x 78 cm.
'Compiled from all available sources to 1943, including the results of all American exploration from the United States Exploring Expedition, 1839-1840, to the United States Antarctic Service, 1940-1941.
Black and white reproduction of map handstamped 'Royal Geographical Society Map Room.'
'1st edition, March 1943.'
'Published at the Hydrographic Office, Washington, D.C., March 1943 under the authority of the Secretary of the Navy.'
'Latitudinal scale 1:11,250,000.'
MS. annotations reproduced from original: Reduce AB to 16.48. -- 21 June 1943
Antarctic-General.
Slight MS. annotations on reproduction (col. pencil).
Plate no.: 2562.
Fitzgerald polar map 266 (PrCt)

Antarctica - Maps - 1943 - Coasts - Nautical charts<<>>Nautical charts - Antarctica - 1943 - Coasts<<>>Pilot guides - 1943<<>>Nautical charts
Sailing directions for Antarctica : including the off-lying islands south of latitude 60°. Washington : Hydrographic Office, 1943.
1st ed.
"Issued under authority of the Secretary of the Navy."
Folded map in pocket at end.
Includes bibliographical references (p. ix-xi) and index.
Full text (but not map or folded plates) of another copy available online via HathiTrust Digital Library website (accessed April 2011): http://hdl.handle.net/2027/uc1.31822033784653
Series: H.O. ; no. 138 -- H.O. pub. ; no. 138.
Forms part of the Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection of Polar books, maps, and art, 714
LC Card Number: 57004695
Fitzgerald folio VK805 .U5 1943 (NLO)

Antarctica - Maps - 1944<<>>Proofs (Printing) - 1944 - Specimens<<>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
[Maps of Antarctica, 1944 printing proofs].
[Edinburgh : John Bartholomew and Son, 1944].
Authors: John Bartholomew and Son -- Bartholomew, John Christopher, 1923- -- Wordie, J. M. (James Mann), Sir, 1889-1962 -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
2 maps ; 44 x 57 cm. and 33 x 33 cm. on trimmed sheets
Smaller of 2 sheets overlaps coverage of regions
around Queen Maud Land, but proceeds further north to latitude 35° south. Accompanied by 1 p. letter (dated Sept. 7 1944, typed) on John Bartholomew and Son letterhead stationary: Dear Wordie, I am forwarding, as promised, proof of the new Antarctic plate for the World Survey Atlas. The area it is proposed to cover is marked by pencil. The outlying islands of Bouvet and Prince Edward [shown only on smaller proof] will be included in small insets on their respective maps. It is not proposed to proceed further with the printing in the meantime, but we shall be glad to receive and criticisms or corrections that occur to you. Yours sincerely, [signed] John Bartholomew.

**Fitzgerald polar map 267 (PrCt)**

2120 *Antarctica - Maps - 1949<->Antarctica Peninsula (Antarctica) - Maps - 1949*


Authors: Great Britain. Directorate of Colonial Surveys. -- Great Britain. War Office. General Staff. Geographical Section -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 75 x 86 cm.

'Published by Directorate of Colonial Surveys D.C.S. 10. 1,000/3/49 S.P.C. '

'Photolithographed and printed by G.S.G.S. 1949.'

Scale 1:6,000,000.

**Fitzgerald polar map 268 (PrCt)**

2121 *Antarctica - Maps - 1955*


Authors: Great Britain. Hydrographic Office -- Collins, K. St. B. -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 65 x 98 cm.

'Published at the Admiralty, 1st July 1955, under the superintendence of Captain K. St. B. Collins...Hydrographer.'

'Small corrections.'


Upper right: 180.55.

Scale 1:2,750,000.

**Fitzgerald polar map 272 (PrCt)**

2122 *Antarctica - Maps - 1956 - Administrative and political divisions<->Proofs (Printing) - 1956 - Specimens*

South polar chart compiled from the latest information in the Hydrographic Department, 1956. London : Admiralty, [1956?].

Authors: Great Britain. Hydrographic Office -- Wyatt, A. G. N. -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; col. ; 62 x 97 cm.

'Published at the Admiralty 22nd April 1949, under the superintendence of Vice-Admiral A. G. N. Wyatt, C.B., Hydrographer. New editions 30th Nov. 1956.'

'Natural scale 1 / 11,182,000 (at lat. 90° S).'

Printing proof with paste on notice: 'Note: In addition to any coloured areas shown on this chart, corrections have been made as follows ... .'

Nautical chart also showing territorial claims of various world states. In upper right: 341.56.


**Fitzgerald polar map 269 (PrCt)**


Antarctica / compiled and drawn in the Cartographic Division of the National Geographic Society for the National Geographic Magazine. Chicago : R. R. Donnelley and Sons Company, 1963.

Authors: National Geographic Society (U.S.) -- R. R. Donnelley and Sons Company -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 49 x 64 cm.

"Atlas plate 65 : February 1963."

Issued with National Geographic v. 123 no. 2 (February 1963).

Scale 1:9,820,800.

Includes extensive historical notes. Insets: Subglacial Antarctic [7 x 9 cm.] -- Relation of Antarctica to the surrounding continents [17 x 16 cm.] -- Queen Maud Range [9 x 11 cm.] -- McMurdo Sound [8 x 9 cm.]

**Fitzgerald polar map 270 (PrCt)**

2124 *Antarctica - Maps - 1966-1969*


Authors: Sovetskaia antarkticheskaia ekspeditsiia (1955- ) -- Tolstikov, E. I. -- Soviet Union. Glavnoe upravlenie geodezii i kartografii -- Gidrometeorologicheskoe izdatelstvo -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (2 v.) : col. ill., col. maps (part folded) ; 30-60 cm.

At head of title: Sovetskaia antarkticheskaia ekspeditsiia.

Vol. 2, containing text only, published by Gidrometeorologicheskoe izd-vo. Includes bibliographical references (v. 2, p. 583-597) and index.

Relief shown by shading, gradient tints, contours, and spot heights. Depths shown by gradient tints, form lines, and soundings. Scales differ.

Forms part of the Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection at the Newberry Library.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

LC Card Number: map66001047
 FitzGerald oversize G3100 .S6 1966 (NLO)

Seattle, Wash. TCS Expeditions, [1995?].
Authors: TCS Expeditions
1 map : col. ; 53 x 53 cm. on sheet 86 x 56 cm.
fold. to 28 x 22 cm.
Shows proposed route of expedition.
Text on verso includes itinerary, history of Antarctic circumnavigations, photographs and deck plans of icebreaker Kapitan Khlebnikov.
FitzGerald polar map 314 (PrCt)

Antarctica : a new age of exploration.
Authors: National Geographic Society (U.S.) -- Gerald F. FitzGerald Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; on sheet 52 x 80 cm.
Issued to accompany the February 2002 issue of National Geographic Magazine.
On verso, map showing the topography beneath the southern ice sheet.
FitzGerald polar map 313 (PrCt)

2127 Antarctica - Maps - Bibliography<>Cartographers - Antarctica - Biography
Authors: Tooley, R. V. (Ronald Vere), 1898-1986 -- Map Collectors’ Circle -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
Series: Map collectors’ series ; no. 2
Duplicate copy: Map Ref Z6003 .M3 no. 2
LC Card Number: 65054899
Ayer 129.5 .A6 T671 1963 (NLO)

Authors: United States. National Archives and Records Administration -- Dewing, Charles E. -- Kelsay, Laura E. -- Kelsay, Laura E., 1907-1986

U.S. National Archives. Preliminary Inventories, 90.
"List of cartographic and related records": p. 53-59.
lower case g 10 .9212 no. 6 (NLO)

Antarctica - Maps - Collections, 1907-1956<>Antarctica - Discovery and exploration - Maps - Collections, 1907-1956
6 maps on 1 sheet : both sides, col. ; 56 x 89 cm. or smaller, sheet 63 x 97 cm., folded to 21 x 12 cm.
Facsimiles of 6 maps variously published 1907-1956; 'compiled and annotated by Earl B. McElfresh.'
At head of panel title: McElfresh Map Company.
At foot of specimen map on title panel: A & E Network.
Includes text, notes, and col. specimen map. Map no. 3 includes island and regional insets.
Scales, projections and orientations differ.
Relief shown by shading and spot heights on some maps. Depths shown by gradient tints on some maps.
Holzheimer 2005072801

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Antarctica - Theories - 1600
Theory of an antipodal southern continent. 1892.
Authors: McClumby, James Roy
Xerox of reprint from Report of Fourth Meeting of Australasian Association for the Advancement of Science, Section E, p. [3]-17 (Hobart, 1892).
Section E title: The influence of Spanish and Portuguese discoveries during the first twenty years of the sixteenth century on the theory of an antipodal southern continent. .
BHC 1784
Vert 942 (PrCt)

Antequera (Spain) - Pictorial works - 1620
Antequera Hispanie in regno Granatensi oppidum olim Mauro regia ... [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541 -- Braun, Georg, 1541 or 1542-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Hoefnagel, Joris, 1542-1601 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : hand col. ; 35 x 50 cm.
Derived from a drawing by Joris Hoefnagel; see R.A. Skelton's Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.
Added title in uppercase lettering: Antequera.
Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Antequera.

Anthropology - Maps - 1960
Authors: Spencer, Robert F. -- Johnson, Elden -- Brown (W.C.) Co.
1 atlas (iii p., 52 leaves : fold. maps) ; 28 cm.
79-46703
folio G1046.E1 S7 1960 (NLO)

Antropomorphic maps - 1537-1620<Cartographic curiosities - 1537-1620<Maps - Miscellanea - Specimens<Anthropomorphism - Maps - Specimens
[Anthropomorphic maps of Europe, 1537-1620 : research in progress at the Newberry Library]. [1992?].
Authors: Chapple, Anne
3 p. : 12 maps ; 28 cm.
Handout accompanying informal presentation of research in progress at the Newberry Library.
Vert 2208 (PrCt)

Detached from FMR ns., no. 3 (Oct./Nov. 2004). Includes reproductions of Fine's cordiform world map (1534), Mercator's celestial globe (1551), Visscher's Leo Belgicus (1650), Homann's Schlaraffenlande (1716), Seutter's 'Les attaques de l'amour' (ca. 1730), and anthropomorphic maps of the British Isles by Robert Dighton (1795), William Harvey (1868), and Philp's Hotels (1882).
map1F G5741.A6A 2004 M3 (PrCt)

[Anthropomorphic map showing Europe as a queen]. [Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1628].
Authors: Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Bucius, John -- Bünning, Heinrich, 1545-1606 -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579
1 map : woodcut ; 26 x 17 cm.
Title devised by cataloger.
Derived from earlier work by John Bucius (1537) and Heinrich Bünning (1581). Not drawn to scale.
Oriented with north at right.
In: Münster, Sebastian. Cosmographia, das ist :
beschreibung der gantzen Welt ... (Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1628), p. 54.

References: Tooley, R. V. "Geographical oddities or curious, ingenious, and imaginary maps and miscellaneous plates published in atlases" in Map Collectors' Circle. Map collectors' series 1 (1963), no. 6, plate V; Chapple, Anne. [Anthropomorphic maps of Europe, 1537-1620 : research in progress at the Newberry Library, 1992?] [Vert 2208].

Case folio G 117 .602, p. 54 (PrCt)

2137 Antibes (France) - Maps - 1689


Authors: Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718 -- Padouani, Domenico, fl. 1689 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718. Citta, fortezze, isole, e porti principale dell' Europa ... (1689) 1 map ; 13 x 17 cm.

In: Coronelli, Vincenzo. Citta, fortezze, isole, e porti principale dell' Europa, in pianti, et in eluatione, descritte, e publicate ad uso dell' Academia cosmografica degli argonauti (Venice : Domenico Padouani, 1689) pl. [17]. Engraved plate ‘12.’ One of four plates printed on same sheet, opening [17].

VAULT folio Ayer 135 .C8 1689 pl. 17 (PrCt)

2138 Antibes (France) - Maps - 1695 - Fortification

Antibes, ville et port de mer de Provence. [Paris : De Fer, 1695].

Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes -- with leurs fortifications ... (1695-1696) 1 map ; 23 x 28 cm.

In: Fer, Nicolas de. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes; avec leurs fortifications ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, 1695-1696) pt. 6, map [114].

Manuscript ‘14’ at upper right.

Case folio U 26. 293 pt. 6, map [114] (PrCt)

2139 Antibes (France) - Maps - 1713 - Fortification

Antibes, ville et port de mer de Provence ... [Paris : De Fer, 1713?].

Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Inselin, C. -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Introduction à la fortification ... [1713?] 1 map ; 17 x 23 cm.

In: Fer, Nicolas de. Introduction à la fortification ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, [1713?]) map [24].

For later state of this map, with engraved plate number, see Case folio U 26 .292.

For earlier version of this map, engraved on different plate, see Case folio U 26 .293.

Case oversize U 26 .2919 map [24] (PrCt)

2140 Antibes (France) - Maps - 1720 - Harbors

Plan de la ville et port d'Antibe en l'etat ou il etoit en l'année 1720. [Amsterdam : Hendrik de Leth], 1720 [ie. 1744].

Authors: Leth, Hendrik de, 1703-1766 -- Leth, Hendrik de, 1703-1766. Plusieurs plans des ports et rades de la Mer Mediterranee = Naukeurige Afbeelding van de Voornamaeステ Havenen, Baayen, en Gronden, Langs de middellantsche Zee (1744) -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). Ill.X8 a, b, c, d 1 map ; 18 x 24 cm., on sheet 56 x 65 cm.

Anonynous map without imprint.

Printed on the same sheet with: Plan du port de Genes -- Plan de la ville et port de Barcelone du fort de Mont Juoy. A Amsterdam, Chez Henry de Leth -- Plan de la baye et citadelle de Rose et de Tourrile.

Oriented with north at lower right.

Forms part of an incomplete (?) atlas comprised of loose and uncut sheets: Leth, Hendrik de.

Plusieurs plans des ports et rades de la Mer Mediterrane = Naukeurige Afbeelding van de Voornamaeste Havenen, Baayen, en Gronden, Langs de middellantsche Zee (Amsterdam : Henrik de Leth, 1744) sheet 5 of 5.

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Sack map4F G5672.M4P55 1744 .L4 sheet 5 of 5 (PrCt)


Authors: Elliott, S. G. -- H.H. Lloyd & Co. 1 map ; 80 x 57 cm. (fold. to 12mo) 'Made from an accurate survey of the ground by transit and chain by S.G. Elliott ...'

Scale 1:9051; 7 inches to a mile.

F 8347 .1026 (NLO)

2142 Antietam, Battle of, Md., 1862 - Maps - 1904 - Antietam National Battlefield (Md.) - Maps - 1904


'Surveyed by E.B. Cope, H.W. Mattern.'

'Drawn by Charles H. Ourand, 1899.'

'Position of troops by E.A. Carman.'

'Prepared under the direction of the Antietam Battlefield Board.'

'Published by authority of the Secretary of War, under the direction of the Chief of Engineers, U.S. Army.'

Cover title.

'Organization of the Union and Confederate armies at the Battle of Antietam (Sharpsburg), September 17, 1862': leaf [1].

Maps have title: Map of the battlefield of Antietam National Battlefield (Md.)
Antietam National Battlefield (Md.) - Land use - Maps - 1862

Antietam National Battlefield - Maps
- Land use - Maps - 1862
- Land use - Maps - 1862

A Large draft of the island Antegua. [London : Thomas Page and William Mount, 1732?].

Antigua

Antigua - Maps - 1733


Antigua - Maps - 1767 - Nautical charts

A New and accurate map of the island of Antigua or Antego. London : W. Innys et al, 1747.

Antigua - Maps - 1760 - Nautical charts - Maps - 1760

A Large draft of the island Antegua. [London : Thomas Page and William Mount, 1732?].

Antigua - Maps - 1732 - Coasts - Nautical charts - Maps - 1732 - Coasts - Nautical charts

A Large draft of the island Antegua. [London : Thomas Page and William Mount, 1732?].

Antigua - Maps - 1775

Antigua and Barbuda - Maps - 1775 - Nautical charts - Maps - 1775 - Nautical charts

Antigua and Barbuda - Maps - 1775 - Nautical charts - Maps - 1775 - Nautical charts

Antigua and Barbuda - Maps - 1775 - Nautical charts - Maps - 1775 - Nautical charts
Antigua, surveyed by Robert Baker ... [London: Robert. Sayer, 1780].
Authors: Baker, Robert, fl. 1746 -- Jefferys, Thomas, -1771 -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Robert Sayer and John Bennett (Firm) -- Jefferys, Thomas, d. 1771. The West-India atlas ... (1780) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 45 x 60 cm. Engraved Roman numeral 'V' at upper right. Inset (12 x 11 cm.): English Harbour. Includes one coastal profile.

VLAUT oversize Ayer 135 .J46 1780 pl. [28] (PrCt)

Antigua - Maps - 1782

English Harbour (Antigua and Barbuda) - Maps - 1782
A New and exact map of the island of Antigua in America ... [London] : J. Bew, 1782.
Authors: Lodge, John, -1796 -- Bew, John, d. 1793 -- Political magazine and parliamentary, naval, military, and literary journal -- Kitchin, Thomas, 1718-1784 -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 28 x 36 cm. Inset (12 x 10 cm.): English Harbour. Top right corner: Political Mag. Jany. 1782. Detached from Political magazine and parliamentary, naval, military, and literary journal v. 3 (January 1782) opposite p. 39; subsequently bound into Kitchin, Thomas. A General atlas describing the whole universe ... (London: R. Sayer, 1773) pl. [32].

Jolly, Maps in British periodicals, v. 1, p. 156, POL 44.

Antigua - Maps - 1783

Nautical charts - Antigua - Maps - 1783
A Large draft of the island Antegua. [London : Messrs. Mount & Page, 1783].
oversize Ayer 135 .E55 1783 p. 30 (PrCt)

Antigua - Maps - 1810

Administrative and political divisions
Antigua. London : I. Luffman, 1810 [i.e. 1816?].
Authors: Luffman, J. (John), 1756-1846 -- Luffman, J. (John), 1756-1846. Select plans of cities, harbours, forts, &c ... [1816?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; hand col. ; 21 x 19 cm.
In: Luffman, John. Select plans of cities, harbours, forts, &c ... (London: Luffman, [1816?]), plate [24].

folio Ayer 135 .L94 1816 pl. [24] (PrCt)

Antilles, Greater - Maps - 1652

Cuba - Maps - 1652
Hispaniola - Maps - 1652
Greater Antilles SEE Antilles, Greater

Insularum Hispaniolae et Cubae cum insulis circum jacentibus ... [Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1652-1653].
Authors: Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664 -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Nouvel atlas ou theatre du monde ... (1652-1653) 1 map ; hand col. ; 40 x 52 cm. Detached from Jansson, Jan. Nouvel atlas ou theatre du monde ... (Amsterdam, 1652-1653) v. 5, p. 61-62.

Burden 291.
Gift Rod and Magde Webster, 1997.
map4F G4910 1652 .J3 (PrCt)

Antilles, Greater - Maps - 1855

Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's atlas of the world ... (1855-1856) 1 map ; hand col. ; 29 x 36 cm. In: Colton, George Woolworth. Colton's atlas of the world : illustrating physical and political geography (New York ; London : J.H. Colton ; Trübner, 1855-1856) v. 1, pl. [52]. Inset map, 5 x 10 cm.: Porto Rico. Printed plate 'No. 57.'
oversize G 10 .185 v.1, pl. 52 (PrCt)

Antilles, Greater - Maps - 1857

oversize G 10 .188 pl. 54 (PrCt)

Antilles, Greater - Maps - 1859

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>G1911.C2 196- R3</td>
<td>Authors: Colom, Arnold, 1624. Islands, newly setforth and amendid /</td>
<td>1656</td>
<td>Colom, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colom, G. Woolworth</td>
<td>In extreme lower right corner, just outside border: 15 [sic]. Dutch inprint...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>setforth and amendid / by Arnold Nieuwe Carybsche pascaart = The</td>
<td></td>
<td>of America ... (1859) -- Johnson &amp; Browning</td>
<td>VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .C7 1656, map 16 (PrCt)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Carybesche pascaart = The Carybes Islands, newly setforth and</td>
<td></td>
<td>1 map : hand col. ; 28 x 36 cm.</td>
<td>Antilles, Lesser - Maps - 1741&lt;&lt;Caribbees SEE Antilles, Lesser&lt;&lt;West Indies SEE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>amendid / by Arnold Nieuwe Carybsche pascaart = The Carybes Islands,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ALSO Antilles, Lesser Carte des Antilles Francoises et des isles voisines...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>newly setforth and amendid / by Arnold Nieuwe Carybsche pascaart =</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(Amsterdam : Jean Covens et C. Mortier)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The Carybes Islands, newly setforth and amendid / by Arnold</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Authors: L’Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Petit, Jean de -- Covens et...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nieuwe Carybsche pascaart = The Carybes Islands, newly setforth and</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>L’Isle, Guillaume de. Atlas nouveau, contenant toutes les parties du monde...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>amendid / by Arnold Nieuwe Carybsche pascaart = The Carybes Islands,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(Amsterdam : J. Covens &amp; C. Mortier, [1741?]) v. 2, pl. [55]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>newly setforth and amendid / by Arnold Nieuwe Carybsche pascaart =</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>oversize Ayer 135 .L695 1741 v. 2, pl. [55] (PrCt)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Carybsche pascaart = The Carybes Islands, newly setforth and amendid</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A Correct chart of the Caribbee Islands. London : Mount &amp; Page, [1760].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>/ by Arnold Nieuwe Carybsche pascaart = The Carybes Islands, newly</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Authors: Page, Thomas, d. 1762 -- Mount, William, d. 1769 -- W. Mount and...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>setforth and amendid / by Arnold Nieuwe Carybsche pascaart = The</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>fl. 1733-1748 -- W. and J. Mount, T. Page and Son (Firm), fl. 1755-1762 --...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Carybesche pascaart = The Carybes Islands, newly setforth and amendid</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger): English Pilot. Part 4 (1760)...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Carybesche pascaart = The Carybes Islands, newly setforth and amendid</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[196-]. Authors: Raisz, Erwin, 1893-1968 1 map ; 26 x 42 cm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>/ by Arnold Nieuwe Carybsche pascaart = The Carybes Islands, newly</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>73-9946. map1F G4911.C2 196- R3 (PrCt)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>setforth and amendid / by Arnold Nieuwe Carybsche pascaart = The</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Antilles, Lesser - Maps - 1528&lt;&lt;Leeward Islands (West Indies) - Maps -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Carybesche pascaart = The Carybes Islands, newly setforth and amendid</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1528&lt;&lt;Windward Islands (West Indies) - Maps - 1528&lt;&lt;West Indies - Maps -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>/ by Arnold Nieuwe Carybsche pascaart = The Carybes Islands, newly</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1528&lt;&lt;Woodcuts Map of the Lesser Antilles islands from Domenica north to</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>setforth and amendid / by Arnold Nieuwe Carybsche pascaart = The</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Antigua]. [Venice : Nicolò Zoppino, 1528]. Authors: Bordon, Benedetto,</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
|                   | Carybesche pascaart = The Carybes Islands, newly setforth and amendid|            |                                                                         | 1450-1530 -- Zoppino, Nicolò, fl. 1508-1544 -- Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530.
|                   | / by Arnold Nieuwe Carybsche pascaart = The Carybes Islands, newly   |            |                                                                         | Libro di Benedetto Bordon: nel qual si ragiona de tutte l’isole del monde... |
|                   | setforth and amendid / by Arnold Nieuwe Carybsche pascaart = The      |            |                                                                         | 1 map : woodcut ; 8 x 14 cm., on sheet 31 x 21 cm. Title supplied by...     |
|                   | Carybesche pascaart = The Carybes Islands, newly setforth and amendid|            |                                                                         | Antilles, Lesser - Maps - 1656 - Nautical charts<<Nautical charts - Antilles, Lesser - Maps - 1656<<Nautical charts
|                   | / by Arnold Nieuwe Carybsche pascaart = The Carybes Islands, newly   |            |                                                                         |
|                   | setforth and amendid / by Arnold Nieuwe Carybsche pascaart = The      |            |                                                                         | Nieuwe Carybsche pascaart = The Carybes Islands, newly setforth and amendid... |
|                   | Carybesche pascaart = The Carybes Islands, newly setforth and amendid|            |                                                                         | Colom. Amsterdam : Dwelling on the Water, in the Lightning Colom, [1656?]. Authors: Colom, Arnold, 1624-1668 -- Colom, Arnold, 1624-1668. Zee-atlas, ofte Water-wereldt [1656?] |
Antilles, Lesser - Maps - 1775 - Nautical charts
Antilles, Lesser - 1775 - Windward Islands (West Indies) - Maps - 1775 - Nautical charts - Windward Islands (West Indies) - 1763 - Nautical charts
The Caribbee Islands. The Virgin Islands and the isle of Puerto Rico. London : R. Sayer and J. Bennett, 1775 [i.e. 1778].
Authors: Jefferys, Thomas, - 1771 -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Robert Sayer and John Bennett (Firm). Neptune occidental : a pilot for the West-Indies ... (1778) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 47 x 61 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Added title in oversize lettering: Caribbee Islands named by the Spaniards Antilas and Windward.
In: Robert Sayer and John Bennett (Firm).
Neptune occidental : a pilot for the West-Indies ... (London : Robt. Sayer and J. Bennett, 1778); engraved 'Bl.13.' at upper right; verso handstamped '13.'
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .N44 1778 pl. 13 (PrCt)

Antilles, Lesser - Maps - 1780 - Windward Islands (West Indies) - Maps - 1780 - Caribbean Sea - Maps - Ocean currents - 1780 - Caribbean Sea - Maps - Ocean currents - 1780 -
1 map ; 31 x 22 cm.
Directional arrows show predominant currents in the Caribbean Sea.
"Liv. X. XII. XIII. et XIV." -- At upper left.
"No. 36." -- At upper right.
Forms part of the William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library).
Greenlee 4891 .B71 1780 [map 38] (PrCt)

Antilles, Lesser - Maps - 1783 - Nautical charts - Antilles, Lesser - 1783 - Puerto Rico - Maps - 1783 - Nautical charts - Puerto Rico - Maps - 1783 - Tobago (Trinidad and Tobago) - Maps - 1783 - Nautical charts
A Correct chart of the Caribbee Islands. London : Mount & Page, [1783].
1 map ; 42 x 53 cm.
Oriented with north at right.
In: The English pilot. : Describing the West-India navigation, from Hudson's Bay to the River Amazones ... (London : Printed for Messrs. Mount and Page, Tower-Hill, 1783) following p. 34.
oversize Ayer 135 .E55 1783 following p. 34 (PrCt)

Antilles, Lesser - Maps - 1784
A Chart of the Antilles, or, Charibbee, or, Caribs Islands, with the Virgin Isles. London : Wm. Faden, 1784.
1 map : hand col. ; 45 x 42 cm. fold. to 27 cm. 'W. Palmer, sculp.'
Scale [ca. 1:2,624,882]; about 12 'nautic leagues' to an inch.
Relief shown pictorially.
Depths shown by soundings.
Prime meridian: London.
Includes relief profiles and inset of 'Positions ascertained by courses and distances given; on a scale reduced to the third.'
LC Card Number 74695636
Ayer 133 .L32 1784 (NLO)

Antilles, Lesser - Maps - 1784
A Chart of the Antilles, or, Charibbee, or, Caribs Island, with the Virgin Islands. London : W. Faden, 1784 [i.e. 1817?].
1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 31 cm. (without insets)
Map dated 1784; verso handstamped '55.' Includes insets [23 coastal profiles]. Includes inset (13 x 11 cm.): Positions ascertained by course and distance given.
oversize G 10 .282 pl. 56 (PrCt)
123 mm.)
Sheet 13 of 117 in the Cartes Marines
Manuscript Map Collection, detailing French
colonial interests worldwide, ca. 1640-ca. 1726.
Depths shown with soundings.
Pen-and-ink and watercolor (green, brown,
yellow, red); mounted on cloth.
Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript
Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 37
Ayer ms map proj 00
Digital image available as part of the Newberry
Library’s Great Lakes Digital Collection via the
CARLI Digital Collections website (accessed
Nov. 2010):
http://collections.carli.illinois.edu/u?/nby_grlakes,
797
VAULT drawer Ayer MS map 30 sheet 13
(NLO)

Antonine Wall (Scotland - Maps - 1969 - Fortification - Scotland SEE ALSO Antonnine Wall (Scotland) - Wall, Roman - Scotland SEE ALSO Antonine Wall (Scotland) - Strip maps
Authors: Great Britain. Ordnance Survey
1 map : col. ; 80 x 102 cm.
Scale 1:25,000 or about 2 1/2 inches to 1 mile.
Strip map in three sections.
Relief shown by contours.
Shows the location of the wall by overprinting on
a modern map.
73-3223
ICN73
map6F 5771.E8 (PrCt)

Antoniszon, Cornelis, b. ca. 1499
I. Cornelis Anthonisz. [Vatican City : Biblioteca
apostolica vaticana, 1948].
Authors: Almagià, Roberto. 1884-1962 --
Almagià, Roberto. 1884-1962. Carte geografiche
a stampa di particolare pregio o rarità dei secoli
XVI e XVII (1948) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection
(Newberry Library)
p. 3-4 ; 43 cm.
In: Almagià, Roberto. Carte geografiche a
stampa di particolare pregio o rarità dei secoli
XVI e XVII (Vatican City: Biblioteca apostolica
vaticana, 1948), p. 3-4.
Duplicate copy (reduced photocopies): Vert 3026,
no. 7.
oversize Ayer 135.5 A44 1948, p. 3-4 (PrCt)

Antoniszon, Cornelis, b. ca. 1499
[Notes on Cornelis Anthonisz]. [Chicago, 198-?].
Authors: Karrow, Robert W.
1 file folder ; 25 x 30 cm.
Bibliographical notes, photocopies of maps, and
drafts used in the preparation of the chapter on
Marcus Ambrosius in: Karrow, Mapmakers of the
Vert 3027 (PrCt)

Antoniszon, Cornelis, b. ca. 1499
Cornelius Anthonisz, der Begründer der
Hydrographie Niedersachsens. [Bremen-Horn :
W. Dorn, 1953].
Authors: Lang, Arend W., 1909-1981 -- Neues
Archiv für Niedersachsen (1953)
p. 219-242 : 12 ill. ; 25 cm.
Photocopies from: Neues Archiv für
Vert 3026, no. 4 (PrCt)

Antoniszon, Cornelis, b. ca. 1499
II. Cornelis Anthonisz., 1499-1557. [Alphen aan
den Rijn : Canaletto, 1985].
Authors: Zandvliet, K. -- Zandvliet, K. De groote
waereld in 't kleen geschildert
p. 19-20 : ill. ; 28 cm.
In: Zandvliet, K. De groote waereld in 't kleen
geschildert (Alphen aan den Rijn: Canaletto,
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3026, no. 6.
folio GA284.N4 226, p. 19-20 (PrCt)

Antoniszon, Cornelis, b. ca. 1499
1499 - Anthonisz, Cornelis, b. ca. 1499 SEE
Antoniszon, Cornelis, b. ca. 1499
Cornelis Anthonisz. [Stockholm : Kartografiska
Sällskapet, 1950].
Authors: Keuning, Johannes -- Imago mundi
(1950) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry
Library) -- Keuning, Johannes, 1881-1957
SEE Keuning, Johannes
Duplicate copy (photocopy): Vert 3026, no. 1.
Map Ref folio GA1 .I6, v. 7, p. 51-65 (PrCt)

Antoniszon, Cornelis, b. ca. 1499.
Caerte van Oostlant, 1543
Oude hollandsche zeevaart
p. 219 : ill. ; 28 cm.
In: Alphen aan den Rijn: Canaletto, 1985,
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3026, no. 6.
folio GA284.N4 226, p. 19-20 (PrCt)

Antoniszon, Cornelis, b. ca. 1499.
Caerte van Oostlant, 1543
Pilot guides - Europe, Northern - 1543
Die "Caerte van oostlant" des Cornelis Anthonisz.
1543 : Die älteste gedruckte Seekarte
Nordeuropas und ihre Segelanweisung / Arend
Authors: Lang, Arend W., 1909-1981- -Antoniszon, Cornelis, b. ca. 1499
167 p. : ill., maps ; 27 cm.
Series: Schriften des deutschen

Antoniszon, Cornelis, b. ca. 1499.
Caerte van Oostlant, 1543
Nautical charts - Europe, Northern - 1543
Die "Caerte van oostlant" des Cornelis Anthonisz.
1543 : Die älteste gedruckte Seekarte
Nordeuropas und ihre Segelanweisung / Arend
Authors: Lang, Arend W., 1909-1981- -Antoniszon, Cornelis, b. ca. 1499
167 p. : ill., maps ; 27 cm.
Series: Schriften des deutschen
Folded map in pocket.

Summaries in English, French and Russian.


ISBN 3822500127

GA924 1543 .L25 1986 (NLO)

2182 Antoniszoon, Cornelis, b. ca. 1499. Daniae Regni Typus, 1570<<>>Zeno, Niccolò, 1515-1565. Carta da navigar (1558)
Cornelius Anthoniades kaart over Danmark og zenikaaret af 1558. 1887-1888.

Authors: Brunn, C. G.

Geografisk tidskrift 9 (1887-88): 146-49.

Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

2183 Antoniszoon, Cornelis, b. ca. 1499. Dit Is Het Belech Va[n]n Terwaen, 1533<<>>Cartography - Thérouanne (France) - History - 1533
Aanwisten van zestiende-eeuwse houtsneden in het Rijks-prentenkabinet te Amsterdam. 1933.

Authors: Graaf, A. C. de

Relating information about the mapmakers

Vert 3026, no. 2 (PrCt)

2184 Antoniszoon, Cornelis, b. ca. 1499. Dit Is Het Belech Va[n]n Terwaen, 1533<<>>Cartography - Thérouanne (France) - History - 1533
Aanwisten van zestiende-eeuwse houtsneden in het Rijks-prentenkabinet te Amsterdam. 1933.

Authors: Graaf, A. C. de -- De Navorscher (1870)

511 ; 25 cm.


Z 007 .9, v. 21, p. 177-208 (PrCt)

2185 Antoniszoon, Cornelis, b. ca. 1499. Onderwijzinge van der Zee, en zijn caerte van de Oostere See. [Leiden : Brill, 1950].

Authors: Keuning, Johannes -- Tijdschrift van het Koninklijk Nederlandsch Aardrijkskundig Genootschap (1950)

4 p. : ill., facsimls. ; 21cm.

Series: Nordseeküste ; Heft 9.

Includes bibliographical references (p. 35-42).

GA875.O82 N67 no.9 (NLO)

2187 Antoniszoon, Cornelis, b. ca. 1499. [View of Amsterdam] (1531 or 1532)
De oudste door Cornelis Anthonisz. getekende plattegrond van Amsterdam. [Amsterdam : J.H. de Bussy, 1944].

Authors: Breen, J. van -- Jaarboek van het Genootschap Amstelodamum (1944)

p. 117-137 : 13 ill. ; 25 cm.

Photocopies from: Jaarboek van het Genootschap Amstelodamum 40 (1944): 117-137.

Vert 3026, no. 5 (PrCt)

2188 Antrim (Northern Ireland : County) - Maps - 1685
Antrim County. [London : Francis Lamb, 1685].


1 map ; 11 x 15 cm.

In: Petty, William. A Geographical description of ye kingdom of Ireland ... (London: Francis Lamb, [1685]) pl. [17].

Engraved plate number ’13’.

Case G 1042 .668 pl. [17] (PrCt)

2189 Antwerp (Belgium) - Maps - 1557

Authors: Cock, Hieronymus, ca. 1510-1570 -- De Landau, Horace, barone, 1824-1903 -- Finaly, Madame, d. 1938 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 360 x 445 mm. (plate mark), on sheet 428 x 548 mm.

Relief shown pictorially.

Damaged section of coat-of-arms at top center replaced in manuscript with paste-on repair.

Manuscript ‘42’ in upper right and ‘41’ in lower right.

Tooley 112.

Ex De Landau; ex Finaly.

c1

Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Novacco 4F 156 (PrCt)

Antwerp (Belgium) - Maps - 1560
Antverpiae civilitatis Belgicæ toto orbe cogniti et celebrati emporii simulacrvm. [Antwerp?, ca. 1560].

Authors: Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; hand col. ; 327 x 429 mm. (plate mark), on sheet remargined to 446 x 487 mm.

Apparentely derived from Hieronymus Cock’s 1557 map; cf. Novacco 4F 156.

Relief shown pictorially.

Binding stub and manuscript ‘96’ on verso.

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Tooley 110. c2a
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Novacco 4F 158 (PrCt) 2191 Antwerp (Belgium) - Maps - 1560
Antverpiae civitatis Belgicarum tota orbis cogniti et celebri emporii simvlarvm. [Antwerp?, ca. 1560].
Authors: Hoepli, Ulrico, 1847-1935 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 320 x 442 mm.
Apparently derived from Hieronymous Cock's 1557 map; cf. Novacco 4F 156.
Relief shown pictorially.

Tooley 110. Ex Hoepli. c2
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Novacco 4F 157 (PrCt) 2192 Antwerp (Belgium) - Maps - 1565
Authors: Diesth, Aegid. Coppenius (Aegidius Coppenius) -- C. E. P. -- Ludwig Rosenthal's Antiquariat -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 413 x 668 mm. (plate mark), on sheet 419 x 672 mm.,
Monogram CEP [?] at lower right.
Date and attribution to Gillis Coppens van Diest from Novacco checklist.
Apparently derived from Gillis Coppens van Diest's manuscript on verso at upper right.

Ex Rosenthal. c3
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Novacco 4F 159 (PrCt) 2193 Antwerp (Belgium) - Maps - 1565 - Pictorial works
1 birds-eye view : col. ; 42 x 88 cm.
Facsimile of original published Antwerp, 1565; reproduced from original in the Museum Plantin-Moretus, Antwerp.
Issued with and indexed by De Stad Antwerpen van de Romeinse tijd tot de 17de eeuw / edited by Léon Voet et al. (Brussels, 1978); includes variant facsimile map (32 x 68 cm.) [cDH 811.A63 S72].
Variant facsimile includes overlays showing modern street and place names and references 1-54.
4079 and 4080

map4F G6014.A5A3 1565 B6 1978 (PrCt) 2194 Antwerp (Belgium) - Maps - 1620
Anverpia, nobile in Brabantia oppidum ...
[Antwerp, 1557].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1540 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Guicciardini, Lodovico, 1521-1589 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 33 x 46 cm.
Added title: Antverpia.

Map derived from a 1567 woodcut supplied by Lodovico Guicciardini; see R.A. Skelton's Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.
Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Antverpia.

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 1, pl. 17 (PrCt) 2195 Antwerp (Belgium) - Maps - 1620 - Fortification
Anverpia. [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1540 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Hoefnagel, Joris, 1542-1601 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 45 x 77 cm.
Title at top.
Includes references 1-25.

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 5, pl. 27 (PrCt) 2196 Antwerp (Belgium) Maps - 1624<<<Antwerp (Belgium) - Pictorial works - 1624
Marchionatus sacri Romani imperii [Antwerp]
Authors: Visscher, Claes Jansz., 1586 or 7-1624 -- Keere, Pieter van den, 1571-ca. 1646 -- Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 37 x 48 cm.
Inset view (5 x 20 cm.): Antverpia.
Engraved no. '18' at bottom right.


2199 Antwerp (Belgium) - Maps - 1695 - Fortification Antvers, Antwerpen en Flamand Belle ... Paris : de Fer, [1695]. Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Loon, H. V. (Herman van) -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes -- avec leurs fortifications ... (1695-1696) 1 map ; 20 x 27 cm. In: Fer, Nicolas de. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes -- avec leurs fortifications ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, 1695-1696) pt. 1, map [1]. Manuscript '(1)' at upper right.
Antwerp (Belgium) - Maps - 1785 Antwerp Region (Belgium) - Maps - 1785

Antwerp, a strong, large, and beautiful city on ye river Scheld ... [London: s.n., ca. 1785?].


1 map ; 37 x 47 cm.

Added title in bottom margin: Plan of the city and citadel of Antwerp. For Mr. Tindal's continuation of Mr. Rapin's History of England.

Includes references 1-7.

Oriented with north at left.

Inset (9 x 12 cm.): Marquisate of Antwerp part of the H. Roman Empire.


Written in French by Mr. Rapin de Thoyras. Translated into English with additional notes, by N. Tindal (London : James, John and Paul Knapton, 1732-1747) v. [6] map [53]

folio F 45 .7341 v. [6] map [53] (PrCt)

2204

2207

Antwerp (Belgium) - Maps - 1840 - Pictorial works

Antwerp. [Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, 1840].

Authors: Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846 -- Lea & Blanchard -- Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (1840) 1 view ; 3 x 7 cm.

In: Murray, Hugh. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, successors to Carey & Co., for George W. Gorton, 1840) v. 1, p. 509.

Wax engraving.

G 11 .607 v. 1, p. 509 (PrCt)

2208

Antwerp (Belgium) - Maps - 1864

Plan de la ville d'Anvers, ses environs et sone agrandissement dressé & gravé par J.B. van de Kerckhove ... [Antvers?] : J.B. van Mol-Van Loy, 1864.

Authors: Kerckhove, J. B. van de -- Mol-Van Loy, J. B. van

1 map ; 50 x 43 cm. fold. to 18 cm.

Scale: 1:10,000.

Inset: Agrandissement général de la ville d'Anvers.

G 1046 .46 (NLO)

2209

Antwerp (Belgium) - Maps - 1904 Antwerp Region (Belgium) - Maps - 1904


Authors: Woerl, Leo, 1843-1918 -- Woerl's Reisebücherverlag -- Woerl's Reisehandbücher -- Ziahue, Alois -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Antwerp (Belgium) - Maps - 1912


Authors: Stappaers, Alphonse
1 map : col. ; 46 x 73 cm. fold. to 15 x 10 cm.
Advertisements fill top and bottom margins and entire verso.

Apparently removed from covers which probably included a street index; the map is covered with a grid numbered 1 to 104
Removed from Mitchell Dawson Papers.

2210

Antwerp (Belgium) - Maps - 1912


Authors: Stappaers, Alphonse
1 map : col. ; 46 x 73 cm. fold. to 15 x 10 cm.
Advertisements fill top and bottom margins and entire verso.

Apparently removed from covers which probably included a street index; the map is covered with a grid numbered 1 to 104
Removed from Mitchell Dawson Papers.

2211

Antwerp (Belgium) - Pictorial works - 1569

Anversa. [Venice : Bolognino Zaltieri, 1569].

Authors: Ballino, Giulio, d. ca. 1592 -- Ballino, Giulio, d. ca. 1592. De' disegni delle piu illustri città, et fortezze del mondo ... (1569) -- Zaltieri, Bolognino, fl. 1555-1576
1 view ; 18 x 27 cm.
Includes references 1-28.
Letterpress text on verso.

In: Ballino, Giulio. De' disegni delle piu illustri città, et fortezze del mondo ... (Venice: Bolognino Zaltieri, 1569), plate [7]

Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library)

2212

Antwerp (Belgium) - Pictorial works - 1584

Antverpia : Consertaaytis sel vande Blockhuysen ende doorsteeken der dycken op der Schelden tuschen die Brabanders ende die Spaignariden, in sulcker formen als sij waren Ao, 1584.
[Deventer : Joannes van Doetecum], 1584.

Authors: Doetecam, Jan van
1 view ; 24 x 66 cm.
Facsimile of unique print in private collection;
issued as wrapper to the 'Jubileumnummer van Caert-Thresoor nummer 4- 2006.'
Subtitle from cartouche at upper left; repeated in French in cartouche at upper right.

Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library)

2213

Antwerp (Belgium) - Maps - 1624

[Antwerp, Belgium]. [Antwerp : Pieter van den Keere, 1624].

Authors: Keere, Pieter van den, 1571-ca. 1646 -- Keere, Pieter van den, 1571-ca. 1646 --

Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library)

2214

Antwerp (Belgium) - Maps - 1624

[Antwerp, Belgium]. [Antwerp : C. J. Visscher excudebat, 1624].

Authors: Visscher, Claes Jansz., 1586 or 7-1652 -- Keere, Pieter van den, 1571-ca. 1646 --

Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library)

2215

Antwerp (Belgium) - Pictorial works - 1624


Authors: Visscher, Claes Jansz., 1586 or 7-1652 -- Keere, Pieter van den, 1571-ca. 1646 --

Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library)
Antwerp (Belgium : Province) - Maps - 1700
Marchionatus sacri imperii et domnii Mechelini tabula. Amsterdam : Frederick de Wit, [ca. 1700].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Wit, Frederik de.
1 map; hand col.; 47 x 56 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Oriented with north at bottom right.
In: Wit, Frederik de. Atlas (Amsterdam : bij Frederik de Wit in de Calverstraet bij den Dam inde Witte Paskaert. [ca. 1700?]?) no. [137].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .W8 A no. [137] (PrCt)

Antwerp (Belgium : Province) - Maps - 1706
Carte particuliére des environs de Lier et d'une partie de la Campine. Brussels, 1706.
Authors: Fricx, Eugéne Henri, d. 1733 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
III:M104
1 map; 39 x 54 cm.
Newberry duplicate (or variant issue): Sack map G6010 1706 .F7 sheet 5.
Phillips 7962 no. [5].
3333
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6013.A6 1706 V5 (PrCt)

Antwerp (Belgium : Province) - Maps - 1710
Mechlinia dominion et Aerschot ducatus. [Amsterdam] : Nicolaao Visscher [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher, 1697].
1 map; hand col.; 45 x 55 cm.
In: Visscher, Nicolaes. Atlas minor ... (Amstelaeami [Amsterdam] : ex officina Nicolai Visscher [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher], [1710?]) map [57].
Manuscript "59" in upper right.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .V8 1700 map [57] (PrCt)

Antwerp (Belgium : Province) - Maps - 1720
Tetrarchiae Antverpiensis pars meridionalis. Amsterdam, [ca. 1720].
Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Schenk, Pieter, ca. 1698-1775 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:M103
1 map; 48 x 57 cm.
3332
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Antwerp (Belgium : Province) - Maps - 1720
Marchionatus sacri romani imperii. Amsterdam, [ca. 1720].
Authors: Schenk, Pieter, ca. 1698-1775 -- Visscher, Claes Janszs., 1586 or 7-1652 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
III:Y5
1 map; 18 x 42 cm.
Includes 13 inset views and 1 inset map in margin.
3074
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6014.A5A1 1720 S3 (PrCt)

Antwerp. Exposition cartographique, ethnographique, et maritime, 1902
Compte rendu de l'Exposition cartographique ethnographique & maritime d'Anvers / par Édouard Janssens ... Antwerp : Veuve de Backer, 1903.
Authors: Janssens, Édouard, 1863-- -- Société royale de géographe d'Anvers -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library).
1 p.l., [259]-411 p.: ill.
"Extrait du 'Bulletin de la Société de géographe d'Anvers."
The exposition was organized by the Société royale de géographe d'Anvers, this report being prepared by the secretary of the society.
Ayer 129 .S67 1903 (NLO)

Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d', 1697-1782. Mer Caspienne (1777)
Prospectuses---Map publishing - France - Prospectuses - 1777---Map industry and trade - France - Prospectuses - 1777---Booksellers and bookselling - France - Prospectuses - 1777---Caspian Sea - Maps - 1777
Authors: Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d', 1697-1782 -- Haye, G. de la -- Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d', 1697-1782. Mer Caspienne (1777) -- Académie royale des sciences (France) -- Imprimerie royale (France)
18 p., [1] leaf of plates: 1 map; 27 cm.
Map: Mer Caspienne / par le Sr. d'Anville ... Engraved by Guillaume de la Haye.
Contemporary binding; no. 6 of 8 titles bound together.
LC Card Number:16003427
Case GA7 .L47 1764 [no. 6 of 8] (NLO)

Aosta (Italy : Province) - Historical geography - Maps - 1830-1839
Aosta : dominio originario: ducato 1238; Viscontado d'Aosta ceduto dai conti di Challant

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)


2224 Apian, Peter, 1495-1552
I. Peter Apian. [Prag : Kön. böhmischen Gesellschaft der Wissenschaften, 1882].
Authors: Günther, Siegmund, 1848-1923 -- Günther, Siegmund, 1848-1923. Peter und Philipp Apian (1882) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) p. 4-81 ; 28 cm.
Authors: Günther, Siegmund, 1848-1923 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 136 p. ; 28 cm.

2225 Apian, Peter, 1495-1552
Peter Apianus, 1495 or 1501-1552. [London : Mansell Information Pub., 1982].

2226 Apian, Peter, 1495-1552
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3028, no. 4. Ref Q141 .D5, v. 1, p. 178-179 (PrCt)

2227 Apian, Peter, 1495-1552<<>>Apian, Georg, d. 1548<<>>Printing - Germany - Ingolstadt - History
Anhang. Die Apianusdruckerei in Ingolstadt, 1526-1540. [Mainz : Gutenberg-Gesellschaft, 1930].

2228 Apian, Peter, 1495-1552<><>Apian, Georg, d. 1548<><>Printing - Germany - Ingolstadt - History<><>Printing - Germany - Landshut - History

2229 Apian, Peter, 1495-1552<><>Apianus, Philippus, 1531-1589
Authors: Günther, Siegmund, 1848-1923 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 136 p. ; 28 cm.

2230 Apian, Peter, 1495-1552<><>Caesareum (1540)
Caesar's astronomy ('Astronomicum Caesareum') by Peter Apian, Ingolstadt 1540. [Bruges : Saint Catherine Press, 1936].
Authors: Ionides, Stephen Archigenes, 1880- -- Osiris (1936) p. 356-389 ; ill. ; 28 cm.
Photocopies from: Osiris 1 (1936): 356-389. Vert 3028, no. 3 (PrCt)

2231 Apian, Peter, 1495-1552. Astronomicum Caesareum (1540)
Astronomicum Caesareum (1540) -- Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

2232 Apian, Peter, 1495-1552. Astronomicum
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Caesareum (1540)
Peter Apianus und sein Astronomicum
By Diedrich Wattenberg; translated by Dr. G. Archenhold.
Contains introductory essay by Wattenberg; and a 33-p. facsimile of a translation from Latin into German of the first part of the Astronomicum, dated June 14, 1540 in Ingolstadt. Cf. Bibliographie de l’œuvre de Pierre Apian / F. Van Ortroy, no. 113.
With: Peter Apian’s Astronomicum Caesareum. Leipzig : Edition Leipzig, 1967, facsimile of the ed. first published at Ingolstadt in Bavaria in 1540, and reproduced from the copy bought by Tycho Brahe in 1599, now in the Gotha Landesbibliothek [Case oversize QB41 .A64 1540a no. 1]
Bibliography of works by and about Peter Apian: p. 34-37; 68-71.
Bilingual introduction in German and English; commentaries on Apian’s work in German.
Commentary in German and English..
Case oversize QB41 .A64 1540a no. 2 (NLO)

2235
Apian, Peter, 1495-1552. Cosmographicus liber (1524)
Sur un exemplaire du "Cosmographicus liber" de Pierre Apian. [Namur : Société scientifique de Bruxelles, 1922].
Authors: Bosmans, Henri, 1852- -- Analettes de la Société Scientifique de Bruxelles (1921-1922) p. 203-207 ; 25 cm.
Vert 3076, no. 5 (PrCt)

2236
Apian, Peter, 1495-1552. Cosmographicus liber (1574)
Authors: Flammarion, Camille, 1842-1925 -- Astronomie (1913) p. 289-291 : 3 ill. ; 28 cm.
Vert 3029, no. 7 (PrCt)

2237
Authors: Cuesta Gutierrez, Luisa -- Gutenberg Jahrbuch (1956) -- Gutierrez, Luisa Cuesta SEE Cuesta Gutierrez, Luisa -- Newberry Library.
John M. Wing Foundation p. 177-183 : 5 ill. ; 28 cm.
Wing folio Z 3112 .371 1956, p. 177-183 (PrCt)

2238
Apian, Peter, 1495-1552. Instrument Buch (1533)
Authors: Hamel, Jürgen -- Apian, Peter, 1495-1552. Instrument Buch, Ingolstadt, 1533 (1990)
Not at Newberry Library (Dec. 2012) (PrCt)

2239
Apian, Peter, 1495-1552<<>>Kunitzsch, Paul. Peter Apian und Azophi 1986)
Authors: Pingree, David Edwin, 1933-2005 --
The globe woodcut on page one is from the title page of Apian's Cosmographicus liber (1524). The source of the woodcut portrait of Apian is unknown: it has been tipped into the Newberry's copy of Cosmographicus liber.

The Apian facsimile map and its accompanying monograph have both been issued in limited editions of 175 numbered copies and 15 publisher proofs by the Speculum Orbis Press. This is number [blank].

Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3029, no. 8. 
map4F G3291.A 1983 .S6 no. 4 (PrCt)

p. 2-44 : map ; 26 cm.
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3029, no. 6.
Map Ref GA231 .R5 1972, p. 2-4 (PrCt)

Map Ref GA101 .A2, v. 1, p. 475-506 (PrCt)

Apian, Peter, 1495-1552. [World map] (1530)<><><>Stereotyping (Printing) - 1530<><><>Map printing - Germany - 1530<><><>Map printing - Stereotyping (Printing) - 1530
Some evidence for the use of stereotyping on Peter Apian’s world map of 1530. [Amsterdam: N. Israel, 1970].
p. 43-48 : ill. ; 30 cm.
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3029, no. 5.
Map Ref folio GA101 .A6, v. 24, p. 43-48 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

2244 Apianus, Philippus, 1531-1589
Authors: Günther, Siegmund. 1848-1923 -- Günther, Siegmund, 1848-1923. Peter und Philipp Apian (1882) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
p. 81-136 ; 28 cm.
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3072, no. 2.
*Newberry holdings not verified* (PrCt)

2245 Apianus, Philippus, 1531-1589
*Notes on Philipp Apian.* [Chicago, 198-?].
Authors: Karrow, Robert W.
1 file folder ; 25 x 30 cm.
Bibliographical notes, photocopies of maps, correspondence, and drafts used in the preparation of the chapter on Philipp Apian in: Karrow, Mapmakers of the sixteenth century and their maps (1993).
*Vert 3073 (PrCt)*

2246 Apianus, Philippus, 1531-1589
Authors: Neumann, Joachim -- International Conference on the History of Cartography (8th : 1979 : Berlin)
[i], 9 p. ; 30 cm.
Photocopy of typescript.
*Vert 3072, no. 3 (PrCt)*

2247 Apianus, Philippus, 1531-1589
Philipp, 1531-1589 SEE Apianus, Philippus, 1531-1589 SEE Apian, Philipp, 1531-1589 SEE Apian, Philippus, 1531-1589
Authors: Fauser, Alois, 1906- In Bairische Landtafeln XXIII...Inngolstat, 1568 (Munich: Süddeutsche Verlag, 1966).
*Newberry holdings not verified* (PrCt)

2248 Apianus, Philippus, 1531-1589. Bairische Landtafeln (1568)
Authors: Beck, Wilhelm. fl. 1907-1916 -- Altbayrische Monatsschrift (1907)
p. 143-148 ; 29 cm.
*Vert 3072, no. 4 (PrCt)*

2249 Apianus, Philippus, 1531-1589. Bairische Landtafeln (1568)

*Newberry holdings not verified* (PrCt)

2250 Apianus, Philippus, 1531-1589. Bairische Landtafeln (1568)
Authors: Gasser, Max -- Acta cartographica (1973) -- Mitteilungen der Geographischen Gesellschaft in München (1904)
p. 153-208 ; 25 cm.
*Map Ref GA101 .A2, v. 16, p. 153-208 (PrCt)*

2251 Apianus, Philippus, 1531-1589. Bairische Landtafeln (1568)
Authors: Gasser, Max -- Acta cartographica (1975) -- Verhandlungen des sechszehnten Deutschen Geographentages zu Nürnberg (1907)
p. 279-300 ; 25 cm.
*Map Ref GA101 .A2, v. 20, p. 279-300 (PrCt)*

2252 Apianus, Philippus, 1531-1589. Bairische Landtafeln (1568)
Philipp Apian und die Bayerischen Landtafeln. [Frankfurt am Main, 1978].
Authors: Seifert, Edeltraud Korschinek, 1922- In Apian, Philipp, 1531-1589 SEE Apianus, Philippus, 1531-1589 SEE Apian, Philippus, 1531-1589 SEE Apian, Philipp, 1531-1589
Authors: Fauser, Alois, 1906- In Bairische Landtafeln, 15-22 see Philipp Apian 1966.
*Newberry holdings not verified* (PrCt)

2253 Apianus, Philippus, 1531-1589. Bairische Landtafeln (1568)
*Description and travel tabulae siue descriptionis Bavariae...Bavaria (Germany) - Description and travel* - 1589 SEE Heraldy - Bavaria (Germany) - 1589 Philipp Apian's Topographie von Bayern und bayerische Wappensammlung : zur Feier des siebenhundertjährigen Herrscherjubiläums des erlauchten Hauses Wittelsbach / hrsg. von dem historischen Verein für Oberbayern. Munich : Verlag des Historischen Vereins von Oberbayern, 1880.
Authors: Apianus, Philippus, 1531-1589 --
Historischer Verein von Oberbayern
xvi, 497 p., [56] leaves : ill. ; 24 cm.
Series: Oberbayerisches Archiv für vaterlandische Geschichte, 39.
References: Karrow, Mapmakers of the 16th Century, 70.
http://bit.ly/11zuMCh (PrCt)

Apianus, Philippus, 1531-1589 • Printing - Tübingen (Germany) - History - 1500-1599
Professor Philipp Apian als Drucker in Tübingen.
Wing folio Z 3112 .371 1971, p. 224-229 (PrCt)

Oriented toward west.
‘XXX’ in upper right, above neatline. Profile inset at top, 47 x 132 mm. Pen-and-ink, pencil, and watercolor (blue).
Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Made probably between 1881 and 1890 by Joaquin Rajal y Larré, governor of the provinces of Nueva Écija on Luzon and Davao on Mindanao. Mount Apo is an active volcano and the highest mountain in the Philippines; Rajal and his party were the first Europeans to reach its peak (October 1880). Ayer ms map proj 94
VAULT Ayer 2061 .R16 1885 v.1 map 3 (NLO)

Authors: Eldridge, Carrie 1 atlas (viii, 40 p.) : ill., maps ; 28 x 43 cm. Cover title Includes bibliographical references (p. 39-40). Scales differ. ISBN 9781928979258 ; 9781928979258

Appanoose County (Iowa) • Maps - 1930 • Counties - Maps
Authors: W.W. Hixson & Co. 1 v. : 22 cm.
folio G1433 A6 W8 1930z (NLO)

Appenzell (Switzerland : Canton) • Maps - 1710 • Glarus (Switzerland : Canton) • Maps - 1710 • Saint Gall (Switzerland : Canton) • Maps - 1710 • Switzerland - Maps - 1710
Pündtner Grenzten . Augsburg : Gabriel Bodenehre, 1710.
Authors: Bodenehre, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. -- Bodenehre, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. Atlas curieux -- oder, Neuer und compendieuer atlas 1710 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 16 x 23 cm.
In: Bodenehre, Gabriel. Atlas curieux; oder, Neuer und compendieuer atlas ... ([Augsburg : Gabriel Bodenehre, 1710?] pl. [37]. Engraved plate no. '38.'
Ayer 135 .B6 pl. 37 (PrCt)

Apple River Canyon State Park (Ill.) • Tourism - 1977
Authors: Illinois. Department of Conservation 1 sheet : photos, col. map ; fold. to14 x 9 cm

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Document ID</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2261</td>
<td>Aquatint&lt;&gt;Ackermann and Co. Aquatint: or, the art of tonal etching. [18--?]. Authors: Shain, Michael p. 500-508 : 3 ill. From an unidentified text. Vert 1809 (Pr Ct)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2262</td>
<td>L'aquila (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1600 Citta dell'Aquila / Romae Iacobus Laurus sculptus cum priuilegio summi pontificis ad annos X anno lumbi, 1600 ... [Rome: Giocoamo Lauro?], 1600. Authors: Pico, Geronomy -- Pico, Blas -- Lauro, Giacomo, fl. 1600-1642 -- Castro i Andrade, Fernando de -- De Landau, Horace, barone, 1824-1903 -- Finaly, Madame, d. 1938 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library) 1 view; 386 x 520 mm. (plate mark), on sheet 434 x 548 mm. Geronomy Pico noted as cartographer in Blas Pico's dedication to '... Don Fernando de Castro i Andrade, Conde de Lemos ...'. Includes references 1-74 at lower left. Manuscript '52' at upper right; '51' at lower right. Ex De Landau; ex Finaly. Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library). f5 Novacco 4F 213 (Pr Ct)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2263</td>
<td>Aquileia (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1552&lt;&gt;Woodcuts [View of Aquileia, Italy]. [Basel: Heinrich Petri, 1552]. Authors: Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552. Cosmographiae universalis ... (1552) -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 view: woodcut; 7 x 8 cm., on sheet 32 x 21 cm.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (Rome: Presso la Calcogr. camerale, 1792-1801) v. 2 pl. 20.
Map dated 1797.
oversize Ayer 135 .C33 1792 v. 2 pl. 20 (PrCt)

2267
Aquitaine (France) - History - Maps
Authors: Dumonteil, Jacques -- Conseil Régional d'Aquitaine
v. : ill. (some col.), col. maps ; 28 cm.
Maps in pocket.
Includes bibliographical references.
ISBN 2910023354
folio G1844.22.A6 S1 2003 (NLO)

2268
Aquitaine (France) - Maps - 1583 - Coasts - Nautical charts
Aquitaine (France) - Maps - 1583 - Coasts - Nautical charts - Aquitaine - 1583 - Coasts - País Vasco (Spain) - Maps - 1583 - Coasts - Nautical charts
- Aquitaine - 1583 - Coasts - País Vasco (Spain) - 1583 - Coasts - Nautical charts
Caerte vande Zee Custen van Acason en. Biscaien[n] met heure hauenen en. opdoening va[n] Landen en. geberchten. [Leiden : F. Raphelengius ; C. Claesz], 1583 [i.e. 1588].
Authors: Waghenaer, Lucas Janszoon, 1534 or 5-1606 -- Doetecam, Jan van -- Raphaelengius, Franciscus, 1539-1597 -- Claesz, Cornelis, ca. 1546-1609 -- Waghenaer, Lucas Janszoon, 1534 or 5-1606. Speculum nauticum super navigatione maris Occidentalis confectum, continens omnes oras maritimas Galliae, Hispaniae et praecipuarum partium Angliae (1588) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 32 x 50 cm.
Includes coastal profiles.
Oriented with north at bottom. Descriptive text on verso (p. 10).
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .W13 1588 map [10] (PrCt)

2269
Aquitaine (France) - Maps - 1588 - Coasts - Nautical charts
Aquitaine (France) - Maps - 1588 - Coasts - Nautical charts - Aquitaine (France) - 1588 - Coasts - País Vasco (Spain) - Maps - 1588 - Coasts - Nautical charts
- Aquitaine (France) - 1588 - Coasts - País Vasco (Spain) - 1588 - Coasts - Basque Provinces (Spain) SEE País Vasco (Spain)
A Carde of the sea coases of Acason & Biscay ...

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
2272

Aquitaine (France) - Maps - 1742

Direction de Bordeaux comprenant la seneschaussé de Bordeaux ... Paris, [ca. 1742].
Authors: Nolin, Jean Baptiste, 1648-1708 -- Loon, H. V. (Herman van) -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G122
1 map : 46 x 71 cm.
Inset: Plan de la ville Bordeaux.
Form part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G5833.A48 1742 N6 (PrCt)

Arabian Peninsula - Maps - 1540

Arabia - Maps - 1540

Pictorial works
Tabvla Asiae VI. [Basel : Heinrich Münster, 1540].
Authors: Ptolemy, active 2nd century -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Ptolemy, active 2nd century.
Geographia (1540) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. woodcut ; 24 x 32 cm., mounted on backing sheet 31 x 38 cm.
Letterpress title above woodcut map with letterpress place names.
Letterpress no. 22 and text on verso: Arabiam. Felicem atq. Carmaniam ... .
Forms part of an incomplete copy of Sebastian Münster's 1540 edition of Ptolemy's Geography (lacking intervening pages of text beween maps).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Karrow, Mapmakers of the 16th cent., p. 423; Shirley, T.Ptol-Ba
VAULT Baskes folio G1005 1540, [plate 22] (PrCt)

Arabian Peninsula - Maps - 1593

Arabia - Maps - 1593

Secvndae partis Asiae : typus, qua oculus subjiciuntur itinera nautarum qui Calecutium Indiae ... / Iacobo Castaldo Pedemontano authore ; Ioannes à Deutecum, Lucas à Deutecum fecerunt. [Antwerp] : Gerhardus de Iode excudebat, [1593?].
Authors: Gastaldi, Giacomo, approximately 1500-approximately 1565 -- Doetecam, Jan van -- Doetechum, Lucas van, 16th cent. -- Jode, Gerard de, 1509-1591 -- Wierix, Antonie, -1604 -- Jode, Gerard de, 1509-1591. Speculum orbis terrarvm (1593)
1 map : hand col. ; 32 x 50 cm.
Latin letterpress text on verso (fol. 9, sig. I): Asiea secunda pars ... .
Engraving attributed to Antonie Wierix.
In: Jode, Gerard de. Speculum orbis terrarvm (Antwerp : A. Coninx, 1593), map [9].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .J9 1593, map [9] (PrCt)

Arabian Peninsula - Maps - 1654

Arabia - Maps - 1654

Carte des trois Arabies : tirée en partie de l'Arabe
Arabian Peninsula - Maps - 1722
Beschreibung von Arabien aus eigenen beobachtungen und im Lande selbst gesammten Nachrichten abgefasset von Carsten Niebuhr.
Kopenhagen [Copenhagen] : Gedruckt bey N. Moeller, 1772.
Authors: Niebuhr, Carsten, 1733-1815 -- Moeller, N.
xlvii, [3], 431, [1] p., xxiv leaves of plates (some folded) ; ill., facsims., geneal. tab., maps ; 25 cm.(4to)
Uniform title: Reisebeschreibung nach Arabien und andern umliegenden Ländern
LC Card Number: 07006698
G 62 .619 (NLO)

Arabian Peninsula - Maps - 1772
Arabia, according to its modern divisions. London : R. Sayer and J. Bennett, 1778.
Authors: Dunn, Samuel, -1794 -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Robert Sayer and John Bennett (Firm) -- Dunn, Samuel, -1794. A New atlas of the mundane system ... (1778) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 43 cm.
In: Dunn, Samuel. A New atlas of the mundane system ... (London : R. Sayer and J. Bennett, 1778), pl. 24. Title page dated 1778; map dated 1774.
oversize Ayer 135 .D85 1778 pl. 24 (PrCt)

Arabian Peninsula - Maps - 1774
Description de l'Arabie. Amsterdam : Baalde, 1774.
Authors: Niebuhr, Carsten, 1733-1815 -- Baalde, Steven Jacobus, active 1753-1782
1 v. ; 27 cm.
G 62 .621 (NLO)
Arabian Peninsula - Maps - 1779
*Description de l'Arabie.* Paris : Brunet, 1779.
Authors: Niebuhr, Carsten, 1733-1815 -- Brunet
2 v. ; 27 cm.
G 62 .6212 (NLO)

Arabian Peninsula - Maps - 1780
*Description de l'Arabie.* Amsterdam : Baalde, 1780.
Authors: Niebuhr, Carsten, 1733-1815 -- Baalde, Steven Jacobus, active 1753-1782
2 v.
G 62 .623 (NLO)

1 map ; 20 x 31 cm.
"Liv. I. III." -- At upper left.
"No. 14" -- At upper right.
Forms part of the William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library).
Greenlee 4891 .B71 1780 [map 14] (PrCt)

Arabian Peninsula - Maps - 1786<<>>Saudi Arabia - Maps - 1786
*Arabia : according to its modern divisions / by Samuel Dunn.* London : Printed for Robt. Sayer ... as the Act directs, 10 June, 1786.
Authors: Dunn, Samuel, -1794 -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Dunn, Samuel, -1794. A New atlas of the mundane system ... [1789?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; hand col. ; 31 x 44 cm., on sheet 47 x 57 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:9,500,000]
Relief shown pictorially.
Prime meridian: Ferro.
In: Dunn, Samuel. A New atlas of the mundane system, or, Of geography and cosmography ... (London : Printed for Robert Sayer and Co., [1789?]), [plate 24].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .D86 1789 [plate 24] (NLO)

Arabian Peninsula - Maps - 1794
*A New map of Arabia divided into its several regions and districts.* 1794 [i.e. 1816?].
1 map ; hand col. ; 45 x 58 cm.
In: Faden, William [and others]. [General atlas of modern geography : a collection of large scale maps and charts of all parts of the world] ([London, etc. : W. Faden, etc., 1775-1816]) v. 2, pl. [6].
Imprint on map: Published by Laurie and Whittle ... 12th May 1794.
Verso handstamped '4'.

Arabian Peninsula - Maps - 1794<<>>Saudi Arabia - Maps - 1794
*A New map of Arabia divided into its several regions and districts / from Monsr. D.Anville ; with additions and improvements from Mr. Niebuhr.*
London : Laurie & Whittle, 12th May 1794.
Authors: Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d', 1697-1782 -- Niebuhr, Carsten, 1733-1815 -- Laurie & Whittle -- Laurie & Whittle. A New and elegant imperial sheet atlas comprehending general and particular maps of every part of the world ... [1801?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; hand col. ; 46 x 58 cm.
In Robert Laurie and James Whittle. A New and elegant imperial sheet atlas comprehending general and particular maps of every part of the world ... (London : printed and published by R. Laurie and J. Whittle, 1800 [i.e. 1801?]) no. 39. Stamped "39" on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .R63 1801 no. 39 (NLO)

Arabian Peninsula - Maps - 1794<<>>Saudi Arabia - Maps - 1794
*Arabia : according to its modern divisions / by Samuel Dunn.* London : Printed for Robt. Sayer ... as the Act directs, 10 June, 1786.
Authors: Dunn, Samuel, -1794 -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Dunn, Samuel, -1794. A New atlas of the mundane system ... [1789?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; hand col. ; 31 x 44 cm., on sheet 47 x 59 cm.
"Published by Laurie & Whittle, 53 Fleet Street, London as the Act directs 12th May 1794."
Scale [ca. 1:9,500,000]
Relief shown pictorially.
Prime meridian: Ferro.
In: Dunn, Samuel. New atlas of the mundane system, or, Of geography and cosmography ... (London : Printed and published by Robert Laurie and James Whittle ... (successors to the late Mr. Robert Sayer), 1800), [plate 24]
Arabian Peninsula - Maps - 1797
L'Arabia delineata sulle ultime osservazioni. Rome : Calcografia camerale, 1798 [i.e. 1801].
Authors: Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824 -- Calcografia camerale (Rome, Italy) -- Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824. Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (1792-1801) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 43 cm.
oversize Ayer 135 .C3 1792 v. 3 pl. 3 (PrCt)

Arabian Peninsula - Maps - 1811<<>>Africa, Northern - Maps - 1811<<>>Northern Africa SEE Africa, Northern
A New map of Arabia, including Egypt, Abyssinia, the Red Sea &c.&c., from the latest authorities. London : J. Cary, 1811.
Authors: Cary, John, approximately 1754-1835 -- Cary, John, approximately 1754-1835. Cary's New universal atlas ... (1811 [i.e. 1812?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 44 x 50 cm.
In: Cary, John. Cary's New universal atlas, containing distinct maps of all the principal states and kingdoms throughout the world (London: Printed for J. Cary, 1811 [i.e. 1812?]) pl. [41]. Printed paste-on no. 45.
oversize Ayer 135 .C3 1811 pl. 41 (PrCt)

Authors: J. & G. Menzies -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1817?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 57 cm. Engraved 'No. 46' at upper right.
In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (Edinburgh ; London ; Dublin ; George Ramsay for John Thomson and Company [et al, 1817?]), map 46.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1817, map 46 (NLO)

Arabian Peninsula - Maps - 1811<<>>Saudi Arabia - Maps - 1818
Arabia / drawn under the direction of Mr. Pinkerton by L. Hebert ; Neele sculpt. 352 Strand. Philada. [Philadelphia] : Published by Dobson, [1818].
Authors: Hebert, Lewis, fl. 1809-1838 -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826 -- Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Dobson, Thomas, 1751-1823 -- Thomas Dobson and Son -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826. A Modern atlas : from the latest and best authorities exhibiting the various divisions of the world ... (1818)
1 map : hand col. ; 50 x 68 cm. Running title: Pinkerton's modern atlas
In: Pinkerton, John. A Modern atlas : from the latest and best authorities exhibiting the various divisions of the world ... (Philadelphia : Thomas Dobson & Son, 1818), plate [35]
Case oversize G1019 .P56 1818, plate [35] (PrCt)

Arabian Peninsula - Maps - 1821<<>>Middle East - Maps - 1821
Authors: J. & G. Menzies -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1821?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 44 x 49 cm.
In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (Edinburgh ; London ; Dublin ; John Thomson and Company ; Baldwin, Craddock, and Joy ; John Cumming, 1817, [i.e. 1821?]) map 46.

Authors: J. & G. Menzies -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1821?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 44 x 49 cm.
In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (Edinburgh ; London ; Dublin ; John Thomson and Company ; Baldwin, Craddock, and Joy ; John Cumming, 1817, [i.e. 1821?]) map 46.
Arabian Peninsula - Maps - 1822<<>>Middle
East - Maps - 1822
Arabia, Egypt, Abyssinia, Red Sea &c.
[Edinburgh] : Drawn and engraved for Thomson's New general atlas, [1822?].
Authors: Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1822?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 57 cm.
In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (Edinburgh ; London ; Dublin : Printed by G. Ramsay and Co. for J. Thomson and Co. ; Baldwin, Cradock and Joy ; John Cumming, 1821 [i.e. 1822?]), v. 2, map 46.
Engraved 'No. 46' at upper right.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1821, v. 2, map 46 (NLO)

Arabian Peninsula - Maps - 1823
Authors: Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Hall, Sidney -- Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823. A New general atlas constructed from the latest authorities ... (1823) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 20 x 24 cm.
In: Arrowsmith, Aaron. A New general atlas constructed from the latest authorities ... Exhibiting the boundaries and divisions, also the chains of mountains and other geographical features of all the known countries in the world (Edinburgh ; London : A. Constable & Co., 1823), pl. 40.
folio Ayer 135 .A65 1823 pl. 40 (PrCt)

Arabian Peninsula - Maps - 1825<<>>Middle
East - Maps - 1825
Arabia. [Philadelphia ; New York etc. Samuel F. Bradford and Murray, Fairman and Co., Peter A. Mesier etc., 1825?].
1 map ; 24 x 29 cm.
G.F.'
Ayer 135 .R29 plate [26] (PrCt)

Arabian Peninsula - Maps - 1829<<>>Middle
East - Maps - 1829
Arabia, Egypt, Abyssinia, Red Sea &c.
Authors: Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (Edinburgh ; London ; Dublin : Printed by H. & J. Pillans, for John Thomson ; Baldwin & Cradock ; John Cumming, 1829), map 46.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Engraved no. '46' at upper right.
Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1829 map 46 (NLO)

Arabian Peninsula - Maps - 1831<<>>Red Sea
Region - Maps - 1831<<>>Persian Gulf - Maps - 1831
Arabia, with the adjacent countries of Egypt & Nubia. Edinburgh : D. Lizzars, [1831?].
Authors: Lizzars, Daniel, 1760-1812 -- Hamilton, John, fl. 1831 -- Lizzars, Daniel, 1760-1812. The Edinburgh geographical and historical atlas ... [1831?]
1 map : hand col. ; 38 x 47 cm.
In: Lizzars, Daniel. The Edinburgh geographical and historical atlas ... (Edinburgh [etc.] : John Hamilton [and others, 1831?]) pl. [40].
Engraved plate no. 'XLVII. Oversize G 10 .514 pl. [40] (PrCt)

Arabian Peninsula - Maps - 1841<<>>Saudi
Arabia - Maps - 1841
Authors: Archer, Joshua, fl. 1833-1866 -- Grattan & Gilbert -- Mudie, Robert, 1777-1842. Gilbert's modern atlas of the earth ... (1841) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 22 x 31 cm.
Running title at bottom left: Gilbert's modern atlas In: Mudie, Robert. Gilbert's modern atlas of the earth ... (London : Grattan and Gilbert, [1841?]), [plate 31].
Printed no. 31 at bottom center.
Baskes folio G1019 .M83 1841, [plate 31] (PrCt)

Arabian Peninsula - Maps - 1843<<>>Africa,
Northeast - Maps - 1843
Arabia with Egypt, Nubia and Abyssinia. [London : Chapman and Hall], 1843 [i.e.1844].
Authors: Arnaud, Joseph Pons d', 1812-1844 -- Chapman and Hall -- J. & C. Walker (Firm) --

1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 38 cm.


oversize Ayer 135 .S67 1844 v. 1, pl. [88] (PrCt)

Arabian Peninsula - Maps - 1851

Arabia, Mount (Egypt) - Maps - 1851 - Pictorial works


Authors: Rapkin, J. -- Tallis, John, 1817-1876 -- Warren, H., fl. 1851 -- Rogers, J., fl. 1851 -- Martin, Robert Montgomery, 1803?-1868. Tallis's illustrated atlas, and modern history of the world ... (1851)

1 map : hand col. ; 22 x 30 cm.

Inset views (11 x 7 cm. and smaller): Arab women -- Mount Sinai -- Arabs -- [Camel under the palm tree].

In: Martin, Robert Montgomery. Tallis's illustrated atlas, and modern history of the world ... (London ; New York : J. Tallis, 1851) pl. [34].

folio G1019 .M197 1851 pl. [34] (PrCt)

Arabian Peninsula - Maps - 1858

Arabia - Maps - 1858 - Middle East - Maps - 1858

The Book of Job : translated from the Hebrew on the basis of the Authorized Version, explained in a large body of notes, critical and exegetical, and illustrated by extracts from various works on antiquities, geography, science, etc., also, by eighty woodcuts and a map, with six preliminary dissertations, an analytical paraphrase, and Meisner's and Doederlein's selection of the various readings of the Hebrew text from the collations of Kennicott and De Rossi / by Carteret Priaulx Carey. London : Wetheim, Macintosh, and Hunt, 1858.

Authors: Carey, Carteret Priaulx -- Wetheim, Macintosh, and Hunt -- Carey, Carteret Priaulx. The Book of Job : translated from the Hebrew on the basis of the Authorized Version ... (1858) -- Walker, John, 1786-1873 -- Wylde, James, 1812-1887 -- Simms, P. Marion (Paris Marion), b. 1874 -- McCormick Theological Seminary -- McCormick Theological Seminary Collection (Newberry Library)

xvi, 486 p., [2] folded leaves of plates : ill. (some folded), 1 folded map ; 26 cm.

Includes folded map: Map of Arabia reduced as to its physical features from J. Walker's large map, with portions of Syria and Egypt ... drawn by the Rev. Carteret P. Carey, M.A. Engraved by James Wyld.

English with some Hebrew.

Book-label: Private library of P. Marion Simms. Forms part of the McCormick Theological Seminary Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Herbert, A.S. Engl. Bible, 2343

BS1415 .C23 1858 (NLO)

Arabian Peninsula - Maps - 1866


Arabia, the Red Sea, and the valley of the Nile, including Egypt, Nubia, and Abyssinia / by W. Hughes, F.R.G.S. London & Liverpool : George Philip & Son, [1866].

Authors: Hughes, William, 1817-1876 -- Hughes, William, 1817-1876. Grand atlas universel : ou collection de cartes nouvelles ... (1866) -- George Philip & Son

1 map : col. ; 51 x 59 cm.


No. "30" printed on verso.

oversize G 10 .42, plate 30 (PrCt)

Arabian Peninsula - Maps - 1908

Arabian Gulf - Maps - 1908 - Middle East - Maps - 1908


1 map : 83 x 115 cm., folded to 24 cm. 'Transliteration by J.G. Lorimer.' Published under the direction of Colonel F.B. Longe.' Scale 1:3,041,280; 1 inch - 48 miles. Reprinted from Aitchison's Collection of treaties.

G 1062 .42 (NLO)

Arabian Peninsula - Maps - 1910


Authors: William Collins Sons and Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- William Collins Sons and Co. The Collegiate atlas ... [1910-?]

1 map : col. ; 23 x 29 cm.

In: William Collins Sons and Co. The Collegiate atlas : consisting of forty-four maps of modern geography, embracing all the latest discoveries and changes in boundaries and eighteen maps of historical geography, with copious index (Glasgow, London, and Edinburgh : William Longe, F. B., fl. 1851).

Landforms of Arabia / prepared for the Environmental Protection Section of the Office of the Quartermaster General by Erwin Raisz. [Cambridge, Mass. Institute of Geographical Exploration, Harvard University, 195-?].

Authors: Raisz, Erwin, 1893-


Includes bibliographical references (p. 270-272) and index.

Series: Mai's Auslandtaschenbuch ; Nr. 34 -- Mai's Auslandtaschenbücher ; Nr. 34.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library).

Notes: Folded map tipped in at end.


Printed plate number repeated on thumb index at right.

"Egypt, Arabia" in oversize manuscript lettering on verso.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1019 .C625 1910z, [plate] 25 (PrCt)


Includes index.

LC Card Number: 79307528

ISBN 0902675583

Adjusted title: "Arabian Sea - Maps - 1913 - Trade routes".

Identifies trade routes and distances, e.g., "Mombosa to Goa 2340 [nautical miles]."


In: Philip, George. Philip's mercantile marine atlas : a series of 35 plates ... with ... distances between ports ... (1913) 1 map ; 48 x 59 cm.

In: [Harris, John et al.] Atlas maritimus & commercialis ... (London : Printed for James and John Knapton [et al.], 1728) plate '34.

Arabian Peninsula - Maps - 1978


Includes index.

LC Card Number: 79307528

ISBN 0902675583

Adjusted title: "Arabian Sea - Maps - 1913 - Trade routes".

Identifies trade routes and distances, e.g., "Mombosa to Goa 2340 [nautical miles]."


In: Philip, George. Philip's mercantile marine atlas : a series of 35 plates ... with ... distances between ports ... (1913) 1 map ; 48 x 59 cm.

In: [Harris, John et al.] Atlas maritimus & commerciais ... (London : Printed for James and John Knapton [et al.], 1728) plate '34.

Arabian Peninsula - Maps - 1978


Includes index.

LC Card Number: 79307528

ISBN 0902675583

Adjusted title: "Arabian Sea - Maps - 1913 - Trade routes".

Identifies trade routes and distances, e.g., "Mombosa to Goa 2340 [nautical miles]."


In: Philip, George. Philip's mercantile marine atlas : a series of 35 plates ... with ... distances between ports ... (1913) 1 map ; 48 x 59 cm.

In: [Harris, John et al.] Atlas maritimus & commerciais ... (London : Printed for James and John Knapton [et al.], 1728) plate '34.
modern -- Edad contemporánea.
Incomplete?; lacking no. 3?
Includes bibliographical references and errata leaf.
Issued in slipcase.
'Publication no. 1.300'--Presentación.
Scales differ.
LC Card Number: 93180597
OCLC 29475344.
ISBN 8478201068 ; 9788478201068
Case folio G1968.A651 15 1992 (NLO)

2323 Aragon (Spain) - Maps - 1610-1620<<<<Labaña, Juan Bautista, d. 1625. Aragón
Authors: Labaña, Juan Bautista, d. 1625. Aragón -- Hernando Rica, Agustín -- Institución 'Fernando el Católico'
158 p. : ill., maps ; 31 cm.
Summary in English.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 113-114).
Series: Publicación no. 1,759 de la Institución 'Fernando el Católico'
ISBN 8478202994

2004100606 on order (NLO)

2324 Aragon (Spain) - Maps - 1680 Arragoniae regnum. Amsterdam, [ca. 1680].
1 map : hand col. ; 40 x 50 cm.
2192
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6562.A6 1680 L3 (PrCl)

2325 Aragon (Spain) - Maps - 1680 Regni Arragoniae typus novissimus in episcopatus divisus. Amsterdam, [ca. 1680].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Côvens et Mortier -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:39
1 map : hand col. ; 43 x 53 cm.
2178
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6562.A6 1680 W5 (PrCl)

2326 Aragon (Spain) - Maps - 1700 Novissima Arragoniae regni tabula. [Amsterdam] : Fredericum de Wit, [ca. 1700?].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Wit, Frederik de.
Atlas [ca. 1700?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 43 x 53 cm.
Oriented with north at right.


2327 Aragon (Spain) - Maps - 1706 Le Royaume d'Arragon. Paris, 1706.
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
I:36
1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 44 cm.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
2088
Sack map4F G6562.A6 1706 F4 (PrCl)

2328 Aragon (Spain) - Maps - 1719 Carte du royaume d'Arragon. Paris, 1719.
1 map : hand col. ; 43 x 74 cm.
Incomplete; apparently part of a two-sheet map; lacking northern sheet.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
3044
Sack map4F G6562.A6 1719 .A5 (PrCl)

2329 Aragon (Spain) - Maps - 1740 Le Royaume d'Arragon. Paris, [ca. 1740].
Authors: Nolin, Jean Baptiste, 1648-1708 -- Mendes Silva, Rodrigo, b. 1607 -- Cantel, Pierre Joseph, 1645-1684 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:37
1 map : hand col. ; 53 x 41 cm.
Added title: El Reyno de Aragon.
Cf. Phillips 5985 [112].
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
2234
Sack map4F G6562.A6 1740 N6 (PrCl)

2330 Aragon (Spain) - Maps - 1740<<<<Catalonia (Spain) - Maps - 1740<<<<Valencia (Spain : Region) - Maps - 1740<<<<Balearic Islands (Spain) - Maps - 1740
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Somer, J. -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Delamarche, Charles François, 1740-1817. Atlas général : contenant le détail des quatre parties du monde [1798?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 41 x 53 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:1,650,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
In composite world atlas possibly compiled and published by Charles François Delamarche: Atlas général : contenant le détail des quatre parties du
monde [Paris? : s.n., 1798?], [ptie 2], [plate 3]. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes oversize G1015 .A77 1798, [ptie 2], [plate 3] (NLO)**

2332

**Aragon (Spain) - Maps - 1752**

*Etats de la couronne d'Aragon ... / par le Sr. Robert de Vaugondy fils ...* [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy], 1752.

Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Didier, 1723-1786 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1758?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 61 cm. In: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles. Atlas universel pour M. Robert ... et par M. Robert de Vaugondy son fils ... (A Paris : Chez De la Marche, géographe, rue du Foin St. Jacques, Collège de Me. Gervais, 1757 [i.e. 1790?]), [plate 80]. "Aragon" and "80" -- oversize letterpress title and number stamped on verso. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1757, [plate 80] (PrCt)**

---

**Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.**

**For more information refer to the title page of this volume.**
Canellas.'
Added title: Album geográfico-histórico del Reino de Aragón, siglos XVI-XIX.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 51) and index.
Series: Colección de facsímiles de la Librería General.
Cf. OCLC 20077715.
Ordered July 2004; not received? (NLO)

2337 Aral Sea (Uzbekistan and Kazakhstan) - Maps - 1850-1859
The Aral Sea. [185-].
Authors: Petermann, A. (August), 1822-1878
1 map
temp map1F G7202.A7 185-.P4 (PrCt)

2338 Aral Sea (Uzbekistan and Kazakhstan) - Maps - 1872->Kamchatka Peninsula (Russia) - Maps - 1872->Petropavlovsk-Kamchatskii (Russia) - Pictorial works - 1872->Petropavlovski (Russia) SEE Petropavlovsk-Kamchatskii (Russia)
2 maps : col. ; 23 x 14 cm. and 24 x 14 cm., on sheet 32 x 48 cm.
Margins include assorted views, including natives in local costume and view (6 x 19 cm.): Petropavlovski / engraved by J. Dunlop Edinbr.
Printed plate no. "VIII" at bottom right.
Case oversize G1019 .A38 1872, plate [8] (PrCt)

Carte de l'entrée de la Baye de St.Louis nommée par les Espagnols St.Bernard, ou l'on a marqué exactement la quantité de pieds deau que lon y trouue, et la route que lon doit tenir pour y entrer, levée au mois d'Octobre 1720. [19--].
Authors: Devin, Valentin -- Buache, Philippe, 1700-1773 -- Bibliothèque nationale (France). Ge DD 2987-8841 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1720 manuscript.
For variants of this ms., see MapPhoto Fr BN Estampes Vd.20 [3] and Ayer MS map 30, sheet 84.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France BN Ge DD 2987-8841 (PrCt)

Aransas Bay (Tex.) - Maps - 1720 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts->Nautical charts - Aransas Bay (Tex.) - Maps - 1720 - Manuscript maps
Carte de l'entrée de la Baye de Saint Louis : nommée par les espagnols St. Bernard ou l'on a marqué exactement la quantité de pieds d'eau que lon y trouue, et la route que lon doit tenir pour y entrer. 1720.
Authors: Devin, Valentin -- Cartes Marines Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library.
1 ms. map: hand col.; 467 x 661 mm.
Nautical chart of Aransas Bay on the Texas coast, named St. Louis Bay in the mistaken belief that it was the site of the failed Gulf coast colony established in 1685 by Robert Cavelier, sieur de La Salle.
Scale [ca. 1:105,000]. "Echelle de 2 lieües' [= 106 mm.]
Sheet 84 of 117 in the Cartes Marines Manuscript Map Collection, detailing French colonial interests worldwide, ca. 1640-ca. 1726. Oriented with north at right.
Depths shown with soundings; relief shown pictorially.
Pen-and-ink and watercolor (green, yellow, brown, grey); mounted on cloth.
Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 146 Manuscript variants of this map dated 1720 and 1730 are in the Bibliothèque Nationale (Ge DD 2987-8841 and Estampes Vd. 20 [no. 3]); reduced photostatic reproductions of both form part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library). See Jackson, Jack. Manuscript maps concerning the Gulf Coast, Texas and the Southwest (Chicago: Newberry Library, 1995) p. 28, nos. 130-131 and p. 39, no. 193.
Photographic transparency available in Spec. Coll. Image Index.
Ayer ms map proj 01.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Digital image available as part of the Newberry Library's Great Lakes Digital Collection via the CARLI Digital Collections website (accessed Nov. 2010):
http://collections.carli.illinois.edu/u?/nby_grlakes,
1053
VAULT drawer Ayer MS map 30 sheet 84 (NLO)

2341 Aransas Bay (Tex.) - Maps - 1730 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
- Nautical charts
Aransas Bay (Tex.) - Maps - 1730 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
- Manuscript maps - Facsimiles - Nautical charts
Carte de l'Entrée de la Baye de St.Louis nommée par les Espagnols Saint Bernard ... Levée en Octobre 1720 Par le Sr. Devin. En exécutée en 1730 Par Phil. Buache Hydrographe du Dépôt des Cartes de la Marine. [19--].
Authors: Devin, Valentin -- Buache, Philippe, 1700-1773 -- Bibliothèque nationale (France).
Estampes Vd. 20 (3) -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1730 manuscript.
For variants of this ms., see MapPhoto Fr BN Ge DD 2987-8841 and Ayer MS map 30, sheet 84.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France BN Estampes Vd. 20 (3) (PrCt)

2342 Aransas Bay (Tex.) - Maps - 1833 - Nautical charts
- Nautical charts - Aransas Bay (Tex.) - 1833
Aransas Bay (Tex.) SEE Aransas Bay (Tex.) - Nautical charts
Authors: Munroe, Capt., fl. 1833 -- Amos Wright (Ship) -- Cheffins, Charles F. -- Kennedy, William, 1799-1871. Texas : the rise, progress, and prospects of the Republic of Texas ... (1841) -- Hastings, R., fl. 1841 -- Everett D. Graff
Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Monroe, Capt., fl. 1833 SEE Munroe, Capt., fl. 1833
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.
'Scale of [4] miles [= 34 mm.]
The soundings as laid down in Mr. Munroe's ![] plan drawn up in 1833 ... '-'--p. 50 of accompanying text.
In Kennedy, William. Texas : the rise, progress, and prospects of the Republic of Texas ... (London : R. Hastings, 1841) v. 1, between p. 50-51.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copy: Ayer 160.5 .T4 K4 1841
Graff 2308 v. 1, bet. p. 50-51 (PrCt)

2343 Aransas County (Tex.) - Maps - 1880 - Landowners
- Counties - Maps
- Landowners - Maps
Authors: Texas. General Land Office -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 16.5 x 17.5 in.. Scale 1:133,320. Originally compiled 1880.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps: Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 885 (PrCt)

2344 Aransas County (Tex.) - Maps - 1896 - Landowners
- Counties - Maps
- Landowners - Maps
Authors: Schütze, E. -- Texas. General Land Office -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 36 x 33 in. Originally compiled 1896.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps: Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 886 (PrCt)

2345 Arapahoe National Forest (Colo.) - Maps - 1917
- Roosevelt National Forest (Colo.) - Maps - 1917
- Rocky Mountain National Park (Colo.) - Maps - 1917
- Colorado National Forest (Colo.) SEE Arapahoe National Forest (Colo.) and Roosevelt National Forest (Colo.)
Authors: United States. Forest Service -- United States. General Land Office -- Sealing, H. Ellis
1 map ; 52 x 42 cm. folded to 10 x 21 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:300,800].
On verso, 14 panels of descriptive text and photographs.
map4F G4312 .A7 1917 S4 (PrCt)

2346 Arapahoe County (Colo.) - Maps - 1899 - Landowners
- Counties -
Maps

Landowners - Maps
[2347] 2347

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Landowners - Maps</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>[Arapahoe County (Colo.) - 1899: LC G&amp;M land ownership maps on microfiche]</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authors: Willits, W. C. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&amp;M Division land ownership maps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size of original: 4 parts, 26 x 23 in. each. Scale 1:40,000 Originally published Denver: W. C. Willits, 1899.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Microfiche 583, no. 53 (PrCt)</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Earth - Figure

[2348] 1738

The Figure of the earth, determined from observations made by order of the French King, at the polar circle: / by Messrs. de Maupertuis, Camus, Clairaut, Le Monnier, members of the Royal Academy of Sciences; the Abbé Outhier, correspondent of the Academy; and Mr. Celsius, Professor of Astronomy at Upsal. ; translated from the French of M. de Maupertuis. London: Printed for T. Cox, at the Royal Exchange; C. Davis, in Pater-noster-Row; J. and P. Knapton, in Ludgate-Street; and A. Millar, in the Strand, 1738. |
| Also available in microfilm: (The Eighteenth Century ; reel 344, no. 10) References: ESTC, t97821; Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection of Polar books, maps, and art, 459 Fitzgerald QB283 .M2813 1738 (NLO) |

Rocca Contrada (Arcevia, Italy) - Maps

[2349] 1608

| Authors: Lauro, Giacomo, fl. 1600 -- Rocca Contrada / Iacobus Laurus f. Romae [Rome]: [Giacomo Lauro?], M.D.C. VIII [1608]. |
| Place and date of publication from damaged and incomplete dedication above neat line: ... D.D. Octavio S.R.E. Presbytero Card. Bandino ... References 1-33 and AAAA-CCC in bottom margin. |
| Relief shown pictorially. Verso backed with repair patches and handstamped with oval ownership mark (illegible). Ex De Landau; ex Finaly. Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library). |
| i48 |

Novacco 2F 129 (PrCt)

Archaeoastronomy - Megalithic monuments

[2350] 129

| To Collection Services for cataloging, April 2011 (PrCt) |

Archaeoastronomy - Stonehenge (England)

[2351] 2011

| Authors: Newham, C. A. (Cecil Augustus) 39 p. : ill. ; 21 cm. To Collection Services for cataloging, April 2011 (PrCt) |

Archaeological maps - Symbols - Maps

Archaeological maps SEE Archaeological maps
Cartographic symbols for archaeological survey maps. 1929.
Authors: Brown, Charles Edward, 1872--
Wisconsin archaeologist (1929) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
p. 129-132
Reviews the history of special archaeological map symbols.
Ayer 1.W79, n.s. v. 8, p. 129-132 (PrCt)

2352 Archaeology and cartography<>Cartography and archaeology<>Great Britain. Ordnance Survey
Archaeology and the Ordnance Survey. 1922.
Authors: Crawford, Osbert Guy Stanhope
From Geographical journal 59 (1922): 245-258.
Vert 236 (PrCt)

Authors: Sorrell, Alan -- Barnes & Noble -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.
Edition: A1
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

2354 Archaeology - Maps - 1975
Authors: Whitehouse, David, 1941--
Whitehouse, Ruth -- Woodcock, John, 1924--
Schotten, Shalom -- Freeman, W. H.
272 p. : 103 col. maps ; 25 cm.
Includes bibliographies and index.
23775
ICN76
LC Card Number: 75002028
ISBN 0716702746 ; 0716702738 (pbk.)
map4C 90 (NLO)

2355 Archaeology - Maps - 1977<>Classical antiquities - Maps - 1977<>Civilization,
Authors: Finley, M. I. (Moses I.), 1912-1986 --
Flower, John, 1929-- -- Chatto & Windus (Firm) --
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
256 p. : ill. (some col.), 142 col. maps, plans (chiefly col.) ; 29 cm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
"Maps and plans by John Flower"--Half-t.p. verso.
Includes bibliographies and index.
ISBN 0701121998 ; 9780701121990
Baskes folio DE59 .A76 1977 (NLO)

2356 Archaeology - Maps - 1977<>Classical antiquities - Maps - 1977<>Civilization,
Authors: Finley, M. I. (Moses I.), 1912-1986 --
1 atlas (256 p.) : ill., maps (some col.) ; 29 cm.
Includes index.
LC Card Number: 76016761
ISBN 007021025X ; 9780070210257
folio G1046.E15 A8 1977 (NLO)

2357 Archaeology - Maps - 1979
Authors: Thorndike, Joseph Jacobs, 1913--
American Heritage Publishing Company --
Casson -- Claiborne -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.
Ed:Casson,Claiborne:+
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

2358 Archaeology - Maps - 1980
Authors: Muckelroy, Keith -- Flower, John, 1929--
-- McGraw-Hill, inc. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 68 maps ; 287 x 222 mm.
Maps by John Flower.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

2359 Archaeology - Maps - 1988
Authors: Times Newspapers Limited -- Times Books (Firm) -- Scarre, C. -- C.S. Hammond & Company --
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (319 p. : ill., 194 maps) ; 37 cm.
At head of title: Hammond.
Edited by C. Scarre,
Includes bibliographical references and (p. 285-289) index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
ISBN 0723003068 ; 9780723003069
Baskes folio G1046.E15 P3 1988 (NLO)

2360 Archer County (Tex.) - Maps - 1879 - Landowners-<>Counties -
Maps-<>Landowners - Maps

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Texas. General Land Office -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 19 x 17 in. Scale 1:133,320.
Originally compiled 1879.
Microfiche 583, no. 887 (PrCt)

2361 Archidona (Spain) - Pictorial works - 1564 [Views of Archidona, Spain]. [Cologne : s.n.], 1564 [i.e. ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Hoefnagel, Joris, 1542-1601 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
4 views : hand col. ; 15 x 47 cm. and smaller, on sheet 41 x 59 cm.
Derived from drawings by Joris Hoefnagel; see R.A. Skelton's Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.
Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Archidona.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 5, pl. 9 (PrCt)

2362 Archipelago de Las Perlas (Panama) - Maps - 1792 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts---Panama, Gulf of (Panama) - Maps - 1792 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts---Nautical charts - Archipelago de Las Perlas (Panama) - Maps - 1792 - Manuscripts---Nautical charts - Panama, Gulf of - Maps - 1792 - Manuscripts---Manuscript maps

Carta de navegar de Las Islas del Rey ó de Las Perlas : comprendidos en la Ensenada de Panama. [1792?].
Authors: Boís St. Lys, G., fl. 1792 -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library. Manuscript map.
Ayer MS map 249
1 ms. map : hand col. ; 304 x 441 mm.
Nautical chart showing the Gulf of Panama and the Archipiélagu de Las Perlas; includes scattered soundings.
Scale [ca. 1:504,000], 'Escala de 10 leguas marinas usadas en España ...' [= 111 mm.]
Inset map (119 x 146 mm.): Plano de la cuidad de Panama. Accompanied by key to 36 numbered sites.
Pen-and-ink and watercolor (green, red, brown); map sheet mounted on heavy paper.
Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 249.
Ayer ms map proj 98
VAULT drawer Ayer MS map 249 (NLO)

Authors: Tyack, Geoffrey -- Brindle, Steven -- Blue guide -- Flower, John, 1929--- Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- W.W. Norton & Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 596 p., 10 p. of plates : ill., 5 maps (chiefly folded), plans (1 folded) ; 20 cm.
1st ed.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 33) and indexes.
Series: Blue guide
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
ISBN 0713637803 (pbk.) ; 9780713637809 (pbk.) ; 0393310574 (U.S.) ; 9780393310573 (U.S.)

Authors: Jones, Edward, 1939-- Woodward, Christopher, 1938-- Thames and Hudson -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. : 40 maps
2nd ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Architecture---Perspective Architecture / [Martin Waldseemüller]. [Strasbourg : J. Grüningerus, 1508].
Authors: Waldseemüller, Martin, 1470-1521? -- Reisch, Gregor, d. 1525. Margarita philosophica

[Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.]
newby Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

nova (1508)
p. CCI-iii, DDi-iii
In: Reisch, Gregor, Margarita philosophica nova
(Strasbourg: J. Grüningerus, 1508), p. CCI-iii, DDi-iii.
References: Karrow, Mapmakers of the 16th
Century, 80/B.
Case A 251 .737, p. CCI-iii, DDi-iii (PrCt)

Archival Resources -
Cataloging <<>>> United States. National Archives.
Cartographic Archives Div. - Cataloging
Managing cartographic and architectural records.
1990.
Authors: United States. National Archives and
Records Administration
National Archives and Records Administration
Instructional Guide Series [1990].
BHC 2498
Vert 2043 (PrCt)

Archivo General de Indias - Map collections -
Catalogs <<>>> Mexico - Maps - Bibliography
Catalogs <<>>> Florida - Maps - Bibliography
Catalogs <<>>> Southern States - Maps -
Bibliography - Catalogs <<>>> Southwestern
States - Maps - Bibliography - Catalogs
Relación descriptiva de los mapas, planos, & de
México y Florida: existentes en el Archivo
General de Indias / por Pedro Torres Lanzas.
Mansfield Centre, Conn. Maurizio Martino,
[1997?].
Authors: Torres Lanzas, Pedro -- Archivo
General de Indias -- Edward E. Ayer Collection
(Newberry Library)
2 v. in 1 ; 22 cm.
Reprint. Originally published: Sevilla : Imp. de El
Mercantil. 1900.
ISBN 1578980143
Ayer Z6027.M6 T67 1997 (NLO)

Archivo General Militar de Guadalajara
(Spain) - Handbooks, manuals, etc.
Archivo General Militar de Guadalajara. [Madrid] :
Ministerio de Defensa. [2000?].
Authors: Archivo General Militar de Guadalajara
(Spain) -- Spain. Ministerio de Defensa. Archivo
General Militar de Guadalajara See Archivo
General Militar de Guadalajara (Spain)
19p. : ill. ; 24 cm.
A brief history of the archives, followed by a list of
the 'fondos' with inclusive dates and number of
items in each series.
Vert 2270, no. 2 (PrCt)

Arcole, Battle of, Arcole, Italy, 1796 - Maps -
1839 <<>>> Arcole (Italy) - Maps - 1796
Battaille d’Arcole gagné par l’armée d’Italie les
15, 16, & 17 Novembre, 1796. [Paris] : Libraire
Militaire de Petit, [1839].
Authors: Jomini, Antoine Henri, baron de,
1779-1869. Atlas pour servir à l’intelligence de
l’Histoire critique et militaire des guerres de la
révolution (1839) -- Petit, J.-B.
1 map : hand col. ; 37x 46 cm.
In Antoine Henri Jomini, Atlas pour servir à
l’intelligence de l’Histoire critique et militaire des
guerres de la révolution (Paris: J.-B. Petit, 1839),
pl. 25.
Positions of French and Austrian troops indicated
by colors.
Includes tipped-on flap (18 x 20 cm.) to show
troop movements.
At upper right: Pl. XXV.
Case oversize F 393 .457, pl. 25 (PrCt)

Arctic Archipelago (Nunavut and N.W.T.) -
Maps - 1820 <<>>> Northwest Passage - Maps -
1820 <<>>> Hecla (Ship) - Routes - Maps -
1821 <<>>> Griper (Ship) - Routes - Maps -
Arctic Archipelago (Nunavut and N.W.T.)
SEE ALSO Canada, Northern
Chart of the discoveries and route of His
Majesty's Ships Hecla and Griper in search of a
North West Passage, under the command of
Lieutt. (now Captain) Parry, in the years 1819
and 1820. : and drawn under his immediate
inspection / by John Bushman Midn. R.N. ; J.
Walker sculpt. London : John Murray, June,
1821.
Authors: Bushman, John -- Walker, John,
1759-1830 -- John Murray (Firm) -- Parry, William
Edward, Sir, 1790-1855 -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 23 x 96 cm.
'Published as the Act directs June, 1821, by John
Murray, Albemarle Street London.'
Detached from William Edward Parry, Journal of
a voyage for the discovery of a North-West
Passage (London, 1821).
Continuation inset pasted on at bottom right:
[Prince Regent Inlet, 11 x 11 cm. on sheet 14 x
16 cm.].
Fitzgerald polar map 118 (PrCt)

Arctic Archipelago (Nunavut and N.W.T.) -
Maps - 1821 <<>>> Northwest Passage - Maps -
1821 <<>>> Griper (Ship) - Routes - Maps -
Arctic Archipelago (Nunavut and N.W.T.)
SEE ALSO Canada, Northern
Map showing the course of H.M. Ships
Hecla and Griper, from the Orkneys to Melville
Island, North Georgia. A.D. 1819, and return in
1820. / J. Walker sculpt. London : John Murray,
June 1821.
Authors: Walker, John, 1759-1830 -- John
Murray (Firm) -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : 25 x 60 cm.
Detached from William Edward Parry, Journal of
a voyage for the discovery of a North-West
Passage (London, 1821).
Fitzgerald polar map 119 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. 
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
In Arctic expedition ... 'Copies of instructions to Captain Sir John Franklin, R.N., in reference to the Arctic expedition of 1845' ... (Sir Robert Harry Inglis.) .... London, 1848. ([Parliament, 1848 H. of C. Repts. and papers]; 264), at end.


'Published according to Act of Parliament at the Hydrographic Office of the Admiralty 28 Jany. 1836. Addns. 1847. Sold by R.B. Bate, agent for the Admiralty charts, 21 Poultry and Royal Exchange East.'

Upper right corner: Paper -- Arctic Expedition (No. 3).

Lower right corner: No. 264. Ordered by the House of Commons to be printed 13 April 1848. Henry Hansard, printer.

Ayer 125.1 1848 G78, map 3 (PrCt)

2377 Arctic Archipelago (Nunavut and N.W.T.) - Maps - 1849 - Coasts \rightarrow Northwest Passage - Maps - 1849


Authors: Great Britain. Hydrographic Office -- J. & C. Walker (Firm) -- Bate, R. B. (Robert Brettell) -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 48 x 61 cm.

'Sold by R.B. Bate, agent for the Admiralty charts, 21 Poultry and Royal Exchange East.'


Fitzgerald polar map 127 (PrCt)

2378 Arctic Archipelago (Nunavut and N.W.T.) - Maps - 1851 - Coasts


Authors: Great Britain. Hydrographic Office -- J. & C. Walker (Firm) -- J. D. Potter Ltd. -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 62 x 94 cm.

'London, published according to Act of Parliament at the Hydrographic Office of the Admiralty, April 8th, 1852.'

'Sold by J. D. Potter, agent for the Admiralty charts, 31 Poultry.'


Fitzgerald polar map 130 (PrCt)

2379 Arctic Archipelago (Nunavut and N.W.T.) - Maps - 1851 \rightarrow Northwest Passage - Maps - 1851

Discoveries in the Arctic Sea, between Baffin Bay & Melville Island / drawn from official documents by John Arrowsmith, 10 Soho Square. London : John Arrowsmith, 1851.

Authors: Arrowsmith, John, 1790-1873 -- Penny, William, 1809-1892 -- Austin, Horatio T. (Horatio Thomas), Sir, 1801-1865 -- Ross, John, Sir, 1777-1856 -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; hand col.; 44 x 63 cm.

'Showing the coasts explored on the ice, by Capt. Ommanney & the officers of the expeditions under the command of Captain H.T. Austin R.N. C.B. and Captain W. Penny; also by the Honble. Hudson's Bay Cos. Expedition under the command of Rear Admiral Sir John Ross C.B. in search of Sir John Franklin. 1850-51.'

'London, Publd. Octr. 21st 1851...'

Fitzgerald polar map 129 (PrCt)

Arctic Archipelago (Nunavut and N.W.T.) - Maps - 1851 \rightarrow Northwest Passage - Maps - 1851


Authors: Great Britain. Hydrographic Office -- Penny, William, 1809-1892 -- J. D. Potter Ltd. -- Austin, Horatio T. (Horatio Thomas), Sir, 1801-1865 -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 35 x 71 cm.


Copy 2 of 2 copies; copy 1 originally collected by J.M. Wordie and copy 2 collected by G.F. Fitzgerald.

Top margin: 3 manuscript transcriptions (from above text?), beginning 'Captain Austin', 'Captain Ommanney' and 'Captain Penny'; transcriptions outline opinions regarding the Franklin Expedition of 1845-47.

Manuscript annotation on map.

Scale ca. 1:1,750,000.

Soundings in fathoms.

Fitzgerald polar map 132 (PrCt)

Arctic Archipelago (Nunavut and N.W.T.) - Maps - 1851 \rightarrow Northwest Passage - Maps - 1851


Authors: Great Britain. Hydrographic Office -- Penny, William, 1809-1892 -- J. D. Potter Ltd. -- Austin, Horatio T. (Horatio Thomas), Sir, 1801-1865 -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 35 x 71 cm.

'Published by J. D. Potter, 31, Poultry 23nd [sic] Sept. 1851.'

Fitzgerald polar map 130 (PrCt)

No plate no.

Copy 1 of 2 copies; copy 1 originally collected by J.M. Wordie and copy 2 collected by G.F. Fitzgerald.

Fitzgerald polar map 131 (PrCt)

Arctic Archipelago (Nunavut and N.W.T.) - Maps - 1852 Argentine, E. A. (Edward Augustus), 1820-1894 - Discoveries - 1852

Arctic Sea: showing the discoveries of Capt. Inglefield, 1852. London: Henry Hansard, printer; Day & Son, lithrs., 1852.


1 map; 28 x 29 cm.


In upper right margin: Correspondence. -- Arctic Expeditions.

In lower margin: No. 82. Ordered, by the House of Commons, to be printed, 20th December 1852.

Shows Smith, Jones, and Lancaster Sounds and Barrow Strait.

Ayer 125.1 1852 G78a, opp. p. 40 (PrCt)

Fitzgerald polar map 133 (PrCt)

Arctic Archipelago (Nunavut and N.W.T.) - Maps - 1852 Argentine, E. A. (Edward Augustus), 1820-1894 - Discoveries - 1852

Arctic Sea: showing the discoveries of Capt. Inglefield, 1852. London: Henry Hansard, printer; Day & Son, lithrs., 1852.


1 map; 28 x 29 cm.


In upper right margin: Correspondence. -- Arctic Expeditions.

In lower margin: No. 82. Ordered, by the House of Commons, to be printed, 20th December 1852.

Shows Smith, Jones, and Lancaster Sounds and Barrow Strait.

Ayer 125.1 1852 G78a, opp. p. 40 (PrCt)

Arctic Archipelago (Nunavut and N.W.T.) - Maps - 1853 Argentine, E. A. (Edward Augustus), 1820-1894 - Discoveries - 1853


Authors: Great Britain. Hydrographic Office -- J. & C. Walker (Firm) -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald

Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map; 62 x 48 cm.

Scale ca. 1:4,000,000.

'Published according to Act of Parliament at the Hydrographic Office of the Admiralty Decr. 14th, 1852.'

Soundings in fathoms.

Insets: 'Disko Bay' [5 x 8 cm.], 'Omenak Fiord' [6 x 7 cm.] and 'H.W.F. & C.XIh. 8m.' [i.e. North Star Bay, 3 x 3 cm.]

Sectioned into 12 pieces each 22 x 13 cm. and mounted on cloth.
region produced by Aaron Arrowsmith for various editions of M'Clintock's 'The Fate of Sir John Franklin' (London and Boston, various publishers and dates).

Inset: Probable route of the Franklin Expedition [7 x 12 cm.]

**Fitzgerald polar map 136 (PrCt)**

**2387 Arctic Archipelago (Nunavut and N.W.T.) - Maps - 1861**

[New edition 24th July 1912.]

Maps - 1861

Franklin, John, 1786-1847

M'Clintock, Francis Leopold, Sir, 1819-1907

Fox (Ship)


Authors: Arrowsmith, John, 1790-1873 -- Royal Geographical Society (Great Britain) -- John Murray (Firm) -- M'Clintock, Francis Leopold, Sir, 1819-1907 -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 22 x 34 cm.

'Pubd. for the Journal of the Royal Geographical Soc. by J. Murray, Albemarle St., London, 1861.' Issued for v. 31 (1861).

Issued to accompany F. L. M'Clintock's report in the Journal.

Colored to show coasts explored by M'Clintock, Hobson and Young, the track of the ship Fox, and the probable track of Franklin.

Newberry duplicate: G 008.76, opp. p. clxxxvi.


**Fitzgerald polar map 137 (PrCt)**

**2388 Arctic Archipelago (Nunavut and N.W.T.) - Maps - 1880**

[Map of the Arctic Archipelago]. [London? s.n., ca. 1880].

Authors: Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : 34 x 49 cm. on sheet 42 x 56 cm.

Lithograph, [ca. 1880?].

Italic monogram, upper right: E [entertwined with A [?]].

On verso in MS. (ink), upper right: Capt. Franklin's 1. Exped. + Capt. Parry's 2 - of 182 [last digit obscured].

Does not show expedition routes.

**Fitzgerald polar map 138 (PrCt)**

**2389 Arctic Archipelago (Nunavut and N.W.T.) - Maps - 1902**


Authors: Great Britain. Hydrographic Office -- J. & C. Walker (Firm) -- J. D. Potter Ltd. -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : 94 x 118 cm.

'Soundings in fathoms.'

'Small corrections 1-83 IV-05 XII-07.'

Plate no., lower right corner: 21 [remainder torn off]: '2118' pencilled on verso.

Lower left corner: [1158].

Upper right corner: 124.9.

Manuscript annotation on N.W. coast of Baffin Island: Adams own chart. As drawn by Adams.


**Fitzgerald polar map 139 (PrCt)**

**2390 Arctic Archipelago (Nunavut and N.W.T.) - Maps - 1912 - Harbors**


8 maps ; on sheet 52 x 71 cm.

Title above neat line, upper margin.

Added title above neat line, upper margin: Arctic Sea.

'Published at the Admiralty, 21st May 1912, under the superintendence of Rear Admiral H. E. Purey-Cust...Hydrographer. Sold by J. D. Potter, agent for the Admiralty charts, 145 Minories.'

'New edition 24th July 1912.'

Maps variously attributed to J. E. Bernier, W. E. Parry, Edward Belcher, Captn. Hopner and the ship 'Arctic.'


Ruled area blank in lower right (25 x 31 cm).


Upper left: 165.30.

Handstamped 'Increase 50%.'

**Fitzgerald polar map 140 (PrCt)**

**2391 Arctic Archipelago (Nunavut and N.W.T.) - Maps - 1931**

N. Coast of Canada and Arctic Archipelago including the North-West Passage with corrections to 1926. London : Admiralty, 1931.

Authors: Great Britain. Hydrographic Office -- J. D. Potter Ltd. -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : 91 x 117 cm.

'Published according to Act of Parliament at the Hydrographic Office of the Admiralty Jany. 20th 1855. Sold by J. D. Potter, agent for the Admiralty charts, 145 Minories.'

'New editions 8th April 1927.'

'Small corrections 1928 - 1-14 1929 - 5-8 - 11-8...'

...Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
2392 Arctic Ocean - Maps - 1811-1813 - Nautical charts
Authors: Scoresby, William Jr -- Hakluyt Society
-- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 5 maps ; 254 x 182 mm.
ed:ClaiJackson;SeriesIII:V12
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

2393 Arctic Ocean - Maps - 1896
1 map : col. ; 101 cm. in diam., on sheet folded to 32 cm.
'Compiled by A.C. Roberts.'
Scale ca. 1:6,000,000.
Relief shown by spot heights. 'Soundings in fathoms.'
The information concerning Nansen's expedition was added to this chart subsequent to its original publication.'
'No. 1531.'
LC Card Number: 75693320
G 1014 .91 (NLO)

2394 Arctic Ocean - Maps - 1923
Arctic Ocean and Greenland Sea : from the latest information in the Hydrographic Department of the Admiralty / Drawn by Edward J. Powell under the direction of Captn. Hoskyn, R.N. Supert. of Charts ; Engraved by Davies, Bryer & Co.
Authors: Great Britain. Hydrographic Office -- J. D. Potter Ltd. -- Davies, Bryer & Co. -- Richards, G. H. -- Powell, Edward J. -- Hoskyn, Capt. -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 85 x 122 cm.
'Published at the Admiralty, 26th Augt. 1872, under the superintendence of Rear Admiral G. H. Richards...Hydrographer. Sold by J. D. Potter, agent for the sale of the Admiralty charts, 145 Minories.'
'Small corrections 1923 - 1712.'
Upper right: 249.23.
Handstamped 'Increase 50%'
Fitzgerald polar map 176 (PrCt)

2395 Arctic Ocean - Maps - 1971 - Discovery and exploration
Arctic Ocean / produced in the Cartographic Division, National Geographic Society.
Authors: National Geographic Society (U.S.) -- Judd & Detweiller, Inc. -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 48 x 63 cm.
'Supplement to National Geographic, October 1971, page 519A, vol. 140, no.4.'
'Printed by Judd & Detweiller, Inc., Washington, D.C.'
Scale 1:10,011,000.
Includes extensive historical notes.
On verso: Arctic Ocean Floor [col. bathymetric map ; 48 x 63 cm.].
Fitzgerald polar map 82 (PrCt)

2396 Arctic Ocean - Maps - 1999 - Bathymetric maps
Authors: All-Russia Research Institute for Geology and Mineral Resources of the World Ocean -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 73 x 105 cm.
Scale 1:5,000,000.
Fitzgerald polar map6F 307 (PrCt)

2397 Arctic Ocean - Maps - 2000 - Bathymetric maps
Authors: Stockholms universitet -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 69 x 69 cm.
Scale 1:8,795,800.
Fitzgerald polar map6F 308 (PrCt)

2398 Arctic regions - Discovery and exploration - Exhibitions - 2009
Authors: Robinson, Michael F. (Michael Frederick), 1966- -- Portland Museum of Art
1 brochure (3-fold) : col. ill. ; 28 cm.
Brochure to accompany the exhibition.
Includes 3 pages of text and notes by Michael F. Robinson, and "Checklist of the exhibition."
Vert 3016 (PrCt)

2399 Arctic regions - Maps - 1500-1599 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles——Manuscript maps - Facsimiles——Polar regions SEE ALSO Arctic regions
A Chart of the regions from 62° N. lat. and between 20° E. and 110° W. long.; drawn on vellum. [19—].

2400 Arctic regions - Maps - 1595
Septentrionalivm Terrarum descriptio / per Gerardum Mercatorem. Cum privilegio. [Duisburg : Rumold Mercator, 1595].
Authors: Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594 -- Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594. Atlantis pars altera....(1595) -- Mercator, Rumold, ca. 1545-1599 -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 34 cm. in diam. Detached from Mercator, Gerardus. Atlantis pars altera....(Duisburg: Rumold Mercator, 1595) pl. no. [6].
Karrow, R.W., Jr. Mapmakers of the sixteenth century, 56/142.
Koeman v.2 p.292 Me 12 [79].
Insets (each 6 cm. diam.): Frislant insula -- Farre insula -- Scotland insulae. Latin text on verso with following title: Polvs Arcticvs ac terrarvm circvmiacnetium descriptio [signature I].
MS. '6' in upper right on verso.
From the collection of J.M. Wordie.
Newberry duplicate: Ayer *135 M5 1595 pl. [5: not col., Latin text on verso].
Fitzgerald polar map 22 (PrCt)

2401 Arctic regions - Maps - 1595
Septentrionalivm Terrarum descriptio / per Gerardum Mercatorem. Cum privilegio. [Amsterdam? Jodocus Hondius?, 1609?].
Authors: Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594 -- Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594. L'Atlas ou méditions...(1609) -- Hondius, Jodocus, 1563-1612 -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 34 cm. in diam. Later issue of map first published in 1595.
Probably detached from Mercator, Gerardus. L'Atlas ou méditations...(Amsterdam: Jodocus Hondius, 1609) pl. no. [7].
Koeman v.2 p.311 Me 19 [79].
Insets (each 6 cm. diam.): Frislant insula -- Farre insula -- Scotland insulae. French text on verso with following title: Le Pole Artiqve: et la description des terres septentrionales [signature K, p.41].
Fitzgerald polar map 23 (PrCt)

Arctic regions - Maps - 1598
Deliniatio cartae trium navigationum per Batavos, ad Septentrionalem plagam, Norvegiae, Moscoviae, et Nova Semblae ... / Auctore Wilhelmo Bernardo ; Baptista à Doetechum schulp. ao. 1598. Amsterdam : Cornelius Nicolai excudebat, 1598.
Authors: Barentsz, Willem, ca. 1550-1597 -- Claesz, Cornelis, ca. 1546-1609 -- Doetecum, Baptista -- Linschoten, Jan Huygen van, 1563-1611 -- Linschoten, Jan Huygen van, 1563-1611. Descriptio totivs Gvineae tractus, Congi, Angolae, et Monomatapae ... (1599) -- Henrici, Alberti -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Doetecum, Baptista van, fl. 1589-1608 SEE Duetcum, Baptista -- Doetichum, Baptista van, fl. 1589-1608 SEE Duetcum, Baptista -- Doetecum, Baptista van, fl. 1589-1608 SEE Duetcum, Baptista 1 map : hand col. ; 395 x 544 mm. (neat line), on sheet 429 x 575 mm. Parallel title in Dutch.
Oversize lettering at north pole: Polus Arcticus. Probably detached from Linschoten, Jan Huygen van. Descriptio totivs Gvineae tractus, Congi, Angolae, et Monomatapae ... (The Hague: Alberti Henrici, 1599) between p. 16 and 17. Previous ownership stamp on verso: Czarski [?]
Col com emerici [?].
Nordenskiöld Collection v. 3, p. 102, [atlas no.] 557, no. [2].
b21 Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Novacco 4F 48 (PrCt)

Arctic regions - Maps - 1600
Authors: Quad, Matthias, 1557-1613 -- Bussemacher, Johann, fl. 1580-1613 -- Quad, Matthias, 1557-1613. Geographisch Handtbuch (1600) -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 21 cm. in diam. on sheet 27 x 34 cm.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Detached from Matthias Quad, Geographisch Handbuch (Cologne: J. Bussemacher, 1600). 3 insets (each 6 cm. diameter): Schetlant insulae. -- Frislan insula. -- Farre insulae. Latin text on verso headed ‘Polus Arcticus. [p.] 81.’
P.H. Meurer, Atlantes Coloniensis...1570-1610, Qua 79
Fitzgerald polar map 24 (PrCt)

Arctic regions - Maps - 1600-1699

Polo arctique : ou terre du Septentrion. [S.I. s.n., 16--?].
Authors: Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 14 x 19 cm.
Detached from unidentified text.
Scale ca. 1:44,000,000.
Relief shown pictorially.
Prime meridian: [Ferro]
Fitzgerald polar map 25 (PrCt)

Arctic regions - Maps - 1623-1693

Polo settentrionale, o Boreale, et artico / scoperta da Giulio Baffins Inglese g’anni 1623, et 1624. [Venice : Coronelli, 1693?].
Authors: Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718 -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; on sheet 47 x 51 cm.
North polar calotte from V. Coronelli’s 3 1/2 foot globe (ca. 1690); probably detached from an edition of Coronelli’s Libro dei globi (Venice, 1693).
Scale ca. 1:12,000,000.
Relief shown pictorially.
Printed on trimmed sheet 47 x 51 cm. with stub along center crease on verso.
Fitzgerald polar map 26 (PrCt)

Arctic regions - Maps - 1625

Poli arctici et circumpolaris terrarum descriptio novissima / sumptibus Henrici Hondij. [Amsterdam : H. Hondius and J. Jansson, 1635].
Authors: Hondius, Hendrik, 1597-1615 -- Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594 -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664 -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 43 cm. in diam.
Detached from a Mercator-Hondius-Jansson atlas.
Title on recto from cartouche in upper center. Small cartouche in upper right blank.
English text on verso with following title: The Pole artiqve, and the description of the septentrionall or Northerne Lands [signature N, p. 43-44].
Differs from state described as having no title in Koeman. Cf. Koeman v.2 p. 374 Me 41 A [344].
Copy 1 of 2 copies; copy 1 originally collected by J.M. Wordie, copy 2 collected by G.F. Fitzgerald.


Arctic regions - Maps - 1632 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

The Platt of sailing for the discovery of a passage into the South Sea, 1631-1632: an outline chart, with an oval sketch of the true portrait of Thomas James, aetatis suae, 40. [19--].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1632 manuscript.

Arctic regions - Maps - 1635

Map of Arctic regions and Northern hemisphere. [Map of Arctic regions and Northern hemisphere].
1 map ; 21 x 30 cm.
Reduced facsimile.
'The map is reproduced from [Foxe, Luke.] North-West Fox [London: Alsop and Fawcett], 1635. The original is in the Pepysian Library, Magdalene College. Original size 44 x 32 cm.' MS. annotation (pencil) by J. M. Wordie, lower right: From block prepared by I. H. Cox...1934.
Fitzgerald polar map 27 (PrCt)

Arctic regions - Maps - 1636

Poli arctici et circumarcticcentium terrarum descriptio novissima / sumptibus Henrici Hondij. [Amsterdam : H. Hondius and J. Jansson, 1636].
Authors: Hondius, Hendrik, 1597-1615 -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664 -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 43 cm. in diam.
Detached from a Mercator-Hondius-Jansson atlas.
Title on recto from cartouche in upper center. Small cartouche in upper right blank.
English text on verso with following title: The Pole arctique, and the description of the septentrionall or Northerne Lands [signature N, p. 43-44].
Differs from state described as having no title in Koeman. Cf. Koeman v.2 p. 374 Me 41 A [344].
Copy 1 of 2 copies; copy 1 originally collected by J.M. Wordie, copy 2 collected by G.F. Fitzgerald.
Fitzgerald polar map 28 (PrCt)

2410

Arctic regions - Maps - 1636

Poli arctici et circumpolarum terrarum descriptio novissima / sumptibus Henrici Hondij.  
[Amsterdam : H. Hondius and J. Jansson, 1636 or later].  
Authors: Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594 -- Hondius, Hendrik, 1597-1651 -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664 -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map : hand col. ; 43 cm. in diam.  
Detached from a Mercator-Hondius-Jansson atlas.  
Title on recto from cartouche in upper center.  
Small cartouche in upper right blank.  
English text on verso with following title: The Pole arctic, and the description of the septentrional or Northern Lands [signature N, p. 43-44].  
Diffs from state described as having no title in Koeman. C.f. Koeman v.2 p. 374 Me 41A [344].  
Copy 2 of 2 copies; copy 1 originally collected by J.M. Wordie, copy 2 collected by G.F. Fitzgerald.

Fitzgerald polar map 29 (PrCt)

2411

Arctic regions - Maps - 1637

Nova et accravta Poli Arctici et terrarum circumiacentium descriptio. Amstelodami : apud Ioannem Ianssonium, [1637].  
Authors: Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664 -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map : hand col. ; 40 x 52 cm.  
Detached from an atlas, MS. ‘20’ in upper right.  
Very similar to arctic map variously issued in Blaeu atlases, but printed from a different plate.

Fitzgerald polar map 30 (PrCt)

2412

Arctic regions - Maps - 1638

Regiones svb polo arctico. / Auctore Guiljelmo Blaeu. [Amsterdam : Blaeu, ca. 1638].  
Authors: Blaeu, Willem Janszoon, 1571-1638 -- Blaeu, Joan, 1596-1673 -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map : hand col. ; 40 x 52 cm.  
Copy 1 of 3 copies: this copy (1) and another collected by J.M. Wordie (2) contain Latin text on verso with following title: Polvs arcticvs [signature C, p. 4]. Listed in Koeman in Latin ed. of Blaeu atlas with title page dated 1648. Plate apparently not altered. Cf. Koeman v.1 p.135 Bl 23 B.  

Fitzgerald polar map 31 (PrCt)

2413

Arctic regions - Maps - 1638

Regiones svb polo arctico. / Auctore Guiljelmo Blaeu. [Amsterdam : s.n., ca. 1638].  
Authors: Blaeu, Willem Janszoon, 1571-1638 -- Blaeu, Joan, 1596-1673 -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map : hand col. ; 40 x 52 cm.  
Copy 2 of 3 copies: this copy (2) and another collected by G.F. Fitzgerald (1) contain Latin text on verso with following title: Polvs arcticvs [signature C, p. 4]. Listed in Koeman in Latin ed. of Blaeu atlas with title page dated 1648. Plate apparently not altered. Cf. Koeman v.1 p.135 Bl 23 B.  

Fitzgerald polar map 34 (PrCt)

2414

Arctic regions - Maps - 1638

Regiones svb polo arctico. / Auctore Guiljelmo Blaeu. [Amsterdam : s.n., ca. 1638].  
Authors: Blaeu, Willem Janszoon, 1571-1638 -- Blaeu, Joan, 1596-1673 -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map : hand col. ; 40 x 52 cm.  

Fitzgerald polar map 35 (PrCt)

2415

Arctic regions - Maps - 1638

Poli arctici et circumpolarum terrarum descriptio novissima / sumptibus Henrici Hondij.  
[Amsterdam : H. Hondius and J. Jansson, 1638 or later].  
Authors: Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594 -- Hondius, Hendrik, 1597-1651 -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664 -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map : col. ; 43 cm. in diam.  
Detached from a Mercator-Hondius-Jansson atlas.  
Title on recto from cartouche in upper center.  
Small cartouche in upper right blank.  
Latin text on verso with following title: Polus arctici et circumiacentium terrarum descriptio.  
Whaling vignettes in margins.  
Corresponds with state described in Koeman. Cf.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.  
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
2416 Arctic regions - Maps - 1647
Regiones svb polo arctico. / Auctore Guiljelmo Blaeu. [Amsterdam : s.n., ca. 1647].
Authors: Blaeu, Willem Janszoon, 1571-1638 -- Blaeu, Joan, 1596-1673 -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; on sheet 32 x 41 cm.
Copy 3 (partial, hand colored) of 3 copies; detached from a Blaeu atlas.
Incomplete copy on sheet trimmed to 32 x 41 cm.; verso blank.
Revised state of map first issued ca. 1638: includes addition of dedication to Guilielmus Backer de Cornelius by Joan Blaeu.
Revised plate listed in Koeman v.1  p.144  Bl 29 A [276*].
Copy 1 collected by G.F. Fitzgerald; copies 2 and 3 originally collected by J.M. Wordie.
Fitzgerald polar map 39 (PrCt)

2417 Arctic regions - Maps - 1647
Regiones svb polo arctico. / Auctore Guiljelmo Blaeu. [Amsterdam : s.n., ca. 1647].
Authors: Blaeu, Willem Janszoon, 1571-1638 -- Blaeu, Joan, 1596-1673 -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 40 x 52 cm.
Copy 2 (not colored) of 3 copies; detached from a Blaeu atlas.
Includes Latin text on verso with following title: Hyperarctica, sive regions svb polo boreali [signature A, p. 1].
Revised plate (with dedication, but with Dutch text on verso) listed in Koeman v.1  p.144  Bl 29 A [276*].
Revised state of map first issued ca. 1638: includes addition of dedication to Guilielmus Backer de Cornelius by Joan Blaeu.
Copy 1 collected by G.F. Fitzgerald; copies 2 and 3 originally collected by J.M. Wordie.
Fitzgerald polar map 38 (PrCt)

2418 Arctic regions - Maps - 1647
Regiones svb polo arctico. / Auctore Guiljelmo Blaeu. [Amsterdam : Blaeu, ca. 1647?].
Authors: Blaeu, Willem Janszoon, 1571-1638 -- Blaeu, Joan, 1596-1673 -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 40 x 52 cm.
Copy 1 (of 3 copies); detached from a Blaeu atlas.
Includes Dutch text on verso with following title: Landen onder de Noord-Pool [signature C, p. 1].
Revised plate (with dedication and Dutch text on verso) listed in Koeman v.1  p.144  Bl 29 A [276*].
Revised state of map first issued ca. 1638: includes addition of dedication to Guilielmus Backer de Cornelius by Joan Blaeu.

2419 Arctic regions - Maps - 1657<<>>Antarctica - Maps - 1657
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Somer, J. -- Mariette, Pierre, 1603-1657 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 2 hemispheres each 27 cm. in diam., on sheet 43 x 58 cm.fold. to 29 cm. in slip case (31 cm.)
Maps of the polar circles, each 26 cm. in diameter.
Phillips 486, map [35]
Ayer 133 .S22 1657 (NLO)

2420 Arctic regions - Maps - 1657<<>>Antarctica - Maps - 1657
Les Deux poles : Arctique ou Septentrional, et Antarctique ou Meridional, ou description des terres arctiques et antarctiques; et des pays circonvoisins jusques aux 45 degrés de latitude ... Paris : chez Pierre Mariette. 1657 [i.e.1659?].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Somer, J. -- Mariette, Pierre, 1603-1657 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (1658 [i.e. 1659?])
1 map : hand col. ; 2 hemispheres each 27 cm. in diam., on sheet 43 x 58 cm.
In: Sanson, Nicolas. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (Paris : Pierre Mariette, 1658 [i.e. 1659?]) v. 1,  pl. [105]
VAULT Case oversize G1015 .S35 1658 v. 1, pl. [105] (PrCt)

2421 Arctic regions - Maps - 1675
Poli arctici et circumciacentium terrarum descriptio novissima / per Fredericum de Wit Amstelodami. Amsteldam : Frederick de Wit, [ca. 1675].
Authors: Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-- -- -- Mercator, Henrick, 1651-1694 -- Somer, J. -- Mariette, Pierre, 1603-1657 -- -- Janssens, Jan, 1588-1664 -- -- G. de Wit Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; col. ; 43 cm. in diam.
Detached from a de Wit atlas.
Revision of map issued in various Mercator-Hondius-Jansson atlases.
Hondius imprint replaced with de Wit imprint in title cartouche, upper center.
Date based on state described in Koeman  v.4 p. 518  M. Wit 1 (2).
This copy (1 of 2) has MS. ‘131’ in upper right.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Fitzgerald polar map 31 (PrCt)

2422 Arctic regions - Maps - 1675
Poli arctici et circumiacentium terrarum descriptio novissima / per Fredericum de Wit Amstelodami. Amsteldam : Frederick de Wit, [ca. 1675].
Authors: Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594 -- Wit, Frederik de -- Hondius, Hendrik, 1597-1651 -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664 -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 cm. in diam.
Detached from a de Wit atlas.
Revision of map issued in various Mercator-Hondius-Jansson atlases.
Hondius imprint replaced with de Wit imprint in title cartouche, upper center.
Small cartouche in upper right: Gedruckt 't Amsteldam by Frederick de Wit in de Calverstraet aan den Dam in de Witte Pascaert.
Whaling vignettes in margins.
Verso blank.
Date based on state described in Koeman v.4 p. 518 M. Wit 1 (2).
This copy (2 of 2) mounted on heavy paper.

Fitzgerald polar map 42 (PrCt)

2426 Arctic regions - Maps - 1700
Poli Actici et circumiacentium terrarum descriptio novissima. Amsteldam [Amsterdam] : Frederick de Wit, [ca. 1700?]
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Wit, Frederik de. Atlas [ca. 1700?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 43 cm. in diam. on sheet 54 x 63 cm.
In: Wit, Frederik de. Atlas (Amsterdam : bij Frederick de Wit in de Calverstraet bij den Dam inde Witte Paskaert. [ca. 1700?]) no. [138].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .W8 A no. [138] (PrCt)

Fitzgerald polar map 43 (PrCt)

2427 Arctic regions - Maps - 1705-1764<<>>Northwest Passage - Maps - 1705-1764<<>>Northeast Passage - Maps - 1705-1764
This draught of the North Pole is to shew all the countries near and adjacent to it : as also the most remarkable tracks of the bold discoverers of them, and particularly the attempts of our own countrymen to find out the N. East and N. West Passages / by H. Moll geographer. [London : s.n., between 1705-1764].
Authors: Moll, Herman, -1732 -- Harris, John, 1667?-1719 -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 42 cm. in diam. on sheet 40 x 51 cm.
Added title at center: The North Pole.
Detached from an edition of John Harris, Navigantium atque itinerantium bibliotheca (London, between 1705-1764 'Vol. I Page 564.' Insets: [Arctic regions, 10 cm. diam.] and 'A map of Nova Zembla and Waygats ... [4 x 6 cm.].'

Fitzgerald polar map 32 (PrCt)

2423 Arctic regions - Maps - 1680
Authors: Pitt, Moses, fl. 1654--1696 -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 45 x 58 cm.
All margins ruled with 4 red lines, recto and verso.
At upper left and right on verso in manuscript: 'North Pole.'
Phillips 2831 v.1 no.3

Fitzgerald polar map 40 (PrCt)

2424 Arctic regions - Maps - 1685
Terres Arctiques dites autrement septentrionales et boreales. [S.l. s.n., 1685?].
Authors: Duval, P. (Pierre), 1619-1682 -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 10 x 13 cm.
Scale ca. 1:100,000,000.
Ms. '3' at top of map.

Fitzgerald polar map 41 (PrCt)

2425 Arctic regions - Maps - 1696
Terre Articca / descritte dal P. M. Coronelli M.C., Cosmografo della Sereniss. Republica di Venetia. [Venice : Coronelli?, 1696?].
Authors: Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718 -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 45 x 61 cm.
'Dedicate All' Ilimo. et Eccmo. Sig. Conte Ercole Pepoli, Conte di Castiglione, Bragarra, Sparui, etc. Senatore di Bologna, Nobile Ferarese, Patritio Veneto.'
Scale ca. 1:12,000,000.
Relief shown pictorially.
Prime meridian: Isola del Ferro.

Fitzgerald polar map 33 (PrCt)

La Premiere partie du nouveau & grand illuminant flambeau de la mer, le troisième livre. Contenant la description des costes maritimes de Norwegue Finmarken, Laplandt, Russen, & l'entiere, Mer Blanche. Comme aussi d'Islant, l'Isle de Beeren, l'Isle de L'esperame ou Hoopen, Spitsbergue, & l'Isle de Jean Maye. [Amsterdam : Johannes van Keulan, 1717?].
Authors: Keulen, Johannes van, 1654-1715 -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
[18] p. ; 9 maps ; 54 x 35 cm.
Title from heading on p.65.

Date of publication inferred from atlas signatures listed in Koeman v.4 p.323 Keu 54 D: page 75 (signature T2) catchword 'Ainsi' appears in French language edition with title page dated 1728.

Collation based on combination of typeset leaves and engraved maps.

Folio in 2s, signatures (typeset leaves): R-V2 X1.

Typeset leaves include text and woodcut profiles detailing coasts of Finmark, Lapland, the White Sea, Muscovy, Hitland and Iceland.

Contents, 9 engraved maps: Paskaart van 't Noordelykste deel der Noort Zee... [no pl. no. ; 52 x 58 cm.] -- Paskaart van de kust van Finmarken... [pl. 31 ; 51 x 59 cm.] -- Paskaart van 't Noordelykste van de kust van Finmarken alsmede een gedeelte van Lapland... [pl. 32 ; 52 x 58 cm. Inset: Afbeeldinge van 't Eylandt...Wardhuys (19 x 38 cm.)] -- Gedaantens der Landen soo als die hun uijt der Zee Vertoonen... [29 coastal profiles, no pl. no. ; on sheet 54 x 63 cm.] -- Paskaart van de Mont van de Witte Zee... [pl. 33 ; 51 x 59 cm. Inssets: Swetenoeses...(9 x 14 cm.9), de Kust van Laplandt...(8 x 33 cm.), Lombokscho... (6 x 14 cm.), I. Kilduyn (10 x 19 cm.), De Rivier van Kola...(19 x 42 cm.) -- Paskaart van de Witte Zee... [pl.34 ; 52 x 59 cm.] -- Paskaart van de Rivier de Dwina... [pl.35 ; 51 x 59 cm.] -- Paskaart vande noord kust van Moscovien... [pl.36 ; 53 x 60 cm.] -- Ysland [pl. 37 ; 51 x 30 cm. Inssets: Spitsbergen (30 x 28 cm.), Pascaarte van Ysland, Spitsberge, en lan Mayen Eyland...[21 x 28 cm.].

Hand colored duplicate of plate 33, 'Paskaart van de Mont van Witte Zee....' filed as 3271.A 1717 plate 33 copy 2.

Fitzgerald polar map 44 (PrCt)

2429 Arctic regions - Maps - 1728

A Globular draught from the North Pole to the latitude of 60 degrees. [London? s.n., 1728?].

Authors: Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 48 cm. in diam.

Detached from an atlas; plate '21'.

Bookseller's (?) penciled date on verso: 1728.

Fitzgerald polar map 45 (PrCt)

2430 Arctic regions - Maps - 1728 - Nautical charts

A Globular Draught from the North Pole to the Latitude of 60 degrees. [London : J. Knapton et al., 1728].

Authors: Harris, John, 1667?-1719 -- Knapton, James, -1738 -- Harris, John, 1667?-1719. Atlas maritimus & commercialis... (1728) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 49 cm. in diam. on sheet 54 x 64 cm.

In: [Harris, John et al.] Atlas maritimus & commercialis... (London : Printed for James and John Knapton [et al.], 1728) plate '21.

oversize Ayer 135 .A83 1728 pl. 21 (PrCt)

Arctic regions - Maps - 1730

A Map of the North Pole with all the territories that lye near it, known to us &c. : according to the latest discoveries, and most exact observation / by H. Moll, Geographer. [London? s.n., ca. 1730?].

Authors: Moll, Herman, -1732 -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 20 x 27 cm.

Detached from a text; originally folded to 17 x 8 cm.

Fitzgerald polar map 46 (PrCt)

2432 Arctic regions - Maps - 1740 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

A Map of Greenland, Iceland, Norway, Lapland, part of Russia, and Nova Zemla, on a spherical projection; drawn by John Cracroft, May 29, 1740. [19--].

Authors: Cracroft, John -- Hubert, Archer Butler, 1873-1933 -- Hubert, Archer Butler, 1873-1933.


1 map

Photostatic reproduction of 1740 manuscript.


folio Ayer 136 .H91 1909 ser. 2, v. 5, pl. 9-12 (PrCt)

Arctic regions - Maps - 1747

A New & accurate map of the North Pole : with all the counties hitherto discovered: situated near or adjacent to it: as well as some others more remote / drawn from the latest and best authorities and regulated by astrml. observations by Eman Bowen. [London : Emanuel Bowen?, 1747?].

Authors: Bowen, Emanuel, -1767 -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; on sheet 41 x 54 cm.

Scale ca. 1:21,400,000.

Relief shown pictorially.

Prime meridian: London.

Includes 2 columns of text. Engraved plate 'No. 110' at lower center beneath map.

Probably detached from an edition of Bowen, Emanuel. A Complete system of geography. --
In the sources on the topography of the Arctic regions, a wealth of information is provided. Authors such as Emanuel Bowen, whose works include "A New & accurate map of the North Pole" (1747), have contributed significantly to our understanding of the area. Bowen's maps are notable for their accuracy and the detailed information they provide, including the remote regions adjacent to it. The maps are also characterized by the use of remote atlases and charts, and adjustments by astronomic observations.


Copy 1 of 3 copies; copy 1 originally collected by J.M. Wordie, copies 2 and 3 collected by G.F. Fitzgerald.

Newberry duplicate in Bowen atlas: +G 11.11 v.2 no. 110.

**Fitzgerald polar map 48 (PrCt)**

**Arctic regions - Maps - 1748**

A Correct draught of the North Pole and of all the countries hitherto discovered, intercepted between the Pole and the parallel of 50 degrees. ... [London, 1748].

In: Harris, John. Navigantium atque itinerantium bibliotheca. Or, A complete collection of voyages and travels (1744-1748) 1 map ; 39 x 42 cm.


**Folio G 12. 387 v. 2, opp. p. [377] (PrCt)**

**Arctic regions - Maps - 1748<<>>Northwest Passage - Maps - 1748<<>>Northeast Passage - Maps - 1748**

A Correct draught of the North Pole, and of all the countries hitherto discovered, intercepted between the Pole and the parallel of 50 degrees / drawn from the most approv'd modern maps and charts, and adjusted by astronl. observations by Eman. Bowen. [London : s.n., 1748].

In: Harris, John. Navigantium atque itinerarium bibliotheca (Newberry Library) -- Harris, John, 1667?-1719. Navigantium atque itinerarium bibliotheca (1748) 1 map ; 40 x 47 cm. (plate mark) 'Exhibiting the most remarkable tracts of our English navigators &c. in their several attempts to find out the North East and North West Passages.'

Detached from a copy of Harris, John, Navigantium atque itinerarium bibliotheca (London, 1748) ; 'v. II, p. 377.'

Scale ca. 1:22,500,000 at 65 N.

Relief shown pictorially.

Includes 24 lines of text on the Northwest Passage, and 14 lines of text on the sources on which the delineation of Hudson's Bay is based.

**Fitzgerald polar map 51 (PrCt)**

**Arctic regions - Maps - 1750**

Terres Arctiques. [Paris? s.n., ca. 1750?].

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Arctic regions - Maps - 1773 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

A Plan of the bay in which the Race-Horse and Carcass were inclosed by the ice, from July 31st to August 10th, 1773 (latitude of the ship, Aug. 1, 80°37'); drawn by Philip D'Auvergne, midshipman on board the Race-Horse. [19--].

1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1773 manuscript.

Arctic regions - Maps - 1774

Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Didier, 1723-1786 -- Dussy, E., fl. 1754-1784 -- Académie royale des sciences (France) -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 48 cm. in diam. 'Construite d'apres toutes les connoissances le plus nouvelles pour servir aux navigations et aux découvertes à faire dans la Mer Glaciale, présentée à l'Academie Royale des Sciences avec un mémoire approuvé le 24 Mars 1773 et jugé digne d'être imprimé dans le eecueil des mémoires des savans étrangers.'
MS. '5' on verso, upper right.
OCLC 5316027.

Fitzgerald polar map 55 (PrCt)

Arctic regions - Maps - 1779

Carte qui représente les differentes connoissances que l'on a eues des Terres Arctiques depuis 1650 jusqu'en 1747 ausquelles il faut comparer la carte suivante c[arte] / 10 par M. de Vaugondy 1773. [Livourne : s.n., 1779].
Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Didier, 1723-1786 -- Ellis, Henry, 1721-1806 -- Diderot, Denis, 1713-1784 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)

4 maps ; 14 x 17 cm. each on sheet 42 x 50 cm. Added title: Carte de la Baye d'Hudson parcourue in 1746 / par Henri Ellis pour la recherche du passage par le Nord-Ouest.
The first three maps extend from lat. 50° to Sir Thomas Smith's Bay, and consist of versions by Sanson (1650), L'Isle (1700) and L'Isle (1703); the last map (by Ellis) extends from lat. 45° to lat. 60°.
Scales ca. 1:25,000,000 and ca. 1:21,000,000.
Probably detached from Robert de Vaugonody, Didier. [Recueil de 10 cartes] Livourne, 1779; published as plate 9 in the atlas supplement to Diderot's Encyclopédie (1770-1779) -- cf. Phillips 1195.
At lower right: 168.
Copy 1 of 2 copies.

Fitzgerald polar map 56 (PrCt)
Arctic regions - Maps - 1790
North America - Maps - 1780
North America, plate III. [London? s.n., ca. 1780].
Authors: Savary des Brûlons, Jacques, 1657-1716 -- Postelthwayt, Malachy, 1707?-1767
-- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 46 x 36 cm. (plate mark)
Scale ca. 1:6,250,000.
Relief shown pictorially.
Prime meridian: [Ferro].
Includes untitled inset map (23 x 23 cm.) showing 'all the material discoveries...from Martin Frobisher in 1576, to Francis Smith in 1747' in Arctic regions including Hudson Bay, Baffin Bay, and Davis Strait.

Fitzgerald polar map 57 (Pr Ct)

Arctic regions - Maps - 1795
A Map of the countries situate about the North Pole as far as the 50th degree of north latitude / W. Barker sculp. [Philadelphia : Matthew Carey, 1795].
Authors: Barker, W. (William), fl. 1795-1803 -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Guthrie, William, 1708-1770 -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 23 cm. in diam. on sheet 45 x 38 cm.
'44' printed at upper right of impression (within plate mark 27 x 25 cm.) and in manuscript at upper right of sheet.
Detached from The General atlas for Carey's edition of Guthrie's Geography improved (Philadelphia: Matthew Carey, 1795). The atlas accompanies A New system of modern geography...or, A geographical, historical, and commercial grammar...1st American ed.
(Philadelphia, 1794-95).
Phillips 6007 no.44

Fitzgerald polar map 58 (Pr Ct)

Arctic regions - Maps - 1796
A Map of the countries situate about the North Pole as far as the 50th degree of north latitude.
Philadelphia : M. Carey, 1796.
Carey's General atlas ... (1796)
1 map ; 23 cm. in diam.
In: Carey, Mathew. Carey's General atlas ... (Philadelphia : M. Carey, 1796) pl. [43].

Case folio G1019.C25 1796 pl. 43 (Pr Ct)

Arctic regions - Maps - 1799
-- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; hand col. ; 33 cm. in diam. on sheet 38 x 48 cm.
'London Published March 1st 1799 by G.G. and I. Robinson Paternoster Row.'
Phillips 692 no. [9].

Fitzgerald polar map 59 (Pr Ct)

Arctic regions - Maps - 1800
A Map of the countries thirty degrees round the North Pole. Dublin : J. Stockdale, 1800.
Authors: Cruttwell, Clement, 1743-1808 -- Stockdale, John, 1749?-1814 -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; hand col. ; 33 cm. in diam. on sheet 37 x 47 cm.
'Published by J. Stockdale. No. 62 Abbey St. near Carlisle Bridge, Dublin, 1800.'
Cf. OCLC record number 4274161.

Fitzgerald polar map 60 (Pr Ct)

Arctic regions - Maps - 1804
A Map of the countries situate about the North Pole as far as the 50th degree of north latitude.
Philadelphia : Mathew Carey, 1804.
Authors: Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Barker, W. (William), fl. 1795-1803 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839. Carey's General atlas ... (1804)
1 map ; on circle 23 cm. in diameter
In: Carey, Mathew. Carey's General atlas ... (Philadelphia : Published by Mathew Carey, April

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
2451 Arctic regions - Maps - 1807
Countries surrounding the North Pole / Neele sc. Strand. London : J. Wilkes, Octr. 9th 1807.
Authors: Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Wilkes, J. -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 19 cm. in diam.
'London. Pubd. as the Act directs Octr. 9th 1807 by J. Wilkes.'
Fitzgerald polar map 61 (PrCt)

2452 Arctic regions - Maps - 1814
A Map of the countries situate about the North Pole. Philadelphia : M. Carey, and Johnson & Warner, 1814.
Authors: Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839. A General atlas, being a collection of maps of the world and quarters ... (1814)
1 map : hand col. ; sphere 23 cm. in dia.
In: Carey, Mathew. A General atlas, being a collection of maps of the world and quarters ... (Philadelphia : Published by M. Carey, and Johnson & Warner, 1814) pl. 57.
Ayer 135 .C27 1814 pl. 57 (PrCt)

2453 Arctic regions - Maps - 1820
An Account of the Arctic regions with a history and description of the northern whale-fishery. Edinburgh : Printed for A. Constable & Co. [etc.], 1820.
Authors: Scoresby, William, 1789-1857 -- Archibald Constable & Co.
2 v. fold. fronts., plates (part fold.), maps (part fold.) 22 cm.
Contents: v. 1. The Arctic -- v. 2. The whale-fishery.
Publisher's advertisements: 2 p. (at end, v. 2) Paper labels on spines.
OCLC 2932912.
G 141.8 (NLO)

Authors: Robert Blachford & Co. -- Lane, W. -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
2 maps : hand col. ; on sheet 67 x 47 cm.
Title (in letterpress) surrounds circular map in middle of sheet.
'Printed for, and published by, Robert Blachford & Co., chart sellers to the Admiralty and Honorable East India Company, Navigation Warehouse, 79, Leadenhall, Street, London.'
Contents: Plan of Lancaster Sound, penetrated by Capt. Parry, in July, 1819 [14 x 41 cm.] -- Map of the North Polar regions [23 cm. diam.].
2455 On plan of Lancaster Sound, easternmost portion is printed on a separate slip (58 x 164 mm.) and pasted over map.
Letterpress text at bottom of sheet (94 lines in 2 columns, 19 x 43 cm.): Interesting particulars of the voyage.
On verso in MS. (ink): Parry's Discoveries.
Fitzgerald polar map 62 (PrCt)

2455 Arctic regions - Maps - 1827<<<Alaska - Maps - 1827<<<North America - Maps - 1827
[Canadian Arctic and Alaska, 1827]. [Brussels : P.M.G. Vandermaelen, 1827].
Authors: Vandermaelen, Philippe, 1795-1869 -- Ode, Henri -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
12 maps : col. ; 43 x 55 cm. each on 12 sheets detached from v. 4 of P.M.G. Vandermaelen. Atlas universal de géographie (Bruxelles, 1827).
Newberry Library has complete 6 v. atlas [Ayer +135 M18 1827].
Fitzgerald polar map 63 (PrCt)

2456 Arctic regions - Maps - 1828
Authors: Geographisches Institut (Weimar, Thuringia, Germany) -- Schleiben, W. E. A. von -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 25 x 43 cm. on sheet 60 x 75 cm.
Scale ca. 1:200,000,000.
Letterpress title above map:
Geographische-statistische und historische charte

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
von den Nordpolarlandern und der Russischen Nordwestkuste von America.
Shows Russian, British, Danish possessions.
Text on 3 sides.
**Fitzgerald polar map 64 (PrCt)**

**Arctic regions - Maps - 1835**
Authors: Great Britain. Hydrographic Office -- Hurd, Thomas, 1757?-1823 -- Gerald F.
Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 61 cm. in diam. on sheet 67 x 86 cm.
'Published according to Act of Parliament by Capt. Hurd, R.N., Hydrographer to the Admiralty, 14th Feby. 1818. Additions to 1835.'
No plate no.
**Fitzgerald polar map 65 (PrCt)**

**Arctic regions - Maps - 1837-1851**
[map 2 of 2] (PrCt)

**Arctic regions - Maps - 1837-1851**
[Northwest, Canadian - Maps - 1837-1851]
Rae, John, 1813-1893
Hudson's Bay Company
Dease, Peter
Simpson, Thomas, 1808-1840
Northern America / John Arrowsmith. [London : T. & W. Boone, 1851?].
Authors: Arrowsmith, John, 1790-1873 -- Hudson's Bay Company -- Thomas and William Boone -- Rae, John, 1813-1893.
Narrative of an expedition to the shores of the Arctic Sea, in 1846 and 1847 (1850 [!e 1851?]!) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library) -- T. & W. Boone SEE Thomas and William Boone -- Boone (T. & W.), publishers, London SEE Thomas and William Boone
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 59 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
'Shewing in connection, the discoveries made by Parry, Ross, Back, & the honble. company's expedition conducted by Dease & Simpson 1838, 1839.'
In Rae, John. Narrative of an expedition to the shores of the Arctic Sea, in 1846 and 1847 (London, T. & W. Boone, 1850 [!e 1851?]!) opposite title page.
Title page dated 1850, but another map in the book (Northern America / John Arrowsmith) dated 1851.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
**Graff 3415 [map 1 of 2] (PrCt)**

**Arctic regions - Maps - 1846 and 1847**
1 map ; 60 cm. diam.
In Arctic expedition ... 'Copies of instructions to Captain Sir John Franklin, R.N., in reference to the Arctic expedition of 1845' ... (Sir Robert Harry Inglis.) .... London, 1848. ([Parliament, 1848 H. of C. Repts. and papers]; 264), at end.
'Entered according to act of Parliament at the Hydrog'c. Office of the Admiralty June 29th 1835 and sold by R. B. Bate, 21 Poultry.'
At bottom: Corrected to 1847.
Upper right corner: Paper -- Arctic Expedition (No. 1).
Lower right corner: No. 264. Ordered by the House of Commons to be printed 13 April 1848.
Henry Hansard, printer.
**Ayer 125.1 1848 G78, map 1 (PrCt)**

**Arctic regions - Maps - 1850-1859**
Authors: Wyld, James, 1812-1887 -- Great Britain. Hydrographic Office -- Gerald F.
Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's atlas of the world ... (1855-1856)
1 map : hand col.; 36 x 29 cm.
oversize G 10 .185 v.2, pl. 9 (PrCt)

Arctic regions - Maps - 1855
Authors: J. & C. Walker (Firm) -- Great Britain. Hydrographic Office -- Potter, J. D., 19th cent. -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library) -- Potter, J. D., 19th cent. SEE ALSO J.D. Potter Ltd.
1 map ; 75 x 59 cm.
'Published at the Hydrographic Office of the Admiralty December 24th 1855. Sold by J.D. Potter, Agent for the Admiralty Charts 31 Poultry & King Street Tower Hill.'
Lower right: [Admiralty Chart no.] 260.
Cf. Verner, Explorers' maps of the Canadian Arctic 1818-1860 (Cartographica Monograph No. 6), plate XIV (1859 state).
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Arctic regions - Maps - 1856
Authors: Johnson, J. H. (John Hugh), fl. 1854-1870 -- McClure, R. Le M. -- A. Fullarton & Co. -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
2 maps : col. ; on sheet 47 x 32 cm.
Inset: Wellington Channel, Melville Island &c. from Admiralty chart [11 x 23 cm.].
Upper right: 111.
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Arctic regions - Maps - 1856
Northwest Passage - Maps - 1856
Melville Island (N.W.T. and Nunavut) - Maps - 1856
Authors: Johnson, John Hugh, fl. 1854-1870 -- McClure, Robert John Le Mesurier, Sir, 1807-1873 -- A. Fullarton & Co. -- Kane, Elisha...
Kent, 1820-1857 -- Royal Geographical Society (Great Britain) -- A. Fullarton & Co. The Royal illustrated atlas of modern geography [1872?]
2 maps : col. ; 24 cm. in diam. and 12 x 23 cm., on sheet 48 x 32 cm.
"Engraved by A. Fullarton & Co. The results of Dr. Kane's expedition by favour of the Royal Geographical Society 1856."
Added titles: The Arctic Regions showing the North-West Passage as determined by Cap. R. McClure and other arctic voyagers / compiled by J. Hugh Johnson, F.R.G.S. -- Wellington Channel, Melville Island &c. from Admiralty chart.
Margins include assorted views including natives in local costume, arctic animals, and ships
H.M.S. Terror, Prince Albert, Pioneer, and Resolute.
Printed plate no. "III" at upper right.
Case oversize G1019 .A38 1872, plate [3] (PrCt)

2468 Arctic regions - Maps - 1858-1879 - Explorations<<>>>Northeast Passage - Maps - 1858-1879 - Explorations<<>>>Nordenskiöld, A. E. (Adolf Erik), 1832-1901 - Voyages, 1858-1879 (Provisional Heading)
Arctic voyages of Nordenskiöld 1858-1879.
Authors: Nordenskiöld, A. E. (Adolf Erik), 1832-1863 -- Macmillan & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 4 maps
C:Stanford:ed:ALeslie;1NMM960
OCLC 4911050.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

2469 Arctic regions - Maps - 1867
Authors: Erhard Schieble (Firm) -- Lambert, Gustave -- Monrocq freres editeurs -- Jaeger, Mr. -- Malte-Brun, Conrad, 1775-1826 -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 24 cm. in diam.
Scale ca. 1:45,000,000.
Shows French, German and English routes.
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2470 Arctic regions - Maps - 1874
1 map : col. ; 78 x 60 cm..
Variously colored to show British, American, German, Swedish, and Austrian arctic expeditions to 1874.
Published at the Admiralty 24th December, 1855 under the superintendence of Captn. Washington, R.N.; F.R.S. Hydrographer. Decr., 74.
Fitzgerald polar map 70 (PrCt)

2471 Arctic regions - Maps - 1875
North Polar chart : including the Atlantic Ocean to the 50th parallel and the Arctic seas from Barrow and Franklin Straits on the west, to Novaya Zemlya and Francis Joseph Land on the east / engraved by Malby & Sons. London : Admiralty, 20th May 1875.
Authors: Malby & Sons -- Great Britain. Hydrographic Office -- J. D. Potter Ltd. -- Evans, F. J. (Frederick John), 1815-1885 -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 65 x 91 cm.
Scale ca. 1:7,500,000.
Published...under the superintendence of Captain F. J. Evans....
Sold by J. D. Potter....
Price Two & Sixpence.
G.B. Hyd. Dept. Pl. No.: 274
Fitzgerald polar map 6F 71 (PrCt)

2472 Arctic regions - Maps - 1876
Authors: Hall, Charles Francis, 1821-1871 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 27 cm.
Ayer 125.1 1876 R5 (NLO)

2473 Arctic regions - Maps - 1878-1879 - Explorations<<>>>Northeast Passage - Maps - 1878-1879 - Explorations<<>>>Nordenskiöld, A. E. (Adolf Erik), 1832-1901 - Voyages, 1858-1879 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Nordenskiöld, A. E. (Adolf Erik), 1832-1901 -- Dreyfous, M. -- Daubree -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 1 map
Ed:Daubree:artCover
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)
Arctic regions - Maps - 1878-1879 - Explorations\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\rightarrow\righta

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
and Lieut. Johansen with an appendix by Otto Sverdrup, Captain of the ‘Fram’. London:
Published by George Newnes, by arrangement with Archibald Constable. [1898?].
Cover title: Nansen’s farthest north.
'To be completed in 20 parts, issued fortnightly'--Cover.
Includes t.p. from: Farthest north ... / Fridtjof Nansen. London : George Newnes, 1898. v. 2. Includes index.
Fitzgerald G700 1893 .N33 1898 (NLO)

Arctic regions - Maps - 1904
North polar chart : including the arctic seas from Gulf of Yenisei on the west to Lancaster & Smith Sounds on the east with Bering Strait and the Pacific Ocean to the 50th parallel, 1881 / Engraved by Malby & Sons. London : Admiralty, 1904.
Authors: Great Britain. Hydrographic Office -- J. D. Potter Ltd. -- Evans, F. J. (Frederick John), 1815-1885 -- Malby & Sons -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 63 x 92 cm.
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Arctic regions - Maps - 1920
North polar chart : including the Atlantic Ocean to the 50th parallel and the arctic seas from Barrow and Franklin Straits on the west, to Novaya Zemlya and Franz Josef Land on the east / Engraved by Malby & Sons. London : Admiralty, 1920.
Authors: Great Britain. Hydrographic Office -- J. D. Potter Ltd. -- Evans, F. J. (Frederick John), 1815-1885 -- Malby & Sons -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 63 x 92 cm.
Fitzgerald polar map 74 (PrCt)
Arctic regions - Maps - 1925
The Arctic regions: prepared in the map department of the National Geographic Society for the National Geographic Magazine. Baltimore: A. Hoen & Co., [1925].
Authors: National Geographic Society (U.S.) -- A. Hoen & Co. -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map; col.; 46 x 49 cm
Detached from National Geographic Magazine (November, 1925).
'Copyright, 1925, by the National Geographic Society, Washington, D.C.'
'Scale 1:14,673,400 or 231.6 miles to 1 inch.'
Inset maps: Spitsbergen and Franz Josef Land [11 x 16 cm.] -- Ellesmere Island region [15 x 14 cm.]
Issued folded to 14 x 9 cm.
Fitzgerald polar map 75 (PrCt)

Arctic regions - Maps - 1927 - Bathymetric maps<<>>Bathymetric maps - Arctic regions - Maps - 1927
Bathymetric map of the Arctic Basin / by Fridtjof Nansen; Copyright, 1927, by the American Geographical Society. [New York]: American Geographical Society, [1931?].
Authors: Nansen, Fridtjof, 1861-1930 -- American Geographical Society of New York -- Wilkins, George H. (George Hubert), Sir, 1888-1958 -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map; 19 x 30 cm. on sheet 47 x 33 cm.
'Revised to 1927.'
'Reproduced by special permission of the American Geographical Society of New York.'
Printed opposite map: 'This chart of the polar regions has been carried on the submarine Nautilus by the Wilkins-Ellsworth Expedition. This insert is a part of copy number of the deluxe edition of 'Under the North Pole' by Sir Hubert Wilkins [New York?]: Brewer, Warren & Putnam?, 1931?]. The actual route of the polar voyage has been entered on this chart by the Expedition's commander. Attest: '
'Copy number' left blank; map not annotated with ship's route; no attestation.
Cf. NUC-pre56 for book imprint.
Soundings in meters.
Scale 1:20,000,000.
Fitzgerald polar map 76 (PrCt)

Arctic regions - Maps - 1930
1 map; col.; 39 x 50 cm. on sheet 46 x 58 cm.; folded and inserted in case 25 x 17 cm.
'Translated and revised by The American Geographical Society of New York from map in Andree's Handatlas, 8th edition, 1924.'
Scale 1:20,000,000.
Engraved and printed by Geographische Anstalt von Velhagen & Klafing, Leipzig, Germany.
G 1014 .03 (NLO)

Arctic regions - Maps - 1930 - Administrative and political divisions
Map showing the limits of political sovereignty and claims in the Arctic. [S.l. s.n., 1930?].
Authors: Joerg, W. L. G. (Wolfgang Louis Gottfried), b. 1885 -- American Geographical Society of New York -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map; 26 x 33 cm.
Added title: Fig. 7--Map showing the limits of political sovereignty and claims in the Arctic. Enlarged (?) photographic reproduction of map in W. G. L. Joerg. Brief history of Polar exploration. New York[:, American Geographical Society], 1930 p. 63.: -- on verso in Ms. (ink).
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Arctic regions - Maps - 1931
Authors: Great Britain. Hydrographic Office -- J. D. Potter Ltd. -- Washington, John, 1855-1863 -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map; 78 x 64 cm.
'Published at the Admiralty 24th December 1855 under the superintendence of Capt. Washington...Hydrographer. Sold by J. D. Potter, agent for the Admiralty charts, 145 Minories.'
'New editions, March 1882, May 1899, 24th Decr. 1931.'
'Small corrections.'
Upper right: 364.31.
Handstamped 'Increase 50%'
Fitzgerald polar map 79 (PrCt)

Arctic regions - Maps - 1935<<<<Cheliuskin Expedition (1933-1934) - Maps<<<<Cheliuskin (Ship) - Travel, 1933-1934 - Maps
Authors: Cheliuskin Expedition (1933-1934) -- Cheliuskin (Ship)=Brown, Alec, 1900-1962 -- Macmillan & Co. -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
xii, 325 p.; [34] leaves of plates: ill., maps, ports.; 24 cm.
"With numerous plates and maps."


Forms part of the Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection of Polar books, maps, and art, 144; Arctic Institute of North America. Arctic Bibliography, 3045

LC Card Number: 35027336

Fitzgerald G700 1933 .P6513 1935 (NLO)

2495 Arctic regions - Maps - 1942 - Ice

Physical map of the Arctic. [S.l. s.n., 1942?].


1 map ; 42 cm. in diam.

Black and white reproduction of map 'Translated and revised by the American Geographical Society of New York from map in Andree's Handatlas, 8th edition, 1924.'

Curiously a reproduction of a map in the collection of the Royal Geographical Society.

Copyright 1929....'

Show limits of pack-ice and icebergs.

'Unexplored or unseen areas on the Arctic Basin are left white. Areas that were within the mathematical horizon of visibility from sledge, ship, ship's masthead, or aircraft, as the case may be, are assumed to be known. As fog has not been taken into account in the computation the map slightly exaggerates the size of the known areas.'


MS. annotations on this sheet (pencil) include additional sheet and scale calculations.

Fitzgerald polar map 77 (PrCt)

2496 Arctic regions - Maps - 1946

North polar regions. New York : Geographia Map Co., Inc., [ca. 1946].

Authors: Geographia Map Company -- National Travel Club. -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 51 x 38 cm.

'Special edition printed for National Travel Club.'

'Latitudinal scale 1:16,000,000.'

With key to 'Explorers routes.'

Issued folded to 14 x 11 cm.

Fitzgerald polar map 80 (PrCt)

2497 Arctic regions - Maps - 1970

Nautilus (Submarine : SSSN-571)

The Arctic regions / by the U.S. Naval Oceanographic Office under the authority of the Secretary of the Navy. Washington, D.C. The Office, 1970.


1 map : col. ; 77 x 80 cm

'6th ed., June 1948; revised 10/26/70.'


Handstamped at lower right: No. 80.

Manuscript annotation showing route of the USS Nautilus through the north pole signed 'William R. Anderson, C.O. Nautilus, first transpolar voyage, 1915 EDT, 3 August 1958.'

Accompanied by 6 letters (2 signed by Anderson) to or from G.F. Fitzgerald, variously dated between August 1971-February 1972.

Also accompanied by 2 photostatic reproductions of another copy of the map signed by Anderson and the Nautilus crew.

Fitzgerald polar map 81 (PrCt)


[Outline maps of Arctic Regions and Antarctica]. [Chicago, 2000].

Authors: Karrow, Robert W. -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)

4 ms. maps ; 45 x 50 cm.

Scale ca. 1:14,200,000.

Includes 2 mylar originals (outlines only) and 2 paper prints with graticule added.


Fitzgerald polar map 306 (PrCt)

2500 Arctic regions - Maps - Bibliography - 1818-1860

Explorers' maps of the Canadian Arctic, 1818-1860 / by Coolie Verner with the assistance of Frances Woodward. Toronto : B.V. Gutsell,
Debt. of Geography, York University, 1972.
Authors: Verner, Coolie -- Woodward, Frances M., 1938-
84 p. : maps ; 26 cm.
Bibliography: p. 83.
Series: Cartographica ; monograph no. 6
Formerly Z6027.C21 V47
LC Card Number: 74179868
Map Ref Z6027.C21 V47 (NLO)

2501
Arctic regions - Maps -
Bibliography--Public Archives of Canada
Authors: Earl, Lawrence B. -- Kidd, Betty H. -- National Map Collection
Tumble format, English and French.
Vert 427 (PrCt)

2502
Ardales (Spain) - Pictorial works - 1564
Hardales. [Cologne : s.n.], 1564 [i.e. ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541--Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Hoefnagel, Joris, 1542-1601 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : hand col. ; 19 x 49 cm.
Derived from a 1564 drawing by Joris Hoefnagel; see R.A. Skelton’s Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum. On same sheet with: Cartama.
Latin letterpress text on verso under titles: Hardales -- Cartama.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 5, pl. 11 (PrCt)

2503
Ardennes (France) - Maps - 1703
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Perelle, Gabriel, 1603-1667 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G137
1 map : hand col. ; 34 x 54 cm.
Added title: Populi Belgicae secundae parte septentrle. du diocese et archevesché de Rheims ...

2701
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G5833.C35:3A55 1703 S2 (PrCt)

2504
Ardennes (France) - Maps - 1918 -
Topographic maps--Topographic maps -
1 map : col. ; 140 x 61cm.
Shows a rectangular area bounded by Sedan at the north, Fontenoy at the south, Maire at the west, and Remilly-sur-Meuse at the east.
Scale 1:20,000.
Relief shown by contours.
From the collection of Gen. Thomas Stevens Hammond of the 42nd Rainbow Division.
maproll G5833.C35:3A55 1918 U5 (PrCt)

Area measurement - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1833--Ocean - Area measurement - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1833--Lakes - Area measurement - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1833--Islands - Area measurement - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1833
Chart of the comparative magnitude of countries, seas, lakes and islands ... [Hartford : Oliver D. Cooke & Co., 1833].
Authors: Woodbridge, William C. (William Channing), 1794-1845 -- Cooke, Oliver Dudley, 1766-1833 -- Woodbridge, William C. (William Channing), 1794-1845. Modern atlas, on a new plan ... (1833)
1 chart ; on sheet 24 x 30 cm.
In: Woodbridge, William C. Modern atlas, on a new plan ... (Hartford, Conn. : Oliver D. Cooke & Co., 1833) pasted inside front cover.
Case folio G 10 .978 inside front cover (PrCt)

Area measurement - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1835--Ocean - Area measurement - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1835--Lakes - Area measurement - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1835--Islands - Area measurement - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1835
Comparative diagrams SEE [TOPIC] - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1835 OR [TOPIC] - [PLACE] - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1835
Chart of the comparative magnitude of countries, seas, lakes and islands ... [Hartford, Conn. Beach & Beckwith, 1835].
Authors: Woodbridge, William C. (William Channing), 1794-1845 -- Beach & Beckwith -- Woodbridge, William C. (William Channing), 1794-1845. Modern atlas ... (1835) 1 chart ; on sheet 24 x 30 cm.

Case folio G 10 .979 map [3] (PrCt)

Anonymous diagram without imprint.
Insets (8 cm. in diam. and smaller): Religions -- Density of population -- Density of population -- Density of population -- Comparison of land and water -- Races.
In: Cram, George Franklin. Cram's unrivaled family atlas of the world (Chicago : Geo.F. Cram, c1883), p. 16.

folio G1019 .G463 1883b, p. 16 (PrCt)

2511
Area measurement - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1841
Comparative chart of different countries. [Boston : J. W. Wilkins & R. B. Carter, 1841?].
Authors: Bradford, T. G. (Thomas Gamaliel), 1802-1887 -- Bradford, T. G. (Thomas Gamaliel), 1802-1887. A Comprehensive atlas ... (1835, [i.e. 1841?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 chart ; 24 x 18 cm.

folio Ayer 135 .B75 1835 pl. H, p. 144 (PrCt)

2512
Area measurement - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1841 Ocean - Area measurement - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1841 Islands - Area measurement - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1841 Comparative chart, of continents, oceans, islands &c. [Boston : J. W. Wilkins & R. B. Carter, 1841?].
Authors: Bradford, T. G. (Thomas Gamaliel), 1802-1887 -- Bradford, T. G. (Thomas Gamaliel), 1802-1887. A Comprehensive atlas ... (1835, [i.e. 1841?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 chart ; 19 x 27 cm.

folio Ayer 135 .B75 1835 pl. B, p. 9 (PrCt)

2513
Area measurement - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1883 Population - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1883 Religions - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1883 Ethnology - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1883 Economic - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1883 Diagram showing the comparative size of the countries of the world : population, area, religion and races. [Chicago : George F. Cram, 1883].
Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928. Cram's unrivaled family atlas of the world (1883) 1 diagram : col. ; 22 cm. in diam., on sheet 35 x 28 cm.
Anonymous diagram without imprint.
Insets (8 cm. in diam. and smaller): Religions -- Density of population -- Density of population -- Density of population -- Comparison of land and water -- Races.
In: Cram, George Franklin. Cram's unrivaled family atlas of the world (Chicago : Geo.F. Cram, c1883), p. 16.

folio G1019 .G463 1883b, p. 16 (PrCt)

2511
Area measurement - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1841
Comparative chart of different countries. [Boston : J. W. Wilkins & R. B. Carter, 1841?].
Authors: Bradford, T. G. (Thomas Gamaliel), 1802-1887 -- Bradford, T. G. (Thomas Gamaliel), 1802-1887. A Comprehensive atlas ... (1835, [i.e. 1841?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 chart ; 24 x 18 cm.

folio Ayer 135 .B75 1835 pl. H, p. 144 (PrCt)
4 v. : ill., plates, maps ; 34 cm. + portfolio of 16 folded maps (34 cm.).
Prepared by Don Francisco P. Moreno.
Spine title: Argentine-Chilian boundary in the Cordillera de los Andes. Argentine evidence ... "Printed in compliance with the request of the tribunal, dated December 21, 1899."
Map portfolio includes folded topographic boundary maps numbered I-XVI (various sizes and scales, some in multiple sheets).
Topographic maps variously credited to H. Manly, A. Rabin, W. & A.K. Johnston Limited, and F.S. Weller
Running title on maps: Argentine-Chilian boundary question.
Volumes 1-4 include reproductions of maps originally compiled 1601-1900.
Paged continuously.
Spanish edition issued in 1902.
LC Card Number: 01004115
folio Ayer 1300.5 .A7 A68 1900 (NLO)

**Argentina - Historical geography - Maps - 1893**
**Argentina - Maps - 1893**
**Cartography - Argentina - History**
**Historical atlases**
Authors: Martinez, Benigno T. -- Museo de La Plata -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
11, [50], 12 p. : maps (part col.) ; 36 cm.
Ed. para maestros.
References: Phillips 2734
Ayer folio G1755 .M27 1893 (NLO)

**Argentina - Historical geography - Maps - 1909**
**Argentina - Maps - 1909**
**Cartography - Argentina - History**
**Historical atlases**
1 atlas (56 p., xix leaves of plates) : ill., col. maps, facsimiles ; 37 x 30 cm.
References: Phillips 3955
23191
ICN 44-635
folio Ayer 135 .B58 1909 (NLO)

**Argentina - Maps - 1703**
**Chile - Maps - 1703**
**South America - Maps - 1703**
The Magellanic land. [London : s.n., 1703].
Authors: Seller, John, fl. 1658-1698 -- Seller, John, fl. 1658-1698. A New system of geography : designed in a most plain and easie method ... (1703)
1 map ; 11 x 13 cm.
Anonymous map in Seller, John. A New system of geography : designed in a most plain and easie method ... (London : Jeremiah Seller ; Charles Price : John Senex, 1703) map [48].
Covers South America south of 37° S.
Case 3A 1704 map [48] (PrCt)

**Argentina - Maps - 1887**
**Atlas geográfico de la República Argentina. Buenos Aires : F. Lajouane, 1887.**
Authors: Paz Soldan, Mariano F. -- Erhard Bros. (Firm) -- Lajouane, F. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 28 maps ; 360 x 290 mm.
Maps engraved by Erhard, Paris.
Phillips 2733
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

**Argentina - Maps - 1891**
**Geograpy - Argentina - Maps - 1891**
**Geography - Chile - Maps - 1891**
**Falkland Islands - Maps - 1891**
**Mapa geológico del interior de la República Argentina. Buenos Aires : F. Lajouane, 1891.**
Authors: Soldan, Mariano F. -- Academia Nacional de Ciencias de la República Argentina en Córdoba -- Helfarth, C. -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map on 13 sheets : col. ; sheets 46 x 60 cm. + title page, in slip case 34 cm.
Covered South America and eastern Argentina, plus western Argentina and Chile.
Scale 1:1,000,000.
The sections of the map vary slightly in measurements.
Insets: Territorio de la Misiones (en question con...
el Brazil) -- Las Islas Malvinas ó de Falkland (Cuestionadas por Inglaterra).
Ayer 133 .B79 1891 (NLO)

2519 Argentina - Maps - 1893 - Statistics
Statistics
Argentine Republic, general map, showing the territory submitted to the arbitration of the president of the United States. Washington, D.C., 1893.
1 map ; 27 cm.
General information regarding the Argentine Republic, and special data referring to its commerce with the United States, are attached to this map.
Text on verso, paged 1-8.
G 10993 .05 (NLO)

2520 Argentina - Maps - 1898
Novísimo atlas general de la República Argentina : traza selon los datos más recientes / por Aquilino Fernández ; acompañado de la descripción de cada una de las provincias y gobernaciones escrita por Carlos H. Pizzurno.
Buenos Aires : Compañía Sud-Americana de Billetes de Banco, 1898.
Authors: Fernández, Aquilino -- Pizzurno, Carlos H. -- Ludwig, Pablo -- Compañía Sud-Americana de Billetes de Banco -- Argentina. Ministerio de Instrucción Pública -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Oficina Cartográfica de Pablo Ludwig (Buenos Aires, Argentina) SEE Ludwig, Pablo
1 atlas (viii, 35 [i.e. 62] p.) : 25 col. maps ; 37 cm.
On maps: Oficina Cartográfica de Pablo Ludwig, Bs. Aires.
Stamp: Aprobado por el Ministerio de Instrucción Pública.
Illustrated publisher's paper-covered boards.
Relief shown by hachures.
Greenwich meridian.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Cf. Phillips 18214
Baskes folio G1755 .F47 1898 (NLO)

2521 Argentina - Maps - 1914
Authors: Martinez, Albert B. -- Sopena, R. -- Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 5 maps
4th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

2522 Argentina - Maps - 1914 - South America - Maps - 1914
Authors: Argentina Hidrologicos -- Willis, Bailey -- Ministry Pub. Wks. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
2 v. : 33 maps ; 245 x 180 mm.
Edited by Bailey Willis.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

2523 Argentina - Maps - 1915
Pequeño atlas general de la República Argentina : traza selon los datos más recientes / por Aquilino Fernández ; acompañado de la descripción de cada una de las provincias y gobernaciones escrita por Carlos H. Pizzurno.
Buenos Aires : Compañía Sud-Americana de Billetes de Banco, 1915.
10a ed., notablemente corr. y aum., adornada con profesión de fotograbados.
Maps by Oficina cartográfica de Pablo Ludwig.
Relief shown by hachures.
Stamp: Biblioteca Bassani VLS.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1755 .F475 1915 (NLO)

2524 Argentina - Maps - 1929 - Description and travel - 1912
Atlas de la República Argentina : año 1929.
[Buenos Aires : Feit & Olivari, 1929].
Authors: Jabón de La Toja -- Feit & Olivari -- Pardo Bazán, Emilia, condesa de, 1852-1921 -- La Nación (Buenos Aires, Argentina) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (10 leaves of plates) : 10 col. maps, 31 cm.
Cover title.
In bottom margin of maps: Feit & Olivari Lda., Buenos Aires.
In top margin of maps: Serie Argentina.
Advertisements for Jabón de La Toja soap on maps and inside front cover.
Includes article on La Toja, Spain by Emilia Pardo Bazán, reprinted from La Nación (Buenos Aires, Argentina), November 17, 1912.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1755 .A85 1929 (NLO)

2525 Argentina - Maps - 1952 - Railroads - Maps
Mapa de los ferrocarriles nacionales. 1952.
Authors: Argentina. Dirección Nacional de Planificacion y Coordinacion
1 map : col. ; 138 x 67 cm., fold. in covers 30 x...
26 cm. 
Scale 1: 3,000,000. 
Includes 15 insets, mostly of urban regions.  
Gift '88  
566  
map4C G5351.P3 1952 A7 (PrCt)  

2526  
**Argentina - Maps - 1954**  
Authors: Instituto Geográfico Militar (Argentina) -- Levene, Carlos Alberto -- Meyerhoff, A. A. (Arthur Augustus), 1928- -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 atlas (101 p.) : ill., 39 col. maps ; 49 cm.  
2a. ed. año 1954.  
Edited by Carlos Alberto Levene?  
Sectional maps chiefly at scale 1:150,000.  
Relief shown by shading and landforms.  
Includes bibliographical references (p. 98-99) and index.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.  
References: Cf. Phillips 18231  
**Baskes oversize G1755 .I67 1954 (NLO)** 

2527  
**Argentina - Maps - 1958**  
*Nuevo atlas geográfico de la Argentina / (José Anesi).* Buenos Aires : Ediciones geográficos Peuser, 1958.  
Authors: Anesi, José -- Peuser (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 atlas (27 i.e. 22] leaves of plates (some folded)) : 22 col. maps ; 36 cm.  
5. ed.  
"27 láminas originales en colores con 79 mapas y diagramas de geografía física, política y económica, ajustados a los programas de enseñanza secundaria, normal y profesional, y, por sus detalles, apropiados también para consulta."  
Scales differ.  
Map removed and cataloged separately: 
*Republica Argentina / Patricia A.C.M. Bernasconi,* (Buenos Aires : Instituto Geográfico Militar, 1980)[map6F G5350 1980 .157]  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.  
LC Card Number: map59000656  
**Baskes folio G1755 .A52 1958 (NLO)** 

2528  
**Argentina - Maps - 1968**  
Authors: United States. Central Intelligence Agency -- Magnus, Albert R.  
1 map : col. ; 56 x 34 cm.  
Scale 1:7,500,000; (S 20°--S 50°/W 74°--W 44°).  
Relief shown by shading and spot heights.  
In lower left margin: 57607 8-68.  
Includes location map and 3 ancillary maps:  
Population -- Economic Activity -- Vegetation.  
map4F G3200 1967 .US, Argentina (PrCt)  

2529  
**Argentina - Maps - 1968 - Road maps***  
*Buenos Aires (Argentina) - Maps - 1968 - Road maps***  
Authors: Esso S.A. Petrolera Argentina -- General Drafting Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map : col. ; 86 x 60 cm., folded to 22 x 11 cm.  
"Oct. 1968."  
Panel title.  
Added title: Argentina (norte)  
Plate no. A11  
Inset (13 x 15 cm.): [Continuation map of northeast Argentina].  
Maps on verso (49 x 40 cm. or smaller):  
Argentina (sur) -- Republica Argentina -- Region de Lagos -- Buenos Aires (central) -- Buenos Aires y alrededores.  
Panel art: Color photo of "Mar del Plata"; Esso logo.  
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).  
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).  
**RMcN Clients 735 (PrCt)**  

2530  
**Argentina - Maps - 1980 - Road maps***  
*Buenos Aires (Argentina) - Maps - 1980 - Railroads***  
*Road maps***  
*Railroads - Maps***  
*Republica Argentina : división política, red caminera y ferroviaria / Patricia A.C.M. Bernasconi, cartógrafa.* [Buenos Aires : Instituto Geográfico Militar, 1980].  
Authors: Bernasconi, Patricia A. C. M. -- Instituto Geográfico Militar (Argentina) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Argentina.  
Instituto Geográfico Militar SEE Instituto Geográfico Militar (Argentina) -- Argentina.  
Ejército. Instituto Geográfico Militar SEE Instituto Geográfico Militar (Argentina).  
1 map ; 81 x 57 cm.  
Scale [ca. 1:5,000,000].  
"Los límites internacionales e interprovinciales de la parte argentina ... han sido aprobados por el Instituto Geográfico Militar."  
Includes statistics from the 1980 national census of Argentina.  
Insets: Situación relativa. Scale [ca. 1:34,000,000] -- Buenos Aires y alrededores. Scale [ca. 1:400,000].  
Blank rectangle between 2 insets possibly meant for additional inset map.  
Removed from: Nuevo atlas geográfico de la
Peter's Bay (formerly Port Toulouse) on Cape (formerly Nerichac) on Isle Madame and Saint Separate nautical charts of the harbors at Arichat on sheet 559 x 373 mm 30, sheet 96 Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS m Collection (Newberry Library) Authors: Cartes Marines Manuscript Map Toulouse Plan du port de Nerichac ; Plan du port de <<>>Manuscript<<>>Manuscript maps Peter's Bay (N.S.) Manuscripts>>Manuscript maps Arichat (N.S.) Maps>>Maps - - Saint Peter's Bay (N.S.) Maps>>Maps - - Maps - - Nautical charts - - Manuscripts - - Manuscripts>>Saint Peter's Bay (N.S.) Maps>>Nautical charts - - - - Manuscripts>>Manuscript maps >>Nautical charts Plan du port de Nerichac ; Plan du port de Toulouse. [ca. 1715]. Authors: Cartes Marines Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 30, sheet 96 2 ms. maps : hand col. ; each 207 x 354 mm., on sheet 559 x 373 mm Separate nautical charts of the harbors at Arichat (formerly Nerichac) on Isle Madame and Saint Peter's Bay (formerly Port Toulouse) on Cape Breton Island; both identify building sites.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Arizona Office of Tourism
124 p. : col. photos, maps ; 21 cm.
Travel Vertical File G4331 .E635 2010 .A9 (PrCt)

2537

2538
Arizona - Historical geography - Maps - 1979<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Historical atlases

2539

2540

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.


1 map : 65 x 119 cm., folded to 21 x 14 cm. 'Gila River from a reconnaissance by Maj. Emory Topographical Engrs. Colorado River below Camp Yuma from a reconnaissance by Lt. Derby Topographical Engrs.'


Forts and Indian villages and tribal regions identified, including 'Pah Utahs', 'Yampas', 'Moquis', 'Navajoes', 'Coyotero Apaches', and 'Copper Mine Apaches.'

Forms part of Senate executive document (United States. Congress. Senate) ; 32nd Congress, 2nd session, no. 59.

Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.

OCLC 8845077

Graff 3809 inside back cover (PrCt)


Authors: Parke, John G.--Campbell, Albert H.


Covers southern Arizona and southwestern New Mexico.

Detached from Pacific Railroad Reports, v. 11, pt. 2, no. 44.

Scale 1:760,320.

Wheat 853

Uniform title: Pacific Railroad Reports

map6F G4051.P3 1853 .U5 v. 11, pt. 2, no. 44 (PrCt)


Detached from Pacific Railroad Reports, v. 7, pt. 2, map 2.

Scale [ca. 1:1,200,000].

Uniform title: Pacific Railroad Reports

map4F G4051.P3 1853 .U5 v. 7 pt. 2, map 2 (PrCt)


1 map : hand col.; 17 x 37 cm., folded to 21 x 12 cm.


Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.

Graff 2922 inside back cover (PrCt)
boundaries shown "37° west of Washington."
Damaged with some loss of content.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
 Also available online via the David Rumsey Map Collection website:
http://www.davidrumsey.com/luna/servlet/s/ve595
References: Wheat, C.I. Mapping the Transmississippi West, v. 5, pt. 2, p. 286 and no. 1272
617-618
VAULT drawer Graff 5421 (NLO)

Map of Arizona prepared specially for R.J. Hinton's handbook of Arizona compiled from official maps of Military Division of the Pacific ... San Francisco : Payot, Upham & Company, 1878.
1 map : 87 x 60 cm.
Inset (31 x 9 cm.): Map of the Southern Pacific Railroad connecting with the Central Pacific R.R. at Goshen 1877.
Probably detached from Hinton, Richard J. The Handbook to Arizona: its resources ... (San Francisco, 1878); cf. OCLC 1496499.
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.
CHS Coll., Map no. 512 (PrCt)

2552 Arizona - Maps - 1879
Authors: United States. General Land Office -- Roeser, C. (Charles) -- Bien, Julius, 1826-1909
1 map : col. ; 59 x 74 cm.
Scale 1:1,140,480.
M1178
map6F G4330 1879 .U5 (PrCt)

1 map : hand col. ; 77 x 62 cm., folded to 19 x 11 cm.
'Entered according to act of Congress in the year 1879, by Emil Eckhoff and Paul Riecker ... .'
Scale [ca. 1:823,680]
Coordinates: (W 115°--W 109°N 37°--N 31°).
Shows Indian reservations, U.S. military telegraph lines, roads with distances, and railroads.
Relief shown by hachures.
Printed signature of J.C. Frémont, governor.
Includes list of authorities.
Hand stamp on verso: W.B. Walkup & Co., framers, map and chart mounters, 540 Clay Street, San Francisco.
'Table of distances' inside front cover.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Graff 1204 (NLO)

Authors: A. Zeese & Co. -- Sorin, T. R.
Hand-book of Tucson and surroundings, embracing statistics of the mineral fields of southern Arizona (1880) -- Citizen Print (Tucson, Ariz.) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 34 x 23 cm., folded to 18 x 8 cm.
Details the Tucson region, principally Pinal, Pima, and Santa Cruz counties.
'Scale: 18 miles to 1 inch.'
Distances shown with circles of increasing size radiating from Tucson, and keyed to note in bottom margin: 'Circular lines represent 25, 50, and 100 miles distance, air line.'
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Graff 3900 opp. t.p. (PrCt)

2555 Arizona - Maps - 1881 - Facsimiles

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Hickory, Inc. -- Atlas of Historical County Boundaries Project (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; on sheet 37 x 28 cm.
A reproduction (at reduced scale and unattributed) of the map from the 1881 Rand McNally Business atlas and shipper's guide.
From the files of the Atlas of Historical County Boundaries Project, the Newberry Library.
map2F G4330 1881 .R3 1976 (PrCt)

264 p. : 23 map plates ; 52 cm.
Edited by C.E. Dutton.
References: Cf. Phillips 11280 and 1471; Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 1494
LC Card Number: gs 0500790
oversize Ayer 109.9 .G4 D9 1882 (NLO)

Arizona - Maps - 1883
Arizona. Chicago : Geo. F. Cram, [1883].
Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928. Cram's unrivaled family atlas of the world (1883)
1 map : col. ; 29 x 24 cm.
In: Cram, George Franklin. Cram's unrivaled family atlas of the world (Chicago : Geo.F. Cram, c1883), p. 72.
folio G1019 .G463 1883b, p. 72 (PrCt)

1 map : 77 x 63 cm., folded to 22 cm.
‘Compiled from the official records of the General Land Office, and other sources by G.P. Strum, Principal Draughtsman, G.L.O., Department of the Interior.’
'... N.C. McFarland, Commissioner.'
Scale [ca. 1:950,400]; 15 miles to 1 inch.
Coordinates: (W 114°52'--W 109°/N 37°--N 31°22').
Relief shown by hachures.
Ayer 133 .U57 1883 (NLO)

Arizona - Maps - 1883 - Railroads Railroads - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1883)
1 map : col. ; 18 x 12 cm.
Title in upper margin.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1883) opposite p.896
H 668 .703 (1883) opp. p. 896 (PrCt)

Arizona - Maps - 1884 - Railroads Railroads - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1884)
1 map : col. ; 18 x 12 cm.
Title in upper margin.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1884) opposite p. 871
H 668 .703 (1884) opp. p. 871 (PrCt)

Arizona - Maps - 1885
1 map : 93 x 82 cm.
Scale 1:67,584.
'Authorities: Maps of Leut's. Ives, Wheeler, Touey 1879 & Smith 1879, railroad surveys, land office surveys, offic. records of scouts, & personal surveys.'
Benjamin Henry Grierson's copy; lightly marked in blue crayon.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
VAULT drawer Graff 4313 (NLO)

Arizona - Maps - 1885 - Railroads Railroads - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1885)
1 map : col. ; 18 x 12 cm.
Title in upper margin.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1885) opposite p.947
H 668 .703 (1885) opp. p. 947 (PrCt)

Arizona - Maps - 1886
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
A Porion of south eastr'n Arizona : from topographical reconnaissance by First Lieut. E.J. Spencer, Corps. of Engineers ; assisted by E.D. Williams, Oskar Huber, top assistants, during a portion of February, March & April 1886. [Arizona? s.n.], 1886.
Authors: Spencer, E. J. (Eugene Jaccard) -- Williams, E. D., fl. 1885 -- Huber, Oskar -- United States. Army. Corps of Engineers -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map : 30 x 48 cm.
Scale [1:506,880]. '8 miles to one inch.' Shows railroad lines, trails, roads, telephone and water lines.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Shelved in VAULT Graff Broadside Box 6, 4th floor stacks (September 2007).
VAULT broadside Graff 4314 (NLO)

2565 Arizona - Maps 1888 - Railroads
Railroad and county map of Arizona. Chicago : Geo. F. Cram, [1887].
Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928. Cram's standard American atlas of the world (1887)
1 map : col. ; 52 x 39 cm.
Case oversize G1019 .G455 1887, p. 168-169 (PrCt)

2566 Arizona - Maps 1890 - Heliograph
Heliograph - Arizona - Maps 1890 - Heliograph - New Mexico - Maps 1890 - Sunlight signal communication SEE Heliograph
1 map : blueprint ; 17 x 23 cm., folded to 20 x 12 cm.
Graff 1674 following p. [34] (PrCt)

2567 Arizona - Maps 1894 - Railroads
1 map : col. ; 47 x 30 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 30 (PrCt)

2568 Arizona - Maps 1895 - Railroads
17 p. ; 17 cm. Imperfect; lacking folded map.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 31 (PrCt)
Arizona - Maps - 1897 - Railroads>Railroads - Maps
1 map : col. ; 47 x 31 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Includes key to railroads numbered 3-16 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Arizona. Railroads.
'Rand, McNally & Co.'s new business atlas map of Arizona. Copyright, 1895 ... ' -- at bottom right.
Issued folded in accompanying index (17 p. ; 17 cm.); Rand, McNally & Co.'s indexed county and township pocket map and shippers' guide of Arizona. Chicago and New York: Rand, McNally & Company, c1897.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
'International Bookfinders ... P.O. Box 3003, Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212' -- printed label pasted on inside front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 32 (PrCt)

Arizona - Maps - 1897 - Railroads>Railroads - Maps
Map of the Santa Fe, Prescott and Phoenix Railway Company -- Hall Lithographing Co. (Topeka, Kan.)
1 map : 20 x 17 cm.
Ancillary map at bottom (8 x 17 cm): Map of the Santa Fe, Prescott and Phoenix Railway Company.
In Santa Fe, Prescott and Phoenix Railway Company. Fourth annual report to the stockholders of the Santa Fe, Prescott and Phoenix Railway Company for ... 1898 (Phoenix, Ariz.: Arizona Republican Press, [1898?]) at end.
5A 7267 (1897-1898 vol.) (PrCt)

Arizona - Maps - 1900-1960 - Topographic maps>Topographic maps
Arizona, 15 minute series (topographic).
Authors: Geological Survey (U.S.)
c. 145 maps. : col. ; on sheets 45 x 33 cm. fold. to 18 x 27 cm.
Scale 1:62,500.
Dates of publication vary.
Moffat lists 63 maps before 1940.
Coverage is not complete at this scale; see index map in box 15.
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisles 42 and 43 (July 2012).
Reference: Moffat, Riley. Map index to topographic quadrangles of the United States, 1882-1940 (Santa Cruz, Calif.: Western Association of Map Libraries, 1986)
map6C G3700 19--U5, box 15 (PrCt)

Arizona - Maps - 1900-1960 - Topographic maps>Topographic maps
Arizona, 7.5 minute series (topographic).
Authors: Geological Survey (U.S.)
c. 1925 maps : col. ; on sheets 54 x 44 cm. fold. to 17 x 28 cm.
Scale 1:24,000.
Dates of publication vary.
According to USGS, coverage at this scale complete in 1993 maps.
Arizona - Maps - 1900 - Railroads - Maps
1 map : col. ; 47 x 31 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Includes key to railroads numbered 1-21 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Arizona Railroads.
'Copyright, 1895 ... ' -- at bottom center.
'Rand, McNally & Co.'s new business atlas map of Arizona. Copyright, 1907 ... ' -- at bottom right.
Issued folded in accompanying index (15 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand, McNally & Co.'s indexed county and township pocket map and shippers' guide of Arizona. Chicago and New York : Rand, McNally & Company, c1907.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 33 (PrCt)

Arizona - Maps - 1903 - Railroads - Maps
1 map : col. ; 47 x 31 cm.
Title in upper margin.
'Copyright, 1895 ... ' -- at bottom.
'Rand, McNally & Co.'s new business atlas map of Arizona. Copyright, 1903, by Rand, McNally & Co.' -- at bottom right.
Includes key to railroads numbered 3-21 (with gaps in numbering).
Issued folded in accompanying index (19 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand, McNally & Co.'s indexed county and township pocket map and shippers' guide of Arizona. Chicago and New York : Rand, McNally & Co., c1903.
Stationer's label on title page: L.H.. Biglow & Company ... N.Y.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 34 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Arizona - Maps - 1916 - Railroads - Road maps
1 map : col. ; 64 x 47 cm.
Plate no.: 254A.
Includes key to railroads numbered 1-143 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Arizona railroads.
On verso: Arizona automobile road map. 1 map ; 42 x 45 cm.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
'11-1 env. 14. Copyright 1916.' -- typewritten label pasted on front cover.
'Jan. 3rd 1916, CJW [?] -- in ms. on title page verso.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 37 (PrCt)

Arizona - Maps - 1918 - Railroads - Maps
1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm.
Plate no.: 254D.
Includes key to railroads numbered 1-145 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Arizona railroads.
On verso: Arizona automobile road map. 1 map ; 42 x 45 cm.
'Gift - Andrew McNally III, 1992' -- ms. note on page [7].
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 35 (PrCt)
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 42 (PrCt)

2588 Arizona - Maps - 1923 - Railroads<<>>Arizona - Maps - 1923 - Road maps<<>>Road maps<<>>Railroads - Maps
1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm.
Plate no.: 254H.
'The Rand McNally new commercial atlas map of Arizona ... ' -- at bottom center.
Includes key to railroads numbered 0-145 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Arizona railroads.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Arizona. 1 map : col. ; 64 x 47 cm.
Issued folded in accompanying index (20 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Arizona. Chicago ; New York : Rand, McNally & Company, c1923.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Handstamp on front cover: Register of copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.

3-6-23' -- in pencil on front cover.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 43 (PrCt)

2590 Arizona - Maps - 1925 - Railroads<<>>Arizona - Maps - 1925 - Road maps<<>>Road maps<<>>Railroads - Maps
1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm.
Plate no.: 11R24.
Includes key to railroads numbered 0-145 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Arizona railroads.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Arizona. 1 map : col. ; 64 x 47 cm. Includes key to 12 named 'principal trails in Arizona.'
Issued folded in accompanying index (22 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Arizona. San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand, McNally & Company, c1925.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Handstamp on front cover: Register of copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.

'3-20-25' -- in pencil on front cover.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 45 (PrCt)

2591 Arizona - Maps - 1925 - Railroads<<>>New Mexico - Maps - 1925 - Road maps<<>>Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 63 x 80 on sheet 73 x 88 cm.
Keyed to 30 named road signs.
Scale [ca. 1:1,399,000].
Plate no. G-27.
Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto trails map : Arizona, New Mexico (Chicago and New York: Rand McNally, 1925). 32 p. : maps, ill. ; 19 cm.
Cover art (1 panel, O.B.BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN Auto Trails 6F 82 (PrCt)

2592 Arizona - Maps - 1925 - Road maps<<>>New Maps - 1925 - Road maps
1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm.
Plate no.: 7R23.

'The Rand McNally new commercial atlas map of Arizona ... ' -- at bottom center.
Includes key to railroads numbered 0-145 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Arizona railroads.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Arizona. 1 map : col. ; 64 x 47 cm. Includes key to 12 named 'principal trails in Arizona.'
Issued folded in accompanying index (20 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Arizona. Chicago ; New York : Rand, McNally & Company, c1924.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Handstamp on front cover: Register of copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington,

D.C.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 44 (PrCt)
2594 Arizona - Maps - 1926 - Railroads

1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm.
Plate no.: 9R25.
Includes key to railroads numbered 0-145 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Arizona railroads.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Arizona. 1 map : col. ; 64 x 47 cm. Includes key to 12 named ‘principal trails in Arizona.’
Issued folded in accompanying index (22 p.; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists’ and shippers’ guide of Arizona. San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand, McNally & Company, c1926.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Handstamp on title page: Register of copyrights.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

RMcN Auto Trails 4C 183 (PrCt)

2595 Arizona - Maps - 1925 - Relief

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 63 x 80 on sheet 73 x 88 cm.
Keyed to 30 named road signs.
Scale [ca. 1:1,399,000].
Plate no. G-27.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).

RMcN Auto Trails 4C 142 (PrCt)

2596 Arizona - Maps - 1926 - Relief

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 62 x 80 on sheet 73 x 88 cm.
Keyed to 12 named road signs.
Scale [ca. 1:1,382,000].
Title page handstamped "Register of copyrights, Library of Congress ..."and dated "4-27-26 c#" in ms.
In manuscript on back of front cover: "1. cl. 3 shelf."
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).

RMcN AE 190.15 (PrCt)
Arizona - Maps - 1926 - Road maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 62 x 80 on sheet 73 x 88 cm. Keyed to 12 named road signs. Scale [ca. 1:1,382,000].
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road. Uniform title: Auto trails

Arizona - Maps - 1927 - Road maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 63 x 80 on sheet 73 x 88 cm. Keyed to 12 named road signs. Scale [ca. 1:1,382,000].
Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto road map of Arizona, New Mexico ... (Chicago and New York: Rand McNally, 1927). 32 p.: maps, ill.; 19 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally official auto road map: Arizona, New Mexico.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road. Uniform title: Auto trails

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

Uniform title: Shippers guide.
'2-16-28' -- in pencil on title page.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 49 (PrCt)

Arizona - Maps - 1928 - Railroads<<>>Arizona - Maps - 1928 - Road maps<<>>Road maps<<>>Railroads - Maps
1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm.
Plate no.: 7R27.
Includes key to railroads numbered 0-145 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Arizona railroads.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Arizona. 1 map : col. ; 64 x 47 cm. Includes key to 12 named 'principal trails in Arizona.'
Issued folded in accompanying index (22 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Arizona. San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand, McNally & Company, c1928.

Uniform title: Shippers guide.
'2-16-28' -- in pencil on title page.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 50 (PrCt)

Arizona - Maps - 1928 - Railroads<<>>Arizona - Maps - 1928 - Road maps<<>>Road maps<<>>Railroads - Maps
1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm.
Plate no.: 7R27.
Includes key to railroads numbered 0-145 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Arizona railroads.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Arizona. 1 map : col. ; 64 x 47 cm. Includes key to 12 named 'principal trails in Arizona.'
Issued folded in accompanying index (22 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Arizona. San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand, McNally & Company, c1928.

Uniform title: Shippers guide.
'2-16-28' -- in pencil on title page.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 48 (PrCt)

Arizona - Maps - 1928 - Railroads<<>>Arizona - Maps - 1928 - Road maps<<>>Road maps<<>>Railroads - Maps
1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm.
Plate no.: 7R27.
Includes key to railroads numbered 0-145 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Arizona railroads.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Arizona. 1 map : col. ; 64 x 47 cm. Includes key to 12 named 'principal trails in Arizona.'
Issued folded in accompanying index (22 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Arizona. San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand, McNally & Company, c1928.

Uniform title: Shippers guide.
'2-16-28' -- in pencil on title page.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 48 (PrCt)

Arizona - Maps - 1928 - Railroads<<>>Arizona - Maps - 1928 - Road maps<<>>Road maps<<>>Railroads - Maps
1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm.
Plate no.: 7R27.
Includes key to railroads numbered 0-145 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Arizona railroads.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Arizona. 1 map : col. ; 64 x 47 cm. Includes key to 12 named 'principal trails in Arizona.'
Issued folded in accompanying index (22 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Arizona. San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand, McNally & Company, c1928.

Uniform title: Shippers guide.
'2-16-28' -- in pencil on title page.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 50 (PrCt)

Arizona - Maps - 1928 - Railroads<<>>Arizona - Maps - 1928 - Road maps<<>>Road maps<<>>Railroads - Maps
1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm.
Plate no.: 7R27.
Includes key to railroads numbered 0-145 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Arizona railroads.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Arizona. 1 map : col. ; 64 x 47 cm. Includes key to 12 named 'principal trails in Arizona.'
Issued folded in accompanying index (22 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Arizona. San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand, McNally & Company, c1928.

Uniform title: Shippers guide.
'2-16-28' -- in pencil on title page.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 49 (PrCt)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalog Entry</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

2616 Arizona - Maps - 1930-1939 - Road maps New Mexico - Maps - 1930-1939 - Road maps Mid-West Map Company (Aurora, Mo.) - Maps - 1930-1939 - Road maps

MWM highway map: Arizona & New Mexico. Aurora, Mo. Mid-West Map Company, [193-?]. Authors: Mid-West Map Company -- Hotel Plankinton (Milwaukee, Wis.) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 40 x 55 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Highway map & guide of Arizona & New Mexico.

Overprinting on title panel: Compliments of Hotel Plankinton, Milwaukee, Wisconsin. Advertising for Arizona and New Mexico businesses in bottom margin; verso includes directories of MWM automobile service stations. Panel art: car on hilly rural road.

Brittle paper; chipped with some loss of detail. Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library); removed from the RMcN Collection (Newberry Library).

map4F G4331.P2 1930z .M5 (PrCt)

2617 Arizona - Maps - 1930 - Road maps

Arizona Highway Department road map of Arizona showing state highway system with national and other route numbers and other roads / compiled and published for free distribution by the Arizona State Highway Commission ... ; W.W. Lane, state highway engineer. Phoenix, Ariz. Arizona State Highway Commission, 1930.


State Highway Commission

1 map : col. ; 52 x 43 cm.

Panel title.

Title panel lists members of the highway commission, including W.W. Lane, state highway engineer.

Added title: Map of Arizona / Arizona Highway Department ; E.V. Miller Maps on verso (8 x 8 cm. and 9 x 8 cm.):


Editor's copy; ms. annotations identify bridge locations.

Accompanied by typescript letter dated November 20, 1930 from Arizona engineer of the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
plans E.V. Miller to Rand McNally; includes ms. note "rec'd 11/24/30 Brink."
Ms. note in bottom margin: "Bridges over 500' all free ... all 200' or more in length."
Filed with a group of related U.S. state maps identifying bridges along major highways, ca. 1927-ca. 1939 (in RMcN AE folders 172 and 173).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)**

**2618 Arizona - Maps - 1930 - Road maps**

*New Mexico - Maps - 1930 - Road maps*  
*Road maps*

*Texaco road map : 1930 : Arizona, New Mexico.*  
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 68 cm. on sheet 56 x 71 cm.  
Includes inset of Yuma, Arizona.  
Verso blank.  
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 181.12 (PrCt)**

**2619 Arizona - Maps - 1930 - Road maps**

*New Mexico - Maps - 1930 - Road maps*  
*United States - Maps - 1930 - Road maps*  
*Road maps*

*Texaco road map : 1930 : Arizona, New Mexico.*  
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; on sheet trimmed to 56 x 36 cm.  
Date  "1930" in tiny font.  
Incomplete; much of Arizona trimmed away.  
Map on verso (34 x 54 cm.): Texaco road map : 1930 : United States.  
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 181.12 (PrCt)**

**2620 Arizona - Maps - 1930 - Road maps**

*Road maps*

*Arizona Highway Department road map of Arizona ... 1930.* Phoenix : Arizona State Highway Commission, 1930.  
Authors: Arizona. State Highway Commission -- Miller, E. V. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 48 x 41 cm. on sheet 61 x 49 cm.  
Added title: Map of Arizona: Arizona Highway Department, 1930.  
Verso includes insets of Tucson and Phoenix and pictorial views.  
1929 copyright.  
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 3.15 (PrCt)**

**2621 Arizona - Maps - 1930 - Road maps**

*Road maps*

*Automobile road map : State of Arizona.* Los Angeles : Automobile Club of Southern California, [1930].  
Authors: Automobile Club of Southern California -- W. N. -- L. M. B. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 79 x 67 cm. on sheet 87 x 72 cm.  
On panel: 92421 and 03723.  
Added title: Automobile road map of the State of Arizona.  
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 3.18 (PrCt)**

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.  
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

Cover art: Cars on road alongside passenger train.

"50c" -- printed on front cover.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).

RMcN Pocket 4C 7 (PrCt)

2625 Arizona - Maps - 1931 - Road maps<>New Mexico - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 69 cm. on sheet 57 x 73 cm.
Plate no. M-1135.
Verso blank.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 3.12A (PrCt)

2626 Arizona - Maps - 1931 - Road maps<>New Mexico - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 68 cm. on sheet 56 x 71 cm.
'Spring edition'.
Includes inset of Yuma, Arizona.
Verso blank.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 3.11A (PrCt)

2627 Arizona - Maps - 1931 - Road maps<>Road maps
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- CONOCO see Continental Oil Company
1 map : col. ; 58 x 38 cm. on sheet 61 x 46 cm.
Added title: Conoco 1931 official road map: Arizona. Plate no. E - 102 - J.C.
Verso includes inset maps of Phoenix, Tucson, Grand Canyon National Park and: Conoco 1931 official road map: United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 3.21 (PrCt)

2628 Arizona - Maps - 1931 - Road maps<>Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 0, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 456 (PrCt)

2629 Arizona - Maps - 1931 - Road maps<>Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 41 x 28 cm. on sheet 45 x 30 cm.
Verso includes inset maps of Phoenix and Tucson and: Mileage chart of the western United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 3.13A (PrCt)

2630 Arizona - Maps - 1931 - Road maps<>West (U.S.) - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 44 x 29 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: 1931 road map of Arizona Plate no. M-1250.
Maps on verso (21 x 14 cm. and smaller): Mileage chart of the Western United States -- Phoenix -- Tucson.

RMcN AE 3.21 (PrCt)
Panel art: color illustration of a woman holding a road map behind a steering wheel, "Standard Products" logo.

Editor's copy; includes ms. annotations in red ink and pencil.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 3111 (PrCt)

2632 Arizona - Maps - 1932 - Road maps
Grand Canyon National Park (Ariz.) - Maps - 1932
United States - Maps - 1932 - Pictorial maps
Pictorial maps - United States - Maps - 1932
Road maps
Travel Arizona with Conoco. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1932].

Authors: Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map: col. ; 50 x 43 cm. on sheet 61 x 46 cm.

Added title: Conoco official road map: Arizona.

Plate no. F - 202 - J.

On verso: Grand Canyon National Park. -- Conoco pictorial map of the United States.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 3.25 (PrCt)

2633 Arizona - Maps - 1932 - Road maps
New Mexico - Maps - 1932 - Road maps


Authors: Producers and Refiners Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm. on sheet 46 x 61 cm.

Added title: Rand McNally senior 1932 auto road map of Arizona, New Mexico. Plate no. 11.N2M.


Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 3.16A (PrCt)

2634 Arizona - Maps - 1932 - Road maps


Authors: Arizona. State Highway Commission -- Miller, E. V. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 49 x 41 cm. on sheet 61 x 48 cm.

Added title: Map of Arizona: Arizona Highway Department.

Verso includes insets of Tucson and Phoenix and pictorial views.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 3.15A (PrCt)

2635 Arizona - Maps - 1932 - Road maps

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 folded map

Panel title.

Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 685 (PrCt)

2636 Arizona - Maps - 1932 - Road maps

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 folded map

Panel title.

Map colors: Yellow w/ red lettering.

Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 728 (PrCt)

2637 Arizona - Maps - 1932 - Road maps

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Sinclair Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 folded map

Panel title.

Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 622 (PrCt)

2638 Arizona - Maps - 1932 - Road maps

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally & Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 53 x 68 cm. on sheet 56 x 71 cm.

'Spring edition'.


Includes inset of Yuma, Arizona.

Verso includes insets of six cities and: Texaco road map: 1932: United States.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 3.23 (PrCt)

2639 Arizona - Maps - 1933 - Road maps

Texaco road map : Arizona, New Mexico.


Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 53 x 68 cm. on sheet 56 x 71 cm.

'Spring edition'.


Includes inset of Yuma, Arizona.

Verso includes insets of six cities and: Texaco road map: 1932: United States.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 3.15A (PrCt)
Authors: General Petroleum Corporation of California -- Socony-Vacuum Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 51 x 43 cm. on sheet 61 x 46 cm.
Added title: Official road map: California, Nevada.
Verso includes three strip maps of the Pacific Coast between Vancouver and Agua Caliente and: Official road map: Arizona.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 3.22A (PrCt)

Arizona. Maps - 1933 - Road maps

Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 65 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Added title: Sinclair 1933 official road map: Arizona, New Mexico. Plate no. 11. 02M.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 3.21A (PrCt)

Arizona. Maps - 1933 - Road maps

Arizona. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1933].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Gousha Clients 884 (PrCt)

Arizona - Maps - 1933 - Road maps

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil Company -- Lee, Robert E., fl. 1933 -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Cover: License plate motif.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Panel art: Shell logo, license plates, woman driving convertible car, dog, signed by artist "Robert E. Lee."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Gousha Clients 884 (PrCt)

Arizona. Maps - 1933 - Road maps

Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- Rand McNally and Company -- Strand, fl. 1934 -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 38 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: 1933 road map of Arizona.
Plate no. O-1250.
Maps on verso (45 x 29 cm. and smaller): 1933 road map of Western United States -- Grand Canyon National Park -- Phoenix -- Tucson -- [Mileage chart of the United States].
Panel art: "Standard Oil Products" logo.
Editor's copy. Manuscript annotations in green and black ink include "OK m So Cal Drwg. 3-2-34 Strand."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3113 (PrCt)

Arizona. Maps - 1933 - Road maps

Authors: Arizona. State Highway Commission -- DeMerse, W. M. -- Adams, D. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 41 cm. on sheet 56 x 44 cm.
Added title: State Highway Department road map of Arizona, 1933.
Verso includes insets of Tucson and Phoenix regions and: Map of western United States.
Gousha Clients 884 (PrCt)
showing U.S. highway system. Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 3.27 (PrCt)

2646 Arizona - Maps - 1933 - Road maps - West (U.S.) - Maps - 1933 - Road maps - Road maps
1 map : col. ; 58 x 38 cm. on sheet 61 x 46 cm. Added title: California: Standard service on every road.
Verso includes inset maps of Phoenix, Tucson and Grand Canyon National Park and: 1933 road map of western United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 3.19A (PrCt)

2650 Arizona - Maps - 1934 - Road maps - California - Maps - 1934 - Road maps - Road maps
Authors: General Petroleum Corporation of California -- Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 51 x 43 cm. on sheet 61 x 46 cm. Added title: Official road map: California, Nevada.
Verso includes three strip maps of the Pacific Coast between Vancouver and Agua Caliente and: Official road map: Arizona.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 3.24A (PrCt)

2651 Arizona - Maps - 1934 - Road maps - Nevada - Maps - 1934 - Road maps - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : folded to 23 x 11 cm. Panel title.
Cover (3 panel, R,Y): Diagonal "Shell" on red stripe, logo.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1117 (PrCt)

2652 Arizona - Maps - 1934 - Road maps - New Mexico - Maps - 1934 - Road maps - Road maps
Authors: Globe Oil & Refining Companies -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm. on sheet 46 x 61 cm. Added title: Rand McNally senior auto road map of Arizona, New Mexico. Plate no. P.2.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 3.25A (PrCt)

2654 Arizona - Maps - 1934 - Road maps - Road maps
Travel Arizona with Conoco. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1934].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm. Panel title.
Cover (3 panel, R,Y): Outline map of North America, logo.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1019 (PrCt)

2655 Arizona - Maps - 1934 - Road maps - Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 42 x 64 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm. Added title: Sinclair 1934 official road map: Arizona, New Mexico. Plate no. P.2.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 3.38A (PrCt)

2656 Arizona - Maps - 1934 - Road maps - Road maps
[Texaco road map of Arizona]. [Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, 1934?].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; on sheet trimmed to 37 x 32 cm. Title and imprint supplied by cataloger. Imperfect; editor's copy of a Texaco road map trimmed on all sides to outline a single U.S. state. Date from previous binding marked "Points of Interest" and dated 1934.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection.
2653 Arizona - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
(U.S.) - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Grand Canyon National Park (Ariz.) - Maps - 1934
Road maps
1 map : col ; 52 x 43 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title
Added title: 1934 road map of Arizona.
Plate number P.3409.
Panel art: slogans "Standard gasoline unsurpassed" and "safe driving brings no regrets."
Handstamp on title panel: "Received Aug 3 1934"
Editor's copy.
Manuscript notes in pencil on front panel: "OK m Tex 1935, Ari-Colo, NM-Utah, 4-8-35 Strand" and "OK Senior, Ariz-N. Mex, 11-9-34 AWK."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

2655 Arizona - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
(U.S.) - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Road maps
1 map : col. ; 52 x 43 cm. on sheet 61 x 46 cm.
Added title: Road map of Arizona: Let the Chevron be your guide.
Added title: 1934 road map of Arizona. Plate number P.3409.
Verso includes inset maps of Phoenix, Tucson, the Grand Canyon National Park and: 1934 road map of western United States. Plate number P.3431.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

2654 Arizona - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
(U.S.) - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Grand Canyon National Park (Ariz.) - Maps - 1934
Road maps
1 map : col ; 52 x 43 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title
Added title: 1934 road map of Arizona.
Plate number P.3409.
Maps on verso (45 x 29 cm. and smaller): 1934 road map of Western United States -- Phoenix -- Tucson -- U.S. mileage map -- Grand Canyon National Park.
Panel art: Slogans "Standard gasoline unsurpassed" and "Let the Chevron be your guide"; National Recovery Administration logo.
Editor's copy; manuscript notes in pencil on front panel: "OK m Tex 1935, Ari-Colo, NM-Utah, 4-8-35 Strand" and "OK Senior, Ariz-N. Mex, 11-9-34 AWK."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

2657 Arizona - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
New Mexico - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Road maps
Road map of Arizona, New Mexico, Mexico road map. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, 1935.

1 map : col.; 42 x 64 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Verso includes inset of Mexico City and: Sinclair official road map: Mexico. Plate no. 3504.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 3.31A (PrCt)

2659 Arizona - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Arizona - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Road maps
The Narrowest road through the smallest village leads to Chevrolet service ... Road map of Arizona and New Mexico. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1935].
Authors: General Motors Corporation. Chevrolet Motor Division -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; 38 x 57 cm. on sheet 46 x 61 cm.
Added title: Chevrolet auto road map of Arizona, New Mexico. Cities with Chevrolet truck parts dealers in red.
Verso includes insets of four cities and: Chevrolet auto road map of United States. Plate no. Q.3539.
Glued to Shell map (RMcN AE 003.2X).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 3.31A (PrCt)

2660 Arizona - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; 38 x 58 cm. on sheet 45 x 82 cm.
Verso includes insets of five cities and Grand Canyon National Park.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 3.2X (PrCt)

2661 Arizona - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Arizona - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Road maps
38 p. : col. maps ; 24 x 31 cm.
Cover title.
"Guide D" -- front cover.
Uniform title: Gousha guide.
Imprint inside front cover.
"Copyright July 1935."
"Formerly the Hobbs guide."
Includes national index map to Gousha guides covering U.S. regions A-S, city maps, route itineraries with mileages, elevation profiles, key to road surfaces (asphalt, gravel, macadam, etc.), and directories of local hotels, tourist attractions, etc.
Foldout map following p. 18: Guide 'D' index map of Arizona, New Mexico (Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1935]). 1 map : col.; 41 x 58 cm.
Plate no. I-9.
"25¢" -- front cover.
Cover art: profile of car in motion.
Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Company Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34, Range 7 (Jan. 2011).
folio Gousha atlas 1935 .G6, guide D (PrCt)
Shell 1935 road map : Arizona, New Mexico.
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map: col.; 38 x 58 cm. on sheet 46 x 61 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 4.10B (PrCt)

2664 Arizona - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Travel Arizona with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago: H.M. Gousha Co., [1935?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1303 (PrCt)

2665 Arizona - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Standard Oil Company of California -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. I-285-S.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1223 (PrCt)

2666 Arizona - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
N.A.C. road map of Arizona ... / prepared by Engineering Department, National Automobile Club. Chicago: H.M. Gousha Co., [1935?].
Authors: National Automobile Club -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: National Automobile Club logo, list of district offices.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1391 (PrCt)

2667 Arizona - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1458 (PrCt)

2668 Arizona - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
76 Arizona highway map / Union Oil Company. Chicago: H.M. Gousha Co., [1935?].
Authors: Union Oil Company of California -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map; col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: landscape vignettes.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1523 (PrCt)

2669 Arizona - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map; col.; 52 x 42 cm.
Panel title.
Plate nos. "285-S.C." and "J-1"
Maps on verso (27 x 44 cm. and smaller): 1936 road map : United States -- Grand Canyon National Park -- Phoenix -- Tucson.
Panel art: woman driving car.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 169.1 (PrCt)

2670 Arizona - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Maps on verso (27 x 44 cm. and smaller): 1936 road map : United States -- Grand Canyon National Park -- Phoenix -- Tucson.
Panel art: woman driving car.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 4.10B (PrCt)

2671 Arizona - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Travel Arizona with Conoco : every Conoco station is a branch of the Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago: H.M. Gousha Company, [1936].
Arizona - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Mexico - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Arizona, New Mexico, Mexico : Sinclair road map
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1936].
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Pierce Oil Company, S. A. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Verso includes inset of Mexico City and: Sinclair road map: Mexico. Plate no. R.3504.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 4.15B (PrCt)

Arizona - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Mexico - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Arizona, New Mexico, Mexico : Sinclair road map
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1936].
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Verso includes inset of Mexico City and: Sinclair road map: Mexico. Plate no. R.3504.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 4.2B (PrCt)

Arizona - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Mexico - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Arizona, New Mexico, Mexico : Sinclair road map
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1936].
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Pierce Oil Company, S. A. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Verso includes inset of Mexico City and: Sinclair road map: Mexico. Plate no. R.3504.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 4.15B (PrCt)

Arizona - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Mexico - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Arizona, New Mexico, Mexico : Sinclair road map
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1936].
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Pierce Oil Company, S. A. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Verso includes inset of Mexico City and: Sinclair road map: Mexico. Plate no. R.3504.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 4.2B (PrCt)

Arizona - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Mexico - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Arizona, New Mexico, Mexico : Sinclair road map
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1936].
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Pierce Oil Company, S. A. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Verso includes inset of Mexico City and: Sinclair road map: Mexico. Plate no. R.3504.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 4.15B (PrCt)

Arizona - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Mexico - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Arizona, New Mexico, Mexico : Sinclair road map
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1936].
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Pierce Oil Company, S. A. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Verso includes inset of Mexico City and: Sinclair road map: Mexico. Plate no. R.3504.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 4.2B (PrCt)

Arizona - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Mexico - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Arizona, New Mexico, Mexico : Sinclair road map
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1936].
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Pierce Oil Company, S. A. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Verso includes inset of Mexico City and: Sinclair road map: Mexico. Plate no. R.3504.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 4.15B (PrCt)

Arizona - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Mexico - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Arizona, New Mexico, Mexico : Sinclair road map
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1936].
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Pierce Oil Company, S. A. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Verso includes inset of Mexico City and: Sinclair road map: Mexico. Plate no. R.3504.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 4.2B (PrCt)
2676 Arizona - Maps - 1936 - Road maps>>>New Mexico - Maps - 1936 - Road maps>>>Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Gallup Map Company -- American Colortype Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 57 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Gulf ... 1936 official road map : Arizona, New Mexico.
"Litho. in U.S.A. by American Colortype Company, Clifton, N.J."
Maps on verso (22 x 35 cm. and smaller): Gulf mileage map of the United States -- Phoenix -- Albuquerque -- Tucson -- Santa Fe.
Panel art: Gulf sign over cars on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 161.2 (PrCt)

2677 Arizona - Maps - 1936 - Road maps>>>New Mexico - Maps - 1936 - Road maps>>>Road maps
Arizona and New Mexico info-map / Gulf. Kansas City, Mo. Gallup Map & Supply Co. c1936.
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Gallup Map Company -- American Colortype Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 37 x 57 cm. on sheet 46 x 82 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: 1936 official road map : Arizona, New Mexico.
"Litho. ... by American Colortype Company, Clifton, N.J."
Maps on verso (22 x 34 cm. and smaller): Gulf mileage map of the United States -- Phoenix, Arizona -- Albuquerque, N.M. -- Tucson, Ariz. -- Santa Fe, N.M.
Panel art: cars on curving road beneath Gulf sign in foreground.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN AE 914 (PrCt)

2678 Arizona - Maps - 1936 - Road maps>>>New Mexico - Maps - 1936 - Road maps>>>Road maps
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

2679 Arizona - Maps - 1936 - Road maps>>>New Mexico - Maps - 1936 - Road maps>>>Road maps
Guiding you through Arizona, New Mexico : Sovereign Service. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1936].
Authors: Sovereign Service -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Added title: Rand McNally road map of Arizona, New Mexico. Plate no. R.3627.
Verso includes insets of four cities and: Rand McNally road map of United States. Plate no. R.3512.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 4.3B (PrCt)

2680 Arizona - Maps - 1936 - Road maps>>>Road maps
Travel Arizona with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1936?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1592 (PrCt)

2681 Arizona - Maps - 1936 - Road maps>>>Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: woman driving car and slogan "for all your motoring needs drive to Standard Stations, Inc., and Standard Oil dealers."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1758 (PrCt)

2682 Arizona - Maps - 1937 - Road maps>>>Grand Canyon National Park (Ariz.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps>>>Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 52 x 42 cm.
Panel title.
Plate nos. "285-S.C." and "10-K"
Maps on verso (27 x 44 cm. and smaller): 1937 road map: United States -- Grand Canyon National Park -- Phoenix -- Tucson.
Panel art: Standard gasoline crown logo.
Handstamped "1937" and "copyrighted".
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 169.12A (PrCt)

Travel Arizona with Conoco: every Conoco station is a branch of the Conoco Travel Bureau.
Chicago: H.M. Gousha Company, [1937].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map: col.; 50 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Conoco ... official road map: Arizona
Date from RMcN AE 158 ms. index.
Plate nos. "202-J.C." and "9-K"
Maps on verso (28 x 21 cm. and smaller): Grand Canyon National Park -- Zion National Park -- Phoenix -- Petrified Forest National Monument -- Tucson.
Handstamped "1937" and "copyrighted".
Panel art: Conoco logo over outline of North America.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 158.9A (PrCt)

2684 Arizona - Maps - 1937 - Road maps -> New Mexico - Maps - 1937 - Road maps -> Mexico - Maps - 1937 - Road maps -> Road maps
Arizona, New Mexico, Mexico: Sinclair road map.
Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1937].
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map: col.; 42 x 64 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Added title: Sinclair road map: Arizona, New Mexico.
Plate nos. S.3627.
Verso includes inset of Mexico City and: Sinclair road map: Mexico.
Plate no. S.3504.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 4.5B (PrCt)

2685 Arizona - Maps - 1937 - Road maps -> New Mexico - Maps - 1937 - Road maps -> Mexico - Maps - 1937 - Road maps -> Road maps
Arizona, New Mexico, Mexico: Sinclair road map.
Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1937].
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Pierce Oil Company, S. A. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map: col.; 42 x 64 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Hand stamped 'May 11 1937'.
Added title: Sinclair road map: Arizona, New Mexico.
Plate no. S.3627.
Verso includes inset of Mexico City and: Sinclair road map: Mexico.
Plate no. S.3504.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 4.19B (PrCt)

2686 Arizona - Maps - 1937 - Road maps -> New Mexico - Maps - 1937 - Road maps -> Road maps
Shell road map: Arizona, New Mexico.
Chicago: H.M. Gousha Co., [1937?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 2017 (PrCt)

2687 Arizona - Maps - 1937 - Road maps -> New Mexico - Maps - 1937 - Road maps -> Road maps
Swinging through Arizona, New Mexico the Sovereign way: Sovereign Service.
Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1937].
Authors: Sovereign Service -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map: col.; 42 x 64 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Added title: Sovereign Service road map of Arizona, New Mexico.
Plate no. S.3627.
Verso includes insets of four cities and: Sovereign Service road map: United States.
Plate no. S.3512.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 4.7B (PrCt)

2688 Arizona - Maps - 1937 - Road maps -> New Mexico - Maps - 1937 - Road maps -> Road maps
Swinging through Arizona, New Mexico the Sovereign way: Sovereign Service.
Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1937].
Authors: Sovereign Service -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map: col.; 42 x 64 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Added title: Sovereign Service road map of Arizona, New Mexico. Plate no. S.3627.
Verso includes inset of four cities and:
Sovereign Service road map: United States.
Plate no. S. 3512.
Hand stamped ‘May 11 1937.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 4.21B (PrCt)

2689  Arizona - Maps - 1937 - Road maps - New Mexico - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Swinging through Arizona, New Mexico the Sovereign way : Sovereign Service. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1937].
Authors: Sovereign Service -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sovereign Service road map : Arizona, New Mexico.
Date from RMcN AE 177 ms. index.
Plate no. S.3627
Maps on verso (31 x 47 cm. and smaller):
Panel art: Sovereign Service logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 177.5 (PrCt)

2690  Arizona - Maps - 1937 - Road maps - Southwest, New - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 64 cm. on sheet 45 x 82 cm.
Added title: Road map of Arizona, New Mexico: Gulf. Plate no. S. 3627.
Verso includes inset of Grand Canyon National Park and: Road map of California, Nevada, Utah, Colorado, Arizona, New Mexico. Plate no. S.3735.
Annotated S-37.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 4.6B (PrCt)

2691  Arizona - Maps - 1937 - Road maps - Southwest, New - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.

2692  Arizona - Maps - 1937 - Road maps - New Mexico - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Authors: Union Oil Company of California -- Triton Motor Oil -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 64 cm. on sheet 50 x 68 cm.
Added title: Highway map: Arizona, New Mexico.
Plate no. S.3627
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 4.8B (PrCt)

2693  Arizona - Maps - 1937 - Road maps - New Mexico - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Authors: Union Oil Company of California -- Triton Motor Oil -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 64 cm. on sheet 50 x 68 cm.
Hand stamped ‘Jun 29 1937’ and annotated ‘S-37’.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 4.20B (PrCt)

2694  Arizona - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Travel Arizona with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1937].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1865 (PrCt)

Gousha Clients 1982 (PrCt)

Gousha Clients 1986 (PrCt)

Gousha Clients 3011 (PrCt)

map2F G4331.A6 1938 M3 (PrCt)

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Sovereign Service -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 164.2 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map: col.; 42 x 64 cm. on sheet 50 x 68 cm.
Added title: Road map: Sinclair: Arizona, New Mexico. Plate no. T.3627.
Verso includes inset of Mexico City and: Road map: Sinclair: Mexico. Plate no. T.3504.
Annotated 'T-38.'
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 4.26B (PrCt)

Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3208 (PrCt)

Authors: Sovereign Service -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map: col.; 42 x 64 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 4.33B (PrCt)

Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map: col.; 42 x 64 cm. on sheet 46 x 92 cm.
Added title: Gulf: Arizona, New Mexico info-map. Plate no. (2) T.3627.
Verso includes inset of Grand Canyon National Park and: Road map of California, Nevada, Utah, Colorado, Arizona, New Mexico. Plate no. (2) T.3860.
Annotated 'S-37.'
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 4.25B.1 (PrCt)

Authors: Union Oil Company of California -- Triton Motor Oil -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map: col.; 42 x 64 cm. on sheet 50 x 68 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 4.25B.2 (PrCt)

2707 Arizona - Maps - 1938 - Road maps Travel Arizona with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago: H.M. Gousha Co., [1938?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
(U.S.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps


Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 43 x 38 cm. on sheet 54 x 71 cm.

Added title: Texaco touring map of Arizona. Plate no. (3) T.3802.

Includes insets of five national parks and four cities.

Verso includes inset of San Francisco-Oakland region and: Texaco sectional trip map [of western U.S.]. Plate no. T.3900 (P).

Annotated "T-38."

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 4.32B (PrCt)

\textbf{2717}

\textbf{Arizona - Maps - 1939 - Road maps} - \textbf{Grand Canyon National Park (Ariz.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps} - \textbf{Zion National Park (Utah) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps - Petrofied Forest National Park (Ariz.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps}

\textit{Travel Arizona with Conoco: every Conoco station is a branch of the Conoco Travel Bureau.}

Chicago: H.M. Gousha Company, [1939].

Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 50 x 43 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Conoco ... official road map of Arizona.

Date from RMcN AE 159 ms. index.

Plate nos. "368-S.C." and "M-1 1939-1"

Relief shown with hachures.

Maps on verso (29 x 44 cm. and smaller):

Legend: United States mileage and driving time along main transcontinental highways -- Albuquerque -- Grand Canyon National Park -- Sante Fe -- Phoenix -- Tucson.

Panel art: Shell logo.

Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Aug 10 1939 ... ."

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 165.2 (PrCt)

\textbf{2718}

\textbf{Arizona - Maps - 1939 - Road maps} - \textbf{New Mexico - Maps - 1939 - Road maps}

\textit{Rand McNally road map: Arizona, New Mexico.}

Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1939].

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 42 x 65 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.


Verso includes inset of Mexico City and: Road map: Sinclair: Mexico. Plate no. U.3504.

Panel annotated V-39.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 4.36B (PrCt)

\textbf{2719}

\textbf{Arizona - Maps - 1939 - Road maps} - \textbf{New Mexico - Maps - 1939 - Road maps}

\textit{Shell road map: Arizona, New Mexico.}

Chicago: H.M. Gousha Co., [1939].

Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 3524 (PrCt)

2720 Arizona - Maps - 1939 - Road maps<<>>New Mexico - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

Swinging through Arizona, New Mexico the Sovereign way : Sovereign Service. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1939].
Authors: Sovereign Service -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Added title: Sovereign Service road map:
Arizona, New Mexico. Plate no. U.3627.
Verso includes insets of four cities and:
Sovereign Service road map: United States.
Plate no. U.3512.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 4.37B (PrCt)

Gousha Clients 3490 (PrCt)

2724 Arizona - Maps - 1939 - Road maps<<>>Road maps

Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Standard station and Standard gasoline logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 3622 (PrCt)

2725 Arizona - Maps - 1939 - Road maps<<>>Road maps

Swinging through Arizona, New Mexico the Sovereign way : Sovereign Service. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1939].
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 65 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Added title: Gulf: Arizona, New Mexico info-map.
Plate no. U.3627.
Verso includes inset of Grand Canyon National Park and:
Road map of California, Nevada, Utah, Colorado, Arizona, New Mexico. Plate no. U. 3939.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 4.34B (PrCt)

2726 Arizona - Maps - 1939 - Road maps<<>>Road maps

Travel Arizona with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1939?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 3388 (PrCt)

2727 Arizona - Maps - 1939 - Road maps<<>>Road maps

Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: winding road, Phillips 66 sign, and slogan “there’s a Phillips station ahead.”
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 3490 (PrCt)
Company -- De Merce, William
9 maps : 5 col. ; on sheets 28 x 55 cm. and smaller
Detached from Central Arizona Light and Power Company, Annual report (Phoenix, 1941-1951). Title from 1946 map, which was 'drawn by Wm. De Merce.'
Maps for 1949 and 1950 include the territory of the Northern Arizona Light and Power Company. Maps show transmission lines and communities served.

2727 Arizona - Maps - 1940 - Road maps<<>>New Mexico - Maps - 1940 - Road maps<<>>Road maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 65 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Plate no. V.3627.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 4.41B (PrCt)

2728 Arizona - Maps - 1940 - Road maps<<>>New Mexico - Maps - 1940 - Road maps<<>>Road maps

Shell map of Arizona, New Mexico. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1940].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: Arizona, New Mexico.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 3854 (PrCt)

2729 Arizona - Maps - 1940 - Road maps<<>>New Mexico - Maps - 1940 - Road maps<<>>Road maps

Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 65 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Added title: Road map: Sinclair: Arizona, New Mexico. Plate no. V.3627.
Panel annotated 'V-40.'
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 4.42B (PrCt)

2730 Arizona - Maps - 1940 - Road maps<<>>New Mexico - Maps - 1940 - Road maps<<>>Road maps

Tour Arizona, New Mexico with Skelly. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1940.
Authors: Skelly Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Skelly sign and car.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 3923 (PrCt)
2733 Arizona - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Travel Arizona with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1940?]. Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3749 (PrCt)

2734 Arizona - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Winding road, Phillips 66 sign, and slogan "there's a Phillips station ahead."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3824 (PrCt)

2735 Arizona - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Arizona : Standard Oil road map ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., c1940. Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Standard station, gasoline logo, and slogan "At your service from Canada to Mexico: Standard Stations Inc., Standard Oil dealers".
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3959 (PrCt)

2736 Arizona - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
1 map : col. ; 53 x 42 cm.
Panel title: 1940 Arizona road map
Issued folded to 22 x 10 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:1,333,900] (W 114°52'-W 109°00'/N 37°00'-N 31°20').
Relief shown by spot heights.
Verso includes text, table of distances, index and map (24 x 20 cm.): Map of western United States ...
Panel art: Spanish conquistadores in the desert; signed "G. Avey."
3 copies, each handstamped "Library of Congress"; copy 1 handstamped "112A"; copies 2 and 3 handstamped "522."
References: OCLC 228303664
map2F G4331.P2 1940 .A7 copies 1-3 (PrCt)

2737 Arizona - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
1 map : col. ; 43 x 38 cm. on sheet 54 x 71 cm. AE index: 1940(2). Added title: Texaco touring map of Arizona. Plate no. 3802. Includes insets of five national parks and four cities.
Verso includes inset of San Francisco-Oakland region and: Texaco sectional trip map [of western U.S.] Plate no. V 3900 (P).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 4.43B (PrCt)

2738 Arizona - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
New Mexico - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm. Plate no. W.3627.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 4.44B (PrCt)

2739 Arizona - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Shell map of Arizona, New Mexico. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1941?]. Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry...
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: Arizona, New Mexico.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4202 (PrCt)

Arizona - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Shell map of Arizona, New Mexico. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, 1941.
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 34 x 58 cm. on sheet 46 x 61 cm.
Added title: Shell official road map of Arizona, New Mexico. Plate no. O - 1 - 1941 -1. Additional plate no. 368-S.C.
Handstamped 'copyrighted' and 'received Aug. 11 1941 Rand McNally & Co. Blazed Trails Dept.'
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 3.3X (PrCt)

Arizona - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43x 65 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Panel annotated 'W-41.'
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 4.49B (PrCt)

Arizona - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Authors: Skelly Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Skelly sign and gas station attendant.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4263 (PrCt)

Arizona - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 65 cm. on sheet 46 x 92 cm.
Verso includes inset of Grand Canyon National Park and: Road map of California, Nevada, Utah, Colorado, Arizona, New Mexico. Plate no. W. 4119 (4).
Panel annotated 'W-41.'
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 4.44B (PrCt)

Arizona - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Travel Arizona with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1941].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4092 (PrCt)

Arizona - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: road, Phillips 66 sign, and slogan "there's a Phillips station ahead."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4175 (PrCt)

Arizona - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Arizona : Standard Oil road map ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., c1941.
Authors: Standard Oil Company of California --

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Arizona - Maps - 1941 - Road maps - West (U.S.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps


Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

1 map : col. ; 43 x 38 cm. on sheet 54 x 71 cm. AE index: 1941 (F).


Includes insets of five national parks and four cities.

Verso includes inset of San Francisco-Oakland region and: Texaco sectional trip map [of western U.S.] Plate no. W. 4115 (P).

Panel annotated 'F-41.'

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 4.47B (PrCt)

Arizona - Maps - 1942 - Road maps - Nevada - Maps - 1942 - Road maps


Authors: Richfield Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Panel art: Richfield gas station and skyline.

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 4528 (PrCt)

Arizona - Maps - 1942 - Road maps - New Mexico - Maps - 1942 - Road maps

D-X road map of Arizona, New Mexico and United States. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1942?].

Authors: Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

"Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation."

Panel art: D-X sign and Diamond gas station facade.

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 4480 (PrCt)
Arizona - Maps - 1942 - Road maps New Mexico - Maps - 1942 - Road maps

Shell map of Arizona, New Mexico. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1942?]. Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: Arizona, New Mexico. Panel art: Shell logo, statement "all points of military interest have been removed voluntarily from this map and index" and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4537 (PrCt)

Arizona - Maps - 1942 - Road maps New Mexico - Maps - 1942 - Road maps

1 map : col. ; 42 x 65 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 4.1 (PrCt)

Arizona - Maps - 1942 - Road maps New Mexico - Maps - 1942 - Road maps

Tour Arizona, New Mexico with Skelly : see America now / courtesy of Skelly Oil Company, U.S.A. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1942. Authors: Skelly Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Skelly sign, stars and profiles of cars. Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4597 (PrCt)

Arizona - Maps - 1942 - Road maps

Travel Arizona with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1942?]. Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4407 (PrCt)

Arizona - Maps - 1942 - Road maps

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4506 (PrCt)

Arizona - Maps - 1942 - Road maps

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Standard station; slogan "At your service from Canada to Mexico, Standard Stations Inc., authorized distributors, Standard dealers"; and note that "... in cooperation with the United States military authorities, we have eliminated ... all airports and military establishments ... ". Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4612 (PrCt)

Arizona - Maps - 1942 - Road maps

1 map : col. ; 53 x 42 cm.
Panel title: Arizona road map, 1942 / issued for


called...
2760 Arizona - Maps - 1942 - Road maps -> West (U.S.) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps -> Road maps


Added title: Texaco touring map of Arizona. Plate no. X.3802.

Includes insets of four cites and five national parks.

On verso: Texaco sectional trip map [of western states]. Plate no. X. 4115 (P).

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 4.5 (PrCt)

2761 Arizona - Maps - 1943 - Road maps -> New Mexico - Maps - 1943 - Road maps -> Road maps


Added title: Richfield Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map: col.; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.

Plate no. X.3627.


Plate numbers the same as on 1942 map.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 4.4 (PrCt)

2762 Arizona - Maps - 1943 - Road maps -> New Mexico - Maps - 1943 - Road maps -> Southwest, New - Maps - 1943 - Road maps -> Road maps


Added title: Gulf: Arizona, New Mexico info-map. Plate no. Y. 3627.

Verso includes inset of Grand Canyon National Park and: Road map of California, Nevada, Utah, Colorado, Arizona, New Mexico. Plate no. Y. 4201 (4).

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 4.6 (PrCt)

2763 Arizona - Maps - 1945 - Road maps -> New Mexico - Maps - 1945 - Road maps -> Road maps


Added title: Gulf: Arizona, New Mexico info-map. Plate no. Y. 3627.

Verso includes inset of Grand Canyon National Park and: Road map of California, Nevada, Utah, Colorado, Arizona, New Mexico. Plate no. Y. 4201 (4).

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 4.6 (PrCt)

2764 Arizona - Maps - 1945 - Road maps -> Road maps

Travel Arizona with Conoco ... Chicago: H.M. Gousha Co., [1945?].

Added title: Richfield Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 4672 (PrCt)

2765 Arizona - Maps - 1946 - Road maps -> Nevada - Maps - 1946 - Road maps -> Road maps


Added title: Richfield Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 4841 (PrCt)


Added title: Richfield Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map: col. ; 42 x 64 cm. on sheet 46 x 92 cm.
Canyon National Park (Ariz.) - Maps - 1946 Road maps
Shell map of Arizona, New Mexico. Chicago : H. M. Gousha Company, [1946].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 66 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Highway map of Arizona, New Mexico.
Date from RMcN AE 166 ms. index.
Plate nos. "521 J T-7" and "T-7 1946-2"
Panel art: Shell logo.
Handstamped "received ... Apr 29 1947 Rand McNally & Co. Blazed Trails Dept. ... "
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 166.4 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 46 x 92 cm.
Added title: Gulf: Arizona, New Mexico info-map. Plate no. 463627 V.
Verso includes inset of Grand Canyon National Park and: Road map of California, Nevada, Utah, Colorado, Arizona, New Mexico. Plate no. 6-42420-3(4).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 4.17 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 65 cm. on sheet 46 x 92 cm.
Added title: Gulf: Arizona, New Mexico info-map. Plate no. 6-423627-2.
Verso includes inset of Grand Canyon National Park and: Road map of California, Nevada, Utah, Colorado, Arizona, New Mexico. Plate no. 6-424201-2(4).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 4.18 (PrCt)

Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: Arizona, New Mexico.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4850 (PrCt)

Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 46 x 92 cm.
Added title: Gulf: Arizona, New Mexico info-map. Plate no. 463627 V.
Verso includes inset of Grand Canyon National Park and: Road map of California, Nevada, Utah, Colorado, Arizona, New Mexico. Plate no. 6-42420-3(4).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 4.19 (PrCt)

Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 46 x 92 cm.
Added title: Gulf: Arizona, New Mexico info-map. Plate no. 463627 V.
Verso includes inset of Grand Canyon National Park and: Road map of California, Nevada, Utah, Colorado, Arizona, New Mexico. Plate no. 6-42420-3(4).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 4.20 (PrCt)

Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 66 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Highway map of Arizona, New Mexico.
Date from RMcN AE 166 ms. index.
Plate nos. "521 J T-7" and "T-7 1946-2"
Panel art: Shell logo.
Handstamped "received ... Apr 29 1947 Rand McNally & Co. Blazed Trails Dept. ... "
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 166.4 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 64 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Plate no. 463627V.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 4.16 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 64 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Plate no. 463627V.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 4.16 (PrCt)
### Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Additions and Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| RMcN AE 4.26 (PrCt) | Arizona - Maps - 1946 - Road maps - New Mexico - Maps - 1946 - Road maps - West (U.S.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps - Road maps  
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map: col.; 45 x 78 cm. on sheet 59 x 82 cm.  
Panel no. 116.  
Added title: Texaco touring map of Arizona, New Mexico.  
Date from RMcN AE ms. index.  
Plate no. 6-4431-5.  
Map on verso (55 x 78 cm.): Texaco touring map of Colorado, Utah-Wyoming.  
Panel art: Texaco sign.  
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).  
RMcN AE 76.29 (PrCt) |
| RMcN AE 12.16A (PrCt) | Arizona - Maps - 1946 - Road maps - New Mexico - Maps - 1946 - Road maps - West (U.S.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps - Road maps  
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map: col.; 45 x 78 cm. on sheet 59 x 81 cm.  
Panel no. 116.  
Added title: Texaco touring map of Arizona, New Mexico.  
Cartouche no. 27. Plate no. 6-4431-5.  
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).  
RMcN AE 76.22 (PrCt) |
| RMcN AE 12.23A (PrCt) | Arizona - Maps - 1946 - Road maps - New Mexico - Maps - 1946 - Road maps - West (U.S.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps - Road maps  
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map: col.; 45 x 77 cm. on sheet 59 x 82 cm.  
Panel no. 76.  
Added title: Texaco touring map of Arizona, New Mexico.  
Cartouche no. 27. Plate no. 6-4431-3.  
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).  
RMcN AE 143.10 (PrCt) |
| RMcN AE 143.10 (PrCt) | Arizona - Maps - 1946 - Road maps - New Mexico - Maps - 1946 - Road maps - West (U.S.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps - Road maps  
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map: col.; 45 x 78 cm.  
Panel title.  
Added title: Texaco touring map of Arizona, New Mexico.  
Date from RMcN AE ms. index.  
Includes table of "Gasoline taxes - as of 2nd July, 1946"  
Plate no. 6-4431-3.  
Map on verso (55 x 78 cm.): Texaco touring map of Colorado, Utah-Wyoming.  
Panel art: Texaco sign.  
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).  
RMcN AE 143.10 (PrCt) |

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.  
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Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

maps

Arizona, New Mexico with Colorado, Utah, Wyoming: Texaco ... Chicago: Rand McNally & Company,[1946].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 45 x 77 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Arizona, New Mexico.
Date from RMcN AE 143 ms. index.
Includes table of "Gasoline taxes -- as of 2nd July, 1946."
Plate no. 6-4431-3.
Map on verso (55 x 77 cm.): Texaco touring map of Colorado, Utah, Wyoming.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 143.16 (PrCt)

2779 Arizona - Maps - 1946 - Road maps

Travel Arizona with Conoco ... Chicago: H.M. Gousha Co.,[1946?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Includes maps with plate numbers suggesting 1945 and 1946 dates of publication.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4756 (PrCt)

2780 Arizona - Maps - 1946 - Road maps

Travel Arizona with Conoco ... Chicago: H.M. Gousha Co.,[1946?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4757 (PrCt)

2781 Arizona - Maps - 1946 - Road maps

Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: road, Phillips 66 sign, and slogan "there's a Phillips station ahead."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4818 (PrCt)

Arizona - Maps - 1947 - Road maps

Travel Arizona, New Mexico with Conoco ... Chicago: H.M. Gousha Co.,[1947?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "U", indicating 1947 publication.
Panel art: family standing in front of car and statement "for long trips ask ... about Touraired."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5069 (PrCt)

2783 Arizona - Maps - 1947 - Road maps

Road map of Arizona, New Mexico: D-X. Chicago: H.M. Gousha Co.,[1947?].
Authors: Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "U", indicating 1947 publication.
D-X was the trademark of Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation.
Panel art: D-X sign and and slogan "the sign of friendly service."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5117 (PrCt)

2784 Arizona - Maps - 1947 - Road maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 50 x 68 cm.
Plate no. 7-463627V-1.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 4.29 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Arizona - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Shell map of Arizona, New Mexico. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1947?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "U", indicating 1947 publication.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5168 (PrCt)

Arizona - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Arizona, New Mexico points of interest and touring map ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., c1947.
Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- Chevron Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Logan, Maurice, 1886-1977 -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: couple in mountain landscape signed "Maurice Logan"; Standard Oil Company of California logos for "RPM motor oil" and "Chevron supreme" gas.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5012 (PrCt)

Arizona - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 64 cm. on sheet 46 x 92 cm.
Added title: Gulf: Arizona, New Mexico info-map.
Plate no. 7-463627 V-1.
Verso includes inset of Grand Canyon National Park and: Road map of California, Nevada, Utah, Colorado, Arizona, New Mexico. Plate no. 7-42420-3.(5).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 4.31 (PrCt)

Arizona - Maps - 1948-1950 - Electric Lines
Natural gas pipelines
pipelines
Arizona - Maps - 1948-1950
Arizona Edison Company - Maps - 1948-1950
Pictorial maps - Arizona - 1948
Pictorial maps
Authors: Arizona Edison Company
3 maps : col. ; on sheets 28 x 43 cm.
Title from 1948 map (a pictorial map).
Maps show transmission lines and communities served.
map1F G4331 .N4 1949 A7 (PrCt)

Arizona - Maps - 1948 - Pictorial maps
New Mexico - Maps - 1948 - Pictorial maps
New Mexico - Maps - 1948 - Pictorial maps
Southwest, New - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Road maps
Road maps
Road maps
Road maps
Pictorial maps
Arizona, New Mexico (with Southern Utah)
Authors: Union Oil Company of California -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 46 x 54 cm. on sheet 50 x 90 cm.
Added title: Pictorial map: Arizona, New Mexico.
Plate no. 4802.
Includes insets of Grand Canyon National Park, four cities, and, on verso: Arizona, New Mexico.
Plate no. 8-42403-2-4.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 4.38 (PrCt)

Arizona - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
New Mexico - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Road maps
Road maps
Road maps
Road maps
Road maps
Arizona Edison Company
Road map of Arizona, New Mexico / D-X the sign of friendly service. San Jose : Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948?].

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
D-X was the trademark of Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation.
Panel art: D-X sign.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5382 (PrCt)

Arizona - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Arizonan Mexico - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Arizona, New Mexico ... / compliments of Phillips Petroleum Company, Bartlesville, Oklahoma. San Jose; Chicago; H.M. Gousha Co., [1948?].
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
Panel art: couple in a convertible driving towards a Phillips gas station, Phillips 66 logo, and slogan "for cleanliness and service there's a Phillips 66 station ahead."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5409 (PrCt)

Arizona - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; 45 x 77 cm. on sheet 59 x 81 cm.
Panel nos. OR and 28.
RMcN AE 4.40 (PrCt)

2798 Arizona - Maps - 1948 - Road maps>>>New Mexico - Maps - 1948 - Road maps>>>West (U.S.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps>>>Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 45 x 78 cm. Panel nos. OR and 28.
RMcN AE 12.38A (PrCt)

2799 Arizona - Maps - 1948 - Road maps>>>New Mexico - Maps - 1948 - Road maps>>>West (U.S.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps>>>Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 45 x 78 cm. Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Arizona, New Mexico. Includes table of "Gasoline taxes - as of 16th Nov., 1947."
Dated 1948 on RMcN AE 76 ms. index. Plate no. 8-4431-9
Map on verso (55 x 78 cm.): Texaco touring map of Colorado, Utah, Wyoming. Panel art: Texaco sign. Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 76.48 (PrCt)

2800 Arizona - Maps - 1948 - Road maps>>>New Mexico - Maps - 1948 - Road maps>>>West (U.S.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps>>>Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 45 x 78 cm. Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Arizona, New Mexico.
Date from RMcN AE 126 ms. index. Includes table of "Gasoline taxes - as of 16th Nov., 1947."
Plate no. 8-4431-9
Map on verso (55 x 78 cm.): Texaco touring map of Colorado, Utah, Wyoming. Panel art: Texaco sign. Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 126.1X (PrCt)

2801 Arizona - Maps - 1948 - Road maps>>>New Mexico - Maps - 1948 - Road maps>>>West (U.S.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps>>>Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 45 x 78 cm. Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Arizona, New Mexico.
Date from RMcN AE 126 ms. index. Includes table of "Gasoline taxes - as of 2nd April, 1948."
Plate no. 8-4431-11
Map on verso (55 x 78 cm.): Texaco touring map of Colorado, Utah, Wyoming. Panel art: Texaco sign. Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 126.3X (PrCt)

2802 Arizona - Maps - 1948 - Road maps>>>New Mexico - Maps - 1948 - Road maps>>>West (U.S.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps>>>Road maps
Arizona, New Mexico with Colorado, Utah, Wyoming : Texaco ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1948].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 45 x 77 cm. Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Arizona, New Mexico.
Date from RMcN AE 143 ms. index. Includes table of "Gasoline taxes -- as of 16th Nov., 1947."
Plate no. 8-4431-9.
Map on verso (55 x 77 cm.): Texaco touring map of Colorado, Utah, Wyoming. Panel art: Texaco sign. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 143.26 (PrCt)

2803 Arizona - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Authors: Arizona. Highway Department -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 41 cm. on sheet 56 x 44 cm.
Added title: State Highway Department road map of Arizona, 1948. Plate no. 4723.
Verso includes maps of Phoenix, Tucson, Grand Canyon National Park and the western United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 4.28 (PrCt)

2804 Arizona - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Arizona points of interest and touring map ... Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., c1948.
Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- Chevron Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([1], 15 p.) : 15 col. maps ; 23 x 21 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Cover title.
"Prepared exclusively for Standard of California" -- Page 1
Imprint from p. 1.
Text and maps printed back-to-back on 4 sheets (each 23 x 40 cm.), stapled and folded to 23 x 11.
Includes index map at front.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5285 (PrCt)

2805 Arizona - Maps - 1949
Arizona - Maps - 1949 - Railroads
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Pocket maps -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
17 p. : 2 col. maps on 1 sheet (folded) ; 24 cm.
"1949 edition"
Cover title: Rand McNally pocket maps : Arizona : complete reference map ... [and] highway map
Uniform title: Pocket maps
Folded map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back to back, col. ; 64 x 47 cm. and 42 x 65 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of Arizona. Plate no. 890123. Includes key to Arizona railroads. -- Rand McNally auto road map : Arizona, New Mexico. Plate no. 9-473627V-3.
Cover art: Cars on road alongside passenger train.
"75¢" -- printed on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Pocket 4C 8 (PrCt)

2806 Arizona - Maps - 1949 - Road maps
Arizona - Maps - 1949 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 50 x 68 cm.
AE index includes plate no. 9-473627V-3.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 4.3A (PrCt)

2807 Arizona - Maps - 1949 - Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 46 x 92 cm.
Added title: Gulf: Arizona, New Mexico info-map. Plate no. 9-463627 V-2.
Verso includes inset of Grand Canyon National Park and: Road map of California, Nevada, Utah, Colorado, Arizona, New Mexico. Plate no. 9-473785V(4)-2.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 4.1A (PrCt)

2808 Arizona - Maps - 1949 - Road maps
Arizona - Maps - 1949 - Road maps
Authors: Arizona. Highway Department -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 41 cm. on sheet 56 x 44 cm.
Verso includes inset maps of Phoenix, Tucson, western United States and northwestern Mexico (plate no. 494615).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
2809 Arizona - Maps - 1950 - Road maps - New Mexico - Maps - 1950 - Road maps - West (U.S.) - Maps - 1950 - Road maps - Road maps

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 45 x 78 cm. on sheet 59 x 81 cm. Panel nos. OR and 7-50.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Arizona, New Mexico. Cartouche no. 27. Plate no. 0-4431-17.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 4.4A (PrCt)

2810 Arizona - Maps - 1951 - Road maps - New Mexico - Maps - 1951 - Road maps - Road maps

Road map of Arizona, New Mexico ... / Cosden Petroleum Corp., Big Spring, Texas. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1951].
Authors: Cosden Petroleum Corp. (Big Spring, Tex.) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm. Panel title.
Added title: Rand McNally road map : Arizona, New Mexico
Plate no. 1-473627V-7
"The new premium-grade : Cosden ethyl gasoline : It's cat-cracked". -- front cover
Map on verso (32 x 48 cm.): Rand McNally road map : United States
Panel art: Cosden gasoline logo above gas station and city silhouette.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 353 (PrCt)

2811 Arizona - Maps - 1951 - Road maps - New Mexico - Maps - 1951 - Road maps - Road maps

Authors: Eason Oil Company (Enid, Okla.) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 65 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm. Panel title.
Added title: Rand McNally road map : Arizona, New Mexico
Plate no. 1-473627V-7.
Map on verso (31 x 48 cm.): Rand McNally road map : United States
Panel art: Illustration of car by the waterside; Eason Oil Co. logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 700 (PrCt)

2812 Arizona - Maps - 1951 - Road maps - New Mexico - Maps - 1951 - Road maps - Road maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm. AE index records plate no. 1-473627V-7.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 4.10A (PrCt)

2813 Arizona - Maps - 1951 - Road maps - New Mexico - Maps - 1951 - Road maps - Road maps

Authors: Signal Oil and Gas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 50 x 68 cm. Added title: Rand McNally road map: Arizona, New Mexico. Plate no. 1-473627V-7.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 4.5A (PrCt)

2814 Arizona - Maps - 1951 - Road maps - New Mexico - Maps - 1951 - Road maps - Road maps

Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 67 cm. on sheet 46 x 92 cm. On panel: Form S. P. 1825-U.
Verso includes inset of Grand Canyon National Park and: Road map of California, Nevada, Utah, Colorado, Arizona, New Mexico. Plate no. 1-473785V(4)-9.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 4.8A (PrCt)

2815 Arizona - Maps - 1951 - Road maps - New Mexico - Maps - 1951 - Road maps - Road maps - Southwest, New - Maps - 1951 - Road maps - Road maps

2816 Arizona - Maps - 1951 - Road maps - New Mexico - Maps - 1951 - Road maps - Road maps - Road maps

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 67 cm. on sheet 46 x 92 cm. On panel: Form S. P. 1825-U.
Verso includes inset of Grand Canyon National Park and: Road map of California, Nevada, Utah, Colorado, Arizona, New Mexico. Plate no. 1-473785V(4)-8.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 4.9A (PrCt)

Arizona - Maps - 1951 - Road maps - New Mexico - Maps - 1951 - Road maps - West (U.S.) - Maps - 1951 - Road maps - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 45 x 78 cm. on sheet 59 x 81 cm. Panel nos. OR and 12-51.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Arizona, New Mexico. Cartouche no. 27. Plate no. 1-4431-20
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 4.6A (PrCt)

Arizona - Maps - 1951 - Road maps - New Mexico - Maps - 1951 - Road maps - West (U.S.) - Maps - 1951 - Road maps - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 45 x 78 cm. on sheet 59 x 81 cm. Panel nos. OR and 6-51.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Arizona, New Mexico. Cartouche no. 27. Plate no. 1-4431-19.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 4.12A (PrCt)

Authors: Arizona. Highway Department -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 41 cm. on sheet 56 x 44 cm. Added title: State Highway Department road map of Arizona, 1951. Plate no. 1-4723-3.
Verso includes inset maps of Phoenix, Tucson, western United States and northwestern Mexico. The latter has plate no. 1-494615-2.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 4.11A (PrCt)

Authors: Arizona Public Service Company -- Arizona Public Service Company SEE ALSO Central Arizona Light and Power Company -- Arizona Public Service Company SEE ALSO Arizona Edison Company
Maps show electric and gas transmission lines, power plants, and communities served.
The 1953 map is a pictorial map.
map1F G4331 .N4 1952 A7 (PrCt)
Arizona - Maps - 1952
- Railroads
- Arizona - Maps - 1952 - Road maps
- New Mexico - Maps - 1952 - Road maps
- Railroads - Maps


20 p.: 2 col. maps on 1 sheet (folded); 24 cm. "1952 edition."

Cover title: Rand McNally Arizona pocket map: reference map ... [and] detailed highway maps

Uniform title: Pocket maps

Map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet: back to back, col.; 64 x 47 cm. and 42 x 65 cm., folded to 24 x 11 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of Arizona. Plate no. 543210.

Includes key to railroads -- Rand McNally road map: Arizona, New Mexico. Plate no. 1-473627V-7.

"2 maps in one, $1" -- front cover.

Cover art: Schematic road sign labeled "reference map ... "

Handstamp on title page: Register of Copyrights, Library of Congress ... certificate no. aa 218885.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Jan. 2010).

RMcN Pocket 4C 9 (PrCt)

Arizona - Maps - 1952
- Road maps
- New Mexico - Maps - 1952 - Road maps
- Southwest, New - Maps - 1952 - Road maps
- Road maps


Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.


Formed part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 4.14A (PrCt)

Arizona - Maps - 1952 - Road maps
- New Mexico - Maps - 1952 - Road maps

Authors: Arizona. Highway Department -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 47 x 41 cm. on sheet 56 x 44 cm.


Verso includes inset maps of Phoenix, Tucson, western United States and northwestern Mexico. The latter has plate no. 2-494615-3.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 4.17A (PrCt)

Arizona - Maps - 1954-1955
- Road maps
- Pictorial maps - Arizona - 1954-1955


Authors: Arizona. State Highway Commission -- Rand McNally and Company -- Avey, George M.,
1906-1973 -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 40 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: State highway department road map of Arizona
Insets (16 x 27 cm. and smaller): United States -- Phoenix, Ariz. -- Tucson, Ariz.
Maps on verso (30 x 28 cm. and 25 x 20 cm.):
Panel art: Color photo of skier.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 28 (PrCt)


Arizona-New Mexico with Colorado-Utah-Wyoming : tour with Texaco.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Texas Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
2 maps on 1 sheet : both sides, col. ; 45 x 78 and 55 x 77 cm., on sheet 59 x 82 cm.
Panel title.
Contents: Texaco touring map of Arizona, New Mexico -- Texaco touring map of Colorado, Utah, Wyoming.
"Copyright by Rand McNally & Company."
Plate nos. 5-4431-28 and 5-4416-32
Title panel no. 1055.
Scale ca. [1:1,647,360]. "1 inch = approximately 26 miles."
Scale ca. [1:1,710,720]. "1 inch = approximately 27 miles."
Coordinates: (W 114°59'00"--W 101°37'00"/N 37°14'00"--N 31°08'00")
Coordinates: (W 117°36'00"--W 101°42'00"/N 45°16'00"--N 36°50'00")
Relief shown pictorially and with spot heights "Modified polyconic projection."
Includes indexes, tables of "gasoline taxes, as of 1st Jan. 1956," 1955 estimated state populations, and January 1956 state speed limits.
Panel art: Texaco gas station on hilly rural road issued folded to 21 x 11 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Previously filed as RMcN Clients 3745.
map4F G4331.P2 1955 .R3 (NLO)

Arizona - Maps - 1956 - Road maps<<>>New Mexico - Maps - 1956 - Road maps<<>>Road maps

Sears Roebuck and Co. highway map of Arizona, New Mexico. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1956?].
Authors: Sears, Roebuck and Company -- Allstate Insurance Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"Go carefree, go Allstate!" -- advertising on title panel.
Added title: Rand McNally road map : Arizona, New Mexico
Plate no. 6-473627V-13
Map on verso (33 x 47 cm.): Rand McNally road map : United States
Panel art: profile of convertible car with man and woman.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2363 (PrCt)

Arizona - Maps - 1956 - Road maps<<>>New Mexico - Maps - 1956 - Road maps<<>>West (U.S.) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps<<>>Great Plains - Maps - 1956 - Road maps<<>>Road maps

Arizona and New Mexico / Frontier. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1956?].
Authors: Frontier Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Frontier road map of Arizona-New Mexico.
Plate no. 6-473627V-13.
Map on verso (44 x 65 cm.): Frontier road map : Idaho, Wyoming, Utah, Colorado, Nebraska, South Dakota, Kansas.
Cover art: Frontier "rarin'-to-go" sign and cars driving past Frontier billboard.
Handstamped "Apr 25 1956."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4804 (PrCt)


General highway map : ... County. Arizona / prepared by the Arizona Highway Department, Photogrammetry and Mapping Division ; in cooperation with the U.S. Department of Transportation, Federal Highway Administration. Phoenix : Arizona Highway Department, c1960-1971.
Authors: Arizona. Highway Department -- United States. Department of Transportation.
14 maps on 1 sheet : both sides, col. ; 43 x 65 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. 6-473627V-13.
Map on verso (44 x 65 cm.): Arizona road maps 1960-1971.
Panel art: "Go carefree, go Allstate!" -- advertising on title panel.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 5796 (PrCt)

**Title:** Map of the Rand McNally Arizona Pocket Map

**Authors:** Rand McNally and Company

**Publication Date:** c1963

**Edition:** 1st ed.

**Format:** Pocket map

**Contents:** Includes maps of Arizona, New Mexico, and parts of Mexico

**Language:** English

**Size:** 24 cm.

**Condition:** Good

**Shelving Information:** Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Jan. 2010).

**Accession Number:** 2831

**Notes:**
- Map includes roadways, railroads, and other points of interest.
- Includes an index to 246 mining districts below the map.
- Map is designed for easy reference and transportation planning.

**Additional Information:**
- The map is part of the McNally Collection at the Newberry Library.
- The map is a compilation of various sources to provide a comprehensive view of Arizona's geography and resources.

---

**Arizona - Maps - 1962**

**Title:** Rand McNally Arizona Pocket Map

**Authors:** Rand McNally and Company

**Publication Date:** c1962

**Format:** Pocket map

**Contents:** Includes maps of Arizona, New Mexico, and parts of Mexico

**Language:** English

**Size:** 24 cm.

**Condition:** Good

**Shelving Information:** Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Jan. 2010).

**Accession Number:** 2832

**Notes:**
- Map includes roadways, railroads, and other points of interest.
- Includes an index to 246 mining districts below the map.
- Map is designed for easy reference and transportation planning.

**Additional Information:**
- The map is part of the McNally Collection at the Newberry Library.
- The map is a compilation of various sources to provide a comprehensive view of Arizona's geography and resources.

---

**Arizona - Maps - 1963**

**Title:** Rand McNally Arizona Pocket Map

**Authors:** Rand McNally and Company

**Publication Date:** c1963

**Format:** Pocket map

**Contents:** Includes maps of Arizona, New Mexico, and parts of Mexico

**Language:** English

**Size:** 24 cm.

**Condition:** Good

**Shelving Information:** Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Jan. 2010).

**Accession Number:** 2833

**Notes:**
- Map includes roadways, railroads, and other points of interest.
- Includes an index to 246 mining districts below the map.
- Map is designed for easy reference and transportation planning.

**Additional Information:**
- The map is part of the McNally Collection at the Newberry Library.
- The map is a compilation of various sources to provide a comprehensive view of Arizona's geography and resources.

---

**Arizona - Maps - 1964**

**Title:** Rand McNally Arizona Pocket Map

**Authors:** Rand McNally and Company

**Publication Date:** c1964

**Format:** Pocket map

**Contents:** Includes maps of Arizona, New Mexico, and parts of Mexico

**Language:** English

**Size:** 24 cm.

**Condition:** Good

**Shelving Information:** Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Jan. 2010).

**Accession Number:** 2834

**Notes:**
- Map includes roadways, railroads, and other points of interest.
- Includes an index to 246 mining districts below the map.
- Map is designed for easy reference and transportation planning.

**Additional Information:**
- The map is part of the McNally Collection at the Newberry Library.
- The map is a compilation of various sources to provide a comprehensive view of Arizona's geography and resources.

---

**Arizona - Maps - 1965**

**Title:** Rand McNally Arizona Pocket Map

**Authors:** Rand McNally and Company

**Publication Date:** c1965

**Format:** Pocket map

**Contents:** Includes maps of Arizona, New Mexico, and parts of Mexico

**Language:** English

**Size:** 24 cm.

**Condition:** Good

**Shelving Information:** Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Jan. 2010).

**Accession Number:** 2835

**Notes:**
- Map includes roadways, railroads, and other points of interest.
- Includes an index to 246 mining districts below the map.
- Map is designed for easy reference and transportation planning.

**Additional Information:**
- The map is part of the McNally Collection at the Newberry Library.
- The map is a compilation of various sources to provide a comprehensive view of Arizona's geography and resources.
passing rural and urban gas stations.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3814 (PrCt)

Authors: Union Oil Company of California -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress.
Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Arizona, New Mexico : Union Oil road map.
Plate no. 6-5649-19.
Maps on verso (33 x 47 cm. and smaller): Union Oil road map United States -- Carlsbad Caverns National Park -- Grand Canyon National Park -- Phoenix -- Tuscon -- Albuquerque -- Roswell -- Santa Fe.
Panel art: 76 Union sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4525 (PrCt)

Authors: Orange County Automobile Club (Calif.) -- Orange County Insurance Agency (Santa Ana, Calif.) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 64 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"Insurance at reduced rates to club members ... Orange County Insurance Agency ... Santa Ana, California ... " -- Advertisement on title panel.
Plate no. 7-5649-20.
Panel art: Orange County Automobile Club logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2852 (PrCt)

Authors: Malco Products, Inc. (Roswell, N.M.) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Malco Gasoline SEE Malco Products, Inc. (Roswell, New Mexico)
1 map : col. ; 36 x 54 cm., folded to 19 x 9 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. 676003-7.
Maps on verso (36 x 54 cm. and smaller): United States -- Alaska -- Aleutian Islands -- [Island of Oahu] -- Hawaii.
Panel art: Malco logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1910 (PrCt)

Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 36 x 54 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Arizona, New Mexico.
Plate no. 696003-9.
Maps on verso (36 x 54 cm. and smaller): Nevada, Utah -- Reno -- Las Vegas -- Nevada, southern section -- Salt Lake City -- Bryce Canyon Nat'l Park, Utah -- Zion Nat'l Park, Utah.
Panel art: Sinclair logo, abstracted traffic signs.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4239 (PrCt)
“Prepared by the Photogrammetry and Mapping Division.”
Insets (26 x 22 cm. and smaller): Northwestern Mexico -- Phoenix and vicinity -- Prescott -- Winslow -- Yuma -- Kingman -- Flagstaff -- Tucson -- Benson.
Verso includes 23 color photos of various events and activities in Arizona.
Panel art: Color photo of two people canoeing.

Rand McNally map of Arizona, New Mexico.
1 map : col. ; 44 x 38 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"1974 Edition"
Panel title.
Added title: Arizona
Plate no. 746748
Insets (14 x 18 cm. and smaller): Grand Canyon Natl. Park -- Phoenix -- Tucson.
Maps on verso (44 x 37 cm. and smaller): New Mexico -- Albuquerque -- Santa Fe.
Panel art: road signs.
Forms part of a collection of stock editions of Rand McNally road maps, some apparently issued as sales samples and/or printer’s proofs for prospective commercial clients.
Uniform series title (established by cataloger): Stock road maps
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (April 2010).
RMcN Stock 174 (PrCt)

Authors: Bahre, Stephen -- Arizona Information Press
Bibliography of Arizona maps: p. [49].
Contents: Mapping history -- Arizona history -- Physical setting -- Land ownership and occupancy -- Land utilization -- Schools and government.
79-42784 folio G1510 .B3 1976 (NLO)

Rand McNally map of Arizona, New Mexico.
1 map : col. ; 44 x 39 cm., folded to 23 x 9 cm.
"1976 Edition"
Panel title.
Added title: Arizona
Plate no. 766748-9
Insets (14 x 18 cm. and smaller): Grand Canyon
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)


RMcN Stock 173 (PrCt)


maproll G4330 1992 A5 (PrCt)


5A 7267 (1958 vol. [3]) (PrCt)


2852 Arkansas - Historical geography - Maps -
1989

Counties - Maps

Historical atlases


Authors: Hanson, G. T -- Moneyhon -- University of Oklahoma.

Press

1 atlas : 71 maps ; 32 cm.

folio G1356.S1 H3 1989 (NLO)

Arkansas - Maps - 1833

Transportation

Transportation - Arkansas - Maps - 1833

Road maps

A New map of Arkansas with its canals, roads, & distances. Philadelphia : H.S. Tanner, 1833.

Authors: Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858

1 map : hand col. ; 34 x 26 cm.

'Entered according to act of Congress in the year 1833 by H.S. Tanner in the Clerks Office of the Eastern District of Pennsylvania.'

Running title in upper margin: Tanner's universal atlas.

Scale [ca. 1:1,875,000]

Coordinates: (W 95° -- W 89°20´ / N 37°-- N 33°).

Relief shown by hachures.

Prime meridian: Washington.

Includes table of distances for steam boat routes, from Little Rock to New Orleans, Pittsburg, and Fort Gibson.

Phillips 774, no. 21

Map G 10881 .862 (NLO)

Arkansas - Maps - 1836


Authors: Callan, James, fl. 1836 -- Young, J. H. (James Hamilton) -- Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Mitchell & Hinman -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 36 cm., folded in cover 13 x 8 cm.

'Compiled from the latest information by James Callan ; engraved by J.H. Young.'

'Sold by Mitchell & Hinman, No. 6 North Fifth Street.'

Cover title: Mitchell's map of Arkansas.

Scale [ca. 1:1,450,000]

Coordinates: (W 95°00´ -- W 89°20´ / N 36°40´ -- N 33°00´).

Includes lists of 'Land districts & offices' and 'Steam boat routes.'

Relief shown by hachures.

Prime meridian: Washington.

Text about public lands inside cover.

oversize Ayer 133 .C156 1836 (NLO)

Arkansas - Maps - 1841

Transportation

Transportation - Arkansas - Maps - 1841

Road maps

A New map of Arkansas with its canals, roads & distances. [Philadelphia : Carey & Hart], 1841 [i.e. 1845].

Authors: Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Carey & Hart -- Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858. A New universal atlas ... (1845)

1 map : hand col. ; 34 x 26 cm.

"Entered according to act of Congress in the year 1841 by H. S. Tanner ...." In: Tanner, Henry Schenck. A New universal atlas ... (Philadelphia : Carey & Hart, 1845) map "25."

Case oversize G1019 .T2 1845 map 25 (PrCt)

Arkansas - Maps - 1845

Surveys

Surveys - Arkansas - Maps - 1845

Arkansas: Map of the Arkansas surveying district. 1845.

Authors: United States. General Land Office -- United States. Congress. Senate -- Pelham, William

1 map ; 40 x 44 cm.

Detached from U.S. 29th Congress, 1st session, 1845-1846. Senate Document 16 [Serial Set 472].

M1020

map4F G3701.B5 1845 U5 no. 7 (map A(1)) (PrCt)

Arkansas - Maps - 1846

A New map of Arkansas compiled from the U.S. surveys ... New York : Sherman & Smith, 1846.


1 map : hand col. ; 62 x 75 cm. fold. in cloth covers to 16 x 10 cm.

Cover title: Shall's Arkansas

Includes endorsements by William Telham, Surveyor of the Public Lands, Elias N. Conway, Auditor of Arkansas, and Jared C. Martin, Treasurer of Arkansas.

'Statistics of Arkansas' inside front cover.

Includes pencilled annotations.

Condition: good; some staining where glued to cover.

Forms part of the Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Gift 1976, Wright Howes.

map3C G4000 1846 .SS (PrCt)

Arkansas - Maps - 1847

A New map of Arkansas with its canals, roads & distances ... Philada. S. Augustus Mitchell, 1847.

Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Burroughs, H. N. -- Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868. A New universal atlas containing maps of the various empires, kingdoms, states, and republics of the world ... (1847)

1 map ; hand col. : 33 x 26 cm.

In: Mitchell, S. Augustus. A New universal atlas containing maps of the various empires,
kingdoms, states, and republics of the world ... (Philadelphia : S. Augustus Mitchell, 1847) pl. 25.

**oversize G 10 .579 pl. 25 (PrCt)**

2859  **Arkansas - Maps - 1847 - Surveys**<---**Surveys - Arkansas - Maps - 1847**

**Arkansas. [Washington : Govt. Print. Off., 1847].**

1 map ; 39 x 43 cm.

In U.S. 30th Congress, 1st session, 1847-1848. Senate Document 2, after p. 72.

Scale [1:1,140,480] or 18 miles to an inch.

At top center: A.(1).

Six-line note under title signed 'Wm. Pelham, Sur. Pub. Lands.'

Reference: Koepp, Carto-bibliography of maps, 504 (30-1) S.exdoc. 2, map 8.

**Govt. 504, map 8 (PrCt)**

2860  **Arkansas - Maps - 1850**

**A New map of Arkansas with its canals, roads & distances. Philadelphia : Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co., 1850 [i.e. 1852].**


New universal atlas ... (1852)

1 map : hand col. ; 33 x 26 cm.

Entered according to act of Congress in ... 1850 by Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co. ... .


**oversize G1019 .N49 1852 pl. 26 (PrCt)**

2861  **Arkansas - Maps - 1851 - Surveys**<---**Surveys - Arkansas - Maps - 1851**

**Arkansas. Map of the Arkansas surveying district, shewing the extent of public surveys in said district on the 30th. October 1851. Little Rock : Surveyor's Office, 1851.**

Authors: United States. General Land Office -- Gibson, L. -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 42 x 54 cm., folded to 24 cm.

'L. Gibson, surr. genl. of Arks.'

Scal not given.

**Ayer 133 .U59a 1851 (NLO)**

2862  **Arkansas - Maps - 1855**


Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's atlas of the world ... (1855-1856)

1 map : hand col. ; 29 x 36 cm.


**oversize G 10 .185 v.1, pl. 32 (PrCt)**

2863  **Arkansas - Maps - 1855**


1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 42 cm. folded to 13 cm.

Cover title: Map of Arkansas.

Scale 1:1,077,120; about 17 miles to an inch.

**Ayer p133 .C695a 1855 (NLO)**

2864  **Arkansas - Maps - 1856 - Railroads**

**Colton's railroad & township map of Arkansas compiled from the U.S. Surveys ... New York : J. H. Colton, 1856, c1855.**


1 map : hand col. ; 65 x 79 cm. fold. in cloth covers to 15 x 10 cm.

Cover title: Township map of the state of Arkansas.

Includes endorsements by William Telham, Surveyor of the Public Lands, Elias N. Conway, Auditor of Arkansas, and Jared C. Martin, Treasurer of Arkansas.

Advertising inside front cover.

Condition: very fine.

Forms part of the Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Gift 1976, Wright Howes.

**map3C G4001.P3 1856 S5 (PrCt)**

2865  **Arkansas - Maps - 1857**


Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's general atlas ... (1857)

1 map : hand col. ; 29 x 36 cm.

In: Colton, George Woolworth. Colton's general atlas : containing one hundred and seventy steel plate maps and plans, on one hundred imperial folio sheets (New York ; London : J.H. Colton ; Trübner, 1857) pl. [34]. Printed plate 'No. 39.'

Map copyrighted 1855.

**oversize G 10 .188 pl. 34 (PrCt)**

2866  **Arkansas - Maps - 1859**

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's atlas of America ... (1859) -- Johnson & Browning 1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 29 cm.
In: Colton George Woolworth. Colton's atlas of America, illustrating the physical and political geography of North and South America and the West India islands (New York : J.H. Colton and Co., 1859), pl. [32]. Printed plate 'No. 37.' Map copyrighted 1855.
Case oversize G1100 .C6 1859 pl. 32 (PrCt)

Arkansas - Maps - 1866
Langtree's new sectional map of the state of Arkansas. Little Rock, Ark. G. McCowan, 1866, c1849.
Authors: Langtree, C., 19th cent. -- McCowan, G., 19th cent. -- G.W. & C.B. Colton & Co. -- Telham, William, 19th cent. -- Howes, Wright -- Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 92 x 103 cm. fold. in cloth covers to 16 x 10 cm.
Includes endorsement by William Telham, Surveyor of the Public Lands,
'Printed by G.W. & C. B. Colton ... '.
Advertising inside front cover.
Condition: fine.
Forms part of the Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Gift 1976, Wright Howes.
map3C G4000 1866 .L3 (PrCt)

Arkansas - Maps - 1872
Arkansas - Maps - 1872 - Geology - Manuscripts
Authors: G.W. & C.B. Colton & Co. -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Howes, Wright -- Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 33 x 39 cm. fold. in cloth covers to 13 x 9 cm.
Cover title: Colton's map of Arkansas. Manuscript annotations show geological features.
Advertising inside front cover.
Condition: fair.
Forms part of the Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Gift 1976, Wright Howes.
map3C G4000 1872 .C6 (PrCt)

Arkansas - Maps - 1872 - Railroads
Authors: Robinson, Sanford, fl. 1872 -- Henry Seibert & Bros. -- Henry, James P. Resources of the state of Arkansas : with description of counties, railroads, mines, and the city of Little Rock ... (1872) -- Price & M'Clure (Little Rock, Ark.) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library) -- Seibert (Henry) & Bros. SEE Henry Seibert & Bros. 1 map ; on sheet 24 x 23 cm., folded to 13 x 17 cm.
In Henry, James P. Resources of the state of Arkansas : with description of counties, railroads, mines, and the city of Little Rock ... second edition (Little Rock : Price & M'Clure, printers, 1872) following title page.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Graff 1867 following. t.p. (PrCt)

Arkansas - Maps - 1878
Authors: United States. General Land Office -- Roeser, C. (Charles) -- Bien, Julius, 1826-1909 1 map : col. ; 59 x 72 cm.
Scale 1:760,320.
M1177
map6F G4000 1878 .U5 (PrCt)

Arkansas - Maps - 1878 - Public lands - Surveys
Arkansas - Maps - 1878 - Public lands - Maps - 1878 - Surveys
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.
CHS Coll., Map no. 515 (PrCt)

Arkansas - Maps - 1883 - Railroads
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1883) 1 map : col. ; 12 x 14 cm.
Title in right margin.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1893) opposite p. 852 H 668 .703 (1883) opp. p. 852 (PrCt)

Arkansas - Maps - 1884 - Railroads
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1884) 1 map : col. ; 12 x 14 cm.
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm.
Title in upper margin.
"Rand, McNally & Co.'s new business atlas map of Arkansas. Copyright, 1890 ..." -- at bottom right.
Issued folded in accompanying index (45 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand, McNally & Co.'s indexed county and township pocket map and shippers' guide of Arkansas. Chicago and New York : Rand, McNally & Co., c1894.
Handstamp on front cover and title page: Library of Congress copyright Apr. 16 1894 ... .
No. '18074 Z2' [?] in pencil on title page.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisles 42 and 43 (July 2012).
Reference: Moffat, Riley. Map index to topographic quadrangles of the United States, 1882-1940 (Santa Cruz, Calif.: Western Association of Map Libraries, 1986).
map6C G3700 19-- .U5, boxes 12-15 (PrCt)

Arkansas - Maps - 1900-1960 - Topographic maps
Arkansas, 7.5 minute series (topographic).
Washington, D.C. The Survey, [ca. 1900-ca.1960].
Authors: Geological Survey (U.S.)
ca. 1154 maps : col. ; on sheets 54 x 44 cm. fold. to 17 x 28 cm.
Scale 1:24,000.
Dates of publication vary.
According to USGS, coverage at this scale complete in 908 maps.
Coverage may not be complete at this scale; see index map in box 12.
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisles 42 and 43 (July 2012).
map6C G3700 19-- .U5, boxes 12-15 (PrCt)

Arkansas - Maps - 1907 - Railroads
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
Includes key to railroads numbered 3-91 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Arkansas. Railroads.
-- at bottom right.
"Rand, McNally & Co.'s new business atlas map of Arkansas. Copyright, 1907 ... Copyright, 1902 ..." -- at bottom right.
Issued folded in accompanying index (41 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand, McNally & Co.'s indexed county and township pocket map and shippers' guide of Arkansas. Chicago and New York : Rand, McNally & Co., c1907.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 52 (PrCt)
Arkansas - Maps - 1913 - Railroads


1 map : col. ; 46 x 63 cm.
Includes key to railroads numbered 1-170 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Arkansas railroads.
'Copyright ... 1913 ...' -- at bottom left.
'Rand, McNally & Co.'s new business atlas map of Arkansas. Copyright, 1902 ...' -- at bottom right.
Issued folded in accompanying index (48 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand, McNally & Co.'s indexed county and township pocket map and shippers' guide of Arkansas. Copyright, 1902 ...' -- at bottom right.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 55 (PrCt)

Arkansas - Maps - 1914 - Railroads


1 map : col. ; 46 x 63 cm.
Includes key to railroads numbered 1-170 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Arkansas railroads.
'Copyright ... 1914 ...' -- at bottom left.
'Rand, McNally & Co.'s new business atlas map of Arkansas. Copyright, 1902 ...' -- at bottom right.
Issued folded in accompanying index (48 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally & Co.'s indexed county and township pocket map and shippers' guide of Arkansas. Copyright, 1902 ...' -- at bottom right.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 56 (PrCt)

Arkansas - Maps - 1915 - Railroads

Blaisdell's map of Arkansas from government surveys & other authentic sources / compiled and published by F.L. Blaisdell ; issued by the Railroad Commission of Arkansas ... Little Rock, Ark. F.L. Blaisdell, c1915.

Authors: Blaisdell, F. L. -- Arkansas. Railroad Commission -- Western Illinois University. Map and Geography Library -- John V. Bergen Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col., mounted on cloth ; 44 x 52 cm.
Added title in upper margin: Railroad Commission map of Arkansas, 1915.
Directory of Arkansas railroads and mileages in right margin.
Inset (5 x 6 cm.): Map showing Congressional districts and nominal annual temperature.
Handstamp on verso: Map and Geography Library, Western Illinois University.
On wooden rollers.
Forms part of the John V. Bergen Collection (Newberry Library).
maproll G4001.P3 1915.B6 (PrCt)
Arkansas - Maps - 1916 - Railroads


Authors: Rand McNally and Company. Shippers guide -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 63 cm.
Plate no.: 167A
Includes key to railroads numbered 1-170 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Arkansas railroads.


'Sent for Copyright, Mch. 19, 1919' -- ms. note on front cover.

Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 58 (PrCt)

Arkansas - Maps - 1920 - Railroads


1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
Plate no.: 167E
Includes key to railroads numbered 2-170 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Arkansas railroads.

On verso: Arkansas automobile road map. 1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm. Plate no.: 603D. 'National Highways Association roads used by permission.' Issued folded in accompanying index (58 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists’ and shippers’ guide of Arkansas. Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Co., c1919.

Copyright Office note on title page verso.

Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 59 (PrCt)
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Arkansas - Maps - 1923 - Railroads
Indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Arkansas. Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [1923].
1 map : col. ; 47 x 63 cm.
Plate no.: 2N24.
Includes key to railroads and steamship lines numbered 1-170 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Arkansas railroads.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Arkansas.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
'3-19-24' --in ms. on front cover.
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 63 (PrCt)

Arkansas - Maps - 1924 - Railroads
1 map : col. ; 47 x 63 cm.
Plate no.: 8R23.
Includes key to railroads and steamship lines numbered 1-170 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Arkansas railroads.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Arkansas.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
'3-19-24' --in ms. on front cover.
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 66 (PrCt)
Arkansas - Maps - 1926 - Railroads
Arkansas - Maps - 1926 - Road maps
Rand McNally standard map of Arkansas.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1926].
1 map : col. ; 47 x 63 cm.
Plate no.: ZR26.
Includes key to railroads and steamship lines numbered 1-170 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Arkansas railroads.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Arkansas. 1 map : col. ; 47 x 63 cm. Plate no.: 2N24. Includes key to 8 named 'Principal trails in Arkansas.'
Issued folded in accompanying index (50 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Arkansas. San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1926.

Arkansas - Maps - 1927 - Railroads
Arkansas - Maps - 1927 - Road maps
Rand McNally standard map of Arkansas.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1927].
1 map : col. ; 47 x 63 cm.
Plate no.: ZR26.
Includes key to railroads numbered 1-170 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Arkansas railroads.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Arkansas. 1 map : col. ; 47 x 63 cm. Plate no.: 2N24. Includes key to 8 named 'Principal trails in Arkansas.'
Issued folded in accompanying index (48 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Arkansas. San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1928.

Arkansas - Maps - 1928 - Railroads
Arkansas - Maps - 1928 - Road maps
Rand McNally standard map of Arkansas.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1928].
1 map : col. ; 47 x 63 cm.
Plate no.: ZR26.
Includes key to railroads numbered 1-170 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Arkansas railroads.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Arkansas. 1 map : col. ; 47 x 63 cm. Plate no.: 2N24. Includes key to 8 named 'Principal trails in Arkansas.'
Issued folded in accompanying index (49 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Arkansas. San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1928.
gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Arkansas railroads.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Arkansas. 1 map: col.; 47 x 63 cm. Plate no.: 2N24. Includes key to 8 named 'Principal trails in Arkansas.'
Issued folded in accompanying index (48 p.; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Arkansas. San Francisco; Chicago; New York: Rand McNally & Company, c1928.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 70 (PrCt)

Arkansas - Maps - 1928 - Railroads <<< Arkansas - Maps - 1928 - Road maps <<< Road maps
Rand McNally standard map of Arkansas.
Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1928].
1 map: col.; 47 x 63 cm.
Plate no.: 7R27.
Includes key to railroads numbered 1-170 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Arkansas railroads.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Arkansas. 1 map: col.; 47 x 63 cm. Plate no.: 2N24. Includes key to 8 named 'Principal trails in Arkansas.'
Issued folded in accompanying index (48 p.; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Arkansas. San Francisco; Chicago; New York: Rand McNally & Company, c1928.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
'3-2-28' --in ms. on title page.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 71 (PrCt)

Arkansas - Maps - 1928 - Road maps <<< Oklahoma - Maps - 1928 - Road maps <<< Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: 43 x 58 cm. on sheet 46 x 69 cm.
Plate no. J-25.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 6.11 (PrCt)

Arkansas - Maps - 1928 - Road maps
Arkansas. Chicago: H.M. Gousha Co., [1928].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 0, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 28 (PrCt)

43 p.: 3 maps (2 folded); 24 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally standard indexed map with air trails: Arkansas
Uniform title: Air trails
Folded map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet: back to back, col.; each 47 x 64 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm., inside back cover, scale 1:862,000): Rand McNally standard map of Arkansas. Plate no. 7R28. Includes key to railroads -- Rand McNally standard map of Arkansas with air trails. Plate nos. "12N28" and "7R28".
Accompanying index includes "airport directory", "aids to navigation", and "elements of practical air navigation" by William E. Johnson, (p. 34-43).
Index also includes map (15 x 20 cm., on p. 32-33): Rand McNally airway map: United States. Includes "key to [commercial] air lines."
Cover art: Airplane flying above passenger train. "50c" -- printed on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (October 2010).
RMcN Air Trails 4C 4 (PrCt)

Arkansas - Maps - 1929 - Road maps <<< Bridges - Arkansas - Maps - 1930 <<< Southern States - Maps - 1929 - Road maps <<< Road maps

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

1 map : col. ; on sheet trimmed to 36 x 53 cm.
Incomplete; lacking southern half of map; panel title trimmed away.
Dated "1929" in tiny print.
Map on verso (33 x 53 cm): Texaco road map : 1929 : south central states.
Editor's copy; ms. annotations identify bridge locations.
Accompanied by typescript letter dated November 13, 1930 from Arkansas bridge engineer N.B. Garver to Rand McNally cartographer John G. Brink; includes ms. note "wrote 11/15/30 B."
Filed with a group of related U.S. state maps identifying bridges along major highways, ca. 1927-ca. 1939 (in RMcN AE folders 172 and 173).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 173.3 (PrCt)

Arkansas - Maps - 1929 - Road maps
2913

Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1929].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Firestone Tire and Rubber Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 129 (PrCt)

Arkansas - Maps - 1929 - Road maps
2914

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Gulf Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 171 (PrCt)

Arkansas - Maps - 1929 - Road maps
2915

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 238 (PrCt)

Arkansas - Maps - 1929 - Road maps
2916

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Louisiana Oil Refining Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 200 (PrCt)

Arkansas - Maps - 1929 - Road maps
2917

Arkansas, Mississippi. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1929].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Firestone Tire and Rubber Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 200 (PrCt)

Arkansas - Maps - 1930-1939 - Railroads
2918

Rand McNally standard map of Arkansas.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [193-?].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 63 cm. on sheet 50 x 69 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 6.3X (PrCt)

Arkansas - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
2919

Arkansas. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [193-?].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; on sheet trimmed to 36 x 53 cm.
Incomplete; lacking southern half of map; panel title trimmed away.
Dated "1929" in tiny print.
Map on verso (33 x 53 cm): Texaco road map : 1929 : south central states.
Editor's copy; ms. annotations identify bridge locations.
Accompanied by typescript letter dated November 13, 1930 from Arkansas bridge engineer N.B. Garver to Rand McNally cartographer John G. Brink; includes ms. note "wrote 11/15/30 B."
Filed with a group of related U.S. state maps identifying bridges along major highways, ca. 1927-ca. 1939 (in RMcN AE folders 172 and 173).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 173.3 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 272 (PrCt)

2920 Arkansas - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
<>Louisiana - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
<>Mississippi - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Road maps
Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1930].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 318 (PrCt)

2921 Arkansas - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
<>Louisiana - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
<>Mississippi - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Gulf Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 367 (PrCt)

2922 Arkansas - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Louisiana Oil Refining Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 374 (PrCt)

2923 Arkansas - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 399 (PrCt)

Arkansas - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Road map of Arkansas : Marathon products : 'best in the long run' ; compliments of Transcontinental Oil Co. Chicago ; Rand McNally & Company, [1930].
Authors: Transcontinental Oil Co. -- Marathon Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm. on sheet 46 x 61 cm.
Added title: Rand McNally special auto road map of Arkansas. Plate no. L-1103.
On verso: Rand McNally junior auto road map of United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 6.15 (PrCt)

Arkansas - Maps - 1931
Arkansas - Maps - 1931 - Railroads
Arkansas - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
Southern States - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
Railroads - Maps
38 p. : 6 maps (2 folded) ; 24 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally pocket maps : Arkansas : counties, cities, towns, auto roads, railroads, city maps, hotels, 1930 census
Uniform title: Pocket maps
Folded map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back to back, col. ; 47 x 63 cm. and 53 x 69 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of Arkansas. Plate nos. "No.1:03S" and "7R30." Includes key to railroads. -- Rand McNally official 1931 auto road map : Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi. Plate no. M-1100.
Cover art: Cars on road alongside passenger train.
"50¢" -- printed on front cover.
Handstamp dated "3-28-31" in pencil on title page: Register of Copyrights, Library of Congress...
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Arkansas - Maps - 1931 - Road maps

1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 0, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 499 (PrCt)

Arkansas - Maps - 1931 - Road maps

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Sinclair Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 0, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 574 (PrCt)

Arkansas - Maps - 1931 - Road maps

Road map of Arkansas : Marathon products ... / Marathon Oil Co. (subsidiary of the Ohio Oil Company). Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, 1931.
1 map : col. ; 37 x 58 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Rand McNally senior 1931 auto road map of Arkansas.
Uniform title: Junior auto trails
Plate no. M-3.
Map on verso (28 x 43 cm.): Rand McNally junior auto road map of United States.
Panel art: Marathon runner, cars, service station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4241 (PrCt)

Arkansas - Maps - 1931 - Road maps

Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- Louisiana Oil Refining Corporation -- Louisiana Oil Refining Corporation -- Acme Tires -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 45 x 69 cm. on sheet 56 x 72 cm.
Arkansas - Maps - 1931 - Road maps

*Road maps* of *Arkansas*. Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1931].

Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- Louisiana Oil Refining Corporation -- Acme Tires -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map: col.; 45 x 68 cm. on sheet 56 x 71 cm.

Plate no. M - 3 - P.

On verso: Cities Service road map of southeast United States.

Includes insets of five cities.

Listed as 'Sr.' on AE index.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 6.19 (PrCt)

Arkansas - Maps - 1932 - Road maps


Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- Louisiana Oil Refining Corporation -- Acme Tires -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map: col.; 45 x 68 cm. on sheet 56 x 71 cm.

Plate no. N - 3 - P.

On verso: Cities Service road map of south central United States.

Includes insets of Hot Springs National Park and five cities.

Listed as 'Sr.' on AE index.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 6.20 (PrCt)

Arkansas - Maps - 1932 - Road maps


Authors: Producers and Refiners Corporation

1 folded map (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 6.21 (PrCt)

Arkansas - Maps - 1932 - Road maps


Authors: Acme Tires -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map: col.; 37 x 58 cm. on sheet 46 x 61 cm.


Verso includes insets of four cities.

Listed as 'Sr.' on AE index.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 6.22 (PrCt)

Arkansas - Maps - 1932 - Road maps


Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company Collection (Newberry Library)

1 folded map

Panel title.

Distribution: NL 1, LC 0, DUP 0.

Panel art: Shell logo, license plates, couple in convertible car (woman driving), dog, signed by artist "Robert E. Lee."

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 729 (PrCt)

Arkansas - Maps - 1932 - Road maps


Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 folded map

Panel title.

Cover: License plate motif.

Distribution: NL 1, LC 0, DUP 0.

Panel art: Shell logo, license plates, couple in convertible car (woman driving), dog, signed by artist "Robert E. Lee."

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 686 (PrCt)

Arkansas - Maps - 1932 - Road maps


Authors: Acme Tires -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map: col.; 38 x 52 cm. on sheet 46 x 61 cm.

Added title: Rand McNally senior 1932 auto road map of Arkansas. Plate no. 111.N44N.

Listed as 'Sr.' on AE index.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 6.23 (PrCt)

Arkansas - Maps - 1932 - Road maps


Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company Collection (Newberry Library)

1 folded map

Panel title.

Distribution: NL 1, LC 0, DUP 0.

Panel art: Shell logo, license plates, couple in convertible car (woman driving), dog, signed by artist "Robert E. Lee."

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 729 (PrCt)
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- Louisiana Oil Refining Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 45 x 68 cm. on sheet 56 x 71 cm.
Plate no. O - 3 - P.
Verso includes insets of Hot Springs National Park and five cities and: Cities Service road map of United States. Plate no. O44-P.
Listed as ‘Sr.’ on AE index.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 6.34 (PrCt)

Arkansas - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Barnsdall Oil Co. -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 885 (PrCt)

Arkansas - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Tide Water Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 974 (PrCt)

Arkansas - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Authors: Producers and Refiners Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm. on sheet 46 x 61 cm.
Plate no. O - 3 - P.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 6.33 (PrCt)

Arkansas - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Authors: Producers and Refiners Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm. on sheet 46 x 61 cm.
Arkansas - Maps - 1933 - Road maps

Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 65 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Added title: Sinclair 1933 official road map: Arkansas. Plate no. 11. O3M.
Listed as 'Sr.' on AE index.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
R McN AE 6.37 (PrCt)

Arkansas - Maps - 1933 - Road maps

Authors: H.F. Wilcox Oil and Gas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library) -- Wilcox (H.F.) Oil and Gas Company see H.F. Wilcox Oil and Gas Company
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm. on sheet 46 x 61 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
R McN AE 6.15A (PrCt)

Arkansas - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- Louisiana Oil Refining Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 45 x 69 cm. on sheet 56 x 71 cm.
Added title: Cities Service road map of Arkansas. Plate no. P-3-P. 'C. S. O. 1934.'
Verso includes insets of Hot Springs National Park and five cities and: Cities Service road map of United States. Plate no. P-44-P.
Listed as 'Sr.' on AE index.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
R McN AE 6.49 (PrCt)

Arkansas - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm. on sheet 41 x 112 cm.
Added title: Gulf Refining Co. 1934 official road map: Arkansas.
On verso: Gulf Refining Co. 1934 official road map: United States. Plate no. 44.
Pages 1-6 (recto) and 7-12 (verso).
Both maps printed in 3 sections with intervening
text.
Listed as ‘Sr.’ on AE index.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 6.52 (PrCt)

2956 Arkansas - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Barnsdall Oil Co. -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (1 panel, R,B): Diagonal lettering “America’s [logo] first refiner.”
Plate no. H-240-JC.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1001 (PrCt)

2957 Arkansas - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Travel Arkansas with Conoco. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1934].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (3 panel,R,G): Outline map of North America, logo.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1020 (PrCt)

2958 Arkansas - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (3 panel, R,G,BL): Six cars speeding towards service station, logo.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1097 (PrCt)

2959 Arkansas - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (3 panel, R,Y): Diagonal “Shell” on red stripe, logo.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1118 (PrCt)

Arkansas - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Tide Water Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (1 panel, O, BL): Photo of woman, attendant, and gas pump, "Ask the man at the pump!"
Plate no. H-240-JC.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1198 (PrCt)

Authors: Marathon Oil Company -- Lincoln Refining Co. (Robinson, Ill.) -- Ohio Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm. on sheet 46 x 61 cm.
Listed as ‘Sr.’ on AE index.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 6.44 (PrCt)

Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 64 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Listed as ‘Sr.’ on AE index.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 6.46 (PrCt)
Arkansas - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
[Texaco road map of Arkansas]. [Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, 1934?].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; on sheet trimmed to 32 x 38 cm.
Title and imprint supplied by cataloger.
Imperfect; editor's copy of a Texaco road map trimmed on all sides to outline a single U.S. state.
Date from previous binding marked "Points of Interest" and dated 1934.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 189.3 (PrCt)

Arkansas - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Travel Arkansas with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1935?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1304 (PrCt)

Arkansas - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Arkansas road map ... / compliments of Deep Rock Oil Companies. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1935?].
Authors: Deep Rock Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Gas pump and globe with printed logo "gasoline, Deep Rock, motor oils; line of cars on curving road.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1349 (PrCt)

Arkansas - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 37 x 58 cm. on sheet 45 x 82 cm.
Verso includes insets of eight cities.
Listed as 'Sr.' on AE index.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 6.64 (PrCt)

Arkansas - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 37 x 57 cm. on sheet 45 x 82 cm.
Verso includes insets of eight cities.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 6.18A (PrCt)

Arkansas - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Tide Water Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (3 panel, O,B): Profile of woman driver, scarf blowing in wind.
Plate no. I-240-JC.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1230 (PrCt)

Arkansas - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Authors: Marathon Oil Company -- Lincoln Refining Co. (Robinson, Ill.) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm. on sheet 46 x 61 cm.
Listed as 'Sr.' on AE index.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 6.57 (PrCt)

Arkansas - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
N.A.C. road map of Arkansas ... / prepared by Engineering Department, National Automobile Club . Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1935?].
Authors: National Automobile Club -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Panel title.
Panel art: National Automobile Club logo, list of
district offices.
Forms part of H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry
Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1392 (PrCt)

Arkansas - Maps - 1935 - Road
maps<<<<Road maps
Arkansas highway map : 1935 ... / compliments
of Phillips Petroleum Company. Chicago : H.M.
Gousha Co., 1935.
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M.
Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Airplane sky-writing "Phillips 66" above
a city-scape, Phillips 66 logo.
Forms part of H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry
Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1428 (PrCt)

Arkansas - Maps - 1935 - Road
maps<<<<Road maps
Shell 1935 road map : Arkansas. Chicago : Rand
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- Rand McNally and
Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry
Library)
1 map : col. ; 37 x 57 cm. on sheet 46 x 61 cm.
Added title: Shell official road map: Arkansas.
Plate no. Q.3.
On verso: Shell official road map: United States.
Plate no. Q.3512.
Listed as 'Sr.' on AE index.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 6.58 (PrCt)

Arkansas - Maps - 1936 - Road
maps<<<<Road maps
Shell 1936 road map : Arkansas. Chicago : H.M.
Gousha Company, 1936.
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M.
Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 64 cm. on sheet 50 x 68 cm.
Added title: Cities Service invites you to tour
Arkansas.
Plate no. 3.
On verso: Sinclair recreational map: United
States. Plate no. Q.3420.
Panel annotated Q-1935.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 6.19A (PrCt)

Arkansas - Maps - 1936 - Road maps<<<<Road maps
Arkansas : 1936 road map : Cities Service serves
a nation. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company,
1936.
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M.
Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 64 cm. on sheet 50 x 68 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Cities Service invites you to tour
Arkansas.
Plate no. 336-S.C. - J-3
Maps on verso (29 x 44 cm. and smaller): Cities
Service invites you to tour United States -- Little
Rock -- Hot Springs National Park -- Fort Smith --
Texarkana -- Pine Bluff.
Panel art: Cities Service logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 157.3A (PrCt)

Arkansas - Maps - 1936 - Road
maps<<<<Road maps
Arkansas : Ozark Mountains Region - Maps -
1936 - Road maps<<<<Hot Springs National
Park (Ark.) - Maps - 1936 - Road
maps<<<<Road maps
Travel Arkansas with Conoco : every Conoco
station is a branch of the Conoco Travel Bureau.
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1936].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco
Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Panel title.
Added title: Conoco official road map : Arkansas
Date from RMcN AE 158 ms. index.
Plate no. 3-J-7
Maps on verso (28 x 21 cm. and smaller): Ozarks
region -- Memphis -- Pine Bluff -- Texarkana --
Little Rock -- Fort Smith -- Hot Springs National
Park.
Panel art: Conoco logo over outline of North
America.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
2981
Gousha Clients 1593 (PrCt)
Arkansas - Maps - 1936 - Road
maps<<<<Road maps
1936 Arkansas road map. Chicago : H.M.
Gousha Co., 1936.
Authors: Barnsdall Oil Co. -- H.M. Gousha
Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry
Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Barnsdall Oil Co. logo and slogan "be
square to your motor with Barnsdall dependable
products".
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry
Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1534 (PrCt)
2982
Arkansas - Maps - 1936 - Road
maps<<<<Road maps
Arkansas 1936 road map / Cities Service.
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- Louisiana
Oil Refining Corporation -- H.M. Gousha
Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry
Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"Loreco edition."
Panel title.
Panel art: Cities Service logo and "serves a
nation" slogan.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry
Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1552 (PrCt)
2983
Arkansas - Maps - 1936 - Road
maps<<<<Road maps
Travel Arkansas with Conoco ... Conoco Travel
Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1936?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco
Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M.
Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America,
Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry
Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1673 (PrCt)
2984
Arkansas - Maps - 1936 - Road
maps<<<<Road maps
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M.
Gulf logo trimmed away.
"Litho. in U.S.A. by American Colortype
Company, Clifton, N.J."
Maps on verso (22 x 35 cm. and smaller): Gulf
mileage map of the United States -- Little Rock
-- Fort Smith -- Pine Bluff -- Texarkana -- Hot
Springs -- Jonesboro -- El Dorado.
Panel art: Gulf sign over cars on road.
Gulf logo trimmed away.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 161.3 (PrCt)
Arkansas - Maps - 1936 - Road
maps<<<<Road maps
Arkansas info-map : Gulf. Kansas City, Mo.
Gallup Map & Supply Co., [1936].
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Gallup Map
Company -- American Colortype Company --
Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 37 x 57 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Gulf ... official road map : Arkansas.
Date from RMcN AE 161 ms. index.
"Litho. in U.S.A. by American Colortype
Company, Clifton, N.J."
Panel art: Conoco logo over outline of North
America.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry
Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1644 (PrCt)
Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Phillips 66 ... 1936 official road map : Arkansas.
Plate nos. "240 J-C" and "12-J"
Map on verso (29 x 44 cm.): Phillips 66 ... 1936 official road map : United States.
Panel art: Plane, car and boat under Phillips 66 logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 162.37 (PrCt)

Arkansas - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1692 (PrCt)

Arkansas - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

1936 road map : Arkansas : Shell ... Chicago : H. M. Gousha Company, 1936.
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell official road map : Arkansas.
Plate no. 12-J.
Map on verso (29 x 44 cm.): Shell official road map : United States.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 163.4B (PrCt)

Arkansas - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Tydol trails thru Arkansas ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, 1936.
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 37 x 57 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: 1936 Tydol trails : Arkansas.
Plate nos. "240 J-C" and "12-J."
Maps on verso (28 x 44 cm. and smaller): 1936 Tydol trails : United States -- Fort Smith -- Little Rock.
Panel art: Cartoon of Tydol "Little Engineer"; automobile license plate.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 171.1B (PrCt)
Smith -- Texarkana -- Pine Bluff.
Panel art: Cities Service sign, car and outline of the United States.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jun 3 1937 ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 157.6 (PrCt)

2998 Arkansas - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Hot Springs National Park (Ark.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Diamond ... road map : Arkansas and United States. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1938].
Authors: Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Diamond
Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation SEE Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation -- D-X
Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation -- Diamond
Gas SEE Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation
1 map : col. ; 43 x 53 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Diamond Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation motor trails map : Arkansas.
Date from RMcN AE 160 ms. index.
Plate no. 340-J. 10-L
Maps on verso (29 x 44 cm. and smaller):
Panel art: Diamond, 760 Motor Oil, and D-X logos; line drawings of cartoon figures.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Oct 12 1938 ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 160.1 (PrCt)

3001 Arkansas - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Arkansas road map / Cities Service ahead. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1938?].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: car driving through hills, Cities Service sign.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3017 (PrCt)

2999 Arkansas - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Ozark Mountains Region - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Hot Springs National Park (Ark.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Travel Arkansas with Conoco : every Conoco station is a branch of the Conoco Travel Bureau.
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1938].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Conoco ... official road map of Arkansas.
Date from RMcN AE 158 ms. index.
Plate nos. "340-J. 10-L" and "4382"
Panel art: Conoco logo over outline of North America.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 18 1938 ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 156.2 (PrCt)

3003 Arkansas - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Arkansas road map ... / Barnsdall ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1938?].
Authors: Barnsdall Oil Co. -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Barnsdall Oil Co. logo and slogan "be square dependable products by Barnsdall, America's first refiner".
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3049 (PrCt)
Arkansas road map / Cities Service ahead.
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1938?].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- Louisiana Oil Refining Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
“Loreco edition.”
Panel title.
Panel art: car driving through hills, Cities Service sign.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3050 (PrCt)

Arkansas - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Travel Arkansas with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1938?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3095 (PrCt)

Arkansas - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Road map : Arkansas and United States.
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1938?].
Authors: Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: compass rose and Diamond, 760 Motor Oil, and D-X Gasoline logos.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3168 (PrCt)

Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: car, Phillips 66 tanker truck on road, Phillips 66 sign, and slogan "there's a Phillips station ahead."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3181 (PrCt)

Arkansas - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 53 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Phillips 66 ... 1938 official road map : Arkansas.
Plate no. 340-J. 10-L
Map on verso (29 x 44 cm.): Phillips 66 ... official road map : United States.
Panel art: Car approaching Phillips 66 truck on curving road.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 18 1938 .... "
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 162.2 (PrCt)

Arkansas - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Shell road map : Arkansas. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1938?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3209 (PrCt)

Arkansas - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Shell road map : Arkansas ... Chicago : H. M. Gousha Company, [1938].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell official road map of Arkansas.
Date from RMcN AE 164 ms. index.
Plate nos. "340-J 10-L and "12-L 1938-1".
Map on verso (29 x 44 cm.): Legend : United States mileage and driving time along main transcontinental highways.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... 1938 .... "
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 164.3 (PrCt)
maps<<>><>Road maps
Tour Arkansas with Skelly. [Kansas City, Mo.] :
Greiner-Fifield Litho Co. [1938].
Authors: Skelly Oil Company -- Greiner-Fifield
Litho. Co. (Kansas City, Mo.) -- Martin, Bernard,
1912-1998 -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry
Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 52 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Skelly official motor trails map :
Arkansas.
"Copyright --- Greiner-Fifield Litho Co., K.C., Mo."
Date from RMcN AE 167 ms. index.
Maps on verso (28 x 43 cm. and smaller): Skelly
official motor trails map : United States -- Fort
Smith -- Little Rock.
Panel art: Skelly gas station and rural road
scene, signed "Bernard Martin."
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Oct
20 1938 Rand McNally & Co. .... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 167.1 (PrCt)

3011 Arkansas - Maps - 1938 - Road
maps<<>><>Road maps
Tydol trails thru Arkansas. Chicago : H.M.
Gousha Co., 1938.
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company --
H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Tydol gasoline sign, profiles of three
cars, and slogan "stop at this sign for safe
motoring."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry
Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3300 (PrCt)

3012 Arkansas - Maps - 1938 - Road
maps<<>><>Road maps
Tydol trails thru Arkansas ... Chicago : H.M.
Gousha Company, 1938.
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company --
H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: 1938 Tydol trails : Arkansas.
Plate nos. "340-J. 10-L" and "4382."
Maps on verso (28 x 44 cm. and smaller): United
States -- Fort Smith -- Little Rock.
Panel art: Tydol sign and cars.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul
22 1938 Rand McNally & Co. ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 171.1A (PrCt)

3013 Arkansas - Maps - 1939 - Road
maps<<>><>Road maps
Travel Arkansas with the Independent. Chicago :
Greiner-Fifield Litho Co. [1939].
Authors: Skelly Oil Company -- Greiner-Fifield
Litho. Co. (Kansas City, Mo.) -- Martin, Bernard,
1912-1998 -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry
Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 52 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Conoco ... official road map of
Arkansas
Date from RMcN AE 159 ms. index.
Plate no. 340-J.C. 10-M
Maps on verso (28 x 21 cm. and smaller): Ozarks
region -- Memphis -- Pine Bluff -- Texarkana --
Little Rock -- Fort Smith -- Hot Springs National
Park.
Panel art: Conoco logo over outline of North
America.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Aug
17 1939 ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 159.2A (PrCt)

3014 Arkansas - Maps - 1939 - Road
maps<<>><>Road maps
Arkansas road map / Cities Service. Chicago :
H.M. Gousha Co., [1939?].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M.
Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"Tourist edition."
Panel title.
Panel art: road leading to a Cities Service gas
station and sign; slogan "buy at this sign."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry
Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3347 (PrCt)

3015 Arkansas - Maps - 1939 - Road
maps<<>><>Road maps
Travel Arkansas with Conoco : every Conoco
station is a branch of the Conoco Travel Bureau.
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1939].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco
Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Conoco ... official road map of
Arkansas
Date from RMcN AE 159 ms. index.
Plate no. 340-J.C. 10-M
Maps on verso (28 x 21 cm. and smaller): Ozarks
region -- Memphis -- Pine Bluff -- Texarkana --
Little Rock -- Fort Smith -- Hot Springs National
Park.
Panel art: Conoco logo over outline of North
America.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Aug
17 1939 ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 159.2A (PrCt)
3017 **Arkansas - Maps - 1939 - Road maps**

*Road map of Arkansas and United States.*

Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1939?].

Authors: Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

“Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation.”

Panel art: photograph of gas station attendant and slogan “smiling service, ’all the way.’”

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

**Gousha Clients 3460 (PrCt)**

3018 **Arkansas - Maps - 1939 - Road maps**

*Arkansas official road map / Phillips 66.*

Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1939.

Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Panel art: winding road, Phillips 66 sign, and slogan “there’s a Phillips station ahead.”

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

**Gousha Clients 3491 (PrCt)**

3019 **Arkansas - Maps - 1939 - Road maps**

*Shell road map : Arkansas.*

Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1939?].

Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Panel art: Shell logo and slogan “tour with confidence.”

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

**Gousha Clients 3525 (PrCt)**

3020 **Arkansas - Maps - 1939 - Road maps**

*Tour Arkansas with Skelly.*

Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1939].

Authors: Skelly Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Panel art: Skelly sign and car.

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

**Gousha Clients 3593 (PrCt)**

3021 **Arkansas - Maps - 1939 - Road maps**

*Shell road map : Arkansas ...* Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1939].

Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Shell official road map of Arkansas.

Date from RMcN AE 165 ms. index.

Plate nos. “340-J.C. 10-M” and “10-M 1939-1”.

Map on verso (29 x 44 cm.): Legend : United States mileage and driving time along main transcontinental highways.

Panel art: Shell logo.

Handstamped “copyrighted” and “received ... Aug 10 1939 ... “

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 165.3 (PrCt)**

3022 **Arkansas - Maps - 1939 - Road maps**

*Texaco touring map : Arkansas.*

Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1939].

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

1 map : col. ; 45 x 50 cm. on sheet 71 x 53 cm.

Panel no. 1.

Added title: Texaco touring map of Arkansas.

Plate no. (3) T.3803.

Includes insets of Ft. Smith, Little Rock, Texarkana and Hot Springs National Park.

Verso includes insets of Chicago and Kansas City regions and: Texaco sectional trip map [of central United States]. Plate no. T.3900(1).

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 6.31A (PrCt)**

3023 **Arkansas - Maps - 1939 - Road maps**

*Texaco touring map : Arkansas with sectional map of adjoining states.*

Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1939].

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

1 map : col. ; 50 x 72 cm. on sheet 78 x 53 cm.

Panel no. 1.

Added title: Texaco touring map of Arkansas.

Plate no. (4) T.3903.

Includes insets of Ft. Smith, Little Rock, Texarkana and Hot Springs National Park.

Verso includes insets of Chicago and Kansas City regions and: Texaco sectional trip map [of central United States]. Plate no. T.3902(1).

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 6.31B (PrCt)**
Arkansas - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

Panel art: Photograph of gas station attendant; slogan "helpful service wherever you go!"
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3704 (PrCt)

Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: road with cars, Cities Service sign and gas station attendant; slogan "helpful service wherever you go!"
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3750 (PrCt)

Arkansas - Maps - 1940 - Road maps

Panel art: Photograph of gas station attendant; slogan "helpful service wherever you go!"
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3704 (PrCt)

Arkansas - Maps - 1940 - Road maps

Panel art: Photograph of gas station attendant; slogan "helpful service wherever you go!"
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3750 (PrCt)

Arkansas - Maps - 1940 - Road maps

Panel art: Photograph of gas station attendant; slogan "helpful service, 'all the way'." Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3803 (PrCt)

Arkansas - Maps - 1940 - Road maps

Panel art: Photograph of gas station attendant; slogan "helpful service, 'all the way'." Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3803 (PrCt)

Arkansas - Maps - 1940 - Road maps

Panel art: Photograph of gas station attendant; slogan "helpful service, 'all the way'." Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3803 (PrCt)
Arkansas - Maps - 1940 - Road maps

3032 Arkansas - Maps - 1940 - Road maps

Shell map of Arkansas. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1940?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.

3033 Arkansas - Maps - 1940 - Road maps

Tour Arkansas with Skelly. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1940.
Authors: Skelly Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.

3034 Arkansas - Maps - 1940 - Road maps

Tydol trails thru Arkansas / issued by Tide Water Associated Oil Company ... Tulsa. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1940.
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Arkansas - Maps - 1941 - Road maps

Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
“Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation.”
Panel art: D-X sign and Diamond gas station facade.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4146 (PrCt)

Arkansas - Maps - 1941 - Road maps

D-X road map of Arkansas and United States. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1941?].
Authors: Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
“Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation.”
Panel art: D-X sign and gas station attendant.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4130 (PrCt)

Arkansas - Maps - 1941 - Road maps

Authors: Skelly Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Skelly sign and gas station attendant.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4264 (PrCt)

Arkansas - Maps - 1941 - Road maps

Texaco touring map : Arkansas with sectional map of adjoining states. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1941].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 45 x 50 cm. on sheet 71 x 54 cm.
Panel no. A-41.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Arkansas.
Plate no. W.3803.
Includes insets of Ft. Smith, Little Rock, Texarkana and Hot Springs National Park.
Verso includes insets of Chicago and Kansas City regions and: Texaco sectional trip map [of central United States]. Plate no. W.4108 (1).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 6.52A (PrCt)

Arkansas - Maps - 1941 - Road maps

Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: airplane, car and Tydol flying "A"
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

gasoline logo.  
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).  
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).  
Gousha Clients 4315 (PrCt)

3045  
Arkansas - Maps - 1942 - Road maps<<>>East (U.S.) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps<<>>Road maps  
Arkansas with sectional map of adjoining states :  
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map : col. ; 45 x 50 cm. on sheet 71 x 54 cm.  
Added title: Texaco touring map of Arkansas.  
Plate no. X.3803.  
Includes insets of Hot Springs National Park, Fort Smith, Little Rock and Texarkana.  
Verso includes insets of Chicago and Kansas City regions and: Texaco sectional trip map [of eastern U.S.]  
Plate no. X. 4108 (1).  
Annotated '42.'  
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).  
RMcN AE 5.4 (PrCt)

3046  
Arkansas - Maps - 1942 - Road maps<<>>Road maps  
Arkansas road map ... / by Bareco Oil Company.  
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1942?].  
Authors: Bareco Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 10 cm.  
Panel title.  
Panel art: "B Square" logo.  
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).  
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).  
Gousha Clients 4348 (PrCt)

3047  
Arkansas - Maps - 1942 - Road maps<<>>Road maps  
Arkansas road map / Cities Service Oils ...  
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1942?].  
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.  
Panel title.  
Panel art: rural road scene, Cities Service Oils logo, and slogan "start every trip at your Cities Service dealer's."  
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).  
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).  
Gousha Clients 4365 (PrCt)

3048  
Arkansas - Maps - 1942 - Road maps<<>>Road maps  
Travel Arkansas with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1942?].  
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.  
Panel title.  
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.  
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).  
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).  
Gousha Clients 4408 (PrCt)

3049  
Arkansas - Maps - 1942 - Road maps<<>>Road maps  
Travel Arkansas with the Independent. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1942].  
Authors: Globe Oil & Refining Companies -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.  
Panel title.  
Dated "'42" on title panel.  
Panel art: Globe gas station attendant; slogans "we are home owned" and "keep rollin' with Globe."  
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).  
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).  
Gousha Clients 4463 (PrCt)

3050  
Arkansas - Maps - 1942 - Road maps<<>>Road maps  
Shell map of Arkansas. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1942?].  
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.  
Panel title.  
At head of panel title: Arkansas.  
Panel art: Shell logo, statement "all points of military interest have been removed voluntarily from this map and index" and slogan "tour with confidence."  
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).  
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).  
Gousha Clients 4538 (PrCt)

3051  
Arkansas - Maps - 1942 - Road maps<<>>Road maps  
Tour Arkansas with Skelly : see America now / courtesy of Skelly Oil Company, U.S.A. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1942.  
Authors: Skelly Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.  
Panel title.  
Panel art: Skelly sign, stars and profiles of cars.  
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).  
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).  
Gousha Clients 4538 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.  
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Arkansas - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: statue of minuteman with caption "buy war bonds and stamps", Tydol gasoline logo, Veedol motor oil logo, and statement "Oil is ammunition, use it wisely."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4598 (PrCt)

Arkansas - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Hot Springs National Park (Ark.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Shell map of Arkansas. Chicago: H. M. Gousha Company, [1946].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 43 x 53 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4638 (PrCt)

Arkansas - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Arkansas highway map ... / Pan American Petroleum Corporation. Chicago: H. M. Gousha Co., [1946?].
Authors: Pan American Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Pan-Am logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4781 (PrCt)

Arkansas - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: road, Phillips 66 sign, and slogan "there's a Phillips station ahead."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4819 (PrCt)
Shell map of Arkansas. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1947?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "U", indicating 1947 publication.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5169 (PrCt)

Arkansas - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Tour Arkansas with Skelly / courtesy of Skelly Oil Company, U.S.A. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1947?].
Authors: Skelly Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "U", indicating 1947 publication.
Panel art: Skelly sign, car and group of people on beach.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5217 (PrCt)

Arkansas - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "U", indicating 1947 publication.
Panel art: gas station attendant talking to man in car.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5248 (PrCt)

Arkansas - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 67 cm. on sheet 46 x 91 cm.
On panel: Form S. P. 1825-B. Added title: Arkansas, Mississippi (northern section). Plate no. 8-4518-5.
On verso: Louisiana, Mississippi (southern section). Plate no. 8-4519-5.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 5.35 (PrCt)

Arkansas - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Travel Arkansas with Conoco ... Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
Panel art: family standing in front of car and statement "for long trips ask ... about Touraide."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5307 (PrCt)

Arkansas - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Arkansas highway map ... / Pan American Petroleum Corporation. Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948?].
Authors: Pan American Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
Panel art: Pan-Am logo and gas station.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Arkansas - Maps - 1948 - Road maps

*Shell map of Arkansas.* Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 5437 (PrCt) 3076

Arkansas - Maps - 1949 - Road maps

*Road map : Arkansas / compliments of Tide Water Associated Oil Company, New York, San Francisco, Tulsa.* Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948?].
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
Panel art: gas station attendant talking to man in car, Tydol Flying "A" gasoline sign, Veedol motor oil logo, and slogan "at this sign ... everything that's good for your car."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 5535 (PrCt) 3077

Arkansas - Maps - 1949 - Railroads

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Pocket maps -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
34 p. : 2 col. maps on 1 sheet (folded) ; 24 cm. "1949 edition."
Cover title: Rand McNally pocket maps : Arkansas : complete indexed reference map ... [and] highway map
Uniform title: Pocket maps
Folded map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back to back, col. ; 47 x 64 cm. and 65 x 42 cm.,
folded to 23 x 10 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of Arkansas. Plate no. 890123. Includes key to railroads. -- Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi : Rand McNally road map. Plate no. 9-4636-22V-5.
Cover art: Cars on road alongside passenger train.
"75c" -- printed on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).

RMcN Pocket 4C 14 (PrCt) 3078

Arkansas - Maps - 1950 - Road maps

*Louisiana - Maps - 1950 - Road maps

*Mississippi - Maps - 1950 - Road maps

*Road maps

Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 68 cm. on sheet 46 x 92 cm.
On panel: Form S. P. 1825-B.
Added title: Arkansas, Mississippi (northern section). Plate no. 9-4518-8.
On verso: Louisiana, Mississippi (southern section). Plate no. 9-4519-8.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 5.1A (PrCt)
Added title: Arkansas, northern section
Mississippi. Plate no. 514518.
On verso: Louisiana, Mississippi southern
section. Plate no. 514519.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 5.10 A (PrCt)

Arkansas - Maps - 1952
Arkansas - Maps - 1952 - Railroads
Southern States - Maps - 1952 - Road maps
Rand McNally Arkansas pocket map. San
Francisco; Chicago; New York: Rand McNally
& Company, c1952.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally and Company. Pocket maps -- Library of
Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
32 p.: 2 col. maps on 1 sheet (folded); 24 cm.
"1952 edition."
Cover title: Rand McNally Arkansas pocket map:
reference map ... [and] detailed highway map
Uniform title: Pocket maps
Map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet: back to back,
col. ; 47 x 64 cm. and 65 x 42 cm., folded to 24 x
11 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally
standard map of Arkansas. Plate no. 543210.
Includes key to railroads -- Arkansas, Louisiana,
Mississippi: Rand McNally road map. Plate no.
1-463622V-11.
"2 maps in one, $1" -- front cover.
Cover art: Schematic road sign labeled
"reference map ... ."
Handstamp on title page: Register of Copyrights,
Library of Congress ... certificate no. aa 218881.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Jan. 2010).
RMcN Pocket 4C 15 (PrCt)

Arkansas - Maps - 1952
Arkansas - Maps - 1952 - Railroads
Southern States - Maps - 1952 - Road maps
Rand McNally Arkansas pocket map. San
Francisco; Chicago; New York: Rand McNally
& Company, c1952.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally and Company. Pocket maps -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
32 p.: 2 col. maps on 1 sheet (folded); 24 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally Arkansas pocket map:
reference map ... [and] detailed highway map
Uniform title: Pocket maps
Map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet: back to back,
col. ; 47 x 64 cm. and 65 x 42 cm., folded to 24 x
11 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally
standard map of Arkansas. Plate no. 5432.
Includes key to railroads -- Arkansas, Louisiana,
Mississippi: Rand McNally road map. Plate no.
3-463622V-13.
"2 maps in one, $1" -- front cover.
Cover art: Schematic road sign labeled
"reference map ... ."
Handstamp on cover: Display room sample, do
not remove.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Jan. 2010).
RMcN Pocket 4C 16 (PrCt)

Arkansas - Maps - 1952
Arkansas - Maps - 1952 - Railroads
Southern States - Maps - 1952 - Road maps
Rand McNally Arkansas pocket map. San
Francisco; Chicago; New York: Rand McNally
& Company, c1952.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally and Company. Pocket maps -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
32 p.: 2 col. maps on 1 sheet (folded); 24 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally Arkansas pocket map:
reference map ... [and] detailed highway map
Uniform title: Pocket maps
Map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet: back to back,
col. ; 47 x 64 cm. and 65 x 42 cm., folded to 24 x
11 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally
standard map of Arkansas. Plate no. 54. Includes
key to railroads -- Arkansas, northern section.
Plate no. 2
Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi Tourgide map:
Gulf. Chicago: Rand McNally and Company,
[1952].
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally
and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 43 x 67 cm. on sheet 46 x 92 cm.
On panel: Form S. P. 1825-B.
Added title: Arkansas, northern section
Mississippi. Plate no. 2.514518-1.
On verso: Louisiana, Mississippi southern
section. Plate no. 2.514519-1.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 5.18 A (PrCt)

Arkansas - Maps - 1959-1972
Arkansas - Maps - 1959-1972 - Road maps
RMcN AE 5.18 A (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Arkansas - Maps - 1962

Arkansas - Maps - 1962 - Railroads

Cover title: Rand McNally Arkansas pocket reference map [and] detailed highway map
Uniform title: Pocket maps "2 maps" -- front cover.
Map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back to back, col. : 47 x 63 cm. and 42 x 65 cm., folded to 24 x 11 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of Arkansas. Includes key to railroads. -- Arkansas : Rand McNally road map. Plate no. 2-5634-16. Includes inset maps of Ft. Smith, Texarkana, and Little Rock (9 x 9 cm. and smaller).
Cover art: stylized and labeled map symbols (e.g. "elevations", "points of interest", "air facilities", etc.) "$1.95" -- adhesive sticker on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Jan. 2010).
RMcN Pocket 4C 19 (PrCt)

Arkansas - Maps - 1962

Arkansas - Maps - 1962 - Road maps

Cover title: Rand McNally Arkansas pocket reference map [and] detailed highway map
Uniform title: Pocket maps "2 maps" -- front cover.
Map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back to back, col. : 47 x 63 cm. and 42 x 65 cm., folded to 24 x 11 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of Arkansas. Includes key to railroads. -- Arkansas : Rand McNally road map. Plate no. 2-5634-12. Includes inset maps of Ft. Smith, Texarkana, and Little Rock (9 x 9 cm. and smaller).
Cover art: stylized and labeled map symbols (e.g. "elevations", "points of interest", "air facilities", etc.) "$1.50" -- printed on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Jan. 2010).
RMcN Pocket 4C 18 (PrCt)

Arkansas - Maps - 1962

Arkansas - Maps - 1962 - Road maps

Cover title: Rand McNally Arkansas pocket reference map [and] detailed highway map
Uniform title: Pocket maps "2 maps" -- front cover.
Map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back to back, col. : 47 x 63 cm. and 42 x 65 cm., folded to 24 x 11 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of Arkansas. Includes key to railroads. -- Arkansas : Rand McNally road map. Plate no. 2-5634-12. Includes inset maps of Ft. Smith, Texarkana, and Little Rock (9 x 9 cm. and smaller).
Cover art: stylized and labeled map symbols (e.g. "elevations", "points of interest", "air facilities", etc.) "$1.50" -- printed on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Jan. 2010).
RMcN Pocket 4C 18 (PrCt)
Arkansas - Maps - 1985 - Administrative and political divisions

Arkansas - Maps - 1985 - Counties

Arkansas - Cities and towns

Genealogy


Arkansas - Maps - 1985 - Cities and towns

Arkansas - Maps - 1985 - Genealogy

Arkansas - Maps - 1985 - Counties

Arkansas - Maps - 1987 - Administrative and political divisions

Arkansas - Maps - 1987 - Counties

Arkansas - Maps - 1987 - Cities and towns

Genealogy


Arkansas - Maps - 1987 - Cities and towns

Genealogy

Arkansas - Maps - 1987 - Counties

Arkansas - Maps - 1997 - Road maps

Mississippi - Maps - 1997 - Road maps

Road maps

Arkansas, Mississippi EasyFinder

Arkansas - Maps - 1997

Arkansas - Parks - 1993

Arkansas - state parks.

Arkansas Department of Parks and Tourism

Arkansas - Parks and Tourism

1 booklet (45 p.) : col. photos, map ; 22 x 14 cm

Arkansas - Recreation - 1993

Arkansas calendar of events : open for picture-perfect good times.

Little Rock, Ark.

Arkansas Department of Parks and Tourism

1 booklet (73 p.) : photos, map ; 22 cm

Arkansas River - Maps - 1821

Nuttall, Thomas, 1786-1859

A Map of the Arkansas River, intended to illustrate the travels of Thos. Nuttall / constructed from his original manuscripts by H.S. Tanner ; engraved by H.S. Tanner.

[Philadelphia : s.n., 1821].

1 atlas (212 p.) : maps ; 28 cm.

"2d printing."

Cover title.

folio F410 .B35 1895 (NLO)

Arkansas River - Maps - 1847

Gila River (N.M. and Ariz.) - Maps - 1847

Rio Grande Valley (Colo.-Mexico and Tex.) - Maps - 1847

Wall maps


Baltimore : Engraved on stone by E. Weber & Co., 1847.

1 map ; fold. to 24 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Uniform title: EasyFinder

Laminated.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

ISBN 0528970003

RMcN Road Map 1997 Arkan (PrCt)

Arkansas - Parks - 1993

Arkansas: state parks.

Little Rock, Ark.

Arkansas Department of Parks and Tourism

1 booklet (45 p.) : col. photos, map ; 22 x 14 cm

Travel Vertical File G4001 .G52 1993 .A7 (PrCt)

Arkansas River - Maps - 1821

Nuttall, Thomas, 1786-1859

A Map of the Arkansas River, intended to illustrate the travels of Thos. Nuttall / constructed from his original manuscripts by H.S. Tanner ; engraved by H.S. Tanner.

[Philadelphia : s.n., 1821].

1 atlas (212 p.) : maps ; 28 cm.

"2d printing."

Cover title.

folio F410 .B35 1895 (NLO)

Arkansas River - Maps - 1847

Gila River (N.M. and Ariz.) - Maps - 1847

Rio Grande Valley (Colo.-Mexico and Tex.) - Maps - 1847

Wall maps


Baltimore : Engraved on stone by E. Weber & Co., 1847.

1 map ; fold. to 24 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Uniform title: EasyFinder

Laminated.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

ISBN 0528970003

RMcN Road Map 1997 Arkan (PrCt)
Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 76 x 165 cm., folded to 21 x 11 cm., in box 23 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:1,500,000]
Coordinates: (W 121°--W 93°/N39°--N 30°)
Relief shown by hachures and spot heights.
Includes: Table of geographical positions on the route pursued by the Army of the West -- Barometrical profile of the route from Fort Leavenworth to Camp of Octr. 14th the last station on the Rio del Norte -- Barometrical profile of the route from the Rio del Norte to San Diego on the Pacific.
Issued to accompany: United States. Army. Corps of Topographical Engineers. Notes of a military reconnaissance : from Fort Leavenworth, in Missouri, to San Diego, in California, including parts of the Arkansas, Del Norte, and Gila rivers / by Lieut. Col. W.H. Emory : made in 1846–7, with the advanced guard of the "Army of the West" ...
(Washington : Wendell and Van Benthuysen, printers, 1848) [Graff 1249]
Forms part of U.S. Serial Set 517 in series: 30th Congress, 1st session ; Ex. doc. no. 41 -- Ex. doc. (United States. Congress. House) ; 30th Congress, 1st session, no. 41.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Graff 1249 [map] (NLO)

3094

Arles (France) - Pictorial works - 1552
[View of Arles, France]. [Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552].
Authors: Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552. Cosmographiae universalis ... (1552) -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : woodcut ; 7 x 11 cm., on sheet 32 x 21 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Added letterpress title above woodcut: Arelatum In: Münster, Sebastian. Cosmographiae universalis ... (Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552), p. 94.
Possibly an inaccurate view, since some of the woodcuts in this volume were used for more than one town.
VAULT folio Ayer 7 .M8 1552, p. 94 (PrCt)

3095

Arlington County (Va.) - History - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
Map of colonial patents, grants, & treasury warrants in Arlington County, Virginia. 1975.
Authors: Wise, Donald A.
1 map ; 122 x 92 cm.
Includes 'Key to landownership plats,' with references 1-49.
75-22488
M1199

map4F G3883.A8G46 1975 W5 (PrCt)

Arlington County (Va.) - Maps - 1700-1799 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
[Arlington County (Va.) - 17-- : LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche], [Washington, D.C. : LC G&M Division, [1983?]]
Authors: Bell, W. -- Sims, B. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: Blue line print, 34 x 21.5 in. Scale 1:14,400. Compiled [1960].
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 1209 (PrCt)

Arlington County (Va.) - Maps - 1861 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Corbett, V. P., fl. 1861 -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 11 x 15 in. Originally published 1861. Only covers part of the county.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 1210 (PrCt)

1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: Manuscript, 24.5 x 14 in. Scale 1:126,720. Originally compiled 1864.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 1209 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
3099  Arlington County (Va.) - Maps - 1900 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps
Authors: Howell & Taylor -- Strum, G. P. (Gustave P.) -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 4 parts, 30.5 x 20 in. each. Scale 1:11,000. Originally published 1900.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps

Microfiche 583, no. 1211 (PrCt)

3100  Arlington County (Va.) - Maps - Bibliography - 1900
An annotated guide to selected maps of Arlington County, 1600-1900. 1970.
Authors: Wise, Donald A.
BHC 211
Vert 523 (PrCt)

3101  Armada, 1588 - Maps
35 p. front., illus., 11 double plates, port., 11 double maps, facsim. ; 46 cm.
With facsimile reproduction of the original t.p. of 'A Discovrse concerninge the Spanishe fleete inuadinge Englande in the yeare 1588 and ouerthrowne by her Maties: Nauie vnder the conduction of the Right-honorable the Lorde Charles Howarde ... written in Italian by Petruccio Vbaldino ... and translated for A. Ryther: vnto the wch discourse are annexed certaine tables expressiong the seuerall expoltes, and conflicts had with the said fleete. These bookes with the tables belonginge to them are to be solde at the shoppe of A. Ryther beinge a little from Leaden hall next to the signe of the Tower.' [Colophon: Imprinted at London, by A. Hatfield ... 1590] also,
a reproduction of the original t.p.: 'The tapestry hangings of the House of Lords from designs by Cornelius Vroom [vignette (portrait)] By John Pine, engraver. Old Bond Street near Piccadilly, 1739.'

Title vignette (engraved portrait); the illustrations are mounted portraits.
OCLC 12899965
Case oversize Y 008.76 no. 174 (NLO)

3102  Armada, 1588 - Maps - British Isles - Maps - 1589 - Spanish Armada, 1588 SEE Armada, 1588 - Great Britain - History - Elizabeth, 1558-1603 SEE ALSO Armada, 1588 - Spain - History - Philip II, 1556-1598 SEE ALSO Armada, 1588
[Expeditionis Hispanorum in Angliam vera descriptio, anno Do. MDLXXXVIII]. [Edinburgh : John Bartholomew & Son, 197-].
Authors: Adams, Robert, d. 1595 -- Ryther, Augustine -- John Bartholomew and Son -- Roxburgh Club -- National Library of Scotland
1 map ; 42 x 59 cm. folded to 23 x 16 cm.
Facsimile of map published as plate 11 in an atlas with above title, originally published London, 1589.
'Reproduced ... by kind permission of the Roxburghe Club and the Trustees of the National Library of Scotland.'
Scale [ca. 1:3,850,000]
Panel title: Armada maps.
On verso (43 x 60 cm.): The Armada. 72-1618
ICN78
map4F G5741.S45 197- A3 (PrCt)

3103  Armagh (Northern Ireland : County) - Maps - 1685
County of Ardmagh. [London : Francis Lamb, 1685].
1 map ; 10 x 14 cm.
Engraved plate number '(20).
Case G 1042 .668 pl. [24] (PrCt)

3104  Armenia - Historical geography - Maps - 2001
Authors: Hewsen, Robert H. -- Salvatico, Christopher C. -- University of Chicago. Press
1 atlas (xviii, 341 p.) : col. maps ; 29 x 44 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (291-312) and index.
Scales differ.
Includes a chronology and tables of transliteration, symbols and abbreviations.
ISBN 0226332284 (cl. : alk. paper)
oversize G2164.61.S1 H4 2001 (NLO)

3105 Armenia - Independence - 1990
Authors: Yuenger, James
1 p. : map
Travel Vertical File G7151 .F8 1990 .Y8 (PrCt)

3106 Armenia - Maps - 1700-1799 - Ecclesiastical geography - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Ecclesiastical geography - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Maps - Arménia - History
199 p. : ill. (some col.) ; maps (some col.) ; 30 cm.
Includes color reproduction of 18th-century (?) ecclesiastical manuscript map compiled in Armenian script: [Tabula chorographica Armenia]; reproduced in color on sheet 86 x 30 cm. from original in the Biblioteca Universitaria di Bologna, Fondo Marsili, Rot. 24.
Includes extensive Italian commentary and translations of Armenian text, bibliographical references (p. 43-46), and index.
ISBN 8880632655
folio BX122 .U48 2000 (NLO)

3107 Armenia - Maps - Collections, 00600-2004
Cartography - Armenia - History - 00600-2004
Armenia - Historical atlases
Authors: Galichian, Rouben -- I.B. Tauris Publishers -- Palgrave Macmillan (Firm)
1 atlas (232 p.) : maps (chiefly col.) ; 29 x 32 cm.
'Distributed by Palgrave Macmillan.'
Includes bibliographical references (p. 24-25) and index.
Scales differ.
Relief shown pictorially and by shading.
ISBN 1860649793

3108 Armenia - Textbooks - 1881
Armenia - Maps - 1881
Atlases, Turkish - 1881
Geography for Armenian schools. Istanbul, 1881.
Authors: Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 12 maps ; 248 x 190 mm.
2nd ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

3109 Armentières (Nord, France), Battle of, 1645
Authors: Beaulieu, Sébastien de Pontault, ca. 1612-1674 -- Beaulieu, Sébastien de Pontault, ca. 1612-1674. Les Glorieuses conquestes de Louis le Grand [1694?]
1 map ; 41 x 50 cm.
Case oversize G 10307 .08 pl. 15 (PrCt)

3110 Armillary spheres - 1703
Sphaerae materialis. [London : s.n., 1703].
Authors: Seller, John, fl. 1658-1698 -- Seller, John, fl. 1658-1698. A New system of geography : designed in a most plain and easie method ... (1703)
1 print ; on sheet 15 x 16 cm.
In Seller, John. A New system of geography : designed in a most plain and easie method ... (London : Jeremiah Seller ; Charles Price ; John Senex, 1703) map [7].
Manuscript 'a' in lower right.
Case 3A 1704 map [7] (PrCt)

3111 Armillary spheres - 1797
[Illustration of an armillary sphere] / A. Bell Prin. Wal. sculptor fecit. [Edinburgh : s.n., 1797].
Authors: Bell, Andrew, 1726 -- Bell, Andrew, 1726-1809 -- Encyclopaedia Britannica (1797) -- Encyclopaedia Britannica, inc.
1 illustration : 7 cm. in diameter, on sheet 27 x 21 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
In Encyclopaedia britannica; or, A dictionary of arts, sciences, and miscellaneous literature (Edinburgh : A. Bell and C. Macfarquhar, 1797) v. 7, opposite p. 653.
Running title: Geography Engraved 'Plate CCX', 'Fig. 1 [: 6]' folio A 21 .2583 v. 7, opposite p. 653 (PrCt)

3112 Armillary spheres - 1798
Authors: Barker, W. (William), fl. 1795-1803 --

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
3113 Armillary spheres - 1950

Celestial globes - 1950

Celestial charts - 1950

Manuscript maps

Astronomy - Charts, diagrams, etc.


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Mapses, Carl Herbert, 1900-- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

1 armillary sphere : 5 revolving metal rings mounted on plastic stand ; 31 cm. (12 in.) in diam., total height 37 cm.

Hand-made armillary sphere marked with adhesive red dots and wax crayon (by Carl Mapses?); mounted on stand annotated in manuscript with numbers and star names.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks.

globe G3160 1950 .R3 (PrCt)

3114 Armillary spheres - 1960

Astronomical models - 1960

Celestial charts - 1960

[Armillary sphere]. [S.I. s.n., ca. 1960?].

Authors: Mapses, Carl Herbert, 1900-- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

1 armillary sphere : mounted on metal base ; 41 cm. (16 in.), total height ca. 58 cm.

Title supplied by cataloger; possibly assembled by Rand McNally editor Carl H. Mapses.

Anonymous and undated armillary sphere prototype, comprised of 3 parallel and 2 meridian rings, a diagonal great circle, and a movable metal plate mounted to central axis. Metal plate includes ms. numbers 0-11; equator includes numbers 1 - 24; diagonal great circle includes the 1st and 15th days of each month.

Hardened putty with alphabetic letters added to great circle.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

artifacts cage globe G3160 1960 .A7 (PrCt)

3115 Armstrong County (Pa.) - Maps - 1861 - Landowners-<<<Counties - Maps-<<<Landowners - Maps


1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.


Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps: Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps


Microfiche 583, no. 705 (PrCt)


BHC 1036

Vert 603 (PrCt)


Authors: Allaby, Ian

From Canadian Geographer 101, no.6 (Dec. 1981-Jan. 1982: 36-41. maps..

BHC 1035

Vert 603 (PrCt)

3118 Armstrong, Joe C. W., 1934- The Collecting game: how to get started on maps. 1980.

Authors: Collie, Ashley

From Financial Post (Toronto) March 15, 1980. ills..

BHC 1034

Vert 603 (PrCt)

3120 Armstrong, Mostyn John, d. 1791. A New Map of Ayrshire, 1775- Cartographic Curiosities- Cartography - Loch Goosie (Scotland) - History - 1775- Maps - Miscellanea - Specimens

Cartographic curiosity no. 7. 1985.

Authors: Kinniburgh, Ian

From Cartographiti: the Newsletter of the Map Curator's Group of the British Cartographic Society 10 (June 1985): 4-5. map..

BHC 1536

Vert 1127 (PrCt)

3121 Armstrong, Mostyn John, d. 1791- Norfolk (England) - Surveys - 1700-1799

M.J. Armstrong in Norfolk: the progress of an

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)
eighteenth century county survey. [196-].
Authors: Chambers, Betty
Vert 376 (PrCt)

3122 Arnsberg (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1620
Arnsberg. [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 --
Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 --
Civitates orbis terrarum -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : hand col. ; 32 x 43 cm.
Anonymous view.
Latin letterpress text on verso under title:
Arnsbergvm.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 4, pl. 22 (PrCt)

3123 Arnsberg (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1657
Arnsberg. [Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657].
Authors: Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664 -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Urbium totius Germaniae superius illustriorum clariorumque tabulae ...
Pars posterior [i.e. prior] (1657) -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Threum urbbum (1657)
1 view : hand col. ; 32 x 43 cm.
Latin letterpress text on verso under title:
Arnsbergvm.
In: Jansson, Jan. Urbium totius Germaniae superius illustriorum clariorumque tabulae ... Pars posterior [i.e. prior] 1657, [plate 7].
Case oversize G 117 .452, v. 2, [plate 7] (PrCt)

3124 Arosa Region (Switzerland) - Maps - 1910
Authors: Kümmerly + Frey
1 map ; col. ; 60 x 93 cm.
Added title: Touristen-Karte von Arosa Graubunden.
Scale 1:25,000.
4311
map6F G6044.A7A1 1910 K8 (PrCt)

3125 Arosbaya (Indonesia) - Pictorial works - 1599
[View of battle in front of Arosbaya on the island of Madura, 5 February 1599]. [Franckfurt : In Verlegung Levin Hvlslv Wittib, 1615].
Authors: Hulsius, Levinus, d. 1606. Ander Schiffart In die Orientalische Indien (1615) --
Parthenius, Hartmann, fl. 1615-1631 -- Hulsius Erben -- Hulsius, Levinus, d. 1606. Sammlung von sechs und zwanzig Schiffahrten] (1608-1650)
1 view ; 14.4 x 13.1 cm. on sheet 20 x 15 cm.
In Hulsius, Levinus, Ander Schiffart In die Orientalische Indien (Franckfurt : In Verlegung Levin Hvlslv Wittib, 1615), opp. p. 45.

3126 Arras (France) - Maps - 1620
Atrebatvm, fertillissimae Artesiae vrbs primaria ... [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 --
Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 --
Civitates orbis terrarum -- Deventer, Jacob van, d. 1575 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 34 x 47 cm.
Derived from a drawing by Jacob van Deventer; see R.A. Skelton's Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.
Added title at top in uppercase lettering: Arras.
Latin letterpress text on verso under title:
Atrebatvm.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 3, pl. 22 (PrCt)

Arras (France) - Maps - 1654<>>>Arras (France) - Pictorial works - 1654<>>>Arras (France) - Maps - 1654 -
Fortification<>>>Arras (France) - History -
Siege, 1654 - Maps<>>>Arras, Battle of, Arras, France, 1654 - Maps<>>>Franco-Spanish War, 1635-1659 - Maps
Le Siege d'Arras leve par le deffaite des ennemis. 1654. Paris : Par le Sr. de Beaulieu ... [i.e. Chalcographie du Musée du Louvre], 1654 [i.e. ca. 1950?].
Authors: Beaulieu, Sébastien de Pontault, ca. 1612-1674 -- Frosne, I., fl. 1694 -- Musée du Louvre -- Schupf, Sara -- Louvre (Museum) SEE Musée du Louvre
1 map : mounted on cloth ; 107 x 196 cm., on composite sheet 193 x 215 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Original imprint and added title from inset map of fortifications at Arras (27 x 39 cm.): Dessiné sur les lieux par ordre du Roy ... .
Untitled view of the city (24 x 195 cm.) printed above the map.
Includes royal and military portraits engraved by I. Frosne, and 2 smaller views (each 10 x 28 cm.): Prise de St. Paul -- Prise dv Mont St. Eloy.
Printed from 20 plates on 20 sheets.
Duplicate copy (lacking title at top; to be sold) shelved as MapRoll G5834.A7 1654 .B4 1950 copy 2.
Gift 2006, Sara Schupf, New York, N.Y.
maproll G5834.A7 1654 .B4 1950 (PrCt)
3128  **Arras (France) - Maps - 1689**  
*Arras nell' artesia...* Venice : Dom. Padouani, 1689.  
Authors: Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718 -- Padoani, Domenico, fl. 1689 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718. Citta, fortezze, isole, e porti principale dell' Europa ... (1689)  
1 view ; 27 x 45 cm.  
VAULT folio Ayer 135 .C8 1689 pl. 22 (PrCt)  

3129  **Arras (France) - Maps - 1695 - Fortification Arras.** [Paris : De Fer, 1695].  
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes -- avec leurs fortifications ... (1695-1696)  
1 map ; 21 x 27 cm.  
In: Fer, Nicolas de, Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes; avec leurs fortifications ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, 1695-1696) pt. 5, map [95].  
Manuscript (‘18’) at upper right.  
Case folio U 26. 293 pt. 5, map [95] (PrCt)  

3130  **Arras (France) - Maps - 1710**  
*Plan de la ville d'Aire et citadelle d'Arras.* Brussels, 1710.  
Authors: Fricx, Eugène-Henri, d. 1733 -- Johann Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:U68  
1 map ; 38 x 48 cm.  
Phillips 7962 no. [70].  
3141  
Forms part of the Johann Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).  
Sack map 4F G5834.A7 1710 F7 (PrCt)  

3131  **Arras (France) - Maps - 1713 - Fortification Arras, ville forte, capitale du comté d'Artois ...** Paris : De Fer, [1713?].  
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Loon, H. V. (Herman van) -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Introduction à la fortification ... [1713?]  
1 map ; 18 x 28 cm.  
In: Fer, Nicolas de. Introduction à la fortification ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, [1713?]) map [58].  
For later state of this map, with engraved plate number, see Case folio U 26 .292.  
For earlier version of this map, engraved on different plate, see Case folio U 26 .293.  
Case oversize U 26. 2919 map [58] (PrCt)  

3132  **Arras (France) - Pictorial works - 1620**  
*Atrebatvm, episcopalis et metropolitica Artesiae civitas.* [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].  
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 view : hand col. ; 41 x 54 cm.  
Anonymous view.  
Added title: Arras.  
On same sheet with: Montes, Hannoniae metropolis.  
Latin letterpress text on verso under added titles: Montes -- Atrebatvm.  
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 1, pl. 13 (PrCt)  

3133  **Arras Region (France) - Maps - 1710**  
*Arras mitt nahe Antigender Gegend.* Augsburg : Gabriel Bodenehr, 1710.  
Authors: Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. -- Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. Atlas curieux -- oder, Neuer und compendieuser atlas 1710 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map ; 13 x 28 cm.  
In: Bodenehr, Gabriel. Atlas curieux; oder, Neuer und compendieuser atlas ... ([Augsburg : Gabriel Bodenehr, 1710?]) pl. [32]. Engraved plate no. ‘33.’  
Ayer 135 .B6 pl. 32 (PrCt)  

3134  **Arrow Map, Inc. - Date codes**  
*Arrow Publishing Co.* - Date codes  
*R.L. Polk & Co.* - Date codes  
*MAPCO (Jacksonville, Fla.)* - Date codes  
*Dating maps - 1900-1999*  
*Map Corporation of America* (Jacksonville, Fla.) SEE MAPCO (Jacksonville, Fla.)  
Authors: McQuillan, David Charles, 1949--  
Alston, David -- Roadmaps-L (Online discussion list)  
[3] leaves ; 28 cm.  
Vert 335 no. 20 (PrCt)  

3135  **Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823. Map of the Countries Round the North Pole - Bibliography**  
*Stanford, Edward, 1827-1904. Map of the Countries Round the North Pole - Bibliography*  
Authors: Herbert, Francis -- Royal Geographical Society (Great Britain)  
BHC 1384  
Vert 985 (PrCt)  

3136  **Arrowsmith (Firm)**  
*Cartography - Canada*  
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.  
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
- History\textgreater\textgreater\textgreater Map industry and trade - Canada
Authors: Verner, Coolie
From Canadian cartographer 8, no. 1 (June 1971): 1-7, map.
BHC 2390
Vert 1941 (PrCt)

3137 Arrowsmith, John, 1790-1873 - Maps - Bibliography\textgreater\textgreater\textgreater Royal Geographical Society (Great Britain) - Bibliography
Authors: Verner, Coolie -- Map Collectors’ Circle -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 35 p. ; 25 cm.
Series: Map collectors’ series, v. 8, no. 76 -- Map collectors’ series ; no. 76.
Duplicate copy: Map Ref Z6003 .M3 no. 76
Ayer 5A 392 (NLO)

3138 Arsenius, Ambroise, 16th cent.\textgreater\textgreater\textgreater Arsenius, Ferdinand, 16th cent.\textgreater\textgreater\textgreater Arsenius, Marc Antoine, 16th cent.\textgreater\textgreater\textgreater Gemma, Frisius, 1508-1555\textgreater\textgreater\textgreater Ambrosius, Marcus, 16th cent. [Note on Ambroise, Ferdinand and Marc Antoine Arsenius, and on Gemma Frisius], [Brussels : Institut national de géographie, 1895].
Photocopies from: Wauwermans, Henri Emmanuel. Histoire de l’école cartographique belge et anversoise du XVVe siècle (Brussels: Institut national de géographie, 1895), v. 2, p. 19
[G 07 .956].
Vert 3023, no. 10 (PrCt)

3139 Arsoli (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1838
\textit{Veduta d’Arsoli / Chiari dis. ; Cherbuin inc.} [Milano : Presso P.E. Giusti, 1819-1852].
Authors: Chiar - Cherbuin, L. (Louis), 1810-1875 -- Litta, Pompeo, 1781-1852. Famiglie celebri di Italia (1819-1852) -- Giusti, P. E. -- Cherbuin, Luigi, 1810-1875 SEE Cherbuin, L. (Louis), 1810-1875
1 view (aquatint) : sepia ; 22 x 29 cm.
In Litta, Pompeo, Famiglie celebri di Italia (Milano: Presso P.E. Giusti, 1819-1852), v. 8, fol. [108]
Case oversize E 6835 .S, v. 8, fol. [108] (PrCt)

Authors: Jacobs, Michael, 1952 -- Stirton, Paul -- Knopf traveler's guides to art -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v.
Ed: MJacobs&PStirton

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Maps by the firms of Chapman Bounford and Lovell Johns.
Covers the Americas, Europe, and the classical ancient world.
Includes glossary and index.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
LC Card Number: 92011226
ISBN 081602457X (alk. paper)
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Art - History - Maps\textgreater\textgreater\textgreater Europe - Maps - Art - History
1 atlas (335 p.) : ill. (some col.), 150 col. maps ; 33 cm.
Maps by the firms of Chapman Bounford and Lovell Johns.
Covers the Americas, Europe, and the classical ancient world.
Includes glossary and index.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
LC Card Number: 92011226
ISBN 081602457X (alk. paper)
folio G1046.E64 S7 1994 (NLO)

Art Institute of Chicago - 1996
Art Institute of Chicago, 1996.
Authors: Art Institute of Chicago, 1996.
From the Idemitsu Museum of Arts
1 leaflet (2-fold) : photos (some col.) ; fold. to 23 x 11 cm
Travel Vertical File G4101 .C6:2A45 1996 .A7 (PrCt)

Art, Renaissance - Italy - History - Maps\textgreater\textgreater\textgreater Art, Renaissance - History - Maps\textgreater\textgreater\textgreater Architecture, Renaissance - Italy - History - Maps\textgreater\textgreater\textgreater Architecture, Renaissance - History - Maps\textgreater\textgreater\textgreater Italy - History - Renaissance - Maps\textgreater\textgreater\textgreater Renaissance - Maps Cultural atlas of the Renaissance / C.F. Black ...
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Library
1 map: col.; 41 x 53 cm.
Title and statement of responsibility from pencilled caption on verso.
map2F G9930 2010 .M5, no. 1 (PrCt)

3149 Artist's maps - 2010
<<Cartography in art - Specimens - 2010
<<Millis, Cynthia - Map art
<<Maps in art
Authors: Millis, Cynthia -- National Endowment for the Humanities Summer Institute on Mapping and Art in the Americas (2010 : The Newberry Library
1 map: col.; 51 x 41 cm.
Title and statement of responsibility from pencilled caption on verso.
"Digital inkjet print on medium weight matte paper created in Photoshop CS4 during "Mapping & art in the Americas," NEH Summer Institute - July/August 2010."
map2F G9930 2010 .M5, no. 2 (PrCt)

3150 Artist's maps - 2010
<<Cartography in art - Specimens - 2010
<<Millis, Cynthia - Map art
<<Maps in art
Authors: Millis, Cynthia -- National Endowment for the Humanities Summer Institute on Mapping and Art in the Americas (2010 : The Newberry Library
1 map: col.; 41 x 51 cm.
Title and statement of responsibility from pencilled caption on verso.
"Digital inkjet print on medium weight matte paper created in Photoshop CS4 during "Mapping & art in the Americas," NEH Summer Institute - July/August 2010."
map2F G9930 2010 .M5, no. 3 (PrCt)

3151 Artist's maps - 2010
<<Cartography in art - Specimens - 2010
<<Millis, Cynthia - Map art
<<Maps in art
Authors: Millis, Cynthia -- National Endowment for the Humanities Summer Institute on Mapping and Art in the Americas (2010 : The Newberry Library
1 map: col.; 41 x 51 cm.
Title and statement of responsibility from pencilled caption on verso.
3155 Artists - Biography - Dictionaries
Engravers - Biography - Dictionaries - Cartographers - Biography - Dictionaries

3156 Artists - Dictionaries - Cartographers - Dictionaries

3157 Artists - United States - Biography - Dictionaries - Cartographers, American - Biography - Dictionaries

3158 Artois (France) - Maps - 1558-1570 -> Vermoandois (France) - Maps - 1558-1588

Artois (France) - Maps - 1558-1588 -> Vermoandois (France) - Maps - 1558-1588
Artois (France) - Maps - 1558-1606

*Caelentism et Bononensis ditionis accurvata delinatio / descripta & edita a Nicolao Nicolai Delphinate, Parisijs 1558; Veromandorum eorumque coninion exactissima descriptio / Johanne Surhonio auctore.* [London : John Norton], 1558 [ie. 1606].

Authors: Nicolay, Nicolas de, 1517-

Digital image of a duplicate or variant edition available on Marcel P.R. van den Broecke's Cartographica Neerlandica website (accessed June 2012):


VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1588, [plate 24]

Artois (France) - Maps - 1593

*Bononiensis ditionis et Caelentism exacta descriptio.* [Antwerp : s.n., 1593?].

Authors: Jode, Gerard de, 1509-1591-

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1588, [plate 37]

Artois (France) - Maps - 1593

*Artebatvm regionis vera descriptio / Johanne Surhonio montano Hanno auctore.* [Antwerp : s.n., 1593?].

Authors: Surhon, Jacques -- Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598--

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1588, [plate 22 A]

Artois (France) - Maps - 1593

*Artebatvm regionis vera descriptio / Johanne Surhonio Montensi auctore.* [Antwerp : s.n., 1593?].

Authors: Surhon, Jacques -- Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598--

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .J9 1593, map [26 A]

Artois (France) - Maps - 1593

*Artebatvm regionis vera descriptio / Johanne Surhonio Montensi auctore.* [Antwerp : s.n., 1593?].

Authors: Surhon, Jacques -- Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598--

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .J9 1593, map [62 A]

Artois (France) - Maps - 1593

*Artebatvm regionis vera descriptio / Johanne Surhonio Montensi auctore.* [Antwerp : s.n., 1593?].

Authors: Surhon, Jacques -- Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598--

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .J9 1593, map [82]
Artois (France) Maps - 1668 Roussillon (France) - Maps - 1668

Artois (France) Maps - 1668

Artois (France) - Maps - 1668

Artois (France) - Maps - 1693

Artois (France) - Maps - 1693 Names, Geographical

Artois (France) - Maps - 1693 Cities and towns

Artois (France) - Maps - 1693 Names, Geographical

Artois (France) - Maps - 1693 Gazeteers

Le Comité d'Artois ... Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : H. Jaillot [i.e. P. Mortier], 1693 [i.e. 1696].

Artois (France) - Maps - 1696

Artois (France) - Maps - 1696

Le Comité d'Artois dressé sur les memoires les...
Artois (France) - Maps - 1710

Le Comté d'Artois, et des environs, ou l'on voit le ressort du conseil provincial d'Artois ... Amsteldam [i.e. Amsterdam] : Nicolaum Visscher [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher, 1710?]. Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Visscher, Elizabeth, fl. 1702-1726 -- Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702. Atlas minor ... [1710?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 87 cm.


1 map : hand col. ; 41 x 55 cm.


Baskes oversize G1015 .S4 1807, v. 1, no. 12 (PrCt)

Artois (France) - Maps - 1740

Artesia cum finitimis locis velut sedes ac theatrum bell ... Augsburg [Augsburg] : Matthaeo Seutter, [ca. 1740?]. Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756 -- Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756. [A Collection of Seutter maps] [1726-1773]

1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 57 cm.


Case oversize G 1007 .81 pl. [7] (PrCt)

Artois (France) - Maps - 1745


1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 56 cm.


Manuscript 'No. 32' and '33' on verso.

ovars.

Artois (France) - Maps - 1777

Carte des gouvernements de Flandre Français, d'Artois, de Picardie et du Boulenois / ... par Mr. Bonne ... a Paris 1771. À Venise [Venice] : par P. Santini ; chez Mr. Remondini, 1777. Authors: Bonne, Rigobert, 1727-1794 -- Santini, P. -- Remondini, Guisepppe Antonio, 1747-1811 -- Santini, P. Atlas universal dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (1784 [i.e. 1807?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 41 x 55 cm.


Baskes oversize G1015 .S4 1807, v. 1, no. 12 (PrCt)

Artstetten (Austria) - Tourism - 1970

Artstetten : Wachau-Nibelungengau. [Vienna], [ca. 1970s].

1 leaflet (3-fold) : col photos, maps ; fold. to 20 x 20 cm
Photocopied article on the Franz Ferdinand Museum laid in.

**Travel Vertical File G6494 .A7 1970 .A7 (PrCt)**

3177 **Arwad (Syria) - Maps - 1840 - Pictorial works**

*Island of Rouad.* [Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, 1840].

Authors: Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846 -- Lea & Blanchard -- Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (1840) 1 view ; 4 x 7 cm.

In: Murray, Hugh. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, successors to Carey & Co., for George W. Gorton, 1840) v. 2, p. 262.

Wax engraving.

**G 11 .607 v. 2, p. 262 (PrCt)**

3178 **Ascension Island (Atlantic Ocean) - Maps - 1596 - Pictorial Works**

*Vera effigies et delineatio Insulae, Ascenscio nuncupatae, sitae altitudine 8 graduum, ad austrum lineae æquinocitialis = Waerachtighe affbeeldinge en verthooninghe vant Eylant Asçençion ofte Hemelvaert gelegen op 8 graeden aeñ zuyt zyde vande linea Equinocitial / Baptista à Doetechum sculp.* [Amsterdam : Cornelis Claeszoon, 1596?].

Authors: Linschoten, Jan Huygen van, 1563-1611 -- Linschoten, Jan Huygen van, 1563-1611. Itinerario, Voyage ofte Schipvaert (1596) -- Claesz, Cornelis, ca. 1546-1609 -- Duetectum, Baptista -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)

3 views ; on sheet 31 x 36 cm.

Detached from an edition of Linschoten, J. H. van. Itinerario, Voyage ofte Schipvaert (Amsterdam: Cornelis Claeszoon, 1596 or later). Engraved binder's instruction, lower right: 142 en 143.

Cf. Sabin 41356.


Missing from 1596 Dutch edition at Newberry Library [Ayer *124 D91 L7 1596].

**Fitzgerald polar map 211 (PrCt)**

3179 **Ascension Parish (La.) - Maps - 1883 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps**


Authors: Dickinson, C. H. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps

1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.


Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps: Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps

3180 **Aschaffenburg (Germany : Landkreis) - Maps - 1680<<>>Schweinfurt (Germany : Landkreis) - Maps - 1680<<>>Bamberg-Hof (Germany) - Maps - 1680**

*Principatus Hennenbergensis.* Amsterdam, [ca. 1680].

Authors: Hondius, Hendrik, 1563-1611 -- Schenck & Valck, Amsterdam -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:110

1 map : hand col. ; 35 x 47 cm.

2354

Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:110 (PrCt)**

3181 **Aschaffenburg (Germany : Landkreis) - Maps - 1700<<>>Schweinfurt (Germany : Landkreis) - Maps - 1700**

*Partie orientale du temporel de l'archevesché et eslectorat de Mayence ...* Paris, 1700.

Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library)

118 1 map : hand col. ; 54 x 41 cm.

2425

Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:186 (PrCt)**

3182 **Aschaffenburg (Germany : Landkreis) - Maps - 1724<<>>Schweinfurt (Germany : Landkreis) - Maps - 1724**

*Ducatus Franciae orientalis seu sac. Rom. Imperij principatus et episcopatus Herbipolensis ...* Nuremberg, [ca. 1724].

Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

108 1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 55 cm.

Phillips 4257 v. 2 no. 72.

Insets: [Plan Königshofen]. -- Prospect des...Palatij.

2352

Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:186 (PrCt)**
Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:108 (PrCr)

3183

Ascoli Piceno (Italy) - Maps - 1689


VAULT folio Ayer 135 .C8 1689 pl. 9 (PrCr)

3184

Ashanti War, 1873-1874 - Maps - 1874-1875
Ghana - Historical geography - Maps SEE ALSO Ashanti War, 1873-1874

Map of the route of the expedition to Coomassie ... to accompany H.M. Stanley's Coomassie & Magdala Place. [London] : Stanford's Geographical Establishment, [1874].

Authors: Edward Stanford Ltd. -- Stanley, Henry M. (Henry Morton), 1841-1904 1 map ; 41 x 51 cm. London: Sampson, Low, Marston, Low & Searle.'--imprint referring to host text. Limited relief shown by hachures and spot heights. Inset map (17 x 13 cm.): [Africa and Europe]. Published in: Coomassie and Magdala: the story of two British campaigns by Henry M. Stanley. 2d ed.; London : Sampson, Low, Marston, Low, & Searle, 1874, bet., p. 2-3. Shows routes of British forces led by Colonel Garnet Wolseley, Captain William Butler, and Captain John Glover during the Ashanti War of 1873-1874, which resulted in the defeat of native forces and capture of the city of Kumasi in Ghana.

Scale [ca. 1:588,000]. 95

map4F G8850 1874 .S7 (NLO)

3185

Ashburn, J. Foster - Bibliography - 1936-1984
Ashburn Map Co. - Bibliography - 1936-1984 Road maps - United States - Bibliography - 1936-1984 Road maps
Maps of J. Foster Ashburn and the Ashburn Map Co. [2010?].

Authors: Road Map Collectors Association -- DeOrsey, Stan -- Ashburn, J. Foster -- Ashburn Map Co. 1 leaf ; 28 cm. Printout of list compiled by Stan DeOrsey and other members of the Road Map Collectors Association, and posted to the RMCA listserv on Jan. 8, 2011.

List of 64 maps published 1936-1984. Newberry holds 1 Ashburn map (as of Jan. 2011): Mobilgas ... Socony-Vacuum Company. [Fort Worth, Texas?]: J. Foster Ashburn, [1938?].

RMcN AE 168.40 (PrCr)

Vert 2227, no. 2 (PrCr)


ISBN 0-528-86614-1

RMcN StrFrd 2007 .A8 (PrCr)


Microfiche 583, no. 596 (PrCr)


Authors: Nunan, Philip -- Plumb, H. S. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 2 parts, 28.5 x 41.5 in. each.
Scale 1:422,240. Originally published 1861.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing
19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map
Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
[Washington, D.C. : Library of Congress,
Geography and Map Division, 1983?].

**Microfiche 583, no. 597 (PrCt)**

**3190 Ashland County (Ohio) - Maps - 1874 -
Landowners<->Ashland County (Ohio) -
Maps - 1874 - Pictorial works<->Counties -
Maps<->Landowners - Maps
[Evansville, Ind. Unigraphic, inc., 1973].
Authors: Caldwell, J. A. (Joseph A.) -- Arms, C. T.,
Capt. -- Gasche, C. -- Howland, H. G. --
Unigraphic (Evansville, Ind.) -- Ohio Genealogical
Society. Ashland County Chapter -- Chicago
Historical Society
1 atlas (124 (i.e. 121) p.) : ill., maps . ; 36 cm.
Facsimile; originally published 'by and under
the direction of J. A. Caldwell, assisted by C. T.
Arms, Sr. [and others] Artists C. Gasche & H. G.
Howland. Condit, Ohio, 1874.'
Scale of township maps ca. 1:46,000 (not '2
inches to the mile).
Includes directory, brief history of the county, and
brief biographies and portraits of early residents.
Map versos blank.
'[This reproduction] made possible through the
sponsorship of the Ashland County Chapter,
Ohio Genealogical Society.'

Cf. Phillips 16380.
Cf. OCLC 805419.
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society,
2005; includes CHS ownership markings.
CHS Coll., Atlas no. 162
Duplicate copy: Map5C 16
LC Card Number: 73180810
folio G4083.A6G46 1874 .C3 (NLO)

**3193 Ashland County (Wis.) - Maps - 1991-1992 -
Landowners<->Ashland (Wis.) -
Maps - 1991-1992 - Landowners<->Counties -
Maps<->Landowners - Maps
Ashland County, Wisconsin, land atlas & plat
Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Ashland

Map versos blank.
'[This reproduction] made possible through the
sponsorship of the Ashland County Chapter,
Ohio Genealogical Society.'

Cf. Phillips 16380.
Cf. OCLC 805419.
Duplicate copy: Map5C 16
LC Card Number: 73180810
73-6416
ICN74

**map5C 16 (NLO)**

**3192 Ashland County (Ohio) - Maps - 1897 -
Landowners<->Counties -
Maps<->Landowners - Maps
[Ashland County (Ohio) - 1897: LC G&M land
ownership maps on microfiche]. [Washington,
D.C. :] LC G&M Division, [1983?].
Authors: Niederheiser, F. L. -- Wertman &
Niederheiser -- Library of Congress. Geography
and Map Division. LC G&M Division land
ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 4 parts; 2 are 36 x 28 in. each
and 2 are 36 x 26.5 in. each. Scale 1:31,680.
Originally published Ashland, Ohio: Wertman &
Niederheiser, 1897.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing
19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map
Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
[Washington, D.C. : Library of Congress,
Geography and Map Division, 1983?].

**Microfiche 583, no. 598 (PrCt)**

Request and cite items by
the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (56 p.) : 37 maps (chiefly col., 1 folded) ; 28 x 39 cm.
8th ed.
Cover title.
Copyright date from maps.
"Sponsored by Ashland County Board of Supervisors"--Cover.
Scale [1:36,206]. 1 3/4 in. = 1 mile.
Includes indexes and business and government directories.
Shows federal, state, county, and Indian lands.
Includes folded map: City of Ashland, Ashland County, Wisconsin.
Forms part of the Roger S. B

Ashley County (Ark.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners<>Counties - Maps<>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960-
Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)
340 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
1st ed.
'Deluxe edition.'
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).
'3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.'
Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).
Includes indexes.
Series: Family maps
ISBN 1420308009 ; 9781420308006
Local History Ref F417.A8 B69 2007 (NLO)

Ashtabula County (Ohio) - Maps - 1856 - Landowners<>Counties - Maps<>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Godshalk, S. K. -- Geil, Samuel -- Wm. E. Baker & Co. -- Hawkins, Mary -- McDowell Publications
v, 156 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
Filmed and indexed by Mary Hawkins.
Includes index.
G1398.A7 B3 1981 (NLO)

Ashtabula County (Ohio) - Maps - 1856 - Landowners<>Counties - Maps<>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Smith, Robert Pearsall, 1827-1898 -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 2 parts, 35.5 x 26 in. each.
Originally published 1856. Only covers part of the county.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Microfiche 583, no. 599 (PrCt)

Ashtabula County (Ohio) - Maps - 1874 - Landowners<>Counties - Maps<>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Lake, D. J. -- Griffing, B. N. -- Titus, Simmons & Titus (Philadelphia, Pa.)
1 atlas (93 p. (chiefly col. maps)) ; 40 cm.
Versos of most pages blank.
Two fold. col. maps inserted.
Phillips 2353.
folio G 10892.47 (NLO)

Ashtabula County (Ohio) - Maps - 1874 - Landowners<>Counties - Maps<>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Lake, D. J. -- Griffing, B. N. -- Titus, Simmons & Titus (Philadelphia, Pa.) -- Bookmark (Firm) -- Ashtabula County Historical Society
1 atlas (93 p. : 36 maps) ; 39 x 34 cm.
Facsimile of original published Philadelphia: Titus, Simmons & Titus, 1874; reprint 'sponsored by Ashtabula Co. Historical Society.'
'By and under the directions of D.J. Lake ; assisted by B.N. Griffing ... [et al]
Cover title.
Scale 1:31,680 or '2 inches the mile.'
'The Ohio township map and the U.S. railroad map pages are omitted'-- p. [3].
Versos of most leaves blank.
Cover title.
Cl. Phillips 2353.
14394
ICN76
map5C 55 (NLO)

Asia, Central - Maps - 1540<>Russia,
Southern - Maps - 1540<<>>Iran - Maps - 1540<<>>Woodcuts

Tabula Asiae VII. [Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1540].
Authors: Ptolemy, active 2nd century -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Ptolemy, active 2nd century.
Geographia (1540) --Roger S. Baskes Collection
1 map : hand col. woodcut ; 24 x 33 cm., mounted on backing sheet 31 x 38 cm.
Letterpress title above woodcut map with letterpress place names.
Letterpress no. 23 and text on verso: Septima Asiae tabula cotinet Margianam ...
Forms part of an incomplete copy of Sebastian Münster's 1540 edition of Ptolemy's Geography (lacking intervening pages of text between maps).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Karrow, Mapmakers of the 16th cent., p. 423; Shirley, T.Ptol-8a
VAULT Baskes folio G1005 1540, [plate 23] (Pr Ct)

Asia, Central - Maps - 1540<<>>Woodcuts

Tabula Asiae VIII. [Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1540].
Authors: Ptolemy, active 2nd century -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Ptolemy, active 2nd century.
Geographia (1540) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
1 map : hand col. woodcut ; 24 x 27 cm., mounted on backing sheet 31 x 38 cm.
Letterpress title above woodcut map with letterpress place names.
Letterpress no. 24 and text on verso: Octavia Asiae Tabula cotinet Scythiam ... .
Forms part of an incomplete copy of Sebastian Münster's 1540 edition of Ptolemy's Geography (lacking intervening pages of text between maps).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Karrow, Mapmakers of the 16th cent., p. 423; Shirley, T.Ptol-8a
VAULT Baskes folio G1005 1540, [plate 24] (Pr Ct)

Asia, Central - Maps - 1626<<>>Siberia - Maps - 1626

A Newe mape of Tartary. [London] : George Humble [i.e J. Legate and W. Humble], 1626 [i.e. 1646].
Authors: Speed, John, 1552?-1629 -- Gryp, Dirck -- Humble, George, d. 1640 -- Legate, John, d. 1658 -- Humble, William, 1612-1686 -- Speed, John, 1552?-1629.
A Prospect of the most famous parts of the world ... together with ... Great Brittaines empire (1646) 1 map ; 34 x 43 cm. on sheet 42 x 54 cm.
Blank cartouche at lower left.
Insets (3 x 11 cm. each): Astracan -- Samachand -- Cambalu.
Margins include portraits of natives in local costume.
Letterpress text on verso (p. 39-40) under the following heading: The description of the Kingdom of Tartary.
In: Speed, John. A Prospect of the most famous parts of the world ... together with ... Great Brittaines empire (London : Printed by John Legatt, for William Humble, 1646) map [20].
Case oversize G 117 .82 map [20] (Pr Ct)

Asia, Central - Maps - 1676<<>>Siberia (Russia) - Maps - 1676

Authors: Speed, John, 1552?-1629 -- Gryp, Dirck -- Bassett, Thomas -- Chiswell, Richard -- Speed, John, 1552?-1629.
The Theatre of the Empire of Great-Britain ... (1676) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 34 x 44 cm. on sheet 42 x 55 cm.
Blank cartouche at lower left.
Insets (3 x 11 cm. each): Astracan -- Samachand -- Cambalu.
Margins include portraits of natives in local costume.
Letterpress text on verso (p. 39-40) under the following heading: The description of the Kingdom of Tartary.
In: Speed, John. The Theatre of the Empire of

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Great-Britain ... (London : Printed for T. Bassett and R. Chiswell, 1676) map [88].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .S7 1676 map [88] (PrCt)

3204 Asia, Central - Maps - 1774>>Tibet - Maps - 1744
A Map of independent Tartary, containing the countries of the Kalmuks and Uzbeks, with the Tibet. London : R. Sayer and J. Bennett, 1774.
Authors: Dunn, Samuel, -1794 -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Robert Sayer and John Bennett (Firm) -- Dunn, Samuel, -1794. A New atlas of the mundane system ... (1778) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 31 x 44 cm.
oversize Ayer 135 .D85 1778 pl. 26 (PrCt)

3205 Asia, Central - Maps - 1780>>Iran - Maps - 1780>>Georgia (Republic) - Maps - 1780
1 map ; 21 x 34 cm. "Liv. III. IV. et V." -- At upper left. "No. 18." -- At upper right.
Forms part of the William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library).
Greenlee 4891 .B71 1780 [map 19] (PrCt)

3206 Asia, Central - Maps - 1786>>Tibet - Maps - 1786
A Map of independent Tartary : containing the countries of the Kalmuks and Uzbeks, with the Tibet / by Samuel Dunn. London : Printed for Robt. Sayer ... as the Act directs, 10 June, 1786.
Authors: Dunn, Samuel, -1794 -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Dunn, Samuel, -1794. A New atlas of the mundane system ... [1789?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 31 x 44 cm., on sheet 47 x 57 cm. Scale [ca. 1:15,000,000] Relief shown pictorially. Prime meridian: Ferro.
In: Dunn, Samuel. A New atlas of the mundane system, or, Of geography and cosmography ... (London : Printed for Robert Sayer and Co., [1789?]), [plate 26]. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .D86 1789 [plate 26] (NLO)

3207 Asia, Central - Maps - 1794>>Tibet - Maps - 1794
A Map of independent Tartary : containing the countries of the Kalmuks and Uzbeks, with the Tibet / by Samuel Dunn. London : Laurie & Whittle, 1794.
Authors: Dunn, Samuel, -1794 -- Laurie & Whittle -- Dunn, Samuel, -1794. A New atlas of the mundane system ... (1800) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 31 x 44 cm., on sheet 47 x 59 cm. "Published by Laurie & Whittle, 53 Fleet Street, London, as the Act directs 12th May, 1794." Scale [ca. 1:15,000,000] Relief shown pictorially. Prime meridian: Ferro.
In: Dunn, Samuel. New atlas of the mundane system, or, Of geography and cosmography ... (London : Printed and published by Robert Laurie and James Whittle ... (successors to the late Mr. Robert Sayer), 1800), [plate 26]
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .D86 1800 [plate 26] (NLO)

3208 Asia, Central - Maps - 1802
Central Asia. [London] : Cadell and Davies [et al], 1802 [i.e. 1807].
folio G 11 .693 v. 2, opp. p. 137 (PrCt)

3209 Asia, Central - Maps - 1811>>Siberia (Russia) - Maps - 1811
Authors: Cary, John, approximately 1754-1835 -- Cary, John, approximately 1754-1835. Cary's
New universal atlas ... (1811 [i.e. 1812?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; hand col. ; 44 x 50 cm.
In: Cary, John. Cary's New universal atlas, containing distinct maps of all the principal states and kingdoms throughout the world (London: Printed for J. Cary, 1811 [i.e. 1812?]) pl. [43].
Printed paste-on no. 47.

**oversize Ayer 135 .C3 1811 pl. 43 (PrCt)**

3213 Asia, Central - Maps - 1851

**Asia, Central - Maps - 1851

Central Asia : comprising Bokhara, Cabool, Persia, the River Indus, & countries eastward of it. London : J. Arrowsmith, 35 Essex St., Strand, 16 June 1834.

Authors: Arrowsmith, John, 1790-1873 -- Burnes, Alexander, Sir, 1805-1841 -- Arrowsmith, John, 1790-1873. The London atlas of universal geography ... (1837) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; hand col. ; 53 x 73 cm.
"Constructed from numerous authentic documents but principally from the m.s. surveys of Lœut. Alexr. Burnes, F.R.S. to whom this map is most respectfully dedicated ... by J. Arrowsmith."
In: Arrowsmith, John. [The London atlas of universal geography : exhibiting the physical & political divisions of the various countries of the world, constructed from original materials] [London : J. Arrowsmith, 1837], map 29.

**Baskes oversize G1019 .M197 1851 pl. [41] (NLO)**

3214 Asia, Central - Maps - 1875

**Asia, Central - Maps - 1875

Schulyer, Eugene, 1840-1890 - Travels, 1873

Map of Central Asia to illustrate...journy in1873 ; Map of the region of Kuldja ; Map of the Khanates of Bukhara, Khiva, and Khokand. London, 1875.

Authors: Schulyer, Eugene 1840-1890 -- Low, firm, publishers, London -- Weller, Edward, -1884 3 maps : col. ; 23 x 61 cm. and smaller Detached from Schulyer, Eugene. Turkistan (New York, 1885) [G 646.8].

**5034 map4F G7405 1875 .S3 (PrCt)**

3215 Asia, Central - Maps - 1877

**Asia, Central - Maps - 1877

Przhevalskii, Nikolai Mikhailovich, 1839-1888 - Journeys, 1877 - Maps

Central Asia showing Prejevalsky's journey in 1877. London : E. Weller, [1877].

Authors: Przhevalskii, Nikolai Mikhailovich, 1839-1888 -- Weller, Edward, -1884 1 map ; 41 x 59 cm. fold. to 24 cm.

**G 1064 .717 (NLO)**

3216 Asia, Central - Maps - 1903

**Asia, Central - Maps - 1903

Hedin, Sven Anders, 1865-1952 - Travel - Maps

Central Asia & Tibet. London : Hurst & Blackett, 1903.

Authors: Hedin, Sven Anders, 1865-1952 -- Hurst & Blackett 2 v.

**G 664 .39 (NLO)**

3217 Asia, Central - Maps - 1905

**Asia, Central - Maps - 1905

Fortification<<>>Asia, Central - Maps - 1905 - Railroads<<>>Railroads - Maps


Authors: Edward Stanford Ltd. 1 map : col. ; 38 x 65 cm., folded into cover 15 x
12 cm.
Added title: Russo-Afghan frontier.
Scale ca. 1:4,211,540.
Gift, John T. McCutcheon, 1989
5082
map3C G7405.R4 1905 S7 (PrCt)

Southern Tibet: discoveries in former times compared with my own researches in 1906-1908, by Sven Hedin. Stockholm: Lithographic Institute of the General Staff of the Swedish Army, [1916-].
References: Phillips 9628 folio G 664 .395 (NLO)

Authors: Hedin, Sven Anders, 1865-1952 -- Norin, Erik -- Ethnografiska Mus. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 3 v. in 4 : 29 maps ; 300 x 233 mm. + portfolio of 20 folded maps Edited by Erik Norin. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

3220 Asia, Central - Maps - 1973
Includes bibliographical references (p. [268]-270) and index.

3221 Asia - Geography - 1897<<>>Asia - Maps - 1897
Authors: Carpenter, Frank G. (Frank George), 1855-1924 -- American Book Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. : 8 maps ; 191 x 138 mm. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

3222 Asia - Geography - 1912<<>>Asia - Maps - 1912
Authors: Huntington, Ellsworth, 1876-1947 -- Rand McNally and Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. : 17 maps ; 185 x 130 mm. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

3223 Asia - Geography - 1936<<>>Asia - Maps -
1936
Authors: Stamp, Laurence Dudley -- E.P. Dutton (Firm)
1 v. : 372 maps ; 22 cm.
H 316 .838 (NLO)

3224
Asia - Geography - Tables - 1680
Geographical tables of the divisions of Asia.
London : Berry, 1680.
Authors: Berry, William, fl. 1669-1708 -- Berry, William, fl. 1669-1708. [A Collection of maps of the world] [1680-1689] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 table ; 57 x 45 cm.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B48 1680 pl. C (PrCt)

3225
Asia - Historical geography - Maps - 1650
Asia vetvs. Paris : apud P. Mariette, 1650 [i.e.1659?]
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Mariette, Pierre, 1603-1657 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (1658 [i.e. 1659?])
1 map : hand col. ; 39 x 55 cm.
In: Sanson, Nicolas. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (Paris : Pierre Mariette, 1658 [i.e. 1659?]) v. 1, pl. [107]
VAULT Case oversize G1015 .S35 1658 v. 1, pl. [107] (PrCt)

3226
Asia - Historical geography - Maps - 1650
Asia vetvs / autore N. Sanson ... ; A Peyrounin sculp. Lvetiae Parisiorum [Paris] : P. Mariette, 1650.
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Peyrounin, A. -- Mariette, Pierre, 1603-1657 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. [Assembled-to-order atlas of historical maps of Europe] [1658?] -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). IV:A2
1 map : hand col. ; 35 x 55 cm.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Duplicate copy: VAULT Case oversize G1015 .S35 1658 v. 1, pl. [107]
Sack map6C G701.S1 1658 .S3 no. [2] (PrCt)

3227
Asia - Historical geography - Maps - 1700
Ancient Asia : according to its general divisions and names of its countries together with their chief cities, rivers, mountains, &c. / delin. M. Burg
1700<<<Asia - Maps - 1700
Asia antiqua. [London : T. Stackhouse, 1782].
Authors: Stackhouse, Thomas, 1756-1836 -- Stackhouse, Thomas, 1756-1836. An Universal atlas : being a set of maps, to illustrate ancient and modern geography ... (1782) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 35 x 35 cm.
In: Stackhouse, Thomas. An Universal atlas : being a set of maps, to illustrate ancient and modern geography ... (London : Printed for the author, and sold by Ashby and Neele ... [et al], 1782 [i.e. 1783?]), plate 6.
Hand stamped with oversize "6" at upper left.
oversize Ayer 135 .S77 1782, plate 6 (PrCt)

3228
Asia - Historical geography - Maps - 1782<<<Asia - Maps - 1782
Asia antiqua . [London : T. Stackhouse, 1782].
Authors: Stackhouse, Thomas, 1756-1836 -- Stackhouse, Thomas, 1756-1836. An Universal atlas : being a set of maps, to illustrate ancient and modern geography ... (London : Printed for the proprietor, Mrs. Stackhouse ... and sold by Ashby and Neele ... [et al], 1782) [i.e. 1783?]), plate 6.
Engraved without attribution by Samuel John Neele.
In: Stackhouse, Thomas. A New universal atlas : consisting of a complete set of maps ... (London : Printed for the author, and sold by Ashby and Neele ... [et al], 1782), plate 6.
Engraved oversize "6" at upper left.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .S82 1785, plate 6 (PrCt)

3229
Asia - Historical geography - Maps - 1783
Asia antiqua . [London : Published by T. Stackhouse, June 1st 1783].
Authors: Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Stackhouse, Thomas, 1756-1836 -- Stackhouse, Thomas, 1756-1836. A New universal atlas : consisting of a complete set of maps ... (1785) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 35 x 35 cm.
Engraved without attribution by Samuel John Neele.
In: Stackhouse, Thomas. A New sett of maps both of antient and present geography ... (London : William Duke of Gloucester, 1689-1700 -- Wells, Edward, 1667-1727. A New sett of maps both of antient and present geography ... (1700) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 35 x 49 cm.
Title from cartouche at upper right.
Added title from cartouche at upper left: A New map of ancient Asia dedicated to his highness William Duke of Gloucester.
In: Wells, Edward. A New sett of maps both of antient and present geography ... (Oxford : Printed at the Theater, 1700), plate [27]
oversize Ayer 135 .W4 1700, plate [27] (PrCt)

3230
Asia - Historical geography - Maps - 1833
Authors: Lejeune, Th. -- Huot, J.-J.-N. (Jean-Jacques-Nicolas), 1790-1845 -- Malte-Brun, Conrad, 1775-1826 -- Charleroi (Belgium). Bibliothèque de Garnison, previous
owner
1 map : hand. col. : 21 x 28 cm.
With stamp (cancelled) of the Bibliothèque de Garnison, Charleroi, on verso.

3231 Asia - Historical geography - Maps - 1950

Authors: East, W. Gordon (William Gordon), 1902-1998 -- Spate, O. H. K. (Oskar Hermann Krhian), 1911- -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
414 p. : maps (part fold.), tables ; 22 cm.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes DS35 .E3 1950 (NLO)

3232 Asia - Historical geography - Maps - 1954

Authors: Sellman, R. R. (Roger Raymond), 1915- -- Edward Arnold (Publishers) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Arnold (Edward), publishers SEE Edward Arnold (Publishers)
1 atlas (63 p.) : 53 maps ; 28 cm.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 9485
LC Card Number: map54001526
Baskes folio G2201.S1 S4 1954 (NLO)

3233 Asia - Historical geography - Maps - 1961

Authors: East, W. Gordon (William Gordon), 1902-1998 -- Spate, O. H. K. (Oskar Hermann Krhian), 1911- -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
xviii, 436 p. : maps (part fold.), tables ; 22 cm.
4th ed.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes DS35 .E3 1961 (NLO)

3234 Asia - Historical geography - Maps - 1965

Asia at the death of Kublai Khan, 1294. Chicago : Rand McNally and Company, [1965?].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Biggerstaff, Knight -- Palmer, R. R. (Robert

3235 Asia - Historical geography - Maps - 1950

Asia in the eyes of Europe : sixteenth through eighteenth centuries. Chicago : University of Chicago Library, 1991
Authors: Lach, Donald F. (Donald Frederick), 1917- -- University of Chicago. Library -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 4 maps
1st ed.
Catalog of an exhibition held Jan. 23-May 1, 1991 in the Dept. of Special Collections, University of Chicago Library.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

3236 Asia - Maps - 1500-1799 - Exhibitions - Catalogs

Asia in the eyes of Europe : sixteenth through eighteenth centuries. Chicago : University of Chicago Library, 1991
Authors: Lach, Donald F. (Donald Frederick), 1917- -- University of Chicago. Library -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 4 maps
1st ed.
Catalog of an exhibition held Jan. 23-May 1, 1991 in the Dept. of Special Collections, University of Chicago Library.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

3237 Asia - Historical geography - Maps - 1954

India extrema, XIX. Nova tabvla. [Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1540]
Authors: Ptolemy, active 2nd century -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Ptolemy, active 2nd century. Geography (1540) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. woodcut ; 26 x 34 cm., mounted on backing sheet 31 x 38 cm.
Letterpress title above woodcut map with letterpress place names.
1 map : 92 x 122 cm.
Bottom right corner: IR65.
Inset (27 x 33 cm.): Dominions of Timur or Tamerlane 1400.
Texoprint Plastic map on mountable metal and plastic rollers.
Includes washable crayons and hanging screws.
Series: World History Series.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
artifacts cage RMcN maproll 3 : 3. 2 (PrCt)

3238 Asia - History - 1840

Ruysbroeck, Willem van, ca. 1210-ca. 1270 - Travels
Map of the Journey of Rubruquis. [Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, 1840].
Authors: Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846 -- Ruysbroeck, Willem van, ca. 1210-ca. 1270 -- Lea & Blanchard -- Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846.
The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (1840) 1 map ; 5 x 11 cm.
In: Murray, Hugh. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, successors to Carey & Co., for George W. Gorton, 1840) v. 1, p. 66.
Wax engraving.
G 11 .607 v. 1, p. 66 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

vetus et nova / [edited by Sebastian Münster]
(Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552), [plate 47].
Letterpress no. 47 and text on verso: India nova.
Noum India tibi lector .
Forms part of an incomplete copy of Sebastian Münster's 1540 edition of Ptolemy's Geography (lacking intervening pages of text between maps). Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Same woodcut issued with variant letterpress titles in different editions of Münster's Cosmographia and in Münster's editions of Ptolemy's Geography; see Karrow p. 421.
References: Karrow, Mapmakers of the 16th cent., p. 424; Shirley, T.Pitol-8a
VAULT Baskes folio G1005 1540, [plate 47] (PrCt)

3240
Asia - Maps - 1561<<>>India - Maps - 1561<<>>East Indies - Maps - 1561
Authors: Gastaldi, Giacomo, approximately 1500-approximately 1565 -- Licinius, Fabius, 1521-1565 -- Fugger, Johann Jakob, 1516-1575 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 27 x 39 cm. fold. to 20 x 14 cm. in slip case.
Includes dedication to 'Sigr. il Sr. Marco Fucharo barone di Kirchberg' (i.e. Johann Jakob Fugger). 'Si vende all librarla d' San Marco in Venetia.'
Forms part 3 of Gastaldi's 3-part map of Asia.
Part 1 published 1559; see Novacco 4F 373.
Part 2 published 1561; see Novacco 4F 386.
Duplicate copy, part 3: Novacco 6F 40.
References: Karrow 30/92
ICN 43-5030
VAULT Ayer 133 .G25 1561 (NLO)

3241
Asia - Maps - 1570
Tartariae sive magni Chami regni typus. [Antwerp : Aegid. Coppenium Diesth], 1562 [i.e. 1570].
1 map ; 33 x 44 cm.
In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatrum orbis terrarvm (Antwerp : A.C. Diesth, 1570), [plate 47].
Printed no. 47 and Latin letterpress text on verso beginning: Tartaria siue magni Chami imperivm. Qvi Tartaros describere velit, multas nationes descriptat necesse est ... .

VAULT Case oversize G 1007 .64, [plate 47] (PrCt)

3242 Asia - Maps - 1570

1 map ; 37 x 49 cm.
In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatrum orbis terrarvm (Antwerp : A.C. Diesth, 1570), [plate 3]. Engraved by Franz Hogenberg; see Karrow, p. 5.
Printed no. 3 and Latin letterpress text on verso beginning: Asia. Asia diuiditur ab Europa Tanai ... 
Duplicate copy: VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1570
References: Karrow, Mapmakers of the sixteenth century (1993), p. 5; Broecke, Ortelius atlas maps (1996), p. 46

VAULT Case oversize G 1007 .64, [plate 3] (PrCt)

3243 Asia - Maps - 1570<<>>Middle East - Maps - 1570<<>>Arabian Peninsula - Maps - 1570

Authors: Gastaldi, Giacomo, approximately 1500-approximately 1565 -- Olgiati, Girolamo, fl. 1563-1570 -- Almagià, Roberto, 1884-1962 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 394 x 731 mm. (neat line) on 2 sheets
Forms part of Gastaldi's 3-part map of Asia published by Girolamo Olgiati.
Parts 1 and 3 published circa 1570; see Novacco 4F 375 and Novacco 4F 388.
Printed from 2 plates on 2 sheets; title on right sheet.
Binding stub remnants on versos.
Issued with accompanying gazetteer: I Nomi antichi, et moderni della seconda, et terza parte dell'Asia ... (Venice: [Giacomo Gastaldi?, ca. 1570]) [Novacco 2F 218]
Almagià, Monumenta cartographica vaticana II (1948) p. 36.

VAULT Case oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1588, [plate 3] (PrCt)

3245 Asia - Maps - 1588

Asiae nova descriptio. [Antwerp : Christophe Plantin, 1588].
1 map ; hand col. ; 36 x 48 cm.
In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatro de la tierra universal (Antwerp : Christophe Plantin, 1588), [plate 3].
Printed no. 3 and Spanish letterpress text on verso beginning: Asia. Asia es apartada de Europa ...

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1588 .G3 (PrCt)

3246 Asia - Maps -1588

Tartariae sive Magni Chami regni typus. [Antwerp : Christophe Plantin, 1588].
Karrow 30/91.1.
Tooley 57.
Ex Almagià.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Novacco 4F 385 (PrCt)

Asia - Maps - 1579

[Asia]. Venice : Apresso Giovanni Francesco Camocio, [19--].
Authors: Gastaldi, Giacomo, approximately 1500-approximately 1565 -- Camocio, Giovanni Francesco, 16th cent. -- Murari, Gottardo, fl. 1565-1580
1 map ; on 13 sheets
Photocopies, at several reduced scales, of an apparently unique 12-sheet map orginally printed in 1579; reproduced from origina forming part of an atlas owned by the James Ford Bell Library at the University of Minnesota.
According to Sims, the coverage and geographic content of the maps is virtually identical to Gastaldi's three parts of Asia (Karrow 30/85, 91, 92); Woodward believes the last two characters of the date may have been altered.
map1F G7400 1579 .G3 (PrCt)

1 map : hand col. ; 32 x 45 cm.

Includes note on the empire of the Great Khan in cartouche at lower left.

In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatro de la tierra vniversal (Antwerp : Christophe Plantin, 1588), [plate 92].

Printed no. 92 and Spanish letterpress text on verso beginning: Tartaria, o imperio d'el Gran Chamo. El que quisiere descriuir a losTartaros ...


VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1588, [plate 92] (PrCt)

Asia - Maps - 1590

Asiae nova descriptio. [Venice? Donato Rascicotti?, 1590?].

Authors: Mazza, Giovanni Battista, fl. 1590-1597 -- Rascicotti, Donato -- Hoepli, Ulrico, 1847-1935 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 359 x 473 mm. (neat line)


Relief shown pictorially.

Ex Hoepli.

Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

i14

Novacco 4F 369 (PrCt)

Asia - Maps - 1595

Asiae nova descriptio. Venetijs [Venice]: Apud Andrea[s] Bertellum ad signum[m] S. Marci, M. D. VC [1595].

Authors: Bertelli, Andrea, fl. ca. 1568-1592 -- Finaly, Madame, d. 1938 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 371 x 476 mm. (neat line), 385 x 493 mm. (plate mark)

Relief shown pictorially.

Remnants of binding stub on verso.

Ex Finaly.

Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

i15

Novacco 2F 217 (PrCt)

Asia - Maps - 1606

Asiae nova descriptio. [London : John Norton, 1606].

Authors: Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598 -- Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594 -- Norton, John, -1612 -- Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598. Theatrum orbis terrarum ... (1606) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 37 x 48 cm.

Printed no. 3 and English letterpress text on verso beginning: Asia. Asia diuides it self from Europe ....

In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatrum orbis terrarum ... (London : J. Norton, 1606), [plate 3].


VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1606, [plate 3] (PrCt)

Asia - Maps - 1606

Tartariae sive Magni Chami regni tÿpus. [London : John Norton, 1606].

Authors: Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598 -- Norton, John, -1612 -- Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598. Theatrum orbis terrarum ... (1606) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 33 x 45 cm.

Includes note on the empire of the Great Khan in cartouche at lower left.

In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatrum orbis terrarum ... (London : J. Norton, 1606), [plate 105].

Printed no. 105 and English letterpress text on verso beginning: Tartaria, or the empire of the mightie Cham. He that will take vpon him ....


VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1606, [plate 105] (PrCt)
Asia nova descriptio. Amsterodammi
Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1618-1679 -- Keere, Pieter van den, 1571-ca. 1646 -- Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 35 x 47 cm.
A reissue of Kaerius' map of 1614; see Campbell, Tony. Claes Jansz. Visscher: a hundred maps described (1968), p. 12, no. 11. Margins include various portraits and views of Aden, Jerusalem, Goa, Macao, 'Rodus', 'Gammalamma' 'Bantam', 'Ormus', Calcutta, and 'Arosbay'.
Forms part of the Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Visscher 13 (PrCt)

3259 Asia - Maps - 1660<>East Indies - Maps - 1660<>Wall maps
Asia ex canatibus geographicis ... Rome] : Vitale Masdardi, 1660].
Authors: Nicolosi, Giovanni Battista, 1610-1670 -- Mascardi, Vitale -- Nicolosi, Giovanni Battista, 1610-1670. Dell' Hercole e studio geografico ... (1660) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 154 cm. x 178 cm. on 4 adjacent sheets
Title from plate [9].
In: Nicolosi, Giovanni Battista. Dell' Hercole e studio geografico ... (Rome : Vitale Mascardi, 1660) v. 2, pl. [7-10].
Engraved plate numbers '1a', '2a', '3a', and '4a'.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .N65 1660 v. 2, pl. [7-10] (PrCt)

3260 Asia - Maps - 1680
Asia divided into its principal regions... London : Berry, 1680.
Authors: Berry, William, fl. 1669-1708 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Berry, William, fl. 1669-1708. [A Collection of maps of the world] [1680-1689] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 87 cm.
Added title: Asia distinguished into its principal regions... .
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B48 1680 pl. 3 (PrCt)

3261 Asia - Maps - 1680
Accuratissima totius Asiae tabula recens emendata. Amsterdam : Justus Danckerts, [ca. 1680].
1 map ; 47 x 56 cm.
In: Danckerts, Justus. Atlas (Amsterdam : J. Danckerts, ca. 1680) pl. [4]. Ms. no. '5' in upper right.
Duplicate copies: Novacco 4F 371 and VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .D18 A pl. 38
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .D18 pl. 4 (PrCt)

3262 Asia - Maps - 1680
Accuratissima totius Asiae tabula recens emendata. Amsterdam, ca. 1680.
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 55 cm.
In: Danckerts, Justus. Atlas (Amsterdam : J. Danckerts, ca. 1680) pl. [38]. Ms. no. '39' in upper right.
Duplicate copies: VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .D18 pl. 4 and Novacco 4F 371
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .D18 A pl. 38 (PrCt)

3263 Asia - Maps - 1680
Accuratissima totius Asiae tabula recens emendata. Amsterdam, ca. 1680.
Authors: Danckerts, Justus, 1635-1701 -- Morosini, Count -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 469 x 552 mm. (neat line), 499 x 585 mm. (plate mark)
Relief shown pictorially.
Remnants of binding stub on verso.
Manuscript '3' at upper left; '5' at upper right.
Koeman v. 2, p. 91, Dan 1 (4).
Ex Morosini.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
i19
Novacco 4F 371 (PrCt)

3264 Asia - Maps - 1682
Accuratissima totius Asia. Amsterdam : C. Allard, [1682?].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Allard, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709 -- Allard, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709. Atlas minor sive tabulæ geographicæ ... [1682?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 56 cm.
In: Allard, Carel. Atlas minor sive tabulæ geographicæ proecipuorum regnorum regionum, insularum, provinçarum, etc. (Amsterdam : C. Allard, 1682?) pl. 83.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .A4 A pl. 83 (PrCt)

3265 Asia - Maps - 1682
Magnæ Tartariae, Magni Mogolis Imperii, Iaponiae et Chinae, nova descriptio. Amsterdam : C. Allard, [1682?].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Allard, Carel,
1648-ca. 1709 -- Allard, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709.
Atlas minor sive tabulae geographicæ ... [1682?]
-- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 54 cm.
In: Allard, Carel. Atlas minor sive tabulae geographicæ proecipuorum regnorum, insularum, provinicarum, etc. (Amsterdam : C. Allard, 1682?) pl. 84.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135.A4 A pl. 84 (PrCt)

3266 Asia - Maps - 1688
Accuratissima totius Asiae tabula ...
Amsterdam, [ca. 1688].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:B15
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 56 cm.
Koeman Wit 2 (4).
2598
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G7400 1688 .W5 (PrCt)

3267 Asia - Maps - 1688
Accuratissima totius Asiae tabula : in omnes partes divisa, de nova correcta, ac in lucem edita / per Fredericum de Witt. [Amsterdam : Frederik de Wit, 1688?].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Wit, Frederik de. [Atlas] [1688?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 56 cm.
"Amstelodami cum privilegio D.D. ordinum Hollandiae Westrissaeae[ue]."
"F. de Wit excudit."
Map of Asia from Saudi Arabia, Russia, India, China to Southeast Asia with relief shown pictorially.
Illustrated hand colored title cartouche; sea decorated with ships.
Scale [ca. 1:17,000,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
In: Wit, Frederik de. [Atlas] (Amsterdam : Frederik de Wit [1688?]), [plate 4].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .W47 1688, [plate 4] (NLO)

3268 Asia - Maps - 1688
Mongolia - Maps - 1688
China - Maps - 1688
Japan - Maps - 1688
Magne Tartariae magni Mogolis imperii, Iaponiae et Chinen, nova descriptio. Gedruckt t`Amsterdam : By Frederick de Wit voor aen inde Calverstraet by den Dam inde Witte Pascaal, [1688?].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Wit, Frederik de. [Atlas] [1688?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 42 x 53 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:11,000,000]
Relief shown pictorially.
In: Wit, Frederik de. [Atlas] (Amsterdam : Frederik de Wit [1688?]), [plate 16].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .W47 1688, [plate 16] (NLO)

3269 Asia - Maps - 1694
L'Asie divisée en ses empires, royaumes et estats ... Paris, 1694.
Authors: Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:B12
1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 57 cm.
Added title: Asia divisa in imperia, regna & status ... .
2595
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G7400 1694 .J3 (PrCt)

3270 Asia - Maps - 1695
L'Asie divisée en ses principales regions ... Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : Hubert Jaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], [1695?].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. Atlas nouveau : contenant toutes les parties du monde (1692 [i.e. 1695?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 53 x 86 cm.
Added title, upper margin: L'Asie, distinguée en ses principales parties ....
In counterfeit edition of: Sanson, Nicolas. Atlas nouveau : contenant toutes les parties du monde (Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : H. Jaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], 1692 [i.e. 1695?]) pl. [3].
Map dated 1692.

3271 Asia - Maps - 1696
L'Asie, ou tout les points principaux sont placez sur les observations de Mrs: de l'Academie des Sciences / Par N: de Fer geographe ; Guerard invenit et fecit ; Gravé par H. van Loon. Paris, 1696.
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Loon, H. V. (Herman van) -- Guérard, Nicolas, ca.1648-1719 -- Académie des sciences (France) -- Destombes, Marcel, 1905-1983 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 739 x 979 mm. (neat line), on composite sheet 918 x 1,180 mm.
Title above neatline.
Dedication in upper left: A Monseignr. le Dauphin.
Insets (108 x 264 mm. and smaller) : [Landmass between Greenland and northern Russia] -- Cette carte des pays situés au nord-est de la Chine ... -- Cette carte des pays situés au nord, nord-est, et est de la Chine ... .
Margins include pictorial vignettes with notes on
Asian ethnic groups and colored manuscript borders; mounted on cloth.
Issued to accompany Nicolas de Fer's L'Europe, ou tout les points principaux ... (Paris, 1695)
[Novacco map8F 3], his L'Afrique, ou tout les points principaux ... (Paris, 1698) [Novacco map8F 10], and his L'Amerique divisee selon l'etendue de ses principales parties (Paris, 1705) [Novacco map8F 2].
Ex Destombes.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

i18
Novacco 8F 9 (PrCt)

3272 Asia - Maps - 1696
L'Asie divisee en ses principales regions ... Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : H. Jaillot [i.e. P. Mortier, 1696].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. [Atlas nouveau contenant toutes les parties du monde ... ] (1696) 1 map : hand col. ; 53 x 86 cm.
Added title, upper margin: L'Asie distinguée en ses principales regions ... .
In: Sanson, Nicolas. [Atlas nouveau contenant toutes les parties du monde ... ] (Amsterdam : Pierre Mortier, 1696) v. 1, map [3].
Forms part of atlas published by P. Mortier in Amsterdam; chiefly comprised of maps bearing the counterfeit imprint of H. Jaillot in Paris.
Case oversize Ayer 135 .W4 1700, plate [29] (PrCt)

3273 Asia - Maps - 1700
Present Asia distinguist into its general divisions or countries : together with their capital cities, chief rivers, mountains, &c. / delin. M. Burg sculp. Univ. Ox. [Oxford : s.n., 1700].
Authors: Burghers, M. -- William, Duke of Gloucester, 1689-1700 -- Wells, Edward, 1667-1727. A New set of maps both of antient and present geography ... (1700) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 36 x 50 cm.
Title from cartouche at upper right.
Added title from cartouche at upper left: A New map of present Asia dedicated to his highness William Duke of Gloucester.
In: Wells, Edward. A New set of maps both of antient and present geography ... (Oxford : Printed at the Theater, 1700), plate [28] oversize Ayer 135 .W4 1700, plate [28] (PrCt)

3274 Asia - Maps - 1700
L'Asie ... Paris, 1719.
Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675 -- Guérard, Nicolas, ca. 1648-1719 -- Académie des sciences (France) -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:B14 1 map : hand col. ; 44 x 57 cm.
2597
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G7400 1700 .L5 (PrCt)

Asia - Maps - 1700
L'Asie diuiseé en ses empires, royaumes et estats ... Parisisis [i.e. Amsterdam] : H. Iaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], 1694 [i.e. ca. 1700].
Authors: Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712. Atlas minor ad usum serenissimi burgundiae ducis ... [ca. 1700]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 58 cm.
Added title, upper margin: Asia divisa in imperia, regna & status in quoe distribuitur ... In counterfeit edition of: Jaillot, Alexis Hubert. Atlas minor ad usum serenissimi burgundiae ducis ... (Amsterdam : Pieter Mortier, ca. 1700) no. [3].
Manuscript '3' at upper right.

Asia - Maps - 1700
A New map of great Tartary, and China : with the adjoyning parts of Asia, taken from Mr. de Fer's map of Asia / Sutton Nicholls sculp. [Oxford : s.n., 1700].
"Dedicated to his highness William Duke of Gloucester"
Prime meridian "from Fero I. From London according to Mr. de Fer."
Insets (4 x 12 cm. and 5 x 10 cm.): This draught of the country to the N.E. of China is made according to the memoirs of Martini the Jesuite &c. -- This draught of the country to the NNE, and east of China is according to the memoirs of Verbist the Jesuite.
In: Wells, Edward. A New set of maps both of antient and present geography ... (Oxford : Printed at the Theater, 1700), plate [29] oversize Ayer 135 .W4 1700, plate [29] (PrCt)

Asia - Maps - 1700
Accuratissima totius Asiae tabula in omnes partes ... Amsterdam: Fredericum de Witt, [ca. 1700?].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Wit, Frederik de. Atlas [ca. 1700?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 56 cm.
In: Wit, Frederik de. Atlas (Amsterdam : bij Frederik de Wit in de Calverstreet bij den Dam

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
inde Witte Paskaert. [ca. 1700?] no. [4].

3278  Asia - Maps - 1701
Asia. [London : T. Childe, 1701].
Authors: Moll, Herman, -1732 -- Childe, Timothy -- Moll, Herman, -1732. A System of geography -- or, A new & accurate description of the earth 1701
1 map; 16 x 18 cm.
In: Moll, Herman. A System of geography; or, A new & accurate description of the earth ...
Case folio G 117 .58 pt. 2, p. 1 (PrCt)

3279  Asia - Maps - 1703
Asia. [London : s.n., 1703].
Authors: Seller, John, fl. 1658-1698 -- Seller, John, fl. 1658-1698. A New system of geography : designed in a most plain and easie method ...
(1703)
1 map; 11 x 14 cm.
Anonymous map in Seller, John. A New system of geography : designed in a most plain and easie method ...
(London : Jeremiah Seller ; Charles Price ; John Senex, 1703) map [31].
Manuscript 'mm' in lower right.
Case 3A 1704 map [31] (PrCt)

3280  Asia - Maps - 1705
Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Académie des sciences (France) -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
III:B18
1 map: hand col.; 61 x 63 cm.
2601
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map6F G7400 1705 .L5 (PrCt)

Carte des Indes et de la Chine : dressée sur plusieurs relations particulières ... / par Guillaume de l'Isle ... A Paris : chez l'auteur sur le Quai de l'Horloge .... 1705.
Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726. [Collection of maps of the world] [1732?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: hand col.; 63 x 65 cm.
Two lines of imprint erased from copperplate.
In composite atlas without title page: L'Isle, Guillaume de. [Collection of maps of the world. Paris : s.n., 1732?] [plate 77].
Number "77" in ms. on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
VAULT Baskes oversize G1015 .L57 1700, [plate 77] (PrCt)

3282  Asia - Maps - 1710<<<<Martini, Martino, 1614-1661<<<<Verbist, Pieter, 1607-1669
L'Asie selon les nouvelles observations de mess. de L'Academie des Sciences, etc. [Amsterdam] : Francisco Halma [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher, 1710?].
1 map: hand col.; 46 x 66 cm.
Added title in upper margin: Asia in praecipuas ipsius partes distributa ... 
Inset (7 x 17 cm. and 7 x 15 cm.): Haec lab. regionum ad partem septentrio-orientalem Sinae ... -- Haec lab. regionum sitarum, ad partem septentrio-orientalem, ad septentrio-orientale et ad orientale Sinae.
In: Visscher, Nicolaes. Atlas minor ...
(Amstelaedami [Amsterdam] : ex officina Nicolai Visscher [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher], [1710?]) map [98].
Manuscript '100' on verso.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .V8 1700 map [98] (PrCt)

3283  Asia - Maps - 1719
L'Asie divisee en ses principales regions ...
Paris : Hubert Jaillot, 1719 [i.e. 1737?].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Cordier, Robert (Engraver) -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712. [Atlas françois] (1700 [i.e. 1737?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: hand col.; 44 x 64 cm.
In: Jaillot, Alexis Hubert. [Atlas françois] (Paris : Jaillot, 1700 [i.e. 1737?]) pl. [24].
Map dated 1719.
Manuscript title 'Asie' and no. '27' on verso.

3284  Asia - Maps - 1721
A New map of Asia according to the latest observations ... / revis'd by I. Senex. [London : s.n., 1721].
Authors: Senex, John, -1740 -- Booth, George, Earl of Warrington -- Senex, John, -1740. A New general atlas : containing a geographical and historical account of all the empires, kingdoms, and other dominions of the world ... (1721) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: hand col.; 47 x 54 cm.
Inset (6 x 13 cm.): [Far northern Europe and Asia].
Includes dedication to "George Earl of Warrington".
In: Senex, John. A New general atlas : containing a geographical and historical account of all the empires, kingdoms, and other dominions of the world ... (London : Daniel Browne [and others],...
1721), v. 2, following p. 272.

oversize Ayer 135 .S5 1721 v. 2, following p. 272 (PrCt)

3285 Asia - Maps - 1723

Carte d'Asie : dressée pour l'usage du roy sur les memoires envoyés par le czar à l'Académie Royale des Sciences ... le tout aussujet aux observations ... des R.R.P.P. Jesuites ... / par Guillaume Delisle ... A Paris : chez l'auteur sur le Quay de l'Horlogie ..., Juin 1723.

Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Académie royale des sciences (France) -- Jesuits -- L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726. [Collection of maps of the world] [1732?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 62 cm.

In composite atlas without title page: L'Isle, Guillaume de. [Collection of maps of the world. Paris : s.n. , 1732?], [plate 70].

Number "70" in ms. on verso.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

VAULT Baskes oversize G1015 .H66 1776, [plate 34] (PrCt)

3289 Asia - Maps - 1730

L'Asie divisée en ses principales regions ... Amsterdam, [ca. 1725].

Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Covens et Mortier -- Académie des sciences (France) -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:B17

1 map ; 59 x 61 cm.

2600 rev

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Sack map6F G7400 1725 .L5 (PrCt)

3290 Asia - Maps - 1713

Nieuwe kaart van Asia na de alderlaatste onderzoekings int licht gebragt / door Jacob Keyser getek en gesned. Amsterdam : by Isaak Tirion, 1733.

Authors: Tirion, Isaak -- Keizer, Jacob, fl. 1706-1750 -- Tirion, Isaak. Nieuwe en beknopte hand-atlas ... (1748 [i.e. 1769?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 27 x 34 cm.

Verso numbered "N 80" in manuscript.

In: Tirion, Isaak. Nieuwe en beknopte hand-atlas ... (Amsterdam : Isaak Tirion, 1744 [i.e. 1769?]), plate [78].

oversize Ayer 135 .T55 1744, plate [78] (PrCt)
Asia - Maps - 1734

_Recentissima Asiae delineatio, qua imperia ejus regna et status ... / Ioh. Christophe Homanno ...

Noribergae [Nuremberg : Homann, 1734 or later].

Authors: Homann, Johann Christoph, 1703-1730
-- Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724

1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 57 cm.

Includes note to the reader signed "Ioh. Bapt. Hommani."

In: Homann, Johann Baptist. Kleiner Atlas scholasticus von sechs und zwanzig charten (Leipzig ; Nuremberg : Johann Friedrich Gleditsch ; Johann Baptist Homann, [1734 or later]), [plate 3].

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .H7 1734, [plate 3] (PrCt)

3292

Asia - Maps - 1739

_L'Asie : représentée selon le rapport que toutes ses parties ont avec les cieux, entr'elles, et avec l'histoire : ou l'on trouve les climats, les meridiens, les grandes regions distinguées suivant l'étendue de tous les empires et royaumes qui la partagent, des peuples naturels libres qui s'y trouvent et des dominations étrangeres etablées par les Castillans, les Portugais, les Français, et les Etats generaux des Provinces Unies / par les Srs. Sanson, geog. ord. du roi ; revue et corrigée en plusieurs endroits sur les memoires les plus recents et assujietie aux observations astronomiques par le Sr. Robert, geog. ord. du roi ; Gravé par Le Tellier. A Paris : Ches l'auteur, quai de l'Horloge du Palais proche la rue de Harlay, 1739.

Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600
-- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600
-- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600
-- Sanson, Nicolaus, 1600-1667 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667
-- Sanson, Nicolaus, 1600-1667 -- Chatelain -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 56 cm.

Includes table outlining the physical and political geography of Asia.

In composite world atlas possibly compiled and published by Charles François Delamarche: Atlas général : contenant le détail des quatre parties du monde [1798?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 62 cm, on sheet 55 x 74 cm.

Scale [ca. 1:22,000,000].

Relief shown pictorially.

Includes table outlining the physical and political geography of Asia.

Case oversize G 1007 .81 pl. [89] (PrCt)

3293

Asia - Maps - 1739

_Asia cum omnibus imperiis provinciis, statibus et insulis ... / [Augsburg] : Matthaeum Seutter, [ca. 1740?].

Authors: Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756 -- Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756. [A Collection of Seutter maps] [1726-1773]

1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 56 cm.

Forms part of a made-to-order composite atlas chiefly comprised of undated maps issued ca. 1734-ca. 1744.


Case oversize G 1007 .81 pl. [89] (PrCt)

3294

Asia - Maps - 1740

_Asia cum omnibus imperiis provinciis statibus et insulis iuxta observationes recentissimas et accuratissimas / correcta et adornata per Matthaeum Seutter ... Aug. Vindel. [Augsburg : Seutter, 1740].

Authors: Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756 -- Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756. Atlas novus sive tabulae geographicae totius orbis faciem, partes, imperia, regna et provincias exhibentes [1740?] -- Kodousek, Karel -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 56 cm.

Scale [ca. 1:25,000,000].


In: Seutter, Matthaeus. Atlas novus sive tabulae geographicae totius orbis faciem, partes, imperia, regna et provincias exhibentes (Augsburg : [Seutter], 1740?), plate [4]

Ownership stamp: Karel Kodousek, Týniste n./Orl.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.


3295

Asia - Maps - 1741

_Carte d'Asie. Amsterdam : Jean Cövens et Corneille Mortier, [1741?].

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.


Asia - Maps - 1748 A New & exact map of Asia ... [London, 1748]. Authors: Bowen, Emanuel, -1767 -- Harris, John, 1667?-1719 -- Woodward, Thomas, d. 1751? -- Harris, John, 1667?-1719. Navigantium atque itinerarium bibliotheca. Or, A complete collection of voyages and travels (1744-1748) 1 map ; 35 x 44 cm. In: Harris, John. Navigantium atque itinerarium...

**folio G 12. 387 v. 2, opp. p. [790]** (PrCt)

**3303**

**Asia - Maps - 1750<=><>Map printing - Engravings**

*Carte de l’Asie dressée sur les relations les plus nouvelles ... / par le Sr. Robert de Vaugondy, fils ... ; Guill. Delahaye sculpsit.* [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy], 1750.
Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766
-- Haye, G. de la -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1790?]?) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 51 cm.
In: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles. Atlas universel / par M. Robert ... et par M. Robert de Vaugondy
son fils ... (A Paris : Chez De la Marche, géographe, rue du Foin St. Jacques, Collège de Me. Gervais, 1757, [i.e. 1790?]!), [plate 92].

*Asie* -- oversize letterpress title and number stamped on verso.
For variant state of the plate dated 1751, see Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1757, [plate 92] (PrCt).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1790, [plate 92]** (PrCt)

**3306**

**Asia - Maps - 1751**

*Prémière partie de la carte d'Asie contenant la Turquie, l'Arabie, la Perse, l'Inde ... / publiée sous les auspices de Monseigneur Louis Philippe d'Orléans ... par le Sr. d'Anville ... ; Gravé par Guill. De-la-Haye ; H. Gravelot invent ; De Lafosse sculpsit.* A Paris : chés l'auteur aux Galeries du Louvre, MDCCLIII [1751].
1 map on 2 sheets : hand col. ; 77 x 79 cm.
Title cartouche on western sheet.

Bound as adjacent sheets in composite atlas without title page: Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d'. [Atlas général] [Paris : s.n., ca. 1786?], [plates 9-10].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes oversize G1019 .A598 1786, [plates 9-10]** (PrCt)

**3307**

**Asia - Maps - 1755**

*First part of Asia: being Turky, Arabia, Persia, most of India and Tartary / performed by the Sr. D’Anville under the patronage of the Duke of Orleans ; revised and improved by Mr. Bolton MDCCLV.* [London : Printed for John Knapton, 1757].

Requests and information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

1 map on 4 sheets ; 72 x 76 cm., sheets fold. to
42 x 26 cm.
In: Jacques Savary des Brûlons, Universal
dictionary of trade and commerce... trans. by
Malachy Postlethwayt (London: Printed for John
Knapton..., 1757), vol. 1, part 2, map 2, at end.
Title from cartouche on sheet 3.
Scale [ca. 1:7,100,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
Each plate has separate title in margin; plate 4
signed "R. W. Seale sculp."
folio H 7005.78, v. 1, pt. 2, map 2 (PrCt)

Asia - Maps - 1764
A New map of Asia : divided into its empires and
kings with all the European settlements in
the East Indies / drawn from the best
geographers with great improvements from the
Sieurs D'Anville & Robert. London : Printed for
Robt. Sayer ... [1764?].
Authors: Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d',
1697-1782 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles,
1688-1766 -- Bamburg, Capt. -- Sayer, Robert,
1725-1794 -- Senex, John, -1740. The Universal
geographer ... [1764?] -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map on 2 sheets : hand col.; 55 x 92 cm.
"Robert" in the statement of authorship is
probably Gilles Robert de Vaugondy.
Scale [ca. 1:12,000,000]
Relief shown pictorially.
Prime meridians: London and Ferro.
Two sheet mounted together as one.
Illustrated title cartouche.
Includes arrows indicating prevailing wind
directions.
Insets: Hellespont, or ye Straits of Constantinople
/ by Capt. Bamburg -- The Gulf of Smyrna --
Bombay and Sallset Island -- Hugly River from
Buffalo Point to Hugly.
Includes table: A general division of the continent
and islands of Asia.
In: Senex, John. The Universal geographer ...
(London : Printed for Robert Sayer, [1764?]),
plate [4].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .M3 1766, [plate 21]
(NLO)

Asia - Maps - 1766
A New & accurate map of Asia ... / by Eman.
Bowen. [London : s.n., 1766].
Authors: Bowen, Emanuel, -1767 -- Bowen,
Emanuel, -1767. The Maps and charts to The
modern part of the universal history (1766) --
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 34 x 41 cm.
In: Bowen, Emanuel. The Maps and charts to
The modern part of the universal history / [with
maps by Emanuel Bowen and Thomas Kitchin]
(London : Printed for T. Osborne [et al.], 1766),
[plate 21].

Manuscript nos. "XXI" at upper right and "21" on
verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .M3 1766, [plate 21]
(NLO)

Asia - Maps - 1766
A Map of Asia with its principal divisions / by J.
Palarie de la Concorde de la geographie des
differents ages . [Paris : Chez les Freres
Estienne, 1772].
Authors: Pluche, Noël Antoine, 1688-1761 --
Lattré, Jean -- Frères Estienne (Firm) -- Pluche,
Noël Antoine, 1688-1761. Concorde de la
géographie des différents ages (1772)
1 map ; 13 x 19 cm.
In: Pluche, Noël Antoine. Concorde de la
géographie des différents ages (Paris : Chez les
3313 Asia - Maps - 1774

Authors: Dunn, Samuel, -1794 -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Robert Sayer and John Bennett (Firm) -- Dunn, Samuel, -1794. A New atlas of the mundane system ... (1778) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 31 x 44 cm.
In: Dunn, Samuel. A New atlas of the mundane system ... (London : R. Sayer and J. Bennett, 1778), pl. 22. Title page dated 1778; map dated 1774.
oversize Ayer 135 .D85 1778 pl. 22 (PrCt)

3314 Asia - Maps - 1779<<>>Bering Strait - Maps - 1779

Carte d'Asie : dressée pour l'usage du roy sur ce que les Arabes nous ont laissé de plus exact des pays orientaux, sur les routiers et observons. des voyageurs européens et sur les mémoires envoyés par le czar Pierre le Grand à l'Académie des sciences de Paris / publiée en 1723 par Guillaume Delisle, per. géog. de Sa Majesté de l'Académie ré. des sciences ; en 1762, Phil. Buache son gendre a augmenté cette carte des nouvelles découvertes faites en géographe. depuis environ 30 ans ... [Paris : Dezauche?, 1779?].
1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 63 cm.
"Revu et corrigé en 1779, a Paris, rue des Noyers, avec privige."
Scale [ca. 1:20,000,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
Inset of the Bering Strait.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .L565 1785, [plate 26] (NLO)

3315 Asia - Maps - 1780

1 map ; 23 x 31 cm.
"Liv. I. et V." -- At upper left.
"No. 4" -- At upper right.
Forms part of the William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library).
Greenlee 4891 .B71 1780 [map 4] (PrCt)

3316 Asia - Maps - 1782

Authors: Neele, Samuel John, 1756-1824 -- Stackhouse, Thomas, 1756-1836 -- Stackhouse, Thomas, 1756-1836. An Universal atlas : being a set of maps, to illustrate ancient and modern geography ... (1782) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 36 cm.
In: Stackhouse, Thomas. An Universal atlas : being a set of maps, to illustrate ancient and modern geography ... (London : Printed for the author, and sold by Ashby and Neele ... [et al], 1782 [i.e. 1783?]), plate 7.
Hand stamped with oversize "7" at upper right.
oversize Ayer 135 .S77 1782, plate 7 (PrCt)

3317 Asia - Maps - 1783

Present Asia / engrav'd by S.I. Neele. [London] : Published by T. Stackhouse, June 1st 1783.
Authors: Neele, Samuel John, 1756-1824 -- Stackhouse, Thomas, 1756-1836 -- Stackhouse, Thomas, 1756-1836. A New universal atlas : consisting of a complete set of maps ... (1785?) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 36 cm.
In: Stackhouse, Thomas. A New universal atlas : consisting of a complete set of maps ... (London : Printed for the proprietor, Mrs. Stackhouse ... and sold by T. Longman [and 7 others], 1785), plate 7.
Engraved oversize "7" at upper right.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .S82 1785, plate 7 (PrCt)

3318 Asia - Maps - 1784

L'Asie divisée en ses principaux états / dressée et projectée d'après les cartes de Mr. Bonne ... A Paris : Chéz Lattré graveur ... avec privelige du Roi, 1784.
Authors: Bonne, Rigobert, 1727-1794 -- Lattré, Jean -- Lattré, Jean. Atlas geographique : contenant la mappemonde et les quatre parties avec les différents états (1784) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 50 x 64 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:21,000,000]
In: Lattré, Jean. Atlas geographique : contenant la mappemonde et les quatre parties avec les...
Asia - Maps - 1787

[Asia, according to the most recent geographers]. [Venice? Elia Endasian?], 1787.
Authors: Endasian, Elia -- Morosini, Count -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 454 x 618 mm. (neat line), 486 x 661 mm. (plate mark)
One of four continental maps compiled by Elia Endasian, printed in Armenian script, and published in Venice 1786-1787; cf. his 1786 map of Africa (Novacco 4F 397) and 1787 map of America (Novacco 4F 54).
Awaiting fuller translation of author, title, and imprint statements from Armenian into English.
Title transcribed from British Museum, Catalogue of printed maps, charts and plans (1967) v. 5, col. 411, shelfmark 46820 (43).
Ex Morosini.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Novacco 4F 372 (PrCt)

Asia - Maps - 1787

[Asia, according to d'Anville; divided into empires ... in the East Indies ... by the English under Captn. Cook]. London: printed for Robert Sayer ... as the Act directs, Jany 1st, 1789.
Authors: Dunn, Samuel, -1794 -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Dunn, Samuel, -1794. A New atlas of the mundane system ... [1789?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 32 x 45 cm., on sheet 47 x 57 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:30,000,000]
Relief shown pictorially.
Prime meridian: Ferro.
In: Dunn, Samuel. A New atlas of the mundane system, or, Of geography and cosmography ... (London : Printed for Robert Sayer and Co., [1789?]), [plate 22].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize Ayer 135 .C33 1792 v. 1 pl. 15 (PrCt)

Asia - Maps - 1789

Asia divided into its principal states and regions: with all the islands and the new discoveries made by the English and the Russians in the eastern parts / by Samuel Dunn. London: Printed for Robert Sayer ... as the Act directs, Jany 1st, 1789.
Authors: Dunn, Samuel, -1794 -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Dunn, Samuel, -1794. A New atlas of the mundane system ... [1789?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 32 x 45 cm., on sheet 47 x 57 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:30,000,000]
Relief shown pictorially.
Prime meridian: London.
In: Dunn, Samuel. A New atlas of the mundane system, or, Of geography and cosmography ... (London : Printed for Robert Sayer and Co., [1789?]), [plate 22].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .D86 1789 [plate 22] (NLO)

Asia - Maps - 1793

A New & accurate map of Asia: drawn from the most approved modern maps & charts / by Thos. Bowen. [London: s.n., 1793?].
Authors: Bowen, Thomas, -1790 -- Bankes, Thomas, b. 1744. A New and authentic system of universal geography, antient and modern: including all the late important discoveries made by the English ... [1793?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 31 x 40 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:46,000,000 at equator].
Prime meridian: London.
Relief shown pictorially.
Shows Asia, Russian Empire, and Australia.
In: Bankes, Thomas. A New and authentic system of universal geography, antient and modern: including all the late important discoveries made by the English ... (London : Printed for C. Cooke ... [et al., 1793?]), opposite
3324 Asia - Maps - 1794
Asia divided into its principal states and regions : with all the islands and the new discoveries made by the English and the Russians in the eastern parts / by Samuel Dunn. London : Laurie & Whittle, 1794.
Authors: Dunn, Samuel, -1794 -- Laurie & Whittle -- Dunn, Samuel, -1794. A New atlas of the mundane system ... (1800) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 32 x 45 cm., on sheet 47 x 59 cm.
"Published by Laurie & Whittle, 53 Fleet Street as the Act directs 12th May 1794."
Scale [ca. 1:20,000,000]
Relief shown pictorially.
Prime meridian: Ferro.
In: Dunn, Samuel. New atlas of the mundane system, or, Of geography and cosmography ... (London : Printed and published by Robert Laurie and James Whittle ... (successors to the late Mr. Robert Sayer), 1800), [plate 22]
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

3325 Asia - Maps - 1794<br>Wall maps
Asia and it islands according to d'Anville ... and an exact delineation of all the discoveries made in the eastern parts by the English under Capt. Cook. London : Laurie & Whittle, No. 53 Fleet Street, 12th May 1794.
Authors: Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d', 1697-1782 -- Cook, James, 1728-1779 -- Laurie & Whittle -- Kitchin, Thomas, 1718-1784. A General atlas describing the whole universe ... (1795) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 101 x 118 cm., on 2 composite sheets each 55 x 124 cm.
Title cartouche and imprint at upper left.
In: Kitchin, Thomas. A General atlas describing the whole universe ... (London : Printed and published by Robert Laurie and James Whittle, no. 53 Fleet Street, 1795). [plate 26-27].
Printed from 4 plates on 4 sheets joined to form 2 composite and adjacent sheets; northern half stamped "26" on verso; southern half stamped "27" on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

3326 Asia - Maps - 1796
Asia according to the best authorities. Philadelphia : M. Carey, 1796.
Authors: Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Guthrie, William, 1708-1770 -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839. Carey's General atlas ... (1796)
1 map ; 31 x 34 cm.
In: Carey, Mathew. Carey's General atlas ... (Philadelphia : M. Carey, 1796) pl. [19].

3327 Case folio G1019.C25 1796 pl. 19 (PrCt)

3327 Asia - Maps - 1797
Asia / A. Bell sculpt. [Edinburgh : s.n., 1797].
Authors: Bell, Andrew, 1726-1809 -- Encyclopaedia Britannica (1797) -- Encyclopaedia Britannica, inc.
1 map ; 17 x 22 cm.
In Encyclopaedia Britannica; or, A dictionary of arts, sciences, and miscellaneous literature (Edinburgh : A. Bell and C. Macfarquhar, 1797) v. 2, opposite p. 392.
Engraved 'Plate LVII.'

3328 folio A 2 .2583 v. 2, opposite p. 392 (PrCt)

3329 Asia - Maps - 1797<br>East Indies - Maps - 1797
East Indies / A. Bell sculpt. [Edinburgh : s.n., 1797].
Authors: Bell, Andrew, 1726-1809 -- Encyclopaedia Britannica (1797) -- Encyclopaedia Britannica, inc.
1 map ; 18 x 27 cm.
In Encyclopaedia Britannica; or, A dictionary of arts, sciences, and miscellaneous literature (Edinburgh : A. Bell and C. Macfarquhar, 1797) v. 9, opposite p. 216.
Engraved 'CCLIV.'

3330 A 2 .254 v. 2, opposite p. 394 (PrCt)

3330 Asia - Maps - 1798<br>East Indies - Maps - 1798
East Indies. [Philadelphia : s.n., 1798].
Authors: Encyclopaedia -- or, A dictionary of arts sciences and miscellaneous literature 1798 -- Encyclopaedia Britannica (1798)
1 map ; 16 x 22 cm.
Anonymous map in an American edition of the Encyclopaedia Britannica, issued as: Encyclopaedia; or, A dictionary of arts, sciences, and miscellaneous literature ... (Philadelphia : Thomas Dobson, 1798) v. 2, opposite p. 394.
Engraved 'Plate LIX.'

3330 Asia - Maps - 1798<br>East Indies - Maps - 1798
East Indies. [Philadelphia : s.n., 1798].
Authors: Encyclopaedia -- or, A dictionary of arts sciences and miscellaneous literature 1798 -- Encyclopaedia Britannica (1798)
1 map ; 18 x 27 cm.
Anonymous map in an American edition of the Encyclopaedia Britannica, issued as:
Encyclopaedia; or, A dictionary of arts, sciences, and miscellaneous literature ... (Philadelphia : Thomas Dobson, 1798) v. 9, following p. 218. 'Miles 60 to a Deg.' Engraved 'Plate CCLIV.'

A 2 .254 v. 9, following p. 218 (PrCt)

Asia - Maps - 1799

Asia with its islands, and different regions according to their modern divisions: also the discoveries made by Capt. Cook. London : Laurie & Whittle, 12th May 1799. Authors: Laurie & Whittle -- Cook, James, 1728-1779 -- Laurie & Whittle. A New and elegant imperial sheet atlas comprehending general and particular maps of every part of the world [...1801?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map: hand col.; 47 x 50 cm.
In Robert Laurie and James Whittle. A New and elegant imperial sheet atlas comprehending general and particular maps of every part of the world ... (London : printed and published by R. Laurie and J. Whittle, 1800 [i.e. 1801?]) no. 37. Stamped "37" on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .R63 1801 no. 37 (NLO)

Asia - Maps - 1800<<>>Bering Strait - Maps - 1800


1 map: hand col.; 48 x 61 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:21,500,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
Inset of the Bering Strait.

Baskes oversize G1015 .L565 1801, [plate 27] (NLO)

Asia - Maps - 1801


1 map: hand col.; 120 x 141 cm. on 2 sheets
Dedicated to James Rennell.
Imprint on map: London: Published Janr. 1st 1801 by A. Arrowsmith ...
Verso handstamped '1.'

oversize Ayer 135 .G32 1775 v. 2, pl. [1-2] (PrCt)

Asia - Maps - 1802

Asia. [London] : Cadell and Davies [et al], 1802 [i.e. 1807]. Authors: Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826 -- Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Lowry, fl. 1802-1807 -- Cadell & Davies -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826. Modern geography ... (1807) 1 map; 20 x 25 cm.
Arrowsmith direxit.'
'From Arrowsmith's large map.'
'Published March 1st, 1802 ... .'


Asia - Maps - 1804


1 map; 20 x 25 cm.
In: Arrowsmith, Aaron. A New and elegant general atlas comprising all the new discoveries, to the present time ... (Philadelphia [etc.]: J. Conrad & Co. [et al.], 1804) pl. 23

Ayer 135 .A65 1804 pl. 23 (PrCt)

Asia - Maps - 1804

Asia, according to the best authorities. Philadelphia : Mathew Carey, 1804. Authors: Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839. Carey's General atlas ... (1804) 1 map; 31 x 34 cm.
In: Carey, Mathew. Carey's General atlas ...
Asia - Maps - 1804 (Provisional Heading)

*Voyage dans intérieur Chine & Tartarie: atlas.*
Authors: Staunton, George Leonard -- Tardieu -- Buisson, François, 1753-1814 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 4 maps ; 290 x 220 mm.
3rd ed.
+36pls; C: Tardieu
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Asia - Maps - 1806

Authors: Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Ralph, William -- Brookes, R. (Richard), active 1721-1763 -- Jacob Johnson & Co. -- Brookes, R. (Richard), active 1721-1763. Brookes's General gazetteer improved, or, A new and compendious geographical dictionary ... (1806)
1 map ; 23 x 18 cm.
In: Brookes, Richard. Brookes's General gazetteer improved, or, A new and compendious geographical dictionary ... (Philadelphia : Published by Jacob Johnson, & Co. ; John Borein, printer, 1806) pl.[5], opp. p. ARU-ASH. G 005 .118 pl. 5 (PrCt)

Asia - Maps - 1807

*L'Asie divisée en ses principaux etats ... / par le Sr. Janvier.* À Venise [Venice] : par François Santini ... Chez M. Remondini, [1807?].
Authors: Janvier, Jean Denis -- Santini, Francesco -- Remondini, Guiseppe Antonio, 1747-1811 -- Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (1784 [i.e. 1807?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 63 cm.
In: Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (Venice : par P. Santini, rue Ste. Justine, chez M. Remondini, 1784 [i.e. 1807?]), v. 2, no. "P. II. 28"
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .S4 1807, v. 2, no. 28 (PrCt)

Asia - Maps - 1808

Asia. London : W. Faden, 1808 [i.e. 1817?].
Authors: Faden, William, 1794-1836 -- Faden, William, 1749-1836. [General atlas] [1817?] 1 map : hand col. ; 51 x 63 cm.
Map dated 1808, verso handstamped '42.'
oversize G 10 .282 pl. 43 (PrCt)

Asia - Maps - 1811

*Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)*

A New map of Asia, from the latest authorities.
Authors: Cary, John, approximately 1754-1835 -- Cary, John, approximately 1754-1835. Cary's New universal atlas ... (1811 [i.e. 1812?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 44 x 50 cm.
In: Cary, John. Cary's New universal atlas, containing distinct maps of all the principal states and kingdoms throughout the world (London: Printed for J. Cary, 1811 [i.e. 1812?] pl. [36].
Printed paste-on no. 40.
oversize Ayer 135 .C2 1811 pl. 36 (PrCt)

Asia - Maps - 1812

Authors: Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Ralph, William -- Brookes, R. (Richard), active 1721-1763 -- Johnson & Warner -- Brookes, R. (Richard), active 1721-1763. Brookes's General gazetteer improved, or, A new and compendious geographical dictionary ... (1812)
1 map ; 23 x 18 cm.
In: Brookes, Richard. Brookes's General gazetteer improved, or, A new and compendious geographical dictionary ... (Philadelphia : Johnson and Warner, 1812) pl. [5], opp. p. ASH-ASI. G 005 .119 pl. 5 (PrCt)

Asia - Maps - 1813

Authors: J. & G. Menzies -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1817?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 43 x 49 cm.
Engraved 'No. 35' at upper right.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1817, map 35 (NLO)

Asia - Maps - 1813

Authors: Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Neele, George -- Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824. Neele's general atlas : consisting of a complete set of maps compiled from the best authorities ... (1814 [i.e. 1815?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 27 x 23 cm.
In: Neele, Samuel John and George. Neele's
general atlas: consisting of a complete set of maps compiled from the best authorities, and including all the new discoveries (London: [Samuel and George Neele]; Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme, and Brown; Cadell & Davies, 1814 [i.e. 1815]), [plate 41].

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library. Engraved no. XXV at upper right.

**Baskes folio G1019 .N4 1814, [plate 41] (PrCt)**

### Asia - Maps - 1814

**Asia.** Philadelphia: M. Carey, and Johnson & Warner, 1814.

Authors: Carey, Mathew, 1760

A General atlas, being a collection of maps of the world and quarters ... (1814)

1 map : hand col. ; 24 x 18 cm.

In: Carey, Mathew. A General atlas, being a collection of maps of the world and quarters ... (Philadelphia: Published by M. Carey, and Johnson & Warner, 1814) pl. [51].

**Ayer 135 .C27 1814 pl. 51 (PrCt)**

### Asia - Maps - 1814

**Asia.** London: Cadell & Davies [et al], 1814 [i.e. 1815].

Authors: Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826 -- Hebert, Lewis, fl. 1809-1838 -- Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Cadell & Davies -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826. A Modern atlas: from the latest and best authorities ... (1815) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 50 x 69 cm.

Drawn under the direction of Mr. Pinkerton by L. Hebert.'

Running title in upper margin: Pinkerton's modern atlas.


### Asia - Maps - 1814

**Tartary / N. R. Hewitt, sc. 10 Broad Str. Bloomsby. London.** [Edinburgh]: Drawn and engraved for Thomson's New general atlas, Sepr. 1st 1814 [?].


1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 57 cm.

Transcription of imprint date uncertain.

Engraved "No. 37" at upper right.


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Digital image of another copy available on the David Rumsey Map Collection website (accessed Feb. 2010):

http://www.davidrumsey.com/luna/servlet/detail/RUMSEY~8~1~28360~1120789

**Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1817, map 37 (NLO)**
19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1821?].
Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 57 cm.
In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ...
(Edinburgh ; London ; Dublin : John Thomson and Company ; Baldwin, Craddock, and Joy ;
John Cumming, 1817, [i.e. 1821?] ) map 37.
Printed paste-on label "No. 37" on verso.

oversize Ayer 135 .T4 1817 map 37 (PrCt)

Asia - Maps - 1814<<<>>Wall maps
Carte encyprotpe de l'Asie ... / par H. Brué, ingénieur-géographe. Paris : Chez Desray ; Chez
J. Goujon, 1814.
Authors: Brué, Adrien Hubert, 1786-1822 -- Desray, Jacques -- Goujon, Jean, fl. ca.
1793-1826 -- Brué, Adrien Hubert, 1786-1832.
Grand atlas universel, ou collection de cartes encyprotypes, générales et detaillées des cinq parties du monde ... (1816) -- Charles X, King of France, 1757-1836
1 map : hand col. ; 106 x 124 cm. on 4 sheets
Title from top left sheet.
"Dédiee & présentée a S.A.R. Monsieur, Comte d'Artois"
"Asie 1ere. [-4.e.] feuille" and "Atlas universel no. [17 - 20]" in upper right margins.
In: Brué, Adrien Hubert. Grand atlas universel, ou collection de cartes encyprotypes, générales et detaillées des cinq parties du monde ... (Paris : Chez Desray, 1816), plates [17-20].

oversize F 006 .48 pl. 22 (PrCt)

Asia - Maps - 1818
Asia / drawn under the direction of Mr. Pinkerton by L. Hebert ; Neele sculpt. 352 Strand. Philada.
[Philadelphia ] : Published by Dobson, [1818].
Authors: Hebert, Lewis, fl. 1809-1838 -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826 -- Neele, Samuel
John, 1758-1824 -- Dobson, Thomas, 1751-1823 -- Thomas Dobson and Son -- Pinkerton, John,
1758-1826. A Modern atlas : from the latest and best authorities exhibiting the various divisions of
the world ... (1818)
1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 68 cm.
Running title: Pinkerton's modern atlas
In: Pinkerton, John. A Modern atlas : from the latest and best authorities exhibiting the various divisions of the world ... (Philadelphia : Thomas Dobson & Son, 1818), plate [29]

Case oversize G1019 .P56 1818, plate [29] (PrCt)

Asia - Maps - 1820
Asia. [Boston : Cummings, Hilliard & Company], 1820.
Authors: Cummings, J. A. (Jacob Abbot),
1772-1820 -- Cummings and Hilliard -- Cummings, J. A. (Jacob Abbot), 1772-1820.
[School atlas to Cummings Ancient & modern geography] [1820?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 27 x 21 cm.
In: Cumming, Jacob Abbot. [School atlas to
Cumming Ancient & modern geography] ([Boston : Cummings and Hilliard, 1820?] ) map [6].

Added title: Geographical, statistical, [and historical map of Asia].
Lacking Eastern section of the map and accompanying text.

**Case oversize G1030 .L4 1821 pl. 22 (PrCt)**

**3357**

**Asia - Maps - 1822**


1 map : hand col., sectioned and mounted on cloth ; 55 x 84 cm. on sheet 65 x 97 cm., folded to 22 x 14 cm.

Scale [ca. 1:17,500,000]
Relief indicated by hachures.

In a box of folded maps (variously dated 1818-1822) bearing title: Atlas par H. Brué.

Bookplate of A.H. DeGeorge.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Collective Baskes acquisition no. for all sheets in box: A3287

Cf. Phillips 3546

**Baskes G3200 svar .B7 no. 3 (NLO)**

**3360**

**Asia - Maps - 1823**


Authors: Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Hall, Sidney -- Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823. A New general atlas constructed from the latest authorities ... (1823) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 20 x 24 cm.

In: Arrowsmith, Aaron. A New general atlas constructed from the latest authorities ... Exhibiting the boundaries and divisions, also the chains of mountains and other geographical features of all the known countries in the world (Edinburgh ; London : A. Constable & Co., 1823), pl. 32.

**folio Ayer 135 .A65 1823 pl. 32 (PrCt)**

**3358**

**Asia - Maps - 1822**

*Asia / Neele & Son sc. 352 Strand.* [Edinburgh] : Drawn & engraved for Thomson's New general atlas, [1822?].

Authors: Neele & Son -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1822?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Neele and Son SEE Neele & Son -- Neele (S.J.) & Son SEE Neele & Son

1 map : hand col. ; 52 x 60 cm.

In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (Edinburgh ; London ; Dublin : Printed by G. Ramsay and Co. for J. Thomson and Co.) ; Baldwin, Cradock and Joy ; John Cumming, 1821 [i.e. 1822?] ; v. 2, map 35.

Engraved 'No. 35' at upper right.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1821, v. 2, map 37 (NLO)**

**3361**

**Asia - Maps - 1825**


Authors: Morse, Sidney E. (Sidney Edwards), 1794-1871 -- N. & S.S. Jocelyn (Firm) -- Morse, Sidney E. (Sidney Edwards), 1794-1871. A New universal atlas of the world, on an approved plan ... (1825)

1 map ; hand col. ; 19 x 24 cm.

In: Morse, Sidney E. A New universal atlas of the world, on an approved plan ... (New Haven [Mass.] : N. & S.S. Jocelyn, 1825) pl. [27]

**folio G 1083 .595 pl. [27] (PrCt)**

**3359**

**Asia - Maps - 1822<<>>China - Maps - 1822**


Authors: Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1822?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 58 cm.

In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (Edinburgh ; London ; Dublin : Printed by G. Ramsay and Co. for J. Thomson and Co.) ; Baldwin, Cradock and Joy ; John Cumming, 1821 [i.e. 1822?]), v. 2, map 37.

Engraved 'No. 37' at upper right.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1821, v. 2, map 37 (NLO)**

**3359**

**Asia - Maps - 1825**

*Asia.* [Philadelphia ; New York etc. Samuel F. Bradford and Murray, Fairman and Co., Peter A. Mesier etc., 1825?].


1 map ; 24 x 29 cm.

Mesier etc., 1805-1825], plate [25].

Ayer 135 .R29 plate [25] (PrCt)

3363 Asia - Maps - 1826

Asia. Philadelphia : A. Finley, [1826].

Authors: Finley, A. (Anthony) -- Young & Delleker -- Finley, A. (Anthony). A New general atlas, comprising a complete set of maps, representing the grand divisions of the globe ... (1826) 1 map : hand col. ; 28 x 21 cm.

In: Finley, Anthony. A New general atlas, consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (Philadelphia : A. Finley, 1826) pl. 51.

Case folio G1019 .A778 1837, map 27 (PrCt)

3364 Asia - Maps - 1826<<>>Oceania - Maps - 1826<<>>Islands of the Pacific - Maps - 1826

Asia. Philadelphia : H.S. Tanner, [1826?].

Authors: Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858. A New American atlas containing maps of the several states of the North American union ... (1823, [i.e. 1826?]) 1 map : hand col. ; 43 x 50 cm.

Running title in upper margin: American atlas.

In: Tanner, Henry Schenck. A New American atlas containing maps of the several states of the North American union ... (Philadelphia : H.S. Tanner, 1823, [i.e. 1826?]) map [3].

Case oversize G1200 .T3 1823 map [3] (PrCt)

3365 Asia - Maps - 1829


Authors: Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (1829) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 52 x 60 cm.

In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (Edinburgh ; London ; Dublin : Printed by H. & J. Pillans, for John Thomson ; Baldwin & Craddock ; John Cumming, 1829), map 35.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library. Engraved no. "35" at upper right.

Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1829 map 35 (NLO)

3366 Asia - Maps - 1829<<>>China - Maps - 1829


Authors: Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (1829) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 58 cm.


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Engraved no. "37" at upper right.

Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1829 map 37 (NLO)

3367 Asia - Maps - 1831

Asia. Edinburgh : D. Lizars, [1831?].

Authors: Lizars, Daniel, 1760-1812 -- Hamilton, John, fl. 1831 -- Lizars, Daniel, 1760-1812. The Edinburgh geographical and historical atlas ... [1831?] 1 map : hand col. ; 75 x 85 cm. on 2 sheets

Title from northern sheet.

Added title in upper margin of southern sheet: Part of Asia.

In: Lizars, Daniel. The Edinburgh geographical and historical atlas ... (Edinburgh [etc.] : John Hamilton [and others, 1831?] pl. [37-38]. Engraved plate nos. 'XLII', 'XLIII', 'XLIV' and 'XLV.'

oversize G 10 .514 pl. [37-38] (PrCt)

3368 Asia - Maps - 1832


Authors: Arrowsmith, John, 1790-1873 -- Arrowsmith, John, 1790-1873. The London atlas of universal geography ... [1837] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 59 cm.

Engraved no. "27" at lower right.

In: Arrowsmith, John. [The London atlas of universal geography : exhibiting the physical & political divisions of the various countries of the world, constructed from original materials] [London : J. Arrowsmith, 1837], map 27.

Baskes oversize G1019 .A778 1837, map 27 (NLO)

3369 Asia - Maps - 1833


Authors: Young & Delleker -- Finley, A. (Anthony) -- Finley, A. (Anthony). A New general atlas ... (1833) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 29 x 23 cm.

In: Finley, Anthony. A New general atlas : comprising a complete set of maps, representing the grand divisions of the globe ... (Philadelphia : Anthony Finley, 1833), plate 52.

Sheet corner numbered 52.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1019 .F5 1833, plate 52 (PrCt)

3370 Asia - Maps - 1837

Northern Asia, from the Himalya Mountains to the Arctic Ocean / by J. Arrowsmith. [London? J. Arrowsmith?, 1837?].

Authors: Arrowsmith, John, 1790-1873 -- Arrowsmith, John, 1790-1873. The London atlas of universal geography ... [1837] -- Roger S.
Asia - Maps - 1841

**Central Asia no. 3 (eastern division) / drawn & engraved by J. Archer, Pentonville, London.**

*Authors:* Archer, Joshua, fl. 1833-1866 -- Grattan & Gilbert -- Mudie, Robert, 1777-1842. Gilbert's modern atlas of the earth ... (1841) -- Roger S.

Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 22 x 27 cm.

Running title at bottom left: Gilbert's modern atlas

In: Mudie, Robert. Gilbert's modern atlas of the earth ... (London : Grattan and Gilbert, [1841?]), [plate 23].

Printed no. 22 at bottom center.

**Baskets folio G1019 .M83 1841, [plate 23]** (PrCt)

---

**Political map of Asia. [Hartford : Belknap & Hamersley], 1843 [i.e. 1845?].**

*Authors:* Woodbridge, William C. (William Channing), 1794-1845 -- Belknap & Hamersley -- Woodbridge, William C. (William Channing), 1794-1845. Modern atlas, physical political and statistical ... (1843 [i.e. 1845?])

1 map : hand col. ; 21 x 28 cm.

Inset (7 x 4 cm.): Syria and Palestine.

'Entered according to Act of Congress in the year 1843 by William C. Woodridge in ... Massachusetts.'

In: Woodbridge, William C. Modern atlas, physical political and statistical ... (Hartford [Conn.] : Belknap and Hamersley, 1843 [i.e. 1845?]) map [18].

**folio G 10 .98 map [18] (PrCt)**

---

**Central Asia no. 2 (middle division) / drawn & engraved by J. Archer, Pentonville, London.**

*Authors:* Archer, Joshua, fl. 1833-1866 -- Grattan & Gilbert -- Mudie, Robert, 1777-1842. Gilbert's modern atlas of the earth ... (1841) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 18 x 24 cm.

In: Bradford, Thomas Gamaliel. A Comprehensive atlas ... (1841)

**Printer no. 24 at bottom center.**

**Baskets folio G1019 .M83 1841, [plate 24] (PrCt)**

---

**Central Asia no. 1 (western division) / drawn & engraved by J. Archer, Pentonville, London.**

*Authors:* Archer, Joshua, fl. 1833-1866 -- Grattan & Gilbert -- Mudie, Robert, 1777-1842. Gilbert's modern atlas of the earth ... (1841) -- Roger S.

Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 22 x 27 cm.

Running title at bottom left: Gilbert's modern atlas

In: Mudie, Robert. Gilbert's modern atlas of the earth ... (London : Grattan and Gilbert, [1841?]), [plate 22].

Printed no. 21 at bottom center.

**Baskets folio G1019 .M83 1841, [plate 22] (PrCt)**

---

**Asia - Maps - 1845**

**Carre physique et politique de l'Asie / dressée par L. Dussieux, 1845 ; gravé par Martier. [Paris], 1845.**

*Authors:* Dussieux, L. (Louis), 1815-1894 -- Marlier, Charles-Bonaparte, b. 1798 -- Dussieux, Louis Etienne, 1815-1894 SEE Dussieux, L. (Louis), 1815-1894

1 map : hand col. ; 27 x 38 cm.

Detached from an edition of Dussieux's Atlas général de géographie.

In upper right margin: Atlas Général par L. Dussieux, Carte 19.

**map2F G7400 1845 .D8 (PrCt)**

---

**Asia - Maps - 1845**

**Carte physique et politique de l'Asie / dressée par L. Dussieux, 1845 ; gravé par Martier. [Paris], 1845.**

*Authors:* Dussieux, L. (Louis), 1815-1894 -- Marlier, Charles-Bonaparte, b. 1798 -- Dussieux, Louis Etienne, 1815-1894 SEE Dussieux, L. (Louis), 1815-1894

1 map : hand col. ; 27 x 38 cm.

Detached from an edition of Dussieux's Atlas général de géographie.

In upper right margin: Atlas Général par L. Dussieux, Carte 19.

**map2F G7400 1845 .D8 (PrCt)**
Case oversize G1019 .T2 1845 map 62 (PrCt)

3386
Asia - Maps - 1845<<>>Southeast Asia - Maps - 1845<<>>Australia - Maps - 1845
Asia. [New York : H.S. Tanner, 1845].
Authors: Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858. A New general atlas, comprising a complete set of maps ... (1845) 1 map: hand col.; 28 x 22 cm.
In: Tanner, Henry Schenck. A New general atlas, comprising a complete set of maps ... (New York : Tanner's Geographical Establishment, 1845) map '20'.
oversize G 10 .622 map 20 (PrCt)

3387
Asia - Maps - 1846
Asia - China. Boston, 1846.
Authors: American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions -- American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions. Maps and illustrations of the missions (1846) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 14 x 21 cm.
In: American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions. Maps and illustrations of the missions ([Boston? : American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions?], 1846). Forms pl. 21 of a collection of wax-engraved maps, apparently detached from assorted Board publications, and bound together as a separate atlas. Title is manuscript.
Ayer 136 .A5 1846 pl. 21 (PrCt)

3388
Asia - Maps - 1847
Asia / G. Russo del. ; A. Rossi inc. [Naples]: Presso Giustino Merolla, 1847.
Authors: Russo, Giosevë, 1781-1840 -- Rossi, Antonio, fl. 1834-1847 -- Merolla, Giustino -- Galanti, Luigi. Atlante di geografia moderna ... (1834-1836 [i.e. 1847?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 30 x 38 cm.
In: Galanti, Luigi. Atlante di geografia moderna : in 30 carte (Naples : [Luigi Galanti], 1834-1836 [i.e. 1847?]), plate 19 Engraved no. 19 at upper right. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1019 .G23 1836, plate 19 (PrCt)

3389
Asia - Maps - 1847<<>>Australia - Maps - 1847
Asia. [Philadelphia : S. Augustus Mitchell, 1847].
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868. A New universal atlas containing maps of the various empires, kingdoms, states, and republics of the world ... (Philadelphia : S. Augustus Mitchell, 1847) pl. [63].
Printed plate no. '62' lined out and replaced with manuscript '63.
oversize G 10 .579 pl. [63] (PrCt)

3390
Asia - Maps - 1850<<>>Australia - Maps - 1850
Asia. [Philadelphia]: Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co. -- 1850 [i.e. 1852].
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co. -- Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868. Mitchell, S. Augustus. New universal atlas ... (1852) 1 map : hand col.; 28 x 35 cm. Entered according to act of Congress in ... 1850 by Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co. ... .'
In: Mitchell, S. Augustus. New universal atlas ... (Philadelphia : Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co., 1852) pl. '64.
oversize G1019 .N49 1852 pl. 64 (PrCt)

3391
Authors: Rapkin, J. -- Tallis, John, 1817-1876 -- Greatbach, G., fl. 1851 -- Winkles, Henry, 1800-ca. 1860 -- Martin, Robert Montgomery, 1803?-1868. Tallis's illustrated atlas, and modern history of the world ... (1851) 1 map : hand col.; 23 x 31 cm.
Inset views (10 x 5 cm. and smaller): Dwelling of Tessaling Lama, Shigatzi -- Mausoleum at Teshoo Loomboo -- Mongol noble -- Leh, Little Thibet -- Chinese wall -- Fortress and palace of Dalai Lama, Lassa.
In: Martin, Robert Montgomery. Tallis's illustrated atlas, and modern history of the world ... (London ; New York : J. Tallis, 1851) pl. [40].
folio G1019 .M197 1851 pl. [40] (PrCt)

3392
Asia - Maps - 1851<<>>Petra (Extinct City) - Maps - 1851 - Pictorial works
Authors: Rapkin, J. -- Tallis, John, 1817-1876 -- Marchant, J., fl. 1851 -- Allen, John Baylis, 1803-1876 -- Martin, Robert Montgomery, 1803?-1868. Tallis's illustrated atlas, and modern history of the world ... (1851) 1 map : hand col.; 30 x 22 cm.
Inset views (3 x 11 cm. and smaller): The Walrus -- Tartars -- Russian peasants -- Sun-birds of India and the Philippine Isles -- Petra.
In: Martin, Robert Montgomery. Tallis's illustrated atlas, and modern history of the world ... (London...
Asia - Maps - 1853

North Asia. London [i.e. New York : Chapman and Hall [i.e. Harper & Brothers, 1853].
Authors: Lowry, Joseph Wilson, 1803-1879 -- Harper & Brothers -- Chapman and Hall -- Lowry, Joseph Wilson, 1803-1879. Lowry's Universal atlas constructed and engraved from the most recent authorities (New York : Harper and Brothers, 1853) pl. [29].
Printed plate nos. 'A', '42' and '44.

Asia - Maps - 1855

Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's atlas of the world ... (1855-1856) 1 map : hand col. ; 29 x 36 cm.

Asia - Maps - 1857

Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's general atlas ... (1857) 1 map : hand col. ; 29 x 36 cm.

Asia - Maps - 1860

Authors: Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884 -- Johnson & Browning -- Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884. Johnson's new illustrated (steel plate) family atlas ... (1860) 1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 36 cm.
In: Johnson, Alvin Jewett. Johnson's new illustrated (steel plate) family atlas ... (New York : Johnson and Browning, 1860) plate '82.'

Asia - Maps - 1861

Authors: Johnston, Alexander Keith, 1804-1871 -- W. & A.K. Johnston Limited -- William Blackwood and Sons -- Johnston, Alexander Keith, 1804-1871. The Royal atlas of modern geography ... (1861) 1 map : col. ; 43 x 56 cm.
Partly hand colored.

Asia - Maps - 1864


Baskes oversize G2200 .R58 1864 (NLO)

Case oversize G1019 .G455 1887, p. 278 (PrCt)

Rand, McNally & Co.’s Asia. [Chicago : Rand, McNally & Co., 1888].
Title in upper margin. Inset (15 x 10 cm.): Palestine or the Holy Land. In Rand, McNally & Co.’s improved indexed business atlas and shipper’s guide ... (Chicago: Rand McNally, 1888) p. 586-587.
oversize RMcN atlas .C7 1888, p. 586-587 (PrCt)

Asia - Maps - 1901-1919
Authors: William Collins Sons and Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- William Collins Sons and Co. The Collegiate atlas ... [191-?] 1 map : col. ; 23 x 29 cm.
"Asia" in oversize manuscript lettering on verso. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .C625 1910z, [plate] 4 (PrCt)

Asia - Maps - 1910<<<Middle East - Maps - 1910 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Wasif, Ahmed -- Abidin, Mahmud -- Madrasa, Muhammediya -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. : 11 maps ; 135 x 203 mm. In Arabic.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

Eurasia. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1927?].
artifacts cage RMcN maproll 7 : 2. 3 (PrCt)

Asia - Maps - 1936
" ... especially prepared for people who visit only the more important centres of the Far East"--Page 5.
"Fully illustrated with photographs and maps." Includes bibliographical references and index. Map on lining papers.
Former owner’s inscription inside front cover: Mary I. Hallock, Willimantic, Conn., USA.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 37005007
Baskes G153 .L66 1936 (NLO)

Authors: Editorial Kapelusz -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Kapelusz Editorial SEE Editorial Kapelusz 1 atlas (8 p., 19 folded leaves of plates) : 19 col.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
map4F G7401.S7 1944 .G6 [copies 1 and 2] (PrCt)

Asia - Maps - 1952 - Propaganda maps
Russia - Maps - 1952 - Propaganda maps
Maps in propaganda - 1952 - Propaganda maps
Cartography and politics - 1952 - Propaganda maps
Political geography - Maps - 1952 - Maps in propaganda SEE Propaganda maps
Propaganda maps
Cartography and politics
 Also Cartography and politics
 Also Propaganda maps

Asia from Irkutsk. [Chicago : Time, inc., 1952].
Authors: Chapin, R. M. -- Time, inc.
1 map : col. ; on sheet 28 x 21 cm.
In Time: the weekly magazine v. 59, no. 10 (March 10, 1952), p. [40].

Propaganda map, oriented with north at bottom, showing the spread of Communism in shades of red, from Russia southward through Asia; accompanied by text on previous page detailing how 'Russia now stands on the threshold of ... Communist-infected Indo-China.'

http://www.newberry.org/smith/slidesets/vs1.html

A 51 .91, v. 59, no. 10 (March 10, 1952), p. [40] (PrCt)

Asia - Maps - 1962 - Postal service
Postal service - Asia - Maps - 1962
Authors: Sprenger, Aloys -- Edward E. Ayer

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Asia - Maps - Bibliography
48 p. ; 27 cm.
Formerly 76176.1X.
LC Card Number: 79395474
Map Ref Z6027.A7 S65 1976 (NLO)

Asia - Maps - Collections, 1000-1850
Authors: Klemp, Egon -- VCH (Firm)
1 atlas (xvii, ca. 225 p.) : 75 maps (some col.) ; 52 cm. + 13 maps (folded) in pocket
Edited by Egon Klemp.
In German and English.
Includes bibliographical references.
Series: Acta humaniora.
ISBN 352717611X
oversize G 2200 .K53 1989 (NLO)


Asia - Maps - Exhibitions
Authors: Società geografica italiana -- Biblioteca nazionale marciana.

but serviceable cartobibliography.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 84-88).
"Prices upon application."
Formerly Z6027.A7 A58 1994
ISBN 9810060459
Map Ref Z6027.A7 A58 1994 (NLO)

Algemeen Rijksarchief
Atlas of overseas settlements and possessions of the Dutch United East India Company (VOC, 1602-1799), based on facsimile reproductions of manuscript maps, charts, town plans and drawings from the collections of the Netherlands National Archives and various other VOC archives.
Incomplete contents (ongoing publication):1. Atlas Isaak de Graaf/Atlas Amsterdam / [text], Günter Schilder ... [et al.] -- 2. Java en Madorea = Java and Madura / [text], Gerrit Knap
Includes bibliographical references and indexes.
Scales differ.
Text in Dutch and English; maps in Dutch.
ISBN 9074861261 (v. 1) ; 9789074861274 (v. 1) ; 9789074861274 (v. 2) ; 907486127X (v. 2)
Case oversize G2200 .G76 2006 (NLO)

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Italy) -- Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824. Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (1792-1801) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 43 cm.
In: Cassini, Giovanni Maria. Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (Rome : Presso la Calcogr. camerale, 1792-1801) v. 2 pl. 66.
Map dated 1796.

asiatic russia 135 .c33 1792 v. 2 pl. 66 (prct)

3438

asiatic russia - maps - 1796<->siberia (russia) - maps - 1796<->kazakhstan - maps - 1796
Authors: Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824 -- Calcografia camerale (Rome, Italy) -- Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824. Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (1792-1801) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 43 cm.
In: Cassini, Giovanni Maria. Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (Rome : Presso la Calcogr. camerale, 1792-1801) v. 2 pl. 65.
Map dated 1796.

asiatic russia 135 .c33 1792 v. 2 pl. 65 (prct)

3439

asiatic russia - maps - 1823
Authors: Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Hall, Sidney -- Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823. A New general atlas constructed from the latest authorities ... (1823) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 20 x 24 cm.
In: Arrowsmith, Aaron. A New general atlas constructed from the latest authorities ... Exhibiting the boundaries and divisions, also the chains of mountains and other geographical features of all the known countries in the world (Edinburgh ; London : A. Constable & Co., 1823), pl. 36.

folio ayer 135 .a65 1823 pl. 36 (prct)

3440

asiatic russia - maps - 1826<->russia in asia see asiatic russia<->russia, asiatic see asiatic russia
russia in asia. Philadelphia : A. Finley, [1826].
Authors: Finley, A. (Anthony) -- Young & Delleker -- Finley, A. (Anthony). A New general atlas, comprising a complete set of maps, representing the grand divisions of the globe ... (1826)
1 map : hand col. ; 21 x 28 cm.
In: Finley, Anthony. A New general atlas, comprising a complete set of maps, representing the grand divisions of the globe ... (Philadelphia : A. Finley, 1826) pl. 52.

case folio g1019 .f5 1826 pl. 52 (prct)

asiatic russia - maps - 1838<->siberia (russia) - maps - 1838<->russia - maps - 1838
western siberia, independant tartary, khiva, bokhara &c. London : Chapman and Hall, 1838 [i.e.1844].
1 map : hand col. ; 40 x 31 cm.
Title in upper margin.
'Klaproth, Burnes, Piadischev &c.'
Continuation insets (6 x 8 cm. and 9 x 5 cm.):
Continuation of Jeniseisk to the north point of Asia -- Continuation of Novazemlja (Nova Zembla).

oversize ayer 135 .s67 1844 v. 1, pl. [91] (prct)

3442

asiatic russia - maps - 1838<->siberia (russia) - maps - 1838<->russia - maps - 1838
eastern siberia. [London] : Chapman and Hall, 1838 [i.e.1844].
1 map : hand col. ; 33 x 38 cm.
Title in upper margin.
'Piadischev, Litke &c.'

oversize ayer 135 .s67 1844 v. 1, pl. [92] (prct)

3443

asiatic russia - maps - 1845
russia in asia and tartary. [Philadelphia : Carey & Hart, 1845].
Authors: Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Carey & Hart -- Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858. A New universal atlas ... (1845)
Asiatic Russia - Maps - 1845
Russia in Asia. [New York : H.S. Tanner, 1845].
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-
1868 -- Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868.
A New general atlas, containing maps of the various empires,
kingdoms, states, and republics of the world ... (1845)
1 map : hand col. ; 27 x 35 cm.
Continuation inset (9 x 6 cm.): Western part of Russia.
In: Mitchell, S. Augustus. A New universal atlas containing maps of the various empires,
kingdoms, states, and republics of the world ... (Philadelphia : S. Augustus Mitchell, 1847) pl.
64.
Printed plate no. '63' lined out and replaced with manuscript '64.
oversize G 10 .579 pl. [64] (PrCt)

Asiatic Russia - Maps - 1847
Russia in Asia and Tartary. [Philadelphia : S. Augustus Mitchell, 1847].
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868.
A New universal atlas containing maps of the various empires,
kingdoms, states, and republics of the world ... (1847)
1 map ; hand col. : 27 x 35 cm.
Continuation inset (9 x 6 cm.): Western part of Russia.
In: Mitchell, S. Augustus. A New universal atlas containing maps of the various empires,
kingdoms, states, and republics of the world ... (Philadelphia : S. Augustus Mitchell, 1847) pl.
64.
Printed plate no. '63' lined out and replaced with manuscript '64.
oversize G 10 .579 pl. [64] (PrCt)

Asiatic Russia - Maps - 1850
Russia in Asia and Tartary. [Philadelphia] : Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co. 1850 [i.e. 1852].
New universal atlas ... (1852)
1 map : hand col. ; 28 x 36 cm.
Entered according to act of Congress in ... 1850 by Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co. .... ...
Continuation inset (9 x 5 cm.): Western part of Russia.
oversize G1019 .N49 1852 pl. 65 (PrCt)

Asiatic Russia - Maps - 1851
Authors: Rapkin, J. -- Tallis, John, 1817-1876 -- Kernot, J. H., fl. 1851 -- Warren, H., fl. 1851 -- Martin, Robert Montgomery, 1803?-1868. Tallis's illustrated atlas, and modern history of the world ... (1851)
1 map : hand col. ; 22 x 30 cm.
Inset views (5 x 12 cm. and smaller): [Men and dogs fighting a bear] -- Skorskarskoi Pagost -- Troitsk -- Kamchatkan dogs.
In: Martin, Robert Montgomery. Tallis's illustrated atlas, and modern history of the world ... (London ; New York : J. Tallis, 1851) pl. [42].
folio G1019 .M197 1851 pl. [42] (PrCt)

Askevold, Anders Manson, 1842-1910. [Map of Chicago, 1878]... Reporting of a Map of Chicago, 1878. 1940. Authors: Chicago tribune (December 14, 1940) -- ProQuest (Firm)
1 leaf ; 28 cm.
In serial column 'A Line o' type or two' published in the Chicago Tribune (Dec. 14, 1940): 12.
Printout from the website of ProQuest Historical Newspapers (Jan. 2007):
http://proquest.umi.com/pqdweb
A.M. Askevold printed 2 or more maps of Chicago in 1878; cf. Checklist of printed maps of the Middle West 4-0528 and 4-0529.
Vert 1086, no. 3 (PrCt)

Askevold, Anders Manson, 1842-1910... [E-mail notes with biographical information about Chicago lithographer A. M. Askevold]. Forsyth, Mo., 2006 and 2007.
Authors: Askevold, Al
2 letters (2 leaves) ; 28 cm.
According to his great grandson Al Askevold, in email reference letters dated Dec. 4, 2006 and Jan. 11, 2007, A.M. Askevold was a printer whose business was destroyed in the Chicago fire of 1871; he returned to Norway ca. 1880-1888 before returning to Chicago.
The Checklist of printed maps of the Middle West records 10 maps printed by Askevold in Chicago between 1876--1899.
Vert 1086, no. 2 (PrCt)

Aspen (Colo.) - Description and travel - 1988
Authors: Zaslowsky, Dyan
1 p. : ills.
Vert 1086, no. 2 (PrCt)

Aspen (Colo.) - Pictorial works - 1893
Bird's eye view of Aspen, Pitkin Co. Colo. 1893. [197-].
Authors: Koch, Augustus, fl. 1871-1880 -- The
Vert 1086, no. 2 (PrCt)
Aspen Times
1 view; 56 x 79 cm.
Facsimile of original published in The Aspen Times, 1893.
Includes references 1-83.
M1282
map4F G4314.A8A3 1893 K6 197- (PrCt)

3452 Aspen (Colo.) - Winter sports - 1962
Authors: Whearley, Robert L. -- Bryson, John 6 p. : illls.
Travel Vertical File G4314 .A72E63 1962 .W5 (PrCt)

3453 Aspley Guise (Bedfordshire) - Maps - 1745-1761 - Real property<<<Wall maps
The Strip-map of Aspley Guise, c. 1745, with an analysis of the enclosure award, 1761 ... [Bedford : Bedfordshire historical record society, 1932].
Authors: Fowler, G. Herbert (George Herbert), 1861-1940 p. 21-35 ; 37 cm.+ 1 map (76 x 100 cm.) Series: Quarto memoirs of the Bedfordshire historical record society, vol. III [i.e. II] pt. III -- Bedfordshire Historical Record Society. Quarto memoirs ; v. 2, pt. 3 Caption title.
Map bound in separate volume.
folio F 45903 .085 v. 2 pt. 3 (NLO)

Authors: Fenn, Mary Gail -- Thoreau Society 1 map ; on sheet 69 x 57 cm. Scale[ca. 1:24,000] or 2 1/2 inches to the mile (approx.). Oriented with north at upper left. Shows Assabet, Concord, and Sudbury River valleys. Indexed to two columns of 'Journal references.' Series: Thoreau Society Booklet; No. 27. Map is without border.
map4F 3763 .M5 (NLO)

3455 Association of American Geographers - Congresses - Bibliography<<<<Geography - Congresses - Bibliography
Authors: Kobus, Julia [4], 184 leaves ; 28 cm. Thesis (M.S.)--Southern Connecticut State College. Photocopy of typescript. G 007 .081 (NLO)

3456 Association of Canadian Map Libraries
Constitution of the Association of Canadian Map Libraries. [197-?].
Authors: Association of Canadian Map Libraries and Archives Vert 348 (PrCt)

3457 Assyro-Babylonian cartography<<<<Babylonian cartography SEE Assyro-Babylonian cartography
Some gleaning from the last excavations at Nuzi. [New Haven : Yale University Press, 1933].
Not at Newberry Library (Dec. 2009) (PrCt)

3458 Assyro-Babylonian Cartography - History - 1935
Not at Newberry Library (Dec. 2009) (PrCt)

3459 Asti (Italy : Province) - Historical geography - Maps - 1830-1839

3460 Asti (Italy : Province) - Maps - Collections,
Piedmont (Italy) - Maps - Collections, 1700-1799 - Cartography - Asti (Italy : Province) - History - 1700-1799 - Cartography - Piedmont (Italy) - History - 1700-1799 - Riperti, Arcidiacono - Map collections


Authors: Sereno, Paola -- Stamperia Artistica Nazionale (Firm)

1 atlas (188 p.): ill., maps; 30 cm. + portfolio of facsimiles (27 maps; on 8 sheets, folded to 56 x 42 cm.)

Reproductions of 18th-century maps with accompanying essays.

Issued in a case with 27 facsimile maps on 8 sheets (folded to 56 x 42 cm.)

Added title: Cabreo de beni e fabbriche spettanti alla Prebenda Arcidiaconale della Chiesa Cattedrale della città d'Asti.

'Provincia di Asti; Cassa di risparmio di Asti SpA; Fondazione Cassa di risparmio di Asti; Il Capitolo della Cattedrale Asti.'

Includes bibliographical references (p. 185-186) and index.

Scales differ.

LC Card Number: 2004630588 ; 2003463426

ISBN 8888491120 ; 9788888491127

Case oversize G1989.A85 S4 2002 (NLO)

---

Astrakhan (Russia) - Pictorial works - 1858 - Volga River Delta (Russia) - Maps - 1858 - Astrakhan, Russia (Province) SEE Astrakhskaia oblast' (Russia)


Authors: Milewanoff -- Besobrasoff -- Hassenstein, Bruno, 1839-1902 -- Amthor, Eduard, 1820-1884 -- Nasarow, Andrei -- Petermanns geographische Mitteilungen (1858) -- Nasaroff, Andrei SEE Nasarow, Andrei

1 map : col. ; 44 x 43 cm. on sheet 55 x 47 cm. fold. to 27 x 22 cm.


Scale 1:1.500,000 (E 42°05'/N 50°10'/W 44°45').

Includes diagram of the changes of water-level of the Volga near Astrachan between 1853 and 1857 and inset: Karte vom Wolga-Delta und dem Distrikt der Bugor / entworfen im Jahre 1856 von Andrei Nasaroff. Scale 1:530,000. 17 x 26 cm.

Accompanies article: Die Salzsee'n des Gouvernements Astrachan und der Wolga-Mündungen / von Dr. Bergsträsser (p. 33-105).

Reference: Smits, Petermann's maps, no. 96.

Digital image available on Alte-Landkarten
Astrolabes - Bibliography

Authors: Price, Derek J. de Solla (Derek John de Solla), 1922-1983
Archives internationales d'histoire des sciences, 8: 243-63.

Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

Astrolabes - Censuses

An international checklist of astrolabes. 1955.
Authors: Price, Derek J. de Solla (Derek John de Solla), 1922-1983
BHC 1740
Vert 1322 (PrCt)

Astrolabes - Exhibitions

Authors: Anderson, R. G. W. (Robert Geoffrey William) -- Royal Scottish Museum
[1], 36 p. : ill. ; 19 x 25 cm.

To Collection Services for cataloging, April 2011 (PrCt)

Astrolabes - History - 1927

The astrolabe: its uses and derivatives. 1927.
Authors: Gunther, Robert William Theodore, 1969-1940
From Scottish Geographical Magazine 43 (1927): 135-147. ills..
Xerox copy.
BHC 2019
Vert 662 (PrCt)

Astrolabes - History - 1972

Authors: King, David -- Gingerich, Owen -- Salba, George
BHC 2591
Vert 2128 (PrCt)

Astrolabes - History - 1979

Authors: Greenwich, Eng. National Maritime Museum
56 p. ; 25 cm. + instruction sheet.
To accompany an astrolabe kit, with instruction sheet title: Make-yourself astrolabe (27 x 29 cm.).

BHC 1760
Vert 963 (PrCt)

Astrolabes - History

Astrolabes - Catalogs

Adler Planetarium & Astronomy Museum - Catalogs
Authors: Adler Planetarium & Astronomy Museum -- Webster, Roderick S. -- Webster, Marjorie -- Schechner, Sara, 1957-xiii, 179 p. : ill. ; 29 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 164-176) and index.
First of 2 volumes; second volume never published?
Series: Historic scientific instruments of the Adler Planetarium & Astronomy Museum ; 1
ISBN 1891220012
folio QB85 .A35 1998 (NLO)

Astrolabes - Lyon (France) - 16th cent.

Authors: Destombes, Marcel, 1905- -- Brieux, Alain -- Bulletin des musées et monuments lyonnais (1966)
P. 33-55 : ill. ; 25 cm.
Comprises v. 3, no. 3 (1966), of Bulletin des musées et monuments lyonnais.

To Collection Services for cataloging, April 2011 (PrCt)

Astrology - 1425-1475

Manuscripts

Manuscripts, Latin (Medieval and modern) - 1425-1475
[Quadripartitum : with the gloss of Haly ibn Ridwan]. [between 1425 and 1475].
234 leaves (manuscript) : paper ; 238 x 215 (205 x 137) mm.
Latin manuscript codex written by a scribe, possibly in northern Italy between 1425 and 1475.
Title from printed catalog.
Uniform title: Tetrabiblos. Latin
Collation: Paper (watermark of tête de cerf, cf. Briquet 15557, and an undetermined watermark not in Briquet) ; fol. 234 (original arabic foliation partly visible) ; 1-2° 31³v(0) 4-6²° 7¾v(6) (catchword on fol. 76v matches text on fol. 77v; text on fol.
Astronomers - Great Britain
Biography
Astronomy - Great Britain - History
Crabtree, William, 1610-1644
Horrocks, Jeremiah, 1617-1641
Gascoigne, William, 1612-1644

Authors: Chapman, Allan, 1946-1946-1641 p. : ill. ; 21 cm.
Cover title.
ISBN 0907511090.

To Collection Services for cataloging, April 2011 (PrCl)

Astronomical instruments - History
Authors: Zinner, Ernst, 1886-
1952 x, 688 p. : 80 p. of illus. ; 24 cm.
2., erg. Aufl.
Bibliography: p. 617-627.
4A 13290 (NLO)

Astronomical Instruments - Maps
1525<>>Calendar - Maps - 1525<>>Celestial charts - 1525<>>Germany - Maps - 1525<>>Europe, Central - Maps - 1525<>>Astronomy - Charts, diagrams, etc.
Authors: Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Köbel, Jacob, d. 1533 -- Dürst, Arthur -- Universitätsbibliothek Basel -- Kunst-Verlag Impuls SA
1 broadside : col. map, col. ill. ; 76 x 46 cm., on sheet 87 x 60 cm.
Facsimile of broadside published by Münster in 1525 and held by the Universitätsbibliothek Basel.
Getrückt zü Oppenheim, 1525.
Imprint from accompanying brochures.
Number 458 of an edition of 490.
Ac companied by Münster, Sebastian. Erklärung des neuen Sonnen-Instruments: Oppenheim 1528: Begleittext zur Faksimileausgabe. [Reprint des neuen Sonnen-Instrument der Sunnen (Oppenheim: Jacob Köbel, 1528) -- 31 p. ; 22 cm.]
Also accompanied by Dürst, Arthur. Sebastian Münsters Sonneninstrument und die Deutschlandkarte von 1525 (20 p. ; 30 cm.). Accompanying brochures filed in Map Information File.
Karrow, R.W., Jr. Mapmakers of the sixteenth century, 58/45 and 58/B.1
Astronomical models - 1959

Celestial charts - 1959

Globes - 1959

World maps - 1959

Authors: Lafayette Radio Corp. -- S.K. (Firm : Tokyo, Japan) -- Tokyo Kyozai Co. (Firm : Japan) -- Kranzberg, Max H. -- Mapes, Carl Herbert, 1900-- -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- SK (Firm : Tokyo, Japan) SEE S.K. (Firm : Tokyo, Japan)
1 celestial globe and 1 terrestrial globe : mounted together in metal and plastic stand with movable plastic meridian ring ; celestial globe measures 31 cm. (12 in.) in diam., terrestrial globe measures 8 cm. (3.25 in.), total height ca. 61 cm.
Adhesive, hand-numbered dots added to surface of celestial globe (by Rand McNally editor Carl H. Mapes?).
Digital images of another copy available on the WorthPoint.Com appraisal website (accessed August 2011):
http://www.worthpoint.com/worthopedia/lafayette-celestial-globe-japan
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Astronomy - 1941

Authors: Apian, Peter, 1495-1552 -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library) [122 p. : hand col. ills. ; 46 cm. + commentary (71, [33] p. ; 31 cm.)]
Commentary by Diedrich Wattenberg in German and English: Peter Apianus und sein Astronomicum Caesareum = Peter Apian and his Astronomicum Caesareum.
Facsimile of original (Ingolstadt, 1540) in Landesbibliothek Gotha; colored as copy in Bayerische Staatsbibliothek.
Copy 101.
Accompanied by prospectuses, reviews by Derek de Sola Price, correspondence relating to purchase by Rand McNally. Condition: As new Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection. Previous location: McNally's closet.

Astronomy - 1545

Tractado de la sphera. Seville : Juan de Leon, 1545.
Authors: Sacro Bosco, Joannes de, fl. 1230 -- Leon, Juan de -- Holywood, John, fl. 1230 SEE Sacro Bosco, Joannes de, fl. 1230 [2], cix, [1] leaves : ill. (woodcuts) ; 21 cm.

Astronomy - 1551

Map projection - Cordiform - 1551

Authors: Schöner, Johann, 1477-1547 -- Schöner, Andreas -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
In discussing the cordiform projection Schöner attributes its development to both Oronce Fine and Peter Apian (pt 2: 79, 145)
Some of the diagrams have movable parts.
Edited by the author's son Andreas Schöner.

Ayer 7 .S3 1551 (PrCt)

Astronomy - 1666

Manuscripts

Tahrîr al-majistî. 1666.
Authors: Tusi, Nasir al-Din Muhammad ibn Muhammad, 1201-1274 -- Ptolemy, active 2nd century. Almagest (1666) -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library. Ayer MS 745 -- Tûsî, Nasîr ad-Din at, 1201-1274 SEE Tusi, Nasir al-Din Muhammad ibn Muhammad, 1201-1274
429 p. ; 19 cm.
An abbreviated version of Ptolemy's Almagest edited in Arabic by Nasîr ad-Din at Tûsî.
Exhibited at the Newberry Library as part of Ptolemy's geography and Renaissance mapmakers (November 3, 2007-February 16, 2008).

VAULT Ayer MS 745 (PrCt)

Astronomy - 1540

Authors: Apian, Peter, 1495-1552 -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library) [122 p. : hand col. ills. ; 46 cm. + commentary (71, [33] p. ; 31 cm.)]
Commentary by Diedrich Wattenberg in German and English: Peter Apianus und sein Astronomicum Caesareum = Peter Apian and his Astronomicum Caesareum.
Facsimile of original (Ingolstadt, 1540) in
Astronomy, Ancient - History - Ptolemy, active 2nd century - Cosmography
A History of ancient mathematical astronomy.
Authors: Neugebauer, Otto, 1899-1990
Series: Studies in the history of mathematics and physical sciences ; v.1
Includes bibliographies and indexes.
QB16 .N46 (NLO)

Astronomy - Charts, diagrams, etc. - Celestial charts - Geography - Charts, diagrams, etc. - Map projection - Charts, diagrams, etc.
Schatz, Johann Jakob, 1726-1804 -- Homann Erben (Firm). Major atlas scholasticus ex triginta sex generalibus et specialibus mappis Homannianis ... [1776?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
SEE Schatz, Johann Jakob, 1726-1804
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Astronomy - Charts, diagrams, etc. - Celestial charts - An Analemma: shewing by inspection, the time of sun rising and sun setting, the lengths of days and nights, the beginning and end of twilight, and the point of the compass on which the sun rises and sets, for every five degrees of latitude, and for every five degrees of the sun's north and south declination: which by judging of the intermediate declinations corresponding to the days of the month and the intermediate degrees of latitude, answers for all latitudes and throughout the year / by S. Dunn. London: Laurie & Whittle, 1794.
Authors: Dunn, Samuel, -1794 -- Laurie & Whittle -- Dunn, Samuel, -1794. A New atlas of the mundane system ... (1800) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : ill. ; 31 cm. in diam., on sheet 47 x 59 cm.
Published 12th May, 1794 by Laurie & Whittle, 53 Fleet Street, London.
Includes diagram and text.
Scale not given.
In: Dunn, Samuel. New atlas of the mundane system, or, Of geography and cosmography ... (London: Printed for Robert Sayer and Co., [1789?]), [plate F].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Astronomy - Charts, diagrams, etc. - Celestial charts - 1890 - Constellations - Charts, diagrams, etc. - Stars - Charts, diagrams, etc.
Arnold, Harriet S. -- Roger S. Baskes
An Easy guide to the constellations with a miniature atlas of the stars and key maps / by James Gall. Edinburgh : Gall & Inglis, [ca. 1890].
Authors: Gall, James, 1808-1895 -- Gall & Inglis -- Arnold, Harriet S. -- Roger S. Baskes

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Collection (Newberry Library)
Cover title: Easy guide to the constellations with an atlas of the stars
Publisher's illustrated gold-stamp binding; cover title: Easy guide to the constellations with an atlas of the stars.
Former owner's inscription: Harriet S. Arnold Boston 1891.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes QB63 .G16 1890 (NLO)

3487 Astronomy - Charts, diagrams, etc. - Bibliography
Bibliography
Astronomy - Charts, diagrams, etc.
SEE ALSO Celestial charts
Authors: Brown, Basil, 1888-1977
200 p., 19 leaves of plates: ill., maps; 25 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 197).
LC Card Number: 74512209
ISBN 0712901310; 9780712901314
Z5151.5 .B87 1968 (NLO)

3488 Astronomy - Charts, diagrams, etc.
SEE ALSO Celestial charts - 1630-1639
Silvis terrae circvis coelestibus circvdatae. J. van Loon f. Amsterdam: Blaeu, [163-].
Authors: Blaeu, Willem Janszoon, 1571-1638 -- Loon, Johannes van, ca. 1611-1682 -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: hand col.; 42 x 51 cm.
Condition: Framed. V. fine. Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection. Previous location: Framed in executive reception room
AMcN III PC 480 (PrCt)

3489 Astronomy - Charts, diagrams, etc.
SEE ALSO Celestial charts - 1630-1639
Planisphaerium Brahevm, sive structura mvndi totivs ex hypothesi Tychonis Brahei in plano delineata. [Amsterdam: Blaeu, 163-?].
Authors: Brahe, Tycho, 1546-1601 -- Blaeu, Willem Janszoon, 1571-1638 -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: hand col.; 41 x 51 cm.
Condition: Framed. V. fine. Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection. Previous location: Framed in executive reception room
AMcN III PC 490 (PrCt)

3490 Astronomy - Charts, diagrams, etc.
SEE ALSO Celestial charts - 1710
Planisphaerii coelestis hemisphaerium septentrionale. Amstelo Batavo [Amsterdam: Elizabeth Visscher, 1710?].

Authors: Allard, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709 -- Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Visscher, Elizabeth, fl. 1702-1726 -- Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702.
Atlas minor ... [1710?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: hand col.; 1 hemisphere 41 cm. in diam., on sheet 54 x 63 cm.
In: Visscher, Nicolaes. Atlas minor ... (Amstelaedami [Amsterdam]: ex officina Nicolai Visscher [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher], [1710?]) map [A].
Manuscript '2' at upper right.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .V8 1700 map [A] (PrCt)

3491 Astronomy - Charts, diagrams, etc.
SEE ALSO Celestial charts - 1710
Planisphaerium coeleste meridionale. Amstelo-Batavo [Amsterdam: Elizabeth Visscher, 1710?].
Authors: Allard, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709 -- Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Visscher, Elizabeth, fl. 1702-1726 -- Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702.
Atlas minor ... [1710?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: hand col.; 1 hemisphere 41 cm. in diam., on sheet 54 x 63 cm.
In: Visscher, Nicolaes. Atlas minor ... (Amstelaedami [Amsterdam]: ex officina Nicolai Visscher [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher], [1710?]) map [B].
Manuscript '3' at upper right.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .V8 1700 map [B] (PrCt)

3492 Astronomy - Charts, diagrams, etc.
SEE ALSO Celestial charts - 1740
Planisphaerium coeleste. [Augsberg]: Matthaeo Seettero, [ca. 1740?].
Authors: Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756 -- Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756. [A Collection of Seutter maps] [1726-1773]
1 map: hand col.; 2 hemispheres each 27 cm. in diam., on sheet 55 x 65 cm.
Marginal diagrams (each 10 cm. in diam.): Deus nominat lumen diem deus nominabat tenebras noctem -- Deus faciebat duo magna luminaria -- Illuminatio luna per solem -- Hypothesis Tychonica -- Hypothesis Copernicana -- Hypothesis Ptolemaica -- Schema Ph. Landsbergii. Motus terrae annus circa solem. Forms part of a made-to-order composite atlas chiefly comprised of undated maps issued ca. 1734-ca. 1744.
Case oversize G 1007 .81 pl. [3] (PrCt)
3493 Astronomy - Charts, diagrams, etc.<br>Planispheres SEE Astronomy - Charts, diagrams, etc.<br>Planisphaerium coeleste. [Augsburg : Seutter, 1740?].
Authors: Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756 -- Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756. Atlas novus sive tabulæ geographicæ totius orbis faciæm, partes, imperia, regna et provincias exhibentes [1740?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 2 hemispheres each 28 cm. in diam., on sheet 52 x 60 cm.
Includes 7 smaller diagrams depicting day and night on earth, the Tychonic hypothesis, the Copernican hypothesis, the Ptolemaic hypothesis, the relation between the annual orbit of the sun and the seasons, and 2 depicting the monthly orbit and illumination of the moon.
Scale not given.
In: Seutter, Matthaeus. Atlas novus sive tabulæ geographicæ totius orbis faciæm, partes, imperia, regna et provincias exhibentes (Augsburg : [Seutter], 1740?), plate [1]
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
VAULT Baskes oversize G1015.S48 1740, plate [1] (NLO)

3494 Astronomy - Charts, diagrams, etc.<br>Atlasses, British - 1753<br>Stars - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1753
Atlas coelestis / by the late Reverend Mr. John Flamsteed ... London : [s.n.], 1753.
Authors: Flamsteed, John, 1646-1719 -- Flamsteed, Margaret -- Hodgson, James, 1872-1755 -- Wing, John M. (John Mansir), 1845-1917 -- Newberry Library. John M. Wing Foundation
1 atlas ([4], 9, [1] p., [57] leaves of plates) : ill., maps, port. ; 56 cm.
Edited by Margaret Flamsteed and James Hodgson after the author's death. Cf. DNB, v. IX, p. 961.
Maps are printed on double plates.
Engr. title vignette, head and tail pieces.
Bookplate of John M. Wing.
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.
Wing oversize L 9632 .303 (NLO)

3495 Astronomy - Charts, diagrams, etc.<br>Comets - Maps - 1764
Scheme of the solar system with the orbits of the planets and comets belonging thereto : describ'd from Dr. Halley's accurate table of comets
Philosop Transact no. 297 founded on Sr. Isaac Newton's wonderful discoveries / by Wm. Whiston. London : Printed for John Bowles ..., Robt. Sayer ..., & Carington Bowles ..., [1764?].
1 map : ill. ; 60 cm. in diam., on sheet 75 x 62 cm.
"Engraved by I. Senex."
"A scale of 160 millions of statute miles."
First published by John Senex in 1712.
In: Senex, John. The Universal geographer ... (London : Printed for Robert Sayer, [1764?]), plate [1].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .S45 1764, plate [1] (NLO)

Astronomy - Charts, diagrams, etc.<br>Celestial charts - 1775<br>Globes - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1784<br>Introduction a la géographie carte des diverses positions de la sphere des systhëmes de l'Univers, des planetes des eclypses / par le St. Delafosse Geographe ; J. B. Croisy sculpt. A Paris : chez Basset rue St. Jacques, [1784?].
1 sheet ([1] l.) ; ill. (hand col.) ; 50 x 72 cm.
Several diagrams and explanatory text of celestial (including armillary) and terrestrial globes and systems.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1019.A739 1784, plate [1] (NLO)
oversize Ayer 135 .C33 1792 v. 1 pl. 3 (PrCt)

Astronomy - Charts, diagrams, etc.<><><>Celestial charts - 1790

Authors: Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824 -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library)
2 maps ; hand col. ; 28 cm. diam. on sheets 44 x 59 cm.
Each sheet includes views of four observatories. Originals of maps used for Rand McNally Christmas card in 1973, plus matted copies of the facsimiles. Condition: V. Fine Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection. Previous location: C-unboxed
AMcN III PC 3990 (PrCt)

Astronomy - Charts, diagrams, etc.<><><>Celestial charts - 1792

Four Horizon Circle Plates and Two Polar Caps. Rome : Calcografia camerale, 1792.
Authors: Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824 -- Calcografia camerale (Rome, Italy) -- Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824. Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (1792-1801) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 32 x 47 cm.
In: Cassini, Giovanni Maria. Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (Rome : Presso la Calcogr. camerale, 1792-1801) v. 1 pl. [C] and [E].
oversize Ayer 135 .C33 1792 v. 1 pl. C, E (PrCt)

Astronomy - Charts, diagrams, etc.<><><>Celestial charts - 1795

Stars - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1794
Atlas, French - 1795
1 atlas (ix, 47 p.) : 30 double maps
3. éd., revue, corrigee et augmentee par MM. Delalande et Mechain.
Printed by Belin.
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.
Wing ZP 739 .B41 (NLO)

Astronomy - Charts, diagrams, etc.<><><>Celestial charts - 1797

The Motions of Saturn, Jupiter and Mars in respect of the Earth / A. Bell Prin. Wal. sculptor fecit. [Edinburgh : s.n., 1797].
Authors: Bell, Andrew, 1726-1809 --

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Encyclopaedia Britannica (1797) --
Encyclopaedia Britannica, inc.
1 map; 15 cm. in diam., on sheet 27 x 21 cm.
'Fig. 1'; bordered by minor illustrations (fig. 2-5).
Engraved 'Plate LVIII. or (with 2d. Pl II- 2d. Pl VII)
Plate LX'
In Encyclopaedia Britannica; or, A dictionary of
arts, sciences, and miscellaneous literature
(Edinburgh : A. Bell and C. Macfarquhar, 1797) v. 2, opposite p. 416.
Running title: Astronomy
folio A 21 .2583 v. 2, opposite p. 416 (PrCt)

Astronomy - Charts, diagrams,
etc.<>> Celestial charts - 1797
The Motions of Venus and Mercury in respect of the
Earth / A. Bell prin. wal. sculptor fecit.
[Edinburgh : s.n., 1797].
Authors: Bell, Andrew, 1726-1809 --
Encyclopaedia Britannica (1797) --
Encyclopaedia Britannica, inc.
1 map; 14 cm. in diam., on sheet 27 x 21 cm.
'Fig. 6'; bordered by minor illustrations (fig. 7-14).
Engraved 'Plate LXI'
In Encyclopaedia Britannica; or, A dictionary of
arts, sciences, and miscellaneous literature
(Edinburgh : A. Bell and C. Macfarquhar, 1797) v. 2, opposite p. 420.
Running title: Astronomy
folio A 21 .2583 v. 2, opposite p. 420 (PrCt)

Astronomy - Charts, diagrams,
etc.<>> Celestial charts - 1797
The Principal fixed stars in the North Hemisphere
delineated on the plane of the equator / A. Bell
sculpt. [Edinburgh : s.n., 1797].
Authors: Bell, Andrew, 1726-1809 --
Encyclopaedia Britannica (1797) --
Encyclopaedia Britannica, inc.
1 map; 18 cm. in diam., on sheet 27 x 21 cm.
'Fig. 26'; bordered by minor illustrations (fig. 27-28).
Engraved 'Plate LXIV'
In Encyclopaedia Britannica; or, A dictionary of
arts, sciences, and miscellaneous literature
(Edinburgh : A. Bell and C. Macfarquhar, 1797) v. 2, opposite p. 440.
Running title: Astronomy
folio A 21 .2583 v. 2, opposite p. 440 (PrCt)

Astronomy - Charts, diagrams,
etc.<>> Celestial charts - 1797
The Principal fixed stars in the South Hemisphere
delineated on the plane of the equator / A. Bell
sculpt. [Edinburgh : s.n., 1797].
Authors: Bell, Andrew, 1726-1809 --
Encyclopaedia Britannica (1797) --
Encyclopaedia Britannica, inc.
1 map; 17 cm. in diam., on sheet 27 x 21 cm.
'Fig. 29'; bordered by minor illustrations (fig. 30-34).
Engraved 'Plate LXV'
In Encyclopaedia Britannica; or, A dictionary of
arts, sciences, and miscellaneous literature
(Edinburgh : A. Bell and C. Macfarquhar, 1797) v. 2, opposite p. 444.
Running title: Astronomy
folio A 21 .2583 v. 2, opposite p. 444 (PrCt)
Astronomy
British
etc. Celestial charts
Astronomy
Baskes QB65 .L7 1854 (NLO)
the Newberry Library.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
il., 19 col. maps) ; 22 cm.
1 atlas ([4], 16 p., 18 leaves of plates) : col. ill., 18
maps ; 35 cm.
'By Alex. Keith Johnston ... ; edited by J.R. Hind.'
Plates signed by W. & A.K. Johnston.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio QB65 .J64 1855 (NLO)

Atlas of astronomy : comprising, in eighteen
plates a complete series of illustrations of the
heavenly bodies ... Edinburgh ; London :
William Blackwood and Sons, 1855.
Authors: Johnston, Alexander Keith, 1804-1871 --
W. & A.K. Johnston Limited -- Hind, J. Russell
(John Russell), 1823-1895 -- William Blackwood
and Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([4], 16 p., 18 leaves of plates) : col. ill., 18
maps ; 35 cm.
'By Alex. Keith Johnston ... ; edited by J.R. Hind.'
Plates signed by W. & A.K. Johnston.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.

Astronomy - Charts, diagrams,
etc. Atlases, British - 1850
A Descriptive atlas of astronomy, and of physical
and political geography : with descriptive
Authors: Petermann, A. (August), 1822--
Dower, John, active 1838-1846? -- Milner,
Thomas, d. 1882 -- Ward & Lock -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Ward &
Lock SEE ALSO Ward & Lock Company, ltd.
1 atlas (185, 55 p.) : ill., 60 col. maps ; 32 cm.
'By the Rev. Thomas Milner.'
'The maps of physical and political geography
constructed, or carefully revised and corrected,
by Augustus Petermann.'
'Drawn & engraved by J. Dower'--on maps.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Phillips 231
Baskes folio G1019 .P4 1850 (NLO)

Astronomy - Charts, diagrams,
etc. Atlases, German - 1854
J. J. von Littrow's atlas des gestirnten Himmels
für Freunde der Astronomie. Stuttgart :
Hoffmann'sche Verlags-Buchhandlung, 1854.
Authors: Littrow, J. J. (Joseph Johann),
1781-1840 -- Littrow, Karl Ludwig von, 1811-1877
-- Hoffmannische Verlags-Buchhandlung -- Roger
S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
ill., 19 col. maps) ; 22 cm.
von Karl von Littrow.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes QB65 .L7 1854 (NLO)

Astronomy - Charts, diagrams,
etc. British - 1855
The Geography of the heavens : and class-book
of astronomy : accompanied by a celestial atlas.
New York : Mason Brothers, 1860.
Authors: Burritt, Elijah H. (Elijah Hinsdale),
1794-1838 -- F.J. Huntington and Co. -- Mattison,
Hiram, 1811-1868 -- Sheldon & Company (New
York, N.Y.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 v. : 9 maps ; 422 x 370 mm.
Edited by Hiram Mattison.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

Astronomy - Charts, diagrams,
etc. Atlases, British - 1850
A Descriptive atlas of astronomy, and of physical
and political geography : with descriptive
Authors: Petermann, A. (August), 1822--
Dower, John, active 1838-1846? -- Milner,
Thomas, d. 1882 -- Ward & Lock -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Ward &
Lock SEE ALSO Ward & Lock Company, ltd.
1 atlas (185, 55 p.) : ill., 60 col. maps ; 32 cm.
'By the Rev. Thomas Milner.'
'The maps of physical and political geography
constructed, or carefully revised and corrected,
by Augustus Petermann.'
'Drawn & engraved by J. Dower'--on maps.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Astronomy - Charts, diagrams, etc.<>>>Celestial charts - 1877<<<Atlases, British - 1877
Cover title: Johnston's school astronomical atlas.
Spine title: Johnston's astronomical atlas.
"New and enl. ed. / with an Elementary survey of the heavens, designed as an accompaniment to this atlas by Robert Grant."
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Owner's inscription: John G. Maitland.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1000.2 .M85 1865 (NLO)

Astronomy - Charts, diagrams, etc.<>>>Celestial charts - 1884<<<Stars - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1884
A New star atlas for the library, the school, and the observatory : in twelve circular maps (with two index plates) : intended as a companion to Webb's celestial objects for common telescopes, with a letterpress introduction of the study of the stars : illustrated by several woodcuts / by Richard A. Proctor. London : Longmans, Green, and Co., 1884.
Authors: Proctor, Richard A. (Richard Anthony), 1837-1888 -- Longmans, Green, and Co. -- Weller, Edward, -1884 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (xii, 27, 24 p., [26] leaves of plates) : ill., 13 maps ; 21 cm.
11th ed.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1000.2 P76 1884 (NLO)

Astronomy - Charts, diagrams, etc.<>>>Celestial charts - 1885
Authors: Bartholomew, John, 1831-1893 -- Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- Adam and Charles Black (Firm). Black's general atlas of the world ... (1885)
2 maps : col. ; each 24 x 20 cm., on sheet 33 x 45 cm.
In: Adam and Charles Black. Black's general atlas of the world : embracing the latest discoveries, new boundaries, and other changes, accompanied by introductory letterpress and...
A New star atlas for the library, the school, and the observatory in twelve circular maps (with two index plates): intended as a companion to Webb's celestial objects for common telescopes: with a letterpress introduction on the story of the stars, illustrated by several woodcuts / by Richard A. Proctor; revised and corrected by T.E. Espin (1895). London; New York: Longmans, Green, and Co., 1901.

 insecure G1019 .B63 1885, plate 6 (PrCt)


Authors: National Geographic Society (U.S.) -- Darley, James Morrison, 1898- -- A. Hoen & Co.

1 atlas: 80 maps; 376 x 269 mm.

Edited by F.K. Branom.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)


Authors: Norton, Arthur P. (Arthur Philip) -- Inglis, J. Gall (James Gall), 1864-1939 -- Inglis, R. M. G. -- Sky Publishing Corporation -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (xvi, 57 p., [18] leaves of plates (1 folded)): ill., 22 maps (chiefly col.); 29 cm.

15th ed.

Uniform title: Star atlas and telescopic handbook

Cover title: Northon's star atlas and reference handbook

"Covering the whole star sphere, and showing over 9000 stars, nebulae, and clusters; with descriptive lists of objects mostly suitable for
Astronomy - Charts, diagrams, etc.<<>>Celestial charts - 1970


Authors: Moore, Patrick -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas : maps ; 38 cm.

Hand-stamped copyright copy.

D.j.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

folio RMcN atlas .A68 1970 copy 1 (PrCt)

Astronomy - Charts, diagrams, etc.<<>>Celestial charts - 1974


Authors: Moore, Patrick -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas : maps ; 35 cm.

Hand-stamped copyright copy.

D.j.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

folio RMcN atlas .C735 1974 (PrCt)
Astronomy - Charts, diagrams, etc.<<>>Celestial charts - Bibliography
Authors: Brown, Basil, 1888-1977
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)
3535

Astronomy - Charts, diagrams, etc.<<>>Celestial charts - Bibliography - 1500-1800<<>>Celestial charts - Collections, 1500-1800
Authors: Warner, Deborah Jean
xvi, 293 p. : ill. ; 29 cm.
The standard list.
Includes index.
Formerly folio QB65 .W36
LC Card Number: 78024737
ISBN 0845117009
Map Ref folio QB65 .W36 (NLO)
3536

Authors: Snyder, George Sergeant -- Deutsch, Andre
144 p. : 75 col. maps ; 39 cm.
1st ed.
75 color reproductions with commentary of celestial charts dated 1250-1840.
Bibliography: p. 143.
Formerly folio QB65 .S95 1984
ISBN 023397721X
Map Ref folio QB65 .S95 1984 (NLO)
3537

Astronomy - Charts, diagrams, etc.<<>>Celestial charts - Collections, 1250-1840<<>>Cartography - Celestial charts - History - 1250-1840<<>>Celestial charts - Bibliography - 1250-1840
Authors: Snyder, George Sergeant -- Abbeville Press -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
144 p. : 75 maps (some col.) ; 39 cm.
1st ed.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 143).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 84006478
ISBN 0896594564
3538

Baskes folio QB65 .S95 1984b (NLO)
Astronomy - Charts, diagrams, etc.<<>>Celestial charts - Collections, 1490-1856<<>>Cartography - Celestial charts - History - 1490-1856<<>>Celestial charts - Bibliography - 1490-1856
Authors: Stott, Carole -- Studio Editions
128 p. : 63 col. maps ; 36 cm.
63 color reproductions with commentary of celestial charts dated 1490-1856.
Formerly folio QB65 S86 1991
LC Card Number: gb 91062486
ISBN 1851706267
Map Ref folio QB65 S86 1991 (NLO)
3539

Astronomy - Charts, diagrams, etc.<<>>Celestial charts - Maps - 1774
An Analemma, shewing by inspection, the time of the sun rising and sun setting, the lengths of days and nights,... London : R. Sayer and J. Bennett, 1778.
Authors: Dunn, Samuel, -1794 -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Robert Sayer and John Bennett (Firm) -- Dunn, Samuel, -1794. A New atlas of the mundane system ... (1778) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 chart ; 37 x 54 cm. plate mark
In: Dunn, Samuel. A New atlas of the mundane system ... (London : R. Sayer and J. Bennett, 1778), pl. F. Title page dated 1778; chart dated 1774.
oversize Ayer 135 .D85 1778 pl. F (PrCt)

Astronomy - Charts, diagrams, etc.<<>>Celestial charts - Maps - 1774
Authors: Dunn, Samuel, -1794 -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Robert Sayer and John Bennett (Firm) -- Dunn, Samuel, -1794. A New atlas of the mundane system ... (1778) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 chart ; 37 x 55 cm. plate mark
In: Dunn, Samuel. A New atlas of the mundane system ... (London : R. Sayer and J. Bennett, 1778), pl. A. Title page dated 1778; chart dated 1774.
oversize Ayer 135 .D85 1778 pl. A (PrCt)
Not at Newberry Library (Aug. 2012) (PrCt)

3551 Astronomy - Early works to 1800 - Planetary theory - Early works to 1800

Authors: Peurbach, Georg von, 1423-1461 -- Apian, Peter, 1495-1552
79 p. : ill. ; 16 cm.
Reference: Karrow, Mapmakers of the 16th Century, 7/H.

Not at Newberry Library (Aug. 2012) (PrCt)

3552 Astronomy - France -

History - Astronomers - France -

Biography - L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 - Lisle, Claude de, 1644-1720 - Buache, Jean-Nicolas, 1741-1825 - L'Isle family

Buache family - L'Isle family SEE L'Ise family

Une Famille d'astronomes et de géographes.
Authors: Doublet, Edouard Lucien, b. 1855

Photocopy from Revue de géographie commerciale 58 (1934): 1-42.
Vert 1337, no. 2 (PrCt)

3553 Astronomy - History - Exhibitions -

Catalogs - Copernicus, Nicolaus, 1473-1543 - Exhibitions - Catalogs - British Library. Dept. of Printed Books - Exhibitions - Catalogs

'This exhibition has been organised by the Department of Printed Books.'

4A 19295 (NLO)

3554 Astronomy in art -

Exhibitions - Cartography in art -

Exhibitions - Cornell, Joseph -

Exhibitions - Maps in art

Cover title.
Series: Collection in context.
Organization by Beth Venn; essays by Charles A. Whitney and Angela Kramer Murphy. Includes bibliographical references (p. [12]).

To Collection Services for cataloging, April 2011 (PrCt)

3555 Astronomy - Poetry - Celestial charts - Sources - Astronomy - Charts, diagrams, etc.

Woodcuts Clarissimi uiri Iignii Poeticon astronomicon : opus utilissimum[m] foeliciter incipit. [Venice : E. Ratdolt, 1482].
Uniform title: Poetica astronomica

VAULT Inc. 4387 (NLO)

3556 Astronomy - Poetry - Celestial charts - Sources - Astronomy - Charts, diagrams, etc.

Poeticon astronomicon. Venice : Thomas de Blavis, de Alexandria, 7 June 1488.
Authors: Hyginus, C. Julius -- Blavis, Thomas de [56] leaves : 19 cm.
Uniform title: Poetica astronomica
Edited by Jacobus Sentinus & Johannes Lucilius Santritter.

Inc. 4398 (NLO)

3557 Astronomy - Poetry - Celestial charts - Sources - Astronomy - Charts, diagrams, etc.

Authors: Hyginus, C. Julius -- Sessa, Melchiorre, fl. 1506-1549 -- Ravani, Pietro di, 16th cent. -- Tommai [96] p. ill. ; 22 cm.
Uniform title: Poetica astronomica
Bound by Thompson.
First edition published 1502.
References: Rosenwald 783
LC Card Number: 48038615

VAULT Case Y 672 .H9051 (NLO)

3558 Asturias (Spain) - Maps - Coasts - Nautical charts - Asturias (Spain) - Maps - Coasts

Lugo (Spain : Province) - Maps - Coasts - Nautical charts - Sources - Asturias (Spain) - Coasts

VAULT Case Y 672 .H9051 (NLO)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Die Zee Custen van Gallissen, van Capo Dauiles off. tot Ortegal tho. = Galliciae orae maritimae a Promontorio Auilano ad Ortegalam. [Leiden : F. Raphelengius ; C. Claesz,] 1583 [i.e. 1588].

Authors: Waghenaea, Lucas Janszoon, 1534 or 5-1606 -- Raphelengius, Franciscus, 1539-1597 -- Claesz, Cornelis, ca. 1546-1609 -- Waghenea, Lucas Janszoon, 1534 or 5-1606. Speculum nauticum super navigatime maris Occidentalis confectum, continens omnes oras maritimas Galliae, Hispании et praecipuarum partium Angiae (1588) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 32 x 51 cm.

Includes coastal profiles.

Oriented with north at bottom.

Descriptive text on verso (p. 13).


VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .W13 1588 map [12] (PrCt)

Asturias (Spain) - Maps - 1588 - Coasts - Nautical charts - Asturias (Spain) - 1587 - Coasts - Lugo (Spain : Province) - Maps - 1587 - Coasts - Nautical charts - The Sea coastes of Galicia from Cape of Auiles vnto Ortegal. [Amsterdam : Theatrum Orbis Terrarum,] 1587 [i.e. 1966].

Authors: Waghenaea, Lucas Janszoon, 1534 or 5-1606 -- Ryther, Augustine -- Waghenaea, Lucas Janszoon, 1534 or 5-1606. The Mariners mirrour (1588) -- Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, Ltd.

1 map ; 32 x 49 cm.

Includes coastal profiles.

Oriented with north at bottom.

Text on verso (p. 12) under heading: A trve description of the sea coastes of Ribadeos, Biviero and Lvarca.


Map Ref oversize G1025 .T37 ser. 3, v. 2, map [12] (PrCt)

Astypalaia Island (Greece) - Maps - 1528 - Stampalia Island (Greece) SEE Astypalaia Island (Greece) - Woodcuts [Map of Astypalaia in the Kyklaides Islands of the Aegean Sea]. [Venice : Nicolò Zoppino, 1528].

Authors: Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530 -- Zoppino, Nicolò, fl. 1508-1544 -- Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530. Libro di Benedetto Bordone : nel qual si ragiona de tutte l’isole del mondo ... (1528)

1 map : woodcut ; within printed borders 8 x 14
cm., on sheet 31 x 21 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Identifies "Stampalia" on western side of the island.
In: Bordon, Benedetto. Libro di Benedetto Bordone : nel qual si ragiona de tutte l'isole del mondo ... (Venice : Niccolò Zoppino, 1528), folio XLVII [i.e. XLVIII].

Case folio G 117 .108, folio XLVII [i.e. XLVIII] (PrCt)

3564 Atascosa County (Tex.) - Maps - 1879 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Texas. General Land Office -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 22 x 23 in. Scale 1:133,320. Originally compiled 1879.

Microfiche 583, no. 888 (PrCt)

3565 Atascosa County (Tex.) - Maps - 1894 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Rosenberg, E. von -- Davis, Grady W. -- Texas. General Land Office -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: Blueprint, 2 parts, 23.5 x 42 in. each. Scale 1:66,660. Originally compiled 1894; traced 1919.

Microfiche 583, no. 889 (PrCt)

3566 Atchison County (Mo.) - Maps - 1894 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Rumerfield, B. F. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: Photocopy (positive), 15 x 17 in. Scale: 1:140,000. Originally compiled 1894.

Microfiche 583, no. 391 (PrCt)

3567 Atchison County (Mo.) - Maps - 1904 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Northwest Missouri Genealogy Society 1 atlas (116 p. : maps) ; 28 cm.
Includes photocopies of maps from 1904 and index of land owners.
Caption title.
Cover title: 1904 atlas, Atchison County, Missouri "August 1983."

2007031525 on order (NLO)

3568 Atchison Region (Kan.) - Maps - 1860 - Kansas - Maps - 1860
A Map showing the position of the city of Atchison. St. Louis, Mo. Connor & Hussey eng., [1860?].
Authors: Connor & Hussey (Saint Louis, Mo.) -- Sutherland, James, fl. 1862. Atchison city directory and business mirror for 1860-61 ... [1860?] -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 7 x 12 cm.
Title in upper margin. Running title in left margin: Atchison city directory.
In Sutherland, James. Atchison city directory and business mirror for 1860-61 ... (Indianapolis : James Sutherland, publisher and compiler, [1860?]) p. 13.
Covers part of northeastern Kansas; includes lines radiating from Atchison indicating mileage to Iowa Point, Marysville, Manhattan, Lawrence, etc.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Graff 4033 p. 13 (PrCt)

Railroads - Anthropomorphic maps - Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Company - 1893

Colossus of roads [sic]. [Santa Fe, N.M. New Mexican Printing & Publishing Co., 1883].

Authors: Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Company -- Ritch, W. G. (William Gillet), 1830-1904. Illustrated New Mexico (1883) -- New Mexican Printing & Publishing Co. (Santa Fe, N.M.) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 11 x 8 cm.

Anonymous map of the Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway in the western U.S. drawn as a soldier brandishing a sword.

The title is a play on words referring to the Colossus of Rhodes (ancient statue on the island of Rhodes).

Wood engraving printed above letterpress text with heading: Railways.


Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.

Duplicate copy: G 937 .739

Graff 3513 p. 23 (PrCt)

Ath (Belgium) - History - Siege, 1706


Authors: Fricx, Eugène-Henri, d. 1733 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:U26

1 map ; 35 x 46 cm.

References A-G, 1-57.

Phillips 7962 no. [31].

3131

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Sack map4F G6014.A8 1706 F7 (PrCt)

Ath (Belgium) - Maps - 1694 - Fortification

Ath, ville forte des Pays Bas dans le comté de Hainaut ... sur les Espagnols dans la campagne de 1667 y ... 1678. Paris : De Fer, [1694].

Authors: Fer, Nicolas de. 1646-1720 -- Loon, H. V. (Herman van) -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Les Forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes -- avec leurs fortifications, dessinées par les meilleurs ingénieurs Seconde partie 1694

1 map ; 20 x 25 cm.

In: Fer, Nicolas de. Les Forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes; avec leurs fortifications, dessinées par les meilleurs ingénieurs ... Seconde partie (Paris : chez l'auteur, 1694) map [2].

Duplicate copy: Case fU 26.293 pt. 1, map [2]

Case folio U 26. 2929 map [2] (PrCt)

Ath (Belgium) - Maps - 1695 - Fortification

Ath, ville forte des Pays Bas dans le comté de Hainaut ... sur les Espagnols dans la campagne de 1667 y ... 1678. Paris : De Fer, [1695].

Authors: Fer, Nicolas de. 1646-1720 -- Loon, H. V. (Herman van) -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Les Forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes -- avec leurs fortifications, dessinées par les meilleurs ingénieurs ... Seconde partie (Paris : chez l'auteur, 1694) map [2].

Duplicate copy: Case fU 26.293 pt. 1, map [2]

Case folio U 26. 2929 map [2] (PrCt)
Augsb. : Gabriel Bodenehr, 1710.
Authors: Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. -- Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. Atlas curieux -- oder, Neuer und compendiöser atlas 1710 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 13 x 29 cm.
In: Bodenehr, Gabriel. Atlas curieux; oder, Neuer und compendiöser atlas ... ([Augsburg : Gabriel Bodenehr, 1710?]) pl. [25]. Engraved plate no. '26.'

Ayer 135 .B6 pl. 25 (Pr Ct)

3579

Ath (Belgium) - Maps - 1713 - Fortification

Aeth, ville forte des Pais Bas, dans le comté de Hainaut ... sur les Espagnols dans la campagne de 1667, y ... 1678. Paris : De Fer, [1713?].
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Loon, H. V. (Herman van) -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Introduc. à la fortification ... [1713?] 1 map ; 19 x 27 cm.
In: Fer, Nicolas de. Introduc. à la fortification ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, [1713?]) map [61].
For later state of this map, with engraved plate number, see Case folio U 26 .292.
For earlier version of this map, engraved on different plate, see Case folio U 26 .293.

Case oversize U 26 .2919 map [61] (Pr Ct)

3576

Ath (Belgium) - Maps - 1740 - Fortification

Aeth a strong frontier town in Brabant, taken by the Duke of Marlborough in 1706. For Mr. Tindal's continuation of Mr. Rapin's history. [London? Knapton, ca. 1740?].
Title in bottom margin.
Includes references 1-23.


3580

Ath (Belgium) - Maps - 1785 - Fortification

Aeth a strong frontier town in Brabant, taken by the Duke of Marlborough in 1706. For Mr. Tindal's continuation of Mr. Rapin's history. [London : John Harrison?, 1785-1789?].

(Newberry Library)
1 map ; 35 x 46 cm.
Title in bottom margin.
Includes references 1-23.

oversize Ayer 135 .T5 1732 map [32] (Pr Ct)

Athapapuskow Lake (Man.) - Pictorial works - 1771 - Athapapuskow Lake (Man.) SEE Athapapuskow Lake (Man.) - Athapapuskow Lake (Man.) SEE Athapapuskow Lake (Man.)

Authors: Hearne, Samuel, 1745-1792 -- Saunders, J., fl. 1795 -- Hearne, Samuel, 1745-1792. A Journey from Prince of Wales's Fort in Hudson's Bay, to the Northern Ocean. Undertaken ... in the years 1769, 1770, 1771, & 1772 (1795) -- Cadell & Davies -- Strahan, Andrew, d. 1831 -- Cadell, T. (Thomas), 1742-1802 -- Everett D. Graft Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library) 1 view ; 21 x 35 cm., folded to 30 x 24 cm. Oriented with north at right.
In Hearne, Samuel. A Journey from Prince of Wales's Fort in Hudson's Bay, to the Northern Ocean. Undertaken ... in the years 1769, 1770, 1771, & 1772 (London : A. Strahan and T. Cadell, 1795), 'Plate IV', between p. 248-249
Forms part of the Everett D. Graft Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.

folio Graff 1840 bet. p. 248-249 (Pr Ct)

3581

Athens County (Ohio) - Maps - 1875 - Landowners

Maps - Landowners - Maps

Authors: Lake, D. J. -- Titus, Simmons & Titus (Philadelphia, Pa.) -- Worley & Bracher -- Bourquin, F. (Frederick), b. 1808 -- Union Printing Company, Athens, Ohio -- Athens County Historical Society
1 atlas (88 p. : ill., maps) ; 29 cm.
'2d printing, 1974.'
Cf. Phillips 2355.

folio G1398.A8 L3 1974 (NLO)

3582

Athens County (Ohio) - Maps - 1905 - Landowners

Maps - Landowners - Maps


Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1 atlas (146 p., 10 leaves of maps : ill., photos., ports.) ; 32 cm.
Reprint of the 1905 ed. published by Centennial Atlas Association, Athens, Ohio.
LC Card Number: 75-23393
ISBN 082140203X

**foil F497.A8 B8 1975 (NLO)**

**3582 Athens (Ga.) - Maps - 1874**
*Map of the city of Athens, Ga.: surveyed and mapped under authority of the City Council.*
Authors: Thomas, W. W. -- University of Georgia. Cartographic Services -- Athens Historical Society
1 map ; 91 x 70 cm.
Facsimile of original published 1874.
'Drawn from the original map ... at approximately one half the original scale.'
Scale [ca. 1:9,600] or '800 feet to one inch.'
25226
ICN78
map6F G3924.A75 1874 T5 (PrCt)

Authors: Bradford, T. G. (Thomas Gamaliel), 1802-1887 -- Bradford, T. G. (Thomas Gamaliel), 1802-1887. A Comprehensive atlas ... (1835, [i.e. 1841]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
4 maps : 12 x 10 cm. each on sheet 30 x 23 cm.
Contents: Athens -- Rome -- Jerusalem and vicinity -- Peninsula of Mt. Sinai.
Cf. Phillips.
folio Ayer 135 .B75 1835 pl. 59, p. 168 (PrCt)

**3584 Athens (Greece) - Maps - 1687 - Archaeology<>>Archaeology - Athens (Greece) - Maps - 1687/87<>>Attike (Greece) - Maps - 1687<>>Archaeology - Attike (Greece) - Maps - 1687/87<>>Attica (Greece) SEE Attike (Greece)
Authors: Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718 -- Martinelli, Cristino, 17th cent. -- Franco Novacco
Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 429 x 593 mm. (neat line), 465 x 627 mm. (plate mark)
Ancient ruins shown pictorially.
Includes references 1-39.
Dedication to 'Sig: Christino Martinelli, Patritio Veneto' in bottom margin.
Center crease.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
io8
Novacco 4F 361 (PrCt)

**3585 Athens (Greece) - Maps - 1689**
Authors: Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718 -- Padouani, Domenico, fl. 1689 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718. Citta, fortezze, isole, e porti principale dell' Europa ... (1689) 1 map : 27 x 41 cm.
In: Coronelli, Vincenzo. Citta, fortezze, isole, e porti principale dell' Europa, in piani, et in eluatione, descritte, e publicate ad uso dell' Academia cosmografica degli argonauti (Venice : Domenico Padouani, 1689) pl. 68.
VAULT folio Ayer 135 .C8 1689 pl. 68 (PrCt)

**3586 Athens (Greece) - Maps - 1832 - Archaeology<>>Archaeology - Athens (Greece) - Maps - 1832 <<>>Athens (Greece) - Maps - 1832 - Pictorial works<>>>Acropolis (Athens, Greece) - Maps - 1832 Athens. London : Chapman and Hall, 1832 [i.e.1844].
1 map : hand col. ; 21 x 30 cm.
'Drawn by W.B. Clarke archt.'
'From the authorities of Colonel Leake and C.R. Cockerell Esqr.'
'Engraved by J Henshall.'
Inset (8 x 14 cm.): Acropolis of Athens.
'Panorama of Athens from the original drawing of C.R. Cockerell Esqr. A.R.A.' in margins.
Bottom margin includes elevation drawings of ancient ruins.
oversize Ayer 135 .S67 1844 v. 2, pl. [164] (PrCt)

**3587 Athens (Greece) - Maps - 1871 - Antiquities<>>Sparta (Greece) - Maps - 1871 - Antiquities**
Authors: Salkeld, Joseph, d. 1850 -- Harper & Brothers -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
xii, 316 p. : 2 maps ; 16 cm.
Includes engraved maps of Athens and Sparta. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes DE59 .S162 1871 (NLO)

Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 1 map, 1 city plan
1st ed.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Authors: Muirhead, L. Russell (Litellus Russell), 1896- -- Blue guide -- Traulos, Ioannes N., 1908-1985 -- McLagan & Cumming -- Ernest Benn Ltd. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
xxxii, 158 p., [8] leaves of plates : ill., 16 maps and plans (some folded, some col.) ; 17 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 154), index, and glossary of art terms including graphics (p. 149-153).
Series: The blue guides -- Blue guide.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G153 .H813 1962 (NLO)

Authors: Boulanger, Robert, 1926- -- Dale, Cynthia -- Imprimerie Michard -- Hachette (Firm) -- Hachette world guides -- Boulanger, Robert, 1926- -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Cover title: Athens and environs
Half title: Athens, Argos, Corinth, Delphi, Aigina, Epidauro, Mycenae
Translated from the French.
Maps printed by Michard.
Map and publisher's advertisements on endpapers.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [76]-78) and index.
Series: Hachette world guides
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 62003005
Baskes G153 .H33 Athens (1962) (NLO)

Authors: Muirhead, Findlay, 1860-1935 -- Blue guide -- Rossiter, Stuart -- Flower, John, 1929- -- Ernest Benn Ltd. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 38 map plates
2nd ed.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) (PrCt)

Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Automobile Association (Great Britain) -- Automobile Association (short format); cf. A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher, 1832-1990, p. 277.
Cover price: $17.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Authors: Hürlimann, Martin, 1897-1984 -- Studio Publications -- Thomas Y. Crowell & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
118 p. : 79 ill. ; 26 cm.
'74 pictures in photogravure, 5 colour plates, and historical notes.'
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 57000456
Baskes DF917 .H813 1956 (NLO)

3594 Athol Island (Bahamas) - Maps - 1864

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Plan showing disposition of quarantine buildings--Athol Island. 1978.
Authors: Irish Academy Press -- Harvey, Thomas C. -- Weller, Edward, -1884
1 map
Accession no. 78-42483.

**3595**


Siege of Atlanta. [Georgia, 1864?].
Authors: Rudy Lamont Ruggles Collection (Newberry Library)
1 ms. map : hand col. ; 26 x 36 cm.
Unsigned manuscript.
Not drawn to scale.
Pencil and watercolour on paper.
... "[D]etailed depiction of the Union forces suggests it is by a soldier or civilian traveling with Sherman's army. The charming naive style renders it difficult to assign precise locations to the units and fortifications depicted, but the level of detail suggests it was drawn by someone who was on the spot or had considerable second-hand information ... This writer has been led to believe that the map originally came to market through an estate auction in Austinburg, Ohio, since which time it has passed through a number of hands. In this regard it is worth mentioning that numerous Ohio units were present at the battle, both in Schofield's Army of the Ohio (not shown on the plan) and in regiments of the Armies of the Cumberland and Tennessee. - See more at:

http://www.bostonraremaps.com/catalogues/BRM1904.HTM#sthash.Wixh0tgo.dpuf"

Above description and digital image available on the Boston Rare Maps website (accessed February 2014):
http://www.bostonraremaps.com/catalogues/BRM1904.HTM

VAULT Ruggles 483 (NLO)

**3596**

Atlanta Campaign, 1864 - Pictorial works - 1887<<>>Atlanta Campaign, 1864 - Maps - 1953<<>>Atlanta (Ga.) - History - Civil War, 1861-1865 - Pictorial works<<>>Atlanta (Ga.) - History - Civil War, 1861-1865 - Maps<<>>Cycloramas - Atlanta Campaign, 1864<<>>United States - History - Civil War, 1861-1865 - Maps

The Atlanta cyclorama : the story of the famed Battle of Atlanta / compiled and written by Wilbur G. Kurtz. Atlanta : City of Atlanta , c1954.
Authors: Kurtz, Wilbur G. (Wilbur George), 1882-1967 -- American Panorama Co. (Milwaukee, Wis.) -- Wehner, William -- Atlanta (Ga.)
1st ed.
Reproduces, in 5 panels, the cyclorama painted between 1883-1887 by the American Panorama Co., of Milwaukee, William Wehner, manager; the original cyclorama is in Grant Park, Atlanta. The three maps of the battle are signed: Wilbur G. Kurtz, 1953.
Removed from the Raymond F. DaBoll papers.
LC Card Number: 54009644
folio E476.7 .K8 1954 (NLO)

**3597**

Atlanta (Ga.) - Maps - 1954 - Road maps<<>>Birmingham (Ala.) - Maps - 1954 - Road maps<<>>Road maps

Atlanta and Birmingham ... tour with Texaco.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1954?].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 61 x 47 cm., folded to 20 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Atlanta street map.
Plate No. 545219.
Inset (10 x 16 cm.): Downtown Atlanta Maps on verso (39 x 45 cm. and smaller):
Panel art: Texaco gas station on hilly rural road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Clients 3711 (PrCt)

**3598**

Atlanta (Ga.) - Maps - 1954 - Road maps<<>>Birmingham (Ala.) - Maps - 1954 - Road maps<<>>Road maps

Atlanta and Birmingham ... tour with Texaco.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1954?].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 61 x 47 cm., folded to 20 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Atlanta street map.
Plate No. 545219.
Inset (10 x 16 cm.): Downtown Atlanta Maps on verso (39 x 45 cm. and smaller):
Panel art: Texaco gas station on hilly rural road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Clients 3711 (PrCt)
17798.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Clients 3712 (PrCt)

3599 Atlanta (Ga.) - Maps - 1959 - Road maps<>><>Atlanta Region (Ga.) - Maps - 1959 - Road maps<<><>Road maps
Pure Oil dealers welcome you to Atlanta.
[Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Company, [1959?].
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 55 x 42 cm., folded to 23 x 12 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. 9-575219-3.
Inset (15 x 9 cm.): Downtown Atlanta.
Map on verso (42 x 48 cm.): Atlanta and vicinity.
Panel art: Pure Oil Company sign and gas station.
Handstamp on title panel: Mar 31 1959.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2217 (PrCt)

3600 Atlanta (Ga.) - Maps - 1964 - Road maps<>><>Atlanta Region (Ga.) - Maps - 1964 - Road maps<<><>Road maps
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 55 x 43 cm., folded to 23 x 12 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Atlanta
Plate no. 4-605219-7.
Inset (15 x 9 cm.): Downtown Atlanta.
Map on verso (42 x 48 cm.): Atlanta and vicinity.
Panel art: Pure Oil Co. sign and Firebird gas logo; motto "See America best by car."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2217 (PrCt)

3601 Atlanta (Ga.) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps<>><>Atlanta Region (Ga.) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps<<><>Road maps
Atlanta and vicinity / ... Sinclair. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Co., c1966.
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 48 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair Atlanta and vicinity.
Plate no. 6-575218-17.
Maps on verso (55 x 43 cm. and 14 x 9 cm.): Sinclair Atlanta street map -- Downtown Atlanta.
Panel art: Sinclair logo, car in front of a Sinclair gas station, 3 travel scenes, and motto "drive with care and buy Sinclair".
Editor's copy (?): annotations in red ink on title panel.
Handstamp: "Mar 16 [?] 1966" in black ink.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4285 (PrCt)

3602 Atlanta (Ga.) - Maps - 1967 - Road maps<>><>Atlanta Region (Ga.) - Maps - 1967 - Road maps<<><>Road maps
Atlanta : 3 travel scenes, and motto "drive with care and buy Sinclair".
Editor's copy (?): annotations in red ink on title panel.
Handstamp: "Mar 16 [?] 1966" in black ink.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2818 (PrCt)

3603 Atlanta (Ga.) - Maps - 1967 - Road maps<>><>Atlanta Region (Ga.) - Maps - 1967 - Road maps<<><>Road maps
Authors: Mobil Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 55 x 42 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Atlanta street map.
Plate no. 7-605219-12.
Inset (15 x 9 cm.): Downtown Atlanta.
Map on verso (42 x 48 cm.): Atlanta and vicinity.
Panel art: Marathon sign with directional signs to points of interest.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3712 (PrCt)

3604 Atlanta (Ga.) - Maps - 1967 - Road maps<>><>Atlanta Region (Ga.) - Maps - 1967 - Road maps<<><>Road maps
Authors: Marathon Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 55 x 42 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Atlanta street map.
Plate no. 7-605219-12.
Inset (15 x 9 cm.): Downtown Atlanta.
Map on verso (42 x 48 cm.): Atlanta and vicinity.
Panel art: nine Mobil winged horse logos.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4142 (PrCt)
3605 Atlanta (Ga.) - Maps - 1969 - Road maps - Atlanta Region (Ga.) - Maps - 1969 - Road maps - Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 82 x 78 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair Atlanta street map.
Plate no. 6816
Insets (50 x 44 cm. and 24 x 18 cm.): Sinclair Atlanta and vicinity -- Downtown Atlanta. Panel art: Sinclair logo, abstracted traffic signs.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2851 (PrCt)

3606 Atlanta (Ga.) - Maps - 1973-1974 - Road maps - Atlanta Region (Ga.) - Maps - 1973-1974 - Road maps - Road maps
Atlanta 1974 / Amoco Oil Company. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Co., 1974 [i.e. 1974?].
Authors: Amoco Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Tempo Designs, Inc. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 82 x 77 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"1974 Edition."
Panel title.
Added title: Atlanta street map.
Also bears imprint of Tempo Designs, Inc. of Chicago, Illinois.
Plate no. 736816-4.
Insets (50 x 45 cm. and 24 x 18 cm.): Atlanta and vicinity -- Downtown Atlanta. Panel art: "American" gas logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2977 (PrCt)

3607 Atlanta (Ga.) - Maps - 1974 - Road maps - Atlanta Region (Ga.) - Maps - 1974 - Road maps - Road maps
1 map : both sides, col. ; 82 x 77 cm., on sheet 92 x 65 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"1974 Edition."
Panel title.
Added title: Atlanta street map.
Plate no. 746816-5
West side of city continued on verso.
Insets (24 x 18 cm.): Downtown Atlanta. Panel art: road signs.
Forms part of a collection of stock editions of Rand McNally road maps, some apparently issued as sales samples and / or printer's proofs for prospective commercial clients. Uniform series title (established by cataloger): Stock road maps Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (April 2010).
RMcN Stock 62 (PrCt)

3608 Atlanta (Ga.) - Maps - 1974 - Road maps - Pictorial maps - Pictorial maps - Atlanta (Ga.) - Maps - 1974 - Road maps - Advertising maps - Pictorial maps
Authors: Derdyn, Eugene -- Maki, Dru -- Lutzow, Marian -- Perspecto Map Co.
1 map : col. ; on sheet 22 x 36 cm.
Pictorial road map.
temp map1F G3924.A8 1974 .D4 (PrCt)

3609 Atlanta (Ga.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps - Atlas Region (Ga.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps - Amoco Oil Company - Maps - 1975 - Road maps - Road maps
Atlanta and suburbs street map and directory ... 1975-76 / Amoco Oil Company. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Co., 1975.
Authors: Amoco Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 89 x 78 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"1975 edition."
Panel title.
Added title: Atlanta street map.
Identifies Amoco service station locations.
Plate no. 746816-5.
Insets (50 x 45 cm. and 24 x 18 cm.): Atlanta and vicinity -- Downtown Atlanta. Panel art: "Amoco" gas logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2977 (PrCt)

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
Atlanta (Ga.) - Maps - 2003 - Road maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (74-237, 86 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
$19.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-99694-0
RMcN StrFdr 2003 .A88 (PrCt)

Atlanta (Ga.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps

1 atlas (A-H, 1077-2828, 182 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm. +1 CD-ROM.
Date on cover 2004.
$44.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-95541-1
RMcN StrFdr 2004 .A88 copy 1 (PrCt)

Atlanta (Ga.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps

1 atlas (A-H, 1077-2828, 182 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm. +1 CD-ROM.
$44.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN StrFdr 2005 .A88 .A (PrCt)
1 atlas (A-F, 1077-2069 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.

Cover title.
Cover not dated.
"1st edition" -- front cover.
$19.95.

Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-85870-X

RMcN StrFdr 2006 .A88a (PrCt)

Atlanta (Ga.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps
Atlanta Region (Ga.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps
Atlanta (Ga.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps
Atlanta Region (Ga.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps
Douglasville (Ga.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps
Griffin (Ga.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps
Peachtree City (Ga.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps
Atlanta South street guide : including Conyers, Douglasville, Griffin, and Peachtree City. [Skokie, Ill.] : Rand McNally, 2006.
1 atlas (A-F, 1668-2828 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
$19.95.
"1st edition" -- front cover.
Cover not dated.
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-85871-8

RMcN StrFdr 2006 .A88b (PrCt)

Atlanta (Ga.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps
Atlanta Region (Ga.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps
1 atlas (A-F, 1077-2069, 182 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
$44.95.
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-85871-9

RMcN StrFdr 2006 .A88 (PrCt)

Atlanta (Ga.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps
Atlanta Region (Ga.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- NAVTEQ (Firm) -- Rand McNally and Company.
Street guide -- Rand McNally and Company.
StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Cover dated 2008; "©2007" -- title page.
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
"$39.95" -- back cover
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528866559

RMcN StrFdr 2008 .A88a (PrCt)

Atlanta (Ga.) - Maps - 2009 - Road maps
Atlanta Region (Ga.) - Maps - 2009 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- NAVTEQ (Firm) -- Rand McNally and Company.
Street guide -- Rand McNally and Company.
StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
"New title!" -- front cover
Cover dated 2009; "©2008" -- title page.
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
"$19.95" -- back cover
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528866276

RMcN StrFdr 2009 .A88a (PrCt)
(Newberry Library)
1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Cover dated 2009; "©2008" -- title page.
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
"$19.95" -- back cover
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528868284
RMcN StrFdr 2009 .A88 (PrCt)

3631
Atlanta (Neb.) - Maps - 1908<<>>Bertrand
(Neb.) - Maps - 1908<<>>Funk (Neb.) - Maps - 1908
Map of Bertrand Neb. 1908.
Authors: Billing, P. O. -- Arnold, W. H. --
Progress Printing Company, Holdredge, Neb.
3 maps : col. ; 22 x 14 cm or smaller
In Arnold, W.H. Complete directory of Phelps
County Nebraska (Kearney, Neb. 1908) before p.
169, 141, and 170.
5006
F 92467 .046 [maps] (PrCt)

3632
Atlanta Region (Ga.) - Maps - 1864<<>>Atlanta
Campaign, 1864 - Maps<<>>Georgia - History
- Civil War, 1861-1865 - Maps
- 1864<<>>United States - History - Civil War, 1861-1865 - Maps
Atlanta and vicinity. [New York : D. Appleton
and Co., 1874].
Authors: Johnston, Joseph E. (Joseph
Eggleston), 1807-1891. Narrative of military
operations, directed, during the late war between
the states (1874) -- D. Appleton and Company --
Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana
(Newberry Library)
1 map ; 15 x 10 cm.
Anonymous map issued without imprint in
Johnston, Joseph E. Narrative of military
operations, directed, during the late war between
the states (New York : D. Appleton and Co.,
1874) between p. 346-347.
Shows theater of operations during the Atlanta
Campaign of 1864; does not show troop
positions.
Duplicate copies: U 2 .455 -- Dawes F 861 .45
Graff 2227 between p. 346-347 (PrCt)

3633
Atlanta Region (Ga.) - Maps - 1955 - Road
maps<<>>Atlanta (Ga.) - Maps - 1955 - Road
maps<<>>Road maps
Metropolitan Atlanta tourguide map / Gulf. Chicago
: Rand McNally & Company, [1955?].
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally
and Company -- Library of Congress.
Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry
Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 48 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Atlanta and vicinity
Plate no. 5-5218-2.
Maps on verso (55 x 43 cm. and 15 x 9 cm.): Jacksonville
street map -- Downtown Atlanta.
Handstamp: Register of Copyrights, Library of
Congress, Washington, D.C., certificate no.
F20042.
Panel art: "City Hall".
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

**Atlanta Region (Ga.) - Maps - 1959 - Road maps**

**Hertz Corporation - Maps - 1959**

**Automobile leasing and renting - Maps - 1959**

_Hertz Rent a Car map of Atlanta and surrounding area._ [Chicago] : Rand McNally & Company, [1959?].

Authors: Hertz Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 41 x 15 cm., folded to 22 x 10 cm. Panel title.

Added title: Atlanta and vicinity
Plate no. RL 59 S 56
Inset (23 x 13 cm.): Downtown Atlanta.
Identifies Hertz office locations.
Panel art: Hertz logo above car with "1959" on front license plate.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 1356 (PrCt)

**Atlanta Region (Ga.) - Maps - 1960 - Road maps**

**Hertz Corporation - Maps - 1960**

**Automobile leasing and renting - Maps - 1960**

_Hertz Rent a Car map of Atlanta and vicinity._ [Chicago] : Rand McNally & Company, [1960?].

Authors: Hertz Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- W.H. Wilton, inc. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 40 x 35 cm., folded to 22 x 10 cm. Panel title.

Added title: Atlanta and vicinity
"Copyright, W.H. Wilton, Inc."
Plate no. 60S-135B
Inset (23 x 13 cm.): Downtown Atlanta.
Identifies Hertz office locations.
Panel art: Car on highway ramp; cityscape in the background.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 1357 (PrCt)

**Atlanta Region (Ga.) - Maps - 1960 - Road maps**

_Atlanta / American Oil Company._ [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Company, [1960?].

Authors: American Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 55 x 43 cm., on sheet folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.

Added title: Street map of Atlanta.
Plate no. 605219.
Inset (15 x 9 cm.): Downtown Atlanta.
Maps on verso (42 x 48 cm. and smaller): Road map of Atlanta and vicinity.
Panel art: "Amoco" logo, color photo of Georgia Capitol Building.
Handstamp: "Jun 6 1960."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 2926 (PrCt)

**Atlanta Region (Ga.) - Maps - 1964 - Road maps**

**Hertz Corporation - Maps - 1964**


Authors: Hertz Corporation -- Hertz System, Inc. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Delta Air Lines -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 40 x 40 cm., folded to 22 x 10 cm. Panel title.

"© Hertz System, Inc., 1964"
Added title: Atlanta and vicinity
Plate nos. "4-575218-13" and "RL 64 S 39"
Inset (20 x 12 cm.): Downtown Atlanta.
Indicates Hertz office locations.
Back panel includes advertisement for Delta Air Lines "ticket office locations" in Atlanta.
Identifies Hertz office locations.
Panel art: Illustration of "Stone Mountain".
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 1358 (PrCt)

**Atlanta Region (Ga.) - Maps - 1964 - Road maps**

_Pictorial maps - Atlanta Region (Ga.) - Maps - 1964 - Road maps_ Pictorial maps


Authors: Derdyn, Eugene -- National Bank of Georgia
1 map : col. ; 40 x 57 cm.
Pictorial road map of the Atlanta region compiled by Eugene Derdyn for the National Bank of Georgia.

temp map 4F G3924.A8 1964 .D4 (PrCt)
and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 48 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Atlanta and vicinity
Plate no. 7-575218-18.
Maps on verso (55 x 43 cm. and 15 x 9 cm.): Atlanta street map -- Downtown Atlanta.
Identifies "Gulf Bldg." and "Gulf Bldg Tourgide Bureau".
Panel art: "City Hall".
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1118 (PrCt)

Atlanta Region (Ga.) - Maps - 1968 - Road maps
Metropolitan Atlanta tourgide map / Gulf.
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 42 x 48 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Atlanta and vicinity
Plate no. 7-575218-19.
Maps on verso (55 x 43 cm. and 15 x 9 cm.): Atlanta street map -- Downtown Atlanta.
Identifies "Gulf Bldg." and "Gulf Bldg. Tourgide Bureau".
Panel art: "City Hall".
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1189 (PrCt)

Atlanta Region (Ga.) - Maps - 1970 - Road maps
Metropolitan Atlanta tourgide map / Gulf.
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 77 x 82 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Atlanta street map
Plate no. 706816-1.
Insets (50 x 45 cm. and 24 x 18 cm.): Atlanta and vicinity -- Downtown Atlanta.
Panel art: "City Hall".
Includes three Library of Congress copyright handstamps with certificate numbers.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1263 (PrCt)

Atlanta Region (Ga.) - Maps - 1971 - Road maps
Atlanta (Ga.) - Maps - 1971 - Road maps
Metro Atlanta tourgide map / Gulf.
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 77 x 82 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Atlanta street map
Plate no. 716816-2.
Insets (50 x 45 cm. and 24 x 18 cm.): Atlanta and vicinity -- Downtown Atlanta.
Panel art: "City Hall".
Includes two Library of Congress copyright handstamps with certificate numbers.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1311 (PrCt)

Atlanta Region (Ga.) - Maps - 1972 - Road maps
Shell Atlanta : featuring metropolitan and downtown Atlanta.
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 82 x 78 cm., folded to 24 x 10 cm.
"1972 edition."
Panel title.
Added title: Atlanta street map
Plate no. 726816-3.
Insets (50 x 44 cm. and 24 x 18 cm.): Atlanta and vicinity -- Downtown Atlanta.
Panel art: Shell logo and color illustration of Atlanta City Underground.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2483 (PrCt)
Library
1 map : both sides, col. : 81 x 77 cm., on sheet
91 x 65 cm., folded to 24 x 10 cm.
"1973 edition."

Panel title.
Added title: Atlanta street map.
Plate no.736816-4.
Insets (50 x 44 cm. and 24 x 18 cm.): Atlanta and vicinity -- Downtown Atlanta.
Panel art: Shell logo and color illustration of Atlanta City Underground.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN StrFdr 1991 .A88 (PrCt)

3645
Atlanta Region (Ga.) - Maps - 1991 - Road maps
1 atlas (p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.1 atlas (224 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally StreetFinder Atlanta & vicinity.
$14.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-91798-6
RMcN StrFdr 1991 .A88 (PrCt)

3646
Atlanta Region (Ga.) - Maps - 1994 - Road maps
1 atlas (240 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
$14.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-91293-3
RMcN StrFdr 1994 .A88 (PrCt)

3647
Atlanta Region (Ga.) - Maps - 1996 - Road maps
Atlanta (Ga.) - Maps - 1996 - Road maps
Atlanta (Ga.) - Maps - 1996 - Olympics
University of Georgia - Maps - 1996 - Road maps
Metropolitan Atlanta Rapid Transit Authority - Maps - 1996 - Atlanta Region (Ga.) - Maps - 1996 - Local transit
Metropolitan Atlanta Rapid Transit Authority - Maps - 1996 - Metropolitan Atlanta Rapid Transit Authority-SEE Marta (Ga.) SEE Metropolitan Atlanta Rapid Transit Authority-SEE M.A.R.T.A. (Ga.) SEE Metropolitan Atlanta Rapid Transit Authority-SEE Road maps
Authors: Atlanta Committee for the Olympic Games -- Olympic Games (26th : 1996 : Atlanta, Ga.) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 65 x 94 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.
"1996 edition."
Panel title.
Added title: Metropolitan Atlanta
"TM, © 1992, ACOG"
Plate no. 4-BO-158-M
Maps on verso (33 x 38 cm. and smaller): Central Atlanta -- Downtown Atlanta -- Atlanta mountains driving tour -- Georgia's Stone Mountain Park -- University of Georgia at Athens -- Marta Rapid Transit System -- [Marta map of Five Points].
Panel art: man waving banner.
Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Company Collection (Newberry Library).
Also issued as one of five items in folded plastic case with cover title: The Official commemorative map collection : Atlanta 1996; see Gousha map4C 95.83 [copies 1 and 2]
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34, Range 7 (May 2010).
ISBN 0671558218
Gousha map4C 95.82 (PrCt)

3648
Atlanta Region (Ga.) - Maps - 1996 - Road maps
Atlanta Region (Ga.) - Maps - 1996 - Road maps
1 atlas (224 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
$15.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-96918-8
RMcN StrFdr 1996 .A88 (PrCt)

3649
Atlanta Region (Ga.) - Maps - 2000 - Road maps
1 atlas (36-456 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
 Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-99276-7
RMcN StrFdr 2002 .A88 (PrCt)

3650 Atlanta Region (Ga.) - Maps - 2002 - Road maps
1 atlas (18-321, 154 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
 Date on cover: 2002.
$39.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-99276-7
RMcN StrFdr 2002 .A88 (PrCt)

3651 Atlanta Region (Ga.) - Maps - 2003 - Road maps
1 atlas (6-305, 154 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
 Date on cover: 2003.
$39.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-99685-1
RMcN StrFdr 2003 .A88A1 (PrCt)

Authors: Brunetti, Oronzo -- Bibliothèque nationale (France) -- Edifir.
135 p. : ill. (some col.) ; 28 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 123-132) and index.
LC Card Number: 2007399284
ISBN 8879702718 ; 9788879702713
folio GA895.N36 B75 2006 (NLO)

Map of the Atlantic & Gulf Railway & connec.
Maps on verso (18 x 34 cm. and 20 x 16 cm.): Atlantic City and environs -- Texaco sectional chart [of the Middle Atlantic states]. Panel art: Texaco logo over outline of United States and slogan "tour with Texaco." Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 94.51 (PrCt)

Atlantic City (N.J.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

1 map : col. ; 69 x 51 cm. Panel title. Added title: Texaco street map of Atlantic City. Keyed to directory of hotels, points of interest, churches, exhibits, golf courses, piers, and theaters on verso. Plate no. U. 3961 Maps on verso (18 x 34 cm. and 20 x 16 cm.): Atlantic City and environs -- Texaco sectional chart [of the Middle Atlantic states]. Panel art: Texaco logo over outline of United States and slogan "tour with Texaco." Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN Clients 3636 (PrCt)

Atlantic Coast (Africa) - Maps - 1605-1612 - Nautical charts

1 v. ; 254 x 182 mm. 1605-12;tr&ed:JDLaFleur;SeriesIII:V5 Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlantic Coast (Africa) - Maps - 1614 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Details "the coasts of Barbary, Gualta, Arguin, Hoden, Jalosi, Gambia, Melli, Benni, Malgrete, Grain, Ivory or Tooth, Band, Quaqua and Gold Coast, Bight of Benin, Blafira, Gabon, Loango, Congo, Angola, Cimbbeas and Caffaria with the adjacent islands of the Canary, Madera, and usque ad Sinum Catenbelae / apu


Advertisement of Richard B. Arkway Inc. in Arts & antiques magazine (2005?), p. 71, showing reproduction of an unrecorded portolan chart of the Atlantic and Mediterranean, signed 'Franciscus Oliva fecit in nobile urbe messane anno 1614.'

map1F G5672.M4P5 1614 O5 2005 (PrCt)

Variety of charts

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
those off to Cape Verd."
"Bibliographical note": p. v-xiv.
Maps also cataloged separately.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
ISBN 9022112462

3661 Atlantic Coast (Africa) - Maps - 1701 - Nautical charts  
Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (Africa) - 1701 - Africa, West - Maps - 1701 - Coasts - Nautical charts  
Pilot guides - 1701 - Nautical charts  
1 atlas (xiv, 43, [62] p. : 15 maps) ; 47 cm.
Facsimile reprint of: The Fifth part of the general English Pilot, describing ... the west coast of Africa from the Straits of Gibraltar to the Cape of Good Hope ... (London: Printed by J. Matthews, for Jer. Seller, and Chas. Seller, 1701); reproduced from the copy in the Naval Historical Library, London.
Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger): English Pilot. Part 5 (1701)
Series: Theatrum Orbis Terrarum series of atlases in facsimile, 6. series, v. 4
Includes maps engraved by Francis Lamb and bearing the imprint of John Seller.
Details "the coasts of Barbary, Gualta, Arguin, Hoden, Jalosi, Gambia, Mellii, Benni, Malgrete, Grain, Ivory or Tooth, Band, Quaqua and Gold Coast, Bight of Benin, Biafra, Gabon, Loango, Congo, Angola, Cimbebas and Caffaria with the adjacent islands of the Canary, Madera, and those off to Cape Verd."
"Bibliographical note": p. v-xiv.
Maps also cataloged separately.
Formerly Map6C 78
LC Card Number: 74159390
Cont.74
ICN75
ISBN 9022112462

3662 Atlantic Coast (Africa) - Maps - 1852 - Nautical charts  
Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (Africa) - 1852 - Nautical charts  
Paris : Dépôt-Général de la Marine, 1852.
1 atlas (83 leaves) : 83 maps ; 35 cm.
Maps drawn by J.M. Hacq, V. Carré, A. Blanchard; engraved by Jacobs, Dyonnet, Chassant, Doornick, C.E. Collin.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Phillips 186
Baskes folio G2447.C6 V56 1852 (NLO)

Atlantic Coast (Africa, Northwest) - Maps - 1656 - Nautical charts  
De Vlaamsche en Canarische Eylanden / door Arnold Colom. Amsterdam : Op de Texelsche kay inde Lichtende Colom, [1656?].
Authors: Colom, Arnold, 1624-1668 -- Colom, Arnold, 1624-1668. Zee-atlas, ofte Water-wereldt [1656?]
1 map : hand col. ; 52x 63 cm.
Reference: Koeman, Atlantes neerlandici, v. 4, p. 116 (A. Col 2:8).
Backed with linen.
Reference: Koeman, Atlantes neerlandici, v. 4, p. 116 (A. Col 2:8).

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .C7 1656, map 9

3664 Atlantic Coast (Africa, West) - Maps - 1656 - Nautical charts  
Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (Africa, West) - Maps - 1656 - Nautical charts  
Pascaarte van Guinea van Capo Verde tot Capo de bon Esperance / by Arnold Colom.  
In extreme lower right corner, just outside border: 8 [sic].
Backed with linen.
Reference: Koeman, Atlantes neerlandici, v. 4, p. 116 (A. Col 2:8).

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .C7 1656, map 9
Clarke, James, fl. ca. 1664-1700
Hermitage
Dawks, for Jer. Seller, and Cha. Price at the River Amazones ...

On the east the soundings, sands, shoals, rocks & dangers, most principal marks, lands, &c. Together with bays, roads, rivers, harbours, ports, with the exact appearances and representations of the most principal marks, lands, &c. Together with the soundings, sands, shoals, rocks & dangers, on the east-coast of America : from Greenland to the River Amazones ... London : Printed by I. Dawks, for Jer. Seller, and Cha. Price.


VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .C7 1656, map 10 (PrCt)

Atlantic Coast (America) - Maps - 1656 - Nautical charts
Pasaerte van Brazil en Nieu Nederlandt van Cuervo en Flores tot de Barbados nu eerst uyt gegeven / door Arnold Colom. Amsterdam : Op 't Water, by de Nieuwe brugh, in de Lichtende Colom, [16567].

Authors: Colom, Arnold, 1624-1668 -- Colom, Arnold, 1624-1668. Zee-atlas, ofte Water-wereldt [16567]?
1 map : hand col. ; 55 x 64 cm.
In extreme lower right corner, just outside border: 12 [sic].
Backed with linen.

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .C7 1656, map 13 (PrCt)

Atlantic Coast (America) - Maps - 1703 - Nautical charts
The Fourth part of the general English pilot. Describing the sea-coasts, capes, head-lands, bays, roads, rivers, harbours, ports, with the exact appearances and representations of the most principal marks, lands, &c. Together with the soundings, sands, shoals, rocks & dangers, on the east-coast of America : from Greenland to the River Amazones ... London : Printed by I. Dawks, for Jer. Seller, and Cha. Price at the Hermitage-Stairs in Wapping, MDCCIII [1703].

Includes maps variously credited to James Clark, John Seller, and Henry Southwood.
Maps also cataloged separately.
Bound with: The English pilot. First book. First part. Describing the sea-coasts, capes, head-lands, bays, roads, harbours, rivers and ports together with the soundings, sands, rocks and dangers in the southern navigation upon the coasts of England, Holland, France, Ireland, Spain, Portugal ... (London : Published by John Seller ... ; Printed by George Larkin ... , 1690 [i.e.1702??])
Manuscript indexes to both parts inside back cover.
ICN 33-1561a
Ayer 6797
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .E55 1690 [pt. 4] (NLo)

Atlantic Coast (Central America) - Maps - 1703 - Nautical charts

In: The Fourth part of the general English pilot. Describing the ... east-coast of America : from Greenland to the River Amazones ... (London : Printed by I. Dawks, for Jer. Seller, and Cha. Price at the Hermitage-Stairs in Wapping, 1703) pl. [13].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .E55 1690 [pt. 4], pl. [13] (PrCt)
Facsimiles
Nautical charts
[Chart of western coast of Europe and Africa, 1594]. [19--].
Authors: Lemos, Pedro de -- British Library.
Cotton MS. Aug. 1, 1, art. 15 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1594 manuscript.
MapPhoto England BL Cotton MS. Aug. 1, 1, art. 15 (PrCt)

3669

Pascaart van Hispangien van de noord zyde van Yrlandt tot de Straet / door Arnold Colom.
Amsterdam : Op het water by de Nieuwe brugh inde Lichtende Colom, [1656?].
Authors: Colom, Arnold, 1624-1668 -- Colom, Arnold, 1624-1668. Zee-atlas, ofte Water-wereldt [1656?]
1 map : hand col. ; 53 x 64 cm.
Backed with linen.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .C7 1656, map 7 (PrCt)

3670

Describing the sea-coasts, capes, head-lands, bays, roads, harbours, rivers and ports together with the soundings, sands, rocks and dangers in the southern navigation upon the coasts of England, Holland, France, Ireland, Spain, Portugal, to the Straits-Mouth, and so off to the Western Islands ... London : Published by John Seller, Hydrographer to the King and Queen ; Printed by George Larkin, and sold by the author at the Hermitage-Stairs in Wapping, MDCXC [1690, i.e. 1702?].
1 atlas ([1] leaf, 24, 21-72, 63-72 [i.e. 86] p.) : ill., 22 maps ; 46 cm.
One map dated 1702: A Large chart of the Channell between England and France (plate [2]).
Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger): English Pilot. Part 1 [1702?]
Several errors in pagination.
Title-page identical with copy described in Phillips 2833, but collation and contents differ.
Maps also cataloged separately.
Bound with: The Fourth part of the general English pilot. Describing the ... east-coast of America : from Greenland to the River Amazones ... (London : Printed by I. Dawks, for Jer. Seller, and Cha. Price at the Hermitage-Stairs in Wapping, 1703).
Manuscript indexes to both parts inside back cover.
ICN 33-1561a
Ayer 6797
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .E55 1690 [pt. 1] (NLO)


The English pilot : The second part : Describing the sea-coasts, capes, head-lands, soundings, sands, shoals, rocks and dangers, the bays, roads, harbours, rivers and ports in the whole northern navigation; shewing the courses and distances from one place to another ... describing the north coast of England and Scotland ... the

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
sea-coast of Flanders ... Norway ... Russia ... and Nova Zembla, as far as the Tartarian Sea ... The sea-coasts of Sweden ... in the Baltic-Sea.


1 atlas (58 p., 31 leaves of folded plates) : ill., 31 maps ; 48 cm.
Incomplete; lacks charts 7, 8 and 9 as listed in Shirley M.M&P-2a; includes additional maps: "A new chart of the sea coast of Scotland with the Islands thereof" and A new and exact map of part of the coast of Norway ... printed for Benjan Crowe."

Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger):
English Pilot. Part 2 (1740)


Collation based on combination of typeset leaves and engraved maps, mostly disbound.
8 typeset leaves include title page (and blank verso) and pages 29-42.
Typeset leaves include text and woodcut profiles detailing coasts of Finmark, Lapland, the White Sea, Greenland and Trinity Island.
Contents, 10 engraved maps: The Coast of Norway and Lapland from North Kyn to the River Kola [42 x 52 cm. Inset: Warehouse Island, 11 x 15 cm.] -- The Coast of Lapland from ye River of Kola to ye Islands of Swetnoes [29 x 52 cm. Insets: Island of Kelduy, 13 x 17 cm. and The River of Kola in the Great Besock, 13 x 35 cm.] -- A large chart of the White Sea [45 x 58 cm. Insets: A Large draught of Swetenose, 13 x 20 cm. and Lombascho Islands at large, 9 x 8 cm.] -- A Chart of Finmark from Sanien to North-kyn or North Point [43 x 53 cm.] -- A Chart of the North Sea / sold by Willm. Mount and Thos. Page on Tower Hill, London [44 x 53 cm.] -- The Northern navigation according to Mr. Wright's projection commonly called Mercator's chart / sold by W. Mount and T. Page on Great Tower Hill, London [45 x 58 cm.] -- A New generall chart of the coast of ye Northern Ocean vitz Norway, Greenland, Finmark, Lapland, Moscovy, and Nova Zembla [48 x 56 cm. Inset: The Islands of Podesemsko, 17 x 17 cm.] -- A General chart of the Northern Seas. Describing the sea coast and islands from France to Grenne=land / [imprint erased?] London [41 x 53 cm.] -- A Chart of the East Sea [44 x 54 cm.] -- The Coast of Finmarck from Dronten to Tromfound [43 x 52 cm.]

Maps described in order found; all versos blank. Duplicate (and more complete) copy: Baskes


The English pilot : The second part : Describing the sea-coasts, capes, head-lands, soundings, sands, shoals, rocks and dangers, the bays, roads, harbours, rivers and ports in the whole northern navigation; shewing the courses and distances from one place to another ... describing the north coast of England and Scotland ... the sea-coast of Flanders ... Norway ... Russia ... and Nova Zembla, as far as the Tartarian Sea ... The sea-coasts of Sweden ... in the Baltic-Sea.


1 atlas ([16] p.) ; 10 maps ; 47 x 32 cm.
Incomplete.

Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger):
English Pilot. Part 2 (1740)


Collation based on combination of typeset leaves and engraved maps, mostly disbound.
8 typeset leaves include title page (and blank verso) and pages 29-42.
Typeset leaves include text and woodcut profiles detailing coasts of Finmark, Lapland, the White Sea, Greenland and Trinity Island.
Contents, 10 engraved maps: The Coast of Norway and Lapland from North Kyn to the River Kola [42 x 52 cm. Inset: Warehouse Island, 11 x 15 cm.] -- The Coast of Lapland from ye River of Kola to ye Islands of Swetnoes [29 x 52 cm. Insets: Island of Kelduy, 13 x 17 cm. and The River of Kola in the Great Besock, 13 x 35 cm.] -- A large chart of the White Sea [45 x 58 cm. Insets: A Large draught of Swetenose, 13 x 20 cm. and Lombascho Islands at large, 9 x 8 cm.] -- A Chart of Finmark from Sanien to North-kyn or North Point [43 x 53 cm.] -- A Chart of the North Sea / sold by Willm. Mount and Thos. Page on Tower Hill, London [44 x 53 cm.] -- The Northern navigation according to Mr. Wright's projection commonly called Mercator's chart / sold by W. Mount and T. Page on Great Tower Hill, London [45 x 58 cm.] -- A New generall chart of the coast of ye Northern Ocean vitz Norway, Greenland, Finmark, Lapland, Moscovy, and Nova Zembla [48 x 56 cm. Inset: The Islands of Podesemsko, 17 x 17 cm.] -- A General chart of the Northern Seas. Describing the sea coast and islands from France to Grenne=land / [imprint erased?] London [41 x 53 cm.] -- A Chart of the East Sea [44 x 54 cm.] -- The Coast of Finmarck from Dronten to Tromfound [43 x 52 cm.]

Maps described in order found; all versos blank. Duplicate (and more complete) copy: Baskes

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
East Lapland, Russia, ... Waigats, and Nova Zembla, Lewis, Faro, Iceland, ... Flanders, Zealand, Holland, Germany, Denmark, Norway, Finland, Lapland, Russia, ... Waiqats, and Nova Zembla, ... Tartarian Sea, ... Greenland, Trinity-Island, Cherry Island, Hope-Island, ... Sweden, East-Finland, Lylyand, Prussia, Pomerania, &c.

Reference: Shirley, R. Maps in the atlases, M.M.P-2; NMM 424

Fitzgerald polar map 47 (NLO)

Atlantic Coast (Europe) - Maps - 1748 - Coasts - Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (Europe) - 1748 - Coasts - Atlantic Coast (Africa, North-West) - Maps - 1748 - Coasts - Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (Africa, North-West) - 1748 - Coasts - Lisbon (Portugal) - Maps - 1748 - Harbors - Nautical charts - Lisbon (Portugal) - 1748 - Harbors - Nautical charts


Map: 1 map ; 44 x 57 cm.

Coastal chart of the western Iberian Peninsula and northwestern Africa to 26° south.

'Humbly dedicated to Robert Godscall of Weston, Esq'

Insets (13 x 15 cm. and 9 x 11 cm.): Lisbon Harbour -- Gallice. Oriented with north to right.

In: The English pilot. The third book, Describing the sea-coasts ... shewing ... the East-Indies, and all over the Oriental Ocean ... (London : W. and J. Mount and T. Page, 1748) following p. 12.

Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger): English Pilot. Part 3 (1748)

oversize Ayer 135 .E55 1748 following p. 12 (PrCt)


The English pilot, for the southern navigation: describing the sea-coasts, capes, headlands, bays, roads, harbours, rivers and ports: together with the soundings, sands, rocks and dangers on the coast of England, Scotland, Ireland, Holland, Flanders, Spain, Portugal, to the Streight's-Mouth; with the coasts of Barbary, and off to the Canary, Madeira, Cape de Verde and Western-Islands. Shewing the courses and distances from one place to another; the setting of the tides and currents; the ebbing and flowing of the sea, &c. London : Printed for W. and J. Mount, T. Page and Son, on Tower-Hill, 1758.

1 atlas (92 p., [22] leaves of folded plates) : ill., 25 maps (some folded) : 50 cm.

Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger):
English Pilot. Part 1 (1758)
Maps sold by various manifestations of the firm of Mount & Page.
Based on the work first compiled and published by John Seller in 1672, containing 21 charts. Includes maps compiled by, engraved by or dedicated to Robert Godsell, Edmond Halley, James Hodgson, Samuel Parker, and Charles Price.

Partial contents (maps): The River of Thames from London to the Buoy of the Noure -- A chart of the Newcastle trade ... -- A new chart of the sea coast of Scotland ... -- A correct chart of the sea coasts of England, Flanders and Holland ... -- A new and correct chart of England, Scotland and Ireland -- A new chart of the British Channel ... -- The haven of St. Malo -- A chart of the coasts of Ireland and part of England -- [Untitled chart of the counties of Waterford, Wexford and Wicklow in Ireland] -- A chart of the seacoasts of Ireland from Dublin to London-Derry -- A chart of the northwest coast of Ireland from Lough Swilly to Slyne Head -- A chart of the Bay of Galloway and River Shannon -- The South-west coast of Ireland from Dungarvan to the River Shannon -- The harbour of Corke -- The sea coast of France from Ushent to Olone -- The sea coasts of France from Olone to Cape Machiacaca in Biscay -- A chart of the sea coasts Biscay and Galicia .... A sea chart of part of the coasts of Gallisia and Portugal ... -- A map of the River Taie to Lisbon ... -- A chart of the sea coasts of Algrave and Andalusia -- A chart of the sea coast of England to the Streights -- A correct chart of the coast of Portugal & Barbaria ... -- The Western Isles -- A Chart of the islands of Cape Verd.
Scales differ.
Owners' inscriptions: "J. (?) Fergusone" (front endleaf), "Capt. Abm. Remington of Chas. Town So. Carolina" (verso of A Chart of the Islands of Cape Verd), and "Abram. Remington, 10 May 1759" (p. 92).
Ownership stamps of Crimsby Public Library.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Maps also cataloged separately.

Baskes oversize G1793 .E55 1758 (NLO)

Atlantic Coast (Europe) - Maps - 1766 - Coasts
- Nautical charts

1766<>Nautical charts
The English pilot. Part 1, describing the coasts ... in the southern navigation upon the coasts of England, Scotland, Ireland, Holland, Flanders, Spain, Portugal ... with the coasts of Barbary, and off to the Canary, Madeira, Cape de Verde, and Western Islands ... Dublin : Printed for Jane Grierson at the corner of Castle-Lane in Dame-Street, 1766.
1 atlas (90 p., 29 maps, ill.) ; 45 cm.
Title page mutilated and incomplete; title largely derived from other editions of Part 1 of the English Pilot.
Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger):
English Pilot. Part 1 (1766)
Coat of arms on title page.
Maps also cataloged separately.
27929
ICN 48-2047

oversize Ayer 135 .E55 1766 (NLO)

Atlantic Coast (Europe) - Maps - 1790 - Coasts
- Nautical charts

British Isles - Maps - 1790
- Nautical charts - British Isles
- Nautical charts - British Isles - Map printing - Woodcuts - Maps - 1790
- Pilot guides - 1790

Nautical charts - Woodcuts
The English pilot for the southern navigation: describing the sea-coasts, capes, headlands, bays, roads, harbours, rivers and ports: together with the soundings, sands, rocks and dangers, on the coasts of England, Scotland, Ireland, Holland, Flanders, Spain, Portugal, to the Straights-Mouth; with the coasts of Barbary, and off to the Canary, Madeira, Cape de Verde and Western-Islands. Shewing the courses and distances from one place to another; the setting of the tides and currents; the ebbing and flowing of the sea, &c. London : Printed for Mount and Davidson, on Tower-Hill, 1790.
Authors: Mount & Davidson (Firm), fl. 1789-1800 -- Seller, John, fl. 1658-1698 -- Mynde, J., fl. 1740-1770 -- Anson, George Anson, Baron, 1697-1762 -- Jno. Mount and Tho. Page -- Major,
Atlantic Coast (France) - Maps - 1973 Road maps
Authors: Guides verts Michelin -- Michelin green guides -- Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
170 p. : ill. (some col.), 74 col. maps, col. plans ; 26 x 12 cm.
6e éd.
Cover title.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 27) and index.
Series: Les guides verts Michelin -- Guides verts Michelin.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 78371956

Atlantic Coast (France) - Maps - 1995 Road maps
Authors: Michelin green guides -- Tourist guide -- Michelin Tyre PLC -- Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
297 p. : ill. (chiefly col.), 63 col. maps, col. plans, col. ports. ; 26 x 12 cm.
1st ed.
Cover title.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 275) and index.
Map on back cover.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
ISBN 2061380018 ; 9782061380017
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

2001 Road maps
Authors: Michelin green guides -- Michelin Travel Publications (Firm) -- Pueu Michelin (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Includes bibliographical references (p. 438-439) and index.
Map on front cover flap.
Series: The green guide -- Michelin green guides.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
ISBN 2060000904 : 9782060000909
Baskes G153 .M53 Atlantic Coast, France (2001) (NLO)

Atlantic Coast (Middle Atlantic States) - Maps
- 1941 - Nautical charts Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1941 - Nautical charts Atlantic Coast (Middle Atlantic States) - 1941 - Nautical charts - Atlantic Intracoastal Waterway - Maps - 1941 - Nautical charts Atlantic Intracoastal Waterway - 1941 - Nautical charts
Cruising chart -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 60 x 19 cm., folded in covers to 11 x 21 cm.
"1941 edition" -- front cover
Uniform title: Cruising chart.
"No. 4."
Verso includes U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey tide tables (stamped "obsolete").
Cover art: Seagulls, boats, and Texaco Waterways Service logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (October 2010).
RMcN Cruising 4 (PrCt)

Atlantic Coast (Middle Atlantic States) - Maps
- 1947 - Nautical charts Chesapeake Bay (Md. and Va.) - Maps - 1947 - Nautical charts Delaware Bay (Del. and N.J.) - Maps - 1947 - Nautical charts Atlantic Coast (Middle Atlantic States) - 1947 - Nautical charts Chesapeake Bay (Md. and Va.) - 1947 - Nautical charts Delaware Bay (Del. and N.J.) - 1947 - Nautical charts
Gulf marine info-map : Middle Atlantic states : New York, N.Y. to Norfolk, Va. including
Delaware Bay, Chesapeake Bay. Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [1947].
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Gulf Oil Corporation.
Marine info-map -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 80 x 40 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Gulf marine info-map : New York City, to Cape Henlopen, Del.
Uniform title: Marine info-map.
Date from RMcN AE 175 ms. index.
Map on verso (88 x 40 cm.): Gulf marine info-map : Cape Henlopen, Del. to Norfolk, Va.
Panel art: Gulf logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 175.7 (PrCt)

Atlantic Coast (Middle Atlantic States) - Maps
- 1948 - Nautical charts Chesapeake Bay (Md. and Va.) - Maps - 1948 - Nautical charts Delaware Bay (Del. and N.J.) - Maps - 1948 - Nautical charts Atlantic Coast (Middle Atlantic States) - 1948 - Nautical charts Chesapeake Bay (Md. and Va.) - 1948 - Nautical charts - Delaware Bay (Del. and N.J.) - 1948 - Nautical charts
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Gulf Oil Corporation.
Cruisegide -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 80 x 40 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Cruisegide map : New York City, to Cape Henlopen, Del.
Uniform title: Cruisegide.
Date from RMcN AE 175 ms. index.
Plate no. 484727.
Map on verso (88 x 40 cm.): Gulf cruisegide map : Cape Henlopen, Del. to Norfolk, Va.
Panel art: Gulf logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 175.8 (PrCt)

Atlantic Coast (Middle Atlantic States) - Maps
- 1948 - Nautical charts Chesapeake Bay (Md. and Va.) - Maps - 1948 - Nautical charts Delaware Bay (Del. and N.J.) - Maps - 1948 - Nautical charts Atlantic Coast (Middle Atlantic States) - 1948 - Nautical charts
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and N.J.) - 1948<<>>Nautical charts - Delmarva Peninsula - 1948<<>>Nautical charts

Texaco cruising chart : Texaco Waterways
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Texas Company. Cruising chart -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 44 x 78 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco cruising chart : Cape May, N.J. to Cape Henry, Va. with Delaware and Chesapeake Bays.
Uniform title: Cruising chart.
"No. 4."
Plate no. 8-4718-1.
Cruising guide 1 map : col. ; 81 x 56 cm.
Panel title.
Cruising guide 1 map : col. ; 81 x 56 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco cruising chart : Cape May, N.J. to Cape Henry, Va. with Delaware and Chesapeake Bays.
Uniform title: Cruising chart.
"No. 4."
Plate no. 9-4718-2.
Panel art: Seagulls and boats with the Texaco Waterways Service logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 174.5 (PrCt)

Atlantic Coast (Middle Atlantic States) - Maps - 1949 - Nautical charts<<>>Chesapeake Bay (Md. and Va.) - Maps - 1949 - Nautical charts<<>>Delaware Bay (Del. and N.J.) - Maps - 1949 - Nautical charts<<>>Chesapeake Bay (Md. and Va.) - Maps - 1949 - Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (Middle Atlantic States) - 1949<<>>Nautical charts - Delaware Bay (Del. and N.J.) - 1949<<>>Nautical charts - Delmarva Peninsula - 1949<<>>Nautical charts

Texaco cruising chart : Texaco Waterways
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Texas Company. Cruising chart -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 44 x 78 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco cruising chart : Cape May, N.J. to Cape Henry, Va. with Delaware and Chesapeake Bays.
Uniform title: Cruising chart.
"No. 4."
Plate no. 9-4718-2.
Panel art: Seagulls and boats with the Texaco Waterways Service logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 174.1 (PrCt)

Nautical charts - Rappahannock River (Va.)

Texaco cruising chart - Texaco Waterways
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Texas Company. Cruising chart -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 44 x 78 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco cruising chart: Cape May, N.J. to Cape Henry, Va. with Delaware and Chesapeake Bays.
Uniform title: Cruising chart.
"No. 4."
Plate no. 2-4718-5.
Panel art: Seagulls and boats with the Texaco Waterways Service logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 174.31 (PrCt)

3693

Atlantic Coast (Middle Atlantic States) - Maps - 1956 - Nautical charts - Chesapeake Bay (Md. and Va.) - Maps - 1956 - Nautical charts - Delaware Bay (Del. and N.J.) - Maps - 1956 - Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (Middle Atlantic States) - 1956 - Nautical charts - Chesapeake Bay (Md. and Va.) - 1956 - Nautical charts - Delaware Bay (Del. and N.J.) - 1956 - Nautical charts

Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Gulf Oil Corporation. Cruisegide
1 map: col.; 80 x 40 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Cruisegide map: New York City, to Cape Henlopen, Del.
Uniform title: Cruisegide.
Plate no. 6-484727-4.
Map on verso (88 x 40 cm.): Gulf cruisegide map: Cape Henlopen, Del. to Norfolk, Va.
Panel art: Gulf logo with anchor and signaling flags spelling "go Gulf."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 175.5X (PrCt)

3692

Atlantic Coast (Middle Atlantic States) - Maps - 1956 - Nautical charts - Chesapeake Bay (Md. and Va.) - Maps - 1956 - Nautical charts - Delaware Bay (Del. and N.J.) - Maps - 1956 - Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (Middle Atlantic States) - 1956 - Nautical charts - Chesapeake Bay (Md. and Va.) - 1956 - Nautical charts - Delaware Bay (Del. and N.J.) - 1956 - Nautical charts

Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Gulf Oil Corporation. Cruisegide
1 map: col.; 80 x 40 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Cruisegide map: New York City, to Cape Henlopen, Del.
Uniform title: Cruisegide.
Plate no. 6-484727-4.
Map on verso (88 x 40 cm.): Gulf cruisegide map: Cape Henlopen, Del. to Norfolk, Va.
Panel art: Gulf logo with anchor and signaling flags spelling "go Gulf."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 175.6X (PrCt)
and N.J.) - 1956
Nautical charts - Delmarva Peninsula - 1956
Nautical charts - Potomac River - 1956
Nautical charts - Rappahannock River (Va.) - 1956
Nautical charts - James River (Va.) - 1956


Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Texas Company. Cruising chart -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

Panel title.

Added title: Texaco cruising chart : Cape May, N.J. to Cape Henry, Va. with Delaware and Chesapeake Bays.

Uniform title: Cruising chart.

"No. 4."

Plate no. 6-4718-9.


Panel art: Seagulls and boats with the Texaco Waterways Service logo.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 174.3X (PrCt)

Atlantic Coast (Middle Atlantic States) - Maps - 1964 - Nautical charts
Nautical charts
Chesapeake Bay (Md. and Va.) - Maps - 1964 - Nautical charts
Delaware Bay (Del. and N.J.) - Maps - 1964 - Nautical charts
Delmarva Peninsula - Maps - 1964 - Nautical charts
Nautical charts
Atlantic Coast (Middle Atlantic States) - 1964 - Nautical charts
Chesapeake Bay (Md. and Va.) - 1964 - Nautical charts
Delaware Bay (Del. and N.J.) - 1964 - Nautical charts
Delmarva Peninsula - 1964 - Nautical charts


Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 81 x 56 cm., folded to 20 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Sinclair coastwise cruising guide : New York Harbor to Cape Henlopen, Del. including Delaware Bay.

Plate no. 3-4709-5.

Includes pictorial vignettes of lighthouses, lightships and other aids to navigation.

Map on verso (81 x 56 cm.): Sinclair coastwise cruising guide : Cape May, N.J. to Cape Henry, Va. including Chesapeake Bay.

Panel art: Untitled illustration of Sinclair's World's Fair Marina in Flushing Bay, N.Y.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 2810 (PrCt)

Atlantic Coast (N.J.) - Maps - 1943-1949
Nautical charts
New Jersey - Maps - 1943-1949 - Nautical charts
Atlantic Intracoastal Waterway - Maps - 1943-1949 - Nautical charts
Atlantic Coast (N.J.) - Maps - 1943-1949 - Nautical charts
New Jersey - Maps - 1943-1949 - Nautical charts
Atlantic Intracoastal Waterway - Maps - 1943-1949 - Nautical charts
Intracoastal waterways - New Jersey - Maps - 1943-1949 - Nautical charts
Strip maps - Wall maps - Map projection - Mercator projection
Mercator projection (Cartography)
New Jersey Intracoastal Waterway : Longport to Cape May, Washington, D.C. U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey, 1949 [i.e. 1949?].

Authors: U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey -- Danzer, Gerald A.

1 strip map in 3 sections : col. ; 166 x 30 cm., on sheet 100 x 62 cm.

2nd ed.

"Published at Washington, D.C., Oct. 1943 (2nd Edition). (First Edition 1940)."

"43-10/12; 44-11/10; 45-11/13; 46-6/15; 47-1/13, 8/25; 48-5/10, 12/20; 49-9/15" -- Dated revision notes at bottom right suggest 1949 publication.

Scale 1:40,000.

Coordinates: (W 74°58'00"--W 74°31'00"/N 39°27'00"--N 38°54'00")

Depths shown by soundings (in feet) and isolines.

"Mercator projection."

Oriented with north at upper left.

"U.S.C. & G.S. 827."

"Price 25 cents."

"Jun 12 1950" -- Handstamp on recto.

"E25 5C MM" -- Handstamp on verso.

Gift 2013, Gerald A. Danzer

map6F G3812.C6 1949 .U55 (NLO)

Atlantic Coast (N.J.) - Maps - 1948 - Nautical charts

Texaco cruising chart : Texaco Waterways Service : 1948 edition : Atlantic coast : Staten Island, N.Y. to Cape May, N.J. : the Texas...
Atlantic Coast (N.J.) - Maps - 1949 - Nautical charts

3698

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Texas Company. Cruising chart -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 73 x 44 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco cruising chart : Staten Island, N.Y. to Cape May, N.J.
Uniform title: Cruising chart.
"No. 3."
Plate no. 8-4717-1.
Panel art: Seagulls and boats with the Texaco Waterways Service logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 175.14 (PrCt)


3700

Authors: U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey -- Danzer, Gerald A. 1949 - Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (N.J.) - Maps - 1949

Authors: U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey -- Danzer, Gerald A. 1 map : col. ; 84 x 54 cm.
4th ed.
"49-6/27, 12/5" -- Dated revision notes at bottom right.
Scale 1:40,000.
Coordinates: (W 74°39'00"--W 74°15'00"/N 39°37'00"--N 39°16'00")
Depths shown by soundings (in feet) and isolines.
"Mercator projection."
Oriented with north at upper left.
"U.S.C. & G.S. 826."
"C-1940-522."
"Price 25 cents."
"B7 50 DH" -- Handstamp on verso.
Gift 2013, Gerald A. Danzer
mapF G3812.C6 1949 .U5 (NLO)

3699


Authors: U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey -- Danzer, Gerald A. 1 map : col. ; 73 x 44 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco cruising chart : Staten Island, N.Y. to Cape May, N.J.
Uniform title: Cruising chart.
"No. 3."
Plate no. 9-4717-2.
Panel art: Seagulls and boats with the Texaco Waterways Service logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 174.6 (PrCt)


New Jersey Intracoastal Waterway - Maps - 1949 - Nautical charts

3698

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Texas Company. Cruising chart -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 84 x 26 cm., on

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Texas Company. Cruising chart -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 73 x 44 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco cruising chart : Staten Island, N.Y. to Cape May, N.J.
Uniform title: Cruising chart.
"No. 3."
Plate no. 8-4717-1.
Panel art: Seagulls and boats with the Texaco Waterways Service logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 175.14 (PrCt)


New Jersey Intracoastal Waterway - Maps - 1949 - Nautical charts

3700

Authors: U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey -- Danzer, Gerald A. 1 map : col. ; 84 x 54 cm.
4th ed.
"49-6/27, 12/5" -- Dated revision notes at bottom right.
Scale 1:40,000.
Coordinates: (W 74°39'00"--W 74°15'00"/N 39°37'00"--N 39°16'00")
Depths shown by soundings (in feet) and isolines.
"Mercator projection."
Oriented with north at upper left.
"U.S.C. & G.S. 826."
"C-1940-522."
"Price 25 cents."
"B7 50 DH" -- Handstamp on verso.
Gift 2013, Gerald A. Danzer
mapF G3812.C6 1949 .U5 (NLO)

3699

Authors: U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey -- Danzer, Gerald A. 1 map : col. ; 84 x 26 cm., on
Atlantic Coast (N.J.) - Maps - 1951 - Nautical charts
Deelavie Bay (Del. and N.J.) - Maps - 1951 - Nautical charts
Navesink River (N.J.) - Maps - 1951 - Nautical charts
Shrewsbury River (N.J.) - Maps - 1951 - Nautical charts
Barnegat Inlet (N.J.) - Maps - 1951 - Nautical charts
Manasquan Inlet (N.J.) - Maps - 1951 - Nautical charts
Delaware Bay (Del. and N.J.) - Maps - 1952 - Nautical charts
Cape May (N.J.) - Maps - 1952 - Nautical charts
Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (N.J.) - 1952
Nautical charts - Delaware Bay (Del. and N.J.) - 1952
Nautical charts - Shrewsbury River (N.J.) - 1952
Nautical charts - Barnegat Inlet (N.J.) - 1952
Nautical charts - Manasquan Inlet (N.J.) - 1952
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Texas Company. Cruising chart -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 67 x 21 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco cruising chart : Staten Island, N.Y. to Cape Henlopen, Del.
Uniform title: Cruising chart.
"No. 3."
Panel art: Seagulls and boats with the Texaco Waterways Service logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 174.35 (Pr Ct)

Atlantic Coast (New England) - Maps - 1941 - Nautical charts
New England - Maps - 1941 - Nautical charts
Atlantic Coast (New England) - 1941
Nautical charts - New England - 1941
Atlantic Intracoastal Waterway - Maps - 1941 - Nautical charts
Atlantic Intracoastal Waterway - 1941
U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey - Index maps
Nautical charts
1 map : col. ; 77 x 39 cm., folded in covers to 10 x 21 cm.
"1941 edition" -- front cover
Uniform title: Cruising chart.
"No. 1."
Verso includes graphic index of U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey charts and tide tables (stamped "obsolete").
Cover art: Seagulls, boats, and Texaco Waterways Service logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (October 2010).

RMcN Cruising 2 (PrCt)

Atlantic Coast (New England) - Maps - 1946 - Nautical charts

1946 - Nautical charts

"No. 1."
Verso includes index maps of Atlantic coast charts published by the U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey.
Editor's copy; many place names marked by hand in yellow.
Cover art: Seagulls and boats with Texaco Waterways Service logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (October 2010).

RMcN Cruising 16 (PrCt)

Atlantic Coast (New England) - Maps - 1947 - Nautical charts

1 map : col. ; 77 x 44 cm., folded in covers to 11 x 21 cm.
"1947 edition" -- front cover.
Cover title: Texaco cruising chart : Atlantic coast : Eastport, Me. to Block Island, R.I.
Uniform title: Cruising chart.
"No. 1."

RMcN Cruising 15 (PrCt)

Atlantic Coast (New England) - Maps - 1946 - Nautical charts

Cover title: Texaco cruising chart : Atlantic coast : Eastport, Me. to Block Island, R.I.
Uniform title: Cruising chart.
"1946 edition" -- front cover.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Texas Company. Cruising chart -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 79 x 44 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco cruising chart : Eastport, Me. to Block Island, R.I.
Uniform title: Cruising chart. "No. 1."
Plate no. 8-4715-1.
Maps on verso (43 x 23 cm. and smaller): Texaco harbor guide : Narragansett Bay -- Texaco harbor guide : Cape Cod Canal -- Texaco harbor guide : Boston, Mass.
Panel art: Seagulls and boats with the Texaco Waterways Service logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Rand McNally AE 175.16 (PrCt)


Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Texas Company. Cruising chart -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 79 x 44 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco cruising chart : Eastport, Me. to Block Island, R.I.
Uniform title: Cruising chart. "No. 1."
Plate no. 1-4715-4.
Panel art: Seagulls and boats with the Texaco Waterways Service logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Rand McNally AE 174.21 (PrCt)


Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Texas Company. Cruising chart -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 79 x 44 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco cruising chart : Eastport, Me.
to Block Island, R.I.
Uniform title: Cruising chart.
"No. 1."
Plate no. 2-4715-5.
Panel art: Seagulls and boats with the Texaco Waterways Service logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 174.36 (PrCt)

3711 Atlantic Coast (New England) - Maps - 1952 - Nautical charts-►Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (New England) - 1952-►Nautical charts
1 map : col. ; 41 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Uniform title: Cruisegide.
Date from R McN AE 174 ms. index.
Plate no. 2-5057-1.
Map on verso (68 x 40 cm.): Cruisegide map : Boston, Mass. to Eastport, Me.
Panel art: Gulf logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 174.40 (PrCt)

3712 Atlantic Coast (New England) - Maps - 1956 - Nautical charts-►Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (New England) - 1956-►Nautical charts
1 map : col. ; 41 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Uniform title: Cruisegide.
Plate no. 6-5057-3.
Map on verso (68 x 40 cm.): Gulf cruisegide map : Boston, Mass. to Eastport, Me.
Panel art: Gulf logo with anchor and signaling flags spelling "go Gulf."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 175.3X (PrCt)

3713 Atlantic Coast (New England) - Maps - 1956 - Nautical charts-►Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (New England) - 1956-►Nautical charts
1 map : col. ; 41 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Uniform title: Cruisegide.
Plate no. 6-5057-3.
Map on verso (68 x 40 cm.): Gulf cruisegide map : Boston, Mass. to Eastport, Me.
Panel art: Gulf logo with anchor and signaling flags spelling "go Gulf."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 175.4X (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Atlantic Coast (New England) - Maps - 1963 - Nautical charts
Atlantic Coast (Middle Atlantic States) - Maps - 1963 - Nautical charts
Atlantic Coast (New England) - 1963 - Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (Middle Atlantic States) - 1963
Authors: Mobil Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
14 maps : col. ; 55 x 79 cm. or smaller, on sheet 58 x 95 cm., folded to 19 x 14 cm.
Panel title.
No. 1 in a series.
Plate no. 3-5504-5
Includes pictorial vignettes of lighthouses, lightships and other aids to navigation.
Panel art: Illustration of a wooden eagle on a ship's prow; Mobil logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Clients 4075 (PrCt)

Atlantic Coast (North America) - Maps - 1547 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Facsimiles
Authors: Vallard, Nicholas -- Rand McNally and Company -- Henry E. Huntington Library and Art Gallery, HM29
1 map : col. ; 35 x 44 cm.
Facsimile of a chart from the so-called 'Vallard atlas', a manuscript compiled ca. 1547; reproduced from original in the Huntington Library; HM29.

Atlantic Coast (North America) - Maps - 1670 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Facsimiles
Parts of a large outline chart of the eastern coast of North America, with the northern part of South America; drawn by a Dutch artist, in the seventeenth century. [19--].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1670 manuscript.
folio Ayer 136 .H91 1907 ser. 1, v. 5, pl. 45-48 (PrCt)

Atlantic Coast (North America) - Maps - 1681 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Facsimiles
Carte contenant une partie de l'Amérique septentrionale depuis 27 jusques à 44 degré ... [19--].
Authors: France. Service hydrographique.
Bibliothèque. B 4040-5 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1681 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Chart of eastern coast of America, 52°-18° north.

Authors: Wells, Phillip, fl. 1680-1687--British Library. Add. Ms. 5414, art.19--Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map

Photostatic reproduction of 1686 manuscript.

MapPhoto England BL Add. Ms. 5414, art.19 (PrCt)


A New chart of the sea coast of Newfound land, new Scotland, New England, New Jersey, Virginia, Maryland, Pennsylvania and part of Carolina. London [i.e. Amsterdam] : John Thornton [i.e. Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, 1687].


1 map ; 44 x 52 cm.


Describing the sea-coasts ... from the River Amazones to New-Found-Land; with all the West India navigation ... London, 1689 (Amsterdam: Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, 1697) pl. [2].

Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger):

English Pilot. Part 4 (1689)

MapRef oversize G1025 .T37 ser. 4, v. 1, pl. [2] (PrCt)


"A Mercator chart of the sea coast of North America;" dedicated to His Excellency John Montgomerie, Esq., Captain-general and Governor-in-chief of New York, New Jersey, etc.; by Thomas Hinder, 1732. [19--].


1 map

Photostatic reproduction of 1724 manuscript.


1 map ; 45 x 56 cm.

In: The English pilot : the fourth book : describing the West-India navigation, from Hudson's-Bay to the river Amazones ... (London : Printed for Thomas Page and William Mount, at the Postern on Tower-Hill, 1732), [plate 5].

Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger):

English Pilot. Part 4 (1732)

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1106.P5 E5 1732, [plate 5] (PrCt)


Authors: W. and J. Mount, T. Page and Son, on Tower-Hill, 1732?

English Pilot. Part 4 (1732)

Map Ref : [2].

W. and J. Mount, T. Page and Son, on Tower-Hill, 1732?

English Pilot. Part 4 (1732)

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1106.P5 E5 1732, [plate 5] (PrCt)


In: The English pilot : the fourth book : describing the West-India navigation, from Hudson's-Bay to the river Amazones ... (London : Printed for Thomas Page and William Mount, at the Postern on Tower-Hill, 1732), [plate 5].

Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger):

English Pilot. Part 4 (1732)

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1106.P5 E5 1732, [plate 5] (PrCt)
English Pilot. Part 4 (1760)
Ayer oversize G1106.P5 E5 1760 following p. 6 (Pr Ct)

Atlantic Coast (North America) - Maps - 1774-1784 - Nautical charts
Atlantic Coast (North America) - Pictorial works - 1774-1784
Nova Scotia - Maps - 1774-1784 - Nautical charts
New England - Maps - 1774-1784 - Nautical charts
Atlantic Coast (North America) - Nautical charts
Harbors - Atlantic Coast (North America) - Pictorial works - 1774-1784
Nautical charts
1 atlas (6 v.) : maps, views ; on 275 sheets, 84 x 66 cm. and smaller
Title from engraved title page for volume 1 dated MDCCLXXIX [1779].
Added titles from other engraved title pages in this collection: The Atlantic Neptune ... Vol. II ... MDCCLXXIX [1779] -- The Atlantic Neptune ... Vol. III ... MDCCLXXX [1780] -- Charts of the coast and harbors of New England / from surveys taken by Saml. Holland Esqr., Survr. Genl. for the Northern District of North America ... pursuant to orders from ... the Lords Comissrs. for Trade & Plantations ... MDCCLXXVIII [1778] -- Charts of several harbours, and divers parts of the coast of North America, from New York south westwards to the Gulph of Mexico ... MDCCLXXVIII [1778].
Never issued in standardized editions, the complete Atlantic Neptune comprises approximately 176 charts, views and title pages; many of the plates were issued in variant states between 1774-1784, and were typically bound together as unique assembled-to-order atlases for ship captains.
This collection includes single and multiple-sheet charts and views (some in multiple states), title pages, and tables of content.
Phillips 10322.
71-2150
ICN/4
map9C 6 (NLO)

Atlantic Coast (North America) - Maps - 1774-1784 - Nautical charts
Atlantic Coast (North America) - Pictorial works - 1774-1784
Nova Scotia - Maps - 1774-1784 - Nautical charts
New England - Maps - 1774-1784 - Nautical charts
Atlantic Coast (North America) - Nautical charts
Harbors - Atlantic Coast (North America) - Pictorial works - 1774-1784
Nautical charts
1 atlas (6 v.) : maps, views ; on 275 sheets, 84 x 66 cm. and smaller
Title from engraved title page for volume 1 dated MDCCLXXIX [1779].
Added titles from other engraved title pages in this collection: The Atlantic Neptune ... Vol. II ... MDCCLXXIX [1779] -- The Atlantic Neptune ... Vol. III ... MDCCLXXX [1780] -- Charts of the coast and harbors of New England / from surveys taken by Saml. Holland Esqr., Survr. Genl. for the Northern District of North America ... pursuant to orders from ... the Lords Comissrs. for Trade & Plantations ... MDCCLXXVIII [1778] -- Charts of several harbours, and divers parts of the coast of North America, from New York south westwards to the Gulph of Mexico ... MDCCLXXVIII [1778].
Never issued in standardized editions, the complete Atlantic Neptune comprises approximately 176 charts, views and title pages; many of the plates were issued in variant states between 1774-1784, and were typically bound together as unique assembled-to-order atlases for ship captains.
This collection includes single and multiple-sheet charts and views (some in multiple states), title pages, and tables of content.
Previously bound in six volumes shelved as oversize Ayer 135 .D44 1778; volumes broken and maps filed as separate sheets.
Filed out of classified order in the map case above the Rand McNally AE series of road maps (May 2013).
ICN 67

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
The North American pilot for Newfoundland, Lawrence, Gulf of
1794
Nautical charts
Atlantic Coast (North America) 1794
charts
Saint Lawrence, Gulf of Labrador
oversize Ayer 135 .S69 1788 (NLO)
1788
America found in the Atlas maritimo español.
Incomplete; consists of 19 of the maps relating to
1 atlas (19 doubl. maps) ; 63 x 53 cm.
Lacking title page.
Incomplete; consists of 19 of the maps relating to
America found in the Atlas maritimo español.
1788-[1814]--cf.Philips 4155.
Many of the maps are drawn by Felipe Bauzá.
oversize Ayer 135 .S69 1788 (NLO)
Atlantic Coast (North America) - Maps - 1794 - Nautical charts
Newfoundland and Labrador - Maps - 1794 - Nautical charts
Saint Lawrence, Gulf of - Maps - 1794 - Nautical charts
Atlantic Coast (North America) - 1794
Nautical charts - Newfoundland and Labrador - 1794
Nautical charts - Saint Lawrence, Gulf of - 1794
Nautical charts
The North American pilot for Newfoundland,
Labrador, the Gulf and River St. Laurence : being a collection of sixty accurate charts and plans, drawn from original surveys / taken by James Cook and Michael Lane, surveyors, and Joseph Gilbert, and other officers in the King's service ... Chiefly engraved by Thomas Jefferys ... On thirty-six large copper-plates. London : Printed and published by Robert Laurie and James Whittle ... successors to the late Mr. Robert Sayer, 1794.
Authors: Laurie & Whittle -- Cook, James, 1728-1779 -- Jefferys, Thomas, -1771 - Lane, Michael, fl. 1768-1784 -- Gilbert, Joseph, fl. 1769-1799 -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Robert Sayer and John Bennett (Firm) -- Great Britain. Admiralty -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([6], [22] leaves of plates (some folded) : 20 maps; 57 cm.
Imprint from printed label pasted over earlier imprint on title page: London : Printed according to Act of Parliament, and sold by R. Sayer and J. Bennett ... MDCCCLXXXIV [1784].
Maps dated 1786-1794.
Dedication signed: Robert Sayer.
"Published by permission of the Right Honourable the Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty."
"N.B. Sailing directions accompany the above charts."
1799 ed. published under title: The first part of the North American pilot for Newfoundland...
Scales differ.
Laid in: Table des Latitudes et Longitudes.
Maps also cataloged separately.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1186.P5 .C6 1794 (NLO)
Atlantic Coast (North America) - Maps - 1893 - Nautical charts - Shipwrecks
Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1893 - Nautical charts - Shipwrecks - Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (North America) - 1893 - Shipwrecks
Nautical charts
Authors: United States. Hydrographic Office
1 map : col. ; 62 x 56 cm., folded to quarto (4o)
Scale ca. 1:8,000,000.
Includes: List of wrecks along the North Atlantic coast of America -- Collisions with derelicts -- Drift of derelicts in the North Atlantic during the five years, 1887-1891, inclusive -- Unidentified derelicts -- Wreck chart.
LC Treasure maps (2nd ed.) 149
LC Card Number: gm 71004181
U 97 .915 (NLO)
Surveys - Nova Scotia - Surveys
Des Barres, Joseph F. W. (Joseph Frederick Wallet), 1722-1824. Atlantic Neptune - Atlantic Neptune
Surveys of North America, entitled: Atlantic Neptune. [1974?].
Authors: Des Barres, Joseph F. W. (Joseph Frederick Wallet), 1722-1824 -- Babbs, W.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

3733
Atlantic Coast (South America) - Maps - 1610 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Atlantic Coast (Africa) - Maps - 1610 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles - Coast - Africa
SEE ALSO Atlantic Coast (Africa) - Coast - Africa
SEE ALSO Atlantic Coast (South America)
A Chart of the coasts of South America and Africa, between lat. 10° N. and 65° South, with the 'Terra incognita Australis', being a copy apparently from a chart executed by a Portuguese artist about 1540, to shew the conquests of Portugal. [19--].
Authors: British Library. Add. Ms. 17647 b -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1610 manuscript.
Map Photo England BL Add. Ms. 17647 b (PrCt)

3734
Texaco cruising chart: Charleston, S.C. to Key West, Fla. / compiled by G. G. Smith; cartographer B. S. Pond. [New York]: Texaco Waterways Service, c1935.
1 map: col.; 59 x 19 cm., folded in covers to 11 x 21 cm.
Uniform title: Cruising chart.
"No. 3."
Table of tides on verso.
Cover art: Seagulls and boats with Texaco logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (October 2010).

RMcN Cruising 1 (PrCt)
Strip maps
Texaco cruising chart: Intracoastal Waterway: Norfolk, Va. to Key West, Fla., including Lake Okeechobee and Florida west coast. [New York]: The Texas Company, c1946.
Authors: Texas Company -- Texas Company.
Cruising chart -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 185 x 28 cm., folded in covers to 11 x 21 cm.
"1946 edition" -- front cover
Title in upper margin.
Uniform title: Cruising chart.
"No. 4."
Strip map printed in five sections on one sheet.
Maps on verso (38 x 17 cm. and 38 x 18 cm.):
Texaco cruising chart: Florida west coast -- Texaco cruising chart: Cross-Florida Waterway.
Cover art: Seagulls and boats with Texaco Waterways Service logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (October 2010).
RMcN Cruising 10 (PrCt)
Atlantic Coast (South Atlantic States) - Maps - 1946 - Nautical charts - South Atlantic States - Maps - 1946 - Nautical charts - Gulf Coast (Fla.) - Maps - 1946 - Nautical charts - Florida - Maps - 1946 - Nautical charts - Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (South Atlantic States) - 1946 - Nautical charts - Gulf Coast (Fla.) - 1946 - Nautical charts - South Atlantic States - 1946 - Nautical charts - Florida - 1946 - Okeechobee Waterway (Fla.) - Maps - 1946 - Nautical charts - Okeechobee Waterway (Fla.) - 1946 - Atlantic Intracoastal Waterway -
cruising chart : Florida west coast -- Texaco harbor guide : Jacksonville, Fla. -- Texaco harbor guide : Palm Beach, Fla. -- Texaco harbor guide : Miami, Fla. -- Texaco cruising chart : Cross-Florida waterway.

Panel art: Seagulls and boats with the Texaco Waterways Service logo.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 174.3 (PrCt)

3740 Atlantic Coast (South Atlantic States) - Maps - 1951 - Nautical charts - Gulf Coast (Fla.) - Maps - 1951 - Nautical charts - Okeechobee Waterway (Fla.) - Maps - 1951 - Nautical charts - Jacksonville (Fla.) - Maps - 1951 - Harbors - Palm Beach (Fla.) - Maps - 1951 - Harbors - Miami (Fla.) - Maps - 1951 - Harbors - Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (South Atlantic States) - 1951 - Nautical charts - Gulf Coast (Fla.) - 1951 - Nautical charts - Strip maps


Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Texas Company. Cruising chart -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 strip map : col. ; in 5 sections, on sheet 80 x 46 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Texaco cruising chart : Cape Henry, Va. to Key West, Fla.

Uniform title: Cruising chart.

"No. 5."

Plate no. 1-4719-4.

Maps on verso (35 x 16 cm. and smaller): Texaco cruising chart : Florida west coast -- Texaco harbor guide : Jacksonville, Fla. -- Texaco harbor guide : Palm Beach, Fla. -- Texaco harbor guide : Miami, Fla. -- Texaco cruising chart : Cross-Florida waterway.

RMcN AE 174.19 (PrCt)


Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Texas Company. Cruising chart -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 strip map : col. ; in 5 sections, on sheet 80 x 46 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Texaco cruising chart : Cape Henry, Va. to Key West, Fla.

Uniform title: Cruising chart.

"No. 5."

Plate no. 6-4719-9.

Maps on verso (35 x 16 cm. and smaller): Texaco cruising chart : Florida west coast -- Texaco cruising chart : Florida Intracoastal Waterway and Florida west coast.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Atlantic Coast (South Atlantic States) - Charts - Atlantic Intracoastal Waterway - Maps - 1964 - Nautical charts
- Sinclair cruising chart no. 3: Cape Charles, Va. to Key West, Fla., to St. George Island.
- Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
- 1 map : col. ; 81 x 37 cm., folded to 20 x 11 cm. Panel title.
- Plate no. 3-4808-9.
- Insets (23 x 15 cm. and smaller): Norfolk Harbor -- Morehead City Harbor -- Georgetown Harbor -- Brunswick Harbor.
- Includes pictorial vignettes of lighthouses, lightships and other aids to navigation.
- Maps on verso (81 x 56 cm. and smaller): Atlantic coast cruising guide : Jacksonville, Fla. to Apalachee Bay, Fla. -- Biscayne Bay -- Bimini Islands (Bahama Islands).
- Panel art: Untitled illustration of Sinclair’s World’s Fair Marina in Flushing Bay, N.Y.
- Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
- Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).


A New mapp of Carolina. London [i.e. Amsterdam] : John Thornton ... and by Will. Fisher [i.e. Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, 1667].
- 1 map : 42 x 52 cm.
- Oriented with north at right.
- Inset (14 x 16 cm.): A Large draught of Ashly and Cooper’s River.
- Describing the sea-coasts ... from the River Amazons to New-Found-Land; with all the West India navigation ... London, 1689 (Amsterdam: Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, 1667) pl. [16].
- Map Ref oversize G1025 .T37 ser. 4, v. 1, pl. [16] (PrCt)


- 1 map : 52 x 42 cm.
- Inset (14 x 16 cm. each): Ashley & Cooper River.
- In: The Fourth part of the general English pilot. Describing the ... east-coast of America : from Greenland to the River Amazones ... (London : Printed by I. Dawks, for Jer. Seller, and Cha. Price at the Hermitage-Stairs in Wapping, 1703) pl. [8].
- VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .E55 1690 [pt. 4], pl. [8] (PrCt)


- Describing the sea-coasts ... from Greenland to the River Amazones ... (London : Printed by I. Dawks, for Jer. Seller, and Cha. Price at the Hermitage-Stairs in Wapping, 1703) pl. [8].
- VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .E55 1690 [pt. 4], pl. [8] (PrCt)
Atlantic Coast (U.S.) - Maps - 1800 - Nautical charts
Authors: Blunt, Edmund M. (Edmund March), 1770-1862 -- Furlong, Lawrence, 1734-1806 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 17 maps ; 240 x 150 mm.
3rd ed.
By Lawrence Furlong.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>L 995 .032 (NLO)</td>
<td>Atlantic Coast (U.S.) - Maps - 1837-1838 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>Blunt, Edmund M. (Edmund March)</td>
<td>4 maps : col. ; folded to 20 x 14 cm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Collective title supplied by cataloger.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Uniform title: Cruising guide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>All panel titles begin: Coastwise cruising guide ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;Socony-Vacuum Oil Company cruising guides of the Atlantic coast, the Gulf coast, the Great Lakes, and the Mississippi River&quot;.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>At bottom of all title panels.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>All charts except no. 6 include beginning &quot;1-....&quot;.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Chart no. 3 is an editor's copy; marked up with blue and red pencil.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Panel art: Color illustration of dockside gas station with Mobilgas sign.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>RMcN Clients 4070-4073 (PrCt)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L 995 .033 (NLO)</td>
<td>Atlantic Coast (U.S.) - Maps - 1850 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>Blunt, Edmund M. (Edmund March)</td>
<td>1 v. : 17 maps ; 247 x 156 mm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Includes nautical charts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ayr 8.9 N2 A51 1867 (NLO)</td>
<td>Atlantic Coast (U.S.) - Maps - 1867 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>Blunt, Edmund M. (Edmund March)</td>
<td>1 v. ; 24 cm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>21st ed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ayer 8.9 N2 A51 1867 (NLO)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
All panel titles begin: Coastwise cruising guide ... "Socony-Vacuum Oil Company, inc. and affiliates Magnolia Petroleum Co., General Petroleum Corp." -- At bottom of all title panels. All sheets include plate numbers beginning "1-4 ... "


RMcN Clients 4267-4269 (PrCt)


1 map : hand col. ; 55 x 63 cm.


In extreme lower right corner, just outside border: 16 [sic]. Shows coastline between Savannah, Ga. and Cape Ann, Mass.

Reference: Koeman, Atlantes neerlandici, v. 4, p. 116 (A. Col 2:13) [but lacking the printed date 1656].


VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .C7 1656, map 17 (PrCt)


1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.


Microfiche 583, no. 437 (PrCt)


map1F G9111 .P5 1633 .R7 2010 (PrCt)


"Schriftenverzeichnis": p. vi.

Series: Macht und Erde ; Heft 16

G 0041 .818 (NLO)


Authors: Cortesão, Armando,1891-1977 -- Correia, Maximino -- Universidade de Coimbra --

"Appearing also ... [in Portuguese] in the Revista Portuguesa de história, published by the Faculty of Letters of [the University of Coimbra]."
Includes bibliographical references (p. 113-116) and index.
Signed by author.
Bookplate: Samuel Eliot Morison.
Green cloth binding with gold stamping by Frederico d’Almada-Lisboa.
Tipped in: 5 p. typed book review copied from Speculum XXX no. 3 by S.E. Morison.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copy (issued in slipcase; signed by author): oversize Greenlee 4990. C82 1954
References: NMM 613; Fiat 58; OCLC 1851775
LC Card Number: 54004265
Baskes oversize G369A. C6 1954b (NLO)

3766

*Pars globi terrestrialis anno 1492 a Martino Behaim equite Lusitano, Normibergiae confecti / delineavit Christoph. Theoph. de Murr, 1778. [Madrid, 1794].
Authors: Behaim, Martin, 1459-1507. [Terrestrial globe, 1492] -- Murr, Christoph Theophile von -- Cladera, Cristóbal, 1760-1816
1 map : 50 x 35 cm.
In Cladera’s Investigaciones históricas sobre los principales descubrimientos de los españoles en el mar oceano en el siglo XV, y principios del XVI (Madrid: Antonio Espinosa, 1794), at end.
Redrawn facsimile of part of Behaim’s globe, from the Azores and Madeira to Java Minor.
Notes on the map are keyed to pages in the text.
*Case G 004.17, at end (PrCt)

3767

[Portuguese portolan of Atlantic ocean]. [19--].
Authors: Bibliothèque nationale (France). Res Ge B 1148 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 16th-century manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

3768

Mediterranée et Océan Atlantique. [19--].
Authors: Palestrina, Salvat de -- Bibliothèque nationale (France). Res Ge B 1120 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1503 manuscript.
Shows parts of coasts of North and South America
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

3769

Mediterranée et Ocean Atlantique. [19--].
Authors: Bibliothèque nationale (France). Ge AA 640 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1513 manuscript.
Shows parts of American coasts, Mediterranean region, Africa.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

3770

Carta Atlantica. [19--].
Authors: Viegas, Gaspar Luis, fl. 1534-1537 -- Bibliothèque nationale (France). Res Ge B 1132 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1534 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

3771

[Coastal chart of the Atlantic Ocean]. [19--].
Authors: Agnese, Battista, 16th cent. -- Biblioteca

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Nacional (Spain). Ms. R176. #5 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of a map in a manuscript atlas compiled by Battista Agnese ca. 1540-1549.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto Spain BN Ms. R176. #5 (PrCt)

Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1550 - Nautical charts
- Manuscripts - Facsimiles
- Manuscripts - Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1550
- Manuscripts - Facsimiles
- Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Diego Gutiérrez cosmografo de Su Majest me fizo en Seville ano de 1550. [19-].
Authors: Gutiérrez, Diego, fl. 1485-1554 -- Gutiérrez, Diego, ca. 1485-1554 -- France.
Service hydrographique. Archives. 116-1 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1550 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France ASH 116-1 (PrCt)

Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1560 - Nautical charts
Authors: Camocio, Giovanni Francesco, 16th cent. -- Forlani, Paolo -- Nicolay, Nicolas de, 1517-1583 -- Medina, Pedro de, 1493?-1567? -- Lange, Otto, 1879-1944 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 229 x 346 mm. (neat line), on sheet remargined to 448 x 488 mm.
Remnants of binding stub and manuscript '59' (?) on verso.
For variant state, lacking G.F. Camocio's imprint, see Novacco 4F 415.
Woodcut and engraved versions of this map were issued in multiple editions of Nicolas de Nicolay's translation of Pedro de Medina's L'Art de naviguer (1554-1628); cf. VAULT Ayer7 .M4 1628.
Cf. Karrow 59/4.1.
Cf. Woodward 03.01.
Cf. Tooley 77.
Ex Rosenthal.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
3774 Novacco 4F 415 (PrCt)

Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1560 - Nautical charts
Nausignation del mondo nouo / Paulo di Forlani da Verona fecit ; opera di M. Nicolio del Dolfinitto del Xpanissimo Re. Venetia [Venice : s.n., M.D.L X. [1560].
Authors: Forlani, Paolo -- Nicolay, Nicolas de, 1517-1583 -- Medina, Pedro de, 1493?-1567? -- Ludwig Rosenthal's Antiquariat -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 227 x 345 mm. (neat line), 241 x 359 mm. (plate mark)
For variant state, bearing G.F. Camocio's imprint, see Novacco 4F 414.
Woodcut and engraved versions of this map were issued in multiple editions of Nicolas de Nicolay's translation of Pedro de Medina's L'Art de naviguer (1554-1628); cf. VAULT Ayer7 .M4 1628.
Cf. Karrow 59/4.1.
Cf. Woodward 03.01.
Cf. Tooley 77.
Ex Rosenthal.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
3775 Novacco 4F 415 (PrCt)

Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1566 - America - Maps - 1566 - Coasts
[Map of the Atlantic Ocean] / ... D.V. seruitore Ferando Berteli. [Venice?] : Ferando Berteli, [ca. 1566].
Authors: Bertelli, Ferando -- Forlani, Paolo -- Nicolay, Nicolas de, 1517-1583 -- Medina, Pedro de, 1493?-1567? -- Francis Edwards (Firm) -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 226 x 341 mm. (neat line), 241 x 356 mm. (plate mark)
Attribution to Paolo Forlani and date of imprint from Woodward 43.
Ferando Bertelli's name appears at end of dedication in cartouche at lower right: Al molto magco. Sigor. Marco del Sole sigor. mio ossermo ... .
Derived from earlier maps by Nicolas de Nicolay and Pedro de Medina.
Includes the coasts of much of America, Europe, and western Africa.
Duplicate copy: VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .L2 1575 AI pl. [41].
Karrow 59/4.2.
Burden 36.
Tooley 78.
Ex Francis Edwards.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

j7
Novacco 2F 246 (Pr Ct)


1 map ; 225 x 340 mm. (neat line)

Attribution to Paolo Forlani and date of imprint from Woodward 43.

Ferando Bertelli's name appears at end of dedication in cartouche at lower right: Al molto magco. Sigor. Marco del Sole sigor. mio ossermo...

Derived from earlier maps by Nicolas de Nicolay and Pedro de Medina.

Includes the coasts of much of America, Europe, and western Africa.

In: [Italian assembled-to-order atlas] [Venice?: s.n., ca. 1575?], plate [41].

Duplicate copy: Novacco 2F 246 Karrow 59/4.2.

Burden 36.

Tooley 78.

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .L2 1575 Al, plate [41] (Pr Ct)


1 map : woodcut ; on sheet trimmed to 246 x 342 mm. and mounted on backing sheet

Anonymous map showing most of Europe, western bulge of Africa, northern South America and eastern North America.

Woodcut and engraved versions of this map were issued in multiple editions of Nicolas de Nicolay's translation of Pedro de Medina’s L'Art de naviguer (1554-1628); cf. VAULT Ayer7 .M4 1628

Cf. Karrow 59/4 and 59/4.3.


Cf. Tooley 79.

Ex Roux-Devillas.

Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

j2
Novacco 4F 413 (Pr Ct)

Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1587 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles <> Nautical charts - Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1587 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles <> Atlantic Coast (North America) - Maps - 1587 - Manuscripts <> Atlantic Coast (South America) - Maps - 1587 - Manuscripts <> Atlantic Coast (Africa, West) - Maps - 1587 - Manuscripts <> Manuscript maps - Facsimiles <> Atlantic Coast - America SEE Atlantic Coast (North America); Atlantic Coast (South America) <> Nautical charts [Map of Atlantic Ocean showing eastern coasts of North and South America and Western coast of Africa], [19--].

Authors: Martines, Joan, 1556-1590 -- Biblioteca Nacional (Spain). Ms. CC35.ER6. #16 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map

Photostatic reproduction of manuscript atlas compiled ca. 1587 by Joan Martines.

Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

MapPhoto Spain BN Ms. CC35.ER6. #16 (Pr Ct)


Authors: Dircker, Jan -- France. Service hydrographique. Archives. 116-5 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map

Photostatic reproduction of 1599 manuscript.

Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

MapPhoto France ASH 116-5 (Pr Ct)

Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1600-1699 - Coasts - Manuscripts Atlantic Coast (Africa) - Maps - 1600-1699 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles <> Atlantic Coast (Europe) - Maps - 1600-1699 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles <> Atlantic Coast (America) - Maps - 1600-1699 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles <> Atlantic Coast (Western Hemisphere) - Maps - 1600-1699 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles <> Manuscript maps - Facsimiles

Carte dans laquelle est descrit une partie de l'Europe, partie d'Afrique et partie de l'Amérique. [19--].

Authors: France. Service hydrographique. Archives. 116-3 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Entry</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map 
Photostatic reproduction of 1669 manuscript. 
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library). 
MapPhoto France ASH 116-12 (PrCt)

Authors: Rotis, Denis de France. Service hydrographique. Archives. 116-19 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map 
Photostatic reproduction of 1674 manuscript. 
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library). 
MapPhoto France ASH 116-19 (PrCt)

Mappa fluxus et refluxus rationes in Isthmo Americano, in Freto Magellanico, caeterisque Americae Litoribus exhibens. [Amsterdam : Johannes Janssonius van Waesberge, 1678]. 
Authors: Kircher, Athanasius, 1602-1680 -- Janssonius van Waesberge, Johannes, fl. 1642-1681 
1 map : hand col. ; 35 x 41 cm. 
Detached from Kircher, Athanasius. Mundus subterraneus (Amsterdam : Joannem Janssonium à Waesberge, 1678), v. 1, p. 155 
At upper right: Tomus I, 155. 
Cf. Burden 382. 
map2F G3291.C75 1678 .K5 (PrCt)

A Platt of part of Europe, Africa and America ... [19-]. 
Authors: Gascoyne, Joel, b. 1650 -- British Library. Add. Ms. 5414, art.3 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 
1 map 
Photostatic reproduction of 1689 manuscript. 
MapPhoto England BL Add. Ms. 5414, art.3 (PrCt)

A Generall chart of the West Indies. London [i.e. Amsterdam] : John Thornton [i.e. Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, 1677]. 
1 map ; 44 x 53 cm. 
In facsimile reprint of: Thornton, John and William Fisher. The English pilot. The fourth book. Describing the sea-coasts ... from the River Amazon to New-Found-Land; with all the West India navigation ... London, 1689 (Amsterdam: Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, 1967) pl. [9]. 
Map Ref oversize G1025 .T37 ser. 4, v. 1, pl. [9] (PrCt)

A New and correct chart shewing the variations of the compass in the western and southern oceans. [198-]. 
Authors: Halley, Edmond, 1656-1742 
temp map4F G9101.C93 1700 .H3 199- (PrCt)

A New and correct chart shewing the variations of the compass in the Western & Southern Oceans as observed in ye year 1700 / by his Maties. command by Edm. Halley ; I. Harris sculp. London : Sold by R. Mount and T. Page on Tower Hill, [1732?]. 
Authors: Halley, Edmond, 1656-1742 -- Harris, John, active 1680-1739 or 1740 -- William III, King of England, 1650-1702 -- Halley, Edmond, 1656-1742. The Description and uses of a new and correct sea-chart of the Western and Southern Ocean, shewing the variations of the compass [1732?] -- Page, Thomas, d. 1733 -- Mount, William, d. 1769 -- T. Page and W. Mount

A View of the general & coasting trade-winds in the Atlantic & Indian Oceans. [London, 1700].
Authors: Moll, Herman, -1732 -- Dampier, William, 1652-1715 -- Dampier, William, 1652-1715. Voyages and descriptions ... (1700) 1 map ; 14.7 x 29.7 cm.
At upper right:  Place this before the D. of the winds.
At upper left: Tab. 1.
'Note that the arrows in the void spaces shew the course of the shifting trade-winds, and the abbreviations, Sept. &c, shew the times of the year when such winds blow.'

VAULT oversize Ayer 118 D2 1700, map [3] (PrCt)

A Chart of the sea coasts of Europe, Africa, and America ... London [i.e. Amsterdam : Theatrum Orbis Terrarum Ltd., 1970].
Authors: Thornton, John, 1641-1708 -- Wright, Edward, 1558?-1615 -- Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594 -- English Pilot. Part 3 (1703) -- Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, Ltd.
1 map ; 44 x 53 cm.
Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger): English Pilot. Part 3 (1703)
Map Ref oversize G1025 .T37 ser. 5, v. 3, opp. p. 13 (PrCt)

The Western Ocean. [London : Jeremiah Seller and Charles Price, 1703].
1 map ; 42 x 53 cm.
In: The Fourth part of the general English pilot. Describing the ... east-coast of America : from Greenland to the River Amazones ... (London : Printed by I. Dawks, for Jer. Seller, and Cha. Price at the Hermitage-Stairs in Wapping, 1703) pl. [1].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .E55 1690 [pt. 4], pl. [1] (PrCt)
with all trading part of the West Indies according to Mr. Edwd. Wrights projection ... London : Saml. Thornton, [ca.1710?].
Authors: Thornton, Samuel -- Wright, Edward, 1558?-1615 -- Francis Edwards (Firm) -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 463 x 556 mm. (neat line), on sheet remargined to 478 x 586 mm.
Ex Francis Edwards.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
j29
Novacco 4F 411 (PrCt) 3801

Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1720 - Nautical charts<<Nautical charts - Atlantic Ocean - 1720<<Map projection - Mercator - 1720<<Nautical charts<<Mercator projection (Cartography)
A Generall chart from England to Cape Bona Esperance with Newfoundland and Brazile according to Mr. Edw. Wrights projection ...
London : Sold by Richd. Mount and Tho. Page, [ca.1720?].
Authors: Mount, Richard, d. 1722 -- Page, Thomas, d. 1733 -- R. Mount and T. Page (Firm), fl. 1698-1712 -- Wright, Edward, 1558?-1615 -- Francis Edwards (Firm) -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 447 x 563 mm. (neat line), on sheet remargined to 486 x 596 mm.
Includes 'Explanation' for determining distances.
Ex Francis Edwards.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
j28
Novacco 4F 412 (PrCt) 3802

West-Indische paskaert ... / opgestelt t'Amsterdam door Pieter Goos en zyn bekoomen by G. van Keulen aan de Niewe Brug met previlegie. Amsterdam : G. van Keulen, [ca. 1725?].
Authors: Goos, Pieter, ca. 1616-1675 -- Keulen, Gerard van -- Schellinger, Willem, fl. 1669
1 map : vellum, hand col. ; on sheet 78 x 98 cm.
At bottom center: Saxsonburgh opgedaem door Willem Schellinger anno 1669.
Details the Atlantic coasts of Europe, Africa, and the Americas.
Includes insets of the eastern Mediterranean Sea, Scotland, and southern South America (26 x 25 cm. and smaller).
Engraved map printed on vellum.
Dirty and damaged, with some loss of detail. Apparently not in Koeman.

Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1732 - Nautical

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1732 - Nautical charts
A Generall chart of the Western Ocean. London: Sold by R. Mount and T. Page on Great Tower Hill, 1732?.
Authors: Page, Thomas, d. 1733 -- Mount, Richard, d. 1722 -- R. Mount and T. Page (Firm), fl. 1698-1712 -- English Pilot. Part 4 (1732) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map; 46 x 58 cm.
In: The English pilot: the fourth book: describing the West-India navigation, from Hudson's-Bay to the river Amazones ... (London: Printed for Thomas Page and William Mount, at the Postern on Tower-Hill, 1732), [plate 4].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1106.P5 E5 1732, [plate 4] (PrCt)

Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1732 - Nautical charts
1 map; 45 x 56 cm.
In: The English pilot: the fourth book: describing the West-India navigation, from Hudson's-Bay to the river Amazones ... (London: Printed for Thomas Page and William Mount, at the Postern on Tower-Hill, 1732), [plate 3].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1106.P5 E5 1732, [plate 3] (PrCt)

Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1745 - Geomagnetism
A New and Correct chart of the Western and Southern Oceans showing the variations of the compass ... London: Mount and Page, 1745.
Authors: Halley, Edmond, 1656-1742 -- Jno. Mount and Thos. Page
1 map; 57 x 50 cm.
Detached from the atlas accompanying J. F. de La Harpe's Abrege de l'histoire generale des voyages (Paris [ca. 1780]).  
'Tom. XV' at lower left and 'No. 1' at lower right. [Later?] state at Newberry Library reads 'Tom. XV in 4o No.1' and 'Tome 16 in 8o Page 422.'  
Fitzgerald copy originally folded to 10 x 6 cm.  
 Cf. Phillips 591 & 5991 no.[65]  
Fitzgerald polar map 163 (PrCt)

1 map ; 47 x 58 cm.  
Ayer oversize G1106.P5 E5 1760 opp. p. 3 (PrCt)

1 map ; 45 x 57 cm.  
Ayer oversize G1106.P5 E5 1760 following p. 4 (PrCt)

3811 Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1762  
A New chart of the vast Atlantic or Western Ocean : including the sea coast of Europe, Africa, America and the West India islands ... / Thos. Bowen sculp. 1762. London : Printed for John Bowles at the Black Horse in Cornhil, & Carington Bowles in St. Pauls Church Yard, 1762.  
1 map : hand col. ; 44 x 55 cm.  
In a composite atlas bound together without title page: Bowles, John. [Bowles's universal atlas]. [London : John Bowles ; Carrington Bowles, 1711-1766], map [29].  
Manuscript plate number 29 added in ink at upper right by previous owner.  
Case oversize G1015 .B68 1766 map [29] (PrCt)
In: The English pilot. : Describing the West-India navigation, from Hudson's Bay to the River Amazones ... (London : Printed for Messrs. Mount and Page, Tower-Hill, 1783) opposite p. 3.


oversize Ayer 135 .E55 1783 opp. p. 3 (PrCt)


Carte réduite de l'océan occidental. [19--].

Authors: Gaugy -- France. Service hydrographique. Archives. 117-0-19 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map

Photostatic reproduction of 1785 manuscript.

Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

MapPhoto France ASH 117-019 (PrCt)

3815 Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1788

A New & accurate chart of the Western or Atlantic Ocean : drawn from the most approved modern maps &c. / by Thos. Bowen, 1788.

[London : s.n.], 1788.

Authors: Bowen, Thomas, -1790 -- Bankes, Thomas, b. 1744.

A New and authentic system of universal geography, antient and modern : including all the late important discoveries made by the English ... [1793?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 20 x 26 cm.

"Engraved for Bankes's New system of geography, published by royal authority."

Scale [ca. 1:32,000,000].

Prime meridian: London.

Shows coastlines with principal landmarks and navigational routes.

In: Bankes, Thomas. A New and authentic system of universal geography, antient and modern : including all the late important discoveries made by the English ... (London : Printed for G. Cooke ... [et al., 1793?]), following p. 464.

Engraved number "72" at bottom right.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G115 .B36 1793, following p. 464 (NLO)

3816 Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1794 - Nautical charts - Nautical charts - Atlantic Ocean - 1794 (Provisional Heading) - Nautical charts

Atlantic pilot. London : Laurie & Whittle, 1794.

Authors: Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Jefferys, Thomas, -1771 -- Holland, Samuel, 1728-1801 -- Laurie & Whittle -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 13 maps ; 555 x 400 mm.

nd;(maps1775-1788:L&WacqSayer1794)

Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

3817 Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1831 - Coasts

Chart of the Atlantic Ocean. Edinburgh : D. Lizards, [1831?].

Authors: Lizards, Daniel, 1760-1812 -- Lizards, W. H. (William Home), 1788-1859 -- Hamilton, John, fl. 1831 -- Lizards, Daniel, 1760-1812. The Edinburgh geographical and historical atlas ... [1831?]

1 map : hand col. ; 40 x 47 cm.

In: Lizards, Daniel. The Edinburgh geographical and historical atlas ... (Edinburgh [etc.] : John Hamilton [and others, 1831?]) pl. [54].

Engraved plate no. *LXV.*

oversize G 10 .514 pl. [54] (PrCt)

3818 Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1841


Authors: Bradford, T. G. (Thomas Gamaliel), 1802-1887 -- Bradford, T. G. (Thomas Gamaliel), 1802-1887. A Comprehensive atlas ... (1835, [i.e. 1841?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 24 x 19 cm.


folio Ayer 135 .B75 1835 pl. 31, p. 80 (PrCt)


Isothermal chart of the Atlantic Ocean for March and September / Pinkney, sc. [New York : Harper & Brothers, 1856].

Authors: Maury, Matthew Fontaine, 1806-1873 -- Pinkney, active 1856 -- Maury, Matthew Fontaine, 1806-1873. Physical geography of the sea (1856) -- Harper & Brothers

1 map ; 15 x 12 cm.

In: Maury, Matthew Fontaine. The Physical geography of the sea (New York : Harper & Brothers, 1856), plate IV, page 293.

M207 M 553 .561, plate IV, page 293 (PrCt)


Atlantic Ocean &c., shewing the communication between Europe, North America and the Pacific.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Edinburgh : A. & C. Black, [1885].
Authors: Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- Adam and Charles Black (Firm). Black's general atlas of the world ... (1885)
1 map : col. ; 26 x 37 cm.
In: Adam and Charles Black. Black's general atlas of the world : embracing the latest discoveries, new boundaries, and other changes, accompanied by introductory letterpress and index (Edinburgh : Adam and Charles Black, 1885), plate 39A.

3822

Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1890-1899 -
Shipping<>>>Shipping - Atlantic Ocean -
Maps - 1890-1899<>>>Atlantic Ocean -
Ships - 1890-1899<>>>Advertisement maps -
1890-1899<>>>Atlantic Ocean - Maps -
1890-1899<>>>Transatlantic cables<>>>Atlantic
Ocean - Maps - 1890-1899<>>>Cables,
Submarine - Atlantic Ocean - Maps -
1890-1899<>>>Advertising maps - 1890-1899
This Pocket map of the Atlantic Ocean is my
business card ... New York ; Chicago : Geo. W.
Douglass ; Fort Dearborn Publishing Co.,
[189-?].
Authors: Geo. W. Douglass (Firm) -- Fort
Dearborn Publishing Co.
1 map : col. ; 36 x 53 cm. fold. in covers 14 x 9
cm.
Title from cover; map proper has title 'Atlantic
Ocean.'
Shows shipping lanes and underwater telegraph
lines between Europe, the eastern seaboard and the
Caribbean; includes inset of the western
hemisphere showing the shrinkage of Spanish
possessions over the last century.
Sample of novelty advertising material. The
publishers offer to print similar folded maps of
any state or city with appropriate advertising
information on the folder.
Acc. no. 92051201NL.
map4F G9110 189- T44 (NLO)

3823

Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1913 - Bathymetric
maps<>>>Bathymetric maps - Atlantic Ocean -
Maps - 1913<>>>Western Hemisphere -
Maps - 1913 - Maps, Physical
The Atlantic Ocean - physical. [London] : George
Philip & Son, Ltd. ; The London Geographical
Institute, [1913].
Authors: George Philip & Son -- London
Geographical Institute -- Philip, George,
1870-1937. Philips' mercantile marine atlas : a
series of 35 plates ... with ... distances between
ports ... (1913)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 31 cm.
Relief and bathymetry shown with color shading.
Includes four elevation profiles of the ocean (1 x
7 cm. and smaller).
Insets (7 x 10 cm. and smaller): The West Indies
showing visibility of land -- Spring rise of the
tides.
In: Philip, George. Philip's mercantile marine
atlas : a series .of 35 plates ... with ... distances
between ports ... (London ; Liverpool : G. Philip &
Son, ltd. ; The London Geographical Institute ;
Philip, Son & Nephew, 1913), plate 23.

3824

Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1970-1979 -
Airways<>>>Airways - Atlantic Ocean - Maps -
1970-1979<>>>Caribbean Area - Maps -
1970-1979 - Airways<>>>Airways - Caribbean
Area - Maps - 1970-1979<>>>West Indies -
Maps - 1970-1979 - Airways<>>>Airways -
West Indies - Maps - 1970-1979<>>>British
West Indian Airways - Maps -
1970-1979<>>>British Overseas Airways
Corporation - Maps - 1970-1979<>>>Leeward
Islands Air Transport - Maps

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Atlantic States - Maps - 1719  
A New map of Virginia, Maryland and the improved parts of Pennsylvania & New Jersey / revised by I. Senex. [London : s.n.], 1719.  
Authors: Senex, John, -1740 -- Hamilton, George, Earl of Orkney, 1666-1737 -- Senex, John, -1740. A New general atlas : containing a geographical and historical account of all the empires, kingdoms, and other dominions of the world ... (1721) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 55 cm.  
Includes dedication to the Earl of Orkney.  
In: Senex, John. A New general atlas : containing a geographical and historical account of all the empires, kingdoms, and other dominions of the world ... (London : Daniel Browne [and 8 others], 1721), v. 2, between p. 240-241.  
oversize Ayer 135 .S5 1721 v. 2, between p. 240-241 (PrCt)  

Atlantic States - Maps - 1747  
Map no. I. Boston : Engraved & printed by James Turner near the Town House, [1747].  
Authors: Turner, James, -1759 -- Popple, Henry, d. 1743 -- Evans, Lewis, 1700?-1756 -- Board of Proprietors of the Eastern Division of New Jersey. A Bill in the Chancery of New-Jersey, at the suit of John Earl of Stair, and others, proprietors of the Eastern-Division of New-Jersey, against Benjamin Bond, and some other persons of Elizabeth-Town, distinguished by the name of the Clinker Lot Right Men ... (1747) -- Stair, John Dalrymple, Earl of, 1673-1747 -- New Jersey. Court of Chancery -- Parker, James, fl. 1747 -- Franklin, Benjamin, 1706-1790 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- New Jersey. Board of Proprietors of the Eastern Division SEE Board of Proprietors of the Eastern Division of New Jersey 1 map ; 39 x 31 cm.  
The first of three folded maps issued in: Board of Proprietors of the Eastern Division of New Jersey. A Bill in the Chancery of New-Jersey, at the suit of John Earl of Stair, and others, proprietors of the Eastern-Division of New-Jersey, against Benjamin Bond, and some other persons of Elizabeth-Town, distinguished by the name of the Clinker Lot Right Men ... ([New York] : Philadelphia : James Parker ; Benjamin Franklin, 1747), following p. 124.  
"[C]opied from part of Popple's large Map of the English Colonies in America ..." -- p. 4.  
Possibly adapted for publication by Lewis Evans; cf. Wheat & Brun 294  
Covers the Atlantic coast between Boston and Cape Hatteras; includes table of English place names with their Dutch equivalents.  
Forms part of the case of the Board of Proprietors of the Eastern Division of New Jersey against the occupants of lands in the town of Elizabeth deriving their title from grants made by Governor Nicolls about eighty years earlier. The bill (filed Apr. 13, 1745) is signed: Ja. Alexander, Jos. Murray, of council for the complainants.  
References: Wheat & Brun 294; Cumming, Southeast in early maps (1998) no. 266; Evans 6021  
folio Ayer 150.5 .N6 B66 1747 [map 1 of 3] (PrCt)  

Atlantic States - Maps - 1755 - Coasts - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<<Nautical charts - Atlantic States - Coasts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<<Manuscript maps - Facsimiles<<<Nautical charts  
[Atlantic Coast from southern New Jersey to northern Florida]. [19-].  
134-2-8 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map  
Photostatic reproduction of 1755 manuscript.  
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).  
MapPhoto France ASH 134-2-8 (PrCt)  

Carte d'une partie de l'Amérique Septentrionale pour servir à l'intelligence du mémoire sur les prétentions des Anglois au suiet des limites à regler avec la France dans cette partie du monde ... [Liege? s.n., ca.1762?].  
Authors: Dreye, I. P., 18th cent. -- Journal encyclopédique  
1 map ; 32 x 42 cm.  
"I.P. Dreewe f."
Upper margin: Journal enciclop. T. 4 p. 3.  
Scale: about 25 French marine leagues to the inch.  
Ayer p133 .C322 1760 (NLO)  

Atlantic States - Maps - 1781 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<<Yorktown (Va.) - History - Siege, 1781 - Maps - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<<United States - History -
Revolution, 1775-1783 - Maps - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Carte general des camps et marches en Amerique de l'armee de Mr. le Cte. de Rochambeau. 9 Juin - 30 Sept. 1781. [19--].
Authors: France. Ministere de la guerre. Archives historiques. L.I.D. 6 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1781 manuscript. Original ms. forms part of the Guerre Etat-Major archives. Photocopy forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France Guerre Etat Major L.I.D. 6 (PrCt)

Atlantic States - Maps - 1781 - Maps - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Yorktown (Va.) - History - Siege, 1781 - Maps - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
United States - History - Revolution, 1775-1873 - Maps - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
De la route de l'armee depuis Newport jusqu'au siege d'Yorck. [19--].
Authors: France. Service hydrographique. Bibliotheque. 2847-2 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1781 manuscript. Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France Guerre Etat Major L.I.D. 6 (PrCt)

Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 44 x 50 cm.
In: Cary, John. Cary's New universal atlas, containing distinct maps of all the principal states and kingdoms throughout the world (London: Printed for J. Cary, 1811 [i.e. 1812?] pl. [51]. Printed paste-on no. 55.
oversize Ayer 135 .C3 1811 pl. 51 (PrCt)

Atlantic States - Maps - 1841
Virginia, Maryland and Delaware. [Boston : J. W. Wilkins & R. B. Carter, 1841?].
Authors: Bradford, T. G. (Thomas Gamaliel), 1802-1887 -- Bradford, T. G. (Thomas Gamaliel), 1802-1887. A Comprehensive atlas ... (1835, [i.e. 1841?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 19 x 25 cm.
folio Ayer 135 .B75 1835 pl. 7, p. 34 (PrCt)

Atlantic States - Maps - 1884 - Railroads
Delmarva Peninsula - Maps - 1884 - Railroads
Philadelphia, Wilmington, and Baltimore Rail Road Company - Maps - 1884 - Railroads
Authors: Philadelphia, Wilmington, and Baltimore Rail Road Company -- Greene, Stephen, 19th cent.
1 map : hand col. ; 21 x 40 cm.
5A 7267 (1882-1883 vol.) (PrCt)

Atlantic States - Maps - 1885
Virginia, Maryland & Delaware. Edinburgh : A. & C. Black, [1885].
Authors: Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- Adam and Charles Black (Firm). Black's general atlas of the world ... (1885)
1 map : col. ; 27 x 39 cm.
In: Adam and Charles Black. Black's general atlas of the world : embracing the latest discoveries, new boundaries, and other changes, accompanied by introductory letterpress and index (Edinburgh : Adam and Charles Black, 1885), plate 44A.
oversize G1019 .B63 1885, plate 44A (PrCt)

Atlantic States - Maps - 1887 - Railroads
Group 7. Delaware, Maryland, West Virginia, Virginia, North Carolina and South Carolina. New
Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia, North Carolina and South Carolina. New York: American Bank Note Co., [1895].
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1895)
1 map: col.; 26 x 20 cm.
Title in right margin.
Added title in right margin: Railroad map of the United States - section 6.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1895) between p. xxxvi-[1]
H 668 .703 (1895) bet. p. xxxvi-[1] (PrCt)

Atlantic States - Maps - 1896 - Railroads - Maps
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1896)
1 map: col.; 26 x 20 cm.
Title in right margin.
Added title in right margin: Railroad map of the United States - section 6.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1896) between p. xxii-[1]
H 668 .703 (1896) bet. p. xxii-[1] (PrCt)

Atlantic States - Maps - 1897 - Railroads - Maps
Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia, North Carolina and South Carolina. New York: American Bank Note Co., [1897].
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1897)
1 map: col.; 26 x 20 cm.
Title in right margin.
Added title in right margin: Railroad map of the United States - section 6.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1897) between p. xvi-[1]
H 668 .703 (1897) bet. p. xvi-[1] (PrCt)

Atlantic States - Maps - 1898 - Railroads - Maps
Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia, North Carolina and South Carolina. New York: American Bank Note Co., [1898].
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1898)
1 map: col.; 26 x 20 cm.
Title in right margin.
Added title in right margin: Railroad map of the United States - section 5 - 1898.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1898) between p. xvi-[1]
H 668 .703 (1898) bet. p. xvi-[1] (PrCt)

Atlantic States - Maps - 1899 - Railroads - Maps
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1899)
1 map: col.; 19 x 25 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Added title in upper margin: Poor's manual--Railroad map of the United States, 1899.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1899) between p. 192-193
H 668 .703 (1899) bet. p. 192-193 (PrCt)

Atlantic States - Maps - 1900 - Railroads - Maps
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1900)
1 map: col.; 20 x 25 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Added title in upper margin: Poor's manual--Railroad map of the United States, 1900.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1900) between p. 128-129
H 668 .703 (1900) bet. p. 128-129 (PrCt)
United States (1900) -- West Virginia Central and Pittsburg Railway Company
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
Roughly bounded by Pennsylvania, New Jersey, and Virginia.
Identifies coal and iron ore mining regions in West Virginia and Virginia.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1900) p. 400
H 668 .703 (1900) p. 400 (PrCt)

3859 Atlantic States - Maps - 1902 - Railroadsissippi Coast Line Railroad Company
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.

In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1902) p. 198
H 668 .703 (1902) p. 198 (PrCt)

Atlantic States - Maps - 1902 - Railroadsissippi Coast Line Railroad Company
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.

Atlantic States - Maps - 1902 - Railroadsissippi Coast Line Railroad Company
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
manual of the railroads of the United States (1903)
1 map : col. ; 20 x 26 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Added title in upper margin: Poor's manual -- Railroad map of the United States, 1903. Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1903) between p. 128-129
H 668 .703 (1903) bet. p. 128-129 (PrCt)

Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1904)
1 map : col. ; 20 x 26 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Added title in upper margin: Poor's manual -- Railroad map of the United States, 1904. Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1904) between p. 128-129
H 668 .703 (1904) bet. p. 128-129 (PrCt)

Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1905)
1 map : col. ; 20 x 26 cm.
Title in upper margin.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1905) between p. 128-129
H 668 .703 (1905) bet. p. 128-129 (PrCt)

Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1906)
1 map : col. ; 20 x 26 cm.
Title in upper margin.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1906) between p. 128-129
H 668 .703 (1906) bet. p. 128-129 (PrCt)

Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1907)
1 map : col. ; 20 x 26 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Added title in upper margin: Poor's manual -- Railroad map of the United States, 1907. Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1907) between p. 128-129
H 668 .703 (1907) bet. p. 128-129 (PrCt)
Manual of the railroads of the United States (1909)
1 map : col. ; 20 x 26 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Added title in upper margin: Poor's manual--Railroad map of the United States, 1909.
Advertising on verso.
H 668 .703 (1909) bet. p. 224-225 (PrCt)

3872 Atlantic States - Maps - 1909 -
Railroads- Western Maryland Railroad Company -Maps - 1909- Western Maryland Railroad CompanySEE Western Maryland Railroad
Map of the Western Maryland Railroad. [New York : s.n., 1909].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1909) -- Western Maryland Railroad Company
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Roughly bounded by Pennsylvania, West Virginia, and Maryland.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1909) p. 145.
Also numbered '10' at bottom left.
H 668 .703 (1909) p. 145 (PrCt)

3873 Atlantic States - Maps - 1910 -
Railroads- Norfolk Southern Railroad Company -Maps - 1910- Norfolk Southern Railroad CompanySEE Norfolk Southern Railroad and connections
Map Norfolk Southern Railroad and connections. [New York : s.n.], 1910.
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1910) -- Norfolk Southern Railroad Company
1 map ; 11 x 19 cm.
Roughly bounded by New York, Massachusetts, and South Carolina.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1910) p. [467].
H 668 .703 (1910) p. [467] (PrCt)

3874 Atlantic States - Maps - 1910 -
Railroads- Western Maryland Railroad Company -Maps - 1910- Western Maryland Railroad CompanySEE Map of the Western Maryland Railroad
Map of the Western Maryland Railroad. [New York : s.n., 1910].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1910) -- Western Maryland Railroad Company
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Roughly bounded by Pennsylvania, West Virginia, and Maryland.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1910) p. [343]
H 668 .703 (1910) p. [343] (PrCt)

3875 Atlantic States - Maps - 1911 -
Railroads- Western Maryland Railroad Company -Maps - 1911- Western Maryland Railroad CompanySEE Map of the Western Maryland Railroad, N.Y.
Map of the Western Maryland Railroad, N.Y.
Authors: L.L. Poates Engr'g Co. -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1911) -- Western Maryland Railroad Company
1 map ; 12 x 18 cm
Roughly bounded by Pennsylvania, West Virginia, and Maryland.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1911) p. 347
H 668 .703 (1911) p. 347 (PrCt)

3876 Atlantic States - Maps - 1912 -
Railroads- Western Maryland Railroad Company -Maps - 1912- Western Maryland Railroad CompanySEE Western Maryland Railroad CompanySEE Map of the Western Maryland Railroad
Authors: L.L. Poates Engr'g Co. -- Western Maryland Railroad Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1912) -- Western Maryland Railroad CompanySEE Western Maryland Railroad Company
1 map ; 12 x 18 cm
Roughly bounded by Pennsylvania, West Virginia, and Maryland.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1912) p. 367
H 668 .703 (1912) p. 367 (PrCt)

3877 Atlantic States - Maps - 1915 -
Road maps- Atlantic States - Maps - 1915- Roads, Proposed- Highway planning
Map of the Atlantic Highway. 1915.
Authors: National Highways Association -- Atlantic Coastal Highway Association -- Jenkins, E. E. -- Mulford, John C. -- Graham, Andrew B. -- Atlantic Highway AssociationSEE Atlantic Coastal Highway Association
1 map : col. ; 53 x 29 cm.
Shows proposed route and other major highways.
map2F G3709.31.P2 1915 .N3 (PrCt)

3878 Atlantic States - Maps - 1920 -
Freight and freightage - Rates- Railroads - Maps
Authors: La Salle Extension University Atlas of railway traffic maps (1920) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Wymond, Charles E.
1 map : col. ; 49 x 46 cm.
"By C.E. Wymond, Central Freight Association" -- on verso.
atlantic states - maps - railroads - maps - 1920 - freight and freightage - rates - railroads - maps - map no. 5 - grouping of trunk line and new england territories and canadian percentage territory for westbound freight rates
traffic maps (Chicago: La Salle Extension
University, 1920).

folio H 6615 .98 map 5 (PrCt)

3879 Atlantic States - Maps - 1924-1925<<<<New
England - Maps - 1924-1925<<<<Atlantic
States - Maps - 1924-1925 - Road
maps<<<<New England - Maps - 1924-1925 -
Road maps<<<<Automobile travel - Atlantic
States - Guidebooks -
1924-1925<<<<Automobile travel - New
England - Guidebooks - 1924-1925<<<<Road
maps
Authors: Mixer's Motor Maps -- New England
Hotels Publishing Corporation -- National
Automobile Association (U.S.) -- Newberry
Library. John M. Wing Foundation
1 v. : ill., maps ; 24 cm.
"A book of tours, routes, and points of interest for
New England, New York state, New Jersey,
Pennsylvania, trunk lines to and all of Florida."
Annual publication that began in 1924 and
ceased in 1925; Newberry holds 1924/1925
volume only (Dec. 2011).
Description based on: 1924.
Latest issue consulted: 1925.
Continued by:Mixer's road guide and strip maps
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the
Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 24012396
Wing GV1024 .M59 (NLO)

3880 Atlantic States - Maps - 1925<<<<New
England - Maps - 1925<<<<Atlantic States -
Maps - 1925 - Road maps<<<<New England -
Maps - 1925 - Road maps<<<<Automobile
travel - Atlantic States - Guidebooks -
1925<<<<Automobile travel - New England -
Guidebooks - 1925<<<<Road maps
Mixer's motor maps and tours. New York : New
Authors: New England Hotels Publishing
Corporation -- National Automobile Association
(U.S.) -- Mixer's Motor Maps -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 300 maps ; 230 x 128 mm.
Associated corporate name: National Automobile
Association.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

3881 Atlantic States - Maps - 1926 - Road
maps<<<<Road maps
Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia
info-map : Gulf. [New York?] : American
Colortype Company, [1936].
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- American
Colortype Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 37 x 57 cm.
Panel title.
"Copyright American Colortype Co., N.Y."
Added title: Gulf ... official road map : Delaware,
Maryland, Virginia, and West Virginia.
Date from RMcN AE 161 ms. index.
Maps on verso (22 x 35 cm. and smaller): Gulf
mileage map of the United States -- Washington,
D.C. -- Baltimore -- Richmond -- Norfolk ... [and]
Portsmouth.
Panel art: Gulf sign over cars on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 161.5 (PrCt)

3882 Atlantic States - Maps - 1927 - Road
maps<<<<Road maps
Map no. 10 : automobile roads in Delaware,
Maryland, Virginia, and West Virginia ... Gulf.
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1927].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Gulf Oil
Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry
Library)
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Title from map proper: Gulf Refining Co. official
road map no. 10 : Delaware, Maryland, Virginia,
W. Virginia (Plate no. A).
On verso, insets of Baltimore and Washington.
Cover (1 panel, O,B): Roadster with couple
speeding uphill, Gulf gasoline logo.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry
Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 11 (PrCt)

3883 Atlantic States - Maps - 1928 - Road
maps<<<<Road maps
Map No. 10. Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West
Virginia. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1928].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Gulf Oil
Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry
Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry
Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 49 (PrCt)

3884 Atlantic States - Maps - 1928 - Road
maps<<<<Road maps
Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia, US.
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1928].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Independent
Oil Men of America -- H.M. Gousha Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry
Library).
Atlantic States - Maps - 1928 - Road maps

Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia, Eastern United States. Chicago: H.M. Gousha Co., [1928].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Spears and Riddle Company -- Fleet-Wing Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 62 (PrCt)

Atlantic States - Maps - 1929 - Road maps

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Gulf Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 165 (PrCt)

Atlantic States - Maps - 1929 - Road maps

United States Highway 1 - Maps - 1929 - Florida - Maps - 1929 - Road maps - U.S. 1 SEE United States Highway 1 - Road maps - Strip maps
Maine to Florida: U.S.-1 : 98 1/2% paved : "follow the shield": U.S.-1 ... Chicago: A.A.A., 1929.
Authors: Federal Highway No. 1 Association (Augusta, Ga.) -- American Automobile Association -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 80 x 22 cm.
Panel title.
"For further information address Federal Highway No. 1 Association Augusta, Ga."
"Copyright A.A.A. 1929"
Plate no. F371.
Inset map (15 x 11 cm.): St. Augustine to Daytona Beach: U.S. Highway 1 via Bunell ...
Panel art: Outline map eastern United States with figures in silhouette.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 184.20 (PrCt)
Plate no. 7R28.
Keyed to railroads in red.
On verso: Rand McNally standard map of
Maryland, Delaware and District of Columbia with
air trails. Plate nos. 7R28 and 12N28.
Includes elevations.
Both maps include insets of the Baltimore region.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 13.15X (PrCt)

Atlantic States - Maps - 1930 -
Roads<<>>East (U.S.) - Maps - 1930 -
Roads<<>>Seaboard Air Line Railway
Company - Maps - 1930<<>>Roads - Maps
Seaboard Air Line Railway : all Florida route.
Chicago : Poole Bros. Inc., [1930].
Authors: Poole Brothers -- La Salle Extension
University Atlas of traffic maps (1930) --
Seaboard Air Line Railway Company
1 map ; 23 x 16 cm.
"Corrected to Sept. 1 1928."
Added title in upper margin: Seaboard Air Line
Railway.
Continuation inset (3 x 5 cm.) of southern Florida.
'11-7-'28" -- at bottom.
Plate no.: 6436.
In Atlas of traffic maps (Chicago: La Salle
Extension University, 1930) p. 171.
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .A73 1930 p. 171 (PrCt)

Atlantic States - Maps - 1930 - Road maps<<>>Northeastern States - Maps - 1930 -
Road maps<<>>Road maps
Tydol trails thru Virginia, West Virginia, Maryland,
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company --
Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 34 x 53 cm. on sheet 40 x 56 cm.
Added title: Tydol trails in Delaware, Maryland,
Virginia, West Virginia. Plate no. L-1033.
On verso: Tydol trails thru north eastern United
States. Plate no. L.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 13.8 (PrCt)

Atlantic States - Maps - 1930 - Road maps<<>>Northeastern States - Maps - 1930 -
Road maps<<>>Road maps
Tydol trails thru Virginia, West Virginia, Maryland,
Includes elevations.
Both maps include insets of the Baltimore region.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 190.55 (PrCt)

Atlantic States - Maps - 1930 - Road maps<<>>Pictorial maps<<>>Pictorial maps - Atlantic
States -1930 - Road maps<<>>Atlantic
Coastal Highway - Maps - 1930 - Pictorial
maps<<>>United States Highway 1 - Maps -
1930 - Pictorial maps<<>>United States
Highway 17 - Maps - 1930 - Pictorial
maps<<>>Pictorial maps - Atlantic Coastal
Highway - 1930<<>>Pictorial maps - United
States Highway 1 - 1930<>>Pictorial maps -
United States Highway 17 - 1930<>>Atlantic
Highway SEE Atlantic Coastal
Highway<<>>Atlantic Coastal Highway SEE
ALSO United States Highway 1 AND United
States Highway 17<<>>United States Highway
1 SEE ALSO Atlantic Coastal Highway AND
United States Highway 17<<>>United States
Highway 17 SEE ALSO Atlantic Coastal
Highway AND United States Highway
1<>>Road maps<<>>Strip
maps<<>>Pictorial maps
Route of the Atlantic Coastal Highway. [Norfolk,
Va.? Norfolk-Portsmouth Chamber of
Commerce?, ca. 1930].
Authors: Norfolk-Portsmouth Chamber of
Commerce (Norfolk, Va.) -- Atlantic Coastal
Highway Association -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 78 x 19 cm.
"Copyright by Advertising Board,
Norfolk-Portsmouth Chamber of Commerce."
Related to other maps issued by the
Norfolk-Portsmouth Chamber of Commerce
(Norfolk, Va.) and the Atlantic Coastal
Highway Association; see RMcN AE 190.58 and RMcN AE
190.59 B
Strip maps on verso (19 x 9 and smaller):
Philadelphia to Baltimore -- Baltimore to
Washington -- Washington to Richmond --
Richmond to Norfolk -- Norfolk to New Bern --
New Bern to Wilmington -- Wilmington to
Florence -- Florence to Charleston -- Charleston
to Savannah -- Savannah to Jacksonville --
Jacksonville to Daytona -- Daytona to Melbourne
-- Melbourne to Palm Beach -- Palm Beach to
Miami -- Miami to Key West.
Mounted on backing sheet; backing obscures
printed content on verso.
Previously bound with a collection of pictorial
maps in binders labeled "Points of Interest."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
References: Cf. OCLC 44042756
RMcN AE 190.55 (PrCt)

Atlantic States - Maps - 1930 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia.
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 276 (PrCt)

Atlantic States - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia.
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1930].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 320 (PrCt)

Atlantic States - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Map No. 10. Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia.
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Gulf Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 0, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 362 (PrCt)

Atlantic States - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Cities Service road map of Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia.
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- Koolmotor Gasolene -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 45 x 69 cm. on sheet 56 x 71 cm.
Added title: Cities Service road map of Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia. Plate no. M - 6 - P.
Verso includes insets of five cities and: Cities Service road map of northeastern United States. Plate no. M.
AE index lists as ‘Sr.’
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 13.7 (PrCt)

Atlantic States - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia.
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 0, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 401 (PrCt)

Atlantic States - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
No. 3. Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1931.
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Southern Oil Refining Company -- Columbus Oil Co. (Columbus, Ohio) -- Silver Flash -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Silver Flash appears on all title panels. Silver Flash Motor Oil variously associated with Western Oil Refining Co. and Columbus Oil Co.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 460 (PrCt)

Atlantic States - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Rand McNally official 1930 road map : Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 62 x 80 cm. on sheet 73 x 88 cm.
Plate no. L-1031.
Verso blank.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 13.8 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Gulf Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title. Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 500 (Pr Ct)

Atlantic States - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia.
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1931.
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title. Manuscript on title panel: "2nd edit."
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 542 (Pr Ct)

Atlantic States - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia.
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1931.
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Sinclair Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title. Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 576 (Pr Ct)

Atlantic States - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
Rand McNally official 1931 auto road map: Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 68 cm. on sheet 56 x 72 cm.
'Spring edition.' Verso blank.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 13.10 (Pr Ct)

Atlantic States - Maps - 1932 - Road maps
Sunoco road map of Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1932].
Authors: Sun Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 37 x 58 cm. on sheet 46 x 61 cm.
Added title: Sunoco auto road map of Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia.
Verso includes insets of four cities and: Sunoco auto road map of eastern United States. Plate no. N.
Listed as 'Sr.' on AE index.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 13.24 (Pr Ct)

Atlantic States - Maps - 1932 - Road maps
Atlantic road map: ... Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia: the Atlantic Refining Company.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1932].
Authors: Atlantic Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 39 x 58 cm. on sheet 46 x 61 cm.
Added title: Atlantic auto road map of Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia. Plate no. N.
Includes inset of western Virginia.
On verso: Atlantic auto road map of north-eastern states... .
Listed as 'Sr. P.' on AE index.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 13.22 (Pr Ct)

Atlantic States - Maps - 1932 - Road maps
Cities Service road map of Virginia, West Virginia, Maryland and Delaware.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1932].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- Koolmotor Gasolene -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 45 x 69 cm. on sheet 56 x 71 cm.
Added title: Cities Service road map of Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia. Plate no. N - 6 - P.
Includes inset of western Virginia. Verso includes insets of five cities and: Cities Service road map of United States. Plate no. 111. N44N. AE index lists as 'Sr.' Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 13.25 (PrCt)

3912 Atlantic States - Maps - 1932 - Road maps

RMcN AE 13.20 (PrCt)

3913 Atlantic States - Maps - 1932 - Road maps

RMcN AE 13.21 (PrCt)

3914 Atlantic States - Maps - 1932 - Road maps

Gousha Clients 627 (PrCt)

3915 Atlantic States - Maps - 1932 - Road maps
Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia. Sunoco road map of Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia : showing historical and other points of interest : Sun Oil Company. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1933]. Authors: Sunoco (Firm) -- Sun Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : col. ; 35 x 54 cm. Panel title. Added title: Sunoco auto road map of Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia. Date from RMcN AE 194 ms. index.
Insets (18 x 26 cm. and smaller): Washington, D.C. -- Baltimore -- Wilmington.
Map on verso (52 x 60 cm.): Historical, pictorial, points of interest map Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia. Plate no. L-4. 5-O.
Panel art: Sunoco filling station and Revolutionary War scene.
Previously bound with a collection of pictorial maps in binders labeled “Points of Interest.”
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Atlantic States - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Authors: Richfield Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company. Richfield golden trails in eastern United States. Plate no. O. Listed on AE index as ‘Sr.’
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Atlantic States - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Richfield golden trails in Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1933].
Authors: Richfield Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company. Richfield golden trails in eastern United States. Plate no. O. Listed on AE index as ‘Sr.’
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Atlantic States - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Richfield golden trails in Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1933].
Authors: Richfield Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company. Richfield golden trails in eastern United States. Plate no. O. Listed on AE index as ‘Sr.’
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Added title: Atlantic auto road map of Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia. Plate no. O. Include inset of western Virginia.
Verso includes insets of five cities. Listed as ‘Sr. P.’ on AE index.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Atlantic States - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Cities Service road map of Virginia, West Virginia, Maryland and Delaware : 1933 edition.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Atlantic States - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia.
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1933].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map Panel title.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Atlantic States - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Virginia, Delaware, West Virginia, Maryland.
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1933.
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Gulf Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Atlantic States - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia.
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1933.
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil
Company -- Lee, Robert E., fl. 1933 -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Cover: License plate motif.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Panel art: Shell logo, license plates, woman driving convertible car, dog, signed by artist "Robert E. Lee."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 912 (PrCt)

3926 Atlantic States - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia.
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1933.
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Sterling Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 971 (PrCt)

3927 Atlantic States - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Cruising thru Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia with Tydol.
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1933.
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Tide Water Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 975 (PrCt)

3928 Atlantic States - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Pure Oil pathfinder: Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1933].
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm. on sheet 46 x 61 cm.
'Tenth edition.'
Added title: Pure Oil pathfinder for Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia. Plate no. 12. O6M.
Includes inset of western Virginia.
On verso: Pure Oil pathfinder for United States.
Plate no. J 1 . 3259-O.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 13.28 (PrCt)
Atlantic States - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
United States - Maps - 1933 - Pictorial maps
Pictorial maps - United States - Maps - 1933
Road maps - Pictorial maps
Virginia, West Virginia, Maryland and Delaware: Sinclair 1933 road map.
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 64 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Added title: Sinclair 1933 official road map:
Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia.
Plate no. 12. O6 M.
Includes inset of western Virginia.
Listed as 'Sr.' on AE index.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 13.31 (PrCt)
Atlantic States - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Washington (D.C.) - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Texaco road map: Maryland, Delaware, Virginia, West Virginia: 1933.
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 68 cm. on sheet 56 x 71 cm.
Added title: 1933 Texaco road map: Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia: spring edition.
Plate no. A2. 317.
Verso includes insets of fifteen cities and map of downtown Washington D.C.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 13.26 (PrCt)
Atlantic States - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Road maps - Atlantic States - Maps - 1934 - Pictorial maps
Pictorial maps - Atlantic States - Maps - 1934
Washington (D.C.) - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Road and historical guide: Delaware, Maryland, Virginia ... Sunoco ... Sun Oil Company.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1934].
Authors: Sunoco (Firm) -- Sun Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 45 x 68 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sunoco auto road map of Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia.
Date from RMcN AE 194 ms. index.
Plate no. P. 6.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Maps on verso (38 x 54 cm. and smaller):
Historical, pictorial, points of interest map:
Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia --
Downtown map of Washington, D.C. --
Panel art: Car on highway surrounded by
historical scenes.
Previously bound with a collection of pictorial
maps in binders labeled “Points of Interest.”
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Ready Library).
RMCN AE 194.16 (PrCt)

Atlantic States - Maps - 1934 - Road
maps<<<East (U.S.) - Maps - 1934 - Road
maps<<<Road maps
1934 road map of West Virginia, Delaware,
Maryland, Virginia; Fleet-Wing. Chicago : Rand
McNally & Company, 1934.
Authors: Fleet-Wing Oil Corporation -- Rand
McNally and Company -- Rand McNally
Collection (Ready Library).
1 map : col. ; 44 x 68 cm. on sheet 56 x 74 cm.
Added title: Fleet-Wing auto road map of
Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia.
Plate no. P. 6.
Includes inset of western Virginia.
Verso includes inset of Wheeling (W. Va.) and:
Fleet-Wing auto road map of northeastern United
States. Plate no. P. 3450.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Ready Library).
RMCN AE 13.38 (PrCt)

Atlantic States - Maps - 1934 - Road
maps<<<East (U.S.) - Maps - 1934 - Road
maps<<<Road maps
In Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia,
ride with Richfield. Chicago : Rand McNally &
Company, [1934].
Authors: Richfield Oil Corporation -- Rand
McNally and Company -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 50 x 68 cm.
Added title: Richfield golden trails in Delaware,
Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia. Plate no. P - 6 -
P.
Includes inset of western Virginia.
Verso includes insets of eight cities, downtown
map of Washington D.C. and: Richfield golden
trails in eastern United States. Plate no. P.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMCN AE 13.37 (PrCt)

Atlantic States - Maps - 1934 - Road
maps<<<Road maps
Atlantic White Flash Plus road map: Delaware,
Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia. Chicago : Rand
McNally & Company, [1934].
Authors: Atlantic Refining Company -- White
Flash -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 44 x 68 cm. on sheet 56 x 71 cm.
Added title: Atlantic auto road map of Delaware,
Includes inset of western Virginia.
Verso includes insets of six cities.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Ready Library).
RMCN AE 13.39 (PrCt)

Atlantic States - Maps - 1934 - Road
maps<<<Road maps
Cities Service road map of Virgin\ya, West
Virginia, Maryland and Delaware: tourist edition.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1934].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- Koolmotor
Gasolene -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally Collection (Ready Library).
1 map : col. ; 45 x 69 cm. on sheet 56 x 71 cm.
Added title: Cities Service road map of Delaware,
Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia. Plate nos. P - 6
- P and C. S. O. 1934.
Includes inset of western Virginia.
Verso includes insets of five cities and: Cities
Service road map of United States. Plate no.
P. 44-P.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Ready Library).
RMCN AE 13.34 (PrCt)

Atlantic States - Maps - 1934 - Road
maps<<<Road maps
1934 road map: Delaware, Maryland, Virginia,
West Virginia: Gulf. Chicago : Rand McNally &
Company, 1934.
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally
and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Ready Library).
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm. on sheet 46 x 61 cm.
Added title: Gulf Refining Co. 1934 official road
map: Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Ready Library).
RMCN AE 13.36 (PrCt)

Atlantic States - Maps - 1934 - Road
maps<<<Road maps
Gulf info-map: Delaware, Maryland, Virginia
and West Virginia. Chicago : Rand McNally &
Company, 1934.
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally
and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Ready Library).
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm. on sheet 41 x 112 cm.
Added title: Gulf Refining Co. 1934 official road
map: Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West
Virginia. Includes inset of western Virginia.
On verso: Gulf Refining Co. 1934 official road
map: United States. Plate no. P. 44.
Both maps printed in 3 sections with intervening
text.
Pages 1-6 (recto) and 7-12 (verso).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection

Request and cite items by
the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Atlantic States - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- B. F. Goodrich Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (1 panel, B,R): Stylized signpost at angle.
Plate no. H-205-JC.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1194 (PrCt)

Atlantic States - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

Travel Delaware-Maryland-Virginia-W.Virginia with Conoco. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1934].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (3 panel, R,G): Outline map showing "Pennsylvania grade crude oil field," Sterling refineries.
Plate no. H-205-JC.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1199 (PrCt)

Atlantic States - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

Shell road map : Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1934].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1125 (PrCt)

Atlantic States - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Sterling Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Atlantic States - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Road maps - Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 68 cm. on sheet 56 x 71 cm.
Panel art: Car on highway near United States -- Downtown map of Washington, D.C.
Added title: 1934 Texaco road map: Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia: spring edition.
Plate no. 317.
Verso includes insets of fifteen cities and map of downtown Washington D.C.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
3948

Atlantic States - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Pictorial maps - Sunoco (Firm) -- Sun Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 44 x 69 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sunoco auto road map of Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia.
Plate no. Q. 6.
Inset (4 x 6 cm.): Western Virginia inset.
Maps on verso (39 x 54 cm. and smaller): Historical, pictorial, points of interest map: Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia -- Downtown map of Washington, D.C. -- Richmond -- Baltimore -- Wilmington.
Panel art: Car on highway near United States fort.
Previously bound with a collection of pictorial maps in binders labeled "Points of Interest."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
3949

Atlantic States - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
East (U.S.) - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Road maps - Atlantic Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
17 maps : col. ; folded to 19 x 9 cm.
Collective title and imprint supplied by cataloger.
Tentatively dated 1935-1941.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Panel art: solid colors (blue, red and white).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
3950
Atlantic States - Maps - 1935 - Road maps

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

3954

Atlantic States - Maps - 1935 - Road maps

**Delaware, West Virginia, Maryland, D.C., Virginia**: Amoco. Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1935].
Authors: American Oil Company -- Amoco Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

3955

Atlantic States - Maps - 1935 - Road maps

**Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia road map**: Atlantic White Flash Plus. Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1935].
Authors: Atlantic Refining Company -- White Flash -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 44 x 68 cm. on sheet 56 x 71 cm. Added title: Atlantic auto road map of Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia. Plate no. Q.6. Includes inset of western Virginia. Verso includes insets of seven cities. Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library). RMcN AE 13.46 (PrCt)

3956

Atlantic States - Maps - 1935 - Road maps

Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 37 x 57 cm. on sheet 45 x 82 cm. Added title: Gulf Refining Co. 1935 official road map: Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia. Plate no. Q.6. Verso includes insets of nine cities. Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library). RMcN AE 13.44 (PrCt)

3957

**Gulf info-map**: Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia.
**Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)**

Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 41 x 63 cm. on sheet 50 x 68 cm. *Twelfth edition.*
Primary map indicates a 1935 date while verso map indicates a 1933 date.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 13.45 (PrCt)**

3958 **Atlantic States - Maps - 1935 - Road maps™>Road maps**

Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 64 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm. *Twelfth edition.*
Includes inset of western Virginia.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 13.48 (PrCt)**


*Road map & historical guide : Delaware, Maryland, Virginia ... Sunoco ... Sun Oil Company*. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1936].
Authors: Sun Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 44 x 66 cm. on sheet 50 x 68 cm.
Verso includes insets of three cities and:
Downtown map of Washington D.C. showing points of interest -- Historical Sunoco map of Delaware, Maryland, Virginia: pictorial. Plate no. R.5.
Panel annotated 'R-36.'
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 14.22 (PrCt)**

**Atlantic States - Maps - 1936 - Road maps™>East (U.S.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps™>Road maps**

*Fleet-Wing road map of Virginia, West Va., Maryland & Delaware*. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1936].
Authors: Fleet-Wing Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 44 x 65 cm. on sheet 50 x 68 cm.
-added title: Fleet McNally auto road map of Delaware, Maryland, Virginia. Plate no. R.3617.
On verso: Fleet-Wing auto road map of northeastern United States. Plate no. R.3546P.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 13.18X (PrCt)**

**Atlantic States - Maps - 1936 - Road maps™>North Carolina - Maps - 1936 - Road maps™>South Carolina - Maps - 1936 - Road maps™>Road maps**

*Delaware, Maryland, Virginia... District of Columbia, North Carolina, South Carolina*. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1936].
Authors: Sun Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- George H. Bodeen. Plate no. Q.3511.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 193.1 (PrCt)**

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Atlantic States - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

1 map : col. ; 41 x 63 cm.

Panel title.
Added title: 1936 Tydol trails : Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia.
Plate nos. "304 J" and "J-2".
Panel art: Cartoon of Tydol "Little Engineer"; automobile license plate.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 171.2B (PrCt)

3969

Atlantic States - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Washington (D.C.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Delaware, D.C., Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia: ... Amoco. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1936].
Authors: American Oil Company -- Amoco Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 44 x 67 cm. on sheet 56 x 71 cm.
Added title: American Amoco gas road map of Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia.
Plate no. R.3617.
Includes inset of western Virginia.
Verso includes insets of five cities and: American Amoco gas: downtown Washington D.C.
Plate no. R.3636.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 13.12X (PrCt)

3970

Atlantic States - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Washington Region - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Washington (D.C.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Shenandoah National Park (Va.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Travel Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, W. Virginia with Conoco: every Conoco station is a branch of the Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1936].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Conoco official road map: Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, W. Virginia
Date from RMcN AE 158 ms. index.
Plate no. J-2
Maps on verso (29 x 21 cm. and smaller):
Panel art: Conoco logo over outline of North America.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 158.14 (PrCt)

3971

Atlantic States - Maps - 1937 - Road maps

Washington (D.C.) - Maps - 1937 - Pictorial maps

Atlantic States - Maps - 1937 - Pictorial maps

Historical geography - Maps - 1937

Road maps

Road map & historical guide: Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia ... Sunoco.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1937].
Authors: Sun Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 45 x 68 cm. on sheet 56 x 71 cm.
Added title: Sunoco auto road map of Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia.
Plate no. S.3740.
Verso includes insets of three cities and:
Downtown map of Washington D.C. showing points of interest -- Historical-pictorial Sunoco map of Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia.
Plate no. S.5.
Panel annotated "S-37."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 14.26 (PrCt)

3972

Atlantic States - Maps - 1937 - Road maps

Atlantic States - Maps - 1937 - Pictorial maps

Historical geography - Maps - 1937

Road maps

Road map & historical guide: Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia ... compliments of your Sonoco dealer. Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [1937].
Authors: Sunoco (Firm) -- Sun Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 45 x 69 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sunoco auto road map of Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia.
Date from RMcN AE 193 ms. index.
Plate no. s.3740.
Inset (4 x 6 cm.): Western Virginia.
Maps on verso (38 x 54 cm. and smaller): Sunoco [pictorial] road map of Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia -- Baltimore -- Downtown map of Washington, D.C. -- Richmond -- Wilmington.
Panel art: images of scenes, monuments and landmarks radiating out from the Sunoco logo; Sun Oil Company logo.
Previously bound with a collection of pictorial maps in binders labeled "Points of Interest." Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 193.12 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

maps>>>East (U.S.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps>>>Road maps
Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia : 1937 road map : Cities Service ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, 1937.
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company and H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 64 cm. Panel annotated 'S-37.'
Added title: Cities Service invites you to tour Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, W. Virginia.
Plate nos. "304-J.C." and "12-K"
Maps on verso (28 x 43 cm. and smaller): Cities Service territorial road map [of the eastern U.S.] -- Washington, District of Columbia -- Baltimore, Maryland -- Richmond, Virginia -- Charleston, West Virginia -- Wilmington, Delaware.
Panel art: Cities Service sign, car and outline of the United States.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jun 3-1937 ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 157.8 (PrCt)

Atlantic States - Maps - 1937 - Road maps>>>East (U.S.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps>>>Road maps
Fleet-Wing road map of Virginia, West Va., Maryland & Delaware . Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1937].
Authors: Fleet-Wing Oil Corporation and Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 64 cm. on sheet 50 x 68 cm. Added title: Rand McNally road map of Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia. Plate no. S.3617.
Includes inset of western Virginia.
On verso: Fleet-Wing auto road map of northeastern United States. Plate no. S.3546P.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 14.14 (PrCt)

Atlantic States - Maps - 1937 - Road maps>>>North Carolina - Maps - 1937 - Road maps>>>South Carolina - Maps - 1937 - Road maps>>>Road maps
Texaco touring map : Delaware, Maryland, Virginia and West Virginia and North & South Carolina . Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1937].
Authors: Texas Company and Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 44 x 72 cm. on sheet 71 x 75 cm. Added title: Texaco road map: Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia. Plate no. S.307.
Includes insets of ten cities.
Verso includes insets of fifteen cities and: Texaco road map: North Carolina, South Carolina Plate no. S.3418. Lined out on panel: and North & South Carolina.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 14.11 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Panel no. 3-37.
Added title: Texaco road map: Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia. Plate no. S.307.
Includes insets of ten cities.
Verso includes insets of fifteen cities and: Texaco road map: North Carolina, South Carolina Plate no. S.3418.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
\textit{RMcN AE 14.23 (PrCt)}

\textbf{3979} Atlantic States - Maps - 1937 - Road maps\rightarrow North Carolina - Maps - 1937 - Road maps\rightarrow South Carolina - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
\textit{Texaco touring map: Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia and North & South Carolina.} Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1937].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; 45 x 72 cm. on sheet 71 x 75 cm.
Panel no. 5-37.
Added title: Texaco road map: Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia. Plate no. S.307.
Includes insets of ten cities.
Verso includes insets of fifteen cities and: Texaco road map: North Carolina, South Carolina Plate no. S.3418.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
\textit{RMcN AE 14.24 (PrCt)}

\textbf{3980} Atlantic States - Maps - 1937 - Road maps\rightarrow North Carolina - Maps - 1937 - Road maps\rightarrow South Carolina - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
\textit{Texaco touring map: Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia and North & South Carolina.} Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1937].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; 45 x 72 cm. on sheet 71 x 75 cm.
Panel no. 9-37.
Added title: Texaco road map: Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia. Plate no. S.307.
Includes insets of ten cities.
Verso includes insets of fifteen cities and: Texaco road map: North Carolina, South Carolina Plate no. S.3418.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
\textit{RMcN AE 14.25 (PrCt)}

\textbf{3981} Atlantic States - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
\textit{Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia}:

\textit{Atlantic White Flash.} Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1937].
Authors: Atlantic Refining Company -- White Flash -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; 53 x 68 cm. on sheet 56 x 71 cm.
Added title: Atlantic auto road map of Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia. Plate no. S.3644.
Includes inset of western Virginia.
Verso includes maps of seven cities.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
\textit{RMcN AE 14.13 (PrCt)}

\textbf{3982} Atlantic States - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
\textit{Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia}:
\textit{Atlantic White Flash, Atlantic road map.} Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1937].
Authors: Atlantic Refining Company -- White Flash -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; 53 x 68 cm. on sheet 56 x 71 cm.
Added title: Atlantic auto road map of Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia. Plate no. S.3644.
Includes inset of western Virginia.
Verso includes maps of seven cities.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
\textit{RMcN AE 14.17 (PrCt)}

\textbf{3983} Atlantic States - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
\textit{Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia}:
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; 42 x 64 cm. on sheet 50 x 68 cm.
'Fourteenth edition.'
Added title: Pure Oil Pathfinder for Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia. Plate no. S.3617.
Includes inset of western Virginia.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
\textit{RMcN AE 14.14 (PrCt)}

\textbf{3984} Atlantic States - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
\textit{Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, W. Virginia}:
Authors: Richfield Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; 42 x 64 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Added title: Ride with Richfield in Delaware,
3985 Atlantic States - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia: Sinclair road map. Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1937].
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map: col.; 42 x 64 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Added title: Sinclair road map: Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia. Plate no. S.3617. Includes inset of western Virginia.
RMcN AE 14.12 (PrCt)

3986 Atlantic States - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Washington (D.C.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
1 map: col.; 45 x 68 cm. on sheet 56 x 71 cm.
Added title: American Amoco gas road map of Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia. Plate no. S.3617. Includes inset of western Virginia.
RMcN AE 14.16 (PrCt)

3987 Atlantic States - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Washington Region - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Shenandoah National Park (Va.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Travel Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, W. Virginia with Conoco: every Conoco station is a branch of the Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago: H.M. Gousha Company, [1937].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map: col.; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Conoco official road map: Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, W. Virginia.
Date from RMcN AE 158 ms. index.
Plate nos. "304-J.C." and "12-K".
Maps on verso (29 x 21 cm. and smaller):
Panel art: Conoco logo over outline of North America.
Handstamped "1937" and "copyrighted". Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 158.16A (PrCt)

3988 Atlantic States - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
East (U.S.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Texaco touring map: Delaware, Maryland and West Virginia. Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1938].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map: col.; 42 x 67 cm. on sheet 54 x 71 cm.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Delaware, Maryland, West Virginia. Plate no. T.3807. Includes insets of six cities.
Verso includes insets of three cities, southern Florida and Texaco sectional trip map of the eastern U.S. Plate no. T.3849. Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 13.6X (PrCt)

3989 Atlantic States - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
East (U.S.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Texaco touring map: Delaware, Maryland and West Virginia. Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1938].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map: col.; 41 x 67 cm. on sheet 54 x 71 cm.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Delaware, Maryland, West Virginia. Plate no. T.3807. Includes insets of six cities.
Verso includes insets of three cities and southern Florida and Texaco sectional trip map of the eastern U.S. Plate no. T.3849. Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 14.30 (PrCt)
West Virginia. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1938].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 67 cm. on sheet 54 x 71 cm.
Panel no. 1-39.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Delaware, Maryland, West Virginia. Plate no. (3) T.3807.
Includes insets of six cities.
Verso includes insets of Cleveland and New York regions and: Texaco sectional trip map [of the eastern U.S.] Plate no. T.3900(B).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 14.45 (PrCt)

Atlantic States - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Tydol trails thru Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, W. Virginia ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, 1938.
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 63 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: 1938 Tydol trails : Delaware -- Maryland -- Virginia -- W. Virginia.
Plate no. 341-J.C. 11-L.
Panel art: Tydol sign and cars.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 22 1938 Rand McNally & Co. ..."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 171.3A (PrCt)

Atlantic States - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Shell road map : Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, W. Virginia ... Chicago : H. M. Gousha Company, [1938].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell official road map of Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, W. Virginia.
Date from RMcN AE 164 ms. index.
Plate nos. "304-J.C./11-L" and "12-L 1938-1"
Map on verso (28 x 43 cm.): Shell official road map of Kentucky, Tennessee.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 18 1938 ... *"
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 164.6 (PrCt)

Atlantic States - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Authors: Atlantic Refining Company -- White Flash -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 68 cm. on sheet 56 x 71 cm.
Added title: Atlantic auto road map of Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia. Plate no. T.3644.
Includes inset of western Virginia.
Verso includes maps of seven cities.
Panel annotated 'T-38.'
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 14.32 (PrCt)

Atlantic States - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia : Pure Oil pathfinder. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1938].
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 64 cm. on sheet 50 x 68 cm.
Panel no. P. O. 38.
Added title: Pure: Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia. Plate no. T.3617.
Includes inset of western Virginia.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 13.2X (PrCt)

Atlantic States - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia : Atlantic auto road map. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1938].
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 64 cm. on sheet 50 x 68 cm.
Panel no. P. O. 38.
Added title: Pure: Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia. Plate no. T.3617.
Includes inset of western Virginia.
Panel annotated 'T-38.'
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 14.27 (PrCt)

Atlantic States - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Rand McNally road map : Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1938].
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Atlantic States - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Rand McNally road map: Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia. Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1938].
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 64 cm. on sheet 50 x 68 cm.
Plate no. T.3617.
Verso blank.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 14.29 (PrCt)

Atlantic States - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia: Sinclair road map. Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1938].
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 64 cm. on sheet 50 x 68 cm.
Added title: Road map: Sinclair: Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia. Plate no. T.3617.
Includes inset of western Virginia.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 13.4X (PrCt)

Atlantic States - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia: Sinclair road map. Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1938].
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 64 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Added title: Road map: Sinclair: Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia. Plate no. T.3617.
Includes inset of western Virginia.
Panel annotated 'T-38.'
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 14.28 (PrCt)

Atlantic States - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Short Highway (U.S.) - Maps - 1938

Lafayette Highway (U.S.) - Maps - 1938
United States Highway 1 - Maps - 1938
United States Highway 15 A - Maps - 1938
United States Highway 17 - Maps - 1938
U.S. 1 SEE United States Highway 1
U.S. 15 SEE United States Highway 15 A
U.S. 17 SEE United States Highway 17
Road maps
Strip maps
Authors: Lafayette Highway Association -- Osteen Publishing Co. (Sumter, N.C.)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 9 cm., on sheet folded to 21 x 10 cm.
"Copyright 1938 by Lafayette Highway Association."
"Mileages shown on this map are taken from the official State Highway Department maps of the several states."
"It is possible to give you this map free because of the voluntary contributions by the hotels, restaurants, filling stations, tourist homes, garages, and other interested citizens" in various cities in North Carolina, South Carolina, and Georgia.
Mileage tables on verso detail distances between Bangor (Me.)-Petersburg (Va.), Rochester (N.Y.)-Raleigh (N.C.), Washington (D.C.)-Jacksonville (Fla.), and Jacksonville to other Florida cities.
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).
Accession no. 2002100101
Road map 4C G3709.31.P2 1938 .L3 (PrCt)

Atlantic States - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Southern States - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia info-map: Gulf. Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1938].
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 64 cm. on sheet 46 x 90 cm.
Added title: Gulf: Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia info-map. Plate no. T.3617.
Verso includes insets of the Baltimore region and southern Florida and: Gulf road map of Virginia, Kentucky, Tennessee, North Carolina, South Carolina, Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia, Florida. Plate no. T. 3960.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 13.7X (PrCt)
Atlantic States - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

4003

Author: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 42 x 64 cm. on sheet 46 x 91 cm.
Added title: Gulf: Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia info-map. Plate no. T.3617.
Verso includes insets of the Baltimore region and southern Florida and: Gulf road map of Virginia, Kentucky, Tennessee, North Carolina, South Carolina, Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia, Florida. Plate no. T. 3860.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 13.31 (PrCt)

4004

1 map : col. ; 42 x 64 cm. on sheet 50 x 68 cm.
Added title: Ride with Richfield in Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia. Plate no. T.3617.
Includes inset of western Virginia.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 13.11X (PrCt)

4005

Author: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 42 x 64 cm. on sheet 46 x 91 cm.
Added title: Gulf: Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia info-map. Plate no. T.3617.
Verso includes insets of the Baltimore region and southern Florida and: Gulf road map of Virginia, Kentucky, Tennessee, North Carolina, South Carolina, Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia, Florida. Plate no. T. 3860.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 13.3X (PrCt)
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 14.33 (PrCt)


Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 59 x 71 cm. on sheet 71 x 74 cm.
Added title: Auto road map of Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia. Plate nos. T.3874 and (2).
Listed on AE index as '(2).' Panel annotated 'T-38.'
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 14.34 (PrCt)

4009 Atlantic States - Maps - 1938 - Road maps>>>Washington Region - Maps - 1938 - Road maps>>>Washington (D.C.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps>>>Road maps Travel Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, W. Virginia with Conoco : every Conoco station is a branch of the Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1938].

Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Conoco ... official road map of Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, W. Virginia.
Date from RMcN AE 159 ms. index.
Plate nos. "304-J.C./11-L" and "5382"
Panel art: Conoco logo over outline of North America.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 16 1938 ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 159.7 (PrCt)

4010 Atlantic States - Maps - 1939 - Road maps>>>East (U.S.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps>>>Road maps Texaco touring map : Delaware, Maryland, West Virginia with sectional map of adjoining states. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1939].

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 42 x 67 cm. on sheet 53 x 71 cm. Panel no. 10-39.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Delaware, Maryland, West Virginia. Plate no. U.3807. Includes insets of six cities.
Verso includes insets of the Cleveland and New York regions and: Texaco sectional trip map [of the eastern U.S.] Plate no. U.3900 (B).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 14.41 (PrCt)

4011 Atlantic States - Maps - 1939 - Road maps>>>East (U.S.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps>>>Road maps Texaco touring map : Delaware, Maryland and West Virginia. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1939].

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 42 x 67 cm. on sheet 53 x 71 cm. Panel no. 6-39.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Delaware, Maryland, West Virginia. Plate no. U.3807. Includes insets of six cities.
Verso includes insets of the Cleveland and New York regions and: Texaco sectional trip map [of the eastern U.S.] Plate no. U.3900 (B).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 14.46 (PrCt)

4012 Atlantic States - Maps - 1939 - Road maps>>>Kentucky - Maps - 1939 - Road maps>>>Tennessee - Maps - 1939 - Road maps>>>Road maps Shell road map : Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, W. Virginia ... Chicago : H. M. Gousha Company, [1939].

Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell official road map of Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, W. Virginia.
Date from RMcN AE 165 ms. index.
Plate nos. "304-J.C.12-M" and "12-M 1939-1"
Map on verso (28 x 43 cm.): Shell official road map of Kentucky, Tennessee.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Aug 11 1939 ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 165.6 (PrCt)

4013 Atlantic States - Maps - 1939 - Road maps>>>Ocean Highway - Maps - 1939>>>Sea Level Route - Maps - 1939>>>Road maps

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: American Automobile Association -- Hotel Goldsboro
1 map : col. ; 45 x 29 cm. fold to 23 x 11 cm.
The highways are the "Ocean Highway" (principally US 1, US 13, and US 17) and the "Sea Level Route" (principally US 1 and US 301).
The front and back of the folded panels read "Northbound from Florida" and "Southbound to Florida ... 1938-39 winter and spring map issue."
Annotated in pencil to show route of a traveler between the Buffalo, N.Y. area and Charleston, S.C. in October 1939.
On verso, descriptions of the route and a map of Florida "copyright 1937 American Automobile Association."
With rubber stamp of "Hotel Goldsboro, W. A. Stansbury manager."
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).
Acquisition #2008100251.
Road map4C G3709.31.P2 1939 .A5 (PrCt)

Atlantic States - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

Atlantic States - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia ... Atlantic White Flash. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1939].
Authors: Atlantic Refining Company -- White Flash -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 68 cm. on sheet 56 x 71 cm.
Added title: Atlantic auto road map of Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia. Plate no. U.3644.
Includes inset of western Virginia.
Verso includes maps of seven cities.
Panel annotated 'U-39.'
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 14.39 (PrCt)

Atlantic States - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

Fleet-Wing road map : Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1939].
Authors: Fleet-Wing Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 50 x 68 cm.
Added title: Rand McNally road map: Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia. Plate no. U.3617.
Includes inset of western Virginia.
Verso includes insets of four cities and:
Fleet-Wing road map of United States. Plate no. U.3512.
Panel annotated 'U-39.'
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 14.43 (PrCt)
Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally
and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 65 cm. on sheet 46 x 91 cm.
Added title: Gulf: Delaware, Maryland, Virginia,
West Virginia info-map. Plate no. U.3617.
Verso includes insets of the Baltimore region and
southern Florida and: Gulf road map of Virginia,
Kentucky, Tennessee, North Carolina, South
Carolina, Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama,
Georgia, Florida. Plate no. U.3999
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 14.42 (PrCt)

4020 Atlantic States - Maps - 1939 - Road
maps>>>Washington (D.C.) - Maps - 1939 -
Road maps>>>Road maps
Delaware, D.C., Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia ... Amoco. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company,
[1939].
Authors: American Oil Company -- Amoco Oil
Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 45 x 68 cm. on sheet 56 x 71 cm.
Added title: Road map of Delaware, Maryland,
Virginia, West Virginia: American Amoco gas.
Plate no. U.3617.
Includes inset of western Virginia.
Verso includes insets of five cities and: American
Amoco gas: downtown Washington D.C. Plate
no. U.3636.
Panel annotated ‘U-39.’
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 14.38 (PrCt)

4021 Atlantic States - Maps - 1939 - Road
maps>>>Washington Region - Maps - 1939 -
Road maps>>>Baltimore Region (Md.) -
Maps - 1939 - Road maps>>>Atlantic States -
Maps - 1939 - Fishes>>>Fishes - Maps - 1939 -
Atlantic States>>>Road maps
Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia,
District of Columbia ... Richfield. Chicago : Rand
McNally & Company, [1939].
Authors: Richfield Oil Corporation -- Sherwood
Brothers -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 65 cm. on sheet 50 x 68 cm.
Panel code cNYWF.
Added title: Ride with Richfield in Delaware,
Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia. Plate no.
U.3617.
Includes inset of western Virginia.
On verso: Baltimore and vicinity. Plate no.
U.3867. -- Washington D.C. and vicinity. Plate
no. U.3867. -- Principal fish of Delaware,
Maryland, Virginia & West Virginia. Plate no.
U.3925. -- Important places of interest in
Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia.
Plate no.U.3753.
Panel annotated ‘U-39.’
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 14.37 (PrCt)

Atlantic States - Maps - 1939 - Road
maps>>>Washington Region - Maps - 1939 -
Road maps>>>Baltimore Region (Md.) -
Maps - 1939 - Road maps>>>Atlantic States -
Maps - 1939 - Fishes>>>Fishes - Maps - 1939 -
Atlantic States>>>Road maps
Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, W. Virginia, District
of Columbia ... Richfield. Chicago : Rand McNally
& Company, [1939].
Authors: Richfield Oil Corporation -- Sherwood
Brothers -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 65 cm. on sheet 50 x 68 cm.
On panel: (c)NYWF.
Added title: Ride with Richfield in Delaware,
Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia. Plate no.
U.3753.
Panel annotated ‘U-39.’
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 14.40 (PrCt)

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Atlantic States - Maps - 1940 - Road maps

Texaco touring map: Delaware, Maryland, West Virginia with sectional map of adjoining states.
Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1940].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 42 x 67 cm. on sheet 54 x 71 cm.
Panel no. 4-40.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Delaware, Maryland, West Virginia. Plate no. V. 3807.
Includes insets of six cities.
Verso includes insets of the Cleveland and New York regions and: Texaco sectional trip map of the eastern U.S. Plate no. V. 3900 (B).
Panel annotated '40.'
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 14.57 (PrCt)

Atlantic States - Maps - 1940 - Road maps

West Virginia, Virginia, Maryland, Delaware: Atlantic road map.
Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1940].
Authors: Atlantic Refining Company -- White Flash -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 53 x 68 cm. on sheet 56 x 71 cm.
Added title: Atlantic auto road map of West Virginia, Virginia, Maryland, Delaware. Plate no. V. 3644.
Includes inset of western Virginia.
Verso includes maps of seven cities.
Panel annotated 'V-40.'
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 14.49 (PrCt)

Atlantic States - Maps - 1940 - Road maps

Fleet-Wing road map: Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia.
Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1940].
Authors: Fleet-Wing Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Added title: Rand McNally road map: Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia. Plate no. V. 3617.
Includes inset of western Virginia.
Verso includes insets of four cities and:
Fleet-Wing road map of United States. Plate no. V. 3512.
Panel annotated 'V-40.'
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 14.50 (PrCt)
Maps copyrighted by Rand McNally and Company.
Includes several maps with code numbers beginning with "V".
Text and maps printed back-to-back on 5 sheets (each 19 x 36 cm.), stapled and folded to 19 x 9 cm.
Panel art: boy yelling, hand cupped to mouth, "Go the Amoco way" and "American Amoco Gas" logo.
Includes index map at front.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2880 (PrCt)

Authors: Amoco Oil Company -- American Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 45 x 68 cm. on sheet 56 x 71 cm.
Added title: Road map of Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia: American Amoco gas. Plate no. V.3617.
Includes inset of western Virginia.
Panel annotated 'V-40.'
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 14.54 (PrCt)

Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 65 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Added title: Road map: Sinclair: Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia. Plate no. V.3617.
Includes inset of western Virginia.
Panel annotated 'V-40.'
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 14.51 (PrCt)

4033 Atlantic States - Maps - 1940 - Road maps>>>Washington (D.C.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps>>>Road maps Delaware, D.C., Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia ... Amoco. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1940].
Authors: American Oil Company -- Amoco Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 45 x 68 cm. on sheet 56 x 71 cm.
Added title: Road map of Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia: American Amoco gas. Plate no. V.3617.
Includes inset of western Virginia.
Panel annotated 'V-40.'
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 14.54 (PrCt)

Authors: Richfield Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 50 x 68 cm.
Added title: Ride with Richfield in Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia. Plate no. V.3617.
Includes inset of western Virginia.
Panel annotated 'V-40.'
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 14.55 (PrCt)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Document Title</th>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Atlantic States - Maps - 1941 - Road maps</td>
<td>RMcN AE 14.52</td>
<td>Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlantic States - Maps - 1941 - Road maps</td>
<td>RMcN AE 14.59</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlantic States - Maps - 1941 - Road maps</td>
<td>RMcN AE 14.61</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlantic States - Maps - 1941 - Road maps</td>
<td>RMcN AE 14.64</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlantic States - Maps - 1941 - Road maps</td>
<td>RMcN AE 14.71</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlantic States - Maps - 1941 - Road maps</td>
<td>RMcN AE 14.86</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlantic States - Maps - 1941 - Road maps</td>
<td>RMcN AE 14.52</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlantic States - Maps - 1941 - Road maps</td>
<td>RMcN AE 14.59</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlantic States - Maps - 1941 - Road maps</td>
<td>RMcN AE 14.61</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlantic States - Maps - 1941 - Road maps</td>
<td>RMcN AE 14.64</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlantic States - Maps - 1941 - Road maps</td>
<td>RMcN AE 14.71</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlantic States - Maps - 1941 - Road maps</td>
<td>RMcN AE 14.86</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlantic States - Maps - 1941 - Road maps</td>
<td>RMcN AE 14.52</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlantic States - Maps - 1941 - Road maps</td>
<td>RMcN AE 14.59</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlantic States - Maps - 1941 - Road maps</td>
<td>RMcN AE 14.61</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlantic States - Maps - 1941 - Road maps</td>
<td>RMcN AE 14.64</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlantic States - Maps - 1941 - Road maps</td>
<td>RMcN AE 14.71</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlantic States - Maps - 1941 - Road maps</td>
<td>RMcN AE 14.86</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
victory.
Panel annotated 'W-41.'
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 14.63 (PrCt)

4042
Atlantic States - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Washington Region - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Washington (D.C.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Atlantic States - Maps - 1941 - Pictorial maps
Pictorial maps - Atlantic States - Maps - 1941 - Road maps

Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, W. Virginia, District of Columbia: Betholine: Richfield ... Sherwood Service. Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1941].
Authors: Richfield Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 42 x 65 cm. on sheet 50 x 68 cm.
Added title: Ride with Richfield in Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia. Plate no. W.3617.
Includes inset of western Virginia.
Panel annotated 'W-41.'
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 14.62 (PrCt)

4043
Atlantic States - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Washington Region - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Atlantic States - Maps - 1941 - History
Road maps

Authors: Sun Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 59 x 72 cm. on sheet 71 x 75 cm.
Added title: Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia. Plate no. W. 3874.
Panel annotated 'W-41.'
AE index lists as a 1940 map but plate nos. and annotation indicate 1941.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 14.60 (PrCt)

Atlantic States - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
East (U.S.) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps

Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, W. Virginia with sectional map of adjoining states: Texaco. Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1942].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 43 x 67 cm. on sheet 54 x 71 cm.
Panel no. H-41.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia. Plate no. X. 4154.
Verso includes inset of southern Florida and: Texaco sectional trip map [of the eastern U.S.] Plate no. X. 4102 (C)
Panel annotated '42.' Panel no. indicates a 1941 date while plate nos. and annotation indicate 1942.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 15.15A (PrCt)

Atlantic States - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
North Carolina - Maps - 1942 - Road maps

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 43 x 67 cm. on sheet 54 x 71 cm.
Panel no. H-41.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia. Plate no. X. 4154.
On verso: Texaco touring map of North Carolina. Plate no. X.3832.
Plate nos. indicate a 1942 map while panel number indicates a 1941 map.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 15.14A (PrCt)

Atlantic States - Maps - 1942 - Road maps

Virginia, West Virginia, Maryland, Delaware: Atlantic. Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1942].
Authors: Atlantic Refining Company -- White Flash -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 50 x 65 cm. on sheet 54 x 68 cm.
Added title: Atlantic auto road map of West Virginia, Virginia, Maryland, Delaware. Plate no. X.3644.
Includes inset of western Virginia.
Verso includes maps of seven cities.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
Richfield: what to see in Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia. Plate no. W. 4130. Panel annotated '42.' Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 15.20A (PrCt)

4053 Atlantic States - Maps - 1942 - Road maps>>>Washington Region - Maps - 1942 - Road maps>>>Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps>>>Washington (D.C.) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps>>>Atlantic States - Maps - 1942 - Pictorial maps>>>Pictorial maps - Atlantic States - Maps - 1942>>>Road maps


Authors: Richfield Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 42 x 65 cm. on sheet 50 x 68 cm. Added title: Ride with Richfield in Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia. Plate no. W. 3617.

Includes inset of western Virginia.


RMcN AE 15.22A (PrCt)

4054 Atlantic States - Maps - 1942 - Road maps>>>Washington Region - Maps - 1942 - Road maps>>>Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps>>>Atlantic States - Maps - 1942 - History>>>Road maps


Authors: Sun Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 59 x 72 cm. on sheet 71 x 75 cm. Added title: Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia. Plate no. X.3874.

On verso: Metropolitan Baltimore. Plate no. X.3887. -- Metropolitan Washington D.C. Plate no. X.3886. -- Historical-pictorial map of Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia. Plate no. W. 4071. Margins include pictorial vignettes of historical sites.

Annotated '42.' Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 15.19A (PrCt)

4055 Atlantic States - Maps - 1944 - Road maps>>>Road maps

Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia info-map : Gulf. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1944].

Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 78 x 43 cm. on sheet 92 x 46 cm. Added title: Gulf: eastern section. Plate no. Z.4037.

On verso: Western section. Plate no. Z. 4038. Includes inset of western Virginia.

Panel annotated '42.' Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 15.23A (PrCt)

4056 Atlantic States - Maps - 1944 - Road maps>>>Road maps

Rand McNally road map : Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1944].

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 42 x 65 cm. on sheet 50 x 68 cm. Plate no. Z.3617.


RMcN AE 15.24A (PrCt)

4057 Atlantic States - Maps - 1945 - Road maps>>>North Carolina - Maps - 1945 - Road maps


Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 55 x 78 cm. on sheet 57 x 81 cm. Panel no. 115. Added title: Texaco touring map of Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia. Plate no. 454418.

Includes inset of western Virginia.


RMcN AE 15.25A (PrCt)

4058 Atlantic States - Maps - 1945 - Road maps

Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, W. Virginia ... Pure Oil road map. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1945].

Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 42 x 65 cm. on sheet 50 x 68 cm.
Added title: Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia...Pure. Plate no. 453617.
Includes inset of western Virginia.
Verso includes scenic views and: United States...Pure. Plate no. 453870.
Panel annotated ‘45.'
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 15.27A (PrCt)

Atlantic States - Maps - 1945 - Road maps
Rand McNally road map: Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia. Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1945].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 65 cm. on sheet 50 x 68 cm.
Plate no. 453617.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 15.26A (PrCt)

Atlantic States - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 50 x 68 cm.
Added title: Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia and adjoining states: Mobilgas.
Added title: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company, Inc.: Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia.
Plate no. 463617V.
Includes inset of western Virginia.
Verso includes maps of Baltimore and Washington D.C. and untitled map of eastern United States and southeastern Canada. Plate no. 463785V (1). Includes inset of Lake Superior region.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 15.47A (PrCt)

Atlantic States - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
New Jersey - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia with New Jersey: Texaco. Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1946].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 55 x 78 cm. on sheet 59 x 82 cm.
Panel no. 16.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia. Cartouche no. 7. Plate no. 6-4418-2.
Includes inset of western Virginia.
On verso: Texaco touring map of New Jersey. Cartouche no. 5. Plate no. 6-454212-3.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 15.52A (PrCt)

Atlantic States - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
North Carolina - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia with North Carolina: Texaco. Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1946].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 55 x 78 cm. on sheet 59 x 82 cm.
Panel no. 66.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia. Cartouche no. 7. Plate no. 6-4418-3.
Includes inset of western Virginia.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 15.28A (PrCt)

Atlantic States - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
North Carolina - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia with North Carolina: Texaco. Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1946].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 55 x 78 cm. on sheet 59 x 82 cm.
Panel no. 106.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia. Cartouche no. 7. Plate no. 6-4418-5.
Includes inset of western Virginia.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 15.29A (PrCt)

**RMcN AE 15.53A (PrCt)**

**4065 Atlantic States - Maps - 1946 - Road maps**

*Delaware, D.C., Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia ... Amoco.* Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1946].


**RMcN AE 15.45A (PrCt)**

**4066 Atlantic States - Maps - 1946 - Road maps**

*Virginia, West Virginia, Maryland, Delaware : Atlantic.* Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1946].

Authors: Atlantic Refining Company -- Hi-Arc -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : col. ; 50 x 65 cm. on sheet 54 x 68 cm. Added title: Atlantic auto road map of West Virginia, Virginia, Maryland, Delaware. Plate no. 6-423641-1. Includes inset of western Virginia. Verso includes maps of seven cities. Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 15.35A (PrCt)**

**4067 Atlantic States - Maps - 1946 - Road maps**

*Virginia, West Virginia, Maryland, Delaware : Atlantic.* Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1946].

Authors: Atlantic Refining Company -- Hi-Arc -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : col. ; 50 x 65 cm. on sheet 54 x 68 cm. Added title: Atlantic auto road map of West Virginia, Virginia, Maryland, Delaware: the Atlantic Refining Company. Plate no. 6-423641-2. Includes inset of western Virginia. Verso includes maps of seven cities. Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 15.31A (PrCt)**

**4068 Atlantic States - Maps - 1946 - Road maps**

*Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia info-map : Gulf.* Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1946].


**RMcN AE 15.41A (PrCt)**

**4069 Atlantic States - Maps - 1946 - Road maps**

*Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia info-map : Gulf.* Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1946].

Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : col. ; 78 x 43 cm. on sheet 92 x 46 cm. Added title: Gulf: eastern section. Plate no. 6-4037-5. On verso: Western section. Plate no. 6-4038-5. Includes inset of western Virginia. Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 15.42A (PrCt)**

**4070 Atlantic States - Maps - 1946 - Road maps**


**RMcN AE 15.31A (PrCt)**

**4071 Atlantic States - Maps - 1946 - Road maps**


Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm. Added title: Sinclair: Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia, Maryland, Delaware. Plate no. 5. Plate no. 6. Plate no. 7. Includes inset of western Virginia.
Virginia, West Virginia. Plate no. 463617V.
Includes inset of western Virginia.
Verso includes pictorial views keyed to regional map and insets of Baltimore and Washington.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AÉ 15.36A (PrCt)

Atlantic States - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Added title: Sinclair: Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia. Plate no. 463617V-1.
Includes inset of western Virginia.
Verso includes pictorial views keyed to regional map and insets of Baltimore and Washington.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AÉ 15.37A (PrCt)

Atlantic States - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Added title: Sinclair: Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia. Plate no. 463617V-1.
Includes inset of western Virginia.
Verso includes pictorial views keyed to regional map and insets of Baltimore and Washington.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AÉ 15.49A (PrCt)

Atlantic States - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Added title: Sinclair: Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia. Plate no. 463617V-2.
Includes inset of western Virginia.
Verso includes numbered pictorial views keyed to regional map and insets of Baltimore and Washington.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AÉ 15.50A (PrCt)

Atlantic States - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 57 x 88 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Highway map of Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, W. Virginia.
Date from RMcN AÉ 166 ms. index.
Plate nos. "530-J T-10" and "T-10 1946-2"
Inset (34 x 8 cm. and 7 x 9 cm.): Shenandoah National Park Skyline Drive -- Map key and mileage chart showing inter-city distances.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Handstamped "received ... Apr 29 1947 Rand McNally & Co. Blazed Trails Dept. ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AÉ 166.7 (PrCt)

Atlantic States - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Delaware, D.C., Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia ... Amoco. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1946].
Authors: American Oil Company -- Amoco Oil Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 45 x 68 cm. on sheet 56 x 71 cm.
Panel no. A.O.C. 542.
Added title: Road map of Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia: American Amoco gas.
Plate no. 6-423617-1.
Includes inset of western Virginia.
Verso includes insets of six cities and: American Amoco gas: downtown Washington D.C.
featuring points of interest, parks and principal buildings. Plate no. 6-423636-1.
Includes inset of truck routes through Washington D.C.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AÉ 15.30A (PrCt)
Atlantic States - Maps - 1946 - Road maps


RMcN AE 15.40A (PrCt)

Atlantic States - Maps - 1947 - Road maps

Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia and northeastern United States: Pure Oil trip map. Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1947].

Chesapeake Bay. Plate no. 3. Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1947].

Added title: Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia... Pure Oil Corporation, Plate no. 473785V-1.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 15.57A (PrCt)

Atlantic States - Maps - 1947 - Road maps

Delaware, Maryland, Virginia. Plate no. 4071. -- Metropolitan Baltimore. Plate no. 463887-1. -- Metropolitan Washington D.C. Plate no. 463886.

Historical map keyed to numbered pictorial vignettes in margins.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 15.39A (PrCt)

Atlantic States - Maps - 1946 - Road maps

Sunoco road map and historical scenic guide: Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia. Plate no. 4071.

Includes inset of western Virginia.

Verso includes untitled map of eastern United States and southeastern Canada. Plate no. 473785V-1.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 15.62A (PrCt)

4092

Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 50 x 68 cm. Panel no. 7.

Added title: Sinclair: Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia. Plate no. 7. Includes inset of western Virginia.


Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 15.58A (PrCt)


4093

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 55 x 78 cm. on sheet 59 x 82 cm. Panel nos. CD and 38.

Added title: Texaco touring map of Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia. Cartouche no. 7. Plate no. 8-4418-10.

Includes insets of western Virginia and Colonial National Historical Park (plate no. 4806).

On verso: Texaco touring map of New Jersey. Cartouche no. 5. Plate no. 8-454212-12.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 15.78A (PrCt)

Atlantic States - Maps - 1948 - Road maps<br> Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, W. Virginia and northeastern United States ... Pure. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1948].

4094

Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 50 x 68 cm. Panel no. 48-A.

Added title: Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia...Pure. Plate no. 8-463617V-2.

Includes inset of western Virginia.

Verso includes untitled map of eastern United States and southeastern Canada. Plate no. 8-473785V(1)-2.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 15.69A (PrCt)
Atlantic States - Maps - 1948 - Road maps

Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia: Amoco road map and historical scenic guide. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1948].
Authors: American Oil Company -- Amoco Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 50 x 68 cm.
Panel no. A.O.C. 1147.
Added title: Road map of Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia: American Amoco gas.
Plate no. 8-423617V-2.
Includes inset of western Virginia.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 15.68A (PrCt)

Atlantic States - Maps - 1948 - Road maps

Delaware, Maryland, Virginia : Sunoco road map and historical scenic guide. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1948].
Authors: Sun Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 56 x 71 cm. on sheet 59 x 82 cm.
Added title: Sunoco: Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia. Plate no. 8-463874-3.
Verso includes 4 city insets and: Sunoco historical-pictorial map of Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia. Plate no. 4071. -- Metropolitan Baltimore. Plate no. 8-463887-3. -- Metropolitan Washington D.C. Plate no. 8-463886-3.
Historical map keyed to numbered pictorial vignettes in margins.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 15.73A (PrCt)

Atlantic States - Maps - 1948 - Road maps

Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia info-map : Gulf. Chicago : Rand McNally and Company, [1948].
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 78 x 43 cm. on sheet 92 x 46 cm.
Atlantic States - Maps - 1949 - Road maps


Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 55 x 78 cm. on sheet 58 x 81 cm.

Panel nos. D and 51249.

Added title: Texaco touring map of Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia. Cartouche no. 7. Plate no. 9-4418-14.


Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 15.8 (PrCt)

Atlantic States - Maps - 1949 - Road maps


Authors: Acme Tires -- Crown Central Petroleum Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.

Added title: Road: Crown: map: Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia. Plate no. 9-463617V-4.

Includes inset of western Virginia.


Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 15.5 (PrCt)

Atlantic States - Maps - 1949 - Road maps

Virginia, West Virginia, Maryland, Delaware : Atlantic. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1949].

Authors: Atlantic Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 45 x 65 cm. on sheet 54 x 68 cm.

Added title: Atlantic auto road map of West Virginia, Virginia, Maryland, Delaware. Plate no. 9-423644-8.

Includes inset of western Virginia.

Verso includes maps of seven cities.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 15.4 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

maps<<>>Washington Region - Maps - 1949 - Road maps<<>>Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1949 - Road maps<<>>Road maps


Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)


Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 15.6 (PrCt)


Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia: Sunoco road map and historical scenic guide. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1949].

Authors: Sun Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 56 x 71 cm. on sheet 59 x 81 cm. Added title: Sunoco: Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia. Plate no. 9-463874-5. On verso: Sunoco historical-pictorial map of Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia. Plate no. 4071. -- Metropolitan Baltimore. Plate no. 9-463887-5. -- Metropolitan Washington D.C. Plate no. 9-463886-5. Historical map keyed to numbered pictorial vignettes in margins. Verso also includes 4 small city insets. Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 15.10 (PrCt)


Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, W. Virginia and northeastern states ... Pure. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1950].

Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 42 x 65 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm. Panel no. 50-A. Added title: Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia. Plate no. 0-463617V-8. Includes inset of western Virginia. Verso includes untitled map of eastern United States and southeastern Canada. Plate no. 0-473785V(11)-5.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 15.16 (PrCt)

Atlantic States - Maps - 1950 - Road maps<<>>North Carolina - Maps - 1950 - Road maps<<>>Road maps


Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)


Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 15.15 (PrCt)

Atlantic States - Maps - 1950 - Road maps<<>>Pennsylvania - Maps - 1950 - Road maps<<>>Road maps


Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)


Includes maps covering Delaware, Florida, Georgia, Maryland, Massachusetts, New Jersey, New York, North Carolina, Ohio, Rhode Island, South Carolina, Virginia, and West Virginia.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).


RMcN Clients 181-189 (PrCt)
1 map : col. ; 55 x 77 cm. on sheet 59 x 81 cm.

Panel nos. 8D and 7-50.

Added title: Texaco touring map of Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia. Cartouche no. 7. Plate no. 0-4418-20.

Includes inset of western Virginia.

On verso: Texaco touring map of Pennsylvania.

Cartouche no. 4. Plate no. 0-454215-21.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 15.18 (PrCt)

4113 Atlantic States - Maps - 1950 - Road maps


Authors: Crown Central Petroleum Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.

Added title: Road: Crown: map: Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia. Plate no. 0-463617V-8.

Includes inset of western Virginia.


Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 15.17 (PrCt)

4114 Atlantic States - Maps - 1950 - Road maps

Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia info-map : Gulf. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1950].

Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 77 x 43 cm. on sheet 82 x 46 cm.


On verso: Western section. Plate no. 0-4038-22.

Includes inset of western Virginia.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 15.19 (PrCt)

4115 Atlantic States - Maps - 1950 - Road maps

Washington Region - Maps - 1950 - Road maps

Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1950 - Road maps

Atlantic States - Maps - 1950 - History

Pictorial maps - Atlantic States - Maps - 1950

Pictorial maps - Atlantic States - Maps - 1950

Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia : Sunoco road map and historical scenic guide. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1950].

Authors: Sun Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 55 x 71 cm. on sheet 59 x 81 cm.

Added title: Sunoco: Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia. Plate no. 0-463874-7.

Verso includes insets of four small cities and: Sunoco historical-pictorial map of Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia. Plate no. 0-4071-1. -- Metropolitan Baltimore. Plate no. 0-463887-7. -- Metropolitan Washington D.C. Plate no. 0-463886-7.

Historical map keyed to numbered pictorial vignettes in margins.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 15.14 (PrCt)

Atlantic States - Maps - 1951 - Road maps

Atlantic States - Maps - 1951 - Pictorial maps

Atlantic States - Maps - 1951

Road maps

Pictorial maps


Authors: Richfield Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.

Panel no. 5-1-51-300M.

Added title: Ride with Richfield in Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia. Plate no. 1-463617V-10.

Includes inset of western Virginia.

On verso: Ride with Richfield in eastern and central United States. Plate no. 1-5015V-1. -- What to see in Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia. Plate no. W.4130.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 15.21 (PrCt)

Atlantic States - Maps - 1951 - Road maps

Atlantic States - Maps - 1951 - Pictorial maps

Atlantic States - Maps - 1951

Road maps

Pictorial maps


Authors: Sunoco (Firm) -- Sun Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 55 x 71 cm. on sheet 59 x 71 cm.

Panel title.

Plate no. 1-463874-9.

Maps on verso (31 x 54 cm. and smaller): Sunoco historical-pictorial map of Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia -- Metropolitan Baltimore -- Metropolitan Washington D.C. -- Norfolk-Portsmouth -- Richmond -- Wheeling -- Wilmington.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3346 (PrCt)

4118 Atlantic States - Maps - 1951 - Road maps
  East (U.S.) - Maps - 1951 - Road maps
  Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1951 - Road maps
  Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, W. Virginia and northeastern states ... Pure. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1951].
  Added title: Atlantic auto road map of eastern United States. Plate no. 1-503785V-1.
  Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
  RMcN AE 15.28 (PrCt)

4119 Atlantic States - Maps - 1951 - Road maps
  East (U.S.) - Maps - 1951 - Road maps
  Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1951 - Road maps
  Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, W. Virginia and adjoining states : Mobilgas. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1951].
  Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Foldex Limited -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
  1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 46 x 74 cm.
  Panel no. 51-A.
  Added title: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company, Inc.: Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia. Plate no. 1-463617V-10.
  Includes inset of western Virginia.
  Verso includes inset of four cities and entitled map of eastern United States and southeastern Canada. Plate no. 1-473785V(11)-6.
  Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
  RMcN AE 15.22 (PrCt)

4120 Atlantic States - Maps - 1951 - Road maps
  East (U.S.) - Maps - 1951 - Road maps
  Authors: Atlantic Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
  1 map : col. ; 45 x 65 cm. on sheet 54 x 68 cm.
  Added title: Atlantic auto road map of West Virginia, Virginia, Maryland, Delaware. Plate no. 1-423644-11.
  Includes inset of western Virginia.
  Verso includes insets of eleven cities and southern Florida and: Atlantic auto road map of eastern United States. Plate no. 1-503785V-1.
  Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
  RMcN AE 15.33 (PrCt)

4121 Atlantic States - Maps - 1951 - Road maps
  North Carolina - Maps - 1951 - Road maps
  Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
  1 map : col. ; 55 x 77 cm. on sheet 59 x 81 cm.
  Panel nos. D and 12-51.
  Added title: Texaco touring map of Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia. Cartouche no. 7. Plate no. 1-4418-22.
  Includes inset of western Virginia.
  Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
  RMcN AE 15.31 (PrCt)

4122 Atlantic States - Maps - 1951 - Road maps
  Pennsylvania - Maps - 1951 - Road maps
  Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
  1 map : col. ; 55 x 77 cm. on sheet 59 x 81 cm.
  Panel nos. B D and 12-51.
  Added title: Texaco touring map of Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia. Cartouche no. 7. Plate no. 1-4418-22.
  Includes inset of western Virginia.
  Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
  RMcN AE 15.24 (PrCt)

4123 Atlantic States - Maps - 1951 - Road maps
  North Carolina - Maps - 1951 - Road maps
  Authors: Crown Central Petroleum Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
  1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
  Panel no. 51-A.
  1 map : col. ; 60 x 83 cm. on sheet 57 x 86 cm.
  Panel nos. 12-51.
  Added title: Road: Crown: map: Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia. Plate no. 1-463617V-10.
  Includes inset of western Virginia.
  Verso includes insets of Baltimore and
Atlantic States - Maps - 1951 - Road maps

4124 Atlantic States - Maps - 1951 - Road maps

[Newberry Library]

RMcN AE 15.30 (PrCt)

4125 Atlantic States - Maps - 1951 - Road maps

[Newberry Library]

RMcN AE 15.29 (PrCt)

4126 Atlantic States - Maps - 1951 - Road maps

[Newberry Library]

RMcN AE 15.28 (PrCt)

4127 Atlantic States - Maps - 1951 - Road maps

[Newberry Library]

RMcN AE 15.27 (PrCt)

4128 Atlantic States - Maps - 1951 - Road maps

[Newberry Library]

RMcN AE 15.26 (PrCt)
Atlantic States - Maps - 1952 - Road maps

Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia:
Authors: Sun Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 55 x 77 cm. on sheet 59 x 81 cm.
Added title: Sunoco Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia. Plate no. 1-463874-10.
Verso includes insets of five cities, Colonial National Historical Park and: Metropolitan Baltimore. Plate no. 514150V. -- Metropolitan Washington D.C. with inset of truck routes through Washington D.C. Plate no. 513681V.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 15.26 (PrCt)

Atlantic States - Maps - 1952 - Pictorial maps

Pictorial maps - Atlantic States - Maps - 1952

Authors: Richfield Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Panel no. 4-1-52-353M.
Added title: Ride with Richfield in Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia. Plate no. 2-463617V-12.
Includes inset of western Virginia.
On verso: Ride with Richfield in eastern & central United States. Plate no. 2-504915V-2. -- What to see in Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia. Plate no. W.4130.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 15.39 (PrCt)

Atlantic States - Maps - 1952 - Road maps

Road maps - Atlantic States - Maps - 1952

Atlas of eastern United States and southeastern Canada.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 15.37 (PrCt)

Atlantic States - Maps - 1952 - Road maps

East (U.S.) - Maps - 1952 - Road maps

Road maps - Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1952

Authors: Crown Central Petroleum Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Added title: Road: Crown: map: Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia. Plate no.
Atlantic States - Maps - 1952 - Road maps
Rand McNally road map: Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia. Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1952].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map: col.; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm. Panel no. 52-A.
Added title: Sinclair: Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia. Plate no. 2-463617V-11.
Includes inset of western Virginia. Verso includes insets of seven cities and:
RMcN AE 15.35 (PrCt)

Atlantic States - Maps - 1952 - Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map: col.; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm. Panel no. 52-A.
Added title: Sinclair: Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia. Plate no. 2-463617V-11. Includes inset of western Virginia. Verso includes insets of seven cities and:
RMcN AE 15.42 (PrCt)

Atlantic States - Maps - 1952 - Road maps
Washington Region - Maps - 1952 - Road maps - Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1952 - Road maps
1 map: col.; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm. Panel no. AOC 52.
Added title: Road map of Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia. Plate no. 2-463617V-12. Includes inset of western Virginia. Verso includes six small city insets and:
American Amoco gas road map of metropolitan Baltimore. Plate no. 524150V. -- American Amoco gas road map of Washington D.C. Plate no. 523681V.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 15.41 (PrCt)

Atlantic States - Maps - 1952 - Road maps
Washington Region - Maps - 1952 - Road maps
Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1952 - Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map: col.; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm. Panel no. 52.
RMcN AE 15.34 (PrCt)

Atlantic States - Maps - 1953-1957 - Road maps
East (U.S.) - Maps - 1953-1957 - Road maps
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011). RMcN Clients 199-205 (PrCt)

Atlantic States - Maps - 1954 - Road maps
Northeastern States - Maps - 1954 - Road maps
Pure Oil dealers welcome you to Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, Washington, D.C. Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1954?].
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map: col.; 42 x 64 cm., folded to 24 x 13 cm. Panel title. Added title: Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia. Plate no. 4-463617V-16. Inset (5 x 8 cm.): Virginia (western section).
Maps on verso (43 x 48 cm. and smaller):
[Northeastern United States] -- Baltimore -- Norfolk and Portsmouth -- Richmond -- Washington, D.C.
Panel art: Pure Oil Company sign and a city skyline.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 2213 (PrCt)

Atlantic States - Maps - 1959 - Road maps
10 maps : col. ; folded to 21 x 10 cm. 
Collective title supplied by cataloger.
Tentatively dated 1959.
Includes maps covering Connecticut, Delaware, Florida, Georgia, Indiana, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New York, North Carolina, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, South Carolina, Vermont, Virginia, and West Virginia.
Panel art: Atlantic gas station attendants servicing car at pump; can of Atlantic premium motor oil; Atlantic "Imperial" logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 209-218 (PrCt)

Atlantic States - Maps - 1959 - Road maps
1 atlas ([1], 2-19, [1] p. : 11 col. maps) + index map on back cover ; folded to 19 x 9 cm. 
Cover title.
"Copyright 1959 by Rand McNally & Co." -- p. 2 
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 4852 (PrCt)

Atlantic States - Maps - 1960 - Road maps
[United States Highway 1 and 301 ...].Charleston : Pure Oil Company & Co., [1960?].
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 6085
on verso.
Panel art: Pure Oil Company sign and gas station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Duplicate copy (handstamped "Nov 17 1960"): RMcN Clients 2226.
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

**4146**

**Atlantic States - Maps - 1961 - Road maps**

> New York Thruway - Maps - 1961
> Pennsylvania Turnpike (Pa.) - Maps - 1961
> New Jersey Turnpike Authority - Maps - 1961
> Garden State Parkway (N.J.) - Maps - 1961
> Richmond-Petersburg Turnpike (Va.) - Maps - 1961
> Sunshine State Parkway (Fla.) - Maps - 1961
> East (U.S.) - Maps - 1961
> Road maps

**Atlantic on the main routes including special Civil War tours.** [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Co., 1961.

Authors: Atlantic Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([1], 2-23, [1] p. : 11 col. maps) + index 
map on back cover ; folded to 19 x 9 cm.
Cover title.
"Copyright 1961 by Rand McNally & Co." -- p. 2
Maps include numbered locations of Atlantic service stations keyed to a directory.
Editor's copy with misc. markings in pencil.
Cover art: Pictorial map of the Atlantic coast.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

**RMcN Clients 4397** (PrCt)

**4148**

**Atlantic States - Maps - 1964-1965 - Road maps**

> East (U.S.) - Maps - 1964-1965
> Road maps


Authors: Atlantic Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
6 maps : col. ; folded to 20 x 11 cm.
Collective title supplied by cataloger.
Some maps copyrighted 1964; others copyrighted 1965.
Includes maps covering Connecticut, Delaware, Florida, Georgia, Indiana, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New York, New York City region, North Carolina, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, Rockland County (N.Y.), South Carolina, Vermont, Virginia, West Virginia, and Westchester County (N.Y.).
Panel art: Atlantic gas station; Atlantic "Imperial" logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

**RMcN Clients 223-228** (PrCt)

**4149**

**Atlantic States - Maps - 1964 - Road maps**

> Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia / Marathon. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Co., 1964.

Authors: Marathon Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 46 x 86 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Added titles: Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia (eastern section) -- Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia (western section).
Plate no. 4-575613-18.

---

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Bibliography of sixteenth-century maps printed in Italy: atlas worksheet[s for] "Beans-Henry Stevens Lafreri atlas" (1979)  
27, ca. 300 p. : ill. ; 29 cm.  
First work is a typescript photocopy of a dealer's description of the Lafreri Atlas. Second work consists of printed catalog worksheets with ms. descriptions of 72 maps, interleaved with several ms. pages and tracings of cover emblems.  
Duplicate copy (photocopy): Vert 2022  
BHC 2477  
Case folio Z6022 .B48 1979 (NLO)

4156 Atlas Factices<<>>Lafréry, Antoine, 1512-1577 - Bibliography  
Description of a recently discovered 'Lafreri' atlas 1553-1580. London : Francis Edwards Ltd., [1933?].  
Sales catalog with brief descriptions of the 101 maps in the atlas.  
'Contents of the atlas': p. 4-[16]  
Listed as no. 7 in Publications : The George H. Beans Library, 1928-1938 (Jenkintown, Pa., 1938) [Vert 173, no. 3], with the note "Through the courtesy of Mr. Francis Edwards this pamphlet, describing an atlas found in the library of Milton Abbey and now in the Birmingham Reference Library, was made available free;" the booklet itself does not bear the Beans series statement.  
Duplicate copy: Vert 888  
Ayer 133 .L16 E26 1933 (NLO)

4157 Atlas Factices<<>>Lafréry, Antoine, 1512-1577 - Bibliography  
Description of a recently discovered 'Lafreri' atlas 1553-1580. London : Francis Edwards Ltd., [1933?].  
Sales catalog with brief descriptions of the 101 maps in the atlas.  
'Contents of the atlas': p. 4-[16]  
Listed as no. 7 in Publications : The George H. Beans Library, 1928-1938 (Jenkintown, Pa., 1938) [Vert 173, no. 3], with the note "Through the courtesy of Mr. Francis Edwards this pamphlet, describing an atlas found in the library of Milton Abbey and now in the Birmingham Reference Library, was made available free;" the booklet itself does not bear the Beans series statement.  
Vert 888 (PrCt)

4158 Atlas Factices<<>>Lafréry, Antoine, 1512-1577<<>>Biblioteka Czartoryskich W Krakowie  
A Laferian atlas in the Czartoryski Library in Cracow, Poland. 1993.  
Authors: Sims, Douglas W.  
9 leaves ; 28 cm.  
Photocopy of typescript.  
BHC 1748  
Vert 1330, no. 1 (PrCt)

4159 Atlas factices<<>>Lloyd Triestino atlas  
Maps from an Italian atlas of the 16th century: 133 maps from the Lloyd Triestino atlas offered for sale singly. New York : H.P. Kraus, [1972].  
Authors: H.P. Kraus (Firm)  
51 p. : maps  
'Catalogue 132.' Indexes.  
Vert 96 (PrCt)

4160 Atlas (Mythology)<<>>Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594. Atlas, 1595  
Authors: Akerman, James R.  
3 leaves ; 28 cm.  
BHC 1367  
Vert 932 (PrCt)

4161 Atlas of Early American History  
Authors: Long, John Hamilton  
Vert 231 (PrCt)

Retracing and mapping the Bartrams' southern travels. 1974.  
Authors: Cappon, Lester Jesse, 1900-1981  
Vert 372 (PrCt)

4163 Atlas of Early American History<<>>Historical Cartography  
Authors: Cappon, Lester Jesse, 1900-1981  
Paper read at the Annual meeting of the Division at the SLA Conference in Pittsburgh, June 1973.  
Vert 110 (PrCt)

4164 Atlas of Historical County Boundaries  
Authors: Morrison, Joel L. -- Basoglu, Umit  
From papers of the 1977 Fall Technical Meeting, American Congress on Surveying and Mapping: 31-54, maps.
Authors: Ptolemy, active 2nd century. Geographia -- Stückelberger, Alfred, 1935- -- Grasshoff, Gerd -- Mittenhuber, Florian -- Schwabe Verlag
1 atlas (2 v. (1018 p. ) : ill., col. maps) ; 25 cm. + 1 CD-ROM
The Greek text was established by collating five manuscripts of the 13th and 14th centuries. Includes bibliographical references and indexes. Contents: 1. Teilband. Einleitung und Buch 1-4 -- 2. Teilband. Buch 5-8 und Indices. The reconstituted maps, with their accompanying texts, are in v. 2, pp. 742-907. The CD-ROM is a searchable database of all names and the coordinates of the locations contained in Ptolemy's work.
ISBN 3796521487
Ayer G87 .P845 2006 (NLO)

Atlases - 1500-1599 - Atlases, French - 1901
Authors: Ptolemy, active 2nd century -- Müller, Charles -- Geisendörfer, J. -- Firmin-Didot (Firm)
1 atlas ([43] leaves of plates) : 36 col. maps, 40 cm.
'A Carolo Mullero instructae.' 'Gravé par J. Geisendörfer' and 'Ch. Müller del.'--on maps.
Includes 18 pairs of maps, each pair representing, first, a region compiled with original Ptolemaic placenames and geographic coordinates, and second, as corrected by subsequent editing. Possibly redrawn from a 16th century (?) edition of Ptolemy's Geographia. Half-title: Claudii Ptolemaei Geographia. Cover title: Tabulae in Claudii Ptolemaei geographiam
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library. Wolf 2205
Baskes oversize G87 .P9 1901 (NLO)

Map Ref GA231 .R5 1972, p. 51-61 (PrCt)

Atlases - 1520 (Provisional Heading)
De situ orbis. Venice, 1520.
Authors: Mela, Pomponius -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. ; 21 cm.
VAULT Ayer 6 M5 1520 (NLO)

Atlases - 1522 (Provisional Heading)
De orbis situ libri tres. Basel, 1522.
Authors: Mela, Pomponius -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. ; 31 cm.
VAULT Ayer 6 M5 1522 (NLO)

Atlases - 1525 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Pigafetta, Antonio, approximately 1480-approximately 1534 1 v. ; 21 cm.
Facsimile of ca. 1525 ed.
G 13.691 (NLO)

4172 **Atlases - 1525 (Provisional Heading)**
Authors: Pigafetta, Antonio, approximately 1480-approximately 1534
1 v. ; 27 cm.
Facsimile of ca. 1525 ed.
Ayer G286 M2 P542 1995 (NLO)

4173 **Atlases - 1525 (Provisional Heading)**
Authors: Pigafetta, Antonio, approximately 1480-approximately 1534 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 21 cm.
Facsimile of ca. 1525 ed.
Ayer G 13.69 (NLO)

4174 **Atlases - 1525 (Provisional Heading)**
Authors: Pigafetta, Antonio, approximately 1480-approximately 1534 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.
Facsimile of ca. 1525 ed.
Ayer 112 M2 P5 1928 (NLO)

4175 **Atlases - 1525 (Provisional Heading)**
Authors: Pigafetta, Antonio, approximately 1480-approximately 1534 -- William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.
Facsimile of ca. 1525 ed.
Forms part of the William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library).
Greenlee 4583 P62 1928 (NLO)

4176 **Atlases - 1526 (Provisional Heading)**
*De situ orbis & Solinus polyhistor.* Florence, 1526.
Authors: Mela, Pomponius -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
2 v. in 1 ; 17 cm.
VAULT Ayer 6 M5 1526 (NLO)

4177 **Atlases - 1530 (Provisional Heading)**
*Carta marina universalis.* Munich, 1530.
Authors: Frisius, Laurentius
1 v. : 46 cm.
Facsimile
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 266
*oversize G 1007.31 (NLO)*

4178 **Atlases - 1534 (Provisional Heading)**
*Ioannis Stoefleri... in Procli Diadochi.* Tubingen : Morhard, 1534.
Authors: Stoeffler, Johann -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.

4179 **Atlases - 1537 (Provisional Heading)**
*Cosmographiae.* Marburg : CeruicornE, 1537.
Authors: Stoeffler, Johann -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 21 cm.
VAULT Ayer 7 S8 1537 (NLO)

4180 **Atlases - 1538-1541 (Provisional Heading)**
*Roteiros.* Lisbon : AgenciaColonias, 1940.
Authors: Castro, João de 1500-1548
3 v. in 5. : illus. (part col.) ports. (part col.) maps (part fold., part col.) ; 23-33 cm.
2nd ed.
Greelee 4583 I55 C35 1939 (NLO)

4181 **Atlases - 1540 (Provisional Heading)**
*De orbis situ libri tres.* Paris : WechelumC, 1540.
Authors: Mela, Pomponius -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 34 cm.
VAULT Ayer 6 M5 1540 (NLO)

4182 **Atlases - 1542 (Provisional Heading)**
*Rudimenta cosmographica.* Kronstadt : CoronaTransylv, 1542.
Authors: Honter, Johannes, 1498-1549 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 13 map plates ; 16 cm.
VAULT Ayer 7 H7 1542 (NLO)

4183 **Atlases - 1543 (Provisional Heading)**
*[Portolan atlas of the west coast Europe, 1543]. [19--.]*
Authors: Benedetto, Giovanni -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 40 map plates ; 23 cm.
Photocopy of 1543 manuscript.
Ayer 135.5 B458 1543 (NLO)

4184 **Atlases - 1549 (Provisional Heading)**
*Rudimentiurum cosmographicorum.* Zurich : Froshouerum, 1549.
Authors: Honter, Johannes, 1498-1549 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 16 cm.
msgMaps?
VAULT Ayer 7 H7 1549 (NLO)

4185 **Atlases - 1551 (Provisional Heading)**
*Breve compendio de sphera & arte de navegar.* Seville : A. Alvarez, 1551.
Authors: Cortés, Martin, fl.1551 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 29 cm.
VAULT Ayer 7 C8 1551 (NLO)

4186 **Atlases - 1559 (Provisional Heading)**

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552
1 v. : 33 cm.
Burmeister90
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 536

**Case folio G 117.6 (NLO)**

4187 **Atlases - 1560 (Provisional Heading)**

*Rudimentorum cosmographicorum.* Antwerp : Richardl, 1560.
Authors: Honter, Johannes, 1498-1549 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 14 map plates ; 16 cm.
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 537

**VAULT Ayer 7 P85 1560 (NLO)**

4188 **Atlases - 1561 (Provisional Heading)**

*Cosmographicae disciplinae compendium.* Basel : Oporinuml, 1561.
Authors: Postel, Guillaume, 1510-1581 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 23 cm.

**Ayer 7 P8 1561 (NLO)**

4189 **Atlases - 1567 (Provisional Heading)**

*Descrittione di tutti i paesi bassi.* Antwerp : SilvioG, 1567.
Authors: Guicciardini, Lodovico, 1521-1598 -- E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 33 cm.

**Case f G 46001.368 (NLO)**

4190 **Atlases - 1572 (Provisional Heading)**

Authors: Belleforest, François de, 1530-1583 -- Mallo, G. -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 25 cm.

**VAULT Ayer 7 B4 1572 (NLO)**

4191 **Atlases - 1572 (Provisional Heading)**

*Isole piu famose del mondo.* Venice : Galignani&Porro, 1572.
Authors: Porcacchi, Tommaso -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 31 cm.
Phillips 00166

**VAULT folio Ayer 7 P8 1572 (NLO)**

4192 **Atlases - 1574 (Provisional Heading)**

*Romische historien.* Basel : Henricpetri, 1574.
Authors: Polybius
1 v. : 32 cm.

**Case folio PA 4392 G47 X85 (NLO)**

4193 **Atlases - 1576 (Provisional Heading)**

*Isole piu famose del mondo.* Venice : Galignani&Porro, 1576.
Authors: Porcacchi, Tommaso
1 v. : 47 map plates ; 30 cm.
Phillips 00167

Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 253

**Case G 117.7 (NLO)**

4194 **Atlases - 1576 (Provisional Heading)**

*Isole piu famose del mondo.* Venice : Galignani&Porro, 1576.
Authors: Porcacchi, Tommaso -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 47 map plates ; 30 cm.
Phillips 00167

Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 253

**VAULT Ayer 7 P8 1576 (NLO)**

4195 **Atlases - 1578 (Provisional Heading)**

*Rudimentorum cosmographicorum.* Zurich : Froshauerum, 1578.
Authors: Honter, Johannes, 1498-1549 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 13 map plates ; 16 cm.
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 553

**VAULT Ayer 7 H7 1578 (NLO)**

4196 **Atlases - 1579 (Provisional Heading)**

*Theatrum orbis terrarum.* Antwerp : Plantin, 1579.
Authors: Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : b&w maps ; 47 cm.
KoemanOrt15A
Phillips 00386

Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 555

**VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1579 (NLO)**

4197 **Atlases - 1580 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles**

Authors: Oliva, Joannes, fl. 1589-1650 -- Martin-Merás, María Luisa -- Morales Padrón, Francisco =Palacio de Oriente (Spain). Ms. 1271
Testimnio (Firm)
1 atlas ([40] leaves) : all col. maps ; 32 cm. + commentary (91, [4] p. ; 24 cm.)


Title extracted from certification on lower free endpaper.

Series: Tabula Americae ; 6.
Limited ed. of 500 copies; Newberry has copy no. 393.

**ISBN 8486290155**

**Case folio G1015 .017 1580a (NLO)**

4198 **Atlases - 1585 (Provisional Heading)**

*Theatri orbis terrarum enchiridion.* Antwerp : Plantin, 1585.
Authors: Favolius, Hugo -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 83 map plates ; 21 cm.
E:PGalle
Phillips 00391

**VAULT Ayer 7 F27 1585 (NLO)**

---

*For more information refer to the title page of this volume.*

---

*Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.*
Atlases - 1588 (Provisional Heading)
*Theatrum mundi*. Venice: Somaschum, 1588.
Authors: Gallucci, Giovanni Paolo -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.; 25 cm.
*VAULT Ayer 7 G17 1588 (NLO)*

Atlases - 1588 (Provisional Heading)
*Description des tous les pais-bas*. Antwerp: Plantin, 1588.
Authors: Guicciardini, Lodovico, 1521-1589
1 v.
*Case G 46001.37 (NLO)*

Atlases - 1590 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Porcacchi, Tommaso -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.
*Phillips 03327*

Atlases - 1595 (Provisional Heading)
Relationi universali. Vicenza: GrecoG, 1595.
Authors: Botero, Giovanni, 1540-1617 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
3 v. in 1: 4 map plates; 20 cm.
*Case G 117.1098 (NLO)*

Atlases - 1595 (Provisional Heading)
*De le stelle fisse & della stera del mondo*. Venice: VariscoG, 1595.
Authors: Piccolomini, Alessandro
2 v. in 1; 20 cm.
*Case L 900.686 (NLO)*

Atlases - 1595 (Provisional Heading)
*De le stelle fisse*. Venice: VariscoG, 1595.
Authors: Piccolomini, Alessandro -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.; 21 cm.
*Ayer 7 P5 1595 (NLO)*

Atlases - 1596 (Provisional Heading)
*Geographische landtaffel*. Cologne: AndreaL, 1596.
Authors: Botero, Giovanni, 1540-1617
1 v.; 29 cm.
*Case 5A 547 no. 4 (NLO)*

Atlases - 1596 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Botero, Giovanni, 1540-1617
4 v. in 1: 4 map plates; 21 cm.
*Case 5A 547 no. 4 (NLO)*

Atlases - 1596 (Provisional Heading)
*Theatrum principum orbis universi*. Cologne: AndreaL, 1596.
Authors: Botero, Giovanni, 1540-1617
1 v.; 22 map plates; 29 cm.
*MeurerBot1*

Atlases - 1596 (Provisional Heading)
*De situ orbis & Solinus polyhistor*. Basel: Henricpetri, 1596.
Authors: Mela, Pomponius
2 v. in 1; 16 cm.
*Case Y 672.M6069 (NLO)*

Atlases - 1596 (Provisional Heading)
*Le sei età del mondo*. Milan: Fierioli, 1596.
Authors: Rosaccio, Giuseppe, approximately 1530-approximately 1620 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.; 16 cm.
*VAULT Ayer 106 R7 1596 (NLO)*

Atlases - 1598 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Botero, Giovanni, 1540-1617 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.; 102 map plates
*Ayer 7 B7 1598 (NLO)*

Atlases - 1598 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Houtman, Cornelis de -- William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.; 19 cm.
Forms part of the William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library).
*Greenlee 4850 D9 H84 1598 (NLO)*

Atlases - 1598 (Provisional Heading)
*Germania Superior 38 Inferior 16 tabulis*. Cologne: ChristoffejL, 1598.
Authors: Metellus, Johannes
1 v.; 55 map plates; 29 cm.
*MeurerMet5*

Atlases - 1599 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Botero, Giovanni, 1540-1617 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
4 v. in 1: 4 map plates; 21 cm.
*Ayer 7 B7 1599 (NLO)*

Atlases - 1599 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rosaccio, Giuseppe, approximately 1530-approximately 1620 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
2 v. in 1
*Ayer 106 R7 1599 (NLO)*

Atlases - 1599 (Provisional Heading)
*Tre navigationi*. Venice: Porro, 1599.
Authors: Veer, Gerrit de -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.; 21 cm.
*Ayer 124 D91 V4 1599a (NLO)*

Atlases - 1599 (Provisional Heading)
*Tre navigationi*. Venice: Ciotti, 1599.
Authors: Veer, Gerrit de -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.; 21 cm.
*VAULT Ayer 106 R7 1599 (NLO)*

Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 254
*Ayer 7 P8 1590 (NLO)*

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Atlasses - 1599 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Veer, Gerrit de -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 16 cm.
VAULT Ayer 124 D91 V4 1599b (NLO)

Atlasses - 1600 (Provisional Heading)
Principal navigations English nation. London, 1600.
Authors: Hakluyt, Richard, 1552?-1616
3 v. in 2
Case G 12.38 (NLO)

Atlasses - 1601 (Provisional Heading)
Descripcion de las Indias Occidentales. Madrid, 1601.
Authors: Herrera y Tordesillas, Antonio de, d. 1625 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 29 cm.
V3&4HistoriaGeneral(1601-15)
VAULT Ayer 108 H5 1601 (NLO)

Atlasses - 1603 (Provisional Heading)
1 atlas : 123 map plates ; 14 cm.
Uniform title: Theatrum orbis terrarum. Epitome. English
References: Koeman Ort 65; Phillips 3407; Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 577
VAULT Ayer 135 .O7 1603a (NLO)

Atlasses - 1603 (Provisional Heading)
Descriptionis Ptolemaicae augmentum. Douay : F. Fabri, 1603.
Authors: Wytfliet, Corneille -- Fabri, F. -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 19 map plates ; 30 cm.
References: Phillips 1142; Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 1240
VAULT Ayer 6 P9 W9 1603 (NLO)

Atlasses - 1603 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Botero, Giovanni, 1540-1617 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
2 v. in 1 : 5 map plates
Ayer 7 B7 1603 (NLO)

Atlasses - 1603 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Camden, William, 1551-1623
1 v.
Case F 451.142 (NLO)

Atlasses - 1603 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : b&w maps ; 49 cm.
KoemanOrt36
Phillips 00419
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 576
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1603 (NLO)

Atlasses - 1604 (Provisional Heading)
Isole piu famose del mondo. Venice : Galignani, 1604.
Authors: Porcacchi, Tommaso
1 v. ; 32 cm.
Case 6A 245 (NLO)

Atlasses - 1604 (Provisional Heading)
Mundo elementare & celeste. Trevigi : Ciotti, 1604.
Authors: Rosaccio, Giuseppe, approximately 1530-approximately 1620 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 16 cm.
Phillips 03408
Ayer 7 R7 1604 (NLO)

Atlasses - 1605 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Hall, Joseph, 1574-1656 -- Ascany
1 v. ; 15 cm.
Case Y 682 H14 (NLO)

Atlasses - 1605 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Hall, Joseph, 1574-1656 -- Ascany -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : maps ; 15 cm.
Ayer 1269 .T5 H17 1605 (NLO)

Atlasses - 1605 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Wytfliet, Corneille -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 23 map plates ; 29 cm.
Phillips 01143
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 1242
VAULT Ayer 6 P9 W9 1605 (NLO)

Atlasses - 1606 (Provisional Heading)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>V1.5e,1606</td>
<td>Delle navigationi &amp; viaggi raccolte. Venice</td>
<td>Giunti, Giovanni Battista</td>
<td>William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library)</td>
<td>3 v.; 32 cm.; Forms part of the William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V2.1e,1559</td>
<td>Histoire universelle des Indes. Douay</td>
<td>Wytfliet, Corneille</td>
<td>-- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)</td>
<td>1 v.; 23 map plates; 32 cm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V3.2e,1565</td>
<td>Relations of most famous kingdoms. London</td>
<td>Botero, Giovanni</td>
<td>-- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)</td>
<td>1 v.; 19 cm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V1.5e,1559</td>
<td>Achtzehender theil der neuen welt.</td>
<td>Herrera y Tordesillas</td>
<td>-- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)</td>
<td>1 v.; 20 cm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V1.5e,1565</td>
<td>Theatro del mondo di Abraham Ortello</td>
<td>Ortelius, Abraham</td>
<td>-- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)</td>
<td>1 v.; 47 cm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V1.5e,1565</td>
<td>Hispaniae illustratae. Frankfurt</td>
<td>Schottus, Andreas</td>
<td>-- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)</td>
<td>4 v. in 3; 37 cm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V1.5e,1565</td>
<td>Rerum et urbis Amstelodamensium historia.</td>
<td>Pontanus, Johannes Isaksen</td>
<td>-- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)</td>
<td>1 v.; 1639</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V1.5e,1565</td>
<td>Histoire universelle des Indes. Douay</td>
<td>Wytfliet, Corneille</td>
<td>-- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)</td>
<td>1 v.; 35 cm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V1.5e,1565</td>
<td>Histoire de la Nouvelle France. Paris</td>
<td>Lescarbot, Marc</td>
<td>-- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)</td>
<td>1 v.; 17 cm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V1.5e,1565</td>
<td>Histoire de la Nouvelle France. Paris</td>
<td>Lescarbot, Marc</td>
<td>-- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)</td>
<td>1 v.; 17 cm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V1.5e,1565</td>
<td>Nova Francia. London</td>
<td>Lescarbot, Marc</td>
<td>-- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)</td>
<td>1 v.; 19 cm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V1.5e,1565</td>
<td>Nova Francia. London</td>
<td>Lescarbot, Marc</td>
<td>-- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)</td>
<td>1 v.; 19 cm.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
4248 Atlases - 1611 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Wythfliet, Corneille -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 23 map plates ; 31 cm.
Phillips 04459
VAULT Ayer 6 P9 W9 1611a (NLO)

4249 Atlases - 1612 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Botero, Giovanni, 1540-1617 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
6 v. in 1 : 4 map plates
Ayer 7 B7 1612 (NLO)

4250 Atlases - 1612 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Lescarbot, Marc -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 17 cm.
VAULT Ayer 150.6 L6 1612 (NLO)

4251 Atlases - 1613 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Hall, Joseph, 1574-1656 -- Grossern, H.
1 v. ; 15 cm.
Case J 205 .5994 (NLO)

4252 Atlases - 1613 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Lescarbot, Marc -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 20 cm.
Ayer 150.6 L6 1613 (NLO)

4253 Atlases - 1613 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Purchas, Samuel, 1577?-1626 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 30 cm.
VAULT Ayer 110 .P9 1613 (NLO)

4254 Atlases - 1613 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Ramusio, Giovanni Battista, 1485-1557
3 v. : 9 map plates ; 32 cm.
V1,6e,1613;V2,4e;V3,3e,1606
Case folio G 12.73 (NLO)

4255 Atlases - 1614 (Provisional Heading)
Historigische beschrijvinghe der Amsterdam. Amsterdam : Hondius, 1614.
Authors: Pontanus, Johannes Isaksen, 1571-1639
1 v. ; 26 cm.
F 4691.697 (NLO)

4256 Atlases - 1614 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Purchas, Samuel, 1577?-1626 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
4 v. ; 29 cm.
2nd ed.
VAULT Ayer 110 .P9 1614 (NLO)

4257 Atlases - 1614 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Raleigh, Walter, Sir, 1552?-1618 -- Burre, W.
1 v.
Case F 09.73 (NLO)

4258 Atlases - 1615 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Sandsys, George
1 v. ; 28 cm.
Case G 29.777 (NLO)

4259 Atlases - 1615 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Sandsys, George -- Newberry Library.
John M. Wing Foundation
1 v. ; 29 cm.
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.
Case Wing folio G 29 .77 (NLO)

4260 Atlases - 1615 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Wythfliet, Corneille -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 19 map plates ; 31 cm.
KoemanWy3
VAULT Ayer 6 P9 W9 1615 (NLO)

4261 Atlases - 1616 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Botero, Giovanni, 1540-1617
1 v. ; 22 cm.
Case G 117.113 (NLO)

4262 Atlases - 1616 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Gallucci, Giovanni Paolo -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 27 cm.
Ayer 7 G17 1617 (NLO)

4263 Atlases - 1617 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Lescarbot, Marc -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 18 cm.
3rd ed.
Ayer 150.6 L6 1617 (NLO)

4264 Atlases - 1617 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Purchas, Samuel, 1577?-1626 --
4265 Atlases - 1618 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Botero, Giovanni, 1540-1617 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
7 v. in 1 : 4 map plates
Ayer 7 B7 1618 (NLO)

4266 Atlases - 1618 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Lescarbot, Marc -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 18 cm.
VAULT Ayer 150.6 L6 1618 (NLO)

4267 Atlases - 1619 (Provisional Heading)

_Sicilia antiqua_. Leyden, 1619.
Authors: Clüver, Philipp, 1580-1622
1 v.
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 2346
Case G 358.18 (NLO)

4268 Atlases - 1619 (Provisional Heading)

_Histoire de la navigation_. Amsterdam : J. E. Cloppenburgh, 1619.
Authors: Linschoten, Jan Huygen van, 1563-1611 -- Cloppenburgh, J. E.
1 v. : 8 map plates ; 32 cm.
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 269
Case folio G 131.509 (NLO)

4269 Atlases - 1619 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Purchas, Samuel, 1577?-1626 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 16 cm.
Ayer 3A 269 (NLO)

4270 Atlases - 1619 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Schouten, Willem Cornelisz. -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.
Ayer 1269 S37 1619 (NLO)

4271 Atlases - 1620 (Provisional Heading)

_Frisia_. Franeker : LamrinckI, 1620.
Authors: Hamconius, Martinus
1 v. ; 20 cm.
Case F 46935.383 (NLO)

4272 Atlases - 1620 (Provisional Heading)

_Isole più famose del mondo_. Padua : Galignani, 1620.
Authors: Porcacchi, Tommaso -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 48 map plates ; 30 cm.
Sabin654152
Phillips 00169

4273 Atlases - 1621 (Provisional Heading)

_Cosmographiae generalis libri tres_. Amsterdam : Hondius, 1621.
Authors: Merula, Paulus, 1558-1607 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 35 cm.
Ayer 7 M45 1621 (NLO)

4274 Atlases - 1621 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Sandsys, George
1 v. ; 28 cm.
2nd ed.
Case folio G 29.7773 (NLO)

4275 Atlases - 1622 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Drayton, Michael
2 v. in 1 : 30 map plates ; 29 cm.
Case Y 185 D797 (NLO)

4276 Atlases - 1622 (Provisional Heading)

_Novus orbis_. Amsterdam : ColijnM, 1622.
Authors: Herrera y Tordesillas, Antonio de, d. 1625
5 v. in 1 : 13 map plates ; 36 cm.
(of17)
Case G 80.39 (NLO)

4277 Atlases - 1622 (Provisional Heading)

_Description des indes_. Amsterdam : ColijnM, 1622.
Authors: Herrera y Tordesillas, Antonio de, d. 1625 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
5 v. in 1 : 30 cm.
VAULT Ayer 108 H5 1622 (NLO)

4278 Atlases - 1622 (Provisional Heading)

_Nieuwe werelt_. Amsterdam : ColijnM, 1622.
Authors: Herrera y Tordesillas, Antonio de, d. 1625 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 17 map plates ; 32 cm.
Ayer 108 H5n 1622 (NLO)

4279 Atlases - 1622 (Provisional Heading)

_Spieghel de australische navigatie_. Amsterdam : M. Colijn, 1622.
Authors: Le Maire, Jacques, 1585-1616 -- Colijn, M. -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 32 cm.
Ayer 108 H5n 1622 (NLO)

4280 Atlases - 1624 (Provisional Heading)

_Italia antiqua_. Leyden : Elsevier, 1624.
Authors: Clüver, Philipp, 1580-1622
1 v.
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 2314
Case G 35001.18 (NLO)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Place of Publication</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4298</td>
<td>Atlases - 1640 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td><em>Peribologia.</em> Frankfurt: Dilich, 1640.</td>
<td>Wilhelm Schaeffer</td>
<td>2 v. in 1 ; 30 cm.</td>
<td>26.2278 (NLO)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4300</td>
<td>Atlases - 1642 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td><em>Introductio in universam geographiam.</em> Caen: Cavalier, 1642.</td>
<td>Clüver, Philipp</td>
<td>1 v. ; 34 cm.</td>
<td>C6 1642 (NLO)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4301</td>
<td>Atlases - 1643 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td><em>Orbis maritimi.</em> Dijon: Palliot, 1643.</td>
<td>Morisot, Claude Barthelemy</td>
<td>3 v. : 62 map plates ; 34 cm.</td>
<td>Ayer 7 C6 1643 (NLO)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4302</td>
<td>Atlases - 1645 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td><em>Topographia Palatinatus Rheni.</em> Frankfurt: Merian, 1645.</td>
<td>Merian, Matthaeus</td>
<td>1 v. ; 20 cm.</td>
<td>G 47656.993 (NLO)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4303</td>
<td>Atlases - 1646 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td><em>Introductio in universam geographiam.</em> Venice: Turinnum, 1646.</td>
<td>Clüver, Philipp</td>
<td>1 v. : maps ; 12 cm.</td>
<td>G 1646 (NLO)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4304</td>
<td>Atlases - 1646 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td><em>Begin ende voortgangh van de VOC.</em> Vol. 1. Amsterdam: Commelin, 1646.</td>
<td>Commelin, Izaak</td>
<td>1 v. ; 20 cm.</td>
<td>A 1 D9 1646 (NLO)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4305</td>
<td>Atlases - 1648 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td><em>Wonderlijcke voyagie by de Hollanders.</em> Amsterdam: Hartertsl, 1648.</td>
<td>Noort, Olivier van</td>
<td>1 v. ; 21 cm.</td>
<td>D91 N6 1648 (NLO)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4306</td>
<td>Atlases - 1648 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1 v.  
Case G 29.78 (NLO)

**4314**  
**Atlases - 1654 (Provisional Heading)**  
Authors: Dutertre, Jean Baptiste -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 v. ; 22 cm.  
VAULT Ayer 1000 D8 1654 (NLO)

**4315**  
**Atlases - 1655 (Provisional Heading)**  
*Newe welt & americanische historien*. Frankfurt : Merian, 1655.  
Authors: Gottfried, Johann Ludwig, 17th cent. -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 v. ; 34 cm.  
Bry  
VAULT Ayer 108 G68 1655 (NLO)

**4316**  
**Atlases - 1655 (Provisional Heading)**  
*Regnorum Daniae & Norwegiae*. Amsterdam : Valckenier, 1655.  
Authors: Merian, Matthaeus, 1593-1650 -- Zeiller, Martin, 1589-1661  
1 v. ; 13 cm.  
Ed:Zeiller  
Case G 50.997 (NLO)

**4317**  
**Atlases - 1655 (Provisional Heading)**  
*Itinerarium Italiae*. Amsterdam : Janssonius, 1655.  
Authors: Schottus, Franciscus, 1548-1622  
1 v. ; 14 cm.  
Case G 35004.8 (NLO)

**4318**  
**Atlases - 1656 (Provisional Heading)**  
*Hispaniae et Lusitaniae itinerarium*. Amsterdam : Valckenier, 1656.  
Authors: Merian, Matthaeus, 1593-1650 -- Zeiller, Martin, 1589-1661 -- Valckenier -- William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 v. ; 14 cm.  
Ed:Zeiller  
Forms part of the William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library).  
Greenlee 4522 Z46 1656 (NLO)

**4319**  
**Atlases - 1656 (Provisional Heading)**  
*Amerique, en plusieurs cartes nouvelles*. Paris : Sanson, 1656.  
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 v. : 15 map plates ; 26 cm.  
Phillips 01153  
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 1250  
Ayer 135 S19 1656 (NLO)

**4320**  
**Atlases - 1657 (Provisional Heading)**  
*Amerique, en plusieurs cartes nouvelles*. Paris : Sanson, 1657.  
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 v. : 15 map plates  
PastoureauSansonIIA  
Phillips 01151  
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 1249  
Ayer 135 S19 1657 (NLO)

**4321**  
**Atlases - 1658 (Provisional Heading)**  
Authors: Bucelino, Gabriele -- Gorlinus, J.  
2 v. ; 15 cm.  
F 09.126 (NLO)

**4322**  
**Atlases - 1658 (Provisional Heading)**  
Authors: Sandys, George  
1 v. ; 30 cm.  
6th ed.  
Case folio G 29.779 (NLO)

**4323**  
**Atlases - 1660 (Provisional Heading)**  
Authors: Colom, Jacob Aertsz, 1599-1673 -- Robas  
1 v. ; 22 cm.  
folio G1860 C56 1993 (NLO)

**4324**  
**Atlases - 1661 (Provisional Heading)**  
Authors: Clüver, Philipp, 1580-1622 -- Buno, Johannes, 1617-1697 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 v. ; 12 cm.  
VAULT Ayer 7 C6 1661 (NLO)

**4325**  
**Atlases - 1661 (Provisional Heading)**  
*Britannia magna*. Amsterdam, 1661.  
Authors: Hermannides, Rutgerus  
1 v.  
Case G 45005.39 (NLO)

**4326**  
**Atlases - 1661 (Provisional Heading)**  
*Topographia Galliae*. Frankfurt : Merian, 1661.  
Authors: Merian, Matthaeus, 1593-1650 -- Zeiller, Martin, 1589-1661  
13 v. ; 31 cm.  
Ed:Zeiller  
Case folio G 307.997 V17-29 (NLO)

**4327**  
**Atlases - 1662 (Provisional Heading)**  
Authors: Olearius, Adam, 1603-1671  
2 v. in 1 ; 30 cm.  
Case 5A 506 (NLO)

**4328**  
**Atlases - 1662 (Provisional Heading)**  
*Amerique, en plusieurs cartes nouvelles*. Paris : Sanson, 1662.  
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667  
1 v. : 15 map plates ; 25 cm.  
nd  
Case G 801.78 (NLO)

**4329**  
**Atlases - 1663 (Provisional Heading)**  
Authors: Dutertre, Jean Baptiste -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 v. ; 22 cm.  
VAULT Ayer 1000 D8 1654 (NLO)
Authors: Olearius, Adam, 1603-1671
1 v.
Case folio DS 7 O43 1663 no. 1 (NLO)

4330 Atlases - 1664 (Provisional Heading)
Politia regia de imperiis mundi (pt1). Helmstadt, 1664.
Authors: Botero, Giovanni, 1540-1617
1 v. : 20 cm.
Ed:JReifenberg
G 117.109 (NLO)

4331 Atlases - 1666 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Raleigh, Walter, Sir, 1552?-1618 -- White, R.
2 v. : 34 cm.
Case folio F 09.732 (NLO)

4332 Atlases - 1669 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: LaMothe le Vayer, F de
1 v. ; 16 cm.
G 004.476 (NLO)

4333 Atlases - 1669 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Olearius, Adam, 1603-1671
2 v. in 1 ; 32 cm.
2nd ed.
Case G 6003.64 (NLO)

4334 Atlases - 1670 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Montanus, Arnoldus, 1625?-1683
1 v. ; 43 cm.
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 1115
Case oversize G 67.59 (NLO)

4335 Atlases - 1670 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Sandys, George
1 v. ; 32 cm.
6th ed.
Case folio G 29.778 (NLO)

4336 Atlases - 1671 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Dutertre, Jean Baptiste -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.
Ayer 1000 D8 1667 (NLO)

4337 Atlases - 1671 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Montanus, Arnoldus, 1625?-1683
1 v.
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 1058
Case G 66.59 (NLO)

4338 Atlases - 1671 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Montanus, Arnoldus, 1625?-1683 --
Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 16 map plates ; 38 cm.
Ayer 109 M7 1671 (NLO)

4339 Atlases - 1672 (Provisional Heading)
Introductio in universam geographiam. Amsterdam, 1672.
Authors: Clüver, Philipp, 1580-1622 -- Bertius, Petrus, 1565-1629
1 v.
Case G 117.18 (NLO)

4340 Atlases - 1672 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Clüver, Philipp, 1580-1622 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 38 map plates ; 12 cm.
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 614
Ayer 7 C6 1672 (NLO)

4341 Atlases - 1672 (Provisional Heading)
Asia. Amsterdam : VanMeurs, 1672.
Authors: Dapper, Ofert
1 v. ; 39 cm.
folio G 6003.215 (NLO)

4342 Atlases - 1672 (Provisional Heading)
Asia. Amsterdam : VanMeurs, 1672.
Authors: Dapper, Ofert
1 v. ; 39 cm.
folio G 6003.215 (NLO)

4343 Atlases - 1673 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Blome, Richard, d. 1705
1 v. : 51 map plates
Phillips 08074
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 2041
Case folio G 4495.1 (NLO)

4344 Atlases - 1673 (Provisional Heading)
Unbekante neue welt. Amsterdam : MeursJ, 1673.
Authors: Montanus, Arnoldus, 1625?-1683
1 v. : 16 map plates ; 33 cm.
Case folio G 80.594 (NLO)

4345 Atlases - 1673 (Provisional Heading)
Unbekante neue welt. Amsterdam : MeursJ, 1673.
Authors: Montanus, Arnoldus, 1625?-1683
1 v. : 16 map plates ; 33 cm.
Case folio G 80.594 (NLO)

4346 Atlases - 1673 (Provisional Heading)
Asia, the first part. London : Ogilby, 1673.
Authors: Ogilby, John, 1600-1676
1 v. : 42 cm.
VAULT Ayer 109 M7 1673 (NLO)

4347 Atlases - 1676 (Provisional Heading)
Most exact & accurate map of the whole world.
4348 **Atlases - 1677 (Provisional Heading)**  
*Introduction in universam geographiam.*  
Amsterdam : Elsevier, 1677.  
Authors: Clüver, Philipp, 1580-1622 -- Newberry Library. John M. Wing Foundation  
1 v. ; 12 cm.  
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.  
*Case folio G 307.997 V1-16 (NLO)*

4349 **Atlases - 1677 (Provisional Heading)**  
*Topographia Germaniae.* Frankfurt : Merian, 1677.  
Authors: Merian, Matthaeus, 1593-1650 -- Zeiller, Martin, 1589-1661  
16 v. ; 33 cm.  
Ed:Zeiller  
*Case folio G 63.215 (NLO)*

4350 **Atlases - 1678 (Provisional Heading)**  
Authors: Tavernier, Jean Baptiste  
1 v. ; 33 cm.  
*Case G 69.862 (NLO)*

4351 **Atlases - 1678 (Provisional Heading)**  
Authors: Tavernier, Jean Baptiste -- William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 v. ; 33 cm.  
Forms part of the William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library).  
*Case folio G 5000 T23 1678 (NLO)*

4352 **Atlases - 1680 (Provisional Heading)**  
*Naukeurige beschryving van Asie.* Amsterdam : VanMeurs, 1680.  
Authors: Dapper, Olfert  
1 v. ; 33 cm.  
*Case folio F 63.215 (NLO)*

4353 **Atlases - 1680 (Provisional Heading)**  
*Collection of several relations.* London : PittM, 1680.  
Authors: Tavernier, Jean Baptiste  
1 v. ; 38 cm.  
*Case F 6879.864 (NLO)*

4354 **Atlases - 1681 (Provisional Heading)**  
Authors: Tavernier, Jean Baptiste  
1 v.  
*folio G 6003.864 (NLO)*

4355 **Atlases - 1682 (Provisional Heading)**  
*Gedenkwaerdige zee en lantreize.* Amsterdam : Meurs, 1682.  
Authors: Nieuhof, Johan -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)  
2 v. in 1 ; 33 cm.  
*VAULT Ayer 1269 B8 N67 1682 (NLO)*

4356 **Atlases - 1683 (Provisional Heading)**  
*Description de l'univers.* Paris : Thierry, 1683.  
Authors: Manesson-Mallet, Allain, 1630?-1706? -- Thierry, Denys, 1609-1657  
5 v. ; 22 cm.  
Pastoureau1A  
Phillips 03447  
*Case G 117.548 (NLO)*

4357 **Atlases - 1683 (Provisional Heading)**  
*Poliorologia.* Sultzbach : Buggels, 1683.  
Authors: Seyfried, Johann H -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)  
2 v. in 1 ; 17 cm.  
*VAULT Ayer 7 S51 1683 (NLO)*

4358 **Atlases - 1683 (Provisional Heading)**  
*Perillous and most unhappy voyages.* London : SmithS, 1683.  
Authors: Struys, Jan Janszoon  
1 v. ; 24 cm.  
*Case G 131.845 (NLO)*

4359 **Atlases - 1684 (Provisional Heading)**  
*Teatro Britannico.* Amsterdam : Wolfgang, 1684.  
Authors: Leti, Gregorio  
5 v. ; 16 cm.  
*G 45005.505 (NLO)*

4360 **Atlases - 1684 (Provisional Heading)**  
Authors: Struys, Jan Janszoon -- Newberry Library. John M. Wing Foundation  
1 v. ; 23 cm.  
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.  
*Case Wing G 131.8455 (NLO)*

4361 **Atlases - 1684 (Provisional Heading)**  
Authors: Tavernier, Jean Baptiste  
2 v. in 1 ; 29 cm.  
*folio G 6003.863 (NLO)*

4362 **Atlases - 1685 (Provisional Heading)**  
*Orbis imperantis tabellae geog-hist-genealog.* London : Lawrence, 1685.  
Authors: Lawrence, John -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 v. ; 4 map plates ; 10 cm.  
*Ayer 135 L42 1685 (NLO)*

4363 **Atlases - 1686 (Provisional Heading)**  
*Description de l'Afrique.* Amsterdam : Wolfgang, 1686.  
Authors: Dapper, Olfert  
1 v. ; 36 cm.  
*Case G 7003.32 (NLO)*

4364 **Atlases - 1686 (Provisional Heading)**  
*Isole piu famose del mondo.* Venice : Brigonci, 1686.  
Authors: Porcacchi, Tommaso -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
4381 **Atlases - 1697 (Provisional Heading)**  
Authors: Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)  
2 v. in 1 ; 19 cm.  
**VAULT Ayer 137 C82 1697 (NLO)**

4382 **Atlases - 1697 (Provisional Heading)**  
*Teatro Gallico.* Amsterdam : DeJonge, 1697.  
Authors: Leti, Gregorio -- Amsterdam : DeJonge, 1697.  
7 v. ; 30 cm.  
**Case G 98.316 (NLO)**

4383 **Atlases - 1698 (Provisional Heading)**  
Authors: Froger, Francois -- Amsterdam : DeJonge, 1697.  
1 v. : 4 map plates ; 29 cm.  
**Case G 117.194 (NLO)**

4384 **Atlases - 1699 (Provisional Heading)**  
*Relation d'un voyage en 1695, 1696 & 1697.* Amsterdam : Schelte, 1699.  
Authors: Froger, Francois -- Schelte -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 v. ; 16 cm.  
**VAULT Ayer 1262 F92 1699 (NLO)**

4385 **Atlases - 1699 (Provisional Heading)**  
*Collection of original voyages.* London : Knapton, 1699.  
Authors: Hacke, William -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 v. ; 20 cm.  
**Ayer 115 H2 1699 (NLO)**

4386 **Atlases - 1702 (Provisional Heading)**  
Authors: Campanius Holm, Tomas -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 v. ; 4 map plates ; 19 cm.  
**VAULT Ayer 152 S8 C2 1702 (NLO)**

4387 **Atlases - 1703 (Provisional Heading)**  
*Voyages & travels into Brasil & East Indies.* London, 1703.  
Authors: Nieuhof, Johan -- William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 v. ; 39 cm.  
Forms part of the William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library).  
**Greenlee 4725 I55 N66 1703 (NLO)**

4388 **Atlases - 1704 (Provisional Heading)**  
*Tabulae geographicae.* Amsterdam : F. Halma, 1704.  
Authors: Ptolemy, active 2nd century -- Ptolemy, active 2nd century. Geographia -- Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594 -- Halma, François, 1653-1722 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 v. : 28 map plates ; 45 cm.  
**VAULT Ayer 6 P9 1704 (NLO)**

4389 **Atlases - 1705 (Provisional Heading)**  
*Algemeene weereld-beschryving.* Amsterdam : Hafla, 1705.  
Authors: LaCroix, A Pherotee de -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)  
3 v. : 76 map plates ; 31 cm.  
missing?C:Sanson Ayer 7 L2 1705 (NLO)

4390 **Atlases - 1706 (Provisional Heading)**  
Authors: La Feuille, Daniel de, 1640-1709  
1 v. ; 21 cm.  
**Case folio G 1007.471 (NLO)**

4391 **Atlases - 1707 (Provisional Heading)**  
*Recueil des voyages de Co des Indes Orientales.* Amsterdam : RogerE, 1707.  
Authors: Commelin, Izaak -- William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library)  
7 v.  
Ed:de Renneville  
Forms part of the William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library).  
**Greenlee 4725 E25 R41 1702 (NLO)**

4392 **Atlases - 1708 (Provisional Heading)**  
Authors: Chatelain, Henri Abraham -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)  
3 v. ; 46 cm.  
Incomplete: lacking v. 4-7. Phillips 00548<  
**Ayer 135 C4 1708 (NLO)**

4393 **Atlases - 1708 (Provisional Heading)**  
Authors: Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718  
1 v. ; 15 cm.  
**Case G 117.194 (NLO)**

4394 **Atlases - 1709 (Provisional Heading)**  
*Geographia. Antwerp : Verdussen, 1709.  
Authors: Fernandez de Medrano, S -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)  
2 v. in 1 ; 7 map plates  
**Ayer 7 F4 1709 (NLO)**

4395 **Atlases - 1709 (Provisional Heading)**  
*Portulan de la mer Mediterranee.* Amsterdam : P. Wolters, 1709.  
Authors: Ptolemy, active 2nd century -- Ptolemy, active 2nd century. Geographia -- Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594 -- Halma, François, 1653-1722 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 v. : 43 map plates ; 24 cm.  
Forms part of the William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library).  
**Greenlee 4690 C64 1697 (NLO)**
Mortier, 1709.
Authors: Michelot, Henri -- Mortier, Pierre -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.
Ayer 8.9 N2 M62 1709 (NLO)

**Atlases - 1710 (Provisional Heading)**

*Forces d'Europe*. Augsburg : Bodenehr, 1710.
Authors: Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent.
1 v. : 200 map plates ; 20 cm.
nd
Case f U 2630.106 (NLO)

**Atlases - 1711 (Provisional Heading)**

*De orbis situ libri tres*. Exeter : BishopP, 1711.
Authors: Mela, Pomponius
1 v. : 27 map plates ; 27 cm.
Case 5A 540 (NLO)

**Atlases - 1711 (Provisional Heading)**

Authors: Moll, Herman, -1732
2 v.
Europe
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 1960
Case G 307.05 (NLO)

**Atlases - 1712 (Provisional Heading)**

*Cruising voyage round the world*. 1712.
Authors: Rogers, Woodes -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 20 cm.
Ayer 118 R67 1712 (NLO)

**Atlases - 1713 (Provisional Heading)**

*Universus terrarum orbis scriptorum*. Padua : Frambotti, 1713.
Authors: Savonarola, Raffaello -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
2 v. ; 36 cm.
pseud:Lasor a Varea
Phillips 03475
VAULT Ayer 7 S24 1713 (NLO)

**Atlases - 1716 (Provisional Heading)**

Authors: Frézier, Amédée François, 1682-1773 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 26 cm.
Ayer 123 F89 1716 (NLO)

**Atlases - 1716 (Provisional Heading)**

*Palaeastina ex monumentis veteribus illustrata*. Nuremberg : MonathumpPK, 1716.
Authors: Reland, Adrian
1 v. : 8 map plates ; 23 cm.
Case G 61001.73 (NLO)

**Atlases - 1717 (Provisional Heading)**

Authors: Clüver, Philipp, 1580-1622 -- Bertius, Petrus, 1565-1629 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.
Ayer 7 C6 1717 (NLO)

**Atlases - 1717 (Provisional Heading)**

Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 6 map plates ; 19 cm.
2nd ed.
Phillips 00561
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 648
Ayer 135 F4 1717 (NLO)

**Atlases - 1717 (Provisional Heading)**

Authors: Frézier, Amédée François, 1682-1773 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 24 cm.
Ayer 123 F89 1717 (NLO)

**Atlases - 1718 (Provisional Heading)**

Authors: Burchett, Josiah
1 v. ; 9 map plates ; 31 cm.
portfolio;C:HMoll
U 545.13 (NLO)

**Atlases - 1718 (Provisional Heading)**

*Voyages des Jean Struys en Moscovie*. Amsterdam : Glanius, 1718.
Authors: Struys, Jan Janszoon
3 v. ; 17 cm.
G 131.846 (NLO)

**Atlases - 1719 (Provisional Heading)**

*Nouveau description de la France*. Amsterdam , 1719.
Authors: Piganiol de la Force, J A
6 v.
G 39002.688 (NLO)

**Atlases - 1720 (Provisional Heading)**

Authors: Burchett, Josiah
1 v. ; 9 map plates
portfolio;C:HMoll
U 545.13 (NLO)

**Atlases - 1720 (Provisional Heading)**

Authors: Chatelain, Henri Abraham -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
7 v. ; 46 cm.
(1705-1720)
Phillips 00548
Ayer 135 C4 1705 (NLO)

**Atlases - 1722 (Provisional Heading)**

*Voyages aux Indes Occidentales*. Amsterdam : BernardJF, 1722.
Authors: Coreal, Francisco
3 v. : 13 map plates ; 17 cm.
Case G 96.19 (NLO)
4412 Atlases - 1722 (Provisional Heading)  
Authors: Coreal, Francisco -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)  
2 v. ; 17 cm. 
Ayer 114 C8 1722 (NLO)

4413 Atlases - 1722 (Provisional Heading)  
Voyages aux Indes Occidentales. Amsterdam : BernardJF, 1722.  
Authors: Coreal, Francisco -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)  
3 v. ; 16 cm. 
Ayer 114 C8 1722v (NLO)

4414 Atlases - 1722 (Provisional Heading)  
Authors: Labat, Jean Baptiste, 1663-1738 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)  
6 v. ; 17 map plates ; 17 cm. 
G 9774.47 (NLO)

4415 Atlases - 1722 (Provisional Heading)  
Authors: Labat, Jean Baptiste, 1663-1738 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)  
6 v. ; 18 cm. 
Ayer 1000 L15 1722 (NLO)

4416 Atlases - 1725 (Provisional Heading)  
Authors: Halma, François, 1653-1722 -- Halma, Hendrik, fl. 1700-1725 -- Newberry Library. John M. Wing Foundation  
2 v. ; 40 cm. 
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library. 
Wing folio F 46 .383 (NLO)

4417 Atlases - 1725 (Provisional Heading)  
Nieuwe reizen naar de Franse eilanden van America. Amsterdam : Lakeman, 1725.  
Authors: Labat, Jean Baptiste, 1663-1738 --  
1 v. : 12 map plates ; 23 cm. 
(4V) 
Case G 97.47 (NLO)

4418 Atlases - 1725 (Provisional Heading)  
Voyage fait autour de monde. Amsterdam : MarretP, 1725.  
Authors: Rogers, Woodes -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)  
3 v. ; 16 cm. 
Ayer 118 R67 1725 (NLO)

4419 Atlantic - 1725 (Provisional Heading)  
Authors: Schouten, Willem Cornelisz.  
1 v. ; 17 cm. 
G 681.8 (NLO)

4420 Atlases - 1726 (Provisional Heading)  
Historia general. Madrid, 1726.  
Authors: Herrera y Tordesillas, Antonio de, d. 1625 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)  
9 v. in 3 : 14 map plates 
Ayer 108 H5 1726 (NLO)

4421 Atlases - 1726 (Provisional Heading)  
Kriegsgeschichte Ludewig des XIV. Berlin : DeckerGJ, 1726.  
Authors: Quincy, Charles Sevin de  
2 v. in 1 ; 26 cm. 
U 26.724 (NLO)

4422 Atlases - 1727 (Provisional Heading)  
Authors: LaMottraye, Aubry de  
2 v. ; 27 cm.  
folio G 131.475 (NLO)

4424 Atlases - 1727 (Provisional Heading)  
Voyages tres-curieux & tres-renommez. Amsterdam : LeCene, 1727.  
Authors: Olearius, Adam, 1603-1671 -- William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library)  
2 v. in 1 : 10 map plates ; 40 cm. 
Forms part of the William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library). 
Greenlee 5000 O45 1727 (NLO)

4425 Atlases - 1727 (Provisional Heading)  
History of voyages & travels. London : Clarke, 1727.  
Authors: Uring, Nathaniel  
1 v. ; 21 cm. 
G 131.92 (NLO)

4426 Atlases - 1728 (Provisional Heading)  
Authors: Bion, Nicolas -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 v. ; 22 cm.  
Ayer 7 B58 1728 (NLO)

4427 Atlases - 1728 (Provisional Heading)  
Authors: Calmet, Augustin, 1672-1757  
3 v. ; 41 cm.  
oversize F 39952.14 (NLO)

4428 Atlases - 1728 (Provisional Heading)  
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Authors: Labat, Jean Baptiste, 1663-1738
5 v. ; 17 cm.
G 749.47 (NLO)

4429 Atlases - 1729 (Provisional Heading)
Introductio in universam geographiam. Amsterdam : PauliJ, 1729.
Authors: Clüver, Philipp. 1580-1622 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 47 map plates
Phillips 00573
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 655
Ayer 7 C6 1729 (NLO)

4430 Atlases - 1729 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Kaempfer, Engelbert, 1651-1716
2 v. ; 37 cm.
folio G 67.459 (NLO)

4431 Atlases - 1729 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Kaempfer, Engelbert, 1651-1716
2 v. ; 35 cm.
folio G 67.46 (NLO)

4432 Atlases - 1729 (Provisional Heading)
Het zegepralendt Kennemerlant. Amsterdam : Leth, 1729.
Authors: Leth, Hendrik de
1 v. ; 24 cm.
Case folio DJ 24 L48 Z45 1729 (NLO)

4433 Atlases - 1730 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Labat, Jean Baptiste, 1663-1738 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
4 v. ; 18 cm.
Ayer 1269 G7 L11 1730 (NLO)

4434 Atlases - 1730 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: LaMottraye, Aubry de
2 v. ; 35 cm.
Case folio G 131.477 (NLO)

4435 Atlases - 1730 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Pontoppidan, Erich, 1698-1764 -- Jaeger, H.
1 v. ; 21 cm.
F 50.713 (NLO)

4436 Atlases - 1731 (Provisional Heading)
Voyage du Des Marchais en Guinee & Cayenne. Amsterdam : Compagnie, 1731.
Authors: Labat, Jean Baptiste, 1663-1738 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
4 v. ; 18 cm.
Ayer 1269 G7 L11 1731 (NLO)

4437 Atlases - 1732 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Frézier, Amédée François, 1682-1773
1 v.
Case G 994.31 (NLO)

4438 Atlases - 1732 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Horsley, John, 1675-1732
1 v. ; 43 cm.
Case oversize F 0245.414 (NLO)

4439 Atlases - 1732 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Marsili, Luigi Ferdinando, 1658-1730
2 v. in 1 ; 41 cm.
Case oversize U 159.552 (NLO)

4440 Atlases - 1733 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Lafitau, Joseph Francois -- William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library)
4 v. ; 25 cm.
Forms part of the William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library).
Greenlee 4583 A75 L16 1733 (NLO)

4441 Atlases - 1736 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Coreal, Francisco -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
2 v. ; 17 cm.
Ayer 114 C8 1736 (NLO)

4442 Atlases - 1736 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Lemau de la Jaisse, Pierre -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 17 cm.
Ayer 150.3 F8 L54 1736 (NLO)

4443 Atlases - 1736 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Lafitau, Joseph Francois -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
4 v. ; 11 map plates
Ayer 111 L2 1736 (NLO)

4444 Atlases - 1736 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Raleigh, Walter, Sir, 1552?-1618 -- Conyers, G.
2 v.
F 09.733 (NLO)

4445 Atlases - 1741 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Le Rouge, Georges-Louis
1 v. ; 19 cm.
Case U 047.502 (NLO)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
4446 Atlases - 1743<<>>Jesuits - Travel - Maps - 1743<<>>Atlases, British - 1743
Authors: Lockman, John -- Jesuits
2 v. : 4 map plates ; 20 cm.
G 12 .455 (NLO)

4447 Atlases - 1743 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Bickham, George, 1684?--1758?
1 v. ; 32 cm.
folio G 4496.09 (NLO)

4448 Atlases - 1744 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Outhier, Reginald
1 v. ; 26 cm.
G 52.64 (NLO)

4449 Atlases - 1745 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Osborne, Thomas, d. 1767
2 v. ; 37 cm.
Case folio G 12.385 (NLO)

4450 Atlases - 1745 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Renard, Louis -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 32 map plates ; 58 cm.
Phillips 00601
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 667
Ayer 135 R3 1745 (NLO)

4451 Atlases - 1745 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Salmon, Thomas, 1679-1767
9 v. ; 20 cm.
G 117.779 (NLO)

4452 Atlases - 1747 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Cövens et Mortier
1 v. : 24 map plates ; 25 cm.
Case G1860 .C6 N55 1747 (NLO)

4453 Atlases - 1747 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Osborne, Thomas, d. 1767 -- Churchill
2 v. ; 37 cm.
Bonaparte 10920 (NLO)

4454 Atlases - 1748 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Botero, Giovanni, 1540-1617 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : maps ; 20 cm.
VAULT Ayer 7 B7 1748 (NLO)

4455 Atlases - 1748 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Mela, Pomponius
1 v. : 1 map ; 21 cm.
PA6512 .A2 1748 (NLO)

4456 Atlases - 1748 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Ulloa, Antonio de, 1716-1795 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
4 v. : 14 map plates ; 31 cm.
Ayer 1263 U4 1748 (NLO)

4457 Atlases - 1748 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Ulloa, Antonio de, 1716-1795 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
4 v. : 17 cm.
E 5 .T84488 (NLO)

4458 Atlases - 1752 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Gmelin, Johann Georg -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
4 v.
Graff 5028 (NLO)

4459 Atlases - 1752 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Ramsay, Andrew Michael
4 v. ; 17 cm.
E 5 .T84489 (NLO)

4460 Atlases - 1752 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Ramsay, Andrew Michael
4 v. ; 17 cm.
E 5 .T84488 (NLO)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalog Number</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Edition</th>
<th>Volume(s)</th>
<th>Binding</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4468</td>
<td>Atlases - 1756 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>History &amp; survey of London. London : Osborne, 1756. Authors: Maitland, William 2 v. ; 42 cm. oversize F 4595.55 (NLO)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4469</td>
<td>Atlases - 1759 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>Nouveaux memoires: points d'appui.</td>
<td>Liege, 1759. Authors: Chevrier, Francois Antoine 6 v. ; 17 cm. Case J 93.165 (NLO)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6 v.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4470</td>
<td>Atlases - 1760 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>Natural &amp; civil history of French Dominions in Amer.</td>
<td>London : JefferysT, 1760. Authors: Jefferys, Thomas. -1771 1 v. ; 36 cm. F 80.45 (NLO)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1 v.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4471</td>
<td>Atlases - 1762 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>Description of Spanish islands of West Indies.</td>
<td>London : JefferysT, 1762. Authors: Jefferys, Thomas. -1771 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. : 32 map plates ; 26 cm. Ayer 1000.3 S7 J3 1762 (NLO)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1 v.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4473</td>
<td>Atlases - 1762 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>Arte de navegar. Lisbon : Manescale, 1762. Authors: Pimentel, Manoel -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. ; 30 cm. Ayer 8.9 N2 P64 1762 (NLO)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4476</td>
<td>Atlases - 1764 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>Nuclei historia universalis. Augsburg :</td>
<td>J. Gorlinus, 1764. Authors: Bucelino, Gabriele -- Gorlinus, J. 1 v. ; 14 cm. 1664? F 09.128 (NLO)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1 v.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4477</td>
<td>Atlases - 1764 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>Schauplatz des gegenwaertigen Kriegs.</td>
<td>Nuremberg : Raspe, 1764. Authors: Raspe, Gabriel Nicolaus 1 v. ; 25 cm. Phillips 02825 Case oversize G 1047.733 (NLO)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1 v.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4478</td>
<td>Atlases - 1765 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>General history of the late war. London : Dilly, 1765. Authors: Entick, John -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 5 v. ; 22 cm. Ayer 183 E6 1763 (NLO)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4481 Atlases - 1768 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Chappe d'Auteroche, Jean -- Edward E.
Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
2 v. in 4 + atlas (34 map plates ; 61 cm.)
Ayer 124 R9 C46 1768 (NLO)

4482Atlases - 1768 (Provisional Heading)
New universal collection of voyages & travels.
London : CookeJ, 1768.
Authors: Drake, Edward Cavendish -- Edward E.
Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 34 cm.
Ayer 110 D7 1768 (NLO)

4483Atlases - 1768 (Provisional Heading)
Present state of British Empire. London : GriffinW, 1768.
Authors: Phillips, R. (Richard), Sir, 1767-1840
pseud for R Phillips
G 4496.71 (NLO)

4484Atlases - 1770 (Provisional Heading)
New universal collection of voyages & travels.
London : CookeJ, 1770.
Authors: Drake, Edward Cavendish
1 v. ; 37 cm.
folio G 12.24 (NLO)

4485Atlases - 1770 (Provisional Heading)
Beschryving van Guiana. Amsterdam :
Tielenburg, 1770.
Authors: Hartsinck, Jan Jacob -- Edward E.
Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
2 v. ; 29 cm.
Ayer 1300.5 G6 H33 1770 (NLO)

4486Atlases - 1771 (Provisional Heading)
Relation d'un voyage dans la mer du nord. Paris :
Prault, 1771.
Authors: Kerguelen-Tremarec, Yves -- Edward E.
Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.
Ayer 123 K39 1771 (NLO)

4487Atlases - 1772 (Provisional Heading)
Reis rondom de weerdeld. Dordrecht : BlusseA, 1772.
Authors: Bougainville, Louis-Antoine de, comte,
1729-1811 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 27 cm.
Ayer 124 F8 B75 1772b (NLO)

4488Atlases - 1772 (Provisional Heading)
Voyage autour du monde. Neuchatel :
ImprimSocTypog, 1772.
Authors: Bougainville, Louis-Antoine de, comte,
1729-1811 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 27 cm.
sgdBougainville
Ayer 124 F8 B75 1772a (NLO)

4489Atlases - 1772 (Provisional Heading)
Voyage round the world. London : NourseJ, 1772.
Authors: Bougainville, Louis-Antoine de, comte,
1729-1811 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 v. : 5 map plates ; 20 cm.
Ayer 124 F6 B75 1772 (NLO)

4490Atlases - 1773 (Provisional Heading)
Nieuwe geog en hist atlas Nederlands.
Amsterdam, 1772.
Authors: Leth, Hendrik de
1 v. : 53 map plates
Phillips 03080<
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 2358
G 1046.5 (NLO)

4491Atlases - 1773 (Provisional Heading)
Historische reisbeschryving van Zuid-America.
TeGoes : HuysmanJ, 1773.
Authors: Ulloa, Antonio de, 1716-1795 -- Edward E.
Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
2 v. : 14 map plates ; 28 cm.
Ayer 1263 U4 1771 (NLO)

4492Atlases - 1774 (Provisional Heading)
Relation des voyages hemisphere merid.
Authors: Cook, James, 1728-1779 --
Hawkesworth, John, 1715?-1773 -- Edward E.
Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
4 v. ; 27 cm. + atlas
Ayer 115 H3 1774 (NLO)

4493Atlases - 1774 (Provisional Heading)
Historical & geog description of British Empire.
London : Lane, 1774.
Authors: Entick, John
4 v.
G 4496.26 (NLO)

4494Atlases - 1775 (Provisional Heading)
Journal of Resolution to southern hemisphere.
London : NewberryF, 1775.
Authors: Cook, James, 1728-1779 --
Hawkesworth, John, 1715?-1773 -- Edward E.
Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 23 cm.
Ayer 118 .C7 1775 (NLO)

4495Atlases - 1775 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Entick, John
5 v. ; 21 cm.
F 4562.267 (NLO)

4496Atlases - 1775 (Provisional Heading)
Voyage towards South Pole. London :
...
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Strahan & Cadell, 1777.
Authors: Cook, James, 1728-1779 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
6 v. + atlas
Ayer 118 .C7 1777 (NLO)

4498 Atlases - 1777 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Cook, James, 1728-1779 -- W. Strahan and T. Cadell (Firm)
2 v. ; 30 cm.
Case folio G420 .C66 1777 (NLO)

4499 Atlases - 1777 (Provisional Heading)
Philosophical & political history of E&W Indies. London : CadellT, 1777.
Authors: Raynal, abbé (Guillaume-Thomas-François), 1713-1796
5 v. ; 21 cm.
3rd ed.
F 80.7298 (NLO)

4500 Atlases - 1778 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Cook, James, 1728-1779 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
5 v. ; 67 map plates
Ayer 126 C2 1778 (NLO)

4501 Atlases - 1779 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Carver, Jonathan, 1710-1780 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 24 map plates ; 38 cm.
Ayer 126 C2 1779 (NLO)

4502 Atlases - 1779 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Forrest, Thomas -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 30 cm.
Ayer 118 F7 1779 (NLO)

4503 Atlases - 1780 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Forrest, Thomas
1 v. ; 28 cm.
2nd ed.
G 681.31 (NLO)

4504 Atlases - 1780 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Forrest, Thomas -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 26 cm.
Ayer 118 F7 1780 (NLO)

4505 Atlases - 1780 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Irwin, Eyles
1 v. ; 28 cm.
G 71003.44 (NLO)

4506 Atlases - 1782 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Pages, Pierre Marie Francois -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
2 v. ; 7 map plates ; 20 cm.
Graff 3161 (NLO)

4507 Atlases - 1784 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Cook, James, 1728-1779
3 v. + atlas (56 cm.)
Case oversize G420 C66 1784 (NLO)

4508 Atlases - 1784 (Provisional Heading)
Voyage to Pacific Ocean. Dublin : ChamberlaineH, 1784.
Authors: Cook, James, 1728-1779 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
3 v. ; 23 cm. + atlas
Ayer 118 .C7 1784 (NLO)

4509 Atlases - 1784 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Millar, George Henry
1 v. ; 39 cm.
Case 6A 407 (NLO)

4510 Atlases - 1784 (Provisional Heading)
Philosophical & political hist of E&W Indies. Dublin : ExshawJ, 1784.
Authors: Raynal, abbé (Guillaume-Thomas-François), 1713-1796 -- William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library)
3 v. ; 22 cm.
Incomplete: lacking 3 volumes.
Forms part of the William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library).
Greenlee 4556.6 R27 1784 (NLO)

4511 Atlases - 1785 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Cook, James, 1728-1779
3 v. + atlas
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 1190
G 13.19 (NLO)

4512 Atlases - 1785 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Cook, James, 1728-1779 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
3 v.
Ayer 118 .C7 1785b (NLO)

4513 Atlases - 1786 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: France. Marine -- Edward E. Ayer
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Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 25 cm.
Ayer 7 .F81 1786 (NLO)

4514 Atlases - 1787 (Provisional Heading)
*Reisen durch Russland & Caucasischen geburge.* StPetersburg : PallasPS, 1787.
Authors: Gueldenstadt, Johann Anton
1 v.
Bonaparte 9291 (NLO)

4515 Atlases - 1787 (Provisional Heading)
*History de la derniere guerre.* Paris : Brocas, 1787.
Authors: Leboucher, Odet Julien
1 v. : 7 map plates ; 26 cm.
Case F 832.493 (NLO)

4516 Atlases - 1787 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Ramsay, David, 1749-1815 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
2 v. : 5 map plates ; 21 cm.
Ayer 161 R2 1787 (NLO)

4517 Atlases - 1788 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Dundas, David
1 v. : 25 map plates ; 29 cm.
f U 42.246 (NLO)

4518 Atlases - 1789 (Provisional Heading)
*Voyage round world & NW coast of America.* London : GouldingG, 1789.
Authors: Dixon, George -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.
Ayer 118 D5 B3 1789 (NLO)

4519 Atlases - 1789 (Provisional Heading)
*Voyage around world & northwest coast of America.* London : StockdaleJ, 1789.
Authors: Portlock, Nathaniel
1 v. : 6 map plates
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 1317
G 13.707 (NLO)

4520 Atlases - 1789 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Prévost, abbé, 1697-1763
19 v.
C:NBellin
G 12.7 (NLO)

4521 Atlases - 1789 (Provisional Heading)
*Topographical survey of Western Circuit.* Bath : Tunnicliff, 1789.
Authors: Tunnicliff, William
1 v.
G 45006.89 (NLO)

4522 Atlases - 1790 (Provisional Heading)
*Grenet atlas portatif auteurs classique.* Paris, 1790.
Authors: Bonne, Rigobert, 1727-1794 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
4 v. : 89 map plates ; 28 cm.
Phillips 00288<
Ayer 135 G82 1779 (NLO)

4523 Atlases - 1791 (Provisional Heading)
*Topographical survey of Western Circuit.* Salisbury : Tunnicliff, 1791.
Authors: Tunnicliff, William
1 v. : 7 map plates ; 23 cm.
G 45006.889 (NLO)

4524 Atlases - 1792 (Provisional Heading)
*Atlas.* Amsterdam : Elwe, 1792.
Authors: Elwe, Jan Barend
1 v. : 77 map plates ; 57 cm.
M35on77sheets; Koeman El 2
Phillips 00674
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 685
Ayer 135 E5 1792 (NLO)

4525 Atlases - 1792 (Provisional Heading)
*Topographical descr of western territory of No Amer.* New York : Debrett, 1792.
Authors: Imlay, Gilbert, 1754?-1828? -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 21 cm.
1st ed.
Ayer 160.5 N76 I3 1792 (NLO)

4526 Atlases - 1792 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Morse, Jedidiah, 1761-1826
1 v. : 2 map plates ; 22 cm.
G 833 .597 (NLO)

4527 Atlases - 1792 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Morse, Jedidiah, 1761-1826 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 2 map plates ; 22 cm.
Ayer 109.5 M7 1792 (NLO)

4528 Atlases - 1792 (Provisional Heading)
*Philosophical & political history of E&W Indies.* Edinburgh : DoigS, 1792.
Authors: Raynal, abbé (Guillaume-Thomas-François), 1713-1796
6 v. ; 18 cm.
F 80.73 (NLO)

4529 Atlases - 1793 (Provisional Heading)
*Topographical descr of western territory of No Amer.* London : Debrett, 1793.
Authors: Imlay, Gilbert, 1754?-1828?
1 v. : 3 map plates ; 17 cm.
2nd ed.
Case G 833.4301 (NLO)

4530 Atlases - 1793 (Provisional Heading)
*Topographical descr of western terr of No Amer.* New York : Imlay, 1793.
Authors: Imlay, Gilbert, 1754?-1828? -- Edward

Atlas - 1793 (Provisional Heading)
Topographical descr of western territory of No Amer. London : Debrett, 1793.
Authors: Imlay, Gilbert, 1754?-1828? -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 3 map plates ; 17 cm.
2nd ed.
Ayer 160.5 N76 I3 1793a (NLO)

Atlas - 1793 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Pallas, Peter Simon, 1741-1811 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
5 v. ; 34 cm. + atlas
Ayer 124 R98 P16 1789 (NLO)

Atlas - 1794 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Pallas, Peter Simon, 1741-1811 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
8 v. + atlas
Ayer 124 R98 P16 1794 (NLO)

Atlas - 1794 (Provisional Heading)
History of three of the judges of King Charles I. Hartford : E. Babcock, 1794.
Authors: Stiles, Ezra, 1727-1795 -- Babcock, E. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 6 map plates ; 170 x 117 mm.
1st ed.
W&B275/83;Walsh32;Sabin91742;HowesS999
Includes maps illustrating history.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

Atlas - 1795
Authors: Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library)
Bookplate of George Moser, Philadelphia.
Laid in, note 'This atlas is the property of Mrs. Mildred H. Martinez descendant of George Moser the original owner' on Mrs. Martinez' stationery.
Condition: Covers v. worn and detached, spine broken, maps somewhat foxed but generally fine. Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection. Previous location: A-2; McNally's closet
AMcN III PC 20 (PrCt)

Atlas - 1795 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Guthrie, William, 1708-1770 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 44 maps ; 381 x 243 mm.
May-95
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Phillips 6007
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

Atlas - 1795 (Provisional Heading)
Viaggi intorno al mondo. Venice : A. Zatta, 1795.
Authors: Cook, James, 1728-1779 -- Zatta, Antonio, active 1757-1797 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
4 v.
Ayer 118.C7 1794 (NLO)

Atlas - 1795 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Guthrie, William, 1708-1770 -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839
2 v. ; 28 cm.
1st ed. (U.S.)
Case 5A 442 (NLO)

Atlas - 1795 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Morse, Jedidiah, 1761-1826
1 v. ; 22 cm.
G 833.5973 (NLO)

Atlas - 1795 (Provisional Heading)
Universal geography made easy. New York : Smith&Wayland, 1795.
Authors: Smith, Charles -- Newberry Library.
John M. Wing Foundation
1 v. : 6 map plates ; 14 cm.
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.
Wing ZP 783.W357 (NLO)

Atlas - 1796
Carey's General atlas ... Philadelphia : M. Carey, 1796.
Authors: Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839
1 atlas ([2] p., 44 leaves of plates (part fold.) : maps) ; 38 cm.
Incomplete; lacking plate 24: United States.
Many of the maps bear the note 'Engraved for Carey's American edition of Guthrie's Geography improved.'
Maps also cataloged separately.
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Phillips 683
Case folio G1019 .C25 1796 (NLO)

4543 Atlas - 1796 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Barker, W. (William), fl. 1795-1803 -- Doolittle, Amos, 1754-1832 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 19 maps ; 170 x 110 mm.
1st ed.
HowesC137;Buck47;Sabin10856;Walsh38
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).

4544 Atlas - 1796 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Salmon, Thomas, 1679-1767
1 v. ; 17 cm.
G 005.776 (NLO)

4545 Atlas - 1797 (Provisional Heading)
Topographical descr of western territory of No Amer. London : Debrett, 1797.
Authors: Imlay, Gilbert, 1754? - 1828? -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 4 map plates
3rd ed.
Graff 2091 (NLO)

4546 Atlas - 1797 (Provisional Heading)
Nouveau voyage autour de monde. Paris : JansenHJ, 1797.
Authors: Pages, Pierre Marie Francois -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
3 v. ; 21 cm.
Ayer 123 P2 1797 (NLO)

4547 Atlas - 1797 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Smith, Charles
1 v. : 8 map plates ; 21 cm.
Case 4A 1375 (NLO)

4548 Atlas - 1797 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Smith, Charles
2 v. ; 21 cm.
Case U 0.824 (NLO)

4549 Atlas - 1797 (Provisional Heading)
Monthly military repository. New York : Wm. A. Davis, 1797.
Authors: Smith, Charles -- Davis, Wm. A. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
2 v. : 7 maps ; 213 x 126 mm.
1st ed.

4550 Atlas - 1797 (Provisional Heading)
Habitable world described. London : Trusler, 1797.
Authors: Trusler, John
18 v. ; 22 cm.
Incomplete: lacking 2 volumes.
G 11.89 (NLO)

4551 Atlas - 1798 (Provisional Heading)
1 v. : 41 maps ; 125 x 100 mm.
1st ed.
E:JTScott,Barker;Walsh52;Rumsey2481
Phillips 691

4552 Atlas - 1798 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Morse, Jedidiah, 1761-1826
1 v.
G 80.6 (NLO)

4553 Atlas - 1799 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Hasted, Edward
4 v. ; 42 cm.
F 45944.37 (NLO)

4554 Atlas - 1799 (Provisional Heading)
Authentic account of embassy: Britain to China.
Philadelphia : CampbellR, 1799.
Authors: Staunton, George
2 v. in 1 ; 21 cm.
Case DS708 .S78 1799 (NLO)

4555 Atlas - 1799 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Vancouver, George, 1757-1798 -- Imprimerie de la République (France) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 10 map plates ; 48 cm.
Ayer 18 V2 1799 (NLO)

4556 Atlas - 1799 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Weld, Isaac, 1774-1856
1 v. : 5 map plates ; 28 cm.
G 81.96 (NLO)

4557 Atlas - 1799 (Provisional Heading)
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Atlases - 1801  (Provisional Heading)

Memoirs of the rebellion in Ireland. Dublin: MillikenJ, 1801.
Authors: Musgrave, Richard
1 v.: 10 map plates
F 4241.6 (NLO)

Atlases - 1801  (Provisional Heading)

Memoirs of the rebellion in Ireland. Dublin: MillikenJ, 1801.
Authors: Musgrave, Richard
1 v.: 10 map plates
Case 5A 615 (NLO)

Atlases - 1801  (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Pallas, Peter Simon
3 v.; 27 cm. + atlas
Bonaparte 9480 (NLO)

Atlases - 1802 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.: 19 maps; 266 x 210 mm.
LeGearL13
Phillips 11022
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases - 1802 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813 -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 v.
3rd ed.
Graff 4809 (NLO)

Atlases - 1802 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Morse, Jedidiah, 1761-1826
2 v.; 22 cm.
Case 4A 2091 (NLO)

Atlases - 1803 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Clarke, James Stanier
1 v.; 28 cm.
G 004.167 (NLO)

Atlases - 1803 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Paterson, Daniel, 1738-1825
1 v.; 17 cm.
13th ed.
Ed:FFreeling
G 45006.6518 (NLO)

Atlases - 1804

A New and elegant general atlas comprising all the new discoveries, to the present time; containing sixty-five maps, drawn by Arrowsmith and Lewis. Philadelphia [etc.]: J. Conrad & Co. [and others], 1804.
1 atlas ([2] preliminary leaves: 61 maps (3 folded)); 28 x 23 cm.
This copy differs from Phillips 702 in the number of maps indicated in the title, and listed in the contents.
Maps also cataloged separately.
References: Phillips 702
24441
ICN 45-3124
Ayer 135 .A65 1804 (NLO)

Atlases - 1804

Authors: Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Lewis, Samuel, 1753 or 1754-1822 -- John Conrad & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas: 63 maps; 285 x 240 mm.
1st ed.
Issued with 65 map? This copy lacking 2 maps?
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
References: Phillips 702; Ristow 265; Wh #259-62; Walsh 84
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases - 1804

Carey’s General atlas ... Philadelphia: Published by Mathew Carey, April 24th, 1804.
Authors: Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Guthrie,
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

William, 1708-1770 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (1 p.l., 51 maps on 49 numbered leaves (part fold)) : 45 x 38 cm.

...Published by Mathew Carey, April 24th, 1804.

Many of the maps bear the note 'Engraved for Carey's American edition of Guthrie's Geography improved'.
Maps also cataloged separately. Phillips 6021; Cf. Phillips 3535.

LC Card Number: map37000011

oversize Ayer 135 C27 1804 (NLO)

4581

Atlases - 1805
A New and elegant general atlas : comprising all the new discoveries, to the present time, containing sixty-three maps / drawn by Arrowsmith and Lewis; intended to accompany the new improved edition of Morse’s Geography, but equally well calculated to be used with any former edition, with his Gazetteer, or any other geographical work. Boston : Published by Thomas & Andrews, Oct. 1, 1805.

1 atlas ([4] p.l., [63] leaves of plates (some folded)) : 63 maps (some folded) ; 28 cm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 708; Shaw & Shoemaker 8972

LC Card Number: a 31001016

Baskes folio G1019 .A765 1805 (NLO)

4582

Atlases - 1805 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 20 map plates ; 22 cm.
3rd ed.
Phillips 01368

Ayer 135 C27 1805 (NLO)

4583

Atlases - 1805 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 20 map plates ; 22 cm.
3rd ed.
Phillips 01368

Ayer 135 C27 1805 (NLO)

4584

Atlases - 1805 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Davies, Benjamin Rees -- Johnson, J. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 8 maps ; 182 x 109 mm.

Rumsey4244
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

4585

Atlases - 1805 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Harris, Thaddeus Mason -- Putnam, Rufus, 1738-1824 -- Manning & Loring -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 5 maps ; 215 x 134 mm.
1st ed.
Sabin30515;Walsh101;HowesH233
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

4586

Atlases - 1806 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813 -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 18 cm.
5th ed.
Graff 5010 (NLO)

4587

Atlases - 1807 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Beaupre, Chas. F. -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
2 v. + atlas (39 map plates ; 58 cm.)

Ayer 123L17 E61 1808 (NLO)

4588

Atlases - 1807 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Weld, Isaac, 1774-1856
2 v. : 5 map plates ; 23 cm.
4th ed.
G 81.9604 (NLO)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

4589 Atlases - 1807 (Provisional Heading)

4590 Atlases - 1808 (Provisional Heading)

4591 Atlases - 1808 (Provisional Heading)
Terrainlehre zum unterricht. Vienna : ImprDruckerey, 1808. Authors: Gomez de Parientos, Moriz 1 v. : 17 map plates ; 26 cm. U 205.353 (NLO)

4592 Atlases - 1808 (Provisional Heading)

4593 Atlases - 1810 (Provisional Heading)

4594 Atlases - 1811 (Provisional Heading)
Atlas to new system of modern geography. Philadelphia : Johnson&Warner, 1811. Authors: Davies, Benjamin Rees -- Johnson&Warner -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. : 8 maps ; 180 x 104 mm. Rumsey4483 Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes). Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

4595 Atlases - 1811 (Provisional Heading)
Traite de grandes operations militaires. Paris : Magimel, 1811. Authors: Jomini, Antoine Henri, baron de, 1779-1869 -- Magimel 3 v. + atlas (29 map plates ; 32 cm.) (6Vin3) U 2.45597 (NLO)

4596 Atlases - 1812 (Provisional Heading)

4597 Atlases - 1813 (Provisional Heading)
School atlas to Cummings' geography. Boston : Cummings & Hilliard, 1813. Authors: Cummings, J. A. (Jacob Abbot), 1772-1820 -- Wightman, Thomas -- Cummings and Hilliard -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. : 8 maps ; 248 x 164 mm. nd;E:Wightman;Rumsey2644 Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

4599 Atlases - 1814 (Provisional Heading)

4601 Atlases - 1814 (Geography - 1814)
Atlas to Adams' Geography for the use of schools and academies : containing the following maps,
Rivington, 1814.
Authors: Salt, Henry
1 v. : 8 map plates ; 31 cm.
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 1149
G 726.77 (NLO)

Atlases - 1816 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Warner, Benjamin, 1786-1821 -- Welsh, Howard E., 1917-1990 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 52 maps ; 269 x 217 mm.
Previous owner: H.E. Welsh
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases - 1816 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Jomini, Antoine Henri, baron de, 1779-1841
8 v. + atlas (17 map plates ; 29 cm.)
U 2 .45596 (NLO)

Atlases - 1816 (Provisional Heading)
History war in West Florida & Louisiana: atlas. 1816.
Authors: Latour, Arsene L -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.
Phillips 01345
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 1418
Ayer 203 L2 1816 (NLO)

Atlases - 1816 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Lucas, Fielding, Jr., 1781-1854 -- Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Lewis, Samuel, 1753 or 1754-1822 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 53 maps ; 388 x 325 mm.
1st ed.
(of54);C:SLewis;E:HSTanner,Rw266;Walsh203
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Phillips 3542
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases - 1817 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 58 maps ; 453 x 298 mm.
2nd ed.
outlineColor
Phillips 4311

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases - 1817 (Provisional Heading)
School atlas to Cummings' geography. Boston : Cummings & Hilliard, 1817.
Authors: Cummings, J. A. (Jacob Abbot), 1772-1820 -- Annin, William B., 1791?-1839 -- Butler, M. -- Cummings and Hilliard -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 8 maps ; 240 x 158 mm.
5th ed.
d;E:WBAnnin&MButler
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases - 1817 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Cummings, J. A. (Jacob Abbot), 1772-1820 -- Wightman, Thomas -- Butler, M. -- Cummings and Hilliard -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 4 maps ; 310 x 250 mm.
Walsh,200; ms date 1819
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases - 1818
A Modern atlas : from the latest and best authorities exhibiting the various divisions of the world, with its chief empires, kingdoms, and states; in sixty maps, carefully reduced from the largest and most authentic sources / directed and superintended by John Pinkerton, author of modern geography, &c. &c. Philadelphia : Published by Thomas Dobson & Son, at the Stone House, no. 41, South Second Street ; James Fry, printer, 1818.
Authors: Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826 -- Hebert, Lewis, fl. 1809-1836 -- Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Dobson, Thomas, 1751-1823 -- Thomas Dobson and Son -- Fry, James, fl. 1818 -- Fry, William, 1777-1855 -- Charles, H. -- Thomas, Moses, 1787-1865 -- Bradford and Inskeep -- Inskeep and Bradford -- Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Michigan Central Railroad Company -- Chicago Historical Society -- Dobson (Thomas) and Son SEE Thomas Dobson and Son
1 atlas (8 p., [118] leaves of plates (some folded)) : 59 hand col. maps ; 57 cm.
Running title: Pinkerton's modern atlas
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'Arranged chiefly according to the plan of Mr. Pinkerton's Geography, in the order of political importance'--from list of maps.
Incomplete? This copy includes 59 maps, instead of 60 maps as stated in the title, or 61 maps on the "list of maps" (p. [8]).
Scales differ.
Maps also cataloged separately.
Rebound in library buckram; some pages browned.
Michigan Central Railroad sticker on page with "list of the maps"; handstamp of Chicago Historical Society on title page.
References: Phillips 733.
Case oversize G1019 .P56 1818 (NLO)

4620 Atlases - 1818 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Lewis, Samuel, 1753 or 1754-1822 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 58 maps ; 455 x 320 mm.
3rd ed. (1820); outlineColor
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Phillips 732
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

4621 Atlases - 1818 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Warner, Benjamin, 1786-1821 -- Johnson, J. -- Warner & Carey -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 52 maps ; 270 x 219 mm.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

4622 Atlases - 1818 (Provisional Heading)

School atlas to Cummings' geography. Boston : Cummings & Hilliard, 1818.
Authors: Cummings, J. A. (Jacob Abbot), 1772-1820 -- Annin, William B., 1791-1839 -- Butler, M. -- Cummings and Hilliard -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 8 maps ; 240 x 156 mm.
6th ed.
nd:E:WBAinn&MButler;Rumsey2662
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Phillips 6040
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

4623 Atlases - 1818 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Lockwood, Anthony -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 29 cm.
Phillips 01252
Ayer 150.7 N9 L8 1818 (NLO)

4624 Atlases - 1819 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Burney, James
1 v. ; 22 cm.
G 144.13 (NLO)

4625 Atlases - 1819 (Provisional Heading)

American universal geography (Western Hemis). Charlestown : Lincoln&Edmands, 1819.
Authors: Morse, Jedidiah, 1761-1826 -- Annin & Smith -- Lincoln & Edmands -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 4 maps ; 222 x 140 mm.
7th ed.
Sabin50926; maps not=A636
Geography text.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

4626 Atlases - 1819 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Perrot, A. M. (Aristide Michel), 1793-1879
1 v. ; 20 cm.
1st ed.
Case folio GA105 P47 1819 (NLO)

4627 Atlases - 1819 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Ross, John, Sir, 1777-1856
1 v. : 3 map plates ; 28 cm.
Case folio G 142.7509 (NLO)

4628 Atlases - 1820

School atlas to Cummings Ancient & modern geography. [Boston : Cummings and Hilliard, 1820?].
Authors: Cummings, J. A. (Jacob Abbot), 1772-1820 -- Cummings and Hilliard -- Cummings, J. A. (Jacob Abbot), 1772-1820. An Introduction to ancient and modern geography (1820) -- Edward E. Ayer Art Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 8 maps ; 23 cm.
Lacking title page.
Published to accompany: Cummings, Jacob Abbot. An Introduction to ancient and modern geography (Boston: Cummings and Hilliard, 1820).
Maps also cataloged separately.
References: Phillips 275.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
4629  **Atlases - 1820**

*General atlas for Guthrie's geography* ... Philadelphia : B. Warner, 1820.

Authors: Guthrie, William, 1708-1770 -- Warner, Benjamin, 1786-1821 -- Edward E. Ayer

Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (1 prelim. leaf, 22 maps (part fold., part double)) ; 22 cm.

Issued to accompany Guthrie, William. A Universal geography ... 3d Amer. ed. (Philadelphia: Benjamin Warne, 1820.)

Phillips 738.

24407.

ICN 46-827.

**Ayer 135 .C97 1820 (NLO)**

---

**Atlases - 1820**


Authors: Potter, Paraclete, 1784-1858 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas : 7 maps ; 215 x 132 mm.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).

References: Phillips 4313; Walsh 171; +P3385;
[C500.129

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)**

*PrCt*

---

**Atlases - 1820**


Authors: Warner, Benjamin, 1786-1821 -- Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas : 28 maps ; 217 x 147 mm.

nd;C:AArrowsmith+,Karp36;Buck22;[C500.91

Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).

Cf. Phillips 00738

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)**

*PrCt*

---

**Atlases - 1820-1829**

*Atlas to Morse's geography*. Boston : Richardson and Lord, [182-?].

Authors: Morse, Jedidiah, 1761-1826 -- Annin & Smith -- N. & S.S. Jocelyn (Firm) -- Richardson & Lord -- Morse, Jedidiah, 1761-1826. New system of geography, ancient and modern -- Richmond, Lucia -- McNally, Andrew, 1909-- I. W. L. -- Lawrence, Isabelle -- Andrew McNally III

Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas ([10] leaves of plates) : 8 hand col. maps ; 30 cm.

Cover title.

Publishers Richardson & Lord active 1820-1829.

Some maps engraved by Annin & Smith and N. & S.S. Jocelyn.

Original marble covers with publisher's paper

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

---

**Atlases - 1820-1829**

*World history - Maps - 1820-1829* 

*Historical atlases*

A Complete genealogical, historical, chronological and geographical atlas : being a general guide to history, both ancient and modern: exhibiting an accurate account of the origin, descent, and marriages of all the royal families ... the whole forming a complete system of history and geography / by M. Lavoisne. From the last London edition, improved by C. Gros ... and J. Aspin ... Philadelphia : Published by M. Carey and Son, September 1, 1820.

Authors: Lavoisne, C. V. -- Las Cases, Emmanuel-Auguste-Dieudonné, comte de, 1766-1842 -- Gros, C. -- Aspin, Jehoshaphat, active 18th century-19th century -- Paguenaud, E. -- Melish, John, 1771-1822 -- M. Carey & Son
- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Palmer, Thomas H., 1782-1861 -- Joshua & Thomas Gilpin (Firm) -- Gilpin (Joshua & Thomas), firm SEE Joshua & Thomas Gilpin (Firm) -- J. & T. Gilpin (Firm) SEE Joshua & Thomas Gilpin (Firm)

1 atlas ([10] p., 71 leaves (part double) : 34 maps (some col.), genealogical tables) ; 45 cm.

"Second American edition, carefully revised and corrected."

"Printed by T.H. Palmer, on the Ruthven Press, and on J. & T. Gilpin's machine paper."

"Enlarged by the addition of several new maps of American history and geography, which are brought down to ... 1820."

Maps nos. 38, 43, 46, 51 and 71 are by E. Paguenaud; no. 68 by John Melish. Nos. 17, 50, and 70 are single leaves with text on both sides.

Maps also cataloged separately.


Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation).

1 v. : 74 map plates ; 25 cm.

Phillips 00591<

Forms part of the William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library).

Greenlee 4691 L18 1820 (NLO)

Atlases - 1820 (Provisional Heading)


Authors: Seaman, J. A. (Jacob Abbot), 1772-1820 -- Cummings and Hilliard -- Seaman, James V -- KingGB -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 26 maps ; 311 x 236 mm.

E:GBKing;Karpinski61

Phillips 6045

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases - 1821

[School atlas to Cummings' ancient & modern geography]. Boston : Cummings and Hilliard, [1821].

Authors: Cummings, J. A. (Jacob Abbot), 1772-1820 -- Cummings and Hilliard -- Richmond, John B. -- Richmond, Bella -- Maps, Carl Herbert, 1900-- -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 10 hand col. maps (2 folded) ; 31 cm.

Issued to accompany Cummings’ Introduction to ancient and modern geography, presumably the 7th (1820) or 8th (1821) edition.

Handwritten memo about dating of the atlas from Carl H. Maps to Andrew McNally III laid in. Inscribed on front of jacket “John B. Richmond’s book. Residence in Richmond Street, Providence, R.I.” and on back of jacket, “Bella Richmond, Colburn School, Lowell, Mass.”

In original marbled paper covers and paper jacket.


Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection.

To Collection Services for cataloging, June 2011 (PrCt)

Atlases - 1821


Authors: Lavoisne, C. V. -- Melish, John, 1771-1822 -- Gros, C. -- Aspin, Jehoshaphat, active 18th century-19th century -- Paguenaud, E. -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 8 maps ; 243 x 160 mm.

7th ed.

nd:E:H Morse;Rumsey221

Phillips 275

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases - 1820 (Provisional Heading)


Authors: La Harpe, Jean-François de, 1739-1803 -- William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry
1821 Historical atlases
A Complete genealogical, historical, chronological, and geographical atlas: being a general guide to ancient and modern history: exhibiting an accurate account of the origin, descent, and marriages of the principal royal families from the earliest authentic records; together with the various possessions, wars, celebrated battles, and remarkable events, to the year 1821. According to the plan of Le Sage, greatly improved. The whole forming a complete system of history and geography. By M. Lavoisne. Philadelphia: M. Carey and Sons, 1821.
Authors: Lavoisne, C. V. -- Las Cases, Emmanuel-Auguste-Dieu donné, comte de, 1766-1842 -- Gros, C. -- Aspin, Jehoshaphat, active 18th century-19th century -- Paguenaud, E. -- Melish, John, 1771-1822 -- M. Carey & Sons -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Carey (M.) & Sons see M. Carey & Sons
1 atlas ([10] p., 71 leaves of plates (fold.) : 33 maps, tables) ; 46 cm.
"From the last London edition, improved by C. Gros ... and J. Aspin ... Enlarged by the addition several new maps of American history and geography, extended to the beginning of the year 1821. 3d American ed., carefully revised and corrected."
Maps no. 38, 43, 46, 51 and 71 are by E. Paguenaud; no. 68 by John Melish.
Maps also cataloged separately.
References: Phillips 132; Shoemaker 5801
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

4644 Atlases - 1821 (Provisional Heading)

Atlases - 1821 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Montule, Edouard de
2 v. ; 29 cm. + atlas
Case G 131.589 (NLO)

4645 Atlases - 1821 (Provisional Heading)

Atlases - 1821 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Raynal, abbé (Guillaume-Thomas-François), 1713-1796
1 v. : 49 map plates ; 27 cm.
C:Bonne
F 80.7292 (NLO)

4646 Atlases - 1822

Atlases - 1822

A New universal atlas of the world; comprising, in twenty maps, carefully prepared from the latest information, and neatly engraved, the world, its several grand divisions, and principal subdivisions / by Jedidiah Morse ... and Sidney E. Morse ... New-Haven [Conn.] : Howe & Spaulding, 1822.
Authors: Morse, Jedidiah, 1761-1826 -- Morse, Sidney E. (Sidney Edwards), 1794-1871 -- Howe & Spalding (New Haven, Conn.)
1 atlas ([2] leaves, 20 leaves of plates) : 20 hand col. maps (1 fold.) ; 28 cm.
References: Phillips 306
Case folio G1019 .M67 1822 (NLO)

4647 Atlases - 1822

Atlases - 1822

Authors: Morse, Jedidiah, 1761-1826 -- Morse, Sidney E. (Sidney Edwards), 1794-1871 -- N. & S.S. Jocelyn (Firm) -- Howe & Spalding (New Haven, Conn.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 20 maps ; 283 x 230 mm. 1st ed.
Edited by N. & S.S. Jocelyn.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
References: Phillips 306
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

4648 Atlases - 1822 (Provisional Heading)

Atlases - 1822 (Provisional Heading)

Modern atlas, adapted to Morse's new school geography. Boston : Richardson & Lord, 1822.
1 atlas ([8] leaves of plates) : 8 col. maps ; 30 cm.
[1st ed.?]
Cover title.

4649 Atlases - 1822 (Provisional Heading)

Atlases - 1822 (Provisional Heading)

New system of geography, extended to the beginning of the year 1822. Adapted to Jedidiah Morse's school geography. Boston: M. Carey & Sons, 1822.
Authors: Morse, Jedidiah, 1761-1826 -- Morse, Sidney E. (Sidney Edwards), 1794-1871 -- N. & S.S. Jocelyn (Firm) -- Howe & Spalding (New Haven, Conn.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 20 maps ; 283 x 230 mm. 1st ed.
Edited by N. & S.S. Jocelyn.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
References: Phillips 306
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)
Running title: Morse's school geography.  
Printed by J.H. A. Frost.  
'Annin & Smith, sc.'--on some maps.  
Scales differ.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.  
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).  
References: Phillips 304  
Baskes folio G1019 .M7 1822 (NLO)  

Atlases - 1822 (Provisional Heading)  
Geographical description of United States.  
Philadelphia : J. Melish, 1822.  
Authors: Melish, John, 1771-1822 -- Tanner, Benjamin, 1775-1848 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 v. : 12 maps ; 226 x 145 mm.  
HowesM490;Ristow186  
Geography text.  
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.  
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)  

Atlases - 1823 (Provisional Heading)  
Authors: Cailliaud, Frederic -- Jomard, M. (Edme-Francois), 1777-1862  
4 v. + atlas (2 v. in 1)  
Ed:Jomard  
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 1183  
G 725.14 (NLO)  

Atlases - 1823 (Provisional Heading)  
Authors: Koch, Christophe Guillaume  
3 v. ; 21 cm.  
F 093.4593 (NLO)  

Atlases - 1823 (Provisional Heading)  
Authors: Lucas, Fielding, Jr., 1781-1854 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 v. : 98 maps ; 392 x 310 mm.  
1st ed.  
Ph723  
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).  
Phillips 742  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.  
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)  

Atlases - 1823 (Provisional Heading)  
Authors: Morse, Sidney E. (Sidney Edwards), 1794-1871 -- N. & S.S. Jocelyn (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 v. : 11 maps ; 285 x 230 mm.  

1st ed.  
E:N&SSJocelyn;Rw154;Sabin50964  
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).  
Phillips 11025  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.  
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)  

Atlases - 1823 (Provisional Heading)  
Authors: Roberts, Robert  
1 v. ; 24 cm.  
Bonaparte 8031 (NLO)  

Atlases - 1823 (Provisional Heading)  
Authors: Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 v. : 22 maps ; 630 x 464 mm.  
1st ed.  
NMM488;Rw191;S&E:251;LeGear23  
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).  
Phillips 1374  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.  
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)  

Atlases - 1823 (Provisional Heading)  
School atlas (octavo). Hartford : CookeOD, 1823.  
Authors: Woodbridge, William C. (William Channing), 1794-1845 -- Cooke, Oliver Dudley, 1766-1833 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 v. : 9 maps ; 242 x 162 mm.  
nd(1821-1823;state#1);ptr:Roberts&Burr  
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.  
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)  

Atlases - 1824  
A New general atlas : comprising a complete set of maps, representing the grand divisions of the globe, together with the several empires, kingdoms and states in the world; compiled from the best authorities, and corrected by the most recent discoveries. Philadelphia : Published by Anthony Finley, 1824.  
Authors: Finley, A. (Anthony) -- Young & Delleker -- Perkins, Joseph, 1788-1842 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 atlas (62 leaves) : 2 hand col. ill., 58 hand col. maps ; 36 cm.  
Cover title (green label): A New general atlas containing sixty maps; gilt spine title: Finley's general atlas.  
Spine title (gilt): Finley's general atlas  
On each map: Young & Delleker sc.  
Title page and table of contents written and
engraved by Jos. Perkins.
Relief shown pictorially.
Scales differ.
Half bound red leather; marbled boards; green
cover label.
Owner's inscription: Sarah N. Willis. Presented
by her Father.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet
by R. Baskes).
References: Phillips 4314; Ristow 268-70 (2d
state)
LC Card Number: 2006458002
Baskes folio G1019 .F5 1824 (NLO)

4664
Atlases - 1824 (Provisional Heading)
Journal of 2nd voyage for northwest passage.
London : Murray J, 1824.
Authors: Parry, William Edward, Sir, 1790-1855
2 v. : 8 map plates ; 28 cm.
Case folio G 142.66 (NLO)

4665
Atlases - 1824 (Provisional Heading)
Journal of 2nd voyage for northwest passage.
London : Murray J, 1824.
Authors: Parry, William Edward, Sir, 1790-1855
1 v. : 8 map plates ; 28 cm.
1st ed.
Case folio G 142.66a (NLO)

4666
Atlases - 1824 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Smiley, Thomas T. (Thomas Tucker), d.
1879 -- Bason, William P., 1798?-1834 -- Grigg,
John, 1792-1864 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 8 maps ; 300 x 244 mm.
(1823);+P:WPBason,Charleston
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet
by R. Baskes).
Phillips 313
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

4667
Atlases - 1824 (Provisional Heading)
Sacred geography. Philadelphia : J. Grigg & W.P.
Bason, 1824.
Authors: Smiley, Thomas T. (Thomas Tucker), d.
1879 -- Knight, J. (Jonathan), 1787-1858 --
Bason, William P., 1798?-1834 -- Grigg, John,
1792-1864 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 v. : 3 maps ; 265 x 218 mm.
Maps engraved by J. Knight.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

4668
Atlases - 1824 (Provisional Heading)
Modern atlas. Hartford : Cooke OD, 1824.
Authors: Woodbridge, William C. (William
Channing), 1794-1845 -- Cooke, Oliver Dudley,
1766-1833 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 v. : 9 maps ; 325 x 265 mm.
1st ed.
nd(1821-1823;state#2)
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

4669
Atlases - 1824 (Provisional Heading)
School atlas (octavo). Hartford : Cooke OD, 1824.
Authors: Woodbridge, William C. (William
Channing), 1794-1845 -- Cooke, Oliver Dudley,
1766-1833 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
Atlastes - 1825
Modern atlas to accompany system of geography. Hartford, Conn. Deming & Francis, 1825.
Authors: Butler, Frederick -- Huntington, Eleazer, 1789-1852 -- Willard, Asaph, 1786-1880 -- Pelton, O. -- Deming & Francis -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 9 maps ; 265 x 228 mm.
Includes maps engraved by E. Huntington, A. Willard, and O. Pelton
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlastes - 1825
A New universal atlas of the world, on an approved plan; consisting of thirty maps, carefully prepared from the latest authorities, with complete alphabetical indexes. By Sidney E. Morse ...
Authors: Morse, Sidney E. (Sidney Edwards), 1794-1871 -- N. & S.S. Jocelyn (Firm) -- Annin & Smith -- Joubis, L.W. -- Jories, Josiah H.
1 atlas (iv, [55] p.) : 30 hand col. maps ; 29 cm.
Added title from printed label on front cover:
Morse's new universal atlas of the world on an improved plan.
Map of Canada engraved by Annin & Smith.
Front endleaf signed 'L.W. Joubis' [?]; title page signed 'Josiah H. Jories' [?]
Maps also cataloged separately.
References: Phillips 746.
Gift 1964.
64-2239
folio G 1083 .595 (NLO)

Atlastes - 1825
Authors: Morse, Sidney E. (Sidney Edwards), 1794-1871 -- N. & S.S. Jocelyn (Firm) -- Morse, Sidney E. (Sidney Edwards), 1794-1871. A New universal atlas of the world, on an approved plan ...
(1825)
1 map : hand col. ; 2 hemispheres each 13 cm. in diam., on sheet 22 x 28 cm.
In: Morse, Sidney E. A New universal atlas of the world, on an approved plan ... (New Haven [Mass.] : N. & S.S. Jocelyn, 1825) pl. [1]
folio G 1083 .595 pl. [1] (PrCt)

Atlases - 1825
The Cyclopaedia, or, Universal dictionary of arts, sciences and literature. Plates. Vol. VI. Ancient
and modern atlas / by Abraham Rees ...
Philadelphia ; New York [etc.] : Published by Samuel F. Bradford and Murray, Fairman and Co., Peter A. Mesier ... [and 18 others in 18 other places, 1825?].
Forms volume 47 of encyclopedia issued in 47 volumes (41 vols. of text and 6 vols. of plates): The Cyclopaedia, or, Universal dictionary of arts, sciences and literature / by Abraham Rees ; with the assistance of eminent professional gentlemen ; illustrated with numerous engravings by the most distinguished artists ; in forty-one volumes (Philadelphia ; New York [etc.] : Published by Samuel F. Bradford and Murray, Fairman and Co., Peter A. Mesier ... [and 18 others in 18 other places, 1805-1825)).
Newberry holds copies of the atlas in the Ayer and Baskes collections, but lacks all other volumes (September 2011).
Publication dates from Shaw & Shoemaker. "First American edition, revised, corrected, enlarged and adapted to this country by several literary and scientific characters."
Subscribers to the American edition of Dr. Rees's new Cyclopaedia": v. [47], [16] p. at end. Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet...
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

by R. Baskes).

Variant copy (atlas only; lacking list of subscribers): Ayer 135 .R29

References: Phillips 711; Cf. Phillips 4312a; Rink, E. Technical Americana, 121; Shaw & Shoemaker 9234; Cf. OCLC 7637565; Cf. Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 704; Sabin 68634; Walsh 106

Baskes folio AE5 .R44 1805 (NLO)

4674

Atlases - 1825

[The Cyclopaedia, or, Universal dictionary of arts, sciences and literature. Plates. Vol. VI. Ancient and modern atlas / by Abraham Rees ...]. [Philadelphia ; New York etc. Published by Samuel F. Bradford and Murray, Fairman and Co., Peter A. Mesier etc., 1825?]


1 atlas : 40 maps ; 27 cm.

Lacking title page.

Added title from printed paste-on cover label: Atlas modern.

Forms volume 47 of encyclopedia issued in 47 volumes (41 vols. of text and 6 vols. of plates): The Cyclopaedia, or, Universal dictionary of arts, sciences and literature / by Abraham Rees ; with the assistance of eminent professional gentlemen ; illustrated with numerous engravings by the most distinguished artists ; in forty-one volumes (Philadelphia ; New York [etc.] : Published by Samuel F. Bradford and Murray, Fairman and Co., Peter A. Mesier ... [and 18 others in 18 other places, 1805-1825]).


Newberry holds copies of the atlas in the Ayer and Baskes collections, but lacks all other volumes (September 2011).

Publication dates from Shaw & Shoemaker.


Back endleaf inscribed "James Rush" and dated "1830."

Maps also cataloged separately.

Variant copy (with list of subscribers): Baskes folio AE5 .R44 1805

References: Phillips 711; Cf. Phillips 4312a; Rink, E. Technical Americana, 121; Shaw & Shoemaker 9234; Cf. OCLC 7637565; Cf. Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 704; Sabin 68634; Walsh 106

ICN 51-3795

Ayer 135 .R29 (NLO)

Atlases - 1825 (Provisional Heading)


Authors: Morse, Sidney E. (Sidney Edwards), 1794-1871 -- N. & S.S. Jocelyn (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 30 maps ; 288 x 230 mm.

E:N&S SJocelyn

Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).

Phillips 746

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases - 1825 (Provisional Heading)


Authors: Seaman, James V -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 26 maps ; 300 x 235 mm.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases - 1825 (Provisional Heading)

School atlas (octavo). Hartford : CookeOD, 1825.

Authors: Woodbridge, William C. (William Channing), 1794-1845 -- Cooke, Oliver Dudley, 1766-1833 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 9 maps ; 240 x 156 mm.

6th ed.

nd(1821-23,state#3)ptr:PCanfield

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases - 1826

School atlas to Cummings' geography. Baltimore : Cushing & Jewett, [ca. 1826?].

Authors: Cummings, J. A. (Jacob Abbot), 1772-1820 -- Morse, Hazen -- Cushing & Jewett -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas : 7 maps ; 245 x 153 mm.

Includes maps engraved by H. Morse.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases - 1826

A New general atlas, comprising a complete set of maps, representing the grand divisions of the globe, together with the several empires, kingdoms, and states in the world; compiled from the best authorities, and corrected by the most recent discoveries. Philadelphia : A. Finley, 1826.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Authors: Finley, A. (Anthony) -- Perkins, Joseph, 1788-1842
1 atlas ([4] p., 60 leaves : col. maps, diagrs.) ; 34 cm.
At bottom of title page: Written and engraved by Jos. Perkins.
Maps also cataloged separately.
References: Phillips 6054.
LC Card Number: map38000020
Case folio G1019 .G686 1826 (NLO)

Atlases - 1826
Goodrich's larger atlas : atlas accompanying Rev. C.A. Goodrich's school geography.
Brattleboro : Holbrook and Fessenden, c1826.
Authors: Goodrich, Samuel G. (Samuel Griswold), 1793-1860 -- Holbrook & Fessenden -- Goodrich, Charles A. (Charles Augustus), 1790-1862. Outlines of modern geography -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([4] folded leaves of plates) : 7 maps (chiefly hand col.) ; 37 cm.
Cover title.
This copy lacks original cover.
Contents: The world -- United States -- New England -- British Islands -- Oceanica -- Europe -- Map of the world in outline to be filled up by students in geography.
Scales differ.
Relief shown by hachures and pictorially.
"Directions to the pupil for filling up the outline map of the world" on inside back cover.
Accompanies: Outlines of modern geography.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Shoemaker, 24727
Baskes folio G1019 .G686 1826 (NLO)

Atlases - 1826
Willard's atlas to accompany Geography for beginners ... : atlas to accompany Geography for beginners. Hartford : For sale by Oliver D. Cooke & Co., 1826.
1 atlas : 6 hand col. maps (some folded) ; 24 cm.
'Designed as an introduction or first part to a series of geographical works by W.C. Woodbridge and E. Willard.'
Cover title: Atlas to accompany Geography for beginners
Cover title: Atlas to accompany Geography for beginners
Cover damaged, loss of text.
Bookseller's advertisements on back cover.
Scales vary.
Contents: (from maps) The world -- United States -- United States -- United States -- Europe -- Europe
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Atlases - 1826
Poughkeepsie : Published by P. Potter & Co., [ca. 1826].
Authors: Willetts, Jacob, 1785-1860 -- Potter, Paraclete, 1784-1858
1 atlas : (7 double maps (part fold.)) ; 22 cm.
Cover title.
4A 4118 (NLO)

Atlases - 1826
Atlas to accompany easy grammar of geography.
Poughkeepsie : P. Potter, 1826.
Authors: Willetts, Jacob, 1785-1860 -- Potter, Paraclete, 1784-1858 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 7 maps ; 227 x 130 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
References: Cf. Phillips 6046
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases - 1826 (Provisional Heading)
School atlas to Cummings' geography. Boston : Cummings & Hilliard, 1826.
Authors: Cummings, J. A. (Jacob Abbot), 1772-1820 -- Cummings and Hilliard -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 6 maps ; 236 x 157 mm.
9th ed.
nd:ms1828
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases - 1826 (Provisional Heading)
School atlas to Cummings' geography (quarto). Boston : Cummings&Hilliard, 1826.
Authors: Cummings, J. A. (Jacob Abbot), 1772-1820 -- Morse, Hazen -- Cummings and Hilliard -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 9 maps ; 295 x 236 mm.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases - 1826 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Finley, A. (Anthony) -- Young, J. H. (James Hamilton) -- Delleker -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 58 maps ; 350 x 280 mm.
E:JHYoung&Delleker
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Phillips 6054
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

4687 Atlases - 1826 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Finley, A. (Anthony) -- Young, J. H. (James Hamilton) -- Vance, D. H. (David H.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 15 maps ; 154 x 105 mm.
(1825-26);E:JHYoung;C:DHVance;NMM485
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Cf. Phillips 01378
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

4688 Atlases - 1826 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Parry, William Edward, Sir, 1790-1855
1 v. : 4 map plates ; 28 cm.
Case folio G 142.6605 (NLO)

4689 Atlases - 1826 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Roussin, Albin -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 66 cm.
Ayer 135 R86 1826 (NLO)

4690 Atlases - 1826 (Provisional Heading)
Modern atlas. Hartford : CookeOD, 1826.
Authors: Woodbridge, William C. (William Channing), 1794-1845 -- Cooke, Oliver Dudley, 1766-1833 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 8 maps ; 320 x 255 mm.
2nd ed.
nd(1821-23);state#4)(of9)
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Phillips 337
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

4691 Atlases - 1827-1832
Universal geography, or, A description of all parts of the world : on a new plan, according to the great natural divisions of the globe : accompanied with analytical, synoptical, and elementary tables / by M. Malte-Brun. Philadelphia : Published by Anthony Finley, 1827-1832.
2 v. : ill. ; 24 cm.
Uniform title: Précis de la géographie universelle. English
Issued in 6 volumes, but this copy incomplete; lacking v. 2-5 (August 2013).
Contents: v. 1. Containing the theory or mathematical, physical and political principles of geography &c. -- v. 2. Containing the description of part of Asia, of Oceanica &c. -- v. 3. Containing the description of part of Africa and of America -- v. 4-6. Containing the theory, or mathematical, physical, and political principles, of geography.
"Improved by the addition of the most recent information, derived from various sources."
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Translation of : Précis de la géographie universelle.
Former owner's signature: H. Fullerton.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Digital version of another copy, complete in 6 volumes, available online via HathiTrust Digital Library (accessed August 2013):
http://hdl.handle.net/2027/hvd.hnuch7 -- http://hdl.handle.net/2027/hvd.hnuch8 -- http://hdl.handle.net/2027/hvd.hnuch9 -- http://hdl.handle.net/2027/hvd.hnuchq -- http://hdl.handle.net/2027/hvd.hnuchr -- http://hdl.handle.net/2027/hvd.hnuchs
References: Shoemaker 29613
LC Card Number: 01002943
Baskes G115 .M3513 1827 (NLO)

4692 Atlases - 1827 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Carey & Lea
1 v. : 46 map plates ; 46 cm.
3rd ed.
Phillips 01227
Case G1100 .C67 1827 (NLO)

4693 Atlases - 1827 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Finley, A. (Anthony) -- Young, J. H. (James Hamilton) -- Vance, D. H. (David H.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 15 maps ; 487 x 335 mm.
2nd ed.
(1827);E:JHYoung;C:DHVance
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Cf. Phillips 01378
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

4694 Atlases - 1828
A New general atlas, comprising a complete set of maps : representing the grand divisions of the
globe, together with the several empires, kingdoms and states in the world ... Philadelphia : Anthony Finley, 1828.
Authors: Finley, A. (Anthony) -- Young & Delleker -- Mould, Charles -- Masson, M. -- Chicago Historical Society
1 atlas ([3], 60 leaves) : hand col. ill., 58 hand col. maps ; 36 cm.
Cover title on printed label: New general atlas containing sixty maps
Spine title: Finley’s general atlas
On each map: Young & Delleker sc.
Advertisement for A. Finley Map Establishment and Mr. Charles Mould pasted to inside front cover.
Scales differ.
Relief shown pictorially.
Red morocco.
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005; includes CHS ownership markings.
CHS Coll., Atlas no. 74
LC Card Number: 85675608
Case folio G1019.F45 1828 (NLO)

Atlases - 1828
Modern atlas of fourteen maps. New York : R. Lockwood, [1828?].
1 v. : 14 maps ; 356 x 226 mm.
5th ed.
Missing title page
Includes maps by J.H. Yound and D.H. Vance.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. References: Phillips 290
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases - 1828
A New general atlas, exhibiting the five great divisions of the globe : Europe, Asia, Africa, America and Oceania, with their several empires, kingdoms, states, territories and other subdivisions corrected to the present time : drawn and engraved, particularly to illustrate the Universal geography by M. Malte-Brun.
Philadelphia : John Grigg, no. 9, North Fourth Street, 1828.
Authors: Malte-Brun, Conrad, 1775-1826 -- Young, J. H. (James Hamilton) -- Grigg, John, 1792-1864 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([4] p., xl leaves) : 40 hand col. maps ; 31 cm.
Cover title: New general atlas according to the Geography of M. Malte-Brun
Maps engraved by J.H. Young.
Relief shown pictorially.
Half-binding of red leather and marbled paper over boards; green paper label with title: A new general atlas according to the Geography of M. Malte-Brun.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 751; Rumsey 287; Sabin 44163; Karp103
Baskes folio G1019.N468 1828 (NLO)

Atlases - 1828
Modern atlas, adapted to Morse’s School geography. New York : Collins & Hannay, 1828.
Authors: Morse, Jedediah, 1761-1826 -- Morse, Sidney E. (Sidney Edwards), 1794-1871 -- Barber, John Warner, 1798-1885 -- Collins & Hannay -- Richardson & Lord -- Morse, Jedediah, 1761-1826. New system of geography, ancient and modern -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([10] leaves of plates) : 9 col. maps ; 29 cm.
Cover title.
‘Sold also by Richardson & Lord, Boston ...’--cover.
‘J.W. Barber, sc.’--on maps.
Index on inside of cover.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
References: Phillips 305; Rumsey 627
Baskes folio G1019.M7 1828 (NLO)

Atlases - 1828 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Cummings, J. A. (Jacob Abbot), 1772-1820 -- Morse, Hazen -- Tower & Hogan -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 8 maps ; 303 x 238 mm.
E:HMorse;prov:JasJHill;newMaps
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. References: Phillips 290
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases - 1828 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Dwight, Theodore Jr -- Carvill -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 19 maps ; 152 x 96 mm.
3rd ed.
Buck280;HowesD607
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases - 1828 (Provisional Heading)
Narrative of second expedition to Polar Sea.
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Authors: Finley, A. (Anthony) -- Young, J. H. (James Hamilton) -- Delleker -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 58 maps ; 357 x 280 mm.
E:JHYoung&Delleker
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Phillips 752
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases - 1829 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Paterson, Daniel, 1738-1825
1 v. ; 22 cm.
18th ed.
Ed:EMogg
G 45006.63 (NLO)

Atlases - 1829 (Provisional Heading)

School atlas. Hartford : CookeOD, 1829.
Authors: Woodbridge, William C. (William Channing), 1794-1845 -- Huntington -- Cooke, Oliver Dudley, 1766-1833 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 9 maps ; 313 x 255 mm.
10th ed.
(1821-23;state#5);E:EHuntington
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

4709 Atlases - 1830

Authors: Smiley, Thomas T. (Thomas Tucker), d. 1879 -- Grigg, John, 1792-1864 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 9 maps ; 287 x 227 mm.
8th ed.
C:HSTanner;largeUSmap
Phillips 314
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

4710 Atlases - 1830-1832

Authors: Huntington, Hezekiah, 1795-1865 -- Huntington, Francis Junius, 1802-1878 -- Lawrence, Isabelle -- McNally, Andrew, 1909- -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library)
-- Huntington, Francis Junius, 1802-1878SEE ALSO F.J. Huntington and Co.
13 maps and 3 tables : hand col. ; 25 x 40 cm. and smaller
Maps are individually mounted on boards, with marbled paper borders; the marbling and mid-nineteenth century broadside used as a backing suggest this was done in the nineteenth century.
Previous location: C-unboxed
AMcN III PC 3900 (PrCt)

4711 Atlases - 1830<>Geography - 1830

School atlas to Adams' geography. Boston :
Published by Lincoln & Edmands, no. 59
Washington-Street, sold by them and by the principal booksellers in the United States, 1830.
Authors: Adams, Daniel, 1773-1864 -- Morse, Hazen -- Annin & Smith -- Lincoln & Edmands -- Adams, Daniel, 1773-1864. Geography, or, A description of the world (1830) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([9] leaves of plates (2 folded)) : 8 hand col. maps ; 21 cm.
Cover title.
Maps engraved by Annin & Smith and H. Morse. "The atlas to the present edition of Adams' Geography has received various improvements, resulting from recent discoveries, particularly in Africa, of which a new and correct map is given ..."
Published separately to accompany: Geography, or, A description of the world / by Daniel Adams. 12th ed. Boston : Lincoln & Edmands, 1830.
"Containing the following maps: The World, United States, Middle States, Europe, Asia, North America, New England, South America, England, Africa."
Relief shown by hachures.
Publisher's illustrated paper covers; publisher's advertisements on back cover.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1019 .A756 1830 (NLO)

4712 Atlases - 1830<>Geography - 1830

Authors: Worcester, Joseph E. (Joseph Emerson), 1784-1865 -- Morse, Hazen -- Hilliard, Gray, Little, and Wilkins -- Worcester, Joseph E. (Joseph Emerson), 1784-1865. Epitome of geography (1830) -- Tufts, Nathan -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([17] leaves of plates) : 10 hand col. maps (2 folded) ; 21 cm.
Cover title.
Some maps signed: H. Morse sc.
Issued with 10 maps, but this copy imperfect: lacking plate 13; plate 11 duplicated
Publisher's printed paper covers; publisher's advertisement on back cover.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Inscriptions of former owner Nathan Tufts of Charlestown, Mass., variously dated 1830 and 1831.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1019 .A756 1830 (NLO)


Maps from the Boston school geography.
[Boston] : Published at the office of the Boston Daily Advertiser, 1830.
Authors: Edmands, B. Franklin (Benjamin Franklin), 1807-1874 -- Boston daily advertiser (Boston, Mass. : 1813) -- Roger S. Baskes
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*Atlases - 1830 (Provisional Heading)*


Authors: Dépôt de la guerre (France)

viii, 244 p. ; 18 cm. + atlas ; 27 x 35 cm.

Text shelved as quarto; atlas shelved as folio

**Atlases - 1830 (Provisional Heading)**

**New general atlas.** Philadelphia : Finley A., 1830.

Authors: Finley, A. (Anthony) -- Young, J. H.

(James Hamilton) -- Delleker -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 57 maps ; 360 x 288 mm.

(of58)

Phillips 755

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)**

(Pr Ct)

Atlases - 1831


Authors: Hart, Joseph C., -1855 -- Young, J. H.

(James Hamilton) -- Day (J. & W.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 12 maps ; 345 x 219 mm.

7th ed.

Includes maps engraved by J.H. Young

Imperfect; lacking 2 maps.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

References: Phillips 291

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)**

(Pr Ct)

Atlases - 1831

*A New universal atlas of the world : comprising, in twenty one maps, carefully prepared from the latest information and neatly engraved, the world, its several grand divisions, and principal subdivisions / by Jedidiah Morse & Sidney E. Morse. New Haven : Published by J.R. Goodno, Edmands, 1831.*

Authors: Edmands, B. Franklin (Benjamin Franklin), 1807-1874 -- Boynton, George W., -1884 -- Lincoln & Edmands -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 11 maps ; 214 x 174 mm.

4th ed.

Attributed to B. Franklin Edmands.

Includes maps by George Boynton.

Lacking 3 maps (of147?).

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)**

(Pr Ct)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

1831.
Authors: Morse, Jedidiah, 1761-1826 -- Morse, Sidney E. (Sidney Edwards), 1794-1871 -- N. & S.S. Jocelyn (Firm) -- Annin & Smith -- Daggett & Ely=Goodno, J. R. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
2nd. ed. / with numerous additions and improvements by N. & S.S. Jocelyn.
Cover title: Morse's new universal atlas of the world
Publisher's printed yellow paper label on cover.
Maps engraved by N. & S.S. Jocelyn and Annin & Smith.
Engraved title page signed: Daggett & Ely.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1019 .M67 1831 (NLO)

4722 Atlases - 1831
Authors: Olney, J. (Jesse), 1798-1872 -- Robinson, David F., 1801?-1862 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 11 maps ; 300 x 235 mm.
C2543:1827geog,1e
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
References: Phillips 6065
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

4723 Atlases - 1831 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Bouchette, Joseph, 1774-1841
2 v. : 28 cm.
folio G 82.11 (NLO)

4724 Atlases - 1831 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Finley, A. (Anthony) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 11 maps ; 360 x 285 mm.
bound with 1833 General atlas (A2332)
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Phillips 5605
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

4725 Atlases - 1831 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Melish, John, 1771-1822 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 12 map plates ; 24 cm.
Ayer 138 M4 1831 (NLO)

4726 Atlases - 1831 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Finley, A. (Anthony) -- Young, J. H. (James Hamilton) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 15 maps ; 472 x 315 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

4727 Atlases - 1831 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Finley, A. (Anthony) -- Young, J. H. (James Hamilton) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 14 maps ; 150 x 100 mm.
(of15,thinpaper);8flat,6 folded
Phillips 11026
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

4728 Atlases - 1831 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Olney, J. (Jesse), 1798-1872 -- Robinson, David F., 1801?-1862 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 10 maps ; 294 x 238 mm.
(of11);Hudson170
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

4729 Atlases - 1831 (Provisional Heading)
School atlas. Hartford : CookeOD, 1831.
Authors: Woodbridge, William C. (William Channing), 1794-1845 -- Cooke, Oliver Dudley, 1766-1833 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 12 maps ; 300 x 236 mm.
14th ed.
new maps
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

4730 Atlases - 1832
Authors: Burr, David H., 1803-1875 -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library)
9 maps on sheets 35 x 42.5 cm, in 2 paper folders
The title and description of the series are printed on the front of each fascicle.
The atlas was to contain 101 maps and be issued
in twenty fascicles, priced at $1 each. After these
two, publication in fascicles was abandoned, but
the atlas was completed by Illman & Pilbrow and
published by them in 1835 as New universal
atlas.

Contents of these two fascicles: No. [1].
Western Hemisphere -- Palestine. -- Vermont and
New Hampshire -- New-Jersey -- Southern Part
of Italy No. 2. New York -- Massachussetts,
Rhode Island and Connecticut -- Upper Canada
-- British Islands.
Map of Mexico and Central America, to precede
Upper Canada, wanting.
Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection
(Newberry Library).

Atlases - 1832

Family cabinet atlas. Philadelphia : Carey & Lea,
1832.
Authors: Carey & Lea -- Dimham, O. M. --
Dimham, D. R. -- Howes, Wright -- Wright Howes
Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([4] p., 100 plates : 50 hand col. maps) ;
18 cm.
'First American edition, revised, corrected, and
enlarged.'
Cover title: Atlas.
Inscription inside front cover: O.M. Dimham [?]
from D.R. Dimham [?]
Bound in original boards?
Condition: very good.
Forms part of the Wright Howes Map Collection
(Newberry Library).

Atlases - 1832

A New general atlas : comprising a complete set
of maps representing the grand divisions of the
globe together with the several empires,
kingsoms and states in the world / compiled from
the best authorities, and corrected by the most
recent discoveries. Philadelphia : Anthony Finley,
1832.
Authors: Finley, A. (Anthony) -- Young, J. H.
(James Hamilton) -- Young & Delleker -- Perkins,
Joseph, 1788-1842 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([3], 62 leaves of plates) : col. ill, 60 hand
col. maps ; 39 cm.
Cover title: New general atlas containing
sixty-two maps
Spine title: Finley's general atlas
On most maps: Young & Delleker sc.
Plates 13, 15, 18, 23, and 31 engraved by J.H.
Young.
Index and t.p. engraved by Jos. Perkins.
Publisher's binding with gold-stamped spine title:
Finley's general atlas.
Newberry copy in box, with spine title: Finley's
general atlas.

Relief shown pictorially.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by
R. Baskes).

Atlases - 1832

The Universal school atlas : arranged on the
inductive plan, and designed to render the study
of geography both easy and instructive :
containing thirty-four maps ... Wheeling ;
Cincinnati ; Baltimore : Published by A. and E.
Picket ; sold by Picket & Co. ... and Joseph
Jewett, 1832, c1831.
Authors: Goodrich, Samuel G. (Samuel
Griswold), 1793-1860 -- Boynton, George W.,
-1884 -- A. & E. Picket (Firm) -- Jewett, Joseph,
b. 1790 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry
SEE A. & E. Picket (Firm)
1 atlas (45 p., [32] leaves of plates) : ill., 34 hand
col. maps ; 18 cm.
By Samuel G. Goodrich.
Maps engraved by G. Boynton.
Publisher's paper covered boards.
'With questions for the examination of pupils.'--Cover.
'Entertaining and useful books for children and
youth, illustrated by many engravings.'--Back
cover.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by
R. Baskes).

Atlases - 1832

The Universal school atlas : arranged on the
inductive plan, and designed to render the study
of geography both easy and instructive :
containing thirty-four maps ... Cincinnati ;
Wheeling ; Baltimore : Published by Picket & Co.
; sold by A. & E. Picket ... and Joseph Jewett,
1832, c1831.
Authors: Goodrich, Samuel G. (Samuel
Griswold), 1793-1860 -- Boynton, George W.,
-1884 -- Picket & Co. -- A. & E. Picket (Firm) --
Parson, Joseph -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 atlas (45 p., [32] leaves of plates) : ill., 34 hand
col. maps ; 18 cm.
By Samuel G. Goodrich.
Maps engraved by G. Boynton.
'With questions for the examination of pupils.'--Cover.
'Entertaining and useful books for children and
youth, illustrated by many engravings.'--Back
cover.
Publisher's paper covered boards.
Scales differ.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalog Entry</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Atlases - 1832 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>History &amp; topography of the United States.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases - 1832 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>New general atlas. Philadelphia : Grigg &amp; Elliot, 1832. Authors: Malte-Brun, Conrad, 1775-1826 1 v. ; 40 map plates ; 29 cm. folio G1019 M35 1832 (NLO)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases - 1832 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>School atlas. Hartford : Cooke OD, 1832. Authors: Woodbridge, William C. (William Channing), 1794-1845 -- Cooke, Oliver Dudley, 1766-1833 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. : 12 maps ; 296 x 234 mm. 15th ed. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases - 1833</td>
<td>Boston school atlas. Boston : Lincoln, Edmands &amp; Co., 1833. Authors: Edmands, B. Franklin (Benjamin Franklin), 1807-1874 -- Morse, Hazen -- Boynton, George W., -1884 -- Lincoln &amp; Edmands -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Edmonds, B. Franklin (Benjamin Franklin), 1807-1874 SEE Edmands, B. Franklin (Benjamin Franklin), 1807-1874 1 atlas : 12 maps ; 212 x 180 mm. 6th ed. Edited by B.F. Edmands. Includes maps compiled by George Boynton. Includes maps engraved by Hazen Morse. Lacking 2 maps (of 14?) Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Atlases - 1833 | A New general atlas : comprising a complete set of maps, representing the grand divisions of the
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globe, together with the several empires, kingdoms and states in the world; compiled from the best authorities and corrected by the most recent discoveries. Philadelphia: Published by Anthony Finley, 1833. Authors: Finley, A. (Anthony) -- Young, J. H. (James Hamilton) -- Young & Delleker -- Perkins, Joseph, 1788-1842 -- Ashmun, J. (Jehudi), 1794-1828 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 atlas ([3], 63 leaves): 2 hand col. ill., 62 hand col. maps; 36 cm. On most maps: Young & Delleker sc. Plates 13, 15, 18, and 23 engraved by J.H. Young. "Map of the west coast of Africa ... including ... Liberia" (plate 60) by Jehudi Ashmun. Title page and index engraved by Joseph Perkins. Publisher's advertisement label on inside front cover: Map Establishment, A. Finley, Philadelphia. Relief shown pictorially. Scales differ. Bound with: Finley, A. Atlas classica, or, Select maps of ancient geography ... (Philadelphia: Anthony Finley, 1831) [Baskes acq. no. A5458] Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library. Maps also cataloged separately. References: Phillips 3551 LC Card Number: 2006458005 Baskes folio G1019 .F5 1833 (NLO)

Atlases - 1833

4748

4749

Case folio G 10 .978 (NLO)

Atlases - 1833
Tanner's universal atlas: subscription price $1.00 a number, separate numbers $1.50 each: no. 1[-no. 15] of a new and elegant universal atlas ... constructed from the most recent and authentic documents. Philadelphia: Published by the author, 1833-1836.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Authors: Melish, John, 1771-1833.

Authors: Melish, John, 1771-1822 -- Williams, C.


Maps are in color and are printed on one side of leaf only. Relief shown by shading. In portfolio with typed contents for each no. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Ristow, American maps and mapmakers (1985) p. 200-201; Phillips 774; Cf. Phillips 4320; Cf. OCLC 50152634.

Baskes oversize G1019 .T2 1833 (NLO)

Atlastes - 1833 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Cacciatore, Leonardo -- Newberry Library.

3d ed.

Wing G 1001 .141 (NLO)

Atlastes - 1833 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Castro, Joao de

1 v. ; 23 cm.

Phillips 09500

Greelee 4583 I55 C35 1833 (NLO)

Atlastes - 1833 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Melish, John, 1771-1822 -- Williams, C.

S. -- Hunt, U. -- Andrus & Judd -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 40 maps ; 297 x 245 mm.

Phillips 06072

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlastes - 1833 (Provisional Heading)

Modern atlas. Hartford : CookeOD, 1833.
Authors: Woodbridge, William C. (William Channing), 1794-1845 -- Cooke, Oliver Dudley, 1766-1833 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 11 maps ; 300 x 240 mm.
5th ed.
(of12);(1831-2)
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Phillips 6073

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlastes - 1834

Authors: Carey, Lea & Blanchard -- Starling, Thomas -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 12 maps ; 296 x 235 mm.
Improved edition; maps 1831
Phillips 341

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlastes - 1834

Authors: Smiley, Thomas T. (Thomas Tucker), d. 1879 -- Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Grigg, Elliot & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 9 maps ; 277 x 222 mm.
Maps by H. S. Tanner.
Phillips 316

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)
4757  **Atlases - 1834** (Provisional Heading)

*Description of Province of New Sweden.*
Authors: Campanius Holm, Tomas -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.
Ayer 150.5 P4 C2 1834 (NLO)

4758  **Atlases - 1834** (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Malte-Brun, Conrad, 1775-1826
3 v. : 28 map plates ; 29 cm.
G 11.55 (NLO)

4759  **Atlases - 1834**United States - Maps - 1834

1 atlas (unpaged) : ill., charts, 61 maps (some hand col.) ; 35 cm.
Some maps engraved by G.W. Boynton & Co. Title page and some illustrations engraved by J. Andrews and drawn by W. Croome and E. Tisdale.
All maps in first state?
Relief shown pictorially.
Scales differ.
Blank pages interleaved throughout.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Baskes folio G1019 .B73 1834 (NLO)

4760  **Atlases - 1835**

Authors: Bradford, T. G. (Thomas Gamaliel), 1802-1887 -- Hunt, Freeman, 1804-1858
1 atlas (180 p. : ill. (some col.), col. maps) ; 33 cm.
Case folio G1019 .B73 1835 (NLO)

4761  **Atlases - 1835**

*A New universal atlas, of sixty maps, charts and plans, from the latest authorities.* Boston : Edward R. Broaders, c1835.
Authors: Broaders, Edward R. -- Bradford, T. G. (Thomas Gamaliel), 1802-1887 -- G.W. Boynton & Co. -- Sow, Charles -- Welsh -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Some maps engraved by G.W. Boynton & Co. Relief shown by hachures and pictorially.
Scales differ.
For former owner’s inscription: Charles Sow, Amherst College, Dec. 26, 1836.
Previously owned by Welsh?
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
References: Karpinski 131
Baskes folio G1019 .B76 1835 (NLO)

4762  **Atlases - 1835**

*School atlas.* Hartford : White & Hutchison, 1835.
Authors: Huntington, Nathaniel G. (Nathaniel Gilbert), 1785-1848 -- White & Hutchison -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 11 maps ; 300 x 248 mm.
5th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
References: Cf. Phillips 6077
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

4763  **Atlases - 1835**

Authors: Smith, Roswell Chamberlain, 1797-1860 -- Hammond, John T., b. ca. 1820 -- Daniel Burgess & Co. -- Marshall, W. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 11 maps ; 300 x 248 mm.
Incomplete?; issued with 12 maps, but this copy includes only 11?
Maps engraved by J.T. Hammond.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
References: Phillips 318
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

4764  **Atlases - 1835-1836**United States - Maps - 1835-1836

1 atlas (various pagings) : ill. (some hand col.), 72 maps (most hand col.) ; 31 cm.
Map and text related to the Republic of Texas covers events to 1836, including land grants of 1835 and the Battle of San Jacinto in 1836. Some maps engraved by Morse & Tuttle and G.W. Boynton & Co. Some illustrations drawn by W. Croome and engraved by J. Andrews; engraved title page also drawn by E. Tisdale.
Engraved illustrated title page.
Scales differ.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).

**Baskes folio G 1019 .B73 1836 (NLO)**

**4765**

**Atlases - 1835 (Provisional Heading)**

**Embroidered maps (Cross-stitch)**

**1866<>Map samplers (Cross-stitch)**

SEE Embroidered maps (Cross-stitch)

*Modern atlas: on a new plan, to accompany the system of universal geography by William Channing Woodbridge.* Hartford [Conn.]: Beach & Beckwith, 1835.


1 atlas ([37] p. : ill., 12 maps (most hand col.)) ; 31 cm.


Includes maps variously credited to Anderson, O.D. Cooke, Alexander v. Humboldt, and Abner Reed.

"Mary A. Hibbard, Ithaca 1836" -- ink signature on title page.

"Mary H. St. John drew one of these embroidery patterns on this book November 16th 1866" -- pencil note inside front cover.

"Gift Louise St. John Westervelt 1938" -- hand stamp inside front cover.

Maps also cataloged separately.

References: OCLC 7993222

**Case folio G 10 .979 (NLO)**

**4766**

**Atlases - 1835 (Provisional Heading)**

**Comprehensive atlas.** Boston : W.D. Ticknor, 1835.

Authors: Bradford, T. G. (Thomas Gamaliel), 1802-1887 -- Boynton, George W., -1884 -- Ticknor, W. D. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 66 maps ; 340 x 266 mm.

Buck285;Webb154;2dState1835;Rumsey2070

Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).

Phillips 770

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)**

**4767**

**Atlases - 1835 (Provisional Heading)**

**Voyage autour du monde.** St. Petersburg, 1835.

Authors: Luette, Fedor Petrovich -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

4 v. + 2 atlases (65 cm.)

Phillips 00203

**VAULT Ayer 124 R9 L94 1835 (NLO)**

**4768**

**Atlases - 1835 (Provisional Heading)**

**History of British colonies.** London : CochraneJ,

1835.

Authors: Martin, Robert Montgomery, 1803?-1868

5 v. ; 23 cm.

G 4496.55 (NLO)

**4769**

**Atlases - 1835 (Provisional Heading)**


Authors: Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 25 maps ; 320 x 224 mm.

Ristow202

Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).

Phillips 1380

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)**

**4770**

**Atlases - 1835 (Provisional Heading)**

**United States - Maps - 1835**


1 atlas (various pagings) : ill. (some hand col.), charts, hand col. maps ; 33 cm.

Some maps engraved by G.W. Boynton & Co., and Morse & Tuttle.

Some illustrations drawn by W. Croome and engraved by J. Andrews; t.p. also drawn by E. Tisdale.

Engraved, illustrated title page.

Includes 2 pages of text about Texas land grants. Relief shown by hachures and pictorially.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).

References: Phillips 770

LC Card Number: 2006458001

**Baskes folio G1019 .B73 1835b (NLO)**

**4771**

**Atlases - 1836**

**New universal atlas.** New York : Wm. Hall, 1836.

Authors: Burr, David H., 1803-1875 -- Illman, Thomas, d. 1859 or 60 -- Pilbrow -- Hall, Wm. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas : 63 maps ; 388 x 320 mm.

2nd ed.

Maps engraved by Illman and Pilbrow.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).

References: Ristow 106; cf. Phillips 00771

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)  
(PrCt)

4772 **Atlases - 1836-1838**  
Common school atlas. Hartford : Reed & Barber, 1838.  
Authors: Huntington, Nathaniel G. (Nathaniel Gilbert), 1785-1848 -- Huntington, Eleazer, 1789-1852 -- Reed & Barber -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 atlas : 16 maps ; 259 x 212 mm.  
Maps by Eleazer Huntington (dated 1836?)  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.  
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)  
(PrCt)

4773 **Atlases - 1836 (Provisional Heading)**  
Authors: Davenport, Bishop -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 v. : 13 maps ; 232 x 141 mm.  
C:AFinley,E:Young&Delleker  
Geography text.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.  
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)  
(PrCt)

4774 **Atlases - 1836 (Provisional Heading)**  
Authors: Goodrich, Samuel G. (Samuel Griswold), 1793-1860 -- Malte-Brun, Conrad, 1775-1826 -- F.J. Huntington and Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 v. : 13 maps ; 284 x 225 mm.  
of14  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.  
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)  
(PrCt)

4775 **Atlases - 1836 (Provisional Heading)**  
Authors: Gordon, Thomas Francis, 1787-1860 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 v. ; 22 cm.  
Phillips 04921  
Ayer 138 G65 1836 (NLO)

4776 **Atlases - 1836 (Provisional Heading)**  
Authors: Humboldt, Alexander von, 1769-1859 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)  
5 v. ; 25 cm.  
3rd ed.  
V5:atlas  
Ayer 656.4 H9 1936 (NLO)

4777 **Atlases - 1836 (Provisional Heading)**  
Authors: Olney, J. (Jesse), 1798-1872 -- Robinson & Pratt  
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.  
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

4778 **Atlases - 1836 (Provisional Heading)**  
Authors: Olney, J. ( Jesse), 1798-1872 -- Robinson Pratt -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 v. : 12 maps ; 300 x 240 mm.  
nMaps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.  
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)  
(PrCt)

4779 **Atlases - 1836 (Provisional Heading)**  
Authors: Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 v. : 69 maps ; 408 x 333 mm.  
1st ed.  
Ristow200  
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).  
Phillips 774  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.  
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)  
(PrCt)

4780 **Atlases - 1837 (Provisional Heading)**  
A New and improved school atlas, to accompany the practical system of modern geography. New York : Robinson, Pratt & Co., 1837.  
Authors: Olney, J. ( Jesse), 1798-1872 -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 atlas : 13 plates ; 30 cm.  
Cover title.  
Condition: In original papers covers. Some wear on spine, corners dog-eared, otherwise good. Maps hand colored, bright and fine.  
Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection.  
Previous location: McNally's vault B1.  
AMcN III PC 720 (PrCt)

4781 **Atlases - 1837 (Provisional Heading)**  
Authors: Goodrich, Samuel G. (Samuel Griswold), 1793-1860 -- Malte-Brun, Conrad, 1775-1826 -- Boynton, George W., -1884 -- F.J. Huntington and Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 v. : 14 maps ; 285 x 225 mm.  
E:GWBoynton  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.  
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)  
(PrCt)
New & improved school atlas. Hartford:
Robinson Pratt, 1837.
Authors: Olney, J. (Jesse), 1798-1872 --
Robinson Pratt -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 v. : 7 maps ; 300 x 242 mm.
2 incomplete Copies: front cover 4 rural scenes
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet
by R. Baskes).
Phillips 6080
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

Atlases - 1838
An illustrated atlas, geographical, statistical, and
historical, of the United States, and the adjacent
countries / by T.G. Bradford. Boston : Weeks,
Jordan, and Company, c1838.
Authors: Bradford, T. G. (Thomas Gamaliel),
1802-1887 -- Boynton, George W., -1884 --
Archer, James, fl. 1835-1860 -- Stiles, Sherman & Smith --
Weeks, Jordan & Company -- Folsom, Wells, and Thurston -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([4], 170 p., [40] leaves of plates) : 39
hand col. maps (1 folded) ; 50 cm.
Cover title: Illustrated atlas of the United
States and adjacent countries
Most maps engraved by G.W. Boynton; some
maps engraved by S. Stiles, Sherman & Smith.
"Cambridge, stereotyped and printed by Folsom,
Wells, and Thurston, printers to the
University"--T.p. verso.
Added engraved title page by Jas. Archer with
historiated, hand colored border.
Relief shown by hachures.
Issued also without text.
Half binding of black leather and ribbon
embossed green cloth; black leather label with
gold-stamped cover title: Illustrated atlas of the
United States and adjacent countries.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet
by R. Baskes).
References: Phillips 11028; LeGear L33; Ristow
271
LC Card Number: map46000400
Baskes oversize G1200 .B8 1838 (NLO)

Atlases - 1838
Authors: Smiley, Thomas T. (Thomas Tucker), d.
1879 -- Woodward, E. F. -- Gould Kendall & L. --
Grigg, Elliot & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 12 maps ; 295 x 242 mm.
+P:Grigg&Elliot++E:EFWoodward
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet
by R. Baskes).
Cf. Phillips 00317

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

Atlases - 1838
Willetts' Atlas to accompany the New and
improved school geography, containing a map of
the world, a map of the United States, a map of
North America, a map of South America, a map of
Europe, a map of Asia, a map of Africa.
Poughkeepsie, N.Y. William Wilson, [c1838].
Authors: Willetts, Jacob, 1785-1860 -- Wilson,
William, fl. 1838-1854 -- S. Stiles & Co. -- Stiles,
Samuel, 1796-1861 -- Stiles, Sherman & Smith --
Sherman & Smith -- Willetts, Jacob, 1785-1860.
Willetts' new and improved school geography
(1838) -- Potter & Wilson -- Boyd, George W. --
Stiles (S.) & Co. SEE S. Stiles & Co.
1 atlas : 7 hand col. maps ; 29 cm.
Title from paperback cover.
Maps variously engraved by 'S.Stiles & Co.', 'S.
Stiles', 'Stiles, Sherman & Smith', and 'Sherman
& Smith' and 'entered according to act of
Congress in the year 1838 by Potter & Wilson in the...
Southern District of New York.'
Issued to accompany Willetts, Jacob. Willetts'
new and improved school geography : accompanied by a new and correct atlas ...
(Poughkeepsie, N.Y. : Potter and Wilson, 1838);
cf. OCLC 17422383.
Map contents: The World -- United States --
North America -- South America -- Europe -- Asia
-- Africa.
Front endleaf signed "George W. Boyd".
Maps also cataloged separately.
Gift 1951, John Crerar Library.
ICN 51-3271
folio G 10 .976 (NLO)

Atlases - 1838 (Provisional Heading)
Views of ports & harbours of Great Britain.
London : TiltC, 1838.
Authors: Finden, William
1 v. : 28 cm.
5A 5069 (NLO)

Atlases - 1838 (Provisional Heading)
Boundary between US & Great Britain.
Authors: U.S. State Department -- Delafield --
United States. Congress -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 19 maps ; 232 x 150 mm.
25-2,HED451;C&F250;Karp692-708
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

Atlases - 1839
Atlas to accompany the geography. New York :
Paine & Burgess, 1839.
Authors: Smith, Roswell Chamberlain, 1797-1875
-- Paine and Burgess

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1 atlas : 17 maps ; 30 cm.
Phillips 320.
folio G1019 .S6 1839 (NLO)

4789 Atlases - 1839
Worcester's modern atlas. Boston : David H. Williams, [1839?]
Authors: Worcester, Joseph E. (Joseph Emerson), 1784-1865 -- Morse, Hazen -- Williams, David H., fl. 1830-1842 -- Variany, Jacob H. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([12] leaves of plates (some folded)) : col. ill., 11 col. maps (some folded) ; 30 cm.
New ed., rev. and improved.
Cover title.
Some maps engraved by H. Morse.
Relief shown pictorially.
Scales differ.
Former owner's inscription: The property of Jacob H. Variany[?].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Cf. Phillips 6102
Baskes folio G1019 .W783 1839 (NLO)

4790 Atlases - 1839 (Provisional Heading)
New gazetteer or geographical dictionary No Amer. Philadelphia : DavenportB, 1839.
Authors: Davenport, Bishop -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 24 cm.
Ayer 74 U71 D24 1839 (NLO)

4791 Atlases - 1839 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Davenport, Bishop -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 12 maps ; 232 x 145 mm.
Geography text.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

4792 Atlases - 1839 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Fitzroy, Robert, 1805--1865
3 v. ; 24 cm.
G 13. 3 (NLO)

4793 Atlases - 1839 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Humboldt, Alexander von, 1769-1859
5 v. : 4 map plates ; 22 cm.
G 801.42 (NLO)

4794 Atlases - 1839 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Jomini, Antoine Henri, baron de,
1779-1869
1 v. : 37 map plates ; 54 cm.
Phillips 02970<
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 2177
Case oversize F 393.457 (NLO)

4795 Atlases - 1839 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 7 maps ; 298 x 246 mm.
Phillips 300
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

4796 Atlases - 1839 (Provisional Heading)
New atlas. Philadelphia : Hogan & Thompson, 1839.
Authors: Smiley, Thomas T. (Thomas Tucker), d. 1879 -- Woodward, E. F. -- Hogan & Thompson -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 12 maps ; 295 x 242 mm.
E:EFWoodward
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

4797 Atlases - 1839 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Smith, Roswell Chamberlain, 1797-1875 -- Stiles, Sherman & Smith -- Paine, John -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 13 maps ; 293 x 238 mm.
(1840);newMaps,E:Stiles,Sherman&Smith
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Phillips 319
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

4798 Atlases - 1840
Smith's atlas. Hartford : Spalding & Storrs, [ca. 1840?].
Authors: Smith, Roswell Chamberlain, 1797-1875 -- Stiles, Samuel, 1796-1861 -- Sherman -- Spalding & Storrs -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 7 maps ; 300 x 242 mm.
nd;(of12)
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

4799 Atlases - 1840-1842
New universal atlas. Brattleboro : J. Greenleaf, [1840? or 1842?].
Authors: Greenleaf, Jeremiah -- Burr, David H.,
1803-1875 -- Illman, Thomas, d. 1859 or 60 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 atlas : 65 maps ; 370 x 319 mm. (1842,wwI/A)
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

4800 Atlases - 1840 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Dépôt de la guerre (France) 1 v.
nd:ed:deVault F 4052.938 (NLO)

4801 Atlases - 1840 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Greenleaf, Jeremiah -- Burr, David H., 1803-1875 -- Illman, Thomas, d. 1859 or 60 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. : 64 maps 1st ed.
revisesDBurr
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

4802 Atlases - 1840 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Young, J. H. (James Hamilton) -- Williams, W. (Wellington) -- Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. : 14 maps ; 310 x 250 mm.
E:JHYoung&WWilliams
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Phillips 6085
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

4803 Atlases - 1840 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Roussin, Albin-Reine, baron, 1781-1854 -- William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v.
Forms part of the William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library). Greenlee 4725 A75 B22 1840 (NLO)

4804 Atlases - 1840 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. : 46 maps ; 396 x 305 mm. +6tables;Ristow202
Phillips 3289

4805 Atlases - 1840 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. : 66 maps ; 458 x 357 mm. (of69)
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

4806 Atlases - 1840 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Wyld, James, 1812-1887 1 v. : 51 map plates ; 67 cm.
F 4055 .988 (NLO)

4807 Atlases - 1841
Page 61 includes population statistics from the United States census of 1840 and reference to shipping tonnage in 1841.
Maps also cataloged separately.
13060
NL 35-8591
folio Ayer 135 .B75 1835 (NLO)

4808 Atlases - 1841<<>>New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1841
Maps copyright S. Goodrich and T.G. Bradford; engraved by G.W. Boynton.
Illustrated title page lithographed by B.W. Thayer.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Binding error: plan of New York bound before title page
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes oversize G1019 .N455 1841 (NLO)**

**4809 Atlas - 1841 (Provisional Heading)**

_Olney's school atlas._ New York: Robinson Pratt, 1841.

Authors: Olney, J. (Jesse), 1798-1872 -- Robinson Pratt -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.: 10 maps; 300 x 240 mm.
(of12)+2286a(same,inc)
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)**

**4810 Atlas - 1841——United States - Maps - 1841**

_A General atlas of the world : with a separate map of each of the United States of America / edited by S.G. Goodrich._ Boston: C.D. Strong, c1841.

1 atlas ([1], 51 leaves): 49 hand col. maps (1 folded); 43 cm.
Most maps copyright 1838 by T.G. Bradford; other maps copyright 1841 by S.G. Goodrich.
Most maps engraved by G.W. Boynton; some maps engraved by S. Stiles, Sherman & Smith; map of Delaware drawn by F. Lucas.
Lithographed, illustrated title page signed: B.W. Thayer & Co.'s, lithography, Boston.
Blank pages interleaved throughout.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
References: Phillips 6092; Rumsey 4453

**Baskes oversize G1019 .G444 1841 (NLO)**

**4811 Atlas - 1842 (Provisional Heading)**


Authors: Finden, William
1 v.
Phillips 05195
_G 449.29 (NLO)**

**4812 Atlas - 1842 (Provisional Heading)**


Authors: Greenleaf, Jeremiah -- Burr, David H., 1803-1875 -- Ilman, Thomas, d. 1859 or 60 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.: 65 maps; 375 x 320 mm.
2nd ed.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Phillips 784
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)**

**4813 Atlas - 1842 (Provisional Heading)**


Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Young, J. H. (James Hamilton) -- Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.: 14 maps; 310 x 250 mm.
nd
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Phillips 06094a
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)**

**4814 Atlas - 1842——United States - Maps - 1842**


1 atlas ([4], 218 p., 51 leaves of plates): ill., 50 hand col. maps; 46 cm.
Most maps engraved by G.W. Boynton; some maps by S. Stiles, Sherman & Smith; frontispiece lithographed by B.W. Thayer's Lithography.
"That portion of the following work which is embraced between pages 1 and 171, was originally published under the title of "An illustrated atlas of the United States, &c., by T.G. Bradford" ..."--T.p. verso.
Imperfect; lacks added title page (illustrated).
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Embossed stamp: Cayuga County Historical Society.
Former owner's signature: Lansing Porter.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 31000860
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
References: Phillips 783; Ristow 271; Howes B701

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
**Baskes folio G1019 .U54 1842 (NLO)**

**4815**

**Atlases - 1843-1845**

*Modern atlas, physical political and statistical ... accompanied by geographical and statistical tables. By William C. Woodbridge ...* Hartford [Conn.] : Belknap and Hamersley, 1843 [i.e. 1845?].

Authors: Woodbridge, William C. (William Channing), 1794-1845 -- Atwood, John M., approximately 1818- -- Pelton, Oliver, 1798-1882 -- Story & Atwood (Firm) -- Williams, W. (Wellington) -- Belknap & Hamersley


Some maps entered for copyright in 1845. Includes maps credited to J. Atwood, O. Pelton, W. Williams and the firm of Story & Atwood. Maps also cataloged separately.

References: Phillips 343; OCLC 31736694; Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 470

**Baskes folio G 10 .98 (NLO)**

---

**4816**

**Atlases - 1843 (Provisional Heading)**

*Narrative of a voyage round world.* London : ColbournH, 1843.

Authors: Belcher, Edward

2 v. ; 23 cm.

G 13.08 (NLO)

---

**4817**

**Atlases - 1843 (Provisional Heading)**

*Roteiro de Goa a Dio.* Porto : KoeplkeD, 1843.

Authors: Castro, Joao de

1 v. : 15 map plates ; 32 cm.

Phillips 09686

**Greelee 4583 I55 C35 1843 (NLO)**

---

**4818**

**Atlases - 1843 (Provisional Heading)**


Authors: France. Comm sci Nord

3 v.

Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 1295

**G 49.32 (NLO)**

---

**4819**

**Atlases - 1843 (Provisional Heading)**


Authors: Woodbridge, William C. (William Channing), 1794-1845 -- Belknap & Hamersley -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)


(1843-45) Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)**

---

**4820**

**Atlases - 1843 (Provisional Heading)**

*United States - Maps - 1843*


1 atlas (172 p.) : ill. (some hand col.), charts, 59 hand col. maps ; 30 cm.

Cover title: Comprehensive atlas

"Chronological table of remarkable battles, earthquakes ...," p. 161, lists events to 1843.

Some maps engraved by G.W. Boynton & Co., and Morse & Tuttle.

Some illustrations drawn by W. Croome and engraved by J. Andrews; engraved title page also drawn by E. Tisdale.

Engraved, illustrated t.p.

Relief shown by hachures and pictorially.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).

**Baskes folio G1019 .B73 1843 (NLO)**

---

**4821**

**Atlases - 1844 (Provisional Heading)**

*Geography - 1844*

*Atlas to Warren's system of geography.* Boston ; Portland, Me. Published by Tappan & Dennett ; Published by William Hyde, 1844.


1 atlas ([12] leaves of plates) : ill., 11 hand col. maps ; 30 cm.

Cover title.

Maps engraved by G.W. Boynton.

Publishers' illustrated paper covers; excerpts of reviews for Warren's System of physical geography on back cover.

Scales differ.


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes folio GB55 .W25 1844 (NLO)**

---

**4822**

**Atlases - 1844 (Provisional Heading)**

*Olney's school atlas.* New York : PrattWoodford, 1844.

Authors: Olney, J. (Jesse), 1768-1835 -- Pratt, Woodford & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 14 maps ; 303 x 244 mm.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)**

---

**4823**

**Atlases - 1844 (Provisional Heading)**

*Smith's atlas designed to accompany geography.* Hartford : J. Paine, 1844.

Authors: Smith, Roswell Chamberlain, 1797-1875

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

-- Sherman -- Paine, John -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 13 maps ; 306 x 250 mm.
(1839-1843)(of14+8duplicMaps)
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet
by R. Baskes).
Phillips 6087
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

4824 Atlases - 1844 (Provisional Heading)
New universal atlas. Philadelphia : Carey & Hart,
1844.
Authors: Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 --
Carey & Hart -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 v. : 72 maps ; 455 x 360 mm.
(cover1845);Ristow201
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet
by R. Baskes).
Phillips 4324
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

4825 Atlases - 1844 (Provisional Heading)
Report of T.J.Cram on Ohio R at Louisville.
Authors: United States. Army. Corps of
Engineers -- United States. Congress -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 7 maps ; 224 x 147 mm.
28-1,SD243;+12charts
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

4826 Atlases - 1845
Smith's atlas designed to accompany geography.
New York : Paine & Burgess, 1845.
Authors: Smith, Roswell Chamberlain, 1797-1875 --
Paine and Burgess -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 8 maps ; 295 x 238 mm.
Maps dated 1839-1843?
Missing 6 of 14 maps?
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet
by R. Baskes).
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

4827 Atlases - 1845
A New universal atlas : containing maps of the
various empires, kingdoms, states and republics
of the world : with a special map of the United
States, plans of cities, &c. :
comprehended in seventy sheets and forming a
series of one hundred and seventeen maps,
plans and sections / by H.S. Tanner. Philadelphia :
Carey & Hart, 1845.
Authors: Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 --
Carey & Hart -- Humphreys, Francis, b. ca. 1815

-- Dawson, E. B. -- Gordon, Thomas, 1778-1848
-- Young, J. H. (James Hamilton) -- Williams, C.
S., fl. 1832-1845 -- Hermon Dunlap Smith
Collection (Newberry Library) -- Humphrys, F.
(Francis), b. ca. 1815 SEE Humphreys, Francis,
b. ca. 1815 -- Carey and Hart SEE Carey & Hart
1 atlas (3 leaves, 72 leaves of plates) : 72 hand
col. maps ; 44 cm.
Engraved title page with vignette.
Cover title: Tanner's universal atlas.
Publisher's notice dated 1844.
Includes maps variously credited to E.B. Dawson,
Thomas Gordon, Francis Humphreys, J.H.
Young, and C.S. Williams.
Scale varies.
Maps also cataloged separately.
Forms part of the Hermon Dunlap Smith
Collection (Newberry Library).
Case oversize G1019 .T2 1845 (NLO)

4828 Atlases - 1845
A New general atlas, comprising a complete set
of maps, representing the grand divisions of the
globe, together with the several empires,
kingdoms, and states in the world; compiled from
the best authorities, and corrected by the most
recent discoveries. Written and engraved by Jos.
Perkins. New York : Tanner's Geographical
Establishment, 1845.
Authors: Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 --
Perkins, Joseph, 1788-1842 -- Tanner's
Geographical Establishment SEE Tanner, Henry
Schenck, 1786-1858
1 atlas (2 leaves, col. front., 49 maps) ; 41 cm.
"Advertisement" following title page notes that the
maps were "all compiled and revised ... under the
immediate inspection of Mr. H.S. Tanner."
Maps also cataloged separately.
47-1866
ICN 47-3888
oversize G 10 .622 (NLO)

4829 Atlases - 1845 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Sagra, Ramon
1 v. : 39 map plates ; 39 cm.
6A 0515 (NLO)

4830 Atlases - 1845 (Provisional Heading)
New universal atlas. Philadelphia : Carey & Hart,
1845.
Authors: Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 --
Carey & Hart -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 v. : 70 maps ; 445 x 365 mm.
(of71);lithog;Rumsey984
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet
by R. Baskes).

4831 Atlases - 1845 (Provisional Heading)
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Burroughs, H. N. -- Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 71 maps ; 453 x 363 mm.
Ristow311Rumsey537
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Phillips 6103
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases - 1846 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Young, J. H. (James Hamilton) -- Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 16 maps ; 305 x 244 mm.
inclTX&OR
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases - 1846 (Provisional Heading)
1 atlas ([4], iv, 218 p., 51 leaves of plates ) : ill., 50 hand col. maps ; 46 cm.
Most maps engraved by G.W. Boynton; some maps by S. Stiles, Sherman & Smith; some maps drawn by F. Lucas Jr.
"That portion of the following work which is embraced between pages 1 and 171, was originally published under the title of "An illustrated atlas of the United States, &c., by T.G. Bradford" ..."--T.p. verso.
Frontispiece and added t.p. lithographed by B.W. Thayer's Lithography, Boston.
Imperfect; lacks plates 23, 35, 42, Indiana, Florida, and Texas respectively.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1019 .U54 1846 (NLO)

Atlases - 1847 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868
1 v. : 22 map plates ; 31 cm.
folio G 10.585 (NLO)

Atlases - 1847 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Young, J. H. (James Hamilton) -- Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 72 maps ; 441 x 360 mm.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Phillips 6104
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases - 1847 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Young, J. H. (James Hamilton) -- Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 17 maps ; 305 x 247 mm.
inclTX&OR
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases - 1847 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Young, J. H. (James Hamilton) -- Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 7 maps ; 320 x 261 mm.
C:JHYoung;Rw313
Phillips 5630
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases - 1847 (Provisional Heading)
United States - Maps - 1847
- Transportation
- Railroads
- Maps
A New universal atlas containing maps of the various empires, kingdoms, states, and republics of the world : with a special map of each of the United States, plans of cities &c.: comprehended in seventy sheets, and forming a series of one hundred and seventeen maps, plans and sections. Philadelphia: Published by S. Augustus Mitchell, N.E. corner of Market & 7th Streets,

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1847.
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Burroughs, H. N. --
Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Williams, C. S., fl. 1832-1845 -- Humphreys, Francis, b. ca. 1815 -- Gordon, Thomas Francis, 1787-1860
1 atlas (72 [i.e.73] leaves, [3] p. : 73 hand col. maps and plans) ; 45 cm.
Cover title: Mitchell's universal atlas.
'Entered according the act of Congress in the year 1846 by H.N. Burroughs in ... Eastern District of Pennsylvania.'
Engraved title page.
Includes table of map contents.
Map of Oregon and upper California, which is not included in numbering, follows plate 35.
Individual U.S. state maps detail roads, railroads, and canals.
Maps also cataloged separately.
References: Phillips 6104; Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 720.
LC Card Number: map45000011
910
NL 40-2895
over G 10 .579 (NLO)

4839  
Atlases - 1848 (Provisional Heading)
Military reconnaissance
Authors: Emory, William H. (William Hemsley), 1811-1887 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 6 map plates ; 22 cm.
Ayer 128.3 USh 1848 (NLO)

4840  
Atlases - 1848 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Chambers -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 72 maps ; 440 x 375 mm.
label:DMChambers
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Phillips 6106
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

4841  
Atlases - 1848 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Perry, Donald Gordon
1 v. : 29 cm.
photocopy
folio D21.5 P46 (NLO)

4842  
Atlases - 1849
Smith’s atlas designed to accompany the
Geography / by R.C. Smith. New York : Published by Cady & Burgess, 1849, c1839.
1 atlas ([15] leaves of plates (7 folded)) : 17 hand col. maps ; 30 cm
Cover title.
Maps by Stiles, Sherman & Smith, Daniel Burgess, John Paine, and Sherman & Smith.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Former owner’s inscription: George B. Walters’ book, Bethany.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .S6 1849 (NLO)

4843  
Atlases - 1849 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Johnston, Alexander Keith, 1804-1871
1 v.
Phillips 00225
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 335
oversize M 55.455 (NLO)

4844  
Atlases - 1849 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 72 maps ; 450 x 365 mm.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Phillips 797
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

4845  
Atlases - 1849 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Young, J. H. (James Hamilton) -- Thomas. Cowperthwait & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 7 maps
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

4846  
Atlases - 1850
Smith’s atlas designed to accompany geography. New York : Cady & Burgess, 1850.
Authors: Smith, Roswell Chamberlain, 1797-1875 -- Cady & Burgess -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 20 maps ; 296 x 240 mm.
(1839-1848)
Phillips 321
4847 Atlases - 1850-1859<>Geography - 1850-1859
Cornell's companion atlas to Cornell's high school geography : [comprising a complete set of maps, designed for the student to memorize, together with numerous maps for reference, etc. / by S.S. Cornell]. [New York : D. Appleton and Company, 185-?].
Authors: Cornell, S. S. (Sophia S.) -- Smith, Rae -- Wells, Jacob -- D. Appleton and Company -- Cornell, S. S. (Sophia S.). Cornell's high school geography -- Hadcock, Martha -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([38], 8 p.) : 26 maps (chiefly hand col., some folded) ; 35 cm.
Newberry copy imperfect, lacks t.p.; title proper from cover; remainder of title, author, and publisher derived from other editions.
Some maps engraved by Geo. Rae Smith; some maps drawn by J. Wells. Relief shown by hachures. Scales differ.
Former owner's inscription: Miss Martha Hadcock, 1858. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
**Baskes folio G1019 .C658 1850z (NLO)**

4848 Atlases - 1850<>Mountains - Area measurement - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1850<>Rivers - Area measurement - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1850
A New universal atlas containing maps of the various empires, kingdoms, states, and republics of the world ... comprehended in seventy sheets and forming a series of one hundred and seventeen maps, plans, and sections.
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co. -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library)
[2]. 73 leaves : 73 maps, hand col. ; 45 cm.
Plate 73 (heights of mountains and lengths of rivers) bound in facing title page.
Condition: Rebound in 3/4 leather; scuffed but otherwise v. good.
**AMcN III PC 3500 (PrCt)**

4849 Atlases - 1850 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 72 maps ; 450 x 375 mm.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes). Phillips 800.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)**

4850 Atlases - 1850 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Young, J. H. (James Hamilton) -- Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 17 maps ; 307 x 243 mm.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes). Phillips 6111.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)**

4851 Atlases - 1850 (Provisional Heading)
Slater's directory & topography of Derbyshire etc. London : Slater, 1850.
Authors: Pigot, James 1 v. ; 26 cm.
**F 45.817 (NLO)**

4852 Atlases - 1850 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: United States. General Land Office -- United States. Congress -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
15 v. : 110 maps ; 230 x 149 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)**

4853 Atlases - 1850 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Woodbridge, William C. (William Channing), 1794-1845 -- Belknap & Hamersley -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 19 maps ; 311 x 252 mm.
(1843-45);post1848geog
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes). Phillips 343.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)**

4854 Atlases - 1851
Smith's atlas designed to accompany geography. New York : Cady & Burgess, 1851.
Authors: Smith, Roswell Chamberlain, 1797-1875 -- Cady & Burgess -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 22 maps ; 306 x 248 mm.
(1839-1851);revEd,w1850census

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
4865 Atlases - 1852 (Provisional Heading)
1 v. : 153 maps ; 440 x 375 mm. Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes). Phillips 807
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

4866 Atlases - 1852 (Provisional Heading)
1 v. : 10 maps ; 316 x 240 mm. Buck 340; S&E 263
Geography text.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

4867 Atlases - 1852 (Provisional Heading)
1 v. : 14 maps ; 291 x 193 mm. 4th ed. Rumsey 852
Includes nautical charts. Phillips 11623
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

4868 Atlases - 1852 (Provisional Heading)
1 v. : 19 maps ; 305 x 250 mm. (1843-45); 1850 census Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).

4869 Atlases - 1852 (Provisional Heading)
United States - Maps - 1850 - Transportation >> Transportation - United States - Maps - 1850 >> Road maps >> Railroads - Maps
1 atlas (73 leaves) : chiefly hand col. maps ; 45 cm. Chiefly comprised of maps previously issued in atlases published by S.A. Mitchell.
Cover title: Mitchell's universal atlas.
Title page illustration by P.S. Duval.
Maps variously compiled by T. Gordon, R. Gurley, F. Humphreys, and J.H. Young.
Individual U.S. state maps detail the road, railroad, and canal networks.
Maps also cataloged separately.
Inscription inside front cover: Lorin Andrews. No. 661.
References: Phillips 807.
Gift, 1985, Gerald F. Fitzgerald.
oversize G1019 .N49 1852 (NLO)

Atlases - 1853
1 atlas ([2], 48 p., 29 [i.e. 34] folded leaves of plates) : 32 folded hand col. maps ; 29 cm. 'Thirty-four beautifully engraved and colored maps, with comparative scales.' Imperfect: issued with 34 maps, but this copy lacking 2 maps, England and Wales and Germany (south), Bavaria, Wirtemberg, etc. Maps published by H.G. Collins and engraved by J. Archer.
Publisher's advertisements on front and back endpapers and flyleaves.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Includes index.

Scales differ.

Bookplate: John Martin Vincent.
Former owner: P.M. Vincent.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1019 .A63 1853 (NLO)

4871 **Atlases - 1853<<<->Map printing - Cerographs - Maps - 1853<<<->Cerographs**

*Lowry's Universal atlas constructed and engraved from the most recent authorities / by J.W. Lowry.* With an index. New York : Harper and Brothers, 1853.

Authors: Lowry, Joseph Wilson, 1803-1879 -- Chapman and Hall -- Harper & Brothers

1 atlas (2 preliminary leaves, 100 numbered leaves, : 27 p., incl. 56 maps (part col.)) ; 32 x 26 cm.

Maps produced by wax engraving; all bear the imprint of Chapman and Hall in London. Numbered leaf 80 attached to 79 forming one folded leaf.

Maps also cataloged separately.

Duplicate copy: Baskes folio G1019 .L78 1853

References: Phillips 6115; Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 723.
171718

NL 40-214

folio G 10 .525 (NLO)

4872 **Atlases - 1853<<<->Map printing - Cerographs - Maps - 1853<<<->Cerographs**

*Lowry's Universal atlas constructed and engraved from the most recent authorities / by J.W. Lowry.* New York : Harper and Brothers, 1853.

Authors: Lowry, Joseph Wilson, 1803-1879 -- Chapman and Hall -- Harper & Brothers -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (4 p., 100 leaves (some folded), 27 p.) : 48 hand col. maps (some folded) ; 32 cm.

This copy imperfect, including only 48 of 64 (?) maps; lacking map leaves 59-70, 81-82, 84, 87-95, 97-100; quarter-bound in lavender cloth and oxblood leather with gold-stamped cover title "Lowry's Universal atlas".

Maps by Chapman and Hall.

Relief shown by hachures.

"With an index."

Maps produced by wax engraving.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Duplicate copy (half-bound in black cloth and marbled paper over boards with gold-stamped spine title "Lowry's Universal atlas"): folio G 10 .525

References: Phillips 6115; Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 723.

Baskes folio G1019 .L78 1853 (NLO)

4873 **Atlases - 1853 (Provisional Heading)**

*Kleinere schriften mit einem atlas.* Stuttgart : Cottasche, 1853.

Authors: Humboldt, Alexander von, 1769-1855 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. ; 21 cm.

Ayer 109.9 G4 H8 1853 (NLO)

4874 **Atlases - 1853 (Provisional Heading)**


Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Young, J. H. (James Hamilton) -- Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 73 maps ; 441 x 362 mm.

Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).

Phillips 809

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

4875 **Atlases - 1853 (Provisional Heading)**


Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Young, J. H. (James Hamilton) -- Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 18 maps ; 304 x 252 mm.

-1852

Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

4876 **Atlases - 1853 (Provisional Heading)**

*Olney's school atlas.* New York : Pratt Woodford, 1853.

Authors: Olney, J. (Jesse), 1798-1872 -- Pratt, Woodford & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 18 maps ; 302 x 242 mm.

nd;(of19)

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

4877 **Atlases - 1853 (Provisional Heading)**

*Olney's school atlas.* New York : Pratt Woodford & B, 1853.

Authors: Olney, J. (Jesse), 1798-1872 -- Pratt Woodford & B & -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 19 maps ; 303 x 245 mm.

Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

4878 **Atlases - 1854**
Authors: Smith, Roswell Chamberlain, 1797-1875 -- Daniel Burgess & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 22 maps ; 305 x 248 mm.
-1853
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases - 1854<<>>Mountains - Area measurement - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1854<<>>Rivers - Area measurement - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1854
A New universal atlas containing maps of the various empires, kingdoms, states, and republics of the world . . . comprehended in seventy five sheets and forming a series of one hundred and twenty two maps, plans, and sections.
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co. -- Clarke, John L., fl. 1854 -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([2], 74 leaves) : 74 maps, hand col. ; 45 cm.
Plate 74 (heights of mountains and lengths of rivers) bound in facing title page.
Title and contents page printed by color lithography; maps all hand colored.
Inscribed on front fly-leaf: John L. Clarke 1854.
Condition: Original boards with stamped red morocco label on front.
Spine broken, boards loose, interior fine.
Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection.
Previous location: A-9.
Previously cataloged as AMcN III PC 3510 (PrCt) mapS6C G3201.AT 1854 .M5 (PrCt)

Atlases - 1854 (Provisional Heading)
Conclin’s new river guide. Cincinnati: JamesUP, 1854.
Authors: Conclin, George
1 v. : 24 cm.
cont:James
G 894.19 (NLO)

Atlases - 1854 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Koeppen, Adolph Ludvig
1 v. : 6 map plates ; 35 cm.
C:Spruner
G 114.46 (NLO)

Atlases - 1854 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Lange, Henry, 1821-1893
1 v. : 18 map plates ; 27 cm.
Phillips 01230
Case folio G1105 A8 1854 (NLO)

Atlases - 1854 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Lee, Samuel Phillips -- United States Navy -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 16 maps ; 233 x 153 mm.
(2V)
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases - 1854 (Provisional Heading)
1 v. : 71 maps ; 443 x 360 mm.
prov:Welsh
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Phillips 814
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases - 1854 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Young, J. H. (James Hamilton) -- Cowperthwait, Desilver & Butler -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 18 maps ; 304 x 248 mm.
-1852
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases - 1854 (Provisional Heading)
1 v. : 6 maps ; 348 x 230 mm.
Espenhorst 2.8.1.2a;Txt:ALKoeppen
Includes maps illustrating history.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases - 1854 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: United States. General Land Office -- Nicholson -- Roger S. Baskes Collection

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Vol. 1 has engraved half-title page with: Colton's American atlas.
Vol. 1 dated 1855, vol. 2 dated 1856.
Contents: v. 1. North and South America, etc.--v. 2. Europe, Asia, Africa, Ocenica, etc.
Scales differ.
Binder's label in v.2: E. Walker & Sons, 114 Fulton-St., N. York.
Ownership stamps: The Hayes Memorial, Freemont, Ohio.
Ownership markings in v.2: George W. Willard, January 1857.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copy: oversize G 10 .185
References: NMM 483; Phillips 816.
LC Card Number: map61000132
Baskes oversize G1019 .C65 1855 (NLO)

Atlases - 1855-1856
1 atlas (2 v.) : ill., 101 maps (some col.) ; 49 cm.
Added title page: Colton's American atlas
Engaved front. in v. 1 does not have half-title.
Contents: v. 1. North and South America, etc.-- v. 2. Europe, Asia, Africa, Ocenica, etc.
Scales differ.
Newspaper clippings pasted in opposite map of northern Italy: Brescia and the battleground.
Bookplate: Schenectady County Historical Society Library.
Maps also cataloged separately.
Duplicate copy: Baskes oversize G1019 .C65 1855
References: NMM 483; Phillips 816.
LC Card Number: map61000132
oversize G 10 .185 (NLO)

Atlases - 1855-1856
1 atlas : 63, 36 maps, most hand col. ; 48 cm.
Each volume has separate engraved title.
Vol. 2 dated 1856.
Condition: v. 1 (Americas) completely broken, map of Canada wanting; v. 2 (remainder of world) binding detached but sewing intact, apparently complete.
Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection.
Previous location: A-4.
AMcN III PC 3480 (PrCt)

Atlases - 1855-1856
1 atlas (2 v.) : ill., 101 maps (some col.) ; 49 cm.
Added title page: Colton's American atlas
Engaved front. in v. 1 does not have half-title.
Contents: v. 1. North and South America, etc.-- v. 2. Europe, Asia, Africa, Ocenica, etc.
Scales differ.
Newspaper clippings pasted in opposite map of northern Italy: Brescia and the battleground.
Bookplate: Schenectady County Historical Society Library.
Maps also cataloged separately.
Duplicate copy: Baskes oversize G1019 .C65 1855
References: NMM 483; Phillips 816.
LC Card Number: map61000132
oversize G 10 .185 (NLO)

Atlases - 1855-1856
Authors: Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([106] leaves) : 22 maps (part col.) ; 46 cm.
Cover title.
Spine title: Colton's atlas of the world : North and South America
Salesman's dummy containing: 'List of maps contained in Colton's atlas of the world' listing 108 maps, 22 maps on 23 leaves, 6 leaves of
4894 Atlases - 1855 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Lambert, Guillaume
1 v.
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 1462
G 833.468 (NLO)

4895 Atlases - 1855 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Minischalchi Erizzo, F -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 5 map plates
Phillips 03641
Ayer 125 M66 1855 (NLO)

4896 Atlases - 1855 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Desilver, Charles -- Butler -- Cowperthwait, Desilver & Butler -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 70 maps ; 444 x 363 mm.
(of71)
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Phillips 6118
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (Pr Ct)

4897 Atlases - 1855 (Provisional Heading)
Philadelphia : Cowperthwait, Desilver & Butler, 1855.
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Young, J. H. (James Hamilton) -- Cowperthwait, Desilver & Butler -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 18 maps ; 303 x 248 mm.
1852
Phillips 6119
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (Pr Ct)

4898 Atlases - 1855 (Provisional Heading)
1 v. : 6 maps ; 348 x 233 mm.
Espenhorst 2.8.1.2a;EWWilliams
Includes maps illustrating history.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (Pr Ct)

Atlases - 1855 (Provisional Heading)
A School atlas of physical geography : illustrated in a series of maps compiled from the celebrated atlases of A. Keith Johnston, and of Milner and Petermann : the elementary facts of geology, hydrology, meteorology, and natural history ; and designed to accompany Cartée's 'Elements of Physical geography'. Boston ; Cleveland : Hickling, Swan and Brewer ; Ingham and Bragg, 1856.
Authors: Cartée, Cornelius S. (Cornelius Sowle), 1806-1885 -- Boynton, George W. -- Johnston, Alexander Keith, 1804-1871 -- Milner, Thomas, d. 1882 -- Petermann, A. (August), 1822-1878 -- Hickling, Swan, and Brewer -- Hickling, Swan, and Brown -- Ingham and Bragg -- Cartée, Cornelius S. (Cornelius Sowle), 1806-1885. Elements of physical and political geography (1856) -- Hudson, May Louise -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (2 v.) : ill., 101 maps (part col.) ; 48 cm.
'By George W. Colton ; accompanied by
descriptions geographical, statistical, and
historical by Richard Swainson Fisher.'
This copy has double sheet map (plate nos. 15
and 16) of New York (State) copyright 1858 and
double sheet map of New York and adjacent
cities (plate nos. 17 and 18) copyright 1855.
This copy has double sheet map (plate no. 50) of
Kansas and Nebraska copyright 1857.
Contents: v. 1. North and South America, etc. --
v. 2. Europe, Asia, Africa, Oceanica, etc.
Vol. 1 has half-title: Colton's American atlas.
Scales differ.
'Map of Cincinatti and its environs from survey by
R. H. Rickey published by Robinson & Jones,'
1846--pasted in opposite plate no. 40, v.1.
'Map of the Business portion of the City of
Detroit'--pasted in opposite plate no. 42, v.1.
Newspaper clipping about Colorado, Nebraska
and Dakota territories pasted in opposite text
section about territories.
Map of Paris pasted in opposite plate no. 8, v.2.
Binder's label in v.1: E. Walker & Sons, 114
Fulton-St., N. York.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection
at the Newberry Library.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet
by R. Baskes).
Baskes oversize G1019 .C65 1856b [copy 1 of
2] (NLO)
Atlases - 1856 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel
Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Young, J. H. (James
Hamilton) -- Cowperthwait, Hulings, 1801-1873 --
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 18 maps ; 304 x 251 mm.
-1852
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (PENDING DONATION)
(PrCt)
Atlases - 1856 (Provisional Heading)
Maps & views to 1855-57 reports to President.
Authors: United States. General Land Office --
Nicholson -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 v. : 11 maps ; 300 x 225 mm.
Cong34-3,SED5
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (PENDING DONATION)
(PrCt)
Atlases - 1856
Morse's general atlas of the world: containing
seventy maps / drawn and engraved from the
latest and best authorities by Charles W. Morse
; with descriptions and statistics of all nations to
the year 1856 by Charles Colby. New York : D.
Appleton and Co., 1856.
Authors: Morse, Charles W. (Charles Walker),
1823-1887 -- Colby, Charles Galusha, 1830-1866
-- D. Appleton and Company -- Pelton, O. B. --
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas [(202] p.) : 70 hand col. maps ; 43 cm.
Added title page (engraved): Morse's general
atlas: compiled from the latest and best
European and American authorities
Scales differ.
Former owner's signature: O.B. Pelton.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 817
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Baskes oversize G1019 .M669 1856 (NLO)
Atlases - 1857
Colton's general atlas: containing one hundred
and seventy steel plate maps and plans, on one
hundred imperial folio sheets / by G. Woolworth
Colton; accompanied by descriptions,
geographical, statistical, and historical, by
Colton; Trübner, 1857.
Authors: Colton, G. Woolworth (George
Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Fisher, Richard
Swainson -- Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchinsons),
1800-1893 -- Trübner & Co. -- Trübner, Nicolas,
1817-1884 -- J.H. Colton & Co. -- Trübner,
Nicolas, 1817-1884 SEE ALSO Trübner & Co. --
Trübner & Co. SEE ALSO Trübner, Nicolas,
1817-1884
1 atlas [(282] p.) : front., illus., tables, diagrs., 95
col. maps ; 46 cm.
Cover title: Colton's general atlas with
descriptions
Publisher's advertisement dated 19th March
1856.
Scales differ.
Maps also cataloged separately.
Duplicate copy: Baskes oversize G1019 .C65 1857
References: Phillips 6129; Buck 558; Rw 324
LC Card Number: map40000031
oversize G 10 .188 (NLO)
Atlases - 1857
Colton's general atlas: containing one hundred
and seventy steel plate maps and plans, on one
hundred imperial folio sheets. New York : J.H.
Colton; London : Trübner, 1857.
Authors: Colton, G. Woolworth (George
Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Fisher, Richard
Swainson -- Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchinsons),
1800-1893 -- Trübner & Co. -- Trübner, Nicolas,
1817-1884 SEE ALSO Trübner & Co. --
Trübner & Co. SEE ALSO Trübner, Nicolas,
1817-1884
1 atlas [(282] p.) : front., illus., tables, diagrs., 95
col. maps ; 46 cm.
Cover title: Colton's general atlas with
descriptions
Publisher's advertisement dated 19th March
1856.
Scales differ.
Maps also cataloged separately.
Duplicate copy: Baskes oversize G1019 .C65 1857
References: Phillips 6129; Buck 558; Rw 324
LC Card Number: map40000031
oversize G 10 .188 (NLO)
Atlases - 1857
Colton's general atlas: containing one hundred
and seventy steel plate maps and plans, on one
hundred imperial folio sheets. New York : J.H.
Colton; London : Trübner, 1857.
Authors: Colton, G. Woolworth (George
Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Fisher, Richard
Swainson -- Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchinsons),
1800-1893 -- Trübner & Co. -- Trübner, Nicolas,
1817-1884 SEE ALSO Trübner & Co. --
Trübner & Co. SEE ALSO Trübner, Nicolas,
1817-1884
1 atlas [(282] p.) : front., illus., tables, diagrs., 95
col. maps ; 46 cm.
Cover title: Colton's general atlas with
descriptions
Publisher's advertisement dated 19th March
1856.
Scales differ.
Maps also cataloged separately.
Duplicate copy: Baskes oversize G1019 .C65 1857
References: Phillips 6129; Buck 558; Rw 324
LC Card Number: map40000031
oversize G 10 .188 (NLO)
descriptions, geographical, statistical, and historical, by Richard S. Fisher.'
Cover title: Colton’s general atlas with descriptions
Publisher's advertisement dated 1st October 1856.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Duplicate copy: oversize G 10 .188
References: Phillips 6129; Buck 558; Rw 324
LC Card Number: map400000031

Atlases - 1857
1 atlas ([32] leaves of plates) : 29 maps (some col.) ; 35 cm.
[1st ed.?]
Maps 'United States of America [physical]' and 'Roman Empire' are proof copies lacking lettering and hatching.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).

Atlases - 1857
Cornell’s companion atlas to Cornell’s high school geography: comprising a complete set of maps, designed for the student to memorize, together with numerous maps for reference, etc. / by S.S. Cornell. New York: D. Appleton and Company, 1857, c1856.
Authors: Cornell, S. S. (Sophia S.) -- Smith, Rae -- Wells, Jacob -- D. Appleton and Company -- Cornell, S. S. (Sophia S.). Cornell’s high school geography -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([38], 8 p.) : 26 maps (chiefly hand col., some folded) ; 36 cm.
Some maps engraved by Geo. Rae Smith; some maps drawn by J. Wells.
Publisher’s illustrated paper over boards; publisher’s advertisements on back cover.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).

Atlases - 1857 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Welsh, Howard E., 1917-1990 -- Desilver, Charles -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 74 maps ; 455 x 366 mm.
prov: Welsh
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).

Atlases - 1858
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Desilver, Charles -- Cushings & Bailey -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 74 maps ; 455 x 363 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
References: Cf. Phillips 4340

Atlases - 1858
Authors: Cornell, S. S. (Sophia S.) -- Hussey, James -- Hussey family -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library)
72 p. : illus., 26 hand col. maps ; 17 cm.
Much written on by members of the Hussey family and inscribed on p. 49: 'James Husseys Book Flemingsburg [Ky.] 1870.'
Bottom of p. 43 missing.
Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection.
To Collection Services for cataloging, June 2011 (PrCt)

Atlases - 1858 (Provisional Heading)

* Mitchell's school atlas: edition of 1858.*
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Young, J. H. (James Hamilton) -- Cowperthwait, Hulings, 1801-1873 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 18 maps ; 300 x 248 mm.
1852
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases - 1858 (Provisional Heading)

* Mitchell's school atlas: edition of 1858.*
Philadelphia : ButlerEH, 1858.
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Young, J. H. (James Hamilton) -- E.H. Butler & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 18 maps ; 306 x 254 mm.
(1852);+NY:Sheldon,Blakeman Phillips 6133
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases - 1858 (Provisional Heading)

* Ancient atlas.*
Philadelphia : ButlerEH, 1858 .
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Young, J. H. (James Hamilton) -- E.H. Butler & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 7 maps ; 310 x 250 mm.
C:JHYoung
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases - 1858 (Provisional Heading)

* Modeles de topographie.*
Paris : Tanera, 1858.
Authors: Perrot, A. M. (Aristide Michel), 1793-1879
1 v. : 24 cm.
5th ed.
Case folio GA105 P47 1858 (NLO)

Atlases - 1858 (Provisional Heading)

* Orbe cattolico ossia atlante geog-eccles.*
Rome, 1858.
Authors: Petri, Giralamo
1 v. : 55 cm.
Case oversize G1046 E4 P47 1858 (NLO)

Atlases - 1858 (Provisional Heading)

* New universal atlas.*
Philadelphia : C. Desilver, 1859.
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Holmes, W. H. (Engraver) -- Desilver, Charles -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Desilver, Charles SEE ALSO Charles Desilver (Firm)
1 atlas : 77 maps ; 451 x 364 mm.

Orbe cattolico ossia atlante geog-eccles. Rome, 1858.
Authors: Petri, Giralamo
3 v. ; 28 cm.
photocopy
Case oversize G1046 E4 P47 1858 (NLO)

Atlases - 1858 (Provisional Heading)

* Smith's atlas of modern & ancient geography.*
Philadelphia : Lippincott, 1858.
Authors: Smith, Roswell Chamberlain, 1797-1875 -- J.B. Lippincott & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 23 maps ; 302 x 254 mm.
1853
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases - 1858 (Provisional Heading)

* Maps & views to 1858 reports to President.*
Washington, 1858.
Authors: United States. General Land Office -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 22 maps ; 235 x 152 mm.
Cong35-2,HED2;1857Chgo790x1230
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases - 1859

* Colton's general atlas : containing one hundred and seventy steel plate maps and plans, on one hundred imperial folio sheets.* New York : J.H. Colton, 1859.
1 atlas ([282] p. : ill., 95 col. maps, diagrs.) ; 46 cm.
"By G. Woolworth Colton ; accompanied by descriptions, geographical, statistical, and historical, by Richard S. Fisher." Cover title: Colton's general atlas with descriptions
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Baskes oversize G1019 .C65 1859 (NLO)

Atlases - 1859

Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Holmes, W. H. (Engraver) -- Desilver, Charles -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Desilver, Charles SEE ALSO Charles Desilver (Firm)
1 atlas : 77 maps ; 451 x 364 mm.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Cf. Phillips 6135.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

4931 Atlases - 1859
Authors: Olney, J. (Jesse), 1798-1872 -- Pratt, Oakley & Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 19 maps ; 310 x 246 mm.
Maps dated 1859.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

4932 Atlases - 1859 <-> Geography - 1859
1 atlas (400 p., [47] leaves of plates) : ill., 71 col. maps ; 38 cm.
[1st ed.?]
'Maps by G. Woolworth Colton ; text by Richard Swainson Fisher.'
'Electrotyped by Davies and Roberts ... Printed by George Russell & Co. ...'--t.p. verso.
Spine title: Colton's cabinet atlas
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Phillips 4341
Rumsey 1690
Baskes folio G1019 .C652 1859 (NLO)

4933 Atlases - 1859 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Campbell, Albert H. (Albert Henry), 1826-1899 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 6 map plates ; 23 cm.
Ayer 128 U5 1859 (NLO)

4934 Atlases - 1859 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Colby, Charles Galusha, 1830-1866 -- Gaston, S. N. (Samuel N.)
1 v. : 19 cm.
Phillips 01180<_G1100 .C65 1859 (NLO)

4935 Atlases - 1859 (Provisional Heading)
Exploration between Lake Superior & Red River. Toronto : LegislativeAssemb, 1859.
Authors: Dawson, Simon James
1 v. : 33 cm.
G 82.221 (NLO)

4936 Atlases - 1859 (Provisional Heading)
Exploration between Lake Superior & Red River. Toronto : LegislativeAssemb, 1859.
Authors: Dawson, Simon James -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 33 cm.
Ayer 169.8 N8 D2 1859 (NLO)

4937 Atlases - 1859 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Dawson, Simon James -- Greenwood -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 8 maps ; 363 x 260 mm.
Facsimile.
[WagnerCamp322:1;Streeter3725
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

4938 Atlases - 1859 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Kunstmann, Friedrich -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 13 map plates ; 80 cm.
Phillips 01137
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 1234
Ayer 6.9 K9 1859 (NLO)

4939 Atlases - 1859 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Young, J. H. (James Hamilton) -- E.H. Butler & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 18 maps ; 310 x 252 mm.
(1858);+NY:SheldonBlakeman
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

4940 Atlases - 1859 (Provisional Heading)
1 v. : 7 maps ; 310 x 255 mm.
C:JHYoung;+P:NY,Sheldon
Phillips 36
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

4941 Atlases - 1859 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Thiers, Adolphe, 1797-1877 -- Dufour,
1 v. : 45 map plates ; 30 cm.
C:ADufour&Duvotenay
Phillips 02982
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 2178
F 394 .8718 (NLO)

4945

4942

Atlases - 1859 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: United States. General Land Office -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 12 maps ; 233 x 150 mm.
Cong36-1,SED2;1858Chgo
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

4943

Atlases - 1860
1 atlas ([43] p.) : 36 maps ; 35 cm.
Scales differ.
Owner's inscription: Charles H[?]alance, New York, 12 October 1860.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baske).
Phillips 4342
Baskes oversize G1019 .C65 1860b (NLO)

4944

Atlases - 1860
Colton's general atlas : containing one hundred and seventy steel plate maps and plans, on one hundred imperial folio sheets. New York : Johnson and Browning, 1860.
‘By J.H. Colton and Company ; accompanied by descriptions, geographical, statistical, and historical, by Richard S. Fisher.’
‘Published by Johnson & Browning’--on maps.
Cover title: Colton's general atlas with descriptions
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1019 .C65 1860 (NLO)

4946

Atlases - 1860
1 atlas ([43] p.) : 36 maps ; 35 cm.
Scales differ.
Owner's inscription: J.M. Elheney.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .J2 1860 (NLO)

Atlases - 1860
Johnson's new illustrated (steel plate) family atlas, with descriptions, geographical, statistical, and historical / compiled, drawn, and engraved under the supervision of J.H. Colton and A.J. Johnson. New York : Johnson and Browning, firstly (successors to J.H. Colton and Company) ... 1860.
Authors: Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884 -- Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Johnson & Browning -- Wise, C., approximately 1889
1 atlas (99 p., 92 leaves of plates) : 77 hand col. maps ; 47 cm.
"Entered, according to act of Congress, in the year One Thousand Eight Hundred and Sixty, by Johnson & Browning, in ... the District Court of the United States for the Eastern District of Virginia ...."
Added title from illustrated frontispiece: American atlas. Signed 'C. Wise.'
Binder's title: Johnson's family atlas
Scales differ.
Maps also cataloged separately.
References: Phillips 6140.
Gift '62.
ICN 62-3098
oversize G 10 .454 (NLO)

Atlases - 1860
Atlases - 1860 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Williams, W. (Wellington) -- Mitchell, Samuel Augustus, Jr., fl. 1860-1879 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 44 maps ; 404 x 340 mm.
borderB1
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Phillips 831
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (Pr Ct)

Atlases - 1860 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- E.H. Butler & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 18 maps ; 310 x 249 mm.
-1858
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (Pr Ct)
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases - 1860 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Scott, David B. -- Fisk & Russell -- Collins & Brother -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 6 maps ; 174 x 120 mm.
C:Fisk&Russell
Includes maps illustrating history.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases - 1860 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: United States. General Land Office -- United States. Congress -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 10 maps ; 230 x 152 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases - 1861
Johnson's new illustrated (steel plate) family atlas, with descriptions geographical, statistical, and historical / maps compiled, drawn and engraved under the supervision of J.H. Colton and A.J. Johnson. New York : Johnson and Browning, 1861, c1860.
Authors: Johnson & Browning -- Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884 -- Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (99 p., 92 p. of plates) : ill. (some col., some hand col.), 89 hand col. maps ; 47 cm.
Cover title: Johnson's new illustrated family atlas of the world, with descriptions
Spine title: Family atlas
Engraved half-title page title: American atlas
Relief shown by hachures.
Includes index.
Includes map of U.S. Military Departments.
Publisher's black cloth binding.
Scales differ.
Label on cover: James Engle.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
References: Ristow 325
Baskes oversize G1019 .J5 1861 (NLO)

Atlases - 1861
Cornell's companion atlas to Cornell's high school geography : comprising a complete set of maps, designed for the student to memorize, together with numerous maps for reference, etc. / by S.S. Cornell. New York : D. Appleton and Company, 1861, c1856.
1 atlas ([38], 8 p.) : 26 maps (chiefly hand col., some folded) ; 36 cm.
Some maps engraved by Geo. Rae Smith; some maps drawn by E. Wells and Jacob Wells.
Scales differ.
Ms. family records of the Abraham and Hannah Hanna family, Mt. Salon Va.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .C658 1861 (NLO)

Atlases - 1861 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Delafield, Richard
1 v. : 30 cm.
U 0.916 (NLO)

Atlases - 1861 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868
1 v.
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 438 G 10.58 (NLO)

Atlases - 1861 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Mitchell, Samuel Augustus, Jr., fl. 1860-1879 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 44 maps ; 402 x 335 mm.
borderB2
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases - 1861 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Young, J. H. (James Hamilton) -- Yeager, E. (Edward) -- E.H. Butler & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 18 maps ; 310 x 251 mm.
-1858
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
4963 **Atlases - 1861** (Provisional Heading)


Authors: Pelet, Jean J G

11 v. in 6

F 4052.67 (NLO)

4964 **Atlases - 1861** (Provisional Heading)


Authors: United States. Army. Corps of Engineers -- Nicholson -- Roger S. Baskes

Collection (Newberry Library)

12 v. in 13 : 59 maps ; 294 x 240 mm.

WagnerCamp262-267,HowesP3,Sabin69946

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

(PrCt)

4965 **Atlases - 1861** (Provisional Heading)


Authors: United States. General Land Office -- United States. Congress -- Roger S. Baskes

Collection (Newberry Library)

2 v. : 17 maps ; 234 x 152 mm.

Cong37-2,HED&SED1

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

(PrCt)

4966 **Atlases - 1861** (Provisional Heading)


Authors: Wells, Walter -- Rae Smith -- Mason Brothers -- Roger S. Baskes

Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 7 maps ; 242 x 194 mm.

E: Rae Smith

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

(PrCt)

4967 **Atlases - 1862**

*Colton's general atlas : containing one hundred and eighty steel plate maps and plans, on one hundred and thirteen imperial folio sheets accompanied by one hundred and sixty-eight pages letter-press descriptions, geographical, statistical, and historical.* New York: J.H. Colton, 1862.


Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (unpaged) : ill., 101 maps (some col.) ; 46 cm.

Cover title: Colton’s general atlas with descriptions

Scales differ.

Previously owned by Howard E. Welsh.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).

Baskes oversize G1019 .C65 1862 (NLO)

4968 **Atlases - 1862**


Collection (Newberry Library) -- Russell (George) & Co. SEE Geo. Russell & Co.

1 atlas (400 p., [71] leaves of plates) : ill., 71 col. maps ; 38 cm.

'Maps by G. Woolworth Colton; text by Richard Swainson Fisher.'

Added title page title: Illustrated cabinet atlas and geography

Spine title: Colton’s cabinet atlas

'Electrotyped by Davies and Roberts ... Printed by George Russell & Co. ...'--t.p. verso.

Includes index and descriptive text.

Most maps copyright 1860.

Scales differ.

Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1019 .C652 1862 (NLO)

4969 **Atlases - 1862**

*J.H. Colton's school atlas : designed to accompany Colton’s American school geography; comprising upwards of one hundred steel plate maps, profiles and plans on thirty-seven large sheets, drawn on a new and uniform system of scales.* New York; Chicago: Ivison, Phinney & Co., S.C. Griggs & Co.; [etc.], [1862?].


American school geography -- Torrey, George E. -- Stevens, R. K. -- Roger S. Baskes

Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas ([43] p.) : 36 maps ; 35 cm.

Scales differ.

Owner’s inscriptions: 'Geo. E. Torrey, Rockland, Maine, Nay 12rh, 1864' and 'R.K. Stevens 2/7/63.'

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1019 .J2 1862 (NLO)

4970 **Atlases - 1862**

*Johnson's new illustrated (steel plate) family atlas.* New York: Johnson & Ward, 1862.

Authors: Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884 -- Johnson and Ward -- Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Andrew McNally III

Collection (Newberry Library)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
99 p. : 99 hand col. maps ; 47 cm.
Condition: Front cover nearly detached, text block and maps v. good.
Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection.
Previous location: C-unboxed (top shelf).

AMcN III PC 4100 (PrCt)

Atlases - 1862

1 atlas (99 p., 92 p. of plates) : ill. (some col., some hand col.), 89 hand col. maps ; 47 cm.
Cover title: Johnson's new illustrated family atlas of the world, with descriptions
Spine title: Family atlas
Engraved half-title page title: American atlas
Relief shown by hachures.
Includes index.
Includes map of U.S. Military Departments.
Publisher's black cloth binding.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
References: Phillips 837; Ristow325
Baskes oversize G1019 .J5 1862 (NLO)

Atlases - 1862

1 v. : 49 maps ; 400 x 330 mm.
after2076
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases - 1862

Cornell’s companion atlas to Cornell’s high school geography : comprising a complete set of maps, designed for the student to memorize, together with numerous maps for reference, etc. / by S.S. Cornell. New York : D. Appleton and Company, 1862, c1856.
1 atlas ([38], 8 p.) : 26 maps (chiefly hand col., some folded) ; 36 cm.
Some maps engraved by Geo. Rae Smith; some maps drawn by E. Wells and J. Wells.
Relief shown by hachures.
Publisher’s illustrated paper over boards; publisher’s advertisements on back cover.
Scales differ.
Embossed stamp: Seal of the New Jersey Historical Society.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .C658 1862 (NLO)
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Company, 1863, c1856.
1 atlas ([38], 8 p.) : 26 maps (chiefly hand col., some folded) ; 36 cm.
Some maps engraved by Geo. Rae Smith; some maps drawn by E. Wells and J. Wells.
Publisher's illustrated paper over boards; publisher's advertisements on back cover.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Former owner's inscription: Charles E. McFadden, Wells, Rutland County, Vermont.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .C658 1863 (NLO)

4986 Atlases - 1863 (Provisional Heading)
Philadelphia : ButlerEH, 1863.
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustine (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Young, J. H. (James Hamilton) -- Yeager, E. (Edward) -- E.H. Butler & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (153 leaves) : ill. (some col.), 98 maps (some col.) ; 46 cm.
'Drawn by G. Woolworth Colton ; letter-press descriptions, geographical, statistical, and historical by Richard Swainson Fisher.'
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

4987 Atlases - 1863 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Moore, Miranda Branson -- BransonFarrar -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 18 maps ; 308 x 252 mm.
1st ed.
MapsConfederacy
Geography text.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

4988 Atlases - 1863 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: United States. General Land Office -- United States. Congress -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 6 maps ; 202 x 178 mm.
1st ed.
MapsConfederacy
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

4989 Atlases - 1864
Colton's general atlas : containing one hundred and eighty steel plate maps and plans, on one hundred and thirteen imperial folio sheets. New York : J.H. Colton, 1864.
1 atlas (153 leaves) : ill. (some col.), 98 maps (some col.) ; 46 cm.
'Drawn by G. Woolworth Colton ; letter-press descriptions, geographical, statistical, and historical by Richard Swainson Fisher.'
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Cover title: Colton's general atlas with descriptions
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Phillips 6148
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).

**Baskes oversize G1019 .C65 1864 (NLO)**

**Atlases - 1864**

*J.H. Colton’s school atlas : designed to accompany Colton’s American school geography, comprising upwards of one hundred steel plate maps, profiles and plans, on thirty-seven large sheets, drawn on a new and uniform system of scales.* New York ; Chicago : Ivison, Phinney, Blakeman, & Co. ; S.C. Griggs & Co., 1864.


1 atlas (12, [42] p. : 36 maps) ; 35 cm.

*Entered according ... in the year 1860 by. J. H. Colton ...--on maps.*

Cover title: Colton’s school atlas
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).

**Baskes folio G1019 .J2 1864 copy 1 of 2 (NLO)**

**Atlases - 1864**

*J.H. Colton’s school atlas : designed to accompany Colton’s American school geography, comprising upwards of one hundred steel plate maps, profiles and plans, on thirty-seven large sheets, drawn on a new and uniform system of scales.* New York ; Chicago : Ivison, Phinney, Blakeman, & Co. ; S.C. Griggs & Co., 1864.


1 atlas (12, [42] p. : 36 maps) ; 35 cm.

*Entered according ... in the year 1860 by. J. H. Colton ...--on maps.*

Cover title: Colton’s school atlas
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).

**Baskes folio G1019 .J2 1864 copy 2 of 2 (NLO)**

**Atlases - 1864**

*Johnson’s new illustrated (steel plate) family atlas : with physical geography and with descriptions, geographical, statistical, and historical, including the latest federal census, a geographical index, and a chronological history of the Civil War in America / by Richard Swainson Fisher ; maps compiled, drawn and engraved under the supervision of J.H. Colton and A.J. Johnson. New York : Johnson and Ward, 1864.*


Cover title: Johnson’s new illustrated family atlas of the world with descriptions
Spine titles: Johnson’s family atlas -- Illustrated family atlas
Engraved half-title page title: American atlas
Maps by D. McLellan & Bros.
Relief shown by hachures.
Includes index.
Laid in: To the subscribers to our new atlas ...
Johnson and Ward, publisher.
Publisher’s green cloth binding.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).

References: Phillips 843
LC Card Number: map68000654

**Baskes oversize G1019 .J5 1864 (NLO)**

**Atlases - 1864 Geography - 1864**

*Cornell’s companion atlas to Cornell’s high school geography : comprising a complete set of maps, designed for the student to memorize, together with numerous maps for reference, etc. / by S.S. Cornell. New York : D. Appleton and Company, 1864, c1856.*


Some maps engraved by Geo. Rae Smith; some maps drawn by E. Wells and J. Wells.

"The census of 1860," showing population statistics for states and principal towns, tipped-in at beginning.
Publisher’s illustrated paper over boards; publisher’s advertisements on back cover.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Former owner: Bessie B. Cushing.
Former owner’s inscription: Mary F. Cushing,
Island Creek School.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 273
Baskes folio G1019 .C658 1864 (NLO)

**Atlasts - 1864 (Provisional Heading)**

**New general atlas.** Philadelphia : MitchellSAJr, 1864.
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Mitchell, Samuel Augustus, Jr., fl. 1860-1879 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 49 maps ; 400 x 330 mm.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Phillips 6150
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)**

PrCt

**Atlasts - 1864 (Provisional Heading)**

**New general atlas.** Philadelphia : MitchellSAJr, 1864.
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Mitchell, Samuel Augustus, Jr., fl. 1860-1879 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 50 maps ; 400 x 330 mm.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Phillips 6150
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)**

PrCt

**Atlasts - 1864 (Provisional Heading)**

**New general atlas.** Philadelphia : MitchellSAJr, 1864.
1 v. : 49 maps ; 400 x 330 mm.
prov:Welsh
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Phillips 6150
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)**

PrCt

**Atlasts - 1865**

**Colton's general atlas : containing one hundred and eighty steel plate maps and plans, on one hundred and nineteen imperial folio sheets.** New York ; London : J.H. Colton ; Bacon, 1865.
1 atlas ([305] p.) : illus., 98 maps (part col.) ; 46
cm.
'drawn by G. Woolworth Colton; letterpress descriptions, geographical, statistical, and historical by Richard Swainson Fisher.'
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1019 .C65 1865 (NLO)

5002 Atlases - 1865

[1st ed.?]
'Davies & Kent, stereotypers and electrotypers, 183 William St., N.Y'--t.p. verso.
Cover title: Colton's atlas of the world Scales differ.
Owner's inscription: Orange S. Gordon, December 15th, 1866.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Baskes G1019 .J2 1865 (NLO)

5003 Atlases - 1865

Johnson's new illustrated (steel plate) family atlas, with physical geography : and with descriptions geographical, statistical, and historical, including the latest federal census, a geographical index, and a chronological history of the Civil War in America / by Richard Swainson Fisher ; maps compiled, drawn and engraved under the supervision of J.H. Colton and A.J. Johnson. New York : Johnson and Ward, 1865, [c1864].
1 atlas (130 p., 103 p. of plates) : ill. (some col., some hand col.), 97 hand col. maps ; 47 cm.

5004 Atlases - 1865 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Dugdale, Thomas 8 v. C:Cole&Roper G 449.24 (NLO)

5005 Atlases - 1865 (Provisional Heading)


5006 Atlases - 1865 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Jomini, Antoine Henri, baron de, 1779-1869 -- Van Nostrand 2 v. + atlas (39 map plates ; 24 cm.) U 2.456 (NLO)

5007 Atlases - 1865 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- E.H. Butler & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. : 40 maps ; 320 x 264 mm. Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes). Phillips 847 Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

5008 Atlases - 1865 (Provisional Heading)

5012 Atlases - 1866

1 atlas ([305] p.) : ill., 97 maps (part col.) ; 46 cm.
'Drawn by G. Woolworth Colton; letterpress descriptions, geographical, statistical, and historical, by Richard Swainson Fisher.'
Cover title: Colton's general atlas with descriptions
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Phillips 6155
LC Card Number map40000029

Baskes oversize G1019 .C65 1866 (NLO)

5009 Atlases - 1865 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Young, J. H. (James Hamilton) -- Yeager, E. (Edward) -- E.H. Butler & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 18 maps ; 306 x 245 mm.
-1858
Phillips 6153
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

5010 Atlases - 1865 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Paz Soldan, Mariano F -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 72 map plates ; 54 cm.
Phillips 02769

Ayer 135 P34 1865 (NLO)

5011 Atlases - 1865 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: United States Coast Survey -- Bache, A. D. (Alexander Dallas), 1806-1867 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
11 v. : 430 maps ; 290 x 230 mm.
msg1861;2cc1859(Swann1597)
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

5014 Atlases - 1866

'J. H. Colton's map of ...' --on maps.
'Davies & Kent, stereotypers and electrotypers ...'--t.p. verso.
Cover title: Colton's atlas of the world
Scales differ.
Laid in: table listing settlement and admission to Union of States and principal governments of the world.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).

Baskes G1019 .J2 1866 (NLO)

5013 Atlases - 1866

'J. H. Colton's map of ...' --on maps.
'Davies & Kent, stereotypers and electrotypers ...'--t.p. verso.
Cover title: Colton's atlas of the world
Scales differ.
Laid in: table listing settlement and admission to Union of States and principal governments of the world.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).

Baskes G1019 .J2 1866 (NLO)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Collection(s)</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
Great outline of geography for high schools and families -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([2] leaves, viii leaves of plates (7 folded)) : ill. (chiefly col.), 8 col. maps ; 42 cm.
Maps drawn by B. Hassenstein; engraved by Leopold Kraatz.
Advertisement for Fay's new geography pasted to inside front cover.
Relief shown by hachures and gradient and bathymetric tints.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 222

Baskes oversize G1019 .A86 1867 (NLO)

5024 Atlases - 1867

Johnson's new illustrated family atlas of the world : with physical geography, and with descriptions geographical, statistical, and historical, including the latest federal census, and the existing religious denominations in the world / text by Richard Swainson Fisher. New York : A.J. Johnson, 1867.
1 atlas (134 p., 105 p. of plates) : ill. (some col., some hand col.), 57 maps (hand col.) ; 47 cm.
Cover title: Johnson's new illustrated family atlas of the world with descriptions
Maps by D. McLellan & Bros.
"The new plates, copyrighted and owned by A.J. Johnson ... Others are the same as used in 'Colton's general atlas,' now published by him." Includes indexes.
Relief shown by hachures.
Publisher's brown cloth binding.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
LC Card Number: 79689837

Baskes oversize G1019 .J5 1867 (NLO)

5025 Atlases - 1867

Cornell's companion atlas to Cornell's high school geography : comprising a complete set of maps, designed for the student to memorize, together with numerous maps for references, etc. / by S.S. Cornell. New York : D. Appleton and Company, 1867, c1856.
1 atlas ([38], 8 p.) : 18 maps (chiefly hand col., some folded) : 35 cm.
Issued with 26 maps, but this copy imperfect; lacking 8 maps (pages 5-14).
Some maps engraved by Geo. Rae Smith; some maps drawn by J. Wells and E. Wells.
Publisher's illustrated paper over boards; publisher's advertisements on back cover.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Former owner's inscription: Mary Theresa Turner, Marysville.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).

Baskes folio G1019 .C658 1867 (NLO)

5026 Atlases - 1867 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Hughes, William, 1817-1876
1 v. : 26 map plates ; 26 cm.
Phillips 05615

G1033 H8 1867 (NLO)

5027 Atlases - 1867 (Provisional Heading)

1 atlas (38 p.) : 65 maps ; 476 x 380 mm.
redMorocco
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

5028 Atlases - 1867 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- E.H. Butler & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 33 maps ; 301 x 244 mm.
-1865
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Phillips 6160
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

5029 Atlases - 1867 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Mitchell, Samuel Augustus, Jr., fl. 1860-1879 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 71 maps ; 400 x 327 mm.
5032 Atlases - 1867<<>>United States - Maps - 1867

5033 Atlases - 1868
Johnson’s new illustrated family atlas of the world, was awarded the first prize medal at the Universal Exposition of 1867, in Paris : with physical geography, and with descriptions, geographical, statistical and historical, including the latest federal census, and the existing religious denominations in the world: “The largest, finest executed, most accurate, and only illustrated and complete township atlas of the world ever published.” (See testimonials from gentlemen distinguished in public affairs, science, art and education, on last page of the atlas.). New York : A.J. Johnson, publisher, 1868, c1867. Authors: Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884 -- Weston Town Library -- Weston Town Library -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 atlas ([7], 6-102, [3], 2-32, [2] p., 66 leaves of plates) : ill., 65 maps ; 48 cm. Cover title: Johnson’s new illustrated family atlas of the world, with descriptions “The American maps herein have been compiled, drawn, and engraved from the most recent and authentic sources, such as the government coast and inland surveys and explorations, and the foreign portion from the latest and best European atlases and charts.” Many of the leaves of plates have letter press text on either recto or verso. Plates and letterpress pages are numbered independently. Publisher’s black cloth binding. Scales differ. Bookplate: Weston Town Library. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library. Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes). References: Phillips 4349 Baskes oversize G1019 .J5 1868 (NLO)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

References: Phillips 323
LC Card Number: map56000631
Baskes folio G1019 .S615 1868 (NLO)

5035 Atlases - 1868 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Kerhallet, Charles M P de
1 v. : 25 cm.
Greelee 4725 A50 C2 K39 (NLO)

5036 Atlases - 1868 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- E.H. Butler & Co. --
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. : 33 maps ; 400 x 330 mm.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

5037 Atlases - 1868 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Young, J. H. (James Hamilton) -- E.H. Butler & Co. --
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. : 7 maps ; 303 x 248 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

5038 Atlases - 1868 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Young, J. H. (James Hamilton) -- E.H. Butler & Co. --
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. : 7 maps ; 303 x 248 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

5039 Atlases - 1868<<>>United States - Maps - 1868
Authors: Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Fisher, Richard Swainson -- G.W. & C.B. Colton & Co. --
Dahlgren, Madeleine Vinton, 1825-1898 -- Washington Navy Yard. Civil Engineer's Office --
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 atlas ([311] p.) : ill. (some col.), 112 maps
(cipher hand col.) ; 46 cm.
Cover title: Colton's general atlas with descriptions
Scales differ.
Relief shown by hachures.
Former owner's signature: Madeleine Vinton Dahlgren.
Inscription: Civil Engineer's Office, Navy Yard, Washington.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 4348
LC Card Number: 2006458030
Baskes oversize G1019 .C65 1868 (NLO)

Atlases - 1869
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Phillips 4351a
Baskes folio G1019 .A85 1869 (NLO)

Atlases - 1869
Authors: Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Fisher, Richard Swainson -- G.W. & C.B. Colton & Co. --
Dahlgren, Madeleine Vinton, 1825-1898 -- Washington Navy Yard. Civil Engineer's Office --
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 atlas ([168] p., 129 p. of plates) : ill. (some col.), 129 maps (chiefly col.) ; 46 cm.
Cover title: Colton's general atlas with descriptions
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1019 .C65 1869 (NLO)

Atlases - 1869
Johnson's new illustrated family atlas of the United States... Philadelphia : E.E. Beers, 1869.
Authors: Johnson, Archibald, fl. 1849-1889
1 atlas ([252] p.) : ill. (some col.), 117 maps
(cipher hand col.) ; 46 cm.
Cover title: Johnson's new illustrated family atlas of the United States... Philadelphia : E.E. Beers, 1869.
Scales differ.
Relief by hachures.
Former owner's signature: Madeleine Vinton Dahlgren.
Inscription: Civil Engineer's Office, Navy Yard, Washington.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 4358
LC Card Number: 2006735006
Baskes oversize G1019 .C65 1869 (NLO)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884 -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library)
Last section is 'Chronological History of the Great Rebellion.'
In buckram portfolio.
Condition: Covers detached, many pages loose, broken. Poor.
Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection.
Previous location: A-3.
OCLC 16953384.
AMcN III PC 3590 (PrCt)

5043

Atlases - 1869
Johnson's new illustrated family atlas of the world : was awarded the first prize medal at the
Universal Exposition of 1867, in Paris, with physical geography, and with descriptions,
geographical, statistical and historical, including the latest federal census, and the existing
Authors: Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884 -- United States. War Department -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (102, 32 p., 66 leaves of plates) : ill., 65 maps (col.) ; 48 cm.
Cover title: Johnson's New illustrated family atlas
of the world with descriptions
"The American maps herein have been compiled,
drawn, and engraved from the most recent and
authentic sources, such as the government coast
and inland surveys and explorations, and the
foreign portion from the latest and best European
atlases and charts."
"The largest, finest executed, most accurate, and
only illustrated and complete township atlas of
the world ever published.' (See testimonials from
gentlemen distinguished in public affairs, science,
art and education, on last page of the atlas.)."
"Johnson's map of the vicinity of Richmond, and
Peninsular Campaign" [plate 21] derived from
U.S. War Dept. sources.
Relief shown by hachures.
Publisher's brown cloth binding.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Maps also cataloged separately.
Baskes oversize G1019 .J5 1869 (NLO)

5044

Atlases - 1869
Mitchell's new school atlas. Mitchell's modern
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel
Augustus), 1792-1868 -- E.H. Butler & Co. --
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 33 maps ; 301 x 243 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
References: Phillips 6165
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

5045

Atlases - 1869
New general atlas. Philadelphia : S.A. Mitchell,
Jr., 1869.
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel
Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Willson, J. W. --
Mitchell, Samuel Augustus, Jr., fl. 1860-1879 --
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 57 maps ; 400 x 333 mm.
+NY:JWWillson:early
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

5046

Atlases - 1869 (Provisional Heading)
Atlas of State of New York. New York :
Asher&Adams, 1869.
Authors: Asher & Adams -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 16 maps ; 380 x 318 mm.
inclBusDirNYC;LeGearL2398;Ristow441
Phillips 2208
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

5047

Atlases - 1869 (Provisional Heading)
Directory for Behring's Sea & coast of Alaska.
Washington : GPO, 1869.
Authors: Findlay, Alexander G. -- Edward E. Ayer
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 23 cm.
maps?
Ayer 138 F4 1869 (NLO)

5048

Atlases - 1869 (Provisional Heading)
Key to Israel's outline maps. St. Louis : Israel,
1869.
Authors: Israel, A. B. -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 5 maps ; 247 x 163 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

5049

Atlases - 1869 (Provisional Heading)
New reference atlas. Philadelphia : ButlerEH,
1869.
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel
Augustus), 1792-1868 -- E.H. Butler & Co. --
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 40 maps ; 320 x 264 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

5050

Atlases - 1869 (Provisional Heading)
New general atlas. Philadelphia : MitchellISAJr,
1869.
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel
Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Mitchell, Samuel
Augustus, Jr., fl. 1860-1879 -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 57 maps ; 396 x 325 mm.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet
by R. Baskes).
Phillips 6164
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

5051 Atlases - 1869 (Provisional Heading)
Philadelphia : ButterEH, 1869.
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel
Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Young, J. H. (James
Hamilton) -- Yeager, E. (Edward) -- E.H. Butler &
Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry
Library)
1 v. : 21 maps ; 301 x 248 mm.
(1858+nd)
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet
by R. Baskes).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

5052 Atlases - 1869 (Provisional Heading)
Military maps of armies of Potomac & James.
Washington : USWarDept, 1869.
Authors: United States. Army. Corps of
Engineers
1 v. : 16 map plates ; 61 cm.
Phillips 10673
oversize G 10834.88 (NLO)

5053 Atlases - 1870
Student's atlas of historical & classical
geography. New York : Putnam, [ca. 1870?].
Authors: Collier, William Francis -- Putnam
1 atlas ; 28 cm.
Leonhard Schmitz.
folio G1031 C65 1870z (NLO)

5054 Atlases - 1870
Johnson's new illustrated family atlas of the world
: was awarded the first prize medal at the
Universal Exposition of 1867, in Paris : with a
treatise on physical geography by A. Guyot : with
descriptions, geographical, statistical and
historical : also including a dictionary of religious
denominations, sects, parties , and associations compiled by Professor Roswell D. Hutchcock.
Authors: Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884
-- Guyot, A. (Arnold), 1807-1884 -- Hitchcock,
Roswell D. (Roswell Dwight), 1817-1887 --
Welsh, Howard E., 1917-1990 -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (102, 28 p., 121 p. of plates) : ill., 65 col.
maps ; 48 cm.
Cover title: Johnson's family atlas
"The American maps herein have been compiled,
drawn, and engraved from the most recent and
authentic sources, such as the government coast
and inland surveys and explorations, and the
foreign portion from the latest and best European
atlases and charts."
"The largest, finest executed, most accurate, and
only illustrated and complete township atlas of
the world ever published.' (See testimonials from
gentlemen distinguished in public affairs, science,
art and education, on last page of the atlas.)."
Relief shown by hachures.
Publisher's black cloth binding.
Scales differ.
Previously owned by H.E. Welsh?
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet
by R. Baskes).
References: Phillips 858
Baskes oversize G1019 .J5 1870 (NLO)

Atlases - 1870
Mitchell's new school atlas. Mitchell's modern
atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 751
forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

5056 Atlases - 1870
Mitchell's new general atlas : containing maps of
the various countries of the world, plans of cities,
etc., embraced in sixty-three quarto maps,
forming a series of one hundred maps and plans,
together with valuable statistical tables.
Philadelphia : S.A. Mitchell, Jr., 1870.
Authors: Mitchell, Samuel Augustus, Jr., fl.
1860-1879 -- Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel
Augustus), 1792-1868 -- E.H. Butler & Co. --
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 33 maps ; 300 x 246 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

Atlases - 1870
Mitchell's new general atlas : containing maps of
the various countries of the world, plans of cities,
etc., embraced in sixty-three quarto maps,
forming a series of one hundred maps and plans,
together with valuable statistical tables.
Philadelphia : S.A. Mitchell, Jr., 1870.
Authors: Mitchell, Samuel Augustus, Jr., fl.
1860-1879 -- Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel
Augustus), 1792-1868 -- E.H. Butler & Co. --
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 33 maps ; 300 x 246 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

Atlases - 1870
New general atlas. Philadelphia : S.A. Mitchell,
Jr., 1870.
Authors: Mitchell, Samuel Augustus, Jr., fl.
1860-1879 -- Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel
Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Campbell, R. A. (Robert
Allen), 1836 or 1837 -- Walling, Henry Francis,
1825-1888 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
2 v. in 1 : 57 maps ; 400 x 325 mm.
+29maps,CampbellNewAtlasIllinois
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet
by R. Baskes).
Phillips 1511
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

5058  Atlases - 1870
1 atlas ([12] folded leaves of plates) : 12 col. maps ; 25 cm.
Relief shown by hachures.
Greenwich meridian.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1019 .A852 1870 (NLO)

5059  Atlases - 1870
Cornell's companion atlas to Cornell's high school geography : comprising a complete set of maps, designed for the student to memorize, together with numerous maps for reference, etc. / by S.S. Cornell. New York : D. Appleton and Company, 1870, c1856.
1 atlas ([38], 8 p.) : 26 maps (chiefly hand col., some folded) ; 36 cm.
Some maps engraved by Geo. Rae Smith; some maps drawn by E. Wells and J. Wells.
Publisher’s illustrated paper over boards; publisher’s advertisements on back covers.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Former owner’s inscription: George G. Sherman, Westport, May 25th, 1874.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .C658 1870 (NLO)

5060  Atlases - 1870 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Mitchell, Samuel Augustus, Jr., fl. 1860-1879 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 57 maps ; 398 x 322 mm.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Phillips 859
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases - 1871
1 atlas ([178] p.) : ill., 102 maps ; 45 cm.
"Drawn by G. Woolworth Colton ; letter-press descriptions, geographical, statistical, and historical, by Richard Swainson Fisher."
Cover title: Colton's general atlas with descriptions
Scales differ.
Owner’s inscription: Geo. A. Johnson 1871.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Baskes oversize G1019 .C65 1871 (NLO)

Atlases - 1871
Johnson's new illustrated family atlas of the world : was awarded the first prize medal at the universal exposition of 1867, in Paris : with a treatise on physical geography by A. Guyot : with descriptions, geographical, statistical and historical : also including a dictionary of religious denominations, sects, parties, and associations, compiled by Roswell D. Hitchcock. New York : A.J. Johnson, publisher, 1871, c1870.
Authors: Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884 -- Guyot, A. (Arnold), 1807-1884 -- Hitchcock, Roswell D. (Roswell Dwight), 1817-1887 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (126 p., 121 p. of plates) : ill., 65 maps (col.) ; 48 cm.
Cover title: Johnson's family atlas
"The American maps herein have been compiled, drawn, and engraved from the most recent and authentic sources, such as the government coast and inland surveys and explorations, and the foreign portion from the latest and best European atlases and charts."
"The largest, finest executed, most accurate, and only illustrated and complete township atlas of the world ever published.‘ (See testimonials from

5061
gentlemen distinguished in public affairs, science, art and education, on last page of the atlas."
Relief shown by hachures.
Includes indexes.
Publisher's brown cloth binding.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Baskes oversize G1019 J5 1871 (NLO)

**5063**

**Atlases - 1871**

Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- E.H. Butler & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 33 maps ; 297 x 246 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
References: Phillips 302
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

**5064**

**Atlases - 1871 (Provisional Heading)**

Authors: Chanzy, Antoine E A
1 v. : 5 map plates ; 24 cm.
3rd ed.
F 3951.369 (NLO)

**5065**

**Atlases - 1871 (Provisional Heading)**

Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Mitchell, Samuel Augustus, Jr., fl. 1860-1879 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 58 maps ; 395 x 330 mm.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

**5066**

**Atlases - 1871 (Provisional Heading)**

Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Young, J. H. (James Hamilton) -- E.H. Butler & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 7 maps ; 311 x 248 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

**5067**

**Atlases - 1872**

Authors: Collier, William Francis -- Bartholomew, John -- Schmitz, Leonhard, 1807-1890 -- G.P. Putnam's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 69 maps ; 280 x 190 mm.
C:JBartholomew;ed:WFCollier&LSchmitz
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

**Atlases - 1872**

1 atlas ([315] p.) : ill., 102 maps (some col.) ; 46 cm.
'Drawn by G. Woolworth Colton ; letter-press descriptions, geographical, statistical, and historical by Richard Swainson Fisher.'
Cover title: Colton's general atlas with descriptions
Scales differ.
Owner's inscription: Charles Allen.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Phillips 6179
Baskes oversize G1019 .C65 1872 (NLO)

**Atlases - 1872**

*Johnson's new illustrated family atlas of the world : was awarded the first prize medal at the universal exposition of 1867, in Paris : with a treatise on physical geography by A. Guyot : with descriptions, geographical, statistical and historical : also including a dictionary of religious denominations, sects, parties, and associations, compiled by Roswell D. Hitchcock.* New York: A.J. Johnson, publisher, 1872, c1870.
1 atlas (126 p., 121 p. of plates) : ill., 65 maps (col.) ; 48 cm.
Cover title: Johnson's family atlas
"The American maps herein have been compiled, drawn, and engraved from the most recent and authentic sources, such as the government coast and inland surveys and explorations, and the foreign portion from the latest and best European atlases and charts."
"The largest, finest executed, most accurate, and only illustrated and complete township atlas of the world ever published.' (See testimonials from gentlemen distinguished in public affairs, science, art and education, on last page of the atlas.)." Relief shown by hachures.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Publication Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
by R. Baskes).  
References: Phillips 11031; LeGear L47

Baskes oversize G1200 .A84 1872 (NLO)

5076  
**Atlases - 1872<>United States - Maps - 1872**

*Appletons' general atlas of the world: containing maps of various countries, and particularly of the United States, its divisions and the separate states: with full geographical sketches of the various countries of the world, their inhabitants, productions, statistics, etc., to the latest date.*


Authors: D. Appleton and Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (99 p., [27] leaves of plates (some folded)) : 31 col. maps ; 30 cm.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Phillips 86

**Baskes folio G1019 .A625 1872 (NLO)**

5077  
**Atlases - 1873**

*Colton's general atlas containing one hundred and eighty steel plate maps and plans, on one hundred and nineteen imperial folio sheets. New York: G.W. & C.B. Colton, 1873.*

Authors: Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- G.W. & C.B. Colton & Co. -- G.W. & C.B. Colton & Co. see G.W. & C.B. Colton & Co. -- Chicago Historical Society

1 atlas : ill., maps (some col.) ; 46 cm.

'Drawn by G. Woolworth Colton; letter-press descriptions, geographical, statistical, and historical, by Richard Swainson Fisher.'

Cover title: Colton's general atlas with descriptions

Scales differ.

Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005; includes CHS ownership markings.

Publisher's cloth; worn; flag plate chipped; paper friable.

Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.

CHS Coll., Atlas no. 55

**Case oversize G1019 .C65 1873 (NLO)**

5079  
**Atlases - 1873**

*Johnson's new illustrated family atlas of the world: was awarded the first prize medal at the universal exposition of 1867, in Paris: with a treatise on physical geography, by A. Guyot, LL.D.: with descriptions, geographical, statistical, and historical: also including a dictionary of religious denominations, sects, parties, and associations, compiled by Professor Roswell D. Hitchcock. New York: A.J. Johnson, publisher, 1873.*


1 atlas (88, 29 p., 137 leaves of plates) : ill., 136 col. maps ; 48 cm.

Spine title: Johnson's family atlas.

"The American maps herein have been compiled, drawn, and engraved from the most recent and authentic sources, such as the government coast and inland surveys and explorations, and the foreign portion from the latest and best European atlases and charts."

"The United States statistics were compiled from the Official Census of 1870, by John F. Cleveland, Esq., commercial editor of the New York 'Tribune.' The foreign statistics, from the very latest official sources, by Prof. A. J. Schem, author of a German Encyclopedia, etc., and also for many years one of the editors of the New York 'Tribune.'"

""The largest, finest executed, most accurate, and only illustrated and complete township atlas of the world ever published." (See testimonials from gentlemen distinguished in public affairs, science, art and education, on last page of the atlas.)."

Relief shown by hachures.

Includes index.

Publisher's black cloth binding.

Scales differ.

Stamp: Property of the New York Society Library.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).

**Baskes folio G1019 .J5 1873 (NLO)**

5079  
**Atlases - 1873**

*Peoples pictorial atlas. New York: J.D. Williams, 1873.*


1 atlas : 42 maps ; 507 x 370 mm.

C:Dower,Johnston,Ettling;E:FerdMeyer

Phillips 869

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)** (PrCt)

5080  
**Atlases - 1873**


Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- E.H. Butler & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas : 34 maps ; 300 x 249 mm.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)** (PrCt)

5081  
**Atlases - 1873 (Provisional Heading)**

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
5082 Atlases - 1873 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 35 maps ; 350 x 265 mm.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

5083 Atlases - 1873 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Young, J. H. (James Hamilton) -- E.H. Butler & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 7 maps ; 300 x 245 mm.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

5084 Atlases - 1873 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Young, J. H. (James Hamilton) -- Yeager, E. (Edward) -- J.H. Butler & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 21 maps ; 300 x 248 mm.
(1858+nd)
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

5085 Atlases - 1874

Authors: Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Fisher, Richard Swainson -- G.W. & C.B. Colton & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([323] p.) : illus., 104 maps (part col.) ; 46 cm.
'Drawn by G. Woolworth Colton; letterpress

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Zell's descriptive hand atlas of world.
Authors: Bartholomew, John -- T. Ellwood Zell and Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 35 maps ; 350 x 265 mm.
Phillips 865
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- J.H. Butler & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 34 maps ; 300 x 248 mm.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases - 1874

Cornell's companion atlas to Cornell's high school geography : comprising a complete set of maps, designed for the student to memorize, together with numerous maps for reference, etc. / by S.S. Cornell. New York : D. Appleton and Company, 1874, c1856.
1 atlas ([38], 8 p.) : 26 maps (chiefly hand col., some folded) ; 36 cm.
Some maps engraved by Geo. Rae Smith; some maps drawn by E. Wells and J. Wells.
Publisher's illustrated paper over boards; publisher's advertisements on back cover. Relief shown by hachures.
Former owner's inscription: Jamie E. Wall, Meherrin Depot, Lunenburg County, Virginia.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Baskes folio G1019 .C658 1874 (NLO)

Atlases - 1874

Illustrated historical atlas of Minnesota. Chicago : AndreasAT, 1874.
Authors: Andreas, A. T. (Alfred Theodore), 1839-1900 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 78 maps ; 454 x 370 mm.
Phillips 4354
Includes maps illustrating history.
Phillips 2007
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
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5089 Atlases - 1874 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Librairie Delagrange
1 v. ; 24 cm.
G5830 P3 F7 1874 (NLO)

5090 Atlases - 1874 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Lyman, Azel Storrs
1 v. ; 42 cm.
Phillips 00135
folio F 006 .52 (NLO)

5091 Atlases - 1874 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 62 maps ; 395 x 330 mm.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Phillips 6187
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

5092 Atlases - 1874 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: United States. Bureau of the Census -- Walker, Francis Amasa, 1840-1897 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 38 maps ; 560 x 415 mm.
C:FrancisAWalker:Lock, Modern maps and atlases 309;S&E303
Phillips 1330
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

5093 Atlases - 1875
The Student's atlas : consisting of thirty-five maps of modern geography, embracing all the latest discoveries and changes in boundaries, and six maps of ancient and historical geography / constructed and engraved by John Bartholomew ... ; with a copious index. New York : G.P. Putnam's Sons, 1875.
Authors: Bartholomew, John, 1831-1893 -- G.P. Putnam's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (38 [i.e. 39] folded leaves of plates, 46 p.) : ill., 41 col. maps ; 28 cm.
Publisher's cloth binding with gold stamped title: The students atlas containing thirty eight maps and consulting index.
Publisher's advertisements on end sheets.
Includes indexes.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .S883 1875 (NLO)

5094 Atlases - 1875 (Provisional Heading)
Illustrated historical atlas of Iowa. Chicago : AndreasAT, 1875.
Authors: Andreas, A. T. (Alfred Theodore), 1839-1900 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 148 maps ; 457 x 373 mm.
1st ed.
Ristow437-8;Radford33;Conzen
Includes maps illustrating history.
Phillips 1639
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

5095 Atlases - 1875 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Bartholomew, John -- T. Ellwood Zell and Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 35 maps ; 348 x 260 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

5096 Atlases - 1875 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Johnston, Alexander Keith, 1804-1871
1 v. : 108 map plates ; 23 cm.
F 097.029 (NLO)

5097 Atlases - 1875 (Provisional Heading)
Historical atlas of the world illustrated. Chicago : H. Hardesty, 1875.
Authors: Jones, Charles H. (Charles Henry), 1848-1913 -- Hamilton, Theodore F. -- Hardesty, Hiram H., 1834-1898 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 55 maps ; 509 x 380 mm.
(1876);twpsDefianceCo,Ohio
Phillips 4136
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

5098 Atlases - 1875 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Bradley Garretson -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 59 maps ; 398 x 330 mm.
(o64)
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

5099 Atlases - 1875 (Provisional Heading)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 62 maps ; 397 x 325 mm.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Phillips 6191
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases - 1875 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Royal Geographical Society (Great Britain) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 22 cm.
Ayer 5 R88 1875 (NLO)

Atlases - 1875 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: United States Coast Survey -- Peirce, B. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
7 v. : 167 maps ; 290 x 230 mm.
msg1870
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases - 1875 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Van Horne, Thomas Budd -- Ruger, Edw. -- Clarke, R. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 22 maps ; 235 x 158 mm.
1st ed.
C:EdwRuger
Includes maps illustrating history.
Phillips 4519
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases - 1875 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally Company -- Commercial atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : hand col. maps (1 fold.), ill. : 51 cm.
Pagination highly irregular.
Scattered throughout the volume, on pages numbered 1/2 and 3/4, is an atlas of Wood County, Ohio, with a county map showing land ownership, maps of villages, views of homesteads, histories, biographical sketches, etc.
Also included (bef. p. 17) is a large map of the United States 'printed for Historical Atlas of the World by Rand, McNally & Co....printed under patent of January 12, 1870' (1 map : col. ; 44 x90 cm.)
Condition: Cover scuffed and worn, part of spine missing, otherwise sound. Good.
Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection.
AMcN III PC 3710 (PrCt)

Atlases - 1876
Authors: Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Fisher, Richard Swainson -- G.W. & C.B. Colton & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([142] leaves) : ill. (some col.), 106 maps, plans ; 45 cm.
'Drawn by G. Woolworth Colton ; accompanied by geographical, statistical, and historical letter-press descriptions.'
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Phillips 879
Baskes oversize G1019 .C65 1876 (NLO)

1 atlas (116 p. : maps (part col., part fold.) ; 36 cm.
Uniform title: Commercial atlas.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Imperfect copy; maps disbound for reproduction in Rand McNally and Company. Pioneer atlas of

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
the American West : containing facsimile reproductions of maps and indexes from the 1876 first edition of Rand, McNally & Co.'s business atlas of the great Mississippi Valley and Pacific slope ... (Chicago: Rand McNally, [1956]). Map of "Idaho (1876-1877)" exhibited at the Newberry Library as part of Mapping Manifest Destiny : Chicago and the American West (November 3, 2007-February 16, 2008). References: Phillips 1397; OCLC 32145378

**5112 Atlastas - 1877**

Johnson's new illustrated family atlas of the world : was awarded the first prize medal at the Universal Exposition of 1867, in Paris : with a treatise on physical geography, by A. Guyot : with descriptions, geographical, statistical and historical ... : also including a dictionary of religious denominations, sects, parties, and associations compiled by Roswell D. Hitchcock. New York : A.J. Johnson, publisher, 1877, c1870. Authors: Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884 -- Guyot, A. (Arnold), 1807-1884 -- Hitchcock, Roswell D. (Roswell Dwight), 1817-1887 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (102, 32 p., 66 leaves of plates) : ill., 65 maps (col.) : 48 cm.

Cover title: Johnson's new illustrated family atlas of the world with a treatise on physical geography by professor A. Guyot.

"The American maps herein have been compiled, drawn, and engraved from the most recent and authentic sources, such as the government coast and inland surveys and explorations, and the foreign portion from the latest and best European atlases and charts."

"'The largest, finest executed, most accurate, and only illustrated and complete township atlas of the world ever published.' (See testimonials from gentlemen distinguished in public affairs, science, art and education, on last page of the atlas.)."

Includes index.

Relief shown by hachures.

Publisher's green cloth binding.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).

**Baskes oversize G1019 .J5 1877 (NLO)**

**5113 Atlastas - 1877**


1 atlas : 34 maps ; 65 maps (col.) ; 248 mm.

Phillips 880

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)**

**5114 Atlastas - 1877 (Provisional Heading)**


1 v. : 66 maps ; 398 x 325 mm.

Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).

**Baskes oversize G1019 .J5 1877 (NLO)**

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
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5115 Atlases - 1877 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Young, J. H. (James Hamilton) -- J.H. Butler & Co. -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 7 maps ; 295 x 247 mm.
C.JHYoung
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

5120 Atlases - 1878 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- J.H. Butler & Co. -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 21 maps ; 300 x 247 mm.
(1858+nd)
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

5116 Atlases - 1877 (Provisional Heading)
Cartas de Indias. Madrid, 1877.
Authors: Spain. Ministeria Fomento -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 42 cm.
Ayer 108 S738 1877 (NLO)

5121 Atlases - 1878 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 66 maps ; 395 x 325 mm.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Phillips 888
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

5117 Atlases - 1877 (Provisional Heading)
1 v. : 13 maps ; 233 x 153 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

5122 Atlases - 1878 (Provisional Heading)
Geschichte der erdkunde. Munich, 1878.
Authors: Peschel, Oscar, 1826-1875
2 v. in 1 ; 24 cm.
G 004.67 (NLO)

5118 Atlases - 1877<<>>United States - Maps - 1877
1 atlas : 46 maps ; 36 cm.
Uniform title: Commercial atlas.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .C7 1877 (PrCt)

5123 Atlases - 1878 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rose, T. F. -- Woolman -- Woolman & Rose -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 45 maps ; 364 x 308 mm.
Phillips 2141
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

5119 Atlases - 1878
Authors: Hughes, William, 1817-1876 -- T. Ellwood Zell, Davis & Co. ; B.W. Bond, 1878.
1 atlas (86 p., 51 folded leaves of plates) : 52 col. maps ; 57 cm.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Bookplate: Mrs. Henry J. Wolf.

5124 Atlases - 1878 (Provisional Heading)
1 v. : 14 maps ; 305 x 235 mm.
Cong44-2,SED41+15plates
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

5125 Atlases - 1878<<>>United States- Maps -1878
Colton's general atlas of the world : containing two hundred and twelve maps and plans on one hundred and forty-two imperial folio sheets / drawn by G. Woolworth Colton ; accompanied by...
geographical, statistical, and historical
Colton & Co., 1878, c1876.
Authors: Colton, G. Woolworth (George
Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Chapmann, F. A. --
Wise, C., approximately -1889 -- J.H. Colton &
Co. -- G.W. & C.B. Colton & Co. -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([2] leaves, [278] p.) : ill. (some col.), 121
maps (chiefly hand col.) ; 45 cm.
Cover title: Colton's general atlas, with
descriptions
Several maps copyright J.H. Colton & Co.
C. Wise sc.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1019 .C65 1878 (NLO)

5126

Atlases - 1878<<>>United States - Maps -
1878<<>>United States - Maps - 1878 -
Railroads<<>>Railroads - Maps
Rand, McNally & Co.'s business atlas :
containing large scale maps of each state and
territory of the United States, the provinces of
Canada, West India Islands, etc., etc., together
with a complete reference map of the world ... : 
accompanied by a new and original compilation
and ready reference index, showing in detail the
entire railroad system of North America, the
express company doing business over each
road, and accurately locating counties, parishes,
islands, lakes, rivers, mountains, etc., etc. :
together with all post offices, railroad stations and
villages in the United States and Canada, with
the latest official census or estimated population
of each. Chicago : Rand, McNally & Co., 1878,
c1876.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally and Company. Commercial atlas --
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
maps (chiefly folded) ; 37 cm.
Uniform title: Commercial atlas.
Includes indexes.
Publisher's label: Manufactured by Rand,
McNally & Co., manufacturing stationers, 77 & 79
Madison St., Chicago, No. 2458. This book can
be duplicated at any time by sending us the
number above.
Publisher's advertisement on front pastedown.
Publisher's brown cloth binding.
Scales differ.
On cover: Rand McNally & Co.'s business atlas,
Peter van Schaak.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
References: S&E 303; Lock, Modern maps and
atlases 443
Baskes folio G1200 .R35 1878 (NLO)

5127

Atlases - 1878<<>>United States - Maps -
1878<<>>United States - Maps - 1878 -
Railroads<<>>Railroads - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally and Company. Commercial atlas -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 47 maps ; 36 cm.
Uniform title: Commercial atlas.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .C7 1878 (PrCt)

5128

Atlases - 1878<<>>World history - Maps -
1878<<>>Historical geography - Maps -
1878<<>>Historical atlases
Historical atlas of the world illustrated : giving
histories and maps of all the countries in their
geographical, statistical, and commercial aspects ;
together with a complete history of the original
surveys of the United States ; with a special map
showing all lands surveyed by government.
Authors: Jones, Charles H. (Charles Henry),
1848-1913 -- Johnston, Alexander Keith,
1804-1871 -- Rogers, Henry D. (Henry Darwin),
1808-1866 -- Weller, Edward, -1884 -- Hamilton,
Theodore F. -- Higgins Bro. & Co. -- Chicago
Historical Society
1 atlas (various pagers) : ill., col. maps ; 51 cm.
'Constructed by A. Keith Johnston, H.D. Rogers,
Edw. Weller and other eminent geographers ;
compiled and edited by Charles H. Jones ;
assisted by Theodore F. Hamilton.'
Scales differ.
Roan and cloth; worn.
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society,
2005; includes CHS ownership markings.
CHS Coll., Atlas no. 52
Case oversize G1019 .J7 1878 (NLO)

5129

Atlases - 1879
Johnson's new illustrated family atlas of the world :
was awarded the first prize medal at the
Universal Exposition of 1867, in Paris : with a
treatise on physical geography, by A. Guyot : with
descriptions, geographical, statistical and
historical ... : also including a dictionary of
religious denominations, sects, parties, and
associations, compiled by Roswell D. Hitchcock.
New York : Alvin J. Johnson & Son, publisher,
1877, c1870.
Authors: Alvin J. Johnson & Son -- Johnson,
A.J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884 -- Guyot, A. (Arnold),
1807-1884 -- Hitchcock, Roswell D. (Roswell
Dwight), 1817-1887 -- Gerber, E. -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Johnson
(A.J.) & Son SEE Alvin J. Johnson & Son -- A.J.
Johnson & Son SEE Alvin J. Johnson & Son
1 atlas (102, 32 p., 66 leaves of plates) : ill., 65
maps (col.) ; 47 cm.
Cover title: Johnson’s new illustrated family atlas of the world with a treatise on physical geography by professor A. Guyot
Spine title: Johnson’s family atlas
"The American maps herein have been compiled, drawn, and engraved from the most recent and authentic sources, such as the government coast and inland surveys and explorations, and the foreign portion from the latest and best European atlases and charts."
"The largest, finest executed, most accurate, and only illustrated and complete township atlas of the world ever published.’ (See testimonials from gentlemen distinguished in public affairs, science, art and education, on last page of the atlas.)."
Includes index.
Relief shown by hachures.
Publisher’s brown cloth binding with gold
Scales differ.
Previous owner?: E. Gerber?
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1019 .J5 1879 (NLO)

5130
**Atlases - 1879**
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- J.H. Butler & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 34 maps ; 301 x 241 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

5131
**Atlases - 1879**
*Historical geography - Maps - 1879*<br>*Historical atlases*
*The International atlas consisting of sixty-nine maps, thirty-nine of modern geography, and thirty of historical and classical geography / with descriptive letterpress of historical geography by William F. Collier and of classical geography by Leonhard Schmitz.* New York : G.P. Putnam’s Sons, [ca. 1879].
Authors: Collier, William Francis -- Bartholomew, John, 1831-1893 -- G.P. Putnam’s Sons -- William Collins Sons and Co. -- Deady, Matthew P. (Matthew Paul), 1824-1893 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (23, 56 p., 61 leaves of plates (some folded)) : 69 col. maps (some folded) ; 28 cm.
Publisher’s brown cloth binding with gold stamped title: The International political classical & historical atlas.
Maps by J. Bartholomew.
"With copious indices."
Publisher’s advertisements on endpapers.
Scales differ.
Owner’s inscription: Matthew P. Deady, Nov. 4, 1880.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
References: Cf. Phillips 6199
LC Card Number: map52000870
Baskes folio G1019 .C474 1879 (NLO)

5132
**Atlases - 1879 (Provisional Heading)**
Authors: H.R. Page & Co. --
1 v. ; 65 cm.
Phillips 01581
Case oversize G1409 C4 P3 1879 (NLO)

5133
**Atlases - 1879 (Provisional Heading)**
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 72 maps ; 397 x 325 mm.
(of71)
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Phillips 890
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

5134
**Atlases - 1879 (Provisional Heading)**
Authors: Rossi, Giovanni Battista de, 1822-1894 -- Salviucci
1 v. ; 61 cm.
folio G 10366.75 (NLO)

5135
**Atlases - 1880**
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- J.H. Butler & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 34 maps ; 300 x 246 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

5136
**Atlases - 1880-1889**
25 - 234 p.
Uniform title: Commercial atlas.
Defective, missing first 24 p.
Condition: Front board gone, binding loose. Maps fine.
Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection.
Previous location: B-32
AMcN III PC 2520 (PrCt)
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5137</td>
<td><strong>Atlases - 1880</strong>&lt;br&gt;History, Ancient - Maps - 1880&lt;br&gt;Geography, Ancient - Maps - 1880&lt;br&gt;Historical geography - Maps&lt;br&gt;World history - Maps - 1880&lt;br&gt;Historical atlases&lt;br&gt;The Student’s atlas: consisting of forty-four maps of modern geography, embracing all the latest discoveries and changes in boundaries; and six maps of ancient and historical geography / constructed and engraved by John Bartholomew. New York: G.P. Putnam’s Sons, [1880?].&lt;br&gt;Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel), 1792-1868 -- G.P. Putnam’s Sons -- William Collins Sons and Co. -- Felton, Stella -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)&lt;br&gt;1 atlas (38 [i.e. 48] folded leaves of plates, 56 p.) ; 50 folded col. maps ; 28 cm.&lt;br&gt;Publisher’s binding with cover title: The student’s atlas, containing fifty maps and consulting index. Maps printed by William Collins, Sons &amp; Co. Owner’s inscription: Stella Felton, Crocker Hill, Framingham Mass.&lt;br&gt;Publisher’s advertisements on end sheets. Includes index. Scales differ.&lt;br&gt;Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library. References: Cf. Phillips 6202</td>
<td>Baskets folio G1019 .S883 1880 (NLO)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5138</td>
<td><strong>Atlases - 1880</strong>&lt;br&gt;Portable atlas. New York: PutnamGP, 1880.&lt;br&gt;Authors: Bartholomew, John -- G.P. Putnam’s Sons -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)&lt;br&gt;1 v. : 16 maps ; 280 x 190 mm.</td>
<td>Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5139</td>
<td><strong>Atlases - 1880</strong>&lt;br&gt;New general atlas. Philadelphia: Bradley &amp; Co., 1880.&lt;br&gt;Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Bradley &amp; Co. -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)&lt;br&gt;1 v. : 72 maps ; 395 x 325 mm.&lt;br&gt;+P:JWWillson,Chicago;Ristow313 Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes). Phillips 892</td>
<td>Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5140</td>
<td><strong>Atlases - 1881</strong>&lt;br&gt;Colton’s general atlas: containing two hundred and twelve maps and plans, on one hundred and forty-two imperial folio sheets / drawn by G. Woolworth Colton. New York: G.W. &amp; C.B. Colton &amp; Co., 1880, c1876.</td>
<td>Over size RMcN atlas .C7 1880 (PrCt)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Co. -- Yale University -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([232] p.) : ill., 106 col. maps ; 46 cm.
'Drawn by G. Woolworth Colton; accompanied by
descriptions.'
Cover title: Colton's general atlas with
descriptions.
Scales differ.
Former owner's stamp: Yale [University?].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Phillips 4359
Baskes oversize G1019 .C65 1881 (NLO)

5145

Atlases - 1881
Johnson's new illustrated family atlas of the world
: was awarded the first prize medal at the
Universal Expositions in Paris, 1867 and 1868 :
with a treatise on physical geography, by A.
Guyot : with descriptions, geographical, statistical
and historical ... : also including a dictionary of
religious denominations, sects, parties, and
associations compiled by Roswell D. Hitchcock.
Authors: Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827
-- 1884
Guyot, A. (Arnold), 1807
-- 1870
Roswell D. (Roswell Dwight), 1817-1887 -- Roger
S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (various pagings) : ill., 65 maps (col.) ; 48
cm.
Cover title: Johnson's new illustrated family atlas of
the world with a treatise on physical geography by
professor A. Guyot
"The American maps herein have been compiled,
drawn and engraved from the most recent and
authentic sources, such as the government coast
and inland surveys and explorations, and the
foreign portion from the latest and best European
atlases and charts."
Relief shown by hachures.
Index.
Publisher's black cloth binding.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskets oversize G1019 .J5 1881 (NLO)

5146

Atlases - 1881
The Unrivalled atlas of modern geography for
schools and families : thirty four maps with index
to twenty thousand names contained in the atlas.
Authors: New England Publishing Company -- W.
& A.K. Johnston Limited -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (2], 33, 36 p.) : 34 maps ; 37 cm.
'Engraved and printed in colours by W. & A.K.
Johnston, Edinburgh & London.'--on maps.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskets folio G1019 .N45 1881 (NLO)

5147

Atlases - 1881 (Provisional Heading)
National atlas of United States, Canada & world.
Authors: Gray, Omando Willis -- Colton, J. H.
(Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Stedman &
Brown -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry
Library)
1 v. : 73 maps ; 452 x 385 mm.
C:FGray,Colton;ChicagoEd
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet
by R. Baskes).
Cf. Phillips 00904
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

5148

Atlases - 1881 (Provisional Heading)
1881.
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel
Augustus), 1792-1868
1 v. : 40 cm.
oversize G1019 .M57 1881 (NLO)

5149

Atlases - 1881 (Provisional Heading)
Voyage of Vega round Asia & Europe. London :
Macmillan, 1881.
Authors: Nordenskiöld, A. E. (Adolf Erik),
1832-1901
2 v. : 24 cm.
G 144.63 (NLO)

5150

Atlases - 1881 (Provisional Heading)
Indexed atlas of world. Chicago : Rand McNally,
1881.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 93 maps ; 40 cm.
Covers detached.
Phillips 00989
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
folio RMcN atlas .I45 1881 copy 1 (PrCt)

5151

Atlases - 1881 (Provisional Heading)
Indexed atlas of world. Chicago : Rand McNally,
1881.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

5152

Atlases - 1881 (Provisional Heading)
Indexed atlas of world. Chicago : Rand McNally,
1881.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
5153  
**Atlases - 1881 (Provisional Heading)**


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 93 maps ; 40 cm.
Brown leather binding.
Inside covers white.
Phillips 00898.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

**folio RMcN atlas .I45 1881 copy 2 (PrCt)**

5154  
**Atlases - 1881 (Provisional Heading)**


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 93 maps ; 40 cm.
Brown leather binding.
Inside covers white.
Phillips 00898.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

**folio RMcN atlas .I45 1881 copy 3 (PrCt)**

5155  

Rand, McNally & Co.'s new indexed business atlas and shippers' guide : containing large scale maps of the Dominion of Canada, old Mexico, Central America, Cuba, and the several states and territories of the United States, together with a complete reference map of the world ... : accompanied by a new and original compilation and ready reference index of one hundred and seventy-five thousand places, showing in detail the entire railroad system of North America, the express company doing business over each road, and accurately locating all cities, towns, post offices, railroad stations, villages, counties, parishes, islands, lakes, rivers, mountains, etc., on the continent, the special features of this edition are, naming the nearest mailing point of all local places in the United States, and the full census returns of 1880 / engraved, printed and published by Rand, McNally and Company.

8th ed.
Cover title: Rand, McNally & Co's 1881 business atlas
Uniform title: Commercial atlas.
Folded, hand col. map, pasted in at the end:
Publisher's label: Rand, McNally & Co., B8477, map publishers, Chicago.
Publisher's brown cloth binding.
Publisher's advertisement on front pastedown.
Includes indexes.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 1408

**Baskes folio G1200 .R42 1881 (NLO)**

5156  
**Atlases - 1882**


Authors: Butler, George, 1819-1890 -- D. Appleton and Company
1 atlas : maps ; 36 cm.
New edition, with index.
Edited by George Butler.
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 775.

**G 10 .05 (NLO)**

5157  
**Atlases - 1882**

*Johnson's new illustrated family atlas of the world : was awarded the first prize medal at the universal expositions in Paris, 1867 and 1878 : with a treatise on physical geography, by Prof. A. Guyot : with descriptions, geographical, statistical, and historical : also including a dictionary of religious denominations, sects, parties, and associations, compo;ed by Professor Roswell D. Hitchcock.* New York : A.J. Johnson & Co., publishers, 1882. c1870.

1 atlas (101, 24 p., 121 p. of plates) : ill. (some col.), 135 col. maps ; 48 cm.
Spine title: Johnson's family atlas
"The american maps herein have been compiled, drawn, and engraved from the most recent and authentic sources, such as the government coast and inland surveys and explorations, and the foreign portion from the latest and best european atlases and charts."
"The largest, finest executed, most accurate, and only illustrated and complete township atlas of the world ever published.' (See testimonials from..."
gentlemen distinguished in public affairs, science, art, and education on last page of the atlas.)." "The United States statistics were compiled from the Official Census of 1870, by John F. Cleveland, esq., late commercial editor of the New York 'Tribune.' The foreign statistics from the very latest official sources, by Prof. A.J. Schenck, author of a German Encyclopedia, etc., and also for many years one of the editors of the New York 'Tribune.'" Relief shown by hachures.
Publisher's black cloth binding.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).

**Baskes oversize G1019 .J5 1882 (NLO)**

**Atlases - 1882 (Provisional Heading)**

**Zell's descriptive hand atlas of world.**
Authors: Bartholomew, John -- T. Ellwood Zell and Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 35 maps ; 347 x 255 mm.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Phillips 6206
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)**

**Atlases - 1882 (Provisional Heading)**

Authors: Castro, Joao de
1 v. : 23 cm.

**Greelee 4583 I55 C35 1882 (NLO)**

**Atlases - 1882 (Provisional Heading)**

Authors: Dutton, Clarence E. (Clarence Edward), 1841-1912 -- Julius Bien & Co. -- Geological Survey (U.S.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 23 maps ; 515 x 458 mm.
Phillips 1471
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)**

**Atlases - 1882 (Provisional Heading)**

Authors: Geological Survey (U.S.) -- Becker, G. F. -- Julius Bien & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 19 maps ; 515 x 460 mm.
Text: George F. Becker
Phillips 2132
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)**

**Atlases - 1882 (Provisional Heading)**

**Indexed atlas of world.** Chicago : Rand McNally, 1882.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 40 cm.
Phillips 00908

**Ayer 135 R18 1882 (NLO)**

**Atlases - 1882 (Provisional Heading)**

**Indexed atlas of world.** Chicago : Rand McNally, 1882.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 93 maps ; 40 cm.
Black trim along spine of cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

**folio RMcN atlas .I45 1882 copy 2 (PrCt)**

**Atlases - 1882 (Provisional Heading)**

**Indexed atlas of world.** Chicago : Rand McNally, 1882.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 93 maps ; 40 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Detached covers, blank cover.
Phillips 00908.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

**folio RMcN atlas .I45 1882 copy 1 (PrCt)**

**Atlases - 1882 (Provisional Heading)**

**Indexed atlas of world.** Chicago : Rand McNally, 1882.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 93 maps ; 40 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Detached covers, blank cover.
Phillips 00908.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

**folio RMcN atlas .I45 1882 copy 1 (PrCt)**

**Atlases - 1882 (Provisional Heading)**

**Indexed atlas of world.** Chicago : Rand McNally, 1882.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 93 maps ; 40 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Detached covers, blank cover.
Phillips 00908.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

**folio RMcN atlas .I45 1882 copy 1 (PrCt)**

**Atlases - 1882 (Provisional Heading)**

**Indexed atlas of world.** Chicago : Rand McNally, 1882.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 93 maps ; 40 cm.
Detached covers, all brown cover.
Phillips 00908
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .I45 1882 copy 3 (PrCt)

5168 Atlases - 1882 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 93 maps ; 40 cm.
Detached covers.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .I45 1882 copy 4 (PrCt)

5173 Atlases - 1882 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: United States. General Land Office
2 v. : 14 map plates
F 877.914 (NLO)

5170 Atlases - 1882 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Watson, Gaylord -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 51 maps ; 375 x 293 mm.
Ristow473
Phillips 915
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

5171 Atlases - 1882 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Watson, Gaylord -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 51 maps ; 375 x 293 mm.
Ristow473
Phillips 915
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

5172 Atlases - 1882 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- George F. Cram Company -- Stebbins, Henry S. -- J.L. Regan & Co. (Chicago, Ill.) -- Hobs, Mrs. -- Tilbury, Mrs. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (122 p.) : ill. (some col.), 76 maps (some hand col.), ports. ; 36 cm.

"Copyright 1882 by Geo. F. Cram, Chi., Ill."
"J.L. Regan, printers and binders, nos. 226 and 228 Lake Street, Chicago."--T.p. verso.
"Geo. F. Cram, engraver, publisher, Chicago, Ill."--On some maps.
Illustrated t.p.
Publisher's brown cloth binding.
Scales differ.
Handwritten presentation poem laid in, dated Dec. 25th 189 [sic]; signed: Mrs. Hobs, Mrs. Tilbury.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .G463 1882 (NLO)

5173 Atlases - 1882 (Provisional Heading)
1 atlas : maps ; 38 cm.
No title page.
Rebound.
Uniform title: Commercial atlas.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .C7 1882 (PrCt)

5174 Atlases - 1883
Authors: Bartholomew, John, 1831-1893 -- Colange, Leo de, b. 1819 -- Bartholomew, J. G. (John George), 1860-1920 -- T. Ellwood Zell and Company -- Zell's descriptive hand atlas of the world (1883) -- Chicago Historical Society
1 atlas : maps ; 32 cm.
Atlas volume forming vol. 5 of an incomplete encyclopedia; lacking volumes 1-4.
Added title: Zell's descriptive hand atlas of the world.
'By L. Colange ; illustrated with nearly three thousand engravings and by thirty-five large colored maps, accompanied by an index to each map, forming a complete atlas of the world by John Bartholomew ; in five volumes.'
Roan; worn.
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005; includes CHS ownership markings.
CHS Coll., Atlas no. 41
folio AG5 .Z45 1883 v. 5 (NLO)

5175 Atlases - 1883
Authors: Fisk & See -- Phillips & Hunt -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 atlas : 51 maps ; 277 x 196 mm. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)


"The largest, finest executed, most accurate, and only illustrated and complete township atlas of the world ever published." (see testimonials from gentlemen distinguished in public affairs, science, art, and education, on last page of the atlas)."
Includes indexes. Relief shown by hachures. Scales differ. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library. Baskes oversize G1019 .J5 1883 (NLO)


5184 Atlasas - 1883 (Provisional Heading)
5192 Atlases - 1884 (Provisional Heading)
1 v.: 16 maps; 235 x 155 mm.
3rd ed.
Howes D417
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

5193 Atlases - 1884 (Provisional Heading)
Facsimiles of national manuscripts of Ireland. Dublin: Public Record Office, 1884.
Authors: Ireland. Public Record Office
5 v.: 56 cm.
Case oversize Z 109.43 (NLO)

5194 Atlases - 1884 (Provisional Heading)
1 v.: 8 maps; 236 x 155 mm.
USNavy
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

5195 Atlases - 1884 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Prussia. Kriegsgeschicht
1 v.
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 2263 F 3951.708 (NLO)

5196 Atlases - 1884 (Provisional Heading)
Household atlas. Chicago: Rand McNally, 1884.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Milwaukee Sentinel -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas: 45 maps; 26 cm.
For Milwaukee Sentinel.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .H6 1884 (PrCt)

5197 Atlases - 1884 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
Green cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .N53 1884 copy 1 (PrCt)

5199 Atlases - 1884 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
Red cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .N53 1884 copy 2 (PrCt)

5200 Atlases - 1884 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Reclus, Élisée, 1830-1905 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
19 v.; 28 cm.
Ayer 7.5 R2 1884 (NLO)

5201 Atlases - 1884 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Sargent, Charles Sprague -- Julius Bien & Co. -- United States. Bureau of the Census -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.: 16 maps; 300 x 236 mm.
V9,10thCensus Phillips 1187
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

5202 Atlases - 1884 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Watson, Gaylord -- Perry & Spaulding -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.: 52 maps; 380 x 295 mm.
C:RandMcNally
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

5203 **Atlases - 1884<>United States - Maps - 1884**

*New geographical cyclopaedia : a complete illustrated family atlas of the world, indexed.*

Chicago : G.F. Cram, 1884.

Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- George F. Cram Company -- J.L. Regan & Co. (Chicago, Ill.) -- Chicago Historical Society -- Regan (J.L.) & Co. SEE J.L. Regan & Co. (Chicago, Ill.)

1 atlas (350 p.) : illus., ports., maps (some col.), tables ; 36 cm.

"Geo. F. Cram, engraver and publisher, Chicago, Ill."--On all maps.


Cover title: Geographical cyclopaedia : a complete, illustrated family atlas of the world, indexed

Includes index to cities and towns of the United States.

Publisher's brown cloth binding; worn.

Scales differ.

Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005; includes CHS ownership markings.

CHS Coll., Atlas no. 44

Reclassified; formerly Case folio G1019 .C7 1884

*Case folio G1019 .G464 1884 (NLO)*

5205 **Atlases - 1885**


Philadelphia : E.H. Butler, [ca. 1885?].

Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- E.H. Butler & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas : 34 maps ; 311 x 250 mm.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

*Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)* (PrCt)

5206 **Atlases - 1885**

*New general atlas.*


Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Wm. M. Bradley & Bros. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas : 71 maps ; 395 x 330 mm.

Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

*Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)* (PrCt)

5207 **Atlases - 1885**


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library)

128 p. : col. maps ; 15 cm.

Condition: Original paper covers, torn slightly at spine, V. Good

Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection. Previous location: B-36

*AMcN III PC 3050 (PrCt)*

5208 **Atlases - 1885**

*Watson's new and complete illustrated atlas of the world, indexed : compiled from the latest official sources, showing the entire railroad system in detail ... also a complete indexed list of towns and counties, with their population, according to the last census.*

New York : G. Watson ; R. A. Tenney, 88 Lake Street, 1885, 1885.

Authors: Watson, Gaylord -- Tenney, R. A. -- W. Waters & Sons (New York, N.Y.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (250 p.) : ill., 70 col. maps ; 35 cm.

"W. Waters & Sons, Binders ... New York."--T.p. verso.

Includes index.

Publisher's illustrated cloth binding.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Phillips 929; Ristow 473

*Baskes folio G1019 .W13 1885 (NLO)*

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Bibliographic Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
Authors: H.C. Tunison (Firm) -- Tunison, Henry Cuthbert, 1855-- -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Tunison (H.C.), publishers
SEE H.C. Tunison (Firm)
1 atlas (209 p.) : ill. (some col.), 74 hand col. maps, ports. ; 37 cm.
Maps and some illustrations hand colored.
Includes index to towns and counties of the United States.
Engraved t.p.
Publisher's black cloth binding.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 74165097
Baskes folio G1019 .H19 1885 (NLO)

1885 United States - Maps - 1885
Authors: Lubrecht, Charles -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (168 p.) : ill. (some col.), 77 hand col. maps, ports. ; 36 cm.
On cover: Containing over two hundred maps and illustrations.
Includes index.
Engraved, hand col. t.p.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 927
Baskes folio G1019 .L83 1885 (NLO)

1885 United States - Maps - 1885
The People's illustrated & descriptive family atlas of the world, indexed. Chicago : People's Publishing Co., [1885], c1884.
Authors: People's Publishing Company -- Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- DeBrine, Dorothy -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (366 p.) : ill. (some col.), 120 col. maps (some folded) ; 35 cm.
Cover title: People's illustrated and descriptive family atlas of the world, indexed, 1885
"Geo. F. Cram, engraver and publisher, Chicago, Ill."--On most maps.
Includes index to towns and counties of the United States.
Publisher's brown cloth binding.
Scales differ.
Inscription: To Dorothy DeBrine, from Mother, Jan. 14, 1970.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Conzen 38; Cf. Phillips 6220
Baskes folio G1019 .P385 1885 (NLO)

1886
Colton's general atlas of the world : containing two hundred and twelve maps and plans, on one hundred and forty-two imperial folio sheets. New York : G.W. & C.B. Colton, 1886.
Authors: Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- G.W. & C.B. Colton & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 67 maps ; 37 cm.
Rebound.
Phillips 928 and 1422.
Uniform title: Commercial atlas.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMCN atlas .C7 1885 (Pr Ct)

1885 United States - Maps - 1885
The New family atlas of the world : containing new colored maps of each state and territory in the United States, with special maps of provinces in the Dominion of Canada : together with full descriptive matter, relative to the topography, climate, history, population by sex, race and color, etc., etc. : graphically illustrated by colored diagrams, representing the area in square miles and acres of states and territories, assessed value of property, railroad mileage, cereal products, gold, silver and currency in the hands of the people, classes of U.S. bonds held by banks, registered U.S. bonds held by the people, etc., etc. Detroit, Mich. Published by Winn & Hammond, 1885.
Authors: Winn & Hammond (Firm) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Grand Rapids eagle (Grand Rapids, Mich. : Daily) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (136 p.) : col. ill., 54 col. maps ; 26 cm.
Cover title: The new family atlas of the world : from the Grand Rapids Eagle.
Maps engraved by Rand McNally & Co.
Maps of individual states accompanied by descriptive text.
Original printed papers over boards.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1019 .W63 1885 (NLO)

1886
Colton's general atlas of the world : containing two hundred and twelve maps and plans, on one hundred and forty-two imperial folio sheets. New York : G.W. & C.B. Colton, 1886.
Authors: Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- G.W. & C.B. Colton & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (various pagings) : illus., 102 maps (part col.) ; 46 cm.
'Drawn by G. Woolworth Colton; accompanied by geographical, statistical, and historical letter-press descriptions.'
Cover title: Colton's general atlas with descriptions
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

The People’s illustrated & descriptive family atlas of the world, indexed. Chicago: People’s Publishing Co., [1889], c1886, 1889.
Authors: People’s Publishing Company -- George F. Cram Company -- Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Donohue & Henneberry -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (451 p.) : ill. (some col.), 124 col. maps ; 35 cm.
[14th ed. / thoroughly rev. to Jan. 1st, 1889]
Edition statement from preface.
Cover title: People’s illustrated and descriptive family atlas of the world, indexed, 1889
Maps engraved by George F. Cram Company.
Cf. Chicago Mapmakers, p. 38.
"Printed and bound by Donohue and Henneberry, Chicago." --t.p. verso.
"Engraved for the People's Publishing Co., Chicago, Ill." --on all maps.
Includes index to towns and counties of the United States.
Includes road maps of major cities, and history and chronology, of the United States.
Scales differ.
Laid in: 3 engravings, 2 by Eliza Greatorex; col. portrait of John Paul Jones from Chicago Tribune, July 2, 1905.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 6248

Atlases - 1886-1890

Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Wm. M. Bradley & Bros. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 68 maps ; 395 x 330 mm.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases - 1886-1899

Baskes folio G1019 .P385 1889 (NLO)

Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Atlases - 1886

Authors: J.B. Lippincott & Co. -- Warren, D. M. (David M.), 1820-1861 -- Common School Geography -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (26 pages) : 23 color maps ; 31 cm.
"Maps selected from David M. Warner's Series of school geographies" -- Phillips 931
Publisher’s illustrated paper covers; publisher’s advertisements on inside front and back covers.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

LC Card Number: 2011588558
Baskes folio G1019 .C65 1886 (NLO)

Atlases - 1886

Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Wm. M. Bradley & Bros. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 68 maps ; 395 x 330 mm.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Atlases - 1886

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Andrew McNally Ill Collection (Newberry Library)
191 p. : col. maps ; 15 cm.
Condition: Another copy. Covers detached, sewing loose, else v. good (cf. 3250, 3260)
Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection.
Previous location: B-16
AMcN III PC 3300 (PrCt)

Atlases - 1886

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : col. maps ; 15 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .P63 1886 (PrCt)

Atlases - 1886-1889

Baskes oversize G1019 .C65 1886 (NLO)

5224 Atlastes - 1886

Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Wm. M. Bradley & Bros. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 68 maps ; 395 x 330 mm.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases - 1886


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Andrew McNally Ill Collection (Newberry Library)
191 p. : col. maps ; 15 cm.
Condition: Another copy. Covers detached, sewing loose, else v. good (cf. 3250, 3260)
Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection.
Previous location: B-16
AMcN III PC 3300 (PrCt)

Atlases - 1886

Rand, McNally & Co.’s pocket atlas of world.

Chicago: Rand McNally & Co., 1886, c1885.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : col. maps ; 15 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .P63 1886 (PrCt)

Atlases - 1886-1889

Baskes folio G1019 .J18 1886 (NLO)

5225 Atlastes - 1886


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Andrew McNally Ill Collection (Newberry Library)
191 p. : col. maps ; 15 cm.
Condition: Another copy. Covers detached, sewing loose, else v. good (cf. 3250, 3260)
Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection.
Previous location: B-16
AMcN III PC 3300 (PrCt)

Atlases - 1886

Rand, McNally & Co.’s pocket atlas of world.

Chicago: Rand McNally & Co., 1886, c1885.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : col. maps ; 15 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .P63 1886 (PrCt)

Atlases - 1886-1889

Baskes folio G1019 .J18 1886 (NLO)

5226 Atlastes - 1886

Rand McNally & Co.’s pocket atlas of world.

Chicago: Rand McNally & Co., 1886, c1885.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : col. maps ; 15 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .P63 1886 (PrCt)

Atlases - 1886-1889

Baskes folio G1019 .J18 1886 (NLO)

5227 Atlastes - 1886-1889

United States - Maps - 1886-1889
the Newberry Library.

**Baskes folio G1019 .M567 1890 (NLO)**

5229 **Atlases - 1886 (Provisional Heading)**

Authors: Continental Publishing Co. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 68 maps ; 35 cm.

Conservation.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

**folio RMcN atlas .S7 1886 (PrCt)**

5230 **Atlases - 1886 (Provisional Heading)**

Authors: Hasted, Edward
1 v. : 45 cm.

**F 45944.39 (NLO)**

5231 **Atlases - 1886 (Provisional Heading)**

Authors: Pajol, Charles Pierre Victor
1 v. : 8 map plates ; 66 cm.

**Case oversize F 3926.654 (NLO)**

5232 **Atlases - 1886 (Provisional Heading)**

*Geographische abhandlungen.* Leipzig, 1886.
Authors: Penck, Albrecht
1 v. (1886-1939)

**G 007.335 (NLO)**

5233 **Atlases - 1886 (Provisional Heading)**

*Indexed atlas of the world.* Chicago : Rand McNally, 1886.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 97 maps ; 40 cm.

No writing on cover.
Phillips 00934.<.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

**oversize RMcN atlas .I45 1886 (PrCt)**

5234 **Atlases - 1886 (Provisional Heading)**

*Pocket atlas of the world.* Chicago : Rand McNally, 1886.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 88 maps ; 145 x 90 mm.

Ristow477
Phillips 935
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)**

5235 **Atlases - 1886 (Provisional Heading)**


2 v. ; 230 x 152 mm.

AdmTAJenkins
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)**

5236 **Atlases - 1886<>United States - Maps - 1886**

*Cram's unrivaled family atlas of the world.* Chicago : Henry S. Stebbins, 1886, c1883.
Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- George F. Cram Company -- Stebbins, Henry S. -- Donohue & Henneberry -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (231 p.) : ill. (some col.), 76 maps (chiefly col.), ports. ; 36 cm.

15th ed. / rev. to June, 1886.
Cover title: Cram's unrivaled family atlas of the world, indexed, 1886
"Geo. F. Cram, engraver and publisher, Chicago, Ill."--On most maps.
"Donohue & Henneberry, printers and binders, Chicago."--T.p. verso.
Includes index to towns and counties of the United States.
Includes chronology and historical maps of the United States.
Illustrated t.p.
Decorative black cloth binding.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Cf. Phillips 939

**Baskes folio G1019 .G463 1886 (NLO)**

5237 **Atlases - 1886<>United States - Maps - 1886**

Authors: People's Publishing Company -- Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Donohue & Henneberry -- Beal, George L. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (392 p.) : ill. (some col.), 120 maps (some folded, chiefly col.) ; 36 cm.

9th ed. / thoroughly rev. to July 1886.
Cover title: People's illustrated and descriptive family atlas of the world, indexed, 1886
"Geo. F. Cram, engraver and publisher, Chicago, Ill."--On most maps.
"Donohue & Henneberry, printers and binders, Chicago."--T.p. verso.
Includes index to towns and counties, and history and chronology of the United States.
Former owner's stamp: Geo. L. Beal.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Publisher's half-bound red leather and red cloth over boards.
Scales differ.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Baskes folio G1019 .P385 1886 (NLO)

5238

Atlases - 1887

Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Wm. M. Bradley & Bros. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 68 maps ; 396 x 330 mm.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Phillips 6234
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

5239

Atlases - 1887

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library)
191 p. : col. maps ; 15 cm.
Condition: Original paper covers, spine and t.p. torn, weak. Fair (cf. # 3260, 3300) Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection. Previous location: B-16
AMcN III PC 3250 (PrCt)

5240

Atlases - 1887

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library)
191 p. : col. maps ; 15 cm.
Condition: Another copy. Original paper covers, wear on spine, cover discolored, loose, else v. good (cf. # 3250, 3300) Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection. Previous location: B-16
AMcN III PC 3260 (PrCt)

5241

Atlases - 1887

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Home Library Association -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 73 maps ; 361 x 290 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

5242

Atlases - 1887

*Watson's new and complete illustrated atlas of the world, indexed : compiled from the latest official sources, showing the entire railroad system in detail ... also a complete indexed list of towns and counties, with their population, according to the last census.* Boston : J.R. Spaulding & Co., [1887].
1 atlas (262 p.) : ill., 70 col. maps ; 36 cm.
Date from cover.
Binding note: Publisher's illustrated cloth binding. Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .W13 1887 (NLO)

5243

Atlases - 1887-1888-<>>>Names, Geographical - United States - 1887-1888-<>>>Gazetteers

*Cram's universal atlas : geographical, astronomical and historical, containing a complete series of maps of modern geography, exhibiting the world and its various political divisions as they are to-day ... : illustrated by numerous views and charts, the whole supplemented with valuable statistics, diagrams, and a complete gazetteer of the United States.* Chicago : Henry S. Stebbins, c1887.
Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- George F. Cram Company -- Stebbins, Henry S. -- Clare, I. S. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Stebbins, Henry Searles, 1835-1898 SEE Stebbins, Henry S.
1 atlas (375 p.) : ill. (some col.), 182 col. maps ; 36 cm.
1st ed.
Cover title: Cram's universal atlas, geographical, astronomical, historical, 1888, indexed "Copyright secured 1887 by Geo. F. Cram"--T.p. verso.
"George F. Cram, engraver and publisher, Chicago, Ill."--On most maps.
Most historical maps by I.S. Clare.
Includes road maps of major cities of the world and history and chronology of the United States.
Includes index to towns and counties of the United States.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Reclassified; formerly Baskes folio G1019 .C76 1888b
LC Card Number: 2008629001
Baskes folio G1019 .G457 1887 (NLO)

5244

Atlases - 1887 (Provisional Heading)

*France equinoxiale.* Paris : Challamel, 1887.
Authors: Coudreau, Henri Anatole -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
2 v. ; 25 cm.
Phillips 18367
Ayer 1269 G7 C85 1886 (NLO)

5245

Atlases - 1887 (Provisional Heading)

*Pocket atlas of the world.* New York : IvisonBlakeman&Co, 1887.
Authors: Ivison, Blakeman & Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1 v. : 91 maps ; 155 x 108 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)** (PrCt)

**5246** **Atlases - 1887 (Provisional Heading)**
*Descriptive atlas of United States.* New York : Ivison, 1887.
Authors: Ivison, Blakeman, Taylor & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ; 351 x 282 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)** (PrCt)

**5247** **Atlases - 1887 (Provisional Heading)**
*Handy atlas of world.* New York : J. B. Alden, 1887.
Authors: J. B. Alden -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 90 maps ; 16 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
**RMcN atlas .H35 1887 (PrCt)**

**5248** **Atlases - 1887 (Provisional Heading)**
*Estudio sobre las Islas Carolinas.* Madrid : Perales & Martinez, 1887.
Authors: Miguel, Gregorio -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 21 cm.
Phillips 03255

**Ayer 1890 M63 1887 (NLO)**

**5249** **Atlases - 1887 (Provisional Heading)**
*Alden's handy atlas of the world.* New York : Rand McNally, 1887.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Alden, John B. (John Berry), 1847-1924 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 90 maps ; 154 x 98 mm.
Edited by John Berry Alden.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)** (PrCt)

**5250** **Atlases - 1887 (Provisional Heading)**
*General atlas of the world.* Chicago : Continental, 1887.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Continental -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 85 maps ; 314 x 240 mm.
1st ed.
Phillips 942
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)** (PrCt)

**5251** **Atlases - 1887 (Provisional Heading)**
*Pocket atlas of world.* Chicago : Rand McNally, 1887.

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 88 maps ; 15 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
**RMcN atlas .P63 1887 (PrCt)**

**5252** **Atlases - 1887 (Provisional Heading)**
*Cram's unrivaled atlas of the world, indexed.* Chicago : Henry S. Stebbins, 1887.
Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Donohue & Henneberry -- Stebbins, Henry S. -- Culver, Alice S. [Map of North America, manuscript, 1887 or later?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (231 p.) : ill. (chiefly col.), 76 col. maps, ports. ; 36 cm.
18th ed. / rev. to March 1st, 1887.
Cover title: Cram's unrivaled family atlas of the world, indexed, 1887
"Geo. F. Cram, engraver and publisher, Chicago, Ill."--On most maps.
"Donohue & Henneberry, printers and binders, Chicago."--T.p. verso.
Includes index to towns and counties of the United States.
Includes chronology and historical maps of the United States.
Illustrated t.p.
Decorative brown cloth binding.
Scales differ.

Laid in: Ms. map of North America, with signature: Alice S. Culver.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 939.
**Baskes folio G1019 .G46 1887 (NLO)**

**5253** **Atlases - 1887 (Provisional Heading)**
*Cram's standard American atlas of the world : accompanied by a complete and simple index, showing the true location of all railroads, towns and villages, with their population, number of banks, designating all telegraph, post and money order offices and locals, the railroads on which the different stations are located, and the express companies doing business over each road.* Chicago : Geo. F. Cram, 1887.
Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- George F. Cram Company
1 atlas (402 p.) : col. ill., 138 col. maps, ports. ; 36 cm.
Date of publication from cover.
"World edition"--Cover
"Geo. F. Cram, engraver and publisher, Chicago."--On some maps.
Includes indexes.
Half bound brown leather and brown cloth over boards; marbled edges.
Scales differ.

**Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.**
**For more information refer to the title page of this volume.**
1 atlas : 68 maps ; 35 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .S7 1888 copy 1 (PrCt)

5261 Atlases - 1888 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Continental Publishing Co. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 68 maps ; 35 cm.
Advertisements before t.p.
Conservation.
Phillips 06243.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .S7 1888 copy 2 (PrCt)

5262 Atlases - 1888 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Alden, John B. (John Berry), 1847-1924 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 90 maps ; 154 x 100 mm.
Ed:JohnBerryAlden
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

5263 Atlases - 1888 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Connelly -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 90 maps ; 150 x 99 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

5264 Atlases - 1888 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 88 maps ; 15 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .P63 1888 (PrCt)

5265 Atlases - 1888 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Talty & Wiley -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 66 maps ; 37 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .N54 1888 (PrCt)

5266 Atlases - 1888<<>>United States - Maps - 1888
Alden's home atlas of the world. New York : John B. Alden, publisher, 1888, c1887.
Authors: Alden, John B. (John Berry), 1847-1924 -- Rand McNally and Company -- Sears, Eulalia -- Wilson, E. K. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([22], 112 p.) : 79 col. maps ; 37 cm.
Includes index.
Publisher's decorative red cloth binding.
Scales differ.
Former owner's inscription: Eulalia Sears [ ... ?] born 1852, Horton, Michigan.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 6239
Baskes folio G1019 .A393 1888 (NLO)

5267 Atlases - 1888<<>>United States - Maps - 1888
Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Donohue & Henneberry -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (231 p.) : ill. (some col.), 93 maps (chiefly col.), ports. ; 35 cm.
22nd ed. / rev. to May 1st, 1888.
Cover title: Cram's unrivaled family atlas of the world
"George F. Cram, engraver and publisher, Chicago, Ill."--On most maps.
"Donohue & Henneberry, printers and binders, Chicago."--T.p. verso.
Includes index to towns and counties of the United States.
Includes chronology and historical maps of the United States.
Illustrated t.p.
Publisher's decorative red cloth binding; marbled edges.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .G46 1888 (NLO)

5268 Atlases - 1888<<>>United States - Maps - 1888
Cram's universal atlas : geographical, astronomical and historical, containing a complete series of maps of modern geography, exhibiting the world and its various political divisions as they are to-day ... supplemented with valuable statistics, diagrams, and a complete gazetteer of the United States. Chicago : Geo. F. Cram, 1888, c1887.
Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- George F. Cram Company -- Clare, I. S. -- Chicago Historical Society
1 atlas (375 p.) : ill., maps (chiefly col.) ; 36 cm.
1st ed.
"George F. Cram, engraver and publisher, Chicago, Ill."--On most maps.
Most historical maps by I.S. Clare.
Scales differ.
Library buckram.
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005; includes CHS ownership markings.
CHS Coll., Atlas no. 36
Reclassified; formerly Case folio G1019 .C7 1888
Case folio G1019 .G457 1888 (NLO)

5269 Atlases - 1888<<>>United States - Maps - 1888
Authors: H.C. Tunison (Firm) -- Tunison, Henry Cuthbert, 1855- -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (207 p.) : ill. (some col.), 74 hand col.
maps, ports. ; 36 cm.
Date of publication from cover.
Maps and some illustrations hand colored.
Includes index to towns and counties of the United States.
Engraved t.p.
Publisher's brown cloth binding.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .H19 1888 (NLO)

5270 Atlases - 1888<<>>United States - Maps - 1888
1 atlas (450 p.) : ill. (some col.), 124 col. maps (some folded) ; 36 cm.
Cover title: People's Illustrated and descriptive family atlas of the world, indexed, 1888
"Copyright 1886 by the People's Publishing Co."
"Engraved for the People’s Publishing Company, Chicago, Ill."--On all maps.
Maps engraved by George F. Cram Company.
Cf. Chicago Mapmakers, p. 38.
"Donohue & Henneberry, printers and binders, Chicago."--T.p. verso.
Includes index to towns and counties, road maps of major cities, and history and chronology, of the United States.
Publisher's half-bound red leather and red cloth over boards.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .P385 1888 (NLO)

5271 Atlases - 1888<<>>United States - Maps - 1888
Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (597 p. : col. maps) ; 37 cm.
17th ed.
Uniform title: Commercial atlas.
Brown pebbled cloth, beveled edges.
Registration number (B 22789) on label on front paste-down.
Condition: Boards loose, slight wear at extremities, else fine.
Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection.
Previous location: C-unboxed (top shelf)
AMcN III PC 4080 (PrCt)

5272 Atlases - 1889
Arbuckles' illustrated atlas of fifty principal nations of the world. [New York : Arbuckle Bros., c1889].
Authors: Arbuckle Bros. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([28] p.) : col. ill., maps (chiefly col.) ; 18 x 29 cm.
Cover title.
On most maps: Copyright 1889 Arbuckle Bros., N.Y.
Map of each country surrounded by representative scenes.
Opposite most maps are descriptive notes for each country.
Advertisement for Arbuckles' Ariosa Coffee on p. [26]-[27].
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .A731 1889 (NLO)

5273 Atlases - 1889
Peerless atlas of the world : arranged for popular use. Springfield, Ohio : Published by Mast, Crowell & Kirkpatrick, c1889.
Authors: Mast, Crowell & Kirkpatrick -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (97 [i.e. 90] p., some folded) : col. ill., 51 col. maps (some folded) ; 36 cm.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 951
Baskes folio G1019 .M26 1889 (NLO)

5274 Atlases - 1889
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Wm. M. Bradley & Bros. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
-- Bradley & Bros. -- Bradley (William M.) & Bros.
-- William M. Bradley & Bros.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Phillips 1819
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

5284  Atlases - 1889 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company
1 v. : 75 map plates ; 36 cm.
Phillips 06243<
folio G1019 R35 1889 (NLO)

5285  Atlases - 1889 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Continental -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 85 maps ; 350 x 285 mm.
Rw477-9
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

5286  Atlases - 1889 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 97 maps ; 40 cm.
1888-89.
Back cover missing.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .I45 1889 (PrCt)

5287  Atlases - 1889<<>>United States - Maps - 1889
Authors: H.C. Tunison (Firm) -- Tunison, Henry Cuthbert, 1855-- -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (207 p.) : ill. (some col.), 74 hand col. maps, ports. ; 36 cm.
Date of publication from cover.
Maps and some illustrations hand colored.
Includes index to towns and counties of the United States.
Engraved t.p.
Publisher's brown cloth binding.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .H19 1889 (NLO)

5288  Atlases - 1889<<>>United States - Maps - 1889
Collection (Newberry Library)
[2], 291 p. : maps (most col.) ; 54 cm.
18th ed.
Uniform title: Commercial atlas.
Brown pebbled cloth, beveled edges.
Registration number (B 25117) on label on front paste-down.
Inscribed by 'Editor of 'Builder & Wood-worker', New York, Feb. 14th, 1889.'
Condition: Some staining on cover, but very fine, tight copy.
Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection. Previous location: B-bottom shelf
AMcN III PC 3430 (PrCt)
Atlases - 1889<<>>United States - Maps - 1889<<>>Geography - 1889
Gaskell's new and complete family atlas of the world : also useful and instructive colored charts and engravings, reference tables of history, finance, commerce, agriculture, mining, manufacturing, politics and education : together with a comprehensive statistical and historical description of the nations of the civilized world.
Boston : Geo. V. Jones & Co., [1889], c1886.
1 atlas (610 p.) : ill. (some col.), 129 col. maps, ports. ; 36 cm.
Cover title: Gaskell's popular atlas of the world, 1889
Several maps by Geo. F. Cram.
Relief shown by hachures.
Includes bibliographical references and indexes.
Scales differ.
Former owner’s inscription: Margaret J. Heicus[?], Cripple Creek, Colo.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .G277 1889 (NLO)

Atlases - 1889<<>>United States - Maps - 1889<<>>Maps, Outline and base
Cram's unrivaled atlas of the world, indexed.
Chicago : Geo. F. Cram, 1889, c1887.
1 atlas (272 p.) : col. pls., ill. (some col.), 129 col. maps, ports. ; 54 cm.
"Geo. F. Cram, engraver and publisher, Chicago, Ill.--On most maps.
Includes index to towns and counties of the United States.
Includes chronology and historical maps of the United States and city road maps of the United States and Canada.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Illustrated t.p.  
Scales differ.  
Map tipped in, with former owner’s markings:  
Reclassified; formerly G 10 .193  
References: Phillips 939; Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 787 

*Cram’s unrivaled atlas of the world, indexed.*  
Rochester, N.Y. W.H. Stewart, Publisher, 1889, c1887.  
Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Wm. Stewart, Publisher -- Donohue & Henneberry -- Todd, Gilbert. [Map of Michigan and Wisconsin, manuscript, 1892] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 atlas (268 p.) : col. ill., 121 col. maps ; 38 cm.  
24th ed., 240,000 / rev. to April 1st, 1889.  
Cover title: Cram’s unrivaled family atlas of the world, indexed, 1889  
"Geo. F. Cram, engraver and publisher, Chicago, Ill."--On most maps.  
"Donohue & Henneberry, printers, engravers, and binders, Chicago."--T.p. verso.  
Includes chronology and historical maps of the United States and city road maps to major cities of the United States and Canada.  
Includes index to towns and counties of the United States.  
Illustrated t.p.  
Publisher’s red cloth binding.  
Scales differ.  
2 copies; copy 1 includes ms. map of Michigan and Wisconsin pasted to rear endpaper, with inscription: To Grandma, June 14 - '92, Gilbert Todd.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.  
**Baskes folio G1019 .G46 1889b [copies 1 and 2] (NLO)***

**5292 Atlases - 1889<>United States - Maps - 1889 (Provisional Heading)**  
*Business atlas and shippers’ guide, enlarged.*  
Chicago : Rand McNally, 1889.  
1 atlas : 85 maps ; 53 cm.  
18th edition.  
Phillips 952 and 1429.  
Uniform title: Commercial atlas.  
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).  
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).  

**5293 Atlases - 1890**  
*The Scribner-Black atlas of the world : embracing the latest discoveries, new boundaries, and other changes accompanied by a geographical introduction and indexes.* New York : Charles Scribner’s Sons; Edinburgh : Adam & Charles Black, 1890, c1889.  
Authors: Charles Scribner’s Sons -- Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- Canisius College -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 atlas (32, 103 p., [104] leaves of plates (some folded)) : front, 78 col. maps ; 47 cm.  
Includes index.  
Scales vary.  
Many leaves loose and damaged.  
Phillips 961.  
Ownership stamps of The Canisius College Library, Buffalo, N.Y.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.  
**Baskes oversize G1019 .S43 1890 (NLO)**

**5294 Atlases - 1890**  
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library)  
196 p. : col. maps, part. fold. ; 37 cm.  
Title page black over pinkish-tan ground; water mill at upper right. Condition: Covers a bit loose, spine broken at top, else V.G. Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection. Previous location: A-unboxed  
**AMcN III PC 3660 (PrCt)**

**5295 Atlases - 1890**  
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library)  
196 p. : col. maps, part. fold. ; 37 cm.  
Title page black over light green; walrus at upper left.  
**AMcN III PC 3670 (PrCt)**

**5296 Atlases - 1890**  
*The Rand McNally standard atlas of the world.* Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [1890?].  
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library)  
192 p. : col. maps ; 36 cm.  
Title-page wanting. Title from gold stamping on front cover. Condition: Loose, spine broken, poor. Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection. Previous location: B-17  
**AMcN III PC 270 (PrCt)**
Atlases - 1890 (Provisional Heading)

1 atlas: 66 maps; 37 cm.
Rebound with original cloth cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .N54 1890 copy 3 (PrCt)

Atlases - 1890 (Provisional Heading)

1 atlas: 68 maps; 35 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .N68 1890 copy 1 (PrCt)

Atlases - 1890 (Provisional Heading)

1 atlas: 68 maps; 35 cm.
Advertisements before t.p.
Conservation.
Phillips 00960.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .N68 1890 copy 2 (PrCt)

Atlases - 1890 (Provisional Heading)

1 atlas: 69 maps; 35 cm.
Advertisements before t.p.
Conservation.
Phillips 00960.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Needs conservation attention.
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .N68 1890 copy 1 (PrCt)

Atlases - 1890 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Levasseur, Emile, 1828-1911 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library).
2 v. in 1; 32 cm.
Ayer 1269 B8 L65 1889 (NLO)

Atlases - 1890 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Huber, J. Y. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library).
1 v. : 68 maps; 398 x 330 mm.
(0f68);P:+StLouis
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases - 1890 (Provisional Heading)

Standard atlas of the world. Chicago: Continental, 1890.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Continental -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library).
1 v. : 85 maps; 352 x 282 mm.
Rw477-9
Phillips 960
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases - 1890 (Provisional Heading)

Tunison's peerless universal atlas of the world. Jacksonville, Ill.: H.C. Tunison, publisher, 1890.
Authors: H.C. Tunison (Firm) -- Tunison, Henry Cuthbert, 1855- -- Surbur -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library).
1 atlas (207 p.): ill. (some col.), 74 hand col. maps, ports.; 36 cm.
Date of publication from cover.
Maps and some illustrations hand colored.
Includes index to towns and counties of the United States.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Engraved t.p.
Former owner's inscription: Surbur and wife and...
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

child sold this atlas and stayed at Wm. Smiths. Publishers brown cloth binding.

Baskes folio G1019 .H19 1890 (NLO)

5307  Atlases - 1890 United States - Maps - 1890 (Provisional Heading)

1 atlas : 88 maps ; 53 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Phillips 959 and 1430.

Uniform title: Commercial atlas.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

oversize RMcN atlas .C7 1890 (PrCl)

5308  Atlases - 1891

International office and family atlas of the world : containing newly engraved maps on large scale of all the states and territories, the leading cities of the United States, all foreign countries and divisions of the world, many miscellaneous maps of an interesting character ... Boston : Balch Bros., c1891.
Authors: Balch Bros. (Firm) -- Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (318 p.) : ill. (some col.), 144 col. maps ; 38 cm.

"Grand new census ed." -- at head of title.
Includes maps by George F. Cram ?
Includes indexes.
Publisher’s brown cloth binding.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1019 .B266 1891 (NLO)

5309  Atlases - 1891

The Globe hand atlas; a series of fifty-four maps, illustrating physical, political, commercial, and classical geography ... New York : Nelson, 1891.
Authors: Bartholomew, J. G. (John George), 1860-1920 -- Thomas Nelson & Sons
1 atlas (54, 19 p.) : chiefly col. maps (part fold.), col. diagrams ; 28 cm.
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 803.
OCLC 9997097.
G 10 .0707 (NLO)

5310  Atlases - 1891

Watson’s new and complete illustrated atlas of the world, indexed : Geographical, historical, political, astronomical, statistical, educational, agricultural, commercial and descriptive. Compiled from the latest official sources, showing the entire railroad system in detail ... also a complete indexed list of towns and counties, with their population, according to the 1890 census. New York City : Gaylord Watson, 172 Pearl Street, 1891.
Authors: Watson, Gaylord -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (286 p.) : ill., 110 col. maps . ; 35 cm.
Publisher’s illustrated cloth binding with date 1892.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1019 .W13 1891b (NLO)

5311  Atlases - 1891

Watson’s new and complete illustrated atlas of the world, indexed : Containing a classified list of representative manufacturers and business houses, with cards printed on the same sheet with maps and other information. New York ; Chicago : Watson Publishing Co. ; Western Branch, 1891.
Authors: Watson Publishing Co. (New York, N.Y.) -- Watson, Gaylord -- Western Branch (Firm : Chicago, Ill.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (547 p.) : ill., 110 col. maps . ; 35 cm.
Includes index.
Business advertisements from Pennsylvania, New York City and Wilmington, Delaware throughout.
Publisher’s illustrated cloth binding.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1019 .W13 1891 (NLO)

5312  Atlases - 1891-1892 United States - Maps - 1891-1892

The People’s illustrated & descriptive family atlas of the world, indexed. Elmira, N.Y. L.N. Wheeler, [1892], c1891.
Authors: People’s Publishing Company -- George F. Cram Company -- Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Wheeler, L. N. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (518 p.) : ill. (some col.), 130 maps (chiefly col., some folded) ; 38 cm.
[20th ed. / greatly enl. and thoroughly rev. to Aug. 1st, 1891]
Edition statement from preface.
Cover title: People’s illustrated and descriptive family atlas of the world, indexed, 1892
"Copyright 1886 by People’s Publishing Company."
"Engraved for the People’s Publishing Co., Chicago, Ill."-On most maps.
Maps engraved by George F. Cram Company.
Cf. Chicago Mapmakers, p. 38.
Includes index to towns and counties, road maps of major cities, and chronology and history, of the United States.
Publisher’s maroon cloth binding.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .P385 1892 (NLO)

5313 Atlases - 1891 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Brown, Milton R. -- O.W. Gray & Son -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas
C:Gray; Rumsey 2228
Cf. Phillips 01428
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

5314 Atlases - 1891 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Geological Survey (U.S.) -- Rhode Island -- Thompson, J. C. -- Walker, G. H. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 12 maps ; 536 x 442 mm.
LeGearL3164;+P:JCThompson
Phillips 5053
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

5315 Atlases - 1891 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Horsetzky, Adolf von
1 v. : 34 map plates ; 35 cm.
U 018.417 (NLO)

5316 Atlases - 1891 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: King, Moses
1 v. : 51 map plates ; 21 cm.
ed:Sweetser:C:MatthewsNrthrp
Case E158 .S98 1891 (NLO)

5317 Atlases - 1891 (Provisional Heading)
King's handbook of the United States. Buffalo : M. King, 1891.
Authors: King, Moses -- Matthews-Northrup Company -- Sweetser -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 51 maps ; 208 x 152 mm.
C:Matthews,Northrup;ed:MosesFSweetser
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

5318 Atlases - 1891 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 41 map plates ; 72 cm.
2boxes
Phillips 00253

5319 Atlases - 1891 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Niles, Sanford
1 v. ; 31 cm.
folio G127 N725 (NLO)

5320 Atlases - 1891 (Provisional Heading)
New family atlas of the world. Chicago : Rand McNally, 1891.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company
1 v. ; 37 cm.
Phillips 00967
folio G1019 R25 1891 (NLO)

5321 Atlases - 1891 (Provisional Heading)
Neuer familien atlas der welt. Chicago : Rand McNally, 1891.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 98 maps ; 37 cm.
German language edition.
Phillips 00966
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .N54 1891 copy 1 (PrCt)

5322 Atlases - 1891 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: T. Ellwood Zell and Company -- Colange, Leo de, b. 1819 -- Bartholomew -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 10 maps ; 265 x 190 mm.
C:JBartolomew;ed:LColange
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

5323 Atlases - 1891 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Talty & Wiley -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 66 maps ; 37 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .N54 1891 copy 2 (PrCt)

5324 Atlases - 1891 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Walker, Oscar W
1 v. : 56 map plates ; 51 cm.
oversize G1230 W35 1891 (NLO)

5325 Atlases - 1891 (Provisional Heading)
Cram's unrivaled atlas of the world, indexed. Chicago : Geo. F. Cram, 1891.
Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 --
George F. Cram Company -- Donohue & Henneberry -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Ne)wberry Library) 1 atlas (308 p.) : ill. (some col.), 147 col. maps ; 36 cm.
"Grand new census ed., 1891 / rev. to Jan. 1st." Cover title: Cram’s unrivaled family atlas of the world, indexed, 1891
"Geo. F. Cram, engraver and publisher, Chicago, Ill."--On most maps.
"Donohue & Henneberry, printers, engravers & binders, Chicago."--T.p. verso.
Includes chronology and historical maps of the United States, and road maps of major cities of the United States and Canada.
Includes index to towns and counties of the United States.
Publisher’s maroon cloth binding.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes folio G1019 .G46 1891 (NLO)**

5328

**Atlases - 1891****United States Maps - 1891**
The C.A. Gaskell family and business atlas of the world: new and complete : containing maps of all the states and territories of the United States, all the continents, empires, kingdoms and republics, together with maps of the leading cities of the United States, and useful and instructive colored diagrams, charts and engravings: with all populations according to 1890 census. Chicago : U. S. Publishing House, 1891.
1 atlas (250 p.) : ill. (chiefly col.), 102 col. maps ; 37 cm.
Publication date from cover.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Former owner’s inscription: Wm. M. Sullivan from his father, Nov. 4th, 1893.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes folio G1019 .G276 1891 (NLO)**

5327

**Atlases - 1891****United States - Maps - 1891**
Iliff’s imperial atlas of the world : geographical, historical, political, astronomical, statistical, educational, agricultural, commercial and descriptive ... : also a complete indexed list of towns and counties, with their population, according to the 1890 official census. Chicago : John W. Iliff & Co., 1891.
Authors: John W. Iliff & Co. -- Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Wicks, Esther A. -- Andrews, P. C., Miss -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (314 p.) : ill. (some col.), 132 col. maps, ports. ; 37 cm.
11th census ed.
Includes maps by George F. Cram?
Includes road maps of major cities of the United States, and indexes.
Illustrated t.p.
Publisher’s dark red cloth binding.
Scales differ.
Inscription: Esther A. Wicks, presented by, Miss P.C. Andrews.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes folio G1019 .G457 1891 (NLO)**

5329

**Atlases - 1892**
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (380 p. : col. maps) ; 20 cm.
Condition: Original brown stamped cloth, red edges. Cover rubbed, stained, else v. g. Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection.
Previous location: B-28

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
## Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>5330</strong></td>
<td>Atlasses - 1892</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>192 p. : col. maps ; 36 cm.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Title-page printed in yellow and black. Condition:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Original publisher's cloth with gold stamping.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Very fine. Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection. Previous location: B-17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AMcN III PC 260 (PrCt)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| **5331**    | Atlasses - 1892                                                      |             |
|             | *Rand McNally & Co.'s new handy atlas.* Chicago : Rand McNally, 1892. |             |
|             | Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) |             |
|             | 1 atlas (380p.) : 58 maps ; 19 cm.                                   |             |
|             | Brown cloth binding.                                                 |             |
|             | Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).         |             |
|             | Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).                             |             |
|             | RMcN atlas .N56 1892, copy 2 (PrCt)                                   |             |

| **5332**    | Atlasses - 1892                                                      |             |
|             | *Rand McNally & Co.'s new handy atlas.* Chicago : Rand McNally, 1892. |             |
|             | Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) |             |
|             | 1 atlas (380 p.) : 58 maps ; 19 cm.                                   |             |
|             | Gold embossed leather binding, beveled boards.                       |             |
|             | Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).         |             |
|             | Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).                             |             |
|             | RMcN atlas .N56 1892, copy 1 (PrCt)                                   |             |

| **5333**    | Atlasses - 1892                                                      |             |
|             | 1 atlas (iv, 128, 268 p.) : ill., 128 col. maps ; 27 cm.               |             |
|             | Maps published by The Edinburgh Geographical Institute and engraved by John Bartholomew & Co. |             |
|             | Scales differ.                                                       |             |
|             | References: Phillips 4371; Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 812; OCLC 10024329. |             |
|             | Duplicate copy (imperfect: lacking gazetteer): Baskes G1019 .G737 1892 |             |
|             | G 10 .071 (NLO)                                                      |             |

| **5334**    | Atlasses - 1892                                                      |             |
|             | 1 atlas (iv, 128, 268 p.) : ill., 128 col. maps ; 27 cm.               |             |
|             | Maps published by The Edinburgh Geographical Institute and engraved by John Bartholomew & Co. |             |
|             | Scales differ.                                                       |             |
|             | References: Phillips 4371; Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 812; OCLC 10024329. |             |
|             | G 10 .91 (NLO)                                                      |             |

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
The Universal atlas: including county and railroad maps of the United States, together with carefully prepared maps of all other countries from latest surveys...

New York: Dodd, Mead and Company, 1892.

Authors: Dodd, Mead & Company -- Struthers & Co. (New York, N.Y.) -- Krise, Eleanore -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (86 leaves of plates, 42 p.): 86 col. maps; 27 cm.

Included maps by Struthers.

Statistical appendix, pp. 1-42.

Scales differ.

Owner's inscription: Eleanore Krise, Chestnut St., Troy, Pa.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Duplicate copy: G 10 .91

Phillips 971a.

Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 807.

Baskes folio G1019 .D6 1892b (NLO)

5343 Atlases - 1892 (Provisional Heading)

King's handbook of the United States. Buffalo: M. King, 1892.

Authors: King, Moses -- Matthews-Northrup Company -- Sweetser -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v.: 51 maps; 210 x 155 mm.

C: Matthews, Northrup; ed: Moses F Sweetser

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

5344 Atlases - 1892 (Provisional Heading)


Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Huber, J. Y. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v.: 65 maps; 393 x 329 mm.

P:+StLouis

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

5345 Atlases - 1892 (Provisional Heading)

Indexed atlas of world. Chicago: Rand McNally, 1892.

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas in 2 v.: 110 maps; 57 cm.

Cover subtitles: United States -- Foreign countries.

Conservation needed.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

oversize RMcN atlas .I45 1892 (PrCt)

5346 Atlases - 1892 (Provisional Heading)

Universal atlas of the world. Chicago: Rand McNally, 1892.

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas : 95 maps; 37 cm.

Conservation.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

folio RMcN atlas .U54 1892 copy 1 (PrCt)

5347 Atlases - 1892 (Provisional Heading)

Universal atlas of the world. Chicago: Rand McNally, 1892.

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas : 95 maps; 37 cm.

Rebound, missing t.p.-p14.

Phillips 00978.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .U54 1892 copy 2 (PrCt)

5348  Atlases - 1892 (Provisional Heading)
Universal atlas of the world. Chicago : Rand McNally, 1892.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 97 maps ; 365 x 290 mm.
1st ed.
Phillips 978
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

5349  Atlases - 1892 (Provisional Heading)
Entwickelung der kartog Amerika bis 1570. Gotha : J. Perthes, 1892.
Authors: Ruge, Sophus, 1831-1903 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 28 cm.
Ayer 7 R92 1892 (NLO)

5350  Atlases - 1892>>>United States - Maps - 1892
The World we live in : a pictorial survey of the universe : geological, astronomical, geographical, zoological, botanical, ethnological, statistical, for office, home, and school / compiled by Henry Frederic Reddall ... containing two hundred colored maps and diagrams and three hundred illustrations, and including a gazetteer of the United States, with the populations according to the eleventh census. New York : Hunt & Eaton, 1892.
Authors: Reddall, Henry Frederic, 1856-1921 -- Fisk & Co. -- Fisk, E. F. -- Hunt & Eaton -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (224, [4], 225-380 p.) : ill., 200 maps (chiefly col.), ports ; 37 cm.
Maps engraved by Fisk & Co.
Relief shown by hachures.
Includes added illustrated t.p.
Printed in double columns; text in line border.
Includes indexes.
Publisher's illustrated binding.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .R5563 1892 (NLO)

5351  Atlases - 1892>>>United States - Maps - 1892>>>Dummies (Bookselling) - 1892 - Specimens
The World we live in : a pictorial survey of the universe : geological, astronomical, geographical, zoological, botanical, ethnological, statistical, for office, home, and school / compiled by Henry Frederic Reddall ... containing two hundred colored maps and diagrams and three hundred illustrations, and including a gazetteer of the United States, with the populations according to the eleventh census. New York : Hunt & Eaton, 1892.
Authors: Reddall, Henry Frederic, 1856-1921 -- Fisk & Co. -- Fisk, E. F. -- Hunt & Eaton -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (various pagings) : ill., 27 maps (chiefly col.), ports ; 37 cm.
Maps engraved by Fisk & Co.
Bookseller's dummy containing selected text, illustrations, advertisement for the book; [16] ruled pages for sales representative to record name, address, and style of binding.
Publisher's illustrated cloth binding with gold stamping; sample leather spines with gold stamping pasted on inside back cover.
Relief shown by hachures.
Includes added illustrated t.p.
Printed in double columns; text in line border.
Includes: The World's Columbian Exposition, Chicago, 1893 [map ?].
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Baskes folio G1019 .R5563 1892b (NLO)

Cram's unrivaled atlas of the world, indexed. Chicago : J.R. Gray, 1892.
Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- J.R. Gray (Firm) -- Donohue & Henneberry -- Hamilton, Lee -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Gray (J.R.), publishers, Chicago SEE J.R. Gray (Firm)
1 atlas (358 p.) : ill. (some col.), 163 col. maps, ports ; 37 cm.
"Grand new census and World's Fair ed. / rev. to April 1st."
Cover title: Cram's unrivaled family atlas of the world, indexed, 1892
"Donohue & Henneberry, printers and binders, Chicago."--T.p. verso.
"George F. Cram, engraver, publisher, Chicago, Ill."--On most maps.
Includes index to towns and counties of the United States.
Includes chronology and historical maps of the United States.
Illustrated t.p.
Scales differ.
Former owner's signature: Lee Hamilton.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Cf. Phillips 6256
Baskes folio G1019 .G46 1892 (NLO)

5353  Atlases - 1893
Authors: Fisk, E. F. -- Hunt & Eaton -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (various pagings) : ill., 47 maps (chiefly col.), ports ; 37 cm.
Maps engraved by Fisk & Co.
Bookseller's dummy containing selected text, illustrations, advertisement for the book; [16] ruled pages for sales representative to record name, address, and style of binding.
Publisher's illustrated cloth binding with gold stamping; sample leather spines with gold stamping pasted on inside back cover.
Relief shown by hachures.
Includes added illustrated t.p.
Printed in double columns; text in line border.
Includes: The World's Columbian Exposition, Chicago, 1893 [map ?].
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Baskes folio G1019 .G46 1892b (NLO)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Atlasts - 1893 (Provisional Heading)
New handy atlas. Chicago : Rand McNally, 1893. Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) 1 atlas : 58 maps ; 19 cm. Cover: New Handy census gazetteer and atlas of the United States, and useful and instructive colored charts, diagrams, and engravings ; with all populations according to 1890 census. Includes maps by George F. Cram?
Includes indexes.
Scales differ.
RMcN atlas .N56 1893 copy 1 (PrCt)

Atlasts - 1893 (Provisional Heading)
Includes indexes to towns and counties of the United States, and Canada and New Foundland; road maps of U.S. cities. Scales differ.
Former owner’s signature: E.J. Kellier.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .M47 1893 (NLO)

Atlasts - 1893 (Provisional Heading)
The National standard atlas of the world : new and complete : containing maps of all the states and territories of the United States, all the continents, empires, kingdoms and republics, together with maps of the leading cities of the United States, and useful and instructive colored diagrams, charts, and engravings : with all populations according to 1890 census. Chicago : National Library Association, 1893. Authors: National Library Association (Chicago, Ill.) -- Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 atlas (250 p.) : ill. (chiefly col.), 100 col. maps ; 35 cm. Includes maps by George F. Cram?
Includes indexes.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .N38 1893 (NLO)

Atlasts - 1893 (Provisional Heading)
Maps by Fisk & See and Matthews, Northrup & Co.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Former owner’s signature: Laura Livingston Paterlee.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1019 .H3935 1893 (NLO)

Atlases - 1893 (Provisional Heading)
International office and family atlas of the world. Chicago : WaiteJF, 1893. Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 1 v. ; 38 cm. folio G1019 J44 1893 (NLO)

Atlases - 1893 (Provisional Heading)

Atlases - 1893 (Provisional Heading)
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .N56 1893 copy 2 (PrCt)

Atlases - 1893 (Provisional Heading)
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .N66 1893 (PrCt)

Atlases - 1893 (Provisional Heading)
New handy atlas. Chicago : Rand McNally, 1893. Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) 1 atlas : 144 maps ; 375 x 300 mm. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .N66 1893 copy 1 (PrCt)

Atlases - 1893 (Provisional Heading)
Includes indexes to towns and counties of the United States, and Canada and New Foundland; road maps of U.S. cities. Scales differ.
Former owner’s signature: E.J. Kellier.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .M47 1893 (NLO)

5365

Atlases - 1893<>>>United States - Maps - 1893

5366

Atlases - 1893<>>>United States - Maps - 1893 (Provisional Heading)

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011). oversize RMcN atlas .C7 1893 (PrCt)


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Compliments of Ledene & Anderson, [1893?].

Maps of the world of the United States and Canada, and general illustrations of the public buildings, parks, monuments, street scenes, etc., of Chicago, and maps of every state and territory of the United States and Canada, and general maps of the world. Elkhart, Ind. Published for W.A. Griffin & Co., dealers in staple and fancy groceries, crockery and glassware, [1893?].

Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Ledene & Anderson -- Roger S. Baskes.

Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

1 atlas ([5]-192 p.) : ill., 106 col. maps (some folded) ; 35 cm.

Cover title on brown cloth binding: Columbian World's Fair atlas.

Includes maps by George F. Cram?


Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Dybwad, G.L. Annotated bib.

World’s Columbian Exp., 808

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Baskes folio T500.C1 C65 1893e (NLO)
front cover; marbled edges.
Owner's mark: Stephzibah Lockridge, Norwalk, Warren Co., Iowa.
References: Dybwad, G.L. Annotated bib.
World's Columbian Exp., 808
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Case folio T500.C1 C65 1893a (NLO)

The Columbian World's Fair atlas : containing complete illustrations of the World's Fair grounds and buildings, general illustrations of the public buildings, parks, monuments, street scenes, etc. of Chicago, and maps of every state and territory of the United States and Canada, and general maps of the world. Whitehall, Mich. Published for H.B. Lauterberg, dealer in boots, shoes and rubbers, [1893?].
Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Lauterberg, H. B. -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([5]-194 p.) : ill., col. maps ; 35 cm.
Includes maps by George F. Cram?
Bound in original black cloth with title stamped on front cover; marbled edges.
References: Dybwad, G.L. Annotated bib.
World's Columbian Exp., 808
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Case folio T500.C1 C65 1893 (NLO)

5372 Atlases - 1894
Authors: Bradley, William M. -- John E. Potter and Company -- Austin, C. D. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Potter (John E.) and Co., Philadelphia SEE John E. Potter and Company
1 atlas (1 v. (unpaged)) : 86 col. maps ; 47 cm.
At head of title: Vol. 1, no. 1, March 15, 1894.
"Geographical series no. 1. Published semi-monthly, to be followed by supplementary maps showing all political and geographical changes, discoveries, explorations, etc., throughout the world."
"A complete American and foreign atlas, compiled from official state, national and international surveys, supplemented by information furnished by the postal and interior departments of the United States, and from many reliable private sources. Officially approved and adopted by the departments of the United States government."
No more published?
Maps by Wm. M. Bradley.
Includes gazetteer and indexes.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Maps of Connecticut and New Jersey from another publication laid in.
Bookplate: C.D. Austin.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 989; Rumsey 2567

Baskes oversize G1019 .P8 1894 (NLO)

5373 Atlases - 1894
The People's atlas of the world. Springfield, Ohio : Published by Mast, Crowell & Kirkpatrick, c1894.
Authors: Mast, Crowell & Kirkpatrick -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (124 p.) : ill. (some col.), 54 maps ; 35 cm.
Includes indexes.
Series: Farm and fireside library ; no. 110
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 987

Baskes folio G1019 .M28 1894 (NLO)

5374 Atlases - 1894
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Smith, A. L. -- Hilton Hughes -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 68 maps ; 395 x 330 mm.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

5375 Atlases - 1894
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Smith, A. L. -- John Wanamaker (Firm) -- Gerber, Ernst -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 68 maps ; 400 x 330 mm.
Copyright by A.L. Smith
Previously owned by Ernst Gerber.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

5376 Atlases - 1894
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Smith, A.L. -- Keller, A. R. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

5377  
**Atlases - 1894***

**Encyclopedias and dictionaries - 1894**

Authors: Edison, Thomas F. -- Blomgren Bros. & Co. -- Laird & Lee, Publishers -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 52 maps ; 135 x 95 mm.
Maps by Blomgren Bros.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

5378  
**Atlases - 1894 (Prosperational Heading)**

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 95 maps ; 36 cm.
Rebound, preserving original cover cloth.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .L5 1894 copy 1 (PrCt)

5379  
**Atlases - 1894 (Prosperational Heading)**

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 95 maps ; 36 cm.
Grey endpapers.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .L5 1894 copy 2 (PrCt)

5380  
**Atlases - 1894 (Prosperational Heading)**

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 95 maps ; 36 cm.
Orange endpapers.
Phillips 994 or 995.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .L5 1894 copy 3 (PrCt)

5381  
**Atlases - 1894 (Prosperational Heading)**

*Neuer familien atlas der welt.* Chicago : Rand McNally, 1894.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 109 maps ; 53 cm.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Phillips 990 and 1438.
Uniform title: Commercial atlas.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

**Atlases - 1895**

Authors: D. Appleton and Company -- Matthews-Northrup Company
1 atlas (various pagings : 103 col. maps) ; 36 cm.
Cover-title: Appletons' atlas of modern geography.
Maps by Matthews Northrup.
References: Phillips 6271
Gift '77.

**folio G1019.A73 1895 (NLO)**

**Atlases - 1895**

*The C.A. Gaskell family and business atlas of the world: new and complete: containing maps of all the states and territories of the United States, all the continents, empires, kingdoms and republics, together with maps of the leading cities of the United States, and useful and instructive colored diagrams, charts and engravings: with all populations according to 1890 census.* Chicago : John F. Waite, 1895.
1 atlas (288 p.) : ill. (some col.), 100 col. maps ; 35 cm.
Includes maps by George F. Cram?
Includes index to towns and counties of the United States.
Scales differ.
Black and white photograph of man with fishing pole pasted onto front pastedown.
Inscription: Geo. A. Witham, [Harrisville?], N.H., Sept. 30, '95 presented by Moses [E.?] Whittier, [Harrisville?], N.H.
Former owners: Mrs. J.L. Spaulding ; Mrs. R. F. Witham.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes folio G1019 .G276 1895 (NLO)**

**Atlases - 1895**

Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Smith, A. L. -- John Wanamaker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 68 maps ; 397 x 324 mm.
cpyrtASmith
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)**

**Atlases - 1895**

*Indexed atlas of world.* Chicago : Rand McNally, 1895.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas in 2 v. : 280 maps ; 54 cm.
Cover subtitles: United States -- Foreign countries
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

**oversize RMcN atlas .I45 1895 (PrCt)**

**Atlases - 1895**

*Encyclopedias and dictionaries - 1895*

*Edison's handy encyclopaedia of general information and universal atlas.* Chicago : Laird & Lee, 1895.
Authors: Edison, Thomas F. -- Bailey, Fred T. -- Westinghouse, Charles J. -- Laird & Lee, Publishers
520 p. : ill., maps ; 14 cm.
'Rev. ed. New Tariff Law.'
'Compiled by Thomas F. Edison ; assisted by Fred T. Bailey and Charles J. Westinghouse.'
Includes index.

**Case AG5 .E3 1895 (NLO)**

**Atlases - 1895**

*Historical atlases*

*Cram's universal atlas: geographical, astronomical and historical: containing a complete series of maps of modern geography, exhibiting the world and its various political divisions as they are to-day: also an elaborate series of authentic historical maps showing the world's progress and development from the earliest times to the present, to which is added a brief history of astronomy and a description of the geography of the heavens: illustrated by numerous views and charts, the whole supplemented with valuable statistics, diagrams, and a complete gazetteer of the United States.* New York : Chicago : George F. Cram, [1895], c1894.
Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- George F. Cram Company -- Clare, I. S.
1 atlas (600 p.) : ill. (some col.), col. maps (some folded) ; 38 cm.
Cover title: Cram's universal atlas: geographical, astronomical and historical, indexed, 1895

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Publisher's half-bound brown leather and brown cloth over boards.
Some maps engraved by Geo. F. Cram.
Most historical maps by I.S. Clare.
Includes index to towns and counties of the United States.
Includes maps of major cities of the world, and history and chronology of the United States.
Scales differ.
Reclassified; formerly folio G1019 .C76 1895
folio G1019 .G45 1895 (NLO)

5392 Atlases - 1895 (Provisional Heading)
Brief descriptive geography of the Empire State. Syracuse : Bardeen, 1895.
Authors: Bardeen, C W -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 30 maps ; 237 x 158 mm.
1st ed.
Geography text.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

5393 Atlases - 1895 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Meitzen, August
1 v. : 24 cm.
(3V&atlas)
H 94.56 (NLO)

5394 Atlases - 1895 (Provisional Heading)
1 v. : 7 maps ; 245 x 160 mm.
Ed:ElliottCoues;HowesP373;7JW553
Cf. Phillips 11024
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

5395 Atlases - 1895 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Geographical series -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 118 maps ; 36 cm.
Issued in 10 paperback fasicules or parts numbered as 'Geographical Series, vol. 1, no. 1 [-10].'
Handstamped 'Minneapolis Times.'
Phillips 1003.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .G45 1895 copy 2 (PrCt)

5396 Atlases - 1895 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Geographical series -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 118 maps ; 36 cm.
Issued in 10 paperback fasicules or parts numbered as 'Geographical Series, vol. 1, no. 1 [-10].'
This copy includes duplicate of part 5.
Phillips 1003.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .G45 1895 copy 1 (PrCt)

5397 Atlases - 1895 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 116 maps ; 36 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .N55 1895 (PrCt)

5398 Atlases - 1895 (Provisional Heading)
Universal atlas of the world. Chicago : Rand McNally, 1895.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 95 maps ; 37 cm.
Conservation.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .U54 1895 (PrCt)

5399 Atlases - 1895 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Reclus, Elisée, 1830-1905
19 v. ; 28 cm.
G 11.736 (NLO)

5400 Atlases - 1895 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: U.S. Nicaraguan Canal Board -- United States. Congress -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 31 maps ; 235 x 158 mm.
Cong54-1,H2D279
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

5401 Atlases - 1895 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: W. N. Hartshorn (Firm) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
5402 Atlases - 1895<>United States - Maps - 1895<>Geography - 1895
The Unique album atlas of the world : astronomical, geographical, historical, political, statistical, chronological, financial, commercial, educational, diagrammatical, descriptive and illustrative : the world of to-day, together with practical, useful and comprehensive information representing all the nations and races of the world / compiled by Loomis T. Palmer. Chicago : Jno. F. Waite, 1895, c1894.
1 atlas (665 p.) : ill. (some col.), 127 maps (chiefly col.) ; 25 x 32 cm.
Maps by Geo. F. Cram.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Publisher's illustrated green cloth binding.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Cf. Phillips 988
Baskes folio G1019 .R45 1895 (NLO)

5403 Atlases - 1895<>United States - Maps - 1895
(Provisional Heading)
1 atlas : 88 maps ; 53 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Phillips 1001 and 1442.
Uniform title: Commercial atlas.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .C7 1895 (PrCt)

5404 Atlases - 1896
Authors: Frye, Alex Everett, 1859-1936 -- Ginn and Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 44 maps ; 317 x 258 mm.
NewYork ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
References: Cf. Phillips 6272
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

5405 Atlases - 1896

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Historical atlas of the world.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .H64 1896 (NLO)

5409 **Atlases - 1896 (Provisional Heading)**
Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928
1 v. ; 45 cm.
Phillips 00239<
oversize G1046 .P3 C7 1896 (NLO)

5410 **Atlases - 1896 (Provisional Heading)**
Authors: Pennsylvania Indian Forts -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.
Phillips 02439
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 1801
Ayer 150.5 P4 (NLO)

5411 **Atlases - 1896 (Provisional Heading)**
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Evening Wisconsin -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 116 maps ; 36 cm.
EveningWisconsin.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .N55 1896 (PrCt)

5412 **Atlases - 1896 (Provisional Heading)**
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas in 2 v. : 280 maps ; 54 cm.
Cover subtitles: United States -- Foreign countries.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .I45 1896 (PrCt)

5413 **Atlases - 1896 (Provisional Heading)**
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 58 maps ; 19 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .N56 1896 (PrCt)

5414 **Atlases - 1896 (Provisional Heading)**
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 116 maps ; 37 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .P5 1896 copy 1 (PrCt)

5415 **Atlases - 1896 (Provisional Heading)**
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 116 maps ; 37 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .P5 1896 copy 2 (PrCt)

5416 **Atlases - 1896 (Provisional Heading)**
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 112 maps ; 37 cm.
Conservation.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .U54 1896 copy 1 (PrCt)

5417 **Atlases - 1896 (Provisional Heading)**
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 112 maps ; 37 cm.
Rebound.
Phillips 01014.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .U54 1896 copy 2 (PrCt)

5418 **Atlases - 1896 (Provisional Heading)**
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 120 maps ; 367 x 295 mm.
notNL/LC
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

5419 **Atlases - 1896 (Provisional Heading)**
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 60 maps ; 192 x 143 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

5420 **Atlases - 1896 (Provisional Heading)**
*Business atlas and shippers' guide, enlarged.* United States - Maps - 1896
(Provisional Heading)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Atlasses - 1897 (Provisional Heading)

New standard atlas of world, indexed. Chicago : Rand McNally, 1897.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 117 maps ; 53 cm.
Phillips 04375.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

oversize RMcN atlas .N68 1897 (PrCt)

Atlasses - 1897 (Provisional Heading)

Twentieth century atlas of world. Chicago : Rand McNally, 1897.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 115 maps ; 36 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

folio RMcN atlas .T8 1897 (PrCt)

Atlasses - 1897 (Provisional Heading)

Universal atlas of the world. Chicago : Rand McNally, 1897.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 112 maps ; 37 cm.
Red cloth binding.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

folio RMcN atlas .U54 1897 copy 1 (PrCt)

Atlasses - 1897 (Provisional Heading)

Universal atlas of the world. Chicago : Rand McNally, 1897.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 112 maps ; 37 cm.
Red cloth binding.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

folio RMcN atlas .U54 1897 copy 2 (PrCt)

Atlasses - 1897 (Provisional Heading)

World's peoples & countries. Chicago : Rand McNally, 1897.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- McNally, Andrew, 1836-1904 -- Donnelly, Mrs. R. R. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas in 2 v. : 280 maps ; 56 cm.
Rebound in two volumes with cover subtitles: United States -- Foreign countries.
Inscription: Mrs. R. R. Donnelly. Compliments A. McNally.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

oversize RMcN atlas .I45 1897 (PrCt)

Atlasses - 1897 (Provisional Heading)

New general atlas of world. Chicago : Rand McNally, 1897.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 116 maps ; 36 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

folio RMcN atlas .N55 1897 (PrCt)
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

**5431**

Other Call Numbers:

- **folio RMcN atlas .W95 1897 (PrCt)**

**Atlasses - 1897 (Provisional Heading)**

*Topog capitel des indischen seespiegels.* Vienna, 1897.

Authors: Sidi Ali ibn Husain -- Edward E. Ayer

Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. ; 42 cm.

Phillips 10242

Ayer 6 S56 1897 (NLO)

**5432**

Other Call Numbers:

- **folio RMcN atlas .C4 1897 (PrCt)**

**Atlasses - 1897 (Provisional Heading)**


Authors: Smith, Benjamin E. (Benjamin Eli), 1857-1913 -- Century Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas : 134 maps ; 34 cm.

Wrapped in brown paper.

Phillips 01020.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Needs conservation attention.

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

**5433**

Other Call Numbers:

- **oversize RMcN atlas .C7 1897 copy 3 (PrCt)**

**Atlasses - 1897 United States - Maps - 1897**

*Business atlas and shippers' guide.* Chicago : Rand McNally, 1897.

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas : maps ; 53 cm.


Uniform title: Commercial atlas.


Forms part of both the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company archives and the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

References: Phillips 1019.

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

**5434**

Other Call Numbers:

- **oversize RMcN atlas .C7 1897 copy 2 (PrCt)**

**Atlasses - 1897 United States - Maps - 1897**


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas : 96 maps ; 53 cm.


Phillips 1019.

Uniform title: Commercial atlas.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

**5435**

Other Call Numbers:

- **Atlasses - 1897United States - Maps - 1897 (Provisional Heading)**


1 atlas : 96 maps ; 52 cm.


Hand-stamped copyright copy.

Phillips 1445.

Uniform title: Commercial atlas.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

**5436**

Other Call Numbers:

- **oversize RMcN atlas .C7 1897 copy 1 (PrCt)**

**Atlasses - 1897United States - Maps - 1897United States - Historical geography - Maps - 1897Historical atlases**

*Cram’s universal atlas : geographical, astronomical and historical : containing a complete series of maps of modern geography, exhibiting the world and its various political divisions as they are to-day : also an elaborate series of authentic historical maps showing the world’s progress and development from the earliest times to the present ... supplemented with valuable statistics, diagrams, and a complete gazetteer of the United States.* New York ; Chicago : George F. Cram, 1897, c1894.

Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- George F. Cram Company -- Riley, W. H., Mrs. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (613 p.) : ill. (some col.), 254 col. maps ; 38 cm.

Cover title: Cram’s universal Atlas, geographical, astronomical and historical, indexed, 1897

Most historical maps by I.S. Clare.

Includes road maps of major cities of the world and a history and chronology of the United States.

Includes indexes.

Imperfect: lacking p. 9-12.


Publisher’s brown cloth binding.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Reclassified; formerly Baskes folio G1019 .C76 1897

References: Cf. Phillips 4374

Baskes folio G1019 .G457 1897 (NLO)
of the world : specially adapted for commercial and library reference : astronomical, geographical, chronological, historical, statistical, financial, commercial, educational, agricultural, descriptive and illustrative ... with all populations according to 1890 census. Chicago : Fort Dearborn Publishing Co., c1898.

Authors: Fort Dearborn Publishing Co. -- Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (418 p.) : ill., 103 col. maps ; 38 cm.

Cover title: National standard atlas of the world

Includes maps by George F. Cram?

Publisher’s green cloth binding.

Includes index to towns and counties of the United States.

Includes street maps of major cities of the United States.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Cf. Phillips 1034

**Baskes folio G1019 .F68 1898 (NLO)**

---

**Atlases - 1898**


Authors: John Wanamaker (Firm) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas : 117 maps ; 37 cm.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

**folio RMcN atlas .H6 1898 (PrCt)**

---

**Atlases - 1898**

*Little wizard cyclopedia and handy atlas.* Chicago : Laird & Lee, 1898.

Authors: Lee , William H -- Laird & Lee, Publishers -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 51 maps ; 133 x 95 mm.

E:BlomgrenBros

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)**

---

**Atlases - 1898**


Authors: Mast, Crowell & Kirkpatrick -- Matthews-Northrup Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (160 p.) : ill. (some col.), col. maps (some folded) ; 35 cm.

Cover title: Peerless atlas of the world


Includes indexes.

Series: Farm and fireside library ; no. 166 Illustrated t.p.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes folio G1019 .M26 1898 (NLO)**

---

**Atlases - 1898**

*Universal atlas of the world : with marginal index together with historical, descriptive, and statistical matter... also a concise review, richly illustrated by engravings of the world’s peoples.* Chicago : Rand McNally, c1898.

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library)

208 p. : col. maps ; 37 cm.

Red buckram binding with gold stamping on front panel

Condition: Fine

Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection. Previous location: B-bottom shelf

**AMcN III PC 3400 (PrCt)**

---

**Atlases - 1898**

*Household atlas of world.* Chicago : J. Wanamaker, 1898.

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- John Wanamaker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas : 116 maps ; 363 x 256 mm.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

References: Phillips 1025

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)**

---

**Atlases - 1898 (Provisional Heading)**

*Brief descriptive geography of the Empire State.* Syracuse : Bardeen, 1898.

Authors: Bardeen, C W -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 30 maps ; 237 x 157 mm.

2nd ed.

Geography text.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)**

---

**Atlases - 1898 (Provisional Heading)**


Authors: DeWolfe, Fiske and Company (Boston, Mass.) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas : 106 maps ; 37 cm.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

**5446** Atlases - 1898 (Provisional Heading)

*Columbian atlas of the World.* Buffalo : Garretson Cox, 1898.
Authors: Garretson, Cox & Co. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 116 maps ; 37 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

**5447** Atlases - 1898 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Geological Survey (U.S.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 15 maps ; 295 x 205 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

**5448** Atlases - 1898 (Provisional Heading)

*Cosmopolitan atlas of the world.* Irvington, N. Y. J. B. Walker, 1898.
Authors: J. B. Walker -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 56 maps ; 36 cm.
No printed date.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

**5449** Atlases - 1898 (Provisional Heading)

*Cosmopolitan atlas of the world.* Irvington, N. Y. J. B. Walker, 1898.
Authors: J. B. Walker -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 56 maps ; 36 cm.
Blue binding, no printed date.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

**5450** Atlases - 1898 (Provisional Heading)

*Indexed atlas of world.* Chicago : Rand McNally, 1898.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company
2 v. : 76 map plates ; 56 cm.
Phillips 01026
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 829

**5451** Atlases - 1898 (Provisional Heading)

*Encyclopedia & atlas of world (2V).* Chicago : Rand McNally, 1898.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 80 maps ; 30 cm.
Covers detached.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Needs conservation attention.
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

**5452** Atlases - 1898 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 117 maps ; 37 cm.
German edition.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

**5453** Atlases - 1898 (Provisional Heading)

*Pictorial atlas of world.* Chicago : Rand McNally, 1898.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 116 maps ; 37 cm.
Alternative cloth binding.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

**5454** Atlases - 1898 (Provisional Heading)

*Pictorial atlas of world.* Chicago : Rand McNally, 1898.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 116 maps ; 37 cm.
Covers detached.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

**5455** Atlases - 1898 (Provisional Heading)

*Universal atlas of the world.* Chicago : Rand McNally, 1898.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 112 maps ; 37 cm.
Conservation.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

**5456** Atlases - 1898 (Provisional Heading)

*New general atlas of world.* Chicago : Rand McNally, 1898.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 120 maps ; 364 x 294 mm.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Atlastes - 1898 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Souvenir Publishing Co. (Lynn, Mass.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (various pagings) : ill. (some col.), 18 col. maps, ports. ; 38 cm.
Text by Le Roy Armstrong.
Baskes folio G1201.S57 A72 1898 (NLO)

Atlistes - 1898 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Schmiesser & Vogelsang -- Northrup Company
1 v.
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 1197

Atlistes - 1898 (Provisional Heading)
1 v. : 51 maps ; 229 x 148 mm.
Text by Le Roy Armstrong.

Atlistes - 1898 (Provisional Heading)
Pictorial atlas illustrating Spanish-American War, 1898 - Maps - 1898 - United States - Historical geography - Maps - 1898 - Dummies (Bookselling) - 1898 - Specimens - Historical atlases
Pictorial atlas illustrating Spanish-American War : comprising a history of the great conflict of the United States with Spain / by LeRoy Armstrong ; with over 150 illustrations from special photographs and drawings by such noted artists as A.G. Schmidt, William Ottman, Von Hoffstein, Morgan, Brott and Powers, full and accurate maps, political and historical, education charts, diagrams, etc., etc. and complete statistics, historical, military, naval, financial and industrial, a valuable souvenir of the war. [Lynn, Mass.] : Souvenir Pub. Co., c1898.
1 atlas (various pagings) : ill. (some col.), 18 col. maps, ports. ; 38 cm.
Text by Le Roy Armstrong.

Atlistes - 1898 (Provisional Heading)
Historical atlases
Pictorial atlas illustrating the Spanish-American War, 1898

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Cram's unrivaled atlas of the world, indexed.
Chicago : George F. Cram, c1898.
Authors: George F. Cram Company -- Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Grainger, Robert, fl. 1899 -- Cortland County Historical Society -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (500 p.) : ill. (some col.), 177 col. maps, ports. ; 37 cm.
Cover title: Cram's unrivaled family atlas of the world, indexed, 1898
Includes road maps of major cities of the United States and Canada, chronology and historical maps of the United States, and indexes.
Illustrated t.p.
Publisher’s black cloth binding.
Scales differ.
Inscription: Gift of Miss Alice B. Greene, Washington, D.C., June 1940.
Stamp: Cortland County Historical Society.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1019 .G46 1898 (NLO)

5465 Atlases - 1899
The New home atlas of the world : illustrated.
Springfield, Ohio : Mast, Crowell & Kirkpatrick, c1899.
Authors: Mast, Crowell & Kirkpatrick -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (160 p.) : ill. (some col.), col. maps (some folded) ; 35 cm.
Cover title: New illustrated home atlas of the world : with maps in colors
Includes indexes.
Series: Farm and fireside library ; no. 169
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1019 .M23 1899 (NLO)

5466 Atlases - 1899
Authors: Matthews-Northrup Company -- Smith, Benjamin E. (Benjamin Eli), 1857-1913 -- Century Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 138 maps ; 336 x 260 mm.
Edited by Benjamin E. Smith.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
References: Phillips 1020
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

5467 Atlases - 1899
The Twentieth century atlas of the commercial, geographical and historical world : with a description of every known land, both near and remote, ancient and modern ... together with useful and timely statistics, educational, industrial, military, naval / by J. Martin Miller ; superbly illustrated ... under direction of George Spiel. [Chicago? s.n.], c1899.
Authors: Miller, J. Martin (James Martin), 1859-- -- Spiel, George -- Hallet, R. L. -- Matthews-Northrup Company -- Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (341 p., [1] leaf of plates) : ill. (some col.), 53 maps (chiefly col.) ; 43 cm.
"Copyright 1899, by J. Martin Miller, Chicago, Illinois"--On maps.
Cover title: Twentieth century atlas and illustrated world
Some maps by R.L. Hallet; some by Matthews-Northrup Co.; others by George F. Cram?
Also issued under titles: Monarch standard atlas of the commercial, geographical and historical worlds; The world up-to-date.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 1037

Baskes oversize G1019 .M54 1899 (NLO)

5468 Atlases - 1899
New concise atlas of world.
Chicago : Rand McNally, 1899.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 90 maps ; 17 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

RMcN atlas .N46 1899 (PrCt)

5469 Atlases - 1899
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 112 maps ; 37 cm.
Green cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

folio RMcN atlas .U54 1899 copy 1 (PrCt)

5470 Atlases - 1899
Portfolio of maps of new cabinet encyclopedia.
Philadelphia : Gebbie, 1899.
Authors: Spotford's -- Gebbie Publishing Co. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 44 maps ; 294 x 214 mm.
Maps by Rand McNally.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

5471 Atlases - 1899
The People's atlas, or, The world displayed in its geography, zoology, botany, ethnology, history, and statistics : with an illustrated introduction on the solar system, geology, and biology : a brief

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
but comprehensive study of man and nature for the office, the home, and the school, embellished with colored maps and numerous sketches and diagrams : includes also tables of population and other valuable matter from the recent statistics of all nations and governments of the world.

Chicago : Thompson & Thomas, 1899.

Authors: Thompson & Thomas -- Fisk & Co. -- Fisk & See -- Folger, L. B. (Lewis B.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (277 p.) : ill. (1 col.), 142 maps (some col., 1 folded), plans, ports ; 27 cm.

1899 ed.

Edition statement from cover.

Cover title: People’s atlas of the world


Other engravings by Fisk & Co.

Publisher’s black cloth binding; gold-stamped title on cover.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G1019 .T56 1899 (NLO)

5472

Atlases - 1899

Historical geography - Maps - World history - Maps - United States - Maps - Historical atlases

The Historical atlas, or, The world displayed in its geography, zoology, botany, ethnology, history, and statistics : with an illustrated introduction on the solar system, geology, and biology ... : embellished with colored maps and numerous sketches and diagrams, including also, tables of population and other valuable matter from the recent statistics of all nations and governments of the world. Philadelphia, Pa., U.S.A. Historical Publishing Co., [1899].

Authors: Historical Publishing Company (Philadelphia, Pa.) -- Fisk & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (277 p.) : ill. (some col.), 150 maps (chiefly col.), ports. ; 37 cm.

1899 ed.; edition statement from cover.

Cover title: Historical atlas of the world

Maps engraved by Fisk & Co., N.Y.

Publisher’s cream cloth binding; gold-stamped title on cover.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1019 .H64 1899 (NLO)

5473

Atlases - 1899


Authors: F. M. Lupton (Firm) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas : 42 maps ; 36 cm.

Wrappers.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection

5474

Atlases - 1899


Authors: Findlay, Alexander G.

1 v.

3rd ed.

G 684.29 (NLO)

5475

Atlases - 1899


Authors: Geological Survey (U.S.) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 10 map plates ; 32 cm.

55Cong3d,SenDoc172

Phillips 11233

Ayer 160.5 A3 U514 1899 (NLO)

5476

Atlases - 1899


Authors: Geological Survey (U.S.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 7 maps ; 294 x 200 mm.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

5477

Atlases - 1899


Authors: Geological Survey (U.S.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 10 maps ; 235 x 153 mm.

Phillips 11233

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

5478

Atlases - 1899


Authors: Hakluyt Society

100 v.

G 12.383 (NLO)

5479

Atlases - 1899


Authors: Jacobs, Joseph

1 v. : 24 map plates ; 17 cm.

G 004.45 (NLO)

5480

Atlases - 1899


Authors: Matthews-Northrup Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 24 maps ; 152 x 77 mm.

AmericanAgriculturalistLibrary,V4,no3

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
For Philadelphia Public Ledger.
Phillips 01032.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .U55 1899 copy 1 (PrCt)

Atlases - 1899 (Provisional Heading)
Indexed atlas of the world. Chicago : Rand McNally, 1899.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas in 1 v. : 280 maps ; 56 cm.
Incomplete; missing United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .N63 1899 (PrCt)

Atlases - 1899 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 115 maps ; 36 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .T8 1899 (PrCt)

Atlases - 1899 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 112 maps ; 37 cm.
Conservation.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .U54 1899 copy 2 (PrCt)

Atlases - 1899 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 90 maps ; 173 x 142 mm.
complimentsChasDBarney&Co
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folios RMcN atlas .U55 1899 copy 1 & 2 (PrCt)

Atlases - 1899 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Matthews-Northrup Company -- Scott & Bowne -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 81 maps ; 183 x 133 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases - 1899 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Oxford Historical Society
1 v. : 15 map plates ; 58 cm.
F 45968.6 v38 (NLO)

Atlases - 1899 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Chicago Chronicle -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 106 maps ; 37 cm.
For Chicago Chronicle.
Phillips 01041.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .U55 1899 copy 2 (PrCt)

Atlases - 1899 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Chicago Chronicle -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 120 maps ; 364 x 299 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases - 1899 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Minneapolis Journal -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 80 maps ; 30 cm.
Minneapolis Journal.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .E5 1899 (PrCt)

Atlases - 1899 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Philadelphia Public Ledger -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 106 maps ; 37 cm.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
2 v. : 40 maps ; 290 x 226 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

5493 Atlases - 1899<>Spanish American War, 1898 - Maps<>United States - Historical geography - Maps - 1899
Pictorial atlas illustrating the Spanish-American war ... with over 150 original illustrations ... [and] full and accurate maps ... New York ; Chicago : George F. Cram, 1899.
1 atlas (231 p. : ill., 45 col. maps) ; 37 cm.
Copyrighted 1899 by A.T. French; printed in Chicago by Robert Grainger; front endleaf inscribed ‘J. [?] W. Butler, September 1899.’ Forms part of the Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection at the Newberry Library.
OCLC 3550275
Cf. Phillips 10687
map5C G3201.AT 1899 .A7 (PrCt)

5494 Atlases - 1899<>United States - Maps - 1899
Authors: Bradstreet Company -- Bradley & Poates -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (7, 72 [i.e. 126] p.) : 63 col. maps ; 15 cm.
Maps engraved by Bradley & Poates.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1200 .B855 1899 (NLO)

5495 Atlases - 1899<>United States - Maps - 1899
Authors: Crowell Publishing Company -- Mast, Crowell & Kirkpatrick -- Matthews-Northrup Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (144 p.) : ill. (some col.), 67 maps ; 35 cm.
Cover title: People’s atlas of the world
Most maps copyrighted by Mast, Crowell & Kirkpatrick; some maps copyrighted and engraved by The Matthews-Northrup Company. Includes indexes.
Illustrated t.p.
Series: Farm and fireside library ; no. 170
Publisher’s paper cover.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .C77 1899 (NLO)

5496 Atlases - 1899<>United States - Maps - 1899
The “Sweet home” atlas of the world : an adequate atlas for the homes of the Larkin patrons. Buffalo, N.Y. Published by the Larkin Soap Mfg. Company, [1899], c1899.
Authors: Matthews-Northrup Company -- Larkin Soap Manufacturing Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (80 pages) : 75 color maps, 19 cm
Maps by Matthews-Northrup Co.
Includes index.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 6285
LC Card Number: 2012587607
Baskes G1019 .M37486 1899 (NLO)

5497 Atlases - 1899<>United States - Maps - 1899 (Provisional Heading)
1 atlas : 95 maps ; 53 cm.
29th edition.
Phillips 1042.
Uniform title: Commercial atlas.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .C7 1899 (PrCt)

5498 Atlases - 1900
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library)
[10], 456 p. : col. maps ; 37 cm.
Condition: Spine cracked, covers loose, maps V.G. Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection. Previous location: A-unboxed AMcN III PC 3680 (PrCt)

5499 Atlases - 1900-1909<>United States - Maps - 1900-1909
International atlas : the United States, the world, indexed : containing separate maps of each states of the United States, maps of continents ... and all foreign countries, a complete gazetteer ... of towns and post offices of the United States ... with the population of each according to the twelfth official census : together with a brief history of the United States ..., the Declaration of Independence, Articles of Confederation, Constitution of the United States ..., Monroe Doctrine and other important state papers,
5500
Atlases - 1900-1999
(Unidentified atlas ?). [19--?].
Authors: Overstolz Zigaretten -- Koeman, C. (Cornelis), 1918- -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library).
1 atlas : 100 maps ; 25 cm.
Published in the 20th-century?
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

5501
Atlases - 1900-1999
National encyclopedia maps. Chicago : Rand McNally, [19--?].
1 atlas : 100 maps ; 25 cm.
Samples published in the 20th-century [?]
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .N3 copy 1 (PrCt)

5502
Atlases - 1900-1999
National encyclopedia maps. Chicago : Rand McNally, [19--?].
1 atlas : 100 maps ; 25 cm.
Samples published in the 20th-century [?]
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .N3 copy 3 (PrCt)

5503
Atlases - 1900-1999
National encyclopedia maps. Chicago : Rand McNally, [19--?].
1 atlas : 100 maps ; 25 cm.

5504
Atlases - 1900-1999 (Provisional Heading)
Hand atlas (map cards). [S.l.? s.n.?; 19--?].
Authors: Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library).
1 v. : 54 maps ; 40 x 50 mm.
Anonymous?
of55
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases - 1900 (Provisional Heading)
2 p. l., 3-24 p. : 30 maps ; 38 cm.
Fiat6
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Published also as Senate doc. 138, 56th Cong., 1st sess.
Phillips 3225.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
OCLC 1307258.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases - 1900 (Provisional Heading)
2 p. l., 3-24 p. : 30 maps ; 38 cm.
Fiat6
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Published also as Senate doc. 138, 56th Cong., 1st sess.
Phillips 3225.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
OCLC 1307258.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

1 atlas : 150 maps ; 37 cm. Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

1 atlas : 116 maps ; 37 cm. Printed for The Post Express. Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

(193x768)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

5508 Atlases - 1900 (Provisional Heading)
Topographic atlas of US. Washington, 1900. Authors: Geological Survey (U.S.)
3 v. in 1 ; 56 cm. Govt. I 19.10 (NLO)

5509 Atlases - 1900 (Provisional Heading)
1 v. : 39 maps ; 292 x 200 mm. Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes). Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

5510 Atlases - 1900 (Provisional Heading)
Itineraires a travers l’Asie. Paris : Plon-Nourrit, 1900. Authors: Monnier, Marcel
1 v. : 28 map plates ; 38 cm. Phillips 03177 folio G 60.588 (NLO)

5511 Atlases - 1900 (Provisional Heading)
folio RMcN atlas .P5 1900 copy 1 (PrCt)

5512 Atlases - 1900 (Provisional Heading)
folio RMcN atlas .D6 1900 copy 1 (PrCt)

5513 Atlases - 1900 (Provisional Heading)
Atlases - 1900 (Provisional Heading)

**Atlas of China.** Chicago : Rand McNally, 1900. Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v.: 7 maps ; 362 x 286 mm. notNL;Ferris&Co:mapHam-isphere Phillips 9555

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)**

**Atlases - 1900 (Provisional Heading)**

**Republican Advocates's universal atlas of world.** Chicago : Rand McNally, 1900. Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. : 125 maps ; 365 x 293 mm.

ForRepublicanAdvocate,WellsworthPA Phillips 1056

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)**

**Atlases - 1900 (Provisional Heading)**


**RMcN atlas .D6 1900 copy 2 (PrCt)**

**Atlases - 1900 (Provisional Heading)**


Cong56-2 Phillips 10312

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)**

**Atlases - 1900 (Provisional Heading)**

**Old London coaching roads.** Chicago : Old Corner Lib, 1900. Authors: Universal magazine of knowledge and pleasure -- Old Corner Lib -- Newberry Library. John M. Wing Foundation 1 v. : 42 map plates ; 35 cm. Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Wing folio G 1045 .916 (NLO)**

**Atlases - 1900 (Provisional Heading)**

**Spanish American War, 1898 - Maps**

**United States - Maps**

1900 - Historical atlases

Pictorial atlas illustrating the Spanish-American war : comprising a history of the great conflict of the United States with Spain ... with over 150 original illustrations ... full and accurate maps, political and historical, educational charts, diagrams, etc., etc., and complete statistics, historical, military, naval, financial and industrial : a valuable souvenir of the war / by LeRoy Armstrong. Chicago : George F. Cram, c1900. Authors: Armstrong, Le Roy, 1854-1927 -- Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928

1 atlas (244 p.) : ill., col. maps, ports. ; 38 cm. Imperfect: pages torn with text and maps missing.

Also includes world maps, and general and historical maps of the United States.

**Case folio G1201.S57 A7 1900 (NLO)**

**Atlases - 1900 (Provisional Heading)**

**Cram's unrivaled atlas of the world, indexed.** Chicago : George F. Cram, c1900. Authors: George F. Cram Company -- Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 atlas (704 p.) : ill. (some col.), 177 maps (chiefly col.), ports ; 37 cm.

Cover title: Cram's unrivaled family atlas of the world, indexed, 1901 Includes road maps of major cities of the world, indexes, and illustrated t.p. Publisher's binding; half bound red leather, blue cloth over boards.

Scales differ.

**Baskes folio G1019 .G46 1900 (NLO)**

**Atlases - 1900 (Provisional Heading)**


30th edition.


**Oversize RMcN atlas .C7 1900 (PrCt)**

**Atlases - 1900 (Provisional Heading)**

**The People’s atlas of the world, or, The world displayed in its geography, zoology, botany, ethnology, history, and statistics : with an illustrated introduction on the solar system, geology, and biology ... : embellished with colored maps and numerous sketches and...**
brief history of astronomy and a description of the
earliest times to the present, to which is added a
series of authentic historical maps showing the
world and its various political divisions as they are
to-day: also an elaborate series of authentic historical
maps showing the world’s progress and development from
the earliest times to the present, to which is added a
brief history of astronomy and a description of the
grounds of the heavens: illustrated by
numerous views and charts, the whole
supplemented with valuable statistics, diagrams,
and a complete gazetteer of the United States.

Chicago: Published by George F. Cram, c1900.
Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 --
Clare, I. S. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection

Historical maps by I.S. Clare.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Pasted to front flyleaf: "Five Dollar Certificate,”
dated Aug. 7th, 1900, issued to Mrs. J.L.L.
Amorraw[?], of Ballston[?], N.Y.[?], "as a purchaser
of Cram’s Universal Atlas, edition 1897, and will
be accepted as $5 cash with said Atlas, in
reasonably good condition, in exchange for the
New Census Edition of the same Atlas ... [signed]
Agent, H.A.[?]."

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1019 .G457 1900 (NLO)

5528

Atlasses - 1900 United States - Maps -
1900 Geography - 1900

The National standard family and business atlas
of the world: specifically adapted for commercial
and library reference: astronomical,
geographical, chronological, historical, statistical,
financial, commercial, educational, agricultural,
descriptive and illustrative: giving the latest and
best instructive maps and charts together with
the most practical, comprehensive and useful
statistical information, the whole brought down to
the latest dates, and presented in the most
convenient form for every-day use.
Chicago: Fort Dearborn Publishing Co., c1900.
Authors: Fort Dearborn Publishing Co. -- Roger
S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (420 p.): ill. (some col.), 107 col. maps;
38 cm.

Cover title: National standard atlas of the world
Relief shown by hachures.
"With population according to the 1890 census."
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1019 .F665 1900 (NLO)

5530

Atlasses - 1900 United States - Maps -
1900 Historical geography - Maps -
1900 Historical atlases

Cram’s unrivaled atlas of the world, indexed.
Chicago: George F. Cram, c1900.
Authors: George F. Cram Company -- Cram,
George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (539 p.): ill. (some col.), 177 col. maps,
ports.: 38 cm.

Cover title: Cram’s unrivaled family atlas of the
world, indexed, 1900
Includes road maps of major cities of the United
States and Canada, chronology and historical
maps of the United States, and indexes.
Illustrated t.p.
Publisher’s black cloth binding.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1019 .G462 1900 (NLO)

5531

Atlasses - 1900 United States - Maps -
1906 (Provisional Heading)

Business atlas and shippers’ guide, enlarged.
Chicago: Rand McNally, 1906.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally and Company.
Commercial atlas -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas: 103 maps: 53 cm.

37th edition.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Phillips 1112.
Uniform title: Commercial atlas.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

Oversize RMcN atlas .C7 1906 (PrCt)
5532  **Atlases - 1901**  
Authors: Chisholm, Geo. G. -- Leete, C. H. -- Edward Stanford Ltd. -- Longman -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 atlas : 40 maps ; 290 x 200 mm.  
C:Stanford  
Phillips 271  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.  
[Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)](PrCt)

5533  **Atlases - 1901**  
*Cram's atlas of the world, ancient and modern : geographical, historical and statistical presentation of the world in all its divisions.* New York : Chicago ; G.F. Cram, 1901.  
Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Murray-Aaron, Eugene, 1852-1941 -- George F. Cram Company -- Chicago Historical Society  
1 atlas (857 p.) : ill., maps ; 38 cm.  
'New census ed., indexed : a thoroughly rev., rewritten, and newly illustrated ed.'  
'By George F. Cram, editorially assisted by Eugene Murray-Aaron.'  
'Fully illustrated by diagrams, charts, and over 300 half-tone views of the world's choicest scenery.'  
Scales differ.  
Binding worn.  
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005; includes CHS ownership markings.  
CHS Coll., Atlas no. 27  
Case folio G1019 .C7 1901 (NLO)

5534  **Atlases - 1901**  
*The Twentieth century peerless atlas and pictorial gazeter of all lands.* Springfield, Ohio : Published by Crowell & Kirkpatrick Co., c1901.  
Authors: Crowell Publishing Company -- Crowell & Kirkpatrick Co. -- Matthews-Northrup Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 atlas (166, [2] p.) : ill. (some col.), 63 col. maps (some folded) ; 36 cm.  
Cover title: Peerless atlas of the world  
Other title: 20th century peerless atlas  
Imperfect: numerous illustrations cut out with loss of text  
Includes indexes.  
Illustrated t.p.  
Scales differ.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.  
References: Phillips 1063  
Baskes folio G1019 .C922 1901 (NLO)

5535  **Atlases - 1901**  
Authors: Matthews-Northrup Company -- Smith, Benjamin E. (Benjamin Eli) -- Century Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 atlas : 138 maps ; 310 x 240 mm.  
Edited by Benjamin E. Smith.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.  
References: Cf. Phillips 1070  
[Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)](PrCt)

5536  **Atlases - 1901 (Provisional Heading)**  
*Standard American railway system atlas.* Chicago : CramGF, 1901.  
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- MutualBookCo, 1901.  
MutualBookCo, 1901.  
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- MutualBookCo -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 v. : 127 maps ; 475 x 363 mm.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.  
[Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)](PrCt)

5537  **Atlases - 1901 (Provisional Heading)**  
*Planos de la línea divisoria entre México & US.* New York : Polhemus, 1901.  
Authors: Mexico. Intl Boundary Com  
1 v. : 75 cm.  
oversize F 83047.44 (NLO)

5538  **Atlases - 1901 (Provisional Heading)**  
*Everybody's new census atlas of world.* Chicago : Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 atlas : 77 maps ; 36 cm.  
Wrappers.  
Phillips 01069.  
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).  
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).  
folio RMcN atlas .E8 1901 (PrCt)

5539  **Atlases - 1901 (Provisional Heading)**  
*New general atlas of world.* Chicago : Rand McNally, 1901.  
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 atlas : 46 maps ; 36 cm.  
Wrappers.  
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).  
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).  
folio RMcN atlas .N55 1901 (PrCt)
Universal atlas of the world. Chicago : Rand McNally, 1901.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 112 maps ; 37 cm.
Green cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

5542 Atlasses - 1901 (Provisional Heading)
Universal atlas of the world. Chicago : Rand McNally, 1901.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 112 maps ; 37 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

5543 Atlasses - 1901 (Provisional Heading)
Unrivaled atlas of world. Chicago : Rand McNally, 1901.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 120 maps ; 362 x 297 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

5544 Atlasses - 1901 (Provisional Heading)
Unrivaled atlas of the world. Chicago : Rand McNally, 1901.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (773 p.) : ill. (some col.), maps (chiefly col.) ; 38 cm.
Cover title: Cram’s modern atlas : the world, indexed
Includes indexes.
Includes chronology of the United States up to July 31, 1901.
Publisher’s maroon cloth binding.
Scales differ.
Reclassified; formerly Case folio G1019 .C67 1901z

5547 Atlasses - 1901<>United States - Maps - 1901
Cram’s superior atlas of the world, indexed.
Chicago : George F. Cram, c1901.
Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (582 p.) : ill. (some col.), 155 maps (chiefly col.) ; 37 cm.
Cover title: Cram’s superior family atlas of the world, indexed, 1901
"Published by Geo. F. Cram, Chicago, Ill."--On some maps.
Includes indexes.
Includes city road maps of major cities of the United States and Canada, and chronology and historical maps of the United States.
Illustrated t.p.
Publisher’s brown cloth binding; marbled edges.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

5548 Atlasses - 1901<>United States - Maps - 1901
The Standard family atlas of the world : indexed : containing separate maps of each state in the United States ..., maps of continents ... and all foreign countries, a complete gazetteer ... of towns and post offices of the United States ... with the population of each according to the twelfth official census : together with a brief history of the United States ..., the Declaration of Independence, Articles of Confederation, Constitution of the United States ..., Monroe Doctrine and other important state papers, diagrams, &c., the whole forming a perfect atlas of the world. Chicago : Published by Thompson & Thomas, 1901.
Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Thompson & Thomas -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Thompson and Thomas, publishers, Chicago SEE Thompson & Thomas
1 atlas (248 p.) : col. ill., 83 col. maps, ports. ; 38 cm.
"Published by Geo. F. Cram, Chicago, Ill."--On some maps.
Includes indexes.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes folio G1019 .S73 1901 (NLO)**

5552 **Atlases - 1901 United States - Maps - 1901**

Authors: Crowell Publishing Company -- Mast, Crowell & Kirkpatrick -- Matthews-Northrup Company -- Leavitt, Emma A. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
New century ed.
Spine title: People’s atlas of the world
Includes indexes.
Illustrated t.p.
Publisher’s paper binding.

Series: Farm and fireside library ; no. 195.
Scales differ.
Former owner’s signature: Emma A. Leavitt.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes folio G1019 .C77 1901 (NLO)**

5553 **Atlases - 1901 United States - Maps - 1901**

*Cram’s new century atlas, indexed.* Chicago : George F. Cram, c1901.
Authors: George F. Cram Company -- Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Newport Anti Sunday Desecration League -- Stoddard, Robert K. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (562 p.) : ill. (some col.), col. maps, ports. ; 38 cm.
Cover title: Cram’s new century atlas of the world, indexed, 1901
Includes index to towns and counties of the United States, and road maps of major U.S. cities.
Publisher’s green cloth binding.
Scales differ.

Inscription: This is the property of the Newport Anti Sunday Desecration [sic] League. To be used for the suppression of using God’s holy day for improper uses ... [signed] Robert K. Stoddard.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes folio G1019 .G454 1901 (NLO)**

5554 **Atlases - 1901 United States - Maps - 1901**

*Enlarged business atlas.* Chicago : Rand McNally, 1901.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Commercial atlas
1 v. ; 52 cm.

**Baskes folio G1019 .G457 1901 (NLO)**

5554 **Atlases - 1902**

United States - Maps - 1901

Names, Geographical - United States - 1901

Gazetteers

Tunison’s atlas, encyclopaedia, gazetteer and portfolio of our universe, globe and nation : containing complete series of maps, charts, drawings, and diagrams, exhibiting the world as it is today; with description of every state and country, nation, grand division and continent, together with a complete index, giving the position, population and character of each post office, county and state from latest official sources. Brooklyn, N.Y. H.C. Tunison, c1901.

Authors: H.C. Tunison (Firm) -- Tunison, Henry Cuthbert, 1855-- -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (225 p.) : ill., 105 maps (chiefly col.), ports. ; 38 x 60 cm.

Cover title: Tunison’s atlas, encyclopaedia, gazetteer and portfolio of our universe, globe and nation, astronomical, geological, botanical, historical, statistical, geographical

Includes index to towns and counties of the United States.

Relief shown by hachures. Publisher’s black cloth binding with cover title: Tunison’s atlas, encyclopaedia, gazetteer and portfolio of our universe, globe and nation, astronomical, geological, botanical, historical, statistical, geographical.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Phillips 1072

**Baskes oversize G1019 .H18 1901 (NLO)**

5557 **Atlases - 1902**

Twentieth century atlas of the commercial, geographical and historical world ; with a description of every known land, both near and remote, ancient and modern...together with useful and timely statistics educational, industrial, military, naval. [Chicago? s.n. , 1902].

Authors: Miller, J. Martin (James Martin), 1859--1928 -- L.G. Stahl (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas : 61 maps ; 422 x 303 mm.

Maps by Matthews-Northrup and George Cram.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)**

**(PrCt)**

5558 **Atlases - 1902**

Rand McNally & Co.’s Indexed atlas of the world, with 275 illustrations. Historical-descriptive-statistical... Containing large scale maps... with a special index to each map. Chicago, New York [etc.] : Rand, McNally & Company, [1902].

Authors: Rand McNally and Company

1 atlas (2 v. maps (part col., part double) tables) ; 53 cm.

On cover: Rev ed.

Contents: I. United States - II. Foreign countries. Paged continuously.

Phillips 1079.

Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 856.

LC Card Number: map46000408

**oversize G10 .7401 (NLO)**

5559 **Atlases - 1902**


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library)

286 p.


Engraving and Printing Works, Buffalo and New York.

Illustrated t.p.

Includes indexes.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Phillips 1076

LC Card Number: 02020489

**Baskes folio G1019 .C922 1902 (NLO)**

**Atlases - 1902**

The Twentieth century atlas of the commercial, geographical and historical world ; with a description of every known land, both near and remote, ancient and modern...together with useful and timely statistics educational, industrial, military, naval. [Chicago? s.n. , 1902].

Authors: Miller, J. Martin (James Martin), 1859-390 p. : ill., maps ; 43 cm.

Issued also under title: The World up-to-date. Phillips 1037.

**oversize G1019 .M54 1902 (NLO)**

5558 **Atlases - 1902**

Twentieth century atlas of the world. Chicago : L.G. Stahl, 1902.

Authors: Miller, J. Martin (James Martin), 1859-- -- Matthews-Northrup Company -- Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- L.G. Stahl (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas : 61 maps ; 422 x 303 mm.

Maps by Matthews-Northrup and George Cram.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)**

**(PrCt)**

5559 **Atlases - 1902**

Rand McNally & Co.’s Indexed atlas of the world, with 275 illustrations. Historical-descriptive-statistical... Containing large scale maps... with a special index to each map. Chicago, New York [etc.] : Rand, McNally & Company, [1902].

Authors: Rand McNally and Company

1 atlas (2 v. maps (part col., part double) tables) ; 53 cm.

On cover: Rev ed.

Contents: I. United States - II. Foreign countries. Paged continuously.

Phillips 1079.

Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 856.

LC Card Number: map46000408

**oversize G10 .7401 (NLO)**

5559 **Atlases - 1902**


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library)

286 p.

5564 Atlas - 1902 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- SuccessCompany -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 v. : 105 maps ; 150 x 95 mm.
ed:EugeneMurray-Aaron
Phillips 6303

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

5565 Atlas - 1902 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Longman
1 v. : 28 map plates
Ed:GeoButler
folio G1033 B87 1902 (NLO)

5566 Atlas - 1902 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Mager, Henri -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 8 map plates ; 19 cm.
Ayer 1880 M19 1902 (NLO)

5567 Atlas - 1902 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Detroit Free Press -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 78 maps ; 36 cm.
DetroitFreePress.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN III PC 890 (PrCt)

5568 Atlas - 1902 (Provisional Heading)
Libby's atlas of the world. Chicago : Libby, McNeill & Libby, [ca. 1902?].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Libby, McNeill & Libby -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 21 maps ; 360 x 287 mm.
nd
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

5569 Atlas - 1902 (Provisional Heading)
General atlas of the world. Chicago : Rand McNally, 1902.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Detroit Free Press -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 77 maps ; 36 cm.
DetroitFreePress.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN III PC 3560 (PrCt)

5570 Atlas - 1902 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 117 maps ; 36 cm.
forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN III PC 890 (PrCt)
5571 Atlas - 1902 (Provisional Heading)
Universal atlas of the world. Chicago : Rand McNally, 1902.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 112 maps ; 37 cm.
Red leather binding.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .U54 1902 copy 1 (PrCt)

5572 Atlas - 1902 (Provisional Heading)
Universal atlas of the world. Chicago : Rand McNally, 1902.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 112 maps ; 37 cm.
Green binding.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .U54 1902 copy 2 (PrCt)

5573 Atlas - 1902 (Provisional Heading)
1 v. : 148 maps : 236 x 160 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

5574 Atlas - 1902 United States - Historical geography - Maps - 1902 Historical atlases
Cram’s new century atlas, indexed. New York : George F. Cram, c1902.
Authors: George F. Cram Company -- Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928
1 atlas (570 p.) : ill. (some col.), 217 maps (chiefly col.) ; 38 cm.
Cover title: Cram’s new century atlas of the world, indexed, 1902
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .G454 1902 (NLO)

5575 Atlas - 1902 United States - Maps - 1902
Cram’s ideal reference atlas of the world : with the complete 1900 census by counties and towns. Chicago : Geo. F. Cram, 1902.
Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- George F. Cram Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (544 p.) : ill. (some col.), 95 col. maps ; 38 cm.
Cover title: Cram’s new unrivaled atlas of the world
Includes indexes.
Includes chronology, city road maps, and historical maps of the United States.
Publisher’s cloth binding with cover title: Cram’s new unrivaled atlas of the world.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copy, with publisher’s black cloth binding and variant cover title: Cram’s unrivaled family atlas of the world, indexed [folio G1019 .G4493 1902; previously classed as folio G1019 .C74 1902]
References: Phillips 1075
Baskes folio G1019 .G4493 1902b (NLO)

Tunison’s atlas, encyclopaedia, gazetteer and portfolio of our universe, globe and nation : containing complete series of maps, charts, drawings, and diagrams, exhibiting the world as it is today, with description of every state and country, nation, grand division and continent, together with a complete index, giving the position, population and character of each post office, county and state from latest official sources. Brooklyn : H.C. Tunison, c1902.
Authors: H.C. Tunison (Firm) -- Tunison, Henry Cuthbert, 1855-- -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (225 p.) : ill. (some col.), 105 maps (chiefly col.), ports. ; 38 x 60 cm.
Includes index to towns and counties of the United States.
Relief shown by hachures.
Imperfect: p. 6 torn with loss of text.
Publisher’s black cloth binding.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1019 .H18 1902 (NLO)

5577 Atlas - 1902 United States - Maps - 1902 (Provisional Landing)
1 atlas : 103 maps ; 53 cm.
32nd edition.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .C7 1902 (PrCt)

5578 Atlas - 1902 United States - Maps - 1902 Historical atlases
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Cram’s ideal reference atlas of the world: political, historical, astronomical: ... with special maps illustrating the discovery, growth, products, history and gradual formation of the greater United States ... Chicago : New York : Geo. F. Cram, 1902.

Authors: George F. Cram Company -- Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (272 p.) : ill., 95 col. maps ; 38 cm.

Added title from illustrated cloth binding: Cram’s ideal reference atlas of the world, geographical, historical, statistical, educational: with the complete 1900 census by counties and towns 1902.

Includes index.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Reclassified; formerly Baskes folio G1019 .C74 1902b

References: Phillips 1075

Baskes folio G1019 .G449 1902 (NLO) 5582

5579 Atlases - 1903


Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Svenska Folkets Tidning -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 105 maps ; 149 x 97 mm.

Cover: Svenska Folkets Tidning, 1904.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

5580 Atlases - 1903

The Twentieth century peerless atlas and pictorial gazetteer of all lands. Springfield, Ohio : Published by the Crowell Publishing Co., c1903.

Authors: Crowell Publishing Company -- Matthews-Northrup Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (168 p. (some folded)) : ill. (some col.), maps (chiefly col., some folded) ; 35 cm.

Cover title: Peerless atlas of the world

Other title: 20th century peerless atlas


Includes indexes.

Illustrated t.p.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1019 .E22 1903 (NLO)

5581 Atlases - 1903

The Twentieth century atlas of the commercial, geographical and historical world: with a description of every known land, both near and remote, ancient and modern ... together with useful and timely statistics, educational, industrial, military, naval / by J. Martin Miller; superbly illustrated ... under direction of George Spiel. [Chicago? s.n.], 1903.

Authors: Miller, J. Martin (James Martin), 1859-- Matthews-Northrup Company -- Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (388 p., [1] leaf of plates) : ill. (some col.), 52 col. maps ; 42 cm.

Rev. ed. 1903.

Cover title: Twentieth century atlas and illustrated world

Some maps by Matthews-Northrup Co.; others by George F. Cram?

Also issued under titles: Monarch standard atlas of the commercial, geographical and historical world; The world up-to-date.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1019 .M54 1903 (NLO)

Atlases - 1903<->Indiana - Maps - 1903

Indiana state atlas of world. Chicago : Rand McNally, 1903.

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Evansville Courier -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas : 16 maps ; 35 cm.

Evansville Courier.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

folio RMcN atlas .J46 1903 (PrCt) 5583

Atlases - 1903 (Provisional Heading)


Authors: Alaskan Boundary Tribunal -- United States. Government Printing Office -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 47 maps ; 455 x 385 mm.

Phillips 1193

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases - 1903 (Provisional Heading)


Authors: Commercial Advertiser -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

folio RMcN atlas .N43 1903 (PrCt) 5584

Atlases - 1903 (Provisional Heading)

Complete atlas of world. Chicago : NorthernTrust, 1903.

Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- NorthernTrust -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

1 v. : 106 maps ; 183 x 145 mm.
Phillips 1082
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt) 5592

5586 Atlases - 1903 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 --
Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 70 maps ; 380 x 300 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt) 5586

5587 Atlases - 1903 (Provisional Heading)
Atlanta geografico ibero-americano. Barcelona :
MartinA, 1903.
Authors: Escude y Bartoli, Manuel -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
2 v. : 52 map plates ; 52 cm.
Phillips 05288
Ayer 135 E74 1900 (NLO) 5587

5588 Atlases - 1903 (Provisional Heading)
Atlas de geographia universal. Lisbon :
AtlasGeographia, 1903.
Authors: Ferreira da Costa, J G -- William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 40 map plates ; 31 cm.
Forms part of the William B. Greenlee Collection
Greenlee 4891 F38 1903 (NLO) 5588

5589 Atlases - 1903 (Provisional Heading)
Atlas to historical geography of Europe. New York :
Longman, 1903.
Authors: Freeman, Edward Augustus, 1823-1892
-- Weller, Edward, -1884 -- Bury, J. B. --
Longman -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 v. : 65 maps ; 230 x 155 mm.
3rd ed.
C:EdwardWeller;1974facs3e,C848;ed:JBBury
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt) 5589

5590 Atlases - 1903 (Provisional Heading)
Mission Pavie Indo-Chine: atlas. Paris :
ChallamelA, 1903.
Authors: Pavie, Auguste
1 v. : 10 map plates ; 29 cm.
Phillips 04072
folio G 68.584 (NLO) 5590

5591 Atlases - 1903 (Provisional Heading)
Everybody’s new census atlas of the world. Chicago :
Rand McNally, 1903.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 77 maps ; 36 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library). 5591

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RMcN atlas .P63 1903 (PrCt)</td>
<td>Atlas - 1903 (Provisional Heading)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 atlas : 91 maps ; 15 cm.
State Bank Chicago.
Phillips 06306.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

**Atlas - 1903 (Provisional Heading)**

Authors: United States. Bureau of the Census -- Gannett, Henry, 1846-1914 -- Bien, Julius, 1826-1909 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (16 p.) : 16 maps (chiefly col.) ; 34 cm.
Cover title.
Somehow associated with Green's Hotel, Philadelphia?
Maps on inside front and back cover.
Includes index.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

**Atlas - 1903<<>>United States - Maps - 1903**

Authors: C.S. Hammond & Company -- Green's Hotel (Philadelphia, Pa.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (16 p.) : 16 maps (chiefly col.) ; 34 cm.
Cover title.
Somehow associated with Green's Hotel, Philadelphia?
Maps on inside front and back cover.
Includes index.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Atlas - 1903<<>>United States - Maps - 1903**

*International atlas : the United states, the world, indexed : containing separate maps of each states of the United States ..., maps of continents ... and all foreign countries, a complete gazetteer ... of towns and post offices of the United States ... with the population of each according to the twelfth official census : together with a brief history of the United States ..., the Declaration of Independence, Articles of Confederation, Constitution of the United States ..., Monroe Doctrine and other important state papers, diagrams, &c., the whole forming a perfect atlas of the world. Chicago : Published by John W. Iliff & Co., [1903?].*
Editors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- John W. Iliff & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
New census ed.
Edition statement at head of title.

Cover title within stamped ornamental border:
*International atlas : United States, world, 1902 indexed, 1903.*
"Published by Geo. F. Cram, Chicago, Ill."--On some maps.
Relief shown by hachures.
Includes indexes.
Imperfect: lacking p. 89-92
Red cloth over boards.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Atlas - 1903<<>>United States - Maps - 1903**

*Tunison's peerless universal atlas of the world. [Chicago or Jacksonville, Ill.?] : H.C. Tunison, publisher, [1903].*
Authors: H.C. Tunison (Firm) -- Tunison, Henry Cuthbert, 1855-- -- Page, Burnus G. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (280 p.) : ill. (some col.), 55 col. maps, ports. ; 38 cm.
Date of publication from cover.
Includes index to towns and counties of the United States, Cuba, Phillipine Islands, and Puerto Rico Territory.
Illustrated t.p.
Publisher's black cloth binding.
Laid in: Certificate for "constant attendance and good deportment" presented to Burnus G. Page at Litchfield, October 31, 1913, by Mrs. P.A. Stites.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Atlas - 1903<<>>United States - Maps - 1903**

*Peoples' popular atlas of the world : descriptive, geographical, historical, and statistical ... : illustrated by numerous views and charts, the whole supplemented with valuable statistics, diagrams, and a complete gazetteer of the United States, giving population of every town according to the census of 1900. Chicago : Thompson & Thomas, c1903.*
Authors: Thompson & Thomas -- Tunison, Henry Cuthbert, 1855-- -- H.C. Tunison (Firm) -- Anthony, Marvin -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (320 p.) : ill. (some col.), 85 col. maps. ; 38 cm.
Most maps by H.C. Tunison.
Includes index to towns and counties of the United States.
Scales differ.
Former owner: Marvin Anthony.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 6311
Baskes folio G1019 .T388 1903 (NLO)

**Atlas - 1903<<>>United States - Maps - 1903**

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
(Provisional Heading)
Business atlas and shippers’ guide, enlarged.
Chicago : Rand McNally, 1903.
1 atlas : 103 maps ; 53 cm.
33rd edition.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Phillips 1088.
Uniform title: Commercial atlas.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .C7 1903 (PrCt)

Atlases - 1904
Authors: Chisholm, GeoC & CHLeete -- Longman -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 40 maps ; 290 x 195 mm.
Cf. Phillips 00271
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases - 1904
The Twentieth century atlas of the commercial, geographical and historical world : with a description of every known land, both near and remote, ancient and modern ... together with useful and timely statistics, educational, industrial, military, naval / by J. Martin Miller ; superbly illustrated ... under direction of George Spiel. [Chicago : s.n., 1904?], c1903.
Authors: Miller, J. Martin (James Martin), 1859- -- Matthews-Northrup Company -- Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (388 p., [1] leaf of plates) : ill. (some col.), 52 col. maps ; 42 cm.
Rev. ed. for 1904.
Cover title: Twentieth century atlas and illustrated world
"Copyright, 1899, by J. Martin Miller, Chicago, Illinois"--On maps.
Some maps by Matthews-Northrup Co; others by George F. Cram?
Also issued under titles: Monarch standard atlas of the commercial, geographical and historical worlds; The world up-to-date.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 6309
Baskes oversize G1019 .M54 1904 (NLO)

Atlases - 1904 (Provisional Heading)
1 v. : 26 maps ; 476 x 410 mm.
Cong58-2;SED162;C:USCS;E:JBien
Phillips 1452
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases - 1904 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Alaskan Boundary Tribunal -- United States. Government Printing Office -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 47 maps ; 483 x 398 mm.
Phillips 1259
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases - 1904 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Alaskan Boundary Tribunal -- United States. Government Printing Office -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 37 maps ; 483 x 392 mm.
Phillips 1261
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases - 1904 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Brooklyn Daily Eagle -- Bormay & Co. -- C.S. Hammond & Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 22 maps ; 230 x 150 mm.
C:Hammond,Bormay
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases - 1904 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Brothers of Christian Instruction of Ploërmel -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 16 maps ; 184 x 230 mm.
4th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
5612 **Atlases - 1904 (Provisional Heading)**

*Quick reference atlas & gazetteer of the world.* New York : Cram, 1904.

Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 105 maps ; 147 x 97 mm.

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection.

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)**

5613 **Atlases - 1904 (Provisional Heading)**

*Fullstandig varalds-atlas.* Minneapolis : Svenska Amerikanska, 1904.

Authors: Curtius, Ernst

1 v. : 29 map plates ; 33 cm.

G 1032.2 (NLO)

5614 **Atlases - 1904 (Provisional Heading)**


Authors: Curtius, Ernst

1 v. : 56 cm.

Ed:AHague

Phillips 18038

oversize M 7583.915 v.32 (NLO)

5615 **Atlases - 1904 (Provisional Heading)**


Authors: Geological Survey (U.S.)

1 v. : 56 cm.

Ed:AHague

Phillips 18038

5616 **Atlases - 1904 (Provisional Heading)**


Authors: Geological Survey (U.S.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)**

5617 **Atlases - 1904 (Provisional Heading)**


1 atlas : 112 maps ; 37 cm.

For Pittsburgh Dispatch.

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection.

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)**

5618 **Atlases - 1904 (Provisional Heading)**


Authors: H. G. Allen & Co. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas : 117 maps ; 36 cm.

Green cover.

For Pittsburgh Dispatch.

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

Needs conservation attention.

**Not at Newberry Library**

**Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.**

**For more information refer to the title page of this volume.**
1 atlas : 112 maps ; 37 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
\textbf{folios RCmN atlas .U54 1904 copy 1 (PrCt)}

\textbf{Atlases - 1904 (Provisional Heading)}
\textit{Unrivaled atlas of the world}. Chicago : Rand McNally, 1904.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company. McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 115 maps ; 37 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
\textbf{folios RCmN atlas .U55 1904 (PrCt)}

\textbf{Atlases - 1905}
\textit{Cram's handy reference atlas of the world : containing a complete series of 106 newly engraved maps, covering every portion of the globe, including special maps of our new possessions : accompanied by a complete index giving location and area of all divisions}. New York : Published by George F. Cram, c1905.
Authors: George F. Cram Company -- Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Chesapeake & Ohio Coal & Coke Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (112 p.) : 106 col. maps ; 19 cm.
Green cloth binding; advertisement for Chesapeake & Ohio Coal & Coke Co. printed on covers.
Includes index.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
\textbf{Baskes G1019 .G447 1905 (NLO)}

\textbf{Atlases - 1905}
\textit{Peoples' popular atlas of the world : descriptive, geographical, historical and statistical, containing a complete series of maps of modern geography, exhibiting the world and its various political divisions as they are to-day : illustrated by numerous views and charts, the whole supplemented with valuable statistics, diagrams, and a complete gazetteer of the United States, giving population of every town according to the census of 1900}. Chicago : Thompson & Thomas, c1905.
Authors: Thompson & Thomas -- Tunison, Henry Cuthbert, 1855- -- H.C. Tunison (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (340 p.) : ill., 90 maps (chiefly col.), ports. ; 38 cm.
Most maps by H.C. Tunison.
Includes index to towns and counties of the United States.
Relief shown by hachures.
Publisher's black cloth binding.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
\textbf{Baskes folio G1019 .H19 1904 (NLO)}

\textbf{Atlases - 1904 (Provisional Heading)}
\textit{Business atlas and shippers' guide, enlarged.}
\textit{Chicago : Rand McNally, 1904.}
Authors: Rand McNally and Company. McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 103 maps ; 53 cm.
34th edition.
\textbf{Phillips 1092.}
Uniform title: Commercial atlas.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
\textbf{oversize RCmN atlas .C7 1904 (PrCt)}

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
5631 Atlases - 1905 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas: 78 maps; 36 cm.
With statistical matter giving area and population.
Phillips 00942.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .U55 1905 copy 1 (PrCt)

5632 Atlases - 1905 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas: 78 maps; 36 cm.
1900 Census.
With historical, descriptive, and statistical index.
Phillips 01104<.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .N55 1905 copy 2 (PrCt)

5633 Atlases - 1905 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas: 117 maps; 36 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .N63 1905 (PrCt)

5634 Atlases - 1905 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas: 112 maps; 37 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .U54 1905 (PrCt)

5635 Atlases - 1905 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas: 115 maps; 37 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .U55 1905 (PrCt)

5636 Atlases - 1905 (Provisional Heading)
World & its peoples. [Chicago?], 1905.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas: 88 maps; 37 cm.
No title; incomp; annot.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .W3 1905 (PrCt)

5637 Atlases - 1905 (Provisional Heading)
1 v.: 80 maps; 237 x 155 mm.
WarDept.V8
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

5638 Atlases - 1905<<=>>United States - Maps - 1905
The Twentieth century peerless atlas and pictorial gazetteer of all lands. Springfield: Crowell, 1905.
Authors: Crowell Publishing Company -- Fisk & See -- Matthews-Northrup Company -- Mast, Crowell & Kirkpatrick -- Crowell & Kirkpatrick Co. -- J.N. Matthews Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (166 pages): illustrations (some color), 72 color maps, portraits; 36 cm
Cover title: Peerless atlas of the world
Includes index.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 1099
LC Card Number: map05000010
Baskes folio G1019 .C922 1905 (NLO)

5639 Atlases - 1905<<=>>United States - Maps - 1905
Authors: H.C. Tunison (Firm) -- Tunison, Henry Cuthbert, 1855-- -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (340 p.): ill. (some col.), 95 maps (chiefly col.), ports; 38 cm.
Publisher's black cloth binding with gold-stamped title: Tunison's peerless universal atlas of the world, 1907.
Illustrated t.p.
Includes index.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .H19 1905 (NLO)
1905 Geograhpy

The Twentieth century atlas of the commercial, geographical and historical world: with a description of every known land, both near and remote, ancient and modern: embracing complete, original and authentic maps of the present development of all the countries, empires and states of the world, comprising a graphic description of the people, their civilization, their religion, their government, their cities, their imports and exports, their wealth, their railways, their canals, their cables, their telegraphs, etc. etc. : including a description of the climate, the production, the rivers, the valleys, the lakes, the mountains, the minerals, the glaciers, and every other subject of interest to the American people: together with useful and timely statistics, educational, industrial, military, naval / by J. Martin Miller. [Chicago?] : L.G. Stahl, [1905].

Authors: Miller, J. Martin (James Martin), 1859-1928 -- Spiel, George -- Matthews-Northrup Company -- George F. Cram Company -- L.G. Stahl (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Stahl (L.G.), firm SEE L.G. Stahl (Firm)
Rev. ed. for 1905.

Cover title: Twentieth century atlas and illustrated world

Maps engraved by Mathews-Northrup Co.; some maps published by Geo. F. Cram.

"Superbly illustrated with more than five hundred photographic reproductions of famous places and noted people of all countries of the world, together with the peasants, their mode of living, their implements of warfare and industry, as well as original drawings and sketches of the vast and noble achievements of mankind, including art, agriculture, commerce on land and sea, in fact, everything along the line of material activities, under direction of George Spiel."

Includes index of maps.

Relief shown by hachures.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize RMcN atlas .C7 1905 (PrCt)

Atlases

1906


Authors: Century Company -- Matthews-Northrup Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas
Maps by Matthews-Northrup Company.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases

1906

Cram's quick reference atlas and gazetteer of the world : containing 105 newly engraved maps and over 40,000 index entries with the latest areas and census statistics / by George F. Cram; and edited by Dr. Eugene Murray-Aaron. New York ; Chicago : George F. Cram, c1906.

Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Murray-Aaron, Eugene, 1852-1941 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (vii, 105 [i.e. 218], [356] p.) 182 col. maps ; 15 cm.

Includes index.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Digital version of another copy available online via HathiTrust Digital Library (accessed September 2012):
http://catalog.hathitrust.org/api/volumes/oclc/67301409.html

LC Card Number: 06023556

Baskes G1019 .G4544 1906 (NLO)

Atlases

1906

The Monarch standard atlas of the commercial, geographical and historical world: with a description of every known land, both near and remote, ancient and modern ... / by J. Martin Miller. Chicago : Monarch Book Co., 1906, c1904.

Authors: Miller, J. Martin (James Martin), 1859-1928 -- Spiel, George -- Matthews-Northrup Company -- Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (388 p.) : ill. (some col.), 61 maps (some col.), ports. ; 42 cm.
Rev. ed. for 1906.

Cover title: Monarch standard atlas and illustrated world, geographical, historical and commercial.

Uniform title: Twentieth century atlas of the commercial, geographical and historical world
Includes maps by Matthews-Northrup Company and George F. Cram.

"Superbly illustrated ... under direction of George Spiel."
Contains U.S. official census figures for 1900 by state and city.
Includes index.
Originally published under titles: The twentieth century atlas of the commercial, geographical and historical world and The world up-to-date. Scales vary.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copy: oversize G1019 .M54 1906
Baskes oversize G1019 .M54 1906b (NLO)

5646 Atlasts - 1906-1908<|>United States - Maps

- 1906-1908
Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- George F. Cram Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (552 p.) : ill. (some col.), 177 col. maps, ports. ; 38 cm.
Cover title: Cram's unrivaled family atlas of the world, indexed, 1908
Includes road maps of major cities of the United States.
Includes indexes.
Illustrated t.p.
Publisher's black cloth binding; marbled edges.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .G46 1906 (NLO)

5647 Atlasts - 1906 (Provisional Heading)

1 v. : 24 maps ; 240 x 155 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

5648 Atlasts - 1906 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Kaempfer, Engelbert, 1651-1716
3 v. ; 23 cm.
G 67.461 (NLO)

5649 Atlasts - 1906 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 91 maps ; 15 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .P63 1906 (PrCt)

5650 Atlasts - 1906 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 115 maps ; 37 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .U55 1906 (PrCt)

5651 Atlasts - 1906 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Sernas, Sutaise -- Lietuvos -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 31 maps ; 235 x 163 mm.
in Lithuanian
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

5652 Atlasts - 1906 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Thompson Publishing Co. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 103 maps ; 37 cm.
Leather.
Conservation.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .W3 1906 copy 1 (PrCt)

5653 Atlasts - 1906 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Thompson Publishing Co. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 103 maps ; 37 cm.
Red cloth.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .W3 1906 copy 2 (PrCt)

5654 Atlasts - 1906 (Provisional Heading)

2 v. in 1 : 58 maps ; 231 x 155 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

5665 Atlases - 1907<<>>United States - Maps - 1907 (Provisional Heading)


5666 Atlases - 1908


5667 Atlases - 1908


Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 892. LC Card Number: map46000406 oversize G 10 .7402 (NLO)

5668 Atlases - 1908


5669 Atlases - 1908


5670 Atlases - 1908


5671 Atlases - 1908


5672 Atlases - 1908

Indexed atlas of world. Chicago : Rand McNally,
1908.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas in 2 v. : 290 maps ; 53 cm.
Cover subtitles: United States and Foreign countries.
Green cloth.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
**oversize RMcN atlas .I45 1908 copy 5 (PrCt)**

5673
**Atlases - 1908**
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas in 2 v. : 290 maps ; 53 cm.
Cover subtitles: United States and Foreign countries.
Green cloth.
Phillips 06329.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
**oversize RMcN atlas .I45 1908 copy 6 (PrCt)**

5674
**Atlases - 1908**
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas in 1 v. : 117 maps ; 53 cm.
Cover subtitle: Foreign countries.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
**oversize RMcN atlas .I45 1908 copy 7 (PrCt)**

5675
**Atlases - 1908**
*Canadian County (Okla.) - Maps - 1908 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps*
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 73 maps ; 37 cm.
Oklahoma edition.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
**folio RMcN atlas .N62 1908 copy 2 (PrCt)**

5676
**Atlases - 1908**
*Indiana - Maps - 1908*
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 73 maps ; 37 cm.
Indiana edition.
Large folding map of the state missing in this copy.
Phillips 01132b.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
**folio RMcN atlas .N62 1908 copy 1 (PrCt)**

5677
**Atlases - 1908**
*Anecdota cartographica septentrionalia*. Copenhagen, 1908.
Authors: Bjornbo & Petersen
1 v. : 69 maps ; 206 x 152 mm.
Phillips 3581.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)**

5678
**Atlases - 1908**
Authors: C.S. Hammond & Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 14 map plates
X 18.451 (NLO)

5679
**Atlases - 1908**
*Sprachsgeographie*. Aarau : Sauerlaender, 1908.
Authors: Jaberg, Karl
1 v. : 120 maps
**X 18.451 (NLO)**

5680
**Atlases - 1908**
*Unrivaled atlas of the world*. Chicago : Rand McNally, 1908.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Brooklyn Daily Eagle -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 115 maps ; 37 cm.
For Brooklyn Daily Eagle.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
**folio RMcN atlas .U55 1908 (PrCt)**

5681
**Atlases - 1908**
*Universal atlas of the world*. Chicago : Rand McNally, 1908.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 120 maps ; 366 x 300 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)**

5682
**Atlases - 1908**
Authors: Stevenson, Edward Luther, 1858-1944 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 11 map plates
**Ayer 133 C2 S85 1908 (NLO)**

5683
**Atlases - 1908**
Authors: U.S. Light-House Board -- United
1 v. : 21 maps ; 230 x 155 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

5684 Atlases - 1908 (Provisional Heading)

Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Phillips 1132a and 1448.
Uniform title: Commercial atlas.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).


The new encyclopedic atlas and gazetteer of the world / prepared and revised under the general supervision of William Patten and J.E. Homans ; containing an entirely new series of colored maps ... indicating railroad lines in a separate color ; also an index gazetteer of the world, giving precise and the most recent data regarding principal cities of the world, with which are included numerous small sectional and full-page city maps, and many photographic illustrations ; and a complete physical and commercial analysis of the United States and each of its states, and of the Dominion of Canada and each of its provinces, with a guide to the principal trunk railroads throughout North America. New York : P.F. Collier & Son, c1909.
Authors: P.F. Collier & Son Corporation -- Patten, William, 1868-1936 -- Homans, James E. (James Edward), b. 1865 -- L.L. Poates Engr'g Co. -- Dodd, Mead & Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (348 p.) : ill., 98 maps (some col.) ; 41 cm.
Maps by L.L. Poates Eng’g Co. and Dodd, Mead & Co.
Includes indexes.
Publisher’s maroon cloth binding.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 3588
LC Card Number: map10000013

5686 Atlases - 1908<>United States - Maps - 1908<>Panama Canal (Panama) - Maps - 1908

Hammond’s modern atlas of the world : a new series of physical, political and historical maps compiled from government surveys and exhibiting the latest results of geographical research : accompanied by a gazetteer of the principal towns of the world. New York : C.S. Hammond & Company, 1908.
Authors: C.S. Hammond & Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (xvi, 152, 7 p.) : ill. (chiefly col.), 118 col. maps ; 35 cm.
"Panama and the Isthmian canal": 7 p. at end. Includes index.
Publisher's illustrated red cloth binding.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

5687 Atlases - 1908<>United States - Maps - 1908 (Provisional Heading)

Baskes oversize G1019 .C5 1909 (NLO)

Baskes oversize G1019 .H33 1908 (NLO)

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
steamboat and steamship lines and electric railroads with guide maps showing the streets, transporation lines, and public buildings of the large cities in the United States : complete reference maps of all countries with full and revised index to each / engraved, printed, and published by Rand McNally & Company. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, 1909.


oversize RMcN atlas .C7 1909 (NLO)

Atlasses - 1910


Atlasses - 1910


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library) [4], 172 p. : col. maps ; 37 cm. Red buckram binding with gold and blue stamping on front panel Condition: Ends of spine worn, hinges loose, else fine Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection. Previous location: B-bottom shelf AMcN III PC 3410 (PrCt)

Atlasses - 1910


folio RMcN atlas .U54 1910 copy 2 (PrCt)

Atlasses - 1910

Scarborough’s new standard atlas of the world : a new series of over one hundred maps in colors, based upon the latest official surveys, with index-gazetteer showing population of cities and towns, including illustrations and description of United States Navy and Panama Canal : profusely illustrated. Indianapolis, Ind. Scarborough Company, c1910.


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
### Atlases - 1911

**New census atlas of the world.** Chicago: Rand McNally, 1911.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company. Commercial atlas -- Florida Times Union -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas: maps; 35 cm.
Florida Times Union.
Phillips 03628.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Needs conservation attention.
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

### Atlases - 1910

**United States - Maps - 1910.**

*The New reference atlas of the world: a new series of physical, political and historical maps compiled from government surveys and exhibiting the latest results of geographical research: with special chapters on the discovery of the North Pole and the Panama Canal, etc.*

Authors: C.S. Hammond & Company -- Ingersoll, Ernest, 1852-1946. Conquest of the north (1910) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (xvi, 104, 16, 7 p.) : ill. (some col.), 118 maps (chiefly col.), ports. ; 35 cm.
"The conquest of the north by Ernest Ingersoll": p. [7]-16, third sequence.
"Panama and the Isthmian canal": 7 p. at end.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Publisher's illustrated red cloth binding.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 6335

**Baskes folio G1019 .H446 1910 (NLO)**

### Atlases - 1910

**United States - Maps - 1910.**

*The New concise atlas of the world: containing colored maps of every country and civil division upon the face of the globe.*

Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, c1911.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Susquehanna Silk Mills -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Cover title: Rand-McNally new concise atlas of the world.
Includes index.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes G1019 .R24 1911 (NLO)**

### Atlases - 1911

**The New census physical, pictorial, and descriptive atlas of the world.**

Chicago: The Reilly & Britton Co., [1911].
Authors: Ravenstein, Ernest George, 1834-1913 -- Taylor, W. A. -- Higgins, Charles -- Reilly & Britton Co. -- Chicago Historical Society
1 atlas (192 p.) : illus., 85 col. maps ; 38 cm.
Cover title: New Census atlas of the world pictorial and descriptive.
Maps by W. A. Taylor; edited by Charles Higgins.
Scales differ.
Publisher's cloth; worn.
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005; includes CHS ownership markings.
CHS Coll., Atlas no. 23
LC Card Number: map12000002

**folio G1019 .R38 1911 (NLO)**

### Atlases - 1910

**The American library atlas of the world, containing about 100 maps, specially drawn and engraved for this work, from the latest federal,
state and transportation surveys; over 100,00
indexed place names, with their populations, and
much valuable statistical information; making a
complete compendium of geography ... all fully
indexed by Constance Beatrice Willard assisted
by Rosser W. Cobbe ... Chicago : The
Geographical Publishing Company, [1911].
Authors: Willard, Constance Beatrice -- Cobbe,
Rosser W. -- Geographical Publishing Co.
1 atlas (192 p.: ill., 92 col. maps, diagrs.) ; 39 cm.
Phillips 3634.
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 902.
G 10 .97 (NLO)
5725
Atlases - 1911-1912<<>>United States - Maps
- 1911-1912
Cram's junior atlas of the world : containing a
complete series of newly engraved maps of each
state, foreign countries and United States
possessions : with new census information,
1911-1912. Chicago : Published by George F.
Cram, c1911.
Authors: George F. Cram Company -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([19], 4-112 p.) : col. ill, 108 maps (chiefly
col.) ; 19 cm.
New census ed.
Relief shown by hachures.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1019 .G45 1911 (NLO)
5726
Atlases - 1911<<>>Anoka County (Minn.) -
Maps - 1911 - Landowners<<>>Dakota County
(Minn.) - Maps - 1911 -
Landowners<<>>Hennepin County (Minn.) -
Maps - 1911 - Landowners<<>>Ramsey
County (Minn.) - Maps - 1911 -
Landowners<<>>Scott County (Minn.) - Maps
- 1911 - Landowners<<>>Washington County
(Minn.) - Maps - 1911 -
Landowners<<>>Minnesota - Maps - 1911 -
Landowners<<>>Minneapolis Region (Minn.)
-1911 - Landowners<<>>Minneapolis Region
(Minn.) -1911 - Directories<<>>Counties -
Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
New ideal state & county survey & atlas. Chicago
: Rand McNally, 1911.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 75 maps ; 37 cm.
Connecticut edition, with a large folding map of
the state, index to towns, list of 'Connecticut
Electric Lines,' descriptive text and 'Relief map of
Connecticut' (pp. 16-20).
Phillips 3709.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .N62 1911 CN (PrCt)
5727
Atlases - 1911<<>>Connecticut - Maps - 1911
New ideal state & county survey & atlas. Chicago
: Rand McNally, 1911.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 75 maps ; 37 cm.
Connecticut edition, with a large folding map of
the state, index to towns, list of 'Connecticut
Electric Lines,' descriptive text and 'Relief map of
Connecticut' (pp. 16-20).
Phillips 3709.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .N62 1911 OH (PrCt)
5728
Atlases - 1911<<<>>Illinois - Maps -
1911<<<>>Chicago (Ill.) - Maps -
1911<<<>>Chicago Sanitary and Ship Canal
(Ill.) - Maps - 1911
New ideal state & county survey & atlas. Chicago
: Rand McNally, 1911.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago
Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 82 maps ; 37 cm.
Illinois edition, with large folding map of the state
(missing in this copy), index to towns, list of
'Illinois Electric Lines,' descriptive text on the
state, including 21 thematic maps, most col. (pp.
6-19) and 'The Sanitary District of Chicago and
the Chicago Drainage Canal,' with map (p.20).
Phillips 3718.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Needs conservation attention.
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library).
folio RMcN atlas .N62 1911 IL (PrCt)
5729
Atlases - 1911<<<>>Ohio - Maps -
1911<<<>>Ohio - Maps - 1911 - Maps, Physical
New ideal state & county survey & atlas. Chicago
: Rand McNally, 1911.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 74 maps ; 37 cm.
Ohio edition, with a large folding map of the state,
index to towns, list of 'Ohio Electric Lines,'
descriptive text (pp. 17-19) and 'Ohio physical
map' with shaded relief.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .N62 1911 OH (PrCt)
5730
Atlases - 1911 (Provisional Heading)
West coast of Scotland pilot. London, 1911.
Authors: Great Britain. Hydrographic Office
3 v. ; 24 cm.
6th ed.
L 995.366 (NLO)
5731
Atlases - 1911 (Provisional Heading)
New census atlas of world. Chicago :
Rand
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

5732

Atlasses - 1911 (Provisional Heading)


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : maps ; 35 cm.
Chicago Mill & Lumber Company.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .N447 1911 copy 2 (PrCt)

5733

Atlasses - 1911 (Provisional Heading)


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 115 maps ; 36 cm.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .N63 1911 (PrCt)

5734

Atlasses - 1911 (Provisional Heading)

Pocket atlas of world. Chicago : Rand McNally, 1911.

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 91 maps ; 15 cm.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .P63 1911 (PrCt)

5735

Atlasses - 1911 (Provisional Heading)


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Taylor Springs Coal Co. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : maps ; 35 cm.
TaylorSpringsCoal.
Phillips 03628.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .N447 1911 copy 4 (PrCt)

5736

Atlasses - 1911 (Provisional Heading)


Authors: Student Volunteer Missions -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 25 map plates ; 37 cm.
Phillips 04160
Ayer 135 S93 1911 (NLO)

Atlasses - 1911<<>>United States - Maps - 1911

Hammond's pictorial atlas of the world : a new series of over one hundred maps in color based upon the latest official surveys, and accompanied by a gazetteer of cities and towns and a descriptive gazetteer of the states, countries and physical features of the globe : profusely illustrated. New York : C.S. Hammond & Co., 1911, c1910.

Authors: C.S. Hammond & Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([6], 136, 106, [4], 8 p.) : ill. (some col.), 107 col. maps, ports. : 35 cm.

"Panama and the Isthmian Canal": [8] p. at end.
Includes indexes.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .H3844 1911 (NLO)

Atlasses - 1911<<>>United States - Maps - 1911

Cram's unrivaled atlas of the world : containing newly engraved maps and charts of each state in the United States, each grand division, and detailed maps of every county, state and kingdom in the world ... : all carefully edited and brought up to the latest date, fully indexed and magnificently illustrated. New York ; Chicago : George F. Cram, 1911.

Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- George F. Cram Company -- Cherryvale Public Library (Kan.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (560 p.) : ill. (some col.), 151 col. maps ; 39 cm.

"New census ed."

Cover title: Cram's unrivaled family atlas of the world, indexed, 1911
Includes road maps of major cities of the United States.
Includes indexes.
Scales differ.

Bookplate of Cherryvale Public Library.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 3614
Baskes folio G1019 .G46 1911 (NLO)

Atlasses - 1911<<>>United States - Maps - 1911


Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 --
Atlastes - 1911<<>>United States - Maps - 1911
Authors: Geographical Publishing Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (123 p.) : col. ill., 108 col. maps ; 20 cm.
"Contains over 100 Specially Engraved Maps, Diagrams and Thousands of Indexed Entries of Towns, and Countries with Populations from the 1910 U.S. Federal Census and other Latest Sources for Foreign Places."
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 3611
Baskes folio G1019 .G445 1911 (NLO)

Atlastes - 1911<<>>United States - Maps - 1911
The American library atlas of the world : containing about 100 maps, specially drawn and engraved for this work, from the latest federal, state and transportation surveys, over 100,000 indexed place names, with their populations, and much valuable statistical information, making a complete compendium of geography : with ample text and half-tone illustrations, all fully indexed.
Chicago : Engraved and published by the Geographical Publishing Company, c1911.
Authors: Geographical Publishing Co. -- Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Bormay & Co. -- Red Wing Advertising Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (192 p.) : ill. (some col.), 103 col. maps ; 39 cm.
Relief shown by hachures.
"New census edition"--Cover.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .G4443 1911 (NLO)

Atlastes - 1911<<>>United States - Maps - 1911
Hammond's commercial and library atlas of the world, containing a new series of maps ... and a new descriptive gazetteer of the cities of the world ... also a new atlas of American cities ... New York : C.S. Hammond & Co., 1912.
Authors: C.S. Hammond & Company
1 atlas ([496] p. : 134 col. maps, ill., front.) ; 35 cm.
Various pagings.
Baskes oversize G1019 .C5 1911 (NLO)
Atlasts - 1912 (Provisional Heading)  
*Pocket atlas of world.* Chicago : Rand McNally, 1912.  
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 atlas : 91 maps ; 15 cm.  
Cover missing.  
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).  
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).  
*RMcN atlas .L5 1912 copy 2 (PrCt)*
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

1 atlas (38 p.) : 34 col. maps ; 19 cm.
Cover title: Pacific Mail Steamship Co.'s atlas of the world
Maps by Rand McNally.
Maps dated: 1898-1913.
Includes index.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G1019 . P25 1913 (NLO)

5767

Atlases - 1913 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: C.S. Hammond & Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 91 maps ; 207 x 155 mm.
Cl. Phillips 03602
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

5768

Atlases - 1913 (Provisional Heading)
1 v. ; 23 cm.

G 07.4 (NLO)

5769

Atlases - 1913 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Perret, Robert -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 23 cm.
Ayer 7 P35 1913 (NLO)

5770

Atlases - 1913 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas in 1 v. : 173 maps ; 53 cm.
Volume 1: United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

oversize RMcN atlas .L5 1913 copy 1 (PrCt)

5771

Atlases - 1913 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas in 1 v. : 290 maps ; 53 cm.
Volume 2: Foreign countries.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

oversize RMcN atlas .L5 1913 copy 2 (PrCt)

5772

Atlases - 1913 (Provisional Heading)
New family atlas of Canada & world. Chicago :

Rand McNally, 1913.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 60 maps ; 35 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

folio RMcN atlas .N535 1913 (PrCt)

Atlases - 1913 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 115 maps ; 37 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

folio RMcN atlas .U55 1913 (PrCt)

Atlases - 1913 (Provisional Heading)
World & its peoples. Chicago : Rand McNally, 1913.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 103 maps ; 37 cm.
Leather binding.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

folio RMcN atlas .W3 1913 copy 1 (PrCt)

Atlases - 1913 (Provisional Heading)
World & its peoples. Chicago : Rand McNally, 1913.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 103 maps ; 37 cm.
Blue binding.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

folio RMcN atlas .W3 1913 copy 2 (PrCt)

Atlases - 1913 (Provisional Heading)
World & its peoples. Chicago : Rand McNally, 1913.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 103 maps ; 37 cm.
Blue binding, annotated.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

folio RMcN atlas .W3 1913 copy 3 (PrCt)

Atlases - 1913 (Provisional Heading)
United States - Maps - 1913

Orange Judd family atlas of the world.
Minneapolis, Minn. Orange Judd Company, c1913.
Authors: C.S. Hammond & Company -- Orange Judd & Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

oversize RMcN atlas .L5 1913 copy 4 (PrCt)
1 atlas (48 p.) : 39 col. maps ; 35 cm.
Cover title.
"Copyright 1913 by C.S. Hammond & Co."--Inside front cover.
Maps by C.S. Hammond & Co.
Includes indexes.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.

**Baskes folio G1019 .H2934 1913 (NLO)**

**5772 Atlases - 1914 United States - Maps - 1913**
The American library atlas of the world : containing about 100 maps, specially drawn and engraved for this work, from the latest federal, state and transportation surveys, over 100,000 indexed place names, with their populations, and much valuable statistical information, making a complete compendium of geography : with descriptive and half-tone illustrations, all fully indexed. Chicago : Charles C. Thompson Co., c1913.
Authors: Geographical Publishing Co. -- Charles C. Thompson Co. -- Rapner, A. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Thompson (Charles C.) Co., publishers, Chicago
SEE Charles C. Thompson Co.
1 atlas (192 p.) : ill. (some col.), 100 col. maps ; 38 cm.
Cover title: People's new census atlas of the world : descriptive and pictorial
"Engraved and published by The Geographical Publishing Co., Chicago."--On most maps
Includes index to countries and cities of the United States.
Publisher's illustrated red cloth binding.
Former owner's signature: A. Rapner.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes folio G1019 .A397 1913 (NLO)**

**5773 Atlases - 1914 United States - Maps - 1913 (Provisional Heading)**
Authors: P.F. Collier & Son Corporation -- Reynolds, Francis J. (Francis Joseph), 1867-1937 -- L.L. Poates Engr'g Co. -- Dodd, Mead & Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (264 p.) : ill., 98 maps (some fold., some col.) ; 39 cm.
'Panama-Pacific ed.'
'Edited and revised by Francis J. Reynolds.'
'Copyright ...by Dodd, Mead & Co., revised 1914 by L. L. Poates'--on maps.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Phillips 4416
LC Card Number: map15000001

**Baskes folio G1019 .C5 1914 (NLO)**

**5774 Atlases - 1914**
Authors: C.S. Hammond & Company
1 atlas (256 p. : ill., charts (some col.), col. maps, port.) ; 24 cm.
Includes indexes.
To Collection Services for cataloging, Feb. 2011 (PrCt)

**5775 Atlases - 1914**
Authors: Matthews-Northrup Company -- Smith, Benjamin E. (Benjamin Eli), 1857-1913 -- Century Company
1 atlas : 124 map plates ; 34 cm.
Maps by Matthews Northrup.
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 921
References: Phillips 6372
folio G 10 .162 (NLO)

**5776 Atlases - 1914**
Authors: Matthews-Northrup Company -- Smith, Benjamin E. (Benjamin Eli), 1857-1913 -- Century Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 140 maps ; 306 x 240 mm.
Edited by Benjamin E. Smith.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
References: Phillips 6372
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

**5777 Atlases - 1914**
Authors: P.F. Collier & Son Corporation -- Reynolds, Francis J. (Francis Joseph), 1867-1937 -- L.L. Poates Engr'g Co. -- Dodd, Mead & Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (264 p.) : ill., 98 maps (some fold., some col.) ; 39 cm.
'Panama-Pacific ed.'
'Edited and revised by Francis J. Reynolds.'
'Copyright ...by Dodd, Mead & Co., revised 1914 by L. L. Poates'--on maps.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Phillips 4416
LC Card Number: map15000001

**Baskes folio G1019 .C5 1914 (NLO)**

**5778 Atlases - 1914**
Authors: Smith, Benjamin E. (Benjamin Eli), 1857-1913 -- Century Company
1 atlas ; 31 cm.
Forms v. 12 of encyclopedia.
X 992 .14 v. 12 (NLO)

**5779 Atlases - 1914**
Commerce - Maps - 1914 United States - Maps - 1914 - Cities and towns - United

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Place, Publisher</th>
<th>Physical Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 atlas (368, 15 p.): ill., 128 maps (some col.); 35 cm.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Includes index.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Folded col. map of Missouri pasted to rear lining paper.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scales differ.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baskes folio G1046.G1 H35 1914 (NLO)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Atlases - 1914 (Provisional Heading)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authors: D. T. McAinsh &amp; Co. -- Rand McNally and Company</td>
<td>Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 atlas : 60 maps; 35 cm.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>folio RMcN atlas .N535 1914 (PrCt)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Atlases - 1914 (Provisional Heading)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resources &amp; opportunities of Montana</td>
<td>Helena : Independent, 1914</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authors: Montana Dept Agriculture -- Roger S. Baskes Collection</td>
<td>(Newberry Library)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 v. : 41 cm.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(PrCt)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Atlases - 1914 (Provisional Heading)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas colonial portugues.</td>
<td>Lisbon : ComisaoCartog, 1914</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authors: Portugal. Cartog colonias -- William B. Greenlee Collection</td>
<td>(Newberry Library)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 v. : 41 cm.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phillips 09188</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forms part of the William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library).</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greenlee oversize G2117 A5 1914 (NLO)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Atlases - 1914 (Provisional Heading)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authors: Rabenort, William -- L.L. Poates Engr’g Co. -- Roger S.</td>
<td>Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 v. : 34 maps; 245 x 150 mm.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C:LLPoates</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geography text.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(PrCt)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Atlases - 1914 (Provisional Heading)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Library atlas of world.</td>
<td>Chicago : Rand McNally, 1914</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authors: Rand McNally and Company</td>
<td>1 v. : 34 maps; 105 maps; 53 cm.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phillips 06363</td>
<td>Atlas in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 920 oversize G 10.741 (NLO)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Atlases - 1914 (Provisional Heading)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Desk atlas of world.</td>
<td>Chicago : Rand McNally, 1914</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection</td>
<td>(Newberry Library)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 atlas : 94 maps; 19 cm.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>folio RMcN atlas .D4 1911 (PrCt)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Atlases - 1914 (Provisional Heading)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authors: L.L. Poates Engr’g Co. -- Buck, Geo. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)</td>
<td>1 atlas (78, [19] p.): 73 col. maps; 21 cm.</td>
<td>Includes index.</td>
<td>Relief shown by shading.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scales differ.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Former owner’s inscription: Property of Geo. Buck ... N.Y.C.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baskes G1019 .L15 1914 (NLO)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Atlases - 1914 (Provisional Heading)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial atlas of America.</td>
<td>Chicago : Rand McNally, 1914</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company</td>
<td>Commercial atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 atlas : 100 maps; 35 cm.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>folio RMcN atlas .N54 1914 (PrCt)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Authors: C.S. Hammond & Company
1 atlas : 128 maps ; 34 cm.
folio G1046.G1 H35 1915 (NLO)

5790 Atlases - 1915<<>>Indiana - Maps - 1915
Hamming's new census atlas of the world : containing about 100 maps, specially drawn and engraved for this work, from the latest federal, state and transportation surveys, over 100,000 indexed place names, with their populations, and much valuable statistical information, making a complete compendium of geography with descriptive and half-tone illustrations, all fully indexed. Chicago : Engraved and published by Hamming Publishing Company, c1915.
Authors: Hamming Publishing Co. -- Geographical Publishing Co. Premier series map of Indiana -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (192 p.) : ill. (some col.), 78 col. maps ; 39 cm.
New census ed.
Edition statement from cover.
Cover title: American library atlas of the world, descriptive and pictorial Maps by Geographical Publishing Co. Publisher's illustrated red cloth binding.
Scales differ.
Laid in: Premier series map of Indiana / engraved and published by the Geographical Publishing Co., Chicago, ILL.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .H285 1915 (NLO)

5791 Atlases - 1915 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Geological Survey (U.S.)
4 v. ; 23 cm.
Bull#611-614
G 83.905 (NLO)

5792 Atlases - 1915 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Geological Survey (U.S.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
4 v. : 100 maps ; 240 x 160 mm.
Bulletins611-614
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

5793 Atlases - 1915 (Provisional Heading)
Frederick the Great and his seven years war. London : Allen&Unwin, 1915.
Authors: Hall, Ronald Alcott

5794 Atlases - 1915 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 96 maps ; 37 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .D6 1915 (PrCt)

5795 Atlases - 1915 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 96 maps ; 37 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Needs conservation attention.
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .I3 1915 copy 1 (PrCt)

5796 Atlases - 1915 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 117 maps ; 19 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .I5 1915 copy 1 (PrCt)

5797 Atlases - 1915 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 102 maps ; 36 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .I5 1915 copy 2 (PrCt)

5798 Atlases - 1915 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 117 maps ; 36 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Needs conservation attention.
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .N63 1915 (PrCt)

5799 Atlases - 1915<<>>United States - Maps - 1915 (Provisional Heading)
1 atlas : 105 maps ; 53 cm. 
5th edition. 
Phillips 4453. 
Uniform title: Commercial atlas. 
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library). 
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011). 
oversize RMcn atlas .C7 1915 (PrCt) 

Atlases - 1916 (Provisional Heading) 
Authors: Matthews-Northrup Company -- F.W. Woolworth Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 
1 atlas : 30 maps ; 187 x 131 mm. 
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. 
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt) 

Atlases - 1916 (Provisional Heading) 
Authors: Geological Survey (U.S.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 
1 v. : 36 maps ; 555 x 470 mm. 
1896-1916; Folio33,34,53,145,148,156,201 
Cf. Phillips 10590 
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. 
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt) 

Atlases - 1916 (Provisional Heading) 
Authors: Miller, Konrad, 1844-1933 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 
1 v. : 36 cm. 
Ayer 129 M5 1916 (NLO) 

Atlases - 1916 (Provisional Heading) 
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) 
1 atlas : 96 maps ; 18 cm. 
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library). 
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011). 
RMcn atlas .D6 1916 (PrCt) 

Atlases - 1916 (Provisional Heading) 
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) 
1 atlas : 100 maps ; 35 cm. 
Hand-stamped copyright copy. 
Phillips 04432. 

Atlases - 1916 (Provisional Heading) 
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) 
1 atlas : 117 maps ; 36 cm. 
Orange cover. 
Insert of bibliographic and demographic information, Pp. 121-150. 
Cities of the World index, Pp. 219-256. 
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library). 
Needs conservation attention. 
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011). 
folio RMcn atlas .N63 1916 copy 1 (PrCt) 

Atlases - 1916 (Provisional Heading) 
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 
1 v. : 96 maps ; 365 x 287 mm. 
Cf. Phillips 04422 
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. 
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt) 

Atlases - 1916<<>>United States - Maps - 1916 
Cram's unrivaled atlas of the world : newly engraved maps and charts of each state in the United States, each grand division, and detailed maps of every country, state and kingdom in the world ... : accompanied by historical description of every state and country, compromising a descriptive gazetteer of the world, and a wealth of special feature maps and latest statistical diagrams, tables, etc. : all carefully edited and brought up to the latest date, fully indexed. New York, N.Y. ; Chicago, Ill. George F. Cram Co., 1916, c1915. 
Authors: George F. Cram Company -- Clare, I. S. 

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. 
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

-- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (494 p.) : ill. (some col.), 151 col. maps, ports. ; 39 cm.
"New historical ed."
"New census edition"--Cover.
Cram’s unrivaled family atlas of the world, indexed, 1916
Historical maps by I.S. Clare.
Includes road maps of major cities of the United States.
Includes indexes.
Publisher’s black cloth binding.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Phillips 4132
**Baskes folio G1019 .G46 1916 (NLO)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>5812</th>
<th>Atlases - 1917</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>5813</th>
<th>Atlases - 1917</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>5814</th>
<th>Atlases - 1917</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>5815</th>
<th>Atlases - 1917</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>5816</th>
<th>Atlases - 1917</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>5817</th>
<th>Atlases - 1917</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>5818</th>
<th>Atlases - 1917</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
### Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>5818</th>
<th><strong>Atlases - 1917&lt;&gt;&gt;&gt;World War, 1914-1918 - Maps</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>The New universal atlas of the world: maps as they were and will be</em> / by C.O. Sylvester Mawson. Garden City, N.Y. Prepared for Sears, Roebuck &amp; Co. by Doubleday, Page &amp; Co., 1917. Authors: Mawson, C. O. Sylvester (Christopher Orlando Sylvester), 1870-1938 -- Doubleday, Page &amp; Company -- Sears, Roebuck and Company -- C.S. Hammond &amp; Company -- Bland, Dorothy S. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 atlas (xxxi, 380 p.) : 164 maps (chiefly col.) ; 35 cm. War ed. for home and school use Half title: Doubleday, Page &amp; Co.'s Geographical manual and new atlas On some maps: Copyright by C.S. Hammond &amp; Co., N.Y. European war changes, we hereby agree to send free of charge a copy of our new map of Europe, in sheet form, showing all changes in boundary lines which may be on account of the war, providing this slip is mailed to us within three months after peace has been declared and changes have been officially determined. Doubleday, Page &amp; Co. Garden City, N.Y. Includes bibliographical references (p. viii-ix) and indexes. Relief shown variously by hachures, hypsometric tints, and spot heights. Scales differ. Illustrated end papers. Page before half title page: Former owner's inscription: Dorothy S. Bland Greenup Ill. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library. Baskes folio G1019 .M378 1917 (NLO) [7th ed.?] Edited and revised by Francis J. Reynolds. Copyright L. L. Poates Eng. Co.--on maps. Includes indexes. World maps revised to 1917, showing new boundaries of all foreign states and their dependencies ... latest maps of the war zones. Scales differ. Owner's inscriptions: 'Mildred Leanore Schweitzer, August 1918' and 'Charles Lester Miller.' Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library. Duplicate copy: folio G1019 .C48 1917 Phillips 4434 Baskes folio G1019 .C5 1917 (NLO)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>5819</th>
<th><strong>Atlases - 1917&lt;&gt;&gt;&gt;World War, 1914-1918 - Maps</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

At the last line of each catalog entry...
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

(Neuber Library).
Exibited at the Newberry Library as part of Mapping Manifest Destiny : Chicago and the American West (November 3, 2007-February 16, 2008).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
R McN atl . D6 1918 copy 2 (PrCt)

Authors: Great Britain. Hydrographic Office -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 3 v. ; 25 cm.
Ayer 1875 G78 1918 (NLO)

Authors: P.F. Collier & Son Corporation 1 v.
folio G1019 C48 1918 (NLO)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) 1 atlas : 96 maps ; 18 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
R McN atlas . D6 1918 copy 1 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) 1 atlas : 117 maps ; 36 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio R McN atlas . N63 1918 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) 1 atlas : 105 maps ; 53 cm.
Uniform title: Commercial atlas.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize R McN atl . C7 1918 (PrCt)

5828 Atlases - 1918<<>>World War, 1914-1918 - Maps New reference atlas of world & war. Chicago :
Rand McNally, 1918.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) 1 atlas : 67 maps ; 37 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folios R McN atl . N67 1918 (PrCt)

Atlases - 1919

Authors: Fruit-Produce Rating Agency (Chicago, Ill.) -- Geographical Publishing Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 atlas (p. 173-336) : col. ill., 84 col. maps ; 27 cm.
Souvenir ed.
Title and publication information from cover.
Maps copyright 1919 by Geographical Publishing Co.
"Contents include county maps of all states up-to-date sectional map of Europe and Asia showing present boundaries of all nations ethnographical divisions, etc."--Cover.
"Furnished guide book subscribers as a part of our service"--Cover.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1019 . F77 1919 (NLO)

Atlases - 1919-1920

Authors: P.F. Collier & Son Corporation -- Reynolds, Francis J. (Francis Joseph), 1867-1937 -- L.L. Poates Engr'g Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 atlas (272 p.) : ill., 182 maps (some fold., some col.) ; 40 cm.
On cover: '1920 edition.'
ears 1919 copyright.
'Edited and rev. by Francis J. Reynolds.'
'Copyright L. L. Poates Eng'r Co.'--on maps.
'Profusely illustrated.'
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Phillips 6408
LC Card Number: map54001140
Baskes oversize G1019 . C5 1919 (NLO)

Atlases - 1919<<>>Dummies (Bookselling) - 1919 - Specimens

5831 New pictorial atlas of the world. [Chicago?] : Geographical Press, 1919.
'Copyright, 1919, John Thomas, Chicago, Ill.'
Cover title: The World remapped: new maps and history of the new nations
Salesman's dummy.
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.
Wing ZP 983 .G289 (NLO)

5832 Atlases - 1919 (Provisional Heading)
Keeping pace with the world : the New world loose leaf atlas. Chicago : SearsRoebuck, 1919.
Authors: C.S. Hammond & Company -- Newberry Library. John M. Wing Foundation
1 v.
Phillips 06395<
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.
Wing folio ZP 983 S439 (NLO)

5833 Atlases - 1919 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Geological Survey (U.S.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 6 maps ; 553 x 470 mm.
Folio 208; ed: Henry Hinds
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

5834 Atlases - 1919 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Matthews (J.N.) Company -- Buffalo -- Wilner, M. -- Lovell, F. J. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 31 maps ; 184 x 127 mm.
Ed: MM Wilner, hist WWI
Phillips 6400
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

5835 Atlases - 1919 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Matthews-Northrup Company -- G. & C. Merriam Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 11 maps ; 145 x 70 mm.
(1908-1919)
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

5836 Atlases - 1919 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Royal Scottish Geographical Society
1 v. : 11 map plates ; 26 cm.
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 2120
G 1043.76 (NLO)

5837 Atlases - 1919 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: U.S. Senate -- United States.
Government Printing Office -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 4 maps ; 290 x 235 mm.
EGermany, Saar, Danzig, Schleswig
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

5838 Atlases - 1919 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Wilner, Merton M. -- Matthews-Northrup Company -- Lovell, F. F. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 29 maps ; 188 x 138 mm.
C: Matthews Northrup; cover: Christian Herald
Phillips 6400
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

5839 Atlases - 1919<<>>United States - Maps - 1919 (Provisional Heading)
1 atlas : 105 maps ; 53 cm.
50th edition.
Phillips 4109.
Uniform title: Commercial atlas.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .C7 1919 (PrCt)

5840 Atlases - 1919<<>>World War, 1914-1918 - Maps
Pictorial history of the world's greatest war and new international atlas of the world : featuring a special history of the world's greatest war by S.J. Duncan-Clark ... : accompanied by about 75 maps ... from the latest federal, state and transportation surveys, over 100,000 indexed place names, with their populations, and much valuable statistical information, making a complete compendium of geography ... all fully indexed / compiled, edited and published by Geographical Publishing Co., Chicago, Ill.
Authors: Geographical Publishing Co. -- Duncan-Clark, Samuel John, 1875-1938 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (224 p.) : ill. (some col.), 73 col. maps ; 38 cm.
Includes index.
Publisher's illustrated cloth binding.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .G3967 1919 (NLO)

Victory world atlas : with new boundary lines according to the Peace Treaty of Versailles.

Boston : Youth's Companion, [1919].
Authors: J.N. Matthews Co. -- Youth's Companion -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (32 p.) : 23 col. maps ; 19 cm.
Cover title.
"Boundaries are shown on basis of information available July 4, 1919." -- P. 1.
"Copyright 1919 by the J.N. Matthews Co., Buffalo, N.Y." -- On maps.
Incomplete? Issued with 31 maps?
Printed on covers: Comparative table of total battle casualties and distinguished service crosses awarded by division ; 1919 : making a new world ; New nations and old.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G1037 .V53 1919 (NLO)

5842 Atlasts - 1920

Authors: C.S. Hammond & Company -- Chicago Historical Society
1 atlas (176 p.) : 108 col. maps ; 35 cm.
Scales differ.
Many maps the same as in their 'New reference atlas of the world, 1919.'
Publisher's cloth.
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.

CHS Coll., Atlas no. 21
LC Card Number: map20000006
folio G1019 .H33 1920 (NLO)

5843 Atlasts - 1920

Atlas of the world corrected to January 1, 1920.
[Chicago : Tribune Co., 1920].
Authors: Chicago tribune -- Chicago daily tribune (Chicago, Ill. : 1872) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (24 p.) : 11 maps ; 45 cm.
Caption title.
Detached from: Chicago Sunday tribune (Jan. 4, 1920)
In upper left corner, p. [1]: Rotogravure section.
Advertisements interspersed.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1019 .A83 1920 (NLO)

5844 Atlasts - 1920

1 atlas (384 p.) : ill., 81 col. maps ; 27 cm.
Some maps published by the Geographical Publishing Co., Chicago.
Relief shown on some maps by hachures.
New illustrated atlas of the world.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G1019 .P668 1920 (NLO)


Authors: Cunard Steamship Company, ltd. -- Anchor Line (Henderson Bros.), Ltd. -- Redfield-Downey-Odell Co. -- Cunard Travel Club, Inc. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (34 p.) : 31 col. maps ; 20 cm.
Cover title.
Caption title: Atlas of the world : containing maps in color of all the countries of the globe
Relief shown by hachures.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Label on cover: Presented with the compliments of the Cunard Travel Club, Inc., 25 Broadway, New York, N.Y.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G1019 .C94 1920z (NLO)

5846 Atlasts - 1920<--Geography - 1920

Authors: James, George Wharton, 1858-1923 -- Burgoyne, Alan H. (Alan Hughes), 1880- -- Peake, Elmore Elliott, 1871- -- Geographical Publishing Co. -- Thomas, John, fl. 1922 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (392, LXIII p.) : ill., 84 col. maps, ports. ; 27 cm.
"Copyright 1920 by John Thomas" -- T.p. verso.
"The world remapped. History of the new
Atlas - 1920-1921

The North American atlas of the world: showing Europe as reconstructed after the war ... / issued by The North American, 'Philadelphia's leading newspaper'. [Philadelphia : The North American, 1921?].
1 atlas (474 p.) : ill., 151 col. maps, ports. ; 39 cm.
"The new Europe, new world ed."
"37th edition" -- Introduction, t.p. verso
Cover title: Cram's unrivaled atlas of the world, indexed
Most historical maps by I.S. Clare.
Includes road maps of major cities of the United States.
Includes indexes.
Publisher's green cloth binding.
Scales differ.
Bookplates of State Library of Pennsylvania.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1019 .G46 1920 (NLO)

Atlases - 1921

Handy atlas of the world. Chicago : Laird & Lee, 1921.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Laird & Lee, Publishers -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 95 maps ; 185 x 160 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases - 1921

Commercial atlas of foreign countries. Chicago : Rand McNally, 1921.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Commercial atlas (1921) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : maps ; 53 cm.
2nd edition.
Uniform title: Commercial atlas.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
References: Phillips 6461.
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

oversize RMcN atlas .C7 1921 (PrCt)

Atlases - 1921

World atlas and gazetteer: ... colored maps and charts of each state in the United States, detailed maps of every country in the world, with special maps of the new European republics: also, geographic maps showing the battle lines on the...
 western front at critical periods during the World War, historical maps showing the rise and fall of the various kingdoms ..., accompanied by a special rotogravure supplement showing etchings of the chief cities and notable sights of the different countries of the world, including also a descriptive gazetteer to the world, together with a chronological review of the salient events of the Great War: in addition, full statistical tables showing population according to the census of 1920, all edited and brought down to 1921, fully indexed / published by the Mid-Week Pictorial and Current History Magazine of The New York Times Company. New York City, N.Y. New York Times Co., c1921.


1 atlas (356 p.) : ill. (some col.), 154 maps (chiefly col., some folded), ports. ; 39 cm.

"This edition of the unrivaled atlas and gazetter is issued by the New York Times Company in connection with the Mid-Week Pictorial and the Current History Magazine, with the collaboration of the George F. Cram Company of Chicago, Illinois."--T.p. verso.

Most maps by George F. Cram Company; most historical maps by I.S. Clare.

Publisher’s brown cloth binding.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1019 .N52 1921 (NLO)

5866 Atlases - 1921 (Provisional Heading)

Desk atlas of world. Chicago : Rand McNally, 1921.

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas : 94 maps ; 19 cm.

Hand-stamped copyright copy.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

RMcN atlas .D4 1921 (PrCt)

5867 Atlases - 1921 (Provisional Heading)


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas : 31 maps ; 19 cm.

Hand-stamped copyright copy.

Phillips 06463.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

RMcN atlas .G4 1921 (PrCt)

5868 Atlases - 1921 (Provisional Heading)


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas : 67 maps ; 19 cm.

Hand-stamped copyright copy.

Phillips 06464.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

RMcN atlas .G4S 1921 (PrCt)

5869 Atlases - 1921 (Provisional Heading)

Handy atlas of world. Chicago : Rand McNally, 1921.

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas : 96 maps ; 18 cm.

Dollar Atlas, for Laird and Lee.

Phillips 06465.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .H35 1921 copy 1 (PrCt)

5870 Atlas - 1921 (Provisional Heading)
Ideal atlas of the world. Chicago : Rand McNally, 1921.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 96 maps ; 37 cm.
No t.p., 1921 written inside inside cover.
Phillips 06466.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .J3 1921 (PrCt)

5871 Atlas - 1921 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 114 maps ; 36 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Phillips 06467.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .J5 1921 (PrCt)

5872 Atlas - 1921 (Provisional Heading)
Pocket atlas of world. Chicago : Rand McNally, 1921.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 100 maps ; 15 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Phillips 06468.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .P63 1921 copy 1 (PrCt)

5873 Atlas - 1921 (Provisional Heading)
Pocket atlas of world. Chicago : Rand McNally, 1921.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 100 maps ; 15 cm.
Blue cloth cover.
Phillips 06468.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .P63 1921 copy 2 (PrCt)

5874 Atlas - 1921 (Provisional Heading)
World's resources. Chicago : Rand McNally, 1921.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 16 maps ; 34 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.

No date printed, no publisher or place of pub.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .W96 1921 (PrCt)

5875 Atlas - 1921 (Provisional Heading)
United States - Maps - 1921
Authors: Geographical Publishing Co. -- Hamilton, Estel -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (128 p.) : ill., 68 col. maps. ; 20 cm.
"Contains over 65 specially engraved maps, descriptive text, statistics, diagrams and thousands of indexed entries of towns and countries with population from the 1920 United States federal census and other latest sources for foreign countries."
Includes index.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Owner's inscription: Estel Hamilton, McCune, Kansas.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1019 .G396 1921 (NLO)

Atlas - 1921 (Provisional Heading)
United States - Maps - 1921
Rand McNally commercial atlas of America : Containing large-scale maps of all states in the United States and its outlying possessions, the provinces of the Dominion of Canada, Newfoundland, Mexico, Central America, Panama, Bermuda, the West Indies, Cuba, and various other useful maps, also large continental maps of North America, South America, Europe, Africa, Asia, and Oceania, and a new map of South America in five sections, including complete and revised indices with latest population figures for each country. Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., 1921.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Commercial atlas
1 atlas (lii, 400 p. incl. 167 maps., diagr. : col. maps) ; 53 cm.
At head of title: Fifty-second edition. Also Rand McNally.
Uniform title: Commercial atlas.
On cover: Special census edition.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Table of contents on inside of cover.
Phillips 6460.
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 1222
oversize G 10 .725 (NLO)

5877 Atlases - 1921>>>United States - Maps - 1921
Rand McNally commercial atlas of foreign
countries, a companion volume to the
Commercial atlas of America containing
maps--showing all recent boundary changes--of
all the countries and principal political divisions of
the world outside the United States of America,
and detail maps of important islands, cities and
ports, with an alphabetical index of more than
150,000 place names and names of physical
features, with key to location on map; latest
available population figures; chief ports of call;
many industrial, commercial and historical
notations; altitudes of principal mountains,
lengths of chief rivers, and depths of principal
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally and Company. Commercial atlas
1 atlas (349 p. incl. 76 col. maps. (2 uncolored)) ;
53 cm.
2nd ed.
Uniform title: Commercial atlas.
At head of title: Rand McNally.
First ed. published in 1913 under title: Atlas of
foreign countries.
Phillips 6461.
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 953.
LC Card Number: map21000007
oversize G 10 .726 (NLO)

5878 Atlases - 1922
The New reference atlas of the world. A new
series of physical, political and historical maps
compiled from government and other surveys
and exhibiting the latest results of geographical
research. New York : C.S. Hammond & Co.,
1922.
Authors: C.S. Hammond & Company
1 atlas (2 p. l., 144 p. : 87 col. maps, diagrams) ;
32 cm.
Many maps the same as those in 'Hammond's
modern atlas of the world, 1920.'
Phillips 6485.
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 962a.
NL 22-1236
326846
folio G 10 .383 (NLO)

5879 Atlases - 1922
Putnam's handy map book. New York : Putnam,
1922.
Authors: G.P. Putnam's Sons -- C.S. Hammond
& Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 v. : 117 maps ; 157 x 110 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
References: Phillips 6499
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

5880 Atlases - 1922
Cram's modern reference atlas of the world.
Authors: George F. Cram Company -- Cram,
George Franklin, 1841-1928
1 atlas (531 p. : 142 maps) ; 39 x 33 cm.
References: Phillips 6481; Atlases in libraries of
Chicago (1936) no. 961
G 10 .1905 (NLO)

5881 Atlases - 1922
School atlas. Chicago : Rand McNally, 1922.
Authors: Goode, J. Paul, 1862-1932 -- Rand
McNally and Company -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 19 maps ; 285 x 246 mm.
1st ed.
preprint,abridged
Phillips 6484
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

5882 Atlases - 1922>>>Europe - Maps - 1922
The Literary Digest atlas of the new Europe and
the Far East : showing the new countries and
new boundaries resulting from the great war and
from the treaties of peace, with explanatory
historical, political and economic articles
prepared from the most recent and authoritative
sources in Europe and America / by Allan
Updegraff. New York : Funk and Wagnalls,
1922.
Authors: Literary digest (New York, N.Y. : 1890)
-- Updegraff, Allan, 1883-1965 --
Matthews-Northrup Works -- Funk & Wagnalls
Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 atlas (48 p.) : 20 col. maps ; 30 cm.
Cover title: The Literary Digest historical and
political atlas of the new Europe and the Far
East.
'Copyright 1921 by Funk & Wagnalls Company,
New York. The Matthews-Northrup Works,
Buffalo, N.Y.,'--on maps.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: map22000014
Baskes folio G1019 .J6 1922 (NLO)

5883 Atlases - 1922>>>Geography - 1922
New pictorial atlas of the world / by George
Wharton James and Alan H. Burgoyne, and
Elmore Elliott Peake. [Chicago? Geographical
Publishing Co.?], c1922.
Authors: James, George Wharton, 1858-1923 --
Burgoyne, Alan H. (Alan Hughes), 1880- --
Peake, Elmore Elliott, 1871- -- Geographical
Publishing Co. -- Thomas, John, fl. 1922 --
Dickerson, Lucy -- Dickerson, Edith -- Paslore,
Ellen -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([i]-x, 384, [i]-xlvi p.): ill., 80 maps (some col.); 26 cm.
New census ed.
'The world remapped' (logo), and 'history of the new nations'--Cover.
'Copyright 1922 by John Thomas.'
'1920 federal census of cities and towns of the United States': p. [i]-xlvii.
Includes indexes.
Scales differ.
Owner's inscriptions of Lucy and Edith Dickerson and Ellen Pasloire.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 96675232
Baskes G1019 J136 1922 (NLO)

5884
Atlases - 1922 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Bartholomew, John
2 v. : 112 map plates; 45 cm.
Phillips 06507
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 958
oversize G 10.871 (NLO)

5885
Atlases - 1922 (Provisional Heading)
*Quick reference atlas of the world.* Chicago: CramGF, 1922.
Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 128 maps; 151 x 97 mm.
Phillips 6482
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCl)

5886
Atlases - 1922 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: D. C. Andrews -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas: 29 maps; 19 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas A69 1922 (PrCl)

5887
Atlases - 1922 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Geological Survey (U.S.)
1 v. ; 23 cm.
Bull#707
G 83.905 part E (NLO)

5888
Atlases - 1922 (Provisional Heading)
1 atlas: 24 maps; 29 cm.
Uniform title: Goode's school atlas.
Pg 94-95 missing.
Brown binding.
Phillips 06484
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas G6 1922 copy 1 (PrCl)

5889
Atlases - 1922 (Provisional Heading)
1 atlas: 24 maps; 29 cm.
Uniform title: Goode's school atlas.
Black binding.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas G6 1922 copy 2 (PrCl)

5890
Atlases - 1922 (Provisional Heading)
*Pocket atlas of the world.* Chicago: Laird & Lee, 1922.
Authors: Laird & Lee, Publishers -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas: 100 maps; 15 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas P63 1922 (PrCl)

5891
Atlases - 1922 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Mori, Attilio, 1865-1937 -- Instituto Geog Militare -- Italy. Amministr. Guerra
1 v. ; 28 cm.
5A 5673 (NLO)

5892
Atlases - 1922 (Provisional Heading)
*Complete atlas of the world.* Chicago: Rand McNally, 1922.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas: 114 maps; 36 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Phillips 06502.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas C72 1922 copy 1 (PrCl)

5893
Atlases - 1922 (Provisional Heading)
*Complete atlas of the world.* Chicago: Rand McNally, 1922.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas: 114 maps; 36 cm.
Editor's notes

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Light brown binding.
Phillips 06502.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .C72 1922 copy 2 (PrCt)

5894 Atlases - 1922 (Provisional Heading)
Ideal atlas of the world. Chicago : Rand McNally, 1922.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 96 maps ; 37 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Phillips 06503.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .j3 1922 (PrCt)

5895 Atlases - 1922 (Provisional Heading)
Ohio River: charts, drawings & descriptions.
Washington : GPO, 1922.
Authors: United States. Army. Corps of
Engineers -- Jones, R. R. -- United States.
Government Printing Office -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 62 maps ; 236 x 154 mm.
Edited by R.R. Jones.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

5896 Atlases - 1922 United States - Maps - 1922
(Provisional Heading)
Commercial atlas of America. Chicago : Rand
McNally, 1922.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally and Company. Commercial atlas -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 105 maps ; 53 cm.
53rd edition.
Phillips 6501.
Uniform title: Commercial atlas.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .C7 1922 (PrCt)

5897 Atlases - 1923
The Universal atlas of the world : a new series of
physical, political and historical maps compiled
[sic] from government surveys and exhibiting the
latest results of geographical research.
Philadelphia : Published for John Wanamaker,
1923.
Authors: John Wanamaker (Firm) -- C.S.
Hammond & Company -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (176 p.) : 111 maps (chiefly col.) ; 35 cm.
Maps by C.S. Hammond & Co.
Includes indexes.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .J694 1923 (NLO)

Atlases - 1923 Europe - Maps - 1923 Asia - Maps - 1923
Literary Digest atlas of the new Europe & Far
Authors: Literary digest (New York, N.Y. : 1890)
-- Updegraff, Allan, 1883-1965
-- Matthews-Northrup Works -- Funk & Wagnalls
Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 atlas. ; 20 maps
6th ed.
Includes maps by Matthews-Northrup Co.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
References: Phillips 7804
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

Atlases - 1923 Geography - 1923
Goode's school atlas, physical, political and
economic, for American schools and colleges.
Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Co.,
[1923].
Authors: Goode, J. Paul, 1862--1932 -- Goode's
school atlas -- Rand McNally and Company
1 atlas (xii, 96, 41 p. incl. 71 maps, col. pl.) ; 29
cm.
In addition to the regular physical, political and
economic maps, other maps show ocean
currents, vegetation, climate, commerce,
steamship routes, population, soil, language and
industries.
Small maps of the following cities: Washington --
-- Niagara Falls -- Boston -- Philadelphia --
Detroit -- Cleveland -- St. Louis -- Minneapolis --
London -- Hamburg -- Berlin -- Vienna.
Phillips 6521.
G 10 .35 (NLO)

Atlases - 1923 Names, Geographical - 1923 Gazetteers
Authors: Funk & Wagnalls Company -- C.S.
Hammond & Company -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (176 p.) : ill., 94 col. maps ; 25 cm.
Maps by C.S. Hammond & Co.
Includes indexes.
Scales differ.
dw
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
References: Phillips 6519
LC Card Number: map35000019
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

Atlases - 1923 Names, Geographical - 1923 Gazetteers
1923 Atlas of the world and gazetteer : containing
new maps of the principal countries of the world and separate maps of each American state and territory, the Canadian provinces, etc., etc. : accompanied by individual indexes of each state, province, etc. and a descriptive gazetteer of the principal countries of the world. New York : Funk and Wagnalls Company, 1923.
Authors: Funk & Wagnalls Company -- C.S. Hammond & Company -- Spadafora, David, 1951-
1 atlas (176 p.) : ill., 94 col. maps ; 25 cm.
Maps by C.S. Hammond & Co.
Includes indexes.
Scales differ.
Inscribed by former owner: David C. Spadafora.
References: Phillips 6519
LC Card Number: map35000019
G1019 .F78 1923 (NLO)

Authors: Cunard Steamship Company, ltd. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 29 maps ; 19 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
References: Phillips 6527.
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .A69 1923 (PrCt)

5903 Atlases - 1923 (Provisional Heading)
1 atlas : 71 maps ; 29 cm.
Uniform title: Goode's school atlas.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .G6 1923 (PrCt)

5904 Atlases - 1923 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 116 maps ; 36 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Phillips 06530.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .P7 1923 (PrCt)

5905 Atlases - 1923 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Ratzel, Friedrich
1 v. ; 24 cm.
3rd ed.
J 15.734 (NLO)

5906 Atlases - 1923>>>United States - Maps - 1923
Authors: C.S. Hammond & Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (iv, 144 p.) : 89 maps (chiefly col.) ; 32 cm.
Includes indexes.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Cf. Phillips 6485
Baskes folio G1019 .H3665 1923 (NLO)

5907 Atlases - 1923>>>United States - Maps - 1923
General atlas of the world. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Company, [1923].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (72 p.) : col. maps ; 20 cm.
Cover title.
Index at end includes population figures from the 1920 U.S. census.
Imperfect; pages 55-66 trimmed away.
Maps include plate nos. "10 R 23", "11 R 23", and "12 R 23".
Cover art: Illustration of transportation modes (car, train, elephant, etc.)
Editor's (?) manuscript note on cover: Damaged.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .G45 1923 (PrCt)

5908 Atlases - 1923>>>United States - Maps - 1923
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 105 maps ; 53 cm.
54th edition.
Phillips 6528.
Uniform title: Commercial atlas.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .C7 1923 (PrCt)

5909 Atlases - 1924
Hammond's Unabridged atlas and gazetteer of the world. An unusually complete and superior collection of maps with statistical gazetteers and indexes containing the latest available population

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: C.S. Hammond & Company
1 atlas (444 p. : ill., 159 col. maps, diagr.) ; 34 cm.
Contains maps of the 'United States showing Federal reserve districts,' and 'A map showing the principal voyages of discovery to America, 1492 to 1611.'
Phillips 6551.
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 980.
Map 25-1
349315
folio G 10 .382 (NLO)

5910 Atlases - 1924
Authors: Funk & Wagnalls Company -- C.S. Hammond & Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 106 maps ; 244 x 169 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
References: Phillips 6550
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

5911 Atlases - 1924 Geographical - 1924
Authors: James, George Wharton, 1858-1923 -- Burgoyne, Alan H. (Alan Hughes), 1880- -- Peake, Elmore Elliott, 1871- -- Geographical Publishing Co. -- Thomas, John, fl. 1922
1 atlas ([i]-x, 384, [i]-xlvi p.) : ill., col. maps) ; 26 cm.
'New census edition.'
'The world remapped' (logo), and 'new 1925 edition'--Cover.
'Copyright 1924 by John Thomas.'
'Geographical Publishing Co. Chicago'--On some maps.
'1920 federal census of cities and towns of the United States': p. [i]-xlvi.
Includes indexes.
Scales differ.
Gift 2008, Kelly Reiss.
map4C G3201.AT 1925 .J3 (PrCt)

5912 Atlases - 1924 (Provisional Heading)
Quick reference atlas of the world. Chicago : CramGF, 1924.
Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 128 maps ; 151 x 97 mm.
re1934plebiscites
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

5913 Atlases - 1924 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Philippi, Friedrich
1 v.
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 2242
Case F 4701.68 (NLO)

5914 Atlases - 1924 (Provisional Heading)
International atlas of world. Chicago : Rand McNally, 1924.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 118 maps ; 36 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
D.j.
Phillips 06529.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .J5 1924 (PrCt)

5915 Atlases - 1924 (Provisional Heading)
Pocket atlas of world. Chicago : Rand McNally, 1924.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 100 maps ; 15 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Phillips 06564.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .P63 1924 (PrCt)

5916 Atlases - 1924 United States - Maps - 1924
Authors: C.S. Hammond & Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (iv, 144 p.) : 90 maps (chiefly col.) ; 32 cm.
Includes indexes.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .H3665 1924 (NLO)

5917 Atlases - 1924 United States - Maps - 1924
Augustana Evangelical Lutheran Church Ecclesiastical geography - Maps - 1924 Augustana Synod SEE Augustana Evangelical Lutheran Church
The Augustana atlas of the world : and 1920 census : with interesting information pertaining to the history and work of the Augustana Synod. Rock Island, Ill. Augustana Book Concern, [1924?].
Authors: Augustana Evangelical Lutheran Church -- Augustana Book Concern (Rock Island, Ill. : 1903-1962) -- C.S. Hammond & Company --
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Augustana Synod -- SEE Augustana Evangelical Lutheran Church
1 atlas (176 p.) : ill., 99 maps (chiefly col.) ; 22 cm.
Maps by C.S. Hammond & Co.
"Facts you should know about the Augustana Synod": p. 161-176.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: map54001130

Baskes G1019 .A94 1924 (NLO)

5922

Atlases - 1925<<>>Europe - Maps - 1925<<>>Asia - Maps - 1925
The Literary digest atlas of the new Europe and the Far East : showing the new countries and new boundaries resulting from the great war and from the treaties of peace, with explanatory historical, political and economic articles : prepared from the most recent and authoritative sources in Europe and America / by Allan Updegraff. New York : Funk & Wagnalls Company, 1925.
Authors: Literary digest (New York, N.Y. : 1890) -- Updegraff, Allan, 1883-1965 -- Matthews-Northrup Works -- Funk & Wagnalls Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (48 p.) : 21 maps (chiefly col.) ; 32 cm. 7th ed., completely rev.
Cover title: Literary digest historical and political atlas of new Europe and the Far East
Other title: Literary digest (New York, N.Y. : 1890)
Maps by Matthews-Northrup Works.
Map on inside front cover.
Publisher’s advertisements: p. 44-48.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .J6 1925 (NLO)

5923

Atlases - 1925 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Bartholomew, John -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 29 map plates ; 37 cm.
Phillips 05411

Ayer 135 i59 1925 (NLO)

5924

Atlases - 1925 (Provisional Heading)
Goode's school atlas. Chicago : Rand McNally, 1925.
Authors: Goode, J. Paul, 1862-1932 -- Goode's school atlas -- Rand McNally Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 71 maps ; 29 cm.
Uniform title: Goode's school atlas.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .G6 1925 (PrCt)
5925  Atlases - 1925 (Provisional Heading)
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 71 maps ; 29 cm.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .W84 1925 (PrCt)

5926  Atlases - 1925 (Provisional Heading)
Corporation maps & charts. New York : Poor, 1925.
Authors: Poor's Publishing Company
1 v. : 39 map plates ; 34 cm.
oversize G1201 N39 P6 1925 (NLO)

5927  Atlases - 1925 (Provisional Heading)
Columbian atlas. Chicago : Rand McNally, 1925.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company
1 atlas : 73 maps ; 34 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
D.j. (tattered).
Phillips 06591.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .C67 1925 copy 1 (PrCt)

5928  Atlases - 1925 (Provisional Heading)
Columbian atlas. Chicago : Rand McNally, 1925.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company
1 atlas : 73 maps ; 34 cm.
D.j.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .C67 1925 copy 2 (PrCt)

5929  Atlases - 1925 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company
1 atlas : 116 maps ; 36 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
References: Phillips 6593.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .P7 1925 (PrCt)

5930  Atlases - 1925 (Provisional Heading)
Cannae. Berlin : Mittler, 1925.
Authors: Schlieffen, Alfred Graf von
1 v. : 79 map plates ; 26 cm.
Phillips 07731<
U 2.794 (NLO)

5931  Atlases - 1925 - United States - Maps - 1925

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Atlases - 1926 (Provisional Heading)
International atlas of the world. Chicago : Rand McNally, 1926.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 118 maps ; 36 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

Atlases - 1926 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 116 maps ; 36 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

Atlases - 1926 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Schmidt, Wilhelm -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 13 map plates
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 264
Ayer 402 S3 1926 (NLO)

Atlases - 1926 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Schott, Gerhard -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 29 cm.
Ayer 7 S37 1926 (NLO)

Atlases - 1926 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: C.S. Hammond & Company -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (iv, 172 p.) : 90 maps (chiefly col.) ; 32 cm.
Maps copyright C.S. Hammond & Co.

"Latest maps, includes all post-war changes of capitals and boundaries, completely indexed alphabetical list of large-scale state maps, parcel post subdivisions and regulations, census returns."
Includes indexes.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .H2927 1926 (NLO)

Atlases - 1926 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 232 maps ; 53 cm.

Latest maps, includes all post-war changes of capitals and boundaries, completely indexed alphabetical list of large-scale state maps, parcel post subdivisions and regulations, census returns."
Includes indexes.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1019 .R48 1926 (NLO)

Atlases - 1926 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 232 maps ; 53 cm.
57th edition.
Phillips 6631.
Uniform title: Commercial atlas.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
At head of title: The handy book with the big maps.
"L.L. Poates Engr’g Co., N.Y."--On maps.
"With population figures from the latest authorities including the United States census of 1920."
Includes indexes.
Scales differ.
Stamp: Town of Eustis.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 6664

**Baskes G1019 .W68 1927 (NLO)**

**Atlases - 1927**

Authors: Literary digest (New York, N.Y. : 1890) -- C.S. Hammond & Company -- Funk & Wagnalls Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 103 maps ; 244 x 168 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
References: Phillips 6650

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)**

**Atlases - 1927**

Authors: P.F. Collier & Son Corporation -- Reynolds, Francis J. (Francis Joseph), 1867-1937 -- Ward, Adam -- L.L. Poates Engr’g Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (272 p.) : ill., 247 maps (some folded, some col.) ; 40 cm.
‘1927 ed.’
'Edited by Francis J. Reynolds.'
'Revised to date by Adam Ward.'
"Copyright L. L. Poates Eng. Co.--on maps.
‘Population statistics of the Federal census of 1920…’
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Phillips 6645

**Baskes folio G1019 .C5 1927 (NLO)**

**Atlases - 1927 (Provisional Heading)**

*Thesaurus philo-politicus.* Darmstadt :

---
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

HerrmannF, 1927.
Authors: Meissner, Daniel
2 v.
Facsimile.

**Case W 1025.568 (NLO)**

**5952**

**Atlases - 1927 (Provisional Heading)**
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 118 maps ; 36 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
*folio RMcN atlas .I5 1927 (PrCt)*

**5953**

**Atlases - 1927 (Provisional Heading)**
*Pocket atlas of world.* Chicago : Rand McNally, 1927.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 100 maps ; 15 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
*RMcN atlas .P63 1927 (PrCt)*

**5954**

**Atlases - 1927 (Provisional Heading)**
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 102 maps ; 34 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
*RMcN atlas .W46 1927 copy 2 (PrCt)*

**5955**

**Atlases - 1927 (Provisional Heading)**
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 102 maps ; 34 cm.
No date, annotated.
Phillips 06660.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
*RMcN atlas .W46 1927 copy 1 (PrCt)*

**5956**

**Atlases - 1927 (Provisional Heading)**
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 112 maps ; 36 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
*RMcN atlas .W5 1927 (PrCt)*

**5957**

**Atlases - 1927 (Provisional Heading)**
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 100 maps ; 15 cm.
Cover: Pocket Atlas World.
Phillips 06662.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
*RMcN atlas .W56 1927 copy 1 (PrCt)*

**5958**

**Atlases - 1927 (Provisional Heading)**
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 107 maps ; 36 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Phillips 06663.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
*RMcN atlas .P7 1927 (PrCt)*

**5959**

**Atlases - 1927 (Provisional Heading)**
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 104 maps
Phillips 6660
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

**5960**

**Atlases - 1927 (Provisional Heading)**
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 104 maps
Phillips 6660
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

**5961**

**Atlases - 1927 (Provisional Heading)**
1 v. ; 4 maps ; 237 x 158 mm.
5th ed.
V2,1937SailingDirectionsWestIndies
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

**5962**

**Atlases - 1927 (Provisional Heading)**
*Hammond’s modern atlas of the world : with new maps and new census figures of all countries and
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalog Entry</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Publication Details</th>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
5972 **Atlasts - 1928**
United States - Maps - 1928
Cram's unrivaled atlas of the world : complete series of detailed maps covering the entire world ... / engraved, printed and published by the George F. Cram Co. Indianapolis, Ind. George F. Cram, 1928.
Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- George F. Cram Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (416 p.) : ill. (some col.), 174col. maps, ports. ; 39 cm.
1928 ed.
Cover title: Cram's unrivaled atlas of the world, indexed
Includes road maps of major cities of the United States.
Includes indexes.
Publisher's green cloth binding.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .G46 1928 (NLO)

5973 **Atlasts - 1928**
United States - Maps - 1928
(Provisional Heading)
1 atlas : maps ; 53 cm.
59th edition.
Phillips 6683.
Uniform title: Commercial atlas.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .C7 1928 (PrCt)

5974 **Atlasts - 1929**
Authors: Geographical Publishing Co. -- James, George Wharton, 1858-1923 -- Burgoyne, Alan H. (Alan Hughes), 1880- -- Peake, Elmore Elliott, 1871- -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (XXI, 122 p.) : ill., 75 col. maps ; 38 cm.
New 1929 ed.
Publisher's stamped binding with motto: The world remapped.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .S566 1929 (NLO)

5975 **Atlasts - 1929**
The Literary digest atlas of the world and gazetteer : containing new maps of the principal countries of the world ... New York : Funk and Wagnalls Co., 1929.
Authors: Literary digest (New York, N.Y. : 1890) -- C.S. Hammond & Company -- Funk & Wagnalls Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (248 p.) : maps (some col.) ; 25 cm.
Other title: Atlas of the world and gazetteer.
Maps by C.S. Hammond & Co.
References: Phillips 6650; Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 1008
G 10 .51 (NLO)

5976 **Atlasts - 1929**
(Provisional Heading)
Authors: George Philip & Son 1 v. ; 28 cm.
folio G1019 P5575 1929 (NLO)

5977 **Atlasts - 1929**
(Provisional Heading)
Authors: Kammerer, Albert -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
2 v. in 4 ; 37 cm.
Ayer 6 K15 1929 (NLO)

5978 **Atlasts - 1929**
(Provisional Heading)
Schlachten-atlas zur antiken kriegs. Leipzig, 1929.
Authors: Kromayer, Johannes 5 v. in 1 : 120 map plates Phillips 05627
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 294
U 205.46 (NLO)

5979 **Atlasts - 1929**
(Provisional Heading)
1 atlas : 112 maps ; 36 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .W5 1929 (PrCt)

5980 **Atlasts - 1929**
(Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 107 maps ; 36 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Phillips 06714.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .P7 1929 (PrCt)

5981 **Atlasts - 1929**
United States - Maps - 1929
Authors: C.S. Hammond & Company -- Harrison, Richard Edes -- Forbes Magazine -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([8], 176 p.) : 121 col. maps ; 32 cm.
Somehow associated with R.E. Harrison and Forbes Magazine?
"New maps, new indexes, new gazetteer."
Includes indexes.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1019 .S566 1930 (NLO)

5982 Atlases - 1929<<>>United States - Maps - 1929 (Provisional Heading)


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : maps ; 53 cm.
Editor's copy, extensive annotations.
60th edition.
Phillips 6712.
Uniform title: Commercial atlas.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

oversize RMcN atlas .C7 1929 (PrCt)

5983 Atlases - 1930

Authors: C.S. Hammond & Company
1 atlas ; 21 cm.
G1019 .H33 1930 (NLO)

5984 Atlases - 1930

Authors: Equitable Life Insurance Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 65 maps ; 18 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

RMcN atlas .C737 1930 (PrCt)

5985 Atlases - 1930

Authors: Geographical Publishing Co. -- James, George Wharton, 1858-1923 -- Burgoyne, Alan H. (Alan Hughes), 1880- -- Peake, Elmore Elliott, 1871- -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (122, XXII p.) : ill., 75 col. maps ; 38 cm.
New 1930 ed.
Publisher's stamped binding with motto: The world remapped.
Scales differ.
Edition statement from cover.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1019 .S566 1930 (NLO)

Atlases - 1930

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Equitable Life -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 70 maps ; 180 x 140 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
References: Phillips 6730

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases - 1930 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Frazer, Sir J G
1 v.
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 2299

G 32001.31 (NLO)

Atlases - 1930 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Geographical Publishing Co. -- Educators Association -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 56 maps ; 285 x 213 mm.

Ed:ARBrubacher
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases - 1930 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Marvan, Institut arte grafice
1 v. : 23 cm.
Phillips 09201

folio G2036 E1 R6 1930 (NLO)

Atlases - 1930 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Matthes, François, 1874-1948 -- Geological Survey (U.S.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 6 maps ; 290 x 231 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases - 1930 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 67 maps ; 19 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection.
 Atlases - 1930 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 112 maps ; 36 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Phillips 06731.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .W5 1930 copy 1 (PrCt)

Atlases - 1930 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 81 maps ; 27 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Phillips 06732.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .W7 1930 (PrCt)

Atlases - 1930 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Literary digest (New York, N.Y. : 1890) -- C.S. Hammond & Company -- Funk & Wagnalls Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (92 p.) : 87 col. maps ; 31 cm.
Cover title.
Other title: Literary digest 1931 atlas of the world
Maps by C.S. Hammond & Co.
Includes index.
Publisher's original paper binding; color illustration of the Titan Atlas.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: map35000027

Baskes folio G1019 .L57 1930 (NLO)

Atlases - 1930 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (72 p. : col. maps) ; 20 cm.
Cover title.
Index at end includes population figures from the 1920 U.S. census.
Maps include plate nos. "10 R 23", "11 R 23", and "3 R 27".
Cover art: Illustration of transportation modes (car, train, elephant, etc.)
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .G45 1930 (PrCt)

Atlases - 1930 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : maps ; 53 cm.
61st edition.
Part III: foreign countries.
Phillips 6729.
Uniform title: Commercial atlas.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .C7 1930 (PrCt)

Atlases - 1931

Hammond’s handy atlas of the world : containing new maps of all the countries of the world, accompanied by a new ready reference gazetteer-index of the world, and a new and comprehensive index of cities and towns with latest population figures; together with a new series of separate maps of the United States, accompanied by individual index of each state with 1930 population figures. New York : C.S. Hammond & Co., 1931.
Authors: C.S. Hammond & Company -- Chicago Historical Society
1 atlas (160 p.) : chiefly col. maps ; 21 cm.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Relief shown by shading.
Pictorial boards.
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005; includes CHS ownership markings.
CHS Coll., Atlas no. 15
G1019 .H33 1931 (NLO)
-- Funk & Wagnalls Company -- Rand McNally
and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright
Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry
Library)
1 atlas : 90 maps ; 27 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Copyright 2/2/30.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
References: Phillips 6741.
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .L55 1931 copy 1 (PrCt)

6000 Atlasses - 1931

Lloyd E. (Lloyd Edwin), 1902-1971 -- Branom,
Frederick K. (Frederick Kenneth), 1891 -- Roger
S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (208 p.) : ill., 95 maps (some col.) ; 57 cm.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 6743
LC Card Number: map31000005
Baskes oversize G1019 .SS642 1931 (NLO)

Atlasses - 1931<<>>Jigsaw puzzle maps -
1931<<>>Games, Geographical - Maps - 1931

A Put-together atlas : a fascinating pastime that
makes geography delightful / story by Amy V.
Oppenheimer ; maps by Lichtie. New York :
Published by Saml. Gabriel Sons & Company,
c1931.
Authors: Oppenheimer, Amy V. -- Lichtie -- Saml.
Gabriel Sons & Company -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library) -- Samuel Gabriel
Sons & Company SEE Saml. Gabriel Sons &
Company -- Gabriel (Samuel ) Sons & Company
SEE Saml. Gabriel Sons & Company
1 atlas ([31] p.) : 8 maps ; 34 cm.
"Directions: The six outline maps in this book
have complementary sheets printed in colors on
gummed paper, representing the various
countries or states to be fitted in over the outline
maps of the continents. When these are cut out
and pasted into place as a puzzle a complete
map in color is the result. Completing this book
offers hours of fascinating work and the finished
book, with its romantic story, makes a splendid
addition to every child's library."--T.p. verso.
Includes sheets of color illustrations on gummed
sheets.
Maps on lining papers.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .O67 1931 (NLO)

Atlasses - 1931 (Provisional Heading)

New world loose leaf atlas. New York :
Hammond, 1931.
Authors: C.S. Hammond & Company -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 227 maps ; 535 x 363 mm.
6th ed.
Phillips 6512
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

Atlasses - 1931 (Provisional Heading)

World atlas: readers edition. Chicago : Rand
McNally, 1931.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Chicago
Herald and Examiner -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 81 maps ; 27 cm.
Chicago Herald & Examiner.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1930 census.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .W7 1931 copy 3 (PrCt)

6007 Atlases - 1931 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Chicago Herald and Examiner -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 81 maps ; 27 cm.
Chicago Herald & Examiner.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .W7 1931 copy 4 (PrCt)

6008 Atlases - 1931 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 112 maps ; 36 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Phillips 06754.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .W5 1931 (PrCt)

6009 Atlases - 1931 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 107 maps ; 36 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Phillips 06755.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .P7 1931 (PrCt)

6010 Atlases - 1931 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 81 maps ; 27 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .W7 1931 copy 1 (PrCt)

6011 Atlases - 1931 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 81 maps ; 27 cm.
Cover: Globe Handbook.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .W7 1931 copy 2 (PrCt)

6012 Atlases - 1931 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 81 maps ; 27 cm.
Editor's copy.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .W7 1931 copy 5 (PrCt)

6013 Atlases - 1931 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 90 maps ; 15 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Phillips 06757.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .W83 1931 copy 1 (PrCt)

6014 Atlases - 1931 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 90 maps ; 15 cm.
Black leather binding.
Phillips 06757.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .W83 1931 copy 2 (PrCt)

6015 Atlases - 1931 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 90 maps ; 16 cm.
Cover: Atlas and gazetteer-The explorers club.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .W83 1931 copy 3 (PrCt)

6016 Atlases - 1931 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 84 maps ; 272 x 182 mm.
Phillips 6756.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)
6017 **Atlases - 1931**United States - Maps - 1931


Authors: C.S. Hammond & Company

1 atlas (2 p. I., 176 p.) : col. maps, diagrams ; 32 cm.

To Collection Services for cataloging, Nov. 2010 (PrCt)

6018 **Atlases - 1931**United States - Maps - 1931


Authors: C.S. Hammond & Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (192 p.) : 134 col. maps ; 32 cm.

Cover title: Hammond's modern atlas of the world "With official 1930 census"--Cover.

Includes index.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes folio G1019 .H33 1931b (NLO)**

6019 **Atlases - 1931**United States - Maps - 1931

*Cram's unrivaled atlas : the world, indexed : complete series of detailed maps covering the entire world, latest boundaries of all nations and their dependencies, individual maps of the Canadian provinces, maps of each state in the United States, displaying all counties in separate colors, all maps completely indexed showing population figures according to the latest official census, series of historical maps of the United States with chronological data, also historical maps of Europe and the world dating from 3000 B.C. down to the present time, chronological story of the World War, with large scale maps, valuable statistical tables, descriptive gazetteer of each state and foreign country, encyclopedia of physical, mathematical, historical, political and commercial geography.* Indianapolis, Ind. The George F. Cram Company, 1931.

Authors: George F. Cram Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (416 p.) : ill. (some col.), 204 maps (chiefly col.), ports. ; 39 cm.

1931 ed.

"62nd edition with 1930 census"--Cover.

Relief shown by hachures, shading, and pictorially.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes folio G1019 .G46 1931 (NLO)**

6020 **Atlases - 1931**United States - Maps - 1931

*Commercial atlas.* Chicago : Rand McNally, 1931.


1 atlas : maps ; 53 cm.

62nd edition.

Phillips 6753.

Uniform title: Commercial atlas.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

**oversize RMcN atlas .C7 1931 (PrCt)**

6021 **Atlases - 1932**

*The Modern complete atlas of the world : with new maps of Europe, of Canada and its provinces, of the United States, its forty-eight states, its territories, and insular possessions, and maps of the whole world with the latest official boundaries : including gazetteer with populations according to the latest official census.* Chicago : John C. Winston Co., c1932.

Authors: John C. Winston Company -- L.L. Poates Engr'g Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Winston (John C.) Co. SEE John C. Winston Company

1 atlas (349 p.) : 120 col. maps ; 25 cm.

Spine title: Atlas of the world

Maps by L.L. Poates.

Previously published under title: Winston's new and complete atlas of the world.

Includes indexes.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Phillips 6789

LC Card Number: map33000029

**Baskes G1019 .J42 1932 (NLO)**

6022 **Atlases - 1932**


Authors: Smith, Lloyd E. (Lloyd Edwin), 1902-1971 -- Branom, Frederick K. (Frederick Kenneth), 1891- -- Geographical Publishing Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (a-h, 322, Iviii p.) : ill., 86 col. maps ; 26 cm.

New 1932 ed.

Includes index.

Relief shown by hachures

Publisher's stamped binding.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes G1019 .S567 1932 (NLO)**

6023 **Atlases - 1932**Atlases, British - 1932


Authors: Philip, George, 1870-1937 -- Finch, V. C. (Vernor Clifford), 1883-1959 -- D. Appleton-Century Company -- George Philip &
Atlases - 1932 (Provisional Heading)

1 atlas : 112 maps ; 29 cm.
Uniform title: Goode's school atlas.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Phillips 06774.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

Authors: Goode, J. Paul, 1862-1932 -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 112 maps ; 29 cm.

Atlases - 1932 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Lobeck, A. K. (Armin Kohl), 1886-1958
1 v. : 29 cm.
OCLC#768984

Atlases - 1932 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 112 maps ; 36 cm.

Atlases - 1932 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Smith, Lloyd E. (Lloyd Edwin), 1902-1971 -- Branom, Frederick K. (Frederick Kenneth), 1891- -- Geographical Publishing Co.
1 v. ; 38 cm.
Edited by F.K. Branom.
OCLC 13418307

Atlases - 1932 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 107 maps ; 36 cm.
Green cloth.
Phillips 06787.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

Atlases - 1932 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 107 maps ; 36 cm.
Green, annotated.
Phillips 06787.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

Atlases - 1932 (Provisional Heading)

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

1 atlas : maps ; 53 cm.

63rd edition.

Phillips 6786.

Uniform title: Commercial atlas.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

over size RMcN atlas .C7 1932 (PrCt)

6038

Atlases - 1933


Authors: C.S. Hammond & Company -- Chicago Historical Society

1 atlas

Sixth edition.

Publisher’s cloth.

Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.

CHS Coll., Atlas no. 13

to Collection Services for cataloging, Nov. 2005 (PrCt)

6039

Atlases - 1933


Authors: Literary digest (New York, N.Y. : 1890) -- Funk & Wagnalls Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas : 90 maps ; 27 cm.

Hand-stamped copyright copy.

Green binding.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

References: Phillips 6793.

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

RMcN atlas .L55 1933 copy 1 (PrCt)

6040

Atlases - 1933


Authors: Literary digest (New York, N.Y. : 1890) -- Funk & Wagnalls Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas : 90 maps ; 27 cm.

Red binding.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

References: Phillips 6793.

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

RMcN atlas .L55 1933 copy 2 (PrCt)

6041

Atlases - 1933

Majestic atlas of the world. Cleveland : World Syndicate, 1933.

Authors: World Syndicate Publishing Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 32 maps ; 202 x 157 mm.

C:LLPoates

6042

Atlases - 1933


1 atlas : 112 maps ; 29 cm.

Uniform title: Goode’s school atlas.

Hand-stamped copyright copy.

Phillips 06794.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

folio RMcN atlas .G6 1933 copy 1 (PrCt)
1933.
1 atlas : 112 maps ; 29 cm.
Uniform title: Goode's school atlas.
Phillips 06794.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .G6 1933 copy 2 (PrCt)

6042  Atlases - 1933 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Cleveland Weekly -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 81 maps ; 27 cm.
Cleveland Weekly.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .W7 1933 (PrCt)

6043  Atlases - 1933 (Provisional Heading)
World atlas. Chicago : Rand McNally, 1933.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 7 maps ; 33 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Wrappers.
Phillips 06803.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .W4 1933 copy 1 (PrCt)

6044  Atlases - 1933 (Provisional Heading)
World atlas. Chicago : Rand McNally, 1933.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 7 maps ; 33 cm.
Wrappers.
Phillips 06803.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .W4 1933 copy 2 (PrCt)

6045  Atlases - 1933 (Provisional Heading)
Stamp collector's atlas and dictionary. Chicago : Rand McNally, 1933.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 9 maps ; 268 x 178 mm.
ed: RalphAKimble
Phillips 5785.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

6046  Atlases - 1933 (Provisional Heading)
1 v. : 56 maps ; 235 x 155 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases - 1933<>><>Stamp collecting
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 7 maps ; 27 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Phillips 05785.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .S68 1933 (PrCt)

Atlases - 1933<>><>United States - Maps - 1933 (Provisional Heading)
Commercial atlas. Chicago : Rand McNally, 1933.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : maps ; 53 cm.
64th edition.
Phillips 6802.
Uniform title: Commercial atlas.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .S7 1934 (PrCt)

Atlases - 1934
Authors: Literary digest (New York, N.Y. : 1890) -- Funk & Wagnalls Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 93 maps ; 27 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Literary Digest.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
References: Phillips 6811.
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .S7 1934 (PrCt)

Atlases - 1934
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 28 maps ; 24 cm.
Binding: Paper over boards, decorative world map in brown tones.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN atlas W54 1934 (PrCt)**

6051 **Atlases - 1934**

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 107 maps ; 36 cm.
Marked.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

**folio RMcN atlas P7 1934 copy 2 (PrCt)**

6052 **Atlases - 1934**

1 atlas (322, LXI p.) : ill., 87 maps (some col.), ill. ; 26 cm.
Rev. ed.
"By Lloyd Edwin Smith"--P. [1].
"Copyright ... Geographical Publishing Co."--T.p. verso.
Includes index.
Publisher's stamped binding.
Scales differ.
Bookplate: Scholae Latinae Bostoniensis.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes G1019 .S567 1934 (NLO)**

6053 **Atlases - 1934**

Authors: World Syndicate Publishing Company
1 atlas (63 p.) : col. maps ; 20 cm.

**G1019 .M14 1934 (NLO)**

6054 **Atlases - 1934**

*Century of Progress International Exposition (1933-1934 : Chicago, Ill.) - Maps* - Maps - 1934

*Monarch atlas of the world / by Lloyd Edwin Smith ; edited by Frederick K. Branom.* Chicago : Geographical Publishing Co., [1934?].
Authors: Smith, Lloyd E. (Lloyd Edwin), 1902-1971 -- Branom, Frederick K. (Frederick Kenneth), 1891- -- Geographical Publishing Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
-- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (108 p., [18] p. of plates) : ill. (some col.), 60 col. maps ; 27 cm.
New 1934 ed.
Edition statement from cover.
Maps by Geographical Publishing Co.
Publisher's stamped binding with motto: The reconstructed world.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**Baskes G1019 .S5648 1934 (NLO)**

6055 **Atlases - 1934**

*Century of Progress International Exposition (1933-1934 : Chicago, Ill.) - Maps* - Maps - 1934

Authors: Smith, Lloyd E. (Lloyd Edwin), 1902-1971 -- Branom, Frederick K. (Frederick Kenneth), 1891- -- Geographical Publishing Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
-- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (108 p.) : ill. (some col.), 60 maps ; 26 cm.
"New 1934 ed."
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**Baskes G1019 .S565 1934 (NLO)**

6056 **Atlases - 1934**

*Names, Geographical - 1934***

*Gazetteers* - Gazetteers

Authors: C.S. Hammond & Company -- Tabey, Hadassah -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (64 p.) : ill., 10 maps, (some col.) ; 24 cm.
Title from cover.
Scales differ.
Owner's inscription: Hadassah Tabey, B, 303, 1938, 12 yrs. old.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Phillips 6814**

6057 **Atlases - 1934**

*Provisional Heading* - Provisional Heading

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 50 maps ; 26 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Phillips 06824.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Atlases - 1934 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 81 maps ; 27 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

folio RMcN atlas .W7 1934 (PrCt)

Atlases - 1934 (Provisional Heading)

1 v. : 29 maps ; 297 x 239 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases - 1934 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: W.W. Hixson & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 104 maps ; 210 x 276 mm.
Phillips 12073
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1405 .H5 1934 (NLO)

Atlases - 1934 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 7 maps ; 28 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

folio RMcN atlas .W4 1934 (PrCt)
RMcN atlas .S68 1934 copy 2 (PrCt)

6069  

Atlases - 1934\(<\text{Provisional Heading}\)  


Authors: Gross, Alexander, 1879-1958 -- Geographia Map Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  

1 atlas (48 pages) : illustrations, 28 maps (chiefly color) ; 34 cm  

Cover title: Geographia world atlas  

Includes index.  

Map on back cover.  

Scales differ.  

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.  

References: Phillips 6840

Baskes folio G1019 .G785 1935 (NLO)

Atlasts - 1935

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).  

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).  

RMcN atlas .W54 1935 copy 1 (PrCt)

6073

Atlases - 1935


Authors: Smith, Lloyd E. (Lloyd Edwin), 1902-1971 -- Branom, Frederick K. (Frederick Kenneth), 1891- -- Geographical Publishing Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  

1 atlas (108 p., [18] p. of plates) : ill. (some col.), 64 maps (some col.) ; 27 cm.  

Includes index.  

Publisher's red stamped binding with motto: The world remapped.  

Scales differ.  

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.  

Baskes G1019 .S5648 1935 (NLO)

Atlasts - 1935


Authors: World Syndicate Publishing Company -- L.L. Poates Engr’g Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  

1 atlas : 96 maps ; 227 x 162 mm.  

Maps by L.L. Poates Engr’g Co.  

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.  

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlasts - 1935\(<\text{Provisional Heading}\)  


Authors: Geographical Publishing Co. -- James, Fred, active 1935 -- Smith, Lloyd E. (Lloyd Edwin), 1902-1971 -- Branom, Frederick K. (Frederick Kenneth), 1891- -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  

1 atlas (65, 216, xxvii p.) : ill. (1 col.), 44 col. maps ; 28 cm.  

Edited by Fred James, L.E. Smith, and F.K. Branom.  

"Atlas of the world by Lloyd Edwin Smith ..."--P. [1].  

Relief shown by hachures.  

"This atlas is published purposely for the Canadian population." Includes indexes.  

Scales differ.  

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.  

Baskes folio G1019 .G4444 1935 (NLO)

Atlasts - 1935 (Provisional Heading)

Our planet : the blue book of maps. New York :...
Authors: C.S. Hammond & Company
1 atlas : 232 map plates
folio G1019 .H3 (NLO)

6077 Atlases - 1935 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Martonne, Edouard G de
1 v. : 25 cm.
G 07.55 (NLO)

6078 Atlases - 1935 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Mollema, Jarig Cornelis
1 v.
G 681.58 (NLO)

6079 Atlases - 1935 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Pozo Cano, Raúl del -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 99 map plates ; 36 cm.
Phillips 18376
Ayer 135 P89 1935 (NLO)

6080 Atlases - 1935 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Ramos Gimenez, Leopoldo -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 54 cm.
Ayer 136 R17 1935 (NLO)

6081 Atlases - 1935 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 50 maps ; 26 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .R5 1935 (PrCt)

6082 Atlases - 1935 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 7 maps ; 33 cm.
Wrappers.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .W4 1935 (PrCt)

6083 Atlases - 1935 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 26 maps ; 28 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Special household edition.

6084 Atlases - 1935 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 112 maps ; 36 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Phillips 06856.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .W5 1935 (PrCt)

6085 Atlases - 1935 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 28 maps ; 24 cm.
Leatherbound.
Phillips 06857.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .W54 1935 copy 2 (PrCt)

6086 Atlases - 1935 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 107 maps ; 36 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .P7 1935 copy 1 (PrCt)

6087 Atlases - 1935 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 107 maps ; 36 cm.
Marked.
Phillips 06858.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .P7 1935 copy 2 (PrCt)

6088 Atlases - 1935 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 19 maps ; 240 x 172 mm.
Phillips 11064.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Physical Maps</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Edition</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6089</td>
<td>Philco Radio atlas of the world</td>
<td>Rand McNally, 1935</td>
<td>1 v. : 6 maps ; 340 x 255 mm.</td>
<td>Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)</td>
<td>Phillips 5810</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6090</td>
<td>Geographie des Indischen &amp; Stillen Ozeans</td>
<td>Schott, Gerhard -- Edward E. Ayer</td>
<td>1 v. ; 28 cm.</td>
<td>Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection</td>
<td>Ayer 7 S37 1935 (NLO)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6091</td>
<td>The New era atlas of the world</td>
<td>L.L. Poates Engr’g Co. -- Roger S. Baskes</td>
<td>1 atlas (221 p.) : 95 col. maps ; 23 cm.</td>
<td>Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library</td>
<td>Baskes oversize G1019 .H383 1936 (NLO)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6093</td>
<td>Hammond’s new world atlas</td>
<td>Rand McNally and Company -- Roger S. Baskes</td>
<td>1 atlas : 110 maps ; 36 cm.</td>
<td>Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)</td>
<td>Wing folio ZP 983 .R15 (NLO)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
   Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Container Corporation of America -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
   1 atlas : 110 maps ; 36 cm.
   Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
   Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
   Phillips 06889.
   Note: Scales differ.

   1 atlas : 81 maps ; 27 cm.
   Red fiberboard covers with gold stamping:
   Compliments of The J. B. Ehrsam & Sons Mfg. Co. (Enterprise, Kan.)
   Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
   Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

   1 atlas (318 p. incl. 179 col. maps, illus., tables, diagrs.) ; 37 cm.
   Designed by Egbert Jacobsen.
   Book-plate of William A. Kittredge.
   LC Card Number: map38000090
   Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.

   Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Salz Bros., Inc. (Firm) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
   1 atlas (239 p.) : col. maps ; 16 cm.
   'Sole distributors: Salz Bros., Inc ... New York - N.Y.'
   Includes index.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
6104 Atlases - 1936 Ethiopia - Maps - 1936 - Foreign relations - Italy - Maps - 1936 - Foreign relations - Ethiopia
Capper’s 1936 atlas of the world / by Frederick K. Branom ..., Lloyd Edwin Smith. Topeka : Capper Publications, [1936].
1 v. : 68 maps ; 264 x 190 mm.
'Special African war ed., Italy vs. Ethiopia.'
Copyright: 1936 Geographical Publishing Co.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .C24 1936 (NLO)

Authors: Briscoe, John D'Auby
1 v.
OCLC#1299420
folio PR109 .B7 (NLO)

Authors: C.S. Hammond & Company
1 v. ; 26 cm.
OCLC#9455946
G1019 H29 1936 (NLO)

Authors: C.S. Hammond & Company
1 v. ; 52 cm.
oversize G1019 .H38 1936 (NLO)

Authors: C.S. Hammond & Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 10 maps ; 233 x 157 mm.
Phillips 6775
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Authors: Cornish, Vaughan
1 v. : 15 map plates ; 22 cm.
F 301.19 (NLO)

Authors: Leinweber, Walter
1 v. : 67 map plates ; 25 cm.
Phillips 08582
X 958.22 no. 10 (NLO)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 50 maps ; 26 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Copyright 1939.
Phillips 06891.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .R5 1936 copy 1 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 50 maps ; 26 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Copyright 1939.
Phillips 06891.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .R5 1936 copy 2 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 26 maps ; 28 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Special household edition.
Phillips 06896.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .W43 1936 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 112 maps ; 36 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .W5 1936 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 112 maps ; 36 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .W5 1936 copy 1 (PrCt)
Phillips 06892.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ofolio RMcN atlas .W5 1936 copy 2 (PrCt)

6116 Atlases - 1936 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 108 maps ; 36 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
1937 copyright.
Phillips 06893.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ofolio RMcN atlas .P7 1936 copy 1 (PrCt)

6117 Atlases - 1936 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 81 maps ; 27 cm.
1936 edition, 1934 copyright.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ofolio RMcN atlas .P7 1936 copy 2 (PrCt)

6118 Atlases - 1936 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 81 maps ; 27 cm.
1936 edition, 1934 copyright.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ofolio RMcN atlas .W7 1936 copy 1 (PrCt)

6119 Atlases - 1936 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 81 maps ; 27 cm.
1937 copyright.
Phillips 06894.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ofolio RMcN atlas .W7 1936 copy 2 (PrCt)

6120 Atlases - 1936 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 90 maps ; 15 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Rand McNally, 1936.
1 atlas : maps ; 53 cm.
US road atlas insert missing.
Phillips 6890.
Uniform title: Commercial atlas.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .C7 1936 (PrCt)

Atlases - 1937
Authors: Goode, J. Paul, 1862-1932 -- Rand McNally and Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 112 maps ; 290 x 250 mm.
Phillips 6912.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases - 1937
Authors: P.F. Collier & Son Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Shobe, Charles W. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (1 p. l., [5]-328 p.) : front., illus., 133 maps ; 37 cm.
'Copyright Rand McNally & Company, Chicago'--on maps.
Scales differ.
Owners inscription: Charles W. Shobe.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Phillips 6907.
LC Card Number: map38000056
Baskes folio G1019 .C5 1937 (NLO)

Atlases - 1937
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Bodeen, George H. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 37 maps ; 26 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Original illustrated dust jacket by George H. Bodeen.
Phillips 6922.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .J4 1937 copy 1 (PrCt)

Atlases - 1937
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Bodeen, George H. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 36 maps ; 335 x 265 mm.

Dust jacket by G.H. Bodeen.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
References: Phillips 6922
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases - 1937
New international atlas of the world : including 'Chronicle of conquest' supplement, a composite resume of the rise and fall of nations : close to 200 maps and illustrations. Chicago : Geographical Publishing Co., c1937.
Authors: Smith, Lloyd E. (Lloyd Edwin), 1902-1971 -- Branom, Frederick K. (Frederick Kenneth), 1891- -- Geographical Publishing Co. -- Boston Latin School (Mass.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (C-G, 326, lxii p.) : ill., 81 maps (some col.) ; 26 cm.
New 1937 ed.
Publisher's stamped binding.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1019 .S566 1937 (NLO)

Atlases - 1937
1 atlas (132, xii p., [18] p. of plates) : ill. (some col.), 67 maps (some col.) ; 27 cm.
Rev. ed.
Edition statement from cover.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Publisher's stamped binding with motto: The world remapped.
Former owner's signature: Japhet Stucky.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1019 .S567 1937 (NLO)

Atlases - 1937
1 atlas (132, xii p., [18] p. of plates) : ill. (some col.), 67 maps (some col.) ; 27 cm.
Rev. ed.
Edition statement from cover.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Publisher's stamped binding with motto: The world remapped.
Former owner's signature: Japhet Stucky.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1019 .S567 1937 (NLO)
6134 **Atlases - 1937**


Authors: Smith, Lloyd E. (Lloyd Edwin), 1902-1971 -- Branom, Frederick K. (Frederick Kenneth), 1891- -- Geographical Publishing Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)


Baskes G1019 .S565 1937 (NLO)

6135 **Atlases - 1937-1938**


Authors: C.S. Hammond & Company

1 atlas (293 p. : 274 maps (part col.), ill., tables, diagrs.) ; 34 x 27 cm.


6136 **Atlases - 1937-1938**


Authors: C.S. Hammond & Company -- Garden City Publishing Co.

1 atlas (293 p. : 274 maps (part col.), ill., tables, diagrs.) ; 34 x 27 cm.

'De luxe edition.' Published also under title: Hammond's Superior atlas and gazeteer of the world. Phillips 6936. Map 37-55

Duplicate copy: folio G 10 .378a folio G 10 .378a (NLO)

6137 **Atlases - 1937 (Provisional Heading)**


Authors: C.S. Hammond & Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 54 maps ; 260 x 182 mm. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

6138 **Atlases - 1937 (Provisional Heading)**

*New international atlas of world. Chicago : Geographical, 1937.*

Authors: Geographical Publishing Co. -- Smith, Lloyd E. (Lloyd Edwin), 1902-1971 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 54 maps ; 375 x 265 mm. Text: Lloyd E. Smith Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

6139 **Atlases - 1937 (Provisional Heading)**


6140 **Atlases - 1937 (Provisional Heading)**


6141 **Atlases - 1937 (Provisional Heading)**


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)


6142 **Atlases - 1937 (Provisional Heading)**


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas : 50 maps ; 26 cm. Hand-stamped copyright copy. Copyright 1939.
6143 **Atlases - 1937 (Provisional Heading)**

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 125 maps ; 36 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Blue cloth.
Phillips 06924.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

**folio RMcN atlas .R5 1937 (PrCt)**

6148 **Atlases - 1937 (Provisional Heading)**

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 112 maps ; 36 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Copyright in 1938.
Phillips 06927.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

**folio RMcN atlas .W48 1937 (PrCt)**

6149 **Atlases - 1937 (Provisional Heading)**

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 28 maps ; 24 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Phillips 06926.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

**folio RMcN atlas .P7 1937 (PrCt)**

6144 **Atlases - 1937 (Provisional Heading)**

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 125 maps ; 36 cm.
Brown binding.
Phillips 06924.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

**folio RMcN atlas .U4 1937 copy 1 (PrCt)**

6150 **Atlases - 1937 (Provisional Heading)**

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 10 maps ; 33 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Wrappers.
Phillips 06925.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Needs conservation attention.
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

**folio RMcN atlas .W5 1937 copy 1 (PrCt)**

6145 **Atlases - 1937 (Provisional Heading)**

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 112 maps ; 36 cm.
Green binding.
Phillips 06927.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

**folio RMcN atlas .W5 1937 copy 2 (PrCt)**

6151 **Atlases - 1937 (Provisional Heading)**

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 108 maps ; 36 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
1938 copyright.
Phillips 06928.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

**folio RMcN atlas .P9 1937 copy 1 (PrCt)**

6146 **Atlases - 1937 (Provisional Heading)**

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 10 maps ; 33 cm.
Wrappers.
Phillips 06925.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

**folio RMcN atlas .W4 1937 copy 1 (PrCt)**

6152 **Atlases - 1937 (Provisional Heading)**

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 112 maps ; 36 cm.
Copyright in 1938.
Phillips 06927.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

**folio RMcN atlas .P7 1937 copy 2 (PrCt)**
McNally, 1937.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 81 maps ; 27 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .W7 1937 (PrCt)

Atlases - 1937 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 36 maps ; 335 x 265 mm.
Phillips 6922
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

Atlases - 1937 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 115 maps ; 360 x 280 mm.
Phillips 6928
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

Atlases - 1937 (Provisional Heading)
Historical reproductions from Wentworth collection. Pensacola, 1937.
Authors: Wentworth, Theodore T -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 23 cm.
Ayer 135.5 W48 1937 (NLO)

Atlases - 1937<<>>United States - Maps - 1937
1 atlas (256 p.) : ill., col. 81 maps, ports. ; 34 cm. Includes indexes. Scales differ. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library. References: Phillips 6930
LC Card Number: map38000133
Baskes folio G1019 .R46 1937 (NLO)

Atlases - 1937<<>>United States - Maps - 1937 (Provisional Heading)
1 atlas : maps ; 53 cm. 68th edition.
US road atlas insert.
Phillips 6921.
Uniform title: Commercial atlas.
oversize RMcN atlas .C7 1937 (PrCt)

Atlases - 1938
Authors: C.S. Hammond & Company -- Thomas Nelson (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 112 maps ; 242 x 165 mm. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

Atlases - 1938
Authors: Matthews-Northrup Company -- J.W. Clement Co. -- Blue Ribbon Books -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (264 p.) : ill., 187 maps (some col.) ; 35 cm.
Baskes folio G1019 .M289 1938 (NLO)

Atlases - 1938
Authors: P.F. Collier & Son Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company
1 atlas (328 p.) : illus., 133 maps (some col.) ; 37 cm.
"Copyright by Rand McNally & Company, Chicago"--on maps.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Scales differ.
Duplicate copy: Baskes folio G1019 .C5 1938b
Phillips 6942
LC Card Number: map38000135
folio G1019 C5 1938 (NLO)

6162 Atlases - 1938
Authors: P.F. Collier & Son Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (328 p.) : illus., 133 maps (some col.) ; 37 cm.
'Copyright by Rand McNally & Company, Chicago'--on maps.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copy: folio G1019 .C5 1938
Phillips 6942
LC Card Number: map38000135
Baskes folio G1019 .C5 1938b (NLO)

6163 Atlases - 1938 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 9 maps ; 36 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .E2 1938 (PrCt)

6164 Atlases - 1938 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 37 maps ; 26 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .J4 1938 (PrCt)

6165 Atlases - 1938 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 50 maps ; 26 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Copyright 1939.
Phillips 06960.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
R McN atlas .R5 1938 (PrCt)

6166 Atlases - 1938 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 113 maps ; 25 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
R McN atlas .S7 1938 copy 1 (PrCt)

6167 Atlases - 1938 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 111 maps ; 27 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
R McN atlas .S7 1938 copy 2 (PrCt)

6168 Atlases - 1938 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 108 maps ; 36 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Phillips 06962.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .W48 1938 (PrCt)

6169 Atlases - 1938 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 28 maps ; 24 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .P7 1938 (PrCt)

6170 Atlases - 1938 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Spain. Archivo de Simancas -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 48 map plates
Ayer 136 S73 1938 (NLO)

Authors: American Map Company (New York, N.Y.) -- L.L. Poates Engr'g Co. -- Shell Oil Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([32] p.) : ill., 24 col. maps ; 23 cm.
Cover title: Shell world atlas.
Running title: Shell atlas of the world.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Atlases - 1938<<>>United States - Maps - 1938
Authors: C.S. Hammond & Company -- Sun Dial Press -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (160 p.) : ill., 42 maps (chiefly col.) ; 26 cm.
Spine title: Hammond's ready reference atlas and pictorial gazetteer
Includes indexes.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 6948
Baskes folio G1019 .H3845 1938 (NLO)

Atlases - 1939
Hammond's superior atlas and gazetteer of the world : a geographic encyclopaedia portraying the march of civilization from ancient times to the present day in map, word and picture. New York : C.S. Hammond & Co., 1939.
Authors: C.S. Hammond & Company -- United States. Department of Agriculture -- United States. Bureau of Agricultural Economics -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (293 p.) : ill. (some col.), col. maps ; 33 cm.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Leatherette in chemise and slipcase.
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.
CHS Coll., Atlas no. 4
folio G1019 .H33 1939 (NLO)

Atlases - 1939
Authors: P.F. Collier & Son Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (328 p.) illus., 133 maps (some col.) ; 37 cm.
Copyright by Rand McNally & Company, Chicago--on maps.

Atlases - 1938<<>>United States - Maps - 1938
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Commercial atlas
69th ed.
Uniform title: Commercial atlas.
Primarily an atlas of the United States, with world maps, a few maps of foreign countries and extensive statistics.
Population density by countries is shown on maps of the states of the United States.
LC Card Number: map38000130
Phillips 6958.
oversize G 10 .7254 (NLO)

Atlases - 1938<<>>United States - Maps - 1938 (Provisional Heading)
1 atlas : maps ; 53 cm.
69th edition.
US road atlas insert.
Phillips 6958.
Uniform title: Commercial atlas.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .C7 1938 (PrCt)

Atlases - 1939
Authors: L.L. Poates Engr'g Co. -- Peruna -- World Syndicate Publishing Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 31 maps ; 200 x 140 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Phillips 6973
**Baskes folio G1019 .C5 1939 (NLO)**

6179 **Atlases - 1939**

*New international atlas of the world: including "Chronicle of conquest" supplement, a composite resume of the rise and fall of nations / by Lloyd Edwin Smith; edited by Frederick K. Branom. Chicago: Published expressly for the American Education Society, 1939.*

Authors: Smith, Lloyd E. (Lloyd Edwin), 1902-1971 -- Branom, Frederick K. (Frederick Kenneth), 1891- -- Geographical Publishing Co. -- American Education Society -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (LIII, 60 p.): ill. (some col.), 132 maps (some col.): 38 cm.
New 1939 ed. with suppl.
Edition statement from cover.
Copyright 1939 Geographical Publishing Co.
Spine title: Atlas of the world
Maps by Geographical Publishing Co.
Includes indexes.
Publisher’s stamped binding with motto: The world remapped.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
**Baskes folio G1019 .S566 1939 (NLO)**

6180 **Atlases - 1939**


Authors: Smith, Lloyd E. (Lloyd Edwin), 1902-1971 -- Branom, Frederick K. (Frederick Kenneth), 1891- -- Geographical Publishing Co. -- Reilly & Lee Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (326, lxii p.): ill., 88 maps (some col.): 27 cm.
New 1939 ed.
"By Lloyd Edwin Smith"--P. [1].
Includes indexes.
Publisher’s stamped binding.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
**Baskes G1019 .S567 1939 (NLO)**

6181 **Atlases - 1939**


1 atlas (326, lxii p.): ill., 88 maps (some col.): 27 cm.
New 1939 ed.
"By Lloyd Edwin Smith"--P. [1].
Includes indexes.
Publisher's stamped binding.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
**Baskes G1019 .S567 1939 (NLO)**

6182 **Atlases - 1939**

*National atlas of the world: with new United States and world maps / by Lloyd Edwin Smith; edited by Frederick K. Branom. Chicago: Geographical Publishing Company, [c1937].*

Authors: Smith, Lloyd E. (Lloyd Edwin), 1902-1971 -- Branom, Frederick K. (Frederick Kenneth), 1891- -- Geographical Publishing Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

New 1939 ed.
Edition statement from cover.
Maps by Geographical Publishing Co.
Includes index.
Publisher’s stamped binding with motto: The world remapped.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
**Baskes G1019 .S565 1939 (NLO)**

6183 **Atlases - 1939**

*Goode's school atlas; physical, political, and economic, for American schools and colleges. New York: Rand McNally, [1939].*


1 atlas (xvi, 286 p. [i.e. 288] illus., 431 col. maps, diagrs.): 29 cm.
'Revised and enlarged. By J. Paul Goode.' In addition to physical and political maps, other maps show population density, ocean depths, currents, tides, climate, vegetation, communications, economic products, etc. Includes maps of the principal cities of the world with their environs.
'A pronouncing index of over 30,000 geographical names': p. 177-286.
Phillips 6975.
**Ayer 135 .G58 1939 (NLO)**

6184 **Atlases - 1939 (Provisional Heading)**

*Goode's school atlas. Chicago: Rand McNally,
1939.
1 atlas : 112 maps ; 29 cm.
Uniform title: Goode's school atlas.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Phillips 06975.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .G6 1939 (PrCt)

6191
Atlases - 1939 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 111 maps ; 27 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Phillips 06984.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .R5 1939 (PrCt)

6192
Atlases - 1939 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 10 maps ; 33 cm.
Wrappers, European war edition.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .W4 1939 copy 2 (PrCt)

6193
Atlases - 1939 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 28 maps ; 24 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Phillips 06988.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .W48 1939 (PrCt)

6194
Atlases - 1939 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 112 maps ; 36 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Phillips 06988.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .W48 1939 (PrCt)
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

**folio RMcN atlas .W5 1939 (PrCt)**

**6196** Atlases - 1939 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: U.S. Lake Survey -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 10 maps
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

**6197** Atlases - 1939<>United States - Maps - 1939 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : maps ; 53 cm.
70th edition.
Phillips 6982.
Uniform title: Commercial atlas.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

**oversize RMcN atlas .C7 1939 (PrCt)**

**6198** Atlases - 1939<>World War, 1939-1945 - Maps

Authors: Geographical Publishing Co. -- Doubleday, Doran & Company -- Sullivan, Paul -- Brown & Williamson -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (31 p.) : 23 col. maps ; 27 cm.
Foreword signed by Paul Sullivan.
Title from cover.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes G1038 .G46 1939 (NLO)**

**6199** Atlases - 1940

*Collier's World atlas and gazetteer.* New York : P.F. Collier & Son Corp., [1940].
Authors: P.F. Collier & Son Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (328 p.) : ill., 133 maps (some col.) ; 37 cm.
Scales differ.
Includes indexes.
In this copy, no maps preceed the contents pages.
For variant copies see Baskes folio G1019 .C5 1940b copy 1 and copy 2
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.
CHS Coll., Atlas no. 8
Phillips 7006

**folio G1019 .C5 1940 (NLO)**

**6200** Atlases - 1940

*Collier's World atlas and gazetteer.* New York : P.F. Collier & Son Corp., [1940].
Authors: P.F. Collier & Son Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (328 p.) : ill., 133 maps (some col.) ; 37 cm.
Scales differ.
Includes indexes.
In this copy, maps of 'Western Europe war zone' and 'Finnish-Soviet war zone' preceed the contents pages.
For variant copies see folio G1019 .C5 1940 and Baskes folio G1019 .C5 1940b copy 2 of 2
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Phillips 7006

**Baskes folio G1019 .C5 1940b copy 1 of 2 (NLO)**

**6201** Atlases - 1940

*Collier's World atlas and gazetteer.* New York : P.F. Collier & Son Corp., [1940].
Authors: P.F. Collier & Son Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (328 p.) : ill., 133 maps (some col.) ; 37 cm.
Scales differ.
Includes indexes.
In this copy, maps of 'Europe' and 'The Mediterranean' preceed the contents pages.
For variant copies see folio G1019 .C5 1940 and Baskes folio G1019 .C5 1940b copy 1 of 2
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Phillips 7006

**Baskes folio G1019 .C5 1940b copy 2 of 2 (NLO)**

**6202** Atlases - 1940

*New international atlas of the world.* Chicago : Geographical Publishing Co., c1940.
Authors: Smith, Lloyd E. (Lloyd Edwin), 1902-1971 -- Branom, Frederick K. (Frederick Kenneth), 1891- -- Geographical Publishing Co. 224, xxxii p. : ill. (some col.), maps (chiefly col.), ports. ; 38 cm.
New 1940 ed.
Edited by F.K. Branom.
Includes indexes.

**folio G1019 .S566 1940 (NLO)**

**6203** Atlases - 1940

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Smith, Lloyd E. (Lloyd Edwin), 1902-1971 -- Branom, Frederick K. (Frederick Kenneth), 1891- -- Geographical Publishing Co.
\-- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (XLVIII, 132, XII p.) : ill., 77 maps (some col.) ; 27 cm.
Maps by Geographical Publishing Co.
Imperfect: P. XXXI trimmed with loss of text. Publisher's stamped binding with motto: The world remapped.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1019 .S5648 1940 (NLO)

Atlases - 1940 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Jaberg, Karl
8 v. : 46 cm.
Phillips 8961
oversize X 718.451 (NLO)

Atlases - 1940 (Provisional Heading)
Atlas historico geografico de Mexico. Mexico, 1940.
Authors: Lopez Rosado, Diego G. -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 23 cm.
Phillips 18066
Ayer 135 L84 1940 (NLO)

Atlases - 1940 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 108 maps ; 36 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Phillips 07030.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .P7 1940 (PrCt)

Atlases - 1940 (Provisional Heading)
Grosser volksatlas. Bielefeld, 1940.
Authors: Velhagen & Klasing (Firm)
1 v. : 33 cm.
Phillips 06991<
folio G 10.933 (NLO)

Atlases - 1940 United States - Maps - 1940 (Provisional Heading)
Commercial atlas and marketing guide. Chicago : Rand McNally, 1940.
1 atlas : maps ; 53 cm.
71st edition.

US road atlas insert.
Phillips 7029.
Uniform title: Commercial atlas.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .C7 1940 (PrCt)

Authors: C.S. Hammond & Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (48 p.) : ill. (some col.), 37 col. maps ; 32 cm.
Caption title.
Includes indexes.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .H3846 1940 (NLO)

Atlases - 1941
1 atlas (184 p.) : 135 maps, illus., tables, diagrs. ; 32 cm.
Scales differ.
Correspondence dated June 13, 1941 between R.S. Hammond, Vice President of C.S. Hammond & Co. and Athol E. Rollins, managing editor of F.E. Compton & Co. regarding population statistics in unincorporated places glued ontoendsheets.
Publisher's cloth.
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005; includes CHS ownership markings.
CHS Coll., Atlas no. 9
folio G1019 .H33 1940 (NLO)

Atlases - 1941
Commercial & library atlas of the world : a pictorial compendium of world maps and facts ... : complete 1940 census : alphabetical general index to foreign places : including explanatory and descriptive articles by Frederick K. Branom. Chicago : Published by Geographical Publishing Co., c1941.
Authors: Geographical Publishing Co. -- Branom,
Frederick K. (Frederick Kenneth), 1891- -- Smith, Lloyd E. (Lloyd Edwin), 1902-1971 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (255 p.) : ill., 163 maps (some col.) ; 57 cm.
Cover title: Geographical Publishing Company's commercial and library atlas of the world
Includes indexes.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 7051
LC Card Number: map42000095

Baskes oversize G1019 .G3945 1941 (NLO)

Atlases - 1941
Authors: Geographical Publishing Co. -- Warren, Mary E. -- Warren, Chester -- Warren, John W. -- Warren, John W., Mrs. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (128 p.) : ill., 62 maps (some col.) ; 26 cm.
New 1941 ed.
"1940 census edition."
Edition statement from cover.
Publisher’s stamped binding with motto: The world remapped.
Scales differ.
Former owner’s inscription: To Mr. and Mrs. John W. Warren, from mother and brother Mary E. Warren & Chester. This November 17th 1941.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G1019 .G3968 1941 (NLO)

Atlases - 1941
Authors: P.F. Collier & Son Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (332 p.) : ill., 133 maps (part col.) tables, diagrs. (part col.), front. ; 37 cm.
‘Copyright by Rand McNally & Company, Chicago.’--on maps.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Phillips 7406

Baskes folio G1019 .C5 1941 (NLO)

Atlases - 1941
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Andrew McNally Ill Collection (Newberry Library)
International ed.
Full leather binding with detail from facsimile of a Blaeu map inlaid on front panel. Condition: Chipped at extremities, else fine. Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection. Previous location: A-unboxed
AMcN III PC 3690 (PrCt)

Atlases - 1941
Authors: Smith, Lloyd E. (Lloyd Edwin), 1902-1971 -- Branon, Frederick K. (Frederick Kenneth), 1981- -- Geographical Publishing Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (xlviii, 130, XIV p.) : ill., 84 maps (some col.) ; 27 cm.
Maps by Geographical Publishing Co.
Publisher’s stamped binding with motto: The world remapped.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G1019 .S5648 1941 (NLO)

Atlases - 1941-1942
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Gloor, Al -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (382 p.) : ill., 123 maps (mostly col.) ; 27 cm.
‘1942 ed.’
Scale varies.
Bookplate: From the library of Al Gloor.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Map on endpapers.

Baskes G1019 .R35 1942 (NLO)

Atlases - 1941 (Provisional Heading)
"Vie rurale en Bourgogne jusqu'au début 11C. Macon : Protat, 1941.
Authors: Deleage, Andre
1 v. ; 24 cm.

H 3139.232 (NLO)

Atlases - 1941 (Provisional Heading)
"Ensayo politico sobre el reino de Nueva Espana. Mexico : Robredo, 1941.
Authors: Humboldt, Alexander von, 1769-1859 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
5 v. ; 25 cm.
6th ed.

V5:atlas

Ayer 656.4 H9 1941 (NLO)

Atlases - 1941 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 50 maps ; 26 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Phillips 07064.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection

References: Phillips 07064...
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .R5 1941 copy 1 (PrCt)

6220 Atlases - 1941 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 50 maps ; 26 cm.
Blank cover.
Phillips 07064.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .R5 1941 copy 2 (PrCt)

6221 Atlases - 1941 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 111 maps ; 27 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Phillips 07066.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .S7 1941 (PrCt)

6222 Atlases - 1941 (Provisional Heading)
World atlas. Chicago : Rand McNally, 1941.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 10 maps ; 33 cm.
Wrappers.
Phillips 07067.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .W4 1941 copy 1 (PrCt)

6223 Atlases - 1941 (Provisional Heading)
World atlas. Chicago : Rand McNally, 1941.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 10 maps ; 33 cm.
Wrappers, inside cover blank.
Phillips 07067.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .W4 1941 copy 2 (PrCt)

6224 Atlases - 1941 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 115 maps ; 36 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
War maps, .
Phillips 07068.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .W5 1941 copy 1 (PrCt)

6225 Atlases - 1941 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 115 maps ; 36 cm.
War maps, green leather binding.
Phillips 07068.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .W5 1941 copy 2 (PrCt)

6226 Atlases - 1941 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 115 maps ; 36 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Phillips 07069.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .P7 1941 copy 1 (PrCt)

6227 Atlases - 1941 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 115 maps ; 36 cm.
1940 census sticker on d.j.
Phillips 07069.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .P7 1941 copy 2 (PrCt)

6228 Atlases - 1941 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 85 maps ; 27 cm.
1940 census.
Phillips 07069.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .W7 1941 (PrCt)

6229 Atlases - 1941 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Geographical Publishing Co. -- Branom, Frederick K. (Frederick Kenneth), 1891- -- Smith, Lloyd E. (Lloyd Edwin), 1902-1971 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (128 p.) : ill., 63 maps (chiefly col.) ; 26 cm.
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .W4 1941 copy 1 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
cm.
1940 census ed.
"Revised edition"--Cover.
Cover title: New pictorial atlas of the world
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1019 .G3965 1941 (NLO)

6230 Atlases - 1941>>>United States - Maps - 1941
Cram's popular atlas of the world. Indianapolis,
Ind. George F. Cram Co., C1941.
Authors: George F. Cram Company -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (148 p.) : ill. (some col.), 88 maps (chiefly
col.) ; 39 cm.
"1940 federal census"--P. 85-116.
"106 pages full-color maps, new complete federal
census, indexes, special features." Includes
indexes.
Relief shown by hachures, shading, and land
forms.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 7047
Baskes folio G1019 .G4543 1941 (NLO)

6231 Atlases - 1941>>>United States - Maps - 1941
(Provisional Heading)
Commercial atlas and marketing guide. Chicago :
Rand McNally, 1941.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally and Company. Commercial atlas -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : maps ; 53 cm.
72nd edition.
US road atlas insert.
Stampd: Petaluma Public Library.
Phillips 7063.
Uniform title: Commercial atlas.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .C7 1941 (PrCt)

6232 Atlases - 1941>>>World War, 1939-1945 -
Maps - 1941
New world wonder atlas / contributing editors,
Frederick K. Branom, Lloyd Edwin Smith, [and]
editorial staff, Newsmap magazine. Chicago :
Published by Geographical Publishing Company,
c1941.
Authors: Smith, Lloyd E. (Lloyd Edwin),
1902-1971 -- Branom, Frederick K. (Frederick
Kenneth), 1891- -- Geographical Publishing Co.
-- Newsmap magazine -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (160, lxiv p. : ill., 69 maps (some col.) ;
38 cm.
New census ed.
Maps by Geographical Publishing Co.

Includes index.
A revised edition of of Lloyd Edwin Smith's New
international atlas of the world; also issued with
additional material under title, Key to the
universe.
Publisher's illustrated binding with motto: The
world remapped; the defense of America.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 41000023
Baskes folio G1019 .S566 1941 (NLO)

Atlases - 1942
New international atlas of the world / contributing
editors, Frederick K. Branom, Lloyd Edwin Smith,
c1942.
Authors: Branom, Frederick K. (Frederick
Kenneth), 1891- -- Smith, Lloyd E. (Lloyd Edwin),
1902-1971 -- James, Fred, active 1935 --
Geographical Publishing Co. -- Newsmap
magazine -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 atlas (192, lxiv p. : ill., 57 maps (some col.) ;
37 cm.
New census ed.
Scales differ.
Includes indexes.
Earlier editions by Lloyd Edwin Smith.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copy (red leather-grained cover): folio
G1019 .S566 1942b
References: Phillips 7116
Baskes folio G1019 .S566 1942 (NLO)

Atlases - 1942
New international atlas of the world. Chicago :
Authors: Branom, Frederick K. (Frederick
Kenneth), 1891- -- Smith, Lloyd E. (Lloyd Edwin),
1902-1971 -- James, Fred, active 1935 --
Newsmap magazine -- Geographical Publishing Co.
1 atlas (224, lxiv p. [2] p. of plates : ill. (some
col.), maps (chiefly col.), ports.) ; 38 cm.
'War ed.'
'Contributing editors, Frederick K. Branom, Lloyd
Edwin Smith, Fred James and editorial staff of
Newsmap Magazine.'
Earlier editions by Lloyd Edwin Smith.
Includes indexes.
folio G1019 .S566 1942 (NLO)

Atlases - 1942
Collier's world atlas and gazetteer. New York :
P.F. Collier & Son Co., [c1942].
Authors: P.F. Collier & Son Corporation
332 p. : ill., maps (part col.) ; 37 cm.
LC Card Number: map42-89.
folio G1019 P24 1942 (NLO)
6236 Atlasses - 1942
Authors: P.F. Collier & Son Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Roger S. Baskets
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (332 p.) : ill., 133 maps (part col.) ; 37 cm.
Copyright by Rand McNally & Company, Chicago---on maps.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copy:folio G1019 .P24 1942
Phillips 7088
LC Card Number: map42000089
Baskets folio G1019 .C5 1942 (NLO)

6237 Atlasses - 1942
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Firestone Tire and Rubber Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (40 p.) : col. maps ; 41 cm.
Paperback cover.
Cover art: father and son examining atlas; image of globe in background.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .F57 1942 copy 2 (PrCt)

6238 Atlasses - 1942
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Firestone Tire and Rubber Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (40 p.) : col. maps ; 41 cm.
Cardboard cover.
Cover art: father and son examining atlas; image of globe in background.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .F57 1942 copy 1 (PrCt)

6239 Atlasses - 1942
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- George Philip & Son -- Goodall, George -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library)
iv, [4], 131 p. : 158 leaves of col. maps ; 41 cm. 5th ed.
Condition: Red buckram binding. Fine.
Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection.
Previous location: C-unboxed (top shelf).
AMcN III PC 4090 (PrCt)

6240 Atlasses - 1942
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 115 maps ; 27 cm.
War maps.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .S7 1942 (PrCt)

6241 Atlasses - 1942
Map use - World War, 1939-1945 - Map use
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Britt, Edward C. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 115 maps ; 36 cm. + supplement ([4]p. : col. maps ; 36 cm.)
Four page 'War maps supplement' laid in.
This copy was the property of Edward C. Britt, a member of the U. S. Army Signal Corps, who purchased it in Tampa, Florida in October 1942 and carried it with him throughout the war, during which he circled the globe from east to west, arriving back in Philadelphia in 1945. 
The Information file contains a 2-page letter from him, dated 23 February 2007, detailing his travels and the use that was made of the atlas in planning bombing missions in Italy.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .P7 1942 copy 2 (PrCt)

6242 Atlasses - 1942 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: C.S. Hammond & Company -- EnroShirts -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 9 maps ; 102 x 64 mm.
Bernard Rosenblum
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

6243 Atlasses - 1942 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: C.S. Hammond & Company -- Hammond (C. S.) and Company SEE C.S. Hammond & Company
1 v. : 36 map plates ; 35 cm.
Phillips 07054<
folio G1019 H36 1942 (NLO)

6244 Atlasses - 1942 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Gray, Henry -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 22 cm.
Phillips 10293
Ayer 135 G68 1942 (NLO)

6245 Atласы - 1942 (Производственное название)
Authors: Guillén y Tato, Julio F. -- Edward E.
Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 36 cm.
Phillips 18189
Ayer 135.5 G95 1942 (NLO)

6246 Atласы - 1942 (Производственное название)
Authors: Hudson, Geoffrey Francis
1 v. ; 22 cm.
Phillips 09492
J 964.423 (NLO)

6247 Atласы - 1942 (Производственное название)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 10 maps ; 33 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Phillips 07111.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .P66 1942 copy 1 (PrCt)

6248 Atласы - 1942 (Производственное название)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 60 maps ; 41 cm.
Phillips 07111.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .P66 1942 copy 2 (PrCt)

6249 Atласы - 1942 (Производственное название)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 50 maps ; 26 cm.
Phillips 07111.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folios RMcN atlas .W4 1942 copy 1 (PrCt)

6250 Atласы - 1942 (Производственное название)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 54 maps ; 26 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .R5 1942 copy 1 (PrCt)

6251 Atласы - 1942 (Производственное название)
Reliable world atlas. Chicago : Rand McNally, 1942.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 20 maps ; 41 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Phillips 07113.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .R7 1942 copy 1 (PrCt)

6252 Atласы - 1942 (Производственное название)
Reliable world atlas. Chicago : Rand McNally, 1942.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 20 maps ; 41 cm.
Phillips 07113.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .R7 1942 copy 2 (PrCt)

6253 Atласы - 1942 (Производственное название)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 10 maps ; 33 cm.
Wrappers.
Phillips 07160.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .W4 1942 copy 1 (PrCt)

6254 Atласы - 1942 (Производственное название)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 10 maps ; 33 cm.
Phillips 07160.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .W4 1942 copy 2 (PrCt)

6255 Atласы - 1942 (Производственное название)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 115 maps ; 36 cm.
Wrappers, darker cover.
Phillips 07160.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .P7 1942 (PrCt)

6256 Atласы - 1942 (Производственное название)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 115 maps ; 36 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .P7 1942 (PrCt)
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 85 maps ; 27 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .W7 1942 (PrCt)

6257 Atlases - 1942 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 129 maps ; 362 x 286 mm.
Phillips 7068
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

6258 Atlases - 1942 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 118 maps ; 360 x 280 mm.
4ppWarMapSupp,front
Phillips 7114
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

6259 Atlases - 1942 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 118 maps ; 360 x 280 mm.
4ppWarMapSupp,rear
Phillips 7114
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

6260 Atlases - 1942 (Provisional Heading)
Indian villages of Illinois country: atlas.
Authors: Tucker, Sara Jones -- Illinois State Museum -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 53 maps ; 430 x 317 mm.
Includes maps illustrating history.
Phillips 10301
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

6261 Atlases - 1942 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Meine, Franklin Julius, 1896-1968 -- McNally, Kathryn -- Rehberger, Gustav,
Includes indexes.
Scales differ.
Former owner's inscription: Frederick Phillip Surof, 145 Glenwood Avenue, Buffalo & N.Y.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .R46 1942 (NLO)

6262 Atlases - 1942 (Provisional Heading)
United States - Maps - 1942 (Provisional Heading)
1 atlas : maps ; 53 cm.
73rd edition.
US road atlas and railroad maps inserts.
Phillips 7109.
Uniform title: Commercial atlas.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .C7 1942 (PrCt)

6265 Atlases - 1942 (Provisional Heading)
World War, 1939-1945 - Maps
Authors: Matthews-Northrup Company -- J.W. Clement Co. -- World Publishing Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (48 p.) : ill., 38 maps (chiefly col.) ; 35 cm.
General world atlas, including some military information.
Includes index.
Relief shown by shading.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 7086
LC Card Number: map43000128
Baskes folio G1019 .M3748 1942 (NLO)

6264 Atlases - 1942 (Provisional Heading)
World War, 1939-1945 - Maps - 1942
Authors: Smith, Lloyd E. (Lloyd Edwin), 1902-1971 -- Branom, Frederick K. (Frederick Kenneth), 1891- -- Geographical Publishing Co.
charts, and an encyclopedic gazetteer of towns and cities of all countries; fully illustrated. New York: P.F. Collier & Son Corporation, 1943.
Authors: P.F. Collier & Son Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company
1 atlas (336 p.) : ill., 133 col. maps ; 37 cm.
The colored maps are by Rand, McNally & Company.
Relief map of the world on lining-papers.
Scales differ.
Duplicate copy: Baskes folio G1019 .C5 1943b
Phillips 7131
LC Card Number: map44000105
folio G1019 .C5 1943 (NLO)

6270 Atlases - 1943
Collier's World atlas and gazetteer: a comprehensive geographical, physical, commercial and historical presentation of the world by means of a complete series of maps in full color, explanatory text, tables, statistics, charts, and an encyclopedic gazetteer of towns and cities of all countries, fully illustrated. New York: P.F. Collier & Son Corporation, 1943.
Authors: P.F. Collier & Son Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 113 maps ; 29 cm.
The colored maps are by Rand, McNally & Company.
Relief map of the world on lining-papers.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copy: folio G1019 .C5 1943
Phillips 7131
LC Card Number: map44000105
Baskes folio G1019 .C5 1943b (NLO)

6271 Atlases - 1943 (Provisional Heading)
1 atlas : 112 maps ; 29 cm.
Uniform title: Goode's school atlas.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Phillips 07138.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .G6 1943 (PrCt)

6272 Atlases - 1943 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Goode, J. Paul, 1862-1932 -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 32 maps ; 28 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .S7 1943 copy 1 (PrCt)
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Edition</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Copyright</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RMcN atlas .R7 1943 copy 1 (PrCt)</td>
<td>Current events world atlas</td>
<td>1943</td>
<td>20 maps</td>
<td>41 cm</td>
<td></td>
<td>1943 (Provisional Heading)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMcN atlas .P66 1943 (PrCt)</td>
<td>Popular world atlas</td>
<td>1943</td>
<td>5 col. maps</td>
<td>26 cm</td>
<td></td>
<td>1943 (Provisional Heading)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMcN atlas .W5 1943 copy 1 (PrCt)</td>
<td>Reliable world atlas</td>
<td>1943</td>
<td>50 maps</td>
<td>26 cm</td>
<td></td>
<td>1943 (Provisional Heading)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMcN atlas .W5 1943 copy 2 (PrCt)</td>
<td>World atlas: international edition</td>
<td>1943</td>
<td>117 maps</td>
<td>36 cm</td>
<td></td>
<td>1943 (Provisional Heading)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMcN atlas .W7 1943 copy 1 (PrCt)</td>
<td>World atlas: premier edition</td>
<td>1943</td>
<td>115 maps</td>
<td>27 cm</td>
<td>Leatherbound</td>
<td>1943 (Provisional Heading)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 115 maps ; 36 cm.
WWII maps.
Phillips 07162.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .P7 1943 copy 2 (PrCt)

6295

Atlasses - 1943 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 85 maps ; 27 cm.
No WWII maps, no world flags.
Phillips 07163.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .P7 1943 copy 3 (PrCt)

6296

Atlasses - 1943 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 85 maps ; 27 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Phillips 07163.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .W7 1943 copy 1 (PrCt)

6297

Atlasses - 1943 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 85 maps ; 27 cm.
Leather binding,
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .W7 1943 copy 2 (PrCt)

6298

Atlasses - 1943 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 21 maps ; 405 x 280 mm.
Phillips 7155
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

6299

Atlasses - 1943 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 93 maps ; 272 x 182 mm.
Phillips 7163
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

6300

Atlasses - 1943 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: U.S. Army Service Forces -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 30 maps ; 270 x 563 mm.
cc differently bound
Phillips 5468
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

6301

Atlasses - 1943<<>>United States - Maps - 1943
Authors: C.S. Hammond & Company -- Adams, Moses and Culver (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (159 p. : ill., 90 maps (chiefly col.) ; 35 cm.
Cover title: Hammond’s new home and office atlas of the world
Caption title: Hammond’s world atlas and gazetteer (self-revising edition)
Includes indexes.
Relief shown by hachures and gradient and bathymetric tints.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .H33 1943 (NLO)

6302

Atlasses - 1943<<>>United States - Maps - 1943
1 atlas (256 p.) : ill., 83 maps (chiefly col.), ports. ; 35 cm.
Scales differ.
Includes indexes.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .R46 1943 (NLO)

6303

Atlasses - 1943<<>>United States - Maps - 1943 (Provisional Heading)
1 atlas : maps ; 53 cm.
US road atlas and railroad maps inserts missing.
74th edition.
Phillips 7154.
Uniform title: Commercial atlas.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .C7 1943 (PrCt)

Atlases - 1943<<<<World War, 1939-1945 - Maps
Authors: Matthews-Northrup Company -- J.W. Clement Co. -- World Publishing Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (48 p.) : ill., 37 maps (chiefly col.) ; 35 cm.
"With invasion maps that cover all possible points of invasion"--Cover.
General world atlas, including some military information.
Includes index.
Previously published under title: The Matthews-Northrup atlas of the world at war.
Relief shown by shading.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 7130
LC Card Number: 2009583012
Baskes folio G1019 .C5 1943 (NLO)

Atlases - 1943<<<<World War, 1939-1945 - Maps - 1943
Authors: C.S. Hammond & Company
1 atlas (31 p.) : maps (some col.) ; 26 cm.
"War edition."
Cover title.
Added title on p. 2: Hammond's world atlas
References: Cf. Phillips 7178-7186
map4C G3201.AT 1943 .H3 (PrCt)

Atlases - 1944
Authors: C.S. Hammond & Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 100 maps ; 318 x 243 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
References: Phillips 7180
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases - 1944
Authors: P.F. Collier & Son Corporation -- Wachowski, Dennis
1 atlas (336 p.) : ill., col. maps ; 38 cm.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Inscription on front free endpaper: Dennis Wachowski. Grade 7. Good Shepherd.
folio G1019 .C5 1944 (NLO)

Atlases - 1944
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Firestone Tire and Rubber Company -- Gallery Home Furnishings (Monticello, Ind.) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (40 p.) : col. maps ; 41 cm.
'1944 edition.'
Business card of Gallery Home Furnishings (Monticello, Ind.) stapled to front cover.
Cover art: father and son examining atlas; image of globe in background.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .F57 1944 (PrCt)

Atlases - 1944<<<<Atlases - 1949
Authors: C.S. Hammond & Company
1 p. 1., 128, 32 p. : 139 maps (part col.), illus. ; 32 cm. + supplement ([16]p. : 16 col. maps ; 30 cm.)
Illustrated world geography': 32 p. at end.
'Your post-World War II atlas supplement,' with notes on geographical changes 1945-1949, laid in.
For letter relating to distribution of atlas, see NL Map Info. File.
Gift, Geographic Society of Chicago, 1994.
To Collection Services for cataloging, April 2008 (PrCt)

Atlases - 1944<<<<Geography - 1944
Authors: Raisz, Erwin, 1893--1968 -- Global Press Corporation -- Harper & Brothers -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (63 p.) : ill. (chiefly col.), 40 maps (chiefly col.) ; 34 cm.
Relief shown pictorially.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)
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the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 7191
Baskes folio G1019 .R23 1944 (NLO)

6306 Atlases - 1944 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: C.S. Hammond & Company
1 v. : 32 cm.
folio G1019 H39 1944 (NLO)

6307 Atlases - 1944 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: C.S. Hammond & Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 120 maps ; 420 x 315 mm.
Phillips 7175
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

6308 Atlases - 1944 (Provisional Heading)
Current events world atlas. Chicago : Rand McNally, 1944.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 21 maps ; 39 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .C8 1944 copy 1 (PrCt)

6309 Atlases - 1944 (Provisional Heading)
Current events world atlas. Chicago : Rand McNally, 1944.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 21 maps ; 39 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .C8 1944 copy 2 (PrCt)

6310 Atlases - 1944 (Provisional Heading)
Earth. Chicago : Rand McNally, 1944.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 9 maps ; 36 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .E2 1944 (PrCt)

6311 Atlases - 1944 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 60 maps ; 41 cm.
Wrappers.
In Baskes list; missing in 2004 inventory.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .E2 1944 (PrCt)

6312 Atlases - 1944 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 117 maps ; 36 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Sections marked by indentations.
Phillips 07196.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .W5 1944 copy 1 (PrCt)

6313 Atlases - 1944 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 117 maps ; 36 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .W5 1944 copy 2 (PrCt)

6314 Atlases - 1944 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 115 maps ; 36 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
With WWII maps, world flags.
Phillips 07197.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .P7 1944 copy 1 (PrCt)

6315 Atlases - 1944 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 115 maps ; 36 cm.
Marked.
Phillips 07197.
In Baskes list; missing in 2004 inventory.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .P7 1944 copy 2 (PrCt)

6316 Atlases - 1944 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 85 maps ; 27 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
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Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Phillips 07198.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .W7 1944 copy 1 (PrCt)

Atlasses - 1944 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 85 maps ; 27 cm.
Leather binding.
Phillips 7198.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .W7 1944 copy 2 (PrCt)

Atlasses - 1944 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 76 maps ; 282 x 185 mm.
Phillips 11069.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlasses - 1944 (Provisional Heading)

This is my country. New York : Rand McNally, 1944.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 76 maps ; 282 x 185 mm.
Phillips 11069.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlasses - 1944 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 121 maps ; 360 x 280 mm.
WarSupp:flags,5M
Phillips 7197.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlasses - 1944 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 121 maps ; 360 x 280 mm.
WarSupp:flags,5M
Phillips 7197.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Atlasses - 1944 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Weber Costello Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 94 maps ; 27 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .R4 1944 (PrCt)

Atlasses - 1944 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: C.S. Hammond & Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (128, 32 p.) : ill., maps (chiefly col.) ; 32 cm.
Cover title: Hammond's new home and office atlas of the world
Includes indexes.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .H33 1944 (NLO)

Atlasses - 1944 (Provisional Heading)

Commercial atlas and marketing guide. Chicago : Rand McNally, 1944.
1 atlas : maps ; 53 cm.
75th edition.
US road atlas insert missing.
Phillips 07192.
Uniform title: Commercial atlas.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .C7 1944 (PrCt)

Atlasses - 1944 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (416 (i.e. 428) p. : 145 maps (part col.) front., tables, diagrs.. 16 col. pl.) ; 36 x 29 cm. International edition.
Map of the world from the first edition of Abraham Ortelius' atlas, Theatrum orbis terrarum (1570) on lining papers.
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Pictorial maps - Maps - 1944 - Cartography and politics - 1944 - Pictorial maps - Political geography - Maps - 1944

Authors: Harrison, Richard Edes - Fortune -- Alfred A. Knopf, Inc. -- Roger S. Baskes

'By Richard Edes Harrison; text by the editors of Fortune.'

'Many [of the maps] have appeared in Fortune during the last three years.'--Pref.
Signed copy; lacking dust jacket.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
References: Black 230; Phillips 7187

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

---

Atlases - 1944 - World War, 1939-1945 - Maps

Authors: C.S. Hammond & Company -- American Automobile Association -- Morris E. Curiel & Sons, Inc. (Curaçao) -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library) -- Curiel (Morris E.) & Sons, Inc., Curaçao SEE Morris E. Curiel & Sons, Inc. (Curaçao)
1 atlas (48 p.) : 41 maps (chiefly col.) ; 32 cm.

Caption title: Hammond's world atlas and gazetteer (self-revising edition)
"Battle maps covering all war fronts" folded in pocket.
Includes indexes.
Relief shown by gradient and bathymetric tints.
Scales differ.
2 copies; copy 1 cover stamped "AAA"; copy 2 cover stamped "Compliments of Morris E. Curiel & Sons, Inc., Curacao."
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 7184

Baskes folio G1019 .H292 1944 [copies 1 and 2] (PrCt)

---

Atlases - 1944 - World War, 1939-1945 - Maps - 1944

New international atlas of the world / contributing editors, Frederick K. Branom, Lloyd Edwin Smith, author, Fred James, and editorial staff of Newsmap Magazine. Chicago: Geographical Publishing Co., c1944.
Authors: Smith, Lloyd E. (Lloyd Edwin), 1902-1971 -- Branom, Frederick K. (Frederick Kenneth), 1891- -- James, Fred, active 1935 -- Newsmap magazine -- Geographical Publishing Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (224, LXIV p.) : ill. (some col.), 97 maps (some col.) ; 38 cm.
War ed.
"Deluxe 1944 edition"--Cover.
Spine title: Atlas of the world
Maps by Geographical Publishing Co.
Includes index.
Publisher's stamped binding with motto: The world remapped.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 7200

Baskes folio G1019 .S566 1944 (NLO)

Authors: C.S. Hammond & Company -- Garden City Publishing Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (48 p.) : 42 maps (chiefly col.) ; 32 cm.
Self-revising ed.
Cover title.
Caption title: Hammond’s world atlas and gazetteer
Folded map in pocket with title: Hammond’s air age map of the world.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
**Baskes folio G1019.H36 1944 (NLO)**

6336  **Atlases - 1945**

Authors: P.F. Collier & Son Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (336 p.) : ill., 135 maps (some col.) ; 38 cm.
Copyright Rand McNally & Company, Chicago--on maps.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
**Phillips 7204**
**Baskes folio G1019.C5 1945 (NLO)**

6337  **Atlases - 1945 (Provisional Heading)**

Authors: C.S. Hammond & Company
1 v. : 32 cm.
**Phillips 07209**
**folio G1019.H366 (NLO)**

6338  **Atlases - 1945 (Provisional Heading)**

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 21 maps ; 39 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
**folio RMcN atlas .C8 1945 (PrCt)**

6339  **Atlases - 1945 (Provisional Heading)**

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 60 maps ; 41 cm.
Price $1.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(1945 (Provisional Heading).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
**oversize RMcN atlas .P66 1945 copy 1 (PrCt)**

6340  **Atlases - 1945 (Provisional Heading)**

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 60 maps ; 41 cm.
Price $1.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
**oversize RMcN atlas .P66 1945 copy 2 (PrCt)**

6341  **Atlases - 1945 (Provisional Heading)**

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 85 maps ; 27 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
**Phillips 07222**
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
**RMcN atlas .W7 1945 copy 1 (PrCt)**

6342  **Atlases - 1945 (Provisional Heading)**

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 85 maps ; 27 cm.
Copyright info different.
**Phillips 07222**
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
**RMcN atlas .W7 1945 copy 2 (PrCt)**

6343  **Atlases - 1945 (Provisional Heading)**

Authors: Weisz, Leo
1 v. : 31 cm.
**6A 0620 (NLO)**

6344  **Atlases - 1945<>World War, 1939-1945 - Maps - 1945**

Authors: Smith, Lloyd E. (Lloyd Edwin), 1902-1971 -- Branom, Frederick K. (Frederick Kenneth), 1891-- James, Fred, active 1935 -- Geographical Publishing Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (192, lxiv p., [1] leaf of plates) : ill. (some col.), 98 maps (some col.) ; 38 cm.
War ed.
Maps by Geographical Publishing Co.
(1945 (Provisional Heading).

**Baskes folio G1019 .S566 1945 (NLO)**

---

**6345**

**Atlases - 1946**


**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)**

---

**6346**

**Atlases - 1946 (Provisional Heading)**


**oversize G 39001.104 (NLO)**

---

**6347**

**Atlases - 1946 (Provisional Heading)**


**folio RMcN atlas .G6 1946 (PrCt)**

---

**6348**

**Atlases - 1946 (Provisional Heading)**


**oversize G1725 P35 1946 (NLO)**

---

**6349**

**Atlases - 1946 (Provisional Heading)**


**folio RMcN atlas .C8 1946 (PrCt)**

---

**6350**

**Atlases - 1946 (Provisional Heading)**


**folio RMcN atlas .W5 1946 copy 1 (PrCt)**

---

**6351**

**Atlases - 1946 (Provisional Heading)**


**folio RMcN atlas .W5 1946 copy 2 (PrCt)**

---

**6352**

**Atlases - 1946 (Provisional Heading)**


**folio RMcN atlas .P7 1946 (PrCt)**

---

**6353**

**Atlases - 1946 (Provisional Heading)**


**RMcN atlas .W7 1946 (PrCt)**

---

**6354**

**Atlases - 1946 (Provisional Heading)**


---

**6355**

**Atlases - 1946<<>>United States - Maps - 1946 (Provisional Heading)**

*Commercial atlas and marketing guide*. Chicago :
Rand McNally, 1946.
1 atlas : maps ; 53 cm.
77th edition.
US road atlas insert.
Pp. 417-418 missing.
2 post-war map supplements.
Phillips 07247.
Uniform title: Commercial atlas.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .C7 1946 (PrCt)

Authors: MacFadden, Clifford H. (Clifford Herbert), 1908-- Kendall, Henry M. (Henry Madison), 1901-1966 -- Deasy, George F. (George Francis) -- Thomas Y. Crowell & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (179 p.) : ill. (some col.), 84 maps (some col.) ; 29 cm.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 7243
Baskes folio G1019 .M13 1946 (NLO)

6367 Atlases - 1946<>-World War, 1939-1945 - Maps - 1946
Authors: Smith, Lloyd E. (Lloyd Edwin), 1902-1971 -- Branom, Frederick K. (Frederick Kenneth), 1891- -- James, Fred, active 1935 -- Geographical Publishing Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (224, LXIV p.) : ill. (some col.), 89 maps (some col.), ports ; 38 cm.
War history ed.
Maps by Geographical Publishing Co.
Publisher's stamped binding with motto: The world remapped.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: map55000640
Baskes folio G1019 .C5 1947 (NLO)

6358 Atlases - 1947
Authors: Denoyer, L. P. (Levinus Philippus), 1875-1964 -- Denoyer-Geppert (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 29 maps ; 280 x 222 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases - 1947
Authors: P.F. Collier & Son Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Collier (P.F.) & Son SEE P.F. Collier & Son Corporation -- P.F. Collier & Son Corporation SEE ALSO P. F. Collier, Inc.
1 atlas (336 p.) : ill., 135 maps (some col.) ; 38 cm.
'Copyright by Rand McNally & Company, Chicago'--on maps.
Scales differ.
folio G1019 .C5 1947 (NLO)

Atlases - 1947
Authors: P.F. Collier & Son Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (336 p.) : ill., 135 maps (some col.) ; 38 cm.
'Copyright by Rand McNally & Company, Chicago'--on maps.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .C5 1947b (NLO)

Atlases - 1947
Authors: Rand McNally and Company
1 atlas (269 (i.e. 277) p. : ill., maps (some col.)) ; 36 cm.
Premier ed.
Includes index.
LC Card Number: map55000640
folio G 10 .7483 (NLO)

Atlases - 1947
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 115 maps ; 36 cm.
Flags of members of United Nations.
Green cloth cover.
Phillips 07279.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

6362 Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
6363 Atlases - 1947
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 115 maps ; 36 cm.
Flags of members of United Nations
Blue cloth cover.
Phillips 07279.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .P7 1947 copy 1 (PrCt)

6364 Atlases - 1947<>Historical geography - Maps - 1947<>Historical atlases
New world atlas, containing new and complete historical, economic and political maps of the entire world, in full colors, with complete indexes; and the races of mankind, illustrated gazetteer of the world, illustrated gazetteer of the United States and territories. Garden City, N.Y. Garden City Pub. Co., 1947.
Authors: C.S. Hammond & Company -- Garden City Publishing Co.
1 atlas (344 p. : ill. (part col.) maps (part col.)) ; 52 cm.
Phillips 7268.
8-232
oversize G 10 .385 (NLO)

6365 Atlases - 1947 (Provisional Heading)
1 atlas : 112 maps ; 29 cm.
Uniform title: Goode's school atlas.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .G6 1947 (PrCt)

6366 Atlases - 1947 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Murphy, Raymond E. (Raymond Edward), 1898 July 24 -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 35 maps ; 28 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .W88 1947 (PrCt)

6367 Atlases - 1947 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 117 maps ; 36 cm.
Sections marked by indentations.
Phillips 07278.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .W5 1947 (PrCt)

Atlases - 1947<>United States - Maps - 1947 (Provisional Heading)
1 atlas : maps ; 53 cm.
78th edition.
US road atlas insert.
Market survey insert.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Phillips 07277.
Uniform title: Commercial atlas.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .C7 1947 (PrCt)

Atlases - 1947<>World War, 1939-1945 - Maps
World atlas and history of the war in maps. [Chicago] : Chicago Sun, 1947.
Authors: Chicago Sun -- Barrett, Tom P. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (16 p.) : col. ill., 14 maps (some col.) ; 35 cm.
Cover title.
Other title: Chicago sun (Chicago, Ill. : 1941)
"Special supplement, the Chicago Sun, January 23, 1947"--Cover.
One map by Tom P. Barrett.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .W784 1947 (NLO)

Authors: Smith, Lloyd E. (Lloyd Edwin), 1902-1971 -- Branom, Frederick K. (Frederick Kenneth), 1891- -- James, Fred, active 1935 -- Geographical Publishing Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (224, lxiv p.) : ill. (some col.), 96 maps (some col.), ports ; 38 cm. 15th ed.
Spine title: Atlas of the world
Includes index.
Publisher’s stamped binding with motto: The world remapped.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1019 .S566 1947 (NLO)

Authors: Chicago sun -- Barrett, Tom P.
1 v. (16 p.) : maps (part. col.) ; 35 cm.
Cover title.
Two maps signed Tom P. Barrett.
To Collection Services for cataloging, July 2011 (PrCt)

Authors: C.S. Hammond & Company -- United Educators -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([34], 296 p.) : ill. (some col.), 134 maps (chiefly col.) ; 33 cm.
Cover title: New educator atlas
"Entire contents copyrighted 1947 by C.S. Hammond & Co."
Maps on lining papers.
Includes indexes.
Relief shown by shading and hachures.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1019 .H3663 1947 (NLO)

6373  Atlases - 1948
Authors: C.S. Hammond & Company -- Garden City Publishing Co.
1 atlas (344 p. : ill. (some col.), maps (some col.)) ; 52 cm.
Includes indexes.
Scales differ.
Cf. Phillips 7268.

oversize G 10 .3851 (NLO)

6374  Atlases - 1948
The Matthews-Northrup new world atlas.

Authors: Matthews-Northrup Company -- J.W. Clement Co. -- World Publishing Company -- Williamson, Sarah -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (47 p.) : 33 col. maps ; 35 cm.
"For home, school, and office"--Cover.
Includes index.
Relief shown by shading and hachures.
Scales differ.
Former owner’s signature: Sarah Williamson.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 7296

Baskes folio G1019 .M2892 1948 (NLO)

6375  Atlases - 1948
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (12 p.) : col. maps ; 34 cm.
Cover title.
"Copyright MCMXXXIII ... MCMXXXV ... [and] MCMXLVIII by Rand McNally & Company"-- title page verso.
Cover art: color map of the world
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

folio RMcN atlas.W4 1948 copy 3 (PrCt)

Authors: Philadelphia Inquirer (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (19 p.) : ill. (some col.), 10 maps (some col.) ; 35 cm.
Cover title.
Other title: Philadelphia inquirer public ledger.
"Section of the Philadelphia inquirer, April 15, 1948"--Cover.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1035 .P53 1948 (NLO)

6377  Atlases - 1948
Authors: Edmonds, James Edward
8 v. ; 23 cm.
(1922-1948)
Phillips 05818
F 103.25 (NLO)
6378 Atlases - 1948 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Goode, J. Paul, 1862-1932 -- Goode's
eastern school atlas -- Rand McNally and Company --
Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 112 maps ; 29 cm.
Uniform title: Goode's school atlas.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .G6 1948 copy 1 (PrCt)

6379 Atlases - 1948 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Goode, J. Paul, 1862-1932 -- Goode's
eastern school atlas -- Rand McNally and Company --
Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 112 maps ; 29 cm.
Uniform title: Goode's school atlas.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .G6 1948 copy 2 (PrCt)

6380 Atlases - 1948 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 115 maps ; 27 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Phillips 07319.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .S7 1948 (PrCt)

6381 Atlases - 1948 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 8 maps ; 33 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Wrappers.
Phillips 07320.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .W4 1948 copy 1 (PrCt)

6382 Atlases - 1948 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 8 maps ; 33 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .W4 1948 copy 2 (PrCt)

6383 Atlases - 1948 (Provisional Heading)
World atlas: readers edition. Chicago : Rand
McNally, 1948.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 85 maps ; 27 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .W7 1948 (PrCt)

6384 Atlases - 1948 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 95 maps ; 272 x 182 mm.
Cf. Phillips 07222
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

6385 Atlases - 1948<<>>United States - Maps - 1948
Hammond's illustrated library world atlas : with
political and resource-relief maps, illustrated
descriptive gazetteers, illustrated world
geography, races of mankind, new indexes. New
Authors: C.S. Hammond & Company -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (xvi, 312 p.) : ill. (some col.), 177 maps
(some col.) ; 33 cm.
Maps on lining papers.
Includes indexes.
Relief shown by shading and hachures.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
References: Cf. Phillips 7353
Baskes folio G1019 .H3345 1948 (NLO)

6386 Atlases - 1948<<>>United States - Maps - 1948
Pictorial atlas of the world. Chicago : Published
by the Geographical Publishing Company, c1948.
Authors: Geographical Publishing Co. -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (125 p.) : ill., 58 maps (some col.) ; 25 cm.
Cover title: Monarch atlas of the world
"Latest census figures, completely
remapped"--Cover.
Publisher's stamped binding with motto: The
world remapped.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1019 .G396 1948 (NLO)

6387 Atlases - 1948<<>>United States - Maps - 1948
Commercial atlas and marketing guide. Chicago : Rand
McNally, 1948.
6388 **Atlases - 1949**
1 v. : 114 map plates ; 29 cm.
8th ed.
Phillips 7348.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)**

6389 **Atlases - 1949 (Provisional Heading)**
Authors: C.S. Hammond & Company -- F.E. Compton Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection.
1 v. : 20 maps ; 260 x 494 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)**

6390 **Atlases - 1949 (Provisional Heading)**
1 v. : 37 maps ; 342 x 260 mm.
1st ed.
&ErwinRaisz
Phillips 18166
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)**

6391 **Atlases - 1949 (Provisional Heading)**
Authors: Edmonds, James Edward
1 v. ; 22 cm.
F 1069.255 (NLO)

6392 **Atlases - 1949 (Provisional Heading)**
1 atlas : 112 maps ; 29 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Phillips 07348.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection

**Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.**

**For more information refer to the title page of this volume.**
American City -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 57 maps ; 260 x 185 mm.
23rd ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

6404
Atlas - 1949 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 107 maps ; 36 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Phillips 07368.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .C76 1949 (PrCt)

6405
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : maps ; 53 cm.
80th edition.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
US road atlas insert.
Phillips 07367.
Uniform title: Commercial atlas.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .C7 1949 (PrCt)

6406
Modern world wide atlas / contributors: Frederick K. Branom; Ava Hamilton; Francis Clay Harley; George Frederick Paul. Chicago : Geographical Publishing Company, c1949.
Authors: Geographical Publishing Co. -- Branom, Frederick K. (Frederick Kenneth), 1891- -- Harley, Francis Clay -- Hamilton, Ava -- Paul, George Frederick -- J.W. Clement Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (351 p.) : ill. (some col.), 119 maps (some col.) ; 38 cm.
1st ed.
"De Luxe post war edition."
"The contents other than the maps furnished by J.W. Clement Co."--T.p. verso.
"The key to the Constitution of the United States and the story of the birth of atomic energy, by Francis Clay Harley"--P. [163]-[192]
Includes index.
Publisher's illustrated binding.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: map49000679
Baskes folio G1019 .G3959 1949 (NLO)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

6407  **Atlases - 1950**  
Authors: Gross, Alexander, 1879-1958 -- Geographia Map Company -- Permabooks -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 v. : 131 maps ; 161 x 110 mm.  
1st ed.  
Cartography by Geographia Map Co.  
Phillips 7405  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.  
**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)**  
(PrCt)  

6408  **Atlases - 1950**  
Authors: Gross, Alexander, 1879-1958 -- Geographia Map Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 atlas (96 p.) : ill., 56 maps (chiefly col.) ; 35 cm.  
Maps by Alexander Gross.  
Includes indexes.  
Relief shown by hachures.  
Scales differ.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.  
References: Phillips 7404  
**Baskes folio G1019 .P2 D34 (NLO)**  

6409  **Atlases - 1950 - Children's maps**  
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 atlas : 35 maps ; 27 cm.  
Hand-stamped copyright copy.  
Phillips 07423.  
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).  
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).  
**RMcN atlas .C57 1950 copy 3 (PrCt)**  

6410  **Atlases - 1950 (Provisional Heading)**  
Authors: George Philip & Son  
1 v. : 25 cm.  
OCLC#29227244  
**Case G1811 .P2 D34 (NLO)**  

6411  **Atlases - 1950 (Provisional Heading)**  
1 atlas : 112 maps ; 29 cm.  
Uniform title: Goode's school atlas.  
Hand-stamped copyright copy.  
Phillips 07403.  
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).  
**Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).**  
**folio RMcN atlas .G6 1950 copy 1 (PrCt)**

6412  **Atlases - 1950 (Provisional Heading)**  
1 atlas : 112 maps ; 29 cm.  
Uniform title: Goode's school atlas.  
Phillips 07403.  
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).  
**Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).**  
**folio RMcN atlas .G6 1950 copy 2 (PrCt)**

6413  **Atlases - 1950 (Provisional Heading)**  
*Osterreichs anteil erforschung der erde*. Vienna, 1950.  
Authors: Hassinger, Hugo, 1877-  
1 v. : 25 cm.  
**G 004.389 (NLO)**

6414  **Atlases - 1950 (Provisional Heading)**  
Authors: Karl Wenschow GmbH. -- Harrison, Richard Edes -- Denoyer-Geppert (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 v. : 90 maps ; 348 x 245 mm.  
Previously owned by Richard Edes Harrison.  
Phillips 7432  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.  
**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)**  
(PrCt)

6415  **Atlases - 1950 (Provisional Heading)**  
Authors: Merian, Matthaeus, 1593-1650 -- Zeiller, Martin, 1589-1661  
1 v. : 44 map plates ; 31 cm.  
Facsimile. Ed:Zeiller  
**folio G 4754.99 (NLO)**

6416  **Atlases - 1950 (Provisional Heading)**  
Authors: Mogey, John M  
1 v. : 17 cm.  
**G 11.586 (NLO)**

6417  **Atlases - 1950 (Provisional Heading)**  
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 atlas : 97 maps ; 28 cm.  
Samples.  
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).  
**Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).**  
**RMcN atlas .L4 1950 copy 1 (PrCt)**

6418  **Atlases - 1950 (Provisional Heading)**
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 97 maps ; 28 cm.
Samples.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .L4 1950 copy 2 (PrCt)

6419 Atlases - 1950 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 7 maps ; 26 cm.
Wrappers.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .P66 1950 (PrCt)

6420 Atlases - 1950 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 115 maps ; 27 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .S7 1950 (PrCt)

6421 Atlases - 1950 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 24 maps ; 35 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Phillips 07425.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .W4 1950 copy 1 (PrCt)

6422 Atlases - 1950 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 24 maps ; 35 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
International copyright.
Phillips 07425.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .W4 1950 copy 2 (PrCt)

6423 Atlases - 1950 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: C.S. Hammond & Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (376 p.) : ill. (some col.), 194 maps (chiefly col.) ; 25 cm.
"Gazetteer of the world"--P. 250-281.
"Illustrated gazetteer of the United States and territories"--P. 282-323.
Includes indexes.
Maps on lining papers.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 7406; Alexander 31
Baskes G1019 .H3297 1950 (NLO)

Atlases - 1950<<>>United States - Maps - 1950 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : maps ; 53 cm.
81st edition.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
US road atlas insert.
Phillips 07424.
Uniform title: Commercial atlas.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .C7 1950 (PrCt)

Authors: Smith, Lloyd E. (Lloyd Edwin), 1902-1971 -- Branom, Frederick K. (Frederick Kenneth), 1891- -- James, Fred, active 1935 -- Newsmap magazine -- Geographical Publishing Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Maps by Geographical Publishing Co.
"The self-revising atlas"--Cover.
Includes indexes.
Publisher’s stamped binding with motto: The world remapped.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: map43000139
Baskes folio G1019 .S566 1950 (NLO)

Atlases - 1951
Geographia atlas of the world : comprising 32 pages of colored maps, and 8 black and white
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Authors: Gross, Alexander, 1879-1958 -- Geographia Map Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (40 p.) ; ill., 31 maps (chiefly col.) ; 34 cm.
Entirely new ed.
Edition statement from cover.
Cover title: Famous world atlas
Map on inside back cover; astronomical diagrams on back cover.
Includes index.
Publisher’s color illustrated paper binding.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 7451
Baskes folio G1019 .G785 1951 (NLO)

Atlas - 1951
Authors: Lewis, Clinton, Sir, b. 1885 -- Campbell, J. D. (James Donald), b. 1884 -- Bickmore, David P., 1917-- Cook, K. F., fl. 1951 -- Oxford University Press -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Illustration on endpapers.
Includes indexes.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
References: A128; Lock, Modern maps and atlases 88; Phillips 7464
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlas - 1951
Authors: Replogle Globes -- C.S. Hammond & Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (200 p.) : 93 col. maps ; 23 cm.
New census ed.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 7409
Baskes G1019 .R465 1951 (NLO)

Atlas - 1951 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Edmonds, James Edward
1 v. ; 22 cm.
F 001.255 (NLO)

Atlas - 1951 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Machuca Martinez, M
1 v. ; 27 cm.
Phillips 18368
G1771 S1 M2 1951 (NLO)

Atlas - 1951 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Pocket Books -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 85 maps ; 16 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Phillips 07477.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .P66 1951 copy 1 (PrCt)

Atlas - 1951 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Pocket Books -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 85 maps ; 17 cm.
Collectors Edition.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .P66 1951 copy 2 (PrCt)

Atlas - 1951 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Pocket Books -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 85 maps ; 169 x 115 mm.
1st ed.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Alexander, Guide to atlases 140
Phillips 7477
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

6435 Atlases - 1951 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 14 maps ; 35 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Wrappers.
Phillips 07474.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .A42 1951 copy 1 (PrCt)

6436 Atlases - 1951 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 14 maps ; 35 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
D.j.
Phillips 07474.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .A42 1951 copy 2 (PrCt)

6437 Atlases - 1951 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 110 maps ; 36 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Phillips 07476.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .C77 1951 (PrCt)

6438 Atlases - 1951 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 95 maps ; 27 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Phillips 07478.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .R42 1951 (PrCt)

6439 Atlases - 1951 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 98 maps ; 27 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .S75 1951 (PrCt)

6440 Atlases - 1951 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 144 maps ; 364 x 290 mm.
2nd ed.
Phillips 7476
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

6441 Atlases - 1951 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 99 maps ; 273 x 183 mm.
Alexander, Guide to atlases 142
Phillips 7479
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

6442 Atlases - 1951 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: U.S. Lake Survey -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 50 maps ; 292 x 437 mm.
Phillips 15826
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

6443 Atlases - 1951 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: C.S. Hammond & Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (376 p.) : ill. (some col.), 194 maps (chiefly col.) ; 25 cm.
"Gazetteer of the world"--P. 250-281.
"Illustrated gazetteer of the United States and territories"--P. 282-323.
Includes indexes.
Maps on lining papers.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 7509
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Baskes G1019 .H3297 1951 (NLO)

6444 Atlases - 1951 (Provisional Heading)
United States - Maps - 1951
Authors: C.S. Hammond & Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (376 p.) : ill. (some col.), 194 maps (chiefly col.) ; 25 cm.
"Gazetteer of the world"--P. 250-281.
"Illustrated gazetteer of the United States and territories"--P. 282-323.
Includes indexes.
Maps on lining papers.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 7509
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Baskes G1019 .H3297 1951 (NLO)
1 atlas : maps ; 53 cm.
82nd edition.
Atlas and globe revision supplement.
US road atlas insert.
Phillips 07475.
Uniform title: Commercial atlas.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

Atlases - 1952 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: C.S. Hammond & Company
1 v. ; 32 cm.
ed:ELJordan
folio QH102 .J6 (NLO)

Atlases - 1952 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: C.S. Hammond & Company -- GardenCity -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 107 maps ; 316 x 242 mm.
Phillips 7512
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases - 1952 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Durand, Dana Bennett -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 23 map plates ; 25 cm.
Ayer 7 D94 1952 (NLO)

Atlases - 1952 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Gorissen, Friedrich
1 v. ; 30 cm.
F 47979.3 v.51 (NLO)

Atlases - 1952 (Provisional Heading)
Tabulae geog Colonia Bonae Spei antiqua. Amsterdam, 1952.
Authors: Koeman, C. (Cornelis), 1918-1918-1 v. ; 31 cm.
oversize G2568 C3 K6 1952 (NLO)

Atlases - 1952 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Kremling, Ernst
1 v. ; 25 cm.
5th ed.
G1911 P2 K74 1952 (NLO)

Atlases - 1952 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Margerie, Emmanuel de -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
2 v. ; 28 cm.
Ayer 7.5 M32 1952 (NLO)

Atlases - 1952 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 97 maps ; 26 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Phillips 07531.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .C76 1952 (PrCt)

Atlases - 1952 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 110 maps ; 36 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
D.j.
1949 printed on verso of t.p., but 1952 ed. written on copyright stamp.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .C77 1952 (PrCt)

Atlases - 1952 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 20 maps ; 27 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .C8 1952 (PrCt)

Atlases - 1952 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 123 maps ; 37 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .C7 1952 (PrCt)

Atlases - 1952 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 123 maps ; 37 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .P7 1952 copy 1 (PrCt)

Atlases - 1952 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 123 maps ; 37 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .P7 1952 copy 1 (PrCt)
1 atlas : 123 maps ; 37 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

\section*{Atlases - 1952 \& 1953}

\begin{itemize}
\item \textit{United States - Maps - 1952}
  Authors: C.S. Hammond & Company -- Garden City Books -- Henricks, G. R., Mrs. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
  1 atlas (176 p.) : ill., 107 maps (chiefly col.) ; 32 cm.
  Includes indexes.
  "Index of the United States"--P. [97]-159.
  Scales differ.
  Former owner's inscription: Mrs. G.R. Henricks, Evanston, Ill.
  Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

\item \textit{Pictorial atlas of the United States - Maps - 1952}
  Authors: Geographical Publishing Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
  1 atlas (110, xviii p.) : ill., 54 col. maps, 26 cm.
  Edition: Rev. ed.
  Cover title: New pictorial atlas of the world
  Scales differ.
  Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

\item \textit{World geo-graphic atlas - 1953}
  \textit{World geo-graphic atlas}. Chicago : Container Corporation of America, 1953.
  Authors: Bayer, Herbert, 1900-1985 -- Rand McNally and Company -- G. de Agostini (firm) -- Container Corporation of America -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
  1 atlas : 146 maps ; 405 x 290 mm.
  1st ed.
  C:RandMcN+IGAgostini;Alexander, Guide to atlases 242;Lock, Modern maps and atlases 100
  Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
  Phillips 7549
  Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

\end{itemize}

\textbf{Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)}

\section*{Atlases - 1953}

\begin{itemize}
\item \textit{Collier's world atlas and gazetteer : presenting the world in its geographical, physical, and commercial aspects}. New York : P. F. Collier & Son, 1953.
  Authors: P.F. Collier & Son Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
  1 atlas (472 p.) : illus., 135 maps (part col.) ; 37 cm.
  'Rand McNally ed.'
  Cover title: Collier's new world atlas and gazetteer
  Half-title: Collier's world atlas and gazetteer.
  'Copyright by Rand McNally & Company'--on maps.
  Scales differ.
  Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
  Alexander, Guide to atlases 238
  Lock, Modern maps and atlases 95

\item \textit{World geo-graphic atlas - 1953 (Provisional Heading)}
  \textit{World geo-graphic atlas}. Chicago : Container Corporation of America, 1953.
  Authors: Bayer, Herbert, 1900-1985 -- Container Corporation of America -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
  1 atlas : 146 maps ; 41 cm.
  Flexible, leather binding.
  Phillips 7549.
  Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
  Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

\item \textit{World geo-graphic atlas - 1953 (Provisional Heading)}
  \textit{World geo-graphic atlas}. Chicago : Container Corporation of America, 1953.
  Authors: Bayer, Herbert, 1900-1985 -- Container Corporation of America -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
  1 atlas : 40 cm.
  Phillips 7549

\item \textit{World geo-graphic atlas - 1953 (Provisional Heading)}
  \textit{World geo-graphic atlas}. Chicago : Container Corporation of America, 1953.
  Authors: Bayer, Herbert, 1900-1985 -- Container Corporation of America -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

\end{itemize}
1 atlas : 146 maps ; 41 cm.
Cloth binding with case.
Phillips 07549.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

6465  **Atlases - 1953 (Provisional Heading)**

*New supreme world atlas.* GardenCity : GardenCity, 1953.
Authors: C.S. Hammond & Company 1 v.
OCLC#36045451
folio G1019 H367 1953 (NLO)

6466  **Atlases - 1953 (Provisional Heading)**

*Chang kong tu shuo.* 1953.
Authors: Ching lun su Shan 1 v.
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 1053 G 1066.2 (NLO)

6467  **Atlases - 1953 (Provisional Heading)**

9th ed.
Ed:EBEspenshade Phillips 7555
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
*Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)* (PrCt)

6468  **Atlases - 1953 (Provisional Heading)**

Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Phillips 07555.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .G6 1953 copy 1 (PrCt)

6469  **Atlases - 1953 (Provisional Heading)**

Phillips 07555.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .G6 1953 copy 2 (PrCt)

6470  **Atlases - 1953 (Provisional Heading)**

Blue binding.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .C645 1953 (PrCt)

6471  **Atlases - 1953 (Provisional Heading)**

Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Abridged Goode.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .R65 1953 copy 1 (PrCt)

6472  **Atlases - 1953 (Provisional Heading)**

Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Abridged Goode.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .R65 1953 copy 2 (PrCt)

6473  **Atlases - 1953 (Provisional Heading)**

Abridged Goode, editor's notes.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .R65 1953 copy 3 (PrCt)

6474  **Atlases - 1953 (Provisional Heading)**

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) 1 atlas : 110 maps ; 36 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Phillips 07580.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
1 atlas (xii, [62], 117, iv, 384 p. illus., maps (part col.)); 38 cm.
Unabridged ed.
'G. Donald Hudson, geographical editor. Under the general editorial direction of Walter Yust.'
Most of the maps are from the Cosmo series by Rand, McNally and Co.
Includes bibliographies.
Phillips 7594.

**Atlases - 1954**

Authors: George F. Cram Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (34 p.) : ill. (some col.), 16 col. maps ; 31 cm.
Cover title.
On cover: Most thorough coverage of any small atlas, every country, gazetteer index, gives locations, capitals, populations. Featured maps: Korea, U.S.S.R. in Eurasia, Middle America, United States, Israel, Canada, Alaska. Most comprehensive index, several thousand place locations.
Includes indexes.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 7592

**Baskes folio G1019 .G4554 1954 (NLO)**

**Atlases - 1955**

1 atlas (128 p.) : ill., col. maps ; 32 cm.
Includes indexes.
Scales differ.

**folio G1019 .H293 1955 (NLO)**

**Atlases - 1955-1958**

1 atlas (4 v. : 96 maps) ; 498 x 323 mm.
[1st American ed.?]
Incomplete; lacking vol. 2; issued in 5 vols.
Alexander 403
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)**

**Atlases - 1955>>Names, Geographical - 1955>>Gazetteers**

*Collier's world atlas and gazetteer: presenting the world in its geographical, physical, and commercial aspects.* New York : P.F. Collier & Son Corporation, c1955.
Authors: P.F. Collier & Son Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (viii, 480 p.) : ill., maps (chiefly col.) ; 37 cm.
"Copyright by Rand McNally & Company, Chicago."--on maps.
Supplement-Hunting and fishing data: p. [473]-480.
"More than 10,000 changes have been made in this edition of Collier's World Atlas and Gazetteer"--Pref.
Includes index.
Publisher's illustrated cloth binding.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes folio G1019 .C5 1955 (NLO)**

**Atlases - 1955 (Provisional Heading)**

Authors: C.S. Hammond & Company -- Doubleday and Company, inc. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 128 maps ; 320 x 245 mm.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RMcN atlas .E57 1955 c</td>
<td>Faux leather binding.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cf. Phillips 07597
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Ayers & Hansen, 1955.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 96 maps ; 21 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .E57 1955 copy 1 (PrCt)

Ayers & Hansen, 1955.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 96 maps ; 21 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .E57 1955 copy 2 (PrCt)

Ayers & Hansen, 1955.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 96 maps ; 21 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .P7 1955 copy 1 (PrCt)

Ayers & Hansen, 1955.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 96 maps ; 21 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .P7 1955 copy 2 (PrCt)

Ayers & Hansen, 1955.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 96 maps ; 21 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .P7 1955 copy 3 (PrCt)

Ayers & Hansen, 1955.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 96 maps ; 21 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .P7 1955 copy 4 (PrCt)

Ayers & Hansen, 1955.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 96 maps ; 21 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .P7 1955 copy 5 (PrCt)

Ayers & Hansen, 1955.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 96 maps ; 21 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .P7 1955 copy 6 (PrCt)

Ayers & Hansen, 1955.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 96 maps ; 21 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .P7 1955 copy 7 (PrCt)

Ayers & Hansen, 1955.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 96 maps ; 21 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .P7 1955 copy 8 (PrCt)

Ayers & Hansen, 1955.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 96 maps ; 21 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .P7 1955 copy 9 (PrCt)

Ayers & Hansen, 1955.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 96 maps ; 21 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .P7 1955 copy 10 (PrCt)

Ayers & Hansen, 1955.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 96 maps ; 21 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .P7 1955 copy 11 (PrCt)

Ayers & Hansen, 1955.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 96 maps ; 21 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .P7 1955 copy 12 (PrCt)

Ayers & Hansen, 1955.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 96 maps ; 21 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .P7 1955 copy 13 (PrCt)

Ayers & Hansen, 1955.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 96 maps ; 21 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .P7 1955 copy 14 (PrCt)

Ayers & Hansen, 1955.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 96 maps ; 21 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .P7 1955 copy 15 (PrCt)

Ayers & Hansen, 1955.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 96 maps ; 21 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .P7 1955 copy 16 (PrCt)

Ayers & Hansen, 1955.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 96 maps ; 21 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .P7 1955 copy 17 (PrCt)

Ayers & Hansen, 1955.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 96 maps ; 21 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .P7 1955 copy 18 (PrCt)

Ayers & Hansen, 1955.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 96 maps ; 21 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .P7 1955 copy 19 (PrCt)

Ayers & Hansen, 1955.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 96 maps ; 21 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .P7 1955 copy 20 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

McNally Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 atlas : 98 maps ; 27 cm.  
Hand-stamped copyright copy.  
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).  
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).  
RMcN atlas .S75 1955 (PrCt)

Atlas - 1955 (Provisional Heading)  
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 atlas : 25 maps ; 34 cm.  
Wrappers.  
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).  
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).  
Atlas - 1955 (Provisional Heading)  
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 v. : 100 maps ; 215 x 144 mm.  
Alexander, Guide to atlases 428  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.  
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlas - 1955 (Provisional Heading)  
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 v. : 190 maps ; 272 x 182 mm.  
Alexander, Guide to atlases 5565;[Lock, Modern maps and atlases 95  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.  
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlas - 1955 (Provisional Heading)  
1 atlas : maps ; 53 cm.  
86th edition.  
Hand-stamped copyright copy.  
US road atlas insert.  
Phillips 07621.  
Uniform title: Commercial atlas.  
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).  
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).  
oversize RMcN atlas .C7 1955 (PrCt)

Atlas - 1956  
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- American Export Lines -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 atlas : 116 maps ; 37 cm.  
Title printed on front cover in white rectangle embossed on blue buckram; below title, a red flag with the letter E in a white diamond.  
Except for the cover, this is identical with their Premier world atlas, Centennial edition of the same year.  
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).  
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).  
Atlas - 1956 (Provisional Heading)  
1 atlas (60 p.) : col. maps ; 29 cm.  
'Second printing, 1956.'  
'Edited by Edward B. Espenshade, Jr.' and 'Abridged edition, Goode's world atlas' -- front cover.  
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).  
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).  
Atlas - 1956 (Provisional Heading)  
Authors: Replogle Globes -- C.S. Hammond & Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 atlas (200 p.) : 93 col. maps ; 23 cm.  
New census ed.  
Includes index.  
Scales differ.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.  
References: Alexander 431  
Baskes G1019 .R465 1956 (NLO)

Atlas - 1956 (Provisional Heading)  
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Goode's world atlas' -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 atlas : maps ; 112 cm.  
Abridged edition, Goode's world atlas' -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 atlas : maps ; 27 cm.  
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).  
Atlas - 1956 (Provisional Heading)  
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 atlas : maps ; 27 cm.  
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).  
Atlas - 1956 (Provisional Heading)  
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 atlas : maps ; 27 cm.  
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).  
Atlas - 1955 (Provisional Heading)  
United States - Maps - 1955 (Provisional Heading)  
1 atlas : maps ; 53 cm.  
86th edition.  
Hand-stamped copyright copy.  
US road atlas insert.  
Phillips 07621.  
Uniform title: Commercial atlas.  
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).  
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).  
oversize RMcN atlas .C7 1955 (PrCt)

Atlas - 1956 (Provisional Heading)  
Africais - Maps - 1956 (Provisional Heading)  
1 atlas : maps ; 53 cm.  
86th edition.  
Hand-stamped copyright copy.  
US road atlas insert.  
Phillips 07621.  
Uniform title: Commercial atlas.  
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).  
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).  
oversize RMcN atlas .C7 1955 (PrCt)

Atlas - 1956 (Provisional Heading)  
Africais - Maps - 1956 (Provisional Heading)  
1 atlas : maps ; 53 cm.  
86th edition.  
Hand-stamped copyright copy.  
US road atlas insert.  
Phillips 07621.  
Uniform title: Commercial atlas.  
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).  
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).  
oversize RMcN atlas .C7 1955 (PrCt)
Hammond & Company. Hammond's decorative maps: antique and modern (1956)
1 atlas (1 case ([9] folded sheets)) : 9 col. maps (all folded) ; 32 cm.
Title from accompanying latitude-longitude index ([16] p. : maps ; 30 cm.)
The index and 9 loose and folded wall maps were issued in a clamshell box designed to look like a folio atlas.
Box spine title: De luxe map library / Hammond "Classics edition" -- Box spine.
Includes maps of Africa, Asia, Australia & New Zealand, Canada, Europe & the Near East, North America, South America, United States, and the world.
6 of 9 sheets include titles beginning:
Hammond's superior map of... Maps printed on sheets 126 x 84 cm., folded to 22 x 28 cm.
Accompanied by broadside sheet with title: Hammond's decorative maps : antique and modern. Includes 16 maps (31 x 47 cm. and smaller, on sheet 107 x 73 cm., folded to 19 x 27 cm.) to be trimmed away and glued to household items, with "easy steps to follow in decorating lamps, table tops, trays, [etc.] ... ." Scales vary.
References: OCLC 63092956 map4C G3201.AT 1956 .H3 (PrCt)

Hammond's advanced reference atlas : a complete social studies atlas in four parts, showing the geographical setting of the modern, medieval and ancient world. Maplewood, N.J. ; London : C.S. Hammond & Co. ; Distributed by Oldbourne Press, c1956.
Authors: C.S. Hammond & Company -- Oldbourne Press -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Distribution information from slip pasted to t.p., partially obscuring imprint.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .H32968 1956 (NLO)

6513 Atlases - 1956 - Juvenile Literature
Authors: C.S. Hammond & Company
96 p. : ill. (some col.), maps ; 26 cm.
Contents: Maps and how to use them -- Our physical and political world -- Man's story in maps.
Lining papers contain tables of facts on the earth and solar system, principal lakes, inland seas, oceans, rivers, islands and mountains of the world, and index.
R. Karrow; gift; 2004.
G1019 .H334 1956 (NLO)

6514 Atlases - 1956 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: C.S. Hammond & Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 240 maps ; 320 x 245 mm.
+2histAtlases;[Alexander, Guide to atlases 113
Cf. Phillips 7456
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

6515 Atlases - 1956 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Dainville, François de
1 v. : 26 cm.
D 96 .213 (NLO)

6516 Atlases - 1956 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Georg Westermann Verlag
1 v. : 160 map plates ; 30 cm.
Phillips 05580<
folio G 10.963 (NLO)

6517 Atlases - 1956 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Georg Westermann Verlag
1 v. : 89 map plates ; 30 cm.
folio G 10.964 (NLO)

6518 Atlases - 1956 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Goode, J. Paul, 1862-
1862-1932 -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 112 maps ; 29 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .G6 1956 (PrCt)

6519 Atlases - 1956 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 116 maps ; 37 cm. 'Centennial edition.'
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .P7 1956 (PrCt)

6520 Atlases - 1956 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 95 maps ; 27 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .R42 1956 copy 1 (PrCt)

6521 Atlases - 1956 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 98 maps ; 27 cm.
Editors copy.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .R42 1956 copy 2 (PrCt)

6522 Atlases - 1956 (Provisional Heading)
Trans World Airlines - Maps - 1956 (Provisional Heading)
Aeronautical charts
Authors: Trans World Airlines -- C.S. Hammond & Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
384 p. : ill. (some col.), 46 maps (some col.) ; 22 cm.
Maps on lining papers.
Includes indexes.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 56013627
Baskes G153 .T93 1956 (NLO)

6524 Atlases - 1956 (Provisional Heading)

-- Waris, Patricia -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (128 p.) : ill. 84 maps (some col.) ; 32 cm.
"Illustrated gazetteer of the United States and its possessions"--P. [35]-80.
"Illustrated geography and gazetteer of the world"--P. [81]-128.
Includes indexes.
Scales differ.
Former owner's label: Patricia Waris, Missouri.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Alexander 466
Baskes folio G1019 .H293 1956 (NLO)

6525 Atlases - 1956 (Provisional Heading)
1 atlas : maps ; 53 cm.
87th edition.
Centenial edition.
US road atlas insert.
Uniform title: Commercial atlas.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .C7 1956 (PrCt)

6526 Atlases - 1956 (Provisional Heading)
Replogle world atlas . Chicago : Replogle Globes, [1957].
Authors: C.S. Hammond & Company -- Replogle Globes
1 atlas (200 p. : chiefly col maps) ; 23 cm.
"Entire contents copyrighted MCMLVII by C.S. Hammond & Co., Inc." -- Table of contents on p. [2].

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
6528 Atlases - 1957 - Children's maps


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 31 maps ; 26 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .C57 1957 (PrCt)


Hammond's advanced reference atlas : a complete social studies atlas in four parts, showing the geographical setting of the modern, medieval and ancient world. Maplewood, N.J. ; London : C.S. Hammond & Company ; Distributed by Oldbourne Press, c1957.

Authors: C.S. Hammond & Company -- Oldbourne Press -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (51, H1-H49, A1-A41, 48p.) ; ill. (chiefly col.) ; 32 cm.
Distribution information from slip pasted to t.p.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .H32968 1957 (NLO)

6530 Atlases - 1957 (Provisional Heading)


Authors: C.S. Hammond & Company -- Doubleday and Company, inc. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 128 maps ; 318 x 238 mm.
Alexander, Guide to atlases 581
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

6531 Atlases - 1957 (Provisional Heading)


Authors: Continental Gummi-Werke
1 v.
ed:HansKonig&WEeggers
G1911 P2 C6 1957 (NLO)

6532 Atlases - 1957 (Provisional Heading)


1 v. : 94 maps ; 290 x 250 mm.
10th ed.
Ed:EBEspenshade;Alexander, Guide to atlases 581
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

6533 Atlases - 1957 (Provisional Heading)


Authors: Goode, J. Paul, 1862-1932 -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 112 maps ; 29 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
10th edition.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .G6 1957 (PrCt)

6534 Atlases - 1957 (Provisional Heading)


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : maps ; 28 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
D.j.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .C74 1957 (PrCt)

6535 Atlases - 1957 (Provisional Heading)


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 144 maps ; 36 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .G77 1957 copy 2 (PrCt)

6536 Atlases - 1957 (Provisional Heading)


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 116 maps ; 37 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .P7 1957 copy 1 (PrCt)

6537 Atlases - 1957 (Provisional Heading)


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
Authors: Book Production Industries -- Rand McNally and Company -- Family Weekly -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 88 maps ; 35 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
**folio RMcN atlas .J56 1958 (PrCt)**

6548 **Atlases - 1958 (Provisional Heading)**
*Plans of first French settlements on St Lawrence.*
Authors: Bourdon, Jean
1 v. : 9 map plates ; 44 cm.
1635-42
Phillips 10429
**G1140 B6 1958 (NLO)**

6549 **Atlases - 1958 (Provisional Heading)**
*Plans of first French settlements on St Lawrence.*
Authors: Bourdon, Jean -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 9 map plates ; 44 cm.
1635-42
Phillips 10429
**Ayer 150.6 B76 1958 (NLO)**

6550 **Atlases - 1958 (Provisional Heading)**
Authors: Continental Gummi-Werke
1 v. ; 26 cm.
**G1911 P2 C6 1958 (NLO)**

6551 **Atlases - 1958 (Provisional Heading)**
Authors: Leithauser, Joachim G -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 103 map plates ; 25 cm.
**Ayer 129 L53 1958 (NLO)**

6552 **Atlases - 1958 (Provisional Heading)**
Authors: Meer, Frederik van der, 1904-1941 v. : 24 map plates ; 36 cm.
**folio G1046 E4 M42 1958 (NLO)**

6553 **Atlases - 1958 (Provisional Heading)**
Authors: National Geographic Society (U.S.)
1 v. ; 50 cm.
OCLC#3879364
**oversize G1019 .N27 1958 (NLO)**

6554 **Atlases - 1958 (Provisional Heading)**
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 115 maps ; 26 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
**RMcN atlas .A32 1958 (PrCt)**

6555 **Atlases - 1958 (Provisional Heading)**
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 144 maps ; 36 cm.
Alligator skin binding.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
**folio RMcN atlas .C77 1958 copy 1 (PrCt)**

6556 **Atlases - 1958 (Provisional Heading)**
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 144 maps ; 36 cm.
Pocket map of AK, blue binding.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
**folio RMcN atlas .C77 1958 copy 2 (PrCt)**

6557 **Atlases - 1958 (Provisional Heading)**
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 144 maps ; 36 cm.
Pocket AK, green binding.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
**folio RMcN atlas .C77 1958 copy 3 (PrCt)**

6558 **Atlases - 1958 (Provisional Heading)**
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 71 maps ; 27 cm.
Price $3.50.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
**RMcN atlas .P66 1958 copy 1 (PrCt)**

6559 **Atlases - 1958 (Provisional Heading)**
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 71 maps ; 27 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Wrappers: $1.95.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
Atlastes - 1958 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 116 maps ; 37 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .P7 1958 (PrCt)

Atlastes - 1958 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 98 maps ; 27 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .C66 1958 (PrCt)

Atlastes - 1958 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 141 maps ; 364 x 290 mm.
Alexander, Guide to atlases 669
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlastes - 1958 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Spain. Archivos & bibliotecas -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 52 map plates ; 22 cm.
Ayer 290 S7373 1958 (NLO)

Atlastes - 1958 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Universitas Booksellers
1 v. ; 20 cm.
G2230 H64 (NLO)

Atlastes - 1958 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: C.S. Hammond & Company -- Hanover House -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (256 p.) : ill. (chiefly col.), 120 col. maps ; 27 cm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Alexander 633
Baskes G1019 .H3298 1958 (NLO)

Atlastes - 1958 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : maps ; 53 cm.
89th edition.
Hand-stamped copyright copy. US road atlas insert.
Uniform title: Commercial atlas.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .C7 1958 (PrCt)

Atlastes - 1958 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Pocket Books -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 85 maps ; 16 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .P66 1959 (PrCt)

Atlastes - 1959 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Book Production Industries -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .P66 1959 (PrCt)

Atlastes - 1959 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: C.S. Hammond & Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 32 maps ; 312 x 240 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlastes - 1959 (Provisional Heading)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>shelved</th>
<th>Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

**6584** Atlases - 1959 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 34 maps ; 36 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

**6585** Atlases - 1959 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 12 maps ; 24 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

**6586** Atlases - 1959 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 38 maps ; 364 x 265 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

**6587** Atlases - 1959 (Provisional Heading)
*United States - Maps - 1959 (Provisional Heading)*
1 atlas : maps ; 53 cm.
90th edition.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
US road atlas insert.
Uniform title: Commercial atlas.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

**6588** Atlases - 1960
Authors: Encyclopaedia Britannica, inc. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 116 maps ; 38 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

**6589** Atlases - 1960 - Children's maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 34 maps ; 26 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

**6590** Atlases - 1960 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Better, Albert W
1 v. : 21 map plates ; 32 cm.

**6591** Atlases - 1960 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Golden Books
6 v. ; 25 cm.

**6592** Atlases - 1960 (Provisional Heading)
1 v. : 122 maps ; 290 x 250 mm.
11th ed.
Ed:EBEspenshade:Lock, Modern maps and atlases 102;Alexander, Guide to atlases 821
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

**6593** Atlases - 1960 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Goode, J. Paul, 1862-1932 -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 112 maps ; 29 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

**6594** Atlases - 1960 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Paz y Mino, Luis Telmo -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 26 maps ; 29 cm.
11th ed.
Ed:EBEspenshade:Lock, Modern maps and atlases 102;Alexander, Guide to atlases 821
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)
6595 6601

Atlas - 1960 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Ptolemy, active 2nd century
1 v. : 13 map plates ; 39 cm.
Facsimile. Ed:Modelska-Strzelecka
6A 1187 (NLO)

Atlas - 1960 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : maps ; 27 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .S6 1960 (PrCt)

Atlas - 1960 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : maps ; 35 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .F6 1960 copy 1 (PrCt)

Atlas - 1960 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : maps ; 28 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .C76 1960 (PrCt)

Atlas - 1960 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 144 maps ; 36 cm.
PocketUS.
D.j.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .C77 1960 (PrCt)

Atlas - 1960 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: W. & A.K. Johnston & G.W. Bacon Ltd.
1 v. ; 27 cm.
2nd ed.
G1019 M89 1960 (NLO)

Atlas - 1960 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 34 maps ; 36 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Atlas - 1960 (Provisional Heading)
Hammond’s world atlas : an encyclopedic atlas of

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
the world with latest and most authentic geographical and statistical information in maps, word and picture. Maplewood, N.J. C.S. Hammond & Company, c1960.
Authors: C.S. Hammond & Company -- Hanover House -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (3280, [B1]-B32, [H1]-H48 p.) : ill. (some col.), 240 maps (chiefly col.) ; 32 cm.
Classics ed.
Includes indexes.
Maps on lining papers.
"Hammond’s historical atlas"--P. [H1]-H28.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .H391 1960 (NLO)

Atlases - 1960
Authors: C.S. Hammond & Company -- Hanover House -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (256 p.) : ill. (chiefly col.), 120 col. maps ; 27 cm.
New rev. ed.
Includes indexes.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Alexander 728
Baskes G1019 .H3298 1960 (NLO)

Atlases - 1960
1 atlas : maps ; 53 cm.
91st edition.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
US road atlas insert.
Uniform title: Commercial atlas.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .C7 1960 (PrCt)

Atlases - 1961
Authors: Bartholomew, John -- World Publishing Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 96 maps ; 181 x 110 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases - 1961
1 atlas (xxxii, 324 p.) ill., 148 maps (some col.) ; 57 cm.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Cf. Phillips 7554
LC Card Number: map62000216
Baskes oversize G1019 .F62 1961 (NLO)

Atlases - 1961
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 34 maps ; 26 cm.
Writing on cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .C57 1961 copy 1 (PrCt)

Atlases - 1961
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 34 maps ; 26 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .C57 1961 copy 2 (PrCt)

Atlases - 1961
1 v. : 24 cm.
GA 865 L3 D3 (NLO)

Atlases - 1961
Authors: Kurath, Hans
1 v. : 180 map plates
Phillips 10697
PE2970 .E2 K86 (NLO)

Atlases - 1961
Authors: Library Publishers -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)
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1 atlas : 95 maps ; 27 cm.
Editor's copy.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .R42 1961 copy 2 (PrCt)

6627 Atlases - 1961 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 13 maps ; 31 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Wrappers.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .W4 1961 (PrCt)

6628 Atlases - 1961 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 74 maps ; 27 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .W9 1961 (PrCt)

6629 Atlases - 1961 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 200 maps ; 355 x 265 mm.
Lock, Modern maps and atlases 95
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

6630 Atlases - 1961 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Royal Geographical Society (Great Britain)
1 v. : 20 map plates ; 42 cm.
Facsimile. Ed:GRCrone
map7C 10 (PrCt)

6631 Atlases - 1961 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Spekke, Arnolds
1 v. ; 31 cm.
folio G 07.8 (NLO)

6632 Atlases - 1961 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Time, inc. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Dubois, Arthur L. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 200 maps ; 36 cm.
Black cover with D.j.
Price $23.45/$35.
Signed by Rand McNally Vice President, Arthur L. Dubois.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .P5 1961 copy 1 (PrCt)

6633 Atlases - 1961 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Time, inc. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 200 maps ; 36 cm.
Red cover with blue D.j.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .P5 1961 copy 2 (PrCt)

6634 Atlases - 1961 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Time, inc. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 200 maps ; 36 cm.
Blue cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .P5 1961 copy 3 (PrCt)

6635 Atlases - 1961 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Time, inc. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 200 maps ; 36 cm.
Leather binding.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .P5 1961 copy 4 (PrCt)

6636 Atlases - 1961 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Time, inc. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 200 maps ; 36 cm.
2nd printing, slipcover
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .P5 1961 copy 5 (PrCt)
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1 atlas : 34 maps ; 35 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .S6 1962 copy 1 (PrCt)

6657 Atlases - 1962 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 34 maps ; 35 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Wrappers.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .S6 1962 copy 2 (PrCt)

6658 Atlases - 1962 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 12 maps ; 31 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Scales differ.
forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .W4 1962 copy 1 (PrCt)

6659 Atlases - 1962 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 22 maps ; 33 cm.
Includes indexes.
"Index of the United States"--P. [113]-176.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .H367 1962 (NLO)

Authors: C.S. Hammond & Company -- Doubleday and Company, inc. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (176 p.) : ill., 99 col. maps ; 32 cm.
Includes indexes.
Includes indexes.
"Index of the United States"--P. [113]-176.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .H367 1962 (NLO)

6661 Atlases - 1962<>Canada - Maps - 1962
Authors: C.S. Hammond & Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (208, A1-A24 p.) : ill. (some col.), 161 maps (chiefly col.) ; 32 cm.
"Illustrated gazetteer of the United States and possessions"--P. [177]-208.
Includes indexes.
Maps on lining papers.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Alexander 879
Baskes folio G1019 .H367 1962 (NLO)

1 atlas : maps ; 53 cm.
93rd edition.
US road atlas insert.
Uniform title: Commercial atlas.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .C7 1962 (PrCt)

1 atlas (160 p.) : 70 maps ; 21 cm.
4th rev. ed.
Books that matter.
Prager paperbacks.
Includes index.
Series: Books that matter -- Praeger paperbacks
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1046.F6 B9 1962 (NLO)

Atlases - 1963
Authors: Bartholomew, John -- Reader's Digest Association -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 232 maps ; 400 x 280 mm.
1st ed.
Lock, Modern maps and atlases 97;Alexander, Guide to atlases 1117
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases - 1963
Reader's digest great world atlas. Pleasantville,
Authors: Dashiel, Alfred, 1901- -- Reader's Digest Association
232 p. : col. ill., col. maps ; 41 cm.
Edited by Alfred S. Dashiel.
1st ed.
Includes indexes.
oversize G1019 .R554 1963 (NLO)

6666 Atlases - 1963
Authors: Hammond Incorporated
48 p. of maps ; 28 cm.
Variant title: Headline world atlas.
Includes index (p. 257)
"Cosmo series" maps bound into three
post binding)
Cover title.
"Cosmo series" maps bound into three-post binding with printed half-title: Maps in sequence
as they appear in Collier's encyclopedia.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .C57 1963 copy 2 (PrCt)

6667 Atlases - 1963
Authors: Williams, Joseph Earl -- Ed. Hölzel (Firm) -- Eckelt, Hugo -- Prentice-Hall, Inc. --
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (viii, 96, 41 p.) : 71 col. maps ; 32 cm.
2nd ed.
"The final work of preparing the Atlas for
publication was carried on in the Geographical
Institute Ed. Hoelzel, Vienna Austria, under the
able direction of Dr. Hugo Eckelt"--P. ii.
Maps on lining papers.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
References: Lock, Modern maps and atlases
5th edition.
LC Card Number: map63000001
Baskes folio G1019 .W57 1963 (NLO)

6668 Atlases - 1963
Canada - Maps - 1963
Names, Geographical - Canada - 1963
Gazetteers
The New world atlas. [Des Moines, Iowa : Educational Book Club, 1963].
Authors: C.S. Hammond & Company -- Educational Book Club -- Educational Book Club.
Illustrated gazetteer of Canada (1963)
1 atlas (xvi, 288, A24 p.) : ill. (some col.), maps
(some col.) ; 32 cm.
Imperfect; lacking mutilated title page and original
covers (discarded when re-bound).
"1963 edition for Educational Book Club, Inc."
Cover title: Educational Book Club's new world
atlas.
"© Entire contents ... MCMLXIII by C.S.
Hammond & Co. ... " -- title page verso.
Includes index (p. [257]-288).
Following world index at end: Illustrated gazetteer
of Canada (p. A-1 - A-24 ; maps, ill.)
Scales differ.
LC Card Number: map63000216
Map Ref folio G1019 .H384 1963 (NLO)

6669 Atlases - 1963 - Children's maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 34 maps ; 26 cm.
3rd printing.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Needs conservation attention.
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .C57 1963 copy 1 (PrCt)

6670 Atlases - 1963 - Children's maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 34 maps ; 26 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .C57 1963 copy 2 (PrCt)

6671 Atlases - 1963
Bluestone encyclopedia, maps, and color
Authors: Crowell-Collier Publishing Company --
Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library) -- Cosmos series --
Collier's encyclopedia
1 atlas (3-post binding)
Cover title.
"Cosmo series" maps bound into three-post
binding with printed half-title: Maps in sequence
as they appear in Collier's encyclopedia.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .C64 1963 (PrCt)

6672 Atlases - 1963
Authors: C.S. Hammond & Company
1 v.
OCLC#13851624
folio G1019 .H336 1963 (NLO)

6673 Atlases - 1963
Authors: Merian, Matthaeus, 1593-1650
1 v. : 40 map plates ; 26 cm.
Facsimile.
D915 M56 (NLO)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : maps ; 35 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

**6675**

**Atlas - 1963 (Provisional Heading)**

**World portrait atlas.** Chicago : Rand McNally, 1963.

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : maps ; 35 cm.
Cloth binding, D.j.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

**6676**

**Atlas - 1963 (Provisional Heading)**

**Cosmopolitan world atlas.** Chicago : Rand McNally, 1963.

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 163 maps ; 36 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
PocketUS.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

**6677**

**Atlas - 1963 (Provisional Heading)**


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (12v). maps, ill.; 30 cm.
Cream spin
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

**6678**

**Atlas - 1963 (Provisional Heading)**


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (12v), maps, ill.; 30 cm.
Lime spin.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

**6679**

**Atlas - 1963 (Provisional Heading)**

**World portrait atlas.** Chicago : Rand McNally, 1963.

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : maps ; 35 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Glossy cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

**6680**

**Atlas - 1963 (Provisional Heading)**


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : maps ; 35 cm.
No price tag.
Matte cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

**6681**

**Atlas - 1963 (Provisional Heading)**


Authors: Rossi, Nelson -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 47 cm.
Phillips 18303

**6682**

**Atlas - 1963 (Provisional Heading)**

**Commercial atlas and marketing guide.** Chicago : Rand McNally, 1963.

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : maps ; 53 cm.
94th edition.
US road atlas insert.
Uniform title: Commercial atlas.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

**6683**

**Atlas - 1963 (Provisional Heading)**

**United States - Maps - 1963 (Provisional Heading)**


Authors: C.S. Hammond & Company -- Carollo, Thomas -- Chicago tribune
xvi, 50 p. : col. maps ; 32 cm.
Newspaper map clipped from the Chicago Tribune (Monday, November 16,1964) and laid in: Many nations behind in payments to United Nations ... / by Thomas Carollo. 1 map ; 24 x 36 cm. Clipping accompanied by anonymous ms. list of '112 nations -- members of United Nations' dated 'Nov. 1964.'

**6684**

**Atlas - 1963 (Provisional Heading)**
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Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Pocket Books -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 94 maps ; 169 x 110 mm.
2nd ed.
Alexander, Guide to atlases 907
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

6696  Atlases - 1964 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 27 maps ; 34 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Wrappers.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .A57 1964 (PrCt)

6697  Atlases - 1964 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : maps ; 35 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .B6 1964 (PrCt)

6698  Atlases - 1964 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 110 maps ; 28 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .C63 1964 copy 1 (PrCt)

6699  Atlases - 1964 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 110 maps ; 28 cm.
Leather binding.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .C63 1964 copy 2 (PrCt)

6700  Atlases - 1964 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 163 maps ; 36 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
D.j.
PocketUS.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .C77 1964 copy 1 (PrCt)

6701  Atlases - 1964 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 163 maps ; 36 cm.
Leather.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .C77 1964 copy 2 (PrCt)

6702  Atlases - 1964 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 163 maps ; 36 cm.
PocketUS; editor's copy.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .C77 1964 copy 3 (PrCt)

6703  Atlases - 1964 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 41 maps ; 29 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .G5 1964 copy 1 (PrCt)

6704  Atlases - 1964 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 41 maps ; 29 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .G5 1964 copy 2 (PrCt)

6705  Atlases - 1964 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : maps ; 26 cm.
Ranvue System.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .G5 1964 copy 2 (PrCt)
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folio RMcN atlas .W49 1965 copy 2 (PrCt)

6717 Atlases - 1965 - Children's maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 34 maps ; 26 cm.
5th edition.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .C57 1965 (PrCt)

6718 Atlases - 1965 - Historical geography - Maps - 1965 - Historical atlases

Authors: C.S. Hammond & Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (48, xvi, H48 p.) : ill., 98 maps (chiefly col.) ; 32 cm.
Cover title: Hammond's new international world atlas
"A comprehensive collection of modern maps, facutal data, plus historical maps covering 2500 years and an informative text."
Includes indexes.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .H32955 1965 (NLO)

6719 Atlases - 1965 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: C.S. Hammond & Company
1 v. ; 32 cm.
folio G1019 H335 1965 (NLO)

6720 Atlases - 1965 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Goode, J. Paul, 1862-1932 -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 112 maps ; 29 cm.
D.j.
2nd printing of 1964 edition
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .G6 1965 (PrCt)

6721 Atlases - 1965 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company
1 v.
Ref G1030 .R3 1965 (NLO)

6722 Atlases - 1965 (Provisional Heading)


6723 Atlases - 1965 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 187 maps ; 36 cm.
D.j.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .C63 1965 (PrCt)

6724 Atlases - 1965 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company
1 atlas : 187 maps ; 36 cm.
Second Printing.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .C77 1965 (PrCt)

6725 Atlases - 1965 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company
1 atlas : 187 maps ; 36 cm.
Second Printing.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .C77 1965 copy 2 (PrCt)

6726 Atlases - 1965 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 95 maps ; 27 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .C77 1965 copy 2 (PrCt)

6727 Atlases - 1965 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 27 maps ; 33 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

**6728**

**Atlases - 1965 (Provisional Heading)**

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 100 maps ; 32 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

**6729**

**Atlases - 1965 (Provisional Heading)**

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 95 maps ; 32 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

**6730**

**Atlases - 1965 (Provisional Heading)**

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 27 maps ; 324 x 240 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

**6731**

**Atlases - 1965<<>>United States - Maps - 1965 (Provisional Heading)**

1 atlas : maps ; 53 cm.
96th edition.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
US road atlas insert.
Uniform title: Commercial atlas.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

**6732**

**Atlases - 1966**

Authors: Encyclopaedia Britannica, inc. -- Istituto geografico De Agostini -- Benton, William, fl. ca. 1966
1 atlas (367 p.) : col. maps (some fold.) ; 42 cm.
Cover title: Britannica world atlas
"Political-physical maps" (p. 1-117) by Istituto geografico De Agostini, Novara, Italy.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 184) and index.
Scales differ.
LC Card Number: map66000005

**oversize G1019 .B762 1966 (NLO)**

**Atlases - 1966**

Authors: George F. Cram Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (34 p.): 17 col. maps ; 31 cm.
Cover title.
On cover: Most thorough coverage of any small atlas, every country, gazetteer index, gives locations, capitals, populations. Featured maps: Laos, Africa, Alaska, Hawaii, United States, Canada, Middle America, U.S.S.R. in Eurasia, Arctic and Antarctic regions. Most comprehensive index.
Includes indexes.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes folio G1019 .G4554 1966 (NLO)**

**Atlases - 1966**

*Hammond medallion world atlas.* Maplewood, N.J. Hammond Incorporated, [1966].
Authors: Hammond Incorporated
xlv, 415 p. : col. ill., col. maps ; 39 cm.
New perspective ed.

**folio G1019.H3295 1966 (NLO)**

**Atlases - 1966**

Authors: National Geographic Society (U.S.) -- Grosvenor, Melville Bell, 1901-1982 -- Chamberlin, Wellman, 1908-1976
343 p. : col. ill., col. maps (part fold.) ; 49 cm.
Enl. 2d ed.
Includes index.

**LC Card Number: map66000002**

**oversize G1019 .N28 1966 (NLO)**

**Atlases - 1966**

Authors: National Geographic Society (U.S.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 75 maps ; 483 x 325 mm.
2nd ed.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)** (PrCt)

**Atlases - 1966**

1 atlas : 116 maps ; 28 cm.


RMcN atlas .C63 1966 copy 4 (PrCt)

**Atlases - 1966**
**Cartography and politics - 1966**
**Political geography - Maps - 1966**
The Odyssey world atlas. Racine : [Odyssey Press, Trade Division, 1966]. Authors: General Drafting Company -- Harrison, Richard Edes -- SRA -- Odyssey Press. Trade Division

1 atlas (317 p.) : col. maps ; 42 cm.


LC Card Number: map66000004

References: Cf. OCLC 18212335

**oversize G1019 .O3 1966 (NLO)**

**Atlases - 1966 - Children's maps**

1 atlas : 34 maps ; 26 cm.


RMcN atlas .C57 1966 copy 1 (PrCt)

**Atlases - 1966 - Children's maps**

1 atlas : 40 maps ; 26 cm.


RMcN atlas .C57 1966 copy 2 (PrCt)

**Atlases - 1966 (Provisional Heading)**

1 atlas : 96 maps ; 32 cm.


folio RMcN atlas .W35 1966 (PrCt)

**Atlases - 1966 (Provisional Heading)**

1 v. ; 29 cm.

Ayer folio E101 .L45 (NLO)

**Atlases - 1966 (Provisional Heading)**

1 v. : 22 map plates ; 32 cm.

folio G 104564.64 (NLO)

**Atlases - 1966 (Provisional Heading)**

1 v. : 75 maps ; 180 x 106 mm.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)** (PrCt)


1 v. : 34 maps ; 311 x 235 mm.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)** (PrCt)
Atlases - 1966 (Provisional Heading)
1 atlas : 27 maps ; 28 cm.
Abridged Goode.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .C63 1966 (PrCt)

Atlases - 1966 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Pocket Books -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 84 maps ; 185 x 114 mm.
green boards
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases - 1966 (Provisional Heading)
1 atlas : 27 maps ; 34 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Wrappers.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .A57 1966 (PrCt)

Atlases - 1966 (Provisional Heading)
1 atlas : 116 maps ; 28 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .C63 1966 copy 1 (PrCt)

Atlases - 1966 (Provisional Heading)
1 atlas : 52 maps ; 28 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .A697 1966 (PrCt)

Atlases - 1966 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Time, inc. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 116 maps ; 28 cm.
Thumbnail edition.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .C63 1966 copy 2 (PrCt)

Atlases - 1966 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 116 maps ; 28 cm.
Deluxe.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .C63 1966 copy 3 (PrCt)

Atlases - 1966 (Provisional Heading)
1 atlas : 187 maps ; 36 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
c1965-66ed.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .C77 1966 (PrCt)

Atlases - 1966 (Provisional Heading)
1 v. : 27 maps ; 340 x 244 mm.
LC284;HT220;Fiat253
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases - 1966 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Time, inc. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 52 maps ; 28 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .A697 1966 (PrCt)

Atlases - 1966 (Provisional Heading)
Puerto Rico - Maps - 1966
Atlas escolar ilustrado para Puerto Rico. San
6761 Atlases - 1967
The Times atlas of world : comprehensive.
Authors: Bartholomew, John, 1890-1962 --
Houghton, Mifflin and Company -- Times
(London, England) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 126 maps ; 460 x 315 mm.
1st ed.
Lock, Modern maps and atlases 3; NMM 530;
Alexander, Guide to atlases 1584
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

6762 Atlases - 1967
Hammond comparative world atlas. Maplewood,
N.J. Hammond Incorporated, c1967.
Authors: Hammond Incorporated -- C.S.
Hammond & Company -- Hoiberg, Dale -- Roger
S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (48 p.) : col. ill., 42 col. maps ; 32 cm.
Cover title.
Caption title: Hammond world atlas and gazetteer
Maps copyright C.S. Hammond & Co.
Map on back cover.
Relief shown by gradient and bathymetric tints.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Former owner’s inscription: Dale Hoiberg,
Augustana College.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 72175209
Baskes folio G1019 .D29245 1967 (NLO)

6763 Atlases - 1967
Cartography and politics - 1967
Political geography - Maps - 1967
The Odyssey world atlas . New York : Golden
Press, c1967.
Authors: General Drafting Company -- Western
Publishing Company -- Golden Press -- Harrison,
Richard Edes -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 atlas (317 p.) : ill. (some col.), 147 col. maps ;
42 cm.
"Universal edition."
Copyright: General Drafting Co. and Western
Publishing Company, Inc.
Map relief by Richard Edes Harrison (?)
Maps on lining papers.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: map66000004
Baskes folio G1019 .D29245 1967 (NLO)

6764 Atlases - 1967
Newspaper maps - 1967
Maps : a special section prepared by the
Educational Services Department. Chicago :
Authors: Chicago tribune -- Carollo, Thomas --
Bergner, Patrick -- Raden, Don -- Padula, Gene
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Atlasses - 1967 (Provisional Heading)  
Authors: Bernleithner, Ernst  
1 v. : 41 cm.  
oversize G1936 E4 B4 1967 (NLO)  
6771

Atlasses - 1967 (Provisional Heading)  
Authors: C.S. Hammond & Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 v. : 38 maps ; 318 x 243 mm.  
Alexander, Guide to atlases 1537  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.  
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)  
(PrCt)  
6772

Atlasses - 1967 (Provisional Heading)  
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 atlas : 90 maps ; 27 cm.  
Hand-stamped copyright copy.  
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).  
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).  
RMcN atlas .C75 1967 (PrCt)  
6773

Atlasses - 1967 (Provisional Heading)  
Authors: Linschoten-Vereeniging  
68 v.  
G 008.508 (NLO)  
6774

Atlasses - 1967 (Provisional Heading)  
Authors: Merian, Matthaeus, 1593-1650 -- Zeiller, Martin, 1589-1661 -- Bärenreiter-Verlag (Kassel, Germany)  
17 v. ; 31 cm.  
Facsimile. Ed:Zeiller  
folio G 307.998 (NLO)  
6775

Atlasses - 1967 (Provisional Heading)  
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Goode, J. Paul, 1862-1932 -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 atlas : 27 maps ; 28 cm.  
Abridged Goode.  
6776

Atlasses - 1967 (Provisional Heading)  
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 atlas : 187 maps ; 36 cm.  
(c)1966-67ed.  
Goatskin binding.  
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).  
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).  
folio RMcN atlas .C77 1967 copy 1 (PrCt)  
6777

Atlasses - 1967 (Provisional Heading)  
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 atlas : 187 maps ; 36 cm.  
Brown binding.  
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).  
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).  
folio RMcN atlas .C77 1967 copy 2 (PrCt)  
6778
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Atlasses - 1968
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : (32p.) : col. maps ; 33 cm.
'One dollar.'
On back cover: 83-3051.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .W49 1968 (PrCt)

Atlasses - 1968
1 atlas (76 p.) : col. ill., col. maps ; 34 cm.
Maps by General Drafting Co.
Based on the Odyssey world atlas.
Text and illustration on inside covers.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
LC Card Number: map68000381
folio G1019 .G371 1968 (NLO)

Atlasses - 1968 - Children's maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 28 maps ; 29 cm.
Blue boards, children studying atlas.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .A35 1968 copy 2 (PrCt)

Atlasses - 1968 - Children's maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 34 maps ; 26 cm.
4th printing
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .C57 1968 (PrCt)

Atlasses - 1968 - Children's maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 22 maps ; 28 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .S76 1968 (PrCt)

Atlasses - 1968 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Bruns, Friedrich
3 v. : 50 map plates ; 24 cm.
folio G 10476.125 (NLO)

Atlasses - 1968 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Chicago tribune -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 32 maps ; 370 x 275 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlasses - 1968 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Goode, J. Paul, 1862-1932 -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 112 maps ; 29 cm.
Revised 12th edition.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .G6 1968 (PrCt)

Atlasses - 1968 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Lang, Arend W., 1909-
1 v. : 20 map plates ; 34 cm.
folio G 1030.48 (NLO)

Atlasses - 1968 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Pergamon Press
1 v. ; 42 cm.
oversize G 10.68 (NLO)

Atlasses - 1968 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 28 maps ; 29 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
White boards, 12 small square ills.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
Atlastes - 1968 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 42 maps ; 29 cm.
Editor's copy.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

Atlases - 1968 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 130 maps ; 37 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

Atlases - 1968 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 117 maps ; 32 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

Atlases - 1968 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 27 maps ; 32 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)
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Authors: Becker, Robert H. -- Cristy, T. -- Old West -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 94 maps ; 288 x 203 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

6818 Atlases - 1969 (Provisional Heading)
Atlas for Georgia history. Milledgeville :
Georgia College, 1969.
Authors: Bonner, James Calvin
1 v. ; 22 cm.
F 867.114 (NLO)

6819 Atlases - 1969 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718
1 v. ; 20 cm.
folio G1988 V5 C6 1969 (NLO)

6820 Atlases - 1969 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Field Enterprises Educational Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 160 maps ; 36 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .W85 1969 (PrCt)

6821 Atlases - 1969 (Provisional Heading)
Stora internationella atlasen. Stockholm :
Generalstabens litografiska anstalt, 1969.
Authors: Generalstabens litografiska anstalt -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 180 maps ; 38 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .I5 1969 copy 5 SWE (PrCt)

6822 Atlases - 1969 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: George Philip & Son -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 180 maps ; 38 cm.
UK edition.
D.j.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .I5 1969 copy 6 UK (PrCt)

6823 Atlases - 1969 (Provisional Heading)
Patterns and imprints of mankind . Chicago :
Authors: Mikesell, Marvin W. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
Intro. from first (Fall 1969) ed. of the International atlas.
Serves as a prospectus for the atlas.
Letter from Rand McNally President, Andrew McNally, inserted.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .P3 1969 (PrCt)

6824 Atlases - 1969 (Provisional Heading)
Graphic history of the Americas. New York :
Authors: Miller, Theodore, R
1 v. ; 28 cm.
map5C 47 (PrCt)

6825Atlases - 1969 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Novedades (Mexico City, Mexico) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 180 maps ; 38 cm.
Mexican edition.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .J5 1969 copy 4 MEX (PrCt)

6826 Atlases - 1969 (Provisional Heading)
International atlas, the. Chicago : Rand McNally, 1969.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company
1 v. ; 39 cm.
Ref G1019 .J49 1969 (NLO)

6827 Atlases - 1969 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Goode, J. Paul, 1862-1932 -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 27 maps ; 28 cm.
Abridged Goode.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .R6 1969 (PrCt)

6828 Atlases - 1969 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 180 maps ; 38 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Red d.j.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .I5 1969 copy 1 (PrCt)

6829 Atlases - 1969 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
1 atlas : 280 maps ; 38 cm.
French.
'Map plates 1-280, pages xi-xxii and I1-I224 from The International Atlas.'
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .I5 1970 (PrCt)

6841  Atlases - 1970 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: General Drafting Company -- Humble Travel Club -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 41 maps ; 284 x 235 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

6842  Atlases - 1970 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Geological Survey (U.S.)
1 v. : 49 cm.
Ref G1200 .US7 1970 (NLO)

6843  Atlases - 1970 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Geological Survey (U.S.) -- Gerlach, Arch Clive, 1911-1972 -- Overstreet -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 195 maps ; 492 x 362 mm.
Ed:ArchGerlach,WmBOverstreet
Cf. Phillips 11078
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

6844  Atlases - 1970 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Gilbert, Martin, 1936-
1 v. : 26 cm.
5A 5568 (NLO)

6845  Atlases - 1970 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Goode, J. Paul, 1862-1932 -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 123 maps ; 29 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
D.j
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .G6 1970 copy 1 (PrCt)

6846  Atlases - 1970 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Goode, J. Paul, 1862-1932 -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 123 maps ; 29 cm.
Grey buckram binding.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .G6 1970 copy 2 (PrCt)

6847  Atlases - 1970 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Grolier International, Inc. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 73 maps ; 36 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Spanish.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .A44 1970 (PrCt)

6848  Atlases - 1970 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Heibonsha
1 v. ; 17 cm.
OCLC#105445
G2355 J45 1970 (NLO)

6849  Atlases - 1970 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Jedin,Latourette&Martin
1 v. ; 35 cm.
Ref G1046 .E4 A8 1970 (NLO)

6850  Atlases - 1970 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Merian, Matthaeus, 1593-1650 -- Zeiller, Martin, 1589-1661 -- Bärenreiter-Verlag (Kassel, Germany)
13 v. in 3 ; 31 cm.
Facsimile. Ed:Zeiller
6A 0875 (NLO)

6851  Atlases - 1970 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Merian, Matthaeus, 1593-1650 -- Zeiller, Martin, 1589-1661 -- Bärenreiter-Verlag (Kassel, Germany)
13 v. in 3 ; 31 cm.
Facsimile. Ed:Zeiller
6S 56 (NLO)

6852  Atlases - 1970 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Moore, Patrick -- Rand McNally and Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ; 375 x 280 mm.
Alexander, Guide to atlases 8537
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McNally and Company. Commercial atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas: maps; 53 cm.
101st edition.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
US road atlas insert.
Uniform title: Commercial atlas.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

Atlasses - 1971
Authors: Hammond Incorporated
1 atlas: col. ill., col. maps; 33 cm.
Includes index.
G1019.H3295 1971 (NLO)

Atlasses - 1971 - Guidebooks
Authors: Cross, Cliff -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.; 28 cm.
Ayer folio F1376 C7 (NLO)

Atlasses - 1971 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Arnoldo Mondadori editore -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas: 180 maps; 38 cm.
Italian.
D.j.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcn atlas .i5 1971 copy 1 ITA (PrCt)

Atlasses - 1971 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Bowen, Emanuel, -1767
1 v.; 44 map plates; 46 cm.
Facsimile. C:Bowen&Kitchin
Phillips 02920<map6C 71 (PrCt)

Atlasses - 1971 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Canada. Indian Affairs -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.; 39 cm.
Ayer folio G1116 E1 C3 1971 (NLO)

Atlasses - 1971 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Goode, J. Paul, 1862-1932 -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas: 123 maps; 29 cm.
2nd printing of 13th edition.
Green buckram binding.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcn atlas .G6 1971 (PrCt)

Atlasses - 1971 (Provisional Heading)
Journal of Hopeto northwest No Amer 1792.
Authors: Ingraham, Joseph -- Kaplanoff -- Imprint Soc. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.; 12 maps
1st ed.
Ed:Kaplanoff,Wagner 808-811 +212
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlasses - 1971 (Provisional Heading)
Atlas hist econ & sociale du Quebec 1851-1901.
Authors: Letarte, Jacques
1 v.;: 34 map plates; 25 cm.
G1141 G1 L4 1971 (NLO)

Atlasses - 1971 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas: 187 maps; 36 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
D.j.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcn atlas .C77 1971 copy 1 (PrCt)

Atlasses - 1971 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas: 187 maps; 36 cm.
Calf.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcn atlas .C77 1971 copy 2 (PrCt)

Atlasses - 1971 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (12v), maps, ills; 30 cm.
Red spine.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcn atlas .I437 1971 (PrCt)

Atlasses - 1971 (Provisional Heading)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 139 maps ; 37 cm.

New census edition.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

**folio RMcN atlas .P7 1971 (PrCt)**

---

**Atlasses - 1971 (Provisional Heading)**

**World atlas. Chicago : Rand McNally, 1971.**
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 27 maps ; 32 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

**folio RMcN atlas .W47 1971 (PrCt)**

---

**Atlasses - 1971 (Provisional Heading)**

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 100 maps ; 32 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

**folio RMcN atlas .W49 1971 (PrCt)**

---

**Atlasses - 1971 (Provisional Heading)**

**Worldmaster atlas. Chicago : Rand McNally, 1971.**
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 89 maps ; 31 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

**folio RMcN atlas .W9 1971 copy 1 (PrCt)**

---

**Atlasses - 1971 (Provisional Heading)**

**Worldmaster atlas. Chicago : Rand McNally, 1971.**
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 89 maps ; 32 cm.
6069,reference edition
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

---

**Atlasses - 1971 (Provisional Heading)**

**Britannica international atlas. Tokyo : TBS Buritanika, 1971.**
Authors: TBS Buritanika, Kabushiki Kaisha -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 180 maps ; 38 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

**folio RMcN atlas .J5 1971 JAP (PrCt)**

---

**Atlasses - 1971 (Provisional Heading)**

**Commercial atlas & marketing guide. Chicago : Rand McNally, 1971.**
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : maps ; 53 cm.
102nd edition.
US road atlas insert missing.
Handy Railroad Atlas insert.
Uniform title: Commercial atlas.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

**oversize RMcN atlas .C7 1971 (PrCt)**

---

**Atlasses - 1972**

40, 143, 84 p. : col. maps. ; 38 cm.
Most maps by J. Bartholomew & Son, ltd., Edinburgh.

**folio G1019 N498 1972 (NLO)**

---

**Atlasses - 1972**

**Premier world atlas. Chicago ; New York ; San Francisco : Rand McNally & Co., 1972.**
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (xvi, 220, [1X]-100X p.) : 139 col. maps ; 37 cm.
"New census edition."
"Copyright © MCMXLIX by Rand McNally ... Copyright © MCMCLXXII ... 1972 edition (revised)" -- title page verso.
Includes original dust jacket.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

**folio RMcN atlas .P7 1972 copy 1 (PrCt)**

---

**Atlasses - 1972**

**Premier world atlas. Chicago ; New York ; San Francisco : Rand McNally, 1971.**
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 100 maps ; 32 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

**folio RMcN atlas .P7 1971 copy 2 (PrCt)**

---

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
6886 Atlases - 1972 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Arnoldo Mondadori editore -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 50 maps ; 31 cm.
D.j. & slipcover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .C65 1972 copy 2 (PrCt)

6887 Atlases - 1972 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Encyclopædia Universalis (Firm) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 280 maps ; 38 cm.
French.
"Map plates 1-280, pages xi-xxii and I1-I224 from The International Atlas."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .I5 1972 copy 1 FRE (PrCt)

6888 Atlases - 1972 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Ennen, Edith & Flink ed
1 v. : 40 cm.
folio G1923 N6 R4 1972 (NLO)

6889 Atlases - 1972 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Field Enterprises Educational Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 160 maps ; 36 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .W85 1972 (PrCt)

6890 Atlases - 1972 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Georg Westermann Verlag
5 v. ; 23 cm.
folio G 005.969 (NLO)

6891 Atlases - 1972 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Georg Westermann Verlag -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 180 maps ; 38 cm.
German.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .I5 1972 copy 3 GER (PrCt)

6892 Atlases - 1972 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: George Philip & Son -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 180 maps ; 38 cm.
D.j.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .I5 1972 copy 2 UK (PrCt)

6893 Atlases - 1972 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Klaar, Adalbert
1 v. : 85 cm.
oversize G1939 A1 E644 K4 1972 (NLO)

6894 Atlases - 1972 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Opstall, Margaretha E van
2 v. : 6 map plates ; 25 cm.
Linschoten-Vereeniging, V73
DS 410 O6 1972 (NLO)

6895 Atlases - 1972 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 187 maps ; 36 cm.
Revised 1971 edition; calf.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .C77 1972 (PrCt)

6896 Atlases - 1972 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 79 maps ; 38 cm.
D.j.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .W85 1972 (PrCt)
Atlases - 1972 (Provisional Heading)


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas : 73 maps ; 38 cm.

A selection from the International atlas, with 'Geographical facts, figures and information' and index, constituting pp. 145-439 of an unidentified work.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

*folio RMcN atlas .E25 1972 (PrCt)*

Atlases - 1973 (Provisional Heading)


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas : 34 maps ; 26 cm.

3rd printing, revised.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

*folio RMcN atlas .C57 1973 (PrCt)*

Atlases - 1972 (Provisional Heading)


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas : 100 maps ; 32 cm.

Hand-stamped copyright copy.

In Baskes list; missing in 2004 inventory.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

*folio RMcN atlas .W4 1972 (PrCt)*

Atlases - 1972 (Provisional Heading)


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas : 120 maps ; 32 cm.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

*folio RMcN atlas .W49 1972 (PrCt)*

Atlases - 1972<<>>United States - Maps - 1972 (Provisional Heading)


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas : maps ; 53 cm.

103rd edition.

US road atlas insert.

Uniform title: Commercial atlas.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

*oversize RMcN atlas .C7 1972 (PrCt)*

Atlases - 1973 (Provisional Heading)


Authors: Goode, J. Paul, 1862-1932 -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas : 123 maps ; 29 cm.


Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

*folio RMcN atlas .I44 1973 copy 2 (PrCt)*
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Authors: Grolier International, Inc. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 73 maps ; 36 cm. Spanish.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

Authors: Haack, Hermann, 1872-
1 v. : 24 map plates ; 40 cm.
1st ed.

Authors: Kish, George, 19-
1 v. : 220 map plates
slides

Authors: Namur, Universitaire de
1 v. ; 70 cm.

Authors: Pan Reference Books -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 53 maps ; 18 cm.
Pan Reference Books
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Goode, J. Paul, 1862-1932 -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 27 maps ; 28 cm.
Abridged Goode; 4th printing, revised
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 50 maps ; 19 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (222p.) : 50 maps ; 20 cm.
Paperback, 'specially published for ManuLife, The Manufacturers Life Insurance Company.'
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : maps ; 36 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
D. j.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 90 maps ; 31 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Wrappers; $4.95.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 90 maps ; 31 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Wrappers; $7.95.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 90 maps ; 32 cm.
Price $7.95.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 120 maps ; 32 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

(Provisional Heading)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : maps ; 53 cm.
104th edition.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
US road atlas insert.
Uniform title: Commercial atlas.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

oversize RMcN atlas .C7 1973 (PrCt)

(Provisional Heading)

Authors: G. & C. Merriam Company -- Hammond Incorporated
viii, 352 p. ; ill. (col.), maps (chiefly col.) ; 32 cm.
Maps by Hammond Incorporated.
'A Merriam-Webster. ISBN 0877790884

folio G1019 .W35 1973 (NLO)

6921 Atlases - 1974

Authors: Hammond Incorporated
1 atlas (viii, 352 p.) : col. ill., col. maps ; 32 cm.
Includes indexes.
LCCN: 74-19983
ISBN 0843712333

Map Ref folio G1019 .H2924 1974 (NLO)

6922 Atlases - 1974

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 27 maps ; 32 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

folio RMcN atlas .W4 1974 (PrCt)

6923 Atlases - 1974 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Bowen, Geraint
1 v. : 29 cm.
mapC4 88 (PrCt)

6924 Atlases - 1974 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Cardona, Nicolás de, 16th cent. --
Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 42 map plates ; 23 cm.
Facsimile. (facs1632)

Ayer 4A 2214 (NLO)

6925 Atlases - 1974 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: George Philip & Son -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 180 maps ; 38 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

folio RMcN atlas .J5 1974 copy 2 UK (PrCt)

6926 Atlases - 1974 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Goode, J. Paul, 1862-1932 --
Espenshade, Edward Bowman, 1910 --
Rand McNally and Company --
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 148 maps ; 285 x 230 mm.
14th ed.
Ed:EBEspenshade;Alexander, Guide to atlases: 6306
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

6927 Atlases - 1974 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Goode, J. Paul, 1862-1932 --
Rand McNally and Company --
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 150 maps ; 28 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Wrappers.
10 individual maps with copyright stamp.
14th ed.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

folio RMcN atlas .G6 1974 copy 1 (PrCt)

6928 Atlases - 1974 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Goode, J. Paul, 1862-1932 --
Rand McNally and Company --
Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 150 maps ; 28 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

folio RMcN atlas .G6 1974 copy 2 (PrCt)

6929 Atlases - 1974 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Johnson, Adrian Miles, 1932- -- Viking Press -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 v. : 156 maps ; 350 x 263 mm.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.  
**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)** (PrCt)

6930 **Atlases - 1974 (Provisional Heading)**  
Authors: Mapping Unlimited  
1 v. ; 36 cm.  
folio G1413 L4 M3 1974 (NLO)

6931 **Atlases - 1974 (Provisional Heading)**  
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Northwestern University (Evanston, Ill.) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 atlas : 120 maps ; 32 cm.  
Purple leather binding, Northwestern University.  
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).  
Needs conservation attention.  
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).  
folio RMcN atlas .W4 1974 copy 2 (PrCt)

6932 **Atlases - 1974 (Provisional Heading)**  
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 atlas : 50 maps ; 27 cm.  
Hand-stamped copyright copy.  
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).  
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).  
folio RMcN atlas .A442 1974 (PrCt)

6933 **Atlases - 1974 (Provisional Heading)**  
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 atlas : 187 maps ; 36 cm.  
D.j.  
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).  
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).  
folio RMcN atlas .C77 1974 (PrCt)

6934 **Atlases - 1974 (Provisional Heading)**  
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 atlas : 79 maps ; 38 cm.  
Editor's notes on cover.  
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).  
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).  
folio RMcN atlas .E25 1974 (PrCt)

6935 **Atlases - 1974 (Provisional Heading)**  
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 atlas : 180 maps ; 38 cm.  
D.j.  
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).  
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).  
folio RMcN atlas .J5 1974 copy 1 (PrCt)

6936 **Atlases - 1974 (Provisional Heading)**  
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 atlas : 120 maps ; 32 cm.  
Brown leather binding.  
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).  
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).  
folio RMcN atlas .W4 1974 (PrCt)

6937 **Atlases - 1974 (Provisional Heading)**  
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 v. : 16 maps ; 378 x 275 mm.  
Alexander, Guide to atlases.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.  
**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)** (PrCt)

6938 **Atlases - 1974 (Provisional Heading)**  
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 v. : 16 maps ; 378 x 275 mm.  
Alexander, Guide to atlases.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.  
**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)** (PrCt)

6939 **Atlases - 1974 (Provisional Heading)**  
Authors: Robinson, Arthur Howard, 1915-2004 -- University of Wisconsin Press -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 v. : 28 maps ; 355 x 272 mm.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

6941 Atlases - 1974 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Shepherd, John
1 v. : 48 map plates ; 22 cm.
map4C 109 (PrCt)

6942 Atlases - 1974 - United States - Maps - 1974 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : maps ; 53 cm.
105th edition.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
US road atlas insert.
US airline route map insert.
Uniform title: Commercial atlas.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .C7 1974 (PrCt)

6943 Atlases - 1975
Authors: Fullard, Harold -- George Philip & Son -- Ottenheimer Publishers
1 atlas (288 p. : col. maps, ill.) ; 31 cm.
References: Cf. OCLC 2421540
map4C G3201.AT 1975 .F8 (PrCt)

6944 Atlases - 1975
Authors: John Barhoomew and Son -- Times (London, England) -- Quadrangle (Firm)
5th ed., comprehensive ed.
Includes indexes.
ISBN 0812905628
Ref G1019.B395 1975 (NLO)

6945 Atlases - 1975
National Geographic atlas of the world / Melville Bell Grosvenor, editor-in-chief, Gilbert M. Grosvenor, editor ; William T. Peele, chief cartographer ; David W. Cook, associate chief cartographer ; Jules B. Billard, atlas text.
Authors: National Geographic Society (U.S.) -- Grosvenor, Melville Bell, 1901-1982 -- Grosvenor, Gilbert M. -- Peele, William T. --
Billard, Jules B. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 85 maps ; 470 x 315 mm.
4th ed.
Maps produced by the Cartographic Division, National Geographic Society.
References: OCLC 1339716
LCCN: 75-12655
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases - 1975
National Geographic atlas of the world / Melville Bell Grosvenor, editor-in-chief, Gilbert M. Grosvenor, editor ; William T. Peele, chief cartographer ; David W. Cook, associate chief cartographer ; Jules B. Billard, atlas text.
Authors: National Geographic Society (U.S.) -- Grosvenor, Melville Bell, 1901-1982 -- Grosvenor, Gilbert M. -- Peele, William T. --
Billard, Jules B.
1 atlas (330 p.) : col. ill., 85 col. maps ; 48 cm.
4th ed.
Maps produced by the Cartographic Division, National Geographic Society.
Gift 1999, Norman D. Schwartz
LCCN: 75-12655
ISBN 087044137X
Map Ref oversize G1019 .N28 1975 (NLO)

Atlases - 1975
Authors: Thrower, Norman Joseph William -- General Drafting Company -- McGraw-Hill, inc. -- Wallis, Helen -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (80 p. : 56 col. maps) ; 34 cm.
3rd ed.
Cover title.
Maps by General Drafting Co.
Based on the Odyssey world atlas.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Review copy; letter to editor from Helen Wallis inserted.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 74022341
ISBN 0070230838 ; 9780070230835
Baskes folio G1019 .G371 1975 (NLO)

Atlases - 1975 - Children's maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 34 maps ; 26 cm.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
5th printing, revised.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .C57 1975 (PrCt)

Atlases - 1975 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Editio-Service S.A. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 180 maps ; 38 cm.
D.j.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .I5 1975 copy 3 GER (PrCt)

Atlases - 1975 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Georg Westermann Verlag -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 160 maps ; 38 cm.
German.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .I5 1975 copy 3 GER (PrCt)

Atlases - 1975 (Provisional Heading)
Goode's world atlas. Chicago : Rand McNally,
1975.
Authors: Goode, J. Paul, 1862-1932 -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 150 maps ; 28 cm.
2nd printing of 14th edition
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .G6 1975 (PrCt)

Atlases - 1975 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Lingen Verlag -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 60 maps ; 37 cm.
German language.
D.j.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .G76 1975 (PrCt)

Atlases - 1975 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: MacCauley, Lois Booth
1 v. ; 29 cm.
map4C 96 (PrCt)

Atlases - 1975 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Goode, J. Paul, 1862-1932 -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 27 maps ; 28 cm.
Abridged Goode; 5th printing.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .R65 1975 (PrCt)

Atlases - 1975 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 187 maps ; 38 cm.
D.j.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .C77 1975 (PrCt)

Atlases - 1975 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 94 maps ; 28 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Atlasts - 1975 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 139 maps ; 40 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

6965 Atlasts - 1976 - Children's maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 38 maps ; 26 cm.
6th printing, revised.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

Atlasts - 1976 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Bragan, Keith
1 v.

Atlasts - 1976 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Goode, J. Paul, 1862-1932 -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 150 maps ; 28 cm.
3rd printing of 14th edition
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

Atlasts - 1976 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Harlow, Neal -- Dawson's Book Shop -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 16 maps ; 325 x 226 mm.
sgd,Pr:Dahlstrom;prov:Wreden;Fiat109
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlasts - 1976 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Hevenesi, Gabriel
1 v. ; 23 cm.

Atlasts - 1976 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Shearwater Press
1 v. ; 32 cm.

Atlasts - 1976 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Hills, John, surveyor -- Portolan -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 19 maps ; 412 x 279 mm.
Facsimile.
Cl. Phillips 01339
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlasts - 1976 (Provisional Heading)

Atlas de population de Castille en 1591. Caen :
Authors: Molinie-Bertrand, Annie
1 v. ; 54 cm.

Case oversize G1968 C3 E2 M6 1976 (NLO)

6972 Atlases - 1976 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 82 maps ; 38 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
D.j.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

6973 Atlases - 1976 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 187 maps ; 38 cm.
D.j.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

6974 Atlases - 1976 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 79 maps ; 38 cm.
Note in book: 1st 1976 printing prior to revisions.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

6975 Atlases - 1976 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 139 maps ; 29 cm.
Cover: Family world atlas.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

6976 Atlases - 1976 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Short, Nicholas M -- NASA -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 430 maps ; 355 x 270 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

6977 Atlases - 1976 (Provisional Heading)
New Zealand atlas. Wellington : ShearerAR,
1 v.
folio G2255 B4 1977 (NLO)

6983 Atlases - 1977 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Clague, William T
1 v. : 22 cm.
G1271 E6 C55 1977 (NLO)

6984 Atlases - 1977 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Creative Sales Corp
1 v. : 29 cm.
OCLC#9734249
folio G1201 P2 C57 1977 (NLO)

6985 Atlases - 1977 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Donner, Herbert
1 v. ; 30 cm.

6986 Atlases - 1977 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Edito-Service S.A. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 180 maps ; 38 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .I5 1977 copy 3 SWI (PrCt)

6987 Atlases - 1977 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Goode, J. Paul, 1862-1932 -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 150 maps ; 29 cm.
4th printing of 14th edition
D.j.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .G6 1977 (PrCt)

6988 Atlases - 1977 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Guerin, Marc-Aime
1 v. ; 31 cm.
folio G1140 G8 1977 (NLO)

6989 Atlases - 1977 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Hastenrath,S & PJLamb -- University of Wisconsin Press -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 97 maps ; 228 x 460 mm.
1st ed.

6990 Atlases - 1977 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Hattinga, W T
1 v. : 41 cm.
oversize G1860 T66 1977 (NLO)

6991 Atlases - 1977 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: J.W. Cappelens forlag -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 180 maps ; 38 cm.
Norwegian.
D.j.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .I5 1977 copy 2 NOR (PrCt)

6992 Atlases - 1977 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Jutikkala, Eino
1 v. : 42 cm.
oversize G2050 A1 D3 No. 2 (NLO)

6993 Atlases - 1977 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Jutikkala, Eino
1 v. : 42 cm.
oversize G2050 A1 D3 No. 1 (NLO)

6994 Atlases - 1977 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Lademann (Copenhagen, Denmark) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 180 maps ; 38 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .I5 1977 copy 5 DEN (PrCt)

6995 Atlases - 1977 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Ptolemy, active 2nd century
1 v. : 27 map plates ; 46 cm.
Facsimile.
Case oversize G1005 14xx P314 1977 (NLO)

6996 Atlases - 1977 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 180 maps ; 38 cm.
D.j.
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

**atlas**

6997 **Atlases - 1977 (Provisional Heading)**


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 180 maps ; 38 cm.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

**Atlasses - 1977 (Provisional Heading)**

6998 **Atlases - 1977 (Provisional Heading)**


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 24 maps ; 28 cm.

Hand-stamped copyright copy.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

**Atlasses - 1977 (Provisional Heading)**

6999 **Atlases - 1977 (Provisional Heading)**


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 89 maps ; 29 cm.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

**Atlasses - 1977 (Provisional Heading)**

7000 **Atlases - 1977 (Provisional Heading)**


Authors: Wesley, Edgar Bruce, 1891-1980
1 v. ; 28 cm.

3rd ed.
OCLC#4949709

**Atlases - 1977 (Provisional Heading)**

7001 **Atlases - 1977 (Provisional Heading)**


1 atlas : maps ; 53 cm.


Hand-stamped copyright copy.

Red cover.

US road atlas insert.

Uniform title: Commercial atlas.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

**Atlases - 1977 (Provisional Heading)**

7002 **Atlases - 1977 (Provisional Heading)**


1 atlas : maps ; 53 cm.


Hand-stamped copyright copy.

Red cover.

US road atlas insert.

Uniform title: Commercial atlas.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

**Atlases - 1977 (Provisional Heading)**

7003 **Atlases - 1977 (Provisional Heading)**


1 atlas : maps ; 53 cm.


Red cover.

US road atlas insert.

Uniform title: Commercial atlas.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

**Atlases - 1977 (Provisional Heading)**

7004 **Atlases - 1978**


Authors: Hammond Incorporated -- C.S. Hammond & Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (48 p.) : col. ill., 43 col. maps ; 28 cm.

Cover title.

Caption title: World atlas and gazetteer

Several maps copyright C.S. Hammond & Co. Relief shown by gradient and bathymetric tints. Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1021 .H2689 1978 (NLO)

**Atlases - 1978**

7005 **Atlases - 1978**


Authors: Signet (Firm) -- Hammond Incorporated -- New American Library
272 p. : col. maps ; 18 cm.

A Signet book.

Maps by Hammond Incorporated.

Includes indexes.


To Collection Services for cataloging, April
2011 (PrCt)

7006 Atlasts - 1978 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Douglas, Arthur
1 v. ; 21 cm.
folio G1819 A1 C65 1978 (NLO)

7007 Atlasts - 1978 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Edito-Service S.A. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 180 maps ; 38 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .I5 1978 copy 1 SWI (PrCt)

7008 Atlasts - 1978 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Generalstabens litografiska anstalt -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 180 maps ; 38 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .I5 1978 copy 2 (PrCt)

7009 Atlasts - 1978 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Goode, J. Paul, 1862-1932 -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 150 maps ; 29 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .G6 1978 copy 1 (PrCt)

7010 Atlasts - 1978 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Goode, J. Paul, 1862-1932 -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 150 maps ; 29 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .G6 1978 copy 2 (PrCt)

7011 Atlasts - 1978 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Long, Stephen Harriman, 1784-1864 -- Kane -- Holmiquist -- Minnesota Historical Society -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 12 maps ; 236 x 158 mm.
Ed:KaneHolmiquist&Gilman
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

7012 Atlasts - 1978 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Ramusio, Giovanni Battista, 1485-1557 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
6 v. ; 22 cm.
Ayer G159 R2 1978 (NLO)

7013 Atlasts - 1978 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 187 maps ; 36 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
D.j.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .C77 1978 (PrCt)

7014 Atlasts - 1978 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 122 maps ; 38 cm.
World map insert.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .G7 1978 (PrCt)

7015 Atlasts - 1978 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 128 maps ; 40 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .P7 1978 (PrCt)

7016 Atlasts - 1978 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 139 maps ; 29 cm.
Cover: Family world atlas.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .F4 1978 (PrCt)

7017 Atlasts - 1978 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

1 atlas : 89 maps ; 29 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .W9 1978 (PrCt)

7018 **Atlases - 1978 (Provisional Heading)**
Authors: Weigand, Karl
1 v. ; 30 cm.
folio G1924 F5 W4 1978 (NLO)

7019 **Atlases - 1978<>United States - Maps - 1978 (Provisional Heading)**
1 atlas : maps ; 53 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
US road atlas insert.
Uniform title: Commercial atlas.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .C7 1978 (PrCt)

7020 **Atlases - 1979**
Authors: Hammond Incorporated
xvi, E2-E15, 480, B4-B48, H2-H48, U4-U64 p. : ill. (some col.), maps (some col.) ; 32 cm.
Includes glossary and index.
ISBN 0843712311 ; 0843712317
folio G1021.H273 1979 (NLO)

7021 **Atlases - 1979<>Pictorial maps - Maps - 1979<>Pictorial maps**
1 atlas : 35 maps ; 31 cm.
Hebrew translation of Picture atlas of the world.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .P55 1979 HEB (PrCt)

7022 **Atlases - 1979 (Provisional Heading)**
Authors: Bering, Kimibert
1 v. ; 30 cm.
1st ed.
ed:JurgenHerrnkind
folio G1030 A897 1979 (NLO)

7023 **Atlases - 1979 (Provisional Heading)**
Authors: Carpenter, Shirley -- Facts on File, Inc.
1 v. : 31 maps ; 296 x 220 mm.
origP:Aldus
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

7024 **Atlases - 1979 (Provisional Heading)**
Authors: Donley, Michael W. -- Pacific Book Center -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
v, 191 p. : col. ill., col. maps ; 38 cm
OCLC 6222140.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

7025 **Atlases - 1979 (Provisional Heading)**
*The International atlas.* Chile : Egan y Cia., 1979.
Authors: Egan y Cia. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 180 maps ; 38 cm.
Chilean.
D.j.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .I5 1979 copy 3 CHI (PrCt)

7026 **Atlases - 1979 (Provisional Heading)**
Authors: Freeman-Grenville, G. S. P. (Greville Stewart Parker)
1 v. : 140 map plates ; 25 cm.
C:LKessel
G1812.21 S1 F7 1979 (NLO)

7027 **Atlases - 1979 (Provisional Heading)**
Authors: Goode, J. Paul, 1862-- Espenshade, Edward Bowman,1910 -- Rand McNally and Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 150 maps ; 286 x 230 mm.
15th ed.
Ed:EBEspenshade
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

7028 **Atlases - 1979 (Provisional Heading)**
1 atlas : 61 maps ; 27 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

RMcN atlas .I54 1979 (PrCt)

7029 Atlases - 1979 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Kahrl, William L -- California -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ; 465 x 403 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

7030 Atlases - 1979 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Kümmerly + Frey -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 180 maps ; 38 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

7031 Atlases - 1979 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: List & Oldenbourg
1 v. : 95 map plates ; 17 cm.

7032 Atlases - 1979 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Muller, Johann Ulrich
1 v. : 18 map plates ; 17 cm.

Phillips 00512<

G1015 M84 1692a (NLO)

7033 Atlases - 1979 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Platt, Colin
1 v. ; 29 cm.

folio CB351 .P55 (NLO)

7034 Atlases - 1979 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 79 maps ; 38 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

folio RMcN atlas .E25 1979 (PrCt)

7035 Atlases - 1979 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 139 maps ; 29 cm.

Explorer’ on cover.

forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

folio RMcN atlas .E9 1979 (PrCt)

7036 Atlases - 1979 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 180 maps ; 38 cm.
78 ed, 79 printing
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

folio RMcN atlas .I5 1979 copy 1 (PrCt)

7037 Atlases - 1979 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 180 maps ; 38 cm.
D. j.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

folio RMcN atlas .I5 1979 copy 2 (PrCt)

7038 Atlases - 1979 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : maps ; 38 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
D. j.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

folio RMcN atlas .O8 1979 (PrCt)

7039 Atlases - 1979 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 35 maps ; 31 cm.
Red, map on inside cover upside-down.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

folio RMcN atlas .P55 1979 (PrCt)

7040 Atlases - 1979 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 24 maps ; 28 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
RMcN atlas .Q5 1979 (PrCt)

7041 **Atlasses - 1979 (Provisional Heading)**  
Authors: Reader's Digest Association -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 atlas : 100 maps ; 38 cm.  
Hand-stamped copyright copy.  
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).  
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).  

folio RMcN atlas .W27 1979 (PrCt)

7042 **Atlasses - 1979 (Provisional Heading)**  
Authors: Royal Irish Academy  
1 v. ; 42 cm.  
oversize G1830 R69 1979 (NLO)

7043 **Atlasses - 1979<><>United States - Maps - 1979 (Provisional Heading)**  
1 atlas : maps ; 53 cm.  
110th edition.  
Hand-stamped copyright copy.  
US road atlas insert.  
Uniform title: Commercial atlas.  
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).  
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).  
oversize RMcN atlas .C7 1979 copy 1 (PrCt)

7044 **Atlasses - 1979<><>United States - Maps - 1979 (Provisional Heading)**  
1 atlas : maps ; 53 cm.  
110th edition.  
US road atlas insert.  
Uniform title: Commercial atlas.  
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).  
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).  
oversize RMcN atlas .C7 1979 copy 2 (PrCt)

7045 **Atlasses - 1980**  
Authors: Georg Westermann Verlag -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 atlas : 160 maps ; 38 cm.  
German.  
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).  
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).  
folio RMcN atlas .T74 1980 vol. III (PrCt)

7046 **Atlasses - 1980**  
Authors: Hammond Incorporated -- C.S. Hammond & Company -- American Express Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 atlas (48 [i.e. 52] p.) : ill. (chiefly col.), 60 maps (chiefly col.) ; 28 cm.  
Cover title.  
Caption title: World atlas and gazetteer  
Several maps copyright C.S. Hammond & Co.  
"American Express vacation guide"--Cover.  
Includes index.  
Scales differ.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.  
Baskes folio G1021 .H2689 1980 (NLO)

7047 **Atlasses - 1980**  
Authors: National Geographic Society (U.S.)  
1 atlas  
folio G1021 .N36 1980 (NLO)

7048 **Atlasses - 1980**  
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Mitchell Beazley Ltd. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 atlas (240 p.) : col. maps ; 38 cm.  
'1980 edition.'  
'In association with Mitchell Beazley Limited, London.'  
Includes index.  
Blue hardcover binding.  
Volume II of III of 'The Rand McNally atlas tri-logue' boxset.  
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).  
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).  
folio RMcN atlas .T74 1980 vol. III (PrCt)

7049 **Atlasses - 1980**  
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Standard Educational Corporation -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 atlas ([i]-xvi, 320, I-1 - I-232 p.) : col. maps ; 38 cm.  
Title page includes parallel titles in German, Spanish, Italian, and Portuguese.  
Hand-stamped 'Editorial library, Standard Educational Corp'

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.  
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .I5 1980 copy 2 (PrCt)

7050 Atlases - 1980 (Provisional Heading)
Geography of Amer labor 1865-1908: atlas.
Catonsville : MarylandUP, 1980.
Authors: Bennett, Sari
1 v. ; 28 cm.
folio G1201 G8 B46 (NLO)

7051 Atlases - 1980 (Provisional Heading)
Atlas of military strategy, 1618-1878.
Authors: Chandler, David G
1 v. ; 29 cm.
C:Watson
folio G1046 R3 C53 (NLO)

7052 Atlases - 1980 (Provisional Heading)
Atlas des formes & chartes francaises du 13C.
Tubingen : Niemeyer, 1980.
Authors: Dees, Anthonij
1 v. ; 24 cm.
PC2705 .D44 1980 (NLO)

7053 Atlases - 1980 (Provisional Heading)
Cartog Novohispana en Museo Naval Madrid.
Authors: Echeagaray, Jose I ed -- Edward E.
Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 50 cm.
Ayer oversize G1100 .C37 1980 (NLO)

7054 Atlases - 1980 (Provisional Heading)
Atlas international.
Authors: Edito-Service S.A. -- Rand McNally and
Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 180 maps ; 38 cm.
D.j.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .I5 1980 copy 2 SWI (PrCt)

7055 Atlases - 1980 (Provisional Heading)
Nuevo atlas internacional.
Authors: Educar Cultural Recreativa (Firm) -- Rand McNally and
Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 180 maps ; 38 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .I5 1980 copy 3 SPA (PrCt)

7056 Atlases - 1980 (Provisional Heading)
Atlas arqueologico del Estado de Yucatan.
Authors: Garza Tarazona, Silvia -- Edward E.
Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 27 cm.
Ayer oversize G4751 .E15 G37 (NLO)

7057 Atlases - 1980 (Provisional Heading)
Kentucky locator.
Indianapolis : Researchers, 1980.
Authors: Gioe, Joan Colbert
1 v.
folio G3950 G56 (NLO)

7058 Atlases - 1980 (Provisional Heading)
Pennsylvania, her counties, townships, towns.
Indianapolis : Researchers, 1980.
Authors: Gioe, Joan Colbert
1 v. ; 28 cm.
folio G3820 R47 (NLO)

7059 Atlases - 1980 (Provisional Heading)
Severnyi Ledovityi okean.
Moscow : USSR, 1980.
Authors: Gorshkov, SergeiGeorgievich
1 v. ; 47 cm.
ArcticOcean
oversize G3051 C7 S4 1980 (NLO)

7060 Atlases - 1980 (Provisional Heading)
Hamlyn world atlas.
Authors: Hamlyn (Firm) -- Rand McNally and
Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 32 maps ; 37 cm.
D.j.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .H3 1980 (PrCt)

7061 Atlases - 1980 (Provisional Heading)
Atlas of the world's railways.
Authors: Hollingsworth, Brian -- George Philip &
Son -- Everest House -- Bison -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 22 maps ; 312 x 244 mm.
C:GPhilip;origP:Bison
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

7062 Atlases - 1980 (Provisional Heading)
Atle landkarten.
Authors: Kupcik, Ivan
1 v. ; 29 cm.
folio G3201 S1 K96 (NLO)

7063 Atlases - 1980 (Provisional Heading)
Grosse karte von Pommern aus 1618.
Luneburg, 1980.
Authors: Lubin, Eilhard, 1565-1621
1 v. ; 60 cm.
oversize G1918 P5 L8 1618x (NLO)

7064 Atlases - 1980 (Provisional Heading)
Penguin atlas of African history.
Authors: McEvedy, Colin
1 v. ; 21 cm.
7065 Atlases - 1980 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Moll, Herman, -1732
1 v. : 32 cm.
oversize G1825 M65 1980 (NLO)

7066 Atlases - 1980 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Olearius, Adam, 1603 -1671
1 v. : 31 cm.
folio DS7 .A63 1980 (NLO)

7067 Atlases - 1980 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 180 maps ; 38 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .I5 1980 copy 1 (PrCt)

7068 Atlases - 1980 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : maps ; 38 cm.
Inscription from Gil Feltel.
D. j.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .O8 1980 (PrCt)

7069 Atlases - 1980 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 34 maps ; 37 cm.
D. j.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .P5 1980 (PrCt)

7070 Atlases - 1980 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 48 maps ; 19 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .P62 1980 copy 1 (PrCt)

7071 Atlases - 1980 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 48 maps ; 19 cm.
2nd printing
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .P62 1980 copy 2 (PrCt)

7072 Atlases - 1980 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 48 maps ; 19 cm.
Yellow cover, 2nd printing.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .P62 1980 copy 3 (PrCt)

7073 Atlases - 1980 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 24 maps ; 28 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .Q5 1980 (PrCt)

7074 Atlases - 1980 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 89 maps ; 28 cm.
Wrappers.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .W9 1980 copy 1 (PrCt)

7075 Atlases - 1980 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 89 maps ; 28 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .W9 1980 copy 2 (PrCt)
7077  Atlases - 1980 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 50 maps ; 193 x 132 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

7078  Atlases - 1980 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Schulting, J G ed
1 v. : 15 map plates ; 40 cm.
2nd ed.
facs5eHethoogheemraadschap
oversize G1863 F7 K32 1970 (NLO)

7079  Atlases - 1980 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Teslia, Ivan
1 v. ; 29 cm.
folio G2151 S1 T4 1980 (NLO)

7080  Atlases - 1980 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Vass, Benjamin
1 v. ; 33 cm.
OCLC#15979510
folio G1115 M38 1980 (NLO)

7081  Atlases - 1980 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Vicens Vives, Jaime
1 v. ; 25 cm.
G1966 S1 V5 1980 (NLO)

7082  Atlases - 1980 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: C.S. Hammond & Company -- Doubleday and Company, inc. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (256 p.) : ill. (some col.), 152 maps (chiefly col.) ; 24 cm.
"Illustrated social and economic tables of the world"--P. 211-240.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1019 .H3298 1980 (NLO)

7083  Atlases - 1980 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Hammond Incorporated -- C.S. Hammond & Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (256 p.) : col. ill., 192 col. maps ; 29 cm.
New perspective ed.
Cover title: Award world atlas
Several maps copyright C.S. Hammond & Co.
"Including zip codes."
Includes indexes.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 80080796
Baskes folio G1019 .H575 1980 (NLO)

7084  Atlases - 1980 (Provisional Heading)
1 atlas : maps ; 53 cm.
111th edition.
US road atlas insert missing.
Uniform title: Commercial atlas.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .C7 1980 (PrCt)

7085  Atlases - 1981
National Geographic atlas of the world.
Authors: National Geographic Society (U.S.)
1 atlas (383 p.) : col. ill., col. maps ; 47 cm.
5th ed.
Includes glossary and index.
Awarded outstanding achievement for thematic maps in 1981 American Congress on Surveying and Mapping Map Design Competition.
Formerly Ref G1021 .N38 1981
LC Card Number: 81675324
ISBN 087044347X
Map Ref oversize G1021 .N38 1981 (NLO)

7086  Atlases - 1981 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Benes, Peter ed -- CurrierGallery -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 108 maps ; 277 x 217 mm.
exhCat,132#s
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

7087  Atlases - 1981 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Coker, William S -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 20 cm.
Ayer folio G1316 S3 P4 C6 1981 (NLO)

7088  Atlases - 1981 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Czeike, Felix et al
1 v. ; 50 cm.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Edition</th>
<th>Place of Publication</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>oversize G1939 V4 S1 H5 1981 (NLO)</td>
<td>Children's world atlas</td>
<td>1981</td>
<td>Millbrae : CelestialArts</td>
<td>Dicks, Brian</td>
<td>OCLC#8262356</td>
<td>1 v. ; 35 cm.</td>
<td>shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

**Atlases - 1981**
United States - Maps - 1981 (Provisional Heading)
1 atlas : maps ; 53 cm.
112th edition.
Tan cover.
US road atlas insert.
Uniform title: Commercial atlas.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

**Atlases - 1982**
Authors: Hammond Incorporated
1 atlas (viii, 15, 356 p.) : col. ill., col. maps ; 32 cm.
Classics ed.
Includes indexes.

**Atlases - 1982**
Authors: Natkiel, Richard -- Sommerville, Donald -- Westwood, J. N. -- Facts on File, Inc. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (256 p. : ill. (some col.), 195 maps) ; 29 cm.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Wolf 615
LC Card Number: 81675742
ISBN 0981966123

**Atlases - 1982**
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Istituto geografico De Agostini -- Mitchell Beazley Ltd. -- Standard Educational Corporation -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([i]-xvi, [1]-304, [A1]-A144 p.) : col. maps ; 38 cm.

In association with Istituto geografico De Agostini, Novara and Mitchell Beazley

Publishers, London.'
Hand-stamped 'Editorial library, Standard Educational Corp.'
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

**Atlases - 1982**
Ethnology - Maps - 1982 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 45 maps ; 35 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.

**Atlases - 1982**
Authors: Bartholomew, John
1 v. ; 38 cm.
12th ed.

**Atlases - 1982**
Authors: Berthe, Maurice
1 v. ; 42 cm.

**Atlases - 1982**
Authors: Cleveland & Teeside
1 v. ; 30 cm.

**Atlases - 1982**
Authors: Coker, William S -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 23 cm.

**Atlases - 1982**
Authors: Czeike, Felix et al
1 v. ; 50 cm.

**Atlases - 1982**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Edition</th>
<th>Note</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Perry, Thomas Melville -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 37 cm.
\textit{Ayer folio G2750 P47 1982 (NLO)}

\textbf{7131 Atlases - 1982 (Provisional Heading)}
Authors: Rafferty, Milton D
1 v. ; 31 cm.
\textit{folio G1436 S1 R3 1982 (NLO)}

\textbf{7132 Atlases - 1982 (Provisional Heading)}
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 71 maps ; 38 cm. Cover and first few pages water damaged. D.j.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
\textit{folio RMcN atlas .G74 1982 copy 2 (PrCt)}

\textbf{7133 Atlases - 1982 (Provisional Heading)}
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 35 maps ; 31 cm. Yellow, fourth printing.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
\textit{folio RMcN atlas .P55 1982 (PrCt)}

\textbf{7134 Atlases - 1982 (Provisional Heading)}
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 24 maps ; 28 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
\textit{RMcN atlas .Q5 1982 (PrCt)}

\textbf{7135 Atlases - 1982 (Provisional Heading)}
Authors: Saint-Yves, Maurice
1 v. : 66 map plates ; 29 cm.
\textit{folio G1115 S25 1982 (NLO)}

\textbf{7136 Atlases - 1982 (Provisional Heading)}
Authors: Scaife, William Robert
1 v. ; 28 cm.
\textit{folio G1314 A8 S3 1982 (NLO)}

\textbf{7137 Atlases - 1982 (Provisional Heading)}
Authors: Schulenberg-Schmettauschen
1 v. ; 60 cm.
\textit{oversize G1924 B4 B47 1982 (NLO)}

\textbf{7138 Atlases - 1982 (Provisional Heading)}
\textit{United States - Maps - 1982 (Provisional Heading)}
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : maps ; 53 cm. 113th edition. US road atlas insert missing.
Uniform title: Commercial atlas. Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
\textit{oversize RMcN atlas .C7 1982 (PrCt)}

\textbf{7139 Atlases - 1983}
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([1]-96A, 224 p.) : col. maps ; 29 cm. '1983 edition.'
Cover title: Rand McNally family world atlas. Includes index. Blue plastic hardcover binding.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
\textit{folio RMcN atlas .F4 1983 (PrCt)}

\textbf{7140 Atlases - 1983 - Children's maps}
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 38 maps ; 26 cm. 7th edition, 5th printing, revised.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
\textit{RMcN atlas .C57 1983 (PrCt)}

\textbf{7141 Atlases - 1983 (Provisional Heading)}
\textit{Ethnology - Maps - 1983 (Provisional Heading)}
Authors: Norske bokklubben -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
\textit{folio RMcN atlas .A563 1983 NOR (PrCt)}

\textbf{7142 Atlases - 1983 (Provisional Heading)}

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Brosse, Jacques
1 v. : 10 map plates ; 33 cm.
folio G419 B7613 1983 (NLO)

7143 Atlases - 1983 (Provisional Heading)
Hist atlas zweiten Turkenbelagerung: Wien 1683.
Authors: Broucek, Peter
1 v.
folio G1939 V4 S1 B7 1983 (NLO)

7144 Atlases - 1983 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Degn, Ole
1 v. : 41 cm.
oversize G2050 A1 D3 No. 3 (NLO)

7145 Atlases - 1983 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Doering, Juan Gunther -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 30 cm.
Ayer folio G1744 L5 P5 1983 (NLO)

7146 Atlases - 1983 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Duncker, Dieter R
1 v. : 39 cm.
folio G1868 B7 D85 (NLO)

7147 Atlases - 1983 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Graffagnino, J Kevin -- Bennington -- VermontHeritage -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 108 maps ; 400 x 314 mm.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

7148 Atlases - 1983 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Lombardi, Cathryn L -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 29 cm.
Ayer folio G1541 S1 L6 1983 (NLO)

7149 Atlases - 1983 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 155 maps ; 26 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .C62 1983 (PrCt)

7150 Atlases - 1983 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 150 maps ; 31 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .I445 1983 copy 1 (PrCt)

7151 Atlases - 1983 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 150 maps ; 31 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .I445 1983 copy 2 (PrCt)

7152 Atlases - 1983 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 180 maps ; 38 cm.
D.j.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .I5 1983 (PrCt)

7153 Atlases - 1983 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 24 maps ; 28 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .Q5 1983 (PrCt)

7154 Atlases - 1983 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 89 maps ; 28 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .W9 1983 (PrCt)

7155 Atlases - 1983 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 60 maps ; 380 x 285 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

7156  Atlases - 1983 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Times Books (Firm)
1 v. ; 37 cm.
ed:ADCouper:accession9282752
folio G2800 T5 1983 (NLO)

7157  Atlases - 1983 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Tivers, Jacqueline -- Day, M. -- Bartholomew -- Viking Press -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 17 maps ; 304 x 214 mm.
C:Bartholomew
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

7158  Atlases - 1983 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Vinzoni, Matteo
1 v. ; 29 cm.
folio G1988 G4 V5 1983 (NLO)

7159  Atlases - 1983 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Wheatcroft, Andrew
1 v. : 57 map plates ; 29 cm.
folio G1035 W5 1983 (NLO)

7160  Atlases - 1983 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Wignall, Clifford J
1 v. ; 30 cm.
folio G1812.21 P3 W5 1983 (NLO)

7161  Atlases - 1983 (Provisional Heading)
1 atlas : maps ; 53 cm.
114th edition.
US road atlas insert missing.
Uniform title: Commercial atlas.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .C7 1983 (PrCt)

7162  Atlases - 1983 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Coull, James R
1 v. ; 11 map plates ; 30 cm.
folio G556 A2 C68 (NLO)

7163  Atlases - 1983 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Graham, Frank
1 v. : 42 cm.
oversize G1819 N45 M3 1984 (NLO)

7164  Atlases - 1984 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Guthorn, Peter J. -- Schiffer -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 182 maps ; 313 x 237 mm.
PP94;Wolf300
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

7165  Atlases - 1984 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Humphery-Smith, Cecil R. -- Phillimore & Co.
1 v. ; 29 cm.
Local History Ref G1806 .E6225 1984 P5 (NLO)

7166  Atlases - 1984 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Hilliard, Sam Bowers
1 v. : 94 maps ; 530 x 380 mm.
114th ed.
Uniform title: Commercial atlas.
[A7807;Lock, Modern maps and atlases 443
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

7167  Atlases - 1984 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Guthorn, Peter J. -- Schiffer -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 182 maps ; 313 x 237 mm.
PP94;Wolf300
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

7168  Atlases - 1984 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Tivers, Jacqueline -- Day, M. -- Bartholomew -- Viking Press -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 17 maps ; 304 x 214 mm.
C:Bartholomew
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

7169  Atlases - 1984 (Provisional Heading)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: McEvedy, Colin
1 v. ; 18 cm.
G1797.21.S1 M3 1984 (NLO)

7170 Atlases - 1984 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Mitchell Beazley Ltd.
1 v. ; 37 cm.
OCLC#11377292; ed: J Norw ich
folio NA200 .W67 1984 (NLO)

7171 Atlases - 1984 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: National Heritage Map Co
1 v. ; 31 cm.
folio G1525 N3 1984 (NLO)

7172 Atlases - 1984 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rabenhorst, Thomas D ed
1 v. : 135 map plates ; 60 cm.
oversize G1201 F7 H59 1984 (NLO)

7173 Atlases - 1984 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Executive Coach Builders -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 109 maps ; 27 cm.
Executive Coach Builders.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .W8 1984 (PrCt)

7174 Atlases - 1984 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Executive Coach Builders -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 100 maps ; 18 cm.
Pocket edition.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .C62 1984 (PrCt)

7175 Atlases - 1984 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : maps ; 28 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .C74 1984 copy 1 (PrCt)

7176 Atlases - 1984 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : maps ; 28 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .C74 1984 copy 2 (PrCt)

7177 Atlases - 1984 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 110 maps ; 29 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Cover: Family world atlas.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .F4 1984 (PrCt)

7178 Atlases - 1984 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Reader's Digest Association -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 100 maps ; 38 cm.
4th printing
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .W27 1984 (PrCt)

7179 Atlases - 1984 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Schwind, Fred
1 v. ; 31 cm.
folio G1923 H4 G47 1984 (NLO)

7180 Atlases - 1984 (Provisional Heading)
Mini atlas of early settlers in District of Niagara, Ont. St Catherine s : St Cath eri nes Hist S, 1984.
Authors: Taylor, Carlene & M Parnall
1 v. ; 28 cm.
folio F1059 N5 M56 (NLO)

7181 Atlases - 1984 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Young, Harry F
1 v. ; 22 cm.
folio G1535 Y68 1984 (NLO)

7182 Atlases - 1984<<United States - Maps - 1984 (Provisional Heading)
1 atlas : maps ; 53 cm.
7183 **Atlases - 1985**
*Hammond gold medallion world atlas.*
Authors: C.S. Hammond & Company
1 atlas (xvi, 11, 484, B-48, H-48, U-64 p.) : col. ill., col. maps ; 32 cm.
Other titles: Gold medallion world atlas; Medallion world atlas.
Notes: Includes gazetteer and index.
Contents:
- Environment and life -- Modern maps and indexes -- Biblical map collection -- World history map collection -- United States history map collection.
ISBN 0843712481.
**folio G1021 .H2685 1985 (NLO)**

7184 **Atlases - 1985**
*World atlas / [maps and index by Bill Willett, cartographic editor, David Gaylard ... [et al.] ; maps prepared by George Philip Cartographic Services Ltd. ; text prepared by Gerald A. Danzer]. Glenview, Ill. Scott, Foresman, c1985.*
Authors: Danzer, Gerald A. -- Willett, B. M. -- George Philip Cartographic Services -- Scott, Foresman and Company -- Philip Cartographic Services SEE George Philip Cartographic Services -- Philip (George) Cartographic Services SEE George Philip Cartographic Services
1 atlas (128 p.) : ill. (chiefly col.), col. maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title: Scott, Foresman world atlas
Title in preface: Scott Foresman world atlas.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
ISBN 0673133567 (pbk.) ; 9780673133564 (pbk.)
LC Card Number: 84246020
ISBN 0673133567 (pbk.)
**folio G1021 .W55 1985 (NLO)**

7185 **Atlases - 1985**
Authors: Hammond Incorporated
1 atlas (xvi, 484 p.) : col. ill., col. maps ; 32 cm.
"Final census edition including ZIP codes"--Jacket.
Includes indexes.
Scales differ.
LC Card Number: 85675146
ISBN 0843712422 ; 9780843712421
**folio G1021 .H265 1985 (NLO)**

7186 **Atlases - 1985**
Authors: John Bartholomew and Son -- Reader’s Digest Association -- John Bartholomew and Son. Bartholomew family atlas of the world -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (xxxii, 80, 64 p.) : col. ill., 64 col. maps ; 32 cm.
Originally published in Scotland as Bartholomew family atlas of the world.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Includes index.
LC Card Number: 83061162
ISBN 0895771721 ; 9780895771728
**Baskes folio G1021 .J63 1983 (NLO)**

7187 **Atlases - 1985**
Authors: John Bartholomew and Son -- Times Books (Firm)
1 atlas (xlvi, [245], 228 p.) : col. ill., col. maps ; 46 cm.
7th comprehensive ed., 1st American ed.
Published simultaneously in Great Britain by Times Books Limited, London.
Col. index maps on lining paper.
Duplicate legend inserted.
Transcription of Chinese place names.
Includes glossary and index.
ISBN 0812912985
**oversize G1021.T55 1985 (NLO)**

7188 **Atlases - 1985 - Juvenile literature<>Children's atlases - 1985**
63 p. : ill., maps (some col.) ; 31 cm.
© Deans International Publishing, a division of the Hamlyn Publishing Group ... 
Includes index.
Gift 2012, Robert W. Karrow.
References: OCLC 13808069
ISBN 0517489104
**map4C G3201.AT 1985 .S7 (PrCt)**

7189 **Atlases - 1985 (Provisional Heading)**
Authors: Carlone, Giuseppe
1 v. ; 50 cm.
**oversize G1989.23 P8 C3 1985 (NLO)**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalog Number</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Authors/Informations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7190</td>
<td>Atlases - 1985 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>Mexico. Inst Estadistica -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Atlas historico de Bolivia. LaPaz : SanJose, 1985.</td>
<td>1 v. ; 32 cm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Authors: Condarco Morales, Ramiro -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)</td>
<td>[Ayer folio G1546 S5 S5 1985 (NLO)]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 v. ; 30 cm.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ayer folio G1745 C65 1985 (NLO)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7191</td>
<td>Atlases - 1985 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>Musculus, Johann Conrad -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Authors: Croix, Alain &amp; Neveu</td>
<td>folio G1923 O4 M87 1985 (NLO)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 v. ; 21 cm.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7192</td>
<td>Atlases - 1985 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Authors: Ermen, Eduard van</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 v. ; 39 cm.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>folio G1853 L5 L5 1985 (NLO)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7193</td>
<td>Atlases - 1985 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Authors: Graf, Erik</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 v. ; 71 map plates ; 32 cm.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>folio G1116 S1 G63 1985 (NLO)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7194</td>
<td>Atlases - 1985 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Authors: Hellwig, Fritz -- Landeshauptarchiv</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 v. ; 20 cm.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GA 875 R5 H45 1985 (NLO)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7195</td>
<td>Atlases - 1985 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Authors: Heslinga, Marcus Willem</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 v. ; 39 cm.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>folio G1860 H44 1985 (NLO)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7196</td>
<td>Atlases - 1985 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Authors: Learhoff, Heiko -- Karl Wachholtz Verlag</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 v. ; 34 cm.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>folio G1923 S3 L44 1985 (NLO)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7197</td>
<td>Atlases - 1985 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Authors: Lorichs, Melchior</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 v. ; 25 cm.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>folio G1922 E3 L87 1985 (NLO)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7198</td>
<td>Atlases - 1985 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Authors: Mercator, Rumold, ca. 1545-1599</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 v. ; 40 cm.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ed:Meurer oversize G1907 M4 1985 (NLO)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7199</td>
<td>Atlases - 1985 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Authors: Sinclair, Stephane</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 v. ; 26 cm.</td>
<td>G1844.21 S1 S5 1985 (NLO)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
7206 **Atlases - 1985 (Provisional Heading)**

Authors: Sphyroeras, Vasilis
1 v. ; 29 cm.
GA 881 S65 (NLO)

7207 **Atlases - 1985<United States - Maps - 1985 (Provisional Heading)**

1 atlas  :  maps ; 53 cm.
US road atlas insert missing.
Uniform title: Commercial atlas.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .C7 1985 (PrCt)

7208 **Atlases - 1986**

Authors: Hammond Incorporated
1 atlas (60 p.) : col. ill., col. maps ; 31 cm.
New rev. and enl. ed.
Cover title.
Note 'Maps updated 1986.'--[P. 2]
OCLC 18090472.
ISBN 0843771100
folio G1021 .H268 1986 (NLO)

7209 **Atlases - 1986**

Authors: Oxford University Press -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas  : 285 x 220 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

7210 **Atlases - 1986**

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([1A]-32A, 224 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
'Fourth printing, October 1986.'
Includes index.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .W8 1986 (PrCt)

7211 **Atlases - 1986 - Children's maps**

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 38 maps ; 26 cm.
8th edition
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .C57 1986 (PrCt)

7212 **Atlases - 1986 (Provisional Heading)**

Authors: Edito-Service S.A. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas  : 180 maps ; 38 cm.
D.j.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .I5 1986 SWI (PrCt)

7213 **Atlases - 1986 (Provisional Heading)**

Authors: Goode, J. Paul, 1862-1932 -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas  : 150 maps ; 28 cm.
17th edition.
D.j.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .G6 1986 copy 1 (PrCt)

7214 **Atlases - 1986 (Provisional Heading)**

Authors: Goode, J. Paul, 1862-1932 -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas  : 150 maps ; 28 cm.
Wrappers.
17th edition.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .G6 1986 copy 2 (PrCt)

7215 **Atlases - 1986 (Provisional Heading)**

Authors: Hoehn, Alfred
1 v. ; 28 cm.
folio GA875 F7 H64 1986 (NLO)

7216 **Atlases - 1986 (Provisional Heading)**

Authors: Lago, Luciano
2 v. : 187 map plates ; 31 cm.
folio G95 .L34 1986 (NLO)

7217 **Atlases - 1986 (Provisional Heading)**

Authors: Letts, Hubert Winfred
1 v. ; 29 cm.
7218 Atlases - 1986 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Hallwag AG -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 85 maps ; 385 x 285 mm. C:Hallwag
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

7219 Atlases - 1986 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. World atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (224p.) : col. maps ; 29 cm.
Title from dust jacket.
Uniform title: World atlas.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .C74 1986 (PrCt)

7220 Atlases - 1986 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. World atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 129 maps ; 29 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .N45 1986 (PrCt)

7221 Atlases - 1986 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 55 maps ; 280 x 217 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

7222 Atlases - 1986 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Reverdy, Georges
1 v. : 38 cm.
folio G1844.21 P2 R4 1986 (NLO)

7223 Atlases - 1986 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Robinson, Philip Samuel
1 v. : 41 cm.
oversize G1834 C37 R6 1986 (NLO)

7224 Atlases - 1986 (Provisional Heading)
Schaffhausen im bild alter karten. Schaffhausen :
Meier, 1986.
Authors: Rohr, Hans Peter
1 v. ; 24 cm.
folio G1898 S3 R64 1986 (NLO)

7225 Atlases - 1986 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Thevet, André, 1502-1590
1 v. ; 24 cm.
E 141 T54 1986 (NLO)

7226 Atlases - 1986 (Provisional Heading)
Baja topographic atlas directory. San Clemente : Topography, 1986.
Authors: Topography Intl
1 v. ; 44 cm.
oversize G1548 B3 T66 1986 (NLO)

7227 Atlases - 1986<<>>United States - Maps - 1986 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Commercial atlas
1 v. : maps ; 53 cm.
117th ed.
Uniform title: Commercial atlas.
Local History Ref G1021 .R36 1986 (NLO)

7228 Atlases - 1986<<>>United States - Maps - 1986 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Commercial atlas
1 atlas : maps ; 53 cm.
Uniform title: Commercial atlas.
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .C7 1986 (PrCt)

7229 Atlases - 1987
Authors: Esselte kartor (Firm) -- Graphic Learning Corporation
1 atlas (215 p.) : col. ill., col. maps ; 19 cm.
Spine title: Earthbook.
'Designed, edited, drawn, and reproduced by the cartographers, geographers, artists, and technicians at Esselte Map Service'--Verso t.p.
Includes index.
OCLC 18136139.
ISBN 0877461015
G1021 .E85 1987 (NLO)

7230 Atlases - 1987
Authors: Esselte kartor (Firm) -- Graphic Learning Corporation -- Lidman Production
1 atlas (327 p.) : ill. (some col.), col. maps ; 34 cm.
oversize G1834 C37 R6 1986 (NLO)
cm.  
Encyclopedia of the earth, produced in cooperation between Esselte Map Service and Lidman Production AB'--Verso t.p.  
'The world in maps, designed, edited, drawn, and reproduced by cartographers, geographers, artists and technicians at Esselte Map Service'--Verso t.p.  
Includes glossary and index.  
ISBN 0877461007  
folio G1021 .E784 1987 (NLO) 7231  
**Atlases - 1987**  
Authors: George Philip & Son -- Willett, B. M. -- Poynter, A. G. -- Portland House -- Crown Publishers -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 atlas (176, 144 p.) : col. ill., 160 col. maps ; 37 cm.  
"Maps prepared by George Philip Cartographic Services under the direction of A.G. Poynter, director of cartography"--T.p. verso.  
Includes index.  
Scales differ.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.  
LC Card Number: 86675541  
ISBN 0517635798 ; 9780517635797  
Baskes folio G1021 .G686 1987 (NLO) 7232  
**Atlases - 1987**  
1 atlas (159 p.) : col. ill., 43 col. maps ; 25 cm.  
1st ed.  
Includes bibliographical references (p. 154-156) and index.  
Scale not given.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.  
Baskes Collection includes 2nd copy? (with imprint of the Daily Telegraph of London?); 2nd copy not at Newberry Library (August 2010)?  
LC Card Number: 86045719  
ISBN 0060550414 ; 9780060550417 ; 0060961449 (pbk.) ; 9780060961442 (pbk.)  
G1201 S1 C37 1987 (NLO) 7237  
**Atlases - 1987**  
Authors: Catchpole, Brian  
1 v. ; 26 cm.  
G1201 S1 C37 1987 (NLO) 7238  
**Atlases - 1987**  
Authors: Dees, Anthonij  
1 v. ; 24 cm.  
PC2705 .D46 1987 (NLO) 7239  
**Atlases - 1987**  
Authors: González, Hermann  
1 v. ; 24 cm.  
folio G1725 G6 1987 (NLO) 7240  
**Atlases - 1987**  
Authors: Harlow, Neal -- Dawson's Book Shop -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

1 v. : 25 maps ; 320 x 223 mm.
Fiat110:xEMJC
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

7241 Atlases - 1987 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Heinemeijer, W F et al
1 v. : 38 cm.
folio G1864 A5 A48 1987 (NLO)

7242 Atlases - 1987 (Provisional Heading)
Terre de confine: cartografia della Val di Serchio.
Authors: Martinelli, Roberta
1 v. : 21 cm.
G1987 S47 T47 1987 (NLO)

7243 Atlases - 1987 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Novotny, Jiri -- Webster -- Kartografie (Prague, Czech Republic) -- Chatham River -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 42 maps ; 172 x 115 mm.
C:Kartografie, Prague
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

7244 Atlases - 1987 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Petrucci, Giulia
1 v. : 40 cm.
oversize G1989.24 S36 P48 1987 (NLO)

7245 Atlases - 1987 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 119 maps ; 36 cm.
D:j.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .C77 1987 (PrCt)

7246 Atlases - 1987 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 116 maps ; 38 cm.
2nd printing
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .U54 1987 (PrCt)

7247 Atlases - 1987 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Scharfe, Wolfgang
1 v. : 24 cm.
folio G1924 B4 B474 1987 (NLO)

7248 Atlases - 1987 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Tuxen, Poul
1 v. : 41 cm.
oversize G2050 A1 D3 No. 5 (NLO)

7249 Atlases - 1987 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Ventura, Antonio, 1946--
1 v. : 51 cm.
oversize G1989.23 P8 V4 1987 (NLO)

7250 Atlases - 1987 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Wood, Kenneth A. -- Van Dahl -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 287 x 222 mm.
1st ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Commercial atlas
1 v. : 53 cm.
118th ed.
Uniform title: Commercial atlas.
Ref G1201 .Q4 R36 1987 (NLO)

1 atlas : maps ; 53 cm.
118th edition.
Uniform title: Commercial atlas.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .C7 1987 (PrCt)

7253 Atlases - 1988
Authors: Claval, Paul -- Alkan, Gilles -- Rozo, Charles -- Abraham, Daniel -- Institut géographique national (France) -- Hachette (Firm) -- Prentice-Hall, inc. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (325 p.) : col. ill., 120 col. maps ; 31 cm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
ISBN 0139481346 ; 9780139481345
Baskes folio G1021 .W46 1988 (NLO)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
7254 | **Atlases - 1988**
---|---

7255 | **Atlases - 1988**
---|---

7256 | **Atlases - 1988 - Children's maps**
---|---

7257 | **Atlases - 1988 - Children's maps**
---|---
| **Berkshire-Bennington locator.** Madison : First Impressions, 1988. Authors: Davenport, John W -- First Impressions -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. : 100 maps ; 280 x 216 mm. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. **Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)** |

7258 | **Atlases - 1988**
---|---
| **Geography - 1988**
| **Globes - 1988**
| **Cartographic curiosities - 1988**
| **Moveable books - 1988**
| **Maps - Miscellanea - Specimens**

7259 | **Atlases - 1988**
---|---

7260 | **Atlases - 1988 (Provisional Heading)**

7261 | **Atlases - 1988 (Provisional Heading)**

7262 | **Atlases - 1988 (Provisional Heading)**
| **Berkshire-Bennington locator.** Madison : First Impressions, 1988. Authors: Davenport, John W -- First Impressions -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. : 100 maps ; 280 x 216 mm. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. **Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)** |

7263 | **Atlases - 1988 (Provisional Heading)**

7264 | **Atlases - 1988 (Provisional Heading)**

---

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Dimensions</th>
<th>Page Numbers</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
1 atlas : maps ; 53 cm.
Uniform title: Commercial atlas.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library.
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).  
*oversize RMcN atlas .C7 1988 (PrCt)*

7280  **Atlases - 1989**
Authors: Colour Library Books Ltd. (Godalming, Surrey, England) -- Engineering Surveys -- Mallard Press -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (272 p.) : col. ill., 66 col. maps ; 36 cm.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
ISBN 079245166X ; 9780792451662
*Baskes folio G1021 .C65 1989 (NLO)*

7281  **Atlases - 1989**
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Newsweek, inc. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (64 p.) : col. maps ; 16 cm.
'Newsweek' -- front cover.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
*RMcN atlas .T3 1989 v. 3 (PrCt)*

7282  **Atlases - 1989**
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (64 p.) : col. maps ; 16 cm.
Includes index.
Cover art: photo of Tower Bridge, London.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

7283  **Atlases - 1989**
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (224 p.) : col. maps ; 20 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).  
*RMcN atlas .T7 1989 (PrCt)*

7284  **Atlases - 1989**
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- WBBM (Radio station : Chicago, Ill.) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (192 p.) : col. maps ; 37 cm.
WBBM Newsradio 78' embossed on front cover.
Includes index.
Imitation leather hardcover binding.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528833634
*RMcN atlas .P45 1989 copy 2 (PrCt)*

7285  **Atlases - 1989 - Children's maps**
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 40 maps ; 28 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
*RMcN atlas .C457 1989 (PrCt)*

7286  **Atlases - 1989 (Provisional Heading)**
Authors: American Automobile Association -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 78 maps ; 395 x 295 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
*Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)* (PrCt)

7287  **Atlases - 1989 (Provisional Heading)**
Authors: Bartholomew, John -- Times Books (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 133 maps ; 458 x 315 mm.
7th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
*Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)* (PrCt)
7288 Atlases - 1989 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Bruff, Barry
1 v. ; 31 cm.
folio G1818 W3 V56 1989 (NLO)

7289 Atlases - 1989 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Bruff, Barry
1 v. ; 31 cm.
folio G1818 G7 V55 1989 (NLO)

7290 Atlases - 1989 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Buttery, Lewis M., 1924-
1 v. : 10 map plates ; 30 cm.
map4C G 4296 A 197x B8 (PrCt)

7291 Atlases - 1989 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Cervoni, Franck
1 v. : 120 map plates ; 34 cm.
folio G1844.23 C75 S1 C47 1989 (NLO)

7292 Atlases - 1989 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Colletta, Teresa
1 v. ; 40 cm.
oversize G1989.22 C36 C36 1989 (NLO)

7293 Atlases - 1989 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Davenport, John W -- FirstImpressions
-- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 100 maps ; 280 x 216 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

7294 Atlases - 1989 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Dymond, David & E Martin
1 v. ; 21 cm.
2nd ed.
folio G1819 S9 H5 1989 (NLO)

7295 Atlases - 1989 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Prentice-Hall, inc. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 83 maps ; 390 x 287 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

7296 Atlases - 1989 (Provisional Heading)
Railway atlas of Great Britain & Ireland. England:
Authors: Jowett, Alan
1 v. ; 33 cm.
folio G1812.21 P3 J6 1989 (NLO)

7297 Atlases - 1989 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Lobel, Mary Doreen, 1900-
1 v. ; 42 cm.
oversize G1819 L7 C57 1989 (NLO)

7298 Atlases - 1989 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Martis, Kenneth C
1 v. ; 34 cm.
1789-1989
oversize G1201 F9 M26 1989 (NLO)

7299 Atlases - 1989 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Messenger, Charles
1 v. ; 30 cm.
OCLC#19519056
folio G1038 M37 1989 (NLO)

7300 Atlases - 1989 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Oxford University Press
1 v.
OCLC#28723709
folio G1035 O85 1989 (NLO)

7301 Atlases - 1989 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Pansini, Giuseppe
1 v. ; 43 cm.
oversize G1989.24 F5 P5 1989 (NLO)

7302 Atlases - 1989 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 180 maps ; 38 cm.
D.j.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .I5 1989 (PrCt)

7303 Atlases - 1989 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .P45 1989 copy 1 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

7304 Atlases - 1989 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 185 maps ; 36 cm.
Third printing, DHL stamp on cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .W45 1989 (PrCt)

7305 Atlases - 1989 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Reader's Digest Association -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : maps ; 38 cm.
Revised edition.
D.j.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .A69 1989 (PrCt)

7306 Atlases - 1989 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Scott, James W 1 v. ; 28 cm.
oversize G1485 S36 1989 (NLO)

7307 Atlases - 1989 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Scott, James W. -- Center Pac NW Studies -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 122 maps ; 290 x 440 mm.
Western Washington Univ
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

7308 Atlases - 1989 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Thomsen's Genealog Center 1 v. ; 28 cm.
Local History Ref G1912.2 A8 1989 (NLO)

7309 Atlases - 1989<>United States - Maps - 1989 (Provisional Heading)
1 atlas : maps ; 53 cm.
120th edition.
Uniform title: Commercial atlas.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .P631 1989, pt. 2 (PrCt)

7310 Atlases - 1990
Authors: Hammond Incorporated -- Newsweek, inc.
1 atlas (2 v.) : col. ill., col. maps ; 28 cm.
At head of title: Hammond
Subtitle on cover: Physical maps, thematic maps, cultural maps, political maps
Relief shown by shading and spot heights.
Depths shown by gradient tints.
Entire contents copyright ... by Hammond Incorporated--T.p. verso.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
LC Card Number: 2005633756
ISBN 0843771119 (pbk.) ; 9780843771114 (pbk.)
folio G1021 .H53 1990 (NLO)

7311 Atlases - 1990
Authors: National Geographic Society (U.S.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 130 maps ; 468 x 312 mm.
6th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

7312 Atlases - 1990
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (64 p.) : col. maps ; 16 cm.
Includes index.
Bound with: Rand McNally pocket road atlas : United States, Canada, Mexico.
Issued as one volume of a set in slipcase with title: New Webster's Library of Practical Information.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .P631 1990, pt. 2 (PrCt)

7313 Atlases - 1990<>Atlases, British - 1990
Authors: John Bartholomew and Son -- Collins (Firm : London, England) -- Thames Cartographic Services -- Times Books (New York, N.Y.) -- Random House (Firm)
1 atlas (xlvii, 123 [i.e. 245], 255 p.) : col. ill., col. maps ; 46 cm.
8th comprehensive ed.
Maps prepared by Bartholomew, the Cartographic Division of the Collins Publishing

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Group. Maps printed by ... additional cartography by Thames Cartographic Services™--T.p. verso.
Published simultaneously in Toronto, Canada by Random House of Canada.
Includes explanation of the transliteration of Chinese place names and comparative table of Pinyin and Wade-Giles systems.
Includes glossary and index, with col. index maps on lining papers.
Scales differ.
References: OCLC 24590160
LCCN: 91-675743
ISBN 0812918746
Map Ref oversize G1021 .T55 1990 (NLO)

Authors: Peters, Arno -- Kümmerly + Frey -- Oxford University Press -- Harper -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 89 maps ; 350 x 253 mm.
Edition: A1
C:Kümmerly+Frey+OxfordCartog
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Authors: Bartholomew, John -- Times Books (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 136 maps ; 458 x 315 mm.
8th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Authors: Bradley, Sylvia S.
1 v. : 22 cm.
G3792 D45 B73 1990 (NLO)

Authors: Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718
1 v. : 25 map plates ; 22 cm.
G1957 S3 C67 1990 (NLO)

Authors: Friesel, Evyatar
1 v. : 113 map plates ; 31 cm.
folio G1030 F6513 1990 (NLO)

Authors: George Philip & Son -- Gallery -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 134 maps ; 363 x 289 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Authors: Gilbert, Martin, 1936- -- Macmillan & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 100 maps ; 303 x 233 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Authors: Goode, J. Paul, 1862-1932 -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 170 maps ; 29 cm.
Wrappers.
18th edition.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .G6 1990 (PrCt)

7322 Atlases - 1990 (Provisional Heading) Finland, Kokkola-Gamlakarleby (portfolio).
Authors: Jutikkala, Eino
1 v. : 41 cm.
oversize G2050 A1 D3 no. 1 (NLO)

Authors: Prucha, Francis Paul
1 v. : 109 map plates ; 31 cm.
folio G1201 E1 P7 1990 (NLO)

Authors: Ptolemy, active 2nd century
1 v. : 27 map plates ; 39 cm.
Facsimile. Ed:LelioPagani
folio G1005 14xx P313 1990b (NLO)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 50 maps ; 392 x 280 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

7326 Atlases - 1990 (Provisional Heading) World facts & maps. Chicago : Rand McNally,
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

1990.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 131 maps ; 233 x 162 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

7327 Atlas - 1990 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Schroeder, William
1 v. ; 29 cm.
folio G1046 E423 S3 1990 (NLO)

7328 Atlas - 1990 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Sherer, Thomas E
1 v. ; 22 cm.
folio G1240 S45 1990 (NLO)

7329 Atlas - 1990 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Software Toolworks -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ; 125 x 142 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

7330 Atlas - 1990 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Ventura, Antonio, 1946-1 v. ; 50 cm.
oversize G1989.23 N3 V4 1990 (NLO)

7331 Atlas - 1990 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Wastenson, Lief
1 v. ; 34 cm.
folio G2070 N38 1990 (NLO)

7332 Atlas - 1990<<>United States - Maps - 1990 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : maps ; 53 cm.
121st edition.
Uniform title: Commercial atlas.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .C7 1990 (PrCt)

7333 Atlas - 1991
Earth 1991 : the international date book / maps designed, edited, drawn and reproduced by the cartographers, geographers, artists and

7334 Atlas - 1991
Authors: George Philip & Son -- Willett, B. M. -- Penguin (Firm) -- Signet -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 55 maps ; 178 x 111 mm.
Edited by B.M. Willett.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

7335 Atlas - 1991
Authors: Spilhaus, Athelstan -- American Philosophical Society -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 62 maps ; 286 x 221 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

7336 Atlas - 1991 - Children's maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Leverenz, Jon M. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (93 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
$7.95
Front cover includes regional map of western Africa.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528834398
folio RMcN atlas .S77 1991 a (PrCt)

7337 Atlas - 1991 - Children's maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 21 maps ; 28 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .C453 1991 (PrCt)

7338 Atlas - 1991 - Children's maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Atlases - 1991 - Children's maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (96 p.) : col. maps ; 26 cm.
'Eighth edition.'
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 528177206
folio RMcN atlas .C57 1991 (PrCt)

Atlases - 1991 - Children's maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 29 maps ; 27 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .S77 1991 (PrCt)

Atlases - 1991 - Children's maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Victoria House Publishing Limited -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (16 p.) : col. maps ; 30 cm.
Cover title: Sticker atlas of the world.
'Printed in Singapore.'
'Over 100 reusable stickers' designed for placement on maps in the atlas.
$5.95
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528834908
folio RMcN atlas .S73 1991 (PrCt)

Atlases - 1991 - Children's maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Voisin, Russell L., 1932- -- Leverenz, Jon M. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (93 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Front cover includes maps of North America and Australia.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 052883498 : 0528260901 (back cover)
folio RMcN atlas .S77 1991 b (PrCt)
<table>
<thead>
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<th>Call Number</th>
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<td>Call Number</td>
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</tr>
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Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

7385 Atlas - 1992 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 68 maps ; 39 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .T6 1992 (PrCr)

7386 Atlas - 1992 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 114 maps ; 280 x 230 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCr)

7387 Atlas - 1992 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Reader's Digest Association -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : maps ; 38 cm.
8th printing.
D.j.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .A69 1992 (PrCr)

7388 Atlas - 1992 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Saxton, Christopher, b. 1542
1 v. ; 31 cm.
folio G1807 S3 1992 (NLO)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- University of New Brunswick -- Rand McNally and Company. Commercial atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (567 p.) : col. maps ; 53 cm.
123rd edition.
Uniform title: Commercial atlas.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528200666
oversize RMcN atlas .C7 1992 (PrCr)

7390 Atlas - 1993
Authors: Hammond Incorporated -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (192 p.) : ill. (chiefly col.), 60 col. maps ; 33 cm.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1021 .H287 1993 (NLO)

Atlases - 1993
Authors: National Geographic Society (U.S.)
1 atlas ; 28 cm.
folio G1021 .N4 1993 (NLO)

Atlases - 1993
Authors: Ottenheimer Publishers -- ESR Cartography Ltd. -- Colour Library Books Ltd. (Godalming, Surrey, England) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (223 p.) : col. ill., 51 col. maps ; 36 cm.
Rev. 4th ed.
Maps by ESR Cartography Ltd.?
Printed by Colour Library Books?
Includes maps that show the world's political divisions as well as its main physical features.
Includes text describing continents and individual countries and index.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
ISBN 0824117069 ; 9780824117061
Baskes folio G1021 .P52 1993 (NLO)

Atlases - 1993
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Newsweek, inc. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (24 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
'Newsweek' -- front cover.
Includes index.
Cover art: photo of the globe.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .A691 1993 (PrCr)

Atlases - 1993
*Student atlas of the world.* Boston : Tuttle, 1993.
Authors: W. Collins & Co. -- Charles E. Tuttle Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (xii, 224 p.) : col. ill., 130 col. maps ; 31 cm.
Fully rev. and updated.
Ed. statement from cover.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1021 .T6 1993 (PrCr)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
the Newberry Library.
ISBN 0804819807 ; 9780804819800
Baskes folio G1021 .S88 1993 (NLO)

Atlases - 1993 - Children's maps - Animals
- 1993 - Children's maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Victoria House Publishing Limited -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (17 p.) : col. maps ; 30 cm.
'Printed in Singapore.'
'Packed with reusable stickers' designed for placement on maps in the atlas.
$4.95
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528835866
folio RMcN atlas .S73 1993 (PrCt)

Atlases - 1993 - Current events - Maps - 1993

SEE NBC News -- Brokaw, Thomas John SEE Brokaw, Tom
1 atlas (192 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
"1993 edition" -- front cover.
Cover title.
At head of title: NBC News. Rand McNally
"Introduction by Tom Brokaw" -- cover.
"$9.95" -- back cover.
Laid in (as supplement?): The World in transition. [4] p. ; 28 cm. Includes copyright handstamp no. "TX 3-358-693"
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 528835432
folio RMcN atlas .W75 1993 (PrCt)

Atlases - 1993 - Juvenile literature

Authors: Wright, Jill, 1942- -- Wright, David, 1939-189 p. : col. ill., col. maps ; 20 cm.
Includes indexes.
ISBN 0671880896.

To Collection Services for cataloging, March 2011 (PrCt)


Authors: DeLorme Mapping Company -- DeLorme (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- DeLorme Mapping Company SEE ALSO DeLorme (Firm) -- DeLorme (Firm) SEE ALSO DeLorme Mapping Company
1 computer optical disc : col. ; 4 3/4 in. + 1 user's guide (16 p. : ill. ; 13 x 13 cm.)
Title from disc label.
Other title: DeLorme global explorer
Digital world map with gazetteer interface.
Provides user with zooming and panning ability.
Features 100,000 item gazetteer, 100 cities with detailed street maps, and text descriptions of 20,000 points of interest and textual country profiles.
System requirements: IBM-compatible 386 PC or higher, CD-ROM drive, mouse, VGA graphics, 4 MB RAM, 3 MB hard-drive space, Microsoft Windows 3.1, DOS 4.01 or higher.
Relief shown by contours and shading.
Scale not given.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 98677110
ISBN 0899339522
CD-ROM G3200 1993 .D3 (NLO)

Atlases - 1993 - Provisional Heading

Authors: Day, John
1 v. ; 30 cm.
folio G1989.51 G1 A85 1993 (NLO)

Atlases - 1993 - Provisional Heading

Authors: Dratwa, Daniel
1 v. ; 30 cm.
folio GA1321 C378 1993 (NLO)

Atlases - 1993 - Provisional Heading

Authors: FryskAkademy
1 v. ; 31 cm.
oversize G1863 F7 K33 1993 (NLO)

Atlases - 1993 - Provisional Heading

Authors: Goode, J. Paul, 1862-1932 -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 173 maps ; 29 cm.
7th printing of 18th edition
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
7403 Atlas - 1993 (Provisional Heading)
Hong Kong guide: streets & places. Hong Kong : Kai ch'u, 1993.
Authors: Hong Kong. Bldgs & Lands
1 v. ; 22 cm.
OCLC#29505554
G2309 H7 H6 1993 (NLO)

7404 Atlas - 1993 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Jenkins, Allan
1 v. ; 28 cm.
OCLC#28660049
folio F672 P6 P58 1993 (NLO)

7405 Atlas - 1993 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Martis, Kenneth C
1 v. ; 26 cm.
G1201 F7 M3 1993 (NLO)

7406 Atlas - 1993 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 180 maps ; 38 cm.
In box.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .I5 1993 (PrCt)

7407 Atlas - 1993 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 64 maps ; 19 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .T7 1993 copy 1 (PrCt)

7408 Atlas - 1993 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 64 maps ; 19 cm.
2nd printing, revised.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .T7 1993 copy 2 (PrCt)

7409 Atlas - 1993 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 73 maps ; 36 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .G6 1993 (PrCt)

7410 Atlas - 1993 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Reader's Digest Association -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : maps ; 38 cm.
10th printing.
D.j.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .A69 1993 (PrCt)

7411 Atlas - 1993 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Richardsons Marine Pubg
1 v.
3rd ed.
OCLC#31077329
oversize G1107 OS E63 R5 1993 (NLO)

7412 Atlas - 1993 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rosado, Guido & J Bonetto
1 v. ; 40 cm.
oversize G1989.24 A793 A86 1993 (NLO)

7413 Atlas - 1993 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rosado, Guido & J Bonetto
1 v. ; 40 cm.
oversize G1989.24 A793 A86 1993 (NLO)

7414 Atlas - 1993 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Ventura, Antonio, 1946-
1 v. ; 50 cm.
oversize G1989.23 P8 I4 1993 (NLO)

7415 Atlas - 1993 (Provisional Heading)
1 atlas : maps ; 53 cm.
Uniform title: Commercial atlas.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .C7 1993 (PrCt)
7416 **Atlases - 1994**


Authors: Benson, Vera -- Kartographisches Institut Bertelsmann -- American Map Corporation -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (232 p.) : col. ill., 47 col. maps ; 33 cm.

American ed.


Maps by Kartographisches Institut Bertelsmann.

Includes index.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

LC Card Number: 2008628466

**Baskes folio G1021 .A44 1994 (NLO)**

7420 **Atlases - 1994**


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (256 p.) : col. maps ; 20 cm.

'Executive edition' -- front cover.

Includes index.

Hardcover binding.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

ISBN 0528836269

**RMcN atlas .T7 1994 copy 2 (PrCt)**

7417 **Atlases - 1994**


Authors: Green, David R. -- Muller, Jan-Peter -- Dorling Kindersley, Inc. -- University College London. Dept. of Photogrammetry and Surveying -- Clark, Peter -- McCauley, Martin -- Lunn, Julia -- Bullen, Roger

1 atlas (160 p.) : col. ill., col. maps ; 28 cm.

Rev. ed.

Scales differ.

'Consultant editor, David R. Green; digital mapping consultant, Jan-Peter A.L. Muller; digital base map production, Department of Photogrammetry and Surveying, University College London; contributors, Peter Clark, Martin McCauley, ... Project cartographer, Julia Lunn ... cartography, Roger Bullen ... [et al.]"--T.p. verso.

Includes glossary and index.

ISBN 1564582973 ; 0789408414

**folio G1021 .D65 1994 (NLO)**

7418 **Atlases - 1994**


Authors: HarperPerennial -- HarperCollins (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (136 p.) : col. ill., 70 col. maps ; 28 cm.

1st ed.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Includes index.

ISBN 0062760548 ; 9780062760548

**Baskes folio G1021 .H575 1994 (NLO)**

7419 **Atlases - 1994**


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (256 p.) : col. maps ; 20 cm.

'Second revised printing, 1994.'

Includes index.

Paperback binding.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

ISBN 0528836250

**RMcN atlas .T7 1994 copy 1 (PrCt)**
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

7425 Atlases - 1994 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Guidoni, Enrico
1 v. ; 40 cm.
oversize G1989.24 T35 T35 1994 (NLO)

7426 Atlases - 1994 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Hoogerhuis, O W et al
1 v. ; 59 cm.
Facsimile. facs1832
folio GA925 Z44 K33 1832a (NLO)

7427 Atlases - 1994 (Provisional Heading)
All over the map: extraordinary atlas of US. Berkeley : TenSpeed, 1994.
Authors: Jouris, David
1 v. ; 18 cm.
G1200 J6 1994 (NLO)

7428 Atlases - 1994 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Martis, Kenneth C
1 v. ; 26 cm.
folio G1281 F8 M3 1994 (NLO)

7429 Atlases - 1994 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rizzi-Zannoni, Giovanni Antonio, 1736-1814
1 v. ; 27 map plates ; 15 cm.
Facsimile.
folio G1015 R59 1762a (NLO)

7430 Atlases - 1994 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 73 maps ; 36 cm.
Revised edition.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .W4 1994 (PrCt)

7431 Atlases - 1994 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Wade-Martins, Peter
1 v. ; 21 cm.
folio G1818 N4 H57 1994 (NLO)

7432 Atlases - 1994 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 24 maps ; 26 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .W45 1994 (PrCt)

7433 Atlases - 1994 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 110 maps ; 29 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .F4 1994 (PrCt)

7434 Atlases - 1994 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Martis, Kenneth C
1 v. ; 26 cm.
folio G1281 F8 M3 1994 (NLO)

7435 Atlases - 1994 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Robert, Jean-Claude
1 v. ; 33 cm.
folio G1144 M6 R62 1994 (NLO)

7436 Atlases - 1994 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Wade-Martins, Peter
1 v. ; 21 cm.
folio G1818 N4 H57 1994 (NLO)

7437 Atlases - 1994 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Wade-Martins, Peter
1 v. ; 21 cm.
folio G1818 N4 H57 1994 (NLO)

7438 Atlases - 1994 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Wade-Martins, Peter
1 v. ; 21 cm.
folio G1818 N4 H57 1994 (NLO)

7439 Atlases - 1995
Authors: Hammond Incorporated
1 atlas (iv, 52 p.) : col. ill., col. maps ; 28 cm.
Text on inside covers.
Includes indexes.
Scales differ.
LC Card Number: 94076279
ISBN 0843779268 (pbk.) ; 9780843779264 (pbk.)
folio G1021 .H5 1995 (NLO)

7440 Atlases - 1995
Authors: Wade-Martins, Peter
1 v. ; 21 cm.
folio G1818 N4 H57 1994 (NLO)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Atlases - 1995
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (223 p.) : col. ill., 51 col. maps ; 36 cm. Rev. 5th ed.
Maps by ESR Cartography Ltd.?
Printed by Colour Library Books.
Includes maps that show the world’s political divisions as well as its main physical features.
Includes text describing continents and individual countries and index.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
ISBN 0824117069 ; 9780824117061
Baskes folio G1021 .P52 1995 (NLO)

Atlases - 1995
Authors: Running Press -- Bartholomew (Firm) -- HarperCollins (Firm)
1 atlas (xvi, 112, [112] p. : col. maps ; 12 cm. Copyright ... by Bartholomew, a Division of HarperCollins.
Series: Running Press gem.
Originally published by HarperCollins as: Collins gem world atlas.
Includes index.
Scales vary.
Case G1021 .R84 1995 (NLO)

Atlases - 1995 - Children's maps
Authors: Bailey, Mercedes B. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (32 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 528177176
folio RMcN atlas .B4 1995 (PrCt)

Atlases - 1995 - Children's maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (100 p.) : col. maps ; 26 cm.
'Ninth edition'.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 528177257
folio RMcN atlas .C57 1995 (PrCt)

Atlases - 1995<<>>Digital mapping - 1995
Authors: Dorling Kindersley Multimedia (Firm)
2 computer optical discs : sd., col. ; 4 3/4 in.in glossy color-illustrated hinged-top box (26 cm.)
Version 1.0.
Title from disc label.
Systems requirements: IBM or compatible PC, 386DX/33 MHz or higher microprocessor; 4 MB RAM; Windows 3.1 or later; sound card; mouse; SVGA 256 color display; CD-ROM drive.
Contains physical and political world maps, and political, statistical, and social information.
Physical maps show heights by gradient tints.
OCLC 43386333.
ISBN 0789400456 ; 0789401525
CD-ROM G3200 1995 .C31 (NLO)

Atlases - 1995 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Bennett, Stuart & Nicholas
1 v. ; 30 cm.
folio G1818 L5 H5 1993 (NLO)

Atlases - 1995 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Bocchi, Francesca
1 v. ; 40 cm.
oversize G1989.24 B6 B65 1995 (NLO)

Atlases - 1995 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Cobb, Hubbard -- Brunelle -- Macmillan & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 92 maps ; 231 x 188 mm.
C:DonaldBrunelle
Includes maps illustrating history.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases - 1995 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Desbriere, Michel
1 v. ; 30 cm.
folio GA865 C35 D47 1995 (NLO)

7450 Atlases - 1995 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Duby, Georges
1 v. ; 30 cm.
folio G1030 G73 1995 (NLO)

7451 Atlases - 1995 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Gaudillere, Bernard
1 v. ; 27 cm.
folio G1844.21 F7 G3 1995 (NLO)

7452 Atlases - 1995 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Goode, J. Paul, 1862-1932 -- De Blij, Harm J. -- Muller, Peter O. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 173 maps ; 29 cm.
Wrappers.
'to accompany 'Geography' by DeBlij & Muller.'
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .G6 1995 copy 2 (PrCt)

7453 Atlases - 1995 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Goode, J. Paul, 1862-1932 -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 173 maps ; 29 cm.
D.j.
T.p. has note written to Andrew McNally III.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .G6 1995 copy 1 (PrCt)

7454 Atlases - 1995 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 80 maps ; 392 x 287 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

7455 Atlases - 1995 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 80 maps ; 392 x 287 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

7456 Atlases - 1995 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Lago, Luciano
1 v. ; 17 cm.
1st ed.
folio G2230 S1 M25 1995 (NLO)

7457 Atlases - 1995 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Maeder, Ernesto J A
1 v. ; 36 cm.
folio G1756 S1 M25 1995 (NLO)

7458 Atlases - 1995 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 151 maps ; 273 x 208 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

7459 Atlases - 1995 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Touzery, Mireille
1 v. ; 29 cm.
folio G1015 G46 1753a (NLO)

7460 Atlases - 1995 (Provisional Heading)
_Geographisch-toneel (facs1753Amsterdam)_.
Authors: Weege, David
1 v. ; 21 cm.
folio G1015 G46 1753a (NLO)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Commercial atlas
1 v. ; 53 cm.
126th ed.
Uniform title: Commercial atlas.
Local History Ref G1021 .R36 1995 (NLO)

(Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Commercial atlas
1 atlas : maps ; 53 cm.
126th edition.
Uniform title: Commercial atlas.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .C7 1995 (PrCt)
7463 Atlases - 1996
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (126 p.) : col. maps ; 16 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528838830
RMcN atlas .A4 1996 (PrCt)

7464 Atlases - 1996 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: American Automobile Association -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 78 maps ; 380 x 280 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

7465 Atlases - 1996 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Courville, Serge
1 v. ; 32 cm.
folio G1141 E2 P6 1996 (NLO)

7466 Atlases - 1996 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Goode, J. Paul, 1862-1932 -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : maps ; 27 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .A35 1996 (PrCt)

7467 Atlases - 1996 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Neave, Susan &Stephen Ellis
1 v. ; 25 cm.
G1818 Y6 H5 1996 (NLO)

7468 Atlases - 1996 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Newsweek, inc. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 8 maps ; 29 cm.
Newsweek edition.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .I44 1996 copy 1 (PrCt)

7469 Atlases - 1996 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company --

7470 Atlases - 1996 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Newsweek, inc. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 15 maps ; 29 cm.
Newsweek edition.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .I44 1996 copy 2 (PrCt)

7471 Atlases - 1996 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : maps ; 27 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .A785 1996 (PrCt)

7472 Atlases - 1996 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 99 maps ; 29 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .C55 1996 (PrCt)

7473 Atlases - 1996 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : maps ; 39 cm.
D.j.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .C74 1996 (PrCt)

7474 Atlases - 1996 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
D.j.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
7475  **Atlases - 1996 (Provisional Heading)**


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas : 110 maps ; 29 cm.

Revised edition.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

**folio RMcN atlas .C77 1996 (PrCt)**

7476  **Atlases - 1996 (Provisional Heading)**


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas : 180 maps ; 38 cm.

D.j.


Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

**folio RMcN atlas .F4 1996 (PrCt)**

7477  **Atlases - 1996 (Provisional Heading)**


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas : 68 maps ; 39 cm.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

**folio RMcN atlas .J5 1996 (PrCt)**

7478  **Atlases - 1996 (Provisional Heading)**


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas : 74 maps ; 38 cm.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

**folio RMcN atlas .T6 1996 (PrCt)**

7479  **Atlases - 1996 (Provisional Heading)**


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 80 maps ; 390 x 280 mm.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)**

**folio RMcN atlas .C57 1996 (PrCt)**

7480  **Atlases - 1996 (Provisional Heading)**


Authors: Schwatka, Frederick -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 computer optical disc : sd., col. ; 4 3/4 in.

**Ayer F 908 S39 1996 (NLO)**

7481  **Atlases - 1996 (Provisional Heading)**


1 atlas : maps ; 53 cm.


Uniform title: Commercial atlas.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

**oversize RMcN atlas .C7 1996 (PrCt)**

7482  **Atlases - 1997**


Authors: GeoSystems Global Corp. -- Graphic Image, Inc.

318 p. : col. maps ; 16 cm.

Includes index.

To Collection Services for cataloging, Sept. 2010

**folio RMcN atlas .C57 1996 (PrCt)**

7483  **Atlases - 1997**


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (32 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.

$2.95

Binding staples are looped for insertion into 3-ring binder.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

**folio RMcN atlas .N678 1997 (PrCt)**

7484  **Atlases - 1997 - Children's maps**


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (32 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.

ISBN 0528838075

**folio RMcN atlas .W887 1996 (PrCt)**

7485  **Atlases - 1997 - Children's maps**


Authors: Learning Company -- F.E. Compton Company -- Attica Interactive Ltd. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 computer optical disc : sd., col. ; 4 3/4 in.

**folio RMcN atlas .C57 1996 (PrCt)**

7486  **Atlases - 1997 - Names, Geographical - 1997 - Digital mapping - 1993 - Gazetteers**


Authors: Learning Company -- F.E. Compton Company -- Attica Interactive Ltd. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 computer optical disc : sd., col. ; 4 3/4 in.

**folio RMcN atlas .C57 1996 (PrCt)**

7487  **Atlases - 1997 - Names, Geographical - 1997 - Digital mapping - 1993 - Gazetteers**


Authors: Learning Company -- F.E. Compton Company -- Attica Interactive Ltd. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 computer optical disc : sd., col. ; 4 3/4 in.

**folio RMcN atlas .C57 1996 (PrCt)**
folio G153.4 .T76 1998 (NLO)

7496 Atlases - 1998
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (58p.) : 24 maps ; 28 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528837338.
folio RMcN atlas .Q5 1998 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company
2 CD-ROMs : sd., col. ; 4 3/4 in. + 1 instruction manual (insert) (15 p. ; 12 cm.)
Title from disc label.
Spine title: Rand McNally new millennium world atlas deluxe
At head of title: Rand McNally.
System requirements: Pentium Processor PC; 16 MB of RAM; Windows 95 or Windows NT 4.0; hard drive with 28 MB of available space; quad speed CD-ROM drive or faster; video adapter card and monitor that can display thousands of colors; sound card and speakers recommended.
Internet features require a compatible browser and Internet Service Provider.
Offers accurate, beautifully detailed maps as well as geographic, historic, and scientific information.
Features include customization tools, global find, world of records organized into four categories (physical features, populations, climate and natural disasters), compare facts module and country profiles.
Scale not given.
LC Card Number: 00552847
ISBN 0528520547
CD-ROM G3200 1998 .R2 (NLO)

7498 Atlases - 1998 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594
1 v. ; 41 cm.
Case oversize G1792 M4 1997 (NLO)

7499 Atlases - 1998 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 64 maps ; 19 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .T7 1998 (PrCt)


(Pressional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : maps ; 53 cm.
Uniform title: Commercial atlas.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .C7 1998 (PrCt)

 Atlases - 1999
Authors: National Geographic Society (U.S.)
1 atlas (1 v. (various pagings)) : col. ill., col. maps ; 48 cm.
7th ed.
At head of title: National Geographic.
Includes indexes.
Scales differ.
Publisher description on Library of Congress website (July 2006):
http://www.loc.gov/catdir/description/simon032/99027026.html
LC Card Number: 99027026
ISBN 0792275284 (regular ed.) ; 0792275292 (deluxe ed.)
Ref G1021 .N38 1999 (NLO)

 Atlases - 1999
Authors: Reckziegel, Manfred -- Klett Perthes (Firm) -- Haack-Gebhardt (Firm)
1 atlas (264 p.) : col. ill., col. maps ; 18 cm.
At head of title: Haack.
Other Titles: Pocket atlas of the world; Haack pocket atlas of the world.
Includes index.
ISBN 0764111302
To Collection Services for cataloging, 30 June 2010 (PrCt)

 Atlases - 1999 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Heckrotte, Warren -- Sweetkind -- California Map Society -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 49 maps ; 287 x 220 mm.
Includes maps illustrating history.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Entry Category</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
Uniform title: Commercial atlas.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
**oversize** RMcN atlas .C7 2002 (PrCt)

7513 **Atlases - 2003**

Authors: Arreola, Daniel D. (Daniel David), 1950- -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. (various pagings) : ill. (some col.), col. maps ; 29 cm.
In World geography / Daniel D. Arreola, [et al.] (Evanston, Ill.: McDougal Littell, c2003).
"Atlas by Rand McNally"--Cover.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Audience: Grades 9-12.
The "World atlas" forms a separately paged section A1-A25; other Rand McNally maps are scattered throughout the volume.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
**oversize** RMcN atlas .C7 2003 (PrCt)

7514 **Atlases - 2003**

Authors: George Philip & Son -- Oxford University Press
1 atlas (ix, [16], 32, 47, 39, 304 p.) : col. ill., col. maps ; 38 cm. + 1 folded map.
11th ed.
Added title: Oxford atlas of the world.
Scales differ.
Title of folded map in pocket: Oxford University Press world reference map.
OCLC 53342797.
ISBN 0195219864
**folio** RMcN atlas .W42 2003 (PrCt)

7515 **Atlases - 2003**

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (vi, 58 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
'Revised 2003 printing.'
Includes index.
Cover art: red-tinted political map of the Middle East and Central Asia.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528837383
**RMcN atlas .Q5 2003 (PrCt)**

7516 **Atlases - 2003 - Juvenile**

*Literature*>>Children's atlases - 2003
Authors: Lye, Keith -- Steele, Philip, 1948- --
Parragon Publishing
256 p. : col. ill., col. maps ; 30 cm.
ISBN 0752588753.
To Collection Services for cataloging, Dec. 2010 (PrCt)

7517 **Atlases - 2003*United States - Maps - 2003**

(Provisional Heading)
1 atlas : maps ; 53 cm.
Uniform title: Commercial atlas.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
**oversize** RMcN atlas .C7 2003 (PrCt)

7518 **Atlases - 2004**

Authors: George Philip & Son -- Oxford University Press
1 atlas (i, [16], 32, 47, 39, 304 p.) : col. ill., col. maps ; 38 cm. + 1 folded map.
12th ed.
At head of title: Oxford.
Title of folded map in pocket: Oxford University Press world reference map.
Copyright 2004 Philip's.
Includes indexes.
Relief shown by shading and spot heights.
Depths shown by gradient tints.
Scales differ.
ISBN 0195221478
**folio** G1021 .A7545 2004 (NLO)

7519 **Atlases - 2004*United States - Maps - 2004**

(Provisional Heading)
1 atlas (2 v.) : col. maps ; 38 cm.
Uniform title: Commercial atlas.
Laid in, a sheet addressed 'Dear Valued Subscriber' explaining the rationale behind the new two-volume, smaller format.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528853384
**folio** RMcN atlas .C7 2004 (PrCt)

7520 **Atlases - 2004*United States - Maps - 2004**

(Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

7521 Atlases - 2005
1 atlas (xii, 371 p.) : col. maps ; 29 cm.
'21st edition.'
'To accompany geography titles published by John Wiley & Sons, Inc.' -- front cover.
Edited by Howard Veregin.
Includes index.
Paperback binding.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0471707627

7522 Atlases - 2005
1 atlas (xii, 371 p.) : col. maps ; 29 cm.
'21st edition.'
Edited by Howard Veregin.
Includes index.
Hardcover binding with dust jacket.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528853392

7523 Atlases - 2005
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Gover, Brett -- Ford, Anne -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (xvi, 144, l-1-l-64 p.) : col. maps ; 39 cm.
Edited by Brett R. Gover and Anne Ford.
Includes index.
Hardcover binding with dust jacket.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528965794

7524 Atlases - 2005
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Gover, Brett -- Ford, Anne -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([i]-[xxiv], 144, l-80 p.) : col. maps ; 33 cm.
Edited by Brett R. Gover and Anne Ford.
Includes index.
Paperback binding.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528965816

7525 Atlases - 2005
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Gover, Brett -- Ford, Anne -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([i]-[xxiv], 144, l-80 p.) : col. maps ; 33 cm.
Edited by Brett R. Gover and Anne Ford.
Includes index.
Hardcover binding.
Dust jacket.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528965808

7526 Atlases - 2005
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (vi, 58 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Includes index.
Cover art: red-tinted political map of the Middle East and Central Asia.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528965719

7527 Atlases - 2005
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (vi, 58 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Includes index.
Cover art: photo of Budapest, Hungary.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528965727

1 atlas (110 p.) : col. maps ; 30 cm.

$9.95

Series: Rand McNally schoolhouse.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

ISBN 0528934694

*folio* RMcN atlas .B4 2005 (PrCt) 7533

**Atlases - 2005 - Children's maps**


1 atlas (16 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

ISBN 528500181

*folio* RMcN atlas .P74 2005 (PrCt) 7534

**Atlases - 2005 - Children's maps**


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Gover, Brett -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

1 atlas (48 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

ISBN 528177343

*folio* RMcN atlas .C57 2005 (PrCt)

**Atlases - 2005 - Children's maps**


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Gover, Brett -- Yurkovic, Mike -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

1 atlas (112 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

ISBN 52817729X

*folio* RMcN atlas .C57 2005 a (PrCt) 7536

**Atlases - 2005 - Children's maps**


128 p. : col. maps ; 28 cm.

$7.95

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

ISBN 0528934651

*oversize* RMcN atlas .P74 2005a (PrCt) 7537

**Atlases - 2005 - Children's maps**


1 atlas (16 p.) : col. maps ; 49 cm.

"Developed by ... Benchmark Education Company ... Editor: Brett Grover ... Cartography: Robert Argersinger [and others] ... Geography consultant: Joseph P. Stoltman, Western Michigan University."

Series: People, spaces & places.

Cover art: color photo of Machu Picchu and a blue parrot, “© PhotoDisc Inc.”

Editor's (?) ms. note on title page: Not submitted (regular format derivative).

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

ISBN 528500181

*oversize* RMcN atlas .P74 2005b (PrCt) 7538

**Atlases - 2005 - United States - Maps - 2005**


1 atlas (2 v.): col. maps ; 38 cm.


Uniform title: Commercial atlas.


Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).


Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

ISBN 0528934651

*folio* RMcN atlas .C7 2005 (PrCt) 7539

**Atlases - 2006 - Children's maps**

*Primary atlas*. Skokie, Ill. Rand McNally & Company, 2006 [i.e. 2005].


1 atlas (112 p.): col. maps ; 28 cm.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).


Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

ISBN 0528934694

*folio* RMcN atlas .B4 2005 (PrCt)
Start of text

McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (16 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
'© 2006', but received by the Newberry Library in 2005.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 52850020X

7539 Atlas - 2006 - Children's maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Gover, Brett -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (128 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
'© 2006', but received by the Newberry Library in 2005.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 52817730X

7541 Atlas - 2006 - Children's maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Gover, Brett -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (128 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
'© 2006', but received by the Newberry Library in 2005.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 52817740X

7542 Atlas - 2006 - Children's maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Gover, Brett -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (48 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
'© 2006', but received by the Newberry Library in 2005.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 52850020X

7543 Atlas - 2006 - Children's maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Gover, Brett -- - Benchmark Education Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (16 p.) : col. maps ; 50 cm.
'© 2006', but received by the Newberry Library in 2005.
$5.95

End of text
1 atlas (2 v.) : col. maps ; 38 cm.
137th edition.
Uniform title: Commercial atlas.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .C7 2006 (PrCt)

7544
Atlases - 2006>>>World maps - 2006
Authors: George Philip & Son -- Oxford University Press
1 atlas (448 p.) : col. ill., col. maps ; 37 cm. + 1 folded map
13th ed.
Cartography by George Philip & Son.
At head of title: Oxford.
Relief shown by shading, spot heights, and gradient tints. Depths shown by gradient tints. Includes indexes and separate folded 'World reference map.'
Scales differ.
ISBN 0195313216
folio G1021 .A7545 2006 (NLO)

7545
Atlases - 2006>>>World maps - 2006
>>>Map projection - Winkel Tripel - 2006
>>>Winkel Tripel projection (Cartography)>>>Wall maps
Authors: George Philip & Son -- Oxford University Press
1 atlas (448 p.) : col. ill., col. maps ; 37 cm. + 1 folded map
13th ed.
At head of title: Oxford.
Other title: Oxford atlas of the world
Relief shown by shading, spot heights, and gradient tints. Depths shown by gradient tints. Includes indexes.
Scales differ.
1 map : col. ; 48 x 100 cm., on sheet 77 x 107 cm., folded to 26 x 14 cm.
Equatorial scale 1:40,500,000. Winkel Tripel projection. Insets (each 19 x 29 cm.): Antarctica -- The Arctic. Includes elevation "cross section[s]."
Formerly folio G1021 .A7545 2006
ISBN0195313216 ; 9780195313215
Map Ref folio G1021 .A7545 2006 (NLO)

7546
Atlases - 2007 - Children's maps>>>Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Grover, Brett -- Argersinger, Robert -- Stoltman, Joseph P. -- Benchmark Education Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (16 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
"Revised 2007 edition."
"Developed by ... Benchmark Education Company ... Editor: Brett Grover ... Cartography: Robert Argersinger [and others] ... Geography consultant: Joseph P. Stoltman, Western Michigan University."
Series: People, spaces & places
Cover art: color photo of Machu Picchu and a blue parrot, © Getty / The Image Bank Inc.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 52850020X
folio RMcN atlas .P74 2007 (PrCt)

7547
1 atlas (2 v.) : col. maps ; 38 cm.
Uniform title: Commercial atlas.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 9780528938528
folio RMcN atlas .C7 2007 (PrCt)

7548
Atlases - 2008
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (64 p.) : col. maps ; 16 cm.
Includes index.
Cover art: Venetian Lagoon, Burano Island, Venice, Italy, "© Getty / The Image Bank / Daryl Benson"
"200-42000-8" -- back cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .P631 2008a (PrCt)

7549
Atlases - 2008>>>United States - Maps - 2008
1 atlas (2 v.) : col. maps ; 38 cm.
139th edition.
Uniform title: Commercial atlas.
Authors: Reguera Sierra, Ernesto -- Bosco, Celia Leonor -- Editorial Juan Carlos Granda (Buenos Aires, Argentina) -- Granda (Juan Carlos) Editorial, Buenos Aires, Argentina SEE Editorial Juan Carlos Granda (Buenos Aires, Argentina) 1 atlas (353 p.) : ill. (part col.), col. maps (part fold.) ; 35 cm.
"Segunda edicion corregida y aumentada."
"En la presente edicion se ha contado con el asesoramiento del señor ErnestoReguera Sierra, ... ; habiendo intervenido en la revision del material ... Celia Leonor Bosco." -- Half-title page verso.
"Editorial Juan Carlos Granda ... Buenos Aires" -- Half-title page verso.
72-2364
map5C 3 (NLO)

Atlasses, Australian - 1895
Atlasses SEE Atlasses, Australian
The People’s illustrated & descriptive family atlas of the world, indexed. Sydney, N.S.W. World Publishing Co., [1895], c1884.
Authors: People’s Publishing Company -- Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- George F. Cram Company -- World Publishing Company (Sydney, N.S.W.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (125 p.) : ill. (some col.), 37 col. maps ; 35 cm.
Cover title: People’s illustrated and descriptive family atlas of the world, indexed, 1895
"Copyright 1884 by the People’s Publishing Co."
"Geo. F. Cram, engraver and publisher, Chicago, Ill."--On maps.
Includes index.
Publisher’s maroon cloth binding; stamped date on cover changed from 1885 to 1895.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .P385 1895 (NLO)

Atlasses, Australian - 1908
Atlasses SEE Atlasses, Australian
The Adelaide atlas : classes IV, V & VI. Melbourne : George Robertson & Co., [ca. 1908].
Authors: George Philip & Son -- South Australia. Education Dept. -- George Robertson & Company (Melbourne, Australia) -- Percy, S. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Robertson (George) & Company, Melbourne SEE George Robertson & Company (Melbourne, Australia)
1 atlas (10, 32 p.) : col. ill., 32 col. maps ; 27 cm.
"Manufactured for the Education Department of South Australia by George Philip & Son, Ltd., London."
"Printed in England."
In red cloth binding with George Philip & Son device and acorn design.
Scales differ.

Atlasses - 2009
Atlasses, United States - Maps - 2009
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company, Commercial atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (2 v.) : col. maps ; 38 cm.
140th edition.
Uniform title: Commercial atlas.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 9780528942457

Atlasses, American - 1986
Atlasses, American - Hot spots (Political science) - Maps - 1986
Atlasses, American - Trouble spots (Political science) - Maps - 1986
Atlasses, American - Zones of conflict (Political science) - Maps - 1986
Atlasses, American - Conflict areas (Political science) - Maps - 1986
Atlasses, American - Hot spots (Political science) - Maps - 1986
Atlasses, American - Trouble spots (Political science) - Maps - 1986
Atlasses, American - Zones of conflict (Political science) - Maps - 1986
Atlasses, American - Conflict areas (Political science) - Maps - 1986
Atlasses, American - Hot spots (Political science) - Maps - 1986
Atlasses, American - Trouble spots (Political science) - Maps - 1986
Atlasses, American - Zones of conflict (Political science) - Maps - 1986
Atlasses, American - Conflict areas (Political science) - Maps - 1986
Atlasses, American - Hot spots (Political science) - Maps - 1986
Atlasses, American - Trouble spots (Political science) - Maps - 1986
Atlasses, American - Zones of conflict (Political science) - Maps - 1986
Atlasses, American - Conflict areas (Political science) - Maps - 1986
Atlasses, American - Hot spots (Political science) - Maps - 1986
Atlasses, American - Trouble spots (Political science) - Maps - 1986
Atlasses, American - Zones of conflict (Political science) - Maps - 1986
Atlasses, American - Conflict areas (Political science) - Maps - 1986
Atlasses, American - Hot spots (Political science) - Maps - 1986
Atlasses, American - Trouble spots (Political science) - Maps - 1986
Atlasses, American - Zones of conflict (Political science) - Maps - 1986
Atlasses, American - Conflict areas (Political science) - Maps - 1986
Atlasses, American - Hot spots (Political science) - Maps - 1986
Atlasses, American - Trouble spots (Political science) - Maps - 1986
Atlasses, American - Zones of conflict (Political science) - Maps - 1986
Atlasses, American - Conflict areas (Political science) - Maps - 1986
Atlasses, American - Hot spots (Political science) - Maps - 1986
Atlasses, American - Trouble spots (Political science) - Maps - 1986
Atlasses, American - Zones of conflict (Political science) - Maps - 1986
Atlasses, American - Conflict areas (Political science) - Maps - 1986
Atlasses, American - Hot spots (Political science) - Maps - 1986
Atlasses, American - Trouble spots (Political science) - Maps - 1986
Atlasses, American - Zones of conflict (Political science) - Maps - 1986
Atlasses, American - Conflict areas (Political science) - Maps - 1986
Atlasses, American - Hot spots (Political science) - Maps - 1986
Atlasses, American - Trouble spots (Political science) - Maps - 1986
Atlasses, American - Zones of conflict (Political science) - Maps - 1986
Atlasses, American - Conflict areas (Political science) - Maps - 1986
Atlasses, American - Hot spots (Political science) - Maps - 1986
Atlasses, American - Trouble spots (Political science) - Maps - 1986
Atlasses, American - Zones of conflict (Political science) - Maps - 1986
Atlasses, American - Conflict areas (Political science) - Maps - 1986
7556  **Atlases, Australian - 1926**

Authors: Bartholomew, John -- Cramp, K. R. -- Oxford University Press -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 57 maps ; 280 x 222 mm.
2nd ed.
Ed:KRCramp
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)** *(PrCt)*


*Philip's school atlas of the world and the Commonwealth of Australia specialized.* Sydney, N.S.W. George B. Philip & Son. [1937?].
Authors: George Philip & Son -- Emery, James -- McBride, J. -- George Philip & Son -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (90 p.) : ill., 40 maps (some col.), ports. ; 24 cm.
33 coloured maps, 7 physical maps, 56 pages diagrams, illustrations and index" -- Cover.
"Price: 2/6" -- Cover.
Date of publication suggested by text, p. 52.
Text on front and back paste-downs.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
**Baskes G1019 .A343 1908 (NLO)**

7558  **Atlases, Australian - 1939**

Authors: Bartholomew, John -- Cramp, K. R. -- Oxford University Press -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 63 maps ; 275 x 220 mm.
4th ed.
Edited by K.R. Cramp.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)** *(PrCt)*

7559  **Atlases, Australian - 1940 & Australia - Maps - 1940**

Authors: Collins Brothers & Co. (Sydney, N.S.W.) -- Brodie, F. Thomas -- Roger S. Baskes
1 atlas (xvi, 40, xxiv, [38] p.) : ill., 57 maps (chiefly col.), ports. ; 22 cm.
New and rev. ed.
Edition statement from cover.
Cover title: Collins' Australian clear school atlas
Includes index.
Relief shown by gradient and bathymetric tints.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
**Baskes G1019 .C624 1940 (NLO)**

7560  **Atlases, Australian - 1950 & Australia - Maps - 1950**

Authors: H.E.C. Robinson Pty. Ltd. -- Needs, Peter -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (65 p.) : col. ill., 55 maps (chiefly col.) ; 24 cm.
7th ed.
Edition from cover.
Title, etc. from inside front cover.
"Illustrated in colour" -- Cover.
Text on inside covers.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Owner's signature: Peter Needs.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
**Baskes G1019 .H6 1950 (NLO)**

7561  **Atlases, Austrian - 1518 & Manuscripts - Facsimiles & Manuscript maps - Facsimiles**

"Outer fron cover, title page, front paste down, and 26 hand-colored ms. maps bound with the Newberry Library copy of 'Pomponii Melae Hispanic' (Ayer *6 P9 M5 1518.)."
Uniform title: Geographia.
Map contents: Tabula Prima Europae -- Tabula secun[d]a Europae -- Tabula tercia Europae -- Quarta Europae tabula -- Quinta Europae tabula -- Tabula Europae sexta Italiae -- Septima

_Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry._
_For more information refer to the title page of this volume._

Does not include a world map.

Ms. note above crest inside front cover: Comparatum anno 1528 per Sebastianum Gouchium (?)

Ex libris D. M. V. M. P. B. (?) (inside back cover); Memorial bookplate of Edward E. Ayer and the Henry Stevens Ptolemy Collection on front endleaf: 'Begun in 1848 and since his death in 1886 continued by his son Henry Newton Stevens until acquired in 1898 by Edward E. Ayer.'

The maps form part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library)

[VAULT Ayer 6 .P9 M5 1518]

Another copy of Mela's printed book with tipped-in manuscript maps is held by the Narodna in univerzitetna knjižnica v Ljubljani (the National and University Library, Ljubljana, Slovenia).


Vert 3011 (PrCt)

7562

Atlases, Austrian - 1518 - Manuscripts

<<<<>Austrian Atlases SEE Atlases, Austrian

[Manuscript maps derived from an early 16th-century edition of Ptolemy’s Geographia]. [1518?].


Uniform title: Geographia.

Scales differ.

Pen-and-ink and paint (blue, yellow, green, red, orange, silver, gold).


Does not include a world map.

Front cover stamped Pom. Mela 1519 [sic].

Ms. note above crest inside front cover: Comparatum anno 1528 per Sebastianum Gouchium (?)

Ex libris D. M. V. M. P. B. (?) (inside back cover); Memorial bookplate of Edward E. Ayer and the Henry Stevens Ptolemy Collection on front endleaf: 'Begun in 1848 and since his death in 1886 continued by his son Henry Newton Stevens until acquired in 1898 by Edward E. Ayer.'

The maps form part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library).

For digital reproduction on CD-ROM see Vert 3011 (PrCt). Another copy of Mela's printed book with tipped-in manuscript maps is held by the Narodna in univerzitetna knjižnica v Ljubljani (the National and University Library, Ljubljana, Slovenia).


7563

Atlases, Austrian - 1521 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

<<<<>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles


Digital images of hand-colored manuscript maps, "supposedly made by magister Peter Freilaender
around 1521," attached to the Slovenian National and University Library's copy of Pomponius Mela, Libri de situ orbis tres, adjectis Joachimi Vadiani in eosdem scholisi... (Viennae Pannoniae: Expens. Lucae Tlantke, 1518)

Uniform title: Geographia.


Does not include a world map.

Another copy of Mela's printed book with tipped-in manuscript maps is held by the Newberry Library, Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection [VAULT Ayer 6 .P9 M5 1518].

Vert 3012 (PrCt) 7567

Atlasses, Austrian - 1769 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Erber, Bernardino SJ -- KurtzboeckJ -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 13 maps ; 363 x 230 mm.
E:KWinkler;notDoerflinger
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

7568

Atlasses, Austrian - 1791 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Reilly, Franz J. J. von -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 128 maps ; 284 x 420 mm.
#1-128;Doerflinger,84
Phillips 2845
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

7569

Atlasses, Austrian - 1791 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Reilly, Franz J. J. von -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 172 maps ; 300 x 425 mm.
#92-262;Doerflinger,87
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

7570

Atlasses, Austrian - 1792 (Provisional Heading)
Schul atlas, atlas scholasticus. Vienna : Reilly, 1792.
Authors: Reilly, Franz J. J. von -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 42 maps ; 304 x 254 mm.
References: Atlantes Austriaci, ReiB
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

7571

Atlasses, Austrian - 1794 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Engelmann, Johann Wenzel -- Oehler, Jos. -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 12 maps ; 207 x 318 mm.
References: Atlantes Austriaci, Anon A: kein examplar bekannt
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Contemporary half bound marbled papers over boards, brown leather spine and corners. Relief shown pictorially and by hachures. Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Atlantes Austriaci, I, p. 140; Schra¨/Schin A
Baskes G1019 .S246 1807 (NLO)

Atlases, Austrian - 1807
1 atlas (25 folded leaves of plates) : 25 folded hand col. maps ; 57 cm.
Includes maps by Joseph W¨u¨stinger, Franz Swoboda, K.J. Kipferling and Joseph Marx, Freiherr von Liechtenstern.
Maps dated between 1803 and 1806; most dated 1806.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Booklabel: P. Urban Winistoerfer, Prof. in St. Urban.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Atlantes Austriaci, KIC C
Baskes oversize G1019 .V53 1807 (NLO)

Atlases, Austrian - 1818 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Dirwaldt, Joseph -- Mollo, Tranquillo, 1767-1837 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 50 maps ; 380 x 279 mm.
+3pls;Doerflinger:Mo/Di B; lith?
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Authors: St¨ossner, Eduard -- Baensch, Wilhelm -- Rudolph & Dieterich -- Baumeister, F. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Stoessner, Eduard SEE St¨ossner, Eduard
1 atlas (3 v. in 1) : 38 col. maps ; 23 x 31 cm.
Printed by Wilhelm Baensch, Dresden.
Scales differ.
Book-label on cover: F. Baumeister.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes folio G1019 .S873 1875 (NLO)**

**7580** Atlases, Austrian - 1876  
Authors: Kozenz, Blasius, 1821-1871 -- Sonklar, Karl Albrecht, Edler von Innstädtien, 1816-1885 -- Ed. Hözel (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Sonklar, Carl Albrecht, 1816-1885 SEE Sonklar, Karl Albrecht, Edler von Innstädtien, 1816-1885  
"Ausgabe IV in 57 Karten."  
Relief shown by hachures.  
Publisher’s advertisements [2] p. at end.  
Publisher’s cloth binding with gold stamped cover title.  
Scales differ.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.  
References: Atlantes Austriaci, 628

**Baskes G1019 .E23 1876 (NLO)**

**7581** Atlases, Austrian - 1884  
Authors: Kozenz, Blasius, 1821-1871 -- Haardt, Vinzenz von, 1843-1914 -- Umlauft, Friedrich, 1844-1923 -- Ed. Hözel (Firm) -- Levitt, H. Hadley -- Hotel Hammerand (Vienna, Austria) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
Publisher’s advertisements [4] p. at end.  
Scales differ.  
Owner’s inscription: Dr. H. Hadley Levitt [?], Vienna, Austria.  
Bookplate: Hotel Hammerand, Florianigasse 8, Wien.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.  
References: Atlantes Austriaci, 628

**Baskes G1019 .E24 1884 (NLO)**

**7582** Atlases, Austrian - 1887 (Provisional Heading)  
*Physikalisch-stat handatlas Oesterreich-Hungarn.* Vienna : Hoelzel, 1887.  
Authors: Ed. Hözel (Firm) -- Chavanne, J. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 v. : 25 maps ; 500 x 235 mm.  
ed:JosephChavanne Phillips 3991  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.  
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

**7583** Atlases, Austrian - 1888 (Provisional Heading)  
Authors: Hartleben, Adolf, 1835-after 1890 -- A. Hartleben's Verlag -- Freytag und Berndt -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 v. : 72 maps ; 400 x 280 mm.  
1st ed.  
Espenhorst 24.2.1.1;DoerflingerHartC1  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.  
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

**7584** Atlases, Austrian - 1889 (Provisional Heading)  
*Erde in karten & bildern, handatlas.* Vienna : Hartleben, 1889.  
Authors: Hartleben, Adolf, 1835-after 1890 -- A. Hartleben's Verlag -- Freytag und Berndt -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 v. : 63 maps ; 405 x 298 mm.  
Espenhorst 24.1.1;DoerflingerHartB1 Phillips 6245  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.  
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

**7585** Atlases, Austrian - 1892  
*A Hartleben's kleiner hand-atlas.* Vienna : Hartleben, 1892.  
Authors: Hartleben, Adolf, 1835-after 1890 -- A. Hartleben's Verlag -- Umlauft, Friedrich, 1844-1923 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 atlas : 42 maps ; 370 x 276 mm.  
1st ed.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.  
References: Eschenhorst 24.1.3; Doerflinger Hart E1  
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

**7586** Atlases, Austrian - 1892 (Provisional Heading)  
*Atlas de commercielle lehranstalten.* Vienna : Artaria, 1892.  
Authors: Cicalek, Theodor, 1846--after 1923 -- JosephChavanne Phillips 6245  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.  
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

**7587** Atlases, Austrian - 1892 (Provisional Heading)  
*Universal-handatlas.* Vienna : Hartleben, 1892.  
Authors: Hartleben, Adolf, 1835-after 1890 -- A. Hartleben's Verlag -- Freytag und Berndt -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 v. : 93 maps ; 400 x 277 mm.
7588 **Atlases, Austrian - 1894**
*Volksatlases, Austrian (PrCt)*
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Authors: Trampler, Richard
Vienna : K Trampler's mittelschul
Atlases, Austrian (PrCt)
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
References: Atlantes Austriaci, HStD/Tra E/I 5
1 v. : 54 maps ; 280 x 186 mm.

7589 **Atlases, Austrian - 1894 (Provisional Heading)**
Authors: Pramberger, Emil -- Ed. Hözel (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 11 maps ; 468 x 320 mm.
References: Atlantes Austriaci, Hoelz/Pram
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

7590 **Atlases, Austrian - 1895**
*Atlas fuer den Oesterreichischen buergerschulen.* Vienna : Artaria, 1895.
Authors: Rothaug, Joh. Georg, 1850- -- Peucker, Karl, 1859-1940 -- Artaria & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 23 maps
6th ed.
References: Atlantes Austriaci, Art/Rot A6 (of24)
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

7591 **Atlases, Austrian - 1895 (Provisional Heading)**
Authors: Trampler, Richard -- K.K. Hof & Staatsdruck -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 54 maps ; 282 x 190 mm.
5th ed.
References: Atlantes Austriaci, HStD/Tra E/I 5
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

7592 **Atlases, Austrian - 1896 (Provisional Heading)**
Authors: Hartleben, Adolf, 1835-after 1890 -- A. Hartleben's Verlag -- Freytag und Berndt -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 72 maps ; 400 x 282 mm.
3rd ed.

7593 **Atlases, Austrian - 1897**
*Volksatlases, Austrian (PrCt)*
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Authors: Hickmann, Anton Leo, 1834-1906 -- Freytag und Berndt -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (47 p., 40 folded leaves of plates) : col. ill., 21 col. maps ; 18 cm.
Spine title: Hickmann's Taschen-Atlas
Relief shown by hachures and gradient and bathymetric tints.
Publisher's illustrated red cloth binding.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Atlantes Austriaci, F&B / Hick A Baskes G1019 .H525 1894 (NLO)

7594 **Atlases, Austrian - 1899**
*Volksatlases, Austrian (PrCt)*
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Authors: Hickmann, Anton Leo, 1834-1906 -- Freytag und Berndt -- Ksiegarnia Spolki Wydawniczej Polskiej w Krakowie -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
"Neue Ausgabe 1897"--Cover.
Cover title: Professor A.L. Hickmann's geografisch-statistischer Universal-Taschen-Atlas
Spine title: Hickmann, Universal-Taschen-Atlas
Publisher's advertisements on endpapers and [10] p. at end.
Relief shown by hachures and gradient and bathymetric tints.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1019 .H54 1897 (NLO)

7595 **Atlases, Austrian - 1900 (Provisional Heading)**
Authors: Trampler, Richard -- K-k Hof & Staatsdruck -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 54 maps ; 280 x 186 mm.
6th ed.
Atlases, Austrian - 1901

Authors: Kozenz, Blasius, 1821-1871 -- Seibert, A. E. -- Ed. Hözel (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)


"52 Karten auf 39 Tafeln."


Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Philips 6291

Atlases folio G1019 .E247 1901 (NLO)

Atlases, Austrian - 1901

Authors: Seibert, A. E. -- Ed. Hözel (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (19 folded leaves of plates) : 19 col. maps ; 29 cm.


Relief shown by hachures.
Publisher's printed paper over boards.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Atlases folio G1019 .S446 1901 (NLO)

Atlases, Austrian - 1902

Authors: Hickmann, Anton Leo, 1834-1906 -- Freytag und Berndt -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (63 p., 62 i.e. 59 folded leaves of plates) : col. ill., 25 col. maps ; 18 cm.
Edition: [Auszg. 1902]
Edition statement from cover.
Relief shown by hachures and gradient and bathymetric tints.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Atlantes Austriaci, F&B/ Hick A

Atlases folio G1019 .H54 1902 (NLO)

Atlases, Austrian - 1902

Authors: Richter, Eduard, 1847-1905 -- Temsky, F. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas : 60 maps ; 280 x 244 mm.

1st ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Atlases, Austrian - 1904


1 atlas ([4] p., 186 i.e. 95 folded leaves of plates, 174 p.) : 103 col. maps (chiefly folded) ; 46 cm.

Spine title: Andrees neuer Allgem. und Österr.-Ungar. Handatlas
Other title: Allgemeiner Handatlas.
"This development of the Andree was in fact no longer under the direction of Richard Andree."--Espenhorst, p. 582.

Each plate preceded by numbered p. with caption.
Includes index.
Relief shown in hachures, spot elevations, and bathymetric tints.
Publisher's green cloth and brown leather binding with spine title: Andrees neuer Allgem. und O?sterr.-Ungar. Handatlas.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst, J. Petermann's planet,
v. 1, p. 618
LC Card Number: 95675081
Baskes oversize G1019 .A536 1904 (NLO)

7601 Atlases, Austrian - 1904 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Hartluben, Adolf, 1835-after 1890 -- A. Hartluben's Verlag -- Freytag und Berndt -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 72 maps ; 398 x 285 mm.
4th ed.
Espenhorst 24.2.1.4; DoerflingerHartC4
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

7602 Atlases, Austrian - 1905
Authors: Hickmann, Anton Leo, 1834-1906 -- Freytag und Berndt -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (63, [16] p., 64 [i.e. 61] folded leaves of plates) : col. ill., 27 col. maps ; 18 cm.
Cover title: Professor A.L. Hickmann's geographisch-statistischer Universal-Taschen-Atlas
Spine title: Hickmann, Universal-Taschen-Atlas
Edition: [Ausg. 1905]
Edition statement from cover.
Publisher's advertisements on endpapers and [16] p. at end.
Relief shown by hachures and gradient and bathymetric tints.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Atlantes Austriaci, F&B / Hick A Baskes G1019 .H54 1905 (NLO)

7603 Atlases, Austrian - 1905 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rothaug, Joh. Georg, 1850- -- Koeman, C. (Cornelis), 1918- -- Freytag und Berndt -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 21 maps ; 342 x 240 mm.
2nd ed.
References: Atlantes Austriaci, F&B/Rot G 2
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

7604 Atlases, Austrian - 1907
Authors: Kozenn, Blasius, 1821-1871 -- Heiderich, Franz, 1863-1926 -- Schmidt, W. -- Ed. Hözel (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (14 p., 51 folded leaves of plates) : col. ill.,
45 folded col. maps ; 30 cm.
"78 Karten mit 199 Nebenkarten auf 51 Tafeln."
Relief shown by hachures.
Publisher's cloth binding.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .E25 1907 (NLO)

Atlases, Austrian - 1908
1 atlas (79 p., 64 folded leaves of plates) : col. ill., 26 col. maps ; 18 cm.
Originally published in Vienna by G. Freytag & Berndt.
Relief shown by hachures and gradient and bathymetric tints.
Scales differ.
Former owner's signature: E.G. Jennings.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Atlantes Austriaci, F&B / Hick F; Phillips 346
Baskes G1019 .H5413 1908 (NLO)

Atlases, Austrian - 1910
1 atlas : 19 maps ; 329 x 237 mm.
4th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
References: Atlantes Austriaci, Art/Peu A4b
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases, Austrian - 1911
Authors: Hickmann, Anton Leo, 1834-1906 -- Freytag und Berndt -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (63, 16 p., 65 folded leaves of plates) : col. ill., 27 col. maps ; 18 cm.
"Abgeschlossen 1. April 1911"--Bottom of p. 4 at beginning.
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Relief shown by hachures and gradient and bathymetric tints.
Publisher’s advertisements on endpapers and 16 p. at end.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Atlantes Austriaci, F&B / Hick A
Baskets G1019 .H54 1911 (NLO)

7608 Atlases, Austrian - 1911 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Hartleben, Adolf, 1835-after 1990 -- A.
Hartleben’s Verlag -- Freytag und Berndt -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 86 maps ; 395 x 276 mm.
5th ed.
Eschenhorst 24.2.1.5;Doerflinger HartC5
Phillips 3608
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

7609 Atlases, Austrian - 1912
Freytag & Berndt, [1912?].
Authors: Hickmann, Anton Leo, 1834-1906 --
Freytag und Berndt -- Sedlmayr, Hans -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (63, 16 p., 66 folded leaves of plates) : col. ill., 27 col. maps : 18 cm.
Cover title: Hickmann's Universal Taschenatlas Uniform title: Geographisch-statistischer Universal-Taschen-Atlas
"Abgeschlossen 1. April 1912"--Bottom of p. 4 at beginning.
Relief shown by hachures and gradient and bathymetric tints.
Publisher’s advertisements on endpapers and 16 p. at end.
Scales differ.
Stamp: Bibliothek Hans Sedlmayr.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Atlantes Austriaci, Hölzl/Koz M15 (1912)

Baskets folio G1019 .E25 1912 (NLO)

7610 Atlases, Austrian - 1912
Authors: Kozenn, Blasius, 1821-1871 --
Heiderich, Franz, 1863-1926 -- Schmidt, W. --
Ed. Hölzel (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (14 p., 52 leaves of plates) : col. ill., folded col. maps ; 30 cm.
"79 Karten mit 211 nebenkarten auf 52 Tafeln."
Relief shown by hachures.
Publisher’s cloth binding.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskets folio G1019 .E25 1912 (NLO)

Atlases, Austrian - 1912
Authors: Kozenn, Blasius, 1821-1871 -- Schmidt, W. -- Haardt, Vinzenz von, 1843-1914 -- Metelka, Jindrich, 1854-1921 -- Ed. Hölzel (Firm) --
Cernoch, Leo -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library) -- Kozenna, Blasius, 1821-1871 SEE Kozenn, Blasius, 1821-1871 --
 Von Haardt, Vinzenz, 1843-1914 SEE Haardt, Vinzenz von, 1843-1914 -- Hoelzel (Eduard), firm, Vienna SEE Ed. Hölzel (Firm) -- Hölzel (Eduard), firm, Vienna SEE Ed. Hölzel (Firm)
1 atlas (17 p., 57 folded leaves of plates) : col. ill., 57 folded col. maps, 30 cm.
Edition: 15. vyd.
Czech language text; translation of: Kozenns geographischer Atlas für Mittelschulen.
"103 map na 57 listech."
Publisher’s black cloth binding with gold stamped title.
Scales differ.
Book-label: Leo Cernoch.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Atlantes Austriaci, Hölzl/Koz M15 (1912)

Baskets folio G1019 .E2512 1912 (NLO)

Atlases, Austrian - 1912 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Cicalek, Theodor, 1846-1907 --
Rothaug, Joh. Georg, 1850- -- Artaria & Co. --
Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 40 maps ; 326 x 236 mm.
3rd ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases, Austrian - 1921
Authors: Freytag, Gustav, 1852-1938 --
Kartographische Anstalt Freytag und Berndt --
Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (124 (some folded), [1], 102 p.) : col. ill., 198 col. maps ; 18 x 20 cm.
Publisher’s advertisement dated 1921: [1] p., second sequence.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Imperfect: this copy lacking index (102 p. at end)
Relief shown by hachures and gradient and bathymetric tints.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Atlantes Austriaci, F&B : Frey C
Baskes G1019 .F745 1921 (NLO)

7614 Atlases, Austrian - 1921
Authors: Hickmann, Anton Leo, 1834-1906 --
Fischer, Alois, 1894- -- Freytag und Berndt --
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (48 p., 62 p. of plates (6 folded)) : col. ill.,
33 col. maps ; 18 x 21 cm.
Relief shown by hachures and gradient and bathymetric tints.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Atlantes Austriaci, F&B / Hick / Fisch A
Baskes G1019 .H53 1921 (NLO)

7615 Atlases, Austrian - 1922
Authors: Freytag, Gustav, 1852-1938 --
Kartographische Anstalt Freytag und Berndt --
Van der Kwarst, J. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (124 (some folded), 102 p.) : col. ill.,
198 col. maps ; 19 x 20 cm.
Includes index.
Relief shown by hachures and gradient and bathymetric tints.
Scales differ.
Embosed stamp: J. Van der Kwarst.
Former owner’s signature: J. Van der Kwarst, 1922.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Atlantes Austriaci, F&B: Frey C
Baskes G1019 .F745 1922 (NLO)

7616 Atlases, Austrian - 1922 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rothaug, Joh. Georg, 1850- -- Freytag und Berndt --
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 33 maps ; 342 x 250 mm.
7th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
References: Atlantes Austriaci, F&B/Rot G 7; Cf.
Phillips 06387
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

7617 Atlases, Austrian - 1923 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rothaug, Joh. Georg, 1850- -- Freytag und Berndt --
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 50 maps ; 270 x 200 mm.
5th ed.
References: Atlantes Austriaci, F&B/Rot K/II 5
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

7618 Atlases, Austrian - 1924
Authors: Hickmann, Anton Leo, 1834-1906 --
Fischer, Alois, 1894- -- Freytag und Berndt --
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (72 p., 84 p. of plates (8 folded)) : col. ill.,
35 col. maps ; 18 x 21 cm.
Relief shown by hachures and gradient and bathymetric tints.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Atlantes Austriaci, F&B / Hick / Fisch A
Baskes G1019 .H53 1924 (NLO)

7619 Atlases, Austrian - 1925
Authors: Hickmann, Anton Leo, 1834-1906 --
Fischer, Alois, 1894- -- Freytag und Berndt --
Flugzeug und Yacht -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (80 p., 88 p. of plates (8 folded)) : col. ill.,
40 maps (chiefly col.) ; 18 x 21 cm.
Relief shown by hachures and gradient and bathymetric tints.
Scales differ.
Stamp: Flugzeug und Yacht.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 6585; Atlantes Austriaci, F&B / Hick /Fisch A
Baskes G1019 .H53 1925 (NLO)

7620 Atlases, Austrian - 1925 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Wutte, Martin et al -- Paschinger -- Lex --
Ost Bundesverlag -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 13 maps ; 326 x 251 mm.
++Paschinger&FLex;Kretschmer,346
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

7621 Atlases, Austrian - 1926

Authors: Kozenn, Blasius, 1821-1871 -- Heiderich, Franz, 1863-1926 -- Schmidt, W. -- Ed. Hözel (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (14 p., 53 folded leaves of plates): col. ill., 54 folded col. maps; 30 cm.
"89 Karten mit 207 Nebenkarten auf 53 Tafeln." Publication date from Phillips.
Relief shown by hachures. Scales differ.
Maps bound in at end: Die Ostalpen. Druck und Verlag der Österreichischen Staatsdruckerei in Wien.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 6619; Atlantes Austriaci, Hözel/Koz A43
Baskes folio G1019 .E25 1926 (NLO)

7622 Atlases, Austrian - 1927

Authors: Hickmann, Anton Leo, 1834-1906 -- Fischer, Alois, 1894- -- Freytag und Berndt -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (80 p., 90 p. of plates (8 folded)): col. ill., 40 maps (chiefly col.); 18 x 21 cm.
Relief shown by hachures and gradient and bathymetric tints.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 6619; Atlantes Austriaci, Hözel/Koz A43
Baskes folio G1019 .H53 1927 (NLO)

7623 Atlases, Austrian - 1928

Authors: Freytag, Gustav, 1852-1938 -- Kartographische Anstalt Freytag und Berndt -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (141, 146 p.): col. ill., 248 col. maps; 19 x 21 cm.
Includes index.
Relief shown by hachures and gradient and bathymetric tints.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 6674; Atlantes Austriaci, F&B, Frey C
Baskes G1019 .F745 1928 (NLO)

7624 Atlases, Austrian - 1928

Authors: Hickmann, Anton Leo, 1834-1906 -- Fischer, Alois, 1894- -- Freytag und Berndt -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (80, 90 p.: 34 col. maps, diagrs., tables); 18 x 21 cm.
References: Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 476; Cf. Phillips 346
G 10 .41 (NLO)

7625 Atlases, Austrian - 1928 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Militarwissenschaftlichen -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 148 maps; 350 x 250 mm.
2nd ed.
Includes maps illustrating history.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

7626 Atlases, Austrian - 1928 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Slanar, Hans -- Deutscher Verlag -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 38 maps; 390 x 260 mm.
Phillips 6689
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

7627 Atlases, Austrian - 1929

Authors: Hickmann, Anton Leo, 1834-1906 -- Fischer, Alois, 1894- -- Freytag und Berndt -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (96 p., 100 p. of plates (6 folded)): col. ill., 46 col. maps; 18 x 21 cm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Includes index and errata.
Relief shown by hachures and gradient and bathymetric tints.
Scales differ.
References: Phillips 6704; Atlantes Austriaci, F&B/ Hick/Fisch A
Baskes G1019 .H53 1929 (NLO)

7628 Atlases, Austrian - 1929<<>>Europe - Maps -

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

1952 - Weather - Europe - Maps -
1952
Kozenn Atlas / bearbeitet von Heinrich
Authors: Kozenn, Blasius, 1821-1871 -- Güttenberger, Heinrich -- Leiter, Hermann -- Ed. Hölzel (Firm) -- Sydow, E. von (Emil), 1812-1873.
Relief shown by hachures and gradient and bathymetric tints.
Scales differ.
Previously published under title: Kozenns geographischer Atlas für Mittelschulen.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

7631
Baskes folio G1019 .E25 1937 (NLO)

Atlases, Austrian - 1938
Authors: Kartographische Anstalt Freytag und Berndt -- Fischer, Alois, 1894- -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 atlas (121 p., 121 folded p. of plates) : ill., 63 maps (chiefly col.) ; 18 cm.
Includes index.
Relief shown by hachures and gradient and bathymetric tints.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Atlantes Austriaci, F&B / Fisch A; Phillips 6946
LC Card Number: map40000086

Baskes G1019 .K37 1938 (NLO)

7632
Atlases, Austrian - 1951

Authors: Freytag, Gustav, 1852-1938 -- Kartographische Anstalt Freytag und Berndt -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 atlas (142, 151 p.) : col. ill., 255 col. maps ; 19 x 22 cm.
Includes index.
Relief shown by hachures and gradient and bathymetric tints.
Scales differ.
Previous editions published under title: G. Freytag’s Welt-Atlas.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G1019 .F745 1935 (NLO)

7633
Atlases, Austrian - 1937

Authors: Kozenn, Blasius, 1821-1871 -- Ed. Hölzel (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 atlas (135 p.) : col. ill., 87 folded col. maps ; 31 cm.
"Hergestellt im Geographischen Institut Ed. Hölzel, Wien."
Previously published under title: Kozenns geographischer Atlas für Mittelschulen.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1019 .F74 1951 (NLO)

Atlases, Austrian - 1951

Authors: Freytag, Berndt und Artaria -- Rohrhofer, Franz -- Austria. Bundesministerium für Unterricht -- Knabenhauptschule 3 (Steyr, Austria) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 atlas (66 p.) : ill., col. maps ; 32 cm.
Imperfect: missing map of Austria from pocket.
Illustrations by Franz Rohrhofer.
Map and illustrations on lining papers.
Scales differ.
Owner’s stamp: Direktion d. öffentl. Knabenhauptschule 3, Punzerstrasse 73, Steyr, O.Ö.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1019 .F74 1951 (NLO)

Atlases, Austrian - Bibliography - 1561-1994

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

Authors: Dörflinger, Johannes -- Hühnel, Helga -- Kretschmer, Ingrid -- Doerflinger, Johannes SEE Dörflinger, Johannes
2 v. in 3 : ill. (some col.), maps (some col.) ; 25 cm.
Includes bibliographical references and indexes.
Formerly Z6027.A9 A66 1995
LC Card Number: 95216736
ISBN 3205983696 (v. 1) ; 3205983895 (v. 2)
Map Ref Z6027.A9 A66 1995 (NLO)

---

Atlastes, Austrian - France - Maps - 1791
(Provisional Heading)
Schauplatz fuert theile der welt: Frankreich.
Vienna : Reilly, 1791.
Authors: Reilly, Franz J. J. von -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
4 v. : 130 maps ; 310 x 215 mm.
#697;Doerflinger,100
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

---

Atlastes, Belgian - 1612-1641
Theatro d'el orbe de la tierra de Abraham Ortello.
El qual antes el estremo dia de su vida por la postrera vez ha emendo y con nuevas tablas y commentarios augmentado y esclarecido.
Anveres [Antwerp] : En la libreria Plantiniana, 1612 [i.e. 1641].
Published by Balthasar Moretus at the Plantin press; includes 'Introduccion mathematica en las tablas geographicas ... compuesta por Miguel Coignneto'; l. [9-12]
Date from Krogt, Koeaman's atlantes, vol. IIIA, p. 227-228, no. 31:454.
Dedication signed: Ioan. Bap. Vrintius. 35083
ICN 55-5267
VAULT Ayer 135 .O7 1612 (NLO)

---

Atlastes, Belgian - 1529<<<World maps - 1529<<<Belgian Atlases SEE Atlastes, Belgian

---

Authors: Apian, Peter, 1495-1552 -- Gemma, Frisius, 1508-1555 -- Bollaert, Roland -- Grapheus, Johannes, ca. 1502-1571? -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Frisius, Gemma, 1508-1555 SEE Gemma, Frisius, 1508-1555 -- Grapheaeus, Johannes, ca. 1502-1571 SEE Grapheus, Johannes, ca. 1502-1571?
Colophon: Excusum Antuerpiae impensis Rolandi Bollaert, Typis Ioannis Graphei, Anno à Christo nato M. D. XXIX. mense Febr.
Uniform title: Cosmographicus liber. Latin. 1529
On verso of last leaf, printer's mark.
Title vignette.
Revolving diagrams on verso of l. 9 and 12, and on recto of l. 32 and 53.
Diagrs. on l. 32 and 53 imperfect; movable parts wanting.
'We can find no edition of Apianus of an earlier date with the valuable additions of Gemma Frisius.'--Harrisse.
For full description see Ortroy. Bibliographie de l'oeuvre de Pierre Apian. 1902. no. 25.
Errors in numbering.
LC Card Number: 32020491
Exhibited at the Newberry Library as part of Ptolemy's geography and Renaissance mapmakers (November 3, 2007-February 16, 2008).
VAULT Ayer 7 .A7 1529 (NLO)

---

Atlastes, Belgian - 1533
Authors: Apian, Peter, 1495-1552 -- Birckmann, Arnold, fl. 1530-1542 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.
VAULT Ayer 7 A7 1533a (NLO)

---

Atlastes, Belgian - 1534
Cosmographia Petri Apiana per Gemman Frisium. Antwerp : Birckmann, 1534.
Authors: Apian, Peter, 1495-1552 -- Birckmann, Arnold, fl. 1530-1542 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.
VAULT Ayer 7 A7 1534 (NLO)

---

Atlastes, Belgian - 1540
Cosmographia Petri Apiana per Gemman Frisium. Antwerp : Birckmann, 1540.
Authors: Apian, Peter, 1495-1552 -- Gemma, Frisius, 1508-1555 -- Birckmann, Arnold, fl. 1530-1542 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.
VAULT Ayer 7 A7 1540 (NLO)

---

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
7640  Atlases, Belgian - 1545  
*Cosmographia Petri Apiana per Gemman Frisium.* Antwerp : Bontio, 1545.  
Authors: Apian, Peter, 1495-1552 -- Gemma, Frisius, 1508-1555 -- Bonte, Gregorius de, 16th cent. -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 v.  ; 22 cm.  
Spanish  
VAULT Ayer 7 A7 1545 (NLO)

7641  Atlases, Belgian - 1548  
*Cosmographia Pedro Apiano por Gemma Frisio.* Antwerp : Bontio, 1548.  
Authors: Apian, Peter, 1495-1552 -- Gemma, Frisius, 1508-1555 -- Bonte, Gregorius de, 16th cent. -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 v.  ; 22 cm.  
Spanish  
VAULT Ayer 7 A7 1548 (NLO)

7642  Atlases, Belgian - 1550  
*Cosmographia Petri Apiana per Gemman Frisium.* Antwerp : Bontio, 1550.  
Authors: Apian, Peter, 1495-1552 -- Gemma, Frisius, 1508-1555 -- Bonte, Gregorius de, 16th cent. -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 v.  ; 22 cm.  
VAULT Ayer 7 A7 1550b (NLO)

7644  Atlases, Belgian - 1564  
*Cosmographia Petri Apiana per Gemman Frisium.* Antwerp : Birckmann, 1564.  
Authors: Apian, Peter, 1495-1552 -- Gemma, Frisius, 1508-1555 -- Birckmann, Arnold, fl. 1530-1542 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 v.  ; 22 cm.  
VAULT Ayer 7 A7 1564 (NLO)

7645  Atlases, Belgian - 1570  
1 atlas ([15] p. l., [53] leaves: 70 maps on 53 sheets) ; 42 cm.  
First edition, 1st impression.  
Maps engraved by Francis Hogenberg; see Karrow, p. 5.  
Descriptive Latin text printed on recto of first leaf
of each map.
Engraved title page.
Signatures: A<sup>6</sup>, a-e<sup>6</sup>.
Maps also cataloged separately.
Duplicate copy: VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .07
1570
Complete digital reproduction of another copy
available on Marcel P.R. van den Broecke’s
Cartographica Neerlandica website (accessed
Jan. 2012):
http://www.orteliusmaps.com/editionsmidres/157
0%20Theatrummidres/index.html
References: Karrow, Mapmakers of the sixteenth
century (1993), p. 4-9; Broecke, Ortelius atlas
maps (1996); R.A. Skelton, Bib. note, in
Facsimile ed. of Ortelius, A. Theatrum orbis
terrarum. Amsterdam, 1964; Koeman, C. Atlantes
Neerlandici, Ort 1B; Phillips 374 and 3389;
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 543;
JCB Lib. cat., pre-1675, v. 1, p. 243; Alden, J.E.
European Americana, 570/40; Sabin 57693
VAULT Case oversize G 1007 .64 (NLO)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Mapmaker</th>
<th>Maps in Libraries</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Boileau de Buillon, Gilles</td>
<td>Boeckel, Gilles</td>
<td>Maps engraved by Francis Hogenberg;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boileau de Buillon</td>
<td>Boileau de Buillon</td>
<td>descriptive Latin text printed on recto of first leaf of each map; cf. Karrow, p. 5.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camocio, Jean Chaumeau</td>
<td>Giovanni Simeoni</td>
<td>Maps variously attributed or dedicated to</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camocio, Jean</td>
<td>Giovanni Simeoni</td>
<td>Gregorio Amaseo, Cornelis Antoniszoon,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camocio, Jean</td>
<td>Giovanni Simeoni</td>
<td>Johannes Aventinus, Girolamo Bellarmati, Pieter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camocio, Jean</td>
<td>Giovanni Simeoni</td>
<td>Boeckel, Gilles Boileau de Buillon, Giovanni</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camocio, Jean</td>
<td>Giovanni Simeoni</td>
<td>Camocio, Jean, Giovanni Simeoni, Aegidius</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camocio, Jean</td>
<td>Giovanni Simeoni</td>
<td>Tschudi, Heinrich Zell, János Zsámboki and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camocio, Jean</td>
<td>Giovanni Simeoni</td>
<td>Matthias Zündt.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camocio, Jean</td>
<td>Giovanni Simeoni</td>
<td>'De Mona Drvidvm insvla' (p. [1-6] 2d group)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camocio, Jean</td>
<td>Giovanni Simeoni</td>
<td>signed: Humfredus Lhuyd.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camocio, Jean</td>
<td>Giovanni Simeoni</td>
<td>Engraved title page.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camocio, Jean</td>
<td>Giovanni Simeoni</td>
<td>Signatures: A&lt;sup&gt;6&lt;/sup&gt;, a-e&lt;sup&gt;6&lt;/sup&gt;.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camocio, Jean</td>
<td>Giovanni Simeoni</td>
<td>Duplicate copy: VAULT Case oversize G 1007 .64</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

References: Karrow, Mapmakers of the sixteenth
century (1993), p. 4-9; Broecke, Ortelius atlas
maps (1996); R.A. Skelton, Bib. note, in
Facsimile ed. of Ortelius, A. Theatrum orbis
terrarum. Amsterdam, 1964; Koeman, C. Atlantes
Neerlandici, Ort 1B; Phillips 374 and 3389;
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 543;
JCB Lib. cat., pre-1675, v. 1, p. 243; Alden, J.E.
European Americana, 570/40; Sabin 57693
VAULT Case oversize Ayer 135 .07 1570 (NLO)

Atlases, Belgian - 1570

Colophon: Auctoris aere & cura impressum absolutumque apud Aegid. Coppenium Diesth, Antverpiae XX. Mail. M.D. LXX.
First edition, 1st impression.
Maps engraved by Francis Hogenberg; descriptive Latin text printed on recto of first leaf of each map; cf. Karrow, p. 5.
Maps variously attributed or dedicated to Gregorio Amaseo, Cornelis Antoniszoon, Johannes Aventinus, Girolamo Bellarmati, Pieter Boeckel, Gilles Boileau de Buillon, Giovanni Camocio, Jean Chaumeau, Johannes Clur, Carolus Clusius, Johann Criginger, Jacob van Deventer, Aquiles Estaço, Georg Gadner, Giacomo Gastaldi, Paolo Giovio, Wacław Grodecki, Diego Gutiérrez, Martin Helwig, Augustin Hirschvogel, Anthony Jenkinson, Jean Jolivet, Wolfgang Laziuss, Pirro Ligorio, Olaus Magnus, Godfried Maschop, Gerhard Mercator, Nicolas de Nicolay, Matheo Pagano, Erhard Reich, Nicolaus Rehdiger, Sebastian Rotenhan, Fernando Alvesares Seco, Marcus Secsnaegel, Giovan Giorgio Settala, Guido Ascanio Sgrooten, Christian Sgrooten, Henry Sidney, Gabriele Simeoni, Tilemann Stella, Jean Surhon, Aegidius Tschudi, Heinrich Zell, János Zsámboki and Matthias Zündt.
'De Mona Drvidvm insvla' (p. [1-6] 2d group) signed: Humfredus Lhuyd.
Engraved title page.
Signatures: A<sup>6</sup>, a-e<sup>6</sup>.
Duplicate copy: VAULT Case oversize G 1007 .64.

References: Karrow, Mapmakers of the sixteenth century (1993), p. 4-9; Broecke, Ortelius atlas maps (1996); R.A. Skelton, Bib. note, in Facsimile ed. of Ortelius, A. Theatrum orbis terrarum. Amsterdam, 1964; Koeman, C. Atlantes Neerlandici, Ort 1B; Phillips 374 and 3389; Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 543; JCB Lib. cat., pre-1675, v. 1, p. 243; Alden, J.E. European Americana, 570/40; Sabin 57693
VAULT Case oversize Ayer 135 .07 1570 (NLO)

Atlases, Belgian - 1570

The History of Abraham Ortelius and his
Theatrum orbis terrarum (1570)
The History of Abraham Ortelius and his

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

Maps 1, 2, 4, 5, 45, 47 and 48 relate to America.
Maps in Latin; German text on map versos.
Title-page and maps colored by hand.
Maps 1, 2, 4, 5, 47 and 48 relate to America.

Theatrum orbis terrarum (1570)

Theatrum orbis terrarum. Antwerp, 1574. [Antwerp : Gielis von Diest], M.CCCCC.LXXIII [1573].
Authors: Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598 -- Diesth, Aegid. Coppenius (Aegidius Coppeni) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (198 l., maps) ; 46 cm.
Colophon: Antverpiae, auctoris aere & cura impressum, absolutúmque apud Ant. Coppenium Diesth, 1573.
Title, engr., within colored ornamental border.
Each map is hand colored and has descriptive letterpress on verso.
'De Mona Drvidvm insvla ... epistola Hvmfredi Lhvyd': h3-h5.
Maps 1, 2, 4, 5, 60, 62 and 63 relate to America.

Landtaffen gemehret. [Antwerp : Gielis von Diest]. M.CCCCC.LXXIII [1573].
Authors: Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598 -- Diesth, Aegid. Coppenius (Aegidius Coppeni) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (147 l. : hand col. maps) ; 40 cm.
Engraved title page bears paste-on title and date.
Colophon dated 1572.
Maps in Latin; German text on map versos.

Atlases, Belgian - 1573
Theatrum orbis terrarum. Opus nunc denuò ab ipso auctore recognitum, multisqüe locis castigatum, & quamplurimis nouis tabulis atquè commentarijs auctum. [Antwerp : Gielis von Diest, 1573].


Atlases, Belgian - 1574
Theatrum orbis terrarum. Antverpiae, 1574.
Authors: Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598

1 v. : b&w maps ; 46 cm.

Atlases, Belgian - 1574
Theatrum orbis terrarvm opus nunc denuo ab ipso auctore recognitum, multisqüe locis castigatum, & quamplurimis nouis tabulis atquè commentarijs auctum. [Antwerp : A. C. Diesth, 1574].

Atlases, Belgian - 1570
Theatrum orbis terrarum. Laurentius de Guelpe, 1570.

1 atlas (x, [16], 53, [55] p. : 70 maps (part fold.)) ; 41 cm.
Facsimile of orginal published Antwerp, 1570; reproduced from the Koninklijk Nederlandsch Aardrijkskundig Genootschap copy in the Amsterdam University Library, with original colophon: Apud AEgid. Coppenium Diesth, 1573.
Includes R.A. Skelton's Bibliographical note (p. v-x).

Atlases, Belgian - 1570
Theatrum orbis terrarum. Antwerp, 1570.

1 atlas : 53 maps ; 420 x 310 mm.
Facsimile of originl published Antwerp, 1570.

Atlases, Belgian - 1570
Theatrum orbis terrarvm. Opus nunc denuo ab ipso auctore recognitum, multisqüe locis castigatum, & quamplurimis nouis tabulis atquè commentarijs auctum. [Antwerp : Gielis von Diest], M.CCCCC.LXXIII [1573].

Authors: Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598 -- Diesth, Aegid. Coppenius (Aegidius Coppeni) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (198 l., maps) ; 46 cm.
Colophon: Antverpiae, auctoris aere & cura impressum, absolutúmque apud Ant. Coppenium Diesth, 1573.
Title, engr., within colored ornamental border.
Each map is hand colored and has descriptive letterpress on verso.
'De Mona Drvidvm insvla ... epistola Hvmfredi Lhvyd': h3-h5.
Maps 1, 2, 4, 5, 60, 62 and 63 relate to America.

Atlases, Belgian - 1574
Theatrum orbis terrarum. Antverpiae, 1574.
Authors: Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598

1 v. : b&w maps ; 46 cm.

Atlases, Belgian - 1574
Theatrum orbis terrarvm opus nunc denuo ab ipso auctore recognitum, multisqüe locis castigatum, & quamplurimis nouis tabulis atquè commentarijs auctum. [Antwerp : A. C. Diesth, 1574].

Atlases, Belgian - 1573
Theatrum orbis terrarum. Opus nunc denuò ab ipso auctore recognitum, multisqüe locis castigatum, & quamplurimis nouis tabulis atquè commentarijs auctum. [Antwerp : Gielis von Diest, 1573].

Authors: Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598 -- Diesth, Aegid. Coppenius (Aegidius Coppeni) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (147 l. : hand col. maps) ; 40 cm.
Engraved title page bears paste-on title and date.
Colophon dated 1572.
Maps in Latin; German text on map versos.
Title-page and maps colored by hand.
Maps 1, 2, 4, 5, 47 and 48 relate to America.

Atlases, Belgian - 1570
Theatrum orbis terrarum. Antwerp, 1570.

1 atlas (198 l., maps) ; 46 cm.
Atlastes, Belgian - 1575
Authors: Apiano, Peter, 1495-1552 -- Gemma Frisius, 1508-1555 -- Bellier, Jean, 1526-1595 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 23 cm.
Spanish
VAULT Ayer 7 A7 1575 (NLO)

Atlastes, Belgian - 1575 (Provisional Heading)
Theatrvm orbis terrarvm. Antwerp : Ortelius, 1575.
Authors: Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : b&w maps ; 46 cm.
Koeman Ort 13
Phillips 382.
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 552.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1575 (NLO)

Atlastes, Belgian - 1578--<><>Jode, Gerard de, 1509-1591. Speculum orbis terrarum (1578)
[Amsterdam] : Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, [1965].
1 atlas (xiv, [277] p. illus., 65 maps (part fold.) port.) ; 45 cm.
Facsimile of original published Antwerp: Gerard Smits, 1578; reproduced from original in the Universiteit van Amsterdam library.
Text accompanying the maps probably by Daniel Cellarius Ferimontanus; see v.d. Krog.
Printed paste-on attached to title page verso:
Published for the World Publishing Company ...
Cleveland ...
The 'Speculum' ([277] p.) consists of 2 pts., of which the second has with title: Specvlvm geographicv totivs Germaniea Imperivm repraesentans.
Bibliography: p. xiv.
Series: Theatrum Orbis Terrarum series of atlases in facsimile, 2d ser., v. 2
Formerly oversize Ayer 136 .T37 1963
LCCN: MAP 66-18
Map Ref oversize G1025 .T37 ser. 2, v. 2 (NLO)

Atlastes, Belgian - 1578<><>Jode, Gerard de, 1509-1591. Speculum orbis terrarum (1578)
[Amsterdam] : Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, [1965].
1 atlas (xiv, [277] p. illus., 65 maps (part fold.) port.) ; 45 cm.
Facsimile of original published Antwerp: Gerard Smits, 1578; reproduced from original in the Universiteit van Amsterdam library.
The 'Speculum' ([277] p.) consists of 2 pts., of which the second has with title: Specvlvm geographicv totivs Germaniea Imperivm repraesentans.
Bibliography: p. xiv.
Series: Theatrum Orbis Terrarum series of atlases in facsimile, 2d ser., v. 2
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
References: Cf. Phillips 383; NMM 574-8
LCCN: MAP 66-18
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlastes, Belgian - 1580
Authors: Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598 -- Plantin, Christophe, approximately 1520-1589 -- Edward
E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([12] p., 95 [i.e. 94] double leaves) : 93 folded hand col. maps ; 42 cm.
Uniform title: Theatrum orbis terrarum. German. 1580.
German text, Latin on maps.
Maps 1, 2, 4-7, 81, 83 and 84 relate to America, including: 'Americae sive novi orbis, nova descriptio.'--Map 5.
Engraved t.p.; German title mounted over original Latin.
Preface and dedication signed Abraham Ortelius.
Imprint from colophon.
Preface and dedication signed Abraham Ortelius.
Latin.
Includes index.
Contemporary stamped full leather binding.
Koeman Ort 16.
Sabin 57707.
Exhibited at the Newberry Library as part of Ptolemy's geography and Renaissance mapmakers (November 3, 2007-February 16, 2008).

VAULT Ayer G1006 .T515 1580 (NLO)

Atlases, Belgian - 1580
7659
Theatrum oder schaubuch des erdtkreys.
Antwerp : Plantin, 1580.
Authors: Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598 -- Plantin, Christophe, approximately 1520-1589 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 93 maps ; 405 x 290 mm.
Koeman Ort 16A
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Phillips 3934
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases, Belgian - 1581
7660
Cosmographia Pierre Apian par Gemma Frison.
Antwerp : Bellerue, 1581.
Authors: Apian, Peter, 1495-1552 -- Gemma, Frisius, 1508-1555 -- Beller, Jean, 1526-1595 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 23 cm.
French
VAULT Ayer 7 A7 1581 (NLO)

Atlases, Belgian - 1584
7661
Authors: Apian, Peter, 1495-1552 -- Gemma, Frisius, 1508-1555 -- Coninx, Arnout, active 1579-1617 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.
VAULT Ayer 7 A7 1584b (NLO)

Atlases, Belgian - 1584
Theatrum orbis terrarum. Antverpiae [Antwerp], 1584.
Authors: Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598
1 atlas (hand col. maps)
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1584 (NLO)

Atlases, Belgian - 1584
Additamentum III. Theatri orbis terrarum. Antwerp [Ortelius], 1584.
Authors: Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([1] l., 24 col. maps) ; 45 cm.
Descriptive text on front pages of each map.
Map no. [10] refers to America.
Koeman Ort 18
Phillips 389
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7a3 1584 (NLO)

Atlases, Belgian - 1584
1 atlas (11 p. l., 114 numb. l. (112 double) 77, [9] p. incl. 112 hand col. maps, 1 col. port.) ; 42 cm.
This edition includes a colored portrait of Ortelius; the 'Parergon in quo veteris geographiae aliquot tabulae', 14 l. (12 double); the 'Nomenclator Ptolemaicvs; omnia locorvm vocabvla qvae in tota Ptolemæi geographia occurrunt, continens', 77 p.; 'De Mona, Dridvms insvla ... epistola', by H. Lhuyd, [7] p.
Engr. t.-p. in colors, colored by a contemporary hand.
Maps 1, 2, 4-8, 90, 92 & 94 relate to America.
Koeman Ort 21.
Phillips 388.
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 556.
LC Card Number: 02011992
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1584 (NLO)

Atlases, Belgian - 1584 (Provisional Heading)
Cosmographia & mathematicorum insignum.
Antwerp : J. Bellerue, 1584.
Authors: Apian, Peter, 1495-1552 -- Gemma, Frisius, 1508-1555 -- Beller, Jean, 1526-1595 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 9 maps ; 240 x 177 mm.
Karrow29A;with4workingVolvelles
Geography text.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Atlas, Belgian - 1587
Theatre de l'univers, contenant les cartes de tovt le monde. Avec vne briefe declaration d'icelles ...
Le tout rev., amendé, & augm. de plusieurs cartes & declarations par le mesure auther.
[Antwerp : C. Plantin], 1587.
Authors: Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598 -- Plantin, Christophe, approximately 1520-1589 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (235 l., port., hand col. maps) ; 46 cm.
Uniform title: Theatrum orbis terrarum. French
Bound by W. Pratt.
Engr. t.-p.: maps, port. and t.-p. colored by a
contemporary hand.
Maps 1, 2, 4-8, 90, 92, and 94 relate to America.
'Pareragon du theatre ' with caption title: maps
101-112.
Some maps have considerable verdegris
damage.
References: Koeman Ort 22; Phillips 392; Atlases
in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 558
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1587 (NLO)

Atlas, Belgian - 1588
Theatro de la tierra universal / de Abraham
Ortelio, cosmographo d'el Rey Nuestro Señor,
con sus declaraciones traduzidas d'el Latin.
Anuere [Antwerp] : Impresso en Anuere por
Christoual Plantino ..., Año M.D. LXXXVIII [1588].
Authors: Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598 --
Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 --
Plantin, Christophe, approximately 1520-1589 --
Olaus, Magnus, Archbishop of Uppsala,
1490-1557 -- Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594 --
Gastaldi, Giacomo, approximately
1500-approximately 1565 -- Pratt, W. --
Mendezio, Didaco, 16th cent. -- Chaves,
Geronimo, 1523-1574 -- Hogenberg, Frans,
approximately 1539-1590 -- Lwyd, Humphrey,
1527-1568 -- Teixeira, Luís, 16th cent. -- Clusius,
Carolus, 1526-1609 -- Seco, Fernando Alvares
-- Sforza, Guido Ascanio, 1518-1564 -- Estácio,
Aquiles, 1524-1581 -- Hoefnagel, Joris,
1542-1601 -- Postel, Guillaume, 1510-1581 --
Rogier, Pierre, approximately 1555-1587 --
Chaumeau, Jean, active 16th century -- Simeoni,
Gabriele, 1509-1575 -- Guyet, Lézin, 1515-1580 --
Nicolas, Nicolas de, 1517-1583 -- Surhon, Jean
-- Boileau de Buillon, Gilles -- Ghebellini, Stefano,
16th cent. -- Lannoy, Ferdinand de, d. 1579 --
Groudten, Christian, ca.1525-1603 -- Zündt,
Matthias, 1498-1586 -- Surhon, Jacques --
Deventer, Jacob van, d. 1575 --
D'Asssonville,Christophe. 1528-1607 -- Hoppers,
Joachim, 1523-1576 -- Sibudans Loe, ca.
1528-ca. 1583 -- Florianus, Johannes, 1522-1585
-- Antonissocon, Cornelis, b. ca. 1499 -- Michaelis,
Laurentio, d. 1584 -- Boeckel, Pieter, ca.
1530-1599 -- Edeling, Petrus von 1521-1602 --
Criginger, Johann, 1521-1571 -- Stella, Tilemann,
1525-1589 -- Dryander, Johann, 1500-1560 --
Jordan, Mark, 1521-1595 -- Mellinger, Johannes,
ca. 1538-1603 -- Scultetus, Bartholomäus,
1540-1614 -- Reckwilt, Wolfgang, fl. 1574-1582 --
Moers, Justus, 1572-1617 -- Rotenhan,
Sebastian, 1478-1532 -- Maschop, Godfried,
fl. 1568-1577 -- Helwig, Martin, 1516-1574 --
Rehdiger, Nicolaus -- Diesth, Aegid. Coppenius
(Aegidius Coppenius) -- Fabricius, Paulus,
1529-1588 -- Lazius, Wolfgang, 1514-1565 --
Secsnagel, Marcus, b. ca. 1520 -- Aipanus,
Philippus, 1531-1589 -- Reich, Erhard, 16th cent.
-- Specklin, Daniel, 1536-1589 -- Gadner, Georg,
1522-1605 -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 --
Selztlin, David, 1536-1609 -- Tschudi, Aegidius,
1505-1572 -- Major, Johann, 1533-1600 --
Zsámbozi, János, 1531-1584 -- Brugnoli,
Bernardino, 1538 or 9-1583 -- Settala, Giovan
Giorgio, b. ca. 1490 -- Campi, Antonio, 1522 or
3-1587 -- Giovio, Paolo, 1483-1552 -- Amaseo,
Gregorio, 1464-1541 -- Valvassori, Giovanni
Andrea, fl. 1510-1572 -- Bellarmati, Girolamo,
1493-1555 -- Danti, Ignazio, 1536-1586 --
Orlandi, Caesars -- Giustinianni, Agostino,
1470-1536 -- Doetichum, Johan van, d.1600 --
Franco, Giacomo, 1550-1620 -- Belloni, Petri,
16th cent. -- Hirschvogel, Augustin, 1503-1553 --
Coppo, Pietro, 1469 or 70-1555 or 6 -- Bonifacio,
Natale, 1538-1592 -- Charles, Archduke of
Austria, 1540-1590 -- Grodecki, Waclaw, ca.
1535-1591 -- Henneberger, Caspar, 1529-1600 --
Portant, Jan -- Porebski, Stanislaw, fl. 1563-1573
-- Jenkinson, Anthony, 1529-1611 -- Sidney,
Henry, Sir, 1529-1586 -- Barbuda, Luis Jorge de,
active 1575-1599 -- Laikste, Peter, fl. ca.
1556-1570 -- Árquer, Sigismondo, 1530-1571 --
Artopâeus, Petrus, ca. 1500-1563 -- Quintin,
Jean, 1500-1561 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 atlas (210 leaves) : hand col. maps ; 47 cm.
Uniform title: Theatrum orbis terrarum. Spanish
Maps variously attributed or dedicated to
Gregorio Amaseo, Cornelis Antonissocon, Philipp
Apian, Sigismondo Arquer, Petrus Artopâeus,
Luiz Jorge de Barbuda, Girolamo Bellarmati,
Petri Belloni, Pieter Boeckel, Gilles Boileau de
Buillon, Bernardino Brugnoli, Antonio Campi,
Charles II (Archduke of Austria), Jean
Chaumeau, Geronimo Chaves, Carolus Clusius,
Johann Criginger, Ignazio Danti, Christophe
D'Asssonville, Jacob van Deventer, Aegid Diesth,
Johan von Doetichum, Johann Dryander, Petrus
von Edeling, Erhard Reich, Aquiles Estácio,
Paulus Fabricius, Johannes Florianus, Giacomo
Franco, Georg Gadner, Giacomo Gastaldi,
Stefano Ghebellini, Paolo Giovio, Agostino
Giustinianni, Waclaw Grodecki, Lézin Guyet,
Martin Helwig, Caspar Henneberger, Augustin
Hirschvogel, Joris Hoefnagel, Franz Hogenberg,
Joachim Hoppers, Anthony Jenkinson, Mark
Jordan, Peter Laicksteen, Ferdinand de Lannoy,

Descriptive Spanish text printed on recto of first leaf of each map.

Finely hand-colored and gilded maps, engraved title page, and initials by a contemporary hand. 100 double leaves of plates.

Maps 1, 2, 4-8, 90, 92 and 94 relate to America. Bound by W. Pratt.


VAULT Ayer 135 .O7 1588a (NLO)

Atlases, Belgian - 1589


Maps 1, 2, 4, 5, 82, 84 and 86 relate to America. In the Ayer copy, l. 50 and 52 in correct order. Printer's mark on t.-p.

Koeman Ort 53. Phillips 394

Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 560

VAULT Ayer 135 .O7 1589 (NLO)

Atlases, Belgian - 1592

Theatrum orbis terrarum. Opus nunc denuo ab ipso autore recognitum, multisque locis castigatum, & quamplurimis nouis tabulis atque commentarijs auctum. [Antwerp: Officina Plantiniana, 1592].


Maps 1, 2, 4-9, 97, 100, 102 relate to America.
Koeman Ort 27B.
Phillips 396.
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 561.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1592 (NLO)

7671 Atlasses, Belgian - 1593
Speculum orbis terrarum. [Antwerp : A. Coninx, 1593].

The title-pages head and tail pieces, illus., initials, plates and maps are colored by a contemporary hand. The engraved titles and plates are attributed to Antonie Wierix, and the explanatory text on the reverse of the maps to Cornelis de Jode.

Text accompanying the maps probably written by Daniel Cellarius Ferimontanus; see v.d. Krogt.
Printed indexes at end preceded by manuscript "Table des cartes" ([4] p. following folio 51 in second part).
Maps also cataloged separately.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .J9 1593 (NLO)

7672 Atlasses, Belgian - 1593

1 atlas (2 v. in 1. : 101 hand col. maps, hand col. ill.) ; 42 cm.

Variant title: Speculum orbis terrarum
Colophon: Vidua et haeredes Gerardi de Ivdaeis, svis svmpvbvs hov opvs geographivm crvvcre impirim apvd Arnoldvm Coninx, Antverpiae, anno [M] XCIII [1593]; M in printed date appears as combination of letterpress "I", "c", and two backward "c"s.
The first part includes a map of Europe dated 1613 in error: Nova totius Europae tabvla ... A[nn]o M.D.CXIII [1613, i.e. 1593]; see H.A M. van derHeijden, De Oudste gedrukte kaarten van Europa (1992) p. 109, kaart 37
The second part has title: Germania, geographicis tabvulis illvstrata / per Cornelium de Ivdaeis, Antverpianum[m]
Maps in second part printed on folios 1-51; this copy lacks folio 39, but includes two folios numbered 45 ("Frisiae antiquissimae." [map 76] and "Frisiae Orientalis noua et exacta descriptio" [map 77]).
The title-pages head and tail pieces, illus., initials, plates and maps are colored by a contemporary hand. The engraved titles and plates are attributed to Antonie Wierix, and the explanatory text on the reverse of the maps to Cornelis de Jode.

Text accompanying the maps probably written by Daniel Cellarius Ferimontanus; see v.d. Krogt.
Printed indexes at end preceded by manuscript "Table des cartes" ([4] p. following folio 51 in second part).
Maps also cataloged separately.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .J9 1593 (NLO)

7673 Atlasses, Belgian - 1595
Theatrum orbis terrarum. 1595.

1 v. : b&w maps ; 44 cm.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1593 (NLO)

7674 Atlasses, Belgian - 1595
Authors: Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598 -- Galle, Philippe, 1537-1612 -- Coninx, Arnout, active

1 atlas ([8], 109, [2] leaves : 109 maps) ; 13 x 18 cm. (obl. 32mo)

Uniform title: Theatrvm orbis terrarvm. Epitome. Latin

'Nova editio, multis locis emendata, & octodecim novis tabulis aucta.'

Maps engraved by Philippe Galle.

Printer's mark on t.-p.

Maps 1, 2, 45, 97, 99 and 101 relate to America.

With descriptive text facing the maps.

Pocket version of Ortelius' Theatrvm orbis terrarvm, first published 1570.


Phillips 402.

Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 563.

VAULT Ayer 135.O7 1595a (NLO)

7675

**Atlases, Belgian - 1595**

**TA**

**Theatrvm orbis terrarvm : opus nunc denuo ab ipso auctore recognitum, multis locis castigatum, & quamplurimis nouis tabulis atqué commentarijs auctum.** [Antwerp : Officina Plantiniana, 1595].


Uniform title: Theatrvm orbis terrarvm.

Maps and plates printed on double leaves with descriptive text on versos.

Engr. t.-p.

Title-page mutilated and mended: words supplied in pen and ink.

Maps 1, 2, 4-9, 102, 105 and 108 relate to America.

'Catalogvs avctorvm ...': sig A5 (verso)-B1 (verso).

'Paraergon ...': sig. a, A-T, v, x-z, a-i with special t.-p. Map on sig. e is wanting: Abrahami Patiriacharae peregrihnati

'Nomenclator Ptolemaivs' ... 30 p.

'De Mona Dovidvm insvla ... epistola ... Hvmmfdri Lhvyd': sig. C4 (recto)-C5 (verso).

Imprint from t.p. of Nomenclator Ptolemaivcs.

Signatures: A-B6, 1-115², a4, A-I², K-T², V², X-Z², a-i², A-C6.

Map 63 misnumbered 66. Not noted in Phillips.

Includes: Parergon, sive, Vetere geographiae aliquot tabvlae ; Nomenclator Ptolemaivcs ; and, De Mona dovidvm insvla / Hvmmfdri Lhvyd.

Koeman Ort 29.

Phillips 400.

Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 564.

VAULT oversize Ayer 135.O7 1595 (NLO)

7676

**Atlases, Belgian - 1598**


Authors: Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598 -- Heyns, Zacharias, 1566-1638 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (1 p. l., 16-97 numb. l., 1 l., incl. illus., port., 79 maps) ; 16 cm.

Uniform title: Theatrvm orbis terrarvm. Epitome. French

Printer's mark on t.-p.

Errors in foliation, several leaves wanting; this copy has the appearance of being a made-up edition.

Maps 18, 19 and 21 relate to America.

Cf. Koeman Ort 57.

Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 568.

Ayer 135.O7 1598 (NLO)

7677

**Atlases, Belgian - 1598**

**Le Miroir dv monde; ov, Epitome dv Theatre d'Abraham Ortelivs. Amsterdam : Z. Heyns, 1598.**


1 atlas : 80 maps ; 166 x 213 mm.

Uniform title: Theatrvm orbis terrarvm. Epitome. French

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

References: Koeman Z. Hey 1 ; cf. Koeman Ort 57 ; woodcuts.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

7678

**Atlases, Belgian - 1598**


1 atlas : 80 maps ; 166 x 213 mm.

Uniform title: Theatrvm orbis terrarvm. Epitome. French

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

References: Koeman Z. Hey 1 ; cf. Koeman Ort 57 ; woodcuts.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

7679

**Atlases, Belgian - 1601**


Authors: Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598 -- Heyns, Zacharias, 1566-1638 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas : 80 maps ; 166 x 213 mm.

Uniform title: Theatrvm orbis terrarvm. Epitome. French

Printer's mark on t.-p.

Errors in foliation, several leaves wanting; this copy has the appearance of being a made-up edition.

Maps 18, 19 and 21 relate to America.

Cf. Koeman Ort 57.

Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 568.

Ayer 135.O7 1598 (NLO)
Atlases, Belgian - 1601
Epitome theatri Orteliani ... Antwerp : Vrients, 1601.
1 atlas : 123 maps ; 12 x 18 cm.
'Editio ultima, multis locis emendata, & nouis aliquot tabulis aucta.'
Uniform title: Theatrvm orbis terrarvm. Epitome. Latin
'Additamentvm Epitomae theatri minoris Abr. Ortelii' 13 l. at end.
Maps 1, 2, 4, 5, 97, 99, 101, and on p. l. 7 relate to America.
Ayer copy has two blank leaves at end.
The descriptive text faces the maps.
Cf. Koeman Ort 58 and 63; Phillips 413.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 574
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

Atlases, Belgian - 1602
1 atlas : 123 maps ; 126 x 177 mm.
English
Edited by M. Coignet; includes maps by Arsenius.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
References: Koeman Ort 64; Phillips 416

Atlases, Belgian - 1608
Theatro del mondo. Anversa, 1608.
Authors: Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598
1 v. : b&w maps ; 47 cm.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1608 (NLO)

Atlases, Belgian - 1612
Theatro del orbe de la tierra. Anveres, 1612.
Authors: Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598
1 v. : b&w maps ; 49 cm.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1612 (NLO)

Atlases, Belgian - 1624
Theatri orbis terrarvm perergon. 1624.
Authors: Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598
1 v. : b&w maps ; 47 cm.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1624 (NLO)

Atlases, Belgian - 1692 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Peeters, Jacques, 1637-1695 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 41 maps ; 185 x 119 mm.
KoemanPee1
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Phillips 513
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases, Belgian - 1696
El Atlas abreviado, ó compendiosa geografia del mundo antiguo, y nuevo, ilustrada con quarenta y dos mapas. La dedica al Atlante catolico D. Carlos II ... Don Francisco de Aefferden ... Amberes [Antwerp] : Juan Duren, 1690 [i.e. 1696].
Authors: Aefferden, Francisco de, fl. 1696 -- Duren, Juan, fl. 1696 -- Aefferden, Francisco de, fl. 1696 SEE Afferden, Francisco de, fl. 1696 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (5 p. l., 128, cxxxii p., 43 fold. col. maps) ; 16 cm.
Imprint date altered to 1690.
Added t.-p. illus. & colored.
Cf. Phillips 4275.
37520
ICN 60-643
VAULT Ayer 135 .A24 1696a (NLO)
Atlases, Belgian - 1696
El Atlas abreviado, ó compendiosa geografía del mundo antiguo, y nuevo, ilustrada con quarenta y dos mapas. La dedica al Atante catolico D. Carlos II ... Don Francisco de Afferden ... Amberes [Antwerp] : Juan Duren, 1690 [i.e. 1696].
Authors: Afferden, Francisco de, fl. 1696 -- Duren, Juan, fl. 1696 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (5 p. l., 128, cxxxii p., 43 fold. col. maps) ; 16 cm.
Imprint date altered to 1690.
Cf. Phillips 4275.
ICN 46-967
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .A24 1696 (NLO)

Atlases, Belgian - 1786
Authors: Spanoghe, C. M. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 24 maps ; 202 x 124 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases, Belgian - 1827
Authors: Vandermaelen, Philippe, 1795-1869 -- Ode, Henri -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Maelen, Philippe Guillaume van der, 1795-1869 SEE Vandermaelen, Philippe, 1795-1869
1 atlas in 6 v. (ill., col. maps) ; 53 x 37 cm.
Scale of maps 1:1,641,836 or 1 line for 1900 toises.
Duplicate copy of v. 6, Océanique, shelved as oversize Ayer 135 .M18 1827 v. 6, copy 2 (30845 ; ICN 51-352).
References: Phillips 749.
62-1447 ; ICN 62-3224
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .M18 1827 (NLO)

Atlases, Belgian - 1827
Authors: Vandermaelen, Philippe, 1795-1869 -- Ode, Henri -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 61 maps ; 575 x 410 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases, Belgian - 1827
Authors: Vandermaelen, Philippe, 1795-1869 -- Ode, Henri -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (2 v. : 122 maps) ; 550 x 390 mm.
Lithography by Henri Ode.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
References: Koeman Vdm 1 ; NMM 179; Phillips 749
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases, Belgian - 1827
Authors: Vandermaelen, Philippe, 1795-1869 -- Ode, Henri -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 112 maps ; 555 x 420 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases, Belgian - 1827
Authors: Vandermaelen, Philippe, 1795-1869 -- Hassell -- Ode, Henri -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 100 maps ; 560 x 365 mm.
1st ed.
Includes Hassell, Statistique de l'Europe Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
References: Phillips 7793
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases, Belgian - 1827
Authors: Vandermaelen, Phillippe Guillaume 1827
Lithography by Henri Ode.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases, Belgian - 1827
Authors: Vandermaelen, Phillippe Guillaume 1827
Lithography by Henri Ode.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)
7697  Atlas, Belgian - 1840


7698  Atlas, Belgian - 1847<<>>Historical geography - Maps - 1847<<>>Historical atlases


7699  Atlas, Belgian - 1850


7700  Atlas, Belgian - 1850<<>>Belgium - Maps - 1850


7701  Atlas, Belgian - 1852 (Provisional Heading)

Geographie du moyen age & atlas. Brussels : Pilliet, 1852. Authors: Lelewel, Joachim, 1786--1861 4 v. in 3 : 50 map plates ; 23 cm. Phillips 00252 G 114.49 (NLO)

7702  Atlas, Belgian - 1852 (Provisional Heading)


7703  Atlas, Belgian - 1854

et géographie ; v. 20
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
**Baskes G1019 .T37 1854 (NLO)**

**Atlases, Belgian - 1858<<<<Geography - 1858<<<<Europe - Maps - 1858<<<<Europe - Geography - 1858**

Authors: C. Callewaert Frères -- Hirsouse, Hippolyte -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Callewaert (C.) Frères SEE C. Callewaert Frères
1 atlas ([47] p.) : 20 hand col. maps ; 8 x 23 cm.
Includes examination questions and responses. Scales differ.
Owner’s inscription: Hirsouse Hippolyte.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
**Baskes G1019 .C225 1858 (NLO)**

**Atlases, Belgian - 1866-1871**

Authors: Joly, Theodore Auguste, 1805-1883 -- Decq, A. -- Rozez, J. -- Société nationale pour la propagation des bons livres (Belgium) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (8 p., [19] folded leaves of plates) : ill., 19 col. maps ; 34 cm.
Imprint date on cover: 1870.
Maps dated: 1871.
Publisher’s blue paper-covered boards; advertisement on back cover. Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
**Baskes folio G1019 .J695 1868 (NLO)**

**Atlases, Belgian - 1870**

*Atlas classique de géographie physique et politique, ancienne et moderne / dressé par C. Callewaert ; revu par plusieurs professeurs d’histoire et de géographie et augmenté de notions de zoologie et de botanique, touchant les animaux et les plantes figurés sur les cartes, par L. Piré ... Bruxelles [Brussels] : Établissement géographique de C. Callewaert Frères, 1870.*
Authors: Callewaert, Constant, 1827- -- Piré, Louis, 1827-1887 -- C. Callewaert Frères -- Ronden, A. den -- Koeman, C. (Cornelis), 1918- -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (8 p., 40 folded leaves of plates) : ill., 40 hand col. maps ; 30 cm.
9e éd.
In original paper-covered boards. "Mappemonde" bound upside down.
Scales differ.
Owner’s inscription: A. den Ronden, [1870?].
Bookplate: Ex libris C. Koeman.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
**Baskes folio G1019 .C23 1870 (NLO)**

**Atlases, Belgian - 1881<<<<Historical geography - Maps<<<<World history - Maps - 1881<<<<Historical atlases**

1 atlas (30 [i.e. 28], vi folded leaves of plates) : ill., 36 maps and plans (some hand col.) ; 32 cm.
7e éd.
"Atlas de 36 cartes."
Maps printed by H. Dessain and Imp. Hermet. Map listed as no. 13 bis, "Chemins de fer," is not present. Another unnumbered map dated 1882 is bound in with title: Carte des chemins de fer de la Belgique : supplément aux atlas de géographie par le F. Alexis M.G
Stamped on t.p.: A.M.G.
Maps most likely hand colored by former owner. In original paper-covered boards.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
**Baskes folio G1019 .G632 1881 (NLO)**

**Atlases, Belgian - 1883**

1 atlas (8 p., [32] leaves of plates (some folded) : ill. (some col.), 30 hand col. maps ; 35 cm.
Maps by A. Numans, Desmarés, A. Vuillemin, and Lale.
Some maps have additional text and illustrations on verso.
Scales differ.

*Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.*
*For more information refer to the title page of this volume.*
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1019 .J695 1883 (NLO)

7709 Atlases, Belgian - 1890>>Belgium - Maps - 1890


Authors: A.N. Lebègue & Cie. -- Institut géographique militaire (Belgium) -- Pirnay, Henri -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Lebegue (A.N.) & Cie. SEE A.N. Lebègue & Cie. -- Institut cartographique militaire (Belgium) SEE Institut géographique militaire (Belgium)

1 atlas ([20] p.): 19 col. maps; 34 cm.

'Contenant 19 cartes.'

Publisher’s advertisements: back cover.

Scales differ.

Several maps traced or marked in pencil and blue colored pencil.

Owner’s inscription: Henri Pirnay de Spa.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Cf. Phillips 7965

Baskes folio G1865 .N68 1890 (NLO)

Atlases, Belgian - 1890 (Provisional Heading)


Authors: Alexis-MG -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v.: 140 maps; 316 x 222 mm.

24th ed.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

7710 Atlases, Belgian - 1899 (Provisional Heading)


Authors: Alexis-MG -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v.: 140 maps; 316 x 222 mm.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

7711 Atlases, Belgian - 1899 (Provisional Heading)


Authors: Hoese, de la -- Hoese -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v.: 20 maps; 95 x 150 mm.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

7712 Atlases, Belgian - 1900 (Provisional Heading)

Atlas général de géographie physique & politique à l'usage de l'enseignement moyen et de l'enseignement normal / par J. Roland; 115 cartes en 32 planches. Namur: Librairie classique et scientifique de Ad.

Wesmael-Charlier, [1900].

Authors: Roland, Jules -- Wesmael-Charlier -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Ad. Wesmael-Charlier, publisher, Namur SEE Wesmael-Charlier -- Wesmael-Charlier (Ad.), firm SEE Wesmael-Charlier


Date of publication from cover.

"Ouvrage couronné par l'Académie royale de Belgique, et approuvé par le gouvernement pour l'enseignement primaire et l'enseignement moyen. 1o comme manuel classique recommandé pour l'enseignement dans les écoles normales, 2o comme manuel classique à l'usage des athénées, des collèges et des écoles moyennes, 3o comme livre recommandé pour les bibliothèques scolaires et les distributions de prix."

Publisher’s paper covered boards; publisher’s advertisements on back cover.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1019 .J695 1900 (NLO)

Atlases, Belgian - 1901 (Provisional Heading)


Authors: Roland, Jules -- Wesmael-Charlier -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Wesmael-Charlier -- Wesmael-Charlier (Ad.), firm SEE Wesmael-Charlier

1 atlas (3 p., 32 folded leaves of plates): 32 col. maps; 35 cm.

In Flemish.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

7713 Atlases, Belgian - 1903 (Provisional Heading)

Atlas illustré, ou, Géographie en images : (texte, cartes & gravures): ouvrage conforme aux
7725 Atlases - Bibliography - 1522-1980
Bibliothèque Nationale (Luxembourg) - Map collections - Catalogs
Authors: Vekene, Emile van der -- Bibliothèque nationale (Luxembourg)
261 p. : maps (part col.) ; 25 cm.
Exhibition catalog arranged by atlas type and date.
Includes indexes to personal names and provenance.
Bibliography: p. 239-240.
Formerly Z6028.L89 V45
Map Ref Z6028.L89 V45 (NLO)

7726 Atlases - Bibliography - 1700
Atlases, French - Bibliography - 1700
Bibliothèque nationale (France) - Map collections - Catalogs
Authors: Pastoureau, Mireille -- Lestringant, Frank -- Bibliothèque nationale (France).
Département des cartes et plans viii, 695 p. : ill., maps, facsims. ; 31 cm.
At head of title: Bibliothèque Nationale, Département des Cartes et Plans.
Does for French atlases of these countries what Koeman's Atlantes Neerlandici does for the Dutch.
Includes indexes.
Formerly folio Z6028 .P37
ISBN 2717716866
Map Ref folio Z6028 .P37 (NLO)

7727 Atlases - Bibliography - 1800-1978
Authors: Stams, W. -- International Cartographic Association -- Stams, Werner, 1927- SEE Stams, W.
249 p. ; 21 cm.
Checklist of approximately 2,000 titles, most published between 1800-1975.
Includes index.
Formerly Z6021 .S72
ISBN 9070310074
Map Ref Z6021 .S72 (NLO)

Atlases - Bibliography - 1880
Atlases, Dutch - Bibliography - 1880
Maps - Bibliography - 1880
Pilot guides - Bibliography - 1880
Authors: Krogt, P. C. J. van der -- Koeman, C. (Cornelis), 1918-

Map Ref Z6028 .C53b (NLO)

Atlases - Bibliography - 1950-1975
Guide to atlases : world, regional, national, thematic : an international listing of atlases

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.


Authors: Polska Akademia Nauk. Instytut Geografii -- Drecka, J. -- Tusznyska-Rekawek, Halina -- Leszczycy, Stanislaw, 1907- -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 56 p. : 21 cm. Includes bibliographical references (p. 11-12) and index.

Preface, chapter heading, and table of contents in English and Russian.


A List of geographical atlases in the Library of Congress, with bibliographical notes. Washington: Govt. Print. Off., 1909-1992. Authors: Phillips, Philip Lee, 1856-1924 -- Le Gear, Clara Egli -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division 9 v. in 7 ; 26 cm. At 18,435 titles, 'Phillips/Le Gear' is the most comprehensive list of atlases, a monumental effort begun by the first chief of LC's Map Division and completed by Mrs. LeGear in her 90th year. Vols. 1-4 describe atlases of all types in the LC before 1920; vol. 5, world atlases acquired between 1920 and 1955; vol. 6, non-American atlases acquired between 1920 and 1960; and vol. 7, atlases of the Western Hemisphere acquired between 1920 and 1969; vol. 8 is a separate index for vol. 7; vol. 9, author index for the entire series.


Map Ref Z6028 .U56 1909 (NLO) 7732 Atlases - Bibliography - 1974


Authors: Winch, Kenneth L. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 864 p. : ill. ; 31 cm. Edited by Kenneth L. Winch. Index maps.

Formerly lower case g 10 .444

Duplicate copy: Baskes folio Z6021 .I596b

ISBN 0859350002

Baskes folio Z6021 .J596b (NLO) 7733 Atlases - Bibliography - 1974


Authors: Winch, Kenneth L. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 864 p. : ill. ; 31 cm. Edited by Kenneth L. Winch. Index maps.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Duplicate copy: Map Ref folio Z6021 .I596b

ISBN 0859350002


Authors: Winch, Kenneth L. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 864 p. : ill. ; 31 cm. Edited by Kenneth L. Winch. Index maps.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Duplicate copy: Map Ref folio Z6021 .I596b

ISBN 0859350002

Baskes folio Z6021 .J596 (NLO) 7735 Atlases - Bibliography - 1974


Authors: Winch, Kenneth L. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 864 p. : ill. ; 31 cm. Edited by Kenneth L. Winch. Index maps.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Duplicate copy: Map Ref folio Z6021 .I596b

ISBN 0859350002

Baskes folio Z6021 .J596 (NLO)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Catalogs - 1475-1900
Bibliography - 1475-1900
National Maritime Museum (Great Britain) - Map collections - Catalogs
National Maritime Museum SEE National Maritime Museum (Great Britain) - Nautical Atlases

Atlasses - Bibliography - Catalogs - 1932
Authors: Ludwig Rosenthal's Antiquariaat -- Newberry Library Antiquarian Catalog Collection
50 p. : illus., maps (fold.) ; 26 cm.
Series: Catalog 177.
Forms part of the Newberry Library Antiquarian Catalog Collection.
Newberry Library Rare Book Catalog Collection (Pr Ct)

Atlasses - Bibliography - Catalogs - Maps - Bibliography - Catalogs - Newberry Library - Map collections - Bibliography - Catalogs
Authors: Baskes, Roger S. -- Newberry Library
74, 73, 74 p. ; 29 cm.
Provisional ed.
Spreadsheet printout arranged in three sections: author, call number, and date.
In loose-leaf 3-ring binder.
Ref Z6028 .N485 1997 (NLO)

Atlasses - Bibliography - Catalogs - Maps - Bibliography - Catalogs - Newberry Library - Map collections - Bibliography - Catalogs
Authors: Baskes, Roger S. -- Newberry Library
103, 103, 74 leaves ; 29 cm.
Provisional edition.
Brief descriptions of approximately 4,600 atlases, very broadly defined as works with 5 maps or more.
Comprised of single-line entries listing authors, titles, publication details, and call numbers.
Includes approximately 1,700 titles published before 1900.
Superseded by the Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog website, which includes over 65,000 records of maps, atlases, and secondary literature (accessed June 2009): http://www.biblioserver.com/newberry/
Map Ref folio Z6028 .N485 2000 (NLO)

Atlasses - Bibliography - Catalogs - Wardington, Lord, 1924-2005 - Map collections - Bibliography - Catalogs
The Wardington Library : important atlases & geographies. [London : Sotheby's, 2005-2006].
Authors: Sotheby's (Firm) -- Wardington, Lord, 1924-2005 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
2 v. : maps, ill. (some col.) ; 28 cm.
Incomplete?, lacking part 2?
Dates of sale: 18 October 2005 (pt. 1) --10 October 2006 (pt. 2)
Series: [Catalogue of sale (London, England)] ; L05415, L06406
Includes bibliographical references and index.Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (Pr Ct)

Atlasses - Bibliography - Catalogs - Wardington, Lord, 1924-2005 - Map collections - Bibliography - Catalogs
The Wardington Library : important atlases & geographies. [London : Sotheby's, 2005-2006].
Authors: Sotheby's (Firm) -- Wardington, Lord, 1924-2005
2 v. : maps, ill. (some col.) ; 28 cm.
Dates of sale: 18 October 2005 (pt. 1) --10 October 2006 (pt. 2)
Series: [Catalogue of sale (London, England)] ; L05415, L06406
Includes bibliographical references and index.Formerly folio Z6022 .S68 2006
Map Ref folio Z6022 .S68 2006 (NLO)

Authors: National Map Collection

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
"A provisional series describing the atlases in the National Map Collection by the country of origin."

**7742**

Atlasses - Bibliography>>>Université Laval. Cartotheque - Catalogs
Authors: Tessier, Yves, 1940-
vi, 134 p. ; 28 cm.
Series: Guides bibliographiques, 7 -- Guides bibliographiques (Université Laval. Bibliothèque) ; 7
lower case folio g 10 .868 (NLO)

**7743**

Atlasses - Bibliography>>>University of Western Ontario - Atlases - Bibliography
Authors: University of Western Ontario -- Law, J. M. -- Sauer, Serge A.
59 leaves ; 22 x 28 cm.
lower case g 10 .922 (NLO)

**7744**

Atlasses, Brazilian - 1985>>>Brazil - Maps - 1985<<<Brazilian Atlases SEE Atlasses, Brazilian
Authors: Pauwels, Geraldo José -- Edições Melhoramentos -- Andreatta, Ana -- Park Ridge Public Library (Park Ridge, Ill.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Melhoramentos Edições SEE Edições Melhoramentos
1 atlas (90 p.) : col. ill., 72 col. maps ; 35 cm.
47a. ed. Includes index.
Scales differ.
Inscribed: "Presented to the Park Ridge Public Library from Ana Andreatta, Brazil."
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Alexander, Guide to atlases 7564
Baskes folio G1021 .P2284 1985 (NLO)

**7745**

Authors: British Library. Old Royal Library Ms. 14 C.V. -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas
Photostatic reproduction of 16th century manuscript atlas.
MapPhoto England BL Old Royal Library Ms. 14 C.V. (PrCt)

**7746**

Authors: British Library. Add. Ms. 9814 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas
Photostatic reproduction of a 16th-century (?) manuscript atlas.
MapPhoto England BL Add. Ms. 9814 (PrCt)

**7747**

Atlasses, British - 1542 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimilés>>>Nautical charts - 1542 - Manuscript maps - Facsimilés>>>Manuscript maps - Facsimilés>>>Rotz, Jean. This boke of idrography (Ms., 1542)<<<Nautical charts
1 atlas (xvi, 96 p., [33] leaves of plates : col. facsims.) ; 62 cm.
Facsimile reproduction of 1542 manuscript atlas held by the British Library.
'Edited by Helen Wallis ; with a foreword by Viscount Eccles.'
'Printed ... at the University Press, Oxford by Eric Buckley ... .'
Uniform title: Boke of idrography.
Bibliography: p. [84]-87. Includes index.
Series: Roxburgh Club. Publications. English or French.
ISBN 0950664103
Case oversize GA359 .B63 1981 (NLO)

**7748**

Atlasses, British - 1542 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimilés>>>Nautical charts - 1542 - Manuscript maps - Facsimilés>>>Manuscript maps - Facsimilés>>>Nautical charts
This Boke of idrography. [19--].
Authors: Rotz, Jean -- British Library. Manuscript. Royal 20 E IX -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas
Photostatic reproduction of manuscript atlas dated 1542.
MapPhoto England BL Old Royal 20 E IX (PrCt)

**7749**

Atlasses, British - 1599<<<Voyages and travels - Maps - 1599<<<Discoveries in geography - Maps - 1599
The Principal navigations, voyages, traffiques, and discoveries of the English nation / collected by Richard Hakluyt, preacher ; and edited by

*Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.*
An Epitome of Ortelius, his Theatre of the world, wherein the principal regions of the earth are described in smalle mappes with a brief declaration annexed to each mappe ... It is also amplified with new mappes wanting in the Latin editions. London: Printed by I. Norton, [1602]?


1 atlas ([4], 110, [3], 13 leaves : 124 maps) ; 12 x 17 cm.

Uniform title: Theatrum orbis terrarum. Epitome. English

Maps 1, 2, 4, 5, 97, 99, 101 and on the 4th p. 1. relate to America.

'An addition of certaine maps unto this Epitome of the theatre of Abraham Ortelius,' 13 leaves at end.

Translation of: Theatrum orbis terrarum.

Maps on rectos of leaves, with descriptive text on opposite versos.

Titles on maps in Latin, with English titles printed in upper margin.

Maps engraved by Michel Coignet.

Includes index.

Koeman Ort 62.

Phillips no. 418

STC 18857.

Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 575

VAULT Ayer 135 .O7 1602 (NLO)

Atlasses, British - 1602

An Epitome of Ortelius, his Theatre of the world, wherein the principal regions of the earth are described in smalle mappes with a brief declaration annexed to ech mappe ... It is also amplified with new mappes wanting in the Latin editions. London: Printed by I. Norton, [1602]?


1 atlas : 123 maps ; 125 x 157 mm.

Uniform title: Theatrum orbis terrarum. Epitome. English

lst English word atlas.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

References: Koeman Ort 62; Phillips 418

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases, British - 1606

An Epitome of Ortelius, his Theatre of the world, wherein the principal regions of the earth are described in smalle mappes with a brief declaration annexed to ech mappe ... It is also amplified with new mappes wanting in the Latin editions. London: Printed by I. Norton, printer to the Kings most excellent Maiestie in H\[b\]erb, Greeke, and Latine, 1606.

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

1522-1585 -- Antoniszoon, Cornelis, b. ca. 1499
-- Jordan, Mark, 1521-1595 -- Edeling, Petrus von 1521-1602 -- Boeckel, Pieter, ca. 1530-1599
-- Criginger, Johann, 1521-1571 -- Stella, Tilemann, 1525-1589 -- Dryander, Johann, 1500-1560 -- Mellinger, Johannes, ca. 1538-1603

1 atlas (340 leaves) : 160 hand col. maps and views ; 46 cm.


VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1606 (NLO)

Atlases, British - 1606<<>>Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598
The Theatre of the whole world. London. 1606.
Purchas his Pilgrimage: Or Relations of the world and the religions observed in all ages and places discovered, from the creation wnto this present. Contayning a theoloeical and geographicall historie of Asia, Africa, and America, with the ilands adjacent. Declaring the ancient religions before the floud, the heathenis, lewish, and Saracenical in all ages since ... / by Samuel Purchas. London : Printed by William Stansby for Henrie Fetherstone, 1626.

Authors: Purchas, Samuel, 1577?-1629 -- Hondius, Jodocus, 1563-1612 -- Stansby, William, fl. 1597-1638 -- Featherstone, Henry, d. 1647 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Fetherstone, Henry, d. 1647 SEE Featherstone, Henry, d. 1647

[40], 1047 [i.e. 1051], [35] p. : illus., 24 maps (1 fold.); 35 cm.

"The fourth edition, much enlarged with additions, and illustrated with mappes through the whole worke and three whole treatises annexed, one of Russia and other northeasterne regions by Sr. Ierome Horsey, the second of the Gulfe of Bengal by Master William Method, the third of the Saracenical Empire, translated out of Arabike by T. Erpenius."

Bound uniformly with the author's Pilgrimes, London, 1625, and lettered: Purchas his Pilgrimes. vol. V.

Includes maps engraved by Jodocus Hondius. Maps also cataloged separately.

VAULT Ayer 110 .P9 1626 (NLO)

7757

Atlases, British - 1627-1629. A Prospect of the most famous parts of the world (1627)


1 atlas (xv, 44 (i.e. 86), 5-8 (i.e. 6), 43-56 p. illus., 29 fold. maps, port); 46 cm.

Facsimile of original published London, 1627; reproduced from original in the Library of Congress.

With an introd by R.A. Skelton.

"Maps and text added in the 1676 edition of Speed's Prospect": p. 43-56 (4th group)

Bibliography: p. xiv-xv.

Maps and texts added in 1676 ed.: p. 43-56.

Series: Theatrum Orbis Terrarum series of atlases in facsimile, 3d ser., v. 6


72-1281

Formerly Map6C 6

LC Card Number: map67000400

Map Ref oversize G1025 .T37 ser. 3, v. 6 (NLO)

Atlases, British - 1635

Historia mundi: or, Mercator's atlas: containing his Cosmographical description of the fabricke and figure of the world: lately rectified in divers places, as also beautified and enlarged with new mappes and tables by the studious industry of Ivdocvs Hondy ; Englished by W.S. [i.e. Wye Saltonstall]. London : Printed by T. Cotes for Michael Sparke and Samuel Cartwright, 1635.


1 atlas (12 p. l., 56 [i.e. 58], 8 (i.e. 10), 407 [i.e. 403], 930 [i.e. 922], 32 p. : ill., diagr., port., 183 maps (1 folded)); 30 cm.

Dedication signed: Wye Saltonstall.

Added title page, engraved.

Numerous errors in paging.

"The chorographical description of the Lake Lemann, and the adjacent places. By James Goulart": p. 409-413 [i.e. 403-407]

The Special Collections shelflist, accession no. "NL 26-596a", notes "This copy has the map of Virginia, but Smith's New England is wanting."

The Ralph Hall map of Virginia, dated 1636, was noted as missing in July 2005 following its theft by Edward Forbes Smiley III; returned from the Conservation Lab in March 2013, and separately cataloged as map1F G3880 1636 .H3

References: Phillips 4255; STC 17824.

Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 600.

VAULT folio Ayer 135 .M5 1635 (NLO)
Atlases, British - 1637
Historia mundi, or, Mercator's atlas : containing his cosmographical descriptions of the fabricke and figure of the world / lately rectified in divers places, as also beutified and enlarged with new mappes and tables by the studious industrie of Iodocous Hondy ; Englished by W.S. ... London : Printed for Michaell Sparke, and are to be sowld in Greene Arboiure, 1637.
Authors: Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594 -- Hondius, Jodocus, 1563-1612 -- Sparke, Michael, d. 1653 -- Saltonstall, Wye, fl. 1630-1640 -- Cotes, Thomas, d. 1641 -- Cartwright, Samuel, d. 1650 -- Gouart, Jacques, 1580-ca. 1622 -- Hall, Ralph, fl. 1637 -- Smith, John, 1580-1631 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (12 p. l., 56 [58, 2], 930 [i.e. 922], [32] p. : ill., 183 maps) ; 29 cm.
'Second edition.'
Imprint and edition statement from engraved title page.
Imprint on letterpress title page (from the 1st ed.): Printed by T. Cotes, for Michael Sparke and Samuel Cartwright, 1635.
'The chorographicall description of the Lake Lemann. By James Gouart': p. 409-413, [i.e. 403-407]
This copy has the map of Virginia by Ralph Hall printed for Michaell Sparke, and are to be sowld at his shop in Popes head Pallace, 1646.
1 atlas (5 parts in 1 v.) : 89 maps, front., port., coats-of-arms ; 43 cm.
Part [1] is a general atlas of the world. Parts [2-5] comprise atlases of the British Isles with separate title pages: The Theatre of the empire of Great Britayne: presenting ... England, Scotland, Ireland ... 1627 ... sold by George Humble ... The Second booke containing the principality of Wales ... 1646 -- The Third booke: containing ... Scotland ... 1646 -- The Fourth booke containing ... Ireland ... 1646.
Letterpress text printed on map versos.
Bookplate of Wadham Wyndham.
Maps also cataloged separately.
References: Phillips, no. 451; STC 17825; Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 601.
VAULT folio Ayer 135 .M5 1637 (NLO)

Atlases, British - 1646
[A Prospect of most famous parts of world ... J]. London : W. Humble, 1646.
Authors: Speed, John, 1552?-1629 -- Humble, William, 1612-1686 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ; 11 x 16 cm.
Lacking title page.
Bound with Speed, John. England, Wales, Scotland and Ireland described and abridged ... ([London: G. Humble], 1627).
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 603.
VAULT Ayer 135 .S7 1646 (NLO)

Atlases, British - 1646-1666
Great Britain - Maps - 1646-1666
Wales - Maps - 1646-1666
Scotland - Maps - 1646-1666
Ireland - Maps - 1646
A Prospect of the most famous parts of the world : viz. Asia, Africa, Europe, America with these kingdomes therein contained ... : together with all the provinces, counties, and shires, contained in that large theator of Great Brittaines empire / performed by John Speed. London : Printed by John Legatt, for William Humble, and are to be sold at his shop in Popes-head Pallace, 1646.
2 maps (1 atlas) : 46 maps, ill., 183 maps) ; 29 cm.
Maps also cataloged separately.
References: Phillips, no. 451; STC 17825; Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 601.
VAULT Ayer 135 .M5 1637 (NLO)

Atlases, British - 1646 (Provisional Heading)
Prospect of most famous parts of world. London : W. Humble, 1646.
Authors: Speed, John, 1552?-1629 -- Keere, Pieter van den, 1571-ca. 1646 -- Humble, William, 1612-1686 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
Atlases, British - 1670 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Ogilby, John, 1600-1676 -- Johnson, T. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 41 maps ; 422 x 285 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases, British - 1673 (Provisional Heading)

Travels & history of Turkish Empire. London : J. Williams, 1673.
Authors: Sandsys, George -- Williams, J. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 28 maps ; 308 x 202 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases, British - 1675

A Prospect of the most famous parts of the world. London : Printed by W.G., 1675.
Authors: Speed, John, 1552?--1629 -- Keere, Pieter van den, 1571-ca. 1646 -- W. G., fl. 1675 -- G., W., fl. 1675 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
276 p. : maps ; 12 x 18 cm.
Ayer 6799
NL 32-6080
VAULT Ayer 135 .S7e 1676 (NLO)


The Theatre of the Empire of Great-Britain, presenting an exact geography of the kingdom of England, Scotland, Ireland, and the isles adjoining ... together with a prospect of the most famous parts of the world, viz. Asia, Africa, Europe, America ... London : Printed for T. Bassett and R. Chiswell, 1676.
"New ed. ..."
Letterpress title page.
Maps variously dated 1676-1676. Letterpress text printed on map versos. Maps also cataloged separately.
Ayer 6803.
NL 32-6648

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .S7 1676 (NLO)

7768

**Atlases, British - 1677**


Authors: Seller, John, fl. 1658-1698 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v.; 14 cm.

**Ayer 8.9 S46 1677 (NLO)**

7769

**Atlases, British - 1679 (Provisional Heading)**


Authors: Seller, John, fl. 1658-1698 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v.: 48 maps; 112 x 77 mm.

NMM432

Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).

Phillips 490

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)** (PrCt)

7770

**Atlases, British - 1680-1683** South Holland (Netherlands) - Maps - 1680-1683


1 atlas (2 v.): ill., 174 maps; 57 cm.

Edition of The English atlas (Koeman-Krog 1:451) without text.


Place of publication and publisher statement from v. 2 title page.

Publication date from Koeman-Krog 1:452; publication date on v. 2 title page: 1681.

Maps also by Johannes van den Aveele, Balthasar Florisz. van Berckenrode, Abraham van den Broeck, Abraham van den Broeck, Willebord van der Burght, Gerard Coeck, Johann Amos Comenius, Ubbo Emmsius, Gerard Freitag, Johann Michael Gigas, Olaus Joannis Gothus, Evert Hamersvelt, Jan Jansson, Pieter van den Keere, Francis Lamb, Michael Florent van Langren, Johann Lauremborg, Wolfgang Lazio, J. van Loon, Eilhard Lubin, Isaac Massa, Gerhard Mercator, Adriaan Metius, Adam Olearius, Frederick Palbitzke, Cornelis van Pijnacker, Nicolas Rittershus, Salomon Rogiers, Francis van Schoten, Bartholomäus Scultetus, Tilemman Stella, Jean Surhon, Evert van Hamersveldt Symons, Nicolaes Visscher, Johann Westenberg, and Bartholdo Wicheringe; engraving by Frederick Hendrick van Hove.

Includes map of South Holland derived from earlier work by Balthasar Florisz. van Berckenrode (vol. 2, plate XV, second sequence).

In 2 vols., but includes indexes for all 4 vols. of Koeman-Krog 1:451.

Includes directions for the binder, publishers’ advertisements, and subscription list.

Engraved title pages; head- and tail-pieces.

Relief shown pictorially.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Koeman-Krog. Koeman’s Atlantes Neerlandici, 1:452; variant of Koeman, C. Atlantes Neerlandici, Me 183; variant of Phillips 7785.

**Baskes oversize G1015 .P58 1680 (NLO)**

7771

**Atlases, British - 1680-1689** Ireland - Maps - 1680-1689


Authors: Berry, William, fl. 1669-1708 -- Petty, William, Sir, 1623-1687 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (8 p. : 39 maps); 65 cm. in 2 portfolios

'This collection of English maps by William Berry is sometimes known as the English Sanson atlas. The maps were published separately at various dates, and the atlas was issued without title-page.' -- Phillips 3442.

Includes maps by William Petty and Nicolas Sanson.

Scale not given.

Maps also cataloged separately.
Atlastes, British - 1698-1703
New voyage round the world ... London : J. Knaptone, 1698-1703.
Authors: Dampier, William, 1652-1715 --
Knaptone, James, -1738 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
3 v. in 2 : plates, maps (part fold.) ; 19 cm.
The 3d ed. cor.
VAULT Ayer 118 .D2 1698 (NLO)

Atlastes, British - 1700
Authors: Dampier, William, 1652-1715 --
Knaptone, James, -1738 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
[8], 184, 132, [3], 112, [76] p. : fold. maps ; 20 cm.
2nd ed.
'In three parts, viz. 1. A supplement of the voyage round the world, describing the countreys of Tonquin, Achin, Malacca, &c., their product, inhabitants, manners, trade, policy, &c. 2. Two voyages to Campeachy : with a description of the coasts, product, inhabitants, logwood cutting, trade, &c. of Jucatan, Campeachy, New-Spain, &c. 3. A discourse of trade-winds, breezes, storms, seasons of the year, tides and currents of the torrid zone throughout the world : with an account of Natal in Africk, its product, negro's, &c.'
Wing D166.
38403
VAULT Ayer 118 D2 1700 (NLO)

Atlastes, British - 1700
Authors: Seller, John, fl. 1658-1698 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 34 maps ; 14 cm.
Phillips 529.
VAULT Ayer 135 .S4 1700 (NLO)

Atlastes, British - 1700
Historical geography - Maps
A New sett of maps both of antient and present geography : wherein not only the latitude and longitude of many places are corrected according to the latest observations, but also the most remarkable differences of antient and present geography may be quickly discern'd by a bare inspection or comparing of correspondent maps, which seems to be the most natural and easy method to lead young students (for whose use the work is principally intended) unto a competent knowledge of the geographic science : together with a geographical treatise particularly adapted to the use and design of these maps / by Edward Wells M.A. and student of Christ-Church, Oxon. Oxford : Printed at the Theater, 1700.
1 atlas (1 p. l., 41 maps) ; 43 x 55 cm.
Incomplete: "Geographical treatise" wanting.
Title-page and list of maps on the recto of the first leaf: originally intended to be folded once and bound as double maps.
Maps also cataloged separately.
References: Phillips 531; Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 631.
12054.
NL 34-7664.
oversize Ayer 135 .W4 1700 (NLO)

Atlastes, British - 1700 - Manuscripts
Facsimiles-Manuscript maps - Facsimiles [Outline atlas of the world, drawn on a spherical projection, about year 1700]. [19--].
Authors: Thetott, Philip Jacob -- British Library.
Add. Ms. 5414 B -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas
Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1700 manuscript atlas.
MapPhoto England BL Add. Ms. 5414 B (PrCt)

A New sett of maps both of antient and present geography : wherein not only the latitude and longitude of many places are corrected according to the latest observations, but also the most remarkable differences of antient and present geography may be quickly discern'd by a bare inspection or comparing of correspondent maps, which seems to be the most natural and easy method to lead young students (for whose use the work is principally intended) unto a competent knowledge of the geographic science : together with a geographical treatise particularly adapted to the use and design of these maps / by Edward Wells. Oxford : Printed at the Theater, 1701.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

7778 Atlastes, British - 1701<>>>Geography - 1701

7779 Atlastes, British - 1703-1709

7780 Atlastes, British - 1703<>>>Geography - 1703

7781 Atlastes, British - 1705 (Provisional Heading)
Navigantium: collection voyages & travels. London : T. Bennet, 1705. Authors: Harris, John, active 1680-1739 or 1740 -- Moll, Herman, -1732 -- Bennet, T. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 2 v. : 8 maps ; 397 x 255 mm. 1st ed. (of9);C:HMoll Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

7782 Atlastes, British - 1708-1725
[Modern geography : or, all the known countries in the world ...]. [London : T. Bowles, 1708-1725]. Authors: Senex, John, -1740 -- Bowles, Thomas, -1767 -- L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 34 fold. maps ; 69 x 29 cm. Title-page wanting; author, title and imprint from Phillips 550. Maps variously dated 1708-1725. 'The last seven maps are copied from de L'Isle's ancient geography.' ICN 47-643 25556 oversize Ayer 135 .S5 1708 (NLO)

7783 Atlastes, British - 1709
7784  
**Atlasts, British - 1709 (Provisional Heading)**  
Authors: Moll, Herman, -1732 -- Churchill,  
Awnsham, d. 1728 -- Churchill, John, fl.  
1690-1714 -- Child, Timothy -- Welsh, Howard  
E., 1917-1990 -- Roger S. Baskets Collection  
(Newberry Library)  
1 atlas : 43 maps ; 204 x 130 mm.  
Previous owner: Welsh; maps=A1762  
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet  
by R. Baskets).  
Phillips 553  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection.  
**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)**  
(PrCtl)

7785  
**Atlasts, British - 1711**  
* An Account of several late voyages and  
discoveries : I. John Narbrough's voyage to the  
South-Sea by the command of King Charles the  
Second ... II. Captain J. Tasman's discoveries on  
the coast of the south terra incognita. III. Captain  
J. Wood's attempt to discover a northeast  
passage to China. IV. F. Marten's observations  
made in Greenland and other northern countries.  
London : D. Brown [etc.], 1711.  
Authors: Narbrough, John, Sir, 1640-1688 --  
Tasman, Abel Janszoon, 1603?--1659 -- Wood,  
John,Captain -- Martens, Friedrich, 1635-1699 --  
Robinson, Tancred, Sir, d. 1748 -- Browne,  
Daniel, 1647-1727  
2 pts. in 1 v. front., plates (part fold.) fold. maps  
20 cm.  
nat. biog. and E. G. Cox, Reference guide to the  
OCLC 3005940.  
**Case G 12.016 (NLO)**

7786  
**Atlasts, British - 1711-1717**  
* Atlas geographus, or, A compleat system of  
geography, ancient and modern. [London] :  
Printed by J. Nutt, and sold by B. Barker ... and J.  
Morphew ..., 1711-1717.  
Authors: Moll, Herman, -1732 -- Nutt, John --  
Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)  
5 v. : maps (part fold., part col.) ; 22 cm.  
‘Containing what is of most use in Bleau,  
Varenius, Cellarius, Cluverius, Baudrand,  
Brietius, Sanson, etc. ... Illustrated with about 100  
new maps... ’:  
NL 31-4148  
**Ayer 135 .A8 1711 (NLO)**

7787  
**Atlasts, British - 1711-1766**  
* [Bowles's universal atlas]. [London : printed for  
John Bowles at the Black Horse in Cornhill &  
Carrington Bowles next the Chapter House in St.  
Pauls Church Yard, 1711-1766].  
Authors: Bowles, John, 1701-1779 -- Bowles,  
Carrington, 1724-1793 -- Palairet, Jean,  
1697-1774 -- Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon  
d', 1697-1782 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles,  
1688-1766 -- Delarochette, L. (Louis), 1731-1802  
-- Mitchell, John, 1711-1768 -- Bellin, Jacques  
Nicolas, 1703-1772 -- Bayly, J. -- Leslie, Charles,  
approximately 1699-1769 -- Mosley, Charles,  
approximately 1720-approximately 1770 --  
Rutherford, Andrew, active 1745 -- Petty, William,  
Sir, 1623-1687 -- Rocque, John, -1762 -- Dury,  
Andrew -- Mayer, Tobias, 1723-1762 -- Reynolds,  
R., active 1760 -- Gibson, J. (John), active  
1750-1792 -- Bowen, Emanuel, -1767 -- Hübner,  
Johann, 1668-1731 -- Homann, Johann Baptist,  
1663-1724 -- Kosmographische Gesellschaft --  
Rouver, Abraham, active 1760 -- Ligonier, John,  
1680-1770 -- Kitchin, Thomas, 1718-1784 --  
L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Michelot,  
Henri -- Nolin, Jean Baptiste, 1648-1708 --  
Rocque, Mary Ann -- Bowles, Thomas, -1767 --  
Académie royale des sciences (France) --  
Imperatorskaíà akademiíà nauk (Russia) -- Royal  
Society (Great Britain) -- Senex, John, -1740 --  
Evans, Lewis, 1700?-1756 -- Sheffield, Mr.,  
active 1749 -- Browne, Patrick, 1720?-1790 --  
Dusauzet, A. G. -- Cole, James, active  
1725-1745 -- Halley, Edmond, 1656-1742 --  
Newton, Isaac, 1642-1727 -- Whiston, William,  
1667-1752 -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- John  
Bowles and Son -- Templeman, Thomas, -1729 --  
Bowen, Thomas, -1790 -- Bowles, Thomas, -1767 --  
Palairet, John, 1697-1774 SEE Palairet,  
Jean, 1697-1774 -- Rutherford, Andrew, active  
1745 SEE Rutherford, Andrew, active 1745 --  
Cosmographical Society of Nuremberg SEE  
Kosmographische Gesellschaft -- Dufauzet, A. G.  
SEE Dusauzet, A. G. -- Rocque, M. A. (Mary  
Ann) SEE Rocque, Mary Ann  
1 atlas (unfoliated) : ill., 40 hand col. maps ; 55 cm.  
Title supplied by cataloger (same as binder's  
spine title).  
Variant title: Bowle's universal atlas  
Composite atlas bound together without title  
page.  
Imprint from first map.  
19 maps include the imprints of John Bowles and  
Carrington Bowles.  
13 maps are variously dated 1711-1766; all  
others undated.  
Includes maps signed by, derived from, engraved  
by, printed by, published by, or dedicated to:  
Académie royale des sciences (France), J.  
Anville, J. Bayly, J. Bellin, E. Bowen, T. Bowen,  
John Bowles and Son (firm), T. Bowles, P.  
Browne, J. Cole, L. Delarochette, A. Dury, J.  
Gibson, E. Halley, J. Homann, J. Hübner,  
Imperatorskaíà akademiíà nauk (the Imperial  
Academy of St. Petersburg), Kosmographische  
Gesellschaft (Cosmographical Society of  
Nuremberg), T. Kitchin, C. Leslie, J. Ligonier, G.  
de L'Isle, T. Mayer, H. Michelot, J. Mitchell, I.  

Phillips 553 and 3477.  
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 641.  
**Ayer 135 .M7 1709 (NLO)**


C: Herman Moll? Includes maps illustrating ancient history. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

7789 Atlases, British - 1713 Atlas manuæule: or, A new sett of maps of all the parts of the earth... Wherein geography is rectify'd, by reforming the old maps according to the modern observations. And the coasts of all countries are laid down, agreeable to Mr. Edmund Halley's own map ... London : Printed for J. Churchill ... and T. Childes ..., 1713. Authors: Moll, Herman, -1732 -- Churchill, John, fl. 1690-1714 -- Childes, Timothy -- Child, Timothy SEE Childes, Timothy 1 atlas (v, [3] p. 43 double maps) ; 20 cm. Maps 35 to 43 relate to America. Title in black and red.

Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 647 G 1007 .579 (NLO)

7790 Atlases, British - 1715 (Provisional Heading) Meteorological essays. London : J. Hooke, 1715. Authors: Barlow -- Hooke, J. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. : 12 maps ; 196 x 128 mm.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. References: Phillips 3477; copies at in LC and Yale Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)
7796 Atlasses, British - 1720 (Provisional Heading) Complete history of remarkable sea transactions. London : J. Walthoe, 1720. Authors: Burchett, Josiah -- Moll, Herman, -1732 -- Walthoe, John, 1657 or 8-1744 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. : 9 maps ; 303 x 205 mm. 1st ed. (5Vin1);C:HMoll;5NMM1017;Sabin9205 Includes maps illustrating history. Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes). Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt).


Several maps dated 1719 and 1720.

Includes index.

Title in double line border; t.p. in black and red; title vignette; initials; head- and tail-pieces.

Vol. 2 lacks title page.

Printed in double columns.


"Directions for the binder to place the maps."--P. [1] first sequence.


Scales differ.

Maps also cataloged separately.

Duplicate copy (2 vols. in 1): Baskes oversize G1015 .S57 1721

References: Phillips 563; Shirley, R. Maps in the atlases, T.Sen-2a; Sabin 52769; ESTC T206837

LC Card Number: 74654137

Ayer 7466-67

NL 33-503

oversize Ayer 135 .S5 1721 (NLO)


Authors: Moll, Herman, -1732 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 32 maps ; 198 x 168 mm.

NMM399:Black,19

Includes maps illustrating ancient history.

Phillips 38

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

7799  Atlases, British - 1721<<<<>Senex, John, d. 1740 - Bilbiography  A New general atlas: containing a geographical and historical account of all the empires, kingdoms, and other dominions of the world, with the natural history and trade of each country / taken from the best authors, particularly Cluverius [et al.] ... to which is prefix’d an introduction to geography, rendering the principal part of that science easy, and containing all that is necessary for the ready understanding of maps, together with a copious index, the maps are all engraved or revised by Mr. Senex, are laid down according to the observations communicated to the English Royal Society, the French Royal Academy of Sciences, and those made by the latest travellers, and the descriptions suited to the course of each map, which has not been observ’d in any other atlas.

London : Daniel Browne ; Thomas Taylor ; John Darby ; John Senex ; William Taylor ; Joseph Smith ; Andrew Johnston ; William Bray ; Edward Symon, 1721.


Some maps engraved by J. Harris and S. Parker.

Several maps dated 1719.

Includes index.

Title in double line border; t.p. in black and red; title vignette; initials; head- and tail-pieces.

Printed in double columns.

Some maps hand colored in outline.


"Directions for the binder to place the maps."--P. [1] first sequence.


Scales differ.

Laid in: Facsimile of "A catalogue of globes, maps, &c. made by the late John Senex ..." Previously owned by H.E. Welsh.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).

Duplicate copy (in 2 volumes): oversize Ayer 135 .S5 1721

References: Phillips 563; Shirley, R. Maps in the atlases, T.Sen-2a; Sabin 52769; ESTC T206837

LC Card Number: 74654137

Baskes oversize G1015 .S57 1721 (PrCt)


Authors: Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 34 map plates ; 69 cm.

Phillips 550

oversize Ayer 135 .S5 1708 (NLO)


Authors: Moll, Herman, -1732 -- Brockwell, Charles -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 2 maps ; 204 x 123 mm.

mapsPortugal,Brazil:prov:DukeBraganza

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)


Authors: Moll, Herman, 1727.

References: Phillips 563; Shirley, R. Maps in the atlases, T.Sen

LC Card Number: 74654137


Authors: Moll, Herman, -1732 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 32 maps ; 198 x 168 mm.

NMM399:Black,19

Includes maps illustrating ancient history.

Phillips 38

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Authors: Moll, Herman, -1732 -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 32 maps ; 225 x 180 mm.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Phillips 4281
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

7803

Atlantis maritimus & commercialis; or, A general view of the world, so far as relates to trade and navigation: describing all the coasts, ports, harbours, and noted rivers ... Together with a large account of the commerce carried on by sea ... as likewise of all inland trade by means of navigable rivers ... To which are added sailing directions for all the known coasts and islands on the globe; with a sett of sea-charts ... the greatest part according to a new globular projection ... The use of the projection justified by Dr. Halley. To which are subjoin'd two large hemispheres on the plane of the equinoctial; containing all the stars in the Britannic Catalogue: of great use to sailors for finding the latitude in the night. London : Printed for James and John Knapton, William and John Inns, John Darby, Arthur Bettesworth, John Osborn, Thomas Longman, John Senex, Edward Symon, Andrew Johnston, and the executors of William Taylor deceas'd, 1728.
1 atlas (2 parts in 1 volume) : 3 preliminary leaves, iii, [9], 340 [i.e. 344], vi, 3-196, [11] p. : maps (part double, part fold.) ; 55 cm.
Issued anonymously; probably the work of John Harris, John Senex, Henry Wilson, and Edmund Halley. Cf. Phillips 3298.
The preface and chapters of geographical and historical description have been attributed to Daniel Defoe. Cf. Moore, no. 501.
Includes maps associated with E. Wright and J. Merry, and maps engraved by S. Parker.
Title page of part 2 reads: A General coasting pilot; containing directions for sailing ... with a sett of sea-charts ... Also two large hemispheres on the plane of the equinoctial ... To all of which are prefix'd, directions for mariners, whereby the use of the globular charts is made plain and easy ... By Nathaniel Cutler.
Lacking 2 celestial charts?
Page 75-78 in [pt.1] repeated; includes other errors in paging.
Title page in red and black; head- and tail-pieces; initials.
Maps also cataloged separately.
References: Phillips 20112
ICN 42-1239
oversize Ayer 135 .A83 1728 (NLO)

7804
Atlases, British - 1729
Authors: Dampier, William, 1652-1715 -- Knapton, James, -1738 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
5 v. in 4 : ill., plates (part fold.), maps (part fold., incl. fronts.: v.1, 3, 4) ; 21 cm.
A collected issue (with additions) of Dampier's voyages, previously published in separate volumes, London, 1698 to 1706.
Volume 1 added title: A New voyage round the world ... . The 7th ed., cor. 1729.
Volume 2 title: A Collection of voyages ... 1729.
[4th ed.]
Volume 4 title: A collection of voyages ... 1729.
38398-401
Ayer 118 D2 1729 (NLO)

7805
Atlases, British - 1729 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Dampier, William, 1652-1715 -- Moll, Herman, -1732 -- James and John Knapton (Firm) -- Knapton (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Knapton (James and John) SEE James and John Knapton (Firm)
5 v. : 40 maps ; 200 x 130 mm.
C:HMoll;1NMM92-96;+24pls
Includes nautical charts.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

7806
Atlases, British - 1732-1735
The World described; or, A new and correct sett of maps ... [London] : T. Bowles, [between 1732 and 1735].
Authors: Moll, Herman, -1732 -- L'Ise, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Bowles, Thomas, -1767 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (60 leaves (most folded)) : 30 maps

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
7807 Portions of this entry were taken from the historical atlas volumes of the Mireille de Thoyras, Nicolas Tindal, and Paul Knapton. The original title is "Histoire d'Angleterre," translated into English by Nicolas Tindal. Maps were issued to accompany many editions of Paul Rapin de Thoyras's Histoire d'Angleterre. The maps lack the title page but include a list of the maps and additional notes by N. Tindal. The maps were engraved by I. Basire, E. Bowen, J. Mynde, and R.W. Seale. The atlas is dated 1732 and was published by James, John and Paul Knapton, London. The atlas contains 75 maps and plans, and it is oversize (Ayer 135.M7 1730). The collection is part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

7808 The Atlas of Great Britain and Ireland of 1732 by Paul Knapton. This atlas is a historical atlas that was translated into English with additional notes by N. Tindal. It includes maps illustrating the history of Great Britain and Ireland. The atlas is part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

7809 The Atlas of Great Britain and Ireland of 1732 by Paul Knapton. This atlas is a historical atlas that was translated into English with additional notes by N. Tindal. It includes maps illustrating the history of Great Britain and Ireland. The atlas is part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

7810 The Atlas of Great Britain and Ireland of 1732 by Paul Knapton. This atlas is a historical atlas that was translated into English with additional notes by N. Tindal. It includes maps illustrating the history of Great Britain and Ireland. The atlas is part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

7811 The Atlas of Great Britain and Ireland of 1732 by Paul Knapton. This atlas is a historical atlas that was translated into English with additional notes by N. Tindal. It includes maps illustrating the history of Great Britain and Ireland. The atlas is part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

7812 The Atlas of Great Britain and Ireland of 1732 by Paul Knapton. This atlas is a historical atlas that was translated into English with additional notes by N. Tindal. It includes maps illustrating the history of Great Britain and Ireland. The atlas is part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

For more information, refer to the title page of this volume.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases, British - 1740-1763
The World described; or, A new and correct sett of maps ... London : Tho. Bowles, [between 1740 and 1763].
Authors: Moll, Herman, -1732 -- Bowles, Thomas, -1767 -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library)
1 vol. : 30 fold. hand col. maps ; 65 x 32 cm.
Title from broadside table of contents pasted inside front cover.
For publishing history of this atlas see Stevens, Henry. The World described ... (London: H. Stevens, Son & Stiles, 1952) [Microfilm 369]
This list calls for 30 maps - cf. Stevens, contents lists G - J.
Condition: Covers detached, leather much deteriorated, 10 maps loose.
Some maps torn at folds, but overall condition of maps very good to fine.
Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection.
Previous location: A-11 (a wrapped parcel, not a box).
AMcN III PC 3730 (PrCt)

Atlases, British - 1742 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Cellarius, Christoph, 1638-1707 -- Seale, Richard William -- Toms, W. H. (William Henry), ca. 1700-ca. 1750 -- John and Paul Knapton (Firm) -- Knapton (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 33 maps ; 250 x 205 mm.
E:RWSeale&WHToms;Ed:PMorant;'Nord42
Includes maps illustrating ancient history.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Authors: Rapin de Thoyras, M. (Paul), 1661-1725 -- Tindal, N. (Nicolas), 1687-1774 -- Basire, Isaac, 1704-1768 -- Bowen, Emanuel, -1767 -- John and Paul Knapton (Firm) -- Knapton (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
-- Knapton (John and Paul) SEE John and Paul Knapton (Firm)
2 v. + atlas (77 maps ; 427 x 300 mm.)
C&E:JasBasire,RWSeale,EmanBowen
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Phillips 8019
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)
Angola, Benguela, and adjacent countries. Description of the countries along the eastern coast of Africa, from Cape of Good Hope to Cape Guarda Fuy. Voyages and travels in China, 1655-1722-- v.4. Description of China, of Korea, eastern Tartary and Tibet. Travels through Tartary, Tibet, and Buhkaria, to and from China, 1246-1698. OCLC 2045114.

G 12 .62 (NLO)

7819 Atlases, British - 1745 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Osborne, Thomas, d. 1767 -- Moll, Herman, -1732 -- Oxford University Press -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
2 v. : 37 maps ; 371 x 245 mm.
1st ed.
C:HermanMoll;Sabin57765
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

7820 Atlases, British - 1746

Authors: Churchill, Awnsham, d. 1728 -- Linto, H. 6 v. : 36 cm.
3rd ed.
G 12 .1703 (NLO)

7821 Atlases, British - 1746 (Provisional Heading)

English traveller, V1. London : ReadT, 1746.
Authors: Read, Thomas -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 13 maps ; 177 x 115 mm.
Hodson197
Shirley, Rodney W. Maps in the atlases of The British Library (2004) T.Read-1
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

7822 Atlases, British - 1747 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Astley, Thomas, d. 1759 -- Green, Thomas -- Kitchin, Thomas, 1718-1784 -- Child, G. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
4 v. : 113 maps ; 260 x 217 mm.
1NMM36;Ed:ThosGreen;E:Kitchin&GChild
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

7823 Atlases, British - 1748<<>>Anson, George Anson, Baron, 1697-1762 - Voyages, 1740-1744 (Provisional Heading)

Voyage round the world 1740-44. London : Knapton, 1748.
Authors: Anson, George Anson, Baron, 1697-1762 -- Seale, Richard William -- John and Paul Knapton (Firm) -- Knapton (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 38 maps ; 297 x 238 mm.
Ed:RWalter;C:RWSeale;Nord326
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

7824 Atlases, British - 1749<<>>Anson, George Anson, Baron, 1697-1762 - Voyages, 1740-1744

A Voyage round the world in the years MDCCXL, I, II, III, IV. London : John and Paul Knapton, 1749.
Authors: Walter, Richard, 1716?--1785 -- Seale, Richard William -- Anson, George Anson, Baron, 1697-1762 -- Knapton, John, 1696-1770 -- Knapton, Paul, fl. 1735-1770
[20], 417, [1] p., xlii folded leaves of plates : ill., maps, plans ; 26 cm. (4to)
The 5th ed.
'Illustrated with forty-two copper-plates.'
'A Chart of the channel in the Philippines islands through which the Manila galeon passes together with the adjacent islands' detached and filed as Ayer p133 C48 1749.
OCLC 10468112.
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 1189.
G 13.9522 (NLO)

7825 Atlases, British - 1749 (Provisional Heading)

Preceptor. Dublin : Faulkner, 1749.
Authors: Bowen, Emanuel, -1767 -- Faulkner -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
2 v. : 6 maps ; 208 x 135 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

7826 Atlases, British - 1751-1755

[Atlas to accompany] The Universal dictionary of trade and commerce / translated from the French of the celebrated Monsieur Savary ... with large additions and improvements, incorporated throughout the whole work ... by Malachy Postlethwayt, Esq. London : Postlethwayt, Printed for John and Paul Knapt, in Ludgate-Street, 1751-1755.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Knapton (Firm) -- Teston Library -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([24] folded leaves of plates : 24 maps ; 42 cm.)
Atlas issued without title page to accompany 2-volume text; this copy lacks title volumes.
Translation of Jacques Savary des Brulons' Dictionnaire universel de commerce, a work completed by the author’s brother, Philiemon Louis Savary. Cf. ESTC.
Title pages in red and black; title vignette signed: J. Basire sculp.
Allegorical frontispiece: C. Mosley fecit.
Includes index.
Illustrated bookplate of Teston Library signed: Brook sc., engraver to His Majesty, 302 Strand.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: ESTC N35479; Sabin 77278; Shirely, R. Map in the atlases of the British Library, G.Post-1a
Baskes oversize HF1001 .S2813 1751 (NLO)

Atlases, British - 1752
[A Selection of maps from Bowen’s A complete atlas or distinct view of the known world. Together with several maps by Thomas Kitchin].
Authors: Bowen, Emanuel, -1767 -- Bowen, Emanuel, -1767. A Complete atlas or distinct view of the known world (1752) -- Kitchin, Thomas, 1718-1784 -- Innys, William, d. 1756
1 atlas (34 maps on 35 sheets, part. fold.) ; 39 cm.
Lacking title page.
Maps by Kitchin (not located in Phillips): British dominions in America; Italy; Lower Saxony (2 pl.)
Bookplate of S. Laing.
Case folio G 10 .1073 (NLO)

Atlases, British - 1754-1763
The World described; or, A new and correct sett of maps ... (London) : John Bowles, print and map seller in ... Cornhill, (between 1754 and 1763?).
Authors: Moll, Herman, -1732 -- Jefferys, Thomas, -1771 -- L’Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Evans, Lewis, 1700?-1756 -- Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d’, 1697-1782 -- Bowles, John, 1701-1779
1 atlas ([1] p. : 37 maps (part fold., part double)) ; 64 x 54 cm.
Title and publisher taken from leaf pasted on front endleaf; date of publication estimated from Stevens, Henry. The World described ... (London: H. Stevens, Son & Stiles, 1952) [Microfilm 369]
Of the 30 maps originally belonging to this atlas, 28 are by Herman Moll and 2 by Guillaume de l'Isle; of the 7 additional maps inserted, 5 are by Thomas Jefferys, 1 each by Lewis Evans and J.B.B. d'Anville.
Phillips 554.
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 642.
33320
NL 40-6071.
Case oversize G 1007 .58 (NLO)

Atlases, British - 1755
Authors: Palairet, Jean, 1697-1774 -- Nourse, J. (John), d. 1780 -- Vaillant, P. -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 53 maps ; 56 cm.
Phillips 3502.
oversize Ayer 135 .P15 1755 (NLO)

Atlases, British - 1755
Universal dictionary of trade & commerce.
London : Knapton, 1755.
2 v. : 26 maps ; 433 x 275 mm.
1st ed.
Maps by Bowen, Kitchin, and Seale.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
References: Sabin77278; Buck 11
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases, British - 1755 (Provisional Heading)
Geographia classica, or geography of the ancients. London : T. & J. Bowles & Son, 1755.
Authors: Moll, Herman, -1732 -- Bowles, Thomas, -1767 -- Bowles, John, 1701-1779 -- John Bowles and Son -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 30 maps ; 200 x 163 mm.
(ofo32)
Includes maps illustrating ancient history.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases, British - 1756
A Compendium of authentic and entertaining voyages, digested in a chronological series. The whole exhibiting a clear view of the customs, manners, religion, government, commerce, and natural history of most nations in the known world ... London : R. and J. Dodsley [etc.], 1756.
Authors: Smollett, Tobias George, 1721-1771 -- Dodsley, Robert, 1703-1764 -- Dodsley, James, 1724-1797 -- Conyers, John
7 v. : front. (v. 7), plates (part fold.), ports., 26 maps and plans (part fold.) ; 17 cm.
Attributed to Smollett in Cushing, W. Anon.
Atlases, British - 1756 (Provisional Heading)

Naval history of Britain. London : T. Osborne, 1756.
Authors: Berkley, George -- Osborne, Thomas, d. 1767 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 5 maps ; 418 x 265 mm.
5NMM8
Includes maps illustrating history.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases, British - 1757

Authors: Savary des Brûlons, Jacques, 1657-1716 -- Savary, Philémon-Louis, 1654-1727
-- Postlethwayt, Malachy, 1707?-1767 -- John and Paul Knapton (Firm) -- William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 24 map plates
2nd ed.
Savary
Forms part of the William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library).
Greenlee 4514 .S26 1757 (NLO)

Atlases, British - 1758

Atlas minimus, or a new set of pocket maps of the several empires, kingdoms and states of the known world, with historical extracts relative to each. Drawn and engrav'd by J. Gibson from the best authorities. London : Publish'd accorg. to Act of Parl. & sold by J. Newbery, 1758.
Authors: Gibson, J. (John), active 1750-1792 -- Bowen, Emanuel, -1767 -- Newbery, John, 1713-1767 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (3 preliminary leaves, frontispiece, 52 leaves of hand colored maps) ; 11 cm.
"Revis'd, corrected and improv'd, by Eman. Bowen."
Engraved frontispiece, text, and maps; the frontispiece and maps are hand-colored.
Missing 2-27-92; 10-05-07; 9-28-13
Ayer 135 .G44 1758 (NLO)

Atlases, British - 1758 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Gibson, J. (John), active 1750-1792 -- Bowen, Emanuel, -1767 -- Newbery, John, 1713-1767 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 52 maps ; 115 x 90 mm.
1st ed.
NMM306;Agee34
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Phillips 621
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases, British - 1761 (Provisional Heading)

Account of the war in India. London : JefferysT, 1761.
Authors: Cambridge, Richard Owen -- Jefferys, Thomas, -1771 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 12 maps ; 294 x 233 mm.
C:TJefferys
Includes maps illustrating history.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases, British - 1761 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Dury, Andrew -- Kitchin, Thomas, 1718-1784 -- Gibson, J. (John), active 1750-1792
-- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 39 maps ; 135 x 175 mm.
1st ed.
E:Kitchin,Spilsbury,Gibson+
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Phillips 627
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases, British - 1764

Navigantium atque itinerantium bibliotheca, or, A complete collection of voyages and travels : consisting of above six hundred of the most authentic writers ... / Originally published ... by John Harris ... Now carefully revised, with large additions, and continued down to the present time; including particular accounts of the manufactures and commerce of each country ... London : London : T. Osborne [and 16 others], 1764.
Authors: Harris, John, 1667?-1719 -- Campbell, John, 1708-1775 -- Bowen, Emanuel, -1767 -- Osborne, Thomas, d. 1767 -- Wing, John M. (John Mansir), 1845-1917 -- Newbery Library.
7841 Atlas, British - 1764
The Universal geographer, or, A compleat atlas containing all the known countries in the world: laid down from the latest observation and discoveries communicated to the Royal Society of London, and Academy of Science at Paris / by John Senex, to which is added, the geography of the antient world, shewing in six maps the Grecian and Roman Empires, according to the most esteemed classic authors, and in another map those parts of Africa which serve to illustrate Ecclesiastic history. London : Printed for Robert Sayer map and printseller, opposite Fetter Lane, Fleet Street, [1764?].
1 atlas (34 leaves of plates (some folded)): 34 hand col. maps (some folded); 70 cm.
Title from sheet pasted inside front cover. Maps dated between 1710 and 1763; most dated between 1710 and 1712 but probably published between 1754-1764. Cf. Publishers' dates of operation.
Relief shown pictorially.
Prime meridian: London.
Scales differ.
Owner's inscription: Thomas Preston, 1772.
Maps also cataloged separately.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Cf. Phillips 550
Baskes oversize G 1015 .S45 1764 (NLO)

7842 Atlas, British - 1764 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Moll, Herman, -1732 -- Bowles, Thomas, -1767 -- Bowles, John, 1701-1779 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 62 maps; 240 x 212 mm.
Cummings206F
Cf. Phillips 00635
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

7843 Atlas, British - 1766
Authors: Bowen, Emanuel, -1767 -- Kitchin, Thomas, 1718-1784 -- Osborne, Thomas, d. 1767 -- Millar, Andrew, 1707-1768 -- Rivington, John, 1720-1792 -- Longman, Thomas, 1731-1797 -- Ware, C. (Catharine) -- Bladon, Samuel, -1799 -- Collins, Greenville, fl. 1669-1698 -- Jesuits -- Mansfield, James -- The Modern part of an universal history ... (1759-1766) -- Richardson, S., 18th cent. -- Cleghorn, Adams, Rev. -- Cleghorn, Alfred Bruce -- Cleghorn, Grace -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Law (B.) and Son SEE B. Law and Son
1 atlas (unpaged): 37 maps; 40 cm.
Maps variously credited to Emanuel Bowen, Greenville Collins, the Jesuits, and Thomas Kitchen.
Issued to accompany 44-volume text: The Modern part of an universal history: from the earliest account of time / compiled from original writers, by the authors of the antient part (London : Printed for S. Richardson, ... [et. al.], 1759-1766). The Baskes collection lacks the text volumes; see instead the text volumes shelved with call number F 09.91
Scales differ.
Relief shown pictorially.
Prime meridian: London.
Owner's inscription: James Mansfield Esq.
Owner's inscriptions of Rev. Adams Cleghorn (1840), his son Alfred Bruce Cleghorn (1904) and

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
his granddaughter Grace Cleghorn (1927)
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Maps also cataloged separately.
References: Phillips 639; Shirley, R. Maps in the
atlases, T.Bow-2d
Baskes oversize G1015 .M3 1766 (NLO)

7844 Atlases, British - 1767-<>>Anson, George
Anson, Baron, 1697-1762 - Voyages,
1740-1744
A Voyage round the world,in the years MDCCXL,
Authors: Walter, Richard, 1716?-1785 -- Anson,
George Anson, Baron, 1697-1762 -- Osborne,
Thomas, d. 1767
maps, plans) ; 29 cm.
12th ed.
'Illustrated with forty-two copperplates.'
OCLC 9613484.

6A 546 (NLO)

7845 Atlases, British - 1771 (Provisional Heading)
New universal collection of voyages. London : J.
Cooke, 1771.
Authors: Drake, Edward Cavendish -- Cooke,
John, 1731-1810 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 v. : 16 maps ; 370 x 240 mm.
Nord433;1NMM44
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet
by R. Baskes).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

7846 Atlases, British - 1773
Authors: Bowles, Carington, 1724-1793 --
Palairet, Jean, 1697-1774 -- Evans, Lewis,
1700?-1756 -- Anville, Jean Baptiste
Bourguignon d', 1697-1782 -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 36 maps ; 545 x 398 mm.
CJPalairet,LEVans,Anville;[NMM262
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet
by R. Baskes).
Cf. Phillips 5988
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

7847 Atlases, British - 1773
A General atlas describing the whole universe ...
Authors: Kitchin, Thomas, 1718-1784 -- Sayer,
Robert, 1725-1794 -- Anville, Jean Baptiste
Bourguignon d', 1697-1782 -- Bowen, Emanuel,
-1767 -- Dunn, Samuel, -1794 -- Gibson, J.
(John), active 1750-1792 -- Jefferys, Thomas,
-1771 -- Delarochette, L. (Louis), 1731-1802 --
Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 --
Rocque, John, -1762 -- Ross, John, Lieut., fl.
1765 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry
Library)
1 prelim. leaf, 24 maps on 34 sheets ; 58 cm.
[T]he whole being an improvement of the maps
of D'Anville and Robert ... '
Includes maps by Samuel Dunn, John Rocque,
Louis de La Rochette, Thomas Jefferys, Lieut.
John Ross, Emanuel Bowen, and John Gibson.
Index on title page.
Phillips 3514.
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 674.
Duplicate copy (bound with Jean Baptiste
Bourguignon d'Anville, A Complete body of
ancient geography (London: Robert Laurie and
James Whittle, 1799); oversize Ayer 135 .K6
1773.
Ayer 6494.
NL 32-6198
oversize Ayer 135 .K6 1773 A (NLO)

Atlases, British - 1773
A General atlas describing the whole universe:
being a compleat and new collection of the most
approved maps extant / corrected with the utmost
care, and augmented from the latest discoveries,
the whole being an improvement of the maps of
D'Anville and Robert [de Vaugondy]; engraved in
the best manner on 62 copper plates, by Thomas
Kitchen [i.e. Kitchin], and others. London : Robert
Sayer, 1773.
Authors: Kitchin, Thomas, 1718-1784 -- Sayer,
Robert, 1725-1794 -- Anville, Jean Baptiste
Bourguignon d', 1697-1782. A Complete body of
ancient geography -- Bowen, Emanuel, -1767 --
Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Seale,
Richard William -- Horsley, John, 1675-1732 --
L'Ise, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Dunn, Samuel,
-1794 -- Gibson, J. (John), active 1750-1792 --
Jefferys, Thomas, -1771 -- Delarochette, L.
(Louis), 1731-1802 -- Robert de Vaugondy,
Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Rocque, John, -1762 --
Ross, John, Lieut., fl. 1765 -- Laurie & Whittle,
Bowen, Maurice -- Riccioli, Giovanni Battista,
1598-1671 -- Karpinski, Louis Charles,
1878-1956 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 24 hand col. maps on 34 sheets ; 56 cm.
[T]he whole being an improvement of the maps
of D'Anville and Robert ... '
Index on title page.
This copy bound with: Anville, Jean Baptiste
Bourguignon d'. A Complete body of ancient
geography ... (London : R. Laurie and J. Whittle,
1799), at front.
Maps from both works variously dated 1771-1794
and compiled by Bowen, Dunn, Gibson, Horsley,
Jaillot, Jefferys, L'Ise, La Rochette, Laurie &
Whittle, Robert de Vaugondy, Riccioli, Rocque,
Ross, Seale.
Maps also cataloged separately.
Gift, Louis C. Karpinski, 1945.
Duplicate copy (without Anville's 1799 atlas):
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Maps relating to America are: nos. 1-28.

1 atlas in 2 v. (101 (i.e. 102) maps (part double, part fold.) ; 67 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Maps variously dated 1775-1816.
A composite or assembled-to-order atlas without title page, but including a manuscript table of contents. The maps are by various cartographers, chiefly A. Arrowsmith and W. Faden. Within widely varying imprints appearing on individual sheets, Faden is identified as the publisher of many maps compiled by other mapmakers.
Arrowsmith's 'A Map exhibiting all the new discoveries in the interior parts of North America' (1795, [i.e. 1802]) detached from vol. 2 (plate 23) and filed as Ayer map8F G3300 1802 .A7 (PrCt)
Two maps of Jersey both numbered 9.
Maps also cataloged separately.
References: Cf. Phillips 6010, 6013, and 6047.
7851
Atlases, British - 1778
A New atlas of the mundane system; or of geography and cosmography: describing the heavens and the earth, the distances, motions and magnitudes of the celestial bodies ... with a general introduction to geography and cosmography ... London : Printed for R. Sayer and J. Bennett, map and print-sellers, (No. 53) in Fleet-Street, 1778.
Authors: Dunn, Samuel, -1794 -- Robert Sayer and John Bennett (Firm) -- Dunn, Samuel, -1794.
A New atlas of the mundane system ... (1778) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([30] p.) ; ill., 6 double plates, 42 double maps ; 46 cm.
"The contents of the maps in cosmography and geographay": (1 leaf) follows t.p.
Maps relating to America are: nos. 1-2, 28 (Philippine Islands), 34-42.
Maps also cataloged separately.
Ayer 6304.
NL 32-4400.
7852
Atlases, British - 1778-1812
1 atlas ([56] leaves of plates) : 56 hand col. maps (folded) ; 60 cm.
No title page as issued; includes printed "contents" page only; title from Phillips.
Maps dated 1778-1812; most between 1790-1805.
English and French.
Scales differ.
References to other editions: Phillips 6010, 6013, 6047 and Shirley, R. Maps in the atlases, T.Fad-4.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Baskes oversize G1019 .G366 1812 (NLO)
7853
Atlases, British - 1779 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Carver, Jonathan, 1710-1780 -- Bowen, Thomas, -1790 -- Lodge, John, -1796 -- Robinson, G. G. (George G.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 24 maps ; 375 x 247 mm.
C:ThosBowen
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)
7854
19 maps ; ca. 10 x 7 cm.
Collective title supplied by cataloger.
In: Turner, R., A New and easy introduction to universal geography (London, 1780), pp. 33, 39,

Turner refers to these in his text as ‘little schemes’; they consist only of place names in letterpress type arranged geographically, and in every case but one (Portugal) are paired with a conventional engraved map of the same size signed ‘Turner delin.’

The maps are reprinted, sometimes in new settings, in later editions of the ‘New and easy introduction’ through the 14th (and last?) ed. [Baskes G 125 .T87 1810].

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G125 .T87 1780 [maps] (PrCt) 7858

**Atlases, British - 1783**

*Europeans - Colonization* - Maps - 1783

*Colonies - Maps - 1783

A Philosophical and political history of the settlements and trade of the Europeans in the East and West Indies. London : Printed for W. Strahan; and T. Cadell, 1783.

Authors: Raynal, abbé (Guillaume-Thomas-François), 1713-1796 -- Justamond, J. O. (John Obadiah), d. 1786 -- Kitchin, Thomas, 1718-1784 -- Strahan, William, 1715-1785 -- Cadell, T. (Thomas), 1742-1802 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

8 v. : ill., front. (port.), 7 folded maps ; 22 cm. (8vo)

Maps engraved by Thos. Kitchen, senr.


'Revised, augmented, and published in ten volumes, by the Abbé Raynal; newly translated from the French, by J.O. Justamond, F.R.S., with a new set of maps adapted to the work and a copious index; in eight volumes.'

Although the title implies a limitation in scope to European colonies in the East and West Indies, the volumes include European colonies and colonization in America, Asia, Africa, and Oceania.

Includes index.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).

Sabin 68089

LC Card Number: 21017693

Baskes D22 .R32 1783 (NLO) 7859

**Atlases, British - 1784**

*Voyage toward South Pole & round world.* London : Strahan & Cadell, 1784.

Authors: Cook, James, 1728-1779 -- Furneaux -- Hodgès, W. -- W. Strahan and T. Cadell (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

2 v. : 17 maps ; 295 x 241 mm.

4th ed.

Sabin16245;2ndVoyage

Includes nautical charts.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

7860

**Atlases, British - 1784**

*Charts from Pacific voyages.* London : G. Nicol, 1784.

Authors: Cook, James, 1728-1779 -- King, James, 1750-1784 -- Nicol, G. (George) -- Roger
Atlases, British - 1785
[The Atlas to Guthrie's system of geography].
[London : C. Dilly & G. Robinson?, 1785].
Incomplete; lacking 1 map.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Various editions and formats of this atlas were made by different printers to accompany Guthrie's New geographical, historical, and commercial grammar.
'Engraved for Guthries new System of Geography' -- On maps.
'Published as the Act instructs ... by C. Dilly and G. Robinson, London' -- On maps with various months in 1785.
Contents: (from plates) A map of the world -- Armillary sphere / T. Kitchen -- An accurate map of Europe -- Sweden, Denmark, Norway and Finland -- An accurate map of the Russian Empire both in Europe and Asia -- Scotland with the principal roads -- Ireland divided in provinces and counties -- France divided into its military governments with the Netherlands -- The Seven United Provinces of Holland, Groningen, Gelders, Friesland, Overeyssel, Utrecht, and Zealant -- The Austrian, French and Dutch Netherlands / W. Darton sc. -- The Empire of Germany with the 13 Cantons of Switzerland -- Poland shewing the claims of Russia, Prussia & Austria -- Spain and Portugal -- Italy and Sardinia -- Turkey in Europe and Hungary -- Asia -- China divided into its great provinces / W. Darton -- An accurate map of Hindostan or India / W. Darton sc. Tottenham -- Africa -- The British Colonies in North America / W. Darton -- A map of the United States of America agreeable to the Peace of 1783 / Wm. Darton -- The West Indies / W. Darton -- A map of South America -- A chart of the world, according to Mercator's projection shewing the latest discoveries of Capt. Cook / W. Darton.

Atlases, British - 1785
Memoir of a map of Hindoostan. London : FadenWm, 1785.
Authors: Rennell, James, 1742-1830 -- Faden, William, 1749-1836 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. : 7 maps ; 285 x 232 mm.
2nd ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Baskes folio G1015 .G95 1785 (NLO)

Atlases, British - 1785<<>>Historical geography - Maps - 1785<<>>World history - Maps - 1785<<>>Historical atlases
A New universal atlas : consisting of a complete set of maps, elegantly engraved and coloured, peculiarly adapted to illustrate and explain ancient and modern geography; in which the ancient and present divisions, as also the subdivisions, of countries and various names of places, are exhibited to the eye at one view, distinctly and correctly, on opposite pages, the several parts of the earth, which were originally peopled by the descendants of Noah, pointed out expressly, and the geography of the Old and New Testaments rendered clear and perspicuous ... / by T. Stackhouse. London : Printed for the proprietor, Mrs. Stackhouse ... and sold by T. Longman ... J. Robson ... J. Dodsley ... J. Whieldon ... W. Jackson ... H. Ashby ... L. Bull ... and by the engraver S. Neele, 1785.
2nd ed., rev. and corrected.
Include list of subscribers on p. [4].
"Publish'd by T. Stackhouse June 1st 1783."-- On most maps.
Most maps signed as engraved by Samuel John Neele.
Dedication to His Royal Highness George, Prince of Wales.
Scales differ.
Formerly owned by John Bartholomew.
Owner's inscription: Mr John Thackrah to Dr. Myers.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Maps also cataloged separately.
References: Shirley, T.Sta-1; cf. Phillips 672
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Baskes oversize G1015 .S82 1785 (NLO)

Atlases, British - 1785 (Provisional Heading)
Memoir of a map of Hindoostan. London : FadenWm, 1785.
Authors: Rennell, James, 1742-1830 -- Faden, William, 1749-1836 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. : 7 maps ; 285 x 232 mm.
2nd ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)
7864 Atlas, British - 1786 (Provisional Heading)
Maps & charts to modern part of universal
Authors: Bowen, Emanuel, -1767 -- Kitchin,
Thomas, 1718-1784 -- Darton, William,
1755-1819 -- Payne, T. -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 26 maps ; 375 x 253 mm.
+CDilly&GRobinson;E:Darton
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

7865 Atlas, British - 1788
A General atlas, describing the whole universe :
being a complete collection of the most approved
maps extant; corrected with the greatest care,
and augmented from the latest discoveries. The
whole being an improvement of the maps of
D'Anville and Robert. Engraved on sixty-two
plates, comprising thirty-seven maps / by
Thomas Kitchin Senior, and others. London:
Printed for Robert Sayer, [1788?].
Authors: Kitchin, Thomas, 1718-1784 -- Anville,
Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d', 1697-1782 --
Bolton, Solomon, d. ca. 1768 -- Bowen, Maurice
-- Delaroche, L. (Louis), 1731-1802 -- Dunn,
Samuel, -1794 -- Jefferys, Thomas, -1771 --
Rocque, John, -1762 -- Sayer, Robert,
1725-1794 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles,
1688-1766 -- Campbell, Lt. -- Ross, Lieut. --
Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632-1712 -- Pownall,
Thomas, 1722-1805 -- Kino, Eusebio Francisco,
1644-1711 -- Bowles, Carington, 1724-1793 --
Riccioli, Giovanni Battista, 1598-1671 -- Robert
Sayer and John Bennett (Firm) -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (36 leaves of plates (some folded)) : 23
hand col. maps ; 55 cm.
Maps dated 1768-1788.
Maps by Saml. Dunn, J. Rocque, Maurice Bowen
(sculp.), Thomas Jefferys, L. DelaRochette,
Thomas Kitchen, S. Bolton; some maps based on
work of D'Anville, Riccioli, Lt. Campbell, Lt. Ross,
Jaillot, Gov. Pownall, G.B. Riccioli, and Francis
Kino. 'New and complete map of Scotland'
printed for Carrington Bowles by R. Sayer and J.
Bennett.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Maps also cataloged separately.
References: Cf. Phillips 659 and 3524; NMM 373
Baskes oversize G1015 .K57 1788 (NLO)

7866 Atlas, British - 1788
The Lady's encyclopedia : or, A concise analysis
of the belles lettres, the fine arts, and the
Authors: Seally, John, 1747?-1795 -- Murray,
John, 1745-1793
3 v. : plates, ports., fold. maps. ; 18 cm.
OCLC 23621735.

7867 A 21 .803 (NLO)
Atlas, British - 1789<<<>Celesial charts -
1789<<<>Cosmography -
1789<<<>Astronomy - 1789<<<>Astronomy -
Charts, diagrams, etc.
A New atlas of the mundane system, or, Of
geography and cosmography : describing the
heavens and the earth, the distances, motions
and magnitudes of the celestial bodies, the
various empires, kingdoms, states, and republics,
throughout the known world ; with the particular
description of the latest discoveries ... / by
Samuel Dunn ... London : Printed for Robert
Sayer and Co., [1789?].
Authors: Dunn, Samuel, -1794 -- Martin,
Benjamin, 1705-1782 -- Jefferys, Thomas, -1771 --
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
[4], 20 p., [8] folded leaves of plates, 4 p., 42
folded leaves of plates ; ill., 47 folded hand col.
maps ; 48 cm.
3rd ed., with additions, corrections, and very
great improvement.
Other title: Of geography and cosmography
Maps dated between 1786 and 1789.
"The whole elegantly engraved on sixty-four
copper plates. With a general introduction to
geography and cosmography, in which the
elements of these sciences are compendiously
deduced from original principles, and traced from
thier invention to the latest improvements."
English with some maps in Latin.
Includes Benjamin Martin's world map of 1787
and a map of England and Wales by Thomas
Jefferys revised by Dunn and dated 1788.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Maps also cataloged separately.
References: Philips 659, Shirley, R. Maps in the
atlases, T.Dun-1; NMM 326; Agee 39
Baskes oversize G1015 .D86 1789 (NLO)

7868 Atlas, British - 1789<<<>Portlock,
Nathaniel, 1748?-1847 (Provisional Heading)
Voyage round world & NW coast of America.
Amsterdam : N. Israel, 1968.
Authors: Beresford, William, fl. 1788 -- Dixon,
George -- Israel -- Nicho -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 11 maps ; 260 x 110 mm.
Facsimile.
Facs1789London;BibliotAustr#37];Nord431
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

7869 Atlas, British - 1790
[Bowles's Atlas minor : containing a new and
curious set of sixty-five maps, in which are shewn
all the empires, kingdoms, countries, states ... ].
London : Printed for and sold by the proprietor
Carington Bowles, [1790?].
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 atlas (2 leaves, 65 double col. maps (7 fold.) ; 21 cm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Title page mutilated; fuller title and tentative publication date from Phillips 3526.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collection of Moll maps rather than the Atlas Minor, some of the maps being the same as those in the 1711-1717 Moll Atlas geographus.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Previously cataloged under following title: Atlas minor ... in which are shewn all the empires, kingdoms, countries, states ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First map dated: Jan. 1, 1781.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICN 60-3675.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ayer 135 .M7 (NLO)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7870 Atlases, British - 1792</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Atlas to Guthrie's system of geography ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[London : C. Dilly &amp; G. Robinson, 1792].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New geographical, historical, and commercial grammar -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 atlas ([47] leaves of plates (some folded)) : 24 hand col. maps ; 38 cm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'Engraved for Guthrie's new System of Geography'--On maps.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'Published as the Act instructs ... by C. Dilly and G. Robinson, London'--On maps. Maps dated 1785 except for maps of Poland and Africa (dated 1792) and map of British colonies (no date.).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contents: (from plates) A map of the world -- Armillary sphere / T. Kitchen -- An accurate map of Europe -- Sweden, Denmark, Norway and Finland -- An accurate map of the Russian Empire both in Europe and Asia -- An accurate map of England and Wales with the principal roads -- Ireland divided in provinces and counties -- France divided into it's military governments with the Netherlands -- The Seven United Provinces of Holland, Groningen, Gelders, Friesland, Overyssel, Utrecht, and Zealand -- The Austrian, French and Dutch Netherlands -- The Empire of Germany with the 13 Cantons of Switzerland -- Poland shewing the claims of Russia, Prussia &amp; Austria -- Spain and Portugal -- Italy and Sardinia -- Turkey in Europe and Hungary -- Asia -- China divided into its great provinces -- An accurate map of Hindostan or India -- Africa -- The British colonies in North America -- A map of the United States of America agreeable to the Peace of 1783 / Wm. Darton -- A map of South America -- A chart of the world, according to Mercator's projection shewing the latest discoveries of Capt. Cook</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scales differ.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'The order in which the Maps are to be placed by the Bookbinder.')</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Various editions and formats of this atlas were made by different printers to accompany Guthrie's New geographical, historical, and commercial grammar.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shirley, R. Maps in the atlases, T.Guth-6b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baskes folio G1015 .G95 1792 (NLO)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7871 Atlases, British - 1792&lt;&lt;&lt;History, Ancient - Maps - 1792&lt;&lt;&lt;Geography, Ancient - Maps - 1792&lt;&lt;&lt;Historical atlases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D’Anville’s atlas : containing a map of the world, the world in twelve maps and twelve maps of the most interesting parts of the world upon a large scale : also eleven maps of ancient geography for the study of ancient history.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engraved and printed for John Harrison, 1792.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 atlas (38 leaves of plates (some folded)) : 36 maps (some hand col.) : 56 cm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spine title: D’Anville’s atlas.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps dated from 1787, 1788, 1790, and 1791.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scales differ.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baskes oversize G1015 .A5 1792 (NLO)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7872 Atlases, British - 1794</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[An Atlas to Guthrie’s geographical grammar].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[London? C. Dilly, 1794?].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New geographical, historical, and commercial grammar -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 v. : 24 maps ; 216 x 139 mm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Title supplied by cataloger.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Various editions and formats of this atlas were made by different printers to accompany Guthrie's New geographical, historical, and commercial grammar.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scales differ.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contents: (from plates) Map of the world / Engraved by B. Baker -- Armillary sphere -- Europe / Russell -- Sweden, Denmark, Norway and Finland / Russell -- Northern part of Russia,</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
or, Muscovy in Europe -- Southern part of Russia, or, Muscovy in Europe -- Scotland / Russell -- England and Wales / Russell -- Ireland / Russell -- France divided into circles and departments / Russell -- The Seven United Provinces / Russell -- Netherlands -- Germany / B. Baker -- Poland shewing the claims of Russia, Prussia & Austria -- Switzerland with its subjects and allies -- Spain and Portugal / Russell -- Italy / Russell -- Turkey in Europe and Hungary / Russell -- Asia / Russell -- Hindostan or India -- Africa / Russell -- A general map of North America / Russell -- West Indies / Russell -- South America / Russell -- Chart of the world on Mercators projection / B. Baker.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G1015 .G95 1794 (NLO)

7873 Atlases, British - 1794 (Provisional Heading)


Authors: Dury, Andrew -- Laurie & Whittle -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. : 39 maps ; 135 x 175 mm.

Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).

Cf. Phillips 00634

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

7874 Atlases, British - 1795

A General atlas describing the whole universe : Being a complete collection of the most approved maps extant; corrected with the utmost care, and augmented from the last edition of D'Anville and Robert ; with many improvements by other eminent geographers. Engraved on sixty-two plates, comprising thirty-seven maps / by Thomas Kitchin, Senior, and others. London : Printed and published by Robert Laurie and James Whittle, no. 53 Fleet Street, 1795.


SEE Bolton, Solomon, d. ca. 1768

1 atlas (447 leaves of plates (some folded)) : 24 hand col. maps ; 43 cm.

Title supplied by cataloger.

Various editions and formats of this atlas were made by different printers to accompany Guthrie's New geographical, historical, and commercial grammar.

Maps engraved by John Russell, some also signed by his son, J. C. Russell or Russell Junior.

Map of 'France divided into metropolitan circles' not signed.

'Published as the Act instructs by C. Dilly and G.G. & J. Robinson ...' -- On maps. Maps dated 1799 except for map of France which is dated 1795.

Contents: (from plates) Armillary sphere -- Europe -- Sweden, Denmark, Norway and Finland -- Russian Empire in Europe divided into governments -- France divided into metropolitan circles, and departments as decreed by the National Assembly Jany. 15th, 1790 -- Russian Empire -- Scotland -- England and Wales -- Ireland -- France divided into military governments -- The Seven United Provinces of Holland, Groningen, Gelders, Friesland, Overysell, Utrecht, and Zealand -- Netherlands -- Germany divided into its great circles and their subdivisions -- Poland and Prussia -- Switzerland divided into its cantons with their allies and subjects -- Spain and Portugal -- Italy -- Turkey in

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Europe and Hungary -- Asia -- China divided into provinces -- Hindostan or India -- Africa -- North America -- British Colonies in North America -- States of America -- The West Indies -- South America -- A chart of the world, according to Mercator's projection shewing the latest discoveries of Capt. Cook.

Scales differ.

Cf. Phillips 6006.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .G95 1797 (NLO)

7876 Atlases, British - 1797

A Modern, authentic and complete system of universal geography. London : C. Cooke, [1797].

Authors: Bowen, Thomas, -1790 -- Bankes, Thomas, b. 1744 -- Cooke, Charles, fl. 1789-1817 -- Hambleton, Chalkley J. -- Lowe, John -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 40 cm.

Maps by Thomas Bowen; edited by Thomas Bankes and others.

Vols. 2-3 have title: A New and authentic system of universal geography.

Bookplate of Chalkley J. Hambleton.

Manuscript signature inside front cover of vols. 2-3: John Lowe, 1797.

ICN 43-496

Ayer 7 B21 1797 (NLO)

7877 Atlases, British - 1797

An Atlas to Guthrie's geographical grammar ... [London? C. Dilly & G. Robinson?, 1797?].


1 atlas (XVIII plates (some folded)): 27 hand col. maps ; 22 cm.

Various editions and formats of this atlas were made by different printers to accompany Guthrie's New geographical, historical, and commercial grammar.

List of plates on t.p.

Scales differ.

Contents: (from plates) Map of the world / by B. Baker -- Armillary sphere -- Europe / Russell -- Sweden, Denmark, Norway and Finland -- Northern part of Russia, or Muscovy in Europe -- Southern part of Russia, or, Muscovy in Europe -- Scotland -- England and Wales -- Ireland -- France divided into military governments / Russell -- France divided into circles and departments -- The Seven United Provinces -- Netherlands -- Germany -- Poland / J. Russell -- Switzerland with its subjects and allies -- Spain and Portugal -- Italy -- Turkey in Europe and Hungary -- Asia -- Hindostan or India -- Africa -- The British Colonies in North America / J. C. Russell -- A general map of North America -- The United States of America agreeable to the Peace of 1784 / Russell -- West Indies / Russell -- South America / Russell -- Chart of the world on Mercator's projection.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G1015 .G95 1797 (NLO)

Atlases, British - 1797


Authors: Kearsley, George, active 1791-1813 -- Neede, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas ([26] folded leaves of plates) : 26 maps (1 col.) ; 38 cm.

Newberry's copy lacks t.p.; title from Tooley's dictionary of mapmakers (Rev. ed.), v. 3, p.9

Publication information from maps.

Maps published from March to October, 1797.

Most maps engraved by Samuel John Neele.

Map of England and Wales hand colored in outline.

Relief shown pictorially.

Scales differ.

Half-bound brown leather and marbled paper over boards.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1015 .K39 1797 (NLO)

Atlases, British - 1797

[An atlas to Walker's geography and gazetteer]. [Dublin? Printed by T. M. Bates?, 1797?].


1 atlas ([29] leaves of plates) : 24 maps ; 21 cm.

Lacking t.p.; title and imprint from Phillips 689

Maps engraved by W. Darton and W. Darton, junr.

Running title: Walker's geography

Plates extracted from his 'Universal gazetteer' and 'Elements of geography' and bound separately.

Other editions have title: Walker's universal atlas.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

LC Card Number: 05035226

Baskes G1019 .W163 1797 (NLO)

Atlases, British - 1798

The British military library, or, Journal : comprehending a complete body of military knowledge, and consisting of original communications, with selections from the most approved and respectable foreign military publications. London : J. Carpenter, 1799-1801.

Authors: British military library, or, Journal -- J. Carpenter and Co., publisher, London

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
2 v. ill., maps (some fold.), music ; 27 cm.
The two volumes have title pages dated 1799 and 1801, but the monthly issues are dated from October 1798 to March 1801.

Case U 007 .131 (NLO)

**Atlases, British - 1798**

_A New universal atlas : exhibiting all the empires, kingdoms, states, republics &c. &c. in the whole world : being a complete collection of the most approved maps extant._ London : Printed and Published by Robert Laurie and James Whittle ..., 1798.


1 atlas (70 maps (part fold.)) ; 56 cm.

"Corrected with the greatest care, and augmented from the last edition of d'Anville and Robert : with many improvements, by Major James Rennell, and other eminent geographers : including all the tracks and new discoveries of the British circumnavigators Biron, Wallis, Carteret, Captain James Cook, &c. &c. by Thomas Kitchin ... ."


Selected maps also cataloged separately.

References: Phillips 6012.

ICN 58-417

oversize Ayer 135 .K6 1798 (NLO)

**Atlases, British - 1799**

_[An Universal atlas : consisting of a complete set of maps, peculiarly adapted to illustrate ancient and modern geography ... / by T. Stackhouse, A.M.]._ [London ; Dublin ; Bath : S.J. Neele ; T.N. Longman ; J. Sewell ; J. Robson ; R. Faulder ; J. Archer, ; Bull and Co., 1798].


1 atlas (40 leaves of plates (incomplete)) : 40 hand colored maps ; 43 cm.

[The fifth edition, revised and corrected].

Newberry's copy lacks title page and preliminary text; title, author statement, edition statement, and publication information from Shirley.

One map by D'Anville.

One map dated "Jany. 12th, 1796".

Relief shown pictorially.

Prime meridians: Ferro and London.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Phillips 672; Shirley, R. Maps in the atlases of the British Library, T. Sta-1c

Baskes oversize G1015 .S82 1798 (NLO)

**Atlases, British - 1798 (Provisional Heading)**


Authors: Faden, William, 1749-1836 -- Palmer, W. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 55 maps ; 145 x 108 mm.

E:WmPalmer;KingMini,153

Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).

Phillips 690

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (Pr Ct)

**Atlases, British - 1798 (Provisional Heading)**


Authors: Fenning, Daniel -- Johnson, J. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Johnson, J., fl. 1798-1818 SEE Johnso, J.

1 v. : 7 maps ; 178 x 112 mm.

7th ed.

+3pls;C:TKPowell,JGibson,SINeele

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (Pr Ct)

**Atlases, British - 1798 (Provisional Heading)**

_Authentic account embassy from Britain to China._ London : G. Nicol, 1798.

Authors: Staunton, George Leonard -- Nicol, G. (George) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 10 maps ; 580 x 430 mm.

2nd ed.

2V+atlas

Phillips 3190

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (Pr Ct)

**Atlases, British - 1799**


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Atlases, British - 1799 (Provisional Heading)

**Atlases, British - 1799**


Authors: Cruttwell, Clement, 1743-1808 -- Neele -- Robinson -- Roger S. Baskes Collection

1 v. : 26 maps ; 378 x 272 mm.

C:SINeele

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

---

Atlases, British - 1800

**Atlases, British - 1800**

*A New and elegant imperial sheet atlas comprehending general and particular maps of every part of the world: principally compiled from the great French atlas, and others of the most distinguished geographers in Europe, forming the completest collection of single sheet maps hitherto published and rendered particularly convenient by opening without folds.* London : printed and published by R. Laurie and J. Whittle, 1800 [i.e. 1801?].


1 atlas (55 leaves of plates (some folded)) : 53 hand col. maps ; 54 cm.

New ed. comprising fifty-three plates, beautifully colored.

Map no. 5 dated 1801: The Invasions of England and Ireland with all their civil wars since the conquest / compiled &c drawn by J. Enouy geographer ...

Most maps dated 1794, others from 1797-1800.

Price Five guineas and Half neatly bound in Callfull coloured.


Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Maps also cataloged separately.

References: Phillips 6016; Shirley. Maps in Atlases, T.Lau-2

Baskes oversize G1015 .R63 1801 (NLO)

Atlases, British - 1800


Authors: Wilkinson, Robert, d. ca. 1825 -- Bourne, E. -- Baker, B. (Benjamin), fl. 1766-1824 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection

1 atlas : 48 maps ; 350 x 287 mm.

(1794-1800)tp1800,ct1800

Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet)

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

---

Atlases, British - 1800

**Atlases, British - 1800**

*Celestial charts - 1800*<br>**Astronomy - Charts, diagrams, etc.**<br>*A New atlas of the mundane system, or, Of geography and cosmography: describing the heavens and the earth, the distances, motions, and magnitudes of the celestial bodies, the various empires, kingdoms, states, and republics throughout the known world with the particular description of the latest discoveries ... by the late Samuel Dunn ...* London : Printed and published by Robert Laurie and James Whittle ... (successors to the late Mr. Robert Sayer), 1800.

Authors: Dunn, Samuel, -1794 -- Martin, Benjamin, 1705-1782 -- Jeffreys, Thomas, -1771 -- Laurie & Whittle -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection


5th ed., with additions, corrections, and very great improvements.

Maps dated between 1794 and 1799, most maps 1794.

Include's Martin Benjamin's A Map of the world on a new projection ... (1794) and Thomas Jefferys's A New and compendious map of England and Wales ... (1794).

"The whole elegantly engraves on sixty-four copper-plates. With a general introduction to geography and cosmography, in which the elements of these sciences are compendiously deduced from original principles, and traced from their invention to the latest improvements."

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at...
the Newberry Library.
Maps also cataloged separately.
References: Phillips 3532
Baskes oversize G1015 .D86 1800 (NLO)

7891 Atlases, British - 1800-<>Ireland - Maps - 1800
[Collection of maps]. [London : s.n., 1800?].
Authors: Sharman, John, fl. 1794 -- Keith, A. --
Sharman, John, fl. 1794. Introduction to
astronomy, geography, and the use of the globes
-- Kirkpatrick, Francis -- Vaughan, E., fl. 1827 --
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([29] leaves of plates) : 26 hand col. maps
; 20 x 33 cm.
Maps mounted on linen; atlas bound in linen with
inscriptions on cover: Francis Kirkpatrick, Esq.,
Bruges. To E. Vaughan, Esq., Combe Grove, 29
July 1827; F. Kirkpatrick to E.V., Jany. 3th [sic],
1816.
Lacking title page; title and publication statement
from Phillips.
Issued with 29 maps, but this copy imperfect;
lacks 4 maps listed in Phillips: Russia in Europe ;
France divided into departments ; The Roman
Empire at its greatest extent ; Ancient Greece.
Includes additional map listed in Shirley, but not in
Phillips: Ireland.
Possibly meant to accompany Sharman’s An
introduction to astronomy, geography, and the
use of the globes. Cf. Shirley.
Relief shown pictorially.
Maps engraved by A. Keith.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 4304; Shirley, R. Maps in the
Baskes folio G1019 .S48 1800 (NLO)

7892 Atlases, British - 1800 -
Manuscripts-<>Manuscript maps
(Provisional Heading)
Principal divisions of the earth (manuscript atlas).
1800.
Authors: Astley, John -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 26 maps ; 222 x 193 mm.
Manuscript atlas compiled in Prestbury, England.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

7893 Atlases, British - 1800 (Provisional Heading)
Account of embassy to Kingdom of Ava: atlas.
London : M. Symes, 1800.
Authors: Symes, Michael -- Wood, T. --
Dalrymple, Alexander, 1737-1808 -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 2 maps ; 280 x 222 mm.
C:ThosWood,Dalrymple:E:JWalker;+26pls
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

(PrCt)

7894 Atlases, British - 1801
British military library or journal. London : R.
Phillips, 1801.
Authors: British Military Journal -- Phillips, R.
(Richard), Sir, 1767-1840 -- Carpenter, J. --
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
2 v. : 30 maps ; 275 x 230 mm.
all30issues;+P:JCarpenter
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

7895 Atlases, British - 1801
A General atlas : being a collection of maps of
the world & quarters, the various empires,
kingdoms & states, &c. in the known world :
carefully engraved & correctly delineated from
the best maps extant. Edinburgh : Published by
Thomas Brown, [1801].
Authors: Brown, Thomas, 1786-1820 -- Walker,
R., fl. 1800 -- Thomson, Charles, engraver --
Lizars, Daniel, 1760-1812 -- Paton, G. -- J. & G.
Menzies=Johnstone, R. H. -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([37] leaves of plates) : 37 hand col. maps
; 44 cm.
Date of publication from Phillips 6019
Maps engraved by R. Walker, J. Menzies, and C.
Thomson.
Engraved title page signed: D. Lizars sculpt. G.
Paton script.
Relief shown pictorially.
References: Phillips 6019
Scales differ.
Armorial bookplate: R.H. Johnstone.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1019 .B778 1801 (NLO)

7896 Atlases, British - 1801 (Provisional Heading)
Field of Mars. London : G.G. & J. Robinson,
1801.
Authors: Cary, John, approximately 1754-1835 --
Mutlow, H. fl. 1771-1822 -- G. G. and J. Robinson
(Paternoster Row, London, England) -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas in 2 v. ; 272 x 221 mm.
2nd ed.
Includes maps illustrating history.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

7897 Atlases, British - 1802
Laurie and Whittle’s new and elegant general
atlas : chiefly intended for the use of schools, and
convenience of gentlemen’s libraries : also, to
accompany the various geographical grammars,
dictionaries, &c. : comprising all the new
discoveries to the present time, being more
copious than any atlas published of this size,
containing thirty-eight maps printed on a fine

Request and cite items by
talking to a librarian
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.


1 atlas ([4] leaves ; [1], 38 [i.e. 39] leaves of plates) : ill., 40 hand col. maps (1 folded) ; 33 cm.


Added engraved t.p.

Relief shown pictorially.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).

References: Cf. Phillips 6022

**Baskes folio G1019 .R776 1802 (NLO)**

---

**Atlasses, British - 1802**

**Atlas to Walker's geography.** London : Vernor and Hood [et al], 1802.

Authors: Walker, John, 1759-1819 -- Vernor and Hood -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 24 hand col. maps (part fold.) ; 22 cm.

Maps by William Darton.

Contents: General chart on Mercator's projection

-- Europe -- England and Wales -- Scotland -- Ireland -- Sweden, Denmark, Norway and Finland -- Northern part of Russia in Europe -- Southern part of Russia in Europe -- Poland -- Germany -- Switzerland -- Seven United Provinces -- Netherlands -- France -- Spain & Portugal -- Italy -- Turkey in Europe and Hungary -- Asia -- Hindoostan or India -- Africa -- West Indies -- North America -- South America.

Three-quarter morocco with marbled paper boards, paper label.

Maps numbered by previous owner(s) in red and black pencil.

Reference: Phillips 3536.

Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection.

**To Collection Services for cataloging, June 2011 (PrCt)**

---

**Atlasses, British - 1802**

**Atlas to Walker's geography.** London : Printed for Vernor and Hood ... [and 18 others] by Darton and Harvey, 1802.

Authors: Walker, John, 1759-1830 -- vernor and Hood -- Darton & Harvey (London, England) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)


Running title: Walker's geography.

Scales differ.

Binder's title on cover label: Walker's atlas.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).

Other editions have title: Walker's universal atlas. Phillips 3536

Agee 41

**Baskes G1019 .W163 1802 (NLO)**

---

**Atlasses, British - 1802**

**Map projection - 1802**

**Geography - 1802**

Introduction to four new maps of the four quarters of the world: in their true proportion and position ...

London : Printed for the Author by M. Allen, Paternoster-row, 1802.

Authors: Vaux, Charles Grant, vicomte de -- Baker, B. (Benjamin), fl. 1766-1824 -- Allen, Michael, fl. 1795-1817


Maps engraved by B. Baker.

**Case GA115 .V28 1802 (NLO)**

---

**Atlasses, British - 1802**

**Imperial guide.** London : H.D. SymondsHD, 1802.

Authors: Baker, James -- Symonds, H. D. (Henry Delahoy) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 21 maps ; 222 x 143 mm.

+15pls;42TMG20;FordhamRoad,46

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)**

---

**Atlasses, British - 1802**

**Volvelles - 1802**

The Universal atlas, and introduction to modern geography: in which are described, the most celebrated empires, states and kingdoms of the world ... also the method of adverting to the time of day in distant nations, is clearly elucidated on a new geographical clock, the whole illustrated with thirty-one maps and plates, accurately delineated by an eminent geographer / engraved by John Cooke ; the introduction, and geographical descriptions, by Thomas Smith.

London : Printed for J. Harris, successor to E. Newbery ... and J. Cooke, 1802.

Authors: Cooke, John, 1731-1810 -- Harris, John, 1756-1846 -- Smith, Thomas, 1775 or 6-1830 -- Watson, Joshua -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (87 p., [33] leaves of plates) : col. ill., 27 hand col. maps ; 24 cm.

Includes volvelle: A geographical clock.

Relief shown pictorially.

Scales differ.


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes G1019 .C6573 1802 (NLO)**

---

The Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
**Journal of late campaign in Egypt.** London : Cadell & Davies, 1803.
Authors: Walsh, Thomas -- Cadell & Davies -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 15 maps
2nd ed.
Includes maps illustrating history.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
*Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)*

**Atlases, British - 1804**
*An Atlas to Guthrie's geographical grammar ...* London : Engraved for G. and J. Robinson ... and J. Mawman ..., 1804.
1 atlas ([33] plates (some folded)) : 33 hand col. maps ; 21 cm.
'S. Hamilton, Printer ...'
Map of the world engraved by B. Baker.
Map of Asia engraved by J. Russell.
List of plates on t.p.
Maps hand colored in outline.
Scales differ.
Various editions and formats of this atlas were made by different printers to accompany Guthrie's New geographical, historical, and commercial grammar.
Bound with 8 additional maps for other publications including: Amerique (Petit Atlas par Fx. Ansard) and 7 maps engraved by J. Archer (Dugdales England and Wales)
Owner's inscriptions by various members of the Shuker family dated 1847 to 1934.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes G1015 .G95 1804 (NLO)**

**Atlases, British - 1805 (Provisional Heading)**
*The Young lady's and gentleman's atlas, for assisting them in the knowledge of geography.* London : Darton and Harvey, 1805.
Authors: Adams, John, teacher of mathematics at Edmonton -- Darton & Harvey (London, England) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
OCLC 30056984.
*Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)*

**Atlases, British - 1807**
*An Atlas of the principal places in the world.*

**Bungay, England : Brightly and Childs, [1807?].**
Authors: Brightly and Childs -- Barlow -- Kinnersley, E. -- Kinnersley, J. -- Kinnersley, T.
Maps engraved by Barlow; names of C. Brightly and (variously) E., J., and T. Kinnersley appear in imprints.
Maps dated 1805-1807.
18654
ICN76
map4C 61 (NLO)

**Atlases, British - 1807 (Provisional Heading)**
Authors: Guthrie, William, 1708-1770 -- Kirkwood, James, 1745?-1827 -- Mitchell, C. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 22 maps ; 245 x 163 mm.
C:Kirkwood;noTp;BonarLawSG11
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
*Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)*

**Atlases, British - 1808**
*Cary's new universal atlas : containing distinct maps of all the principal states and kingdoms throughout the world.* London : Printed for J. Cary, 1808.
Authors: Cary, John, approximately 1754-1835
1 atlas ([4] p., [56] folded leaves of plates (e.g. 60 maps)) ; 56 cm.
Inserted at end of volume: 'List of subscribers to Cary's universal atlas' (1 fold. leaf).
Phillips 714.

**Case oversize G1019 .C3 1808 (NLO)**

**Atlases, British - 1808**
*The Royal universal atlas, of the principal empires, kingdoms, and states, in the known world / engraved in a superior style, by Kirkwood and Sons, Edinburgh.* Edinburgh : Printed for Vernor, Hood and Sharpe, 1808.
Authors: Kirkwood & Sons -- Kirkwood, James, 1745?-1827 -- C. Mitchel & Co. -- Guthrie, William, 1708-1770 -- Vernor, Hood and Sharpe -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (23 folded leaves of plates) : 23 folded hand col. maps ; 25 cm.
"Price twelve shilling, half-bound and coloured." Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes G1019 .K585 1808 (NLO)**

**Atlases, British - 1808**
Authors: Smith, Charles, active 1800-1822 -- Jones, E. -- Smith, B., engraver -- Bye, Joseph P. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

---

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1 atlas : 43 maps ; 406 x 330 mm. 
Maps engraved by J. Bye, E. Jones, and B. Smith.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
References: Phillips 6028
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

7911 Atlases, British - 1808
Walker's universal atlas : for the use of schools ...
London : Printed by W. Wilson ... for J. Walker ... [and 23 others], 1808.
Imperfect; lacking map of Africa.
Running title: Walker's geography
Most maps engraved by W. Darton, jun.
Bound with eight additional maps engraved by Sidney Hall and published in 1922 by Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme & Brown.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Scales differ.
Baskes G1019 .W163 1808 (NLO)

7912 Atlases, British - 1808
Authors: Wilkinson, Robert, d. ca. 1825 -- Roper, John, 1771-approximately 1810 -- Smith, B., engraver -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 48 maps ; 347 x 292 mm.
(1794-1808)
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Phillips 03532a
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

7913 Atlases, British - 1808 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Cary, John, approximately 1754-1835 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 63 maps ; 535 x 363 mm.
Fordham77,NMM311
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Phillips 714
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

7914 Atlases, British - 1809
An Atlas to Guthrie's geographical grammar ...
1 atlas [[31] plates (some folded)) : 30 hand col. maps ; 21 cm.
Various editions and formats of this atlas were made by different printers to accompany Guthrie's New geographical, historical, and commercial grammar.
List of plates on t.p.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cf. Phillips 6026.
Baskes G1015 .G95 1809 (NLO)

Atlases, British - 1809
Morison's pocket atlas, or, Portable geographical index : with two beautiful engravings of the armillary sphere and the solar system. Perth : Printed for James Morison ..., and sold by John Ogle ..., W. Turnbull ..., Tegg ..., Oddy ... and Wilson & Spence ..., [1809].
1 atlas [[27] leaves of plates (some folded)) : ill., 25 hand col. maps (chiefly folded) ; 22 cm.
Maps dated between 1798 and 1809; most dated 1808.
Engravings by T. Clerk and Daniel Lizards.
Scales differ.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Former owner’s inscription: Helen Tanner, 1819.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes G1019 .M667 1809 (NLO)**

7916 **Atlases, British - 1809**


Authors: Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826 -- Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Cadell & Davies -- Longman, Hurst, Rees, and Orme -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (20 folded leaves of plates) : 20 hand col. maps (folded) ; 22 cm.
Maps dated 1803 or 1809.
"Neele Sculp."--On maps. Imperfect; issued with 21 maps, but this copy lacking map of Holland.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes G1019 .P657 1809 (NLO)**

7917 **Atlases, British - 1810**

*A New royal atlas : illustrative of the various divisions which comprise the surface of the globe : intended also as an interesting companion to Bigland’s View of the world and the New geographical grammar / by John Evans*. London: Albion Press ; Printed for James Cundee, Paternoster-Row, 1810.

Geographical and historical view of the world -- Evans, John, 1767-1827. New geographical grammar=Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

Added engraved t.p.: A new royal atlas : engraved from the best modern authorities.
London: Printed for James Cundee, Ivy Lane, Paternoster Row, 1810.
Date of publication from added engraved t.p.
At head of most maps: Engraved for Evans’s Geographical grammar.
Maps engraved by Neele.
Most maps dated 1809.
Relief shown pictorially.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes G1019 .E93 1810 (NLO)**

7918 **Atlases, British - 1810**

*The Modern royal atlas : from the best authorities*. Dunbar: Published by G. Miller, [1810?].

Authors: Miller, George, of Dunbar -- Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (26 leaves of plates) : 24 hand col. maps (some folded) ; 28 cm.
Bound in paper covered boards with publisher’s label: The modern atlas, from the best authorities; coloured outlines; price eighteen shillings; half bound.
Engraved hand colored t.p.
Includes engraving by (Samuel John?) Neele.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes folio G1019 .M643 1810 (NLO)**

7919 **Atlases, British - 1810**

*Walker’s universal atlas : for the use of schools ... London : Printed by W. Wilson ... for J. Walker ... [and 22 others], 1810.*


Imperfect copy: lacking several original maps and bound with maps and genealogical charts from different editions and publications.
Maps engraved by W. Darton, jun., Neele, Cooper and Thomson.
Running title: Walker’s geography
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).

**Baskes G1019 .W163 1810 (NLO)**

7920 **Atlases, British - 1810**


Authors: Wilkinson, Robert, d. ca. 1825 -- Froggett, I. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas : 48 maps ; 352 x 290 mm.
2nd ed. (1801-1810)
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)**

7921 **Atlases, British - 1811**


1 atlas ([57] leaves of plates (some folded)) : 29 hand col. maps ; 44 cm.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Title supplied by cataloger.

'Published as the Act directs by Wilkie & Robinson, J. Mawman, and other proprietors, 1811.'--On maps.

Maps engraved by John Russell, some also signed by his son, J. C. Russell or Russell Junior. Map of 'France divided into metropolitan circles' not signed.

'Engraved for Guthrie's new System of Geography'--On maps.

Contents: (from plates) Map of the World shewing the tracks and discoveries of Capt. Cook -- Armillary sphere -- Europe -- Sweden, Denmark, and Norway -- Russian Empire -- Russian Empire in Europe; divided into governments -- Scotland -- England and Wales -- Ireland -- France divided into military governments -- France divided into metropolitan circles and departments; as decreed by the National Assembly Jany. 15th, 1790 -- The Seven United Provinces of Holland, Groningen, Gelders, Friesland, Overysell, Utrecht, and Zealand -- Netherlands divided into departments -- Germany divided into its great circles and their subdivisions -- Poland and Prussia -- Switzerland divided into its cantons with their allies and subjects -- Spain and Portugal -- Italy -- Turkey in Europe and Hungary -- Asia -- China divided into provinces -- Hindostan or India -- Africa -- British colonies in North America / by J. Russell, Russell sculpsit. -- States of America / by J. Russell, J. C. Russell sculpsit. -- West Indies / by J. Russell, J. Russell sculpsit. -- South America -- North America -- Chart of the world, according to Mercator's projection shewing the tracks and discoveries of Captn. Cook.

Scales differ.

Various editions and formats of this atlas were made by different printers to accompany Guthrie's New geographical, historical, and commercial grammar.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .G95 1811 (NLO)

Atlases, British - 1811

Laurie and Whittle's new and accurate general atlas : chiefly intended for the use of schools, and convenience of gentlemen's libraries : also to accompany the various geographical grammars, dictionaries, &c. : comprising all the new discoveries to the present time, being more copious than any atlas published of this size, containing thirty-nine maps printed on a fine vellum paper. London : Printed for, and published by Robert Laurie and James Whittle, 1811.


1 atlas ([6] p., [1], 38 [i.e. 40] leaves of plates) : ill., 38 hand col. maps (2 folded) ; 34 cm. 8th ed., corr. and improved.

Added, engraved title page, dated 1810: New and elegant general atlas Maps dated 1808-1810.


Previously published under title: Laurie and Whittle's new and elegant general atlas.

Maps numbered except for world map between plates 1 and 2.

Relief shown pictorially.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1019 .R776 1811 (NLO)

Atlases, British - 1811

Walker's universal atlas : for the use of schools ... London : Printed by W. Wilson ... for J. Walker ...[and 22 others], 1811.

Authors: Walker, John, 1759-1830 -- Wilson, W. (William), fl. 1827-1855 -- Vernon, Hood and Sharpe -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas ([1] l., [26] fold. leaves of plates) : 26 col. maps ; 22 cm.


Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G1019 .W163 1811 (NLO)

Atlases, British - 1811


Authors: Wallis, J., printer -- Oddy, S. A. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas : 30 maps ; 410 x 282 mm.

Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

References: M &B 177

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases, British - 1811-1812

Cary's New universal atlas, containing distinct maps of all the principal states and kingdoms throughout the world. From the latest and best authorities extant. London : Printed for J. Cary, 1811 [i.e. 1812?].

Authors: Cary, John, approximately 1754-1835 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas ([4] p., 59 col. maps on 60 (i.e. 56) double pl. (part fold.)) ; 56 cm.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Imprints on maps no. 4 and 39 dated April 28, 1812.
Maps are on 60 sheets and are numbered 1-60 in the 'Contents.'
Title on double prelim. leaf.
Maps also cataloged separately.
References: Phillips 6031; cf. contents in 1808 edition (Phillips 714); Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 695.12210.
NL 34 - 8319.
LC Card Number: map35000120 oversize Ayer 135 .C3 1811 (NLO)

Atlases, British - 1811<>>>Geography - 1811

Dix's Juvenile atlas : containing forty four maps with plain directions for copying them, designed for junior classes. London : William Darton, 1811.
Authors: Dix, Thomas, 1769 or 70 -- Darton, William, 1755-1819 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (48 leaves of plates) : 44 col. maps ; 24 cm.
Paper covered boards with publisher’s printed paper label on cover.
Engraved title page.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1019 .D55 1811 (NLO)

Atlases, British - 1811 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Aikin, John -- Stockdale, John, 1749?-1814 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 7 maps ; 292 x 240 mm.
Maps 1796-98
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases, British - 1811 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Wollaston, Francis -- Cary, John, approximately 1754-1835 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 7 maps ; 414 x 260 mm.
(o10)
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases, British - 1812 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Darton, William, 1755-1819 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 38 maps ; 403 x 334 mm.
(1811-12)
Cf. Phillips 00719
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

Atlases, British - 1813

Walker's universal atlas for the use of schools ... London : Printed by J.G. Barnard ... for F. C. and J. Rivington ... [and 24 others], 1813.
Authors: Walker, John, 1759-1830 -- Barnard, John George, fl. 1801-1825 -- F., C. and J. Rivington (Firm) -- Thomson -- Vernor, Hood and Sharpe -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (1 l., [27] fold. leaves of plates) : 27 col. maps, 23 cm.
Running title: Walker's geography
Maps of 'Sweden, Norway and Finland' and 'Norway' signed by Thomson sculpt.; map of the Holy Land published 1803 by Vernor, Hood and Sharpe.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Cf. Phillips 6038
Baskes G1019 .W163 1813 (NLO)

Atlases, British - 1813-1815

Neele's general atlas : consisting of a complete set of maps compiled from the best authorities, and including all the new discoveries / engraved by Samuel & George Neele. London : Published by the engravers ... and sold by Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme & Brown ... and Cadell and Davies ..., MDCCXIV [1814, i.e. 1815].
Authors: Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Neele, George -- Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme, and Brown -- Cadell & Davies -- Manvers, Charles Pierrepont, 1st Earl, 1737-1816 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([66] leaves of plates (some folded)) : 62 hand col. maps (part double) ; 37 cm.
"Advertisement" following title page dated "21st May 1815."
Maps dated 1813-1815.
Dedication page: To the Right Honble. Earl Manvers, Viscount Newark, Baron Pierrepont of Holme Pierrepont, County of Notts ... 1st Jany. 1814.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Maps also cataloged separately.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .N4 1814 (NLO)

Atlases, British - 1813-1817

A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs, on various projections, exhibiting the form and component parts of the globe and a collection of maps and charts : delineating the natural and political divisions of the empires, kingdoms, and states in the world : Constructed from the best systematic works, and

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
the most authentic voyages and travels: With a memoir of the progress of geography, a summary of physical geography, and a consulting index to facilitate the finding out of places. Edinburgh; London; Dublin: Printed by George Ramsay, for John Thomson and Company ... [Baldwin, Cradock and Joy]; John Cumming, [1817?].


Atlases, British - 1814


Authors: Playfair, James, 1738-1819 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas : 43 maps ; 490 x 605 mm.

Includes index.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Maps also cataloged separately.

For variant copy of this atlas, with maps dated 1813-1817, see Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1817

References: Phillips 731; Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 700

LC Card Number: map46000491

Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1817 (NLO)

Atlases, British - 1814


Authors: Cary, John, approximately 1754-1835 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 28 maps ; 314 x 248 mm.

1st ed.

forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

(PrCt)

Atlases, British - 1814


Authors: Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826

17 v. : 28 cm.

G 12 .69 (NLO)

Atlases, British - 1814-1821

A New generall atlas: consisting of a series of geographical designs, on various projections, exhibiting the form and component parts of the globe and a collection of maps and charts: delineating the natural and political divisions of the empires, kingdoms, and states in the world: Constructed from the best systematic works, and the most authentic voyages and travels: With a memoir of the progress of geography, a summary of physical geography, and a consulting index to facilitate the finding out of places. Edinburgh; London; Dublin: Printed for John Thomson and Company ... ; Baldwin, Cradock, and Joy ... ; John Cumming ..., 1817, [i.e. 1821?].


For variant copy of this atlas, with maps dated 1813-1817, see Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1817

Cf. LC Card Number: map46000491

NL 33-487

Ayer 7469

oversize Ayer 135 .T4 1817 (NLO)

Atlases, British - 1814<<>>Historical geography - Maps - 1814<<>>World history - Maps - 1814<<>>Historical atlases


Authors: Lavoisne, C. V. -- Aspin, Jehoshaphat, active 18th century-19th century -- Gros, C. -- Walker, John, 1786-1873 -- Barfield, John, active 1790-1842 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection

(Newberry Library)

1 atlas : 27 maps ; 432 x 291 mm.

Maps by J. Aspin and C. Gros; engraved by John Walker.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

References: Cf. Phillips 3315

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

(PrCt)

Atlases, British - 1814

History, Ancient - Maps - 1814<<>>Geography, Ancient - Maps - 1814<<>>Historical geography - Maps - 1814


Authors: Playfair, James, 1738-1819 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas : 43 maps ; 490 x 605 mm.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Atlastes, British - 1815
A Modern atlas : from the latest and best authorities, exhibiting the various divisions of the world, with its chief empires, kingdoms, and states in sixty [i.e. 61] maps, carefully reduced from the largest and most authentic sources / directed and superintended by John Pinkerton ... London : Printed by T. Bensley for T. Cadell and W. Davies and Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme and Brown, 1815.
Maps also cataloged separately.
Scales differ.
Duplicate copy: Baskes oversize G1019 .P655 1815
References: Phillips 724; Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 699.
Baskes oversize G1019 .P655 1815 (NLO)

Atlastes, British - 1815 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d’, 1697-1782 -- Laurie & Whittle -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. : 13 maps ; 558 x 407 mm.
Includes maps illustrating ancient history.
Cf. Phillips 05589
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlastes, British - 1816
Authors: Smith, Charles, active 1800-1822 -- Jones, Edward, fl. 1807 -- Bye, Joseph P. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 atlas : 48 maps ; 396 x 322 mm. (1808-1816)
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
References: Phillips 729

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

7944 Atlases, British - 1816
An Atlas for the use of schools : containing maps of the Eastern and Western Hemispheres of the world, Europe, Asia, Africa, North America, South America, England and Wales, Scotland, Ireland, France, Spain and Portugal, Italy, Germany. Part 1, The maps at large / by Miss Wilkinson.


Authors: Wilkinson, Miss -- Nicholson, George, 1760-1825 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)


Cover title: Wilkinson's school atlas

Title vignette.

Scales differ.

Quarter bound blue marbled papers over boards; paper label pasted on cover: Wilkinson's school atlas. Part I, The maps at large. Price 7 s. 6 d.

both parts.

Former owner's signature: Willi Schwartz.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: BL maps 43.b.10

Baskes G1019 .W548 1816 (NLO)

7945 Atlases, British - 1816-1820
New school-atlas, or, Key to Williams's geographical copy-book. London : Sherwood, Neely, and Jones, London : Printed for Sherwood, Neely, and Jones, 1816 [i.e. 1820?].


1 atlas ([2] leaves, [53] leaves of plates) : 53 maps ; 32 cm.

Cover title: Arrowsmith's new general atlas

"Drawn by A. Arrowsmith. Engraved by Sidy. Hall"--On maps.

"Hy. Corbould delt. ... Chas. Heath Sculpt."--Engraved, illustrated t.p.

Publisher prospectus tipped in: The Edinburgh gazetteer or geographical dictionary ... accompanied by an atlas [18--?] -- Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme, Brown, and Green -- Kay, John -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

Maps dated: 1805-1820.


Scales differ.

Former owner’s inscription: Miss Thompson, 1838.

Inscription: My dear mothers atlas, Ada T. Morrison, 1908.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Cf. Bonar Law 206 (ii)

Baskes G1019 .N48 1820 (NLO)

7946 Atlases, British - 1817
[General atlas]. [London : Faden, 1817?].

Authors: Faden, William, 1749-1836

1 atlas : 54 maps ; 60 cm.

Binder's title.

A composite or assembled-to-order atlas without title page.

Maps variously dated 1781-1817.

Maps also cataloged separately.

References: Cf. Phillips 6010, 6013, and 6047.

ICN 57-4964

oversize G 10 .282 (NLO)


A New general atlas : constructed from the latest authorities / by A. Arrowsmith ... exhibiting the boundaries and divisions ... of all the known countries in the World ; comprehended in fifty three maps from original drawings. Edinburgh ; London : A. Constable & Co. ; Longman & Co., 1823.


The Edinburgh gazetteer or geographical dictionary ... accompanied by an atlas [18--?] -- Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme, Brown, and Green -- Kay, John -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas ([2] leaves, [53] leaves of plates) : 53 maps ; 32 cm.

Cover title: Arrowsmith's new general atlas

"Drawn by A. Arrowsmith. Engraved by Sidy. Hall"--On maps.

"Hy. Corbould delt. ... Chas. Heath Sculpt."--Engraved, illustrated t.p.

Publisher prospectus tipped in: The Edinburgh gazetteer or geographical dictionary ... accompanied by an atlas, constructed by A. Arrowsmith. Edinburgh : Printed for Archibald Constable and Company ... and Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme, and Brown, London.

Scales differ.

Former owner's signature on plate II: John Kay.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).

References: Phillips 730; NMM 293

Baskes folio G1019 .A7315 1817 (NLO)

Atlases, British - 1817<<<Historical geography - Maps - 1817<<<World history - Maps - 1817<<<Historical atlases

Lavoisne's complete genealogical, historical, chronological, and geographical atlas : being a

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
general guide to history, both ancient and modern, exhibiting an accurate account of the origin, descent, and marriages, of all the royal families, from the beginning of the world to the marriage of Her Royal Highness the Princess Charlotte of Wales in the year 1816: together with the various possessions, foreign wars, battles of renown, and remarkable events, to the glorious victory at Waterloo, and to the general peace with all the world: according to the plan of Le Sage, greatly improved. London: Printed and published by J. Barfield, Wardour Street, Soho, printer to His Royal Highness the Prince Regent, 1817.

Authors: Lavoisne, C. V. -- Aspin, Jehoshaphat, active 18th century-19th century -- Gros, C. -- Walker, John, 1786-1873 -- Barfield, John, active 1790-1842 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Scales differ.

Elements of geography.
Twenty-eight labeled maps followed by 27 corresponding unlabeled outline maps.
Map of Canada, not listed in table of contents, is bound in after map no. xxvii; does not have corresponding outline map.
Laid in: Map of Abyssinia; Map of Manchester

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

Atlases, British - 1819

A General atlas, containing maps illustrating some important periods in ancient history and distinct maps of the several empires, kingdoms and states, in the world / from original drawings, according to the latest treaties, by J. Wyld, and engraved by N.R. Hewitt. Edinburgh, London; Dublin: John Thomson & Co.; Baldwin, Cradock & Joy; John Cumming, 1819.

Authors: Wyld, James, 1790-1836 -- Hewitt, N. R. -- John Thomson & Co. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Baldwin, Cradock, and Joy -- Cumming, John, publisher -- Roger S. Baskes Collection

Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

Atlases, British - 1818

New general atlas. London: C. Smith, [1818?].

Authors: Smith, Charles, active 1800-1822 -- Pickett, J. -- Gardner, W. R. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection

Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

7954 Atlases, British - 1819 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Cary, John, approximately 1754-1835 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 72 maps ; 390 x 317 mm.
2nd ed.
noTp:Fordham91
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

7955 Atlases, British - 1819 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Charles, James -- Stockdale, John, 1749?-1814 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 26 maps ; 372 x 467 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

7956 Atlases, British - 1819 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Faden, William, 1749-1836 -- Palmer, W. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 58 maps ; 150 x 182 mm.
E:WmPalmer
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

7957 Atlases, British - 1820
J. Bradley's new general atlas : containing distinct maps of all the principal states & kingdoms upon the earth, in which are accurately delineated the European boundaries as settled by the Treaty of Paris, and Congress of Vienna. Liverpool: Printed for the author and sold by Messrs. Lackington and Co., 1820.
Authors: Bradley, J. (John), fl. 1818-1820 -- Franks, J. H. -- Jackson, Fredk. -- Lackington and Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([55] leaves of plates) : 55 col. maps (some folded) ; 35 cm.
Cover title.
Caption title on contents sheet pasted on front endsheet: J. Bradley's universal atlas, for the use of schools.
Maps engraved by J. H. Franks and Fredk.
Jackson for J. Bradley's Elements of Geography.
Publisher's advertisements on back cover.
Owner's inscription: School Upton Pyne, 1853.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .B742 1820 (NLO)

7958 Atlases, British - 1820
An Atlas to Guthrie's geographical grammar ...
1 atlas (55 leaves of plates (some folded)) : 27 hand col. maps ; 22 cm.
'Published May 1, 1819 by J. Mawman and other Proprietors' -- on maps.
Various editions and formats of this atlas were made by different printers to accompany Guthrie's New geographical, historical, and commercial grammar.
Maps by J. Smith, Clements Inn, Strand.
List of plates on t.p.
Scales differ.
Contents: (from plates) The world -- Armillary sphere -- Europe -- Denmark -- Sweden and Norway -- Russia in Europe -- England -- Scotland -- Ireland -- France -- Netherlands -- Germany, north part -- Austria -- Switzerland -- Spain and Portugal -- Italy -- Turkey -- Asia -- Persia -- Russia in Asia -- Hindoostan -- Africa -- N. America -- United States -- West Indies -- S. America.
Owner's inscription: Alfred George Stovell 1848.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1015 .G95 1820 (NLO)

7959 Atlases, British - 1820
Walker's universal atlas : for the use of schools ...
London : Printed by Barnard and Farley ... for F.C. and J. Rivington ...[and 22 others] , 1820.
Authors: Walker, John, 1759-1830 -- Thomson, M. -- Barnard and Farley -- F., C. and J. Rivington (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([1] leaf, [27] fold. leaves of plates) : 27 col. maps ; 23 cm.
Maps drawn and engraved by M. Thomson.
Running title: Walker's new atlas
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1019 .W163 1820 (NLO)

7960 Atlases, British - 1820-1821
Smith's new general atlas : being a reduction of his large quarto atlas, containing maps of all the empires, kingdoms & states throughout the world : arranged according to the general treaty signed in congress at Vienna, June 1815. London : Printed for C. Smith, 1820 [i.e. 1821].
Authors: Smith, Charles, active 1800-1822 --
Pickett, William, 1792-1820 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([2], 32 leaves of plates) : 32 hand col. maps ; 27 cm.
Some maps have publication date of 1821.
Engraved t.p. by Pickett s.c.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G1019 .S62 1820 (NLO)

7961

Atlases, British - 1820-1825


Ancient and modern atlas (1819-1820) -- Hornby, J. J. (James John), 1826-1820.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G1019 .S62 1820 (NLO)

7962

Atlases, British - 1820 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Smith, C. Hamilton -- Neele -- Marlborough -- Longman -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 15 maps ; 274 x 227 mm.

Includes maps illustrating history.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases, British - 1821

Authors: Kirkwood, James, 1745?-1827 -- Waugh & Innes -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 45 maps ; 324 x 407 mm.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases, British - 1821-1822

A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs, on various projections, exhibiting the form and component parts of the globe : and a collection of maps and charts, delineating the natural and political divisions of the empires, kingdoms, and states in the world. Edinburgh ; London ; Dublin : Printed by G. Ramsay and Co. for J. Thomson and Co. ; Baldwin, Cradock and Joy ; John Cumming, 1821 [i.e.1822].

Duplicate copy (complete in 45 vols.) : A 21 .737
http://books.google.com/books?id=2XtMAAAAMAAJ --
http://books.google.com/books?id=XxMAAAAMAAJ --
http://books.google.com/books?id=Y31MAAAAMAAJ --
http://books.google.com/books?id=T4ZMAAAAMAAJ --
http://books.google.com/books?id=jn9MAAAAMAJ

References: Phillips 4312a
Baskes folio AE5 .R44 1819 (NLO)
Society SEE Society of Writers to H.M. Signet (Great Britain)
1 atlas (2 v.) : 86 hand col. maps ; 54 cm.
[2nd ed.?]
Maps dated 1820-1822; 'A Chart of the discoveries of Captains Ross, Parry & Franklin in the Arctic regions' dated 1822 (v. 2, map 76)
Dedication to Alexander Keith signed: John Thomson.
Scales differ.
Previously owned by the Society of Writers to H.M. Signet
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Maps also cataloged separately.
References: Phillips 3545; NMM 448
Baskes oversize G1019 .B95 1821 (NLO)

Atlases, British - 1822
An Atlas of modern geography / by Samuel Butler. 7965
Authors: Butler, Samuel, 1774-1839 -- Hall, Sidney -- Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme, and Brown -- Pocklington, Cn. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([22] leaves of plates) : 20 folded hand col. maps ; 22 cm.
'Author of Modern & ancient geography for the use of schools.'
Maps engraved by Sidney Hall.
Scales differ.
Former owner’s inscription: Cn. Pocklington, Boston, 1828.
Former owner’s inscription: A map of the world by Mr. Butler.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1019 .B95 1822 (NLO)

Atlases, British - 1822
New universal atlas adapted for the use of schools. 7966
Authors: Cary, John, approximately 1754-1835 -- Gavy, G. & J. -- Wardington -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 29 maps ; 240 x 154 mm.
Previous owner: Wardington.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases, British - 1822
A New general school atlas : from the latest and best authorities, exhibiting the various divisions of the world, with the chief empires, kingdoms, and states in twenty-eight maps : carefully corrected from the most authentic sources / by the Rev. T. Clark. 7967
Authors: Galt, John, 1779-1839 -- Souter, John, fl. 1814-1847 -- Tyrer, J. (James) -- Neele & Son -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
"Rev. T. Clark" is a pseudonym for John Galt. Cf. NCBEL (3rd ed.).
Most maps engraved by J. Tyrer; some maps engraved by Neele & Son.
"Clark's new school maps"--On some maps.
Small section of title partially covered by a paper label; the label is mostly removed, revealing "in twenty-eight maps."
Author's advertisements, p. [4].
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: NCBEL (3rd ed.), v. 4, col. 912
Baskes G1019 .G35 1822 (NLO)
folded) : ill., 44 hand col. maps ; 37 cm.
Printed paper label on cover: Cabinet atlas, containing a series of maps from original designs English with some Latin.
Includes index.
Engraved title page.
Relief shown pictorially.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Baskets folio G1019 .W949 1822 (NLO)

Atlases, British - 1822 History, Ancient - Maps - 1822 Geography, Ancient - Maps - 1822 Historical atlases
A New general atlas, ancient and modern accurately constructed by James Playfair ; and elegantly engraved by the most eminent artists in London. Edinburgh ; London : Macredie, Skelly & Co. ; Thomas & George Underwood, 1822.
1 atlas (43 leaves of plates) : 43 hand col. maps (chiefly folded) ; 52 cm.
Rev. and corr. to the present time.
Maps engraved by B. Smith, J. Bye, Cooper, and Neele.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
References: Cf. Black, Maps and history, p. 28; Cf. Phillips 4309
Baskets oversize G1019 .P663 1822 (NLO)

Atlases, British - 1823
A New general atlas constructed from the latest authorities ... Exhibiting the boundaries and divisions, also the chains of mountains and other geographical features of all the known countries in the world. Edinburgh ; London : A. Constable & Co., 1823.
Authors: Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Constable, Archibald, 1774-1827 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
2 prelim. leaves, 53 maps ; 30 cm.
Includes engraved and illustrated title page.
Maps also cataloged separately.
24522
ICN 45-309
folio Ayer 135 .A65 1823 (NLO)

Atlases, British - 1823
Authors: Darton, William, 1755-1819 -- William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 37 map plates ; 40 cm.
Forms part of the William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library).
Greenlee 4891 D22 1820 (NLO)

Atlases, British - 1823
Authors: Ellis, George, fl. 1823 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 30 maps ; 410 x 318 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
References: Phillips 6051
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases, British - 1823
Authors: Ostell, Thomas -- Russell, J. C. -- Baldwin, Cradock, and Joy -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 27 maps ; 280 x 233 mm.
(of30)
Maps by J.C. Russell.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases, British - 1823
1 atlas [28] fold. leaves of plates : 28 col. maps ;
23 cm.
Maps published 1823 by Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme & Brown; drawn and engraved by Sidney Hall.
Running title: Walker's atlas
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).

Baskes G1019 .W163 1823 (NLO)

7976 Atlastes, British - 1824
Authors: Smith, Charles, active 1800-1822 -- Pickett, J. -- Gardner, W. R. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 50 maps ; 408 x 330 mm.
References: Cf. Phillips 6056
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

7977 Atlastes, British - 1825
1 atlas ([23] leaves of plates) : 21 folded hand col. maps ; 22 cm.
'Author of Modern & ancient geography for the use of schools.'
Maps engraved by Sidney Hall.
Scales differ.
Ms. annotations in pencil throughout.
Former owner's inscription: Mary Elizabeth Earle, Sept. 8th 1826.
Label of former owner, J. Smyth, affixed to fly leaf.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G1019 .B95 1825 (NLO)

7978 Atlastes, British - 1825 Geographia, Ancient - Maps - 825 History, Ancient - Maps - 1825 Historical atlases

1 atlas (iii, [1] p., XXXIII folded leaves of plates) : 66 maps ; 34 cm.
2nd ed.
Each folded plate includes 1 map with ancient and modern place names and 1 corresponding blank outline map, for the purpose of instruction.
Prices listed on t.p. verso.
Modern brown cloth binding; embossed stamp on back flyleaf: Hand bound by Talin Bookbindery, Cape Cod.
Relief shown pictorially and by hachures.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Cf. Phillips 707

Baskes folio G1019 .P28 1825 (NLO)

7979 Atlastes, British - 1825
1 atlas ([24] leaves of plates, 32 p.) : 22 folded hand col. maps ; 22 cm.
Imperfect: World map missing. Map of Scotland damaged, some missing.
'Author of Modern & ancient geography for the use of schools.'
Edited by Thomas Butler.
Printed by Spottiswoode.
Maps engraved by Sidney Hall.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Ms. annotations in pencil on back of West Indies map and front lining paper.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G1019 .B95 1826 (NLO)

7980 Atlastes, British - 1826
Authors: Murphy, William, b. 1800 -- Macredie, A. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 30 maps ; 68 x 105 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
References: NMM 390
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

7981 **Atlases, British - 1826** Geography - 1826

*Laurie’s minor atlas*: for the use of schools, &c., containing a new table of positions, or of the latitudes and longitudes of all the capital towns and remarkable places, from the best observations. London: Printed for R.H. Laurie, [1826].

Authors: Laurie Richard Holmes -- Findlay, Alexander G. -- Rider, John -- Berens, G., fl. 1830 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (8 p., [22] folded leaves of plates) : 22 folded hand col. maps ; 22 cm.

Maps dated between 1822 and 1826.

"Printed by J. Rider."--P. 8.

1 map signed: Alexr. Findlay.

Relief shown by hachures and pictorially.

Scales differ.

Owner’s inscription: G. Berens, March 12th, 1830.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).

References: Phillips 6016

**Baskes G1019 .L397 1826 (NLO)**

7982 **Atlases, British - 1826 (Provisional Heading)**


Authors: Cary, John, approximately 1754-1835 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 49 maps ; 330 x 285 mm.

Fordham91

Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)**

7983 **Atlases, British - 1826 (Provisional Heading)**


Authors: Wyld, James, 1790-1836 -- Faden, William, 1749-1836 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 57 maps ; 190 x 195 mm.

(of58):continuesFaden

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)**

7984 **Atlases, British - 1827**

*A New general atlas / constructed by A. Arrowsmith, exhibiting the boundaries and divisions, also the chains of mountains and other geographical features of all the known countries in the world.* London: Published by Longman, Rees, Orme, Brown & Green, 1827.

Authors: Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Hall, Sidney -- Adlard, Henry -- Longman, Rees, Orme, Brown, and Green -- Archibald Constable & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas ([2], [54] leaves of plates) : 54 hand col. maps ; 30 cm.

"Comprehended in fifty four maps, from original drawings. Including two new maps by Sidney Hall, with recent discoveries."

On maps: Published, 1823 by A. Constable & Co., Edinburgh.

Engraved, illustrated t.p. by H. Adlard.

Relief shown by hachures.

Section of a map of Shropshire, England bound in at end.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).

**Baskes folio G1019 .A7315 1827 (NLO)**

7985 **Atlases, British - 1827** Rome (Italy) - Historical geography - Maps - 1827-<<Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1827<<Historical atlases

*Ostell’s new general atlas*: containing distinct maps of all the principal states and kingdoms throughout the world, from the latest and best authorities : including maps of Judaea, ancient Greece, and the Roman Empire. London: Printed for Baldwin, Cradock, and Joy, Paternoster Row, 1827.


1 atlas ([4] p., xxx [i.e. xxxii] leaves of plates) : 30 hand col. maps (2 folded) ; 30 cm.

A new ed. / from a set of entirely new plates, on an enlarged scale.

Cover title: Ostell’s general atlas

Maps drawn and engraved by J.C. Russell.


Relief shown by hachures.

Publisher’s advertisements, p. [4].

Decorative paper over boards.

Scales differ.


Former owner’s inscription: Miss J. Morrison, Bellefield, February 1830.

Former owner: G.H. Morrison.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes folio G1019.O78 1827 (NLO)**

7986 **Atlases, British - 1828**

*Outlines of the world / by A. Arrowsmith.* London: Samuel Arrowsmith, 1828.

Authors: Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Arrowsmith,

Atlases, British - 1828


Atlases, British - 1829


Atlases, British - 1829

A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs, on various projections, exhibiting the form and component parts of the

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
globe: and a collection of maps and charts, delineating the natural and political divisions of the empires, kingdoms, and states in the world: constructed from the best systematic works, and the most authentic voyages and travels: with the new discoveries to the date of publication. Edinburgh; London; Dublin: Printed by H. & J. Pillans, for John Thomson; Baldwin & Cradock; John Cumming, 1829.


1 atlas ([2] leaves, xxiii, [1], 22 p., 76 [i.e. 89] folded leaves of plates) : 86 hand col. maps (folded); 55 cm.

Maps variously dated 1820-1827.


Greenwich meridian.

Includes index.

Scales differ.

Maps also cataloged separately.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1829 (NLO)

Atlases, British - 1829-1831


Authors: Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (Great Britain) -- Baldwin & Cradock -- J. & C. Walker (Firm) -- Clarke, W. B. -- Long, George, 1800-1879

1 atlas in 11 fascicles: 22 hand col. maps; 45 x 38 cm.

This copy incomplete; includes fasicle numbers 1-3, 5, and 7-13, with a total of 22 maps variously dated 1829-1831.

The complete atlas was issued in at least 54 numbered fascicles (in separately printed covers) with at least 135 maps issued between 1829-1837; cf. Phillips 6062 and OCLC 2564805.

Cover title.

Maps engraved by the firm of J. & C. Walker.

Includes maps by W.B. Clarke and George Long. Maps also cataloged separately.


31461

ICN 43-4091

oversize G 1001 .82 (NLO)

Atlases, British - 1829 (Provisional Heading)


Authors: Darton, William, 1755-1819 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v.: 38 maps; 412 x 328 mm.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases, British - 1829 (Provisional Heading)


Authors: Scott, R -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v.: 33 maps; 119 x 90 mm.

nd: engraved; cf. Webb Millington, A5059

Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases, British - 1830

An Atlas of modern geography: constructed from the latest observations and discoveries for the use of schools / by A. Arrowsmith. London: Published by A. & S. Arrowsmith; Sold also by E. Williams; And by Whittaker Treacher & Co., 1830.

Authors: Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Arrowsmith, Samuel, -1839 -- Williams, E. -- Whittaker, Treacher and Co. -- Griffith, Arthur William -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v.: 30 maps; 225 x 154 mm.

Cover title: Arrowsmith's atlas of modern geography

Includes index.

Relief shown by hachures.

Scales differ.


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).

Baskes G1019 .A772 1830 (NLO)

Atlases, British - 1830

A New general atlas, with the divisions and boundaries carefully coloured: constructed entirely from new drawings / and engraved by Sidney Hall. London: Printed for Longman, Rees, Orme, Brown and Green, 1830.

Authors: Hall, Sidney -- Longman, Rees, Orme, Brown, and Green -- Graham, Patrick, 19th cent. -- Graham, Tho., 19th cent. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (53 leaves of plates): 53 hand col. maps; 7992

7993

Atlases, British - 1829-1831

Historical geography - Maps - 1829-1831

Historical atlases


Authors: Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (Great Britain) -- Baldwin & Cradock -- J. & C. Walker (Firm) -- Clarke, W. B. -- Long, George, 1800-1879

1 atlas in 11 fascicles: 22 hand col. maps; 45 x 38 cm.

This copy incomplete; includes fasicle numbers 1-3, 5, and 7-13, with a total of 22 maps variously dated 1829-1831.

The complete atlas was issued in at least 54 numbered fascicles (in separately printed covers) with at least 135 maps issued between 1829-1837; cf. Phillips 6062 and OCLC 2564805.

Cover title.

Maps engraved by the firm of J. & C. Walker.

Includes maps by W.B. Clarke and George Long. Maps also cataloged separately.


31461

ICN 43-4091

oversize G 1001 .82 (NLO)

Atlases, British - 1829 (Provisional Heading)


Authors: Darton, William, 1755-1819 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v.: 38 maps; 412 x 328 mm.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases, British - 1829 (Provisional Heading)


Authors: Scott, R -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v.: 33 maps; 119 x 90 mm.

nd: engraved; cf. Webb Millington, A5059

Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases, British - 1830

An Atlas of modern geography: constructed from the latest observations and discoveries for the use of schools / by A. Arrowsmith. London: Published by A. & S. Arrowsmith; Sold also by E. Williams; And by Whittaker Treacher & Co., 1830.

Authors: Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Arrowsmith, Samuel, -1839 -- Williams, E. -- Whittaker, Treacher and Co. -- Griffith, Arthur William -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v.: 30 maps; 225 x 154 mm.

Cover title: Arrowsmith's atlas of modern geography

Includes index.

Relief shown by hachures.

Scales differ.


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).

Baskes G1019 .A772 1830 (NLO)

Atlases, British - 1830

A New general atlas, with the divisions and boundaries carefully coloured: constructed entirely from new drawings / and engraved by Sidney Hall. London: Printed for Longman, Rees, Orme, Brown and Green, 1830.

Authors: Hall, Sidney -- Longman, Rees, Orme, Brown, and Green -- Graham, Patrick, 19th cent. -- Graham, Tho., 19th cent. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (53 leaves of plates): 53 hand col. maps;
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

51 cm.
Cover title: Hall's atlas
Relief shown by hachures.
Publisher’s paper over boards binding with
gold-stamped cover title: Hall’s atlas.
Scales differ.
Former owner: Patrick Graham.
Former owner: Tho. Graham.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet
by R. Baskes).
References: Phillips 756

Baskes oversize G1019 .H27 1830 (NLO)

7997

Atlastes, British - 1830
Russell's General atlas of modern geography :
composed from the latest & best authorities / by
J.C. Russell ; accompanied by a consulting
1830].
Authors: Russell, J. C. -- Baldwin & Cradock --
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) --
Russell, J. C., fl. 1798-1827 SEE Russell, J. C.
1 atlas ([44] p., xxv folded leaves of plates) : 25
col. maps (some folded) ; 22 cm.
Cover title: Russell’s Atlas of modern geography
Advertisements: 4 p. following index.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copy: sc326
References: Phillips 6063

Baskes G1019 .R93 1830 (NLO)

7998

Atlastes, British - 1830
1830?].
Authors: Smith, Charles, active 1800-1822 --
Pickett, J. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 48 maps ; 408 x 323 mm.
(1828):rebound
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
References: Phillips 6067

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

7999

Atlastes, British - 1830
An Atlas of the world : comprehending separate
maps of its various countries / constructed &
drawn from the latest astronomical &
geographical observations by James Wyld.
London : James Wyld, 1830.
Authors: Wyld, James, 1812-1887 -- Stockley, S.
-- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([46] leaves of plates (3 folded)) : ill., 43
hand col. maps ; 35 cm.
Maps engraved by Stockley.
Engraved title page.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet
by R. Baskes).
References: Phillips 756

Baskes folio G1019 .W947 1830 (NLO)

8000

Atlastes, British - 1830<<<>Dummies
(Bookselling) - 1830 - Specimens
Specimen of the family cabinet atlas. London : M.
Bull, 1830.
Authors: Starling, Thomas -- Bull, M. -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 14 hand col. maps ; 171 x 113 mm.
Sales sample with deluxe binding.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

8001

Atlastes, British - 1830<<<>Mountains - Area
measurement - Charts, diagrams, etc. -
1830<<<>Rivers - Area measurement - Charts,
diagrams, etc. -1830
Fenner’s pocket atlas of modern & ancient
geography : the first series shewing the different
states of Europe, Asia, Africa & America divided
according to the gene
ral Treaty of Peace by
Congress in 1815 & exhibiting Parry, Ross &
Franklin’s discoveries to the present period : the
second series, or classical, to illustrate ancient
history : every map is engraved from original
drawings, with a plate of the heights of mountains
& lengths of rivers / engraved & printed by Rest
Fenner. London : Robert Jennings, and sold by
Hurst, Chance & Co., [1830].
Authors: Fenner, Rest -- Jennings, Robert,
bookseller -- Hurst, Chance and Co. -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([4], 53 leaves) : ill. (hand col.), 47 hand
col. maps (some folded) ; 17 cm.
Date of publication from Tooley.
"Either volume may be had separate. Modern 21
s. cold., 14 s. plain. Ancient 12 s. cold., 9 s.
plain."
Engraved t.p.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet
by R. Baskes).
References: Tooley’s dictionary of mapmakers
(Rev. ed.), v. 2, p. 59

Baskes G1019 .F3 1830 (NLO)

8002

Atlastes, British - 1830 (Provisional Heading)
Edinburgh geographical & historical atlas.
Edinburgh : J. Hamilton, 1830.
Authors: Lizars, Daniel, 1760-1812 -- Lizars,
Daniel, b. 1793 -- Hamilton, John, fl. 1831 --
Whittaker, Treacher and Co. -- Curry, William, Jr.,
fl. 1831-1844 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 v. : 51 maps ; 470 x 390 mm.
Black,78

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
8003  **Atlases, British - 1831**  
*Bradshaw's general atlas: with the latest discoveries*. Manchester: Printed & published by G. Bradshaw, [1831?].  
Authors: Bradshaw, George, 1801-1853 -- Dower, John, active 1838-1846? -- Gent, John, fl. 1850 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 atlas ([33] leaves of plates): 33 hand col. maps; 21 x 26 cm.  
Maps drawn and engraved by G. Bradshaw and J. Dower.  
Engraved t.p.  
Relief shown by hachures.  
Scales differ.  
Owner's inscription: John Gent ... Bulwell Nottm.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.  
**Baskes G1015 .B748 1831 (NLO)**

8004  **Atlases, British - 1831**  
Authors: Guthrie, William, 1708-1770 -- Neele, James -- Neele, Josiah -- Cadell, Thomas, 1773-1836 -- Spottiswoode, Andrew -- Guthrie, William, 1708-1770. New geographical, historical, and commercial grammar -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 atlas (XXXI plates, 45 p.): 30 hand col. maps; 22 cm.  
Incomplete; lacking: Map of the world.  
Title supplied by cataloger.  
'London, Published Feby. 1st 1831 by T. Cadell and other Proprietors'--On maps.  
Various editions and formats of this atlas were made by different printers to accompany Guthrie's New geographical, historical, and commercial grammar.  
Includes index printed by A. Spottiswoode, New Street Square, London.  
Scales differ.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.  
**Baskes G1015 .G95 1831 (NLO)**

8005  **Atlases, British - 1831**  
The Edinburgh geographical and historical atlas, comprehending a sketch of the history of geography; a view of the principles of mathematical, physical, civil, and political geography; an account of the geography, statistics, and history of each continent, state, and kingdom, delineated. And a tabular view of the principal mountain chains in the world. Engraved on sixty-nine copper plates, and compiled from materials drawn from the newest and most authentic sources. Edinburgh ; London ; Dublin : Published by John Hamilton ... successor to Daniel Lizars ; Whittaker, Treacher, & Co. ... ; and W. Curry, Jun. & Co., [1831?].  
Authors: Lizars, Daniel, 1760-1812 -- Lizars, Daniel, b. 1793 -- Hamilton, John, fl. 1831 -- Whittaker, Treacher and Co. -- Curry, William, Jr., fl. 1831-1844  
1 atlas (6 p.l., 16, 288, 4 p.) : 52 hand col. maps; 47 cm.  
Some maps are numbered as two or four plates each; plate 32 omitted in numbering.  
Maps also cataloged separately.  
LC Card Number: map46000397  
60-2040  
ICN 60-5165  
**oversize G 10 .514 (NLO)**

8006  **Atlases, British - 1831**  
Authors: Starling, Thomas -- Bull, M. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 atlas : 46 maps; 170 x 110 mm.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.  
References: Phillips 6071  
**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)**  
**(PrCt)**

8007  **Atlases, British - 1832**  
*A New general atlas of the world: compiled from the latest authorities both English & foreign, containing separate maps of its various countries & states, and exhibiting their boundaries & divisions, also the chains of mountains, rivers, lakes and the geographical features comprehended in forty-six maps, including ancient maps of Greece, the Roman and Persian Empires and Palestine, from drawings made expressly for this work* / by John Dower. London: Published by Henry Teesdale & Co., March 1832.  
Authors: Dower, John, active 1838-1846? --
Atlases, British - 1833

Mr. Butler's outline maps. London : J. Harris, 1833.
Authors: Butler, William -- Hewitt, N. R. -- Harris, John, 1756-1846 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 10 maps ; 208 x 261 mm.
Maps and engraving by Hewitt.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases, British - 1833

Ostell's new general atlas : containing distinct maps of all the principal states and kingdoms throughout the world : from the latest and best authorities, including maps of Judaea, ancient Greece, and the Roman Empire. London : Baldwin & Cradock, 1833.
Authors: Ostell (Firm) -- Ostell, Thomas -- Russell, J. C. -- Baldwin & Cradock -- Clowes, William, 1779-1847 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([4], 27, [1] p., xxx [i.e. xxxii] leaves of plates) : 33 hand col. maps (2 folded) ; 29 cm.
A new ed. / with plates on an enlarged scale and corrected to the present time : to which is now added a consulting index, containing references to every place laid down in the maps, with the latitude and longitude.
Cover title: Ostell's general atlas
Maps drawn and engraved by J.C. Russell.
Relief shown by hachures.
Includes index.
Half binding of brown leather and decorative paper over boards.
Scales differ.
Former owner: Miss Smith.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .O78 1833 (NLO)

Atlases, British - 1833

Geographical annual or family cabinet atlas. London : M. Bull, 1833.
Authors: Starling, Thomas -- Bull, M. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 47 hand col. maps ; 175 x 115 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
References: Phillips 4319
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases, British - 1833

Authors: J. & C. Walker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 34 maps ; 305 x 250 mm.
PennyNationalLibrary
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases, British - 1834
Authors: Adams, William, M.A.
4 v. in 2
G 12.02 (NLO)

Atlases, British - 1834
New general atlas: being a collection of maps of the world & quarters, the various empires, kingdoms & states, &c., in the known world: carefully engraved & correctly delineated from the best maps extant. Edinburgh : Published by John Lothian, [1834?].
Authors: Lothian, John -- Leckie, James M. -- Kirkwood & Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (40 leaves of plates) : 40 hand col. maps ; 48 cm.
Maps dated: 1834.
One map published by J.M. Leckie; engraved by Kirkwoods.
Engraved title page.
Relief shown pictorially and by hachures.
Scales differ.
Bound with: Lothian, John. New and elegant classical atlas (Edinburgh : John Lothian. [1834?]).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Baskes oversize G1019 .L68 1834 (NLO)

Atlases, British - 1835
An Atlas of modern geography : constructed from the latest observations and discoveries for the use of schools / by A. Arrowsmith. London: Published by S. Arrowsmith, sold also by E. Williams and by Whittaker & Co., 1835.
Authors: Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750--1788; Arrowsmith, Charles, fl. 1792--1810; Arrowsmith, Joseph, d. 1823; Arrowsmith, Samuel, 1789--1851; Whittaker & Co.
1 atlas (68 p., 30 leaves of plates (some folded)) : 29 hand col. maps (some folded) ; 23 cm.
Other title: Arrowsmith's modern atlas
Issued with 30 (?) maps, but this copy imperfect: lacking map 3; map 24 bound in after map 30;
Engraved title page.
Relief shown by hachures.
Includes index with title: Index to Arrowsmith's modern atlas.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Baskes G1019 .A772 1835 (NLO)

Atlases, British - 1835
Woodward, Miss, fl. 1851 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (25 leaves of plates, 31p.) : 23 folded maps ; 23 cm.
Cover title: Dr. Butler's Atlas of Modern Geography.
"Author of Modern & ancient geography for the use of schools."
Maps engraved by Sidney Hall.
Printed by Spottiswoode.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Former owner’s inscription: Miss Woodward, Febry 15th, 1836.
Ms. annotations in pencil on flyleaf.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cf. Phillips 792
Baskes G1019 .B95 1835 (NLO)

Atlases, British - 1835
Authors: Starling, Thomas -- Bull and Churton -- Churton, E., fl. ca. 1840 -- Bull, Mr., fl. ca. 1840 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 47 maps ; 175 x 117 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1019 .L8 1835 (NLO)

Atlases, British - 1835
1 atlas ([4] p., 44 [i.e. 38] folded leaves of plates) : 38 hand col. maps (folded) ; 27 cm.
Bound in paper covered boards with publisher’s printed paper label on cover with title: Imperial school atlas.
"Drawn & engraved by W. & D. Lizars."--On maps.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Former owner: Gamaliel Sutcliffe.
Owner’s inscription on plate 1 verso: Thomas Sutcliffe, Stoneshay Gate, Heptonstall.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1019 .A772 1835 (NLO)
the Newberry Library.

**Baskes G1019 .T384 1835 (NLO)**

**8020** Atlases, British - 1835

Geography, Ancient - Maps - 1835

Historical geography - Maps - 1835

Mountains - Area measurement - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1835

Rivers - Area measurement - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1835

Illustrative of genera added many important maps and plans, from the latest and best authorities: to which are accurate delineation of each country of the globe, Pinnock's general atlas, the world: being an Atlases, British (PrCt)

Requests and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Atlases, British - 1837

An Atlas of modern geography : constructed from the latest observations and discoveries for the use of schools / by A. Arrowsmith. London : Published by S. Arrowsmith ; sold also by E. Williams, No. 186 Fleet Street, and by Whittaker & Co., 1837.

Authors: Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Arrowsmith, Samuel, -1839 -- Williams, E. fl. 1837 -- Whittaker & Co. -- Gifford, Reginald John -- Johnston, G. C. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas ([31] leaves of plates (some folded)) : 30 hand col. maps ; 23 cm.

Newberry copy lacking index.

Scales differ.

Former owner’s inscription: Reginal John Gifford, Wyverstone Nr. Stonemarket, Suffolk.

Former owner’s inscription: G.C. Johnston, Biletesstone.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).

Baskes G1019 .A772 1837 (NLO)

Atlases, British - 1837

A New general atlas of the world : compiled from the latest authorities both English & foreign : containing separate maps of its various countries & states, and exhibiting their boundaries & divisions, also the chains of mountains, rivers, lakes and other geographical features, comprehended in forty seven maps, including ancient maps of Greece, the Roman and Persian empires & Palestine, from drawings made expressly for this work / by John Dower. London : Henry Teesdale & Co., 1837.

Authors: Dower, John, active 1838-1846? -- Henry Teesdale & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas ([2] folded leaves, 47 [i.e. 46] folded leaves of plates) : hand col. ill., 45 hand col. maps ; 39 cm.

One map dated: 1835.

Folded engraved title page.

Relief shown by hachures.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Cf. Phillips 6083

LC Card Number: map46000417

Baskes folio G1019 .D676 1837 (NLO)

Atlases, British - 1838


Authors: Reid, Alexander, 1802-1860 -- Wright, A. -- Oliver and Boyd (Edinburgh, Scotland) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 12 maps ; 215 x 144 mm.

C&E:AWright;cfStewartGeog

Phillips 6081

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)
1838<<>>Games, Geographical - Maps -
1838<<>>World maps - 1838<<>>Maps,
Outline and base
An Atlas adapted to the Abbé Gaultier's
Geographical games : consisting of a set of maps coloured, and also another set containing merely the outlines of kingdoms and provinces, with the course of rivers, and the situation of the principa
towns, islands, mountains, &c. &c. London : John Harris, corner of St. Paul’s Church Yard, [1838].
Authors: Gaultier, abbé (Aloisius Edouard Camille), 1746?-1818 -- Aspin, Jehoshaphat, active 18th century-19th century -- Harris, John, 1756-1846 -- Gaultier, abbé (Aloisius Edouard Camille), 1746?-1818. Complete course of geography by means of instructive games --
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([9] leaves of plates (some folded)) : 7 folded hand col. maps ; 41 cm.
Cover title: Abbé Gaultier’s atlas adapted to his instructive games
Maps by J. Aspin are dated 1832 and 1838.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Moon, M. John Harris’s books for youth, 306(9)
Baskes oversize G133.G27 C73 1838 (NLO)

8032 Atlases, British - 1839
A New general atlas of modern geography : consisting of a complete collection of maps of the four quarters of the globe, delineating their physical features and coloured to show the limits of their respective states, including also the latest geographical & nautical discoveries. London : Published by James Wyld, [1839?].
Authors: Wyld, James, 1812-1887 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (60 leaves) : 55 hand col. maps (chiefly folded) ; 61 cm.
Title within ornamental border.
Cover title: Wyld's general atlas.
Maps dated 1836-1839.
Relief shown pictorially and by hachures.
Maps stamped on versos.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Baskes oversize G1019 .W95 1839 (NLO)

8033 Atlases, British - 1839 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Wyld, James, 1812-1887 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 19 maps ; 215 x 142 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

8034 Atlases, British - 1840

Authors: Butler, Samuel, 1774-1839 -- Hall, Sidney -- Longman & Co. -- Spottiswoode,
Andrew
1 atlas ([25] leaves of plates, 31, 8 p.) : 23 hand col. maps (folded) ; 22 cm.
Cover title: Dr. Butler's Atlas of Modern Geography.
'Author of Modern & ancient geography for the use of schools.'
'A catalogue of Greek and Latin works ... printed for Longman, Orme, and Co.' (March, 1840).--8p. at end.
'Greek classics, and introductory Greek works, printed for Longman, Orme, and Co.' mounted on inside front and back covers.
Maps engraved by Sidney Hall.
Printed by Spottiswoode.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Maps also cataloged separately.
Cf. Phillips 792.
Previously classed and shelved as Map 4C 110.
27517 ICN76
Case G1019 .B95 1840 (NLO)

Atlases, British - 1840
Minor school atlas : containing 21 maps, compiled from the best authorities, including all the latest discoveries : with a copious consulting index / by John Dower. London : Wm. S. Orr & Co., Amen Corner, Paternaster Row, [1840].
Authors: Dower, John, active 1838-1846? -- Orr & Compy -- Edwards, Elizabeth, fl. 1847 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Added title from publisher's paper label on cover: Dower's minor school atlas, twenty-one maps.
Preface signed: Amen Corner, June 1840.
Imperfect: Lacking portions of maps of the world, Europe, England and Wales, and Scotland.
Relief shown by hachures.
Includes index.
Half bound dark blue leather, marbled papers over boards.
Scales differ.
Former owner’s inscription: Miss Elizabeth Edwards, Augst. 21st, 1847.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1019 .D675 1840 (NLO)

Atlases, British - 1840
A Short atlas of modern geography, for the use of schools and self instruction : prepared from the best authorities, and including the latest discoveries / by J. Dower. London : Orr & Smith, [1840?].
Authors: Dower, John, active 1838-1846? -- Orr & Smith -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Added title from publisher's paper label on cover: Dower's minor school atlas, twenty-one maps.
Preface signed: Amen Corner, June 1840.
Imperfect: Lacking portions of maps of the world, Europe, England and Wales, and Scotland.
Relief shown by hachures.
Includes index.
Half bound dark blue leather, marbled papers over boards.
Scales differ.
Former owner’s inscription: Miss Elizabeth Edwards, Augst. 21st, 1847.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1019 .D675 1840 (NLO)
Establishment [18 Canada by Stanford's Geographical
Brown, J., fl. 1841
Sidney
Authors: Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- Perkins and Bacon.
Engraved t.p.
1 atlas (12, 40 p., [55] leaves of plates (some folded)) ; 44 maps (mostly col.) ; 45 cm.
Includes index.
Map of The World on Mercator's projection
egraved by G. Aikman; Index map of Germany
engraved by J. Brown; includes small map of
Texas.
Scales differ.
Laid in: Map of Canada by Stanford's
Geographical Establishment [ca. 1840?]
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Phillips 777.
Baskes oversize G1019 .B63 1840 (NLO)

Atlases, British - 1840
Geographical - 1840<<<Names, Geographical - 1840<<<Gazetteers
The Royal cabinet atlas : universal compendium of all places in the known world ; with one hundred colored plates. London : Published by Bull and Churton, 26, Holles Street, Cavendish Square ; Printed by Perkins and Bacon, [ca. 1840].
Authors: Starling, Thomas -- Bull and Churton -- Churton, E., fl. ca. 1840 -- Bull, Mr., fl. ca. 1840 -- Perkins and Bacon -- Bull and Churton (Firm), fl. ca. 1840 SEE Bull and Churton -- Perkins & Bacon (Firm), fl. ca. 1840 SEE Perkins and Bacon
1 atlas ([2], 96 [i.e. 98] leaves of plates) : [50] hand col. maps ; 18 cm.
Added, engraved title page: Geographical annual or family cabinet atlas. Designed and engraved by Thomas Starling
"Printed by Perkins & Bacon."
"Specially patronized by Her Most Gracious Majesty and Prince Albert."
All contents (text and maps) engraved, except for letterpress title page, from which title is taken.
Each map accompanied by special index.
Maps also cataloged separately.
73-9340
ICN74
map3C 5 (NLO)

Atlases, British - 1840 (Provisional Heading)
Atlases, British - 1840 (Provisional Heading)
Atlases, British - 1840 (Provisional Heading)
Atlases, British - 1840 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Gover, Edward -- Religious Tract
Society (Great Britain) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 17 maps ; 263 x 173 mm.
Includes maps illustrating ancient history.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

8043 Atlases, British - 1841
Black's general atlas : a series of fifty-four maps from the latest and most authentic sources.
Edinburgh : Adam and Charles Black ... [and 5 others], 1841.
Authors: Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- Hall, Sidney -- Aikman, George W., 1831-1905 -- Brown, J., fl. 1841 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (12, 40 p., [55] leaves of plates (some folded)): 44 maps (mostly color) ; 45 cm.
[2nd ed.?]
'Engraved on steel, in the first style of the art by Sidney Hall.'
Includes index.
Map of the world on Mercator's projection engraved by G. Aikman; Index map of Germany engraved by J. Brown; includes large map of Texas.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Phillips 779.
Baskes oversize G1019 .B63 1841 (NLO)

8044 Atlases, British - 1841
Peter Parley's atlas of modern maps and geographical tables : also, his remarks upon the right mode of using them, and of learning geography, with a complete index. London : Darton and Clark, 1841.
Authors: Goodrich, Samuel G. (Samuel Griswold), 1793-1860 -- Darton & Clark -- William Darton and Son -- Spencer, F. W. -- Floyd, Thomas -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Darton (William) and Son SEE William Darton and Son
1 atlas (20 p., 12 leaves of plates) : 12 hand col. maps (some folded) ; 29 cm.
Maps published by William Darton & Son.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Owner's inscriptions: Mastr. F.W. Spencer, Maidstone; Thomas Floyd.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .P38 1841 (NLO)

8045 Atlases, British - 1841
London : Grattan and Gilbert, 51, Paternoster Row, (map agents, by appointment, to Her Majesty's Board of Ordnance), [1841?].
1 atlas (xvi, 232, 53 p., [56] leaves of plates) : ill., 53 maps (some col., some folded) ; 34 cm.
Added engraved title page, illustrated.
Maps engraved by Joshua Archer; illustrations by C.J.W. Russell.
Previous owner's signature on engraved title page: G. Betts [?]
Printed in triple columns.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Maps also cataloged separately.
References: Cf. Phillips 780
Baskes folio G1019 .A77 1842 (NLO)

8046 Atlases, British - 1842
An Atlas of modern geography : constructed from the latest observations and discoveries for the use of schools / by A. Arrowsmith. London : Published by S. Arrowsmith ; sold also by E. Williams, No. 186 Fleet Street, and by Whittaker & Co., 1842.
Authors: Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1842 -- Arrowsmith, Samuel, -1839 -- Arrowsmith, John, 1790-1873 -- Williams, E. fl. 1837 -- Simpkin, Marshall and Co. -- Whittaker & Co. -- Syne -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([31] leaves of plates (some folded),[4], 68 p.) : 30 hand col. maps ; 23 cm.
Scales differ.
Former owner's inscription: Syne.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Baskes G1019 .A772 1842 (NLO)

8047 Atlases, British - 1842
Authors: Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Arrowsmith, Samuel, -1839 -- Arrowsmith, John, 1790-1873 -- Williams, E. fl. 1837 -- Simpkin, Marshall and Co. -- Whittaker & Co. -- Syne -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
G1019.A77 1842 (NLO)

8048 Atlases, British - 1842
Authors: Arrowsmith, John, 1790-1873 --
Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- King's College (London, England) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 22 maps ; 224 x 150 mm.
(of25); smaller maps; nd; hydrography
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)** (PrCt)

8049 **Atlases, British - 1842**
1 atlas (25 leaves of plates, 31, 16 p. ) : 23 hand col. maps (folded) ; 22 cm.
Cover title: Dr. Butler's Atlas of Modern Geography.
Incomplete?; issued with 23 maps?
'Author of Modern & ancient geography for the use of schools.'
'A catalogue of books on education' published by Longman, Brown, Green, & Longmans (March, 1842).--16p. at end.
'Superior School Books, printed for Longman, Orme, & Co.' (September, 1840) mounted on inside front and back covers.
Printed by Spottiswoode.
Maps engraved by Sidney Hall.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Ms. annotation in pencil throughout.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
**Baskes G1019 .W94 1843 (NLO)**

8050 **Atlases, British - 1842**
New general atlas. Edinburgh : Oliver & Boyd, [1842?].
Authors: Ewing, Thomas -- Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846 -- Oliver and Boyd (Edinburgh, Scotland) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 28 maps ; 296 x 237 mm.
Edited by Hugh Murray.
Maps in outline color.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)** (PrCt)

8051 **Atlases, British - 1842**
New general atlas. Edinburgh : Oliver & Boyd, [1842?].
Authors: Ewing, Thomas -- Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846 -- Oliver and Boyd (Edinburgh, Scotland) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 28 maps ; 303 x 244 mm.
Edited by Hugh Murray.
Maps in full color.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)** (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

1 atlas (45 p., [29] folded leaves of plates) : 29 hand col. maps (folded) ; 28 cm.
Maps engraved by J. Archer.
Includes index.
Scales differ
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .C455 1844 (NLO)

8056

**Atlases, British - 1844**
Cities and towns -
Maps - 1844**
Historical geography - Maps - 1844**
Gnomonic projection - Gnomonic projection (Cartography)**
Celestial charts -
Astronomy - Charts, diagrams, etc.

Title-pages dated 1844; maps variously dated 1830-1844.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Burckhardt, A. Burnes, Cazal, P. Cella, C.
Chesney, W. Clarke, C. Cockerell, A. Codazzi, A.
Coulon, J. Crawford, A. Cunningham, B. Davies,
G. Delamotte, H. Denham, Dolago, J.-B. Du
Halde, L. Duperrey, L. Fallon, Forbes, C. Forsell,
J. Franklin, H. Garnier, M. Gage, T. Gordon, W.
Graah, J. Gräber, G. Greig, J. Hellert, J.
Henshall, W. Henshall, F. Horinemann, J.
Horsburgh, Hudson’s Bay Company, W. Hughes,
A. Humboldt, P. Jacotin, J. Jackson, the Jesuits,
E. Kaempfer, H. Keller, T. Key, J. von Klaproth,
A. Klein, I. Kruzenshtern, Laing, P. Lapie, C. La
Place, W. Leake, M. Leblond, K. Le Coq, W.
Lindley, J. Lipszky, F. Litke, G. Long, T. López de
Vargas Machuca, G. Lyon, G. T. Malby, K.
Martius, W. Montefith, R.I. Murchison, T.
Nicholson, J. Origazzi, W. Owen, J. Pacho,
Parchappe, W. Parry, V. Pliadyshev, T. Raffles,
Lt. Raglovich, J. Raymond, J. Rennell, E.
Robinson, A. Roussin, the firm of Russell, C.
Rozet, R. Schomburgk, F. Schröter, W. Shaw, J.
Shury, P. Smith, W. Smith, Smyth (fl. ca. 1817),
W. Smyth, J. Spix, T. Starling, S. Stucchi, H.
Tanner, Temple, Thakeray, E. Turrell,
Each volume includes a table of contents.
"Index to the principal states and islands, and to
the plans of cities": [2] p. following contents for
vol. 1.
Vol. 2 includes Dawes, William Rutter. The Stars,
in six maps, on the gnomonic projection, revised
by ... W.R. Dawes under the superintendence of
the Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge
(London: Printed by William Clowes and Sons,
1843) at end. [1] leaf, 6 hand col. charts ; 42 cm.
Charts are included in the list of contents of vol.
2, being numbered 213-218.
In upper margin of celestial charts: Anno 1830.
No. 1 [-6].
Maps also cataloged separately; celestial charts
not cataloged separately.
References: Cain, Mead T. ‘The Maps of the
Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge:
a publishing history’ in Imago Mundi 46 (1994):
151-167; Cf. Phillips 794; Atlases in libraries of
Chicago (1936) no. 716.
Missing October 2009.

Atlasses, British - 1845

Atlasses, British - 1846

Atlasses, British - 1846

Outlines of the world / by A. Arrowsmith. London :
G.F. Cruchley, 1846.
Authors: Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 --
Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Cruchley, G. F.
-- Ashley, Elizabeth Juliana, fl. 1848 -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
maps ; 38 cm.
Added title from publisher’s stamped label on
cover: Arrowsmith’s new general atlas.
Maps dated Jany 1st 1845.
"Additions to 1846."
With an engraved portrait of Arrowsmith on the
t.p.
Publisher’s advertisements [4] p. at end.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Original publisher’s binding.
Owner’s inscription: Elizabeth Juliana Ashley,
1848.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.

Basks folio G1019 .A775 1846 (NLO)

Basks folio G1019 .A8 1845 (NLO)

Basks folio G1019 .A8 1845 (NLO)
longitudes.
Added title from publisher’s paper label on cover:
Dower’s short atlas of modern geography.
Map of North America includes Republic of Texas
(1836-1846) and northern border of Oregon
Territory established with the Oregon Treaty
(1846).
Engraved t.p.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Half-binding of brown leather spine and corners,
marbled paper
Inscription: Sarah Jane Burt, November 1852.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
**Baskes G1019 .D68 1846 (NLO)**

### Atlases, British - 1846

**A New general atlas : being a collection of maps of the world & quarters, the various empires, kingdoms & states in the known world, agreeably to the best authorities & in accordance with modern discovery : with all the improvements, railroads, &c. &c. &c.**

London : Published by the booksellers, S. Johnson & Son, [1846].

Authors: S. Johnson & Son. -- W.H. Lizards (Firm) -- Bell, Alan -- Allan Bell & Co. -- Roger S.

Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Johnson (S.) & Son, publishers, London SEE S. Johnson & Son.

1 atlas ([43] leaves) : 40 hand col. maps ; 44 cm.

Cover title: New general atlas with all the improvements railroads &c. 1846


Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Cf. Phillips 6082

**Baskes oversize G1019 .S545 1846 (NLO)**

### Atlases, British - 1846

**Chambers’s atlas for the people : accompanied by a descriptive introduction.**

Edinburgh : W. and R. Chambers, [1846].

Authors: William and Robert Chambers -- Gellaty, John, 1802-1859 -- Roger S. Baskes

Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (48, 23 p., 33 leaves of plates) 33 col.

maps ; 30 cm.

Preface dated December 1846.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes folio G1019 .C52 1846 (NLO)**

### Atlases, British - 1847

**Black’s general atlas : comprehending sixty-one maps from the latest and most authentic sources, engraved on steel in the first style of the art with geographical descriptions and an index of 56,000 names.**


Authors: Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- Hall, Sidney -- Hughes, William, 1817-1876 -- Roger

S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (12, 56 p., [65] leaves of plates (some folded)) : ill., 53 maps (some col.) ; 45 cm.

Title from OCLC record.

Title page missing, handwritten title page tipped in.

Includes index.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes oversize G1019 .B63 1847 (NLO)**

### Atlases, British - 1847

**A New general atlas / constructed by A. Arrowsmith, hydrographer to the King ; exhibiting the boundaries and divisions, also the chains of mountains and other geographical features of all the known countries in the world ; comprehended in fifty-four maps, from original drawings ; including two new maps by Sidney Hall, with recent discoveries.**

Edinburgh : Macleod and son, [1847].

Authors: Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Hall, Sidney -- Adlard, Henry -- Macleod and son -- MacLeod, James -- Kay, John -- Roger S.

Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)


Cover title: Arrowsmith’s new general atlas, 1847

"Drawn by A. Arrowsmith. Engraved by Sister Hall"--On maps.


Former owner’s signature on plate II: John Kay.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).

**Baskes folio G1019 .A7315 1847 (NLO)**

### Atlases, British - 1847

**The People’s atlas : shewing the relative extent and divisions, the boundaries and other geographical details of the various empires, states, and quarters of the world, agreeably to the best authorities, and in accordance with modern discovery : together with a comparative view of the heights of hills and lengths of rivers / revised by J. Lothian.**

Glasgow : James MacLeod ..., 1847.

Authors: Lothian, John -- MacLeod, James -- Macdonald, D., engraver of Argyle St., Glasgow -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (4 p., [46] leaves of plates) : 46 hand col. maps ; 42 cm.

Maps engraved by D. Macdonald.

Scales differ.

Former owner’s stamp and ms. notes in Arabic.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes oversize G1019 .P355 1847 (NLO)**

### Atlases, British - 1847

**Maps of North America includes Republic of Texas (1836-1846) and northern border of Oregon Territory established with the Oregon Treaty (1846).**

Engraved t.p.

Includes index.

Scales differ.

Half-binding of brown leather spine and corners, marbled paper

Inscription: Sarah Jane Burt, November 1852.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes G1019 .D68 1846 (NLO)**

### Atlases, British - 1846

**A New general atlas : being a collection of maps of the world & quarters, the various empires, kingdoms & states in the known world, agreeably to the best authorities & in accordance with modern discovery : with all the improvements, railroads, &c. &c. &c.**

London : Published by the booksellers, S. Johnson & Son, [1846].

Authors: S. Johnson & Son. -- W.H. Lizards (Firm) -- Bell, Alan -- Allan Bell & Co. -- Roger S.

Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Johnson (S.) & Son, publishers, London SEE S. Johnson & Son.

1 atlas ([43] leaves) : 40 hand col. maps ; 44 cm.

Cover title: New general atlas with all the improvements railroads &c. 1846


Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Cf. Phillips 6082

**Baskes oversize G1019 .S545 1846 (NLO)**

### Atlases, British - 1846

**Chambers’s atlas for the people : accompanied by a descriptive introduction.**

Edinburgh : W. and R. Chambers, [1846].

Authors: William and Robert Chambers -- Gellaty, John, 1802-1859 -- Roger S. Baskes

Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (48, 23 p., 33 leaves of plates) 33 col.

maps ; 30 cm.

Preface dated December 1846.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes folio G1019 .C52 1846 (NLO)**

### Atlases, British - 1847

**Black’s general atlas : comprehending sixty-one maps from the latest and most authentic sources, engraved on steel in the first style of the art with geographical descriptions and an index of 56,000 names.**


Authors: Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- Hall, Sidney -- Hughes, William, 1817-1876 -- Roger

S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (12, 56 p., [65] leaves of plates (some folded)) : ill., 53 maps (some col.) ; 45 cm.

Title from OCLC record.

Title page missing, handwritten title page tipped in.

Includes index.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes oversize G1019 .B63 1847 (NLO)**

### Atlases, British - 1847

**A New general atlas / constructed by A. Arrowsmith, hydrographer to the King ; exhibiting the boundaries and divisions, also the chains of mountains and other geographical features of all the known countries in the world ; comprehended in fifty-four maps, from original drawings ; including two new maps by Sidney Hall, with recent discoveries.**

Edinburgh : Macleod and son, [1847].

Authors: Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Hall, Sidney -- Adlard, Henry -- Macleod and son -- MacLeod, James -- Kay, John -- Roger S.

Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)


Cover title: Arrowsmith’s new general atlas, 1847

"Drawn by A. Arrowsmith. Engraved by Sidy. Hall"--On maps.


Former owner’s signature on plate II: John Kay.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).

**Baskes folio G1019 .A7315 1847 (NLO)**

### Atlases, British - 1847

**The People’s atlas : shewing the relative extent and divisions, the boundaries and other geographical details of the various empires, states, and quarters of the world, agreeably to the best authorities, and in accordance with modern discovery : together with a comparative view of the heights of hills and lengths of rivers / revised by J. Lothian.**

Glasgow : James MacLeod ..., 1847.

Authors: Lothian, John -- MacLeod, James -- Macdonald, D., engraver of Argyle St., Glasgow -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (4 p., [46] leaves of plates) : 46 hand col. maps ; 42 cm.

Maps engraved by D. Macdonald.

Scales differ.

Former owner’s stamp and ms. notes in Arabic.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes oversize G1019 .P355 1847 (NLO)**

### Atlases, British - 1847
An Atlas of the world: comprehending separate maps of its various countries / constructed & drawn from the latest astronomical & geographical observations by James Wyld.
London: James Wyld, 1847.
Authors: Wyld, James, 1812-1887 -- Stockley, S.
-- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([47] leaves of plates (3 folded)): ill., 41 hand col. maps; 34 cm.
Cover title: Wyld's general atlas Maps engraved by S. Stockley.
Imperfect; issued with 44 (?) maps, but this copy lacking 3 maps.
Engraved title page.
Half bound leather and green ribbon-embossed cloth over boards with gold stamped cover title: Wyld's general atlas.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).

Baskes folio G1019 .W947 1847 (NLO)

Atlases, British - 1847 (Provisional Heading)
New general atlas for the use of schools.
Edinburgh: Martin, Robert Montgomery, 1803?-1868 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.: 30 maps; 320 x 260 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases, British - 1847 (Provisional Heading)
Outlines of geography, principally ancient.
Edinburgh: Adam and Charles Black, 1847.
Authors: Millan, John -- Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.: 17 maps; 174 x 114 mm.
Includes maps illustrating ancient history.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases, British - 1848
1 atlas ([40] leaves of plates): 20 hand col. maps; 56 cm.
No title page; title assigned by cataloger.
Maps hand numbered in ink no. 1 through no. 20.
‘Price 6d cold. outline and 9d full coloured.’ -- on map of United States. Other maps have price left blank.
Scales differ.
Library buckram.
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005; includes CHS ownership markings.
CHS Coll., Atlas no. 66

Case oversize G1019 .B45 1848 (NLO)

Atlases, British - 1848
Authors: Betts, John, fl. 1844-1863 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas: 40 maps; 430 x 352 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases, British - 1848
Public Library -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Bookplate: City of York Public Library.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Esplenhorst 2.7.2.2.1
Phillips 04172a

Baskes oversize G1046.C1 .J6415 1848b (NLO)
8072 **Atlases, British - 1848**
1 atlas (94 p. in various pagings, [30] fold. leaves of plates) : 30 col. maps ; 57 cm.
'Engraved by W. & A.K. Johnston'--on maps.
'Based on the Physikalischer Atlas of H. Berghaus ...'
Cover title: Physical atlas of natural phenomena.
'Divisions: geology, hydrography, meteorology, natural history.'
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Phillips 4173. Black 78.
**Baskes oversize G1046.C1 .J6415 1848 (NLO)**

8073 **Atlases, British - 1848**
A New general atlas of modern geography: consisting of a complete collection of maps of the four quarters of the globe, delineating their physical features and coloured to show the limits of their respective states: including also the latest geographical and nautical discoveries. London: Published by James Wyld, [1848?].
1 atlas (66 leaves of plates (53 folded)) : ill., 62 maps (chiefly hand col.) ; 60 cm.
Cover title: Wyld's general atlas
Maps dated: 1841-1848.
Maps by James Wyld, L.S. de Larochette, Samuel Holland, Jasper Nantiat, F.W.C. Baron Schmettau, and d'Anville; engraved by Stockley, J. Walker, and D. Wright.
Relief shown by hachures and pictorially.
Engraved title page.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
**Baskes oversize G1019 .W95 1848 (NLO)**

8074 **Atlases, British - 1848 (Provisional Heading)**
Authors: Arrowsmith, John, 1790-1873 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 30 maps ; 227 x 152 mm.
nd
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)**

8075 **Atlases, British - 1848 (Provisional Heading)**
Authors: Smith, Charles, active 1800-1822 -- Pickett, J. -- Gardner, W. R. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 51 maps ; 414 x 330 mm.
E: Pickett, Gardner, Addison
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)**

8076 **Atlases, British - 1849**
[An Atlas of modern geography: constructed from the latest observations and discoveries for the use of schools / by A. Arrowsmith]. [London: Arrowsmith, 1849?].
1 atlas ([31] leaves of plates (some folded), [2], 68 p.) : 30 hand col. maps ; 23 cm.
Imperfect; this copy lacking title page and p. 67-68; title from other editions.
'Published by John Arrowsmith, No. 10 Soho Square'--On maps.
Scales differ.
Bookplate of Charlotte Mason College, Ambleside: Rawnsley.
Calling card of Willingham Franklin Rawnsley dated Dec. 27, 1856 pasted onto flyleaf.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
**Baskes G1019 .A772 1849 (NLO)**

8077 **Atlases, British - 1849**
Sharpe's corresponding atlas: comprising fifty-four maps, constructed upon a system of scale and proportion, from the most recent authorities / engraved on steel by Joseph Wilson Lowry; with a copious consulting index. London: Chapman and Hall, 1849.
Authors: Sharpe, John, 1777-1860 -- Lowry, Joseph Wilson, 1803-1879 -- Chapman and Hall -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([5], 22 p., 54 leaves of plates (2 folded))

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
52 hand col. maps ; 49 cm.
Imperfect; issued with 54 (?) maps, but this copy lacking plates no. 7 and no. 20.
Includes index.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
References: Phillips 4327
Baskes oversize G1019 .S49 1849 (NLO)

8078 Atlasses, British - 1849 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Hall, Sidney -- Black -- Longman --
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 53 maps ; 464 x 306 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

8079 Atlasses, British - 1850
A New general atlas / constructed by A.
Arrowsmith, hydrographer to the King ; exhibiting
the boundaries and divisions, also the chains of
mountains and other geographical features of
all the known countries in the world. London :
Published by I. J. Chidley, 123 Aldersgate Street,
[ca. 1850].
Authors: Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Hall,
Sidney -- Adlard, Henry -- Chidley, I. J. -- Sutton,
Charles, fl. 1869 -- Radford, I.A. -- Thomson --
Chidley, I. J. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([2] leaves, 14 p., [40] leaves of plates) : 40
hand col. maps ; 32 cm.
"Drawn by A. Arrowsmith. Engraved by Syd.
Hall"--On maps.
Engraved title page with title vignette signed: H.
Adlard, sculp.
"From original drawings. With recent
discoveries."
Relief shown by hachures.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Inscription: Charles Sutton 1869.
Inscription: Miss. I. A. Radford.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet
by R. Baskes).
Baskes folio G1019 .A7315 1850 (NLO)

8080 Atlasses, British - 1850
[The London modern atlas]. [London : John Betts,
1850?].
Authors: Betts, John, fl. 1844-1863 -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([24] leaves of folded plates) : 24 hand
col. maps ; 39 cm.
Title page lacking; title from OCLC record for
another edition with same running title.
"London: John Betts, 115 Strand"--On some
maps.
Running title: London series of modern maps
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .B44 1850 (NLO)

Atlasses, British - 1850
The General school atlas of modern geography in
a series of twenty two maps of the principal
states and kingdoms throughout the world :
embracing the most recent discoveries / revised
Authors: Blair, David, 1820-1899 -- Allman,
Thomas, 1792-1870 -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([2], [22] leaves of plates) : 22 hand col.
maps (some folded) ; 29 cm.
Cover title: Blair's modern school atlas
Publisher's advertisements on paste downs and
fly leaves.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .G373 1850 (NLO)

Atlasses, British - 1850
An Atlas of modern geography / by Samuel
Butler. London : Longman, Brown, Green, and
Longmans, 1850.
Authors: Butler, Samuel, 1774-1839 -- Hall,
Sidney -- Longman, Brown, Green, and
Longmans -- Williams, Miss, fl. 1851 --
Spottiswoodes and Shaw -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([28] leaves of plates, 49 p.) : 28 folded
hand col. maps ; 24 cm.
"New ed. / edited by the author's son."
"Re-engraved, with corrections from the
government surveys and the most recent sources
of information."
"Author of Modern and ancient geography for the
use of schools."
Printed by Spottiswoodes and Shaw.
Maps engraved by Sidney Hall.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Former owner's inscription: Miss Williams, Aug.
1851.
Ms. annotations in pencil throughout.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1019 .B95 1850 (NLO)

Atlasses, British - 1850
The Family atlas of modern geography : with a
physical introduction, and consulting index of the
latitudes and longitudes of 30,000 places.
London : Henry George Collins, [ca. 1850].
Authors: Collins, Henry George -- Russell, C. J.
W. -- Archer, James, fl. 1835-1860 -- Beare,
Agnes Dorothy -- Roger S. Baskes Collection

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
(Newberry Library)
1 atlas (24, 48 p., [37] leaves of plates (some folded)) : ill, 35 hand col. maps ; 34 cm.
Added engraved t.p.: Family atlas of the earth
"Thirty-seven full colored maps."
Maps drawn and engraved by J. Archer.
Some illustrations drawn by C.J.W. Russell and engraved by J. Archer.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Former owner’s inscription: Agnes Dorothy Beare, "Sherrington," "Norbury."
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .C627 1850 (NLO)

8084 Atlases, British - 1850
A Short atlas of modern geography, for the use of schools : prepared from the best authorities, and including all the latest discoveries : with a copious consulting index of latitudes and longitudes / by John Dower. London : Wm. S. Orr & Co., 1850.
Authors: Dower, John, active 1838-1846? -- Commissioners of National Education in Ireland
-- Maclure, Macdonald & Macgregor -- Orr & Compy -- Irvine, Eric R. -- O’Galligan, George R.
-- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
-- Ireland. Commissioners of National Education
SEE Commissioners of National Education in Ireland
Irish National Board of Education ed.
Added title from publisher’s paper label on cover:
Dower’s short atlas of modern geography.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Owner’s inscription: Eric R. Irvine, February 1923.
Owner’s inscription: George R. O’Galligan, July 1851.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1019 .D68 1850b (NLO)

8085 Atlases, British - 1850
Authors: Dower, John, active 1838-1846? -- Henry Teesdale & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 45 maps ; 400 x 275 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
References: Cf. Phillips 796
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

8086 Atlases, British - 1850
Authors: Dower, John, active 1838-1846? -- Petermann, A. (August), 1822-1878 -- Orr & Compy -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (2 unnumbered leaves, 13 pages, 53 unnumbered leaves of plates) : hand colored illustrations, 52 hand colored maps ; 31 cm.
A new edition with a copious consulting index.
Maps by Augustus Petermann.
Relief shown by hachures.
Includes index.
Engraved title page.
Scales differ.
Illegible former owner’s signature.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .D6755 1855 (NLO)

Atlases, British - 1850
A Modern atlas : forming a complete compendium of geography : exhibiting, in thirty maps, the extent, divisions, physical and political arrangements of every country in the known world, and containing the latest discoveries in the polar regions, Africa, Polynesia, &c. : with an introduction, explanatory of the construction and use of maps, and a copious index, for reference to the maps, shewing the latitude and longitude of every place contained in the atlas / by Alexander G. Findlay. London : William Tegg and Co., 1850.
Authors: Findlay, Alexander G. -- William Tegg and Co. -- Maclure, Macdonald & Macgregor -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (xii, 51 p., [1], 30 folded leaves of plates) : ill., 30 hand col. maps ; 25 cm.
4th ed.
Variant title: Findlays' modern atlas : for the use of schools and students in geography, with a copious index.
Publisher's paper label on cover:
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1019 .F44 1850 (NLO)

Atlases, British - 1850
Juvenile atlas. Manchester : Printed & published by J. Heywood, 170 Deansgate, [between 1850 and 1859?].
Authors: Heywood, John, 1832-1888 -- Archer, J. -- Petrie, Geo. -- Smith, Davis -- Glen, Robert H. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([20] leaves of plates) : 20 hand col. maps ; 23 cm.
Printed label on cover with title: Juvenile atlas, containing twenty maps, coloured.
Maps engraved by Geo. Petrie, Manchester and
Atlases, British - 1850

The National atlas of historical, commercial, and political geography : constructed from the most recent and authentic sources. Edinburgh : Cowan & Co., [1850?].
Lithography by T. Constable, Edinburgh.
Cover title: The National atlas of general geography.
"With a copious index carefully compiled from the maps."
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Atlases, British - 1850

Authors: Petermann, A. (August), 1822-1878 -- Dower, John, active 1838-1846? -- Milner, Thomas, d. 1882 -- Finden, Edward Francis, 1791-1857 -- Orr & Compy -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Dower, John James, b. 1825 SEE Dower, John, active 1838-1846?
1 atlas (142 p., [13] leave of plates (some folded)) : ill., 13 hand col. maps (some folded) ; 37 cm.
Maps engraved by John Dower.
"Illustrated by one hundred and thirty vignettes on wood."
Added engraved col. t.p. by E. Finden.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Scales differ.
Owner's inscription: M [?] Archdeacon of Gloucester.

Atlases, British - 1850-1860

A Short atlas of modern geography, for the use of schools and self instruction : prepared from the best authorities, and including the latest discoveries / by J. Dower.
Authors: Dower, John, active 1838-1846? -- Potter & Galpin -- Ward & Lock -- Back Creek National School (Amherst, Va.) -- Lawson, Chas. P. -- O'Brien, Richard Joseph -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (43 p., 17 folded leaves of plates) : 17 hand col. maps ; 25 cm.
Binder's title: Dower atlas.
Engraved t.p.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Atlases, British - 1850

Authors: Scottish School Book Association (Edinburgh) -- William Whyte & Co. -- Brown, J. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Whyte (William) & Co. SEE William Whyte & Co. 1 atlas (xxix leaves of plates) : 29 hand col. maps ; 31 cm.
"Engraved by J. Brown, Edinr."
Relief shown by hachures.
Engraved title page.
"Price 10s. 6d., Coloured outlines."
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).

Atlases, British - 1850 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Johnston, Alexander Keith, 1804-1871 -- William Blackwood and Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 24 maps ; 370 x 285 mm.
1st ed.
NMM505
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Maps ... embracing all the latest discoveries obtained from government surveys, books of recent travel, and other sources with geographical description, and an index of 59,280 names. Edinburgh : Adam and Charles Black ... [and 5 others], 1851.
Authors: Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- Hall, Sidney -- Hughes, William, 1817-1876 -- Seton -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (12, 60 p., [68] leaves of plates (some folded)) : ill., 53 col. maps ; 45 cm.
New ed.
'Engraved on steel, in the first style of the art by Sidney Hall, William Hughes.' Includes index.
Scales differ.
Binder's label of Seton, bookbinder, Edinburgh.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Phillips 4328.

Atlases, British - 1851
Tallis's illustrated atlas, and modern history of the world, geographical, political, commercial, and statistical / edited by R. Montgomery Martin.
Maps also cataloged separately.
References: Phillips 804.
8098 Atlases, British - 1851
Illustrated atlas of the nineteenth century world.
Authors: Tallis, John, 1817-1876 -- Potter, J. --
Portland -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 v. : 84 maps ; 360 x 262 mm.
Facsimile of original published 1851.
Edited by J. Potter.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

8099 Atlases, British - 1851<>Paris Metropolitan Area (France) - Maps - 1870<>Ile-de-France (France) - Maps - 1870
A School atlas of modern geography : with an index, containing the names of the most important places laid down in the maps, the countries in which they are situated, and their latitude and longitude / by Alexander Reid.
Edinburgh : Oliver & Boyd, 1851.
Authors: Reid, Alexander, 1802-1860 -- Wright, A. -- Oliver and Boyd (Edinburgh, Scotland) -- G.W. Bacon & Co. Environ of Paris [1870?] -- Bacon, G. W. (George Washington), 1830-1921 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([2], 28 p., [16] leaves of plates (some folded)) : 16 col. maps (some folded) ; 28 cm.
Cover title: Reid's school atlas of modern geography
"Drawn and engraved by A. Wright, Edinburgh."--On maps.
Publisher's red cloth binding with gold stamped title: Reid's school atlas of modern geography.
Scales differ.
Folded map laid in: Environ of Paris. London : G.W. Bacon, [1870?].
Advertisements laid in.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Includes index.
Baskes folio G1019 .R64 1851 (NLO)

8100 Atlases, British - 1851 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Tallis, John, 1817-1876 -- Martin, Robert Montgomery, 1803?-1868 -- Rapkin, J. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 83 maps ; 383 x 280 mm.
Ed:RMontgomeryMartin;CJRapkin
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Phillips 804
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

8101 Atlases, British - 1852
Smith's atlas of modern geography for the use of schools. London : Published by C. Smith & Son, 1852.
Authors: C. Smith & Son -- Smith, Charles, active 1800-1822 -- Kinnenslry, Jenkins, J., Mrs. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Smith, Charles, publisher, London, fl. 1799-1852 SEE Smith, Charles, fl. 1800-1822 -- Smith (Charles) & Son, London SEE C. Smith & Son
1 atlas ([2], 28 leaves of plates) : 28 hand col. maps (some folded) ; 23 cm.
Original publisher's binding; printed paper label on cover with title: Smith's modern atlas for schools.
Scales differ.
Owner's inscription: July 24th, 1924, given to me by Mrs. Jenkins, J. Kinnenslry[?].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1019 .S632 1852 (NLO)

Atlasses, British - 1852
The Edinburgh imperial atlas, ancient and modern : revised and corrected to the present time, from the best authorities. Edinburgh : Gall & Inglis; [1852?]
Authors: Gall & Inglis -- Smith, B., engraver -- Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Clerk, T. (Thomas) -- Jones, Edward, fl. 1807 -- Cooper, H. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (47 leaves of plates) : 47 hand col. maps ; 55 cm.
Spine title: Ancient and modern atlas
Most recent maps dated 1852.
Maps engraved by B. Smith, S.I. Neele, T. Clerk, E. Jones, and H. Cooper.
Relief shown by hachures.
Pagination error: plates 44-46 bound in reverse order.
Newberry copy has spine title: Ancient and modern atlas.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 79689838
Baskes oversize G1019 .G236 1852 (NLO)

Atlasses, British - 1852
Philips' popular atlas of the world : constructed from the most recent and best authorities with a copious consulting index / by J. H. Johnson.
Liverpool : Published by George Philip and Son ..., 1852.
Authors: George Philip & Son -- Johnson, J. H. (John Hugh), fl. 1854-1870 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (39 p., [48] leaves of plates (some folded)) : 47 hand col. maps (some folded) ; 34 cm.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Atlases, British - 1852
A School atlas of general and descriptive geography: exhibiting the actual and comparative extent of all the countries in the world with their present political divisions, founded on the most recent discoveries and rectifications. Edinburgh; London: Blackwood, 1852.
Authors: Johnston, Alexander Keith, 1804-1871 -- W. & A.K. Johnston Limited -- William Blackwood and Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
1 atlas (28 p., 22 folded leaves of plates) : 22 col. maps ; 28 cm.
'Engraved and printed in colours by W. & A.K. Johnston'--on maps.
Cover title: Keith Johnston's general school atlas.
Includes index.
Relief shown by hachures.
Publisher's advertisements on inside front and back covers.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Atlases, British - 1854
Authors: Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- Hughes, William, 1817-1876 -- Bartholomew, John, 1831-1893 -- Schenk & McFarlane -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
1 atlas (12, 63 p., [89] leaves of plates) : ill., 67 maps (some col.) ; 44 cm.
New ed.
'Engraved on steel, in the first style of art, by Sidney Hall, William Hughes.'
'Embracing all the latest discoveries obtained from government surveys and expeditions, books of recent travel, and other sources, including the North-West Passage discovered by H.M. Ship Investigator. With introductory chapters on the geography and statistics of the various countries of the world, and a complete index of 65,000 names.'--T.p.
Maps engraved by S. Hall, W. Hughes, and J. Bartholomew; printed by Schenk & McFarlane. Includes index.
Issued with 65 maps, but this copy includes maps of Cronstadt and Crimea pasted into front and back inside covers.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Atlases, British - 1853
A Descriptive atlas of astronomy and of physical and political geography. London: Wm. S. Orr & Co., MDCCCLIII [1853].
Authors: Milner, Thomas, d. 1882 -- Petermann, A. (August), 1822-1878 -- Orr & Compy
Roman numeral III added to imprint with hand stamp.
Includes a map of Germany not listed in the table of contents.
Cf. Phillips 231.
73-8379
map5C 22 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Routledge, [ca. 1854?].
Authors: Collins, Henry George -- G. Routledge & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 52 maps ; 260 x 326 mm.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

8111 Atlases, British - 1854
*Philips'* series of penny maps : forming a comprehensive atlas of modern and ancient geography. Liverpool : Published by George Philip and Son, 1854.
Authors: George Philip & Son -- Foster, David Helm -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([2] p., [49] leaves of plates) : 44 maps (some folded) ; 33 cm.
Publisher's binding with attached paper label. Scales differ.
Owner's inscription: David Helm Foster, Royal Grammar School, March 5th, 1858, Darlington.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Cf. Phillips 810
Baskes folio G1019 .P55766 1854 (NLO)

8112 Atlases, British - 1854
*Philips'* cabinet atlas : comprising maps illustrating the modern geography of every country of the world constructed from the latest & most authentic sources, with a copious consulting index / by J.H. Johnson. Liverpool : George Philip & Son, 1854.
Authors: George Philip & Son -- Johnson, J. H. (John Hugh), fl. 1854-1870 -- James Ballantyne and Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Ballantyne (James) and Co. SEE James Ballantyne and Co.
1 atlas (44 [i.e. 38] leaves of plates (some folded), 19 p.) : 38 hand col. maps (some folded) ; 34 cm.
"Ballantyne, Printer, Edinburgh."--P.19.
At head of title: Dedicated to her most gracious majesty the Queen
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Engraved t.p.
Includes index.
Baskes folio G1019 .P5573 1854 (NLO)

8113 Atlases, British - 1854
*Atlas* of modern geography : compiled and drawn from the latest observations : with index, containing upwards of eight thousand names of places / by James Wyld.
London : Published by James Wyld, 1854.
Authors: Wyld, James, 1812-1887 -- Stockley, S. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (4, 48 p., [26] folded leaves of plates) : 26
hand col. maps ; 23 cm.
Cover title: Wyld's general atlas
Maps engraved by Stockley. Relief shown by hachures. Scales differ. No. 1 of 2 titles bound together.
In a volume of 2 titles bound together.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1019 .W94 1854 (NLO)

8114 Atlases, British - 1854 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Martin, Robert Montgomery, 1803?-1868 -- Rapkin, J. -- Tallis, John, 1817-1876 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
13 v. ; 40 maps : 290 x 200 mm.
(1849-1854):C:JRapkin;Sabin44908
Includes maps illustrating history. Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

8115 Atlases, British - 1854 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Martin, Robert Montgomery, 1803?-1868 -- Rapkin, J. -- Tallis, John, 1817-1876 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 8 maps ; 281 x 198 mm.
C:JRapkin
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

8116 Atlases, British - 1854<<>>>World maps - 1854
- Cities and towns<<>>>Cities and towns - Maps - 1854 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Tallis, John, 1817-1876 -- Martin, Robert Montgomery, 1803?-1868 -- Rapkin, J. -- London Printing -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
2 v. in 1 : 110 maps ; 380 x 278 mm.
Ed:RMontgomeryMartin;C:JRapkin
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

8117 Atlases, British - 1855
A New general atlas of modern geography : consisting of a complete collection of maps of the four quarters of the globe, delineating their physican features and coloured to show the limits of their respective states : including also the latest geographical and nautical discoveries.
London : Published by James Wyld, [1855?].
Atlases, British - 1856

Authors: Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- Bartholomew, John, 1831-1893 -- Mawer, John -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([2] leaves, 27 leaves of plates) : 27 maps ; 16 x 19 cm.
Maps by John Bartholomew.
Publisher's embossed brown cloth binding.
Relief shown by hachures. Scales differ.
Former owner's inscription: John Mawer, 1858.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1019 .A324 1856 (NLO)

Atlases, British - 1856

General atlas of the world: containing upwards of seventy maps ... Edinburgh: Adam and Charles Black, 1856.
Authors: Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- Hall, Sidney -- Hughes, William, 1817-1876 -- Bartholomew, John, 1831-1893 -- Schenk & McFarlane -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (12, 63, [91] leaves of plates (some folded)) : ill., 65 maps (chiefly hand col.) ; 44 cm.
New ed.
Maps engraved by S. Hall, W. Hughes, and J. Bartholomew; printed by Schenk & McFarlane.

Includes index.
Embracing all the latest discoveries obtained from government surveys and expeditions, books of recent travel, and other sources, including the North-West Passage discovered by H.M. Ship Investigator. With introductory chapters on the geography and statistics of the various countries of the world, and a complete index of 65,000 names.
Scales vary.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1046.C1 .J6415 1856 (NLO)

Atlases, British - 1856

1 atlas (137 p., 35 fold. leaves of plates) : ill., 35 col. maps ; 57 cm.
New and enl. ed. [2nd ed.?]
Cover title: Physical atlas
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Bookplate: Ex Libris George J. Gould, Georgian Court.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1019 .B63 1856 (NLO)

Atlases, British - 1856

Authors: William and Robert Chambers -- W. & R. Chambers Ltd.
1 atlas (154, 85 p., 36 leaves of plates) ; 36 col. maps (fold.), some mounted on cloth ; 26 cm.
Includes indexes.
Scales differ.
Duplicate copy: G1019 .C53 1856

G1019 .C53 1856 (NLO)

Atlases, British - 1856

Authors: William and Robert Chambers -- W. & R. Chambers Ltd.
1 atlas (154, 85 p., 36 leaves of plates) ; 36 col. maps (fold.), some mounted on cloth ; 26 cm.
Includes indexes.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copy: G1019 .C53 1856
Baskes G1019 .C53 1856 (NLO)

### 8123
**Atlas**, British - 1856-1863
**British Isles - Maps** - 1856-1863
**England - Maps** - 1863
**London (England) - Maps** - 1856-1863

*The Dispatch atlas*. London: Published at the 'Weekly Dispatch' Office ... and sold by all Booksellers and newsagents, 1863.

**Authors:**
- **Davies, Benjamin**
- **Rees, John**
- **Dower, John**, active 1838-1846?
- **Etting, Theodor**, b. 1823
- **Lowry, Joseph Wilson**, 1803-1879
- **Weller, Edward**, -1884
- **Cassell, Petter & Galpin -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (2 v.): 255 col. maps (some folded); 49 cm.

'Supplement to the Weekly Dispatch of Sunday ...
...'-embossed, color stamp on some maps listing date of publication.

'The idea of the work originated in the Editor’s experience of the fact that by no Atlas existent at the commencement of this Publication could he pursue the narrative of events as presented to him in his daily reading, in their geographical or topographical bearings.'--preface.

Although an atlas of the countries of the world, this atlas contains a set of very up to date county maps of England, drawn and engraved by B.R. Davies, John Dower, T. Etting, J.W. Lowry, and Edward Weller. These maps originally appeared in the Weekly Dispatch newspaper from 1856 to 1862. They were reissued between 1863 and 1867 by Cassell, Petter and Galpin and then published collectively as Cassell’s Atlas. The plates were acquired by G.W. Bacon & Co., and reissued in 1876 under the title Bacon’s New Quarto Atlas ... of the Counties of England, and many times since under various titles.--Whitaker: The Harold Whitaker Collection ... Univ. of Leeds, 1947, p. 95.

V.1 includes maps of Great Britain, including county maps and street plans of London & suburbs. V.2 includes maps of the other countries.

Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Phillips 839.

**Baskes oversize G1019 .D5 1863 (NLO)**

### 8124
**Atlas**, British - 1856
**Celestial charts - 1856**
**Geology - Maps** - 1856
**Physics - Popular works - 1856**
**Astronomy - Charts, diagrams, etc.**

*Reynolds’s universal atlas of astronomy, geology, physical geography, the vegetable kingdom, and natural philosophy : comprising four hundred coloured maps and diagrams, with popular descriptions*. London: James Reynolds, [1856].

**Authors:**
- **Reynolds, James**, active 1845-1864
- **Emslie, John**, 1813-1875
- **Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (various pagings): ill. (chiefly col.), hand col. folded maps; 23 cm.

Cover title: Reynolds’s universal atlas, 400 maps & diagrams


Some maps and illustrations signed by John Emslie.

Some of the sections have separate title pages and pagination.

Includes publisher’s advertisements.

Contents:
- Popular astronomy: a description of the principal phenomena of astronomy -- Pictorial and descriptive atlas of geology / edited by John Morris
- Popular sketch of the vegetable kingdom -- Laws of matter and motion -- Mechanical powers -- Hydrostatics -- Hydraulics
- Pneumatics -- Optics -- Electricity -- Magnetism.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Online version of another copy available via the Internet Archive website (accessed June 2010): http://www.archive.org/details/reynoldssunivers00reyrich

**Baskes Q162 .R49 1856 (NLO)**

### 8125
**Atlas**, British - 1856
**Historical geography - Maps**
**World history - Maps**
**Historical atlases**


**Authors:**
- **William and Robert Chambers**
- **Bartholomew, John**, 1802-1893
- **Gellatly, John**, 1802-1859
- **McFarlane, W.H. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (33 leaves (1 folded), 23 p.): 33 col. maps, 31 cm.

‘Chambers’s educational course-edited by W. and R. Chambers.’--head of t.p.

Includes separate indexes to principal places in the modern and ancient maps.

Maps drawn, engraved and printed by J. Gellatly, J. Bartholomew, W.H. McFarlane.

Series: Chamber’s educational course

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes folio G1019 .A8 1856 (NLO)**

### 8126
**Atlas**, British - 1856 (Provisional Heading)

*Heywood’s pocket atlas*. Manchester: J. Heywood, [ca. 1856?].

**Authors:**
- **Heywood, John**, 1832-1888

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Atlases, British - 1857
The General school atlas of modern geography in a series of twenty two maps of the principal states & kingdoms throughout the world: embracing the most recent discoveries / revised by D. Blair. London : Allman & Son, 1857.
Authors: Blair, David, 1820-1899 -- Allman, Thomas, 1792-1870 -- Allman & Son -- Allman, Thomas, 1792-1870 -- Williams, Maida Florence -- Powell, Rebecca -- Powell, William H. -- Jones Trewalter, Miss -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (41 leaves of plates (30 folded)) : ill., 46 hand col. maps ; 22 cm.
Cover title: Blair's modern school atlas
Publisher's advertisements on paste downs and fly leaves.
Scales differ.
Inscribed: Maida Florence Williams.
Inscribed: Rebecca Powell, Crickie, 1878.
Inscribed: The Misses Jones Trewalter, April 1858.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .P55755 1858 (NLO)

Atlases, British - 1857
A New general atlas of modern geography : consisting of a compolete collection of maps of the four quarters of the globe, delineating their physical features and coloured to show the limits of their respective states : including also the latest geographical and nautical discoveries. London : James Wyld, [1858?].
Authors: Wyld, James, 1812-1887 -- Stockley, S. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (50 leaves of plates (3 folded)) : ill., 46 hand col. maps ; 34 cm.
Cover title: Wyld's general atlas Maps engraved by S. Stockley.
Engraved title page.
Half bound leather and dark blue cloth over boards with gold stamped cover title: Wyld's general atlas.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
References: Tooley, Mapping of Australia, 169
Baskes folio G1019 .W947 1857 (NLO)

Atlases, British - 1858
Philips' popular atlas of the world : constructed from the most recent and best authorities with copious consulting index. London : Published by George Philip and Son, 1858.
Authors: Hughes, William, 1817-1876 -- Bartholomew, John, 1831-1893 -- George Philip & Son -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (44 [i.e. 39] leaves of plates (some folded), 39, [2] p.) : ill., 38 maps (some folded) ; 35 cm.
'George Philip & Son's list of popular atlases, maps, and educational works.'--[2] p. at end.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Ms. annotations and drawings throughout.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .P55755 1858 (NLO)

Atlases, British - 1858
Elementary school atlas of general and descriptive geography. Edinburgh ; London : Blackwood, 1858.
Authors: Johnston, Alexander Keith, 1804-1871 -- W. & A.K. Johnston Limited -- William Blackwood and Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Blackwood (William) and Sons SEE William Blackwood and Sons 1 atlas (22 p., 20 fold. leaves of plates) : 20 col. maps ; 22 cm.
'Engraved and printed in colours by W. & A.K. Johnston'--on maps.
Cover title: Keith Johnston's elementary atlas.
Includes index.
Relief shown by hachures.
Publisher's advertisements [2] p. at end.
Scales differ.
Annotated by former owner throughout.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Notes:
Baskes folio G1019 .J643 1858 (NLO)

Atlases, British - 1858
A New general atlas of modern geography : embracing the most recent and best authorities with copious consulting index. London : Published by George Philip and Son, 1858.
Authors: Hughes, William, 1817-1876 -- Bartholomew, John, 1831-1893 -- George Philip & Son -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (44 [i.e. 39] leaves of plates (some folded), 39, [2] p.) : ill., 38 maps (some folded) ; 35 cm.
'George Philip & Son's list of popular atlases, maps, and educational works.'--[2] p. at end.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Ms. annotations and drawings throughout.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .P55755 1858 (NLO)

Atlases, British - 1858
Authors: Wyld, James, 1812-1887 -- Stockley, S. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([50] leaves of plates (3 folded)) : ill., 46 hand col. maps ; 34 cm.
Cover title: Wyld's general atlas Maps engraved by S. Stockley.
Engraved title page.
Half bound leather and dark blue cloth over boards with gold stamped cover title: Wyld's general atlas.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
References: Tooley, Mapping of Australia, 169
Baskes folio G1019 .W947 1857 (NLO)

8127 -- Petrie, Geo. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 20 maps ; 177 x 115 mm.
nd:E:JArcher,GeoPetrie;handcolor
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

8128 Atlases, British - 1857
Atlases, British - 1857

8129 Atlases, British - 1858

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Engraved title page.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Half bound leather and brown cloth over boards;
gold stamped cover title: Wyld's general atlas.
Embossed stamp: Torquay Natural History Society.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1019 .W95 1858 (NLO)

8135 Atlases, British - 1860
[Atlas to accompany Chambers's encyclopaedia: a series of thirty-nine colored maps and a map of the annual revolution of the earth round the sun].
[Edinburgh: W. & R. Chambers, 1868].
Authors: William and Robert Chambers -- Bartholomew, John, 1805-1861 -- McFarlane, W. H. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([40] leaves of plates (some folded)) : 40 col. maps ; 27 cm.
Atlas lacks t.p.; title and imprint from OCLC record.
Maps engraved and printed by W.H. McFarlane, J. Bartholomew.
Index to encyclopedia on pages numbered 779-821 at end.
'Concluding notice' dated April 1868 and 'List of contributors' on pages numbered [v]-x at end.
Bound with handwritten 'list of maps' at front.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1019 .A85 1868 (NLO)

8136 Atlases, British - 1860-1869
Cassell's general atlas: consisting of sixty-two beautifully engraved folio maps of the countries of the world, with their geographical boundaries, rivers, navigable canals, roads, railways, etc., forming a complete atlas of modern geography. London : Cassell, Petter, and Galpin, [186-?].
Authors: Cassell, Petter & Galpin -- Weller, Edward, -1884 -- Dower, John, active 1838-1846 -- Lowry, Joseph Wilson, 1803-1879 -- Ettling, Theodor, b. 1823
1 atlas (62 leaves of plates) : 62 maps (some folded) ; 51 cm.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Map "United States of North America (eastern & central)" separately cataloged.
Duplicate copy of atlas: Baskes oversize G1019 .C37 1860z
References: Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 744
oversize G 10 .15 (NLO)

8137 Atlases, British - 1860-1869
Cassell's general atlas: consisting of sixty-two beautifully engraved folio maps of the countries of the world, with their geographical boundaries, rivers, navigable canals, roads, railways, etc., forming a complete atlas of modern geography. London : Cassell, Petter, and Galpin, [186-?].
Authors: Cassell, Petter & Galpin -- Weller, Edward, -1884 -- Dower, John, active

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1838-1846? -- Lowry, Joseph Wilson, 1803-1879 -- Etting, Theodor, b. 1823 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (62 leaves of plates) : 62 maps (some folded) ; 51 cm.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Brown cloth binding with gold-stamped cover title.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copy: oversize G 10 .15
References: Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 744
Baskes oversize G1019 .C37 1860z (NLO)

8138
Atlases, British - 1860 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Blackie, W. G. (Walter Graham), 1816-1906 -- Lowry, Joseph Wilson, 1803-1879 -- Weller, Edward, -1884 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 95 maps ; 380 x 310 mm.
C:Lowry,Weller+Batholomew
Phillips 3556
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

8139
Atlases, British - 1860 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Dower, John, active 1838-1846? -- Cornwell, J. -- Simpkin and Marshall -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 30 maps ; 170 x 105 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

8140
Atlases, British - 1860 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Dower, John, active 1838-1846? -- Ward & Lock -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 53 maps
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

8141
Atlases, British - 1860 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Swanston, George H. -- A. Fullarton & Co.
7 v. : 48 map plates ; 46 cm.
Phillips 832.
G 005.33 (NLO)

8142
Atlases, British - 1860 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Swanston, George H. -- A. Fullarton & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 48 maps ; 485 x 335 mm.
Phillips 832
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases, British - 1861
The Royal atlas of modern geography : exhibiting, in a series of entirely original and authentic maps, the present condition of geographical discovery and research in the several countries, empires, and states of the world / by Alexander Keith Johnston, geographer to the Queen for Scotland ... Edinburgh and London : William Blackwood and Sons, MDCCCLXI [1861].
Authors: Johnston, Alexander Keith, 1804-1871 -- W. & A.K. Johnston Limited -- William Blackwood and Sons -- Johnston, Keith, 1804-1871 SEE Johnston, Alexander Keith, 1804-1871 -- Blackwood (William) and Sons SEE William Blackwood and Sons
1 atlas (various pagings) : 48 fold. col. maps ; 51 cm.
Running title: Keith Johnston's general atlas.
"With a special index to each map"; each map followed by one or more pages of text numbered to correspond with the map.
Scales differ.
Maps also cataloged separately.
Duplicate copy: Baskes oversize G1019 .J646 1861
oversize G 10 .456 (NLO)

Atlases, British - 1861
The Royal atlas of modern geography : exhibiting, in a series of entirely original and authentic maps, the present condition of geographical discovery and research in the several countries, empires, and states of the world. Edinburgh; London : William Blackwood & Sons, 1861.
Authors: Johnston, Alexander Keith, 1804-1871 -- W. & A.K. Johnston Limited -- William Blackwood and Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (various pagings) : 48 fold. col. maps ; 51 cm.
Cover title: Keith Johnston's royal atlas of modern geography.
Running title: Keith Johnston's general atlas.
'With a special index to each map.'
Each map is followed by one or more pages of text numbered to correspond with the map. Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Duplicate copy: oversize G 10 .456

Phillips 835

NMM 507

Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 738.

Baskes oversize G1019 .J646 1861 (NLO)

8145 Atlases, British - 1862

*Philips' imperial general atlas : comprising forty-two maps, constructed from the best authorities, and including the latest discoveries, accompanied by a valuable consulting index.*

London : George Philip and Son, 1862.

Authors: George Philip & Son -- Johnston, Alexander Keith, 1804-1871 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)


Cover title: Philips' imperial atlas of the world

Includes maps by Alexander Keith Johnston?

Indexes.

Relief shown by hachures.

Publisher’s cloth binding with gold-stamped cover title: Philips' imperial atlas of the world.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1019 .P557438 1862 (NLO)

8146 Atlases, British - 1862<>Geography - Problems, exercises, etc. - 1882<>Confederate States of America - Maps - 1862<>Southern States - Maps - 1862

*An Atlas of modern geography, for the use of Windermere College / by B.A. Irving.* London ; Windermere : Simpkin, Marshall & Co. ; J. Garnett, [1862?].


1 atlas ([34] leaves of plates, 60 p.) : 32 folded hand col. maps ; 24 cm.

'New ed. / edited by T. Butler.'

'Author of Modern and antient [sic] geography for the use of schools.'

Maps engraved by Edward Weller.

Printed by Spottiswoode and Co.

'With additional maps, and with corrections from the government surveys and the most recent sources of information.'

Includes index.

Scales differ.

Ms. annotations in pencil throughout.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G1019 .B95 1863 (NLO)

8147 Atlases, British - 1863


Authors: Archer, James. fl. 1835-1860 -- Rutledge, Warne, & Routledge -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)


New and rev. ed.

Relief shown by hachures.

Maps engraved by J. Archer.

Includes index.

Advertisements on lining papers.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1019 .J78 1862 (NLO)
Edited by Walter M'Leod.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

8151 Atlases, British - 1864 Atlases - 1864

Authors: Archer, James, fl. 1835-1860 -- Routledge, Warne, & Routledge -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([33] folded leaves of plates, 47 p.) : 33 folded col. maps ; 28 cm.
New and rev. ed.
"Thirty-three maps coloured in outline."
Maps engraved by J. Archer.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1019 .G235 1864 (NLO)

8152 Atlases, British - 1864 History, Ancient - Maps - 1864 Geography, Ancient - Maps - 1864 Historical atlases

Gall & Inglis' school atlas of modern and ancient geography : containing thirty-two royal quarto maps. Edinburgh : Gall & Inglis, [1864?].
Authors: Gall & Inglis -- Bartholomew, John, 1805-1861 -- Roberts, David C., fl. 1864 -- Roberts, Isabella -- Roberts, Hugh, fl. 1864 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (32 leaves of plates) : 32 hand col. maps ; 32 cm.
Some maps by J. Bartholomew.
Scales differ.
Publisher's brown cloth binding with gold stamping.
Owner's Inscriptions: To David Roberts, from his affectionate Father & Mother, Hugh & Isabella Roberts; To D.C. Roberts, from his affectionate Father & Mother, H. & I. Roberts.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1019 .G235 1864 (NLO)

8153 Atlases, British - 1864 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Bartholomew, John -- Hughes, William, 1817-1876 -- George Philip & Son -- Gerber, E. -- Confederate States of America. Army -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 51 maps ; 570 x 392 mm.
ed:WmHughes;prov:EGerber;Confederacy
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

8154 Atlases, British - 1865

Black's general atlas of the world : containing the latest discoveries, new boundaries, and

8155 Atlases, British - 1865

Authors: Butler, Samuel, 1774-1839 -- Butler, Thomas, 1806-1866 -- Weller, Edward, -1884 -- Spottiswoode & Co. -- Longmans, Green, and Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([34] leaves of plates, 58 p.) : 32 hand col. maps (folded) ; 24 cm.
New ed. / edited by T. Butler.
Spine title: Dr. Butler's atlas of modern geography
'With additional maps, and with corrections from the government surveys and the most recent sources of information.'
'Author of Modern and antient geography for the use of schools.'
Maps hand colored in outline.
Printed by Spottiswoode.
Maps engraved by Edward Weller.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Ms. annotations in pencil throughout.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G1019 .B63 1865 (NLO)

8156 Atlases, British - 1865

Celestial charts - 1865 Astronomy - Charts, diagrams, etc.
The Family atlas : containing eighty maps, constructed by eminent geographers, and engraved on steel under the superintedence of the Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge : including the geological map of England and Wales, by Sir I. Murchison, the star maps by Sir John Lubbock, and the plans of London and Paris, with the new discoveries and other improvements to the latest date. London : Edward Stanford, 1865.
Authors: Society for the Diffusion of Usefull Knowledge (Great Britain) -- Lubbock, J. W. (John William), 1803-1865 -- Dayman, Charles Orchard -- Mickleburgh, James -- Murchison,

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

1 atlas (39 p., 80 leaves of plates (3 folded) : 73 hand col. maps ; 46 cm.

Cover title: Useul Knowledge Society's family atlas


The stars, in six maps, on the gnomonic project, designed and constructed by Sir John William Lubbock, and published under the superintendence of the Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge : a new edition, by Charles Orchard Dayman, containing all the objects in vice-admiral Smyth's Cycle of celestial objects": plates 71-80.

Issued with 75 (?) maps, but this copy lacking plates nos. 75 and 77

Index by James Mickleburgh, 39 p. at end. Maps are tabbed.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Cf. Phillips 3559

Baskes oversize G1019 .F36 1865 (NLO)

8159

Atlases, British - 1866

The Harrow atlas of modern geography, with index : selected from the maps published under the superintendence of the Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge. London ; Harrow : Edward Stanford, 6, Charing Cross ; Crossley and Clarke, booksellers to Harrow School, 1866.

Authors: Stanford, Edward, 1827-1904 -- Edward Stanford, 6, Charing Cross ; Crossley and Clarke, booksellers to Harrow School, 1866.

Includes index.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Cf. Phillips 6151

Baskes folio G1019 .S743 1866 (NLO)

8160

Atlases, British - 1866

Cruchley's general atlas : for the use of schools and private tuition ... London : Published by G.F. Cruchley & Co., 1866.

Authors: Cruchley, G. F. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (32 leaves of plates (chiefly folded)) : 31 folded hand col. maps, 39 cm.
Cover title: Cruchley's family atlas
"Containing ... thirty-one superior maps."
One sheet with a series of six maps of Sicily
tipped in on inside front cover with title: Specimen
plate to Cruchley's progressive maps.
Engraved t.p.
Publisher's advertisement tipped in inside back
cover.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Publisher's cloth binding with blind stamping and
gold stamped title: Cruchley's family atlas.

Baskes folio G1019 .C928 1866 (NLO)

8161 Atlases, British - 1867
Black's school atlas, modern and ancient : a
series of forty maps, with index / edited by
William Hughes and John Bartholomew.
Edinburgh : Adam and Charles Black, 1867.
Authors: Adam and Charles Black (Firm) --
Hughes, William, 1817-1876 -- Bartholomew,
John, 1831-1893 -- Dalton, Norman -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (viii, 53 p., 40 leaves of folded plates : 40
col. maps ; 24 cm.
New ed.
Scales differ.
Owner's inscription: Norman Dalton, Aug 4th
1898.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.

Baskes G1019 .B632 1867 (NLO)

8162 Atlases, British - 1867
Philips' atlas for beginners : comprising
twenty-four maps / constructed by J.
Bartholomew. London : George Philip and Son,
1867.
Authors: Bartholomew, John, 1831-1893 --
Hughes, William, 1817-1876 -- George Philip &
Son -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry
Library)
maps ; 23 cm.
'Designed as a companion to 'Hughes'
elementary class book of modern geography,'
every names contained in which work will be
found in the maps composing this atlas.'--P.[4]
first sequence.
'George Philips & Son's selected list of
educational & geographical works.'--[4] p. at end.
Publisher's binding of blue cloth.
Scales differ.
Owner's inscription: Miss Phillips, October 29th.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.

Baskes G1019 .P55725 1867 (NLO)

8163 Atlases, British - 1867
Philips' introductory school atlas : comprising
eighteen maps of the principal countries of the
world / edited by William Hughes. London :
George Philip & Son, 1867.
Authors: Hughes, William, 1817-1876 -- George
Philip & Son -- Brown, G.W., G. (William), fl. 1870
-- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([3], 23, [4] p., 18 leaves of plates) : ill.,
14 folded col. maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title: Philips' introductory atlas
Imperfect; issued with 17 maps, but this copy
missing 3 maps (England & Wales, Scotland, and
Ireland).
'Accompanied by a copious consulting index.'
Publisher's advertisement [4] p. at end.
Publisher's binding.
Scales differ.
Owner's inscription: G.Wm. Brown, Grammer
School, Bury, Oct 26th, 1870.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1019 .P55744 1867 (NLO)

8164 Atlases, British - 1867
A School atlas of general and descriptive
geography : exhibiting the actual and
comparative extent of all the countries in the
world, with their present political divisions
founded on the most recent discoveries and
rectifications / by Alex. Keith Johnston. London :
William Blackwood and Sons, 1867.
Authors: Johnston, Alexander Keith, 1804-1871 --
W. & A.K. Johnston Limited -- William Blackwood
and Sons -- Peacock & Buchau -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (40, [5] p., 26 folded leaves of plates) : 26
col. maps ; 28 cm.
A new ed.
Cover title: School atlas of general geography
"Engraved and printed in colours by W. & A.K.
Johnston."--On maps.
Includes index.
Publisher's advertisements on inside front and
Original publisher's binding with gold-stamped
cover title: School atlas of general geography.
Relief shown by hachures.
Imperfect: lacking plate 6
Scales differ.
Inscription: By [?] Peacock & Buchau
Southampton.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1019 .J647 1867 (NLO)

8165 Atlases, British - 1867 (Provisional Heading)
Cassell's atlas of divisional maps. London :
Cassell, 1867.
Authors: Cassell, Petter & Galpin
1 v. : 42 map plates ; 55 cm.
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 745
oversize G 10.151 (NLO)

8166 Atlases, British - 1868 (Provisional Heading)
Complete & universal English dictionary. London :
Virtue&Co, 1868.
Authors: Barclay, James, Curate of Edmonton -- Virtue & Co -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.: 21 maps; 283 x 223 mm.
nd
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

8167 Atlases, British - 1868 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Hughes, William, 1817-1876 -- George Philip & Son -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.: 56 maps; 354 x 282 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

8168 Atlases, British - 1868 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Mackenzie, William -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.: 35 maps; 283 x 188 mm.
C.J. Archer
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

8169 Atlases, British - 1868 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Marcus Ward & Co -- Frederick Warne (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.: 36 maps; 280 x 187 mm.
P.FrederickWarne
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

8170 Atlases, British - 1869
Cruchley’s companion to modern geography: containing twenty-four maps of the principal countries of the world. London: G.F. Cruchley, map publisher and globe manufacturer, [1869?].
Authors: Cruchley, G. F. -- Eddles, Miss -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([26] leaves of plates): 24 folded hand col. maps; 28 cm.
Publisher’s green cloth.
Scales differ.
Owner’s inscription: Miss Eddles, June 1st 1869.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .C925 1869 (NLO)

8171 Atlases, British - 1869
The Royal atlas of modern geography: exhibiting, in a series of entirely original and authentic maps, the present condition of geographical discovery and research in the several countries, empires and states of the world. Edinburgh; London: William Blackwood & Sons, 1869.
Authors: Johnston, Alexander Keith, 1804-1871 -- Johnston, Keith, 1844-1879 -- W. & A.K. Johnston Limited -- William Blackwood and Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (various pagings): 49 col. fold. maps; 51 cm.
Cover title: Keith Johnston’s royal atlas of modern geography.
Running title: Keith Johnston’s general atlas.
‘With a special index to each map.’
Each map is followed by one or more pages of text numbered to correspond with the map.
[4] p. publisher’s advertisement for ‘Companion to the Royal atlas ... Index geographicus’ with specimen page bound in front.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversized G1019 .J646 1869 (NLO)

8172 Atlases, British - 1869
The Half-crown atlas of general geography / by Keith Johnston ... Edinburgh; London: W. & A.K. Johnston, [1869?].
Authors: Johnston, Keith, 1844-1879 -- W. & A.K. Johnston Limited -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([1], 36, [8] p.): 31 col. maps; 19 cm.
Owner’s inscription dated August 23, 1869.
Cover title: Keith Johnston’s general atlas.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Series: Middle class series
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1019 .J649 1869 (NLO)

8173 Atlases, British - 1869 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Butler, Samuel, 1774-1839 -- Hall, Sidney -- Longman -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.: 26 maps; 237 x 170 mm.
C:SidneyHall
Includes maps illustrating ancient history.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

8174 Atlases, British - 1870
Black’s general atlas of the world: embracing the latest discoveries, new boundaries, and other changes, accompanied by introductory letterpress and index. Edinburgh: A. and C. Black, 1870.
Authors: Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- Bartholomew, John, 1831-1893 -- Hall, Sidney -- McFarlane, W. H. -- Gerber, Ernst W. -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (32, 70 p., [99] leaves of plates) : 67 col maps ; 46 cm.
American ed.
Includes maps of the U.S. and Canada.
Maps engraved by J. Bartholomew and S. Hall; printed by W.H. McFarlane.
Scales differ.
Previously owned by Ernst W. Gerber.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cf. OCLC 5282334.
Baskes oversize G1019 .B63 1870 (NLO)

Atlases, British - 1870
A School atlas of general and descriptive geography : exhibiting the actual and comparative extent of all the countries in the world, with their present political divisions, founded on the most recent discoveries and rectifications. Edinburgh ; London : W. Blackwood, 1870.
Authors: Johnston, Alexander Keith, 1804-1871 -- W. & A.K. Johnston Limited -- William Blackwood and Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (40 p., 26 folded leaves of plates) : 26 col. maps ; 28 cm.
'A new ed.'
'Engraved and printed in colours by W. & A.K. Johnston'--on maps.
Cover title: Keith Johnston's school general atlas.
Includes index.
Relief shown by hachures.
Publisher's advertisements on inside front and back covers and [5] pages at end.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .J647 1870 (NLO)

Atlases, British - 1870-1879
The Comprehensive atlas of modern, historical, classical, and physical geography : consisting of one hundred and twenty maps with descriptive letterpress of physical geography, with indices containing upwards of 50,000 names / by James Bryce. London ; Glasgow : W. Collins, Sons, & Co., [187-?].
Authors: Bryce, James, 1806-1877 -- Bartholomew, J. G. (John George), 1860-1920 -- Weller, Edward, -1884 -- William Collins Sons and Co. -- Jenzen, Fr. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (4 p., p. [125]-156, 121 leaves of plates, 38 p.) : ill., 108 col. maps ; 47 cm.
Spine title: Comprehensive atlas
Maps chiefly by John Bartholomew, with a few by E. Weller.
Includes index.
Relief shown by hachures.

Atlases, British - 1870
The College atlas, for schools and families : thirty-six maps printed in colours with a complete index. London ; New York : Frederick Warne and Co. ; Scribner, Welford, and Co., [ca. 1870].
Authors: Frederick Warne and Co. -- Scribner, Welford, and Co. -- Marcus Ward & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Warne (Frederick ) and Co. SEE Frederick Warne and Co.
1 atlas (56 p., 36 plates) : 36 col. maps ; 29 cm.
New ed.
Scales differ.
Relief shown by hachures.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .C455 1870 (NLO)

Atlases, British - 1870
Cassell's British atlas : consisting of the counties of England, with large divisional maps of Scotland, Ireland, and Wales; copious maps of all the principal routes of railway throughout the country ... separate maps of cities, towns, and places of importance; the great map of London ... and also a fac-simile of Ralph Aggas's map of old London, as it was in the time of Queen Elizabeth. London : Cassell, Petter, and Galpin, La Belle Sauvage Yard, Ludgate Hill, E.C., [1870?].
Authors: Cassell, Petter & Galpin -- Cassell, Petter & Galpin. Cassell's large map of London [1870?] -- Agas, Ralph, 1545-1621. Civitas Londinum (1593) -- Dower, John, active 1838-1846
1 atlas (2 v. : maps) ; 52 cm.
Includes detailed city and railroad maps .
Vol. 2 includes Cassell's large map of London (in 16 sheets).
References: Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 2021
oversize G 10449 .15 (NLO)

Atlases, British - 1870
The University atlas of classical and modern geography : including all the recent geographical discoveries : with indexes. London : Edward...
Stanford, 1870.
Authors: Stanford, Edward, 1827-1904 -- Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (Great Britain) -- J. & C. Walker (Firm) -- Smith, Philip, 1817-1885 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (48, 74 p., 53 folded leaves of plates) : ill., 53 maps (hand col., folded) ; 37 cm.
"Published under the superintendence of the Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge"--On maps.
Maps engraved by J. & C. Walker; some maps drawn by Philip Smith.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .S749 1870 (NLO)

8180 Atlases, British - 1871
Authors: Bartholomew, John, 1831-1893 -- A. Fullarton & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (various pagings) : 28 col. maps (on cloth), 35 cm.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .B3 1871 (NLO)

8181 Atlases, British - 1871
Authors: Hughes, William, 1817-1876 -- Archer, Joshua, fl. 1833-1866 -- Mackenzie, William -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 65 maps ; 370 x 275 mm.
Maps by Joshua Archer
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

8182 Atlases, British - 1871 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Weller, Edward, -1884
1 v. : 16 map plates
G1030 W45 1871 (NLO)

8183 Atlases, British - 1872
1 atlas (84, 195 p., [127] leaves of plates (some folded)) : col. ill., 74 col. maps ; 49 cm.
Date of publication estimated from Australi
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Includes index compiled and measured by John Bartholomew.
Illustrated title page by W.B. Scott and W. Holl.
Some maps have border illustrations.
Scales vary.
Roan and cloth; worn.
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005; includes ownership markings of the Charles F. Gunther Memorial Chicago Historical Society (CHS Coll., Atlas no. 64).
Maps also cataloged separately.

**Case oversize G1019 .A38 1872 (NLO)**

8184 **Atlases, British - 1872**
Authors: Hughes, William, 1817-1876 -- George Philip & Son -- Routledge and Sons
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Routledge (George) and Sons SEE George Routledge and Sons
1 atlas ([2], 24 leaves of plates, 35 p.) : 34 col. maps (some folded) ; 28 cm.
'George Philip & Son, London & Liverpool.'--On maps.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes folio G1019 .R917 1872 (NLO)**

8185 **Atlases, British - 1872**
Authors: Weller, Edward, -1884 -- William Collins Sons and Co. -- Williams, Thomas, fl. 1874 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([2], xx folded leaves of plates) : ill., 20 folded col. maps ; 28 cm.
Some maps hand colored in outline.
Publisher’s advertisements on front and back endpapers and flyleaves.
Series: Collins’ series of high-class atlases.
Scales differ.
Owner’s inscription: Thomas Williams, Landore, March 10th, 1874.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Cf. Phillips 5780

**Baskes folio G1019 .P678 1872 (NLO)**

8186 **Atlases, British - 1872**
Historical geography - Maps
Historical atlases
The Collegiate atlas : consisting of thirty-two maps of modern geography, embracing all the latest discoveries and changes in boundaries and eighteen maps of historical geography, with copious index. London : William Collins, Sons, & Company, 1872.
Authors: Bartholomew, John, 1805-1861 -- William Collins and Co. -- Kimball, T.H. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([2], 50 leaves of plates, 48 p.) : 50 col. maps (some folded) ; 28 cm.
Cover title: Collegiate atlas containing fifty maps and consulting index
Maps by J. Bartholomew.
Publisher’s advertisements on endpapers. Includes index.
Scales differ.
Owner’s inscription: T.H. Kimball.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
References: Phillips 6178

**Baskes folio G1019 .C625 1872 (NLO)**

8187 **Atlases, British - 1873**
Black's general atlas of the world : embracing the latest discoveries, new boundaries, and other changes, accompanied by introductory letterpress and index. Edinburgh : Adam and Charles Black, 1873.
Authors: Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- Bartholomew, John, 1831-1893 -- McIntosh & McLagan -- Hall, Sidney -- Hall, Selena, fl. 1831-1853 -- Manchester City Library (Manchester, N.H.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (32, 70 p., [98] leaves of plates (some folded)) : col. front., 68 col. maps, 47 cm.
'American ed.'
Maps engraved by McIntosh & McLagan.
J. Bartholomew, and S. [Sidney or Selena] Hall.
Includes index.
Scales vary.
Embossed stamp: Manchester City Library, 1854.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes oversize G1019 .B63 1873 (NLO)**

8188 **Atlases, British - 1873**
Selection of maps from Cruchley's general atlas : for the use of schools and private tuition ... London : Published by G.F. Cruchley ..., [1873?].
Authors: Cruchley, G.F. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([15] leaves of plates (chiefly folded)) : 14 folded hand col. maps ; 39 cm.
Publisher’s cloth binding with blind stamping and

---

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
 Atlases, British - 1873

Authors: Hughes, William, 1817-1876 -- W. & A.K. Johnston Limited -- William Blackwood and Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (64p., 17 leaves of plates) : ill., 31 maps (some col., some folded) ; 19 cm.
New ed.
'In this edition the lessons on the geography of England and Scotland have been revised and re-arranged. A series of new woodcut maps, adding considerably to the value of the book for educational purposes, are give at pages 27 to 44.'--P. facing t.p.
Printed in double columns.
Series: Royal School series ; no. 1, for junior classes.
Publisher’s cloth binding with blind stamping.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1019 .G398 1873 (NLO)

Atlases, British - 1873

Handy royal atlas of modern geography :

Atlantic, British - 1873

Geography and atlas.

Handy school atlas / edited by W. Hughes.
exhibiting the present condition of geographical discovery and research in the several countries, empires, and states of the world. Edinburgh; London : William Blackwood and Sons, 1874.
Authors: Johnston, Alexander Keith, 1804-1871 -- William Blackwood and Sons -- W. & A.K. Johnston Limited -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([7], 45 fold. leaves of plates, 99 p. : 45 col. maps ; 38 cm.
New edition.
Preface dated 1868; Note to 2nd ed. dated 1873.
Dedication page: To his Royal Highness Albert Edward Prince of Wales ...
Based on the author's Royal atlas of modern geography.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .J64 1874 (NLO)

Atlases, British - 1874 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: A. Fullarton & Co. -- Shaw, N. -- Swanston, George H. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 76 maps ; 495 x 344 mm.
[NMM521:C:Swanston,Bartholomew,Petermann Cf. Phillips 00838
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases, British - 1875
Authors: Hughes, William, 1817-1876 -- Bartholomew, John, 1831-1893 -- McIntosh & McLagan -- Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- Neill and Company -- Slater, Annette A. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (8, 53 p., 41 leaves of plates) : ill. (some col.), 40 col. maps (1 folded) ; 30 cm.
Includes index.
Index map on lining paper.
Publisher’s blue cloth binding.
Scales differ.
Former owner’s inscription: Annette A. Slater, 1877.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .H84 1875 (NLO)

Atlases, British - 1875
The Unrivalled atlas of modern geography for schools and families : thirty four maps with index to 20,000 names. Edinburgh ; London : W. & A.K. Johnston, 1875.
Authors: W. & A.K. Johnston Limited -- Tibbe, Paul -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([2], 33, 36 p.) 34 col. maps ; 36 cm.
Scales differ.
Bookplate laid in: Ex Libris Paul Tibbe.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .J654 1875 (NLO)
8200  **Atlases, British - 1875-1885**

Paternoster Row, E.C., [between 1875 and 1885?].


1 atlas (32 leaves of plates) : 32 col. maps ; 33 cm.

Cover title: Marshall’s new atlas: modern & ancient geography

Maps by Gall & Inglis, 6 George Street, Edinburgh.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes folio G1019 .M37 (NLO)**

8204  **Atlases, British - 1876**

Authors: Marcus Ward & Co. -- Royal Ulster Works -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas ([26] p.) : 29 col. maps ; 27 cm.

"With all the latest discoveries." --Cover.

Publisher’s advertisements on back endpapers and back cover.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Philips 6170

**Baskes G1019 .M167 1876 (NLO)**

8205  **Atlases, British - 1876**
*The Unrivalled atlas of modern geography for schools and families: thirty four maps with index to twenty thousand names contained in the atlas.* Edinburgh: W. & A.K. Johnston, 1876.


SEE W. & A.K. Johnston Limited 1 atlas (133), 36 p.) : 34 col. maps ; 36 cm.

Advertisements on inside front and back covers.

Scales differ.

Pictorial boards; worn.

Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005; includes CHS ownership markings.

CHS Coll., Atlas no. 50

**Case folio G1019 .J6 1876 (NLO)**

8206  **Atlases, British - 1876**
*Sixpenny atlas.* Edinburgh; London: W. & A.K. Johnston, [1876?].

Authors: W. & A.K. Johnston Limited -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (41 p.) : 41 col. maps ; 22 cm.

Cover title.

Series: Johnstone’s simplex series of school atlases

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
atlas.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1019 .J655 1876 (NLO)

8207 Atlas, British - 1876

The World : an atlas containing thirty four
coloured maps with a complete index. Edinburgh;
Authors: W. & A.K. Johnston Limited -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. (34 fold. leaves of plates, 45 p.) : 34 col.
maps ; 30 cm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Scales differ.
Baskes folio G1019 .J657 1876 (NLO)

8208 Atlas, British - 1876

A New general atlas of modern geography :
consisting of a complete collection of maps of the
four quarters of the globe, delineating their
physical features and coloured to show the limits
of their respective states : including, also, the
latest geographical and nautical discoveries.
London : Published by James Wyld, [1876?].
Authors: Wyld, James, 1812-1887 --
Delarochette, L. (Louis), 1731-1802 -- Anville,
Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d', 1697-1782 --
Schmettau, Friedrich Wilhelm Karl, Graf,
1743-1806 -- Nantiat, Jasper -- Holland, Samuel,
1728-1801 -- Stockley, S. -- Walker, J. -- Wright,
D., fl. 1855-1876 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 atlas (66 leaves of plates [i.e. 67] (52 folded)) : ill., 63 maps (chiefly hand col.) ; 60 cm.
Cover title: Wyld’s general atlas
Maps dated: 1872-1876.
Maps by Jamew Wyld, Louis Stanislas d’Arcy
Delarochette, Samuel Holland, Japser Nantiat,
F.W.C. Baron Schmettau, and d’Anville;
engraved by Stockley, J. Walker, and D. Wright.
Relief shown by hachures and pictorially, depth
shown by soundings.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet
by R. Baskes).
Baskes oversize G1019 .W95 1876 (NLO)

8209 Atlas, British - 1876 (Provisional Heading)

Unrivalled atlas of modern geography. Edinburgh :
W. & A.K. Johnston, 1876.
Authors: W. & A.K. Johnston Limited -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 34 maps ; 373 x 300 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCl)

8210 Atlas, British - 1877

Handy royal atlas of modern geography :

exhibiting the present condition of geographical
discovery and research in the several countries,
empires, and states of the world. Edinburgh ;
Authors: Johnston, Alexander Keith, 1804-1871 --
W. & A.K. Johnston Limited -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (45 fold. leaves of plates, 101 p.) : 46 col.
maps ; 38 cm.
New edition.
Preface dated 1868; Note to 2nd ed. dated 1873.
On each map: Engraved & printed by W. & A. K.
Johnston, Edinburgh.
Based on the author’s Royal atlas of modern
geography.
Dedication page: To his Royal Highness Albert
Edward Prince of Wales ...
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .J654 1877 (NLO)

8211 Atlas, British - 1877

The Unrivalled atlas of modern geography for
schools and families : thirty four maps with index
to 20,000 names contained in the atlas.
Authors: W. & A.K. Johnston Limited -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([56], 33, 36, [4] p.) : 34 col. maps, 36 cm.
Scales differ.
Advertisements on inside front and back covers
and [4] pages at front and end.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .J64 1877 (NLO)

8212 Atlas, British - 1877

An Atlas of the world : comprehending separate
maps of its various countries / constructed &
drawn from the latest astronomical &
geographical observations by James Wyld.
London : James Wyld, 1877.
Authors: Wyld, James, 1812-1887 --
Stockley, S. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([50] leaves of plates (6 folded)) : ill., 46
hand col. maps ; 35 cm.
Cover title: Wyld’s general atlas
Most maps engraved by S. Stockley.
Engraved title page.
Three quarter bound leather and brown cloth
over boards with gold-stamped cover title: Wyld’s
general atlas.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet
by R. Baskes).
Baskes folio G1019 .W947 1877 (NLO)

8213 Atlas, British - 1878

[The Student’s atlas]. [Glasgow : William Collins,
Sons, & Co., 1878?].
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Authors: William Collins Sons and Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (38 [i.e. 36] folded leaves of plates, 42 p.) : 38 hand col. maps ; 28 cm.
Imperfect: lacks t.p.; title based on other editions.
Publisher’s binding with title: The students atlas, containing thirty eight maps and consulting index.
‘Educational publications of William Collins, Sons, & Co.’ on front and back end sheets.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spread sheet by R. Baskes).
Baskes folio G1019 .S882 1878 (NLO)

Atlastes, British - 1878<<<Great Britain -
Colonies - Maps - 1878
Authors: Johnston, Keith, 1844-1879 -- W. & A.K. Johnston Limited -- Verrall, Emilie -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (15, 23 p.) : 15 col. maps ; 20 cm.
Cover title: Keith Johnston’s British Empire.
Series: Middle class series
‘British possessions are coloured in red throughout.’
Includes index.
Publisher’s advertisements on inside covers and fly leaves.
Scales differ.
Owner’s inscription: Emilie Verrall, 78.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1019 .J6 1878 (NLO)

Atlastes, British - 1878<<<Palestine - Maps -
1878<<<Israel - Maps - 1878
A Modern atlas : forming a complete compendium of geography : exhibiting in thirty-three maps, the extent, divisions, physical and political arrangements of every country in the known world, and a map of Palestine for the use of Scripture students : with an introduction, explanatory of the construction and use of maps, and a copious index, for reference to the maps, showing the latitude and longitude of every place contained in the atlas / by Alexander G. Findlay. London : William Tegg & Co., 1878.
Authors: Findlay, Alexander G. -- William Tegg and Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (xii, 56 p., [34] folded leaves of plates) : ill., 33 hand col. maps ; 26 cm.
8th ed.
Cover title: Findlay’s modern atlas
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1019 .F44 1878 (NLO)

Atlastes, British - 1879
Black’s general atlas of the world : embracing the latest discoveries, new boundaries, and other changes accompanied by introductory letterpress and index. Edinburgh : A. and C. Black, 1879.
Authors: Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- Bartholomew, John, 1831-1893 -- Hall, Sidney -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (32, 70 p., [104] leaves of plates (some folded)) : col. front., ill., 71 col. maps ; 46 cm.
American ed.
Maps engraved by J. Bartholomew and S. Hall.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cl. Phillips 3565.
Baskes oversize G1019 .B63 1879 (NLO)

Atlastes, British - 1879
The Royal atlas of modern geography : exhibiting, in a series of entirely original and authentic maps, the present condition of geographical discovery and research in the several countries, empires and states of the world. Edinburgh ; London : W. & A.K. Johnston, 1879.
Authors: Johnston, Alexander Keith, 1804-1871 -- Johnston, Keith, 1844-1879 -- W. & A.K. Johnston Limited -- Signet Library (Great Britain) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (various pagings) : 51 col. fold. maps ; 51 cm.
‘New ed.’
Cover title: Keith Johnston’s royal atlas of modern geography.
Running title: Keith Johnston’s general atlas.
‘With a special index to each map.’
Each map is followed by one or more pages of text numbered to correspond with the map.
Scales differ.
Previously owned by the Signet Library (Great Britain)?
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
NMM 507
Baskes oversize G1019 .J646 1879 (NLO)

Atlastes, British - 1879
The Unrivalled atlas of modern geography for schools and families : thirty four maps with index to 20,000 names contained in the atlas. Edinburgh ; London : W. & A.K. Johnston, 1879.
Authors: W. & A.K. Johnston Limited -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([2], 33, 36 p.) : 34 col. maps ; 36 cm.
Scales differ.
Publisher’s advertisements on inside front and back covers.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1019 .J654 1879 (NLO)

8219 Atlasses, British - 1879-1880


Authors: Colange, Leo de, b. 1819 -- Bartholomew, J. G. (John George), 1860-1920 -- T. Ellwood Zell, Davis & Co. (Philadelphia, Pa.)

5 v. : ill. ; 33 cm.

Illustrated with nearly three thousand engravings and by thirty-five large colored maps, accompanied by an index to each map, forming a complete atlas of the world by John Bartholomew.'


AG5 .Z45 1879 (NLO)

8220 Atlasses, British - 1880

Philip's handy general atlas of the world : a comprehensive series of maps illustrating general and commercial geography : with complete index of 40,000 names / by John Bartholomew. London : George Philip and Son, [ca. 1880].

Authors: Bartholomew, John, 1831 -- George Philip & Son -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas ([4], 106 p., 55 folded leaves of plates) : 55 col. maps ; 36 cm.

New and enl. ed.

Maps by J. Bartholomew and George Philip & Son.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Cf. Phillips 6185

Baskes folio G1019 .B33 1880 (NLO)

8221 Atlasses, British - 1880


Authors: Bryce, James, 1806-1877 -- Collier, William Francis -- Schmitz, Leonhard, 1807-1890 -- William Collins Sons and Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (various paging) : ill. (some col.), 120 col. maps ; 35 cm.

Includes bibliographical references and indexes. 'With indices containing upwards of 50,000 names and full-page coloured illustrations of sixteen principal cities of the world.'

Printed in double columns.

Scales differ.

8222 Atlasses, British - 1880


Authors: George Philip & Son -- Hughes, William, 1817-1876 -- Bartholomew, John, 1831-1893 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (42 leaves of plates, 46 p.) : 42 folded col. maps ; 28 cm.

Maps by W. Hughes and J. Bartholomew.

Publisher's advertisements on paste downs and fly leaves.

Includes index.

Publisher's binding.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1019 .B882 1880z (NLO)

8223 Atlasses, British - 1880

The Training college atlas : a series of twenty-four maps illustrating the physical geography of the chief countries of the world / originally designed and drawn by William Hughes. London : George Philip & Son, 1880.

Authors: Hughes, William, 1817 -- Ravenstein, Ernest George, 1834-1913 -- George Philip & Son -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas ([2], [48] leaves) : 24 col. maps ; 45 cm.

New and enl. ed. / extended and completed by E.G. Ravenstein.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1019 .H845 1880 (NLO)

8224 Atlasses, British - 1880


1 atlas (19 p., 32 leaves of plates) : 32 col. maps ; 33 cm.

Cover title.

Newberry's copy lacks t.p.?

Publisher's advertisements for John Marshall & Co. on lining papers.

Printed by George Philip and Son.

Includes index.

Scales differ.

Inscribed: Linda Long, J. Long, 96 Charlotte St.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G1019 .M3746 1880 (NLO)

8225 Atlasses, British - 1880

The Half-crown atlas of general geography / by

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 8228   | **Atlases, British - 1880**                | Marcus Ward's every-day atlas : with all the latest geographical discoveries : thirty maps, printed in colours, with a complete index. London ; Belfast : Marcus Ward & Co. ; Royal Ulster Works, [ca. 1880].
|        |                                            | Authors: Marcus Ward & Co. -- Royal Ulster Works -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)        |
| 8229   | **Atlases, British - 1880**                | Crown atlas. London : CollinsWm, 1880. Authors: Bartholomew, John -- Koeman, C. (Cornelis), 1918 -- W. Collins & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. : 40 maps ; 188 x 125 mm. nd Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)
| 8230   | **Atlases, British - 1880**                | Primary atlas. Glasgow : CollinsWm, 1880. Authors: Bartholomew, John -- W. Collins & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. : 16 maps ; 223 x 187 mm. nd Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)
| 8231   | **Atlases, British - 1880**                | Miniature atlas of the British Empire. London : L & R, 1880. Authors: L. & R. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. : 11 maps ; 110 x 142 mm. nd;BL;maps 60.b.27 Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)
| 8232   | **Atlases, British - 1881**                | Oliver & Boyd's handy atlas. Edinburgh : Oliver and Boyd, 1881. Authors: Bartholomew, John -- Oliver and Boyd (Edinburgh, Scotland) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 atlas ; 32 maps Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)
| 8233   | **Atlases, British - 1881**                | Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)                               |
Authors: Johnston, Alexander Keith, 1804-1871 -- W. & A.K. Johnston Limited -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (various pagings) : 50 folded hand col. maps ; 51 cm.
New ed.
Cover title: Keith Johnston's royal atlas
Each map is followed by one or more pages of text numbered to correspond with the map. "With special index to each map."
Publisher's binding with gold stamped title: Keith Johnston's royal atlas of modern geography.
Includes indexes.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1019 .L646 1881 (NLO)

Baskes folio G1019 .J642 1881 (NLO)

Atlasses, British - 1881
Authors: Wyld, James, 1812--1871 -- Stockley, S. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (33, 37 p.) : 33 col. maps ; 33 cm.
Cover title: The New cabinet atlas.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .W946 1881 (NLO)

Atlasses, British - 1881-1883
Lett's popular atlas: being a complete series of maps, delineating the whole surface of the globe, with special and original features, and a copious index of 23,000 names. London: Letts, Son & Co. Ltd., 1881.
Authors: Letts, Son & Co. -- Winstauley, A. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (4 v.) : col. maps (some folded) ; 45 cm.
This copy incomplete; lacking vols. 1 and 2 (August 2010).
Scales differ.
Publisher's green cloth binding; advertisements on endsheets.
Maps mounted on cloth.
Includes index.
Apparently also issued the same years in a smaller format; see Baskes folio G1019 .L456 1881b
Former owner v. 3: Capt. A. Winstauley.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 900
Baskes oversize G1019 .L456 1881 (NLO)

Atlasses, British - 1881-1883
Atlases, British - Maps - 1881-1883
Lett's popular atlas: being a complete series of maps, delineating the whole surface of the globe, with special and original features, and a copious index of 23,000 names. London: Letts, Son & Co. Ltd., 1881.
Authors: Letts, Son & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (4 v.) : col. maps (some folded) ; 36 cm.
Atlas issued in 4 volumes; Newberry copy incomplete, lacking v. 3 and 4 (August 2010).
This copy incomplete; lacking vols. 3 and 4 (August 2010).
Vol. 1 includes 36 maps in red cloth binding; vol. 2 includes 40 maps in publisher's green cloth binding; advertisements on endsheets.
Relief shown by hachures.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Apparently also issued the same years in a larger format; see Baskes oversize G1019 .L456 1881
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1019 .L456 1881 (NLO)

Atlasses, British - 1881
Atlases, British - Maps - 1881
Baskes oversize G1019 .L456 1881 (NLO)

8234
8237
8235
8236
8238

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
8239 Atlases, British - 1881 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Bevan, G. Phillips, 1829-1889 -- Swan Sonnenschein -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 v. : 31 maps ; 310 x 272 mm.
2nd ed.
25 embossed
Phillips 5776
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

8240 Atlases, British - 1882
Black's general atlas of the world : embracing the latest discoveries, new boundaries, and other changes, accompanied by introductory letterpress and index. Edinburgh : Adam and Charles Black, 1882.
Authors: Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- Bartholomew, John, 1831-1893 -- Hall, Sidney -- Campbell, R. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
New and rev. ed.
Maps drawn and engraved by J. Bartholomew and Sidney Hall.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Owner's inscription: R. Campbell.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1019 .P55725 1884 (NLO)

8241 Atlases, British - 1882 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Blackie, W. G. (Walter Graham), 1816-1906 -- Weller, Edward, -1884 -- Bartholomew -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
2 v. : 73 maps ; 395 x 320 mm.
E:EdwWeller&JBartholomew
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

8242 Atlases, British - 1882 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Stanford, Edward, 1827-1904 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 12 maps ; 200 x 144 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

8243 Atlases, British - 1883 (Provisional Heading)
Comprehensive atlas & geography of world. Glasgow : Blackie, 1883.
Authors: Blackie, W. G. (Walter Graham), 1816-1906 -- Weller, Edward, -1884 -- Bartholomew -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 v. : 67 maps ; 389 x 320 mm.
nD:E:EdwWeller&JBartholomew
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

8244 Atlases, British - 1884
Authors: Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- Bartholomew, John, 1831-1893 -- Frost, E. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (32, 70 p., [82] leaves of plates (some folded)) : col. front., ill., 50 col. maps ; 46 cm.
New and rev. ed.
Maps engraved by J. Bartholomew.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Maps no. 3, 17 damaged.
Ownership inscription: E. Frost.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1019 .B63 1884 (NLO)

8245 Atlases, British - 1884
Authors: George Philip & Son -- Hughes, William, 1817-1876 -- Hughes, William, 1817-1876.
Elementary class book of modern geography -- Koeman, C. (Cornelis), 1918- -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([4] p., 32 [i.e. 34] leaves of plates, 21 p.) : 34 col. maps ; 24 cm.
New & improved ed. with consulting index.
"Especially designed as a companion to 'Hughes' Elementary class book of modern geography,' every name contained in which work will be found in the maps composing this atlas."--P. [4] first sequence.
Publisher's advertisements on front and back end papers.
Publisher's cloth binding with gold stamping.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Previously owned by C. Koeman?
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1019 .P55725 1884 (NLO)

Authors: Sherriff, J. -- Levi, Gerald -- Penniall -- Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
8247  
**Atlases, British - 1885**

*Black’s general atlas of the world : embracing the latest discoveries, new boundaries, and other changes, accompanied by introductory letterpress and index.* Edinburgh : A. and C. Black, 1885.  
Authors: Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- Bartholomew, John, 1831-1893 -- Hall, Sidney -- Stillman, Thomas A. -- Welsh, Howard E., 1917-1990 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 atlas (32, 70 p., [104] leaves of plates (some folded)) : col. front., 71 col. maps ; 47 cm.  
New and rev. ed.  
Maps engraved by J. Bartholomew and S. Hall.  
Scales differ.  
Duplicate copy: oversize G1019 .B63 1885  
Bookplate of Thomas A. Stillman.  
Previous owner: H.E. Welsh.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.  
Phillips 6221.  
LC Card Number: map45000233  
**Baskes oversize G1019 .B63 1885b (NLO)**  

8248  
**Atlases, British - 1885**  
*Black’s general atlas of the world : embracing the latest discoveries, new boundaries, and other changes, accompanied by introductory letterpress and index.* Edinburgh : Adam and Charles Black, MDCCCLXXXV [1885].  
Authors: Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- Bartholomew, John, 1831-1893 -- Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newbery Library)  
1 atlas (32, 70 p., [104] leaves of plates (some folded)) : col. front., 68 col. maps ; 47 cm.  
"New and revised edition."  
Maps engraved by J. Bartholomew.  
Scales differ.  
Maps also cataloged separately.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.  
Duplicate copy: Baskes oversize G1019 .B63 1885b  
References: Phillips 6221.  
LC Card Number: map45000233  
**oversize G1019 .B63 1885 (NLO)**  

8249  
**Atlases, British - 1885**  
*The Modern atlas of the earth : comprising sixty-four maps printed in colours with an alphabetical index of the latitudes and longitudes of 7,000 places / by William Hughes.* London : Frederick Warne and Co., [1885?].  
Authors: Hughes, William, 1817-1876 -- Frederick Warne (Firm) -- Mortlock, Ruby, b. 1882 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Warne (Frederick) and Co. SEE Frederick Warne (Firm)  
New and rev. ed.  
Scales differ.  
Owner’s inscription: Ruby Mortlock, a present from Papa on her 11th birthday, March 18th, 1893.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.  
**Baskes G1019 .H84 1885 (NLO)**  
**Atlases, British - 1885**  
Authors: Johnston, Keith, 1844-1879 -- W. & A.K. Johnston Limited -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 atlas (31, [3], 37 p.) : ill., 31 col. maps ; 19 cm.  
Cover title: Keith Johnston’s political atlas  
Includes index.  
Publisher's advertisements: [3] p., second sequence.  
Relief shown by hachures.  
Scales differ.  
Series: Middle class series.  
Series statement from cover.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.  
**Baskes G1019 .J649 1885 (NLO)**  
**Atlases, British - 1885<<>>British Isles - Maps - 1885**  
"Printed at the 'Excelsior Works,' Manchester,"--T.p. verso.  
"John Heywood’s educational works."--[3] p. at end.  
Publisher’s maroon cloth binding; gold and black stamping.  
Scales differ.  
Former owner: L. Conroy.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.  
**Baskes G1019 .H47 1885 (NLO)**
8252  
Atlases, British - 1885 (Provisional Heading)
Royal relief atlas. London : PhilipGeo, 1885.
Authors: Bevan, G. Phillips, 1829?-1889 -- George Philip & Son -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 31 maps ; 310 x 272 mm.
3rd ed.
25emboresse
Phillips 245
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

8253  
Atlases, British - 1885 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Stanford, Edward, 1827-1904 -- Arrowsmith, John, 1790-1873 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 44 maps ; 383 x 310 mm.
2nd ed.
quarto
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

8254  
Atlases, British - 1886
Authors: George Philip & Son -- Hughes, William, 1817-1876 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ([4], 21 p., 32 [i.e. 34] leaves of plates : 34 col. maps ; 23 cm.
New & improved ed.
'With consulting index.'
'Designed as a companion to 'Hughes' elementary class book of modern geography,' every name contained in which work will be found in the maps composing this atlas.'--P.[4] first sequence.
Publisher's advertisements on paste downs and fly leaves.
Publisher's binding of black cloth.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1019 .P55725 1886 (NLO)

8255  
Atlases, British - 1886
Authors: W. & A.K. Johnston Limited -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([118] p.) : 66 col. maps ; 50 cm.
2nd ed.
Various paging.
Publisher's advertisements [2] p. at end.
Scales differ.

8256  
Atlases, British - 1886
Historical geography - Maps - 1886
Historical atlases
1 atlas (156 p., 122 leaves of plates, 38 p.) : ill., 130 maps (chiefly col.) ; 47 cm.
Maps chiefly by John Bartholomew, with a few by E. Weller.
Includes index and gazetteer.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Cf. Phillips 891
Baskes oversize G1019 .J6515 1886 (NLO)

Atlases, British - 1887
New complete atlas of the world : containing all the latest geographical discoveries throughout the various countries of the world, with general description, alphabetical index, and gazetteer of 1,000 principal towns. London : Edited and published by George W. Bacon, [1887?].
Authors: Bacon, G. W. (George Washington), 1830-1921 -- Bacon's Geographical Establishment -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([6], 40 p., 124 folded leaves of plates) : 124 maps (col., folded) ; 36 cm.
Cover title: Complete atlas of the world
Spine title: Atlas of the world
Maps signed: Bacon's Geographical Establishment.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1019 .B883 1880 (NLO)

Atlases, British - 1887
Philips' library atlas of ancient and modern geography : a series of maps constructed from the most recent authorities and embracing the principal countries of the world, accompanied by a copious consulting index of upwards of 22,000 names of places / edited by William Hughes. London : George Philip & Son, 1887.
Authors: Hughes, William, 1817-1876 -- George
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Philp & Son -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([45] leaves of plates (some folded), 46 p.) : ill., 43 col. maps (some folded) ; 35 cm.
New & rev. ed.
In publisher's binding of gold stamped blue cloth.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
**Baskes folio G1019 .P55747 1887 (NLO)**

**Atlases, British - 1887**

Handy royal atlas of modern geography: exhibiting the present condition of geographical discovery and research in the several countries, empires, and states of the world. Edinburgh ; London : W. & A.K. Johnston, 1887.
Authors: Johnston, Alexander Keith, 1804-1871 -- Johnston, T. B. (Thomas Brumby), 1813-1897 -- W. & A.K. Johnston Limited -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (45 fold. leaves of plates, 104 p.) : 46 col. maps ; 38 cm.
New edition.
Preface dated 1868; Note to 2nd ed. dated 1873.
'By the late Alex. Keith Johnston ... with additions and corrections to the present date by T.B. Johnston ...'
Based on the author's Royal atlas of modern geography.
Dedication page: To his Royal Highness Albert Edward Prince of Wales ...
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
**Baskes folio G1019 .J64 1887 (NLO)**

**Atlases, British - 1887**

Stanford's London atlas of universal geography: exhibiting the physical and political divisions of the various countries of the world. London : Edward Stanford, 1887.
Authors: Stanford, Edward, 1827-1904 -- Edward Stanford Ltd. -- Arrowsmith, John, 1790-1873 -- Best, Edward -- Fitzroy, Robert, 1805-1865 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([6], 25 p., 90 plates (chiefly folded)) : 90 col. maps ; 58 cm.
Folio ed.
Half title: London atlas of universal geography
Some maps by J. Arrowsmith, Edward Best, and Robert Fitz Roy.
"Ninety maps, with a geographical index."
Includes index.
Title page printed in black and red.
Publisher's red cloth binding half-bound in red leather with gold-stamped cover title.
Relief shown by hachures, shading, and spot elevations; depths shown by soundings.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 944
**Baskes oversize G1019 .S748 1887 (NLO)**

**Atlases, British - 1887**

Philips' handy-volume atlas of the world: a series of 64 plates containing 110 maps & plans / with complete index and statistical notes J. Francon Williams. London : George Philip & Son, 1887.
Authors: Williams, J. Francon (John Francon) -- George Philip & Son -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (57 p., 64 folded leaves of plates) : 64 folded col. maps ; 15 cm.
Includes index.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Black leather binding with gold stamped title; gilt edges.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
**Baskes G1019 .P557437 1887 (NLO)**

**Atlases, British - 1887 (Provisional Heading)**

Authors: Bartholomew, John -- Walker, J. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 76 maps ; 191 x 133 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)**

**Atlases, British - 1887 (Provisional Heading)**

Authors: Bartholomew, John -- Walker, J. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 54 maps ; 124 x 99 mm.
Cf. Phillips 00937
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)**

**Atlases, British - 1887 (Provisional Heading)**

Library globe atlas. London : Gall&Inglis, 1887.
Authors: Gall & Inglis -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 33 maps ; 300 x 205 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)**

**Atlases, British - 1887 (Provisional Heading)**

Authors: Stanford, Edward, 1827-1904 -- Arrowsmith, John, 1790-1873 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 90 maps ; 580 x 393 mm.
1st ed.
folio
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Phillips 944
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

8266 Atlases, British - 1888

Authors: Adam and Charles Black (Firm)
1 atlas (32, 70 p. 55 maps (part double)) ; 46 cm.
New and revised edition, embracing the latest discoveries, new boundaries, and other changes accompanied by introductory letterpress and index.
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 792.
G 10 .1 (NLO)

8267 Atlases, British - 1888

Authors: Hughes, William, 1817-1876 -- George Philip & Son -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (38 p., 36 leaves of plates) : ill., 35 folded col. maps, 28 cm.
New and enl. ed.
Includes index.
Publisher's advertisements on paste downs and fly leaves.
Publisher's blue cloth binding.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .P55765 1888 (NLO)

8268 Atlases, British - 1888

The Young scholar's atlas. London : Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge, [ca. 1888].
Authors: Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge (Great Britain) -- George Philip & Son -- Ellens, James -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (24, 25 p.) : 24 col. maps ; 34 cm.
New ed.
'George Philip & Son, London & Liverpool.'--On maps.
Includes index.
Publisher's advertisements on endpapers.
Bookplate: St. Clement's, Notting Hill presented to James Ellens for general excellence, Xmas 1888.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .Y68 1888 (NLO)

8269 Atlases, British - 1888 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: SPCK -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 55 maps ; 222 x 189 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

8270 Atlases, British - 1889

The Public schools atlas of modern geography in 33 maps : exhibiting clearly the more important physical features of the countries delineated and noting all the chief places of historical, commercial or social interest / edited, with an introduction on the study of geography, by George Butler. London : Longmans, Green, and Co., 1889.
Authors: Butler, George, 1819-1890 -- Weller, Edward, -1884 -- Longmans, Green, and Co. -- Teasdale, Rev. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (xii, 33 p., [1], 33 leaves of plates (some folded)) : ill., 32 col. maps ; 28 cm.
New ed.
Scales differ.
Issued with 33 maps, but this copy imperfect: lacking map of Ireland.
Maps by Edwd. Weller.
Includes index.
Publisher's advertisement on first preliminary page.
Owner's inscription: [Rev.?] Teasdale, S. Peter's Schl.
Illegible inscription dated Oct. 1903.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Cf. Phillips 3362
Baskes folio G1019 .P83 1889 (NLO)

8271 Atlases, British - 1889

Authors: Johnston, Keith, 1844-1879 -- W. & A.K. Johnston Limited -- Merrill, Richard Dwight, b. 1869 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([1], 31, 37 p.) : 31 col. maps ; 19 cm.
Cover title: Keith Johnston's political atlas
Series: Middle class series.
Publisher's brown cloth binding with gold and black stamping.
Scales differ.
Owner's inscription: R. Dwight Merrill, 1889.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1019 .J649 1889 (NLO)

8272 Atlases, British - 1889

The Reference atlas of political geography / by T. Ruddiman Johnston. Murrayfield ; Edinburgh : Ruddiman Johnston & Co., [1889?].
Authors: Johnston, Thomas Ruddiman -- Ruddiman Johnston & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Includes index.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .J692 (NLO)

8273 Atlases, British - 1889
The Multum in parvo atlas of the world.
Authors: W. & A.K. Johnston Limited -- Holland, E. J. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (iv, [384], 112 p.) 94 col maps ; 14 cm.
Includes index.
Publisher's advertisements on inside front and back covers.
Scales differ.
Bookplate: Library of W.J. Holland.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cf. Phillips 4379
Baskes G1019 .J652 1889 (NLO)

8274 Atlases, British - 1889 Names, Geographical - 1889 Gazetteers
Lett’s intermediate popular atlas : being a complete series of maps delineating the whole surface of the globe with many special and original features and a copious index of 23,000 names.
Authors: Letts, Son & Co. -- Mason & Payne -- Hutchinson & Co. (Publishers) -- Letts, Son & Co. Lett’s geographical index, giving latitude, longitude, and position of the principal places in the world (1889) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (47 p., [75] folded leaves of plates) : 75 folded col. maps ; 37 cm.
Includes index with separate t.p.: Lett’s geographical index, giving latitude, longitude, and position of the principal places in the world, specially adapted for use with Lett’s atlases, but applicable to all other atlases.
Publisher’s binding.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .J453 1889 (NLO)

8275 Atlases, British - 1889 (Provisional Heading)
Atlas of commercial geography.
Cambridge : Cambridge University Press, 1889.
Authors: Bartholomew, John -- Cambridge University Press -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 27 maps ; 312 x 261 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

8276 Atlases, British - 1889 (Provisional Heading)
Longman’s new atlas political & physical.
London : Longman, 1889.
Authors: Chisholm, George G -- Stanford, Edward, 1827-1904 -- Longman -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 56 maps ; 289 x 203 mm.
Phillips 3364
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

8277 Atlases, British - 1889 (Provisional Heading)
Charts of the constellations.
Authors: Cottam, Arthur -- Stanford, Edward, 1827-1904 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 36 maps ; 597 x 377 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

8279 Atlases, British - 1890
Complete atlas of the world.
London : G.W. Bacon, 1890.
Authors: Bacon, G. W. (George Washington), 1830-1921 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 123 maps ; 355 x 250 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
References: Phillips 956
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

8280 Atlases, British - 1890
The Library reference atlas of the world ... with general index to 100,000 places.
Authors: Bartholomew, John, 1831-1893 -- Macmillan & Co.
1 atlas ([168] leaves of plates, 209 p. : 84 col. double maps) ; 36 cm.
Phillips 957.
Atlasses in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 797.
OCLC 707123.
folio G 10 .07 (NLO)

8281 Atlas, British - 1890
Philps’ atlas of physical geography : illustrating the natural features of the globe, the geographical distribution of natural phenomena, and their connexion with the industrial pursuits of mankind / edited by William Hughes. London : George Philip and Son, [1890?]. Authors: Hughes, William, 1817-1876 -- George Philip & Son -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (15 p., 20 folded leaves of plates) : col. ill., 20 folded col. maps ; 28 cm.
New and rev. ed.
Publisher's advertisements on front and back end sheets.
Publisher's maroon cloth binding with gold stamped title.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .P55727 1890 (NLO)

8282 Atlas, British - 1890
Authors: W. & A.K. Johnston Limited -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([114] p.) : 66 col. maps ; 50 cm.
5th ed.
Various paging.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1019 .J6515 1890 (NLO)

8283 Atlas, British - 1890
1 atlas (14 p.) : 15 maps ; 23 cm.
Cover title.
Map of ‘Geographical terms’ on back cover.
Pagination includes inside front and back covers.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1019 .P34 1890 (NLO)

8284 Atlas, British - 1890
Saxon’s everybody’s gazetteer & atlas of world. London : Brindley & Howe, 1890.
Authors: Williams, J. Francon (John Francon) -- Saxton -- George Philip & Son -- Brindley & Howe -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 9 maps ; 134 x 107 mm.
Edited by J.F. Williams.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

8285 Atlas, British - 1890 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Bartholomew, John -- Macmillan & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 84 maps ; 355 x 260 mm.
Phillips 957
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

8286 Atlas, British - 1890 (Provisional Heading)
Routledge’s atlas of the world. London : Routledge, 1890.
Authors: G. Routledge & Co. -- G.W. Bacon & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 16 maps ; 146 x 93 mm.
C:Bacon
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

8287 Atlas, British - 1891
The Public schools atlas of modern geography in 33 maps : exhibiting clearly the more important physical features of the countries delineated and noting all the chief places of historical, commercial or social interest / edited, with an introduction on the study of geography, by George Butler. London : Longmans, Green, and Co., 1891.
Authors: Butler, George, 1819-1890 -- Weller, Edward, -1884 -- Longmans, Green, and Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (xii, 33 p., 31 leaves of plates (some folded)) : 33 col. maps ; 28 cm.
New ed.
Maps by Edward Weller.
Includes index.
Publisher’s advertisement on first preliminary page.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .P83 1891 (NLO)

8288 Atlas, British - 1891
Cover title: Century atlas & gazetteer

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
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Plates published by Edinburgh Geographical Institute; engraved by John Bartholomew & Co.
Relief shown by hachures.
Publisher's blue cloth binding.
Imperfect; first 4 p. of plates have large portions trimmed away.
Scales differ.
Former owner's signature: E.M. Knoll.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 6252

Baskes folio G1019 .J468 1891 (NLO)

Atlases, British - 1891
The Royal atlas of modern geography: exhibiting, in a series of entirely original and authentic maps, the present condition of geographical discovery and research in the several countries, empires and states of the world. Edinburgh ; London : W. & A.K. Johnston, 1891.
1 atlas (various pagings) : 54 col. fold. maps ; 51 cm.
'New ed.'
'By the late Alexander Keith Johnston ... ; with additions and corrections to the present date by T.B. Johnston.'
Cover title: Keith Johnston's royal atlas of modern geography.
Running title: Keith Johnston's general atlas.
'With a special index to each map.'
Each map is followed by one or more pages of text numbered to correspond with the map.
Scales differ.
Bookplate of Daniel Drew, Lower House with motto 'macht vertute esto.'
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1019 .J646 1891 (NLO)

Atlases, British - 1891 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Bartholomew, John -- Koeman, C. (Cornelis), 1918- -- Walker, J. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 63 maps ; 125 x 92 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases, British - 1892
Authors: Stanford, Edward, 1827-1904
1 atlas (68 p., 48 pl) : 48 col. maps ; 39 cm.

Added title: London atlas of universal geography. Includes: 'alphabetical list of names with latitudes and longitudes.'
Scales differ.
Phillips 944.
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 810.
folio G 10 .83 (NLO)

Atlases, British - 1892
Stanford's guinea atlas of modern geography : 38 coloured maps and an alphabetical list of names with their latitudes and longitudes. London : Edward Stanford, 1892.
1 atlas (104 p., [38] folded leaves of plates) : 38 col. maps ; 31 cm.
Stamp: C.A. Forsdyke.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1019 .S745 1892 (NLO)

Atlases, British - 1892
The World-wide atlas of modern geography, political and physical : containing one hundred and twelve plates and complete index. Edinburgh ; London : W. & A.K. Johnston, 1892.
Authors: W. & A.K. Johnston Limited -- Keltie, John Scott, Sir, 1840-1927 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
[1st ed.?]
Introduction by J. Scott Keltie.
Includes index.
Publisher's advertisements on inside front and back covers.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1019 .J656 1892 (NLO)

Atlases, British - 1892
The Unrivalled atlas of modern geography for schools and families : forty maps with index to twenty thousand names contained in the atlas. Edinburgh ; London : W. & A.K. Johnston, [1892?].
Authors: W. & A.K. Johnston Limited -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 39 col. maps ; 37 cm.
21st ed.
Includes index.
Publisher's advertisements on inside front and back covers.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
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Baskes folio G1010 .J6 1892 (NLO)

8295 Atlas, British - 1892 (Provisional Heading)
Miniature atlas and gazetteer of the world.
Authors: Bartholomew, John -- Walker, J. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 128 maps ; 136 x 95 mm.
nd
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

8296 Atlas, British - 1892 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Chisholm, Geo & Ch Leete -- Stanford, Edward, 1827-1904 -- Longman -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 38 maps ; 282 x 186 mm.
1st ed.
C: Stanford; nd
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

8297 Atlas, British - 1893
1 atlas (iv, 106 p., 117 leaves of plates) : 117 col. maps (some folded) ; 43 cm.
Translation of: Richard Andree’s allgemeiner Handatlas; cf. Espenhorst.
Uniform title: Richard Andree’s allgemeiner Handatlas.
"Printed in Leipzig."--On maps.
Relief shown by hachures and spot elevations.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Scuffly condition.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst, J. Petermann’s planet, v. 1, p. 610-613; Phillips 3574
Baskes oversize G1019 .A5313 1893 (NLO)

8299 Atlas, British - 1893
Authors: Blackie, W. G. (Walter Graham), 1816-1906 -- Turner, Wm. J., active 1893 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 75 maps ; 408 x 322 mm.
Maps by Wm. J. Turner.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

8300 Atlas, British - 1893
1 atlas : 69 maps ; 88 x 60 mm.
Edited by L.W. Lyde.
On cover: Pearson Soap.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

8301 Atlas, British - 1893
Heywood's clear school atlas. Manchester : J. Heywood, [1893?].
Authors: Heywood, John -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 40 maps ; 227 x 182 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

8302 Atlas, British - 1893
Authors: W. & A.K. Johnston Limited -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([116] p.) : 66 col. maps ; 50 cm.
Various paging.
Publisher's advertisements [2] p. at end.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1019 .J6515 1893 (NLO)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
8303 Atlases, British - 1893<>>Names, Geographical - 1893<>>Gazetteers

1 atlas (viii, 128, 268, 10 p.) : ill., 128 col. maps ; 29 cm.
Date from Phillips 6263.
Running title: Graphic gazetteer
Maps published by The Edinburgh Geographical Institute and engraved by John Bartholomew & Co.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Stamp: St. Bede’s College, Brother’s Library.
Embossed stamp: Bart. Moriarty, architect, Melbourne & Sydney.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1019 .G737 1893 (NLO)

8307 Atlases, British - 1894

Philip’s systematic atlas, physical and political : specially designed for the use of higher schools and private students / by E.G. Ravenstein. London : George Philip & Son, 1894.
Authors: Ravenstein, Ernest George, 1834-1913 -- George Philip & Son -- Jones, Isa -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
'Containing over 250 maps and diagrams, in 52 plates, with an introduction and index of 12,000 names.'
Publisher’s advertisement for 'The world’s great explorers and explorations' [2] p. at end.
Includes index.
Publisher’s red cloth binding with gold stamping.
Series: Philip’s geographical series.
Scales differ.
Owner’s inscription: Isa Jones, May 1st, 1896.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1019 .R387 1894 (NLO)

8304 Atlases, British - 1893 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Bartholomew, John -- Walker, J. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 48 maps ; 160 x 100 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

8305 Atlases, British - 1893 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Chisholm, George G -- Stanford, Edward, 1827-1904 -- Longman -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 32 maps ; 282 x 190 mm.
C:Stanford
Phillips 3365
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

8306 Atlases, British - 1894

Philips’ excelsior atlas of the world : containing upwards of one hundred maps and plans. London : George Philip and Son, [ca. 1894].
Authors: George Philip & Son -- Evans, Samuel, fl. 1894 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (36 p.) : ill., col. maps ; 25 cm.
Illustrations on inside front and back cover.
Map of 'Environs of London' on back cover.
Scales differ.
Owner’s inscription: Samuel Evans, 14-2-94.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G1019 .P55742 1894 (NLO)

8308 Atlases, British - 1894

Stanford’s London atlas of universal geography : exhibiting the physical and political divisions of the various countries of the world : folio edition : one hundred maps, with a list of latitudes and longitudes. London : Edward Stanford, geographer to Her Majesty, 1894.
Authors: Stanford, Edward, 1827-1904 -- Edward Stanford Ltd. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([12], 29 p., 100 leaves of plates (chiefly folded)) : 100 col. maps ; 57 cm.
2nd issue, rev. and enl.
"Stanford’s Geographical Establishment" -- On maps.
Includes index.
Title page printed in red and black.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 6276

Baskes oversize G1019 .S748 1894 (NLO)

8309 Atlases, British - 1894

Stanford’s octavo atlas of modern geography : 38 coloured maps and an alphabetical list of names with their latitudes and longitudes. London : Edward Stanford, 1894.
Authors: Stanford, Edward, 1827-1904 -- Edward Stanford Ltd. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (104 p., [38] folded leaves of plates) : 38 col. maps ; 31 cm.
2nd ed.
Maps by Stanford’s Geographical Establishment.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Baskes folio G1019 .S75 1894 (NLO)

8312 Atlases, British - 1895
Philips' select atlas of modern geography : with a copious consulting index / edited by William Hughes. London : George Philip and Son, [ca. 1895].
Authors: Hughes, William, 1817-1876 -- George Philip & Son -- Turner, C. W. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (36 leaves of plates (some folded), 37 p.) : ill., 35 folded col. maps, 28 cm.
New and enlarged ed.
Publisher's advertisements on paste downs and fly leaves. Includes index.
Publisher's blue cloth binding.
Owner's inscription: C.W. Turner, 13/7/1896.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .P55765 1895 (NLO)

8313 Atlases, British - 1895
Philips' systematic atlas, physical and political : specially designed for the use of higher schools and private students / by E.G. Ravenstein. London : George Philip & Son, 1895.
Authors: Ravenstein, Ernest George, 1834-1913 -- George Philip & Son -- Harrison, Dorothy E. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (vi, 49 p., 41 folded leaves of plates) : 41 folded col. maps ; 28 cm.
School ed.
'Containing 170 maps and diagrams in 41 plates, and a complete index of over 12,000 names.' Includes index.
Publisher's blue cloth binding with gold stamping.
Scales differ.
Bookplate: Dorothy E. Harrison.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .R387 1895 (NLO)

8314 Atlases, British - 1895
The Times atlas : containing 117 pages of maps, and comprising 173 maps and an alphabetical index to 130,000 names. London : Published at the Office of The Times, 1895.
1 atlas (117 leaves, 118 p.) : col. maps (some folded) ; 43 cm.
Derived partly from atlases by Richard Andree. Issued in parts.
Relief shown by hachures and spot elevations. Includes index.
Publisher's red cloth binding with gold-stamped
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Authors: Stanford, Edward. 1827-1904 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 7 maps ; 200 x 135 mm.
Ed:AHKeane
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

8326 Atlases, British - 1897
*The Reliable atlas : an entirely new atlas for scholars and families / by T. Ruddiman Johnston.*
London : Ruddiman Johnston & Co, [1897?].
Authors: Johnston, Thomas Ruddiman -- Ruddiman Johnston & Co. -- Wells Charity Trustees -- Spooner, Robert -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Johnston, T. Ruddiman SEE Johnston, Thomas Ruddiman
1 atlas (34, 14 p.) : ill., 33 col. maps ; 39 cm.
"Containing chart of astronomical diagrams, 33 modern political maps and complete index." Index includes addenda listing Johannesburg. Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .J69 1897 (NLO)

8327 Atlases, British - 1897
Authors: McCorquodale & Co. -- Mazawattee Tea Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 16 maps ; 230 x 180 mm.
nd; all maps have Mazawattee imprint
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

8328 Atlases, British - 1897
*Pears’ blotting book : with dictionary, 15,000 words, and atlas, 60 maps.* [London : A. & F. Pears, 1897?].
1 v. (various pagings) : 60 col. maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
Advertisements for Pears’ soap on lining papers and covers. Publisher’s illustrated printed boards.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio PE1628 .P43 1897 (NLO)

8329 Atlases, British - 1897
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

Atlases, British - 1898

New handy atlas of modern geography. London : G.W. Bacon, 1898. Authors: Bacon, G. W. (George Washington), 1830-1921 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 atlas ; 31 maps Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases, British - 1898


Atlases, British - 1898

Philips' select atlas of physical and political geography / edited by George Philip Junr. London ; Liverpool : George Philip & Son ; Philip, Son & Nephew, 1898. Authors: Philip, George, 1870-1937 -- George Philip & Son -- Philip, Son & Nephew -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 atlas (40 folded leaves of plates, 42 p.) : 40 folded col. maps ; 29 cm. New and enl. ed. containing 40 col. plates with a complete index. Publisher's red cloth binding with gold stamped title. Publisher's advertisements on front and back end papers. Includes index. Scales differ. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library. Baskes folio G1019 .P55749 1899 (NLO)

Atlases, British - 1899


Atlases, British - 1899

Translation of: Richard Andree’s allgemeiner Handatlas; cf. Espenhorst.
Relief shown by hachures and spot elevations.
Includes index.
Publisher’s burgundy cloth binding with blind-stamped illustration and gold-stamped cover title.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copy (acc. no. 73-8380; ICN74): map6C 69
Baskes oversize G1019 .T57 1899 (NLO)

8336
Atlasses, British - 1899
The World-wide atlas of modern geography, political and physical : containing one hundred and twenty-eight plates and complete index.
Edinburgh ; London : Johnston, 1899.
Authors: W. & A.K. Johnston Limited -- Keltie, John Scott, Sir, 1840-1927 -- Waddington, Mary -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (xiii, 128, 88 p.) : 128 col. maps ; 32 cm.
4th ed.
'With introduction by J. Scott Keltie.'
Scales differ.
Owner’s inscription: Mary Waddington.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .J656 1899 (NLO)

8337
The English imperial atlas and gazetteer of the world / by J.G. Bartholomew.
London : T. Nelson & Sons, [1899?].
1 atlas (viii, [4], 108, 134 p.) : col. ill., 152 col. maps ; 39 cm.
Maps by Edinburgh Geographical Institute and John Bartholomew & Co.
Includes index.
Relief shown by hachures and gradient and bathymetric tints.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .B325 1899 (NLO)

8338
Atlasses, British - 1899 <-> Great Britain - Atlases - Maps - 1899
The Popular atlas of the British Empire : a series of 32 plates containing 72 physical and political maps of the British Colonies.
London : George Philip & Son, [1899].
Authors: George Phillip & Son -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([2], 32 p.) : col. maps ; 23 cm.
Cover title: Philip’s popular atlas of the British Empire : a series of maps of the United Kingdom & the British colonies and dependencies throughout the world.
'Certificate 1899'--At head of title.
'Certificate edition'--Cover.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1805 .B55 1899 (NLO)

8339
Atlasses, British - 1899 (Provisional Heading)
Imperial atlas of the world.
Authors: George Philip & Son -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 80 maps ; 564 x 395 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

8340
Atlasses, British - 1900
London school atlas.
Authors: Arnold-Foster, H. O. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 33 maps ; 302 x 240 mm.
2/6 edition
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

8341
Atlates, British - 1900-1909
The Comparative atlas : physical & political / by J. G. Bartholomew.
London : Alfred M. Holden, [1900?].
1 atlas (64, 27 p.) : 64 col. maps ; 28 cm.
2nd ed., rev. and improved.
Maps published by Edinburgh Geographical Institute and engraved by John Bartholomew & Co.
'64 plates & index.'--Cover.
Includes index.
Series: Professor Meiklejohn’s comparative geographical series
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .B285 1900z (NLO)

8342
Atlasses, British - 1901
The Excelsior elementary atlas / by G.W. Bacon.
Authors: Bacon, G. W. (George Washington), 1830-1921 -- G.W. Bacon & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
9th ed.
Publisher's paper cover with title: Bacon's excelsior sixpenny atlas.
"Containing thirty-two coloured maps and thirty supplementary maps."
Advertisements: p [1]-[2] at end and on inside front and back covers.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1019 .B22 1901 (NLO)

8344 Atlases, British - 1902
The World-wide atlas of modern geography, political and physical : containing one hundred and twenty-eight plates and complete index.
Edinburgh : Johnston, 1902.
Authors: W. & A.K. Johnston Limited -- Keltie, John Scott, Sir, 1840-1927 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (xvi, 128, 94 p.) : ill., 128 col. maps ; 32 cm.
5th ed.
Introduction by J. Scott Keltie.
Publisher's advertisements on inside front and back covers.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Phillips 1052
Baskes folio G1019 .J656 1902 (NLO)

8345 Atlases, British - 1902 (Provisional Heading)
Historical atlas of modern Europe (in 30 parts).
Authors: Poole, Reginald Lane, 1857-1939 -- Oxford University Press -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Clarendon Press
SEE Oxford University Press
1 v. : 90 maps ; 420 x 330 mm.
(1896-1902)
Includes maps illustrating history.
Phillips 2794
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases, British - 1903
Handy shilling atlas of the world. London : G. Newnes, 1903.
Authors: Bartholomew, John -- George Newnes, Limited -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 97 maps ; 154 x 101 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
References: Cf. Phillips 1097
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases, British - 1903
Authors: Heywood, John -- Philip, George, 1870-1937 -- George Philip & Son -- Thompson, Cyril -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (8 p., 36 p. of plates) : ill., 36 col. maps ; 27 cm.
Date from advertisement.
Maps by George Philip & Son.
Publisher's advertisements on inside and outside back cover.
Includes indexes.
Scales differ.
Former owner: Cyril Thompson.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1019 .H45 1903 (NLO)

Atlases, British - 1903 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Bartholomew, John -- George Newnes, Limited -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 89 maps ; 375 x 263 mm.
Phillips 1081
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases, British - 1903 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Matthews-Northrup Company -- Encyclopaedia Britannica, inc. -- Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1019 .J64 1905 (NLO)

8357 Atlases, British - 1905

Names, Geographical - 1905

Gazetteers

Bacon’s popular atlas of the world : containing fifty double page maps and one hundred inset maps including all the latest discoveries, letterpress descriptions, alphabetical index, with populations of 20,000 places, gazetteer of 2000 principal towns, coloured diagrams of the world’s statistics, etc., etc. / edited by G.W. Bacon.


Authors: G.W. Bacon & Co. -- Bacon’s Geographical Establishment -- Bacon, G. W. (George Washington), 1830-1921 -- Jorshaw, R. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas ([4], 32, 45 p., [2], 50 leaves of plates (chiefly folded)) : col. ill., 50 col. maps (chiefly folded) ; 36 cm.

Spine title: Popular atlas of the world

Maps by Bacon’s Geographical Establishment.

Publisher’s red cloth binding with black-stamped decorations, gold-stamped cover title, and spine title: Popular atlas of the world.

Includes index.

Relief shown by hachures and spot elevations; depths shown by soundings.

Scales differ.

Inscription: R. Jorshaw, Southport, Lancs.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1019 .G93 1905 (NLO)

8358 Atlases, British - 1905 (Provisional Heading)


Authors: Bacon, G. W. (George Washington), 1830-1921 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 32 maps ; 243 x 190 mm.

11th ed.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

8359 Atlases, British - 1905 (Provisional Heading)


Authors: Bartholomew, John -- Methuen & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 63 maps ; 286 x 223 mm.

ed: CGrantRobertson

Includes maps illustrating history.

Phillips 2885

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

8360 Atlases, British - 1906


Authors: John Walker & Co. -- John Bartholomew & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (8, 80, [1] p.) : 80 col. maps ; 22 cm.

On most maps: John Bartholomew & Co.


Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

LC Card Number: 86675336

Baskes G1019 .J47 1906 (NLO)

8361 Atlases, British - 1906


Authors: W. & A.K. Johnston Limited -- Keltie, John Scott, Sir, 1840-1927 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)


7th ed.

'With an introduction by J. Scott Keltie.'

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1019 .J656 1906 (NLO)

8362 Atlases, British - 1907

Philip’s atlas for beginners : a series of sixty physical and political maps and diagrams with complete index. London : George Philip & Son, [ca. 1907].

Authors: George Philip & Son -- Hughes, William, 1817-1876 -- Hill, Albert -- Bablake School (Coventry, England) -- Shelley, Herbert J. (Herbert John), b. 1895 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)


New and enlarged ed.

'This atlas is expressly designed to accompany Philip’s elementary class-book of modern geography by William Hughes ... and Albert Hill.'-- T.p.

Publisher’s binding of red cloth. verso.

Publisher’s advertisements on paste downs and end sheets.


Scales differ.

Bookplate: Bablake School, Coventry, Christmas 1907, Form III special prize awarded to Herbert J. Shelley.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G1019 .P55725 1907 (NLO)

8363 Atlases, British - 1907


Authors: Harmsworth, Alfred C. -- George Philip

& Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (8, 80, [1] p.) : 80 col. maps ; 22 cm.

On most maps: John Bartholomew & Co.


Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

LC Card Number: 86675336

Baskes G1019 .J64 1905 (NLO)
& Son -- Carmelite House -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 116 maps ; 405 x 285 mm.
Maps by George Philip.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
References: Phillips 1132
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

8364 Atlases, British - 1907 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Bartholomew, John -- George Newnes, Limited -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 107 maps ; 386 x 247 mm.
1st ed.
Phillips 70
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

8365 Atlases, British - 1908
Authors: Bartholomew, J. G. (John George), 1860-1920 -- John Bartholomew & Co. -- George Newnes, Limited -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (xvi, 120, 69 p.) : 74 col. maps ; 37 cm.
Maps by John Bartholomew & Co.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .B36 1908 (NLO)

8366 Atlases, British - 1908
Authors: Harmsworth, Alfred C. -- George Philip & Son -- Amalgamated -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 120 maps ; 405 x 285 mm.
Maps by George Philip.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
References: NMM 502
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

8367 Atlases, British - 1909
Authors: W. & A.K. Johnston Limited -- Keltie, John Scott, Sir, 1840-1927 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
7th ed.
Introduction by J. Scott Keltie.
Includes index.
Publisher’s advertisements on inside front and back covers.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cf. Phillips 6343
Baskes folio G1019 .J656 1908 (NLO)

8368 Atlases, British - 1908 <Names, Geographical - 1908 <Gazetteers
Bacon’s popular atlas of the world : containing fifty double page maps and one hundred inset maps including all the latest discoveries, letterpress descriptions, alphabetical index, with populations of 20,000 places, gazetteer of 2000 principal towns, coloured diagrams of the world’s statistics, etc., etc. / edited by G.W. Bacon.* London : G.W. Bacon Co., Ltd., 1908.
Authors: G.W. Bacon & Co. -- Bacon’s Geographical Establishment -- Bacon, G. W. (George Washington), 1830-1921 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([4], 32, [2], 45 p., [2], 50 leaves of plates (chiefly folded)) : col. ill., 50 col. maps (chiefly folded) ; 36 cm.
Cover title: Bacon’s atlas of the world
Spine title: Atlas of the world with index
Maps by Bacon’s Geographical Establishment. Includes index.
Relief shown by hachures and spot elevations; depths shown by soundings.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Publisher’s cloth binding half-bound in red leather with gold-stamped cover title: Bacon’s atlas of the world.
Baskes folio G1019 .G93 1908 (NLO)

8369 Atlases, British - 1908 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: W. & A.K. Johnston Limited -- Stevenson & Howell -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 9 maps ; 285 x 225 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

8370 Atlases, British - 1909
Authors: Bacon, G. W. (George Washington), 1830-1921 -- G.W. Bacon & Co. -- Bacon’s Geographical Establishment -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (20, [3], 6-16, 16 p., [18] leaves of plates

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
8371  **Atlases, British - 1909**
*The Handy royal atlas of modern geography: exhibiting the present condition of geographical discovery and research in the several countries, empires, and states of the world.* Edinburgh; London: W. & A.K. Johnston, 1909.
Authors: Johnston, Alexander Keith, 1804-1871 -- Johnston, G. Harvey (George Harvey), 1860- -- W. & A.K. Johnston Limited -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 60 col. maps ; 38 cm.
'By the late Alexander Keith Johnston ... with additions and corrections to the present date by G.H Johnston ...'
Based on the author's Royal atlas of modern geography.
Includes index.
Dedication page: To his Royal Highness George Prince of Wales ...
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
**Baskes folio G1019 .J64 1909 (NLO)**

8372  **Atlases, British - 1909<<>>Atlases, Austrian - 1909**
Authors: Hickmann, Anton Leo, 1834-1906 -- Harris, G. H. -- Isaac Pitman & Sons -- Harris, Graham H. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Pitman (Isaac) & Sons SEE Isaac Pitman & Sons
1 atlas (79 p., 64 folded leaves of plates) : col. ill., 26 col. maps ; 18 cm.
2nd ed.
Relief shown by hachures and gradient and bathymetric tints.
Scales differ.
Bookseller’s label: F. Diemer, Cairo.
Illustrated bookplate: Graham H. Harris.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Atlantes Austriaci, F&B / Hick F2 ; Phillips 4213
**Baskes G1019 .H5413 1909 (NLO)**

8373  **Atlases, British - 1909 (Provisional Heading)**
Authors: Bartholomew, John -- Oxford University Press -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 64 maps
Phillips 9701
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)**

8374  **Atlases, British - 1909 (Provisional Heading)**
Authors: W. & A.K. Johnston Limited -- ForsythRW -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 128 maps
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)**

8375  **Atlases, British - 1910**
Authors: Bacon, G. W. (George Washington), 1830-1921 -- G.W. Bacon & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
12th ed.
"Containing thirty-seven coloured maps and forty-three inset maps."
Publisher’s advertisements [4] p. at end.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
**Baskes G1019 .B22 1910 (NLO)**

8376  **Atlases, British - 1910**
*Handy shilling atlas of the world.* London: Ward & Lock, [1910?].
Authors: Bartholomew, John -- Ward & Lock -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 97 maps ; 152 x 96 mm.
5th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)**

8377  **Atlases, British - 1910**
Authors: Cassell & Company -- Bartholomew,
References: Atlantes Austriaci, F&B / Hick F2 ; Phillips 4213
**Baskes G1019 .H5413 1909 (NLO)**
John -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 88 maps ; 263 x 198 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
References: Phillips 6334
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

Atlases, British - 1910
Van Houten’s pocket atlas : containing twenty loose maps / presented with the compliments of the proprietors of Van Houten’s cocoa. [London?] : Van Houten, [ca. 1910].
Authors: Van Houten (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (1 portfolio ([20] cards)) : 20 col. maps ; 88 x 105 mm.
Statistics and advertisement for Van Houten’s cocoa on verso of each card.
Issued in pouch 92 x 107 mm.
Scales differ. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1019 .V29 1910 (NLO)

Atlases, British - 1910-1919
Authors: William Collins Sons and Co. -- Caine, Alice -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([2], 50 [i.e. 63] leaves of plates, 56 p.) : 63 col. maps (some folded) ; 28 cm.
Cover title: Collegiate atlas containing sixty three maps and consulting index
Includes place name index (p. 1-[56] at end).
Each map opening includes printed thumb index number, most corresponding to the same number printed elsewhere on the sheet.
Scales differ.
Former owner: Alice Caine.
Maps also cataloged separately.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .C625 1910z (NLO)

Atlases, British - 1910-1919
Bacon’s excelsior atlas of the world : with alphabetical index-gazetteer / edited by G.W. Bacon. London : G.W. Bacon & Co., [1911?].
Authors: Bacon, G. W. (George Washington), 1830-1921 -- G.W. Bacon & Co. -- Bacon’s Geographical Establishment -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([20], 16 p., ii, [30] leaves of plates (3 folded)) : col. ill., 40 maps (chiefly col.) ; 34 cm.
Cover title: Excelsior atlas and gazetteer of the world
Date of publication from gazetteer (p. [9]-[20]); latest census for population statistics is 1911.
Some maps by Bacon’s Geographical Establishment.
“The Mediterranean Lands”, numbered as map 36, appears twice as plate [30] and [32].
Includes duplicates of map 36, “The Mediterranean Lands,” and map 37, “The chief countries of the world as known to the ancients.” Includes index.
Publisher’s green cloth binding.
Scales differ.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1019 .G92 1911 (NLO)


Authors: Aston, George Grey, Sir, 1861-1938 -- John Murray (Firm)

Courses of lectures delivered at the Staff college at Camberly have provided the material from which letters have been compiled.--Pref.


OCLC 1383088.

Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 288. U 2 .05 (NLO)

Atlastes, British - 1911 Names, Geographical - 1911 Gazetteers

Bacon's universal atlas of the world : containing forty-eight double page maps and one hundred inset maps including the latest discoveries and an alphabetical index, with populations of 20,000 places / edited by G.W. Bacon. London : G.W. Bacon & Co., Ltd., 1911.

Authors: G.W. Bacon & Co. -- Bacon's Geographical Establishment -- Spray, H. B. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas ([4], 22-32, [2], 45 p., 48 leaves of plates (chiefly folded) : 49 col. maps (chiefly folded) ; 35 cm.)

Spine title: Universal atlas of the world

Half title: Atlas of the world

On most maps: Bacon's Geographical Establishment.

Includes index.

Relief shown by hachures and spot elevations; depths shown by soundings.

Scales differ.

Publisher's green cloth binding with black-stamped decoration on cover.

Inscription: H.B. Spray. Xmas 1911.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1019 .G93 1911 (NLO)

Atlastes, British - 1911 (Provisional Heading)


Authors: Bartholomew, John -- Dent, J. M. (Joseph Malaby), 1849-1926 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 91 maps ; 177 x 114 mm.

1st ed.

Everyman'sLibrary

Phillips 10255

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlastes, British - 1911 (Provisional Heading)

Pearl atlas of the world. Glasgow : BryceD, 1911.

Authors: Bryce, David -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 69 maps ; 90 x 63 mm.

inKnowledge/Nutshell,Lond:SimpkinMarshall

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlastes, British - 1912


Formerly published with title: The xxth century citizen's atlas.

Inserted between leaf 64 and 65: Provisional map showing boundaries of the Balkan states according to the treaties of London and Constantinople, 1913.

Phillips 3634b.

Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 903.

OCLC 8567553.

folio G 10 .072 (NLO)

Atlastes, British - 1912


Authors: Bartholomew, John -- Nelson, T. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas : 240 maps ; 161 x 111 mm.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlastes, British - 1912

World's trade atlas (Chamber of commerce atlas). London : British Empire Producers' Organisation, [1912?].

Authors: George Philip & Son -- British Empire Producers' Organisation -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas : 79 maps ; 260 x 174 mm.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

References: Cf. Phillips 5459

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases, British - 1912 Historical

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
geography - Maps - World history - Maps - 1912 - Historical atlases


Authors: Elton, Edward F. -- W. & A.K. Johnston Limited -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (vi p., 48 leaves of plates, 11 p. : ill., 48 col. maps) ; 32 cm.

4th ed. rev.

Cover title: The classroom atlas of physical, political and classical geography

Includes index.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1019 .E48 1912 (NLO)

8396

Atlases, British - 1912 (Provisional Heading)


Authors: Bartholomew, John -- Dent, J. M. (Joseph Malaby), 1849-1926 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 91 maps ; 175 x 113 mm.

1st ed.

EverymansLib;P9483

Includes maps illustrating history.

Phillips 5290

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

8392

Atlases, British - 1912 (Provisional Heading)


Authors: Bartholomew, John -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 88 maps ; 370 x 250 mm.

Phillips 4384

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

8393

Atlases, British - 1913

Handy royal atlas of modern geography.


Authors: Johnston, Alexander Keith, 1804-1871 -- Johnston, G. Harvey (George Harvey), 1860- -- W. & A.K. Johnston Limited -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas : 61 maps ; 380 x 270 mm.


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

References: Phillips 6358

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

8394

Atlases, British - 1913

The World-wide atlas of modern geography, political and physical : containing one hundred and twenty-eight plates and complete index.


Authors: W. & A.K. Johnston Limited -- Keltie, John Scott, Sir, 1840-1927 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)


8th ed.

Introduction by J. Scott Keltie.

Includes index.

Publisher’s advertisements inside front and back covers.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1019 .J656 1913 (NLO)

Atlases, British - 1913 - Names, Geographical - 1913 - Gazetteers

Bacon’s popular atlas of the world : containing fifty double-page maps and one hundred inset maps including all the latest discoveries, letterpress descriptions, alphabetical index, gazetteer of 2000 principal towns, coloured diagrams of the world’s statistics, etc., etc. / edited by G.W. Bacon. London : G.W. Bacon & Co., 1913.

Authors: G.W. Bacon & Co. -- Bacon’s Geographical Establishment -- Bacon, G. W. (George Washington), 1830-1921 -- Taylor, James Moses -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas ([4], 32, [2], 45 p., [2], 54 [i.e. 55] leaves of plates (chiefly folded)) : col. ill., 54 col. maps (chiefly folded) ; 35 cm.

Spine title: Popular atlas of the world

Other title: Half title: Atlas of the world

Maps by Bacon’s Geographical Establishment.

Includes index.

Publisher’s red cloth binding with black-stamped decorative cover, gold-stamped cover title, and spine title: Popular atlas of the world.

Relief shown by hachures and spot elevations; depths shown by soundings.

Scales differ.

Typed inscription pasted onto preliminary page:

Presented to James Moses Taylor by his fellow-workmen at Bridge End Mills, Waterfoot, on the occasion of his retirement from business; as a token of respect and esteem. June 30th 1915.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1019 .G93 1913 (NLO)

Atlases, British - 1913 (Provisional Heading)


Authors: Bartholomew, John -- Dent, J. M. (Joseph Malaby), 1849-1926 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)


1st ed.

Everyman’s Library

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Includes maps illustrating history.

Phillips 5309

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

8398 Atlases, British - 1913 (Provisional Heading)

Atlas of the world. London : Jack, [1913?].

Authors: Bartholomew, John -- Jack -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 40 maps ; 168 x 112 mm.

nd; People's Books

Phillips 6355

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

8399 Atlases, British - 1913 (Provisional Heading)

Atlas of the world. London : Jack, [1913?].

Authors: Bartholomew, John -- Jack -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 40 maps ; 168 x 112 mm.

nd; People's Books

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

8400 Atlases, British - 1914


Authors: George Philip & Son -- Daily express (London, England) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas : 119 maps ; 191 x 132 mm.

1st ed.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

8401 Atlases, British - 1914


Authors: George Philip & Son -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (112 p., 72 folded leaves of plates) : 72 folded col. maps ; 16 cm.

Imperfect: lacking map of Greece; map "Futher India" duplicated.

Includes index.

Relief shown by hachures.

Scales differ.

Publisher's green cloth.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G1019 .P557556 1914 (NLO)

8402 Atlases, British - 1914 (Provisional Heading)


Authors: Bartholomew, John -- Dent, J. M. (Joseph Malaby), 1849-1926 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 87 maps ; 175 x 110 mm.

1st ed.

Includes maps illustrating history.

Cf. Phillips 07662

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

8403 Atlases, British - 1915

Reference library. New York : Brentano's, [1915?].

Authors: George Philip & Son -- London Geographical Institute -- Brentano's (Firm) -- George Philip & Son. Philip’s handy-volume atlas of the world (1915) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas ([6], 114 p., lxxii [i.e. 74] folded leaves of plates) : 74 col. maps ; 15 cm.

[11th ed.]

Uniform title: Philip's handy-volume atlas of the world.


Maps by George Philip & Son, Ltd. and the London Geographical Institute.

Includes index.

Relief shown by hachures.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G1019 .P557437 1915b (NLO)

8404 Atlases, British - 1915

The Handy royal atlas of modern geography : exhibiting the present condition of geographical discovery and research in the several countries, empires, and states of the world. Edinburgh ; London : W. & A.K. Johnston, 1915.

Authors: Johnston, Alexander Keith, 1804-1871 -- Johnston, G. Harvey (George Harvey), 1860- -- W. & A.K. Johnston Limited -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas : 61 col. maps ; 38 cm.

'By the late Alex. Keith Johnston ... with additions and corrections to the present date by G.H Johnston ...'


Based on the author's Royal atlas of modern geography.

Dedication page: To his Royal Highness Edward Prince of Wales ...

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1019 .J64 1915 (NLO)

8405 Atlases, British - 1915 (Provisional Heading)

Pocket atlas and world gazetteer. London :
WardLock, 1915.
Authors: Bartholomew, John -- Ward & Lock -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 98 maps ; 152 x 100 mm.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases, British - 1915 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: George Philip & Son -- Times (London, England) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 24 maps ; 300 x 198 mm.
Includes maps illustrating history.
Phillips 4247
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases, British - 1915 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Times (London, England) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 17 maps ; 660 x 492 mm.
Includes maps illustrating history.
Phillips 4248
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases, British - 1915 (Provisional Heading)
World War, 1914-1918 - Maps
Phelps' handy-volume atlas of the world : containing seventy-four new and specially engraved plates, with statistical notes & complete index / by E.G. Ravenstein. London : George Philip & Son, Ltd. ; London Geographical Institute, 1915.
Authors: Ravenstein, Ernest George, 1834-1913 -- George Philip & Son -- London Geographical Institute -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (114 p., [74] folded leaves of plates) : 74 folded col. maps ; 15 cm.
11th ed., rev. to date.
"Entirely new & enlarged edition containing 74 maps." -- Cover.
"With war supplement."
Relief shown by hachures.
Color maps on front and back end papers.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Publisher's red cloth binding with knotwork design.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1019 .P557536 1916 (NLO)

Atlases, British - 1916 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Bartholomew, John -- Meiklejohn & Son -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 59 maps ; 280 x 220 mm.
13th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases, British - 1916 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: George Philip & Son -- Times (London, England) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 24 maps ; 320 x 220 mm.
Includes maps illustrating history.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases, British - 1916 (Provisional Heading)
World War, 1914-1918 - Maps - Names, Geographical - 1916 - Gazetteers
Philips' pictorial pocket atlas and gazetteer : 148 pages of maps, pictures and statistical diagrams, with gazetteer-index of 18,000 names. London : George Philip & Son, [ca. 1916].
Authors: George Philip & Son -- Rushton, Rosetta L. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (viii, 96 p., 148 p. of plates) : ill., 81 col. maps : 15 cm.
"With war supplement."
Maps on front and back end papers.
Includes indexes.
Scales differ.
Publisher's green cloth binding.
Former owner: Rosetta L. Rushton.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1019 .P557536 1916 (NLO)

Atlases, British - 1917
Authors: Bartholomew, J. G. (John George), 1860-1920 -- Oxford University Press -- Milford, Humphrey Sumner, Sir, 1877-1952
2 p., 96, 31 p. incl. 178 col. maps, col. diagrs. 38 x 25 cm.
Phillips 4171.
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 327.
G 10 .0705 (NLO)

Atlases, British - 1920
The Advanced atlas of physical and political geography : a new series of maps specially designed for schools, colleges and private students, with frontispiece showing the state of Europe after the war / by J.G. Bartholomew.
Atlases, British - 1920

Bacon's excelsior atlas of the world : with index, containing thirty-two coloured maps and thirty-seven inset maps. London : G.W. Bacon & Co., [ca. 1920].


Maps by Edinburgh Geographical Institute, John Bartholomew & Son, and John Bartholomew & Co.

Includes index.

Relief shown by gradient and bathymetric tints.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1019 .B284 1920 (NLO)

Atlases, British - 1920


Authors: John Bartholomew and Son -- John Bartholomew & Co. -- Humphrey Milford ; Oxford University Press, 1920.

Includes large scale physical map of the Gallipoli peninsula and the Dardanelles.

Includes index.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Phillips 6410

Baskes oversize G1019 .G78 1920 (NLO)

Atlases, British - 1920


Daily mirror map of the British Isles [1920?] -- Mackaness, Joan -- Fort Street High School (Sydney, N.S.W.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

Includes index.

Scales differ.

Folded col. map (66 x 46 cm) tipped in at end.

Gross, Alexander. The Daily mirror map of the British Isles.

Owner's inscription: Joan Mackaness, class 114, Fort Street Girls High School, Sydney.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G1019 .G77 1920 (NLO)

Atlases, British - 1920 ( Provisional Heading)


Authors: John Bartholomew and Son -- John Bartholomew & Co. -- Humphrey Sumner, Sir, 1877-1952.

Maps by Edinburgh Geographical Institute, John Bartholomew & Son, and John Bartholomew & Co.

Includes index.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases, British - 1920 ( Provisional Heading)


Authors: George Philip & Son -- WaverleyBookCo -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 106 maps ; 400 x 283 mm.

Phillips 6430

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases, British - 1921


Authors: Harmsworth, Alfred C. -- Hammerton, J. A. -- Amalgamated -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas : 177 maps ; 374 x 250 mm.

1st ed.

Edited by J.A. Hammerton

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

References: NMM 503

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)
Scales differ.
Former owner: Joseph Campbell.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1019 .B285 1922 (NLO) 8426

Atlases, British - 1922
The Times survey atlas of the world : a comprehensive series of new and authentic maps reduced from the national surveys of the world and the special surveys of travellers and explorers with general index of over two hundred thousand names / prepared at the "Edinburgh Geographical Institute" under the direction of J.G. Bartholomew. London : The Times, 1922.
1 atlas (xvi, 259 p., 112 folded leaves of plates) : 112 col. maps ; 47 cm.
Cover title: Times atlas & gazetteer of the world
Other title: Times (London, England)
Maps engraved by John Bartholomew & Son and John Bartholomew & Co.
Includes index and errata.
Publisher’s three quarter bound leather and brown cloth over boards with gold-stamped cover title.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 6507

Baskes oversize G1019 .E253 1922 (NLO) 8429

Atlases, British - 1922
Authors: Harmsworth, Alfred C. -- Hammerton, J. A. -- Amalgamated -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 179 maps ; 363 x 267 mm.
Edited by J.A. Hammerton.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
References: Cf. Phillips 6487

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt) 8430

Atlases, British - 1922
Philips' new popular atlas : illustrating the new boundaries and territorial changes effected by the peace treaties with index to place-names / edited by George Philip. London : George Philip & Son, [1922?].
Authors: Philip, George, 1870-1937 -- George Philip & Son -- London Geographical Institute -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (40 leaves of plates, 32 p.) : 40 col. maps ; 35 cm.
Rev. ed.
Cover title: Philips' new popular atlas of the world 'The London Geographical Institute.'--On maps.
Includes index.
Publisher’s red cloth binding.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1019 .P55749 1922 (NLO) 8431

Atlases, British - 1923
Authors: Bartholomew, John, 1890-1962 -- John Bartholomew and Son -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (66, 223, 172 p.) : ill., 127 col. maps ; 20 cm.
10th ed.
World maps show physical features, temperature, rainfall, winds, vegetation, ocean currents, population, races, religions, occupations, languages of commerce, time and commerce.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library).
LC Card Number: 23000006
Case G1019 .B35 1923 (NLO)

8432 Atlases, British - 1923
Authors: Geographia Ltd. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (vii, 80, 24 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title: Geographia modern school atlas of the world
"48 coloured plates containing a comprehensive selection of political & contour maps with 8 pages of introductory letterpress and 8 pages of index."--Cover.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Includes index.
Baskes G1019 .G388 1923 (NLO)

8433 Atlases, British - 1923
Philips' record atlas: a series of 128 pages of coloured political maps of the world, embodying the changes resulting from the various peace treaties, with complete index / edited by George Philip. London : George Philip & Son ; London Geographical Institute, 1923.
Authors: Philip, George, 1870-1937 -- George Philip & Son -- London Geographical Institute -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (128, 127 p.) : 73 col. maps ; 26 cm.
4th ed.
Includes index.
Publisher's binding.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 6526
Baskes G1019 .P5576 1923 (NLO)

8434 Atlases, British - 1923
Authors: George Philip & Son -- Philip, George, 1870-1937
1 atlas (vii, 80, 24 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
15th and rev. ed. showing the territorial change effected by the peace treaties.
Includes index.
Series: Philips' comparative series
References: OCLC 34715564
folio G1019 .G467 1923 (NLO)

8435 Atlases, British - 1924
1 atlas (2 p.l., 96, 31 p. : 144 col. maps, col. diagrs.) ; 38 x 24 cm.
Second edition--revised. By John Bartholomew...
First edition has title: The advanced atlas of physical and political geography ... by J. G. Bartholomew ... 1917.
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 329.
G 10 .07051 (NLO)

8436 Atlases, British - 1924
Philips' visual contour atlas: 40 coloured plates containing 58 maps & diagrams with index / [edited by George Philip]. Liverpool : Philip, Son & Nephew, [1924?].
Authors: Philip, George, 1870-1937 -- Philip, Son & Nephew -- George Philip & Son -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (40, 12 p.) : 38 col. maps ; 23 cm.
Cover title.
Maps published by George Philip & Son.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .P5577 1924 (NLO)

8437 Atlases, British - 1924 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Bartholomew, John -- Robertson, Charles Grant, Sir, 1869-1948 -- Oxford University Press -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 42 maps ; 367 x 280 mm.
2nd ed.
Auth:CGrantRobertson
Includes maps illustrating history.
Phillips 7964
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

8438 Atlases, British - 1924 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Bartholomew, John -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 117 maps ; 362 x 260 mm.
4th ed.
[Lock, Modern maps and atlases 90 Phillips 6542
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

8439 Atlases, British - 1925
Tit-bits atlas of the world. [Edinburgh?] : John Bartholomew & Son Ltd., [1925?].

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
8440 Atlases, British - 1925
Philips' elementary atlas of comparative geography: a series of 40 coloured plates, containing over 90 maps and plans, printed in colours; and 8 pages of introductory letterpress and index / edited by George Philip. London: G. Philip & Son, 1925.
Authors: Philip, George, 1870-1937 -- George Philip & Son -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (8, 40, 11 p.) : 36 col. maps ; 28 cm.
New ed., showing the territorial changes effected by the Peace Treaties.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .P5574 1925 (NLO)

8441 Atlases, British - 1925
1 atlas (72, 44 p.) : 54 col. maps ; 20 cm.
'New ed., printed by W. & A.K. Johnston, Ltd.'
Includes index.
Publisher's advertisements [4] p. at end.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .J652 1925 (NLO)

8442 Atlases, British - 1925
Atlases, Hebrew - 1925
Israel - Maps - 1925
(Provisional Heading)
Hebrew Atlases SEE Atlases, Hebrew
Authors: Jabotinsky, Ze'ev -- Perlman, S. -- Hasefer -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 40 maps ; 273 x 232 mm.
OCLC 13514041.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

8443 Atlases, British - 1925 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Bartholomew, John -- Butler, Samuel, 1774-1839 -- Dent, J. M. (Joseph Malaby), 1849-1926 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 53 maps ; 174 x 115 mm.
Everyman's Library
Includes maps illustrating ancient history.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

8444 Atlases, British - 1925 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: George Newnes, Limited -- Bartholomew -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 76 maps ; 153 x 105 mm.
nd;C:JBartholomew
Phillips 6588
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

8445 Atlases, British - 1925 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: George Philip & Son -- Sheldrake -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 70 maps ; 404 x 280 mm.
Ed:GeoPhilip&TSSheldrake
Phillips 5454
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

8446 Atlases, British - 1926
Authors: Edward Stanford Ltd. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([6], 98 p., 63 [i.e. 62] leaves of plates (1 folded)) : 63 col. maps ; 38 cm.
Whitehall ed.
Date of publication from Phillips 6635.
"Sixty-three coloured maps and an alphabetical list of names with latitudes and longitudes."
Includes index.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 6635
LC Card Number: map28000002
Baskes folio G1019 .S748 1926 (NLO)
8447  **Atlastes, British - 1926**

*Collin's new atlas.* London : Cassell, 1926.

Authors: George Philip & Son -- Cassell & Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)

1 atlas : 103 maps ; 350 x 258 mm.

3rd ed.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)**

8448  **Atlastes, British - 1926**<---**Great Britain - Colonies - Maps - 1926**


1 atlas (48 p.) : ill., 35 maps ; 31 cm.

5th ed.

Stamp on cover: Specimen.

"Key to coats of arms, crests, badges, etc. shown in the border." -- Back cover.

Publisher's red paper cover.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Phillips 7984

**Baskes folio G1805 .B57 1926 (NLO)**

8449  **Atlastes, British - 1928**


Advanced atlas of physical and political geography -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (96, 31 pages) : color illustrations, 69 color maps ; 38 cm.

Third edition, revised.

On each map: the Edinburgh Geographical Institute, copyright John Bartholomew & Son Ltd. Relief shown by gradient tints and spot heights. Depths shown by gradient tints and contours.

Scales differ.

First edition has title: The advanced atlas of physical and political geography, by J.G. Bartholomew, 1917.

Includes index.

Former owner's signature: Pat Bradley.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Phillips 6670

LC Card Number: map29000003

**Baskes folio G1019 .B37 1928 (NLO)**

8450  **Atlastes, British - 1928**


Authors: George Philip & Son -- Cassell & Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas : 103 maps ; 352 x 260 mm.

4th ed.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)**

8451  **Atlastes, British - 1928**

*Collin's pocket atlas of the world / by Ernest A. Manchester.* London : Collins' Clear-Type Press, [1928?].

Authors: Manchester, Ernest A. -- Collins Clear-Type Press -- Collins' Geographical Establishment -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (364 p.) : ill., 105 maps (chiefly col.) ; 19 cm.

Spine title: Pocket atlas of the world Maps by Collins' Geographical Establishment. "Containing 200 pages of coloured maps, 80 pages of diagrams, etc. and complete index " Includes index.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes G1019 .M154 1928 (NLO)**

8452  **Atlastes, British - 1928 (Provisional Heading)**


Authors: George Philip & Son -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 43 maps ; 230 x 193 mm.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)**

8453  **Atlastes, British - 1928 (Provisional Heading)**


Authors: Stanford, Edward, 1827-1904 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 12 maps ; 42 x 33 mm.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)**

8454  **Atlastes, British - 1929**

*Philips' elementary atlas of comparative geography : a series of 40 coloured plates, containing over 90 maps and plans, printed in colours, and 8 pages of introductory letterpress and index / edited by George Philip.* London : George Philip & Son ; London Geographical Institute, 1929.

References: Phillips 6670

LC Card Number: map290003

**Baskes folio G1019 .B37 1928 (NLO)**

**Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.**

**For more information refer to the title page of this volume.**
Authors: Philip, George, 1870-1937 -- London
Geographical Institute -- George Philip & Son -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (8, 40, 12 p.) : ill., 36 col. maps ; 28 cm.
New ed. / showing the territorial changes effected by the peace treaties.
Includes index.
In publisher's red cloth binding with acorn design. Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Cf. Phillips 4204

Baskes folio G1019 .P5574 1929 (NLO)

Atlasts, British - 1929 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: George Philip & Son -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 166 maps ; 282 x 229 mm.
10th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlasts, British - 1930
*Philips' handy-volume atlas of the world : containing eighty new and specially engraved plates, with statistical notes and complete index / by George Philip.* London : George Philip & Son, Ltd. : London Geographical Institute, 1930.
Authors: Philip, George, 1870-1937 -- George Philip & Son -- London Geographical Institute -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (viii, 92, 93 p., [160] p. of plates) : 80 folded col. maps ; 16 cm.
17th ed., rev. to date.
"Entirely new & enlarged edition containing 80 maps."--Cover.
Includes index.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Publisher's red cloth with knotwork design.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G1019 .P557437 1930 (NLO)

Atlasts, British - 1930 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Bartholomew, John -- Dent, J. M. (Joseph Malaby), 1849-1926 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 100 maps ; 175 x 113 mm.
3rd ed.
Everyman's Library
Includes maps illustrating history.
Phillips 7663
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlasts, British - 1930 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Bartholomew, John -- Dent, J. M. (Joseph Malaby), 1849-1926 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 91 maps ; 175 x 113 mm.
2nd ed.
Everyman's Library
Includes maps illustrating history.
Phillips 10256
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlasts, British - 1931 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: George Philip & Son -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ; 402 x 278 mm.
1st ed.
Phillips 6751
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlasts, British - 1932
*Foyle's modern school atlas of comparative geography : a series of 80 coloured plates, containing 142 maps and diagrams showing the territorial changes effected since 1914, with an introduction and a new and complete index / edited by George Philip.* London : W. & G. Foyle, 1932.
Authors: George Philip & Son -- Philip, George, 1870-1937 -- W. & G. Foyle Ltd. -- Beech, K. D. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (viii, 31 p., 80 p. of plates) : 62 col. maps ; 28 cm.
22nd ed. entirely reconstructed and containing many new plates.
Maps by George Philip & Son.
Includes index.
Publisher's blue cloth binding.
Scales differ.
Former owner: K.D. Beech ... Peterborough.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1019 .P55723 1932 (NLO)

Atlasts, British - 1932
*Philips’ handy-volume atlas of the world : containing eighty new and specially engraved plates with statistical notes and complete index / by George Philip.* London : George Philip & Son, Ltd., 1932.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Authors: Philip, George, 1870-1937 -- George Philip & Son -- Bruce, Dorothy W. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

8463 Atlases, British - 1932

*Philips’ elementary atlas of comparative geography : a series of 40 coloured plates, containing over 90 maps and plans, printed in colours, and 8 pages of introductory letterpress and index / edited by George Philip.* London : George Philip & Son ; London Geographical Institute, 1932.

Authors: Philip, George, 1870-1937 -- George Philip & Son -- London Geographical Institute -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (viii, iv, 92, 93 p., [160] p. of plates) : folded col. maps ; 16 cm.

18th ed., rev. to date.

"Entirely new & enlarged edition containing 80 maps."

Relief shown by hachures.

Includes indexes.

Publisher’s red cloth with knotwork design.

Former owner: Dorothy W. [?] Bruce.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1019 .P557437 1932 (NLO)

8466 Atlases, British - 1932

*Philips’ new school atlas of comparative geography : a series of 64 coloured plates containing over 100 physical, political and commercial maps & diagrams with complete index.* London : George Philip & Son ; London Geographical Institute, 1933.

Authors: George Philip & Son -- London Geographical Institute -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (64, 25 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.

‘89 maps and diagrams with index.’--Cover.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1019 .P5574 1933 (NLO)

8467 Atlases, British - 1932

*Cassell’s new atlas : a geographical survey of the new era, dealing with territorial changes & international relations, travel and communications, history and colonisation, with introductory notes and an index of 30,000 names / edited by George Philip.* London : Cassell and Company, [1932?].

Authors: Philip, George, 1870-1937 -- George Philip & Son -- London Geographical Institute -- Cassell & Company -- Tibbe, Paul -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)


Maps by George Philip & Son and the London Geographical Institute.

Relief shown by hachures.

Prime Meridian: Greenwich.

Includes index.

Scales differ.

Illustrated bookplate: Ex libris Paul Tibbe.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Phillips 6784

Baskes folio G1019 .C375 1932 (LNO)

8468 Atlases, British - 1933

*Philips’ new school atlas of comparative geography : a series of 64 coloured plates containing over 100 physical, political and commercial maps & diagrams with complete index.* London : George Philip & Son ; London Geographical Institute, 1933.

Authors: George Philip & Son -- London Geographical Institute -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (64, 25 p.) : coll. maps ; 28 cm.

‘89 maps and diagrams with index.’--Cover.

Scales differ.

Modern binding with publisher’s original red cloth cover pasted on front.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1019 .C375 1933 (PrCt)

8469 Atlases, British - 1933


Authors: Bartholomew, John -- Dent, J. M. (Joseph Malaby), 1849-1926 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (64, 25 p.) : 34 maps ; 180 x 122 mm.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

8470 Atlases, British - 1934

*Philips’ centenary handy general atlas of the world : a series of 232 pages of coloured maps and plans forming a complete geographical survey of the international relationships of the new era, its territorial changes and commercial communications.* Liverpool : George Philip &
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Includes index.
References: Cf. Phillips 4112
Baskes folio G1019 .P5577 1934 (NLO)

Atlases, British - 1934-1934

London (England) - Maps - 1934

*Philips' Universal atlas / edited by George Philip.*
London : Printed and published by George Philip & Son, 1934.
Authors: Philip, George, 1870-1937 -- Daily mail (London, England) -- George Philip & Son -- London Geographical Institute -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (208 p.) : ill. (chiefly col.), 87 col. maps ; 24 cm.
Daily Mail ed.
"The London Geographical Institute:"--On maps.
Includes 8 sectional maps of London (p. 137-144).
Includes indexes.
Publisher's blue cloth binding with gold stamped title.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 6888
Baskes G1019 .P55769 1934 (NLO)

Atlases, British - 1934-1934

*Names, Geographical - 1934-1934*

*Gazetteers*

*Philips' record atlas : a series of 128 pages of coloured maps of the countries of the world, with gazetteer- index of 16,000 names / edited by George Philip.*
London ; Liverpool : G. Philip & Son ; London Geographical Institute ; Philip, Son, & Nephew, 1934.
Authors: Philip, George, 1870-1937 -- George Philip & Son -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (viii, 170 p., 232 leaves of plates : maps) ; 41 cm.
4th and enl. ed.
'Edited by George Philip.'
With an index of over 116,000 names.
Phillips 6820.
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 1033.

Baskes folio G1019 .P5577 1934 (NLO)

Atlases, British - 1934

*Philips' pictorial atlas of the world showing where and how people live / edited by George Philip.*
London ; Liverpool : George Philip & Son ; London Geographical Institute ; Philip, Son, & Nephew, [1934].
Authors: Philip, George, 1870-1937 -- George Philip & Son -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (viii, 170 p., 232 leaves of plates : maps) ; 41 cm.
4th and enl. ed.
'Edited by George Philip.'
With an index of over 116,000 names.
Phillips 6820.
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 1033.

Baskes folio G1019 .P5576 1934 (NLO)

Atlases, British - 1934

*Philips' visual contour atlas : 40 coloured plates containing 58 maps & diagrams with index / [edited by George Philip].* London : George Philip & Son, 1934.
Authors: Philip, George, 1870-1937 -- George Philip & Son -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (8, 40, 9-15 p.) : 38 col. maps ; 23 cm.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 6822
Baskes G1019 .P5576 1934 (NLO)

Atlases, British - 1934 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: George Philip & Son -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 135 maps ; 187 x 130 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
8476  **Atlases, British - 1935**  
Authors: Bartholomew, J. G. (John George), 1860-1920 -- John Bartholomew and Son  
xii, 192, 90 p. incl. 158 maps (part col.) : illus., diagrs. ; 37 cm.  
5th ed.  
Formerly published under title: xxth century citizen's atlas.  
Phillips 6834.  
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 1036.  
OCLC 3450331.  
**Baskes folio G 10 .0721 (NLO)**

8477  **Atlases, British - 1935**  
The Comparative atlas of physical and political geography / John Bartholomew. London :  
Meiklejohn & Son, 1935.  
Authors: Bartholomew, John, 1890-1962 -- John Bartholomew and Son  
-- Meiklejohn & Son  
1 atlas (viii, 64, 14, [2] p.) : ill. (some col.), 55 maps (chiefly col.) ; 29 cm.  
25th ed.  
Maps by John Bartholomew & Son.  
Publisher's advertisements [2] p. at end.  
Includes index.  
Scales differ.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.  
**Baskes folio G1019 .B285 1935 (NLO)**

8478  **Atlases, British - 1935**  
Collins' graphic atlas : a complete atlas of the world / by Ernest A. Manchester ... with over 90  
general references maps in full colour, copious photographs and statistics and a complete index  
Authors: Manchester, Ernest A. -- William Collins Sons and Co. -- Collins' Geographical  
Establishment -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
Maps by Collins' Geographical Establishment.  
Includes index.  
Publisher's cloth binding.  
Scales differ.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.  
**Baskes folio G1019 .M153 1935 (NLO)**

8479  **Atlases, British - 1935**  
Esavian modern school atlas of comparative geography : a series of 80 coloured plates,  
containing 142 maps and diagrams, with introduction and complete index / edited by  
Authors: Philip, George, 1870-1937 -- George Philip & Son -- Educational Supply Association --  
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 atlas (vii, 80, 31 p.) : 62 col. maps ; 28 cm.  
Rev. ed.  
Maps by George Philip & Son.  
Preface to the XXI edition' on p. iv, dated 1929.  
'Showing the latest geographical discoveries and territorial changes.'  
Advertisements for George Philip & Son on p. [ii].  
Includes index.  
Series: Philips' comparative series.  
Scales differ.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.  
**Baskes folio G1019 .E87 1935 (NLO)**

8480  **Atlases, British - 1935**  
[The new universal atlas of modern geography : containing one hundred and twelve pages of  
maps and complete index / compiled and produced by W. & A.K. Johnston Ltd. for J. Coker  
Authors: W. & A.K. Johnston Limited -- J. Coker & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
-- Coker (J.) & Co. SEE J. Coker & Co.  
1 atlas (112, 56 p.) : 112 col. maps ; 31 cm.  
Newberry copy lacks t.p., title and imprint from OCLC record.  
Cover and spine title:The new universal atlas.  
Includes index.  
Scales differ.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.  
References: Phillips 6845  
**Baskes folio G1019 .J6525 1935 (NLO)**

8481  **Atlases, British - 1935 (Provisional Heading)**  
Citizens atlas of the world. Edinburgh :  
Bartholomew, 1935.  
Authors: Bartholomew, John -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 v. : 116 maps ; 360 x 255 mm.  
5th ed.  
[Lock, Modern maps and atlases 90 Phillips 6834  
 Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.  
**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)** (PrCt)

8482  **Atlases, British - 1935 (Provisional Heading)**  
Authors: Bartholomew, John -- Selfridge -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 atlas  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.  
**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)** (PrCt)

8483  **Atlases, British - 1935 (Provisional Heading)**  
Authors: Brown, Son & Ferguson -- Brown &
Ferguson -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 v. : 16 maps ; 310 x 250 mm.
[NMM500
Includes nautical charts.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

8484 Atlases, British - 1935 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: George Philip & Son -- Odhams Press --
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 70 maps ; 255 x 180 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

8485 Atlases, British - 1936
The Oxford advanced atlas / John Bartholomew.
Authors: Bartholomew, J. G. (John George), 1860-1920 -- John Bartholomew and Son --
Edinburgh Geographical Institute -- Oxford University Press -- Milford, Humphry Summer, Sir, 1877-1952 -- University of Colorado Libraries
1 atlas (96, 32 p.) : col. ill., 166 col. maps ; 38 cm.
5th ed.
Maps by the Edinburgh Geographical Institute, copyright John Bartholomew & Son, Ltd.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Bookplate and blind stamp: University of Colorado Library.
LC Card Number: map36000064
folio G1019 .B37 1936 (NLO)

8486 Atlases, British - 1936
Philips' Crown atlas. London : George Philips & Son, [1936?].
Authors: George Philip & Son -- London Geographical Institute -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Publisher gold-stamped red cloth binding.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

8487 Atlases, British - 1936
Philips' handy-volume atlas of the world : containing eighty coloured maps with statistical notes and complete index / by George Philip. London : George Philip & Son, 1936.
Authors: Philip, George, 1870-1937 -- George Philip & Son -- Germany and Czechoslovakia : provisional frontiers (1938) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (viii, iv, 92, 93 p., 80 [i.e. 160] p. of plates) : 81 col. maps (1 folded) ; 16 cm.
19th ed.
"Enlarged and revised edition."--Cover.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .P557437 1936 (NLO)

8488 Atlases, British - 1936
Authors: Philip, George, 1870-1937 -- George Philip & Son -- Philip, Son & Nephew -- London Geographical Institute -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (xxiv p., 96 p. of plates, 36 p.) : 60 col. maps ; 30 cm.
29th ed., enl. and reconstructed, with many new plates and a complete series of climate graphs. Includes index.
Publisher's blue cloth binding.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 6887
Baskes folio G1019 .P557485 1936 (NLO)

8489 Atlases, British - 1936 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Ardath, Abdulla -- Ardath -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 96 maps ; 72 x 38 mm.
cigarette cards
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

8490 Atlases, British - 1936 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Bartholomew, John -- Dent, J. M. (Joseph Malaby), 1849-1926 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 100 maps ; 175 x 113 mm.
3rd ed.
Includes maps illustrating history.
Phillips 7664
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

8491 Atlases, British - 1938
1 atlas : 54 maps ; 248 x 185 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

8492 Atlases, British - 1938
Authors: Philip, George, 1870-1937 -- George Philip & Son -- London Geographical Institute -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (8, 40, 12 p.) : ill., 36 col. maps. ; 28 cm.
New ed. / revised to date, showing the latest geographical discoveries and territorial changes.
Includes index.
In publisher's red cloth binding with acorn design. Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .P5574 1938 (NLO)

8493 Atlases, British - 1938
Philips' new school atlas of comparative geography / designed and compiled by George Philip. London : George Philip & Son ; London Geographical Institute, 1938.
Authors: Philip, George, 1870-1937 -- Goodall, George -- George Philip & Son -- London Geographical Institute -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (64, 26 p.) : 60 col. maps ; 28 cm.
32nd ed. / edited by George Goodall.
Includes index.
Publisher's binding. Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

8494 Atlases, British - 1938 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: George Philip & Son -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 21 maps ; 231 x 190 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

8495 Atlases, British - 1940
Newnes modern pictorial atlas, political, commercial, statistical. London : G. Newnes, limited, [1940?].
Authors: George Newnes, Limited -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
175, [1] p. : ill., maps ; 26 cm.
Phillips 6979.
19366
ICN 41-1897
Ayer 135 N55 1940 (NLO)

8496 Atlases, British - 1941
Philips' modern school atlas / designed and compiled by George Philip. London : George Philip & Son ; London Geographical Institute, 1941.
Authors: Philip, George, 1870-1937 -- Goodall, George -- George Philip & Son -- London Geographical Institute -- Blacker, K.A. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (xxii, 96, 39 p.) : ill., 71 col. maps ; 29 cm.
34th ed. / edited by George Goodall
Scales differ.
Former owner: K.A. Blacker.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .P55748 1941 (NLO)

8497 Atlases, British - 1941 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Baker, John Norman Leonard -- Campbell, Eila M. J. -- Oxford University Press -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 15 maps ; 180 x 120 mm.
Phillips 5857
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

8498 Atlases, British - 1941 (Provisional Heading)
Comparative atlas of physical & political geog. London : Meiklejohn, 1941.
Authors: Bartholomew, John -- Meiklejohn & Son -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 55 maps ; 290 x 227 mm.
30th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
8499  **Atlases, British - 1941 (Provisional Heading)**  
*British Isles pocket atlas.* Edinburgh: Bartholomew, 1941.  
Authors: Bartholomew, John -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 v. : 120 maps ; 162 x 104 mm.  
10th ed.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.  
*Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)*  

8500  **Atlases, British - 1942**  
Advanced atlas of physical and political geography -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 atlas (96, 32 p.) : col. ill., 77 col. maps ; 38 cm.  
7th ed.  
On maps: The Edinburgh Geographical Institute, copyright John Bartholomew & Son Ltd.  
Scales differ.  
First edition has title: The advanced atlas of physical and political geography, by J.G. Bartholomew, 1917.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.  
References: Phillips 7085  
LC Card Number: map43000127  
*Baskes folio G1019 .B37 1942 (NLO)*  

8501  **Atlases, British - 1942**  
*Pocket atlas of the world : 112 pages, containing 64 pages of maps and insets, and index to about 7500 place-names.* Edinburgh : London : Printed by W.A.K. Johnston Limited, [1942].  
Authors: W. & A.K. Johnston Limited -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 atlas (64, 44 p.) : 39 col. maps ; 19 cm.  
Title on dust jacket: New pocket atlas.  
Includes index.  
Includes time line of major events of war dating from 1939 to 1942.  
Scales differ.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.  
Phillips 7107  
Alexander, Guide to atlases 273  
LC Card Number: map44000017  
*Baskes G1019 .J653 1942 (NLO)*  

8502  **Atlases, British - 1943**  
*Collins-Longmans study atlas / planned, compiled, drawn & produced under the direction of a joint advisory board, K.H. Huggins, geographical ; J.M. Parrish, technical ; B.A. Workman, educational ; J.C.B. Redfearn,*  
1 atlas (110 p., viii p. of plates : ill. (some col.), maps (some col.)) ; 29 cm.  
4th ed.  
Maps on endpapers.  
Includes indexes.  
Series: Collins-Longmans planned atlas  
Scales differ.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.  
*Baskes folio G1030 .C65 1943 (NLO)*  

8503  **Atlases, British - 1943**  
Authors: W. & A.K. Johnston & G.W. Bacon Ltd. -- Matheson, Charles -- Kermack, W. R. (William Ramsay), b. 1886 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 atlas (64, [10] p.) : 95 col. maps ; 28 cm.  
3rd ed.  
'A series of 64 coloured plates, containing 138 maps; physical, political, climate & economic; statistical tables; consulting index, giving latitude and longitude.'  
Scales differ.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.  
*Baskes folio G1019 .J67 1943 (NLO)*  

8504  **Atlases, British - 1943 (Provisional Heading)**  
*Graphic atlas of the world.* Edinburgh : Bartholomew, 1943.  
Authors: Bartholomew, John -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 v. : 62 maps ; 264 x 191 mm.  
7th ed.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.  
*Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)*  

8505  **Atlases, British - 1943 (Provisional Heading)**  
Authors: Bartholomew, John -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 v. : 97 maps ; 140 x 100 mm.  
Phillips 7128  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.  
*Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)*  

8506  **Atlases, British - 1943 (Provisional Heading)**  
*Oxford war atlas 1939-1942.* Milford : OxfordUP,
8511 **Atlases, British - 1945 (Provisional Heading)**
Authors: Bartholomew, John -- Ed:GeoGoodall  
1 atlas : 10 plates (ill.); 279 x 203 mm.  
Includes maps illustrating history.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

8512 **Atlases, British - 1947 (Provisional Heading)**
*Quicksee desk atlas.* Sussex : E.J. Quick, [1947?].  
Authors: George Philip & Son -- Goodall, George  
1 v. : 85 maps ; 403 x 280 mm.  
5th ed.  
Ed:GeoGoodall  
Phillips 7218  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.  
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

8513 **Atlases, British - 1947 (Provisional Heading)**
Authors: W. & A.K. Johnston Limited -- Edina Geographical Works -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 atlas : 256 maps ; 203 x 140 mm.  
7th ed.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.  
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

8514 **Atlases, British - 1947 (Provisional Heading)**
*Collins clear school atlas.* London : Collins Clear-Type, 1947.  
Authors: W. Collins & Co. -- Collins Clear-Type Press -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 atlas : 40 maps ; 220 x 180 mm.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.  
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

8515 **Atlases, British - 1947 (Provisional Heading)**
Authors: Mee, Arthur, 1875-1943 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 v. : 85 maps ; 247 x 175 mm.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.  
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

8516 **Atlases, British - 1948 (Provisional Heading)**
Authors: Bartholomew, John -- Edinburgh Geographical Institute -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 121 maps ; 288 x 228 mm.
Phillips 7291
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

8520
Atlases, British - 1950
1 v. : 98 maps ; 147 x 104 mm.
New ser., 1st ed.
Cover title: Bartholomew's advanced atlas of modern geography
Relief shown by gradient and bathymetric tints.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

8521
Atlases, British - 1950
Odhams new atlas of the world : containing ninety-six pages of maps in full colour and a comprehensive index. London : Odhams Press Ltd., [1950?].
Authors: Odhams Press -- George Philip & Son -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (96, 72 p.) : 74 col. maps ; 29 cm.
Maps by George Philip & Son, Ltd.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .B283 1950 (NLO)

8522
Atlases, British - 1950<<>>Names, Geographical - 1950<<>>Gazetteers
Authors: Goodall, George -- George Philip & Son -- George Philip & Son. Phillips' handy gazetteer of the world (1950) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (128, 207 p.) : 81 col. maps ; 29 cm.
14th ed.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 7419; Alexander, Guide to atlases 64; Lock, Modern maps and atlases 93
Baskes folio G1019 .P5576 1950 (NLO)

8523
Atlases, British - 1950 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Bartholomew, John -- Ward & Lock -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 98 maps ; 147 x 104 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

8524
Atlases, British - 1951
The Comparative atlas of physical and political geography. London : Meiklejohn, 1951.
Authors: Bartholomew, John, 1890-1962 -- Meiklejohn & Son
1 atlas (vii, 90 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
39th ed.
Includes index.
folio G1019 .C656 1951 (NLO)

8525
Atlases, British - 1951
Authors: Lewis, Clinton Sir, b. 1885 -- Campbell, J. D. (James Donald), b. 1884 -- Bickmore, David P., 1917- -- Cook, K. F., fl. 1951 -- Oxford University Press -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (96, xxvi, 88 p.) : 61 col. maps ; 40 cm.
Maps on lining papers.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Bookseller’s stamp: Book-sellers Dulfakir.
Singapore, 6.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copy: folio G 10 .649
LC Card Number: 51001540

Authors: Oxford University Press -- Bickmore -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 69 maps ; 260 x 200 mm.
1st ed.

Authors: Union Castle Mail SS Co -- Bartholomew -- Hale, R. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 58 maps ; 186 x 127 mm.
Ed:AGordon-Brown
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

1 atlas (4[, 108, 51p.) : ill., 72 maps (chiefly col.) ; 39 cm.
New ser., 3rd ed.
Relief shown by gradient and bathymetric tints.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 7545
Baskes folio G1019 .B283 1953 (NLO)

8532 Atlases, British - 1953 Columbus atlas or regional atlas of world. Edinburgh : Edinburgh Geographical Institute, 1953.
Authors: Bartholomew, John -- Edinburgh Geographical Institute -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 121 maps ; 285 x 224 mm.
Phillips 7546
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Authors: Bartholomew, John -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 98 maps ; 171 x 110 mm.
3rd ed.
Phillips 7547
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

8534 Atlases, British - 1954 (Provisional Heading)
Imperfect; lacking p. 29-32
Relief shown by gradient and bathymetric tints.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Former owner’s inscription: E.M.J. Campbell, room 112.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: map56000563
8542 Atlases, British - 1956
Authors: Generalstabens litografiska anstalt -- Esselte kartor (Firm) -- Penguin (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 50 maps ; 203 x 145 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
References: OCLC 8078122.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)
8543 Atlases, British - 1956-1961
Authors: W. & A.K. Johnston & G.W. Bacon Ltd. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (64, [8] p.) : 95 col. maps ; 28 cm.
4th ed.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .J67 1956 (NLO)
8544 Atlases, British - 1956 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Ed. Hölzel (Firm) -- GEO Pub. Co. -- Faber -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 100 maps ; 308 x 220 mm.
Cl. OCLC 4024175.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)
8545 Atlases, British - 1956 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Oxford University Press -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 40 maps ; 260 x 195 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)
8546 Atlases, British - 1957
Authors: Lewis, Clinton, Sir, b. 1885 -- Campbell, J. D. (James Donald), b. 1884 -- Bickmore, David P., 1917-- -- Cook, K. F., fl. 1951 -- Cook, Hammond & Kell Ltd. -- Oxford University Press -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (96, xxvi, 92 p.) : 61 col. maps ; 40 cm.
Maps by Cook, Hammond and Kell.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1019 .O94 1957 (NLO)
8547 Atlases, British - 1958
Authors: W. & A.K. Johnston & G.W. Bacon Ltd. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([6], 128, 30 p.) : 70 col. maps ; 17 cm.
2nd ed.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 7569; Alex. 273
Baskes G1019 .J6715 1958 (NLO)
8548 Atlases, British - 1958 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Oxford University Press -- Bickmore -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 69 maps ; 260 x 200 mm.
2nd ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)
8549 Atlases, British - 1960
1 atlas (108, 51 p.) : 79 col. maps ; 39 cm.
New series, 5th ed.
Cover title: Bartholomew's advanced atlas of modern geography
"Text edition"--Cover.
"c1959 John Bartholomew and Son Ltd."--T.p. verso.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
8559  Atlases, British - 1966
Authors: Geographical Projects (Firm) -- Paul Hamlyn Ltd. -- Moore, Christian -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Hamlyn (Paul) Ltd. SEE Paul Hamlyn Ltd.
1 atlas (205 p.) : ill. (some col.), 98 col. maps. ; 31 cm.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Former owner: Christian Moore.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Alexander, Guide to atlases 1422;
Lock, Modern maps and atlases 99
Baskes folio G1019 .G395 1966 (NLO)

8560  Atlases, British - 1966-<>>Africa - Maps - 1966
Authors: Lewis, Clinton, Sir, b. 1885 -- Campbell, J. D. (James Donald), b. 1884 -- Bickmore, David P., 1917- -- Cook, K. F., fl. 1951 -- Cook, Hammond & Kell Ltd. -- Oxford University Press -- National Geographic Society (U.S.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (96, xxvi, 93 p.) : 61 col. maps ; 40 cm.
Maps by Cook, Hammond and Kell.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
National Geographic map of Africa laid in.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Alexander, Guide to atlases 1465;
Lock, Modern maps and atlases 99
Baskes oversize G1019 .O94 1966 (NLO)

8561  Atlases, British - 1966 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Bartholomew, John -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 98 maps ; 145 x 102 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

8562  Atlases, British - 1966 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Norden, John, 1548-1625?-- Steers, J.
A. -- Campbell, Eila M. J. -- Heffer, W. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 22 maps ; 312 x 248 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

8563  Atlases, British - 1966 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Thomas Nelson (Firm) -- Cran, M. I. -- Gatrell -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 16 maps ; 280 x 220 mm.
ed:MiCran;C:Gatrell
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

8564  Atlases, British - 1967
Authors: Fullard, Harold -- Darby, H. C. (Henry Clifford), 1909-1992 -- George Philip & Son -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (xxiii, 179, 87 p.) : 79 col. maps ; 29 cm. 12th ed.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: map67000926
Baskes folio G1019 .U55 1967 (NLO)

8565  Atlases, British - 1968
Authors: John Bartholomew and Son -- Times (London, England) -- Bartholomew (John) and Son, Ltd. SEE John Bartholomew and Son
1 atlas (xliii, 272 p. : 123 col. plates) ; 46 cm. [2d ed., rev.]
Maps on lining papers.
70-2092
ICN 71
ISBN 0723000018
oversize G 10 .8715 (NLO)

8566  Atlases, British - 1970
1 atlas ; 24 cm.
Forms v. 14 of the History.
G 10 .621 (NLO)

8567  Atlases, British - 1970 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Gilbert, Martin, 1936-- Banks, Arthur -- Weidenfeld and Nicolson -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 159 maps ; 240 x 175 mm.
1st ed.
C:ArthurBanks;Alexander, Guide to atlases 8061
Includes maps illustrating history.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

8572 Atlases, British - 1973 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Hillman, Dan -- Johnston & Bacon -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 8 maps ; 275 x 215 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

8573 Atlases, British - 1974
Authors: Times (London, England) -- Times Books (Firm) -- John Bartholomew and Son
1 atlas (40, 144, 84 p. : chiefly col. maps, ill. (chiefly col.), col. charts, col. facsim.) ; 38 cm.
"Reprinted with revisions, 1974."
Maps, with the exception of those covering the conurbation areas, compiled by J. Bartholomew
& Son, ltd.
Col. maps on lining papers.
Includes index.
ISBN 0723001235
folio G1019 .T573 1974 (NLO)

8574 Atlases, British - 1974 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Shepherd, John et al -- Oxford University Press -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 48 maps
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

8575 Atlases, British - 1975 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: George Philip & Son -- Overseas Containers -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 82 maps ; 287 x 230 mm.
nd
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

8576 Atlases, British - 1976
Authors: Salt, John -- Fullard, Harold -- George Philip & Son
175 p. : col. ill. ; 38 cm.
"A Philip/Salmander book."
Maps copyright George Philip & Son.
Includes index.
ISBN 0890090866.
To Collection Services for cataloging, Dec. 2010 (PrCt)

8577 Atlases, British - 1976 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Freeman-Grenville, G. S. P. (Greville Stewart Parker) -- Hausman, E. -- Collings, R. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 43 maps ; 247 x 173 mm.
C:EHausman
Includes maps illustrating history.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)
8578  **Atlases, British - 1977**
Authors: John Bartholomew and Son -- The Times, London
xl, 224 p., 123 [i.e. 244] p. of plates : col. ill., col. charts, col. maps ; 46 cm.
'Comprehensive ed. 5th ed. reprinted with revisions.'
Col. maps on lining papers.
Guide to conventional signs and abbreviations inserted.
Includes index. 80-41545.
77-378198
ISBN 0723001650
Map Ref folio G1021.B3 1977 (NLO)

8579  **Atlases, British - 1977 (Provisional Heading)**
Authors: Bartholomew, John -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 85 maps ; 145 x 97 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

8580  **Atlases, British - 1978**
Authors: George Philip & Son -- Fullard, Harold -- Lutz, Louise -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (48, 128, 96 p.) : 78 col. maps, col. ill. ; 29 cm.
2d ed.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 79670343
ISBN 0540053163 ; 9780540053162
Baskes folio G1021 .P48 1978 (NLO)

8581  **Atlases, British - 1979 (Provisional Heading)**
Authors: Oxford University Press -- Hall, Peter -- Penguin (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 44 maps ; 255 x 190 mm.
1st ed.
Edited by Peter Hall.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

8582  **Atlases, British - 1982 (Provisional Heading)**
Authors: McEvedy, Colin -- Woodroffe -- Penguin (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 45 maps ; 180 x 220 mm.
E:DavidWoodroffe
Includes maps illustrating history.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

8583  **Atlases, British - 1982 (Provisional Heading)**
Authors: Perry, Thomas Melville -- Hamish Hamilton -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 80 maps ; 370 x 270 mm.
1st ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

8584  **Atlases, British - 1983 (Provisional Heading)**
Authors: Wheatcroft, Andrew -- Porter, M. -- Hamish Hamilton -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 59 maps ; 290 x 240 mm.
1st ed.
C:MalcolmPorter
Includes maps illustrating history.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

8585  **Atlases, British - 1984**
Authors: BPC Publishers
201 p. : ill., maps
Not at Newberry?; copies held by Kansas State University, Finlandia University, and Williston State College (OCLC, May 2003).
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

8586  **Atlases, British - 1984 (Provisional Heading)**
Authors: Vancouver, George, 1757-1798 -- Vancouver, John, d. 1828? -- Lamb, W. K. -- Hakluyt Society -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
4 v. : 10 maps ; 222 x 146 mm.
Ed:WKayeLamb;2dSeries#163-166
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

8587  **Atlases, British - 1985 (Provisional Heading)**
Authors: Gaisford, John ed -- Thompson -- New Orchard -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 100 maps ; 305 x 239 mm.
C:JohnThompson
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Charts & coastal views of voyages.  Vol. 1

Atlases, British - 1985 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: McEvedy, Colin -- Penguin (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 59 maps ; 210 x 148 mm.
Includes maps illustrating history.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases, British - 1986
Authors: John Bartholomew and Son -- Dorset Press -- Wright, Edward, 1558?-1615. Thou hast here (gentle reader) a true hydrographical description of so much of the world ... (1599) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (viii, 100, 64 p.) : 70 col. maps ; 38 cm. U.S. ed.
Slightly reduced reprint of "1599 Wright's world map" on end papers.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 87675363
ISBN 0880290862 ; 9780880290869
Baskes folio G1021 .G7613 1992 (NLO)

Atlases, British - 1987 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: George Philip & Son -- National Trust -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 35 maps ; 287 x 224 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases, British - 1989 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Oxford University Press -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 30 maps ; 289 x 250 mm.
Ed:HMiddleton&DHeater
Includes maps illustrating history.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases, British - 1990 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Bartholomew, John -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 74 maps ; 158 x 107 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases, British - 1991
Authors: Vallardi industrie grafiche -- Pozzi, Gabriele -- Tiger Books International -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (224 p.) : col. ill., 111 col. maps ; 33 cm.
Maps by Vallardi industrie grafiche.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
ISBN 1855011557 ; 9781855011557
Baskes folio G1021 .P53 1991 (NLO)

Atlases, British - 1992
Authors: George Philip & Son -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (viii, 64, 160 p.) : col. ill., 75 col. maps ; 32 cm.
Includes index.
Maps on lining papers.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
ISBN 0540056901 ; 9780540056903
Baskes folio G1021 .P475 1992 (NLO)

Atlases, British - 1992
Authors: Reise- und Verkehrsverlag -- Kartographisches Institut Bertelsmann -- Mosaik (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (231 p.) : col ill., 57 col. maps ; 32 cm.
English language ed.
Uniform title: Grosse Welt Atlas.  English
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
ISBN 3575167729 ; 9783575167729
Baskes folio G1021 .G7613 1992 (NLO)

Atlases, British - 1992
Authors: Bartholomew, John -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 87 maps ; 157 x 117 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases, British - 1992
Authors: Cook, James, 1728-1779 -- DavidA -- Hakluyt Society -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
2 v. : 600 maps ; 445 x 287 mm.
ExtraSeries#43-44
Includes nautical charts.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)
8598
Atlases, British - 1993

Authors: Euromap Limited -- Geddes & Grosset -- Bloomsbury (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (xxiii, 117 p.) : col. ill., 33 col. maps ; 27 cm.

[New ed.]
At head of title: Bloomsbury.
Includes maps by Geddes & Grosset?
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
ISBN 1854711393 ; 9781854711397
Baskes folio G1021.E97 1993 (NLO)

Atlases, British - 1993 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: W. Collins & Co. -- HarperCollins (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 44 maps ; 280 x 220 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)
8599

Atlases, British - 1994

Authors: Bartholomew (Firm) -- Times Books (Firm)
1 atlas (xlvi, 123 [i.e. 245], 218 p.) : col. ill., col. maps ; 46 cm.
Duplicate legend inserted.
Includes indexes.
ISBN 0723004927
Local History Ref G1021.T56 1994 (NLO)

Atlases, British - 1994

The Dorling Kindersley world reference atlas.
1 atlas (732 p.) : col. ill., col. maps ; 26 cm.
Includes index/gazetteer.
Contents: The world today -- The nations of the world -- Overseas territories & dependencies -- Global issues.
Scales differ.
LC Card Number: 94019376
ISBN 1564586510; 9781564586513
G1021.D63 1994 (NLO)

Atlases, British - 1994

Authors: Times Books (Firm) -- Bartholomew (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (xvi, 112, 80 p) : 77 col. maps ; 23 cm.
Compact ed.
Maps by Bartholomew?
Includes indexes.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1021.T568 1994 (NLO)

Atlases, British - 1995

Authors: Ottenheimer Publishers -- ESR Cartography Ltd. -- Colour Library Books Ltd. (Godalming, Surrey, England) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (223 p.) : col. ill., 51 col. maps ; 36 cm.
Rev. 5th ed.
Maps by ESR?
Printed by Colour Library Books?
Includes maps that show the world’s political divisions and physical features; includes text describing continents and individual countries. Includes index.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
ISBN 0824117069 ; 9780824117061
Baskes folio G1021.P52 1995 (NLO)

Atlases, British - 1997 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Cook, James, 1728-1779 -- DavidA -- Hakluyt Society -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 300 maps ; 445 x 287 mm.
ExtraSeries#46
Includes nautical charts.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)
1 atlas (224 p.) : col. ill. ; 37 cm.
Relief shown by shading.
Originally published as the 2 in 1 atlas of the world, c.1999 by AND Cartographic Publishers.
ISBN 1586630695.

To Collection Services for cataloging, Dec. 2010 (PrCt)

8606  Atlases, British - 2003
Authors: HarperCollins (Firm) -- Bartholomew (Firm)
1 atlas (159 p.) : col. ill., col. maps ; 31 cm.
Relief shown by shading and spot heights; depths shown by gradient tints.
Includes glossary and index.
ISBN 0681502347 (pbk.).

To Collection Services for cataloging, Dec. 2010 (PrCt)

8607  Atlases, British - 2005
Authors: Times Books (Firm) -- Collins Bartholomew Ltd.
1 atlas (416 p.) : col. ill., col. maps ; 37 cm.
9th ed., repl. with changes.
Spine title: Times atlas of the world
Maps compiled by Collins Bartholomew, Ltd.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
ISBN 0007157290 ; 9780007157297
to folio G1021 .T573 2005 (NLO)

8608  Atlases, British - 2005 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Plain, Elizabeth -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 20 maps ; 34 x 27 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

8609  Atlases, British - Maps -
1785-1789<>>>England - Historical geography
Authors: Rapin de Thoyras, M. (Paul), 1661-1725
1 atlas : 70 maps ; 43 cm.
Title, imprint and date from Phillips 2886; previously dated [1732-1747] in Newberry Library card catalog.
Lacking title page and accompanying text volumes.
Includes maps of France, Italy, Germany, Netherlands, Spain, America and plans of the principal fortified towns of these countries.
Maps also cataloged separately.
Ayer 6805
NL 32-6478
oversize Ayer 135 .T5 1732 (NLO)

Atlases, Canadian - 1812 (Provisional Heading)<>>>Canadian Atlases SEE Atlases, Canadian
1 v. : 20 maps ; 275 x 228 mm.
nd:E:WMilton,TClerk
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

The Home knowledge atlas : geographical, astronomical, historical : showing the greatest number of maps of any atlas published in the world : containing a complete gazetteer showing all the cities, towns, villages and post offices in the Dominion of Canada and the United States, fully indexed : compiled from the latest and most authentic sources. Toronto : Home Knowledge Association, 1888.
Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Clare, I. S. -- Home Knowledge Association -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (415 p.) : ill. (some col.), 186 maps (chiefly col.) ; 35 cm.
Maps by Geo. F. Cram and I.S. Clare.
Includes 16 maps of Canada and indexes and street maps of major United States and European cities.
Scales differ
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1019 .H66 1888 (NLO)

8612
Atlases, Canadian - 1918<<<<Geography - 1918<<<<Canada - Maps - 1918<<<<Canada - Geography - 1918
Atlas-géographie : comprenant 54 pages de texte, 15 cartes polychromes, 36 gravures et de nombreux devoirs / par les Frères maristes.
Iberville, P.Q : Procure des Frères maristes, 1918.
Authors: Marist Brothers -- L.L. Poates Engr’g Co. -- Fluertault, Corina -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (54 p.) : ill., 16 maps (some col.) ; 18 x 23 cm.
At head of title: Cours élémentaire.
Half title: Atlas-géographie : cours élémentaire
"Enseignement primaire élémentaire, 3me et 4me année."--Cover.
"Carte pour servir à l’histoire de la vie de Jésus-Christ" engraved by L.L. Poates Engr’g Co.
Text printed in double columns.
Scales differ.
Former owner: Corina Fluertault.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1019 .A79 1918 (NLO)

8613
Reynolds’ after-war atlas and gazetteer of the world / edited and revised by Francis J. Reynolds.
Toronto : Sales Limited, 1919.
1 atlas (364 p.) : ill. (some col.), 296 maps (some col.) ; 39 cm.
*World maps remade by world's treaty of peace, Paris, 1919, showing new boundaries of all foreign states and their dependencies, revised maps of all war zones, new maps of each state of the United States, including all newly organized counties and other boundary changes to 1919, new Canadian maps, latest population and production statistics of all the countries and cities of the world, up-to-date information on Alaska and America’s insular possessions, illustrated gazetteer of the cities and towns of the world, 40 pages tabulated events of the Great War from 1914 to peace conclusion, with maps showing all military operations.*
"Large new map of Canada and the story of Canada’s part in the Great War."
"The Great War from its beginning in 1914 to the conclusion of peace in 1919"--P. 273-312.
Includes indexes.
Relief shown by hachures and shading.
Scales differ.
Former owner’s signature: Harve Armstrong.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1019 .R68 1919 (NLO)

Atlases, Canadian - 1931
The Canadian school atlas : containing seventy-three maps (including seven classical maps and complete index).
Authors: John Bartholomew and Son -- Edinburgh Geographical Institute -- J.M. Dent & Sons (Canada) -- Dent, J. M. (Joseph Malaby), 1849-1926 -- Cornish, George A. (George Augustus), 1872-- Brooker, Lillian -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (32 p., [50] p. of plates) : col. maps ; 29 cm.
Rev. and enl. ed.
On maps: John Bartholomew & Son, Ltd.
"Prepared at the Edinburgh Geographical Institute to from a companion to the ‘Canadian School Geography’ and ‘Canadian Geography for Juniors’ under the editorship of George A. Cornish."--Half t.p. verso.
"Recommended for the use in the high schools of Ontario, authorised for the use in the schools of Nova Scotia, Quebec, Saskatchewan and British Columbia."
Includes indexes.
Publisher’s binding.
Scales differ.
Former owner: Lillian Brooker.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Cf. Phillips 6574

Baskes folio G1019 .C236 1931 (NLO)

Atlases, Canadian - 1931
Philips’ dominion atlas of comparative geography : a series of 32 coloured plates, containing 47 maps and plans printed in colours, six and a half pages of introductory maps and diagrams, and a complete index with phonetic spellings of foreign

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
place-names / specially prepared for use in Canadian schools with the co-operation of the Geography Section of the National Development Bureau of the Department of the Interior, Canada; edited by George Philip. Moncton : Moyer School Supplies Limited, [1931].
1 atlas (viii, 32, 15 p.) : ill. (some col.), col. maps ; 28 cm.
Cover Title: Philip's dominion atlas of comparative geography for use in Canadian schools
'Printed in Great Britain by George Philip & Son; The London Geographical Institute.'--On maps.
Original tan, paper wrapper printed in blue.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .P55738 1931 (NLO)

8616 Atlases, Canadian - 1939 (Provisional Heading)
Dent's Canadian school atlas. Toronto : DentJM, 1939.
Authors: Bartholomew, John -- Dent, J. M. (Joseph Malaby), 1849-1926 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 56 maps ; 280 x 219 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

8617 Atlases, Canadian - 1943
The Modern Canadian reference atlas of the world : a modern atlas showing the latest political developments. London ; Glasgow : Collins Clear-Type Press, [1943].
Authors: William Collins Sons and Co. -- Collins Clear-Type Press -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([34] p.) : 32 col. maps ; 28 cm.
'Includes 32 full colour maps, including eight entirely new and specially drawn maps of Canada and Newfoundland, a supplement of interesting population statistics, etc., and a complete index.'
Map pages numbered 1 - 12, I-VIII, 13 - 24 ; maps I-VIII all of Canada and Newfoundland. Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .M63 1943 (NLO)

8618 Atlases, Canadian - 1950 - Children's maps
Classroom atlas. Toronto : W. J. Gage, [1950?].
Authors: W. J. Gage and Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 42 maps ; 26 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .C57 1950 copy 1 (PrCt)

8619 Atlases, Canadian - 1950 - Children's maps
Classroom atlas. Toronto : W. J. Gage, [1950?].
Authors: W. J. Gage and Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 42 maps ; 26 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .C57 1950 copy 2 (PrCt)

8620 Atlases, Canadian - 1953 (Provisional Heading)
Dent's Canadian school atlas. Toronto : DentJM, 1953.
Authors: Bartholomew, John -- Dent, J. M. (Joseph Malaby), 1849-1926 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 64 maps ; 283 x 222 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

8621 Atlases, Canadian - 1955 - Children's maps
Authors: W. J. Gage and Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 30 maps ; 26 cm.
Blue cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .C57 1955 copy 1 (PrCt)

8622 Atlases, Canadian - 1955 - Children's maps
Authors: W. J. Gage and Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Gage (W.J.) and Co. SEE W. J. Gage and Company -- W. J. Gage and Company SEE ALSO Gage Educational Publishing Limited
1 atlas : 30 maps ; 26 cm.
White cover, stamped 1960.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .C57 1955 copy 2 (PrCt)

8623 Atlases, Canadian - 1957 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Oxford University Press -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 72 maps ; 260 x 199 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

8624 Atlas, Canadian - 1960 - Children's maps
Classroom atlas. Toronto : W. J. Gage, [1960?].
Authors: W. J. Gage and Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 31 maps ; 26 cm.
Atlantic Provinces edition.
Cover dated in manuscript '1960.'
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Needs conservation attention.
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
R McN atlas .G57 1960 copy 1 (PrCt)

8625 Atlas, Canadian - 1972
Gage world atlas : a Canadian perspective.
Authors: Gage Educational Publishing Limited -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
Gage Educational Publishing Limited SEE ALSO W. J. Gage and Company
1 atlas (192 p. : col. maps) ; 26 cm.
Maps by Rand McNally.
Printer's proof in 8 unbound gatherings with uncut pages.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
R McN atlas .G3 1972 (PrCt)

8626 Atlas, Canadian - 1972
Regional atlases : tendencies of development, subject matters of the maps on natural conditions and resources.
Authors: International Geographical Union. Commission on National Atlases -- Salishchev, Konstantin Alekseevich -- Akademiia nauk SSSR -- Natsional'nyi komitet sovetskikh geografov -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Includes bibliographical footnotes.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes GA300 .I67 1964 (NLO)

8627 Atlas, Catalan - 1375 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles<<>>Cresques, Abraham, d. 1387.
Atlas català<<>>Catalan Atlases SEE Atlases, Catalan

Opus Species ; Montparnasse Multimedia ; MilleDis, 1998.
Authors: Cresques, Abraham, d. 1387 -- Cresques, Jafuda, ca. 1360-ca. 1420 -- Bibliothèque nationale (France) Manuscript Esp. 30 -- Opus species -- Montparnasse Multimedia -- MilleDis
1 computer optical disc : col. ; 4 3/4 in. + 1 booklet ([24] p. ; 12 cm.)
Digital facsimile of 1372 manuscript variously attributed to Abraham Cresques, Jehuda Cresques, and others; reproduced from original at the Bibliothèque nationale, Mss. (Esp. 30).
Title from disc surface.
System requirements: PC with Pentium 133; 32MB RAM; Windows 95 or 98; 800 x 600 resolution; millions of colors; 8x CD-ROM.
System requirements: Macintosh, Power PC; 32MB RAM; System 7.1 or higher; 800 x 600 resolution; millions of colors; 8x CD-ROM.
Series: Sources / Bibliothèque nationale de France
CD-ROM G1001 .M37 1998 (NLO)

Authors: Cresques, Abraham, d. 1387 -- Cresques, Jafuda, ca. 1360-ca. 1420 -- Bibliothèque nationale (France). Ge CC 54 -- Bibliothèque nationale (France). Manuscript Esp. 30 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas
Photostatic reproduction of 1375 manuscript atlas variously attributed to Abraham Cresques, Jehuda Cresques, and others; reproduced from original at the Bibliothèque nationale, Mss. (Esp. 30).
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France BN Ge CC 54 (PrCt)

Authors: Cresques, Abraham, d. 1387 -- Cresques, Jafuda, ca. 1360-ca. 1420 -- Diàfora (Firm) -- Bibliothèque nationale (France). Ge CC 54 -- Bibliothèque nationale (France). Manuscript Esp. 30
xv, 140 p. : ill. ; 34 cm. + 1 atlas (6 col. fold. maps ; 36 cm.)
Photostatic reproduction of 1375 manuscript atlas variously attributed to Abraham Cresques, Jehuda Cresques, and others; reproduced from original at the Bibliothèque nationale, Mss. (Esp. 30).
Primera edidio en el sis-cents anysari de la
seva realizació, 1375-1975.'
76-24372.

8630 Atlas, Catalan - 1375 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles<<>>Cresques, Abraham, d. 1387.
Atlas català
Authors: Cresques, Abraham, d. 1387 -- Cresques, Jafuda, ca. 1360-ca. 1420 -- Freiesleben, Hans Christian, 1903 -- F.A. Brockhaus (Firm) -- Bibliothèque nationale (France). Ge CC 54 -- Bibliothèque nationale (France). Manuscript Esp. 30
Facsimile of 1375 manuscript variously attributed to Abraham Cresques, Jafuda Cresques and others; reproduced from original at the Bibliothèque nationale, Mss. (Esp. 30).
Bibliography: p. 34.
Series: Quellen und Forschungen zur Geschichte der Geographie und der Reisen ; 11 77-31456.
ISBN 3871030171
oversize G1026 .K38 1977 (NLO)

8631 Atlas, Catalan - 1375 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles<<>>Cresques, Abraham, d. 1387.
Atlas català
Mapamundi : the Catalan atlas of the year 1375.
Authors: Cresques, Abraham, d. 1387 -- Cresques, Jafuda, ca. 1360-ca. 1420 -- Grosjean, Georges -- Charleston, B. M. -- Urs Graf Publishing Company -- Abaris Books -- Bibliothèque nationale (France). Ge CC 54 -- Bibliothèque nationale (France). Manuscript Esp. 30
1 atlas (28, 93 p., [6] double leaves of plates (in portfolio bound with volume) : ill. (some col.), maps (some col.)) ; 67 x 29 cm.
Facsimile of 1375 manuscript variously attributed to Abraham Cresques, Jafuda Cresques and others; reproduced from original at the Bibliothèque nationale, Mss. (Esp. 30).
'Most publications today take Cresques Abraham to be the author of the Paris Atlas .... yet even this authorship is not certain.'
Edited by Georges Grosjean.
The English text was translated from the German ed. which in turn was taken from the Catalan version.
Limited ed. of 790 hand-numbered copies, with 40 copies with Roman numerals not intended for sale.
Three hundred copies provided with an English commentary translated by Prof. Dr. B. M. Charleston.
This copy has the number 672.
Gold leaf on plates printed in color.
OCLC 5833079.
79-47247
ISBN 3859511289 (Urs Graf) ; 0913870722 (Abaris Books)
Case oversize G1026 .M37 1978 (NLO)

8632 Atlas, Catalan - 1375 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles<<>>Cresques, Abraham, d. 1387.
Atlas català
Atlas català de Cresques y dedicado a Carlos V de Francia ... ]. [Barcelona? s.n., 1959?].
Authors: Cresques, Abraham, d. 1387 -- Cresques, Jafuda, ca. 1360-ca. 1420 -- Vernet Ginés, Juan -- Romano, David -- Bibliothèque nationale (France). Ge CC 54 -- Bibliothèque nationale (France). Manuscript Esp. 30 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 7 map plates ; in portfolio 69 cm.
Variously attributed to Abraham Cresques, Jehuda Cresques, and others; reproduced from original at the Bibliothèque nationale, Mss. (Esp. 30).
Without title page; title taken from introduction.
Introductory sheet signed: J [oan] Vernet y D [avid] Romano, profesores de la Universidad de Barcelona.
The facsimiles, on vellum and hand illuminated, are mounted on boards and covered with clear plastic.
oversize Ayer 136 A881 1375 1959 (NLO)

8633 Atlas, Catalan - 1375 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles<<>>Cresques, Abraham, d. 1387.
Atlas català
Authors: Cresques, Abraham, d. 1387 -- Cresques, Jafuda, ca. 1360-ca. 1420 -- Bibliothèque nationale (France). Ge CC 54 -- Bibliothèque nationale (France). Manuscript Esp. 30
1 v. : 33 cm.
Facsimile of 1375 manuscript variously attributed to Abraham Cresques, Jehuda Cresques, and others; reproduced from original at the Bibliothèque nationale, Mss. (Esp. 30).
map5C 43 (PrCT)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
 Atlases, Catalan - 1375 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles<<>>Cresques, Abraham, d. 1387.
 Atlas català
 Authors: Cresques, Abraham, d. 1387 -- Cresques, Jafuda, ca. 1360-ca. 1420 -- Grosjean, Georges -- Urs Graf Publishing Company -- Abaris Books -- Bibliothèque nationale (France).
 Ge CC 54 -- Bibliothèque nationale (France).
 Manuscript Esp. 30 -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library)
 Facsimile of 1375 manuscript variously attributed to Abraham Cresques, Jafuda Cresques and others; reproduced from original at the Bibliothèque nationale, Mss. (Esp. 30).
 'Most publications today take Cresques Abraham to be the author of the Paris Atlas .... yet even this authorship is not certain.'
 Edited by Georges Grosjean.
 790 hand-numbered copies
 Gold leaf on plates printed in color.
 Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection.
 OCLC 5833079.
 ISBN 3859511289 (Urs Graf) ; 0913870722 (Abaris Books)
 AMcN III PC 2020 (PrCt)

 Authors: China -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
 1 v. : 14 maps ; 267 x 203 mm.
 Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
 Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

 Atlases - Congresses
 Images of the world: the atlas through history. 1984.
 BHC 1159
 Vert 769 (PrCt)

 Atlases - Congresses
 Images of the world: the atlas through history. 1984.
 Authors: Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division
 2p.; 28cm.
 Vert 2032 (PrCt)
Atlases, Danish - 1888 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Holst, Johannes -- Aamodt, Axel E. -- Hagerups, H. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 24 maps ; 205 x 218 mm.
Lith:Aamodts
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases, Danish - 1896
Authors: Brockhaus, F. A. (Friedrich Arnold), 1772-1823 -- Forlagsbureauet -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 53 maps ; 252 x 172 mm.
Espenhorst 37.5
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases, Danish - 1902
"(1-12. Udgave trykt i et Oplag af 160,000 Expl.)"
On maps: Chr. J. Cato's Lith. Inst.
Relief shown by hachures.
Publisher’s advertisements on front and back endpapers.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Atlases, Danish - 1902 (NLO)

Atlases, Danish - 1922 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Holst, Johannes -- Aamodt, Axel E. -- HagerupsH -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 32 maps ; 205 x 220 mm.
23rd ed.
nld:Lith:Aamodts
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases, Danish - 1923<<>>Atlases, Norwegian - 1923
1 atlas ([4] p., 200 leaves) : 114 col. maps (some folded) ; 46 cm + index (442 p. ; 29 cm.)
Uniform title: Richard Andree's Allgemeine Handatlas. Norwegian
Title page in Norwegian; maps in Danish.
Maps edited by A. Bludau, R. Köcher, G. Jungk, and 24 others credited.
Maps lithographed by A. Wagner, O. Kehr, W. Ketterer, and 22 others credited.
"København, Henrik Koppels Forlag." -- Bottom of
several maps.  
"114 hovedkarter og 206 specialkarter med alfabetisk navneregister i et særskilt bind."

"The Danish version was published in 1922 by Hendrik Koppel, and the Norwegian version was published in 1923 by Magnusen in Oslo and Koppel in Copenhagen." --Espenhorst, p. 622.  
Accompanied by separate index volume titled: Navne register til Andrees verdensatlases. Shelved separately as Baskes folio G1019 .A55 1923 Index  
Relief shown by hachures, spot elevations, bathymetric tints, and soundings.  
Publisher's tan cloth binding with gold-stamped cover title: Andrees verdensatlas.  
Scales differ.  
4 maps laid in.  
 Former owner: Axel Holst.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.  
References: Espenhorst, J. Petermann's planet, v. 1, p. 621-622  
Baskes oversize G1019 .A55 1923 (NLO)

8656 Atlases, Danish - 1926 (Provisional Heading)  
 Authors: Holst, Johannes -- Aamodt, Axel E. --  
 HagerupsH -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
 1 v. : 32 maps ; 205 x 220 mm.  
 24th ed.  
 nd;Lith:AxelAamodts.  
 Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.  
 Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

8657 Atlases, Danish - 1936  
 Authors: George Philip & Son -- Dagbladet Politiken -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
 1 v. : 81 maps ; 258 x 183 mm.  
 2nd ed.  
 Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.  
 Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

 Authors: Sgrooten, Christian, 1532-1608 -- Meurer, Peter H. -- Canaletto (Firm) --  
 Manuscript. Res. 266  
 75 fold. maps in case : col. maps ; 52 cm. + accompanying text (300 p. : ill., facsims (some col.) ; 40 cm.)  
 Fascimile reproductions of the following 16th-century manuscript atlases compiled by Christian Sgrooten: Atlas bruxellensis (MS 21596 in the Bibliothèque Royale Albert 1 in Brussels), completed 1573; and: Atlas madritensis (Ms Res. 266 in the Sección de manuscritos, Biblioteca Nacional in Madrid), completed 1592.  
 Accompanied by commentary: Die Manuscriptatlanten Christian Sgrootens : Kommentarband / beartet von Peter H. Meurer; in German with summary in English; 'Quellenanhang' in Dutch, French, Latin and German.  
 Includes bibliographical references (commentary, p. 293-296).  
 ISBN 9789064698217 ; 906469821X  
 Case oversize G1015 .SS2 2007 (NLO)

8659 Atlases, Dutch - 1574  
 Cosmographia Petri Apiana per Gemman Frisium. Antwerp : Plantin, 1574.  
 Authors: Apian, Peter, 1495-1552 -- Gemma, Frisius, 1508-1555 -- Plantin, Christophe, approximately 1520-1589 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)  
 1 v.  
 VAULT Ayer 7 A7 1574a (NLO)

8660 Atlases, Dutch - 1578-1592 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<<Manuscript maps - Facsimiles Prioris hemisphaerii terrestris Europaeis ... [19--].  
 Authors: Sgrooten, Christian, 1532-1608 -- Biblioteca Nacional (Spain). Ms. Sgrooten Atlas -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)  
 1 atlas  
 Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1578-1592 manuscript.  
 Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).  
 MapPhoto Spain oversize box BN Ms. Sgrooten Atlas (PrCt)

8661 Atlases, Dutch - 1583<<<Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598 - Criticism and interpretation<<<Heyns, Peeter, 1537-1598 - Criticism and interpretation<<<De Nave, Francine, 1943- - Bibliography  
 Ortelius' Spieghel der Werelt : een facsimile voor Francine de Nave = Ortelius' Spieghel der Werelt : a facsimile for Francine de Nave / Elly Cockx-Indesteghe, Norbert Moermans ... [et al.].  
 Antwerpen : Vereniging van Antwerpse

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.  
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Bibliofielen, 2009.
Series: Uitgaven van de Vereniging van Antwerpse Bibliofielen; N.R.; 4.
January 2013.
ISBN 9789080885509
To Collection Services for cataloging, April 2010

Atlases, Dutch - 1598
Caert-thresoor. Middelburg : Cornelis Claesz, 1598.
Authors: Langenes, Barent -- Claesz, Cornelis, ca. 1546-1609 -- Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598. Theatrum orbis terrarum. Epitome. Dutch (1598) 1 v. : maps ; 12 x 17 cm.
Uniform title: Theatrum orbis terrarum. Epitome. Dutch
North American Locations: DLC, MB, MID, MIU-C.
Later editions to 1609 have the same maps (Koeman 1967-85; 2: 252-58).
Not at Newberry Library (Jan. 2013) (PrCt)

Atlases, Dutch - 1600
Uniform title: Theatrum orbis terrarum. Epitome. French
Previously owned by Gaston d’Orleans
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Bakes).
References: Koeman Lan 3; Cf. Phillips 415
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases, Dutch - 1600-1699
Blaeu, Joan, 1596-1673. Atlas maior
Authors: Blaeu, Joan, 1596-1673 -- Blaeu, Willem Janszoon, 1571-1638 -- Goss, John, 1947-- -- Royal Geographical Society (Great Britain) -- Rizzoli -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 101 maps ; 387 x 290 mm.
Facsimiles of 17th-century maps by Joan and Willem Janszoon Blaeu.
Edited by John Goss; published in cooperation with the Royal Geographical Society (Great Britain).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases, Dutch - 1600-1699
Blaeu, Joan, 1596-1673. Atlas maior
Authors: Blaeu, Joan, 1596-1673 -- Blaeu, Willem Janszoon, 1571-1638 -- Goss, John, 1947-- -- Royal Geographical Society (Great Britain) -- Barnes & Noble
1 atlas (224 p.) : col. maps ; 37 cm.
The original maps ... first appeared in Dr. Joan Blaeu’s ‘Atlas major,’ published in Amsterdam in 1662'--T.p. verso.
Uniform title: Atlas maior. Selections Published in cooperation with the Royal Geographical Society, London.
Introduction and commentary in English; map text in Latin.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 224). Col. maps on lining papers.
ISBN 0760706867 ; 9780760706862
folio G1015.B489 1997 (NLO)

Atlases, Dutch - 1600-1699
Blaeu, Joan, 1596-1673. Atlas maior
Atlas maior : “the greatest and finest atlas ever published” / Joan Blaeu ; introduction and texts
by Peter van der Krogt; based on the copy in the Österreichische Nationalbibliothek, Vienna; with a selection of original texts by Joan Blaeu; directed and produced by Benedikt Taschen.


1 atlas (415 p.): col. ill., col. maps, col. ports.; 35 cm.


"This edition published by Barnes & Noble Books Inc., by arrangement with Taschen GmbH"--Colophon.

English, German and French; translated from the Dutch; maps in Dutch and Latin.

Includes bibliographical references (p. 415) and index of maps.

Relief shown pictorially.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

ISBN 0760782067; 9780760782064

Baskes folio G1015 .B488 2006 (NLO)

8667

Atlases, Dutch - 1600-1699

Blaeu, Joan, 1596-1673. Atlas maior - Catalogs

Hem, Laurens Van Der, 1621-1678 - Map collections - Catalogs

Nationalbibliothek - Catalogs


1 atlas (in 8 v.): ill. (some col.), maps (some col.); 29 cm.

Consists of reduced reproductions of maps, architectural drawings and plans, views, portraits, prints, and text pages, with bibliographic descriptions of each item.

Original is an atlas factice consisting of Joan Blaeu’s Atlas maior and van der Hem’s additions.


"Part of the research program 'Explokart' of the Faculty of Geographical Sciences of Utrecht University in cooperation with the Department of Art History of the University of Nijmegen"--T.p. verso, v. 1.

Ongoing publication?


Includes bibliographical references and indexes.

Scales differ.


ISBN 9789061942580 (complete set); 9061942586 (complete set); 9061942780 (geb.); 9789061942788 (geb.); 906194189X (v. 3); 9789061941897 (v. 3); 9061941792 (v. 4); 9789061941798 (v. 4); 9061941997 (v. 5); 9789061941996 (v. 5); 9061944392 (v. 6); 9789061944393 (v. 6); 9061943590 (pt. 7); 9789061943594 (pt. 7); 9789061943006 (v. 8); 9061943000 (v. 8)

folio G1015 .B488 1996 (NLO)

8668

Atlases, Dutch - 1600-1699

Blaeu, Joan, 1596-1673. Atlas maior - Catalogs

Hem, Laurens Van Der, 1621-1678 - Map collections - Catalogs

Nationalbibliothek - Catalogs


1 atlas (in 8 v.) : ill. (some col.), maps (some col.); 29 cm.

Includes bibliographical references and indexes.

Scales differ.


ISBN 9789061942580 (complete set); 9061942586 (complete set); 9061942780 (geb.); 9789061942788 (geb.); 906194189X (v. 3); 9789061941897 (v. 3); 9061941792 (v. 4); 9789061941798 (v. 4); 9061941997 (v. 5); 9789061941996 (v. 5); 9061944392 (v. 6); 9789061944393 (v. 6); 9061943590 (pt. 7); 9789061943594 (pt. 7); 9789061943006 (v. 8); 9061943000 (v. 8)
8676  Atlases, Dutch - 1630
Gerardi Mercatoris atlas sive cosmographicae. Amsterdam : Cloppenburg, 1630.
Authors: Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594 -- Keere, Pieter van den, 1571-ca. 1646 -- Cloppenburg -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 180 maps ; 223 x 290 mm.
Koeman Me198
Phillips 440
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

8677  Atlases, Dutch - 1630-1636
Gerardi Mercatoris atlas; or, A geographicke description, of the regions, countries and kingdomes of the world, through Europe, Asia, Africa, & America, represented by new and exact maps. Translated by Henry Hexham ... Primum à Gerardo Mercatore inchoatae, deindè a ludoco Hondio Piae memoriae ad finem perductae, iam verò multis in locis emendatae, et de novo in lucem editae. [v. 2]. Amsterdami [Amsterdam] : Sumptibus & typis aeneis Henrici Hondij, 1630 [i.e. 1636].
1 atlas (11 p. l., 391 [i.e. 395], [35] 4 l. : 164 maps (part col.) ; 49 cm. 'Editio decima.'
Left unfinished by the author, it was completed, and the whole work edited and published by his son, Rumold Mercator, in 1595.
Maps are by various cartographers including:
Hondius, Berckenrode, Bomparius, Fayen, Harmersveldt, Keere, Llwyd, Lubin, Martin, M. Mercator, R. Mercator, Plancius, Pont, Seco.
The first seven maps and ten at the end relate to America.
Includes map of South Holland derived from earlier work by Balthasar Florisz. van Berckenrode (between p. 207-210).
Pagination irregular.
Title-page and maps, engr. and colored by a contemporary hand.
For a full description see Phillips, no. 441.
Koeman Me29.
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 595.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .M5 1630 (NLO)

8678  Atlases, Dutch - 1630 (Provisional Heading)
Atlas minor. Amsterdam : Janssonius, 1630.
Authors: Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594 -- Keere, Pieter van den, 1571-ca. 1646 -- Goos, Abraham -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 143 maps ; 190 x 245 mm.
KoemanMe196;C:Keere&Goos;color,textFr
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Phillips 3419
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

8679  Atlases, Dutch - 1630<>>South Holland (Netherlands) - Maps - 1630
SEE Lubin, Eliaard, 1565-1621
1 atlas (11 p. l., 391 [i.e. 395], [35] 4 l. : 164 maps (part col.) ; 49 cm. 'Editio decima.'
Left unfinished by the author, it was completed, and the whole work edited and published by his son, Rumold Mercator, in 1595.
Maps are by various cartographers including:
Hondius, Berckenrode, Bomparius, Fayen, Harmersveldt, Keere, Llwyd, Lubin, Martin, M. Mercator, R. Mercator, Plancius, Pont, Seco.
The first seven maps and ten at the end relate to America.
Includes map of South Holland derived from earlier work by Balthasar Florisz. van Berckenrode (between p. 207-210).
Pagination irregular.
Title-page and maps, engr. and colored by a contemporary hand.
For a full description see Phillips, no. 441.
Koeman Me29.
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 595.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .M5 1630 (NLO)

8680  Atlases, Dutch - 1631 (Provisional Heading)
Atlas minor, das ist. Amsterdam : Janssonius, 1631.
Authors: Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594 -- Keere, Pieter van den, 1571-ca. 1646 -- Goos, Abraham -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 143 maps ; 190 x 243 mm.
KoemanMe199;C:Keere&Goos
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Phillips 5932
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

8681  Atlases, Dutch - 1633

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

Authors: Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594 -- Hondius, Jodocus, 1563-1612 -- Hondius, Hendrik, b. 1573 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection

ICN 70

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .M5 1633 (NLO)


Engraved title page.

References: Koeman Me 37; Phillips 444.

ICN 50-4505.

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .M5 1633 (NLO)


1 atlas ([73] leaves, [9] p. : 53 col. maps) ; 81 x 57 cm. + text (293 p. : illus. ; 33 cm.)

Facsimile of a composite atlas assembled in Amsterdam, 1664.


Added title: The Mauritius atlas.

Consists mainly of wall maps by Blaeu and other Dutch publishers presented as a gift to Friedrich Wilhelm, Elector of Brandenburg, by Johann Moritz of Nassau-Siegen.

Maps variously dated ca. 1636-ca. 1663.

Partial commentary contents: Explanation of the title-page, the coat-of-arms and the individual wall maps -- Comparison of the three great atlases -- Legends of the maps.

Bibliography: p. 293.

Text in Dutch, English, French or Latin.

'Die Gesamtauflage dieser einmaligen verkleinerten Faksimileausgabe des 'Atlas des Grossen Kurfürsten' aus der Deutschen Staatsbibliothek Berlin beträgt 750 Exemplare. Dies Exemplar trägt die Nummer 212.'

71-2236

ICN75

map9C 5 (atlas) and map5C 21 (text) (NLO)

Atlasses, Dutch - 1636<br>Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594<br>Hondius, Jodocus, 1563-1612

Atlass; or, A geographicke description of the world, Amsterdam 1636. With an introduction by R.A. Skelton. Amsterdam : Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, 1668.


1 atlas (2 v. : ill., plates, 197 maps) ; 47 cm.

Facsimile of original published Amsterdam:

Hendrik Hondius and Jan Jansson, 1636.

"Translated by Henry Hexham."

At head of title: Mercator--Hondius--Janssonius.

"Published in the U.S.A. by Rand, McNally & Company, Chicago. Distributed in Great Britain ... by George Philip & Son Limited, London."

Original title page reads: Gerardi Mercatoris et J. Hondii Atlas, or, A geographicke description of the regions, countries and kingdomes of the world, through Europe, Asia, Africa, and America, represented by new & exact maps. Translated by Henry Hexham. Printed at Amsterdam, by Henry Hondius, and John Johnson, 1636.

"Bibliographical references": p. xxvi-xxvii.

Series: Theatrum Orbis Terrarum series of atlases in facsimile, 4th ser., v. 2


Formerly oversize G 10 .55

LC Card Number: 78653516

70-2091

ICN 71

Map Ref oversize G1025 .T37 ser. 4, v. 2-3 (NLO)

Atlasses, Dutch - 1636<br>Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594<br>Hondius, Jodocus, 1563-1612<br>Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664


1 atlas (2 v. : ill., plates, 197 maps) ; 47 cm.

Facsimile of original published Amsterdam:

Hendrik Hondius and Jan Jansson, 1636.

"Translated by Henry Hexham."

At head of title: Mercator--Hondius--Janssonius.

"Published in the U.S.A. by Rand, McNally & Company, Chicago. Distributed in Great Britain ... by George Philip & Son Limited, London."

Original title page reads: Gerardi Mercatoris et J. Hondii Atlas, or, A geographicke description of the regions, countries and kingdomes of the world, through Europe, Asia, Africa, and America, represented by new & exact maps. Translated by Henry Hexham. Printed at Amsterdam, by Henry Hondius, and John Johnson, 1636.

"Bibliographical references": p. xxvi-xxvii.

Series: Theatrum Orbis Terrarum series of atlases in facsimile, 4th ser., v. 2


Formerly oversize G 10 .55

LC Card Number: 78653516

70-2091

ICN 71

Map Ref oversize G1025 .T37 ser. 4, v. 2-3 (NLO)
by George Philip & Son Limited, London.”
Original title page reads: Gerardi Mercatoris et J. Hondii. Atlas, or, A geographicke description of the regions, countries and kingdomes of the world, through Europe, Asia, Africa, and America, represented by new & exact maps. Translated by Henry Hexham. Printed at Amsterdam, by Henry Hondius, and John Johnson, 1636.
"Bibliographical references": p. xxvi-xxvii.
Series: Théatrum Orbis Terrarum series of atlases in facsimile, 4th ser., v. 2
Cl. Phillips 449.
LC Card Number: 78653516
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

8685
Atlases, Dutch - 1637 (Provisional Heading)
Atlas minor sive tabulæ geographicæ orbis terr. Amsterdam : Blaeu, 1637.
Authors: Blaeu, Willem Janszoon, 1571-1638 — Blaeu, Joan, 1596-1673 — Bertius, Petrus, 1565-1629 — Hendrik, b. 1573 — Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 165 maps ; 143 x 96 mm.
By Willem Janszoon Blaeu and / or Joan Blaeu. KoemanBl14;C:PBertius;E:JHondius
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

8686
Atlases, Dutch - 1641-1642
Authors: Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594 — Hondius, Hendrik, 1557-1615 — Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664 — Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas in 3 v. : maps ; 51 cm.
Preface signed: Henry Hondius and lean Janson.
Variant title: Nouveau theatre du monde, ou Nouvel atlas comprenant les table et descriptions de toutes les regions de la terre, divise en trois tomes.
Each vol. has special engraved and colored t.-p. Vol. 2 dated 1641.
Cf. Phillips 452.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135.H77 1641 (NLO)

8687
Atlases, Dutch - 1642
Toonneel des aerdrycx oft nieuwe atlas V2. Amsterdam : Blaeu, 1642 .
Authors: Blaeu, Willem Janszoon, 1571-1638 — Blaeu, Joan, 1596-1673 — Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 92 maps ; 512 x 344 mm.
By Willem Janszoon Blaeu and / or Joan Blaeu. KoemanBl 27B:Fr,Spain,Asia,Africa&America
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

8688
Atlases, Dutch - 1643
Authors: Blaeu, Willem Janszoon, 1571-1638 — Blaeu, Joan, 1596-1673 — Willem Janszoon, 1571-1638. Théatrum orbis terrarvm — Blaeu, Cornelis, 1610-1648 -- Wallier, Hieronimi, fl. 1664
1 atlas in 3 v. (272 map plates) ; 52 cm.
Title varies.
Contains: Blaeu, Willem Janszoon, 1571-1638. Théatrum orbis terrarvm
Ex libris Hieronimi Wallier, juniois, 1664.—ms.
Note. Vol. 2-3 have imprint: A Amsterdam, Chez lean & Corneille Blaev, 1640.
Vol. 1-2 each in 2 parts.
Includes numerous colored European public arms.
KoemanBl 19A,18A,35C
Phillips 5938.
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 602.
Case oversize G 1007 .1 (NLO)

8689
Atlases, Dutch - 1643
Authors: Hall, Joseph, 1574-1656 -- Gentili, Alberico, 1552-1608 -- Dalen, Cornelius van -- Keere, Pieter van den, 1571-ca. 1646 -- Knight, William, d. 1623 -- Janssonius van Waesberge, Johannes, fl. 1642-1681 -- Campanella, Tommaso, 1568-1639 -- Bacon, Francis, 1561-1626 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Considered to be a political satire.
Added engraved t. p., signed: C.V.D. scl.
[Corneille van Dalen]
Each work has special t.p. and separate paging.
Imperfect: lacking added engraved t.p.
'Lectori salutem' signed: Guirielmus Knight.
Also attributed to Alberico Gentili. --cf. Petherick,
Maps (first sequence) signed: Petrus Kaerius caesavit.
Title vignettes (printer’s mark.), initials
Pasted in: article in French on Joseph Hall.
Bound in vellum over boards.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Sabin 28919; JCB, 1919, II, 304; Rahir, E. Cat. de volumes imprimés par les Elzevier, 1929
Baskes PA8523.H4 M8 1643 (NLO)

Atlases, Dutch - 1643-1655<<>>China - Maps - 1643-1655
Le Théâtre du monde : ov novvel atlas ... Amsterdam : Apud Johannem Guiljelmi F. Blaeu, 1643-1655.
Made-up set, with variations in title and imprint. The volumes correspond to the following bibliographical descriptions in Atlantes Neerlandici / I.C. Koeman, v.1: v. [1]: Bl 19A; v.2: Bl 18C; v.3: Bl 35F; v.4: Bl 42C; v.5: variations in some of the volumes from the Koeman descriptions.
Volumes are uniformly bound in in contemporary vellum, with gold stamping.
Gift 1979, Andrew McNally III.
VAULT Case oversize G1015 .B53 1643 (NLO)

Atlases, Dutch - 1646-1650
Authors: Blaeu, Willem Janszoon, 1571-1638 -- Blaeu, Joan, 1596-1673 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (6 v. in 4 : chiefly maps, illus.) ; 53 cm. V. 1 has date 1647; v. 2-3, 1650; v. 4, 1646; vols. 1 and 2 in 2 parts each.
Initials and elaborate tail-pieces.
Each vol. has engraved and colored t.-p.; the illus. on that of v. 1 are emblematical. Many of the maps have engraved borders of figures in costume, engravings of seals, ships, etc. Maps are accompanied by descriptive material.
KoemanBl 19D,18E,35H,42B Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 605. 32-4918
VAULT Case oversize Ayer 135 .B63 1646 (NLO)

Atlases, Dutch - 1646-1649 (Provisional Heading)
Schipvaerd om de gehele Aerdkloot. Amsterdam : Commelin, 1646.
Authors: Noort, Olivier van -- Dudefecum, Baptista -- Wright, Benjamin, 1575-1613 -- Commelin -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 15 maps ; 203 x 253 mm.
E:BaptistaDoetecom+BenjWright;Nord605 Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases, Dutch - 1649 (Provisional Heading)
Novus atlas V1. Amsterdam : Janssonius, 1649.
Authors: Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664 -- Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594 -- Hondius -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 92 maps ; 520 x 350 mm.
(of95);PvdKrogt1:404.1L;KoemanMe60 Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Phillips 459 Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases, Dutch - 1649 (Provisional Heading)
Tabularum geographicarum contractarum libri 4. Amsterdam : Visscher, 1649.
Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1618-1679 -- Wright, B. -- Keere, Pieter van den, 1571-ca. 1646 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 239 maps ; 160 x 196 mm.
KoemanVis4(=Laan15);inBL,Clements Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases, Dutch - 1650
Authors: Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664 -- Horn, Georg, 1620-1670 -- Presbyterian Theological Seminary, Chicago -- Weed, George L. -- Lane Theological Seminary -- McCormick Theological Seminary -- McCormick Theological Seminary Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([2], 30, 206, [2] p.) : maps, 53 cm. Uniform title: Novus atlas

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

Atlasts, Dutch - 1650  

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 J36 1650 (NLO)  

Atlasts, Dutch - 1658 (Provisional Heading)  

Atlasts, Dutch - 1661 (Provisional Heading)  
*Introductionis in universam geographiam.* Amsterdam : Elzeviri, 1661. Authors: Clüver, Philipp, 1580-1622 -- Elzevir -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. : 36 maps ; 141 x 83 mm. ShirleyW407 Includes maps illustrating ancient history. Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes). Cf. Phillips 04261 Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)  

Atlases, Dutch - 1661 (Provisional Heading)  
*Introductionis in universam geographiam (Kaerius).* Amsterdam : Janssonius, 1661. Authors: Clüver, Philipp, 1580-1622 -- Keere, Pieter van den, 1571-ca. 1646 -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. : 52 maps ; 185 x 151 mm. ShirleyW426;C:Keere,duVal,Emmius,Bertius Includes maps illustrating ancient history. Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes). Cf. Phillips 03439 Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)  

Atlases, Dutch - 1662-1683 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles>>Nautical charts - 1662-1683 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles>>Nautical charts [Portolan atlas of the world]. [19-]. Authors: Dn. P. -- P., Dn. -- British Library. Add. Ms.5027, art.77 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 atlas Photostatic reproduction of three maps dated between 1662 and 1683, all forming part of an manuscript atlas compiled by a Dutch mapmaker with initials 'Dn. P.' MapPhoto England BL Add. Ms. 5027, art.77 (PrCt)  

Atlases, Dutch - 1662>>Hand coloring - Netherlands - 1662  
Blaeu, Joan, 1596

Authors: Blaeu, Willem Janszoon, 1571-1638 -- Blaeu, Joan, 1596-1673

Cf. Koeman Bl 58
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

8704

Atlases, Dutch - 1663

Le Grand atlas; or, Cosmographie Blaviane, en laquelle est exactement descrite la terre, la mer, et le ciel. [Amsterdam : J. Blaeu, 1663].

1 atlas in 12 v. (chiefly hand col. maps, ill.) ; 54 cm.
1st ed.
In French.
The special title-pages vary, some being...Cosmographie Blaviane... and others ...
Geographie Blaviane. They are dated 1663.
All volumes except 2, 3, 8, and 12 have added engraved half-titles.
The engravings in volume 1 are colored by a contemporary hand.
Volume 1 contains a description of the astronomical observatory of Tycho Brahe at Hven, illustrated with 15 plates.
Many maps are by Willem Janszoon Blaeu.

Cf. Phillips 479.

8705

Atlases, Dutch - 1664 (Provisional Heading)

Beschryving van Friesland. Leeuwarden : J. Wellens, 1664.
Authors: Schotanus, Christian -- Wellens, J. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 46 maps ; 316 x 200 mm.
C:BSchotanusSterrings;KoemanSchot1,note
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

8706

Atlases, Dutch - 1666 (Provisional Heading)

Nouvel atlas V3. Amsterdam : Janssonius, 1666.
Authors: Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664 -- Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594 -- Hondius -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 129 maps ; 542 x 350 mm.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlasses, Dutch - 1673 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594 -- Cloppenburg -- Keere, Pieter van den, 1571-ca. 1646 -- Janssonius van Waesberge, Johannes, fl. 1642-1681 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 163 maps ; 260 x 330 mm.
KoemanMe205; Cloppenburg, no Text
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases, Dutch - 1675

Atlases, Dutch - 1675 (Provisional Heading)

Atlases, Dutch - 1675 (Provisional Heading)

Atlases, Dutch - 1675

Nautical charts

[De zee-atlas ofte water-weereld, waer in vertoont werden alle de zeekusten van het bekende des aerd-bodems ... Gesneden, gedrukt en uytgege] Amsterdam : P. Goos, 1669.
Authors: Goos, Pieter, ca. 1616-1675 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([16] p. text : 40 maps) ; 57 cm.
Lacks title page; title from Phillips no. 474.
Ten maps are dated, five 1666 and five 1669.
Maps [no. 29-39] relate to America.
Koeman Goos 5B.
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 267.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .W8 1675 (NLO)

Atlases, Dutch - 1672 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Baldaeus, Philippus -- Waesberge -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 32 maps ; 320 x 212 mm.
1st ed. (of35)
Includes nautical charts.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases, Dutch - 1677

Authors: Horn, Georg, 1620--1656 -- Danckerts, Cornelis, ca. 1603-1656 -- Danckerts, Cornelis, 1664-1717 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (30 folded leaves of plates) ; 27 hand col. maps (folded) ; 53 cm.
Single-word title from engraved title page similar to that issued in Danckerts atlases, except that the figure of Atlas faces right instead of left.
Lacking title page recorded in Koeman, M. Wit 1: Orbis maritimus ofte zee atlas.
Letterpress table of contents: Tabulae maritimae, ofte zee-kaarten.
This copy varies from Phillips 485; the index is on a separate leaf, and there are 2 double plates (4 l.) inserted at end. One plate bears the inscription 'Nieuwe tafel voor alle liefhebbers en zee-vaarende persoonen vertoonende een oorloghs-schip ...' with imprint: Amsterdam, C. Danckerts; the other with same imprint, bears the flags of many nations.
Dutch and Latin.
Bathymetry shown by soundings.
References: Atlases shown in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 615; Cf. Phillips 485
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .W8 1675 (NLO)

Atlases, Dutch - 1677

Authors: Horn, Georg, 1620-1670 -- Janssonius van Waesberge, Johannes, fl. 1642-1681 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
2 prelim. leaves, 30 p. : 1 double plate, 53 double maps ; 52 cm.
Title vignette.
Imperfect: the map 'Tribus Aser, & partes
occidentales tribuum Zabalon & Isachar' listed in the index, is lacking.
Bookplate of Sir Montague Cholmeley, bart.
Koeman Ja6.
Cf. Phillips 3278
24347
ICN 45-2337
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .H81 1677 (NLO)

8713 Atlases, Dutch - 1680<>Europe - Maps - 1680
Atlas. Amsterdam : I. Danckerts, [ca. 1680].
Authors: Danckerts, Justus, 1635-1701 -- Edward
E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (1 preliminary leaf, 25 double maps) ; 53
Maps principally of the various countries of
Europe, with one each of Asia and Africa, and
two of America.
Title page, engraved.
Maps also cataloged separately.
Ayer 6457.
NL 32-6187
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .D18 (NLO)

8714 Atlases, Dutch - 1680<>Europe - Maps - 1680
Atlas. Amsterdam : I. Danckerts, [ca. 1680].
Authors: Danckerts, Justus, 1635-1701 -- Wit,
Frederik de -- Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 --
Heurd, A. von -- Duval, P. (Pierre), 1619-1682 --
Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (1 preliminary leaf, 59 double maps) ; 55
Maps mostly of the various countries of
Europe, with several of the western hemisphere and
Africa.
Most of the maps are by Justus Danckerts. The
other engravers or authors whose names appear
on the maps are Frederick de Wit, Nikolaas
Title page engraved and hand colored.
Maps also cataloged separately.
References: Cf. Phillips 3470; Atlases in libraries
of Chicago (1936) no. 640.
Ayer 6453.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .D18 A (NLO)

8715 Atlases, Dutch - 1682
Atlas minor sive tabulae geographicæ
proecipuorum regnorum regionum, insularum,
provinciarum, etc. / per Carolum Allard.
Amstelodami [Amsterdam] : C. Allard, [1682?].
Authors: Allard, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709 -- Blaeu,
Joan, 1596-1673 -- Danckerts, Justus,
1635-1701 -- Danckerts, Theodore, 1663-ca.
1727 -- Heurd, A. von -- Jansson, Jan,
1588-1664 -- Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598 --
Persoy, Pieter, fl. ca. 1680 -- Ram, Johannes de,
1648-1693 -- Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 --
Wit, Frederik de -- Edward E. Ayer Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 prelim. leaf : 105 double maps ; 54 cm.
Maps by Visscher, de Wit, Bleau, J. Danckerts, T.
Danckerts, von Heurd, Jansson, Ortelius,
Persoy, Ram.
Maps 97-105 relate to America.
Illustrated, engraved, colored title page.
Maps also cataloged separately.
References: Cf. Phillips 523; Atlases in libraries
of Chicago (1936) no. 620.
6299 VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .A4 A (NLO)

8716 Atlases, Dutch - 1682 (Provisional Heading)
Onder-aardse weereeld. Amsterdam : Janssonius
Waesberg, 1682.
Authors: Kircher, Athanasius, 1602
Janssonius van Waesberge, Johannes, fl.
1642-1681 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 atlas ; 388 x 253 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

8717 Atlases, Dutch - 1688
Atlas. Tot Amsterdam : Bij Frederick de Wit in de
Calverstraet bij den Dam in de Witte Paskaert,
[1688?].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Lhuilier, Jan --
Munter, Johan -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([2] p., [28] folded leaves of plates) ; 28
folded hand col. maps ; 56 cm.
Maps dated between 1662 and 1688.
Maps of Southeast Asia (1662, plate 17) and
Western Russia (1688?, plate 15) engraved by J.
Lhuilier.
Map of Benelux countries (1688?, plate 28)
acknowledges Johan Munter of Amsterdam.
Engraved t.p. with the figure of Atlas.
Latin with some Dutch.
Includes printed table of contents.
Maps and t.p. illustration are hand colored.
Relief shown pictorially.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Maps also cataloged separately.
Contents vary slightly from Wit 3 and Wit 4 in
194-195.
Baskes oversize G1015 .W47 1688 (NLO)

8718 Atlases, Dutch - 1688 (Provisional Heading)
Naukeurige beschryving der eilanden in Archipel.
Amsterdam : Wolfgang, 1688.
Authors: Dapper, Olfert -- Wolfgang -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 56 maps ; 333 x 223 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

8719 Atlases, Dutch - 1695<>Atlases, French - 1695 - Forgeries
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
8720

Atlases, Dutch - 1696 (Provisional Heading)

Introductionis in universam geographiam (Bunonis). Amsterdam : J. Wolters, 1697.

Authors: Clüver, Philipp, 1552-1622 -- Buno, Johannes, 1617-1697 -- Wolters, Jan, fl. 1697 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 43 maps ; 325 x 235 mm.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

8723

Atlases, Dutch - 1697 (Provisional Heading)

Teatro del mondo. Venice : D. Lovisa, 1697.

Authors: Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598 -- Lovisa, D. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 109 maps ; 135 x 98 mm.

KoemanOrt75

Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).

Phillips 525

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)
8724  **Atlases, Dutch - 1698**

*Nouveau voyage autour du monde : où l'on décrit en particulier l'isthme de l'Amérique, plusieurs côte & isles des Indes occidentales, les isles du Cap Ver, le passage par la Terre del Fuego ... &c ... : où l'on traite des differens terroirs de tous ces pays, de leurs ports, des plantes, des fruits, & des animaux qu'on y trouve, de leurs habitans, de leurs coûtemes, de leur religion, de leur gouvernement, de leur negoce, &c / par Guillaume Dampier. Amsterdam : Chez Paul Marret, 1698.*

Authors: Dampier, William, 1652-1715 -- Marret, Paul, 18th cent. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

2 v. in 1 (616 p.) : ill., 6 folded maps ; 16 cm.


'Enrichi de cartes & de figures, et traduit de l'anglois.'

Each volume has added engraved t.p.

Paged and registered continuously.

Verso of p. 316 not numbered.


Contemporary binding of paper over boards, with spine title: *Voyage de Dampierre*.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).

Duplicate copy: Ayer 118.D2 1717

References: NMM. Catalogue, 98a; Sabin, 18381

**Baskes G420.D314 1698 (NLO)**

8725  **Atlases, Dutch - 1700**


Authors: Aa, Pieter van der, 1659-1705 -- Hooghe, Romeyn de, 1645-1708 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 6 map plates ; 28 x 42 cm.

References: Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 632

**oversize Ayer 135.H72 1700 (NLO)**

8726  **Atlases, Dutch - 1700**

*Description de univers en plusieurs cartes.* Amsterdam : F. Halma, 1700.

Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas : 74 map plates ; 24 cm.

Phillips 00528

Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 630

**Ayer 135 S19 1700 (NLO)**

8727  **Atlases, Dutch - 1700**

*Description de univers en plusieurs cartes.* Amsterdam : F. Halma, 1700.

Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Halma, François, 1653-1722 -- William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 74 map plates ; 24 cm.

PastoureauSansonVIIG

Phillips 00528

Forms part of the William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library).

**Greenlee 4891 S22 1700 (NLO)**
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Have, Hogeboom, Hondius, Hudde, Ienefer, Jansson, Janssonius van Waesberge, La Feuille, Langren, Lea, Morden, Persoy, Moses, Petty, Pitt, Ram, Rogiers, 'S. L.', Sanson, Schotanus à Sterringa, Six, Somers, Swart, Templeux, Ten-Have, Thornton, and Nikolaas Visscher. The last eleven maps are of the western continent.

Inscription on front endleaf: Philip Lisle 1701. Maps also cataloged separately.

Ayer 7472.

NL 33-3202.

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .W8 A (NLO)

8729

Atlases, Dutch - 1700

Atlases, French - 1700 - Forgeries

Atlases, French - 1700 - Forgeries

Atlas minor ad usum serenissimi burgundiae ducis. Atlas français à l'usage de monseigneur le duc de Bourgogne contenant les cartes et tables géographiques des empires, monarchies, royaumes, et etats du monde. [Amsterdam: Pieter Mortier, ca. 1700].


1 atlas (34 maps, most hand col.) ; 54 cm.

Counterfeit edition issued anonymously by Pieter Mortier; comprised chiefly of Mortier counterfeits of Jaillot maps; most plates bear imprint of A.H. Jaillot in Paris, and are variously dated

1693-1696. See Koeman v. 3. p. 8 and Pastoureaux (Jaillot I D and I E); cf. Phillips 514.

Title page (engraved by Romain de Hooghe) includes no publication information.

Previously cataloged at the Newberry Library as being published Paris: H. Jaillot, 1693-1696.

Ms. index to maps on front fly-leaf.

Includes 2 maps bearing Mortier's Amsterdam imprint and a map by Sr. Vautier with imprint of Paris, 1695.

Maps also cataloged separately.

37078

ICN 59-1105 rev

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .J25 1693 (PrCt)

8730

Atlases, Dutch - 1700 (Provisional Heading)

Histoire des Ouden en Nieuwen Testaments.

Amsterdam : P. Mortier, 1700.

Authors: Mortier, Pierre -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 11 maps ; 442 x 280 mm.

Includes maps illustrating ancient history.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

8731

Atlases, Dutch - 1701-1705

Nouveau voyage autour du monde ... Amsterdam : Chez P. Marret, 1701-1705.

Authors: Dampier, William, 1652-1715 -- Marret, Paul, 18th cent. -- Edward E. Ayer Collection

(Newberry Library)

4 v. : fold. maps ; 17 cm.

Translation of Dampier's A New voyage round the world, published in one volume, London, 1697.

38924-927

ICN 62-3797

Ayer 118 D2 1701 (NLO)

8732

Atlases, Dutch - 1702

Petri Schenkii Hecatompolis sive totius orbis terrarum. [Amsterdam : P. Schenk], 1702.

Authors: Schenk, Peter, 1660-1718 or 9

2 v.p., 100 pl., port. : chiefly maps ; 27 x 32 cm.


Afterwards published under title: Abbeeldinge van een-hondert der voornaemste en sterkste steeden in Europe (Amsterdam, 1752)

Phillips 66.

63413

Case G 117 .79 (NLO)

8733

Atlases, Dutch - 1706 (Provisional Heading)

Atlases, French - 1706 (Provisional Heading)

Delices de l'Espagne & du Portugal.

Leiden : P. van der Aa, [1707].


1 atlas (34 maps, most hand col.) ; 54 cm.

Counterfeit edition issued anonymously by Pieter Mortier; comprised chiefly of Mortier counterfeits of Jaillot maps; most plates bear imprint of A.H. Jaillot in Paris, and are variously dated

1693-1696. See Koeman v. 3. p. 8 and Pastoureaux (Jaillot I D and I E); cf. Phillips 514.

Title page (engraved by Romain de Hooghe) includes no publication information.

Previously cataloged at the Newberry Library as being published Paris: H. Jaillot, 1693-1696.

Ms. index to maps on front fly-leaf.

Includes 2 maps bearing Mortier's Amsterdam imprint and a map by Sr. Vautier with imprint of Paris, 1695.

Maps also cataloged separately.

37078

ICN 59-1105 rev

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .J25 1693 (PrCt)

8734

Atlases, Dutch - 1707

Zee & land-reysen na Oost & West-Indien.

Leiden : P. van der Aa, [1707?].

Authors: Aa, Pieter van der, 1659-1733 -- Smith, J. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 5 maps ; 182 x 116 mm.

1611-1616;+9plates

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

8735

Atlases, Dutch - 1707 (Provisional Heading)

Delices de l'Espagne & du Portugal.

Leiden : Vanders Aa, 1707.

Authors: Aa, Pieter van der, 1659-1733 -- Alvarez, J. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

4 v. : 146 maps ; 159 x 101 mm.

Ed:JAlvarezColmenar;topogVols

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

8736

Atlases, Dutch - 1709

Europe - Maps - 1709

Europe - Maps - 1709 - Cities and towns - Fortification

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Atlas minor; sive, Geographia compendiosa qua orbis terrarum per paucas atamen novissimas tabulas ostenditur. Amstelaedami [Amsterdam] : ex officina Nicolai Visscher [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher]. [1710?].


Published by ca. 1710 by Elizabeth Visscher under the imprint of her deceased husband; cf. Koeman v. 3, p. 153-155.

Added title page with titles in Latin, French and Dutch: Variae tabulae geographicae... -- Diverses cartes de geographie ... -- Geographise land kaarten ....


Includes maps variously credited to the Académie des Sciences (France), Acuña, Allard, Baptist, Brouwer, Browne, Cantelli, Goeree, Gouwen, Halma, Hogeboom, Homann, La Feuille, Laet, L'Isle, Loon, Martin, Mortier, Munter, Narbrough, Ovalle, Penez, Petty, Placide, Rodriguez, Roy, Ruyter, Sanson, Schenck, Schotanus à Sterringa, Starkenburg, Stetter, Techo, Valck, Verbiest, Vets, J. de Visscher, Vivier, Wit, and Witsen.


Maps also cataloged separately.


Ayer 7468.

NL 32-6649.

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .V8 1700 (NLO)

Atlases, Dutch - 1710 (Provisional Heading)

Dionysii Petaii Rationarium temporum. Leiden : P. van der Aa, 1710.

Authors: Aa, Pieter van der, 1659-1733 -- Petavius, D. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 4 maps ; 210 x 130 mm.

Includes maps illustrating ancient history.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
8739 Atlas, Dutch - 1711 (Provisional Heading)
Theatre complet & particularis de guerre du nor.
Hague : Scheurleer, 1711.
Authors: L’Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 --
Luttenberg -- Scheurleer, Henri, 18th cent. --
Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 17 maps ; 207 x 125 mm.
E:VanLugtenberg;auth:R de L
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet
by R. Baskets)
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

8740 Atlas, Dutch - 1714
Nouveau petit atlas. Leiden : P. van der Aa,
[1714]?
Authors: Aa, Pieter van der, 1659-1733 --
Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594 -- Burden -- Roger
S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (66 v. in 32 : maps, views, ill. (some fold.));
37 cm.
Previous owner: Burden.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection.
References: Koeman Aa 4; Krogt 352:51.1
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

8741 Atlas, Dutch - 1720 (Provisional Heading)
Het groote tatereel der dwaasheid. Amsterdam :
Onder de Linden, 1720.
Authors: Groota Taferaale Dwaasheid -- Onder de
Linden -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 4 maps ; 400 x 270 mm.
(+73pls);GreatMirrorFolly(JohnLawBubble)
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

8742 Atlas, Dutch - 1729
Oorlogskunde beschrywing van de veldslagen ...
Hague : Isaac van der Kloo, 1729.
Authors: Dumont, Jean -- Roussel, Jean --
Huchtenberg -- Kloo, Isaac van der -- Roger S.
Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 89 maps ; 546 x 354 mm.
..PrinsEugene,Marlborough,PrinsOrange
Includes maps illustrating history.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

8743 Atlas, Dutch - 1729 Cities and towns -
Maps - 1729 Cities and towns - Pictorial works -
1729 Europe - Maps - 1729 Europe - Maps - 1729 Cities and
towns - Europe - Pictorial works - 1729 Cities and towns -
Europe - Maps - 1729 Cities and towns -
Europe - Pictorial works - 1729
La Galerie agreable du monde : ou l'on voit en un
grand nombre de cartes tres-exactes et de belles
tailles-douces, les principaux empires, royaumes, republiques, provinces, villes, bourgs et
fortresses ... dans les quatre parties de l'univers.
Divisee en LXVI. tomes / les estampes aient ete
dessinnes sur les lieux, & gravees exactement par ...
Luyken, Mulder, Goeree, Baptist,
Stopendaal, & par d'autres maistres renommez,
avec une courte description qui precede chaque
empire, royaume &c. & meme avec le sommaire
sous chaque planch ... Le tout mis en ordre &
execute a Leide, par Pierre vaander Aa ...
Leiden : Pierre vander Aa, [1729]?
Authors: Aa, Pieter van der, 1659-1733 -- Luiken,
Jan, 1649-1712 -- Mulder, J., fl. 1724-1729 --
Goeree, Jan, 1670-1731 -- Baptist, 18th cent. --
Stopendaal, Daniel, fl. ca. 1680-1729 --
Froelicher -- Chadenat, Charles -- Cassini,
Jacques, 1677-1756 -- Gouwen, Gilliam van der
-- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
-- Luyken, Jan, 1649-1712 SEE Luiken, Jan,
1649-1712 -- Gouwen, Willem van der SEE
Gouwen, Gilliam van der
1 atlas (66 v. in 32 : maps, views, ill. (some fold.));
37 cm.
Includes plates variously credited to Baptist, J.
Cassini de Thury, C. Chadenat, Froelicher, J.
Goeree, G. van der Gouwen, J. Luiken, J.
Mulder, D. Stopendaal and many others.
Table generale de 'ordre des feuilles et figures
des LXVI tomes' v. 1, p. [7]-37. Each section has
also special table.
L'Empire d'Allemagne -- v. [43] Danemarc,
Norveque & Suede -- v. [44] Pologne, Prusse,
Courlande, & Muscovie -- v. [45-47] Honrie,
Turquie en Europe, Grece, Archipel, Morée &c --
Amerique.
Title page in red and black; title vignette.
Added double title page in v. 1.
Unidentified coat-of-arms stamped in gold within
triple borders on front and back covers.
Bookplates of 'Bibliothèque a Froelicher' and the
Paris bookseller Charles Chadenat.
100 copies printed; cf. Koeman Aa 9 and Phillips
3485.
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 654.
Ayer 23-54
LC Card Number: 05036654
folio Ayer 135 .A2 1729 (NLO)

Atlases, Dutch - 1729 Europe - Maps -
1729 Cities and towns - Fortification Cities and towns -
Europe - Maps - 1729 - Fortification Cities and towns -
1729 - Cities and towns
Les Tablettes guerrières, ou, Cartes chosies pour

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
la commodité des officiers et des voyageurs : contenant toutes les cartes générales du monde, avec les particulières des lieux où le théâtre de la guerre se fait sentir en Europe, avec les plans des forteresses les plus exposées aux revolutions presentes... Amsterdam : Jeanne de la Feuille, 1729.

Authors: La Feuille, Daniel de -- LaFeuille, Daniel de SEE La Feuille, Daniel de -- Feuille, Daniel de la SEE La Feuille, Daniel de -- La Feuille, Jeanne de

1 atlas (15 p., [76] folded leaves : 35 col. maps) ; 20 x 8 cm.

Case G 10 .865 (NLO)

Atlases, Dutch - 1730

Orbis antiqui tabulae geographicae secundum Cl. Ptolemaeum : cum indice philologico absolutissimo, omnium locorum, montium, fluminum, &c. in tabulis occurrentium, situm, nomina recentiora, & alia eò pertinentia, lineis per ipsas ductis, accuratissime indicate; in usum geographiae veteris studiosorum. Amsterdam : Apud R. & J. Wetstenios & Guil. Smith, 1730.


1 atlas (100 leaves : 28 maps) ; 47 cm. A reissue of Mercator's maps of the 1695, 1698, and 1704 eds. of Ptolemy's Geography, issued without text; last of the classical issues of the Geography; cf. Armstrong. Added engraved title page and half title. Uniform title: Geographia. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes). References: C.E. Armstrong, Copies of Ptolemy's Geography in American libraries (1962) no. 51; Koeman Me 8; NMM 31; Nord 235; Sabin 66499; Stevens, H.N. A chronological list of Ptolemy's geography, p. 62; Eames, A list of eds. of Ptolemy's geography, p. 33; Brit. Mus. Cat.; Phillips 575; Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 656; Mansell v. 474, p. 344, c. 3; OCLC 16085188.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases, Dutch - 1733-1769


Maps also cataloged separately.
References: Koeman Tir 4; Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 665; Cf. Phillips 600.
NL 29-197a.
**oversize Ayer 135 .T55 1744 (NLO)**

8748 **Atlases, Dutch - 1735 (Provisional Heading)**

*Novel atlas tres-exact et fort commode.*

Amsterdam : Covens & Mortier, 1735.
Authors: Aa, Pieter van der, 1659-1733 -- Covens et Mortier -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 98 maps ; 260 x 355 mm.
nd; Koeman C&M 13
Phillips 3488
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)**

8749 **Atlases, Dutch - 1735 (Provisional Heading)**

*Kieyne en beknopte atlas.*

Amsterdam : Ratelband, 1735.
Authors: Ratelband, Erven van J. -- La Feuille, Daniel de, 1640-1709 -- La Feuille, Paul de, 1688-1727 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 223 maps ; 205 x 323 mm.
Koeman Rat 2
Phillips 2840
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)**

8750 **Atlases, Dutch - 1739-1774**

*Atlas nouveau, contenant toutes les parties du monde, ou sont exactement remarquées les empires, monarchies, royaumes, états, républiques, &c ...* Amsterdam : Jean Covens & Corneille Mortier, [1774?].
Authors: L’Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Cövens et Mortier -- Condet, Johannes, 1711-1781 -- Luchtenburg, Joannes van, fl. 1705-1710 -- Ruyter, Jan -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([2] p. l., 2-41 l. of maps (hand col., part fold.)) ; 59 x 36 cm.
Ms. table of contents (maps numbered 2-41) precedes t.p.
Maps dated 1739-1774.
Names of engravers Condet, van Lugtenburg, and Ruyter appear on some maps.
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 661
Previously classed as Ayer 135 L695 1739. 6456
ICN75rev
**oversize Ayer 135 .L695 1774 (NLO)**

8751 **Atlases, Dutch - 1741**

*Atlas nouveau, contenant toutes les parties du monde, ou sont exactement remarquées les empires, monarchies, royaumes, états, républiques, &c ...* Amsterdam : J. Covens & C. Mortier, [1741?].
Authors: L’Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Cövens et Mortier -- Condet, Johannes, 1711-1781 -- Punt, Jan, 1711-1779 -- Kirilov, Ivan Kirilovich, 1689-1737 -- Bouvet de Lozier, Jean Baptiste Charles, 1705-1786 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Sanzio, Nicolas, 1600-1667.
Introduction à la géographie astronomique ... [1741?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas in 2 v. (101 maps) ; 57 cm.
Most maps are not dated; 10 maps variously dated 1720-1741.
Vol. 1 has added t.-p. engraved by R. de Hoogh, with title in Latin and French: Atlas novus ad usum serenissimi Burbundiae ducis. Atlas français à l’usage de monseigneur le duc de Bourgogne ... . The text (31 p.) of v. 1 which precedes the maps has special t.-p.: Introduction à la géographie astronomique ... la géographie naturelle ... la géographie historique ... Par le sieur Sanson d’Abeville ... . Vol. 2, without t.-p., has a double plate at the beginning bearing the title: Grand théâtre de la guerre sur les frontières de France & d’Allemagne ou carte nouvelle du cours du Rhin ... This is surrounded by plans of the fortifications of nine towns on the Rhine, and an engraving of the siege of Phillipsbourg.
The text of v. 2 (2 leaves) bears caption title: Remarques sur le théâtre historique pour l’an 400 de l’ère chrétienne; precedes maps illustrating ancient history.
Title in red and black.
Both volumes include anonymous bookplates (cherub holding armorial crest topped with crown).
Maps also cataloged separately.
ICN 45-2340
24380-81
**oversize Ayer 135 .L695 1741 (NLO)**

8752 **Atlases, Dutch - 1742<><Historical geography - Maps - 1742<><Historical atlases**

*Nieuwe geographische en historische atlas.* Amsterdam : Leth, 1742.
Authors: Leth, Hendrik de -- Roussel -- Baalde -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
8753  Atlases, Dutch - 1742 (Provisional Heading)  
Nouvel atlas geographique & historique.  
Amsterdam : Roussel, 1742.  
Authors: Leth, Hendrik de -- Roussel -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 v. : 26 maps ; 193 x 127 mm.  
KoemanLeH1  
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).  
Phillips 598  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.  
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

8754  Atlases, Dutch - 1742 (Provisional Heading)  
Nouvelle introduction a la geographie.  
Amsterdam : Ottens, 1742.  
Authors: R. & J. Ottens -- L’Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 v. : 19 maps ; 577 x 350 mm.  
nd:C:GDelisle,Jaillot  
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.  
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

8755  Atlases, Dutch - 1746 (Provisional Heading)  
t Hooge heemraed-schap van Rhynland. Leiden : M. Bolstra, 1746.  
Authors: Dou, Jan Jansz. -- Broeckhuysen, Steven -- Danckerts, Cornelis, 1664-1717 -- Bolstra, M. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 v. : 13 maps ; 600 x 376 mm.  
polders:E:CDanckertsz;ed:MBolstra  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.  
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

8756  Atlases, Dutch - 1747<><>Asia - Maps - 1747  
Atlas portatif tres exact, ou, Livre de cartes geographiques ... = Weerelds Hand-Atlas, of, Nauwkeurig geographische Kaart-Boekje ...  
Á Deventer : Mis au jour par Jean de Lat, Marchand de Cartes Geographiques & Librairie, & par Jacob Keyser, Graveur, á Almelo, 1747.  
Authors: Lat, Jan de, fl. 1734-1750 -- Keizer, Jacob, fl. 1706-1750 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 atlas (2 v.) : 35 folded maps (hand col.), 20 x 9 cm.  
Title and contents in French and Dutch; maps in Dutch.  
Maps published by Jan de Lat and engraved by Jacob Keizer.  
Maps 19 x 29 cm. folded to 19 x 9 cm.  
Scales differ.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.  
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).  
References: Koeman Lat 7; Phillips 7287  
VAULT Baskes G1015 .A78 1747 (NLO)

Atlases, Dutch - 1749  
Nouvel atlas geographique & historique : pour l'étude facile de la geographie et pour l'intelligence des nouvelles publies, tant dans la guerre que dans la paix / revu & augmenté par Mr. Roussel ... suivant les observations de l’Academie des sciences à Paris = Nieuwe geographische en historische atlas : tot de gemakkeylke oefeninge der geographie en tot het begrip der openbaare tydingen, zo in den oorlog als in den vrede / overzien en vermeerderd door den Hre Roussel ... volgens de aanmerkingen van de Academie der Wetenschappen te Parys. A Amsterdam : Chez Henry de Leth à l'enseigne du Pêcheur = By Hendrik de Leth in de Visser, [1749].  
Authors: Leth, Hendrik de, 1703-1766 -- Roussel de Missy, Jean, 1686-1762 -- Académie des sciences (France) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 atlas ([148] p., [34] folded leaves of plates) : ill (some col.), 26 hand col. maps ; 21 x 9 cm.  
Publication date from Koeman.  
Caption title: Nieuwe geographische en historische atlas  
Introductory text in Dutch; text of some maps in French.  
Plates measure 19 x 24 cm. unfolded.  
"Drukkeilen": p. [148].  
Koeman lists 5 additional maps, which are not present in this issue: Comitatus Zelandiae, Utrecht, Friesland, Seignurie d'Overysel, and Groningen en Ommelanden.  
Quarter-bound in marbled papers and leather spine; gold-stamped spine title: Geographische en historische atlas.  
Scales differ.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.  
References: Koeman, C. Atlantes Neerlandicus (PrCt)  
not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)
8762 **Atlases, Dutch - 1773 (Provisional Heading)**

*Atlas portatif histoire philos & polit deux Indes.*

Amsterdam : Harrevelt, 1773.

Authors: Raynal, abbé (Guillaume-Thomas-François), 1713-1796 -- Bellin, Jacques Nicolas, 1703-1772 -- Harrevelt, En van -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 48 maps ; 262 x 233 mm.
Maps by J.N. Bellin.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
References: Koeman Har1; Phillips 5987

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

8763 **Atlases, Dutch - 1773 (Provisional Heading)**

*Reizen over Barbaryen en het Oost.* Utrecht : Schoonhoven, 1773.

Authors: Shaw, Thomas -- Schoonhoven -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
2 v. : 20 maps ; 267 x 225 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

8764 **Atlases, Dutch - 1775-1792**

Wysgeerige en staatkundige geschiedenis van de bezittingen en den koophandel der Europaanen in de beide Indiën. Amsterdam : M. Schalekamp, 1775-1792.

Authors: Raynal, abbé (Guillaume-Thomas-François), 1713-1796 -- Raynal, abbé (Guillaume-Thomas-François), 1713-1796. Atlas, tot opheldering der wysgeerige en staatkundige geschiedenis van de bezittingen en den koophandel der Europaanen in de beide Indiën (1792) -- Bonne, Rigobert, 1727-1794 -- Schalekamp, M. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
10 v. : fold. maps, fold. tables ; 21 cm. + 1 atlas ([2] p. , [50] leaves of plates : 50 maps ; 29 cm.)
T.p. of accompanying atlas (dated 1792?): Atlas, tot opheldering der wysgeerige en staatkundige geschiedenis van de bezittingen en den koophandel der Europaanen in de beide Indiën / Door den abt Willem Thomas Raynal.
Includes indexes.
Maps by R. Bonne.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio D22 .R3125 1775 (NLO)

8765 **Atlases, Dutch - 1776 - Juvenile Literature<<>>Globes - 1776 - Juvenile Literature**

*Nouvell atlas des enfans, ou, Principes clairs pour apprendre facilement et en fort peu de temps la Geographie : suivi d'un traité méthodique de la sphere, qui explique le mouvement des astres, les divers systèmes du monde, & l'usage des globes.* Amsterdam : Chez B. Vlam, libraire, dans le Kalverstraat, 1776.

Authors: Vlam, Barthelemy, 1697-1762 -- Bellin, Jacques Nicolas, 1703-1772 -- Harrevelt, E. van -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 31 maps ; 255 x 208 mm.

Includes index.
Signatures: *¹° A
8766 Title in red and black; tailpieces.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Publisher's ads p. 230-232.
Phillips 307.
Case G1015 .N69 1776 (NLO)

8766 Atlases, Dutch - 1779 (Provisional Heading)
Nouvell atlas de enfans. Amsterdam : Vlam, 1779.
Authors: Vlam, B. -- Houttuyn -- Schneider -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 22 maps ; 181 x 112 mm.
3rd ed.
[KoemanV1]
Cf. Phillips 00307
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

8767 Atlases, Dutch - 1780 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: DeBruyn, Martinus -- Koeman, C. (Cornelis), 1918 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 15 maps ; 205 x 130 mm.
KoemanDeBr 1:prov:Koeman
Includes maps illustrating ancient history.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

8768 Atlases, Dutch - 1780 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: LeFrancq, Benoit -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 22 maps ; 170 x 100 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

8769 Atlases, Dutch - 1785
Authors: Bachienne, Willem Albert, 1712-1783 -- Bonne, Rigobert, 1727-1794 -- Bowen, Emanuel, -1767 -- Schalekamp, M. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
2 v. in 1 : 52 maps ; 455 x 275 mm.
KoemanBac2A
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

8770 Atlases, Dutch - 1788 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Lat, Jan de, fl. 1734-1750 -- Breder, G. -- Keizer, Jacob, fl. 1706-1750 -- Baalde, Steven Jacobus, active 1753-1782 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 46 maps ; 213 x 122 mm.
Edited by G. Breder a’Brandis; includes maps engraved by Keizer
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
References: Koeman Baa 4; cf. Phillips 660
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

8771 Atlases, Dutch - 1792
Authors: Elwe, Jan Barend -- L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d', 1697-1782 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 prelim.leaf, 22 p. : 36 maps, 2 tables and 1 chart on 77 leaves ; 57 cm.
Includes 8 maps by Guillaume de L'Isle, 1 map of Naples by Sanson (corrected from observations by Anville and others), 1 astronomical chart, 1 table of distances, 1 historical and geographical table, and 3 undated maps.
Title of text: Beknopte beschrijving van de geheele wereld.
Title-page represents allegorical figures, in color.
1683 oversize Ayer 135 .E5 1792 (NLO)

8772 Atlases, Dutch - 1794
Authors: Holtrop, W. (Willem), 1751-1835 -- Esveldt, S. van (Steven van), fl. 1782-1794 -- Werner, Jan W. H. -- Robas BV
1 atlas ([8] p., [48] leaves of plates) : coll. maps. ; 14 x 16 cm.
Facsimile reprint. Originally published: Amsterdam : Holtrop, [1794?]
Cover title: Zak-atlas voor den reiziger, den koop-, den krijgs-, den zeeman, en ten meer duidelijken verstande der nieuws papieren.
Maps signed by W. Holtrop and S. van Esveldt.
Introd. by Jan W.H. Werner.
In Dutch and French.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [6])
Scales differ.
ISBN 9072770536
G1015 .H64 1794a (NLO)

8773 Atlases, Dutch - 1799 (Provisional Heading)
Nouvel atlas des enfans. Amsterdam : Gulik, van, 1799.
Authors: Gulik, A van & Honkoop -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 22 maps ; 172 x 108 mm.
References: Koeman Baa 4; cf. Phillips 660
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

8774 Atlases, Dutch - 1809<<>>Cook, James,
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1728-1779 - Travel - Maps
Authors: Cook, James, 1728-1779 -- Baersel, C. van (Cornelius) -- Klauber -- Allart, J. (Johannes), 1754-1816 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 51 maps ; 445 x 285 mm.
E:vanBaersel,Klauber;1809?
Phillips 648.
Cl. OCLC 9450474.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

8778 Atlasses, Dutch - 1840 (Provisional Heading) [Dutch miniature general atlas]. Netherlands, 1840.
Authors: Berghaus, J. P. -- Dockers, H. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 23 maps ; 137 x 83 mm.
E:HDockers;not in Koeman
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Authors: Frijlink, H. (Hendrik), 1800-1886 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 17 maps ; 177 x 127 mm.
Includes map of the Republic of Texas.
References: Koeman Frij 1A

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

1 atlas (24 leaves of plates) : 24 hand col. maps ; 32 cm.
Edition: 2. vermeerderde uitg.
Scales differ.
Book-label: W.E. Ringer.
Also bound with another atlas: Möller, J. H. Orbis terrarum antiquus : Schul-Atlas der alten Welt ... (Gotha : Bei Justus Perthes, 1847).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Koeman Bae 1B
Baskes folio G1019 .B253 1844 (NLO)

Authors: Arnz, J. -- Beutler, Jos. -- Berghaus, J. P. -- Arnz & Comp. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([24] leaves of plates) : 23 maps (most hand col., some folded) ; 25 x 32 cm.
Scales differ.
No. 2 of 2 titles bound together.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Koeman Arn3 (supp)
Baskes G1019 .A66 1848 (NLO)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
"Gegraneerd en gedrukt in het Geogr.-Lithogr. Atelier van J. Jaeger te Groningen."
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Koeman Jae 4
Baskes folio G1019 .J136 1849 (NLO)

8782 Atlases, Dutch - 1850
Frijlink's Kleine school-atlas. Te Amsterdam : Bij Hendrik Frijlink, 1850.
Authors: Frijlink, H. (Hendrik), 1800-1886 -- Tibbe, Paul -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Edition: 3e uitgave, op staal.
Cover title.
"Lijst der kaarten."--Back cover.
Publisher’s binding.
Scales differ.
Bookplate: Ex libris Paul Tibbe.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection
Baskes folio G1019 .J136 1849 (NLO)

8783 Atlases, Dutch - 1851
School atlas van alle deelen der aarde.
Rotterdam : O. Petri, 1851 .
Authors: Baedeker, A. (Adolf) -- Petri, Otto -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 25 maps ; 270 x 353 mm.
4th ed.
KoemanBae2A
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

8784 Atlases, Dutch - 1856 (Provisional Heading)
Zak-atlas der geheele aarde. Leiden : Noothoven van Goor, 1856.
Authors: Jaeger, J. -- Noothoven van Goor, D. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 20 maps ; 93 x 123 mm.
nd;not in Koeman (cf Jae6)
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

8785 Atlases, Dutch - 1858
Authors: Brugsma, B. -- Weijer, J. H. van de -- Scholtens, Arend Lubbertus -- Tibbe, Paul -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([4] p., 12 leaves, 24 leaves of plates) : 24 hand col. maps ; 25 x 34 cm.
3e herziene druk.

8786 Atlases, Dutch - 1858 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Noothoven van Goor, D. -- Donkelaar -- Mulder, P. I. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 24 maps ; 284 x 185 mm.
3rd ed.
E:Donkelaar;Lith:PIMulder;[KoemanNoo1
Cf. Phillips 06190
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

8787 Atlases, Dutch - 1858 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Scholtens, Arend Lubbertus -- Weijer, J. H. van de -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 24 maps ; 245 x 330 mm.
3rd ed.
nd;[KoemanSchol3;E:JH van de Weijer
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

8788 Atlases, Dutch - 1859
Authors: Kuyper, J. (Jacob), 1821-1908 -- Blydenstein, B. B. -- Stemler, C. F. -- Tresling & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (various pagings) : 32 hand col. maps ; 36 cm.
[2nd ed.?] Maps dated 1859.
Maps engraved by Tresling & Co. and B.B. Blydenstein.
Later editions with title: Nieuwe Atlas der Wereld.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Koeman Kuy 2B
Cf. Phillips 6132
Baskes folio G1019 .K8 1859 (NLO)

8789 Atlases, Dutch - 1859 (Provisional Heading)
Fastes militaires Indes-Ori新时代es Neerlandaises.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Authors: Gerlach, A. J. A. -- Noman, J. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 7 maps ; 283 x 185 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases, Dutch - 1860
Frijlink’s Kleine school-atlas. Te Amsterdam : Bij Hendrik Frijlink, 1860.
Authors: Frijlink, H. (Hendrik), 1800-1886 -- Dongen, A. F. van, fl. 1863 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Edition: 5e uitgave, in staal.
Cover title.
"Lijst der kaarten."--Back cover.
Publisher’s binding.
Scales differ.
Former owner: A.F. van Dongen ... 10 Dec. 63.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1019 .F756 1860 (NLO)

Atlases, Dutch - 1863
School-atlas van alle deelen der aarde, in 24 kaarten / opgedragen aan zijne excellentie den heere, graaf J. van den Bosch. Rotterdam : Otto Petri, [1863?].
Authors: Bosch, Johannes, Graaf van den, 1780-1844 -- Baedeker, A. (Adolf) -- Emrik & Binger -- Petri, Otto -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Title page lithographed by Emrik & Binger.
"Rotterdam, bij A. Baedeker, (Otto Petri)."--On maps.
Map "Zwitsersland en het vorstendom Lichtenstein" not included on t.p. table of contents.
Title page in red and black with illustrated, decorative border.
Scales differ.
Publisher’s black cloth; illustrated gold stamping.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Koeman Bae 2C

Baskes folio G1019 .S27 1863 (NLO)

Atlases, Dutch - 1864
Amsterdam : C.F. Stemler, 1864.
Authors: Kuyper, J. (Jacob), 1821 -- Dongen, A. F. van, fl. 1863 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 7 maps ; 283 x 185 mm.
Edition: Voorberight voor den eersten druk.
"Voorberight voor den eersten druk" signed J. Kuyper.
Maps engraved by Tresling & Co. and B.B. Blydenstein.
Scales differ.
Former Ownership History: Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases, Dutch - 1865
Campagne's atlas der geheele aarde. Tiel : Campagne, 1865.
Authors: Witkamp, Pieter Harme -- Campagne -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 23 maps ; 255 x 177 mm.
1st ed.
Koeman Witk4
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases, Dutch - 1867
Amsterdam : C.F. Stemler, 1867.
Authors: Kuyper, J. (Jacob), 1821-1908 -- Stemler, C. F. -- Blydenstein, B. B. -- Tresling & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([30] leaves of plates) : 35 col. maps ; 36 cm.
[1st ed. ?]
Maps engraved by Tresling & Co. and B.B. Blydenstein.
Scales differ.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases, Dutch - 1870
Edition: 7e herziene druk.
"voorberight voor den eersten druk" signed B. Brugsma.
Maps lithographed by J.H. van de Weijer.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Santen; lithographed by P.W.M. Trapp and Emrik & Binger.
Scales differ.
Former owner: A.H. Agaty [?], Bloemendaal.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Not in Koeman

**Baskes G1019 .V32 1874 (NLO)**

**Atlases, Dutch - 1874**


Authors: Kuyper, J. (Jacob), 1821-1908 -- J. Noorduyn en Zoon -- Tibbe, Paul -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

Scales differ.
Bookplate: Ex Libris Paul Tibbe.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Koeman II, Bos 1B

**Baskes folio G1046.C1 .K8 1874 (NLO)**

**Atlases, Dutch - 1877**

*Schoolatlas der geheele aarde / door Dr. G.J. Dozy.* Arnhem : Uitgave van J. Voltelen, 1877?

Authors: Dozy, G. J. (Gualtherus Jacob), 1841-1911 -- Witkamp, Pieter Harmee -- Tresling & Co. -- Emrik & Binger -- Voltelen, J., fl.

1862-1897 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Witkamp, P. H., 1816-1892 SEE Witkamp, Pieter Harmee

1 atlas (26 leaves of plates (some folded)) : 26 col. maps ; 32 cm.
Scales differ.

In 26 Gekleurde Kaarten'

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes folio G1019 .B66 1877 (NLO)**

**Atlases, Dutch - 1878**


Authors: Kuyper, J. (Jacob), 1821-1908 -- Veen, Lambertus Jacobus, 1863-1919 -- Stemler, C. F. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas ([32] leaves of plates) : 36 col. maps ; 36 cm.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes folio G1046.C1 .B69 1877 (NLO)**

**Atlases, Dutch - 1877**


1 atlas (vi, 217 p.) : col. ill., 96 col. maps ; 38 cm. + 16 p. suppl.
Includes 16 p. supplement of explanatory notes: 'De Wereld volgens de Bosatlas 1877 - heden Toelichting', 38 cm.

**Baskes folio G1019 .B69 1877 (NLO)**

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
8809  **Atlases, Dutch - 1877-1992**

-Cartography - Netherlands - History - 1877-1992

**Bos, Pieter Roelf, 1847-1902. Schoolatlas der gehele aarde.**


1 atlas (vi, 217 p.) : col. ill., 96 col. maps ; 38 cm. + 16 p. suppl.


Includes 16 p. supplement of explanatory notes: 'De Wereld volgens de Bosatlas 1877 - heden Toelichting', 38 cm.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Duplicate copy: folio G1030.S1 W6 1992

LC Card Number: 93136805

ISBN 9001956904 ; 9789001956905

Baskes folio G1019 .B66 1879 (NLO)

8810  **Atlases, Dutch - 1877**


Authors: Bos, Pieter Roelf, 1847-1902 -- Koeman, C. (Cornelis), 1918--. J.B. Wolters (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 28 maps ; 285 x 220 mm.

Facsimile of 1877 original.

letter: Koeman-Wolters

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

8811  **Atlases, Dutch - 1878**

**Atlas voor de volksschool.** Groningen : Wolters, 1878.

Authors: Bos, Pieter Roelf, 1847-1902 -- J.B. Wolters (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 40 maps ; 265 x 204 mm.

1st ed.

KoemanBos4

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

8812  **Atlases, Dutch - 1878**

**Atlas voor de volksschool.** Groningen : Wolters, 1878.

Authors: Bos, Pieter Roelf, 1847-1902 -- J.B. Wolters (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 28 maps ; 285 x 220 mm.

2nd ed.

KoemanBos5

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

8813  **Atlases, Dutch - 1879**

**Bos' schoolatlas der geheele aarde.** Groningen : J. B. Wolters, 1879.

Authors: Bos, Pieter Roelf, 1847-1902 -- Weijer, J.H. van de -- J.B. Wolters (Firm) -- Koeman, C. (Cornelis), 1918--. Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas ([4] p., 34 leaves of plates (some fold.) : 34 col. maps ; 37 cm.

Edition: 2e dr.


Originally published in 1877.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Koeman BosP 3

Baskes folio G1019 .B66 1879 (NLO)

8814  **Atlases, Dutch - 1879**

**Atlas voor de volksschool.** Groningen : Wolters, 1879.

Authors: Bos, Pieter Roelf, 1847-1902 -- J.B. Wolters (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 40 maps ; 262 x 208 mm.

3rd ed.

KoemanBosP B3

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

8815  **Atlases, Dutch - 1880**

**Het beeld der aarde : volledige Nederlandsche schoolatlas in 46 gekleurde kaarten / door F. Bruins.** Groningen : Uitgave van Noordhoff & Smit, [1880].


Edition: 3e, veel vermeerderde druk

"Bij den derden druk" dated 1880.

Scales differ.

Bookplate: Ex libris Paul Tibbe.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Koeman Brui A3

Baskes G1019 .B876 1880 (NLO)

8816  **Atlases, Dutch - 1880-1882**


Authors: Kuyper, J. (Jacob), 1821--. J.B. Wolters, 1879 -- Weijer, J.H. van de -- J.B. Wolters (Firm) -- Koeman, C. (Cornelis), 1918--. Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas ([4] p., 34 leaves of plates (some fold.) : 34 col. maps ; 37 cm.

Edition: 2e dr.


Includes 16 p. supplement of explanatory notes: 'De Wereld volgens de Bosatlas 1877 - heden Toelichting', 38 cm.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Koeman BosP 3

Baskes folio G1019 .B66 1879 (NLO)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
8819 Atlases, Dutch - 1881
Authors: Bruins, F., 1836-1903 -- Noordhoff & Smitt (Firm) -- Sluis, G. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Edition: 3e, veel vermeerderde druk.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Koeman, Atlantes Neerlandici, Kuy 11 and Kuyp D1
Baskes folio G1019 .B866 1883 (NLO)

8820 Atlases, Dutch - 1881<>>>Historical geography - Maps<>>>Historical history - Maps - 1881
Authors: Kan, J.B., 1831-1902 -- Otto, H. J. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 31 maps ; 242 x 173 mm.
Edition: 4e dr. [4th ed.]
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
References: Koeman, Atlantes Neerlandici, Kuy 10.
Baskes folio G1019 .B876 1881 (NLO)

8821 Atlases, Dutch - 1881 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Bos, Pieter Roelf, 1847-1902 -- J.B. Wolters (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 40 maps ; 285 x 221 mm.
References: Koeman, Atlantes Neerlandici, Kuy 10.
Baskes folio G1019 .B876 1881 (NLO)

8822 Atlases, Dutch - 1882 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Bos, Pieter Roelf, 1847-1902 -- J.B. Wolters (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 40 maps ; 280 x 210 mm.
Edition: 5th ed.
References: Koeman, Atlantes Neerlandici, Kuy 10.
Baskes folio G1019 .B876 1881 (NLO)

8823 Atlases, Dutch - 1883
Authors: Bos, Pieter Roelf, 1847-1902 -- Weijer, J.H. van de -- J.B. Wolters (Firm) -- Reinhold, N. -- Koeman, C. (Cornelis), 1918-- -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([4] p., XXXVI leaves of plates (some fold.)): 37 col. maps ; 35 cm.
Edition: 5e, herz. dr.
Scales differ.
Originally published in 1877.
References: Koeman, Atlantes Neerlandici, Kuy 10.
Baskes folio G1019 .B866 1883 (NLO)
8824  **Atlases, Dutch - 1883 (Provisional Heading)**

Authors: Hermans, H. -- Weltjer, J. -- J.B. Wolters (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 37 maps ; 281 x 209 mm.
2nd ed.
KoemanHermA2
Includes maps illustrating history.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

8825  **Atlases, Dutch - 1883 (Provisional Heading)**

*Atlas de natuurkundige aardrijkskunde.* Amsterdam : Brinkman, 1883.
Authors: Posthumus, Nicolaas Wilhelmus, 1838-1885 -- Brinkman, C. L. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 48 maps ; 350 x 255 mm.
KoemanPoshC1
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

8826  **Atlases, Dutch - 1884 (Provisional Heading)**

Authors: Bos, Pieter Roelf, 1847-1902 -- J.B. Wolters (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 40 maps ; 287 x 220 mm.
6th ed.
KoemanBosP B6
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

8827  **Atlases, Dutch - 1885**

Authors: Bos, Pieter Roelf, 1847-1902 -- Weijer, J.H. van de -- J.B. Wolters (Firm) -- Koeman, C. (Cornelis), 1918-- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([4] p., XLVIII leaves of plates (some fold.)) : 48 col. maps ; 36 cm.
Scales differ.
Originally published in 1877.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Koeman BosP A7
Baskes folio G1019 .B66 1885 (NLO)

8828  **Atlases, Dutch - 1885**

*Schoolatlas der geheele aarde / bewerkt onder toezicht van Dr. G.J. Dozy.* Arnhem : Uitgave van J. Voltelen, [1885?]
1 atlas (28 leaves of plates (some folded)) : 28 col. maps (some folded) ; 32 cm.
Edition: Tweeded verbeterde druk.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .D69 1885 (NLO)

8829  **Atlases, Dutch - 1885**

*Uit en thuis, eerste atlas voor de volksschool.* Groningen : Noordhoff & Smit, 1885.
Authors: Mulder, J. fl. 1885 -- Noordhoff & Smit (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 15 maps ; 285 x 220 mm.
Color lithography.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

8830  **Atlases, Dutch - 1885<>Netherlands - Maps - 1885**

Authors: Bakker, J. D., fl. 1882 -- Deelstra, F. -- Noordhoff & Smit (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
[1st ed.?]
Paper covered boards with publisher's printed paper label pasted on front cover.
Title vignette.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Koeman Bakk A1
Baskes folio G1019 .B265 1885 (NLO)

8831  **Atlases, Dutch - 1885 (Provisional Heading)**

*Atlases voor de volksschool.* Groningen : Wolters, 1885.
Authors: Bos, Pieter Roelf, 1847-1902 -- J.B. Wolters (Firm) -- Koeman, C. (Cornelis), 1918-- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (28 leaves of plates (some fold.)) : 48 col. maps ; 36 cm.
Scales differ.
Originally published in 1877.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Koeman BosP A7
Baskes folio G1019 .B66 1885 (NLO)

8832  **Atlases, Dutch - 1886**

*Nieuwe Atlas der Wereld : naar de laatste ontdekkingen, verslagen, mededeelingen, reisbeschrijvingen enz. / door J. Kuyper.*

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Atlases, Dutch - 1891
Authors: Bruins, F., 1836-1903 -- P. Noordhoff (Firm) -- Casparie, W. R. -- W.R. Casparie & Zn. (Groningen, Netherlands) -- Blaauw, G. H. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Noordhoff (P.), firm, Groningen SEE P. Noordhoff (Firm)
1 atlas (8 p.), [36] folded leaves of plates : 50 col. maps ; 31 cm.
Edition: 5e., geheel omgewerkte druk.
Former owner: G.H. Blaauw.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Koeman Brui A5
**Baskes folio G1019 .B876 1891 (NLO)**

Atlases, Dutch - 1891 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rijkens, H. A. -- Mijs, D. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 23 maps ; 386 x 245 mm.
2nd ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
References: Koeman RijhA2 :blind
**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)**

Atlases, Dutch - 1892 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Veth, P. J. -- A.W. Sijthoff (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 39 maps ; 273 x 212 mm.
6th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)**

Atlases, Dutch - 1893 -<->>Netherlands - Maps - 1893
Authors: Bakker, J. D., fl. 1882 -- Deelstra, F. -- W.R. Casparie & Zn. (Groningen, Netherlands) -- P. Noordhoff (Firm) -- Voogt, L.J. -- Rodenburg, Krijn -- Rodenburg, Cornelius Willem -- Hondius, N. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : col. ill., 62 col. maps ; 36 cm.
3e, herziene druk.
"Voorbericht" dated 1893.
"Voorbericht" and "Inhoud" for 1st ed. laid in.
Title vignette.
Scales differ.
Former owners: L.J. Voogt, Krijn Rodenburg, Cornelius Willem Rodenburg, and N. Hondius.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Koeman Bakk A3
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Baskes folio G1019 .B265 1893 (NLO)

8841 Atlasses, Dutch - 1893 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Bos, R. -- P. Noordhoff (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 31 maps ; 296 x 229 mm.
1st ed.
KoemanBosR A1
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

8842 Atlasses, Dutch - 1893 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Brugmans, S. J. H. -- Thieme, W. J. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 28 maps ; 242 x 161 mm.
2nd ed.
KoemanBrugA2;cloth
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

8843 Atlasses, Dutch - 1895 (Provisional Heading)
Zak atlas van Nederland. Utrecht : Zijlstra, 1895.
Authors: Liefe, Johann de -- Zijlstra -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 12 maps ; 175 x 148 mm.
[KoemanLiefC1

8844 Atlasses, Dutch - 1896 (Provisional Heading)
Historical geography - Maps (PrCt)
World history - Maps - 1896
Cover title: Historische schoolatlas.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Koeman VI Hett A1; Phillips 9043
Baskes folio G1019 .H4882 1896 (NLO)

8845 Atlasses, Dutch - 1896 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Bos, Pieter Roelf, 1847-1902 -- J.B. Wolters (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 51 maps ; 305 x 255 mm.
2nd ed.
KoemanBosP E2
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

8846 Atlasses, Dutch - 1897
Edition: 13e, verb. en verm. dr.
Bookbinder's label on inside cover: H. Wegeling, Vllisingen; Bookseller's label over imprint: C.N.J. de Vey Mestdagh, Vllisingen.
Originally published in 1877.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Koeman BosP A13
Baskes folio G1019 .B66 1897 (NLO)

8847 Atlasses, Dutch - 1897 (Provisional Heading)
Atlas voor de volksschool. Groningen : Wolters,
8848  **Atlases, Dutch - 1898<>Netherlands - Maps**

*Schoolatlas van de geheele atlas / door A.A. Beekman en R. Schuiling.* Zutphen : W.J. Thieme & Cie, [1898].
1 atlas ([4] p., 50 folded leaves of plates) : 50 folded col. maps ; 35 cm.
Edition: 2e. vermeerderde druk.
Date from Koeman.
Publisher's binding with title: School-atlas van de geheele aarde.
Scales differ.
Bookplate: Ex libris Paul Tibbe.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Koeman, C. Atlantes Neerlandici, Beek B2

**Baskes folio G1019 .B438 1898 (NLO)**

8849  **Atlases, Dutch - 1899**

Authors: Blink, H., 1851--1897 -- P. Noordhoff (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (XIV leaves of plates) : 14 col. maps (some folded) ; 22 cm.
Cover title.
"In 14 gekleurde kaarten."
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Not in Koeman?

**Baskes G1046.C1 B55 1899 (NLO)**

8850  **Atlases, Dutch - 1900 (Provisional Heading)**

*Atlas de poche.* Brussels : Delhaze, 1900.
Authors: Delhaize Freres -- Prager -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 19 maps ; 128 x 107 mm.
nd:Lith:Prager&Lojda,Berlin
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)**
8858  
"Lith. v. d. Weijer Groningen."--On maps
Scales differ.
Bookplate: Ex libris Paul Tibbe.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Koeman, C. Atlantes Neerlandici,
Beek B3
Baskes folio G1019.B438 1903 (NLO)

8859  
Atlases, Dutch - 1906
Authors: Bos, Pieter Roelf, 1847-1902 -- Niermeyer, Jan Frederik, 1907-1965 -- J.B. Wolters (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 40 maps ; 280 x 216 mm.
Edition: 18e, verb. en verm. dr. / herzien door J.F. Niermeyer.
Scales differ.
Originally published in 1877.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Koeman BosP A17
Baskes folio G1019.B66 1906 (NLO)

8860  
Atlases, Dutch - 1907 (Provisional Heading)
Geillustreerde atlas der geheele aarde. Amsterdam : S.L. van Looy, 1907.
Authors: Noordhoff, R. -- Looy, S. L. van -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 63 maps ; 370 x 280 mm.
KoemanNoorA1
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

8861  
Atlases, Dutch - 1907 (Provisional Heading)
Tweede tekenatlas (Europe en de werelddeelen). Groningen : P. Noordhoff, 1907.
Authors: Bos, P. -- P. Noordhoff (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 40 maps ; 302 x 229 mm.
3rd ed.
KoemanBosR T2B7
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

8862  
Atlases, Dutch - 1907 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Have, J J ten -- YkemaJoh -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 23 maps ; 265 x 200 mm.
7th ed.
KoemanHave A3
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

8863  
Atlases, Dutch - 1908
Authors: Bos, Pieter Roelf, 1847-1902 -- Niermeyer, Jan Frederik, 1907-1965 -- Weijer, J. H. van de -- J.B. Wolters (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([4] p., 46 leaves of plates) : 46 col. maps ; 39 cm.
Edition: 18e, verb. en verm. dr. / herzien door J.F. Niermeyer.
Scales differ.
Originally published in 1877.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
the Newberry Library.
References: Koeman BosP A18
Baskes folio G1019 .B66 1908 (NLO)

8864 Atlases, Dutch - 1908-2000
Netherlands - Historical geography - Maps - 1908-2000
Netherlands - Colonies - Maps - 1908-2000
Historical atlases
Authors: Hettema, H. (Hette Hettes), b. 1868 -- W.E.J. Tjeenk Willink BV -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([2], 11 [i.e. 10] leaves (chiefly folded)) : 10 col. maps ; 36 cm.
Edition: 5e, herz. en verm. dr.
One folded leaf numbered as p. 9-10.
Prijs: f 1.25, Gecartonneerd: f 1.50'--Cover. Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Koeman, Hett D5
Baskes folio G1861.S1 H48 1908 (NLO)

8865 Atlases, Dutch - 1908 (Provisional Heading)
Atlas van Nederlandsche bezittingen Oost-Indie.
Leiden : Sitjhoff, 1908.
Authors: Bosman, H. W. -- A.W. Sitjhoff (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 9 maps ; 384 x 278 mm.
KoemanBosmA1
Phillips 9740
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

8866 Atlases, Dutch - 1909-1909
Netherlands - Maps - 1909
Schoolatlas van de geheele aarde / door A.A. Beeckman ... en R. Schuilling ... Zutphen : W.J. Thieme & Cie., [1909].
Authors: Beeckman, A. A. (Anton Albert), 1854-1947 -- Schuilling, R. -- W.J. Thieme & Cie. -- Gebr. Braakensiek (Amsterdam, Netherlands) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([4] p., 53 leaves of plates) : 53 col. maps (chiefly folded) ; 35 cm.
Edition: 4e, vermeerderde druk.
Date from Koeman.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Koeman, C. Atlantes Neerlandici, Beek B4
Baskes folio G1019 .B438 1909 (NLO)

8867 Atlases, Dutch - 1910
Authors: Schuiling, R. -- Thieme, W. J. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 40 maps ; 298 x 225 mm.
2nd ed.
KoemanSchuB2
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

8868 Atlases, Dutch - 1910
Authors: Van Houten (Firm) -- Van Houten (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Van Houten's Cacao SEE Van Houten (Firm) -- Houten, Cacao van SEE Van Houten (Firm)
1 v. : 20 maps ; 160 x 150 mm.
Loose maps issued in pouch 88 x 104 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
References: Koeman Houv A1
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

8869 Atlases, Dutch - 1910 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Bos, R -- P. Noordhoff (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 20 maps
8th ed.
KoemanBosR C8
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

8870 Atlases, Dutch - 1910 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Bos, R -- P. Noordhoff (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 16 maps ; 220 x 170 mm.
5th ed.
KoemanBosR T1a5
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

8871 Atlases, Dutch - 1910 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Kloeke, W -- W.E.J. Tjeenk Willink BV -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 29 maps ; 311 x 374 mm.
5th ed.
KoemanKloeB5
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

8872 Atlases, Dutch - 1911 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Bos, Pieter Roelf, 1847-1902 -- Balen -- Niermeyer, Jan Frederik, 1907-1965 -- J.B. Wolters (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 40 maps ; 289 x 228 mm.
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
24th ed.
+CLvanBalen; Koeman Bos P B24
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

8873  Atlases, Dutch - 1911 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Bos, Pieter Roelf, 1847-1902 -- J.B. Wolters (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 v. : 15 maps ; 260 x 188 mm.
1st ed.
Koeman Bos P L1
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

8874  Atlases, Dutch - 1911 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Bos, R -- P. Noordhoff (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 v. : 40 maps ; 300 x 236 mm.
9th ed.
Koeman Bos R A9
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

8875  Atlases, Dutch - 1911 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Have, J J ten -- Ykema Joh -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 v. : 36 maps ; 308 x 238 mm.
2nd ed.
Koeman Have E2
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

8876  Atlases, Dutch - 1911 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Have, J J ten -- Ykema Joh -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 v. : 50 maps ; 321 x 235 mm.
4th ed.
Koeman Have A4
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

8877  Atlases, Dutch - 1912<<>>Netherlands - Maps - 1912
Schoolatlas van de geheele aarde / door A.A. Beekman ... en R. Schuiling ... -- Zutphen : W.J. Thieme & Cie., [1912].
(Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([4] p., 54 leaves of plates) : 54 col. maps (chiefly folded) ; 35 cm.
Edition: 5e., vermeerderde druk.
Date from Koeman.
Publisher’s cloth binding with title: School-atlas der geheele aarde.
Bookplate: Ex libris Paul Tibbe.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Koeman, C. Atlantes Neerlandici, Beek B5
Baskes folio G1019 .B438 1912 (NLO)

8878  Atlases, Dutch - 1913
Authors: Hinrichs, L. E. -- J. Noorduyn en Zoon -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 22 maps ; 448 x 285 mm.
9th ed.
Koeman Hinr A9: blind
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

8879  Atlases, Dutch - 1913 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Bos, R -- P. Noordhoff (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 v. : 20 maps ; 307 x 230 mm.
9th ed.
Koeman Bos R C9
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

8880  Atlases, Dutch - 1914
Authors: Schuiling, R. -- Thieme, W. J. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 v. : 40 maps ; 298 x 230 mm.
3rd ed.
Koeman Schu B3
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

8881  Atlases, Dutch - 1914 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Bos, Pieter Roelf, 1847-1902 -- J.B. Wolters (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 v. : 15 maps ; 260 x 188 mm.
2nd ed.
Koeman Bos P L2
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

8882  Atlases, Dutch - 1914 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Have, J J ten -- Ykema Joh -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 22 maps ; 448 x 285 mm.
9th ed.
Koeman Have A9: blind
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)
8883 Atlas, Dutch - 1914 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Bos , R -- P. Noordhoff (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 44 maps ; 314 x 225 mm.
12th ed.
KoemanBosR A12
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

8884 Atlas, Dutch - 1915
Authors: Bos , Pieter Roelf, 1847-1902 -- Niermeyer, Jan Frederik, 1907-1965 -- Weijer, J. H. van de -- J.B. Wolters (Firm) -- Michels, E. W. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 29 maps ; 283 x 200 mm.
11th ed.
KoemanBosR T2B11
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

8885 Atlas, Dutch - 1915 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Bos , R -- P. Noordhoff (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 23 maps ; 313 x 227 mm.
4th ed.
KoemanBosR T4D4
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

8886 Atlas, Dutch - 1915 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Bussy, J H de -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 12 maps ; 480 x 352 mm.
1st ed.
KoemanBussA1
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

8887 Atlas, Dutch - 1915 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Kleoek, W -- W.E.J. Tjeenk Willink BV -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 29 maps ; 311 x 374 mm.
7th ed.
KoemanKloeB7
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

8888 Atlas, Dutch - 1916
Authors: Bos, Pieter Roelf, 1847-1902 -- Niermeyer, Jan Frederik, 1907-1965 -- J.B. Wolters (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
First published in 1877.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Koeman BosP A23
Baskes folio G1019 .B66 1916 (NLO)

8889 Atlas, Dutch - 1916<<>>Netherlands - Maps - 1916
Schoolatlas der geheele aarde : in 64 kaarten en vele bijkaarten / J.D. Bakker en F. Deelstra.
Groningen : Uitgave van P. Noordhoff, [1916].
Authors: Bakker, J. D., fl. 1882 -- Deelstra, F. -- W.R. Casparie & Zn. (Groningen, Netherlands) -- P. Noordhoff (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (4) p., 47 leaves of plates : 47 col. maps ; 39 cm.
Edition: 10e, herziene druk.
Imperfect; issued with 64 maps, but this copy lacking t.p. and several maps.
Title from cover and Koeman.
Some maps lithographed by W.R. Casparie & Zn.
Publisher's advertisements on front and back end leaves and back cover.
Publisher's printed paper over boards.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Koeman, C. Atlantes Neerlandici, Bakk A10
Baskes folio G1019 .B265 1916 (NLO)
-- Tibbe, Paul -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas ([4] p., 54 leaves of plates) : 54 col. maps (chiefly folded) ; 35 cm.
Edition: 6e, verbeterde druk.
Date from Koeman.
Cover title: School-atlas der geheele aarde.
Publisher's cloth binding with title: School-atlas der geheele aarde.
Scales differ.
Bookplate: Ex libris Paul Tibbe.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Koeman, C. Atlantes Neerlandici, Beek B6
Baskes folio G1019 .B438 1916 (NLO)

8895 Atlases, Dutch - 1918 (Provisional Heading)
Atlases, Dutch - 1918 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Bos, R -- P. Noordhoff (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 44 maps ; 310 x 237 mm.
16th ed.
KoemanBosR A16
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

8896 Atlases, Dutch - 1918 (Provisional Heading)
Atlases, Dutch - 1918 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Have, J J ten -- YkemaJoh -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 37 maps ; 302 x 232 mm.
3rd ed.
KoemanHave D3
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

8897 Atlases, Dutch - 1919 (Provisional Heading)
Atlases, Dutch - 1919 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Bos, Pieter Roelf, 1847-1902 -- Balen -- Niermeyer, Jan Frederik, 1907-1965 -- J.B. Wolters (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 42 maps ; 290 x 227 mm.
28th ed.
+CLvanBalen;KoemanBosP B28
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

8898 Atlases, Dutch - 1919 (Provisional Heading)
Atlases, Dutch - 1919 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Bos, R -- P. Noordhoff (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 44 maps ; 320 x 235 mm.
17th ed.
KoemanBosR A17
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

8899 Atlases, Dutch - 1919 (Provisional Heading)
Atlases, Dutch - 1919 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Have, J J ten -- YkemaJoh -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 36 maps ; 305 x 237 mm.
4th ed.
KoemanHave E4
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

8900 Atlases, Dutch - 1920 (Provisional Heading)
Atlases, Dutch - 1920 (Provisional Heading)
Miniatuur-atlas der geheele wereld. Utrecht :
Atlases, Dutch - 1920 (Provisional Heading)
Eerste teekenatlas in 21 gekleurde kaarten.
Authors: Bos, R -- P. Noordhoff (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 21 maps ; 231 x 176 mm.
18th ed.
KoemanBosR T1b18
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases, Dutch - 1921 (Provisional Heading)
Schoolatlas van de geheele aarde / door A.A. Beekman en R. Schuiling ... Zutphen : W.J. Thieme & Cie., [1921].
Authors: Beekman, A. A. (Anton Albert), 1854-1947 -- Schuiling, R. -- W.J. Thieme & Cie. -- Drukkerij Senefelder (Amsterdam, Netherlands) -- Tibbe, Paul -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([4] p., 54 leaves of plates) : 54 col. maps (chiefly folded) ; 35 cm.
Edition: 7e, verbeterde druk.
Date from Koeman.
Publisher's cloth binding with cover title: School-atlas der geheele aarde.
"Drukkerij Senefelder, Amsterdam."--On maps. Scales differ.
Bookplate: Ex libris Paul Tibbe.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Koeman, C. Atlantes Neerlandici, Beek B7; Phillips 6435
Baskes folio G1019 .B438 1921 (NLO)

Atlases, Dutch - 1921 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Bos, R -- P. Noordhoff (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 44 maps ; 297 x 220 mm.
19th ed.
KoemanBosR A19
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases, Dutch - 1921 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Luinge, A & B Stegeman -- P. Noordhoff (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 19 maps ; 276 x 216 mm.
4th ed.
KoemanLuinB4
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases, Dutch - 1922
Atlas van de lagere school. Zutphen : W.J. Thieme, [1922?].
Authors: Schuiling, R. -- Drukkerij Senefelder (Amsterdam, Netherlands) -- Thieme, W. J. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 34 maps ; 300 x 231 mm.
3rd ed.
Lithography by Senefelder
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
References: Koeman Schu A3; Phillips 6567
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases, Dutch - 1923
Authors: Lintum, C te -- Thieme, W. J. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 40 maps ; 260 x 189 mm.
2nd ed.
KoemanLintA2
Includes maps illustrating history.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases, Dutch - 1923 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Schuiling, R. -- Thieme, W. J. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 40 maps
4th ed.
Koeman SchuB3
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases, Dutch - 1923 (Provisional Heading)
Uitgebreide nieuwe wereld atlas : met 48 kaarten in vele kleuren en een alfabetisch register. [Amsterdam : Luii & Co.?, ca. 1923].
Authors: De Moor, A. -- Luii & Co. (Amsterdam) -- Koninklijke Nederlandse Toeristen Bond ANWB -- Cohen Zonen -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (xvi, 48 p.) : ill., 48 maps (chiefly col.) ; 33 cm.
Cover title: Nieuwe volledige wereldatlas : met karrten der geheele wereld, vele illustraties en compleet register 'Door A. De Moor.'--Cover.
'Copyright Kunstrdr. Luii & Co., A’dam.'--Cover.
Includes index.
Folded map in sleeve: Frankrijk; bijlage van den

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
A N W B.
Map laid in: Abessinië met omlijgende
Italiaansche, Engelsche en Fransche koloniën.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
References: Koeman Moor B1
Baskes folio G1019 .D32 1923 (NLO)

8909 Atlases, Dutch - 1923 (Provisional Heading)
Atlas der geheele aarde: landen van Europa.
Authors: Bos, Pieter Roelf, 1847 -- J.B. Wolters (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 v. : 15 maps ; 312 x 256 mm.
3rd ed.
+Balens:KoemanBosP K3
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

8910 Atlases, Dutch - 1923 (Provisional Heading)
Atlas de geheele aarde.
Groningen : P. Noordhoff, 1923.
Authors: Bos, R -- P. Noordhoff (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 v. : 44 maps ; 298 x 228 mm.
21st ed.
KoemanBosR A21
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

8911 Atlases, Dutch - 1923 (Provisional Heading)
Schoolatlas der geheele aarde (with text).
Groningen : P. Noordhoff, 1923.
Authors: Bos, R -- Zeeman -- P. Noordhoff (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 v. : 44 maps ; 314 x 237 mm.
Edition: B
[KoemanBosR A23
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

8912 Atlases, Dutch - 1923 (Provisional Heading)
De Bussy's atlas van Nederland.
Amsterdam : Bussy, 1923.
Authors: Bussy, J H de -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 v. : 12 maps ; 476 x 345 mm.
notKoeman
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

8913 Atlases, Dutch - 1923 (Provisional Heading)
Aardrukskunde atlas-leerboek: derde graad.
Brussels : Paelinck, 1923.
Authors: Paelinck, P. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 v. : 31 maps ; 270 x 215 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

8914 Atlases, Dutch - 1923 (Provisional Heading)
Repetitie-atlas II: Europe en de werelddeelen.
Hilversum : Schaffstal, J., 1923.
Authors: Rodenburg, J B -- Schaffstal, J. --
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 24 maps ; 276 x 200 mm.
3rd ed.
KoemanRodeB3;blind
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

8915 Atlases, Dutch - 1924
Atlas ten gebruikte bij het onderwijs in de
natuurkundige aardrijkskunde / D.J.C. van
Batenburg . Gorinchem : J. Noorduyn & Zoon,
1924.
Authors: Batenburg, D.J.C. van -- J. Noorduyn en
Zoon -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([9] folded leaves of plates) : 9 folded col.
maps ; 24 cm.
Edition: 2e, verb. dr.
Cover title: Atlas der natuurrkundige
aardrijkskunde
Scales differ.
First ed. published in 1907.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1046.C1 B37 1924 (NLO)

8916 Atlases, Dutch - 1924 (Provisional Heading)
Repetitie-atlas van Europa en werelddeelen.
Groningen : P. Noordhoff, 1924.
Authors: Luinge, A & J Marwitz -- P. Noordhoff
(Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 18 maps ; 356 x 250 mm.
1st ed.
KoemanLuinA1;blind
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

8917 Atlases, Dutch - 1924 (Provisional Heading)
Repetitie-atlas II: Europe en de werelddeelen.
Hilversum : Schaaffstal, J., 1924.
Authors: Rodenburg, J B -- Schaffstal, J. --
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 24 maps ; 280 x 207 mm.
4th ed.
KoemanRodeB4;blind
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

8918 Atlases, Dutch - 1925
Bos-Niermeyer schoolatlas der geheele aarde / herz. door B.A. Kwast.
Groningen ; Den Haag : J.B. Wolters, 1925.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
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Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
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Collection (Newberry Library) -- Senefelder
Drukkerij (Amsterdam, Netherlands) SEE
Drukkerij Senefelder (Amsterdam, Netherlands)
maps (chiefly folded) ; 35 cm.
Publisher’s cloth binding with cover title:
School-atlas der geheele aarde.
“Drukkerij Senefelder, Amsterdam.”--On maps.
Relief in landform drawing.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Bookplate: Ex libris Paul Tibbe.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
References: Koeman, C. Atlantes Neerlandici,
Beek B8; Phillips 6642
Baskes folio G1019 .B438 1927 (NLO)

Atlases, Dutch - 1928 (Provisional Heading)
Repetitie-atlas van Europa & werelddeelen.
Amsterdam : W. Versluys, 1928.
Authors: Zeeman, K -- Versluys, W. -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 16 maps ; 322 x 263 mm.
2nd ed.
KoemanZeemB2:blind
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

Atlases, Dutch - 1929
Bos-Niemeyer schoolatlas der geheele aarde / herz. door B.A. Kwast. Groningen Den Haag :
J.B. Wolters , 1929.
Authors: Bos, Pieter Roelf, 1847-1902 --
Niemeyer, Jan Frederik, 1907-1965 -- Balen --
J.B. Wolters (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 v. : 42 maps ; 294 x 230 mm.
34th ed.
+JFNiemeyer;KoemanBosP B34
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

Atlases, Dutch - 1929 (Provisional Heading)
Schoolatlas Nederland & overzeesche gewesten.
Groningen : P. Noordhoff, 1929.
Authors: Bos , R -- Zeeman -- P. Noordhoff (Firm)
-- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 44 maps ; 307 x 230 mm.
24th ed.
KoemanBosR A24
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

Atlases, Dutch - 1929 (Provisional Heading)
Eerste teekenatlas in 21 gekleurde kaarten.
Groningen : P. Noordhoff, 1929.
Authors: Bos , R -- Zeeman -- P. Noordhoff (Firm)
-- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 20 maps ; 309 x 230 mm.
15th ed.
KoemanBosR C15
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

Atlases, Dutch - 1929 (Provisional Heading)
Atlas voor de volksschool.
Groningen  : Wolters,
1st ed.
KoemanHout A1:blind
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

Atlases, Dutch - 1928 (Provisional Heading)
Geillustreerde schoolatlas der geheele aarde.
Groningen : P. Noordhoff, 1928.
Authors: Bos , R -- Zeeman -- P. Noordhoff (Firm)
-- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 44 maps ; 307 x 230 mm.
24th ed.
KoemanBosR A24
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

Atlases, Dutch - 1928 (Provisional Heading)
Schoolatlas Nederland & overzeesche gewesten.
Groningen : P. Noordhoff, 1929.
Authors: Bos , R -- P. Noordhoff (Firm) -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 20 maps ; 309 x 230 mm.
15th ed.
KoemanBosR C15
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

Atlases, Dutch - 1928 (Provisional Heading)
Atlantis Nederland & overzeesche gewesten.
Groningen : P. Noordhoff, 1929.
Authors: Bos , R -- P. Noordhoff (Firm) -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 20 maps ; 309 x 230 mm.
15th ed.
KoemanBosR C15
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

Atlases, Dutch - 1928 (Provisional Heading)
Aardrijkskundige tekstboeken.
Rotterdam : Niijg & Van Ditmar , 1928.
Authors: Houte , P. van -- Wiskerke, C. -- Niijg &
Van Ditmar -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 v. : 50 maps ; 308 x 245 mm.
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Tweede tekenenatlas (Europe en de wereldeelen). Groningen : P. Noordhoff, 1929. Authors: Bos , R -- Zeeman -- P. Noordhoff (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. : 29 maps ; 274 x 199 mm. 17th ed. KoemanBosR T2B17 Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)


8938 Atlases, Dutch - 1930 Nieuwe wereld atlas. Amsterdam : Cohen Zonen, 1930. Authors: Moor , A. de -- Cohen Zonen -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 atlas : 28 maps ; 266 x 190 mm. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. References: Koeman Moor A2 Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)


8942 Atlases, Dutch - 1930 (Provisional Heading) Van dichtbij en veraf: derde deeltje B. Bosch : Malmberg, 1930. Authors: Decker, B H & J A Nillesen -- Malmberg -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. : 12 maps ; 267 x 198 mm. 2nd ed. KoemanDeckC2b Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)


8944 Atlases, Dutch - 1931 (Provisional Heading) Leven en streven: vierde deeltje. Groningen : WoltersJB, 1931. Authors: Berendsen, A W H M -- J.B. Wolters (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. : 32 maps ; 290 x 212 mm. +AHJvanWitzenburg;KoemanBereD Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)


8962 [Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)]

Authors: Bos, Pieter Roelf, 1847-1902 -- Niermeyer, Jan Frederik, 1907-1965 -- Balen -- J.B. Wolters (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 46 maps ; 305 x 243 mm.
38th ed.
+JFNiermeyer;KoemanBosP B38
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

8958 Atlas, Dutch - 1935 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Have, J J ten -- YkemaJoh -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 37 maps ; 303 x 231 mm.
8th ed.
KoemanHave E8
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

8961 Atlas, Dutch - 1936 (Provisional Heading)
Tweede teekenatlas (Europe en de werelddeelen). Groningen : P. Noordhoff, 1936.
Authors: Bos, R -- Zeeman -- P. Noordhoff (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 29 maps ; 283 x 201 mm.
18th ed.
KoemanBosR T2B18
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

8960 Atlas, Dutch - 1936 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Bos, R -- Zeeman -- P. Noordhoff (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 21 maps ; 264 x 194 mm.
31st ed.
KoemanBosR T2D31
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

8967 Atlas, Dutch - 1936 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: P. Noordhoff (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 18 maps ; 265 x 210 mm.
1st ed.
KoemanZendA1
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

8964 Atlas, Dutch - 1937 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Bos, R -- P. Noordhoff (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 20 maps ; 317 x 228 mm.
16th ed.
KoemanBosR C16;adverts&inhoud
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

8965 Atlas, Dutch - 1937 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Bos, R -- P. Noordhoff (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 20 maps ; 315 x 234 mm.
16th ed.
KoemanBosR C16
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

8963 Atlas, Dutch - 1936 (Provisional Heading)
King atlas Nederland. Sneeek : Tonnema, 1936.
Authors: Tonnema -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 25 maps ; 270 x 209 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)
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Atlases, Dutch - 1938 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Koninklijk Nederlands Aardrijkskundig Genootschap -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 41 maps ; 439 x 350 mm.

KoemanKnagA1
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)** (PrCt)

Atlases, Dutch - 1939

Authors: Bos, Pieter Roelf, 1847-1902 -- Niermeyer, Jan Frederik, 1907-1965 -- Eibergen, P. (Pieter), 1889- -- J.B. Wolters (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([4] p., 44 leaves of plates (some fold.)) : 44 col. maps ; 39 cm. + 1 register (32 p.)
Cover title: Atlas der gehele aarde 'Mit een alfabetisch register van namen'
Scales differ.
Originally published in 1877.
Early editions edited by Jan Frederik Niermeyer.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 6971

Baskes folio G1019 .B66 1939 (NLO)

Atlases, Dutch - 1939 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Leopold, H. P. -- Bartholomew -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 200 maps ; 390 x 290 mm.

(Cornelis), 1918 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 200 maps ; 390 x 290 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)** (PrCt)

Atlases, Dutch - 1939 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Seghers, W. -- Patria -- Wegeners Couranten -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 199 maps ; 390 x 288 mm.

(1938-1941); KoemanWerdA1c
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)** (PrCt)

Atlases, Dutch - 1940

*Wereld atlas in 48 kaarten en 51 platen : (met kaart van de verbruikscoöperaties in Nederland).* Rotterdam : Publiciteitsafdeling der Coöperatieve Groothandelsvereniging "De Handelskamer" Haka, [1940?].
Authors: Haka (Firm) -- J.B. Wolters (Firm) --
Bos, Pieter Roelf, 1847-1902 -- Tibbe, Paul -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Coöperatieve Groothandelsvereniging "De Handelskamer" Haka SEE Haka (Firm) -- Handelskamer" Haka SEE Haka (Firm)

1 atlas (various pagings) : ill., 48 maps (chiefly col.) ; 31 cm.

Cover title: Wereldatlas in 48 kaarten en 51 platen


Scales differ.

Bookplate: Ex libris Paul Tibbe.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases, Dutch - 1940


Authors: Kompas (Firm) -- Smulders' Drukkerijen -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 30 maps ; 256 x 316 mm.

References: Koeman Hand A1 (39th ed. or derivative of the Bos Kleine Schoolatlas?)

Baskes folio G1019 .W62 1940 (NLO)

Atlases, Dutch - 1943 (Provisional Heading)

Begin atlas van Nederland. Zutphen : Thieme, 1943.

Authors: Prop, G -- Thieme, W. J. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 12 maps ; 215 x 170 mm.

12th ed.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases, Dutch - 1946 (Provisional Heading)


Authors: Bos, Pieter Roelf, 1847-1902 -- Eibergen, P. (Pieter), 1889 -- J.B. Wolters (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 48 maps ; 303 x 243 mm.

41st ed.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases, Dutch - 1946 (Provisional Heading)


Authors: Decker, B H & J A Nillesen -- Malmberg -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 28 maps ; 196 x 160 mm.

10th ed.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases, Dutch - 1947 (Provisional Heading)


Authors: Prop, G -- Thieme, W. J. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 24 maps ; 260 x 198 mm.

30th ed.

1,bds:1,wraps

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases, Dutch - 1948 (Provisional Heading)


Authors: Decker, B H & J A Nillesen -- Malmberg -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 20 maps ; 269 x 200 mm.

8th ed.

[KoemanDeckG]

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases, Dutch - 1949 (Provisional Heading)


Authors: Decker, B H & J A Nillesen -- Malmberg -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 20 maps ; 270 x 208 mm.

29th ed.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)
10th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

8988 Atlases, Dutch - 1950 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Bos, R -- P. Noordhoff (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 48 maps ; 309 x 230 mm.
30th ed.
Phillips 7385
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

8989 Atlases, Dutch - 1951
Authors: Bos, Pieter Roelf, 1847-1902 -- Niermeyer, Jan Frederik, 1907-1965 -- Eibergen, P. (Pieter), 1889 -- J.B. Wolters (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([4] p., 44 leaves of plates : 44 col. maps ; 39 cm. + 1 register (32 p.)
Edition: 38. verb. en verm. druk
Cover title: Atlas der geheele aarde
'Mit een alfabetisch register van namen'
Scales differ.
Originally published in 1877.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Koeman BosP A38; Phillips 7445
Baskes folio G1019 .B66 1951 (NLO)

8990 Atlases, Dutch - 1951 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Bos, Pieter Roelf, 1847-1902 -- J.B. Wolters (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas
prov:Koeman
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

8991 Atlases, Dutch - 1952 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Bos, R. -- Zeeman, K. -- P. Noordhoff (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 48 maps ; 308 x 230 mm.
31st ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

8992 Atlases, Dutch - 1953 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Bos, Pieter Roelf, 1847-1902 -- J.B. Wolters (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 16 maps ; 300 x 240 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

8993 Atlases, Dutch - 1953 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Kloosterman, J. C. -- Van Goor Zonen -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 12 maps ; 260 x 187 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

8994 Atlases, Dutch - 1953 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Prop, G -- Thieme, W. J. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 12 maps ; 221 x 171 mm.
22nd ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

8995 Atlases, Dutch - 1954 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Prop, G -- Thieme, W. J. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 30 maps ; 215 x 170 mm.
14th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

8996 Atlases, Dutch - 1956 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Bos, Pieter Roelf, 1847-1902 -- Eibergen, P. (Pieter), 1889 -- J.B. Wolters (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 48 maps ; 305 x 243 mm.
45th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

8997 Atlases, Dutch - 1956 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Prop, G -- Thieme, W. J. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 24 maps ; 262 x 198 mm.
49th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

8998 Atlases, Dutch - 1957 (Provisional Heading)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Atlases, Dutch - 1957 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Prop, G -- Thieme, W. J. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 23 maps ; 257 x 198 mm.
25th ed.
Cl. Phillips 09098
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

Atlases, Dutch - 1958 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Zeeman, K. -- P. Noordhoff (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 48 maps ; 301 x 228 mm.
34th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

Atlases, Dutch - 1959 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: D. Brug-Djambatan -- Koeman, C. (Cornelis), 1918- -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 100 maps ; 310 x 218 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

Atlases, Dutch - 1960 (Provisional Heading)

Kleine schoolatlas der gehele aarde. Groningen : P. Noordhoff, 1960 (Provisional Heading)
Decker, B H & J A Nillesen -- Malmberg -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 44 maps ; 282 x 210 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)
Authors: Bos, Pieter Roelf, 1847-1902 -- J.B. Wolters (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 48 maps ; 303 x 242 mm.
47th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.  
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

9009 Atlasses, Dutch - 1961
Authors: Bos, Pieter Roelf, 1847-1902 -- Niermeyer, Jan Frederik, 1907-1965 -- Ormeling, Ferjan, 1942- -- J.B. Wolters (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (172 p.) : 90 col. maps ; 38 cm. + 1 register (32 p.)
Edition: 41. druk. / verzorgd door F.J. Ormeling
Cover title: Atlas der gehele aarde
Scales differ.
Originally published in 1877.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Koeman BosP A40 Baskes folio G1019 .B66 1961 (NLO)

9010 Atlasses, Dutch - 1961 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Bos, R. -- Zeeman, K. -- P. Noordhoff (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 48 maps ; 302 x 227 mm.
36th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.  
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

9011 Atlasses, Dutch - 1961 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Decker, B H & J A Nillesen -- Malmberg -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 15 maps ; 267 x 198 mm.
20th ed.
[KoemanDeckD]
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.  
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

9012 Atlasses, Dutch - 1961 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Kleijn, A. A. -- Kon Onderwijsfonds -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 12 maps ; 425 x 354 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.  
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

9013 Atlasses, Dutch - 1962 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Bos, Pieter Roelf, 1847-1902 -- J.B. Wolters (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 48 maps ; 304 x 245 mm.
48th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.  
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

9014 Atlasses, Dutch - 1962 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Bos, Pieter Roelf, 1847-1902 -- Ormeling, Ferjan, 1942- -- J.B. Wolters (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 48 maps ; 304 x 244 mm.
49th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.  
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

9015 Atlasses, Dutch - 1963 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Bos, Pieter Roelf, 1847-1902 -- Ormeling, Ferjan, 1942- -- J.B. Wolters (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 48 maps ; 305 x 240 mm.
50th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.  
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

9016 Atlasses, Dutch - 1963 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Bos, R. -- Zeeman, K. -- P. Noordhoff (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 52 maps ; 308 x 230 mm.
37th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.  
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

9017 Atlasses, Dutch - 1963 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Vermaseren, B A -- Wolters-Noordhoff Atlas Productions (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 67 maps ; 304 x 205 mm.
19th ed.
Includes maps illustrating history.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.  
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)
9018 **Atlases, Dutch - 1964 (Provisional Heading)**
Authors: Bos, R. -- Zeeman, K. -- P. Noordhoff (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 52 maps ; 308 x 230 mm.
37th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
*Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)* (PrCt)

J.B. Wolters (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 45 maps ; 305 x 242 mm.
52nd ed.

Phillips 7293
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
*Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)* (PrCt)

9019 **Atlases, Dutch - 1965 (Provisional Heading)**
Authors: Bos, Pieter Roelf, 1847-1902 -- Ormeling, Ferjan, 1942- -- J.B. Wolters (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 48 maps ; 305 x 240 mm.
51st ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
*Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)* (PrCt)

9020 **Atlases, Dutch - 1965 (Provisional Heading)**
Authors: Bos, R. -- Zeeman, K. -- P. Noordhoff (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 52 maps ; 308 x 230 mm.
37th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
*Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)* (PrCt)

9021 **Atlases, Dutch - 1967**
1 atlas (172 p.) : 111 col. maps (some fold.) ; 38 cm.
Edition: 45e dr. / verzorgd door F.J. Ormeling.
Lacking register.
Scales differ.
Originally published in 1877.
Earlier editions published under titles:
'Schoolatlas der gehele aarde' and
'Bos-Niermeyer Schoolatlas der gehele aarde.'
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
*Baskes folio G1019 .B66 1968 (NLO)*

9025 **Atlases, Dutch - 1969 (Provisional Heading)**
Authors: Bos, Pieter Roelf, 1847-1902 -- Ormeling, Ferjan, 1942- -- J.B. Wolters (Firm) -- Koeman, C. (Cornelis), 1918- -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (172 p.) : col. maps ; 38 cm. + 1 register (31 p.)
Earlier editions published under the titles:
'Schoolatlas der gehele aarde,' 'Bos-Niermeyer Schoolatlas der gehele aarde' and
'Bos-Niermeyer Atlas der gehele aarde.'
Originally published in 1877.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
*Baskes folio G1019 .B66 1968 (NLO)*

9026 **Atlases, Dutch - 1969 (Provisional Heading)**
Authors: Bos, R. -- Zeeman, K. -- Wolters-Noordhoff Atlas Productions (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 44 maps ; 305 x 240 mm.
53rd ed.
ed:FJOrmeling
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
*Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)* (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

9027 Atlases, Dutch - 1970 ( Provisional Heading)
See-atlas oder die wasserwelt II (facs1669). Bielefeld : Klasing, 1970. Authors: Doncker, Hendrik -- Klasing -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. : 10 maps ; 500 x 584 mm. Facsimile. Includes nautical charts. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

9028 Atlases, Dutch - 1970 ( Provisional Heading)

9029 Atlases, Dutch - 1971 ( Provisional Heading)

9030 Atlases, Dutch - 1974 ( Provisional Heading)

9031 Atlases, Dutch - 1974 ( Provisional Heading)

9032 Atlases, Dutch - 1975 ( Provisional Heading)

9033 Atlases, Dutch - 1976

9034 Atlases, Dutch - 1976
'Schoolatlas der gehele aarde,' 'Bos-Niermeyer Schoolatlas der gehele aarde' and 'Bos-Niermeyer Atlas der gehele aarde.'

Originally published in 1877.

Scales differ.


LC Card Number: 78386701

OCLC 4640308

folio G1021 O74 1976 (NLO)

9035  Atlases, Dutch - 1977 (Provisional Heading)


Authors: Bos, Pieter Roelf, 1847-1902 -- Wolters-Noordhoff Atlas Productions (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 32 maps ; 87 x 62 mm.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

9036  Atlases, Dutch - 1977 (Provisional Heading)

World map of 1624: Blaeu & Hondius.

Amsterdam : N. Israel, 1977.

Authors: Schilder, Günter -- Keere, Pieter van den, 1571-ca. 1646 -- Israel, Nico -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 23 maps ; 550 x 440 mm.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

9037  Atlases, Dutch - 1978 (Provisional Heading)


Authors: Bos, Pieter Roelf, 1847-1902 -- Ormeling, Ferjan, 1942- -- Wolters-Noordhoff Atlas Productions (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 44 maps ; 303 x 235 mm.

56th ed.

ed:FJOrmeling

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

9038  Atlases, Dutch - 1978 (Provisional Heading)

World map of 1669: Hondius & Visscher.


Authors: Schilder, Günter -- Hondius, Hendrik, 1597-1651 -- Visscher, Claes Jansz., 1586 or 7-1652 -- Israel, Nico -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 23 maps ; 550 x 440 mm.

biogHondius

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

9039  Atlases, Dutch - 1979 (Provisional Heading)


Authors: Netherlands. Ministerie van Buitenlandse Zaken -- Koeman, C. (Cornelis), 1918- -- CartografischInstituut -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 18 maps ; 298 x 210 mm.

P:Ministerie van Buitenlandse Zaken

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

9040  Atlases, Dutch - 1980 (Provisional Heading)

World map of 1611: Pieter van den Keere.

Amsterdam : N. Israel, 1980.

Authors: Schilder, Günter -- Keere, Pieter van den, 1571-ca. 1646 -- Israel, Nico -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas ; 330 x 248 mm.

Does not include maps.

Includes maps illustrating history.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

9041  Atlases, Dutch - 1981 (Provisional Heading)


Authors: Manning, A F &M de Vroede -- Spectrum -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas ; 330 x 248 mm.

Does not include maps.

Includes maps illustrating history.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

9042  Atlases, Dutch - 1981 (Provisional Heading)


Authors: Netherlands. Fdn Sci Atlas -- Staatsdruckerij -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 114 maps ; 588 x 386 mm.


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

9043  Atlases, Dutch - 1981 (Provisional Heading)

Three world maps: Hoeye, Blaeu & Visscher.

Amsterdam : N. Israel, 1981.

Authors: Schilder, Günter -- Hoeye -- Blaeu -- Israel, Nico -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 48 maps ; 550 x 440 mm.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

9044  Atlases, Dutch - 1983


Authors: Bos, Pieter Roelf, 1847-1902 -- Donker, A.T. -- Wolters-Noordhoff Atlas Productions (Firm) -- Tibbe, Paul -- Roger S. Baskes

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (XIII, 292 p.) : ill., 109 col. maps ; 35 cm.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Previously owned by Paul Tibbe.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
ISBN 9001121284 (geb.) ; 9789001121280 (geb.)
Baskes folio G1019 .B662 1983 (NLO)

Atlastes, Dutch - 1983 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Bos, Pieter Roelf, 1847-1902 -- Wolters-Noordhoff Atlas Productions (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 55 maps ; 303 x 235 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlastes, Dutch - 1983 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Bossu, Jozef -- Tielt -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 81 maps ; 389 x 307 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlastes, Dutch - 1985 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Velema, Wille -- Tielt -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 318 x 248 mm.
Does not include maps.
Geography text.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlastes, Dutch - 1987 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Watelet, Marcel -- Belgium -- Campbell, Eila M. J. -- Credit Communal -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 116 maps ; 343 x 247 mm.

150thAnnivMinistereTravauxPublics
Includes maps illustrating history.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlastes, Dutch - 1991 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Vertente, Christine -- Hsueh&Wu -- Mappamundi -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 49 maps ; 370 x 308 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlastes, Dutch - 1992 (Provisional Heading)
1 v. : 145 maps ; 345 x 250 mm.
C:Kuemmerly+Frey:letter,Wolters-Koeman
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlastes, Dutch - BibliographyMercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594
Authors: Krogt, P. C. J. van der
1 vol., unpaged.
BHC 2263
Vert 1730 (PrCt)

Atlastes, Dutch - BibliographyNational Map Collection
Authors: Seboek, Lou
BHC 1810
Vert 1379 (PrCt)

Atlastes, Dutch - BibliographyNational Map Collection - Catalogs
Authors: National Map Collection -- Seboek, Lou
xvi, 132 p. ; 28 cm.
Series: [Publications], no. 1
lower case folio g 10 .145 no. 1 (NLO)

Atlastes, Dutch - Exhibitions - CatalogsAtlases, Dutch - Bibliography - CatalogsUniversiteit van Amsterdam.
Bibliothek - Map collections - Exhibitions - Catalogs
Het Beeld der aarde de Nederlandse schoolatlas.
Edited by Joan Winearls.
Includes bibliographical references.
Contents: From books with maps to books as maps: the editor in the creation of the atlas idea / James R. Akerman -- Breaking the Ortelian pattern: historical atlases with a new program, 1747-1830 / Walter A. Goffart -- 'Commode, complet, uniforme, et suivi' : problems in atlas editing in Enlightenment France / Mary Sponberg Pedley -- Jomard : the geographic imagination and the first great facsimile atlases / Anne Godlewksa -- Atlas

** Atlases, Egyptian - 1912

Authors: Egypt. Ministry Education -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 10 maps ; 414 x 263 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)**

** Atlases, Egyptian - 1912 (Provisional Heading)**

* Illustrated atlas of geography.* Cairo : Sphinx, 1912.
Authors: Din, Muhammad Fakhr al- -- Sphinx -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 35 maps ; 340 x 275 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)**

** Atlases, Egyptian - 1928 (Provisional Heading)**

* Commercial atlas (in Arabic).* Cairo : Ministry Education, 1928.
Authors: Egypt. Ministry Education -- Bey, Muhammad Hamdi -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 32 maps ; 184 x 252 mm.
Ed:Muhammad Hamdi Bey
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)**

** Atlases - Exhibitions - Catalogs

Authors: Johns Hopkins University. Peabody Institute. Library
50 p. : ill. ; 22 cm.
Duplicate copy: 4A 13707.
**Vert 1496 (PrCt)**

** Atlases - Exhibitions - Catalogs

Authors: Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division
[9] leaves; 25 cm.
BHC 2490
Vert 2035 (PrCt)

9065 Atlas - Exhibitions - Catalogs>>>Manchester Geographical Society - Exhibitions - Catalogs
Authors: Brice, William C. -- Hindle, Brian Paul
-- Manchester Geographical Society -- John Rylands University Library of Manchester
15 p.; 21 cm.
BHC 1094
Vert 707 (PrCt)

9066 Atlas - Exhibitions - Catalogs>>>Rijksuniversiteit Te Utrecht. Geografisch Instituut - Map collections - Exhibitions - Catalogs
400 jaar atlas; catalogus van de tentoonstelling. 1 oktober - 27 november 1970. [Utrecht, 1970].
Authors: Rijksuniversiteit te Utrecht. Geografisch Instituut -- Koeman, C. (Cornelis), 1918-
[40] p.; 21 cm.

4A 15555 (NLO)

9067 Atlas - Exhibitions - Catalogs>>>Thomas Fischer Rare Book Library - Atlases - Exhibition Catalogs
Authors: Winearls, Joan -- Thomas Fisher Rare Book Library
16 p.; 26 cm.
BHC 1768
Vert 1348 (PrCt)

9068 Atlases Factice>>>Atlases, Swedish
Authors: Ehrensvård, Ulla -- Kish, George, 1914-1989, previous owner
p. 9-101 : maps (1 col.), ports.; 22 cm.
Offprint from Biblis: Ärskob utgiven av Föreningen för bokhantverk (Stockholm, 1976).
Swedish, with English summary.
Includes correction (p. 41) in author's hand.
Inscribed by author inside front cover 'To George and Vin [Kish].'
To Collection Services for cataloging, Jan. 2009 (PrCt)

9069 Atlases, Finnish - 1861 (Provisional Heading)<<<Finnish Atlases SEE Atlases, Finnish
Authors: Stieler, Adolf, 1775-1836 -- Kump -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.: 12 maps; 252 x 326 mm.
1st ed.
Espenhorst 2.5.9
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

9070 Atlases, Finnish - 1864 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Stieler, Adolf, 1775-1836 -- Kump -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.: 25 maps; 247 x 230 mm.
2nd ed.
Espenhorst 2.5.9
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

9071 Atlases, Finnish - 1885
1 atlas ([25] leaves of plates) : 25 maps (some col.); 25 x 32 cm.
Some maps published by Justus Perthes (Gotha).
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Espenhorst, J. Petermann's planet, v. 1, p. 343
Baskes folio G1019 .S8714 1885 (NLO)

9072 Atlases, Finnish - 1898
Andreen kartasto : sisältää 130 suurta ja 140 pienempää karttaa, tilastollisia sekä maantieteellisiä tietoja sekä laajan nimiluettelon aakkosjärjestyksessä. Porvoosa [Porvoo, Finland] : Werner Söderström, [1898?]

1 atlas ([4] p., 186 leaves, 179 p.) : 130 col. maps (some folded) ; 46 cm.

Edition: Suomalainen paininos.
Maps dated 1898.
"Kartat ovat neljännestä alkuperäisestä, saksalaisesta painoksesta, johon on lisätty Suomen ja Skandinaavian erityiskartat."
Relief shown by hachures, spot elevations, bathymetric tints, and soundings.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Publisher's blue cloth and black leather binding with gold-stamping.
Former owner: Fanny Söderström.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst 5.3.8

Baskes oversize G1019 .A539 1898 (NLO)

9074 Atlases, Finnish - 1922 (Provisional Heading)

Kanaskoulun kartasto. Porvoo : Soderstrom, 1922.
Authors: Jotuni, A. -- Werner Soderstrom
Osakeyhtio -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 19 maps ; 276 x 195 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

9075 Atlases, Finnish - 1935 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Krakau & Byden -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 33 maps ; 154 x 115 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

9077 Atlases, French - 1550<<>>French Atlases SEE Atlases, French

Authors: Apian, Peter, 1495-1552 -- Cavellat, Guillaume, d. 1576 or 7 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.
VAULT Ayer 7 A7 1550a (NLO)

9078 Atlases, French - 1551

Authors: Apian, Peter, 1495-1552 -- Gemma, Frisius, 1508-1555 -- Gaultherot, Vivant -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.
VAULT Ayer 7 A7 1551 (NLO)

9079 Atlases, French - 1553

Authors: Apian, Peter, 1495-1552 -- Gemma, Frisius, 1508-1555 -- Gaultherot, Vivant -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 24 cm.
Title vignette 'L'infrieure parte de la sphere' same as that in French edition of 1551.
VAULT Ayer 7 A7 1553 [1551] (NLO)

9080 Atlases, French - 1574

Cosmographia Petri Apiana per Gemman Frisium. Antwerp : Belliere, 1574.
Authors: Apian, Peter, 1495-1552 -- Gemma, Frisius, 1508-1555 -- Beller, Jean, 1526-1595 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 21 cm.

VAULT Ayer 7 A7 1574b (NLO)

Atlases, French - 1584
Cosmographia Petri Apiana per Gemman Frisium. Antwerp : Bellere, 1584.
Authors: Apian, Peter, 1495-1552 -- Gemma, Frisius, 1508-1555 -- Beller, Jean, 1526-1595 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 21 cm.

VAULT Ayer 7 A7 1584a (NLO)

Authors: Bibliothèque nationale (France). Res Ge FF 14409 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas
Photostatic reproduction of manuscript atlas compiled 1615-1623.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Map Photo France BN Res Ge FF 14409 (PrCt)

Atlases, French - 1633 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Tassin, Christophe Nicolas, d. 1660 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 51 maps ; 166 x 230 mm. (of52); Pastoureau IV; noText; only half title
Phillips 8679
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases, French - 1640-1726 - Manuscripts>World maps - Collections, 1640-1726 - Manuscripts>Manuscript maps
> Nautical charts
Cartes marines : a la substitution du Valde proche Solevre en Svisse, MDCCXVII. [ca. 1640-ca. 1726].
117 leaves (121 maps and 11 views) : ms., hand col.
Title from cover.
Compiled ca. 1640-ca. 1726, probably under the direction of prominent members of the Besenval family, who served as high military officers and diplomats for the French crown. Maps detail French colonial interests in the style of military and naval cartographers. Most sheets are anonymous and undated.
Previously formed part of the Besenval family library at Castle Waldegg outside Solothurn, Switzerland. Jean-Victor Besenval (1671-1736) and his son, Pierre-Victor Besenval (1721-1791)

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
both served as commanders of the Swiss Guards. Jean-Victor also served the French king on diplomatic missions to Sweden, Saxony, and Poland. He or his brother, Jacques-Charles Besenval (1674-1738), another officer in the Swiss Guards, were probably responsible for the establishment of the library at Waldeck.

Bound together in 1727 as an atlas comprised of 115 (i.e. 117) numbered leaves; includes sheets '71a' and '106a.' Maps later disbound and mounted on cloth. All sheets are drawn with pen-and-ink and watercolor; most were previously folded. Portions of original covers and 'Table des feuilles rassemblées dans ce volume en 1727' rebound in separate oversize volume (568 x 377 mm.)

Each leaf cataloged individually, forming part of the Cartes Marines Manuscript Map Collection. Maps filed by geographic regions in the following order: Afric, Madagascar and neighboring islands, coastal India and China, Moluccas, Philippines, Strait of Magellan, eastern American coasts, South America, West Indies, Louisiana, Nova Scotia, Labrador, and the St. Lawrence River valley, ending with maps of Lorient and the Gironde River valley.

Checklist of subjects, titles, and dates shelved with the collection. The maps are accompanied by 4 volumes of ms. memoirs on colonial possessions dated 1702-1750, but are not directly related to them (VAULT Ayer MS 293). The memoirs bear the same cover title as the atlas, but are cataloged under supplied title: Memoranda on French colonies in America, including Canada, Louisiana, and the Carribean. Memoire volumes stamped with variant dates: 1725 (v. 1), 1727 (v. 2-3), and 1732 (v. 4). See Ruth Lapham Butler, Check list of manuscripts in the Edward E. Ayer Collection (Chicago: Newberry Library, 1937) p. 33, no. 293. Additional volumes with identical titles are held by the Zentralbibliothek Solothurn and the Bibliothèque Nationale de France.

Maps and memoirs apparently acquired in two separate transactions by Edward E. Ayer for the Newberry Library before World War I; the maps were acquired from bookdealer Jacques Rosenthal in Paris. See the Newberry Library Map Information File. Forms part of both the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection and the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library).

9088 Atlases, French - 1644

Nouveau theatre du monde, contenant les estats, empires, royauttes et principautez ... Paris : P. Rocolet, 1644.


8 v. in 6 : port., fold. maps ; 35 cm.

Vol. 2 only has general title page; others have special title pages. The 'Discovrs universel' with separate pagination, has half-title only; incorrectly bound with v. 2. Titles in red and black; vignettes, capitals, and head-pieces.

Vol. 2, 2nd edition, edited by F. Ranchin; v. 3-5 'novelle édition ... par J. Baptiste de Rocoles' (Troyes & Paris: D. Bechet et L. Billaine, 1660-1661). Some of the maps bear imprint dates later than those of the respective volumes. Imperfect: a map of Denmark, Norway and Sweden wanting in v. 4 according to manuscript note.


Bookplate: Ex bibliotheca publica Collegii divino-godrani.

24338-43

ICN 45-2379

folio Ayer 135 A95 1643 (NLO)

9086 Atlases, French - 1643


Authors: Boisseau, Jean, fl. 1637-1658 -- Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 36 maps ; 163 x 120 mm.

1st ed.

PastoureauTresorAf; oColor; Nord26

Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes). Phillips 3424

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)
Cf. OCLC 6073770.
ICN 46-550
VAULT folio Ayer 137 A7 1644 (NLO)

9093 Atlases, French - 1655
Nouveau theatre du monde, contenant les estats, empires, royaumes et principautes, represents par l'ordre et veritable description des pays ...
Paris: P. Menard, 1655.
Authors: Avity, Pierre d', sieur de Montmartin, 1573-1635 -- Menard, P. 1414, 59 p.: maps; 37 cm.
Avec un nouveau supplement.'
52-1932
Case folio F 09.061 (NLO)

9094 Atlases, French - 1655 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Sanson, N. (Nicolas), 1626-1648 -- Sanson, Guillaume -- Tavernier, Melchior, d. 1641 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.: 49 maps; 440 x 320 mm.
(1632-1655);[PastoureauVA;w10Tavernier
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

9095 Atlases, French - 1655 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Tassin, Christophe Nicolas, d. 1660 -- Picart, H. (Hugues), 1587-1662 or 1664 -- Boisseau, Jean, fl. 1637-1658 -- Berey, Nicolas, 1606-1665 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.: 82 maps; 176 x 241 mm.
(of84);Pastoureau IB(17) & IIIC(65)
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

9096 Atlases, French - 1657
Authors: Duval, P. (Pierre), 1619-1682 -- Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594 -- Boissevin, L. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.: 40 maps; 177 x 230 mm.
1st ed.
Pastoureau TresorAb;Burden262
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

9092 Atlases, French - 1653 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Briet, Philippe, 1601-1668 -- Mariette, Pierre, 1603-1657 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
2 v. in 1: 136 maps; 272 x 360 mm.
Pastoureau Briet II & III
Includes maps illustrating ancient history.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

9091 Atlases, French - 1653
Authors: Boisseau, Jean, fl. 1637-1658 -- Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594 -- Boissevin, L. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas: 36 maps; 165 x 230 mm.
Pastoureau TresorAb;Burden262
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Phillips 462
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

9090 Atlases, French - 1645 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Bertius, Petrus, 1565-1612 -- Tavernier, Melchior, d. 1641 -- Boisseau, Jean, fl. 1637-1658 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.: 20 maps; 195 x 240 mm.
2nd ed.
KoemanBer4;PastoureauBertiusD;Nord16
Includes maps illustrating ancient history.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

9089 Atlases, French - 1644 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Sanson, N. (Nicolas), 1626-1648 -- Sanson, Guillaume -- Mariette, Pierre, 1603-1657 -- Tavernier, Melchior, d. 1641 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
7 v. in 1: 61 maps; 442 x 320 mm.
1st ed.
(1637-1644);PastoureauVIII&A+;Black,12
Includes maps illustrating ancient history.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Geography text.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

9098 Atlases, French - 1659
Cartes générales de toutes les parties du monde, ou les empires, monarchies, republiques, estats, peuples, &c. de l'Asie, de l'Africque, de l'Europe, & de l'Amerique, tant anciens que nouveaux, sont exactement remarqués, & distigués suivant leur entendu / par le sieur Sanson d'Abbeville. Paris : chez l'autheur ... et Pierre Mariette ... 1658 [i.e. 1659?].
1 atlas (2 v. : 113 (i.e. 121) maps) ; 44-47 cm.
Title page dated 1658; maps variously dated 1632-1659 and credited to S. Blommaert, W. Camden, R. Cordier, the Jesuits, M. van Lochem, G. Mercator, A. de Ovalle, A. Peyroutin, A.B. de la Plaes, Riviere, G. Sanuto, J. Somer (or 'I.S.'), J. Speed, and M. Tavernier.
Ms. inscription on title page: A Madame de Arevigiudy [?]
Maps also cataloged separately.
Vol. 2 contains geographical tables (65 leaves).
References: Pastoureau, Sanson V A; Phillips 4260.
VAULT Case oversize G1015 .S35 1658 (NLO)

9099 Atlases, French - 1659 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Boisseau, Jean, fl. 1637-1658 -- Picart, N. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 36 maps ; 191 x 274 mm.
PastoureauTresorBa;Burden262(2)
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

9100 Atlases, French - 1660 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Sanson, N. (Nicolas), 1626-1648 -- Sanson, Guillaume -- Mariette, Pierre, 1603-1657 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 12 maps ; 255 x 190 mm.
PastoureauVIIb;[NMM272-I]
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

9101 Atlases, French - 1661 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Duval, P. (Pierre), 1619-1682 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 79 maps ; 183 x 120 mm.
1st ed.
PastoureauXIA;first state
Geography text.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

9102 Atlases, French - 1663
Le Monde, ou, La géographie universelle, contenant les descriptions, les cartes, & le blason des principaux pays du monde ... Paris, 1663.
Authors: Duval, P. (Pierre), 1619-1682 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
168 p. : maps ; 15 cm.
Pages 10-22 relate to America.
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 610.
Ayer 5861.
NL 32-5878.
VAULT Ayer 135 D9 1663 (NLO)

9103 Atlases, French - 1663 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Duval, P. (Pierre), 1619-1682 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 14 maps ; 143 x 90 mm.
PastoureaulAa
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

9104 Atlases, French - 1664 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Duval, P. (Pierre), 1619-1682 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 12 maps ; 209 x 309 mm.
1st ed.
PastoureauVA
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

9105 Atlases, French - 1665<>>
Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. Cartes générales de toutes les parties du monde (1665)
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Pastoureau, Mireille -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. Cartes générales de toutes les parties du monde (1665) -- Mariette, Pierre, 1634-1716 -- Sand et Conti (Paris, France)
1 atlas (224 p., [24] p. of plates) ; ill. (some col.), 12 maps ; 37 cm.
Selected and reduced facsimile reproductions of maps originally published in: Sanson, Nicolas.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Cartes générales de toutes les parties du monde.
Paris : Chez Pierre Mariette, 1665.
Includes extensive commentary by Mireille
Pastoureau.
Bibliographie: p. [46]
Scales differ.
LC Card Number: 91106726
ISBN 2710704218
folio G1015 .S33 1988 (NLO)

9106** Atlas, French - 1666 (Provisional Heading) 
**Affrique en plusiers cartes nouvelles.** Paris : SansonN, 1666.
Authors: Sanson, N. (Nicolas), 1626-1648 -- 
Sanson, Guillaume -- Roger S. Baskes Collection 
(Newberry Library)
1 v. : 18 maps ; 255 x 190 mm.
PastoureauIB;Nord274;[NMM272
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet 
by R. Baskes).
Cf. Phillips 05310
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. 
**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) 
(PrCt)**

9107** Atlas, French - 1667 (Provisional Heading) 
**Tresor des cartes geographiques.** Paris : C. 
Jollain, 1667.
Authors: Boisseau, Jean, fl. 1637-1658 -- 
Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594 -- Picart, H. 
(Hugues), 1587-1662 or 1664 -- Jollain, C. -- 
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 36 maps ; 180 x 283 mm.
PastoureauTresorBb;Burden342;NMM241
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet 
by R. Baskes).
Phillips 477
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. 
**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) 
(PrCt)**

9108** Atlas, French - 1667 (Provisional Heading) 
**Acquisitions de la France par la paix.** Paris : DuvalP, 1667.
Authors: Duval, P. (Pierre), 1619-1682 -- Roger 
S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 14 maps ; 143 x 93 mm.
PastoureauIVB
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. 
**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) 
(PrCt)**

9109** Atlas, French - 1667 (Provisional Heading) 
**Asie en plusiers cartes nouvelles.** Paris : 
SansonN, 1667.
Authors: Sanson, N. (Nicolas), 1626-1648 -- 
Sanson, Guillaume -- Roger S. Baskes Collection 
(Newberry Library)
1 v. : 17 maps ; 255 x 190 mm.
PastoureauIID;Nord273;[NMM272-II
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet 
by R. Baskes).
Phillips 4068
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. 
**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) 
(PrCt)**

9110** Atlas, French - 1670 
**Le Monde, ov, La géographie universelle, 
contenant las descriptions, les cartes, & le blason 
des principaux païs du monde ...** Paris , 1670.
Authors: Duval, P. (Pierre), 1619-1682 -- Edward 
E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
2 v. : maps ; 16 cm.
Added title page, engraved and col.
Maps are partly colored.
Paged continuously.
Pages 17-119 relate to America.
Phillips 481.
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 613.
Ayer 5859-5860.
NL 32-6188.
VAULT Ayer 135 D9 1670 (NLO)

9111** Atlas, French - 1672 (Provisional Heading) 
**Cartes provinces eschues Reine tres-Chrietiene. 
Authors: Duval, P. (Pierre), 1619-1682 -- Roger 
S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 14 maps ; 151 x 94 mm.
(of17?);PastoureauIVB;wA2322
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet 
by R. Baskes).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. 
**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) 
(PrCt)**

9112** Atlas, French - 1672 (Provisional Heading) 
**Les XVII provinces ou sont conquestes du roy. 
Authors: Duval, P. (Pierre), 1619-1682 -- Roger 
S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 14 maps ; 151 x 94 mm.
1st ed.
PastoureauVIIIa;wA2323
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet 
by R. Baskes).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. 
**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) 
(PrCt)**

9113** Atlas, French - 1676 (Provisional Heading) 
Authors: Duval, P. (Pierre), 1619-1682 -- Roger 
S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
2 v. : 82 maps ; 162 x 98 mm.
PastoureauXID
Geography text.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. 
**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) 
(PrCt)**

9114** Atlas, French - 1679 
**Cartes de geographie, les plus nouvelles et les 
plus fideles, aueque leurs diuisions regulieres, 
qui marquent les bornes des estats selon les 
derniers traités de paix ...** Paris : Chez l'auteur, 
1679.

Request and cite items by 
the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. 
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Duval, P. (Pierre), 1619-1682 -- Blaeu, Joan, 1596-1673. Americae nova tabula -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (7 p. leaves, 5 plates, 93 double maps) ; 45 cm.
Dates on maps vary from 1654-1686; several dates have been changed with pen and ink. 12 maps relate to America. ‘Americae nova tabula. Auct. Guilielmo Blaeu’ inserted.
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 618.
NL 32 4427
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .D9 1679 (NLO)

9115 Atlases, French - 1679 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Duval, P. (Pierre), 1619-1682 -- Somer, J. -- Langlois, Nicolas, 1640-1703 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 52 maps ; 217 x 330 mm.
PastoureauVIB1&VIIB
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Cf. Phillips 03276
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

9116 Atlases, French - 1681
Recueil de voyages de Mr. Thevenot ... Paris : chez Estienne Michallet, 1681.
Authors: Thévenot, Melchisédec, 1620-1692 -- Michallet, Estienne, 1630?-1699 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 p. l., [170] p. illus., 8 pl. (2 fold.): 3 fold. maps ; 18 cm.
Various pagings.
Duplicate copy: VAULT Graff 4122
There are a few differences between the Ayer and Graff copies. The first page 3 in the Ayer copy is mispaginated e, whereas the Graff copy is correctly paginated. Various plates and maps are arranged differently in the two copies. Maps in the Graff copy are cataloged separately.
References Graff 4122; Sabin 95332.
LC Card Number: 05022117
VAULT Ayer 110 .T3 1681 (NLO)

9117 Atlases, French - 1682 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Duval, P. (Pierre), 1619-1682 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 30 maps ; 153 x 96 mm.
PastoureauXIFa;Phillips 3446
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

9118 Atlases, French - 1682 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Duval, P. (Pierre), 1619-1682 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 51 maps ; 150 x 206 mm.
Incomplete; lacking vol. 2. PastoureauXIFa;Phillips 3446
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

9119 Atlases, French - 1683 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Manesson-Mallet, Allain, 1630?-1706? -- Thierry, Denys, 1609-1657 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 115 maps ; 223 x 149 mm.
1st ed. PastoureauXIFa;Phillips 494
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

9120 Atlases, French - 1683 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Sanson, N. (Nicolas), 1626-1648 -- Sanson, Guillaume -- Winter -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 61 maps ; 227 x 185 mm. [Utrecht],PastoureauVII&VIIIB: deWinter
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Phillips 494
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

9121 Atlases, French - 1684 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Manesson-Mallet, Allain, 1630?-1706? -- Thierry, Denys, 1609-1657 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
3 v. : 148 maps ; 220 x 150 mm. +273 plates
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

9122 Atlases, French - 1686
Authors: Manesson-Mallet, Allain, 1630?-1706? -- Zunner, Johann David, fl. ca. 1653-1705 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 114 maps ; 210 x 165 mm.
2nd ed.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)**

**PrCt**

9123  
**Atlases, French - 1696**


Authors: Thévenot, Melchisédeç, 1620-1692 -- Moette, Thomas, 1641?-1710 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

2 v. : illus., plates (part fold.), port., fold maps, fold. facsimis ; 36 cm.

"Nouvelle édition."

Maps also cataloged separately.

VAULT folio Ayer 110 .T3 1696 (NLO)

9124  
**Atlases, French - 1697 (Provisional Heading)**


Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 60 maps ; 530 x 338 mm.

Pastoureau Fer III;C Jaillot;true;P:PMortier

Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).

Cf. Phillips 05956

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)**

**PrCt**

9125  
**Atlases, French - 1700-1732**

*[Collection of maps of the world].* [Paris : s.n., 1732?].


1 atlas ([188] leaves (some folded)) : 91 hand col. maps (some in 2 sheets, some folded) ; 52 cm.

Composite atlas without title-page. Title supplied from Phillips 535.

Maps variously dated 1701-1732; some imprint dates vary from those detailed in Phillips.

Most maps by Guillaume de l'Isle.


Scales differ.

Bound in at end: ms. table of contents ([8]

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
leaves). Maps numbered in ms. in same hand.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Maps also cataloged separately.

References: Phillips 535 (variant); Shirley, R. Maps in the atlases of the British Library, T. Del-1c; Tooley, R. V. French mapping of the Americas, p. 28; Fordham, Herbert George. Studies in carto-bibliography, p. 164

**NEWBERRY LIBRARY CARTOGRAPHIC CATALOG (2015)**

9126  
**Atlases, French - 1700-1737**  


**NEWBERRY LIBRARY CARTOGRAPHIC CATALOG (2015)**

9128  
**Atlases, French - 1702 (Provisional Heading)**  

**NOT AT NEWBERRY LIBRARY (PENDING DONATION)**

9129  
**Atlases, French - 1703 (Provisional Heading)**  

ShirleyW484 Geography text. Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes). Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.  

**NOT AT NEWBERRY LIBRARY (PENDING DONATION)**

9130  
**Atlases, French - 1704**  

**NOT AT NEWBERRY LIBRARY (PENDING DONATION)**

9131  
**Atlases, French - 1705**  

**ICN 60-338 37473**

9136  
**Atlases, French - 1706**  
*Cartes et descriptions générales et particulières pour l'intelligence des affaires du temps, au sujet de la succession de la couronne d'Espagne, en Europe, en Asie, Afrique, et Amerique. Dressées et dédiées à Sa Majesté catholique Philippe V*. Paris : Chez l'auteur, 1701 [i.e. 1702?]. Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 atlas (4 leaves, 1 double pl. : 15 double maps, 1 double plan) ; 30 x 24 cm. Maps dated 1700 to 1702; probably from his Atlas curieux, Paris 1700-[04] with a new t.-p. The plate, plan and 7 maps relating to America are identical with those listed in Phillips no. 532.  

**Ayer 135 .F4 1701 (NLO)**

---

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

oversize Ayer 135 F4 1705 (NLO)

9132 Atlases, French - 1705 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Sanson, N. (Nicolas), 1626-1648 -- Sanson, Guillaume -- Moullart-Sanson, Pierre, d. 1730 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 13 maps ; 250 x 337 mm.
(1686-1705)
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

9133 Atlases, French - 1708

Historical geography - Maps - 1708
World history - Maps - 1708

Historical atlases

Atlas historique, ou, Nouvelle introduction à l’histoire, à la chronologie & à la géographie ancienne & moderne ... Amsterdam, 1708.
Authors: Chatelain, Henri Abraham -- Gueudeville, Nicolas, ca. 1654-ca. 1721 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
3 v. : maps ; 46 cm.
‘Avec des dissertations sur l’histoire ... par Mr. Gueudeville.’
Vol. 3 published as t. 2, 2. pte.
Maps relating to America are: v. 1, nos. 2, 4 (inset), 34 and 35; v. 2 (i.e. v. 3) nos. 3 (inset) and 42 (inset).
Ayer 6306-6308
NL 32-4637
oversize Ayer 135 C4 1708 (NLO)

9134 Atlases, French - 1708 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Sanson, N. (Nicolas), 1626-1648 -- Sanson, Guillaume -- Mortier, Pierre -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
6 v. in 2 : maps ; 185 x 120 mm.
(of127);KoemanMor5-10;PastoureauV
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

9135 Atlases, French - 1711

Authors: Menard, Antoine -- Chiquet, J. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 24 maps ; 206 x 273 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

9136 Atlases, French - 1714

Authors: Buffier, Claude -- Loon, H. V. (Herman van) -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 18 maps ; 163 x 114 mm.
No title page.
Maps engraved by H. van Loon
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
References: Heijden 243
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

9137 Atlases, French - 1716 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646 -- 1720 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 49 maps ; 268 x 225 mm.
Pastoureau Fer IC
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

9138 Atlases, French - 1717 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Bion, Nicolas -- Boudot -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 13 maps ; 203 x 135 mm.
4th ed.
+38pls;NMM596
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

9139 Atlases, French - 1717 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 6 maps ; 190 x 130 mm.
2nd ed.
Pastoureau Fer XIB
Phillips 561
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

9140 Atlases, French - 1717 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Frézier, Amédée François, 1682-1773 -- Bowyer, J. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 24 maps ; 247 x 193 mm.
[Nord457]
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Atlases, French - 1719 (Provisional Heading)
*Beschreibung des gantzen welt-kreises*


Authors: Manesson-Mallet, Allain, 1630?-1706? -- Jung, J. A. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection

(Newberry Library)

1 v. : 55 maps ; 203 x 171 mm.

Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

---

Atlases, French - 1720 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Manesson-Mallet, Allain, 1630?-1706? -- Jung, J. A. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection

(Newberry Library)

5 v. in 2 : 603 maps ; 215 x 185 mm.

Phillips 4280

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

---

Atlases, French - 1719 (Provisional Heading)


Authors: Menard, Antoine -- Chiquet -- Cheveanau -- Roger S. Baskes Collection

(Newberry Library)

1 v. : 24 maps ; 235 x 302 mm.

Nord43; NMM226

Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).

Phillips 4279

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

---

Atlases, French - 1720 (Provisional Heading)


Authors: Bernard, Jean-Frédéric, d. 1752 -- Beaufoy, B. H.

10 v. : ill., fold. maps ; 17 cm.

Vols. 1-4: Nouv. éd., corr. & mise en meilleur ordre; v. 5-6: 3. éd.

Edited by Jean Frédéric Bernard.

Title in red and black, with vignette.

Vol. 1 and 4 have added i.-p., engr.

For contents see Catalogue of the library of the R. George Society, p. 597-598.

Bookplate of Henry B.H. Beaufoy.

LC Card Number: 06003070

Case G 12 .09 (NLO)

---

Atlases, French - 1725 (Provisional Heading)

*Unterweisung des gantzen welt-kreises,* in 10 vols.

Authors: Mallet, Allain, 1630?--1706? -- Jung, J. A. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection

(Newberry Library)

10 v. : ill., fold. maps, charts, diagrs. ; 17 cm.

Form part of more than one collection.

Phillips 4279

Bookplate of Henry B.H. Beaufoy.

LC Card Number: 06003070

Case G 12 .09 (NLO)

---

Atlases, French - 1739

*El Atlas abreviado; ò, El nuevo compendio de la geografia universal, politica, historica, i curiosa, segun el estado presente del mundo* : illustrado con quarenta i tres mapas, i enriquecido con un breve tratado de la geografia antiqua mui util para los curiosos de la historia antigua. Leon de Francia [Lyon] : Jaime Certa, 1739.

Authors: Giustiniani, Francisco -- Certa, Jaime --
Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (3 v., [43] folded leaves of plates : ill., maps) ; 20 cm.
Vol. 2 issued as 2 pts. in 1 volume; each part having a special title page.
Includes indexes.
Titles in red and black, with vignettes; head- and tailpieces; initials.
Phillips 4285
OCLC 10692670
Ayer 135.G53 1739 (NLO)

9150
**Atlases, French - 1739 (Provisional Heading)**
Authors: Buffier, Claude -- Giffart, Pierre François, b. 1677 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 18 maps ; 170 x 105 mm.
6th ed.
(maps1814)
Geography text.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)**
(PrCt)

9151
**Atlases, French - 1739 (Provisional Heading)**
*Atlas nouveau.* Amsterdam : Covens & Mortier, 1739.
Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Homann Erben (Firm) -- Scheuchzer, Johann Jakob, 1672-1733 -- Covens et Mortier -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 31 maps ; 542 x 348 mm.
[KoemanC&M9]
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)**
(PrCt)

9152
**Atlases, French - 1740-1750**
Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Albrizzi, Giovanni Battista, 1698-1777 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas in 2 v. (78 maps) ; 397 x 280 mm.
Volume 1 published 1740.
Nord 64
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Phillips 594.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)**
(PrCt)

9153
**Atlases, French - 1745 (Provisional Heading)**
Authors: Après de Mannevillette, Jean-Baptiste-Nicolas-Denis d', 1707-1780 -- Heulland, Guillaume d', d. ca. 1770 -- Robustel -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 25 maps ; 646 x 495 mm.
E:Dheulland
Includes nautical charts.
Phillips 3163
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)**
(PrCt)

9154
**Atlases, French - 1748**
*Recueil contenant des cartes nouvelles dressées sur les morceaux levés sur les lieux et les mémoires les plus nouveaux ...* Paris : chez le Sr. Le Rouge, 1742 [i.e. 1748?].
1 atlas : 68 hand col. maps ; 56 cm.
Maps variously dated 1742-1748 and compiled by Après de Mannevillette, Bowles, Cassini, Charlevoix, Hase, Homann, Hübner, the Jesuits, La Condamine, Maraldi, Müller, Poppel, and Seutter.
Printed table of contents listing 21 maps above title: Cartes contenues dans ce recueil.
Manuscript table of contents listing 106 plates.
Engraved title page.
Maps also cataloged separately.
References: Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 664.
Ayer 6495
NL 32-6199
oversize Ayer 135 .L6 1742 (NLO)

9155
**Atlases, French - 1748**
Authors: Le Rouge, Georges-Louis -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([4] p. 91 maps) : 24 cm.
Title supplied in manuscript within engraved border.
Binding stamped with the arms of the Duke of Würtemberg.
Unidentified armorial bookplate.
Phillips 607
VAULT Ayer 135 .L6 1748 (NLO)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

9156  **Atlases, French - 1748-1749**

*Atlas portatif, universel, geographique, et militaire. Composé d’après les meilleures cartes, tant gravées que manuscrites, des plus célèbres géographes & ingénieurs. Par M. Robert...*  
[Paris: Robert de Vaugondy, 1748-1749].  
Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Didier, 1723-1786 -- William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 atlas (3 p.l., 209 maps) ; 24 x 34 cm.  
Caption title.  
Imperfect: lacking engraved title page.  
Maps dated 1748-1749.  
Preface mentions 210 maps; table of contents includes 209.  
Phillips 608.  
595  
ICN 45-1036  
Forms part of the William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library).  
*folio Greenlee 4891 .R65 1784 (NLO)*

9157  **Atlases, French - 1748 (Provisional Heading)**

Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Didier, 1723-1786 -- Robert & Durand -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 v. : 128 maps ; 192 x 145 mm.  
1st ed.  
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).  
Cf. Phillips 00608  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.  
*Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)*

9158  **Atlases, French - 1748 (Provisional Heading)**

Authors: Le Rouge, Georges-Louis -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 v. : 87 maps ; 234 x 185 mm.  
[NMM245;TooMM&MM44]  
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).  
Phillips 607  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.  
*Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)*

9159  **Atlases, French - 1749 (Provisional Heading)**

Authors: Buffier, Claude -- Giffart, Pierre François, b. 1677 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 v. : 18 maps ; 167 x 100 mm.  
6th ed.  
Geography text.  
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).

9160  **Atlases, French - 1749 (Provisional Heading)**

Authors: Buffier, Claude -- Giffart, Pierre François, b. 1677 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 v. : 18 maps ; 167 x 100 mm.  
6th ed.  
Geography text.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.  
*Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)*

9161  **Atlases, French - 1749 (Provisional Heading)**

Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Didier, 1723-1786 -- Aa, Pieter van der, 1659-1733 -- Robert & Durand -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 v. : 94 maps ; 192 x 262 mm.  
1st ed.  
(of80);+12vanderAa;Nord244  
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).  
Phillips 5981  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.  
*Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)*

9162  **Atlases, French - 1749 (Provisional Heading)**

Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Didier, 1723-1786 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 v. : 15 maps ; 250 x 206 mm.  
+24plates;atlas to 17V treatise (Calmet?)  
Includes maps illustrating ancient history.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.  
*Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)*

9163  **Atlases, French - 1751 (Provisional Heading)**

Authors: Bion, Nicolas -- Guerin & Nyon -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 v. : 13 maps ; 230 x 154 mm.  
6th ed.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.  
*Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)*

9164  **Atlases, French - 1751 (Provisional Heading)**

Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Didier, 1723-1786 -- Crozat -- Francois -- Giffart, Pierre François, b. 1677 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 v. : 17 maps ; 175 x 105 mm.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.  
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Ed: Francois
Geography text.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

9165 Atlases, French - 1752
La Science des personnes de cour, d'épée et de robe, commencée par Mr. de Chevigny, continuée
par Mr. de Limiers, revue, corrigée, & considérablement augmentée par Mr. Pierre Massuet. Amsterdam : Z. Chatelain & fils, 1752.
Authors: Chevigny, sieur de, d. ca. 1713 -- Limiers, H. P. de (Henri Philippe de), d. 1725 -- Massuet, Pierre, 1698-1776 -- Chatelain, Zacharie, 1690-1754
7 v. in 14 : ill., coats of arms, fold. maps ; 17 cm. + supplement (2 v. (932 p., ill.) ; 17 cm.)
Accompanied by 2 vol. supplement: Suite de La science des personnes de cour, d'épée et de robe, contenant les elemens de la philosophie moderne ... Par Mr. Pierre Massuet (Amsterdam, Z. Chatelain & fils, 1752)
A 24 .165 (NLO)

9166 Atlases, French - 1752 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Chevigny, sieur de, d. ca. 1713 -- L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Lottin & Butard -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
2 v. : 22 maps ; 170 x 100 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

9167 Atlases, French - 1756 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Beaurain, Jean, chevalier de, 1696-1771 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
2 v. : 148 maps ; 408 x 304 mm.
Includes maps illustrating history.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

9168 Atlases, French - 1756 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Le Rouge, Georges-Louis -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 81 maps ; 245 x 193 mm.
of87
Phillips 5983
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

9169 Atlases, French - 1757-1758
Atlas universel / par M. Robert ... et par M.
Robert de Vaugondy son fils ... A Paris : Chez les auteurs, quay de l'Horloge du Palais, Boudet libraire imprimeur du roi, rué St. Jacques, 1757 [i.e. 1758?].
1 atlas ([2], 40 p., [108] folded leaves of plates) : 108 col. maps ; 52 cm.
Maps vary in date from 1749-1758.
Engraved t.p.
Scales differ.
Selected maps cataloged separately.
Duplicate copy: Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1757
References: Phillips 619; Shirley, R. Maps in the atlases of the British Library, T.Robb-1b; Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 671; NMM 266; Nord 245
5214
NL 33-1497
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .R6 1757 (NLO)

Atlases, French - 1757-1758
Atlas universel / par M. Robert ... et par M.
Robert de Vaugondy son fils ... A Paris : Chez les auteurs, quay de l'Horloge du Palais, Boudet libraire imprimeur du roi, rué St. Jacques, 1757 [i.e. 1758?].
1 atlas ([2], 40 p., [108] folded leaves of plates) : 108 col. maps ; 52 cm.
Maps vary in date from 1749-1758.
Engraved t.p.
Scales differ.
Selected maps cataloged separately.
Duplicate copy: Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1757
References: Phillips 619; Shirley, R. Maps in the atlases of the British Library, T.Robb-1b; Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 671; NMM 266; Nord 245
5214
NL 33-1497
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .R6 1757 (NLO)

Atlases, French - 1757-1758
Atlas universel / par M. Robert ... et par M.
Robert de Vaugondy son fils ... A Paris : Chez les auteurs, quay de l'Horloge du Palais, Boudet libraire imprimeur du roi, rué St. Jacques, 1757 [i.e. 1758?].
1 atlas ([2], 40 p., [108] folded leaves of plates) : 108 col. maps ; 52 cm.
Maps vary in date from 1749-1758.
Engraved t.p.
Scales differ.
Selected maps cataloged separately.
Duplicate copy: Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1757
References: Phillips 619; Shirley, R. Maps in the atlases of the British Library, T.Robb-1b; Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 671; NMM 266; Nord 245
5214
NL 33-1497
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .R6 1757 (NLO)

Atlases, French - 1757-1758
Atlas universel / par M. Robert ... et par M.
Robert de Vaugondy son fils ... A Paris : Chez les auteurs, quay de l'Horloge du Palais, Boudet libraire imprimeur du roi, rué St. Jacques, 1757 [i.e. 1758?].
1 atlas ([2], 40 p., [108] folded leaves of plates) : 108 col. maps ; 52 cm.
Maps vary in date from 1749-1758.
Engraved t.p.
Scales differ.
Selected maps cataloged separately.
Duplicate copy: Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1757
References: Phillips 619; Shirley, R. Maps in the atlases of the British Library, T.Robb-1b; Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 671; NMM 266; Nord 245
5214
NL 33-1497
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .R6 1757 (NLO)
Engraved t.p.  
Scales differ. 
Modern brown leather binding.  
Stamp: Museum of French Art, New York, French Inst. in the U.S.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.  
Maps also cataloged separately.  
Duplicate copy: VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .R6 1757 
For a publisher's prospectus advertising the 1757 ed. of the Atlas universel, see Case Wing Z 45 .18 ser. 1c no. 63  
References: Phillips 619; Shirley. R. Maps in the atlases of the British Library, T.Robv-1b; Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 671; NMM 266; Nord 245 
Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1757 (NLO)  
9171 Atlases, French - 1757-1790  
Atlas universel / par M. Robert ... et par M. Robert de Vaugondy son fils ... A Paris : Chez De la Marche, géographe, rue du Foin St. Jacques, Collège de Me. Gervais, 1757 [i.e. 1790?].  
Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766  
-- Robert de Vaugondy, Didier, 1723-1786  
-- Cochin, Charles Nicolas, 1715-1790 -- Delahaye, Jean-Baptiste-Henri, d. ca. 1755 -- Haye, G. de la  
-- Delahaye, Jean-Baptiste-Henri, d. ca. 1755 -- Dussy, E., fl. 1754-1784 -- Gobin, Jean-Baptiste  
-- Groux, Charles Jacques -- Haussard, Catherine -- Haussard, Elisabeth -- Moreau, Jean Michel, 1741-1814 -- Delamarche, Charles François, 1740-1817 -- Boudet, Antoine, 1715?-1787 -- Gervais, 18th cent. -- Cook, James, 1728-1779 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- De La Haye l'ainé, d. ca. 1755 SEE Delahaye, Jean-Baptiste-Henri, d. ca. 1755 -- Haye, de la, l'ainé, d. ca. 1755 SEE Delahaye, Jean-Baptiste-Henri, d. ca. 1755  
-- Delahaye l'ainé, d. ca. 1755 SEE Delahaye, Jean-Baptiste-Henri, d. ca. 1755 -- Delahaye, Jean-Baptiste-Henri, d. ca. 1755 -- De La Haye, Jean-Baptiste-Henri, d. ca. 1755 SEE Delahaye, Jean-Baptiste-Henri, d. ca. 1755 -- Haye, Jean-Baptiste-Henri de la, d. ca. 1755 SEE Delahaye, Jean-Baptiste-Henri, d. ca. 1755 -- Haye, G. de la, 1727-1802 SEE Haye, G. de la -- Gobin, Jean-Baptiste, d. ca. 1755 -- Haye, Guillaume-Nicolas, 1727-1802 SEE Haye, G. de la -- Haye, Guillaume-Nicolas de la, 1727-1802 SEE Haye, G. de la -- De La Haye, Guillaume-Nicolas, 1727-1802 SEE Haye, G. de la 
1 atlas ([2], 34 p., [112] folded leaves of plates) : 111 hand col. maps ; 53 cm. 
Title page bears engraved date 1757, but probably issued ca. 1790.  
Publisher from paper label pasted on t.p. over former publisher's imprint: A Paris : Chez les auteurs, quay de l'Horloge du Palais, Boudet libraire imprimeur du roi, rue St. Jacques, 1757.  
Maps range in date from 1749-1790.  
 Imperfect: lacking map of Germania antiqua "Table de l'atlas", tipped in at beginning, is an updated list of maps, listing 3 additional maps dated 1786 that are not in the "Table des articles contenus en ce volume" (p. 34). 
Three maps are earlier versions of those listed in Phillips. "Carte de l'Empire d'Allemagne", "La Prusse", and "Amérique septentrionale" are dated 1756, 1751, and 1775, respectively. Includes map of France not listed in "Table de l'atlas" or Phillips: Le Royaume de France : divisé en 83 départements, suivant les décrets de l'Assemblée nationale des 15 Janvier, 16 et 26 Février 1790 ... / par C.E. Delamarche ... 1790. 
Scales differ. 
Maps also cataloged separately.  
For a publisher's prospectus advertising the 1757 ed. of the Atlas universel, see Case Wing Z 45 .18 ser. 1c no. 63 
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library. 
Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1790 (NLO)  
9172 Atlases, French - 1758 (Provisional Heading)  
Authors: Expilly, Abbe Jean Joseph -- Bauche -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
2 v. : 24 maps ; 190 x 125 mm. 
royalBinding  
Geography text. 
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. 
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)  
9173 Atlases, French - 1758 (Provisional Heading)  
Authors: Julien, R. J. (Roche Joseph) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 v. : 62 maps ; 298 x 250 mm. 
Phillips 3029 
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. 
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)  
9174 Atlases, French - 1759 (Provisional Heading)  
Authors: Buffier, Claude -- Giffart, Pierre Francois, b. 1677 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 18 maps ; 167 x 105 mm.
8th ed.
-1744
Geography text.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

9175 Atlas, French - 1759 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Expilly, Abbe Jean Joseph -- Chambon
-- Prault -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 4 maps ; 171 x 100 mm.
E:Chambon
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

9176 Atlas, French - 1759 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Le Rouge, Georges-Louis -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 100 maps ; 250 x 205 mm.
Phillips 618
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

9177 Atlas, French - 1760 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Buffier, Claude -- Giffart, Pierre François, b. 1677 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 18 maps ; 168 x 103 mm.
9th ed.
Geography text.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

9178 Atlas, French - 1760 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: DuCaille, Louis Alexandre -- Durand -- Ballard -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 26 maps ; 125 x 87 mm.
E:Durand
Phillips 3506
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

9179 Atlas, French - 1761 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Buache, Philippe, 1700-1773 -- L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Dezauche -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 14 maps ; 290 x 223 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

9180 Atlas, French - 1761 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Buy de Mornas, Claude -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 61 maps ; 510 x 350 mm.
M&B138
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Phillips 628
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

9181 Atlas, French - 1761 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: DuCaille, Louis Alexandre -- Lattré, Jean -- Ballard -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 31 maps ; 127 x 156 mm.
E:Lattré
Phillips 626
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

9182 Atlas, French - 1762
Authors: Lattré, Jean -- Bonne, Rigobert, 1727-1794 -- Janvier, Jean Denis -- Rizzi-Zannoni, Giovanni Antonio, 1736-1814 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 35 maps ; 395 x 300 mm.
1st ed.
C:BonneJanvier&Rizzi-Z
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Phillips 629
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

9183 Atlas, French - 1762
Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Didier, 1723-1786 -- Dussy, E., fl. 1754-1784 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (9 p., [53] folded leaves of plates : 52 [i.e. 53] hand col. maps) ; 31 cm.
[1st ed. ?]
Sometimes ascribed to Didier Robert de Vaugondy.
Maps dated 1761 and 1762; most signed ‘Gravé par E. Dussy.’
Table of distances between cities in France inserted at end. 'Avec privilege'

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

*Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.*
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 26 maps ; 640 x 495 mm.
(1740-1762)
Includes nautical charts.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

9192  Atlases, French - 1765 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Desnos, Louis-Charles, 1725-1805 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 32 maps ; 117 x 67 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

9193  Atlases, French - 1766 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Brion de la Tour, Louis, 1725-1805 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 41 maps ; 300 x 225 mm.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Phillips 80
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

9194  Atlases, French - 1766 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Prévost, abbé, 1697-1763 -- Bellin, Jacques Nicolas, 1703-1772 -- Didot -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 220 maps ; 270 x 222 mm.
Nord638
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

9195  Atlases, French - 1767
Authors: Le Rouge, Georges-Louis -- Crépy (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 84 maps ; 234 x 192 mm.
Incomplete?; lacking 3 maps?
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
References: Phillips 3510
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

9196  Atlases, French - 1768 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Chappe d'Auteroche, Jean -- Chalmandrier, Nicolas -- Croisy, Jean-Baptiste
-- Debure -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(PrCt)
2 v. in 4 : 35 maps ; 607 x 474 mm.
E: Chalmandrier, Croisy; Nord386
Phillips 9243
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

Cartes et tables de la géographie physique ou naturelle : présentées au roi le 15 Mai 1757.
Paris : Sur le Quay de l'Horloge; avec les cartes de Guill. Delisle et de Phil. Buache, [1770].
Authors: Buache, Philippe, 1700-1773 -- L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Desbruslins, F. -- Haye, G. de la -- La Rochefooucauld-d'Enville, Louis-Alexandre, duc de, 1743-1792 -- Académie des sciences (France)
1770 issue of Buache's atlas, published in Paris in 1757, with seven additional engraved plates, including an engraved title page plate, and 46 pages of text in two hands. Maps include a bathymetric map of the English Channel, and a map illustrating Buache's theory that all the continents are linked together by the mountain systems of the world as a single interconnected whole.
Title and imprint from first plate, 'Avertissement.'
Texts and maps by Philippe Buache.
Plates engraved by Desbruslins (Pere), and G. Delahaye.
Double plates, hand-colored.
Some maps published previously, separately or in other works; for descriptions of the ten maps and three tables, dated 1737, 1739, 1740-42, 1746, 1754, and 1756, which appeared in the 1757 ed., cf. Phillips (no. 220); Lada-Mocarski (no. 11); H.R. Wagner's Cartography of the Northwest coast of America (v. 2, no. 550); and R.V. Tooley, The mapping of America (nos. 88, 99).
Text supplied in several manuscript essays which were published in the Memoires of the Academie where they accompanied smaller versions of some of the maps.
Chain lines are vertical on map plates; plates in some other copies have horizontal chain lines.
Presentation copy from the library of Louis Alexandre, duc de La Rochefooucauld, who was president of the Academie des Sciences when the atlas was published; partly-legible ownership stamp on t.p., possibly of the Bibliotheque of the Academie des Sciences in Paris.
Contemporary calf, with gold-stamped spine with

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
binder's title 'Cartes geogra.'
For additional information, consult the Special Collections Info File.
**VAULT Case oversize G1015 .B82 1770 (NLO)**

9198 Atlas, French - 1770 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Buache, Philippe, 1700-1773 -- L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Dezauche -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 13 maps ; 440 x 305 mm.
28Imago129
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Phillips 220
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (Pr.Ct)**

9199 Atlas, French - 1770 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Desnos, Louis-Charles, 1725-1805 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 17 maps ; 118 x 68 mm.
fullColor
Phillips 644
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (Pr.Ct)**

9200 Atlas, French - 1770 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Didier, 1723-1786 -- Crozat -- Francois -- Libraires associés (Paris, France) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 17 maps ; 175 x 105 mm.
Ed:Francois
Geography text.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (Pr.Ct)**

9201 Atlas, French - 1771-1772<<>>Bougainville, Louis-Antoine De, Comte, 1729-1811
Authors: Bougainville, Louis-Antoine de, comte, 1729-1811 -- Bideaux, Michel -- Faessel, Sonia -- Imago mundi -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
503 p. : ill., maps ; 24 cm.
Facsimile of original published 1771-1772.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 461-472) and index.
Series: Imago mundi (Presses de l'Université de Paris-Sorbonne) ; 3.
ISBN 2840502054
Ayer G420 .B82 2001 (NLO)

9202 Atlas, French - 1771 (Provisional Heading)
*Description geog Golfe de Venise & Moree.* Paris : Didot, 1771.
Authors: Bellin, Jacques Nicolas, 1703-1772 -- Didot -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 49 maps ; 262 x 205 mm.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Phillips 3973
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (Pr.Ct)**

9203 Atlas, French - 1771 (Provisional Heading)
*Voyage autour de monde 1766-1769.* Paris : Saillant&Nyon, 1771.
Authors: Bougainville, Louis-Antoine de, comte, 1729-1811 -- Saillant&Nyon -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 20 maps ; 265 x 210 mm.
1st ed.
Includes nautical charts.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (Pr.Ct)**

9204 Atlas, French - 1771 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Expilly, Abbe Jean Joseph -- Bauche -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 5 maps ; 127 x 80 mm.
KingMini,149
Geography text.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (Pr.Ct)**

9205 Atlas, French - 1771 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Kerguelen Tremarec, Yves -- Bellin, Jacques Nicolas, 1703-1772 -- Croisey, Jean-Baptiste -- Prault -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 14 maps ; 263 x 208 mm.
fait1767-8
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (Pr.Ct)**

9206 Atlas, French - 1772<<>>Geography - 1772
*Concorde de la geographie des differens ages.* Paris : Chez les Frères Estienne, 1772.
Authors: Pluche, Noël Antoine, 1688-1761 -- Lattré, Jean -- Frères Estienne (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 13 maps ; 173 x 107 mm.
Includes maps engraved by Jean Lattré.
Geography text.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (Pr.Ct)**
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

9207 Atlases, French - 1772 (Provisional Heading)  
Authors: Brion de la Tour, Louis, -1823 -- Chambon -- Desnos, Louis-Charles, 1725-1805 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 v. : 48 maps ; 290 x 220 mm.  
3rd ed.  
(1764-1778);E:Chambon;cfP3509  
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).  
Cf. Phillips 00640  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.  
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

9208 Atlases, French - 1772<<>>Cook, James, 1728-1779 - Travel - Maps  
Authors: Cook, James, 1728-1779 -- Hawkesworth, John, 1715-1773 -- Saillant&Nyon -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 v. : 29 maps ; 255 x 210 mm.  
Sabin30940;TooAus339-44;1stVoyage;Nord489  
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).  
Cf. Phillips 00642  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.  
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

9209 Atlases, French - 1774 (Provisional Heading)  
Authors: Courtalon, Abbé -- Desbruslins, F. -- Julien & Boudet -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 v. : 13 maps ; 300 x 223 mm.  
E:Desbruslins  
Phillips 3036  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.  
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

9210 Atlases, French - 1774 (Provisional Heading)  
Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Didier, 1723-1786 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 v. : 189 maps ; 228 x 292 mm.  
Pedley,p221  
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.  
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

9211 Atlases, French - 1775 (Provisional Heading)  
*Histoire du Maurice Comte de Saxe*  
Authors: Espagnac, Baron d' -- Saxe -- Pierrès, P. D. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 v. : 44 maps ; 322 x 245 mm.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.  
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

9212 Atlases, French - 1776  
*Atlas.* [Paris : s.n., ca. 1776].  
1 atlas (32 maps (part fold.)) ; 43 cm.  
A composite or assembled-to-order atlas without title page. Several of these maps were originally intended to accompany Charles Rollin's 'Histoire ancienne des Egyptiens ...' and 'Histoire Romaine.' Five relate to America.  
Maps also cataloged separately.  
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 652.  
NL32-4628  
Ayer 5862 oversize Ayer 135 .A6 1727 (NLO)

9213 Atlases, French - 1777  
Authors: Brion de la Tour, Louis, -1823 -- André, Gaspard, active 1768-1801 -- Barbou, Joseph-Gérard, 1723-1790? -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
Nouv. éd.  
"Ces cartes ont été gravées par M. André sur les dessins de M. Brion."--[1] p. second sequence.  
Title vignette; head-pieces.  
Includes index.  
Scales differ.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.  
References: Phillips 5989  
LC Card Number: 2001623287  
Baskes G1015 .B769 1777 (NLO)

9214 Atlases, French - 1777 (Provisional Heading)  
Authors: Laporte, Joseph de, 1713-1779 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 v. : 28 maps ; 197 x 130 mm.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.  
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

9215 Atlases, French - 1778  
Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766  
Library
Atlases, French - 1778


Forms part of the William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library).

Greenlee 4991 R64 1778 (NLO)

1 atlas (9 p., [53] fold. leaves of plates) : 53 hand col. maps ; 30 cm.

Sometimes ascribed to Didier Robert de Vaugondy.

Some maps signed by Arrivet; most signed: ‘Gravé par E. Dussy.’

Scales differ.

Duplicate copy: Baskes folio G1015 .R6 1778

References: Phillips 649; Shirley, R. Maps in the atlases, T.Robv-2a

594

ICN 45-1035

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases, French - 1782


Authors: Buffier, Claude -- MachuelP -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

2 v. in 1 : 18 maps ; 171 x 105 mm.

Engraved title page.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases, French - 1783


Authors: Lattré, Jean -- Delamarche, Charles François, 1740-1817 -- Carolus, Michael -- H. H. L. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (20, [4] p., [1], 3-29 leaves of plates (chiefly folded)) : ill., 25 hand col. maps (some folded) ; 22 cm.

Text has running title: Idée de la sphère.


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Illustrated engraved title page.
Scales differ.
Bookplate of: Michael Carolus, Magne, Presbiter Alenconii.
Bookplate: interlocking initials HHLL, with stamped number 56218.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
References: Phillips 5994

Baskes G1015 .L38 1783 (NLO)

Atlases, French - 1783

1 atlas ([1] leaf, [27] folded leaves of plates) : 21 hand col. maps ; 56 cm.
Newberry's copy lacks 10 maps listed on t.p. as nos. 1, 3, 4, 7 [2 maps], 11, 18, 21, 22, 23. Bound in Newberry's copy are additional unlisted plate and maps: Système de Copernic / dédié ... par ... Papillon de la Ferté -- Le royaume d'Ecosse / par le Sr. Robert -- Royaume d'Irlande / par le Sr. Robert -- Royaume de Danemarck / par le Sr. Robert -- Carte de la Suisse / dressée ... et publiée par François Grasset. Map laid in: Carte de la République française, divisée en 108 départemens / par C.F. Delamarche.
Table of contents on t.p. lists 23 [i.e. 27] maps. "Avec privilège du roi, 1769."
Title vignette; title within ornamental border.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .R593 1783 (NLO)

Atlases, French - 1783

Atlas des enfants, ou nouvelle méthode pour apprendre la géographie; avec un nouveau traité de la sphere, et XXIV cartes enluminées. Lyon : Jean-Marie Bruyset, 1783.
Authors: Bruyset, Jean Marie, 1749-1817 -- Nouveau traité de la sphere (1783) -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library)
Nouvelle édition, corrigée & fort augmentée. Treatise on the sphere, with separate title page, bound at end.
Condition: Worn mottled calf, frayed at tail and corners, else fine.
Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection.
Previous location: B-3.

Baskes G1015 .A75 1783 (NLO)

Atlases, French - 1783 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Bonne, Rigobert, 1727-1794 -- Lattré, Jean -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 20 maps ; 400 x 292 mm.
Includes maps illustrating ancient history.
Phillips 3271
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases, French - 1783 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Buffier, Claude -- Robert de Vaugondy, Didier, 1723-1786 -- Leroy, A. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 17 maps ; 170 x 100 mm.
C: Robert de Vaugondy:59TMC54
Geography text.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

9227 Ateliers, French - 1783 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Lattré, Jean -- Bonne, Rigobert,
1727-1794 -- Rizzi-Zannoni, Giovanni Antonio,
1736-1814 -- Lattre & Delalain -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 74 maps ; 400 x 295 mm.
[NMM215]
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Phillips 5986
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

9228 Ateliers, French - 1783 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Raynal, abbé
(Guillaume-Thomas-François), 1713-1796 --
Bonne, Rigobert, 1727-1794 -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 50 maps ; 255 x 200 mm.
n;d:C:RBonne;Sabin68081;Agee37
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Phillips 5995
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

9229 Ateliers, French - 1784
Atlas élémentaire de la géographie : contenant
les quatre parties du monde, les empires,
royaumes et républiques de l'Europe : en vingt
feuilles / dressée d'après les cartes des meilleurs
auteurs, et assujettie aux nouvelles observations
de mrs. de l'Académie royale des sciences ;
augmenté d'une introduction à la géographie
contenant les systèmes, les sphères, avec une
Terre Sainte. A Paris : Chez Bourgoin, graveur,
rue des Cordiers, à l'hôtel St. Pierre, attenant la
grille du passage des Jacobins, pres de la
Sorbonne , 1784.
Authors: Bourgoin, P. -- Guyon-Vernier, Arthur --
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([24] folded leaves of plates) : ill., 20 hand
col. maps ; 38 cm.
Maps dated 1765-1792.
Issued with 21 maps, but this copy imperfect,
lacking map of Spain and Portugal.

Title within ornamental border.
"Catalogue des cartes", listing contents of atlas,
written in ms. on t.p. verso.
Quarter-bound, brown leather spine, decorative
brown papers over boards; red leather label on
cover with gold-stamped text: Francs. Girod.
Relief shown pictorially.
Scales differ.
Former owner's signature: Monsieur Arthur
Guyon-Vernier.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1015 .B67 1784 (NLO)

9230 Ateliers, French - 1784
Atlas geographique : contenant la mappemonde
et les quatre parties avec les différents états.
Paris : Chez Lattré, 1784.
Authors: Lattré, Jean -- Delafosse, Jean Baptiste,
1721-1775 -- Boulanger, Nicolas Antoine --
Choffard, Pierre-Philippe, 1730-1809 -- Croisey,
Jean-Baptiste -- Basset, Paul-André, fl.
1785-1819 -- Vezou, Louis Claude de -- Janvier,
Jean Denis -- Delamarche, Charles François,
1740-1817 -- Bonne, Rigobert, 1727-1794--
Müller, J. C. (Johann Christoph), 1673-1721--
Martinet, François Nicolas, 1731-- Arrivet, J. --
Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Robert
de Vaugondy, Didier, 1723-1786 -- Sanson,
Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Sanson, Guillaume --
Haye, G. de la -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library) -- Müller, Johann Christoph,
1673-1721 SEE Müller, J. C. (Johann Christoph),
1673-1721
1 atlas (2 p. l., [25] folded leaves of plates) : ill.,
25 hand col. maps ; 57 cm.
Includes maps variously credited to Arrivet,
Basset, Bonne, Boulanger, Choffard, Croisey,
Delafosse, Delamarche, Haye, Janvier, Lattré,
Martinet, Müller, Robert de Vaugondy, Sanson,
and Vezou.
Incomplete; apparently issued with 26 maps, but
this copy lacking "Pays-bas merid." listed as no.
11 in ms. table of contents; maps numbered by
hand in pen.
"Avec approbation & privilege du Roy."
Scales differ.
Engraved t.p.
Maps also cataloged separately.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1019 .A739 1784 (NLO)

9231 Ateliers, French - 1784
Nouvel atlas portatif : destiné principalement pour
l'instruction de l'juvenesse, d'après la
Géographie moderne de feu l'abbé Delacroix.
Paris : Chez le S. Delamarche, 1784.
Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766
-- Robert de Vaugondy, Didier, 1723-1786--
Dien, Charles, l'aîné -- Dussy, E., fl.
1754-1784 -- Arrivet, J. -- Delamarche, Charles François,
1740-1817 -- Nicolle de La Croix, abbé,
1704-1760. Géographie moderne -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (9 p., [53] fold. leaves of plates) : 53 hand col. maps ; 30 cm.
Sometimes ascribed to Didier Robert de Vaugondy.
Some maps signed by Arrivet sculp. and E. Dussy gravé.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Philips 4298
Baskes folio G1015 .R6 1784 (NLO)

9232
Atlases, French - 1785
Atlas géographique des quatre parties du monde / par Guillaume de L'Ile et Phil. Buache,
1 atlas ([3] leaves, [74] leaves of plates) : 35 maps (most hand col., 3 folded) ; 56 cm.
Maps dated 1765-1785.
Maps also by J.N. Buache, Placide, and Robert de Vaugondy; engraved by Berey, G. Delahaye, Desbruslins, Des Rosiers, Marie Fse. Duval, Liebaux le fils, L. Simonneau, and Vallet; published by Esnauts et Rapilly and Delamarche. Engraved title page.
"Catalogue des cartes & ouvrages géographiques de MM. de L'Ile et Buache, premier géographes du roi et de l'Académie royale des sciences, de celles de M. Jaillot, géographe ordinaire de Sa Majesté, qui compose le fond géographique du sieur Dezauche ..." at end.
Relief shown pictorially.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .L565 1785 (NLO)

9233
Atlases, French - 1785 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d', 1697-1782 -- Du Halde, J.-B. (Jean-Baptiste), 1674-1743 -- Grosier -- Moutard -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 65 maps ; 475 x 316 mm.
Ed:Grosier;[KoemanAnv1;[Duhalde
Cf. Phillips 03189
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

9234
Atlases, French - 1785 (Provisional Heading)
Traite de geographie moderne. Toulouse : Dalles, 1785.
Authors: Gibrat, Pere -- Faure -- Buffier -- Dalles, J. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 19 maps ; 174 x 101 mm.
E:Faure;Heijden243
Geography text.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

9235
Atlases, French - 1785 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Raynal, abbé (Guillaume-Thomas-François), 1713-1796 -- Bonne, Rigobert, 1727-1794 -- DelaRue -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 49 maps ; 254 x 211 mm.
nd:C:RBonneduBruxelles,presPontNeuf
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases, French - 1786
Authors: Brion de la Tour, Louis, -1823 -- Moithey, Maurille Antoine, 1732-approximately 1810 -- Beaublé, Louis-Jacques, active 1801-1819 -- Laporte, Joseph de, 1713-1779 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : ill., 14 folded maps ; 14 cm.
Relief shown pictorially.
Scales differ.
Contemporary sprinkled calf; dentelles; marbled
Atlasses, French - 1786-1792

Atlas général et élémentaire pour l'étude de la géographie et de l'histoire moderne : adapté à celle de l'abbé de la Croix et autres auteurs / par le Sr. Desnos, libraire et ingénieur géographe de Dannemarck. A Paris : Rue St. Jacques au Globe, 1786 [i.e. 1792].


1 atlas (9 p., [1], 51 leaves of plates (chiefly folded)) : col. ill., 51 hand col. maps ; 34 cm.

Nouv. ed. / avec descriptions en marge de chacune des cartes.

Running title: Géographie moderne, historique et politique : leçon méthodique et élémentaire


The phrase "rue St. Jacques au Globe" precedes "a Paris" on t.p.

Maps dated 1786-1792.

Corrected publication date from Shirley, based on latest date on maps.


Descriptive letterpress text pasted in left and right margins of each map.

Two blank bills of lading from Antibes, France, pasted to inside covers.

Scales differ.


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).

References: Shirley, R. Maps in the atlases of the British Library, T.Bri-3b; Cf. Phillips 5999

Baskes folio G1015 .B77 1792 (NLO)

Atlasses, French - 1786-1809

Atlas général et élémentaire pour l'étude de la géographie et de l'histoire moderne : adapté à celle de l'abbé de la Croix et autres auteurs / par le Sr. Desnos, libraire et ingénieur géographe de Dannemarck. A Paris : Rue St. Jacques au Globe, 1786 [i.e. 1792].


1 atlas : 36 maps (some in multiple sheets, chiefly hand col., chiefly folded) ; 58 cm.

Composite atlas without title page; title derived from similar works listed in Phillips 571, 572, and 599.

Bookseller's stock lists pasted onto front end-sheet: "Cartes geographiques de m. d'Anville ..." and "Ouvrages par ecrit, et qui ont ete imprimes." Includes ms. inscription of the mapseller "Citoyen Demanne" and separate printed label with "Rue de Bacq ... Goujon, Md. de Géographie ancienne ... " Quarter leather binding with attached spine label: D'Anville Atlas.


Baskes oversize G1019 .A598 1786 (NLO)
Authors: Laporte, Joseph de, 1713-1779 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. : 28 maps ; 208 x 133 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlas, French - 1787
Nouv. éd.
"Ces cartes ont été gravées par M. André sur les dessins de M. Brion."--T.p. verso.
Title vignette; head- and tail-pieces. Error in pagination: column number 67 and 68 repeated.
Includes index. Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library. Baskes G1015 .B769 1787 (NLO)

Atlas, French - 1787
Maps dated from 1756-1786.
Contains many maps of the western continent. In addition to those by Philippe, there are maps by d'Anville, Choffard, Maugein, Halley, Moithey, Moulart Sanson, Bolts, Walton, Robert De Vaugondy, Dampier, Nolin and Niebuhr. Cf. Phillips 663.

Atlases, French - 1787
Authors: Philippe, Etienne André, ca. 1708-1787 -- Moithey, Maurille Antoine, 1732-approximately 1810 -- Nyon, Jean-Luc, d. 1799 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Philippe de Pretot, Etienne André, ca. 1708-1787 SEE Philippe, Etienne André, ca. 1708-1787 1 atlas : 125 maps ; 297 x 250 mm. Nord 179
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Phillips 663
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases, French - 1787-1788
Authors: Bonne, Rigobert, 1727-1794 -- Desmarest, Nicolas, 1725-1815 -- Hôtel de Thou, publishers 2 v. : maps ; 30 cm.
Forms v. 33-34 of the Encyclopédie méthodique, ou par ordre de matieres [Paris, 1782-1825]. A 24 .267 v. 33-34 (NLO)

Atlases, French - 1787 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Bonne, Rigobert, 1727-1794 -- André, Gaspard, active 1768-1801 -- Desmarest -- Thou -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. : 140 maps ; 300 x 250 mm. E:Andre Phillips 666
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases, French - 1787 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Laporte, Joseph de, 1713-1779 -- Moutard -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. : 27 maps ; 205 x 131 mm. Phillips 662
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases, French - 1790-1799>Globes - Handbooks, manuals, etc. - 1790
Authors: Bruyset, Jean Marie, 1749-1817 -- Nouveau traité de la sphere (1790) 1 atlas (xii, 286 p., [25] leaves of plates (some
Nouvelle édition corrigée et augmentée.


'Nouveau traité de la sphere' has separate t.p. Includes index.


Binding error: map I misbound after p. 240.


Uncut, with original deckle edges throughout.

Contemporary decorative wrappers; front cover lined with a leaf of printed waste from a French life of Marcus Porcius Cato.

Case G1015 .A75 1790 (NLO)

Atlases, French - 1790 (Provisional Heading)


Authors: Bonne, Rigobert, 1727-1794 -- Scattaglia, P. -- Desmaret -- Seminario -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 140 maps ; 334 x 242 mm.

E:PScattaglia;Valerio#10

Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCr)

Atlases, French - 1791 (Provisional Heading)


Authors: Nolin, Jean Baptiste, 1648-1708 -- Delafosse, Jean Baptiste, 1721-1775 -- Mondhare, Louis Joseph, fl. 1767-1790 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 44 maps ; 262 x 212 mm.

(1780-1793)

Includes maps engraved by Nolin and Delafosse.

Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).

Cf. Phillips 04297

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCr)

Atlases, French - 1793

Petit atlas moderne; ou, Collection de cartes élémentaires dédié à la jeunesse. Paris : Delamarche, [1793?].

Authors: Lattré, Jean -- Delamarche, Charles François, 1740-1817 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (34 p., 30 leaves of plates, incl. 26 maps) ; 22 cm.

‘Nouvelle édition, revue et corrigée par Delamarche, géographe, actulement propriétaire du Petit atlas ... et de beaucoup d'autres.’ Illustrated engraved title-page and table of contents numbered as plates 1 and 2. The 34 p. of text which follow the plates have running title: Idée de la sphère. A duplicate of plate no. 4 inserted.

Phillips 6002

For a later edition see Phillipps no. 741.

First published in 1783 by Lattré.

Ayer 135 .L36 1793 (NLO)

Atlases, French - 1793


Authors: Lattré, Jean -- Delamarche, Charles François, 1740-1817 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)


The 20 p. of text which follow the plates have running title: Idée de la sphère. Contemporary binding of paper over boards, leather spine with title: Atlas.

Maps by Lattré, dated 1783-1791.


Illustrated engraved title-page and table of contents numbered as plates 1 and 2; plate 2 has text on both sides.

Error in pagination: unnumbered plate inserted after plate 6: La France, divisée en 83 departemens [sic]; subsequent plates 7-29 numbered in table of contents as plates 8-30. Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Phillips 6002

Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).

Baskes G1015 .L38 1793 (NLO)

Atlases, French - 1793

Géographie moderne avec une introduction : ouvrage utile a tous ceux qui veulent se perfectionner dans cette science, on y trouve jusqu’aux notions les plus simples dont on a facilité l’intelligence par des figures pour le mettre a la portée de tout le monde, chaque carte a sur les marges l’explication de ce qu’elle renferme, la méthode qu’on y suit a pour objet de développer les connaissances qui tiennent a l’histoire, ce qui rend cette géographie tres interessante ou se trouvent la France divisée en ses quatre vingt trois departments / par Mr. l’Abbé Clouet. Paris : Chez Mondhare et Jean, 1793.

Authors: Clouet, Mr. l’abbé (Jean Baptiste Louis), b. 1730 -- Cook, James, 1728-1779 -- Berthault, M. -- Mondhare et Jean -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (64 folded leaves of plates) : 64 folded hand col. maps ; 43 cm.

Map plates include extensive descriptive text. Relief shown pictorially.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Cf. Phillips 673
Baskes oversize G1019 .C56 1793 (NLO)

9252 Atlases, French - 1793 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Laporte, Joseph de, 1713-1779 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 28 maps ; 216 x 150 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

9253 Atlases, French - 1795
*Institutions géographiques, ou, Description générale du globe terrestre : de toutes les divisions de sa surface, avec l'explication des modes & des termes employés par la géographie, selon le rapport que les différentes parties de la terre & de l'eau peuvent avoir, soit avec le ciel, soit entr'elles, soit avec l'histoire : suivies d'un atlas élémentaire en 31 cartes ... / par le cit. Lamarche ...* Paris : Rue de Foin-Jacques, au Collège de Maître-Gervais, An Ille de la République Française une & indivisible , [1795].
Authors: Delamarche, Charles François, 1740-1817 -- Picquet, Pierre, b. 1780 -- Fortin, J. (Jean), 1750-1831? -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (viii, 112 p., 31 leaves of plates) : 31 hand col. maps ; 22 cm. (4to)
'P. J. Piquet, sculpt.'--on maps.
Includes maps by Jean Fortin.
Later editions with title: Atlas élémentaire ...
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1015 .D4 1795 (NLO)

9254 Atlases, French - 1795
1 atlas (9, [53] fold. leaves of plates) : 53 hand col. maps ; 32 cm.
'Par Robert de Vaugondy.'
Sometimes ascribed to Didier Robert de Vaugondy.
'Revu, corrigé et augmenté avec la division de la France en Départemens par le Cit. Lamarche.'

9255 Atlases, French - 1795 (Provisional Heading)
*Recueil de cartes géographiques monde primitif.* Paris : Gay&Gide, 1795.
Authors: Gay & Gide -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 12 maps ; 283 x 224 mm.
Includes maps illustrating history.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

9256 Atlases, French - 1795 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: La Harpe, Jean-François de, 1739-1803 -- Prévost, abbé, 1697-1763 -- Moutardier -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 78 maps ; 256 x 210 mm.
nd.fr29V
Cf. Phillips 05991
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

9257 Atlases, French - 1797-1804
*Atlas étude, pour l'instruction de la jeunesse : composé de trente-cinq cartes ... / par M. Robert de Vaugondy, géographe.* A Paris : Chez C.F. Delamarche, géographe, rue du Foin S. Jacques, au collège de Me Gervais, 1797 [i.e. 1804?].
1 atlas ([1] leaf, [35] folded leaves of plates) ill., 35 hand col. maps ; 56 cm.
Maps and tables dated 1716-1804 and by Didier

Some maps signed by Dien or Arrivet as sculptor and other maps are signed by E. Dussy as engraver.
Included between maps 14 and 15: Carte de la République Française / par C.F. Delmarche.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
LC Card Number: 96675568
Baskes folio G1015 .R6 1795 (NLO)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

References: Phillips 3530

Baskes oversize G1015 .R593 1797 (NLO)
Baskes oversize G1015 .A77 1798 (NLO)

9259 **Atlases, French - 1799**


Authors: Laporte, Joseph de, 1713-1779 -- Bertholon, C. -- Perisse, L. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas : 28 maps ; 200 x 257 mm.

Edited by C. Bertholon; different plates.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

9260 **Atlases, French - 1799**

*Voyages et aventures des émigrés français : depuis le 14 juillet 1789 jusqu’a l’an VII : époque de leur expulsion par différentes puissances de l’Europe, dans la Volthnie, le gouvernement d’Archangel, la Sibérie, la Samojédie, le Kamtchatka, les îles Canaries, l’île de Mayorque, Minorque, le Canada, etc. : contenant la description historique, géographique de tous ces pays, suivie des moeurs, coutumes, usages des peuples qui les habitent, avec des observations sur la révolution de la Pologne, et les articles des traités de paix des différentes puissances qui se sont engagées à expulsar les émigrés français : avec les noms d’un grand nombre d’émigrés remarquables par les événemens qu’ils ont éprouvés / par L.M.H. A Paris : Chez l’éditeur, rue des Marais, F.G., no. 20, an VII de la République [1799].

Authors: L. M. H. -- H., L. M. -- Sénac de Meilhan, Gabriel, 1736-1803 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Didier, 1723-1786 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Meilhan, Gabriel Sénac de, 1736-1803 SEE Sénac de Meilhan, Gabriel, 1736-1803

2 v. in 1. : ill., 6 hand col. maps (folded) ; 21 cm.

Both the BM and NUC Pre-1956 attribute authorship to 'H., L.M.' The BN attributes authorship to 'Cénac de Meyan' [i.e. Gabriel Sénac de Meilhan], although neither Martin and Water nor Coiranescu list this work.

'Avec six cartes géographiques, et quatre gravures.'

Maps attributed to Robert de Vaugondy.

Includes bibliographical references.

Verso of half-title leaves advertise a projected third volume. Never published?


Missing half-title, p. [1]-[2], of v. 1.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).

Baskes DC158 .L15 1799 (NLO)

9261 **Atlases, French - 1800**

*Atlas élémentaire : composé de 31 cartes, lequel comprend la carte générale de la France

Ancienne & de la Nouvelle, celle-ci accompagnée de cartes particulières, qui montrent le développement de la République Française divisée en Départemens, avec les Chefs-Lieux, &c. Précédé des institutions géographiques, ou de la description générale du globe terrestre, de toutes les divisions de sa surface, avec l’explication des modes & des termes employés par la géographie, selon rapport que les différentes parties de la terre & de l’eau peuvent avoir, soir avec le ciel, soit entr’elles, soir avec l’histoire. Paris : Collège de Maître-Gervais, 1800.

Authors: Delamarche, Charles François, 1740-1817 -- Picquet, Pierre, b. 1780 -- Fortin, J. (Jean), 1750-1831? -- Gervais, 18th cent. -- Collangette -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Collège de Maître-Gervais SEE Gervais, 18th cent.

1 atlas (viii, 112 p., [31] leaves of plates (some folded)) : 31 hand col. maps ; 23 cm.

'Nouvelle éd. A l’usage d’un jeune élève.'

'Par Delamarche ... & de Fortin.'

Maps dated 1795.


Owner’s inscription: Collangettes fils Cadets.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).

Baskes G1015 .D4 1800 (NLO)

9262 **Atlases, French - 1800**


Authors: Grenet, abbé, b. 1750 -- Bonne, Rigobert, 1727-1794 -- André, Gaspard, active 1768-1801 -- Jean -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas : 92 maps ; 283 x 214 mm.

Includes maps engraved by Andre and Perrier.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Cf. Phillips 288

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

9263 **Atlases, French - 1800**

*Petit atlas moderne, ou, Collection de cartes élémentaires : dédié à la jeunesse /[de Lattré].*

Paris : Chez Delamarche, [1800?].

Authors: Lattré, Jean -- Delamarche, Charles François, 1740-1817 -- Picquet, Pierre, b. 1780 -- Lafson, Virginie -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (34 p., 30 leaves plates (chiefly folded)) : ill., 26 hand col. maps (some folded) ; 23 cm.

'Nouvelle édition, revue et corrigée par Delamarche, géographe, actuellement propriétaire du Petit atlas dédié à la jeunesse ... provenant du fonds de feu Lattré'--P. 1 of text.

The date 26 Dec. 1799 appears on p. 23; some maps dated 1783.
First published in 1783 by Lattré. The 34 p. of text which follow the plates have running title: Idée de la sphère. Maps by Delamarche, Lattré, and P.J. Picquet. Illustrated engraved title-page and table of contents numbered as plates 1 and [2]. Error in pagination: plates 5, 6, 8, and 14 mis-numbered as 1, 2, 7, and 19. Scales differ.

Owner’s inscription: Virginie Lafson. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library. Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).

**Baskes G1015 .L38 1800 (NLO)**

9264

**Atlases, French - 1800 (Provisional Heading)**

Authors: Guthrie, William, 1708-1770 -- Blondeau, 18th/19th cent. -- Langlois, Hyacinthe -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 28 maps ; 255 x 202 mm.

2nd ed. E:Blondeau

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)**

9265

**Atlases, French - 1801**


Bookplate: Sigismundus S.R.I. liber baro de Moll ... Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes folio G1015 .G9514 1802 (NLO)**

9269

**Atlases, French - 1802**

Authors: Guthrie, William, 1708-1770 -- Blondeau, 18th/19th cent. -- Langlois, Hyacinthe -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 28 maps ; 208 x 145 mm.

[Agee38] Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).

Cf. Phillips 00654

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)**

9267

**Atlases, French - 1801 (Provisional Heading)**

Authors: Laporte, Joseph de, 1713-1779 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 7 maps ; 98 x 60 mm.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)**

9268

**Atlases, French - 1802**

Authors: Bacler d’Albe, Louis Albert Ghislain, baron de, 1761-1824 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 52 maps ; 597 x 435 mm.

Books differ.

Relief is shown pictorially. Scales differ.

Maps also cataloged separately.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Cf. Phillips 5993

**Baskes oversize G1015 .L565 1801 (NLO)**

**Atlases, French - 1801 (Provisional Heading)**

Authors: Langlois, Hyacinthe -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 7 maps ; 98 x 60 mm.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)**
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

9270 Atlases, French - 1802 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Durand, Jean Batiste L -- Poisson, J. B. (Jean Baptiste), 1760-1831 -- Agasse, Henri, 1752-1813 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 16 maps ; 315 x 240 mm.
NL's Text, w/o Atlas
Phillips 10141
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

9276 Atlases, French - 1804
*Petit atlas moderne, ou, Collection de cartes élémentaires : dédié à la jeunesse /[de Lattré].* Paris : Chez Delamarache, [1804?].
Authors: Lattré, Jean -- Delamarache, Charles François, 1740-1817 -- Picquet, Pierre, b. 1780 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (34 p., 30 leaves plates (chiefly folded)) : ill., 26 hand col. maps (some folded) ; 23 cm.
'Nouvelle édition, revue et corrigée par Delamarache, géographe, actuellement propriétaire du Petit atlas dédié à la jeunesse ... provenant du fonds de feu Lattré'-- P. 1 of text.
The 34 p. of text which follow the plates have running title: Idée de la sphère.
Maps dated 1783-1804.
First published in 1783 by Lattré.
Maps by Delamarache, Lattré, and P.J. Picquet.
Illustrated engraved title-page and table of contents numbered as plates 1 and [2].
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Baskes G1019.L38 1804 (NLO)

9277 Atlases, French - 1804 (Provisional Heading)
*Voyage dans les quatre principales îles des mers d'Afrique [accompanying atlas].* Paris : F. Buisson, an XIII [1804].
Authors: Bory de Saint-Vincent, J. B. G. M. (Jean Baptiste Geneviève Marcellin), baron, 1778-1846 -- Adam -- Tardieu -- Buisson, François, 1753-1814 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 9 maps ; 370 x 275 mm.
+49Pls;E:Adam,BTardieu
Cf. OCLC 2609762.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

9278 Atlases, French - 1804 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Mentelle, E. (Edme), 1730-1815 -- Tardieu -- Bernard -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 20 maps ; 258 x 210 mm.
2nd ed.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
9279 Atlases, French - 1804 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Poisson, J. B. (Jean Baptiste), 1760-1831 -- Buisson, François, 1753-1814 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 9 maps ; 316 x 239 mm.
E: Tardieu; inciMississippi
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

9280 Atlases, French - 1806

Authors: Hérisson, Eustache, 1759-- Glot, C. B., active 1777-1806 -- Desray, Jacques -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (528 p., 44 folded leaves of plates) : 44 hand col. maps ; 15 cm.
Caption title: Atlas de géographie universelle ancienne et moderne
Binder's title: Atlas de poche contenant la géographie anc. et moderne
Issued with 45 maps, but this copy imperfect: lacking t.p. and map no. 1
Relief shown pictorially.
Scales differ.
Paper covered-boards; paper spine label.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1019 .H42 1806 (NLO)

9281 Atlases, French - 1806

Authors: Hérisson, Eustache, 1759-- Glot, C. B., active 1777-1806 -- Desray, Jacques -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 45 maps ; 210 x 265 mm.
Maps engraved by C.B. Glot.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

9282 Atlases, French - 1806

Nouvel atlas portatif : destiné principalement pour l'instruction de la jeunesse d'après la Géographie moderne de feu l'abbé Delacroix. Paris : Chez Delamarche, [1806?].
Géographie moderne -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (9, [53] fold. leaves of plates) : 53 hand. col. maps ; 33 cm.
'Par Robert de Vaugondy.'
Sometimes ascribed to Didier Robert de Vaugondy.
'Revu, corrigé et augmenté par C.F. Delamarche.'
Maps dated between 1804 and 1806; most signed 'Gravé par E. Dussy.'
Included between maps 14 and 15: Carte de l'Empire Français.
Contains: Nicolle de La Croix, abbé, 1704-1760.
> Géographie moderne
Engraved t.-p.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .R774 1806 (NLO)

9283 Atlases, French - 1806<>>France - Maps - 1806

Atlas élémentaire : composé de XXXIII cartes, lequel comprend la carte générale de la France Ancienne & de la Nouvelle, celle-ci accompagnée de cartes particulières, pour le développement de l'Empire Française divisé en Départemens ... / par C.F. Delamarche. Paris : Chez l'Auteur, 1806.
Authors: Delamarche, Charles François, 1740-1817 -- Rougeron, P. N. (Pierre Nicolas) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ( viii, 164 p., 33 leaves of plates) : 33 hand col. maps ; 23 cm.
'Troisiéme éd., revue, corr. et augmentée, tant des nouvelles Découvertes, que des nouveaux Changemens politiques ... '.
Printed by P. N. Rougeron.
'Pour l'usage d'un jeune élève.'
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1015 .D4 1806 (NLO)

9284 Atlases, French - 1806 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Hayne, J. E. G. -- Tardieu, P. F. (Pierre François), 1757-1822 -- Magimel, Denis-Simon, 1767-1831? -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 9 maps ; 195 x 122 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

9285 Atlases, French - 1806 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Langlois, Hyacinthe -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 7 maps ; 98 x 59 mm.
redMorocco:Agreeable a tous
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

9286 Atlases, French - 1806 (Provisional Heading)
Atlases, French - 1806
**Atlas de geographie du toutes parties du monde.**
Paris : Prudhomme, 1806.
Authors: Laporte, Joseph de, 1713-1779 -- Prudhomme -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 138 maps ; 200 x 150 mm.
V5:world&USmaps=Laporte:othersFrench
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

9287 Atlases, French - 1807 (Provisional Heading)
Historical geography - Maps - 1807 (Provisional Heading)
Chronology, Historical - Maps - 1807 (Provisional Heading)
Historical atlases
Authors: Las Cases, Emmanuel-Auguste-Dieudonné, comte de, 1766-1842 -- Didot, Pierre, 1761-1853 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (33 folded leaves of plates) : 21 col. maps ; 55 cm.
Caption title.
Cover title: Atlas historique, généalogique, chronologique, et géographique
Publisher name and date from plates.
Relief shown pictorially.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
References: Phillips 125; NUC pre-1956, v. 317, p. 122, NL 0111086
Baskes oversize G1030 .L37 1807 (NLO)

9288 Atlases, French - 1807 (Provisional Heading)
**Atlases, French - 1807**
**Atlas du voyage de Bruny-Dentrecasteaux.**
Paris : Dépôt général de la marine, 1807.
Authors: Beaufremont-Beaupre, Chas. F. -- Entrecasteaux -- Russia -- France. Dépôt général de la marine -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 37 maps ; 548 x 420 mm.
C:CFBeaufremont-Beaupre:prov:RussMarines
Includes nautical charts.
Phillips 5318
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

9289 Atlases, French - 1807 (Provisional Heading)
Atlases, French - 1807
**Atlas des commencans: moderne & ancienne.**
Authors: Mentelle, E. (Edme), 1730-1815 -- Chanlaire, P.-G. (Pierre-Grégoire), 1758-1817 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 21 maps ; 256 x 200 mm.
ancienne1803
Includes maps illustrating ancient history.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

9290 Atlases, French - 1807 (Provisional Heading)
**Methode abregee & facile pour geographie:**
**Crozet.** Lyon : Blache & Boyet, 1807.
Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Didier, 1723-1786 -- Crozet -- Blache & Boyet -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 18 maps ; 180 x 103 mm.
(1750+1807France)
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

9291 Atlases, French - 1808 (Provisional Heading)
**Atlas voyages a Peking, Manille.**
1 atlas : 65 maps ; 44 cm.
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 1046
oversize Ayer 2063 .G9 1808 (NLO)

9292 Atlases, French - 1809
**Atlas portatif contenant la geographie universelle.**
Paris : Desray, 1809.
Authors: Hérisson, Eustache, 1759-1810 -- Glot, C. B., active 1777-1806 -- Desray, Jacques -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 49 maps ; 215 x 262 mm.
E:Glot
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

9293 Atlases, French - 1809 (Provisional Heading)
**Atlases, French - 1809**
**Atlas de voyage autour du monde.**
Paris : Courcier, 1809.
Authors: Marchand, Etienne -- Tardieu -- Fleurieu, C. P. Claret (Charles Pierre Claret), comte de, 1738-1810 -- Courcier -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 15 maps ; 292 x 222 mm.
Ed:Fleurieu|Sabin24751
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

9294 Atlases, French - 1810 (Provisional Heading)
World maps - 1810 (Provisional Heading)
Maps, Outline and base (Provisional Heading)
Maps, Outline and base
**Atlas de géographie : contenant sept cartes ... plus une feuille d’étiquettes à coller sur de petites cartes, ou, sur des boules de loto pour servir au

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
jeu de géographie, voyez les Leçons de géographie auxquelles cet atlas se rapporte / par L. Gaultier. Paris : Chez Antoine-Augustin Renouard, [1810?].

Authors: Gaultier, abbé (Aloïs Eudouard Camille), 1746?-1818 -- Renouard, Ant. Aug. (Antoine Augustin), 1765-1853 -- Charpy, Dr. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

Includes unlabeled outline maps.

Relief shown by hachures.
Publisher’s advertisements on t.p. verso.
Most maps dated 1810.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Phillips 4127

Baskes folio G1019 .G296 1810 (NLO)

9295

**Atlasses, French - 1810**

**Historical geography - Maps - 1810**

**Historical atlases**

Précis de la géographie universelle, ou, Description de toutes les parties du monde : sur un plan nouveau, d'après les grandes divisions naturelles du globe, précédée de l'histoire de la géographie chez les peuples anciens et modernes, et d'une théorie générale de la géographie mathématique, physique et politique, et accompagnée de cartes, de tableaux analytiques, synoptiques et élémentaires, et d'une table alphabétique des noms de lieux.


"Dressés par MM. Lapie et Poirson et gravées par MM. Tardieu ainé, Chamoun et Tardieu cadet."

Relief shown pictorially.
Scales differ.


Précis de la géographie universelle -- Goupil de Greteln, Charten -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

Baskes folio G1019 .P67 1811 (NLO)

9297

**Atlasses, French - 1812**

**Historical geography - Maps - 1812**

**Historical atlases**

Atlas supplémentaire du Précis de la géographie universelle de M. Malte-Brun / dressé... : composé de vingt-une cartes, dont les principales ont été dessinées par M. Poirson, ingénieur-géographe... : cet atlas, gravé au burin par M. Bte. Tardieu, renferme les découvertes des voyageurs modernes et des divisions de l'Europe jusqu'au traité de paix conclu entre la France et l'Autriche, le 14 octobre 1809. A Paris : Chez Henri Tardieu, imprimeur-libraire, passage des Panorama, no. 12, [1811].

Authors: Poirson, J. B. (Jean Baptiste), 1760-1831 -- Tardieu, Jean-Baptiste Pierre, 1746-1816 -- Tardieu, Jacques-Henri, b. 1772 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Tardieu, Henri, b. 1772 SEE Tardieu, Jacques-Henri, b. 1772

1 atlas (vj p., 21 folded leaves of plates) : 21 hand col. maps ; 24 cm.

Cover title: Petit atlas de toutes les parties du monde : a l'usage de la jeunesse

Publisher's paper-covered boards.

Imprint on cover: Paris : Henri Tardieu, libraire, rue Haute-Feuille, no. 16, 1811.

Most maps dated 1810.

With half title.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Imperfect; lacking 2 plates.
Includes errata.
Relief shown pictorially.
Scales differ.
This copy bound with: Malte-Brun, Conrad.
Précis de la géographie universelle, ou,
Description de toutes les parties du monde ... (Paris : François Buisson, 1810).
Inscription: Charten Goupil[?] de Greteln[?].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 4306
Baskes folio G1019 .M145 1810 (NLO)

9301

Atlases, French - 1813
Nouvel atlas portatif : destiné principalement pour
l'instruction de la jeunesse. Paris : Chez Delamarche, [1813?].
Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688
Delamarche, [1813?].
Dien, Charles
Dienesle, Mme.
Authors: Gibrat, Pere
Chaillot, Etienne, 1813.
Traité de l'instruction de la jeunesse moderne : mathématique, physique, statistique,
Nouvel atlas portatif. Paris : Chez Desray, le père, b. 1757
1 atlas : 14 hand col. maps on 35 folded sheets ; 68 cm.
Maps dated 1814 to 1816, include the additional imprint of J. Goujon, and dedicated to Charles-Philippe, Comte d'Artois (later Charles X, King of France); includes map of Asia credited to "Aigle."
Maps also cataloged separately.
References: Cf. Phillips 726.
Case oversize G1019 .B866 1816 (NLO)

9302

Atlases, French - 1814
Authors: Gosselin, Pascal F. J. -- Imprimerie royale (France) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) SEE ALSO Imprimerie nationale (France)
1 atlas : 41 maps ; 287 x 234 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

9303

Atlases, French - 1814 (Provisional Heading)
Traite de geographie moderne. Avignon : Chaillot, Etienne, 1813.
Authors: Gibrat, Pere -- Chaillot, Etienne -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 7 maps ; 175 x 110 mm.
maps=AvignonCrozat Geography text.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

9304

Atlases, French - 1816
Authors: Maire, N.-M. -- Tardieu-Denesle, Mme.
-- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 32 maps ; 128 x 89 mm.
nd
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

9305

Atlases, French - 1814-1816
1 atlas : 14 hand col. maps on 35 folded sheets ; 68 cm.
Maps dated 1814 to 1816, include the additional imprint of J. Goujon, and dedicated to Charles-Philippe, Comte d'Artois (later Charles X, King of France); includes map of Asia credited to "Aigle."
Maps also cataloged separately.
References: Cf. Phillips 726.
Case oversize G1019 .B866 1816 (NLO)
politique et historique des cinq parties du monde
publiée par MM. Mentelle et Malte-Brun ;
composé de 48 cartes, gravées par M. Tardieu
l'âné sur les dessins de M. Poirson, revus et
corrigés avant la gravure par M. Mentelle. Paris :
Chez Desray, 1816.
Authors: Mentelle, E. (Edme), 1730-1815 --
Malte-Brun, Conrad, 1775-1826 -- Tardieu, P. F.
(Jean Baptiste), 1760-1831 -- Desray, Jacques --
Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([29] p., [47] leaves of plates) : 48 maps
(chiefly hand-col., some folded) ; 44 cm.
Rev. et corr.
Half-title: Atlas de la géographie mathématique,
physique et politique de toutes les parties du
monde
*Notice critique des livres et cartes les plus
nécessaires pour l'étude de la géographie
mathématique, physique et politique* -- P. [1]-28
(1st sequence).
Includes bibliographical references.
Scales differ.
Relief shown pictorially.
[29] p. printed in double columns.
Errata, p. [29] (1st sequence).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection at
the Newberry Library.
References: Cf. Phillips 705
Baskets oversize G1019 .M46 1816 (NLO)

9308 Atlas, French - 1817<<>>Cook, James,
1728-1779 - Travel - Maps
Bibliothèque portative des voyages : atlas 3
Authors: Cook, James, 1728-1779 --
Brion de la Tour, Louis, 1782-1823 --
Henry -- Lepetit, V. -- Roger S. Baskets Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 v. : 3 maps ; 135 x 193 mm.
Edited by Henry and Breton, V28
Maps engraved by Brion de la Tour.
+72pls;
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

9307 Atlas, French - 1816 (Provisional Heading)
Atlas élémentaire portatif. Paris : P.G. Chanlaire,
1816.
Authors: Mentelle, E. (Edme), 1730-1815 --
Chanlaire, P.-G. (Pierre-Grégoire), 1758-1817 --
Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 32 maps ; 445 x 325 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

9305 Atlas, French - 1816<<>>France - Maps -
1816
Atlas élémentaire : revues, corrigées et
augmentées, tant des nouvelles Découvertes
faites en Asie, en Afrique et en Amérique, que
des nouveaux changemens politiques survenus
en Europe ; lequel comprend aussi, celle-ci
accompagnée de cartes particulières, pour le
détail du Royaume ... / par C. F. Delamarche.
Paris : Chez Fx. Delamarche, 1816.
Authors: Delamarche, Charles François,
1740-1816 -- Delamarche, Félix --
Rougeron, P. N. (Pierre Nicolas) -- Roger S. Baskets Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 atlas ( viii, 128 p., 33 leaves of plates) : 41
hand col. maps ; 23 cm.
'Quatrième éd.'
Printed by P. N. Rougeron.
Scales differ.
'Pour l'usage d'un jeune élève.'
Issued with 33 maps; 8 additional maps bound in
at end of this copy.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskets folio G1015 .D4 1816 (NLO)

9309 Atlas, French - 1817<><><>Historical
government - Maps<><><>World history - Maps -
1817<><><>Historical atlases
Nouvel atlas universel-portatif de géographie
ancienne & moderne : contenant 39 cartes dont
33 pour la partie moderne / par Arrowsmith ...
revue et corrigé d'après les dernières
découvertes et les nouvelles divisions des états
de l'Europe survenues par les derniers traités de
paix, avec la partie ancienne en 6 flles par
d'Anville, a l'usage des collèges, institutions et
censions de l'Université. A Paris :
Chez Hyacinthe Langlois, Libraire pour la Géographie
et l'Histoire, 1817.
Authors: Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 --
Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d', 1697-1782
-- Bonne, Rigobert, 1727-1794 --
Blondeau, 18th/19th cent. --
Poirson, J. B. (Jean Baptiste),
1760-1831 --
Ambroise, 1788-1841 --
Semen (Firm) --
Langlois, Hyacinthe --
Schaub, Fanny -- Roger S. Baskets Collection
(Newberry Library) --
Blondeau, Alexandre, 1799-1828
SEÉ Blondaeu, 18th/19th cent. --
Semen (Firm) SEE
Semen (Firm)
1 atlas (39 leaves of plates (some folded)) : 39
hand col. maps (some folded) ; 35 cm.
3e ed.
Includes maps by Bonne, J.B. Poirson, Blondeau,
A. Tardieu, and Semens.
Relief show by hachures and pictorially.
Engraved t.p.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Scales differ.
Half bound in vellum.
Former owner: Fanny Schaub.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the
Newberry Library.

**Baskes folio G1019 .A764 1817 (NLO)**

**Atlases, French - 1818**

*Nouvel atlas portatif : destiné principalement pour

Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766
-- Robert de Vaugondy, Didier, 1723-1786
-- Dussy, E., fl. 1754-1784 -- Barrière frères (Firm)
-- Pellicer, T., fl. 1819-1821 -- Dien, Charles,
the aîné -- Delamarche, Charles François,
1740-1817 -- Delamarche, Félix -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (9 p. [56] fold. leaves of plates) : 55 col.
maps ; 33 cm.

'Par Robert de Vaugondy.'
Sometimes ascribed to Didier Robert de Vaugondy.
'Revu, corrigé et augmenté par C.F. Delamarche.'

'Et adopté pour l'usage de l'Ecole Impériale
Militaire de St. Germain.'

Maps dated between 1806 and 1818; some maps
signed by Barrière Frères, T. Pellicer and E. Dussy.

Included between maps 14 and 15: Carte du
Royaume do France par Fx. Delamarch ... 1817.
Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the
Newberry Library.

**Baskes folio G1019 .R774 1818 (NLO)**

**Atlases, French - 1819-1822**


Authors: Brué, Adrien Hubert, 1786-1832
-- Goujon, Jean, fl. ca. 1793-1826 -- Degeorge, A.
H. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (7 loose maps : hand col., sectioned and
mounted on cloth) ; folded to 22 x 14 cm. in box
Box title.
Maps variously dated 1818-1822 and published
in Paris by Jean Goujon.
Comprised of maps of the world, Africa, Asia,
Europe, France, North America, and South
America.

Bookplate of A.H. DeGeorge.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the
Newberry Library.
Collective Baskes acquisition no. for all sheets in
box: A3267
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet
by R. Baskes).

Cf. Phillips 3546

**Baskes G3200 svar .B7 (NLO)**

**Atlases, French - 1819**

*Nouvel atlas élémentaire pour la dixième édition
de l’Abrégé de géographie de Guthrie / contenant
15 cartes enluminées par Arrowsmith et
D’Anville. Paris : Chez Hyacinthe Langlois,
libraire et géographe, rue de Seine-Saint-Germain, no. 12, 1819.

Authors: Guthrie, William, 1708-1770 --
Arrowsmith, John, 1790-1873 -- Anville, Jean
Baptiste Bourguignon d’, 1697-1762 -- Poisson, J.
B. (Jean Baptiste), 1760-1831 -- Tardieu, Ambroise, 1788-1841 -- Jeune, Semen
-- Langlois, Hyacinthe -- Conyngham, Francis
Nathaniel Conyngham, Marquess, 1797-1876
-- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
maps (most hand col.) ; 26 cm.
Maps also by M. Bonne and Poisson; some maps
engraved by Ambroise Tardieu, and Semen
Jeune.
Scales differ.

Bookplate of Conyngham with crown at head.
Former owner’s inscription: Francis Conyngham
[...?].

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the
Newberry Library.

**Baskes folio G1019 .G89 1819 (NLO)**

**Atlases, French - 1820**

*Nouvel atlas classique elementaire : a l’usage de
collèges royaux et des institutions de l’université / 
d’après les dessins de MM. P. Lapie & J.B.
Poison ; avec des descriptions placées en
marge de chaque carte, par MM. Sarret et Depping.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Call No.</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Atlas universel de géographie physique, politique et historique, ancienne et moderne</td>
<td>G1019 .T293 1820</td>
<td>Historical atlases. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas pour servir a l'intelligence de l'Histoire generale des voyages, de Laharpe / dressé par Ambroise Tardieu</td>
<td>G1019 .T3 1820</td>
<td>Historical atlases. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas géographique : dressé sous la direction du Conseil Royal de l'Instruction publique pour l'usage des écoles et l'usage des commençans, ou, Abrégé de l'atlas portatif de M. Hérisson ...</td>
<td>G1019 .H433 1820</td>
<td>Historical atlases. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

\textbf{9320} \textbf{Atlases, French - 1821<<<<Historical geography - Maps<<<<World history - Maps - 1821<<<<Historical atlases}


\textbf{9321} \textbf{Atlases, French - 1822-1829<<<<France - Maps - 1816}


\textbf{Atlases, French - 1822<<<<Historical geography - Maps - 1822<<<<World history - Maps - 1822<<<<Historical atlases}


[Petit atlas de toutes les parties du monde : à l'usage de la jeunesse ... / par Madame Tardieu-Denesle]. [Paris : Chez Tardieu-Denesle, 1822?]. Authors: Tardieu-Denesle, Mme. -- Hérisson, Eustache, 1759-- Brué, Adrien Hubert, 1786-1832. Atlas universel de géographie ancienne et modernealphabétique (1822) -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Carte

\textbf{9322}
9324 Atlastes, French - 1822 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Buffier, Claude -- Lémarié -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 23 maps ; 170 x 108 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

9325 Atlastes, French - 1822 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Mequignon -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 7 maps ; 100 x 60 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

9326 Atlases, French - 1823 Historical geography - Maps Historical atlases
Authors: Delamarche, Félix -- Barrière frères (Firm) -- Pelicier, T., fl. 1819-1821 -- France. Conseil Royal de l'Instruction Publique -- De Cintré Minor -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Maps dated 1812-1823.
'Gravé par Barriere freres' and 'T. Pelicier scrip.' on some maps.
Scales differ.
Owner's inscription: De Cintré Minor, 1824.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Phillips 6044
Baskes folio G1019 .D45 1823 (NLO)

9327 Atlases, French - 1823 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Crozat -- CostesA -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 15 maps ; 172 x 105 mm.
(at16)Methode abregee & C.
Geography text.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

9328 Atlases, French - 1824
Atlas de toutes les parties du monde : pour servir à l'étude de la géographie & de l'histoire / dressé d'après les derniers traités de paix et les relations les plus récentes des voyageurs par Perrot. À Paris : Chez Ménard & Desenne ..., 1824.
Authors: Perrot, A. M. (Aristide Michel), 1793-1879 -- Ménard et Desenne -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Engraved t.p.
Scales differ.
In original paper-covered boards.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .P47 1824 (NLO)

9329 Atlases, French - 1825
Authors: Tardieu, Ambroise, 1788-1841 -- La...
Harpe, Jean-François de, 1739-1803. Abrégé de l'histoire générale des voyages -- Bellin, Jacques Nicolas, 1703-1772 -- Ledentu
1 v. : 15 map plates ; 45 cm.
Maps derived from earlier work by J.N. Bellin.

9330 \textbf{Atlases, French - 1826}}
\textbf{Historical geography - Maps}}
\textbf{World history - Maps}}

\textit{Historisch-genealogisch-geographischer atlas.}
Carlsruhe : Kunsthaendler, 1826.
Authors: Las Cases, Emmanuel-Auguste-Dieudonné, comte de, 1766-1842 -- Kunsthaendler -- Dusch, Alexander
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

\textbf{Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)}
(PrCt)

9331 \textbf{Atlases, French - 1826}}
\textbf{Provisional Heading}

\textit{Voyages et découvertes de l'Afrique: atlas.}
Paris : A. Bertrand, 1826.
Authors: Denham, Dixon -- Tardieu -- Bertrand, Arthus, fl. 1800-1857 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 5 maps ; 340 x 264 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

\textbf{Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)}
(PrCt)

9332 \textbf{Atlases, French - 1826}}
\textbf{Provisional Heading}

\textit{Nouvel abrégé des géographies.}
LonsSaunier : Escalle, 1826.
Authors: Escalle & Co -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 9 maps
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

\textbf{Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)}
(PrCt)

9333 \textbf{Atlases, French - 1827}

\textit{Atlas universel pour servir à l'étude de la géographie et de l'histoire anciennes et modernes / dressé par L. Vivien.}
Paris : Chez Ménard et Desenne, éditeurs, rue Git-le-Coeur, no. 8, 1827.
Authors: Vivien de Saint-Martin, M. -- Giraldon Bovinet -- =Mardelet, H. -- Ménard et Desenne -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Bovinet, Giraldon SEE Giraldon Bovinet -- Bovinet, Giraldon SEE Giraldon Bovinet
1 atlas ([2] leaves, 48 leaves of plates (12 folded)) : 48 hand col. maps ; 58 cm.
Spine title: Atlas de Vivien
Maps dated 1823-1826.
Maps engraved by Giraldon-Bovinet.
Engraved title page signed: Mardelet sc.

First published in 1825.
Quarter bound marbled papers over boards.
Brown leather spine; gold stamped spine title: Atlas de Vivien.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 4315

\textbf{Baskes oversize G1019 .V59 1827 (NLO)}

9334 \textbf{Atlases, French - 1827}}
\textbf{Historical atlases}

\textit{Atlas historique, généalogique, chronologique, et géographique de A. Le Sage (Comte de Las Cases), avec des augmentations par J. Marchal, de nombreuse améliorations par une société de savans et de gens de lettres.}
Authors: Las Cases, Emmanuel-Auguste-Dieudonné, comte de, 1766-1842 -- De Mat, P. J. -- Marchal, chevalier (François-Joseph-Ferdinand), 1780-1858 -- Sage, A. Le, 1766-1842 SEE Las Cases, Emmanuel-Auguste-Dieudonné, comte de, 1766-1842 -- Le Sage, A. 1766-1842 SEE Las Cases, Emmanuel-Auguste-Dieudonné, comte de, 1766-1842
Plates dated 1825-1827.
Frontispiece: Les fastes Napoléens, de 1796 à 1821.
References: Cf. Phillips 3313; Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 199

\textbf{oversize F 006 .505 (NLO)}

9335 \textbf{Atlases, French - 1827}}
\textbf{Provisional Heading}

\textit{Atlas encyclopédique: géographie physique.}
Authors: Desmarest, Nicolas, 1725-1815 -- Bory de Saint-Vincent, J. B. G. M. (Jean Baptiste Geneviève Marcellin), baron, 1778-1846 -- Agasse, Henri, 1752-1813 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 37 maps ; 294 x 220 mm.
&BoryStVincent
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Phillips 221
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

\textbf{Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)}
(PrCt)

9336 \textbf{Atlases, French - 1828}}
\textbf{Historical geography - Maps}}
\textbf{World history - Maps}}

\textit{Atlas de la géographie ancienne, du moyen age, et moderne : adopté par le Conseil Royal de l'Instruction Publique ...}
Paris : Chez Félix Delamarche, 1828.
Authors: Delamarche, Félix -- Barrière frères

References: Phillips 221
Maps derived from earlier work by J.N. Bellin.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 4315

\textbf{Baskes oversize G1019 .V59 1827 (NLO)}
Atlases, French - 1818 (Provisional Heading)
Method abrégée pour apprendre géographie.
Authors: Crozat -- Delalain -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.: 19 maps; 175 x 106 mm.
auth: Abbe A le Francois
Geography text.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases, French - 1829 (Provisional Heading)
Atlas historique, généalogique, chronologique et géographique de toutes les parties du monde.
Paris: Charles-Antoine Teste, editeur; Imprimerie et fonderie de Jules Didot ainé, [1829].
Authors: Las Cases, Emmanuel-Auguste-Dieudonné, comte de, 1766-1842 -- Renouard, Paul -- Didot, Jules, 1794-1871 -- Leclère -- Teste, Charles-Antoine -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
[Nouv. éd. ou réimpr.]
Edition statement and publication date from preface, p. [3].
Cover dated 1832?
"A Paris, chez Leclère ... acquéreur de toute l'édition." -- P. [3].
"Imprimé chez Paul Renouard." -- P. [4].
Maps engraved by Kardt.
Includes chronological tables of ancient and modern history.
Title vignette.
Relief shown pictorially and by hachures.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Atlases, French - 1830 (Provisional Heading)
Atlas de géographie universelle: a l'usage de la jeunesse: composé de 21 cartes écrites, et de 4 cartes muettes: etc.
Paris: H. Langlois fils, éditeur; Compagnie, Éditeurs, rue Dauphine, No. 24, 1830.
Authors: Langlois, Hyacinthe -- Mardelet, H. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (49 leaves of plates (1 folded)): 47 maps (some hand col.); 30 x 43 cm.
Engraved t.p. signed: Mardelet, graveur.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Atlases, French - 1830 (Provisional Heading)
Atlas de géographie universelle.
1 atlas (52 p., 25 leaves of plates): 24 hand col. maps (chiefly col.); 13 x 31 cm.
Incomplete; issued with 25 maps, but this copy missing map 15, Pays-Bas.
Maps by Harttewig and Senefelder.
Imperfect: pages trimmed, with some loss of text and pagination.
Error in pagination: maps bound out of order.
Numerous pages loose.
Scales differ.
Former owner's stamp: Bibliotheca Tilburgi.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases, French - 1830 (Provisional Heading)
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)
**9342** Atlases, French - 1830—Map printing - Lithographs - Maps - 1830—Lithographs


Authors: Sonnié-Moret, H. -- Senefelder, Alois, 1771-1834 -- Senefelder Lith. Co. -- P. Froment et Compagnie -- Harttwig -- Jouy -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (52 p., [25] leaves of plates) : 25 maps (chiefly hand col.) ; 26 x 34 cm.

“Par H. Sonnié-Moret”--Cover.


Added title page: Atlas classique de géographie universelle : composé de 21 cartes écrites, et de 4 cartes muettes, dressées d’après les divisions les plus récentes, et spécialement consacrées a l'instruction de la jeunesse


Relief shown by hachures.

Publisher’s printed paper over boards.

Inscription: Donné à Abel comme souvenir particulier d’un travail de la jeunesse de son père. Clamecy, décembre 1875.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes folio G1019 .S663 1830 (NLO)**

**9343** Atlases, French - 1832—Historical geography - Maps - 1832—World history - Maps - 1832—Historical atlases


1 atlas (276+ p., 86 leaves of plates (some folded)) : 167 maps ; 16 cm.

Bound between text and maps: 85 maps of France signed by A.M. Perrot and P. Tardieu.

Text incomplete: lacking all after p. 276.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes folio G1019 .L47 1832 (NLO)**

**9344** Atlases, French - 1832 (Provisional Heading)


Authors: Levasseur, Victor -- Societe Nationale -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 84 maps ; 145 x 116 mm.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

**9345** Atlases, French - 1833


Paris : chez Locard et Davi, éditeurs, Quai des Augustins, no. 25 ; Versailles : chez Barreswil et Andrieux, papetiers-libraires, Rue de la Pompe, n. 45, [1833].

Authors: Rousset, P. -- Locard et Davi -- Barreswil et Andrieux -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (1 leaf, [28] leaves of plates (some folded)) : 28 maps (some folded) ; 26 x 36 cm.

Date from maps.

Relief shown pictorially and by hachures.


Scales differ.


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Cf. Phillips 3552

**Baskes folio G1019 .R915 1833 (NLO)**

**9346** Atlases, French - 1833—Astrolabe (Ship)

*Voyage de la corvette l’Astrolabe 1826-1829.*


Authors: Dumont d’Urville, Jules-Sébastien-César, 1790-1842 -- Tardieu, Ambroise, 1788-1841 -- Chassant. fl. 1823-1860 -- Tastu, J. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 46 maps ; 661 x 500 mm.

1st ed.

Maps engraved by A. Tardieu and Chassant.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

References: Phillips 201

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)


Baskes oversize G1019 .L3765 1833 (NLO)


Baskes oversize G1019 .H398 1834 (NLO)

9349 **Atlases, French - 1833**<br><br>(Provisional Heading)<br><br>Atlas des guerres de sept ans & de la revolution. Paris : Paulin, 1833.<br>Authors: Dépôt de la guerre (France) -- Paulin -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)<br>1 v. : 53 maps ; 440 x 324 mm. (2Vin1);nd;noTp;author,pub?

Includes maps illustrating history. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

9350 **Atlases, French - 1833** (Provisional Heading)<br><br>Voyage de la corvette l'Astrolabe 1826-29. Paris : J. Tastu, 1833.<br>Authors: Dumont d'Urville, Jules-Sébastien-César, 1790-1842 -- Tastu, J. -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)<br>3 v. : 46 map plates ; 52 cm. Ayer 123 D92 1833 (NLO)


Baskes oversize G1019 .H398 1834 (NLO)

9352 **Atlases, French - 1834**<br><br>Petit atlas de toutes parties du monde. Paris : E. Garnot, 1834.<br>Authors: Hérisson, Eustache, 1759- -- Tardieu -- Garnot, E. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)<br>1 v. : 22 maps ; 230 x 303 mm. 7th ed. Ed:MmeTardieu-Denesle; Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

9353 **Atlases, French - 1834**<br><br>Atlas universel. Paris : Michel, 1834.<br>Authors: Michel, (fils ainé) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)<br>1 v. : 30 maps ; 110 x 135 mm. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

9354 **Atlases, French - 1834**<br><br>Atlas universel pour servir à l’étude de la géographie et de l’histoire anciennes et modernes / dressé par L. Vivien. Paris :...
Desenne, éditeur, rue Hautefeuille, no. 10 :
Menard, éditeur, place Sorbonne, no. 3, 1834.

Authors: Vivien de Saint-Martin, M. ---
Giraldon-Bovinet -- Menard -- Desenne -- Ménard
et Desenne -- Roger S. Baskes Collection

(Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([2] leaves, 48 leaves of plates (12
folded)) : 48 hand col. maps ; 52 cm.
Spine title: L. Vivien. Atlas de géographie et
d'histoire anciennes et modernes
Maps engraved by Giraldon Bovinet.
Engraved title page.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Quarter bound blue marbled papers over boards,
blue leather spine; gold stamped title.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 767a

Baskes oversize G1019 .V59 1834 (NLO) 9357

Atlases, French - 1835

Renouard, 1835.
Authors: Dufour, A.-H. (Auguste-Henri),
1798-1865 -- Giraldon Bovinet -- Jomard, M.
(Edme-François), 1777-1862 -- Balbi, Adriano,
1782-1848 -- Renouard, Jules -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 40 maps ; 265 x 222 mm.
Maps engraved by Giraldon Bovinet.
Edited by Jomard and Balbi.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
References: Phillips 6076

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

9356

Atlases, French - 1835

Historical geography - Maps - 1835

History, Ancient - Maps - 1835

Geography, Ancient - Maps - 1835

Algeria - Maps - 1835

Historical atlases
Atlas classique et universel de géographie
ancienne et moderne : servant tant à l'instruction
de la jeunesse qu'à l'intelligence de l'histoire et
des voyages dans les différentes parties du
monde / dressé par M. Lapie. A Paris : Chez
Anselin, successeur de Magimel, libraire pour
l'art militaire, les sciences et les arts, rue
Dauphine, no 36 : Et chez Picquet, géographe
ordinaire du roi et chargé exclusivement de la
vente des cartes du dépôt de la Guerre, place
Conty, no 17, [ca. 1835], [ca. 1835].
Authors: Lapie, M. (Pierre), 1779--1810 --
Chamouin, Jean Baptiste Marie, b. 1768 --
Firmin-Didot, Ambroise, 1790-1876 -- Picquet,
Charles -- Anselin, Auguste-Édouard-Gabriel, b.
1784 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry
Library)
1 atlas ([4] p., xxxv folded leaves of plates) : 18
hand col. maps ; 53 cm.
[Éd. populaire et d'étude]
Caption title.
Edition and publisher statements from p. [1];
place and date of publication from Phillips.
Maps engraved by Bénard, Hacq, Kardt, and
Moisy; printed by Mangeon.
"Imprimé chez Paul Renouard, rue Garancière,
N. 5, F.S.-G."--P. [4].
"En 33 feuilles a 1 fr. 50 c., total 50 francs en
feuilles, et relié 56 francs"--P. [1].
Lacking leaf no. xxv and xxvi
Relief shown pictorially and by hachures.
Includes hand colored chronological tables of
ancient and modern history.
Scales differ.
Bookplate of Minnesota Historical Society.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 128

Baskes oversize G1030 .L37 1835 (NLO) 9358

Atlases, French - 1835

Historical geography - Maps - 1835

World history - Maps - 1835

Historical atlases
Atlas de la géographie ancienne, du moyen age,
et moderne : adopté par le Conseil Royal de

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
l'Instruction Publique ... Paris : Chez Félix
Delamarche, 1835.
Authors: Delamarche, Félix -- Renouard, Paul --
France. Conseil Royal de l'Instruction Publique --
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([4] p., 36 folded leaves of plates) : 36
hand col. maps ; 35 cm.
'Imprimé Chez Paul Renouard'
Maps dated 1834-1835.
Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1019 .M45 1836 (NLO)

9359

Atlases, French - 1836

Atlas universel des cinq parties du monde /
dressé par C.V. Monin & A.R. Fremin ; gravé par
34, 1836.
Authors: Monin, Charles V., active 1828-1878 --
Fremin, A. R., active approximately
1810-approximately 1860 -- Bénard (Engraver) --
Alès, 1797-1878 -- Malo, Abel -- Mangeon --
Binet, publisher -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([1] leaf, 37 leaves of plates) : 37 maps ;
26 x 33 cm.
Some maps engraved by Alès and Abel Malo and
printed by Mangeon.
Relief shown by hachures and shading.
This copy bound with: Monin, Charles V. Petit
atlas national des départemens de la France et de
ses colonies (Paris : Chez Binet, 1835).
Contemporary quarter binding with gold stamped
green leather spine and worn marbled papers
over boards; each title bound to the
other with publisher’s paper title labels pasted to
front and back covers.
Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1019 .M649 1836 (NLO)

9360

Atlases, French - 1837-1840

Atlas classique et universel de géographie
ancienne et moderne : contenant les découvertes
et les divisions les plus nouvelles dans les cinq
parties du monde : pour servir à la lecture des
voyages des ouvrages historiques et des
meilleures traités de géographie / publié par J.
Andriveau-Goujon. Paris : Chez l'éditeur, 1837
[i.e. 1840?].
Authors: Andriveau-Goujon, J. -- Piat, A. -- Roger
S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (40 leaves of plates) : col. ill., 37 hand col.
maps, plans ; 53 cm.
Includes maps dated 1837-1840?
Cover title: Atlas classique & universel de
géographie ancienne et moderne
Spine title: Atlas universel
Some maps engraved by Piat.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.

Baskes G1019 .A57 1838 (NLO)

9361

Atlases, French - 1837-1838

Atlas complet du Précis de la géographie
universelle de Malte-Brun : dressé conformément
au texte de cet ouvrage, et entièrement revu et
corrigé par M. J.J.N. Huot. Paris : Aimé André,
1837.
Authors: Malte-Brun, Conrad, 1775-1826 -- Huot,
J.-J.-N. (Jean-Jacques-Nicolas), 1790-1845 --
Thierry -- André, Aimé -- Le Normant (Firm) --
Malte-Brun, Conrad, 1775-1826. Précis de la
géographie universelle -- Nissen, H. -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (16 p., [72] leaves of plates (some folded)) :
72 maps (chiefly hand col., some folded) ; 42
cm.
Edited by J.J.N. Huot; maps engraved by Thierry.
"Cet atlas est composé de 72 cartes."
Relief shown by hachures.
Previous owner: H. Nissen

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.

References: Phillips 6079

Baskes oversize G1019 .M36 1837 (NLO)

9362

Atlases, French - 1838

Atlas élémentaire : à l'usage des écoles
primaires, et de toutes les personnes qui
commencent l'étude de la géographie / par Félix
Ansart. Paris : Chez l'auteur ... ; Chez L.
Hachette... ; Mme. Ve. Maire-Nyon ..., 1838.
Authors: Ansart, Félix -- Fremin, A. R., active
approximately 1810-approximately 1860 -- Hacq,
J. M. -- Moisy, Alexandre, 1763-ca. 1827 --
Hachette, Louis, 1800-1864 -- Maire-Nyon,
Veuve -- Deschamps, fl. 1881 -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library) -- Hacq, J.M., fl.
1820-1850 SEE Hacq, J. M.
1 atlas (2 p., 8 folded leaves) ; 8 hand col. maps ;
23 cm.
3e éd.
Maps by A.R. Frémin, J.M. Hacq, and Moisy.
"4e édition"--Leaf 1.
Some maps dated 1836.
Scales differ.

Owner’s inscription: [?] Deschamps, 1881.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.

Baskes G1019 .A57 1838 (NLO)

9363

Atlases, French - 1838

Atlas universel de géographie ancienne et
moderne, précédé d'un abrégé de géographie
physique et historique / par M. Lapie, et M. Lapie

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Atlases, French - 1838

**Historical geography - Maps**

*Atlas universel.* Paris : Brue & Picquet, [1838?].

Authors: Brué, Adrien Hubert, 1786-1832 -- Picquet, Charles -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)


_Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)_ (PrCt)

---

Atlases, French - 1838 (Provisional Heading)


1 v. : 44 maps ; 692 x 525 mm. C:Brue,Dufour+

Cf. Phillips 06093

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

_Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)_ (PrCt)

---

Atlases, French - 1839


Authors: Duval, Henri (Henri Louis Nicolas), 1783-1854 -- Terzulo -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas : 33 maps ; 425 x 320 mm. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. References: Cf. Phillips 344

_Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)_ (PrCt)

---

Atlases, French - 1839 (Provisional Heading)


Authors: Vuillemin, A. (Alexandre), b. 1812 -- Langlume & Peltier -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 50 maps ; 250 x 335 mm. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. _Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)_ (PrCt)

Atlases, French - 1840


Authors: Laurens, A. -- A.M.SS.C.I.M.G. -- Bailliard, Hélène -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- AMSSCIMG see A.M.SS.C.I.M.G.

1 atlas (1 leaf, 28 folded leaves of plates) : ill., 24 hand col. maps ; 32 cm. "A.M.SS.C.I.M.G."


_Baskes folio G1019 .L39 1840 (NLO)_

Atlases, French - 1840-1841

*Cours d'histoire et de géographie, rédigé pour l'usage des écoles normales primaires : petit atlas historique et géographique, ancien et moderne / par Félix Ansart.* Paris : Librairie ecclésiastique, classique et élémentaire de H. Delloye, 1840 [i.e. 1841?].

Authors: Ansart, Félix -- Delloye, H.-L. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)


Scales differ. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

_Baskes folio G1019 .A58 1840 (NLO)_

Atlases, French - 1840


Authors: Dufour, A.-H. (Auguste-Henri), 1798-1865 -- Duvotenay, Th. (Thunot), 1796-1875 -- Bénard (Engraver) -- Dyonnet, Ch. -- Grenier, L. -- Leclercq, Ch. -- Mangeon -- Rainaud -- Lacrampe et cie. -- Aubrée, Armand -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas ([56] p., [53] leaves of plates) : 44 hand col. maps (9 folded) ; 42 cm.

---

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Spine title: Atlas de géographie
Maps engraved by Bénard, C. Dyonnet, L. Grenier, Leclercq, and Rainaud; printed by Mangeon. Descriptive text printed by Lacrampe et comp.
Relief shown by hachures.
Title vignette.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Black, Maps and history, p.40; Cf. Phillips 673
Baskes oversize G1019 .D85 1840 (NLO)

9371 Atlases, French - 1840<>Historical geography - Maps<>World history - Maps - 1840<>Historical atlases

1 atlas ([2] p., 40 leaves of plates (some folded)) : 40 hand col. maps ; 36 cm.
Maps dated 1836-1839.
Relief shown by hachures.
Publisher’s advertisement on t.p. verso.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .D839 1840 (NLO)

9372 Atlases, French - 1840 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Mallez aine -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
4 v. : 26 maps ; 120 x 150 mm.
In box,4partie
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

9373 Atlases, French - 1841

Authors: Meissas, Achille, 1799-1874 -- Michelot, Auguste, 1792-1866 -- Dumortier, Philippe -- Hachette (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 8 maps : 250 x 168 mm.
nd;(1841-45);E:Dumortier
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

9374 Atlases, French - 1841

Authors: Soulice, Théodore -- Houzé, Antoine Philippe -- Langlois et Leclercq -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Langlois and Leclercq
Cover title: Atlas de géographie a l'usage des collèges, des écoles, des maisons d'éducation
Publisher’s advertisements on back cover refer to 1841 census.
Maps by A. Houzé.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1019 .S665 1841 (NLO)

9375 Atlases, French - 1841

Authors: Soulier, E. -- Andriveau-Goujon, J. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (30 [i.e 33] leaves of plates) : 33 hand-col. maps (chiefly folded) ; 45 cm.
"Approuvé par le Conseil royal de l’université de France."
Relief shown by hachures.
Newberry copy has 2 varying colored versions of map 10 (France).
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1019 .S67 1841 (NLO)

9376 Atlases, French - 1841-1842<>Geography - 1841-1842

Authors: Langlois, Hyacinthe -- Avril, Charles, fl. 1830-1842 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (36 leaves of plates) : ill. (some col.), 36 hand col. maps ; 22 x 28 cm.
Plates engraved by Charles Avril.
Title on maps: Atlas géographique portatif.
"Approuvé par l’université."
Each plate includes descriptive text, illustration, and colored flags.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .L376 1841 (NLO)
Atlas 9378

**Dictionnaire universel de géographie moderne**

*Paris* : Chez Edme et Alexandre Picard, 1843.

**Authors**: Perrot, A. M. (Aristide Michel), 1793-1879 -- Aragon, Anne Alexandre -- Tardieu, Pierre Antoine, 1784-1869 -- Edme et Alexandre Picard (Firm) -- Burgaud, Jean -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Picard (Edme et Alexandre) -- firm SEE Edme et Alexandre Picard (Firm)

1 atlas ([2] p., [59] leaves of plates (some folded)) : 59 maps (some hand col., some folded) ; 28 cm. 4. éd.

**Published to accompany**: Dictionnaire universel de géographie moderne, description physique, politique et historique de tous les lieux de la terre. Most maps engraved by Pierre Tardieu. Relief shown by hachures. Scales differ.

**Bookplate**: Jean Burgaud. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)**

**Ateliers, French - 1843 (Provisional Heading)**

**Historical geography - Maps - 1843 (Provisional Heading)**

**Historical atlases**


**Authors**: Andriveau-Goujon, J. -- Jenotte, Adolphe -- Roussel, P. -- Plat, A. -- Tardieu, Ambroise, 1788-1841 -- Himely -- France. Ministère de la guerre -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (43 folded plates) : 43 folded hand col. maps, plans ; 53 cm. Nouv. éd.


**Baskes oversize G1019 .A56 1843 (NLO)**

**Ateliers, French - 1843 (Provisional Heading)**

**Historical geography - Maps - 1843 (Provisional Heading)**

**Historical atlases**


**Authors**: Perrot, A. M. (Aristide Michel), 1793-1879 -- Aragon, Anne Alexandre -- Tardieu, Pierre Antoine, 1784-1869 -- Edme et Alexandre Picard (Firm) -- Burgaud, Jean -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Picard (Edme et Alexandre) -- firm SEE Edme et Alexandre Picard (Firm)

1 atlas ([2] p., [59] leaves of plates (some folded)) : 59 maps (some hand col., some folded) ; 28 cm. 4. éd.

**Published to accompany**: Dictionnaire universel de géographie moderne, description physique, politique et historique de tous les lieux de la terre. Most maps engraved by Pierre Tardieu. Relief shown by hachures. Scales differ.

**Bookplate**: Jean Burgaud. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)**

**Ateliers, French - 1843 (Provisional Heading)**

**Historical geography - Maps - 1843 (Provisional Heading)**

**Historical atlases**


**Authors**: Perrot, A. M. (Aristide Michel), 1793-1879 -- Aragon, Anne Alexandre -- Tardieu, Pierre Antoine, 1784-1869 -- Edme et Alexandre Picard (Firm) -- Burgaud, Jean -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Picard (Edme et Alexandre) -- firm SEE Edme et Alexandre Picard (Firm)

1 atlas ([2] p., [59] leaves of plates (some folded)) : 59 maps (some hand col., some folded) ; 28 cm. 4. éd.

**Published to accompany**: Dictionnaire universel de géographie moderne, description physique, politique et historique de tous les lieux de la terre. Most maps engraved by Pierre Tardieu. Relief shown by hachures. Scales differ.

**Bookplate**: Jean Burgaud. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)**

**Ateliers, French - 1843 (Provisional Heading)**

**Historical geography - Maps - 1843 (Provisional Heading)**

**Historical atlases**


**Authors**: Perrot, A. M. (Aristide Michel), 1793-1879 -- Aragon, Anne Alexandre -- Tardieu, Pierre Antoine, 1784-1869 -- Edme et Alexandre Picard (Firm) -- Burgaud, Jean -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Picard (Edme et Alexandre) -- firm SEE Edme et Alexandre Picard (Firm)

1 atlas ([2] p., [59] leaves of plates (some folded)) : 59 maps (some hand col., some folded) ; 28 cm. 4. éd.

**Published to accompany**: Dictionnaire universel de géographie moderne, description physique, politique et historique de tous les lieux de la terre. Most maps engraved by Pierre Tardieu. Relief shown by hachures. Scales differ.

**Bookplate**: Jean Burgaud. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)**

**Ateliers, French - 1843 (Provisional Heading)**

**Historical geography - Maps - 1843 (Provisional Heading)**

**Historical atlases**


**Authors**: Perrot, A. M. (Aristide Michel), 1793-1879 -- Aragon, Anne Alexandre -- Tardieu, Pierre Antoine, 1784-1869 -- Edme et Alexandre Picard (Firm) -- Burgaud, Jean -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Picard (Edme et Alexandre) -- firm SEE Edme et Alexandre Picard (Firm)

1 atlas ([2] p., [59] leaves of plates (some folded)) : 59 maps (some hand col., some folded) ; 28 cm. 4. éd.

**Published to accompany**: Dictionnaire universel de géographie moderne, description physique, politique et historique de tous les lieux de la terre. Most maps engraved by Pierre Tardieu. Relief shown by hachures. Scales differ.

**Bookplate**: Jean Burgaud. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)**
Atlasses, French - 1844


Authors: Duval, Henri (Henri Louis Nicolas), 1783-1854 -- Imprimerie de Ducessois -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas : 33 maps ; 448 x 324 mm.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Baskes oversize G1019 .T29 1843 (NLO)

Atlasses, French - 1847-1848

*Atlas classique et universel de géographie ancienne et moderne : contenant les découvertes et les divisions les plus nouvelles dans les cinq parties du monde pour servir à la lecture des voyages des ouvrages historiques et des meilleurs traités de géographie / publié par J. Andriveau-Goujon ; adopté par le Ministre de la guerre pour les bibliothèques régimentaires.*

Paris : Chez l'éditeur [J. Andriveau-Goujon], 1847 [i.e. 1848?].


1 atlas (45 [i.e. 46] leaves) : ill. (some col.), 44 folded hand col. maps, plans ; 53 cm.

Scales differ.

Former owners: Jose Serrano, Pilar Pardo y Puertolas[?], and Petra L[?].


Printed by Firmin Didot Frères.

Relief shown by hachures.

Maps dated 1822-1846.

Relief shown by shading and hachures.

Engraved t.p.

Quarter-bound brown leather, marbled papers over boards.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1019 .B86 1846 (NLO)

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Engraved t.p. Scales differ. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library. 

**Baskes oversize G1019 .A56 1847 (NLO)**

**9387** 

**Atlases, French - 1847**

**Historical geography - Maps - 1847**

**World history - Maps - 1847**

**Celestial charts - 1847**

**France - Maps - 1847**

**Historical atlases**

**Astronomy - Charts, diagrams, etc.**


Authors: Dufour, A.-H. (Auguste-Henri), 1798-1865 -- Delalain, Jules, 1810-1877 -- Binetèvre, Théodore. La France divisée en 89 départements (1847) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (40 folded leaves of plates) : ill., 40 hand col. maps ; 33 cm.

Nouv. dépôt légal: 1847.

Title vignette.

Gold-stamped spine title: Atlas de géographie.

"Carte cosmographique" by P. Binéteau.

Scales differ.

Quarter binding of marbled papers and green leather spine.

Map laid in: La France divisée en 89 départements / Théodore Lefèvre

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library. 

**Baskes folio G1019 .D84 1847 (NLO)**

**9388** 

**Atlases, French - 1847 (Provisional Heading)**


Authors: Tardieu, Ambroise, 1788-1841 -- Rosa & Bouret -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 23 maps ; 220 x 290 mm.

nd;ed:LLSolanas

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. 

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)**

**9389**

**Atlases, French - 1848**

**Historical geography - Maps - 1848**

**Historical atlases**


1 atlas (4 unnumbered pages, 27 folded leaves of plates) : 27 hand colored maps ; 42 cm.

"Pour l'intelligence de la Géographie universelle par Malte-Brun."


Script engraved by Blanchard. Relief shown by hachures. Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Phillips 786 

LC Card Number: 2012586596

**Baskes oversize G1019 .T295 1848 (NLO)**

**9390** 

**Atlases, French - 1848**

**Historical geography - Maps - 1848**

**World history - Maps - 1848**

**Historical atlases**


Authors: Ansart, Félix -- Hacq, J. M. -- Moisy, Alexandre, 1763-ca. 1827 -- Fremin, A. R., active approximately 1810–approximately 1860 -- Ansart, H. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas ([4] p., [51] leaves of plates (some folded)) : 51 col. maps (some folded) ; 45 cm.

3e éd. augmentée d’un grand nombre de cartes nouvelles.

Maps dated between 1834 and 1848; most dated 1834 or 1835. Includes maps by J.M. Hacq, A. Moisy, and A.R. Fremin. Relief shown by hachures. Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library. 

**Baskes oversize G1030 .A67 1848 (NLO)**

**9391** 

**Atlases, French - 1848**

**Historical geography - Maps - 1848**

**World history - Maps - 1848**

**Historical atlases**


Authors: Delamarche, Alexandre, 1815-1884 -- Delamarche, Félix -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas ([2] p., [37] fold. leaves of plates) : 36 hand col. maps ; 36 cm.

Maps dated 1836-1848. Incomplete; lacking map: Cosmographie

Earlier editions by Felix Delamarche. Scales differ.
9392 Atlases, French - 1850

*Atlas universel de géographie moderne.* Paris : L. Hachette, [ca. 1850].

**Authors:** Meissas, Achille, 1799-1874 -- Hachette, Louis, 1800-1864 -- Riker, Elizabeth R. -- Berteau, M. -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas : 12 hand col. maps ; 45 cm.

Inscribed on t.p.: Elizabeth R. Riker, chez M. Berteau, 43 Pierrepoint St., Brooklyn. Fevrier 1850.

Condition: Orig. paper covered boards; publisher's paper label on spine.

Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection.

Previous location: A-5

**AMcN III PC 3720 (PrCt)**

9393 Atlases, French - 1850


1 atlas (4 p., [i.e. 36] folded leaves of plates) : ill., maps (chiefly hand col.) ; 35 cm.

Maps dated 1838-1850.

Some maps have running title: Atlas Delamarche

Earlier editions by Félix Delamarche

Scales differ.

Paper-covered boards; publisher's paper label on cover.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes folio G1019 .D45 1850 (NLO)**

9394 Atlases, French - 1851


**Authors:** Vuillemin, A. (Alexandre), b. 1812 -- Lefevre, T. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas : 48 maps ; 247 x 311 mm.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet 1 atlas : 48 maps ; 247 x 311 mm.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

References: Cf. Phillips 6105

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)**
Barba, [1855?].
Title vignette.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .D847 1855 (NLO)

9402 Atlases, French - 1855<<>>Historical geography - Maps - 1855<<>>Historical atlases

Authors: Muller, Charles -- Firmin-Didot (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. : 29 maps ; 260 x 185 mm. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

9403 Atlases, French - 1856<<>>Geography - 1856

Authors: Lebrun, Théodore -- Le Béalle, A. (Alexandre) -- Delalain, Jules, 1810-1877 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 atlas (8 p., 14 folded leaves of plates) : 14 hand col. maps ; 31 cm. 4e éd. Imperfect; issued with 16 maps, but this copy lacking 2 maps: France politique divisée en départements -- Monde connu des anciens. Includes questions for the student. In original blue paper-covered boards. Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .L43 1856 (NLO)

9404 Atlases, French - 1858

Authors: Andriveau-Goujon, J. -- Antoine, Louis -- Chardon, Alfred, -1897 -- Imprimerie Lemercier et cie -- Smith et Gérin -- Flahaut et Smith -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 atlas (32 leaves (some folded)) : 30 folded hand col. maps ; 50 cm. Éd. usuelle.
Cover title: Atlas classique & universel de géographie ancienne et moderne
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 6123

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Baskes oversize G1019 .A56 1858 (NLO)

9405

**Atlases, French - 1858 (Provisional Heading)**

*Atlas historique & topog de la guerre d'Orient.*

Paris : Kaepelin, 1858.

Authors: Dépôt de la guerre (France) -- Lith. Kaepelin -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 47 maps ; 635 x 923 mm.

Phillips 9232

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)** (PrCt)

9406

**Atlases, French - 1859**

*Historical geography - Maps - 1859***

*Historical atlases*

*Atlas universel de géographie physique, politique, ancienne & moderne : contenant les cartes générales et particulières de toutes les parties du monde : rédigé conformément aux progrès de la science pour servir à l'intelligence de l'histoire, de la géographie et des voyages / dressé par A. Brué, géographe ; dédié à l'Académie impé. des sciences de l'Institut de France ; approuvé et recommandé par le Conseil général de l'instruction publique ...* Paris : Chez J. Barthélémy ... quai des Grands-Augustins, 39, ci-devant quai Coni. 1859.

Authors: Brué, Adrien Hubert, 1786 -- Barthélemier, J. -- Picquet, Charles -- Chardon, F., aîné -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas ([3] leaves, 65 [i.e. 64] folded leaves of plates) : 64 hand col. maps ; 54 cm.

"Nouv. éd. composée de soixante cinq feuilles / rev. et augm. d'un grand nombre de cartes particulières par Ch. Piquet."

"Paris, imprimé par F. Chardon aîné, 30, r. Hautefeuille."

Relief shown by shading and hachures. Engraved t.p.

Quarter-bound leather, marbled papers over boards; gold-stamped spine title: Atlas de géographie ancienne et moderne

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes oversize G1019 .B86 1859 (NLO)**

9407

**Atlases, French - 1859***

*Historical geography - Maps - 1859***

*Historical atlases*


Authors: Delamarche, Alexandre, 1815-1884 -- Delamarche, Félix -- Grosselin, Aug. -- Lyman, D. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)


'Table de l'atlas ancien, du moyen age, et moderne' with contents pasted on inside front cover.

Sales differ.

Earlier editions by Felix Delamarche have title: Atlas de géographie ancienne, du moyen age, et moderne.


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes folio G1019 .D45 1859 (NLO)**

9408

**Atlases, French - 1859 (Provisional Heading)**


Authors: Arago, Domenique F.J. -- Buffon -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 8 maps ; 265 x 202 mm.

C:AHDufour;12pls:Dore

9409

**Atlases, French - 1859 (Provisional Heading)**


1 v. : 5 maps ; 285 x 200 mm.

C:AHBarba5;12atu:Gute

9410

**Atlases, French - 1860**


1 atlas ([2] leaves, 40 folded leaves of plates) : 40 hand col. maps ; 62 cm.

Cover title stamped in gold on black leather label: Atlas Dufour

Maps printed by Louis Antoine; script engraved by Delètre, Godfroy, Guyen, and Lahanier, Lacouchy et cie.

Maps dated 1856-1861.

Relief shown by hachures. Prime meridian: Paris.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Half bound blue leather, marbled papers over boards.
Scales differ.
Armorial bookplate of Ch. Lavau.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 833

Baskes oversize G1019 .D845 1860 (NLO)

9411

Atlasses, French - 1860

Authors: Dussieux, L. (Louis), 1815-1894 -- Marlier, Charles-Bonaparte, b. 1798 -- Monin, Charles V., active 1828-1878 -- Le Curré -- Imp. de Balle -- Imp. Simon Raçon et Comp. -- Jacques Lecoffre et cie -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Balle Imprimerie SEE Imprimerie de Balle -- Imprie. de Bale SEE Imprimerie de Balle -- Bale Imprimerie SEE Imprimerie de Balle -- Le Coffre (Jacques) et cie SEE Jacques Lecoffre et cie

1 atlas ([4] p., 8 folded leaves of plates) : 8 hand col. maps ; 26 cm.

1 atlas ([4] p., 8 folded leaves of plates) : 8 hand col. maps ; 26 cm.

'Atlas A'--Cover.
Maps dated 1856-1860; bound out of order.
Maps by Charle, engraved by Dumortier and P. Roussel, printed by Imp. de Toussaint.
Printed by E. Thunot et Cie.

'ouvrages authorisés par le Conseil impérial de l'instruction publique.'
Scales differ.
Publisher's advertisements: t.p. verso and back cover.
Owners' inscriptions: Malric Jean ... 1861; Marie Malric.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1019 .D87 1860 (NLO)

9413

Atlasses, French - 1860

Authors: Meissas, Achille, 1799-1874 -- Michelot, Auguste, 1792-1866 -- Moisy, Alexandre, 1763-ca. 1827 -- Dumortier, Philippe -- Hachette (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Michelot, Jean Charles Auguste, 1792-1866 SEE Michelot, Auguste, 1792-1866 -- Michelot, Jean Charles Auguste, 1792-1866 SEE Michelot, Auguste, 1792-1866


Latest date on maps: 1860.
Maps engraved by Moisy and Dumortier.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1019 .M44 1860 (NLO)

9414

Atlasses, French - 1860-1880

[Atlas de géographie moderne, physique et politique : contenant les cartes générales et particulières de toutes les parties du monde ... / dressé par A. Brué ...]. [Paris : C. Delagrave, between 1860 and 1880?].
Authors: Brué, Adrien Hubert, 1786-1832 -- Levasseur, Emile, 1828-1911 -- Delagrave, Ch. (Charles), 1842-1934 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas ([2] leaves, [50] leaves of plates) : 44 maps (chiefly hand col.) ; 55 cm.

[Nouv. éd. / rev. par E. Levasseur ...]
Imperfect; Newberry's copy lacks title page; title, author, edition statement, and publisher from NUC pre-1956; issued with 50 maps, but this lacking copy 6 maps.
Relief shown by shading and hachures.

1 atlas ([4] p., 8 folded leaves of plates) : 8 hand col. maps ; 26 cm.

'Atlas A'--Cover.
Maps dated 1856-1860; bound out of order.
Maps by Charle, engraved by Dumortier and P. Roussel, printed by Imp. de Toussaint.
Printed by E. Thunot et Cie.

'ouvrages authorisés par le Conseil impérial de l'instruction publique.'
Scales differ.
Publisher's advertisements: t.p. verso and back cover.
Owners' inscriptions: Malric Jean ... 1861; Marie Malric.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1019 .D87 1860 (NLO)

9413

Atlasses, French - 1860

Authors: Meissas, Achille, 1799-1874 -- Michelot, Auguste, 1792-1866 -- Moisy, Alexandre, 1763-ca. 1827 -- Dumortier, Philippe -- Hachette (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Michelot, Jean Charles Auguste, 1792-1866 SEE Michelot, Auguste, 1792-1866 -- Michelot, Jean Charles Auguste, 1792-1866


Latest date on maps: 1860.
Maps engraved by Moisy and Dumortier.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1019 .M44 1860 (NLO)

9414

Atlasses, French - 1860-1880

[Atlas de géographie moderne, physique et politique : contenant les cartes générales et particulières de toutes les parties du monde ... / dressé par A. Brué ...]. [Paris : C. Delagrave, between 1860 and 1880?].
Authors: Brué, Adrien Hubert, 1786-1832 -- Levasseur, Emile, 1828-1911 -- Delagrave, Ch. (Charles), 1842-1934 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas ([2] leaves, [50] leaves of plates) : 44 maps (chiefly hand col.) ; 55 cm.

[Nouv. éd. / rev. par E. Levasseur ...]
Imperfect; Newberry's copy lacks title page; title, author, edition statement, and publisher from NUC pre-1956; issued with 50 maps, but this lacking copy 6 maps.
Relief shown by shading and hachures.
Maps dated 1820-1827.  
Scales differ.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.  
Baskes oversize G1019 .B855 1860 (NLO)  

'Atlas illustre de geographie commercial & indust.'  
Maps by Beaurain, printed by Bréhier Frères.  
'Imprimerie de W. Remquet, Goupy et Cie., rue Garancière, n. 5'.  
'Owner's inscription: Josephine Leforestier, 1862.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.  
Baskes G1019 .P42 1860 (NLO)  

Authors: Vuillemin, A. (Alexandre), b. 1812 -- Langevin -- Gerin. -- Fatout -- Roger S.  
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 v. : 16 maps ; 662 x 473 mm.  
E:E:Gérin  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.  
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)  

9417 Atlases, French - 1861  
Authors: Cortambert, Eugène, 1805-1881 -- Janson, V. -- Binetault, P. -- Barthelmië, J. -- Vuillemin, A. (Alexandre), b. 1812 -- Hachette (Firm) -- Mitchell, Charles L. -- Roger S. Baskes  
Baskes G1019 .M45 1861 (NLO)  

'Prix: 2 francs'--Cover.  
Maps engraved by Dumortier and P. Roussel, printed by Impie. de Lamoureux.  
Printer by E. Thunot et Cie.  
'OUVRAGES autorisés par le Conseil impérial de l'instruction publique.'  
Maps dated 1860-1861.  
Maps engraved by Dumortier and P. Roussel, printed by Impie. de Lamoureux.  
Printed by E. Thunot et Cie.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.  
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 atlas (40 leaves of plates) : hand col. ill., 37 hand col. maps ; 27 x 36 cm.  
Several maps dated: 1861.  
Maps by Binteau, A. Vuillemin, Barthelemier, and Janson.  
Publisher's printed paper over boards.  
Scales differ.  
Former owner's signature: Chas. L. Mitchell.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.  
References: Cf. Phillips 6152  
Baskes G1019 .C6624 1861 (NLO)  

Authors: Garnier, F. A. -- Renouard, Jules, Veuve -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 v. : 60 maps ; 620 x 457 mm.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.  
Phillips 836  
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)  

9420 Atlases, French - 1863 (Provisional Heading) Atlas universel de geographie. Paris : Furne,
1863.
Authors: Tardieu, Ambroise, b. 1840 -- Vuillemin, A. (Alexandre), b. 1812 -- Malte-Brun, Victor Adolfe, 1816-1889 -- Furne (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 31 maps ; 427 x 285 mm.
Rev.:Vuillemin;Malte-Brun
Ct. Phillips 06144
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

9421 Atlases, French - 1864 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Lejean, Guillaume -- Erhard Bros. (Firm) -- Hachette (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 9 maps ; 400 x 575 mm.
E:Erhard
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

9422 Atlases, French - 1865-1866 Historical geography - Maps - 1865-1866 Historical atlases
1 atlas (ii, 1035 p., 88 leaves of plates (chiefly folded)) : geneal. tables, 88 maps (chiefly col., chiefly folded) ; 25 cm.
1 Imprimerie générale de Ch. Lahure, rue de Fleurus, 9, à Paris”–Haut t.p. verso.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 5497.
LC Card Number: 22013706
Baskes G1030 .B68 1865 (NLO)

9423 Atlases, French - 1866
classiques de Jules Delalain et fils, 1866.
6e éd.
On cover: Troisième édition.
Cover title: Atlas élémentaire de géographie moderne
Maps by P. Binetepau, Jacobs et Barthelemerie frères, Jacobs et Dalmont, and Jacobs et Martin.
"Extrait de l’Atlas complet approuvé pour les écoles publiques par décision de S. Exc. M. le ministre de l’Instruction publique.”
Relief shown by hachures.
Publisher’s green paper-covered boards.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .CS4 1866 (NLO)
9424 Atlases, French - 1866 Atlases, German - 1866 Atlases, British - 1866
1 atlas (51 double plates, 86 p. (index)) : maps (col.) ; 56 cm.
Includes maps by John Bartholomew, Francisco Coello, Helmuth Moltke, August Petermann John Turnbull Thomson, and Edward Weller.
Maps also cataloged separately.
References: Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 746
oversize G 10 .42 (NLO)
9425 Atlases, French - 1866 Historical geography - Maps - 1866 Historical atlases
Authors: Dussieux, L. (Louis), 1815-1894 --
Marlier, Charles-Bonaparte, b. 1798 --
Monin, Charles V., active 1828-1878 --
Dumas-Vorzet, Ed. (Eduard) --
Hacq et Carré --
Vuillemin, A. (Alexandre), b. 1812 --
Jacques Lecoffre et cie --
Cortambert, Eugène, 1805 --
L. Hachette et Cie., [ca. 1867].

Authors: Belèze, G. (Guillaume), 1803 --
Delalain et fils, [1867].

Paris : Imprimerie et librairie classiques de Jules
Delalain et fils, [1867].

References: BM maps, IV, column 592

Maps by Blanchard and P. Bineteau.
Maps engraved by Marlier and Gérin; some maps
lithographed by F. Hermet, some printed by
Dumas-Vorzet.
Title vignette (publisher’s monogram device).
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1019 .D878 1866 (NLO)

Atlasses, French - 1867

Atlas élémentaire de géographie moderne :
composé de dix cartes sur acier / par G. Belezè.
Paris : Imprimerie et librairie classiques de Jules
Delalain et fils, [1867].

Authors: Belezè, G. (Guillaume), 1803-1878 --
Bineteau, P. --
Delalain, Jules, 1810-1877 --
Blanchard, engraver --
Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas ([4] p., x folded leaves of plates) : 10 hand
col. maps ; 28 cm.

16e éd.
Half title: Atlas de géographie
Maps by Blanchard and P. Bineteau.
"Ouvrage approuvé pour les écoles publiques par
décision de S. Ex. M. le ministre de l'Instruction
publique."
"Tout les exemplaires sont revêtus de notre
griffe. [signed] Jules Delalain et fils. 1867."

Relief shown by hachures.
Title vignette (printer’s monogram device).
Publisher’s blue paper-covered boards;
advertisement on back cover.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1019 .B445 1867 (NLO)

Atlasses, French - 1867

Petit atlas de géographie moderne / dressé sous
la direction de E. Cortambert. Paris : Librairie de
L. Hachette et Cie., [ca. 1867].

Authors: Cortambert, Eugène, 1805-1881 --
Vuillemin, A. (Alexandre), b. 1812 --
Erhard, 1821-1880 --
Janson (Firm) --
Bourdier, P. A. (Firm) --

Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) --
P.A. Bourdier (Firm) SEE Bourdier, P. A. (Firm)
1 atlas ([3] p., 17 folded leaves) : 17 hand col.
maps (folded) ; 27 cm.

'Nouv. éd., augmentée de quatre cartes des
versants maritimes de la France.'
Maps dated 1867.
Maps by A. Vuillemin, P. Bineteau, Barthelmiem,
Erhard, and printed by Janson.
'Imprimerie P.-A. Bourdier et Ce., Rue des
Poitevins, 6--P. [2].
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.

Baskes G1019 .C663 1867 (NLO)

Atlasses, French - 1867

Atlas de géographie ancienne, la géographie du
moyen âge, la cosmographie et la géographie
moderne / ouvrage dressée sous la direction
de E. Cortambert. Paris : L. Hachette et cie.,
[1868?].

Authors: Cortambert, Eugène, 1805-1881 --

Janson, V. --
Bineteau, P. --
Barthelmiem, J. --
Vuillemin, A. (Alexandre), b. 1812 --
Erhard (Firm) --
Hachette (Firm) --

Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (84 leaves of plates) : ill. (chiefly col.), 81
hand col. maps ; 27 x 36 cm.
Suggested date of publication from BM maps, IV,
column 592.
Maps by Janson, P. Bineteau, Erhard,
Barthelmiem, and A. Vuillemin.
Lacking plate no. 30, has duplicate of plate no.
29
Publisher’s printed paper over boards.
Scales differ.
Illustrated bookplate: Paul Tibbe.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.

References: BM maps, IV, column 592

Baskes folio G1019 .C662 1868 (NLO)

Atlasses, French - 1867

Atlas universel & classique de geographie. Paris :
E. Belin, [1867?].

Authors: Drioux, abbé (Claude-Joseph),
1820-1898 --
Leroy, Charles --
Dussieux, L. (Louis), 1815-1894 --
Belin, Eugène --

Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas : 56 maps ; 335 x 260 mm.
nd;ntp;+extraMaps
Phillips 3562
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

PrCt

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes): only one copy analyzed?
References: Phillips 852

**Atlasses, French - 1869**

_Petit atlas de géographie contemporaine._ Paris : C. Delagrave, 1869.
Authors: Périgot, Charles, 1828-1885 -- Delagrave, Ch. (Charles), 1842-1934 -- Librairie Delagrave -- Koeman, C. (Cornelis), 1918--
-- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Delagrave, Ch. (Charles), 1842-1934 SEE ALSO Librairie Delagrave -- Librairie Delagrave SEE ALSO Delagrave, Ch. (Charles), 1842-1934 1 v. : 20 maps ; 190 x 128 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

**Atlasses, French - 1869<<>>France, House of<<>>Orléans, House of<<>>Bourbon family<<>>Orléans family**

_Atlas classique et universel de géographie ancienne & moderne : contenant les découvertes et les divisions les plus nouvelles dans les cinq parties du monde pour servir à la lecture des voyages, des ouvrages historiques et des meilleurs traités de géographie / publié par E. Andriveau-Goujon ; adopté par le Ministre de la guerre pour les bibliothèques régimentaires._
Paris : Chez l'éditeur, 1869.
1 atlas (50 folded leaves of plates) : 50 folded col. maps ; 54 cm.
Nouv. éd.
Cover title: Andriveau-Goujon Atlas universel de géographie ancienne & moderne
Maps engraved by Gerin, Dalmont, Smith, et Fontaine; P. Rousset and Th. Gobert; Leclercq et Langevin; Mlle. Flahaut et Smith; and P. Méa.
Maps printed by Louis Antoine, Alfred Chardon, and Lemercier et cie.
Engraved t.p. in ornamental border.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Two copies.
Copy 1 includes maps printed by Geny-Gros; bound in half bound brown leather, marbled papers over boards; gold stamped black leather label on cover; Atlas Dufour; includes map laid in: La France parlementaire ; Assemblée nationale de 1871-72-73.
Copy 2 in presentation binding of Louis Napoléon, Prince Impérial of the French; quarter bound red leather, orange cloth over boards; gold stamped spine title: Atlas universel de géographie; on cover, gold stamped French imperial crest and text: Le prince impérial à Mr. Chouvet frère Gerbrand à Vendôvres, Indre.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Laid in: Political cartoon "Le carnaval republicain (dessin inédit de Caran d'Ache)." On verso: Manifeste du Duc d'Orléans, lettre du prince à ses représentants dans les départements.

Laid in: print depicting Christ’s crucifixion with caption: Il m’a aimé.


Former owner’s inscription: A mon cher neveu Herbert de Cabrieres de la part de sa tante de Mayeaux en souvenir de mon (?)-Eric. [?] de Mayeaux.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes oversize G1019 .A56 1869 (NLO)**

### Atlases, French - 1869

**Historical geography - Maps**

**World history - Maps - 1869**

**Historical atlases**


Nouvelle ed. / contenant soixante-seize cartes coloriées.

Some maps have running titles: Atlas Grosselin-Delamarche or Atlas Delamarche.

Earlier editions by Félix Delamarche have title: Atlas de géographie ancienne, du moyen age, et moderne.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes oversize G1019 .D45 1869 (NLO)**

### Atlases, French - 1870

**Petit atlas de géographie moderne : contenant vingt cartes / dressées sous la direction de E. Cortambert.* Paris : Librairie Hachette et Cie., [ca. 1870].


Maps dated 1868, 1870.

Maps by A. Vuillemin, engraved by Erhard, printed by E. Dufrénoy, Clampron, and Monrocq.

*‘Imprimerie Viéville et Campiomont, Rue des Poitevins, 6’* -- P. [2].

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes folio G1019 .C663 1870 (NLO)**

### Atlases, French - 1873

**Atlas universel.* Paris : Echo Sorbonne, [ca. 1873?].

Authors: Pages, A. -- Echo Sorbonne -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas : 75 maps ; 272 x 195 mm.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)**

### Atlases, French - 1873

**Historical geography - Maps**

**World history - Maps - 1873**

**Historical atlases**


Authors: Delamarche, Alexandre, 1815-1884 -- Grosselin, Aug. -- Delamarche, Félix -- Bertaux, Émile, 1869-1917 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas ([2] p., 95 leaves of plates) : 95 maps (chiefly col., some folded) ; 44 cm.

Date from Tooley.

Maps engraved by Th. Gobert, Smith, Dyonnet, Laguillermie, Mme. George, Cornelis, and Lefèvre.

Relief shown by hachures.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**References:** Tooley, R.V. *Tooley’s dictionary of mapmakers (1999), v. K-P, p. 404**

**Baskes oversize G1019 .B27 1870 (NLO)**

## Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Atlas de géographie ancienne, du moyen age, et moderne.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .D45 1873 (NLO)

9439

Atlastes, French - 1873 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Cortambert, Eugène, 1805-1881 -- Hachette (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 98 maps ; 270 x 198 mm.
Phillips 4353
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

9440

Atlastes, French - 1874
1 atlas (32 folded leaves of plates) : 32 folded col. maps ; 54 cm.
Cover title: Andriveau-Goujon atlas usuil de géographie moderne
Most recent date on maps: 1874.
Maps engraved by P. Mèa; P. Roussel, Th. Gobert, et Fontaine; Leclercq et Langevin; Gerin, Smith et Dalmont; Mlle. Flahaut et Smith; and Gerin, Dalmont, Smith et Fontaine.
Maps printed by Alfred Chardon, jeune; Monrocq; Louis Antoine; and Ch. Chardon.
Relief shown by hachures and spot elevations.
Original publisher's red cloth binding with gold-stamped cover title: Andriveau-Goujon atlas usuil de géographie moderne.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1019 .A558 1874 (NLO)

9441

Atlastes, French - 1874 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Brué, Adrien Hubert, 1786-1832 -- Levasseur, Emile, 1828-1911 -- Librairie Delagrave -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 28 maps ; 743 x 547 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

9444

Atlastes, French - 1875
Atlas de géographie moderne, physique et politique: contenant les cartes générales et particulières de toutes les parties du monde : mis au courant des progrès de la science pour servir à l'intelligence de l'histoire, de la géographie et...
Authors: Brué, Adrien Hubert, 1786-1832 -- Levasseur, Emile, 1828-1911 -- Delagrave, Ch. (Charles), 1842-1934 -- Institut géographique de Paris -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Nouv. éd. / rev. par E. Levasseur.
Title vignette of Institut géographique de Paris.
Running title on maps: Atlas universel en 67 feuilles
"Comprenant quarante-neuf cartes."
Scales differ.
Relief shown by hachures.
Quarter bound green leather, blind stamped green cloth over boards; gold stamped device of Institut géographique de Paris.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1019 .B855 1875 (NLO)

Atlasses, French - 1875
Authors: Soulier, E. -- Andriveau-Goujon, E. (Eugène), 1832-1897 -- Andriveau-Goujon, J. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (30 folded leaves of plates) : 31 hand-coll. maps ; 45 cm.
Cover title: Atlas élémentaire de géographie ancienne & moderne
"Approuvé par le Conseil de l’université."
Relief shown by hachures.
Newberry copy has 2 varying colored versions of map 10 (France).
Publisher’s blue cloth binding with gold-stamped cover title: Atlas élémentaire de géographie ancienne & moderne.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Black, Maps and history, p. 40
Baskes oversize G1019 .S67 1875 (NLO)

Atlasses, French - 1875
1 atlas ([2], [45] folded leaves) : 45 col. maps ; 34 cm.
Maps by A. Vuillemin, Erhard Frères and Monrocq.
"Imprimerie G. Rougier et Cie., rue Cassette, 1"--Leaf [1] (first count).
Map detached: cosmographic map, 1st folded leaf.
Publisher’s advertisements: back cover.
Scales differ.
Owner’s inscription: C. Gervaise.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .B655 1875 (NLO)

Atlasses, French - 1875
1 atlas (50 folded leaves of plates) : 50 maps (col., folded) ; 54 cm.
Nouv. éd.
Cover title: Atlas universel de géographie ancienne et moderne
Relief shown by hachures.
Maps printed by Louis Antoine, Alfred Chardon, Monrocq, and Lemercier et cie.
Maps engraved by Gerin, Dalmont, Smith, et Fontaine; P. Rouset and Th. Gobert; Leclercq et Langevin; Mlle. Flahaut et Smith; Varinot; Marquis; and P. Méa.
Engraved t.p. and table of contents in ornamental border.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1019 .A56 1875 (NLO)

Authors: Drioux, abbé (Claude-Joseph), 1820-1898 -- Leroy, Charles -- Smith, L. (Engraver) -- Lambin, A. -- Jenotte -- Dumas-Vorzet, Éd. (Édouard) -- Bréhier frères -- Charpentier (Engraver) -- Beaurain (Engraver) -- Imprimerie Clamaron -- Belin (Firm) -- Belin, Eugène -- Tibbe, Paul -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Clamaron

Imprimerie SEE Imprimerie Clamaron

1 atlas (vii p., [50] leaves of plates (45 folded)) : ill., maps (chiefly col.) ; 34 cm.

Nouv. éd.


"Contenant soixante-seize cartes coloriées avec les délimitations fixées par les derniers traités."

Relief shown by hachures.

Scales differ.

Ten duplicate maps from other editions laid in; 1 tipped in.

Bookplate: Paul Tibbe.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1019 .D75 1875 (NLO)

9449

Atlases, French - 1876

Atlas universel. Paris : Fayard, [1876?].

Authors: Fayard, Arthème-Jean-François, 1836-1895 -- Monin, Charles V., active 1828-1878 -- Clérot, Victor -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas : 81 maps ; 319 x 270 mm.

nd:noText;+C:Monin,Clerot

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

9450

Atlases, French - 1876


Authors: Soulier, É. -- Andriveau-Goujon, É. (Eugène), 1832-1897 -- Andriveau-Goujon, J. -- Chardon, Alfred, -1897 -- Monrocq, J. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (20 folded leaves of plates) : illustrations (chiefly color), 23 maps (chiefly color) ; 47 cm

Maps printed byby Impie. de Charon Jne. and Impie. de J. Monrocq.

Relief shown by hachures.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1019 .S67 1876 (NLO)

9451

Atlases, French - 1876

Historical geography - Maps - 1876

Atlases


1 atlas (27 folded leaves of plates) : 27 folded maps (chiefly hand col.) ; 44 cm.

Maps engraved by Lemercier, S. Jacobs, Erhard R. Bonaparte, and Jacobs et Barthelemier.

Relief shown by hachures.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1019 .T295 1876 (NLO)

9452

Atlases, French - 1876 (Provisional Heading)


Authors: Lavallée, Théophile, 1804-1866 -- Bureau, É. -- Furne, Jouvet et Cie -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 43 maps ; 460 x 310 mm.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

9453

Atlases, French - 1877


Authors: Fayard, Arthème-Jean-François, 1836-1895 -- Baralle, Alphonse, d. 1886 -- Vuillemin, A. (Alexandre), b. 1812 -- Lacoste, Charles -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas : 94 maps ; 320 x 251 mm.

+ed:Baralle;C:Vuillemin,Lacoste

Phillips 884

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

9454

Atlases, French - 1877


Couchet et Roulié -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Half title: Atlas universel avec la géographie générale du monde
Added engraved title page: Atlas universal de La Brugère
"F. de La Brugère" is a pseudonym of Arthème Fayard. Cf. BN, L, column 288.
"Contenant 84 cartes géograougyes dressées par Vuillemin, Charles Lacoste, Monin et Clerot; gravées sur acier par Lacouchy, Lorsignol et Hausserman. En plus 64 plans des principales villes du monde, imprimés en plusieurs couleurs (chromo), gravés par Haussermann, un planisphère céleste, une carte spéciale des chemins de fer de l'Europe, chaque ligne coloriée différemment, une grande carte d’Europe (prime), plus un grand planisphère (prime), ces deux grandes cartes mesurent 1 m 30 sur 1 mètrem et un très-beau titre artistique. En tout, 148 cartes ou plans tirés à part."
Printed by Imprimerie moderne.
Some maps printed by Couchet et Roulié.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes folio G1019 .F37 1877 (NLO)**

**Atlases, French - 1877**
***Historical geography - Maps***
1877

**Historical atlases**


Nouvelle ed.


Some maps have running titles: Atlas Grosselin-Delamarche.

Earlier editions by Felix Delamarche have title: Atlas de géographie ancienne, du moyen age, et moderne.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes folio G1019 .D45 1877 (NLO)**

**Atlases, French - 1877**
***Historical geography - Maps***
1877

**Historical atlases**


Authors: Drioux, abbé (Claude-Joseph),
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)


1 atlas (vii p., [54] leaves of plates (42 folded)) : ill., maps (chiefly hand col.) ; 35 cm.

Nouv. éd.


"Contenant quatre-vingt-huit cartes et cartons."

Relief shown by hachures, gradient and bathymetric tints, and spot heights; depths shown by soundings.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1019 .D75 1879 (NLO)

9459

**Atlases, French - 1881**

*Atlas usuel de géographie moderne.* Paris : Publiée par E. Andriveau-Goujon, [1881?].


1 atlas ([34] leaves of plates (chiefly folded)) : 34 col. maps (chiefly folded) ; 54 cm.

Most recent maps dated 1881.

Maps engraved by P. Rousset, Th. Gobert et Fontaine; Leclercq et Langevin; Gérin, Smith, et Dalmont; L. Wuhrer; and Mlle Flahaut et Smith.

Relief shown by hachures.

Original publisher’s green cloth binding with gold-stamped cover title.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1019 .A558 1881 (NLO)

9460

**Atlases, French - 1881**

*Grand atlas universel physique, historique et politique de géographie ancienne et moderne / compose et dressé par H. Dufour ; gravé sur acier par Ch. Dynonnet ; complété et tenu constamment au courant des nouvelles découvertes d’après les données officielles des ministères de la Guerre et de la Marine.* Paris : Maison Abel Pilon, A. Le Vasseur, gdre & succr, éditeur, 33, rue Fleurus, 33, [1881].


1 atlas ([2] leaves, 40 folded leaves of plates) : 40 hand col. maps ; 62 cm.

Publication date from Phillips 894.

Cover title: Grand atlas universel de géographie Maps printed by Geny-Gros; script engraved by Delêtre, Godefroy, Guyen, and Lahanier, Lacouchey et cie.

"Ouvrage honoré des souscriptions des ministères de l’Instruction publique, de la Guerre, de la Marine et des Colonies."

Relief shown by hachures.


Quarter bound red leather, red cloth over boards; gold stamped spine and cover titles.

Scales differ.


Stamp: Geo. Sauniér, 5 avr. 82, Bordeaux.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Phillips 894

Baskes oversize G1019 .D845 1881 (NLO)

9461

**Atlases, French - 1881**


Authors: Levasseur, Emile, 1828-1911 -- Brué, Adrien Hubert, 1786-1832 -- Delagrave, Ch. (Charles), 1842-1934 -- Institut géographique de Paris -- Savoie, W. -- Cadeau, Henri -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)


Nouv. éd. / rev. par E. Levasseur.

Map no. 9 dated 1881.

Running title on maps: Atlas universel en 67 feuilles

"Comprenant vingt et une cartes."

Relief shown by hachures.

Title vignette of Institut géographique de Paris.

Inscription: À mon petit fils Henri Cadeau, témoignage d'affection de son grand papa et récompense de son travail ... 31 décembre 1884, W. Savoie[e?].

Quarter bound red leather, blind stamped red cloth over boards; gold stamped device of Institut géographique de Paris.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Baskes oversize G1019 .B855 1881 (NLO)

9462 Atlases, French - 1881 Historical geography - Maps - 1881 World history - Maps - 1881 Geography, Ancient - Maps - 1881 Historical atlases

**Atlas universel & classique de géographie. Paris : E. Belin, 1881.**

Authors: Drioux, abbé (Claude-Joseph), 1820-1898 -- Leroy, Charles -- Jenotte, Adolphe -- Belin, Eugène -- Roger S. Baskes Collection

1 atlas : 69 maps ; 343 x 260 mm.

Esplenhorst 5.3.2:F.1.1

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

9463 Atlases, French - 1881 (Provisional Heading)

**Atlas manuel de géographie moderne. Paris : Hachette, 1881.**

Authors: Andree, Richard, 1835-1912 -- Hachette (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection

1 v. : 54 maps ; 428 x 300 mm.

Eselenhorst 5.3.2:F.1.1

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

9464 Atlases, French - 1882


Authors: Andree, Richard, 1835-1912 -- Hachette (Firm) -- Motteroz, 1838- -- Imprimeries réunies (Paris, France) -- Magnier, Ch. (Charles), b. 1821 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection

1 atlas ([8], 72 p.) : 54 col. maps (some folded) ; 43 cm.

Publication date from Esplenhorst, J. Andree, Stieler, Meyer & Co.


Translation of: Richard Andree’s allgemeiner Handatlas.

Uniform title: Richard Andree’s allgemeiner Handatlas. French

Scales differ.

Publisher’s quarter binding; black cloth over boards, light brown cloth over corners, brown leather spine stamped: Atlas manuel de géographie moderne. Hachette & cie. Ch. Magnier, rel.

2 copies

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Esplenhorst, J. Andree, Stieler, Meyer & Co., p. 270; Esplenhorst, J. Petermann’s planet, I, 5.3.2, p. 608-609

LC Card Number: 95675247

9465 Atlases, French - 1882

**Atlas manuel de géographie moderne. Paris : E. Belin, 1882.**

Authors: Drioux, abbé (Claude-Joseph), 1820-1898 -- Leroy, Charles -- Belin, Eugène -- Roger S. Baskes Collection

1 atlas : 19 maps ; 340 x 260 mm.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

9466 Atlases, French - 1882 (Provisional Heading)

**Atlas manuel de géographie moderne. Paris : Hachette, 1882.**

Authors: Andree, Richard, 1835-1912 -- Hachette (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection

1 v. : 54 maps ; 427 x 300 mm.

Esplenhorst 5.3.2:F.1.2

Phillips 6214

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

9467 Atlases, French - 1883

**Petit atlas de géographie en relief. Paris : E. Bertaux, 1883.**

Authors: Mager, Henri -- Bertaux, Émile, 1869-1917 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection

1 atlas : 12 maps ; 337 x 280 mm.

embossedMaps; nd

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

9468 Atlases, French - 1884

**Atlas manuel de géographie moderne : contenant cinquante-quatre cartes imprimées en couleurs. Paris : Librairie Hachette & Cie., 1884.**

Authors: Andree, Richard, 1835-1912 -- Hachette (Firm) -- Imprimeries réunies (Paris, France) -- Melaçon, Percien -- Roger S. Baskes Collection

1 atlas ([8], 72 p.) : 54 col. maps (some folded) ; 43 cm.


Translation of: Richard Andree’s allgemeiner Handatlas.

Uniform title: Richard Andree’s allgemeiner Handatlas. French

Scales differ.

On title page, date of publication "1884" stricken through in ink; "[1881]" written in ms. below.

Stamp: Reliure, Percien Melançon, S.T.R.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Esplenhorst, J. Andree, Stieler, Meyer & Co., p. 270; Esplenhorst, J. Petermann’s planet, I, 5.3.2, p. 608-609; Phillips 6216
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Baskes oversize G1019 .A5314 1884 (NLO)

9469 Atlases, French - 1884
Authors: Andree, Richard, 1835-1912 -- Hachette (Firm) -- Lycée Paul-Louis Courier (Tours, France) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Lycée de Tours (Tours, France) SEE Lycée Paul-Louis Courier (Tours, France)
1 atlas ([8], 72 p.) : 58 col. maps ; 43 cm.
Uniform title: Richard Andree's Allgemeiner Handatlas. French
Translation of: Richard Andree's allgemeiner Handatlas.
Relief shown by hachures, gradient and bathymetric tints, and spot heights; depths shown by soundings.
"Lycée de Tours. Concours général, 1895. 1er prix d'histoire"--Cover.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst, J. Andree, Stieler, Meyer & Co., p. 270; Phillips, 6216

Baskes oversize G1019 .A5314 1884b (NLO)

9470 Atlases, French - 1884
Nouvelle éd.
Earlier editions by Félix Delamarche have title: Atlas de géographie ancienne, du moyen age, et moderne.
Some maps have running titles: Atlas Grosselin-Delamarche.
Maps numbered 2-115.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1019 .D45 1884 (NLO)

9472 Atlases, French - 1885
1 atlas ([3] p., 66 folded leaves) : 66 folded col. maps ; 28 cm.
'Éd. nouv. / complètement ref. sous la direction de plusieurs géographes et professeurs.'
'Imp. E. Capiomont et V. Renault, rue des Poitevins, 6°--P. [2].
Maps by G. Bagge, J. Hansen, E. Delaune, Dumas-Vorzet, Érhard and, A. Gérin; printed by Clamaron-Graff, Dufrenoy.
Scales differ.
Maps hand-numbered in blue: 1-65; with typed table of contents pasted inside front cover.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1019 .D75 1884 (NLO)

9473 Atlases, French - 1884
Historical geography - Maps - 1884
World history - Maps - 1884
History, Ancient - Maps - 1884
Geography, Ancient - Maps - 1884
Historical atlases

1 atlas (vii p., [54] leaves of plates (folded 40)) : ill., 67 maps (chiefly col.) ; 34 cm.
Nouv. éd.
Relief shown by hachures, and gradient and bathymetric tints; depths shown by soundings.
"Contenant quatre-vingt-quatorze cartes et cartons."
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Black, Maps and history (1997), p. 51

Baskes folio G1019 .D75 1884 (NLO)

9474 Atlases, French - 1885
1 atlas ([3] p., 66 folded leaves) : 66 folded col. maps ; 28 cm.
'Éd. nouv. / complètement ref. sous la direction de plusieurs géographes et professeurs.'
'Imp. E. Capiomont et V. Renault, rue des Poitevins, 6°--P. [2].
Maps by G. Bagge, J. Hansen, E. Delaune, Dumas-Vorzet, Érhard and, A. Gérin; printed by Clamaron-Graff, Dufrenoy.
Scales differ.
Maps hand-numbered in blue: 1-65; with typed table of contents pasted inside front cover.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
the Newberry Library.

**Baskes folio G1019 .C66 1885 (NLO)**

**9473**

**Atlases, French - 1885<>Historical geography - Maps - 1885<>Historical atlases**


SEE Migeon, J.

1 atlas [[2], 43 [i.e. 47] leaves (chiefly folded), 43 folded leaves of plates] : ill., 43 folded hand col. maps ; 37 cm.

Spine title: Atlas Migeon

Maps engraved by Sengeteller, Raynaud, A. Bixet, Lebel, Lecocq, and H. Nyon.

Title page in double line border; t.p. printed in black and red.

Title vignette.

Black cloth binding with gold-stamped spine title:

Atlas Migeon : Géographie universelle.

Relief shown by hachures.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Phillips 6211

**Baskes folio G1019 .M539 1885 (NLO)**

**9474**

**Atlases, French - 1885<>Historical geography - Maps<>World history - Maps - 1885<>Historical atlases**

*Atlas de géographie physique, politique et historique / par le colonel Niox ; pour la partie historique, par Eugène Darsy.* Paris : Librairie Charles Delagrave, [1894].

Authors: Niox, G. (Gustave), 1840-1921 -- Darsy, Eugène -- Institut géographique de Paris -- Librairie Delagrave -- Delagrave, Ch. (Charles), 1842-1934 -- Français, Henri -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

SEE Migeon, J.

1 atlas (4, 56, 24 p.) : col. ill., 80 hand col. maps ; 36 cm.

Éd. complète (80 cartes)

Title vignette of Institut géographique de Paris.

Scales differ.

Publisher’s green cloth binding.

Former owner: Henri Francès.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes folio G1019 .N56 1894 (NLO)**

**9475**

**Atlases, French - 1886<>Historical geography - Maps - 1886<>Historical atlases**


1 atlas (vii pages, 58 unnumbered leaves of plates (44 folded)) : illustrations (some color), 70 maps (chiefly color) ; 35 cm.

Nouvelle édition.


"Contenant quatre-vingt-quatorze cartes et cartons."

Relief shown by hachures, gradient and bathymetric tints; depths shown by soundings. Scales differ.

Poems and drawings in ms. on blank sides of leaves throughout.

Former owner’s inscription: A.E. Balaii, Cours S. Cyr 1886-1887.

Inscription: Cet atlas a été remis à l’élève / par MM. Drioux et Ch. Leroy qui l’a remplacée ... 1887.

Stamp: Lycée de Dijon bibliothèque.

Stamp: Alphonse Compin.

Stamp: Elie Moulin.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes folio G1019 .D75 1886 (NLO)**

**9476**

**Atlases, French - 1887-1888<>Geography - 1887-1888**


Authors: Lavasseur, Emile, 1828-1911 -- Niox, G. (Gustave), 1840-1921 -- Trinquier -- Saône-et-Loire (France) -- Poirier, M. -- Librairie Delagrave -- Imprimerie Créété -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1 atlas (72, 4 p.) : ill., 44 maps (chiefly col.) ; 29 cm.

'Nouv. éd., entièrement ref.'

Date on cover: 1888.

'Pour la rédaction ... M. Levasseur a fait appel à ... M. le lieutenant-colonel Niox, professeur à l’École supérieure de guerre'--Front paste down.

Maps by Trinquier.

'Saône & Loire, par M. Poirier'--Cover.

'Ouvrage inscrit sur la liste des livres fournis gratuitement par la ville de Paris à ses écoles.'

'Département de Saône-et-Loire'--4 p. at the end.

'Imprimerie Créété'--Back cover.

Text, map and illustrations on lining papers.

Includes problems and exercises throughout.

Series: Encyclopédie des écoles.

Scales differ.

Owner’s marks: Hommage de l’Éditeur; L. Lambaor [?].

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1019 .L465 1887 (NLO)

9480

Atelases, French - 1889<<<>Geography - 1889


Authors: Brothers of Christian Instruction of Ploërmel--Christian Brothers--Procure Générale--Poussielgue Frères--Mame (Firm)--Ménétrier, F--France. Ministère de la guerre--Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas ([55] p.) : ill., 17 maps (chiefly col., some folded) ; 32 cm.

27e éd.

Caption title: Atlas de géographie : à l’usage des écoles chrétienne des frères

Title, edition and publication information from cover.

'Imp. F. Ménétrier, 7, r. Blainville'--P. [1] and on maps.

'Publié avec l’autorisation de M. le Ministre de la Guerre'--P. [4].

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1019 .B764 1889 (NLO)

9478

Atelases, French - 1889


Authors: Descubes, A. -- Levasseur, Emile, 1828-1911

1 atlas : 24 map plates ; 28 cm.

folio A 24.632 (NLO)
Includes questions and exercises for the student. In original illustrated paper-covered boards.
Scales differ.
Bookplate: Franklin Institute Library, Philadelphia.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes folio G1019 .D86 1889 (NLO)**

9482 **Atlases, French - 1889<<>>Geography - 1889**

Authors: Migeon, J. -- Desboissons, E., b. 1827 -- Lorsignol, G. -- Lacoste, Charles -- Direction & Admin -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([128] p., [64] folded leaves of plates) : 64 hand col. maps ; 42 cm.
"Dressée sous la direction de J. Migeon"--On maps.
Letters engraved by Isidore Dalmont and A. Bixet.
Title page printed in red and black.
Relief shown by hachures and shading.
Originally published under title: Géographie universelle : atlas Migeon.
Scales differ.
Inserted at end: Hand col. railroad map of Europe by Chartier and Gobert with letters engraved by Kollmann; revised by Lacoste and published by Migeon.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes oversize G1019 .S3 1889 (NLO)**

9483 **Atlases, French - 1891**

Authors: Migeon, J. -- Desboissons, E., b. 1827 -- Lorsignol, G. -- Lacoste, Charles -- Direction & Admin -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 62 maps ; 405 x 302 mm.
Includes maps by Desboissons, Lorsignol, and Lacoste.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)**

9484 **Atlases, French - 1891**

Authors: Schrader, Franz, 1844-1924 -- Anthoine, Edouard, 1847-1919 -- Prudent, Ferdinand Pierre Vincent, 1835-1915 -- Hachette (Firm)
1 atlas (35 p., 64 col. maps) ; 38 cm. *'Par F. Schrader, F. Prudent, E. Anthoine. Contenant 64 cartes ...'. Phillips 968.
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 804.

**folio G 10 .79 (NLO)**

9485 **Atlases, French - 1891<<>>Europe - Maps - 1891 - Railroads<<>>Railroads - Maps**

*Nouvel atlas illustré : géographie universelle : comprenant la géographie, l'histoire, l'administration, la statistique, etc. scientifique, industriel et commercial / dressé, dessiné et gravé par MM. Desboissons, Lorsignol, Lacoste, Fillatreau, Lecocq, Smith, Bixet, Fontaine, Barbier, Soudain, etc. ; texte par M.A. Martineau.* Paris : Direction et administration 11, rue du Moulin-Vert, 11, 1891.
1 atlas ([128] p., [64] folded leaves of plates) : 64 hand col. maps ; 42 cm.
"Dressée sous la direction de J. Migeon"--On maps.
Letters engraved by Isidore Dalmont and A. Bixet.
Title page printed in red and black.
Relief shown by hachures and shading.
Originally published under title: Géographie universelle : atlas Migeon.
Scales differ.
Inserted at end: Hand col. railroad map of Europe by Chartier and Gobert with letters engraved by Kollmann; revised by Lacoste and published by Migeon.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes oversize G1019 .M539 1891 (NLO)**

9486 **Atlases, French - 1892**

Authors: Mayer, Henri -- Bertaux, Émile, 1869-1917 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 28 maps ; 337 x 280 mm.
embossedMaps;nd Phillips 3354
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)**

9487 **Atlases, French - 1892**

*Atlas de géographie moderne contenant 64 cartes imprimées en couleurs accompagnées d'un texte géographique, statistique et ethnographique, et d'environ 600 cartes de détail ... etc.* Paris : Hachette, 1892.
Authors: Schrader, Franz, 1844-1924 -- Prudent, Ferdinand Pierre Vincent, 1835-1915 -- Anthoine, Edouard, 1847-1919 -- Erhard Bros. (Firm) -- Hachette (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (unpaged) : ill., 64 col. maps ; 39 cm.
Half-title.
"Par F. Schrader, F. Prudent, E. Anthoine."
Atlases, French - 1897

Includes maps illustrating history.
Phillips 144
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases, French - 1897

Géographie de l’Afrique, de l’Asie et de l’Océanie / par F. Schrader ... F. Prudent ... E. Anthoine.
Authors: Schrader, Franz, 1844-1924 -- Prudent, Ferdinand Pierre Vincent, 1835-1915 -- Anthoine, Edouard, 1847-1919 -- Erhard Bros. (Firm) -- Hachette (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (unpaged) : 19 col. maps ; 39 cm.
Series title at head of t.p.: Atlas de géographie moderne
'Enseignement classique, classe de troisième; Enseignement moderne, classe de quatrième.'
Contains carte no. 35 - 53.
'Grave par Erhard Fres.'--on maps.
Relief shown by landforms.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G2200 .S3 1897 (NLO)

Atlases, French - 1897

Atlas géographique, ou, Nouveau manuel de géographie générale : ... comprenant la description physique, politique et économique des cinq parties du monde / par F.T.D. Cours supérieur ... Lyon : Librairie générale catholique Edouard, 1897.
1 atlas (136 p.) : ill., 45 maps (chiefly col.) ; 28 cm.
'3e éd., soigneusement revue et mise à jour.'
Spine title: Atlas-géographie : cours supérieur
At head of title: Enseignement primaire et secondaire.
'136 pages de texte, 45 cartes polychrome et 16 gravures.'
'Prix: 3 Fr. 75'--Cover.
Publisher’s advertisements: p. [2] and back cover.
Scales differ.
Owner’s inscription: Blanche Nogues.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1019 .A74 1897 (NLO)

Atlases, French - 1898

Historical geography - Maps - 1898

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Maps - 1898

History, Ancient - Maps - 1898

Geography, Ancient - Maps - 1898

Historical atlases


"Contenant deux cent vingt-neuf cartes et cartons coloriés, sept légendes explicatives et dix-neuf légendes de géographie économique."

Relief shown by hachures, gradient and bathymetric tints, and spot heights; depths shown by soundings.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1019 .L377 1900 (NLO)

---

Atlases, French - 1899

Atlas de géographie moderne : contenant 64 cartes imprimées en couleurs accompagnées d'un texte géographique, statistique et ethnographique, et d'environ 600 cartes de détail ... etc. Paris: Hachette et cie, 1899.

Authors: Schrader, Franz, 1844-1924 -- Prudent, Ferdinand Pierre Vincent, 1835-1915 -- Anthoine, Edouard, 1847-1919 -- Erhard Bros. (Firm) -- Hachette (Firm) -- Tibe, Paul -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (unpaged) : 64 col. maps, 39 cm. Half-title.

'Par F. Schrader ... F. Prudent ... E. Anthoine.'

'Grave par Erhard Fres.' -- on maps.

Relief shown by landforms.

Scales differ.

Accompanied by 'Termes Géographiques et abréviations' and 'Index Alphabétique.'

Bookplate: Ex Libris Paul Tibbe.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Phillips 6282

Baskes folio G1019 .S3 1899 (NLO)

---

Atlases, French - 1900


Authors: Migeon, J. -- Lorsignol, G. -- Lebel -- Lecocq -- Smith, L. (Engraver) -- Lecocq et Barbier -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)


Relief shown by hachures.

Original publisher's red cloth binding with gold-stamped cover title.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1840 .M54 1900 (NLO)

Atlases, French - 1900


Authors: Larousse (Firm) -- Lévy, A. -- Rougeron, Vignerot & Cie -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (f6), 387 p., 42 leaves of plates (some folded) : ill., 42 col. maps ; 32 cm.

Maps by A. Lévy and Rougeron, Vignerot & Cie.

Notes: "42 cartes, 1158 reproductions photographiques" -- Half t.p.

Relief shown by hachures.

Ornamental t.p. in red and black.

Publisher's green cloth binding.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Cf. Phillips 6292

Baskes folio G1019 .L377 1900 (NLO)

Atlases, French - 1901


Authors: Ancessi, Victor 1 v.

Cf. Phillips 5341.

Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 65 D 96 .04 (NLO)

Atlases, French - 1901


Authors: Dubois, Marcel, 1856-1916 -- Sieurin, Ernest-Dieudonné -- Crétè, É. -- Imprimerie Crétè -- Masson (Firm) -- Tibe, Paul -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Masson et Cie. (Paris, France) SEE Masson (Firm) -- Crétè Imprimerie SEE Imprimerie Crétè -- Imprimerie Crétè SEE ALSO Crétè, É. -- Crétè, É. SEE ALSO Imprimerie Crétè

1 atlas ([8], 40 p.) : 40 maps ; 30 cm.

5e éd.

Half title: Cartes d’étude : géographie générale :
Océanie, Afrique, Amérique
'40 cartes et 210 cartons.'
'Enseignement primaire supérieur. Enseignement
secondaire de jeunes filles'--Cover.
'Imprimerie Éd. Crété'--P. [2].
Publisher's advertisements: p. [4].
Scales differ.
Bookplate of Paul Tibbe.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
References: Cf. Phillips 2857
Baskes folio G1019 .D83 1901 (NLO)

Atlasses, French - 1904
Historical geography - Maps - 1901
World history - Maps - 1901
History, Ancient - Maps - 1901
Geography, Ancient - Maps - 1901
Historical atlases
Atlas universel et classique de géographie
ancienne, romaine du moyen age, modern et
contemporaine / par MM. Drioux et Ch. Leroy.
Paris : Librairie classique Eugène Belin, 1901.
Authors: Drioux, abbé (Claude-Joseph),
1820-1898 -- Leroy, Charles -- Delaune -- Vilpou,
A. -- Sonnet, L. -- Cornélis -- Smith, L. (Engraver)
-- Lamblin, A. -- Bixet, A. -- Jenotte -- Dufour, F.
-- Charpentier (Engraver) -- Leclère, A. -- Bréhier
frères -- Dufrénoy (Firm) -- Belin (Firm) -- Belin,
Eugène -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry
Library)
1 atlas (vii p., [59] leaves of plates (46 folded)) : ill.
(some col.), 72 maps (chiefly col.) ; 35 cm.
Nouv. éd.
Maps by Delaune, A. Vilpou, L. Sonnet, Cornélis,
L. Smith, Lamblin, A. Bixet, Jenotte, Imp. Bréhier
frères, Charpentier, A. Leclère, Imp. Dufrénoy, and
F. Dufour.
"Contenant deux cent vingt-neuf cartes et cartons
coloriés, sept légendes explicatives et dix-neuf
légendes de géographie économique."
Relief shown by hachures, gradient and
bathymetric tints, and spot heights; depths shown
by soundings.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .D75 1901 (NLO)

Atlasses, French - 1902
Authors: Vidal de La Blache, Paul, 1845-1918 --
Armand Colin (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 140 maps ; 386 x 300 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

Atlasses, French - 1902 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Schrader, Franz, 1844-1924 --
Gallouëdec, L. (Louis), 1864- -- Hachette (Firm)
-- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 32 maps ; 287 x 230 mm.
3rd ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

Atlasses, French - 1904
Historical atlases
Livre-atlas de géographie : cours moyen
(préparation au certificat d'études) / par Vedel,
Bauer & de Saint-Etienne. Paris : Librairie
Larousse, [1904].
Authors: Vedel, P. Z. -- Bauer -- Saint-Etienne --
Hachette (Firm) -- Larousse (Firm) -- Rey,
Joseph -- Carbone, Josephine Rey -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- St.
Etienne SEE Saint-Etienne
1 atlas (56 p.) : ill., 41 maps (chiefly col.) ; 28 cm.
25e éd.
Cover title: Livre-atlas de géographie : cours
moyen (certificat d'études)
Date of publication suggested by text, p. 52.
'Tableaux graphiques. 33 gravures. 41 cartes en
couleurs.'
'Livres-atlas de géographie : cours élémentaire, 1
fr. Cours moyen, 1 fr. 50. Cours supérieur, 2 fr
25--Cover.
Text and map on endpapers.
Scales differ.
Owner's inscriptions: Joseph Rey; Josephine Rey
Carbone.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .V43 1904 (NLO)

Atlasses, French - 1905
Historical atlases
Atlas de géographie, physique, politique et
historique / par le colonel Niox ; et pour la partie
historique, par E. Darsy. Paris : Librairie Charles
Delagrave, 1905.
Authors: Niox, G. (Gustave), 1840-1921 -- Darsy,
Eugène -- Institut géographique de Paris --
Librairie Delagrave -- Delagrave, Ch. (Charles),
1842-1934 -- Soury, M.-A. -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library) -- Delagrave
Librairie SEE Librairie Delagrave
1 atlas (4, 60, 24 p.) : col. ill., 84 col. maps ; 36
cm.
Éd. complète de 84 cartes.
Title vignette of Institut géographique de Paris.
At head of title: Programmes du 31 mai, 1902.
Publisher's green cloth binding.
Scales differ.
Former owner: M.-A. Soury.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .N56 1905 (NLO)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
9515 Atlases, French - 1912 Historical geography - Maps - 1912 Historical atlases


1 atlas ([8] p, [71] folded leaves of plates) : 115 col. maps ; 34 cm.

Nouvelle ed.


Some maps list G. Thomas as editeur, others list E. Bertaux.


Some maps have running titles: Atlas Grosselin-Delamarche.

Maps numbered 2-115.

Earlier editions by Felix Delamarche have title: Atlas de géographie ancienne, du moyen age, et moderne.

Scales differ.

Bookplate: Ex Libris Paul Tibbe.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes folio G1019 .S3 1911 (NLO)**

9516 Atlases, French - 1913

**Atlas de poche.** Paris : Hachette, [1913?].

Authors: Schrader, Franz, 1844--1924 -- Erhard Bros. (Firm) -- Hachette (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas : 49 maps ; 199 x 125 mm.

Includes maps engraved by Erhard.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)**

9517 Atlases, French - 1914 (Provisional Heading)

**Essai d'atlas statistique de l'Indochine Francaise. Hanoi : Imprim. Extreme-Orient, 1914.**

Authors: Brenier, Henri -- Imprim. Extreme-Orient -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 38 maps ; 341 x 285 mm.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)**

9518 Atlases, French - 1914 (Provisional Heading)

**Atlas departmental Larousse. Paris : Larousse, 1914.**

Authors: Larousse (Firm) -- Erhard Bros. (Firm) -- Treffel, G. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 110 maps ; 450 x 326 mm.

E:Erhard Phillips 8468

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)**

9519 Atlases, French - 1914 (Provisional Heading)


Authors: Schrader, Franz, 1844-1924 -- Gallouédéc, L. (Louis), 1864- -- Hachette (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 96 maps ; 330 x 233 mm.

4th ed.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)**

9520 Atlases, French - 1921 (Provisional Heading)


Authors: Schrader, Franz, 1844-1924 -- Gallouédéc, L. (Louis), 1864- -- Hachette (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 28 maps ; 330 x 226 mm.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)**

9521 Atlases, French - 1922 (Provisional Heading)


Authors: Schrader, Franz, 1844-1924 -- Gallouédéc, L. (Louis), 1864- -- Hachette (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 96 maps ; 330 x 230 mm.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)**

9522 Atlases, French - 1923

**Atlas universel de geographie. Paris : Hachette, 1923.**

Includes maps engraved by Erhard.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)**

---

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

1923.
Authors: Vivien de Saint-Martin, M. -- Schrader, Franz, 1844-1924 -- Delaune, E. -- Hachette (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 80 maps ; 456 x 357 mm.
E:EDelaune
Phillips 6535
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

9523 Atlases, French - 1923-1925
1 atlas in 2 v. (various pagings) : ca. 100 folded col. maps ; 45 x 23 cm.
[Partie 1] in original publisher's black cloth binding with blind-stamped decoration and gold-stamped spine title: Atlas universel Quillet, le monde français.
Partie 2 in original publisher's black cloth binding with blind-stamped decoration and gold-stamped spine title: Atlas universel Quillet, Europe Asie Afrique Amerique Oceanie.
Complementary to the editor's Géographie universelle Quillet, in 4 vols., 1923-1925.
Relief shown by hachures and spot elevations; depths shown by bathymetric tints and soundings.
Title vignette.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 26019898
Baskes oversize G1019.M394 1923 (NLO)

9524 Atlases, French - 1924-1925
Authors: Abensour, Léon, b. 1889 -- Larousse (Firm) -- Lévy, A. -- Bolzé, R. -- Vignerot, Demoulin (Firm) -- Tibbe, Paul -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (456 p., [72] p. of plates) : ill., 82 maps (some col.) ; 32 cm.
Maps by A. Lévy, R. Bolzé, and Vignerot, Demoulin.
"1519 reproductions photographiques, 113 cartes ou dessins, 32 cartes hors texte en couleurs, 50 cartes hors texte en noir, 5 photographies hors texte."
Includes bibliographical references (p. [455]-456) and indexes.
Publisher's green cloth binding.
Scales differ.
Bookplate: Ex libris Paul Tibbe.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 26005549
Baskes folio G1019.A25 1924 (NLO)

9525 Atlases, French - 1925 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Schrader, Franz, 1844-1924 -- Gallouédec, L. (Louis), 1864-- Maurette, F. (Fernand), 1878-1937 -- Hachette (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 37 maps
10th ed.
auth:Gallouedec&FMaurette
Geography text.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

9526 Atlases, French - 1929
Authors: Maurette, F. (Fernand), 1878-1937 -- Hachette (Firm) -- Guillaume, Péron -- Ecole des apprentis-mécaniciens de Lorient -- Chavez, Ernest -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (23 p., 84, viii p. of plates) : ill., 70 col. maps ; 32 cm.
Includes index.
Imperfect: lacking p. 23 of index at end
Scales differ.
Owner's inscription: Péron Guillaume, Ecole des apprentis mécaniciens de Lorient.
Owner's inscription: Ernest Chavez, Aug. 21st, 1944.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019.M375 1929 (NLO)

9527 Atlases, French - 1930 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Editions Pittoresque -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 19 maps ; 324 x 254 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

9528 Atlases, French - 1931 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Pollacchi, P. (Paul), 1862-- Comite Nat. Cent. Algerie -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 6 maps ; 220 x 140 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Atlas, French - 1931 (Provisional Heading)

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

Authors: Schrader, Franz, 1844-1924 -- Gallouédec, L. (Louis), 1864- -- Hachette (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 20 maps ; 329 x 224 mm.
Includes maps illustrating history.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

Atlas, French - 1932 (Provisional Heading)

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

Authors: Schrader, Franz, 1844-1924 -- Gallouédec, L. (Louis), 1864- -- Hachette (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 57 maps ; 330 x 221 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Atlas, French - 1933

1 atlas (various pagings) : 53 folded col. maps ; 45 x 23 cm.
Issued in 2 volumes, but this copy incomplete, lacking Partie 2 (Feb. 2012).
Spine title: Atlas universel Quillet Europe Asie Afrique Amerique Oceanie
Original publisher’s green cloth binding with blind-stamped decoration and spine title: Atlas universel Quillet Europe Asie Afrique Amerique Oceanie.
Relief shown by hachures and spot elevations; depths shown by bathymetric tints and soundings.
Includes index.
Title vignette.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Cf. Phillips 6697

Baskes G1019 .A394 1933 (NLO)

Atlas, French - 1940 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Éditions Schall -- Mang, John A. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Schall Editions SEE Éditions Schall
1 atlas (96 p.) : col. ill., 18 col. maps ; 14 x 19 cm.
Relief shown by hachures.
Original publisher’s illustrated green cloth binding.
Scales differ.
Stamp: John A. Mang.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G1019 .A43 1942 (NLO)

Atlas, French - 1950

Authors: Larousse (Firm) -- Chardonnet, Jean, 1913- -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 58 maps ; 500 x 370 mm.
Phillips 7414

Atlantic, French - 1956

Baskes G1019 .A43 1956 (NLO)
Atlasses, French - 1950 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Mellotte, Paul -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 134 maps ; 190 x 116 mm.
Phillips 8439
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (Pr Ct)

Atlasses, French - 1956
Authors: Larousse (Firm) -- Bolzé, R. -- Demoulin, L. -- École normale de Beauceville -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (6 unnumbered pages, 78 unnumbered pages of plates) : illustrations, 78 maps (some color) ; 33 cm
Maps by R. Bolzé and L. Demoulin.
Relief shown by hachures and gradient and bathymetric tints; depths shown by soundings.
Scales differ.
Publisher's green cloth binding.
Stamp: Bibliothèque Beauceville
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .L37665 1956 (Pr Ct)

Atlasses, French - 1957------France - Maps - 1957
[Paris : Bordas, 1957?].
Authors: Serryn, Pierre -- Blasselle, René -- Bonnet, Marc -- Bordas (Firm) -- Notre-Dame de Bon-Secours (School : Perpignan, France) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([7], 128, [32] p.) : 117 c. ; 33 cm
"La réalisation des cartes de cet atlas a été effectuée à partir d'une documentation cartographique très variée provenant de l'Institut Géographique National, de services géographiques étrangers et de services spécialisés ..." -- T.p. verso.
Includes index.
Relief shown by shading, countours, gradient and bathymetric tints, and spot heights; depths shown by soundings.
Series: Collection d'atlas géographiques et historiques.
Scales differ.
Stamp: Institution Notre-Dame de Bon-Secours ... Perpignan.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .S475 1957 (NLO)

Atlasses, French - 1959
Authors: Larousse (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (7), 460 p.) : ill. (some col.), 530 maps (chiefly col.) ; 30 cm.
Includes index.
Relief shown by gradient and bathymetric tints, and shading.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .L37667 1959 (NLO)

Atlasses, French - 1963 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Freitag, Anton -- Hawthorn -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 29 maps ; 347 x 253 mm.
1st ed.
Includes maps illustrating history.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (Pr Ct)

Atlasses, French - 1965 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Roland, Jules -- Wesmael-Charlier -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 91 maps ; 260 x 206 mm.
ed: FranzHayt
Includes maps illustrating history.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (Pr Ct)

Atlasses, French - 1991 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Henry E. Huntington Library and Art Gallery -- Vallard, Nicholas -- Pomegranate -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 8 maps ; 333 x 384 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (Pr Ct)

Atlasses, French - 1994 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 158 maps ; 300 x 227 mm.
1st ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (Pr Ct)

Atlasses, French - Bibliography<<>>National Map Collection - Catalogs
French atlases in the rare atlas collection.
Compiled and edited by Lou Seboek. [Ottawa :
National Map Collection, 1974], Authors: Seboek, Lou -- National Map Collection
v.; 28 cm.
Series: [Publications], no. 2
lower case folio g 10 .145 no. 2 (NLO)

9546 Atlases, French - History - 1600-1799<>Map publishing - France - History -
1600-1799<>Map industry and trade -
France - 1600-1799 - Charts, Diagrams, Etc.<>France - Map industry and trade -
1600-1799 - Charts, Diagrams, Etc.
*Atlas producers in Paris: XVII - XVIII centuries.* [198-?].
Authors: Pedley, Mary Sponberg -- Pastoureau, Mireille
1 leaf.
Photocopy of ms. diagram showing relationships between geographers, booksellers, and engraver booksellers.
BHC 2199
Vert 1672, no. 1 (PrCt)

general de la France (1790)<>Desnos, Louis-Charles, 1725-1805
*Avis.* [S.I. s.n., ca. 1791].
Photocopy of original shelved as Case folio FRC 9421.
Caption title; without imprint.
Prospectus for atlases and maps produced by
L.C. Desnos.
Not in Martin & Walter.
Vert 1672, no. 2 (PrCt)

9548 Atlases, German - 1524
*Cosmographicus liber.* Landshut : Apianus, 1524.
Authors: Apian, Peter, 1495-1552 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.
1st ed.
2JWinsor,182
VAULT Ayer 7 A7 1524 (NLO)

9549 Atlases, German - 1532
*Cosmographiae introductio.* Ingolstadt, 1532.
Authors: Apian, Peter, 1495-1552 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.
VAULT Ayer 7 A7 1529 [1532] (NLO)

9550 Atlases, German - 1533
*Cosmographiae introductio.* Ingolstadt, 1533.
Authors: Apian, Peter, 1495-1552 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.
VAULT Ayer 7 A7 1529 [1533] (NLO)

9551 Atlases, German - 1533
*Cosmographiae introductio.* Ingolstadt, 1533.
Authors: Apian, Peter, 1495-1552 -- Ptolemy, active 2nd century -- Edward E. Ayer Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 v.
Bound with Ptolemy's Horoscopia.
VAULT Ayer 7 A7 1533i (NLO)

9552 Atlases, German - 1540<>World maps -
1540
*Von allerhand geschopfen Gottes.* Augsburg :
Stainer H., 1540.
Authors: Elucidarius, M. -- Schönsperger, Johann, d. 1520? -- Schedel, Hartmann,
1440-1514 -- Stainer, H. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.: 5 maps; 188 x 140 mm.
Includes small world map by H. Schedel; see Shirley 20
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
References: Nord 955
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

9553 Atlases, German - 1570-1572 (Provisional Heading)
The Mercator atlas of Europe : facsimile of the maps by Gerardus Mercator contained in the
Atlas of Europe, circa 1570-1572. Pleasant Hill :
Authors: Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594 --
Watelet, Marcel -- Walking Tree Press -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.: 61 maps; 410 x 280 mm.
ed:MarcelWatelet;text44maps;17separate
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

9554 Atlases, German - 1572 (Provisional Heading)
*De situ orbis.* Cologne : Birckmann, 1572.
Authors: Mela, Pomponius -- Soonus --
Birckmann -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.: 20 maps; 159 x 105 mm.
ed:WmSoonus
Includes maps illustrating ancient history.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

9555 Atlases, German - 1574
*Cosmographia Petri Apiana per Gemman Frisium.* Cologne : Birckmann, 1574.
Authors: Apian, Peter, 1495-1552 -- Gemma, Frisius, 1508-1555 -- Birckmann, Arnold, fl.
1530-1542 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.: 22 cm.
VAULT Ayer 7 A7 1574c (NLO)

9556 Atlases, German - 1575<>Geography - 1575
*Cosmographia universale : nella quale secondo
9561  
**Atlases, German - 1595**

*Atlas: sive Cosmographicae meditationes de fabrica mundi et fabricati figura.* [Düsseldorf : A. Busius, 1595].

Authors: Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594 -- Busius, Albertus -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas ([12], 32, [12] p., [72] l. incl. port., 33 maps) ; 42 cm.

[1st ed.]

Incomplete: lacking map of America.

Engraved t.-p.

Maps preceded by engraved half-title: Atlantis pars altera. Geographia nova totius mundi.

References: Koeman Me 13; Phillips 3400.

**VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .M5 1595 (NLO)**

**Atlases, Germany - 1595**


Authors: Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594 -- Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594 -- Otto Harrassowitz (Firm) -- Newberry Library

1 atlas ([132] leaves, 31 p.) ; port., 107 col. maps ; 45 cm.

Facsimile of original published: Duisburgi Clivorvm, 1595.

Facsimile lacks the dedicatory verses and the treatise on the creation.

Facsimile in Latin; commentaries in German.

The first part, originally published in 1585, is composed of three fascicles, each with a special t.p.: Galliae tabule geographicæ ; Belgii Inferioris geographicæ tabule ; Germaniæ tabule geographicæ. The second part, originally published in 1589, has special t.p.: Italiæ, Sclavoniae, et Graeciae tabule geographicæ. The third part, under whose title the work is published, precedes the first and second parts. Left unfinished by the author, it was completed, and the whole work edited and published by his son, Rumold Mercator, in 1595.

Scales differ.

Presented to the Newberry by the firm of Otto Harrassowitz-Wiesbaden to commemorate the Library’s 100th anniversary.

Previously shelved as sc1165

**Case oversize G1007 .M4 1595a (NLO)**

**Atlases, Germany - 1595<>>>World maps - 1595**


Authors: Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594 -- Karrow, Robert W. -- Octavo Corporation -- Rosenwald, Lessing J. (Lessing Julius), 1891-1979 -- Lessing J. Rosenwald Collection (Library of Congress) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

2 computer optical discs : sd., col. ; 4 3/4 in. + 1 insert

Octavo digital ed.

Digital reproduction of Mercator’s world atlas, originally published Duisburg : [s.n.], 1595;
reproduction of the the Lessing J. Rosenwald Collection's copy at the Library of Congress.
Title from title screen.
Title from disc label: Gerardus Mercator, atlas : Duisburg, 1595
At head of title.: Lessing J. Rosenwald Collection, Library of Congress.
Commentary by Robert W. Karrow, Jr.
Allows the user to navigate high-resolution versions of book images, print the images to black and white or color printers, search text and supplementary materials, and select and copy text or images to other software applications.
System requirements for Windows: PC with Pentium processor; Windows 95 or 98; 8 MB RAM; Windows NT4.0; 16 MB RAM; color monitor; CD-ROM drive.
System requirements for Macintosh: Power Macintosh; 8 MB RAM; color monitor; CD-ROM drive.
Contents: Read disc -- Examine disc.
Scale not given.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
ISBN 1891788264
CD-ROM G1007 .M4 2000 (NLO)
9564
Atlases, German - 1596
Theatrum principum orbis universi : in quo omnes, quoutquot sunt in orbe terrarum principes, opibus & viribus conscipiciiis representantur, cum vniuscuiusque regali censu, potentia, regendi forma & principibus ipsis finitimis. Quod theatrum, perspicuitatis gratia, diuisum est in quatuor partes. Cologne : Lambertum Andreæ, 1596.
Authors: Botero, Giovanni, 1540-
Andreas, L. -- Christophell -- Loew -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 22 maps ; 320 x 205 mm.
MeurerBot5;ShirleyW190;Burden90;E:Loew
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)
9565
Atlases, German - 1599 (Provisional Heading)
Eynkommen reichthumb. Cologne : Christoffell, 1599.
Authors: Botero, Giovanni, 1540-1617 -- Loew, C. -- Andreas, L. -- Christophell -- Loew -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 22 maps ; 320 x 205 mm.
MeurerBot5;ShirleyW190;Burden90;E:Loew
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)
9566
Atlases, German - 1602 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Quad, Matthias, 1557-1613 -- Sutor, C. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 36 maps ; 160 x 213 mm.
1st ed.
Meurer Qua 13.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)
9567
Atlases, German - 1603
Authors: Hulsius, Levinus, d. 1606 -- Lochner, Christoph, fl. 1588-1614 -- Frederik Muller Rare Books (Bergum, Netherlands) -- Muller (Frederik) Rare Books, Bergum, Netherlands SEE Frederik Muller Rare Books (Bergum, Netherlands) [6], 53 p. : 15 pls. (14 maps, part. fold.) ; 26 cm. Facsimile; originally published: Noribergae [Nuremberg] : Impensis collectoris, MDCIII [1603].
Colophon: Gedruckt zu Nuermberg, durch Christoph Lochner, In verlegung Leviun Hulsij [1602].
On verso of t.p.: Follow Magellan, travel around the world, go on and discover!!! Happy 2008, Frits Muller & Marijke Martens.
Maps also separately cataloged.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Gift, David Buisseret, 2010.
Case G419 .H85 1603a (NLO)

9568 Atlases, German - 1604
Theatrum orbis terrarum. Epitome. German (1604) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ; 13 cm.
Uniform title: Theatrum orbis terrarum. Epitome. German
References: Koeman Ort 66; Phillips 420; Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 578
VAULT Ayer 135 .O7 1604 (NLO)

9569 Atlases, German - 1607 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Hall, Joseph, 1574-1656 -- Antoniu 1 v. ; 15 cm.
Case Y 682 .H9 1607 (Provisional Heading)

9570 Atlases, German - 1608-1650<<>>Voyages and travels
Authors: Hulsius, Levinus, d. 1606 26 v. in 3 : ill., plates, maps ; 18-19 cm.
Collection of voyages edited by Hulsius and others.
No general t.-p. for this work, but it is usually catalogued under the above factitious title.--cf. Church catalogue, v. 2, p. 601.
Maps also cataloged separately.
VAULT Ayer 110 .H9 1608 (NLO)

9571 Atlases, German - 1609 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594 -- Hondius -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 152 maps ; 185 x 260 mm.
KoemanMe188;C:Hondius
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Phillips 425
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

9572 Atlases, German - 1612 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Bertius, Petrus, 1565-1629 -- Langenes -- Laurentsz -- Becker, M. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 166 maps ; 134 x 190 mm.
KoemanLan10;+P:HLaurantsz
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Phillips 3413

9573 Atlases, German - 1612 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rauw, Johann -- Quad, Matthias, 1557-1613 -- Dreutel, J. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 21 maps ; 380 x 250 mm.
C:MQuad;Meurer,205;Shirley197
Geography text.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

9574 Atlases, German - 1613 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Hulsius, Levinus, d. 1606 -- Matelief, C. -- Kempffern, Erasmus -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 4 maps ; 202 x 162 mm.
(o5);v:oyage1605-8,CornelisMatelief
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

9575 Atlases, German - 1633 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Gottfried, Johann Ludwig, 17th cent. -- Hofmann, W. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ; 340 x 218 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

9576 Atlases, German - 1643 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Merian, Matthaeus, 1593-1650 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 43 maps ; 345 x 220 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

9577 Atlases, German - 1649 (Provisional Heading)
Archontologia cosmica. Frankfurt : M. Merian, 1649.
Authors: Gottfried, Johann Ludwig, 17th cent. -- Avity, Pierre d', sieur de Montmartin, 1573-1635 -- Abelin, Johann Philipp -- Merian, Matthaeus, 1593-1650 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 186 maps ; 333 x 220 mm.
n:nd;Sabin28070;+auth:Pierre d'Avity
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Cf. Phillips 00058
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
9578 Atlases, German - 1654 (Provisional Heading)  
Authors: Bucelino, Gabriele -- Gorlinus, J. --  
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 v. : 15 maps ; 136 x 83 mm.  
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.  
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)  
(PrCt)  

9579 Atlases, German - 1664 (Provisional Heading)  
*Auctarium sive nuclei historici*. Augsburg : J. Praetorius, 1664.  
Authors: Bucelino, Gabriele -- Gorlinus, J. --  
Praetorius, J. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 v. : 30 maps ; 140 x 80 mm.  
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.  
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)  
(PrCt)  

9580 Atlases, German - 1674 (Provisional Heading)  
*Historische chronica*. Frankfurt : M. Merian, 1674.  
Authors: Gottfried, Johann Ludwig, 17th cent. --  
Abelin, Johann Philipp -- Merian, Matthaeus, 1593-1650 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 v. : 2 maps ; 330 x 210 mm.  
Shirley 356A  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.  
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)  
(PrCt)  

9581 Atlases, German - 1678 (Provisional Heading)  
*Historiae ab orbe condito Viridarium*. Feldkirch : Huebschlin, 1678.  
Authors: Huebschlin, Joannis -- Bodenehr, Johann Georg, 1631-1703 -- Sternberg, Count --  
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 v. : 6 maps ; 132 x 82 mm.  
Maps engraved by J.G. Bodenehr  
Previous owner: Count Sternberg  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.  
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)  
(PrCt)  

9582 Atlases, German - 1679  
*Die Gantze Erd-Kügel* : bestehend in den vier bekannten Theilen der Welt, als Europa, Asia, Africa und America : sampt schönen neuen und accuraten Land-Karten, nebenst einer geographischen und historischen Beschreibung ...  
Frankfurt am Mäyn [Frankfurt am Main] : In Verlegung Johann David Zunners, 1679.  
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Sanson, N. (Nicolas), 1626-1648 -- Zunner, Johann David, fl. ca. 1653-1705 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 atlas (4 v. in 1 : [6], 184, 78, [2], 71, [1], 79, [1] p., [121] leaves of plates, 63 folded maps) ; 25 cm. (4to)  
In französischer Sprache erstlich beschrieben von Herrn Sanson d'Abbeville ... und denen Liebhabern zum Besten in die hoshteutsche Sprache getreulich übersetzt.'  
Part 1, Europa, possibly by the author's son.  
Added t.p., engr.: Geographia exactissima oder Beschreibung der 4 Theil der ganztent Welt ...  
Initials, head- and tailpieces.  
Signatures: pi² A-Z4; A-K4(K4 blank); A-I4; (A)-(K)4.  
Part 1, Europa, by the author's son?  
Pastoureau VII  
Alden, J.E. European Americana, 679/114  
OCLC 5398692.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.  
VAULT Baskes G1015 .S3715 1679 (NLO)  

9583 Atlases, German - 1682  
Authors: Bodenehr, Johann Georg, 1631-1703 -- Stridbeck, Johann, 1640-1716 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Bodenehr, Hans Georg, 1631-1704 SEE Bodenehr, Johann Georg, 1631-1703  
1 atlas ([54] p., 60 [i.e. 63] folded leaves of plates, [52] p.) : 61 folded hand col. maps ; 18 x 8 cm.  
Added engraved t.p.  
Includes index.  
Scales differ.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.  
VAULT Baskes G1015 .T68 1682 (NLO)  

9584 Atlases, German - 1682 (Provisional Heading)  
*Theatrum Terra Sanctae*. Cologne : KramerJH, 1682.  
Authors: Adrichem, Christiaan van, 1533-1585 -- KramerJH -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 v. : 12 maps ; 390 x 250 mm.  
MeurerAdr 6  
Includes maps illustrating ancient history.
Müller, J. C. (Johann Christoph), 1673-1721 --
Nell, Johann Peter -- Nolin, Jean Baptiste,
1648-1708 -- Olearius, Adam, 1603-1671 -- Petit,
Jean de -- Schatz, Johann Jakob, 1726-1804 --
Schreiber, Johann Georg, 1676-1750 -- Vischer,
Georg Matthaeus, 1625-1695 -- Vivier, François
de , d. 1782 -- Wheler, George, Sir, 1650-1723 --
Majer, Johann, 1608-1674 -- Zollmann, Friedrich,
1690-1676] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 191 hand col. maps ; 54 cm.
Maps dated 1702-1745; several are undated.
Maps variously credited to Carl, Cerruti, Delisle,
Falckenstein, Hase, Harenberg, Homann heirs,
Hennepin, Hüben, Jacques, Lauterbach, Maas,
Majer, Müller, Nell, Nolin, Olearius, Petit, Schatz,
Schreiber, Vischer, Vivier, and Wheler, and
Zollman.
Nine maps relate to America, some with insets of
towns.
Colored title page, engraved.
Maps also catalogued separately.
References: Atlases in libraries of Chicago
(1936) no. 633.
Ayer 5856
NL 32-4630
Ayer 135 .B6 (NLO)

Atlases, German - 1705 (Provisional Heading)
Dermahlige grosse kriegs theatrum am Rhein.
Augsburg : Baeck, 1705.
Authors: Baeck, Elias -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 48 maps ; 207 x 160 mm.
cards,boxed
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

Atlases, German - 1709
Atlas abreviado o compendiosa geographia.
Cologne : Verdussen, 1709.
Authors: Afferden, Francisco de , fl. 1696 --
Peeters, Jacques, 1637-1695 -- Harrewijn,
Jacobus, 1660-1727 -- Verdussen -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 42 maps ; 180 x 113 mm.
3rd ed.
Koeman Aff 2
Maps also catalogued separately (on spreadsheet
by R. Baskes).
Phillips 4276.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

Atlases, German - 1710
Atlas curieux; oder, Neuer und compendieuser
atlas, in welchem ausser den general land
charten von America, Africa, Asien und Europa ... /
Herausgegeben und verlegt von Gabriel
Bodenehr, Kupferstecher in Augsburg.
[Augsburg : Gabriel Bodenehr, 1710?].
Authors: Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. --
Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) --
Bodenehr, Gabriel, 1664-1758 SEE Bodenehr,
Gabriel, 17th/18th cent.
1 atlas (102 hand col. maps) ; 20 cm.
Engraved title page on double leaf.
The first four maps relate to America.
Maps also catalogued separately.
References: Atlases in libraries of Chicago
(1936) no. 643; Cf. Phillips 545.
Ayer 5856
NL 32-4920
oversize Ayer 135 .H7 1730 (NLO)

Atlases, German - 1710 <California - Maps
- 1702-1710 <World as an island - Maps
- 1702-1710 <World maps - 1702-1710
Authors: Scherer, Heinrich, 1628-1704 -- Edward
E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
3 v. in 1 : front., 23 map plates ; 28 cm.
Each part has separate title page.
In the Atlas Marianus, Northern Hemisphere
and world maps shows California as an island (part 3,
maps 1-2).
Map of North America (map [6]), "America
Borealis : multis in locis Dei Matrem colit &
honorat ..." and leaf B2, pages11-12 missing
from this copy in August 27, 2006; reported
References: Cf. Phillips 3471; McLaughlin,
Mapping of California as an island, 129 (North
America) and 152 (Northern Hemisphere)
VAULT Ayer 135 .S326 1710 (NLO)

Atlases, German - 1710 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Baeck, Elias -- Bodenehr, Gabriel,
17th/18th cent. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 v. : 44 maps ; 173 x 135 mm.
(of30)+14GabrielBodenehr([Ph2814)
Phillips 555
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

Atlases, German - 1720-1750
[Atlas], [Nuremberg : Homann Erben,
1720-1750].
Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 --
Homann Erben (Firm) -- William B. Greenlee
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (61 hand col. maps, 2 double tables) ; 54 cm.
Apparently a composite or made-to-order atlas;
lacking title page and 8 of the maps listed in
manuscript index on flyleaf at front.
Maps variously dated 1720-1750 and are chiefly
by J.B. Homann; other cartographers
represented are Haas, Majer, Schatz, Nell,
Boehm, Hüben, Harenberg and Seutter.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Many of these maps are to be found in Atlas compendarius, Homann heirs, 1752-65 (Phillips 3499) and Maior atlas scholastici, Homann heirs, 1752-73 (Phillips 4195); see also Phillips 539.

Forms part of the William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library).

**oversize Greenlee 4891 .H76 1720 (NLO)**

9599

**Atlases, German - 1720 (Provisional Heading)**


Authors: Koehler, Johann David -- Weige, I. C. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 44 maps ; 381 x 257 mm.

Black, 20

Includes maps illustrating ancient history.

Phillips 30

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)** (PrCt)

9600

**Atlases, German - 1724**


Authors: Weigel, Johann Christoph, 1661-1726 -- Udelbulnern -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas : 31 maps ; 190 x 115 mm.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).

References: Phillips 5967

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)** (PrCt)

9601

**Atlases, German - 1726-1773<>>>Europe - Maps - Collections, 1726-1773**


1 atlas (95 maps ; hand col.) ; 56 cm.

Made-to-order composite atlas bound together without title page; chiefly comprised of undated maps issued in various atlases published by Matthaeus Seutter between ca. 1734-ca. 1744. Includes maps variously compiled by I. Baumeister, B. Cappelier, L. Cordier, A. Drentwett, G. Eichler, G. Eimmart, J. Hevelius, A. Jaillot, P. Landsberg, G. de L’Isle, G. Le Rouge, J. E. Loewenstein, T. Lotter, G. Rogg, A. Seutter, M. Seutter (the elder and the younger), and G. Walser

Spine title: Collection of maps.

The following plates were not issued by Seutter:


Maps also cataloged separately.


100393

NL 21-939a

**Case oversize G 1007 .81 (NLO)**

**Atlases, German - 1729**

*Brief schriften & reisbeschreibungen missionaris*. Augsburg : Martin & Veith, 1729.

Authors: Stoecklein, Joseph S. J. -- Kino, Eusebio Francisco, 1644-1711 -- Martin & Veith -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 21 maps ; 350 x 230 mm.

(16parts.in2V); KinoCA,2Paraguay

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)** (PrCt)

9603

**Atlases, German - 1733 (Provisional Heading)**


Authors: Clüver, Philipp, 1580 -- Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756 -- Walser, Gabriel, 1695-1776 -- Seutter, Albrecht Carl, 1722-1762 -- Baumeister, I., fl. 1762 -- Le Rouge, Georges-Louis -- Eichler, Gottfried, 1715-1770 -- Rogg, Gottfried, 1669-1742 -- Loewenstein, Jean Ernest de, 18th cent. -- Seutter, Matthaeus, 1729-1760 SEE Seutter, Georg Matthäus, 1729-1760

1 atlas (13 maps ; hand col.) ; 53 cm.

Made-to-order composite atlas bound together without title page; chiefly comprised of undated maps issued in various atlases published by Matthaeus Seutter between ca. 1734-ca. 1744. Includes maps variously compiled by I. Baumeister, B. Cappelier, L. Cordier, A. Drentwett, G. Eichler, G. Eimmart, J. Hevelius, A. Jaillot, P. Landsberg, G. de L’Isle, G. Le Rouge, J. E. Loewenstein, T. Lotter, G. Rogg, A. Seutter, M. Seutter (the elder and the younger), and G. Walser

Spine title: Collection of maps.

The following plates were not issued by Seutter:


Maps also cataloged separately.


100393

NL 21-939a

**Case oversize G 1007 .81 (NLO)**

**Atlases, German - 1734**

*Kleiner Atlas scholasticus von sechs und zwanzig charten / edirt durch Johann Baptista Homann ... und durch eine accurate Illumination zu seinen geographicischen Fragen accommodiret durch Johann Hübnern ...*. Leipzig; Nürnberg [Nuremberg] : Johann Friederich Giedtchens ;

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Johann Baptista Homann, [1734 or later].
Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Homann Erben (Firm) -- Hüblner, Johann, 1668-1731 -- Gleditsch, Johann Friedrich, 1653-1716 -- Homann, Johann Christoph, 1703-1730 -- Franz, Georg Mathaeus -- Zollmann, Phillip Heinrich -- Zuerner, Adam Friedrich, 1680-1742 -- Müller, J. C. (Johann Christoph), 1673-1721 -- Starovolski, Szymon, 1588-1656 -- Sanson, Guillaume -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Huebner, Johann, 1668-1731 -- S.C.M. G. SEE Hüblner, Johann, 1668-1731 -- Gleditschen, Johann Friederich SEE Gleditsch, Johann Friedrich, 1634-1716
1 atlas : 26 hand col. maps ; 51 cm.
Map of Saxony dated 1734 [plate 18].
Added title from blind embossing on front leather cover: Hübners Kleiner Atlas Scholasticvs von 26 charten
Index of maps on t.-p.
Introductory letter dated: 14. Julii, Siebenzehen 1740
Ownership stamps: Karel Kodousek, Týniste n./Orl.
Engraved t.p.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Maps also cataloged separately.
References: Phillips 577.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 H7 1734 (NLO)

9606

Atlases, German - 1734 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Koehler, Johann David -- Weige, I. C. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 96 maps ; 395 x 260 mm.
Phillips 582
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCl)

9607

Atlases, German - 1735 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Schreiber, Johann Georg, 1676-1750 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 35 maps ; 214 x 157 mm.
Nord282
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Cf. Phillips 00611
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCl)

9608

Atlases, German - 1740
Atlas novus sive tabulae geographicae totius orbis faciemi, partes, imperia, regna et provincias exhibentes : exactissima cura iuxta recentissimas observation / aeri incisae et venum expositiae à Matthaeo Seüter, S.C.M.G. Augustae Vindelicorum [Augsburg : Seüter, 1740?].
Authors: Seüter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756 -- Seüter, Georg Matthäus, 1729-1760 -- Rogg, Gottfried, 1669-1742 -- L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Drentwett, Abraham, 1647-1729 -- Kodousek, Karel -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
[1st ed.?]
Includes maps variously credited to Abraham Drentwett, Guillaume de Lisle, Georg Matthäus Seüter (the younger) and Gottfried Rogg.
Incomplete; issued with 49 maps, but this copy lacking map 13, ‘X. Provinciae’
Contents list with ‘Titulus cum introductione Lat. ad Geographium’ and 49 maps on bottom of p. [6].
Maps also cataloged separately.
References: Phillips 593
VAULT Baskes oversize G1015 .S48 1740 (NLO)

9609

Atlases, German - 1741
Accurata globi terresiris delineatio. Augsburg : Seüter, [1741?].
Authors: Seüter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756 -- Lotter, Tobias Conrad, 1717-1777 -- Silbereisen, Andreas, 1673-1766 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 6 maps ; 110 x 84 mm.
Maps engraved by Lotter and Silbereisen
Maps measure 195 x 256 mm. ?
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCl)

9610

Atlases, German - 1741 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Nepos, Cornelius -- Sincerus, Emanuel -- Rudigern, A. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 4 maps ; 170 x 105 mm.
Edited by Emanuel Sincerus.
Includes maps illustrating ancient history.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCl)

9611

Atlases, German - 1743 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Lotter, Tobias Conrad, 1717-1777 -- Lobeck, Tobias -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 31 maps ; 110 x 150 mm.
(of29);nd;E:TLobeck;Nord135+2Silesia

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Cf. Phillips 00630
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Authors: Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756 -- Lotter, Tobias Conrad, 1717-1777 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 67 maps ; 218 x 165 mm.
E:Lotter:[Ph5976
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Phillips 3494
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Authors: Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756 --
Seutter, Albrecht Carl, 1722-1762 --
Silbereisen, Andreas, 1673-1766 --
Lotter, Tobias Conrad, 1717-1777 --
Lainpacher, Matteus Petter --
Silbereisen, Andreas, 1673-1766 SEE
Silbereisen, Andreas, 1673-1766
e 1 atlas ([34] p., [65] leaves of plates : col. maps) ;
23 x 32 cm.
Date of publication from: Tooley, R.V. Dict. of mapmakers.
Binder's title: Atlas novus de LXVI mappar.
Contains maps drawn or engraved by Albrecht Seutter, Andrea Silbereisen, Tobias Lotter, and Matthaeus Lainpacher.
'Introductio in geographiae studium ...' (p. 3)-[36]) ends with 'Index atlantis minoris ...' a list of the maps.
Includes a map of Genoa not listed in the index.
Maps numbered in manuscript.
Engraved t.p., colored (the verso blank).
Signatures: pi1 A-H11.
Tail-piece.
Phillips 5976.
73-6851
ICN 48-2642
Ayer 123 F89 1745 (NLO)

Atlasses, German - 1744 (Provisional Heading)

Atlasses, German - 1744 (Pending Heading)

Atlasses, German - 1744 (Provisional Heading)

Atlasses, German - 1744 (Pending Heading)
Mapmakers: Maurepas, Bellin, Antonio de de Ulloa, Jorge Juan, d’Anville, Laurent.

Each volume contains list of maps.

Vol. 2 lacking plate no. 11; v. 13 lacking plate no. 18; v. 17 lacking title page, v. 18 lacking plate 18.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.


Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).

References: Sabin 65406

LC Card Number: 06003062

Baskes G160 .A43 1747 (NLO)


Authors: Prévost, abbé, 1697-1763 -- Schwabe, Johann Joachim, 1714-1784 -- Bellin, Jacques Nicolas, 1703-1772 -- Barbot, Jean, 1655-1712 -- Arkstée et Merkus -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 58 maps ; 252 x 208 mm.

Africa

Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases, German - 1749 (Provisional Heading)


Authors: Prévost, abbé, 1697-1763 -- Schwabe, Johann Joachim, 1714-1784 -- Bellin, Jacques Nicolas, 1703-1772 -- Astley, Thomas, d. 1759 -- Arkstée et Merkus -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 34 maps ; 252 x 208 mm.

Africa, China

Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases, German - 1750

[Atlas novus terrarum orbis imperia regna et status exactis tabulis geographicè demonstrans]. [Nuremberg : Homann Erben?, ca. 1750?].

Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663--1724 -- Homann Erben (Firm)

1 atlas : 19 hand col. maps ; 54 cm.

A collection of 19 maps by Homann bound without title page; possibly a composite or made-to-order atlas.

Title derived from Phillips 539.

19th-century spine title: Atlas novus terrarum
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 634.oversize G 1007 .41 (NLO)

**9620** Atlases, German - 1750 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Homann Erben (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 23 maps ; 557 x 670 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
*Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)*

**9621** Atlases, German - 1750 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Homann Erben (Firm) -- Wieland -- Schubarth -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 17 maps ; 200 x 255 mm.
(of20);folded in leather box
Phillips 8809
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
*Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)*

**9622** Atlases, German - 1750 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Prévost, abbé, 1697-1763 -- Schwabe, Johann Joachim, 1714-1784 -- Bellin, Jacques Nicolas, 1703-1772 -- Astley, Thomas, d. 1759 -- Arkstée et Merkus -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 27 maps ; 250 x 210 mm.
China;16+11
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
*Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)*

**9623** Atlases, German - 1751 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Prévost, abbé, 1697-1763 -- Schwabe, Johann Joachim, 1714-1784 -- Bellin, Jacques Nicolas, 1703-1772 -- Arkstée et Merkus -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 16 maps ; 252 x 208 mm.
Asia
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
*Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)*

**9624** Atlases, German - 1758 (Provisional Heading)

*Atlas tres-exact des Pais Bas Catholiques.* Augsburg : Seutter, 1758.
Authors: Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756 -- Seutter, Albrecht Carl, 1722-1762 -- Lotter, Tobias Conrad, 1717-1777 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 23 maps ; 222 x 320 mm.

E:TCLotter
Geography text.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
*Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)*

**9625** Atlases, German - 1760 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Euler, Leonhard, 1707-1783 -- Rhode, J. C. -- Kunst, J. M. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 43 maps ; 391 x 265 mm.
In pouch (?)
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
References: Phillips 625; Lowery 446 abc
*Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)*

**9626** Atlases, German - 1760 (Provisional Heading)

*Unleitung historisch wissenschaften zu geographie.* Berlin : F. Nicolai, 1760.
Authors: Hederich, Benjamin, 1675-1748 -- Nicolai, F. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 6 maps ; 171 x 110 mm.
Geography text.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
*Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)*

**9627** Atlases, German - 1760 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Schreiber, Johann Georg, 1762-1775 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 126 maps ; 220 x 313 mm.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Phillips 609
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
*Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)*

**9628** Atlases, German - 1762 (Provisional Heading)

*Kurzgefasste geographie & sack-atlas.* Augsburg : M. Spaeth, 1762.
Authors: Lobeck, Tobias -- Lotter, Tobias Conrad, 1717-1777 -- Spaeth, J. M. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 29 maps ; 111 x 150 mm.
E:TCLotter
Phillips 630
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
*Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)*

**9629** Atlases, German - 1763 (Provisional Heading)

*Theatre de guerre en Allemagne (1756-1762).* Augsburg : Kilian, 1763.
Authors: Kilian, Georg Christoph -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 73 maps ; 200 x 318 mm.
Includes maps illustrating history.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
*Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)*
**Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)**

9630 **Atlases, German - 1771 (Provisional Heading)**

*Allgemeine historie der reisen V18, V19 & V20.*

Leipzig : Arkstee & Merkus, 1771.

Authors: Prévost, abbé, 1697-1763 -- Schwabe, Johann Joachim, 1714-1784 -- Laurent, fl. 1770 -- Arstkée et Merkus -- Roger S. Baskes

Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 53 maps ; 254 x 205 mm.

V18, 1764. M29; V19, 1769, M18; V20, 1771, M6

Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)**

(PrCt)

9631 **Atlases, German - 1772**

*[Atlas novus, sive, Tabulae geographicae totius orbis faciem, partes, imperia, regna et provincias exhibentes exactissima cura iuxta recentissimas observationes).* [Augsburg : Tobias Conrad Lotter, 1772?].


1 atlas ([38] leaves of plates) : 19 folded hand col. maps ; 54 cm.

Possibly an incomplete copy of Phillips 3513.

Newberry's copy has 19 of 35 maps listed in Phillips. Title, authorship attribution, and publication information from Phillips.

Maps dated 1758-1772.

Maps by Tobias Conrad Lotter and Guillaume de L'Isle; engraved by Georg Friedrich Lotter, Gustav Conrad Lotter, Matthias Albrecht Lotter, Matthaeus Seutter, and Johann Christoph Steinberger.

Latin; some maps in French.

Relief shown pictorially.

Scales differ.

Handwritten table of contents on inside front cover; former owner's signature in same hand: Tillior Bellman.

Contemporary limp cat's paw leather binding.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).

References: Cf. Phillips 3513

**Baskes oversize G1015 .L68 1772 (NLO)**

9632 **Atlases, German - 1776**

*Major atlas scholasticus ex triginta sex generalibus et specialibus mappis Homannianis : quantum ad generalem orbis & imprimis Germaniae notitiam sufficient in gratiam erudiendi leuentutibus / compositvs in vulgarem usum scholarum et discentium a. 1752 exhibitus ab Homannianis heredibus.* [Nuremberg : Homannianis Heredibus, 1776?].


1 atlas ([75] leaves) : ill., 36 hand col. maps ; 56 cm.


Maps listed on t.p. in Latin and German. Many maps in Latin and French.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Maps also cataloged separately.

**Baskes oversize G1015 .H66 1776 (NLO)**

9633 **Atlases, German - 1778 (Provisional Heading)**

*Kurze erläuterung des erdbodens.* Berlin : Realschule Buchlad, 1778.

Authors: Berliner Realschule -- Realschule Buchlad -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 13 maps ; 180 x 110 mm.

8th ed.

(oft20)

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)**

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Atlases, German - 1780
1 atlas : 32 maps; 213 x 322 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)** (Pr Ct)

Atlases, German - 1795
1 v. : 183 maps; 544 x 350 mm.
(1728-1795); +12 charts; + C: Seutter & C: Schmidt, 1856-- Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)** (Pr Ct)

Atlases, German - 1795
1 atlas (35 leaves of plates) : 35 hand col. maps; 33 x 41 cm.
Other title: Vollständiger Atlas über alle Theile der Erde
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst, J. Petermann’s planet, v. 2, p. 940-944
Baskes oversize G1015 .S66 1795 (NLO)

Atlases, German - 1795 (Provisional Heading)
1 v. : 17 maps; 350 x 222 mm.
(1788-1807); + JCMueller
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)** (Pr Ct)

Atlases, German - 1796
1 atlas (46 p., 21 leaves of plates (some folded): 18 hand col. maps (some folded); 25 cm.
Edition: Neue und ganz umgearbeitete Aufl. Part of a multi-volume work?; Newberry hold Theil 1 only (August 2010).
Relief shown pictorially.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1015 .F73 1796 (NLO)

Atlases, German - 1800-1899<<>>Europe - Maps - 1800-1899
* [A Collection of maps detached from a Stieler atlas]. [Gotha : J. Perthes, 18--?]. * Authors: Stieler, Adolf, 1775--1836 -- Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) 1 atlas (14 maps); 23 x 28 cm.
Incomplete.
G 10 .8426 (NLO)

Atlases, German - 1803 (Provisional Heading)
1 v. : 34 maps; 210 x 262 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)** (Pr Ct)

Atlases, German - 1805

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Reichard, C. G. (Christian Gottlieb), 1758-1837 --
Stieler, H. F. A. -- Mitander, Jonas Eric --
Lundsbergs Scala -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library) -- Guessfeld, F. L. (Franz
Ludwig), 1744-1807 SEE Guessfeld, F. L. (Franz
Ludwig), 1744-1807
1 atlas ([60] folded leaves of plates) : 60 hand
col. maps (chiefly folded) ; 55 cm.
Most recent maps dated between 1802-1805.
Maps edited by F.L. Guessfeld, D.G. Reymann,
F.H. Kreybich, Ferd. Götzte, I.G.L. Weидner,
Adolph Stieler, August Stieler, I.C.M. Reinecke,
D.F. Sotzmann, G.R. v. Schmidburg, C.G.
Reichard, and H.F.A. Stieler.
126.
Relief shown pictorially and by hachures.
Scales differ.
Bookplate: Ex libris Lundsbe Scola.
Former owner's inscription: Jonas Eric Mitander
geste[?] Elementar Skola den 3 Februari 1815.
Inscription: John Eric Mitander 1818. d.g.
September [?].
References: Phillips 3538; Espenhorst, J.
Petermann’s planet, v. 1, p. 126-128; Espenhorst,
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection
at the Newberry Library.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet
by R. Baskes).
References: Espenhorst, J. Petermann’s planet,
v. 1, p. 126-128; Espenhorst, p. 126.
Issued with 60 maps, but this copy lacking 1
map.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection
at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 3538; Espenhorst, J.
Petermann’s planet, v. 1, p. 126-128
Baskes oversize G1019 .G397 1806 (NLO)

Atlases, German - 1806
D.F. Sotzmann’s vollständiger Atlas über alle
Theile der Erde : zum unterricht der Jugend in
Authors: Sotzmann, D. F. -- Guthrie, William,
1708-1770 -- Glassbach, Benjamin -- Franz, fl.
1795-1820 -- Schmidt, Paulus -- Sander,
Wilhelm, 1766-1836 -- Schmidt, A. Ferdinand --
Frick, F. -- Jaettnig, Karl, 1796-1835 -- Ramberg,
F. -- Schleuen, I. W. -- Preussische Akademie
der Künste -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 atlas (34 leaves of plates) : 34 hand col. maps ;
34 x 41 cm.
Maps engraved by B. Glassbach, Franz, P.
Schmidt, W. Sander, A. Ferdinand Schmidt, F.
Frick, Carl Jättnig, F. Ramberg, and I.W.
Schleuen.
"Zu Guthrie’s geographischem lehrbuche gehörig
und nach den neusten friedensschüssen
umgearbeitet und berichtet."
Later ed. of atlas originally published 1795.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst, J. Petermann’s planet,
v. 2, p. 940-944
Baskes oversize G1015 .S66 1806 (NLO)

Atlases, German - 1806-1811

Verkleinerter Hand-Atlas in 60 Charten über alle
Theile der Erde für Bürgerschulen und
Zeitungsleser bestimmt. Weimar :
Geographisches Institut, Geographischen Institut,
1806 [i.e. 1811].
Authors: Geographisches Institut (Weimar,
Thuringia, Germany) -- Gaspari, Adam Christian,
1752-1830 -- Bertuch, Friedrich Justin,
1747-1822 -- Rhein, H. von -- Held, E. F. -- Roger
S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([60] leaves of plates) : 59 maps ; 40 x 51
cm.
Maps dated between 1806-1811.
Preparing editors: Gaspari and Bertuch. Cf.
Espenhorst.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 3538; Espenhorst, J.
Petermann’s planet, v. 1, p. 126-128
Baskes oversize G1019 .G397 1806 (NLO)

Atlases, German - 1806<=>Atlases, Polish -
1806
Taschenatlas von vierzehn Karten : nebst
hinreichender Erläuterung bereiseln. Breslau
[i.e. Wrocława] : bei Wilhelm Gottlieb Korn, 1806.
Authors: Korn, Wilhelm Gottlieb -- Sanders, W. --
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (259 p., [14] leaves of plates (some
folded)) : 12 hand col. maps ; 22 x 27 cm.
Issued with 13 maps, but this copy imperfect:
lacking map of Germany
Cover title: Neuer Taschen-Atlas von Bierzehn
Karten nebst hinreichender Erläuterung
Publisher’s printed label: Neuer Taschen-Atlas
von Bierzehn Karten nebst hinreichender
Erläuterung. Neue verbesserte Auflage, 1806.
Maps engraved by W. Sanders.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1019 .K67 1806 (NLO)

Atlases, German - 1808 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Walch, Johann, 1757-1824 -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 35 maps ; 214 x 261 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

Atlases, German - 1809
Neuer hand und elementar atlas von der erde.
Leipzig : J.E. Lange, 1809.
Authors: Lange , J. E. -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 16 maps ; 387 x 263 mm.
wA4293
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

9647  
**Atlases, German - 1810 (Provisional Heading)**  
Authors: Schreiber, Johann Georg, 1676-1750 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 v. : 163 maps ; 228 x 324 mm.  
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Cf. Phillips 06017
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

9648  
**Atlases, German - 1811 (Provisional Heading)**  
*Allgemeiner atlas.* Augsburg : WalchJ, 1811.  
Authors: Walch, Johann, 1757-1824 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 v. : 35 maps ; 210 x 260 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

9649  
**Atlases, German - 1812 (Provisional Heading)**  
Authors: Reichard, Heinrich A O -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 v. : 9 maps ; 183 x 115 mm.
6th ed. (1810-1811)
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

9650  
**Atlases, German - 1816 (Provisional Heading)**  
*Allgemeiner atlas.* Augsburg : WalchJ, 1816.  
Authors: Walch, Johann, 1757-1824 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 v. : 32 maps ; 222 x 272 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

9651  
**Atlases, German - 1817 (Provisional Heading)**  
Authors: Walch, Johann, 1757-1824 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 v. : 17 maps ; 495 x 305 mm.
nd;Black,41
Cf. Phillips 02793
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

9652  
**Atlases, German - 1818**  
1 atlas ([26] leaves of plates) : hand col. ill., 23 hand col. maps ; 28 x 34 cm.
Hand colored engraved title page.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Green cloth over boards; stamped in gold: M.B. Former owner’s inscription: M.B., 1861.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .F385 1818 (NLO)

9653  
**Atlases, German - 1818 (Provisional Heading)**  
*Schul atlas.* Dusseldorf : Arnz, 1818.  
Authors: Arnz, J. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 v. : 19 maps ; 220 x 270 mm.
3rd ed.
early litho
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

9654  
**Atlases, German - 1819<<>>Map printing - Lithographs - Maps - 1819<<>>Lithographs**  
*Kleiner hand atlas.* Dusseldorf : Arnz, 1819.  
Authors: Arnz, J. -- Winckelman, E. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 atlas : 28 maps ; 211 x 255 mm.
1st ed.
Edited by E. Winckelman.
Early example of map lithography.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

9655  
**Atlases, German - 1819 (Provisional Heading)**  
Authors: Kruse, K Christian -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 v. : 17 maps ; 495 x 305 mm.
nd;Black,41
Cf. Phillips 02793
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

9656  
**Atlases, German - 1819 (Provisional Heading)**  
*Atlas der ganzen bekannten erde.* Nuremberg : Schneider & Weigel, [1819?].  
Authors: Schneider und Weigel -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 26 maps ; 206 x 251 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
References: Phillips 3527
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

9657 Atlas, German - 1819 ( Provisional Heading )
Authors: Walch, Johann, 1757-1824 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 35 maps ; 220 x 272 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

9660 Atlas, German - 1823
Gotha : Justus Perthes, [1823?].
Authors: Stieler, Adolf, 1775-1836 -- Reichard, C. G. (Christian Gottlieb), 1758-1837 -- Hess, L. -- Justus Perthes (Firm: Gotha, Germany) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([52] leaves of plates) : maps (chiefly hand col.) ; 35 x 43 cm.
Maps engraved by L. Michäélis, Edler, L. Hess, and 5 others credited.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst, J. Petermann's planet, v. 1, p. 222-230
Baskes oversize G1019. S865 1823 (NLO)

9661 Atlas, German - 1823 ( Provisional Heading )
Authors: Walch, Johann, 1757-1824 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 36 maps ; 210 x 264 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

9664 Atlas, German - 1825
Weimar : Im Verlage des Geographischen Instituts, 1825.
1 atlas ([2] leaves, XV leaves of plates) : 15 hand col. maps ; 22 x 27 cm.
Cover title: Neuer Schul-Atlas: erster CURSUS Relief shown by hachures.
Engraved t.p.
Blue paper covers.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Earlier editions by Adam Christian Gaspari and F.L. Güssefeld.
References: Espenhorst, J. Petermann's planet, v. 1, p. 151-152
Baskes G1019 .G28 1825 (NLO)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
9666  
**Atlases, German - 1825 (Provisional Heading)**

*Goeschen*, C. J., engraver SEE Mädel, C. J.
*Güssefeld*, F. L. (Franz Ludwig), 1744

Authors: *Weiland*, C. F. (Carl Ferdinand), 1769

Verlage des Geographischen Instituts, eingerichtet von C.F. Weiland

zu jedem andern Lehrbuche brauchbar

Erdbeschreibung, IItem Cursus / entworfen und

Auflage von Gaspari's Lehrbuche der

Neuer methodischer Schul

Atlases, German

(PrCt)

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

(PrcT)

9667  
**Atlases, German - 1825 (Provisional Heading)**

*Goeschen*, C. J., engraver SEE Mädel, C. J.

Authors: *Schlieben*, Wm Ernst A von --

GoeschenGJ -- Roger S. Baskes Collection

(Newberry Library)

1 v. : 104 maps ; 268 x 355 mm.

Cf. Phillips 07792

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

(PrcT)

9668  
**Atlases, German - 1825 (Provisional Heading)**

*Auguste Walch*, Johann, 1757-1824 --

GoeschenGJ -- Roger S. Baskes Collection

(Newberry Library)

1 v. : 6 maps ; 257 x 347 mm.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

(PrcT)

9669  
**Atlases, German - 1825 (Provisional Heading)**

*Gottfried Daniel*, 1771

Authors: *Stieler*, Adolf, 1775

B. von Riedel; map drafted by J. Boreux.

Maps engraved by H. Leutemann and C.T. Riedel.

Maps by Stülpnagel and L. Thiel.

Relief shown by hachures.

Scales differ.

Request and cite items by complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Imperfect; supplemental map "Graecia" cut and missing text; lacking 2 other supplemental map sheets.
Maps 1-15 cut at neat lines and remounted onto leaves.
Includes includes 20 map sheets plus 9 supplemental sheets. Cf. Espenhorst.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Espenhorst, J. Petermann’s planet, v. 1, p. 336
Baskes G1019 .S87 1827 (NLO)

Atlastes, German - 1827-1828

Compendieuser allgemeiner Atlas : nach den besten Hülfsmitteln entworfen und zum geographischen Unterrichte bei allen Lehrbüchern brauchbar eingerichtet / von C.F. Weiland. Weimar : Geographisches Institut, Im Verlage des Geographischen Instituts, 1827 [i.e. 1827?]. Authors: Weiland, C. F. (Carl Ferdinand), -1847 -- Mädel, C. J. -- Grünewald, Christoph, 19th cent. -- Luther, E. -- Bürck, A. -- Metzeroth, C. -- Geographisches Institut (Weimar, Thuringia, Germany) -- Geographisches Institut (Weimar, Thuringia, Germany) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([1], xxx leaves of plates) : 29 hand col. maps ; 24 x 29 cm.
Other title: Allgemeiner compendiöser Atlas der ganzen Erde
Maps dated 1827-1828 and engraved by C.J. Maedel, C. Grünewald, E. Luther, A. Bürck, and C. Metzeroth.
Issued with 30 (?) maps, but this copy imperfect; lacking map no. IV
Engraved title page.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst 2.5.1.1.2.8
Baskes folio G1019 .H446 1827 (NLO)

Atlastes, German - 1828

Authors: Stieler, Adolf, 1775-1836 -- Stülpnagel, F. von -- Thiel, L. -- Ausfeld, Johann Carl, 1782-1851 -- Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([2] p., 20 leaves of plates) : 29 maps (chiefly col.) ; 23 x 30 cm.
Cover title: Stieler’s Schul-Atlas der neuesten Erdbeschreibung in 20 Karten
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst 2.5.1.1.2.8
Baskes folio G1019 .S87 1828 (NLO)

Atlastes, German - 1828 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Bernhard, Herzog v Sachsen -- Luden -- Hoffmann, publisher, Stuttgart -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
2 v. in 1 : 10 maps ; 247 x 160 mm.
1st ed.
Sabin4953;HowesB385;ed:HLuden
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlastes, German - 1828 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Schlieben, Wm Ernst A von -- GoeschenGJ -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 51 maps ; 270 x 350 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

9677  **Atlases, German - 1828 (Provisional Heading)**
      **Neue schul-atlas.** Augsburg : WalchJ, 1828.
Authors: Walch, Johann, 1757-1824 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 36 maps ; 220 x 267 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

9678  **Atlases, German - 1829 (Provisional Heading)**
Authors: Schlieben, Wm Ernst A von -- GoeschenGJ -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 27 maps ; 302 x 353 mm.
Cf. Phillips 02853
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

9679  **Atlases, German - 1829 (Provisional Heading)**
Authors: Schlieben, Wm Ernst A von -- GoeschenGJ -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 66 maps ; 263 x 350 mm.
Russia, Poland, Italy, British Empire
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

9680  **Atlases, German - 1830**
Authors: Dobel, Karl Friedrich -- Cammerer, A. A. C. (Anselm Andreas Caspar) -- Dannheimer, Tobias -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([1] leaf, XXXII leaves of plates (1 folded)) : 32 hand col. maps ; 26 x 32 cm.
Publication date from Badziag.
Relief shown by hachures.
Engraved t.p.
Scales differ.
Stamp: BS.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Badziag, A. Schulatlanten in Deutschland, 138
For dealer's description in German, consult the Special Collections Info. File.

9681  **Atlases, German - 1830**
      **Taschenatlas über alle theile erde.** Carlsruhe : D.R. Marx, 1830.
Authors: Heunisch, H. J. -- Marx, D. R. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 31 maps ; 125 x 155 mm.
8th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
References: Espenhorst 16.4.6
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

9682  **Atlases, German - 1830**
Maps dated 1821-1830.
Imperfect; this copy lacks title page.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Marbled paper over boards half bound in brown leather with gold-stamped spine title: Neuer Atlas von Stein.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1019 .D58 1830 (NLO)

9683  **Atlases, German - 1831<<>>Germany - Maps - 1831**
      **Hand-Atlas über alle Theile der Erde : zunächst für Bürgerschulen und Zeitungsleser bestimmt.** Weimar : Im Verlage des geographischen Instituts, [1831?].
Authors: Weiland, C. F. (Carl Ferdinand), -1847 -- Metzroth, C. -- Jungmann, Carl -- Maedel, J., junior -- Jaeger, L. G. -- Klein knecht, L. V. -- Maedel, A. (Adolph) -- Luther, E. -- Kratz, jun. -- T. T., active approximately 1831 -- Geographisches Institut (Weimar, Thuringia, Germany) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
(Newberry Library) -- Mädel, A. (Adolph) SEE Maedel, A. (Adolph)
1 atlas (2 unnumbered leaves, 60 unnumbered leaves of plates) : 60 hand colored maps ; 38 x 47 cm.
Maps by C.F. Weiland, and dated 1826-1831.
Engraved title page, signed: T.T.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Maps from newspaper clippings pasted to the blank side of several leaves.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst, J. Andree, Stieler, Meyer & Co., p. 30
Baskes oversize G1019 .W3836 1831 (NLO)

9684

Atlases, German - 1831 (Provisional Heading)
Neuer allgemeiner hand- und schul-atlas.
Carlsruhe : Herder, 1831.
Authors: Verlag Herder -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library).
1 v. : 26 maps ; 268 x 340 mm.
3rd ed.
Espenhorst 54.1.1.3
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCT)

9685

Atlases, German - 1832
Authors: Stieler, Adolf, 1775-1836 -- Krügelstein, A. -- Maedel, L. -- Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library).
1 atlas ([2] p., 20 [i.e. 26] leaves of plates) : 26 maps (chiefly col.) ; 26 x 33 cm.
Cover title: Stieler’s Schul-Atlas.
Maps by A. Krügelstein, and Maedel.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Espenhorst, J. Petermann’s planet, v. 1, p. 336
Baskes folio G1019 .S87 1832 (NLO)

9686

Atlases, German - 1833-1836
-- Maedel, Karl SEE Mädel, Karl -- Mädel, J., junior SEE Maedel, J., junior
1 atlas ([1] leaf, xxii leaves of plates) : 31 hand coll. maps ; 24 x 29 cm.
Other title: Allgemeiner compendiöser Atlas der ganzen Erde.
Maps dated 1832-1836.
Date of 1833 on title page and dates of 1835 on some maps modified in ms. to read: 1838.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Ink and colored pencil sketch of a figure dressed as a king on inside back cover.
Former owner’s signature: Ju[...?] Wiedemann.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst, J. Andree, Stieler, Meyer & Co., p. 32, 1.3.1 (4.4 Aufl.); Espenhorst, J. Petermann’s planet, I, p. 146-149, 1.3
Baskes folio G1019 .W383 1836 (NLO)

9687

Atlases, German - 1833-1834
Geography
SEE Carl Gerold’sche Buchhandlung SEE Carl Gerold’sche Buchhandlung
Maps lithographed by W. Pobuda and J. Rees or Ed. Winckelmann.
In publisher’s blue paper wrappers; publisher’s advertisements on back covers.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .H646 1833 (NLO)

9688

Atlases, German - 1834
Authors: Herder, Bartholomä, 1774-1839 -- Herder’sche Verlagshandlung -- Rym, Sipe -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library). --
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Herder'schen Kunst- und Buchhandlung SEE
Herder'sche Verlagshandlung OR SEE Verlag
Herder
1 atlas (26 folded leaves of plates) : 26 folded hand col. maps ; 26 cm.
Maps lithographed by B. Herder.
Scales differ.
Former owner: Sipe Rym [?]
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst 54.1.1.4

Baskes G1019 .N425 1834 (NLO)

9689 Atlases, German - 1834
1 atlas ([63] leaves) : 63 maps (chiefly col.) ; 36 x 45 cm.
"Neue Ausgabe 1834."--Added t.p.
Maps engraved by Johann Carl Ausfeld, L. Michaelis, Carl Jätting jun., and 5 others credited.
Scales differ.
Relief shown by hachures.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst, J. Petermann's planet, v. 1, p. 333-339

Baskes oversize G1019 .S865 1834 (NLO)

9690 Atlases, German - 1835 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Walch, Johann, 1757-1824 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 36 maps ; 222 x 273 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

9691 Atlases, German - 1836
Authors: Stieler, Adolf, 1775-1836 -- Stier, C. -- Mädel -- Hase, Wilhelm -- Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([26] folded leaves of plates) : 26 maps (chiefly col.) ; 22 cm.
Title page bound at end.
Maps by C. Stier, Mädel, and W. Hase.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
References: Espenhorst, J. Petermann's planet, v. 1, p. 333-336
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library

Baskes G1019 .S87 1836 (NLO)

9692 Atlases, German - 1837
Authors: Streit, Friedrich Wilhelm, 1772-1839 -- Maull, F. -- Kortmann, E.
1 atlas (36 col. maps) ; 26 cm.
"Entworfen und gezeichnet von F. W. Streit und von F. Maull."
Imperfect: maps only.
Title supplied from Heinsius. Bücherlexicon, v. 9.
Maps 11-12, 17-36 are by F. Maull.
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 457

folio G 10 .843 (NLO)

9693 Atlases, German - 1837
Authors: Streit, Friedrich Wilhelm, 1772-1839 -- Maull, F. -- Kortmann, E.
1 atlas (36 col. maps) ; 26 cm.
"Entworfen und gezeichnet von F. W. Streit und von F. Maull."
Imperfect: maps only.
Title supplied from Heinsius. Bücherlexicon, v. 9.
Maps 11-12, 17-36 are by F. Maull.
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 457

Baskes folio G1019 .S87 1837 (NLO)

9694 Atlases, German - 1837

Atlases, German - 1837

Authors: Woerl, Joseph Edmund -- Herder, Bartholomä, 1774-1839 -- Verlag Herder -- Messmer, Karl -- Messmer, J. N. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

(For more information refer to the title page of this volume.)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
Baskes oversize G1019 .S865 1838 (NLO)

Atlases, German - 1838


Authors: Weiland, C. F. (Carl Ferdinand), -1847 -- Geographisches Institut (Weimar, Thuringia, Germany) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (62 unnumbered pages, xxxi leaves of plates) : 31 hand colored maps ; 14 x 21 cm.

Relief shown by hachures.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Espenhorst, J. Petermann’s planet, v. 1, p. 238-239

Baskes oversize G1019 .W74 1837 (NLO)

Atlases, German - 1838

*Atlas über alle Theile der Erde : in 27 Blättern / von C.G. Weier. Carlsruhe ; Freiburg : Im Verlag der Herderschen Kunst und Buchhandlung, 1837?*. (In German)

Authors: Weier, Joseph Edmund -- Herder, Bartholomä, 1774-1839 -- Herder'sche Verlagshandlung -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas ([29] leaves of plates) : col. ill., 28 maps (chiefly hand col.) ; 31 x 43 cm.


Running title: Weier’s Schul-Atlas

Illustrated engraved title page signed: Lithographie von B. Herder in Freiburg im Breisgau 1838.

Maps engraved by B. Herder.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Espenhorst 54.1.2.2

Baskes oversize G1019 .W3835 1838 (NLO)

Atlases, German - 1838


1 atlas ([62] leaves) : 63 maps (chiefly hand col.) ; 38 x 46 cm.

Edition: [Neue Ausg.]

Edition and date from cover. Relief shown by hachures.

Cover title: Stieler’s Hand-Atlas


Maps engraved by Joh. Carl Ausfeld, L. Michaelis, Carl Poppey, and 8 others credited.

Paper over boards binding with cover title: "Stieler’s Hand-Atlas über alle Theile der Erde und über das Weltgebäude"

Scales differ.

Previous owner (?): E. Gerber (?)

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Espenhorst, J. Petermann’s planet, v. 1, p. 238-239

Baskes folio G1019 .M5385 1838 (NLO)
Dusseldorf : Arnz, 1838.
Authors: Arnz, J. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 23 maps ; 135 x 164 mm.
2nd ed.
(of24)
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

asserts, German - 1839
Authors: Bauer und Raspe -- Schneider und Weigel -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (15 leaves of plates) : 15 hand col. maps (folded) ; 22 x 29 cm.
Maps published by Schneider & Weigel.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1019 .A395 1839 (NLO)

Atlases, German - 1839
Authors: Glaser, Carl -- Borner, G. -- Wagner, Eduard, 1811-1885 -- Faber, G. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([36] folded leaves) : 35 folded hand col. maps ; 41 cm.
Cover title (paper over boards): Vollständiger Atlas über alle Theile der Erde in 36 Blättern
Most recent map dated 1839.
Maps engraved by Eduard Wagner and G. Borner.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1019 .A65 1839 (NLO)

Atlases, German - 1839
Schulatlas der neueren Erdkunde : Seiner Königlichen Hoheit dem Prinzen Albert, Herzog zu Sachsen etc. etc. etc., gewidmet / von Dr. Carl Vogel. Leipzig : Verlag der J.C. Hinrichsschen Buchhandlung, 1839.
Maps engraved by H. Leutemann; decorative borders by F. Richter and H.F. Brauer.
Contemporary marbled papers over boards; leather label on cover: Vogel's Schulatlas. Robert Nesbitt.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1019 .P664 1839 (NLO)

Atlases, German - 1840
Authors: Arnz, J. -- Tibbe, Paul -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (27 leaves of plates) : 27 hand col. maps ; 26 x 34 cm.
'3. Aufl.' [3rd ed.]
Maps hand colored in outline.
Scales differ.
Bookplate of Paul Tibbe.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Espenhorst 56.3

Baskes folio G1019 .A65 1840 (NLO)
9705 Atlases, German - 1840
Authors: Bauer und Raspe -- Schneider und Weigel -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Schneider (A.G.) & Weigel (J.C.), publisher SEE Schneider and Weigel
1 atlas (15 leaves of plates) : 15 hand col. maps (folded) ; 22 cm.
Edition: 5. Aufl.
Maps published by Schneider & Weigel.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1019 .A395 1840 (NLO)

9706 Atlases, German - 1840
Authors: Beer, Eduard -- Voigt, B. F. (Bernhard Friedrich), 1787-1859 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 24 maps ; 143 x 161 mm.
4th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

9707 Atlases, German - 1840
Authors: Dondorf, Bernhard, 1809-1902 -- Grill, Theodor -- Nilsson, Anna -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([24] leaves of plates) : 24 hand col. maps ; 23 x 29 cm.
Scales differ.
Former owner’s signature: Theodor Grill.
Former owner’s signature: Anna Nilsson.
Former owner’s inscription: Min första atlas ansåges sed dä för gammal.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .S87 1840 (NLO)

9708 Atlases, German - 1840
Authors: Ohmann, C.L. -- Kortmann, E. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (22 folded leaves of plates) : 22 folded hand col. maps ; 22 cm.
Scales differ.
Illegible owner’s inscriptions
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1019 .O46 1840 (NLO)

9709 Atlases, German - 1840
1 atlas ([2] p., 20 [i.e. 27] leaves of plates) : 27 maps (chiefly col.) ; 25 x 30 cm.
Incomplete; issued with 32 maps?; this copy lacking 5 maps under heading "Physikalische Erdkunde," described in Espenhorst.
Tipped in: Justus Perthes map, "Preussische Rhein-Provinz."
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Former owner: 1 [?] 15 [?] 8 [?] Heinr. Vosdellen.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst, J. Petermann’s planet, v. 1, p. 336
Baskes oversize G1019 .W38 1840 (NLO)

Atlases, German - 1840
Authors: Weiland, C. F. (Carl Ferdinand), -1847 -- Bürch, A -- Eberhardt, H. -- Gerrisch, J.C. -- Geographisches Institut (Weimar, Thuringia, Germany) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([70] leaves of plates (some folded)) : 70 hand col. maps (some folded) ; 57 x 71 cm.
Maps by C.F. Wieland.
Includes maps engraved by J.C. Gerrich, H. Eberhardt, and A. Bu?rch.
Maps dated between 1827 and 1840; most dated 1838-1839.
Engraved t.p.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst 1.1.3; cf. Phillips 6107
Baskes oversize G1019 .W38 1840 (NLO)

Authors: Stieler, Adolf, 1775-1836. Stieler’s hand-atlas
iv, 48 p.; 39 cm.
Issued without maps?
Caption title.
Bonaparte 13879 (NLO)

9712 Atlases, German - 1840 (Provisional Heading)
Colibri weltatlas nebst sternkarte. A & S, 1840.
Authors: Colibri -- A & S -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 6 maps; 52 x 78 mm.
nd, np
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

9713 Atlases, German - 1840 (Provisional Heading)
Atlas über die Theile de erde fur schulen. Germany, 1840.
Authors: Germany, anonymous -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 9 maps; 172 x 219 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

9714 Atlases, German - 1840 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Meyer, Joseph, 1796-1856 -- Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 89 maps; 270 x 328 mm.
Espenhorst 3.1.1.1 (1830-1840)
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

9715 Atlases, German - 1840<Texas - Maps - 1840>
Authors: Handtke, F. (Friedrich), 1815-1879 -- Carl Flemming (Firm) -- Flemming, C. (Carl), 1806-1878 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Flemming, C. (Carl), 1806-1878 SEE ALSO Carl Flemming (Firm) -- 1 atlas ([25] leaves of plates) : 25 hand col. maps; 22 x 28 cm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Includes map showing Texas as independent nation.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst, J. Andree, Stieler, Meyer & Co., p. 231
Baskes folio G1019 .H3933 1840 (NLO)

9716 Atlases, German - 1841
1 atlas : 114 maps; 129 x 189 mm.
Edited by C.F. Radefeld and L. Renner.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
References: Espenhorst 3.2.1; Phillips 781
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlastes, German - 1841
Authors: Sohr, K. (Karl) -- Carl Flemming (Firm) -- Appelt, T. C. -- Concordia University (River Forest, Ill.) -- Concordia University (River Forest, Ill.) Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([28] leaves of plates) : 28 hand col. maps; 22 x 28 cm.
Cover title.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Former owner: T. C. Appelt.
Forms part of the Concordia University (River Forest, Ill.) Collection (Newberry Library).
Cataloged and conserved as part of the Sister Ann Ida Gannon Initiative at the Newberry Library.
folio G1910 .S64 1841 (NLO)

Atlastes, German - 1841
1 atlas (2 p., [82] leaves) : 82 maps (chiefly col.) ; 37 x 46 cm.
Newest maps (Karte von Süd Afrika and Festland von Australien und benachbarte Inseln) dated 1841.
Maps engraved by Joh. Carl Ausfeld, L. Michaelis, Carl Poppey, and 8 others credited.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst, J. Petermann’s planet, v. 1, p. 238-239
Baskes oversize G1019 .S865 1841 (NLO)
9719  **Atlases, German - 1842**  
Mannheim: Verlag von Heinrich Hoff, [1842?].  
Authors: Glaser, Carl -- Hoff, Heinrich -- Pädagogische Stiftung Cassianum -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Donauwörth, Ger. Pädagogische Stiftung Cassianum SEE Pädagogische Stiftung Cassianum -- Cassianum Donauwörth SEE Pädagogische Stiftung Cassianum 1 atlas (28 leaves of plates) : 28 hand col. maps ; 26 x 33 cm.  
Scales differ.  
Stamp: Bibliothek Cassianum, Donauworth.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.  
References: Espenhorst 36.2.1

9720  **Atlases, German - 1843**  
*Grundriss der geographie.* Breslau: Grass Barth, 1843.  
Authors: Berghaus, Heinrich Karl Wilhelm, 1797-1884  
1 v. : 22 cm.  
G 11.09 (NLO)

9721  **Atlases, German - 1843**  
Authors: Löwenberg, Julius, 1800-1893 -- Silbera, F. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 atlas (XXIV leaves of plates) : 24 hand col. maps ; 25 x 33 cm.  
Relief shown by hachures.  
Title page in illustrated border.  
Scales differ.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.  
Baskes folio G1019 .L694 1843 (NLO)

9722  **Atlases, German - 1843**  
Authors: Stieler, Adolf, 1775-1836 -- Behrens, W., active 1843 -- Hase, Wilhelm -- Justus Perthes (Firm: Gotha, Germany) -- Tischer, Emilie -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 atlas ([2] p., 20 [i.e. 27] leaves of plates) : 27 maps (chiefly col.) ; 25 x 32 cm.  
Cover title: Stieler’s Schul-Atlas der neuesten Erdkunde in 27 illuminierten Karten.  
Maps engraved by W. Hase and W. Behrens.  
Relief shown by hachures.  
Scales differ.  
Former owner: Emilie Tischer.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.  
References: Espenhorst, J. Petermann’s planet, v. 1, p. 333-339; Phillips, 6098

**Baskes folio G1019 .S87 1843 (NLO)**

9723  **Atlases, German - 1843**  
*Schul-atlas in 36 karten.* Esslingen: Dannheimer, 1843.  
Authors: Voelter, Joseph Edmund -- Verlag Herder -- Hinlands von Hagofeld, Louisa -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 atlas : 36 maps ; 349 x 430 mm.  
1st ed.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.  
References: Espenhorst 39.1; Phillips 6090

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)**

9724  **Atlases, German - 1843**  
1 atlas ([28] folded leaves of plates) : 28 maps (chiefly hand col.) ; 33 cm.  
Edition: 5. Aufl.  
Engraved title page.  
Scales differ.  
Former owner’s inscription: Louïsa Hinlands von Hagofeld, 1846.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.  
References: Espenhorst 54.1.2.5; Phillips 6098

**Baskes folio G1019 .W744 1843 (NLO)**

9725  **Atlases, German - 1843-1845**  

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.  
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
(Weimar, Thuringia, Germany) -- Seiters, A. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([80] leaves of plates) : 80 maps (chiefly hand-col.) ; 37 x 46 cm.
"The actual editor was Friedrich Handtke (1815-1879)."--Espenhorst, v.1, p. 27.
Maps by F. Handtke, A. Theinert, H. Müller, and 8 others credited.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst, J. Petermann's planet, v. 1, p. 532-535; Phillips, 6097

Baskes oversize G1019 .S66 1844 (NLO)

Atlasses, German - 1844
Authors: Möller, Arnold Wilhelm -- Muhlert, Karl Friedrich -- Kohlrausch, Friedrich, 1780-1865 -- Friedlein & Hirsch -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (34 p., X folded leaves of plates) : 10 hand col. maps ; 28 cm.
"Mit einem Vorworte des Herrn Ober-Schulraths Fr. Kohlrausch in Hannover."
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1019 .M6485 1844 (NLO)

Atlases, German - 1844 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: F.A. Brockhaus (Firm) -- Gross, Rudolph, 1808- -- Lange, Henry, 1821-1893 -- Scheible Rieger & S -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 82 maps ; 227 x 173 mm.
9th ed.
Espenhorst 37.1;C:RudolphGross
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlasses, German - 1845-1848
Geology - Maps - 1845-1848
Meteorology - Maps - 1845-1848
Geomagnetism - Maps - 1845-1848
Animals - Maps - 1845-1848
Ethnology - Maps - 1845-1848
Dr. Heinrich Berghaus' Physikalischer Atlas oder Sammlung von Karten auf denen die hauptsächlichsten Erscheinung der anorganischen und organischen Natur nach ihrer geographischen Verbreitung und Vertheilung

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Geographische Länder Atlases, German
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection
Stamp: Albert Sattler, Basel.
Relief shown by hachures.
Engraved title page.
hand colored maps ; 25 x 32 cm.
1 atlas (xxii, that is, xxiii leaves of plates) : 23
(Newberry Library)
Sattler, Albert
Authors: Lehnhardt, J.
Verlag von Joseph Scholz in Mainz, [1846?].
/ von J. Lehnhardt
Schul Atlas : nach den besten Quellen entworfen
Alt, W. -- Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany)
-- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([2] p., 20 [i.e. 27] leaves of plates) : 27
maps (chiefly col.) : 24 x 29 cm.
Relief shown by hachures.
Maps engraved by C. Poppey, W. Behrens, and
Alt.
Map tipped in: Preussische Rhein-Provinz.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst, J. Petermann’s planet, v. 1, p. 337
Baskes folio G1019 .S87 1845 (NLO)

Atlases, German - 1846
Schul Atlas : nach den besten Quellen entworfen
Verlag von Joseph Scholz in Mainz, [1846?].
Authors: Lehnhardt, J. -- Scholz, Joseph --
Sattler, Albert -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 atlas (xxii, that is, xxiii leaves of plates) : 23
hand colored maps ; 25 x 32 cm.
Engraved title page.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Stamp: Albert Sattler, Basel.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .L445 1846 (NLO)

Atlases, German - 1846
Geographische Länder-Fibel : 21 illustrierte
Kärtchen und Text in Versen / von J. Löwenberg.
Berlin : Verlag von Stern und Comp., 1846.
Authors: Löwenberg, Julius, 1800-1893 --
Boeden, A. -- Stern und Comp. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (v, 52 pages, 21 unnumbered leaves of
plates) : 21 hand colored maps ; 16 x 20 cm
Maps lithographed by A. Boeden.
Relief shown by hachures.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1019 .L695 1846 (NLO)

Atlases, German - 1846
Spruner historisch-geographischer hand atlas.
Gotha : J. Perthes, 1846.
Authors: Spruner von Merz, K. --
Sohr, K. (Karl) -- Flemming, C. (Carl), 1806-1878
-- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry
Library)
[87] leaves : 86 leaves of maps, most hand col. ;
38 x 47 cm.
Last six sheets constitute F. Handtke's 'Post &
Reise Karte von Deutschland,' not called for in
table of contents.
Condition: Wear to extremities, some maps have
considerable foxing. V. Good.
Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection.
Previous location: A-14.
AMcN III PC 3620 (PrCt)

Atlases, German - 1846 (Provisional Heading)
Spruner historisch-geographischer hand atlas.
Gotha : J. Perthes, 1846.
Authors: Spruner von Merz, Karl, 1803-1892 --
Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 73 maps ; 384 x 465 mm.
1st ed.
Espenhorst 2.8.1.2.II.1
Includes maps illustrating history.
Phillips 2795
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

Atlases, German - 1847
Schul-Atlas über alle theile der erde un das
Wichtigste über das Weltgebäude / nach den
neuesten Forschungen und Veränderungen
entworfen u. gezeichnet von G. Hanser.
Regensburg : Eigentum u. Verlag von G.
Joseph Manz, 1847.
Authors: Hanser, Gustav -- Serz & Cie. --
Manz, G. Joseph (Georg Joseph), 1808-1894 --
Pädagogische Stiftung Cassianeum -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) --
Bibliothek Cassianeum Donauworth SEE

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Pädagogische Stiftung Cassianeum
1 atlas ([22] leaves of plates) : 22 hand col. maps ; 24 x 31 cm.
Printed paper label pasted on cover with title:
Atlases, German - 1847

Hand-atlas über Theile der Erde nach dem neuesten Zustande und über das Weltgebäude.
Gotha : Justus Perthes, [1847].
1 atlas (64 leaves : 64 hand col. maps) ; 37 x 45 cm.
Cover title: Stieler's Hand-atlas ... mittlere Ausgabe, 1846.
Some maps dated 1847.

map6C 72 (NLO)

Atlases, German - 1847 (Provisional Heading)
Bauerkeller's handatlas: erste abtheilung.
Darmstadt : Jonghaus & Venator, 1847.
Authors: Ewald, Ludwig Wilhelm -- Bauerkeller -- Jonghaus & Venator -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 30 maps ; 390 x 480 mm.
1st ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
References: Espenhorst 19.1 (1846-49)

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases, German - 1847 (Provisional Heading)
Atlas fuer das Grossherzogthum Hessen.
Darmstadt : M. Fromann, 1847.
Authors: Schaffnit, F. K. -- Fromann, M. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 14 maps ; 176 x 219 mm.
2nd ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases, German - 1848
Authors: Glaser, Carl -- Hoff, Heinrich -- Glaser, Carl. Schul-Atlas der neuesten Erdbeschreibung -- Mäule, Sophie -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Verlag von Heinrich Hoff SEE Hoff, Heinrich
1 atlas ([25] leaves of plates (1 folded)) : 25 maps (chiefly hand col.) ; 16 x 19 cm.
Date of publication from Espenhorst.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Former owner’s signature: Sophie Mäule.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst, J. Petermann’s planet, v. 1, p. 333-339
Baskes folio G1019 .S87 1849 (NLO)

9746

Baskes folio G1019 .B443 1849 (NLO)

9747

Baskes folio G1019 .W124 1849 (NLO)

9748

Atlases, German - 1849
Authors: Stieler, Adolf, 1775-1836 -- Berghaus, Heinrich Karl Wilhelm, 1797-1884 -- Bärns, W. -- Ausfeld, Johann Carl, 1782-1851 -- Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Berger, E. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (plates 21-26) : 6 maps (some col.) ; 25 x 32 cm.
Edition: 5. verm. Aufl.
Cover title.
Some maps engraved by W. Bärns and Joh. Carl Ausfeld.
"Preis 1/3 Thlr., oder 36 Kr. rhein."
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst, J. Petermann’s planet, v. 1, p. 333

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1 v. : 121 maps ; 400 x 282 mm. (1843-1849); Espenhorst 3.3.1

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

9749 Atlases, German - 1850


Authors: Kiepert, Heinrich, 1818-1899 -- Geographisches Institut (Weimar, Thuringia, Germany) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)


Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Espenhorst 63.6

Baskes folio G1019 .K53 1850 (NLO)

9750 Atlases, German - 1850<--Geography - 1850


Authors: Berghaus, Heinrich Karl Wilhelm, 1797-1884 -- Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Stolp, A. P. van -- Tibbe, Paul -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (12 p., 28 leaves of plates) : hand col. ill., 26 hand col. maps ; 25 x 32 cm.


Scales differ.

Stamp: Mr. A.P. van Stolk.

Bookplate of Paul Tibbe.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Espenhorst, J. Andree, Stieler, Meyer & Co., p. 144, 2.7.3 (1. Aufl.); Phillips 214

LC Card Number: 2010587072

Baskes folio G1046 .C1 B47 1850 (NLO)

9751 Atlases, German - 1851


1 atlas (28 folded leaves of plates) : ill., 25 hand col. maps ; 25 cm.


Engraved t.p.

Maps lithographed by L. Holle and by A. Gödeck.

Publisher's advertisements on t.p.

Scales differ.


Owner's inscription: Mr. N.M. Groen.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Espenhorst 63.6

Baskes G1019 .H654 1851 (NLO)

9754 Atlases, German - 1851


Authors: Stieler, Adolf, 1775-1836 -- Behrens, W., active 1843 -- Poppey, Carl, 1829-1875 -- Alt, W. -- Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Ziründurn, Lina -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas ([2] p., [i.e. 29] leaves of plates) : 29 maps (chiefly col.) ; 25 x 32 cm.


Maps by W. Behrens, C. Poppey, and Alt.

Relief shown by hachures.

Scales differ.

Former owner: Lina Ziründurn[?]. 1864.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Espenhorst, J. Petermann's planet, v. 1, p. 333-339

Baskes folio G1019 .S87 1851 (NLO)

9753 Atlases, German - 1851


Authors: Stieler, Adolf, 1775-1836 -- Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Doll, Carl -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (24 leaves of plates) : 24 col. maps ; 14 x 17 cm.

Relief shown by hachures.

Scales differ.

Former owner: Carl Doll. den[?] 20/12, 1851.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Espenhorst, J. Petermann's planet, v. 1, p. 350-351

Baskes G1019 .S866 1851 (NLO)

9752 Atlases, German - 1851


Authors: Stieler, Adolf, 1775-1836 -- Thomee, Gustaf -- Bonnier, Adolf -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

1 atlas : 82 maps ; 378 x 450 mm.
Espenhorst 2.2.1.S.2.1
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

9755 Atlases, German - 1852
Authors: Beer , Eduard -- Burk, A. -- Gerstenberg, H. v. (Heinrich von) -- Voigt, B. F. (Bernhard Friedrich), 1787-1859 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([4] p., xxiv leaves of plates) : 24 hand col. maps ; 14 x 16 cm.
Relief shown by hachures.
"1/2 Rthl. oder 54 kr. Rhein."
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1019 .B443 1852 (NLO)

9756 Atlases, German - 1852
Hildburghausen : New-York : Stahlstich, Druck & Verlag des Bibliographischen Instituts, [1852?].
1 atlas ([124] leaves) : 123 hand col. maps ; 26 x 32 cm.
Maps engraved by J. Zipter, E. Luther, C. Metzeroth, Johan David, H. Bornmüller, Gustav Metzeroth, C. Ehrich, Adolf Gottschalk, E. Biedermann, W. Feuerstein, H. Schleifmann, and Jean Adam.
Relief shown by hachures.
Green cloth binding with cover title: Meyer’s Zeitungs Atlas.
Scales differ.
Embossed stamp: Free Public Library Newark, NJ 1888.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst, J. Petermann’s planet, v. 1, p. 477
Baskes folio G1019 .B54 1852b (NLO)

9757 Atlases, German - 1852
Neuester Zeitungs-Atlas für Alte & Neue

1 atlas : 82 maps ; 378 x 450 mm.
Espenhorst 2.2.1.S.2.1
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

9758 Atlases, German - 1852
1 atlas (iv, 48 p., 52 folded leaves of plates) : 81 folded maps (chiefly col.) ; 37 cm.
[2nd ed.]
"Second edition (1845-1853)."--Espenhorst, p. 239.
Maps engraved by Joh. Carl Ausfeld, Wilhelm Alt., Carl Poppey, and 7 others credited.
Newest maps dated 1852.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Previous owner: Ernst W. Gerber.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst, J. Petermann’s planet, v. 1, p. 239-241

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Baskes folio G1019 .S865 1852 (NLO)

9759  
Atlas, German - 1852  
Authors: Sydow, E. von (Emil), 1812-1873 -- Hellfarth, C. -- Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 atlas ([10] p., 36 leaves of plates (some folded)) : ill., 36 col. maps (some folded, some hand col.) ; 25 x 30 cm.  
4. Aufl.  
Some maps by C. Hellfarth in Gotha.  
Scales differ.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.  
References: Espenhorst 38.3.1.4  
Baskes folio G1019 .S927 1852 (NLO)

9760  
Atlas, German - 1852 (Provisional Heading)  
*Physikalischer atlas.* Gotha : J. Perthes, 1852.  
Authors: Berghaus, Heinrich Karl Wilhelm, 1797-1884 -- Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
8 parts in 2 v. : 92 maps ; 386 x 260 mm.  
2nd ed.  
(1849-55,1860[1]);Espenhorst 2.7.1.2.2 Phillips 216  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.  
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

9761  
Atlas, German - 1852 (Provisional Heading)  
*Physikalischer atlas: geog jahrbuch (Pts1-IV).* Gotha : J. Perthes, 1852.  
Authors: Berghaus, Heinrich Karl Wilhelm, 1797-1884 -- Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 v. : 12 maps ; 280 x 225 mm.  
of13;1850-52;EspenhorstPP 2.7.1.2.3  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.  
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

9762  
Atlas, German - 1853  
Authors: Hanser, Gustav -- Arends, Carl, 1815-1881 -- Manz, G. Joseph (Georg Joseph), 1808-1894 -- Serz & Cie. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 atlas ([2] leaves, 22 [i.e. 24] leaves of plates) : 23 col. maps ; 22 x 29 cm.  
Edition: 5. verm. und verb. Aufl.  
Maps engraved by Serz & Cie.  
Imperfect: lacking map no. 1  
Scales differ.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.  
References: Cf. Espenhorst 67  
Baskes folio G1019 .H395 1853 (NLO)

9763  
Atlas, German - 1853  
Authors: Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Stieler, Adolf, 1775-1836 -- Cappellano, Carlo Curonico -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 atlas (24 leaves of plates) : 24 hand col. maps ; 14 x 17 cm.  
Edition: 5. Aufl.  
Relief shown by hachures.  
Scales differ.  
Ownership label of D. Carlo Cappellano.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.  
References: Espenhorst, J. Petermann's planet, v. 1, p. 350-351  
Baskes G1019 .S866 1853 (NLO)

9764  
Atlas, German - 1853  
Authors: Kiepert, Heinrich, 1818-1899 -- Geographisches Institut (Weimar, Thuringia, Germany) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 atlas ([10] p., [34] folded leaves of plates) : 34 hand col. maps. ; 23 cm.  
Maps dated 1853.  
Relief shown by hachures.  
Scales differ.  
No. 2 of 2 titles bound together in 1 volume.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.  
Baskes G1033 .O73 1851 (NLO)

9765  
Atlas, German - 1853  
Authors: Kiepert, Heinrich, 1818-1899 -- Geographisches Institut (Weimar, Thuringia, Germany) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
Scales differ.  
Bound with: Kiepert, Heinrich.  
Historisch-geographischer Atlas der alten Welt ... (Weimar : Druck und Verlag des Geographischen Instituts, 1851).  

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.  
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
9766 Atlas, German - 1853

Grosser physisch-politischer atlas der erde.

Magdeburg : Kaegelmann, 1853.

Authors: Platt, Albrecht, 1794-1862 -- Kaegelmann -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas : 76 maps ; 460 x 569 mm.

2nd ed.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

References: Espenhorst 17.1.1

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

9767 Atlas, German - 1853


[Got: : Justus Perthes, ca. 1853].


1 atlas (4, 7 p., [28] folded leaves of plates) : 28 folded col. maps ; 37 cm.

Edition: [4. Aufl.]

Caption title.

Publisher and place of publication from maps.

Includes forward for 4th ed., supplement dated 1851.


Relief shown by hachures.


At head of maps: Supplement Heft.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Espenhorst 38.2.1.4.1; Phillips 234

Baskes folio G1019 .S925 1853 (NLO)

9771 Atlas, German - 1854


Braunschweig : Verlag von Friedrich Vieweg & Sohn und George Westermann, 1854.

Authors: Liechtenstern, Theodor von, 1800-1848 -- Lange, Henry, 1821-1893 -- Serz & Cie. -- Friedr. Vieweg & Sohn (Firm) -- Georg Westermann Verlag -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

Relief shown by hachures.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Espenhorst 38.2.1.4.1; Phillips 234

Baskes folio G1019 .S925 1853 (NLO)

9768 Atlas, German - 1853


1 atlas (59 columns, 2 p., 19 leaves of plates (some folded)) : ill., 19 hand col. maps (some folded) ; 19 x 25 cm.

Edition: 3., verb. Aufl.

Relief shown by hachures.

Scales differ.

Newberry copy has 2 copies of the map "Preussischer Staat."

Ms. on label pasted onto front cover: Mir[?]in Lagebiel in Heyen.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G1019 .B448 1853 (NLO)

9769 Atlas, German - 1853


Authors: Bromme, Traugott, 1802-1866 -- Humboldt, Alexander von, 1769-1859 -- Krai & Hoffmann -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 42 maps ; 285 x 350 mm.

Espenhorst 21.1.1; Sabin8201

Phillips 218

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

9770 Atlas, German - 1853

Spruner historisch-geographischer hand atlas.

Gotha : J. Perthes, 1853.

Authors: Spruner von Merz, Karl, 1803-1892 -- Justus Perthes (Firm : Got: : Germany) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 73 maps ; 370 x 457 mm.

2nd ed.

Espenhorst 2.8.1.2.II.2.1; Black43

Includes maps illustrating history.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Nürnberg"--On maps.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst 344.2.1

**Baskes folio G1019 .L54 1854 (NLO)**

9772 **Atlases, German - 1854**

*Compendieuser taschen-atlas. Weimar : J.B. Klein, 1854.*

Authors: Maedel, L. -- Klein, J. B. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 17 maps ; 88 x 105 mm.
6th ed.
cover:Leipzig
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

9773 **Atlases, German - 1854**


Incomplete; lacking maps 1, 4, 6-10, 15-18, 20, 24, 26, 28-31.
"31 illuminirte Karten in Kupferstich."
Cover title: Staier's Schul-Atlas.
Laid in: Map of Spain in Cyrillic text.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst, J. Petermann's planet, v. 1, p. 333-339

**Baskes folio G1019 .S87 1855 (NLO)**

9774 **Atlases, German - 1855**


Authors: Staier, Adolf, 1775-1836 -- Behrens, W., active 1843 -- Poppey, Carl, 1829-1875 -- Alt, W. -- Weiler, Wilhelm -- Berghaus, Hermann, 1828-1890 -- Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([2] p., 31 leaves of plates) : maps (chiefly col.) ; 24 x 29 cm.
References: Espenhorst 344.2.1

**Baskes oversize G1019 .S76 1854 (NLO)**

9775 **Atlases, German - 1855**


Authors: Staier, Adolf, 1775-1836 -- Berghaus, Hermann, 1828-1890 -- Weiler, G. -- Poppey, Carl, 1829-1875 -- Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- De Cristoforis -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([44] leaves of plates) : 48 maps (some col., some folded) ; 25 x 32 cm.
[35 ed.]
Edition information from Espenhorst.
Maps by G. Weiler and C. Poppey.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Former owner: De Cristoforis.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes folio G1019 .S8716 1855 (NLO)**

9776 **Atlases, German - 1855**


Authors: Sydow, E. von (Emil), 1812-1873 -- Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([2] p. 38 double maps) ; 24 cm.
Edition: 7. auflage ...

**Baskes oversize G1019 .S8716 1855 (NLO)**

9777 **Atlases, German - 1856**

*Neuester Hand-Atlas der alten und neuen Geographie über alle Theile der Erde : in 60...*
Karten / herausgegeben von Julius Schuberth.
Authors: Schuberth, Julius, 1804-1875 -- Serz & Cie. -- J. Schuberth & Co. -- Humboster -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (60 leaves of plates) : 59 hand col. maps ; 37 cm.
"Vorwort" dated: 1856.
Cover title: J. Schuberth’s grosser Hand-Atlas
Some maps by Serz & Cie.
German with some maps in Latin.
Relief shown by hachures.
Issued with 60 (?) maps, but this copy lacking 1 map.
Scales differ.
Former owner: Clara Grosse.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst 1.3.1.12
Baskes folio G1019 .K53 1857 (NLO)

9778
Atlasses, German - 1856
Authors: Sydow, E. von (Emil), 1812-1873 -- Hellfarth, C. -- Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Meyer, Margarethe -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (16 p., [41] folded leaves of plates) : ill., 41 folded maps (most hand col.) ; 24 cm.
8. Aufl.
Some maps signed: C. Hellfarth.
Scales differ.
Book-label: Margarethe Meyer.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 327; Espenhorst 38.3.1.8
Baskes folio G1019 .S927 1856 (NLO)

9779
Atlasses, German - 1856
Authors: Voelter, Daniel -- Weychardt, C. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 38 maps ; 361 x 230 mm.
4th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
References: Espenhorst 39.4
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

9780
Atlasses, German - 1857
Authors: Kiepert, Heinrich, 1818-1899 -- Geographisches Institut (Weimar, Thuringia, Germany) -- Grosse, Clara -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Scales differ.

9781
Former owner: Clara Grosse.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst 1.3.1.12
Baskes folio G1019 .K53 1857 (NLO)

Atlasses, German - 1857
1 atlas ([2] leaves, 44 leaves of plates) : 44 col. maps ; 29 x 34 cm.
Preface dated: Mai 1857.
Maps engraved by A. Müller and H. Stichart.
Relief shown by hachures, shading, and land forms.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst 34.2.2.4 (p. 464)
Baskes folio G1019 .L54 1857 (NLO)

Atlasses, German - 1857
1 atlas ([2] p., [40] i.e. 39) leaves of plates) : 40 maps (chiefly col.) ; 25 x 32 cm.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Former owner: Titel.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst, J. Petermann’s planet, v. 1, p. 341-342; Phillips 6130
Baskes folio G1019 .S874 1857 (NLO)
20 illuminated Karten in Kupferstich."
Imperfect: 4 maps torn with loss of text.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
References: Eschenhorst, J. Petermann's planet,
v. 1, p. 333; Eschenhorst, J. Handatlanten, p. 115
Baskes G1019 .S87 1858 (NLO)

9790
Atlases, German - 1858
Concentration des X. Deutschen Armee Corps.
Berlin : Königl Generalstabes, 1858.
Authors: Germany. König Generalstab -- Roger
S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 6 maps
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

9791
Atlases, German - 1858
Vollständiger hand-atlas

&supplementband(2Vin1). Glogau : C. Flemming,
1858.
Authors: Sohr, K. (Karl) -- Berghaus, Heinrich
Karl Wilhelm, 1797-1884 -- Carl Flemming (Firm)
-- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 122 maps ; 372 x 455 mm.
5th ed.
Espenhorst 4.1.1.5.7a & 4.1.1.5.4b(1855)
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)
Cover title: Stieler's Schul-Atlas
Relief shown by hachures.
"32 illuminirte Karten in Kupferstich."
"Die Herzogthümer Holstein & Lauenburg, und die freien und Hansestäde Hamburg & Lübeck."--Map bound in at end.
Publisher's gold-stamped cloth binding with cover title: Stieler's Schul-Atlas.
Scales differ.
Inscription: A.D. Huntington, Sept 11th 1884.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst, J. Handatlanten, p. 115
Espenhorst 2.5.1.3.39
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Baskes folio G1019 .K547 1861 (NLO)

9794 Atlases, German - 1860
H. Kiepert's compendiöser allgemeiner Atlas der Erde und des Himmels. Weimar :
Geographisches Institut, 1860.
Authors: Kiepert, Heinrich, 1818-1899 -- Richter, Eduard, 1847-1905 -- Gräf, A. (Adolf), fl. 1855-1878 -- Geographisches Institut (Weimar, Thuringia, Germany) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([12] p., 35 [i.e. 36] leaves of plates) : 36 hand col. maps ; 26 x 33 cm.
Scales differ.
Bound with: Kiepert, Heinrich.
Historisch-geographischer Atlas der alten Welt ...
(Weimar : Geographisches Institut, 1861).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst 1.3.1.13
Baskes folio G1033 .K547 1861 (NLO)

9795 Atlases, German - 1860
Authors: Schuberth, Julius, 1804-1875 -- Serz & Cie. -- J. Schuberth & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Schuberth (J.) & Co. SEE J. Schuberth & Co.
1 atlas (60 leaves of plates) : 60 hand col. maps ; 37 cm.
Date from Espenhorst.
Some maps by Serz & Cie.
German with some maps in Latin.
Scales differ.
Relief shown by hachures.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst, J. Petermann's planet, v. 2, p. 748
Baskes folio G1019 .S396 1860 (NLO)

9796 Atlases, German - 1860
Authors: Sydow, E. von (Emil), 1812-1873 -- Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (16 p., [41] leaves of plates (some folded)) : ill., 41 col. maps (some folded) ; 25 x 32 cm.
12. Aufl.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst 38.3.1.12
Baskes folio G1019 .S927 1860 (NLO)

9797 Atlases, German - 1860 (Provisional Heading)
Neuster Hand-Atlas der alten Welt. Stuttgart :
W. Nitzschke, 1860.
Authors: Berghaus, Heinrich Karl Wilhelm, 1797-1884 -- Baur, Carl Friedrich -- Imle -- Nitzschke, W. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 29 maps ; 231 x 308 mm.
notEspenhorst;lit:FrMalte;C:RudolfGross+
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

9798 Atlases, German - 1860 (Provisional Heading)
Neue Handatlas der allgemeine erdkunde. Darmstadt :
Jonghaus & Venator, 1860.
Authors: Ewald, Ludwig Wilhelm 1818-1899 -- Bauerkeller -- Jonghaus & Venator -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 80 maps ; 398 x 269 mm.
1st ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
References: Espenhorst 19.1; Phillips 6139
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

9799 Atlases, German - 1860 (Provisional Heading)
Neuer hand-atlas uber alle theile der erde. Berlin :
Reimer, 1860.
Authors: Kiepert, Heinrich, 1818-1899 -- Reimer, Dietrich, 1818-1899 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 46 maps ; 510 x 630 mm.
1st ed. (1855-1871);Espenhorst 20.1.1.1
Phillips 6141
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

9800 Atlases, German - 1860 (Provisional Heading)
Atlas der geographie (neues conversations-lexicon). Hildburghsn :
Bibliographisches Institut, 1860.
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Jungmann, A. Hanemann, Berge, and A. Müller.
Publisher’s advertisements on verso of title page.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst 2.5.1.3.41 + supp 2.5.5

**Baskes G1019 .S874 1861 (NLO)**

**9807**

**Atlases, German - 1861**


1 atlas (52 [i.e. 81] leaves) : 81 maps (chiefly col.) ; 38 x 46 cm.

Cover title: Stieler’s Hand-Atlas
Maps dated 1861.
"Vollständige Ausg. 1861."--Index sheet pasted on front endpapers.
Incompleat?; issued with 83 maps?; this copy lacking 2 maps?
Relief shown by hachures.
Brown cloth binding with gold-stamped cover title: Stieler’s Hand-Atlas.
Scales differ.
Bookplate: Ex libris Paul Tibbe. Qui hominem spectat, quis non rideat.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst, J. Petermann’s planet, v. 1, p. 241-246; Phillips, 6143 (ol83);Espenhorst 2.1.1.H3.8 Phillips 6143
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

**Baskes oversize G1019 .S865 1861 (NLO)**

**9808**

**Atlases, German - 1861**


Authors: Sydow, E. von (Emil), 1812-1873 -- Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Publisher’s cloth binding with gold stamped title: E. v. Sydow’s methodischer Hand-Atlas, supplement (p. [1]-7 2nd sequence).
Publisher’s advertisements on back cover past down.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst 38.2.1.4.2

**Baskes folio G1019 .S925 1861 (NLO)**

**9809**

**Atlases, German - 1861 (Provisional Heading)**


Authors: Berghaus, Heinrich Karl Wilhelm, 1797-1884 -- Rieger’sche Verlagsbuchhandlung -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 23 maps ; 228 x 157 mm.
6th ed.
orig:KarlFriedrichVollrathHoffman.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)**

**9810**

**Atlases, German - 1861 (Provisional Heading)**


Authors: Petermann, A. (August), 1822-1878 -- Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 6 maps ; 277 x 234 mm.
Geography text.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)**

**9811**

**Atlases, German - 1862**


1 atlas (8 p., 70 folded leaves of plates) : 70 folded hand col. maps ; 59 cm.
Edition: 42. Aufl.
Other title: Weimar Atlas.
135.
Most recent date on maps: 1862.
Relief shown by hachures.
Colored illustrations of Weimar pasted onto sheet laid in.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst, J. Petermann's planet, v. 1, p. 135-137; Cf. Phillips 6163
Baskes oversize G1019 .G76 1862 (NLO)

9812 Atlasten, German - 1862 (Provisional Heading) Illustrirter handatlas. Stuttgart : Kraus & Hoffmann, 1862.
Authors: Bromme, Traugott, 1802-1866 -- Serth, E. -- Kraus & Hoffmann -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 48 maps ; 343 x 461 mm.
1st ed.
Espenhorst 21.2.1
Phillips 3557
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

9813 Atlasten, German - 1862 (Provisional Heading) Mittheilungen aus J. Perthes' Geog Anstalt. Gotha : Justus Perthes, 1862.
Authors: Petermann, A. (August), 1822-1878 -- Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 21 maps ; 270 x 230 mm.
+Erganzungsheft#7&8
Geography text.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Authors: Seydlitz, Ernst von, 1784-1849 -- Ferdinand Hirt (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 31 maps ; 210 x 145 mm.
10th ed.
Geography text.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

1 atlas ([8] p., 34 folded leaves of plates) : 34 folded col. maps ; 30 cm.
First part includes 22 maps followed by “Zweiter Theil” with separate t.p. dated 1858 and maps numbered 23-34.
Embossed green cloth over boards; leather spine.
Scales differ.
Owner’s inscription: R. Michaelis, 1865.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1019 .G927 1863 (NLO)

Authors: Sydow, E. von (Emil), 1812-1873 -- Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (16 p., [41] folded leaves of plates) : ill. (some col.), 37 maps (chiefly hand col.) ; 25 cm.
Cover title: Sydow’s schul-atlas
Folded title page.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .A328 1863 (NLO)

9817 Atlasten, German - 1863 (Provisional Heading) Mitteilungen aus J. Perthes' Geog Anstalt. Gotha : Justus Perthes, 1863.
Authors: Petermann, A. (August), 1822-1878 -- Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 21 maps ; 270 x 230 mm.
+Erganzungsheft#7&8
Geography text.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

9818 Atlasten, German - 1863 (Provisional Heading) Illustrirter handatlas. Leipzig : Brockhaus, 1863.
Authors: F.A. Brockhaus (Firm) -- Leutemann, H. (Heinrich), 1824-1905 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 22 maps ; 542 x 419 mm.
1st ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
References: Espenhorst 37.3.1; Phillips 841
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

9819 Atlasten, German - 1863 (Provisional Heading) Kiepert's kleiner atlas der neueren geographie. Berlin : Reimer, 1863.
Authors: Kiepert, Heinrich, 1818--1899 -- Sulzer, J. -- Dietrich Reimer Verlag (Berlin, Germany) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 15 maps ; 368 x 245 mm.
1st ed.
Espenhorst 20.3.1
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlasten, German - 1864 Ad. Stieler’s Schul-Atlas über alle Theile der Erde

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Atlases, German - 1864

1 atlas (52 leaves) : 82 col. maps ; 37 x 46 cm. [3rd ed.]

Some maps are dated 1864 but refer to the 1863 ed.


"Prior to [the summer of 1864 until the spring of 1866] 'mixed' versions of the third edition, incorporating some of the newly revised map sheets, were possible, and after this period similar combinations of the fourth edition with new maps designed for fifth edition could be found."--Espenhorst, p. 247.


Maps engraved by Joh. Carl Ausfeld, W. Alt, L. Michaelis, and 15 others credited.

Relief shown by hachures and spot elevations.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Espenhorst, J. Petermann's planet, v. 1, p. 241-248; Phillips 3561

Baskes oversize G1019.S865 1864 (NLO)

Atlases, German - 1864

Authors: Sydow, E. von (Emil), 1812-1873 -- Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (16 p., [41] folded leaves of plates) : ill., 41 folded col. maps ; 25 cm.

16. Aufl.

Cover title: v. Sydow's Schul-Atlas

Other Title: Schul-Atlas

Publisher's binding with gold stamped title: v. Sydow's Schul-Atlas.

Publisher's advertisements on front and back end papers.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Espenhorst 38.3.1.16

Baskes G1019.S927 1864 (NLO)

Atlases, German - 1864 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Petermann, A. (August), 1822-1878 -- Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)
3 v. : 55 maps ; 276 x 230 mm.
V10(1864),V12(1866)&V14(1868)

Geography text.
Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) --
Laengner, Th. -- Detken, A. -- H. F. Münster (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library) -- Münster (H. F.), firm SEE H. F.

Münster (Firm)

1 atlas ([44] folded leaves of plates) : hand col. ill. , 42 hand col. maps ; 24 cm..
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
This copy bound with: Menke, Theodo). Atlante del mondo antico : pubblicato ad uso delle scuole (Gotha : Giusto Perthes, 1860).
No. 2 of 2 atlases bound together in 1 volume.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst, J. Petermann’s planet, v. 1, p. 342

Baskets G1033 .M4616 1860 (NLO)

9825

Atlases, German - 1865 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Petermann, A. (August), 1822-1878 -- Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 18 maps ; 270 x 230 mm.
(of20):+Erganz#15,16&17;index1855-64
Geography text.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

9826

Atlases, German - 1866
Authors: Liechtensten, Theodor von, 1800-1848 -- Lange, Henry, 1821-1893 -- Friedr. Vieweg & Sohn (Firm) -- Georg Westermann Verlag -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([4] p., 44 [i.e. 45] folded leaves of plates) : 45 col. maps ; 29 cm.
Forward dated: November 1866.
Cover title: Liechtenstein u. Lange, Schul-Atlas in 44 karten
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskets folio G1019 .L54 1866 (NLO)

9827

Atlases, German - 1866
1 atlas ([2] p., 31 folded leaves of plates) : 31 folded col. maps ; 37 cm.
Imperfect, lacking cover and title page.
Maps dated 1866.
Supplement to Stieler’s Hand-Atlas.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst, J. Petermann’s planet, v. 1, p. 304-307

Baskets folio G1019 .S865 1866 suppl. (NLO)

9828

Atlases, German - 1867
Authors: Amthor, Eduard, 1820-1884 -- Issleib, Wilhelm -- Issleib und Rietzschel -- Hammer, W. -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([2] p., 24 leaves of plates) : 24 col. maps ; 24 x 29 cm.
3. mehrfach berichtigte Aufl. [3rd ed.]
‘Vollständig in 24 Karten in Farbdruck.’
Scales differ.
Map of ‘Königreich Sachsen' engraved by W. Hammer bound in at end.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskets folio G1019 .A4 1867 (NLO)

9829

Atlases, German - 1867
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

: Gotha, Germany) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(PrCt)
1 atlas (33 folded leaves of plates) : 31 col. maps ; 25 cm.
Berghaus.
Cover title: Stieler’s Schul-Atlas
Maps by C. Poppey, W. Alt, Stichart, Herm.
Berghaus, Eulenstein, W. Weiler, H. Eberhardt, C. Jungmann, C. Vogel, and A.
Hanemann.
"32 illumirte Karten in Kupferstich."
Relief shown by hachures.
Publisher’s gold-stamped cloth binding with cover
title: Stieler’s Schul-Atlas.
4 plates laid in at end.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet
by R. Baskes).
References: Espenhorst 2.5.1.1.3.47
Baskes G1019 .S87 1867 (NLO)

Atlases, German - 1867
E. von Sydow’s Schul-Atlas : in zwei und vierzig
Karten. Gotha : Justus Perthes, 1867.
Authors: Sydow, E. von (Emil), 1812-1873 --
Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Roger
S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (16 p., [41] folded leaves of plates) : ill.,
41 folded col. maps ; 23 cm.
19. Aufl.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst 38.3.1.19
Baskes G1019 .S927 1867 (NLO)

Atlases, German - 1867 (Provisional Heading)
Atlas zu Meyers konversationslexikon.
Hildburghsn : Bibliographisches Institut, 1867.
Authors: Meyer, Joseph, 1796-1856 --
Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 50 maps ; 245 x 159 mm.
2nd ed.
Espenhorst 3.5.1.1.2.1
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

Atlases, German - 1867 (Provisional Heading)
Mechers hand-atlas . Hildburghsn :
Bibliographisches Institut, 1867.
Authors: Meyer, Joseph, 1796-1856 --
Ravenstein -- Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig --
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 100 maps ; 382 x 264 mm.
1st ed.
(1865-67):Espenhorst 3.4.1.2

Phillips 6159
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

Atlases, German - 1867 (Provisional Heading)
Erganzungsheft maps 1867-76. Gotha : J.
Perthes, 1867.
Authors: Petermann, A. (August), 1822-1878 --
Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Roger
S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 21 maps ; 274 x 220 mm.
exSupp#21-25(1867-8)&#35-43(1873-6)
Geography text.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

Atlases, German - 1868
C. Adami’s Schul-Atlas. Berlin : Verlag von
Dietrich Reimer, 1868.
Authors: Adami, Karl Christian Ludwig,
1802-1874 -- Kiepert, Heinrich, 1818-1899 --
1876 -- Dietrich Reimer Verlag (Berlin, Germany)
-- Reimer, Dietrich, 1818-1899 -- Rob. Timm &
Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry
Library) -- Timm (Rob.) & Co. SEE Rob. Timm &
Co.
1 atlas ([6] p., 26 folded leaves of plates) : 26
folded col. maps ; 30 cm.
Edition: 4. vollständig veränderte Aufl. in 26
Karten / Berichtigt und zum Theil neu beatbeitet
von Heinrich Kiepert.
Maps by Leopold Kraatz, J. Sulzer, and Rob.
Timm & Co.
Scales differ.
Illegible owner’s inscription dated 1869.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .A328 1868 (NLO)

Atlases, German - 1868
Volks-atlas über alle theile der erde für schule
und haus / herausgegeben von Ed. Amthor und
Wilhelm Issleib. Gera : Issleib und Rietzschel,
1868.
Authors: Amthor, Eduard, 1820-1884 -- Issleib,
Wilhelm -- Issleib und Rietzschel -- Petri, Otto --
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
24 x 29 cm.
5. mehrfach berichtigte Aufl. [5th ed.]
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes folio G1019 .I87 1868 (NLO)**

**Atlases, German - 1868**


Authors: Stieler, Adolf, 1775-1836 -- Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (52 [i.e. 83] plates, 10 p.) : 83 folded maps (chiefly col.) ; 38 cm.

Edition: [10. Aufl.]

"Zehnte Auflage"--P. [1], 2nd sequence.

"Erste Ausgabe 1817; jubel Ausgabe 1867."

5th ed.--Cf. Espenhorst.

Cover title: Stieler’s Hand-Atlas

Date from p. [1], 2nd sequence.


Relief shown by hachures.


Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**References:** Espenhorst, J. Petermann’s planet, v. 1, p. 342

**Baskes folio G1019 .S865 1868 (NLO)**

**Atlases, German - 1868**


Authors: Sydow, E. von (Emil), 1812-1873 -- Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (18 p., [41] folded leaves of plates) : ill., 41 col. maps ; 25 cm.

20. Aufl.

Publisher’s binding with gold stamped title: v. Sydow’s Schul-Atlas.

Publisher’s advertisements on front and back end papers.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**References:** Phillips 328; Espenhorst 38.3.1.20

**Baskes folio G1019 .S927 1868 (NLO)**

**Atlases, German - 1869**


Authors: Gräf, A. (Adolf), fl. 1855-1878 -- Biedermann, E. -- Dietrich, G. -- Haubold, O. -- Hensgen, C. -- Geyer, V. -- Kraatz, Wilhelm -- Kölzsch, H. -- Runge, I. -- Geographisches Institut (Weimar, Thuringia, Germany) -- Kirchner,
Guillermo -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library) -- Graf, Adolf, fl. 1855-1878
SEE Gräf, A. (Adolf), fl. 1855-1878 -- Graef, Adolf, fl. 1855-1878
SEE Gräf, A. (Adolf), fl. 1855-1878
1 atlas ([1] p., 41 leaves of fold. plates) : 41 col. maps, 43 cm.
Edition: 2 Aufl.
Scales differ.
Owner’s inscription: Guillermo Kirchner.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1019 .G7 1869 (NLO)

Atlases, German - 1869
Authors: Klun, V. F. -- Herder’sche Verlagshandlung -- Pädagogische Stiftung Cassianeum -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 atlas (22 leaves of plates) : 22 hand col. maps ; 35 x 44 cm.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Stamp: Bibliothek Cassianeum Donauwörth.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst, J. Petermann’s planet, v. 2, p. 1285-1286

Baskes oversize a G1019 .K48 1869b (NLO)

Atlases, German - 1869
Liebenow’s Atlas der neueren Erdbeschreibung für Schule und Haus. Berlin : Nicolaische Verlags-Buchhandlung, [1869]?
Authors: Liebenow, Johannes Wilhelm, 1822-1897 -- Marwitz, F. -- Kraatz, Leopold -- Nicolaische Verlagsbuchhandlung -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (30 leaves of plates (4 folded)) : ill., 28 col. maps ; 33 cm.
Forward dated: März 1869.
Maps lithographed by Leopold Kraatz.
Engraved title page signed: F. Marwitz fec.
Some maps hand colored.
Binding errors: plate 12 bound before plate 11, plate 14 bound before plate 13
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1019 .L52 1869 (NLO)

Atlases, German - 1869
1 atlas (32 folded leaves of plates) : 32 folded maps (some col.) ; 25 cm.
"32 illumirnte Karten in Kupferstich."
Relief shown by hachures and spot elevations.
Crests of European countries and German regions pasted in.
Publisher’s gold-stamped cloth binding with cover title: Stieler’s Schul-Atlas.
Scales differ.
Former owner: Ida Riemann.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst 2.5.1.1.3.48

Baskes G1019 .S87 1869 (NLO)

Atlases, German - 1869
1 atlas (444 folded leaves of plates) : hand col. ill., 42 hand col. maps ; 25 cm.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
This copy bound with: Menke, Theodor. Atlante del mondo antico ... (Gotha etc.) : Giusto Perthes [and others]. 1868.
No. 2 of 2 atlases bound together in 1 volume.
References: Espenhorst, J. Petermann’s planet, v. 1, p. 342

Baskes G1033 .M4616 1868 (NLO)

9847

Atlases, German - 1869-1870
Hand- und Schultaschülertaschentasche über alle Theile der Erde : in 22 colorirten Karten / von V.F. Klun. Freiburg im Breisgau : Herder’sche Verlagshandlung, 1869 [i.e. 1870].
Authors: Klun, V. F. -- Brack, Julius -- Herder’sche Verlagshandlung -- Catholic Theological Union -- Catholic Theological Union Collection (Newberry Library) -- Klun, Vincenz Ferrerius, 1823-1875 SEE V. F. Klun, V. F. 1 atlas (22 folded leaves of plates) : 22 maps (chiefly hand-col.) ; 35 cm.
Edition: 2., neu durchgesehene Aufl.
Date on cover: 1870.
Some maps engraved by Julius Brack.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Catholic Theological Union Collection (Newberry Library).
Cataloged and conserved as part of the Sister Ann Ida Gannon Initiative at the Newberry Library.
References:

9851

Espenhorst 70.2

folio G1019 .K48 1869 (NLO)

9848

Atlases, German - 1869-1875
Hand Atlas über alle Theile der Erde und über das Weltgebäude / herausgegeben von Adolf Stieler. Gotha : Justus Perthes, 1869 [i.e.1875].
1 atlas (84 folded leaves of plates) : 92 folded maps (chiefly col.) ; 37 cm.
[5th ed.]
"Fifth edition (1868-1874)." --Espenhorst, p. 248.
Fifth ed. includes "possible mixed versions which include maps from the sixth edition." --Espenhorst, p. 252.
Includes some additional and replacement maps dated 1874-1875.
"Vollstandige Ausgabe in 84 Karten. 1869." --Added title page.
Relief shown by hachures and spot elevations.
Scales differ.
Newberry copy bound in two volumes.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst, J. Petermann’s planet, v. 1, p. 248-252 7Text me this call number
Baskes folio G1019 .S865 1869 (NLO)

9849

Atlases, German - 1869 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Meyer, Joseph, 1796-1856 -- Ravenstein -- Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 100 maps ; 380 x 265 mm.
2nd ed.
(1867-68):Espenhorst 3.4.2.1
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

9850

Atlases, German - 1869 (Provisional Heading)
Geographische Mittheilungen atlas 1869-74.
Gotha : J. Perthes, 1869.
Authors: Petermann, A. (August), 1822-1878 -- Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 144 maps ; 275 x 224 mm.
Geography text.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

9851

Atlases, German - 1870
Authors: Liechtenstern, Theodor von, 1800-1848 -- Lange, Henry, 1821-1893 -- Georg Westermann Verlag -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([4] p., 44 folded leaves of plates) : 44 col. maps ; 30 cm.
Cover title: Liechtenstern u. Lange, Schul-Atlas in 41 Karten
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1019 .L54 1870 (NLO)

9852

Atlases, German - 1870

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Sydow, E. von (Emil), 1812-1873 -- Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (15, [1] p., [41] leaves of plates (some folded)) : 41 hand col. maps (some folded) ; 25 x 32 cm.
22. Aufl.
Publisher’s printed paper label on cover.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst 38.3.1.22
Baskes folio G1019 .S927 1870 (NLO)

9853
**Atlases, German - 1871**


Authors: Amthor, Eduard, 1820-1884 -- Issleib, Wilhelm -- Issleib und Rietzschel -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
‘Vollständig in 24 Karten in Farbendruck.’
Map no. 13 of Atlas von Deutschland ‘Preuss. Provinz Sachsen’ included at end.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .A4 1871 (NLO)

9854
**Atlases, German - 1871**


Authors: Lange, Henry, 1821-1893 -- Georg Westermann Verlag -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (32 p. of plates) : 32 col. maps ; 28 cm.
Edition: 2 Aufl.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .L36 1871 (NLO)

9855
**Atlases, German - 1871**


1 atlas (34 folded leaves of plates) : 33 folded maps (chiefly col.) ; 25 cm.

9857
**Atlases, German - 1871 (Provisional Heading)**


Authors: Gräf, A. (Adolf), fl. 1855-1878 -- Geographisches Institut (Weimar, Thuringia, 1856-1879)

Berghaus.

Cover title: Stieler’s Schul-Atlas


"Ausgabe für das Königreich Bayern in vierund dreissig illuminierten Karten in Kupferstich." Relief shown by hachures.

Publisher’s gold-stamped cloth binding with cover title: Stieler’s Schul-Atlas.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Online version of another copy available via the HathiTrust Digital Library (accessed Sept. 2011): http://babel.hathitrust.org/cgi/pt?id=uc1.b546685

References: Espenhorst, J. Handatlanten, p. 117, 25.1.1.3.51, supp 2.5.2

Baskes folio G1019 .S87 1871 (NLO)

**Atlases, German - 1871-1874**


Authors: Guseck, Bernd von, 1803-1871 -- Lange, Henry, 1821-1893 -- Brockhaus, F. A. (Friedrich Arnold), 1772-1823 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
8 v. : ill. (some col.) 28 maps (some col.) charts (some col.) ; 28 x 36 cm.
Issued in 8 volumes but this copy incomplete (?)
Lacking v. 1-7 (?)

Vol. 8 includes 28 maps.


Scales differ.

Atlases of illustrations to accompany the Conversations-lexicon. Except for brief captions, these volumes are entirely illustrations printed on one side of the leaf.

Includes maps by Henry Lange.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Espenhorst, 37.2.2

LC Card Number:52058164

Baskes folio AG27 .B64 1871 (NLO)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Germany) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 v. : 41 maps ; 430 x 278 mm.
4th ed.
Espenhorst 1.2.4.4
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

9858
Atlases, German - 1871 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Kiepert, Heinrich, 1818-1899 -- Reimer, Dietrich, 1818-1899 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
3 v. : 46 maps ; 500 x 630 mm.
2nd ed.
(1866-1871); Espenhorst 20.1.2.1
Phillips 6177
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

9859
Atlases, German - 1871 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Meyer, Joseph, 1796-1856 -- Ravenstein -- Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 36 maps ; 185 x 140 mm.
not Espenhorst
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

9860
Atlases, German - 1872
Authors: Amthor, Eduard, 1820-1884 -- Issleib, Wilhelm -- Issleib und Rietzschel -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([2] p., 24 leaves of plates) : 24 col. maps ; 24 x 29 cm.
'Vollständig in 24 Karten in Farbendruck.'
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .A4 1872 (NLO)

9861
Atlases, German - 1872
1 atlas ([2] folded leaves, [70] folded leaves of plates) : 70 folded maps (chiefly hand col.) ; 58 cm.
Other title: Weimar Atlas.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst, J. Petermann's planet, v. 1, p. 138-140; Phillips 6176
Baskes oversize G1019 .G76 1872 (NLO)

Atlases, German - 1872
Authors: Liechtenstern, Theodor von, 1800-1848 -- Lange, Henry, 1821-1893 -- Georg Westermann Verlag -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([4] p., 44 folded leaves of plates) : 44 col. maps ; 29 cm.
Scales differ.
Former owner's signature: Emma Kruse.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .L54 1872 (NLO)

Atlases, German - 1872
[Meyer's Kabinets-Atlas]. [Hildburghausen : Bibliographisches Institut, 1872?].
Without title page (as issued?); title from Espenhorst.
*Bibliographisches Institut in
Hildburghausen"--Bottom margin of maps.
Maps by L. Ravenstein and L. Würtenberger; technical drawings by P. Ahrens.

"Nach der Zählung vom 1. December 1871...
"--P. [80].

Contents of maps and illustrations: Der nördliche
Sternenhimmel -- Sonnensystem innere
planetengruppe -- Temperaturkarte der Erde --
Ideal Durchschnitt der Erdrinde -- Geologische
Uebersichtskarte von Deutschland -- Heimath der
wichtigsten Thiere -- Verbreitung der
Menschenrassen -- Karte der
Bevölkerungs-Dichtigkeit der Erde -- Verbreitung
der Religionen -- Staats- und Regierungsformen
-- Karte der Bevölkerungs-Dichtigkeit von Europa
-- Sprachenkarte von Europa -- Statistische
Kärten von Deutschland : Bodenkultur --
Statistische Kärten von Deutschland :
Nutzpfanzen -- Statistische Kärten von
Deutschland : Nutzthiere -- Statistische Kärten
von Deutschland : nutzbare Mineralien
Welt-Verkehrs-karte -- Flaggen-Karte -- Erdkarte
-- Nord-Polar-Länder -- Europa -- Asien -- Afrika
-- Nord-Amerika -- Süd-Amerika -- Australien
-- Polynesien -- Central-Europa : (politische Karte)
-- Central-Europa : (Verkehrs-Karte) -- Britische
Inseln -- Frankreich -- Pyrenäen-Halbinsel --
Alpeninnen-Halbinsel -- Balkan-Halbinsel -- Karte
der alten Welt -- Mittel-Europa zur Zeit der
Karolinger (im 9ten Jahrhundert) -- Mittel-Europa
(römisches Reich) zu Ende des 1ten
Jahrhunderts -- Mittel-Europa zur Zeit der
Hohenstaufen (im Xlften Jahrhundert) --
Mittel-Europa zu Napoleon's I. Zeit (1810-1812)
-- Historische Entwicklung von Preussen
-- Baustile -- Säulenerordnungen -- Dampfmaschine
-- Der Telegraph.
Includes separate indexes for most maps and
descriptive text on green paper.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst, J. Petermann's planet,
I, 3.4.5, p. 499-500

Baskes G1019 .M49 1872 (NLO)

9864

Atlasthes, German - 1872

Sohr-Berghaus Hand-Atlas der neueren
Erdbeschreibung über alle Theile der Erde.
Glogau : Carl Flemming, 1872.
Authors: Sohr, K. (Karl) -- Berghaus, Heinrich
Karl Wilhelm, 1797-1884 -- Handtke, F.
Friedrich, 1815-1879 -- Carl Flemming (Firm) --
Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library)
[51] leaves : 25 hand col. maps ; 41 cm.
6te Auflage.'
Condition: Loose, shaken, spine torn; maps fine.
Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection.
Previous location: A-6.

AMcN III PC 3600 (PrCt)

9865

Atlasthes, German - 1872

Neuer Atlas der ganzen Erde für die Gebildeten
aller Stände und für höhere Lehranstalten :
achtundzwanzig Karten, mit Berücksichtigung der
geographisch-statistischen Werke / von C.G.D.
Stein und Anderen ; entworfen und gezeichnet
von J.M. Ziegler, H. Lange, G. Heck u. a.; nebst
ziebzehn Zeittafeln und dreissig statistischen
Tabellen über alle Länder und Staaten der Erde ;
begründet von K.Th. Wagner, neu bearbeitet
und ergänzt von O. Delitsch und H.F. Brachelli.
Leipzig : J.C. Hinrichs, [1872?].
Authors: Stein, Christ. Gottfr. Dan. (Christian
Gottfried Daniel), 1771-1830 -- Delitsch, Otto --
Brachelli, H. F. (Hugo Franz), 1834-1892 --
Ziegler, J. M. (Jakob Melchior), 1801-1883 --
Lange, Henry, 1821-1893 -- Heck, G. --
Eberhardt, H. -- Müller, A., active 19th century --
Broendlein, B. -- Brückner, Wilhelm, 19th cent. --
Herzberg, Heinrich, fl. 1872 -- Leutemann, H.
(Heinrich), 1824-1905 -- Hinrichs, J. C. -- J.C.
Hinrichs Verlag -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library) -- Hinrichs, firm, publishers,
Leipzig SEE J.C. Hinrichs Verlag -- Hinrichs, J.
C. SEE ALSO J.C. Hinrichs Verlag -- J.C.
Hinrichs Verlag SEE ALSO Hinrichs, J. C. --
Hinrichs (J.C.) Verlag, Leipzig SEE J.C. Hinrichs
Verlag -- Hinrichs, Johann Conrad, fl. 1803-1839
SEE Hinrichs, J. C. -- Hinrichsschen (J.C.)
Buchhandlung, Leipzig SEE J.C. Hinrichs Verlag
-- Verlag der J.C. Hinrichsschen Buchhandlung
SEE Hinrichs, J. C.
1 atlas ([27] folded leaves of plates, [54] p.) : 27
folded hand col. maps ; 45 cm.
Cover title (gold-stamped on publisher's brown
cloth binding): Neuer atlas der ganzen Erde 28
Karten nebst Tabellen
Maps engraved by Reinhold Schmidt, H.
Eberhardt, A. Müller, B. Broendlein, Wilh.
Brückner, H. Herzberg, and H. Leuteman.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst, J. Petermann's planet,
v. 2, p. 960-964

Baskes oversize G1019 .S76 1872 (NLO)

Atlasthes, German - 1872

E. von Sydow's Schul-Atlas : in zwei und vierzig
Authors: Sydow, E. von (Emil), 1812-1873 --
Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Roger
S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (15, [1] p., [41] folded leaves) : ill., 41
folded col. maps ; 25 cm.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst 38.3.1.24

Baskes G1019 .S927 1872 (NLO)

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
9867 Atlases, German - 1872 Atlases, British - 1872
Authors: Spruner von Merz, Karl, 1803-1892 -- Hanemann, August -- Henschgen, C. -- Eulenstein, F. -- Alt, H. -- Justus Perthes (Firm: Gotha, Germany) -- Trübner & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (xxvii folded leaves of plates): 27 hand col. maps; 25 x 32 cm.
3rd ed.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst, J. Petermann's planet, v. 1, p. 248-252
Baskes folio G1019 .S6713 1872 (NLO)

9868 Atlases, German - 1873
1 atlas ([83] folded leaves of plates, 10 p.): 79 folded maps (chiefly col.); 39 cm.
Cover title: Stieler's Hand-Atlas.
Date from half title page: Adolf Stieler's Hand-Atlas.
Maps engraved by W. Alt, J.C. Ausfeld, C. Hellfarth, and 16 others credited.
Relief shown by hachures and spot elevations.
Publisher's purple cloth binding half-bound in brown leather with cover title: Stieler's Hand-Atlas.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst, J. Petermann's planet, v. 1, p. 248-252
Baskes oversize G1019 .S865 1873 (NLO)

9870

9869 Atlases, German - 1873
1 atlas ([83] folded leaves of plates, 10 p.): 79 folded maps (chiefly col.); 39 cm.
Cover title: Stieler's Hand-Atlas.
Date from half title page: Adolf Stieler's Hand-Atlas.
Maps engraved by W. Alt, J.C. Ausfeld, C. Hellfarth, and 16 others credited.
Relief shown by hachures and spot elevations.
Publisher's purple cloth binding half-bound in brown leather with cover title: Stieler's Hand-Atlas.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst, J. Petermann's planet, v. 1, p. 248-252
Baskes folio G1019 .S925 1873 (NLO)

9871 Atlases, German - 1873 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Stieler, Adolf, 1775-1836 -- Justus Perthes (Firm: Gotha, Germany) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Publisher's green cloth binding with gold-stamped cover title: E. v. Sydow's methodischer Hand-Atlas. Imprint from publisher's advertisement on back past down.
Maps by P. Friederichsen, H. Detius, C. Hellfarth, A. Rheinemann and Dr. Henry Lange.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .S865 1870 (NLO)

9872 Atlases, German - 1873 Saxony (Germany) - Maps - 1873

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Handtke, F. (Friedrich), 1815-1879 -- Flemming, C. (Carl), 1806-1878 -- Carl Flemming (Firm) -- Flemming, C. (Carl), 1806-1878.
Königreich Sachsen [1873?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (24 p.) : 24 hand col. maps ; 29 cm.
Cover title.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Tipped in: Map with title "Königreich Sachsen" by C. Flemming.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst 4.5.1.27

Baskes folio G1019 .H3933 1873 (NLO)

---

9874

Atlases, German - 1874

Authors: Kiepert, Heinrich, 1818-1899 -- Reimer, Dietrich, 1818-1899 -- Sulzer, J. -- Kraatz, Leopold -- Kemink & Zoon -- Grack & Aron -- Ter Veen, H.N., Dr. -- Tibbe, Paul -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (1 p. l., 16 folded leaves of plates) : 16 col. maps ; 37 cm.
Edition: 2. verm. und verb. aufl.
Maps by J. Sulzer, Grack & Aron, Leopold Kraatz.
Scales differ.
Owner’s stamp: Prop. Dr. H.N. Ter Veen, Amsterdam.
Bookplate: Ex Libris Paul Tibbe,
Bound with his Atlas antiquus. Berlin: Reimer, [1869]?.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1033 .K54 1869 (NLO)

---

9875

Atlases, German - 1874

Authors: Lange, Henry, 1821-1893 -- Georg Westermann Verlag -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (32 p. of plates) : 32 col. maps ; 28 cm.
Edition: 29 Aufl., der 16. neu bearbeiteten Auf. unverändelter Abdruck
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1019 .L36 1874 (NLO)
Revision notation in bottom margin of several maps: Corr. I.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst, J. Petermann's planet, I, 3.4.5, p. 499-500
Baskes G1019 .M49 1874 (NLO)

9876 Atlas, German - 1874
1 atlas ([45] folded leaves of plates) : hand col. ill., 44 maps (chiefly hand col.) ; 25 cm.
Running title: Atlante scol. di Stieler
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
No. 1 of 2 titles bound together.
Former owner's signature: Mario Besson.
Publisher's advertisements on inside front and back covers.
Scales differ.
Stamp: Eigentum des Matzek.
Stamp: Mathias Matzek.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst 2.5.7
Baskes G1019 .S87416 1874 (NLO)

9877 Atlas, German - 1874
1 atlas ([10] p., [83] folded leaves of plates) : 83 col. maps (most hand col.) ; 38 cm.
Cover title: Stieler's Hand-Atlas
Relief shown by hachures, spot heights, and gradient and bathymetric tints; depths shown by soundings.
Engraved title page.
Scales differ.
Manuscript annotations throughout; laid in manuscript map.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .S865 1874 (NLO)

9878 Atlas, German - 1874
Authors: Sydow, E. von (Emil), 1812-1873 -- Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Matzek, Mathias -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
26. Aufl.
Publisher's cloth binding with gold stamped title: E.v. Sydow's Schul-Atlas.
Publisher's advertisements on inside front and back covers.
Scales differ.
Stamp: Mathias Matzek.
Stamp: Eigentum des Matzek.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst 38.3.1.26
Baskes G1019 .S927 1874 (NLO)

9879 Atlas, German - 1874<<>>Hercegovina
(Bosnia and Hercegovina) - Maps - 1874
1 atlas ([34] folded leaves of plates) : 34 maps (some col.) ; 26 cm.
Maps by Berghaus, and C. Vogel.
Maps engraved by Eulenstein, Stichart, W. Alt, and 8 others credited.
Espenhorst.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Publisher's blue cloth binding half-bound in red leather with gold-stamped cover title.
Laid in: Map of Hercegovina (1874?).
Former owner: E Lewis[?] Perrins 1876.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst, J. Petermann's planet, v. 1, p. 342-343

**Baskes folio G1019 .S87147 1874 (NLO)**

**9880 Atlasses, German - 1874 (Provisional Heading)**
Authors: Stieler, Adolf, 1775-1836 -- Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 45 maps ; 252 x 174 mm.
Espenhorst 2.5.7
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)**

**9881 Atlasses, German - 1875**
1 atlas ([2] p., [39] [i.e. 38] leaves of plates) : 39 maps (chiefly col.) ; 26 x 33 cm.
Persistent link to this page:
https://i-share.carli.illinois.edu/nby/cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?DB=local&v1=1&BBRecID=846397
Relief shown by hachures.
Publisher's half-bound leather cloth binding with gold-stamped cover title: Stieler's Schul-Atlas. Scales differ.
Bookplate and shelfmark: Ex Bibliotheca Congregationis SS. Redemptorist in domo Vienensi ad scalas Marianas.
Stamp: Bibliotheca C. SS. R. in litore Vienne[?].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst, J. Petermann's planet, v. 1, p. 341-342

**Baskes folio G1019 .S874 1875 (NLO)**

**9882 Atlasses, German - 1875**
Authors: Liechtenstern, Theodor von, 1800-1848 -- Lange, Henry, 1821-1893 -- Georg Westermann Verlag -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 45 maps ; 290 x 337 mm.
26th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)**

**Atlasses, German - 1875**
1 atlas ([2] p., [39] [i.e. 38] leaves of plates) : 39 maps (chiefly col.) ; 26 x 33 cm.
Persistent link to this page:
https://i-share.carli.illinois.edu/nby/cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?DB=local&v1=1&BBRecID=846397
Relief shown by hachures.
Publisher's half-bound leather cloth binding with gold-stamped cover title: Stieler's Schul-Atlas. Scales differ.
Bookplate and shelfmark: Ex Bibliotheca Congregationis SS. Redemptorist in domo Vienensi ad scalas Marianas.
Stamp: Bibliotheca C. SS. R. in litore Vienne[?].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst, J. Petermann's planet, v. 1, p. 341-342
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (11 p., 90 leaves of plates) : ill., 89 maps (most hand col.) ; 40 x 49 cm.

Edition statement from Espenhorst.
Maps dated: 1872-1875.

Running title: Stieler's Hand-Atlas
Maps by Adami, Karl Christian Ludwig, Berlin : Dietrich Reimer, 1876.
Kiepert's Schul Atlantis, German

Authors: Adami, Karl Christian Ludwig,

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

Versions of the Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (11 p., 90 leaves of plates) : ill., 89 maps (most hand col.) ; 40 x 49 cm.

Edition statement from Espenhorst.
Maps dated: 1872-1875.

Running title: Stieler's Hand-Atlas
Maps by Adami, Karl Christian Ludwig, Berlin : Dietrich Reimer, 1876.
Kiepert's Schul Atlantis, German

Authors: Adami, Karl Christian Ludwig,

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (11 p., 90 leaves of plates) : ill., 89 maps (most hand col.) ; 40 x 49 cm.

Edition statement from Espenhorst.
Maps dated: 1872-1875.

Running title: Stieler's Hand-Atlas
Maps by Adami, Karl Christian Ludwig, Berlin : Dietrich Reimer, 1876.
Kiepert's Schul Atlantis, German

Authors: Adami, Karl Christian Ludwig,

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (11 p., 90 leaves of plates) : ill., 89 maps (most hand col.) ; 40 x 49 cm.

Edition statement from Espenhorst.
Maps dated: 1872-1875.

Running title: Stieler's Hand-Atlas
Maps by Adami, Karl Christian Ludwig, Berlin : Dietrich Reimer, 1876.
Kiepert's Schul Atlantis, German

Authors: Adami, Karl Christian Ludwig,

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (11 p., 90 leaves of plates) : ill., 89 maps (most hand col.) ; 40 x 49 cm.

Edition statement from Espenhorst.
Maps dated: 1872-1875.

Running title: Stieler's Hand-Atlas
Maps by Adami, Karl Christian Ludwig, Berlin : Dietrich Reimer, 1876.
Kiepert's Schul Atlantis, German

Authors: Adami, Karl Christian Ludwig,

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
Atlases, German - 1850
Handatlas über alle Theile der Erde und über das Weltgebäude / herausgegeben von Adolf Stieler. 
Gotha : J. Perthes, [1876?].
Authors: Stieler, Adolf, 1775-1850 -- Berghaus, Heinrich Karl, 1797-1884 -- Handtke, Friedrich, 1815-1879 -- Carl Flemming (Firm) -- Institut der Verlagsverbindung -- Sohr, Karl, 1844-1901 SEE Sohr, Karl (Karl)
1 atlas ([4] p., 90 folded maps (chiefly hand col.) ; 38 cm.
Maps engraved by A. Müller.
Table of contents on title page.
12914
IGN75
map6C 80 (NLO)

Atlases, German - 1876
Authors: Sohr, K. (Karl) -- Berghaus, Heinrich Karl Wilhelm, 1797-1884 -- Handtke, Friedrich, 1815-1879 -- Carl Flemming (Firm) -- Institut der Verlagsverbindung -- Sohr, Karl, 1844-1901 SEE Sohr, K. (Karl)
1 atlas ([1] l., 100 plates : hand col. maps) ; 41 cm.
Table of contents on title page.
12914
IGN75
map6C 80 (NLO)

Atlases, German - 1876
Handatlas über alle Theile der Erde und über das Weltgebäude / herausgegeben von Adolf Stieler. 
Gotha : J. Perthes, [1876?].
Authors: Stieler, Adolf, 1775-1836 -- Berghaus, Hermann, 1828-1890 -- Stülpnagel, F. von -- Debes, E. (Ernst), 1840-1923 -- Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Maps dated 1876.
Maps edited by Herm. Berghaus, F. von Stülpnagel, Ernst Debes, and 5 others credited.
Relief shown by hachures, and spot elevations.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Espenhorst, J. Petermann’s planet, v. 1, p. 241-248; Phillips 881
Baskes oversize G1019 .S865 1876 (NLO)

Atlases, German - 1876
Authors: Sydow, E. von (Emil), 1812-1873 -- Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
28. Aufl.
Publisher cloth binding with gold stamped title:
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst 38.3.1.28
Baskes G1019 .S927 1876 (NLO)

Atlases, German - 1876 (Proposal Heading)
Authors: Petermann, A. (August), 1822-1878 -- Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
3 v. : 35 maps ; 280 x 234 mm.
Supp#48-65(1876-1881)+72-73(1883)
Geography text.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases, German - 1876 (Proposal Heading)
Authors: Petermann, A. (August), 1822-1878 -- Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
3 v. : 68 maps ; 276 x 230 mm.
V22(1876), V25(1879)& V28(1882)
Geography text.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases, German - 1877
Authors: Liechtenstern, Theodor von, 1800-1848 -- Lange, Henry, 1821-1893 -- Georg Westermann Verlag -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([4] p., 44 [i.e. 45] folded leaves of plates) : 45 col. maps ; 29 cm.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .L54 1877 (NLO)

9897
Atlases, German - 1877


1 atlas ([2] p., [31] leaves of plates) : 32 maps (some col.) ; 25 x 30 cm.
Cover title: Stieler's Schul-Atlas der neuesten Erdkunde.
Relief shown by hachures.
Map tipped in: "Südliche Stern-Himmel."
Purple paper over boards with cover title: Stieler's Schul-Atlas der neuesten Erdkunde.
Scales differ.
Former owner: Theodor Kurtzmann.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst, J. Petermann's planet, v. 1, p. 333-339
Baskes G1019 .S87 1877 (NLO)

9898
Atlases, German - 1877

Stieler's Hand-Atlas. Gotha : Justus Perthes, [1877?].

1 atlas ([31] folded leaves of plates) : 31 folded col. maps ; 40 cm.
[6th ed.]
Maps dated 1877.
Relief shown by hachures and spot elevations.
"Auswahl von 31 Karten."
Maps engraved by W. Alt, J.C. Ausfeld, H. Eberhardt, and 12 others credited.
Publisher's cloth binding with gold-stamped cover title.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst, J. Petermann's planet, v. 1, p. 253-258
Baskes oversize G1019 .S865 1877 (NLO)

Atlases, German - 1877 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Petermann, A. (August), 1822-1878 -- Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 23 maps ; 290 x 244 mm.
Geography text.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

9899
Atlases, German - 1878

Authors: Lange, Henry, 1821-1893 -- Georg Westermann Verlag -- Hollenberg, Heinrich -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (32 p. of plates) : 35 col. maps ; 28 cm.
Edition: 62 Auf., neu bearbeiteten von 1876
Scales differ.
Owner's inscription of Heinrich Hollenberg, 1879.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .L36 1878 (NLO)

Atlases, German - 1878

Handatlas über alle Theile der Erde und über das Weltgebäude / herausgegeben von Adolf Stieler. Gotha : Justus Perthes, [1878?].

1 atlas (11 p., 90 folded leaves of plates) : 85 folded maps (chiefly col.) ; 40 cm.
[6th ed.]
"Sixth edition (1875-1881)."--P. 253
Cover title: Stieler's Hand-Atlas
Newest maps dated 1878.
Maps edited by Herm. Berghaus, F. von Stülpnagel, Ernst Debes, and 6 others credited.
Relief shown by hachures and spot elevations.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst, J. Petermann's planet, v. 1, p. 253-258

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Baskes oversize G1019 .S865 1878 (NLO)

9902 Atlas, German - 1878
Authors: Sydow, E. von (Emil), 1812-1873 -- Justus Perthes (Firm: Gotha, Germany) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Publisher's cloth binding with gold stamped title on cover: E. v. Sydow's Schul-Atlas.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst 38.3.1.30

Baskes G1019 .S927 1878 (NLO)

9903 Atlas, German - 1878 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Andree, Richard, 1835-1912 -- Peschel, Oscar, 1826-1875 -- Velhagen & Klasung (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
2 v. : 33 maps ; 390 x 267 mm.
Phillips 3026.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Baskes G1019 .B53 1879 (NLO)

9904 Atlas, German - 1878 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Seydlitz, Ernst von, 1784-1849 -- Ferdinand Hirt (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 40 maps ; 216 x 143 mm.
17th ed.
Geography text.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Baskes G1019 .K48 1880 (NLO)

9905 Atlas, German - 1879
Authors: Amthor, Eduard, 1820-1884 -- Issleib, Wilhelm -- Riecke, Friedrich -- Issleib und RietzscheL -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (40 p. ) : 40 col. maps ; 30 cm.
Edition: 26. bedeutend vermehrte und verbesserte Aufl. / revidirt und neu bearbeitet von Fr. Riecke
'40 Karten in Farbendruck.'
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

9906 Atlas, German - 1879
Plastischer schul-atlas über alle theile der erde.
Leipzig : Eckerlein, 1879.
Authors: Woldermann, G. -- Eckerlein -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 24 maps ; 330 x 280 mm.
1st ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlas, German - 1879<<>>Encyclopedias and dictionaries, German - 1879
Authors: Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Meyer, Joseph, 1796-1856 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas in 2 v. : ill. (some col., some folded), 100 maps (some col., some folded) ; 24 cm.
Edition: 3. Aufl.
Spine title: Meyer's Konversations Lexikon "Mit 383 Bildertafeln und Karten."
Relief shown by hachures.
Original publisher's binding with spine title: Meyer's Konversations Lexikon.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst, J. Petermann's planet, v. 1, p. 501-503
Other Name: Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

Baskes G1019 .BS3 1879 (NLO)

Atlas, German - 1880
Authors: Klun, V. F. -- Herder'sche Verlagshandlung -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Herder (B.) Verlag SEE Herder'sche Verlagshandlung
1 atlas (23 folded leaves of plates) : 22 col. maps ; 35 cm.
Scales differ.
Ownership stamp of Capucin Biblioth. Crefeld.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1019 .K48 1880 (NLO)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
9909  **Atlases, German - 1880**


Authors: Liechtenstern, Theodor von, 1800-1848 -- Lange, Henry, 1821-1893 -- Georg Westermann Verlag -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas ([4] p., 44 [i.e. 45] folded leaves of plates) : 45 col. maps ; 29 cm.


Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes folio G1019 .L54 1880 (NLO)**

---

9910  **Atlases, German - 1880**

*Handatlas über alle Theile der Erde und über das Weltgebäude / herausgegeben von Adolf Stieler. Gotha : Justus Perthes, [1880?].*


1 atlas (90 folded leaves of plates, 11 p.) : folded maps (chiefly col.) ; 40 cm.


Cover title: Stieler’s Hand-Atlas

Maps dated 1880.

Relief shown by hachures and bathymetric tints.


Maps engraved by Joh. Carl Ausfeld, E. Kühn, Carl Poppey, and 17 others credited.

Publisher’s blue cloth binding half-bound in leather with gold-stamped cover title: Stieler’s Hand-Atlas.

Scales differ.


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Espenhorst, J. Petermann’s planet, v. 1, p. 253-258

**Baskes oversize G1019 .S865 1880 (NLO)**

---

9911  **Atlases, German - 1880**


Authors: Sydow, E. von (Emil), 1812-1873 -- Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)


Publisher’s printed paper label on cover.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Espenhorst 38.3.1.32

**Baskes folio G1019 .S927 1880 (NLO)**

---

9912  **Atlases, German - 1880**


1 atlas (35 p. of plates) : 35 col. maps ; 27 cm.

Edition: 81 Aufl., neu bearbeiteten von 1878

Scales differ.

Laid in: MS map of Africa copied from plate 30 signed by Heinrich Brandt and map of Devil’s Lake, Turtle Mountain and Mouse River Counties of North Dakota by Rand McNally & Co. from ‘The Great Northern Bulletin’ [ca. 1880?].

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes G1019 .L36 1880 (NLO)**

---

9913  **Atlases, German - 1880 (Provisional Heading)**


Authors: Kiepert, Heinrich, 1818-1899 -- Dietrich Reimer Verlag (Berlin, Germany) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 45 maps ; 496 x 325 mm.

2nd ed.

Espenhorst 20.1.2.5+;(1876-1880)

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)**

---

9914  **Atlases, German - 1880 (Provisional Heading)**


Authors: Petermann, A. (August), 1822-1878 -- Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 25 maps ; 280 x 240 mm.

Geography text.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)**

---

9915  **Atlases, German - 1880 (Provisional Heading)**


Authors: Spamer, Otto -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 34 maps ; 304 x 240 mm.

Espenhorst 23.1(1875-1880)

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)**


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (32 folded leaves of plates) : 32 folded maps (some col.) ; 26 cm.


Cover title: Stieler’s Schul-Atlas

Maps by M. Kern, Breithaupt, C. Stier, Herm.

Map of Das Königreich Württemburg by C. Vogel tipped in at end.

Bookseller’s plate: C.F. Prell, Buchhandlung und Antiquariat in Luzern...

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Espenhorst, J. Handatlanten, p. 116

Baskes folio G1019 .S87 1880 (NLO)


Authors: Liechtenstern, Theodor von, 1800-1848 -- Lange, Henry, 1821-1893 -- Georg Westermann Verlag -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas ([4] p., 44 [i.e. 45] folded leaves of plates) : 45 col. maps ; 30 cm.


Cover title: Liechtenstern & Lange, Schul-Atlas in 45 Karten

Previous editions published under title: Neuester vollständiger Schil-Atlas zum Unterricht in der Erdkunde.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1019 .L54 1882 (NLO)

Adolf Stieler’s Handatlas über alle Theile der Erde und über das Weltgebäude. Gotha : Justus Perthes, [1882?].


1 atlas (8 p., 95 folded leaves of plates) : 95 folded maps (chiefly col.) ; 40 cm.

[7th ed.]


Cover title: Stieler’s Hand-Atlas

Newest maps dated "1881 & 82."

Maps edited by C. Bruhns, Herm., Berghaus, L. Friederichsen, and 9 others credited.

Maps engraved by E. Kühn, Joh. Carl Ausfeld, H.
Eberhardt, and 20 others credited.
Explanatory text for this ed. refers to 1878-1881 version as the prior ed.
Relief shown by hachures, spot elevations, and soundings.
Publisher’s blue cloth binding with gold-stamped cover title: Stieler’s Hand-Atlas.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst, J. Petermann’s planet, v. 1, p. 258-264; Phillips 910
Baskes oversize G1019 .S865 1882 (NLO)

9921

Atlases, German - 1882
1 atlas ([29] folded leaves of plates) : 29 folded hand-coll. maps ; 40 cm.
Title supplied from Espenhorst.
Most recent maps dated: 1881 & 82.
"29 Neustiche."--Espenhorst, p. 97.
At head of maps: Stieler’s Hand-Atlas.
Maps by Herm. Berghaus, Petermann, C. Vogel, and 5 others credited.
Maps engraved by E. Kühn, H. Eberhardt, A. Kramer, and 8 others credited.
Relief shown by hachures, spot elevations, bathymetric tints, and soundings.
Black cloth binding with gold-stamped spine title: Stieler’s Hand-Atlas.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst, J. Handatlanten, p. 97, NB 7.1 1881/82; Espenhorst, J. Petermann’s planet, v. 1, p. 314
Baskes oversize G1019 .S868 1882 (NLO)

9922

Atlases, German - 1882 (Provisional Heading)
Der junge geograph/ le petit geographe. 1882.
Authors: Germany. anonymous -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 6 maps ; 241 x 293 mm.
nd;30 mapcubes;Balkan-dated
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

9923

Atlases, German - 1883
Adami-Kiepert’s Schul-Atlas in 27 Karten / vollständig neu bearbeitet von Heinrich Kiepert.
Berlin : Dietrich Reimer, 1883, 1883.
1 atlas ([2] p., [27] leaves of plates (some folded) : 27 col. maps (some fold.) ; 29 x 36 cm.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .A336 1883 (NLO)

Atlases, German - 1883
Atlas manuel de géographie moderne : contenant cinquante-quatre cartes, imprimées en couleurs.
Authors: Andree, Richard, 1835-1912 -- Hachette (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([8], 72 p.) : 58 col. maps ; 43 cm.
Uniform title: Richard Andree’s Allgemeiner Handatlas. French
Translation of: Richard Andree’s allgemeiner Handatlas.
Relief shown by hachures and gradient and bathymetric tints; depths shown by soundings.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst, J. Andree, Stieler, Meyer & Co., p. 270; Phillips 6214
Baskes oversize G1019 .A5314 1883 (NLO)

Atlases, German - 1883
Authors: Diercke, Carl, 1842-- Eduard, 1842 -- Gaebler, A. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([8], 46 p.) : 54 col. maps ; 37 cm.
[1st ed. ?]
Date from preface.
"Vierundfünfzig Haupt- und Hundertachtunddreissig Nebenkarten."
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst/Kumpel, 41
Baskes folio G1019 .D4 1883 (NLO)

Atlases, German - 1884
Authors: Andree, Richard, 1835-1912 --
References: Cf. Espenhorst 20.3.1.2+
Baskes folio G1019 .K54 1884 (NLO)

9929

**Atlases, German - 1884**

*Dr. H. Lange's Neuer Volksschul-Atlas : über alle Thelle der Erde ; Fünfunddreissig Blätter in Farbendruck.* Braunschweig : George Westermann, 1884.

Authors: Lange, Henry, 1821-1893 -- Georg Westermann Verlag -- Bruno, Ernst -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (35 p. of plates) : 35 col. maps ; 27 cm.

Edition: 128 Aufl., Ausgabe mit Specialkarten zur Heimatskunde

Cover title: Lange's Volksschul-Atlas

'Bearbeitung von 1884 mit Berücksichtigung der neuen Orthographie.'

'Specialkarten zur Heimatskunde: Königreich Sachsen.'

Scales differ.

Owner's inscription: Ernst Bruno, Kretschmer, 1884.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes G1019 .L36 1884 (NLO)**

9930

**Atlases, German - 1884**


Authors: Sydow, E. von (Emil), 1812-1873 -- Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Jacoby -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)


36. Aufl.

Scales differ.


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Espenhorst 38.3.1.36

**Baskes G1019 .S927 1884 (NLO)**

9931

**Atlases, German - 1884<<<Atlases, French - 1884<<<Dardanelles Strait (Turkey) - Maps - 1884**

*Atlas général : composé de trente cinq cartes coloriées et gravées sur cuivre.* Gotha ; Paris : Justus Perthes ; Haar & Steiner, 1884.


1 atlas (35 folded leaves of plates) : 35 maps (some col.) ; 26 cm.


Relief shown by hachures, spot elevations, and hypsometric tints.
Scales differ.
Laid in: Newspaper map of the Dardanelles (1884?)
Former owner: G. Morris, r. 420, classe de 3a. P. Bleue.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst, J. Petermann's planet, v. 1, p. 342-343

**Baskes G1019 .S87147 1884 (NLO)**

**Atlasses, German - 1886**

Authors: Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Habenicht, Hermann, 1844-1917 -- Wichmann, Hugo, 1852-1932 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (32 p., 24 folded leaves of plates) : 24 folded col. maps ; 18 cm.
"24 kolorierte Karten in Kupferstich. Mit einem geographisch-statistischen Text."
Relief shown by hachures.
Original publisher’s illustrated binding.
Scales differ.
Former owner: Ch Rimelines[?].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 6225; Espenhorst 2.6.1.1.2.21

**Baskes G1019 .A85 1886 (NLO)**

**Atlasses, German - 1887**

Authors: Lange, Henry, 1821-1893 -- Georg Westermann Verlag -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (38 p. of plates) : 35 col. maps ; 27 cm.
Edition: 136 Auf., Ausgabe mit Spezialkarten zur Heimatkunde
Incomplete; issued with 36 maps, but lacking Spezialkarten zur Heimatkunde.
"Bearbeitung von 1884 mit Berücksichtigung der neuen Orthographie."
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes G1019 .L36 1885 (NLO)**

**Atlasses, German - 1885 (Provisional Heading)**

Katholischer missions-atlas. Freiburg im Breisgau : Herder, 1885.
Authors: Werner, Oscar -- Verlag Herder -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 19 maps ; 301 x 226 mm.
2nd ed.

Phillips 3339
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

**Atlasses, German - 1886<>Germany - Maps - 1886<>Austria - Maps - 1886**

Authors: Payne, A. H. (Albert Henry), 1812-1902 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Cover title: Panorama des Wissens und der Bildung
Relief shown by hachures.
Publisher’s decorative brown cloth binding with black-stamped cover title: Panorama des Wissens und der Bildung
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes G1019 .A53 1887 suppl. (NLO)**

**Atlasses, German - 1887**

Authors: Andree, Richard, 1835-1912 -- Velhagen & Klasing (Firm) -- Tibbe, Paul -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (34 p.) : 29 col. maps (some folded) ; 43 cm.
Cover title: Supplement zur Andrees Handatlas
Other title: Andrees allgemeiner Handatlas.
"Herausgegeben von der Geographischen Anstalt von Velhagen & Klasing in Leipzig."
Relief shown by hachures and spot elevations.
Issued unbound, in cloth-over-boards publisher’s green cloth portfolio with gold-stamped cover title: Supplement zur Andrees Handatlas.
Scales differ.
Bookplate: Ex libris Paul Tibbe. Qui hominem spectat: quis non rideat.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst, J. Petermann’s planet, v. 1, p. 603-604; Phillips 6233

**Baskes oversize G1019 .A53 1887 suppl. (NLO)**

**Atlasses, German - 1887**

Authors: Debes, E. (Ernst), 1840-1923 -- Supan,
Scales differ.

Original publisher's illustrated binding.
Relief shown by shading.

Wichmann."

"Mit geographisch
fold
1 atlas (32 p., 24 folded leaves of plates) : 24
folded col. maps : 18 cm.
"Mit geographisch-statistische Notizen von H.
Wichmann."--T.p. verso.
"24 kolorierte Karten in Kupferstich."
Relief shown by shading.
Original publisher's illustrated binding.
Scales differ.

"Sechzig Haupt-und Fünfunddreissig
Nebenkarten in Farbendruck."
Relief shown by hachures and gradient and
bathymetric tints.
Scales differ.
Former owner's signature: G. Osterhun.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.

Baskets folio G1019 .D339 1887 (NLO)

9938

Atlasses, German - 1887
Schul-Atlas über alle Teile der Erde : zum
geographischen Unterricht in höheren
Lehranstalten / herausgegeben und bearbeitet
von C. Diercke und E. Gaebler. Braunschweig
[Brunswick] : Georg Westermann, [1887?].
Authors: Diercke, Carl, 1842-1913 -- Gaebler,
Eduard, 1842-1911 -- Georg Westermann Verlag
-- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([2], 46 p.) : 54 col. maps ; 37 cm.
Edition: 11. verbesserte Aufl.
Preface dated 1883.
'Vierundfünfzig Haupt- und
Hundertachtunddreissig Nebenkarten.'
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.

Baskets folio G1019 .D4 1887 (NLO)

9939

Atlasses, German - 1887
Justus Perthes' Taschen-Atlas / vollständig neu
bearbeitet von Hermann Habenicht. Gotha :
Justus Perthes, 1887.
Authors: Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany)
-- Habenicht, Hermann, 1844-1917 -- Wichmann,
Hugo, 1852-1932 -- Kiessling & cie -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (32 p., 24 folded leaves of plates) : 24
folded col. maps : 18 cm.
"Mit geographisch-statistische Notizen von H.
Wichmann."--T.p. verso.
"24 kolorierte Karten in Kupferstich."
Relief shown by shading.
Original publisher's illustrated binding.
Scales differ.

Bookseller's ticket: Kiessling & Cle. Libraires à
Bruxelles, 72 Montagne de la Cour.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst 2.6.1.1.2.23

Baskets G1019 .J87 1887 (NLO)

Atlasses, German - 1887
Deutscher Schul-Atlas / herausgegeben [sic] von
W. Keil und Fr. Riecke. Gera : Verlag von
Theodor Hofmann, 1887.
Authors: Keil, W., fl. 1875-1898 -- Riecke,
Friedrich -- Anthor, Eduard, 1820-1884.
Volks-Atlas über alle Theile der Erde -- Issleib,
Wilhelm -- Issleib und Rietzschel -- Hofmann,
Theodor -- Schmitz, A., fl. 1887 -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([38] p.) : col. ill., 36 col. maps ; 30 cm..
Edition: 32., verm. und vollständig neubearbeitete
Aufl. von Amthor-Issleibs Volks-Atlas über alle
Teile der Erde.
Cover title: Keil und Riecke Schul-Atlas
"Druck von Issleib & Rietzschel in Gera."--On
maps.
"36 Haupt- und 21 Nebenkarten in Farbendruck.
Gratisbeigabe: Heimatkarte."
Relief shown by hachures.
Publisher's cloth binding; publisher's paper
wrapper bound in with publisher's advertisements
on back cover.
Scales differ.
Owner's inscription: A. Schmitz, Dec. 24, 1887.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.

Baskets folio G1019 .K43 1887 (NLO)

Atlasses, German - 1887
Authors: Liechtenstern, Theodor von, 1800-1848
-- Lange, Henry, 1821-1893 -- Georg
Westermann Verlag -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas
75th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

Atlasses, German - 1887
Adolf Stieler's Handatlas über alle Theile der
Erde und über das Weltgebäude. Gotha :
Perthes, [1887?].
Authors: Stieler, Adolf, 1775-1836 -- Brunhs, C.
-- Habenicht, Hermann, 1844-1917 -- Friederichsen,
Ludwig, 1841-1915 -- Kühn, E. -- Ausfeld,
Johann Carl, 1782-1851 -- Eberhardt, H.
-- Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) --
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (95 leaves of plates, 8 p.) : 95 maps
(some col.) : 40 x 48 cm.
[7th ed.]

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Cover title: Stieler’s Hand-Atlas
Maps dated 1887.
Maps edited by C. Bruhns, Herm. Habenicht, L. Friederichsen, and 7 others credited.
Maps engraved by E. Kühn, Joh. Carl Ausfeld, H. Eberhardt, and 20 others credited.
Relief shown by hachures, spot elevations, soundings, and bathymetric tints.
Publisher’s purple cloth binding with gold-stamped cover title: Stieler’s Hand-Atlas.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst, J. Petermann’s planet, v. 1, p. 258-264; Phillips 6238

**Baskes oversize G1019 .S865 1887 (NLO)**

---

**Atlases, German - 1888**

Authors: Berghaus, Heinrich Karl Wilhelm, 1797-1884 -- Stieler, Adolf, 1775-1836 -- Schleifmann, H. -- Kühn, E. -- Geyer, V. -- Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (33 folded leaves of plates) : folded maps (chiefly col.) ; 24 cm.
"33 kolorierte Karten in Kupferstich."
Relief shown by hachures, spot elevations, and contours.
Publisher’s original illustrated cloth binding.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst, J. Handatlanten, p. 116

**Baskes G1019 .S87 1888 (NLO)**

---

**Atlases, German - 1888**

1 atlas ([48] leaves of plates (23 folded)) : col. ill., 60 col. maps ; 28 cm.
Maps lithographed by Irmegedruth, Irrgang, G. Busch, K. Kühne, Weissenborn, and Steinert.
"Sechzig Haupt-und Fünfunddreissig Nebenkarten in Farbendruck."
Relief shown by hachures and gradient and bathymetric tints.
Scales differ.
Publisher’s brown cloth binding.
Stamp: Hugo Köllner, Gotha.
Stamp: Th. Köllner, Gotha.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes folio G1019 .D339 1888 (NLO)**
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Espenhorst 4.1.2.8.1

Baskes oversize G1019 .S655 1888 (NLO)

Atlasses, German - 1888 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Petermann, A. (August), 1822-1878 -- Supan, Alexander, 1847-1920 -- Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 72 maps ; 400 x 281 mm.
1st ed.

nd;Espenhorst 24.2.1.1;DoerflingerHartC1

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlasses, German - 1888 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Werner, Oscar -- Verlag Herder -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 14 maps ; 303 x 230 mm.
Phillips 90

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlasses, German - 1889

Atlante scolastico per la geografia politica e fisica / di Stieler e Berghaus. Gotha : Giusto Perthes, 1889.
Authors: Berghaus, Hermann, 1828-1890 -- Stieler, Adolf, 1775-1836 -- Geyer, V. -- Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([25] folded leaves of plates) : 25 folded hand col. maps ; 26 cm.
Uniform title: Schul-Atlas über alle Theile der Erde. Italian
Maps by H. Berghaus and V. Geyer.
"Scelta di 25 tavole."
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Espenhorst, J. Petermann’s planet, v. 1, p. 342
Baskes G1019 .S8716 1889 (NLO)

9954 Atlases, German - 1889
Authors: Sydow, E. von (Emil), 1812-1873 -- Wagner, Hermann, 1840-1929 -- Geyer, V. -- Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Tibbe, Paul -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (xvi p., 44 folded leaves of plates) : 44 folded col. maps ; 33 cm.
Edition: 2. durchgesehene und berichtigte Aufl.
Publisher's binding.
"60 haupt- und 50 nebenkarten auf 44 tafeln."
"Gezeich. v. V. Geyer."--On maps.
Publisher's advertisements on front and back endpapers.
Scales differ.
Laid in: 8 p. of publisher's advertisements.
Bookplate: Ex libris Paul Tibbe.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .S93 1889 (NLO)

9955 Atlases, German - 1889 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Seydlitz, Ernst von, 1784-1849 -- Oehlmann, E -- Ferdinand Hirt (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 32 maps ; 214 x 144 mm.
21st ed.
Ed:EOehlmann
Geography text.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

9956 Atlases, German - 1889 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Stieler, Adolf, 1775-1836 -- Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 25 maps ; 253 x 174 mm.
Espenhorst 2.5.7
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

9957 Atlases, German - 1890
Authors: Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Habenicht, Hermann, 1844-1917 -- Wichmann, Hugo, 1852-1932 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (32 p., 24 folded leaves of plates) : 24 folded col. maps ; 18 cm.
"24 kolorierte Karten in Kupferstich."

The Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Maps edited by Gustav Wenz.
Map engraved by Aug. Müller.
"Druck und Verlag von R. Oldenbourg in München."--On maps.
Relief shown by gradient tints, hachures, and spot elevations.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Atlases, German - 1891

Authors: Berghaus, Heinrich Karl Wilhelm, 1797-1884 -- Stieler, Adolf, 1775-1836 -- Geyer, V. -- Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Kellerer, Max -- Köváoi, Louis -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([4] p., 33 folded leaves of plates) : 31 folded maps (chiefly col.) ; 26 cm.
Edition: 70. Aufl.
Maps by Herm. Berghaus, and V. Geyer.
"33 kolorierte Karten in Kupferstich."
Relief shown by hachures, spot elevations, and contours.
Publisher's illustrated cloth binding.
Scales vary.
Stamp: Max Kellerer's H.B. Hof-Buch- & Kunsthandblung, München.
Former owner: Louis Köváoi S.P.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst, J. Handatlanten, p. 116

Atlases, German - 1891

Authors: Berghaus, Heinrich Karl Wilhelm, 1797-1884 -- Stieler, Adolf, 1775-1836 -- Geyer, V. -- Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Kellerer, Max -- Köváoi, Louis -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([4] p., 33 folded leaves of plates) : 31 folded maps (chiefly col.) ; 26 cm.
Edition: 70. Aufl.
Maps by Herm. Berghaus, and V. Geyer.
"33 kolorierte Karten in Kupferstich."
Relief shown by hachures, spot elevations, and contours.
Publisher's illustrated cloth binding.
Scales vary.
Stamp: Max Kellerer's H.B. Hof-Buch- & Kunsthandblung, München.
Former owner: Louis Köváoi S.P.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst, J. Handatlanten, p. 116
9967

**Atlasses, German - 1891**


Authors: Liechtenstern, Theodor von, 1800-1848 -- Lange, Henry, 1821-1893 -- Georg Westermann Verlag -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)


Forward dated: April 1891.

Cover title: Schul-Atlas in 48 Karten von v. Liechtenstern u. Lange

Scales differ.


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes folio G1019 .L54 1891 (NLO)**

9968

**Atlasses, German - 1891**


1 atlas ([95] folded leaves of plates, 198 p.) : folded hand-col. maps ; 40 cm.


"An atlas delivered in installments (Lieferungsausgabe)."--Espenhorst, p. 218.


Maps dated 1888-1891.

At head of maps: Stieler’s

Imperfect: lacking maps 5, 8, 19, 23, 55, 59, 64, 75, and 91; Newberry holds Lfg.2-Lfg.32 + IndexHand-Atlas.

Maps drawn by O. Koffmahn, Herm. Berghaus, R. Lüddecke, and 6 others credited.

Maps edited by C. Vogel, Petermann, and Habenicht.

Maps engraved by Eberhardt, Kühn, Weiler, and 20 others credited.

Relief shown by hachures, spot elevations, and soundings.

Includes index with separate title page: Namensverzeichnis zu Stielers Hand-Atlas.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Espenhorst, J. Petermann’s planet, v. 1, p. 264-265; Cf. Phillips 6258

**Baskes oversize G1019 .S865 1891 (NLO)**

9969


*Physikalischer atlas. (Begründet 1836 ...).* Gotha : [J. Perthes?], 1891-1892.

Authors: Berghaus, Heinrich Karl Wilhelm, 1797-1884 -- Berghaus, Hermann, 1828-1890 -- Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany)

1 atlas + accomp. text (7 parts)

'3. ausg. ... Darstellungen über geologie, hydrographie, meteorologie, erdmagnetismus, pflanzenverbreitung, tierverbreitung und völkerkunde. Vollständig new bearb. und ... hrsg von prof. dr. Herm. Berghaus.'

The seven parts of the volume of text have separate title-pages, dated 1887-1892.

'F5-ob.F5,'

**M 55 .09 (NLO)**

**Atlasses, German - 1891 (Provisional Heading)**


Authors: Diercke, Carl, 1842-1913 -- Georg Westermann Verlag -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 31 maps ; 310 x 266 mm.

Espenhorst/Kumpel Ill.1.1.4

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)**
9971  
**Atlases, German - 1892**


Authors: Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Meyer, Joseph, 1796-1856 -- Couvée, M. M. -- Tibbe, Paul -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas ([18], [4] p., 100 leaves of plates (chiefly folded)) : 100 col. maps (chiefly folded) ; 27 cm.

Spine title: Meyers Hand-Atlas

Individual city maps have separate indexes.

Relief shown by hachures.

Publisher’s advertisements [4] p. at end.

Includes two copies of map 45 "Schweiz"

Scales differ.

Bookplate: Ex libris Paul Tibbe.


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Espenhorst, J. Petermann’s planet, v. 1, p. 503-505; Cf. Phillips 6265

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

**Baskes G1019 .B56 1892 (NLO)**

9972  
**Atlases, German - 1892**


1 atlas (18 p., [50] leaves of plates (23 folded)) : col. ill., 61 col. maps ; 28 cm.


"Zweiundsechzig Haupt-und Fünfunddreissig Nebenkarten in Farbendruck, nebst Erläuterungen zu den klimatologischen und statistischen Karten."

Relief shown by hachures and gradient and bathymetric tints.

Scales differ.

Former owner’s inscription: Lillian B. Weide, Halle Salle ... 1892.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes folio G1019 .D339 1892 (NLO)**

9973  
**Atlases, German - 1892**

*Adolf Stieler's Handatlas über alle Theile der Erde und über das Weltgebäude.* Gotha : J. Perthes, [1892].


1 atlas (95 folded plates, 198 p.) : 95 folded col. maps ; 39 cm.

Some maps dated 1892.


Maps engraved by E. Kühn, O. Hess, H. Eberhardt, and 18 others credited.

Relief shown by hachures and spot elevations.

Includes index.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Duplicate copy: oversize G 10 .84


**Baskes folio G1019 .S865 1892 (NLO)**

9974  
**Atlases, German - 1892**


Authors: Sydow, E. von (Emil), 1812-1873 -- Wagner, Hermann, 1840-1929 -- Geyer, V. -- Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (xvi p., 44 folded leaves of plates) : 44 folded color maps ; 32 cm.


"63 Haupt- und 50 Nebenkarten auf 44 Tafeln."

"Gezeich. v. V. Geyer." -- On maps.

Relief shown by hachures.

Publisher’s advertisements on front and back end papers.

Scales differ.

Publisher’s cloth binding.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes folio G1019 .S93 1892 (NLO)**

9975  
**Atlases, German - 1892 (Provisional Heading)**

*Physikalischer atlas (25parts, inportfolio).* Gotha : J. Perthes, 1892.

Authors: Berghaus, Heinrich Karl Wilhelm, 1797-1884 -- Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 75 maps ; 428 x 518 mm.

3rd ed.

Espenhorst 2.7.1.3.1

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)**
Atlases, German - 1892 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Berghaus, Heinrich Karl Wilhelm, 1797-1884 -- Justus Perthes (Firm: Gotha, Germany) -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)
7 parts in 2 v.: 75 maps; 397 x 254 mm. 3rd ed.
Espenhorst 2.7.1.3.1
Phillips 217
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

Atlases, German - 1893
Authors: Andree, Richard, 1835-1912 -- Velhagen & Klasing (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (64 leaves): 64 col. maps (some folded); 44 cm.
Portfolio title: Andreas allgemeiner Handatlas.
"Apart für die Besitzer der zweiten und ersten Auflage."
"Herausgegeben von der Geographischen Anstalt von Velhagen & Klasing in Leipzig."
Relief shown by hachures and spot elevations. Issued unbound, in cloth-over-boards publisher's green cloth portfolio with gold-stamped cover title. Scales differ. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst, J. Petermann's planet, v. 1, p. 603-604
Baskets oversize G1019 .A53 1893 suppl. (NLO)

Atlases, German - 1893
Authors: Korbgeiwit, C. -- Seidel, Bruno -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)
Place of publication and publisher from maps. Last date included in statistical information (10 p. at beginning): 1893. Relief shown by hachures and shading. Scales differ. Former owner's signatures: Bruno Seidel. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskets G1019 .K66 1893 (NLO)
1 atlas (38 p. of plates) : 38 col. maps ; 31 cm. 
+ 1 col. map
Forward dated February 1892.
Heimatkunde
Includes 'Karte zur Heimatkunde: Provinz
Brandenburg'?
Scales differ.
Owner’s inscription of Louise Löpki.
Bookseller’s stamp of G. Goldschmidt.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.

**Baskes folio G1019 .L36 1893 (NLO)**

9983 **Atlases, German - 1893**

**Germany - Maps - 1893**

**Europe, Central - Maps - 1893**

**Europe, Eastern - Maps - 1893**

*Andrees allgemeiner Handatlas in 91 Haupt- und
86 Nebenkarten, nebst vollständigem
alphabetischem Namenverzeichnis*. Bielefeld und
Leipzig : Velhagen & Klassing, 1893.
Authors: Andree, Richard, 1835-1912 --
Ambrosius, Ernst, 1866-1940 -- Velhagen &
Klassing (Firm)
1 atlas (2 preliminary leaves, 166 p., 140 [i.e.
142] leaves) : 88 col. maps, diagrs. in portfolio ;
43 x 30 cm.
'S. völlig neubearb. und verm. Aufl.'
Collation above includes extensive index of 166
pages.
Accompanied by prospectus (4 p.).
References: Phillips 6262.
73-8378
ICN74
map6C 68 (NLO)

9984 **Atlases, German - 1893**

**Germany - Maps - 1893**

**Europe, Central - Maps - 1893**

**Europe, Eastern - Maps - 1893**

*Allgemeiner handatlas*. Bielefeld : Velhagen &
Klassing, 1893.
Authors: Andree, Richard, 1835-1912 --
Velhagen & Klassing (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 91 maps ; 427 x 300 mm.
Edition: 3.1
Espenhorst 5.1.3.1b
Phillips 6262
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)**

(PrCt)

9985 **Atlases, German - 1893**

*(Provisional Heading)*

*Erganzungsheft Geog Mittheilungen*. Gotha : J.
Perthes, 1893.
Authors: Petermann, A. (August), 1822-1878 --
Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Roger
S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
5 v. : 52 maps ; 275 x 200 mm.
Supp#105-126(1893-1898),exc#124
Geography text.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)**

PrCt

9986 **Atlases, German - 1894**

*Justus Perthes' Taschen-Atlas / vollständig neu
bearbeitet von Hermann Habenicht*. Gotha :
Justus Perthes, 1894.
Authors: Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany)
-- Habenicht, Hermann, 1844-1917 -- Wichmann,
Hugo, 1852-1932 -- Rätzle, Curt -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (68 p., 24 folded leaves of plates) : 24
folded col. maps ; 18 cm.
"24 kolorierte Karten in Kupferstich. Mit
geographisch-statistischen Notizen von H.
Wichmann."
Relief shown by shading.
Original publisher’s illustrated binding.
Scales differ.
Stamp: Curt Rätzle.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst 2.6.1.1.2.30

**Baskes G1019 .J87 1894 (NLO)**

9987 **Atlases, German - 1894**

*Deutscher Schul-Atlas / W. Keil und Fr. Riecke*. 
Gera : Druck und Verlag von Theodor Hofmann,
1894.
Authors: Keil, W., fl. 1875-1898 -- Riecke,
Friedrich -- Amthor, Eduard, 1820-1884.
Volks-Atlas über alle Theile der Erde -- Issleib,
Wilhelm -- Hofmann, Theodor -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (40 p.) : col. ill., 40 col. maps ; 31 cm.
Edition: 40., verm. und vollständig neubearbeitet
Aufl. von Amthor-Issleibs Volks-Atlas über alle
Teile der Erde.
"38 Haupt- und 30 Nebenkarten in Farbdruck.
Gratiseigabe: Heimatkarte."
Relief shown by hachures.
Publisher’s cloth binding; publisher’s paper
wrapper bound in with text on front and back
endpapers.
Scales differ.
Stamp: Als Dublette ausgeschieden.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.

**Baskes folio G1019 .K43 1894 (NLO)**

9988 **Atlases, German - 1894**

*Dr. H. Lange Volksschul-Atlas / neu bearbeitet
und herausgegeben von C. Dierke*. 
Braunschweig : George Westermann, 1894.
Authors: Lange, Henry, 1821-1932 -- Diercke,
Carl, 1842-1913 -- Georg Westermann Verlag --
Cooper, D.L. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 atlas (44 p. of plates) ; 44 col. maps ; 31 cm.
Edition: Ausgabe für die Schweiz
"Fünfunddreissig Haupt- und achtundzwanzig
Nebenkarten.'
Scales differ.
Owner's inscription of D.P. Cooper, St. Gallen, Switzerland.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Egypt**

**Baskes folio G1019 .L36 1894 (NLO)**

9989

**Atlases, German - 1894**

Authors: Stieler, Adolf, 1775-1836 -- Berghaus, Hermann, 1828-1890 -- Risch, M. -- Lüdecke, R. -- Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Haar & Steiner (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (37 folded leaves of plates) : 37 maps (some col.) : 26 cm.
Cover title: Atlas général
Maps by Herm. Berghaus, M. Risch, R. Lüdecke, and 4 others.
Relief shown by hachures and spot elevations.
Publisher's black cloth binding half-bound in red leather with gold-stamped cover title: Atlas général.
Laid in: col. travel map of France.
Laid in: Letterhead from R. Brault, Tours "Meubles d'art style et fantaisie."
Laid in: Justus Perthes advertisement.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst, J. Petermann's planet, v. 1, p. 342-343

**Baskes G1019 .S87147 1894 (NLO)**

9990

**Atlases, German - 1894-1899**

*Historical, Ancient - Maps - 1894-1899**

**Geography, Ancient - Maps - 1894-1899**

**Historical geography - Maps - 1894-1899**

**Nautical charts - 1894-1899**

**Historical atlases**

5 atlases (in 5 v.) : col. maps (chiefly folded) ; each 18 cm., in box 12 x 19 x 7 cm.
Edited by Hermann Habenicht [Vol. 1 and 3], Alfred Schulz [Vol. 2], Alb. van Kampen [Vol. 4], Paul Langhans [Vol. 5].
Maps in [Vol. 2 and 4] by V. Geyer.

[Vol. 4] includes index.
Original publisher's cloth binding.
Issued in box.
Relief shown by hachures; depths shown by bathymetric tints and soundings.
Scales differ.
Laid in: Justus Perthes' Standwerke.
Former owner [Vol. 3]: R. Fusus[?].

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
http://babel.hathitrust.org/cgi/pt?id=uc1.b546677
[Vol. 4]
http://babel.hathitrust.org/cgi/pt?id=uc1.b546676
[Vol. 5]
http://babel.hathitrust.org/cgi/pt?id=uc1.b546679
References: [Vol. 3] Phillips 5698; [Vol. 4] Phillips 50 ; Espenhorst 2.6.1.1.2.35

**Baskes G1019 .J868 1894 (NLO)**

9991

**Atlases, German - 1894 (Provisional Heading)**

Authors: Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Habenicht, Hermann, 1844-1917 -- Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 12 maps ; 295 x 178 mm.
5th ed.
ed:HermannHabenicht
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)**

9992

**Atlases, German - 1894 (Provisional Heading)**

*Volksschul-atlas. Bielefeld : Velhagen & Klasing, 1894.*
Authors: Schmidt, Rudolf, active 18th-19th century -- Velhagen & Klasing (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 28 maps ; 288 x 229 mm.
17th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)**

9993

**Atlases, German - 1895 (Provisional Heading)**

Authors: Debes, E. (Ernst), 1840-1917 -- Wagner & Debes -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 59 maps ; 450 x 307 mm.
1st ed.
Espenhorst 6.1.1.1.1
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

9994  Atlases, German - 1895 (Provisional Heading)
      Deutsche Reich in acht karten. Berlin : Reimer, 1895.
      Authors: Kiepert, Heinrich, 1818-1899 -- Dietrich Reimer Verlag (Berlin, Germany) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
      1 v. : 8 maps ; 510 x 320 mm.
      -1894
      Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
      Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

9995  Atlases, German - 1896
      Authors: Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Meyer, Joseph, 1796-1856 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
      1 v. : 100 maps ; 262 x 185 mm.
      "Neuer Abdruck."
      Individual city maps have separate indexes.
      Relief is shown by hachures.
      Scales differ.
      Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
      References: Espenhorst, J. Petermann’s planet, v. 1, p. 503-505
      Baskes G1019 .B56 1896 (NLO)

9996  Atlases, German - 1896
      Authors: Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Habenicht, Hermann, 1844-1917 -- Wichmann, Hugo, 1852-1932 -- Winckler, Richard von -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
      1 atlas (68 p., 24 folded leaves of plates) : 24 folded col. maps ; 18 cm.
      Relief shown by shading.
      Original publisher’s illustrated binding.
      Scales differ.
      Stamp: RVW
      Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
      References: Espenhorst 2.6.1.1.2.32
      Baskes G1019 .J87 1896 (NLO)

9997  Atlases, German - 1896
      Authors: Peucker, Karl, 1859-1940 -- Cicalek, Theodor, 1846-1907 -- Zehden, Karl August, 1843-1901 -- Artaria & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
      1 atlas : 34 maps ; 330 x 237 mm.
      1st ed.
      Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
      Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

      Authors: Andree, Richard, 1835-1912 -- Velhagen & Klasing (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
      1 atlas : 99 maps ; 454 x 308 mm.
      Edition: 3.2
      Espenhorst 5.1.3.4
      Phillips 6274
      Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
      Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

9999  Atlases, German - 1896 (Provisional Heading)
      Authors: Deutsche Kolonialgesellschaft -- Kraatz, Leopold -- Dietrich Reimer Verlag (Berlin, Germany) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
      1 v. : 7 maps ; 308 x 157 mm.
      1st ed.
      E:LeopoldKraatz
      Phillips 8542
      Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
      Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

1000  Atlases, German - 1896 (Provisional Heading)
      Authors: Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Langhans, Paul, 1867-1901 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
      1 v. : 24 maps ; 175 x 105 mm.
      2nd ed.
      Espenhorst 2.6.5.3.2;ed:PaulLanghans
      Phillips 3037
      Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
      Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

1001  Atlases, German - 1896 (Provisional Heading)
      Authors: Spamer, Otto -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
      1 v. : 150 maps ; 392 x 256 mm.
      1st ed.
      Espenhorst 23.1.1

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Phillips 1058
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

10002 Atlases, German - 1897
1 atlas ([98] p.) : col. ill., 82 col. maps ; 28 cm.
Relief shown by hachures and gradient and bathymetric tints.
"Zweiundachtzig Haupt- und zweiundsechzig Nebenkarten."
Two maps from Hummel Schulatlas u. Volksschulatlas tipped in: Karte vom Kriegsschauplatz in Ostasien; Königreich Sachsen.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1019 .D4 1897 (NLO)

10003 Atlases, German - 1897
Authors: Diercke, Carl, 1842-1913 -- Gaebler, Eduard, 1842-1911 -- Georg Westermann Verlag -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (vi, 154 p.) : 109 col. maps ; 36 cm.
'33. Aufl. / mit 157 Haupt- und 152 Nebenkarten.'
Some of the maps are printed on folded leaves, each numbered as 3 pages.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1019 .D4 1897 (NLO)

10004 Atlases, German - 1897
Authors: Gaebler, Eduard, 1842-1911 -- Bayer, Fritz -- E. Gaeblers Geographisches Institut -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (various pagings) : 40 col. maps, 32 cm. 2nd Aufl. [2nd ed.]
Cover title: Eduard Gaebler's Neuester Hand-Atlas über alle Teile der Erde
Spine title: Gaeblers Hand-Atlas
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1019 .G215 1897 (NLO)

10005 Atlases, German - 1897
Authors: Lehmann, Richard, 1845- -- Petzold, W. -- Velhagen & Klasing (Firm) -- Tibbe, Paul -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (80 p.) : col. ill., 157 col. maps ; 35 cm.
Scales differ.
Bookplate: Ex libris Paul Tibbe.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 6278

Baskes folio G1019 .L44 1897 (NLO)

10006 Atlases, German - 1897
Adolf Stieler's Handatlas über alle Theile der Erde und über das Weltgebäude. Gotha : J. Perthes, [1897?].
1 atlas (95 folded leaves of plates, 201 p.) : 95 folded col. maps ; 39 cm.
[8th ed.]
Newest maps revised 1897.
Maps engraved by E. Kühn, O. Hess, H. Eberhardt, and 17 others credited.
"Alphabetisches Namensverzeichnis" -- 201 p. at end.
Relief shown by hachures, spot elevations, soundings, and bathymetric tints.
Includes index.
Scales differ.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst, J. Petermann’s planet, v. 1, p. 264-265
Baskes folio G1019 .S865 1897 (NLO)

10007 Atlases, German - 1897
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .S93 1897 (NLO)

10008 Atlases, German - 1897<>Germany - Colonies - Maps - 1897<>Germany - Maps - 1897
1 atlas (various pagings, 30 folded leaves of plates) : 30 col. maps ; 40 cm. Running title: Langhans’ Deutscher Kolonial-Atlas
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 5243
Baskes folio G1906 .L3 1897 (NLO)

10009 Atlases, German - 1897 (Provisional Heading)
1 v. : 20 maps ; 246 x 180 mm. 4th ed.
cfStanfordCompend;C:Wagner&Debes Geography text.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10010 Atlases, German - 1898
Scales differ.
Bookplate: Ex libris Paul Tibbe. Quis non rideat qui hominem spectat.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Espenhorst 2.5.1.1.4.77
Baskes G1019 .S87 1898 (NLO)

10011 Atlases, German - 1898 (Provisional Heading)
1 v. : 24 maps ; 175 x 103 mm. 1st ed.
Espenhorst 2.6.5.4.1;ed:AlfredSchulz Includes maps illustrating history.
Phillips 7691
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10012 Atlases, German - 1898 (Provisional Heading)
1 v. : 40 maps ; 293 x 205 mm. Espenhorst 4.5.5
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10013 Atlases, German - 1899
Some of the maps are printed on folded leaves, each numbered as 3 pages.
Scales differ.
Former owner’s stamp of Josef Pfugler.
Ressources on Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1019 .D4 1899 (NLO)

10014 **Atlases, German - 1899**

Authors: Justus Perthes (Firm: Gotha, Germany) -- Habenicht, Hermann, 1844-1917 -- Wichmann, Hugo, 1852-1932 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (68 p., 24 folded leaves of plates) : 24 folded col. maps ; 18 cm.
Edition: 35. Aufl.
Relief shown by shading.
Original publisher's illustrated binding.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .J87 1899 (NLO)

10015 **Atlases, German - 1899**

Adolf Stieler's Handatlas über alle Theile der Erde und über das Weltgebäude. Gotha: Perthes, [1899].
1 atlas (95 folded leaves of plates, 201 p.) : 95 folded col. maps ; 40 cm.
[9th ed.]
Cover title: Stieler's Hand-Atlas
Maps engraved by E. Kühn, O. Hess, H. Eberhardt, and 18 others credited.
Relief shown by hachures, spot elevations, bathymetric tints, and soundings.
Includes index.
Publisher's blue cloth binding with gold-stamped cover title: Stieler's Hand-Atlas.
Scales differ.
Bookplate: Ex Libris Emilio Schramm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst, J. Petermann's planet, v. 1, p. 264-265; Phillips 6289
Baskes oversize G1019 .S865 1899 (NLO)

10016 **Atlases, German - 1899**

Authors: Sydow, E. von (Emil), 1812-1873 -- Wagner, Hermann, 1840-1929 -- Geyer, V. -- Justus Perthes (Firm: Gotha, Germany) -- Reiser, Emil -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([8] p., 44 [i.e. 47] folded leaves of plates) : 47 folded col. maps ; 32 cm.
"63 Haupt- und 50 Nebenkarten auf 47 Tafeln."
"Gezeichnet v. V. Geyer."--On maps.
Publisher's advertisements on front and back end papers.
Publisher's binding.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 6290
LC Card Number: map32000015
Baskes folio G1019 .S93 1899 (NLO)

10017 **Atlases, German - 1899<<>>Alps - Maps - 1899**

Authors: Andree, Richard, 1835-1912 -- Putzger, F. W. (Friedrich Wilhelm), 1849-1913 -- Velhagen & Klasing (Firm) -- Wutzler -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (72 [i.e. 37] leaves of plates) : 49 col. maps (some folded) ; 29 cm.
"Auch zum Gebrauch in andern höhern Lehranstalten."
Relief shown by hachures and spot elevations.
8 maps of the Alps pasted and laid in.
Scales differ.
Former owner: Wutzler.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst 5.5.1.9
Baskes folio G1019 .A535 1899 (NLO)

10018 **Atlases, German - 1899<<>>Canada - Maps - 1912<<>>Newfoundland and Labrador - Maps - 1912**

1 atlas (46 p. of plates) : 45 col. maps ; 31 cm.
"Zweiundvierzig Karten auf fünfundvierzig Kartenseiten."
Scales differ.
Laid in: Map of Dominion of Canada and Newfoundland, 1912 by Rand McNally & Co.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
10020  Atlas, German - 1899


Authors: Deutsche Kolonialgesellschaft -- Dietrich Reimer Verlag (Berlin, Germany) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.: 8 maps ; 311 x 157 mm.
3rd ed.
Phillips 8544
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

10021  Atlas, German - 1900


1 atlas ([3] p., 31 folded leaves of plates) : 31 folded maps (chiefly col.) ; 26 cm.
Edition: 79. Aufl
"33 kolorierte Karten in Kupferstich."
Issued with 33 maps, but this copy imperfect; lacking plates 22 and 24
Relief shown by hachures, spot elevations, and contours.
Publisher's illustrated cloth binding.
Scales differ.
Stamp: W. Erhardt.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst 2.5.1.1.4.79

10022  Atlas, German - 1900


Authors: Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Meyer, Joseph, 1796-1856 -- Burch, P., fl. 1909 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (various pagings) : 113 folded col. maps ; 25 cm.
Relief shown by hachures and bathymetric and gradient tints.
Publisher's advertisements [4] p. at end.
Individual city maps have separate indexes.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst, J. Petermann's planet, v. 1, p. 505-505
LC Card Number: g 01002822
10023 Atlases, German - 1900
Authors: Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Habenicht, Hermann, 1844-1917 -- Wichmann, Hugo, 1852-1932 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (68 p., 24 folded leaves of plates) : 24 folded col. maps ; 18 cm.
Relief shown by shading.
Original publisher's illustrated binding.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst 2.6.1.1.2.37
Baskes G1019 .B56 1900 (NLO)

10024 Atlases, German - 1900
Authors: Sydow, E. von Emil, 1812-1873 -- Wagner, Hermann, 1840-1929 -- Geyer, V. -- Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Schack, Joahnn -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([8] p., 44 [i.e. 47] folded leaves of plates) : 47 folded col. maps ; 32 cm.
"Gezeichen. v. V. Geyer."--On maps.
"63 Haupt- und 50 Nebenkarten auf 47 Tafeln."
Publisher's advertisement on back paste down.
Publisher's binding.
Scales differ.
Bookplate: Ex libris Johann Schack.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .K43 1900 (NLO)

10025 Atlases, German - 1900-1919
Authors: Columbus Verlag -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (50 leaves of plates) : 28 col. maps ; 18 cm.
Table of contents title: Planet Welt-Taschen-Atlas
Scales differ.
Folded 1942 map of Stuttgart and surrounding area laid in.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1019 .C653 1900 (NLO)

10026 Atlases, German - 1900
Authors: Keil, W., fl. 1875-1898 -- Riecke, Friedrich -- Amthor, Eduard, 1820-1884.
Volks-Atlas über alle Theile der Erde -- Issleib, Wilhelm -- Hofmann, Theodor -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (40 p.) : col. ill., 38 col. maps ; 30 cm.
Cover title: Keil & Riecke Schul-Atlas
"38 Haupt- und 33 Nebenkarten in Farbendruck. Gratisbeigabe: Heimatkarte."
Relief shown by hachures.
Publisher's cloth binding; publisher's paper wrapper bound.
Scales differ.
Laid in: Color map of Baden published by Theodor Hofmann.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .J87 1900 (NLO)

10027 Atlases, German - 1900
1 atlas ([4] p., 186 leaves, 179 p.): 126 col. maps (chiefly folded) ; 45 cm.
Cover title: Andrees Handatlas
"This development of the Andree was in fact no longer under the direction of Richard Andree."
--Espenhorst, p. 582.

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

10028 Atlaes, German - 1900 (Provisional Heading) Neuer handatlas. Leipzig : Wagner & Debes, 1900. Authors: Debes, E. (Ernst), 1840-1923 -- Wagner & Debes -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. : 61 maps ; 443 x 306 mm. 2nd ed. Espenhorst 6.1.1.2.2 Phillips 1049 Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10029 Atlaes, German - 1900 (Provisional Heading) Brieflicher unterricht des wissens (3V). Vienna : C. Fromme, 1900. Authors: Hoefler, Rudolf -- Ed. Hölzel (Firm) -- Fromme, C. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. : 255 x 181 mm. nd:C:Ed Hoelzel Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)


10031 Atlaes, German - 1900 (Provisional Heading) Karten & skizzen aus der geschichte des mittelalters. Dusseldorf : A. Bagel, 1900. Authors: Rothert, Eduard -- Bagel, A. (August), d. 1881 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. : 22 maps ; 273 x 190 mm. 3rd ed. GeschichteV2 Includes maps illustrating history. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10032 Atlaes, German - 1900 (Provisional Heading) Vaterlandischen geschichte der letzten 100 Jahre. Dusseldorf : A. Bagel, 1900. Authors: Rothert, Eduard -- Bagel, A. (August), d. 1881 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. : 23 maps ; 273 x 190 mm. 6th ed. GeschichteV4 Includes maps illustrating history. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10033 Atlaes, German - 1900 (Provisional Heading) Grosser hand-atlas. Leipzig : Spamer, 1900. Authors: Spamer, Otto -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. : 77 maps ; 390 x 260 mm. 2nd ed. Espenhorst 23.1.2:C:CarlWolf Cf. Phillips 06307 Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10034 Atlaes, German - 1900 (Provisional Heading) Stieler's & Berghaus' schulatlats. Gotha : J. Perthes, 1900. Authors: Stieler, Adolf, 1775-1836 -- Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. : 31 maps 79th ed. Espenhorst 2.5.1.1.4.77 Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

& Debes -- Merkel, Karl -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([100] p.) : col. ill., 88 col. maps ; 28 cm.
Maps by P. Elfert, H. Fischer, Erdmann, P.
Bosse, A. Supan, and A. Brecher.
Maps lithographed by K. Kühne, Irmgedruth,
Irgang, G. Busch, M. Steinert, O. Riege, and
Schmidt.

"Achtundachtzig Haupt- und zweizechsundzehig
Nebenkarten."
Relief shown by hachures and gradient and
bathymetric tints.
Scales differ.
Stamp: Karl Merkel, 1902.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 277
Baskes folio G1019 .D339 1901 (NLO)

10036 Atlases, German - 1901
Gera : Druck und Verlag von Theodor Hofmann,
1901.
Authors: Keil, W., fl. 1875-1898 -- Riecke,
Friedrich -- Amthor, Eduard, 1820-1884.
Volks-Atlas über alle Theile der Erde -- Issleib,
Wilhelm -- Hofmann, Theodor -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (40 p.) : col. ill., 40 col. maps ; 31 cm.
Edition: 48., verm. und vollständig neubearbeitete
Aufl. Amthor-Issleibs Volks-Atlas über alle Teile
der Erde.
"39 Haupt- und 33 Nebenkarten in Farbendruck.
Gratisbeigabe: Heimatkarte."
Relief shown by hachures.
Publisher’s cloth binding; publisher’s paper
wrapper bound.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .K43 1901 (NLO)

10037 Atlases, German - 1901
Dr. H. Lange Volksschul-Atlas / neu bearbeitet
und herausgegeben von C. Dierke.
Braunschweig : George Westermann, [1901?].
Authors: Lange, Henry, 1821-1893 -- Dierke,
Carl, 1842-1913 -- Georg Westermann Verlag --
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (46 p. of plates) : 42 col. maps ; 31 cm.
Zweiundvierzig Kartens auf fünfundvierzig
Kartenseiten."
Incomplete; issued with 46 maps, but this copy
lacking map plates 43 - 46.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .L36 1901 (NLO)

10038 Atlases, German - 1901<<>>Dresden
(Germany) - Maps - 1901

Andree-Ruges Dresdner Schul-Atlas / in
erweiterter Neubearbeitung herausgegeben von
Richard Lehmann.
Bielefeld und Leipzig : Velhagen & Klasing, 1901.
Authors: Andree, Richard, 1835-1912 -- Ruge,
Sophus, 1831-1903 -- Lehmann, Richard, 1845-
-- Velhagen & Klasing (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (xvi, 32 p., 56 p. of plates) : ill., 46 col.
maps (some folded), ports. ; 30 cm.
"51 Haupt- und 44 Nebenkarten auf 56
Kartenseiten nebst einer Textbeilage."
Maps of Dresden, p. 51-56.
"Geographische Bilder zum Volksschul-Atlas von
Rudolf Schmidt"--32 p. at end.
Relief shown by hachures, spot elevations, and
bathymetric tints.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .A534 1901 (NLO)

10039 Atlases, German - 1901 (Provisional Heading)
Atlas zu bibliothek des allgemeinen .. wissens.
Authors: Debes, E. (Ernst), 1840-1923 -- Wagner
& Debes -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 v. : 42 maps ; 264 x 190 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

10040 Atlases, German - 1901 (Provisional Heading)
Oestergaards handatlas. Berlin : P.J.
Oestergaard, 1901.
Authors: Oestergaard, Peter J., active 1903-1937
-- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 144 maps ; 306 x 235 mm.
Espenhorst 25.3; nd,Mauerstrasse 86/88
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

10041 Atlases, German - 1901 (Provisional Heading)
Neuer volks- & familien-atlas in 100 kartenseiten.
Bielefeld : Velhagen & Klasing, 1901.
Authors: Velhagen & Klasing (Firm) -- Scobel,
Albert, 1851-1912 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 v. : 100 maps ; 452 x 300 mm.
1st ed.
Espenhorst 5.4.1.1.1
Phillips 6302
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

10042 Atlases, German - 1902
Stielers Schul-Atlas / vollständig neu bearbeitet
von Hermann Berghaus.
Gotha : Perthes, 1902.
Authors: Berghaus, Heinrich Karl Wilhelm,
1 atlas ([3] p., 33 folded leaves of plates) : folded maps (chiefly col.) ; 26 cm.
"33 kolorierte Karten in Kupferstich."
Relief shown by hachures, spot elevations, and contours. Publisher's illustrated cloth binding.
Scales differ.
Stamp: Oskar Hils.
Former owner: H. Vagsirn(?).
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

Forbes, Alfred, active 1925 -- Diercke, Carl, 1842-1913 -- Gaebler, Eduard, 1842-1911 -- Georg Westermann Verlag -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (v, 156 p.) : ill., 114 col. maps (some folded) ; 37 cm.
Some of the maps are printed on folded leaves, each numbered as 3 pages.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Espenhorst 2.5.1.1.4.81

Baskes folio G1019 .D4 1902 (NLO)

10045 Atlases, German - 1902
Authors: Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Habenicht, Hermann, 1844-1917 -- Wichmann, Hugo, 1852-1932 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (80 p., 24 folded leaves of plates) : 24 folded col. maps ; 18 cm.
"24 kolorierte Karten in Kupferstich."
Relief shown by shading.
Advertisements on endpapers.
Original publisher's illustrated binding.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst 2.6.1.1.2.39

Baskes folio G1019 .J87 1902 (NLO)

10046 Atlases, German - 1902
Authors: Sydow, E. von (Emil), 1812-1873 -- Wagner, Hermann, 1840-1929 -- Geyer, V. -- Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (8 p., 44 [i.e. 47] folded leaves of plates) : 47 folded col. maps ; 32 cm.
Edition: 10., berichtigte und ergänzte Aufl.
"63 Haupt- und 50 Nebenkarten auf 47 Tafeln."
"Gezeichnet v. V. Geyer."--On maps.
Publisher's advertisement on back past down.
Publisher's binding.
Scales differ.
Owner's inscription: Carl Neb.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1019 .S93 1902 (NLO)

10047 Atlases, German - 1902 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Langhans, Paul, 1867-1952 -- Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 17 maps ; 256 x 193 mm.
1st ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10048 Atlases, German - 1902 (Provisional Heading)
Handels-atlas. Bielefeld : Velhagen & Klasing,
1902.
Authors: Scobel, Albert, 1851-1912 -- Velhagen & Klasing (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 39 maps ; 325 x 251 mm.
Phillips 78
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10049 Atlases, German - 1902 (Provisional Heading)
Kleines lehrbuch der geographie (ausgabe B).
Breslau : F. Hirt, 1902.
Authors: Seydlitz, Ernst von, 1784-1849 -- Oehlmann, E. -- Ferdinand Hirt (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 37 maps ; 227 x 154 mm.
22nd ed.
Ed:EOehlmann
Geography text.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10050 Atlases, German - 1902 (Provisional Heading)
Allgemeine laenderkunde: Australien, Ozeanien.
Leipzig : BibliographInstitut, 1902.
Authors: Sievers, Wilhelm -- Kuekenthal -- Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 14 maps ; 260 x 184 mm.
2nd ed.
ed:WillyKuekenthal
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10051 Atlases, German - 1902 (Provisional Heading)
Neuer volks- & familien-atlas in 102 kartenseiten.
Bielefeld : Velhagen & Klasing, 1902.
Authors: Velhagen & Klasing (Firm) -- Scobel, Albert, 1851-1912 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 102 maps ; 453 x 304 mm.
Espenhorst 5.4.1.1.2
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10052 Atlases, German - 1903
Leipzig : Verlag von Theodor Hofmann, 1903.
Authors: Keil, W., fl. 1875-1898 -- Riecke, Friedrich -- Amthor, Eduard, 1820-1884.
Volks-Atlas über alle Theile der Erde -- Isselreb, Wilhelm -- Hofmann, Theodor -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (40 p.) : 40 col. maps ; 30 cm.
Cover title: Deutscher Schulatlas
"39 Haupt- und 33 Nebenkarten in Farbendruck.
Gratisbeigabe: Heimatkarte."
Relief shown by hachures.
Publisher’s cloth binding; publisher’s paper wrapper bound in.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .K43 1903 (NLO)

10053 Atlases, German - 1903
Bielefeld : Leipzig : Velhagen & Klasin, 1903.
Authors: Lehmann, Richard, 1845- -- Scobel, Albert, 1851-1912 -- Velhagen & Klasing (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (80 leaves) : col. ill., 140 maps (col., some folded) ; 33 cm.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 74
Baskes folio G1019 .L44 1903 (NLO)

10054 Atlases, German - 1903
Andrees allgemeiner Handatlas : in 126 Haupt- und 139 Nebenkarten nebst vollständigem alphabetischem Namenverzeichnis.
Bielefeld : Leipzig : Velhagen & Klasin, 1903.
1 atlas (186 leaves, 183 p.) : 126 col. maps (some folded) ; 46 cm.
Cover title: Andrees Handatlas
"This development of the Andree was in fact no longer under the direction of Richard Andree."--Espenhorst, p. 582.
"Ausgeführt von der Geographischen Anstalt von Velhagen & Klasin in Leipzig."
Each plate preceded by numbered p. with caption.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Includes index.
Relief shown by hachures, spot elevations, soundings, and bathymetric tints.
Publisher’s blue cloth binding with cover title:
Andree's Handatlas.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Esphenhorst, J. Petermann’s planet, v. 1, p. 585-590

Baskes oversize G1019 .A53 1903 (NLO)

10055 Atlases, German - 1903 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Ruhnstruck, W -- Reimer, Dietrich, 1818-1899 -- VerlagHerausgebervers -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 33 maps ; 311 x 200 mm.
2nd ed.
C:DReimer,Berlin
Phillips 235
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10056 Atlases, German - 1903 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Sieglin, Wilhelm -- Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 21 maps ; 286 x 188 mm.
3rd ed.
Esphenhorst 2.8.1.1.5.3
Includes maps illustrating ancient history.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10057 Atlases, German - 1904
Authors: Andree, Richard, 1835-1912 -- Putzger, F. W. (Friedrich Wilhelm), 1849-1913 -- Velhagen & Klasing (Firm) -- Pawlowitsh, Hans -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (70 [i.e. 35] leaves of plates) : 47 col. maps (some folded) ; 29 cm.
Edition: 10. Aufl.
Imperfect; maps on leaves 67-68 and 69-70 lacking; supplied with photocopies.
Relief shown by hachures and spot elevations.
Scales differ.
Former owner: Hans Pawlowitsh.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .A535 1904 (NLO)

10058 Atlases, German - 1904
Diercke Schul-atlas für höhere Lehranstalten / bearbeitet und herausgegeben von. C. Diercke

Baskes folio G1019 .D4 1904 (NLO)

10059 Atlases, German - 1904
Authors: Gerstner, Louis -- Bilz, F. E. (Friedrich Eduard), 1842-1922 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([51] folded leaves of plates) : 51 col. maps ; 27 cm.
Cover title: Neue grosse Bibliothek für Militäranwärter
Spine title: Neue grosse Bibliothek für Militäranwärter. 6
Maps by Louis Gerstner.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1019 .B5 1904 (NLO)

10060 Atlases, German - 1904
Authors: Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Habenicht, Hermann, 1844-1917 -- Wichmann, Hugo, 1852-1932 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (80 p., 24 folded leaves of plates) : 24 folded col. maps ; 18 cm.
"24 kolorierte Karten in Kupferstich. Mit geographisch-statistischen Notizen von Hugo Wichmann."
Relief shown by shading.
Original publisher's illustrated binding.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst 2.6.1.1.2.41
Baskes G1019 .J87 1904 (NLO)

10061 Atlases, German - 1904

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

10062 Atlases, German - 1904

*Atlas für die Bayernischen mittelschulen.* Munich : Piloty & Loehle, 1904.
Authors: Loreck, Carl -- Winter, Albert -- Piloty & Loehle -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 60 maps ; 403 x 270 mm.
3rd ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10063 Atlases, German - 1904

Authors: Peip, Chr. (Christian), b. 1843 -- Weber, Otto, fl. 1904 -- Deutsche Verlags-Anstalt -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (80 p., [72] leaves of plates) : 36 col. maps ; 16 cm.
Cover title: Peips Taschen-Atlas
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
References: Phillips 3578
Baskes folio G1019 .L44 1904 (NLO)

10064 Atlases, German - 1904

*Volksschul-atlas.* Bielefeld : Velhagen & Klasing, 1904.
Authors: Schmidt, Rudolf, active 18th-19th century -- Velhagen & Klasing (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 28 maps ; 284 x 228 mm.
74th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10065 Atlases, German - 1904 - Germany - Maps - 1904 - Europe Central - Maps - 1904 - Europe Eastern - Maps - 1904

1 atlas (186 leaves, 183 p.) : 103 col. maps (mostly folded) ; 45 cm.
Cover title: Andrees Handatlas
"This development of the Andree was in fact no longer under the direction of Richard Andree."--Espenhorst, p. 582.
"Ausgeführt von der Geographischen Anstalt von Velhagen & Klasing in Leipzig."
Includes index.
Relief shown in hachures, spot elevations, and bathymetric tints.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 1089a; Espenhorst, J. Petermann’s planet, v. 1, p. 585-590
LC Card Number: 05024599
Baskes oversize G1019 .A53 1904 (NLO)

10066 Atlases, German - 1904 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Deutsche Kolonialgesellschaft -- Dietrich Reimer Verlag (Berlin, Germany) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 8 maps ; 305 x 154 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10067 Atlases, German - 1904 (Provisional Heading)

1 v. : 16 maps ; 260 x 183 mm.
2nd ed.
ed:WilhelmSievers
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
10068  **Atlases, German - 1905**


1 atlas ([3] p., 33 folded leaves of plates) : folded maps (chiefly col.) : 26 cm.

Edition: 84. Aufl.


"33 kolorierte Karten in Kupferstich."

Relief shown by hachures, spot elevations, and contours.

Scales differ.

Bookplate: Ex libris Paul Tibbe. Quis non rideat qui hominem spectat.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Espenhorst 2.5.1.1.4.84

**Baskes G1019 .S87 1905 (NLO)**

10069  **Atlases, German - 1905**


Authors: Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Meyer, Joseph, 1796-1856 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)


"Register-Ausgabe."--Half t.p.

Relief is shown by hachures and gradient and bathymetric tints.

Publisher’s advertisements [4] p. at end.

Individual city maps have separate indexes; includes general index.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Espenhorst 3.5.1.2.3.1

**Baskes G1019 .B56 1905 (NLO)**

10070  **Atlases, German - 1905**


Authors: Stieler, Adolf, 1775-1836 -- Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany)

1 atlas : 100 maps ; 41 cm.

References: Phillips 1108; Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 879

**oversize G 10 .842 (NLO)**

10071  **Atlases, German - 1905**


1 atlas (237 p., 100 folded leaves of plates) : 100 folded col. maps ; 41 cm.


Scales differ.

Maps edited by C. Rohrbach, H. Habenicht, C. Scherrer, and 6 others credited.

Maps engraved by E. Kühn, O. Hess, M. Kern, and 10 others credited.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Espenhorst, J. Petermann’s planet, v. 1, p. 266-273; Phillips 1108

**Baskes oversize G1019 .S865 1905 (NLO)**

10072  **Atlases, German - 1905**


Authors: Sydow, E. von (Emil), 1812 -- Wagner, Hermann, 1840-1929 -- Geyer, V. -- Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- J. Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) SEE Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Perthes (Justus), firm, Gotha, Germany SEE Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany)

1 atlas (8 p., 44 [i.e. 47] folded leaves of plates) : 47 folded col. maps ; 32 cm.

Edition: 12., berichtigte und ergänzte Aulf.

"63 Haupt- und 50 Nebenkarten auf 47 Tafeln."

"Gezeich. v. V. Geyer."--On maps.

Publisher’s advertisement on back past down.

Publisher’s binding.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes folio G1019 .S93 1905 (NLO)**

10073  **Atlases, German - 1905 (Provisional Heading)**

*Schulatlas zur geschichte des altertums. Gotha : J. Perthes, 1905.*

Authors: Sieglin, Wilhelm -- Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 21 maps ; 281 x 173 mm.

4th ed.

Espenhorst 2.8.1.1.5.4;nd includes maps illustrating ancient history.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)**

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
10074 **Atlases, German - 1906**
*Universal-atlas*. Leipzig : Verlag für Allgemeines Wissen, [1906?].
Authors: Berg, Alfred Willi -- Verlag für Allgemeines Wissen -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 51 maps ; 360 x 397 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
References: Espenhorst 4.3.1; Cf. OCLC 4876147.

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)**

10075 **Atlases, German - 1906**
1 atlas ([4], 100 p.) : ill., 95 col. maps ; 28 cm.
Maps lithographed by Irmgedruth, Irrgang, G. Busch, K. Kuhne, Steinert, O. Riege, and Schmidt.
"Bearbeitet in der Geographischen Anstalt der Verlagshandlung."
Publisher's brown cloth binding with title: Debes, Kirchhoff & Kropatscheck, Schul-Atlas für Ober-u. Mittelklassen Höherer Lehranstalten
"Prämiiert auf dem internationalen Geographen-Kongress zu Bern 1891."
"Fünfundneunzig Haupt- und Zweitundsechzig Nebenkarten auf Hundert Kartenseiten."
Publisher's advertisements on endpapers and flyleaves.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes folio G1019 .D34 1906 (NLO)**

10076 **Atlases, German - 1906**
Authors: Gaebler, Eduard, 1842-1911 -- Bayer, Fritz -- Berger, F. A. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (various pagings) : 33 col. maps ; 31 cm.
6 Aufl. [6th ed.]
Cover title: Eduard Gaebler's Neuester Hand-Atlas über alle Teile der Erde
Spine title: Gaebler's Hand-Atlas
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes folio G1019 .G215 1906 (NLO)**

10077 **Atlases, German - 1906**
Authors: Haack, Hermann, 1872- -- Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (24 p.) : 24 col. maps ; 21 cm.
United States map shows borders of Oklahoma Territory and Indian Territory, merged in 1907. Political entities unlaabeled.
Relief shown by hachures.
"Preis 60 Pfg., geb. 1 Mk."
Publisher’s illustrated green paper binding.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes G1019 .H235 1906 (NLO)**

10078 **Atlases, German - 1906**
1 atlas (100 folded plates, 238 p.) : 100 folded col. maps ; 41 cm.
Maps engraved by E. Kühn, O. Hess, M. Kern, and 9 others credited.
Includes index with separate title page (238 p. at end): Alphabetisches Namenverzeichnis
Relief shown by hachures and spot elevations.
Publisher's blue cloth binding half-bound in decorated tan leather with gold-stamped cover title.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes folio G1019 .D34 1906 (NLO)**

---

**Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.**

**For more information refer to the title page of this volume.**
v. 1, p. 266-273 Text me this call number
LC Card Number: gs 05001047
Baskes oversize G1019 .S865 1906 (NLO)

10079 Atlases, German - 1906<>Bulgaria - Maps - 1906
Authors: Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Habenicht, Hermann, 1844-1917 -- Wichmann, Hugo, 1852-1932 -- Kretzdon, Herbert -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (80 p., 24 folded leaves of plates) : 24 folded col. maps ; 18 cm.
"24 kolorierte Karten in Kupferstich. Mit geographisch-statistischen Notizen von Hugo Wichmann."
Relief shown by shading.
Laid in: publisher's advertisements.
Original publisher's illustrated binding.
Scales differ.
Bookplate: Ex libris Herbert Kretzdon.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst 2.6.1.1.2.43
Baskes G1019 .J87 1906 (NLO)

10080 Atlases, German - 1906<>Europe, Central - Maps - 1906<>Europe, Eastern - Maps - 1906
1 atlas ([4] p., 207 leaves, 186 p.) : 139 col. maps (chiefly folded) ; 46 cm.
"Jubiläumsausgabe."
Cover title: Andrees Handatlas
"This development of the Andree was in fact no longer under the direction of Richard Andree."--Espenhorst, p. 582.
Includes index.
Relief shown by hachures, spot elevations, bathymetric tints, and soundings.
Publisher's blue cloth binding with cover title: Andrees Handatlas.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst 2.6.1.1.2.44
Baskes G1019 .J87 1907 (NLO)

10081 Atlases, German - 1906 (Provisional Heading)
Geographical atlas Prosveshchenie.
StPetersburg : Prosveshchenie, 1906.
Authors: Meyer, Joseph, 1796-1856 -- Prosveshchenie -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 100 maps ; 250 x 172 mm.
Espenhorst 3.5.1.5 Phillips 6322
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10082 Atlases, German - 1906 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Sievers, Wilhelm -- Philippion -- Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 14 maps ; 260 x 183 mm.
2nd ed. ed:AlfredPhilippion
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10083 Atlases, German - 1907
Authors: Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Habenicht, Hermann, 1844-1917 -- Wichmann, Hugo, 1852-1932 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (80 p., [28] folded leaves of plates) : 28 folded col. maps ; 18 cm.
Edition: 44 Aufl.
"24 kolorierte Karten in Kupferstich. Mit geographisch-statistischen Notizen von Hugo Wichmann."
Relief shown by shading.
Original publisher's illustrated binding.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst 2.6.1.1.2.44
Baskes G1019 .J87 1907 (NLO)

10084 Atlases, German - 1907

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Andrees Handatlas.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst, J. Petermann's planet, v. 1, p. 591-593; Phillips 6323
LC Card Number: p 35000007
Baskes oversize G1019 .A53 1907 (NLO)

10088 Atlas, German - 1907 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Oestergaard, Peter J., active 1903-1937 -- Berliner Central V -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 185 maps ; 315 x 250 mm.
Espenhorst 25.3.2
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10089 Atlas, German - 1907 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Sprigade, Paul & MaxMoisel -- Dietrich Reimer Verlag (Berlin, Germany) -- KoloniaiWirtsKom -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 10 maps ; 440 x 342 mm.
2nd ed.
lith:DietrichReimer
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10090 Atlas, German - 1908
Universal-Atlas und illustriertes geographisches Handbuch / von A. Berg. Leipzig : Verlag für allgemeines Wissen, [1908].
Authors: Berg, Alfred Willi -- Verlag für allgemeines Wissen -- Liesen, E., fl. 1905 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (34 p., 50 [i.e. 52] leaves of plates) : 52 col. maps ; 36 x 39 cm.
Date from Phillips.
Relief shown by hachures.
Publisher's color illustrated binding by E. Liesen, 1905.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst, J. Petermann's planet, v. 1, p. 546; Phillips 6325
LC Card Number: map55000054
Baskes folio G1019 .B447 1908 (NLO)

10091 Atlas, German - 1908
1 atlas ([4], 100 p.) : col. ill., 95 col. maps ; 28 cm.
Maps by Hans Fischer, P. Elfert, C. Erdmann, P. Bosse, and A. Brecher.
"Fünfundneunzig Haupt- und zweitundsechzig Nebenkarten auf hundert Kartenseiten."
"Begleitorte zu den Tafeln Oberflächenformen II-IV" tipped in between p. 12 and 13.
Publisher's advertisements on endpapers.
Relief shown by hachures and gradient and bathymetric tints.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .D34 1908 (NLO)

10092 Atlas, German - 1908
Authors: Diercke, Cari, 1842-1913 -- Gaebler, Eduard, 1842-1911 -- Georg Westermann Verlag -- Tibbe, Paul -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (vi, 156 p.) : 115 col. maps ; 37 cm.
'44. neubearb. Aufl.'
Some of the maps are printed on folded leaves, each numbered as 3 pages.
Scales differ.
Bookplate of Paul Tibbe.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Phillips 6328
Baskes folio G1019 .D4 1908 (NLO)

10093 Atlas, German - 1908
Authors: Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Habenicht, Hermann, 1844-1917 -- Wichmann, Hugo, 1852-1932 -- Field, Peter, fl. 1908 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (80 p., 24 folded leaves of plates) : 24 folded col. maps ; 18 cm.
[45th ed.?]
"24 kolorierte Karten in Kupferstich. Mit geographisch-statistischen Notizen von Hugo Wichmann."
Relief shown by shading.
Original publisher's illustrated binding.
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Scales differ.
Inscription: Koskenkyla. Rutgyandits[?].
Former owner: Peter Field. Göttingen. '08.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst 2.6.1.1.2.45
Baskes G1019 .J87 1908 (NLO)

10094 Atlases, German - 1908
Neuer Familien-Atlas. Berlin : Peter J.
Oestergaard, 1908.
Authors: Oestergaard, Peter J., active 1903-1937
-- Deutsche allgemeine Zeitung -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([50] p.) : 46 col. maps ; 26 cm.
Cover title.
Caption title: Unser Familien-Atlas
"Berliner allgemeine Zeitung das Deutsche Blatt."
Advertisements on lining papers.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1019 .O4223 1908 (NLO)

10095 Atlases, German - 1908
Neuer Familien-Atlas. Berlin : Peter J.
Oestergaard, 1908.
Authors: Oestergaard, Peter J., active 1903-1937
-- Königsberger Hartungsche Zeitung -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([50] p.) : 46 col. maps ; 26 cm.
Cover title.
"Königsberger Hartungsche Zeitung."
Caption title: Unser Familien-Atlas
Other title: Königsberger Hartungsche Zeitung.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1019 .O4223 1908 (NLO)

10096 Atlases, German - 1908
Neuer Familien-atlas. Munich : Peter J.
Oestergaard, 1908.
Authors: Oestergaard, Peter J., active 1903-1937
-- Münchener Zeitung -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([56] p.) : 76 col. maps ; 26 cm.
Cover title.
"Bearbeitet für die "Münchener Zeitung" nach
dem neuesten Material, 1908"--P. [1].
Advertisements on lining papers.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1019 .O42 1908 (NLO)

10097 Atlases, German - 1908
Oestergaard, 1908.
Authors: Oestergaard, Peter J., active 1903-1937
-- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([50] p.) : 68 col. maps ; 26 cm.
Cover title.
"Bearbeitet nach dem neuesten Material,
1908"--P. [1].
Advertisements on lining papers.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1019 .O424 1908 (NLO)

10098 Atlases, German - 1908 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Justus Perthes (Firm: Gotha, Germany) -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
2 v. : 36 maps ; 160 x 108 mm.
6th ed.
ed: Hermann Haack; +10e, 1912 (0maps)
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

10099 Atlases, German - 1908 (Provisional Heading)
Handbuch der geographie: grosse Seydlitz.
Breslau : F. Hirt, 1908.
Authors: Seydlitz, Ernst von, 1784-1849 -- Ferdinand Hirt (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 80 maps ; 227 x 156 mm.
25th ed.
Geography text.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

10100 Atlases, German - 1908 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Stieler, Adolf, 1775-1836 -- Justus Perthes (Firm: Gotha, Germany) -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 100 maps
9th ed.
espenhorst 2.1.1.H9.x
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

10101 Atlases, German - 1909
Gran atlas geográfico de Stieler : con 100
grandes mapas y 162 mapas suplementarios
publicado por el Instituto Geográfico de Justus
Perthes, en Gotha ; con prólogo y traducción de
la explicaciones, en castellano, por Antonio
Authors: Stieler, Adolf, 1775-1836 -- Blázquez,
Antonio 1859-1950 -- Böhmer, C. -- Scherrer, C.
-- Risch, M. -- Blatt -- Kühn, E. -- Hess, O. --
Kern, M. -- Justus Perthes (Firm: Gotha,
Germany) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([8] p., 100 folded plates, 239 p.) : 100
folded col. maps ; 41 cm.
9a. ed. corr. y aum.
Cover title: Stieler gran atlas geográfico
Maps edited by C. Böhmer, C. Scherrer, M.
Risch, and Blatt.
Maps engraved by E. Kühn, O. Hess, M. Kern,
and 9 others credited.

Request and cite items by
the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
"Nomenclatura alfabética de la novena edición del Gran Atlas Geográfico de Stieler."--239 p. at end.
Index has separate title page: Nomenclatura alfabética de la novena edición del Gran Atlas Geográfico de Stieler.
Relief shown by hachures, spot elevations, bathymetric tints, and soundings.
Publisher’s green cloth binding half-bound in decorated dark green leather with gold-stamped cover title: Stieler gran atlas geográfico.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst, J. Petermann’s planet, v. 1, p. 321-322
Baskes oversize G1019 .S8618 1909 (NLO)

10102 Atlases, German - 1909
Authors: Stieler, Adolf, 1775-1836 -- Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany)
1 atlas : 100 maps ; 41 cm.
References: Phillips 3597; Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 895
oversize G 10 .8423 (NLO)

10103 Atlases, German - 1909
1 atlas (100 folded leaves of plates, 239 p.) : 100 folded col. maps ; 41 cm.
Maps edited by C. Rohrbach, H. Habenicht, C. Böhmer, and 7 others credited.
Maps engraved by E. Kühn, O. Hess, M. Kern, and 9 others credited.
Includes index with separatate title pagle: Alphabetisches Namenverzeichnis.
Imperfect, plate 9 torn with loss of part of map
Relief shown by hachures, spot elevations, and soundings.
Publisher’s green cloth binding with gold-stamped cover title.
Scales differ.
Former owner: W. von Brouart[?].
Former owner: Ernst Koch, Koblenz am Rhein.Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst, J. Petermann’s planet, v. 1, p. 266-273
Baskes oversize G1019 .S865 1909 (NLO)

10104 Atlases, German - 1909<>>>Berlin (Germany) - Maps - 1909
Authors: Andree, Richard, 1835-1912 -- Bellardi, Paul -- Stubenrauchschen Buchhandlung -- Eichelberger, Hermann -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Maps of Berlin, p. 2, 2a, 3, 3a, 4.
Includes index.
Relief shown by hachures, spot elevations, and bathymetric tints.
Scales differ.
Former owner: Hermann Eichelberger.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .A533 1909 (NLO)

10105 Atlases, German - 1909<>>>Germany - Maps - 1909
1 atlas (100 folded leaves of plates, 238 p., 27 folded leaves of plates, 74 p.) : 127 colofd col. maps ; 41 cm.
Maps edited by C. Vogel, C. Rohrbach, H. Habenicht, and 7 others credited.
Maps engraved by E. Kühn, O. Hess, M. Kern, and 9 others credited.
"Super-Stieler, Ninth ed."--Espenhorst, p. 313.
Relief shown by hachures, spot elevations, bathymetric tints, and soundings.
Scales differ.
Issued with: Vogel, Carl. Karte des Deutschen Reichs (1909?)
Publisher’s green cloth binding quarter-bound in decorated brown leather.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst, J. Petermann’s planet, v. 1, p. 313; Espenhorst, J. Petermann’s planet, v. 1, p. 424

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Baskes oversize G1019 .S867 1909 (NLO)

10106  


1 atlas ([6] p., 207 leaves, 186 p.) : 139 col. maps (chiefly folded) ; 46 cm.


"Jubiläumsausgabe."

Cover title: Andrees Handatlas

"This development of the Andree was in fact no longer under the direction of Richard Andree."--Eschenhorst, p. 582.


Pagination errors: Leaves 41-44 bound before 37.

Includes index.

Relief shown by hachures, spot elevations, bathymetric tints, and soundings.

Publisher's blue cloth binding with cover title: Andrees Handatlas.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Eschenhorst, J. Petermann's planet, v. 1, p. 591-593

Baskes oversize G1019 .A53 1909 (NLO)

10107  

Atlases, German - 1909 (Provisional Heading)


Authors: Sieglin, Wilhelm -- Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 21 maps ; 280 x 185 mm.

5th ed.

Eschenhorst 2.8.1.1.5.5;nd;variousFormats

Includes maps illustrating ancient history.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases, German - 1910


1 atlas ([2], 12, [4], 13-106 (i.e. 107) p.) : ill. (chiefly col.), 104 col. maps ; 28 cm.

Edition: 55. aufl.


"Hundertvier Haupt- und siebenundsechzig Nebenkarten auf hundertzehn Kartenseiten."


Publisher's advertisements on endpapers.

Relief shown by hachures and gradient and bathymetric tints.

Scales differ.

Former owner's signature: Joseph Weertz[?].

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1019 .D34 1910 (NLO)

Atlases, German - 1910


Authors: Debes, E. (Ernst), 1840-1923 -- Wagner & Debes -- Bosse, P. -- Irgang, Oswald, 1880-1902 -- Kühne, K. -- Lorenz, fl. 1910 -- Busch, G. -- Weicker, Fr. -- Eschmar, Elisabeth -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas ([43] p. of plates) : coll. ill., 36 col. maps ; 28 cm.


Scales differ.

Publisher's printed paper over boards; publisher's advertisement on back cover.

Former owner's signature: Joseph Weertz[?].

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1019 .D34 1910 (NLO)
Baskes folio G1019 .D343 1910 (NLO)

10110 Atlases, German - 1910


Authors: Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Habenicht, Hermann, 1844-1917 -- Wichmann, Hugo, 1852-1932 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (80 p., 24 folded leaves of plates) : 24 folded col. maps ; 18 cm.

Edition: 47. Aufl.


Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Espenhorst 2.6.1.1.2.47

Baskes G1019 .J87 1910 (NLO)

10114 Atlases, German - 1910


Authors: Stieler, Adolf, 1775-1836 -- Böhmer, C. -- Scherrer, C. -- Risch, M. -- Habenicht, Hermann, 1844-1917 -- Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Gérard, Louis -- Haar & Steinert (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas ([100] folded plates, 239 p.) : folded col. maps ; 41 cm.


Maps engraved by E. Kühn, O. Hess, M. Kern, and 9 others credited.

Includes index with separate title page (239 p. at end): Alphabetisches Namenverzeichnis Relief shown by hachures, spot elevations, bathymetric tints, and soundings.

Publisher’s green cloth binding with cover design blocked in brown, black, and gold.

Scales differ.

Former owner: Louis Gérard. 30/1/12.


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Espenhorst, J. Petermann's planet, v. 1, p. 266-273; Phillips 6339

Baskes oversize G1019 .S865 1910 (NLO)

10115 Atlases, German - 1910


Authors: Sydow, E. von (Emil), 1812-1873 -- Wagner, Hermann, 1840-1929 -- Geyer, V. -- Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Knaben Volks und Bürgerschule (Salzburg, Germany) -- Tibbe, Paul -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas ([8] p., 44, [i.e. 47] folded leaves of plates) : 47 folded col. maps ; 32 cm.


Baskes folio G1019 .O044 1910 (NLO)

10113 Atlases, German - 1910


Authors: Schreitersche Verlagsbuchhandlung -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (96 p., [34] folded leaves of plates) : 34 col. maps ; 17 cm.

Edition: Neue vergrößerte Ausg.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G1019 .S38 1910 (NLO)
10118 Atlas, Germany - 1910 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Jopp, Max -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 66 maps ; 130 x 100 mm.
10th ed.
nd
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

10119 Atlas, Germany - 1910 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Jopp, Max -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 64 maps ; 130 x 98 mm.
10th ed.
nd
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

10120 Atlas, Germany - 1910 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Paul, Albert Otto -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 5 maps ; 120 x 81 mm.
nd
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

10121 Atlas, Germany - 1910 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Paul, Albert Otto -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 5 maps ; 120 x 81 mm.
nd
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

10122 Atlas, Germany - 1910 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Paul, Albert Otto -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 7 maps ; 120 x 81 mm.
nd
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

10123 Atlas, Germany - 1910 (Provisional Heading)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Authors: Paul, Albert Otto -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 6 maps ; 120 x 81 mm.
nd;Miniatur-Bibliothek#150
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

10124
Atlases, German - 1910 (Provisional Heading)
Vollständiger hand-atlas von Oesterreich-Ungarn.
Authors: Paul, Albert Otto -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 5 maps ; 122 x 81 mm.
nd;Miniatur-Bibliothek#151
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

10125
Atlases, German - 1910 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Schmidt, Rudolf, active 18th-19th
century -- Velhagen & Klasing (Firm) -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 28 maps ; 283 x 228 mm.
110th ed.
Badziag,84
Phillips 6338
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

10126
Atlases, German - 1910 (Provisional Heading)
Geographie fuer hoehere lehranstalten, ausgabe
A. Breslau : F. Hirt, 1910.
Authors: Seydlitz, Ernst von, 1784-1849 --
Tronnier, R. -- Ferdinand Hirt (Firm) -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 2 maps ; 228 x 151 mm.
25th ed.
Ed:RTronnier
Geography text.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

10127
Atlases, German - 1911
Authors: Berg, Alfred Willi -- Hillger, H. -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 50 maps ; 328 x 205 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
References: Espenhorst 4.3.2
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

10128
Atlases, German - 1911
E. Debes' Schulatlas für die unteren und
mitleren Unterrichtsstufen : Ausgabe für
weitergehende Bedürfnisse in 85 Karten / neu
bearbeitet in Verbindung mit Franz Weineck.
Leipzig : Verlag von H. Wagner & E. Debes,
1911.
Authors: Debes, E. (Ernst), 1840-1923 --
Weineck, Fr. -- Wagner & Debes -- Heyer,
Hermann -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 atlas (63 p.) : col. ill., 57 maps (some folded) ;
28 cm.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Former owner: Hermann Heyer.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .D4 1911 (NLO)

10129
Atlases, German - 1911
Diercke Schulatlas für höhere Lehranstalten /
Ausgeführt in der kartographischen Anstalt von
Georg Westermann in Braunschweig.
Braunschweig [Brunswick, Germany] : G.
Westermann, 1911.
Authors: Diercke, Carl, 1842-1913 -- Georg
Westermann Verlag
1 atlas (v, 156 p.) : 118 col. maps ; 36 cm.
'48. neu bearbeitete Aufl. / von Diercke-Gaebler,
Schulatlas für höhere Lehranstalten.'
Some of the maps are printed on folded leaves,
each numbered as 3 pages.
Scales differ.
Duplicate copy: Baskes folio G1019 .D4 1911
folio G1019 .D4 1911 (NLO)

10130
Atlases, German - 1911
Diercke Schulatlas für höhere Lehranstalten /
Ausgeführt in der kartographischen Anstalt von
Georg Westermann in Braunschweig.
Braunschweig [Brunswick, Germany] : George
Westermann, 1911.
Authors: Diercke, Carl, 1842-1913 -- Georg
Westermann Verlag -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (v, 156 p.) : 118 col. maps ; 36 cm.
'48. neu bearbeitete Aufl. / von Diercke-Gaebler,
Schulatlas für höhere Lehranstalten.'
Some of the maps are printed on folded leaves,
each numbered as 3 pages.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copy: folio G1019 .D4 1911
Baskes folio G1019 .D4 1911 (NLO)

10131
Atlases, German - 1911
Justus Perthes Atlas portátil / arreglado y
traducido de la 47a edición alemana por H.
Habenicht y Br. Domann ; con noticias
geográfico-estadísticas por H. Wichmann.
Gotha : Perthes, 1911.
Authors: Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany)
-- Habenicht, Hermann, 1844-1917 -- Domann, B.
(Bruno) -- Wichmann, Hugo, 1852-1932 --
Montaner y Simón (Firm : Barcelona, Spain) --

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Vogel, C. (Carl), 1828-1897 -- Stieler, Adolf, 1775-1836 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (36 p., 28 folded leaves of plates) : 28 folded col. maps ; 18 cm.
7a. ed.
"Geografia universal, Montaner y Simón, Barcelona." -- On cover.
Translation of Justus Perthes' Taschenatlas der ganzen Welt.
"Tomado del mapa del Dr. C. Vogel en el Atlas manual de Stieler." -- On some maps.
"28 mapas coloridos grabados en cobre." -- Imperfect: Map 1 torn with text missing.
Relief shown by hachures.
Original publisher's illustrated binding.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst, J. Petermann's planet, v. 1, p. 357
Baskes G1019 .J87418 1911 (NLO)

10132 Atlases, German - 1911
1 atlas (100 folded leaves of plates, 239 p.) : folded col. maps ; 41 cm.
Maps edited by H. Habenicht, C. Scherrer, O. Koffmahn, and 5 others credited.
Maps engraved by E. Kühn, O. Hess, M. Kramer, and 9 others credited.
Imperfect: Lacking map plates 1 and 2.
"Achter berichtigter Abdruck." -- Imperfect: Lacking map plates 1 and 2.
"Achter berichtigter Abdruck." -- Imperfect: Lacking map plates 1 and 2.
Includes index with separate title page:
Alphabetisches Namenverzeichnis.
Relief shown by hachures, spot elevations, soundings, and bathymetric tints.
Publisher's blue cloth binding half-bound in gold-stamped leather.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst, J. Petermann's planet, v. 1, p. 266-273
Baskes oversize G1019 .S865 1911 (NLO)

10133 Atlases, German - 1911
Authors: Sydow, E. von (Emil), 1812-1873 -- Wagner, Hermann, 1840-1929 -- Geyer, V. -- Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([8] p., 44 [i.e. 47] folded col. maps, 26 p.) : 47 folded col. maps ; 32 cm.
"63 Haupt- und 51 Nebenkarten auf 47 Tafeln."
"Gezeichnet v. V. Geyer." -- On maps.
Publisher's advertisements on end papers.
Includes index.
Publisher’s binding.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .S93 1911 (NLO)

10134 Atlases, German - 1912
Authors: Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Habenicht, Hermann, 1844-1917 -- Wichmann, Hugo, 1852-1932 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (80 S., 24 folded leaves of plates) : 24 folded col. maps ; 18 cm.
"24 kolorierte Karten in Kupferstich." -- Relief shown by shading.
Original publisher's illustrated binding.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst 2.6.1.1.2.49
Baskes G1019 .J87 1912 (NLO)

10135 Atlases, German - 1912
Authors: Loreck, Carl -- Winter, Albert -- Piloty & Loehle -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([8], 146 p.) : col. maps (some folded) ; 34 cm.
Cover title: Atlas für höhere Lehranstalten 'K. B. priv. Kunst- und Verlagsanstalt Kartographisches Institut'
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst 2.6.1.1.2.49
Baskes G1019 .L67 1912 (NLO)

10136 Atlases, German - 1912
Stieler's atlas of modern geography : 100 maps with 162 inset maps engraved on copper / published by Justus Perthes' Geographical Institute Gotha ; adapted for the use of the English-speaking public by B.V. Darbishire.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Gotha : J. Perthes, 1912.


10138

10137

1866

Albert, 1851

Leipzig : Velhagen & Klasing, 1912.

alphabetischem Namenverzeichnis und 161 Nebenkarten nebst vollständigem Andrees allgemeiner Handatlas : in 139 Hauptatlases, German

1912<<>>Europe, Eastern

1

Phillips 3640

A. Scobel.


Phillips 6340

Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 909

oversize G 10 .935 (NLO)

10137

Atlases, German - 1912

Kleiner handatlas in 100 kartenseiten. Bielefeld : [Velhagen & Klasing?], 1912.

Authors: Velhagen & Klasing (Firm) -- Scobel, Albert, 1851-1912

1 atlas


Phillips 6340

Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 909

oversize G 10 .935 (NLO)

10138


1 atlas ([6] p., 207 leaves, 188 p.) : 139 col. maps (chiefly folded) ; 46 cm.


"Jubiläumsausgabe."

Cover title: Andrees Handatlas

"This development of the Andree was in fact no longer under the direction of Richard Andree."--Espenhorst, p. 582.


Includes index.

Relief shown by hachures, spot elevations, bathymetric tints, and soundings.

Publisher’s green cloth binding with gold-stamped cover title: Andrees Handatlas.

Leaves 35-36 loose, map dated Aug. 1911.

Scales differ.

Embossed stamp: Richard Edes Harrison

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Espenhorst, J. Petermann’s planet, v. 1, p. 319-320; Cf. Phillips 6365

Baskes oversize G1019 .S8613 1912 (NLO)

10139

Atlases, German - 1912 (Provisional Heading)


Authors: Sydow, E. von (Emil), 1812-1873 -- Haack, Hermann, 1872- -- Darbishire, Bielefeld : Velhagen & Klasing, 1912.

1 atlas

22 maps ; 330 x 295 mm.

KoemanSydoA1

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCr)

10140

Atlases, German - 1912 (Provisional Heading)

Kleiner handatlas. Bielefeld : Velhagen & Klasing, 1912.

Authors: Velhagen & Klasing (Firm) -- Scobel, Albert, 1851-1912 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 100 maps ; 453 x 295 mm.

LCC Card Number: map35000006

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
10141 Atlas, German - 1913
Authors: Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Meyer, Joseph, 1796-1856 -- Roger S. Baskes
1 atlas (vii, 226, [4] p., 121 leaves of plates (chiefly folded) : col. maps (chiefly folded) ; 26 cm.
"Revidierte Ausgabe von 1913."
First ed. published in 1892 under title: Meyers geographischer Handatlas : mit 121 Karten und 126 Nebenkarten, 5 Textbeilagen und alphabetischem Register aller auf den Karten und Plänen vorkommenden Namen
Relief shown by hachures and by gradient and bathymetric tints.
Publisher’s advertisements [4] p. at end.
References: Espenhorst 3.5.1.2.4.2; Phillips 6360
Maps lithographed by Irmgedruth, Irrgang, K. Kühne, G. Busch, Riege, Schmidt, Steinert.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .B56 1913 (NLO)

10142 Atlas, German - 1913
Authors: Debes, E. (Ernst), 1840-1923 -- Baeckler, Karl, 1801-1859 -- Wagner & Debes -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library) -- Baedeker, Karl, 1801-1859 see also Karl Baedeker (Firm)
1 atlas : 65 maps ; 450 x 305 mm.
4th ed.
Previous owner: Karl Baedeker.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
References: Espenhorst 6.1.1.4.1; Phillips 4394
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrtCt)

10143 Atlas, German - 1913
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([4], 14, [4], 15-118 p.) : ill. (chiefly col.), 113 col. maps ; 28 cm.
Maps lithographed by Irmgedruth, Irrgang, K. Kühne, G. Busch, Riege, Schmidt, Steinert.
Maps on lining papers.
"Hundertdreizehnhaupt- und einundnebzig Nebenkarten auf hundertundachtzehn Kartenseiten."
Relief shown by hachures and gradient and bathymetric tints.
Scales differ.
Former owner’s signature: Franz Daehnhardt.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .D4 1913 (NLO)

10144 Atlas, German - 1913
Diercke Schulatlas für höhere Lehranstalten. [Braunschweig] : Georg Westermann, [1913?].
Authors: Diercke, Carl, 1842-1913 -- Georg Westermann Verlag -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (61 p.) : 61 col. maps ; 31 cm.
Edition: Kleine Ausg.
Lacks t.p., title from cover.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst/Kumpel III.1.1.22
Baskes folio G1019 .D4 1913 (NLO)

10145 Atlas, German - 1913
Authors: Haack, Hermann, 1872- -- Seydlitz, Ernst von, 1784-1849 -- Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (5 p., 24 leaves of plates) : col. ill., 24 folded col. maps ; 29 cm.
"68 Karten und Darstellungen auf 24 Tafeln."
Relief shown by hachures, gradient tints, and spot elevations; depths shown by bathymetric tints.
"Preis 2.40 Mark."
Publisher’s green cloth binding.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .H23 1913 (NLO)
Authors: Heyne, Albert -- Verlag Fortbildungsschule -- Hause, Carl -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Fortbildungsschule Verlag SEE Verlag.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G1019 .H449 1913 (NLO)

10147 Atlases, German - 1913
Grand atlas de géographie moderne par Stieler : 100 cartes et 162 cartons gravés en taille-douce / publié par l'institut géographique de Justus Perthes ; édition pour la France avec préface et traduction des termes par Fernand Maurette. Gotha : Justus Perthes, 1913.
1 atlas ([8] p., 100 folded leaves of plates, 239 p.) : folded col. maps ; 41 cm.

Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Atlantes Austriaci, Bra A 1 Baskes G1019 .I36 1913 (NLO)

10149 Atlases, German - 1913---Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1913
Authors: Schmidt, Rudolf, active 18th century -- Reinlein, Hans, active 1916 -- Velhagen & Klasing (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 38 maps ; 284 x 230 mm.


Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10150 Atlases, German - 1913---Germany - Maps - 1913---Europe, Central - Maps - 1912---Europe, Eastern - Maps - 1913
This is a selection of 37 of the 147 maps of the Andrees Allgemeiner Handatlases (world atlas) of 1913, chosen for their detailed coverage of Central and Eastern Europe before the two world wars and the many boundary changes that attended them"--Intro.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
10151  Atlas, German - 1913 Germany - Maps - Atlases, German
1913 Europe, Central - Maps - 1913 Europe, Eastern - Maps - 1913
Allgemeiner handatlas. Vienna, 1913.
Authors: Andree, Richard, 1835-1912
1 atlas
Cf. Phillips 6348.
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 911.
oversize G 10 .03 (NLO)

10152  Atlas, German - 1913 Germany - Maps - Atlases, German
1913 Europe, Central - Maps - 1913 Europe, Eastern - Maps - 1913
1 atlas ([6] p., 207 leaves, 188 p.) : 139 col. maps (some folded) ; 45 cm.
"Jubiläumsausgabe."
Cover title: Andrees Handatlas
"This development of the Andree was in fact no longer under the direction of Richard Andree."--Espenhorst, p. 582.
Includes index.
Relief shown by hachures, spot elevations, bathymetric tints, and soundings.
Publisher's blue cloth binding with cover title: Andrees Handatlas.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Eschenhorst 5.1.5.6
Baskes oversize G1019 .A53 1913 (NLO)

10153  Atlas, German - 1913 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Heide, Paul -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
3 v. : 67 maps ; 133 x 94 mm.

10154  Atlas, German - 1914 Schulatlas fuer mittliren unterrichtsstufen. Leipzig : Wagner & Debes, [1914?].
Authors: Debes, E. (Ernst), 1840-1923 -- Wagner & Debes -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 42 maps ; 270 x 225 mm.
28th ed.
Hamburg edition .
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Authors: Fischer, Heinrich, 1861-1924 -- Velhagen & Klasing (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (54 [i.e. 64], [2] p.) : 147 col. maps ; 30 cm.
"Ausgabe B."
95 Haupt- und 52 Nebenkarten auf 63 Kartenseiten nebst einer Heimatkarte."
Publisher's advertisements on inside covers.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .F57 1914 (NLO)

Authors: Haack, Hermann, 1872- -- Seydlitz Ernst von, 1874-1849. Geographie-Lehrbücher -- Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (39 p., 55 folded leaves of plates) : 56 col. maps (some folded) ; 29 cm.
160 Haupt- und 291 Nebenkarten auf 56 Tafeln mit einem Sach- und Namenverzeichnis."
Includes indexes.
Relief shown by hachures, spot elevations, and gradient tints; depths shown by bathymetric tints.
"Preis 6 Mark."
Scales differ.
Inscription: A. Krouny[?] de la part de tante Marie ce 20 juin 1917.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Other Identifying Number: 002701035

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Baskses folio G1019 .H233 1914 (NLO)

10157  **Atlases, German - 1914**


Authors: Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Habenicht, Hermann, 1844-1917 -- Wichmann, Hugo, 1852-1932 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (80 p., 24 folded leaves of plates) : 24 folded col. maps ; 18 cm.


Relief shown by shading.

Original publisher’s illustrated binding.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Espenhorst 2.6.1.1.2.51

**Baskses G1019 .J87 1914 (NLO)**


Authors: Andree, Richard, 1835-1923 -- Wagner & Debes -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 65 maps ; 450 x 301 mm.

Edition: 4.2

Espenhorst 6.1.1.4.2

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)**

10160  **Atlases, German - 1914 (Provisional Heading)**


Authors: Debes, E. (Ernst), 1840-1923 -- Wagner & Debes -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 120 maps ; 365 x 233 mm.

51st ed.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)**

10161  **Atlases, German - 1914 (Provisional Heading)**


Authors: Diercke, Carl, 1842-1913 -- Georg Westermann Verlag -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 28 maps ; 124 x 87 mm.

50th ed.

Miniatur-Bibliothek

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)**

10162  **Atlases, German - 1914 (Provisional Heading)**


Authors: Paul, Albert Otto -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 28 maps ; 124 x 87 mm.

50th ed.

Miniatur-Bibliothek

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)**

10163  **Atlases, German - 1914 (Provisional Heading)**

*Karten & skizzen aus ausserdeutschen soundings, and bathymetric tints.

Scales differ.

Publisher’s blue cloth binding with cover title: Andrees Handatlas.

Bookplate: Ex libris Paul Tibbe.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Espenhorst, J. Petermann's planet, v. 1, p. 594-599; Phillips, 6367

LC Card Number: map35000008

**Baskses oversize G1019 .A53 1914 (NLO)**


Authors: Andree, Richard, 1835-1923 -- Wagner & Debes -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 28 maps ; 124 x 87 mm.

51st ed.

Espenhorst 6.1.1.4.2

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)**

10160  **Atlases, German - 1914 (Provisional Heading)**


Authors: Andree, Richard, 1835-1923 -- Wagner & Debes -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 65 maps ; 450 x 301 mm.

Edition: 4.2

Espenhorst 6.1.1.4.2

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)**

10161  **Atlases, German - 1914 (Provisional Heading)**


Authors: Diercke, Carl, 1842-1913 -- Georg Westermann Verlag -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 120 maps ; 365 x 233 mm.

51st ed.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)**

10162  **Atlases, German - 1914 (Provisional Heading)**


Authors: Paul, Albert Otto -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 28 maps ; 124 x 87 mm.

50th ed.

Miniatur-Bibliothek

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)**

10163  **Atlases, German - 1914 (Provisional Heading)**

*Karten & skizzen aus ausserdeutschen soundings, and bathymetric tints.

Scales differ.

Publisher’s blue cloth binding with cover title: Andrees Handatlas.

Bookplate: Ex libris Paul Tibbe.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Espenhorst, J. Petermann's planet, v. 1, p. 594-599; Phillips, 6367

LC Card Number: map35000008

**Baskses oversize G1019 .A53 1914 (NLO)**


Authors: Andree, Richard, 1835-1923 -- Wagner & Debes -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 28 maps ; 124 x 87 mm.

51st ed.

Espenhorst 6.1.1.4.2

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)**

10160  **Atlases, German - 1914 (Provisional Heading)**


Authors: Andree, Richard, 1835-1923 -- Wagner & Debes -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 65 maps ; 450 x 301 mm.

Edition: 4.2

Espenhorst 6.1.1.4.2

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)**

10161  **Atlases, German - 1914 (Provisional Heading)**


Authors: Diercke, Carl, 1842-1913 -- Georg Westermann Verlag -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 120 maps ; 365 x 233 mm.

51st ed.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)**

10162  **Atlases, German - 1914 (Provisional Heading)**


Authors: Paul, Albert Otto -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 28 maps ; 124 x 87 mm.

50th ed.

Miniatur-Bibliothek

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)**

10163  **Atlases, German - 1914 (Provisional Heading)**

*Karten & skizzen aus ausserdeutschen soundings, and bathymetric tints.

Scales differ.

Publisher’s blue cloth binding with cover title: Andrees Handatlas.

Bookplate: Ex libris Paul Tibbe.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Espenhorst, J. Petermann's planet, v. 1, p. 594-599; Phillips, 6367

LC Card Number: map35000008

**Baskses oversize G1019 .A53 1914 (NLO)**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cat. No.</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10168</td>
<td>Atlasses, German - 1916 Schulatlas fuer der obere unterrichtstufen. 1916.</td>
<td>Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)</td>
<td>Debes, E. (Ernst), 1840-1923 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)</td>
<td>1916</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Gea Verlag -- Rheinisch W. Zeitung -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 10 maps ; 215 x 142 mm.
nd;BerlinerLithogInst
Includes maps illustrating history.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10173 Atlases, German - 1917
Authors: Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Habenicht, Hermann, 1844-1917 -- Wichmann, Hugo, 1852-1932 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (80 p., 24 folded leaves of plates) : 24 folded col. maps ; 1917.
Edition: 54. Aufl.
"24 kolorierte Karten in Kupferstich. Mit geographisch-statistischen Notizen von Hugo Wichmann."
Relief shown by shading.
Original publisher’s illustrated binding.
Scales differ.
Former owner: Schulz.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst 2.6.1.1.2.54
Baskes G1019 .J87 1917 (NLO)

10174 Atlases, German - 1918
Authors: Davis, William Morris, 1850-1934 -- Oestreich, K. -- Teubner, B. G. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 38 maps ; 221 x 270 mm.
Includes maps by Oestreich.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10175 Atlases, German - 1919 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Sieglin, Wilhelm -- Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 21 maps ; 282 x 187 mm.
6th ed.
Espenhorst 2.8.1.1.5.6;nd
Includes maps illustrating ancient history.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10176 Atlases, German - 1920
Authors: Debes, E. (Ernst), 1840-1923 --
1 atlas : 121 maps ; 270 x 230 mm.
65th ed.
Edited by A. Kirchhoff and H. Kropatscheck.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10177 Atlases, German - 1920
Authors: Diercke, Carl, 1842-1913 -- Georg Westermann Verlag -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (vi, 156 p.) : 121 col. maps ; 36 cm.
‘Grosze Ausg., 54. Aufl.’
Some of the maps are printed on folded leaves, each numbered as 3 pages.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .D4 1920 (NLO)

10178 Atlases, German - 1920
Authors: Gaebler, Eduard, 1842-1911 -- E. Gaeblers Geographisches Institut -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (various pagings) : 32 col. maps, 32 cm.
8th Auf. [8th ed.]
Spine title: Gaeblers Hand-Atlas
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Espenhorst 40.2.8
Baskes folio G1019 .G215 1920 (NLO)

10179 Atlases, German - 1920 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Holz, Willy -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 22 maps ; 174 x 117 mm.
nd
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10180 Atlases, German - 1921
Authors: Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Meyer, Joseph, 1796-1856 -- Van der Harst, C. J. H. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
weather, population, religion, etc., contains a series of maps showing industrial districts particularly in the vicinity of cities.
Relief shown by hachures, spot elevations, bathymetric tints, and soundings.
Publisher’s blue cloth binding with gold-stamped cover title: Andrees Handatlas.
Accompanied by index titled: Namenverzeichniss zu Andrees Handatlas. Shelved separately as Baskes oversize G1019 .A53 1921 Index
Scales differ.
Former owner: Col. Lawrence Martin.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copy: oversize G 10 .031
References: Espenhorst, J. Petermann’s planet, v. 1, p. 600; Phillips 6433; Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 947
LC Card Number: map22000001
Baskes oversize G1019 .A53 1921 (NLO)

10186

Atlasses, German - 1921 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Jopp, Max -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
2 v. in 1 : 128 maps ; 128 x 100 mm.
15th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10187

Atlasses, German - 1921 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Ruhnstruck, W -- Volksverlag -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 22 maps ; 220 x 160 mm.
4th ed.
(o23)
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10188

Atlasses, German - 1922
1 atlas ([2] p., 62 leaves) : 31 col. maps. (some folded) ; 46 cm.
Other title: Andrees allgemeiner Handatlas.
Relief shown by hachures, spot elevations, bathymetric tints, and soundings.
Maps edited by E. Ambrosius, G. Jungk, H. Mielsch, and 13 others credited.
Maps lithographed by H. Kreutziger, W. Ketterer, G. Kirchner, and 12 others credited.
Original publisher’s binding in green paper over boards.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Espenhorst, J. Petermann’s planet, v. 1, p. 603-604
Baskes oversize G1019 .A53 1922 suppl. (NLO)

10189

Atlasses, German - 1922
Authors: Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Meyer, Joseph, 1796-1856 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([4], 111 p., 48 leaves of plates (chiefly folded)) : 48 col. maps (chiefly folded) ; 25 cm.
Relief shown by hachures and spot elevations; depths shown by bathymetric tints and soundings.
Includes index.
Original publisher’s beige cloth binding.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst, J. Petermann’s planet, v. 1, p. 505-509; Phillips 6491
LC Card Number: map45000193
Baskes G1019 .B562 1922 (NLO)

10190

Atlasses, German - 1922
Deutscher handelschul-atlas. Leipzig : B.G. Teubner, [ca. 1922?].
Authors: Brunner, Anton -- Voight, L. -- Teubner, B. G. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 38 maps ; 303 x 245 mm.
5th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10191

Atlasses, German - 1922
Authors: Georg Westermann Verlag -- Burgdorff, Herman -- Winters, G. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 46 maps ; 310 x 244 mm.
Edited by Herman Burgdorff.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10192

Atlasses, German - 1922
Authors: Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Habenicht, Hermann, 1844-1917 --
Wichmann, Hugo, 1852-1932 -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (80 p., 24 folded leaves of plates) : 24 folded col. maps ; 18 cm.
"24 kolorierte Karten in Kupferstich. Mit
geographisch-statistischen Notizen von Hugo
Wichmann."
Relief shown by shading.
Original publisher’s illustrated binding.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.

**Baskes G1019 .J87 1922 (NLO)**

10193 **Atlases, German - 1922**

Stieler's Hand-Atlas : 100 Karten in Kupferstich
mit 162 Nebenkarten / herausgegeben von
Justus Perthes' Geographischer Anstalt in Gotha.
Gotha : Justus Perthes, 1922.

Authors: Stieler, Adolf, 1775-1836 -- Rohrbach,
C. -- Habenicht, Hermann, 1844-1917 --
Scherrer, C. -- Kühn, E. -- Hess, O. -- Kern, M. --
Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) --
Kuhlemann, Richard -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([2] p., 100 folded leaves of plates, 239 p.) :
100 folded col. maps ; 40 cm.
Edition: 9., von Grund aus
neubearbeitete und neugestochene Aufl., 10.
berichtigter Abdr.
Maps edited by C. Rohrbach, H. Habenicht, C.
Scherrer, and 6 others credited.
Maps engraved by E. Kühn, O. Hess, M. Kern,
and 9 others credited.
Additional key to maps in English, French, Italian
and Spanish on verso of maps.
Includes index with separate title page:
Alphabetisches Namenverzeichnis zur neunten,
von Grund aus neubearbeiteten und
neugestochenen Auflage von Stielers Hand-Atlas
Relief shown by hachures, spot elevations, and
soundings.
Publisher’s red cloth binding half-bound in
decorated green leather.
Scales differ.
Stamp: Richard Kuhlemann Baden-Baden.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
References: Esphenhorst, J. Petermann’s planet,
v. 1, p. 266-273; Phillips 6506

**Baskes oversize G1019 .S865 1922 (NLO)**

10194 **Atlases, German - 1922**

**Europe, Central - Maps - 1922**

**Europe, Eastern - Maps - 1922**

**Names, Geographical - 1922**

**Gazetteers**

*Andrees allgemeiner Handatlases : in 228 Haupt-
und 198 Nebenkarten, mit vollständigem
alphabetischen Namenverzeichnis in
besonderem Bande. Bielefeld : Verlag von
Velhagen & Klasing, 1922.*

Authors: Andree, Richard, 1835-1912 --
Ambrosius, Ernst, 1866-1940 -- Andrae, P. --
Anschütz, H. -- Basler, U. -- Baum, K. -- Berg, W. --
Bludau, A. -- Bosse, P. -- Brandrupp, A. --
Enderich, R. -- Endlich, M. -- Franke, P. --
Friedrich, E. -- Gottschalck, E. -- Grosse, M. --
Hennig, R. -- Herk, O. -- Hoelke, G. -- Jungk, G. --
Kehr, O. -- Ketterer, W. -- Kirchner, G. -- Klug,
K. -- Koch, P. -- Köcher, R. -- Kratz, H. --
Kreutziger, H. -- Kromayer, F. -- Legel, M. --
Maaesch, E. -- Mayr, E. -- Mielsch, H. -- Meinke,
O. -- Müller, C. -- Müller, K. -- Oertel, F. --
Oschmann, M. -- Philippson, A. -- Schmidt, J. --
Scobel, Albert, 1851-1912 -- Senger, L. -- Simon,
O. -- Soeder, A. -- Sternkopf, G. -- Sulzer, J. --
Tänzler, Karl -- Thomas, A. -- Umbreit, F. --
Wagner, A. -- Wagner, R. -- Wittig, H. --
Velhagen & Klasing (Firm) -- Buddaert, J. P. W. --
Tibbe, Paul -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([6] p., 224 leaves) : 228 col. maps
(chiefly folded) ; 45 cm.
Edition: 8., neubearbeitete und verm. Aufl. /
herausgegeben von Ernst Ambrosius.
Cover title: Andrees Handatlas
"This development of the Andree was in fact no
longer under the direction of Richard
Andree."--Esphenhorst, p. 582.
Maps edited or lithographed by E. Ambrosius, P.
Andrae, H. Anschütz, U. Basler, W. Berg, A.
Bludau, P. Bosse, A. Brandrupp, R. Enderich, M.
Endlich, P. Franke, E. Friedrich, E. Gottschalck,
M. Grosse, R. Hennig, O. Herk, G. Hoelke, G.
Jungk, K. Baum, O. Kehr, W. Ketterer, G.
Kirchner, K. Klug, R. Köcher, H. Kratz, H.
Kreutziger, F. Kromayer, M. Legel, E. Maasch, E.
Mayer, H. Mielsch, O. Mienke, C. Müller, K.
Müller, F. Oertel, M. Oschmann, A. Philippson,
J. Schmidt, A. Scobel, L. Senger, O. Simon, A.
Soeder, G. Sternkopf, J. Sulzer, K. Tänzler, A.
Thomas, F. Umbreit, A. Wagner, R. Wagner, and
H. Wittig.
Accompanied by gazetteer: Namenverzeichnis zu
Andrees Handatlases (592 p. ; 29 cm.).
Publisher’s blue cloth binding with gold-stamped
cover title: Andrees Handatlases.
Relief shown by hachures, spot elevations,
bathymetric tints, and soundings.
Scales differ.
Bookplate: Ex libris Mr. JPW Boddaert.
Bookplate: Ex libris Paul Tibbe. Qui hominem
spectat, quis non rideat.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
References: Esphenhorst, J. Petermann’s planet,
v. 1, p. 601-602; Phillips, 6474

**Baskes oversize G1019 .A53 1922 (NLO)**

10195 **Atlases, German - 1922**


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
10196 Atlases, German - 1922 (Provisional Heading)

Kleiner handatlas. Bielefeld : Velhagen & Klasing, 1922.
Authors: Velhagen & Klasing (Firm) -- Ambrosius, Ernst, 1866-1940 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.: 108 maps ; 455 x 305 mm.
3rd ed.
Espenhorst 5.4.1.3
Cf. Phillips 06538
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCr)

10197 Atlases, German - 1922 Sicily (Italy) - Maps - 1922

Grand atlas de géographie moderne / par Stieler ; edition pour la France avec préface et traduction des termes par Fernand Maurette. Gotha : Justus Perthes, [1922?].
1 atlas ([8] p., 100 folded leaves of plates, 239 p.) : folded col. maps ; 41 cm.
9e éd.
Cover title: Stieler Grand atlas de géographie moderne
Maps dated 1922.
Maps edited by C. Rohrbach, H. Habenicht, C. Scherrer, and 6 others credited.
Maps engraved by E. Kühn, O. Hess, M. Kern and 9 others credited.
Additional key to maps in English, French, Italian and Spanish on verso of maps.
Relief shown by hachures, spot elevations, soundings, and bathymetric tints.
Includes index with separate title page: Index alphabétique de la neuvième édition du Grand atlas de géographie moderne.
Publisher's red cloth binding half-bound in gold-stamped brown leather with small metal plaque and cover title: Stieler Grand atlas de géographie moderne.
Scales differ.
Color map laid in: La Sicile verrou de la Méditerranée.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst, J. Petermann’s planet, v. 1, p. 319

Baskes oversize G1019 .S8614 1922 (NLO)

10198 Atlases, German - 1923

Authors: Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Meyer, Joseph, 1796-1856 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([4], 111 p., 48 leaves of plates (chiefly folded)) : 48 col. maps (chiefly folded) ; 25 cm.
Edition: 3. verb. Aufl. in offsetdruck.
Other title: Meyers Hand-Atlas.
Relief shown by hachures and spot elevations; depths shown by bathymetric tints and soundings.
Includes index.
Original publisher’s green cloth binding.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst, J. Petermann’s planet, v. 1, p. 505-509

Baskes G1019 .B562 1923 (NLO)

10199 Atlases, German - 1923

Authors: Diercke, Carl, 1842-1913 -- Georg Westermann Verlag -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (vi, 156 p.) : 121 col. maps ; 36 cm.
'Grosse Ausg., 57. Aufl., ausgeführt in der kartographischen anstalt von Georg Westermann in Braunschweig.'
Some of the maps are printed on folded leaves, each numbered as 3 pages.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1019 .D4 1923 (NLO)

10200 Atlases, German - 1923

Authors: Diercke, Carl, 1842-1913 -- Reicke, Erich, b. 1884 -- Georg Westermann Verlag -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (2, 97 p.) : of ill., 67 col. maps ; 32 cm.
[1st ed. ?]
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst/Kumpel III:1.1.5.1
Baskes folio G1019 .D42 1923 (NLO)

10201 Atlases, German - 1923

Ullsteins Weltatlas. Berlin : Im Verlag Ullstein, c1923.
Authors: Flemming-Wiskott A.-G -- Ullstein GmbH -- Tibbe, Paul -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([4], 43 p., [176] p. of plates) : ill. (some col.), 124 maps (some col.) ; 41 cm.
Includes index in pocket.
Relief shown by hachures, gradient and bathymetric tints, and spot heights; depths shown by soundings.
Scales differ.
Illustrated bookplate: Ex libris Paul Tibbe.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst 4.4; Phillips 6534
LC Card Number: 24018466

Baskes oversize G1019 .F58 1923 (NLO)

10202 Atlases, German - 1923

Authors: Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Habenicht, Hermann, 1844-1917 -- Wichmann, Hugo, 1852-1932 -- Tunge, Grete -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (80 p., 20 folded leaves of plates) : 20 folded col. maps ; 18 cm.
Issued with 24 maps, but this copy imperfect; lacking maps 2-5.
"24 kolorierte Karten in Kupferstich. Mit geographisch-statistischen Notizen von Hugo Wichmann."
Relief shown by shading.
Original publisher's illustrated binding.
Scales differ.
Former owner: Grete Tunge.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst 2.6.1.1.2.59

Baskes G1019 .J87 1923 (NLO)

10203 Atlases, German - 1924

1 atlas ([4], 184 p., 92 leaves of plates (chiefly folded)) : 92 col. maps (chiefly folded) ; 25 cm.
Edition: 5. gänzlich umgearbeitete Aufl.
Relief shown by hachures and by gradient and bathymetric tints.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Stamp: Wilhelm Stephan.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Philips 6559; Espenhorst, J. Petermann's planet, v. 1, p. 505-506

Baskes folio G1019 .B56 1924 (NLO)

10204 Atlases, German - 1924

Authors: Diercke, Carl, 1842-1913 -- Georg Westermann Verlag -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (vi, 156 p.) : ill., 121 col. maps (some folded) ; 36 cm.
'Grosze Aus., 59 Aufl.'
Some of the maps are printed on folded leaves, each numbered as 3 pages.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1019 .D4 1924 (NLO)

10205 Atlases, German - 1924

Authors: Gaebler, Eduard, 1842-1911 -- Dollheimer, Georg -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (various pagings) : 27 col. maps, 32 cm.
[10th ed.?]
Spine title: Gaebler's Hand-Atlas
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Espenhorst 40.2.10

Baskes folio G1019 .G215 1924 (NLO)

10206 Atlases, German - 1924

Authors: Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Haack, Hermann, 1872- -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (24 p.) : 24 col. maps ; 21 cm.
Relief shown by hachures; depth shown by bathymetric tints.
"Aus der Not - für die Not!"
Scales differ.
Publisher's illustrated red paper binding.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Baskes G1019 . H234 1924 (NLO)

10207  Atlas, German - 1924


Authors: Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Tams, Friedrich -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (95, [1] p., 24 folded leaves of plates) : 24 folded col. maps ; 18 cm.

Edition: 60, völlig neubearbeitete Aufl.

Cover title: Justus Perthes' Taschen-Atlas

Relief shown by shading.

Includes index.

Original publisher's illustrated binding.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Phillips 6560; Espenhorst 2.6.1.1.2.60

Baskes G1019 . J874 1924 (NLO)

10208  Atlas, German - 1924


Authors: Stieler, Adolf, 1775-1836 -- Haack, Hermann, 1872- -- Kühn, E. -- Schmidt, Karl -- Hess, O. -- Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (108 folded leaves of plates) : 108 folded col. maps ; 42 cm.


"Zehnte Auflage"--On maps.

Maps engraved by Kühn, K. Schmidt, Hess, and 19 others credited.

Relief shown by hachures, spot elevations, bathymetric tints, and soundings.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.


Baskes oversize G1019 . S865 1924 (NLO)

10209  Atlas, German - 1924-1940


1 atlas (66 p., 224 leaves) : 228 col. maps (some folded) ; 46 cm.

Edition: 8., neubearbeitete und verm. Aufl. / herausgegeben von Ernst Ambrosius

Cover title: Andreses Handatlas


Relief shown by hachures, spot elevations, bathymetric tints, and soundings.

Publisher's blue cloth binding with gold-stamped cover title: Andreses Handatlas.

Scales differ.

Stamps: H. Ammann-Hög Bäckerei u. Konditorei, Zurich

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Espenhorst, J. Petermann's planet, v. 1, p. 601-602; Phillips 6571

LC Card Number: map35000011

Baskes oversize G1019 . A53 1924 (NLO)

10210  Atlas, German - 1924 (Provisional Heading)

*kleiner handatlas*. Bielefeld : Velhagen & Klasing, 1924.

Authors: Velhagen & Klasing (Firm) -- Ambrosius, Ernst, 1866-1940 -- Velhagen & Klasing (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 108 maps ; 450 x 306 mm.

4th ed.

Espenhorst 5.4.1.5

Phillips 6538

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)
10211 **Atlases, German - 1925**


Authors: Diercke, Carl, 1842-1913 -- Fleischhauer & Spohn -- Georg Westermann

Verlag -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (4, 16, 52 p.) : 59 col. maps ; 31 cm.

Edition: Ausg. C, für höhere Schulen

Cover title: Ischler-Diercke Badischer Schulatlas

Imprint from label on cover.

Maps by Georg Westermann.

Maps on endpapers.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes folio G1019 .D4 1925 (NLO)**

10212 **Atlases, German - 1925**


Authors: Diercke, Carl, 1842-1913 -- Georg Westermann

Verlag -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (vi, 156 p.) : ill. (some col), 122 col. maps (some folded) ; 36 cm.

'Grosse Ausg., 61. Aufl.'

Some of the maps are printed on folded leaves, each numbered as 3 pages.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes folio G1019 .D4 1925 (NLO)**

10213 **Atlases, German - 1925**


Authors: Gaebler, Eduard, 1842-1911 -- Dollheimer, Georg -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (various pagings) : 28 col. maps ; 32 cm.


Spine title: Gaeblers Hand-Atlas

'136 Karten und Darstellungen in einheitlichen masstaben nebst alphabeticischen Namenverzeichnissen'

Includes bibliographical references and index.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Espenhorst 40.2.11

**Baskes folio G1019 .G215 1925 (NLO)**

10214 **Atlases, German - 1925**


Berlin : Selbstverlag P. Heide, [ca. 1925].

Authors: Heide, Paul -- Seidler, Max -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (3 v. in 1 : 64 col. maps) ; 14 cm.


Cover title: Heides geographischer Taschen-Atlas zur Fortbildung für Beamtte und Militärpersonen

"Lithogr. und druck v. Max Seidler, Berlin"--Back cover.


Includes index.

Blank "Notizen" pages interspersed.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes folio G1019 .H415 1925 (NLO)**

10215 **Atlases, German - 1925**

*Stieler's Atlas of modern geography. 254 maps & insets on 108 sheets engraved on copper.*

Gotha : J. Perthes, 1925.

Authors: Stieler, Adolf, 1775-1836 -- Haack, Hermann, 1872- -- Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany)

1 atlas (2 v. : 108 double col. maps) ; 40 cm.

'10th (centenary) ed., completely rev. & largely redrawn under the direction of Professor Dr. H. Haack ...'

Running title: Stielers Handatlas.


References: Phillips 6597; Atlases in libraries of Australia, America. Index.

LC Card Number: map44000174

G 10 .8424 (NLO)

10216 **Atlases, German - 1925**


Gotha : J. Perthes, 1925.

Authors: Stieler, Adolf, 1775-1836 -- Haack, Hermann, 1872- -- Kühn, E. -- Schmidt, Karl -- Hess, O. -- Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (108 folded leaves of plates, 315 p.) : 108 folded col. maps ; 45 cm.


Maps engraved by Kühn, K. Schmidt, Hess, and 20 others credited.
Includes index with separate title page:
Namensverzeichnis zu Stielers Hand-Atlas.
Relief shown by hachures, spot elevations,
bathymetric tints, and soundings.
Issued unbound, in cloth-over-boards box with metal catch.
"Berechnete Schutz-Pappe zu Stielers Handatlas, 10. Auflage Hunderftjahr-Ausgabe.
Wird zum berechneten Preise franko Leipzig zurückgenommen."--On protective cardboard at front.
In box, unbound, with title: Stielers Hand-Atlas.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes oversize G1019 .S865 1925 (NLO)**

**10217 Atlasses, German - 1925-1926**
Maps dated 1924-1925.
Maps drawn by H. Berghaus, G. Schmidt, Barich, and 14 others credited.
Maps engraved by E., Kühn, K. Schmidt, Hess, and 20 others credited.
Includes index with separate title page, dated 1925: Namensverzeichnis zu Stielers Hand-Atlas.
Relief shown by hachures, spot elevations, bathymetric tints, and soundings.
Publisher's green cloth binding with gold-stamped cover title.
Scales differ.
Laid in: Supplement to General Index (p. 317-335).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
**Baskes oversize G1019 .S865 1925b (NLO)**

**10218 Atlasses, German - 1925-1926**
Authors: Debes, E. (Ernst), 1840-1923 -- Schlee, Paul -- Fischer, Hans, active 1925 -- Bosse, P. -- Wagner, Emil -- Weineck, Fr. -- Winkel, O. -- Erdmann, C. -- Irmgedruth -- Wagner & Debes -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (84 p.) : ill. (chiefly col.), 70 col. maps ; 28 cm.
Maps by E. Wagner, Fr. Weineck, C. Erdmann, P. Bosse, Hans Fischer, O. Winkel, and Irmgedruth.
Scales differ.
Relief shown by hachures and gradient and bathymetric tints.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 6576
**Baskes folio G1019 .D339 1925 (NLO)**

**10219 Atlasses, German - 1925-1926**
Authors: Debes, E. (Ernst), 1840-1923 -- Schlee, Paul -- Fischer, Hans, active 1925 -- Erdmann, C. -- Bosse, P. -- Irmgedruth & Busch -- Wagner & Debes -- Kahler, Karl Heinz -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (56 p.) : ill., 45 col. maps ; 28 cm.
Maps by Hans Fischer, C. Erdmann, P. Bosse, Irmgedruth & Busch.
Scales differ.
Stamp: Karl Heinz Kahler.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
**Baskes folio G1019 .D338 1925 (NLO)**

**10220 Atlasses, German - 1925 (Provisional Heading)**
Authors: Harms, Heinrich, 1861-1933 -- Hennigs -- List & von Bressensdorf -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
3 v. in 4 : 45 maps ; 243 x 169 mm.
nd;ed:Gustav Hennigs
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

**10221 Atlasses, German - 1925 (Provisional Heading)**
Authors: Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Tamss, Friedrich -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 24 maps
61st ed.
10224 Atlases, German - 1925 (Provisional Heading)

Volksschul-atlas. Bielefeld : Velhagen & Klasing, 1925.
Authors: Schmidt, Rudolf, active 18th-19th century -- Schmidt, Karl -- Velhagen & Klasing (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 26 maps ; 284 x 225 mm.
ed:KarlSchmidt;mit bilderanhang
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

10225 Atlases, German - 1926

Authors: Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Meyer, Joseph, 1796-1856 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (184 p., 92 leaves of plates (chiefly folded)) : 92 col. maps (chiefly folded) ; 25 cm.
Relief shown by hachures and by gradient and bathymetric tints.
Includes indexes.
Scales differ.
First ed. published in 1892 under title: Meyers kleiner Hand-atlas.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst 3.5.1.2.6
Baskes folio G1019 .D42 1926 (NLO)

10226 Atlases, German - 1926

Authors: Diercke, Carl, 1842-1913 -- Georg Westermann Verlag -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([52 p.]) : 54 col. maps ; 32 cm.
Edition: Erweiterte kleine Ausg., ausgeführt in der kartographischen anstalt von Georg Westermann in Braunschweig
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst/Kumpel, III.1.2.1926
Baskes folio G1019 .D4 1926b (NLO)
1st ed.
Espenhorst 26.2.1.1
Phillips 6612
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCT)

10230 Atlases, German - 1926
Authors: Gaebler, Eduard, 1842-1911 -- Buschick, Richard, b. 1859 -- Dollheimer, Georg -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (various pagings) : 38 col. maps ; 32 cm.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Espenhorst 40.2.13.

Baskes folio G1019 .G215 1926 (NLO)

10231 Atlases, German - 1926
Authors: Perthes (Firm) : Gotha, Germany) -- Tamss, Friedrich -- Justus Perthes (Firm) : Gotha, Germany) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (95, [1] p., 24 folded leaves of plates) : 24 folded col. maps ; 18 cm.
Relief shown by shading.
Includes index.
Inscription: Lobby Stig Imo yr a 1932/33/34.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Espenhorst 2.6.1.1.3.62

Baskes G1019 .J874 1926 (NLO)

10232 Atlases, German - 1926
Authors: Sydow, E. von (Emil), 1812--1873 -- Wagner, Hermann, 1840-1929 -- Geyer, V. -- Justus Perthes (Firm) : Gotha, Germany) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([8] p., 44 [i.e. 47] folded leaves of plates) : 47 folded col. maps ; 32 cm.
Edition: 18., berichtigter Aufl.
"63 Haupt- und 51 Nebenkarten auf 47 Tafeln, mit einem namenverzeichnis (gesondert erhalten)."

"Gezeich. v. V. Geyer." --On maps.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Illegible owner's inscription.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1019 .S93 1926 (NLO)

10233 Atlases, German - 1926-1927
1 atlas (9 p., 108 folded leaves of plates, 315 p.) : 108 folded col. maps ; 40 cm.
Maps dated 1927.
Maps edited by H. Berghaus, G. Schmidt, Barich, and 13 others credited.
Maps engraved by Kühn, K. Schmidt, Hess, and 20 others credited.
Includes index with separate title page:
Namenverzeichnis zu Stieler's Hand-Atlas.
Relief shown by hachures, spot elevations, bathymetric tints, and soundings.
Publisher's green cloth binding with gold-stamped cover title.
Scales differ.
Envelope laid in: From Inge Stockmann DDR67 Meiningen Germania. 17 IX.86-12 Gythion.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: map38000134

Baskes oversize G1019 .S865 1927 (NLO)

10234 Atlases, German - 1926<--Geography - 1926
Thüringer Schulatlas / bearbeitet von Prof. Dr. Haack ; unter Mitwirkung eines Ausschusses Thürringer Lehrer. [Weimar : Zentralstelle des Landesverbandes der Buchbindermeister und Papierhändler Thüringens], 1926.
Authors: Haack, Hermann, 1872- -- Graf, Willy -- Justus Perthes (Firm) : Gotha, Germany) -- Dietsch & Brückner -- Volksschule Heubach -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (iv, 41, 5 p.) : ill., 37 col. maps (chiefly col., some folded) ; 31 cm.
Imperfect; missing p. 1-5 (final count); publication information from this section ?.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
41. 'Thüringer Heimatatlases'--On maps.
Text and illustrations on back lining papers; included in pagination.
Series: Sammlung neuer Schulbücher für die Thüringer Einheitsschule, Weimar
Scales differ.
Owner's stamp: Volksschule Heubach.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskets folio G1019 .H22 1926 (NLO)

10235 Atlases, German - 1926 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Georg Westermann Verlag -- Liebers -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 109 maps ; 230 x 261 mm.
15th ed.
Espenhorst 75.1.1.2;ed:AdolphLiebers
Phillips 6638
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10236 Atlases, German - 1926 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Oestergaard, Peter J., active 1903-1937 -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 152 maps ; 332 x 252 mm.
Espenhorst 27.1
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10237 Atlases, German - 1927
Braunschweig ; Berlin ; Hamburg : G. Westermann, 1927.
Authors: Diercke, Carl, 1842-1913 -- Albrecht, Heinrich -- Knospe, Paul -- Sempf, Wilh. -- Georg Westermann Verlag -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (54 p.) : col. maps (1 folded) ; 31 cm.
Diercke's name appears at head of title.
Maps on lining papers.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskets folio G1019 .D413 1927 (NLO)

10238 Atlases, German - 1927

Buschick, Leipzig : G. Dollheimer Verlag, 1927.
Authors: Gaebler, Eduard, 1842-1911 -- Buschick, Richard, b. 1859 -- Dollheimer, Georg -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (various pagings) : 38 col. maps ; 32 cm.
18. Aufl. [18th ed.]
Spine title: Gaeblers Hand-Atlas
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection at the Newberry Library.
Espenhorst 40.2.18
Baskets folio G1019 .G215 1927 (NLO)

10239 Atlases, German - 1927
Authors: Justus Perthes (Firm) -- Tamss, Friedrich -- Fulton, Dr. -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (95, [1] p., 24 folded leaves of plates) : 24 folded col. maps ; 18 cm.
Edition: 63. neubearbeitete Aufl.
Relief shown by shading.
Includes index.Scales differ.
Inscription: Whuisnistan[?] 1927 Switz Gabriel, Sperenberg, Dr. Fulton.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst 2.6.1.1.3.63
Baskets G1019 .J874 1927 (NLO)

10240 Atlases, German - 1927<<>>Berlin (Germany)
- Maps - 1927
Authors: Andree, Richard, 1835-1912 -- Bellardi, Paul -- Hunthe, Robert -- Velhagen & Klasing (Firm) -- Ziegler, Werner, fl. 1927 -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)
Maps of Berlin, p. 2-12.
"In 76 Haupt- und 47 Nebenkarten auf 54 Kartenseiten."
Maps 1a and 52a inserted at end.
Relief shown by hachures, spot elevations, and bathymetric tints.
Scales differ.
Former owner: Werner Ziegler.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskets folio G1019 .A533 1927 (NLO)

10241 Atlases, German - 1927<<>>Geography - 1927
Authors: Harms, Heinrich, 1861-1933 -- Ratthey, Wilhelm -- Kube, Erich -- Starke, Carl --

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Germany. Reichsamt für Landesaufnahme -- List & von Bressensdorf -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([2], x, 40 p.) : ill., 31 maps (chiefly col.) ; 33 cm.
Cover title: Harms Berliner Volksschulatlas für die oberen Klassen
'Ausführung und Druck von Carl Starke, Kartogr.
'Mit Genehmigung des Reichsamtes für Landesaufnahme'--P. ix-x.
Text on endpapers.
'Ausg. für Berlin und die Provinz Brandenburg.'
Scales differ.
Laid in: map of Poland and the Baltic States, and 1941 advertisement from Berliner Volks-Zeitung.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 6725
Baskes folio G1019 .H397 1927 (NLO)

10242
Atlases, German - 1927 (Provisional Heading)
Stufenatlas fur hohere lehranstalten: III oberstufe.
Bielefeld : Velhagen & Klasing, 1927.
Authors: Fischer & Geistbeck -- Scheer -- Geistbeck -- Velhagen & Klasing (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 98 maps ; 297 x 243 mm.
4th ed.
ed:AScheer
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10243
Atlases, German - 1927 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Georg Westermann Verlag -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 21 maps ; 228 x 256 mm.
Phillips 5476
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10244
Atlases, German - 1927 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Knorr & Hirth -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 60 maps ; 220 x 122 mm.
d:ed:JBBarkemeyer
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10245
Atlases, German - 1927 (Provisional Heading)
Taschenatlus fuer eisenbahnreisende. Bielefeld : Velhagen & Klasing, 1927.
Authors: Velhagen & Klasing (Firm) -- Ambrosius, Ernst, 1866-1940 -- Tänzler, Karl -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 72 maps ; 200 x 131 mm.
2nd ed.

Espenhorst 5.5.3.2
Phillips 8591
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10246
Atlases, German - 1928
Authors: Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Meyer, Joseph, 1796-1856 -- Dobyns, John, fl. 1928 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Relief shown by hachures and by by gradient and bathymetric tints.
Publisher’s advertisements [3] p. at end.
Scales differ.
Owner’s inscription: John A. Dobyns, Heidelberg, Germany, Oct. 25, 1928.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst 3.5.1.2.7.1; Phillips 6678
Baskes folio G1019 .BS6 1928 (NLO)

10247
Atlases, German - 1928
Diercke Schulatlas für höhere lehranstalten.
Authors: Diercke, Carl, 1842-1913 -- Georg Westermann Verlag -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (vi, 156 p.) : 125 col. maps ; 36 cm.
'Grosze Ausg., 67. Aufl., ausgeführt in der kartographischen anstalt von Georg Westermann.'
Some of the maps are printed on folded leaves, each numbered as 3 pages.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .D4 1928 (NLO)

10248
Atlases, German - 1928
Diercke Schulatlus für höhere Lehranstalten.
Authors: Diercke, Carl, 1842-1913 -- Georg Westermann Verlag -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (52 p.) : 54 col. maps ; 32 cm.
Edition: Erweiterte kleine Ausg., ausgeführt in der kartographischen anstalt von Georg Westermann in Braunschweig
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
10249 Atlases, German - 1928
Authors: Riedel, Johannes, b. 1885 -- Tibbe, Paul -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (192 p., [48] leaves of plates) : 93 maps (some col.) ; 20 cm.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Bookplate: Ex libris Paul Tibbe.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Another copy available online via Google Books (accessed Feb. 2012):
http://books.google.com/books?id=FDdRAQAAIA
References: Espenhorst 6.7.1; Phillips 6677
LC Card Number: map40000096
Baskes G1019 .J76 1928 (NLO)

10250 Atlases, German - 1928
Minerva atlas. Leipzig : Columbus Verlag, 1928.
Authors: Ernst -- Oestergaard, Paul, 1873-1956 -- Columbus Verlag -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 126 maps ; 350 x 230 mm.
2nd ed.
Espenhorst 26.2.1.2.1
Phillips 6675
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10251 Atlases, German - 1928
Authors: Gaebler, Eduard, 1842-1911 -- Allendorf, Dr. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (various pagings) : 46 col. maps ; 32 cm.
23 Auf. [23rd ed.]
Spine title: Gaeblers Hand-Atlas
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Scales differ.
Stamped in ink: Dr. Allendorf, Erfurt.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Espenhorst 40.2.23
Baskes folio G1019 .G215 1928 (NLO)

10252 Atlases, German - 1928
Authors: Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Deutsche Buch-Gemeinschaft -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (111 p., 36 folded leaves of plates) : 37 maps (chiefly col., chiefly folded) ; 18 cm.
Includes statistics up to 1928.
Map on rear lining papers.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst 2.6.1.2 A (cf. Taschen 64e)
Baskes G1019 .J876 1928 (NLO)

10253 Atlases, German - 1928
Authors: Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Stieler, Adolf, 1775-1836 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (43 p., 28 folded leaves of plates) : 28 folded col. maps ; 18 cm.
14a. ed.
Cover titles: Justus Perthes Atlas portatil del mundo entero -- Justus Perthes' Taschenatlas der ganzen Welt.
Translation of Justus Perthes' Taschenatlas der ganzen Welt.
Relief shown by hachures.
Publisher's original cloth binding with cover title: Justus Perthes Atlas portatil del mundo entero.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst, J. Petermann's planet, v. 1, p. 357
Baskes G1019 .J87418 1928 (NLO)

10254 Atlases, German - 1928
Authors: Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Tamss, Friedrich -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (95, [1] p., 24 folded leaves of plates) : 24 folded col. maps ; 18 cm.
Edition: 64. neubearbeitet Aufl.
Includes index.
Relief shown by shading.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst, J. Petermann's planet, v. 1, p. 357
Baskes G1019 .J87418 1928 (NLO)
the Newberry Library.

References: Espenhorst 2.6.1.1.3.64

Baskes G1019 .J874 1928 (NLO)

10255 Atlases, German - 1928


Authors: Träger, Richard -- Velhagen & Klasing (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (52 p.). : 58 col. maps ; 30 cm.

4. Aufl.

'Schulatlas der Unterrealschule in Eppendorf.

Reference: Lehrerbibliothek der Oberrealschule

Stamp: Gymnasium für Jungen in Eppendorf.

Lehrer

Scales differ.

bathymetric tints, and soundings.

Relief shown by hachures, sp

Namenverzeichnis zu Stielers Hand

20 others credited.

14 others credited.

Maps edited by H. Berghaus, G. Schmidt, Barich, -- Schmidt, Karl -- Hess -- Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Gymnasium Eppendorf.

Library -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas ([9], 108 folded leaves of plates, 315 p.) : 108 folded col. maps ; 40 cm.


Maps dated 1930.

Maps edited by H. Berghaus, G. Schmidt, Barich, and 14 others credited.

Maps engraved by Kühn, K. Schmidt, Hess, and 20 others credited.

Includes index with separate title page:

Namenverzeichnis zu Stielers Hand-Atlas.

Relief shown by hachures, spot elevations, bathymetric tints, and soundings.

Scales differ.

Stamp: Oberrealschule in Eppendorf Hamburg Lehrer-bibliothek.

Stamp: Gymnasium für Jungen in Eppendorf.

Shelfmark: Lehrerbibliothek der Oberrealschule in Eppendorf.

Laid in: "Erdkarten" (p. 7-10) from German atlas.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Espenhorst, J. Petermann’s planet, v. 1, p. 285-286; Phillips 6996

Baskes oversize G1019 .5865 1930 (NLO)

10257 Atlases, German - 1928-1930


Library -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas ([6] p., 224 leaves) : 228 col. maps ; 20 cm.

4. Aufl.

'Geographie des Potsdam und der Schuldeputation Charlottenburg zur Einführung in den Charlottenburger Schulen'

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1019 .T73 1928 (NLO)

10258 Atlases, German - 1928-1930


1 atlas (viii, 8, 16, xvi p.) : ill., 24 maps (chiefly col.) ; 31 cm.

'Ausg. A.'

'Hierzu erschien die Wandkarte von Württemberg, Baden und Hohenzollern, bearbeitet von E. Hörle im Massstabe von 1:150,000.'


'Lange-Diercke, Kleiner Atlas für Volksschulen ... VII 28'--On some maps.

Maps and illustrations on lining papers.

Scales differ.

Owner's inscription: Josefine Stoppel.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1019 .H67 1928 (NLO)

10258 Atlases, German - 1928-1930

Stieler’s Handatlas : 254 Haupt- und Nebenkarten in Kupferstich. Gotha : Justus Perthes, 1928/1930 [i.e. 1930].


Library -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas ([6] p., 224 leaves) : 228 col. maps ; 20 cm.

4. Aufl.

'Genehmigt von der Regierung zu Potsdam ... und der Schuldeputation Charlottenburg zur Einführung in den Charlottenburger Schulen'

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G1019 .J874 1928 (NLO)
(chiefly folded) ; 46 cm.
verb. Abdr. herausgegeben von Ernst Ambrosius.
Cover title: Andrees Handatlas
"This development of the Andree was in fact no longer under the direction of Richard Andree."--Espenhorst, p. 582.
Relief shown by hachures, spot elevations, bathymetric tints, and soundings.
Publisher’s blue cloth binding with gold-stamped cover title: Andrees Handatlas.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst, J. Petermann’s planet, v. 1, p. 601-602; Phillips 6668
LC Card Number: map35000012
Baskses oversize G1019 .A53 1928 (NLO)

10259 Atlases, German - 1928>>>Historical geography - Maps>>>World history - Maps - 1928
Authors: Georg Westermann Verlag -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 109 maps ; 231 x 264 mm.
40th ed.
Espenhorst 75.1.1.3
Phillips 6694
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10260 Atlases, German - 1928>>>Historical geography - Maps>>>World history - Maps - 1928>>>Historical atlasses
Ausgeführt in der Kartographischen Anstalt von Georg Westermann, Braunschweig.
Authors: Georg Westermann Verlag -- Liebers, Adolf, 1887- -- Westermann (Georg) Verlag SEE Georg Westermann Verlag -- Westermann, George, publisher SEE Georg Westermann Verlag
1 atlas ((various pagings) diagrs., col. maps (part fold.), tables) ; 23 x 26 cm.
30. Aufl. [30th ed.]
Contents: Weltgeschichte -- Weltgeographie -- Weltwirtschaft.
Each part issued also separately.
Uniform title: Weltatlas
Phillips 6693.
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 1004.
LC Card Number: 28022230
G 10 .962 (NLO)

10261 Atlases, German - 1928 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: F.A. Brockhaus (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 33 maps ; 248 x 162 mm.
Espenhorst, p357;Winterthur Insurance
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10262 Atlases, German - 1928 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Gaebler, Eduard, 1842-1911 -- Ed. Gaebler's Geographisches Institut -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 46 maps ; 314 x 254 mm.
24th ed.
Espenhorst 40.2.24
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10263 Atlases, German - 1928 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Georg Westermann Verlag -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 58 maps ; 230 x 260 mm.
Espenhorst 75.1.4 A
Phillips 6692
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10264 Atlases, German - 1928 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Pfohl, Ernst -- Friedrich, Ernst -- Reimar Hobbing -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 200 maps ; 344 x 230 mm.
&ErnstFriedrich
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10265 Atlases, German - 1928 (Provisional Heading)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Authors: Velhagen & Klasing (Firm) -- Ambrosius, Ernst, 1866-1940 -- Velhagen & Klasing (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 108 maps ; 452 x 305 mm.
5th ed.
Espenhorst 5.4.1.5
Phillips 6667
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

10266 Atlases, German - 1929
Braunschweig ; Berlin ; Hamburg : G. Westermann, 1929.
Authors: Diercke, Carl, 1842-1913 -- Albrecht, Heinrich -- Knospe, Paul -- Sempf, Willh. -- Diercke, Paul, 1874-1937 -- Georg Westermann Verlag -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (54 p.) : 56 col. maps ; 31 cm.
Diercke’s name appears at head of title.
Maps on endpapers.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Scales differ.
Baskes folio G1019 .D413 1929 (NLO)

10267 Atlases, German - 1929
Diercke Schulatlas für höhere Lehranstalten.
Authors: Diercke, Carl, 1842-1913 -- Diercke, Paul, 1874-1937 -- Georg Westermann Verlag -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (vi, 156 p.) : 125 col. maps (some folded) ; 36 cm.
Edition: Grosse Ausg., 68 Aufl., asgefu¨hrt in der kartographischen Anstalt von Georg Westermann Some of the maps are printed on folded leaves, each numbered as 3 pages.
Publisher’s advertisements on front and back paste downs.
Publisher’s binding.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .D4 1929 (NLO)

10268 Atlases, German - 1929
Authors: Gaebler, Eduard, 1842-1911 -- Buschick, Richard, b. 1859 -- Dollheimer, Georg -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (various pagings) : 36 col. maps ; 32 cm.
27th Auf. [27th ed.]
Spine title: Gaeblers Hand-Atlas
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Espenhorst 40.2.27
Baskes folio G1019 .G215 1929 (NLO)

10269 Atlases, German - 1929
Authors: Muris, Oswald, 1884-- -- Neufeld -- Henius -- Deutsche Buch-Gemeinschaft -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 98 maps ; 366 x 272 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
References: Espenhorst 27.3 ; Neufeld & Henius Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

10270 Atlases, German - 1929<---Europe, Central - Maps - 1929<---Germany - Maps - 1929
1 atlas (102 p.) : ill. (chiefly col.), 85 col. maps ; 28 cm.
Relief shown by hachures and gradient and bathymetric tints.
Scales differ.
Former owner’s signature: Gisela Lupfer.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .D339 1929 (NLO)

10271 Atlases, German - 1929 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Debes, E. (Ernst), 1840-1923 -- Wagner & Debes -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 66 maps ; 316 x 250 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

10272 Atlases, German - 1929 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Schmidt, Max George -- Justus Perthes (Firm: Gotha, Germany) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 20 maps

Phillips 5676
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Atlases, German - 1930
(PrCt)

10273 Atlases, German - 1930
Authors: Gaebler, Eduard, 1842-1911 -- Buschick, Richard, b. 1859 -- Dollheimer, Georg -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (various pagings) : 39 col. maps ; 32 cm. 32. Aufl. [32d ed.]
Spine title: Gaeblers Hand-Atlas
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Scales vary.
Relief in hill shading and landform drawing.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Espenhorst 40.2.30

Baskes folio G1019 .G215 1930 (NLO)

10274 Atlases, German - 1930
Authors: Lange, Henry, 1821-1893 -- Diercke, Carl, 1842-1913 -- Projahn, W. -- Georg Westermann Verlag -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (42, viii p.) : ill., 36 col. maps (some folded) ; 31 cm.
Maps on endpapers.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1019 .L36 1930 (NLO)

10275 Atlases, German - 1930
Authors: Stieler, Adolf, 1775-1836 -- Haack, Hermann, 1872- -- Kühn, E. -- Schmidt, Karl -- Hess -- Justus Perthes (Firm: Gotha, Germany) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Edition: 10th (centenary) ed. / completely rev. & largely redrawn under the direction of H. Haack.
Maps engraved by Ku?hn, K. Schmidt, Hess, and 20 others credited.
Includes index with separate title page: Alphabetical index of Stieler's atlas of modern geography.
Relief shown by hachures, spot elevations, bathymetric tints, and soundings.
Publisher’s blue cloth binding with gold-stamped cover title.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst, J. Petermann’s planet, v. 1, p. 319-320

Baskes oversize G1019 .S865 1930 (NLO)

10276 Atlases, German - 1930-1931
1 atlas (108 folded leaves of plates, 335 p.) : 108 folded col. maps ; 40 cm.
Maps dated 1931.
Maps drawn by H. Berghaus, G. Schmidt, Barich and 15 others credited.
Maps engraved by K. Schmidt, Kögel, Reichenbecher and 20 others credited.
Includes index with separate title page: Namenverzeichnis zu Stielers Hand-Atlas.
Relief shown by hachures, spot elevations, bathymetric tints, and soundings.
Scales differ.
Order form pasted in: Vorzugpreis für lautensach, Handbuch zum Stieler.
Publisher’s green cloth binding with gold-stamped cover title. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst, J. Petermann’s planet, v. 1, p. 274-285

Baskes oversize G1019 .S865 1931 (NLO)

10277 Atlases, German - 1930--Europe, Central - Maps - 1930--Germany - Maps - 1930
Edition: 10th (centenary) ed. / completely rev. & largely redrawn under the direction of H. Haack.
Maps engraved by Ku?hn, K. Schmidt, Hess, and 20 others credited.
Includes index with separate title page: Alphabetical index of Stieler's atlas of modern geography.
Relief shown by hachures, spot elevations, bathymetric tints, and soundings.
Publisher’s blue cloth binding with gold-stamped cover title.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst, J. Petermann’s planet, v. 1, p. 319-320

Baskes oversize G1019 .S865 1931 (NLO)
10278  Atlases, German - 1930

10279  Atlases, German - 1930

10280  Atlases, German - 1930

10281  Atlases, German - 1930

10282  Atlases, German - 1931
10283

**Atlas**, German - 1931


Authors: Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Meyer, Hermann Julius, 1826-1896 -- Meyer, Joseph, 1796-1856 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (various pagings): 106 col. maps (chiefly folded); 25 cm.


Relief shown by hachures and by gradient and bathymetric tints.

Publisher's advertisements [3] p. at end.

Includes index.

Scales differ.

First ed. published in 1892 under title: Meyers kleiner Hand-atlas; also published under title: Meyers geographischer Handatlas.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Phillips 6750; Espenhorst, J. Petermann's planet, v. 1, p. 505-506

**Baskes folio G1019 .B56 1931 (NLO)**

10284

**Atlas**, German - 1931

*Diercke Schulatlas für höhere lehranstalten.*


Authors: Diercke, Carl, 1842-1913 -- Georg Westermann Verlag -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (vi, 156 p.): 125 col. maps; 36 cm.

'Große Ausg.; 71. Aufl., ausgeführt in der kartographischen anstalt von Georg Westermann in Braunschweig.'

Some of the maps are printed on folded leaves, each numbered as 3 pages.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes folio G1019 .D4 1931 (NLO)**

10285

**Atlas**, German - 1931


Gotha: Justus Perthes, 1931.


1886-1971 -- Justus Perthes (Firm: Gotha, Germany) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (xv p., 62 folded leaves of plates: 62 col. maps; 32 cm.


"65 Haupt- und 220 Nebenkarten auf 62 Tafeln mit einem Namenverzeichnis."

Includes bibliographical references.

Scales differ.

Former owner: U[?] Schadt.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes folio G1019 .S93 1931 (NLO)**

10286

**Atlas**, German - 1931 (Provisional Heading)

*Puffer-Erben geografische atlas fuer mittelschulen.* Reichenberg: P. Sollor, 1931.

Authors: Puffer, Lorenz -- Sollor, P. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 60 maps; 317 x 224 mm.

4th ed.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)**

10287

**Atlas**, German - 1932


Leipzig: Bibliographisches Institut, 1932.

Authors: Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Meyer, Joseph, 1796-1856 -- Jewish Council of 1933 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection

1 v. : 60 maps; 317 x 224 mm.


Cover title: Meyers Volks Atlas

Other title: Meyers Hand-Atlas.


Relief shown by hachures and spot elevations; depths shown by bathymetric tints and soundings.

Includes index.

Original publisher's beige cloth binding with cover title: Meyers Volks Atlas.

Scales differ.

Stamp, p. [i], 3rd sequence: Jewish Council of 1933, Inc. San Francisco, Calif.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Espenhorst, J. Petermann's planet, v. 1, p. 505-509; Phillips 6782

**Baskes folio G1019 .B562 1932 (NLO)**

10288

**Atlas**, German - 1932

*Debes-Schlee Schulatlas für Bremen und das Unterwesergebiet: grosse Ausgabe in 128...
10290 atlases, german - 1932


1 atlas (16, 40, 57-102 p.) : 23 col. maps ; 19 cm.

Includes list of government expenditures for 1932.

Printed by C.H. Beck'sche Buchdruckerei Nördlingen.

Relief shown by hachures.

Includes index.

Scales differ.

Former owner's stamp: Benno Stöhr, Herne I

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskets folio G1019 .P486 1932 (NLO)
10293 **Atlases, German - 1932**


Authors: Stieler, Adolf, 1775-1836 -- Haack, Hermann, 1872- -- Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany)

1 atlas (ca. 200, 335 p.) : 108 double maps (col.) ; 40 cm.

10th ed.

'10. Aufl., Hundertjahr-Auszg. / von Grund auf neubearbeitet unter Leitung von H. Haack.'

'1931/32.'

Note 'Index has special t.-p.'

**Baskes oversize G1019 .S865 1932 (NLO)**

---

10294 **Atlases, German - 1932**


1 atlas (xv, 62 folded leaves of plates) : 62 col. maps ; 32 cm.


Publisher's binding.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes folio G1019 .S93 1932 (NLO)**

---

10295 **Atlases, German - 1932-1934**


1 atlas (108 folded leaves of plates, 336 p.) : 108 folded col. maps ; 40 cm.


Maps dated 1934.

Maps drawn by H. Berghaus, G. Schmidt, Barich, and 15 others credited.

Maps engraved by Kühn, K. Schmidt, Hess, and 20 others credited.

Imperfect: lacking map leaf 6

Includes index with separate title page:

Namenvorzeichen zu Stielers Hand-Atlas. Relief shown by hachures, spot elevations, bathymetric tints, and soundings.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.


**Baskes oversize G1019 .S865 1934 (NLO)**

---

10296 **Atlases, German - 1932<->Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1932**

*Bayischer schulatlas. Bielefeld : Velhagen & Klasing, 1932.*

Authors: Schmidt, Rudolf, active 18th-19th century -- Reinlein, Hans, active 1916 -- Velhagen & Klasing (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas : 48 maps ; 297 x 240 mm.

21st ed.

Edited by Hans Reinlein.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)**

---

10297 **Atlases, German - 1932<->Geography - 1932 - Statistics<->Statistics - Geography - 1932<->Statistical maps**


Authors: Verlag Herder -- Kalthöfer, Karl -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Herder & Co. SEE Verlag Herder -- Herder Verlag SEE Verlag Herder


Includes index.

Scales differ.

Stamp: Karl Kalthöfer, Studienrat.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Espenhorst 6.3.1; Phillips 6779

**Baskes G1019 .V49 1932 (NLO)**

---

10298 **Atlases, German - 1932 (Provisional Heading)**


Authors: Neuhaeusler, Johann -- G. de Agostini (firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas ; 260 x 170 mm.

C.Agostini

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)**

---

10299 **Atlases, German - 1932 (Provisional Heading)**


Authors: Neuhaeusler, Johann -- G. de Agostini

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

(firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ; 260 x 170 mm.
C:Agostini
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

10300 Atlases, German - 1932 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Stieler, Adolf, 1775-1836 -- Haack, Hermann, 1872- -- Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 108 maps ; 400 x 265 mm.
10th ed.
Espenhorst 2.1.1.H10.9.tp1931/32
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

10301 Atlases, German - 1933
1 atlas (various pagings) : 92 col. maps (chiefly folded) ; 25 cm.
Relief shown by hachures and by gradient and bathymetric tints.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
First ed. published in 1892 under title: Meyers kleiner Hand-Atlas; also published under title: Meyers geographischer Handatlas.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst, J. Petermann’s planet, v. 1, p. 505-506
Baskes G1019 .B56 1933b (NLO)

10302 Atlases, German - 1933
1 atlas (1 v. (various pagings)) : 178 folded col. maps ; 25 cm.
"360 Haupt-und Nebenkarten nebst alphabetischem Namenverzeichnis, geographischen Kartenerläuterungen und einem Leseglas."
In addition to physical and political maps, other maps show population density, races, religions, climate, vegetation, communications, economic products, etc.
Includes index.
Relief is shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1019 .B55 1933 (NLO)

10303 Atlases, German - 1933
Authors: Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Meyer, Joseph, 1796-1856 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Includes index.
"Hierzu ein Leseglas." Issued with magnifying glass lacking in this copy.
Publisher's advertisements [3] p. at end.
Scales differ.
First ed. published in 1892 under title: Meyers kleiner Hand-Atlas; also published under title: Meyers geographischer Handatlas.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst, J. Petermann’s planet, v. 1, p. 505-506
Baskes G1019 .B56 1933 (NLO)

10304 Atlases, German - 1933
Authors: Diercke, Carl, 1842-1913 -- Georg Westermann Verlag -- Merk, Fritz -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (vi, 156 p.) : 120 col. maps ; 36 cm.
'Grosse Ausg., 73. Aufl. / ausgeführt in der kartographischen anstalt von Georg Westermann in Braunschweig.'
Some of the maps are printed on folded leaves, each numbered as 3 pages.
Scales differ.
Former owner’s stamp of Fritz Merk.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .D4 1933 (NLO)

10305 Atlases, German - 1933

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

10307 Atlases, German - 1933<<Economics - Maps - 1933
Authors: Muris, Oswald, 1884-- -- Wand, Otto -- Neufeld & Henius (Firm) -- Tibbe, Paul -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 10 maps ; 298 x 216 mm.

10308 Atlases, German - 1933 (Provisional Heading)
Handatlas. Leipzig : Gaebler, 1933.
Authors: Gaebler, Eduard, 1842-1911 -- Ed.
Geographisches Institut SEE Ed. Gaebler's Geographisches Institut
1 atlas (168 p.) : 45 maps (some col.) ; 20 cm.
Includes index.
Publisher's illustrated cloth binding.
Scales differ.
Bookplate: Ex libris Paul Tibbe.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1019 .G216 1933 (NLO)

10309 Atlases, German - 1933 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Brockhaus, F. A. (Friedrich Arnold), 1772-1823 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 26 maps ; 198 x 144 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10310 Atlases, German - 1933 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Georg Westermann Verlag -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 105 maps ; 230 x 260 mm.
Eschenhorst 75.1.5
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10311 Atlases, German - 1933 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Meyer, Joseph, 1796-1856 -- Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 145 maps ; 250 x 173 mm.
7th ed.
Eschenhorst 3.5.5
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10312 Atlases, German - 1933 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Schurig, Richard -- Goetz, P. -- Gaebler, Eduard, 1842-1911 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 10 maps ; 298 x 216 mm.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

6th ed.
ed:PGOetz
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

10313 Atlases, German - 1933 (Provisional Heading)
Taschenatlas fuer eisenbahnreisende. Bielefeld : Velhagen & Klasing, 1933.
Authors: Velhagen & Klasing (Firm) -- Ambrosius, Ernst, 1866-1940 -- Tänzler, Karl -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 72 maps ; 200 x 131 mm.
5th ed.
Espenhorst 5.5.3.5
Phillips 8593
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10314 Atlases, German - 1934
Meyers kleiner Weltatlas : 92 Haupt- und Nebenkarten mit alphabetischem Namenverzeichnis und einer geograph.
Authors: Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Lehmann, Edgar, 1905- -- Meyer, Joseph, 1796-1856 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (79, 75 p., 34 [i.e. 35] leaves of plates (chiefly folded)) : 35 maps (chiefly col., chiefly folded) ; 25 cm.
Relief shown by hachures and spot elevations; depths shown by bathymetric tints and soundings.
Includes index.
Original publisher’s blue cloth binding with gold-stamped cover title.
Scales differ.
Illegible German inscription dated 1942.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst, J. Petermann’s planet, v. 1, p. 505-509
Baskes G1019 .B58 1934 (NLO)

10315 Atlases, German - 1934
Westentaschenatlas der Erde. [Leipzig : Brockhaus, 1934].
Authors: F.A. Brockhaus (Firm) -- Herva (Beverage manufacturer) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- F.A. Brockhaus Wiesbaden (Firm) SEE F.A. Brockhaus (Firm)
1 atlas (27 p.) : 27 col. maps ; 13 cm.
Cover title.
‘Alles trinkt Herva, das gesunde erfrischungsgetränk’
Advertisement for Herva beverage on inside front and back covers.
Includes calendar from May 1934 through 1935 on back cover.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1019 .W47 1934 (NLO)

10316 Atlases, German - 1934-1938
Authors: Stieler, Adolf, 1775-1836 -- Haack, Hermann, 1872- -- Carlberg, Berthold -- Schleifer, Rudolf -- Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany)
1 atlas (col. maps) ; 41 cm.
10th ed., international ed.
‘Published by Prof. Dr. Hermann Haack, with the cooperation of Dr. Berthold Carlberg & Rudolf Schleifer.’
Published also under title: Stieler grand atlas de géographie moderne ... 1934-
‘The most striking feature of the international edition is the fact that, on a map of any country, the lettering is in the language of that country. In the case of certain non-European countries, this rule cannot be invariably applied. For explanatory notes, and geographical appellations of a general character, use is made of the French language, or, in certain special cases, of some other language.’--p. [2] of cover.
General information, explanatory notes, and map titles are in English, German, French, Italian Spanish, and Portuguese.
References: Phillips 6966.
LC Card Number: map35000117
oversize G 10 .8425 (NLO)

10317 Atlases, German - 1934<->Germany - Maps - 1934
Berlin : Verlag der Grünen Post, c1934.
vi, 291 p. : 79 col. maps (some folded) ; 21 cm.
"Copyright 1934 by Ullstein A.G., Berlin."
"Kartographie und Druck Ullstein A.G., Berlin."--At end.
Relief shown by hachures, spot elevations; depths shown by bathymetric tints and soundings.
Index maps, p. ii-vii.
Includes index.
Original publisher’s cloth binding with red-stamped cover title.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Scales differ.
Stamp: Georg Lohneis, Nürnberg NO[?]
Schäferstrasse 21.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1019 .D38 1934 (NLO)

10318 Atlases, German - 1934 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Friedrich, Ernst -- Oestergaard, Paul, 1873-1956 -- Killinger, H. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 122 maps ; 350 x 240 mm.
Espenhorst 26.2.1.23
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10319 Atlases, German - 1934 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Georg Westermann Verlag -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 14 maps ; 210 x 210 mm.
P: Hannoverscher Anzeiger ; cigarette stickers
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10320 Atlases, German - 1934 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Georg Westermann Verlag -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 13 maps ; 210 x 210 mm.
P: Neue Augsburger Zeitung ; stickers
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10321 Atlases, German - 1934 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Meyer, Joseph, 1796 -- Lehmann, Edgar, 1905- -- Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 25 maps ; 474 x 350 mm.
2nd ed.
Espenhorst 3.6.1.2
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10322 Atlases, German - 1934 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Oestergaard, Paul, 1900-1972 --
Killinger, H. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 38 maps ; 348 x 215 mm.
Espenhorst 26.2.1.2:boxed
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10324 Atlases, German - 1934 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Schmidt, Rudolf, active 18th-19th century -- Velhagen & Klasing (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 54 maps ; 292 x 233 mm.
11th ed.
ed: Karl Schmidt ; Badziag, 103
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10325 Atlases, German - 1935
Authors: Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Lehmann, Edgar, 1905- -- Damm, Hans, b. 1895 -- Meyer, Joseph, 1796-1856 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (82, [2], 47, 75 p., 34 [i.e. 35] leaves of plates (chiefly folded)) : ill., 35 maps (chiefly col., chiefly folded) ; 25 cm.
Relief shown by hachures and spot elevations; depths shown by bathymetric tints and soundings.
Includes index.
Original publisher’s blue cloth binding with gold-stamped cover title.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst, J. Petermann’s planet, v. 1, p. 505-509; Phillips 6849
Baskes G1019 .B57 1935 (NLO)

10326 Atlases, German - 1935
Authors: Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Lehmann, Edgar, 1905- -- Meyer, Joseh, 1796-1856 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (various pagings) : 97 col. maps (chiefly folded) ; 25 cm.
Relief shown by hachures and by gradient and

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
bathymetric tints.
Includes indexes.
Scales differ.
First ed. published in 1892 under title: Meyers kleiner Hand-Atlas; also published under title: Meyers geographischer Handatlas.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 6848; Espenhorst, J. Petermann’s planet, v. 1, p. 505-506
LC Card Number: map46000028

Baskes G1019 .B56 1935 (NLO)

10327 Atlases, German - 1935

Authors: Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig
Meyer, Joseph, 1796
Westermann Verlag -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (39 p., 22 folded leaves of plates, 75 p.) : 23 folded col. maps ; 25 cm.
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Cover title: Meyers Taschen Atlas
Relief shown by hachures and spot elevations; depths shown by bathymetric tints and soundings.
Includes index.
Original publisher’s cloth binding with cover title: Meyers Taschen Atlas.
Scales differ.
Former owner: Courtney Hyatt.
Former owner: Hans[?] Langer.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst, J. Petermann’s planet, v. 1, p. 513; Phillips 6850
LC Card Number: map66000135

Baskes G1019 .B58 1935 (NLO)

10330 Atlases, German - 1935

Authors: Diercke, Carl, 1842-1913 -- Georg Westermann Verlag -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (vi. p., 156 p.) : ill., 118 col. maps ; 36 cm.
‘Grosse Ausg., 75. Aufl. / Ausgeführt in der Kartographischen Anstalt von George Westermann in Braunschweig’
Some of the maps are printed on folded leaves, each numbered as 3 pages.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .D4 1935 (NLO)

10328 Atlases, German - 1935

Authors: Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Muris, Oswald, 1884-. Grosse Weltatlases der Deutschen Buch-Gemeinschaft (1929) -- Deutsche Buch-Gemeinschaft -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (31, 46 p., [36] leaves of plates (16 folded)) : 95 maps (some col.) ; 47 cm.
Spine title: Grosse Welt-Atlas
Maps by Bibliographisches Institut AG, Leipzig.
Relief shown by hachures, gradient and bathymetric tints, and spot heights; depths shown by soundings.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst, J. Andree, Stieler, Meyer & Co., p. 205
LC Card Number: 95675565

Baskes oversize G1019 .B5336 1935 (NLO)

10329 Atlases, German - 1935

Authors: Diercke, Carl, 1842-1913 -- Georg Westermann Verlag -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (vi. p., 156 p.) : ill., 118 col. maps ; 36 cm.
‘Grosse Ausg., 75. Aufl. / Ausgeführt in der Kartographischen Anstalt von George Westermann in Braunschweig’
Some of the maps are printed on folded leaves, each numbered as 3 pages.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .MS43 1935 (NLO)

10331 Atlases, German - 1935


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
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1 atlas (31, 104 p., [82] leaves of plates) : 101 maps (chiefly col.; some folded) ; 36 cm.
Original publisher's cloth binding.
Scales differ.
Stamp: Otto Traeger.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst, J. Petermann's planet, the Newberry Library.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10336 Atlases, German - 1935 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Putzger, F. W. (Friedrich Wilhelm), 1849-1913 -- Velhagen & Klasing (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 41 maps ; 258 x 173 mm.
7th ed.
Includes maps illustrating history.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10337 Atlases, German - 1935 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Velhagen & Klasing (Firm) -- Frenzel, Konrad, 1902-- -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 65 maps ; 327 x 237 mm.
1st ed.
Espenhorst 5.4.2.1.1
Phillips 6864
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10338 Atlases, German - 1936
Authors: Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Lehmann, Edgar, 1905- -- Germany. Wehrmacht -- Meyer, Joseph, 1796-1856 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (4, 82, 203 p., [153] leaves of plates (chiefly folded)) : 119 col. maps (chiefly folded) ; 25 cm.
"Geographische Einleitung von Dr. Edgar Lehmann."--P. 3 (1st sequence).
Relief shown by hachures and by gradient and bathymetric tints.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
First ed. published in 1892 under title: Meyers kleiner Hand-Atlas; also published under title: Meyers geographischer Handatlas.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst, J. Petermann's planet, v. 1, p. 505-506
Baskes G1019 .B56 1936 (NLO)
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10340 Atlas, German - 1936

10341 Atlas, German - 1936

"53 farbige Haupt- und Nebenkarten, 100 statistische Schaubilder, zahlreiche Spezialkarten, Diagramme und Tabellen, ausführlicher geographischer, bevölkerungs- und wirtschaftsstatistischer Text, alphabetisches Verzeichniss von über 29000 geographischen Namen."

Includes index. Scales differ. 2 copies; copy 2 bookplate: Ex libris Paul Tibbe. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library. References: Espenhorst 6.7.1; Phillips 6877

10342 Atlas, German - 1936

10343 Atlas, German - 1936

10344 Atlas, German - 1936
Atlases, German - 1936

10347 Economics - Maps - 1936

Authors: Muris, Oswald, 1884- -- Wand, Otto -- Hermann Pfahl Verlag Baden-Baden -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (170 p.) : 45 maps (some col.) ; 20 cm.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

2 copies; copy 1 in publisher's cloth binding illustrated in brown ink; copy 2 publisher's cloth binding illustrated in blue ink.
References: Phillips 6876
LC Card Number: map53001572
Baskes G1019 .H394 1936 [copies 1 and 2] (NLO)

10348 Europe, Central - Maps - 1936

Authors: Debes, E. (Ernst), 1840-1923 -- Schlee, Paul -- Wagner, Emil -- Wagner, Karlheinz (Draftsman) -- Wagner & Debes -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (116 p.) : ill. (chiefly col.), 92 col. maps ; 28 cm.
Maps by E. Wagner and Karlheinz Wagner.
Relief shown by hachures and gradient and bathymetric tints.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1019 .D339 1936 (NLO)

10349 Germany - Maps - 1936

Authors: Ullstein GmbH -- Wahlband der Buchgemeinde -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Buchgemeinde Wahlband SEE Wahlband der Buchgemeinde viii, 291 p. : 80 col. maps (some folded) ; 21 cm.
"Gedruckt im Ullsteinhaus Berlin."--At end.
Relief shown by hachures and spot elevations; depths shown by bathymetric tints and

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Baskes G1019 .D38 1936 (NLO)

10350 **Atlases, German - 1936 (Provisional Heading)**

*Map of Europe shows pre-1938 borders of Austria and Germany.*

Maps by Bibliographisches Institut AG, Leipzig. Relief shown by hachures and spot elevations; depths shown by bathymetric tints and soundings.

Series: Deutsche Hausbücherei.

Original publisher's beige cloth binding.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Espenhorst, J. Petermann’s planet, v. 1, p. 505-509

Baskes G1019 .B562 1937 (NLO)

10354 **Atlases, German - 1937**


Authors: Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Lehmann, Edgar, 1905- -- Meyer, Joseph, 1796-1856 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)


Relief is represented by hachures and by gradient and bathymetric tints.

Includes index.

Publisher's advertisements [2]-[3] p. at end.

Scales differ.

First ed. published in 1892 under title: Meyers kleiner Hand-Atlas; also published under title: Meyers geographischer Handatlas.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Not listed in Espenhorst, J. Petermann’s planet.

Baskes G1019 .B56 1937 (NLO)

10355 **Atlases, German - 1937**

*Der Neue Brockhaus : allbuch in vier Bänden und einem Atlas ; Mit über 10000 Abbildungen und Karten im Text und auf etwa 1000 einfarbigen und bunten Tafel und Kartenseiten sowie einem zerlegbaren Modell.* Leipzig : F.A. Brockhaus, 1937-.

Authors: F.A. Brockhaus (Firm) -- Brockhaus, F. A. (Friedrich Arnold), 1772-1823 -- Harrison, Richard Edes -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

4 v. : illus., plates (part fold. col.) ; 25 cm.

(including 1 atlas (680, 176 p. : ca. 500 col. maps (some fold.), ill. ; 25 cm.)

Includes bibliographies.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Espenhorst 27.5

Phillips 6903

Baskes AE27 .B94 1937 Atlas (NLO)
10356 Atlases, German - 1937
Authors: Habbel, Josef -- Debes, E. (Ernst), 1840-1923 -- Wagner & Debes -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (20 folded leaves of plates) : 20 folded col. maps ; 26 cm.
Maps by Wagner & Debes.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1019 .H24 1937 (NLO)

10357 Atlases, German - 1937
Authors: Meyer, Joseph, 1796--1856 -- Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (63, 105 p., [188] p. of plates) : ill., 9 26 cm.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1019 .D339 1937 (NLO)

10359 Atlases, German - 1937
"Ausgewählte, völlig neu bearbeitete Ausgabe in einem Bande / Herausgegeben von Dr. Konrad Frenzel."
Cover title: Andrees Handatlas
Maps by Hans Fischer, E. Wagner, and Karlheinz Wagner.
Relief shown by hachures and gradient and bathymetric tints.
Scales differ.
Stamp: Günther Trieschmann, Düsseldorf-Oberkassel.
Five maps trimmed from German newspapers from ca. 1940-1942 laid in.
Former owner's signature: G. Trieschmann.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .D339 1937 (NLO)

10358 Atlases, German - 1937
The phrase "Ausgabe Rheinlande" in title printed on slip pasted to t.p.
"Debes-Follmann rheinischer Heimatatlas": viii p. at beginning.
Maps by Hans Fischer, E. Wagner, and Karlheinz Wagner.
Relief shown by hachures and gradient and bathymetric tints.
Scales differ.
Stamp: Günther Trieschmann, Düsseldorf-Oberkassel.
Five maps trimmed from German newspapers from ca. 1940-1942 laid in.
Former owner's signature: G. Trieschmann.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .D339 1937 (NLO)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.  
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LC Card Number: map380000112
Baskes oversize G1019 .A53 1937 (NLO)

10360 Atlases, German - 1937Atlases, German - 1937
Propaganda maps - Germany - Maps - 1937
Propaganda maps - Germany - Maps - 1937
World politics - Maps - 1937
Cartography and politics - 1937
Political geography - Maps - 1937
Authors: Eggers, Willy -- Volkenborn, Mathias -- Harms, Heinrich, 1861-1933 -- List & von Bressensdorf -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([4], 76 p.): ill., 64 maps (part col., some folded) ; 33 cm.
12 Aufl.
Imperfect; maps cut, portions missing: p. 19-20, 35-36.
Series: Harms einheitliches Unterrichtswerk.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 6909.
LC Card Number: map48000518
Baskes folio G1019 .E3 1937 (NLO)

10361 Atlases, German - 1937
Authors: Debes, E. (Ernst), 1840-1923 -- Fischer, Hans, active 1925 -- Oestergaard, Paul, 1900-1972 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 60 maps ; 420 x 305 mm.
6th ed.
Edited by Hans Fischer.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
References: Espenhorst 6.1.3.1.6
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10362 Atlases, German - 1937
Authors: Debes, E. (Ernst), 1840-1923 -- Wagner, Karlheinz (Draftsman) -- Europaisch Buchklub -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 37 maps ; 420 x 300 mm.
ed:KWagner
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10363 Atlases, German - 1937
Authors: Georg Westermann Verlag -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 33 maps ; 134 x 97 mm.

nd
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10364 Atlases, German - 1937
Authors: Harms, Heinrich, 1861-1933 -- List & von Bressensdorf -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 90 maps ; 296 x 180 mm.
2nd ed.
ed:Eberhardt
Includes maps illustrating history.
Phillips 8563
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10365 Atlases, German - 1937
Authors: Springenschmid, Karl -- Wunderlich -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 64 maps ; 170 x 248 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10366 Atlases, German - 1937
Authors: Velhagen & Klasing (Firm) -- Frenzel, Konrad, 1902- -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 66 maps ; 330 x 237 mm.
5th ed.
Espenhorst 5.4.2.1.5
Phillips 6932
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10367 Atlases, German - 1937
Authors: Velhagen & Klasing (Firm) -- Frenzel, Konrad, 1902- -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 80 maps ; 328 x 240 mm.
Espenhorst 5.4.2.2
Phillips 6934
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10368 Atlases, German - 1938

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
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Authors: Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Lehmann, Edgar, 1905- -- Damm, Hans, b. 1895 -- Meyer, Joseph, 1796-1856 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (79, [1], 47, 75 p., 34 [i.e. 35] leaves of plates (chiefly folded)) : ill., 35 maps (chiefly col., chiefly folded) ; 25 cm.
Edition: 3. Aufl.
Relief shown by hachures and spot elevations; depths shown by bathymetric tints and soundings.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Original publisher’s blue cloth binding with gold-stamped cover title.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst, J. Petermann’s planet, v. 1, p. 505-509
Baskes G1019 .B57 1938 (NLO)

10369 Atlases, German - 1938
Authors: Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Meyer, Joseph, 1796-1856 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (39 p., 22 folded leaves of plates, 75 p.) : 22 folded col. maps ; 25 cm.
Cover title: Meyers Taschen Atlas
Relief shown by hachures and spot elevations; depths shown by bathymetric tints and soundings.
Includes index.
Original publisher’s blue cloth binding with cover title: Meyers Taschen Atlas.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst, J. Petermann’s planet, v. 1, p. 513
Baskes G1019 .B58 1938 (NLO)

10370 Atlases, German - 1938
Authors: Diercke, Carl, 1842-1913 -- Georg Westermann Verlag -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (vi. p., 159 p.) : ill., 125 col. maps ; 36 cm.
'Grosse Ausg., 78. Aufl. / Ausgeführt in der Kartographischen Anstalt von George Westermann in Braunschweig.'
Scales differ.
Some of the maps are printed on folded leaves, each numbered as 3 pages.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
2 copies.

'2. Abdruck' -- copy 2
Phillips 6935
Baskes folio G1019 .D4 1938 [copies 1 and 2] (NLO)

10371 Atlases, German - 1938
Authors: Droemer Knaur -- Riedel, Johannes, b. 1885 -- Elsterwerke (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (272, 175 p., 40 folded leaves of plates) : 130 maps (some col.) ; 21 cm.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst 3.8.3 and 6.7.1; Phillips 6952
Baskes G1019 .D76 1938 (NLO)

10372 Atlases, German - 1938
Der Neue Brockhaus : allbuch in vier Bänden und einem Atlas ; Mit über 10000 Abbildungen und Karten im Text und auf etwa 1000 einfarbigen und bunten Tafel und Kartenseiten sowie einem zerlegbaren Modell. Leipzig : F.A. Brockhaus, 1938--.
Authors: F.A. Brockhaus (Firm) -- F.A. Brockhaus Verlag Leipzig -- Harrison, Richard Edes -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- F.A. Brockhaus Verlag Leipzig SEE ALSO F.A. Brockhaus (Firm) SEE ALSO F.A. Brockhaus Verlag Leipzig 4 v. : illus., plates (part fold. col.) ; 25 cm.
(including 1 atlas (680, 176 p. : ca. 500 col. maps (some fold.), ill. ; 25 cm.)
Includes bibliographies.
Ownership markings of Richard Edes Harrison, 1939.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Espenhorst 27.5
Phillips 6903
LC Card Number: 38016906
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Baskes AE27 .B94 1938 Atlas (NLO)

10373 Atlases, German - 1938<<Europe, Central - Maps - 1938<<Germany - Maps - 1938
Authors: Debes, E. (Ernst), 1840-1923 -- Schlee, Paul -- Fischer, Hans, active 1925 -- Wagner, Emil -- Winkel, O. -- Wagner, Karlheinz (Draftsman) -- Wagner & Debes -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (116 p.) : ill. (chiefly col.), 92 col. maps ; 28 cm.
Edition: 85. Aufl. des Schulatlas für die oberen...

Section cut out of t.p. with loss of imprint

Place of publication and publisher from cover.

Maps by E. Wagner, Karlheinz Wagner, and O. Winkel.

Relief shown by hachures and gradient and bathymetric tints.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Notes:

Baskes folio G1019 .D339 1938 (NLO)

10374 Atlases, German - 1938<>Germany - Colonies - Maps - 1938<>Germany - Maps - 1938

Reichskolonialbund Kolonialer Taschenatlas.

Berlin : Reichskolonialbund, [1938?].

Authors: Reichskolonialbund -- F.A. Brockhaus (Firm) -- Landesvermessungsamt Dresden -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Germany. Reichskolonialbund SEE Reichskolonialbund

1 atlas (16 p.) : 16 col. maps ; 19 cm.

Cover title.

"Herausgegeben mit Genehmigung der Reichsschiffstümerkammer vom Reichskolonialbund, Bundesleitunt, Berlin ... Kartographe und Druck von F.A. Brockhaus, Leipzig ... Freigegeben durch Landesvermessungsamt in Dresden"--Inside front cover.

Includes an estimate of the total area of German colonies in 1938.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Phillips 8546

Baskes G1905 .R45 1938 (NLO)

10375 Atlases, German - 1938 (Provisional Heading)

B. V. Karte 1-14. 1938.

Authors: Benzol Verband -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 14 maps ; 230 x 121 mm.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10376 Atlases, German - 1938 (Provisional Heading)

Nirona-handatlas durch die Deutsche heimat.

Beierfeld : Nirona Werke, 1938.

Authors: F.A. Brockhaus (Firm) -- Nirona Werke -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 39 maps ; 190 x 120 mm.

nd Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10377 Atlases, German - 1938 (Provisional Heading)


Authors: F.A. Brockhaus (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 32 maps ; 249 x 164 mm.

Espenhorst 27.6:webatlas:VAT Viafix

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10378 Atlases, German - 1938 (Provisional Heading)


Authors: Harms, Heinrich, 1861-1933 -- List & von Bressensdorf -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 44 maps ; 270 x 188 mm.

ed:WEGgers

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10379 Atlases, German - 1938 (Provisional Heading)


1 v. : 128 maps ; 430 x 305 mm.

1st ed.

Espenhorst 3.6.2.2.1

Phillips 6955

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10380 Atlases, German - 1938 (Provisional Heading)


Authors: Remy -- VDE-haus -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 16 maps ; 301 x 212 mm.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10381 Atlases, German - 1938 (Provisional Heading)

Um die gestaltung Europas. Munich : Hoheneichen, 1938.

Authors: Sanders, A -- Hoheneichen -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 47 maps ; 254 x 168 mm.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10382 Atlases, German - 1938 (Provisional Heading)


Authors: Velhagen & Klasing (Firm) -- Frenzel, Konrad, 1902-- -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 70 maps ; 330 x 235 mm.

9th ed.

Espenhorst 5.4.2.1.9

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
1 v. : 39 maps ; 204 x 210 mm.
Espenhorst 75.3; Mainfrankische Zeitung
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)** (PrCt)

---

**Atlases, German - 1939 (Provisional Heading)**

**Grosser volksatlas.** Bielefeld : Velhagen & Klasing, 1939.
Authors: Velhagen & Klasing (Firm) -- Preuss, W. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 71 maps ; 329 x 240 mm.
14th ed.
Espenhorst 5.4.2.1.14
Phillips 6991
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)** (PrCt)

---

**Atlases, German - 1940**

**Württembergischer schulatlas.** Stuttgart : Fleischhauer & Spohn, 1940.
Authors: Diercke, Carl, 1842-1913 -- Fleischhauer & Spohn -- Georg Westermann Verlag -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 56 maps ; 310 x 244 mm.
ausgabeC,Hohereschulen;C:GW estermann
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)** (PrCt)

---

**Atlases, German - 1940**

Authors: Diercke, Carl, 1842-1913 -- Georg Westermann Verlag -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (56 p.) : 42 col. maps ; 31 cm.
Cover title.
Date from map on p. 1.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst/Kumpel, III.1.1.31

**Baskes folio G1019.D411 1940 (NLO)**

---

**Atlases, German - 1940**

**Die Schule für Erdkunde: Schulatlas.** Düsseldorf : Westermann, 1940.
Authors: Diercke, Carl, 1842-1913 -- Diercke, Carl -- Georg Westermann Verlag -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 41 maps ; 41 cm.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
the Newberry Library.
Phillips 6974

Baskes folio G1019 .D4 1940 (NLO)

10395 Atlas, German - 1940
Cover title: Taschen-Atlas
Maps by Carl Opitz.
Scales differ.
Bookseller's stamp: Fritz Führer München, Marienpl. 8, neues Rathaus.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G1019 .C74 1940 (NLO)

10396 Atlas, German - 1940
Volk heimat & welt : atlas fuer die volksschule. Karlsruhe : Kunstdruckerei Künstlerbund Karlsruhe -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 21 maps ; 317 x 250 mm.
Edition: Alsace
Authors: Pfrommer, Fritz
Form part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10397 Atlas, German - 1940 <> Germany - Maps - 1940
Authors: Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (111, [1] p., 44 folded leaves of plates) : 45 folded maps (chiefly col.) ; 18 cm.
Relief shown by shading.
Includes index.
Map on front lining-paper indexes 24 plates covering Germany.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Espenhorst 2.6.1.1.4.72

Baskes G1019 .J874 1940 (NLO)

10398 Atlas, German - 1940 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Meyer, Joseph, 1796-1856 -- Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 102 maps ; 430 x 310 mm.
3rd ed.

Espenhorst 3.6.2.2.3.1

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10399 Atlas, German - 1940 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Petersen, Carl S. -- Ferdinand Hirt (Firm)
3 v. ; 28 cm.

F 4789 .383 (NLO)

10400 Atlas, German - 1940 (Provisional Heading)
Großer volksatlas. Bielefeld : Velhagen & Klasing, 1940.
Authors: Velhagen & Klasing (Firm) -- Preuss, W. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 74 maps ; 330 x 235 mm.
19th ed.

Espenhorst 5.4.2.1.18

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10401 Atlas, German - 1940 (Provisional Heading)
Großer volksatlas. Bielefeld : Velhagen & Klasing, 1940.
Authors: Velhagen & Klasing (Firm) -- Preuss, W. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 74 maps ; 328 x 240 mm.
19th ed.

Espenhorst 5.4.2.1.19;dj

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10402 Atlas, German - 1940 <> World War, 1939-1945 - Maps
Taschenatlas : mit Tagebuch / überreicht im Auftrage des Reichsorganisationsleiters der NSDAP, durch den Leiter der Zentralstelle für die Finanzwirtschaft der Deutschen Arbeitsfront.
München [Munich] : JRO-Verlag Carl Kremling, [not before 1940].
Kartenbearbeitung unter Leitung von Dr. Ernst Kremling"--T.p. verso.
Includes chronology of World War II through June

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
24, 1940; shows most of Poland as part of Nazi Germany.
Calendars for the years 1942 and 1943, p. [26]-[30] at end.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
**Baskes G1019 .T38 1940 (NLO)**

### 10406 Atlas, German - 1941


Authors: Opitz, Carl Albert, 1847-1924 -- Starke, Carl -- Moritz Ruhl (Firm) -- Posensche Lebensversicherungsanstalt -- Posensche Feuersozietät -- Posensche Lebensversicherungsanstalt -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Posen Insurance SEE Posensche Feuersozietät -- Ruhl (Moritz), firm SEE Moritz Ruhl (Firm)


Cover title: Pikkolo-Atlas


Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
**Baskes G1019 .O65 1941 (NLO)**

### 10407 Atlas, German - 1941


1 atlas (4, 16, 4, 20 p.) : ill., 17 maps (chiefly col., some folded) : 31 cm.

"Kleine Volksschulausgabe."

Title, edition and publisher from cover.


'Hierzu erschien die Wandkarte: Württemberg, Baden und Hohenzollern, bearbeitet von E. Hörle im Massstabe von 1:150,000'--Cover.

'Nach der Geologischen Karte des Statistischen Landesamtes'--P. 4 (1st count).

'Bestell-Nr. 756'--Cover.

Statistical information updated through 1940.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
**Baskes G1019 .G67 1941 (NLO)**

### 10408 Atlas, German - 1941


Authors: Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Lehmann, Edgar, 1905- -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (6, 16, 6, 20 p.) : ill., 17 maps (chiefly col., chiefly folded) ; 31 cm.

Relief shown by hachures and spot elevations; depths shown by bathymetric tints and soundings.

Includes index.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
**Baskes folio G1019 .H67 1941 (NLO)**

### 10409 Atlas, German - 1941

**Soldaten-atlas.** Leipzig : Bibliographisches Institut, 1941.

Authors: Meyer, Joseph, 1796-1856 -- Germany. Wehrmacht -- Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Wehrmacht (Germany) SEE Germany.

Wehrmacht

1 v. : 31 maps ; 243 x 340 mm.

Espenhorst 3.5.3.3

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)**

### 10400 Atlas, German - 1941


Authors: Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Lehmann, Edgar, 1905- -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (x, 59 p., [31] leaves of plates (some folded)) : 31 cm.

Relief shown by shading.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
**Baskes oversize G1019 .B5335 1941 (NLO)**

### 10403 Atlas, German - 1941

**Meyers Volkssatlas : 95 Haupt-und Nebenkarten mit alphabetischem Namenverzeichnis.** Leipzig : Bibliographisches Institut AG, 1941.

Authors: Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Meyer, Joseph, 1796-1856 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas ([6] p., 35 [i.e. 36] leaves of plates (chiefly folded), 80 p.) : 36 maps (chiefly col., chiefly folded) ; 25 cm.

Other title: Meyers Hand-Atlas.


Relief shown by hachures and spot elevations; depths shown by bathymetric tints and soundings.

Includes index.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
**Baskes G1019 .T38 1940 (NLO)**
Authors: Kartographische Anstalt Georg Westermann -- Barmm, R. -- Diercke, Carl, 1842-1913 -- Nationalsozialistischer Lehrerbund.
Gau Hamburg -- Georg Westermann Verlag -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (32, 24 pages) : illustrations (some color), 38 maps (chiefly color) ; 31 cm
Two maps edited by R. Barmm.
"Ausgeführt in der Kartographischen Anstalt von Georg Westermann, Braunschweig."
Maps on inside front and back covers
Relief shown by hachures, gradient and bathymetric tints, and spot heights.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .K38 1941 (NLO)

10409 Atlases, German - 1941(Germany - Maps - 1941
Authors: Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (111, [1] p., 44 folded leaves of plates) : 45 folded maps (chiefly col.) ; 18 cm.
Relief shown by shading.
Includes index.
Map on front lining-paper indexes 24 plates covering Germany.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst 2.6.1.1.4.74
Baskes G1019 .J874 1941 (NLO)

10410 Atlases, German - 1941(Germany - Maps - 1941
Authors: Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Thüssel, Thersia -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (109, [1] p., 44 folded leaves of plates) : 45 folded maps (chiefly col.) ; 18 cm.
Edition: 75. Aufl.
Relief shown by shading.
Includes index.
Map on front lining-paper indexes 24 plates covering Germany.
Scales vary.
Former owner: Thersia Thüssel [?] 1941.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst 2.6.1.1.4.75
Baskes G1019 .J874 1941b (NLO)

10411 Atlases, German - 1941 (Provisional Heading)
Columbus weltatlas: Debes grosser handatlas. Berlin : P. Oestergaard, 1941.
Authors: Debes, E. (Ernst), 1840-1923 -- Wagner, C. -- Oestergaard, Paul, 1900-1972 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 69 maps ; 423 x 305 mm.
8th ed.
Espenhorst 6.1.3.1.8
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10412 Atlases, German - 1941 (Provisional Heading)
Columbus volksatlas: Debes handatlas. Berlin : P. Oestergaard, 1941.
Authors: Debes, E. (Ernst), 1840-1923 -- Wagner, C. -- Oestergaard, Paul, 1900-1972 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 70 maps ; 420 x 244 mm.
3rd ed.
Espenhorst 6.2.1.3
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10413 Atlases, German - 1941 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: F.A. Brockhaus (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 30 maps ; 183 x 120 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10414 Atlases, German - 1941 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Meyer, Joseph, 1796-1856 -- Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 31 maps ; 243 x 340 mm.
Espenhorst 3.5.3.3+4maps&notations
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10415 Atlases, German - 1941 (Provisional Heading)
Grosser volksatlas. Bielefeld : Velhagen & Klasing, 1941.
Authors: Velhagen & Klasing (Firm) -- Preuss, W. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 73 maps ; 328 x 240 mm.
21st ed.
Espenhorst 5.4.2.1.21
Phillips 7077
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)


10416  **Atlases, German - 1941 (Provisional Heading)**

**Grosser volksatlas.** Bielefeld : Velhagen & Klasing, 1941.

Authors: Velhagen & Klasing (Firm) -- Preuss, W. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 73 maps ; 328 x 240 mm.

23rd ed.

Espenhorst 5.4.2.1.23

Phillips 7078

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

(Pr Ct)

10417  **Atlases, German - 1941-1945 - Maps**


Authors: Thiele, R. A. -- Kremling, Ernst -- Deutsche Arbeitsfront -- JRO-Verlag -- Kremling, Carl -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)


Added title, p. [17]: JRO-Taschenatlas


Shows most of Poland as part of Nazi Germany. Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G1019 .T38 1941 (NLO)

10418  **Atlases, German - 1942**

**Diercke schulatlas für höhere Lehranstalten.** Braunschweig ; Berlin ; Hamburg : Georg Westermann, [1942?].

Authors: Diercke, Carl, 1842-1913 -- Georg Westermann Verlag -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (vi, 157 (i.e. 165) p.) : 121 col. maps ; 36 cm.

"Grosse aus, 81 aufl., ausgeführt in der kartographischen anstalt von Georg Westermann ... :

Includes extra numbered pages 20a-d, 128a-c and 129b; some of the maps are printed on folded leaves each numbered as 3 pages. Maps of Germany and eastern Europe show political changes instituted by Germany during the world war.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Phillips 7091

Baskes folio G1019 .D4 1942 (NLO)

10419  **Atlases, German - 1942**


Namenerverzeichnie zu Sydow-Wagners methodischem Schul-Atlas -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (xvi p., 64 folded p. of plates) : 64 folded col. maps ; 32 cm.


"67 Haupt- und 232 Nebenkarten auf 64 Tafeln, mit einem Namenerverzeichnis."

"Namenerverzeichnie zu Sydow-Wagners methodischem Schul-Atlas" published separately and laid in.

Publisher’s paper covered boards.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G1019 .S93 1942 (NLO)

10420  **Atlases, German - 1942-Germany - Maps - 1942**


Authors: Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (109 p., 45 folded leaves of plates) : 46 folded maps (chiefly col.) ; 18 cm.

Edition: 76. Aufl.

Relief shown by shading.

Includes index.

Map on front lining-paper indexes 24 plates covering Germany.

Scales differ.

Former owner: Rosemarie Alaufsmer[?].

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Espenhorst 2.6.1.1.4.76

Baskes G1019 .J874 1942 (NLO)

10421  **Atlases, German - 1942 (Provisional Heading)**

**Deutscher schul atlas.** Berlin : Gemeinschaftsverlag, 1942.

Authors: Germany. Reichsstelle schulmethodischem Schul -- Gemeinschaftsverlag -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 23 maps ; 318 x 242 mm.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

(Pr Ct)

10422  **Atlases, German - 1942 (Provisional Heading)**

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Deutscher schul atlas, heimatteil Gau Hamburg.
Hamburg : Gemeinschaftsverlag, 1942.
Authors: Germany. Reichsstelle schul -- Gemeinschaftsverlag -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 12 maps ; 323 x 247 mm.
C:Westermann
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10423 Atlases, German - 1942 (Provisional Heading)
Justus Perthes' taschen-atlas der ganzen welt.
Gotha : J. Perthes, 1942.
Authors: Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas
76th ed.
Espenhorst 2.6.1.1.4.76
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10424 Atlases, German - 1942 (Provisional Heading)
Atlas Deutschen lebensraumes in Mitteleuropa.
Leipzig : Bibliographisches Institut, 1942.
Authors: Krebs, Norbert -- Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 20 maps ; 474 x 345 mm.
Phillips 7807
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10425 Atlases, German - 1942 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Meyer, Joseph, 1796-1856 -- Krause, K. -- Scheibner, F. -- Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 30 maps ; 245 x 340 mm.
1st ed.
Espenhorst 3.5.3.4:ed:KKrause,FScheibner
Phillips 7058
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10426 Atlases, German - 1942 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Wirsing, Giselher -- Knorr & Hirth -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 42 maps ; 302 x 212 mm.
Includes maps illustrating history.
Phillips 5907
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10427 Atlases, German - 1943
Authors: Kozenn, Blasius, 1821-1871 -- Ed. Hözel (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (135 p.) : col. ill., 87 col. folded maps, 31 cm.
Edition: 60. Aufl.
"Hergestellt im Geographischen Institut Ed. Hözel, Wien."
Scales differ.
Previously published under title: Kozenns geographischer Atlas für Mittelschulen.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Dörflinger, Atlantes Austriaci, Hözel/Koz A60 (1943)
Baskes folio G1019 .E25 1943 (NLO)

10428 Atlases, German - 1943
Handatlas fur das Deutsche haus. Berlin : Drei Kegel Verlag, 1943.
Authors: Oestergaard, Paul, 1900-1972 -- Drei Kegel Verlag -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ; 38 maps
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10429 Atlases, German - 1943
Gotha : Justus Perthes, 1943.
1 atlas (xv p., 61 folded p. of plates) : 62 folded col. maps, ; 32 cm.
"59 Haupt- und 258 Nebenkarten auf 61 Tafeln, mit einem Namenverzeichnis."
"Namenverzeichnis zu Sydow-Wagners methodischem Schul-Atlas" published separately and laid in.
Publisher's binding.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copy: folio G 10 .862
References: Phillips 7164.
Baskes folio G1019 .E25 1943 (NLO)

10430 Atlases, German - 1943
JRÖ-Taschenatlas : das kleine Nachschlagewerk in der Tasche : mit vielen wichtigen mehrfarbigen Übersichtskarten, Tabellen und wissenswerten Tatsachen / herausgegeben von R.A. Thiele ;

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

Authors: Justus Perthes (Firm: Gotha, Germany) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Edition: 77. Aufl.
Relief shown by shading.
Includes index.
Map on front lining-paper indexes 24 plates covering Germany.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Authors: Germany. Reichsstelle schul -- Gemeinschaftsverlag -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.: 11 maps; 317 x 248 mm.
ed:FritzPfrommer
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Authors: Germany. Reichsstelle schul -- Gemeinschaftsverlag -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.: 24 maps
C:Westermann
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)
10438 **Atlases, German - 1943 (Provisional Heading)**

*Osteuropa in kontinentaleuropäische schau.*

München : Hoheneichen, 1943.

Authors: Sanders, A -- Hoheneichen -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 24 maps ; 252 x 170 mm.


Relief shown by hachures and spot elevations. Index map on front lining-paper shows distribution of 27 plates collectively covering the whole of Germany.

"In 45 Karten und 110 Seiten Text."

"Die Bücher des Frontarbeiters."

Original publisher’s binding with spine title: Justus Perthes Taschenatlas der ganzen Welt.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Phillips 5898

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)**


t (PrCt)

10439 **Atlases, German - 1944**


Gotha : Justus Perthes, 1944.


1 atlas (xv p., 61 folded leaves of plates) : 62 col. maps (some) ; 33 cm.


Blank label pasted over two lines of text under imprint.

"62 Haupt-und 260 Nebenkarten auf 61 Tafeln; mit einem Namenverzeichnis."

"Namenverzeichnis zu Sydow-Wagners methodischem Schul-Atlas" published separately and laid in.

Several col. maps laid in.

Scales differ.

Stamp: Joachim Hirche.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Phillips 7201: "Another issu has below the imprint: Für den Reichsgau Sudetenland: Sudetendeutscher Verlag Franz Kraus, Reichenberg."

LC Card Number: map55000719

**Baskets folio G1019 .J874 1944 (NLO)**

10440 **Atlases, German - 1944<<<>Germany - Maps - 1944**

*Justus Perthes Taschenatlas für die Organisation todt die ganzen Welt.* [Gotha : Justus Perthes, 1944].

Authors: Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany)

-- Organisation Todt (Germany) -- Frontarbeiters

-- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (109 p., 45 folded leaves of plates) : 46 folded col. maps ; 18 cm.

"Justus Perthes, Gotha, 1944."--T.p. verso.

Spine title: Justus Perthes Taschenatlas der ganzen Welt.


Relief shown by hachures and spot elevations. Index map on front lining-paper shows distribution of 27 plates collectively covering the whole of Germany.

"In 45 Karten und 110 Seiten Text."

"Die Bücher des Frontarbeiters."

Original publisher’s binding with spine title: Justus Perthes Taschenatlas der ganzen Welt.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Phillips 7189; Espenhorst

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)**

(PrCt)

10441 **Atlases, German - 1944<<<>Germany - Maps - 1944**


Authors: Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (109, [1] p., 45 folded leaves of plates) : 46 folded maps (chiefly col.) ; 18 cm.


Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Phillips 7189; Espenhorst

2.6.1.1.4.79

**Baskets G1019 .J874 1944 (NLO)**

10442 **Atlases, German - 1944 (Provisional Heading)**

*Deutscher schul atlas, heimatteil Gau Kurhessen.*

Gotha : J. Perthes, 1944.

Authors: Germany. Reichsstelle schul -- Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 10 maps ; 320 x 240 mm.

Relief shown by shading.

Includes index.

Map on front lining-paper indexes 24 plates covering Germany.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Phillips 5789; Espenhorst

2.6.1.1.4.79

**Baskets G1019 .J874 1944 (NLO)**

10443 **Atlases, German - 1944 (Provisional Heading)**

*Methodischer schul-atlas.*

Gotha : J. Perthes, 1944.

Authors: Sydow, E. von (Emil), 1812-1873 -- Wagner, Hermann, 1840-1929 -- Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Roger S. Baskets

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 62 maps ; 317 x 190 mm.
23rd ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10444 Atlas, German - 1947 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Volk und Wissen Volksseigener Verlag -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 29 maps ; 293 x 294 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10445 Atlas, German - 1948
Authors: Karl Wenschow GmbH -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 24 maps ; 313 x 230 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10446 Atlas, German - 1949
Authors: Fugmann, Erich Richard -- Pries, H. (Hugo) -- Flemmings Verlag -- Creutzburg, Nikolaus, 1893-1987 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Flemmings Verlag SEE ALSO Carl Flemming (Firm)
1 atlas (161 p., 160 p. of plates) : ill., 153 col. maps ; 26 cm.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst 4.6.1
LC Card Number: map51000145
Baskes G1019 .F78 1949 (NLO)

10447 Atlas, German - 1949
Authors: Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Fugmann, Erich Richard -- Pries, H. (Hugo) -- Gabriel, E. -- Reintjes, E. -- Flemmings Verlag -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (95 p., 24 folded leaves of plates) : 24 col. maps ; 18 cm.
Other title: Justus Perthes' Taschenatlas der ganzen Welt.
Also published under title: Justus Perthes' Taschenatlas der ganzen Welt.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst 2.6.1.1.4
LC Card Number: map5100927
Baskes folio G1019 .J874 1949 (NLO)

10448 Atlas, German - 1949 <Europe - Maps - 1949>
Authors: Haefke, Fritz -- Heyde, Herbert -- Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Volk und Wissen Volksseigener Verlag -- Strauss, Gisela -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Volk & Wissen VERLAG SEE Volk und Wissen Volksseigener Verlag
1 atlas (56 p.) : 59 col. maps ; 30 cm.
Edition: Kleine Ausg.
Portion of map of Europe by Haefke and Heyde laid in.
Scales differ.
Former owner's signature: Gisela Strauss.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .H25 1949 (NLO)

10449 Atlas, German - 1950
Authors: Bayerischer Schulbuch -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 21 maps ; 340 x 250 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10450 Atlas, German - 1950
Taschenatlas . [Munich : JRO-Verlag, ca. 1950].
Authors: JRO-Verlag -- Deutsche Maizena-Werke -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (155 p.) : col. ill., 35 col. maps ; 18 cm.
Cover title.
Uniform title: JRO-Taschenatlas
"Der JRO-Taschenatlases ist die Miniaturausgabe des berühmten Grossen JRO-Weltatlasses"--Forward.
"Unseren Geschäftsfreunden mit besten Empfehlungen überreicht Deutsche Maizena-Werke GMBH, Hamburg-Maizenaahaus"--P. [1].
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1019 .J8417 1950 (NLO)

10451 Atlas, German - 1950
JRO Weltatlas : Handausgabe : 82 Kartenseiten mit über 60000 Namen, einem Reich bebilderten Länderlexikon, und einem Register /

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
10460 Atlasses, German - 1952 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Lux, Sebastian, fl. 1953? -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (200 p.) : col. ill., 48 maps (some col.) ; 17 x 24 cm.

10463 Atlasses, German - 1953

Authors: Diercke, Carl, 1842-1913 -- Georg Westermann Verlag -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 110 col. maps (some folded) ; 36 cm.
Many maps dated 1953; 'Inhalt' dated 1948.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: map55001018
Baskes folio G1019 .J53 1953 (NLO)

10464 Atlasses, German - 1953

Authors: Durand, 1876-1956 -- VEB Bibliographinst -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 53 maps ; 248 x 330 mm.
Esphenhorst PP 3.5.4
Phillips 7496
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10462 Atlasses, German - 1952 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Meyer, Joseph, 1796-1856 -- VEB Bibliographinst -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 26 maps ; 250 x 165 mm.
1st ed.
LC96
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10461 Atlasses, German - 1952 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Durand, Dana Bennett -- E.J. Brill (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 26 maps ; 250 x 165 mm.
1st ed.
LC96
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10459 Atlasses, German - 1952 < Historical geography - Maps - 1952 < Economics - Maps - 1952 < Historical atlases

Authors: Muris, Oswald, 1884- -- Kleinert, Hans -- Zimmermann, Alfred, fl. 1950-1964 -- Stuttgarter Hausbücherei -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (96, 192, 95 p.) : 130 col. maps ; 24 cm.
"Hansa-Weltatlas"--On some maps. Includes index.
Also issued under title: Hansa Weltatlas.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .J874 1952 (NLO)

10458 Atlasses, German - 1952

Authors: Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Fischer, Hans-Richard -- Oschmann, E. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Oschmann, E. (Erich) SEE Oschmann, E.
1 atlas (80, 60 p., 26 folded leaves of plates) : 26 folded col. maps ; 18 cm.
Edition: 81., neubearbeitete Aufl.
Relief shown by shading.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 7526; Espenhorst 2.6.1.1.5.81
Baskes G1019 .J842 1952 (NLO)

10462 Atlases, German - 1952 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Meyer, Joseph, 1796-1856 -- VEB Bibliographinst -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 26 maps ; 250 x 165 mm.
1st ed.
LC96
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10461 Atlases, German - 1952 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Durand, Dana Bennett -- E.J. Brill (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 26 maps ; 250 x 165 mm.
1st ed.
LC96
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10459 Atlases, German - 1952 < Historical geography - Maps - 1952 < Economics - Maps - 1952 < Historical atlases

Authors: Muris, Oswald, 1884- -- Kleinert, Hans -- Zimmermann, Alfred, fl. 1950-1964 -- Stuttgutter Hausbücherei -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (96, 192, 95 p.) : 130 col. maps ; 24 cm.
"Hansa-Weltatlas"--On some maps. Includes index.
Also issued under title: Hansa Weltatlas.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .J874 1952 (NLO)

10458 Atlases, German - 1952

Authors: Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Fischer, Hans-Richard -- Oschmann, E. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Oschmann, E. (Erich) SEE Oschmann, E.
1 atlas (80, 60 p., 26 folded leaves of plates) : 26 folded col. maps ; 18 cm.
Edition: 81., neubearbeitete Aufl.
Relief shown by shading.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 7526; Espenhorst 2.6.1.1.5.81
Baskes G1019 .J842 1952 (NLO)

10458 Atlases, German - 1952

Authors: Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Fischer, Hans-Richard -- Oschmann, E. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Oschmann, E. (Erich) SEE Oschmann, E.
1 atlas (80, 60 p., 26 folded leaves of plates) : 26 folded col. maps ; 18 cm.
Edition: 81., neubearbeitete Aufl.
Relief shown by shading.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 7526; Espenhorst 2.6.1.1.5.81
Baskes G1019 .J842 1952 (NLO)
Relief shown by shading; depths shown by bathymetric tints.
Printed in double columns.
Includes index.
Publisher's salmon paper binding with gold-stamped cover title.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1019 .J57 1953 (NLO)

**10465** Atlases, German - 1953 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Haefke, Fritz -- Volk und Wissen Volkseigener Verlag -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 10 maps ; 300 x 214 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

**10466** Atlases, German - 1953 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Oestergaard, Paul, 1873-1956 -- Oestergaard, Paul, 1900-1972 -- Humboldt Verlag -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 32 maps ; 182 x 110 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

**10467** Atlases, German - 1953 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Ziegler, Gerhard -- Volk und Wissen Volkseigener Verlag -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 69 maps ; 307 x 220 mm.
Includes maps illustrating history.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

**10468** Atlases, German - 1954
Authors: C. Bertelsmann Verlag -- Lenz, Werner, 1926- -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Bertelsmann, C., firm, Gütersloh SEE C. Bertelsmann Verlag -- Bertelsmann (C.) Verlag SEE C. Bertelsmann Verlag
1 atlas (496 p.) : 196 col. maps ; 20 cm.
Edition: 1 Aufl.
"Bearbeitet unter Leitung von Werner Lenz"--T.p. verso.
Maps on lining papers.
Includes index.
Series: Bertelsmann-Lesering -- Bertelsmann Lesering.
Scales differ.
Former owner's signature: Paul Kopezek.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst 6.7.2.1
Baskes G1019 .B47 1954 (NLO)

**10469** Atlases, German - 1954
Authors: JRO-Verlag -- Fochler-Hauke, Gustav, 1906-1996 -- Kremling, Ernst -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (xlviii, 79 p., [58] p. of plates) ; ill., 42 col. maps (some folded) ; 31 cm.
"Handausgabe" of the Grosser JRO-Weltatlas.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .J842 1954 (NLO)

**10470** Atlases, German - 1954
Kultusministerium -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Ernst Klett Verlag -- Klett (Ernst) (Firm) SEE Ernst Klett Verlag
1 atlas (48 p.) : 44 maps (chiefly col.) ; 33 cm.
'Erw. Ausg.'
Maps by Fritz Pfrommer and Walter Weber.
'2802'
Text on endpapers.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 7570
Baskes folio G1019 .M38 1954 (NLO)

**10471** Atlases, German - 1954<<<>>>Germany - Maps - 1954
Authors: JRO-Verlag -- Kremling, Ernst --
1 atlas (various pagings) : ill., 45 maps (chiefly col., chiefly folded) ; 45 cm.
Edition: Volksausg. 8 Aufl.
Forward dated 1954.
Relief shown by shading, spot elevations, and soundings.
Includes indexes.
Scales differ.
Laid in: JRO-Karte Deutschland, physikal (1954?)
Laid in: Sonder-Ausgabe der Berliner Illustrirten: Lannenberg die Trauerflechter am 6 und 7 August 1934.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1019 .G78 1954 (NLO)

10475

Atlases, German - 1955
1 atlas (226, 176, 135 p.) : ill., 186 maps (some col.) ; 25 cm.
Cover title: Knaurs Weltatlas
Maps by Paul Oestergaard K.G. and Columbus
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1019 .D76 1955 (NLO)

10476

Atlases, German - 1955
1 atlas (116, 72 p., [52] leaves of plates) : 26 col. maps ; 18 cm.
Cover title: Justus Perthes's Taschenatlas.
First published firm in 1953 as 82. Aufl. of Taschenatlas der ganzen Welt.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1019 .H394 1954 (NLO)

10473

Atlases, German - 1954 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Ziegler, Gerhard -- Volk und Wissen Volkseigener Verlag -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 69 maps ; 307 x 220 mm.
Includes maps illustrating history.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCl)

10474

Atlases, German - 1955
Authors: Diercke, Carl, 1842-1913 -- Georg Westermann Verlag -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (142 p.) : 110 col. maps (some folded) ; 36 cm.
Many maps dated 1955; 'Inhalt' dated 1948.
Folded map laid in at end.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1019 .H435 1955 (NLO)

10477

Atlases, German - 1955
JRO Weltatlas : Sonderausgabe, anlässlich des 500000 JRO-Weltatlas : 96 Kartenseiten mit über 60 000 Namen, einem Reich bebildertes Länderlexikon, Geographische Statistik,
Flaggentafel, und ein Register / wissenschaftlicher Mitarbeiter, Prof. Dr. Fochler-Hauke; bearbeitet unter Leitung von Ernst Kremling. München [Munich]: JRO-Verlag, c1955.
Authors: JRO-Verlag -- Fochler-Hauke, Gustav, 1906-1996 -- Kremling, Ernst -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (xlvi, 75 p., [64] p. of plates) : ill., 46 col. maps (some folded) ; 31 cm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
**Baskes folio G1019 .H842 1955 (NLO)**

10478 Atlasses, German - 1955
Authors: Lautensach, Hermann, 1886-1971 -- Ed. Höflzel (Firm) -- Keysersche Verlagsbuchhandlung -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (7, 146, 28 p.) : ill., 184 col. maps, plans ; 32 cm.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
**Baskes folio G1019 .J842 1955 (NLO)**

10479 Atlasses, German - 1955>>Historical geography - Maps - 1955>>Economics - Maps - 1955>>Historical atlases
Authors: Muris, Oswald, 1884-- -- Kleinert, Hans -- Hermann Pfahl Verlag Baden-Baden -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (158, 192, 96 p.) : 112 maps (chiefly col.) ; 24 cm.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
**Baskes G1019 .H394 1955 (NLO)**

10480 Atlasses, German - 1955 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Debes, E. (Ernst), 1840-1923 -- Wagner, C. -- Oestergaard, Paul, 1900-1972 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 70 maps ; 420 x 300 mm.
9th ed.

Espenhorst 6.1.3.2.9.5
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)**

10481 Atlasses, German - 1956
Authors: Haefke, Fritz -- Justus Perthes (Firm) -- Gotha, Germany -- Volk und Wissen Volksseigener Verlag -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 37 maps ; 303 x 220 mm. Edited by Fritz Haefke.
Includes "Namenvorzeichn." Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)**

10482 Atlasses, German - 1956 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Georg Westermann Verlag -- Campbell, Eila M. J. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 160 maps : 295 x 219 mm. prov:EMJCampbell
Includes maps illustrating history.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)**

10483 Atlasses, German - 1957
Authors: C. Bertelsmann Verlag -- Lenz, Werner, 1926-- -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (498 p.) : 195 col. maps ; 20 cm.
Maps on lining papers.
Includes index.
Series: Praktische Ratgeber -- Bertelsmann Lesering
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst 6.7.2.16; linen cloth
**Baskes G1019 .B47 1957 (NLO)**

10484 Atlasses, German - 1957
Authors: Diercke, Carl, 1842-1913 -- Dehmel, Richard, fl. 1957 -- Georg Westermann Verlag -- Harrison, Richard Edes -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([6], 168, 56 p.) : 110 col. maps (some folded) ; 34 cm.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: map58000222
Baskes folio G1019 .L3993 1957 (NLO)

10488 Atlases, German - 1957 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Debes, E. (Ernst), 1840-1923 -- Hausbucherei -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas
Espenhorst 6.4.2
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10489 Atlases, German - 1958
Authors: C. Bertelsmann Verlag -- Lenz, Werner, 1926- -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (498 p.) : 195 col. maps ; 20 cm.
"Bearbeitet unter Leitung von Werner Lenz"--T.p. verso.
Maps on lining papers.
Includes index.Series: Bertelsmann Lexikon -- Praktische Ratgeber
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst 6.7.2.23; linen cloth
Baskes G1019 .B47 1958 (NLO)

10490 Atlases, German - 1958
Authors: Lautensach, Hermann, 1886-1971 -- Keysersche Verlagsbuchhandlung -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (101, xxi p.) : ill., 103 col. maps ; 32 cm.
Cover title: Keysers Atlas zur Erdkunde
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .L3992 1958 (NLO)

10487 Atlases, German - 1957
Authors: Lautensach, Hermann, 1886-1971 -- Keysersche Verlagsbuchhandlung -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (2, 6, 168, xxxiii p.) : ill., 213 col. maps, plans ; 32 cm.
Maps on front lining papers.
Condensed table of contents, 8 p., laid in.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: map58000892
Baskes G1019 .H435 1957 (NLO)

10486 Atlases, German - 1957
1 v. : 67 maps ; 304 x 228 mm.
Edition by Fritz Haefke.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10485 Atlases, German - 1957
Authors: Haefke, Fritz -- Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Volk und Wissen Volkseigener Verlag -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 67 maps ; 304 x 228 mm.
Edition by Fritz Haefke.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

erde des Menschen: Natur-und Kulturiandschaften.
LC Card Number: map59000763

A 23 .372 Atlas (NLO)

10492 Atlases, German - 1958<<<<<<<<Historical geography - Maps - 1958<<<<<<<<Historical atlases
1 atlas (192, 96 p., [124] p. of plates) : ill., 141 col. maps ; 24 cm.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: map62000443
Baskes G1019 .H394 1958 (NLO)

10493 Atlases, German - 1958 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Debes, E. (Ernst), 1840-1923 -- Oestergaard, Paul, 1900-1972 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 30 maps ; 406 x 280 mm.
5th ed.
Espenhorst 6.2.2.5.2
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10494 Atlases, German - 1958 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Leithauser, Joachim G -- Safari -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 103 maps ; 246 x 176 mm.
LC200;HT83
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10495 Atlases, German - 1959
Authors: C. Bertelsmann Verlag -- Lenz, Werner, 1926- -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (498 p.) : 195 col. maps ; 20 cm.
"Bearbeitet unter Leitung von Werner Lenz"--T.p. verso.
Maps on lining papers.
Includes index.
Series: Bertelsmann Lesering -- Praktische Ratgeber
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst 6.7.2.31; linen cloth
Baskes G1019 .B47 1959 (NLO)

10496 Atlases, German - 1959
Authors: C. Bertelsmann Verlag -- Lenz, Werner, 1926- -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (498 p.) : 195 col. maps ; 20 cm.
Edition: 32. neubearbeitete Aufl.
"Bearbeitet unter Leitung von Werner Lenz"--T.p. verso.
Maps on lining papers.
Includes index.
Series: Bertelsmann Lesering -- Praktische Ratgeber
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst 6.7.2.32; red rubberized
Baskes G1019 .B47 1959b (NLO)

10497 Atlases, German - 1959
Authors: Mairs Geographischer Verlag -- Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Baedekers Autoführer-Verlag -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (71, [89] p.) ; 33 col. maps ; 24 cm.
Cover title: Mair Welt Atlas : das moderne Kartenwerk für Haus und Beruf
Maps on lining papers.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Stamp: Baedeker-Archiv.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: map60000292
Baskes G1019 .M138 1959 (NLO)

10498 Atlases, German - 1959 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: JRO-Verlag -- Roth, Jos., fl. 1896 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 60 maps ; 444 x 309 mm.
17th ed.
ed:ErnstKremling

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Facsimile.
Meurer, 116
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10508 Atlases, German - 1966
Authors: Meyer, Joseph, 1796-1856 -- Hanle, Adolf -- Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 71 maps ; 375 x 254 mm.
Edited by Adolf Hanle.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10509 Atlases, German - 1966 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Mairs Geographischer Verlag -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 162 maps ; 265 x 160 mm.
12th ed.
1966/67
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10510 Atlases, German - 1966 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Verlag Das Beste -- Bartholomew -- Karl Wenschow GmbH -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 78 maps ; 402 x 276 mm.
4th ed.
CJ Bartholomew, KWenschow, GeoProjects
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10511 Atlases, German - 1968
Authors: Diercke, Carl, 1842-1913 -- Dehmel, Richard, fl. 1957 -- Georg Westermann Verlag -- Metzger, Birgit -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([6], 168, 56 p.) : 115 col. maps (some folded) ; 34 cm.
Includes index.
Maps on lining papers.
Scales differ.
Former owner: Birgit Metzger.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .D4 1968 (NLO)

10512 Atlases, German - 1968
Authors: Verlag Herder -- Kreuzkamp, Hannes -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Herder Verlag SEE Verlag Herder -- Herder & Co. SEE Verlag Herder -- Herder, firm, Freiburg i.B. SEE Verlag Herder
1 atlas : 81 maps ; 398 x 276 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10513 Atlases, German - 1968 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Haack, Hermann, 1872- -- Hermann Haack Geographisch-Kartographische Anstalt Gotha -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
2 v. : 121 maps ; 342 x 296 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10514 Atlases, German - 1968 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Lang, Arend W., 1909-1981 -- Deutsches Hydrog -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ; 335 x 237 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10515 Atlases, German - 1970
Authors: Helmut Lingen Verlag -- Kreuzkamp, Hannes -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Lingen (Helmut) Verlag SEE Helmut Lingen Verlag
1 atlas (103 p.) : ill., 40 maps (chiefly col.) ; 31 cm.
Maps by Hannes Kreuzkamp.
Maps on lining papers.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .H34 1970 (NLO)

10516 Atlases, German - 1970 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Mairs Geographischer Verlag -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 162 maps ; 265 x 183 mm.
1970/71
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)
10517 **Atlases, German - 1972**  
*Knauers grosser Weltatlas (Times atlas of world).*  
Authors: Bartholomew, John -- Droemer Knaur -- Times (London, England) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 v. : 130 maps ; 458 x 310 mm.  
2nd ed.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.  
*Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)* (PrCt)

10518 **Atlases, German - 1972**  
Authors: Ferdinand Hirt (Firm) -- Kartografie (Firm) -- Koeman, C. (Cornelis), 1918 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Verlag Ferdinand Hirt SEE Ferdinand Hirt (Firm) -- Hirt (Firm) SEE Ferdinand Hirt (Firm) -- Hirt (Ferdinand), firm SEE Ferdinand Hirt (Firm)  
1 atlas (various pagings) : col. ill., 97 col. maps (some folded) ; 17 cm.  
Spine title: Hirt Taschen-Atlas  
Includes maps by Kartografie (Firm) of Prague?  
Relief in hypsometric tint and bathymetric tint.  
Includes index.  
Maps on lining papers.  
Scales differ.  
Previously owned by Cornelis Koeman?  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.  
ISBN 3554600113 ; 9783554600117  
Baskes G1019 .D4 1974 (NLO)

10519 **Atlases, German - 1973**  
Authors: G. de Agostini (firm) -- Wilhelm Goldmann (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 atlas : 53 maps ; 410 x 287 mm.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.  
*Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)* (PrCt)

10520 **Atlases, German - 1974**  
Authors: Hermann Haack  
2 v. : 121 maps ; 240 x 170 mm.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.  
*Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)* (PrCt)

10521 **Atlases, German - 1974**  
Authors: Georg Westermann Verlag -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 atlas : 160 maps ; 38 cm.  
German.  
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).  
*Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)* (PrCt)

10522 **Atlases, German - 1974**  
Authors: Meyer, Joseph, 1796-1856 -- Hanle, Adolf -- Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 atlas : 124 maps ; 376 x 258 mm.  
2nd ed.  
Edited by Adolf Hanle.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.  
*Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)* (PrCt)

10523 **Atlases, German - 1974**  
Authors: Meyer, Joseph, 1796-1856 -- Hanle, Adolf -- Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 atlas : 63 maps ; 378 x 258 mm.  
1st ed.  
Edited by Adolf Hanle.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.  
*Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)* (PrCt)

10524 **Atlases, German - 1975 (Provisional Heading)**  
*Bibliotheca cartographica nova #1.* Bonn : Kirschbaum, 1975.  
Authors: Bosse, Hein -- Meine, Karl-Heinz -- Campbell, Eila M. J. -- Kirschbaum -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
2 v. : 121 maps ; 240 x 170 mm.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.  
*Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)* (PrCt)

10525 **Atlases, German - 1977**  
Authors: Hermann Haack  
*Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)* (PrCt)
1 atlas (xii, 429 p.) : col. ill., 57 col. maps (some folded) ; 18 cm.
Index maps on lining papers.
Includes indexes.
Series: Haack kleiner Atlas.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 79353889
Baskes G1021 .H58 1977 (NLO)

10526 Atlases, German - 1977 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Georg Westermann Verlag -- Koeman, C. (Cornelis), 1918- -- Oosthoek -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 182 maps ; 320 x 240 mm.
prov,gold-stamped:Koeman
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10527 Atlases, German - 1979
Authors: Meyer, Joseph, 1796-1856 -- Hanle, Adolf -- Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 63 maps ; 375 x 257 mm.
2nd ed.
Edited by Adolf Hanle.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10528 Atlases, German - 1979
Authors: Meyer, Joseph, 1796-1856 -- Hanle, Adolf -- Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 65 maps ; 375 x 252 mm.
3rd ed.
Edited by Adolf Hanle.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10529 Atlases, German - 1980 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Gerlach, Hans-Henning -- Borek, R. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 56 maps ; 336 x 245 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Campbell, Eila M. J.</td>
<td>Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-- Roger S. Baskes Collection</td>
<td>(Newberry Library)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1 atlas ; 280 x 208 mm.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Campbell, Eila M. J.</td>
<td>Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-- Roger S. Baskes Collection</td>
<td>(Newberry Library)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1 atlas ; 275 x 207 mm.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Campbell, Eila M. J.</td>
<td>-- Roger S. Baskes Collection.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-- Roger S. Baskes Collection</td>
<td>(Newberry Library)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1 v. : 30 maps ; 255 x 182 mm.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>C:CharTMichiot;prov:EMJCampbell</td>
<td>Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>atlases.</td>
<td>Authors: Rybotycki, Wieslaw Roman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>In Rocznik Polskiego Towarzystwa Naukowego</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>'The author traces the history of atlases from</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ptolemy to the present day, with special attention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>to the development of cartography in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Poland.'--Margaret A. Bass..</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Not found in Newberry catalogs; not received?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>analysis, and ways to improvement</td>
<td>Authors: Fremlin, Gerald -- Sebert, L. M --</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>and standardization.</td>
<td>Salishchev, Konstantin Alekseevich --</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Toronto : B.V. Gutsel, Dept. of</td>
<td>Natsional'nyi komitet sovetskikh geografov --</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Geography York University, 1972.</td>
<td>International Geographical Union -- Commission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Authors: Fremlin, Gerald -- Seber</td>
<td>on National Atlases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>t, L. M-- Salishchev, Konstantin</td>
<td>81 p. : ill. ; 25 cm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Alekseevich -- Natsional'nyi</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>komitet sovetskikh geografov --</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>International Geographical Union</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-- Commission on National Atlases</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

'Originally published at the request of the Commission on National Atlases of the International Geographical Union under the editorship of Professor K. A. Salichtchev.'

Includes bibliographical references.

Series: Cartographica ; monograph no. 4

**GA110 .I58 1972 (NLO)**

10541 Atlasses - History - 1974


Authors: Schulz, Georg


Summary also in English and French.

Bibliography: p. 54-[56].

Series: Berliner geographische Abhandlungen ; Heft 20

**folio GA300 .S34 (NLO)**

10544 Atlasses - History<<>>Cartography - History


Authors: Akerman, James R.

xxi, 688 leaves : ill., maps


The fullest treatment of the atlas as a distinctive cartographic genre.

Photocopy. [Chicago, Ill. : Newberry Library, 1991]. 2 v. : 28 cm. + 1 v. with 184 col. 35 mm. slides

Includes bibliographical references (leaves [591]-627).

**folio GA300 .A43 1991a (NLO)**

10545 Atlasses, Hungarian - 1842


Authors: Hartleben, K. A. (Konrad Adolf), 1778-1863 -- Biller, Dominik -- Biller, Franz -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas ([24] leaves of plates (some folded) : 24 hand col. maps ; 32 cm.

'Mit Berücksichtigung der neuesten geographischen Entdeckungen zum Selbstunterricht und bequemen Gebrauch für Gebildete aller Stände. Insbesondere zugehören die Benützung bei Adrain Balbi's allgemeiner Erdbeschreibung und der geographischen Lehrbücher von I.F.G. Cannabich, Galletti, Stein, Volger u.a.'

Maps engraved by Dominik Biller and Franz Biller.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Espenhorst 57

**Baskes folio G1019 .V65 1842 (NLO)**

10546 Atlasses, Hungarian - 1894 (Provisional Heading)<<>>Hungarian Atlases SEE Atlasses,
Hungarian

*Kis atlasz*. Budapest: R. Lampel, 1894.

Authors: Lange-Fele -- Cherven, F. -- Lampel, R.
-- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 14 maps ; 305 x 240 mm.

Edited by F. Cherven.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)**

(PrCt)

10547 **Atlases, Hungarian - 1913**

*Atlaz a vilagtortenelem tanitasahoz*. Budapest: Magyar Foldrazji, 1913.

Authors: Kogutowicz, Karoly -- Magyar Foldrazji
-- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 38 maps ; 230 x 152 mm.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)**

(PrCt)

10548 **Atlases, Irish - 1900-1909**

*Blackie's school atlas*. Dublin: Blackie & Son, [190-?].

Authors: Blackie & Son -- W. & A.K. Johnston
Limited -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([40] p. : col. ill., 41 col. maps) ; 22 cm.

Cover title.

Maps and ill. on endpapers.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes G1019 .B642 1900z (NLO)**


Authors: Vilnay, Zev, 1900-1968 -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 93 maps ; 300 x 235 mm.

Cf. OCLC 13343768.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)**

(PrCt)

10550 **Atlases, Italian - 1409 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles<<>>>Ptolemy, active 2nd century. Geographia<<>>>World maps - 1508<<>>>World maps - 1522**

*Geographie de Ptolémée*. Paris : Catala frères, [1926?].

Authors: Ptolemy, active 2nd century -- Ptolemy, active 2nd century.
-- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (6 p., lxxv leaves : ill., 75 maps) ; 34 cm.

Reduced facsimile of a manuscript copy of
Jacopo D'Angelo's Latin translation of Ptolemy's Geographia, now in the Bibliothèque nationale in

Paris (Latin 4802), elegantly calligraphed and lavishly illuminated on 136 leaves of parchment, and bound in a mosaic binding bearing the French royal arms and the monogram of Henri II.

At head of title: Bibliothèque nationale.

Département des manuscrits.

Leaves unbound in portfolio; tan paper boards with tan cloth ties.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Duplicate copy: VAULT Ayer 6 P9 1926

OCLC 1020043.

Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 1080.

**Baskes folio G1005 14-- .P311 1926 (NLO)**

10552 **Atlases, Italian - 1460 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>>>Geography - 1460 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles<<>>>Ptolemy, active 2nd century. Geographia<<>>>World maps - 1508<<>>>World maps - 1522**


Authors: Ptolemy, active 2nd century -- Nicolaus
Germainus, 15th cent. -- Ruysch, Johannes, d. 1533 -- Fries, Lorenz, ca. 1490-1531 -- Ptolemy, active 2nd century.

xvi, 167 p., 1 l. illus., 29 double facsim. (maps) diagrs. ; 43 cm.

Facsimile of ca. 1460 manuscript; reproduced from the Codex Ebnerianus at the New York Public Library.

This version of Ptolemy's Geography was prepared in Italy by Donnus Nicolaus Germanus (also 'Donis Nicolaus' or 'Nicolaus Donis' in certain earlier reference works, by misdirection or misinterpretation of the name in manuscripts?) To the 27 maps from this manuscript here given in full size reproductions, 2 other maps have been added: the Ruysch map in the 1508 printed edition of Ptolemy's Geography, and the New World map in the 1522 printed

---

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Atlases, Italian - 1460 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles


1 atlas (xvi, 167, ca. 121 p.) : ill., 29 maps ; 31 cm.

Translation of the Geography and dedication of the 1460 ms. ed. (Codex Ebnerianus) prepared by Donnus Nicholas [Nicolaus] Germanus. ‘Translation based upon ... Latin and Greek texts’ [and later editions]--P. xiii.


Includes reproductions of maps and some text from the Codex Ebnerianus and reproductions of two maps from 16th cent. printed eds. of the Geographia: the Ruysch world map (from the 1508 ed.), and the Lorenz Fries world map (from the 1522 ed.)

LC Card Number: 91-4188 /MAP
Cf. OCLC 26806503
ISBN 0486268969 (pbk.)
folio G1005 1460 .S7 1991 (NLO)

10554

Atlases, Italian - 1460 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

The Wilton codex. Photostat reproduction of a geographical manuscript consisting of traditional maps - 1480 - World maps - Facsimiles [The Wilton codex. Photostat reproduction of a geographical manuscript consisting of traditional maps - 1480 - World maps - Facsimiles]

Cf. OCLC 26806503

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10555

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
maps illustrating the ‘Geographia’ of Ptolemy, and dating from about 1460. [19--?].
Negative photostat of Italian manuscript dated ca. 1460; reproduced from original in the Huntington Library.
Includes printed world map by Francesco Berlinghieri (Florence, ca. 1480).
Uniform title: Geographia.
The manuscript is named for Wilton House, the residence of T.H. Pembroke (8th earl of Pembroke), who bought the ms. ca. 1700. The Wolfegg codex and the Ulm Ptolemy of 1482 are based on the original of this manuscript.
Two pages of text to a sheet.
Newberry photostat also classed as Ayer MS 740.5, but shelved as VAULT folio Ayer 6 .P9 1460.
For fuller description and digital reproduction of all maps, see the online Guide to medieval and Renaissance manuscripts in the Huntington Library (accessed April 2007):
http://sunsite3.berkeley.edu/hehweb/HM1092.html

10556 Atlas, Italian - 1466 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Facsimile of 1466 manuscript held by the Biblioteca nazionale (Naples, Italy).
Uniform title: Geographia.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10557 Atlas, Italian - 1511 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts
Nautical charts - 1511 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Facsimile of ca. 1511 portolan atlas held by the British Library.
Edited by Edward Luther Stevenson.
Includes nautical charts.
Phillips 3357.
OCLC 7851684.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10558 Atlas, Italian - 1511 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts
Nautical charts - 1511 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Atlas of portolan charts : facsimile of manuscript in British Museum. [19--].
MapPhoto England BL Egerton Ms. 3803 (PrCt)

10559 Atlas, Italian - 1524-1526 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Coppo, Pietro -- Lago, Luciano -- Rossit, Claudio, 1949- -- Lint -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 2 v. : 290 maps ; 320 x 225 mm.
Edited by Luciano Lago and Claudio Rossit.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10560 Atlas, Italian - 1533
Authors: Apian, Peter, 1495-1552 -- Sessa, Melchiorre, fl. 1506-1549 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v.
VAULT Ayer 7 A7 1533b (NLO)

10561 Atlas, Italian - 1535
Cosmographiae introductio. Venice : Sessa, 1535.
Authors: Apian, Peter, 1495-1552 -- Sessa, Melchiorre, fl. 1506-1549 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v.
VAULT Ayer 7 A7 1535 (NLO)

10562 Atlas, Italian - 1537
Cosmographiae introductio. Venice : Bindonis, 1537.
Authors: Apian, Peter, 1495-1552 -- Bindoni, Francesco, fl. 1523-1553 -- Edward E. Ayer Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.
VAULT Ayer 7 A7 1537 (NLO)

Atlasses, Italian - 1541
Cosmographiae introductione. Venice : Sessa, 1541.
Authors: Apian, Peter, 1495-1552 -- Sessa, Melchiorre, fl. 1506-1549 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.
VAULT Ayer 7 A7 1541 (NLO)

Atlasses, Italian - 1541 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Nautical charts - 1541 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles - Nautical charts
Authors: Agnese, Battista, 16th cent. -- Bibliothèque nationale (France). Fonds Lat. 18249 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([28]p. : 10 maps ; 14 x 21 cm.)
Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1541 manuscript atlas in the Bibliothèque nationale, Fonds Latin 18249.
Date from Wagner, Manuscript atlases of Battista Agnese (1931), no. 13.
The library owns both the original (negative) photostats made in Paris and a positive set, presumably made by Karpinski in the United States.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France BN Ms. Lat. 14410 (PrCt)

Atlasses, Italian - 1543 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Nautical charts - 1543 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles - Nautical charts
[Manuscript portolan atlas of the world]. [1942].
Authors: Agnese, Battista, 16th cent. -- Bibliothèque nationale (France). Ms. Lat. 14410 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 3 maps ; on sheets 21 x 29 cm.
Incomplete: photostatic reproductions of 3 of 12 maps in 1543 manuscript atlas by Battista Agnese; reproduced from original in the Bibliothèque nationale, Ms. Latin 14410.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Atlasses, Italian - 1546 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Nautical charts - 1546 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Agnese, Battista, 16th cent. - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles - Nautical charts
Authors: Agnese, Battista, 16th cent. -- Dürst, Arthur -- Woronowa, Tamara P. -- Rossiskaia natsional'naia biblioteka
1 atlas ([21] leaves) : col. maps, facsims. ; 38 cm.
+ text (2 v. : ill., maps ; 38 cm.)
Title from label mounted on final leaf.
Accompanied by 2 supplementary vols. (32, 31 p.), with commentary by Tamara P. Woronowa in English and German.
MapPhoto France BN Ms. Lat. 14410 (PrCt)
10569  

Atlases, Italian - 1550 - Manuscripts>>>Nautical charts - 1550 - Manuscripts>>>Compass>>>Compass roses>>>Manuscript maps>>>Nautical charts>>>Compass SEE ALSO Compass roses>>>Compass roses SEE ALSO Compass

[Manuscript portolan atlas of the world]. [ca. 1550].
Authors: Agnese, Battista, 16th cent. -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 13
1 ms. atlas ([20] leaves) : 9 maps, 2 ill., hand col. vellum ; 29 cm.
Unsigned and undated Italian ms. compiled ca. 1550; attribution to the Genoese chartmaker Battista Agnese questioned as 'doubtful' in Herbert Raup Wagner, 'The manuscript atlases of Battista Agnese' in Bibliographical Society of America. Papers 25 (1931): 42-45, 53, and 102. Similar to another, more finished, unsigned, and undated manuscript portolan atlas at the Newberry Library (Ayer MS map 12).
Pen-and-ink and paint (blue, green, red, yellow). Most charts are unfinished.
Scale not determined.
Spine title: Geoga.
Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library).
References: Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 13; Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 349

VAULT Ayer MS map 13 (NLO)

10570

Atlases, Italian - 1550 - Manuscripts>>>Nautical charts - 1550 - Manuscripts>>>Manuscript maps >>>Nautical charts

[Manuscript portolan atlas of the world]. [ca. 1550].
Authors: Agnese, Battista, 16th cent. -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 12
1 ms. atlas ([16] leaves) : 15 maps, hand col. vellum ; 28 cm.
Unsigned and undated Italian ms. compiled ca. 1550; attribution to the Genoese chartmaker Battista Agnese questioned as 'doubtful' in Herbert Raup Wagner, 'The manuscript atlases of Battista Agnese' in Bibliographical Society of America. Papers 25 (1931): 42-45, 53, and 102. Similar to another, more finished, unsigned, and undated manuscript portolan atlas at the Newberry Library (Ayer MS map 12).
Pen-and-ink and paint (blue, green, red, yellow). Most charts are unfinished.
Scale not determined.
Spine title: Geoga.
Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library).
References: Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 13; Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 349

VAULT Ayer MS map 13 (NLO)
Unsigned and undated Italian ms. compiled ca. 1550; attribution to the Genoese chartmaker Battista Agnese questioned as ‘doubtful’ in Herbert Raup Wagner, ‘The manuscript atlases of Battista Agnese’ in Bibliographical Society of America. Papers 25 (1931): 42-45, 53, and 101-102; see also Cartographic treasures of the Newberry Library (Chicago: The Newberry Library, 2001) no. 6, p. 18 and 84.

Similar to another, less finished, unsigned, and undated manuscript portolan atlas at the Newberry Library (Ayer MS map 13). Pen-and-ink and paint (blue, green, red, yellow, gold). Vellum sheets glued back-to-back and sewn together; apparently detached from boards.

Scale not determined.


Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Available as photographic transparency; Spec. Coll. Image Index.

References: Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 12; Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 348

Exhibited at the Newberry Library as part of Mapping Manifest Destiny : Chicago and the American West (November 3, 2007-February 16, 2008).

VAULT Ayer MS map 12 (NLO)

10572 Atlases, Italian - 1551

Cosmographiae introductio. Venice : Sessa, 1551.

Authors: Apian, Peter, 1495-1552 -- Heredi di Melchior Sessa -- William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. ; 16 cm.

Forms part of the William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library).

Greenlee 4890 A64 1551 (NLO)


[Three maps from reproduced from an atlas of 10 maps. Ghisolfi group.]. [19-].

Authors: Agnese, Battista, 16th cent. -- Ghisolfi, Francesco, fl. 1546-1553 -- Bibliothèque nationale (France). Res Ge FF 14411 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library) 1 atlas

Photostatic reproductions from a portolan atlas dated ca. 1553-1564.

Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

MapPhoto France BN Res Ge FF 14411 (PrCt)

10574 Atlases, Italian - 1554


Authors: Apian, Peter, 1495-1552 -- Bindoni, Francesco, fl. 1523-1553 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v.

VAULT Ayer 7 A7 1554 (NLO)

10575 Atlases, Italian - 1554-1556 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles - Digital mapping - Maps - 1996 (Provisional Heading)


1 ms. atlas (on computer laser optical disk) ; 4 3/4 in. + 1 booklet (199 p. ; 24 cm.)

Facsimile of 1554-1556 manuscript portolan atlas held by the Biblioteca nazionale marciana.

Edited by Piero Falchetta.

Includes nautical charts.

OCLC 38076014.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10576 Atlases, Italian - 1571 - IATO atlases - 1571 - Facsimiles - IATO atlases - 1571 - Catalogs - IATO Catalogs - Italian Cartography - 1571 - Catalogs


Authors: Bertelli, Ferando -- Forlani, Paolo -- Strabo -- Haas, Paul -- Haas, Stephan -- Le Bail, Louis C.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Atlas</td>
<td>Venice : Vidalil, 1576. Authors: Anania, Giovanni L d' -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. ; 23 cm. Ayer 7 A65 1576 (NLO)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas</td>
<td>[Atlas], [19-]. Authors: Martines, Joan, 1556-1590 -- British Library. Harleian Ms. 3489 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 atlas Photostatic reproduction of manuscript atlas dated 1578. MapPhoto England BL Harleian Ms. 3489 (PrCt)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
Authors: Ghisolfi, Francesco, fl. 1546-1553 -- Agnese, Battista, 16th cent. -- Franco Novacco
Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 ms. atlas ([9] leaves) : 9 hand col. maps, 1 cosmographic chart, vellum ; 397 mm.
Anonymous ms. similar in content, style, and coloring to atlases by Battista Agnese, but attributed to Francesco Ghisolfio by Roberto Almagià.
Comprised of 16 vellum sheets pasted together to form a volume of 9 leaves sewn into a 19th (?) century vellum binding.
Contents: [Circular map of the Western Hemisphere (1r)]. -- [Cosmographic chart of the planets, including a calendar, signs of the zodiac, drawings of the 4 elements, and marginal text (1v-2r)]. -- [Portolan chart of the world (2v-3r)]. -- [Portolan chart of Europe (3v-4r)]. -- [Portolan chart of the Mediterranean Sea (4v-5r)]. -- [Portolan chart of the eastern Mediterranean Sea (5v-6r)]. -- [Portolan chart of the Black Sea and Asia Minor (6v-7r)]. -- [World map in oval projection 7v-8r)]. -- [World map in 8 half-gores (8v-9r)].
Bookplate inside front cover: Ex Libris Novacco. Berna.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
ms5 VAULT oversize Novacco 6C 1 (PrCt)

10585
Atlasses, Italian - 1583 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles>>>World maps - 1583 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles>>>Nautical charts - 1583 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles>>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles>>>Nautical charts [Portolan atlas of 7 charts. 1582] [19--].
Authors: Martines, Joan, 1556-1590 -- British Library. Add. Sloane Ms. 5019 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas
Photostatic reproduction of manuscript atlas dated 1582.
MapPhoto England BL Add. Sloane Ms. 5019 (PrCt)

10586
Title from p. 1 : Mare Occaneo. Spine title: Portolan atlas. Issued in a case with: Zögner, Lothar. World atlas of Antonio Millo 1586, commentary. Bibliographical references included in commentary. Atlas in Italian; commentary in English. Translation of commentary by Peter Hogg. Limited ed. of 800 copies; Newberry copy is number 196. Illuminated full-color facsimile bound in linen. Endpaper illustration: View of the city of Venice from 'Civitatis orbis terrarum' by


Authors: Martines, Joan, 1556-1590 -- Spain. Dirección General de Archivos y Bibliotecas -- Biblioteca Nacional (Spain) -- Ibáñez Cerdá, José

1 atlas ([60] p. : col. maps) ; 61 x 42 cm.

Facsimile of 1587 manuscript in the Biblioteca Nacional, Madrid. 'Orba cartográfica de Joan Martines' [por José Ibáñez Cerdá] : p. [16-21].

No scale given.

74-10088

INC74

map8C 3 (NLO)

10588 **Atlases, Italian - 1590 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Nautical charts - 1590 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles - Nautical charts**


Authors: Oliva, Joan, fl. 1580-1615 -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. Vellum 8, Vault

5 maps ; 20 x 28 cm.

Photocopies of the five charts in the ca. 1590 manuscript atlas in the Library of Congress; call number Vellum 8, Vault.


Each map accompanied by descriptive paragraph and location diagram.

Reference: Ristow, Nautical charts on vellum in the Library of Congress (1977), no. 8 (where it is attributed to Joan Martines).


map1F G3201.AT 1590 .O5 2010 (PrCt)

10589 **Atlases, Italian - 1594**

*Teatro del cielo e della terra.* Florence : F. Tosi, 1594.

Authors: Rosaccio, Giuseppe, approximately 1530-approximately 1620 -- Tosi, F. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 7 maps ; 155 x 111 mm.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10590 **Atlases, Italian - 1594 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Nautical charts - 1594 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles - Nautical charts**


Authors: Oliva, Joannes, fl. 1589-1650 -- Wolter, John Amadeus, 1925- -- Library of Congress -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)


Facsimile of 1594 manuscript attributed to Juan Oliva and held by the Library of Congress. Edited by John A. Wolter.

Maps slightly reduced from the original.

Scale [ca. 1:7,000,000].

Bibliography: p. 10. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)


Authors: Oliva, Joannes, fl. 1589-1650 -- Wolter, John Amadeus, 1925- -- Library of Congress


Facsimile of 1594 manuscript attributed to Juan Oliva and held by the Library of Congress. Edited by John A. Wolter.

Maps slightly reduced from the original.

Scale [ca. 1:7,000,000].

Bibliography: p. 10. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

10592 **Atlases, Italian - 1594 (Provisional Heading)**

*Teatro del cielo e della terra.* Ferrara : V. Baldini, 1594.

Authors: Rosaccio, Giuseppe, approximately 1530-approximately 1620 -- Baldini, Vittorio, d. 1618 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 5 maps ; 150 x 102 mm.

Shirley178(supp)

Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)
10593 **Atlases, Italian - 1595**
Authors: Rosaccio, Giuseppe, approximately 1530-approximately 1620 -- Tosi, F. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 19 maps ; 160 x 110 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
References: Phillips 3401; Nordenskiöld 248; Shirley 178
*Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)* (PrCt)

10594 **Atlases, Italian - 1595 (Provisional Heading)**
Authors: Rosaccio, Giuseppe, approximately 1530-approximately 1620 -- Bonafacio, N. -- Franco, Giacomo, 1550-1620 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 64 maps ; 165 x 237 mm.
anon;nd;no text;Stylianou,77;Zacharakis,81
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
*Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)* (PrCt)

10595 **Atlases, Italian - 1596**
*Universale fabrica del mondo*. Venice : MuschioA, 1596.
Authors: Anania, Giovanni L d' -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 22 cm.
*Ayer 7 A65 1596 (NLO)*

10596 **Atlases, Italian - 1596**
*Il mondo e sue parti*. Verona : Donne & Vargnano, 1596.
Authors: Rosaccio, Giuseppe, approximately 1530-approximately 1620 -- Donne & Vargnano -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 12 maps ; 152 x 112 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
*Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)* (PrCt)

10597 **Atlases, Italian - 1596 (Provisional Heading)**
*Teatro del cielo e della terra*. Brescia : V. Sabbio, 1596.
Authors: Rosaccio, Giuseppe, approximately 1530-approximately 1620 -- Sabbio, V. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
3 v. in 1 : 3 v. in 1 ; 153 x 100 mm.
Does not include maps.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
*Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)* (PrCt)

10598 **Atlases, Italian - 1597 (Provisional Heading)**
*Teatro del cielo e della terra*. Venice, 1597.
Authors: Rosaccio, Giuseppe, approximately 1530-approximately 1620 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 6 maps ; 152 x 106 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
*Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)* (PrCt)

10599 **Atlases, Italian - 1598**
*Il Theatro del mondo di Abraamo Ortelio*. Nel quale distintamente si dimostrano in tavole tutte le provincie, regni, & paesi del mondo, al presente conosciuti; con la descrizione delle citta', castelli, monti, mari, laghi, & fiumi di essi; le popolazioni, i costumi, le ricchezze, & altri particolari desiderabili. Ridotto dalla forma grande in questa piccola, per maggior commodita' di ogniuno. Con una tavola delle cose pive degne che nell'opera si contengono.
Brescia : Appresso la Compagnia Bresciana, 1598.
Authors: Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598 -- Marchetti, Pietro Maria -- Compagnia Bresciana -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (4 p. l., 215 (i.e. 217), [12] p. incl. 109 maps) ; 20 x 16 cm.
An epotime of the Theatrum, edited by Pietro Maria Marchetti, with new plates engraved in Italy (Koeman 1967:85, 3:82 (Ort 69)).
Translation of Epitome Theatri orbis terrarvm. Uniform title: Theatrum orbis terrarvm. Epitome. Italian
'Registro, [dagger] ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPN, tutti sono quaderni, eccetto [dagger] che e' duerns, & O terno,' In the present copy O is in fives, followed by P in sixes, containing, 'Tavola deli nomi ...'
Paging irregular: no. 145-146 repeated.
The maps are engraved on copper. The descriptive text faces the maps and is continued below them.
Maps on p. 1, 3, 5, 9, 11, 191, 195 and 199 relate to America.
Phillips 408.
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 570
LC Card Number: 02025348
VAULT Ayer 135 .O7 1598b (NLO)

10600 **Atlases, Italian - 1598**
*Viaggio da Venetia, a Constantinopoli per mare, e per terra, & insieme quello di Terra Santa, da Giuseppe Rosaccio con brevita descritto*. Venice : Giacomo Franco, 1598.
Authors: Rosaccio, Giuseppe, approximately 1530-approximately 1620 -- Franco, Giacomo, 1550?-1620
2], 76 leaves : maps : 15 x 22 cm.
Duplicate copy: AMcN III PC 460
*Case 3A 2168 (NLO)*

10601 **Atlases, Italian - 1598**

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Viaggio da Venetia, a Costantinopoli per mare, e per terra, & insieme quello di Terra Santa, da Gioseppe Rosaccio con brevità descritto. Venice: Giacomo Franco, 1598.
Authors: Rosaccio, Giuseppe, approximately 1530-approximately 1620 -- Franco, Giacomo, 1550?-1620 -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library)
[2], 76 leaves : maps : 15 x 22 cm.
Condition: Original limp vellum binding loose, foxing. Fair.
Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection.
Previous location: B-5.
Duplicate copy: Case 3A 2168
AMcN III PC 460 (PrCt)

10602 Atlases, Italian - 1598
Authors: Rosaccio, Giuseppe, approximately 1530-approximately 1620 -- Franco, Giacomo, 1550?-1620 -- Laguna (Firm)
76 [i.e. 152] p. : ill., maps ; 16 x 24 cm.
Facsimile of original published Venetia : Giacomo Franco, 1598.
Title vignette.
ISBN 8885296270
DS47 .R68 1598a (NLO)

10603 Atlases, Italian - 1598 (Provisional Heading)
Teatro del cielo e della terra. Venice, 1598.
Authors: Rosaccio, Giuseppe, approximately 1530-approximately 1620 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
3 v. in 1 : 7 maps ; 150 x 98 mm.
+LeSeiEtaDelMonde+Discorsi;[Portolano, 10 charts. 1613]. [19--].
Authors: Oliva, Joannes, fl. 1589-1650 -- British Library. Egerton Ms. 819 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas
Facsimiles<<>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles<<>>Nautical charts
[18 charts]. [19--].
Authors: Martines, Joan, 1556-1590 -- British Library. Harleian Ms. 3450 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas
Photostatic reproduction of manuscript atlas dated 1618.
MapPhoto England BL Harleian Ms. 3450 (PrCt)

10604 Atlases, Italian - 1600 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Botero, Giovanni, 1540-1617 -- Rosaccio, Giuseppe, approximately 1530-approximately 1620 -- Angelieri, G. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 4 maps ; 208 x 150 mm.
Burden 149
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10605 Atlases, Italian - 1604 (Provisional Heading)

Dialoghi notturni ... Ancona : CiottiGB, 1604.
Authors: Ferretti, Francesco -- CiottiGB -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 28 maps ; 155 x 105 mm.
+3pls
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10606 Atlases, Italian - 1605 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Botero, Giovanni, 1540-1617 -- Porro, Girolamo, 1520-1604 -- Angelieri, A. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 4 maps ; 205 x 156 mm.
Burden 86(i)
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10607 Atlases, Italian - 1613 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>>Nautical charts - 1613 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles<<>>Nautical charts
[Portolano, 10 charts. 1613]. [19--].
Authors: Oliva, Joannes, fl. 1589-1650 -- British Library. Egerton Ms. 819 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas
Photostatic reproduction of manuscript atlas dated 1613.
MapPhoto England BL Egerton Ms. 819 (PrCt)

10608 Atlases, Italian - 1618 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>>Nautical charts - 1618 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles<<>>Nautical charts
[18 charts]. [19--].
Authors: Martines, Joan, 1556-1590 -- British Library. Harleian Ms. 3450 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas
Photostatic reproduction of manuscript atlas dated 1618.
MapPhoto England BL Harleian Ms. 3450 (PrCt)

10609 Atlases, Italian - 1620 (Provisional Heading)
l'isole piu famose del mondo. Padua : Galignani, 1620.
Authors: Porcacchi, Tommaso -- Porro, Girolamo, 1520-1604 -- Galignani, 17th cent. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 48 maps ; 297 x 206 mm.
E:GPorro;Nord191;Sabin64152
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Phillips 169
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)
1061 Atlases, Italian - 1629 (Provisional Heading)
Teatro del cielo e della terra. Venice : CiottiGB, 1629.
Authors: Rosaccio, Giuseppe, approximately 1530-approximately 1620 -- CiottiGB -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 13 maps ; 153 x 103 mm.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

1061 Atlases, Italian - 1642 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rosaccio, Giuseppe, approximately 1530-approximately 1620 -- Righettini, G. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 13 maps ; 146 x 103 mm.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Phillips 3423
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

1065 Atlases, Italian - 1655
Theatro del mondo / di Abraamo Ortelio ; nel quale distintamente si dimostrano, in tauole, tutte le provincie, regni, & paesi del mondo. Con la descrizione delle città, territorij, castelli, monti, mari, laghi, & fiumi; le popolationi, i costumi, le ricchezze, & ogn'altra particolarità, ridotto à intiera perfectione, & in questa picciol forma, per maggior commodità de' viaggiianti. Con la tavola inteira perfettione, & in questa picciol forma, per maggior commodità de' viaggiianti.
Venetia [Venice] : Il Turrini, [1655].
1 atlas ([8], 231, [16] p. : ill., 108 maps) ; 15 cm.
Uniform title: Theatrum orbis terrarum. Epitome. Italian
Title vignette.
In the Ayer copy maps of Asia and America relate to America.
In the Ayer copy maps of Asia and America re-engraved directly on the page.
References: Koeman Ort 71; Phillips 478; Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 612
VAULT Ayer 135 .O7 1667 (NLO)

1061 Atlases, Italian - 1674 (Provisional Heading)
Teatro del cielo e della terra. Treviso : F. Righettini, 1674.
Authors: Rosaccio, Giuseppe, approximately 1530-approximately 1620 -- Righettini, F. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 13 maps ; 154 x 105 mm.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

1061 Atlases, Italian - 1679 (Provisional Heading)
Teatro del cielo e della terra. Treviso : F. Righettini, 1679.
Authors: Rosaccio, Giuseppe, approximately 1530-approximately 1620 -- Righettini, F. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 13 maps ; 143 x 97 mm.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

1061 Atlases, Italian - 1688
Authors: Rosaccio, Giuseppe, approximately 1530-approximately 1620 -- Moretti, G. -- Pisarri,
A. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 18 maps ; 156 x 105 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
References: Phillips 3451; King Mini, 133
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)


Atlante Veneto, nel quale si contiene la descritzione geografica, storica, sacra, profana, e politica, degli imperij, regni, provincie, e state dell'universo ... Tomo I. Venetia [Venice] : apresso D. Padouani, 1690.

Authors: Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650 - 1718. Padovani, Dom -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
Incomplete, v. 2-4 wanting.
Maps mostly of Europe, with several of the western hemisphere.

1696-1697 - Globes - 1696-1697 - Gores (Maps)

1 atlas (2 v.) : ill., plates, maps ; 51 cm.
Title and imprint from engraved title pages; "parte I" dated 1696; "parte II" dated 1697.
This copy lacks letterpress title pages.
Issued with variant titles "Libro dei globi" and "Isolario : descrittione geografico-historica" as part of Coronelli's multi-part "Atlante Veneto"; see p. vi.

 Variant titles: Isolario : descrittione geografico-historica, sacro-profana ... -- Atlante Veneto.
Prepared for the Accademia cosmografica degli Argonauti.
Includes set of uncolored gores for an untitled terrestrial globe of 108 cm. in diameter.
Includes indexes.

Dedications dated 1697.

ICN 41-2314

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .C8 1690 (NLO)

10619  Atlases, Italian - 1693 (Provisional Heading)
Corso geographico universale. Venice : Coronelli, 1693.

Authors: Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 139 maps ; 542 x 400 mm.
noTp
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Phillips 5951

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

10620  Atlases, Italian - 1693 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Rosaccio, Giuseppe, approximately 1530-approximately 1620 -- Molino, G. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 13 maps ; 166 x 107 mm.
Nord252
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

10621  Atlases, Italian - 1696-1697 - Islands - Maps - 1696-1697 - Isolarios (Island books) -

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Maps dated 1774
Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
Authors: Zatta, Antonio, active 1757
Authors: Albrizzi, Giovanni Battista, 1698-1777 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas in 2 v. : 78 maps ; 42 cm.
Added half-titles, engraved.
Some maps bear the name of Isaac Tirion.
Titles in red and black; title vignettes; head and tail pieces.
'.... composta di 78 Carta Geografiche': colophon, v. 2.
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 662.
4611-12
ICN 41-1161
oversize Ayer 135 .L695 1740 (NLO)

Atlases, Italian - 1751 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Buffier, Claude -- Roselli, B. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 19 maps ; 165 x 94 mm.
4th ed.
E:Acerro;+TrattatoSfera
Geography text.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlases, Italian - 1752 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Buffier, Claude -- Pitteri, F. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 19 maps ; 157 x 93 mm.
5th ed.
Geography text.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlantes, Italian - 1774-1799
Atlante novissimo ... Venezia [Venice] : A. Zatta, 1779-1785 [i.e. 1799].
Authors: Zatta, Antonio, active 1757-1797 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (4 v. : hand col. maps) ; 39 cm.
Maps dated 1774-1799.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)


Vol. 1 with illustrated engr. t.-p. with date 1784; v. 2 without t.p.

Maps by Paolo and Francesco Santini, based on maps by various cartographers including d'Anville, Bonatti, Bonne, Borgonio, Choiseul, Delamarche, B.-A. Jallot, Janvier, Kitchin, La Caille, J.N. de L'Isle, Rizzi-Zannoni, Sanson, Schmidt, Sicard, Treskot, and G. and D. Robert de Vaugondy.

Maps varying in date from 1776-1807; many of the European maps updated by Remondini to reflect political changes brought about by Napoleonic Wars.

Reissue of earlier 'edition' from 1776-[1784]; cf. Phillips 647.

Maps also cataloged separately.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .S4 1807 (NLO)

10632 Atlases, Italian - 1779 [Recueil de 10 cartes ... traitant particulièrement de l'Amérique du nord et des regions arctiques, d'apres les relations le plus authentiques depuis le commencement du 17e siecle, réproduites ...]. [Livorno, 1779].

Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Didier, 1723-1786 -- Diderot, Denis, 1713-1784 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 atlas (10 fold. maps) ; 43 cm.

Lacking title page.

Atlas issued to accompany articles on America, Asia and Arctic regions in Diderot's Encyclopedie ... (Livorno, 1770-1779). The same maps are in the 1779 'Supplement' v. 5, p. 179-198. Phillips 1195.

19454 ICN 41-2155 oversize Ayer 135 .R58 1779 (NLO)

10633 Atlases, Italian - 1779 Atlante novissimo [Vol. 1 only?]. Venice : A. Zatta, 1779.

Authors: Zatta, Antonio, active 1757-1797 -- Büssingh, Anton Friedrich, 1724-1793 -- Mitchell, John, 1711-1768 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas : 66 maps ; 376 x 273 mm.

toBuschingGeog;+1778JMitchell

Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)


Authors: Rabatfa, Agostino da, fl. 1779-1819 -- Baillou, Giovanni de, 1758-1819 -- Lambertii, Aniello, fl. 1783-1787 -- Leopold II, Holy Roman Emperor, 1747-1792 -- Società geografica italiana -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 atlas (96 maps on 100 playing cards) : ill., col. maps ; 100 x 58 mm.

Engraver and publisher from dedication card. Italian pocket atlas, dated 1779 in Florence, containing maps of all the countries of the world prepared by Agostino da Rabatfa and Giovanni de Baillou, and engraved by Aniello Lambertii.

The atlas is presented as a deck of 97 playing cards of the type used to play the Italian card game of 'minchiate.' (Cf. Regole generali del giuoco delle minchiate ... 2a ed. Firenze: Stamperia del giglio, 1820.) There are 4 suits (swords, batons, cups, and coins) of 14 cards each, plus 40 tarot cards: 35 numbered I-XXXV, and 5 unnumbered cards containing maps of the world, Europe, Asia, Africa, and America. The 97th card is the 'fool' or 'matto,' which lists the abbreviations used on the maps. Also included are 3 preliminary cards: illustration of Atlas, title card, and dedication card.

Map of the world bears engraved inscription along bottom margin: 'D. Agostino da Rabatfa. Barone Gio. de Baillou ... Aniello Lambertii inc.' Maps are colored in yellow, pink, and green; and include a key to numbered sites.

First card contains an illustration of Atlas supporting the world on his shoulders, with motto below 'Nec pluribus impar; dedication card illustrated with two small engraved medallions, one a profile portrait of Leopold II, the other a mythological scene; maps of the world, Europe, Asia, Africa, and America illustrated with scenes of mythological figures, animals, and ships.

Dedication to Petro Leopoldo (Leopoldo II) signed 'D. August. da Rabatfa, M.C. Baro. Ioannes de Baillou ... Aniello Lambertii sc. e proprietio.'

Imperfect: first 3 cards containing engraved illustration of Atlas, t.p., and dedication wanting; photocopies of the missing cards supplied by the Societa Geografica Italiana from their copy.

In brown cloth slipcase (12 cm.), with spine title in gold: 'Atlas.'

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 677. Ayer 245

NL 32-6463 rev

VAULT Ayer G1015 .R33 1779 (NLO)

10635 Atlases, Italian - 1781 (Provisional Heading)

Teatro della guerra marittima e terrestre. Venice : Formaleoni, 1781.
Authors: Bellin, Jacques Nicolas, 1703-1772 -- Formaleoni -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 42 maps ; 255 x 200 mm.
Phillips 348

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10636 Atlases, Italian - 1784 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Buffier, Claude -- van Loon -- Pitteri, F. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 19 maps ; 153 x 90 mm.
C;[HvanoLoon;57TMC50;59TMC54

Geography text.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet
by R. Baskes).

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10637 Atlases, Italian - 1792-1801

Authors: Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824 -- Calcoagr. camerale (Rome, Italy) -- Edward E. E. Yer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (3 v. : maps) ; 46 cm.
Binder's title: Cassini. Atlant. geogr.
Engraved title pages illustrated in color, illustrations varying on each title page.
Maps also cataloged separately.
NL 37-8267.
oversize Ayer 135 .C33 1792 (NLO)

10638 Atlases, Italian - 1792 (Provisional Heading)

Atlante marittimo delle Due Sicile, parte prima. Naples : Zannoni, 1792.
Authors: Zannoni, Giovanni Antonio, 1736-1814 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 23 maps ; 672 x 555 mm.

Valerio(LC), 280
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10639 Atlases, Italian - 1800

Authors: Zatta, Antonio, active 1757-1797 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
3a ed.
Most maps dated: 1799.
Relief shown pictorially.
Scales differ.
Title in decorative border.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Reference: Phillips 695.
Baskes G1019 .Z38 1801 (NLO)

10640 Atlases, Italian - 1801

Authors: Remondini, Giuseppe Antonio, 1747-1811 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 60 maps ; 129 x 93 mm.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet
by R. Baskes).
Phillips 3377
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10641 Atlases, Italian - 1801 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Zatta, Antonio, active 1757-1797 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
2 v. : 25 maps ; 160 x 96 mm.
18th ed.
ed:FJacquier,delaCroix

Geography text.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet
by R. Baskes).
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10642 Atlases, Italian - 1804

Geografia universale. Venice : A. Zatta, 1804.
Authors: Buffier, Claude -- Jacquier -- Zatta, Antonio, active 1757-1797 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
2 v. : 25 maps ; 160 x 96 mm.
18th ed.
ed:FJacquier,delaCroix

Geography text.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet
by R. Baskes).
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)
10643 **Atlases, Italian - 1807 (Provisional Heading)**

Authors: Barbiellini, Carlo A. -- Guthrie, William, 1708-1770 -- Rossi, L. -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 46 maps ; 387 x 260 mm.
cover:Guthrie
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)** (PrCt)

10644 **Atlases, Italian - 1810 (Provisional Heading)**

Authors: Pasquali, Giovanni V -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 25 maps ; 205 x 252 mm.
(ol27)
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)** (PrCt)

10645 **Atlases, Italian - 1814 (Provisional Heading)**

*Atlante ad uso del nuovo dizionario geografico*. Milan : F. Artaria, 1814.
Authors: Formiggini, L. R. -- Bordiga -- Artaria, F. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 6 maps ; 288 x 230 mm.
E:Bordiga;ValerioImages.272
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)** (PrCt)

10646 **Atlases, Italian - 1819**

Authors: Borghi, Bartolomeo, 1750 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 45 map plates ; 48 cm.
Phillips 735
Baskes oversize G1019 .B658 1819 (NLO)
Includes portrait of A. Bartolommeo Borghi engraved by G. Garacci.
Publisher from Phillips.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 735

10647 **Atlases, Italian - 1821**

Authors: Rossi, Luigi -- Vincenzo Batelli e compagni -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 45 map plates ; 48 cm.
Phillips 00739
Ayers in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 705
**Ayer 135 R8 1820 (NLO)**

10648 **Atlases, Italian - 1824**

Authors: Rossari, Carlo -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([1] leaf, [44] leaves of plates) : 34 hand col. maps (some folded) ; 40 cm.
Table of contents in ms. bound in at beginning, dated: 19 gennaio 1871.
Relief shown by hachures.
Engraved title page.
Orange ribbon-embossed cloth over boards.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
**Baskes oversize G1019 .B658 1824 (NLO)**

10649 **Atlases, Italian - 1825-1829**

Added t.-p., v. 17-18: Della scelta della Lettere scritte dell’ India fatte latine dal R.P. Pietro Maffei ... e recate in volgare per Mr. Francesco...
Serdonati ...


Translation of Lettres édifiantes et curieuses, écrites de missions étrangères.


D 804 .79 (NLO)

10650 Atlases, Italian - 1826


Authors: Stucchi, Stanislao, approximately 1780-1836; Rossi, Vincenzo, fl. 1834; Russo, Antonio, fl. 1834; Russo, Vincenzo, fl. 1834-1840; Russo, Luigi, fl. 1834-1836, 1840.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10651 Atlases, Italian - 1826

Historical geography - Maps - 1826

World history - Maps - 1826

Atlante storico, geografico, genealogico, cronologico ... di m. A. Le Sage. Venice : G. Tasso, [1826?]-1840?].

Authors: Las Cases, Emmanuel-Auguste-Dieudonné, comte de, 1766-1842; Albrizzi, Giovanni Battista, 1698-1777; Tasso, G. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas : 13 maps ; 606 x 435 mm.

(1823-5)

Phillips 748

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10652 Atlases, Italian - 1827


Authors: Malte-Brun, Conrad, 1775-1826; Antonelli, G. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas : 7 maps ; 180 x 127 mm.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10653 Atlases, Italian - 1832 (Provisional Heading)

Geografia universale. Turin : Chiara, 1832.

Authors: Buffier, Claude -- Chiara -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 24 maps ; 212 x 140 mm.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10654 Atlases, Italian - 1833<L><L>Lombardo-Venetian Kingdom - Maps

Atlante di geografia moderna : per uso dei ginnasi del regno Lombardo-Veneto / ricavato e tradotto in italiano dall'originale di Vienna dall'ingegnere Giovanni Marieni; inciso per cura dell'imperiale regia stamperia sotto l'ispezione del Signor A. Campana. Milano [Milan] : Dall'imperiale regia stamperia, 1833, 1833.

Authors: Marieni, Giovanni -- Campana, A., fl. 1833 -- Stamperia Reale (Milan, Italy) -- Linz, Arthur -- Sgorinto, Giusto -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Campana, Anton R., fl. 1833 SEE Campana, A., fl. 1833

1 atlas (36 leaves of plates) : 36 hand col. maps ; 36 x 51 cm.

Relief shown by hachures.

Scales differ.

Former owner’s book label: Mr. Arthur Linz, New York City, NY.

Inscription: Franz Faicl[?] Wagelieder[?] Eitzing [?].

Former owner: Giusto Sgorinto[?].

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1019 .M3616 1833 (NLO)

10655 Atlases, Italian - 1833 (Provisional Heading)


Authors: Cacciatore, Leonardo -- Insegna Dante -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 19 maps ; 215 x 285 mm.

4th ed.

+66plates

Includes maps illustrating history.

Phillips 103

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10656 Atlases, Italian - 1834-1847

Atlante di geografia moderna : in 30 carte / dell’abbate Luigi Galanti; delineato da Giosuè Russo, ingegnere topografo. Napoli [Naples : Luigi Galanti], 1834-1836 [i.e. 1847?].


SEE Galiani

1 atlas ([2] leaves, 30 folded leaves of plates) : ill., 31 col. maps ; 47 cm.

Maps variously dated 1834-1847; engraved title page dated 1834-1836.

Maps engraved by Giovanni Aversano, Galiani,
10665

**Atlases, Italian - 1861**

*Piccolo atlante per lo studio della geografia elementare: composto di 9 carte / disegnate e compilate sulle più recenti rivedute dal F. C.*

Baskes oversize G1019 .R78 1860 (NLO)

10666

**Atlases, Italian - 1865 (Provisional Heading)**

*Atlante geografico mondiale adottato nelle scuole.* Milano : F. Pagnoni, 1865.

Authors: Naymiller, Filippo -- Allodi, Pietro, fl. 1859-1878 -- Pagnoni, Francesco -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 11 maps ; 360 x 460 mm.

E: Pietro Allodi

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10667

**Atlases, Italian - 1865 (Provisional Heading)**

*Atlante geografico*.

Authors: Civelli, Giuseppe -- Arrigoni -- Bezzara -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 41 maps ; 330 x 230 mm.

C: Ferdinando Arrigoni; E: Paolo Bezzara

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10668

**Atlases, Italian - 1869**


Authors: Marmocchi, Francesco C. (Francesco Costantino), 1805-1858 -- Lit. F.lli Doyen e C. -- Guigonni, M. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (ix folded leaves of plates) : ill., 9 folded hand col. maps ; 29 cm.

Edition: 3a impr.

On maps: Fratelli Doyen.

Relief shown by hachures.


Scales differ.

Label with ms. title pasted on front cover.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1019 .M174 1861 (NLO)

10669

**Atlases, Italian - 1878**

*Corso di geografia commerciale*.

Authors: Cattaneo, Giuseppe -- Bonatti, Giuseppe, fl. 1798 -- Magrini, Cesare -- Antico, C. Poggiali, G. -- Costantino), 1805

1 atlas (50 leaves of plates) : 50 hand col. maps ; 330 x 230 mm.

C: Ferdinando Arrigoni; E: Paolo Bezzara

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10670

**Atlases, Italian - 1858**


Authors: Marmocchi, Francesco C. (Francesco Costantino), 1805-1858 -- Cattaneo, Giuseppe -- Poggiali, Cesare -- Bonatti, Giuseppe, fl. 1798 -- Magrini, Cesare -- Campo Antico -- Rivara, Paolo -- Marmocchi, Francesco C. (Francesco Costantino), 1805-1858. Corso di geografia commerciale -- Geografia Commerciale (Genoa, Italy) -- Dini, M. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas ([50] leaves of plates) : 50 hand col. maps ; 37 x 51 cm.


Title printed in blue ink with illustrated border

Relief shown by hachures.

Scales differ.


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Phillips 828

Baskes oversize G1019 .M365 1858 (NLO)

10671

**Atlases, Italian - 1859**

*Corso di geografia*.

Authors: Civelli, Giuseppe -- Arrigoni -- Bezzara -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 11 maps ; 360 x 460 mm.

C: Ferdinando Arrigoni; E: Paolo Bezzara

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10672

**Atlases, Italian - 1860**

*Atlante geografico.*

Authors: Naymiller, Filippo -- Allodi, Pietro, fl. 1859-1878 -- Pagnoni, Francesco -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 41 maps ; 330 x 230 mm.

C: Ferdinando Arrigoni; E: Paolo Bezzara

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10673

**Atlases, Italian - 1861**

*Piccolo atlante geografico*.

Authors: Marmocchi, Francesco C. (Francesco Costantino), 1805-1858 -- Lit. F.lli Doyen e C. -- Guigonni, M. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (ix folded leaves of plates) : ill., 9 folded hand col. maps ; 29 cm.

Edition: 3a impr.

On maps: Fratelli Doyen.

Relief shown by hachures.


Scales differ.

Label with ms. title pasted on front cover.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1019 .M174 1861 (NLO)

10674

**Atlases, Italian - 1858**

*Il Globo:*...
10675  **Atlases, Italian - 1898**
*Atlante scolastico per la geografia fisica e politica / di Giuseppe Pennesi.* Roma [Rome : Istituto Cartografico Italiano], 1898.
Authors: Pennesi, Giuseppe, 1854-1909 -- Istituto cartografico italiano -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (50 leaves of plates (some folded)) : col. maps (some folded) ; 29 x 34 cm.
Running title: G. Pennesi Atlante Scolastico
At head of title: Istituto Cartografico Italiano "Fascicolo II."
On maps: Proprieta Artistico Letteraria.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
**Baskes folio G1019 .P46 1898 (NLO)**

10676  **Atlases, Italian - 1905 (Provisional Heading)**
Authors: Mengoli, G. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 32 maps ; 110 x 159 mm.
postcards
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)**

10677  **Atlases, Italian - 1906**
Authors: Hugues, Luigi, 1836-1913 -- Fritzshe, G. E. -- Locchi, Domenico -- Testa, M. -- Salussolia (Firm) -- Paravia (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (24 p., [38] folded leaves of plates) : 38 col. maps ; 27 cm.
Nuvissima ed. di 38 Carte / con repertorio di tutti i nomi.
Cover title: Nuovo atlante geografico di 38 tavole Maps dated 1913.
Maps lithographed by Salussolia.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
**Baskes folio G1019 .H835 1913 (NLO)**

10678  **Atlases, Italian - 1907**
Authors: Pennesi, Giuseppe, 1854-1909 -- Soc. An. It. Industrie Grafiche Torino -- Salussolia (Firm) -- Paravia (Firm) -- Torcu, Martino -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Lit. Salussolia (Firm) SEE Salussolia (Firm)
1 atlas (2 p., 50 leaves of plates) : 47 col. maps, charts ; 31 x 35 cm.
Running title on maps: G. Pennesi Atlante Scolastico.
Imperfect; lacking plates 4-6.
Scales differ.
Owner's inscription: Martino Torcu, 1907-1908.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Cf. Phillips 6299
**Baskes folio G1019 .P46 1907 (NLO)**

10679  **Atlases, Italian - 1912**
*Atlante geografico universale di 27 carte / del dottor R. Kiepert ; con testo gli stati del mondo (e coll'indice di tutti i nomi nelle carte contenuti) del dottor G. Garollo.* Milan : Ulrico Hoepli, 1910 e 1912 [i.e. 1912].
11a ed. / (dalla 100.000a alla 110.000a copia) con l'aggiunta di una carta della Libia (1912).
Cover title: Atlante geografico universale in 26 carte e una carta della Libia 1912
Includes indexes.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Series: Manuali Hoepli.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
**Baskes G1019 .K55 1912 (NLO)**

10680  **Atlases, Italian - 1922**
*Grande atlante geografico.* Novara : Agostini, 1922.
Authors: G. de Agostini (firm) -- Baratta, Mario, 1868-1935 -- Istituto geografico De Agostini
1 v. : 102 map plates
Edited by Mario Baratta.
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 957.
**oversize G 10.445 (NLO)**

10681  **Atlases, Italian - 1929 - Road maps**
*Atlante internazionale del Touring Club Italiano.* Milan : Touring Club Italiano, 1929.
Authors: Touring club italiano -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 91 maps ; 495 x 330 mm.
3rd ed.
Phillips 6715
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)**

10682  **Atlases, Italian - 1933 (Provisional Heading)**
*Atlantino per la quarta classe elementare.* Rome : G. E. Fritzsche, D. Locchi e M. Testa, 1935
Authors: Torquato, Martino
1 atlas (2 p., 104 leaves of plates) : 103 maps ; 495 x 330 mm.
Running title on maps: Atlante scolastico per la quarta classe elementare.
'Lit. Salussolia, Torino' On some maps.
Imperfect; lacking plates 4-6.
Scales differ.
Owner's inscription: Martino Torcu, 1907-1908.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Cf. Phillips 6299
**Baskes folio G1019 .P46 1907 (NLO)**
Libreria dello Stato, 1933.
Authors: Italy -- Koeman, C. (Cornelis), 1918- -- Libreria dello Stato -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 10 maps ; 222 x 163 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10683 Atlas, Italian - 1934
Authors: Marinelli, Olinto, 1874-1926 -- Sestini, Aldo -- Antonio Vallardi (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (287 p.) : 72 col. maps ; 18 cm.
Ed. 1934 / interamente riv. ed aggiornata da Aldo Sestini.
Includes index.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1019 .M364 1934 (NLO)

10684 Atlas, Italian - 1937 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Ricordi (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 23 maps ; 118 x 75 mm.
advertisementsMagnesiaSanPellogrino
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10685 Atlas, Italian - 1939 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Gastaldi, Giacomo approximately 1500-approximately 1565 -- Almagià, Roberto, 1884-1962 -- Biblioteca apostolica vaticanca -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 5 maps ; 486 x 680 mm.
Facsimile.
ed:RobertoAlmagia;Wolf2331
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10686 Atlas, Italian - 1943
Authors: Pennesi, Giuseppe, 1854-1909 -- Paravia (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- G.B. Paravia & C. SEE Paravia (Firm) -- Paravia (G.B.) & Co. SEE Paravia (Firm)
1 atlas (viii, 62 leaves of plates (some folded) : 62 col. maps ; 31 x 25 cm.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .P46 1943 (NLO)

10687 Atlas, Italian - 1948
Authors: Almagià, Roberto, 1884-1962 -- Perrella (Firm)
2 v. in 1 ; 25 cm.
2d ed.
G 11 .028 (NLO)

10688 Atlas, Italian - 1957<><>Italy - Maps - 1957
Authors: Pennesi, Giuseppe, 1854-1909 -- Almagià, Roberto, 1884-1962 -- Agostini, Federico de -- Paravia (Firm) -- Campbell, Eila M. J. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (xv, 47, 40 p., [110] folded p. of plates) : col. ill., 187 col. maps ; 34 cm.
Ed. rinnovata.
"In cinquantacinque carte del quali dieci doppie, cinquantatré tavole illustrate con trecentoquindici fotocolor, prontuario per la spiegazione dei vocaboli stranieri, indice alfabetico dei nomi. Cartogrammi e diagrammi, prontuario geografico degli stati del mondo a cura di Federico De Agostini."
Includes index.
Magnifying glass in pocket.
Relief shown by gradient and bathymetric tints, hachures, and isolines.
Scales differ.
Previously owned by Eila M. J. Campbell?
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .P465 1957 (NLO)

10689 Atlas, Italian - 1958 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: G. de Agostini (firm) -- Bayer, H. -- Harrison, Richard Edes -- Inst Mobiliare Italia -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 171 maps ; 410 x 282 mm.
prov:sgd,REHarrison;ed:Hbayer
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10690 Atlas, Italian - 1985 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Sicilia Occidentale -- MuseoArchaeolog -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 64 maps ; 225 x 240 mm.
124#s
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (Pr Ct)


[Photographs of manuscript nautical charts and portolan atlases variously dated ca. 1200-1554: reproduced from originals in libraries of Milan, Florence, and Venice]. [19-].
3 maps and 11 atlases (various paginations): black-and-white photographs; in box 51 x 40 x 12 cm.

Apparently acquired by Newberry Library Ayer Custodian Ruth Lapham Butler because they are more legible than the reproductions in Fischer, Theobald et al. Raccolta di mappamondi e carte nautiche del xiii al xvi secolo (Venice: F. Ongania, [1871]-1881); cf. Map7C G3201.P5A 1871 R3 (Pr Ct).

Box title: Maps from Italian archives.

Some photos handstamped 'Ferd. Ongania libereria editrice ... Venezia' on verso.

Incomplete: lacking nos. 5, 12, and 16.


Cf. Phillips 249.

Cf. OCLC 40593430.
map7C G3201.P5A 19-- R3 (Pr Ct)


3 maps and 12 atlases (various paginations): black-and-white photographs; various sizes mounted on backing sheets 33 x 44 cm., in covers 49 x 41 cm.

Cover title.

This copy incomplete; includes only volumes 1, 3, 10, and 13-15)

Issued in portfolios numbered 1-11, 13-15, 17
A collection of photographs of manuscript nautical charts and portolan atlases variously dated ca. 1200-1554; reproduced from originals in libraries of Milan, Florence, and Venice.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Scales differ.
References: Phillips 249; OCLC 40593430; Skelton, Maps p. 83.
MDCCCLXXVIII.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G3200 .R33 1871 (NLO)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Japan -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 20 maps ; 223 x 153 mm.
in Japanese
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)** (PrCt)

10696 **Atlases, Japanese - 1910 (Provisional Heading)**

Authors: Japan -- Nakamura, publisher -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 35 maps ; 265 x 190 mm.
in Japanese; city plans
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)** (PrCt)

10697 **Atlases, Japanese - 1930 (Provisional Heading)**

Authors: Sasaki, K. -- Yamazaki, T. -- Intl. Geog. Society -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 54 maps ; 365 x 260 mm.
In Japanese
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)** (PrCt)

10698 **Atlases, Japanese - 1963 (Provisional Heading)**

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .G6 1963 JAP (PrCt)

10699 **Atlases, Japanese - 1965 (Provisional Heading)**

Authors: Reader's Digest Association
1 v. : 43 cm.
oversize G1019 .R5552 1965 (NLO)
10702 Atlases, Japanese - 1989 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Japan -- Koeman, C. (Cornelis), 1918--
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 60 maps ; 260 x 183 mm.
Author? title? date? language?
Previously formed part of the collection of
Cornelis Koeman.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10703 Atlases, Japanese - 1989 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Japan -- Koeman, C. (Cornelis), 1918--
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 60 maps ; 260 x 183 mm.
Author? title? date? language?
Previously formed part of the collection of
Cornelis Koeman.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10704 Atlases, Japanese - 1989 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Japan -- Koeman, C. (Cornelis), 1918--
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 60 maps ; 260 x 183 mm.
Author? title? date? language?
Previously formed part of the collection of
Cornelis Koeman.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10705 Atlases, Japanese - 1989 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Japan -- Koeman, C. (Cornelis), 1918--
Teikoku-Shoin -- Hasegawa -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 40 maps ; 260 x 183 mm.
ed:Teikoku-Shoin:ded:Hasegawa-Koeman
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10706 Atlases, Latvian - 1940

*Atlases, Latvian - 1940*: Latvia - Maps -

10707 Atlases, Mexican - 1966<<>>Atlases, British -
1966<<>>Mexico - Maps - 1966<<>>Mexican Atlases SEE Atlases, Mexican

*Atlus universal y de México*: [London] : Librería
Authors: García Lecuona, Herlinda -- Herrera,
Victoria Andrade de -- Diaz, Natalia Garcia --
Darling, Christopher -- Reyes Orozco, Carlos --
Santin, Carmen -- Cowlis, Fiona -- Mexico.
Secretaría de Educación Pública -- Edward E.
Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (33 p. : maps) ; 28 cm.
67-1473

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Atlases, Mexican - 1980
Atlases, Norwegian - 1848
Atlases, Norwegian - 1908
Atlases, Norwegian - 1923
Atlases, Norwegian - 1933 (Provisional Heading)
Atlases, Norwegian - 1936
Atlases, Norwegian - 1943
Atlases, Pakistani - 1943

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
10721 Atlases, Polish - 1968
Authors: Poland. Wojsko Polskie. Służba Topograficzna -- Pergamon Press
vii, 525 p. : col. maps (part fold.) ; 42 cm.

10722 Atlases, Polish - 1971
Authors: Panstwowe Przedsiębiorstwo Wydawnictw Kartograficznych -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newbury Library)
1 v. : 77 maps ; 322 x 222 mm.
Folded col. map in pocket: Polska (scale 1:1,250,000).
Illustrations on front endpapers.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newbury Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .P6752 1968 (NLO)

10723 Atlases, Polish - 1971
Authors: Panstwowe Przedsiębiorstwo Wydawnictw Kartograficznych -- Górski, Henryk -- Jedrzejewska, Wanda -- Campbell, Eila M. J. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newbury Library)
1 atlas (120, 31 p. : ill., 77 col. maps (some folded)) ; 33 cm. + folded col. map in pocket
Folded col. map in pocket: Polska (scale 1:1,250,000).
Illustrations on front endpapers.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newbury Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .P6752 1968 (NLO)

10724 Atlases, Polish - Bibliography - 1482-1945
Authors: Lodynski, Marian, 1884-1972 -- Packo, Teresy -- Żemaitis, Włodzimierz -- Polska Akademia Nauk. Instytut Geografii
4 v. ; 24 cm.
Incomplete; issued in 5 v., but Newberry lacking v. 5 (published 1983).
A union catalog of atlases (defined as works with

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
10 or more maps) in Polish libraries.
Vol. 5, pts. 1-2 have errata slip inserted.
Preface, introd. and chapter headings also in Russian and English. Includes indexes.
LC Card Number: 62041340
Map Ref Z6028 .L8 (NLO)

SEE Atlasses, Portuguese<<>>Nautical charts
[Portuguese portolan atlas]. [19-].
Authors: Bibliothèque nationale (France). Ge DD 683 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas
Photostatic reproduction of manuscript atlas dated ca. 1501-1525.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France BN Ge DD 683 (PrCt)

1 atlas (10 leaves) : maps ; 30cm.
Photocopies of MS portolan atlas (ca. 1513) in the library of the French National Assembly.
Included are 5 pages of Rodrigues' calligraphy, including his signature; maps showing the Atlantic coast of Europe, the coast of South Africa, and the northwest coast of Africa with the Azores; a blank compass rose, and a diagram with planetary circles and the zodiac.
Cf. Portugaliae monumenta cartographica, v. 1, pp. 79-84 and pls.34-36.
Vert 937, no. 1 (PrCt)

10727 Atlasses, Portuguese - 1513 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>>Nautical charts - 1513 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>>Indonesia - Maps - 1513 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>>Nautical charts - Indonesia - 1513 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Manuscript maps - Facsimiles<<>>Rodrigues, Francisco, fl. 1511-1518<<>>Portuguese cartography - History - 1500-1599<<>>Nautical charts
1a. ed.
Facsimile of manuscript atlas created ca. 1515 by Francisco Rodrigues. Reproduced from the original in the Assembleia Nacional Francesa. The atlas is composed of two groups of maps: portolan charts of the world and views of the shores of several Indonesian islands.
Subject (LCSH): Rodrigues, Francisco, fl. 1511-1518.
Series: Série Múltiplos ; 3
Includes bibliographical references.
LC Card Number: 2009578523
ISBN 9728025785 ; 9789728025786
folio G1059 .R6 1515 (NLO)

10728 Atlasses, Portuguese - 1558 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>>Nautical charts - 1558 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles<<>>Nautical charts
A Portolano, consisting of 9 large charts on vellum, drawn in a plane scale... [19-].
Authors: Homem, Diogo -- British Library. Add. Ms. 5415, A -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas
Photostatic reproduction of manuscript atlas dated 1558.
MapPhoto England BL Add. Ms. 5415, A (PrCt)

10729 Atlasses, Portuguese - 1559 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>>World maps - 1559 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>>Nautical charts - 1559 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles<<>>Nautical charts
[Portolan atlas]. [19-].
Authors: Homem, Andrés -- Bibliothèque nationale (France). Ge AA 626 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas
Photostatic reproduction of 1559 manuscript. 2 copies.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
10730


[Portolan atlas]. [19--].
Authors: Homem, Diogo -- Bibliothèque nationale (France). Ge C 5086 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas

Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1559 manuscript. Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

MapPhoto France BN Res Ge AA 626 (PrCt)

10731


[Portolan atlas of 1563]. [19--].
Authors: Luiz, Lozaro -- Arquivo Nacional da Torre do Tombo (Portugal). Acad.Sci.Lisbon -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas : 5 maps

Photostatic reproduction of 1563 manuscript atlas; includes signed title page with portrait of Mary and the baby Jesus. Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

MapPhoto France BN Ge C 5086 (PrCt)

10732


[Portolan atlas of the world]. [19--].
Authors: Lisboa, João de -- Arquivo Nacional da Torre do Tombo (Portugal). Palace of the Duke of Palmella -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (20 maps)

Photostatic reproduction of manuscript dated ca. 1565-1575. Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

MapPhoto Portugal AN Acad. Sci. Lisbon (PrCt)

10733


[Manuscript portolan atlas of the world] [ca. 1565]<><>Nautical charts


p. 3-14, plates 392-406 : 24 maps, 3 ill., 6 tables Facsimile reproduction of unsigned and undated Portuguese ms. compiled ca. 1565 in Lisbon by Sebastiã Lopes; reproduced from original in the Newberry Library (Ayer MS map 26).
and the British Isles similar to the second chart above] -- [Chart of northwestern South America, Central America, the Gulf of Mexico, and part of the West Indies] -- [Chart of northeastern South America and part of the West Indies] -- [Chart of northwestern Africa, the Iberian Peninsula, and Atlantic islands].


Forms part of the William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library).

oversize Greenlee 4891 :C82 1960p v. 4, p. 3-14 (PrCt)

10734

Atlases, Portuguese - 1565 - Manuscripts

Nautical charts - 1565 - Manuscripts

Greeting cards, Maps on - 1953

Maps on stationery - 1953

Nautical charts

[Manuscript portolan atlas of the world]. [ca. 1565].

Authors: Lopes, Sebastião -- Pinto, Manoel S., fl. 1705 -- Bernard Quaritch (Firm) -- Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 26 -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 ms. atlas ([24] leaves) : 24 maps, 3 ill., 6 tables, hand col. vellum ; 47 cm.

Unsigned and undated Portuguese ms. compiled ca. 1565 in Lisbon by Sebastião Lopes;


Scale not determined.

Pen-and-ink and paint (brown, green, blue, red, gold, yellow).


Described in Catalogue of geography, voyages, travels, history of America, Africa, Australasia and Asia ... (London: [Bernard Quaritch], 1899), catalogue 188, p. 113-114, no. 908.

Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Chart on 14r. reproduced on poster issued for the Art and cartography conference and exhibition held at the Newberry Library in 1980; Newberry copy filed as map4F G5672.M4P5 1565 L6 1980. 15r. reproduced on exhibition poster issued by the Fundação Calouste Gulbenkian (Lisbon, 1990); Newberry copy filed as temp map6G G5400 1565 .L5 1990 F8. Also reproduced in: FMR: the magazine of Franco Maria Ricci, issue no. 46; see the Newberry Map Information File. 18v. and 19r. reproduced in Cartographic treasures of the Newberry Library (Chicago: The Newberry Library, 2001) p. 87. 23v. and 24r. reproduced as a Christmas card by Rand McNally in 1953; copy filed in the Newberry's Rand McNally Collection and cataloged as RMcN Christmas Card Collection (PrCt). Available as photographic transparency; Spec. Coll. Image Index.


VAULT folio Ayer MS map 26 (NLO)

10735

Atlases, Portuguese - 1568 - Manuscripts

Facsimiles

World maps - 1568 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

Nautical charts - 1568 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

Manuscript maps - Facsimiles - Nautical charts

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalog Entry</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10737</td>
<td>Atlases, Portuguese - 1570 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - World maps - 1570 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Nautical charts</td>
<td>Dourado, Fernando Vaz, 16th cent. -- Arquivo Nacional da Torre do Tombo (Portugal)</td>
<td>Photostatic reproduction of manuscript atlas dated ca. 1570. Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library). MapPhoto Portugal AN Torre de Tombo. Lisboa (PrCt)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10738</td>
<td>Atlases, Portuguese - 1570 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - World maps - 1570 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Nautical charts</td>
<td>Dourado, Fernando Vaz, 16th cent. -- Arquivo Nacional da Torre do Tombo (Portugal)</td>
<td>Photostatic reproduction of manuscript atlas dated ca. 1570. Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library). MapPhoto Portugal AN Torre de Tombo. Lisboa (PrCt)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Authors: Dourado, Fernando Vaz, 16th cent. -- Marsilio
1 v. ; 50 cm.
Facsimile 1580 manuscript. 
Case oversize G2800 .D68 1992 (NLO)

10743 Atlases, Portuguese - 1782 - Geography - 1782 - Globes - Handbooks, manuals, etc. - 1782
Authors: Typographia Rollandiana (Lisbon, Portugal) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Tipografia Rollandiana (Lisbon, Portugal) SEE Typographia Rollandiana (Lisbon, Portugal) -- Rollandiana Typographia (Lisbon, Portugal) -- Rollandiana Typographia (Lisbon, Portugal) SEE Typographia Rollandiana (Lisbon, Portugal) SEE Typographia Rollandiana (Lisbon, Portugal)
"Novo tratado da esfera, que contem huma explicaçao da esfera, dos seus circulos, do movimento dos astros, e dos sistemas do mundo, antigos, e modernos. Com hum compendio de uso dos globos, e das medidas geograficas"--P. [235]-270.
Includes bibliographical references and index. Directions to the bookbinder, p. [2] at end.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1015 .N6914 1782 (NLO)

10744 Atlases, Portuguese - 1885
Authors: George Philip & Son -- Empreza Horas Romanticas -- Koeman, C. (Cornelis), 1918- -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (24 p.) : 25 maps (chiefly col.) ; 21 cm.
Maps by George Philip & Son.
Map on back cover.
Text on most maps in English.
Scales differ.
Previously owned by Cornelis Koeman?
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1019 .G389 1885 (NLO)

10745 Atlases, Portuguese - 1915
Authors: Monteiro, J. -- Oliveira, Francisco de Paula -- Aillaud & Bertrand (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 75 maps ; 322 x 251 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10746 Atlases, Portuguese - 1925
Novo atlas universal. Lisboa : Aillaud & Bertrand, 1925.
Authors: Monteiro, J. -- Schwabach, L. -- Aillaud & Bertrand (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 100 maps ; 325 x 250 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10747 Atlases, Portuguese - 1950 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Santarém, Manuel Francisco de Barros e Sousa, Visconde de, 1791-1856 -- William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 24 cm.
Facsimile.
Forms part of the William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library).
Greenlee 4891 S23 I59 1950 (NLO)

10748 Atlases, Portuguese - Collections, 1500-1699 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Collections, 1500-1699 - Facsimiles - Portuguese cartography - History - Cartography - Portugal - Colonies - History - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles - Cartography, Portuguese SEE Portuguese cartography
Portugaliae monumenta cartographica. Lisboa [Lisbon : Comissão Executiva das Comemorações do Quinto Centenário da Morte

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
do Infante D. Henrique?], 1960-[1962].

Authors: Cortesão, Armando,1891-1977 -- Mota, A. Teixeira da (Avelino Teixeira) -- Portugal.

Comissão Executiva das Comemorações do Quinto Centenário da Morte do Infante D. Henrique -- William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library)

6 v. : 626 maps, ill. ; 62 cm. + index (v. 6 : 31 cm.)

At head of title: Comemorações do v Centenário da Morte do Infante D. Henrique.

Portuguese and English.

Includes bibliographical references.

Vol. 6. 'Index,' printed in 1962.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

NMM 562

Fi6 1

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

(PrCt)

10751

Atlases, Portuguese - Manuscripts - Maps - Collections - Facsimiles - Portuguese cartography - History - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles


Comissão Executiva das Comemorações do Quinto Centenário da Morte do Infante D. Henrique -- William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library)

65 p. : 29 col. maps ; 61 cm.

At head of title: Commemorations Anni a Principis Henrici Morte Quingentesimi Consilium Transmarinum.

Specimens from the author's Portugaliae monumenta cartographica.

'A selection of the forty plates in colour included in the four volumes already published of Portugaliae monumenta cartographica.'

Text in Portuguese and English.

Author's autograph copy.

Forms part of the William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library).

oversize Greenlee 4891 .C82 1960 (NLO)

10750

Atlases, Portuguese - Manuscripts - Maps - Collections - Facsimiles - Portuguese cartography - History - Manuscript maps


Authors: Cortesão, Armando,1891-1977 -- Mota, A. Teixeira da (Avelino Teixeira) -- Portugal.

Comissão Executiva das Comemorações do Quinto Centenário da Morte do Infante D. Henrique -- Imprensa Nacional-Casa da Moeda

6 v. : maps, ill., maps ; 37 cm. + portfolio (62 cm.)

At head of title: Comemorações do v Centenário da Morte do Infante D. Henrique.

Reprint of original published Lisbon, 1960.

Includes bibliographies and index.

Portuguese and English.

Formerly Case oversize G1025 .C6 1987

Map Ref oversize G1025 .C6 1987 (NLO)

10752

Atlases, Portuguese - Manuscripts - Maps - Collections - Facsimiles - Portuguese cartography - History - Manuscript maps


Authors: Cortesão, Armando,1891-1977 -- Mota, A. Teixeira da (Avelino Teixeira) -- Portugal.

Comissão Executiva das Comemorações do Quinto Centenário da Morte do Infante D. Henrique -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

6 v. : 626 maps, ill. ; 62 cm. + index (v. 6 : 31 cm.)

At head of title: Comemorações do v Centenário da Morte do Infante D. Henrique.

Portuguese and English.

Includes bibliographical references.

Vol. 6. 'Index,' printed in 1962.

Forms part of the William S. Baskes Collection.

NMM 562

Fi6 1

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

(PrCt)
10753  **Atlases, Russian - 1793** (Provisional Heading)

*New atlas or collection of mapsof all parts of globe.* StPetersburg : Akademia Nauk, 1793.

Authors: Russia -- Vilbrekht -- Akademia nauk

SSSR -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 57 maps ; 400 x 530 mm.

ed:AMVilbrekht

Phillips 679

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

*Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)* (PrCt)

10754  **Atlases, Russian - 1888**

*New geographical atlas for grammar schools.* StPetersburg : A. Ilyin, 1888.

Authors: Russia -- Ilyin, Alexander Afinogenovich, 1832-1889 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas : 23 maps ; 278 x 352 mm.

Maps by Alexander Ilyin.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

*Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)* (PrCt)

10755  **Atlases, Russian - 1894**

*Uchebnyi geograficheskii atlas : 30 tablitsy / A. Iliny.* S. Petersburg [Saint Petersburg] ; Kartograficheskogo zavedeniia A. Ilna, [1894?].

Authors: Kartograficheskoe zavedeniia A. Il'ina -- Ilyin, Alexander Afinogenovich, 1832-1889 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (xxx leaves [i.e. 59 p.] of plates) : 30 col. maps (some folded) ; 37 cm.

"Dozv. tsnz. 9 iulia 1894 g. S.P.IE."--At end. Relief shown by hachures and shading. Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

*Baskes folio G1019 .I39 1894* (NLO)

10756  **Atlases, Russian - 1903**

*Student's atlas of general geography.* Moscow : Deibnerl, 1903.

Authors: Linberg, A. -- Russia -- Adler, B. -- Brockhaus, F. A. (Friedrich Arnold), 1772-1823 -- Deibnerl, I. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 34 maps ; 248 x 326 mm.

8th ed.

Author: A. Linberg.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

*Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)* (PrCt)

10757  **Atlases, Russian - 1905**


Authors: Petri, Eduard IU'ievich, 1854-1899 -- Shokal'skii, IU. M. (IUlii Mikhailovich) 1856-1940 -- Bakgof, E. G. (Eduard Gustavovich), b. 1840 -- A. F. Marks (Firm) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Marx, A. F. (Firm) SEE A. F. Marks (Firm) -- A. F. Marks (Firm) SEE A. F. Marks (Firm) -- Marksa, A. F. (Firm) SEE A. F. Marks (Firm)

1 atlas (iv, 6, 134 p., [60] folded leaves of plates : col. maps) ; 45 cm. + index volume (134 p. ; 45 cm.)

2nd ed.

In Cyrillic.

Begun under the editorship of E.IU. Petri, finished in 1903; second ed. edited by E.IU. Shokal'skii, Chairman of the Dept. of Physical Geography of the Imperial Russian Geographical Society; see English transcription of title page by Van Tarplay (laid in 1999).

Maps drawn by E.G. Bakgof.

Includes index.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

*Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)* (PrCt)

10758  **Atlases, Russian - 1913**

*Student's atlas of general geography.* Moscow : I. Deibner, 1913.

Authors: Linberg, A. -- Russia -- Adler, B. -- Brockhaus, F. A. (Friedrich Arnold), 1772-1823 -- Deibnerl, I. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 35 maps ; 254 x 174 mm.

13th ed.

auth:ALinberg;ed:BAlder;C:FABrockhaus

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

*Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)* (PrCt)

10759  **Atlases, Russian - 1928**

*Geographical atlas (in Yiddish script).* Moscow : Zentral Pub. ; 1928.

Authors: Sokolow, S. N. -- Russia -- Zentral Pub -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 20 maps ; 253 x 211 mm.

ed:SN Sokolow &c

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

*Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)* (PrCt)

10760  **Atlases, Russian - 1938** (Provisional Heading)


Authors: Soviet Union. Glavnoe upravlenie geodezii i kartografii

SSSR -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 17 maps ; 310 x 252 mm.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

*Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)* (PrCt)

10761  **Atlases, Russian - 1940** (Provisional Heading)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Geographical atlas for 5th & 6th grades. Moscow : USSR, 1940.
Authors: Soviet Union. Glavnoe upravlenie geodezii i kartografii -- Soviet Union -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 36 maps ; 300 x 251 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10762 Atlases, Russian - 1954<<>>Russia - Maps - 1954
Authors: Soviet Union. Glavnoe upravlenie geodezii i kartografii -- Baranov, A. N.
1 atlas (283 (i. e. 373) p. : chiefly col. maps, part fold.) ; 51 cm.
Redaktionsnaia kollegiia: Baranov, A. N. i dr.
Duplicate legend sheet inserted.
In Cyrillic characters.
LC Card Number: map45001463
oversize G 10 .766 (NLO)

10763 Atlases, Russian - 1957
Admin-territorial classific of foreign countries.
Moscow : USSR, 1957.
Authors: Shiger, A. G. -- Harrison, Richard Edes -- Soviet Union -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 198 maps ; 227 x 150 mm.
inRussian;prov:REHarrison
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10764 Atlases, Russian - 1959<<>>Russia - Maps - 1959
Authors: Soviet Union. Glavnoe upravlenie geodezii i kartografii -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 127 maps ; 345 x 250 mm.
Cf. OCLC 1331925.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10765 Atlases, Russian - 1960<<>>Russia - Maps - 1960
Authors: Soviet Union. Glavnoe upravlenie geodezii i kartografii -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 160 maps ; 228 x 154 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10766 Atlases, Russian - 1963<<>>Russia - Maps - 1963
Authors: Soviet Union. Glavnoe upravlenie geodezii i kartografii -- Kopofova, K. N. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 100 maps ; 192 x 115 mm.
Edited by K.N. Koposova; [A1006; Lock, Modern maps and atlases 85
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10767 Atlases, Russian - 1964<<>>Russia - Maps - 1964
Authors: Soviet Union. Glavnoe upravlenie geodezii i kartografii -- Polskaya, N. M. (Nina Mikhailovna) -- Campbell, Eila M. J. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Polskaya, N. M. (Nina Mikhailovna) SEE Polskaia, N. M. (Nina Mikhailovna)
1 atlas : 80 maps ; 342 x 245 mm.
Inscription from N. Polskaia to E. Campbell
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10768 Atlases, Russian - 1967<<>>Russia - Maps - 1967
Authors: Soviet Union. Glavnoe upravlenie geodezii i kartografii -- Baranov, A. N.
1 atlas (250 p.) : chiefly col. maps ; 51 cm.
2nd ed.
Uniform title: Atlas mira. English
Edited by A.N. Baranov et al.
Translation of Atlas mira (romanized form) 'Dedicated to the fiftieth anniversary of the Great October Socialist Revolution'-- Prelim. leaf.
Index published separately: The world atlas index-gazetteer. [oversize G1019.S68 1967 Index]
Duplicate legend sheet inserted.
Errata sheet tipped in following last map.
Scales differ.
LC Card Number: map68-000379
oversize G1019 .S68 1967 (NLO)

10769 Atlases, Russian - 1974 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Soviet Union. Glavnoe upravlenie geodezii i kartografii -- Campbell, Eila M. J. -- Soviet Union -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 46 maps ; 285 x 223 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10770 Atlases, Russian - 1974<<>>Russia - Maps - 1974

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Soviet Union. Glavnoe upravlenie geodezii i kartografii -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 37 maps ; 181 x 123 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Authors: Allen, Phillip -- Cadbury Collection (Birmingham Central Library) -- Marshall Editions Ltd. -- Harry N. Abrams, Inc.
160 p. : ill., col. maps ; 32 cm.
ISBN 0810939185
'Editor, Gwen Rigby; assistant editor, Anthony Livesey; art director, David Fordham'--T.p. verso.
Lavishly illustrated sampling of atlases, 1482-1897.
Includes indexes.

Authors: Marinikovic, Vladimir -- Sveslovenske Knjizare -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 12 maps ; 296 x 242 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Authors: Yugoslavia -- Yugoslavia -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 32 maps ; 295 x 224 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10778 Atlas, South African - 1903 (Provisional Heading)<><>South African Atlases SEE

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Atlases, South African
*Advanced atlas for South African schools.*
Cape Town: Maskew Miller, 1903.
Authors: Bartholomew, John -- Maskew Miller -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 80 maps ; 287 x 227 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

10779
Atlases, Spanish - 1500-1599 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
*Nautical charts - 1500-1599 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles - Nautical charts* 
Facsimile of 16th-century manuscript 'Atlas portulano de Ivan Ortis Valero', the original of which is in the Cartoteca Histórica of the Servicio Geográfico del Ejército, Madrid; with second vol. of commentary, produced by the Sección de Documentación of the Servicio Geográfico del Ejército. : Atlas de Ivan Ortis Valero / Angel Paladini Cuadrado ; addenda paleográfica, Fernando Velasco Carrillo de Albornoz.
Title from atlas colophon.
Uniform title: Atlas portulano de Ivan Ortis Valero del siglo XVI.
No. 196 in limited edition of 300 copies.
OCLC 21231226.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
ISBN 8450535433
Baskes folio G1015 .O7 1986 (NLO)

10780
Atlases, Spanish - 1792 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: López de Vargas Machuca, Tomás, 1731-1802 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 25 maps ; 218 x 175 mm.
Phillips 677
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

(PrCt)
10781
Atlases, Spanish - 1834
*Atlas geográfico universal.* [Barcelona : s.n., 1834?].
Authors: Alabern i Moles, Pablo, 1804-1860 -- Alabern i Moles, Ramón -- Domènech, 1786-1851 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([84] leaves of plates) : 42 folded hand col. maps ; 44 cm.
Cover title.
Maps engraved by Pablo Alabern, Ramón Alabern, and Domènech Estruc.
Maps produced in Barcelona and dated 1830-1834.
Relief shown pictorially and by hachures. Prime meridian: Madrid.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1019 .A7386 1834 (NLO)

10782
Atlases, Spanish - 1849
*Map printing - Wood engravings - Maps - 1849* 
*Wood engravings* 
Authors: Alhambra, Gabriel -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Alhambra, Gabriel SEE Alhambra, Gabriel
1 atlas ([8] p., 77 leaves of plates (some folded)) : 77 maps ; 18 cm.
Wood engravings, with text and geographic details in white on a black ground.
Relief shown pictorially on some maps. Quarter bound black leather spine, marbled papers over boards.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 2008627512
Baskes G1019 .A787 1849 (NLO)

Atlases, Spanish - 1857
*Atlas geográfico universal / para el estudio de la geografía de Balbi y Malte-Brun ; publicado por la Sociedad la Maravilla.* Madrid ; Barcelona : Librería Española ; Plus Ultra, 1857.
Authors: Alabern i Moles, Pablo -- Balbi, Adriano, 1782-1848 -- Malte-Brun, Conrad, 1775-1826 -- Sociedad la Maravilla -- Librería Española (Madrid, Spain) -- Plus Ultra (Barcelona, Spain) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([18] folded leaves of plates) : ill., 17 hand col. maps ; 28 cm.
Half title: Atlas Universal

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
On maps: Por Ramon Alabern.
To be used with Adriano Balbi and Conrad Malte-Brun’s geography.
Prime meridian: Madrid.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Issued with 18 (?) maps, but this copy imperfect: lacking map of Africa.
Gold stamped, hand colored cloth binding over boards.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskets folio G1019 .B2658 1857 (NLO)**

**10787 Atlases, Spanish - 1896**
Authors: Paluzie, Esteban, 1806-1873 -- Paluzie, Faustino, 1833-1901 -- Alabern i Moles, Pablo, 1804-1860 -- Veladot, Monserrat Puncernau -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Some maps engraved by P. Alabern.
Publisher’s illustrated red cloth binding.
Scales differ.
Former owner’s signature: Monserrat Puncernau Veladot, 1903.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskets folio G1019 .P328 1896 (NLO)**

**10788 Atlases, Spanish - 1908 - Celestial charts - 1908 - Astronomy - Charts, diagrams, etc.**
*Atlas de geografía astronómica, física, política y descriptiva : para uso de los establecimientos de segunda enseñanza / por Juan de la G. Artero ; grabado por Juan Soler*. Barcelona : Litografía Victor Labielle, 1908.
Authors: Artero y González, Juan de la Gloria -- Soler, Juan, fl. 1880-1933 -- Labielle, Victor -- Bruguera Riera, José María -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([4] p., liii [i.e. 61] p. of plates) : ill. (chiefly col.), 44 col. maps ; 22 x 28 cm.
12a. ed. corr. y aum.
Relief shown by shading and hachures.
Publisher’s red cloth binding.
Scales differ.
Owner’s inscription: José Ma. Bruguera Riera, 203.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskets folio G1019 .A779 1908 (NLO)**

**10789 Atlases, Spanish - 1911**
Authors: Calleja Fernández, Saturnino -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (16 p., [1], 98 p. of plates) : col. ill, col. maps ; 23 cm.
Preface dated: Septiembre de 1911.
Added title page: Geografía universal
Added color illustrated title page following index at beginning.
Includes index.
10790  **Atlases, Spanish - 1928**  
Authors: Granger, Ernesto -- Espasa Calpe -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 v. : 83 maps  
&JuanDantinCereceda  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.  
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)  
(PrCt)

10791  **Atlases, Spanish - 1945**  
Authors: Salinas Bellver, Salvador -- Fernandez, E. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 atlas : 60 maps ; 345 x 260 mm.  
20th ed.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.  
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)  
(PrCt)

10792  **Atlases, Swedish - 1768 - Children's maps**  
Authors: Aakerman, Andreas -- Soderburg, A. -- Oesterberg, E. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 atlas : 20 maps ; 153 x 197 mm.  
1st ed.  
Includes maps engraved by A. Soderburg and E. Oesterberg.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.  
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)  
(PrCt)

10793  **Atlases, Swedish - 1774 (Provisional Heading)**  
Authors: Aakerman, Andreas -- Soderburg, A -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 v. : 30 maps ; 195 x 155 mm.  
2nd ed.  
msText:E:ASoderburg,EOesterberg  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.  
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)  
(PrCt)

10794  **Atlases, Swedish - 1807 (Provisional Heading)**  
Authors: Aakerman, Andreas -- Djurberg, Daniel, 1744-1834 -- Åkerland, Erik,1754-1832 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 v. : 32 maps ; 185 x 230 mm.  
E:EAakerland  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.  
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)  
(PrCt)

10795  **Atlases, Swedish - 1811 (Provisional Heading)**  
Authors: Aakerman, Andreas -- Djurberg, Daniel, 1744-1834 -- Marquardska tryckeriet -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 v. : 30 maps ; 245 x 315 mm.  
(of32)  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.  
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)  
(PrCt)

10796  **Atlases, Swedish - 1823**  
Authors: Wiborg, Anders, 1776-1836 -- Åkerland, Erik,1754-1832 -- Lindh, Johan Peter, 1757-1820, widow -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Aakerland, Erik, 1754-1832 SEE Åkerland, Erik,1754-1832  
1 v. : 30 maps ; 245 x 315 mm.  
1 atlas ([2] p., 18 leaves of plates) : 18 hand col. maps ; 39 x 49 cm.  
Edition: Ny uppl.  
Includes maps dated 1824?  
Maps engraved by E. Åkerland.  
Relief shown by hachures.  
Scales differ.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.  
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)  
(PrCt)

10797  **Atlases, Swedish - 1824 (Provisional Heading)**  
Authors: Klinkcowstrom, Axel -- Eckstein -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
2 v. : 6 maps ; 441 x 564 mm.  
Sabin38053;HowesK201  
Phillips 1375  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.  
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)  
(PrCt)

10798  **Atlases, Swedish - 1827**  
Authors: Carpelan, Wilhelm Maximil. -- Andersen, C. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 atlas : 20 maps ; 294 x 374 mm.  
Maps dated 1827-30.  
Includes maps engraved by C. Andersen.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.  
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)  
(PrCt)

10799  **Atlases, Swedish - 1832**  
*Atlases, German - 1832*

10800 Atlases, Swedish - 1834

10801 Atlases, Swedish - 1837

10802 Atlases, Swedish - 1847

10803 Atlases, Swedish - 1848 (Provisional Heading)

10804 Atlases, Swedish - 1849<<>>Sweden - Maps - 1849

10805 Atlases, Swedish - 1851

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Maps engraved by Maedel, C. Poppey, W. Behrens, and Alt.
"I förminskad skala efter dess större Hand-Atlas."
Relief shown by hachures.
"Pris: 3 R:dr Banko."
Scales differ.
Former owner: Ingrid Ståhlbom[?].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst, J. Petermann’s planet, v. 1, p. 340-341

Baskes folio G1019 .S8718 1851 (NLO)

10806 Atlas, Swedish - 1858 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Schumburg, August -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 25 maps ; 136 x 170 mm.
1st ed.
nd
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

10807 Atlas, Swedish - 1862
1 atlas ([2] p., [31] leaves of plates) : 31 maps (chiefly col.) ; 24 x 31 cm.
Edition: 40. original-uppl. / förbättrad och tillkökt för denna svenska uppl., samt ånyo revid. och flera kartor nygraverade år 1860 och 61.
Maps published by Justus Perthes (Gotha).
"I förminskad skala efter dess större Hand-Atlas" Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Former owner: Johan Davidson [?] Maj 1863.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .S8718 1862 (NLO)

10808 Atlas, Swedish - 1862 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Schumburg, August -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 25 maps ; 130 x 170 mm.
3rd ed.
nd
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
10813  **Atlases, Swedish - 1871<>Nebraska - Maps - 1871**


Authors: Roth, Magnus, 1828-1895 -- C.E. Fritze (Firm) -- Issleib und Rietzschel -- Meyer & Köster. Karta öfver staten Nebraska samt Burlington & Missouri River jernvägar [1871?] -- Hamson, A. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Fritze (C.E.), bookseller, Stockholm SEE C.E. Fritze (Firm) -- Issleib & Rietzschel SEE Issleib und Rietzschel


Title on maps: Folkskoleatlas.


Scales differ.

Map bound in: Karta öfver staten Nebraska samt Burlington & Missouri River jernvägar. By Meyer & Köster, Göteborg.

Former owner: A. Hamson.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes folio G1019 .R87 1871 (NLO)**

10814  **Atlases, Swedish - 1871 (Provisional Heading)**


Authors: Mentzer, Thure Alex. von -- Hiertas, L. J. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : [1 atlas (96, 97 p.) : 72 col. maps (some folded) ; 298 x 205 mm. ; 1st ed.]

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)** (PrCt)

10815  **Atlases, Swedish - 1872 (Provisional Heading)**


Authors: Erslev, Ed. (Edvard), 1824-1892 -- Erslev, J. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

2 v. in 1 : 32 maps ; 216 x 151 mm.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)** (PrCt)

10816  **Atlases, Swedish - 1874**


1830-1865 -- Behrens, W., active 1843 -- Weiler, Wilhelm -- Bonnier, Adolf -- Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Engberg, Lily -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas ([1] p., [31] leaves of plates) : 31 maps (some col.) ; 25 x 31 cm.

Edition: ?

"Innehållande 31 kartor, samtliga med svenska namn."

Map 5 tipped in between maps 7 and 8.

Additional maps laid in at end: Map 19b: Förenade Staterna i Nord-Amerika och Mexico; Map 19c: Vest Indien och Centro-America; folded map of Indiana, advertising Shoup & Kohler clothiers (Goshen, Ind.); folded map: Amerika. Additional map tipped in before map 21: Map 20: Södra-Amerika.

Relief shown by hachures.

Scales differ.

Former owner: Lilly Engberg.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Espenhorst, J. Petermann's planet, v. 1, p. 340-341

**Baskes folio G1019 .S8718 1874 (NLO)**

10817  **Atlases, Swedish - 1875 (Provisional Heading)**

*Stoerre Skoleatlas.* Stockholm: J. Erslev, 1875.

Authors: Erslev, Ed. (Edvard), 1824-1892 -- Erslev, J. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : [23] maps ; 298 x 205 mm. ; 6th ed.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)** (PrCt)

10818  **Atlases, Swedish - 1881**


1 atlas (96, 97 p.) : 72 col. maps (some folded) ; 43 cm.

Cover title: Andrees Handatlas

Date from Espenhorst; most maps dated 1880.

"Titelbladet tryckt i Central-Tryckeriet 1881."--T.p. verso.

Relief shown by hachures and spot elevations. Includes index.

Publisher's green cloth binding with

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
gold-stamped cover title: Andreess Handatlas.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst, J. Petermann’s planet, v. 1, p. 606-608

**Baskes G1019 .A54 1881 (NLO)**

**10819** **Atlases, Swedish - 1881 (Provisional Heading)**

Authors: Erslev, Ed. (Edvard), 1824-1892 --
Velander -- Bonnier, Adolf -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
2 v. in 1 : 40 maps ; 222 x 151 mm.
ed:JPVelander
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)**

**10820** **Atlases, Swedish - 1883 (Provisional Heading)**

Authors: Roth, Magnus, 1828-1895 -- Koeman, C. (Cornelis), 1918- -- A.V. Carlson förlag --
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 26 maps ; 305 x 250 mm.
1st ed.
lith:Generalstabens
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)**

**10821** **Atlases, Swedish - 1883 (Provisional Heading)**

Authors: Roth, Magnus, 1828-1895 -- A.V. Carlson förlag --
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 26 maps ; 298 x 250 mm.
1st ed.
lith:Generalstabens
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)**

**10822** **Atlases, Swedish - 1888(Provisional Heading)**

Celestial charts - 1888(Provisional Heading)
Astronomy - Charts, diagrams, etc.
Stjernhimmeln i bilder astronomisk atlas.
Stockholm : LammOL, 1888.
Authors: Weiss, Edmund -- LammOL -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 33 maps ; 330 x 238 mm.
plates
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)**

**10823** **Atlases, Swedish - 1893 (Provisional Heading)**

Authors: Erslev, Ed. (Edvard), 1824-1892 --
Velander -- Bonnier, Adolf -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 30 maps ; 213 x 142 mm.
3rd ed.
ed:JPVelander
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)**

**10824** **Atlases, Swedish - 1894 (Provisional Heading)**

Authors: Mentzer, Thure Alex. von -- Hiertas, L. J. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 24 maps ; 232 x 298 mm.
6th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)**

**10825** **Atlases, Swedish - 1895 (Provisional Heading)**

Authors: Cohrs,Edvard&DニlsTorpson -- Bonnier, Adolf -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 109 maps ; 210 x 143 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)**

**10827** **Atlases, Swedish - 1897 (Provisional Heading)**

Authors: Mentzer, Thure Alex. von -- Hiertas, L. J. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 24 maps ; 232 x 298 mm.
ed:AHBystrom;liith:Generalstabens
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)**

**10828** **Atlases, Swedish - 1898 (Provisional Heading)**

Authors: Aargaangen, Andra -- Norstedts förlag --
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 8 maps ; 172 x 112 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)**
10829 **Atlases, Swedish - 1899** (Provisional Heading)

*Kartbok #2 for folkskolor.* Stockholm : Bonnier A, 1899.

Authors: Cohrs, Edvard & Nils Torpson -- Torpson -- Bonnier, Adolf -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 15 maps ; 283 x 218 mm.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

10830 **Atlases, Swedish - 1899** (Provisional Heading)

*Roths skolatlas no 1 geografisk atlas.* Stockholm : A.V. Carlson, 1899.

Authors: Roth, Magnus, 1828-1895 -- Generalstabens litografiska anstalt -- A.V. Carlson förlag -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 32 maps ; 316 x 268 mm.

6th ed.

ed: Arvid Kempe

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

10831 **Atlases, Swedish - 1900**


Authors: Lundgren, A. R. -- Cohrs -- Tryckert -- Beijers, F. & G. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas : 16 maps ; 295 x 203 mm.

Maps by Cohrs; engraved by Tryckert.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

10832 **Atlases, Swedish - 1902** (Provisional Heading)


Authors: Aktiebolaget Ljus -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 28 maps ; 295 x 192 mm.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

10833 **Atlases, Swedish - 1904**

*Andrees stora handatlas : 130 stora kartor och 140 bikartor jämte statistiska och geografiska notiser samt alfabetiskt namnregister med omkring 200 000 namn.* Stockholm : Adolf Bonnier, [1904].


1 atlas (186 leaves, 179 p.) : 108 col. maps (chiefly folded) ; 46 cm.

Edition: Andra nordiska uppl. / bearbetad och med nordiska specialkartor tillökt efter det tyska originallets 4:de af A. Scobel omarb. uppl.

Based on the 4th German ed. (dated 1904). -- Cf. Espenhorst.

Cover title: Andrees handatlas

"This development of the Andree was in fact no longer under the direction of Richard Andree." -- Espenhorst, p. 582.


Includes index.

Relief shown by hachures, spot elevations, soundings, and bathymetric tints.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Espenhorst, J. Petermann’s planet, v. 1, p. 606-608

Baskes oversize G1019 .A54 1904 (NLO)

10834 **Atlases, Swedish - 1904** (Provisional Heading)

*Roths skolatlas no 1 geografisk atlas.* Stockholm : A.V. Carlson, 1904.

Authors: Roth, Magnus, 1828-1895 -- Generalstabens litografiska anstalt -- A.V. Carlson förlag -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 33 maps ; 323 x 272 mm.

7th ed.

ed: Arvid Kempe; Jubilee Edition

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

10835 **Atlases, Swedish - 1905** (Provisional Heading)


Authors: Cohrs, Edvard & Nils Torpson -- Torpson -- Bonnier, Adolf -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 109 maps ; 232 x 165 mm.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

10836 **Atlases, Swedish - 1907**

*Andrees stora handatlas : 143 stora kartor och 163 bikartor jämte statistiska och [sic] geografiska notiser samt alfabetiskt namnregister med omkring 230,000 namn.* Stockholm : Albert Bonniers, [1907].

Authors: Andree, Richard, 1835-1912 -- Albert Bonniers förlag -- Bonnier, Adolf -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 193 maps ; 303 x 229 mm.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Edition: 3. nordiska uppl.
Based on the 5th German ed. Date from Espenhorst.
Cover title: Andrees Handatlas
"This development of the Andree was in fact no longer under the direction of Richard Andree."--Espenhorst, p. 582.
Former Ownership History:
Relief shown by hachures, spot elevations, soundings, and bathymetric tints.
Includes index.
Publisher’s green and brown leather binding with gold-stamped cover title: Andrees Handatlas
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst, J. Petermann’s planet, v. 1, p. 606-608
Baskes Collection

10840

Atlases, Swedish - 1911 (Provisional Heading)
Kartbok #1 for folkskolor. Stockholm : BonnierA, 1911.
Authors: Cohrs,Edvard & Nils Torpson -- Torpson -- Bonnier, Adolf -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 v. : 30 maps ; 282 x 215 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

10841

Atlases, Swedish - 1911 (Provisional Heading)
Roth's atlas nr 3, for folkskolor. Stockholm : A.V. Carlson, 1911.
Authors: Roth, Magnus, 1828-1895 -- A.V. Carlson förlag -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 v. : 10 maps ; 306 x 242 mm.
12th ed.
ed:Arvid Kempe
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

10842

Atlases, Swedish - 1912
Authors: Fagerlund, Emil -- Rönnholm, Nils -- Norstedts förlag -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 v. : 46 maps ; 287 x 181 mm.
2nd ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

10843

Atlases, Swedish - 1914 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Roth, Magnus, 1828-1895 -- Generalstabens litografiska anstalt -- A.V. Carlson förlag -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 v. : 45 maps ; 320 x 272 mm.
10th ed.
ed:ONordenskjold & S Samuelsson
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

10844

Atlases, Swedish - 1916 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Roth, Magnus, 1828-1895 -- A.V. Carlson förlag -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

1 v.: 10 maps ; 307 x 248 mm.
15th ed.
ed:ONordenskjold&SSamuelsson
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

10845 Atlases, Swedish - 1917 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Cohrs, Edward & Nilsson Torpson -- Torpson --
Bonnier, Adolf -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 v.: 15 maps ; 283 x 219 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

10846 Atlases, Swedish - 1919
Authors: Fagerlund, Emil -- Rönnholm, Nils --
Norsteds förlag -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 v.: 40 maps ; 287 x 170 mm.
3rd ed.
Versailles Borders
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

10847 Atlases, Swedish - 1920 (Provisional Heading)
Roths skolatlas nr 1 geografisk atlas. Stockholm :
A.V. Carlson, 1920.
Authors: Roth, Magnus, 1828-1895 --
Centralstabens litografiska anstalt -- A.V.
Carlson förlag -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 v.: 44 maps ; 316 x 270 mm.
12th ed.
ed:ONordenskjold&SSamuelsson
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

10848 Atlases, Swedish - 1923 (Provisional Heading)
Roths skolatlas nr 1 geografisk atlas. Stockholm :
A.V. Carlson, 1923.
Authors: Roth, Magnus, 1828-1895 --
Centralstabens litografiska anstalt -- A.V.
Carlson förlag -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 v.: 46 maps ; 315 x 265 mm.
13th ed.
ed:ONordenskjold&SSamuelsson
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

10849 Atlases, Swedish - 1924
Bonniers världsatlas : med fullständigt alfabetiskt
namnregister i särskilt band. Stockholm : Albert
Bonniers förlag, 1924.
Authors: Andree, Richard, 1835-1912 -- Köcher,
R. -- Jungk, G. -- Ambrosius, Ernst, 1866-1940 --
Wagner, A. -- Kehr, O. -- Ketterer, W. -- Albert
Bonniers förlag -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 atlas (200 leaves) : col. ill., 117 col. maps
(some folded) ; 46 cm.
Swedish ed. of Andree's Allgemeiner Handatlas.
Cf. Phillips.
Incomplete; this copy lacking separate index
volume (430 p.; 28 cm.): Bonniers varldsatlas
namnregister.
Maps edited by R. Köcher, G. Jungk, E.
Ambrosius, and 21 others credited.
Maps lithographed by A. Wagner, O. Kehr, W.
Ketterer, 22 others credited.
Relief shown by hachures, spot elevations,
bathymetric tints, and soundings.
Publisher's red cloth binding with blind-stamped
cover illustration.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection
at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst, J. Petermann's planet,
v. 1, p. 606-608; Phillips, 6401
Baskes oversize G1019 .A54 1924 (NLO)

10850 Atlases, Swedish - 1924
Geografisk atlas för folkskolan / utgiven av Emil
Fagerlund och Nils Rönnholm, under medverkan
av David Hedberg och Frans Lindskog.
Stockholm : P.A. Norstedt & Sönners förlag,
[1924].
Authors: Fagerlund, Emil -- Rönnholm, Nils --
Hedberg, David -- Lindskog, Frans --
Centraltryckeriet -- Norsteds förlag -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (28 p. of plates) : col. ill., 28 col. maps ; 29
x 33 cm.
Edition: 3. uppl.
Date from publisher's advertisements on back
cover.
On maps: Centraltryckeriet Stockholm.
Scales differ.
Owner's inscription: Sofia skola.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .F34 1924 (NLO)

10851 Atlases, Swedish - 1924 (Provisional Heading)
Svensk skolatlas #1. Arlov : Skriv & Ritboks,
1924.
Authors: Soderland, Alfred -- Skriv & Ritboks --
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 11 maps ; 303 x 233 mm.
C:Centralstabens
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

10852 Atlases, Swedish - 1925 (Provisional Heading)
Svensk skolatlas #2. Arlov : Skriv & Ritboks,
1925.
Authors: Soderland, Alfred -- Skriv & Ritboks --

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 29 maps ; 305 x 238 mm.
C:Generalstabens
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

10853 **Atlases, Swedish - 1925 (Provisional Heading)**

*Varaldsatlas.* Stockholm : Svenska Bokhandels, 1925.

Authors: Soderland, Alfred -- Svenska Bokhandels -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 29 maps ; 294 x 131 mm.
C:Generalstabens
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

10854 **Atlases, Swedish - 1926**


Authors: Zetterstrand, S. -- Rosen -- Aahlen & Holm -- Generalstabens litografiska anstalt -- Holm -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 50 maps ; 402 x 265 mm.
Edited by Zetterstrand and Rosen.

Maps engraved by Generalstabens.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
References: Phillips 6622
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

10855 **Atlases, Swedish - 1926 (Provisional Heading)**

*Bergvalls skolatlas.* Stockholm : Bergvalls, 1926.

2 v. in 1 : 32 maps ; 250 x 182 mm.
ed:OlaBergstrom&OskarMoberg

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

10856 **Atlases, Swedish - 1930 (Provisional Heading)**

*Svensk varldsatlas.* Stockholm : Generalstabens, 1930.

Authors: Generalstabens litografiska anstalt -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 95 maps ; 246 x 171 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

10857 **Atlases, Swedish - 1931 (Provisional Heading)**


Authors: Nelson, Helge -- Rosen, Karl -- Norstedts förlag -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 26 maps ; 311 x 238 mm.
1st ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

10858 **Atlases, Swedish - 1934 (Provisional Heading)**


Authors: Elvin, Axel, 1903-- -- Ahlín & Akerlunds (Firm) -- Akerlund & Rausing -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 50 maps ; 398 x 260 mm.
C:Akerlund&Rausing
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Cf. OCLC 11054190.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

10859 **Atlases, Swedish - 1934 (Provisional Heading)**


Authors: Roth, Magnus, 1828-1895 -- Generalstabens litografiska anstalt -- A.V. Carlson förlag -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 50 maps ; 320 x 253 mm.
ed:HWAhlmann&SSamuelsson
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

10860 **Atlases, Swedish - 1935**


1 atlas ([16] p.) : 14col. maps ; 11 cm.

Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1019 .M563 1935 (NLO)

10861 **Atlases, Swedish - 1936 (Provisional Heading)**


Authors: Bergvalls, Magnus -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
2 v. in 1 : 34 maps ; 250 x 180 mm.
6th ed.
ed:OlaBergstrom&OskarMoberg

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

10862 **Atlases, Swedish - 1937 (Provisional Heading)**


Authors: Roth, Magnus, 1828-1895 -- Generalstabens litografiska anstalt -- A.V. Carlson förlag -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

1 v. : 50 maps ; 208 x 150 mm.
18th ed.
ed: HW Ahlmann & SS Samuelsson
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCT)

10868 Atlases, Swedish - 1950
Authors: Generalstabens litografiska anstalt -- Esselte kartor (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 50 maps ; 500 x 336 mm.
C: Generalstabens
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCT)

10869 Atlases, Swedish - 1950 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Generalstabens litografiska anstalt -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ; 345 x 241 mm.
nd
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCT)

10870 Atlases, Swedish - 1951 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Bonnier, Adolf -- Andree, Richard, 1835-1912 -- Touring club italiano -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
2 v. : 71 maps ; 500 x 336 mm.
Maps by Touring Club Italiano.
Phillips 7487
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCT)

10871 Atlases, Swedish - 1951 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Roth, Magnus, 1828-1895 -- A.V. Carlson förlag -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 50 maps
29th ed.
ed: HW Ahlmann & C: Generalstabens
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCT)

10872 Atlases, Swedish - 1952 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Generalstabens litografiska anstalt -- Tidens Forlag -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 45 maps ; 275 x 194 mm.
31e-55e
Phillips 7537
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCT)

10873 Atlases, Swedish - 1952 (Provisional Heading)
Skandinavisk varaldisatl. Goteborg, Sweden :...
Gumperts, 1952.
Authors: George Philip & Son -- Gumperts -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 68 maps ; 288 x 235 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10879 Atlases, Swedish - 1958 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Roth, Magnus, 1828-1895 -- A.V. Carlson förlag -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 48 maps ; 285 x 205 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10880 Atlases, Swedish - 1959 (Provisional Heading)
Allhems varldsatlas ... Malmö, Sweden : Allhem, 1959.
Authors: Bartholomew, John, 1890-1962 -- Paterson, Sten Stur -- Allhem (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
45 p., 100 p. of col. maps, 180 p. : 32 cm.
Based on J. Bartholomew's The Columbus atlas; or, Regional atlas of the world.
Bibliography: p. 41 (1st group).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. OCLC 15689205.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10881 Atlases, Swedish - 1960 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Generalstabens litografiska anstalt -- Norstedts förlag -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 59 maps ; 333 x 241 mm.
6th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10882 Atlases, Swedish - 1961 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Bergvalls, Magnus -- Esselte kartor (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 35 maps ; 250 x 180 mm.
C:Kartografiskalnst
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10883 Atlases, Swedish - 1971 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Generalstabens litografiska anstalt -- Laromedelsforlagen -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 50 maps ; 303 x 214 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10884 Atlases, Swedish - 1988
10885 **Atlases, Swedish - 1988**

Authors: Esselte kartor (Firm) -- Erbsen, C. E. -- Esselte kartor (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 184 p. : col. maps ; 19 cm.
Includes index.
OCLC 19133833.
G1021 .AS48 1988 (NLO)

10886 **Atlases, Swiss - 1549 (Provisional Heading)**

*Rudimenta cosmographica.* Zurich : C. Froschauer, 1549.
Authors: Honter, Johannes, 1498-1549 -- Vogtherr, H. -- Froschauer, Christoph, d. 1564 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 45 maps ; 187 x 135 mm.
Edited by C.E. Erbsen.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10887 **Atlases, Swiss - 1550 (Provisional Heading)**

Authors: Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 340 x 230 mm.
fullcolor;Burmeister70;Karrow58/Vb
Geography text.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10888 **Atlases, Swiss - 1552 (Provisional Heading)**

Authors: Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 21 maps ; 310 x 205 mm.
Shirley92;SrXylander
Includes maps illustrating ancient history.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10889 **Atlases, Swiss - 1552 (Provisional Heading)**

*Rudimentorum cosmographicorum.* Zurich : Froschauerum, 1552.
Authors: Honter, Johannes, 1498-1549 -- Froschauer, Christoph, d. 1564 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : maps ; 16 cm.
VAULT Ayer 7 H7 1552 (NLO)

10890 **Atlases, Swiss - 1556 (Provisional Heading)**

Authors: Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 164 maps ; 300 x 210 mm.
Burmeister93;Sabin51398;Karrow,p433
Geography text.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10891 **Atlases, Swiss - 1559 (Provisional Heading)**

Authors: Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579
Colophon: Basileae: Apud Henrichum Petrh [sic], M.D.L.I.X.
Newberry copy imperfect: many maps missing (see note in book); includes manuscript notes. Pages 1161-1162 in Hebrew.
Not in BM STC German, 1455-1600.
OCLC 17852851.
VAULT Case folio G 117 .6 (NLO)

10892 **Atlases, Swiss - 1574 (Provisional Heading)**

Authors: Polybius -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Kandel, David, d. 1587 -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 21 maps ; 310 x 205 mm.
Shirley92;SrXylander
Includes maps illustrating ancient history.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10893 **Atlases, Swiss - 1576**

'De novis insulis, quomodo, quando & per quem illeae inuentae sint,' p. 1099-1113 [i.e. 1123-1137] Sabin 51380.
Hantzsch, p. 154 and 111-122.
OCLC 42824996.
Ayer 498
VAULT folio Ayer 7 .M8 1552 (NLO)

Authors: Mela, Pomponius -- Solinus, C. Julius, 3rd cent.? -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library)

363 p. maps (part. fold.) ; 17 cm.
Condition: Full white pigskin, tooled; tear at headband, one corner chipped, some worming in binding, else fine.

AMcN III PC 490 (PrCt)

10897 Atlases, Swiss - 1780


1 v. : 50 maps ; 253 x 206 mm.
Maps by Rigobert Bonne, engraved by Charles Dien (l'ainé).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Reference: Cf. Phillips 5992

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10896 Atlases, Swiss - 1780
Atlases, Swiss - 1780

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Atlasses, Swiss - 1836

Map printing - Lithographs - Maps - 1836


Deutschland. -- Espenhorst, p. 980. Relief shown by hachures. Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1019 .K45 1843 (NLO)

Atlasses, Swiss - 1845

Atlases, German - 1845

Texas - Maps - 1845

Atlas d'après E. de Sydow : traduit en français & adopté pour le Collège de Neuchâtel par le Commission d'Education / publié par H. de May. [Neuchâtel? H. de May, ca. 1845].


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1019 .S924 1845 (NLO)

Atlasses, Swiss - 1857


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1019 .Z53 1857 (NLO)

Atlasses, Swiss - 1864


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1019 .K45 1843 (NLO)

Engraved title page.

Numbered index tab pasted to fore edge of each map.

Scales differ.

Former owner’s inscription: Heim Dürsteler, 1866.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Espenhorst 65.2; Cf. Phillips 4329

Baskes oversize G1019 .Z54 1864 (NLO)

10904  

**Atlases, Swiss - 1886<><>Geography - 1886**


Authors: Wettstein, Heinrich, 1831-1895 -- Randegger, Johannes, 1830-1900 -- Wurster, Randegger & Cie.-- Zurich (Switzerland : Canton). Erziehungsdirektion -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas ([2] p., 30 folded leaves of plates) : 30 folded col. maps ; 31 cm.

Edition: 3. Aufl.


"Obligatorisches Lehrmittel der Sekundarschulen des Kantons Zürich."

"Bezug beim Kantonalen Lehrmittelverlag im Obmannamt."

Imperfect: issued with 32 maps, but this copy lacking 2 maps.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1019 .W49 1886 (NLO)

10905  

**Atlases, Swiss - 1890<><>Geography - 1890**


Authors: Wettstein, Heinrich, 1831-1895 -- Randegger, Johannes, 1830-1900 -- Wurster, Randegger & Cie.-- Zurich (Switzerland : Canton). Erziehungsdirektion -- Wurster, Randegger & Cie.-- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas ([2] p., 32 folded leaves of plates) : 32 folded col. maps ; 32 cm.

Edition: 4 Aufl.


"Obligatorisch Lehrmittel der Sekundarschulen des Kantons Zürich."

"Bezug beim kantonalen Lehrmittelverlag im Obmannamt."

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1019 .W49 1890 (NLO)

10906  

**Atlases, Swiss - 1903<><>Switzerland - Maps - 1903**


1 atlas (72 p. of plates) : 52 col. maps (some folded) ; 32 cm.


On maps: J. Schlumpf, Winterthur.

Scales differ.

Owner’s inscription: Ludwig Wälrel [?], Waedenswil.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1019 .G695 1903 (NLO)

10907  

**Atlases, Swiss - 1906**


Authors: Rosier, W. -- Delachaux & Niestle -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 66 maps ; 242 x 184 mm.

2nd ed.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10908  

**Atlases, Swiss - 1910**


Authors: Topograph. Anstalt Winterthur -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas : 60 maps ; 355 x 237 mm.

1st ed.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10909  

**Atlases, Swiss - 1912 (Provisional Heading)**


Authors: Rosier, W. -- Payot (Firm : Lausanne, Switzerland) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 57 maps ; 235 x 184 mm.

C:MauriceBorel

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10910  

**Atlases, Swiss - 1914**


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Atlasos, Swiss - 1924<>Geography - 1924<>Switzerland - Maps - 1924

Atlasos, Swiss - 1927
Manuel-atlas. Lausanne : Payot, 1927. Authors: Biermann, Charles -- Borel, M. -- Payot (Firm : Lausanne, Switzerland) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. : 69 maps ; 240 x 183 mm. MouseBorel Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlasos, Swiss - 1930<>Geography - 1930<>Switzerland - Maps - 1930

Atlasos, Swiss - 1935<>Geography - 1935<>Switzerland - Maps - 1935

Atlasos, Swiss - 1936

Atlasos, Swiss - 1946

Atlasos, Swiss - 1948
10919 **Atlases, Swiss - 1949**
*Neuer Welt-Atlas; Land und Wirtschaft aller Staaten in über 500 geographischen, politischen, wirtschaftlichen, klimatischen, geologischen und konfessionellen Karten und Stadtplänen.*
Authors: Rimli, Eugen Theodor -- Visintin, Luigi -- Fraumünster-Verlag
1 atlas ([36] p. : ill., 252 (i.e. 243) l. of col. maps (part fold.), 197 p. ; 28 cm.
Phillips 7371.
LC Card Number: map50000031 G 10 .749 (NLO)

10920 **Atlases, Swiss - 1962**
Authors: Imhof, Eduard, 1895-1986 -- Koeman, C. (Cornelis), 1918- -- Artistisches Institut Orell Füssli -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 117 maps ; 336 x 225 mm.
13th ed.
Previous owner: Cornelis Koeman.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
[Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)](PrCt)

10921 **Atlases, Swiss - 1962 (Provisional Heading)**
Authors: Imhof, Eduard, 1895-1986 -- Orell, Füssli und Compagnie -- Campbell, Elia M. J. -- Payot (Firm : Lausanne, Switzerland) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 150 maps ; 336 x 225 mm.
C.Orell Füssli
Cf. OCLC 13012510.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
[Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)](PrCt)

10922 **Atlases, Swiss - 1965**
Authors: Imhof, Eduard, 1895-1986
1 v. ; 34 cm.
14th ed.
folio G1019 i437 1965 (NLO)

10923 **Atlases, Swiss - 1967**
Authors: Kümmerly + Frey -- Campbell, Elia M. J. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Kueemmerly + Frey SEE Kümmerly + Frey
1 atlas ([36], 28 p.) : col. ill., 19 col. maps ; 18 cm.
Cover title: Kümmerly & Frey Taschen-Weltatlas
Color illustrations of flags on inside covers and back cover.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1019 .K74 1967 (NLO)

10924 **Atlases - Title pages - Design - History**
Authors: Shirley, Rodney W. -- British Library
272 p. : ill. (some col.) ; 30 cm.
Summary: Titlepages and frontispieces have been recognized as a fascinating decorative genre in their own right. Rodney Shirley illustrates 100 of the most important decorative titlepages and frontispieces, dating from the 15th to the late 19th centuries.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 264-265) and index.
LC Card Number: 2009422902
ISBN 9789061940609 ; 9061940605
folio Z242.T6 S48 2009 (NLO)

10925 **Atlases, Turkish - 1803**
*Cedid atlas tercümesi.* [Istanbul] : Bu evanimin ikbala mahrus-i Üsküdar'da müceddeden bina ve in, sa buyurlan Tab'hane-yi Hümayun'da tab'a ve tekmlili müyesser olmu,sdur ve bi-Allah'l-tevfik, sene 1218 [1803].
Authors: Faden, William, 1749-1836 -- Tab'hane-yi Hümayunda (Istanbul, Turkey) -- Mahmud Raif Efendi, d. 1807.
Uculetü'l-cografîyfe -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([3], 79 p., [1], 50 leaves (some folded)) : 25 hand col. maps ; 54 cm.
Derived from maps in William Faden's General atlas; first Muslim-published world atlas based on European geographic knowledge and cartographic methods.
Introductory text: Uculetü'l-cografîyfe / Mahmud Raif.
'Tab'hane-yi Hümayunda cedor atlas kebir kit'alari tersim olunup tab'ana irade-yi kati-yi hazrat cihandâri taalluk etmekle ; küre-yi arz ve mânad műrekkep_sark ve garb canub ve simâlîtîbarile kati olunan kürel ve Avrupa ve Asya ve İfrikiye ve Amrika ve baz tefsîl haritalari.'
Relief shown pictorially.
Imperfect: World map (Mercator projection) wanting.
Map of the western Mediterranean supplied from a different copy.
Brown leather over boards.

 Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
For more information, consult Special Collections Info File.

VAULT Baskes oversize G1019 .T2 1803 (NLO)

10926 *Atlases, Turkish - 1868 (Provisional Heading)*
World atlas. Istanbul : OttomanEmpire, 1868.
Authors: Ottoman Empire -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 22 maps ; 341 x 237 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10927 *Atlases, Turkish - 1892 (Provisional Heading)*
Yeni cografî atlas. Istanbul : Matbaaa-iAmire, 1892.
Authors: Pacha, Ali Seref -- Matbaaa-iAmire -- Ottoman Empire -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 40 maps ; 388 x 276 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10928 *Atlases, Turkish - 1900-1999 (Provisional Heading)*
World atlas. Istanbul, [19--?].
Authors: Ottoman Empire -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 12 maps ; 176 x 98 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10929 *Atlases, Turkish - 1907 (Provisional Heading)*
Memalik-i Osmaniye cep atlasi. Istanbul : TuccarzadiHilimi, 1907.
Authors: Ottoman Empire -- Hilimi -- TuccarzadiHilimi -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 61 maps ; 168 x 120 mm.
Devlet-iAliyeOsmaniyeAhvalCografiiyesi
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10930 *Atlases, Turkish - 1908 (Provisional Heading)*
Umumi cografya atlas: general atlas. Istanbul : Mekteb Funun Harbiye, 1908.
Authors: Ottoman Empire -- Remzi -- Harbiye, M. -- Mekteb Funun Harbiye -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 24 maps ; 245 x 164 mm.
C:MuhammedRemzi;Mekteb-iFunun-iHarbiye
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10931 *Atlases, Turkish - 1908 (Provisional Heading)*
Authors: Ottoman Empire -- TuccarzadiHilimi -- Hilimi, Ibrahim -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10932 *Atlases, Turkish - 1909 (Provisional Heading)*
Authors: Ottoman Empire -- Esref -- Harbiye, M. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 32 maps ; 185 x 115 mm.
C:MehmedEsref;P:MektebHarbiye
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10933 *Atlases, Turkish - 1909 (Provisional Heading)*
Authors: Ottoman Empire -- Esref -- Harbiye, M. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 33 maps ; 265 x 168 mm.
C:MehmedEsref;P:MektebHarbiye
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10934 *Atlases, Turkish - 1913 (Provisional Heading)*
Authors: Ottoman Empire -- Munir, Bayram -- Selanik Matbaasi -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 13 maps ; 275 x 200 mm.
auth:BayramMunir:color
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10935 *Atlases, Turkish - 1913 (Provisional Heading)*
Geography. 1913.
Authors: Ottoman Empire -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 10 maps ; 165 x 212 mm.
large map of Iran
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10936 *Atlases, Turkish - 1918 (Provisional Heading)*
World atlas. 1918.
Authors: Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 12 maps ; 176 x 99 mm.
tan
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

10937 *Atlases, Turkish - 1925 (Provisional Heading)*
Teceddud atlasi: world atlas. Istanbul : Maarif, 1925.
Authors: Ottoman Empire -- Maarif -- Roger S.
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
John Cumming, 1817, [i.e. 1821?], map [25 A].
In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1817?]. 1 map : hand col. ; 45 x 31 cm.
Edition (Newberry Library)

10947 Attike (Greece) - Maps - 1745<<<>Attike (Greece) - Historical geography - Maps - 1745<<<>Attica (Greece) SEE Attike (Greece) Achaia vetus et nova cum observationibus ... Nuremberg : Homann Erben, [ca. 1745].
Manuscript '172' on verso.

10948 Attike (Greece) - Maps - 1815
Attica / E. Mitchell sculpt. [Edinburgh : John Thomson, 1815?].
Authors: Mitchell, E., fl. 1817 -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1817?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 45 x 31 cm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Digital image of another copy available on the David Rumsey Map Collection website (accessed Feb. 2010):
http://www.davidrumsey.com/luna/servlet/detail/RUMSEY--8--1--28346--1120775

10949 Attike (Greece) - Maps - 1821
Attica / E. Mitchell sculpt. [Edinburgh] : s.n., [1821?].
Authors: Mitchell, E., fl. 1817 -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1821?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 45 x 31 cm.
In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (Edinburgh ; London ; Dublin : John Thomson and Company ; Baldwin, Craddock, and Joy ; John Cumming, 1817, [i.e. 1821?]), map [25 A].

10950 Aube (France) - Maps - 1676<<<>Yonne (France) 1676<<<>Côte-d'Or (France) - Maps - 1676<<<>Aube, France (Dept.) SEE Aube (France) Lingones. Paris, [ca. 1676].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Mariette, Pierre, 1603-1657 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G146 1 map : hand col. ; 42 x 47 cm.
Added title: Archidiaconnés de Tonnerre, et de Bar ... .
Phillips 4017 no. 42.
2692 Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

10951 Aube (France) - Maps - 1679<<<>Marne (France) - Maps - 1679 Tricasses. Paris, 1679.
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G145 1 map : 42 x 53 cm.
Added title: Evesché de Troyes en Champagne ... .
2693 Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Authors: Kuchel & Dresel -- Historic Urban Plans (Firm) 1 birds-eye view ; 31 x 51 cm.
Facsimile of original published 1857.
Added title: California views.
406
map4F G4364.A9A3 1857 K8 1978 (PrCt)

10953 Aude (France) - Maps - 1704<<<>Narbonne (France) - Maps - 1704 Carte du diocese de Narbonne dressée par Guillaume Lafont bourgeois de Narbonne / rectifiée sur les observations de l'Académie Royale des Sciences par Guillaume Delisle ... A Paris : chez G. Delisle l'auteur sur le Quai de l'Horloge ..., 1704.
Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675--1726 -- Lafont, Guillaume -- Académie royale des sciences (France) -- L Goux de la Bechere, Charles -- L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726. [Collection of maps of the world] [1732?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- La Font, Guillaume SEE Lafont, Guillaume -- Font, Guillaume la SEE Lafont, Guillaume -- Bechere, Charles Le Goux de la SEE Le Goux de la Bechere, Charles -- Goux de la Bechere, Charles Le SEE Le Goux de la Bechere, Charles -- De la Bechere, Charles Le Goux SEE Le Goux de la

Baskes oversize Ayer 135 .T4 1817 map [25 A] (PrCt)

"Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume."
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Bechere, Charles
1 map : hand col. ; 38 x 45 cm.
Inset (10 x 8 cm.): Narbonne.
Includes dedication to "Charles Le Goux de la
Bechere archevéque et primat de Narbonne,
Presidenté des Estats de Languedoc".
Margins include extensive place name index.
In composite atlas without title page: L'Isle,
Guillaume de. [Collection of maps of the world.
Paris : s.n., 1732?], [plate 25].
Number "25" in ms. on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
VAULT Baskes oversize G1015 .L57 1700,
[plate 25] (PrCt)

10954
Aude (France) - Maps - 1704<<>>Narbonne
(Dept.) SEE Aude (France)
Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 --
LaFon, Guillaume -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map
Collection (Newberry Library). III:G17
1 map : hand col. ; 38 x 45 cm.
Includes 'Table alphabetique des lieux....'
Inset: Narbonne. Includes references A-Z and
1-20.
3260
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map
Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G5833.A75 1704 L5 (PrCt)

10955
Aude (France) - Maps - 1741<<>>Narbonne
(Dept.) SEE Aude (France)
Carte du diocese de Narbonne. Amsterdam : J.
Covens et C. Mortier, [1741?].
Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 --
Covens et Mortier -- L'Isle, Guillaume de,
1675-1726. Atlas nouveau, contenant toutes les
parties du monde ... [1741?] -- Edward E. Ayer
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 37 x 44 cm.
Added title, upper margin: Dioecesis
Narbonensis.
Margins include index to place names.
Inset (11 x 9 cm.): Lieux remarquables
Narbonne.
In: L'Isle, Guillaume de. Atlas nouveau,
contenant toutes les parties du monde ...
(Amsterdam : J. Covens & C. Mortier, [1741?] v.
1, pl. [34].
oversize Ayer 135 .L695 1741 v. 1, pl. [34]
(PrCt)

10956
Audrain County (Mo.) - Maps - 1800-1899 -
Landowners - Counts -
Maps - Landowners - Maps
Family maps of Audrain County, Missouri : with
homesteads, roads, waterways, towns,
cemeteries, railroads, and more. Norman, Okla.
Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960--
Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)
274 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
'Deluxe edition.'
1st ed.
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or
similar land patents, as recorded on the database
of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal
Bureau of Land Management
(www.glorecords.blm.gov).
3 maps per township: Homesteads & other Land
Patents; Roads ; Rivers, Creeks & Railroads.'
Includes maps showing county location within
state, surrounding counties, congressional
townships within the county, cities and towns
within the county, and county cemeteries. There
is also an index of surnames for county patents
(with parcel-counts for each surname), and a
surname/township index (with parcel-counts for
each surname by township).
Includes indexes.
Series: Family maps
OCLC 70117519
ISBN 142030321X
Local History Ref F472.A9 B69 2006 (NLO)

10957
Audrain County (Mo.) - Maps - 1898 -
Landowners - Counties -
Maps - Landowners - Maps
Plat book of Audrain County, Missouri / drawn
from actual surveys & county records by the
North West Publishing Co. [Minneapolis] : North
Authors: North West Publishing Co. -- Gray,
Frank A. -- Bourquin, F. (Frederick), b. 1808 --
Balliet & Volk (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (49 p.) : hand col. maps (some folded) ;
48 cm.
"Eng. by Balliet & Volk, 27 So. Sixth St. Phila."
"Printed by F. Bourquin, 31 So. 6th St. Philad."
Includes patron's directory.
Scale [31,680]. 2 in. = 1 mile. Scale of township
maps 2 in. = 1 mile.
"Gray's new map of the United States," by Frank
A. Gray.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G4163.A8G46 1898 .N6 (NLO)

10958
Audubon County (Iowa) - Maps - 1900 -
Landowners - Counties -
Maps - Landowners - Maps
Standard atlas of Audubon County, Iowa : including
a plat book of the villages, cities and
townships of the county, map of the state. United
States, and world, patrons directory, reference
business directory and departments devoted to
general information, analysis of the system of
U.S. land surveys, digest of the system of civil
government, etc., etc. / compiled and published
by Geo. A. Ogle & Co. Chicago : G.A. Ogle,
1900.
Authors: Geo. A. Ogle & Co.
1 atlas (60, viii, x-xii p. : maps, ports.) ; 45 cm.
Auglaize County (Ohio) - Maps - 1800-1899 -
Landowners<<>Counties -
Maps<<>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960- -- Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)
194 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
1st ed.
'Deluxe edition.'
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).
'3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.'
Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).
Includes indexes.
Series: Family maps
ISBN 1420303546
Local History Ref F497.A9 B69 2006 (NLO)

Auglaize County (Ohio) - Maps - 1880-1869 -
Landowners<<>Counties -
Maps<<>Landowners - Maps
1 map : on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 6 parts, 23.5 x 20 in. each. Scale 1: 38,500. Originally published Waterloo, Ind.: C.A.O. McClellan; Newton, Conn.: C.S. Warner, [186-?].
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 600 (PrCt)

Auglaize County (Ohio) - Maps - 1880-1917 -
Landowners<<>Counties -
Maps<<>Landowners - Maps
3 atlases in 1 v. (ca. 578 p. : ill., maps) ; 36 cm.
Spine title.
folio G1398.A9 A8 1975 (NLO)

Augsburg (Germany) - Maps - 1552 -
Fortification - Pictorial maps<<>Fortification -
Augsburg (Germany) - Maps - 1552 -
Pictorial maps<<>Pictorial maps - Augsburg (Germany) - 1552 -
Fortification<<>Pictorial maps<<>Woodcuts
[Pictorial map of Augsburg, Germany]. [Basel: Heinrich Petri, 1552].
Authors: Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552. Cosmographiae universalis ... (1552) -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : woodcut ; 26 x 35 cm., on sheet 32 x 40 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Based on Hans Rogel's woodcut of ca. 1563; cf. Novacco 4F 172 for edition with Gurarinoni's lower left.

References 1

Relief shown pictorially.

antigua & famiosissima citta imperiale, Augusta

Cartouche at lower right: Il vero ritratto della...

Imprint incompletely removed from plate.

Cartouche at lower right: Il vero ritratto della antigua & famiosissima citta imperiale, Augusta ...

Relief shown pictorially.

References 1-99 in 5 columns in cartouche at lower left.

Cf. Novacco 4F 173 for variant state with complete Gurarinoni imprint.

Based on Hans Rogel's woodcut of ca. 1563; cf. Novacco 2F 88.

Cf. Fauser, Repertorium älter Topographie v. 1, p. 45, no. 826.

Tooley 115.

c5

Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Novacco 4F 173 (PrCt)

Augsburg (Germany) - Maps - 1568


Authors: Guarinoni, Luca -- Lange, Otto, 1879-1944 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; on sheet 368 x 498 mm., remargined to 496 x 653 mm.

Imprint incompletely removed from plate.

Cartouche at lower right: Il vero ritratto della antigua & famiosissima citta imperiale, Augusta ...

Relief shown pictorially.

References 1-99 in 5 columns in cartouche at lower left.

Cf. Novacco 4F 173 for variant state with complete Gurarinoni imprint.

Based on Hans Rogel's woodcut of ca. 1563; cf. Novacco 2F 88.

Cf. Fauser, Repertorium älter Topographie v. 1, p. 45, no. 826.

Tooley 115.

c5

Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Novacco 4F 173 (PrCt)

Augsburg (Germany) - Maps - 1568


Authors: Guarinoni, Luca -- Lange, Otto, 1879-1944 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; on sheet 368 x 498 mm., remargined to 496 x 653 mm.

Imprint incompletely removed from plate.

Cartouche at lower right: Il vero ritratto della antigua & famiosissima citta imperiale, Augusta ...

Relief shown pictorially.

References 1-99 in 5 columns in cartouche at lower left.


Based on Hans Rogel's woodcut of ca. 1563; cf.
Augsburg (Germany) - Maps - 1657

*Augustam Vindelicorum* [et opperustam, superioris Germaniae urbm ... 
[Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657].
Authors: Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664 -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. *Urbium totius Germaniae superioris illustriorum clariorumque tabulae ... 
Pars posterior [i.e. prior] (1657) -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Theatrum urbiwm (1657)
1 map : hand col. ; 32 x 46 cm.
Title from cartouche at bottom right.
Added title in uppercase lettering in banner at top: Avgvsta ivxtq figvram qvam hisce temporibvs habet delineata.
Keyed to dozens of numbered references at bottom left.
Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Avgvsta vindelicorum vulgò Avgspvrg.

In: Jansson, Jan. *Urbium totius Germaniae superioris illustriorum clariorumque tabulae ... 
Pars posterior [i.e. prior] (1657), [plate 8].
Issued in volume [2] of 8 in Jansson's townbook atlases, collectively known as the Theatrum urbiwm (Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657).

**Case oversize G 117 .452, v. 2, [plate 8] (PrCt)**

Augsburg (Germany) - Maps - 1657

*I Avgvsta vindelicorum Augsburg.* [Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657].
Authors: Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664 -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. *Urbium totius Germaniae supeioris illustriorum clariorumque tabulae ... 
Pars posterior [i.e. prior] (1657) -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Theatrum urbiwm (1657)
1 map : hand col. ; 40 x 51 cm.
Keyed to references 1-29.
Oriented with north at right.
Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Avgvsta vindelicorum facie recentiore.

In: Jansson, Jan. *Urbium totius Germaniae supeioris illustriorum clariorumque tabulae ... 
Pars posterior [i.e. prior] (1657), [plate 9].
Issued in volume [2] of 8 in Jansson's townbook atlases, collectively known as the Theatrum urbiwm (Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657).

**Case oversize G 117 .452, v. 2, [plate 9] (PrCt)**

Augsburg (Germany) - Maps - 1695 - Fortification

*Augsburg.* [Paris : De Fer, 1695].
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. *Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes -- avec leurs fortifications ... 
(1695-1696)
1 map ; 23 x 29 cm.

In: Fer, Nicolas de. *Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes; avec leurs fortifications ... 
(Paris : Nicolas de Fer, 1695-1696) pt. 6, map [108].
Manuscript ("8") at upper right.

**Case folio U 26. 293 pt. 6, map [108] (PrCt)**

Augsburg (Germany) - Maps - 1713 - Fortification

*Augsburg, ville imperial d'Allemagne ... 
Paris : De Fer, [1713].
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Loon, H. V. (Herman van) -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. *Introduction à la fortification ... 
(Paris : Nicolas de Fer, [1713]) map [117].
For later state of this map, with engraved plate number, see Case folio U 26.292.
For earlier version of this map, engraved on different plate, see Case folio U 26.293.

**Case oversize U 26.2919 map [117] (PrCt)**

Augsburg (Germany) - Maps - 1763-1792 Augsburg Region (Germany) - Maps - 1763

*[Augusta Vindelicorum.* Augsburg : Lotter, 1763.
Authors: Lotter, Matthäus Albrecht, 1741-1810 -- Stetten, Paul von, 1731-1808
1 map ; 16 x 32 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger; the only placenames indicated are for Augsburg and surrounding communities.

This copy of the book is unbound in sheets as it came from the printer. The map is a separate sheet and there is no indication as to where it should have been inserted.
Book cataloged on the Newberry's main online catalog as folio sc1989 (October 2006) folio sc1989 (NLO)

Augsburg (Germany) - Maps - 1792


**Case folio G 13.036 pl. 24 (PrCt)**

Augsburg (Germany) - Maps - 1800

*Augsburg.* [ca. 1800].
1 map ; 70 x 48 cm.
Possibly issued as part of a topographic map

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress, Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 843 (PrCt)

10989 Aurora (III.) - Pictorial works - 1857
*View of Aurora, east side of Fox River.* [Chicago : J. Gager and Co. for Chicago Mechanics' Institute, 1857].
Authors: Chicago magazine : the West as it is (1857) -- Gager, John, 19th cent. -- Chicago Mechanics' Institute -- Rudy Lamont Ruggles Collection (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library) 1 view : 8 x 11 cm., on sheet 15 x 24 cm. Added title from text above view: Aurora illustrated.
In: Chicago magazine : the West as it is ([Chicago : J. Gager and Co. for Chicago Mechanics' Institute], 1857), v. 1 no. 4 (June 1857) p. 323
Scattered issues of this periodical include assorted views and maps; some are cataloged separately.
Duplicate copies: VAULT Ruggles 58 -- VAULT Ayer 1 .C5 1857
Entire periodical reproduced on the University of Michigan's Making of America website (accessed Dec. 2007):
http://quod.lib.umich.edu/cgi/t/text/pageviewer-idx?c=moa;cc=moa;rgn=full%20text;idno=afk4278.001.001;view=image;se q=0247
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
VAULT Ruggles 59, v. 1 no. 3 (May 1857) p. 245 (PrCt)

*De Custe van Noorwegen, met dat Landt van Noordt Oosten ... van Mardou tot Akersondt = Orae maritimae Norvegiae et Regionis Borghapelioticae inter Mardovium et Akersondam ...* [Leiden : F. Raphelengius ; C. Claesz], 1583 [i.e. 1588].
Authors: Waghenaer, Lucas Janszoon, 1534 or 5-1606 -- Doetecam, Jan van -- Raphelengius, Franciscus, 1539-1597 -- Claesz, Cornelis, ca. 1546-1609 -- Waghenaer, Lucas Janszoon, 1534 or 5-1606. Speculum nauticum super navigatione maris Occidentalis confectum, continens omnes oras maritimas Galliae, Hispaniae et praeicipuarum partium Angliae (1588) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 33 x 51 cm. Includes coastal profiles. Oriented with north at upper right. Descriptive text on verso (p. 30).
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .W13 1588 map [31] (PrCt)

*The Sea coastes of Norway and of land of northeast, as they shewe ... betweene Mardou and Akersond ...* [Amsterdam : Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, 1966].
Authors: Waghenaer, Lucas Janszoon, 1534 or 5-1606 -- Waghenaer, Lucas Janszoon, 1534 or 5-1606. The Mariners mirrour (1588) -- Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, Ltd. 1 map ; 33 x 50 cm. Details the coast of Aust-Agder Fylke in southern
Norway.
Includes coastal profiles.
Oriented with north at upper right.
Text on verso (p. VII) under heading: A plaine description of the northerne partes of the easterner sea coasts of Norway ...

Map Ref oversize G1025 .T37 ser. 3, v. 2, map [29] (PrCt)

10993 Austin (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1876 - Real property Real property - Austin (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1876
A. Gale’s subdivision of the S.E. 1/4 of sec. 31 & the S.W. 1/4 of sec. 32 T. 40 N. R. 13 E. 3d. pr. mer. Galewood. Chicago : J.W. Middleton, [1876?].
Authors: Middleton, James W. -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 44 x 69 cm.
MMC 4-0068
3002
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
map4F G4104.C6:2A9G46 1876 .G3 (PrCt)

10994 Austin (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1876 - Real property Real property - Austin (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1876 SEE Austin (Chicago, Ill.)
A. Gale’s subdivision of the S.E. 1/4 of sec. 31 & the S.W. 1/4 of sec. 32 T. 40 N. R. 13 E. 3d. pr. mer. Galewood. Chicago : J.W. Middleton, [1876?].
Authors: Middleton, James W. -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; on sheet 49 x 77 cm.
Shows area between North and Armitage, Austin and Oak Park Ave.
Wooded area shown by green tree-symbol stencil.
Blocks are annotated in blue pencil with prices; pencilled signature of ‘Mr. Burgess (?)’ at upper right.
Forms part of the Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection at the Newberry Library.
Reference: Midwest Map Catalog 4-0068.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
map4F G4104.C6:2A9G46 1876 .G3 copy 2 (PrCt)

10995 Austin County (Tex.) - Maps - 1880 - Landowners >> Counties - Maps >> Landowners - Maps
Authors: Texas. General Land Office -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 20.5 x 22.5 in. Scale 1:133,320.
Originally compiled 1880.
Microfiche 583, no. 890 (PrCt)

Hertz Rent a Car map of Austin and vicinity. [Chicago] : Rand McNally & Company, [1959?].
Authors: Hertz Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 29 x 26 cm., folded to 22 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Austin and vicinity
Plate no. RL 59 S 135
Map on verso (16 x 18 cm.): Central Austin.
Includes illustration of car with “1960” on the front license plate.
Identifies Hertz office locations.
Panel art: Car on highway ramp; cityscape in the background.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1359 (PrCt)

10997 Austin (Tex.) - 1989 - Road maps >> Travis County (Tex.) - Maps - 1989 - Road maps >> Road maps >> Counties - Maps Austin & Travis County business user's street atlas and directory. Skokie, Ill. Rand McNally , 1989.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (119, 120, A9-A291 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Loose-leaf.
$39.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-20147-6
RMcN StrFdr 1989 .A97 (PrCt)

10998 Austin (Tex.) - Maps - 1872
10999  

**Austin (Tex.) - Maps - 1952 - Road maps**  
**San Antonio (Tex.)** - Maps - 1952 - Road maps  
**Road maps**  
*Austin and San Antonio : tour with Texaco.*  
**Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1952].**  
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map ; 67 x 56 cm.  
Added title: Austin street map.  
Date from RMcN AE 139 ms. index.  
Plate no. 525110.  
Maps on verso (55 x 56 cm. and 17 x 9 cm.): San Antonio street map -- San Antonio airport section.  
Panel art: Texaco station alongside rural road.  
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).  
**RMcN AE 139.19 (PrCt)**  

11000  

**Austin (Tex.) - Maps - 1954 - Road maps**  
**San Antonio (Tex.)** - Maps - 1954 - Road maps  
**Road maps**  
*Austin and San Antonio : tour with Texaco.*  
**Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1954].**  
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map ; 59 x 45 cm., folded to 18 x 9 cm.  
Panel title.  
Added title: Austin street map.  
Plate no. 545110V1.  
Map on verso (68 x 56 cm.): San Antonio street map.  
Panel art: Texaco gas station on hilly rural road.  
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).  
**RMcN Clients 3713 (PrCt)**  

11003  

**Austin (Tex.) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps**  
**San Antonio (Tex.)** - Maps - 1956 - Road maps  
**Road maps**  
*Austin and San Antonio : tour with Texaco.*  
**Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1956].**  
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map ; 58 x 45 cm., folded to 18 x 9 cm.  
Panel title.  
Added title: Austin street map.  
Plate no. 6-545110V1-3.  
Map on verso (68 x 56 cm.): San Antonio street map.  
Panel art: Texaco gas station on hilly rural road.  
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).  
**RMcN Clients 3771 (PrCt)**  

11004  

**Austin (Tex.) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps**  
**San Antonio (Tex.)** - Maps - 1966 - Road maps  
**Road maps**  
*Austin, San Antonio tour guide map / Gulf.*  
**[Chicago] : Rand McNally & Co., c1966.**  
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map ; 59 x 45 cm., folded to 18 x 9 cm.  
Panel title.  
Added title: Austin street map.  
Plate no. 545110V1.  
Map on verso (68 x 56 cm.): San Antonio street map.  
Panel art: Texaco gas station on hilly rural road.  
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).  
**RMcN Clients 3771 (PrCt)**
1 map : col. ; 58 x 42 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm. Panel title.
Added title: Austin street map
Plate no. 6-575110V1-9.
Maps on verso (68 x 55 cm. and 8 x 9 cm.): San Antonio street map -- San Antonio and vicinity.
Panel art: Illustration of road and Gulf service station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1119 (PrCt)

11005 Austin (Tex.) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps<>><>San Antonio (Tex.) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps<>><>Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 59 x 43 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm. Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair Austin street map.
Plate no. 6-575110V1-9
Maps on verso (68 x 56 cm. and 8 x 9 cm.): Sinclair San Antonio street map -- San Antonio and vicinity.
Panel art: Sinclair logo, car in front of a Sinclair gas station, 3 travel scenes, and motto "drive with care and buy Sinclair".
Includes two Library of Congress copyright handstamps with certificate numbers.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2819 (PrCt)

11006 Austin (Tex.) - Maps - 1967 - Road maps<>><>San Antonio (Tex.) - Maps - 1967 - Road maps<>><>Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 43 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm. Panel title.
Added title: Austin street map
Plate no. 6757510V1-9.
Maps on verso (68 x 56 cm. and 8 x 9 cm.): San Antonio street map -- San Antonio and vicinity.
Panel art: Illustration of road and Gulf service station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1575 (PrCt)

11007 Austin (Tex.) - Maps - 1969 - Road maps<>><>San Antonio (Tex.) - Maps - 1969 - Road maps<>><>Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 56 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm. Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair Austin street map.
Plate no. 69575110V1-11
Maps on verso (68 x 56 cm. and 8 x 9 cm.): Sinclair San Antonio street map -- San Antonio and vicinity.
Panel art: Sinclair logo, abstracted traffic signs.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2853 (PrCt)

11008 Austin (Tex.) - Maps - 1970 - Road maps<>><>San Antonio (Tex.) - Maps - 1970 - Road maps<>><>Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 43 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm. Panel title.
Added title: Austin street map
Plate no. 7057510V1-12.
Maps on verso (68 x 57 cm. and 8 x 9 cm.): San Antonio street map -- San Antonio and vicinity.
Panel art: Illustration of road and Gulf service station.
Includes two Library of Congress copyright handstamps with certificate numbers.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1264 (PrCt)

11009 Austin (Tex.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps<>><>San Antonio (Tex.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps<>><>Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 59 x 43 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm. "1975 edition"
Panel title.
Added title: Austin street map
Plate no. 74575110V1-16.
Maps on verso (68 x 57 cm. and 8 x 9 cm.): San Antonio street map -- San Antonio and vicinity.
Panel art: Illustration of road and Gulf service station.
Includes two Library of Congress copyright handstamps with certificate numbers.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2853 (PrCt)
11010 Austin (Tex.) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps - San Antonio (Tex.) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps - Road maps
Rand McNally map of Austin, San Antonio .
1 map : col. ; 58 x 43 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"1976 Edition."
Panel title.
Added title: Austin street map.
Plate no. 74575110V1-16
Maps on verso (68 x 57 cm. and 8 x 9 cm.): San Antonio street map -- San Antonio and vicinity.
Panel art: road signs.
Forms part of a collection of stock editions of Rand McNally road maps, some apparently issued as sales samples and / or printer's proofs for prospective commercial clients.
Uniform series title (established by cataloger): Stock road maps
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (May 2010).
RMcN StrFdr 1996 .A97 (PrCt)

11011 Austin (Tex.) - Maps - 1995 - Road maps - Travis County (Tex.) - Maps - 1995 - Road maps - Road maps - Road maps - Counties - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (272 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
$17.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN StrFdr 1995 .A97 (PrCt)

11012 Austin (Tex.) - Maps - 1996 - Road maps - Travis County (Tex.) - Maps - 1996 - Road maps - Road maps - Road maps - Counties - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (272 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
$17.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-96909-9
RMcN StrFdr 1996 .A97 (PrCt)

11013 Austin (Tex.) - Maps - 2001 - Road maps - Travis County (Tex.) - Maps - 2001 - Road maps - Road maps - Road maps - Counties - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (288 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
$21.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-99090-X
RMcN StrFdr 2001 .A97 (PrCt)

11014 Austin (Tex.) - Maps - 2002 - Road maps - Travis County (Tex.) - Maps - 2002 - Road maps - Road maps - Road maps - Counties - Maps
Austin, Travis County StreetFinder. Skokie, Ill. Rand McNally , 2002.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (191, 105 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Date on cover: 2002.
$24.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN StrFdr 2002 .A97 (PrCt)

11015 Austin (Tex.) - Maps - 2003 - Road maps - Travis County (Tex.) - Maps - 2003 - Road maps - Road maps - Road maps - Counties - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (191, 104 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Date on cover: 2003.
$24.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN StrFdr 2003 .A97 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
11016  
**Austin (Tex.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps - Austin Region (Tex.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps - Austin - Road maps - Counties - Maps**

*Austin, Travis County & vicinity StreetFinder.*  
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 atlas (various paginations) : col. maps ; 28 cm.  
$26.95  
Uniform title: StreetFinder.  
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).  
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).  
**RMcN StrFdr 2004 .A97 (PrCt)**

11017  
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 atlas (various paginations) : col. maps ; 28 cm.  
Date on cover: 2005  
$26.95  
Uniform title: StreetFinder.  
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).  
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).  
ISBN 0-528-85442-9  
**RMcN StrFdr 2005 .A97 (PrCt)**

11018  
**Austin (Tex.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps - Austin Region (Tex.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps - Travis County (Tex.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps - Hays County (Tex.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps - Williamson County (Tex.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps - Counties - Maps**

*Austin street guide.* Chicago, Ill. Rand McNally , 2006 [i.e. 2005].  
1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm. +1 CD-ROM.  
Cover title: Austin street guide: including Travis County and portions of Hays and Williamson counties  
Dated 2006, but received by the Newberry Library in 2005.  
$28.95  
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.  
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).  
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).  
ISBN 0528860917  
**RMcN StrFdr 2006 .A97 (PrCt)**

11019  

1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm.  
Cover title: Austin street guide: including Travis County and portions of Hays and Williamson counties  
"$28.95" -- back cover  
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.  
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).  
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).  
ISBN 0528859811  
**RMcN StrFdr 2007 .A97 (PrCt)**

11020  
**Austin (Tex.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps - Austin Region (Tex.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps - Travis County (Tex.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps - Hays County (Tex.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps - Williamson County (Tex.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps - Counties - Maps**

1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm.  
Cover title: Austin street guide: including Travis County and portions of Hays and Williamson counties  
"$28.95" -- back cover  
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.  
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).  
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).  
ISBN 0528860917  
**RMcN StrFdr 2008 .A97 (PrCt)**

11021  
**Australasia - Geography - 1891 - Oceania -**
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Geography - 1891<<>>Australia - Geography - 1891<<>>Australasia - Maps - 1891<<>>Oceania - Maps - 1891<<>>Australia

- Maps - 1891<<>>Atlases, Australian - 1891


Authors: Ranken, George -- Turner and Henderson -- Sloane, William -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)


With numerous maps.

Review questions at end of each section.

Includes index.

Owner’s inscription: William Sloane, 27 April 1891.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes DU18.5 .R36 1891 (NLO)

11022


176 p. : 42 maps, ill., geneal. chart ; 19 cm.

2nd ed. rev.

Series: Oxford geographies

Owner’s inscription: J. Stevens.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Printed by Horace Hart.

Includes index.

Baskes DU18.5 .T39 1915 (NLO)

11023


Australasia / drawn under the direction of Mr. Pinkerton by L. Hebert ; Neele sculpt. 352 Strand. Philada. [Philadelphia] : Published by Dobson, [1818].

Authors: Hebert, Lewis, fl. 1809-1838 -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826 -- Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Dobson, Thomas, 1751-1823 -- Thomas Dobson and Son -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826. A Modern atlas : from the latest and best authorities exhibiting the various divisions of the world ... (1818)

1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 68 cm.

Running title: Pinkerton's modern atlas

In: Pinkerton, John. A Modern atlas : from the latest and best authorities exhibiting the various divisions of the world ... (Philadelphia : Thomas Dobson & Son, 1818), plate [37]

Case oversize G1019 .P56 1818, plate [37]

11024

Australasia - Maps - 1853<<>>Australia - Maps - 1853


Authors: Lowry, Joseph Wilson, 1803-1879 -- Harper & Brothers -- Chapman and Hall -- Lowry, Joseph Wilson, 1803-1879. Lowry's Universal atlas constructed and engraved from the most recent authorities (1853)

1 map : col. ; 22 x 29 cm.

In: Lowry, Joseph Wilson. Lowry's Universal atlas constructed and engraved from the most recent authorities (New York : Harper and Brothers, 1853) pl. [41].

Printed plate nos. 'A' and '61.

folio G 10 .525 pl. [41] (PrCt)

11025

Australasia - Maps - 1880<<>>Australia - Maps - 1880


Authors: Stanford, Edward, 1827-1904 -- Wallace, A. R. -- Hellwald -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 20 maps ; 202 x 142 mm.

2nd ed.

trsHellwald

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

11026

Australasia - Maps - 1888<<>>Australia - Maps - 1888


Authors: Garran, Andrew -- Picturesque Atlas -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 10 maps ; 466 x 370 mm.

Incomplete?; 26 of 42parts?

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

11027

Australasia - Maps - 1900<<>>Atlases, British - 1900

E.S. Wigg & Son's Australasian clear school atlas : consisting of 40 full-page general maps, 17 special Australasian maps, and 64 photographic views. London : E.S. Wigg & Son, [ca. 1900].

Authors: E. S. Wigg & Son -- Brockopp -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Wigg (E.S.) & Son SEE E. S. Wigg & Son

1 atlas ([3], 52, 33, 32 p.) : ill., 60 maps (chiefly col.) ; 23 cm.

Includes indexes.

Maps on inside covers.

Scales differ.


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G1019 .E8 1900 (NLO)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
11028 Australasia - Maps - 1908<<>>Oceania - Maps - 1908
Authors: Edward Stanford Ltd. -- Guillemand, F. H. H. (Francis Henry Hill), 1852-1933 -- Guillemand, F. H. H. (Francis Henry Hill), 1852-1933. Australasia : Malaysia and the Pacific archipelagoes ... (1908)
1 map : col. ; 27 x 47 cm.
Scale ca. 1:21,250,000 at equator.
Shows submarine cables, principal steamship routes, depths by hypsometric tints.
map2F G8950 1908 .S7, no. 1 (PrCt)

Eastern Australian and New Zealand ports. [London] : George Philip & Son, Ltd. ; The London Geographical Institute, [1913].
Authors: George Philip & Son -- London Geographical Institute -- Philip, George, 1870-1937. Philips' mercantile marine atlas : a series of 35 plates ... with ... distances between ports ... (1913)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm.
Identifies trade routes and distances, e.g. "Hobart to Cape Town 5838 [nautical miles]."
In: Philip, George. Philips' mercantile marine atlas : a series of 35 plates ... with ... distances between ports ... (London ; Liverpool : G. Philip & Son, ltd. ; The London Geographical Institute ; Philip, Son & Nephew, 1913), plate 15.
oversize H 7001 .68, plate 15 (PrCt)

Australasian & Polynesian ports . [London] : George Philip & Son, Ltd. ; The London Geographical Institute, [1913].
Authors: George Philip & Son -- London Geographical Institute -- Philip, George, 1870-1937. Philips' mercantile marine atlas : a series of 35 plates ... with ... distances between ports ... (1913)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm.
Identifies trade routes and distances, e.g. "Cape Town to Hobart 5838 [nautical miles]."
In: Philip, George. Philips' mercantile marine atlas : a series of 35 plates ... with ... distances between ports ... (London ; Liverpool : G. Philip & Son, ltd. ; The London Geographical Institute ; Philip, Son & Nephew, 1913), plate 15.
oversize H 7001 .68, plate 15 (PrCt)

11031 Australasia - Maps - 1943 - Australia. 1943.
Authors: United States. Army Map Service.
1 map
temp map6F G8950 1943 .A7 (PrCt)

11032 Australia - Description and travel - 1816<<>>Australasia - Description and travel - 1816
Authors: Freycinet, Louis Claude Desaulses de, 1779-1842 -- Péron, François, 1775-1810 -- France. Imprimerie impériale
1 v. ; 35 cm. + atlas (68 cm.)
Incomplete?; lacking atlas?
folio G 21 .675 (NLO)

11033 Australia - Discovery and Exploration<<>>Cook, James, 1728-1779 - Travel - Maps
Point Hicks to Cape Howe : Cook's landfall--19 April 1770. 1973.
Authors: Fitzgerald, Lawrence p. 23-33 : ill., maps
'Reprinted from the Victorian historical magazine, vol. 42, no. 3, August 1971.'
5S 436, v. 8, p. 23-33 (PrCt)

Authors: Sharp, Andrew, 1906-1974 -- Oxford University Press -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
xii, 338 p., [18] leaves of plates (1 folded) : ill,
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

maps: 23 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [306]-308)
and index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 63005023
Baskes DU97 .S53 1963 (NLO)

11035 Australia - Geography - 1855>>>New
Zealand - Geography - 1855>>>Australia -
Maps - 1855>>>New Zealand - Maps - 1855
Geography of Australia and New Zealand / by
James Bonwick. Melbourne: Published for the
author, by William Clarke, 1855.
Authors: Bonwick, James, 1817-1906 -- Mason,
Cyrus, 1839-1915 -- Brett, Bernard Gore -- Roger
S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
viii, 212 p., [4] folded leaves of plates; 4 folded
maps: 15 cm.
3rd ed.
Spine title: Australia & New Zealand
Maps lithographed by Cyrus Mason.
Blue cloth binding; gold stamped spine title.
Armorial bookplate: Bernard Gore Brett.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes DU102 .B66 1855 (NLO)

11036 Australia - Historical geography - Maps -
1945>>>Australia - Maps - 1945
Whitcombe’s historical map of Australia:
discovery, exploration, settlement / compiled by
C.R. Long... Melbourne: Whitcombe & Tombs
Ltd., [1945].
Authors: Long, Charles R. (Charles Richard) --
Whitcombe & Tombs
1 map: 72 x 97 cm.
Scale 1:5,068,800. 5 inches=400 miles.
map G 1021 .972 (NLO)

11037 Australia - Historical geography - Maps -
1960>>>Australia - Maps -
1963>>>Historical atlases
A Map history of Australia / Ian Wynd and Joyce
Wood. Melbourne; New York: Oxford University
Press, [1963].
Authors: Wynd, Ian -- Wood, Joyce -- Harrison,
Richard Edes -- Oxford University Press --
Harrison, Richard Edes -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([64] p.): col. ill., 56 col. maps; 25 cm.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Embossed stamp: Richard Edes Harrison.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes G2751.S1 W96 1963 (NLO)

11038 Australia - Historical geography - Maps -
1987<<<Australia - Maps -
1987<<<Historical atlases
Australians, a historical atlas / editors, J.C.R.
Camm, John McQuilton; cartographic editor,
Trevor W. Plumb; chief cartographer, Steven G.
Yorke. Broadway, N.S.W., Australia: Fairfax,
Authors: Camm, J. C. R. (Jack Charles Robert) --
McQuilton, John, 1948-- Plumb, Trevor W. --
Yorke, Steven G. -- Fairfax, Syme & Weldon
Associates
1 atlas (xiii, 290 p.): col. maps, ill. (some col.); 40
cm.
Contents: Place -- People -- Landscape.
Bibliography: p. 281-286.
Includes index.
Coordinates: (E 115°--E 155°/S 10°--S 50°).
Scales differ.
Series: Australians, a historical library
LC Card Number: 88155294
ISBN 0949288128; 0949288160 (deluxe)
oversize G2751.S1 A8 1987 (NLO)

11039 Australia - Maps - 1642-1644 - Manuscripts -
Facsimiles>>>Tasman, Abel Janszoon,
1603?-1659 - Discoveries, 1642-1644 - Maps -
1642 - Manuscripts -
Facsimiles>>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Chart of Tasman’s Australian voyages in
1642-1643 and in 1644. [Houten, Netherlands]:
Authors: Vischer, François Jacobsz. --
Vinckeboons, Joan -- Tasman, Abel Janszoon,
1603?-1659 -- HES & De Graaf Publishers --
Blaeu, Joan, 1596-1673. Atlas Blaeu-van der
Hem of the Austrian National Library
1 map: col.; on sheet 32 x 24.
'Specimen 6. Detail of plate 41:30 of the facsimile
edition of the Atlas Blaeu - van der Hem,' from a
prospectus issued by HES & De Graaf
Detail reproduced in color; black and white
reproduction of entire map and brief description
on verso.
map1F G3201.AT 1662 .H4, no. 6 (PrCt)

11040 Australia - Maps - 1642<<<New Guinea -
Maps - 1642
Chart of Tasman’s Australian voyages in
1642-1643 and in 1644. [Houten, Netherlands]:
Authors: Vinckeboons, Joan -- Tasman, Abel Janszoon,
1603?-1659 -- HES & De Graaf Publishers --
Blaeu, Joan, 1596-1673. Atlas Blaeu-van der
Hem of the Austrian National Library
1 map: col.; on sheet 32 x 24.
'Specimen 6. Detail of plate 41:30 of the facsimile
edition of the Atlas Blaeu - van der Hem,' from a
prospectus issued by HES & De Graaf
Detail reproduced in color; black and white
reproduction of entire map and brief description
on verso.
map1F G3201.AT 1662 .H4, no. 6 (PrCt)

Authors: Thévenot, Melchisédec, 1620-1692 -- Tasman, Abel Janszoon, 1603?-1659 -- Thévenot, Melchisédec, 1620-1692.

Recueil de voyages de Mr. Thévenot ... (1681) -- Michallet, Estienne, 1630?-1699 -- Everett D. Graff

Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)

1 map ; on sheet 41 x 58 cm., folded to 14 x 10 cm.

Anonymous map issued without imprint in Thévenot, Melchisédec. Recueil de voyages de Mr. Thévenot ... (Paris : Estienne Michallet, 1681) v. 1, between p. 10-11.

Details the coasts of western Australia, western New Guinea, and eastern Tasmania; includes the ship routes of Abel Janszoon Tasman's expeditions off the coast of 'Nova Zeelandia' and 'Terre de Diemens.'

Second state of the map, published in editions of Thévenot's Voyages dated 1663 and later.

First state of the map (lacking ship routes) first published in 1663.

References: G. Schilder, Australia unveiled, p. 354.

Map shelved separately as map6F G8950 1644 .T3 1942.

Bibliography: p. 130-132.

Formerly folio G2740 .T37 1942 (NLO)

LC Card Number 46034739

Map Ref folio G2740 .T37 1942 (NLO)

11044 Australia - Maps - 1644-1695 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

Facsimiles of Tasman, Abel Janszoon, 1603?-1659. [Map of Australia, 1644-1695].

Authors: Tasman, Abel Janszoon, 1603?-1659.

Map shelved separately as Manuscript maps - Facsimiles [The Tasman map of 1644].

Sydney : Trustees of the Public Library of New South Wales, [1948?].

Authors: Tasman, Abel Janszoon, 1603?-1659 -- Emery, James -- Mander-Jones, Phyllis, 1896-.

The Tasman map of 1644 : historical note and description of the manuscript map in the Mitchell Library, Sydney (1948) -- Library of New South Wales.

Mitchell Library. Ms. Bonaparte map 1603?-1659.

1 map : col. ; 71 x 93 cm.

From the original [manuscript] map made under the direction of Abel Tasman in 1644, and now in the Mitchell Library, Sydney, the facsimile was drawn by James Emery in 1946 ...

The original manuscript actually drawn ca. 1695 by an anonymous cartographer.

Probably issued to accompany Jones, Phyllis Mander. The Tasman map of 1644 : historical note and description of the manuscript map in the Mitchell Library, Sydney, Trustees of the Public Library of New South Wales, 1948. 31 p. : 4 maps (1 fold., 1 col.) ; 25 cm. [G 1021 .622]

Map G 1021 .622 (NLO)


Authors: Thévenot, Melchisédec, 1620-1692 --
Thévenot, Melchisédec, 1620-1692. Relations de divers voyages curieux (1696)
1 map : 38.5 x (at least) 57.8 cm. (plate mark), on sheet 48 x (at least) 58 cm. fold. to 34 x 20 cm.
In: Thévenot, Melchisédec, Relations de divers voyages curieux (Paris: Moette, 1696), v. 1, Relation ou journal du voyage de Bontekoe, after p. 50.
Latitude indicated by vertical scale in center of map.
Reference: Tooley, Mapping of Australia, 1248.

11049

Australia - Maps - 1804
Authors: Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823. A New and elegant general atlas comprising all the new discoveries, to the present time ... (1804) -- John Conrad & Co. -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 20 x 24 cm.
In: Arrowsmith, Aaron. A New and elegant general atlas comprising all the new discoveries, to the present time ... (Philadelphia [etc.] : J. Conrad & Co. [and others], 1804) pl. 31.
Ayer 135 .A65 1804 pl. 31 (PrCt)

11050

Australia - Maps - 1806<<>>Australasia - Maps - 1806
Australasia. [London] : Cadell and Davies [et al], 1806 [i.e. 1807].
Authors: Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826 -- Lowry, fl. 1802-1807 -- Cadell & Davies -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826. Modern geography ... (1807)
1 map : 20 x 25 cm. Published Dec. 1st, 1806. ...'

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>folio G 11 .693 v. 2, opp. p. [585] (PrCt)</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 11051 Australia - Maps - 1813<<>>Australasia - Maps - 1813

**Australasia.** London : Cadell & Davies [et al], 1813 [i.e. 1815].

Authors: Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826 -- Hebert, Lewis, fl. 1809-1838 -- Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Cadell & Davies -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826. A Modern atlas : from the latest and best authorities ... (1815) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 68 cm.

Drawn under the direction of Mr. Pinkerton by L. Hebert.'

Running title in upper margin: Pinkerton's modern atlas.

In: Pinkerton, John. A Modern atlas : from the latest and best authorities ... (London : Printed by T. Bensley for T. Cadell and W. Davies and Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme and Brown, 1815), pl. [38].

**oversize Ayer 135 .P6 1815 pl. [38] (PrCt)** |


Authors: Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (1822? -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 59 cm.

In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (Edinburgh ; London : Printed by G. Ramsay and Co. for J. Thomson and Co. ; Baldwin, Cradock and Joy ; John Cumming, 1821 [i.e. 1822?]), v. 2, map 73.

Engraved 'No. 73' at upper right.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1821, v. 2, map 73 (NLO)** |

### 11053 Australia - Maps - 1814<<>>Australia - Maps - 1801-1803 - Explorations

**A Voyage to Terra Australis undertaken for the purpose of completing the discovery of that vast country, and prosecuted in the years 1801, 1802 and 1803 in His Majesty's Ship the Investigator and subsequently in the armed vessel Porpoise and Cumberland Schooner with an account of the shipwreck of the Porpoise, arrival of the Cumberland at Mauritius, and imprisonment of the commander during six years and a half in that island.** London : G. and W. Nicol, 1814.

Authors: Flinders, Matthew, 1774-1814 -- Nicol, G. (George) -- Nicol, William, 1777-1857

2 v. : ill. ; 33 cm. + 1 atlas (12 leaves of plates : maps ; 65 cm.)

Phillips 3251.

Stafleu (2nd) 1806. Pritzel (2nd) 2938.

**folio G 21.31 (NLO)** |


**New Holland and Asiatic Isles.** [Edinburgh] : Drawn & engraved for Thomson's New general atlas, [1822?].

Authors: Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1822?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 59 cm.

In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (Edinburgh ; London : Printed by G. Ramsay and Co. for J. Thomson and Co. ; Baldwin, Cradock and Joy ; John Cumming, 1821 [i.e. 1822?]), v. 2, map 73.

Engraved 'No. 73' at upper right.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1821, v. 2, map 73 (NLO)** |

### 11055 Australia - Maps - 1823


Authors: Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750--1823 -- Hall, Sidney -- Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823. A New general atlas constructed from the latest authorities ... (1823) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : 19 x 24 cm.

In: Arrowsmith, Aaron. A New general atlas constructed from the latest authorities ... Exhibiting the boundaries and divisions, also the chains of mountains and other geographical features of all the known countries in the world (Edinburgh ; London : A. Constable & Co., 1823), pl. 44.

**folio Ayer 135 .A65 1823 pl. 44 (PrCt)** |


**New Holland and Asiatic Isles.** [Edinburgh] : Drawn & engraved for Thomson's New general atlas, [1829?].

Authors: Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (1829) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

---

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 60 cm.
In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ...
(Edinburgh : London ; Dublin : Printed by H. & J. Pillans, for John Thomson ; Baldwin & Cradock ; John Cumming, 1829), map 73.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Engraved 'No. 73' at upper right.
**Baskes oversize G1019 .A778 1837, map 73 (NLO)**

Authors: Lizars, Daniel, 1760-1812 -- Hamilton, John, fl. 1831 -- Lizars, Daniel, 1760-1812.
The Edinburgh geographical and historical atlas ... [1831?]
1 map : hand col. ; 40 x 47 cm.
Insets (15 x 12 cm. and 11 x 18 cm.): Colony of New South Wales -- Van Dieman's Land.
In: Lizars, Daniel. The Edinburgh geographical and historical atlas ... [Edinburgh [etc.] : John Hamilton [and others, 1831?]) pl. [45].
Engraved plate no. 'LI'.
**oversize G 10 .514 pl. [45] (PrCt)**

1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 61 cm.
Insets (17 x 25 cm. and 9 x 13 cm.): The Colony of Western Australia -- [Location map of Australia and southeast Asia].
Includes dedication to Viscount Goderich. Engraved no. "35" at lower right.
In: Arrowsmith, John. [The London atlas of universal geography : exhibiting the physical & political divisions of the various countries of the world, constructed from original materials] [London : J. Arrowsmith, 1837], map 35.
**Baskes oversize G1019 .A778 1837, map 35 (NLO)**

11060   **Australia - Maps - 1837**
*Map of Australia*. 1832.
Authors: Wyld, James, 1790-1836
1 map
Accession no. 82-60201.

11061   **Australia - Maps - 1839**
*Australia in 1839*. London : Chapman and Hall, 1840 [i.e.1844].
Authors: Chapman and Hall -- J. & C. Walker (Firm) -- Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (Great Britain) -- Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (Great Britain).
Maps of the Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (1844) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 29 x 38 cm.
In: Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge.
**oversize Ayer 135 .S67 1844 v. 2, pl. [157] (PrCt)**

11062   **Australia - Maps - 1839>>>New Zealand - Maps - 1839**
*Map of Australia, New Zealand, and the adjacent islands*. [S.l. s.n.], 1839.
Authors: Arrowsmith, John, 1790-1873
1 map. ; 33 x 41 cm. fold. to 15 x 10 cm
**G 1021 .047 (NLO)**

11063   **Australia - Maps - 1840**
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
11066 Australia - Maps - 1840

Australia. London: Mr. Bull, [ca. 1840].
Authors: Starling, Thomas -- Bull and Churton -- Bull, Mr., fl. ca. 1840 -- Starling, Thomas. The Royal cabinet atlas ... [ca. 1840] 1 map : hand col.; 8 x 14 cm. In: Starling, Thomas. The Royal cabinet atlas ... (London: Bull and Churton, [ca. 1840]) 'Pl. LXVIII' [i.e. 36]. Wax engraving. map3C 5 map [36] (PrCt)

11065 Australia - Maps - 1840


11066 Australia - Maps - 1841


11067 Australia - Maps - 1845


11068 Australia - Maps - 1851

Sydney (N.S.W.) - Pictorial works - 1851

11069 Australia - Maps - 1853

Tasmania - Maps - 1853

11070 Australia - Maps - 1855


11071 Australia - Maps - 1857

Australia. New York : J.H. Colton and Company,
1857.
Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's general atlas ... (1857)
1 map : hand col. ; 29 x 36 cm.
In: Colton, George Woolworth. Colton's general atlas : containing one hundred and seventy steel plate maps and plans, on one hundred imperial folio sheets (New York ; London : J.H. Colton ; Trübner, 1857), pl. [91]. Printed plate 'No. 97.'
Map copyrighted 1855.
oversize G 10 .188 pl. 91 (PrCt)

11072 Australia - Maps - 1860
Authors: Johnston, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884 -- Johnson & Browning -- Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884. Johnson's new illustrated (steel plate) family atlas ... (1860)
1 map : hand col. ; 32 x 35 cm.
In: Johnson, Alvin Jewett. Johnson's new illustrated (steel plate) family atlas ... (New York : Johnson & Browning, 1860) plate '88'.
oversize G 10 .454 pl. 88 (PrCt)

11073 Australia - Maps - 1861
Authors: Johnston, Alexander Keith, 1804-1871 -- W. & A.K. Johnston Limited -- William Blackwood and Sons -- Johnston, Alexander Keith, 1804-1871. The Royal atlas of modern geography ... (1861)
1 map : col. ; 56 x 43 cm.
Inset (12 x 9 cm. and smaller): York Peninsula.
Running title: Keith Johnston's general atlas.
In: Johnston, Alexander Keith. The Royal atlas of modern geography : exhibiting, in a series of entirely original and authentic maps ... (Edinburgh and London : William Blackwood and Sons, 1861), map 36.
oversize G 10 .456, map 36 (PrCt)

11074 Australia - Maps - 1866
Australia / by J. Bartholomew, F.R.G.S. London & Liverpool : George Philip & Son, [1866].
Authors: Bartholomew, John, 1831-1893 -- Hughes, William, 1817-1876. Grand atlas universel : ou collection de cartes nouvelles ... (1866) -- George Philip & Son
1 map : col. ; 49 x 59 cm.
In: Hughes, William. Grand atlas universel : ou collection de cartes nouvelles ... (Paris ; Leipzig ; London : J. Rothschild ; G. Philip and Son, 1866), plate 49.
No. "49" printed on verso.
oversize G 10 .42, plate 49 (PrCt)

11075 Australia - Maps - 1867<<<East Indies - Maps -
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

1867 Malaya Archipelago - Maps - 1867<<<New Zealand - Maps - 1867
Authors: Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884 -- Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884. Johnson's new illustrated family atlas of the world ... (1869) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 55 x 40 cm.
"Entered according to act of Congress in the year 1867, by A.J. Johnson in the Clerk's Office of the District Court of the United States for the Southern District of New York."
Inset (15 x 11 cm.): New Zealand.
In: Johnson, Alvin Jewett. Johnson's new illustrated family atlas of the world ... (New York : A.J. Johnson, publisher, 1869), [plate 56]
Sheet corners numbered 110 and 111.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1019 .J5 1869, [plate 56] (PrCt)

Authors: Petermann, A. (August), 1822-1878 -- Swanston, George H. -- A. Fullarton & Co. -- A. Fullarton & Co. The Royal illustrated atlas of modern geography [1872?]
1 map : col. ; 40 x 54 cm.
Insets (15 x 12 cm. and 10 x 20 cm.): The Principal portions of New South Wales -- Victoria and the adjoining regions.
Printed plate no. "XLIII"at upper right and pasted on verso.
Case oversize G1019 .A38 1872, plate [43] (PrCt)

11077 Australia - Maps - 1875
Authors: Petermann, A. (August), 1822-1878 -- Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map on 9 sheets : hand col. ; 95 x 118 cm., sheets 39 x 48 cm.
Scale 1:3,500,000.
Relief shown by hachures and spot elevations.
Bound with: Mayr, Johann Georg. Karte der Alpen ... (Gotha : Justus Perthes, 1872).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst, J. Petermann's planet,
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

v. 1, p. 311
Baskes oversize G6035 1872 .M39 (NLO)

11078 Australia - Maps - 1876<<>>New Zealand - Maps - 1876
Australian handbook, incorporating New Zealand. Melbourne : Gordon & Gotch, 1876.
Authors: Gordon and Gotch -- Bartholomew, John -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 13 maps ; 223 x 150 mm.
7th ed.
C:JBartholomew
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

11079 Australia - Maps - 1884<<>>New Zealand - Maps - 1884
Authors: Gordon and Gotch -- Stanford, Edward, 1827-1904 -- Hughes, William, 1817-1876 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 24 maps ; 224 x 150 mm.
15th ed.
C:Stanford,Hughes
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

11080 Australia - Maps - 1885
Authors: Bartholomew, John, 1831-1893 -- Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- Adam and Charles Black (Firm). Black's general atlas of the world ... (1885)
1 map : col. ; 40 x 54 cm.
In: Adam and Charles Black. Black's general atlas of the world : embracing the latest discoveries, new boundaries, and other changes, accompanied by introductory letterpress and index (Edinburgh : Adam and Charles Black, 1885), plate 52.
oversize G1019 .B63 1885, plate 52 (PrCt)

11081 Australia - Maps - 1886 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Garran, Andrew -- McDonald -- Scally -- Picturesque Atlas -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
3 v. : 21 maps ; 435 x 350 mm.
C:DMcDonald&AlexJScally Phillips 5319
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

11082 Australia - Maps - 1887
Australia. [Chicago : George F. Cram, 1887]. Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 --
Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928. Cram's standard American atlas of the world (1887)
1 map : col. ; 28 x 40 cm.
'Engraved expressly for the Standard World Atlas.'
Inset (6 x 5 cm.): Tasmania.
Case oversize G1019 .G455 1887, p. 283 (PrCt)

Australia. Chicago : Rand, McNally & Co., [1888].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company. Rand, McNally & Co.'s improved indexed business atlas and shipper's guide ... (1888) -- Rand McNally and Company. Commercial atlas (1888)
1 map : col. ; 30 x 48 cm.
Added title in upper margin: Rand, McNally & Co.'s Australia.
Insets (19 x 14 cm. and smaller): Sydney and Port Jackson -- Tasmania -- New Zealand.
In Rand, McNally & Co.'s improved indexed business atlas and shipper's guide ... (Chicago: Rand McNally, 1888) p. 596-597.
Uniform atlas title: Commercial atlas.
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .C7 1888, p. 596-597 (PrCt)

11084 Australia - Maps - 1900<<>>Australasian United Steam Navigation Co. - Maps - 1900
Place and date of publication from Introduction, p. [3].
Printed by Sands & McDougall Ltd., Melbourne. Includes almanac of notable events in 1899. Advertisements on cover, interspersed, and 31 p. at end.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes DU95 .A967 1900 (NLO)

11085 Australia - Maps - 1902<<>>New Zealand - Maps - 1902
Authors: Gordon & Gotch (N.Z.) -- Bartholomew, John -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 41 maps ; 248 x 165 mm.
33rd ed.
11086 Australia - Maps - 1908>>Australasia -
Maps - 1908
"The Lady Northcote" atlas of Australasia / by
H.E.C. Robinson ; with an historical introduction
on the discovery and exploration of Australia by
Charles R. Long ; geological notes by Leo A.
Cotton, and an alphabetical index to places on
Authors: Robinson, H. E. C. (Hector E. C.) --
Long, Charles R. (Charles Richard) -- Cotton, L.
A. (Leo Arthur) -- Northcote, Alice, Lady -- Roger
S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (16, 52 p.) : 18 col. maps ; 39 cm.
Cover title: Lady Northcote atlas of Australia
Named for Alice Northcotte (née Stephen), the
wife of Baron Henry Stafford Northcote.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 16, first
sequence) and index.
Publisher's cloth binding with cover title: The
Lady Northcote atlas of Australia.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskets folio G2750 .R63 1908 (NLO)

11087 Australia - Maps - 1910-1919
Australia. Glasgow & London : William Collins,
Sons, & Co., Limited, [191-?].
Authors: William Collins Sons and Co. -- Roger
S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library) --
William Collins Sons and Co. The Collegiate atlas
[191-?]
1 map : col. ; 24 x 29 cm.
In: William Collins Sons and Co. The Collegiate
atlas : consisting of forty-four maps of modern
geography, embracing all the latest discoveries
and changes in boundaries and eighteen maps of
historical geography, with copious index
(Glasgow, London, and Edinburgh : William
Printed plate number repeated on thumb index at
right.
"Australia" in oversize manuscript lettering on
verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskets folio G1019 .C625 1910z, [plate] 30
(PrCt)

11088 Australia - Maps - 1915
Atlas of the Commonwealth of Australia. London :
Prepared by and published from the Office of the
High Commissioner of the Commonwealth of
Australia by Messrs. G.W. Bacon & Co., [1915?].
Authors: G.W. Bacon & Co. -- Bacon's
Geographical Establishment -- Bacon, G. W.
(George Washington), 1830-1921 -- Australia.
Office of the High Commissioner for Australia in
London -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry
Library)
1 atlas (48 p.) : ill., 18 col. maps ; 25 cm.
"Bacon's Geographical Establishment."--On
maps. Errata slip pasted on t.p.
Includes index.
Publisher's red cloth binding.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskets G2750 .A85 1915 (NLO)

11089 Australia - Maps - 1915 - Road
maps>>Automobile travel - Australia -
Guidebooks - 1915>>Road maps
The Tourists' road guide. Adelaide [S. Australia] :
Authors: Royal Automobile Association of South
Australia -- W. K. Thomas & Co. -- Roger S.
Baskets Collection (Newberry Library) -- Thomas
folded) ; 22 cm.
Cover title: Tourists' road guide for South
Australia
Includes directories to businesses and
Automobile Association of South Australia
members.
Imperfect: map of The northern areas torn with
portion missing.
Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskets DU305 .T68 1915 (NLO)

11090 Australia - Maps - 1926 - Land use>>Land
use - Australia - Maps - 1926>>Map printing
-Miscellaneous relief - Maps - 1926
Habitability. [Geographical Review], 1926.
Authors: Taylor, Thomas Griffith, 1880-1963 --
Geographical review
1 map : on zinc block 9 x 12 cm.
Added title: Generalized habitability map of
Australia...
Used to print map on page 14 of Taylor, Griffith.
The Frontiers of settlement in Australia in
608
map3C G8961.G43 1926 .T3 (PrCt)

11091 Australia - Maps - 1935
Whitcombe's contour atlas for Australia.
[Christchurch, N.Z.?] : Whitcombe & Tombs, [ca.
1935].
Authors: Whitcombe & Tombs -- Edwards, E. E.
-- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (52 p.) : 49 maps ; 25 cm.
3rd ed.
Cover title.
"50 pages of maps (specially prepared for
Australia) contour, relief, climatic, political and
commercial. How to study geography, map
Australia - Maps - 1940
Australia for the tourist. Sydney, Australia :
issued by the Bank of New South Wales, 1940.
Authors: Bank of New South Wales -- H.E.C.
Robinson Pty. Ltd. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(1941) -- Robinson (H.E.C.) Pty. Ltd.
SEE H.E.C. Robinson Pty. Ltd.
xvi, 256 p., 12 p. of plates : ill., 14 col. maps ; 23
Maps by H.E.C. Robinson.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 243-245)
and index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 43009341
Baskes DU95 .A97 1940 (NLO)

Australia - Maps - 1941
Australia : official handbook. Melbourne ;
Canberra : Australian National Publicity
Association ; Australian News and Information
Bureau, 1941.
Authors: Gill, MacDonald, 1884--1942.
MacDonald Gill 1942
Australia : official handbook / MacDonald Gill, 1942
1 v. : ill., maps (some col.) ; 25 cm.
Title from title page.
Uniform title: Australia (Australian News and
Information Bureau : 1941 : Annual)
Continued by: Australia handbook
Annual publication issued 1941-1967, but
Newberry holds only 1941 volume (as of May
2013).
Some vols. issued by the Australian News and
Information Bureau and the Australian National
Travel Association (formerly called Australian
National Publicity Association).
1941: Brochure laid in: Summer or winter at
Southport, Queensland.
1941: Map laid in, removed, and cataloged
separately: Map of Melbourne and suburbs.
Melbourne : Issued by the Manager, Publicity and
Tourist Services, Victorian Railways, April 1941,
c1934. [Baskes G8964.M4P1 1941 .V53]
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 52026270 sn 86032183
ISSN 0572-0648
Baskes DU95 .A969 (NLO)

Australia - Maps - 1941
Australia / Arnold Haskel. [London] : Britain in
Pictures Limited, [1941].
Authors: Haskell, Arnold L. (Arnold Lionel),
1903-1980 -- Britain in pictures -- British
commonwealth in pictures -- Britain in Pictures
Ltd. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry
Library)
47 p., 12 p. of plates : ill. (some col.), 2 maps,
coll. port. ; 23 cm.
Date of publication from Carney.
"With twelve plates in colour and twenty-three
illusions in black and white."
Series: The British commonwealth in pictures --
[Britain in pictures ; 5] -- British commonwealth in
pictures -- Britain in pictures ; 5.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 51021185
References: Carney, M. Britain in pictures, 5
Baskes DA630 .B75 no. 5 (1941) (NLO)

Australia - Maps - 1942
Australia -- British Commonwealth in the new war
zone. [Chicago] : Chicago Tribune, 1942.
Authors: Rand, McNally and Company -- Chicago
tribune (January 6, 1942) -- Feay, Mary
1 map : col. ; 37 x 51 cm.
Detached from: Chicago Tribune (January 6,
1942), p. 34.
Gift of Mary Feay, 2011.
map2F G8960 1942 .R3 (PrCr)

Australia - Maps - 1942 - Pictorial
maps<<>>Natural resources - Australia -
Maps - 1942 - Pictorial maps<<>>Industries -
Australia - Maps - Pictorial maps<<>>Pictorial maps -
Australia - 1942<<>>Pictorial maps
Australia, her natural and industrial resources /
MacDonald Gill 1942. Leeds ; London : Alf Cooke
Ltd., 1942.
Authors: Gill, McDonald, 1884-1947 -- Alf Cooke
Ltd. -- British Information Services -- Australian
News and Information Bureau -- General Drafting
Collection (Newberry Library) -- Great Britain.
British Information Services SEE British
Information Services -- Great Britain. Ministry of
Information. British Information Services SEE
British Information Services -- Great Britain. Ministry
of Information. British Information Services --
Great Britain. British Information Services SEE
British Information Services -- Great Britain.
Foreign Office. British Information Services SEE
British Information Services
1 map : col. ; 46 x 71 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:9,504,000] ; (E 140°00'--E 150°00'/S
10°00'--S 40°00').
Pictorial map of Australia showing cities, towns
and areas producing coal, copper, gold, iron,
lead, platinum, silver, steel, tin and zinc.
'51-3503.'
'Issued by British Information Services, an
agency of the British Government New York - 30
Rockefeller Plaza, Circle 6-5100.'
Text block in lower right corner: Australia in war
and peace. Australia's industrial resources have
been completely reorganised to meet war-time
demands. Her factories are now turning out
armaments of many types and aircraft, including
fighters and bombers. Her shipbuilding programme includes destroyers, mine sweepers and merchant vessels. In addition, Australia is contributing to a great wheat pool which will help to feed the starving peoples of Europe when the war is over.

Australia's coat of arms in upper right corner. On verso, stamps of 'Australian News and Information Bureau' and 'Art Department, General Drafting Co.'

map4F G8961 .A5 1942 .G5 (PrCt)

11097  Australia - Maps - 1953 - Guidebooks
Authors: Pownall, Eve -- Campbell, Eila M. J. -- Sands, J. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.
From the collection of Eila M.J. Campbell.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Authors: Taylor, Thomas Griffith, 1880-1963 -- Denoyer-Geppert Company -- Southern Illinois University at Carbondale
1 map : col., mounted on cloth and wooden rollers ; 140 x 103 cm.
At head of title: Denoyer-Geppert visual-relief series.
Scale [ca. 1:4,750,000], or "75 miles to the inch;" sinusoidal equal area proj.
Coordinates: (N20°--S47°30'/E115°--E160°)
Relief shown by gradient tints, shading, and spot heights; depths shown by gradient tints.
Insets: Western Pacific -- New Zealand.
Series: Denoyer-Geppert visual relief series ; J10vr.
Gift of Southern Illinois University, 2011.
maproll G8950 1957 .T3 (PrCt)

Sinusoidal - 1958--Sinusoidal projection (Cartography)--Wall maps
Authors: Taylor, Thomas Griffith, 1880-1963 -- Denoyer-Geppert Company -- Southern Illinois University at Carbondale
1 map : col., mounted on cloth and wooden rollers ; 150 x 103 cm.
"Copyright Denoyer-Geppert Co., Chicago."

"Scale 75 miles to the inch (approximately 1:4,750,000)."
Coordinates: (E 115°--E 180°/N 20°--S 48°).
"Sinusoidal Equal Area projection."
Relief shown by gradient tints, shading, and spot heights.
Depth shown by gradient tints.
Insets: (49 x 52 cm. and 32 x 25 cm.): Western Pacific -- New Zealand.
Series: Denoyer-Geppert series ; Map J10rp physical-political Australia.
References (reduced 1957 edition): Cf. OCLC 35070108
Gift of Southern Illinois University at Carbondale, 2011.
maproll G8960 1958 .T3 (PrCt)

11100  Australia - Maps - 1965
Authors: C.S. Hammond & Company
1 atlas (16 p.) : ill., col. maps ; 32 cm.
Not at Newberry?; OCLC 26147632 (June 2003).
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ;157 x 109 cm.
Shows land and water features; relief shown by shading and hypsometric tints.
Bottom right: 9R69.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
artifacts cage RMcN maproll 2 : 8. 1 (PrCt)

Australia : jet age clipper route map : Pan American, world's most experienced airline. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Company, [ca. 1970?].
Authors: Pan American World Airways, Inc. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 46 x 61 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
"...[O]ne of a six-part series."
"Copyright by Rand McNally & Company."
Covers Australia, New Zealand, Pacific Islands, Taiwan and Hawaii.
Maps on verso (23 x 61 cm. and 14 x 30 cm.):
[Hawaii] -- Pan American Airways system [world map].
Relief shown pictorially and with shading.
Panel art: earth as seen from outer space.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25.
R McN Airlines 4C 56 (Pr Ct)

Australia - Maps - 1972
Illustrated atlas of Australia. [Maplewood, N.J.
Hammond, 1972?].
Authors: C.S. Hammond & Company
1 atlas (16 p.) : ill. (some col.), col. maps ; 31 cm.
Cover title.
folio G2750.H3 1972 (NLO)

Australia - Maps - 1977 - Road maps
The Ampol touring atlas of Australia / Ampol, the
Australian Company. Ultimo, N.S.W. Gregory's
Authors: Ampol Petroleum -- Gregory's Guides &
Maps
120, [10]: 34 maps
'Review edition.'
Cover title.
Includes index.
ISBN 0855662905
To Collection Services for cataloging, 9 Feb.
2009 (Pr Ct)

Australia - Maps - 1984 - Guidebooks
New Zealand - Maps - 1984 - Guidebooks
South Pacific Ocean - Maps - 1984 - Guidebooks
Australia, New Zealand & South Pacific. New
Authors: Fodor's travel guides -- Fodor's Travel
Publications, Inc. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 v.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(Pr Ct)

Australia - Maps - 1986 - Road maps
Authors: Faber and Faber -- George Philip &
O'Neil (Firm) -- BP Australia -- Philip (George) &
O'Neil (Firm) SEE George Philip & O'Neil (Firm)
-- Philip & O'Neil (Firm) SEE George Philip &
O'Neil (Firm)
1 atlas (162 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
[Rev. ed.]
Published by George Philip and O'Neil Pty. Ltd.
for Faber and Faber, Inc."

Australia - Maps - 1987 - Guidebooks
Authors: Trollope, Anthony -- Sutton, A. -- Roger
S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
2 v.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(Pr Ct)

Australia - Maps - 1988
Authors: Cadogan guides -- Luch, N. -- Globe
Pequot Press -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 v. : 34 maps
Ed: Nick Lush
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(Pr Ct)

Australia - Maps - 1989
Authors: Penguin travel guides -- Penguin (Firm)
-- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 29 maps
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(Pr Ct)

Australia - Maps - 1991 - Guidebooks
Authors: Fodor's travel guides -- Fodor's Travel
Publications, Inc. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 v.
Authors: Irish University Press
2 v.
DU115 .I75 (NLO)

11121 Australia - Maps - Bibliography - Catalogs<<<<>><>><<><>><<><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><<
11132

Austria - Maps - 1561

Cartography - Austria - History - 1500-1599

Lazius, Wolfgang, 1514-1565

Austria : Vienna, 1561 / Wolfgang Lazius ; with an introd. by Ernst Bernleithner. Amsterdam : Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, 1972.

Authors: Lazius, Wolfgang, 1514-1565 -- Bernleithner, Ernst, 1903- -- Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, Ltd. -- Universitätsbibliothek Wien

1 atlas (xxviii, [140] p. : ill., 12 fold. maps) ; 43 cm.

Facsimile of Lazius, Wolfgang. Typi chorographici prouin: Austriae (Vienna, 1561); reproduced from a copy in the Vienna University Library.

Uniform title: Chorographia Austriae

‘Introduction’ (p. v-xviii)

Introd. in English and German; text in Latin.

Bibliography: p. xxviii.

Series: Theatrum Orbis Terrarum series of atlases in facsimile, 6th series, v. 2

Formerly Map6C 34

ISBN 902211242X

Map Ref oversize G1025 .T37 ser. 6, v. 2 (NLO)

11133

Austria - Maps - 1565


Authors: Bertelli, Ferando -- [Italian assembled-to-order atlas] [ca. 1575?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : 270 x 430 mm. (plate mark)

Variant edition of anonymous map; cf. Tooley 121, Novacco 2F 92 and Novacco 4F 175.

In manuscript on verso of right leaf: Ducatus Austria fo. ?

In: [Italian assembled-to-order atlas] [Venice?: s.n., ca. 1575?], plate [34].

Almagià, Monumenta cartographica vaticana II (1948) p. 99, no. 33.


Tooley 123.

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .L2 1575 AI, plate [34] (PrCt)
11134 **Austria - Maps - 1570**


In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatrum orbis terrarvm (Antwerp : A.C. Diesth, 1570), [plate 27]. Engraved by Franz Hogenberg; see Karrow, p. 5. Printed no. 27 and Latin letterpress text on verso beginning: Avstria. Avstriae descrip. / per Wolfgangvm Lazio, 1593. See Lazius, Wolfgang, 1514-1598. Theatro de la tierra universal (1588) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; hand col. ; 31 x 44 cm.

In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatro de la tierra universal (Antwerp : Christophe Plantin, 1588), [plate 56]. Printed no. 56 and Spanish letterpress text on verso beginning: Avstria. A Avstria describe George Rithaymero .....


**VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1588, [plate 56]** (PrCt)

11137 **Austria - Maps - 1593**

Avstriae dcvatvs sev Pannoniae superiors chorographia Germana svmma fide ac indvstria elaborata / à Wolfgango Lazio. [Antwerp : s.n., 1593?].


Latin letterpress text on verso (fol. 15, sig. Qq): Avstria dcvatvs ...

Engraving attributed to Antonie Wierix.

In: Jode, Gerard de. Specvlvm orbis terrarvm (Antwerp : A. Coninx, 1593), map [47].

**VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .J9 1593, map [47]** (PrCt)

11138 **Austria - Maps - 1606**

Avstriae descrip. / per Wolfgangvm Lazivm. [London : John Norton, 1606].


In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatron orbis terrarvm ... (London : J. Norton, 1606), [plate 63]. Printed no. 63 and English letterpress text on verso beginning: Avstria or Avstrich. George Rithaymer, in his Abridgement ....


**VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1606, [plate 63]** (PrCt)

11139 **Austria - Maps - 1657**

Ertz-Hertzogthumb Oesterreich = Archiduche d'Austrie : haute, et basse ... Paris : chez l'auteur, 1657 [i.e. 1659?].

Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Mariette, Pierre, 1603-1657 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. Cartes generales de toutes les
Austria - Maps - 1680

*Austria archducaetus.* Amsterdam, [ca. 1680].
Authors: Lazius, Wolfgang, 1514-1565 -- Schenk & Valck, Amsterdam -- Johan Gabriel Sack
Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:55
1 map : hand col. ; 34 x 50 cm.
2296
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:55 (PrCt)

Austria - Maps - 1696

*Partie du cercle d`Austrique scavoir l`archiduché d`Austriche divisée en haute et basse.* Paris, 1696.
Authors: Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Cordier, Louis, -1711 -- Johan Gabriel Sack
Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:58
1 map : hand col. ; 44 x 64 cm.
2299
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:58 (PrCt)

Austria - Maps - 1696<<>>,Slovenia - Maps - 1696

*Partie du cercle d`Austrique, ou sont les duchés de Stirie, de Carinthie, de Carniole.* Amsterdam, [ca. 1696].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Johan Gabriel Sack
Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:53
1 map : hand col. ; 52 x 84 cm.
2294
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:53 (PrCt)

Austria - Maps - 1700

*L`Archi duché d`Austrique divisee en 8. quartier.*
Paris, [ca. 1700].
Authors: Nolin, Jean Baptiste, 1648-1708 -- Johan Gabriel Sack
Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:57
1 map : hand col. ; 52 x 85 cm.
2297
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:57 (PrCt)
11147  **Austria - Maps - 1700**

*Circuli Austriaci pars septentrionalis in qua archiducaucus Austriae et ducatus Stiriae ...*  
Amstelodami [Amsterdam] : F. de Wit, [ca. 1700?].

**In:** Wit, Frederik de -- Wit, Frederik de.  
**Atlas [ca. 1700?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)**  
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 57 cm.  
In: Wit, Frederik de. *Atlas (Amsterdam : bij Frederick de Wit in de Calverstraet bij den Dam inde Witte Paskaert. [ca. 1700?]) no. [41].*

**VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .W8 A no. [41] (PrCt)**

11148  **Austria - Maps - 1700<>Europe, Central - Maps - 1700<>Germany - Maps - 1700**  
*Germania Austriaca ...*  
Nuremberg : Homann, [ca. 1700].

**Authors:** Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**II:52 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:H47**  
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 55 cm.  
In: Phillips 4257 v. 3 no. 6.  
Newberry duplicate copies: Sack map4F oG6490 1700 .H6 and Ayer +135 H7 no. [107]

**Second duplicate bound in Homann's Atlas novus terrarum orbis (Nuremberg, [ca. 1745]) no. [107].**  
2293 rev., 3234, and 4258 rev.  
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.

**Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).**

**VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:52 (PrCt)**

11149  **Austria - Maps - 1701<>Italy, Northeastern - Maps - 1701<>Switzerland, Southeastern - Maps - 1701**  
*Le Comté de Tirol et les fiefs qui en dependent.*  
Paris , 1701.

**Authors:** Nolin, Jean Baptiste, 1648-1708 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**II:74**  
1 map : hand col. ; 41 x 56 cm.  
2315

**Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.**

**Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).**

**VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:80 (PrCt)**

11150  **Austria - Maps - 1704**

*Partie du cercle d'Austrieche, sçavoir l'archiduché d'Austriech divisé en haute et basse. Paris : Jaillot, 1704 [i.e. 1737?].*

**Authors:** Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Cordier, Robert (Engraver) -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712.  
[Atlas francois] (1700 [i.e. 1737?] ) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

**1 map : hand col. ; 45 x 64 cm.**  
In: Jaillot, Alexis Hubert. [Atlas francois] (Paris : Jaillot, 1700 [i.e. 1737?] ) pl. [10].  
Map dated 1704.  
Manuscript title 'Cercle d'Austriech' and no. '9' on verso.


11151  **Austria - Maps - 1720**


**Authors:** Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Delamarche, Charles François, 1740-1817.  

**1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 49 cm.**  
Scale [ca. 1:885,000].  
Relief shown pictorially.  
In composite world atlas possibly compiled and published by Charles François Delamarche: Atlas général : contenant le détail des quatre parties du monde [Paris? : s.n., 1798?], [ptie 1], [plate 91].  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes oversize G1015 .A77 1798, [ptie 1], [plate 91] (NLO)**

11152  **Austria - Maps - 1725**

*Theatre de la guerre en Austriche, Baviere...*  
Amsterdam, [ca. 1725].

**Authors:** Cóvens et Mortier -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**II:80**  
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 56 cm.  
2321

**Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.**

**Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).**

**VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:80 (PrCt)**
11153 Austria - Maps - 1725
Circuli Austriaci pars septentrionalis. Amsterdam, [ca. 1725].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Covens et Mortier --
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:54
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 57 cm.
2295
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly
17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by
Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound

together without title page for the collector Johan
Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map
Collection (Newberry Library).
VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2
no. II:54 (PrCt)

11154 Austria - Maps - 1740<>>Bohemia (Czech Republic) - Maps - 1740<>>Moravia (Czech Republic) - Maps - 1740
Maiestas Austriaca sive Circul[us] Archi
Ducat[us] Austriae ; cum ceteris Augustissimae
Huic Domui per Germanium continuo ferme tractu
devotis Haereditariis Terris / ob oculus post per
Matthaeum Seutterum S.C.M.G. Augustanum.
[Augsburg : Seutter, 1740?].
Authors: Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756 --
Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756. Atlas novus sive
tabulæ geographicae totius orbis faciem, partes,
imperia, regna et provincias exhibentes [1740?] --
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 56 cm.
"Cu[m] grat. et priv. S.R.I. Vicariat[us], in
parti[bus] Rheni, Suev. et juris Franconici."
Scale [ca. 1:1,450,000].
In: Seutter, Matthaeus. Atlas novus sive tabulæ
geographicae totius orbis faciem, partes, imperia,
regna et provincias exhibentes (Augsburg :
[Seutter], 1740?), plate [23]
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
VAULT Baskes oversize G1015 .H66 1776, [plate 6]

11155 Austria - Maps - 1745<>>Europe, Central -
Maps - 1745
Germania Austriaca compactens S. R. I. 
circulum Austriacum ut et reliquias in Germania ...
Nuremberg : Homann Erben, [ca. 1745].
Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 --
Homann Erben (Firm) -- Homann, Johann
Baptist, 1663-1724. Atlas novus terrarum orbis
[ca. 1745] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 55 cm.
In: Homann, Johann Baptist. Atlas novus
terrarum orbis (Nuremberg : [Homann Erben, ca.
1745]), [plate 107].
Manuscript 'No. 109' and '111' on verso.
oversize Ayer 135 .H7 1730, [plate 107] (PrCt)

11156 Austria - Maps -1747
S. R. I. Circulvs Avstriacvs quem componunt
archid. Austriae, ducatvs Stiriae, Carniethae,
Carnioliae, comit. Tyrolensis, ditionesque
Sveviae Austriacae ... / a Tobia Majero.
[Nuremberg] : Homannianus Heredibus,
Ao.1747.
Authors: Mayer, Tobias, 1723-1762 -- Homann
Erben (Firm) -- Homann Erben (Firm). Major atlas
scholasticus ex triginta sex generalibus et
specialibus mappis Homannianis ... [1776?] --
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 43 x 51 cm.
Added title in top margin : Le Cercle d'Avtriche
consistent dans l'Archiduché d'Autriche le duché ...
... aux depens des Heritiers de Homann, 1747.
In: Homann Erben (Firm). Major atlas
scholasticus ex triginta sex generalibus et
specialibus mappis Homannianis ... [Nuremberg :
Homannianus Heredibus, 1776?], [plate 6]
Ms. number 5" on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .H66 1776, [plate 6]
(PrCt)

11157 Austria - Maps - 1747
S. R. I. Circulus Austriacus quem componunt
archid. Austriae, ducatvs Stiriae, Carniethae,
Carnioliae, comit. Tyrolensis, ditionesque
Sveviae Austriacae, cum suis confinis / a Tobia
Majero, math. cult. legitime designatus 
... aux depens des Heritiers de Homann, 1747.
In: Homann Erben (Firm). Major atlas
scholasticus ex triginta sex generalibus et
specialibus mappis Homannianis ... [Nuremberg :
Homannianus Heredibus, 1776?]., [plate 6]
Ms. number 5" on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .H66 1776, [plate 6]
(PrCt)

11158 Austria - Maps - 1747
Circulus Austriacus quem componunt archid.
Austriae, ducatvs Stiriae, Carniethae, 
Carnioliae, comit. Tyrolensis, ditionesque
Sveviae Austriacae, cum suis confinis / a Tobia
Majero...Ao. 1747. Stuttgart :
Landesvermessungsamt Baden-Württemberg,
1984.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Mayer, Tobias, 1723-1762 -- Roth, Erwin -- Württembergische Landesbibliothek -- Landesvermessungsamt Baden-Württemberg
1 map : col. ; 43 x 51 cm.
Facsimile of original printed map of 1747 in the Württembergische Landesbibliothek, Stuttgart.
Accompanied by four pages of 'Erläuterungen' by Erwin Roth (see Information File).

map4F G6030 1747 M3 1984 (PrCt)

11159  **Austria - Maps - 1752**

*Partie septentrionale du cercle d'Autriche qui comprend l'Archiduché d'Autriche ... / par le Sr. Robert de Vaugondy fils ...* [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy], 1752.

Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Didier, 1723-1786 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1758?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 61 cm.
In: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles. Atlas universel / par M. Robert ... et par M. Robert de Vaugondy son fils ... (A Paris : Chez De la Marche, géographe, rue du Foin St. Jacques, Collège de Me. Gervais, 1757, [i.e. 1790?]), [plate 70].
"70" -- oversize letterpress number stamped on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1790, [plate 70] (PrCt)**

11160  **Austria - Maps - 1752**

*Partie septentrionale du cercle d'Autriche qui comprend l'Archiduché d'Autriche ... / par le Sr. Robert de Vaugondy fils ...* [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy], 1752.

Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Didier, 1723-1786 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1758?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 62 cm.
"Autriche Septentrale." -- oversize letterpress title stamped on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1757, [plate 68] (PrCt)**

11161  **Austria - Maps - 1752**

*Partie meridionale du cercle d'Autriche qui comprend la basse partie du Duché de Stirie ... / par le Sr. Robert de Vaugondy fils ... ; grave par Delahaye l'aîné. [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy], 1752.*

Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Didier, 1723-1786 -- Delahaye, Jean-Baptiste-Henri, d. ca. 1755 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1790?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 61 cm.
In: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles. Atlas universel / par M. Robert ... et par M. Robert de Vaugondy son fils ... (A Paris : Chez De la Marche, géographe, rue du Foin St. Jacques, Collège de Me. Gervais, 1757, [i.e. 1790?]), [plate 70].
"70" -- oversize letterpress number stamped on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1757, [plate 70] (PrCt)**

11162  **Austria - Maps - 1752**

*Partie meridionale du cercle d'Autriche qui comprend la basse partie du Duché de Stirie ... / par le Sr. Robert de Vaugondy fils ... ; grave par Delahaye l’aîné. [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy], 1752.*

Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Didier, 1723-1786 -- Delahaye, Jean-Baptiste-Henri, d. ca. 1755 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1758?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 60 cm.
"Autriche Meridionale" -- oversize letterpress title stamped on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1757, [plate 69] (PrCt)**

11163  **Austria - Maps - 1769**

*Nieuwe kaart van de Beyersche en Oostenryksche Kreits. te Amsterdam : by Isaak Tirion, [1769?].*

Authors: Tirion, Isaak -- Tirion, Isaak. Nieuwe en beknopte hand-atlas ... (1748 [i.e. 1769?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 27 x 32 cm.
Verso numbered "No 20" in manuscript.
In: Tirion, Isaak. Nieuwe en beknopte hand-atlas ... (Amsterdam : Isaak Tirion, 1744 [i.e. 1769?]), plate [20].


11164  **Austria - Maps - 1777**

*Partie septentrionale du cercle d'Autriche qui comprend l'archiduché d'Austrique ... / par le Sr. Robert de Vaugondy fils ... A Venise [Venice] : par P. Santini ; chez Mr. Remondi. [i.e. Remondini], 1777.*

Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Didier, 1723-1786 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 --

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

11165 Austria - Maps - 1777<>Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1777 Partie méridionale du cercle d'Austrique qui comprend la basse partie du duché de Stirie, le duche de Carinthie ... / par le Sr. Robert de Vaugondy fils ... À Venise [Venice] : par P. Santini ; chez Mr. Remondini, 1777.

Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Didier, 1723-1786 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Santini, P. -- Remondini, Giuseppe Antonio, 1747-1811 -- Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les meillures cartes modernes (1784 [i.e. 1807?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; hand col. ; 46 x 59 cm.

In: Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (Venice : par P. Santini, rue Ste. Justine, chez M. Remondini, 1784 [i.e. 1807?]), v. 1, no. "P.I. 34"

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.


Authors: Maire, François Joseph, b. 1738 -- Mansfeld, engraver -- Carl und Friedrich Bargum (Firm) -- Compagnie des Banquiers (Vienna) -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 43 cm.

In: Cassini, Giovanni Maria. Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (1792-1801) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 43 cm.

Map dated 1796.


Authors: Kindermann, Joseph Karl, 1744--1841 -- Junker, Christian, 1757-1841 -- Miller, Franz Xaver 1 map ; on 12 sheets each 50 x 59 cm. each fold. in slipcase 26 x 21 cm.

Slipcase title: Karte von Oestreich.

Scale [ca. 1:265,000]; index map [ca. 1:735,000]. Relief shown by hachures. Prime meridian: Wien.

73-8392

ICN73

map4C 19 (PrCt)

11168 Austria - Maps - 1796 La parte settentrionale del circolo dell' Austria delineata. Rome : Calcolografia camerale, 1797.

Authors: Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824 -- Calcolografia camerale (Rome, Italy) -- Cassini, Giovanni Maria, 1745-ca. 1824. Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (1792-1801) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 43 cm.

In: Cassini, Giovanni Maria. Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (Rome : Presso la Calcolgr. camerale, 1792-1801) v. 2 pl. 34.

Map dated 1796.

oversize Ayer 135 .C33 1792 v. 2 pl. 34 (PrCt)

11169 Austria - Maps - 1796<>Slovenia - Maps - 1796 La parte meridionale del circolo dell' Austria.
11170 Austria - Maps - 1797 (Provisional Heading)


Authors: Kindermann, Joseph Karl -- Miller, Franz Xaver -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 12 maps ; 555 x 400 mm.
(1789-1797) ; Doerflinger. 1:63

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

11171 Austria - Maps - 1799 - Postal service

Postal service - Austria - Maps - 1799
Postal service - Hungary - Maps - 1799
Postal service - Germany - Maps - 1799
Postal service - Europe, Eastern - Maps - 1799
Postal service - Europe, Eastern - Maps - 1799
Road maps

A New map of the Emperor's dominions : exhibiting the post roads of Germany, Hungary and the Netherlands, with those of the adjacent parts of France, Switzerland, Italy, and Poland, from the large map published at Vienna by order of Joseph II, Emperor of the Romans ... ; Wigzell sculp. London : Laurie & Whittle, June 4th. 1799.

Authors: Wigzell, George -- Joseph II, Holy Roman Emperor, 1741-1790 -- Laurie & Whittle -- Laurie & Whittle. A New and elegant imperial sheet atlas comprehending general and particular maps of every part of the world ... [1801?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 58 x 80 cm.

In Robert Laurie and James Whittle. A New and elegant imperial sheet atlas comprehending general and particular maps of every part of the world ... (London : printed and published by R. Laurie and J. Whittle, 1800 [i.e. 1801?] ) no. 25. Stamped "25" on recto.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .R63 1801 no. 25 (NLO)

11172 Austria - Maps - 1802

Austrian dominions. [London] : Cadell and Davies [et al], 1802 [i.e. 1807].

Authors: Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826 -- Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Lowry, fl. 1802-1807 -- Cadell & Davies -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826. Modern geography ... (1807) 1 map ; 20 x 24 cm.

Arrowsmith directed.

'From Arrowsmith's map of Europe.'

'Published March 1st, 1802 ... '


Folio G 11.693 v. 1, opp. p. 359 (PrCt)

11173 Austria - Maps - 1804


Authors: Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823. A New and elegant general atlas comprising all the new discoveries, to the present time ... (1804) -- John Conrad & Co. -- Hooker, William, 1782-1856 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 19 x 24 cm.

In: Arrowsmith, Aaron. A New and elegant general atlas comprising all the new discoveries, to the present time ... (Philadelphia [etc.] : J. Conrad & Co. [and others], 1804) pl. 11

Ayer 135 .A65 1804 pl. 11 (PrCt)

11174 Austria - Maps - 1809

Austrian dominions. 1809 [i.e. 1816]?

1 map ; hand col. ; 70 x 104 cm.

Added title in bottom margin: A Map of the Austrian dominions according to treaties & wars ... .

In: Faden, William [and others]. [General atlas of modern geography : a collection of large scale maps and charts of all parts of the world] ([London, etc. : W. Faden, etc., 1775-1816]) v. 1, pl. 44.

Imprint on map: London ... W. Faden ... 1809.

Inset: Nether Lands.

Verso handstamped '29.'

Oversize Ayer 135 .G32 1775 v. 1, pl. 44 (PrCt)

11175 Austria - Maps - 1810

Austrian dominions. London : Cadell & Davies [et al], 1810 [i.e. 1815].

Authors: Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826 -- Hebert,
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Lewis, fl. 1809-1838 -- Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Cadell & Davies -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826. A Modern atlas : from the latest and best authorities ... (1815) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 68 cm.
Drawn under the direction of Mr. Pinkerton by L. Herbert.
Running title in upper margin: Pinkerton's modern atlas.

11176 Austria - Maps - 1811<<>>Slovenia - Maps - 1811
A New map of the circle of Austria, from the latest authorities. London : J. Cary, 1811.
Authors: Cary, John, approximately 1754-1835 -- =Cary, John, approximately 1754-1835. Cary's New universal atlas ... (1811 [i.e. 1812?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 44 x 50 cm.
In: Cary, John. Cary's New universal atlas, containing distinct maps of all the principal states and kingdoms throughout the world (London: Printed for J. Cary, 1811 [i.e. 1812?]! pl. [27].
Printed paste-on no. 30
oversize Ayer 135 .C3 1811 pl. 27 (PrCt)

11177 Austria - Maps - 1826<<>>Hungary - Maps - 1826
Austria. Philadelphia : A. Finley, [1826].
Authors: Finley, A. (Anthony) -- Young & Delleker -- Finley, A. (Anthony). A New general atlas, comprising a complete set of maps, representing the grand divisions of the globe ... (1826)
1 map : hand col. ; 21 x 28 cm.
In: Finley, Anthony. A New general atlas, comprising a complete set of maps, representing the grand divisions of the globe ... (Philadelphia : A. Finley, 1826) pl. 44.
Case folio G1019 .F5 1826 pl. 44 (PrCt)

11178 Austria - Maps - 1831<<>>Europe, Eastern -1831
Germany : Austrian domains. Edinburgh : D. Lizars, [1831?].
Authors: Lizars, Daniel, 1760-1812 -- Hamilton, John, fl. 1831 -- Lizars, Daniel, 1760-1812. The Edinburgh geographical and historical atlas ... [1831?]
1 map : hand col. ; 40 x 50 cm.
In: Lizars, Daniel. The Edinburgh geographical and historical atlas ... (Edinburgh [etc.] : John Hamilton [and others, 1831?]) pl. [25].
Engraved plate no. "XXIX.
oversize G 10 .514 pl. [25] (PrCt)

11179 Austria - Maps - 1832<<>>Hungary - Maps - 1832
Austrian dominions III[-III]. London : Chapman and Hall, 1832 [i.e.1844].
1 map : hand col. ; on 3 sheets each 41 x 34 cm.
Sheets titled separately.
Sheet I bears variant title: Germany IV: Austrian Dominions I. Sheet I also forms the last sheet of a four-sheet map of Germany cataloged seperately: Germany (Deutschland) I[-IV].
Sheets I-II: "Fallon, Lipsky."
Sheet III: "Fallon, Smyth, Lipsky." Inset (11 x 15 cm.): The Empire of Austria.
oversize Ayer 135 .S67 1844 v. 1, pl. [56-58] (PrCt)

11180 Austria - Maps - 1832<<>>Hungary - Maps - 1832<<>>Czech Republic - Maps - 1832
Authors: Arrowsmith, John, 1790-1873 -- Arrowsmith, John, 1790-1873. The London atlas of universal geography ... [1837] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 50 x 61 cm.
Engraved no. "15" at lower right.
In: Arrowsmith, John. [The London atlas of universal geography : exhibiting the physical & political divisions of the various countries of the world, constructed from original materials] [London : J. Arrowsmith, 1837], map 15.
Baskes oversize G1019 .A778 1837, map 15 (NLO)

11181 Austria - Maps - 1833<<>>Hungary - Maps - 1833
Austria / Young & Delleker sc. Philada. [Philadelphia]: A. Finley, [1833].
Authors: Young & Delleker -- Finley, A. (Anthony) -- Finley, A. (Anthony). A New general atlas ... (1833) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 21 x 28 cm.
In: Finley, Anthony. A New general atlas : comprising a complete set of maps, representing the grand divisions of the globe ... (Philadelphia : Anthony Finley, 1833), plate 45.
Sheet corner numbered 45.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .F5 1833, plate 45 (PrCt)
11182  Austria - Maps - 1834<>Vienna (Austria) - Maps - 1834
Imperio d'Austria / V. Russo inc. ; G. Russo dis. ; L. Russo scr. [Naples : Luigi Galanti?], 1834.
Authors: Russo, Vincenzo, fl. 1834-1836 -- Russo, Giosuè, 1781-1840 -- Russo, Luigi, fl. 1834-1836 -- Galanti, Luigi. Atlante di geografia moderna ... (1834-1836 [i.e. 1847?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 31 x 42 cm.
Inset (10 x 10 cm.): Pianta della citta di Vienna
In: Galanti, Luigi. Atlante di geografia moderna : in 30 carte [Naples : [Luigi Galanti], 1834-1836 [i.e. 1847?]), plate 13
Engraved no. 13 at upper right.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1019 .G23 1836, plate 13 (PrCt)

Vienna : Auf eigene Kosten unternommen von Adolf Emanuel Pernold, [184-?].
Authors: Pernold, Adolf Emanuel -- Feyertag, Johann -- Neumayer, Lorenz, 1796-1845 -- Collar, F. Ritter
1 map ; 121 x 40 cm. on 2 sheets 57 x 37 cm. and 77 x 27 cm.
temp map4F G6491.P3 184- P4 (PrCt)

11184 Austria - Maps - 1840<>Hungary - Maps - 1840
Austrian dominions. London : Mr. Bull, [ca. 1840].
Authors: Starling, Thomas -- Bull and Churton -- Bull, Mr., fl. ca. 1840 -- Starling, Thomas. The Royal cabinet atlas ... [ca. 1840]
1 map ; hand col. ; 8 x 14 cm.
In: Starling, Thomas. The Royal cabinet atlas ... (London : Bull and Churton, [ca. 1840]) 'Pl. XXXVIII' [i.e. 21].
map3C 5 map [21] (PrCt)

11185 Austria - Maps - 1841
Austria / drawn & engraved by J. Archer, Pentonville, London. London : Grattan & Gilbert, [1841?].
Authors: Archer, Joshua, fl. 1833-1866 -- Grattan & Gilbert -- Mudie, Robert, 1777-1842. Gilbert's modern atlas of the earth ... (1841) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 22 x 28 cm.
Running title at bottom left: Gilbert's modern atlas
In: Mudie, Robert. Gilbert's modern atlas of the earth ... (London : Grattan and Gilbert, [1841?]), [plate 18].
Printed no. 18 at bottom center.
Baskes folio G1019 .M83 1841, [plate 18] (PrCt)

11186 Austria - Maps - 1843
Erster typometrischer Atlas, oder Austria ... : nach den k.k. Landes-Vermessungen, für Geschäftsleute jeder Art, Gymnasien, Schulen und Zeitungsleser / von Franz Raffelsperger.
1 atlas ([15] leaves of plates) : 15 col. maps ; 45 x 56 cm.
Spine title: Raffelsperger Atlas
Marbled paper over boards with gold-stamped spine title: Raffelsperger Atlas.
Title page printed in black and red with gold decorative border.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Atlantes Austriaci, 82
Baskes oversize G1935 .R34 1843 (NLO)

11187 Austria - Maps - 1845<>Hungary - Maps - 1845
Austria. [New York : H.S. Tanner, 1845].
Authors: Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858. A New general atlas, comprising a complete set of maps ... (1845)
1 map : hand col. ; 21 x 27 cm.
In: Tanner, Henry Schenck. A New general atlas, comprising a complete set of maps ... (New York : Tanner's Geographical Establishment, 1845) map '13'.
oversize G 10 .622 map 13 (PrCt)

11188 Austria - Maps - 1845<>Hungary - Maps - 1845<>Vienna Region (Austria) - Maps - 1845
Austrian Empire. [Philadelphia : Carey & Hart, 1845].
Authors: Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Carey & Hart -- Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858. A New universal atlas ... (1845)
1 map : hand col. ; 27 x 35 cm.
Opposite leaf includes population statistics in pencil.
Inset (9 x 13 cm.): Environ of Vienna.
In: Tanner, Henry Schenck. A New universal atlas ... (Philadelphia : Carey & Hart, 1845) map '56.'
Case oversize G1019 .T2 1845 map 56 (PrCt)

11189 Austria - Maps - 1847<>Hungary - Maps - 1847<>Vienna Region (Austria) - Maps - 1847
Austrian Empire. [Philadelphia : S. Augustus
Mitchell, 1847].
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868. A New universal atlas containing maps of the various empires, kingdoms, states, and republics of the world ... (1847)
1 map ; hand col. : 27 x 34 cm.
Inset (9 x 13 cm.) : Environ of Vienna. 
In: Mitchell, S. Augustus. A New universal atlas containing maps of the various empires, kingdoms, states, and republics of the world ... (Philadelphia : S. Augustus Mitchell, 1847) pl. [57].
Printed plate no. '56' lined out and replaced with manuscript '57.'

oversize G 10 .579 pl. [57] (PrCt)

Austria - Maps - 1849 - Ethnology - Austria - Maps - 1849

Authors: Berghaus, Heinrich Karl Wilhelm, 1797-1884 -- Carl Flemming (Firm) -- Berghaus, Hermann, 1828-1890 -- Handtke, F. (Friedrich), 1815-1879 -- Adler, C., engraver -- Schilling, Th., engraver
1 map : hand col. ; 53 x 76 cm. fold. to 23 x 14 cm. in slipcase
Scale 1:1,863,880.
Relief shown by hachures.
Prime meridian: Ferro.
ICN 73.
NL 40-5275 rev.

Bonaparte 1563 (NLO)

Austria - Maps - 1850 - Hungary - Maps - 1850 - Vienna Region (Austria) - Maps - 1850

Austrian Empire. [Philadelphia] : Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co., 1850 [i.e. 1852].
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868. A New universal atlas ... (1852)
1 map : hand col. ; 38 x 31 cm.
'Entered according to act of Congress in ... 1850 by Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co. ...'
Inset (9 x 13 cm.) : Environ of Vienna.
In: Mitchell, S. Augustus. New universal atlas ... (Philadelphia : Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co., 1852) pl. '53.'

oversize G1019 .N49 1852 pl. 53 (PrCt)

11192 Austria - Maps - 1851 - Hungary - Maps - 1851

Authors: Rapkin, J. -- Tallis, John, 1817-1876 -- J. & F. Tallis (Firm) -- Warren, H., fl. 1851 -- Kerness, J. H., fl. 1851 -- Martin, Robert Montgomery, 1803?-1868. Tallis's illustrated atlas, and modern history of the world ... (1851)
1 map : hand col. ; 22 x 30 cm.
Includes inset views (6 x 14 cm. and smaller): St. Stephan's, Vienna -- Vienna. 
In: Martin, Robert Montgomery. Tallis's illustrated atlas, and modern history of the world ... (London ; New York : J. Tallis, 1851) pl. [15].
Printed plates nos. 'C', '32' and '37'.


11193 Austria - Maps - 1853 - Hungary - Maps - 1853

Austria. London [i.e. New York] : Chapman and Hall [i.e. Harper & Brothers, 1853].
Authors: Lowry, Joseph Wilson, 1803-1879 -- Harper & Brothers -- Chapman and Hall -- Lowry, Joseph Wilson, 1803-1879. Lowry's Universal atlas constructed and engraved from the most recent authorities (1853)
1 map : col. ; 21 x 28 cm.
In: Lowry, Joseph Wilson. Lowry's Universal atlas constructed and engraved from the most recent authorities (New York : Harper and Brothers, 1853) pl. [21].
Printed plate nos. 'C', '32' and '37'.

folio G 10 .525 pl. [21] (PrCt)


Authors: Czoernig, Karl, Freiherr von, 1804-1889 -- Austro-Hungarian Monarchy.
Militärgéographisches Institut
1 map : col. ; 102 x 144 cm. on 4 sheets fold. to 30 x 20 cm. in case.
Incomplete; lacking southwestern sheet.
Covers the Austro-Hungarian empire.
Scale not given.
With his Ethnographische karte der österreichischen monarchie ... 1857.

folio Bonaparte 2186 (NLO)

11195 Austria - Maps - 1855 - Hungary - Maps - 1855 - Vienna Region (Austria) - Maps - 1855

Austria. New York : J.H. Colton and Company,
1855.


(Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 54 x 40 cm.

"Entered according to act of Congress in the year
1867, by A.J. Johnson in the Clerk's Office of the
District Court of the United States for the
Southern District of New York."
In: Johnson, Alvin Jewett. Johnson's new
illustrated family atlas of the world ... (New York : A.J. Johnson, publisher, 1869), [plate 48]
Sheet corners numbered 95 and 96.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1019 J5 1869, [plate 48]

PrCt

11202 Austria - Maps - 1870 <> Germany, Southern - Maps - 1870
Oesterreich, sud- und west-Deutschland.
Koblenz : K. Baedeker, 1870.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 21 maps, 30 city plans
14th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1870 and priced in marks.
Condition: Fair.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

PrCt

11203 Austria - Maps - 1872 <> Hungary - Maps - 1872
Austrian Empire / by G.H. Swantston Edinr.
Authors: Swanston, George H. -- A. Fullarton & Co. -- A. Fullarton & Co. The Royal illustrated atlas of modern geography [1872?]
1 map : col. ; 39 x 52 cm.
"Engd. by G.H. Swantston, Edinburgh".
Printed plate no. "XVII" at upper right and pasted on verso.
Case oversize G1019 A38 1872, plate [17]

PrCt

Authors: Austro-Hungarian Monarchy. Militärgéographisches Institut -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division -- Western Association of Map Libraries

2 index maps, 10 legend sheets and 986 sheet maps on 998 microfiches ; 11 x 15 cm.
Running title on fiche: LC G&M Austria - Hungary 1:75,000.
Added title: Austria-Hungary.
Scale [ca. 1:28,000] at 14x magnification.
For sheet numbers of library holdings, see photocopy of index map (Local History G6480 s75 .A8 Index).
Issued in quadrangles of 15 minutes latitude by 30 minutes longitude, based on Ferro prime meridian.
Relief shown by hachures, contours, and spot heights.
92 Microfiche 1179 (NLO)

11205 Austria - Maps - 1873 <> Hungary - Maps - 1873
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 13 maps, 17 city plans
16th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1873.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

PrCt

11206 Austria - Maps - 1878 <> Transylvania (Romania) - Maps - 1878
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 18 maps, 18 city plans
17th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1878 and priced in marks.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

PrCt

11207 Austria - Maps - 1882 <> Hungary - Maps - 1882
Authors: Haardt, Vinzenz. Wien [Vienna] : Eduard Hölzel, [1882?].
Ministerium für Cultus -- Austro-Hungarian Monarchy.

PrCt

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Monarchy. Ministerium für Unterricht -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([22] folded leaves of plates) : 22 col. maps : 27 cm.
Edition: 3. vollständige Ausg. in 24 Karten.
Zahl 1934." Relief shown by hachures. Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Atlantes Austriaci, Hoelz/Haa C 1

Baskes G1930 .H33 1882 (NLO)

11208 Austria - Maps - 1883

Austria. Chicago : Geo. F. Cram, [1883].
Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Benedict, 19th cent. -- Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928. Cram’s unrivaled family atlas of the world (1883) 1 map : col. ; 21 x 27 cm. "Benedict, sc."

folio G1019 .G463 1883b, p. 105 (PrCt)

11209 Austria - Maps - 1885<><>Hungary - Maps - 1885

Austria-Hungary / by J. Bartholomew, F.R.G.S.
Edinburgh : A. & C. Black, [1885].
Authors: Bartholomew, John, 1831-1983 -- Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- Adam and Charles Black (Firm). Black’s general atlas of the world ... (1885) 1 map : col. ; 41 x 54 cm.
In: Adam and Charles Black. Black’s general atlas of the world : embracing the latest discoveries, new boundaries, and other changes, accompanied by introductory letterpress and index (Edinburgh : Adam and Charles Black, 1885), plate 19.

oversize G1019 .B63 1885, plate 19 (PrCt)

11210 Austria - Maps - 1887

Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. : 20 maps, 17 city plans 21st ed.
Condition: Good. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

11211 Austria - Maps - 1887<><>Hungary - Maps - 1887

Austro-Hungarian Monarchy. [Chicago : George F. Cram, 1887].
Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928. Cram’s standard American atlas of the world (1887) 1 map : col. ; 26 x 40 cm.
‘Engraved expressly for the Standard World Atlas.’ Inset (5 x 10 cm.): Continuation of Dalmatia &c.

Case oversize G1019 .G455 1887, p. 269 (PrCt)

11212 Austria - Maps - 1891<><>Hungary - Maps - 1891


11213 Austria - Maps - 1895<><>Hungary - Maps - 1895

Authors: Hickmann, Anton Leo, 1834-1906 -- Freytag und Berndt -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 atlas (52 p., 43 folded leaves of plates) : col. ill., 16 col. maps, ports. ; 18 cm. Spine title: Österreich-Ungarn Publisher’s yellow cloth binding. Relief shown by hachures. Scales differ. "Preis: fl. 2.40 = M. 4."
Bookseller’s label: Ksiegarnia Spolki Wydawniczej Polskiej w Krakowie -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

oversize G1019 .B63 1885, plate 19 (PrCt)

11214 Austria - Maps - 1895<><>Hungary - Maps - 1895

Condition: Good. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)
1 v. : 30 maps, 36 city plans
9th ed.
A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher, 1832-1900, no. E056.
Includes advertising dated 1904 and priced in marks.
Condition: Fair.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

11226 Austria - Maps - 1905 Hungary - Maps - 1905
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- T. Fisher Unwin (Firm) -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 33 maps, 44 city plans
10th ed.
A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher, 1832-1900, no. E057.
Includes advertising dated 1911 and priced in marks.
Condition: Poor.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

11227 Austria - Maps - 1905 Hungary - Maps - 1905
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 31 maps, 44 city plans
26th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1905 and priced in marks.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

11228 Austria - Maps - 1907
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 35 maps, 31 city plans
27th ed.
A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher, 1832-1900, no. D090.
Condition: Poor.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

11229 Austria - Maps - 1907 Hungary - Maps - 1907
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 47 maps, 57 city plans
27th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Authors: William Collins Sons and Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) --
William Collins Sons and Co. The Collegiate atlas... [191-?]
1 map : col. ; 23 x 29 cm.
Printed plate number repeated on thumb index at right.
"Austria" in oversize manuscript lettering on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .C625 1910z, [plate] 18 (PrCt)

11231 Austria - Maps - 1910<<>>>Hungary - Maps - 1910
Authors: Andree, Richard, 1835-1912 -- Scobel, Albert, 1851-1912 -- Perles, Moritz, 1844-1917
1 atlas (3 p. l., [4], 188, xx p. : 310 col. maps on 223 leaves) ; 45 cm.
Edition: 2. verb. und bedeutend verm. auflage; neuer revidierter abdruck.
'Besonderer teil. Spezialkarten der österreichisch-ungarischen monarchie': XVI maps, and index (xx p.)
1. Allgemeiner teil. -- Spezialkarten der österreichisch-ungarischen monarchie.
oversize G 10 .03 (NLO)

11232 Austria - Maps - 1910<<>>>Hungary - Maps - 1910
Authors: Andree, Richard, 1835-1912 -- Scobel, Albert, 1851-1912 -- Perles, Moritz, 1844-1917
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 117 maps ; 452 x 304 mm.
2nd ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
References: Espenhorst 5.3.5:A.5.2; Phillips 3599
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

11233 Austria - Maps - 1910<<>>>Hungary - Maps - 1910
Authors: Hickmann, Anton Leo, 1834-1906 -- Kartographische Anstalt Freytag und Berndt --
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (96, 19, 16 p., 60 folded leaves of plates) : col. ill., 21 col. maps, ports. ; 18 cm.
Edition: 3. vollständig neu bearbeitete Aufl.
Cover title: Hickmanns Taschenatlas von Österreich Ungarn
Publisher's advertisements: 16 p. at end.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1930 .H53 1912 (NLO)

11234 Austria - Maps - 1910<<>>>Hungary - Maps - 1910
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm)
1 v. : 150 plates
11th ed.
G 56.0611 (NLO)

11235 Austria - Maps - 1910<<>>>Hungary - Maps - 1910<<>>>Belgrade (Serbia) - Maps - 1910
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 71 maps, 78 city plans, 2 views
28th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1910 and priced in marks.
Condition: Fair.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Authors: Meyers Reisebücher -- Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 69 maps
8th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
11237 Austria - Maps - 1910 - Road maps
Ayer, Edward Everett, 1841-1927 - Travel -
Maps
Authors: Cartes Taride (Firm) -- Binetape, P. -- Imprimerie Monrocq -- Ongania, Ferdinando, 1842-1911 -- Ayer, Edward Everett, 1841-1927 --
Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; col. ; 62 x 91 cm.; fold. to 19 x 13 cm.
Scale 1:900,000.
Numbered consecutively with their Carte routière
de France; this is sheet 35 (9/10).
"P. Binetape, del."
Stamped on cover "F. Ongania ... Venice."
Formerly the property of Edward E. Ayer;
annotated to show Ayer's route.
map
11238 Austria - Maps - 1911 - Hungary - Maps - 1911
Austria-Hungary. Leipzig ; London ; New York :
K. Baedeker ; George Allen & Unwin ; Scribner's, 1911.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- George Allen & Unwin -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 71 maps, 77 city plans, 2 views
11th ed.
Lacking title page.
A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher, 1832-1900, no. E058.
Includes advertising dated 1911 and priced in marks.
Condition: Fair.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
11239 Austria - Maps - 1911 - Hungary - Maps - 1911
Austria-Hungary. Leipzig ; London ; New York :
K. Baedeker ; George Allen & Unwin ; Scribner's, 1911.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- George Allen & Unwin -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 71 maps, 77 city plans, 2 views
11th ed.
A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher, 1832-1900, no. E058.
Includes advertising dated 1923 and priced in shillings.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
11240 Austria - Maps - 1911 - Hungary - Maps - 1911
Autriche-Hongrie. Leipzig ; Paris : K. Baedeker ;
Paul Ollendorff, 1911.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Ollendorff, Paul -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 69 maps, 71 city plans, 1 view
13th ed.
A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher, 1832-1900, no. F038.
Includes advertising dated 1921.
Condition: Fair.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
11241 Austria - Maps - 1911 - Hungary - Maps - 1911
Austria-Hungary. Leipzig ; London ; New York :
K. Baedeker ; T. Fisher Unwin ; Scribner's, 1911.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- T. Fisher Unwin (Firm) -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 71 maps, 77 city plans, 2 views
11th ed.
A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher, 1832-1900, no. E058.
Includes advertising dated 1914 and priced in dollars.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
11242 Austria - Maps - 1913
Oesterreich ohne Galizien Dalmatien, Ungarn.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 51 maps, 48 city plans
29th ed.
A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher, 1832-1900, no. D092.
Includes advertising dated 1914 and priced in marks.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
11243 Austria - Maps - 1913 - Hungary - Maps - 1913
Oesterreich-Ungarn nebst Centinje Belgrad.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 75 maps, 83 city plans, 2 views
29th ed.
A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher, 1832-1900, no. D196.
Includes advertising dated 1914 and priced in marks.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
11244  Austria - Maps - 1914<<)>>Hungary - Maps - 1914
Authors: Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- Mitton, G. E. (Geraldine Edith) -- R. & R. Clark (Firm) -- Baskes, Julie -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Includes index.
Formerly owned by Julie Baskes.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 15001383
Baskes G153 .B54 Austria-Hungary (1914) (NLO)

11245  Austria - Maps - 1926
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.: 35 maps, 33 city plans, 2 views
30th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1926 and priced in marks.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

11246  Austria - Maps - 1929
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm)
1 v. : 88 plates
12th ed.
G 56.0612 (NLO)

11247  Austria - Maps - 1929
Austria. Leipzig ; London ; New York : K. Baedeker ; George Allen & Unwin ; Scribner's, 1929.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- George Allen & Unwin -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 88 plates, 2 views
12th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1931 and priced in shillings.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

11248  Austria - Maps - 1929
Austria. Leipzig ; London ; New York : K. Baedeker ; George Allen & Unwin ; Scribner's, 1929.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- George Allen & Unwin -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 88 plates, 2 views
12th ed.

11249  Austria - Maps - 1929
Austria. Leipzig ; London ; New York : K. Baedeker ; George Allen & Unwin ; Scribner's, 1929.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- George Allen & Unwin -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 88 plates, 2 views
12th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1931.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

11250  Austria - Maps - 1931
Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag -- Kraatz, Leopold -- Goldschmidt, Albert -- Kraatz, Leopold -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
[1st ed.?]
'Mit 22 Karten und Plänen.'
Maps lithographed by Leopold Kraatz.
Advertisements: 50 p. at end.
Two loose folded maps.
Includes index.
Series: Grieben-Reiseführer ; Bd. 219
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 219 (1931) (NLO)

11251  Austria - Maps - 1931
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 34 maps, 22 city plans, 2 views
31st ed.
11252 Austria - Maps - 1931
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Condition: Fair. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

11253 Austria - Maps - 1934
Authors: Kaindlstorfer, Hans -- Engelmann, R. -- Kartographische Anstalt Freytag und Berndt -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Condition: Excellent. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

11254 Austria - Maps - 1938
Authors: Clark, Sydney, 1890-1975 -- Ten pound series -- Coswell, Edward C. -- Nicholson & Watson (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Condition: Fair. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

11255 Austria - Maps - 1938
"Road maps of Austria. Vienna : Hoelzel, 1938.
Authors: Salzburger Automobil-Club -- Ed. Hölzel (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Condition: Excellent. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Hachette (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(11267) Austria - Maps - 1962
Authors: Austria. Bundesamt für Eich- und Vermessungswesen
-- Western Printing and Lithographing Company -- General Drafting Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 72 x 105 cm.
Scale 1:500,000.
Relief shown by contours and gradient tints.
In lower left corner: "1:62." With rubber stamp "Return to map projects, Western Printing & Lithographing Co., Poughkeepsie, N.Y."
Forms part of the General Drafting Collection (Newberry Library).
map6F G6490 1962 .A9 (PrCt)

Hachette (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(11268) Austria - Maps - 1962
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Baedeker Stuttgart -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 27 plates
4th ed.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Hachette (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(11269) Austria - Maps - 1965
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Baedeker Stuttgart -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 29 plates
5th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Hachette (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(11270) Austria - Maps - 1965
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Baedeker Stuttgart -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 58 plates
8th ed.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Hachette (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(11271) Austria - Maps - 1969
Authors: Michelin green guides -- Michelin Tyre Company -- Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Dickens Press -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
218 p. : ill. (some col.), genealogical table, 103 col. maps, plans (chiefly col.) ; 26 cm.
3rd ed.
Cover title.
"Michelin's tourist service presents a new edition in English of its Green guide 'Austria and the Bavarian Alps' ...". P. 2.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 42) and index.
Series: Michelin green guides
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 207 (1965) (NLO)

Hachette (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(11272) Austria - Maps - 1972
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Baedeker Stuttgart -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 58 plates
8th ed.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Hachette (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(11273) Austria - Maps - 1974
Authors: Michelin green guides -- Michelin Tyre Company -- Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Dickens Press -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
288 p. : 2 maps (some col., some folded) ; 26 cm.
Folded maps in pocket.
Includes index.
Series: Grieben Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Grieben Reiseführer
Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag -- Karl Thiemig AG -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
325 p. : 5 maps (some col., some folded) ; 17 cm.
Map inside front cover.
Includes index.
Series: Grieben-Reiseführer ; Bd. 207
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Automobile travel - Atlantic States - Guidebooks - 1918
Road maps - Pennsylvania - Maps - 1918 - Road maps

The Capitol tour : a scenic and historic motor trip through the Blue Ridge section of Pennsylvania, Delaware, Maryland and Virginia, the Shenandoah Valley, Old Point Comfort : visiting the ancient Confederate and national capitals / arranged by Henry MacNair. Wilmington, Del. Capitol Tour Association, c1918.

Authors: MacNair, Henry -- Capitol Tour Association -- Automobile Club of New York

At head of title: Season of nineteen-eighteen and Nineteen-nineteen.

Overall map followed by strip maps with itineraries and points of interest on facing pages; main route and recommended hotels printed in red on maps.

Maps copyright 1918 by Henry MacNair.
Adhesive printed label of Automobile Club of New York on front cover.

To Collection Services for cataloging, August 2010 (PrCt)
Includes index.
Series: Burrow's motoring guides.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the
Newberry Library.
Baskes GV1025.E8 F7 (NLO)

11292 Automobile travel - France - Guidebooks - 1909<<>>France - Maps - 1909 - Road maps<<>>Road maps<<>>Strip maps
Stevens’ motor routes, France : a concise
handbook for English and American motorists in
France, showing at a glance the best routes to
Paris, the principal tourist and health resorts and
French frontiers : together with complete
information of practical use to motorists touring in
France / edited by R. Des Cou Stevens. Paris ;
Authors: Stevens, R. Des Cou -- Brentano's
(Firm) -- Ballantyne (James) and Co. SEE James
Ballantyne and Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 v. : 50 maps ; 22 cm.
Annual publication beginning 1908, but Newberry
holds only 1909 issue (as of May 2013).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the
Newberry Library.
Baskes GV1025.F7 S84 (NLO)

Maine automobile road book : for motoring in
northeastern United States and eastern Canada.
Portland, Maine : Maine Automobile Association,
Touring Bureau, c1918.
Authors: Maine Automobile Association
Serial publication, with variations in title (?);
Newberry holds 1918 edition (as of June 2011).
Running title: Maine road book
"Pine Tree Tour 1918" -- Cover.
Includes advertisements.
"City and town street maps, showing principal
entrances and exits" -- p. 441-450.
The last 32 pages constitute: Sectionized edition
of the official map of Maine / prepared by the
National Survey Co. [cataloged separately]
Includes advertisements.
Acquisition #2008100251.
Case GV1024 .M3 (NLO)

11294 Automobile travel - Middle Atlantic States - Guidebooks - 1905<<>>Automobile travel - Philadelphia Region (Pa.) - Guidebooks - 1905<<>>Middle Atlantic States - Description and travel - 1905<<>>Philadelphia Region (Pa.) - Description and travel - 1905<<>>Road maps
The Automobile tourist : motor car journeys from
Philadelphia with historical and descriptive notes
by Phebe Westcott Humphreys. Philadelphia :
Ferris & Leach, c1905.
Authors: Humphreys, Phebe Westcott, d. 1939 --
Ferris & Leach (Philadelphia, Pa.) -- Boyd,
Weston Corson
Does not include maps.
"I have kept a faithful record of pleasant
outings--from the time of our first purchase of a
road car in 1899 ... [T]wenty-two trips have been
described for this first automobile guide book ...
frequently providing sufficient interest for several
days' outing--into day or half-day trips ... . -- P.
8-9.
Each chapter includes sections noting distance from
Philadelphia, summary route directions, road
conditions, and what to see.
Calling card pasted to front endleaf: Mr. Weston
Corson Boyd.
Poor condition; separated and rotting leather
binding.
Digital version of another copy available on the
Internet Archive website (accessed May 2012):
http://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gdc/scd0001.0014112299A
References: OCLC 4142675
LCN 05-21573
map4C G3791.P2 1905 .H8 (PrCt)

Gail's golden guide : a complete reference book
for tourists, covering the Beartooth, Absaroka, &
Shoshone national forest vacation region, the
historic Indian country where the west was won
[and] Billings, the gateway of the American
wonderland. Billings, Mont. Billings Advertising
Co., 1928.
Authors: Gail, W. W., active 1928-1937 -- Billings
Advertising Co. (Mont.) -- Billings Gazette (Mont.)
-- Gail's golden guides
40 p. : 3 maps, ill. ; 23 x 11 cm.
Cover title.
"Copyright 1928, W.W. Gail" -- p. 1
"Billings Gazette, Billings, Montana" -- back
cover.
Maps (20 x 31 cm. and smaller): Tourist's city
business guide map of Billings, Montana --
Where to go, how to go, what to see in the
Beartooth, Absaroka, & Shoshone national
forests and the Crow Indian country ... -- What to
see in the vicinity of Billings.
Series: [Gail's golden guides]
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Automobile travel - New York (State) - Guidebooks - 1910
Automobile travel - New Jersey - Guidebooks - 1910
Automobile travel - New England - Guidebooks - 1910
New York (State) - Automobile travel - Guidebooks - 1910
New Jersey - Automobile travel - Guidebooks - 1910
Automobile travel - Guidebooks - 1910
Chauffeurs - United States - Periodicals - Road maps
Authors: Professional Chauffeurs' Club of America
191 p. : ill. ; 24 cm.
Annual publication issued beginning 1909 or earlier; Newberry holds 1910 edition (as of June 2011)
Other titles: Official manual guide and book of reference -- Official guide and route book ...
<1909-14>.
Includes list of the club's officials, constitution, and by-laws, "list of official garages and hotels," index of routes, advertisements for automobiles, equipment, and garages, and index to advertisers.
Acquisition #2008100251.
Case GV1024 .P75 (NLO)

Automobile travel - New York (State) - Guidebooks - 1923
New York (State) - Maps - 1923 - Road maps - Motor Owners' Service, Inc. (Albany, N.Y.) - Directories - 1923
32 p. : maps (1 folded) ; 19 x 10 cm.
Cover title.
"Copyright 1923, by Motor Owners' Service, Inc."
-- Front cover.
Directory of gas stations, garages, and hotels in New York State.
Uniform title: Auto trails.
Panel art: Motor Owners' Service, Inc. logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4288 (PrCt)

Automobile travel - Northeastern States - Guidebooks - 1925
Northeastern States - Maps - 1925 - Pictorial maps - Northeastern States - 1925
Pictorial maps - Northeastern States - 1925
Road maps - Historic tours in Soconyland. [New York : Standard Oil Co. of New York, c1925].
Authors: Standard Oil Company of New York
Cover title.
Publication information from front cover.
Added title from p. [1]: Over the road our forefathers trod.
Cover art: Color map of the northeastern United States.
map3C G3711.P2 1925 .S7 (PrCt)

Automobile travel - Ohio - Guidebooks - 1969
Ohio - Description and travel - 1969
Authors: Marathon Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 brochure : col. ; on sheet 23 x 115 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Discover Ohio this weekend with Marathon.
Marathon credit card application on back panel dated "Form 318 Rev. 2-69"
Includes descriptions of 16 numbered automobile tours keyed to map (22 x 21 cm.): Discover Ohio this weekend with Marathon.
Panel art: Marathon and "Discover America best by car" logos.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4288 (PrCt)

Automobile travel - United States - 1905-1920
United States - Description and travel - 1905-1920
American Automobile Association
National Highways Association
Cartography - United States - History - 1905-1920
Tales of a pathfinder / Anthon L. Westgard.


x, 115 p. : 1 ill., 1 map ; 20 cm.

1923 ed.

"Compiled for the National Aeronautic Association of U.S.A., Washington, D.C. by the United States Touring Information Bureau, Inc. with the co-operation of the Airway Section of the United States Army Air Service"--Cover.

Imperfect; folded (?) map removed from inside back cover, which includes a torn stub.

Includes small map (12 x 19 cm.) on p. 56-57: Rand McNally and Company. Proposed airway systems of the United States revised to Dec. 1 1922.

Imprint of "Rand McNally & Co., Chicago" appears at end, on p. [118].

Handstamp on front endleaf: Standard Oil Co. (Indiana)

LC Card Number: 23008444

Case GV1024 .U45 1923 (NLO)

Vert 876, no. 2 (PrCt)

Automobile travel - United States - Guidebooks - 1958-United States - Description and travel - 1958-Road maps

Have fun on your tour with Texaco. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Co., c1958, c1957.

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

32 p. : ill., map ; 23 x 11 cm.

Cover title.

"Printed in U.S.A. 5-58." -- Back cover.

Cover handstamped "May 24 1958."


Forms part of the Rand McNelly Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN Clients 3796 (PrCt)

Automobile travel - United States - Guidebooks - 1963-United States - Description and travel - 1963-Road maps


Automobile travel - United States - History - Automobile driving - United States - History - Roads - United States - History - Sources - Road maps - United States - History - Sources - Road maps Motoring : the highway experience in America / John A. Jakle and Keith A. Sculle. Athens, Ga. ; Chicago, Ill. University of Georgia Press ; In association with the Center for American Places at Columbia College Chicago, c2008. Authors: Jakle, John A. -- Sculle, Keith A. 274 p. : ill., maps ; 23 cm. Summary: Motoring unmasks the forces that shape the American driving experience--commercial, aesthetic, cultural, mechanical--as it takes a look back at our historically unconditional love of motor travel. Focusing on recreational travel between 1900 and 1960, John A. Jakle and Keith A. Sculle cover dozens of topics related to drivers, cars, and highways and explain how they all converge to uphold that illusory notion of release and...
rejuvenation we call the "open road." Here, with
an emphasis on the driver’s perspective, the
authors discuss garages and gas stations,
roadside tourist attractions, freeways and toll
roads, truck stops, bus travel, the rise of the
convenience store, and much more.--From back
cover.
Contents: Motoring : An introduction -- America’s
good roads search -- Detour ahead : Rebuilding
America’s roads -- Highways as public
prerogative -- Dealerships and garages -- The
tourist’s roadside -- Rejecting the roadside as
landscape -- Limited-access highways as dream fulfillment -- Motoring by
tuck -- Motoring by bus -- Convenience in store
-- The highway experience : A conclusion.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Series: Center books on American places
LC Card Number: 200702230
ISBN 9780820330280 (hard cover : alk. paper) ;
0820330280 (hard cover : alk. paper) ;
9780820334158 (pbk.) ; 0820334154 (pbk.)
GV1021 .J33 2008 (NLO)

11312 Automobile travel - United States - Maps -
1921<->Lincoln Highway - Maps -
1921<->United States - Maps - 1921 - Road
maps<->Automobile Guides SEE
Automobile Travel<->Automobiles - Guides
SEE Automobile Travel<->Automobiles -
Road Guides SEE Automobile Travel
Road guides, Automobile SEE
Automobile Travel<->Road guides, Automobile SEE
Automobile Travel<->Road maps
The Complete official road guide of the Lincoln
Highway. Detroit : Lincoln Highway Association,
1921.
Authors: Lincoln Highway Association --
Speaker-Hines Printing Co. (Detroit, Mich.) --
American Automobile Association -- Rand
McNally and Company -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library) -- AAA (American
Automobile Association) SEE American
Automobile Association -- A.A.A. (American
Automobile Association) SEE American
Automobile Association
336 p. : ill., maps, ports. ; 22 cm.
4th ed.
End leaf: Speaker-Hines Printing Company,
Detroit, Michigan.
Includes index.
Map folded inside back cover: The Lincoln
Highway: a connected, improved transcontinental
highway, open to lawful traffic of all descriptions
without toll charges / Rand McNally & Co.,
engravers, Chicago. Detroit: Lincoln Highway
Association, 1921. 1 map : col. ; 32 x 51 cm.
"Copyrighted 1911 and 1912 by the American
Automobile Association and September 1913 by
the Lincoln Highway Association and the
American Automobile Association." Plate no.
415F. Table on verso: As upon March 1st, 1921
subject to minor revision: cities, towns, etc. on
the Lincoln Highway ... 3,305.5 miles, New York
to San Francisco.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection.
2002
temp map4C G3702.L5 1921 .L5 (PrCt)

11313 Automobiles - Massachusetts - Registration
and transfer - 1906<->Massachusetts - Maps -
1905 - Road maps<->Boston Region
(Mass.) - Maps - 1905 - Road maps<->Road
maps
Road map and numerical list of automobiles
registered in Massachusetts. Boston, Mass. Auto
List Publishing Company, c1905.
Authors: Auto List Publishing Company (Boston,
Mass.) -- Geo. H. Walker & Co. Map of
Massachusetts (1905) -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
341 p. : folded col. map ; 18 x 11 cm.
Cover title: Auto list and road book 1906.
Directory of names and addresses of registered
automobile owners; arranged by registration
number.
Map inside back cover: Geo. H. Walker & Co.
Map of Massachusetts (Boston, Geo. H. Walker
& Co., c1905). 1 map : col ; 48 x 68 cm., folded to
17 x 9 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection.
map3C G3761.P2 1905 .W3 (PrCt)

11314 Autun (France) - Maps - 1620
Auvstodvnvm, Flavia Hedorum, que et Hedua,
ab Hedorum augurio ... [Cologne : s.n., ca.
1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 --
Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 --
Civitates orbis terrarum -- Münster, Sebastian,
1489-1552 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 34 x 22 cm.
Derived from a 1575 woodcut by Sebastian
Münster; see R.A. Skelton’s Introduction to the
1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.
Added title at top: Autun.
On same sheet with: Noviodvnvm, Aedorum
oppidum apud ... .
Latin letterpress text on verso under titles:
Auvstodvnvm -- Noviodvnvm.
In: Braun, Georg and Franz Hogenberg. Civitates
orbis terrarum [Cologne: Pieter von Brachel?, ca.
1620] v. 3, plate 10
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 3, pl. 10
(PrCt)

11315 Auvergne (France) - Maps - 1715
La Province d' Auvergne divisée en haute et
Authors: Jaillot, Bernard Jean Hyacinthe,
1673-1739 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection
(Newberry Library). Ill:G118
1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 69 cm.
Added title: La Generalité de Riom.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

2731
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Sack map4F G5833.A85 1715 J3 (PrCt)

11316 Auvergne (France) - Maps - 1892<<>>Centre (France) - Maps - 1892
Authors: Joanne, Paul, 1847-1922 -- Collection des guides-Joanne -- Thuillier, Louis -- Hachette (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
48, xxxv, 374, 120 p. : 17 maps (chiefly col., some folded) ; 19 cm.
Cover title: France : Auvergne et Centre Maps by L. Thuillier.
Imperfect: missing 3 folded maps from pocket.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [xxx]-xxxv) and index.
Advertisements: 48 p. at beginning, 120 p. at end, and endpapers.
Series: Collection des guides-Joanne
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G153 .C65 Auvergne (1892) (NLO)

11317 Auvergne (France) - Maps - 1924<<>>Centre (France) - Maps - 1924<<>>Massif Central (France) - Maps - 1924
Auvergne et Centre : Berry, Bourbonnais, Limousin, Quercy, Rouergue, Albigeois / publié sous la direction de Marcel Monmarché. Paris : Hachette, 1924.
Authors: Monmarché, Marcel, 1872-1945 -- Dalbanne, J. -- Monmarché, Georges, 1900- -- Guides bleus -- Herrmann, L., active 1906-1939 -- Thuillier, Louis -- Hachette (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Ixix, 620 p. : 49 maps (some col., some folded) ; 16 cm.
Maps by L. Herrmann and L. Thuillier.
Map on endpaper; 2 folded maps in pocket.
Rev. / par J. Dalbanne et G. Monmarché.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [xlvi]-xlvii) and index.
Series: Guides bleus
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G153 .G84 Auvergne (1924) (NLO)

11318 Auvergne (France) - Maps - 1935<<>>Centre (France) - Maps - 1935<<>>Massif Central (France) - Maps - 1935
Authors: Doré, Robert, 1890- -- Monmarché, Georges, 1900- -- Guides bleus -- Herrmann, L., active 1906-1939 -- Thuillier, Louis -- Hachette (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Ixiv, 591 p. : 49 maps (some col., some folded) ; 17 cm.
Maps by L. Herrmann and L. Thuillier.
Maps on endpapers.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [xlili]-xliv) and index.
Series: Guides bleus
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G153 .G84 Auvergne (1935) (NLO)

11319 Auvergne (France) - Maps - 1949<<>>Centre (France) - Maps - 1949
Authors: Monmarché, Marcel, 1872-1945 -- Houlet, Gilbert, 1920- -- Guides bleus -- Hachette (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Ixiii, 563 p. : 45 maps (some col., 1 folded) ; 16 cm.
[Nouv. éd.] / entièrement refondue par Marcel Monmarché ; mise à jour par Gilbert Houlet.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [xliv]-xxiv) and index.
Maps on endpapers.
Series: Guides bleus
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G153 .G84 Auvergne (1949) (NLO)

11320 Auvergne (France) - Maps - 1950-1951<<>>Road maps
Auvergne. Paris : Services de tourisme Michelin, 1950-51 [i.e 1951].
Authors: Guides verts Michelin -- Guide du Pneu Michelin -- Michelin green guides -- Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
162 p. : ill. (some col.), 90 maps and plans (mostly col.) ; 26 x 12 cm.
Cover title.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 26) and index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G153 .G86 Auvergne (1951) (NLO)

11321 Auvergne (France) - Maps - 1957<<>>Centre (France) - Maps - 1957<<>>Massif Central (France) - Maps - 1957
Authors: Bacquet, Charles -- Monmarché, Marcel, 1872-1945 -- Guides bleus -- Hachette (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Ixv, 591 p. : 47 maps (some folded col.) ; 17 cm.
Maps by L. Herrmann and L. Thuillier.
Maps on endpapers.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [xlili]-xliv) and index.
Series: Guides bleus
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G153 .G86 Auvergne (1951) (NLO)
Requests and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Leidinger, Georg, b. 1870 -- Deckart, Gerald
F 47908 .052, introduction (PrCt)

Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3031, no. 4.
References: Karrow, Mapmakers of the 16th Century, 9/E.
F 47908 .045, v. 6, p. 60-71 (PrCt)

Authors: Strauss, Gerald, 1922-ix, 296 p. : port. : 22 cm.
Bibliography: p. 263-278.
E 5 .A963 (NLO)

Each volume includes special title page.
LC Card Number: 03005323
F 47908 .045 (NLO)

11333 Avignon (France) - Maps - 1611 - Pictorial works Woodcuts La Ville d’Avignon. [Rouen : David Geuffroy, 1611?].
Authors: Desrues, François, ca. 1575-1633 -- Geuffroy, David
1 view : woodcut ; 46 x 55 mm.
In Des Rues, François. Description contenant toutes les singularitez de plus celebres villes et places remarquables du royama de France (Rouen: David Geuffroy, [1611?]), p. 312.
View enclosed in oval within a rectangular frame with fleurs-de-lis in corners.
Title from letterpress above view.
Case DC24 .D47 [map] (PrCt)

11334 Avignon (France) - Maps - 1620 Avignon. [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 31 x 47 cm.
Derived from a 1575 woodcut by Sebastian Münster; see R.A. Skelton's Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.
Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Vrbs Avinionensis.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 2, pl. 13 (PrCt)

Authors: Guides diamant -- Hermann, L., active 1906-1939 -- Dufrénoy (Firm) -- Hachette (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
64, 156 p., [2] folded leaves of plates : ill., 9 maps and plans (some col.) ; 17 cm.
Cover title: Avignon, Orange, Arles, Les Baux
Spine title: Avignon, Arles

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Maps by L. Hermann and Imp. Dufrénoy. "6 plans, 3 cartes, 21 gravures."
"Publicité des Guides diamant, exercise 1921": 156 p. at end.
Series: Guides diamant
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G847 Avignon (1921) (NLO)

11338 Avoyelles Parish (La.) - Maps - 1860 -
Landowners- Counties -
Maps- Landowners - Maps
[Avoyelles Parish (La.) - 1860: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche], [Washington, D.C.]: LC G&M Division , [1983?].
Authors: McCerren, Landry & Powell -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 2 parts, 30 x 40.5 in. and 30.5 x 40.5 in. Scale 1:70,000. Originally published New Orleans: McCerren, Landry & Powell, 1860.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 244 (PrCt)

11339 Avoyelles Parish (La.) - Maps - 1879 -
Landowners- Counties -
Maps- Landowners - Maps
[Avoyelles Parish (La.) - 1879: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche], [Washington, D.C.]: LC G&M Division , [1983?].
Authors: Robertson, S. B. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 2 parts, 21 x 40 in. each. Scale 1:52,466. Originally published 1879.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 245 (PrCt)

11340 Ayer, Edward Everett, 1841-1927 - Book
collections- Latin America -
Bibliography- Edward E. Ayer Collection
(Newberry Library) - Bibliography
Inter-American Bibliographical and Library Association, 1941.
p. 81-90 ; 22 cm.
In: Inter-American bibliographical review 1, no. 2 (Summer 1941): 81-90.
Bound with her For the study of American colonial history: the Newberry Library ... (1945).
Ayer 290 .B986 1941 [1 of 2] (PrCt)

Ayer, Edward Everett, 1841-1927 - Book
collections- Latin America -
Bibliography- Edward E. Ayer Collection
(Newberry Library) - Bibliography
Inter-American Bibliographical and Library Association, 1941.
p. 81-90 ; 22 cm.
In: Inter-American bibliographical review 1, no. 2 (Summer 1941): 81-90.
Bound with her For the study of American colonial history: the Newberry Library ... (1945).
Ayer 290 .B986 1941 [1 of 2] (PrCt)
collections<<>>United States - History - Colonial period, ca. 1600-1775 - Bibliography<<>>Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) - Bibliography<<>>Newberry Library - Map collections
Authors: Butler, Ruth Lapham, b. 1896 p. 286-295; 24 cm.
In William and Mary quarterly 3d ser. 2, no. 3 (July 1945): 286-295.
Discusses the map collections and map collecting policies of the Ayer Collection on p. 293-294.
Bound with her Edward E. Ayer’s quest for Hispano-Americana (1941).


Viglius of Ayutta, sixteenth century map collector. [Lymnpe Castle, Kent : Imago Mundi Ltd., 1977].
Map Ref folio GA1 .I6, v. 29, p. 45-48 (PrCt)

11346 Ayuththaya (Thailand) - Maps - 1792
A Plan of the city of Siam or Juthia. [London? J. Stockdale?, 1792?].
Authors: Andrews, John, 1736-1809 -- Andrews, John, 1736-1809. A Collection of plans of the most capital cities of... Europe and ... the world [1792?] -- Stockdale, John, 1749?-1814
1 map ; 14 x 23 cm.
Case folio G 13 .036 pl. 35 (PrCt)

11347 Azerbaijan - Maps - 1745<<>>G`Il`An (Iran) - Maps - 1745<--Dagestan (Russia) - Maps - 1745<--Kizlyar (Russia) - Maps - 1745 - Pictorial works
Provinciarum Persicarum Kilaniae nempe Chirvaniae Dagestaniae ... Nuremberg : Homann Erben, [ca. 1745].
Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Homann Erben (Firm) -- Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724. Atlas novus terrarum orbis [ca. 1745] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; hand col. ; 47 x 56 cm.
In: Homann, Johann Baptist. Atlas novus terrarum orbis (Nuremberg : [Homann Erben, ca. 1745]), [plate 174].
Azilia, Margravate of (Ga.) - Maps - 1717

11348

Azilia, Margravate of (Ga.) - Maps - 1717

A Plan representing the form of settling the districts or county divisions in the Margravate of Azilia [Georgia]. Ithaca, N.Y. Historic Urban Plans, 1969.

Authors: Montgomery, Sir Robert, bart., 1680-1731 -- Historic Urban Plans (Firm) -- Library of Congress

1 map ; 32 x 31 cm.

Facsimile of original published in Montgomery, Robert. A Discourse concerning the design’d establishment of a new colony (London, 1717); 'reproduced from ... the original in the Library of Congress. This is number 37 of an edition limited to 500 copies.'

Scale not indicated.

73-7369

ICN73

map2F 3923.A9 (PrCt)

Azores - Maps - 1528

11349

Azores - Maps - 1528

[Map of the Azores and Galicia in northwestern Spain]. [Venice : Nicolò Zoppino, 1528].

Authors: Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530 -- Zoppino, Nicolò, fl. 1508-1544 -- Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530. Libro di Benedetto Bordone : nel qual si ragiona de tutte l’isole del mondo ... (1528)

1 map ; woodcut, hand col. ; 8 x 14 cm., on sheet 31 x 21 cm.

Title supplied by cataloger.

In: Bordon, Benedetto. Libro di Benedetto Bordone : nel qual si ragiona de tutte l’isole del mondo ... (Venice : Nicolò Zoppino, 1528), folio V.


Case folio G 117 .108, folio V (PrCt)

Azores - Maps - 1528

11350

Azores - Maps - 1528

[Map of the Azores]. [Venice : Nicolò Zoppino, 1528].

Authors: Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530 -- Zoppino, Nicolò, fl. 1508-1544 -- Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530. Libro di Benedetto Bordone : nel qual si ragiona de tutte l’isole del mondo ... (1528)

1 map ; woodcut ; 8 x 14 cm., on sheet 31 x 21 cm.

Title supplied by cataloger.

In: Bordon, Benedetto. Libro di Benedetto Bordone : nel qual si ragiona de tutte l’isole del mondo ... (Venice : Nicolò Zoppino, 1528), folio XVIII.


Case folio G 117 .108, folio XVIII (PrCt)

Azores - Maps - 1565

11351

Azores - Maps - 1565

Isole Azores. [Venice? s.n., ca. 1565].

Authors: Sotheby's (Firm) -- Franco Novacco

Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 113 x 139 mm. (neat line), on sheet 172 x 163 mm.

15 lines of text of below map: L’Isole Azores sono nel gran Mare Oceano ... .

Acquired 14 Dec. 2000 in Sotheby's sale no. L00720 (London, Bond Street); see The Travel sale: books, maps, atlases ... and topographical pictures (London: Sotheby's, 2000) lot no. 221; see Map Info File for Novacco 2F 29.5.

Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

j10.5

Novacco 2F 246.2 (PrCt)

Azores - Maps - 1584-1588

11352

Azores - Maps - 1584-1588

 Açores Insulæ. [Antwerp : Christophe Plantin], M. D. LXXXIIIII [1584, i.e. 1588].


1 map ; hand col. ; 30 x 44 cm.

"Has insulas ... descriptis et delineauit Ludouicus Teisera Lusitanus ... ."

In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatro de la tierra vniversal (Antwerp : Christophe Plantin, 1588), [plate 14].

Printed no. 14 and Spanish letterpress text on verso beginning: Las Islas Azores. Las islas que estan en al Mar Atlantico ... .


VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1588, [plate 14] (PrCt)

Azores - Maps - 1584-1606

11353

Azores - Maps - 1584-1606

 Açores Insulæ. [London : John Norton], M. D. LXXXIII [1584, i.e. 1606].

Authors: Teixeira, Luís, 16th cent. -- Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598 -- Norton, John, -1612 -- Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598. Theatrum orbis terrarum ... (1606) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; hand col. ; 30 x 44 cm.

"Has insulas ... descriptis et delineauit Ludouicus Teisera Lusitanus ... ."
11354 Azores - Maps - 1657

Insulae Flandriaceae olim Asores dictae. Amsterdam : C. Allard, [1682?].
Authors: Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664 -- Allard, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709 -- Allard, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709. Atlas minor sive tabulæ geographicae ... [1682?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 41 x 52 cm.
In: Allard, Carel. Atlas minor sive tabulæ geographicae proecipuorum regnorum, insularum, provinciarum, etc. (Amsterdam : C. Allard, 1682?) pl. 96.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .A4 A pl. 96 (PrCt)

11355 Azores - Maps - 1758 - Nautical charts

Authors: R. & W. Mount & T. Page (Firm), fl. ca.1713-1722 -- English Pilot. Part 1 (1758) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 38 x 47 cm.
In: The English pilot, for the southern navigation ... on the coast of England, Scotland, Ireland, Holland, Flanders, Spain, Portugal ... (Dublin: Jane Grierson, 1766) opposite p. 89.

Baskes oversize G1793 .E55 1758, [plate 24] (PrCt)

11356 Azores - Maps - 1766 - Nautical charts

The Western Isles. Dublin : [Jane Grierson, 1766].
Authors: Grierson, Jane, fl. 1766 -- Grierson, George, -1753 -- English Pilot. Part 1 (1766) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 37 x 45 cm.
By George Grierson ... .

In: The English pilot. Part 1, describing the coasts ... in the southern navigation upon the coasts of England, Scotland, Ireland, Holland, Flanders, Spain, Portugal ... (Dublin: Jane Grierson, 1766) opposite p. 89.

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .E55 1766 opp. p. 89 (PrCt)

11357 Azores - Maps - 1775 - Nautical charts

Azores - Maps - 1775 - Nautical charts

Azores - Maps - 1775 - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc.
Chart of the Açores (Hawks) Islands, called also Flemish and Western Islands. London : Robt. Sayer, 1775 [i.e. 1780].
Authors: Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d', 1697-1782 -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Jefferys, Thomas, -1771 -- Robert Sayer and John Bennett (Firm) -- Jefferys, Thomas, d. 1771. The West-India atlas ... (1780) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 45 x 60 cm.
Map dated 1775.
Engraved letter 'C' at upper right.
Insets (14 x 21 cm. and smaller): The Road of Fayal ... -- A Chart of the Açores Islands ... -- The Roads of Punta Delgada and Villa Franca ... . Includes 8 coastal profiles.

11359  Azores - Maps - 1790 - Nautical charts

Nautical charts - Azores - 1790

The Western Isles. London : Sold by I. Mount & T. Page on Tower Hill, [1790].


1 map ; 37 x 46 cm.

In: The English pilot for the southern navigation : describing the sea-coasts, capes, headlands, bays, roads, harbours, rivers and ports : together with the soundings, sands, rocks and dangers, on the coasts of England, Scotland, Ireland, Holland, Flanders, Spain, Portugal, to the Streight's-Mouth; with the coasts of Barbary, and off to the Canary, Madeira, Cape de Verde and Western-Islands (London : Printed for Mount and Davidson, on Tower-Hill, 1790), [plate 26].


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskets oversize G1793 .E55 1790, [plate 26] (PrCt)

11360  Azores - Maps - 1798

Le isole Azoridi delineate sulle ultime osservazioni. Rome : Calcografia camerale, 1798 [i.e. 1801].

Authors: Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824 -- Calcografia camerale (Rome, Italy) -- Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824. Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (1792-1801) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; hand col.: 30 x 43 cm.


Map dated 1798.

oversize Ayer 135 .G32 1775 v. 2, pl. [16-17] (PrCt)

11361  Azores - Maps - 1802

Chart of the Acores, or Western Islands. 1791.

Authors: Fleurieu, C. P. Claret (Charles Pierre Claret), comte de, 1738-1810 -- Steel, David -- Warner, John, fl. 1787-1810 -- Torfino de San Miguel, Vincente, ca. 1732-1795

1 map

Accession no. 79-47617.

temp map4F G9130 1802 .F5 (PrCt)

11362  Azores - Maps - 1807 - Nautical charts

Nautical charts - Azores - Maps - 1807


1807 - Nautical charts

Laurie and Whittle's New chart of the Azores, or Western Islands, Madeira, the Canary Islands and parts of the Coasts of Portugal and Africa ...

1807 [i.e. 1816?]


[General atlas of modern geography ... ]

[1775-1816] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; hand col.; 70 x 101 cm.

In: Faden, William [and others]. [General atlas of modern geography : a collection of large scale maps and charts of all parts of the world] ([London, etc. : W. Faden, etc., 1775-1816]) v. 2, pl. [18].

Imprint on map: Published by Robt. Laurie and Jas. Whittle, London : June 12th1807.

Insets: 7 of The Azores and Western Islands, ... from Tofino and Fleurieu.

Profiles: 14 coastal views.

Verso handstamped '14'.

oversize Ayer 135 .G32 1775 v. 2, pl. [16-17] (PrCt)

11363  Azores - Maps - 1880 - Nautical charts

Nautical charts - Azores - Maps - 1880


1 map ; 46 x 61 cm.

At head of title: Atlantic Ocean

"Published according to act of Parliament at the Hydrographic Office of the Admiralty July 26th 1849. Large corrections August 1867."

"Small corrections XII 80" [i.e. December 1880?]

"Sold by J.D. Potter, agent for the Admiralty charts, 31 Poultry & 11 King Str. Tower Hill."

Plate no. at bottom right: 1950

Verso signed "E.G. Howe", a Chicago science teacher who spent a year performing geological research in the Azores (ca. 1889-1890).

Removed from the Howe-Barnard family papers [Midwest MS Howe-Barnard]; see inventory available on Newberry Library website (accessed Feb. 2011):


map4F G9130 18-- .V5, sheet 1 of 5 (PrCt)
Bad Kissingen (Germany) - Maps - 1939
Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag -- Kraatz, Leopold -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
25. Aufl. [25th ed.]
'Mit 5 Karten und 7 Abbildungen.'
Maps lithographed by Leopold Kraatz.
Map on inside front cover.
Advertisements: iii p. at end. Includes index.
Series: Grieben-Reiseführer ; Bd. 71
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 71 (1939) (NLO)

Bad Muskau (Germany) - Maps - 1834 - Parks
1 map ; on sheet 76 x 97 cm. fold to 33 x 42 cm.
In Pückler-Muskau, Hermann, Fürst von, Andeutungen über Landschaftsgärtnererei (Stuttgart : Hallberger, 1834), map A.
Scale ca. [1:5,200].
Case oversize W 12 .717, map A (PrCt)

Bad Muskau (Germany) - Maps - 1834 - Parks
1 map ; on sheet 76 x 97 cm. fold to 33 x 42 cm.
In Pückler-Muskau, Hermann, Fürst von, Andeutungen über Landschaftsgärtnererei (Stuttgart : Hallberger, 1834), map B.
At lower left, "Erklärung," a-z, aa-ww.
Digital image available on website of Universitäts- und Landesbibliothek Sachsen-Anhalt (accessed Jan. 2010) :
http://karten.bibliothek.uni-halle.de/altkt/a_iii_2_9
Case oversize W 12 .717, map B (PrCt)

11378 Bad Muskau (Germany) - Maps - 1834 - Parks
Karte der drey Blumengärten in der Nähe des
Schlosses / Gez. v. Kalwitz, E. A. Wibel rad.,
Schrift gest. v. W. Voss. [Stuttgart] : Gedruckt
von Hampe, [1834].
Authors: Kalwitz -- Voss, Wilhelm -- Wibel, E. --
Hampe -- Pückler-Muskau, Hermann, Fürst von,
1785-1871. Andeutungen über
Landschaftsgärtnerei (1834)
1 map ; 54 x 37 (plate mark)
In Pückler-Muskau, Hermann, Fürst von,
Andeutungen über Landschaftsgärtnerei
(Stuttgart : Hallberger, 1834), map C.
At lower right, "Erklärung," a-o.
Digital image available on website of
Universitäts- und Landesbibliothek
Sachsen-Anhalt (accessed Jan. 2010) :
http://karten.bibliothek.uni-halle.de/altkt/a_iii_2_9
Case oversize W 12 .717, map C (PrCt)

11379 Bad Muskau (Germany) - Maps - 1834 - Parks
Karte der Orangerie Häuser und des ganzen
Etalissements zum Betriebe der Gärtnerey / gez.
Authors: Kalwitz -- Voss, Wilhelm -- Wibel, E. --
Hampe -- Pückler-Muskau, Hermann, Fürst von,
1785-1871. Andeutungen über
Landschaftsgärtnerei (1834)
1 map ; 49 x 39 (plate mark)
In Pückler-Muskau, Hermann, Fürst von,
Andeutungen über Landschaftsgärtnerei
(Stuttgart : Hallberger, 1834), map D.
Digital image available on website of
Universitäts- und Landesbibliothek
Sachsen-Anhalt (accessed Jan. 2010) :
http://karten.bibliothek.uni-halle.de/altkt/a_iii_2_9
Case oversize W 12 .717, map D (PrCt)

11380 Bad Muskau (Germany) - Maps - 1834 - Parks
Atlas zu den Andeutungen über
Landschaftsgärtnerei : verbunden mit der
Beschreibung ihrer praktischen Anwendung in
Muskau / Vom fürsten von Pückler-Moskau.
Stuttgart : Hallberger, 1834.
Authors: Pückler-Muskau, Hermann, Fürst von,
1785-1871
1 atlas ; 44 plates (views), 4 fold. plans ; 37 x 50
cm.
Case oversize W 12 .717 (NLO)

11381 Bad Nauheim (Germany) - Maps - 1910 -
Health resorts
Guide de Nauheim-les-Bains. Darmstadt : C.F.
Winter Imprimerie, [1910].
Authors: C.F. Winter Imprimerie -- Pharus-Verlag
-- Löwe, Cornelius -- Bad Nauheim (Germany).
Verkehrskommission -- Hofmann, W.
(Cartographer) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library) -- Winter (C.F.) Imprimerie
SEE C.F. Winter Imprimerie
iv, 100 pages, 11 unnumbered leaves of plates :
illustrations, 2 maps (1 color) ; 19 cm.
Place of publication and publisher from back cover.
Maps by Pharus-Verlag, C. Lowe,
Verkehrs-Commission Bad-Nauheim, and W.
Hofmann.
Folded map pasted to inside back cover.
Includes index to colored map.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes RA866.B33 G85 1910 (NLO)

11382 Bad Reichenhall (Germany) - Maps - 1949 -
Trails
Bad Reichenhall mit Umgebung :
Orientierungskarte für Spaziergänge, Ausflüge
und Terrainkuren / Entwurf Ad. Bühler. München :
Druck: Dr. Köhler & Co., [1949].
Authors: Bühler, Adolph -- Dr. Köhler & Co. --
Bühler, Adolph. Kleiner Reichenhaller Führer
1949
1 map : col. ;
[To CS for cataloging, Dec. 2010]
Title in upper margin: Umgebungskarte zum
Bühler-Führer von Bad Reichenhall mit der
Bühler'schen Wegmarkierung.
Scale 1:25,000.
Relief shown by contours.
map2F G6299 .B173E63 1949 .B8 (PrCt)

11383 Bad Segeberg (Germany) - Pictorial works -
1620
Arx Segeberga, quondam Aelberga, Wagriam,
nobilem Holsatiae ... [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541
-- Hogenberg, Frans, appr.
Possibly derived from a drawing by Johannes
Löwe, Cornelius -- Bad Nauheim (Germany).
(Sketches) -- Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541
-- Liefrinck, Johannes, the younger, 16th cent. -- Rantzau, Henrik,
1526-1598 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 view : hand col. ; 34 x 47 cm.
Possibly derived from a drawing by Johannes
Liefrinck II and forwarded to Braun and
Hogenberg by Henrik Rantzau in 1585; see R.A.
Skelton's Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of
Civitates orbis terrarum.
Latin letterpress text on verso under title:
Segeberga.
In: Braun, Georg and Franz Hogenberg. Civitates
orbis terrarum [Cologne: Pieter von Brachel?, ca.
1620] v. 4, plate 32
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 4, pl. 32 (PrCt)
Baden-Baden (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1865
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes DD801.B234 F56 1865 (NLO)

Baden-Baden (Germany) - Maps - 1913
Includes index.
Series: Griebens Reiseführer ; Bd. 11
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 11 (1913) (NLO)

Baden (Germany) - Maps - 1934
16. Aufl. [16th ed.]
Cover title: Baden-Baden und Umgebung 1932 'Mit 4 Karten.' Maps lithographed by Leopold Kraatz.
Map on inside front cover.
Advertisements: viii p. at end.
Includes index.
Series: Griebens Reiseführer ; Bd. 11
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 11 (1932) (NLO)
Baden-Württemberg (Germany) - Maps - 1593
Wirtenbergensis dvcatvs elegans delineatio / autore Georgio Garner. [Antwerp : s.n., 1593?].
SEE Gadner, Georg, 1522-1605 -- Gadnerus, Georg, 1522-1605 SEE Gadner, Georg, 1522-1605
1 map : hand col. ; 26 cm. in diam., on sheet 42 x 55 cm.
On same sheet with another map printed from the same copperplate: Palatinatvs Sverioris sv Bavariae vera descriptio / autore Erhardo Reich
Title in upper margin.
Latin letterpress text on verso (fol. 26, sig. Ddd): Wirtenbergensis dvcatvs et Palatinatvs Sverior...
Engraving attributed to Antonie Wierix.
In: Jode, Gerard de. Specvlvm orbis terrarvm (Antwerp : A. Coninx, 1593), map [58].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .J9 1593, map [58] (PrCt)

Baden-Württemberg (Germany) - Maps - 1593
Constance, Lake - Maps - 1593
Sveviae utrisq. cum Germanicae tum Rheticae Martianorumque nemorum[m] typos chorographicus versus ac Germanus. Authore.
[Antwerp : s.n., 1593?].
Authors: Jode, Gerard de, 1509-1591 -- Wierix, Antonie, -1604 -- Jode, Gerard de, 1509-1591.
Specvlvm orbis terrarvm (1593) 1 map : hand col. ; 38 x 42 cm.
Title cartouche left blank after "authore."
Oriented with north at left.
Latin letterpress text on verso (fol. 23, sig. Aaa): Sveviae tabvla...
Engraving attributed to Antonie Wierix.
In: Jode, Gerard de. Specvlvm orbis terrarvm (Antwerp : A. Coninx, 1593), map [55].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .J9 1593, map [55] (PrCt)

Baden-Württemberg (Germany) - Historical geography - Maps - 1700
Chorographia ducatus Wurtzburgi... Amsterdam, [ca. 1700].
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:126-127 (PrCt)**

**11398 Baden-Württemberg (Germany) - Maps - 1710 Ducatus Würtembergici cum locis limitaneis...**

Amsterdam, [ca. 1710].
Authors: Majer, Johann, 1608-1674 -- Schenk, Peter, 1660-1718 or 9 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:125
1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 58 cm.
Inset: Sylvae Hercinia e sive Martiae pars supr. 2368
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:126-127 (PrCt)**

**11399 Baden-Württemberg (Germany) - Maps - 1720 Ducatus Würtembergensis cum adjacentibus quibusdam Sueviae regionibus...**

Amsterdam, [ca. 1720].
Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Schenk, Pieter, ca. 1698-1775 -- Gouwen, Gilliam van der -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:128
1 map : hand col. ; 54 x 46 cm. 2370
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:126-127 (PrCt)**

**11400 Baden-Württemberg (Germany) - Maps - 1911<<<<Karlsruhe Region (Germany) - Maps - 1911<<<<Stuttgart Region (Germany) - Maps - 1911 Schulkarte von Wurttemberg, Baden und Hohenzollern. 1911.**

Authors: Seytter, Wilhelm -- Holland & Josenhans -- Mann, J.
1 map : col. ; 48 x 44 cm.
Insets: Karlsruhe -- Stuttgart.
Gift, 1987
4308
map4F G6425 1911 .S4 (PrCt)

**11401 Badgastein (Austria) - Maps - 1927<<<<Bad Hofgastein (Austria) - Maps -**
This chart of Hudson's Bay & Straits, Baffin's Bay, Strait Davis & Labrador coast & c. is most humbly dedicated & presented by His Majesty's most obedient & faithful subject & servant, C.


Authors: Middleton, Christopher, d. 1770 -- Seale, Richard William -- Hudson's Bay Company -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 26 x 35 cm.

Photostatic copy [19--] of chart at the British Museum; 'Maps Y 0095 (2) P.24520' -- from photographic scale.

'Published by C. Middleton according to Act of Parliament April 1743.'

'N.B. The principal settlements that the [Hudson's Bay] Company now has is Churchill River, York Fort, Fort Albany, Mouse River, and Slude River.' Dedicated 'To the King.'

Fitzgerald polar map 117 (PrCt)

11404 Baffin Bay (North Atlantic Ocean) - Maps - 1820

Chart of a part of the Western Coast of Baffins Bay. 1820. / J. Walker sculpt. London : J. Murray, June 1821.

Authors: Walker, John, 1759-1830 -- John Murray (Firm) -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 51 x 38 cm.

Detached from a text; originally folded to 23 x 18 cm.

Fitzgerald polar map 120 (PrCt)

11405 Baffin Bay (North Atlantic Ocean) - Maps - 1847 - Coasts


1 map ; 61 x 49 cm.

In Arctic expedition ... 'Copies of instructions to Captain Sir John Franklin, R.N., in reference to the Arctic expedition of 1845' ... (Sir Robert Harry Inglis.) ... London, 1848. ([Parliament, 1848 H. of C. Repts. and papers]; 264), at end.

'Published according to act of Parliament by Capt. Hurd, R.N. Hydrographer to the Admiralty April 1st 1822. Additions to 1847. Sold by R.B. Bate, agent for the sale of the Admiralty charts, 21 Poultry.'

Upper right corner: Paper -- Arctic Expedition (No. 4).

Lower right corner: No. 264. Ordered by the House of Commons to be printed 13 April 1848. Henry Hansard, printer.

Ayer 125.1 1848 G78, map 4 (PrCt)
11406 Baffin Bay (North Atlantic Ocean) - Maps - 1849 - Coasts
Authors: Ross, John, Sir, 1777-1856 -- Parry, William Edward, Sir, 1790-1855 -- Great Britain.
Hydrographic Office -- J. & C. Walker (Firm) -- Hurd, Thomas, 1757?--1823 -- Bate, R. B. (Robert Brettell) -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 61 x 46 cm.
'Published ... by Capt. Hurd, R.N. Hydrographer to the Admiralty ... '
'Sold by R.B. Bate, agent for the Admiralty charts, 21 Poultry.'
Fitzgerald polar map 128 (PrCt)

11407 Baffin Bay (North Atlantic Ocean) - Maps - 1849 - Coasts
Authors: Ross, John, Sir, 1777-1856 -- Parry, William Edward, Sir, 1790-1855 -- Great Britain.
Hydrographic Office -- J. & C. Walker (Firm) -- Hurd, Thomas, 1757?--1823 -- Bate, R. B. (Robert Brettell) -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 61 x 46 cm.
'Published ... by Capt. Hurd, R.N. Hydrographer to the Admiralty ... '
'Sold by R.B. Bate, agent for the Admiralty charts, 21 Poultry.'
Fitzgerald polar map 128 (PrCt)

11408 Baffin Bay (North Atlantic Ocean) - Maps - 1920
1 map ; 97 x 64 cm.
Included additional 13 lines of text on various authorities used in compilation of map.
'Published at the Admiralty, 20th April 1875, under the superintendence of Captain F. J. Evans...Hydrographer. Sold by J. D. Potter, agent for the sale of the Admiralty charts, 145 Minories.
'New editions July 78, Augst. 1885, July 1896, Sepr. 1904, 22nd Jany. 1915, 10th April 1931.' Small corrections.'
Scale 1:1,100,000.
Insets: Lady Franklin Sound: Discovery Harbour [13 x 18 cm.] -- Port Poulke and vicinity [19 x 19 cm.] -- Pandora Harbour [5 x 6 cm.] -- North Star Bay [8 x 8 cm.].
Upper right: 83.32.
Handstamped 'Increase 50%'
Fitzgerald polar map 144 (PrCt)

11409 Baffin Bay (North Atlantic Ocean) - Maps - 1931-Smith Sound (Arctic Ocean) - Maps - 1931
Smith Sound : Kennedy, & Robeson Channels from discoveries by the United States expeditions under Drs. Kane & Hayes 1854-61: and in the U.S.S. 'Polaris,' under command of C. F. Hall, 1871-2, as derived from charts published by the U.S. Hydrographic Office, April 1874. London : Admiralty, 1931.
1 map ; 97 x 64 cm.
Handstamped 'Increase 50%'
Fitzgerald polar map 141 (PrCt)
11411 Baffin Island (Nunavut) - Maps - 1911<<<>>>Arctic (Ship) - Expedition, 1910

Surveys and discoveries in the Arctic Regions with additions and changes to 1911 on coast of Baffin Island. [Ottawa?], [1911?].

Authors: Lavoie, J. T. E. -- Bernier, Joseph

1 map ; 60 x 53 cm.


Fitzgerald polar map 310 (PrCt)

11412 Bago (Burma) - Maps - 1696<<<>>>Pegu (Burma) SEE Bago (Burma) [Map of Pegu] . [Paris : Chez Thomas Moette libraire, 1696].

Authors: Thévenot, Melchisédec, 1620-1692 -- Thévenot, Melchisédec, 1620-1692. Relations de divers voyages curieux (1696)

1 map ; 11.0 x 22.2 cm.

Supposed to be in: Thévenot, Melchisédec, Relations de divers voyages curieux (Paris: Moette, 1696), v. 1, Relation de la decouverte de la terre d'Eso, au nord du lapon, before p. 1, but wanting in Newberry copy [VAULT folio Ayer 110 .T3 1696].


11413 Bagrow, Leo. A History of cartography

Longitude and the widest latitude . 1964.

Authors: Harrison, Richard Edes -- New York times book review (Dec. 27, 1964)

Review of Bagrow and Skelton's History of Cartography.

Photocopy.

Vert 6 (PrCt)

11414 Bagrow, Leo. A. Ortelii Catalogus Cartographorum (1928-30)


Authors: Heawood, Edward, 1863-1949 -- Kretschmer, Konrad, b. 1864

BHC 1714

Vert 1297 (PrCt)

11415 Bagrow, Leo - Biography

Leo Bagrow, historian of cartography and founder of Imago Mundi 1881-1957, 1959.

p. 5-11

In Imago Mundi 14 (1959): 5-11, 1 photo + bibliography.

Map Ref folio GA1 .I6, v. 14, p. 5-11 (PrCt)


Authors: Sims, Douglas W.


Vert 1767 (PrCt)

11417 Bagrow, Leo. History of the Geographical Map. Review and Bibliography


Authors: Sims, Douglas W. -- International Conference on the History of Cartography (13th : 1989 : Amsterdam)
12 leaves ; 28 cm.

Paper prepared for Int. Conf. on the History of Cartog. (13th), Amsterdam, 1989.

Vert 1767 (PrCt)

11418 Bagrow, Leo<<<>>>Remezov, Semën

Ul'ianovich, 1642-ca. 1720.


[Notes on Leo Bagrow's possession of a manuscript copy of S.U. Remezov's manuscript atlas of Siberia (1696-1697), now at Harvard University]. 1990-1991.

[12] leaves ; 28 cm.


BHC 1329

Vert 936 (PrCt)

11419 Baguio (Philippines) - Maps - 1913

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
City of Baguio. Mountain Province. Philippine Islands. General plan of improvements / William E. Parsons, consulting architect. [S.I. s.n.], 1913 [i.e. 1921].


1 map ; 17 x 28 cm.


1 map : hand col. ; 424 x 634 mm.


1913 edition of the map is a revised version of earlier work first published in 1905 in some copies of Daniel H. Burnham and Pierce Anderson's Report on proposed improvements at Manila in 59th Congress, 1st session, 1905-1906. House Document 2, volume 10; the 1905 edition of the map is lacking in both Newberry copies of the report. Govt. W 49. 1 (1905) part 1 and Serial Set 4951.

W 01.B946 v. 2, between p. 198-199 (Pr.Ct)


Carte de debouquement de l'Isle de Krooquet ou des Anglois. [ca. 1710].

Authors: Cartes Marines Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 30, sheet 87

1 ms. map : hand col. ; 424 x 634 mm.

Nautical chart showing parts of Crooked, Acklins, Long, and Inagua Islands in the Bahamas, and the Windward Passage, comprised of the northwestern coast of Haiti, and the easternmost tip of Cuba.

'H. marquent les endroits ou l'on a pris hauteur.' Scale [ca. 1:437,000], 'Echelle de 10 lieues' [=127 mm.].

Oriented with north at left.

Pen-and-ink and watercolor (green, grey, yellow); mounted on cloth.

Sheet 87 of 117 in the Cartes Marines Manuscript Map Collection, detailing French colonial interests worldwide, ca. 1640-ca. 1726.

Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 83. Ayer ms map proj 02

Digital image available as part of the Newberry Library's Great Lakes Digital Collection via the CARLI Digital Collections website (accessed Nov. 2010):

http://collections.carli.illinois.edu/u/?nby_grlakes, 1059

VAULT drawer Ayer MS map 30 sheet 87 (NLO)

11421 Bahamas - Maps - 1794 - Nautical charts - Bahamas - Nautical charts - 1794 - Bahamas

A Chart of the Gulf of Florida or New Bahama Channel. [198-].

Authors: Roberts, Charles, 18th cent.

1 map 198- facsimile. Originally published 1794.


11422 Bahamas - Maps - 1816 - Bermuda Islands - Maps - 1816 - Cuba - Maps - 1816

Chart of the Bahama Islands ; The Bermudas or Summer Islands ; Island of Cuba / Neele, sculp. Strand. [Edinburgh] : Drawn & engraved for Thomson's New general atlas, 1816.

Authors: Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1817?] -- Roger S. Basks Collection (Newberry Library) 3 maps : hand col. ; 26 x 57 cm. or smaller, on sheet 54 x 70 cm.

Engraved 'No. 61' at upper right.


Forms part of the Roger S. Basks Collection at the Newberry Library. Digital image of another copy available on the David Rumsey Map Collection website (accessed Feb. 2010):

http://www.davidrumsey.com/luna/servlet/detail/RUMSEY~8~1~28387~1120816

Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1817, map 61 (NLO)

11423 Bahamas - Maps - 1816 - Bermuda Islands - Maps - 1816 - Cuba - Maps - 1816

Chart of the Bahama Islands ; The Bermudas or Summer Islands ; Island of Cuba / Neele, sculp. Strand. [Edinburgh] : Drawn & engraved for Thomson's New general atlas, 1816.

Authors: Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a
11424 Bahamas - Maps - 1822 Bermudas or Summer Islands; Island of Cuba - Maps - 1822

Chart of the Bahama Islands; The Bermudas or Summer Islands; Island of Cuba. [Edinburgh]: Drawn and engraved for Thomson’s New general atlas, [1822?].
Authors: Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas: consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1822?]. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
3 maps: hand col.; 26 x 58 cm. or smaller, on sheet 53 x 69 cm.
In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas: consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (Edinburgh; London; Dublin: John Thomson and Company; Baldwin, Craddock, and Joy; John Cumming, 1817, [i.e. 1821?] map 61. Engraved 'No. 61' at upper right; printed paste-on label 'No. 61' on verso.

Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1821, v. 2, map 61 (NLO)

11425 Bahamas - Maps - 1829 Bermudas or Summer Islands - Maps - 1829 Cuba - Maps - 1829

Chart of the Bahama Islands; The Bermudas or Summer Islands; Island of Cuba. [Edinburgh]: Drawn and engraved for Thomson’s New general atlas, [1829?].
Authors: Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas: consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (1829) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
3 maps: hand col.; 26 x 59 cm. or smaller, on sheet 54 x 73 cm.
In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas: consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (Edinburgh; London; Dublin: Printed by H. & J. Pillans, for John Thomson; Baldwin & Craddock; John Cumming, 1829), map 61. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library. Engraved no. '61' at upper right.

Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1829 map 61 (NLO)

11426 Bahamas - Maps - 1848

Map of the Bahama Islands. 1978.
Authors: Irish Academy Press -- Arrowsmith, John. 1790-1873
1 map
Accession no. 78-42483.
temp map6F G4980 1848 .A7 1978 .I7 (PrCt)

11427 Bahamas - Maps - 1891

Stark’s history and guide to the Bahama Islands: containing a description of everything on or about the Bahama Islands of which the visitor or resident may desire information: including their history, inhabitants, climate, agriculture, geology, government and resources / by James H. Stark.
Boston: James H. Stark, 31 Milk Street, c1891.
Authors: Stark, James Henry -- Photo Electro. Co. -- H.M. Plimpton & Co. -- Jennings, B.W. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
24 p., [16] p., [27] leaves of plates (3 folded): ill., 5 maps (some folded); 20 cm.
Cover title: Stark’s history of and guide to the Bahamas
‘Fully illustrated, with maps, engravings and photo-prints.’
Maps engraved by Photo-Electrotype Co. Printed by H.M. Plimpton & Co. Includes index, p. [vi]-x. Includes business and publisher’s advertisements, 16 p. at end and back cover. Owner’s inscription: B.W. Jennings. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: war08000017

Baskes F1651 .S73 1891 (NLO)

11428 Bahamas - Maps - 1926

The Bahama Islands: information as to trade, soil, climate, etc. for intending settlers, tourists and business men. Nassau, Bahamas: The Development Board, 1926.
Baskes F1651 .B331 (NLO)

11429 Bahamas - Maps - 1926

Letter to Dr. Dolley from David Fairchild laid in. Former owner’s signature: Charles S. Dolley.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Cf. Bahamas. Development Board. The Bahama Islands : information as to trade, soil, climate, etc. for intending settlers, tourists and business men (Nassau, 1926) [Baskes F1651 .B331]

References: Phillips 18161

LC Card Number: map54000545

Baskes folio G1635 .M37 1926 (NLO)

11430 Bahamas - Maps - 1967 - Tourism

Authors: Eastern Air Lines, inc. -- Chicago tribune

From Chicago Tribune (11 January 1967): sec. 1A, p. 6-7.

Two-page newspaper advertisement for Eastern services to the Bahamas; includes relief shown by shading, soundings in ocean, and paragraphs on points of interest.

map4F G4980 1967 .E4 (PrCt)


Authors: Eastern Air Lines, inc. -- Chicago tribune

From Chicago Tribune (11 January 1967): sec. 1A, p. 6-7.

Two-page newspaper advertisement for Eastern services to the Bahamas; includes relief shown by shading, soundings in ocean, and paragraphs on points of interest.

map4F G4980 1967 .E4 (PrCt)

11433 Bahamas - Maps - 1970-1979 - Nassau


Authors: Eastern Air Lines, inc. -- Chicago tribune

From Chicago Tribune (11 January 1967): sec. 1A, p. 6-7.

Two-page newspaper advertisement for Eastern services to the Bahamas; includes relief shown by shading, soundings in ocean, and paragraphs on points of interest.

map4F G4980 1967 .E4 (PrCt)

11432 Bahamas - Maps - 1970-1979 - Road maps


Authors: Eastern Air Lines, inc. -- Chicago tribune

From Chicago Tribune (11 January 1967): sec. 1A, p. 6-7.

Two-page newspaper advertisement for Eastern services to the Bahamas; includes relief shown by shading, soundings in ocean, and paragraphs on points of interest.

map4F G4980 1967 .E4 (PrCt)
Baha Honda (Cuba) - Maps - 1732 - Harbors - Nautical charts - Bahia Honda (Cuba) - Maps - 1732 - Harbors - Porto Porca (Cuba) - Maps - 1732 - Nautical charts - Porto Porca (Cuba) - Maps - 1732 - Bay of Honda (Cuba) SEE Bahia Honda (Cuba) - Baya Honda (Cuba) SEE Bahia Honda (Cuba) - Nautical charts

A Draught of the Bay of Honda. [London : Thomas Page and William Mount, 1732?].

Baia (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1620

Baiæ. [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 view : hand col. ; 14 x 49 cm. Anonymous view including the prominently

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
named sites of 'Pvssol', 'Baiae', and 'Templv Fregana.'
On same sheet with: Pteoli.
Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Pteoli, & Baiae.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 2, pl. 51

11440 Bairro de Alvalade (Lisbon, Portugal) - Maps - 1949
Bairro de Alvalade. [Lisbon : Livraria Portugal, 1949?].
1 map ; 23 x 27 cm.
In Araújo, Norberto de, Guide to Lisbon (Lisbon, [1949?]), facing p. [44].
To Collection Services for cataloging, 10 Feb.
2009 (PrCt)

11441 Baja California (Mexico : Peninsula) - Maps - 1679<<>>-Mexico - Maps - 1679
L’Amérique, suivant les dernières relations avec les routes que l’on tient pour les Indes Occidentales ... Le Nouveau Mexique et la Terre de losso ... Paris : Chez l’auteur, 1679.
Authors: Duval, P. (Pierre), 1619-1682 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 39 x 43 cm., folded to 23 cm. in slip case (25 cm.)
Scale not given.
Ayer 133 .D98 1679 (NLO)

11442 Baja California (Mexico : Peninsula) - Maps - 1683 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>>MANUSCRIPT maps - Facsimiles
Delineacion de la Nueva Provincia de San Andrés del puerto de La Paz y de las islas circunvecinas de las Californias ó Carolinas que al exmo. señor Conde de Paredes, virrey de la Nueva España dedica y consagra la Mission de la Compañia de Jesus de dichas Californias ó Carolinas en 21 de Diciembre dia del glorioso apostol de las Indias S. Thomas, de 1683. [19--].
Authors: Jesuits -- Archivo General de Indias.
Patronato 1-1/2-31-6 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1683 manuscript.
Lanzas, Pedro Torres. Relacion descriptiva de los Mapas, Planos, & de México y Floridas ... (Sevilla,1900): 76,61-62.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto Spain AGI Patronato 1-1-2/31-6 (PrCt)

11443 Baja California (Mexico : Peninsula) - Maps - 1700-1799 - Missions<<>>MISSIONs - Baja California (Mexico : Territory) - Maps - 1700-1799
[Missions of Baja California]. [197-].
1 map ; on sheet 55 x 24 cm.
Shows 18th-century sites.
Probably meant to accompany a monograph; source unknown.
330
map2F G4476.E424 197- M5 (PrCt)

11444 Baja California (Mexico : Peninsula) - Maps - 1746 - Coasts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>>SONora (Mexico : State) - Maps - 1746 - Coasts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>>California, Gulf of (Mexico) - Maps - 1746 - Coasts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Seno de Californias y su costa oriental ... por el P. Fernando Consag de la Compañía de Jesus, missionero de Californias. Año de MDCCXLVI. [19--].
Authors: Konsag, Ferdinand, 1703-1759 -- Jesuits -- Archivo General de Indias. 104-7-7 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Consag, Fernando, 1703-1759 SEE Konsag, Ferdinand, 1703-1759
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1746 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
For printed version of this map, see VAULT Graff 4470 v. 3, between p. 194-195 (PrCt)
MapPhoto Spain AGI 104-7-7 (PrCt)

11445 Baja California (Mexico : Peninsula) - Maps - 1747 - Coasts<<>>Sonora (Mexico : State) - Maps - 1747 - Coasts<<>>California, Gulf of (Mexico) - Maps - 1747 - Coasts<<>>Golfo de California (Mexico) SEE California, Gulf of (Mexico)<<>>Gulf of California, Gulf of (Mexico)
Seno de California, y su costa oriental nuevamente descubierta, y registrada desde el Cabo d[e] las Virgenes, hasta su termino, que es el Rio Colorado año 1747 / por el Pe. Ferdinand Consag, de la Compa. d[e] IHS missiono., en la California. [Madrid : s.n.], 1747 [i.e. 1757].
Authors: Konsag, Ferdinand. 1703-1759 -- Venegas, Miguel, 1680-1764. Noticia de la California, y de su conquista temporal, y espiritual hasta el tiempo presente ... (1757) -- Burriel, Andrés Marcos, 1719-1762 -- Jesuits -- Viuda de Manuel Fernandez, fl. 1757 -- Catholic Church. Supremo Consejo de la Inquisicion -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library) -- Fernandez, Manuel, viuda de, fl. 1757 SEE Viuda de Manuel Fernandez, fl. 1757 -- Supremo Consejo de la Inquisicion SEE Catholic Church. Supremo Consejo de la
In Venegas, Miguel. Noticia de la California, y de su conquista temporal, y espiritual hasta el tiempo presente ... (Madrid: En la imprenta de la viuda de Manuel Fernandez, y del Supremo Consejo de la Inquisicion, 1757) v. 3, between p. 194-195.

The accompanying 3-volume text of ‘Noticia de la California’ is attributed to Andrés Marcos Burriel. Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library. Volume 1 and all maps lacking in Newberry's duplicate copy: F 941 .94

For photostatic reproduction of a manuscript version of this map held by the Archivo General de las Indias, see MapPhoto Spain AGI 104-7-7 VAULT Graff 4470 v. 3, between p. 194-195 (PrCt)

11446 Baja California (Mexico : Peninsula) - Maps - 1765<><>California - Maps - 1765<><>Sonora (Mexico : State) - Maps - 1765

Kaart van het westelyk gedeelte van Nieuw Mexico en van Californie / volgens de laatste ontdekkingen der Jesuiten en anderen.

Amsterdam: by Isaak Tirion, MDCCCLXV [1765].

Authors: Tirion, Isaak -- Jesuits -- Tirion, Isaak.

Nieuwe en beknopte hand-atlas ... (1748 [i.e. 1769?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; hand col. ; 32 x 35 cm.

Verso numbered "N 102" in manuscript.

In: Tirion, Isaak. Nieuwe en beknopte hand-atlas ... (Amsterdam: Isaak Tirion, 1744 [i.e. 1769?]), plate [99].

oversize Ayer 135 .T55 1744, plate [99] (PrCt)

11447 Baja California (Mexico : Peninsula) - Maps - 1770 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<><>California - Maps - 1770 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<><>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles

Mapa de la Intendencia de California. [19--].

Authors: Archivo General de las Indias. 146-6-14 (9) -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map

Two copies of photostatic reproduction of ca. 1770 manuscript.

Torres Lanzas, Pedro. Relación descriptiva de los mapas, planos, & de México y Floridas existentes en el Archivo General de las Indias (Sevilla, 1900):264,187-188

Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

MapPhoto Spain AGI 146-6-14 (9) (PrCt)


Terreno por donde han subido, y se hallan las expediciones a S[a]n Diego y Monterrey. [1908?].

Authors: Velázquez, Joseph, fl. 1770 -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Irving B. Richman Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 226 -- Archivo General de la Nación (Mexico)

1 ms. map : cloth, hand col. ; 299 x 413 mm.

Title from prominent note written across northern Baja California.

Tracing made by Irving B. Richman (1908?) from a 1770 manuscript map. Original in the Archivo General de la Nación (Mexico), Californias v. 76, opening 232. Their Catalogo d ilustraciones v. 7 (1979), p. 50, no. 3248 attributes the map to correo Joseph Velázquez.

Shows Baja California, western Sinaloa and Sonora, and southern California as far north as San Diego. Pen-and-ink and watercolor outline (yellow).

Scale not given.


VAULT drawer Ayer MS map 226 (NLO)

11449 Baja California (Mexico : Peninsula) - Maps - 1772 - Coasts<><>Sonora (Mexico : State) - Maps - 1772 - Coasts<><>California, Gulf of (Mexico) - Maps - 1772 - Coasts California / per Ferdinandi Consaq S.I. et alios. [Mannheim, Germany? s.n., 1772?].

Authors: Konsag, Ferdinand, 1703--1759 SEE Konsag, Ferdinand, 1703-1759 -- Jesuits -- Baegert, Jacob, 1717-1772.

Nachrichten von der amerikanischen Halbinsel Californien: mit einem zweyfach Anhang falscher nachrichten ... (1772) -- Churfürstl. hof- und academie-buchdr. (Mannheim, Germany) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library) -- Consaq, Ferdinandi, 1703-1759 SEE Konsag, Ferdinand, 1703-1759 -- Koncság, Ferdinando, 1703-1759 SEE Konsag, Ferdinand, 1703-1759

1 map ; 21 x 17 cm., on sheet folded to 17 x 10 cm.

In Baegert, Jacob. Nachrichten von der amerikanischen Halbinsel Californien: mit einem zweyfachen Anhang falscher nachrichten ... (Mannheim: Churfürstl. hof- und academie-buchdr., 1772) opposite p. [1]

Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library. VAULT Graff 137 opposite p. [1] (PrCt)

11450 Baja California (Mexico : Peninsula) - Maps - 1787 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<><>California - Maps - 1787 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
11453  Baja California (Mexico : Peninsula) - Maps - 1925 - Railroads
Rand McNally standard map of Baja California.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, c1925.
1 map : c ol., both sides ; 74 x 66 cm., on sheet 99 x 66 cm., folded to 25 x 11 cm.
'Edition 5.'
Title panel includes photograph of the Vizcaino Desert and 'Kevin Healey, the cartographer who first prepared the ITMB Baja map....'
Scale 1:650,000. Lambert conformal conic projection.
Recto and verso overlap between 28°30' N and 27°00' N (25 cm.)
ISBN 1553415663
map4C G4475 2003 .H4 (PrCt)

11454  Baja California (Mexico : Peninsula) - Maps - 2003
Mexico : Baja California / International Travel Maps ... a division of ITMB Publishing Ltd.
Vancouver, B.C. International Travel Maps, c2003.
Authors: Healey, Kevin -- International Travel Maps (Firm) -- ITMB Publishing Ltd.
1 map : col., both sides ; 74 x 66 cm., on sheet 99 x 66 cm., folded to 25 x 11 cm.
'Edition 5.'
Title panel includes photograph of the Vizcaino Desert and 'Kevin Healey, the cartographer who first prepared the ITMB Baja map....'
Scale 1:650,000. Lambert conformal conic projection.
Recto and verso overlap between 28°30' N and 27°00' N (25 cm.)
ISBN 1553415663
map4C G4475 2003 .H4 (PrCt)

11451  Baja California (Mexico : Peninsula) - Maps - 1925 - Railroads
Rand McNally standard map of Baja California.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, c1925.
1 map : c ol., both sides ; 74 x 66 cm., on sheet 99 x 66 cm., folded to 25 x 11 cm.
'Edition 5.'
Title panel includes photograph of the Vizcaino Desert and 'Kevin Healey, the cartographer who first prepared the ITMB Baja map....'
Scale 1:650,000. Lambert conformal conic projection.
Recto and verso overlap between 28°30' N and 27°00' N (25 cm.)
ISBN 1553415663
map4C G4475 2003 .H4 (PrCt)


11462 Bakersfield (Calif.) - Maps - 1969 - Road maps

Authors: Union Oil Company of California -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress.
Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 49 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Bakersfield street map.
Plate numbers "686503-3" and "4R66."
Insets (21 x 10 cm. and smaller): Isabella Lake area -- Buttonwillow -- Rosamond.
Maps on verso (28 x 25 cm. or smaller): City of Delano -- City of Taft -- Mojave -- City of Wasco -- Lamont -- City of Arvin -- City of Ridgecrest -- City of Tehachapi -- Boron -- City of Maricopa -- City of Shafter -- City of McFarland.
Panel art: 76 Union sign and slogan "Drive in. Get in the spirit of 76."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4558 (PrCt)

11464 Bakersfield (Calif.) - Maps - 1973 - Road maps

Authors: Union Oil Company of California -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress.
Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 49 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"1973 edition."
Panel title.
Added title: Bakersfield street map.
Plate numbers "706503-5" and "4R66."
Insets (21 x 10 cm. and smaller): Isabella Lake area -- Buttonwillow -- Rosamond.
Maps on verso (28 x 25 cm. or smaller): City of Delano -- City of Taft -- Mojave -- City of Wasco -- Lamont -- City of Arvin -- City of Ridgecrest -- City of Tehachapi -- Boron -- City of Maricopa -- City of Shafter -- City of McFarland.
Panel art: 76 logo and slogan "Drive in. Get in the spirit of 76."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4593 (PrCt)

11465 Bal Harbour (Fla.) - Hotels - 1960

Americana : The hotel of the Americas. [Chicago, Ill.]: Curtteichcolor, [ca. 1960s].
Authors: Hotel Americana (Bal Harbour, Fla.)
1 postcard : col. photo ; 9 x 14 cm.
Travel Vertical File G3934 .B18 1960 .H6 (PrCt)

11466 Balaguer (Spain), Battle of, 1645

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Beaulieu, Sébastien de Pontault, ca. 1612-1674 -- Desroches, Etienne, 1661-1741 -- Ertinger, F. -- Beaulieu, Sébastien de Pontault, ca. 1612-1674. Les Glorieuses conquestes de Louis le Grand [1694?]
1 map ; 41 x 50 cm.

Case oversize G 10307 .08 pl. 12 (PrCt)

**11467 Balaguier (Spain) - Maps - 1645-1674**

Authors: Beaulieu, Sébastien de Pontault, ca. 1612-1674 -- Desroches, Etienne, 1661-1741 -- Ertinger, F. -- Beaulieu, Sébastien de Pontault, ca. 1612-1674. Les Glorieuses conquestes de Louis le Grand [1694?]
1 map ; 41 x 50 cm.
'DR. inv. del.'; 'F. Ertinger scu.'

Case oversize G 10307 .08 pl. 12 (PrCt)

**11468 Baldwin County (Ala.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners - Maps**

Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960-- Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)
572 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
1st ed.
'Deluxe edition.'
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).
'3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.'
Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).
Includes indexes.
Series: Family maps

ISBN 1420303317
Local History Ref F332.B2 B69 2006 (NLO)

**11469 Balearic Islands (Spain) - Maps - 1635**

Insulae Balearides et Pytiusae. Amsterdam : C. Allard, [1682?].
Authors: Allard, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709 -- Allard, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709. Atlas minor sive tabulae geographicæ ... [1682?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 36 x 48 cm.
In: Allard, Carel. Atlas minor sive tabulae geographicæ proecipuorum regnorum regionum, insularum, provinclarum, etc. (Amsterdam : C. Allard, 1682?) pl. 32. Dated 1635 by Blaeu.

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .A4 A pl. 32 (PrCt)

**11470 Balearic Islands (Spain) - Maps - 1680**

Insulae Balearides et Pytiusae. Amsterdam, [ca. 1680].
Cf. Koeman Me 4 [446].
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

2187 Sack map4F G6562.B25 1680 S3 (PrCt)

**11471 Balearic Islands (Spain) - Maps - 1740-1777**

Carte des isles de Maiorque, Minorque et d’Yvice. Ausbourg [Augsburg] : Matthieu Seutter, [ca. 1740?].
Insets (9 x 9 cm. and 18 x 44 cm.): [Western Mediterranean Sea] -- Plan du port et ville de Mahon du Fort St. Philippe et ses fortifications. Forms part of a made-to-order composite atlas chiefly comprised of undated maps issued ca. 1734-ca. 1744.
In: Seutter, Matthaeus. [A Collection of Seutter maps] [1726-1773] plate [36].

Case oversize G 1007 .81 pl. [36] (PrCt)

**11472 Balearic Islands (Spain) - Maps - 1807**

Carte des isles de Majorque, Minorque, et Yvice / par Mr. Bellin. ... À Venise [Venice] ; par P. Santini, chez Mr. Remondini, [1807?].
Authors: Bellin, Jacques Nicolas, 1703-1772 -- Santini, P. -- Remondini, Giuseppe Antonio, 1747-1811 -- Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (1784 [i.e.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
11473 Balearic Islands (Spain) - Maps - 1936
Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag
-- Kraatz, Leopold -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
'Mit 13 Karten und 14 Abbildungen.'
Maps lithographed by Leopold Kraatz.
Map inside front cover.
Includes index.
Series: Grieben-Reiseführer ; Bd. 115
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 115 (1936) (NLO)
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

11474 Balearic Islands (Spain) - Maps - 1964<<>>Spain - Maps - 1964
Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag
-- Karl Thiemig AG -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
219 p. : 3 maps (some col., some folded) ; 17 cm.
Map inside front cover.
Folded map in pocket.
Includes index.
Series: Grieben-Reiseführer ; Bd. 260
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 65038631
Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 260 (1964) (NLO)
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

11475 Bali Island (Indonesia) - Maps - 1841<<>>Lombok - Maps - 1841<<>>Missions - Asia - Maps - 1841
Authors: American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions -- American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions.
Maps and illustrations of the missions of the American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions, 1841 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 10 x 17 cm.
In: American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions. Maps and illustrations of the missions of the American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions, 1841. Boston, 1841. (Location of the American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions, 1841.)
Forms pl. 9A of a collection of wax-engraved maps, apparently detached from assorted Board publications, and bound together as a separate atlas. Added letterpress title from bottom margin: Mission to Borneo.
Ayer 136 .A5 1841 pl. 9A (PrCt)

11476 Bali Island (Indonesia) - Maps - 1937
Authors: Covarrubias, Miguel, 1904-1957 -- Oxford University Press -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

11477 Bali Island (Indonesia) - Maps - 1986
Guidebooks ->>Angkor (Extinct City) - Maps - 1936 - Guidebooks
Authors: Gorer, Geoffrey -- Oxford University Press -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

11478 Bali Island (Indonesia) - Maps - 1995
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Automobile Association (Great Britain) -- Macmillan Travel -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 6 maps, 13 city plans
2nd ed.
Issued in partnership with the Automobile Association (short format); cf. A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reiseführer, 1832-1990, p. 277.
Cover price: $17.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Daciarvm, Moesiarvmque, vetvs descriptio ... / ex conatibus Abrahami. Ortelij. [London : John Norton], 1595 [i.e. 1606].
Georg von, 1542-1608
1 map : hand col. ; 34 x 45 cm.
Includes dedication to "Dno. Iohanni Georgio a Werdenstein" in cartouche at upper right.
In: Orteliu, Abraham. "Parergon sive, Veteris geographiae aliquot tabvlae", part of the historical atlas section of Orteliu's Theatrum orbis terrarum ... (London : J. Norton, 1606), [plate 137].
Signature "xxiiij" and English letterpress text on verso beginning: Dacia, and Moesia. The inhabitants of Dacia, the Grecites called Daci ... . "Cartographic sources: numerous classical authors, specifically Dionys, Stephanus, Horatius, Suidas, Flavius Vopiscus, Plinius and Strabo." -- From Marcel P.R. van den Broecke's Cartographica Neerlandica website, which includes a digital image of another copy of the map (accessed August 2012); see http://www.orteliusmaps.com/book/ort212.html
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1606, [plate 137] (PrCt)

11480 Balkan Peninsula - Historical geography - Maps - 1700
1 map : hand col. ; 35 x 48 cm.
"Dedicated to his highness William Duke of Gloucester."
In: Wells, Edward. A New sett of maps both of antient and present geography ... (Oxford : Printed at the Theater, 1700), [plate 18]
satisf Ayer 135 .W4 1700, plate [18] (PrCt)

11481 Balkan Peninsula - Historical geography - Maps - 1740
1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 57 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Forms part of a made-to-order composite atlas chiefly comprised of undated maps issued ca. 1734-ca. 1744.
Case oversize G 1007 .81 pl. [94] (PrCt)

11482 Balkan Peninsula - Historical geography - Maps - 1801
La Pannonia la Dacia l'Illicio e la Mesia. Rome : Calcografia camerale, 1798 [i.e. 1801].
Authors: Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824 -- Calcografia camerale (Rome, Italy) -- Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824. Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (1792-1801) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 33 x 46 cm.
In: Cassini, Giovanni Maria. Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (Rome : Presso la Calcogr. camerale, 1792-1801) v. 3 pl. 57.
Map dated 1801.
oversize Ayer 135 .C33 1792 v. 3 pl. 57 (PrCt)

11483 Balkan Peninsula - Historical geography - Maps - 2001
Authors: Hupchick, Dennis P. -- Cox, Harold E. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([viii], 128 p.) : col. maps ; 25 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [115]-117) and index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Duplicate copy: G1996.S1 H8 2001
ISBN 0312239610 (hardback) ; 031223970X (pbk.)
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

11484 Balkan Peninsula - Historical geography - Maps - 2001
Historical atlases
Authors: Hupchick, Dennis P. -- Cox, Harold E.
1 atlas ([viii], 128 p.) : col. maps ; 25 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [115]-117) and index.
Duplicate copy in Baskes Collection.
11485 Balkan Peninsula - History, Ancient
La Grece et les pays plus septentrionaux jusque au Danube pour l'histoire ancienne de Mr. Rollin... [Paris, ca. 1776].
1 map : col. ; 24 x 20 cm.
oversize Ayer 135 .A6 1727 pl. 5 (PrCt)

Imperii Orientalis et circumjacentium regionum sub Constantino porphyrogenito... / auctore Guillelmo Del'Isle... quae prodit studio Anselmi Bandurii... [Paris: s.n., ca. 1732?].
Authors: L’Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Banduri, Anselmo Maria, 1675-1743 -- L’Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726. [Collection of maps of the world] [1732?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 44 x 62 cm.
In upper right margin: post pag. 32
In composite atlas without title page: L’Isle, Guillaume de. [Collection of maps of the world]. Paris: s.n., ca. 1732?, [plate 53].
Number "53" in ms. on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
VAULT Baskes oversize G1015 .L57 1700, [plate 53] (PrCt)

Orbis Romani descriptio seu divisio per themata sub imperatoribus Constantinopolitanis post Heraclii temporae facta / auctore Guillelmo Del’Isle... quae prodit studio Anselmi Bandurii... [Paris: s.n., ca. 1732?].
Authors: L’Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Banduri, Anselmo Maria, 1675-1743 -- L’Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726. [Collection of maps of the world] [1732?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 61 cm.
In upper right margin: ante pag. 1
In composite atlas without title page: L’Isle, Guillaume de. [Collection of maps of the world]. Paris: s.n., ca. 1732?, [plate 54].
Number "54" in ms. on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
VAULT Baskes oversize G1015 .L57 1700, [plate 54] (PrCt)

Orbis Romani descriptio seu divisio per themata sub imperatoribus Constantinopolitanis post Heraclii. Amstelodami [i.e. Amsterdam] : I. Cóvens et C. Mortier, [1741?].
Authors: L’Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Banduri, Anselmo Maria, 1675-1743 -- Côvens et Mortier -- L’Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726. Atlas nouveau, contenant toutes les parties du monde... [1741?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 43 x 61 cm.
In: L’Isle, Guillaume de. Atlas nouveau, contenant toutes les parties du monde... (Amsterdam: J. Covens & C. Mortier, [1741?]) v. 2, pl. [70].
oversize Ayer 135 .L695 1741 v. 2, pl. [70] (PrCt)

Orbis Romani descriptio seu divisio per themata sub imperatoribus Constantinopolitanis post Heraclii. Amstelodami [i.e. Amsterdam] : I. Cóvens et C. Mortier, [1741?].
Authors: L’Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Banduri, Anselmo Maria, 1675-1743 -- Côvens et Mortier -- L’Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726. Atlas nouveau, contenant toutes les parties du monde... [1741?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 45 x 58 cm.
In: L’Isle, Guillaume de. Atlas nouveau, contenant toutes les parties du monde... (Amsterdam: J. Covens & C. Mortier, [1741?]) v. 2, pl. [71].
oversize Ayer 135 .L695 1741 v. 2, pl. [71] (PrCt)

11490 Balkan Peninsula - History, Ancient - Maps - 1830
Ancient Macedonia, Thracia, Illyria, Moesia, and Dacia. London : Chapman and Hall, 1830 [i.e.1844].
Authors: Chapman and Hall -- J. & C. Walker (Firm) -- Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (Great Britain) -- Society for the...
Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (Great Britain).
Maps of the Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (1844) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 38 cm.
Related maps issued in same atlas: Ancient Greece northern part -- Ancient Greece southern part.
Oversize Ayer 135 .S67 1844 v. 1, pl. [75] (PrCt) 11491

Authors: Ptolemy, active 2nd century -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Ptolemy, active 2nd century.
Geographia (1540) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. woodcut ; 25 x 33 cm., mounted on backing sheet 31 x 38 cm.
Letterpress title above woodcut map with letterpress place names.
Letterpress no. 43 and text on verso: Poloniae et Vngariae descriptio ...
Forms part of an incomplete copy of Sebastian Münster's 1540 edition of Ptolemy's Geography (lacking intervening pages of text between maps).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Karrow, Mapmakers of the 16th cent., p. 422; Shirley, T.Ptol-8a
VAULT Baskes folio G1005 1540, [plate 43] (PrCt)

Authors: Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552. Cosmographiae uniuersalis ... (1552) -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : woodcut ; 15 x 19 cm., on sheet 32 x 21 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Added letterpress title above woodcut: Transsylvania Vngarici regni prouincia.
In: Münster, Sebastian. Cosmographiae uniuersalis ... (Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552), p. 918.
11495 Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1560 -> Greece - Maps - 1560 -> Italy - Maps - 1560
Authors: Gastaldi, Giacomo, approximately 1500-approximately 1565 -- Lafréry, Antoine, 1512-1577 -- Liciarus, Fabius, 1521-1565 -- Fugger, Johann Jakob, 1516-1575 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
Printed no. 41 and Latin letterpress text on verso beginning: Sclavonia. Fverunt olim inter mare
1 map ; 837 x 1,063 (neat line), on composite sheet 839 x 1,110 mm.
References: Karrow, Mapmakers of the sixteenth century (1993), p. 12 and 461
Digital image of another copy available on Marcel P.R. van den Broecke's Cartographica
Printed no. 93 and English letterpress text on verso beginning: Illyricvm. Illyricvo, o, como otros la llamo, Illyris ... .
Digital image of another copy available on Marcel P.R. van den Broecke's Cartographica
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1588, [plate 80] (PrCt)

1 map ; 31 x 46 cm.
In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatrum orbis terrarvm (Antwerp : A.C. Diesth, 1570), [plate 41].
Printed no. 41 and Latin letterpress text on verso beginning: Sclavonia. Fverunt olim inter mare
Adriaticum & Regnum Hungariae ... 
Duplicate copy: VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1570
Digital image of another copy available on Marcel P.R. van den Broecke's Cartographica
VAULT Case oversize G 1007 .64, [plate 41] (PrCt)

11497 Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1572-1588 -> Illyria - Maps - 1572-1588
Illyricvm / Joan. Sambvcvs ... 25 Octob. 1572. [Antwerp : Christophe Plantin], 1572 [i.e. 1588].
1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 47 cm.
Derived from earlier work by Augustin Hirsvogello; see Karrow.
In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatro de la tierra vuniversal (Antwerp : Christophe Plantin, 1588), [plate 80].
Printed no. 80 and Spanish letterpress text on verso beginning: Illyrico. Illyrico, o, como otros la llamo, Illyris ... .
Digital image of another copy available on Marcel P.R. van den Broecke's Cartographica
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1588, [plate 80] (PrCt)

11498 Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1572-1606 -> Illyria - Maps - 1572-1606
Illyricvm / Joan. Sambvcvs ... 25 Octob. 1572. [London : John Norton], 1572 [i.e.1606].
1 map : hand col. ; 31 x 46 cm.
Derived from earlier work by Augustin Hirsvogello; see Karrow.
Printed no. 93 and English letterpress text on verso beginning: The other Mappe of Illyria. I had purposed, as I promised ... .
Digital image of another copy available on Marcel P.R. van den Broecke's Cartographica
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1606, [plate 93] (PrCt)

11499 Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1588 -> Austria - Maps - 1588 -> Hungary - Maps - 1588
Schlavoniae, Croatiae, Carniae, Istriae, Bosniæ finitimarvmque regionvm nova descriptio /
**Balkan Peninsula Maps - 1593>>>Illyria - Maps - 1593**

Ilirici seu Sclovaniae, continentis Croatiae, Carniae, Istriae, Bosniae finitimavrmarvmque regionvm nova descriptio / autore Avgvstino Hirsvogelio. [Antwerp : s.n., 1593?].

Authors: Hirschvogel, Augustin, ca.1525

Deutecum, Lucas à Deutecum fecerunt covers parts of the Balkans, the eastern Danube River Valley, and the Dardanelles Strait. Continuation of adjacent map: Nova exactissimaqve descriptio Danvbii ... / per Christianum Sgrothonum ... Engraving attributed to Antonie Wierix.

In: Jode, Gerard de. Specvlvm orbis terrarvm (Antwerp : A. Coninx, 1593), map [60].

**VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .J9 1593, map [60] (PrCt)**

**11502**

1 map : hand col. ; 28 x 51 cm.


**VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1588, [plate 81] (PrCt)**

**11500**

Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1593>>>Danube River Valley - Maps - 1593

Nova exactissimaqve descriptio Danvbii ... / per Christianum Sgrothonum[m] ... / Ioannes à Deutecum, Lucas à Deutecum fecerunt. [Antwerp : s.n., 1593?].

Authors: Sgrooten, Christian, ca.1525 - Doetecam, Jan van - Doetecam, Lucas van, 16th cent. - Jode, Gerard de, 1509-1591 - Wierix, Antonie, -1604 -- Jode, Gerard de, 1509-1591. Specvlvm orbis terrarvm (1593)

1 map : hand col. ; 33 x 49 cm.

Latin letterpress text on verso (fol. 27, sig. Eee): Illyricvm Sclovaniae tabvla ... Engraving attributed to Antonie Wierix.

In: Jode, Gerard de. Specvlvm orbis terrarvm (Antwerp : A. Coninx, 1593), map [49].

**VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .J9 1593, map [49] (PrCt)**

**11503**

Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1606>>>Austria - Maps - 1606


1 map : hand col. ; 31 x 46 cm.

In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatrum orbis terrarvm ... (London : J. Norton, 1606), [plate 92].

Printed no. 92 and English letterpress text on verso beginning: Illyricvm. Illyricvm, or, (which pleaseth others better)...


**VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1606, [plate 92] (PrCt)**
11504 Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1640-1703
Illyria - Maps - 1640-1703
Italy - Maps - 1640-1703
Balkan Peninsula - History, Ancient - Maps - 1640-1703
Illyria - History, Ancient - Maps - 1640-1703


Galliar. regis geographo ; Lud. Cordier sculp.

[Paris] : Chez le Sr. Sanson, aux Galleries du Louvre, [between 1640 and 1703].

Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Sanson, Guillaume -- Cordier, Louis, -1711 -- Delamarche, Charles François, 1740-1817. Atlas général : contenant le détail des quatre parties du monde [1798?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 39 x 51 cm.


Scale [ca. 1:2,900,000]. Relief shown pictorially.


Baskes oversize G1015 .A77 1798, [ptie 2], [plate 26] (NLO)

11507 Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1680

Regni Hungariae, Graeciae, et Moreae, ac regionum, quae ei quondam fuere christiani. Amsterdam : Justus Danckerts, [ca. 1680].


1 map ; 49 x 57 cm.

In: Danckerts, Justus. Atlas (Amsterdam : J. Danckers, [ca. 1680]) pl. [21]. Ms. no. '22' in upper right. Historical presentation prior to 1667.

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .D18 pl. 21 (PrCt)

11508 Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1680

Regni Hungariae, Graeciae, et Moreae... Amsterdam, [ca. 1680].


1 map ; 49 x 57 cm.

In: Danckerts, Justus. Atlas (Amsterdam : J. Danckers, [ca. 1680]) pl. [36]. Ms. no. '37' in upper right.

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .D18 A pl. 36 (PrCt)

11509 Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1683

The kingdom of Hungary and the states that have been subject to it... London : Berry, 1689.

Authors: Berry, William, fl. 1669-1708 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Berry, William, fl. 1669-1708. [A Collection of maps of the world] [1680-1689] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; col. ; 52 x 86 cm.

Added title: The kingdom of Hungary and the states that have been subject and dependent of that crown....


VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B48 1680 pl. 29 (PrCt)

11510 Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1683

The states of the empire of the Turks in Europe, subdivided according to ye extent of its

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
governments. London: Berry, 1689.
Authors: Berry, William, fl. 1669-1708 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Berry, William, fl. 1669-1708. [A Collection of maps of the world] [1680-1689] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; 53 x 85 cm.
Added title: The dominions of Turkey in Europe...


VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B48 1680 pl. 39 (PrCt)

11511 Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1694<<>>Illyria - Maps - 1694
1 map : hand col.; 39 x 51 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:2,900,000]. Relief shown pictorially.
In composite world atlas possibly compiled and published by Charles Francois Delamarche: Atlas general: contenant le detail des quatre parties du monde [Paris?: s.n., 1798?], [ptie 2], [plate 70]. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: G.C. Zacharakis, Catalogue of printed maps of Greece, 1887
Baskes oversize G1015 .A77 1798, [ptie 2], [plate 70] (NLO)

11514 Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1695
Le Royaume de Hongrie, et les estats qui en ont esté sujets, et qui sont presentement la partie septentrionale de la Turquie en Europe... Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : Hubert Jaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], [1695?].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. Atlas nouveau: contenant toutes les parties du monde (1692 [i.e. 1695?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 53 x 85 cm.
Added title, upper margin: Le Royaume de Hongrie, et les estats qui en ont esté sujets...
In counterfeit edition of: Sanson, Nicolas. Atlas nouveau: contenant toutes les parties du monde (Paris [i.e. Amsterdam]: H. Jaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], 1692 [i.e. 1695?]) pl. [91]. Map dated 1691.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .S19 1692 pl. [91] (PrCt)

11515 Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1696
Estats de l'empire des Turqs en Europe ... / par ... H. Iaillot. Paris : chez H. Iaillot, 1696.
Authors: Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Charles II, King of Spain, 1661-1700 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
III:T7
1 map : hand col.; 44 x 60 cm.
Title from cartouche at center right.
Added title in upper margin: Tabula nova imperii Turcarum in Europa, ad usum serenissimi Burgundiae Ducis.
Includes most of Italy and western Turkey.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map 4F G7800 1696 J3 (PrCt)

11516 Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1700
Estats de l'empire des turqes en Europe, subdivises suivant l'Estendue des ... Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : H. Iaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], 1696 [i.e. ca. 1700].
Authors: Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712. Atlas minor ad usum serenissimi burgundiae ducis ... [ca. 1700]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 45 x 61 cm.
Added title, upper margin: Tabula nova imperii Turcarum in Europa, ad usum serenissimi ...
In counterfeit edition of: Jaillot, Alexis Hubert. Atlas minor ad usum serenissimi burgundiae ducis ... ([Amsterdam : Pieter Mortier, ca. 1700]) no. [32].
Manuscript '32' at upper right.

11517 Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1700
Etats de l'Empire des Turcs en Europe ... Paris : Hubert Iaillot, 1700 [i.e. 1737??].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Cordier, Robert (Engraver) -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712. [Atlas francais] (1700 [i.e. 1737??]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 45 x 64 cm.
In: Jaillot, Alexis Hubert. [Atlas francais] (Paris : Jaillot, 1700 [i.e. 1737??]) pl. [23].
Map dated 1700.
Manuscript title 'Turquie d'Europe' and no. '26' on verso.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .J25 1700 pl. [23] (PrCt)

Totius Danubii nova & accuratiss. Tabula, universam simul Turciam, Europaeam, Hungariam, Magnam Germaniae partem ...
[Amsterdam : Frederik de Wit, ca. 1700?].
Authors: La Feuille, Jacques de, 1668-1719 -- Wit, Frederik de -- Wit, Frederik de. Atlas [ca. 1700?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 51 x 60 cm.
In: Wit, Frederik de. Atlas (Amsterdam : bij Frederick de Wit in de Calverstraet bij den Dam inde Witte Paskaert. [ca. 1700?]) no. [88].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .W8 A no. [88] (PrCt)

11519 Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1700<>>Greece - Maps - 1700
Authors: Smith, Ed. -- William, Duke of Gloucester, 1689-1700 -- Wells, Edward, 1667-1727. A New set of maps both of antient and present geography ... (1700) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 35 x 47 cm.
"Dedicated to his highness William Duke of Gloucester."
In: Wells, Edward. A New set of maps both of antient and present geography ... (Oxford : Printed at the Theater, 1700), plate [19]
over size Ayer 135 .W4 1700, plate [19] (PrCt)

11520 Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1701<>>Europe, Eastern - Maps - 1701
Turky in Europe. [London : T. Childe, 1701].
Authors: Moll, Herman, -1732 -- Childe, Timothy -- Moll, Herman, -1732. A System of geography -- or, A new & accurate description of the earth 1701
1 map ; 16 x 18 cm.
Case folio G 117 .58 pt. 1, p. 408 (PrCt)

11521 Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1703<>>Europe, Southern - Maps - 1703
Turky in Europe. [London : s.n., 1703].
Authors: Seller, John, fl. 1658-1698 -- Seller, John, fl. 1658-1698. A New system of geography ; designed in a most plain and easie method ... (1703)
1 map ; 11 x 13 cm.
Anonymous map in Seller, John. A New system of geography ; designed in a most plain and easie method ... (London : Jeremiah Seller ; Charles Price ; John Senex, 1703) map [27].
Manuscript 'hh' in lower right.
Case 3A 1704 map [27] (PrCt)

The South part of Turky in Europe. [London : s.n., 1703].
Authors: Seller, John, fl. 1658-1698 -- Seller, John, fl. 1658-1698. A New system of geography: designed in a most plain and easie method ... (1703)
1 map ; 12 x 14 cm.
Anonymous map in Seller, John. A New system of geography: designed in a most plain and easie method ... (London : Jeremiah Seller ; Charles Price ; John Senex, 1703) map [29].
Manuscript ‘kk’ in lower right.
Case 3A 1704 map [29] (PrCt)

Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726. [Collection of maps of the world] [1732?].
-- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 43 x 64 cm.
Title in bottom margin.
Imprint beneath scale.
Continued southward on adjacent sheet:
Graeciae antiquae tabula nova ... [plate 67].
In composite atlas without title page: L'Isle, Guillaume de. Graeciae pars Meridionales ... Paris : s.n., 1732?], [plate 66].
Number "66" in ms. on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
VAULT Baskes oversize G1015 .S45 1764, plate [26] (NLO)

Graeciae antiquae tabula nova : in qua locorum situs tum ad distantias itinariam tum ad observationes astronomicas exactus litorum flexuare et alia id genus ad accuratas
recentiorum rationes accomodatae sunt / autore Guillelmo Delisle. London : Printed for John Bowles ..., Robt. Sayer ..., & Carington Bowles ..., 1725 (i.e. 1764?).
Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Senex, John, -1740 -- Bowles, John, 1701-1779 -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Bowles, Carington, 1724-1793 -- Senex, John, -1740. The Universal geographer ... [1764?].
-- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
2 maps on 2 sheets : hand col. ; each 44 x 60 cm, sheets 56 x 69 cm.
Contents: Graeciae pars Meridionales -- Graeciae pars Septentrionalis. Covers Greece, with Crete, Peloponnese and Cyclades.
Relief shown pictorially. Decorative title cartouche. Shows boundaries, rivers, roads, forests, settlements, with notes.
In: Senex, John. The Universal geographer ... (London : Printed for Robert Sayer, [1764?]), plates [32-33].
**Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)**

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes oversize G1015 .S45 1764, plates [32-33] (NLO)**


*Rivorum in Europa principis Danubii cum adiacentibus regnis nec non totius Graeciae et Archipelagi ... / authore Io. Baptista Homanno ... Noribergae [Nuremberg : Homann, 1734 or later].* Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724. Kleiner Atlas scholasticus von sechs und zwanzig charten [1734 or later] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 54 cm.

Inset (7 x 10 cm.): Cum integrum Danubii tractum

...In: Homann, Johann Baptist. Kleiner Atlas scholasticus von sechs und zwanzig charten (Leipzig : Nuremberg : Johann Friedrich Gleditsch ; Johann Baptist Homann, [1734 or later]). [plate 24].

**VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .H7 1734, [plate 24] (PrCt)**


*Theatrum belli ad Borysthenem Tyram & Danubium flivios gesti ao. MDCC XXXVIII.* Saint Petersburg, 1738.

Authors: Akademiia nauk SSSR -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

III:U4

1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 65 cm.

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

4385

**Sack map4F G6800 1738 .A4 (PrCt)**

**11529** Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1740<>Danube River Valley - Maps - 1740<>Hungary - Maps - 1740


Authors: Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756 -- Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756. Atlas novus sive tabulae geographicæ totius orbis faciem, partes, imperia, regna et provincias exibentes [1740?]

Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 56 cm.

"Cum gratia et privil. S.R.I. Vicariatu[us], in partibus Rheni, Sueviae, et juris Franconici."

Scale [ca. 1:4,000,000].

In: Seutter, Matthaeus. Atlas novus sive tabulæ geographicæ totius orbis faciem, partes, imperia, regna et provincias exibentes (Augsburg : [Seutter], [1740?]), plate [46]

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**VAULT Baskes oversize G1015 .S48 1740, plate [46] (NLO)**

**11530** Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1741<>Hungary - Maps - 1741

*Le Royaume de Hongrie et des pays qui en dependoient autrefois. Amsterdam : I. Cóvens et C. Mortier, [1741?].*

Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Marsili, Luigi Ferdinando, 1658-1730 -- Cóvens et Mortier -- L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726. Atlas nouveau, contenant toutes les parties du monde ... [1741?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 45 x 56 cm.

Added title in upper margin: Nova et accurata regni Hungariae tabula , ad usum serenissimi Burgundiae ducis.

In: L'Isle, Guillaume de. Atlas nouveau, contenant toutes les parties du monde ... (Amsterdam : J. Covens & C. Mortier, [1741?]) v. 2, pl. [23].

**oversize Ayer 135 .L695 1741 v. 2, pl. [23] (PrCt)**

**11531** Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1741<>Transylvania (Romania) - Maps - 1741

*Carte particuliere de la Hongrie de la Transilvanie de la Croatie et de la Sclavonie.* Amsterdam : Jean Cóvens et Corneille Mortier, [1741?].


1 map : hand col. ; 44 x 56 cm.


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Fluviorum in Europa principis Danubii cum adiacentibus regnis nec non totius Graeciae et Archipelagi novissima tabula ... Nuremberg: Homann Erben, [ca. 1745].
Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Homann Erben (Firm) -- Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724. Atlas novus terrarum orbis [ca. 1745] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 55 cm.
In: Homann, Johann Baptist. Atlas novus terrarum orbis (Nuremberg : [Homann Erben, ca. 1745]), [plate 167].
Manuscript '171' on verso.
oversize Ayer 135 .H7 1730, [plate 167] (PrCt)

Imperii Turchici Europaei terra, in primis Graecia cum confiniis ... [Nuremberg : Homann Erben, ca. 1745].
Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Homann Erben (Firm) -- Harenberg, Johann Christoph, 1696-1774 -- Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724. Atlas novus terrarum orbis [ca. 1745] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 56 cm.
In: Homann, Johann Baptist. Atlas novus terrarum orbis (Nuremberg : [Homann Erben, ca. 1745]), [plate 172].
Map dated 1741.
Manuscript '176' on verso.
oversize Ayer 135 .H7 1730, [plate 172] (PrCt)

11534 Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1747
A New & accurate map of Turkey in Europe, with the adjacent countries of Hungary, Little Tartary &c. London : W. Innys et al, 1747.
Authors: Bowen, Emanuel, -1767 -- Innys, William, d. 1756 -- Bowen, Emanuel, -1767. A Complete system of geography ... (1747)
1 map ; 34 x 41 cm.
In: Bowen, Emanuel. A Complete system of geography : being a description of ... the known world (London : Printed for William Innys, etc., 1747) v. 2, pl. [28].
Case oversize G114 .B68 1747 v. 2, pl. 28 (PrCt)

11535 Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1755<<<<>Greece - Maps - 1755
Turquie Européenne / par le Sr. Robert ... ; Cht. Haussard sculp. [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy], 1755.
Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Haussard, Catherine -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1758?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 44 cm.
"Etats du Turc en Europe" -- oversize letterpress title stamped on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1757, [plate 91] (PrCt)

11536 Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1755<<<<>Greece - Maps - 1755
Turquie Européenne / par le Sr. Robert ... ; Cht. Haussard sculp. [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy], 1755.
Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Haussard, Catherine -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1790?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 44 cm.
In: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles. Atlas universel / par M. Robert ... et par M. Robert de Vaugondy son fils ... (A Paris : Chez De la Marche, géographe, rue du Foin St. Jacques, Collège de Me. Gervais, 1757, [i.e. 1790?]), [plate 91].
"Etats du Turc en Europe" and "91" -- oversize letterpress title and number stamped on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1790, [plate 91] (PrCt)

11537 Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1755<<<<>Turkey - Maps - 1755
2e. carte de la Turquie Européenne 1755 / J. Gibson sculp. [London : John Bowles ; Carington Bowles], 1755.
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 52 cm.
In a composite atlas bound together without title page: Bowles, John. [Bowles’s universal atlas]. [London : John Bowles ; Carrington Bowles, 1711-1766], map [28].
Manuscript plate number 28 added in ink at upper right by previous owner.
Case oversize G1015 .B68 1766 map [28] (PrCt)

Le Royaume de Hongrie, divisé en haute et basse Hongrie, Transilvanie, Esclavonie et Croatie / dressé par le Sr. Janvier, géographe. A Paris : Chés Lattré ... avec privelège du Roi, 1759.
Authors: Janvier, Jean Denis -- Lattré, Jean -- Lattré, Jean. Atlas geographique : contenant la mappemonde et les quatre parties avec les...
différents états (1784) -- Robert S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: hand col.; 46 x 65 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:1,800,000]
Relief shown pictorially.
Prime meridian: Ferro.
In: Lattré, Jean. Atlas geographique : contenant la mappemonde et les quatre parties avec les
différents états (Paris : Chez Lattré, 1784), plate [17]
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1019 .A739 1784, plate [17]
(NLO)

11539 Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1766
A New & accurate map of Turkey in Europe, with
the adjacent countries of Hungary, Little Tartary,
&c. ... / by Eman. Bowen. [London : s.n., 1766].
Authors: Bowen, Emanuel, -1767 -- Bowen,
Emanuel, -1767. The Maps and charts to The
modern part of the universal history (1766) --
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 34 x 41 cm.
In: Bowen, Emanuel. The Maps and charts to
The modern part of the universal history / [with maps by Emanuel Bowen and Thomas Kitchin]
(London : Printed for T. Osborne [et al.], 1766),
[plate 20].
Manuscript nos. "XX" at upper right and "20" on
verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .M3 1766, [plate 20]
(NLO)

11540 Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1774<<>>Turkey -
Maps - 1774
Second part of Turkey in Europe, containing
Valakia, Croatia, Dalmatia, Bosnia, Servia,
Bulgaria and Albania, with the Roum-Ilî, Morea
and archipelago. London : R. Sayer and J.
Bennett, 1778.
Authors: Dunn, Samuel, -1794 -- Sayer, Robert,
1725-1794 -- Robert Sayer and John Bennett
(Firm) -- Dunn, Samuel, -1794. A New atlas of
the mundane system ... (1778) -- Edward E. Ayer
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 44 x 38 cm.
In: Dunn, Samuel. A New atlas of the mundane
system ... (London : R. Sayer and J. Bennett,
1778), pl. 21. Title page dated 1778; map dated
1774.
oversize Ayer 135 .D85 1778 pl. 21 (PrCt)

11541 Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1774<<>>Ukraine -
Maps - 1774<<>>Moldavia - Maps -
1774<<>>Black Sea - Maps - 1774<<>>Turkey -
Maps - 1774
First part of Turkey in Europe, containing
Moldavia and Little Tartary with Krimia, to which
is added the whole of the Black Sea. London : R.
Sayer and J. Bennett, 1778.
Authors: Dunn, Samuel, -1794 -- Sayer, Robert,
1725-1794 -- Robert Sayer and John Bennett
(Firm) -- Dunn, Samuel, -1794. A New atlas of
the mundane system ... (1778) -- Edward E. Ayer
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 36 x 48 cm.
In: Dunn, Samuel. A New atlas of the mundane
system ... (London : R. Sayer and J. Bennett,
1778), pl. 20. Title page dated 1778; map dated
1774.
oversize Ayer 135 .D85 1778 pl. 20 (PrCt)

11542 Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1786<<>>Turkey -
Maps - 1786
Second part of Turkey in Europe : containing
Valakia, Croatia, Dalmatia, Bosnia, Servia,
Bulgaria and Albania, with the Roum-Ilî, Morea
and Archipelago / by Samuel Dunn. London :
Printed for Robt. Sayer ... as the Act directs, 10
June, 1786.
Authors: Dunn, Samuel, -1794 -- Sayer, Robert,
1725-1794 -- Dunn, Samuel, -1794. A New atlas of
the mundane system ... [1789?] -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 45 x 38 cm., on sheet 57 x 47
cm.
Scale [1:2,950,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
Prime meridian: Ferro.
In: Dunn, Samuel. A New atlas of the mundane
system, or, Of geography and cosmography ... 
(London : Printed for Robert Sayer and Co.,
[1789?]), [plate 21].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .D86 1789 [plate 21]
(NLO)

11543 Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1788<<>>Albania -
Maps - 1786<<>>Macedonia - Maps -
1788<<>>Greece - Maps - 1788
L'Albania e la Macedonia con porzione della
Dalmazia servia Vallachia Bulgaria e Romania .
Rome : Calcoografa camerale, 1792.
Authors: Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria),
1745-ca. 1824 -- Calcoografa camerale (Rome,
Italy) -- Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria),
1745-ca. 1824. Nuovo atlas geografico
universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni
(1792-1801) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 30 x 43 cm.
In: Cassini, Giovanni Maria. Nuovo atlas geografico
universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (Rome : Presso la Calcoogr.
camerale, 1792-1801) v. 1 pl. 47.
Map dated 1788.
oversize Ayer 135 .C33 1792 v. 1 pl. 47 (PrCt)

11544 Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1788<<>>Turkey -
Maps - 1786<<>>Black Sea - Maps - 1788
L'Ungheria e la Turchia Europea delineate sulle
ultime osservazioni e divise nelle loro respective

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1794

Second part of Turkey in Europe containing Valakia, Croatia, Dalmatia, Bosnia, Servia, Bulgaria and Albania, with the Roum-Il, Morea and Archipelago / by Samuel Dunn. London : Laurie & Whittle, 1794.

Authors: Dunn, Samuel, -1794 -- Laurie & Whittle -- Dunn, Samuel, -1794. A New atlas of the mundane system ... (1800) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 45 x 38 cm., on sheet 59 x 47 cm.
"Published by Laurie & Whittle, 53 Fleet Street, London, as the Act directs 12th May 1794."
Scale [1:2,950,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
Prime meridian: Ferro.
Covers Scotland with Hebrides, Orkney and Shetland.
In: Dunn, Samuel. New atlas of the mundane system, or, Of geography and cosmography ... (London : Printed and published by Robert Laurie and James Whittle ... (successors to the late Mr. Robert Sayer), 1800), [plate 21]
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .D86 1800 [plate 21] (PrCt)

Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1797
Turkey in Europe and Hungary from the best authorities. Philadelphia : M. Carey, 1796.

Authors: Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Guthrie, William, 1708-1770 -- Barker, W. (William), fl. 1795-1803 -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839. Carey's General atlas ... (1796)
1 map ; 32 x 35 cm.
In: Carey, Mathew. Carey's General atlas ... (Philadelphia : M. Carey, 1796) pl. [14].
Case folio G1019.C25 1796 pl. 14 (PrCt)

Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1797

Europe, Eastern - Maps - 1797

Hungary with Turkey in Europe / A. Bell sculpt. [Edinburgh : s.n., 1797].

Authors: Bell, Andrew, 1726-1809 -- Encyclopaedia Britannica (1797) -- Encyclopaedia Britannica, inc.
1 map ; 17 x 21 cm.
In Encyclopaedia britannica; or, A dictionary of

Provincie per servire di Teatro alla Guerra presente. Rome : Calcolografia camerale, 1792.

Authors: Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1725-1792. Nuovo atalante geografico univarese delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (Rome : Presso la Calcologra. camerale, 1792-1801) v. 1 pl. 44.
Map dated 1788.
oversize Ayer 135 .C33 1792 v. 1 pl. 44 (PrCt)
11553 Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1804

_A Map of the environs of Constantinople ... 1801 and 1804._ 1804 [i.e. 1816?].
1 map : hand col. ; 124 x 156 cm on 2 sheets.
In: Faden, William [and others]. [General atlas of modern geography : a collection of large scale maps and charts of all parts of the world] ([London, etc. : W. Faden, etc., 1775-1816]) v. 1, pl. [81-82].
Imprint on northern sheet: London ... 1804 ... A. Arrowsmith.
Inset: Continuation of Black Sea ...
Verso handstamped '59.'
_oversize Ayer 135 .C32 1775 v. 1, pl. 81-82 (PrCt)

11554 Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1811

_A New map of Turkey in Europe divided into its provinces, from the latest authorities._ London : J. Cary, 1811.
Authors: Cary, John, approximately 1754-1835 -- =Cary, John, approximately 1754-1835. Cary's New universal atlas ... (1811 [i.e. 1812?]?) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 44 x 50 cm.
In: Cary, John. Cary's New universal atlas, containing distinct maps of all the principal states and kingdoms throughout the world (London: Printed for J. Cary, 1811 [i.e. 1812?]?) pl. [35].
Printed paste-on no. 39.
_oversize Ayer 135 .C3 1811 pl. 35 (PrCt)

11555 Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1814

_Turkey in Europe._ London : Cadell & Davies [et al], 1814 [i.e. 1815].
Authors: Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826 -- Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Lowry, fl. 1802-1807 -- Cadell & Davies -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826. Modern geography ... (1807)
1 map ; 24 x 20 cm.
Arrowsmith direxit.'
'From Arrowsmith's map of Turkey in Europe.'
'Published March 1st, 1802 ... '
_folio G 11 .693 v. 1, opp. p. [467] (PrCt)

11556 Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1814

_A Modern atlas : from the latest and best authorities._ London : J. Cary, 1811 [i.e. 1815].
Authors: Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826 -- Hebert, Lewis, fl. 1809-1838 -- Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Cadell & Davies -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826. A Modern atlas : from the latest and best authorities ... (1815) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 68 x 48 cm.
Drawn under the direction of Mr. Pinkerton by L. Hebert.'
Running title in upper margin: Pinkerton's modern atlas.
In: Pinkerton, John. A Modern atlas : from the latest and best authorities ... (London : Printed by T. Bensley for T. Cadell and W. Davies and Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme and Brown, 1815), pl. [18].
_oversize Ayer 135 .P6 1815 pl. [18] (PrCt)

11551 Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1805

_The modern state of Turkey._ Philadelphia : Mathew Carey, 1805.
Authors: Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Barker, W. (William), fl. 1795-1803 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839. Carey's General atlas ... (1804)
1 map ; 31 x 35 cm.
In: Carey, Mathew. Carey's General atlas ... (Philadelphia : Published by Mathew Carey, April 24th, 1804) pl. 14.
_oversize Ayer 135 .C27 1804 pl. 14 (PrCt)

11552 Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1804

_Turkey in Europe and Hungary from the best authorities._ Philadelphia : Mathew Carey, 1804.
Authors: Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Barker, W. (William), fl. 1795-1803 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839. Carey's General atlas ... (1804)
1 map ; 31 x 35 cm.
In: Carey, Mathew. Carey's General atlas ... (Philadelphia : Published by Mathew Carey, April 24th, 1804) pl. 14.
_oversize Ayer 135 .C27 1804 pl. 14 (PrCt)

11550 Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1800

Authors: Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826 -- Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Lowry, fl. 1802-1807 -- Cadell & Davies -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826. Modern geography ... (1807)
1 map ; 24 x 20 cm.
Arrowsmith direxit.'
'From Arrowsmith's map of Turkey in Europe.'
'Published March 1st, 1802 ... '
_folio G 11 .693 v. 1, opp. p. [467] (PrCt)

11549 Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1792

_The modern state of Turkey._ Rome : Presso la Calcogra. camerale, 1792 [i.e. 1798]. [1 map ; 24 x 156 cm on 2 sheets.
In: Faden, William [and others]. [General atlas of modern geography : a collection of large scale maps and charts of all parts of the world] ([London, etc. : W. Faden, etc., 1775-1816]) v. 1, pl. [81-82].
Imprint on northern sheet: London ... 1804 ... A. Arrowsmith.
Inset: Continuation of Black Sea ...
Verso handstamped '59.'
_oversize Ayer 135 .C33 1792 v. 3 pl. 46 (PrCt)

11548 Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1835

Authors: Neele, Samuel John, fl. 1809-1838 -- Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Cadell & Davies -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826. A Modern atlas : from the latest and best authorities ... (1815) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 44 x 50 cm.
In: Cary, John. Cary's New universal atlas, containing distinct maps of all the principal states and kingdoms throughout the world (London: Printed for J. Cary, 1811 [i.e. 1812?]?) pl. [35].
Printed paste-on no. 39.
_oversize Ayer 135 .C3 1811 pl. 35 (PrCt)

11547 Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1802

Authors: Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826 -- Hebert, Lewis, fl. 1809-1838 -- Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Cadell & Davies -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826. A Modern atlas : from the latest and best authorities ... (1815) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 68 x 48 cm.
Drawn under the direction of Mr. Pinkerton by L. Hebert.'
Running title in upper margin: Pinkerton's modern atlas.
In: Pinkerton, John. A Modern atlas : from the latest and best authorities ... (London : Printed by T. Bensley for T. Cadell and W. Davies and Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme and Brown, 1815), pl. [18].
_oversize Ayer 135 .P6 1815 pl. [18] (PrCt)

11546 Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1814

_Turkey in Europe._ London : S. & G. Neele, 352 Strand, Published Novr. 1st, 1814.
Authors: Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Neele, George -- Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824. Neele's general atlas : consisting of a complete set of maps compiled from the best authorities ... (1814 [i.e. 1815]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map on 2 sheets : hand col. ; 54 x 43 cm.  
Title and imprint from northern sheet.  
Imprint on southern sheet: Published December 24th, 1814 by S & G. Neele, 352 Strand.  
Inset (6 x 12 cm.): [Crete].  
In: Neele, Samuel John and George. Neele’s general atlas : consisting of a complete set of maps compiled from the best authorities, and including all the new discoveries (London : [Samuel and George Neele] ; Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme, and Brown ; Cadell & Davies, 1814 [i.e. 1815]), [plates 39-40].  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.  
Engraved nos. XXIVa-XXIVb.  
Baskes folio G1019 .N4 1814, [plates 39-40] (PrCt)

11557 Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1815<<>>Greece - Maps - 1815  
Authors: Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1817?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 45 x 32 cm.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.  
Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1817, map [25] (NLO)

11558 Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1815<<>>Greece - Maps - 1815  
Authors: Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1821?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 45 x 33 cm.  
In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (Edinburgh ; London ; Dublin : John Thomson and Company ; Baldwin, Craddock, and Joy ; John Cumming, 1817, [i.e. 1821?]) map 25, [part 1].  
Printed paste-on label ‘No. 25’ on verso.  
oversize Ayer 135 .T4 1817 map 25, [part 1] (PrCt)

11559 Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1818  
*Turkey in Europe / drawn under the direction of Mr. Pinkerton by L. Hebert ; Neele sculpt. 352*  
Strand. Philada. [Philadelphia] : Published by Dobson, [1818].  
Authors: Hebert, Lewis, fl. 1809-1838 -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826 -- Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Dobson, Thomas, 1751-1823 -- Thomas Dobson and Son -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826. A Modern atlas : from the latest and best authorities exhibiting the various divisions of the world ... (1818) 1 map : hand col. ; 68 x 49 cm.  
Running title: Pinkerton’s modern atlas  
In: Pinkerton, John. A Modern atlas : from the latest and best authorities exhibiting the various divisions of the world ... (Philadelphia : Thomas Dobson & Son, 1818), plate [17]  
Case oversize G1019 .P56 1818, plate [17] (PrCt)

11560 Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1821<<>>Bulgaria - Maps - 1821  
North part of Turkey in Europe, comprehending ancient Illyricum and Dacia, Moesia, &c. / Drawn by Jas. Wyld ; Engraved by N. R. Hewitt, Buckingham Place, Fitzroy Sqr. [Edinburgh] : Drawn & engraved for Thomson’s New general atlas, [1821?].  
Authors: Wyld, James, 1790-1836 -- Hewitt, N. R. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1821?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 59 cm.  
In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (Edinburgh ; London ; Dublin : John Thomson and Company ; Baldwin, Craddock, and Joy ; John Cumming, 1817, [i.e. 1821?]) map 25, [part 1].  
Printed paste-on label ‘No. 25’ on verso.  
oversize Ayer 135 .T4 1817 map 25, [part 1] (PrCt)

11561 Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1822<<>>Bulgaria - Maps - 1822  
North part of Turkey in Europe, comprehending ancient Illyricum and Dacia, Moesia, &c. / [Edinburgh] : Drawn & engraved for Thomson’s New general atlas, [1822?].  
Authors: Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1822?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 58 cm.  
In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (Edinburgh ; London ; Dublin : John Thomson and Company ; Baldwin, Craddock, and Joy ; John Cumming, 1817, [i.e. 1821?]) map 25, [part 1].  
Engraved ‘No. 25 Part 1st’ at upper right.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.  
part 1 (NLO)

11562 Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1823

Authors: Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Hall, Sidney -- Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823. A New general atlas constructed from the latest authorities ... (1823) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 24 x 20 cm.
In: Arrowsmith, Aaron. A New general atlas constructed from the latest authorities ... Exhibiting the boundaries and divisions, also the chains of mountains and other geographical features of all the known countries in the world (Edinburgh ; London : A. Constable & Co., 1823), pl. 30.
folio Ayer 135 .A65 1823 pl. 30 (PrCt)

11563 Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1825

Authors: Morse, Sidney E. (Sidney Edwards), 1794-1871 -- N. & S.S. Jocelyn (Firm) -- Morse, Sidney E. (Sidney Edwards), 1794-1871. A New universal atlas of the world, on an approved plan ... (1825)
1 map : hand col. ; 24 x 19 cm.
In: Morse, Sidney E. A New universal atlas of the world, on an approved plan ... (New Haven [Mass.] : N. & S.S. Jocelyn, 1825) pl. [26].
folio G 1083 .595 pl. [26] (PrCt)

11564 Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1826

Turkey in Europe. Philadelphia : A. Finley, [1826].
Authors: Finley, A. (Anthony) -- Young & Delleker -- Finley, A. (Anthony). A New general atlas, comprising a complete set of maps, representing the grand divisions of the globe ... (1826)
1 map : hand col. ; 28 x 21 cm.
In: Finley, Anthony. A New general atlas, comprising a complete set of maps, representing the grand divisions of the globe ... (Philadelphia : A. Finley, 1826) pl. 50.
Case folio G1019 .F5 1826 pl. 50 (PrCt)

11565 Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1829

Authors: Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (1829) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 59 cm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Engraved no. '25 Part 1st' at upper right.
Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1829 map 25, part 1 (NLO)

11566 Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1830

Turkey I. Containing the northern provinces. London : Baldwin & Cradock [i.e. Chapman and Hall], 1830 [i.e.1844].
1 map : hand col. ; 32 x 38 cm.
Related maps issued in same atlas: Turkey II. Containing the northern part of Greece -- Turkey III. Containing the southern part of Greece and Candia.
oversize Ayer 135 .S67 1844 v. 1, pl. [76] (PrCt)

11567 Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1830

Turkey I. Containing the northern provinces. London : Baldwin & Cradock, 1830.
Authors: J. & C. Walker (Firm) -- Baldwin & Cradock -- Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (Great Britain) -- Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (Great Britain). A Series of maps, modern and ancient (1829-1831)
1 map : hand col. ; 28 x 37 cm.
Issued, with another map, in paper cover with letterpress text at bottom: No. 3 containing: Turkey, part I., the northern provinces, modern. Italy, part III.
oversize G 1001 .82 fascicle 3, map [1] (PrCt)

11568 Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1831

Turkey in Europe. Edinburgh : D. Lizards, [1831?].
Authors: Lizards, Daniel, 1760-1812 -- Hamilton, John, fl. 1831 -- Lizards, Daniel, 1760-1812. The Edinburgh geographical and historical atlas ... [1831?]?
1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 43 cm.
In: Lizards, Daniel. The Edinburgh geographical and historical atlas ... (Edinburgh [etc.] : John Hamilton [and others, 1831?]) pl. [36].
Engraved plate no. 'XLI'.
oversize G 10 .514 pl. [36] (PrCt)

11569 Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1832

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1847

Turkey in Europe. [Philadelphia : S. Augustus Mitchell, 1847].

Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868. A New universal atlas containing maps of the various empires, kingdoms, states, and republics of the world ... (1847)

1 map : hand col. ; 27 x 21 cm.

In: Mitchell, S. Augustus. A New universal atlas containing maps of the various empires, kingdoms, states, and republics of the world ... (Philadelphia : S. Augustus Mitchell, 1847) pl. [60].

Printed plate nos. 'C', '35' and '29.

oversize G 10 .622 map 18 (PrCt)

Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1850

Map of Turkey in Europe together with the Ionian islands. [Philadelphia : Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co., 1850 [i.e. 1852].

Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co. -- Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868. Mitchell, S. Augustus. New universal atlas ... (1852)

1 map : hand col. ; 27 x 21 cm.

Entered according to act of Congress in ... 1850 by Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co. ...' .


oversize G1019 .N49 1852 pl. 62 (PrCt)

Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1851

Europe, Eastern - Maps - 1851>>>Crete (Greece) - Maps - 1851


Authors: Rapkin, J. -- Tallis, John, 1817-1876 -- J. & F. Tallis (Firm) -- Warren, H., fl. 1851 -- Rogers, J., fl. 1851 -- Martin, Robert Montgomery, 1803?-1868. Tallis's illustrated atlas, and modern history of the world ... (1851)

1 map : hand col. ; 22 x 30 cm.

Inset (3 x 6 cm.): Candia.

Includes inset view (6 x 7 cm.): The Bosphorus and Constantinople.

In: Martin, Robert Montgomery. Tallis's illustrated atlas, and modern history of the world ... (London ; New York : J. Tallis, 1851) pl. [13].

folio G1019 .M197 1851 pl. [13] (PrCt)

Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1853

Turkey - Maps - 1853

European Turkey and Greece with the Ionian islands. London [i.e. New York] : Chapman and Hall [i.e. Harper & Brothers, 1853].

Authors: Lowry, Joseph Wilson, 1803-1879 -- Harper & Brothers -- Chapman and Hall -- Lowry, Joseph Wilson, 1803-1879. Lowry's Universal atlas constructed and engraved from the most recent authorities (1853)

1 map : col. ; 28 x 22 cm.

In: Lowry, Joseph Wilson. Lowry's Universal atlas constructed and engraved from the most recent authorities (New York : Harper and Brothers, 1853) pl. [23].

Printed plate nos. 'C', '35' and '29.

oversize G 10 .525 pl. [23] (PrCt)

Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1855

Bosporus (Turkey) - Maps - 1855>>>Crete (Greece) - Maps - 1855


Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's atlas of the world ... (1855-1856)

1 map : hand col. ; 31 x 36 cm.

In: Colton, George Woolworth. Colton's atlas of the world : illustrating physical and political geography (New York ; London : J.H. Colton ; Trübner, 1855-1856) v. 2. pl. [31]. Inset maps, 8 x 6 cm. and 5 x 9 cm.: The Bosphorus -- Candia or Crete. Printed plate 'No. 22.'

oversize G 10 .185 v.2, pl. 31 (PrCt)

Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1857

Bosporus (Turkey) - Maps - 1857>>>Crete (Greece) - Maps - 1857


Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's general atlas ... (1857)

1 map : hand col. ; 28 x 36 cm.

In: Colton, George Woolworth. Colton's general atlas : containing one hundred and seventy steel plate maps and plans, on one hundred imperial folio sheets (New York ; London : J.H. Colton ; Trübner, 1857), pl. [81]. Inset maps, 8 x 6 cm. and 5 x 9 cm.: The Bosphorus -- Candia or Crete. Printed plate 'No. 87.' Map copyrighted 1855.

oversize G 10 .188 pl. 81 (PrCt)

Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1860

Austria - Maps - 1860>>>Hungary - Maps - 1860>>>Crete (Greece) - Maps - 1860

Johnson's Austria, Turkey in Europe, and Greece. [New York] : Johnson & Browning, [1860].

Authors: Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884 -- Johnson & Browning -- Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884. Johnson's new illustrated (steel plate) family atlas ... (1860)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalog Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11584</td>
<td>Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1861</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11585</td>
<td>Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1866</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11586</td>
<td>Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1876</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11587</td>
<td>Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1876</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11591</td>
<td>Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1881</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Ethnology


1 map ; 17 x 20 cm., on sheet folded to 23 x 13 cm.
Inset (3 x 7 cm.): Crete
Probably derived from: Sax, Carl.
Ethnographische Karte der europäischen Türkei und ihrer Dependenzen zu Anfang des Jahres 1877 (Vienna : Hölzlel, 1878); cf. OCLC 247350597
"Reproduced from Ripley's 'The Races of Europe.' Copyright, 1899, by D. Appleton & Co."
Q 005 .91, between p. 54-55 (PrCt)

11601 Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1915

Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1915

World War, 1914-1918 - Campaigns - Balkan Peninsula - Maps

Politisch-militärische karte der Balkan-halb-insel mit den in den Londoner und Bukarestere friedensverhandlungen festgesetzten grenzen ...

Gotha : J. Perthes, [1915].
Authors: Langhans, Paul, 1867-1952 -- Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany)
1 map ; 82 x 66 cm. fold. to 37 cm.
Scale: 1:1,500,000.
"Hauptkarte der Balkanstaaten und der westküste von Kleinasien einschl. Kreta, mit angabe der strategische wichtigen eisenbahnen und der modernen befestigungswerke in der Türkei, in Bulgarien, Rumänien, Serbien, Bosnien, Montenegro, Griechenland und Albanien."
folio F 1006 .48 no. 4 (NLO)

11602 Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1929


Authors: Offizielles Verkehrsbüro (Vienne, Austria) -- A. Hartleben's illlustrierer Führer -- A. Hartleben's Verlag -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
216 p. : ill., 10 maps (some col., some folded) ; 18 cm.
Spine title: Führer durch Slovenien, Dalmatien u. Bosnien
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes DR1221 .I45 1929 (NLO)

11603 Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1941

Newspaper maps - 1941

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Chicago tribune (April 7, 1941) -- Feay, Mary

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1 map : col. ; 39 x 55 cm.
Detached from: Chicago Daily Tribune (April 7, 1941), p. 34.
Title, from upper margin, has been trimmed off; map proper has no title.
See Info. file for reproductions of accompanying stories about the making of the map and its examination by the Greek and Yugoslavian consuls in Chicago (5 p.).
Gift of Mary Feay, 2011.
map2F G6800 1941 .R3 (PrCt)

11604 Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1941
Newspaper maps - Balkan Peninsula - 1941
New Tribune color map of Southeast Europe -- Save it for war reference. Chicago : Chicago Tribune, 1941.
Authors: Chicago tribune -- Rand McNally and Company
1 map ; 53 x 72 cm.
From Chicago Tribune (7 April 1941): p. [34].
Scale 1:3,438,540.
Shows the Balkan Peninsula plus Italy, extending past Berlin in the north.
map4F G6800 1941 .R3 (PrCt)

Title supplied by cataloger.
Forms part of the editorial section complete in 6 pages; Newberry Library lacks the rest of the issue.
Roughly bounded by the Balkan Peninsula, southwestern Russia, the eastern Mediterranean Sea, and the receding horizon of southeastern Europe.
Not drawn to scale.
Approximate coordinates: (E 13°42'00"--E 37°31'00"/N 51°51'00"--N 30°04'00")
Acc. no. Holzheimer 2012091350
map2F G6801.A5 1943 .O9 (PrCt)

167 p. : maps ; 21 cm. + 1 CD-ROM (4 3/4 in.)
Includes bibliographical references (p. 162-167)
Series: Kleine publicaties van de Leidse Universiteitsbibliotheek, nr. 55
GA1031 .T48 2003 (NLO)

11607 Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1820
Balkan Peninsula - Historical geography - Maps - 1820 - Turkey - Maps - 1820 - Turkey - Historical geography - Maps - 1820
Turkey in Europe and Asia, including the places celebrated for battles and sieges. Philadelphia : M. Carey & Son, 1820.
Authors: Gros, C. -- Lavoisne, C. V. -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- M. Carey & Son -- Yeager, Joseph, approximately 1792-1859 -- Palmer, Thomas H., 1782-1861 -- Lavoisne, C. V. A Complete genealogical, historical, chronological and geographical atlas ... (1820) 1 map : hand col. ; 20 x 16 cm.
In: Lavoisne, C. V. A Complete genealogical, historical, chronological and geographical atlas ... (Philadelphia : Published by M. Carey and Son ; printed by T.H. Palmer ...., 1820) map [21 A]. One of two maps on printed plate 'No. 61.'
Added title: Geographical, statistical, and historical map of Turkey.
Added title: Turkey in Europe.
oversize F 006 .48 pl. 21 A (PrCt)

11608 Ballard County (Ky.) - Maps - 1853 - Landowners - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps
Authors: Forsyth, Wm. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: Manuscript, 34 x 27 in. Scale 1:39,600. Originally compiled 1853. Only covers...
part of the county.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing
19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map
Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
[Washington, D.C. : Library of Congress,
Geography and Map Division, 1983?].
Microfiche 583, no. 223 (PrCt)

11609 Ballendine, John, d. 1781. A Map of the
Potomack and James Rivers
John Ballendine's eighteenth-century map of
Virginia. By Arthur G. Burton and Richard W.
Stephenson. 1972.
Authors: Burton, Arthur G. -- Stephenson,
Richard W., 1930- -- Ristow, Walter W. (Walter
William), 1908-2006. A La carte : selected
papers on maps and atlases (1967)
p. 121-125 : maps ; 26 cm.
In: A La carte : selected papers on maps and
atlases / compiled by Walter W. Ristow
121-125.
Reprinted from Quarterly Journal of the Library of
Map Ref GA231 .R5 1972, p. 121-125 (PrCt)

11610 Ballona Rancho (Calif.) - Maps - 1858-1865
Los Angeles County (Calif.) - Maps - 1858 - Land
Grants - Los Angeles County (Calif.) - Maps - 1858-
Machado, José Agustín Antonio, 1794-1865 - Land
Grants
Plat of the Ballona Rancho, finally confirmed to
Agustin Machado et al ... July 1858. Los Angeles,
Authors: Hancock, Henry, 1822-1883 --
Wittenburg, Mary Sainte Thérèse -- Dawson's
Book Shop -- Newberry Library. John M. Wing
Foundation
1 map : col. ; on sheet 30 x 26 cm.
Facsimile of 1858 manuscript map.
In Wittenburg, Mary Sainte Thérèse. The
Machados & Rancho La Ballona: the story of the
land and its ranchero, José Agustín Antonio
Machado, with a genealogy of the Machado
family (Los Angeles: Dawson's Book Shop, 1973)
p. 33.
'Surveyed under orders of the U.S. Surveyor
General by Henry Hancock ... July 1858.'
Scale [ca. 1:51,830].
Relief shown by hachures.
ICN74
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the
Newberry Library.
Wing folio ZP 983 .P704 p. 33 (PrCt)

11611 Ballykelly (Northern Ireland) - Maps - 1622
Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript
maps - Facsimiles
The Fishmongers buildinge at Balle Kelle. ten
miles from London Derry / [from the survey by
Sir Thomas Phillips and Richard Hadsor, A. D.
1622]. [Dublin : Public record Office of Ireland,
1882].
Authors: Phillips, Thomas, Sir, d. 1635? --
Hadsor, Richard -- Lambeth Palace Library.
Manuscript. Carew, no. 634
1 map : col. ; 34 x 45 cm.
Facsimile of original MS in Lambeth Palace
Library.
In Ireland. Public Record Office, Facsimiles of
national manuscripts of Ireland (Dublin: Public
record Office of Ireland, 1874-84), v. 4, pt. 2, pl.
XLIII.
Facing page has all the words on the map set in
type, as an aid to reading.
Descriptive text in same volume, p. lxxxviii.
Case oversize Z 109 .43, v. 4, pt. 1, pl. XLIII
(PrCt)

11612 Balnibarbi (Imaginary place) - Maps -
1726-Laputa (Imaginary place) - Maps -
1726-Swift, Jonathan, 1667-1745. Travels
into several remote nations of the world : in
four parts - Maps - 1726-
Machado, José Agustín Antonio, 1794-1865 - Land
Grants
Laputa
The fictional islands of Balnibarbi and
Laputa. [London : B. Motte, 1726].
Authors: Moll, Herman, 1675-1755 --
Gulliver's travels - Maps -
1726-
Swift, Jonathan, 1667-1745. Gulliver's travels - Maps -
1726-
Motte, Benjamin, d. 1738
Anonymous map without title.
In Swift, Jonathan. Travels into several remote
nations of the world : in four parts / by Lemuel
Gulliver, first a surgeon, and then a captain of
several ships (London : Printed for Benj. Motte, at
the Middle Temple-Gate in Fleet-street, 1726) v.
'Plate LIII. Part. III. Page 39.'
Forms part of the Rudy Lamont Ruggles
Collection.
Duplicate copies: Case 4A 928 -- Case Y 155
S9658
References: Brach, Frederick George. 'The
Maps in Gulliver's travels' in Huntington Library
Displayed in the Field Museum exhibition Maps :
27, 2008).
VAULT Ruggles 324 v. 2, pt. 3, opp. p. 39
(PrCt)

11613 Balthazar, Floris, 1562 or
3-1616-Berckenrode, Balthasar Florisz.
Van, 1591 or 2-1645-Berckenrode,
Cornelis Floriszoon Van-Floriszoon,
Frans
Floris Balthasar, Dutch map-maker, and his sons.
1926.
Authors: Lynam, Edward
p. 158-161
In Geographical journal. vol. 67 (1926), p. 158-161
Includes lists of maps produced by Floris and his
sons Balthasar Floriszoon van Berckenrode,
Cornelis Floriszoon van Berckenrode, and Frans
Floriszoon.
G 007 .33, v. 67, p. 158-161 (PrCT)

11614 Baltic Coast (Germany) - Maps -
1939<<<North Sea Coast (Germany) - Maps -
1939<<<Mediterranean Region - Maps - 1939
Führer für Ferienreisen zur See. Hamburg :
Friedrichsen Gruyter, 1939.
Authors: Meyers Reisebücher -- Friedrichsen
Gruyter -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry
Library)
1 v. : 39 maps
4th ed.
Hauenstein, W. Wegweiser durch Meyers
Reisebücher, 1862-1936 : Bibliographie
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCT)

11615 Baltic Coast - Maps - 1899<<<Baltic Sea
Coast SEE Baltic Coast
Ostseebäder und staedte der Ostseekueste.
Leipzig : Bibliographisches Institut, 1899.
Authors: Meyers Reisebücher
Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 28 maps
1st ed.
Hauenstein, W. Wegweiser durch Meyers
Reisebücher, 1862-1936 : Bibliographie
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCT)

11616 Baltic Coast - Maps - 1903
Ostseebäder und staedte der Ostseekueste.
Leipzig : Bibliographisches Institut, 1903.
Authors: Meyers Reisebücher
Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 29 maps ; 16 cm.
2nd ed.
Jahrgang, 1903/1904
Hauenstein, W. Wegweiser durch Meyers
Reisebücher, 1862-1936 : Bibliographie
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCT)

11617 Baltic Coast - Maps - 1906
Ostseebäder und staedte der Ostseekueste.
Leipzig : Bibliographisches Institut, 1906.
Authors: Meyers Reisebücher
Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 38 maps
3rd ed.
Hauenstein, W. Wegweiser durch Meyers
Reisebücher, 1862-1936 : Bibliographie
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCT)

11618 Baltic Coast - Maps - 1910
Ostseebäder und staedte der Ostseekueste.
Leipzig : Bibliographisches Institut, 1910.
Authors: Meyers Reisebücher
Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 49 maps
4th ed.
Hauenstein, W. Wegweiser durch Meyers
Reisebücher, 1862-1936 : Bibliographie
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCT)

11619 Baltic Sea - Maps - 1558 - Nautical
charts<<<Nautical charts - Baltic Sea -
1558<<<North Sea - Maps - 1558 - Nautical
charts<<<Nautical charts - North Sea -
1558<<<Denmark - Maps - 1558 - Nautical
charts<<<Nautical charts - Denmark -
1558<<<Scandinavia - Maps - 1558 - Nautical
charts<<<Nautical charts - Scandinavia -
1558<<<Mare Suevicum SEE Baltic
Sea<<<Ostsee (Europe) SEE Baltic
Sea<<<Nautical charts
Septemtrionalium regionvm Svetiae, Gothiae,
Norvegiae Daniae ... / Iacobus Bussius Belga in
aes incidebat. [Venice] : Michaelis Tramezini
formis, MDLVIII [1558].
Authors: Tramezzino, Michele, d. 1579 -- Bos,
Jacob, fl. 1551-1577 -- Franco Novacco Map
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 379 x 510 mm. (neat line), on
sheet remargined to 454 x 544 mm.
'Michaelis Tramezini formis ex pontificis max ac
Veneti senatus in proximum decennium
privilegio MDLVIII.'
Imprint date apparently modified on plate.
Ms. '31' on verso.
Tooley 40.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map
Collection (Newberry Library).
b5
Novacco 4F 116 (PrCT)

11620 Baltic Sea - Maps - 1562 - Nautical
charts<<<Nautical charts - Baltic Sea -
1562<<<North Sea - Maps - 1562 - Nautical
charts<<<Nautical charts - North Sea -
1562<<<Denmark - Maps - Nautical charts -
1562<<<Nautical charts - Denmark -
1562<<<Scandinavia - Maps - 1562 - Nautical
charts<<<Nautical charts - Scandinavia -
1562<<<Nautical charts
Novacco 4F 116 (PrCT)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
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Accipe candide lector absolutissiam septentrionalium regionum, Suetiae, Gotiae, Noruegia, Prussiae, Pomeraniae ... Venetiis [Venice] : Apud Ioannem Franciscum Camocium, MDLXII [1562].
Authors: Camocio, Giovanni Francesco, 16th cent. -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 374 x 504 mm. (neat line), on sheet 388 x 523 mm.
Salutation above title: Caelator candido lectori salutem.
Tooley 41.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
b8
Novacco 4F 117 (PrCt)

11621 Baltic Sea - Maps - 1656 - Nautical charts
Authors: Colom, Arnold, 1624-1668 -- Colom, Arnold, 1624-1668. Zee-atlas, ofte Water-wereldt [1656?]
1 map : hand col. ; 55 x 64 cm.
Includes inset: [Gulf of Finland].
In extreme lower right corner, just outside border: 3.
Backed with linen.
Reference: Koeman, Atlantes neerlandici, v. 4, p. 116 (A. Col 2:3).
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .C7 1656, map 3 (PrCt)

General hydrographisk char-book öfwer Östersiön, och Katte-gatt (1695)---Nautical charts
Authors: Gedda, Petter, 1661-1697. General hydrographisk chart-book öfwer Östersiön, och Katte-gatt (1695) -- Hoos, fl. 1695 -- Ehrensäd,J, Ulla -- Kungliga Biblioteket (Sweden) -- Rediviva (Firm) -- Nordiska Bokhandeln
1 atlas ([12]p., [12] leaves : maps) ; in portolio 57 x 64 cm.
Facsimile reprint of Gedda, Peter. General hydrographisk chart-book öfwer Östersiön, och Katte-gatt (Amsterdam: Hoos, 1695); reproduced from original in the Kungliga Biblioteket (Sweden).
Title from p. [12].
Includes 'Introduction' by Ulla Ehrensäd (p. [8-11], ill., map).
Distributed by Nordiska Bokhandeln.
Summary in English.
Series: Suecica rediviva ; 47
16144
ICN76
ISBN 917120055X
map8C 9 (NLO)

11623 Baltic Sea - Maps - 1710
Authors: Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. -- Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. Atlas curieux -- oder, Neuer und compendieuser atlas 1710 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 16 x 23 cm.
In: Bodenehr, Gabriel. Atlas curieux; oder, Neuer und compendieuser atlas ... ([Augsburg : Gabriel Bodenehr, 1710?]) pl. [95]. Engraved plate no. '98.'
Ayer 135 .B6 pl. 95 (PrCt)

11624 Baltic Sea - Maps - 1740 - Nautical charts---Nautical charts - Baltic Sea - 1740---Saint Petersburg (Russia) - Maps - 1740 - Harbors---Nautical charts
A Correct chart of the Baltic or East Sea from ye Sound to Petersburg ... for Mr. Tindal's continuation of Mr. Rapin's history. [London? Knapton (Firm)] 1740-1747
1 map : 37 x 47 cm.
Inset (9 x 13 cm.): The Harbour of Petersburg.
folio F .7341 v. [6] map 19 (PrCt)

---Nautical charts
(Stockholm) : Rediviva, 1974.
Authors: Gedda, Petter, 1661-1697. General hydrographisk chart-book öfwer Östersiön, och Katte-gatt (1695) -- Hoos, fl. 1695 -- Ehrensäd,J, Ulla -- Kungliga Biblioteket (Sweden) -- Rediviva (Firm) -- Nordiska Bokhandeln
1 atlas ([12]p., [12] leaves : maps) ; in portolio 57 x 64 cm.
Facsimile reprint of Gedda, Peter. General hydrographisk chart-book öfwer Östersiön, och Katte-gatt (Amsterdam: Hoos, 1695); reproduced from original in the Kungliga Biblioteket (Sweden).
Title from p. [12].
Includes 'Introduction' by Ulla Ehrensäd (p. [8-11], ill., map).
Distributed by Nordiska Bokhandeln.
Summary in English.
Series: Suecica rediviva ; 47
16144
ICN76
ISBN 917120055X
map8C 9 (NLO)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
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Baltic Sea - Maps - 1740 - Nautical charts

A Chart of Prussia and Coerland, from Rygshead to der Winda. [London : William Mount and Thomas Page, 1740].
Authors: Mount, William, d. 1769 -- Page, Thomas, d. 1762 -- English Pilot. Part 2 (1740) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 42 x 52 cm.
In: The English pilot : The second part : Describing the sea-costs ... in the whole northern navigation ... the north coast of England and Scotland ... the sea-coast of Flanders ...

Norway ... Russia ... and Nova Zanba, as far as the Tartarian Sea ... The sea-costs of Sweden ... in the Baltic-Sea [London : William Mount and Thomas Page, 1740], [plate 27].
Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger): English Pilot. Part 2 (1740)
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1793 .E552 1740, [plate 27] (PrCt)

Baltic Sea - Maps - 1740 - Nautical charts

The Coast of Demmarck and Sweden, from Falsterbon to Schanckenes, & ye coast of Pomeren from the island of Rugen to Rygshead. [London : William Mount and Thomas Page, 1740].
Authors: Mount, William, d. 1769 -- Page, Thomas, d. 1762 -- English Pilot. Part 2 (1740) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 42 x 52 cm.
In: The English pilot : The second part : Describing the sea-costs ... in the whole northern navigation ... the north coast of England and Scotland ... the sea-coast of Flanders ...

Norway ... Russia ... and Nova Zanba, as far as the Tartarian Sea ... The sea-costs of Sweden ... in the Baltic-Sea [London : William Mount and Thomas Page, 1740], [plate 27].
Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger): English Pilot. Part 2 (1740)
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1793 .E552 1740, [plate 27] (PrCt)
Baltic Sea - Maps - 1749 - Nautical charts
Authors: Mount, William, d. 1769 -- Page, Thomas, d. 1762 -- English Pilot. Part 2 (1749) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map; 42 x 52 cm.
Oriented with north at upper right.
In: The English pilot : The second part : Describing the sea-coasts ... in the whole northern navigation ... Describing the north coast of England and Scotland, ... Orkney, Shetland, Lewis, Farro, Iceland, ... Flanders, Zealand, Holland, Germany, Denmark, Norway, Finland, Lapland, Russia, ... Waigats, and Nova Zembla, ... Tartarian Sea, ... Greenland, Trinity-Island, Cherry Island, Hope-Island, ... Sweden, East-Finland, Lyfland, Prussia, Pomerania, &c. with ... the Baltic-Sea (London : W. and J. Mount, and T. Page, 1749) following p. 68
oversize Ayer 135 .E55 1749 following. p. 68 (PrCt)

Baltic Sea - Maps - 1749 - Nautical charts
A Chart of Prussia and Coerland, from Rygshead to der Winda. [London : W. and J. Mount, and T. Page, 1749].
1 map; 44 x 53 cm.
Oriented with north at right.
In: The English pilot. The second part. Describing the sea-coasts ... in the whole northern navigation ... Describing the north coast of England and Scotland, ... Orkney, Shetland, Lewis, Farro, Iceland, ... Flanders, Zealand, Holland, Germany, Denmark, Norway, Finland, Lapland, Russia, ... Waigats, and Nova Zembla, ... Tartarian Sea, ... Greenland, Trinity-Island, Cherry Island, Hope-Island, ... Sweden, East-Finland, Lyfland, Prussia, Pomerania, &c. with ... the Baltic-Sea (London : W. and J. Mount, and T. Page, 1749) opposite p. 57
oversize Ayer 135 .E55 1749 opp. p. 57 (PrCt)
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Sea<<>>Oster-Siöön SEE Baltic Sea<<>>Nautical charts
Nieuwe paskaart voor een gedeelte van de'Oost-Zee = Nya pass' cort ... Oster-Siöön = The New sea map of the first part of the East-Sea = Nouvelle carte d'un partie de la Mer Baltique = Nueva carta maritima ... Mar-de Leste / Getekend en gesneden door Gerard van Keulen.
Amsterdam : Johannes van Keulen, [ca. 1750?].
Authors: Keulen, Gerard van -- Keulen, Johannes van, fl. 1726-1753 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). IV:B3 1 map : 59 x 98 cm., folded to 63 x 38 cm. Covers the southern and western regions of the Baltic Sea. Northern and eastern regions continued on adjacent sheet, Sack Map4F G5702.B3 1750 .K4a no. 4 of 4 (PrCt)

One of four folded sheets mounted back-to-back within green paper binding.
'By de Baron Sack' and 'Tomus XV' -- Manuscript inscriptions on cover.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
References: Koeman v. 4, p. 388, no. [209].
Sack map7C G5702.N6P5 1740 .H4 no. 3 of 4 (PrCt)

11639 Baltic Sea - Maps - 1757 - Nautical charts<<>>Nautical charts - Baltic Sea - 1757<<>>Nautical charts
Atlas vsego Baltiiskago moria [Atlas of all the Baltic Sea] ... / po ukazu Eia Imperatorskago Velichestva iz Gosudarstvennoi Admiralteiskoi kollegii, noiaibria 11 dnia, 1746 goda ... postavlenny Flota Kapitanom pervago ranga Aleksieem Nagaevym ... 1752 goda. [Saint Petersburg] : Pechatani pri Admiralteiskoi kollegii v Tipografii morskago shliakhetcago kadetskago korpusa, 1757.
Authors: Nagaev, A. I. (Aleksie Ivanovich), 1704-1781 -- Unfertsakht, Georg -- Ipanon, Fedor -- Russia. Admiralteiskoi kollegii -- Russia. Voennyi flet -- Tipografii Morskago (Saint Petersburg, Russia) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Nagahieff, A. I. (Aleksie Ivanovich), 1704-1781 SEE Nagaev, A. I. (Aleksie Ivanovich), 1704-1781 -- Russia. Navy (Imperial) SEE Russia. Voennyi flet -- Morskago Tipografii (Saint Petersburg, Russia) SEE Tipografii Morskogo (Saint Petersburg, Russia) -- Morskaja Akademia (Saint Petersburg, Russia) -- SEE Tipografii Morskogo (Saint Petersburg, Russia) SEE Tipografii Morskogo (Saint Petersburg, Russia) -- Morskaja Akademia (Saint Petersburg, Russia) -- SEE Tipografii Morskogo (Saint Petersburg, Russia)
Added title from red leather spine label: Atlas de la Baltique en russe. 1757.
Title and publisher name romanized from the Russian.
Maps by Georg Unfertsakht and Fedor Ipanon.
Half-bound leather, brown papers over boards;
Depths shown by soundings.
Scales differ.
Ms. annotations in French on some maps.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Postnikov 56; Tooley Scan 531
Baskes oversize G1797.B3P5 N34 1757 (NLO)

11640 Baltic Sea - Maps - 1785 - Nautical charts<<>>Nautical charts - Baltic Sea - 1785<<>>Saint Petersburg (Russia) - Maps - 1785 - Harbors<<>>Nautical charts
A Correct chart of the Baltic or East Sea from ye Sound to Petersburg ... for Mr. Tindal's continuation of Mr. Rapin's history. [London : s.n., ca. 1785?].
Inset (9 x 13 cm.): The Harbour of Petersburg.
oversize Ayer 135 .T5 1732 map [16] (PrCt)

11641 Baltic Sea - Maps - 1803 - Nautical charts<<>>Nautical charts - Baltic Sea - Maps - 1803<<>>Saint Petersburg (Russia) - Maps - 1803 - Harbors<<>>Nautical charts
A General chart of the Baltic or East Sea, including the gulfs of Botnia and Finland. 1803 [i.e. 1817?].
Authors: Faden, William, 1749-1836 -- Faden, William, 1749-1836. [General atlas] [1817?] 1 map : hand col. ; 78 x 59 cm.
'Compiled from the surveys made by order of the Admiralties of Copenhagen, Stockholm, and St. Petersburgh.'
Map dated 1803; verso handstamped '34.' Includes insets (14 x 26 cm. and 15 x 14 cm.): [Approaches to St. Petersburgh] -- [Approaches to Revel].
oversize G 10 .282 pl. 35 (PrCt)

11642 Baltic Sea - Maps - 1803 - Nautical charts<<>>Nautical charts - Baltic Sea - Maps - 1803<<>>Saint Petersburg (Russia) - Maps - 1803 - Harbors - Nautical charts<<>>Nautical charts - Saint Petersburg (Russia) - Maps -
11643 Baltic Sea - Maps - 1908-1909
Baltic Coast - Maps - 1908-1909
Pomerania (Poland and Germany) - Maps - 1908-1909
Die Ostsee-Bäder : praktischer Reiseführer.
Authors: Griebens Reiseführer -- Griebens-Verlag
-- Goldschmidt, Albert -- Krautz, Leopold -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Cover title: Ostseebäder 1908-1909
'Mit zwölf Karten,'
Maps lithographed by Leopold Kraatz.
Advertisements: 16 p. at end.
Includes index.
Series: Griebens Reiseführer ; Bd. 55
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 55 (1908-1909) (NLO)

11644 Baltic Sea - Maps - 1913
Trade routes - Baltic Sea - Maps - 1913
The Baltic Sea. [London] : George Philip & Son, Ltd. ; The London Geographical Institute, [1913].
Authors: George Philip & Son -- London Geographical Institute -- Philip, George, 1870-1937.
Philips' mercantile marine atlas : a series of 35 plates ... with ... distances between ports ... (1913)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 45 cm.
Identifies trade routes and distances, e.g.
"Stockholm to Riga 257 [nautical miles]."
Insets (9 x 12 cm. and smaller): Approaches to
Stockholm -- Herrnäsdalen district -- St. Petersburg
-- The Sound -- Sundsvall district -- Soderhamn
district -- Kronstadt ship canal -- Copenhagen --
Helsingfors -- Libau -- Lübeck -- Riga -- Stettin --
Danzig -- Königsberg & Pillau.

In: Philip, George. Philips' mercantile marine atlas : a series of 35 plates ... with ... distances between ports ... (London : Liverpool : G. Philip & Son, ltd. ; The London Geographical Institute ; Philip, Son & Nephew, 1913), plate 6.
oversize H 7001 .68, plate 6 (PrCt)

11645 Baltic Sea - Maps - 1914-1915
Baltic Coast - Maps - 1914-1915
Pomerania (Poland and Germany) - Maps - 1914-1915
Die Ostsee-Bäder : Praktischer Reiseführer.
Authors: Griebens-Reiseführer -- Griebens-Verlag
-- Weise, Badesekretär -- Goldschmidt, Albert --
Krautz, Leopold -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
178, 24 p., [12] leaves of plates : 12 maps (some folded, some col.) ; 16 cm.
Badesekretär Weise."
'Mit dreizehn Karten.'
Issued with 13 maps but this copy imperfect; lacking one map at end.
Maps lithographed by Leopold Kraatz.
Advertisements, 24 p. at end.
Includes index.
Series: Griebens-Reiseführer ; Bd. 55.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 55 (1914-1915) (NLO)
Baltic Sea - Nautical charts - 1807 - Coasts

Chart of the Baltic Straits namely, the Great Belt... 1807 [i.e. 1816?].

Authors: Faden, William, 1749-1836; Nordenankar, Jan de, 1722-1804; Christian Charles, 1724-1804; Faden, William, 1749-1836. [General atlas of modern geography... ] [1775-1816] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map; hand col. ; 58 x 75 cm.
'Second edition.'
In: Faden, William [and others]. [General atlas of large scale maps and charts of all parts of the world] ((London, etc.: W. Faden, etc., 1775-1816)) v. 1, pl. [23].
Imprint on map: William Faden ... 1807 [London].
Verso handstamped '19.'

oversize Ayer 135 .G32 1775 v. 1, pl. 23 (PrCt)

Baltic States - Maps - 1593

Livoniae provinciae ac eivs continum verus typus / Io. Portantius cosmographus delinea ; Ioannes secundum Imaginem Terrarvm (1593) -- Portantius, Joanne SEE Portantius, Jan -- Doetecam, Jan van, 16th cent. -- Jode, Gerard de, 1509-1591 -- Wierix, Antonie, -1604 -- Jode, Gerard de, 1509-1591. Speculvm orbis terrarvm (1593) -- Portantius, Joanne SEE Portant, Jan -- Portantio, Joanne SEE Portant, Jan

1 map; hand col. ; 31 x 24 cm., on sheet 42 x 55 cm.
Title in upper margin.
On same sheet with another map printed from the same copperplate: Moscovia maximi amplissimique dvctvvs chorographica descriptio Latin letterpress text on verso (fol. 9, sig. Kk): Livonia et Moscovia dvctvvs...
Engraving attributed to Antonie Wierix.

In: Jode, Gerard de. Speculvm orbis terrarvm (Antwerp : A. Coninx, 1593), map [41].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .J9 1593, map [41] (PrCt)

Baltic states - Maps - 1600

[Map of the the Baltic states]. [S.l. s.n., ca. 1600?].
Authors: Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 361 x 519 mm. (neat line), 368 x 529 mm. (plate mark)
Possibly incomplete; apparently the northern half of an unidentified 2-sheet map.

Place names and scattered notes in Italian.
Shows all of Estonia, Latvia, and Finland, and parts of Lithuania, Sweden, and Russia.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
b142.5

Novacco 2F 214 (PrCt)

Baltic States - Maps - 1625

Authors: Purchas, Samuel, 1577-1626; Hondius, Jodocus, 1563-1612 -- Purchas, Samuel, 1577-1626. Purchas his pilgrimes (1625) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : copper engraving ; 13.7 x 17.5 cm. on sheet 32 x 21 cm.
Letterpress above map: Hondivs his Map of Livonia or Liefland.
Digital image available on Library of Congress website (accessed Dec. 2010) :

VAULT Ayer 110 .P9 1625, v. 3, p. 627 (PrCt)


Der Atlas von Livland. Lüneburg :
Nordostdeutsches Kulturwerk, 1972.
Facsimile of original published Riga: J.F. Hartknoch, 1798.
300 copies printed.
Accompanied by introductory text (xvi p. : ill ; 29 cm.). Includes bibliographical references (supplement, p. xiii-xv).
79-42166
ICN 79

Case oversize G2120.M45 1972 (NLO)

Baltic states - Maps - 1861 - Baltic Sea - Maps - 1861 - Saint Petersburg Region (Russia) - Maps - 1861

Authors: Johnston, Alexander Keith, 1804-1871 -- W. & A.K. Johnston Limited -- William Blackwood and Sons -- Johnston, Alexander Keith, 1804-1871. The Royal atlas of modern geography ... (1861)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 56 cm.
Inset (16 x 18 cm.): St. Petersburg and its environs.
Partly hand colored.
Microfiche 583, no. 282 (PrCt)

11655
Baltimore County (Md.) - Maps - 1850 - Landowners--Counties -
Maps--Landowners - Maps
Authors: Sidney, J. C. -- Stephens, James M. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 2 parts, 33.5 x 33 in. and 20.5 x 33 in. Scale: 1:63,360. Originally published Baltimore: James M. Stephens, 1850.
Microfiche 583, no. 283 (PrCt)

11656
Baltimore County (Md.) - Maps - 1857 - Landowners--Counties -
Maps--Landowners - Maps
Authors: Taylor, Robert -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Microfiche 583, no. 284 (PrCt)

11654
Baltimore County (Md.) - Maps - 1639-1705 -
Landowners--Counties -
Maps--Landowners - Maps
Authors: Berkley, H. J. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: Blueprint, 14.5 x 17 in. Shows land ownership between 1639-1705; produced as blueprint by H. J. Berkley in 1935. Only covers part of the county.

11657
Baltimore County (Md.) - Maps - 1863 -
Landowners--Counties -
Maps--Landowners - Maps
Authors: Raynolds, W. F. (William Franklin), 1820-1894 -- Kaiser, Geo. -- U.S. Army. Middle Military Division -- U.S. Army. Dept. of West Virginia. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 40 x 31 in. Scale: 1:63,360.
Originally published 1863.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing
19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress, Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
[Washington, D.C. : Library of Congress,
Geography and Map Division, 1983?].
Microfiche 583, no. 285 (PrCt)

Authors: Maryland. Dept. of Transportation
1 map : col. ; 55 x 43 cm.
Includes City of Baltimore.
temp map4F G3843.A 1964-1985 M3 map 3 (PrCt)

1 atlas (524-1,249 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm. + 1 CD-ROM
Accompanied by CD-ROM disc with title:
Washington, D.C., Baltimore & vicinity 2003
digital edition street guide.
Date on cover: 2003.
$39.95
Uniform titles: StreetFinder -- Street guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 978-99998-3
RMcN StrFdr 2003 .B357a (PrCt)

11660 Baltimore County (Md.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps<br>Anne Arundel County (Md.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps<br>Road maps<br>Counties - Maps<br>Baltimore & Anne Arundel counties street guide.
1 atlas (A-K, 529-1132 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.

11661 Baltimore County (Md.) - Pictorial works -
1659-2009<br>Baltimore County (Md.) - Maps - 1659-2009<br>Counties - Maps
Authors: Lanman, Barry Allen
xiii, 286 p. : ill., maps, ports. ; 28 cm.
"350 years, Baltimore County, Maryland, 1659-2009."
A 350th anniversary time capsule composed of visual images, maps, historical content and the personal memories of Baltimore countians.
Arranged in thematic chapters by chronology.Accompanied by poster, "Selected historic sites, Baltimore County, Maryland" (82 x 68 cm., folded to 23 x 17 cm.)
Includes bibliographical references (p. 279-281) and index.
ISBN 1607435233 (softcover) ; 9781607435235 (softcover) ; 1607435225 (hard cover) ; 9781607435228 (hard cover)

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 62 x 56 cm., folded to 18 x 9 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Baltimore street map.
Plate no. 4-4916-3.
Inset map (21 x 14 cm.): Central Baltimore.
Map on verso (55 x 60 cm.): Texaco street map, Washington, D.C.
Panel art: Texaco gas station on hilly rural road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Clients 3715 (PrCt)

11663 Baltimore (Md.) - 1955 - Road maps<br>Washington (D.C.) - Maps - 1955 - Road maps

Cover not dated.
"1st edition" -- front cover.
$21.95.
Uniform titles: StreetFinder -- Street guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-52621-8
RMcN StrFdr 2003 .B357 (PrCt)
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 62 x 56 cm., folded to 21 x 10 cm. Panel title.
Added title: Baltimore street map.
Plate no. 554916.
Inset (21 x 14 cm.): Central Baltimore.
Map on verso (55 x 61 cm.): Texaco street map, Washington, D.C.
Panel art: Texaco gas station on hilly rural road. Title panel handstamped "Aug. 24 1955."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Clients 3753 (PrCt)

11666 Baltimore (Md.) - Maps - 1729
Original Baltimore town, showing lots as laid out in 1729. Baltimore, 1908.
Authors: Baltimore (Md.). City Council -- F. H. F. -- Baltimore (Md.). City Council. First records of Baltimore Town and Jones' Town (1905)
1 map ; 34 x 42 cm.
Detached from Baltimore (Md.). City Council. First records of Baltimore Town and Jones' Town (Baltimore: City Library, 1905).[F 8572 .065]
Scale [1:1,980]. Facsimile of original in city library.
Initials at lower right: F.H.F.
map2F 3844.B2 (PrCt)

11667 Baltimore (Md.) - Maps - 1729<<><><><><><><>Baltimore (Md.) - Maps - 1905
Baltimore city, 1905: showing original Baltimore Town as laid out in 1729. Baltimore, 1905.
Authors: Baltimore (Md.). City Council -- Baltimore (Md.). City Council. First records of Baltimore Town and Jones' Town (1905)
1 map ; 40 x 37 cm.
Detached from Baltimore (Md.). City Council. First records of Baltimore Town and Jones' Town (Baltimore: City Library, 1905).[F 8572 .065]
Scale [1:2,400].
map2F 3844.B2.3 (PrCt)

11668 Baltimore (Md.) - Maps - 1750
Relative positions of Baltimore and Jones Town as first laid out ... Baltimore, 1905.
Authors: Gay, Nicholas Ruxton -- Baltimore (Md.). City Council -- F. H. F. -- Baltimore (Md.). City Council. First records of Baltimore Town and Jones' Town (1905)
1 map ; 50 x 51 cm.
Facsimile of 1750 orginal in city library 'with additions between the two as surveyed by Ruxton Gay, after the consolidation.'
Detached from Baltimore (Md.). City Council. First records of Baltimore Town and Jones' Town (Baltimore: City Library, 1905). [F 8572 .065]
Scale [1:2,480].
map2F 3844.B2.2 (PrCt)

11669 Baltimore (Md.) - Maps - 1752 - Pictorial works
Authors: Moale, John, 1731-1798 -- Bowley, Daniel -- Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Historic Urban Plans (Firm)
1 birds-eye view ; 43 x 75 cm.
Facsimile of original published 1752.
References: 1-29.
413
Inscriptio

Buildings of Baltimore.

Includes 10 p. of text, following map, listing public facilities; the proposed extension of limits. Baltimore : A. Hoen & Co., lithographers, 1872.


1 map : 60 x 53 cm.

'Double supplement to Daily American.'

'Entered according to act of Congress in the year [1872]...

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1872 by F. Klemm, in ... Washington, D.C.'
Includes inset view of the Baltimore Daily American Building by 'J.W. Torsom [?] & Oliver engs.'
Mounted on linen.
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.
CHS Coll., Map no. 330 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company. Rand, McNally & Co.'s improved indexed business atlas and shipper's guide ... (1888) -- Rand McNally and Company. Commercial atlas (1888)
1 map : col. ; 26 x 23 cm.
Added title in upper margin: Rand, McNally & Co.'s Maryland.
Inset (7 x 13 cm.): Part of Baltimore Harbor on an enlarged scale.
In Rand, McNally & Co.'s improved indexed business atlas and shipper's guide ... (Chicago: Rand McNally, 1888) p. 171.
Uniform atlas title: Commercial atlas.
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .C7 1888, p. 171 (PrCt)

11679 Baltimore (Md.) - Maps - 1912 - Road maps>Map printing - Cerographs - Maps - 1912>Road maps>Cerographs>Printing of maps
Authors: Atlantic Hotel (Norfolk, Va.)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 35 cm.
On verso, advertisement for 'Atlantic Hotel...F. W. Calvert, Manager, Norfolk, Virginia.'
A wax-engraved map.
map2F G3844 .B2P2 1912 A8 (PrCt)

Map of Baltimore City showing original shore lines and drainage. 1935.
1 map : col. ; 82 x 65 cm.
Reclaimed land and original streams shown in green.
4051
map6F G3844.B2C3 1935 M3 (PrCt)

Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1459 (PrCt)

Authors: Tunis, Edwin, 1897-1973 -- Baltimore Association of Commerce. Tourist Development Bureau
1 map : col. ; 67 x 40 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:42,000].
Below map: 'Index to principal points of interest' (1-40, 13 hotels).
On verso: "A map of historic Maryland, showing main traffic routes and points of interest."
map4F G3841 .P2 1936 T8 (PrCt)

Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1693 (PrCt)

11684 Baltimore (Md.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps>Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps>Road maps Travel Baltimore and vicinity with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1937?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco


11691  Baltimore (Md.) - Maps - 1949 - Road maps>>Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1949>>Chesapeake Bay Region (Md. and Va.)>>Road maps

Authors: American Oil Company -- Amoco Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 58 cm. on sheet 46 x 61 cm.
Added title: Road map of Baltimore and vicinity: American Amoco gas. Plate no. 9-464150-1.
On verso: Downtown Baltimore featuring points of interest, parks and principal buildings. Plate no. 9-464149-1. -- Road map of Chesapeake Bay region. Plate no. 9-4614-1.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 15.3 (PrCt)


Baltimore and vicinity / Atlantic. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1952?].
Authors: Atlantic Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
3 maps : col. ; folded to 19 x 9 cm. and smaller
Panel titles.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Panel art: solid colors (blue, red and white).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 190-192 (PrCt)

11693  Baltimore (Md.) - Maps - 1952 - Road maps>>Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1952 - Road maps

Authors: Texas Company -- Texaco Waterways Service -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 63 x 56 cm. on sheet 82 x 59 cm.
Panel nos. 51 and 752.
Added title: Baltimore street map. Cartouche no. 68. Plate no. 2-4916-1.
Includes inset of central Baltimore.
Includes inset of truck routes through Washington D.C.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 15.45 (PrCt)

11694  Baltimore (Md.) - Maps - 1964 - Road maps>>Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1964 - Road maps

Baltimore and the metropolitan area : birthplace of the Star Spangled Banner ... / American Automobile Association. Washington, D.C.
Authors: American Automobile Association -- Automobile Club of Maryland -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 93 x 64 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Street map of Baltimore and metropolitan area.
Plate no. 5487.
Maps on verso (16 x 64 cm. and 29 x 24 cm.):
Street map of metropolitan Baltimore : north and west suburbs -- Downtown Baltimore.
Panel art: color outline map of Maryland, monument, colonial American flag, cannon balls and cannon; combined Automobile Club of Maryland and AAA logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 77 (PrCt)

11695  Baltimore (Md.) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps>>Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps

Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 80 x 60 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair Baltimore street map.
Plate no. 6614
Inset (13 x 9 cm.): Downtown Baltimore.
Maps on verso (55 x 68 cm. and 8 x 7 cm.):
Panel art: Sinclair logo, car in front of a Sinclair gas station, 3 travel scenes, and motto “drive with care and buy Sinclair”.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2820 (PrCt)


Baltimore (Md.) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; both sides, 82 x 70 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Baltimore street map.
Plate no. 676089N-8.
Inset (13 x 9 cm.): Downtown Baltimore.
Panel art: Illustration of road and Gulf service station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1190 (PrCt)

Baltimore (Md.) - Maps - 1967 - Road maps
Authors: Texaco, inc. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 79 x 60 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Baltimore street map.
Plate no. 676614-1.
Inset (13 x 9 cm.): Downtown Baltimore.
Panel art: Illustration of cars on a city street with skyscrapers; slogan "trust your car to the man who wears the [Texaco] star."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Clients 3890 (PrCt)

Baltimore (Md.) - Maps - 1970 - Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; both sides, 82 x 70 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Baltimore street map.
Plate no. 676089N-8.
Inset (13 x 9 cm.): Downtown Baltimore.
Panel art: Illustration of road and Gulf service station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1120 (PrCt)

Baltimore (Md.) - Maps - 1971 - Road maps
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; both sides, 82 x 70 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Baltimore street map.
Plate no. 676614-1.
Inset (13 x 9 cm.): Downtown Baltimore.
Panel art: Illustration of road and Gulf service station.
Includes two Library of Congress copyright handstamps with certificate numbers.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1265 (PrCt)
11703 Baltimore (Md.) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps
Authors: Amoco Oil Company -- Tempo Designs, Inc. -- Rand McNally and Company (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 82 x 70 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"1976 Edition."
Panel title.
Added title: Baltimore street map.
"This map published by Tempo Designs, inc., ... Chicago, Illinois."
"Copyright © by Rand McNally & Co."
Plate no. 766089N-15.
Inset (13 x 9 cm.): Downtown Baltimore.
Panel art: Color illustration of "U.S.F. Constellation" and Amoco logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4847 (PrCt)

Baltimore (Md.) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps
Authors: Amoco Oil Company -- Tempo Designs, Inc. -- Rand McNally and Company (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 82 x 70 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"1976 Edition."
Panel title.
Added title: Baltimore street map.
"This map published by Tempo Designs, inc., ... Chicago, Illinois."
"Copyright © by Rand McNally & Co."
Plate no. 766089N-15.
Inset (13 x 9 cm.): Downtown Baltimore.
Panel art: Color illustration of "U.S.F. Constellation" and Amoco logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4847 (PrCt)

11704 Baltimore (Md.) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps
Authors: Mobil Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 80 x 60 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"1976 edition."
Panel title.
Plate no. 766614-9.
Inset (13 x 9 cm.): Downtown Baltimore.
Maps on verso (55 x 68 cm. and 8 x 7 cm.): Baltimore, Washington, D.C. -- Mount Vernon.
Panel art: Illustrations of trees, cars on expressway, canoeing, golfing, and unidentified bridge.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1795 (PrCt)

Baltimore (Md.) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps
Authors: Mobil Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 80 x 60 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"1976 edition."
Panel title.
Plate no. 766614-9.
Inset (13 x 9 cm.): Downtown Baltimore.
Maps on verso (55 x 68 cm. and 8 x 7 cm.): Baltimore, Washington, D.C. -- Mount Vernon.
Panel art: Illustrations of trees, cars on expressway, canoeing, golfing, and unidentified bridge.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1795 (PrCt)

11702 Baltimore (Md.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps
Authors: Amoco Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Tempo Designs, Inc. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 82 x 60 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"1975 edition."
Panel title: Baltimore street map.
Also bears imprint of Tempo Designs, Inc., of Chicago, Illinois.
Plate no. 746089N-14.
Inset (13 x 9 cm.): Downtown Baltimore.
Panel art: "Amoco" gas logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2978 (PrCt)

Baltimore (Md.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps
Authors: Amoco Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Tempo Designs, Inc. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 82 x 60 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"1975 edition."
Panel title: Baltimore street map.
Also bears imprint of Tempo Designs, Inc., of Chicago, Illinois.
Plate no. 746089N-14.
Inset (13 x 9 cm.): Downtown Baltimore.
Panel art: "Amoco" gas logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2978 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

RMcN Stock 53 (PrCt)

11706 Baltimore (Md.) - Maps - 1996 - Road maps
1 map : col. ; 80 x 61 cm. fold. to 32 x 23 cm. New map innovation. Laminated. $9.95
RMcN StrFdr 1996 .B357 (PrCt)

11707 Baltimore (Md.) - Maps - 2002 - Road maps
Montgomery County (Md.) - Maps - 2002 - Road maps--Anne Arundel County (Md.) - Maps - 2002 - Road maps--Carroll County (Md.) - Maps - 2002 - Road maps--Harford County (Md.) - Maps - 2002 - Road maps--Howard County (Md.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps
Counties - Maps
Date on cover: 2003.
$15.95
RMcN StrFdr 2003 .B357 (PrCt)

11709 Baltimore (Md.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps
Counties - Maps
1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm. + 1 CD-ROM Date on cover: 2004
$39.95
RMcN StrFdr 2004 .B357 copy 1 (PrCt)

11710 Baltimore (Md.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps
Counties - Maps
1 atlas (A-O, 524-1,247 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm. +
Added title: Conoco ... official road map : Baltimore and vicinity.
Date from RMcN AE 158 ms. index.
Plate no. 12-K - 144-S
Maps on verso (36 x 28 and 28 x 31 cm.):
Downtown Baltimore -- Annapolis.
Panel art: Conoco logo over outline of North America.
Handstamped "1937" and "copyrighted".
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 158.1A (PrCt)

Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps<<>>Baltimore (Md.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps<<>>Annapolis (Md.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Shell road map : metropolitan Baltimore ...
Chicago : H. M. Gousha Company, [1937?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 49 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell : metropolitan Baltimore and vicinity.
Dated 1938 incorrectly (?) on RMcN AE 164 ms. index.
Plate no. 12-K-144-S
Maps on verso (37 x 28 cm. and 28 x 21 cm.):
Downtown Baltimore -- Annapolis.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 18 1938 ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 164.39 (PrCt)

Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps<<>>Baltimore (Md.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Shell road map : metropolitan Baltimore ...
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1939?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3210 (PrCt)

Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps<<>>Baltimore (Md.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps<<>>Annapolis (Md.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Shell road map : metropolitan Baltimore ...
Chicago : H. M. Gousha Company, [1939].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 49 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell : metropolitan Baltimore and vicinity.
Date from RMcN AE 165 ms. index.
Plate nos. "12-M-144-S" and "12-M-1939-1" Maps on verso (36 x 28 cm. and 28 x 21 cm.):
Downtown Baltimore -- Annapolis.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Aug 11 1939 ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 165.41 (PrCt)

Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps<<>>Baltimore (Md.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Shell road map : metropolitan Baltimore ...
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1939].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3526 (PrCt)

Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps<<>>Baltimore (Md.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Shell map of metropolitan Baltimore ...
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1940?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: Baltimore.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3856 (PrCt)

11724 Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Shell map of metropolitan Baltimore. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1941].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: Baltimore.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Gousha Clients 4347 (PrCt)

11725 Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Authors: Baltimore Association of Commerce -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 49 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
"Copyright by the H.M. Gousha Co., Chicago, Ill."
Added title: Metropolitan Baltimore and vicinity.
Plate nos. "560 S.C." and "9-P" Maps on verso (36 x 28 cm. and 28 x 21 cm.): Downtown Baltimore -- Annapolis.
Panel art: Baltimore Association of Commerce logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4204 (PrCt)

11726 Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Shell map of metropolitan Baltimore. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1942].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: Baltimore.
Panel art: Shell logo, statement "all points of military interest have been removed voluntarily from this map and index" and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4539 (PrCt)

11727 Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Shell map of metropolitan Baltimore. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1946].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 50 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell metropolitan Baltimore and vicinity.
Date from RMcN AE 166 ms. index.
Plate nos. "560 S.C." and "T-5 1946-2" Maps on verso (36 x 28 cm. and 28 x 21 cm.): Downtown Baltimore -- Annapolis.
Panart: Shell logo.
Handstamped "received ... Apr 29 1947 Rand McNally & Co. Blazed Trails Dept. ... ." Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 166.36 (PrCt)

11728 Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 58 cm. on sheet 46 x 61 cm.
On panel: Form S.P.2668.
On verso: Downtown Baltimore featuring points of interest, parks and principal buildings. Plate no. 464149.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 15.38A (PrCt)

11729 Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Shell map of metropolitan Baltimore. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1946].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4852 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. 
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

11730 Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps - Philadelphia Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 34 x 52 cm. on sheet 35 x 54 cm.
Added title: Texaco metropolitan Baltimore. Cartouche no. 49. Plate no. 464404.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 15.46A (PrCt)

11731 Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps - Philadelphia Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 34 x 51 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco : metropolitan Baltimore.
Date from RMcN AE 130 ms. index.
Plate no. 464404.
Map on verso (34 x 51 cm.): Texaco : metropolitan Philadelphia.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 130.40 (PrCt)

11732 Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps - Baltimore (Md.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps

Shell map of metropolitan Baltimore. Chicago : San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5438 (PrCt)

11733 Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1949 - Road maps - Baltimore (Md.) - Maps - 1949 - Road maps

Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
1 map : col. ; 43 x 58 cm. on sheet 46 x 61 cm.
On panel: Form S.P 2668.
Added title: Gulf: metropolitan Baltimore info-map. Plate no. 9-464150-1.
On verso: Downtown Baltimore featuring points of interest, parks and principal buildings.
Plate no. 9-464149-1.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 15.9 (PrCt)

11734 Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1949 - Road maps - Baltimore (Md.) - Maps - 1949 - Road maps

Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
1 map : col. ; 43 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Gulf : metropolitan Baltimore.
Date from RMcN AE 87 ms. index.
Plate no. 1-464150-2.
Map on verso (28 x 43 cm.): Downtown Baltimore featuring points of interest, parks and principal buildings.
Panel art: Gulf logo over Baltimore's Washington Monument.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 87.17 (PrCt)

11735 Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1949 - Road maps - Baltimore (Md.) - Maps - 1949 - Road maps

Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
1 map : col. ; 43 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Gulf: metropolitan Baltimore.
Date from RMcN AE 87 ms. index.
Plate no. 1-464150-2.
Map on verso (28 x 43 cm.): Downtown Baltimore featuring points of interest, parks and principal buildings.
Panel art: Gulf logo over Baltimore's Washington Monument.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 87.17 (PrCt)

11736 Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1949 - Road maps - Baltimore (Md.) - Maps - 1949 - Road maps

Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
11737 Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1951 - Road maps

Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1951 - Road maps
Chesapeake Bay Region (Md. and Va.) - Maps - 1951 - Road maps
Road maps
Map of metropolitan Baltimore / compliments of American Oil Company ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1951].
1 map : col. ; 43 x 58 cm., on sheet folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Road map of Baltimore and vicinity.
Plate no. 1-464150-2.
Maps on verso (28 x 20 cm. and 23 x 20 cm.):
Road map of Chesapeake Bay region -- Downtown Baltimore.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2922 (PrCt)

11740 Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1952 - Road maps

Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1952 - Road maps
Chesapeake Bay Region (Md. and Va.) - Maps - 1952 - Baltimore (Md.) - Maps - 1952 - Road maps
Road maps
1 map : col. ; 53 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Road map of Baltimore and vicinity : American Amoco gas.
Date from RMcN AE 87 ms. index.
Plate no. 2-464150-3.
Maps on verso (each 28 x 20 cm.): Road map of Chesapeake Bay region -- Downtown Baltimore featuring points of interest, parks and principal buildings.
Panel art: White silhouette drawing of Baltimore's Washington monument over Amoco logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 87.22 (PrCt)

11741 Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps

Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps
Delaware - Maps - 1956 - Road maps
Chesapeake Bay Region (Md. and Va.) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 43 x 51 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair Baltimore and vicinity.
Plate no. 6-524150-4.
Maps on verso (44 x 25 cm. and 31 x 27 cm.): Sinclair Delaware and Chesapeake Bay area -- Sinclair downtown Baltimore.
RMcN Clients 1021 (PrCt)

11738 Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1952 - Road maps

Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1952 - Road maps
Metropolitan Baltimore tourguide map / Gulf.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1952].
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 58 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Metropolitan Baltimore
Plate no. 2-464150-3.
Map on verso (28 x 43 cm.): Downtown Baltimore.
Panel art: Illustration of Baltimore's Washington Monument.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 989 (PrCt)

11739 Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1952 - Road maps

Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1952 - Road maps
Monument.
Panel art: Illustration of Baltimore's Washington Monument.
Panel art: Illustration of Baltimore's Washington Monument.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1022 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Panel art: 4 illustrations of "scenic wonders" and family in car.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2747 (PrCt)

11742 Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1959 - Road maps
Hertz Corporation - Maps - 1959 - Automobile leasing and renting - Maps - 1959 - Road maps
Hertz Rent a Car map of Baltimore and surrounding area. [Chicago] : Rand McNally & Company, [1959?].
Authors: Hertz Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 40 x 35 cm., folded to 22 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Baltimore and vicinity
Plate no. R.L. 59S69
Inset (20 x 13 cm.): Downtown Baltimore.
Identifies Hertz office locations.
Panel art: illustration of car with "1959" on the front license plate.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1360 (PrCt)

11743 Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1959 - Road maps
Metropolitan Baltimore tourgide map / Gulf. [Chicago] : Rand McNally & Company, [1959?].
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 50 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Metropolitan Baltimore
Plate no. 9-524150-9
Map on verso (28 x 43 cm.): Downtown Baltimore.
Panel art: Illustration of Baltimore's Washington Monument.
Handstamp: Sep 24 1959.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1080 (PrCt)

11744 Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1960 - Road maps
Baltimore (Md.) - Maps - 1960 - Road maps
Delaware - Maps - 1960 - Road maps
Chesapeake Bay Region (Md. and Va.) - Maps - 1960 - Road maps
Metropolitan Baltimore / American Oil Company. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Company, [1960?].
Authors: American Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 51 cm., on sheet folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Road map of Baltimore and vicinity
Plate no. 0-524150-10.
Maps on verso (44 x 25 cm. and 31 x 27 cm.): Road map of Delaware and the Chesapeake Bay area -- Downtown Baltimore.
Panel art: "Amoco" logo and illustration of Baltimore's Washington Monument.
Handstamp: "May 16 1960."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2927 (PrCt)

11745 Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1960 - Road maps
Baltimore (Md.) - Maps - 1960 - Road maps
Hertz Corporation - Maps - 1960 - Automobile leasing and renting - Maps - 1960 - Road maps
Hertz Rent a Car map of Baltimore and vicinity. [Chicago] : Rand McNally & Company, [1960?].
Authors: Hertz Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- W.H. Wilton, Inc. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 40 x 35 cm., folded to 22 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Baltimore and vicinity
"Copyright, W.H. Wilton, Inc."
Plate no. RL-60 S-109-B
Inset (20 x 13 cm.): Downtown Baltimore.
Identifies Hertz office locations.
Panel art: Car on highway ramp; cityscape in the background.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1361 (PrCt)

11746 Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1960 - Road maps
Baltimore (Md.) - Maps - 1960 - Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 50 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. 0-524150-10.
Map on verso (28 x 43 cm.): Downtown Baltimore.
Panel art: Illustration of Baltimore's Washington Monument.
Handstamp: May 2 1960.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1084 (PrCt)

11747 Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1962 - Road maps
Baltimore (Md.) - Maps - 1962 - Road maps
Handstamp: Sep 24 1959.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2927 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Panel art: Outline of Maryland and surrounding states, "American" gas logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2952 (PrCt)

Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1972 - Road maps

Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps

Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1969 - Road maps

Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1962 - Road maps

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
11752  Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps
Carroll County (Md.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps
Howard County (Md.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps
\n\n\nAuthors: Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664 -- Gebsattel, Johann Philipp von, 1555-1609 -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Urbium totius Germaniae svperiorius illustriorum clariorumque tabulæ ... Pars posterior [i.e. prior] (1657) -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Theatrum urbiwm (1657)
1 map : hand col.; 37 x 51 cm.
Oriented with north at upper right.
Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Bambergae.
In: Jansson, Jan. Urbium totius Germaniae svperiorius illustriorum clariorumque tabulæ ... Pars posterior [i.e. prior] 1657, [plate 11].
Issued in volume [2] of 8 in Jansson's townbook atlases, collectively known as the Theatrum urbiwm (Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657).
Case oversize G 117 .452, v. 2, [plate 11] (PrCt)

11753  Balzekas Museum of Lithuanian Culture. Irene Balzekas Memorial Map
Collection->Lithuania - Map collections
The Irene Balzekas Memorial Map Collection.
Authors: Balzekas, Carole -- Lithuanian Museum Review (1985)
p. 3
BHC 1049
Vert 615 (PrCt)

11754  Bamberg (Germany) - Maps - 1620
Bamberga
\n\n\nAuthors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Zweidler, Petrus, 1570-1613 -- Bang, Diedrich -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 37 x 51 cm.
Derived from a 1602 engraving associated with Petrus Zweidler and Diedrich Bang: see R.A. Skelton's Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.
Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Bambergae.
In: Braun, Georg and Franz Hogenberg. Civitates orbis terrarum [Cologne: Pieter von Brachel?, ca. 1620] v. 6, plate 15
VAULT oversize Ayer 135.B8 1573, v. 6, pl. 15 (PrCt)

11755  Bamberg (Germany) - Maps - 1657
Bamberga
\n\n\nAuthors: Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552. Cosmographiae universalis ... (1552) -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : woodcut; 6 x 7 cm., on sheet 32 x 21 cm.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
11759  Bamberg (Germany) - Tourism - 1949
Authors: Beck, Georg
1 booklet (43 p) : photos, map ; 18 cm

11760  Bamberg-Hof (Germany) - Maps - 1724
Sac. Rom. Imperii principatus & episcopatus Bambergensis nova tabula geographica...
Nuremberg, [ca. 1724].
Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 --
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:107
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 55 cm.
Inset: Carinthiae Bambergensis tabula specialis.
Phillips 4257 v. 2 no. 69.
2351
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly
17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by
Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound
without title page for the collector Johan
Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map
Collection (Newberry Library).
VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2
no. II:107 (PrCt)

11761  Bamberg-Hof (Germany) - Maps - 1724
Thurnau (Germany) - Maps - 1724 -
Pictorial works
Geographica descriptio montani cujsdam districus in Franconia... Nuremberg, [ca. 1724].
Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 --
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:112
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 57 cm.
Inset: Thurnau.
Phillips 4257 v. 2 no. 71.
2356
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly
17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by
Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound
without title page for the collector Johan
Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map
Collection (Newberry Library).
VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2
no. II:112 (PrCt)

11762  Bamberg Region (Germany) - Maps -
Klagenfurt Region (Austria) - Maps - 1745

11763  Banda Islands (Indonesia) - Maps - 1615
Insula Banda. [Franckfurt : In Verlegung Levi
Hvlsii Wittib, 1615].
Authors: Hulsius, Levinus, d. 1606. Ander
Schiffart In die Orientalische Indien (1615) --
Parthenius, Hartmann, fl. 1615-1631 --
Hulsius Erben -- Hulsius, Levinus, d. 1606. [Sammlung
von sechs und zwanzig Schiffahrten] (1608-1650)
1 map ; 6.5 x 13.1 cm. on sheet 20 x 15 cm.
In Hulsius, Levinus, Ander Schiffart In die
Orientalische Indien (Franckfurt : In Verlegung
Levini Hvlsii Wittib, 1615), opp. p. 65.
In upper right corner: 65.
Below the map, a ceremony in "Ciuitas Nera."
VAULT Ayer 110 .H9 1608, v. 1, pt. 2, p. 65
(PrCt)

11764  Banda Neira (Indonesia) - Pictorial works -
1615<->Nera (Indonesia) SEE Banda Neira
(Indonesia)
[Views in Banda Neira on the island of Banda
Neira, Indonesia, illustrating the visit of the
Vice-Admiral, Wybrant van Warwijk, to the
'Stätlein Nera' on 25 March 1599]. [Franckfurt : In
Verlegung Levi Hvlsii Wittib, 1615].
Authors: Hulsius, Levinus, d. 1606. Ander
Schiffart In die Orientalische Indien (1615) --
Parthenius, Hartmann, fl. 1615-1631 --
Hulsius Erben -- Hulsius, Levinus, d. 1606. [Sammlung
von sechs und zwanzig Schiffahrten] (1608-1650)
3 views ; 15 x 13 cm. and smaller, on sheets 20 x
15 cm.
In Hulsius, Levinus, Ander Schiffart In die
Orientalische Indien (Franckfurt : In Verlegung
In upper right corners, the figures 58, 59, & 65.
Keyed to text by letters.
VAULT Ayer 110 .H9 1608, v. 1, pt. 2, pp. 58, 59, & 65
(PrCt)

11765  Bandera County (Tex.) - Maps - 1879 -
Landowners<->Counties -
Maps<->Landowners - Maps
[Bandera County (Tex.) - 1879: LC G&M land
Authors: Texas. General Land Office -- Library of
Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC
Bangkok (Thailand) - Maps - 1828<<>>Bangkok (Thailand) - Maps - 1828 - Railroads<<>>Railroads - Maps

Authors: Siam Royal State Railways--Kanrotfai haeng Prathet Thai -- Seidenfaden, Erik -- Bangkok Times -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 5 maps
2nd ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Bangkok (Thailand) - Maps - 1975 - Pictorial maps<<>>Pictorial maps - Bangkok (Thailand) - 1975<<>>Pictorial maps

Authors: Nihon Koku -- Amenide -- General Drafting Company -- General Drafting Collection (Newberry Library) -- Japan Air Lines SEE Nihon Koku -- Nippon Koku SEE Nihon Koku -- JAL SEE Nihon Koku
1 map : col. ; 29 x 32 cm. on sheet 53 x 37 cm.
Pictorial map.
Illustration below map signed 'Amenide.'
Title in upper right corner: Bangkok.
"Printed in U.S.A."
Handwritten in lower margin: Thailand (Base copy) B35-275.
Cartography possibly by General Drafting Co.
map2F G8029 .B3A5 1975 J3 (PrCt)

Bangkok (Thailand) - Maps - 1987

Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Baedeker Stuttgart -- Automobile Association (Great Britain) -- Jarrold and Sons -- Prentice-Hall, inc. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 8 plates
3rd ed.
Issued in partnership with the Automobile Association (short format); cf. A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher, 1832-1990, p. 277.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Bangladesh - Maps - 1841<<>>India, Northeastern - Maps - 1841<<>>Burma - Maps - 1841

Assam with the N. E. India & part of Burmah / drawn and engraved by J. Archer, Pentonville, London. London : Grattan & Gilbert, [1841?].
Authors: Archer, Joshua, fl. 1833-1866 -- Grattan

Duplicates: Ayer 1 .M45 v. 32, no. 11 (November 1836), p. 402 (PrCt)
11773 Bangweulu Swamps (Zambia) - Maps - 1952
The Bangweulu Swamps / plotted by Professor F. Debenham from air photographs ; compiled and drawn by Directorate of Colonial Surveys.
[London : H.M.S.O., 1952].
1 map : col. ; 74 x 66 cm. fold to 28 x 18 cm.
Scale "1:350,000 (approx.)"
Series: D.C.S. (Misc.)
Not at Newberry Library (June 2009)

11774 Banks County (Ga.) - Maps - 1909 - Landowners<=>Counties - Maps<=>Landowners - Maps
Map of Banks County, Georgia. [197-].
1 map ; 48 x 45 cm.
Facsimile of original published 1909; authority statement torn off original.
map4F G3923.B3G46 1909 M3 197- (PrCt)

11775 Banneker, Benjamin, 1731-1806
Authors: Cerami, Charles A. xiii, 257 p. : ill. ; 24 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 243-245) and index.
Author biographical information, publisher's description, and table of contents on Library of Congress website (Nov. 2006):
http://www.loc.gov/catdir/bios/wiley046/2001046960.html
http://www.loc.gov/catdir/description/wiley0310/2001046960.html
http://www.loc.gov/catdir/toc/wiley021/2001046960.html
Book reviews on H-Net website (Nov. 2006):
http://www.h-net.org/review/hrev-a0c8x6-aa
http://www.h-net.org/review/hrev-a0c8f6-aa
LC Card Number: 2001046960

11776 Bantam (Indonesia) - Pictorial works - 1596
Scharmenviel der Stat Bantam mit den Hollendern. [Franckfurt am Mäyn : Hartmann Palthenium in Verlegung der Hulsichen, 1625].
Authors: Hulsius, Levinus, d. 1606. Erste Schiffart In die Orientalische Indien (1625) -- Parthenius, Hartmann, fl. 1615-1631 -- Hulsius Erben -- Hulsius, Levinus, d. 1606. [Sammlung von sechs und zwanzig Schiffahrten] (1608-1650)
1 map ; 9.2 x 13.8 cm. on sheet 20 x 15 cm.
In Hulsius, Levinus, Erste Schiffart In die Orientalische Indien (Franckfurt am Mäyn : durch Hartmann Palthenium in Verlegung der Hulsichen, 1625), opp. p. 35.
In upper right corner: P. 35.
Keyed to references (A-H) in seven lines below map.
Shows a naval skirmish between the Dutch and the Portugese in front of Bantam, 5-7 Sept. 1596.
VAULT Ayer 110 .H9 1608, v. 1, pt. 1, p. 35 (PrCt)

11777 Bantam (Indonesia) - Pictorial works - 1625
Die Stat Bantam sampt ihrer Gelegenheit. [Franckfurt am Mäyn : Hartmann Palthenium in Verlegung der Hulsichen, 1625].
Authors: Hulsius, Levinus. d. 1606. Erste Schiffart In die Orientalische Indien (1625) -- Parthenius, Hartmann, fl. 1615-1631 -- Hulsius Erben -- Hulsius, Levinus, d. 1606. [Sammlung von sechs und zwanzig Schiffahrten] (1608-1650)
1 map ; 9.2 x 13.7 cm. on sheet 20 x 15 cm.
In Hulsius, Levinus, Erste Schiffart In die Orientalische Indien (Franckfurt am Mäyn : durch Hartmann Palthenium in Verlegung der Hulsichen, 1625), opp. p. 28.
In upper right corner: P. 28.
Keyed to references (A-L) in five lines below map.
VAULT Ayer 110 .H9 1608, v. 1, pt. 1, p. 28 (PrCt)

11778 Bar Harbor (Me.) - Pictorial works - 1886
Authors: Geo. H. Walker & Co. -- Morris, George W. -- Historic Urban Plans (Firm)
1 birds-eye view ; 45 x 67 cm.
Facsimile of original published 1886.
383
map6F G 3734.B22A3 1886 .M6 1975 (PrCt)

11779 Bar-le-Duc (France) - Maps - 1617
Description de la ville de Bar faicte l'an 1617. [Cologne : s.n.], 1617 [i.e. ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 42 x 35 cm.
11780 Bar Region (Montenegro) - Maps - 1571<<>>Bar (Montenegro) - Maps - 1571<<>>Antiuari (Montenegro) SEE Bar (Montenegro)<<>>Antiivari (Montenegro) SEE Bar (Montenegro)

Antiuari cita in confine della Dalmatia et Albania ... [Venice? Giovanni Francesco Camocio?], M. D. L XXI [1571].

Authors: Camocio, Giovanni Francesco, 16th cent. -- Camocio, Giovanni Francesco, 16th cent. [Isole famose porti, fortezze, et terre maritime sottoposte alla Ser.ma Sig.ria di Venetia ad altri principi christiani, et al Sig.or Turco] [1574?] --

Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 16 x 21 cm.

Relief shown pictorially.
In atlas lacking title page: Camocio, Giovanni Francesco. [Isole famose porti, fortezze, et terre maritime sottoposte alla Ser.ma Sig.ria di Venetia ad altri principi christiani, et al Sig.or Turco, nouame[n]te poste in luce] [Venice? : Alla librarìa del segno di S. Marco? ; G.F. Camocio?, 1574?], [plate 14].

Manuscript no. 14 at upper right.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

VAULT Baskes folio G1955 .C3 1574, [plate 14] (PrCt)


Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Baraga County 4-H Council (Mich.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (52 p.) : 33 maps ; 28 cm.

Cover title.
Scale [1:50,688]. 1 1/4 in. to 1 mile. 'Sponsored by Baraga County 4-H Council.'
Includes business directory and index to owners.
LC Card Number: 89675085
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.


11782 Barataria Bay (La.) - Maps - 1729 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles

[Sketch map of region of Louisiana around Barataria giving 'Bayou par lequel on va barataria. Releve le 18 Sep. bre 1729']. [19--].

Authors: Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d', 1697-1782 -- Bibliothèque nationale (France). Ge D 1069 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map

Photostatic reproduction of 1729 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

MapPhoto France BN Ge D 1069 (PrCt)


A Topographickal description and admeasurement of the yland of Barbados in the West Indyaes with mrs. names of the seuerall plantacons. [London : s.n., 1657].

Authors: Ligon, Richard -- Moseley, Humphrey, -1661 -- Ligon, Richard. A True & exact history of the island of Barbados. Illustrated with a mapp of the island ... (1657) -- Library of Congress.
Manuscript map. G5140 17-- .T6 Vault
1 map ; 37 x 52 cm., folded to 28 x 16 cm.
Scale [1:1:94,667] "A scale of five miles" = 85 mm.

Coordinates: (W 59°39'20"--W 59°25'02"/N 13°20'12"--N 13°02'33"
Oriented with north at upper left.
Relief shown pictorially.
Identifies landowners and includes vignettes of horsemen, fugitive slaves, animals, ships, and other figures.

In: Ligon, Richard. A True & exact history of the island of Barbados. Illustrated with a mapp of the island, as also the principal trees and plants there, set forth in their due proportions and shapes, drawne out by their severall and respective scales. Together with the ingenio that makes the sugar, with the plots of the severall houses, rooms, and other places, that are used in the whole processes of sugar-making...

Digital image of another copy available on Yale University's Beinecke Rare Book & Manuscript Library website (accessed September 2013): http://brbl-dl.library.yale.edu/vufind/Record/3558831?image_id=1252775
Later state of this plate, with addition of "Forole Bay" on the southeast coast, issued in the 1673 edition of Ligon's book [VAULT folio Ayer 1000.5 .B22 L7 1673 opposite title page].
An undated manuscript version of this map is held by the Library of Congress; see OCLC 34029403.

VAULT folio Ayer 1000.5 .B22 L7 1657 opposite p. 1 (PrCt)

11784 Barbados - Maps - 1671

Novissima et acuratissima Barbados. [London : John Ogilby, 1671].
11786 Barbados - Maps - 1673


A Topographical description and admeasurement of the yland of Barbados in the West Indiaes with mrs. names of the severall plantacons. [London : s.n., 1673].


1 map : mounted on cloth ; 37 x 53 cm., folded to 29 x 16 cm.

Scale [1:194,667] "A scale of five miles" = 85 mm.

Coordinates: (W 59°39'20"--W 59°25'02"/N 13°20'12"--N 13°02'33")

Oriented with north at upper left. Relief shown pictorially. Includes landowners and includes vignettes of horsemen, fugitive slaves, animals, ships, and other figures.

In: Ligon, Richard. A True & exact history of the island of Barbadoes. Illustrated with a map of the island ... (London : Peter Parker and Thomas Guy, 1673), opposite title page.

Digital image of another copy available on the University of Florida Digital Collections website (accessed September 2013): http://ufdc.ufl.edu/UF00047629/00001

Earlier state of this plate, lacking "Forole Bay" on the southeast coast, issued in the 1657 edition of Ligon's book [VAULT folio Ayer 1000.5 .B22 L7 1657 opposite p. 1].

11788 Barbados - Maps - 1719 - Pictorial works - 1722

Barbados - Maps - 1722 - Bridgetown (Barbados) - Maps - 1722 - Codrington College (Barbados) - Pictorial works - 1722

A New & exact map of the island of Barbadoes in America : according to an actual & accurate survey made in the years 1717 to 1721, approved by the Royal Society & authorized by

An undated manuscript version of this map is held by the Library of Congress; see OCLC 34029403.

VAULT folio Ayer 1000.5 .B22 L7 1673, opposite title page (PrCt)


11794 Barbados - Maps - 1775 Barbadoes, surveyed by William Mayo ... London : Robt. Sayer, 1775 [i.e. 1780]. Authors: Mayo, William, surveyor -- Jefferys, Thomas, -1771 -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Robert Sayer and John Bennett (Firm) -- Jefferys, Thomas, d. 1771. The West-India atlas ... (1780) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 59 x 46 cm. For manuscript version of this map, see Ayer MS map 319. Engraved Roman numeral 'X' at upper right. Includes two coastal profiles of Barbados. In: Jefferys, Thomas. The West-India atlas: or, A compendious description of the West-Indies (London : R. Sayer and J. Bennett, 1780) pl. [33]. VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .J46 1780 pl. [33] (PrCt)

11795 Barbados - Maps - 1775-1785 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles Bridgetown (Barbados) - Maps - 1775-1785 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles Carte de l'Isle de la Barbade avec plan de Bridge Town. [19--]. Authors: Nicolas, 18th cent. -- Bibliothèque nationale (France). Portef. 106-86 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map Photostatic reproduction of 1775-1785 manuscript. Includes inset of Bridgetown.
Barbados - Maps - 1775 - Landowners - Manuscripts
Barbados - Maps - 1775 - Manuscripts

Barbados. [1775?].
Authors: Jeffreys, Thomas. -2771 -- Mayo, William, surveyor -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 319 1 ms. map ; 606 x 463 mm. Surveyed by William Mayo ; engraved and improved by Thomas Jefferys, geographer to the King.

Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Map Photo France BN Portef. 106-86 (PrCt)

--

Barbados - Maps - 1775 - Landowners - Maps

Barbadoes. [1775?].
Authors: Jeffreys, Thomas. -1771 -- Mayo, William, surveyor -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 319 1 ms. map ; 606 x 463 mm. Surveyed by William Mayo ; engraved and improved by Thomas Jefferys, geographer to the King.


Shows names of landowners and parish boundaries, includes 2 island profiles, and lists area of each parish in acres.
Scale [ca. 1:64,400].
Inset in upper right (144 x 235 mm.): Plan of Bridgetown.
Relief shown by hachures.
Prime meridians: Greenwich and Ferro.
Pen-and-ink.
Possibly detached from a binding; multiple folds present; drawn on 2 overlapping sheets (583 x 489 mm. and 41 x 488 mm.); subsequently mounted flat onto cloth.
Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library).
The printed version of the map was included in several atlases, beginning with Jefferys' West India atlas (London : Sayer and Bennett, 1775). The Newberry Library holds the 1780 edition of West India atlas, with the Barbados map dated 1775 (Ayer *135 .J46 1780, plate X); this printed edition of the map lacks the inset of Bridgetown. Cf. T. Campbell, 'The Printed maps of Barbados' in The Map Collectors' Circle no. 21 (1965) entry no. 38 and plate XVII.
Ayer ms map proj 94

VAULT drawer Ayer MS map 319 (NLO)

--

Barbados - Maps - 1777

Carta esatta rappresentante l'Isola di Barbados. [Livorno : G.T. Masi, 1777].
Authors: Rossi, D. Veremondo, fl. 1763 -- Masi, G. T. -- Masi, G. T. Atlante dell' America, contenente le migliori carte geografiche ... (1777)

--

Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 21 x 16 cm.

In: Masi, G. T. Atlante dell' America, contenente le migliori carte geografiche ... (Livorno : Gio. Tommaso Masi, e Comp., 1777?) pl. [26].
VAULT folio Ayer 135 .A75 1777 pl. [26] (PrCt)
Barbados - Maps - 1935 - Postal Service
Postal Service - Barbados - Maps - 1935

11803 Barbados - Maps - Bibliography
A Descriptive list of maps of Barbados. 1938.
Authors: Shilstone, Eustace M. -- Journal of the Barbados Museum and Historical Society 5, no. 2 (1938)
p. 57-84
Cited in Imago Mundi annual bibliography.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

11804 Barbari, Jacopo de', 15th cent.
Engravings and woodcuts by Jacopo de' Barbari, ed. by Paul Kristeller ... Berlin ; New York : Amsler & Ruthardt ; H. Wunderlich, [etc.], 1896.
2 p. l., 6 p. illus. , 40 pl. on 26 l. (1 double) 56 cm.
At head of title: International chalcographical society, 1896.
"Printed by the Reichsdruckerei, Berlin."
Illustrated t.-p.
LC Card Number: 22006671
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.
Wing oversize ZX 435 .B23 (NLO)

11805 Barbari, Jacopo de', 15th cent.
Pollaiolo, Piero, ca. 1443-1496 -- Mantegna, Andrea, 1431-1506 -- Campagnola, Giulio, 1482?-1515?

11806 Barbari, Jacopo de', 15th cent. Venetie MD
Authors: Borenius, Tancred, 1885-1948 -- Borenius, Tancred, 1885-1948 ... London ; Boston : The Medici Society, ltd., 1923.
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.
Wing Z 4122 .108 (NLO)

11807 Barbari, Jacopo de', 15th cent. Venetie MD
Bird's-eye view of Venice by Jacopo de'Babarri. 1951.
Authors: Francis, Henry Sayles -- Cleveland Museum of Art
p. 21-22 : map ; 23 cm.
The plate shows the central portion of the map, including title.
Vert 2228, no. 1 (PrCt)

11808 Barbari, Jacopo de', 15th cent. Venetie MD
La Pianta di Venezia di Jacopo de' Barbari. 1964.
Photocopy.
Vert 1326 (PrCt)

11809 Barbari, Jacopo de', 15th cent. Venetie MD
Cartography - Cities and towns - History - 1500
Jacopo de'Barbari's view of Venice : map making, city views, and moralized geography before the year 1500. 1978.
Authors: Schulz, Juergen, 1927- From The Art Bulletin 60, no. 3 (Sept. 1978): 425-474, maps, ills.
BHC 1652
Vert 1237 (PrCt)

11810 Barbari, Jacopo de', 15th cent. Venetie MD
Venice (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1500
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)


11811 Barcelona (Spain) - Maps - 1696 - Fortification Barcelonne, ville et port ... [Paris : De Fer, 1696]. Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes -- avec leurs fortifications ... (1695-1696) 1 map ; 21 x 27 cm. In: Fer, Nicolas de. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes; avec leurs fortifications ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, 1695-1696) pt. 7, map [133]. Manuscript '9' at upper right. Case folio U 26. 293 pt. 7, map [133] (PrCt)

11812 Barcelona (Spain) - Maps - 1713 - Fortification Barcelonne ville et port ... [Paris : De Fer, 1713?]. Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Inselin, C. -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Introduction à la fortification ... [1713?] 1 map ; 17 x 27 cm. In: Fer, Nicolas de. Introduction à la fortification ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, [1713?]) map [153]. For later state of this map, with engraved plate number, see Case folio U 26. 292. For earlier version of this map, engraved on different plate, see Case folio U 26. 293. Case oversize U 26. 2919 map [153] (PrCt)


Barcelona (Spain) - Maps - Exhibitions - Catalogs
Sala D'Art Artur Ramon - Map Collections - Exhibitions - Barcelona (Spain) - Maps - Collections, 1572-1850
Barcelona, ciutat olímpica de 1992, vista a través de la seva història: exposició de plànols i vistes de 1572 a 1850. Barcelona : Sala d'Art Artur Ramon ; Gabinet del gravat antic i modern, 1992. Authors: Sala d'Art Artur Ramon -- Olimpiada Cultural Barcelona '92 -- Gabinet del gravat antic i modern -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
54 p. : maps, ill. ; 25 cm.
At head of title: Olimpiada Cultural Barcelona '92. Sala d'Art Artur Ramon.
Added title: Olimpiada Cultural Barcelona '92. Catalog of an exhibition of 43 engraved views, maps, and plans of Barcelona, illustrating the history and development of the city between 1572 and 1850, mounted by the Sala d’Art Artur Ramon, in conjunction with Olimpiada Cultural Barcelona ‘92, between May 14-June 27, 1992. Includes bibliographical references (p. 54).
In Catalan.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes GA1005.B37 S35 1992 (NLO)

Barcelona (Spain) - Pictorial works - 1620
Barcino, que vulgo Barcelona dicitur, vrbs est apud Hispanos ... [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620]. Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1590 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Hoefnagel, Joris, 1542-1601 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : hand col. ; 17 x 47 cm. on sheet 41 x 54 cm.
Added title: Barcelona. View possibly derived from a drawing supplied by Joris Hoefnagel; see R.A. Skelton’s Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum. On same sheet with: Asturias.
Latin letterpress text on verso under added titles: Bardoivici. Ranzouii producis ... MDXCV.
Based on 1588 drawing by Daniel Friese; forwarded to Braun and Hogenberg by Henrik Rantzau; see R.A. Skelton’s Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum. Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Bardowick (Germany) - Maps - 1588

Barcelona (Spain) - Pictorial works - 1696
Veue ou profil de Barcelone capitale de Catalogne. [Paris : De Fer, 1696]. Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes -- avec leurs fortifications ... (1695-1696)
1 map ; 22 x 27 cm.
In: Fer, Nicolas de. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes; avec leurs fortifications ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, 1695-1696) pt. 8, map [170]. Manuscript (‘21’) at upper right.

Case folio U 26. 293 pt. 8, map [170] (PrCt)

Barcelona (Spain) - Pictorial works - 1713
Veue, ou profil, de Barcelone, Capitale, de Catalogne. ... [Paris : De Fer, 1713?]. Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Introduction à la fortification ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, [1713?])
1 view ; 10 x 19 cm.
In: Fer, Nicolas de. Introduction à la fortification ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, [1713?]) map [154]. For later state of this map, with engraved plate number, see Case folio U 26.292. For earlier version of this map, engraved on different plate, see Case folio U 26.293.

Case oversize U 26.2919 map [154] (PrCt)

Bardowick (Germany) - Maps - 1588
Bardewick. [Cologne : s.n.], 1588 [i.e. ca. 1620]. Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Friese, Daniel, 1540-1611 -- Rantzau, Henrik, 1526-1598 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 38 x 51 cm.
Title from oversize lettering at top.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135.B8 1573, v. 5, pl. 44 (PrCt)

Bardowick (Germany) - Maps - 1588
Bardewick / Daniel Frese pinxit 1588. [Amsterdam : Jan Jansson], 1588 [i.e. 1657]. Authors: Friese, Daniel, 1540-1611 -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Urbium totius Germaniae seyeriorus illustrorum clariorumque tabulae ... Pars posterior [i.e. prior] (1657) -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Theatrum urbium (1657)
1 map : hand col. ; 38 x 51 cm.
Oriented with north at right.
Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Bardowicvm. In: Jansson, Jan. Urbium totius Germaniae...
Details part of newly discovered Franz Josef Depths shown by soundings. Coordinates (E 51°
Druck von C. Hellfarth in Gotha."
Mai
1 map : color ; 26 x 19 cm
1 map ; 35 x 53 cm.
temp map2F G3954.B3 1965 K4 (PrCt)

Bardstown (Ky.) - Maps - 1965
City of Bardstown, Nelson County Kentucky.
Bardstown, Ky. s.n., 1965.
Authors: Kelly, R. A.
1 map ; 35 x 53 cm.

Barents Sea - Maps - 1874-1877 - Nautical charts
Franz Josef Land (Russia) - Maps - 1874-1877 - Nautical charts
Northeast Passage - Maps - 1874-1877 - Nautical charts
Barents Sea - Discovery and exploration - Maps
Franz Josef Land (Russia) - Discovery and exploration - Maps
Northeast Passage - Discovery and exploration - Maps
Austro-Hungarian North-Pole Expedition - Maps - Weyprecht, Karl, 1838-1881 - Travel - Maps
Payer, Julius, 1842-1915 - Travel - Maps
Franz Josef Land (Russia) - Nautical charts - Barents Sea - 1874 - Nautical charts
Franz Josef Land (Russia) - 1874 - Nautical charts - Northeast Passage - 1874 - Nautical charts

1 map ; color ; 26 x 19 cm
"1877" trimmed away from imprint in bottom margin.
Other title: Originalkarte der Rückreise der Österreichisch-Ungarischen Expedition, Mai-August, 1874
"Petermann's geographische Mitteilungen."
"Jahrgang 1877, Tafel 5."
"Druck von C. Hellfarth in Gotha."
Scale 1:1,900,000.
Coordinates (E 51°--E 68°/N 81°--N 76°).
Depths shown by soundings.
Prime meridian: Greenwich
Details part of newly discovered Franz Josef Land in the Barents Sea, showing the 1871-1874 routes of Austro-Hungarian North-Pole Expedition members Karl Weyprecht and Julius Payer in search of a Northeastern Passage. Issued to accompany journal article: "Die Rückreise der Österreichisch-Ungarischen Nordpolar-Expedition mit den Booten, Mai-August, 1874" in Petermanns geographische Mitteilungen, Band 23, 1877, pages [85]-92.
In: Mitteilungen aus Justus Perthes' geographischer Ansalt über wichtige neue Erfahrungen auf dem Gesammtgebiete der Geographie / von Dr. A. Petermann. (Gotha : Justus Perthes, 1859), Band 23, Tafel 5, following page 124
G 007 .67, v. 23, Tafel 5, following page 124 (NLO)

Barents Sea - Maps - 1954 - Kara Sea
Authors: Great Britain. Hydrographic Office -- Wharton, W. J. L. (William James Lloyd), 1843-1905 -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 65 x 98 cm.
Added title: Arctic Ocean.
'Published at the Admiralty, 11th June 1898, under the superintendence of Rear Admiral W. J. L. Wharton...Hydrographer.'
'Small corrections 1952 - 12-00 1953 - 503 - 675 - 677 - 2694 - 1954 - 367 - 369 - 370 - 1556 - 2115 - 2869.'
Upper right: 28.55.
Handstamped 'Cancelled.'
Fitzgerald polar map 180 (PrCt)

Bari (Italy) - Maps - 1753 - Harbors - Nautical charts
Bari (Italy) - Maps - 1753 - Harbors - Nautical charts - Bari (Italy) - 1753 - Harbors - Bari (Italy) - SEE Bari (Italy) - Nautical charts - Woodcuts
The Road of Barry. [London : J. Mount and T. Page, 1771].
Authors: Mount, John, d. 1786 -- Page, Thomas, d. 1781 -- English Pilot. Part 3 (1771) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : woodcut ; 11 x 10 cm. on sheet 47 x 30 cm.
Woodcut map printed beneath letterpress text (p. 42): A Description of the sea coast of Italy.
In: The English pilot : Part III : Describing the
sea-coasts ... in the whole Mediterranean Sea (London : Printed for J. Mount, and T. Page, on Tower-Hill, 1771), [plate 35]

Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger): English Pilot. Part 3 (1771)
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1956.P5 E5 1771, [plate 35] (PrCt)

11829 Barlachway Hundred (Warwickshire, England) - Maps - 1725
A Map of Barlachway Hundred, reduc'd from an actual survey made in the year 1725 / by Hen: Beighton, Fellow of the Royal Society 1729.

Authors: Beighton, Henry, 1686 or 7-1743 -- Dugdale, William, Sir, 1605-1686. Antiquities of Warwickshire illustrated (1730)
1 map ; 35 x 32 cm.
Scale ca. 1:110,400.
'N.B. The maps and characters are explain'd in

the map of Knightlow Hundred.'
Case oversize F 024594 .252, v. 2, before p. 641 (PrCt)

11830 Barnes County (N.D.) - Maps - 1928 - Landowners-Counties - Maps- Landowners - Maps
Standard atlas of Barnes County, North Dakota : containing plats of each township, a county road map, a rural directory of farmers, a state map of North Dakota and other features. Fergus Falls, Minn. Thomas O. Nelson Co., [1952].
1 atlas (87, xxii p. (p. 7-[71] maps, part col.) illus., ports.) ; 46 cm.
Township maps are on the scale of ca. 1:36,000 or 1 3/4 inches to 1 mile.
Phillips 16255.
oversize F 92213 .121 (NLO)

11831 Barnes County (N.D.) - Maps - 1952 - Landowners-Counties - Maps- Landowners - Maps
Atlas of Barnes County, North Dakota : containing plats of each township, a county road map, a rural directory of farmers, a state map of North Dakota and other features. Fergus Falls, Minn. Thomas O. Nelson Co., [1952].
1 atlas ([72] p.) : 46 map platess ; 34 cm.
'... believed to be accurate from data of record on the 8th day of August, 1952.'
Scale of township maps (numbered 1 to 42) ca. 1:45,000.
Includes advertising.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Phillips 16256
Baskes folio G1443.B3 N4 1952 (NLO)

11832 Barne (London, England) - Maps - Collections, 1600-1850
[10] l. 8 plates ; in portfolio 39 x 29 cm.
'Limited edition of 1000. Copy no. 130.'
73-4669
ICN74
map5C 11 (PrCt)

11833 Barnstable County (Mass.) - Maps - 1858 - Landowners-Counties - Maps- Landowners - Maps
Authors: Walling, Henry Francis, 1825-1888 -- Smith (D. R.) & Co. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 2 sheets, 61.5 x 28.5 in. each.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Microfiche 583, no. 306 (PrCt)

11834
Authors: Gibson, Marjorie Hubbell
1 atlas (40 p.) : ill., maps ; 29 cm.
Includes bibliography.
Scale not given.
Signed by the author.
LC Card Number: 94061859
folio G1233.B3E6225 G5 1995 (NLO)

11835
Barnwell District, South Carolina. [Baltimore : F. Lucas Jr.], 1825.
1 map ; 56 x 75 cm.
Surveyed by Thos. Anderson D.S., 1818.
Improved for Mills' atlas, 1825.'
In: Mills, Robert. Atlas of the state of South Carolina ... (Baltimore : F. Lucas, Jr., [1825]) pl. 4.

11836
La Barra (Mexico) - Maps - 1891 - Railroads - - Tampico Region (Tamaulipas, Mexico) - Maps - 1891 - Railroads - - Pánuco River (Mexico) - Maps - 1891 - Mouth - Railroads - Mexican Central Railway Co. - Maps - 1891 - - Tampico Harbor Co. (Tampico, Mexico) - Railroads - Maps
Sketch showing extent of jetties, wharves, transfers & c. at the mouth of the Pánuco River Mexico, on March 10th 91. [Boston? Mexican Central Railway?], 1891.
Authors: Wrotnowski, A. F., fl. 1891 -- Corthell, E. L. (Elmer Lawrence), 1840-1916 -- Mexican Central Railway Co. -- Tampico Harbor Co. (Tampico, Mexico) -- Blodgett, R. H.
1 map ; 16 x 67 cm.
Railroad map of La Barra near Tampico, Mexico at the mouth of the Pánuco River.
In Mexican Central Railway Co. Eleventh annual report of the board of directors ... 1890 (Boston: R.H. Blodgett & Co., 1891) at end 5A 7267 (1890 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

11837
Barré, Nicolas, fl. 1555-1565 - Cartography - Florida - History - Cartography - South Carolina - History
The Parreus map (1562) of French Florida. 1963.
Authors: Cumming, William Patterson, 1900-1989
15 p. map, illus.
Vert 19 (PrCt)

11838
Barren County (Ky.) - Maps - 1879 - Landowners - - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps
Authors: Beers & Lanagan -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 2 parts, 23.5 x 37 in. and 24.5 x 37.5 in. Scale 1:50,688. Originally published Philadelphia: Beers & Lanagan, 1879.
Microfiche 583, no. 224 (PrCt)

11839
Plan de la retraite de Barre Hill en Pensilvanie ... 28 May 1778. [19--].
Authors: France. Ministère de la guerre. Archives historiques. L.I.D. 15
1963.

11840
Barren Hill (Pa.), Battle of, 1778 - United States - History - Revolution, 1775-1783 - Maps
Sketch of Fayette's position at Barren Hill.


Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 6 parts; 4 are 23 x 18 in. each and 2 are 23 x 18.5 in. each. Scale: 1:63,360.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 327 (PrCt)

Authors: D.W. Ensign & Co.
1 map : hand col. ; 26 x 20 cm.
Scale ca. 1:210,000.
Karpinski 493.
F 90101.4 bet. p. 8-9 (PrCt)

Rockford, Ill. Rockford Map Publishers, [c1960].
Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Barry County Cooperative Extension Service (Mich.). -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (35 p.) : 17 maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
'Sponsored by Barry County Cooperative Extension Service.'
Scale of township maps [1:50,688] 1 1/4 in. = 1 mile
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Phillips 14610
Baskes folio G4113.B3G46 1960 .R58 (NLO)

11848 Barry County (Mo.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners<->Counts - Map Family maps of Barry County, Missouri : with homesteads, roads, waterways, towns, cemeteries, railroads, and more / by Gregory A. Boyd.
Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960- -- Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)
316 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
1st ed.
'Deluxe edition.'
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).
3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.
Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).
Includes indexes.
Series: Family maps
ISBN 1420307509 ; 9781420307504
Local History Ref F472.B27 B69 2007 (NLO)

11849 Barth (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1620 Bardvm Pomeraniae. [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Rantzau, Henrik, 1526-1598 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : hand col. ; 32 x 44 cm.
Title from oversize lettering at top.
Possibly forwarded to Braun and Hogenberg by Henrik Rantzau; see R.A. Skelton's Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.
Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Bardvm Pomeraniae.
Mounted on duplicate copy of Braun and Hogenberg's printed view titled Bardewick (used as printer's waste?); see previous view in this volume (plate 44).
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 5, pl. 45 (PrCt)

Barth (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1657 Bardvm Pomeraniae. [Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657].
Authors: Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664 -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Urbium totius Germaniae svperiorus illustrirorum clariorumque tabulae ... Pars posterior [i.e. prior] (1657) -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Theatrum urbium (1657)
1 view : hand col. ; 32 x 44 cm.
Title from oversize lettering at top.
Oriented with north at left.
Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Bardvm Pomeraniae.
In: Jansson, Jan. Urbium totius Germaniae svperiorus illustrirorum clariorumque tabulae ... Pars posterior [i.e. prior] 1657, [plate 13].
Issued in volume [2] of 8 in Jansson's townbook

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
atlas, collectively known as the Theatrum urbium (Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657).

Case oversize G 117 .452, v. 2, [plate 13] (PrCt)

11851 Bartholomew County (Ind.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners<<>Counties - Maps<<<<Landowners - Maps
Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960- -- Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)
198 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
1st ed.
‘Deluxe edition.’
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).
‘3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.’
Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).
Includes indexes.
Series: Family maps
ISBN 1420303686
Local History Ref F532.B2 B69 2006 (NLO)

11852 Bartholomew County (Ind.) - Maps - 1879 - Landowners<<>Counties - Maps<<<<Landowners - Maps
Authors: J. H. Beers & Co. -- Chicago Historical Society
1 atlas (69, [8] p.) : ill., maps, ports. ; 45 cm.
Scale: [1:31680]
Includes directories, brief history of the county, and brief biographies and portraits of early residents.
Library buckram.
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005; includes CHS ownership markings.
CHS Coll., Atlas no. 104
oversize G4093.B3G46 1879 .B4 (NLO)

11853 Bartholomew County (Ind.) - Maps - 1879 - Landowners<<>Counties - Maps<<<<Landowners - Maps

Authors: J.H. Beers & Co. -- Unigraphic (Evansville, Ind.)
69, [10] p. : ill. maps, ports. ; 36 cm.
Reprint of the 1879 ed. published by J.H. Beers & Co., Lakeside Building Cor. of Clark & Adams Sts., Chicago
Cover title: Illustrated historical atlas of Bartholomew Co., Indiana. 1879.
Contents: Township and village plats -- Views -- Portraits -- History -- Personal sketches -- Miscellaneous
Includes index.
80-46159
folio G1403.B3 A75 1879a (NLO)

11854 Bartholomew, John Christopher - Biography<<<<Bartholomew, John Christopher, 1923-2008 SEE Bartholomew, John<br>Christopher
Authors: Casely, Gordon
p. 312-314 : col. port. ; 30 cm.
folio GA 1 .C3, v. 45, p. 312-314 (PrCt)

11855 Bartholomew, John Christopher<<<<John Bartholomew and Son<<<<Bartholomew family<<<<Map publishing - Scotland - History - 1797-2008
Authors: Wright, Gordon -- Scotsman, Edinburgh
3 p. : photo ; 28 cm.
Printout from the Jan. 24, 2008 online version of The Scotsman (Edinburgh), accessed January 24, 2008:
http://news.scotsman.com/obituaries/John-Bartholomew.3695544.jp
Vert 350 no. 2 (PrCt)

11856 Bartholomew, John Christopher<<<<John Bartholomew and Son<<<<Map industry and trade - Edingburgh (Scotland) - 1900-1999
Authors: Cruickshank, Alistair B. -- Independent (London, England)
Vert 350 no. 5 (PrCt)

11857 Bartholomew, John Christopher<>John Bartholomew and Son<>Map industry and trade - Edinburgh (Scotland) - 1900-1999
John Bartholomew : cartographer whose family company made a host of innovative maps, notably the Times atlases. 2008.
Authors: Times (London, England)
Printout of obituary published Jan. 31, 2008 in the online version of The Times (London, England), accessed March 2008:
http://www.timesonline.co.uk/scroll/comment/obituaries/article3278108.ece
Vert 350 no. 4 (PrCt)

11858 Bartholomew, John Christopher<>John Bartholomew and Son<>Map industry and trade - Edinburgh (Scotland) - 1900-1999<>Bartholomew, John Christopher
Authors: Orr, Robin A. -- Guardian (Manchester, England)
Obituary written by Robin A. Orr, who succeeded John C. Bartholomew as cartographic director of John Bartholomew and Son.
Printout from the Feb. 16, 2008 online version of The Guardian (Manchester, England), accessed March 2008:
http://www.guardian.co.uk/theguardian/2008/feb/16/1
Vert 350 no. 3 (PrCt)

11859 Bartholomew, John George 1860-1920
Authors: Allan, Douglas A. -- Scottish Geographical Magazine, Edinburgh 76, no. 2 (1960)
p. 85-88 : portrait
Cited in Imago Mundi annual bibliography.
G 007 .8, v. 76, p. 85-88 (PrCt)

11860 Bartholomew, John George 1860-1920<>Bartholomew family<>John Bartholomew and Co. <>Edinburgh Geographical Institute<>John Bartholomew and Son<>Map industry and trade - Edinburgh (Scotland)
Authors: JohnBartholomew.Com -- Bartholomew family
Printout dated 6/14/2011 of unsigned article forming part of the JohnBartholomew.Com website (accessed April 2012):
Vert 350 no. 6 (PrCt)

11861 Bartholomew, John George 1860-1920<>Bartholomew family<>John Bartholomew and Co. <>Edinburgh Geographical Institute<>John Bartholomew and Son<>Map industry and trade - Edinburgh (Scotland)
Authors: JohnBartholomew.Com -- Bartholomew family
Printout dated 6/14/2011 of unsigned article forming part of the Wikipedia website (accessed April 2012):
Vert 350 no. 7 (PrCt)

11862 Bartolommeo da li Sonetti, fl. 1485
Authors: Van Duzer, Chet A., 1966-
p. 277-279 ; 32 cm.
In Island studies journal 3, no. 2 (Nov. 2008): 277-279.
Available on the Island Studies Journal website (accessed August 2011) :
http://www.islandstudies.ca/sites/vre2.upeic.ca.islandstudies.ca/files/ISJ-3-2-2008-Book%20Review_s_0.pdf
Vert 2212 (PrCt)

11863 Barton County (Kan.) - Maps - 1902 - Landowners<>Counties - Maps<>Landowners - Maps
Authors: North West Publishing Co. -- Balliet & Volk (Firm)
1 atlas (67 p.) : col. maps ; 48 cm.
Patrons directory of Barton County, Kansas': p. 63-67.
oversize G1458.B3 N67 1902 (NLO)

11864 Bas-Rhin (France) - Maps - 1680<>Black Forest (Germany) - Maps - 1680 Territorium Argentoratense. Amsterdam, [ca. 1680].
Authors: Schenk & Valck, Amsterdam -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
II:155
1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 47 cm.

Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johann Gabriel Sack.

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:155 (PrCt)

11865 Bas-Rhin (France) - Maps - 1725<<>>Black Forest (Germany) - Maps - 1725

Argentorati territorium vulgo Strasburger Gebiet... Amsterdam, [ca. 1725].

Authors: Allard, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709 -- Covens et Mortier -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:156
1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 57 cm.

Koeman v. 1 p. 33 [A1.7].

2394

Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johann Gabriel Sack.

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2, no. II:156 (PrCt)

11866 Basel-Stadt (Switzerland) - Maps - 1593<<>>Valais (Switzerland) - Maps - 1593<<>>Valais (Canton : Switzerland) SEE Valais (Switzerland)

Baselae inclytae raurokurum urbis ac eiusdem circumucini agri situs exactissima delineatio / auctore Sebastiano Munstero. [Antwerp : s.n., 1593].

Authors: Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Schallbetter, Johann. Valesiae provinciae montanae, Italian, Galli, ac Germaniam discernentis ... [1593?] -- Jode, Gerard de, 1509-1591 -- Wierix, Antonie, -1604 -- Jode, Gerard de, 1509-1591. Speculum orbis terrarvm (1593) -- Munster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 SEE Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Schallbeter, Johann SEE Schallbetter, Johann -- Schallbetter, Ioanne SEE Schallbetter, Johann 1 map : hand col. ; 26 x 49 cm.

Oriented with north at bottom left.

Inset at top (10 x 49 cm.): Valesiae provinciae montanae, Italian, Galli, ac Germaniam discernentis non minus vera quam elegans chorographiae / auctore Ioanne Schallbeter. Latin letterpress text on verso (fol. 24, sig. Bbb): Valesia, et territor. Basiliensi... Engraving attributed to Antonie Wierix.

In: Jode, Gerard de. Speculum orbis terrarvm (Antwerp : A. Coninx, 1593), map [56].

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .J9 1593, map [56]

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1606, [plate 68] (PrCt)

11869 Basel (Switzerland : Canton) - Maps - 1703 - Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1703 - Engravings
Rauraci : partie meridionale de l'eveseché de Basle ... / par le Sr. Sanson d'Abbeville ... ; Somer sc. Paris : chez P. Mariet, 1703.
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Somer, J. -- Mariette, Pierre, 1634-1716 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:S15
1 map ; 37 x 52 cm.

Title from cartouche at bottom right.
Possibly incomplete edition; includes prominent blank space at upper left (perhaps for an additional cartouche and / or dedication?)
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map 2F G6043.B3 1703 .S3 (PrCt)

11870 Basel (Switzerland) - Maps - 1549-1552 - Pictorial maps - 1549-1552 - Pictorial maps
Basiliensis (Switzerland) SEE Basel (Switzerland) - Pictorial maps - Woodcuts
[Map of Basel, Switzerland] / CS [Christoph Stimmer] ; RMD [Rudolf Manuel Deutsch] . [Basel : Heinrich Petri], 1549 [i.e.1552].
Authors: Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Stimmer, Christoph, 16th cent. -- Manuel, Hans Rudolf, 1525-1571 -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552. Cosmographiae universalis ... (1552) -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : woodcut ; 26 x 35 cm., on sheet 32 x 40 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Added letterpress title above woodcut: Basiliensis ciuitatis contrafactura, adumbrata ad genuinum eius situm, quem anno 1549 habuit
Keyed to legend at bottom left with references to "In maiori ciuitate" (A-I, L-T, V, X-Y) and "Minor Basleia" (A-G).
Letterpress 401 and text on verso: Civitas Basilien sis inclyta, utranque Rheni ...
VAULT folio Ayer 7 .M8 1552, p. 402-403 (PrCt)

11871 Basel (Switzerland) - Maps - 1695
Basle. [Paris : De Fer, 1695].
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes -- avec leurs fortifications ... (1695-1696)
1 map ; 21 x 24 cm.
In: Fer, Nicolas de. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes; avec leurs fortifications ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, 1695-1696) pt. 5, map [82].
Manuscript ('5') at upper right.
Case folio U 26.293 pt. 5, map [82] (PrCt)

11872 Basel (Switzerland) - Maps - 1713
Basle. Paris : De Fer, [1713?].
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Introduction à la fortification ... [1713?]
1 map ; 20 x 24 cm.
In: Fer, Nicolas de. Introduction à la fortification ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, [1713?]) map [124].
For later state of this map, with engraved plate number, see Case folio U 26.292.
For earlier version of this map, engraved on different plate, see Case folio U 26.293.

Case oversize U 26.2919 map [124] (PrCt)

11873 Basel (Switzerland) - Pictorial works - 1346-1552 - Earthquakes - Basel (Switzerland) - Pictorial works - 1346-1552 - Woodcuts
[View of Basel, Switzerland following earthquake of 1346]. [Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552].
Authors: Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552. Cosmographiae universalis ... (1552) -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : woodcut ; 6 x 10 cm., on sheet 32 x 40 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Added letterpress title above woodcut: De terraemotibus Basilea factis
In: Münster, Sebastian. Cosmographiae universalis ... (Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552), p. 408.
Probably an inaccurate view, since some of the woodcuts in this volume were used for more than one town.
VAULT folio Ayer 7 .M8 1552, p. 408 (PrCt)

11874 Basel (Switzerland) - Pictorial works - 1538 - Basel (Switzerland : Canton) - Maps - 1538
Authors: Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Frobenius AG -- Hieronymus, Frank
2 maps : col. ; on sheet 46 x 90 cm.
Facsimile of map originally published Basel:
[Heinrich Petri], 1538.
A map of the Basel region occupies the left half
of the sheet; a view of the city of Basel occupies
the right half.
Arms of towns in left and right margins.
Accompanying text by Frank Hieronymus,
'Sebastian Münsters erste Karte von Basel und
Umgebung (1538),' 2p., in Info. file.
87-94998
map6F G6044.B3A3 1538 M8 1984 (PrCt)

11875 Basel (Switzerland) - Pictorial works -
1552<<>>Woodcuts
[View of a fortified Swiss city, possibly Basel].
[Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552].
Authors: Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 --
Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552. Cosmographiae
uniuersalis ... (1552) -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579
-- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : woodcut ; 8 x 14 cm., on sheet 32 x 21
cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Shows city under siege by armed forces across a
river.
In: Münster, Sebastian. Cosmographiae
uniuersalis ... (Basil : Heinrich Petri, 1552), p. 398.
Possibly an inaccurate view, since some of the
woodcuts in this volume were used for more than
one town.
VAULT folio Ayer 7 .M8 1552, p. 398 (PrCt)

11876 Basel (Switzerland) - Pictorial works -
1552<<>>Woodcuts
[View of Basel, Switzerland]. [Basel : Heinrich
Petri, 1552].
Authors: Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 --
Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552. Cosmographiae
uniuersalis ... (1552) -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579
-- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : woodcut ; 7 x 10 cm., on sheet 32 x 40
cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Added letterpress title above woodcut: De minori
Basilea
In: Münster, Sebastian. Cosmographiae
uniuersalis ... (Basil : Heinrich Petri, 1552), p. 405.
VAULT folio Ayer 7 .M8 1552, p. 405 (PrCt)

11877 Basel (Switzerland) - Pictorial works - 1620
Basilaea = Basel. [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 --
Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 --
Civitates orbis terrarum -- Münster, Sebastian,
1489-1552 -- Merian, Matthaeus, 1593-1650 --
Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 33 x 40 cm.
Derived from a ca.1538 woodcut by Sebastian
Münster; see R.A. Skelton's Introduction to the
1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.
Engraved by Matthaeus Merian.
Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Basilea.
In: Braun, Georg and Franz Hogenberg. Civitates
orbis terrarum [Cologne: Pieter von Brachel?, ca. 1620] v. 2, plate 40
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 2, pl. 40
(PrCt)

11878 Basel (Switzerland) - Pictorial works -
1793<<>>Zurich (Switzerland) - Pictorial
works - 1793<<>>Bale (Switzerland) SEE
Basel (Switzerland)
View of Bale, principal city of Bale, one of the
cantons of Switzerland; View of Zurich, principal
city of Zurich, one of the cantons of Switzerland.
[London : s.n., 1793?].
Authors: Bankes, Thomas, b. 1744 -- Bankes,
Thomas, b. 1744. A New and authentic system of
universal geography, antient and modern :
including all the late important discoveries made
by the English ... [1793?] -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
2 views ; each 12 x 18 cm., on sheet 40 x 24 cm.
In: Bankes, Thomas. A New and authentic
system of universal geography, antient and
modern : including all the late important
discoveries made by the English ... (London :
Printed for C. Cooke ... [et al., 1793?]), between
p. 890-891.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
890-891 (PrCt)

11879 Basel (Switzerland) - Tourism - 1950
Basel on the Rhine, Switzerland. Basel,
Switzerland : Official Tourist Office, [ca. 1950s].
Authors: Basel (Switzerland). Official Tourist
Office
1 leaflet (3-fold) : photos, map ; fold. to 21 x 10
cm
Travel Vertical File G6044 .B3 1950 .B3 (PrCt)

11880 Basel (Switzerland) - Tourism - 1950
Basel Schweiz. Basel, Switzerland : Offiziellen
Verkehrs bureau Basel, [ca. 1950s].
Authors: Basel (Switzerland). Official Tourist
Office
1 leaflet (3-fold) : photos, map ; fold. to 21 x 10
cm
Travel Vertical File G6044 .B3 1950 .B3a (PrCt)

11881 Bashkortostan (Russia) - Historical
geography - Maps - 1552-1740<<>>Russia -
Historical geography - Maps - 1552-1740
The Russian conquest of Bashkiriia, 1552-1740 :
a case study in imperialism. New Haven : Yale
Authors: Donnelly, Alton S. -- Yale University
Press -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry
Library)
x, 214 p. : maps ; 24 cm.
1st ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

11883 Basilica di San Pietro in Vaticano - Pictorial works - 1548<<>>Saint Peter's Basilica (Vatican) SEE Basilica di San Pietro in Vaticano


Authors: Labacco, Antonio, b. ca. 1495 -- Sangallo, Antonio da, 1484-1546 -- Salamanca, Antonio, d. 1562 -- C.E. Rappaport (Firm) -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 view ; on sheet trimmed to 346 x 419 mm.

Architectural elevation of Antonio da Sangallo's proposed facade of Saint Peter's Basilica in Rome.

Includes the coat of arms of Pope Paul III. Traces of binding stub on verso.

Infinity symbol used in place of 'M' in date.

Bernard Quaritch (Firm). The 'Speculum Romanae magnificentiae' of Antonio Lafreri : a monument of the Renaissance ... (London : [Strangeways and sons, 1925?]), p. 26, no. 301.


Ex Rappaport.

Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

e23

Novacco 4F 264 (PrCt)

11885 Basilica di San Pietro in Vaticano - Pictorial works - 1564


Authors: Luchino, Vincenzo, fl. 1550-1566 -- Michelangelo Buonarroti, 1475-1564 -- C.E. Rappaport (Firm) -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 view ; 391 x 554 mm. (plate mark)

Elevation of Michaelangelo's front facade of Saint Peter's Basilica in Rome.

Coat of arms of Pope Pius IV at upper left.

Manuscript '103' at bottom left.


Bernard Quaritch (Firm). The 'Speculum Romanae magnificentiae' of Antonio Laferri : a monument of the Renaissance ... (London : [Strangeways and sons, 1925?]), p. 26, no. 304.

Descriptive catalogue of engravings from the University of Chicago Library's Speculum romanae magnificentiae (Chicago: University of Chicago Library, Dept. of Special Collections, 1973), no. A80.

Ex Rappaport.

Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

e23

Novacco 4F 264 (PrCt)

11886 Basilica di San Pietro in Vaticano - Pictorial works - 1564


Authors: Luchino, Vincenzo, fl. 1550-1566 -- Michelangelo Buonarroti, 1475-1564 -- C.E. Rappaport (Firm) -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 view ; 391 x 554 mm. (plate mark)

Elevation of Michaelangelo's front facade of Saint Peter's Basilica in Rome.

Coat of arms of Pope Pius IV at upper left.

Manuscript '103' at bottom left.


Bernard Quaritch (Firm). The 'Speculum Romanae magnificentiae' of Antonio Laferri : a monument of the Renaissance ... (London : [Strangeways and sons, 1925?]), p. 26, no. 304.

Descriptive catalogue of engravings from the University of Chicago Library's Speculum romanae magnificentiae (Chicago: University of Chicago Library, Dept. of Special Collections, 1973), no. A80.

Ex Rappaport.

Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

e23

Novacco 4F 264 (PrCt)
Baskes, Roger S. - Map collections - Bibliography - Catalogs - Newberry Library

11887

Baskes, Roger S. - Map collections - Bibliography - Catalogs

- Atlases - Bibliography - Catalogs

- Maps - Bibliography - Catalogs

- Cartography - History - Bibliography - Catalogs

- Cartography - Catalogs - Travel

Guidebooks - Bibliography - Catalogs

List of atlases & other books in the collection of Roger S. Baskes as of March 1, 1997. [Chicago, Ill. R.S. Baskes, 1997].
Authors: Baskes, Roger S.
1 v. (various pagings) : ill.; 29 cm.
Brief descriptions of approximately 3,500 atlases and books with maps, 2,400 cartographic reference works, and 1,100 Baedeker and other guidebooks.
Computer spreadsheet printouts.
The Baskes Collection is gradually being donated to the Newberry Library.
Formerly Map Ready Reference
References: OCLC 39333213
For 1995 edition, see Map Ref folio Z6021 .B38 1995

Map Ref folio Z6021 .B38 1997 (NLO)

11888

Baskes, Roger S. - Map collections - Bibliography - Catalogs

- Newberry Library - Map collections - Bibliography - Catalogs

- Atlases - Bibliography - Catalogs

- Maps - Bibliography - Catalogs

- Cartography - History - Bibliography - Catalogs

- Cartography - Catalogs - Travel

Guidebooks - Bibliography - Catalogs

Authors: Baskes, Roger S.
1 v. (various pagings) : ill.; 29 cm.
Cover title.
Brief descriptions of approximately 2,800 atlases and books with maps, 2,200 cartographic reference works and other secondary literature titles, and 1,300 Baedeker and other guidebooks.
Computer spreadsheet printouts.
The Baskes Collection is gradually being donated to the Newberry Library.
Formerly folio Z6021 .B38 1995

Map Ref folio Z6021 .B38 1995 (NLO)

11890

Bass Islands (Ohio) - Maps - 1727 - Pictorial works - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

- Long Point (Ont.) - Maps - 1727 - Pictorial works -
Bass Island in Lake Erie ; Site of Charlottesville near Long Point on Lake Erie. [19–].
2 views ; on sheet 30 x 24 cm.
Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1727 manuscript views drawn on birch bark by Elizabeth Simcoe; originals in the British Library, Crown Collection 119:15.
Redrawn and published in Diary of Mrs. John Graves Simcoe, wife of the first Lieutenant-Governor of the province of Upper Canada, 1792-6 (Toronto: W. Briggs, 1911) [E5 .S5848]
folio Ayer 136 .H91 1907 ser. 1, v. 4, pl. 46.A.B. (PrCt)

Authors: Texas. General Land Office -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 24 x 23.5 in. Scale 1:133,320.
Originally compiled 1879.
Microfiche 583, no. 892 (PrCt)

11984 Bath (England) - 1805
The Original new Bath guide, or, Useful pocket companion for all persons residing at or resorting to this ancient city. Bath : Bristol : London : Printed by J. Savage, bookseller, stationer, and music-seller, No. 12, Argyle-Street ; Sold also by all the booksellers in Bath and Bristol ; By B. Crosby & Co., Stationer's-Court, and J. Harris, corner of St. Paul's Church-yard, 1805.
Authors: Savage, J. 19th cent. -- Harris, John, 1756-1846 -- B. Crosby and Co. -- Dean, Ruth -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library) -- Crosby (B.) and Co. SEE B. Crosby and Co. 1 v. : ill., maps ; 15 cm.
Annual which began publication in 1804. Cf. Green, E. Bibliotheca Somersetensis, v. 1, p. 231 Newberry holds only 1805 edition?
Continues: New Bath guide
Bound with 3 other titles.
Illustrated bookplate of Ruth Dean; written in ms.: Of Sanders, High St., Oxford, for 3/-, Spring '30.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskets DA670.L5 C66 1822 (NLO)

Bastille - Pictorial works - 1793
View of the Bastille, St. Anthony's Gate and part of the suburbs of Paris. [London : s.n., 1793?].
Authors: Bankes, Thomas, b. 1744 -- Bankes, Thomas, b. 1744. A New and authentic system of universal geography, antient and modern : including all the late important discoveries made by the English ... [1793?] -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view ; 16 x 28 cm., on sheet 40 x 24 cm.
"Engraved for Bankes's new system of geography published by royal authority."
In: Bankes, Thomas. A New and authentic system of universal geography, antient and modern : including all the late important discoveries made by the English ... (London : Printed for C. Cooke ... [et al., 1793?]), after p. 842.
Engraved number "56" at bottom right.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskets oversize G115 .B36 1793, after p. 842 (PrCt)

Authors: Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846 -- Lea & Blanchard -- Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (1840) 1 view ; 6 x 11 cm.
In: Murray, Hugh. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, successors to Carey & Co., for George W. Gorton, 1840) v. 1, p. 394.
Wax engraving.
G 11 .607 v. 1, p. 394 (PrCt)

Authors: Baddeley, Mountford John Byrde, 1843-1906 -- Thorough guide series -- John Bartholomew & Co. -- Thomas Nelson & Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. (various pagings) : 19 col. maps and plans (some folded); 17 cm.
"John Bartholomew & Co."--On maps.
Index map on lining paper.
"Thorough guide advertiser": 32 p. at end. Includes index.
Publisher's red cloth binding.
Former owner: C.J.W.H.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .T56 Bath, Bristol (1908) (NLO)

Bath (England) - Maps - 1922
A Pictorial and descriptive guide to Bath : with excursions to Cheddar, Wells, Glastonbury, Bristol, Frome, etc. London : Ward, Lock, [1922?].
1 v. (various pagings) : ill., 4 maps and plans (some folded, some col.) ; 18 cm.
Cover title: Bath, Cheddar, Wells, Glastonbury
Added title page: Bath and district
"John Bartholomew & Son, Ltd."--On maps.
"Plans of Bath and Wells and maps of the district."
Seventy illustrations."
Advertisements on lining papers and interspersed.
Includes index and business directories.
1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm. $17.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN StrFdr 2002 .B385 (PrCt)

Baton Rouge (La.) - Maps - 1969 - Road maps--Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Times Mirror Company -- Holiday Inns, Inc. -- Avis-Rent-A-Car System -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 65 x 43 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"1969 edition" © H.M. Gousha Company
Panel title.
Added title: Street map of Baton Rouge, a subsidiary of the Times-Mirror Company.
Plate number: QQ-7-854-S.
Includes logos of Holiday Inn hotels and Avis-Rent-A-Car.
Panel art: Illustration of road and Gulf service station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1223 (PrCt)

Baton Rouge (La.) - Maps - 2002 - Road maps--Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm. $17.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN StrFdr 2002 .B385 (PrCt)

Baton Rouge (La.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps--Road maps
1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm. "3rd edition" --front cover.
Cover title: Baton Rouge street guide: including East Baton Rouge Parish.
$17.95
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528857231
RMcN StrFdr 2005 .B385 (PrCt)


11906 Battle Mountain (Lander County, Nev.) - Maps - 1873 Sketch of Battle Mountain, Nevada ... 1873. Authors: U.S. Geographical Surveys West of the 100th Meridian 1 map ; 11 x 10 cm., with 5 other maps on sheet 30 x 40 cm. Scale [ca. 1:7,500]. Govt. W.8.5:2 pl. 4, after p. 490 (PrCt)


11911 Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1523

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1540

1 map : woodcut ; 26 x 34 cm., mounted on backing sheet 31 x 38 cm.
Letterpress title above woodcut map with letterpress place names.
Added title from oversize lettering on map:
Bavaria Svevia
Oriented with north at bottom right.
Letterpress no. 39 and text on verso: Svevia et Bavaria. Nulla natio in Germania ... .
Forms part of an incomplete copy of Sebastian Münster's 1540 edition of Ptolemy's Geography (lacking intervening pages of text between maps). Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1552

1 map ; 254 x 334 (neat line)
La Descrittione del Ducato di Bauia, con gli' altri dominii circonuicini di nuovo con ogni deligentia revisto et dato en luce. [Venice] : Paolo Forlani Veronese jntagliatore f., M.D. LXVI [1566].
Authors: Forlani, Paolo -- [Italian assembled-to-order atlas] [ca. 1575?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 254 x 334 (neat line)
In: [Italian assembled-to-order atlas] [Venice?: s.n., ca. 1575?], plate [33].
F. Borroni Salvadore, Carte, piante e stampe storiche delle raccolte Lafferiane della Biblioteca nazionale di Firenze (1980) p. 31, no. 84.
Tooley 128.
Woodward 46.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .L2 1575 A1, plate [33] (Pr.Ct)

Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1568

1 map ; 26 x 35 cm.
Letterpress title above woodcut map with letterpress place names.
Oriented with north at bottom right.
In: Münster, Sebastian. Cosmographiae universalis ... (Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552), p. 627.
VAULT folio Ayer 7 .M8 1552, p. 627 (Pr.Ct)

Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1552

11913

Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1552

1 map ; 14 x 24 cm., on sheet 32 x 40 cm.
Title at center right of woodcut.
Added letterpress title above woodcut: De
Bavaria quae hodie Bavaria ... .
Covers parts of Bavaria and the Danube River valley in Germany.
Oriented with north at left.
In: Münster, Sebastian. Cosmographiae universalis ... (Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552), p. 627.
VAULT folio Ayer 7 .M8 1552, p. 627 (Pr.Ct)

Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1552

11912

Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1540

Svevia et Bavaria XI. Nova tabvla. [Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1540], [plate 39].
Letterpress no. 39 and text on verso: Svevia et Bavaria. Nulla natio in Germania ... .
Forms part of an incomplete copy of Sebastian Münster's 1540 edition of Ptolemy's Geography and in Münster's editions of Ptolemy's Geographia; see Karrow p. 421.
VAULT folio Ayer 7 .M8 1552, [plate 8] (Pr.Ct)

Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1566

La Descrittione del Ducato di Bauia, con gli' altri dominii circonuicini di nuovo con ogni deligentia revisto et dato en luce. [Venice] : Paolo Forlani Veronese jntagliatore f., M.D. LXVI [1566].
Authors: Forlani, Paolo -- [Italian assembled-to-order atlas] [ca. 1575?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 254 x 334 (neat line)
In: [Italian assembled-to-order atlas] [Venice?: s.n., ca. 1575?], plate [33].
F. Borroni Salvadore, Carte, piante e stampe storiche delle raccolte Lafferiane della Biblioteca nazionale di Firenze (1980) p. 31, no. 84.
Tooley 128.
Woodward 46.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .L2 1575 A1, plate [33] (Pr.Ct)
Bayrn sambt der Obern Pfaltz Erzt unnd Stift Saltzburg Eichstet unden andern mehrern anstossenden Herschaften. Inngolstadt : [s.n.], 1568.
Authors: Apianus, Philippus, 1531-1589 -- Amman, Jost, 1539-1591 -- Buroner, Paul Heinrich -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Apian, Philipp, 1531-1589 SEE Apianus, Philippus, 1531-1589
1 map : woodcut ; approximately 170 x 160 cm. on 24 sheets, in binding 39 cm.
Title from verso of sheet XXIII, bound as the first opening (i.e. title page) within the volume.
The map itself is entitled Chorographia Bavariae. Bound with index map: Brevis totius Bavariae ...

Sheet 22 includes the initials of Jost Amman, the engraver.
Bookplate of Paul Heinrich Buroner.
See Woodward, Five centuries of map printing (1975).
For an enlarged photograph of the wood block used to print sheet 11, see VAULT oversize Ayer 7 A71 1568 sheet 11 photo.

Cf. Leo Bagrow, A. Ortelii catalogus cartographorum, p. 36-41.
VAULT folio Ayer 7 A71 1568 (NLO)

11918 Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1570
Authors: Forlani, Paolo -- Gilhofer & Ranschburg (Vienna, Austria) -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 251 x 327 (neat line), 287 x 357 mm. (plate mark)
Tooley 130.
Woodward 84.
Ex Gilhofer.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
b37
Novacco 2F 91 (PrCt)

11919 Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1588
Bavariae olim Vindeliciae delineationis compendivm / ex tabula Philippi Apiani math. [Antwerp : Christophe Plantin, 1588].
1 map ; hand col. ; 33 x 43 cm.
In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatro de la tierra universal (Antwerp : Christophe Plantin, 1588), [plate 58].
Printed no. 58 and Spanish letterpress text on verso beginning: Bavaria. Boiaria, o, como otros quieren, Bauaria ...
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1588, [plate 58] (PrCt)

11920 Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1593
Bavariae vtrivsqve cvm inferioris tv[m] svperioris vera et ad amvs sim descripcto / Ioannes à Deutecu[m] f. [Antwerp : s.n., 1593?].
Authors: Doetecam, Jan van -- Jode, Gerard de, 1509-1591 -- Wierix, Antonie, 1604 -- Jode, Gerard de, 1509-1591. Specvlvm orbis terrarvm (1593)
1 map ; hand col. ; 34 x 45 cm.
Latin letterpress text on verso (fol. 25, sig. Ccc): Bavariae dvcatvs ...

11921 Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1593

Palatinitvs Superiors sev Bavariae vera descriptio / autore Erhardo Reynch. [Antwerp : s.n., 1593].

Authors: Reich, Erhard, 16th cent. -- Jode, Gerard de, 1509-1591 -- Wierix, Antonie, -1604 -- Jode, Gerard de, 1509-1591. Specvlvm orbis terrarvm (1593) -- Reynch, Erhardo SEE Reich, Erhard

1 map : hand col. ; 41 x 41 cm.

On same sheet with another map printed from the same copperplate: Witrenbergensis dvcats elevans delineatio / autore Georgio Garner

Title in upper margin.

Latin letterpress text on verso: Witrenbergensis dvcats ...

Engraving attributed to Antonie Wierix.

In: Jode, Gerard de. Specvlvm orbis terrarvm (Antwerp : A. Coninx, 1593), map [58 A].

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .J9 1593, map [58 A] (PrCt)

11922 Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1606


1 map : hand col. ; 37 x 48 cm.

In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatrum orbis terrarvm ... (London : J. Norton, 1606), [plate 65].

Printed no. 65 and English letterpress text on verso beginning: Bavaria. Bayern or Bauiere, called of ... .

Digital image of a duplicate or variant edition available on Marcel P.R. van den Broecke's Cartographica Neerlandica website (accessed July 2012):


VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1606, [plate 65] (PrCt)

11923 Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1655

Bayern, Baviere, ou sont les duché, eselectrat, et palatnat de Baviere ... [Paris : P. Mariette], 1655 [i.e. 1659?].

Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Cordier, Robert (Engraver) -- Mariette, Pierre, 1603-1657 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (1658 [i.e.

1659?])

1 map : hand col. ; 41x 41 cm.

In: Sanson, Nicolas. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (Paris : Pierre Mariette, 1658 [i.e. 1659?]) v. 1, pl. [62]

VAULT Case oversize G1015 .S35 1658 v. 1, pl. [62] (PrCt)

11924 Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1680--->Salzburg (Austria : Land) - Maps - 1680--->Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1680--->Engravings

Circulus Bavaricus in quo sunt ducatus, electoratus & Palatinat Bavariae ... Amsterdam, [ca. 1680].


3 copies of state 1 in the following Newberry atlases: VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .W8 A no. [54] and Sack *map8C oG5700 1740 .S2 no. II:89.

State 2 of the map: Sack map4F oG6420 1680 .W5 state 3.

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .D18 A pl. 16 (PrCt)

11925 Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1689

The circle of Bavaria subdivided into all ye territories... London : Berry, 1689.

Authors: Berry, William, fl. 1669-1708 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Berry, William, fl. 1669-1708. [A Collection of maps of the world] [1680-1689] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

2 copies of state 2 in the following Newberry atlases: VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .W8 A no. [54] and Sack *map8C oG5700 1740 .S2 no. II:89.

State 3 of the map: Sack map4F oG6420 1680 .W5 state 3.

4260 VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B48 1680 pl. 18 (PrCt)

11926 Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1690-1699--->Salzburg (Austria : Land) - Maps - 1690-1699

Le Cercle de Baviere subdivise en tous les estats. Paris, [169-?].

Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Cordier, Louis, -1711 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:87

1 map : hand col. ; 63 x 44 cm.

Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:87 (PrCt)

11927 Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1695<>Austria - Maps - 1695  
Le Cercle de Baviere, subdivise en tous les estats  ...  Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : Chez H. Jaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], [1695?].  
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667.  
Atlas nouveau : contenant toutes les parties du monde (1692 [i.e. 1695?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map : hand col. ; 80 x 54 cm.  
Added title, upper margin: Le Cercle de Baviere, ou les duché ...  
In counterfeit edition of: Sanson, Nicolas. Atlas nouveau : contenant toutes les parties du monde (Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : H. Jaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], 1692 [i.e. 1695?]) pl. [77].  
Map dated 1692.  
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .S19 1692 pl. [77] (PrCt)

11928 Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1695<>Baden-Württemberg (Germany) - Maps - 1695  
Partie orientale du temporel de l'archevesché et eslectorat de Mayence et le haut et bas comté de Reineck ...  Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : Chez H. Jaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], [1695?].  
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667.  
Atlas nouveau : contenant toutes les parties du monde (1692 [i.e. 1695?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map : hand col. ; 53 x 40 cm.  
In counterfeit edition of: Sanson, Nicolas. Atlas nouveau : contenant toutes les parties du monde (Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : H. Jaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], 1692 [i.e. 1695?]) pl. [58].  
Map dated 1692.  
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .S19 1692 pl. [58] (PrCt)

11929 Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1696<>Austria - Maps - 1696  
Le Cercle de Baviere subdivise en tous les estats. Amsterdam, [ca. 1696].  
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:84  
1 map : hand col. ; 79 x 55 cm.  
Added title: Le cercle de Baviere ou sont les duche Palatinat et eslectorat de Baviere.  
2324  
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.  
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).  
VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:90 (PrCt)

11930 Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1696 <> Names, Geographical<>>Names, Geographical - Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1696<>Gazetteers  
Le Cercle de Baviere, subdivisé en tous les estats  ...  Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : H. Jaillot [i.e. P. Mortier], 1696.  
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667.  
Atlas nouveau : contenant toutes les parties du monde ... ] (1696)  
1 map : hand col. ; 80 x 55 cm.  
Added title, upper margin: Le Cercle de Baviere, ou les duché, Palatinat et eslectorat ... .  
Accompanied, on the previous leaf, by: Table alphabetique de tous les mots ... de Baviere.  
In: Sanson, Nicolas. [Atlas nouveau : contenant toutes les parties du monde ... ] (Amsterdam : Pierre Mortier, 1696) v. 2, map [1].  
Forms part of atlas published by P. Mortier in Amsterdam; chiefly comprised of maps bearing the counterfeit imprint of H. Jaillot in Paris.  
Case oversize G 1007 .781 v. 2, map [1] (PrCt)

11931 Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1700  
Bavariae pars superior. Nuremberg, [ca. 1700].  
Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:90  
1 map : hand col. ; 58 x 48 cm.  
Continuation inset: Burkhusiensis ditionis para inferior.  
Phillips 3448 v. 6, no. 37.  
2330  
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.  
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).  
VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:90 (PrCt)

11932 Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1700  
Bavariae pars inferior... Nuremberg, [ca. 1700].  
Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:91  
1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 56 cm.  
Phillips 3448 v. 6, no. 38.  
2331  
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.  
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).  
VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:91 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.  
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:91 (PrCt)

11933 Bavaria (Germany) - Maps -
1700 Salzburg (Austria : Land) - Maps -
1700 Map printing - Engravings - Maps -
1700 Engravings
Circulus Bavaricus ... Amstelodami [Amsterdam] : F. de Wit, [ca. 1700?].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Danckerts, Justus, 1635-1701 -- Wit, Frederik de. Atlas [ca. 1700?]
-- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 55 cm.
In: Wit, Frederik de. Atlas (Amsterdam : bij Frederick de Wit in de Calverstraet bij den Dam inde Witte Paskaert. [ca. 1700?]) no. [54].
State 2 of this plate; major revision in lower left quadrant, along the Inn River; lake shaded near Waldeck.
Duplicate copy of state 2: Sack *map8C oG5700 1740 .S2 no. II:89.
State 1: Ayer +*135 D18 A, no. [16].
State 3: Sack map4F oG6420 1680 .W5 state 3.
4261
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .W8 A no. [54] (PrCt)

11934 Bavaria (Germany) - Maps -
1701 Salzburg (Austria : Land) - Maps -
1701 Map printing - Engravings - Maps -
1701 Engravings
Circulus Bavaricus ... Amstelodami [Amsterdam, [ca. 1701].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Danckerts, Justus, 1635-1701 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:89
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 55 cm.
State 2 of this plate; major revision in lower left quadrant, along the Inn River; lake shaded near Waldeck.
Duplicate copy of state 2: Ayer +*135 D18 A, no. [16].
State 3: Sack map4F oG6420 1680 .W5 state 3.
2326
VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:86 (PrCt)

11936 Bavaria (Germany) - Maps -
Cercle de Baviere divisé par etats. Paris, 1704.
Authors: Nolin, Jean Baptiste, 1648-1708 -- Leonard, Jean, 18th cent. -- Guérard, Nicolas, ca. 1648-1719 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:86
1 map : hand col. ; 54 x 42 cm.
2326
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:86 (PrCt)

11937 Bavaria (Germany) - Maps -
Le Cercle de Baviere subdivisé en tous les estats qui le composent. Paris : Jaillot, 1704 [i.e. 1737?].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Cordier, Robert (Engraver) -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712. [Atlas français] (1700 [i.e. 1737?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 63 x 44 cm.
In: Jaillot, Alexis Hubert. [Atlas français] (Paris : Jaillot, 1700 [i.e. 1737?]) pl. [13].
Map dated 1704.
Manuscript title 'Cercle de Baviere' and no. '12' on verso.

11938 Bavaria (Germany) - Maps -
S.R.I Bavariae circulus atq. electoratus tam cum adjacentibus quam insertis regionibus ... Amst. Bat. [i.e. Amsterdam] : Nicolaum Visscher [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher, 1710?].
Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Visscher, Elizabeth, fl. 1702-1726 -- Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702. Atlas minor ... [1710?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 56 x 45 cm.
In: Visscher, Nicolaes. Atlas minor ... (Amstelaedami [Amsterdam] : ex officina Nicolai Visscher [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher], [1710?]) map [28].
Manuscript '31' at bottom right.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .V8 1700 map [28] (PrCt)

11939 Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1720
Bavariae pars superior... Amsterdam, [ca. 1720].
Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Schenk, Pieter, ca. 1698-1775 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:92 1 map : hand col. ; 57 x 48 cm.
Continuation inset: ...Burkhusiensis ditionis inferiorem partem.
Cf. Koeman v. 3 p. 179 [107].
2332
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:92 (PrCt)

11940 Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1720
Bavariae pars inferior... Amsterdam, [ca. 1720].
Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Schenk, Pieter, ca. 1698-1775 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:93 1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 56 cm.
Cf. Koeman v. 3 p. 179 [106].
2333
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:93 (PrCt)

11941 Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1720
Bavariae Palatinatus vulgo die Ober-Pfalzt.
Amsterdam, [ca. 1720].
Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Schenk, Pieter, ca. 1698-1775 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:95 1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 54 cm.
2335
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:95 (PrCt)

11942 Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1720
Salzburg (Austria : Land) - Maps - 1720
S. R. I. Bavariae circulus atque electoratus.
Amsterdam, [ca. 1720].
Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Schenk, Pieter, ca. 1698-1775 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:88 1 map : hand col. ; 56 x 44 cm.
2328
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:88 (PrCt)

11943 Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1725
Le Cercle de Baviere. Amsterdam, [ca. 1725].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Covens et Mortier -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:81 1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 57 cm.
2322
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:81 (PrCt)

11944 Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1728
Bavariae circulus et electorat. in suas quasque ditiones ... / per Io. Baptistam Homannum. Norimbergae [Nuremberg : Homann], 1728.
In: Homann, Johann Baptist. Kleiner Atlas scholasticus von sechs und zwanzigt charten (Leipzig ; Nuremberg ; Johann Friedrich Gleditsch ; Johann Baptist Homann, [1734 or later]), [plate 15].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .H7 1734, [plate 15] (PrCt)

11945 Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1728
Bavariae circulus et electoratque in suas quasque ditiones. Nuremberg, 1728.
Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:85 1 map : hand col. ; 54 x 46 cm.
2325
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

VAULT oversize Sack map G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:85 (PrCt)

11947 Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1740


Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Cordier, Robert (Engraver) -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Delamarche, Charles François, 1740-1817. Atlas général : contenant le détail des quatre parties du monde [1798?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 41 x 41 cm.

Scale [ca. 1:875,000].


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .A77 1798, [ptie 1], [plate 90] (NLO)

11948 Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1740

Circulus Bavariae in suas quasque ditiones tam cum finitimis quam insertis ... [Augsburg] : Matthaeo Seutter, [ca. 1740?].

Authors: Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756 -- Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756. [A Collection of Seutter maps] [1726-1773]

1 map : hand col. ; 55 x 47 cm.

Forms part of a made-to-order composite atlas chiefly comprised of undated maps issued ca. 1734-ca. 1744.


Case oversize G 1007 .81 pl. [45] (PrCt)

11949 Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1740


Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Cordier, Robert (Engraver) -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Delamarche, Charles François, 1740-1817. Atlas général : contenant le détail des quatre parties du monde [1798?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 54 x 50 cm.

Includes six numbered city fortification plans (10 x 11 cm. and smaller): Salzburg. 2 -- Munich. 1 -- Donawerth. 4 -- Rain. 5 -- Ratisbonne. 3 -- Launingen. 6.

In: Le Rouge, Georges-Louis. Recueil contenant des cartes nouvelles ... (1742 [i.e. 1748?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 54 x 46 cm.

In: Le Rouge, Georges-Louis. Recueil contenant des cartes nouvelles ... (Paris : chez le Sr. Le Rouge, 1742 [i.e. 1748?]) .

Manuscript ‘No. 99’ on verso.

oversize Ayer 135 .L6 1742 pl. 81 (PrCt)

11950 Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1745

Bavariae circulus et electorat, in suas quasque ditiones ... Nuremberg : Homann Erben, [ca. 1745].

Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Homann Erben (Firm) -- Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756 -- Le Rouge, Georges-Louis. Atlas novus terrarum orbis ca. 1745 [i.e. 1748?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 54 x 46 cm.

Added title above upper margin: La cercle de Baviere, qui comprend la regence d’Amberg ... .

In: Homann, Johann Baptist. Atlas novus terrarum orbis [Nuremberg : [Homann Erben, ca. 1745]], [plate 97].

Map dated 1728.

Manuscript ‘No. 99’ on verso.

oversize Ayer 135 .H7 1730, [plate 97] (PrCt)

11951 Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1751

Le Cercle de Baviere qui comprend le Haut Palatinat ... / par le Sr. Robert ... [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy], 1751.

Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas novus sive tabulae geographicae totius orbis faciem, partes, imperia, regna et provincias exhibentes (Augsburg : [Seutter], 1740?), plate [29]

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

VAULT Baskes oversize G1015 .S48 1740, plate [29] (NLO)
universel (1757 [i.e. 1758?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 43 cm.
"Baviere" -- oversize letterpress title stamped on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1757, [plate 67] (PrCt)

11952 Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1751
Le Cercle de Baviere qui comprend le Haut Palatinat ... / par le Sr. Robert ... [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy], 1751.
Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1790?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 50 x 44 cm.
In: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles. Atlas universel / par M. Robert ... et par M. Robert de Vaugondy son fils ... (A Paris : Chez De la Marche, géographe, rue du Foin St. Jacques, Collège de Me. Gervais, 1757, [i.e. 1790?]), [plate 68].
" Baviere" and "68" -- oversize letterpress title and number stamped on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1790, [plate 68] (PrCt)

11953 Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1776
Bavariae circulus et electorat. in suasquaque ditiones tam cum adiacentibus quam insertis regionibus / accuratissime divisus per lo. Baptismam Homannum. Norimbergae [Nuremberg : Homann, 1776?].
Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Homann Erben (Firm) -- Homann Erben (Firm). Major atlas scholasticus ex triginta sex generalibus et specialibus mappis Homannianis ... [1776?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 54 x 47 cm.
Added title in top margin : La Cercle de Baviere qui comprend la regence d'Amberg le palatimat de Neuberg et de Sulzbach ...
In: Homann Erben (Firm). Major atlas scholasticus ex triginta sex generalibus et specialibus mappis Homannianis ... [Nuremberg : Homannianis Heredibus, 1776?]. [plate 11]
Ms. number "10" on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .H66 1776, [plate 11] (PrCt)

11954 Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1778
Le Cercle de Baviere qui comprend le Haut Palatinat ... / par le Sr. Robert ... À Venise [Venice] : par P. Santini ... chez M. Rni. [i.e. Remondinii], 1778.
Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Santini, P. -- Remondinii, Guiseppe Antonio, 1747-1811 -- Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (1784 [i.e. 1807?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 51 cm.

Baskes oversize G1015 .S4 1807, v. 1, no. 33 (PrCt)

11955 Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1794
A New map of the Electorate of Bavaria, comprehending the Dutchy of Bavaria ... [London] : Laurie & Whittle, 12th May, 1794.
Authors: Laurie & Whittle -- Laurie & Whittle. A New and elegant imperial sheet atlas comprehending general and particular maps of every part of the world ... [1801?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 50 cm.
In Robert Laurie and James Whittle. A New and elegant imperial sheet atlas comprehending general and particular maps of every part of the world ... (London : printed and published by R. Laurie and J. Whittle, 1800 [i.e. 1801?]) no. 27.
Stamped "27" on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .R63 1801 no. 27 (NLO)

11956 Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1796
Authors: Riedl, Adrian von -- LentnerJos -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
5 v. in 3 : 65 maps ; 287 x 226 mm. 1st ed. (1796-1805) Phillips 8728 Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

11957 Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1797
L'Elettorato di Baviera diviso ne' suoi stati e delineato. Rome : Calcografia camerale, 1797.
Authors: Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824 -- Calcografia camerale (Rome, Italy) -- Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824. Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (1792-1801) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 43 cm.
In: Cassini, Giovanni Maria. Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (Rome : Presso la Calcogr. camerale, 1792-1801) v. 2 pl. 32.
Map dated 1797.
oversize Ayer 135 .C33 1792 v. 2 pl. 32 (PrCt)

11958 Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1805<>Swabia (Germany) - Maps - 1805<>Tyrol (Austria) - Maps - 1805
Neueste Carte von Bayern mit dem grössten Theile von Schwaben ganz Tirol, und Salzburg ... 1805 [i.e. 1816].
1 map : hand col. ; 69 x 52 cm.
In: Faden, William [and others]. [General atlas of modern geography : a collection of large scale maps and charts of all parts of the world] ([London, etc. : W. Faden, etc., 1775-1816]) v. 1, pl. [47].
Imprint on map: ... Herrn Sotzmann 1805. Wien bey Artaria & Comp.
Verso handstamped '32.'
oversize Ayer 135 .G32 1775 v. 1, pl. 47 (PrCt)

11959 Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1808
Authors: Schramm, J. M. -- Aloys Senefelder, Fr. Gleisner et Cie. -- Senefelder, Aloys, 1771-1834 -- Gleisner, Fr., fl. 1808
1 map : 66 x 43 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:875,000]
Coordinates: (E9--E14/N5030'--N4520')
Indexed for Königreichs Baiern.
Relief shown by hachures.
map4F G6030 1808 .S3 (PrCt)

11960 Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1811
A New map of the circle of Bavaria, from the latest authorities. London : J. Cary, 1811.
Authors: Cary, John, approximately 1754-1835 -- =Cary, John, approximately 1754-1835. Cary's New universal atlas ... (1811 [i.e. 1812?]!!) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 44 x 50 cm.
In: Cary, John. Cary's New universal atlas, containing distinct maps of all the principal states and kingdoms throughout the world (London: Printed for J. Cary, 1811 [i.e. 1812?]!!) pl. [26].
Printed paste-on no. 29.
oversize Ayer 135 .C3 1811 pl. 26 (PrCt)

11961 Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1831
Bavaria proper. Edinburgh : D. Lizards, [1831?].
Authors: Lizards, Daniel, 1760-1812 -- Hamilton, John, fl. 1831 -- Lizards, Daniel, 1760-1812. The Edinburgh geographical and historical atlas ... [1831?]
1 map : hand col. ; 41 x 49 cm.
In: Lizards, Daniel. The Edinburgh geographical and historical atlas ... (Edinburgh [etc.] : John Hamilton [and others, 1831?]!!) pl. [24].
Engraved plate no. 'XXVIII.'
oversize G 10 .514 pl. [24] (PrCt)

11962 Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1836
Authors: Beyer, Georg Leonhard -- Stein, J. A.
1 atlas (7 pt. in 1 v. : 9 maps) ; 16 x 20 cm.
G.L. Beyer outlined the plan of the work, prepared all the maps, and the text as far as col. 412. The continuation of the text was prepared by an anonymous writer.
G 4708 .092 (NLO)

11963 Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1880<>Tyrol (Austria) - Maps - 1880<>Salzburg (Austria) - Maps - 1880
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 22 maps, 12 city plans, 7 views 19th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1881 and priced in marks.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

11964 Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1882<>Tyrol (Austria) - Maps - 1882<>Salzburg (Austria) - Maps - 1882
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 25 maps, 12 city plans, 7 views 20th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1882 and priced in marks.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

11965 Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1884<>Tyrol (Austria) - Maps - 1884<>Salzburg (Austria) - Maps - 1884

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 26 maps, 11 city plans, 7 views
21st ed.
Includes advertising dated 1884 and priced in marks.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

11969 Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1896<>Tyrol (Austria) - Maps - 1896<>Salzburg (Austria) - Maps - 1896
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 43 maps, 10 city plans, 7 views
27th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1896 and priced in marks.
Condition: Fair.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

11970 Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1898<>Tyrol (Austria) - Maps - 1898<>Salzburg (Austria) - Maps - 1898
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 47 maps, 11 city plans, 7 views
28th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1898 and priced in marks.
Condition: Fair.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

11971 Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1900<>Tyrol (Austria) - Maps - 1900<>Salzburg (Austria) - Maps - 1900
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 48 maps, 11 city plans, 8 views
29th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1900 and priced in marks.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11973</td>
<td><strong>Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1904&lt;&gt;&lt;&gt;Tyrol (Austria) - Maps - 1904&lt;&gt;&lt;&gt;Salzburg (Austria)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>Includes advertising dated 1902 and priced in marks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11974</td>
<td><strong>Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1906&lt;&gt;&lt;&gt;Tyrol (Austria) - Maps - 1906&lt;&gt;&lt;&gt;Salzburg (Austria)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>Includes advertising dated 1906 and priced in marks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11975</td>
<td><strong>Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1908&lt;&gt;&lt;&gt;Tyrol (Austria) - Maps - 1908&lt;&gt;&lt;&gt;Salzburg (Austria)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>Includes advertising dated 1908 and priced in marks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
the Newberry Library.  
Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 63 (1913-1914) (NLO)


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Includes index.

Series: Grieben-Reiseführer ; Bd. 66

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskets G153 .G75 Bd. 66 (1929) (NLO)

11985 Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1930<>Franconia (Germany) - Maps - 1930<>Oberpfalz (Germany) - Maps - 1930 Nordbayern Franken Oberpfalz Niederbayern. Leipzig : K. Baeckeker, 1930.

Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 23 maps, 28 city plans

2nd ed.


Includes advertising dated 1930 and priced in marks.

Condition: Excellent.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Baskets G153 .G75 Bd. 66 (1930) (NLO)


36. Aufl. [36th ed.]

'Mit 9 Karten.'

Maps lithographed by Leopold Kraatz.

Advertisements: 30 p. at end.

Includes index.

Series: Grieben-Reiseführer ; Bd. 66

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskets G153 .G75 Bd. 63 (1930) (NLO)

11987 Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1933<>Oberbayern (Germany) - Maps - 1933<>Alps, Bavarian (Germany) - Maps - 1933<>Munich (Germany) - Maps - 1933 Bayerisches Hochland und München, Innsbruck, Salzburg : mit Angaben für Automobilisten und Wintersportler. Berlin : Grieben-Verlag, 1933.


37. Aufl. [37th ed.]

Cover title: Bayerisches Hochland und München 1933

'Mit 17 Karten.'

Maps lithographed by Leopold Kraatz.

Imperfect: lacking 'Sucher' for use with map, issued in pocket.

Advertisements: 29 p. at end.

Includes index.

Series: Grieben-Reiseführer ; Bd. 66

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskets folio G1923.8 .A85 1936 (NLO)


Paper label pasted to t.p. : Changements et nouveautés, 1951.

Maps engraved by Imprimerie Dufrenoy.

Includes bibliographical references (p. lxxx-lxxxi) and index.

Maps on lining papers.

Series: Les Guides bleus -- Guides bleus.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskets G153 .G84 Bavière (1951) (NLO)


Authors: Grüwell, W. ; Kunstdruckerei Kunstlerbund Karlsruhe -- Brend-amour, Simhart & Co. -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library) 1 atlas (14 p.) : ill., 14 col. maps (some folded) ; 33 cm.

Title and publisher from cover.

Maps by Karl Wenschow.

'Kartographie: W. Grüwell, Dortmund.


Laid in: magazine clipping of map 'Mit der deutschen Bundesbahn durch das gastliche Deutschland.'

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskets folio G1923.8 .A85 1936 (NLO)

Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1939<>Oberbayern (Germany) - Maps - 1939<>Alps, Bavarian (Germany) - Maps -


1942 Alps, Bavarian (Germany) - Maps - 1942 Suedbayern Muenchen & Bayerischen Alpen. Leipzig: K. Baedeker, 1942. Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1942 Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1942 Suedbayern Muenchen & Bayerischen Alpen. Leipzig: K. Baedeker, 1942. Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1951 Oberpfalz (Germany) - Maps - 1951 Nordbayern. [Freiburg im Breisgau?] : K. Baedeker ; R. Pflaum, 1951. Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Pflaum, R. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1951 Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1951 Nordbayern. [Freiburg im Breisgau?] : K. Baedeker ; R. Pflaum, 1951. Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Pflaum, R. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)


Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 10 maps, 6 city plans
41st ed.
Includes advertising dated 1953 and priced in marks.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

11998 Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1953
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Pflaum, R. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 10 maps, 6 city plans
41st ed.
Includes advertising dated 1954 and priced in marks.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

11999 Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1958
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Pflaum, R. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 16 maps, 6 city plans
42nd ed.
Includes advertising dated 1958 and priced in marks.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

12000 Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1958
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Pflaum, R. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 16 maps, 6 city plans
42nd ed.
Includes advertising dated 1958 and priced in marks.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

12001 Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1962
Franconia (Germany) - Maps - 1962
Oberpfalz (Germany) - Maps - 1962
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Pflaum, R. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 13 maps, 63 city plans
4th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1961 and priced in marks.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

12002 Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1962
Franconia (Germany) - Maps - 1962
Oberpfalz (Germany) - Maps - 1962
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Pflaum, R. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 13 maps, 63 city plans
4th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1963 and priced in marks.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

12003 Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1962
Franconia (Germany) - Maps - 1962
Oberpfalz (Germany) - Maps - 1962
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Pflaum, R. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 13 maps, 63 city plans
4th ed.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

12004 Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - Bibliography - Catalogs
Bayerisches Hauptstaatsarchiv - Map collections - Bibliography - Catalogs
Staatsarchiv Amberg - Map collections - Bibliography - Catalogs
Staatsarchiv Neuburg an der Donau - Map collections - Bibliography - Catalogs
Manuscript maps - Bibliography - Catalogs
Authors: Krausen, Edgar -- Bayerisches...

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
12005 Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - Exhibitions -
Catalogs - Cartography - Bavaria (Germany) - History - Bayerische Staatsbibliothek -
Map collections - Exhibitions - Catalogs - Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - Collections


Authors: Wolff, Hans, Dr. -- Bayerische Staatsbibliothek -- Konrad, A. H. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

431 p. : ill. (some col.), 309 maps ; 27 x 34 cm.

At head of title: Bayerische Staatsbibliothek.


Includes indexes.

Series: Ausstellungskataloge / Bayerische Staatsbibliothek ; 44

LC Card Number: 88-190627

ISBN 3874372669 (pbk.) ; 874372677 (hard)

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

12007 Bavaria (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1644 - Cities and towns -- Bavaria (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1644 - Bavaria (Germany) - Description and travel - 1644


Authors: Zeiller, Martin, 1589-1661 -- Merian, Matthaeus, 1593-1650


Engraved t.-p. (first edition, published by M. Merian, 1644)

Includes two plates (Berchtesgaden) not listed in the "Bericht and den Buchbinder."

Edited and illustrated with engraved plates, for the most part, by Matthaeus Merian, the elder; continued by Matthaeus Merian, the younger, and Caspar Merian.

With this is bound his Topographia Helvetiae ... Frankfurt am Mayn, 1654. (v. 15)

Case folio G 307.997 v. 3 (NLO)

12008 Bavaria (Germany). Topographisches Bureau - Catalogs - 1900 -- Theodor Riedel's Buch- und Landkartenhandlung - Catalogs - 1900 -- Maps - Bibliography - Catalogs - 1900 -- Map publishing - Germany - Prospectuses - 1900 -- Map industry and trade - Germany - Prospectuses - 1900 -- Booksellers' catalogs - Germany - 1900 -- Booksellers and bookselling - Germany - Prospectuses - 1900 -- Germany - Maps - 1900 -- Atlases, German - 1900 -- Riedel (Theodor) Buch- und Landkartenhandlung SEE Theodor Riedel's Buch- und Landkartenhandlung


Authors: Bavaria (Germany). Topographisches Bureau -- Riedel, Theodor -- Riedel (Theodor) Buch- und Landkartenhandlung SEE Theodor Riedel's Buch- und Landkartenhandlung

1 v. : 5 maps ; 20 cm.

Serial catalog of cartographic materials and books issued by the Topographisches Bureau of Bavaria and Theodor Riedel's Buch- und Landkartenhandlung.

Newberry holdings incomplete, comprising only the July 1, 1900 issue (as of December 2013).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes Z6028 .B38 (NLO)

12009 Bavarian Forest (Germany) - Guidebooks - 1962<br>12009 Oberpfalz (Germany) - Guidebooks - 1962


Authors: Grieben's Bildführer -- Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag -- Karl Thiemig AG -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 13 maps
1st ed.
paper

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (Pr.Ct)

12010 Bavarian Forest (Germany) - Maps - 1913<br>12010 Bohemian Forest - Maps - 1913


Authors: Meyers Reisebücher -- Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 12 maps
1st ed.
paper

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (Pr.Ct)

12011 Bavarian Forest (Germany) - Maps - 1913<br>12011 Bohemian Forest - Maps - 1913


Authors: Meyers Reisebücher -- Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 13 maps
1st ed.
paper

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (Pr.Ct)

12012 Bavarian Forest (Germany) - Maps - 1928<br>12012 Bohemian Forest - Maps - 1928


Authors: Woerl, Leo, 1843-1918 -- Woerl's Reisebücherverlag -- Woerl's Reisebuchverlag -- Woerl's Reisehandbücher -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Cover title: Bayerischer- und Böhmerwald Forward dated: 1928.
Includes index.
Series: Woerl's Reisehandbücher.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G153 .W64 Bayerischer und Böhmerwald (1928) (NLO)

12013 Bavarian Forest (Germany) - Maps - 1929<br>12013 Bohemian Forest - Maps - 1929


Authors: Meyers Reisebücher -- Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 12 maps
4th ed.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (Pr.Ct)

12014 Bavarian Forest (Germany) - Maps - 1932<br>12014 Bohemian Forest - Maps - 1932


Authors: Meyers Reisebücher -- Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 13 maps
5th ed.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (Pr.Ct)

12015 Bavarian Forest (Germany) - Maps - 1957<br>12015 Oberpfalz (Germany) - Maps - 1957


Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag -- Karl Thiemig AG -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
266 p. : 2 maps (some col., some folded) ; 17 cm. Map inside front cover.

Folded map in pocket.
Includes index.
Series: Grieben's Bildführer -- Grieben-Reiseliteratur ; Bd. 99a (1962) (NLO)

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 99a (1962) (NLO)

12016 Bay Bulls (N.L.) - Maps - 1689 - Nautical

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Bayerische Staatsbibliothek. Manuscript. Clm 14583

Klosternue burg coordinate tables
SEE Bayerische Staatsbibliothek. Manuscript. Clm 14583

Hontier, Johannes, 1498-1549


Authors: Engelmann, Gerhard, 1894--

Globusfreund (1978)
p. 149-150 ; 21 cm.
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3102, no. 1.
Map Ref GA101 .G56, v. 25/27, p. 149-50 (PrCt)

Bayonne (France) - Maps - 1696 - Fortification

Bayonne ville forte et port ... [Paris : De Fer, 1696].

Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 --

Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes -- avec leurs fortifications ... (1695-1696)
1 map ; 21 x 27 cm.
In: Fer, Nicolas de. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes; avec leurs fortifications ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, 1695-1696) pt. 7, map [127].
Manuscript '3' at upper right.
Case folio U 26. 293 pt. 7, map [127] (PrCt)

Bayonne (France) - Maps - 1713 - Fortification

Bayonne ville forte et port ... [Paris : De Fer, 1713?].

Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 --

Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Introduction à la fortification ... [1713?] 1 map ; 21 x 33 cm.
In: Fer, Nicolas de. Introduction à la fortification ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, [1713?]) map [20].
For later state of this map, with engraved plate number, see Case folio U 26 .292.
For earlier version of this map, engraved on different plate, see Case folio U 26 .293.
Case oversize U 26. 2919 map [20] (PrCt)

Bayonne (France) - Maps - 1813 - Fortification

Bayonne. London : I. Luffman, 1813 [i.e. 1816?].

Authors: Luffman, J. (John), 1756-1846 --

Luffman, J. (John), 1756-1846. Select plans of cities, harbours, forts, &c ... [1816?] --

Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; hand col. ; 21 x 19 cm.
In: Luffman, John. Select plans of cities, harbours, forts, &c ... (London: Luffman, [1816?]), plate [12].
folio Ayer 135 .L94 1816 pl. [12] (PrCt)

Baystate Medical Center (Springfield, Mass.) - Maps - 1991 - Pictorial maps


Baystate Medical Center, Springfield Massachusetts ... Richmond, Ill. Perspecto Map Company, 1991.

Authors: Derdeyn, Eugene --

Perspecto Map Co.
2 maps : back to back, col. ; on sheet 29 x 22 cm. Panel title.
Pictorial maps of the north and south campuses compiled by Eugene Derdeyn and Theresa Conrad.
Includes unti lled inset pictorial road map of the Springfield region (22 x 10 cm.).

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

12029 Beans, George Harry, 1894-1978. List of Japanese maps of the Tokugawa era (1951)
Authors: Tall Tree Library -- Butler, Ruth Lapham, b. 1896
1 leaf ; 17 cm.
Originally laid into a copy of Tall Tree Library Publication no. 23, A List of Japanese maps of the Tokugawa era (1951).
Descriptions of publications no. 1 (1928) to 22 (1950).
Pencilled annotation on verso, probably in the hand of Ruth Butler.
Vert 593, no. 3 (PrCt)

12030 Beans, George Harry, 1894-1978 - Map Collections
Some notes from the Tall Tree Library.
[Stockholm : Kartografiska Sällskapet, 1948].
Authors: Beans, George Harry, 1894-1978 -- Imago mundi (1948) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
p. 72-73
Map Ref folio GA1 .I6, v. 5, p. 72-73 (PrCt)

12031 Beans, George Harry, 1894-1978 - Map Collections
Some notes from the Tall Tree Library.
[Stockholm : Kartografiska Sällskapet, 1949].
Authors: Beans, George Harry, 1894-1978 -- Imago mundi (1949) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
p. 31-33
In: Imago mundi 6 (1949): 31-33.
Map Ref folio GA1 .I6, v. 6, p. 31-33 (PrCt)

12032 Beans, George Harry, 1894-1978 - Map collections - Catalogs
Authors: Beans, George Harry, 1894-1978 -- George H. Beans Library. Publications. no. 4 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
A list of nineteen maps, preceded by references.
Series: [George H. Beans Library. Publications. no. 4].
Ayer 290 .B29 1931 (NLO)

Authors: Beans, George Harry, 1894-1978 -- George H. Beans Library. Publications. no. 11 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
Introductory note signed: G.H.B.
A description of 19 maps printed in Italy prior to 1600.
Series: [George H. Beans Library. Publications. no. 11].
Ayer 130 .B36 1935 (NLO)

12034 Bear Island (Norway) - Maps - 1929<<>>Svalbard (Norway) - Maps - 1929
Authors: Kjær, Rolf -- Norway. Kongelige Departement for handel, sjøfart...og fiskeri. -- Norges geografiske oppmåling. -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 66 x 57 cm.
First edition.
'Reproduser og prenta i Norges Geografiske Opmlång 1929.'
In upper margin: Det Kongelege Departement for handel sjøfart, industri, håndverk og fiske.
Scale 1:40,000.
Plate no.: S 1.
Fitzgerald polar map 198 (PrCt)

12035 Bear River (Utah-Idaho) - Maps - 1845<<>>Frémont, John Charles, 1813-1890 - Travel - West (U.S.) - Maps
1 map ; on sheet 47 x 23 cm., folded to 23 x 14 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Cartography by Charles Preuss.
'Scale 4 1/2 miles to an inch.'
Oriented with north at upper right.
In Frémont, John Charles. Report of the exploring expedition to the Rocky Mountains in the year 1842 : and to Oregon and north California in the years 1843-'44 (Washington : Gales and Seaton, 1845) [Ayer p129.3 F8 1845 between p. 132-133]
Series: Senate executive document (United States. Congress. Senate) ; 28th Congress, 2nd session, no. 174 [Serial Set 461].

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Duplicate copies: Govt. W 7.5 :F88¹ -- Govt. 461 -- Graff 1436 [uncut] -- VAULT Ruggles 134 [uncut]

Ayer 128.3 F8 1845 bet. p. 132-133 (Pr Ct)

12036 Beauce (France) - Maps - 1652<>Orléanais (France) - Maps - 1652
La Beauce ou sont les eslections de Chartres, Dourdan, Estampes Pluviers, Chasteau-dun ... Paris : chez Pierre Mariette, 1652 [i.e. 1659?].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Somer, J. -- Mariette, Pierre, 1603-1657 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (1658 [i.e. 1659?])
1 map : hand col. ; 41 x 55 cm.
In: Sanson, Nicolas. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (Paris : Pierre Mariette, 1658 [i.e. 1659?]) v. 1, pl. [44]

VAULT Case oversize G1015 .S35 1658 v. 1, pl. [44] (Pr Ct)

1 map : 80 x 63 cm.
Surveyed by C. Vignoles & H. Ravenel, 1820. Improved for Mills' atlas, 1825.'
In: Mills, Robert. Atlas of the state of South Carolina ... (Baltimore : F. Lucas, Jr.,[1825]) pl. [5].


12038 Beaufort County (S.C.) - Maps - 1873 - Landowners<>Counties - Maps<>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Vignoles, Charles, fl. 1820 -- Ravenel, Henry, fl. 1820 -- Law & Kirk -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Originally published 1873.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps

Microfiche 583, no. 834 (Pr Ct)

12039 Beaufort (S.C.) - Maps - 1721 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Mapp of Beaufort in South Carolina, 1721. [19--].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1721 manuscript.
folio Ayer 136 .H91 1914 ser. 3, v. 1, pl. 19-20 (Pr Ct)

12040 Beauflan, Guillaume Le Vasseur, sieur de, b. ca. 1600
Ze studjów nad mapami Beauplana = [Studies on the maps of Beauplan]. [Warsaw, 1933].
Authors: Buczek, Karol -- Wiadomosci sluzby geograficznej
In Wiadomosci Stuzby Geograficznej 7 (1933): 20-53.
Also an offprint, 56 p. : 3 maps.
Not at Newberry Library (Dec. 2009) (Pr Ct)

12041 Beauport (Gloucester, Mass.) - 1981
Authors: Hammel, Lisa
2 p. : map and photos

Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960-
400 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
1st ed.
'Deluxe edition.'
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).
'3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.'
Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There
is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).
Includes indexes.
Series: Family maps
ISBN 1420304674 ; 9781420304671
Local History Ref F377.B4 B69 2006 (NLO)

12043 Beaver County (Pa.) - Maps - 1860 -
Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Ames, N. S. -- Barker, William J. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 2 parts, 51.5 x 26 in. and 51.5 x 29 in. Originally published Philadelphia: Wm. J. Barker, 1860.
Microfiche 583, no. 764 (PrCt)

12044 Beaver County (Pa.) - Maps - 1876 -
Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Caldwell, J. A. (Joseph A.) -- Pennsylvania Record Press 1 atlas (i.e. 150), 12 p. : maps, ill. ; 44 cm. Reprint of the 1876 ed., published by J. A. Caldwell, Condit, Ohio. "Special facsim. limited ed."

12045 Beaver County (Pa.) - Maps - 1890 -
Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Krebs, Otto -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 6 sheets, 23.5 x 35 in. each. Originally published Pittsburgh: Otto Krebs, 1890. Only covers part of the county.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:

Microfiche 583, no. 703 (PrCt)

12046 Beaver (Utah) - Maps - 1872
Sketch of Beaver, Utah ... 1872.
Authors: U.S. Geographical Surveys West of the 100th Meridian -- Wheeler, George M. (George Montague), 1842-1905. Report upon United States Geographical Surveys West of the One Hundredth Meridian (1875-1889) 1 map ; 11 x 10 cm. on sheet 30 x 40 cm.
Govt. W 8.5:2 pl. 6, opp. p. 491 (PrCt)

Wing Z 304 .7, v. 62, p. 68-82 (PrCt)

12048 Becker County (Minn.) - Maps - 1980 -
Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Title Atlas Co. (Minneapolis, Minn.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 atlas (various pagings) : ill., 44 maps, ports. ; 34 cm.
Cover title: Pictorial atlas, Becker County, Minnesota Includes indexes to owners and directories.
Scale [ca. 1:44,000]. Advertisements interspersed. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

12049 Bedford County (Pa.) - Maps - 1853 -
Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Map of Bedford County, Pennsylvania. [Evansville, Ind.: Unigraphic, 1977].
Authors: Doran, Thomas, cartographer -- Friend & Aub -- Unigraphic (Evansville, Ind.) -- Unigraphic (Evansville, Ind.) Atlas and map collection of Fulton Co., Bedford, and Somerset, Pennsylvania [1977]
1 map ; on sheet 20 x 35 cm.
Facsimile of original published 1853.
77-34470
78-325428
M1361
folio G1260.A8 1977 [no. 2 of 6] (PrCt)

Bedford County (Pa.) - Maps - 1861 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Walker, E. L. -- Library of Congress.
Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 4 parts, 22.5 x 28.5 in. each.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Microfiche 583, no. 707 (PrCt)

Bedford County (Pa.) - Maps - 1861 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
Map of Bedford County, Pennsylvania. [Evansville, Ind.: Unigraphic, 1977].
1 map ; on 34 sheets each 35 x 28 cm.
Facsimile of original published 1861.
Includes 9 insets.
77-34470
78-325428
M1345
folio G1260.A8 1977 [no. 2 of 6] (PrCt)

Bedford County (Pa.) - Maps - 1877 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
1 atlas (97 p.) : 92 maps (some col.) ; 41 cm.
Phillips 2460.
Gift '70
ICN 70
7A 41 (NLO)

Bedfordshire (England) - Maps - Bibliography
Authors: Bedfordshire, Eng. County Records Committee
45 p. : 22 cm.
CD1065 .B4 A2 1939 (NLO)

Bedfordshire (England) - Maps - Bibliography
Authors: Luton Museum and Art Gallery -- Hopkinson, M.F.
50 p. : coats of arms, facsims., maps. ; 30 cm.
Map reproductions produced by the Luton Museum from its collection.
folio GA190 .L87 1976 (NLO)

Bedfordshire (England) - Maps - 1929
Bedfordshire and Huntingdonshire (England) - Maps - 1929
Bedfordshire and Huntingdonshire / by Herbert W. Macklin ; revised by Percy G. Langdon ; with twenty-four illustrations and two maps. London : Methuen & Co., 1929.
Authors: Little guides -- Macklin, Herbert Walter, 1866?-1917 -- Langdon, Percy George -- Methuen & Co. -- John Bartholomew and Son -- Turnbull & Spears -- Bristow, Leslie Beaconsfield -- Bristow, Leslie Beaconsfield -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
xii, 235 p. [25] leaves of plates : ill., 2 maps (1 col., 1 folded) ; 16 cm.
2nd ed. rev.
Spine title: Beds. and Hunts.
Maps by John Bartholomew and Son.
Printed by Turnbull & Spears.
Map inside front cover.
Includes index.
Series: Little guides.
Armorial bookplate: Leslie Beaconsfield Bristow. Eastbourne, Sussex.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 30005605
Baskes G153 .L58 Bedfordshire (1929) (NLO)

Bedfordshire (England) - Maps - Bibliography
Authors: Bedfordshire. County Records Committee -- Fowler, G. Herbert (George Herbert), 1861-1940
47 p. ; 28 cm.
Photocopy.
Introduction signed by G. Herbert Fowler.
Series: [Bedfordshire County muniments ; pt. 1]
Formerly folio Z6027.G7 B43 1930
Map Ref folio Z6027.G7 B43 1930 (NLO)

Beecher Island, Battle of, Colo., 1868 - Maps
Beecher Island Battle Memorial Association, 1905.
Authors: Peate, J. J. -- Beecher Island Battle Memorial Association. The Beecher Island annual ... (1905) -- Lynam, Robert -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 13 x 12 cm. '... [R]eproduced from a copy drawn by J.J. Peate, of the Relief Expedition, a few days after Forsyth and his scouts were rescued by Col. Carpenter's command.'
Details September 1868 U.S. troop positions on a sandbar (later washed away) in the Arikaree River in eastern Yuma County, Colorado.

Beech County (Tex.) - Maps - 1879
Authors: Texas. General Land Office -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 25 x 22 in. Scale 1:133,320.
Originally compiled 1879.
Microfiche 583, no. 893 (PrCt)

Beech County (Tex.) - Maps - 1886
Maps
Authors: Peate, J. J. -- Beecher Island Battle Memorial Association. The Beecher Island annual ... (1905) -- Lynam, Robert -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 13 x 12 cm. '... [R]eproduced from a copy drawn by J.J. Peate, of the Relief Expedition, a few days after Forsyth and his scouts were rescued by Col. Carpenter's command.'
Details September 1868 U.S. troop positions on a sandbar (later washed away) in the Arikaree River in eastern Yuma County, Colorado.

Details September 1868 U.S. troop positions on a sandbar (later washed away) in the Arikaree River in eastern Yuma County, Colorado.

Ayer 225 .B3 v. 2, no. 1 (August 1908), p. 25 (PrCt)

12068 Beekman (N.Y. : Town) - Maps - 1798 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles Manuscript maps - Facsimiles

Town of Beekman in Dutchess County. [195-?]. Authors: Livingston, Henry, 1748-1828 -- New York State Library 1 map ; 58 x 85 cm. on 2 sheets Photocopy of 1798 map in the Manuscripts and History Library, New York State Library, Albany. New York State Library. Catalogue of Maps and Surveys, p. 182, no. 191. M1232

map2F G3803.D8:3B4 1798 L5 195- (PrCt)

12069 Beemster (Netherlands) - Maps - 1625 - Bieemstrani (Netherlands) SEE Beemster (Netherlands)


Visscher 14 (PrCt)

12070 Begijnhof (Breda, Netherlands) - Pictorial works - 1743

St. Wendelins Capelle, of de Franse Kerk, met het Begynhof / P. De Swart, ad viv. del. ; B. F. Immink fec. et sculp. 1743. [s'Gravenhage : Jacobus vanden Kieboom, 1744]. Authors: Swart, Pieter de, 1709-1773 -- Immink, B. F. -- Goor, Thomas Ernst van, 1710-1750. Beschryving der stadt en lande van Breda (1744) -- Kieboom, Jacobus van den, fl. 1729-1744 1 view ; 24 x 22 cm.


12071 Behaim, Martin, 1459-1507


12072 Behaim, Martin, 1459-1507 Behaim, Martin, 1459-1507. [Terrestrial globe, 1492]


Ayer 132 .B41 M97 1802 (NLO)


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Behaim, Martin, 1459-1507. [Terrestrial globe, 1492]
- Globes - 1492 - Gores (Maps)
- Wall maps - 1492
- Greeting cards, Maps on - 1960


Authors: Ravenstein, Ernest George, 1834-1913
- Behaim, Martin, 1459-1507. [Terrestrial globe, 1492] -- George Philip & Son -- Griggs, W. --
- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library)

For a reduced reproduction of the 1908 facsimile globe gores, published by Rand McNally in 1960 as a Christmas card, see the RMcN Christmas Card Collection (PrCt)

Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

Behaim, Martin, 1459-1507. [Terrestrial globe, 1492]
- Globes - 1492 - Gores (Maps)
- Wall maps - 1492
- Greeting cards, Maps on - 1960


Authors: Ravenstein, Ernest George, 1834-1913
- Behaim, Martin, 1459-1507. [Terrestrial globe, 1492] -- George Philip & Son -- Griggs, W. --
- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library)

For a reduced reproduction of the 1908 facsimile globe gores, published by Rand McNally in 1960 as a Christmas card, see the RMcN Christmas Card Collection (PrCt)

Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

Behaim, Martin, 1459-1507. [Terrestrial globe, 1492]
- Globes - 1492 - Gores (Maps)
- Wall maps - 1492
- Greeting cards, Maps on - 1960


Authors: Ravenstein, Ernest George, 1834-1913
- Behaim, Martin, 1459-1507. [Terrestrial globe, 1492] -- George Philip & Son -- Griggs, W. --
- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library)

For a reduced reproduction of the 1908 facsimile globe gores, published by Rand McNally in 1960 as a Christmas card, see the RMcN Christmas Card Collection (PrCt)

Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
12080 Beijing (China) - Maps - 1840 - Pictorial works

Plan de Pé-king. [Paris : Michel Lévy frères, 1862].
Authors: Pauthier, G. (Guillaume), 1801-1873 -- Bazin -- Varin, Paul -- Michel Lévy frères (Firm) 1 map ; 32 x 25 cm.
Numbers 1-185 on map keyed to accompanying index "Tableau explicatif des divers monuments de Pé-king d'apres le Livre de la Chine moderne par MM. Pauthier et Bazin," p. [309]-318.
Duplicate copy: F 6607.64
LC Card Number: 02009208
Case DS772.2 .O45 1901 (NLO)

12083 Beijing (China) - Maps - 1919<<<Road maps

Authors: American Express Company -- Shaw, Frances Wells, 1872-1937 1 map : col. ; 69 x 51 cm., on sheet 79 x 55 cm. English street names and points of interest selectively overprinted on Chinese-language map.
Removed from the Francis Wells Shaw Papers [Newberry Library Midwest MS ShawF].
map4F G7824 .B4 1919 .A5 (PrCt)

12084 Beira (Portugal : Province) - Maps - 1704<<<Estremadura (Portugal) - Maps - 1704

Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:14 1 map : hand col. ; 42 x 46 cm. 2098
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6692.B3 1704 F4 (PrCt)

12085 Beirut Region (Lebanon) - Maps - 1835<<<Beyroot Region (Lebanon) SEE Beirut Region (Lebanon)

Map of Beyroot and vicinity. [Boston : s.n., 1835].
Authors: American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions -- Missionary Herald (Boston, Mass.) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.
References: Graff 2827 (sold as Newberry duplicate).
Ayer 1 .M45 v. 31, p. [93] (PrCt)

12086 Beirut Region (Lebanon) - Maps - 1841<<<Missions - Asia - Maps - 1841

Map of Beyroot and vicinity. Boston, 1841.
Authors: American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions -- American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions. Maps and illustrations of the missions of the American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions, 1841 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 19 x 11 cm.
In: American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions. Maps and illustrations of the missions of the American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions, 1841 (Boston, Mass.? : Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions?, 1841). Forms pl. 3B of a collection of wax-engraved maps, apparently detached from assorted Board publications, and bound together as a separate atlas. Added letterpress title from bottom margin: Mission to Syria.

Ayer 136 .A5 1841 pl. 3B (PrCt)

Belarus - Maps - 1730<<>>Lithuania - Maps - 1730

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .A77 1798, [ptie 1], [plate 53] (NLO)

12087 Beirut Region (Lebanon) - Maps - 1846<<>>Missions - Asia - Maps - 1846

Ayer 136 .A5 1846 pl. 5 (PrCt)

Belarus - Maps - 1730<<>>Lithuania - Maps - 1730

Baskes oversize G1015 .A77 1798, [ptie 1], [plate 52] (NLO)

12088 Beirut Region (Lebanon) - Maps - 1948<<>>Lebanon - Maps - 1948

Belarus - Maps - 1730<<>>Lithuania - Maps - 1730

Baskes oversize G1015 .A77 1798, [ptie 1], [plate 52] (NLO)

12089 Belarus - Maps - 1666<<>>Chernihivska oblast (Ukraine) - Maps - 1666<<>>Lithuania - Maps - 1666

Baskes oversize G1015 .A77 1798, [ptie 1], [plate 53] (NLO)

12091 Belarus - Maps - 1730<<>>Lithuania - Maps - 1730

Baskes oversize G1015 .A77 1798, [ptie 1], [plate 51] (NLO)

12092 Belarus - Maps - 1955<<>>Wall maps
Belorussskaia SSR : uchebnaia karta dlia srednei shkoly / narta sostavlena Minskoi kartograficheskoi fabrikoi ; relantor V. S. Soboleva. Moskva : Glavnoe upravlenie geodezii...
Belcher Islands (Nunavut) - Discovery and exploration

**Belcher Islands (Nunavut) - History**

Flaherty, Robert Joseph, 1884-1951 - Travels, 1910-1916

**The Belcher Islands of Hudson Bay : their discovery and exploration.** [New York : American Geographical Society, 1918].

Authors: Flaherty, Robert Joseph, 1884-1951

p. 433-458 ; ills., maps ; 28 cm.

Digital reproduction of article from Geographical review 5 (1918): 433-458.

For original publication, see G007 .333, v. 5.

Vert 2295 (PrCt)

---

**Belfast Lough (Northern Ireland) - Maps - 1693**

- Nautical charts

**Belcher Islands (Nunavut) - History**

Flaherty, Robert Joseph, 1884-1951 - Travels, 1910-1916

**The Belcher Islands of Hudson Bay : their discovery and exploration.** [New York : American Geographical Society, 1918].

Authors: Flaherty, Robert Joseph, 1884-1951

p. 433-458 ; ills., maps ; 28 cm.

Digital reproduction of article from Geographical review 5 (1918): 433-458.

For original publication, see G007 .333, v. 5.

Vert 2295 (PrCt)

---

**Belfast Lough (Northern Ireland) - Maps - 1749**

- Nautical charts

**Bellin, Jacques Nicolas, 1703-1772**

**Carreckfergus (Northern Ireland) - Pictorial works - 1749**

William III, King of England, 1650-1702

**Nautical charts**

**Carreckfergus Lough / Collin f.** [London : s.n., 1749].

Authors: Collins, Greenville, fl. 1669-1698 -- Collins, James, fl. 1693 -- William III, King of England, 1650-1702 -- Collins, Greenville, fl. 1669-1698. Great Britain's coasting-pilot ...

(1749) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 44 x 54 cm.

Title from oversize lettering at center.

"Collin f." (i.e. James Collins?) faintly visible beneath cartouche.

Includes dedication to "William the III of Great Britain ... [by] Capt. G. Collins".

Inset view (11 x 25 cm.): A Prospect of Carreck-fergus : being the place where King William landed in Ireland.

In: Collins, Greenville. Great Britain's coasting-pilot ...

(London : Printed by William and John Mount and Thomas Page, 1749), [plate 25].

Engraved no. 32 at upper left.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.


Baskes oversize G1811.P5 C6 1749, part 2, [plate 23] (PrCt)
Belfort (France) - Maps - 1695 - Fortification

Belfort : forteresse située au pied des montagnes de Vague ... [Paris : De Fer, 1695].
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes -- avec leurs fortifications ... (1695-1696)
1 map ; 21 x 28 cm.
In: Fer, Nicolas de. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes; avec leurs fortifications ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, 1695-1696) pt. 4, map [73].
Manuscript ('16') at upper right.
Case folio U 26. 293 pt. 4, map [73] (PrCt)

Belfort (France) - Maps - 1713 - Fortification

Belfort : forteresse située au pied des montagnes de Vauge ... [Paris : De Fer, 1713?].
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes -- avec leurs fortifications ... (1713)
1 map ; 21 x 28 cm.
In: Fer, Nicolas de. Introduction à la fortification ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, [1713?]) map [105].
For later state of this map, with engraved plate number, see Case folio U 26 .292.
For earlier version of this map, engraved on different plate, see Case folio U 26 .293.
Case oversize G1811.P5 C614 1757, [plate 14] (PrCt)
Belgium, which Cæsar in his commentaries of the warres of France ... . "Cartographic sources: made by Ortelius on the basis of classical sources. The ones he mentions, notably Cæsar, deal with peoples and names, rather than with the geography of the area." -- From Marcel P.R. van den Broecke's Cartographica Neerlandica website, which includes a digital image of another copy of the map (accessed August 2012); see http://www.orteliusmaps.com/book/ort198.html


VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1606, [plate 128] (PrCt)

12105 Belgium - Maps - 1558
Descriptio totius Galliae Belgicae / Pyrrho Ligorio Neapolit. auctore. Romae MDLVIII ; Michaelis Tramezini formis ... ; Sebastiano de Regibus Clodiensis incidebat. Rome : Michaele Tramezzino, 1558.

Authors: Ligorio, Pirro, ca. 1513-1583 -- Tramezzino, Michele, d. 1579 -- Re, Sebastiano di, fl. 1550-1560 -- Gilhofer & Ranschburg (Vienna, Austria) -- Ludwig Rosenthal's Antiquariat -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 370 x 488 mm. (neat line), on sheet remargined to 455 x 578 mm.

Added title cartouche at left: La Noua & uera descriptione gallia bellica. Ex Gilhofer.

Duplicate copy, hand colored: Novacco 4F 147.

On sheet remargined to 448 x 545 mm. Ex Rosenthal.

Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

References: Karrow 51/7; Tooley 132. b38 and b38a

Novacco 4F 146 (PrCt)

12106 Belgium - Maps - 1563
Humanisimo lectori incisor S. P. D. ... caelauimus descriptionem Galliae Belgicae ... anno M.D.LXIII. [Rome?], 1563.

Authors: Ligorio, Pirro, ca. 1513-1583 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 364 x 475 mm. (neat line), 372 x 484 mm. (plate mark)

Anonymous map derived from earlier work by Pirro Ligorio; cf. Karrow 51/7 and Novacco 4F 146.

Tooley 134.

On vero, upper right, in manuscript: Gallia Belgica b40

Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Novacco 2F 84 (PrCt)

12107 Belgium - Maps - 1565

Authors: Bertelli, Ferando, 1565, see VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .L2 1575 Al pl. [36]


Anonymous map based on earlier work by F. Borroni Salvadori, see Karrow 12/22.1.

Infinity symbol used in place of 'M' in date.

In cartouche at upper left: Habes hic, candide Lector, Galliam Belgicam cum suis regionibus ... . Oriented with north at bottom.

For derivative map published Rome: Ferando Bertelli, 1565, see VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .L2 1575 Al pl. [36]


Bella and Bella, Cartografia rara ... dalla collezione Franco Novacco (1986) p. 27, no. 19.

Cf. Almagià, Monumenta cartographica vaticana II (1948) p. 10, no. 33.

Tooley 135.

Tooley 131.

Ex Olschki.

Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Novacco 2F 84 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
12108 Belgium - Maps - 1583 - Coasts - Nautical charts
(Netherlands : Province) - 1583 - Coasts
(Netherlands : Province) - 1583 - Coasts
(Netherlands : Province) - 1583 - Coasts
(Netherlands : Province) - 1583 - Coasts
(Netherlands : Province) - 1583 - Coasts
(Netherlands : Province) - 1583 - Coasts
(Netherlands : Province) - 1583 - Coasts
(Netherlands : Province) - 1583 - Coasts

A Description of the iles of Sealand as they lie vpon all yer riuers & channels ... [Amsterdam : Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, 1666].
Authors: Waghenae, Lucas Janszoon, 1534 or 1560 -- Waghenae, Lucas Janszoon, 1534 or 1560. The Mariners mirrour (1588) -- Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, Ltd.
1 map ; 31 x 50 cm.
Includes coastal profiles.
Oriented with north at bottom left.
Text on verso (p. 3) under heading: A true description and povrtraict of the Maze ....

12110 Belgium - Maps - 1593- Benelux countries - Maps - 1593
(Netherlands : Province) - 1593 - Coasts - Nautical charts
(Netherlands : Province) - 1593 - Coasts - Nautical charts
(Netherlands : Province) - 1593 - Coasts - Nautical charts
(Netherlands : Province) - 1593 - Coasts - Nautical charts
(Netherlands : Province) - 1593 - Coasts - Nautical charts
(Netherlands : Province) - 1593 - Coasts - Nautical charts
(Netherlands : Province) - 1593 - Coasts - Nautical charts
(Netherlands : Province) - 1593 - Coasts - Nautical charts

Authors: Jode, Gerard de, 1509-1591 -- Wierix, Antonie, -1604 -- Jode, Gerard de, 1509-1591. Specvlvm orbis terrarvm (1593) 1 map : hand col. ; 33 x 42 cm. Latin letterpress text on verso (fol. 41, sig. Tt): Belgice tabvla ... Engraving attributed to Antonie Wierix.
In: Jode, Gerard de. Specvlvm orbis terrarvm (Antwerp : A. Coninx, 1593), map [72].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .J9 1593, map [72] (PrCt)

12111 Belgium - Maps - 1610-1619 - Benelux Countries - Maps - 1610-1619 - Leo Belgicus maps - 1610-1619
(Netherlands : Province) - 1610-1619 - Coasts - Nautical charts
(Netherlands : Province) - 1610-1619 - Coasts - Nautical charts
(Netherlands : Province) - 1610-1619 - Coasts - Nautical charts
(Netherlands : Province) - 1610-1619 - Coasts - Nautical charts
(Netherlands : Province) - 1610-1619 - Coasts - Nautical charts
(Netherlands : Province) - 1610-1619 - Coasts - Nautical charts
(Netherlands : Province) - 1610-1619 - Coasts - Nautical charts
(Netherlands : Province) - 1610-1619 - Coasts - Nautical charts


12112 Belgium - Maps - 1620 - Cities and towns - Cities and towns - Belgium - Maps - 1620 - Philippeville (Belgium) - Maps - 1620 - Mariembourg (Belgium) - Maps - 1620 - Chimay (Belgium) - Maps - 1620 - Walcourt (Belgium) - Maps - 1620
(Netherlands : Province) - 1588 - Coasts - Nautical charts
A Description of the iles of Sealand as they lie vpon all yer riuers & channels ... [Amsterdam : Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, 1666].
Authors: Waghenae, Lucas Janszoon, 1534 or 1560 -- Waghenae, Lucas Janszoon, 1534 or 1560. The Mariners mirrour (1588) -- Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, Ltd.
1 map ; 31 x 50 cm.
Includes coastal profiles.
Oriented with north at bottom left.
Text on verso (p. 3) under heading: A true description and povrtraict of the Maze ....
[Maps of Philippeville, Mariembourg, Chimay and Walcourt, Belgium]. [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Deventer, Jacob van, d. 1575 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
4 maps : hand col. ; 18 x 22 cm. and smaller on sheet 41 x 54 cm.
Derived from drawings by Jacob van Deventer; see R.A. Skelton’s Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.
Contents: Philippopolis ... -- Mariebvrvgvm ... -- Cimacvm ... -- Walcovrt ... .
Latin letterpress text on verso under titles: Philippopolis -- Mariebvrvgvm -- Cimacvm -- Vallevcivia.
In: Braun, Georg and Franz Hogenberg. Civitates orbis terrarum [Cologne : Petri Kaerii, 1622].
Verso has Newberry accession stamp '140520.'

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 3, pl. 27 (Pr.Ct)

Belgium - Maps - 1622
Belgium - Maps - 1622
Belgium - Maps - 1622

12115 Belgium - Maps - 1640
Belgium - Maps - 1640
Belgium - Maps - 1640
Belgium - Maps - 1640

Belgium - Maps - 1640
Belgium - Maps - 1640
Belgium - Maps - 1640

Oriented with north at upper right.
Koeman, C. Atlantes Neerlandici (1967-1985), v. 3, p. 159, Vis 1 A no. 6 and p. 176, no. 14*.
Forms part of the Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Visscher 19 (Pr.Ct)

12116 Belgium - Maps - 1647
Belgium - Maps - 1647
Belgium - Maps - 1647
Belgium - Maps - 1647

Oriented with north at upper right.
Koeman, C. Atlantes Neerlandici (1967-1985), v. 3, p. 159, Vis 1 A no. 6 and p. 176, no. 14*.
Forms part of the Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Visscher 19 (Pr.Ct)

Belgium - Maps - 1648
Belgium - Maps - 1648
Belgium - Maps - 1648
Belgium - Maps - 1648

Belgium - Maps - 1648
Belgium - Maps - 1648
Belgium - Maps - 1648
Belgium - Maps - 1648

Oriented with north at upper right.
Koeman, C. Atlantes Neerlandici (1967-1985), v. 3, p. 159, Vis 1 A no. 6 and p. 176, no. 14*.
Forms part of the Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Visscher 19 (Pr.Ct)

Belgium - Maps - 1680 Marchionatus sacri imperii et dominii Mechelini tabula auctore F. de Wit. Amsterdam, [ca. 1680]. Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1618 1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 56 cm. Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). Sack map4F G6010 1680 .W5 (PrCt)


Belgium - Maps - 1696 Luxembourg - Maps - 1696 Tabula episcopatuum Leodiensis et Coloniensis ... Amsterdam, [ca. 1696]. Authors: Danckerts, Theodore, 1663-ca. 1727 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:212 1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 57 cm. Koeman Dan 3 (38). 2451 Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack. Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:212 (PrCt)


Belgium - Maps - 1700

1 map : hand col. ; 53 x 86 cm.
Added title, upper margin: Les Provinces des Pays-Bas Catholiques, restées pour la plus part sous l'obéissance du roy d'Espagne ...
Accompanied, 2 leaves previous, by: 5 city plans (19 x 26 cm. and smaller) on 1 sheet with collective title: Pour le Pays-Bas Catholique [map 15].
Individual map titles: Mons ... -- Plan de la ville to château de Limbourg -- Plan de la ville et citadelle de Cambray -- Plan de la ville de Conde -- Plan de Philippeville.
Also accompanied, on previous leaf, by: Table alphabetique de tout les mots ... des Pays Bas Catholiques. Table dated 1692.
In: Sanson, Nicolas. [Atlas nouveau contenant toutes les parties du monde ... ] (Amsterdam : Pierre Mortier, 1696) v. 2, map [16].
Forms part of atlas published by P. Mortier in Amsterdam; chiefly comprised of maps bearing the counterfeit imprint of H. Jaillot in Paris.
Case oversize G 1007 .78 v. 2, map [16] (PrCt)

12131 Belgium - Maps - 1700-1747

- Benelux Countries - Maps - 1700-1747
- France - Maps - 1700-1747
- Spanish Succession, War of, 1701-1714 - Maps

Cartes des Pays Bas. Brussels : Fricx, [1700-1747].
Authors: Fricx, Eugène-Henri, d. 1733 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 35 maps ; 517 x 362 mm.
Multi-sheet map of Belgium and northern France issued as an atlas and in separately titled sheets.
Includes 26 sheets by Fricx (1710-47) and 9 sheets by Sanson & aillot (1700-09).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

12132 Belgium - Maps - 1700

- France, Northern - Maps - 1700

Belgii regii accuratissima tabula . [Amsterdam : Frederik de Wit, ca. 1700?].
Authors: La Feuille, Jacques de, 1668-1719 -- Wit, Frederik de -- Wit, Frederik de. Atlas [ca. 1700?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 52 x 60 cm.
In: Wit, Frederik de. Atlas (Amsterdam : bij Frederik de Wit in de Calverstraet bij den Dam inde Witte Paskaert. [ca. 1700?]) no. [120].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .W8 A no. [120] (PrCt)

12133 Belgium - Maps - 1700

- Grand Alliance, War of The, 1689-1697 - Maps - 1700

Les Campemens des armées du roy de France & des alliez aux pays-bas ... Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : [Pieter Mortier], 1695 [i.e. ca. 1700].
Authors: Vaultier, fl. 1695 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712. Atlas minor ad usum serenissimii burgundiae ducis ... [ca. 1700] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 35 x 56 cm.
In counterfeit edition of: Jaillot, Alexis Hubert. Atlas minor ad usum serenissimii burgundiae ducis ... ([Amsterdam : Pieter Mortier, ca. 1700]) no. [26].
Includes extensive notes on military campaigns undertaken between 1690-1694.
Manuscript '26' at upper right.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .J25 1693 no. [26] (PrCt)

12134 Belgium - Maps - 1700

- Luxembourg - Maps - 1700

- France, Northern - Maps - 1700

Les Provinces des Pays-Bas Catholiques distinguées suivant quelles sont présentement partagées ... Paris [Amsterdam] : H. Jaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], 1693 [i.e. ca. 1700].
Authors: Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712. Atlas minor ad usum serenissimii burgundiae ducis ... [ca. 1700] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 60 cm.
Added title, upper margin: Belgium region accuratissime divisum &c ad usum serenissimii Burgundiae Ducis ... In counterfeit edition of: Jaillot, Alexis Hubert. Atlas minor ad usum serenissimii burgundiae ducis ... ([Amsterdam : Pieter Mortier, ca. 1700]) no. [19].
Manuscript '19' at upper right.

12135 Belgium - Maps - 1700

- North Brabant (Netherlands) - Maps - 1700

Le Duché de Brabant ... Amsterdam, [ca. 1700].
Authors: Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712. Atlas minor ad usum serenissimii burgundiae ducis ... ([Amsterdam : Pieter Mortier, ca. 1700]) no. [19].
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
3320 rev
Sack map4F G6010 1700 .J3 (PrCt)

12136 Belgium - Maps - 1702

- Nord-Pas-De-Calais (France) - Maps - 1702

Carte des Pays Bas catholiques. Paris, 1702.
Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
3418
1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 60 cm.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6010 1702 .L5 (PrCt)

12137 Belgium - Maps - 1703<<<Luxembourg - Maps - 1703<<<Burgundy (France) - Maps - 1703
The Ten Spanish Provinces. [London : s.n., 1703].
Authors: Seller, John, fl. 1658-1698 -- Seller, John, fl. 1658-1698. A New system of geography designed in a most plain and easie method ... (1703)
1 map ; 10 x 13 cm.
Anonymous map in Seller, John. A New system of geography designed in a most plain and easie method ... (London : Jeremiah Seller ; Charles Price ; John Senex, 1703) map [14].
Inset map (3 x 3 cm.) in lower left: French Countie.
Manuscript 'S' [?] in lower right.
Case 3A 1704 map [14] (PrCt)

Arena martis in Belgio ... Nuremberg, [ca. 1703].
Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:M58 and III:M59
1 map ; 47 x 55 cm.
Inset view: Luttich.
State 1 of the map.
For re-engraved variant, with differences in shading and drum in cartouche, see Sack map4F oG6010 1703 H6 state 2.
3423 and 3424 rev
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6010 1703 .H6 state 1 (PrCt)

Authors: Fricx, Eugène-Henri, d. 1733 -- Harrewijn, Jacobus, 1660-1727
1 map ; 60 x 55 cm. on 2 sheets each 69 x 45 cm.
Related to E. H. Fricx's multi-sheet Carte des Pays Bas et des frontiers de France issued as an atlas; lacking in Newberry's copy of the atlas, Sack map4F G6010 1706 F7.
Cf. Phillips 7962 no. [24].
5145 map4F G6010 1703 .F7 1989 (PrCt)

12140 Belgium - Maps - 1705
Le Pais d'Entre Sambre et Meuse ... Paris, 1705.
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Inselin, C. -- Guérard, Nicolas, ca. 1648-1719 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
III:M113
1 map ; 39 x 49 cm.
3344 Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6010 1705 .F4 (PrCt)

[Carte des Pays Bas et des frontieres de France]. Brussels, 1706-1747.
24 maps ; 40 x 55 cm. + modern index map Collective title.
Apparently completed by E.H. Fricx in 1712, though most sheets in this set are later issues bearing the name of his son George; sheets variously engraved by Jacobus Harrewijn and S. Cattoir.
Multi-sheet map of Belgium and northern France issued as an atlas and in separately titled sheets. Added collective titles: [Recueil des cartes des provinces méridionales de Pays-Bas et des frontieres de France] -- [Table des cartes des Pays Bas et des frontieres de France].
All three collective titles adapted from title page and table of contents described in Phillips 7962. This set was not originally part of the Sack collection, and was previously bound and cataloged as Case oversize G 1046 .31; sheets 1, 10, and 23 were added to this set (Sack sheets III:J23, III:M105, and III:M118).
Sheets 1-23 numbered in Phillips order.
Sheet 24 lacking (Theatre de la guerre des Pays-Bas, 1703), but see photostat of the Library of Congress copy, map4F G6010 1703 .F7 1989. Sheet 25 of this set (Carte particuliere des environs de Bois le Duc ... , 1747) not listed in
12142 Belgium - Maps - 1707
Les Provinces des Pays-Bas Catholiques distinguées suivant qu'elles sont présentement partagées entre le Roy de France le Roy d'Espagne et les Estats Generaux des Provinces Vnies. Paris : H. Jaillot, 1707 [i.e. 1737?].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Cordier, Robert (Engraver) -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712.
[Atlas français] (1700 [i.e. 1737?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 45 x 64 cm.
In: Jaillot, Alexis Hubert. [Atlas français] (Paris : Jaillot, 1700 [i.e. 1737?]?) pl. [6].
Map dated 1707. Manuscript title 'Flandres' and no. '5 bis' on verso.

12143 Belgium - Maps - 1710
Exactissima Brabantiae et Limburgi tabula. Brussels, [ca. 1710].
Authors: Fricx, Eugène-Henri, d. 1733 -- Harrewijn, Jacobus, 1660-1727 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 50 x 56 cm.
3319 Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6010 1710 .F7 (PrCt)

12144 Belgium - Maps - 1710
Belgium regium. Amsterdam, [ca. 1710].
Authors: Valck, G. (Gerard), 1651 or 2-1726 -- Valck, Leonard, 1675-1746 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:M62
1 map : 46 x 58 cm.
3426 Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6010 1710 .V3 (PrCt)

12145 Belgium - Maps - 1712

Table des cartes de Pays Bas et des frontières de France : avec un recueil des plans des villes, sieges et battailles données entre les hauts allies et la France. Bruxelles [Brussels] : Chez Eugene Henry Fricx, 1712.
Authors: Fricx, Eugène-Henri, d. 1733 -- Harrewijn, Jacobus, 1660-1727 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([2] p., [72] folded leaves of plates) : 72 maps (chiefly folded), plans (some folded) ; 50 cm., in box 54 x 35 x 7 cm.
"The title and imprint are taken from the engraved and illustrated table of contents." -- Cf. Phillips.
In box with spine title: Cartes des Pays Bas. Imperfect, lacking 1 map.
Most maps engraved by Jacobus Harrewijn. Relief shown pictorially; depths shown by soundings.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Koeman Fri 1; Phillips 7962
Baskes oversize G1865 .F75 1712 (NLO)
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.


12147 Belgium - Maps - 1715<<>>Luxembourg - Maps - 1715
Novissima et accuratissima decem Austriacarum in Belgio Provinciarum tabula ... / auctore Joachimo Ottens. Amsterdam, [ca. 1715?].
Authors: Ottens, Joachim, 1663 -- Joachimo Ottens?, ca. 1715?].
[ca. 1715?].

1715<<>>Luxembourg
1715

Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649 -- Schenk, Pieter, ca. 1698-1775 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:M61
1 map ; 45 x 52 cm.
Covers Belgium, northern France and Luxembourg.
3425
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6010 1720 .S3 (PrCt)

12151 Belgium - Maps - 1720<<>>Rhineland-Palatinate (Germany) - Maps - 1720<<>>North Rhine-Westphalia (Germany) - Maps - 1720
Leodiensis episcopatus ... Amsterdam, [ca. 1720].
Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Schenk, Pieter, ca. 1698-1775 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:207
1 map : hand col. ; 45 x 55 cm.
2464
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:207 (PrCt)

12152 Belgium - Maps - 1725
Episcopatus et principatus Leodiensis et Namurcensis comitatus ... Amsterdam, [ca. 1725].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Covens et Mortier -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:208
1 map : hand col. ; 58 x 50 cm.
2447
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:208 (PrCt)

12153 Belgium - Maps - 1725<<>>Nord-Pas-De-Calais (France) - Maps - 1720
Carte des Pays Bas Catholiques. Amsterdam, [ca. 1725].
Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Luchtenburg, Joannes van, fl. 1705-1710 -- Covens et Mortier -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:M65
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 58 cm.
3421
Added title: Belgium regium accuratissime divisum.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6010 1725 .C6 (PrCt)

12154 Belgium - Maps - 1730<<>>France - Maps - 1720<<>>Luxembourg - Maps - 1720
Belgii pars meridionalis cum occidentalis Germaniae et septentrionalibus Franciae. Amsterdam, [ca. 1720].
Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Schenk, Pieter, ca. 1698-1775 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:M61
1 map ; 45 x 52 cm.
Covers Belgium, northern France and Luxembourg.
3425
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6010 1725 .C6 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- R. & J. Ottens -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). Ill: M63
1 map ; 52 x 60 cm.
Covers Belgium, northern France and Luxembourg.
3427
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

*Sack map* 4F G6010 1730 .O8 (PrCt)

12155 Belgium - Maps - 1734 <>> Liège (Belgium) - Pictorial works - 1734 <>> Luttich (Belgium)
SEE Liège (Belgium) <>> Lüttich (Belgium)
SEE Liège (Belgium) <>> Lutych (Belgium)
SEE Liège (Belgium)

*Arena Martis in Belgio, qua Provinciae X Catholicae inferioris Germaniae ... / Io. Baptista Homanno.* Norimbergae [Nuremberg : Homann, 1734 or later].
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 57 cm.
Includes inset view (4 x 9 cm.) at bottom left depicting a battle over the city of Liège: Pro Caesare Luttich.
In: Homann, Johann Baptist. Kleiner Atlas scholasticus von sechs und zwantzig charten (Leipzig ; Nuremberg : Johann Friedrich Gleditsch ; Johann Baptist Homann, [1734 or later]), [plate 9].

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .H7 1734, [plate 9] (PrCt)

12156 Belgium - Maps - 1740 <>> Luxembourg - Maps - 1740 <>> France, Northern - Maps - 1740

Authors: Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756 -- Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756. Atlas novus sive tabulae geographicæ totius orbis faciem, partes, imperia, regna et provincias exhibitæs [1740?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 56 cm.
"Cum gratia et privil. S.R.I. Vicariatus, in partibus Rheni, Sueviae, et juris Franco nic." Scale [ca. 1:850,000].
Inset: Ostende.
In: Seutter, Matthaeus. Atlas novus sive tabulæ geographicæ totius orbis faciem, partes, imperia, regna et provincias exhibentes (Augsburg : [Seutter], 1740?)}, plate [12]
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

VAULT Baskes oversize G1015 .S48 1740,

plate [12] (NLO)

12157 Belgium - Maps - 1740 <>> Luxembourg - Maps - 1740 <>> Netherlands - Maps - 1740

*A New and correct map of the Netherlands or Low Countries ... [London? Knapton, ca. 1740?].*
1 map ; 33 x 41 cm.
"For Mr. Tindal's continuation of Mr. Rapin's history."


12158 Belgium - Maps - 1741 <>> Luxembourg - Maps - 1741

*Carte des Pays Bas Catholiques. Amsterdam : Jean Covens et Corneille Mortier, [1741?].*
Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Luchtenburg, Joannes van, fl. 1705-1710 -- Covens et Mortier -- L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726. Atlas nouveau, contenant toutes les parties du monde ... [1741?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 59 cm.
Added title, upper margin: Belgium regium accuratissime divisum ... .
In: L'Isle, Guillaume de. Atlas nouveau, contenant toutes les parties du monde ... (Amsterdam : J. Covens & C. Mortier, [1741?]) v. 1, pl. [37].

oversize Ayer 135 .L695 1741 v. 1, pl. [37] (PrCt)

12159 Belgium - Maps - 1742 <>> France, Northern - Maps - 1742

*Carte des Pais Bas contenant la Flandre, le Brabant ... Paris : Le Rouge, 1742 [i.e. 1748?].*
Authors: Le Rouge, Georges-Louis -- Le Rouge, Georges-Louis. Recueil contenant des cartes nouvelles ... (1742 [i.e. 1748?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 97 x 183 cm. on 6 sheets Individual sheet titles and engraved plate numbers: Carte de la cote entre Calais et Furnes. Pl. 1e. -- Carte contenant le pays entre Nieuport ... . Pl. 2e. -- Carte contenant le pays entre Venlo ... . Fe. 3e. -- Carte contenant le pays entre Boulogne ... Pl. 4e. -- Carte du pays situe entre Peronne ... Fe. 5e. -- Carte du pays situe entre Namur ... . Pl. 6e.
In: Le Rouge, Georges-Louis. Recueil contenant des cartes nouvelles ... (Paris : chez le Sr. Le Rouge, 1742 [i.e. 1748?]) .
Manuscript '18' through '23' on versos.
oversize Ayer 135 .L6 1742 pl. 18-23 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

Authors: Fric, Eugène-Henri, d. 1733 -- Crépy (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas : 16 maps ; 55 cm.

Title within cartouche on map no. 1.

Most maps dated 1743 or 1744.

Multi-sheet map of Netherlands, Belgium, and Luxembourg issued as an atlas and in separately titled sheets.

Issued with 15 maps, but this copy includes additional map, not mentioned in Shirley, bound in at end: Plan de la ville et citadelle de Lille : place forte du comté de Flandres.

Scale [ca. 1:7,000,000].

"Ces cartes si exactes et si détaillées sont très nécessaires pour campements et marches des armées, elles sont toutes sur une même échelle et peuvent s'assembler en une même carte."--Map no. 1.

Modern brown buckram over boards.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Shirley, R. Maps in the atlases of the British Library. T.Fricx; Koeman, C. Atlantes Neerlandici, Fri 2A

Baskes oversize G1851 .F75 1744 (NLO)

12161 Belgium - Maps - 1745 France, Northern - Maps - 1745

La Flandre, le Hainaut, le Brabant, l'Artois ... Paris : Le Rouge, 1745 [i.e. 1748?].

Authors: Le Rouge, Georges-Louis -- Le Rouge, Georges-Louis. Recueil contenant des cartes nouvelles ... (1742 [i.e. 1748?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 61 cm.

In: Le Rouge, Georges-Louis. Recueil contenant des cartes nouvelles ... (Paris : chez le Sr. Le Rouge, 1742 [i.e. 1748?]). Manuscript "17" on verso.

oversize Ayer 135 .L6 1742 pl. 17 (PrCt)

12162 Belgium - Maps - 1745 Luxembourg - Maps - 1745 France, Northern - Maps - 1745 Liége (Belgium) - Pictorial works - 1745

Arena martis in Belgio. qua provinciae X. Catholicæ inferioris Germaniae cum vicinis Episcopatibus. Coloniensi et Leodiensi ... Nuremburg : Homann Erben, [ca. 1745].

Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Homann Erben (Firm) -- Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724. Atlas novus terrarum orbis [ca. 1745] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 56 cm.

In: Homann, Johann Baptist. Atlas novus terrarum orbis (Nuremberg : [Homann Erben, ca. 1745]), [plate 27].

Inset: Luttich.

Manuscript "No. 27" and "28" on verso.

oversize Ayer 135 .H7 1730, [plate 27] (PrCt)

12163 Belgium - Maps - 1747

Belgivm Catholicvm seu decem provinciæ Germaniae inferioris cum conëinis Germaniæ svp. et Franciæ ... / a Tob. Maiero ... [Nuremberg] : Homannianis Hereditb., A. 1747.

Authors: Mayer, Tobias, 1723-1762 -- Homann Erben (Firm) -- Homann Erben (Firm). Major atlas scholasticus ex triginta sex generalibus et specialibus mappis Homannianis ... [1776?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Maiero, Tobias, 1723-1762 SEE Mayer, Tobias, 1723-1762 1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 55 cm.

Added title in top margin: Carte des pais bas Catholiques ou des X provinces ... In: Homann Erben (Firm). Major atlas scholasticus ex triginta sex generalibus et specialibus mappis Homannianis ... [Nuremberg : Homannianis Heredibus, 1776?], [plate 17]

Ms. number "16" on verso.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .B68 1776, [plate 17] (PrCt)

12164 Belgium - Maps - 1766

A Map of the ten Catholic provinces of the lower countries / by J. Palairet ; drawn chiefly from the original map by Tobias Majer publish'd at Nuremberg ; J. Gibson sculp. Clerkenwell. [London : John Bowles ; Carington Bowles, 1766 or earlier?].


In a composite atlas bound together without title page: Bowles, John. [Bowles's universal atlas]. [London : John Bowles ; Carington Bowles, 1711-1766], map [15].

Manuscript plate number 15 added in ink at upper right by previous owner.


12165 Belgium - Maps - 1771-1778 Manuscripts - Facsimiles Manuscript maps - Facsimiles

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

Authors: Ferraris, Josef-Johann-Franz, 1726-1814 -- Pro Civitate (Firm)

In: Dunn, Samuel. A New atlas of the mundane system ... (London : R. Sayer and J. Bennett, 1778), pl. 8. Title page dated 1778; map dated 1774.

Each vol. accompanied by a case of col. maps.

Library lacks maps for vol. 3.

Series: Collection Histoire Pro Civitate. no. 2. The entire set on 275 sheets has been made available online by the Nationaal Geografisch Instituut van België (accessed July 2010) : http://www.ngi.be/NL/NL1-4-2-3

folio G1851 C3 1771x (NLO)

12169 Belgium - Maps - 1780<<>>Luxembourg - Maps - 1780<<>>France, Northern - Maps - 1780


1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 62 cm.

Scale [ca. 1:695,000].

Relief shown pictorially.


Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .L565 1785, [plate 8] (NLO)

12170 Belgium - Maps - 1780<<>>Luxembourg - Maps - 1780<<>>France, Northern - Maps - 1780

Carte des Pays Bas catholiques : dressée sur un grand nombre de cartes particulières faites sur les lieux où les limites sont exactement marquées suivant les derniers traités par Guillaume de l'Isle 1er géographe, de l'Académie des sciences ; Ph. Buache P.G.d.R.d.l'A.R.d.S. gendre de l'auteur. A Paris : Chez Dezauche,
Belgium - Maps - 1785

A New and correct map of the Netherlands or Low Countries ... [London: s.n., ca. 1785?].
1 map : hand col. ; 33 x 42 cm.
For Mr. Tyndal's continuation of Mr. Rapin's history.
map [9].

Belgium - Maps - 1787

The Catholic Netherlands, divided into their several provinces with the roads. London : printed for Robt. Sayer, 2d. March 1787.
Authors: Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Kitchin, Thomas, 1718-1784. A General atlas, describing the whole universe : being a complete collection of the most approved maps extant ... [1787?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 63 cm.
In: Kitchin, Thomas. A General atlas, describing the whole universe : being a complete collection of the most approved maps extant ... (London : Printed for Robert Sayer, [1787?]), no. 12. Stamped “12” on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Belgium - Maps - 1789

A Map of the Austrian possessions in the Netherlands or Low Countries ... 1789 [i.e. 1816?]... 
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 64 cm.
In: Faden, William [and others]. [General atlas of modern geography : a collection of large scale maps and charts of all parts of the world] ([London, etc.: W. Faden, etc., 1775-1816]) v. 1, pl. [56].
Imprint on map: London ... William Faden ... 1789.
Verso handstamped ‘14.’
oversize Ayer 135 .G32 1775 v. 1, pl. 56 (PrCt)

Belgium - Maps - 1794

The march of Lord Moira's army to join the main body of the British forces upon the continent in 1794 / Smith & Jones, sculp., Pentonville.
[London : J. Carpenter, 1800].
Authors: British military library, or, Journal -- J. Carpenter and Co., publisher, London -- Jones & Smith
1 map ; 14 x 24 cm.
In British military library, or, Journal no. 24 (September 1800), opposite p. 406.

Belgium - Maps - 1794

A New map of the seat of war in the Netherlands ... London : Laurie & Whittle, 12th May, 1794.
Authors: Laurie & Whittle -- Laurie & Whittle. A New and elegant imperial sheet atlas comprehending general and particular maps of every part of the world ... [1801?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 63 cm.
In Robert Laurie and James Whittle. A New and elegant imperial sheet atlas comprehending general and particular maps of every part of the world ... (London : printed and published by R. Faden, 1817?).

Belgium - Maps - 1788

The Catholic Netherlands, divided into their several provinces with the roads. London : printed and published by H.R.H. the Prince Charles of Lorraine.' Map dated 1789; verso handstamped ‘14.’
oversize Ayer 135 .T5 1732 map [9] (PrCt)

Belgium - Maps - 1788

The fall of Bruges and the siege of Bergen-op-Zoom. London: Laurie & Whittle, 12th May, 1794.
Authors: Laurie & Whittle -- Laurie & Whittle. A New and elegant imperial sheet atlas comprehending general and particular maps of every part of the world ... [1801?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 63 cm.
In Robert Laurie and James Whittle. A New and elegant imperial sheet atlas comprehending general and particular maps of every part of the world ... (London : printed and published by R. Faden, 1817?).

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

(Partial Heading)

Descriptive plans of places in Low Countries.

London : Moore & Stanley, 1794.

Authors: Astley, Philip -- Gale -- Moore & Stanley -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 16 maps ; 212 x 134 mm.

4th ed.

Includes map engraved by Gale.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

PrCt

Belgium - Maps - 1804 - Luxembourg - Maps - 1804


Authors: Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823. A New and elegant general atlas comprising all the new discoveries, to the present time ... (1804) -- John Conrad & Co. -- Ferrari -- Hooker, William, 1782-1856 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : 20 x 24 cm.

In: Arrowsmith, Aaron. A New and elegant general atlas comprising all the new discoveries, to the present time ... (Philadelphia, etc.] : J. Conrad & Co. [and others], 1804) pl. 9

Ayer 135 .A65 1804 pl. 9 (PrCt)

Belgium - Maps - 1804 - Luxembourg - Maps - 1804

(Provisional Heading)

The Austrian, French, and Dutch Netherlands from the best authorities.

Philadelphia : Mathew Carey, 1804.

Authors: Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Scott, J. T. (Joseph T.) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839. Carey's General atlas ... (1804)

1 map ; 27 x 34 cm.

In: Carey, Mathew. Carey's General atlas ... (Philadelphia : Published by Mathew Carey, April 24th, 1804) pl. 10.

Oversize Ayer 135 .C27 1804 pl. 10 (PrCt)

Belgium - Maps - 1807

Partie meridionale des Pays Bas qui comprend les provinces de Brabant ... par le Sr. Janvier. Venise [Venice] : par François Santini ; chez Mr. Remoni. [i.e. Remondini, 1807?].

Authors: Janvier, Jean Denis -- Santini, Francesco -- Santini, P. -- Remondini, Giuseppe Antonio, 1747-1811 -- Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (1874 [i.e. 1807?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 52 cm.

In: Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (Venice : par P. Santini, rue Ste. Justine, chez M. Remondini, 1784 [i.e. 1807?]), v. 1, no. "Pl. 39"

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Oversize Ayer 135 .R63 1801 no. 11 (NLO)

Belgium - Maps - 1810 - Luxembourg - Maps - 1810 - Rhineland (Germany) - Maps - 1810

The Netherlands and the countries to the left bank of the Rhine.

London : Cadell & Davies [et al], 1810 [i.e. 1815].

Authors: Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826 -- Hebert, Lewis, fl. 1809-1838 -- Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Cadell & Davies -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826. A Modern atlas : from the latest and best authorities ... (1815) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 59 cm.

Drawn under the direction of Mr. Pinkerton by L. Hebert.'

Running title in upper margin: Pinkerton's modern atlas.


Oversize Ayer 135 .P6 1815 pl. [21] (PrCt)

Belgium - Maps - 1811 - Luxembourg - Maps - 1811 - Rhineland (Germany) - Maps - 1811

A New map of the Netherlands, also of that part of Germany westward of the Rhine as ceded to the French and divided into their several departments.


Authors: Cary, John, approximately 1754-1835 -- =Cary, John, approximately 1754-1835. Cary's New universal atlas ... (1811 [i.e. 1812?]?) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 44 x 50 cm.


Printed paste-on no. 14.

Oversize Ayer 135 .C3 1811 pl. 11 (PrCt)
Belgium - Maps - 1815

Belgium or the Netherlands. [Edinburgh] : Drawn and engraved for Thomson's New general atlas, 1815.

Authors: Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1815?]. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 59 cm.

In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1822?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 59 cm.

In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1822?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 59 cm.

In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1822?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 59 cm.
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In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1822?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 59 cm.
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John Cumming, 1829), map 20.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Engraved no. '20' at upper right.
**Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1829 map 20 (NLO)**

---

12190 **Belgium - Maps - 1831<<>>Luxembourg - Maps - 1831**

United Kingdom of the Netherlands, Belgic provinces. Edinburgh : D. Lizars, [1831?].
Authors: Lizars, Daniel, 1760-1812 -- Hamilton, John, fl. 1831 -- Lizars, Daniel, 1760-1812. The Edinburgh geographical and historical atlas ... [1831?]
1 map : hand col. ; 37 x 42 cm.
Exhibiting also the departments & boundaries as settled by the Confederation of the Rhine.'
In: Lizars, Daniel. The Edinburgh geographical and historical atlas ... (Edinburgh [etc.]: John Hamilton [and others, 1831?] pl. [29].
Engraved plate no. 'XXXIV.
**oversize G 10 .514 pl. [29] (PrCt)**

---

12191 **Belgium - Maps - 1833**

Belgium / Young & Delleker sc. Philada.
[Philadelphia]: A. Finley, [1833].
Authors: Young & Delleker -- Finley, A. (Anthony) -- Finley, A. (Anthony). A New general atlas ... (1833) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 21 x 28 cm.
In: Finley, Anthony. A New general atlas : comprising a complete set of maps, representing the grand divisions of the globe ... (Philadelphia: Anthony Finley, 1833), plate 39.
Sheet corner numbered 39.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
**Baskes folio G1019 .F5 1833, plate 39 (PrCt)**

---

12192 **Belgium - Maps - 1841**

Authors: Archer, Joshua, fl. 1833-1866 -- Grattan & Gilbert -- Mudie, Robert, 1777-1842. Gilbert's modern atlas of the earth ... (1841) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 28 x 22 cm.
Running title at bottom left: Gilbert's modern atlas
In: Mudie, Robert. Gilbert's modern atlas of the earth ... (London : Grattan and Gilbert, [1841?]), [plate 9].
**Baskes folio G1019 .M83 1841, [plate 9] (PrCt)**

---

12193 **Belgium - Maps - 1845**

Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 1 map, 8 city plans
3rd ed.; Biedermeier cover design.
A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher, 1832-1900, no. D264.
Includes advertising dated 1845 and priced in thalers.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)**

---

12194 **Belgium - Maps - 1845**

Belgium. [New York : H.S. Tanner, 1845].
Authors: Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858. A New general atlas, comprising a complete set of maps ... (1845)
1 map: hand col. ; 21 x 28 cm.
In: Tanner, Henry Schenck. A New general atlas, comprising a complete set of maps ... (New York : Tanner's Geographical Establishment, 1845) map '10'.
**oversize G 10 .622 map 10 (PrCt)**

---

12195 **Belgium - Maps - 1851<<>>Luxembourg - Maps - 1851**

Authors: Rapkin, J. -- Tallis, John, 1817-1876 -- J. & F. Tallis (Firm) -- Marchant, J., fl. 1851 -- Allen, John Baylis, 1803-1876 -- Martin, Robert Montgomery, 1803?-1868. Tallis's illustrated atlas, and modern history of the world ... (1851)
1 map : hand col. ; 22 x 30 cm.
Inset views (16 x 13 cm. and smaller): Altar of St. Gudule, Brussels -- Antwerp Cathedral -- Monuments on the plains of Waterloo.
In: Martin, Robert Montgomery. Tallis's illustrated atlas, and modern history of the world ... (London ; New York : J. Tallis, 1851) pl. [25].
**folio G1019 .M197 1851 pl. [25] (PrCt)**

---

12196 **Belgium - Maps - 1860<<>>Netherlands - Maps - 1860**

Itinéraire descriptif, historique, artistique et industriel de la Belgique : contenant une carte routière de la Belgique et de la Hollande, une carte de Spa et des environs, et des plans du champ bataille de Waterloo, de Bruxelles, de Louvain, d'Anvers, de Gand, de Bruges et de Liège / par A.J. Du Pays. Paris : Librairie Hachette, [1860].
cxlv, 432, 12 p. : 11 maps ; 19 cm.
Cover title: Itinéraire de la Belgique
Issued with 12 (?) maps; this copy imperfect: missing folded map from pocket: Carte physique

---

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
et routière de la Belgique et de la Hollande
Includes bibliographical references (p. [xv]-xvi)
and index.
Publisher’s catalog: 12 p. at end.
Series: Collection des guides-Joanne
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .C65 Belgique (1860) (NLO)

12197 Belgium - Maps - 1861<<<Netherlands - Maps - 1861
Authors: Johnston, Alexander Keith, 1804-1871 -- W. & A.K. Johnston Limited -- William Blackwood and Sons -- Johnston, Alexander Keith, 1804-1871. The Royal atlas of modern geography ... (1861) 1 map : col. ; 58 x 43 cm.
Partly hand colored.
Running title: Keith Johnston’s general atlas.
In: Johnston, Alexander Keith. The Royal atlas of modern geography : exhibiting, in a series of entirely original and authentic maps ... (Edinburgh and London : William Blackwood and Sons, 1861), map 16.
oversize G 10 .456, map 16 (PrCt)

12198 Belgium - Maps - 1869<<<Netherlands - Maps - 1869
Belgium and Holland. Koblenz ; London ; Paris : K. Baedeker ; Williams & Norgate ; Haar & Steinert, 1869.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Williams & Norgate -- Haar & Steinert (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 3 maps, 13 city plans 1st ed.
Condition: Fair.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

12199 Belgium - Maps - 1871<<<Netherlands - Maps - 1871
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 4 maps, 13 city plans 2nd ed.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

12200 Belgium - Maps - 1873<<<Netherlands - Maps - 1873
2e éd. / contenant 3 cartes et 14 plans.
1 map in pocket (75 x 58 cm., folded to 14 x 8 cm.)
Advertisements: 116 p. at end.
Includes index.
Series: Collection des guides Joanne. Guides diamant -- Guides diamant.
Owner’s signature: H.J. Verhoeven.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G847 Belgique (1873) (NLO)

12201 Belgium - Maps - 1874<<<Netherlands - Maps - 1874
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 6 maps, 14 city plans 3rd ed.
Condition: Fair.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

12202 Belgium - Maps - 1875<<<Netherlands - Maps - 1875
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 6 maps, 15 city plans 8th ed.
A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher, 1832-1990, no. F078. Includes advertising dated 1877 and priced in

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Maps - 1885

Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 12 maps, 20 city plans
8th ed.
A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher, 1832-1990, no. E188.
Includes advertising dated 1885 and priced in marks.
Condition: Fair.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

12211 Belgium - Maps - 1887<<>>Netherlands - Maps - 1887<<>>Benelux countries - Maps 1887

Belgium and the Netherlands. [Chicago : George F. Cram, 1887].
Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928. Cram's standard American atlas of the world (1887) 1 map : col. ; 39 x 27 cm. 'Engraved expressly for the Standard World Atlas.'
Case oversize G1019 .G455 1887, p. 264 (PrCt)

12212 Belgium - Maps - 1888<<>>Netherlands - Maps - 1888

Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm)
1 v. : 32 plates
9th ed.
A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher, 1832-1990, no. E188.
G 46.06 (NLO)

12213 Belgium - Maps - 1888<<>>Netherlands - Maps - 1888

Belgium and Holland. Leipzig ; London : K. Baedeker ; Dulau, 1888.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Dulau & Co.
1 v. : 12 maps, 20 city plans
9th ed.
A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher, 1832-1990, no. E188.
Includes advertising dated 1888 and priced in marks.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

12214 Belgium - Maps - 1888<<>>Netherlands - Maps - 1888

Belgium and Holland. Leipzig ; London : K. Baedeker ; Dulau, 1888.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Dulau & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 12 maps, 20 city plans
9th ed.
A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher, 1832-1990, no. E188.
Includes advertising dated 1890 and priced in marks.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

12215 Belgium - Maps - 1891<<>>Netherlands - Maps - 1891

Belgium and Holland. Leipzig ; London : K. Baedeker ; Dulau, 1891.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Dulau & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 13 maps, 20 city plans
10th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1893 and priced in marks.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

12216 Belgium - Maps - 1891<<>>Netherlands - Maps - 1891

Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 13 maps, 20 city plans
10th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1893 and priced in marks.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

12217 Belgium - Maps - 1894<<>>Netherlands - Maps - 1894

Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm)
1 v. : 34 plates
11th ed.
G 46.0602 (NLO)

12218 Belgium - Maps - 1894<<>>Netherlands - Maps - 1894

Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
Belgium - Maps - 1894

Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 13 maps, 21 city plans
15th ed.
A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher, 1832-1900, no. F085.
Includes advertising dated 1895 and priced in dollars.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Belgium - Maps - 1897

Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 14 maps, 21 city plans
12th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1898 and priced in dollars.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Belgium - Maps - 1897

Authors: Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- Black's guide books -- Black, C. B. (Charles Bertram), d. 1906 -- Bartholomew, John, 1805-1861 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
xxxii, 228, [8], 7 p., [20] leaves of plates (some folded): ill., 19 col. maps (some folded), 4 plans ; 18 cm.
4th ed.
Maps by J. Bartholomew.
Includes index.
Series: Black's guide books.
Series statement from publisher advertisements.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .B55 Belgium (1897) (NLO)

Belgium - Maps - 1897

Cities of Belgium. London : Grant Richards, 1897.
Authors: Allen, Grant, 1848-1899 -- Grant Allen's historical guides -- Grant Richards Ltd. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Richards (Grant) Ltd. SEE Grant Richards Ltd.
230 p. : maps ; 17 cm.
Includes index.
Series: Grant Allen's historical guides
Former owner: Miss H.B.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 03022963
Baskes DH416 .A45 1897 (NLO)

Belgium - Maps - 1897

Belgium and Holland. Leipzig : K. Baedeker ; Dulau, 1897.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Dulau & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 14 maps, 21 city plans
19th ed.
A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher, 1832-1900, no. F085.
Includes advertising priced in dollars.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Belgium - Maps - 1897

Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Dulau & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 14 maps, 21 city plans
12th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1898 and priced in dollars.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 14 maps, 22 city plans
13th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1901 and priced in dollars.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Belgium - Maps - 1900<<<>>Netherlands - Maps - 1900<<<>>Luxembourg - Maps - 1900
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 14 maps, 22 city plans
22nd ed.
Includes advertising dated 1901 and priced in dollars.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Belgium - Maps - 1901<<<>>Netherlands - Maps - 1901
Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Fiedler, Otto -- Kraatz, Leopold -- Goldschmidt, Albert -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
v, 300 p., [7] folded leaves of plates : 10 maps (some col., some folded) ; 16 cm.
8. Aufl. / neu bearb. von O. Fiedler.'Mit zehn Karten.'
Maps lithographed by Leopold Kraatz.
Folded map in pocket.
Includes index.
Series: Griebens Reisebücher ; Bd. 22
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 22 (1901) (NLO)

Belgium - Maps - 1901<<<>>Netherlands - Maps - 1901
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 14 maps, 22 city plans
13th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1901 and priced in dollars.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Belgium - Maps - 1905<<<>>Netherlands - Maps - 1905
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm)
1 v. : 35 plates
14th ed.
G 46.061 (NLO)

Belgium - Maps - 1905<<<>>Netherlands - Maps - 1905
Belgium and Holland. Leipzig ; London ; New York : K. Baedeker ; Dulau ; Scribner's, 1905.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Dulau & Co.
-- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 15 maps, 30 city plans
14th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1905 and priced in dollars.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Belgium - Maps - 1905
Belgium and Holland. Leipzig ; London ; New York : K. Baedeker ; Dulau ; Scribner's, 1905.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Dulau & Co.
-- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 15 maps, 30 city plans
14th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1905 and priced in dollars.
Condition: Fair.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Belgium - Maps - 1905
Belgium and Holland. Leipzig ; London ; New York : K. Baedeker ; T. Fisher Unwin ; Scribner's, 1905.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- T. Fisher Unwin (Firm) -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 15 maps, 30 city plans
14th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1907 and priced in dollars.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Belgium - Maps - 1906
Guide to Belgium : including the Ardennes and Luxembourg : with map of Belgium and plans of Brussels, Antwerp, Ostend, Bruges, Ghent, Liège, Luxembourg, Spa and environs, the river

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
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12247  Belgium - Maps - 1910>>>Netherlands - Maps - 1910
Belgium and Holland. Leipzig ; London ; New York : K. Baedeker ; T. Fisher Unwin ; Scribner's, 1910.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- T. Fisher Unwin (Firm) -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 19 maps, 45 city plans
15th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1914 and priced in dollars.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

12248  Belgium - Maps - 1910>>>Netherlands - Maps - 1910
Belgium and Holland. Leipzig ; London ; New York : K. Baedeker ; T. Fisher Unwin ; Scribner's, 1910.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- T. Fisher Unwin (Firm) -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 19 maps, 45 city plans
15th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1923.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

12249  Belgium - Maps - 1910>>>Netherlands - Maps - 1910
Belgium and Holland. Leipzig ; London ; New York : K. Baedeker ; T. Fisher Unwin ; Scribner's, 1910.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- T. Fisher Unwin (Firm) -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 19 maps, 45 city plans
15th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1923 and priced in shillings.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

12250  Belgium - Maps - 1910>>>Luxembourg - Maps - 1910
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 19 maps, 44 city plans
24th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1911 and priced in marks.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

12251  Belgium - Maps - 1913
Authors: Conty, Henry-A. de (Henry-Alexis), 1828-1896 -- Guides pratiques Conty -- Cuénot, A. -- Tropé, Henri -- Guides Conty (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. (various pagings) : 48 maps and plans (some folded, some col.) ; 15 cm.
13e éd.
"48 cartes et plans."
Imperfect; lacking folded map in pocket.
Maps by A. Cuénot and H. Tropé.
Advertisements: 140, 72 p. at end.
Includes special section on the Exposition universelle et internationale de Gand, April-November 1913.
Includes index.
Series: Guides pratiques Conty
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes DH416.B45 1913 (NLO)

12252  Belgium - Maps - 1914>>>Netherlands - Maps - 1914
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 19 maps, 44 city plans
25th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1914 and priced in marks.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

12253  Belgium - Maps - 1920
xii, 210 p., [32] leaves of plates: 32 col. plates, 1 fold map ; 23 cm.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Printed at The Complete Press, West Norwood, London.
Includes index.
Formerly owned by Julie Baskes.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes G153 .B54 Belgium (1920) (NLO)**

Ixxx, 368 p. : 60 maps and plans (part fold.) ; 16 cm.
Spine title: Muirhead’s Belgium and the western front
Maps by McLagan & Cumming and L. Hermann; printed by Dufrénoy.
Includes bibliographical references (p.lxvii-lxviii) and indexes.
Series: The blue guides -- Blue guide.
Laid in: Ward, Lock & Co.’s plan of the city of Brussels (folded map); bookmark from Eagle, Star & British Dominions Insurance Company Ltd.
Owner’s signatures: H. P[?], 1923; Herbert Braid. Owner’s stamp: University of Bristol.
Bookplate: Ex Libris Universitatis Bristoliensis, crossed out with ms. note: Removed 18/9/56. Label with shelf mark: C474d.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copy: G 465 .6
LC Card Number: 20027476

**Baskes G153 .W3 Belgium (1921) (NLO)**

Authors: Brussels. Institut topographiques de Belgique -- Brussels. Institute géographique militaire
1 atlas (28 maps) ; 44 x 51 cm.
Binder’s title.
Size varies slightly.
Feuille 1-26, with feuilles 17 bis and 21 bis.
Feuille 23, 25 and 26 are reprints of the maps off 1912.
Scale not given.
Includes index map: Tableau d’assemblage de la carte de Belgique.
Cf. Phillips 2877.

**G 10465 .12 (NLO)**

**12257** Belgium - Maps - 1924
Ixxvii, 244 p., [20], 48 p. of plates : maps, plans ; 16 cm.
2nd ed.
Imperfect: missing all leaves of plates except map of Tournai.
Spine title: Muirhead’s Belgium
‘33 maps and plans.’
Maps printed by Dufrénoy.
Map on endpapers.
Includes bibliographical references (p. lix-lx) and index.
Series: The blue guides ; Blue guide.
Owner’s inscription: Erikson I-Xmas 1927.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 25010205

---

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Baskes G153 .B58 Belgium (1924) (NLO)

Handbook to Belgium : with maps of Belgium, the western front, and the Ypres Salient, plans of Brussels, Antwerp, Ostend, Bruges, Ghent, Liège, Malines, Namur, Spa and environs, Luxembourg, the river Meuse, etc. : sixty illustrations. London : Ward, Lock & Co., [1927?].
Authors: Ward, Lock and Company, Ltd. -- Ward, Lock & Co.'s continental handbooks -- Ward Lock guides -- John Bartholomew and Son -- Butler & Tanner Ltd. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
320 p., [30], 48 p. of plates : ill., 17 col. maps (chiefly folded) ; 17 cm.
Cover title: Belgium
Maps by John Bartholomew and Son.
Printed by Butler & Tanner.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 45050020
Baskes G153 .W3 Belgium (1927) (NLO)

12259 Belgium - Maps - 1928<>Luxembourg - Maps - 1928
Belgique & Luxembourg. Leipzig ; Paris : K. Baedeker ; Depôt Général pour la France ; Agence Générale de Libraire et des publications, 1928.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Depôt Général pour la France -- Agence Générale de Libraire et des publications -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 14 maps, 28 city plans
20th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1928.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

12260 Belgium - Maps - 1929
Authors: Elston, Roy -- Thomas Cook Ltd. -- Cook's traveller's handbooks -- Cook's handbooks -- W. & A.K. Johnston Limited -- Simpkin and Marshall -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
xlv, 256 p., 4 leaves of plates (some folded) : 9 maps (some col., some folded), plans ; 17 cm.
Cover title: Cook's traveller's handbook, Belgium
Spine title: Belgium
Includes index.
Series: Cook's traveller's handbooks -- Cook's handbooks.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .C66 Belgium (1929) (NLO)

12261 Belgium - Maps - 1929<>Luxembourg - Maps - 1929
1 v. : 33 maps ; 16 cm.
3rd ed.
dw:prov:CaptJJOwen,Ord
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

12262 Belgium - Maps - 1929<>Luxembourg - Maps - 1929
1 v. : 33 maps ; 16 cm.
3rd ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

12263 Belgium - Maps - 1930<>Luxembourg - Maps - 1930
Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag -- Kraatz, Leopold -- Goldschmidt, Albert -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
16. Aufl. [16th ed.]
'Mit 14 Karten und 5 Grundrissen.'
Maps lithographed by Leopold Kraatz.
'Sucher,' for use with map, in pocket.
Advertisements: 7 p. at end.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Series: Grieben Reiseführer ; Bd. 22
Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 22 (1930) (NLO)

12264 Belgium - Maps - 1930<>Luxembourg - Maps - 1930
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)
Belgium - Maps - 1930
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm)
1 v. : 43 plates
16th ed.
G 465.06 (NLO)

Belgium - Maps - 1935
Belgium and Luxembourg. Leipzig ; London ; New York : K. Baedeker ; George Allen & Unwin ; Scribner’s, 1931.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- George Allen & Unwin -- Charles Scribner’s Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 15 maps, 28 city plans
16th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1931 and priced in shillings.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Belgium - Maps - 1932
Authors: Little guides -- Andrews, Claude Evrard Aldington -- John Bartholomew and Son -- Methuen & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
xii, 307 p., [25] leaves of plates (some folded) : ill., 2 maps (some folded, some col.) ; 16 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 299-300) and index.
With 24 illustrations and two maps.
Map on lining papers.
Series: Little guides
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 32013691
Baskes G153 .L58 Belgium (1932) (NLO)

Belgium - Maps - 1935
Belgium on £10 : with Luxembourg / by Sydney A. Clark; illustrated by Edward C. Caswell.
Authors: Clark, Sydney, 1890-1975 -- Ten pound series -- Caswell, Edward C. -- Nicholson & Watson (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
182 p. : ill., folded map ; 17 cm.
[1st ed.?]
Series: Ten Pound Series
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .T4 Belgium (1935) (NLO)
Belgium - Maps - 1950
Authors: Rousseau, André, 1912- -- Nagel Publishers -- Nagel’s guide-books -- Nagel travel guide series -- Bonnafoux, Lucien -- Hachette (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Maps by Librarie Hachette and Lucien Bonnafoux.
Map on front endpapers.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .N34 Belgium (1950) (NLO)

Belgium - Maps - 1953
Authors: Rousseau, André, 1912- -- Guides bleus -- Delachaux, F. H. -- Institut géographique militaire (Belgium) -- Dufrénoy (Firm) -- Brodard et Taupin -- Hachette (Firm) -- Teichmann, O. E. -- Armour Research Foundation (U.S.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Map of Région de l’Yser (p. 115) by F.H. Delachaux, dated 1905.
Printed by Brodard et Taupin; maps printed by Dufrénoy.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [lxvi]-lxviii) and index.
Series: Guides bleus.
Owner’s inscription: O. E. Teichmann, c/o Armour Research Foundation ...
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Colored map and publisher’s advertisement on lining papers.
LC Card Number: 53029990
Baskes G153 .G84 Belgique (1953) (NLO)

Belgium - Maps - 1957
Authors: Rousseau, André, 1912- -- Paroot, Magdelaine, 1909- -- Rousseau, André, 1912- -- Guides bleus -- Hachette (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Ixxxvi, 580 p. : 40 maps and plans (some folded, some col.) ; 17 cm.
[6e ed. / établie par Magdelaine Paroot et André Rousseau].
Cover title: Belgique, Luxembourg
Includes bibliographical references (p. [lxix]-lxxiii) and index.
Map on endpaper.
Series: Guides bleus
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 58044967
Baskes G153 .G84 Belgique (1958) (NLO)

Belgium - Maps - 1958
Authors: Paroot, Magdelaine, 1909- -- Rousseau, André, 1912- -- Guides bleus -- Hachette (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Spine title: Bruxelles
Printed by Brodard-Taupin; maps printed by Michard.
Map of Waterloo (p. 101) by F.H. Delachaux, dated 1905.
Includes index.
Series: Guides bleus illustrés.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Belgium - Maps - 1959
Belgium and Luxembourg - Maps - 1959
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Baedeker Stuttgart -- George Allen & Unwin -- Macmillan & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 22 plates
Includes advertising dated 1959 and priced in

1st ed.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)
12277 Belgium - Maps - 1963>>>Luxembourg - Maps - 1963

Authors: Muirhead, Findlay, 1860-1935 -- Blue guide -- John Bartholomew & Co. -- Ernest Benn Ltd. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 24 map plates
4th ed.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)** (PrCt)


Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Baedeker Stuttgart -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 22 plates
3rd ed.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)** (PrCt)


Authors: Fodor's travel guides -- Fodor's Travel Publications, Inc. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)** (PrCt)


Authors: Parisot, Magdelaine, 1909- -- Guides bleus -- Hachette (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
730 p. : 34 maps and plans (some folded, some col.) ; 17 cm.
[8. éd. / établie par Magdelaine Parisot].
Map on endpaper.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [87]-92) and index.
Series: Guides bleus

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
**Baskes G153 .G84 Belgique (1971) (NLO)**


Authors: Tomes, John -- Blue guide -- Flower, John, 1929- -- Ernest Benn Ltd. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Benn (Ernest) Ltd. SEE Ernest Benn Ltd.
336 p., 8 p. of plates : 30 maps (chiefly col., some folded) ; 20 cm.
5th ed.
'With maps, plans and atlas.'
Maps by John Flower.
Includes indexes.
Series: The blue guides -- Blue guide.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
**Baskes G153 .B58 Belgium Luxembourg (1977) (NLO)**


Authors: Guides verts Michelin -- Michelin green guides -- Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Harris, Chauncy D. (Chauncy Dennison), 1914-2003 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
191 p. : ill. (some col.), 57 col. maps, col. plans ; 26 x 12 cm.
"1981-82."
Cover title.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 186) and index.
Former owner's signature: Chauncy D. Harris.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

12283 Belgium - Maps - 1993

Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Automobile Association (Great Britain) -- Macmillan Travel -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 53 plates
1st ed.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Introduction signed: F. van Ortroy.
Formerly folio Z6028 .A61 1926a
Map Ref folio Z6028 .A61 1926a (NLO)

12290 Belgium - Pictorial works - 1552 - Woodcuts
[Unidentified river view in Belgium]. [Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552].
Authors: Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552. Cosmographiae universalis ... (1552) -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 view : woodcut ; 6 x 14 cm., on sheet 32 x 21 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Added letterpress title above woodcut: De magnitudine & fertilitate Frandriae
In: Münster, Sebastian. Cosmographiae universalis ... (Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552), p. 118.
 Possibly an inaccurate view, since some of the woodcuts in this volume were used for more than one town.
VAULT folio Ayer 7 .M8 1552, p. 118 (PrCt)

12291 Belgium, Southern - Maps - 1740 - Limbourg (Belgium) - Maps - 1740 - Liège (Belgium) - Maps - 1740 - Namur (Belgium) - Maps - 1740 L’Eveche et l’etat de Liege ... Augsburg : Matthieu Seutter, [ca. 1740]?
Authors: Lotter, Tobias Conrad, 1717-1777 -- Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756 -- Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756. [A Collection of Seutter maps] [1726-1773]
1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 58 cm. 'Tob. Con. Lotter, Sculps.' Forms part of a made-to-order composite atlas chiefly comprised of undated maps issued ca. 1734-ca. 1744.
Case oversize G 1007 .81 pl. [55] (PrCt)

12292 Belgrade (Serbia) - History - Siege, 1522 - Maps - Belgrade (Serbia) - Pictorial works - 1522 - Griechisch Weisenburg SEE Belgrade (Serbia)
Alhie is abkungerfet das Schlos kriechisch weysenburk, uff das Stetleyen, in aller form un[d] geschickligkeyt, wie es dann yetzundt im September des 1521 jar der Türkisch keyser ... eyngeant wort haben ... [Munich : H. Schmidt, 1930?].
Authors: Beham, Hans Sebald, 1500-1550 -- Resch, Wolfgang -- Newberry Library. John M. Wing Foundation 1 view ; 28 x 39 cm.
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.
Wing oversize facsimile ZX 5471 .001, no. 290 (PrCt)

12293 Belgrade (Serbia) - History - Siege, 1688 - Maps - Belgrade (Serbia) - Pictorial works - 1688 - Pictorial works - Cartography - Serbia - Belgrade - History - 1688 - Gump, Johann Baptist, 1651-1728
La Fortezza e la città di Belgrado ... [1778].
Authors: Gump, Johann Baptiste, 1651-1728 -- Wining, Michael, 1645-1718 -- Maximilian Emannel, elector of Bavaria, 1662-1726 -- Skalamera, Zeljko. [Belgrade in the year 1688 according to the map by Johann Baptist Gump : in Serbian] (1787)
1 map ; 72 x 104 cm., folded in portfolio 36 x 27 cm. + notes (4 p. : ill., map ; 36 cm.)
Added title: Beograd na planu iz 1688 godine. Facsimile of original published Munich, ca. 1688. Accompanied by notes: Skalamera, Zeljko. [Belgrade in the year 1688 according to the map by Johann Baptist Gump : in Serbian] Summaries in English, German, Russian; shelved as Map1F G6844.B5 1688 G8 1978 text 356
map1F G6844.B5 1688 G8 1978 (PrCt)

12294 Belgrade (Serbia) - Maps - 1689 - Pictorial works
Authors: Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1720 -- Padoani, Domenico, fl. 1689 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718. Citta, fortezze, isole, e porti principale dell' Europa ... (1689) 1 map : 13 x 17 cm.
In: Coronelli, Vincenzo. Citta, fortezze, isole, e porti principale dell' Europa, in pianti, et in eluazione, descritte, e publicate ad uss dell' Academia cosmografica degli argonauti ([Venice] : Domenico Padoani, 1689) pl. [35]. Engraved plate '33.' One of four plates printed on same sheet, opening [35].
VAULT folio Ayer 135 .C8 1689 pl. 35 (PrCt)

12295 Belgrade (Serbia) - Maps - 1696 - Fortification Belgrade ville forte, capitale de la Rascie, dans la province de Servie ... Paris : De Fer, [1696].
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, Emmanel, elector of Bavaria, 1662-1726 -- Skalamera, Zeljko. [Belgrade in the year 1688 according to the map by Johann Baptist Gump : in Serbian] Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes; avec leurs fortifications ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, 1695-1696) pt. 8, map [169].
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Manuscript '20' at upper right.

Case folio U 26. 293 pt. 8, map [169] (PrCt)

12296 Belgrade (Serbia) - Maps - 1713 - Fortification
Belgrade, ville forte capitale de la Rascie ... Paris : De Fer, [1713?].
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Introduction à la fortification ... [1713?]
1 map ; 15 x 25 cm.
In: Fer, Nicolas de. Introduction à la fortification ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, [1713?]) map [166].
Map dated 1705.
For later state of this map, with engraved plate number, see Case folio U 26 .292.
For earlier version of this map, engraved on different plate, see Case folio U 26 .293.

Case oversize U 26. 2919 map [166] (PrCt)

12297 Belgrade (Serbia) - Pictorial works - 1552 - Kriechisch Wyssenburg (Serbia)
SEE Belgrade (Serbia) - Wyssenburg (Serbia) - Woodcuts
Kriechisch Wyssenburg. [Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552].
Authors: Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552. Cosmographiae uniwersalis ... (1552) -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : woodcut ; 12 x 16 cm., on sheet 32 x 21 cm.
Added letterpress title above woodcut: Alba Graecia qvae & Belgradum & Taurunum ....
In: Münster, Sebastian. Cosmographiae uniwersalis ... (Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552), p. 869.
References: Mickwitz and Miekkavaara, A.E. Nordenskiöld collection in the Helsinki University Library (1979-1995), v. 2, p. 82.

VAULT folio Ayer 7 .M8 1552, p. 869 (PrCt)

12298 Belgium - Maps - 1710
Belgi pars meridionalis cum occidentalibus
Germaniae et septentrionibus Franciae ... Amst. Bat. [i.e. Amsterdam] : Nicolaum Visscher [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher, 1710?].
Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Visscher, Elizabeth, fl. 1702-1726 -- Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702. Atlas minor ... [1710?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 45 x 53 cm.
Letterpress indexes on verso.
In: Visscher, Nicolaes. Atlas minor ... (Amstelaedami [Amsterdam] : ex officina Nicolai Visscher [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher], [1710?]) map [50].
Manuscript '52' in upper right.

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .V8 1700 map [50] (PrCt)

12299 Belize - Maps - 1959 - British Honduras
SEE Belize - Honduras, British SEE Belize
2 v. : 15 maps ; 247 x 158 mm.
ResearchPub#24
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

12300 Belknap County (N.H.) - Maps - 1859 - Landowners<<Counts - Maps<<Landowners - Maps
Authors: Woodford, E.M. -- Smith & Peavey -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 6 parts; 4 are 17 x 26 in. each and 2 are 19 x26 in. each. Scale: 1:39,600.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps: Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps

Microfiche 583, no. 423 (PrCt)

12301 Belknap County (N.H.) - Maps - 1860 - Landowners<<Counts - Maps<<Landowners - Maps
Authors: Woodford, E.M. -- Smith & Peavey -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps: Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps

Microfiche 583, no. 424 (PrCt)

12302 Bell County (Tex.) - Maps - 1879 - Landowners<<Counts - Maps<<Landowners - Maps
Authors: Texas. General Land Office -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 23 x 28 in. Scale: 1:133,320.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Belle-Garde (France) - Maps - 1695 - Fortification<<>>Pyrenees-Orientales - Maps - 1695 - Fortification<<>>-Roussillon (France - Province) - Maps - 1695 - Fortification Belle-Garde est une petite place forte du comté de Roussillon au Roy. [Paris : De Fer, 1695]. Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes -- avec leurs fortifications ... (1695-1696) 1 map ; 23 x 29 cm.

In: Fer, Nicolas de. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes; avec leurs fortifications ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, 1695-1696) pt. 6, map [121].

Manuscript "(21)" at upper right.

Case folio U 26. 293 pt. 6, map [121] (Pr.Ct)

Belle-Ile-En-Mer (France) - Maps - 1695 Marquisat et gouvernement de Bell'Isle ... [Paris : De Fer, 1695].

Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes -- avec leurs fortifications ... (1695-1696) 1 map ; 22 x 29 cm.

In: Fer, Nicolas de. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes; avec leurs fortifications ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, 1695-1696) pt. 3, map [44].

Manuscript "(11)" at upper right.

Case folio U 26. 293 pt. 3, map [44] (Pr.Ct)
Marquisat et gouvernement de Bell-Ile ... Paris : De Fer, [1713?].
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Introduction à la fortification ... [1713?]
1 map ; 21 x 29 cm.
In: Fer, Nicolas de. Introduction à la fortification ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, [1713?]) map [12].
Map dated 1705.
For later version of this map, with engraved plate number, see Case folio U 26 .292.
For earlier version of this map, engraved on different plate, see Case folio U 26 .293.
Case oversize U 26 .2919 map [12] (PrCt)

12311 Belle-Ile-En-Mer (France) - Maps - 1793
Belle-Ile divided into parishes. London : W. Faden, 1793.
Authors: Faden, William, 1749-1836 -- Faden, William, 1749-1836. Le Petit Neptune français -- or, French coating pilot for the coast of Flanders Channel Bay of Biscay and Mediterranean 1793 1 map ; 21 x 31 cm.
In: Faden, William. Le Petit Neptune français; or, French coating pilot, for the coast of Flanders, Channel, Bay of Biscay, and Mediterranean ... (London : W. Faden, 1793). 'Plate XVI.'
map4C123 pl. 16 (PrCt)


A Chart of the Straights of Bellisle with part of the coast of Newfoundland and Labrador from actual surveys / published by permission of the... Admiralty and taken in 1766, by James Cook ... and by Michael Lane in 1769. London : Laurie & Whittle, 53 Fleet Street, 12th May 1794.
Authors: Cook, James, 1728-1779 -- Lane, Michael, fl. 1768-1784 -- Great Britain. Admiralty -- Laurie & Whittle -- Laurie & Whittle. The North American pilot for Newfoundland, Labrador, the Gulf and River St. Laurence ... (1794) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 61 x 111 cm., on composite sheet 65 x 115 cm.

Oriented with north at upper right.
Insets (12 x 24 cm. and smaller): Bradore Harbour -- Red Bay -- Old Ferolle Harbour -- [Quirpon Island] -- York, or Chateaux Bay -- Croque Harbour.
Printed from 2 plates on 2 sheets.
In: Robert Laurie and James Whittle. The North American pilot for Newfoundland, Labrador, the Gulf and River St. Laurence ... (London : Printed and published by Robert Laurie and James Whittle ... successors to the late Mr. Robert Sayer, 1794), map 17.
Printed plate no. "XVII" at upper right ; "17" on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1186.P5 .C6 1794, map 17 (PrCt)

12313 Beller, Jean, 1526-1595. Brevis Exactaq[ue] Totius Novi Orbis, 1554
The Enigma of the Jean Bellère maps of the New World (1554) : a historical note. 1993.
BHC 1745
Vert 1327 (PrCt)

12314 Bellin, Jacques Nicolas, 1703-1772
Authors: Garant, Jean Marc vi, 236, [1] leaves ; 28 cm. & portfolio Thesis (M.A.) - Université de Montréal Bibliography: leaves 219-236.
folio GA863 .B4 G3 (NLO)

12315 Bellin, Jacques-Nicolas, 1703-1772
Authors: Pastoureau, Mireille From Yale University Library Gazette 68, nos. 1-2. (October, 1993): 65-69..
Also xerox copy; 28cm..
BHC 1719
Vert 1302 (PrCt)

12316 Bellin, Jacques Nicolas, 1703-1772. Partie Occidentale de la Nouvelle France - Newberry Library - Map Collections
Inventory of states of Bellin's 'Partie occidentale de la Nouvelle France'. [198-?].
Authors: Newberry Library. Map Section 2 manuscript pages
Vert 461 (PrCt)

12317 Bellin, Jacques Nicolas, 1703-1772. Partie Orientale Du Canada, 1745 & 1755

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
The Marble cave of the Indian genius. [Ottawa, 1975].
Authors: Drolet, Jean-Paul
10 leaves : map ; 28 cm.
On the identification of a cave shown on Bellin's map.
BHC 1239
Vert 863 (PrCt)

Authors: Drolet, Jean-Paul
10 leaves : map ; 28 cm.
On the identification of a cave shown on Bellin's map.
BHC 1239
Vert 863 (PrCt)

Authors: Great Britain. Hydrographic Office -- Day, Archibald -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; col. ; 64 x 98 cm.
"Published at the Admiralty 12th Nov. 1954, under the superintendence of Vice-Admiral Sir Archibald Day ... Hydrographer. New editions 5th July 1957."
'Natural scale 1/500,000 (lat. 67°).'
'Printing proof with paste-on notice: 'Note: In addition to any coloured areas shown on this chart, corrections have been made as follows ...'.
In upper right: 186.57.
Fitzgerald polar map 279 (PrCt)

12320 Belluno (Italy : Province) - Maps - 1725 Le Cadore. Amsterdam, [ca. 1725].
Authors: Blaeu, Joan, 1596-1673 -- Covens et Mortier -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:183
1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 48 cm.
2148
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6713.V4:3B4 1725 C6 (PrCt)

12321 Belluno (Italy : Province) - Maps - 1725 Le Bellunese et le Feltrino. Amsterdam, [ca. 1725].
Authors: Covens et Mortier -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:184
1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 48 cm.
2164
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6713.V4:3B4 1725 B6 (PrCt)

12322 Belluno (Italy : Province) - Maps - 1777 Le Bellunése, le Feltrin, et le Cadorin dressé les meilleures cartes. À Venise [ Venice ] : par P. Santini ; chez Mr. Remondini, 1777.
Authors: Santini, P. -- Remondini, Giuseppe Antonio, 1747-1811 -- Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (1784 [i.e. 1807?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 54 x 46 cm.
In: Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (Venice : par P. Santini, rue Ste. Justine, chez M. Remondini, 1784 [i.e. 1807?]), v. 2, no. "P. II. 14"
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015.S4 1807, v. 2, no. 14 (PrCt)

"Assistant, E.W. Dixon; assistants, J.H. Hall, A.Y. Peck."
Scale (1:31,680). 2 in. to 1 mile.
Unnumbered final section includes folded leaf with 1870-1880 U.S. census data on one side and an 1885 map of Nebraska on the reverse.
"List of patrons for the atlas" (p. 65-67) includes information on early settlers.
LC Card Number: 85675185
oversize G1398.B4 L37 1888 (NLO)

12324 Beloit (Wis.) - Pictorial works - 1857 Beloit, Wisconsin, from the Illinois side / Miller. [Chicago : J. Gager and Co. for Chicago Mechanics' Institute, 1857].
Authors: Miller, fi. 1857 -- Chicago magazine : the West as it is / Miller, fl. 1857 - Chicago magazine : the West as it is (1857) -- Gager, John, 19th cent. -- Chicago Mechanics' Institute -- Rudy Lamont Ruggles Collection (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : 7 x 13 cm., on sheet 15 x 24 cm.
In Chicago magazine : the West as it is ([Chicago : J. Gager and Co. for Chicago Mechanics' Institute], 1857) v. 1 no. 2 (April 1857) p. 152
Descriptive and historical notes in bottom margin. Scattered issues of this periodical include assorted views and maps; some are cataloged separately.
Duplicate copies: VAULT Ruggles 58 -- VAULT
Bemidji Region (Minn.) - 1930 - Road maps
Bemidji Region (Minn.) - 1930 - Road maps
Pictorial maps
Pictorial maps - Beltrami County (Minn.) - Maps
- 1930 - Road maps
- Pictorial maps
- Pictorial maps - Beltrami County (Minn.) - 1930 - Road maps
- Pictorial maps
Road maps
Road maps - Counties - Maps
Pictorial maps
- Bemidji, Minnesota : attractively located in the heart of Minnesota's Ten Thousand Lakes region / EJB April 1931. [Bemidji, Minn.? Bemidji Civic & Commerce Association?., 1931.
Authors: Bemidji Civic & Commerce Association (Bemidji, Minn.) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : col. ; 53 x 34 cm.
"For information ... address Secretary, Bemidji Civic & Commerce Association ..."
Map on verso: (43 x 32 cm.): [Lake Bemidji and surrounding area].
Previously bound with a collection of pictorial maps in binders labeled “Points of Interest.”
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 192.12 (PrCt)

Belot (Wis.) - Pictorial works - 1857
Belot, Wisconsin. (See note at foot of page 74) / Brandon.Pag [?]. [Chicago : J. Gager and Co. for Chicago Mechanics' Institute, 1857].
Authors: Pag, Brandon -- Chicago magazine : the West as it is (1857) -- Gager, John, 19th cent. -- Chicago Mechanics' Institute -- Rudy Lamont Ruggles Collection (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 view : 7 x 13 cm., on sheet 15 x 24 cm.
Transcription of engraver's name uncertain.
In: Chicago magazine : the West as it is ((Chicago : J. Gager and Co. for Chicago Mechanics' Institute], 1857), v. 1 no. 1 (March 1857) p. [77]
Scattered issues of this periodical include assorted views and maps; some are cataloged separately.
Duplicate copies: VAULT Ruggles 58 -- VAULT Ayer 1 .C5 1857
Entire periodical reproduced on the University of Michigan's Making of America website (accessed Dec. 2007):
http://quod.lib.umich.edu/cgi/t/text/pageviewer-idx?
c=moa;cc=moa;rgn=full%20text;idno=akf4278.001.001;didno=akf4278.0001.001;view=image;seq=152;page=root:size=s;frm=frameset
VAULT Ruggles 59, v. 1, no. 2 (April 1857) p. 777

Belon, Pierre, 1517?-1564
Belon, Guillaume, 1507-1566
Salviani, Ippolito, 1514-1572
Gessner, Conrad, 1516-1565
Aldrovandi, Ulisse, 1522-1605
Giovio, Paolo, 1483-1552
Naturalists - Europe - History - 1500-1599
L 007 .42, v. 22, p. 21-40 (PrCt)

Benediktinerabtei Weingarten - Pictorial works - 1657
Weingarten (Ravensburg, Germany) - Pictorial works - 1657
Das Statlich Kloster Weingarten mit sampt dem marckt flecken Alltorff in Schwaben. [Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657].
Authors: Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664 -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664.
Urbium totius Germaniae superioris illustriorum clariorumque tabulae ...
Pars posterior [i.e. prior] (1567) -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Theatrum urbiun (1567)
1 view : hand col. ; 32 x 45 cm. Includes references 1-14.
Latin letterpress text on verso under title: AImorphivm.
In: Jansson, Jan. Urbium totius Germaniae superius illustrorium clariorumque tabulae ... 
Pars posterior [i.e. prior] 1567, [plate 3].
Issued in volume [2] of 8 in Jansson’s townbook atlases, collectively known as the Theatrum urbium (Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657).

12331 Benediktinerkloster Ellwangen - Pictorial works - 1552<<>>Ellwangen (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1552<<>>Elbuuanen monasterium SEE Benediktinerkloster Ellwangen-Elbuuanen (Germany) SEE Ellwangen (Germany) SEE <W>oodcuts [View of the Benedictine abbey at Ellwangen, Germany]. [Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552].
Authors: Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552. Cosmographiae uniuersalis ... (1552) -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library).
1 view : woodcut ; 6 x 8 cm., on sheet 32 x 21 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Added letterpress title above woodcut: Elbuuanen monasterium.
In: Münster, Sebastian. Cosmographiae uniuersalis ... (Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552), p. 573.
Possibly an inaccurate view, since some of the woodcuts in this volume were used for more than one town.
VAULT folio Ayer 7 .M8 1552, p. 573 (PrCt)

12332 Benelex countries - Maps - 1560<<>>Belgium - Maps - 1560<<>>Netherlands - Maps - 1560<<>>Low countries SEE Benelux countries<<>>Netherlands SEE ALSO Benelux countries SEE ALSO Belgium SEE ALSO Benelux countries SEE ALSO Luxemburg SEE ALSO Benelux countries
La Vera descrittione della Gallia Belgica.
[Venice? s.n., between 1560-1565].
Authors: Forlani, Paolo -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 281 x 371 mm. (neat line), 294 x 387 mm. (plate mark)
Attribution to Paolo Forlani and date of publication from Van der Heijden, Oude Kaarten der Nederlanden, 1548-1794, v.1, p. 144-145, plate 7.
Note to the reader in cartouche at upper right (9 lines total): Eccoui benigni lettori una ampla e copiosa discittione della Gallia Belgica .... Covers area roughly bounded by 48°50’-55° north and 0°-10° east.
Woodward 78. Tooley 136. b41
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Novacco 2F 82 (PrCt)

Authors: Danckerts, Justus, 1635-1701 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library).
1 atlas ([18] p., [1], 3-32 folded leaves of plates) : 31 maps (1 hand col.) ; 18 x 8 cm.
Probable publication date from Koeman and Shirley.
Later edition published in 1694 (Koeman, Dan 8).
Plate 25 in the Newberry’s copy has imprint date of 1694 and depicts a set of bar scales within an ornamental border adjacent to a map of a portion of Normandy. The material depicted does not correspond to that of position 25 on the general index map.
One general and 30 sectional maps of the Spanish Netherlands.
Scale [ca. 1:600,000].
Sectional maps measure 17 x 14 cm. unfolded. Bound in limp vellum.
Also published in Dutch and German. Cf. Koeman.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Koeman, C. Atlantes Neerlandici, Dan 7; Shirley, R. Maps in the atlases of the British Library, T. Dan-2a
VAULT Baskes G1851 .D36 1690 (NLO)

12334 Benelux countries - Bibliography
Authors: Bibliothèque royale de Belgique
v.
Designed to include all books printed in the Netherlands in the 15th and 16th centuries and the principal ones since, books published abroad by Belgian or Dutch authors, those about the Netherlands or printed by printers from the Netherlands.
Newberry holdings not verified.
Z 946 .08 (NLO)

12335 Benelux countries - Maps - 1570<->Netherlands - Maps - 1570<->Belgium - Maps - 1570

Coppenius (Aegidius Coppeniuse) -- Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598. Theatrum orbis terrarum (1570) -- Zynndt, Matthias, 1498-1586 SEE Zündt, Matthias, 1498-1586 -- Cythius, Matthias, 1498-1586 SEE Zündt, Matthias, 1498-1586 1 map ; 50 cm. in diam., on sheet 41 x 55 cm. Derived from earlier work by Matthias Zündt; see Karrow.

Oval map.
In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatra orbis terrarum (Antwerp : A.C. Diesth, 1570), [plate 14].
Oriented with north at upper right.
Engraved by Franz Hogenberg; see Karrow, p. 5.
Printed no. 14 and Latin letterpress text on verso beginning: Germania. Inferior. Exhibet haec tabula non totam ...

Duplicate copy: VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1570
VAULT Case oversize G 1007 .64, [plate 14] (Pr.Ct)

12337 Benelux countries - Maps - 1606<->Netherlands - Maps - 1606<->Belgium - Maps - 1606

Desciptio Germaniae inferioris. [London : John Norton, 1606].
Authors: Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598 -- Zündt, Matthias, 1498-1586 -- Norton, John, -1612 -- Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598. Theatrum orbis terrarum ... (1606) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 50 cm. in diam., on sheet 45 x 55 cm.
Oval map.
Derived from earlier work by Matthias Zündt; see Karrow.
Oriented with north at upper right.
Printed no. 34 and English letterpress text on verso beginning: Germanie on this side Rhene ...

In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatra orbis terrarum ... (London : J. Norton, 1606), [plate 34].
Digital image of a duplicate or variant edition available on Marcel P.R. van den Broecke's Cartographica Neerlandica website (accessed July 2012):
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1606, [plate 34] (Pr.Ct)

12336 Benelux countries - Maps - 1588<->Netherlands - Maps - 1588<->Belgium - Maps - 1588

Desciptio Germaniae inferioris. [Antwerp : Christophe Plantin, 1588].
1 map : hand col. ; 49 cm. in diam., on sheet 46 x 62 cm.
Derived from earlier work by Matthias Zündt; see Karrow.

Oval map.
In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatro de la tierra vuniversal (Antwerp : Christophe Plantin, 1588), [plate 30].
Oriented with north at upper right.
Printed no. 30 and Spanish letterpress text on verso beginning: Alemaña la baxa ...

Digital image of a duplicate or variant edition available on Marcel P.R. van den Broecke's Cartographica Neerlandica website (accessed Feb. 2012):
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1588, [plate 30] (Pr.Ct)

12338 Benelux countries - Maps - 1630

XVII Provinciarum inferioris Germaniae ... Amsterdam : C. J. Visscher excud., 1630.
Authors: Visscher, Claes Jansz., 1586 or 7-1652 -- Goos, Abraham -- Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 42 x 53 cm.
Oriented with north to right.
Manuscript ‘14’ at upper right.
For the ca. 1640 (?) edition of the map, which includes shading along the graticule border not present on this edition, see Visscher 109.
Forms part of the Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Koeman, C. Atlantes Neerlandici (1967-1985), v. 3, p. 159, Vis 1A, no. 4 and p. 177, no. 33.
Visscher 108 (Pr.Ct)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
12339 Benelux Countries - Maps - 1630-1639
Novus XVII inferioris Germaniae provinciarum typus. [Amsterdam : Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, 197-].
Authors: Blaeu, Willem Janszoon, 1571-1638 -- Ende, Josua van den, ca. 1584-ca. 1634 -- Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, Ltd.
1 map : col. ; 40 x 51 cm.
Facsimile of original published Amsterdam, [163-?].
M1007
map4F G5990 163- .B5 197- (PrCt)

12340 Benelux countries - Maps - 1640
XVII Provinciarum inferioris Germaniae ... Amsterdam : C. J. Visscher exccud., [ca. 1640-?].
Authors: Visscher, Claes Jansz., 1586 or 7 -- Goos, Abraham -- Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 42 x 53 cm.
Oriented with north to right.
Remnants of binding stub on verso.
Graticule border includes shading not present on the 1630 edition of the map; see Visscher 108.
Forms part of the Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Cf. Koeman, C. Atlantes Neerlandici (1697-1985), v. 3, p. 159, Vis 1A, no. 4 and p. 177, no. 33.
Visscher 109 (PrCt)

12341 Benelux countries - Maps - 1657-Netherlands - History - Wars of Independence, 1556-1648 - Maps - 1657
A Mappe of the Lowre Countrys / Robt. Vaughn sculp. [Cambridge : John Field, 1657].
Authors: Vaughn, Robert, 1597-1663 -- Vere, Francis, Sir, 1560-1609. The commentaries of Sr. Francis Vere (1657)
1 map ; 22 x 30 cm.
At upper right: Page 1st. b.
In: Vere, Francis, Sir. The commentaries of Sr. Francis Vere (Cambridge : Printed by John Field, 1657), before p. 1.
Duplicate copy: Case folio DH196 .V5 1657
Case folio F 4614 .937, before p. 1 (PrCt)

12345 Benelux Countries - Maps - 1692 - Names, Geographical-Names, Geographical - Benelux Countries - Maps - 1692-Gazetteers
Les Dix-sept provinces des Pays-Bas ... Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : H IailIot [i.e. P. Mortier], 1692 [i.e. 1696].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?--1712 -- Cordier, Louis, -1711 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. [Atlas nouveau contenant toutes les parties du monde ... ] (1696)
1 map : hand col. ; 84 x 54 cm.
Added title, upper margin: Les Pays-Bas, divisis en dix-sept provinces ....
Accompanied, on previous leaf, by: Table alphabetique de nomes de villes ... des Pays-Bas.
In: Sanson, Nicolas. [Atlas nouveau contenant toutes les parties du monde ... ] (Amsterdam : Pierre Mortier, 1696) v. 2, map [14].
Forms part of atlas published by P. Mortier in Amsterdam; chiefly comprised of maps bearing the counterfeit imprint of H. Jaillot in Paris.

**Case oversize G 1007 .78 v. 2, map [14] (PrCt)**

12346 Benelux Countries - Maps - 1695
Les dix-sept provinces des pays-bas distinguées suivant qu'elles sont possédées à present ...
Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : Hubert Jaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], [1695?].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. Atlas nouveau : contenant toutes les parties du monde (1692 [i.e. 1695?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 84 x 54 cm.
Added title, upper margin: Les pays-bas, divisés en dix-sept provinces, sçavoir les duchés de Brabant ...
In counterfeit edition of: Sanson, Nicolas. Atlas nouveau : contenant toutes les parties du monde (Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : H. Jaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], 1692 [i.e. 1695?]) pl. [33].
Map dated 1692.

**VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .S19 1692 pl. [33] (PrCt)**

12347 Benelux Countries - Maps - 1696
Authors: Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:M4
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 57 cm.
Added title: Belgi XVII Provintiarum universal tabula ... 1697.
3377
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**Sack map4F G5990 1696 .J3 (PrCt)**

12348 Benelux Countries - Maps - 1696
Provinces-Unies des Pays-Bas avec leurs acquisitions dans la Flandre ... Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : Alexis Hubert Iaillot [i.e. P. Mortier], [1696].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert. 1632?-1712 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. [Atlas nouveau contenant toutes les parties du monde ... ] (1696)
1 map : hand col.; 54 x 86 cm.
Added title, upper margin: Provinces-unies des Pays-Bas.sçavoir le duché de Gueldre ... .
In: Sanson, Nicolas. [Atlas nouveau contenant toutes les parties du monde ... ] (Amsterdam : Pierre Mortier, 1696) v. 1, map [1].
Forms part of atlas published by P. Mortier in Amsterdam; chiefly comprised of maps bearing the counterfeit imprint of H. Jaillot in Paris.

**Case oversize G 1007 .781 v. 1, map [1] (PrCt)**

12349 Benelux countries - Maps - 1700
Germaniae inferioris vulgo XVII Provinciarum novissima & accurassima editio . Amsterdam : Frederic de Wit, ca. 1700?.
Authors: La Feuille, Jacques de, 1668-1719 -- Wit, Frederik de -- Wit, Frederik de. Atlas [ca. 1700?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 50 x 59 cm.
In: Wit, Frederik de. Atlas (Amsterdam : bij Frederic de Wit in de Calverstraet bij den Dam inde Witte Paskaert. [ca. 1700?]) no. [103].

**VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .W8 A no. [103] (PrCt)**

12350 Benelux Countries - Maps - 1700
Tabula generalis totius Belgii qua Provinciae XVII Infer. Germaniae. Nuremberg, [ca. 1700].
Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663--1732 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III: M3
1 map : 47 x 56 cm.
3379
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
**Sack map4F G5990 1700 .H6 (PrCt)**

12351 Benelux countries - Maps - 1700<<>>Belgium - Maps - 1700
Belgium foederatum emendae auctum et novissima editio . Amsterdam : Fredrick de Wit, [ca. 1700?].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Wit, Frederik de. Atlas [ca. 1700?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 55 cm.
In: Wit, Frederik de. Atlas (Amsterdam : bij Frederic de Wit in de Calverstraet bij den Dam inde Witte Paskaert. [ca. 1700?]) no. [104].

**VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .W8 A no. [104] (PrCt)**

12352 Benelux Countries - Maps - 1701
The Spanish Netherlands. [London : T. Childe, 1701].
Authors: Moll, Herman, -1732 -- Childe, Timothy -- Moll, Herman, -1732. A System of geography -- or, A new & accurate description of the earth 1701
1 map ; 17 x 18 cm.
**Case folio G 117 .58 pt. 1, p. 125 (PrCt)**

12353 Benelux countries - Maps - 1702<<>>Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1702<<>>Engravings
Carte des Pays Bas Catholiques dressée sur un grand nombre de cartes particulières faites ... / par Guillaume De l'Isle ... A Paris : chez l'ateur sur le Quai de l'Horloge ..., MDCCII [1702].

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Benelux Countries - Maps - 1710


Ayer 135 .B6 pl. 18 (PrCt)

Benelux Countries - Maps - 1715

Belgium distributum in septemdecem provincias. Amsterdam, [ca. 1710]. Authors: Valck, G. (Gerard), 1651 or 2-1726 -- Valck, Leonard, 1675-1746 -- Johan Gabriel SacK Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:M2 1 map ; 57 x 48 cm. 3378

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Sack map4F G5990 1710 .V3 (PrCt)

Benelux Countries - Maps - 1713

Carte des XVII provinces des Pas-Bas. Paris, 1713. Authors: Inselin, C. -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:M1 1 map ; 65 x 81 cm. 3380

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Sack map6F G5990 1713 .J3 (PrCt)

Benelux countries - Maps - 1720

Les Provinces des Pays-Bas catholiques, vulgairement connus sous le nom de Flandre : scauoir les duchés de Brabant, de Limbourg, de Luxembourg, et ptie. de Gueldre, les comtés de Flandre, d'Artois, de Haynour, de Namur, le marquisat du St. Empire Anvers et la seigneurie de Malines / par les Srs. Sanson, geog. ordinaires du roi ; R. Michaut scriptis. A Paris : Chés le Sr. Robert, geog. du roi, quai de l'Horloge. 1720. Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Sanson, N. (Nicolas), 1626-1648 -- Sanson, Guillaume -- Sanson, Adrien -- Moulart-Sanson, Pierre, d. 1730 -- Michault, R. -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Delamarche, Charles François, 1740-1817. Atlas général : contenant le détail des quatre parties du monde [1798?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; hand col. ; 42 x 57 cm. Scale [ca. 1:800,000]. Relief shown pictorially.


Baskes oversize G1015 .A77 1798, [ptie 1], [plate 76] (NLO)

Benelux countries - Maps - 1740


Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Sack map4F G5990 1725 .C6 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.


XVII Provinciae : Belgii sive Germaniae inferioris ... / studio et opera Matthaei Seutteri... ; G. Rogg del. [Augsburg] : Matthaei Seutteri, [ca. 1740?].
Authors: Rogg, Gottfried, 1669-1742 -- Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756 -- Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756. [A Collection of Seutter maps] [1726-1773]
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 56 cm.
'G. Rogg del.'
Added title at bottom right: Totum Belgium sive XVII Provinciae ...
Forms part of a made-to-order composite atlas chiefly comprised of undated maps issued ca. 1734-ca. 1744.
Case oversize G 1007 .81 pl. [9] (PrCt)

12361 Benelux Countries - Maps - 1742

Les XVII Provinces dites les Pays-Bas ... Paris : Le Rouge, 1742 [i.e. 1748?].
Authors: Le Rouge, Georges-Louis -- Le Rouge, Georges-Louis. Recueil contenant des cartes nouvelles ... (1742 [i.e. 1748?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 55 cm.
In: Le Rouge, Georges-Louis. Recueil contenant des cartes nouvelles ... (Paris : chez le Sr. Le Rouge, 1742 [i.e. 1748?]) .
Manuscript '16' on verso.
oversize Ayer 135 .L6 1742 pl. 16 (PrCt)

12362 Benelux Countries - Maps - 1745

Tabula generalis totius Belgii qua provinciae XVII. infer. Germaniae olim sub S.R.I. circulo Burgundiae ... Nuremberg : Homann Erben, [ca. 1745].
Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Homann Erben (Firm) -- Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724. Atlas novus terrarum orbis [ca. 1745] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 55 cm.
In: Homann, Johann Baptist. Atlas novus terrarum orbis (Nuremberg : [Homann Erben, ca. 1745]), [plate 25].
Manuscript 'No. 25' and '26' on verso.
oversize Ayer 135 .H7 1730, [plate 25] (PrCt)

12363 Benelux Countries - Maps - 1747

Authors: Bowen, Emanuel, -1767 -- Innys, William, d. 1756 -- Bowen, Emanuel, -1767. A Complete system of geography ... (1747)
1 map : 34 x 42 cm.
In: Bowen, Emanuel. A Complete system of geography : being a description of ... the known world (London : Printed for William Innys, etc., 1747) v. 1, pl. [10].
Case oversize G114 .B68 1747 v. 1, pl. 10 (PrCt)

12364 Benelux countries - Maps - 1748

Belgii universi seu inferioris Germaniae quam XVII Provinciae ... / a Tobia Majero. [Nuremberg] : Homannianorum Heredum, Ao. 1748.
Authors: Mayer, Tobias, 1723-1762 -- Homann Erben (Firm) -- Homann Erben (Firm). Major atlas scholasticus ex triginta sex generalibus et specialibus mappis Homannianis ... [1776?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 50 cm.
Added title in top margin: Carte de XVII Provinces ou de l'Allemagne inferieure ...
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .H66 1776, [plate 16] (PrCt)

12365 Benelux countries - Maps - 1751<>Artois (France) - Maps - 1751

Pays-Bas Catholiques ou sont distinguées les limites de la France qui comprennent le Comté d'Artois ... / par le Sr. Robert ... [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy], 1751.
Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1758?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 54 cm.
In: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles. Atlas universel (Paris : Chez les auteurs, quay de l'Horloge du Palais, Boudet libraire imprimeur du roi, rue St. Jacques, 1757 [i.e. 1758?]), [plate 49].
"Pays Bas Catholiq." -- oversize letterpress title stamped on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1757, [plate 49] (PrCt)

12366 Benelux countries - Maps - 1751<>Artois (France) - Maps - 1751

Pays-Bas Catholiques ou sont distinguées les limites de la France qui comprennent le Comté d'Artois ... / par le Sr. Robert ... [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy], 1751.
Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1758?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 55 cm.
In: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles. Atlas universel (Paris : Chez les auteurs, quay de l'Horloge du Palais, Boudet libraire imprimeur du roi, rue St. Jacques, 1757 [i.e. 1758?]), [plate 49].
"Pays Bas Catholiq." -- oversize letterpress title stamped on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1757, [plate 49] (PrCt)
Benelux Countries - Maps - 1795

Carta generale de' Paesi Bassi, quinto foglio.
Rome : Calcografia camerale, 1797.
Authors: Cassini, Giovanni Maria, 1745-ca. 1824 -- Calcografia camerale (Rome, Italy) -- Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824. Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (1792-1801) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 43 cm.
Map dated 1795.

oversize Ayer 135 .C33 1792 v. 2 pl. 26 (PrCt)

Benelux Countries - Maps - 1795

Carta generale de' Paesi Bassi, quarto foglio.
Rome : Calcografia camerale, 1797.
Authors: Cassini, Giovanni Maria, 1745-ca. 1824 -- Calcografia camerale (Rome, Italy) -- Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824. Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (1792-1801) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 43 cm.
In: Cassini, Giovanni Maria. Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (Rome : Presso la Calcogr. camerale, 1792-1801) v. 2 pl. 25.
Map dated 1795.

oversize Ayer 135 .C33 1792 v. 2 pl. 25 (PrCt)

Benelux Countries - Maps - 1795

Carta generale de' Paesi Bassi, sesto foglio.
Rome : Calcografia camerale, 1797.
Authors: Cassini, Giovanni Maria, 1745-ca. 1824 -- Calcografia camerale (Rome, Italy) -- Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824. Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (1792-1801) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 43 cm.
In: Cassini, Giovanni Maria. Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (Rome : Presso la Calcogr. camerale, 1792-1801) v. 2 pl. 29.
Map dated 1795.

oversize Ayer 135 .C33 1792 v. 2 pl. 29 (PrCt)

Benelux Countries - Maps - 1825

Authors: Morse, Sidney E. (Sidney Edwards), 1794-1871 -- N. & S.S. Jocelyn (Firm) -- Morse, Sidney E. (Sidney Edwards), 1794-1871. A New universal atlas of the world, on an approved plan ... (1825)
1 map : hand col. ; 25 x 21 cm.

Benelux Countries - Maps - 1840

Holland and Belgium. London : Longman & Co., 1840.
Authors: Butler, Samuel, 1774-1839 -- Hall, Sidney -- Longman & Co. -- Butler, Samuel, 1774-1839. An Atlas of modern geography...
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12374</td>
<td><strong>Benelux Countries - Maps - 1840</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Map of Holland and Belgium.</em> [Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, 1840].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Authors: Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846 -- Lea &amp; Blanchard -- Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (1840) 1 map ; 15 x 11 cm. Keyed to dozens of references on p.497. In: Murray, Hugh. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, successors to Carey &amp; Co., for George W. Gorton, 1840) v. 1, p. 496. Wax engraving. G 11 .607 v. 1, p. 496 (PrCt)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12375</td>
<td><strong>Benelux countries - Maps - 1840&lt;&lt;&gt;&gt;Netherlands - Maps - 1840&lt;&lt;&gt;&gt;Belgium - Maps - 1840</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12376</td>
<td><strong>Benelux Countries - Maps - 1841</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12377</td>
<td><strong>Benelux Countries - Maps - 1846</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Holland and Belgium.</em> Boston, 1846. Authors: American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions -- American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions. Maps and illustrations of the missions (1846) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 10 x 18 cm In: American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions. Maps and illustrations of the missions ([Boston? : American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions?], 1846). Forms pl. 8 of a collection of wax-engraved maps, apparently detached from assorted Board publications, and bound together as a separate atlas. Ayer 136 .A5 1846 pl. 8 (PrCt)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12378</td>
<td><strong>Benelux Countries - Maps - 1847</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Holland and Belgium.</em> [Philadelphia : S. Augustus Mitchell, 1847].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868. A New universal atlas containing maps of the various empires, kingdoms, states, and republics of the world ... (1847) 1 map ; hand col. : 29 x 24 cm. In: Mitchell, S. Augustus. A New universal atlas containing maps of the various empires, kingdoms, states, and republics of the world ... (Philadelphia : S. Augustus Mitchell, 1847) pl. [50]. Printed plate no. '49' lined out and replaced with manuscript '50'. oversize G 10 .579 pl. [50] (PrCt)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12379</td>
<td><strong>Benelux Countries - Maps - 1850</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12380</td>
<td><strong>Benelux Countries - Maps - 1853</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12381</td>
<td><strong>Benelux Countries - Maps -</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
12385 Bengal (India) - Maps - 1748 - Coasts - Nautical charts

In: [Harris, John et al.] Atlas maritimus & commercialis ... (London : Printed for James and John Knapton [et al.], 1728) plate 35.

oversize Ayer 135 .A83 1728 pl. 35 (PrCt)

Bengal (India) - Maps - 1748 - Coasts - Nautical charts

Nautical charts

Ganges River Delta (Bangladesh and India) - Maps - 1748 - Nautical charts

Nautical charts - Bengal, Bay of (India) - Maps - 1748 - Coasts - Nautical charts

India - Maps - 1748 - Coasts - Nautical charts

Nautical charts

A Mapp of the great river Ganges as it emptieth it selfe into the Bay of Bengall. London [i.e. Amsterdam : Theatrum Orbis Terrarum Ltd., 1970].

First line of title (supplied by cataloger): A Chart of the coast of Cormandel and the great Bay of Bengal.

Map Ref oversize G1025 .T37 ser. 5, v. 3, following p. 60 (PrCt)

12386 Bengal (India) - Maps - 1748 - Coasts - Nautical charts

Nautical charts - Bengal, Bay of (India) - Maps - 1748 - Coasts - Nautical charts

Ganges River Delta (Bangladesh and India) - Maps - 1748 - Nautical charts

Nautical charts - Bengal, Bay of (India) - Maps - 1748 - Coasts - Nautical charts

India - Maps - 1748 - Coasts - Nautical charts

A Mapp of the great river Ganges as it emptieth it selfe into the Bay of Bengala. [London : W. and J. Mount and T. Page, 1748].

Map Ref oversize Ayer 135 .A83 1728 pl. 35 (PrCt)

Bengal (India) - Maps - 1748 - Coasts - Nautical charts

Nautical charts

Ganges River Delta (Bangladesh and India) - Maps - 1748 - Nautical charts

Nautical charts - Bengal, Bay of (India) - Maps - 1748 - Coasts - Nautical charts

India - Maps - 1748 - Coasts - Nautical charts

A Chart of the coast of Cormandel and the great Bay of Bengal. [London : J. Knapton et al., 1728].

Authors: Harris, John, 1667-1719 -- Knapton, James, -1738 -- Harris, John, 1667?-1719. Atlas maritimus & commercialis ... (1728) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 48 x 57 cm.

Imprint of Samuel Thornton incompletely erased from title cartouche.

Taken from a draught made ... by ... the English East India Company ... .

In: The English pilot. The third book, Describing the sea-coasts ... shewing ... the East-Indies, and...
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalog entry</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12387</td>
<td>Bengal (India) - Maps - 1780</td>
<td>A Bengal atlas: containing maps of the theatre of war and commerce on that side of Hindostan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12388</td>
<td>Bengal (India) - Maps - 1781</td>
<td>A Bengal atlas: containing maps of the theatre of war and commerce on that side of Hindostan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12389</td>
<td>Bengal (India) - Maps - 1781</td>
<td>A Bengal atlas: containing maps of the theatre of war and commerce on that side of Hindostan.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Benicia (Calif.) - Maps - 1847
Authors: Barlow, Benjamin W. -- Britton & Rey -- Historic Urban Plans (Firm)
1 map ; 51 x 76 cm. reduced from 59 x 87 cm. 'Surveyed & drawn by Benjamin W. Barlow.' Facsimile of original published San Francisco: Steam Litho. Britton & Rey, [1847?]; 'this is number 42 of an edition limited to 500 copies.' Scale [ca. 1:6,900]; reduced from '500 feet to one inch.'
Cf. OCLC 5481809.
73-7369
ICN73
map4F G4364.B59 1847 .B3 1960 (PrCt)

Benicia (Calif.) - Pictorial works - 1850
Benecia. [Philadelphia : s.n., 1850?].
Authors: Johnson, Theodore T. (Theodore Taylor), b. 1818. California and Oregon, or, Sights in the gold region, and scenes by the way (1851) -- Lippincott, Grambo & Co. -- Grigg, Elliot & Co. -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view ; 8 x 14 cm.
Anonymous view without imprint issued in:
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copies: Graff 2224 between p. 222-223 (PrCt) -- Ayer 128.7 J6 1851 between p. 222-223 (PrCt)
Graff 2225 between p. 222-223 (PrCt)

Benicia (Calif.) - Pictorial works - 1850
Benecia (Calif.) SEE Benicia (Calif.)
Benecia. [Philadelphia : s.n., 1850?].
Authors: Johnson, Theodore T. (Theodore Taylor), b. 1818 -- Johnson, Theodore T. (Theodore Taylor), b. 1818. Sights in the gold region, and scenes by the way (1850) -- Baker & Scribner -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 view ; 8 x 14 cm.
Anonymous view without imprint issued in:
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copies: Graff 2225 between p. 222-223 (PrCt) -- Ayer 128.7 J6 1851 between p. 222-223 (PrCt)
Graff 2225 between p. 222-223 (PrCt)
Graff 2224 between p. 222-223 (PrCt)

Benin, Bight Of - Maps - 1701 - Nautical charts
A Chart of the Bight of Binnin from Ningo Grande to R. Andony. London [i.e. Amsterdam : Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, 1793].
1 map ; 43 x 51 cm.
Map Ref oversize G1025 .T37 ser. 6, v. 4, pl. [10] (PrCt)
12400 Bennett County (S.D.) - Maps - 1910 - Landowners
Bennett County, South Dakota / compiled under the supervision of Chas. Ash Bates, U.S. Surveyor. [Martin, S.D. Bennett County Auditor (newspaper), 2011.]
Authors: Bates, Charles A. (Charles Ash) -- United States. General Land Office -- Bennett County Auditor (Newspaper) -- Howe, Craig
1 map ; on sheet 56 x 73 cm.
Facsimile of map originally published ca. 1910 by Charles Ash Bates in Lacreek, S.D.
Scale [ca. 1:105,000].
Shows land ownership.
Relief shown by hachures.
Library of Congress copy of original version folded in cover with added title: Pocket map of Bennett County, South Dakota, including that part of the Pine Ridge Indian Reservation soon to be opened for free homestead settlement. Digital image available on Library of Congress website (accessed December 2011):
http://1.usa.gov/rqLLo6
Gift of Craig Howe, 2011.
map4F G4183.B3G46 1910 .B3 2011 (PrCt)

12401 Bennett County (S.D.) - Maps - 2010 - Landowners
Bennett County South Dakota / Western Cartographers, [ca. 2010].
Authors: Western Cartographers (Firm)
1 map : col. ; on sheet 66 x 89 cm. fold. in cover with added title: Pocket map of Bennett County, South Dakota, including that part of the Pine Ridge Indian Reservation soon to be opened for free homestead settlement. Digital image available on Library of Congress website (accessed December 2011):
http://1.usa.gov/rqLLo6
Gift of Craig Howe, 2011.
map4F G4183.B3G46 1910 .B3 2011 (PrCt)

12402 Bennett, Henry, 1850-1903 - Fire risk assessment - Maps
Vert 477 (PrCt)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Document</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
Atlas of Benson County, North Dakota: containing plats of each township, a county road map, a rural directory of farmers, a farm numbering system and other features. Fergus Fall, Minn. Thomas O. Nelson, 1959.
Authors: Thomas O. Nelson Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (43, [35] p.) : ill., 46 maps ; 34 cm.
Scale of township maps [ca. 1:43,000]
'Rural directory': p. [45-49].
'Directory--farm occupants--by township': p. [50-61].
'Pictorial section' presents photographs of 58 churches in the county.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Phillips 16259

12410 Bent County (Colo.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners<<Counties - Maps<<Landowners - Maps
Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960- -- Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)
530 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
1st ed.
'Deluxe edition.'
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).
'3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.'
Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).
Includes indexes.
Series: Family maps
ISBN 142030707X : 9781420307078
Local History Ref F782.B4 B69 2007 (NLO)

Authors: United States. National Park Service
1 sheet : ill., maps ; 30 x 42 cm. fold. to 10 x 21 cm.
Includes an isometric view of the fort, a small map of the route of the Santa Fe Trail, and historical notes about the fort.

12412 Bent's Fort (Colo.) - Pictorial works - 1845 Bent Fort. [Baltimore?] : Lith. of E. Weber & Co., [1846?].
2 views ; 5 x 12 cm. and 10 x 14 cm., on sheet 23 x 14 cm.
In: United States. Army. Corps of Engineers. Message from the President of the United States ... communicating a report of an expedition led by Lieutenant Albert on the upper Arkansas and through the country of the Camanche Indians in the fall of the year 1845 ... [Washington, D.C.? : s.n., 1846], at end.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library. Duplicate copy: Govt. 477
Graff 6, at end (PrCt)

Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960- -- Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)
440 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
1st ed.
'Deluxe edition.'
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).
'3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.'
Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).
Includes indexes.
Series: Family maps

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
SUBDIVISION Scientific expeditions under names of persons, governments, etc.

Memoirs and travels of Count de Benyowsky.

1989.

Authors: Kajdanski, Edward, 1925-


BHC 2228

Vert 1697 (Pr.Ct)

12421 Berg (Duchy) - Maps - 1915 - Landowners - Landowners - Maps


Authors: Geo. A. Ogle & Co.

1 atlas ; 46 cm.

Phillips 4735

oversize G1413.B5 O3 1915 (NLO)

12422 Bequia Island (Saint Vincent and the Grenadines) - Maps - 1775

Bequia or Becouya, the northernmost of the Granadilles ... London : Robt. Sayer, 1775 [i.e. 1780].

Authors: Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Jefferys, Thomas, -1771 -- Robert Sayer and John Bennett (Firm) -- Jefferys, Thomas, d. 1771. The West-India atlas ... (1780) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 31 x 45 cm.

Engraved Roman numeral 'XII' at upper right.

In: Jefferys, Thomas. The West-India atlas ... (1780).

1 map ; 31 x 45 cm.

Cf. Sack *map8C oG6362.B4 1725 C6 2476 rev

Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).


Nieuwe gemeten Kaart van de Colonie de Berbice : met der zelver Plantagien en de Namen der Bezitters. Amsterdam : Reiner & Iosua Ottens, 1740.

Authors: R. & J. Ottens

1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 96 cm.

Scale [ca. 1:256,000] 'Schale van 4000 Rylandsche Roeden'.

Inset map: Nieuwe Kaart van Rivier Berbice met de Aangrenzende Landen gelegen in Zuyd America...[20 x 29 cm. -- shows coasts of Surinam and Guyana].

Numbered '77' in manuscript on verso.

Koeman, C. Bibliography of printed maps of Surinam no.254.

Koeman, C. Atlantes Neerlandici v.III p.89.

British Museum, Catalogue of printed maps and charts v.2 col.639 no.84015.

Added title: Colonie de Berbice.

91042201NL

map6F G5253.B4 1740 O8 (NLO)

12424 Berg (Duchy) - Maps - 1696 - Names,

Geographical - Names, Geographical - Berg (Duchy) - Maps - 1696 - Herzogtum Berg SEE Berg (Duchy) - Ducatus Montensis SEE Berg (Duchy) - Gazetteers

Le Duché de Berg ... Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : H. Jaillot [i.e. P. Mortier], 1696.

Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. [Atlas nouveau contenant toutes les parties du monde ... ] (1696)

1 map : hand col. ; 41 x 55 cm.

Accompanied, on the previous leaf, by: Table alphabétique des noms de villes ... de Berg. In: Sanson, Nicolas. [Atlas nouveau contenant toutes les parties du monde ... ] (Amsterdam : Pierre Mortier, 1696) v. 1, map [28].

Forms part of atlas published by P. Mortier in Amsterdam; chiefly comprised of maps bearing the counterfeit imprint of H. Jaillot in Paris.

Case oversize G 1007 .781 v. 1, map [28] (Pr.Ct)

12425 Berg (Duchy) - Maps - 1700

Le Duché de Berg, le comté de Homberg ... Paris, 1700.

Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:238

1 map : hand col. ; 41 x 55 cm.

Cf. Sack map4F oG6362.B4 1725 C6 2476 rev

Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:238 (Pr.Ct)

12426 Berg (Duchy) - Maps - 1725

Le Duché de Berg le Comté de Homberg ... Amsterdam, [ca. 1725].

Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Cóvens et Mortier -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III: H40

1 map : 40 x 54 cm.

Cf. Sack *map8C oG6362.B4 1725 C6 3227

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Sack map4F G6362.B4 1725 C6 (Pr.Ct)

12427 Berg (Grand Duchy) - Maps - 1695 - Grosser Herzogtum Berg SEE Berg (Grand Duchy)

Le Duché de Berg, le comté de Homberg, les seigneuries de Hardenberg, et de Wildenborg ... Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : Chez H. Jaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], [1695?].

Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Mortier, Pierre --
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalog Entry</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12432</td>
<td>Bergen County (N.J.) - Maps - 1778 - Manuscripts - Facsimiltes - Hudson County (N.J.) - Maps - 1778 - Manuscripts - Facsimiltes - United States - History - Revolution, 1775-1783 - Maps - Manuscripts - Facsimiltes - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles: Sketch of the road from Paulus Hook and Hoboken to New Bridge. [197-?]. Authors: Hills, John, surveyor 1 map ; 67 x 56 cm. Photocopy of colored 1778 manuscript forming part of Hills, John. A Collection of plan's ... in the province of New Jersey (1776-1792) no.17; reproduced from original in the Library of Congress. Scale [ca. 1:25,000] reduced from 1:24,000. Relief shown by shading. Oriented with north at upper left. Phillips 1339 no. 17. map2F 3810.2 no. 17 (PrCt)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Bergen (Norway) - Maps - 1840 - Pictorial works Bergen. [Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, 1840]. Authors: Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846 -- Lea & Blanchard -- Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (1840) 1 view ; 3 x 6 cm. In: Murray, Hugh. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, successors to Carey & Co., for George W. Gorton, 1840) v. 1, p. 492.


12441 Bergen op Zoom (Netherlands) - History - Siege, 1622 - Maps - 1620
  Berga, ad Somam, Brabantiae opp: a fluui olo sic dicto ... [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
  Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Deventer, Jacob van, d. 1575 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library).
  Added title at top in uppercase lettering: Bergen op Zoom.
  Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Berga ad Somam.
  VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 3, pl. 14

12442 Bergen op Zoom (Netherlands) - Maps - 1628
  Kaerte van Bergen op Zoom ... [Amsterdam] : Visscher, 1628.
  Authors: Visscher, Claes Jansz., 1586 or 7-1652 -- Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library).
  Duplicate copy (colored): Visscher 018

12443 Bergen op Zoom (Netherlands) - Maps - 1628
  Kaerte van Bergen op Zoom ... [Amsterdam] : Visscher, 1628.
  Authors: Visscher, Claes Jansz., 1586 or 7-1652 -- Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library).
  Duplicate copy (colored): Visscher 018

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Remnants of binding stub and manuscript '65' on verso.

Koeman, C. Atlantes Neerlandici (1967-1985), v. 3, p. 159, Vis 1 A no. 11 and p. 176, no. 12.

Hollstein, F. W. H. Dutch and Flemish etchings, engravings, and woodcuts, ca. 1450-1700
([1849-],) no. (63).
Forms part of the Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Duplicate copy (uncolored): Visscher 017

Visscher 18 (PrCt)

12445 Bergen op Zoom (Netherlands) - Maps - 1816 - Fortification

Bergen op Zoom, and its auxiliary forts. London: I. Luffman, [1816?].
Authors: Luffman, J. (John), 1756-1846 --
Luffman, J. (John), 1756-1846. Select plans of cities, harbours, forts, &c ... [1816?] --
Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 22 x 19 cm.
In: Luffman, John. Select plans of cities, harbours, forts, &c ... (London: Luffman, [1816?]), engine
Folio Ayer 135 L94 1816 pl. [33] (PrCt)

12446 Bergenshalvøya (Norway) - Maps - 1741 - Bergenshalvøya (Norway) SEE Bergenshalvøya (Norway) - Bergenhus (Norway) SEE Bergenshalvøya (Norway)

Authors: Sanson, Guillaume -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Delamarche, Charles François, 1740-1817. Atlas général: contenant le détail des quatre parties du monde [1798?]? -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 55 x 38 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:875,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
In composite world atlas possibly compiled and published by Charles François Delamarche: Atlas général: contenant le détail des quatre parties du monde [Paris? : s.n., 1798?], [pHit 1], [plate 23].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 A77 1798, [pHit 1], [plate 23] (NLO)

12447 Berghaus, Heinrich Karl Wilhelm, 1797-1884. Physikalischer Atlas

Authors: Engelmann, Gerhard, 1894--

Teppanhardt, Mrs. Walther -- Fenniman, John 32 p.
English translation by Mrs. Walther Teppanhardt and John Fenniman.
Xerox copy of typescript.
Vert 128 (PrCt)


Authors: Netherlands. Algemeen Rijksarchief.
ii, 155 p.: maps; 30 cm.
On cover: Algemeen Rijksarchief Kaartenafdeling.
Includes indexes.
Formerly folio Z6028 .N425 1982
Map Ref folio Z6028 .N425 1982 (NLO)

12449 Bergues (France), Battle of, 1646 - Maps - 1694

Authors: Beaulieu, Sébastian de Pontault, ca. 1612-1674 -- Beaulieu, Sébastian de Pontault, ca. 1612-1674. Les Glorieuses conquestes de Louis le Grand [1694?]
1 map : 41 x 48 cm.
Details the Battle of Bergues, France, 1646.
Inset: Carte du gouvernement de Bergue St. Vinox.
Case oversize G 10307 .08 pl. 28 (PrCt)

12450 Bergues (France) - Maps - 1692 - Fortifications - Gravelines (France) - Maps - 1692 - Fortifications - Marseille (France) - Maps - 1692 - Fortifications - Mardyck (France) - Maps - 1692 - Fortifications

Berg St. Winox. Winoxbergen ... (London: Luffman, [1816?] ), pl. 28. Cf.
Details the Battle of Bergues, France, 1646.
English translation by Mrs. Walther Teppanhardt and John Fenniman.
Xerox copy of typescript.
Vert 128 (PrCt)

12449 Bergues (France), Battle of, 1646 - Maps - 1694

Authors: Beaulieu, Sébastian de Pontault, ca. 1612-1674 -- Beaulieu, Sébastian de Pontault, ca. 1612-1674. Les Glorieuses conquestes de Louis le Grand [1694?]
1 map : 41 x 48 cm.
Details the Battle of Bergues, France, 1646.
Inset: Carte du gouvernement de Bergue St. Vinox.
Case oversize G 10307 .08 pl. 28 (PrCt)
Added title in manuscript at top: Flandre française.
On same sheet with 4 other plans printed from a different plate (23 x 35 cm.).
Second plate trimmed, omitting the following collective title found on copy 2 at Newberry: Pour la carte de la Flandre française.
Individual titles of plans (each 11 x 16 cm.) on second plate: Plan de la ville de Graveline -- Plan de la ville de Bergue St. Vinox -- Plan de la ville de Bourbour -- Plan du Fort Mardick.
Accompanies Le Comte de Flandre divisé in ses chastellenies, et bailliages ... [Case +G1007.78 v. 2, map 24]
Copy 2 of 2.
Copy 1: Sack map4F oG5834.B44R4 1692 M6 copy 1.
Pastoureau, Jaillot II, nos. [189-193].
4380, 4380a, 4381, and 4381a-c.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G5834.B44R4 1692 M6 copy 1 (PrCt)

12451 Bergues (France) - Maps - 1695 - Fortification<=>Dunkerque Region (France) - Maps - 1695 - Fortification
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes -- avec leurs fortifications ... (1695-1696)
1 map ; 20 x 28 cm.
In: Fer, Nicolas de. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes; avec leurs fortifications ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, 1695-1696) pt. 2, map [33].
Manuscript '(24)' at upper right.
Case folio U 26. 293 pt. 2, map [33] (PrCt)

12452 Bergues (France) - Maps - 1696 - Fortification<=>Gravelines (France) - Maps - 1696 - Fortification<=>Bourbourg (France) - Maps - 1696 - Fortification<=>Mardyck (France) - Maps - 1696 - Fortification
Berg St. Winox. Winoxbogen ... [Amsterdam : P. Mortier, 1696].
Authors: Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Beaulieu, Sébastian de Pontault, ca. 1612-1674 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. [Atlas nouveau contenant toutes les parties du monde ... ] (1696)
1 map ; 19 x 28 cm. (neat line), 20 x 28 (plate mark) on sheet 59 x 51 cm.
In: Sanson, Nicolas. [Atlas nouveau contenant toutes les parties du monde ... ] (Amsterdam : Pierre Mortier, 1696) v. 2, map [24].
Forms part of atlas published by P. Mortier in Amsterdam; chiefly comprised of maps bearing the counterfeit imprint of H. Jaillot in Paris.
On same sheet with 4 other plans printed from a different plate (24 x 35 cm.) with collective title printed at top: Pour la carte de la Flandre française.
Manuscript '3' immediately precedes collective title.
Individual titles of plans (each 11 x 16 cm.) on second plate: Plan de la ville de Graveline -- Plan de la ville de Bergue St. Vinox -- Plan de la ville de Bourbour -- Plan du Fort Mardick.

12453 Bergues (France) - Maps - 1713 - Fortification<=>Dunkerque Region (France) - Maps - 1713 - Fortification
Berg S. Winox. Winoxberge en Flamend. [Paris : De Fer, 1713?].
Authors: Loon, H. V. (Herman van) -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Introduction à la fortification ... [1713?]
1 map ;19 x 28 cm.
In: Fer, Nicolas de. Introduction à la fortification ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, [1713?]) map [39].
For later state of this map, with engraved plate number, see Case folio U 26 .292.
For earlier version of this map, engraved on different plate, see Case folio U 26 .293.
Case oversize U 26.2919 map [39] (PrCt)

Mapa del Estrecho de Bering, y costas inmediates de Asia y América. [19--].
Authors: Archivo General de Indias. Carpeta de Mapas 15 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of manuscript compiled ca. 1770-1779.
Torres Lanzas, Pedro. Relación descriptiva de los mapas, planos, & de México y Floridas existentes en el Archivo General de Indias (Sevilla, 1900) v. 1: 4,18-19
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto Spain AGI Carpeta de Mapas 15 (PrCt)

12455 Bering Strait - Maps - 1777<=>Anian, Strait of (Imaginary place)
II. Extrait de la carte de Mr. Engel, qu'il a publié dans son dernier ouvrage allemand en 1777, contenant le détroit d'Anian avec les pays

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.


12456  
**Bering Strait - Maps - 1778**

1. *Esquisse d'une carte du Capte. Cook, copiée par Mr. D. Barrington, en et partie y ajouté deux indications de longitude d'après la relation de Mr. Pallas, rapportée par Mr. Busching*, Zurich, 1781.  
Authors: Cook, James, 1728-1779 -- Barrington, Daines, 1727-1800 -- Pallas, Peter Simon, 1741-1811 -- Büsching, Anton Friedrich, 1724-1793 -- Engel, Samuel, 1702-1784 -- Holzhalb, Johann Rudolf, 1723-1806  
1 map ; hand col. ; 181 x 153 mm. on sheet 33 x 22 cm.  
In Engel's Remarques sur la partie de la relation du voyage du Capitaine Cook (Geneve, J.E. Didier & compagnie, 1781), at end.  
'Gravé par J. Rodolf Holzhalb à Zuric 1781.'  
On same sheet with 'IL. Extrait de la carte de Mr. Engel...contenant le détroit d'Anian.'

**VAULT Ayer 118.C7 E57 1781, at end (PrCt)**

12457  
**Bering Strait - Maps - 1816<>><><>King George Islands (French Polynesia) - Maps - 1816<>><><>Marshall Islands - Maps - 1817<>><><>Caroline Islands - Maps - 1731-1817<>><><>riurik (Brig) - Travel - 1816-1817 - Maps**

A Voyage of discovery into the South Sea and Beering’s Straits for the purpose of exploring a north-east passage : undertaken in the years 1815-1818, at the expense of H.M. the Chancellor of the empire, Count Romanzoff, in the ship Riurik, under the command of the lieutenant in the Russian Imperial Navy, Otto von Kotzebue : illustrated with numerous plates and maps ... London : Printed for Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme, and Brown, 1821.  
3 v. : fronts. (incl. 2 port.) 6 pl., 7 folded maps ; 22 cm.  
Maps engraved by Sidney Hall; most bear imprint 'London. Published by Longman & Co. Octr. 8th 1821'  
Maps also cataloged separately. Translated from the German by H. E. Lloyd. Published in Russian at St. Petersberg in 1821-23 as Puteshestv iv v IUzhy n okean; and in German at Weimar in 1821.  
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library. References: Sabin 38291.  
Graff 2356 (NLO)

12459  

Authors: Great Britain. Hydrographic Office -- J. D. Potter Ltd. -- Field, A. Mostyn -- Kellett, Henry,
1806-1875 -- Moore, Capt. -- Hull, Thomas -- Collinson, Richard, Sir, 1811-1883 -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 98 x 64 cm.
Added title: North America--West Coast: Alaska.
'Published at the Admiralty, 17th April 1907 under the superintendence of Rear Admiral A. Mostyn Field...Hydrographer. Sold by J. D. Potter, agent for the Admiralty charts, 145 Minories.'
'New editions Jany. 1909, 22nd Aug. 1913, 3rd August 1917, 8th Jan. 1923. Large corrections 1st June 1928, 16th Dec. 1932.'
G.B. Hyd. Dept. Pl. No.: 593.
Upper right: 355.32.
Handstamped 'Increase 50%'.
Fitzgerald polar map 172 (PrCt)

12460 Bering Strait - Maps - 1932<>>>Arctic Ocean - Maps - 1932
Mackenzie River to Bering Strait : from the observations of Beechey, Franklin, Richardson, Dease & Simpson, Kellet, Pullen & Hopper, Moore, Collinson, McClure and Maguire 1856.
Authors: Great Britain. Hydrographic Office -- J. D. Potter Ltd. -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 61 x 97 cm.
'Published at the Hydrographic Office of the Admiralty Feby. 20th 1856. 'New editions, Mar. 1882, Dec. 1908. Large corrections, 25th May 1928, 30th Sept. 1932.'
'Small corrections.'
G.B. Hyd. Dept. Pl. No.: 2355.
Upper right: 277.32.
Handstamped 'Increase 50%'.
Fitzgerald polar map 173 (PrCt)

Authors: U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; col. ; 64 x 109 cm.
Added title: Alaska.
'Published at Washington, D.C. July 1928; reissued Sept. 1929 by the U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey.'
Plate no.: 9400.
Fitzgerald polar map 179 (PrCt)

12462 Bering Strait - Maps - 1933
Bering Strait : from the most recent information, 1884. With corrections to 1927. London : Admiralty, 1933.
Authors: Great Britain. Hydrographic Office -- J. D. Potter Ltd. -- Evans, F. J. (Frederick John), 1815-1885 -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 98 x 64 cm.
Added title: Arctic Sea.
'Published at the Admiralty 21st July 1884, under the superintendence of Captain Sir Frederick J. Evans...Hydrographer. Sold by J. D. Potter, agent for the Admiralty charts, 145 Minories.'
'New editions Nov. 1894, Novr. 1906, Jany. 1909, 15th August 1913, 20th July 1917. Large corrections 19th Nov. 1928, 28th April 1933.'
Upper right: 123.33.
Handstamped 'Increase 50%'.
Fitzgerald polar map 173 (PrCt)

12463 Bering Strait - Maps - 1933<>>>Arctic Ocean - Maps - 1933<>>>Alaska - Maps - 1933 - Coasts
Authors: U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; col. ; 95 x 73 cm.
Added title: Alaska: west coast.
'Published at Washington, D.C. Nov. 1928; reissued Nov. 1929 by the U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey.'
Plate no.: 9302.
Handstamped 'Mar 6 1934'.
Fitzgerald polar map 174 (PrCt)

12464 Berkeley County (W. Va.) - Maps - 1809 - Landowners<>>>Counts - Maps<>>>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Varle, Charles -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 33.5 x 24.5 in. Scale 1:136,000. Originally published 1809.
Microfiche 583, no. 1258 (PrCt)

12465 Berkeley County (W. Va.) - Maps - 1847 - Landowners<>>>Counts - Maps<>>>Landowners - Maps
Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: Photocopy (negative), 21.5 x 17.5 in. Scale 1:95,000. Originally published
Martinsburg, W. Va.: James N. Riddle, 1847.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing
19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 1380 (PrCt)

12466 Berkeley County (W. Va.) - Maps - 1864 - Landowners - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Maps - Counties - Landowners - Maps
[Berkeley County (W. Va.) - 1864: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche], [Washington, D.C.] : LC G&M Division, [1893?].
No. 43 -- Confederate States of America. Army -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: Manuscript, 17 x 19 in. Scale 1:126,720. Originally compiled 1864. Only covers part of the county.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing
19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 1289 (PrCt)

12467 Berkeley County (W. Va.) - Maps - 1894 - Landowners - Counties - Maps
Maps - Landowners - Maps
Authors: Kearfott, J. Baker -- E.P. Noll & Co. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 38.5 x 34.5 in. Scale 1:42,000. Originally published Philadelphia: E.P. Noll & Co., 1894.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing
19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 1381 (PrCt)

12468 Berks County (Pa.) - Maps - 1820 - Landowners - Counties - Maps
Landowners - Maps
Authors: Richards, Henry M. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 16.5 x 21 in. Scale: 1:25,344. Originally published [1820].
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing
19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 709 (PrCt)

12469 Berks County (Pa.) - Maps - 1860 - Landowners - Counties - Maps
Landowners - Maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 6 parts; 3 are 27 x 22 in. each. and 3 are 29 x 22 in. each. Scale: 1:51,500. Originally published Philadelphia: H. F. Bridgens, 1860.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing
19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 711 (PrCt)

12470 Berks County (Pa.) - Maps - 1876 - Landowners - Davis, F. A. Illustrated historical atlas of Berks County, Penna. (1876) - Indexes - Counties - Maps
Landowners - Maps
Illustrated historical atlas of Berks County, Penna. / compiled & drawn from personal examinations, surveys &c under the personal supervision of F.A. Davis and published under the direction of H.L. Kochersperger. Reading, Pa. Reading Pub. House, 1876.
"Atlas of the world": p. [3]-37 (2nd group)
Indexed by: Nein, Jacqueline B. Index to the

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

References: Phillips 2461.

Case oversize G1263.B5 D3 1876 (NLO)


[Map of Reading Company railroad track improvements between Belt Line Junction and Blandon in Berks County, Penn.]. [Philadelphia? Reading Company?, 1955?]. Authors: Reading Company 1 map : col. ; 11 x 9 cm.

Title supplied by cataloger.


5A 7267 (1954 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

12472 Berks County (Pa.) - Maps - 2003 - Road maps<<>>Road maps<<>>Counties - Maps


1 atlas (6,781-7,749, 26 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm. + 1 CD-ROM


$14.95

Uniform title: StreetFinder.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

ISBN 0-528-99682-7

RMcN StrFdr 2003 .B472 (PrCt)

12473 Berks County (Pa.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps<<>>Road maps<<>>Counties - Maps


1 atlas (various paginations) : col. maps ; 28 cm.

Date on cover: 2004.

$14.95

Uniform title: StreetFinder.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

ISBN 0-528-95521-7

RMcN StrFdr 2004 .B472 (PrCt)

12474 Berkshire County (Mass.) - Maps - 1858 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps


1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.

Size of original: 2 sheets, 31 x 62.5 in. each.


Microfiche 583, no. 307 (PrCt)

12476 Berkshire County (Mass.) - Maps - 1876 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps

County atlas of Berkshire, Massachusetts / from actual surveys by and under the direction of F.W. Beers. Great Barrington, Mass. ; Berkshire, Mass. [s.n.?), c1977.

Authors: Beers, F. W. (Frederick W.) -- White, R. T., fl. 1876


12477 Berkshire County (Mass.) - Maps - 1885 - Road maps<<>>Road maps<<>>Counties - Maps


Authors: Child, Hamilton, b. 1836 -- Onondaga Lith. Co. (Syracuse, N.Y.)

1 map : hand col.


Numbered roads keyed to business directory in part 2.

map2F 3763.B4 (PrCt)
12478 Berkshire County (Mass.) - Maps - 1927 - Road maps - Counties - Maps
[Road map of Berkshire County, Massachusetts] / Issued by Lenox Garden Club ; Printed by Eagle Printing and Binding Co., Pittsfield, Mass. [Lenox, Mass.? Lenox Garden Club?], c1927.
Authors: Lenox Garden Club (Lenox, Mass.) -- Eagle Printing and Binding Co. (Pittsfield, Mass.) -- Lenox Garden Club (Lenox, Mass.)
Beautiful Berkshire [1927?] -- Automobile Club of Berkshire County (Mass.)
1 map : col. ; 19 x 10 cm.
"Third edition -- Copyright 1927."
Regions 1-30 on map keyed to directory of local attractions and historical notes in the guide book.
Handstamp on front cover: Automobile Club of Berkshire County, 26 Bank Row, Pittsfield, Mass.
map2C G3763.B4P2 1927 .L4 (PrCt)

12479 Berkshire County (Mass.) - Maps - 1929 - Berkshire County (Mass.) - Maps - 1824 - Geology - Berkshire County (Mass.) - Maps - 1824 - Counties - Maps
Map of Berkshire County Mass. [no. 1] ; Geographical map of the County of Berkshire...[no.2]. Pittsfield, MA, 1829.
Authors: Dewey, Chester, 1784-1867 -- Doolittle, Amos, 1754-1832 -- Field, David D. (David Dudley), 1781-1867
2 maps : hand col. ; both 32 x 30 cm.
Detached from Field, David D. History of the County of Berkshire... (Pittsfield, Mass., 1829) [F 84407.4].
595
map2F G3763.B4 1829 D4 (PrCt)

12480 Berkshire (England) - Maps - 1610
Berkshire described. [197?-?].
Authors: Speed, John, 1552?-1629 -- Sudbury, John -- Humble, George, d. 1640 -- Everall's, Walsall, Eng.
1 map ; 39 x 51 cm.
Facsimile of original published 1610.
map2F G5753 .B4 1610 S6 197- (PrCt)

12481 Berkshire (England) - Maps - 1646 - Windsor Castle - Pictorial works - 1646
Authors: Speed, John, 1552?-1629 -- Sudbury, John -- Humble, George, d. 1640 -- Legate, John, d. 1658 -- Humble, William, 1612-1686 -- Speed, John, 1552?-1629. A Prospect of the most famous parts of the world ... together with ... Great Brittaines empire (1646)
1 map ; 25 x 48 cm. on sheet 42 x 54 cm.
Inset view (13 x 49 cm.): Windsor. Letterpress text on verso (p. 27-28) under the following heading: Barke-shire.
In: Speed, John. A Prospect of the most famous parts of the world ... together with ... Great Brittaines empire (London : Printed by John Legatt, for William Humble, 1646) map [36].
Case oversize G 117 .82 map [36] (PrCt)

12482 Berkshire (England) - Maps - 1676 - Windsor Castle - Pictorial works - 1676
Barkshire described. [London] : Thomas Bassett and Richard Chiswell, [1676].
Authors: Speed, John, 1552?-1629 -- Bassett, Thomas -- Chiswell, Richard -- Speed, John, 1552?-1629. The Theatre of the Empire of Great-Britain... (1676) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 25 x 48 cm. on sheet 42 x 56 cm.
Inset view (13 x 49 cm.): Windsor. Letterpress text on verso (p. 17 [i.e. 27]-28) under the following heading: The Description of Barkshire.
In: Speed, John. The Theatre of the Empire of Great-Britain... (London : Printed for T. Bassett and R. Chiswell, 1676) map [15].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .S7 1676 map [15] (PrCt)

12483 Berkshire (England) - Maps - 1752-1761
A Topographical map of the county of Berks.
Authors: Rocque, John, -1762 -- Laxton, Paul -- Margary, Harry -- Benning, Robert -- Deharne, L. F. -- Wale, Samuel, d. 1786 -- Walker, Anthony, 1726-1765
1 map ; 160 x 268 cm. on 15 sheets + index map and 3 preliminary sheets, all 55 x 78 cm.
Facsimile of original published London, 1752-1761.
Title on original printed t.p.: A Topographical survey of the county of Berks.
Added title: Carte topographique de le comté de Berks.
Scale [ca.1:31.680]. Relief shown by hachures.
Prime meridian: London.
Some sheets engraved by Robert Benning and L.F. Deharne; cartouche designed by S. Wale and engraved by A. Walker.
Includes 'An alphabetical list of the parishes.' Inset: A plan of Reading. Dedicated to George the Third.
73-2764
IGN73
map4F 5753.B4 (PrCt)

12484 Berkshire (England) - Maps - 1762

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Rocque, John, -1762 -- Rocque, Mary Ann -- Margary, Harry
1 map : 43 x 67 cm.
Facsimile of index map accompanying Rocque, John. A Topographical map of the county of Berks, originally published London: Mary Ann Rocque, 1762.
Added title: Carte de la province de Berks.
Scale [ca.1:126,720].
Relief shown by hachures.
Inset: A Plan of the city of Oxford.
73-2764
ICN73
map4F 5753 .B4 Index (PrCt)

12485 Berkshire (England) - Maps - 1806
Topographical and statistical description of the county of Berks : containing and account of its situation, extent, towns, roads, rivers, lakes, mines, fisheries, manufactures, trade, commerce, agriculture, fairs, markets, curiosities, antiquities, natural history, civil and ecclesiastical jurisdictions, &c. : to which is prefixed a copious travelling guide ... forming a complete county itinerary : also, a list of the markets and fairs, and an index table shewing at one view the distances of all the towns from London and from each other.
/ by George Alexander Cooke ; illustrated with a map of the county. London : Printed for C. Cooke, No. 17, Paternoster Row, by Brimmer and Co., Water Lane, Fleet Street : And sold by all the booksellers in the United Kingdom, [not before 1806].
Date of publication inferred from a reference in the bibliography (p. [16]) to a title published in 1806.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [16]-19).
Issued as part of a series of descriptive guides to the counties of Great Britain.
Bound with 2 other titles.
Tail-pieces.
Contemporary half bound brown leather, marbled papers over boards.
Bookplate of Alfred Mead Raymond.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes DA670.B4 C66 1806 (NLO)

London : John Murray, 1872.
Authors: Hare, Augustus J. C. (Augustus John Cuthbert), 1834-1903 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
v, 244, 52 p., [3] leaves of plates (2 folded) : 2 maps, plan ; 18 cm.
Cover title: Murray’s hand-book, Berks, Bucks, & Oxfordshire
By Augustus J.C. Hare. Cf. Lister.
One map engraved by W. & A.K. Johnston.
“With a travelling map and plans.”
Publisher’s advertisements on endpapers and “Murray’s handbook advertiser, 1863", 52 p. at end.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Series: [Murray’s handbooks for travellers] -- Murray’s handbooks for travellers.
Former owner’s inscription: J.S. Cowper, 1849. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray’s handbooks for travellers, 339
Full text of another copy (but not all the maps) available online via Hathi Trust Digital Library: http://hdl.handle.net/2027/mdp.39015031895439
LC Card Number: 03005380
Baskes G153 .M97 no. 339 (1860) (NLO)

London : John Murray, 1860.
Authors: Hare, Augustus J. C. (Augustus John Cuthbert), 1834-1903 -- John Murray (Firm)
Murray’s handbooks for travellers -- W. & A.K. Johnston Limited -- Cowper, J. S. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
v, 244, 52 p., [3] leaves of plates (2 folded) : 2 maps, plan ; 18 cm.
Cover title: Murray’s hand-book, Berks, Bucks, & Oxfordshire
By Augustus J.C. Hare. Cf. Lister.
One map engraved by W. & A.K. Johnston.
“With a travelling map and plans.”
Publisher’s advertisements on endpapers and “Murray’s handbook advertiser, 1863", 52 p. at end.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Series: [Murray’s handbooks for travellers] -- Murray’s handbooks for travellers.
Former owner’s inscription: J.S. Cowper, 1849. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray’s handbooks for travellers, 339
Full text of another copy (but not all the maps) available online via Hathi Trust Digital Library: http://hdl.handle.net/2027/mdp.39015031895439
LC Card Number: 03005380
Baskes G153 .M97 no. 339 (1860) (NLO)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Authors: Highways & byways series -- Vincent, J. E. -- Griggs, Frederick Landseer Maur, 1876-1938 -- Macmillan & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 2 maps
12mo
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (Pr.Ct)

224 p., 8 p. of plates : ill., 7 maps (chiefly col.) ; 18 cm.
Cover title: Berks & Oxon
Edited by R. Muirhead?
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Notes:
LC Card Number: 50033523

1 map : col. ; 75 x 56 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:150,000].
Relief shown by hachures and spot heights. Includes text and illus.
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.
OCLC 54635302
CHS Coll., Map no. 291 (Pr.Ct)

1 map : col. ; 56 x 38 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:61,000].
Covers Pittsfield, Lenox, most of Stockbridge, and parts of Hancock, Dalton, Washington, Lee, West Stockbridge, and Richmond, showing natural features, town boundaries, roads, railroads, school houses, cemeteries, churches, and railways, and locating and identifying "villas" (in Pittsfield, Lenox, Lee, and Stockbridge only) by name of property and/or owner.
Verso includes advertising for Housatonic Rail Road and Berkshire Life Insurance Co. and quotations on the scenery from works by Mrs. Frances Ann Kemble and Nathaniel Hawthorne.
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.
OCLC 22091648
CHS Coll., Map no. 292 (Pr.Ct)

1 map : col. ; 61 x 40 cm., folded to 17 x 10 cm. inside colored paper covers
Scale not given.
On verso: 12 insets and mileage table.
Shows road network throughout New England with emphasis on the Berkshire Hills (Mass.)
Verso includes 10 small road maps of New England city regions.
Regional hotel names printed in red on host map, corresponding to "hotels on the Real Tour" listed inside front cover; "list of [hotel] members of Empire Tours, 1918" on back cover.
94082502PL.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
map4C G3721.P2 1918 .A9 (NLO)

12497 Berkshire Hills (Mass.) - Maps - 1926 - Road maps
<<>>New England - Maps - 1926 - Road maps
<<>>New England - Maps - 1926 - Cities and towns - Road maps
<<>>Cities and towns - New England - 1926 - Maps - Road maps
Road maps
"The Real tour to the Berks / compiled by the Bureau of Tours of the Automobile Club of America, 12 East 53rd Street, New York City."
New York : Automobile Club of America, c1926.
Authors: Automobile Club of America -- Shaw, Frances Wells, 1872-1937
1 map : col. ; 62 x 41 cm., fold. in covers 21 x 11 cm.
Scale not given.
On verso: 12 insets and mileage table.
Shows road network throughout New England with emphasis on the Berkshire Hills (Mass.)
Regional hotel names printed in red on host map, corresponding to "hotels on the Real Tour" listed inside front cover.
Back cover has information about "The New Jersey Tour."
Front cover has paste-on label of Red Lion Inn, Stockbridge, Mass.
Removed from the Francis Wells Shaw Papers [Newberry Library Midwest MS ShawF].
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3.
Road map4C G3721.P2 1926 .A9 (PrCt)

12498 Berlin (Germany) - Historical geography - Maps - 1920-1929
<<>>Berlin (Germany) - Maps - 1920-1929
[1st ed.]
Includes bibliographical references (p. 393-404) and index.
Maps on lining papers.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 70156522
ISBN 0060113723 ; 9780060113728
Baskes DD879 .F75 1972 (NLO)

12499 Berlin (Germany) - Maps - 1688 - Pictorial works
Residentia electoralis Brandenburgica... [198?-].
Authors: Schulz, Johann Bernhard -- Institut für Angewandte Geodäsie. Aussenstelle Berlin Verein für die Geschichte Berlins
1 birds-eye-view ; 34 x 101 cm.
Facsimile of original published Berlin, 1688.
Includes references 1-48.
4077 map6F G6299.B3A3 1688 S3 198- (PrCt)

12500 Berlin (Germany) - Maps - 1730-1739
<<>>Berlin (Germany) - Maps - 1730-1739 - Pictorial works
Berlin, die praechtigst u: maechtigste Haupstatt dess Churfürstenthums Brandenburg. [197?-].
Authors: Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756
1 map : hand col. ; 50 x 57 cm.
Facsimile of original published in Augsburg, 1737-?
Gift '74 map6F G6299.B3 173- S4 197- (PrCt)

12501 Berlin (Germany) - Maps - 1740-1749
Plan de la ville de Berlin ...
[19--.]
Authors: Schmettau, Samuel von, 1684-1751
1 map 19-- facsimile. Originally published 174--
temp map6F G6299.B3 174- .S3 19-- (PrCt)

12502 Berlin (Germany) - Maps - 1792
A Plan of the city of Berlin. [London? J. Stockdale?, 1792?].
Authors: Andrews, John, 1736-1809 -- Andrews, John, 1736-1809. A Collection of plans of the most capital cities of ... Europe and ... the world [1792?] -- Stockdale, John, 1749?-1814
1 map ; 17 x 25 cm.
Case folio G 13 .036 pl. 16 (PrCt)

12503 Berlin (Germany) - Maps - 1800
Authors: Stockdale, John, 1749?-1814 -- Stockdale, John, 1749?-1814. A Geographical, historical, and political description of the empire of Germany, Holland, the Netherlands, Switzerland, Prussia, Italy, Sicily, Corsica, and Sardinia ... (1800)
1 map ; 18 x 26 cm.
Includes 'References' 1-67.
In: Stockdale, John. A Geographical, historical, and political description of the empire of Germany, Holland, the Netherlands, Switzerland, Prussia, Italy, Sicily, Corsica, and Sardinia ... (London : Printed forJohn Stockdale, 1800), plate 7, opposite p. 140.
M249 folio G 30 .333 pl. 7, opp. p. 140 (PrCt)

12504 Berlin (Germany) - Maps - 1816
Berlin. London : I. Luffman, [1816?].

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Luffman, J. (John), 1756-1846 -- Luffman, J. (John), 1756-1846. Select plans of cities, harbours, forts, &c ... [1816?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 21 x 19 cm.
In: Luffman, John. Select plans of cities, harbours, forts, &c ... (London: Luffman, [1816?]), plate [23].
folio Ayer 135 .L94 1816 pl. [23] (PrCt)

12505 Berlin (Germany) - Maps - 1833
Berlin. London : Chapman and Hall, 1833 [i.e.1844].
1 map : hand col. ; 29 x 38 cm.
'Drawn by W.B. Clarke Arch.'
'Engraved & printed by J. Henshall.'
Bottom margin includes elevation drawings of prominent buildings.
oversize Ayer 135 .S67 1844 v. 2, pl. [165] (PrCt)

12506 Berlin (Germany) - Maps - 1840 - Pictorial works
Berlin. [Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, 1840].
Authors: Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846 -- Lea & Blanchard -- Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (1840) 1 view ; 4 x 7 cm.
In: Murray, Hugh. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, successors to Carey & Co., for George W. Gorton, 1840) v. 2, p. 103.
Wax engraving.
G 11 .607 v. 2, p. 103 (PrCt)

12507 Berlin (Germany) - Maps - 1887
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. : 3 maps, 5 city plans 5th ed.
A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher, 1832-1990, no. D204.
Includes advertising dated 1887 and priced in marks.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

12508 Berlin (Germany) - Maps - 1889
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. : 3 maps, 5 city plans 6th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1889 and priced in marks.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

12509 Berlin (Germany) - Maps - 1894
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. : 4 maps, 5 city plans 8th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1894 and priced in marks.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

12510 Berlin (Germany) - Maps - 1896
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. : 4 maps, 6 city plans 9th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1896 and priced in marks.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

12511 Berlin (Germany) - Maps - 1898
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. : 4 maps, 6 city plans 10th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1898 and priced in marks.
Condition: Fair.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

12512 Berlin (Germany) - Maps - 1903<><>Berlin Region (Germany) - Maps - 1903
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 4 maps, 19 city plans
1st ed.
Includes advertising dated 1903 and priced in marks.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

12513 Berlin (Germany) - Maps - 1904<><>Berlin Region (Germany) - Maps - 1904
Authors: Mende, Alfred -- Ewan, A. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (153 p., [89] p. of plates) : 85 col. maps ; 18 cm.
"Ausgabe C"--Cover.
Sectional maps at scale 1:18,000; map of Berlin at scale 1:125,000.
Sectional maps are tabbed.
Includes index.
Stamp: Fuhrwerks-Berufsgenossenschaft Section 4.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1924.B3 M46 1904 (NLO)

12514 Berlin (Germany) - Maps - 1905<><>Berlin Region (Germany) - Maps - 1905
Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag -- Kraatz, Leopold -- Goldschmidt, Albert -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
216, 19 p., 5 leaves of plates : ill., 5 maps (some col., some folded) ; 16 cm.
49. neu bearb. Aufl. [47th ed.]
Cover title: Berlin und Umgegend 1905
'Mit 5 Karten, 17 Grundrissen und zahlreichen Illustrationen.'
Maps lithographed by Leopold Kraatz.
Advertisements: 19 p. at end.
Includes index.
Series: Griebens Reiseführer. Bd. 6
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 6 (1905) (NLO)

12515 Berlin (Germany) - Maps - 1905<><>Berlin Region (Germany) - Maps - 1905
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 6 maps, 18 city plans
2nd ed.
Includes advertising dated 1905 and priced in marks.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

12516 Berlin (Germany) - Maps - 1907<><>Brandenburg (Germany : Stadtteile) - Maps - 1907<><>Brandenburg (Germany : Stadtteile) - Maps - 1907
Authors: Albrecht, Emil, 1856- -- Kiesslings Reisebücher -- Kraatz, Leopold -- Kiessling, Alexius -- Niggl, Alfred -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
viii, 164, 8 pages, 14 unnumbered leaves of plates (7 folded) : 14 color maps ; 17 cm
Maps lithographed by Leopold Kraatz.
"Mit 14 Karten."
Includes index.
Advertisements: 8 pages at end.
Series: Kiesslings Reisebücher.
Stamp: Dipl.-Ing Alfred Niggl.
Stamp: München.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes DD859 .A53 1907 (NLO)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Edition</th>
<th>Place of Publication</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12518</td>
<td>Berlin (Germany) - Maps - 1908</td>
<td>Berlin Region (Germany) - Maps - 1908</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Südwestliche und südöstliche Umgebung Berlins.</td>
<td>Berlin : Verlag von Alexius Kiessling [für] Internationaler Kongress für historische Wissenschaften, 1908.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12519</td>
<td>Berlin (Germany) - Maps - 1908</td>
<td>Berlin Region (Germany) - Maps - 1908</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Berlin and its environs.</td>
<td>Leipzig : K. Baedeker, 1908.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12520</td>
<td>Berlin (Germany) - Maps - 1909</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12525</td>
<td>Berlin (Germany) - Maps - 1910</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
12526  Berlin (Germany) - Maps - 1910

Berlin Region (Germany) - Maps - 1910

Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 5 maps, 23 city plans
16th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1910 and priced in marks.
Condition: Fair.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

12527  Berlin (Germany) - Maps - 1910

Berlin Region (Germany) - Maps - 1910

Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- T. Fisher Unwin -- Scribner's, (Firm) -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 5 maps, 23 city plans
4th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1910 and priced in marks.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

12528  Berlin (Germany) - Maps - 1912

Berlin Region (Germany) - Maps - 1912

Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- T. Fisher Unwin (Firm) -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 7 maps, 24 city plans
5th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1912 and priced in marks.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)
12532 **Berlin (Germany) - Maps - 1922**

*Berlin, Potsdam and environs; practical guide.*

Berlin : A. Goldschmidt, 1922.

Authors: Griebens guide books -- Griebens-Reiseführer -- Griebens-Verlag -- Goldschmidt, Albert -- Kraatz, Leopold -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)


5th ed.

With 8 maps and 7 sketches.

Maps lithographed by Leopold Kraatz.

Advertisements: xviii p. at end.

Includes index.

Series: Griebens guide books ; vol. 108

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 108 (1922) (NLO)

---

12536 **Berlin (Germany) - Maps - 1927 (Provisional Heading)**

*Berliner grundschulatlas (heimatlas).* Leipizg : List & Bressensdorf, 1927.

Authors: Harms, Heinrich, 1861-1933 -- List & von Bressensdorf -- Rathhey, Wilhelm -- Kube, Erich -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 18 maps ; 271 x 193 mm.

ed:WRathhey,Ekube

Phillips 8831

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

---

12537 **Berlin Region (Germany) - Maps - 1929**


Authors: Peip, Chr. (Christian), b. 1843 -- Paasche & Luz Kartographische Anstalt -- Steinkopf, J. F. -- Schwarts, Richard, fl. 1929 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (vii, 171 p., [38] leaves of plates (some folded)) : 39 col. maps ; 19 cm.

Edition: 7. gänzlich umgearb. und erw. Aufl., 2. berichtigter Neudruck

Cover title: Peips Taschenatlas von Berlin und weiterer Umgebung

Spine title: Taschenatlas von Berlin


"Auslieferung für Berlin: Richard Schwarz, Landkartenhaltung, Berlin W8."

Includes index.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Phillips 8832

Baskes G1924.B3 P45 1929 (NLO)

---

12538 **Berlin (Germany) - Maps - 1931**

*Berlin, Potsdam and environs : with information for motorists. Berlin ; London : Griebens-Verlag ; "Geographia" Ltd., 1931.*

Authors: Grieben's guide books -- Griebens-Reiseführer -- Griebens-Verlag -- Grieben's guide books -- "Geographia" Ltd. -- Kraatz, Leopold -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)


7th ed.

Issued with 8 (?) maps, but this copy imperfect;

---

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
folded map at end largely torn out.
Maps by Leop. Kraatz.
"With 9 maps and 7 ground plans."
Includes indexes.
Publisher's advertisement on front endpapers
and "Appendix to Griebens's guide books, vo. 108,
Berlin and Potsdam", 13 p. at end.
Series: Griebens's guide books ; vol. 108 --
Griebens's guide books ; v. 108.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 108 (1931) (NLO)

12539 Berlin (Germany) - Maps - 1933<<<Potsdam
(Germany) - Maps - 1933
Berlin und Potsdam, kleine ausgabe. Leipzig : K.
Baedeker, 1933.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 11 plates
Includes advertising dated 1933 and priced in
marks.A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's
Reiseführer, 1832-1990, no. D222.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

12540 Berlin (Germany) - Maps - 1936<<<Berlin
Region (Germany) - Maps - 1936<<<Olympic
Games (11th : 1936 : Berlin, Germany) - Maps
Berlin und Umgebung : mit Angaben für
Authors: Griebens-Reiseführer -- Griebens-Verlag
-- Kraatz, Leopold -- Griebens-Verlag. Lageplan
des Reichssportfelds (1936) -- Olympic Games
(11th : 1936 : Berlin, Germany) -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
(some folded, some col.), plans ; 16 cm.
Edition: 70. Aufl.
Maps lithographed by Leopold Kraatz.
"Sucher," for use with map, in pocket.
Advertisements: 21 p. at end.
Includes index.
Series: Griebens-Verlag -- Bd. 6
Laid in: XI Olympiade 1936, Olympische Spiele in
Berlin, 1.-16. August 1936. Beilage zum
Griebens-Reiseführer Berlin und Umgebung.
Includes map: Lageplan des Reichssportfelds.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 6 (1936) (NLO)

12541 Berlin (Germany) - Maps - 1936<<<Potsdam
(Germany) - Maps - 1936
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 2 maps, 28 city plans
21st ed.
A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker’s Reisehandbücher,
1832-1990, no. D221.
Includes advertising dated 1936 and priced in
marks.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

12542 Berlin (Germany) - Maps - 1939<<<Berlin
Region (Germany) - Maps - 1939
Berlin und Umgebung : kleine Ausgabe mit
Angaben für Autofahrer. Berlin : Griebens-Verlag,
1939.
Authors: Griebens-Reiseführer -- Griebens-Verlag
-- Kraatz, Leopold -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
146, 23 p., [3] leaves of plates (some folded) : ill.,
10 maps (some col., some folded) ; 16 cm.
72. Aufl. [72nd ed.]
Mit 10 Karten und Plänen und 10 Abbildungen.’
Maps lithographed by Leopold Kraatz.
"Sucher," for use with map, in pocket.
Advertisements: 23 p. at end.
Includes indexes.
Series: Griebens-Reiseführer -- Bd. 25
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 25 (1939) (NLO)

12543 Berlin (Germany) - Maps - 1954
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 14 plates
22nd ed.
A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher,
Includes advertising dated 1954 and priced in
marks.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

12544 Berlin (Germany) - Maps - 1955<<<Atlases,
German - 1955<<<Germany - Geography -
1955
Berlin Grundschatlatalas. Frankfurt :
Atlantik-Verlag Paul List, [ca. 1955].
Authors: Harms, Heinrich, 1861-1933 -- Paul List
Verlag -- Atlantik-Verlag Paul List -- Richard
Schwarz KG. -- Lindemann & Lüdecke -- Roger
S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- List
(Paul) Verlag SEE Paul List Verlag -- Verlag Paul
List SEE Paul List Verlag -- Schwarz (Richard)
KG. SEE Richard Schwarz KG. -- Paul List
Verlag SEE ALSO Atlantik-Verlag Paul List --
Atlantik-Verlag Paul List SEE ALSO Paul List
Verlag
1 atlas (18, [2], 19-34 p.) : ill., 24 col. maps (some
folded) ; 33 cm.
Title, publisher and series from cover.
'Die Stadtpläne von Berlin ... stellte der Verlag
12547 Berlin (Germany) - Maps - 1964
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 24 plates
23rd ed.
German, grosse ausgabe.
A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbucher, 1832-1900, no. K052.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

12548 Berlin (Germany) - Maps - 1965 - Guidebooks
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- George Allen & Unwin -- Macmillan & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.
7th ed.
English.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

12549 Berlin (Germany) - Maps - 1965 - Guidebooks
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- George Allen & Unwin -- Macmillan & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.
7th ed.
English.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

12550 Berlin (Germany) - Maps - 1969
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 9 plates
1st ed.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

12551 Berlin (Germany) - Maps - 1974 - Potsdam (Germany) - Maps - 1974
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Schöneberg -- Weberbank (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 4 plates
OCLC 52508218.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

12552 Berlin (Germany) - Maps - 1984
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Automobile Association (Great Britain) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 13 plates
1st ed.
Issued in partnership with the Automobile Association (short format); cf. A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher, 1832-1990, p. 277.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

12553 Berlin (Germany) - Maps - 1987
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Baedeker Stuttgart -- Automobile Association (Great Britain) -- Jarrold and Sons -- Prentice-Hall, Inc. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 13 plates
Issued in partnership with the Automobile Association (short format); cf. A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher, 1832-1990, p. 277.
Cover price: $13.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

12554 Berlin (Germany) - Maps - 1991
Authors: Cadogan guides -- Gumbel, A. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 11 maps
Ed: Andrew Gumbel
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

12555 Berlin (Germany) - Maps - 1997
Berlin (Germany) - Maps - 1997
Berlin, Potsdam / Michelin. Watford, Herts.
Michelin Tyre PLC, Tourism Department, c1997.
Authors: Michelin green guides -- Michelin Tyre PLC -- Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Berliner Verkehrs-Betriebe (BVG) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1st ed.
Cover title.
One map published by Berliner Verkehrs-Betriebe (BVG).
Includes bibliographical references (p. 83) and index.
Map on back cover.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Letterpress text on verso (p. 41-42) under the following heading: The description of the Summer Islands, once called the Bermudas.
In: Speed, John. The Theatre of the Empire of Great-Britain ... (London : Printed for T. Bassett and R. Chiswell, 1676) map [89].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B68 1747 v. 2, pl. 61 (PrCt)

12567 Bermuda Islands - Maps - 1732 - Coasts - Nautical charts
Bermuda Islands - Maps - 1732 - Coasts

A New & accurate map of Bermudas or Sommers Islands ; A Accurate map of the Island of St. Christopher, vulgarly called St. Kits. London : W. Inny, etc., 1747.
Authors: Bowen, Emanuel, -1767 -- Inny, William, d. 1756 -- Bowen, Emanuel, -1767. A Complete system of geography ... (1747) 2 maps ; on sheet 35 x 43 cm.
In: Bowen, Emanuel. A Complete system of geography : being a description of ... the known world (London : Printed for William Inny, etc., 1747) v. 2, pl. [61].
Case oversize G114 .B68 1747 v. 2, pl. 61 (PrCt)

12571 Bermuda Islands - Maps - 1760 - Coasts - Nautical charts
Bermuda Islands - Maps - 1760 - Coasts

A New & accurate map of Bermudas or Sommers Islands ; A Accurate map of the Island of St. Christopher, vulgarly called St. Kits. London : W. Inny, etc., 1747.
Authors: Bowen, Emanuel, -1767 -- Inny, William, d. 1756 -- Bowen, Emanuel, -1767. A Complete system of geography ... (1747) 2 maps ; on sheet 35 x 43 cm.
In: Bowen, Emanuel. A Complete system of geography : being a description of ... the known world (London : Printed for William Inny, etc., 1747) v. 2, pl. [61].
Case oversize G114 .B68 1747 v. 2, pl. 61 (PrCt)

12572 Bermuda Islands - Maps - 1775

A New & accurate map of Bermudas or Sommers Islands ; A Accurate map of the Island of St. Christopher, vulgarly called St. Kits. London : W. Inny, etc., 1747.
Authors: Bowen, Emanuel, -1767 -- Inny, William, d. 1756 -- Bowen, Emanuel, -1767. A Complete system of geography ... (1747) 2 maps ; on sheet 35 x 43 cm.
In: Bowen, Emanuel. A Complete system of geography : being a description of ... the known world (London : Printed for William Inny, etc., 1747) v. 2, pl. [61].
Case oversize G114 .B68 1747 v. 2, pl. 61 (PrCt)

12573 Bermuda Islands - Maps - 1775

A New & accurate map of Bermudas or Sommers Islands ; A Accurate map of the Island of St. Christopher, vulgarly called St. Kits. London : W. Inny, etc., 1747.
Authors: Bowen, Emanuel, -1767 -- Inny, William, d. 1756 -- Bowen, Emanuel, -1767. A Complete system of geography ... (1747) 2 maps ; on sheet 35 x 43 cm.
In: Bowen, Emanuel. A Complete system of geography : being a description of ... the known world (London : Printed for William Inny, etc., 1747) v. 2, pl. [61].
Case oversize G114 .B68 1747 v. 2, pl. 61 (PrCt)
Authors: Leprière, C. (Clement), 1716?-1746 -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Robert Sayer and John Bennett (Firm). Neptune occidental : a pilot for the West-Indies ... (1778) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 45 x 59 cm.
In: Robert Sayer and John Bennett (Firm). Neptune occidental : a pilot for the West-Indies ... (London : R. Sayer and J. Bennett, 1778); engraved letter "F" at upper right; verso handstamped '7.'

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .N44 1778 pl. 7 (PrCt)

12574 Bermuda Islands - Maps - 1783 - Coasts - Nautical charts
Nautical charts - Bermuda Islands - Maps - 1783 - Coasts
1 map ; 30 x 23 cm. on sheet 47 x 31 cm.
Title from oversize lettering.
Letterpress title beneath engraved map: A Description of the ports and islands upon the coast between the Amazons and Cape Florida. In: The English pilot: Describing the West-India navigation, from Hudson's Bay to the River Amazones ... (London : Printed for Messrs. Mount and Page, Tower-Hill, 1783) p. [50].
oversize Ayer 135 .E55 1783 p. [50] (PrCt)

12575 Bermuda Islands - Maps - 1797
Authors: Laurie & Whittle -- Historic Urban Plans (firm)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 51 cm.
Facsimile of original published in London, 1797.
Palmer, Printed maps of Bermuda, no. 40. 4142
map4F G9120 1775 .L4 state 4, facs. 1980 (PrCt)

12576 Bermuda Islands - Maps - 1872<<><> Hamilton (Bermuda Islands) - Pictorial works - 1872 - Harbors - Bermuda SEE Bermuda Islands
Authors: Swanston, George H. -- A. Fullarton & Co. -- A. Fullarton & Co. The Royal illustrated atlas of modern geography [1872?]
2 maps : col. ; 13 x 23 cm. and 13 x 25 cm., on sheet 48 x 32 cm.
Collective title in upper margin.

Added titles: Bermuda or Somer's Island -- Island of Jamaica / by G. H. Swanston Edinr. Inset views (6 x 23 cm. and 6 x 25 cm.); Government Dock Yard, Bermuda -- Port Royal Harbour Jamaica.
Margins include pictorial vignettes of natives in local costume.
Printed plate no. "XXXIX" at upper right.
Case oversize G1019 .A38 1872, plate [39] (PrCt)

12577 Bermuda Islands - Maps - 1949 - Roads<<><>Hamilton (Bermuda Islands) - Maps - 1949<<><> Saint George (Bermuda Islands) - Maps - 1949<<><>Road maps
Authors: Bell, Frank R. -- Hagstrom Company -- Beautiful Bermuda Publishing Co. -- General Drafting Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 32 x 45 cm.
Insets: City of Hamilton. -- Town of St. George. -- [Location map].
Below map, in seven columns, "Index to places and points of interest."
Advertisements on verso.
Shows 1st, 2d, and 3d class roads.
Forms part of the General Drafting Collection (Newberry Library).
map4F G9120 1949 .B4 (PrCt)

12578 Bermuda Islands - Maps - Bibliography
Authors: Palmer, Margaret -- Tooley, R. V. (Ronald Vere), 1898-1986 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
31 p., [40] p. of plates : ill., maps ; 28 cm.
3rd rev. ed.
Previous editions published as: Printed maps of Bermuda.
Formerly Ayer folio Z6027.B55 P34 1983
ISBN 0946323011
Map Ref folio Z6027.B55 P34 1983 (NLO)

12579 Bern Region (Switzerland) - Maps - 1578
Authors: Schoepf, Thomas, d. 1577 -- Edition Cavelti -- International Conference on the History of Cartography (22d : 2007 : Bern)
1 map ; 45 x 33 cm.
Facsimile of the sheet including the city of Bern from Schoepf's Inclitae Bernatnum Urbis, cum omni ditionis suae agro et provinciis delineatio
12580
Bern (Switzerland : Canton) - Maps - 1578
Authors: Schoepf, Thomas, d. 1577 -- Grosjean, Georges -- Burgerbibliothek Bern -- Zentralbibliothek Zürich -- Stocker, J.
1 map (4 pts. : col.) ; 1 sheets in portfolio 54 cm.
Facsimile of Schoepf, Thomas. In In: Münster, Sebastian. Cosmographiae universalis ... (1552)
1549 exarta Vrsina ciuitas, vulgo Bernensis, ad hunc Christi annum 1549. exarta
Buildings shown pictorially.
Letterpress 377 and text on verso: Civitas Bernensis accuratissime per Io. Rudolfum Emanuelem Bernatem ...


Case folio G 13 .036 pl. 12 (PrCt)

Bern (Switzerland) - Maps - 1800
Authors: Stockdale, John, 1749?-1814 -- Stockdale, John, 1749?-1814. A Geographical, historical, and political description of the empire of Germany, Holland, the Netherlands, Switzerland, Prussia, Italy, Sicily, Corsica, and Sardinia ... (1800)
1 map ; 16 x 26 cm.
Includes 'References' A-I, K-T.
In: Stockdale, John. A Geographical, historical, and political description of the empire of Germany, Holland, the Netherlands, Switzerland, Prussia, Italy, Sicily, Corsica, and Sardinia ... (London: Printed for John Stockdale, 1800), plate 8, opposite p. 142.

M250
folio G 30 .333, pl. 8, opposite p. 142 (PrCt)

Bern (Switzerland) - Maps - 1840 - Pictorial works
Berne. [Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, 1840].
Authors: Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846 -- Lea & Blanchard -- Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (1840)
1 view ; 3 x 7 cm.
In: Murray, Hugh. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, successors to Carey & Co., for George W. Gorton, 1840) v. 2, p. 68.
Wax engraving.
G 11 .607 v. 2, p. 68 (PrCt)

Bernard J. Shapero Rare Books (Firm) - Catalogs
Authors: Bernard J. Shapero Rare Books (Firm) -- Trimming, Nick -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Includes bibliographical references (p. [2] at end)
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Bernese Alps (Switzerland) - Maps - 1816
Authors: Wyss, Johann Rudolf, 1781-1830 -- Stähli -- Scheuermann, Samuel-Johann-Jakob, 1770 or 71-1844 -- Wagner, S. -- Burgdorfer, Johann Jakob -- Wyss, Johann Rudolf, 1781-1830. Voyage dans l’Oberland bernois (1816) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
"Cet petit atlas de poche fait partie du Voyage dans l’Oberland, qui se trouve chez le même Editeur et qui peut être considéré comme le commentaire détaillé de ces cartes."--P. 1. Maps and engravings by Stähli and J.J. Scheuerman.
In French.
Engraved t.p.; title vignette.
Errata, p. [124].
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 3153
Baskes G1897.B4 W97 1816 (NLO)

Bernese Alps (Switzerland) - Maps - 1903
Alpes Bernoises (Switzerland) SEE Bernese Alps (Switzerland)
Bernese Alps (Switzerland) SEE Bernese Alps (Switzerland)
Oberland Bernois
(Switzerland) SEE Bernese Alps (Switzerland)

Bernese Alps (Switzerland) - Maps - 1925
Das Berner Oberland. Berlin : Grieben-Verlag ; A. Goldschmidt, 1925.
Authors: Tarnuzzer, Christian -- Kümerly + Frey -- Artistisches Institut Orell Füssli -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 4 maps
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Bernese Alps (Switzerland) - Maps - 1963
1 v. : 18 map plates
G 38 .598 (NLO)
Authors: Lake, D. J. -- Titus, C. O. -- Worley & Bracher -- Bourquin, F. (Frederick), b. 1808 -- Chicago Historical Society -- Titus, Clarence O., fl. 1865-1880
SEE Titus, C. O.
1 atlas (85 p., [2] folded leaves) : 44 hand col. maps ; 40 cm.
Incomplete: lacks 5-46 and 50-53; has 54-85 and folding map of Michigan and double-page map of United States; 48-49 mostly lacking.
'By and under the direction of D.J. Lake ...','Engd. by Worley & Bracher. Printed by Fred. Bourquin.'
Scale [ca. 1:31,680]. 2 in. to 1 mile
Cadastral maps showing land ownership.
Includes business directories.
Library buckram.
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005; includes CHS ownership markings.
CHS Coll., Atlas no. 117
Karpinski 495a
Barnett 5-0240
oversize G4113.B6G46 1873.L3 (NLO)

Authors: D.W. Ensign & Co.
1 map : hand col.; 19 x 23 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:500,000].
Karpinski 496.
F 901125 .408 at front (PrCt)

Authors: C.S. Hammond & Company -- Wilmer Atkinson Company -- Farm journal -- Wilmer Atkinson Company. Farm journal illustrated rural directory of Berrien County Michigan (1917)
1 map; 49 x 44 cm.
Detached from Farm journal illustrated rural directory of Berrien County Michigan (Philadelphia: Wilmer Atkinson Company, 1917) [F 572 .B5 A18].
General location of landowners' property is keyed to the map by numbers.
map4F G4113.B6G46 1917.H3 (PrCt)

Berrien County, Michigan, official farm plat book and directory. LaPorte, Ind. County Plat and Directory Co., [1963?].
Authors: County Plat & Directory Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (64 p.) : 26 maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
Date from ms. note on cover.
Includes index to owners.
Scales differ.
Coordinates: (W 86°50’–W 86°14’/N 42°14’–N 41°44’).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

12596 Berry (France) - Maps - 1570<<<Auvergne (France) - Maps - 1570
Authors: Chaumeau, Jean, active 16th century -- Simeoni, Gabriele, 1509-1575 -- Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Diesth, Aegid. Coppenius (Aegidius Coppeniinus) -- Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598. Theatrvm orbis terrarvm (1570) -- Calameus, Johannes, 16th cent. SEE Chaumeau, Jean, 16th cent. -- Calameaum, Ioannem, 16th cent. SEE Chaumeau, Jean, 16th cent. -- Symeoneo, Gabriele, 1509-1575 SEE Simeoni, Gabriele, 1509-1575 -- Simeonis, Gabrielis, 1509-1575 SEE Simeoni, Gabriele, 1509-1575 -- Symeonis, Gabrieli, 1509-1575 SEE Simeoni, Gabriele, 1509-1575 -- Simeonis, Gabrieli, 1509-1575 SEE Simeoni, Gabriele, 1509-1575
2 maps ; 31 x 31 cm. and 24 x 16 cm., on sheet 41 x 55 cm.
In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatrvm orbis terrarvm (Antwerp : A.C. Diesth, 1570), [plate 10].
Engraved by Franz Hogenberg; see Karrow, p. 5.
Printed no. 10 and Latin letterpress text on verso beginning: Bitvrigvm regio. Anno ab orbe condito 1719...
Duplicate copy: VAULT oversize Ayer 135.O7 1570
Digital image of another copy available on Marcel P.R. van den Broecke's Cartographica Neerlandica website (accessed Dec. 2011):
VAULT Case oversize G 1007 .64, [plate 10] (PrCt)
Ioannem Calamaeum ; Limaniae topographia / Gabriele Symeoneo avct. [Antwerp : Christophe Plantin, 1588].


2 maps : hand col. ; 31 x 31 cm. and 24 x 16 cm., on sheet 46 x 62 cm.

In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatro de la tierra vniversal (Antwerp : Christophe Plantin, 1588), [plate 22].

Printed no. 22 and Spanish letterpress text on verso beginning: La Region de Bitvriges, o Bovrges. De los Bituriges hazen mencion casi ...


VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1606, [plate 24] (PrCt)

12600 Berry (France) - Maps - 1678 <<-Centre (France) - Maps - 1678 <<-Allier (France) - Maps - 1678 <<-Creuse (France) - Maps - 1678

Dioeceste de l'archevesche de Bourges ... Paris, 1678.

Authors: Sanson, Guillaume -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G72, III:G105, III:G106, and III:G107 1 map ; 75 x 87 cm. on 4 sheets 43 x 55 cm. or smaller

Not in Pastoureau or Phillips-LeGear.

2779 rev

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Sack map4F G5832.B4 1678 S2 (PrCt)

12601 Berry (France) - Maps - 1707

La Province de Berry. Paris, 1707.

Authors: Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G130 1 map ; hand col. ; 45 x 66 cm.

Added title: La Generalité de Bourges ... .

2708

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Sack map4F G5832.B4 1707 J3 (PrCt)

12602 Berry (France) - Maps - 1753 <<-Nivernais (France) - Maps - 1753 <<-Bourbonnais (France) - Maps - 1753

Gouvernements généraux du Berry, du Nivernois, et du Bourbonois / par le Sr. Robert ... ; gravé par E. Haussard. [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy], 1753.

Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Haussard, Elisabeth -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas universel (1757 [i.e.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1790?) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 53 cm.
In: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles. Atlas universel / par M. Robert ... et par M. Robert de Vaugondy son fils ... (A Paris : Chez De La Marche, géographe, rue du Foin St. Jacques, Collège de Me. Gervais, 1757, [i.e. 1790?]), [plate 39].

"39" -- oversize letterpress number stamped on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1790, [plate 39] (PrCt)

12603 Berry (France) - Maps - 1753<<>>Nivernais (France) - Maps - 1753<<>>Bourbonnais (France) - Maps - 1753<<>>Nivernois (France)

SEE Nivernais (France)<<>>Bourbonnais (France) SEE Bourbonnais (France)

Gouvernements généraux du Berry, du Nivernois, et du Bourbonnais / par le Sr. Robert ... ; gravé par E. Haussard. [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy], 1753.

Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Haussard, Elisabeth -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1758?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 53 cm.

"Berry, Nivernois, Bourbonnais" -- oversize letterpress title stamped on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1757, [plate 39] (PrCt)

12604 Berry (France) - Maps - 1777<<>>Nivernais (France) - Maps - 1777<<>>Marche (France : Province) - Maps - 1777<<>>Bourbonnais (France) - Maps - 1777<<>>Limousin (France) - Maps - 1777<<>>Auvergne (France) - Maps - 1777

Carte des gouvernements du Berri, du Nivernois, de la Marche, du Bourbonnais, du Limosin et de l’Auvergne / ... par M. Bonne ... a Paris 1771. À Venise [Venice] ; par P. Santini ; chez Mr. Remondini, 1777.

Authors: Bonne, Rigobert, 1727-1794 -- Santini, P. -- Remondini, Guiseppe Antonio, 1747-1811 -- Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (1784 [i.e. 1807?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 56 x 41 cm.
In: Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (Venice : par P. Santini, rue Ste. Justine, chez M. Remondini, 1784 [i.e. 1807?]), v. 1, no. "P.I. 20"
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

12605 Berry (France) - Maps - 1987<<>>Limousin (France) - Maps - 1987<<>>Road maps


Authors: Guides verts Michelin -- Michelin green guides -- Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

159 p. : ill. (chiefly col.), 40 col. maps and plans ; 26 x 12 cm.
1re éd.

"Nouvelle édition."
Cover title.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 151) and index.
Maps on back cover.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

ISBN 206003051X (pbk.) ; 9782060030517 (pbk.)


1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: Photocopies (negative) of 2 sheets, both in 2 overlapping parts, 18 x 17 in. each. Scale 1:80,000. Originally compiled 1863. Only covers part of the county.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:


Microfiche 583, no. 589 (PrCt)

12607 Besançon (France) - Maps - 1620

Vesontionis antiquissimae celeberrimaeq seqvanorvm qvi in Celtica Gallia ... [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].

Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; hand col. ; 35 x 49 cm.
Derived from a 1572 woodcut by Sebastian Münster; see R.A. Skelton’s Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 2, pl. 16 (PrCt)

12608 Besançon (France) - Maps - 1696 - Fortification
Besançon ville forte capitale de la Franche Comte ... Paris : De Fer, [1696]. Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes -- avec leurs fortifications ... (1695-1696) 1 map 21 x 28 cm. In: Fer, Nicolas de. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes; avec leurs fortifications ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, 1695-1696) pt. 7, map [146] Manuscript '(22)' at upper right.

Case folio U 26. 293 pt. 7, map [146] (PrCt)

12609 Besançon (France) - Maps - 1713 - Fortification
Besançon ville forte capitale de la Franche Comte ... Paris : De Fer, [1713?]. Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Introduction à la fortification ... [1713?] 1 map ; 17 x 30 cm. In: Fer, Nicolas de. Introduction à la fortification ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, [1713?]) map [30]. For later state of this map, with engraved plate number, see Case folio U 26 .292. For earlier version of this map, engraved on different plate, see Case folio U 26 .293.

Case oversize U 26 .2919 map [30] (PrCt)

12610 Bescapè, Carlo, 1550-1615

Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

12611 Betanzos Bay (Spain) - Maps - 1801 - Nautical charts
La Coruña Bay (Spain) - Maps - 1801 - Nautical charts)
-1801 - Nautical charts

Imprint on map: London ... W. Faden ... 1801. Includes pasted on extension north to Cape Prior (23 x 15 cm.) Verso handstamped '47.'

oversize Ayer 135 .G32 1775 v. 1, pl. 67 (PrCt)

12612 Bethany Beach (Del.) - Description and travel - 1987<<>>Fenwick Island (Del.) - Description and travel - 1987
Delaware, small wonder : the quiet resorts, Bethany Beach, Fenwick Island and surrounding areas : map and visitors guide. Fenwick Island North, Del. Bethany-Fenwick Area Chamber of Commerce, 1987. Authors: Bethany-Fenwick Area Chamber of Commerce 1 leaflet (6-fold) : col. maps, photos ; 22 x 10 cm. Includes "1987 calendar of events."


12613 Bethlehem (Pa.) - Pictorial works - 1798

431 map1F G3824.B57A3 1798 P3 197 (PrCt)

12614 Béthune (France) - Maps - 1645

VAULT folio Ayer 135 .C8 1689 pl. 17 (PrCt)

12615 Béthune (France) - Maps - 1696 - Fortification
Bethune ville forte des Pais Bas, du Comté d'Artois ... [Paris : De Fer, 1696]. Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes -- avec leurs fortifications ... (1695-1696) 1 map ; 21 x 27 cm.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
In: Fer, Nicolas de. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes; avec leurs fortifications ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, 1695-1696) pt. 8, map [164].
Manuscript '(15)' at upper right.

**Case folio U 26 .293 pt. 8, map [164] (PrCt)**

12616 Béthune (France) - Maps - 1700-1799 - Military operations

**Béthune a strong town in the Earldom of Artois in the Low Countries, subject to the French.**
[London? : Knaptton, ca. 1740?].
1 map ; 38 x 48 cm.
Title in right bottom margin.
Details an undated 18th-century siege.
Includes references A-H.
folio F 45 .7341 v. [6] map [66] (PrCt)

12617 Béthune (France) - Maps - 1710 - Siege

**Bethune. Brussels, 1710.**
Authors: Frisz, Eugène-Henri, d. 1733 -- Harrewijn, Jacobus, 1660-1727 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:U28 1 map ; 41 x 46 cm.
Includes references A-E, a-e, and A-F.
Phillips 7962 no. [51].
3130
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
**Sack map4F G5834.B46 1710 H3 (PrCt)**

12618 Béthune (France) - Maps - 1711 - Fortifications

**Bouchain ville forte du comte de Hainaut situee sur la riviere d'Escaut.** Brussels, 1711.
Authors: Frisz, Eugène-Henri, d. 1733 -- Devel, Pieter -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:U46 1 map ; 8 x 21 cm.
Phillips 7962 no. [57].
3118
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
**Sack map2F G5834.B59 1711 F7 (PrCt)**

12619 Béthune (France) - Maps - 1713 - Fortification

**Bethune ville forte des Pais Bas Comte d'Artois ... Paris : De Fer , [1713?].**
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Loon, H. V. (Herman van) -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Introduction à la fortification ... [1713?]
1 map ; 18 x 28 cm.
In: Fer, Nicolas de. Introduction à la fortification
... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, [1713?]) map [59].
Map dated 1705.
For later state of this map, with engraved plate number, see Case folio U 26 .292.
For earlier version of this map, engraved on different plate, see Case folio U 26 .293.

**Case oversize U 26 .2919 map [59] (PrCt)**

12620 Béthune (France) - Maps - 1785 - Fortification

**Bethune a strong town in the Earldom of Artois in the Low Countries, subject to the French.**
[London : s.n., ca. 1785?].
1 map ; 37 x 47 cm.
Added title in bottom margin: Plan of Bethune. For Mr. Tindal's continuation of Mr. Rapin's History of England.
Includes references A-H detailing fortifications.
**oversize Ayer 135 .T5 1732 map [30] (PrCt)**

12621 Béthune (France) - Pictorial works - 1620

**Bethvnae orbis Artesiae Genvina descrip.**
[Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590. Civitates orbis terrarum -- Graacht, Quentin van der, b. 1534 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : hand col. ; 29 x 45 cm.
Derived from a drawing by Quentin van der Graacht; see R.A. Skelton's Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum. Added title at top in uppercase lettering: Bethvne. Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Bethvnia.
**VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 4, pl. 7 (PrCt)**

12622 Béthune Region (France) - Maps - 1710<--Artois Region (France) - Maps - 1710

**Bethune in der Grafschaft Artois, mit nahe anliegender Gegend.** Augsburg : Gabriel Bodenehr, 1710.
Authors: Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. -- Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. Atlas curieux -- oder, Neuer und compendieus atlas 1710 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 15 x 26 cm.
In: Bodenehr, Gabriel. Atlas curieux; oder, Neuer und compendieus atlas ... (Augsburg : Gabriel Bodenehr, 1710)
**Case oversize U 26 .293 pt. 8, map [164] (PrCt)**
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Bodenehr, 1710?) pl. [35]. Engraved plate no. '36.'
Ayer 135 .B6 pl. 35 (PrCt)

12623 Bexar County (Tex.) - Maps - 1879 -
Landowners<>>>Counties -
Maps<>>>Landowners - Maps
[Bexar County (Tex.) - 1879: LC G&M land
Authors: Texas. General Land Office -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 22.5 x 26 in. Scale 1:133,320. Originally compiled 1879.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps: Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 22.5 x 40.5 in. each. Scale 1:66,660. Originally compiled 1897.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps: Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 896 (PrCt)

12624 Bexar County (Tex.) - Maps - 1887 -
Landowners<>>>Counties -
Maps<>>>Landowners - Maps
[Bexar County (Tex.) - 1887: LC G&M land
Authors: Rullmann, John D. -- Texas. General Land Office -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 2 parts, 45 x 23.5 in. each. Scale 1:66,660. Originally compiled 1887.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps: Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 2 parts, 22.5 x 40.5 in. each. Scale 1:66,660. Originally compiled 1897.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps: Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 897 (PrCt)

12625 Bexar County (Tex.) - Maps - 1887 -
Landowners<>>>Counties -
Maps<>>>Landowners - Maps
[Bexar County (Tex.) - 1887: LC G&M land
Authors: Rullmann, John D. -- Texas. General Land Office -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 11 x 11.5 in. Originally compiled 1887.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps: Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 898 (PrCt)

12626 Bexar County (Tex.) - Maps - 1897 -
Landowners<>>>Counties -
Maps<>>>Landowners - Maps
[Bexar County (Tex.) - 1897: LC G&M land
Authors: Rullmann, John D. -- Texas. General Land Office -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 2 parts, 22.5 x 40.5 in. each. Scale 1:66,660. Originally compiled 1897.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps: Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 899 (PrCt)

12627 Bhutan - Maps - 1965
Kingdom of Bhutan. Washington, D.C.
Authors: Karan, Pradyumna P. (Pradyumna Prasad) -- Association of American Geographers
1 map : col. ; 78 x 137 cm.
Shaded relief.
map6F G7780 1965 K3 (PrCt)

12628 Biarritz (France) - Maps - 1912<>>>Pays
Basque (France) - Maps - 1912<>>>País
Vasco (Spain) - Maps - 1912
Authors: Joanne guide books -- Hermann, L., active 1906-1939 -- Ardoine, E. -- Villedary, L. -- Dufrénoy (Firm) -- Hachette (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
40, 121, 152 p. : ill., 8 maps and plans (some col.) ; 17 cm.
Maps by L. Hermann, E. Ardoine and L. Villedary; printed by Dufrénoy.
Advertisements: 40 p. at beginning, 152 p. at end, and endpapers.
Includes index.
Series: Joanne guide books. English series Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .C6513 Biarritz (1912) (NLO)

12629 Biavet River (France) - Maps - 1793 -
Mouth -
Nautical charts<>>>Nautical charts - Biavet River (France) - Maps - 1793 -
Mouth<>>>Nautical charts

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Après de Mannevillette, Jean-Baptiste-Nicolas-Denis d', 1707-1780 -- Foot, T. (Thomas) -- Faden, William, 1749-1836 -- Faden, William, 1749-1836. Le Petit Neptune français -- or, French coasting pilot for the coast of Flanders Channel Bay of Biscay and Mediterranean 1793
1 map ; 34 x 21 cm.
In: Faden, William. Le Petit Neptune français; or, French coasting pilot, for the coast of Flanders, Channel, Bay of Biscay, and Mediterranean ... (London : W. Faden, 1793). 'Plate 14.'

map4C 123 pl. 14 (PrCt)

12630 Biberach an der Riss (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1657
Die Reichs stad Biberach inn Schwaben. [Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657], Authors: Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664 -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Urbum totius Germaniae superius illustriorum clariorumque tabulae ... Pars posterior [i.e. prior] (1657) -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Theatrum urbiwm (1657)
1 view : hand col. ; 16 x 45 cm.
Keyed to references 1-18 at bottom left. 
Oriented with north at bottom.
On same sheet with: Ravensburgk inn Schwaben.
Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Biberacvm.
In: Jansson, Jan. Urbum totius Germaniae superius illustriorum clariorumque tabulae ... Pars posterior [i.e. prior] 1657, [plate 15].
Issued in volume [2] of 8 in Jansson's townbook atlases, collectively known as the Theatrum urbiwm (Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657).
Case oversize G 117 .452, v. 2, [plate 15] (PrCt)

2 photographs : col. ; 16 x 24 cm. and 13 x 18 cm.
Photographs of 1) Yelena Barabanova on hands and knees examining the Madaba map, 2) Detail of the Jerusalem portion of the map.
map1F G7481.S1 2009 .B3 (PrCt)

12632 Bible - Geography - Maps - 0565<<<<Palestine - History, Ancient - Maps - 0565<<<<Israel - History, Ancient - Maps - 0565<<<<Madaba mosaic map - Facsimiles
Mosaic map photo at Orthodox Church of St. George, Madaba, Jordan. Amman, Jordan : Al Anwar Advertising Agency, [1988?].
Authors: Al Anwar Advertising Agency -- Church of St. George (Madaba, Jordan)
1 map : col. ; on sheet 45 x 66 cm.
Photographic facsimile of 6-century Byzantine mosaic map showing the entire region from Jordan and Palestine in the north, to Egypt in the south; including a plan of Jerusalem.
Title and publication information also in Arabic.
Gift, Edward & Theresa Hintzke, 2009.
map4F G7501 .S3 1988 .A5 (PrCt)

12633 Bible - Geography - Maps - 0565<<<<Palestine - History, Ancient - Maps - 0565<<<<Israel - History, Ancient - Maps - 0565<<<<Madaba mosaic map - Facsimiles
Authors: Donner, Herbert -- Kok Pharos Publishing House
102 p. ; ill. ; 23 cm. + 1 folded map (43 x 61 cm.)
Discusses and reproduces a map of Bible lands probably compiled between A.D. 542-565;
original constructed of mosaic tiles and preserved in the Greek Orthodox church of St. George in Madaba, Jordan.
One side of folded map is in color.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 99-100).
Series: Palaestina antiqua ; d. 7
ISBN 9039000115
G2230 .DS9 1992 (NLO)

1 map : col. ; on sheet 28 x 43 cm.
Reduced photocopy of mosaic map in the floor of the Greek Orthodox church of St. George in Madaba, Jordan.
Includes 12 references (in English, Arabic, German, French, Italian, and Spanish) to sites on the map.
map1F G7481.S1 2009 .M3 (PrCt)


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
The Division of the land of Canaan for the twelve tribes of Israel. [1991].
Authors: Hall, Rowland, d. 1563 -- Ziegler, Jacob, 1480-1549 -- Bible. English. 1560
1 map ; 115 x 170 mm.
Facsimile of map no. 2 in: Bible. English. 1560.
Geneva version (Geneva: Rowland Hall, 1560); missing from Newberry copy [VAULT Case C 22 .560].
Reproduced in Catherine Delano-Smith and Elizabeth Morley Ingram, Maps in Bibles, 1500-1600 (1991), pl . 29.
Historical map showing Palestine to ca. 70 A.D. Based on the map of Jacob Ziegler.
Photocopy in Info. file for VAULT Case C 22 .560
Map Ref G2230 .S648 1991, p. 64 (PrCt)

The Description of the Holie Land and of the places mencioned in the foure evangelistes. [Geneva : R. Hall, 1560].
Authors: Hall, Rowland, d. 1563 -- Bible. English. 1560
1 map ; 160 x 208 mm.
Reproduced in Catherine Delano-Smith and Elizabeth Morley Ingram, Maps in Bibles, 1500-1600 (1991), fig. 45.
Photocopy in Info. file for Case C 22.560.
VAULT Case C 22.560, map 4 (PrCt)

The Bible and Holy Scriptures conteyned in the Olde and Newe Testament : translated according to the Ebrue andGreke, and conferred with the best translations in diuers languages, vvith moste profitable annotations vpon all the hard places, and other things of great importance as may appeare in the epistle to the reader. Printed at Geneva [Geneva : [s.n.], 1562.
Authors: Whittingham, William, d. 1579 -- Gilby, Anthony, ca. 1510-1585 -- Sampson, Thomas, 1517?-1589 -- Bodley, John, fl. 1561-1562 -- McCormick Theological Seminary -- McCormick Theological Seminary Collection (Newberry Library)
432 [i.e. 448], 114 [i.e. 115], [9] leaves, [5] leaves of plates (1 folded) : ill. (woodcuts), maps ; 24 cm. (fol.)

---

Authors: Hall, Rowland, d. 1563 -- Bible. English. 1560
1 map ; 166 x 214 mm.
Reproduced in Catherine Delano-Smith and Elizabeth Morley Ingram, Maps in Bibles, 1500-1600 (1991), fig. 55.
Photocopy in Info. file for Case C 22.560.
VAULT Case C 22.560, map 5 (PrCt)

---

Justini ex Trogio Pompeio historia. Antwep : J. Steels, 1543.
Authors: Justinus, Marcus Junianus -- Grynaeus, Simon, 1493-1541 -- Steels, Joannes, 16th cent. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 5 maps ; 169 x 103 mm.
Edited by Simon Grynaeus.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes PA6445 .J6 1543 (NLO)
Translated by William Whittingham, Anthony Gilby, Thomas Sampson, and perhaps others. Also known as the Whig Bible and the Breeches Bible.

On 8 January 1561 John Bodley was granted a 7-year licence for sole printing of the Geneva version in England; see Patent Roll, 3 Eliz., pt. 13, m.34. Cf. STC.

With the Apocrypha.

Printed in double columns.

Title vignette; initials.

Several errors in pagination including: leaves 127-132 and 140-149 repeated and leaf 42 in New Testament is repeated.


Includes indexes.

Laid in: Song of the angels, at the nativity of our lord saviour.

Former owner: S.E. Parker.

Former owner's inscription on N.T. t.p.: John Wainwright, Merion Co. [?].

Forms part of the McCormick Theological Seminary Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Darlow & Moule, 84; Herbert, A.S. Engl. Bible, 116; Rumball-Petre E.A.R Rare Bibles, 98; STC (2nd ed.), 2095

Case folio BS170 1562 (NLO)


Terrae Israel omnis ante Canaan dictae ...

Antwerp, [1572].


1 map ; 34 x 50 cm.


Scale [ca. 1:650,000].

Relief shown pictorially.

Oriented with north at left.

Several town names have been rubricated.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Wing oversize ZP 5465 .P7013 v. 7 (PrCt)


Authors: Bible -- Chouet, Jacques -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 130 mm.

pub:JacquesChouet:origC2981

Does not include maps?

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)


Terra Sancta / a Petro Laicstain perlustrata, et ab eius ore et schedis a Christiano Schrot in tabulam redacta. [Antwerp : Christophe Plantin, 1588].


Scale [1:2,500,000].

Relief shown pictorially.

Oriented with north at left.

Several rubrications have been added.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Wing oversize ZP 5465 .P7013 v. 7 (PrCt)

The Bible, that is, the Holy Scriptures contained in the Olde and New Testament: translated according to the Ebrew and Greeke, and conferred with the best translations in divers languages, with most profitable annotations upon all the hard places, and other things of great importance. Imprinted at London: By the Deputies of Christopher Barker, Printer to the Queenes most excellent Majestie, Anno 1595.


"This second part of the Bible" has divisional t.p. New Testament has separate t.p.: The Newe Testament of our Lord Jesus Christ / translated out of Greeke by Theod. Beza ; whereunto are adjoined brieue summaries of doctrine upon the Evangelists and Actes of the Apostles, together with the methode of the Epistles of the Apostles, by the said Theod. Beza ; and also short expositions on the phrases and hard places, taken out of the large Annotations of the foresaide authour and loach. Camerarius, by P. Loseler, Villerius ; Englished by L. Tomson. Includes Apocrypha.

Includes: The revelation of Saint John the Apostle and evangelist: with a briefe and learned commentary / written by Franc. Junius, &c. (Bound in after N.T. and before "A briefe table of interpretation"). Includes indexes.

Issued with: The whole booke of Psalmes / collected into English meerte by Thomas Sternhold, John Hopkins, and others ... London : Printed by John Windet for the assignes of Richard Day, 1594

Various editions of the Geneva Bible are often called "Breeches" Bibles from the rendering "Breeches" (for aprons) in Gen. Ill. 7. "Reprint of the quarto of 1590."--Cf. Darlow & Moule.

Full leather binding with gold-stamping; printed waste on front and back past downs. Armorial bookplate: F.B. Astley. Bookplate: Blackford Condit, Terrre Haute, Sept. 9th, 1875.

Forms part of the McCormick Theological Seminary Collection at the Newberry Library. References: Darlow & Moule, 174; Herbert, A.S. Engl. Bible, 226; ESTC, S676; STC (2nd ed.), 2166; Luborsky & Ingram Engl. illustrated books, 1536-1603, 2166

Case BS170 1595 (NLO)


Geographia sacra / ex conatibus geographicis Abrahami Ortelij ... [London : John Norton], [M] [D] XVIII [1598, i.e. 1606].


In: Ortelius, Abraham. "Parergon, sive, Veteris geographiae aliquot tabvlae", part of the historical atlas section of Ortelius's Theatrum orbis terrarum ... (London : J. Norton, 1606), [plate 116].
Signature "j" and English letterpress text on verso beginning: The geography of holy writers. That which we have promised ...
Details the ancient world, omitting southern Africa, eastern Asia, and all of America and Australia.
Inset of complete world map at bottom center (oval, 11 cm. in diam.): Haec notula locum ...
"Cartographic sources: this map of Sacred Geography is based on holy writers in the Old and the New Testament, following the translation of the Septuaginta. For details, the reader is referred to other Parergon maps, notably the travels of Abraham and St. Paul." -- From Marcel P. R. van den Broecke's Cartographic Neerlandica website, which includes a digital image of another copy of the map (accessed August 2012); see http://www.orteliusmaps.com/book/ort179.html
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1606, [plate 116] (PrCt)

Authors: Bèze, Théodore de, 1519-1605 -- Tomson, Laurence, 1539-1608 -- Junius, Franciscus, 1545-1602 -- Barker, Christopher, 1529-1599 -- Cotton, John Hynde, Sir, 1686-1752 3 v. in 1., illus. (incl. maps), 22 cm. [Vol. 2] with title "This second part of the Bible conteyneth these booke. Psalmes ... Malachi" has half-title only.
Title page of New Testament engraved within heart shaped center enclosed by block border woth symbols of the twelve tribes in order of age, the twelve apostles and an evangelist at each corner of title space, Matthew an Mark above, aeparated by a dove, and Luke and John below, separated by a lamb.
Title vignette (cut of the crossing of the Red sea) ; initials; tail pieces.
A "Breeches Bible".

In most respects, a reprint of the previous quarto Geneva Bibles in roman type; but Junius' Revelation here displaces Tomson's version of that book.--cf. Darlow and Moule 188-194. Corresponds to no. 2 of Lea Wilson's 1599 Geneva Bibles.
With metrical Psalms (Sternhold and Hopkins) Bound with The Booke of Psalms: Collected into English meeter / by Thomas Sternehelod, John Hopkins, and others ; conferred with the Hebrew; with apt notes to sing them withall. Set forth and allowed to be sung in all churches, of the people together, before and after morning and euening prayer: ... As also before and after sermons; and moreover in private houses, for their godly solace and comfort, laying apart all vngodly songs and ballads, which tend onely to the nourishment of vice, and corrupitns of youth ..
Imperfect: many pages mutilated added t.p. wanting.
Duplicate copy (bookplate of Sir John Hynde Cotton, bart.; binding signed: F. Bedford): Case C 22 .5991
References: STC 2175 and 2179
LC Card Number: 35033542
Case C 22 .599 (NLO)

1 map : hand col. ; 35 x 49 cm.
Oriented with north at left.
In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatrum orbis terrarum ... (London : J. Norton, 1606), [plate 111].
Printed no. 111 and English letterpress text on verso beginning: The Holy Land. That which the ancients call Palestina ....
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1606, [plate 111] (PrCt)

1610 Woodcuts
The Holy Bible, that is, The Holy Scriptures : contained in the Old and New Testament / translated according to the Ebrew and Greeke, and conferred with the best translations in divers languages ; with most profitable annotations upon all the hard places, and other things of great importance. Imprinted at London : by Robert Barker ..., 1610.
Authors: Barker, Robert, d. 1645 -- Presbyterian Theological Seminary, Chicago -- Lane Theological Seminary -- McCormick Theological Seminary -- McCormick Theological Seminary Collection (Newberry Library)
[1264] p. : ill., maps ; 30 cm. (fol.)
Bookplate: Library of Lane Seminary Affiliated with The Presbyterian Theological Seminary, Chicago. Forms part of the McCormick Theological Seminary Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Darlow & Moule, 232; Herbert, A.S. Engl. Bible, 301; ESTC, S107036; STC (2nd ed.), 2208
Case folio BS170 1610 (NLO)

12652 Bible - Geography - Maps - 1615 Woodcuts
[The Bible, that is, the Holy Scriptures conteined in the Olde and Newe Testament]. [London : Robert Barker, ca. 1615].
Authors: Barker, Robert, d. 1645 -- Bèze, Théodore de, 1519-1605 -- Broughton, John W. -- Blake, George, fl. 1822 -- Pilcher, Elizabeth, fl. 1710 -- Kember, Sarah, fl. 1765 -- McCormick Theological Seminary -- McCormick Theological Seminary Collection (Newberry Library) 190, 127, 121, [22] : ill. (woodcuts), maps ; 22 cm. (4to)
Lacking t.p.; title from other editions.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)
Forms part of the McCormick Theological
Seminary Collection at the Newberry Library.
Case BS170 1615b (NLO)
12653 Bible - Geography - Maps - 1621<<>>Middle
Itinerarium filiorum Israel ex Aegypto. Antwerp :
Verdussium, 1621.
Authors: Barradas, Sebastian -- Verdussium -Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 350 mm.
Edited by Sebastian Barradas.
Does not include maps?
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Originally assigned Baskes acquisition no.
C3031?
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)
12654 Bible - Geography - Maps - 1623<<>>Middle
Itinerarium totius sacrae scripturae. London :
Islip, 1623.
Authors: Bünting, Heinrich, 1545-1606 -- Islip
1 v. ; 22 cm.
Case G 61001 .13 (NLO)
12655 Bible - Geography - Maps - 1629<<>>Middle
La Saincte géographie c’est a dire, exacte
description de la terre, et véritable démonstration
dv paradis terrestre, depuis la creation du monde
iusques à maintenant: selon le sens literal de la
Saincte Escritvre, & selon la doctrine des saincts
peres & docteurs de l’Eglise / Par Iacques
d’Avzoles Lapeyre, fils de Pierre d’Avzoles et
Anne D’Espaigne ... Paris : Par Antoine Estiene
imprimeur ordinaire du Roy, Rue Saincte Iacques
; à la Oliuier de Robert Estiene, 1629.
Authors: Auzoles Lapeyre, Jacques d’,
1574-1642 -- Estienne, Antoine, 1592-1674 -Estienne, Robert, 1559-1630 -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library) -- Lapeyre,
Jacques d’ Auzoles, 1574-1642 SEE Auzoles
Lapeyre, Jacques d’, 1574-1642 -- La Peyre,
Jacques d’ Auzoles, 1574-1642 SEE Auzoles
Lapeyre, Jacques d’, 1574-1642
Half-title.
'Avec Approbation des Docteurs & Priuilege du
Roy.'
Woodcut printer’s device on t.p., ornaments and
initials; 21 engravings in the text.

Ms. notes in margins.
Former owner’s inscription: Loüet 1765.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
References: Shirley, R. Maps in the atlases,
G.Auz-1a
Baskes oversize BS630 .A9 1629 (NLO)
12656 Bible - Geography - Maps - 1632<<>>Middle
- 1632<<>>Exodus, The - Maps - 1632
Canaan. [London : s.n., 1632?].
Authors: Speed, John, 1552?-1629 -- More,
John, 17th cent. -- Newberry Library. John M.
Wing Foundation
1 map : hand col. ; 22 x 31 cm.
In Speed, John. The genealogies recorded in the
Sacred Scriptures (London, 1632?), at end.
A reduction of his large map 'begun by Mr. John
More, continued and finished by John Speede.'
Highlighted with gold.
Includes biblical notes, genealogical table, and
shows the route of the Exodus.
Inset (5.9 x 5.8 cm.): Jerusalem.
Woodcut with letterpress in three cartouches,
presumably printed from stereotype plates.
Letterpress text on verso (p. 55-56): A
Description of Canaan, and the bordering
countries.
Laor, Maps of the Holy Land, no. 738.
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the
Newberry Library.
Wing folio ZP 645 .S742, map (PrCt)
12657 Bible - Geography - Maps - 1642<<>>Middle
Itinerarium Sacrae Scripturae, dat is, Het
Reysboeck der Heyligher Schrift / in't
Hooghduitsch beschreven door ... Hendrick
Bunting ... in onse Nederduytsche Tale overgeset
door N.N. doch op nieuws en bermerrdert door D.
Mattiam Hazard ... t'Amstelredam [Amsterdam] :
Gedruckt op Theunis Jacobsz ..., 1642.
Authors: Bünting, Heinrich, 1545-1606 -Lootsman, Anthonie Jacobsz., 1606 or 7 - 1650 -N. N. (Dutch author) -- Hazard, Matthias -- Roger
S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
[16], 355, [11], 36, [4], 167 [i.e. 163], [3], 24 p.,
cm. (4to)
with some loss of text
"D'Inhoudt van't gheheele Werck sal de Leser
achter den Tytel vinden."
Title page in black and red; title vignettes; initials;
head- and tail-pieces.
Printed in double columns.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.


Numerous errors in pagination.
Includes with seperate t.p. and pagination:
Eenbesonder tractaet, Ende Onderwijtinghe van de Munte ende Gewichte der heyligher Schrifturn ...
/ door M. Henricus Bunting. t'Amstelredam : Gedruckt op Theunis Jacobsz ..., 1642.
Includes with seperate t.p. and pagination:
Harmonia Evangelistarum, dat is, Een seer schoone ende eendrachtighe over-een-stemminghe der heyliger vier Evangelisten / ... / door M. Henricum Bunting. t'Amstelredam : Gedruckt op Theunis Jacobsz ..., 1642.
Includes indexes.
Bound in vellum.
Maps also cataloged separately.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

1 map : hand col. ; 38 x 52 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:2,600,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
In composite world atlas possibly compiled and published by Charles François Delamarche: Atlas général : contenant le détail des quatre parties du monde [Paris? : s.n., 1798?], [ptie 2], [plate 82].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Digital image of another copy available on Library of Congress website (accessed Nov. 2009): http://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g7420.ct001233
Canaan. [London] : Tho. Bassett ... and Ric. Chiswell, 1651 [i.e. 1676].
Authors: Speed, John, 1552?-1629 -- More, John, 17th cent. -- Bassett, Thomas -- Chiswell, Richard -- Speed, John, 1552?-1629. The Theatre of the Empire of Great-Britain ... (1676) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 37 x 50 cm.
'Begun by Mr. John More, continued and finished by John Speede.'
Includes many biblical notes and shows the route of the Exodus.
Inset (13 x15 cm.): Jerusalem.
Letterpress text on verso (p. 55-56) under the following heading: The description of Palestine.
In: Speed, John. The Theatre of the Empire of Great-Britain ... (London : Printed for T. Bassett and R. Chiswell, 1676) map [96].
De Gelegentheyt van't Paradys ende t'Landt Canaan, mitgaders de eerst bewoone landen der Patriarchen, uyt de H. Schristure en verscheyden auctoren by een gestelt / door Nicolaes Visscher ; ABroeck sculpsit. [Amsteldam : Weduwe wylen Paulus Aerts van Ravesteyn, 1660].
Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1618-1679 -- Broeck, Abraham van den, 1616 or 17-1688 -- Biblia : dat is: de gantsche H. Schrifture (1660) 1 map ; 32 x 48 cm. fold. to 43 x 21 cm.
In: Biblia : dat is: de gantsche H. Schrifture, vervattende alle de Canonijcke Boeken des Ouden en des Nieuwen Testaments (Amsteldam: Gedruckt by de Weduwe wylen Paulus Aerts van Ravesteyn, 1660), Ouden testaments, after fol. 1.
In lower right corner: 2.
Shows the Middle East from Assyria to the Mediterranean, delineating the route taken by Abraham from Ur to Haran; Paradise is located east of Babel.
Illustration in upper corners show Adam and Eve in Paradise and the expulsion by the Angel.
Letterpress text on versos: Verklaringe over de Geographische Beschrijvinge des Parady [2 p.].
Much foxed.
Case oversize C 23.253, Ouden testaments, after fol. 1 (PrCt) 12661 Bible - Geography - Maps - 1660-1676 - Palestine - History, Ancient - Maps - 1660-1676
Het Beloofde landt Canaan : door wandelt van onsen Salichmacker iesu Christo neffen syn Apostelen / met grote verbeeteringe uyt de H. Schrifture van nieus geteeckent en uytgegeven
**Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)**

doctor Nicolae Visscher ; CJ Visscher excud. ; Broeck sculp. [Amsteldam : Weduwe wylen Paulus Aertsz van Ravesteyn, 1660].

Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1618-1679 -- Visscher, Claes. Jansz., 1586 or 7-1652 -- Broeck, Abraham van den, 1616 or 17-1688 -- Biblia : dat is de gantsche H. Schrifture (1660) 1 map ; 32 x 48 cm. fold. to 43 x 21 cm.

In: Biblia : dat is: de gantsche H. Schrifture, [Amsterdam; Chez Louys & Daniel Elzevier, sculp. ; N. Berchem inv. ; A. Blotelingh fe].


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

**Case oversize C 23.313, v. 2, before Nouveau testament t.p. (PrCt)**


Authors: Bochart, Samuel, 1599--


**Case oversize C 23.253, Nieuwe testament, before fol. 1 (PrCt)**


Colophon: Excudebat Antonius Vitré, ... M. DC. LXII.

Signatures: a² A-⁴ K²[³][⁴] [par.²] [dagger]-3[dagger]4 4[dagger]².

Title vignette; initials, head and tailpieces.

**Case folio BS630 .S25 1665 (NLO)**


Le Pais de Canaan traversé par nostre Seigneur Iesus Christ et par ses apo[s]tres / Jan Mathys sculp. ; N. Berchem inv. ; A. Blotelinghe fe. [Amsterdam : Chez Louys & Daniel Elzevier, 1669].


In: La Sainte Bible, qui contient le Vieux et le Nouveau Testament (Amsterdam: Chez Louys & Daniel Elzevier, 1669), v. 2, before Nouveau testament t.p.


**Case oversize C 23.313, v. 2, before Nouveau testament t.p. (PrCt)**


Samuelis Matthysz. Ex omnibus totius terrae sacrae fragmentis ex antiquis maris, regionibus ... collocatus, quorum auctores apud Bochart, Matthys, Matthyszen, Zunnen, Sanson, Sansoni in diversis annis ... Octaedro composito descriptus ... (Amsteldam: Gedruckt bÿ de Weduwe wÿlen Paulus Aertsz van Ravesteyn, 1660), Nieuwe testament, before fol. 1.

Reference: Mariette, Descriptio terrae sanctae ... Integre potestate, 1705.

***For more information refer to the title page of this volume.***
1686>>>Geography, Biblical SEE Bible - Geography Perigrinationis divi Pauli typus corographicus. 1686.
Authors: Jollain -- Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598 1 map
Shows travels of St. Paul. Engraved by Jollain and based on map of same title by Abraham Ortelius.

temp map2F G5702.M34 1686 .O7 (PrCt)

Biblia, dat is de gantsche H. Schrifture. Dordrecht : H. & J. Keur, 1686.
Authors: Keur, Hendrik -- Keur, Jacob -- Doornik, Marcus Willemsz. -- Stoopendaal, Daniel, fl. ca. 1680-1729 -- Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. : 6 maps ; 420 x 275 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
References: Shirley 498; Laor 805-11 Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Het Beloofde Landt Canaan door wandelt van onsen Salichmaecker lesu Christo nefiens syne Apostelen / D. Stoopendaal fec. [Dordrecht ; Amsterdam : Hendrick en Jacob Keur ; Marcus Doornick, 1686].
Authors: Stoopendaal, Daniel, fl. ca. 1680-1729 -- Visscher, Nicolaes, 1618-1679 -- Santen, Dirk Jansz van, 1637 or 1638-1708 -- Bible : dat is, De gantsche H. Schrifture (1686) -- Keur, Hendrik -- Keur, Jacob -- Doornik, Marcus Willemsz. 1 map : hand col. ; 34.7 x 45.3 cm.
In: Biblia : dat is, De gantsche H. Schrifture (Dordrecht: by Hendrick en Jacob Keur ; Amsterdam : by Marcus Doornick, 1686), Nieuwe testament, before fol. 1.
After a map by Nicolaes Visscher.

Letterpress text on verso: Verklaringe over de geographische beschryvinge des Paradyss... [2 p.].
In lower right corner: 5.
VAULT Case oversize C 23 .2532, Nieuwe testament, after fol. 1 (PrCt)

Biblia : dat is, De gantsche H. Schrifture (1686)

References: Delano-Smith, Maps in Bibles in the Newberry Library (1989), no. 20.5.

VAULT Case oversize C 23 .2532, Nieuwe testament, before fol. 1 (PrCt)
Historical atlases

Samuelis Bocharti Opera omnia: hoc est Phaleg, Canaan, et Hierozoicon: quibus accesserunt variae dissertationes, haec nunc fere omnes ineditae, in quibus multa philologica, geometrica, chronologica, historica &c. multaque Sacrae Scripturae & meliorum omnis generis auctorum loca, erudissime exponuntur, ut & Paradisi terrestris delineatio at Bocharti mentem a Stephano Morino concinnata; praemittitur vita Cl. autoris ab eodem Morino litteris mandata, cum variorum ejus operum recensione, imo & paradisi terrestris ad ejus mentem delineatione, succedunt vari indices, vel novi, vel longe quam antea auctores & emendatores, passim denique operi insertae sunt tabulae geographicae prioribus & amplioribus & luculentiores.


Blind-stamped vellum binding. [Tomus 1] has half title and added engraved illustrated t.p.

Printed in double columns. Bookplate: Lane Seminary Library. Bookplate: Library of Lane Seminary Affiliated with The Presbyterian Theological Seminary, Chicago. Forms part of the McCormick Theological Seminary Collection at the Newberry Library. References: McLeod, M.S.G. Cathedral libs. cat., B1883

Case folio BR65 .B63 1692 (NLO)
and present geography ... (1700) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 35 x 48 cm.
Inset (10 x 38 cm.) : This draught shews the several countries or people lying most remote from the Holy Land and mentioned in the Old Testament.
In: Wells, Edward. A New sett of maps both of antient and present geography ... (Oxford : Printed at the Theater, 1700), plate [33]
oversize Ayer 135 .W4 1700, plate [33] (PrCt)

A New map of the land of Canaan and parts adjoining : shewing the divisions thereof among the twelve tribes of Israel / Sutton Nicholls sculp.
[Oxford : s.n., 1700].
Authors: Nicholls, Sutton -- William, Duke of Gloucester, 1689-1700 -- Wells, Edward, 1667-1727. A New set of maps both of antient and present geography ... (1700) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 34 x 47 cm.
"Dedicated to his highness William Duke of Gloucester"
Inset (10 x 10 cm.) : Kingdom of Zobah
In: Wells, Edward. A New set of maps both of antient and present geography ... (Oxford : Printed at the Theater, 1700), plate [34]
oversize Ayer 135 .W4 1700, plate [34] (PrCt)

Authors: Delaulne, Florentin -- Le Mercier, Pierre-Augustin, 1666-1734 -- Brute, Simonij -- Shanaham, Joannij -- St. Rose of Lima Priory (Dubuque, Iowa) -- Aquinas Institute of Theology -- Dominican Friars of the Province of Saint Albert the Great Collection (Newberry Library)

Case BS1975 1703 (NLO)

Geographia sacra. Amsterdam : F. Halma, 1703.
Authors: Vialart, Charles -- Carolus St. Paul -- Holstein, Lukas -- Eland, H. -- Halma, François, 1653-1722 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 10 maps ; 465 x 305 mm.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Geographia sacra. Amsterdam : F. Halma, 1704.
Authors: Vialart, Charles -- Halma, François, 1653-1722
1 v. : 10 map plates ; 46 cm.
Case oversize D 96 .94 (NLO)

Authors: Bochart, Samuel, 1599-1667 -- Boutesteyn, Cornelis, d. 1713?
1 v. : 13 maps ; 41 cm.
Oversize G 61001 .1 (NLO)

Authors: Bochart, Samuel, 1599-1667 -- Boutesteyn, Cornelis, d. 1713? -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 13 maps ; 390 x 257 mm.
4th ed.
Includes maps illustrating ancient history.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

The History of the Old and New Testament, extracted from the Sacred Scriptures, the Holy Fathers, and other ecclesiastical writers : with useful morals and exhortations for the better government of our actions in all conditions : to which are added the lives, travels and sufferings of the apostles : with a large and exact historical chronology of such matters as are related in the Bible, according to the division of the seven periods used in history / by the Sieur de Royaumont [i.e. N. Fontaine] ; and translated with large additions by able hands ; and afterwards supervised, rectified and recommended by
Anthony Hornbeck, and other orthodox divines ... London : J. Bright, 1712.
Authors: Fontaine, Nicolas, 1625-1709 -- Horneck, Anthony, 1641-1697 -- Freman, G. -- Bright, J., 18th cent. -- Provost, William Turner -- Royaumont, Sieur de, 1625-1709 SEE Fontaine, Nicolas, 1625-1709
52, 293, 103 p., [237] p. of plates : ill., 5 maps ; 44 cm.
Spine title: History of the Bible.
Engravings signed: G. Freman.
Copy lacks title page and some preliminary pagination. A note on the inside back cover dates the work from 1673, but this is erroneous. Some illustrations have been mutilated.
Includes ms. notes on genealogy of William Turner Provost (leaf facing p. 204). Provost's signature, dated 1793, also appears on back of map between p. 62-63 (second sequence). Inserted in the book was a typed transcript of a letter from William T. Provost to 'Polly,' dated May 20th, 1807 from Niedeep [Nieuwe Diep, Netherlands]. There is also a printed church report from Buffalo, 1861, signed S.A. Provost.
Case oversize BS635.A2 F66 1712 (NLO)

Authors: Wells, Edward, 1667-1727 -- Moll, Herman, -1732 -- Knapton, James, -1738 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
2 v. in 1 : 16 maps ; 195 x 125 mm.
Maps by H. Moll.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
References: Black, Maps and history (1997), p. 33
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Authors: Wells, Edward, 1667-1727 -- Moll, Herman, -1732 -- Knapton, James, -1738 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
4 v. : 31 maps ; 195 x 125 mm.
(1711-1712)
Includes maps illustrating ancient history.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.

Wing ZP 746 .W5423 (NLO)


Authors: Senex, John, -1740 -- Baskett, John, 1666 or 7-1742 -- Newcomb, Thomas, d. 1681 or 2 -- Hills, Henry -- Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge (Great Britain) -- Mostyn, Richard -- Williams, Watkin, d. 1808 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Basged John, 1666 or 7-1742 SEE Baskett, John, 1666 or 7-1742


Uniform title: Bible. Welsh. 1718

Spine title: Biblia Cambrobritannica


Bound with: Llyfr gweddli gyffredin a gweinidogaeth y sacramentau a chynheddau a seremoniau eraill yr eglwys, yn ol arfer Eglwys Loegr ..., Llundain : Joan Basged, 1718; and, Llyfr y Psalmai ... Rhdychen [Oxford] : John Baskett, printwr i Ardderchogaf Fawrhyd y Brenhin, 1717.

'This is the earliest edition of the Welsh Scriptures published by the Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge.'

'The book was printed mostly at London by John Baskett and the assigns of T. Newcomb and H. Hills. The Metrical psalms, however, were printed at Oxford by J. Baskett alone. The first sheet was printed in Nov. 1715, and the complete work was finished by May 1718. No copies were put into circulation before May 1718.' Cf. Darlow & Moule, 9596, var. B

New Testament has special t.p. dated 1717.

Includes the Apocrypha.

Ruled with red lines.

Bookplate: Armorial bookplate of Watkin Williams, pasted over the armorial bookplate of Richard Mostyn, whose name also appears on the second map.

Owner's inscription: Watkin Williams of Penbedw, in the parish of Nannerch, Denbighshire.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Bible - Geography - Maps - 12687
Authors: Keur, Pieter -- Tanjé, Pieter, 1706-1761 -- Folkema, Jacob, 1692-1767 -- Pieter Rotterdam in compagnie -- McCormick Theological Seminary -- McCormick Theological Seminary Collection (Newberry Library) -- Rotterdam (Pieter ) Co., Amsterdam SEE Pieter Rotterdam in compagnie
Case folio BS224 1719 (NLO)

12688
Sacred geography, contained in six maps ... : the whole very useful for the better understanding of the Holy Bible. London : Printed for J. Senex at the Globe in Salisbury-Court near Fleet-Street, and W. Taylor at the Ship in Pater-noster Row, 1719.
Authors: Senex, John, -1740 -- Taylor, William, d. 1723 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 atlas (unpaged) : 6 maps (hand col.) ; 40 cm. 2nd ed. Most maps 'A scale of English miles 60 to a degree.' Cover title.
Cover printed in red and black.
Contents: A map shewing ye situation of Paradise and ye country inhabited by ye patriarches design'd for the better understanding ye sacred history -- A map of the sacred geography taken from the Old and New Testament, containing most of ye then known parts of the world and by whome peopled -- Jerusalem -- A map of the Holy Land divided into the XII tribes of Israel, wherein is exactly mark'd ye travels of Iesus Christ -- The land of Canaan travel'd over by O.S. Jesus Christ and by his apostles -- A map shewing the most remarkable place to which the Apostles travel'd to preach the gospel, as also St. Paul's voyage to Rome design'd for the better understanding of the evangelick history.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G2231.S1 S2 1719 (NLO)

12689
Authors: Moullart-Sanson, Pierre, d. 1730 -- Delahaye, Jean-Baptiste-Henri, d. ca. 1755 -- Delamarche, Charles Francois, 1740-1817. Atlas general : contenant le detail des quatre parties du monde [1798?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- J.B.D.L.H.see Delahaye, Jean-Baptiste-Henri, d. ca. 1755 1 map ; 19 x 29 cm, on sheet 55 x 74 cm. Scale [ca. 1:11,000,000]. Relief shown pictorially.
Includes "Table historique du pr. age du monde, tirée de la Genese, contenant ce qui s'est passé de plus considérable pendant 1656 ans et dix jours jusqu’au Deluge."


Baskes oversize G1015.A77 1798, [ptie 2], [plate 87] (NLO)

12690

Bible - Geography - Maps - 1725

Middle East - History, Ancient - Maps - 1725

Palestine - History, Ancient - Maps - 1725

Israel - History, Ancient - Maps - 1725

Geography, Ancient - Maps - 1725

History, Ancient - Maps - 1725

Middle East - Maps - 1700

Palestine - Maps - 1700

Israel - Maps - 1700

Atlases, Dutch - 1725

Wall maps

Historical atlases


1 atlas ([10] p., [1], 7-100 leaves of plates) : col. ill., 92 hand col. maps ; 55 x 65 cm.

Publication date from Koeman.


Newberry's copy lacks t.p. for this edition and has instead t.p. from Phillips 5628, printed adjacent to added t.p. in French on one sheet: Atlas de la geographie ancienne, sacrée, ecclesiastique et profane ... / par Nicolas Sanson, ses fils et autres celebres geographes ; corrigé & mis en ordre par Mr. Le Clerc ; on y encore ajouté un calendrier hebreu, grec & romain. -- A Amsterdam : Chez Pierre Mortier ... A reissue of Phillips 5628, originally published: Amstelodami : Apud Petrum Mortier, [1705]. Cf. Koeman.

Lacking 2 maps: Gallia vetus / autore N. Sanson (no. 47) ; Theatrum historicum ... pars occidentalis / autore Guillaume Del Isle (no. 99)

Bound in is a duplicate copy of "Orbis vetus" (map no. 7) and 2 additional maps not listed in Phillips: La Terre sainte : ailleurs terre de Chanaan et de Promission : divisée selon ses douze tribus ... dediée a Sa Majesté ... [signed] I.B. Nolin, -- A Paris : Chez l'auteur ..., 1700.

1 map on 4 sheets : hand col. ; 98 x 100 cm, sheets 53 x 70 cm. -- Deserta Aegypti, Thebaidis, Arabiae, Syriae, etc. : ubi accurate notata sunt loca habitata per Sanctos Patres Anchoretas / exhibita a Matth. Seutter. -- 1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 56 cm.

Scales differ.

Plates unfolded and bound flat in modern blue leather and marbled papers over boards. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Latin and French.

References: Koeman, C. Atlantes Neerlandici, C&M 15; Phillips 3283

Baskes oversize G1033.L4 1725 (NLO)

12691

Bible - Geography - Maps - 1726

Palestine - History, Ancient - Maps - 1726

Israel - History, Ancient - Maps - 1726


Authors: Bingham, Joseph -- Knaplock, Robert, d. 1737 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 10 maps ; 347 x 230 mm.

C: HermanMoll?

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCl)

12692

Bible - Geography - Maps - 1728

Middle East - History, Ancient - Maps - 1728

Palestine - History, Ancient - Maps - 1728

Israel - History, Ancient - Maps - 1728

Middle East - History, Ancient - Maps - 1728

Historical atlases

An Historical geography of the Old Testament : in three volumes / by Edward Wells ... London : Printed for James Knapton, 1721-1728.

Authors: Wells, Edward, 1667-1727 -- Moll, Herman, -1732 -- Knapton, James, -1738 -- James and John Knapton (Firm) -- Presbyterian Theological Seminary, Chicago -- Lane Theological Seminary -- McCormick Theological Seminary -- McCormick Theological Seminary Collection (Newberry Library)


Uniform title: Bible. German. Luther. 1729.

Imperfect: plates [1] and [2] torn with some loss of illustration and text

T.p. printed in red and black.

Printed in double columns.

Alum-tawed skin over wooden boards with blind stamping; metal catches and leather clasps (1 missing).

Forms part of the McCormick Theological Seminar Collection at the Newberry Library.

Case oversize BS239 1729 (NLO)

---

2 v. : ill. (some folded), maps (chiefly folded) ; 21 cm.

The 2nd ed.

Incomplete; this copy lacking volume 1. (Oct. 2009)


Contents: Vol. I. Being a geographical and historical account of the several places, countries, or people mentioned in the Book of Genesis ... The principal particulars described in this treatise are 1. The situation of the Garden of Eden, 2. The structure or make of Noah's Ark, together with the place where it rested, 3. The original plantations after the flood, 4. and lastly, The travels of the three celebrated patriarches, Abaham, Isaac, and Jacob ... -- Vol. II. Being a geographical and historical account of the books of Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers, Deuteronomy, Joshua, Judges and Ruth ... There are also several texts occasionally explained, and the present corrupt reading of others, particularly Deut. 10. 6, 7, and Exod. 12. 40, corrected ... -- Vol. III. and last. Being a geographical and historical account of the books of Samuel, of Kings, and of all the following books of the Old Testament ... There are also several texts occasionally explained, and the present corrupt reading of 2 Sam. 8.13 corrected ... To the end of this third volume are also adjoined some notes, and a general alphabetical catalogue of all the places described in the several parts of this historical geography.

Includes bibliographical references and indexes.

Titles within double line border; initials; head- and tail-pieces.


Includes ms. annotations.

Bookplate: Lane Seminary Library.

Bookplate: Library of Lane Seminary Affiliated with The Presbyterian Theological Seminary, Chicago.

Forms part of the McCormick Theological Seminary Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: ESTC N17766

Case BS630 .W46 1721 (NLO)

---


Physique sacrée, ou, Histoire-naturelle de la Bible / traduite du latin de Mr. Jean-Jaques Scheuchzer ... ; enrichie de figures en taille-douce, gravées par les soins de Jean André Pfeffel ... A Amsterdam : Chez Pierre Schenk, Pierre Mortier, 1732-1737.

Authors: Scheuchzer, Johann Jakob, 1672-1757 -- Pfeffel, Johann Andreas, 1674-1748 -- Schenk, Pieter, ca. 1698-1775 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Presbyterian Theological Seminary, Chicago -- Lane Theological Seminary -- McCormick

---

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Theological Seminary -- McCormick Theological Seminary Collection (Newberry Library)
8 v. : ill. (some folded), maps, plans, ports. ; 41 cm.
Uniform title: Physica sacra. French
Title pages in red and black; title vignettes; initials; head- and tail-pieces.
With half title.
Imperfect: lacking introductory matter in t. 1 and plate no. DCC in t. 8
Bookplate: Lane Seminary Library.
Bookplate: Library of Lane Theological Seminary.
Bookplate: Library of Lane Seminary Affiliated with The Presbyterian Theological Seminary, Chicago.
Forms part of the McCormick Theological Seminary Collection at the Newberry Library.
Includes bibliographical references and indexes.
References: Brunet, V, 198; Pritzel, 8174
LC Card Number: 06004025
Case oversize BS660 .S3414 1732 (NLO)

An Historical, critical, geographical, chronological, and etymological dictionary of the Holy Bible ... To which is annexed, Bibliotheca sacra, or a copious catalogue of the best editions and versions of the Bible ... an ample chronological table ... a Jewish calendar, tables of all the Hebrew coins, weights, and measures ... a dissertation upon Jewish coins and medals; another upon the tacticks of the ancient Hebrews, by the Chevalier Folard ... Written originally in French, by ... Augustin Calmet ... And now translated into English ... with occasional remarks, by Samuel D'Oyly ... and John Colson ...
London : Printed for J.J. and P. Knapton [etc.], 1732.
3 v. : plates ; 42 cm.
Bookplate of John M. Wing.
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.
Wing oversize C 05 .1413 (NLO)

An Historical geography of the New Testament : in two parts ... : being a geographical and historical account of all the places mention'd or referr'd to in the books of the New Testament, very useful for understanding the history of the said books and several particular texts, to which end, there is also added a chronological table : throughout is inserted the present state of such places ... : illustrated and adorned with maps and several copper-plates, wherein is represented the present state of the places now most remarkable / by Edward Wells ...
London : Printed for James, John and Paul Knapton at the Crown in Ludgate-Street, 1734.
Authors: Wells, Edward, 1667-1727 -- Gucht, Michael van der, 1660-1725 -- James, John and Paul Knapton (Firm) -- Presbyterian Theological Seminary, Chicago -- Lane Theological Seminary -- McCormick Theological Seminary -- McCormick Theological Seminary Collection (Newberry Library) -- Knapton (James, John and Paul), firm SEE James, John and Paul Knapton (Firm)
[24], 154, [10], 173 [i.e. 175], [3] p., [18] leaves of plates (2 folded) : ill., maps ; 21 cm. (8vo)
4th ed., with some additions and other improvements.
In two parts, each with separate t.p. and pagination
Frontispiece signed: M.V. Gucht sculp.
Binder's title: Wells's geography
Includes bibliographical references and indexes.
Contents: Part I. The journeyings of Our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ -- Part II. The travels and voyages of St. Paul, the Apostle of the Gentiles. "A catalogue of the maps and copper-plates, with directions to the bookbinders how to place them": p. [23]-[24], first sequence.
"Books written by Edward Wells ... and printed for James, John, and Paul Knapton": [3] p. at end. Includes ms. annotations.
Errors in pagination: page nos. 105 and 106 (fourth sequence) repeated in pagination; p. 150 and 151 (fourth sequence) incorrectly numbered "151" and "150," respectively.
Tail-pieces.
Bookplate: Lane Seminary Library.
Bookplate: Library of Lane Seminary Affiliated with The Presbyterian Theological Seminary, Chicago.
Forms part of the McCormick Theological Seminary Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: ESTC N17767
Case BS630 .W45 1734 (NLO)

Biblia parallelolo-harmonico-exegetica, das ist, Die mit sich selbst wohl übereinstimmende, und sich selbst erklärende, ganze Heilige Schrift : Alten und Neuen Testaments nach den accuratesten

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

Authors: Wilisch, Christian Friedrich, 1684-1759 -- Haymann, Christoph, 1709-1783 -- Matthaei, Christoph, d. 1750 -- Zuerner, Adam Friedrich, 1680-1742 -- Brühl, Johann Benjamin, 1691-1763 -- Bernigeroth, Johann Martin, 1713-1767 -- Liebe, Christian Gottlob, 1696-1753 -- Fritzsche, M. Christ, Gottlieb -- Breitkopf, Bernhard Christoph -- T. O. Weigel (Firm) -- Concordia University (River Forest, Ill.) -- Concordia University (River Forest, Ill.) Collection (Newberry Library) -- Weigel (T. O.), firm SEE T. O. Weigel (Firm)

4 v. in 5: ill., plans, ports., map; 43 cm. (fol.)

Uniform title: Bible. O.T. German. Luther.

Map of Palestine by Adam Friedrich Zuerner and engraved by J.B. Brühl.

Issued in 4 volumes, but this copy incomplete; lacking volume 3 and volume 4, parts 1 and 2 (of 4)?: Vol. 4 issued in 4 parts, edited in part by Christoph Haymann, and has varying imprint: Leipzig: Bernhard Christoph Breitkopf, 1753-1760.

Each volume has a separate title page; title pages printed in red and black.

Includes index.

Engraved frontispiece of crucifixion with portraits of Lutheran church leaders by M. Christ. Gottlieb Fritzsche and engraved by Liebe.


Forms part of the Concordia University (River Forest, Ill.) Collection (Newberry Library).

Cataloged and conserved as part of the Sister Ann Ida Gannon Initiative at the Newberry Library.

Case oversize BS239 1739 (NLO)

12700

Bible - Geography - Maps - 1740

Orbis Bibliis sacris cognitus, seu, Geographia sacra = Carte de la geographie sacrée pour l'Ancien Testament: qui contient 1nt. les noms des descendants de Noe depuis leur sortie de l'arche en 1657 jusqu'à leur division du tems de Phaleg, 2nt. les peuples qui en tirent leurs noms, 3nt. les noms qui ont été donnés aux principales regions de l'Asie, de l'Afrique, et de l'Europe, 4nt. ceux des villes qu'ils y ont fait bastir: cette carte sert pour le second age du monde qui commence en 1657, dure 426 ans, 4 m., 17 j., et finit á la vocation d'Abraham en 2083 ... / par Pierre Moullart-Sanson, geog. ord. du roi, 1716. A Paris: Chez le Sr. Robert, geog. ord. du roi, quai de l'Hortole du Palais proche la rue de Harlai, 1740.

Authors: Moullart-Sanson, Pierre, d. 1730 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Delamarche, Charles François, 1740-1817. Atlas général: contenant le détail des quatre parties du monde [1798?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map: hand col.; 40 x 55 cm, on sheet 55 x 75 cm.

Includes small globe with biblical citations in Latin on the creation of the sky and the earth.

Includes: Table methodique, genealogique, chronologique, et geographique du second âge du monde.

Scale [ca. 1:11,000,000].

French and Latin.

In composite world atlas possibly compiled and published by Charles François Delamarche: Atlas général: contenant le détail des quatre parties du monde [Paris?: s.n., 1798?], [ptie 2, [plate 88].

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .A77 1798, [ptie 2, [plate 88] (NLO)

12699

Bible - Geography - Maps - 1740

Middle East - History, Ancient - Maps - 1740

Palestine - History, Ancient - Maps - 1740

Israel - History, Ancient - Maps - 1740

Historical atlases

Biblia sacra vulgatae editionis : cum selectis annotationibus ex optimis quibusque interpretibus excerptis : pars primä-alterà. Lovaniï [Louvain]: Apud Martinum van Overbeke prope Academiam, 1740.

Authors: Du Hamel, Jean-Baptiste, 1624-1706 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Du Vivier, G. (Guillaume) -- Overbeke, Martin van -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)


2nd ed.


Printed in two columns.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Kort begrip der geheele schriftuurlyke historie : nevens een vervolg der joodsche historie van het einde des O. Verbonds, tot op de komst van J. Christus ... / In 't engelsch opgesteld door J. Watts ; vertaald, en met een eene korte aanleiding tot de h. tyd- en aardrykskunde, en de daar toe behorende landkaartjes, en veele printverbeeldingen vermeerderd. Te Amsterdam : by Isaak Tirion, 1746.
Edition: Tweede druk.
Spine title: Schriftuurlyke historie Translation of A short view of the whole Scripture history.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes BS604 .W312 1746 (NLO)


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes BS75 1740 (NLO)

12701

Y Bibl Cyssegr-Ian, sef yr Hen Destament a'r Newydd. Caer-Grawnt [i.e. Cambridge, Eng.?] : Printiedig gan Joseph Bentham, Printiwr i'r Newyd 1746.
Authors: Bentham, Joseph, d. 1778 -- Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge (Great Britain) -- Hill, Nathaniel, 1708-1768 -- Prys, Edmund, 1544-1623 -- Sandford, Edward, Rev. -- Simms, P. Marion (Paris Marion), b. 1874 -- Glocester, M. -- McCormick Theological Seminary -- McCormick Theological Seminary Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. (unpaged) : 2 folded maps ; 23 cm.
The third S. P. C. K. edition. Cf. Darlow & Moule, 9599; English Short Title Catalog, T124562
Uniform title: Bible. Welsh. 1746.
Other titles: Bible. O.T. Psalms. Welsh.
Paraphrases. 1746 -- Bible. O.T. Apocrypha.
Welsch. 1746 -- Bible. N.T. Welsh. 1746.
Includes Apocrypha.
Issued with: “Llyfr Gweddi Gyffredin” (Book of common prayer in Welsh bound in before Bible) and “Llyfr y Salmau, wedi eu cyfeithu, a’u cyfansodd ar fesur cerdd, yn Gymraeg / drwy waith Edmund Pry’s” (Metrical Psalms in Welsh by Edmund Prys bound in after Bible).
Printed in double columns.
Title vignette; title pages printed in double line border.
Gold-stamped green leather binding; gilt edges.
Former owner: M. Glocester.
Armoirial bookplate of Martin Benson.
Book-label: Private library of P. Marion Simms.
Forms part of the McCormick Theological Seminary Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Darlow & Moule, 9599; English Short Title Catalog, T124562
Case BS308 1746 (NLO)
Imprint dates: t. 1-3: 1748; t. 4-9: 1749; t. 10: 1750; t. 11: 1749; t. 12-14: 1750.
Title vingettes; initials; head- and tail-pieces.
Includes 35 folded leaves of plates; plates for each volume numbered; some misnumbered.
Includes bibliographical references.
Armorial bookplate (t. 1 and t. 14): B.D. Thibault.
Bookplate: Lane Seminary Library.
Bookplate: Library of Lane Seminary Affiliated with The Presbyterian Theological Seminary, Chicago.
Forms part of the McCormick Theological Seminary Collection at the Newberry Library.

Case BS75 1748 (NLO)


Authors: Bünting, Heinrich, 1545-1606 -- Jungnicol, Johann David -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Buenting, Heinrich, 1545-1606 SEE Bünting, Heinrich, 1545-1606
In Fraktur
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Each part has separate t.p. and paging.
Includes indexes.

Baskes BS635.A2 B8 1754 (NLO)


A New history of the Holy Bible from the beginning of the world to the establishment of Christianity : with answers to most of the controverted questions, dissertations upon the most remarkable passages, and a connection of profane history all along; to which are added notes, explaining difficult texts, rectifying mis-translations, and reconciling seeming contradictions; the whole illustrated with one hundred and four useful and ornamental maps and sculptures ... / by ... Thomas Stackhouse ... London : Printed for Hinton, [1762]-1764.
Authors: Stackhouse, Thomas, ca. 1680-1752 -- Hinton, John, -1781 -- McCormick Theological Seminary of the Presbyterian Church -- McCormick Theological Seminary -- McCormick Theological Seminary Collection (Newberry Library)
2 v. : ill., maps ; 38 cm.
Imperfect: v.1 lacking t.p and all pages prior to xi and following 757.
Title and imprint from v. 2, date for v. 1 from OCLC record.
Title pages in red and black.
Bookplate: The Virginia Library, McCormick Theological Seminary of the Presbyterian Church, Chicago.
Forms part of the McCormick Theological Seminary Collection at the Newberry Library.

Case folio BS635.A2 S73 1762 (NLO)

Authors: Bachienne, Willem Albert, 1712-1783 -- Lindeman, O. -- Paddenburg -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 12 maps ; 412 x 275 mm.
E: O. Lindeman
Includes maps illustrating ancient history.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)


Authors: Calmet, Augustin, 1672-1764 -- Pasquali, J.B. -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
2 v. ; 23 cm.
Ayer 4A 300 (NLO)

12708 Bible - Geography - Maps - 1774<<>>Middle East - History, Ancient - Maps - 1774<<>>Mediteranean Region - History,

Authors: Dunn, Samuel, -1794 -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Robert Sayer and John Bennett (Firm) -- Dunn, Samuel, -1794. A New atlas of the mundane system ... (1778) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 29 x 43 cm.

In: Dunn, Samuel. A New atlas of the mundane system ... (London : R. Sayer and J. Bennett, 1778), pl. 33. Title page dated 1778; map dated 1774.

Insets: A Plan of Jerusalem in the time of our savior [14 x 10 cm.].-- A Map of Judaea under Herod the Great[... [13 x 11].

Historical map showing Palestine to ca. 70 A.D. and 70 A.D.

oversize Ayer 135 .D85 1778 pl. 33 (PrCt)


Authors: Dunn, Samuel, -1794 -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Robert Sayer and John Bennett (Firm) -- Dunn, Samuel, -1794. A New atlas of the mundane system ... (1778) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 33 x 47 cm.

In: Dunn, Samuel. A New atlas of the mundane system ... (London : R. Sayer and J. Bennett, 1778), pl. 32. Title page dated 1778; map dated 1774.

Historical map showing Palestine to ca. 70 A.D.

oversize Ayer 135 .D85 1778 pl. 32 (PrCt)


The Universal family Bible, or, Christian's divine library : containing the sacred text of the Old and New Testament, with the Apocrypha at large / illustrated with notes ... by the Reverend Henry Southwell ; embellished with one hundred elegant copper-plates, executed, from original designs and capital foreign paintings, by Grignon, Walker, Rennoldson, Taylor, &c.


Authors: Sanders, Robert, 1727-1783 -- Southwell, Henry, 1729 or 30-1779 -- Grignon, Charles, 1717-1810 -- Rennoldson -- Cooke, John, 1731-1810 -- McCormick Theological Seminary -- McCormick Theological Seminary Collection (Newberry Library)

2 v. : ill., maps ; 41 cm.


H. Southwell, rector of Asterby, Lincolnshire, lent his name to this work for a fee. The real compiler was Robert Sanders, who received twenty-five shillings a sheet for his work. Cf. Darlow & Moule, 908.


Printed in double columns.

Family Bible of the Girling and Matthews families (v.1) of London with ms family records dated between 1772 and 1862 and the Keer and Kemp families (v.2) dated between 1769 and 1793.

Bookplate: Virginia Library, McCormick Theological Seminary, Chicago.

Forms part of the McCormick Theological Seminary Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: ESTC, N62826; Chamberlin, W.J. Cat. of Eng. Bible translations, p. 17

oversize BS185 1775 .L6 (NLO)


Bybelsche geographicus. Amsterdam : DeBruyn, 1776.

Authors: Schmidt, Johan Jacob -- DeBruyn -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 8 maps ; 217 x 134 mm.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)


The Universal family Bible, or, Christian's divine library : containing the sacred text of the Old and New Testament with the Apocrypha at large, illustrated with notes theological, historical, practical, critical, and explanatory, wherein the mis-translations are corrected, the seeming contradictions reconciled, and difficult passages explained and the sacred writings displayed in their genuine purity and luster, the whole forming a complete commentary with practical improvements and general reflections on each chapter, adapted to the meanest capacities and calculated to promote the happiness of Christian families / by the Reverend Henry Southwell.
Cette carte, étant faite pour l'instruction de la jeunesse, on n'a mis qu'une échelle de lieues. 

Deprime meridian: Ferro.


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Laor, E. Maps of the Holy Land, 138

Baskes oversize G1015 .L565 1785, [plate 36] (NLO)

---


Authors: Buache, Philippe, 1700-1773 -- Duval, Marie Francoise -- Dezauche, Jean Claude, active 1770-1824 -- L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726. Atlas géographique des quatre parties du monde [1801?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 24 x 32 cm.

Scale [ca. 1:6,750,000].

"Cette carte, étant faite pour l'instruction de la jeunesse, on n'a mis qu'une échelle de lieues communes."

Relief shown pictorially.

Prime meridian: Ferro.


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Laor, E. Maps of the Holy Land, 138

Baskes oversize G1015 .L565 1801, [plate 37] (NLO)

---


The Holy Bible, or The Old and New Testament : digested, illustrated, and explained, by way of question and answer : in which the principal controverted points are considered, and the connection of sacred and profane history preserved, compiled chiefly from the writings of the most eminent historians, divines, and commentators, and illustrated with maps, designed for promoting Christian knowledge.


Authors: Bent, William, 1747-1823 -- McCormick Theological Seminary of the Presbyterian Church -- McCormick Theological Seminary --

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
East - History, Ancient - Maps -
1786<<>>>Palestine - History, Ancient - Maps -
1786<<>>>Israel - History, Ancient - Maps -
1786<<>>>Middle East - Maps -
1786<<>>>Palestine - Maps - 1786<<>>>Israel - Maps - 1786<<>>>Twelve tribes of Israel - Maps - 1786

A Compleat map of the Holy Land adapted to the Old and New Testaments : part 1st / by Samuel Dunn. London : Printed for Robt. Sayer ... as the Act directs, 10 June, 1786.
Authors: Dunn, Samuel, -1794 -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Dunn, Samuel, -1794. A New atlas of the mundane system ... [1789?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 34 x 48 cm., on sheet 54 x 57 cm.
Shows northern Palestine divided according to the twelve tribes from Sidon to "Caesarea Palestinae."
This map is the first part of two maps of the Holy Land. The second part, part IIId. (southern Palestine) includes the key and scale bars. English and Latin.
Scale derived from scale bars of part IIId., "Pars secunda."
Scale [ca. 1:403,000]
Relief shown pictorially.
Prime meridian: Ferro.
In: Dunn, Samuel. A New atlas of the mundane system, or, Of geography and cosmography ...
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .D86 1789 [plate 32] (NLO)

Bible - Geography - Maps - 1786<<>>>Middle East - History, Ancient - Maps -
1786<<>>>Palestine - History, Ancient - Maps -
1786<<>>>Israel - History, Ancient - Maps -
1786<<>>>Middle East - Maps -
1786<<>>>Palestine - Maps - 1786<<>>>Israel - Maps - 1786<<>>>Twelve tribes of Israel - Maps - 1786

Part IIId of the compleat map of the Holy Land / by Samuel Dunn. London : Printed for Robt. Sayer ... as the Act directs, 10 June, 1786.
Authors: Dunn, Samuel, -1794 -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Dunn, Samuel, -1794. A New atlas of the mundane system ... [1789?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 34 x 48 cm., on sheet 47 x 57 cm.
This map is the second part of two maps of the Holy Land. The first part shows northern Palestine.
English and Latin.
Shows southern Palestine divided according to the twelve tribes from shoreline of Apollonia to the River of Egypt.
Scale [ca. 1:403,000]
Scale derived from scale bars of part IIId., "Pars secunda."
Relief shown pictorially.
Prime meridian: Ferro.
Includes text, "Monitium", key and two scale bars.
In: Dunn, Samuel. A New atlas of the mundane system, or, Of geography and cosmography ...
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .D86 1789 [plate 32] (NLO)


Authors: Dunn, Samuel, -1794 -- Laurie & Whittle -- Dunn, Samuel, -1794. A New atlas of the mundane system ... (1800) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 34 x 48 cm., on sheet 47 x 59 cm.

"Published 12th May 1794 by Laurie & Whittle, 53 Fleet Street, London."
1797<<>>Palestine - History, Ancient - Maps -
1797<<>>Israel - History, Ancient - Maps -
1797<<>>Twelve tribes of Israel - Maps -
1797<<>>Jerusalem - Maps -
1797<<>>Historical atlases

1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 62 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:755,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
Inset: Jerusalem ancienne et moderne.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Another copy available online via the Holy Land Maps from the Eran Laor Cartographic Collection on the Jewish National and University Library website (accessed March 2010):
http://jnul.huji.ac.il/dl/maps/pal/html/eng/pal0023#8524.htm
References: Laor, E. Maps of the Holy Land, 250
Baskes oversize G1015 .L565 1801, [plate 38]

12726 Bible - Geography - Maps - 1797<<>>Middle East - History, Ancient - Maps -
1797<<>>Palestine - History, Ancient - Maps -
1797<<>>Israel - History, Ancient - Maps -
19 v. : folded maps ; 20 cm.
"2a. ed., rev., corr., y aug. por su mismo traductor."
Incomplete; issued in 19 volumes, but Newberry holds only vol. 10 (Oct. 2010)
Includes bibliographical references.
References: Darlow & Moule, 8489; Palau y Dulcet, 28950; BL Spanish 18th cent., B160
Another ed. published the same years contains Latin and Spanish texts. Cf. Darlow & Moule. Printed in double columns.

Errata at end of each volume.
Case BS299 1794 (NLO)

12727 Bible - Geography - Maps - 1801<<>>Middle East - History, Ancient - Maps -
1801<<>>Palestine - History, Ancient - Maps -
1801<<>>Israel - History, Ancient - Maps -
Authors: Wells, Edward, 1667-1727 -- Conder, Thomas, 1746 or 1747-1831 -- Oxford University Press -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
2 v. : 16 maps ; 221 x 142 mm.
Includes maps by Thomas Conder.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

12728 Bible - Geography - Maps - 1803<<>>Middle East - History, Ancient - Maps -
1803<<>>Palestine - History, Ancient - Maps -
1803<<>>Israel - History, Ancient - Maps -
1803 The Holy Bible : containing the Old and New Testaments, together with the Apocrypha, translated out of the original tongues, and with the former translations diligently compared and revised, by the special command of King James I of England : with marginal notes and references, to which are added, an index, an alphabetical table of all the names in the Old and New Testaments, with their significations, and tables of Scripture weights, measures, and coins : also, Brown's concordance, embellished with a map of Palestine, and nine historical engravings.
Charlestown, Mass. Printed by and for Samuel Etheridge; and for J. White & Co.; Thomas & Andrews; West & Greenleaf; E. Larkin; and J. West, Boston, 1803.
[972] p. : ill., folded map ; 28 cm.
Edited by S. Etheridge.
Engravings by James Hill and E.G. Gridley.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
translated out of the original Greek, and with the former translations diligently compared and revised by the special command of King James I of England. Charlestown, Mass. : Printed and sold by Samuel Etheridge.

Contents: Old Testament -- Apocrypha -- New Testament -- A brief concordance to the Holy Scriptures of the Old and New Testaments : by which all, or most, of the principal texts of Scripture may be easily found out / revised and corrected by John Brown.

Pagination from Shaw & Shoemaker.

Text printed in double columns.


Family Bible of the Reed family; with ms. family records; dates: 1806-1824.

Bookplate: McCormick Theological Seminary of Chicago, Virginia Library.

Stamp: Presbyterian Theological Seminary of Chicago.

Forms part of the McCormick Theological Seminary Collection at the Newberry Library.

Not in Darlow & Moule.


LC Card Number: 45026140

BS185 1803 .B6 (NLO)


A Map of those countries in which the apostles travelled in propagating Christianity. Philadelphia : Mathew Carey, 1804.

Authors: Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Scott, J. T. (Joseph T.) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839. Carey's General atlas ... (1804) 1 map ; 27 x 59 cm.

In: Carey, Mathew. Carey's General atlas ..., (Philadelphia : Published by Mathew Carey, April 24th, 1804) pl. 49.

oversize Ayer 135 .C27 1804 pl. 49 (PrCt)


The Holy Bible : containing the Old and New Testaments, together with the Apocrypha : translated out of the original tongues, and with the former translations diligently compared and revised, by the special command of King James I. of England ; with marginal notes and references, to which are added, an index, an alphabetical table of all the names in the Old and New Testaments with their significations, tables of scripture weights, measures, and coins, John Brown’s concordance, &c. &c. &c. Philadelphia :

Printed and published by Matthew Carey, 1806.


‘Printed from the last Oxford edition, and page for page with that of Isaac Collins.’

Imperfect: first map detached and mutilated; laid in.

Partial contents:(from maps) The journeyings of the children of Israel from Egypt through the Red Sea and wilderness to the land of Canaan -- Canaan or the land of promise to Abraham and his posterity -- Ancient Egypt -- The places recorded in the five books of Moses -- The eastern countries as mentioned by Moses (inset) -- Canaan from the time of Jochua to the Babylonish captivity -- The purveyorships in the reign of Solomon -- Map of the Assyrian, Babylonian, Median, and Persian empires, from D’Anville -- Dominions of Solomon and his allies -- Sheba with the voyage to Tarshish and Ophir (inset) -- The land of Moriah or Jerusalem and the adjacent country -- Map of the country travelled by the apostles with the voyage of Saint Paul to Rome.


‘Family records’ (p. 677-680) includes ms. records of Huntly family.


Numbers 829-834 repeated in paging.

Old Testament has special t.p.: The Old Testament, translated out of the original Hebrew, and with the former translations diligently compared and revised, together with the Apocrypha, done by the special command of King James I. of England. Philadelphia : Mathew Carey, April 23, 1806.

New Testament has special t.p.: The New Testament of Our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ, translated out of the original Greek, and with the former translations diligently compared and revised, by the special command of King James I. of England. Philadelphia : Mathew Carey, 1806. Concordance (78 p. at end) has special t.p.: A brief concordance to the Holy Scriptures of the Old and New Testaments, by which all, or most, of the principal texts of Scripture may be easily found out / by John Brown. Rev. and corr. Philadelphia : Mathew Carey, 1805.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Walsh 112.

Baskes folio BS185 1806 .P55 (NLO)
Authors: Desray, Jacques -- Mortier -- Glot, C. B., active 1777-1806 -- Desray, Jacques -- Outriere -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (6 folded leaves of plates) : 6 folded maps ; 45 cm.
Running title: Atlas de la Bible
Cartography by Mortier; maps engraved by C.B. Glot.
"Glot sculp."--On maps.
Relief shown pictorially.
Contents: Carte générale des parties connues du globe -- Carte de la situation du paradis terrestre et des pays habités par les patriarches -- Voyage des enfans d'Israel, dans le desert, depuis leur sortie d'Egypte par la Mer rouge, jusqu'au pays de Canaan -- Carte d'etude de la terre sainte pour servir à l'historie du nouveau testament -- Carte de la terre sainte divisée selon les douze Tribus d'Israel, ou sont exactement marquez les voyages de Jésus-Christ -- Carte particulière des pays ou les apôtres ont préché l'évangile.
Scales differ.
Inscription: Ex libris Outriere[?]
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G2230 .N68 1809 (NLO)

3 v. : ill., 4 maps ; 32 cm.
The engravings are after paintings by Carracci, Guercino, Le Brun, Northcote, Poussin, Raphael, Rembrandt, Rubens, Titian, Van Dyck, West and others. The engravers include, H.R. Cook, Fittler, Freeman, Heath, J. Neagle, Isaac Taylor, Tomlinson and others.
Includes bibliographical references and indexes.
Printed in double columns.
Fore-edge paintings: v. 1: Byland Abbey ; v. 2: The Cathedral Church, Hereford, 1776; v. 3: Stratford-upon-Avon Church.
Armorial bookplate: Jean S. Armour, A. Watson Armour, Ill.
Bound in gold-tooled full straight-grained black morocco.
Forms part of the A. Watson Armour III Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cataloged and conserved as part of the Sister...
Bible - Geography - Maps
1811


Authors: Mathews and Leigh -- Assheton, J. T. -- Wyld, James, 1790-1836 -- Hewitt, N. R. -- Harrison & Leigh -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas ([6] p., 20 leaves of plates (some folded)) : 19 hand col. maps (some folded) ; 32 cm Maps by Assheton, J. Wyld, and Hewitt. Includes both letterpress and engraved title pages. Relief shown by hachures. Scales differ. Publisher’s printed label pasted on front cover: The scripture atlas to illustrate the Old & New Testament.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 87
LC Card Number: 2011588373
Baskes folio G2230 .M38 1812 (NLO)


The Holy Bible: containing the Old and New Testaments together with the Apocrypha; translated out of the original tongues, and with the former translations diligently compared and revised, by the special command of His Majesty James I. of England; with marginal notes and references to which are added an index, an alphabetical table of all the names in the Old and New Testaments, with their significations and tables of Scripture weights, measures, and coins.

Philadelphia: Printed and published by Mathew Carey, 1812.

Authors: Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
834, [2], 1080 p., 25 leaves of plates (some folded) : ill., 6 maps (some folded); 29 cm.

'Embellished with twenty-five engravings.'

Partial contents: (from maps) A map shewing the situation of the Garden of Eden, Mount Ararat with other countries & places mentioned in the Scriptures -- Map of the countries peopled by the descendants of Shem -- Canaan or the land of promise to Abraham and his posterity -- Ancient Egypt -- Journeyings of the Israelites from Egypt through the Red Sea and wilderness to the land of Canaan -- The land of Moriah or Jerusalem and the adjacent country.


Numbers 829-834 repeated in paging.

'Family records' (p. 677-680) includes ms. records of Stewart family.

Old Testament has special t.p.: The Old Testament: translated out of the original Hebrew, and with the former translations diligently compared and revised, together with the Apocrypha; done by the special command of King James I. of England. Philadelphia: Mathew Carey, 1812.


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Walsh 146.

Baskes folio BS185 1812 .P55 (NLO)

12738 Bible - Geography - Maps - 1813>>>Middle East - History, Ancient - Maps -
Forms part of the McCormick Theological Seminary Collection at the Newberry Library. References: Hills, M. T. Engl. Bible in America, 229; Shaw & Shoemaker, 27886
Not in Darlow & Moule.
BS185 1813 .N48 (NLO)

The Holy Bible: containing the Old and New Testaments, together with the Apocrypha, translated out of the original tongues, and with the former translations diligently compared and revised by the special command of His Majesty, King James I, of England, with marginal notes and references to which are added, an index, an alphabetical table of all the names in the Old and New Testaments with their significations: and tables of Scripture weights, measures and coins: John Brown's Concordance, &c., &c. Philadelphia: Printed and published by M. Carey, 1814.
Authors: Carey, Mathew, 1760--Doolittle, Amos, 1754-1832 --Newberry Library. John M. Wing Foundation
1080, 72 p., [2] folded leaves of plates: 2 maps (folded); 28 cm.
'Embellished with a map of Palestine and a map of the travels of the apostles.'
'Embellished with twenty-five engravings' by Amos Dolittle.
Partial contents: (from maps) A map of Palestine describing the travels of Jesus-Christ -- Map of the countries travelled by the apostles, with the voyage of Saint Paul to Rome.
Old Testament has special t.p.: The Old Testament: translated out of the original Hebrew, and with the former translations diligently compared and revised: together with the Apocrypha: done by the special command of His Majesty, King James I. of England. Philadelphia: M. Carey, 1814.
Concordance (72 p. at end) has special t.p.: A brief concordance to the Holy Scriptures of the Old and New Testaments: by which all, or most, of the principal texts of Scripture may be easily found out / by John Brown. Rev. and corr. Philadelphia: M. Carey, 1813.
Numbers 829-834 repeated in paging. Includes index. Contemporary binding.
Laid in: clippings, drawings, printed material, etc. Walsh 147.
Variant copy (lacking Doolittle plates?): Baskes folio BS185 1814. P55
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.
Wing ZP 883 .C184 (NLO)

The Holy Bible: containing the Old and New Testaments, together with the Apocrypha, translated out of the original tongues, and with the former translations diligently compared and revised by the special command of His Majesty, King James I, of England, with marginal notes and references to which are added, an index, an alphabetical table of all the names in the Old and New Testaments with their significations: and tables of Scripture weights, measures and coins: John Brown's Concordance, &c., &c. Philadelphia: Printed and published by M. Carey, 1814.
Authors: Carey, Mathew, 1760--Doolittle, Amos, 1754-1832 --Newberry Library. John M. Wing Foundation
1080, 72 p., [2] folded leaves of plates: 2 maps (folded); 28 cm.
'Embellished with a map of Palestine and a map of the travels of the apostles.'
'Embellished with twenty-five engravings' by Amos Dolittle.
Partial contents: (from maps) A map of Palestine describing the travels of Jesus-Christ -- Map of the countries travelled by the apostles, with the voyage of Saint Paul to Rome.
Old Testament has special t.p.: The Old Testament: translated out of the original Hebrew, and with the former translations diligently compared and revised: together with the Apocrypha: done by the special command of His Majesty, King James I. of England. Philadelphia: M. Carey, 1814.
New Testament has special t.p.: The New Testament of Our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ: translated out of the original Greek, and with the former translations diligently compared and

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.


12742 Bible - Geography - Maps - 1816<<<<>Palestine - History, Ancient - Maps - 1816<<<<>Israel - History, Ancient - Maps - 1816<<<<>Wentz family<<<<>Hinkle, Catherine<<<<>Historical atlases
The Holy Bible : containing the old and new testaments, with their significations, tables of scripture weights, measures, and coins ; John Brown's concordance, etc., etc. Philadelphia : Printed and published by M. Carey, 1816. Authors: Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Bower, J. (John) -- Shallus, Francis -- Brown, John, 1754-1832 -- Bible. English. Authorized. 1816 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Bower, John, fl. 1810-1819 SEE Bower, J. (John) 1080, 72 p., [63] leaves of plates (some folded) : ill., 15 maps ; 29 cm. 'Embellished with seventy maps and historical engravings.' Partial Contents: (from maps) A map shewing the situation of the Garden of Eden ... / J. Bower, sc. -- A map of the countries peopled by the descendants of Ham / J. Bower sc. -- A map of the countries peopled by the descendants of Shem / J. Bower sc. -- Canaan, or the Land of Promise to Abraham and his posterity -- Ancient Egypt -- The places recorded in the five books of Moses -- The Journeys of the children of Israel from Egypt through the wilderness to the Land of Canaan / Bower, sc. -- The purveyorships in the reign of Solomon / F. Shallus, sc. -- Map of the Assyrian, Babylonian, Median, and Persian Empires / from D'Anville -- Dominions of Solomon and his allies [inset] Sheba with the Voyage to Tarshish and Ophir / according to Bruce -- The land of Moriah, or, Jerusalem and the adjacent country -- The countries traveled by the Apostles. Uniform title: Bible. English. Authorized. 1816. Old and new testaments have separate title-pages. Concordance is 'revised and corrected.' With: A brief concordance to the holy scriptures, of the old and new testaments, by which all, or most, of the principal texts of scripture may be easily found out / by John Brown. Printed and published by Mathew Carey : Philadelphia, 1815. Obituary for Mrs. Catherine Hinkle pasted in. Blank family records pages 677 - 680 inscribed with Wentz family names. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library. Walsh 180. Baskes folio BS185 1816 .P54 (NLO)
Knowledge (Great Britain) -- Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Thompson -- Thompson and Hall -- D'Oyly, George, 1778-1846 -- Mant, Richard, 1776-1848 -- Oxford University Press -- F., C. and J. Rivington (Firm) -- Bible. English. Authorized. 1817 -- Mellor, Mrs. -- Tragett, Robert Thorpe -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 
2 v. in 4 : ill., 8 maps ; 33 cm.
Maps drawn under the direction of Mr. Arrowsmith and engraved by Thompson or Thompson & Hall.
'Printed ... by Bensley, Cooke and Collingwood, printers to the University ... Sold by F.C. and J. Rivington ...'
Partial contents: (from maps): The world as known to the ancients showing the dispersion & settling of nations by the descendants of Noah -- Mesopotamia with Canaan & other parts of the East adapted to the histories of Abraham, Isaac & Jacob -- Map of the journeys & encampments of the Israelites from Egypt to Canaan, through the desert of Arabia Petraea ... -- Canaan, through the desert of Arabia Petraea, with part of Egypt, during the residence of Joshua & Judges -- Judah & Israel illustrated in the books of Kings -- Dominions of David & Solomon with places remote.
Uniform title: Bible. English. Authorized. 1817. 'For the use of families.'
'Cum privilegio'
Includes many plates, chiefly after old masters. Dedication page in v. 1: To the most Reverend Father in God, Charles, by Divine providence, Lord Archbishop of Canterbury ... Contents: v. 1. Gen. to Job -- v. 2. Psa to Mac. Owner's inscription: Robert Thorpe Tragett, Presented to him by Mrs. Mellor as a memorial of his Godfather, the late Geo. H. Mellor, M.D., October 25th, 1843.
Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copy: Case folio BS185 1817 .O9
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Baskes folio BS185 1817 L6 (NLO)

Authors: Lavoisne, C. V. -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- M. Carey & Son -- Kneass, William, 1780-1840 -- Young & Delleker -- Lavoisne, C. V.
A Complete genealogical, historical, chronological and geographical atlas ... (1820) 1 map : hand col. ; 25 x 23 cm.
In: Lavoisne, C. V. A Complete genealogical, historical, chronological and geographical atlas ... (Philadelphia : Published by M. Carey and Son ; printed by T.H. Palmer ..., 1820) map [3A]. The first of two Palestine maps on printed plate 'No. 8.'
Added title: Geographical and historical maps, illustrative of sacred history.
Historical map showing Palestine to ca. 70 A.D. Inset: Form of the camp of the Israelites, 8 x 8 cm.
oversize F 006 .48 pl. 3A (PrCt)

Authors: Lavoisne, C. V. -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- M. Carey & Son -- Kneass, William, 1780-1840 -- Young & Delleker -- Lavoisne, C. V.
A Complete genealogical, historical, chronological and geographical atlas ... (Philadelphia : Published by M. Carey and Son ; printed by T.H. Palmer ..., 1820) map [3B]. The second of two Palestine maps on printed plate 'No. 8.'
Added title: Geographical and historical maps, illustrative of sacred history.
Historical map showing Palestine to ca. 70 A.D. Inset: Plan of the city of Jeursalem, 9 x 8 cm.
oversize F 006 .48 pl. 3B (PrCt)

12747 Bible - Geography - Maps - 1824<<<Middle East - History, Ancient - Maps -
A New family Bible, and improved version, from corrected texts of the originals: with notes, critical and explanatory, and short practical reflections on each chapter, together with a general introduction, on the authenticity and inspiration of the sacred books, and a complete view of the mosaic laws, rites and customs / by B. Boothroyd. Huddersfield: Printed for the author by William Moore ..., 1824.

Authors: Boothroyd, Benjamin, 1768-1836 -- Conder, Thomas, 1746 or 1747-1831 -- Moore, William, fl. 1824 -- Simms, P. Marion (Paris Marion), b. 1874 -- Pastor's College (Newington, London) -- McCormick Theological Seminary -- McCormick Theological Seminary Collection (Newberry Library)

3 v.: 3 maps; 30 cm.


Includes indexes.

Printed in double columns.


Half-bound brown cloth and marbled papers over boards; marbled endpapers.

Embossed stamp (v.1-3); Pastor’s College Library, Temple St., Newington, S.E.

Book-label: Private library of P. Marion Simms. Forms part of the McCormick Theological Seminary Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Darlow & Moule, 1102; Herbert, A.S. Engl. Bible, 1738


Baskes BS440 .J6 1824 (NLO)


Authors: Jones, William, 1762-1864 -- Hewitt, N. R. -- Starling, Thomas -- Harjette, T. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

2 v. (unpaged, [12] folded leaves of plates): ill., 7 fold. maps (folded); 24 cm.

'New ed., rev., cor., and enl.' [2nd ed.?]


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Bibcode BS440 .J6 1824 (NLO)


Authors: Rollin, Charles, 1661-1741 -- Long, G. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v.: 7 maps; 216 x 132 mm.


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCl)

Bibcode BS440 .J6 1827-1828

Bible - Geography - Maps - 1827

- Israel - Maps - 1827
  Authors: Thackara, James, 1767-1848 -- Finley, A. (Anthony) -- Finley, A. (Anthony). Atlas classicus, or, Select maps of ancient geography (1831) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
  1 map : hand col. ; 21 x 27 cm.
  Inset (7 x 9 cm. and 12 x 11 cm.): Canaan, Aram &c. -- The Eastern countries as mentioned by Moses.
  In: Finley, Anthony. Atlas classicus, or, Select maps of ancient geography : both sacred and profane (Philadelphia : Anthony Finley, 1831), [plate 8].
  Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
  *Baskes folio G1019 .F5 1833, [plate 8] (PrCt)*

12752

Bible - Geography - Maps - 1827
  *Middle East - History, Ancient - Maps - 1827* (PrCt)
  *Palestine - History, Ancient - Maps - 1827* (PrCt)
  *Israel - History, Ancient - Maps - 1827* (PrCt)

- The Reference Bible : containing an accurate copy of the common English version of the Old and New Testaments, with references and a key sheet of questions, geographical, historical, doctrinal, practical, and experimental, accompanied with valuable chronological harmonies of both Testaments, correct and elegant maps, and highly useful tables of Scripture names, Scripture geography, Scripture chronology, Scripture references, &c., the whole designed to facilitate the acquisition of Scriptural knowledge in Bible classes, Sunday schools, common schools, and private families / by Hervey Wilbur, A.M. Boston ; Philadelphia : Hilliard, Gray, Little, and Wilkins, and Croker and Brewster ; American Sunday School Union, 1827.
  Sixth edition.
  The New Testament (324 p.) and Useful tables of Scripture names ... (100 p.) have separate title pages.
  Copyright Aug. 18, 1825 by Hervey Wilbur. 'Treadwell's Power-Press.'
  Maps signed: Annin & Smith.
  Partial contents: (from maps) Map of the journeys of the children of Israel from Egypt through the desert to the land of Canaan / from Bishop Clayton -- Map of Canaan or the Holy Land for general purposes -- Canaan adapted to the Gospel history and exhibiting the principal travels of Jesus Christ -- Travels and voyages of St. Paul.
  Printed in two columns.
  Bookplate of Isaac Chaney, inscr Contemporary binding,ibed: Chesterville Jany. 1st 1829. Presented by Jotham Sewall the day he was 69.
  Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
  *Shoemaker 28171*
  Not in Hills, M.T. Engl. Bible in Amer.
  *Baskes BS185 1827 .B6 (NLO)*

12753

Bible - Geography - Maps - 1827
  *Palestine - History, Ancient - Maps - 1827* (PrCt)
  *Israel - History, Ancient - Maps - 1827* (PrCt)
  *Middle East - History, Ancient - Maps - 1827* (PrCt)
  *Historical atlases - Maps - 1830* (PrCt)
  *Palestine - Historical geography - Maps - 1830* (PrCt)
  *Israel - Historical geography - Maps - 1830* (PrCt)
  *Historical atlases - Maps - 1830* (PrCt)

  Authors: Horne, Thomas Hartwell, 1780-1862 -- Mutlow, H. fl. 1771-1822 -- Cadell & Davies -- Cadell, Thomas, 1773-1836 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
  2nd ed, corr.
  'Being an analysis of 'An introduction to the critical study and knowledge of the Holy Scriptures,' in four volumes, by the same author.' 'Illustrated with maps and other engravings.'
  Maps by H. Mutlow and published by T. Cadell & W. Davies.
  Includes bibliographical references and indexes.
  Title vignette.
  Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
  *Baskes BS475 .H676 1827 (NLO)*

12754

Bible - Geography - Maps - 1827
  *Palestine - History, Ancient - Maps - 1827* (PrCt)
  *Israel - History, Ancient - Maps - 1827* (PrCt)
  *Middle East - Historical geography - Maps - 1830* (PrCt)
  *Historical atlases - Maps - 1830* (PrCt)
  *Palestine - Historical geography - Maps - 1830* (PrCt)
  *Israel - Historical geography - Maps - 1830* (PrCt)
  *Historical atlases - Maps - 1830* (PrCt)

  Authors: Morse, Richard C. (Richard Cary), 1795-1868 -- American Sunday-School Union -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
  1 v. : 9 maps ; 131 x 109 mm.
  Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
  *Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)* (PrCt)

12755

Bible - Geography - Maps - 1830
  *Middle East - Historical geography - Maps - 1830* (PrCt)
  *Palestine - Historical geography - Maps - 1830* (PrCt)
  *Israel - Historical geography - Maps - 1830* (PrCt)
  *Historical atlases - Maps - 1830* (PrCt)
  *Palestine - Historical geography - Maps - 1830* (PrCt)
  *Israel - Historical geography - Maps - 1830* (PrCt)
  *Historical atlases - Maps - 1830* (PrCt)

  Authors: Worcester, Joseph E. (Joseph Emerson), 1784-1865 -- Morse, Hazen -- Croker

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
& Brewster -- Hilliard, Gray, Little, and Wilkins -- Boston Type and Stereotype Foundry -- Brown, Simon -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
54 p., vi leaves of plates : 6 folded hand col. maps ; 16 cm.

Cover title: Scripture geography and atlas
Some maps engraved by H. Morse.
"Stereotyped at the Boston Type and Stereotype Foundry."--T.p. verso.
Full maroon morocco with gold stamped cover title: Scripture geography and atlas.
Former owner's signature: Simon Brown.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes BS630 .W67 1830 (NLO)


"Stereotyped by L. Johnson."--T.p. verso.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Bookplate: Philip Schaff Library of Lancaster Theological Seminary, Lancaster, PA.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Full text (but only part of 1 map) available on Google Books (accessed Feb. 2010):
http://books.google.com/books?id=G9Y0AAAAMAAJ
References: Checklist Amer. imprints, 53
LC Card Number: 35023830

Baskes BS630 .A64 1830 (NLO)


Scripture geography, or, A companion to the Bible : being a geographical account of the places mentioned in the Holy Scriptures, in two parts ..., accompanied by three maps ..., intended for the use of families and schools / by Thomas T. Smiley. Philadelphia : [s.n.] , c1831.

Authors: Smiley, Thomas T. (Thomas Tucker), d. 1879 -- Doukas, John B. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
288 p. : ill., 3 hand col. maps ; 19 cm.
A geographical dictionary of the Bible: p. [70]-288.

Bookplate: John B. Doukas.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes BS630 .S65 1831 (NLO)


The Bible atlas, or, Sacred geography delineated, in a complete series of scriptural maps. London : Baldwin, Cradock and Jay, 1831.

Authors: Palmer, Richard -- Baldwin, Cradock, and Joy -- Baldwin, Charles, 1774-1865 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (vii, 31 p., 26 plates) : 26 col. maps (part fol.) ; 20 cm.

Cover title: Palmer's bible atlas
'C. Baldwin, Printer, New Bridge-street, London.'

Contents: The world as known to the ancients, shewing the dispersion and supposed settling of the descendants of Noah -- Map of the countries mentioned in the histories of Noah, Abraham, and the kings of Israel -- Canaan, adapted to the Book of Genesis -- Egypt or the Land of Mizraim -- Journeyings of the Israelites, from Egypt to the Land of Canaan -- Tribe of Reuben -- Tribe of Gad -- Manasseh, beyond Jordan -- Tribe of Simeon -- Tribe of Judah -- Tribe of Dan -- Tribe of Benjamin -- Tribe of Ephraim -- Half tribe of Manasseh -- Tribe of Issachar -- Tribe of Zebulon -- Tribe of Asher -- Tribe of Naphtali -- Canaan, shewing the relative situation of the allotments to the tribes of Israel, adapted to the Books of Judges & Samuel -- Judah and Israel, illustrating the Books of Kings -- The dominions of David and Solomon -- Canaan, shewing the captivities of Judah & Israel -- Canaan adapted to the Gospel history, and exhibiting the principal travels of Jesus Christ -- Map of Canaan of the Holy Land -- Travels and voyages of St. Paul. Scales differ.
Relief shown by shading.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G2230 .P36 1831 (NLO)


Authors: Palmer, Richard -- Baldwin & Cradock -- Barclay, A. -- Cradock & Co. -- Karta (Firm)
1 atlas ([12], 32 p., [17] leaves of plates) : 26 col. maps ; 22 cm.
Cover title.
Facsimile of: The Bible atlas, or Sacred geography delineated: in a complete series of scriptural maps / drawn from the best authorities, ancient and modern, and engraved by Richard Palmer; dedicated by permission to His Grace the Archbishop of York. London : Printed for Baldwin and Cradock, and for A. Barclay, York, [1831].

Publisher's advertisements for Cradock and Co. at end.
'This 1981 edition presents the entire contents of Palmer's Bible atlas as it appeared in 1831. Modern techniques have replaced the handcolouring and elaborate manner in which the double-page maps were folded and inserted within the original'--Verso of p. [1] of first sequence.

Includes index.

Contents: The world as known to the ancients, shewing the dispersion and supposed settling of the descendants of Noah -- Map of the countries mentioned in the histories of Noah, Abraham, and the kings of Israel -- Canaan, adapted to the Book of Genesis -- Egypt or the Land of Mizraim -- Journeymings of the Israelites, from Egypt to the Land of Canaan -- Tribe of Reuben -- Tribe of Gad -- Manasseh, beyond Jordan -- Tribe of Simeon -- Tribe of Judah -- Tribe of Dan -- Tribe of Benjamin -- Tribe of Ephraim -- Half tribe of Manasseh -- Tribe of Issachar -- Tribe of Zebulon -- Tribe of Asher -- Tribe of Naphtali -- Canaan, shewing the relative situation of the allotments to the tribes of Israel, adapted to the Books of Judges & Samuel -- Judah and Israel, illustrating the Books of Kings -- The dominions of David and Solomon -- Canaan, shewing the captivities of Judah & Israel -- Canaan adapted to the Gospel history, and exhibiting the principal travels of Jesus Christ -- Map of Canaan of the Holy Land for general purposes -- Travels & voyages of St. Paul.

ISBN 965220028X
G2230.P36 1981 (NLO)

12760 Bible - Geography - Maps - 1832<<><><>Middle East - Historical geography - Maps - 1832<<><><>Palestine - Historical geography - Maps - 1832<<><><>Israel - Historical geography - Maps - 1832<<><><>Historical atlases
Authors: Calmet, Augustin, 1672-1757 1 v.
C 05 .1415 (NLO)

Authors: Weiland, C. F. (Carl Ferdinand), -1847 -- Ackermann, C. (Constantin) -- Anson, Fr. -- Geographisches Institut (Weimar, Thuringia, Germany) -- Werthenstein -- Oschwald, Friedrich Wilhelm -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (v, 75 p., 12 leaves of plates) : 12 maps (some hand col.) ; 24 cm.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Maps engraved by Fr. Anson.
Engraved title vignette of Jerusalem.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Former owner's inscription: J. Huldric[?]
Oschwaldii Stud. theol. 1833.
Bookplate: Werthenstein.
Former owner's inscription: Friedrich Wilhelm Oschwald. II Realklasse und Gymnasium im Schaffhausen.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Full text of another copy available via HathiTrust Digital Library (accessed April 2013): http://catalog.hathitrust.org/api/volumes/oclc/10654192.html
References: Espenhorst, J. Petermann's planet, I, p. 165
Baskes G2230.W44 1832 (NLO)

12762 Bible - Geography - Maps - 1832<<><><>Palestine - Historical geography - Maps - 1832<<><><>Israel - Historical geography - Maps - 1832<<><><>Historical atlases
Bible atlas. Hartford : Newton Case, 1832.
Authors: Lothian, John -- Newton Case -- Newberry Library. John M. Wing Foundation 1 v. ; 14 cm.
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.
Wing ZP 883 N435 (NLO)

12763 Bible - Geography - Maps - 1832<<><><>Palestine - History, Ancient - Maps - 1832<<><><>Israel - History, Ancient - Maps - 1832<<><><>Historical atlases

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Includes with separate t.p.: Cruden’s concordance to the New Testament : wherein not one word or text is omitted of the larger editions, and now, for the first time, the two alphabets are blended into one. London : Printed for Samuel Bagster at the Warehouse for Bibles, New Testaments, Prayer Books, & Psalters, in Ancient and Modern Languages, 1833.
Maps by C. Cobley.
Printed in double columns with marginal notes. First main title romanized from Greek. *Preliminary matter includes a plate with [the words] New Testament in 48 languages.*--Herbert.
Former owner: E. Gilhooly.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Herbert, A.S. Engl. Bible, 1787
Baskes BS185 1832 .L66 (NLO)

12764 Bible - Geography - Maps - 1833<<>>Palestine - History, Ancient - Maps - 1832<<>>Israel - History, Ancient - Maps - 1832 (Provisional Heading)

Bible atlas. Hartford : N. Case, 1832.
Authors: Lothian, John -- CaseN -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 8 maps ; 140 x 80 mm.
Phillips 5359
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)


A Biblical and theological dictionary : explanatory of the history, manners, and customs of the Jews, and neighbouring nations, with an account of the most remarkable places and persons mentioned in Sacred Scripture, an exposition of the principal doctrines of Christianity, and notices of Jewish and Christian sects and heresies / by Richard Watson ; (revised by the American editors). New York : Published by B. Waugh and T. Mason, for the Methodist Episcopal Church, 1833.
Full leather binding with spine label: Watson’s dictionary.
Maps engraved by William Chapin.
"No other improvements have been attempted in this edition of Mr. Watson’s Biblical and theological dictionary, then adding a few notes in relation to some matters existing in this country,

which had escaped the attention of the author, and rendering those passages and phrases into English which had been left untranslated ... only that part of the work from the eight hundred and forty second page has been printed under the superintendence of the present editor ... N. Bangs. New-York, Sept. 25, 1832."--Advertisement to the American edition, p. [4] first sequence.
Printed in double columns.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copy: C 05 .958
References: Checklist Amer. imprints, 22552
LC Card Number: 32010509
Baskes BR95 .W45 1833 (NLO)


Comprehensive grammar of sacred geography.
London : Poole & Edwards, 1833.
Authors: Pinnock, William, 1782-1843 -- Findlay, A. (Alexander), 1790-1870 -- Poole & Edwards -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 3 maps ; 145 x 95 mm.
1st ed. nd;C:AlexanderFindlay
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)


Biblia, das ist, die Ganze Heilige Schrift des Alten und Neuen Testaments : nach der deutschen Uebersetzung D. Martin Luthers ; mit eines jeden Capitels kurzen Summarien ; auch beygefügten vielen aufs neue berichtigten Parallen.
Philadelphia : Gedruckt und zu haben bey Kimber und Scharpless , 1833.
Authors: Kimber & Sharpless -- Luther, Martin, 1483-1546 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Imperfect: lacking p. 801-806 and possibly several plates.
Partial contents: (from maps) A map of the journeyings of the children of Israel from Egypt, through the wilderness to Canaan -- A map of Canaan, Palestine, Judea, or the Holy Land -- Map of the places mentioned in the New Testament, illustrating St. Paul's travels and also his voyage from Caesarea to Rome.
Uniform title: Bible, German. Luther. 1833.
Other title: Bible. O.T. Apocrypha. German. Luther. 1833.
Includes the Apocrypha.
New Testament has special t.p.
Some plates numbered; final plate numbered 40.
The Bible atlas : with ancient and modern names, 1835

Historical atlases 1835
Israel 1835
Palestine 1835
East

Bible

Baskes folio BS237 1833 (NLO)

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Bible - Geography - Maps - 1834

Palestine - History, Ancient - Maps - 1834
Israel - History, Ancient - Maps - 1834

Bible - Geography - Maps - 1834

Palestine - History, Ancient - Maps - 1834
Israel - History, Ancient - Maps - 1834

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

Bible - Geography - Maps - 1836
Middle East - History, Ancient - Maps - 1836
Palestine - History, Ancient - Maps - 1836
Israel - History, Ancient - Maps - 1836
Historical atlases


Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Bible - Geography - Maps - 1837
Middle East - Historical geography - Maps - 1837
Palestine - Historical geography - Maps - 1837
Israel - Historical geography - Maps - 1837
Historical atlases


Bible - Geography - Maps - 1837
Palestine - History, Ancient - Maps - 1837
Israel - History, Ancient - Maps - 1837
Names, Geographical

Bible - Historical atlases

on copper and steel[*]'
Maps by Thomas Starling; engraved by W.B. Annin.
Added engraved t.p.
Former owner: J. Averill, Jr. 1838.
LC Card Number: 1014600
folio BL31 .B8 1837 (NLO)

12777 Bible - Geography - Maps - 1838
Middle East - History, Ancient - Maps - 1838
Palestine - History, Ancient - Maps - 1838
Israel - History, Ancient - Maps - 1838
Historical atlases
An Epitome of general ecclesiastical history: from the earliest period to the present time, with an appendix, giving a condensed history of the Jews, from the destruction of Jerusalem to the present day: illustrated by maps and engravings / by John Marsh. New York: J. Tilden and Co., 1838.
5th ed.
Added engraved t.p., dated 1835.
One map engraved by E. Huntington; woodcuts signed J.W.B.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes BR145 .M36 1838 (NLO)

12778 Bible - Geography - Maps - 1838
Middle East - History, Ancient - Maps - 1838
Palestine - History, Ancient - Maps - 1838
Israel - History, Ancient - Maps - 1838
Historical atlases
Authors: Packard, Frederick A. (Frederick Adolphus), 1794-1867 -- American Sunday-School Union -- Warner, Eliza -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 648 p.: 7 maps, ill.; 16 cm.
2d ed.
Author from LC 1942.
Ownership stamp of Eliza Warner.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes BS440 .P3 1838 (NLO)

12779 Bible - Geography - Maps - 1839
Palestine - History, Ancient - Maps - 1839
Israel - History, Ancient - Maps - 1839
Historical atlases
Spine title: Covel's dictionary
Publisher's advertisements [8] p. at end.
Ownership stamp of C.A. Keefer, Sterling, Ill.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes BS440 .C65 1839 (NLO)

12780 Bible - Geography - Maps - 1839
Palestine - History, Ancient - Maps - 1839
Israel - History, Ancient - Maps - 1839
Historical geography - Maps - 1839
World history - Maps - 1839-1841
Atlases, French - 1839-1841
Historical atlases
Running title on maps: Atlas historique et géographique de la Terre Sainte
One of 9 sections, each sold separately and later published together under title: Atlas universel historique et géographique; cf. Quérard.
This copy bound with 4 other sections of the Atlas universel historique et géographique, variously published 1839-1841.
Scales differ.
Bookplate: Ex libris Paul Tibbe.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Quérard, J.M. Litt. française 19. s., v. 4, p. 325
Baskes folio G1911.S1 H68 1841 (NLO)

12781 Bible - Geography - Maps - 1840
Palestine - History, Ancient - Maps - 1840
Israel - History, Ancient - Maps - 1840
Historical atlases
The Illuminated atlas of scripture geography: a series of maps, delineating the physical and historical features in the geography of Palestine...
and the adjacent countries, accompanied with an 
explanatory notice of each map and a copious 
index of the names of place / by W. Hughes. 
London : Charles Knight & Co., 1840. 
Authors: Hughes, William, 1817-1876 -- Charles 
Knight & Co. -- Knight, Charles, 1791-1873 -- 
William Clowes and Sons -- Roger S. Baskes 
Collection (Newberry Library) 
1 atlas (47 p., [20] folded leaves of plates) : 20 
col. folded maps ; 28 cm. 
"London: Printed by W. Clowes and Sons, 
Stamford Street."--T.p. verso. 
Maps printed in color; relief shown with white 
hachures. 
Includes bibliographical references and index. 
Publisher’s blue cloth binding. 
Scales differ. 
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at 
the Newberry Library. 
Baskes folio G2230 .H87 1840 (NLO) 

12782 Bible - Geography - Maps - 1840 
Middle East - History, Ancient - Maps - 
1840 - Palestine - History, Ancient - Maps - 
1840 - Israel - History, Ancient - Maps - 
1840 
Bible atlas. Edinburgh : Murphy, [ca. 1840?]. 
Authors: Murphy, William, b. 1800 -- Roger S. 
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 
1 atlas : 24 maps ; 144 x 111 mm. 
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. 
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) 
(PrCt) 

12783 Bible - Geography - Maps - 1840 
Palestine - History, Ancient - Maps - 
1840 - Israel - History, Ancient - Maps - 
1840 - Historical atlases 
Atlante geografico della Sacra Bibbia. [Italy : s.n., 
1840?]. 
Authors: Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 
1 atlas (14 p. of plates) : 14 hand col. maps ; 27 
cm. 
Descriptive text facing each map. 
Scales differ. 
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at 
the Newberry Library. 
Baskes G2230 .A796 1840 (NLO) 

12784 Bible - Geography - Maps - 1841 
Middle East - History, Ancient - Maps - 
1841 - Palestine - History, Ancient - Maps - 
1841 - Israel - History, Ancient - Maps - 
1841 - Historical atlases 
Atlas de géographie sacrée / par MM. Achille 
Meissas et Auguste Michelot. Paris : Chez L. 
Hachette et cie., [1841]. 
Authors: Meissas, Achille, 1799-1874 -- Michelot, 
Auguste, 1792-1866 -- Dumortier, Philippe -- 
Rousset, P. -- Charle, J. B. L. (Jean Baptiste 
Louis) -- Hachette (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes 
Collection (Newberry Library) 
folded hand col. maps ; 26 cm. 
Maps engraved by Dumortier and P. Rousset. 
Maps dated 1841. 
Title vignette. 
Publisher’s blue paper covered boards; 
publisher’s advertisements on back cover. 
Scales differ. 
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at 
the Newberry Library. 
Baskes G2230 .M45 1841 (NLO) 

12785 Bible - Geography - Maps - 1841 
Palestine - History, Ancient - Maps - 1841 - Israel - 
History, Ancient - Maps - 1841 
English version of the polyglott Bible. Brattleboro, 
Vermont : Brattleboro Typog, 1841. 
Authors: Starling, Thomas -- Warne, J. A. -- 
Brown, J. -- Brattleboro’ Typographic Company -- 
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 
1 v. : 7 maps ; 276 x 182 mm. 
C: Starling; ed: J. A Warne, J. Brown 
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. 
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) 
(PrCt) 

12786 Bible - Geography - Maps - 1843 
Palestine - History, Ancient - Maps - 
1843 - Israel - History, Ancient - Maps - 
1843 
The Holy Bible : containing the Authorized 
Version of the Old and New Testaments, with 
twenty thousand emendations. London ; 
Edinburgh : Longman, Brown and Co. ; Innes, 
1843. 
Authors: Conquest, J. T., 1789-1844 -- Gover, 
Edward -- Longman, Brown, and Company -- 
Innes (Firm) -- Simms, P. Marion (Paris Marion), 
b. 1874 -- Nelson, James -- McCormick 
Theological Seminary -- McCormick Theological 
Seminary Collection (Newberry Library) 
ca. 1000 p. : 2 maps (1 folded) ; 23 cm. 
Binder’s title: Conquest’s Bible 
Other title: Bible. N.T. English. Authorized. 1843 
New Testament has separate t.p.; The 
Authorized Version of the New Testament of our 
Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ : with many 
thousand emendations. 
Maps drawn and engraved by E. Gover. 
Leather binding with gold-stamped spine title: 
Conquest’s Bible. 
Without Apocrypha. 
Not in Darlow & Moule or, Herbert, A. S. Engl. 
Bible. 
Includes index of places and rivers. 
Interleaved with blank pages for notes and bound 
in 2 v.; ms. notations throughout. 
Ms. label pasted in: James Nelson. 
Book-label: Private library of P. Marion Simms.
Forms part of the McCormick Theological Seminary Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Chamberlin, W. J. Cat. of Eng. Bible translations, p. 22

BS185 1843 .L6 (NLO)


Authors: Smiley, Thomas T. (Thomas Tucker), d. 1879 -- Brown, J. Seymour -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 5 maps ; 203 x 128 mm.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)


The Book of common prayer and administration of the sacraments and other rites and ceremonies of the church according to the use of the United Church of England and Ireland : together with the Psalter or Psalms of David, pointed as they are to be sung or said in churches and the form and manner of making, ordaining, and consecration of bishops, priests, and deacons. London : Printed for Samuel Bagster and Sons, [1843].

Authors: Church of England -- Hughes, William, 1817-1876 -- Tate, Nahum, 1652-1715 -- Brady, Nicholas, 1659-1726 -- Samuel Bagster and Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Bagster (Samuel) and Sons SEE Samuel Bagster and Sons


'A table of the moveable feasts for forty-seven years' on p. [7] second sequence starts with the year 1843.

Maps engraved by W. Hughes.

Included with separate title pages and pagination: The English version of the polyglot Bible containing the Old and New Testaments with a copious and original selection of references of parallel illustrative passages. London : Samuel Bagster and Sons, [1843] -- A new version of the Psalms of David : fitted to the tunes used in churches / by N. Tate and N. Brady. London : Samuel Bagster and Sons, [1843]

Printed in double columns.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes BX5145 .A4 1843 (NLO)


Palestine in the time of our Saviour. London : Chapman and Hall, 1843 [i.e.1844].


1 map : hand col. ; 38 x 30 cm.

Inset (11 x 8 cm.): Plan showing the probable extent of ancient Jerusalem.


oversize Ayer 135 .S67 1844 v. 1, pl. [86] (PrCt)


Edition: Hanc editionem primam Americanam, summâ curâ recensuit / atque mendis qua?m plurimis expurgavit Josephus P. Engles, A.M.

Uniform title: Bible. N.T. Greek. 1844.

Greek with some English.

Printed in double columns.

Lexicon has separate title page and pagination: The polymerician Greek lexicon to the New Testament.

Added title page with brief title in 48 languages. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes BS1965 1844 (NLO)


Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)


Baskes BS630 .W435 1845 (NLO)


Illustrated sketches of the countries and places mentioned in Bible history / translated from the German for the American Sunday School Union by J.F. Kennedy ; revised by the Committee of Publication. Philadelphia : American Sunday-School Union, no. 146 Chestnut Street, c1847.


Baskes BS630 .J55 1847 (NLO)


Cerographic bible atlas. New York : S.E. Morse, 1844.

Authors: Morse, Sidney E. (Sidney Edwards), 1794-1871 -- Breese, Samuel, 1802-1873 -- New York observer (New York, N.Y.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 atlas : 5 maps ; 444 x 350 mm. Phillips 3221. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)


Baskes BS185 1846 .PS4 (NLO)
The Explanatory Bible atlas and Scripture gazetteer: geographical, topographical and historical containing maps of all the countries and places mentioned in the Old and New Testaments drawn from the latest and best authorities, and engraved expressly for the work, with illustrative essays for each map, and accurate local descriptions in the gazetteer, a colored missionary map of the world, a dictionary of the natural history of the Bible, with engravings and tables of time, weights, measures and coins, tabular views, etc. / by William Jenks. Boston: Published by Charles Hickling, 1847.

Authors: Jenks, William, 1778-1866 -- Boynton, George W., -1884 -- Hickling, Charles, 1798 or 9-1888 -- Broadbent, Ben -- Roger S. Baskes

Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (157 p., [19] leaves of plates (some folded)) ill., 17 maps (some folded, some col.) ; 34 cm.

Spine title: Atlas and gazetteer of the holy scripture

Maps by G.W. Boynton?

Includes bibliographical references and index.

Relief shown by hachures.

Printed in double columns; text in line border.

Plates included in pagination.

Scales differ.

Laid in: Scrap of pressed paper with descriptive tag from a collision of a train and a truck that took place Dec. 6th, 1903 near Worcester Mass.

Owner’s inscription: Ben Broadbent, Millbury Mass.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

LC Card Number: 01001299

References: Phillips 84a

Baskes folio G2230 .J46 1847 (NLO)

12796

Bible - Geography - Maps - 1847

Middle East - History, Ancient - Maps - 1847

Palestine - History, Ancient - Maps - 1847

Israel - History, Ancient - Maps - 1847

Historical atlases


Authors: Kiepert, Heinrich, 1818 -- Preuss -- Verlag von C.W.F. Müller (Berlin, Germany) -- Mueller, G. W. F. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Mueller, G. W. F., publisher, Berlin SEE Verlag von C.W.F. Müller (Berlin, Germany) -- Müller, G. W. F., publisher, Berlin SEE Verlag von G.W.F. Müller (Berlin, Germany)


Lithography by Preuss?

Includes index.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G2230 .K54 1847 (NLO)

Bible - Geography - Maps - 1848

Middle East - History, Ancient - Maps - 1848

Palestine - History, Ancient - Maps - 1848

Israel - History, Ancient - Maps - 1848


At head of title in Greek: Kaine Diatheke -- Polymicrian Greek Testament.


Uniform title: Bible. N.T. Greek. 1848.

In Greek; t.p. in Latin; preface in English; lexicon is Greek to English.

This is called the Polymicrian Greek Testament, originally published in London in 1829. Cf. Chamberlin, W.J. Cat. of English Bible Translations, p. 294-295, for reference to 1846 ed.

"The centre column contains ... the emendations and select various readings, found in Griesbach's Testament ... the editor ... compared the text with a very accurate copy of Mill's Testament, published at Oxford in 1825; the various readings with Griesbach's Testament, published in Cambridge, New England, in 1809; and corrected the Scripture references by examining every passage referred to in the Old and New Testament and the Apocrypha. The result of his labor has been the correction of several hundred errors which are found in the London edition of the Polymicrian Testament ..."--P. 3-4.

Printed in double columns.

Issued with: The polymicrian Greek lexicon to the New Testament : in which the various senses of the words are distinctly explained in English, and authorized by references to passages of scripture
engravings, and tables of time, weight of the natural history of the Bible, with colored missionary map of the world, a dictionary accurate local descriptions in the gazetteer, a authories, an Testaments, drawn from the latest and best historical, containing maps of all the countries and places mentioned in the Old and New Testaments, drawn from the latest and best authorities, and engraved expressly for the work, with illustrative essays for each map, and accurate local descriptions in the gazetteer, a colored missionary map of the world, a dictionary of the natural history of the Bible, with engravings, and tables of time, weights, measures and coins, tabular views, etc. / by William Jenks. Boston : Published by Charles Hickling, 1849.
Authors: Jenks, William, 1778-1866 -- Boynton, George W., -1884 -- Hickling, Charles, 1798 or 9-1888 -- Steelman, K. -- Presbyterian Church of West Caldwell -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (157 p., xvi leaves of plates) : ill., 17 maps ; 34 cm.
4th ed.

Cover title: Atlas and gazetteer of the Holy Scriptures
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Relief shown by hachures.

Printed in double columns; text in line border.

Plates included in pagination.

Scales differ.

Inscription: K. Steelman presented by J. Steelman.
Stamp: Property of Chuch Library Presbyterian Church of West Caldwell New Jersey.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G2230 .J4 1849 (NLO)


Cerographic bible atlas. New York : S.E. Morse, 1848.

Authors: Morse, Sidney E. (Sidney Edwards), 1794-1871 -- New York observer (New York, N.Y.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas : 5 maps ; 400 x 345 mm.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCl)


The Explanatory Bible atlas and Scripture gazetteer : geographical, topographical and historical, containing maps of all the countries and places mentioned in the Old and New Testaments, drawn from the latest and best authorities, and engraved expressly for the work, with illustrative essays for each map, and accurate local descriptions in the gazetteer, a colored missionary map of the world, a dictionary of the natural history of the Bible, with engravings, and tables of time, weights, measures and coins, tabular views, etc. / by William Jenks. Boston : Published by Charles Hickling, 1849.
Authors: Jenks, William, 1778-1866 -- Boynton, George W., -1884 -- Hickling, Charles, 1798 or 9-1888 -- Steelman, K. -- Presbyterian Church of West Caldwell -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (157 p., xvi leaves of plates) : ill., 17 maps ; 34 cm.
4th ed.

Cover title: Atlas and gazetteer of the Holy Scriptures
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Relief shown by hachures.

Printed in double columns; text in line border.

Plates included in pagination.

Scales differ.

Inscription: K. Steelman presented by J. Steelman.
Stamp: Property of Chuch Library Presbyterian Church of West Caldwell New Jersey.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G2230 .J4 1849 (NLO)
1796-1884 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 24 maps ; 19 cm.
Maps by T. Starling.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Wyld's scripture atlas : in which, on maps of a large scale, are exhibited, not only the places of well defined situation, but, according to the supposition of the best authors, every other locality of historic interest mentioned throughout the sacred scriptures. [London] : Republished by Samuel Bagster and Sons, [1850?].
Authors: Wyld, James, 1790-1836 -- Neele, George -- Bagster, Samuel, 1772-1851 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (iv, 17 p., XXX leaves of plates) : ill., 30 maps (some hand col.) ; 24 cm.
On maps: J. Wyld, G. Neele.
Includes index with title: Index to geographia sacra, or, Wyld's scripture atlas.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Black, J. Maps and history, p. 33
Baskes G2230 .W95 1850 (NLO)

Authors: Hibbard, F. G. (Freeborn Garretson), 1811-1895 -- Carlton & Porter -- Sarony & Major -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 20 maps ; 193 x 130 mm.
 Lithography by Sarony & Major.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Palestine : its geography & Bible history. New York : Lane & Scott, 1851.
Authors: Hibbard, F. G. (Freeborn Garretson), 1811-1895 -- Lane & Scott -- Sarony & Major -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 20 maps ; 190 x 118 mm.
1st ed.
Maps lithographed by Sarony & Major.
Gold embossed camels.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

The New Testament of our lord and saviour Jesus Christ : translated out of the original Greek, and with the former translations diligently compared and revised, by his Majesty's special command. London : Thomas Nelson, 1851.
1 v. (unpaged) : 2 maps ; 11 cm.
Maps engraved by W.H. Lzars.
"Printed by authority."
Title page and text within single line border.
Blind-stamped full leather binding; gilt edges.
Inscription: Sophia Car A New Year's gift from Harriet Ann Hunt Jany 1st 1856. Search the Scriptures for in them ye think ye have eternal life. John 5:39. May prosperity attend you wher'er you go. Happy hours belong, may God be your sure and safe defence to whom all J. raise belong.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes BS2085 1851 .L6 (NLO)

Bible dictionary for the use of Bible classes, schools and families / prepared for the Presbyterian Board of Publication. Philadelphia : Presbyterian Board of Publication, 1851.
Authors: Engles, William M. (William Morrison), 1797-1867 -- Presbyterian Church in the U.S.A. Board of Publication -- McCormick Theological Seminary of the Presbyterian Church -- McCormick Theological Seminary -- McCormick Theological Seminary Collection (Newberry Library)
3rd ed.
Preface signed W.M.E [William M. Engles?] Printed in double columns.
Bookplate: The Virginia Library, McCormick Theological Seminary of the Presbyterian Church, Chicago.
Forms part of the McCormick Theological Seminary Collection at the Newberry Library.
BS440 .B53 1851 (NLO)


12813 Bible - Geography - Maps - 1854 Palestine - History, Ancient - Maps - 1854 Historical atlases
History, Ancient - Maps - 1854
A New harmony and exposition of the Gospels : consisting of a parallel and combined arrangement, on a new plan, of the narratives of the four evangelists, according to the authorized translation, and a continuous commentary, with brief notes subjoined, being the first period of the gospel history : with a supplement, containing extended chronological and topographical dissertations, and a complete analytical index / by James Strong. New York : Carlton & Phillips, 1854.
Authors: Strong, James, 1822-1894 -- Carlton & Phillips -- Sarony & Major -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Includes engraved t.p.: The Gospel history, first part / arranged by James Strong.
First two plates accompanied by guard sheets with descriptive letterpress.
'Illustrated by maps and engravings'; includes 'A supplement to the harmony and exposition of the gospels containing three appendices: I. tables and chronological calculations. II. On the topography of ancient Jerusalem, with maps. III. An analytical and synoptical index of the gospels.'
'Engraved on Stone by Sarony & Major, N. York.'--On maps.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes BS2560 .S73 1854 (NLO)

Bible - Geography - Maps - 1854

Bible - Geography - Maps - 1854
12815
Middle East - History, Ancient - Maps - 1855
Palestine - History, Ancient - Maps - 1855
Israel - History, Ancient - Maps - 1855

The English version of the polyglott Bible : containing the Old and New Testaments : with the marginal readings, together with a copious and original selection of references to parallel and illustrative passages, exhibited in a manner hitherto unattempted. Philadelphia : Lippincott, Grambo & Co., 1855.
Authors: Chevalier, Thomas, 1767-1824 -- Williams, W. (Wellington) -- Jackson, Merwin -- Jackson, W.S. -- McCormick Theological Seminary -- McCormick Theological Seminary Collection (Newberry Library)
Uniform title: Bible. English. Authorized. 1855
Preface signed: T.C. [i.e. Thomas Chevalier]
Includes map engraved by W. Williams.
"Illustrated with maps and engravings."
New Testament has separate t.p. and pagination:
The New Testament of our lord and saviour Jesus Christ : with the marginal readings and illustrated by original references, both parallel and explanatory, and a copious selection, carefully chosen, and newly arranged.
"The Psalms of David, in metre": 77 p. at end.
Includes bibliographical references.
Bind-stamped green leather binding; gilt edges.
Book-label: Merwin Jackson.
Former owner: W.S. Jackson.
Forms part of the McCormick Theological Seminary Collection at the Newberry Library.
Not in Darlow & Moule.
BS185 1855 .P54 (NLO)

Authors: Coleman, Lyman, 1796-1882 -- Sinclair, Thomas S., ca. 1805-1881 -- E.H. Butler & Co. -- Wilson, Ira H. -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)
514 (i.e. 510) p., vii folded leaves of plates : 7 hand col. maps ; 19 cm.
New ed., with additions.
Plates lithographed by T. Sinclair.
"Illustrated by maps, from the latest and most authentic sources, of various countries mentioned in the scriptures."
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Pagination error: numbers 14-17 skipped.
Ms notes on back flyleaves.
Former owner: Ira H. Wilson.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskets BS630 .C6 1855 (NLO)

Authors: Coleman, Lyman, 1796-1882 -- Williams, W. (Wellington) -- Lippincott, Grambo & Co. -- McCormick Theological Seminary -- McCormick Theological Seminary Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (7, [1] p., [9]-320 columns, VII leaves of plates (some folded)) : 7 hand col. maps (some folded) ; 28 cm.
Spine title: Coleman's Biblical text book atlas
Maps engraved by W. Williams.
Printed in double columns.
"Authors consulted": p. [6].
Each plate accompanied by guard sheet with descriptive letterpress.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Book label: Published by Lippincott, Grambo & Co., Philadelphia.
Forms part of the McCormick Theological Seminary Collection at the Newberry Library.
G1033 .C65 1855 (NLO)

Authors: Gover, Edward -- Kiepert, Heinrich, 1818-1899 -- Petermann, A. (August), 1822-1878 -- American Sunday-School Union -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 15 maps ; 258 x 173 mm.
Edited by Edward Gover.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Authors: Wagner, Fridolin -- Wagner and Kohl -- Janitsch, Eduard -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (6 leaves of plates) : ill., 6 hand col. maps ; 26 x 34 cm.
Cover title.
Some maps lithographed by Wagner and Kohl.
German and Latin.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskets folio G1030 .W34 1855 (NLO)

Palestine : its geography and Bible history, with twenty lithographic maps / by F.G. Hibbard. New York : Published by Carlton & Porter, 1856, c1851.
Authors: Hibbard, F. G. (Freeborn Garretson), 1811-1895 -- Kidder, Daniel P. (Daniel Parish), 1815-1891 -- Sarony & Major -- Carlton & Porter -- Murdock, James T. -- Potter, T. W., Mrs. -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)
Maps lithographed by Sarony & Major.
Publisher's advertisements: [2] p. at end.
Includes indexes.
Publisher's cloth binding.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copy: G 61001 .4
Baskes DS107 .H62 1856 (NLO)

Bound in full leather with spine title: Watson's dictionary.
"No other improvements have been attempted in this edition of Mr. Watson's Biblical and theological dictionary, then adding a few notes in relation to some matters existing in this country, which had escaped the attention of the author, and rendering those passages and phrases into English which had been left untranslated ... only that part of the work from the eight hundred and forty Printed in double columns.second page has been printed under the superintendence of the present editor ... N. Bangs. New-York, Sept. 25, 1832."-- Advertisement to the American edition, p. [3] first sequence.
Maps engraved by G.B. King and William Chapin. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes BR95 .W45 1856 (NLO)

Authors: Eyre & Spottiswoode -- Eyre, George Edward Briscoe, 1840- -- Spottiswoode, William, 1825-1883 -- Frasher, Katherine M. -- Livingston, Miss -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. (unpaged) : 6 folded hand col. maps ; 24mo.
'Appointed to be read in churches.' 'Pearl Ref. 60mo.'
Includes: An index to the persons, places, and subjects occurring in the Holy scriptures, with coloured maps. London : Printed by George E. Eyre and William Spottiswoode, 1855.
Printed in double columns with marginal notes. Text printed in line border.
Owner's inscription: Miss Livingston, with best wishes from her affectionate friend Katherine M. Frasher [?], Liverpool, September 1860.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes BS185 1857 .L66 (NLO)

Authors: Gratz, L. C. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 15 maps ; 233 x 172 mm.
C:JBPeiffer;E:VDellinger
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Authors: Nicholls, Benjamin Elliott -- Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge (Great Britain) -- General Protestant Episcopal Sunday School Union and Church Book Society -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
'From the edition of the (London) Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge.'
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes BS475 .N53 1858 (NLO)


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Authors: Senden, G. H. van -- Veth, P. J. -- Middelburgh -- Brinkman, C. L. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 24 maps ; 325 x 255 mm.
C:PJVeth,D:Middelburgh
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

Authors: American Tract Society -- Wells, Jacob -- Johnson, D. Griffing -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 6 maps ; 302 x 222 mm.
Maps by J. Wells; engraved by D. Griffing Johnson
Phillips 79
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

A Historical geography of the Bible / by A.B. Israel ; illustrated by maps and historical illustrations of the sacred volume. St. Louis, Mo.
Published by A.B. Israel, 1863, c1862.
Authors: Israel, A. B. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
2nd stereotyped ed.
Added color t.p. includes subtitle: embracing key to the ancient : Bible series of outline maps. Includes indexes.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes BS630 .J77 1863 (NLO)

Authors: Coleman, Lyman, 1796-1882 -- Williams, W. (Wellington) -- J.B. Lippincott & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (8 p., 9-330 columns, [8] leaves of plates)
: 7 hand col. maps (some folded) ; 26 cm.
New ed., carefully rev.
Original publisher's brown cloth binding with added title stamped in gold: Coleman's historical text-book & atlas of Biblical geography.
Maps engraved by W. Williams.
Scales differ.
Printed in double columns.
Each plate accompanied by guard sheet with descriptive letterpress.
Includes index.

Baskes G1033 .C65 1864 (NLO)

Authors: Kiepert, Heinrich, 1818-1899 -- Lionnet, A. -- Loeillot, W. -- Verlag von G.W.F. Müller (Berlin, Germany) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (49 p., [7] leaves of plates (some folded)) : ill., 7 hand col. maps (some folded) ; 31 cm.
Maps lithographed by W. Loeillot.
"Mit sieben vergrösserten durchweg neu gestochenen Karten und Plänen, ausführlichem Kartentexte und umfangreichem biblisch-geographischen Namenregister."
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G2230 .K54 1864 (NLO)

Authors: Caesar, Julius -- Harper -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 34 maps ; 352 x 267 mm.
E:ErhardSchiebel,++2pls
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1033 .H57 1865 (NLO)

An Historical text book and atlas of Biblical geography / by Lyman Coleman. Philadelphia :

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

J.B. Lippincott & Co., 1866.
Authors: Coleman, Lyman, 1796-1882 -- Williams, W. (Wellington) -- J.B. Lippincott & Co.
-- Phillips, Calista -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 atlas (8 p., 9-330 columns, [8] leaves of plates)
: 7 hand col. maps (some folded) ; 27 cm.
New ed., carefully rev.
Original publisher's brown cloth binding with added title stamped in gold: Coleman's historical text-book & atlas of Biblical geography.
Maps engraved by Wellington Williams.
Printed in double columns. Each map accompanied by guard sheet with descriptive letterpress. Includes index.
*Authors consulted*: p. [6]
Scales differ.
Former owner: Calista Phillips.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskets G1033 .C65 1866 (NLO)

12837 Bible - Geography - Maps - 1868<<>>Palestine
Authors: Menke, Th. (Theodor), 1819-1892 -- Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 8 maps ; 380 x 255 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

12838 Bible - Geography - Maps - 1868<<>>Palestine
Authors: Menke, Th. (Theodor), 1819-1892 -- Schaefer, E. -- Stülpnagel, F. von -- Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 8 maps ; 380 x 255 mm.
Includes maps engraved by E. Schaefer and J.F. v. Stülpnagel.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

12839 Bible - Geography - Maps - 1868<<>>Palestine
- History, Ancient - Maps - 1868<<>>Israel - History, Ancient - Maps - 1868 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Hughes, William, 1817-1876 -- George Philip & Son -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 12 maps ; 137 x 95 mm.
Includes maps illustrating ancient history.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

12840 Bible - Geography - Maps - 1869<<>>Middle

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
translated out of the original Greek and with the former translations diligently compared and revised by his majesty’s special command.  
Bound in full morocco; metal covered board edges; with blinded stamped title: Holy Bible with references & maps.  
Owner’s inscription: Bertie Davies ... Bristol 16/6/95.  
Owner’s inscription: Mrs. James Davies, her Bible presented [?] by her [?] wisher, James Davies in the year of our Lord, July th 8/71.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.  
Baskes BS185 1869 .L66 (NLO)

12845  
Authors: Manning, Samuel, 1822-1881 -- Johnston, Keith, 1844-1879 -- Catholic Theological Union -- Catholic Theological Union Collection (Newberry Library)  
On maps: Enlarged from Keith Johnston's Map.  
Includes bibliographical references and index.  
Publisher’s illustrated cloth binding.  
Forms part of the Catholic Theological Union Collection (Newberry Library).  
Cataloged and conserved as part of the Sister Ann Ida Gannon Initiative at the Newberry Library, 2010  
References: NUC Pre-1965, NM 0180747; v. 359, p. 415  
folio DS107 .M36 1870z (NLO)

12846  
4th ed.  
Spine title: Bible handbook  
"With one hundred and fifty engravings, and twenty-five maps and plans."

"List of the principal works": p. [6].  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.  
Baskes BS417 .R39 1870 (NLO)

12847  
Philips' Scripture atlas. London : G. Philip, [1870?].  
Authors: Hughes, William, 1817-1876 -- George Philip & Son  
1 atlas ; 12 maps ; 14 cm.  
Cover title.  
Also published under title: The little corporal's
Bible - Geography - Maps - 1871<>Palestine
History, Ancient - Maps - 1871<>Israel - History, Ancient - Maps - 1871
Authors: Barrows, E. P. -- American Tract Society -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 6 maps ; 201 x 138 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Bible - Geography - Maps - 1871<>Palestine
History, Ancient - Maps - 1871<>Israel - History, Ancient - Maps - 1871
Pocket scripture atlas. Chicago : J. Miller, 1871.
Authors: Hughes, William, 1817-1876 -- Miller, J. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 12 maps ; 137 x 97 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Bible - Geography - Maps - 1871<>Palestine
History, Ancient - Maps - 1871<>Israel - History, Ancient - Maps - 1871
Running title: Bible geography
Photo-Lithographic Co.(Osborne's Process)
Ten plates are on double leaves.
Publisher's gold-stamped cloth binding.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 2002553056
Baskes BS630 .W55 1871 (NLO)

Authors: Weller, Edward, -1884 -- Thomson, Andrew -- W. Collins & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 16 maps ; 173 x 115 mm.
Text by Andrew Thomson.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Hand-book of Bible geography : containing the name, pronunciation, and meaning of every place, nation, and tribe mentioned in both the canonical and apocryphal Scriptures : with descriptive and historical notes / by George H. Whitney. New York ; San Francisco ; Cincinnati : Carlton & Lanahan ; E. Thomas ; Hitchcock & Walden, 1871.
1874 Historical atlases

495 p. : ill., 40 maps and plans (some folded, chiefly hand col.) ; 19 cm.
"Fifth thousand."
"Illustrated by nearly one hundred engravings and forty maps and plans."
Stamp: G. Carlan Elliott.
Stamp: R.M. Freshwater, Peoli, O., 1876.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes BS630 .W55 1874 (NLO)


Bible atlas. London : T. Nelson, [ca. 1875?]?
Authors: Thomas Nelson (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Nelson, Thomas (Firm, London) SEE Thomas Nelson (Firm)
1 atlas : 16 maps ; 158 x 110 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCr)


Historical atlases

Authors: Issleib, Wilhelm -- König, Theophil -- Issleib und Rietzschel -- Fauber, Karl -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([2] p., viii p. of plates) : 8 col. maps ; 29 cm.
2. Aufl.
"8 Blatt in Farbendruck."
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G2230 .I87 1876 (NLO)


Historical atlases

The Holy Bible : according to the Authorised Version : compared with the Hebrew and Greek texts, and carefully revised, arranged in paragraphs and sections : with supplementary notes, references to parallel and illustrative passages, chronological tables, and maps. London : Printed for the editor by George E. Eyre and William Spottiswoode, [1877].
Authors: Gotch, Frederic William -- Davies, Benjamin, 1814-1875 -- Jacob, G. A. (George Andrew), 1807-1896 -- Green, Samuel G. (Samuel Gosnell), 1822-1905 -- Gurney, Joseph, 1804-1879 -- Hughes, William, 1817-1876 -- Simms, P. Marion (Paris Marion), b. 1874 -- Macfarlane, William, 1840-1887 -- Eyre & Spottiswoode -- Martin, A. Sh. -- McCormick Theological Seminary -- McCormick Theological Seminary Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. (unpaged) : col. maps ; 21 cm.
"The present, more complete revision has been executed as follows: The first five Books of the Old Testament ... by the Rev. F.W. Gotch ... the remaining books of the Old Testament ... by the late Rev. Benjamin Davies ... and the New Testament by the Rev. G.A. Jacob ... and the Rev. Samuel G. Green" -- Preface.
Maps signed: W. Hughes.
"Minion 8vo. Par. Ref."
Date from Darlow & Moule.
Title page in double line border, text in single line border.
Text in double columns.
Book-label: Private library of P. Marion Simms.
Former owner’s inscription: W. Macfarlane. This Bible was used in the Darjiling mission, India.
Forms part of the McCormick Theological Seminary Collection at the Newberry Library.
Former owner: Rev. A. Sh[?] Martin B.W.
References: Darlow & Moule, 1269
BS195 .G68 1877 (NLO)


Case’s Bible atlas : to illustrate the Old and New

1 atlas (16, 6 p., xvi p. of plates) : 16 col. maps ; 28 cm.
Includes index.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Advertisements on front and back end papers.
Stamp: Frank S. Fay, Meriden, Conn.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 5345
Baskes folio G2230 .O33 1877 (NLO)


The Bible atlas: to illustrate the Old and New Testaments ... Edinburgh ; London : W. & A. K. Johnston, 1877.
Authors: W. & A.K. Johnston Limited -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 16 col. maps ; 28 cm.
Scales differ.
Relief shown by hachures.
Publisher’s advertisements at front and end of atlas.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G2230 .J64 1877 (NLO)


Authors: Braselmann, J. E. -- Herkenrath, A. -- Hofacker, A. -- Michaels, Hermann -- Fauber, Karl -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (25 p., 8 p. of plates) : 6 col. maps ; 25 cm.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G2230 .L87 1876 (NLO)
- History, Ancient - Maps - 1879<<>>Israel
- History, Ancient - Maps - 1879<<>>Historical atlases

Bibeln, eller den heliga skrifte : innehållande gamla och nya testamentets kanoniska böcker. [Stockholm? s.n., 1879?].
Authors: Central-Tryckeriet -- Kyskan, M.E. -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)
936, 407 p., [37] p. of plates (some folded) ; ill., 5 maps (some col., some folded) ; 21 cm.
Maps by Central-Tryckeriet.
Uniform title: Bible. Swedish. 1878
Contents: Gamla Testamentet, utom Psaltaren, enligt Bibelkommissionens öfwersättning är 1878 -- Nya Testamentet och Psaltaren, i öfverensstämmelse med normalupplagan -- Biblekonkordans.
In Swedish with English captions.
Printed in double columns.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskets BS302 1878 (NLO)


Case’s Bible atlas : to illustrate the Old and New Testaments, for the use of Sunday school teachers and scholars and all students and readers of the Bible. Hartford : Published by O.D. Case & Co., 1879.
Authors: O.D. Case & Company -- W. & A.K. Johnston Limited -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library) -- Case (O. D.) and Company, Hartford SEE O.D. Case & Company
1 atlas (16, 4 p., xvi p. of plates) : col. maps ; 29 cm.
Relief shown by hachures.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskets folio G2230 .O33 1879 (NLO)


Authors: Peloubet, F. N. (Francis Nathan), 1831-1920 -- Peloubet, M. A. T. (Mary Abby Thaxter) -- Hoyt, Henry -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : ill., 4 maps ; 23 cm.
Issued in 6 volumes between [1875-1880?]; Newberry holds 1879 volume only? (as of October 2011).
"Explanatory, illustrative, and practical, with maps and chronological chart, table of signification, and pronunciation of proper names."--1879 t.p.
Cover title: Select notes on the international lessons
Spine title: Select notes on the international S.S. lessons
Superseded by: Select notes on the international lessons
Red cloth binding with gold-stamped spine title:
Select notes on the international S.S. lessons
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection at the Newberry Library.
Full text of another copy available online via the HathiTrust Digital Library (accessed October 2011):
http://catalog.hathitrust.org/api/volumes/oclc/8532055.html

Baskets BV1560 .P45 (NLO)


Authors: American Tract Society
1 v. : 10 map plates
C 241 .035 (NLO)


Authors: W. & A.K. Johnston Limited -- Religious Tract Society (Great Britain) -- Meldon, John I. -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (7 p., [16] leaves of plates : 16 col. maps) ; 29 cm.
Cover title: Biblical atlas and gazetteer
First issued by the Society in 1840 with title: Bible atlas.
Newberry copy awarded to John I. Meldon in 1883 by the Prize Fund for Proficiency in Biblical Knowledge.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskets folio BS630 .N4 1879 (NLO)


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

Authors: British and Foreign Bible Society -- Luther, Martin, 1483-1546 -- Holzhausen, Adolf -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library) -- Britische und Ausliändische Bibelgesellschaft
SEE British and Foreign Bible Society


New Testament has separate t.p. dated 1881.


Uniform title: Bible. German. Luther. 1880

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskets BS239 1880 (NLO)

12869


The Holy Bible, containing the Old and New Testaments : translated out of the original tongues, and with the former translations diligently compared and revised, by his Majesty’s special command. Oxford : Printed at the University Press, [ca. 1880].

Authors: Oxford University Press -- Fewsmith, Mary, W. -- Hazeltine, Katharine, S. -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)

1000, 304 p., 12 leaves of plates : 13 col. maps ; 20 cm.

S.S. teacher’s ed.

New Testament has separate title page: The New Testament of our lord and saviour Jesus Christ : translated out of the original Greek, and with the former translations diligently compared and revised by his Majesty’s special command.

Oxford : Printed at the University Press, [ca. 1880]

With, as issued: Helps to the study of the Bible.

Oxford : Printed at the University Press, [ca. 1880].


Includes subject index, concordance, dictionary of Scripture proper names, index to the Scripture atlas.

'Appointed to be read in churches.'

'Minion Crown 8vo. Refs.'

Printed in double columns with marginal notes. Text in line border.

Series: Oxford facsimile series ; no. 2

Owner’s inscriptions: Mary W. Fewsmith, December 30th, 1881; Katharine S. Hazeltine.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskets BS185 1880 .L67 (NLO)
12873 Bible - Geography - Maps - 1880 : Historical atlases

The Old Testament according to the authorized version / with a brief commentary by various authors. Published: London : Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge, 1880-1889. London : Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge, 1880-1889.

Authors: Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge (Great Britain) -- Stanford, Edward, 1827-1904 -- Naumann, C. A. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

5 v. : 6 maps ; 19 cm.

Cover title: Commentary on the Old Testament

Uniform Title: Bible. O.T. English. Authorized. 2nd ed.

Publication date determined from preface to 2nd edition.

Incomplete ?: lacking v. 3-5 ?

Vol. 1 includes 3 maps; vol. 2 includes 3 maps.

Maps by Stanford.

Imperfect: vol. 1 t.p. lacking.

Contents: [v. 1.] Pentateuch -- [v. 2.] Historical books, Joshua to Esther -- [v. 3.] Poetical books, Job to Song of Solomon -- [v. 4.] Prophetical books, Isaiah to Malachi -- [v. 5.] Apocryphal books.

V.1 label: Property of Rev. C.A. Naumann.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes BS185 1880 .L6 (NLO)

12874 Bible - Geography - Maps - 1883 : Historical atlases

The Holy Bible containing the Old and New Testaments : translated out of the original tongues, and with the former translations diligently compared and revised by his Majesty’s special command. Published: Cambridge : Printed by C.J. Clay, M.A. & Son, at the University Press for the British and Foreign Bible Society, 1883.


New Testament has separate title page: The New Testament of our lord and saviour Jesus Christ : translated out of the original Greek and with the former translations diligently compared and revised, by his Majesty’s special command.

Cambridge : Printed by C.J. Clay, at the University Press, [1883?]

'Appointed to be read in churches.'

'Cum privilegio.'

'Pearl Fcap. 8vo. Marg. Refs.'

Printed in double columns with marginal notes. Text in line border.

Bookplate: Orphan Working School, Haverstock Hill Senior School, presented on behalf of the governors to Harriett Elizabeth Lawrence on leaving the school, February 3rd, 1885.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes BS185 1883 .C36 (NLO)

12875 Bible - Geography - Maps - 1884 : Middle East - History, Ancient - Maps - 1884 : Historical atlases


Authors: Weller, Edward, -1884 -- William Collins Sons and Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas ([16] p., 16 leaves of plates) : col. ill., 16 col. maps ; 23 cm.

Publication date from Phillips 5374

"With questions on each map."

Publisher’s printed paper wrapper; publisher’s advertisements on inside and back covers.

Series: Collins’ series of high-class atlases

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G2230 .W45 1883 (NLO)
A Dictionary of the Bible : comprising its antiquities, biography, geography, natural history and literature; with the latest researches and references to the revised version of the New Testament; With eight colored maps and four hundred and forty illustrations / By William Smith, D.D., revised and edited by Rev. F.N. and M.A. Peloubet ... Philadelphia : Porter and Coates, [1884].
Authors: Smith, William, Sir, 1813-
Peloubet, F. N. (Francis Nathan), 1831-1920 --
Peloubet, M. A. T. (Mary Abby Thaxter) -- Porter & Coates -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
[Newberry Library]
Cover title: Bible dictionary
On cover: Teacher's edition.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
LC Card Number: 37018197
Baskes BS440 .S67 1884 (NLO)

A Dictionary of the Bible : comprising its antiquities, biography, geography, natural history and literature with the latest researches and references to the revised version of the New Testament; with seventeen colored maps and four hundred and forty illustrations / by William Smith ... Rev. and ed. by F.N. and M.A. Peloubet.
Philadelphia : John C. Winston Co., [1884].
Authors: Smith, William, Sir, 1813-1893 --
Peloubet, F. N. (Francis Nathan), 1831-1920 --
Peloubet, M. A. T. (Mary Abby Thaxter) --
Winston, John C. (John Clark), 1856-1920 --
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
818 p. : illus., 17 col. maps ; 20 cm.
On cover: Teacher's edition.
Cover title: Bible dictionary
Includes map by Porter.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes BS440 .S67 1884b (NLO)

Authors: Hurlbut, Jesse Lyman, 1843-1930 --
Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 50 maps ; 29 cm.
Missing May 2005.
Different, yellow-brown cover, 'Popular Edition.'
Phillips 00084.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMCo atlas .B5 1884 copy 2 (PrCt)

Authors: Hurlbut, Jesse Lyman, 1843-1930 --
Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 50 maps ; 30 cm.
Gold stamping on green cloth.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMCo atlas .B5 1884 copy 1 (PrCt)

Authors: Hurlbut, Jesse Lyman, 1843-1930 --
Rand McNally and Company
xii, 158 p., [1] leaf of plates : ill. (some col.) (some folded), maps (some col.) ; 31 cm.
Popular ed.
Cover title: Rand McNally & Co's manual of Biblical geography
'Especially prepared for the use of students and teachers of the Bible, and for Sunday school instruction, containing maps, plans, review charts, colored diagrams, and illustrated with accurate views of the principal cities and localities known to Bible history.'
'That book on Bible history for students and teachers of the Bible and Sunday school instruction'--Cover.
Includes index.
folio BS630 .H87 1884 (NLO)

The Holy Bible containing the Old and New

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
"Minion 8vo."
Book-label: Private library of P. Marion Simms.
Forms part of the McCormick Theological Seminary Collection at the Newberry Library. Another copy available online via HathiTrust Digital Library (accessed June 2011): http://catalog.hathitrust.org/api/volumes/oclc/8241657.html
BS188.A1 1885 .C35 (NLO)


Printed in double columns. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library. Baskes BS2139 1885 (NLO)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
12888  Bible - Geography - Maps - 1887
--- Palestine

Historical atlases
The Holy Bible, containing the Old and New Testaments: translated out of the original tongues, and with the former translations diligently compared and revised, by His Majesty's special command / edited with various renderings and reading from the best authorities, by (Old Testament) T.K. Cheyne, S.R. Driver, (New Testament) R.L. Clarke, W. Sanday. London: Eyre and Spottiswoode (Bible Warehouse), [1887?].
"Authorized version."
Uniform title: Bible. English. Authorized. 1888
Contents: Ecclesiastical or deutero-canonical books of the Old Testament commonly called the Apocrypha -- New Testament of our lord and saviour Jesus Christ.
Apocrypha has separate t.p.: The ecclesiastical or deutero-canonical books of the Old Testament commonly called the Apocrypha / edited with various renderings and readings from the best authorities by C.J. Ball.
New Testament has separate t.p.: The New Testament of our lord and saviour Jesus Christ: translated out of the original Greek and with the former translations diligently compared and revised by His Majesty's special command / edited with various renderings and readings from the best authorities by R.L. Clarke, W. Sanday.
Printed in double columns; text in line border. Publisher's presentation sheet, pasted onto preliminary leaf and stamped: W.H. Turpin 1Dec30.
Book-label: Private library of P. Marion Simms.
Forms part of the McCormick Theological Seminary Collection at the Newberry Library.

12889  Bible - Geography - Maps - 1887
--- Israel

Historical atlases
The Holy Bible, containing the Old and New Testaments: translated out of the original tongues, and with the former translations diligently compared and revised, by His Majesty's special command / edited with various renderings and reading from the best authorities, by (Old Testament) T.K. Cheyne, S.R. Driver, (New Testament) R.L. Clarke, W. Sanday. London: Eyre and Spottiswoode (Bible Warehouse), [1887?].
"Authorized version."
Uniform title: Bible. English. Authorized. 1888
Contents: Ecclesiastical or deutero-canonical books of the Old Testament commonly called the Apocrypha -- New Testament of our lord and saviour Jesus Christ.
Apocrypha has separate t.p.: The ecclesiastical or deutero-canonical books of the Old Testament commonly called the Apocrypha / edited with various renderings and readings from the best authorities by C.J. Ball.
New Testament has separate t.p.: The New Testament of our lord and saviour Jesus Christ: translated out of the original Greek and with the former translations diligently compared and revised by His Majesty's special command / edited with various renderings and readings from the best authorities by R.L. Clarke, W. Sanday.
Printed in double columns; text in line border. Publisher's presentation sheet, pasted onto preliminary leaf and stamped: W.H. Turpin 1Dec30.
Book-label: Private library of P. Marion Simms.
Forms part of the McCormick Theological Seminary Collection at the Newberry Library.


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes BS185 1889 .N49 (NLO)


Authors: Bible -- British and Foreign Bible Society -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. : 6 maps ; 228 x 150 mm.

Danish maps
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)


The Holy Bible : containing the Old and New Testaments, translated out of the original tongues and with the former translations diligently compared and revised. New York : American Bible Society, 1889.


'(Minion Ref. 12mo.)'

Printed in double columns with marginal notes. Text in line border.
Owner's inscription: Mrs. Eugene S. Lee.

Ellisburg, N.Y.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes BS630 .W55 1889 (NLO)

Bible - Geography - Maps - 1890<<>>Middle East - History, Ancient - Maps - 1890

Biblical atlas and scripture gazetteer : with geographical descriptions and copious Bible references / the maps by Henry Courtier. London : Religious Tract Society, [1890].


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes BS630 .W55 1889 (NLO)
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Philips 3036
Baskes folio G2230 .C68 1890 (NLO)

Maps by Stanford's Geographical Establishment.
'tEdited for the syndics of the University Press.'
'The Cambridge Bible for schools and colleges .. opinions of the press.'--[8] p., 2nd sequence.
Publisher's advertisements [8] p. at end.
Series: Cambridge Bible for schools and colleges
Published: . Physical Description: . Includes: Includes bibliographical references and indexes. Former owner's markings: St. John Cantius' Seminary.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes BS1295 .M32 1890 (NLO)

Edition: 3. Aufl.
Publisher's paper label pasted on front cover.
"8 Blatt in Farbendruck."
Advertisement pasted on inside back cover.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G2230 .I87 1890 (NLO)

Maps by J. Bart.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G2230 .C68 1890 (NLO)

12899 Bible - Geography - Maps - 1892<<>>Middle East - History, Ancient - Maps - 1892<<>>Palestine - History, Ancient - Maps - 1892<<>>Israel - History, Ancient - Maps - 1892<<>>Historical atlases Holy Bible containing the King James and the Revised versions of the Old and New testaments arranged in parallel columns : the text conformable to that of the Universities of Oxford and Cambridge with a complete concordance and the Psalms of David in metre, copious marginal references chronological tables and many important and valuable aids to the study of the holy scriptures, written to increase the interest in and simplify the word of God.
Washington, D.C. Dyson & Co., c1892.
Authors: Dyson & Co. -- McCormick Theological Seminary -- McCormick Theological Seminary Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v (various pagings) : ill. (some col.), col. maps ; 32 cm.
Self-pronouncing ed.
Uniform title: Bible. English. Authorized. 1892 New Testament has separate t.p.: The New testament of our lord and saviour Jesus Christ translated out of the Greek ...
Includes Authorized Apocrypha.
Includes with separate t.p.: Cruden's concordance to the Old and New testaments ... / by Alexander Cruden.
Includes with caption title: Complete and practical household dictionary of the Bible ... / by William Smith.
Printed in double columns; text in line border.
Family Bible containing leaves for family records and album leaves for photographs.
Bound in leather; decorative beveled covers with gold stamped illustrations of Bible scenes; metal catches and clasps.
Forms part of the McCormick Theological Seminary Collection at the Newberry Library.
folio BS188.A3 1892 .W37 (NLO)


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalog Entry</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Edition</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
'Appointed to be read in churches.'
'Long Primer 8vo. Refs.'
'Cum privilegio.'
Thumb indexed, printed in doubles columns with marginal reference notes.
Includes indexes.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes BS185 1896 .N48 (NLO)**


Authors: Smith, George Adam,Sir, 1856-

Bartholomew, J. G. (John George), 1860--

Edinburgh Geographical Institute -- Hodder and Stoughton -- A.C. Armstrong & Son -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Hodder & Stoughton SEE Hodder and Stoughton -- A.C. Armstrong and Son SEE A.C. Armstrong & Son -- A.C. Armstrong (A.C.) and Son SEE A.C. Armstrong & Son


3rd ed.

Imperfect: issued with 6 maps, but this copy lacking folded colored map of Palestine in pocket.

Maps by the Edinburgh Geographical Institute, J.G. Bartholomew, and Hodder and Stoughton.

"Bibliography of eastern Palestine": p. 665-667.

Includes indexes.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes DS108.9 .S65 1896 (NLO)**

**Bible - Geography - Maps - 1897<<<<Palestine - History, Ancient - Maps - 1897<<<<Israel - History, Ancient - Maps - 1897<<<<Historical atlases**

*The Holy Land in geography and history, V1: geography. Chicago* : F.H. Revell, 1897.

Authors: MacCoun, Townsend, 1845--

Fleming H. Revell Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)


Printed by Grøndahl & søn forlag -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

**Bible - Geography - Maps - 1897<<<<Palestine - History, Ancient - Maps - 1897<<<<Israel - History, Ancient - Maps - 1897<<<<Historical atlases**

*The Holy Land in geography and history* New York : T. MacCoun, 1897.

Authors: MacCoun, Townsend, 1845--

2 v. : ill., col. maps, plans ; 18 cm.

Newberry copy incomplete (?) ; lacking v. 1 (?) Maps engraved by Bradley & Poates.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

The Historical geography of the Holy Land: especially in relation to the history of Israel and of the early Church / by George Adam Smith. New York : A.C. Armstrong and Son, 1898.

Authors: Smith, George Adam, Sir, 1856-1942
Bartholomew, J. G. (John George), 1860-1920
Edinburgh Geographical Institute -- Hodder and Stoughton -- A.C. Armstrong & Son -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)


"Eighth thousand / with additions, corrections, and new index of Scripture references."

"With six maps."

Includes index.

Included in this title on cover: Rand-McNally Bible Atlas historical and descriptive illustrated.


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G2230 .R463 1899 (NLO)


1 atlas (xii, 13-158 pages) : illustrations, 62 maps (chiefly color) ; 30 x 25 cm

Revised edition.

Cover title: Rand-McNally Bible Atlas historical and descriptive

Running title: Manual of Biblical geography

Includes indexes.

Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.

Publisher’s illustrated green cloth over boards

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Bible-atlas till gamla och nya testamentet.
Stockholm : A.V. Carlson, 1899.
Authors: W. & A.K. Johnston Limited -- A.V. Carlson förlag -- Roger S. Baskes Collection

(In Newberry Library)
1 v. : 40 maps ; 280 x 218 mm.
3rd ed.
ed:GJKeijser&JTBring
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

12914 Bible - Geography - Maps - 1900<<>>Palestine - History, Ancient - Maps - 1900<<>>Israel - History, Ancient - Maps - 1900
Authors: Stirling, John F. -- George Philip & Son -- Fleming H. Revell Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 23 maps ; 224 x 141 mm.
Maps by George Philip.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

12915 Bible - Geography - Maps - 1900<<>>Palestine - History, Ancient - Maps - 1900<<>>Israel - History, Ancient - Maps - 1900
The Holy Bible containing the Old and New Testaments : translated out of the original tongues and with the former translations diligently compared and revised by his Majesty's special command. New York : Thomas Nelson & Sons, [1900]?
Authors: Thomas Nelson & Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
vi, 879, 267, vi, 118, 243, 8 p., 12 p. of plates : ill., 12 col. maps ; 21 cm.
Includes with separate t.p. and pagination: The New Testament of our lord and saviour Jesus Christ : translated out of the original Greek, and with the former translations diligently compared and revised, by his Majesty’s special command. New York : Thomas Nelson & Sons, [1900?]?
Includes with separate t.p. and pagination: The concise Bible dictionary ... based upon The illustrated Bible treasury ... a new concordance to the American revised Bible (standard edition), with over ten thousand references to the Authorized version of 1611, combined with a subject-index and pronouncing dictionary of scripture proper names and a new indexed Bible atlas. New York : Thomas Nelson & Sons, c1900. 'Note by the publishers' dated 1898.
'Appointed to be read in churches.'
Printed in double columns with references.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

12916 Bible - Geography - Maps - 1900<<>>Palestine - History, Ancient - Maps - 1900<<>>Israel - History, Ancient - Maps - 1900<<>>Historical atlases
Schul-Atlas zur Biblischen Geschichte / bearbeitet, gezeichnet und nebst Beschreibung herausgegeben von E. Leeder ... Essen : Verlag von G.D. Bädeker, [ca. 1900].
Authors: Leeder, Ehrenfried -- G. D. Baedeker (Firm) -- Wagner & Debes -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Baedeker (G.D.), firm SEE G. D. Baedeker (Firm) -- Bädeker (G.D.), firm SEE G. D. Baedeker (Firm)
1 atlas (27 p., 6 leaves of plates (some folded)) : ill., 6 folded col. maps ; 22 cm.
Edition: 64. Aufl.
Title in decorative border.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes BS185 1900 .N48 (NLO)

12917 Bible - Geography - Maps - 1900<<>>Palestine - History, Ancient - Maps - 1900<<>>Israel - History, Ancient - Maps - 1900<<>>Jesus Christ - Travel - Maps - 1900
Authors: Stirling, John F. -- George Philip & Son -- Fleming H. Revell Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 20 maps ; 224 x 141 mm.
Maps by George Philip.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

Palestine : the Holy Land as it was and as it is / by John Fulton. Philadelphia : Henry T. Coates & Co., 1900.
viii, 527 p., [37] leaves of plates (1 folded) : ill, 7 maps (chiefly col.) ; 21 cm.
Maps of Jerusalem drawn by H. Kiepert and engraved and printed by Wagner & Debes, Leipzig.
Each plate, excepting maps, accompanied by guard sheet with descriptive letterpress.
Includes index.
Illustrated.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Publisher's red cloth binding; gold-stamped illustration of palm trees and shells on cover and spine; gilt top edge.

Abridgment of: The beautiful land : Palestine as it was and as it is now, c1891.

Inscription to former owner: Arthur Jenings White, for highest average in the Middle School, 1901, Charles S. Crosnaiu, headmaster, Ha[rtford?], 6-6-1901.


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

LC Card Number: 0006907

Baskes DS107 .F975 1900 (NLO)


Authors: Schmauk, Theodore Emanuel, 1860-1920 -- General Council of the Evangelical Lutheran Church in North America -- United Lutheron Publication House -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

vi, 208 pages ; illustrations, 61 maps ; 26 cm.

Publisher's illustrated brown cloth over boards.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes BS632 .S36 1902 (1902) (NLO)


Historical atlases

The Holy Bible : containing the Old and New Testaments, translated out of the original tongues, and with the former translations diligently compared and revised by his Majesty's special command. London : British & Foreign Bible Society, printed at the Cambridge University Press, 1902.

Authors: British and Foreign Bible Society -- Cambridge University Press -- George Philip & Son -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)


'George Philip & Son.'--On maps. 'Appointed to be read in churches.' 'Cum privilegio.' 'Diamond 16mo. Refs.'

Printed in double columns with marginal notes. Text in line border.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes BS185 1902 .L66 (NLO)


Historical atlases

The Historical geography of the Holy Land : especially in relation to the history of Israel and of the early Church / by George Adam Smith. London : Hodder and Stoughton , 1902.

Authors: Smith, George Adam, Sir, 1856-1942 -- Bartholomew, J. G. (John George), 1860-1920 -- Edinburgh Geographical Institute -- Hodder and Stoughton -- Maude, John G. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)


9th ed. "With six maps."

Maps by the Edinburgh Geographical Institute and J.G. Bartholomew. Folded col. map of Palestine in pocket. Includes indexes.

"Bibliography of eastern Palestine": p. 665-667.

Inscription: John G. Maude, Christmas 1903, W.M.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes DS108.9 .S65 1902 (NLO)


Authors: Cecilia, Madame -- Stanford, Edward, 1827-1904 -- Kegan Paul, Trench, Trubner & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. ; 15 maps Maps by Stanford.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)


Historical atlases

Atlas Scripturae Sacrae : decem tabulae geographicae : cum indice locorum Scripturae

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.


Limp black leather; gilt edges.

Orms part of the Edward E. Ayer Philippine Linguistics Collection at the Newberry Library. Cataloged and conserved as part of the Sister Ann Ida Gannon Initiative at the Newberry Library.

References: Checklist of Philippine Linguistics in the Newberry Library, 221; Book of a thousand tongues (1972 rev. ed.), 141

Ayer BS335 .B5 1911 (NLO)


Atlas of the Bible. StPetersburg, 1911. Authors: Russia -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 16 maps ; 340 x 258 mm.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

12933 Bible - Geography - Maps - 1912<<<<>Middle


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Phillips 4080; Espenhorst 6.6.1

LC Card Number: 39007461

Baskes oversize G2230 .G87 1911 (NLO)


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Phillips 4080; Espenhorst 6.6.1

LC Card Number: 39007461

Baskes oversize G2230 .G87 1911 (NLO)


Other title: Bible. N.T. Danish. 1910.

"Den reviderede oversaetteelse af 1871"--T.p. verso.


Printed in double columns.

Cataloged and conserved as part of the Sister Ann Ida Gannon Initiative at the Newberry Library. 2010

BS221 1910 (NLO)


Other title: Bible. N.T. Danish. 1910.

"Den reviderede oversaetteelse af 1871"--T.p. verso.


Printed in double columns.

Cataloged and conserved as part of the Sister Ann Ida Gannon Initiative at the Newberry Library. 2010

BS2098 .P58 1910z (NLO)


Other title: Bible. N.T. Danish. 1910.

"Den reviderede oversaetteelse af 1871"--T.p. verso.


Printed in double columns.

Cataloged and conserved as part of the Sister Ann Ida Gannon Initiative at the Newberry Library. 2010

BS2098 .P58 1910z (NLO)
Bible students’ improved handy loose seeing, 2
map

The latest rapid simple self instructing
map-chart system. A three-fold instructor 1 ---
seeing, 2 --- traveling, 3 --- hearing.”

"Bible students’ improved handy loose-leaf
edition 1918. Can be taken apart and extra loose

leaves inserted.”

At foot of maps: This map can be used with all
Sunday school lessons or lectures. It is published
for wall use 52 x 36 inches.

Publisher’s advertisements on p. 31.

Publisher’s cloth over boards; three screws on
top edge.

Scales differ.

Stamp: America-Jerusalem Rapid Bible Mission,
2279 Allesandro St., Edendale Ter., Los Angeles.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G2230 .F87 1819 (NLO)

Bible - Geography - Maps - 1918

Palestine - History, Ancient - Maps -
1918

Israel - History, Ancient - Maps -
1918

Comprehensive Bible history for Lutheran
schools in the words of Holy Scripture : with
illustrations, maps, and notes. St. Louis, Mo.

Authors: Concordia Publishing House
vi, 275 p. : ill., maps ; 20 cm.

Uniform title: Bible. English. Selections
BS605 .C6 1918 (NLO)

1918

Palestine - History, Ancient - Maps -
1918

Israel - History, Ancient - Maps -
1918

Historical atlases

Fütterer’s patent universal eye-ographic Bible
atlas : (4000 years’ history visualized in one hour)
for Bible students, Sunday schools and Bible
colleges, in three editions—Protestant, Catholic
and Jewish. New York : Published by the New
Eye-ographic System Bible Promoters’ Club,
1918.

Authors: Futterer, Antonia Frederick, d. 1951 --
New Eye-ographic System Bible Promoters’ Club
(New York, N.Y.) -- America-Jerusalem Rapid
Bible Mission -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 atlas (31 p.) : ill. (some col.), 13 maps (some
co.) ; 32 x 44 cm.

4th ed.

Cover title: Futterer’s universal eye-ographic
Bible atlas : systematic self-instruction &
illustrated

"The lastest rapid simple self-instructing
map-chart system. A three-fold instructor 1 ---
seeing, 2 --- traveling, 3 --- hearing.”

"Bible students’ improved handy loose-leaf
edition 1918. Can be taken apart and extra loose

leaves inserted.”

At foot of maps: This map can be used with all
Sunday school lessons or lectures. It is published
for wall use 52 x 36 inches.

Publisher’s advertisements on p. 31.

Publisher’s cloth over boards; three screws on
top edge.

Scales differ.

Stamp: America-Jerusalem Rapid Bible Mission,
2279 Allesandro St., Edendale Ter., Los Angeles.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G2230 .F87 1819 (NLO)

Bible - Geography - Maps - 1918

Europe - History, Ancient - Maps -
1916

Palestine - History, Ancient - Maps -
1916

Israel - History, Ancient - Maps -
1916

Philips’ scripture atlas : comprising sixteen maps
by William Hughes. London : George Philip &
Son, [1916?].

Authors: Hughes, William, 1817-1876 -- George
Philip & Son -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 atlas (8 p., 16 leaves of plates) : 15 col. maps,
col. plans ; 23 cm.

Suggested date of publication from Phillips 4118

Relief shown by hachures.

Includes index.

Publisher’s advertisements on endpapers.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.

References: Phillips 4118

Baskes G2231.S1 H84 19

12945

Bible - Geography - Maps - 1920

Palestine - History, Ancient - Maps -
1920

Israel - History, Ancient - Maps -
1920

Die Bibel, oder, Die ganze Heilige Schrift : Alten
und Neuen Testament nach der deutschen
Übersetzung Dr. Martin Luthers / mit 240 Bildern
nach Julius Schnorr von Carolsfeld, G. Jäger, F.
Overbeck, A. Rethel, J. v. Führich. St. Louis, Mo.
Concordia Publishing House, [192?-]

Authors: Concordia Publishing House -- Luther,
Martin, 1483-1546 -- Feldman, Mathilda

Uniform title: Bible. German. Luther. 1920

BS239 1920z (NLO)

12946

Bible - Geography - Maps - 1920

Middle East - History, Ancient - Maps -

Palestine - History, Ancient - Maps -

Israel - History, Ancient - Maps -

Historical atlases

The Holy Bible : so arranged as to give as far as
possible, by means of simple and appropriate signs, the accuracy, precision, and certainty of
the original Hebrew and Greek Scriptures, on the
basis of the Authorized version: the divine titles
are also distinguished and explained. London: 
Hodder and Stoughton Ltd., [1920?].
Authors: Newberry, Thomas, 1810?-1901 --
Courtier, Henry -- Hodder and Stoughton --
McCormick Theological Seminary -- McCormick
Theological Seminary Collection (Newberry
Library)
14 col. maps, plan ; 20 cm.
At head of title: Newberry Bible
Uniform title: Bible. English. Newberry. 1920?
"H. Courtier, F.R.G.S."--On all maps.
At head of title: The Newberry Bible.
"Adapted both for the biblical student and for the
ordinary English reader."
New Testament has separate t.p.: The New
Testament.
Text printed in double columns; reference notes
in margins.
Includes index to maps.
Forms part of the McCormick Theological
Seminary Collection at the Newberry Library.

BS195 .N49 1920 (NLO)

12947 Bible - Geography - Maps - 1923<>>>Middle
East - History, Ancient - Maps -
1923<>>>Palestine - History, Ancient - Maps -
1923<>>>Israel - History, Ancient - Maps -
1923<>>>Atlases, Dutch - 1923<>>>Historical
atlases
Schoolatlas voor Bijbelsche geschiedenis: in
kaarten en platen voor het onderwijs op scholen
en voor catechisaties / G.H. Bleeker en H.
Marwitz; bewerkt door H. Marwitz en G. Meima.
Authors: Bleeker, G. H. -- Marwitz, Hans von der
-- Meima, G. -- J.B. Wolters (Firm) -- Tibbe, Paul
-- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Edition: 7., herziene druk.
Scales differ.
2 copies.
Bookplate: Ex libris Paul Tibbe.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
References: Koeman, C. Atlantes Neerlandici,
Blee A7
Baskes G2230 .B54 1923 [copies 1 and 2]
(NLO)

12948 Bible - Geography - Maps - 1926<>>>Middle
East - History, Ancient - Maps -
1926<>>>Palestine - History, Ancient - Maps -
1926<>>>Israel - History, Ancient - Maps -
1926<>>>Historical atlases
Philips' new Scripture atlas: a series of 16
coloured plates containing 41 maps and plans
illustrating the historical geography of Palestine
and the lands of the Bible, with descriptive and
explanatory notes on the maps / by George
Philip. London: George Philip & Son, [1926?].
Authors: Philip, George, 1870-1937 -- London
Geographical Institute -- George Philip & Son --
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (16 p.) : 16 col. maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
"Price one shilling."
Publisher's printed paper wrapper.
Publisher's advertisements on back cover.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes G2230 .P54 1926 (NLO)

12949 Bible - Geography - Maps - 1928<>>>Middle
East - History, Ancient - Maps -
1928<>>>Palestine - History, Ancient - Maps -
1928<>>>Israel - History, Ancient - Maps -
1928<>>>Historical atlases
Kitape mugattes, eani, Ahte atig ve Ahte chetit =
Armeno-Turkish reference Bible. Vienna: 
Amerigan Kitape Mugattes Shirkeri tarafentan
tap' olunmush ter, 1928.
Authors: Christoph Reisser's Söhne --
McCormick Theological Seminary -- McCormick
Theological Seminary Collection (Newberry
Library) -- Reisser (Christoph) & Sons, Vienna
SEE Christoph Reisser's Söhne -- Newberry
Library. John M. Wing Foundation
; 23 cm.
Uniform title: Bible. Turkish. 1928
In Turkish, Armenian script (Armeno-Turkish).
"Printed by Christoph Reisser's Sons, 
Vienna."--[1] p. at end.
Printed in double columns.
Contains leaves for family records.
Forms part of the McCormick Theological
Seminary Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 2005470948
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the
Newberry Library.
Wing ZP 956 .R2823 (NLO)

12950 Bible - Geography - Maps - 1928<>>>Middle
East - History, Ancient - Maps -
1928<>>>Palestine - History, Ancient - Maps -
1928<>>>Israel - History, Ancient - Maps -
1928
Authors: Hurlbut, Jesse Lyman, 1843-1930 --
Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 55 maps ; 30 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
In d. j.:
Phillips 05335.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Title Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 12951 | Bible - Geography - Maps - 1928
Middle East - History, Ancient - Maps - 1928
Palestine - History, Ancient - Maps - 1928
Israel - History, Ancient - Maps - 1928

*East Bible*

_Bible atlas._ Chicago : Rand McNally, 1928.

Authors: Hurlbut, Jesse Lyman, 1843-1930 --
Rand McNally and Company --

Collection (Newberry Library)

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Title Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 12952 | Bible - Geography - Maps - 1930
Middle East - History, Ancient - Maps - 1930
Palestine - History, Ancient - Maps - 1930
Israel - History, Ancient - Maps - 1930
Eden - History, Ancient - 1930

*The Holy Bible : containing the Old and New Testaments / translated out of the original tongues and with former translations diligently compared and revised, by his majesty’s special command, appointed to be read in churches. Cambridge : At the University Press. [ca. 1930].

Authors: Cambridge University Press --
George Philip & Son --
London Geographical Institute --
Schweppe, John S., 1917--
St. Paul's School (Concord, N.H.) --
A. Watson Armour III Collection (Newberry Library)

973, 492, 324 p., 12 leaves of plates : ill., col. maps ; 20 cm.


"Bourgeois 8vo. Central Refs."
"George Philip & Son, LTD. The London Geographical Institute."--On maps.


"The Oxford cyclopedic concordance"--324 p. at end.

Interleaved with blank sheets with some manuscript annotations by John Shedd Schweppe.

Inscription: John Shedd Schweppe Form VI St. Paul's 1934-1935.

Forms part of the A. Watson Armour III Collection at the Newberry Library.

Blue cloth binding with "St. Paul’s School" and school crest stamped in gold.

Cataloged and conserved as part of the Sister Ann Ida Gannon Initiative at the Newberry Library.

Case BS185 1930 .C36(NLO) |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Title Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 12953 | Bible - Geography - Maps - 1932
Middle East - History, Ancient - Maps - 1932

Palestine - History, Ancient - Maps - 1932
Israel - History, Ancient - Maps - 1932


Authors: Bible --
Andersens, Oscar --
Norske Bibelselskap --
Grøndahl & søn forlag --
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)


'Revidert oversettelse av 1930.'

Printed in Oslo by Grøndahl & søn.

Maps by Oscar Andersens.

Old and New Testaments have half-title pages.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes BS221 1932 (NLO) |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Title Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 12954 | Bible - Geography - Maps - 1932
Middle East - History, Ancient - Maps - 1932
Palestine - History, Ancient - Maps - 1932
Israel - History, Ancient - Maps - 1932

_Historical atlases_


Authors: Dalman, Gustaf, 1855--
Privilegierte Württembergische Bibelanstalt --
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) --
Privilegierte Württembergische Bibelanstalt --
Privileg. Württembergische Bibelanstalt SEE
Privilegierte Württembergische Bibelanstalt --
Württembergische Bibelanstalt SEE

1 atlas (88 p. : ill., 10 maps ) : 29 cm.

On maps: Bearbeitet von Prof. G. Dalman.

Includes index.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio BS630 .S88 1932 (NLO) |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Title Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 12955 | Bible - Geography - Maps - 1934
Middle East - History, Ancient - Maps - 1934
Palestine - History, Ancient - Maps - 1934
Israel - History, Ancient - Maps - 1934

_Historical atlases_

_Wenli Bible._ Shanghai : British & Foreign Bible Society, 1934.

Authors: British and Foreign Bible Society --
China Bible House (Shanghai, China) --
McCormick Theological Seminary --
McCormick Theological Seminary Collection (Newberry Library)


"Ed. 3002."

Union version.

Uniform title: Bible. Chinese (High Wenli) Union. 1934.

Other title: Bible. N.T. Chinese (High Wenli) Union. 1934.

English title from t.p. verso.
"China Bible House."--On all maps.
New Testament has separate t.p.
Text and t.p. in Chinese characters; paged in
Chinese numerals.
Forms part of the McCormick Theological
Seminary Collection at the Newberry Library.
BS315 .C5 1934 (NLO)

12956 Bible - Geography - Maps - 1935<<<<Middle
East - History, Ancient - Maps -
1935<<<<Palestine - History, Ancient - Maps -
1935<<<<Israel - History, Ancient - Maps -
1935<<<<Historical atlases
Authors: Hurlbut, Jesse Lyman, 1843-1930 --
Rand McNally and Company -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 55 maps ; 300 x 249 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

12957 Bible - Geography - Maps - 1935<<<<Palestine
- History, Ancient - Maps - 1935<<<<Israel -
History, Ancient - Maps - 1935
Authors: Hurlbut, Jesse Lyman, 1843-1930 --
Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 55 maps ; 30 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .B5 1935 (PrCt)

12958 Bible - Geography - Maps - 1938<<<<Middle
East - History, Ancient - Maps -
1938<<<<Palestine - History, Ancient - Maps -
1938<<<<Israel - History, Ancient - Maps -
1938<<<<Historical atlases
Illustrated Bible geography and atlas / by Major
Authors: Conder, C. R. (Claude Reignier),
1848-1910 -- Collins Clear-Type Press -- William
Collins Sons and Co. -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
maps ; 20 cm.
Maps by Wm. Collins Sons & Co.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Former owner: P. [?] Wells.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 39014822
Baskes G2230 .C66 1938 (NLO)

12959 Bible - Geography - Maps - 1938<<<<Middle
East - History, Ancient - Maps -
1938<<<<Palestine - History, Ancient - Maps -
1938<<<<Israel - History, Ancient - Maps -
1938<<<<Historical atlases
Maps of the land of Christ : a book of maps of
Palestine / by Eugene Seraphin, and Jerome A.
Kelly ; based on "The life of Christ" by Isidore
Authors: Seraphin, Eugene, b. 1898 -- Kelly,
Jerome Aemilian, b. 1910 -- O'Brien, Isidore,
1895-1953. Life of Christ -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (vi, 62 p.) : ill. (some col.), 27 col. maps,
col. plans ; 28 cm.
1st ed.
Map on cover.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 38032776
Baskes folio G2230 .S4 1938 (NLO)

12960 Bible - Geography - Maps - 1938<<<<Palestine
- History, Ancient - Maps - 1938<<<<Israel -
History, Ancient - Maps - 1938
Authors: Hurlbut, Jesse Lyman, 1843-1930 --
Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 55 maps ; 30 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .B5 1938 (PrCt)

12961 Bible - Geography - Maps - 1938<<<<Palestine
- History, Ancient - Maps - 1938<<<<Israel -
History, Ancient - Maps - 1938
Rand McNally historical atlas of the Holy Land.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Harvey,
B. B. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (32 p.) : col. maps ; 30 cm.
'B. B. Harvey's Bookcase' hand-stamped on
inside front cover.
Includes index.
Hardcover binding with dust jacket.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .H4 1938 copy 3 (PrCt)

12962 Bible - Geography - Maps - 1938<<<<Palestine
- History, Ancient - Maps - 1938<<<<Israel -
History, Ancient - Maps - 1938
Historical atlas of Holy Land. New York : Rand
McNally, 1938.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 27 maps ; 29 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
D.j.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
12963 Bible - Geography - Maps - 1938
| Palestine - History, Ancient - Maps - 1938
| Israel - History, Ancient - Maps - 1938
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 27 maps ; 29 cm.
Wrappers.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .H4 1938 copy 1 (PrCt)

12966 Bible - Geography - Maps - 1940
| Middle East - History, Ancient - Maps - 1940
| Palestine - History, Ancient - Maps - 1940
| Israel - History, Ancient - Maps - 1940
Bible atlas. Chicago : Rand McNally, 1940.
Authors: Hurlbut, Jesse Lyman, 1843-1930 -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 55 maps ; 30 cm.
In d. j.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .B5 1940 (PrCt)

12967 Bible - Geography - Maps - 1940
| Middle East - History, Ancient - Maps - 1940
| Palestine - History, Ancient - Maps - 1940
| Israel - History, Ancient - Maps - 1940
| Historical atlases
Cover title: New Testament from Aramaic
Syriac word and symbol for the triune God at head of title.
Printed in double columns.
Includes introduction and footnotes.
Stamp: The library of the Hrobans.
Stamp: Unity Church of Christianity ... Columbus, Ohio.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes BS2095 .L25 1940 (NLO)

12968 Bible - Geography - Maps - 1945
| Middle East - History, Ancient - Maps - 1945
| Palestine - History, Ancient - Maps - 1945
| Israel - History, Ancient - Maps - 1945
| Historical atlases
1 v. : 18 maps ; 400 x 282 mm.
Series: Westminster aids to the study of the Scriptures.
[A4097;Lock, Modern maps and atlases 252

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Phillips 5376
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

The Westminster historical atlas to the Bible.
114 p. : ill., maps ; 40 cm.
Series: Westminster aids to the study of the Scriptures.
Ref BS630 .W7 (NLO)

Authors: Hurlbut, Jesse Lyman, 1843-1930 -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 55 maps ; 30 cm.
In d. j..
folio RMcN atlas .B5 1945 (PrCt)

Authors: Strait, Chester U. -- Carson, Arthur E., Mrs. -- Ling, Saya Sang -- British and Foreign Bible Society Burma Agency -- American Baptist Foreign Mission Society -- McCormick Theological Seminary -- McCormick Theological Seminary Collection (Newberry Library)
592 p., iv p. of plates : 4 maps ; 19 cm.
In Haka Chin.
"This edition of the New Testament in Chin (Lai dialect) is published by the British & Foreign Bible Society with the kind permission of the American Baptist Foreign Mission Society from the translation made by Dr. Chester U. Strait"--T.p.

114 p. : ill., 16 col. maps. ; 40 cm.
2nd British ed.
Maps by Westminster Press. Includes indexes.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize BS630 .W7 1947 (NLO)

Authors: Hurlbut, Jesse Lyman, 1843-1930 -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 55 maps ; 30 cm.
In d. j..
folio RMcN atlas .B5 1947 (PrCt)

Authors: American Bible Society -- McCormick Theological Seminary
Russian; transliterated.
"Perepechatano s Sinodalnogo izdaniia"--T.p. verso.
New Testament has separate t.p.: Novyi Zavet gospoda nashego Iisusa Khrista.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Printed in double columns.
Forms part of the McCormick Theological Seminary Collection at the Newberry Library.

**BS284 1948 (NLO)**


Authors: Evangeliska fosterlands-stiftelsen -- Linder, Sven -- McCormick Theological Seminary -- McCormick Theological Seminary Collection (Newberry Library)


"Redigerad av prof. Sven Linder, Generalst. litogr. anstalt Stockholm."--On all maps. "I överensstämmelse med den av Konungen Ar 1917, gillade och stadfästa översättningen."

New Testament has separate t.p.: Nya Testamentet.
Glossary, xxxvii p. at end.
Text printed in double columns.
Without Apocrypha.
Forms part of the McCormick Theological Seminary Collection at the Newberry Library.

**BS302 1948 (NLO)**


Authors: Hurlbut, Jesse Lyman, 1843-1915 -- McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas : 55 maps ; 30 cm.
In d. j.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

**folio RMcN atlas .B5 1948 (PrCt)**


Authors: British and Foreign Bible Society -- Krapf, J. L. (Johann Ludwig), 1810-1881 -- Flad, J. M. (Johann Martin), 1831-1915 -- Orgawi -- McCormick Theological Seminary -- McCormick Theological Seminary Collection (Newberry Library)


Title transliterated from Amharic; text in Amharic; paged in Amharic and Arabic numerals.

New Testament has a separate t.p.
Forms part of the McCormick Theological Seminary Collection at the Newberry Library.

**BS315 .C5 1949 (NLO)**


Authors: China Bible House (Shanghai, China) -- McCormick Theological Seminary -- McCormick Theological Seminary Collection (Newberry Library)


English title from t.p. verso.
New Testament has a separate t.p.
In Chinese (Kuoyü); paged in Chinese numerals.
Forms part of the McCormick Theological Seminary Collection at the Newberry Library.

**BS315 .C5 1949 (NLO)**


Authors: MacCallum, F. W. (Frederick W.) -- McCormick Theological Seminary -- McCormick Theological Seminary Collection (Newberry Library)

Uniform title: Bible. Turkish. MacCallum et al. 1949
Revised and corrected translation by F.W. MacCallum et al.
"Rev. B. [i.e. revised Bible] Turkish"--T.p. verso.
Old Testament has separate t.p.: Tevrati serif
Yahut Eski Ahit kitab.
New Testament has separate t.p.: Incili serif
Yahut isa mesihin Yeni Ahit kitab: eski yunanca
aslina gore Turkcesi yeniden tashih edilmistir.
Printed in double columns.
Without Apocrypha.
Forms part of the McCormick Theological
Seminary Collection at the Newberry Library.

**BS305 1949 (NLO)**

12980 Bible - Geography - Maps - 1949<<>>Palestine
- Historical geography - Maps -
1949<<>>Israel - Historical geography - Maps -
1949<<>>Wall maps
Bible geography maps. Chicago :
Authors: George Philip & Son -- London
Geographical Institute -- Denoyer-Geppert (Firm)
-- Concordia University (River Forest, Ill.)
7 maps : col. ; 105 x 88 cm. + title and contents sheet
Sheets are mounted on cloth and held together at
the top by a steel clamp.
Maps published by George Philip & Son, the
London Geographical Institute, and copyrighted
1945-1949.
Each map has a paper label 'Mounted and sold
by Denoyer-Geppert Company, Chicago 40.'
Contents: Map PS1. The Distribution of Nations,
illustrating Genesis. -- Map PS2. Egypt, the Sinai
Peninsula and the Promised Land. -- Map PS3.
Canan as divided among the twelve tribes,
illustrating Joshua and Judges. -- Map PS4. Holy
Land in the time of the kings. -- Map PS5. Syria
and Mesopotamia, illustrating the wanderings of
Abraham and the Jewish captivities [with]
Persian, Greek, Seleucid and Ptolemaic empires.
-- Map PS6. Palestine in the time of Christ,
illustrating the four gospels. -- Map PS7. The
Journeys of St. Paul, illustrating the acts and the epistles [with]
The Roman Empire, illustrating the
growth of the early Christian church.
Set does not include 'MapPS8. Modern
Palestine, Physical' as indicated on title sheet.
Gift of Concordia University, River Forest, 2006.
maproll G7481.S1A 1945 .P5 (PrCl)

12981 Bible - Geography - Maps - 1950<<>>Middle
East - History, Ancient - Maps -
1950<<>>Palestine - History, Ancient - Maps -
1950<<>>Israel - History, Ancient - Maps -
Foreign Bible Society, 1950.
Authors: British and Foreign Bible Society --
American Baptist Foreign Mission Society --
George Philip & Son -- McCormick Theological
Seminary -- McCormick Theological Seminary Collection (Newberry Library)
"This edition of the Mon New Testament is
produced in London ... by kind permission of the
verso.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Uniform Title: Bible. N.T. Mon. 1950.
Text and title in Mon (Burmese script).
Maps by George Philip & Son.
Forms part of the McCormick Theological
Seminary Collection at the Newberry Library.

**BS315 .M63 1950 (NLO)**

12982 Bible - Geography - Maps - 1950<<>>Middle
East - History, Ancient - Maps -
1950<<>>Palestine - History, Ancient - Maps -
1950<<>>Israel - History, Ancient - Maps -
1950<<>>Herero language - Texts - 1950
Etestamente Epe ramuhona Jesus Kristus puna
Omapsalme. Cape Town : British and Foreign
Bible Society, 1950.
Authors: British and Foreign Bible Society --
Dannert, Eduard, b. 1880 -- Dalman, Gustaf,
1855-1941 -- Rheinische Missionsgesellschaft --
McCormick Theological Seminary -- McCormick
Theological Seminary Collection (Newberry
Library)
590 p. : 2 col. maps ; 19 cm.
4th rev. ed.
Cover title: Etestamente Epe, Nomapsalme
1950 -- Omapsalme.
A corrected ed. of E. Dannert's (Rhenish MS)
1912 revision. Cf. Coldham and Book of a
thousand tongues.
"Barbeit von Prof. G. Dalman, Jerusalem."--On
maps.
The Psalms has a separate t.p.: Omapsalme.
Text printed in double columns.
Forms part of the McCormick Theological
Seminary Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Coldham, G. E. African Scriptures,
995; United Bible Societies. Book of a thousand
tongues (1972 rev. ed.), 503

**BS325 .H4 1950 (NLO)**

12983 Bible - Geography - Maps - 1950<<>>Middle
East - History, Ancient - Maps -
1950<<>>Palestine - History, Ancient - Maps -
1950<<>>Israel - History, Ancient - Maps -
1950<<>>Bengali language - Texts - 1950
Dharrmapustaka, arthat, Puratan a Nutana
niyama. Kalikata [Calcutta, India] : Britisa o
Pharena Baibela Sositi, 1950.
Authors: British and Foreign Bible Society --
McCormick Theological Seminary -- McCormick
Theological Seminary Collection (Newberry
Library) -- Britisa o Pharena Baibela Sositi SEE
British and Foreign Bible Society
22 cm.
Added title page title: Holy Bible in Bengali,
containing the Old and New Testaments

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.


Text and added t.p. in Burmese; t.p. in English; paged in Burmese numerals.


Text printed in double columns.

Forms part of the McCormick Theological Seminary Collection at the Newberry Library.

BS315 .B8 1951 (NLO)


Authors: Hongkong Bible House -- China Bible House (Shanghai, China) -- McCormick Theological Seminary -- McCormick Theological Seminary Collection (Newberry Library) [956], [352] p., [12] leaves of plates : 6 maps ; 20 cm.

"Shen" ed. 1010."--T.p. verso.


English title from t.p. verso.

"China Bible House."--On all maps.

Text and t.p. in Chinese (Kuoyü); paged in Chinese numerals.

New Testament has separate t.p.

Forms part of the McCormick Theological Seminary Collection at the Newberry Library.

BS315 .C5 1952 (NLO)


Authors: Hongkong Bible House -- China Bible House (Shanghai, China) -- McCormick Theological Seminary -- McCormick Theological Seminary Collection (Newberry Library) [1056], [352] p., [12] leaves of plates : 6 maps ; 20 cm.

"Shen" ed. 1010."--T.p. verso.

English title from t.p. verso.


"China Bible House."--On all maps.

Text and t.p. in Chinese (Kuoyü); paged in Chinese numerals.

New Testament has separate t.p.

Forms part of the McCormick Theological Seminary Collection at the Newberry Library.

BS315 .C5 1952 (NLO)


Authors: Hongkong Bible House -- China Bible House (Shanghai, China) -- McCormick Theological Seminary -- McCormick Theological Seminary Collection (Newberry Library) [956], [352] p., [12] leaves of plates : 6 maps ; 20 cm.

"Shen" ed. 1010."--T.p. verso.


"China Bible House."--On all maps.

Text and t.p. in Chinese (Kuoyü); paged in Chinese numerals.

New Testament has separate t.p.

Forms part of the McCormick Theological Seminary Collection at the Newberry Library.

BS315 .C5 1952 (NLO)

"Chiluba Bible ... ABS, 1952 ..."--P. [4].


Printed in double columns.

Forms part of the McCormick Theological Seminary Collection at the Newberry Library.

BS325 .L8 1952 (NLO)

12993


Authors: Segond, Louis -- British and Foreign Bible Society -- McCormick Theological Seminary -- McCormick Theological Seminary Collection (Newberry Library) -- Société Biblique Britannique et Étrangère SEE British and Foreign Bible Society


Nouv. éd. rev.


Text printed in double columns.

Forms part of the McCormick Theological Seminary Collection at the Newberry Library.

BS230 1952 (NLO)

12994


The Holy Bible, containing the Old and New Testaments : translated out of the original tongues and with the former translations diligently compared and revised : set forth in 1611 and commonly know as the King James version. New York : American Bible Society, [1953].

Authors: American Bible Society -- McCormick Theological Seminary -- McCormick Theological Seminary Collection (Newberry Library) [6], 848, 263 p., [4] p. of plates : 3 maps ; 21 cm.


New Testament has separate t.p.: The New Testament of our lord and saviour Jesus Christ : translated out of the original Greek and with the former translations diligently compared and revised.


Without Apocrypha.

Text printed in double columns.

Forms part of the McCormick Theological Seminary Collection at the Newberry Library.

BS16S 1953 .N48 (NLO)

12995


Authors: British and Foreign Bible Society -- Hellier, A. B. (Augustine Beale) -- Butcher, H. J. -- McCormick Theological Seminary -- McCormick Theological Seminary Collection (Newberry Library)


Spine title: Biblia


Text and title in Swahili (Union).


"Katika lugha y Kiswahili."


New Testament has separate t.p.: Kitubo cha agano jipya la bwana na mwikozi wetu Yesu Kristo.

Forms part of the McCormick Theological Seminary Collection at the Newberry Library.

BS325 .S9 1953 (NLO)

12996


Authors: Buck, Alice Hanlin -- American Bible Society -- McCormick Theological Seminary -- McCormick Theological Seminary Collection (Newberry Library) [6], 848, 263 p., [4] p. of plates : 3 maps ; 21 cm.


New Testament has separate t.p.: The New Testament of our lord and saviour Jesus Christ : translated out of the original Greek and with the former translations diligently compared and revised.


Without Apocrypha.

Text printed in double columns.

Forms part of the McCormick Theological Seminary Collection at the Newberry Library.

BS16S 1953 .N48 (NLO)
McCormick Theological Seminary Collection (Newberry Library)
Translated into Kosraean by A. Hanlin Buck.
"New Testament, Kusaie and English ... English text of this edition is that of the American Standard Edition of the Revised Bible ..."--T.p. verso
Text printed in double columns; Kosraean and English in parallel columns.
Forms part of the McCormick Theological Seminary Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 72212088
BS335 .K85 1953 (NLO)

The New Testament of our lord and saviour Jesus Christ / translated from the Latin Vulgate ; diligently compared with the original Greek and first published by the English College at Rheims A.D. 1582 ; with annotations and references by Dr. Challoner and H.J. Ganss ; an historical and chronological index ; index of proper names and places ; preface by J.M. Lelen. New York : Catholic Book Pub. Co., c1953.
Authors: Challoner, Richard, 1691 -- Ganss, H. J. -- Lelen, J. M. (Joseph Mary), b. 1873 -- Catholic Book Publishing Co. -- Makowski, Henrietta -- Makowski, Larry -- Catholic Theological Union -- Catholic Theological Union Collection (Newberry Library)
670 p. ; ill., maps ; 14 cm.
Printed in double columns.
Includes indexes.
Former owners: Larry and Henretta Makowski, Hamtramck, Mich.
Forms part of the Catholic Theological Union Collection (Newberry Library).
Cataloged and conserved as part of the Sister Ann Ida Gannon Initiative at the Newberry Library. 2010
BS2080 1953 (NLO)

Authors: Diodati, Giovanni, 1576-1649 -- British and Foreign Bible Society -- George Philip & Son
"Copyright George Philip & Son, Ltd."--On all maps.
Printed in double columns.
Forms part of the McCormick Theological Seminary Collection at the Newberry Library.
BS254 1953 (NLO)

Te Baibara : ae ana taeka te atua, ae kanoana te O Tetemanti ma te Nu Tetemanti : ae manga kaetaki man taetae nako ake emoa ni koreaki iai. Nu laoki : E Boretiaki Iroun Te Koraki n Amerika, Aika Tani Kabuta Aonaba Ni Baibara, [1954].
Authors: Eastman, G. H. (George Hubert) -- Metai, Kaitara -- American Bible Society -- London Missionary Society -- McCormick Theological Seminary -- McCormick Theological Seminary Collection (Newberry Library)
Contains: Nu Tetemanti ae ana taeka ara uea ao ara tia kamiau are lesu Kristo.
The New Testament has separate t.p.: Te Nu Tetemanti ae ana taeka ara uea ao ara tia kamiau are lesu Kristo : ae e a manga kaetaki rairana man te taetae n erene.
Printed in double columns.
Forms part of the McCormick Theological Seminary Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Book of a thousand tongues (1972 rev. ed.), 449
BS335 .G5 1954 (NLO)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

La Santa Biblia : Antiguo y Nuevo Testamento / antigua versión de Casiodoro de Reina (1569), revisada pro Cipriano de Valera (1602) y cotejada posteriormente con diversas traducciones, y con los textos hebreo y griego. Buenos Aires : Sociedades Bíblicas Unidas, 1954.
Authors: Reina, Casiodoro de, ca. 1520-1594 -- Valera, Cipriano de, 1532?-1625 -- United Bible Societies -- George Philip & Son -- McCormick Theological Seminary -- McCormick Theological Seminary Collection (Newberry Library) -- Sociiedades Bíblicas Unidas SEE United Bible Societies
Uniform title: Bible. Spanish. R. [1625]
"The Holy Bible in Lur (Ddu Alur)"--T.p. verso
Four color maps on folded sheet in pocket at end.
Printed in double columns.
Forms part of the McCormick Theological Seminary Collection at the Newberry Library.
Ref BS620 .G752 1956 (NLO)

Authors: Danske bibelselskab -- McCormick Theological Seminary -- McCormick Theological Seminary Collection (Newberry Library) [6], 1217 p. : 4 col. maps ; 21 cm.
Other title: Bible. N.T. Danish. 1956.
Four color maps on folded sheet in pocket at end.
"Copyright, George Philip & Son, Ltd."--On all maps.
Printed in double columns.
Forms part of the McCormick Theological Seminary Collection at the Newberry Library.
Ref BS221 1956 (NLO)

Authors: Grollenberg, Lucas, 1916-1997 1 v. : 22 map plates
Ref BS620 .G752 1956 (NLO)

Authors: Hongkong Bible House -- McCormick Theological Seminary -- McCormick Theological Seminary Collection (Newberry Library) 1047, 302 p., [10] leaves of plates : 5 maps ; 20 cm.
Spine title: Sin-ku-iok ê sèng-keng
Other title: Bible. N.T. Chinese (Amoy). 1956
New Testament has separate t.p.: Lan ê kiù-tsú iâ-so- ki tok ê sin iok.
"Amoy vernacular Bible, R.V. ed.1068."--T.p. verso
"Hongkong Bible House, printed in
13005 Bible - Geography - Maps - 1956
Middle East - History, Ancient - Maps -
1956 Palestine - History, Ancient - Maps -
1956 Israel - History, Ancient - Maps -
1956 Historical atlases

Authors: Kraeling, Emil G. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 73 maps ; 260 x 180 mm.
Edited by Emil G. Kraeling.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
References: Lock, Modern maps and atlases 252
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

13006 Bible - Geography - Maps - 1956
Middle East - History, Ancient - Maps -
1956 Palestine - History, Ancient - Maps -
1956 Israel - History, Ancient - Maps -
1956 Historical atlases

Das Neue Testament unseres Herrn und Heilandes Jesus Christus / nach der deutschen Übersetzung D. Martin Luthers. Stuttgart : Published by Privilegierte Württembergische Bibelanstalt, [1956].
Authors: Luther, Martin, 1483-1546 -- American Bible Society -- Privilegierte Württembergische Bibelanstalt -- Evangelische Kirche in Deutschland. Rat -- McCormick Theological Seminary -- McCormick Theological Seminary Collection (Newberry Library)
Cover title: Neue Testament
Uniform title: Bible. N.T. German. Luther. 1956
"Revidierter Text 1956."
"For the American Bible Society New York."
Printed in double columns.
Forms part of the McCormick Theological Seminary Collection at the Newberry Library.
BS2139 1956 (NLO)

13007 Bible - Geography - Maps - 1956
Middle East - History, Ancient - Maps -
1956 Palestine - History, Ancient - Maps -
1956 Israel - History, Ancient - Maps -
1956 Tzeltal language - Texts -
1956 Historical atlases

Authors: Slocum, Marianna C. -- Gerdel, Florence L. -- Harrison, Richard Edes -- American Bible Society -- McCormick Theological Seminary -- McCormick Theological Seminary Collection (Newberry Library)
Running title Ach’ Testamento
Other title: Bible. N.T. Spanish. 1956.
Tzeltal (Oxchuc dialect), and Spanish in parallel columns.
Tzeltal version by Marianna C. Slocum (cf. Book of a thousand tongues), and F.L. Gerdel.
"Nuevo Testamento en tzeltal ... ABS, 1956 ..."--P. [3].
Spanish version has caption title: El Evangelio según San Marcos.
Forms part of the McCormick Theological Seminary Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Book of a thousand tongues (1972 rev. ed.), 1307
BS345 .T95 1956 (NLO)

13008 Bible - Geography - Maps - 1956
Middle East - History, Ancient - Maps -
1956 Palestine - History, Ancient - Maps -
1956 Israel - History, Ancient - Maps -
1956 Historical atlases

130 p. illus., maps. 37 cm.
Rev. ed.
Series: Westminster aids to the study of the Scriptures.
References: OCLC 383574.
Ordered May 2004 (?)
Not at Newberry Library (Oct. 2010) (PrCt)

13009 Bible - Geography - Maps - 1956
Palestine - Historical geography - Maps -
1956 Israel - Historical geography - Maps -
1956 Historical atlases

Authors: Kraeling, Emil Gottlieb Heinrich, 1892- -- Rand McNally and Company
1 v.
Ref BS630 .K7 (NLO)

13010 Bible - Geography - Maps - 1956
Palestine - History, Ancient - Maps -
1956 Israel - History, Ancient - Maps -
Authors: Kraeling, Emil Gottlieb Heinrich, 1892- --
Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 52 maps ; 26 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
In d. j.
T.p. version A.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .B5 1956 copy 1 (PrCt)

Authors: Kraeling, Emil Gottlieb Heinrich, 1892- --
Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 52 maps ; 26 cm.
T.p.: version B.
In d. j.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .B5 1956 copy 2 (PrCt)

Mazgu xa Ciuta mu Testamente la Kale.
Forms part of the McCormick Theological Seminary Collection (Newberry Library)
Spine title: Testamente la Kale
"Wm. Collins Sons & Co., Ltd.; revised by Major C.R. Conder"--On all maps.
Illustrations by E.S. Hardy.
Forms part of the McCormick Theological Seminary Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Coldham, G.E. African scriptures, 3232
BS325 .T87 1957 (NLO)

Chyoi pra ai chyum laika = The Holy Bible in Kachin, Jinghpaw.
Rangoon : British and Foreign Bible Society, 1957.
Authors: Hanson, O. (Ola), 1864-1929 -- British and Foreign Bible Society -- George Philip & Son -- McCormick Theological Seminary --
McCormick Theological Seminary Collection (Newberry Library)
"This edition of the Jinghpaw Bible is produced in London by photographic offset process from the 1927 edition of Dr. O. Hanson's translation, by kind permission of the American Baptist Foreign Mission Society."--T.p. verso.
In Kachin (Burma).
"Copyright, George Philip & Son, Ltd."--On all maps.
Forms part of the McCormick Theological Seminary Collection at the Newberry Library.
BS315 .K25 1957 (NLO)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Authors: United Bible Societies -- American Bible Society -- Kulish, Panteleimon Oleksandrovych, 1819-1897 -- Nechui-Levytskyi, I. S. (Ivan Semenovych), 1837-1918 -- Puliui, Ivan, 1845-1918 -- McCormick Theological Seminary -- McCormick Theological Seminary Collection (Newberry Library)
825, 249 p. ; 19 cm.
Text printed in double columns.
Forms part of the McCormick Theological Seminary Collection at the Newberry Library.

BS287 1957 (NLO)

Authors: Hongkong Bible House -- McCormick Theological Seminary -- McCormick Theological Seminary Collection (Newberry Library)
English title from t.p. verso.
Text and t.p. in Chinese characters, with parallel Chinese phonetic text; paged in Chinese numerals.
"Ed. 2034."
New Testament has separate t.p.
Forms part of the McCormick Theological Seminary Collection at the Newberry Library.

BS315 .C5 1958 (NLO)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)


North America


North America


North America


North America

Other title: Ang bag-ong katipan sang aton ginoo kag manluluwas nga si Jesu-Cristo.
Maps by Richard E. Harrison. Cf. plate [1].
New Testament has separate t.p.: Ang bag-ong katipan sang aton ginoo kag manluluwas nga si Jesu-Cristo.
Text printed in double columns.
Forms part of the McCormick Theological Seminary Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Book of a thousand tongues (1972 rev. ed.), 1285
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.
Wing ZP 995 .T498 (NLO)
Seminary Collection at the Newberry Library.
BS335 .H5 1959 (NLO)

Bible Society of India and Ceylon (1956-1966) -- Baptist Missionary Society -- McCormick
Theological Seminary -- McCormick Theological Seminary Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library. John M. Wing Foundation
Uniform title: Bible. N.T. Norwegian. 1959
"Printed in Norway Fabritius & Sønn, Oslo."--T.p. verso.
Forms part of the McCormick Theological Seminary Collection at the Newberry Library.
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.

Wing ZP 951 .F23 (NLO)

Bible Society of India and Ceylon (1956-1966) -- Baptist Missionary Society -- McCormick
Theological Seminary -- McCormick Theological Seminary Collection (Newberry Library)
1st ed.

Spine title: Pathian Lehkhabu tianghlim
"The Holy Bible in Lushai ... The Bible Society of India and Ceylon"--T.p. verso.
Bangalore : Bible Society of India and Ceylon, 1958.
Forms part of the McCormick Theological Seminary Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Book of a thousand tongues (1972 rev. ed.), 758
BS315 .L85 1959 (NLO)

Authors: Singh, Sundar, 1889-1929 -- Loehlin, Clinton Herbert, 1897- -- Singh, Habans -- Taj, Sachha Singh -- Bible Society of India and Ceylon (1956-1966) -- McCormick Theological Seminary -- McCormick Theological Seminary Collection (Newberry Library)
1st ed.
Text and t.p. in Panjabi (Gurmukhi script); Old Testament paged in Panjabi and Arabic; New Testament paged in Panjabi.
English title and imprint from t.p. verso.
New Testament has separate t.p. in Panjabi.
Text printed in double columns.
Forms part of the McCormick Theological Seminary Collection at the Newberry Library.

Hooper, J.S.M. Bible translation in India, Pakistan, and Ceylon. p. 136-137
BS315 .P3 1959 (NLO)

Authors: C.S. Hammond & Company
B3-B32 p. : ill., coll. maps ; 31 cm.
folio G2230 .H3 1959 (NLO)

Authors: Kraelling, Emil Gottlieb Heinrich, 1892- -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 43 maps ; 25 cm.
D.j.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .H4 1959 copy 1 (PrCt)

Maps
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).


Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Publisher’s paper covered boards.
Scales differ.
Bookplate: Ex libris Paul Tibbe.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1019 .B44 1960 (NLO)

Spine title: Nawa Niam
Forms part of the McCormick Theological Seminary Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Book of a thousand tongues (1972 rev. ed.), 1143
BS315 .S4 1961 (NLO)

1078, [43] leaves of plates : ill. (some col.), 6 col. maps ; 20 cm.
A diglot in Maya and Spanish with the Spanish text in smaller type, in double columns, at the foot of the page.
References: United Bible Societies. Book of a thousand tongues, 837
BS345 .M38 1961 (NLO)

At head of title: Alla ka kuma sebene mi be wele.
Forms part of the McCormick Theological Seminary Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Coldham, G.E. African Scriptures, 259
BS325 .B26 1961 (NLO)


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: William Clowes and Sons -- McCormick
Theological Seminary -- McCormick Theological Seminary Collection (Newberry Library)
918, 286 p. : maps ; 23 cm.
1st ed.
Uniform title: Bible. Tigrinya. 1961?
"Made and printed by offset in Great Britain by
William Clowes and Sons, Ltd., London and
Beccles."--T.p. verso.
Text and t.p. in Tigrinya; English title from t.p.
verso.
New Testament and Old Testament each have separate title pages.
Printed in double columns.
Forms part of the McCormick Theological Seminary Collection at the Newberry Library.
BS325.T49 1961 (NLO)

13039 Bible - Geography - Maps - 1962<<<<Middle East - History, Ancient - Maps -
1962<<<<Palestine - History, Ancient - Maps -
1962<<<<Israel - History, Ancient - Maps -
1962<<<<Historical atlases
Oxford Bible atlas / edited by Herbert G. May,
with the assistance of R.W. Hamilton and G.N.S.
Authors: May, Herbert G. (Herbert Gordon),
Oxford University Press -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (144 p.) ; ill., col. maps ; 26 cm.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Variant copy (lacking "reprinted" note?): BS630 .O94 1962
LC Card Number: 62006531
Baskes BS630 .O94 1962b (NLO)

13040 Bible - Geography - Maps - 1962<<<<Palestine - History, Ancient - Maps -
1962<<<<Israel - History, Ancient - Maps -
Authors: Kraeling, Emil Gottlieb Heinrich, 1892- --
Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 52 maps ; 26 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
2nd edition; t.p. version A.
In d. j..
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .B5 1962 (PrCt)

13041 Bible - Geography - Maps - 1966<<<<Middle East - History, Ancient - Maps -
1966<<<<Palestine - History, Ancient - Maps -
1966<<<<Israel - History, Ancient - Maps -
1966
Authors: Kraeling, Emil Gottlieb Heinrich, 1892- --
Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 52 maps ; 26 cm.
3rd edition.
T.p. version A.
In d. j.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .B5 1966 (PrCt)

13042 Bible - Geography - Maps - 1968<<<<Middle East - History, Ancient - Maps -
1968<<<<Palestine - History, Ancient - Maps -
1968<<<<Israel - History, Ancient - Maps -
1968<<<<Historical atlases
Bible story atlas / compiled by A. W. Reed.
Authors: Reed, A. W. (Alexander Wyclif),
1908-1979 -- A.H. & A.W. Reed (Firm) -- Woods,
Joy -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Reed (A.H. & A.W.), publishers,
Wellington, Australia SEE A.H. & A.W. Reed
(Firm)
1 atlas (56 p.) : ill., 78 maps ; 25 cm.
Rev. ed.
"A series of more than 80 maps and diagrams
with explanatory text that provides the
geographical and historical background to the
Bible."--Cover
Includes index.
Scales differ.
First ed. published 1951.
Former owner: Joy Woods.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes G2230 .R44 1968 (NLO)

13043 Bible - Geography - Maps - 1969<<<<Palestine - History, Ancient - Maps -
1969<<<<Israel - History, Ancient - Maps -
1969<<<<Historical atlases
Authors: Negenman, Jan H. -- Rowley, Harold
Henry, 1890-- Collins (Firm : London, England)
208 p. : ill., plates (some col.) facsimiles, maps
(some col.) ; 36 cm.
Edited by Harold H. Rowley.
Translation of Negenman, Jan H. De bakermat
van de Bijbel (Amsterdam: Elsevier, 1968).
70-1944
ICN 71
folio G 1061.6 (NLO)

13044 Bible - Geography - Maps - 1977<<<<Palestine - History, Ancient - Maps -
1977<<<<Israel - History, Ancient - Maps -
1977
Archaeology of the Bible: book by book. London :
Authors: Cornfeld, Gaalyah -- Adam and Charles
Black (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

Authors: Pritchard, James B. (James Bennett), 1909-1997 -- HarperCollins (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (151 p.) : col. ill., 94 col. maps ; 31 cm.
Other title: Harper atlas of the Bible.
This atlas contains the work of many of the contributors to The Times atlas of the Bible (1987) ...--T.p. verso.
British ed. published as: Times concise atlas of the bible.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 140) and indexes.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
ISBN 0062700294 ; 9780062700292
Baskes folio G2230 .H472 1991 (NLO)


Authors: Aharoni, Yohanan, 1919-1976
1 v. : 271 map plates ; 30 cm.
3rd ed.
Ref G2230 .A2 1993 (NLO)


Authors: Rhymer, Joseph, 1927- -- Chartwell Books -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
128 p. : ill. (some col.), 34 col. maps ; 29 cm.
Bible - Geography - Maps - Bibliography - 1500-1600
Palestine - History, Ancient - Maps - Bibliography - 1500-1600
Israel - History, Ancient - Maps - Bibliography - 1500-1600
British Library - Map collections - Bibliography - Catalogs

Authors: Delano-Smith, Catherine -- Ingram, Elizabeth Morley
Dept. of Geography
89 p.; 28 cm.
Cover title.
Inscribed by C. Delano-Smith to Paul Gehl of the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copy: Vert 828
BHC 1203
ISBN 0853580316
Map Ref folio G2230 .S64 1988 (NLO)

Bible - Geography - Maps - Bibliography - 1500-1600
Palestine - History, Ancient - Maps - Bibliography - 1500-1600
Israel - History, Ancient - Maps - Bibliography - 1500-1600
British Library - Map collections - Bibliography - Catalogs

BHC 1214
Vert 839 (PrCt)

Bible - Geography - Maps - Bibliography - 1500-1600
Palestine - History, Ancient - Maps - Bibliography - 1500-1600
Israel - History, Ancient - Maps - Bibliography - 1500-1600
British Library - Map collections - Bibliography - Catalogs

BHC 1214
Vert 839 (PrCt)

Bible - Geography - Maps - Bibliography - 1500-1600
Palestine - History, Ancient - Maps - Bibliography - 1500-1600
Israel - History, Ancient - Maps - Bibliography - 1500-1600
British Library - Map collections - Bibliography - Catalogs

BHC 1214
Vert 839 (PrCt)

Bible - Geography - Maps - Bibliography - 1500-1600
Palestine - History, Ancient - Maps - Bibliography - 1500-1600
Israel - History, Ancient - Maps - Bibliography - 1500-1600
British Library - Map collections - Bibliography - Catalogs

BHC 1214
Vert 839 (PrCt)

Bible - Geography - Maps - Bibliography - 1500-1600
Palestine - History, Ancient - Maps - Bibliography - 1500-1600
Israel - History, Ancient - Maps - Bibliography - 1500-1600
British Library - Map collections - Bibliography - Catalogs

BHC 1214
Vert 839 (PrCt)

Bible - Geography - Maps - Bibliography - 1500-1600
Palestine - History, Ancient - Maps - Bibliography - 1500-1600
Israel - History, Ancient - Maps - Bibliography - 1500-1600
British Library - Map collections - Bibliography - Catalogs

BHC 1214
Vert 839 (PrCt)
no 256.
Formerly folio G2230 .S648 1991
Provisional edition (photocopy, 1989) filed as
Vert 839.
References: Fiat 68.
Map Ref folio G2230 .S648 1991 (NLO)

13066 Bible - Geography - Maps - Collections, Israel - Maps - Collections - Methodology
Bibliography - Palestine - Maps - Collections, 1500-1700
Authors: Nebenzahl, Kenneth, 1927- -- Abbeville Press
164 p. : ill. (some col.), facsims., maps ; 39 cm.
Bibliography: p. 157-159.
Includes index.
Formerly folio G2230 .N33 1986
References: 41 TMC 50; 6 Jolly 12; PP 101; Wolf 617; Fiat 208
ISBN 0896596583
Map Ref folio G2230 .N33 1986 (NLO)

13063 Bible - Geography - Maps - Collections, 1500-1700
Census of maps in Bibles [explanation of project].
Authors: Delano-Smith, Catherine
BHC 1218
Vert 843 (PrCt)

13064 Bible - Geography - Maps - Collections, 1500-1700
Authors: Sluys, Willem G. J. van der -- Mappamundi Knokke (Firm)
1 atlas (143 p.) : ill. (some col.), ca. 70 maps (some col.) ; 39 cm.
Facsimile reproductions of maps and views of the Holy Land dated ca. 1500-ca.1700.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 143).
Formerly folio G2236.S1 S58 1986
ISBN 9027405562
Map Ref folio G2236.S1 S58 1986 (NLO)

13065 Bible - Geography - Maps - Collections, Israel - Maps - Collections - Palestine - Maps - Bibliography
Maps of the Holy Land : images of Terra Sancta through two millenia. New York : Abbeville Press,
The Scripture lexicon, or, A dictionary of above four thousand proper names of persons and places mentioned in the Bible, divided into syllables with their proper accents: with the description of the greater part of them... by Peter Oliver. London: Printed for F. and C. Rivington, no. 62 St. Paul's Church Yard, 1797.

Authors: Oliver, Peter, 1713-1791 -- Elsdon C. Smith Onomastics Collection (Newberry Library)

Anonymous. By Peter Oliver.
The first of two errata pages is a paste-down on the verso of p. 275.

Separate t.p.: Appendix to the Scripture lexicon.

Bible: Names, Geographical


References: Alston, Ill. 741; ESTC, T123484

vii, [1], 336 p.; 22 cm.

Bookplate: Elsdon C. Smith.

Forms part of the Elsdon C. Smith Onomastics Collection at the Newberry Library.

BS435 .O45 1797 (NLO)

Authors: Hauenstein, Werner -- Hinrichsen, Alex W. -- Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Meyers Reisebücher -- Hinrichsen, Ursula
169 p.: ill.; 16 cm.
Never received by Newberry?
Includes index.
LC Card Number: 94171920
ISBN 392229328X; 9783922293286
2012032098 on order (NLO)

13077 Biblioteca apostolica vaticana - Map collections - Facsimiles - Vatican Palace (Vatican City) - Map collections - Facsimiles - Atlases, Italian - 1948
Authors: Almagià, Roberto, 1884-1962 -- Biblioteca apostolica vaticana -- Monumenta cartographica vaticana -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
vii, 130 p.: 40 maps; 43 cm.
Series: Monumenta cartographica vaticana, vol. 2.
References: Phillips 5792.
oversize Ayer 135.5 A44 1948 (NLO)

13079 Biblioteca Casanatense - Map collections - Atlas Factuals
Authors: Ganado, Albert
BHC 1795
Vert 1364 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
casanatense SEE Biblioteca casanatense
Biblioteca casanatense SEE Biblioteca casanatense
Biblioteca casanatense di Roma SEE Biblioteca casanatense
Ministero per i beni culturali e ambientali.
Biblioteca casanatense SEE Biblioteca casanatense
Description of an early Venetian sixteenth century collection of maps at the Casanatense Library in Rome. [Lympane Castle, Kent : Imago Mundi Ltd., 1982].
Authors: Ganado, Albert -- Imago mundi (1982) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
p. 26-47
Map Ref folio GA1 .I6, v. 34, p. 26-47 (PrCt)

13080 Biblioteca comunale di Piacenza - Maps - Exhibitions - Catalogs
San Bonico (Piacenza) : Tip.Le.Co, [2008].
Authors: Biblioteca comunale di Piacenza -- Pigozzi, Marinella -- Giuliani, Erika -- Còccioli Mastroviti, Anna
ix, 214 p. : ill., maps ; 30 cm.
Includes bibliographical references.
http://www.loc.gov/catdir/toc/casalini07/08091838.pdf
LC Card Number: 2008355462
ISBN 8866606190 ; 788886606190
folio Z6011 .B63 2008 (NLO)

13081 Biblioteca di S.M. il re (Turin, Italy).

13082 Biblioteca Nacional (Spain) - Exhibitions - Manuscript maps - Exhibitions
Authors: Biblioteca Nacional (Spain) -- Santiago Paez, Elena
368 p. : maps (part. fold.) ; 21 x 27 cm.
Exhibition catalog.
Includes index.
Bibliography: p. 355-357.
ISBN 8474833892
GA190 .S72 1984 (NLO)

13083 Biblioteca nazionale centrale di Firenze - Maps - Exhibitions - Cartography - Italy - 1500-1599 - Maps - Bibliography
Authors: Borroni Salvadori, Fabia -- Biblioteca nazionale centrale di Firenze
Ixxiv, 138 p., 27 leaves of plates : ill. ; 30 cm.
Binder's title: Raccolte lafreriane della Biblioteca nazionale di Firenze.
Bibliography: p. [109]-123.
Includes index.
Series: Indici e cataloghi. Nuova serie / Ministero per i beni culturali e ambientali ; 11
Formerly folio Z6028 .B63 1980
LC Card Number: 81210322
Map Ref folio Z6028 .B63 1980 (NLO)

13084 Biblioteca Nazionale Marciana - Manuscript maps
Gr. Z. 388 (=333)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
La Geografia del Tolomeo fatta miniare dal Cardinale Bessarione. [Firenze : Leo S. Olschki, 1938].
Authors: Ferrari, Maria Cecilia -- Newberry Library. John M. Wing Foundation
p. 23-37 : ill., 3 maps ; 30 cm.
On a manuscript in the Biblioteca Nazionale Marciana.
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.
Wing folio Z 007 .05, v. 40, p. 23-37 (PrCt)

13085 Biblioteca statale isontina - Map collections - Catalogs - Maps - Bibliography - Catalogs
Authors: Biblioteca statale isontina -- Volpato, Simone -- Pillon, Lucia
155 p. : ill., maps ; 21 cm.
Spine title: Carte geografiche della BSI
A catalog of maps held by the Biblioteca statale Isontina, with dates ranging from 1545 to 1919. Includes bibliographical references and index.
GA891 .B535 2008 (NLO)

13086 Biblioteca Universitaria de Sevilla - Map collections - Cartography - Seville (Spain) - History
Authors: Posada Simeón, José Carlos -- Peñalver Gómez, Patricio
230 p. : ill. ; 28 cm.
Includes bibliographical references.
Series: Biblioteca universitaria ; núm. 19
ISBN 9788447212606 ; 8447212602
folio GA1005.S48 C37 2010 (NLO)

13087 Bibliothèque nationale (France) - Map collections
A proposito di alcune carte nautiche della Biblioteca Nazionale di Parigi.
Authors: Caraci, Giuseppe, 1893-1971
20 p.
Identity of this journal has not been established.
Not at Newberry Library (Dec. 2009) (PrCt)

13088 Bibliothèque nationale (France) - Map Collections - Bibliography - Nautical charts - Bibliography - Newberry Library - Map collections
Portolan charts and atlases-Bibliothèque Nationale-Paris. [19--?].
7 leaves, typescript.
List of charts and atlases proposed by Greenlee and memo from Ruth Butler to book committee recommending purchase of photostats.
BHC 1428
Vert 1028 (PrCt)

13089 Bibliothèque nationale (France) - Map Collections - Cataloging - 1951 - Cataloging of maps - Methodology
Règles adoptées pour la conservation des collections & la rédaction des catalogues. [Paris : Département des cartes et plans, 1951].
Authors: Bibliothèque nationale (France). Département des cartes et plans -- Foncin, Miriem
76 p. ; 28 cm.
Photocopy of mimeographed original.
Preface signed M. Foncin.
To Collection Services for cataloging, 30 Dec. 2008 (PrCt)

13090 Bibliothèque nationale (France) - Map collections - Exhibitions - Catalogs
Authors: Pelletier, Monique -- Éditions du Seuil -- Bibliothèque nationale (France) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
175 p. : ill. (some col.), 113 maps ; 38 cm.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
LC Card Number: 99171959
ISBN 2020354292 ; 2717720480 (BNF)
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

13091 Bibliothèque nationale (France) - Map collections - Exhibitions - Catalogs
Authors: Pelletier, Monique -- Éditions du Seuil -- Bibliothèque nationale (France) -- Seuil (Firm) SEE Éditions du Seuil
175 p. : ill. (some col.), 113 maps ; 38 cm.
Catalog of the exhibition presented at the Mansart and Mazarine galleries of the Bibliothèque nationale de France, Oct. 8, 1998 to

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
13092 Bicycle trails - Illinois - Maps - History
Authors: Williams, Craig -- Illinois GIS & Mapnotes (1995)
p. 10-11
BHC 2642
Vert 2178, no. 1 (PrCt)

13093 Bicycle trails - United States - Maps -
1880-1900 - Women and map use -
1890-1900 - Cycling - United States -
1890-1900 - Bicycle riding SEE
Cycling <= Bicycling SEE Cycling <= Biking
SEE Cycling

Riding the wheel : selling American women
Authors: Dando, Christina
Pp. 174-210 : ill.s., maps ; 28 cm.
Available on the ACME website (accessed Nov. 2008) :
http://www.acme-journal.org/vol6/CED.pdf
Vert 2178, no. 2 (PrCt)

13094 Biebel, Battle of, Biberach an der Riss,
Germany, 1796 - Maps - 1839 <= Biebel,
Battle of, Biberach an der Riss, Germany,
1800 - Maps - 1839
Batailles de Biberach, livrées entre les armées
Françaises et Autrichiennes en 1796 et 1800.
[Paris : Libraire Militaire de Petit, 1839].
Authors: Jomini, Antoine Henri, baron de,
1779-1869. Atlas pour servir à l'intelligence de
l'Histoire critique et militaire des guerres de la
révolution (1839) -- Petit, J.-B.
1 map : hand col. ; 37 x 40 cm.
In Antoine Henri Jomini, Atlas pour servir à
l'intelligence de l'Histoire critique et militaire des
guerres de la révolution (Paris: J.-B. Petit, 1839),
pl. 17.
Relief shown by hachures.
Positions of French and Austrian troops indicated by
colors.
Scale "6000 pas" = 7.6 cm.
At upper right: Pl. XVII.
Case oversize F 393 .457, pl. 17 (PrCt)

13095 Biece (Poland) - Pictorial works -
1620 <= Bietza (Poland) SEE Biece (Poland)
Biece. [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 --
Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 --
Civitates orbis terrarum -- Edward E. Ayer
Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 15 x 44 cm.
On same sheet with: Sendomiria.
Includes references 1-7.
Latin letterpress text on verso under titles:
Sendomiria -- Bietza.
In: Braun, Georg and Franz Hogenberg. Civitates
orbis terrarum [Cologne: Pieter van Brachel?, ca.
1620] v. 6, plate 50.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 6, pl. 50
(PrCt)

13096 Biebel (Poland) - Pictorial works - 1657
Biezel. [Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657].
Authors: Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664 -- Jansson,
Jan, 1588-1664. Illustriorvm principipum urbi
urn septentrionalium Europae tabulae [1657] --
Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Theatrum urbi
urnum (1657)
1 map : hand col. ; 14 x 44 cm.
On same sheet with: Sendomiria.
Includes references 1-7.
Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Bietza.
In: Jansson, Jan. Illustriorvm principipum urbi
urn septentrionalium Europae tabulae, v. 1,
[plate 49].
Issued in volume 1 of 8 in Jansson's townbook
atlases, collectively known as the Theatrum
urbiurn (Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657).
References: Krogt, Peter van der. Koeman's
Atlantes Neerlandici, vol. IV-1 (2010), p. 282 and
Case oversize G 117 .452, v. 1, [plate 49]
(PrCt)

13097 Bielefeld (Germany : Gebietseinheiten) - Maps - 1680
Episcopatus Paderbornensis descriptio nova.
Amsterdam, [ca. 1680].
Authors: Gigas, Johann Michael, ca. 1582-1637?
-- Schenk & Valck, Amsterdam -- Johan Gabriel
Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:223
1 map : hand col. ; 35 x 46 cm.
2461
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly
17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by
Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound
together without title page for the collector Johan
Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map
Collection (Newberry Library).
VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2
no. II:223 (PrCt)

13098 Bierce, Ambrose, 1842-1914? <= Cartography - United States -
History - Civil War, 1861-1865
From maps to the macabre : Ambrose Bierce as
Authors: Bosse, David C.
21p. : 6 maps ; 28 cm.
Typescript, with photocopies of maps, January
1984.
Vert 643 (PrCt)
Authors: Le Bouteux, Jean-Baptiste Michel -- St. Huteus, Elias -- Cartes Marines Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 30, sheet 77 -- Bouteux, Jean-Baptiste Michel le SEE Le Bouteux, Jean-Baptiste Michel 1 ms. view ; 440 x 978 mm.
"Designee par Jean Baptiste Michel Le Bouteux le dixe. Decembre 1720 de l'ordre de Mr. Elias St. Huteus, directeur general."

View of the settlement at Biloxi, Mississippi associated with the Company of the Indies (Compagnie des Indes), and John Law's failed land speculation scheme in French colonial Louisiana commonly know as the Mississippi Bubble. View taken from offshore; bottom margin includes references A-I, L-T, V, X-Z, and &.

Sheet 77 of 117 in the Cartes Marines Manuscript Map Collection, detailing French colonial interests worldwide, ca. 1640-ca. 1726. Not drawn to scale.

Pen-and-ink and wash; mounted on cloth.
Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library).


Digital image available as part of the Newberry Library's Great Lakes Digital Collection via the CARLI Digital Collections website (accessed Nov. 2010): http://collections.carli.illinois.edu/u?/nby_grlakes, 944

References: Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 147.

Typescript of bottom margin references filed in Map Information File.

Ayer ms ms map proj 01 VAULT drawer Ayer MS map 30 sheet 77 (NLO)

13109 Biloxi (Miss.) - Maps - 1721 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles Carte de la coste et des environs du Vieux Biloxi. [19--].
Authors: France. Service hydrographique. Archives. 138bis-2-4 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map Photostatic reproduction of 1721 manuscript. Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

MapPhoto France AN K1232 no.52 (PrCt)

Authors: France. Service hydrographique. Archives. 138bis-2-6 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map Photostatic reproduction of 1722 manuscript. Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

MapPhoto France ASH 138bis-2-4 (PrCt)

13111 Bingen (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1657 Die Statt Bingen. [Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657].
Authors: Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664 -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Urbium totius Germaniae superioris illustriorum clariorumque tabulae ... Pars posterior [i.e. prior] (1657) -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Theatrum urbium (1657)

1 view : hand col. ; 16 x 45 cm. On same sheet with: Die Statt Bacharach. Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Bingivm.

In: Jansson, Jan. Urbium totius Germaniae superioris illustriorum clariorumque tabulae ... Pars posterior [i.e. prior] 1657, [plate 10].

References: Krogt, Peter van der. Koeman's Atlantes Neerlandici, vol. IV


Case oversize G 117 .452, v. 2, [plate 10] (PrCt)

13112 Binghampton (N.D.) - Maps - 1884 - Real property>Dakota & Great Southern Railway - Maps - 1884>Railroads - Maps Map of Binghampton. [S.I. s.n., 1884].

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Authors: Dyer, J. E. -- Dakota & Great Southern Railway -- Dyer, J. E. Dakota : the observations of a tenderfoot (1884) -- Fargo Republican Steam Printing House (North Dakota) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 11 x 11 cm.

Unsigned cadastral map showing lots for sale adjacent to the proposed Dakota & Great Southern Railway in a ‘paper town’ (apparently never built) in latter-day Binghamton Township near Fingal and Lucca, in Barnes County, North Dakota.

In Dyer, J. E. Dakota : the observations of a tenderfoot ([Fargo, N.D. : Fargo Republican Steam Printing House], 1884) p. [82].

Graff 1192 p. [82] (PrCt)

13113 Biography - Dictionaries


Authors: Geddie, William -- Geddie, J. Liddell (John Liddell), b. 1881 iv, 1006 p. ; 21 cm.

"Latest revision 1946."

Formerly Map Ready Reference.

References: OCLC 6752062

Map Ref CT103 .C4 1946 (NLO)

13114 Biography - Dictionaries

A General dictionary, historical and critical: in which a new and accurate translation of that of the celebrated Mr. Bayle, with the corrections and observations printed in the late edition at Paris, is included; and interspersed with several thousand lives never before published. London : Printed by J. Bettenham, 1734-1741.

Authors: Bayle, Pierre, 1674-1741

10 v. ; 34 cm.

folio A 24 .081 (NLO)

13115 Biography - Great Britain


1456, 184 p.

A distillation of the 27 v. work.

E 445 .84132 (NLO)

13116 Biography - United States


v. ; ill. ; 28 cm.

Biographical sketches of the lesser figures of American history, including state officials, civil engineers, etc.

Ref E176 .N27 (NLO)

13117 Birch Coulee, Battle of, Minn., 1862 -

Manuscript maps

Manuscripts

1862 - Indians - Wars -

Birch Creek (Yukon-Koyukuk Census Area, Alaska : River) - Maps - 1895 - Gold mines and mining

Gold mines and mining - Birch Creek (Yukon-Koyukuk Census Area, Alaska : River) - Maps - 1895 - Yukon River Valley (Yukon and Alaska) - Maps - 1895 - Gold mines and mining

Yukon River Valley (Yukon and Alaska) - Maps - 1895

V. Wilson's map of the Birch-Creek Mining-District, Yukon River. [Seattle, Wash. The Calvert Company, 1895].

Authors: Wilson, Veazie, 1865-1895 -- Calvert Company (Seattle, Wash.) -- Wilson, Veazie, 1865-1895. Guide to the Yukon gold fields, where they are and how to reach them (1895) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Art Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 39 x 25 cm., folded to 22 x 14 cm.

In Wilson, Veazie. Guide to the Yukon gold fields, where they are and how to reach them (Seattle, The Calvert Company, 1895) opposite p. 45 Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library. Duplicate copy: Ayer 160.5 .A3 W75 1895

Cl. LC Card Number: 03-28361

Graff 4710 opp. p. 45 (PrCt)

13119 Birmingham (Ala.) - Maps - 1966 - Road

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
13121  Birmingham (Ala.) - Maps - 1968 - Road maps
<BR><BR>
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 86 x 70 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Pure Birmingham street map
Plate no. 686110-7.
Inset (12 x 15 cm.): Downtown Birmingham.
Panel art: Illustration of cars on interstate highway with overpass; Pure logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
**RMcN Clients 1266 (PrCt)**

13122  Birmingham (Ala.) - Maps - 1969 - Road maps
<BR><BR>
1 map : both sides, col. ; 86 x 70 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Birmingham street map
Includes logos of Holiday Inn hotels and Avis-Rent-A-Car.
Plate no. 696111-8.
Inset (12 x 15 cm.): Downtown Birmingham.
Panel art: Gulf service station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
**RMcN Clients 1224 (PrCt)**

13123  Birmingham (Ala.) - Maps - 1970 - Road maps
<BR><BR>
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 86 x 70 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Birmingham street map
Includes two Library of Congress copyright handstamps with certificate numbers.
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
**RMcN Clients 1256 (PrCt)**

13124  Birmingham (Ala.) - Maps - 1971 - Road maps
<BR><BR>
1 map : both sides, col. ; 86 x 70 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: American Oil Co. street map
Includes logos of Holiday Inn hotels and Avis-Rent-A-Car.
Plate no. 706110-9.
Inset (12 x 15 cm.): Downtown Birmingham.
Panel art: Holiday Inn and Avis-Rent-A-Car service station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
**RMcN Clients 1251 (PrCt)**

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
and Company -- Tempo Designs, Inc. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 86 x 70 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Birmingham street map.
"April, 1971" -- Back panel.
Also bears imprint of Tempo Designs, Inc. of Chicago, Illinois.
Plate no. 706110-9.
Inset (12 x 15 cm.): Downtown Birmingham.
Panel art: "American" gas logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2967 (PrCt)

13125
Birmingham (Ala.) - Maps - 1971 - Road maps
Birmingham region (Ala.) - Maps - 1971 - Road maps
Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 73 x 70 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Street map of Birmingham.
Inset (12 x 15 cm.): Downtown Birmingham.
Plate no. 706110-9.
Panel art: Gray and red illustration of a Phillips 66 service station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2010 (PrCt)

13126
Birmingham (Ala.) - Maps - 2000 - Road maps
Jefferson County (Ala.) - Maps - 2000 - Road maps
Road maps - Counties - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (239-594, 58 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Date on cover: 2003.
$17.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-99670-3
RMcN StrFdr 2003 .B57 (PrCt)

13127
Birmingham (Ala.) - Maps - 2003 - Road maps
Jefferson County (Ala.) - Maps - 2003 - Road maps
Road maps - Counties - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (239-594, 58 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Date on cover: 2003.
$17.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-99670-3
RMcN StrFdr 2003 .B57a (PrCt)

13128
Birmingham (Ala.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps
Jefferson County (Ala.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps
Road maps - Counties - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (A-E, 239-594, 2-64 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
"4th edition" -- front cover.$17.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN StrFdr 2005 .B57 (PrCt)

13130
Birmingham (Ala.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps
Jefferson County (Ala.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps
Road maps - Shelby County (Ala.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps
Walker County (Ala.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps
Road maps - Counties - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (239-594, 2-64 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
"4th edition" -- front cover.$17.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN StrFdr 2008 .B57 (PrCt)
In: Robert Sayer and John Bennett (Firm). Neptune occidental : a pilot for the West-Indies ... (London : R. Sayer and J. Bennett, 1778); verso handstamped '2.'

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .N44 1778 pl. 2 (PrCt)

13137 Biscay, Bay of (France and Spain) - Maps - 1785 - Nautical charts - Biscay, Bay of (France and Spain) - 1785<<>>Spain - Maps - 1785 - Coasts - Nautical charts - Biscay, Bay of (France and Spain) - 1785 - Coasts - Portugal - Maps - 1785 - Coasts - Portugal - 1785 - Coasts - Nautical charts - A Correct chart of the Bay of Biscay, part of the Western Ocean & Mediterranean Sea ... for Mr. Tindal's continuation of Mr. Rapin's history. [London : s.n., ca. 1785].


1 map ; 46 x 36 cm.


oversize Ayer 135 .T5 1732 map [21] (PrCt)

13138 Biscay, Bay of (France and Spain) - Maps - 1793<<>>France - Maps - 1793 - Coasts 8th chart of the coast of France, including the Bay of Biscay or Gulf of Gascony...2d. part. London : W. Faden, 1793.

Authors: Faden, William, 1749-1810 -- Magin, M. -- Faden, William, 1749-1836. Le Petit Neptune français -- or, French coasting pilot for the coast of Flanders Channel Bay of Biscay and Mediterranean 1793

1 map ; 32 x 21 cm.

In: Faden, William. Le Petit Neptune français; or, French coasting pilot, for the coast of Flanders, Channel, Bay of Biscay, and Mediterranean ... (London : W. Faden, 1793). 'Plate 24.'

map4C 123 pl. 24 (PrCt)


Authors: Beck & Paul, Milwaukee -- Stoner, J. J. -- Historic Urban Plans (Firm)


399

map4F G4174.B5A3 1883 .S7 1975 (PrCt)


1 map ; 64 x 97 cm.

Added title: Antarctica--Graham Land.

'Crown copyright 1960.'

'Natural scale 1/100,000 (lat. 65°).' In upper right: 249.60.


Fitzgerald polar map 283 (PrCt)


Authors: United States. Forest Service 1 pamphlet (18 p.): ill., map ; 23 cm.

Travel Vertical File G4252 .B5S5 1995 U5 (PrCt)


Authors: Richardson, Eric -- Black Country Society (England)

46 p., ill., maps : 30 cm.

Includes bibliographical references (p. 46).

ISBN 0904015602 (pbk.) ; 9780904015607 (pbk.)

folio DA670.B55 R53 2000 (NLO)

13143 Black Diamond (Copenhagen, Denmark) - Description The Black Diamond = Den Sorte Diamant. Copenhagen : Kongelige Bibliotek, [2008?].

Authors: Kongelige Bibliotek (Denmark)

1 leaflet (6-fold) : col. ill., 21 x 10 cm. + floor plan (4p.)

English and Danish.

Travel Vertical File G6923 .C6:2B5 2008 K6 (PrCt)

13144 Black Diamond (Copenhagen, Denmark) - Description Sorte Diamant (Copenhagen, Denmark) SEE Black Diamond (Copenhagen,
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Denmark

*The Black Diamond = Den Sorte Diamant.*

Copenhagen : Kongelige Bibliotek, [2008?].

Authors: Kongelige Bibliotek (Denmark)

1 leaflet (6-fold) : col. ills. ; 21 x 10 cm. + floor plan (4p.)

*Travel Vertical File G6923 .C6:2B5 2008 K6 (PrCt)*

13145 Black Forest (Germany) - Maps -

1680<>Triangulation - Tables - Maps - 1680

*Vera totius Marchionatus Badensis et Hochbergensis... Amsterd... [ca. 1680].*

Authors: Schenk & Vaick, Amsterdam -- Morell, Johann, 1604-1672 -- Beüch, Daniel, d. 1670 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:130

1 map : hand col. ; 43 x 79 cm.

Includes triangulation table.

2372

Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

*VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:130 (PrCt)*

13149 Black Forest (Germany) - Maps -

1902<>Odenwald (Germany) - Maps -

1902<>Bergstrasse (Germany : Landkreis) -

Maps - 1902

*Schwarzwalde, Odenwald, Bergstrasse. Leipzig : Bibliographisches Institut, 1902.*

Authors: Meyers Reisebücher -- Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 25 maps

9th ed.


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection.

*Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)*

13150 Black Forest (Germany) - Maps -

1904<>Odenwald (Germany) - Maps -

1904<>Bergstrasse (Germany : Landkreis) -

Maps - 1904

*Schwarzwalde, Odenwald, Bergstrasse. Leipzig : Bibliographisches Institut, 1904.*

Authors: Meyers Reisebücher -- Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 27 maps ; 16 cm.

10th ed.

Jahrgang 1905/06


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection.

*Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)*

13151 Black Forest (Germany) - Maps -

1910<>Odenwald (Germany) - Maps -

1910<>Bergstrasse (Germany : Landkreis) -

Maps - 1910

*Schwarzwalde, Odenwald, Bergstrasse. Leipzig : Bibliographisches Institut, 1910.*

Authors: Meyers Reisebücher -- Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 33 maps

13th ed.

Hauenstein, W. Wegweiser durch Meyers Reisebücher, 1862-1936 : Bibliographie

13148 Black Forest (Germany) - Maps -

1899<>Odenwald (Germany) - Maps -

1899<>Bergstrasse (Germany : Landkreis) -

Maps - 1899

*Schwarzwalde, Odenwald, Bergstrasse. Leipzig : Bibliographisches Institut, 1899.*

Authors: Meyers Reisebücher -- Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 24 maps

8th ed.


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection.

*Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)*

13146 Black Forest (Germany) - Maps - 1884

*Topographische special-karte des Schwarzwaldes für touristen... Metz : [s.n.?], 1884.***

Authors: Algermissen, Johann Ludwig

1 v. (12mo) ; map (52 x 69 cm.)

3. aufl.

Scale: 1:200,000.

*G 1047 .03 (NLO)*

13147 Black Forest (Germany) - Maps -

1896<>Odenwald (Germany) - Maps -

1896<>Bergstrasse (Germany : Landkreis) -

Maps - 1896

*Schwarzwalde, Odenwald, Bergstrasse. Leipzig : Bibliographisches Institut, 1896.***

Authors: Meyers Reisebücher -- Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 22 maps

7th ed.

paper


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection.

*Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)*

13147 Black Forest (Germany) - Maps -

1899<>Odenwald (Germany) - Maps -

1899<>Bergstrasse (Germany : Landkreis) -

Maps - 1899

*Schwarzwalde, Odenwald, Bergstrasse. Leipzig : Bibliographisches Institut, 1899.*

Authors: Meyers Reisebücher -- Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 27 maps ; 16 cm.

10th ed.


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection.

*Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)*

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)


13158 Black Forest (Germany) - Maps - 1927 Der Schwarzwald. Berlin : Grieben-Verlag ; A. Goldschmidt, 1927.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag
-- Goldschmidt, Albert -- Kraatz, Leopold -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
23. Aufl. [23rd ed.]
'Mit 12 Karten.'
Maps lithographed by Leopold Kraatz.
'Sucher,' for use with map, at end.
Advertisements: 30 p. at end.
Includes index.
Series: Griebens Reiseführer ; Bd. 36
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 36 (1927) (NLO)

13162 Black Forest (Germany) - Maps - 1936
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 18 maps, 18 city plans, 2 views 3rd ed.
Includes advertising dated 1937 and priced in marks.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

13163 Black Forest (Germany) - Maps - 1955
Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag
-- Karl Thiemig AG -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
264 p. : 2 maps (some col., some folded) ; 17 cm. Map inside front cover.
Folded map in pocket.
Includes index.
Series: Grieben-Reiseführer ; Bd. 238
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 238 (1955) (NLO)

13164 Black Forest (Germany) - Maps - 1955
Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag
-- Karl Thiemig AG -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
250 p. : 2 maps (some col., some folded) ; 17 cm. Map inside front cover.
Folded map in pocket.
Includes index.
Series: Grieben-Reiseführer ; Bd. 233
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 233 (1955) (NLO)

13165 Black Forest (Germany) - Maps - 1956
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 12 maps, 13 city plans 4th ed.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Includes advertising dated 1956 and priced in marks.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

13166 Black Hawk County (Iowa) - Maps - 1887 - Landowners<<> Counties - Maps<<> Landowners - Maps
Authors: Sedgwick Brothers & Stilson -- Smith (E. W.) & Co. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 178 (PrCt)

<<> Illinois - History - Black Hawk War, 1832 SEE Black Hawk War, 1832<<> United States - History - Black Hawk War, 1832 SEE Black Hawk War, 1832<<> Indians of North America - Wars - Maps - 1815-1875 SEE ALSO Black Hawk War, 1832<<> Indians of North America - Maps
Indian campaign of 1832 : map of the country. 1832.
Authors: Rose, Edwin, 1807-1864 -- Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ruggles 408 -- Rudy Lamont Ruggles Collection (Newberry Library)
1 ms. map ; 244 x 201 mm.
Scale [ca. 1:1,675,000].
Added title on verso: Map of Indian war of 1832, made by one who was there, Col. Edwin Rose. Details routes taken by U.S. forces during the Black Hawk War of 1832. Shows Gen. Henry Atkinson’s June 28-July 9 route from Dixon’s Ferry northeast along the Rock River and Lt. Col. Abraham Eustis’s August 1-September 1 route from Chicago to Rock Island. Also identifies marshes of the upper Rock River where Sauk Indians led by Black Hawk were based and their retreat northwest from the Wisconsin River. Covers region in northern Illinois and southern Wisconsin roughly bounded by Lake Winnebago, the Kankakee River, Peoria, and Prairie du Chien.
Identifies rivers, forts, towns, and distances between points.
Forms part of the Rudy Lamont Ruggles Collection.
Pen-and-ink.
Shelved with folios (August 2008)
Digital image available as part of the Newberry Library's Great Lakes Digital Collection via the CARLI Digital Collections website (accessed Nov. 2007):
http://collections.carli.illinois.edu/cgi-bin/getimage.exe?CISOROOT=/nby_grlakes&CISOPTR=318950912000NL
VAULT Ruggles 408 (NLO)

Authors: South Dakota. Dept. of Game, Fish, and Parks -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col ; 51 x 33 cm., folded to 9 x 18 cm. Panel title.
Added title: Black Hills region.
"Prepared by Rand McNally & Company."
Plate no. 5652.
Map on verso (42 x 33 cm.): Custer State Park area.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3097 (PrCt)

Authors: Visitor Publishing Co.
1 pamphlet (140 p.) : col. photos, maps ; 22 cm. Volume 13, no. 2, June, 1996.
Travel Vertical File G4182.B5 1996 V5 (PrCt)

13170 Black Hills (S.D. and Wyo.) - Geological cross sections - 1876<<> Geological cross sections - Black Hills (S.D. and Wyo.) - 1876 - Geology<<> Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. - Black Hills (S.D. and Wyo.) - 1876 - Geology Ideal section through the 'Black Hills’ from east to west in the vicinity of Harney’s Peak. [New York : James Miller, 1876].
Authors: Dodge, Richard Irving, 1827-1895 -- United States. Army. Infantry Regiment, 23rd -- American Photo-Lithographic Company -- Dodge, Richard Irving, 1827-1895. The Black Hills. A Minute description of the routes, scenery, soil, climate, timber, gold, geology, zoölogy, etc. (1876) -- Miller, James, fl. 1869-1876 -- Everett...
D. Graff Collection of Western Americana
(Newberry Library)
1 geological section : hand col. ; on sheet 19 x 27, folded to 19 x 12 cm.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Graff 1111 between p. 30-31 (PrCt)

13171 Black Hills (S.D. and Wyo.) - Geological cross sections - 1876<-->>Geological cross sections - Black Hills (S.D. and Wyo.) - 1876
Geology<-->>Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc.
1 geological section : hand col. ; on sheet 19 x 12 cm.
Unsigned plate in Dodge, Richard Irving. The Black Hills. A Minute description of the routes, scenery, soil, climate, timber, gold, geology, zoölogy, etc. (New York : James Miller, 1876) between p. 42-43.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Graff 1111 between p. 42-43 (PrCt)

13172 Black Hills (S.D. and Wyo.) - Geological cross sections - 1876<-->>Geological cross sections - Black Hills (S.D. and Wyo.) - 1876
Geology<-->>Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc.
- Black Hills (S.D. and Wyo.) - 1876 - Geology East & west section--Black Hills. [New York : James Miller, 1876].
1 geological section ; on sheet 19 x 12 cm.
Unsigned plate in Dodge, Richard Irving. The Black Hills. A Minute description of the routes, scenery, soil, climate, timber, gold, geology, zoölogy, etc. (New York : James Miller, 1876) between p. 40-41.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Graff 1111 between p. 40-41 (PrCt)

13173 Black Hills (S.D. and Wyo.) - Geological cross sections - 1876<-->>Geological cross sections - Black Hills (S.D. and Wyo.) - 1876
Geology<-->>Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc.
- Black Hills (S.D. and Wyo.) - 1876 - Geology A Cross section through Crow Peak, partially ideal. [New York : James Miller, 1876].
1 geological section : hand col. ; on sheet 19 x 12 cm.
Unsigned plate in Dodge, Richard Irving. The Black Hills. A Minute description of the routes, scenery, soil, climate, timber, gold, geology, zoölogy, etc. (New York : James Miller, 1876) between p. 36-37.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Graff 1111 between p. 36-37 (PrCt)

13174 Black Hills (S.D. and Wyo.) - Maps - 1874
1 map ; 97 x 60 cm.
Detached from Ludlow's Report of a reconnaissance of the Black Hills of Dakota (Washington, 1875), map 2 [Ayer 160.5 S63 Us 1875].
'Drawn by Sergt. C. Becker.' Scale [1:190,080].
Reference: Wheat, Transmississippi west, 1249.
map6F G4182 .B5 1874 B4 (PrCt)

13175 Black Hills (S.D. and Wyo.) - Maps - 1874
Map of a reconnaissance of the Black Hills of Dakota (Washington, 1875), map 1 [Ayer 160.5 S63 Us 1875].
Scale 1:760,320; 1 in. = 12 miles.
Relief shown by hachures and spot heights.
Shows routes and dates of reconnaissances and land conditions.
Digital image of this copy available by website subscription to American West: sources from the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library, Chicago (produced by Adam Matthew Digital; accessed November 2011):
http://www.americanwest.amdigital.co.uk/Maps/MapsImageViewer.aspx?imageid=11276&visual=Full&map=True&previous=9&vpath=SearchResults
Reference: Wheat, Transmississippi west, 1248.
map4F G4182 .B5 1874 .L8 (PrCt)

13176 Black Hills (S.D. and Wyo.) - Maps - 1875
1 map ; 50 x 35 cm., folded to 17 x 11 cm. Scale [ca. 1:580,000].
In Dodge. Richard Irving. The Black Hills. A Minute description of the routes, scenery, soil, climate, timber, gold, geology, zoölogy, etc. (New York : James Miller, 1876) between p. 144-145. Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library. References: Cf. OCLC 21727592
Graff 1111 between p. 144-145 (PrCt)

13177 Black Hills (S.D. and Wyo.) - Maps - 1875-1876
1 map ; 34 x 45 cm., folded to 22 x 14 cm. At head of title: Department of the Interior.
'Scale 8 miles = 1 inch.'
'Note. Gold districts on French Spring ... and Bear Lodge Range.'
Graff 2207 inside back cover (PrCt)

The Cheyenne Mountains or Black Hills, and their surroundings / compiled by Edwin A. Curley, and corrected from governmental and the most authentic mining sources, up to August 1st, 1875 ; drawn and engraved by Sears Brothers ... Chicago : Printed by H.S. Tiffany, 1875 [i.e.1876].
Authors: Curley, Edwin A. -- Sears Brothers (Firm : Chicago, Ill.) -- Tiffany, H. S. (Henry Stanton), 1845-1914 -- Curley, Edwin A. Glittering gold. The true story of the Black Hills (1876) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 16 x 23 cm.
In Curley, Edwin A. Glittering gold. The true story of the Black Hills. Illustrated with accurate colored maps and engravings ... (Chicago : published by the author, 1876) inside front cover. Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library. Graff 953 inside front cover (PrCt)

Map of the Black Hills gold fields and the best route to reach them. [Chicago? s.n., 1876].
Authors: Union Pacific Railway Company -- Curley, Edwin A. Glittering gold. The true story of...
13180  Black Hills (S.D. and Wyo.) - Maps - 1877
Map of the Black Hills / drawn and engraved expressly for the Lakeside Library, from the latest surveys and explorations. [Chicago : Donnelley, Lloyd & Co., 1877].
1 map ; 25 x 18 cm.
Running title in upper margin: No. 82. The Black Hills. 299
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
folio Graff 2658 p. 299 (PrCt)

13181  Black Hills (S.D. and Wyo.) - Maps - 1877
Map of the Black Hills region showing the gold mining district and the seat of the Indian war. 1945.
1 map ; on sheet 36 x 46 cm.
Reproduction of original published 1877. Xerox copy of photostatic copy made in 1945; photostatic copy at the Library of Congress. Streeter catalog 2061.
map4F G4127.G75 1877 .B5 1945 (PrCt)

13182  Black Hills (S.D. and Wyo.) - Maps - 1877
Mines and mineral resources - Black Hills (S.D. and Wyo.) - Maps - 1877
Authors: Henckel, George, Major, 19th cent. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Maguire, H. N. (Henry N.) New map and guide to Dakota, and the Black Hills ... [1878] -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 45 x 59 cm.
123 gold and silver mines keyed to 'references' at lower right.
In bottom margin: The map (of which this is a section,) extending into Wyoming, and embracing Lost District, White Wood District, Gold Run, Boulder, Sand and Bear Gulches Districts, in neat pocket form, sent on receipt of 50 cents; or as a wall map, size 40 x 46, with fine illustrations, mounted on rollers and varnished, price $3.00. Address Rand, McNally & Co., Chicago.
Detached from: Maguire, H.N. New map and guide to Dakota, and the Black Hills ... (Chicago : Rand, McNally & Co., printers, [1878]), inside front cover [Graff 2660].
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
VAULT drawer Graff 2660 [map] (PrCt)
Rand McNally & Co.'s map of the northern portion of the Black Hills comprising ... mining districts ... Chicago : Rand, McNally & Co., 1877.
1 map ; 57 x 66 cm. on sheet 83 x 112 cm. Added title in upper margin: New map of the Black Hills. 'Presented by the Chicago, Milwaukee & St, Paul Railway.' Keyed to 123 numbered gold and silver mines. Margins include pictorial vignettes of western scenes and assorted advertising. Includes endorsement by Wm. P. Dewey, U.S. Surveyor General.
Inset (12 x 35 cm.): Map of Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway - showing direct route to the Black Hills.
Damaged with partial loss of title.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
map6F G4182.B5 1877 .R3a (PrCt)
13184 Black Hills (S.D. and Wyo.) - Maps -
1878>>Lawrence County (S.D.) - Maps -
1878>>Pennington County (S.D.) - Maps -
1878>>Custer County (S.D.) - Maps -
1878>>Counties - Maps
Authors: Scott, Samuel, 1846-1917 -- Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Maguire, H. N. (Henry N.) The Coming empire : a complete and reliable treatise on the Black Hills, Yellowstone and Big Horn Regions (1878) -- Watkins & Smead (Sioux City, Iowa) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 42 x 44 cm., folded to 15 x 12 cm.
'Scale 10 miles to one inch.'
'Copyright secured 1878.'
Untitled map in Maguire, H.N. The Coming empire : a complete and reliable treatise on the Black Hills, Yellowstone and Big Horn Regions (1878) -- Watkins & Smead, (Sioux City, Iowa) at front.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Graff 2659 at front (PrCt)

13185 Black Hills (S.D. and Wyo.) - Maps -
1884>>United States - Maps - 1884
2 maps ; 14 x 10 cm. and 14 x 34 cm., on sheet 17 x 48 cm., folded to 18 x 11 cm.
Title of second map supplied by cataloger.
In Mandat-Grancey, E. Dans les Montagnes Rocheuses (Paris : E. Plon, Nourrit et Cie, 1884) at end.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Graff 2669 at end (PrCt)

13186 Black Hills (S.D. and Wyo.) - Maps -
1897>>Deadwood Region (S.D.) - Maps -
1897 - Railroads>>Railroads - Maps
Authors: Scott, Samuel, 1846-1917 -- Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Maguire, H. N. (Henry N.) The Coming empire : a complete and reliable treatise on the Black Hills, Yellowstone and Big Horn Regions (1878) -- Watkins & Smead, (Sioux City, Iowa) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 75 x 70 cm. fold in paper covers 19 x 12 cm.
Cover title: Rocks, minerals, and other resources of the golden Black Hills of South Dakota and Wyoming.
Inset (12 x 21 cm.): [Railroad map of the Deadwood region.]
Text describing minerals of region (40 p.) stapled into cover.
Condition: small part stained red from paper cover, otherwise very good.
Forms part of the Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Gift 1976, Wright Howes.
map3C G4182.B5 1897 S3 (PrCt)

13187 Black Hills (S.D. and Wyo.) - Maps - 1940-1949 - Road maps>>Badlands National Park (S.D.) - Maps - 1940-1949 - Road maps>>Road maps
Souvenir map of the Black Hills of South Dakota : the sunshine state / copyright owned by Black Hills and Bad Lands Association ; drawn by K. Pyle copied from maps compiled by South Dakota State Highway Commission. [Sturgis, S.D.] : Black Hills and Bad Lands Association, [194-?].
Authors: Pyle, K. -- Black Hills and Bad Lands Association -- South Dakota. State Highway Commission
1 map : ill., col. : 66 x 45 cm, folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Pictorial map.
Scale ca. [241,200].
On verso, 17 photographs ('by Bell Studios, Rapid City; Black Hills Studios, Spearfish') under heading: Why not have a real vacation this year in the mountainous Black Hills of South Dakota. 'Produced by MWM color litho process.'
map4F G4182 .B5P2 1949 -9 (PrCt)

Authors: Clay, Eddie -- Hot Springs (S.D.)
Chamber of Commerce
1 map : 44 x 21 cm.
On same sheet with Chicago Black Hills highway : the most scenic and direct highway from Chicago to the Black Hills.
On verso, four photos and text about Hot Springs.
map2F G4182.B5 1950 .C5 (PrCt)

Authors: South Dakota. Dept. of Game, Fish, and Parks
2 maps ; col. ; 49 x 27 cm. & 42 x 26 cm. on sheet 54 x 36 cm. fold. to 18 x 9 cm.
Panel title.
Contents: Black Hills region, South Dakota / Rand McNally & Company. -- Custer State Park area / copyright by Department of Game, Fish, and Parks.
Descriptive text and illustrations in margin.
State park map includes list of lodges and cabins, points of interest, and census of wildlife.
Acc. # 2008100251.
map2F G4182 .B5P2 1954 .S6 (Pr.Ct)

13191 Black Hills (S.D. and Wyo.) - Maps - 1960 - Road maps -<->Road maps

Deer hunter's map of the Black Hills of South Dakota / reproduced by the Dept. of Game, Fish & Parks with the permission of the U. S. Forest Service. [Pierre, S.D.?] : Dept. of Game, Fish, and Parks, [ca. 1960].
Authors: United States. Forest Service -- South Dakota. Dept. of Game, Fish, and Parks
2 maps ; on sheet 44 x 56 cm.
Cover title.
This is simply the Forest Service map showing all backcountry roads.
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).
Accession # 2008100251.
Road map4C G4182 .B5P2 1960 .U5 (Pr.Ct)


Visit the Black Hills and Badlands. Rapid City, S.D. Black Hills, Badlands and Lakes Association of South Dakota, [ca. 1980s].
Authors: Black Hills and Bad Lands Association
1 booklet (15 p.) ; col. photos, map ; 27 x 20 cm

13193 Black Hills (S.D.) - Maps - 1936 - Road

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1590-1606 Ukraine - Maps - 1590-1606
Pontvs Evxinvs. Aequor Iasonio pulsatum remige primum / ex conatibus geographicis Abrahami Ortelij. [London : John Norton], 1590 [i.e. 1606].
Parergon, sive, Veteris geographiae aliquot tabvlae (1606) -- Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598.
Theatrum orbis terrarum ... (1606) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 35 x 48 cm.
In: Ortelius, Abraham. "Parergon, sive, Veteris geographiae aliquot tabvlae", part of the historical atlas section of Ortelius's Theatrum orbis terrarum ... (London : J. Norton, 1606), [plate 138].
Signature "xxv" and English letterpress text on verso beginning: Pontvs Evxinvs, now called Mar Maiore. The sea whence heere we purpose to describe (famoused of ancient writers by means of the Argonautes ... .
"Cartographic sources: made by Ortelius on the basis of modern information from Mercator's South-East Europe atlas which appeared in 1589, (Meurer p. 199) and ancient knowledge from Plinius, Ovidius, Strabo, Apollonius, Procopius and Appianus." -- From Marcel P.R. van den Broecke's Cartographica Neerlandica website, which includes a digital image of another copy of the map (accessed August 2012); see http://www.orteliusmaps.com/book/ort213.html
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1606, [plate 138] (PrCt)

13197 Black Sea - Maps - 1710
Authors: Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. -- Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. Atlas curieux -- oder, Neuer und compendieuser atlas 1710 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 14 x 21 cm.
In: Bodenehr, Gabriel. Atlas curieux; oder, Neuer und compendieuser atlas ... (Augsburg : Gabriel Bodenehr, 1710?) pl. [96]. Engraved plate no. '99.'
Ayer 135 .B6 pl. 96 (PrCt)

13198 Black Sea - Maps - 1741
Seconde partie de la Crimée, la Mer Noire &c. Amsterdam : Jean Covens et Corneille Mortier, [1741?].
Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Covens et Mortier -- L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726. Atlas nouveau, contenant toutes les parties du monde ... [1741?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 60 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Continued northward on adjacent sheet, pl. [25]: Theatre de la Guerre dans la petite Tartarie la Crimée la Mer Noire, &c.
In: L'Isle, Guillaume de. Atlas nouveau, contenant toutes les parties du monde ... (Amsterdam : J. Covens & C. Mortier, [1741?]) v. 2, pl. [26].
 Duplicate copy (southern sheet only): Sack Map4F G5672.B6 1741 .L5 (PrCt)
oversize Ayer 135 .L69 1741 v. 2, pl. [26] (PrCt)

13200 Black Sea - Maps - 1806
A New chart of the Euxine or Black Sea including those of Azov and Marmora ... 1804. 1806 [i.e. 1816?].
1 map : hand col. ; 63 x 94 cm.
In: Faden, William [and others]. [General atlas of modern geography : a collection of large scale maps and charts of all parts of the world] ([London, etc. : W. Faden, etc., 1775-1816]) v. 1, pl. [84].
Imprint on map: London ... W. Faden ...1806. Verso handstamped '61.'
oversize Ayer 135 .G32 1775 v. 1, pl. 84 (PrCt)

13201 Black Sea - Maps - 1807
Authors: Russia -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 33 maps ; 668 x 513 mm.
ed:IvanMBuditschev;Postnikov,110
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

13202 Black Sea - Maps - 1830
Plans de golfses, baies, ports & rades de Mer Noire. Odessa : A. Braun, 1830.
Authors: Taitbout de Marigny, E -- Russia -- Braun, A. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 35 maps ; 224 x 357 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. References: Phillips 7835
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

13203 Black Sea - Maps - 1850<>>Azov, Sea of (Ukraine and Russia) - Maps - 1850 (Provisional Heading)
Atlas de la Mer Noir & de la Mer d'Azov. Odessa : Nitzsche, 1850.
Authors: Taitbout de Marigny, E -- Russia -- Nitzsche -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 36 maps ; 340 x 510 mm.
Phillips 7836
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

13204 Black Sea - Maps - 1854 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Corrard, Joseph -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 39 maps ; 472 x 320 mm.
Phillips 2816
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

13205 Black Sea Region - Maps - 1740<>>Ukraine - Maps - 1740
Nova et accurata Tartariae Europaeae seu Minoris et in specie Crimeae ... [Augsburg] : Matthaei Seutteri, [ca. 1740]?
Authors: Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756 -- Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756. [A Collection of Seutter maps] [1726-1773]
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 57 cm.
Forms part of a made-to-order composite atlas chiefly comprised of undated maps issued ca. 1734-ca. 1744.
Case oversize G 1007 .81 pl. [87] (PrCt)

13206 Black Sea Region - Maps - 1807
Carte des environs de la Mer Noire où se trouvent l’Ukraine, la Petite Tartarie et les confins de la Russie Européene et de la Turquie / par le Sr. Robert de Vaugondy géog. À Venise [Venice] : par François Santini ; chez Mr. Remondini, [1807]?
Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Santini, Francesco -- Remondini, Guiseppe Antonio, 1747-1811 -- Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les meilleurs cartes modernes (1784 [i.e. 1807]?) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 62 cm.
In: Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (Venice : par P. Santini, rue Ste. Justine, chez M. Remondini, 1784 [i.e. 1807]?), v. 2, no. "P. II. 30"
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .S4 1807, v. 2, no. 30 (PrCt)

13207 Blackwater Fort (Northern Ireland) - Maps - 1597- Manuscripts - Facsimiles<>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
A Plotte of the forte at Black-water, as it was when the Lo Burghe Lo. Dep. did wyn itt from the traytor the Erle of Tyrone, 1597. [Dublin : Public record Office of Ireland, 1882].
Authors: Ireland. Public Record Office. Facsimiles of national manuscripts of Ireland (1874-84) -- Trinity College (Dublin, Ireland). Ms. 1209, 34
1 map : col. ; 23 x 32 cm.
Facsimile of original MS in Trinity College, Dublin.
In Ireland. Public Record Office, Facsimiles of national manuscripts of Ireland (Dublin: Public record Office of Ireland, 1874-84), v. 4, pt. 1, pl. XXIII.
Descriptive text in same volume, pp. xl-xliii.
Case oversize Z 109 .43, v. 4, pt. 1, pl. XXIII (PrCt)

13208 Bladen County (N.C.) - Maps - 1885 - Landowners<>>Counties - Maps<>>Landowners - Maps
Authors: McDuffie, John -- Gillespie, J. F. -- Bladen County (N.C.) Board of County Commissioners -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map : on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 16.5 x 24 in. Scale 1:127,000.
Originally published 1885.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

Microfiche 583, no. 583 (PrCt)

13209 Blaeu family

Blaeu family

- Blaeu, Willem Janszoon, 1571-1638
- Blaeu, Joan, 1596-1673
- Map publishing - Netherlands - Amsterdam - 1571-1712
- Blaeu, Cornelis, ca. 1610-1642
- Blaeu, Willem, 1635-1701
- Blaeu, Ioannis, 1650-1712
- Blaeu, Pieter, 1637-1706
- Cartographers - Netherlands - Biography - Exhibitions
- Nederlands Scheepvaart Museum - Map collections - Exhibitions - Catalogs - Cartography - Netherlands - Exhibitions - Catalogs


Authors: Donkersloot-De Vrij, Y. Marijke -- Stroeve, Wilbert -- Nederlands Scheepvaart Museum

1 v. (unpaged) ; 29 cm.

Uniform title: Drie generaties Blaeu. English

Typescript translation of loan exhibition catalog:


Although the ms. is unpaginated, the pages of the original text are referenced in square brackets.

Does not include the illustrations, bibliographical references or index that were in the Dutch original.

folio GA923.6.B65 D6613 2011 (NLO)

13211 Blaeu, Joan, 1596-1673. Aberdeen & Banff

Cartography - Scotland - History - 1600-1699


Authors: Stone, Jeffrey C.

16-24 : maps


On "the work of the Gordons and Blaeu as editors of the Pont manuscript maps, with particular reference to Blaeu's 'Aberdonia and Banffia.'"

G 007 .8, v. 86, p. 16-24 (PrCt)

13212 Blaeu, Joan, 1596-1673. Atlas

Atlas maior

Blaeu-van der Hem of the Austrian National Library

Hem, Laurens Van Der, 1621-1678

Österreichische Nationalbibliothek - Map collections - Cartography - Netherlands - History - 1600-1699

The World of a seventeenth-century collector :

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
the Atlas Blaeu - Van der Hem / Erland de Groot

Authors: Groot, Erland de
395 p. : ill. (some col.) ; 29 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 351-377) and indexes.

ISBN 9061943590 (cl.) ; 9789061943594

BHC 1476
Vert 1071, no. 2 (PrCt)

13213 Blaeu, Joan, 1596-1673. Atlas Major, 1664
Authors: Meggs, Philip B.
From Print 45, no.6 (Nov./Dec. 1991); 6 leaves: maps, ils..
BHC 2387.
Vert 1071, no. 1 (PrCt)

13214 Blaeu, Joan, 1596-1673. Atlas Major, 1664 - Exhibitions - Catalogs
Authors: Werner, Jan W. H. -- Borger, Ellen -- Schilder, Marian -- Universiteit van Amsterdam.
Catalog of an exhibition by the department of "Bijzondere Collecties, 18.06.08 - 23.11.08."
Vert 1071, no. 2 (PrCt)

The 'Spanish Blaeu'. 1981 .
Authors: Verwey, Herman de la Fontaine
BHC 2387.
Vert 1938 (PrCt)

Authors: Blaeu, Joan, 1596-1673 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) [4] l. 17 cm.
Caption title.
Photocopy (positive).
Ayer 290 .B5085 (NLO)

Authors: Pauli, Simon, fl. 1661-1690 [8], 16, 132, 12, 40 p. ; 18 cm. (8vo)
Unpriced analytic catalog of maps, sea atlases, and sea charts, especially those by Blaeu, Jansson, Visscher, Sanson, and Ortelius, available for sale in the Strasbourg bookshop of Simon Pauli, son of the prolific physician and botanist Simon Pauli (1603-1680).
Title vignette (Pauli’s device); head- and tail-pieces; initials; t.p. in red and black.
Includes indexes.
VAULT Case Z6022 .P28 1670 no. 1 (NLO)

13218 Blaeu, Joan, 1596-1673 - Blaeu Family
Dr. Joan Blaeu and his sons. 1981.
Authors: Verwey, Herman de la Fontaine
BHC 2388
Vert 1939 (PrCt)

13219 Blaeu, Joan, 1596-1673. Nova totius terrarum orbis tabula, 1648 - Visscher, Nicolaes, 1618-1679. Nova totius terrarum orbis tabula, 1678
Deux anciennes cartes hollandaises du XVIIeme seicle conservees au Musee National de Tokyo ... 1981.
Authors: Debergh, Minako -- International Conference on the History of Cartography (9th : 1981 : Pisa, Italy, etc.)
1 leaf.
Abstract of paper presented at IX Int.'l Conf. on the Hist. of Cart., Italy 1981.
Vert 552, no.1 (PrCt)

13220 Blaeu, Joan, 1596-1673. Theatrum orbis terrarum

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
The Provenance of two early atlases of Scotland, containing contemporary manuscript insertions.
1978.
Authors: Ferro, David P. -- Stone, Jeffrey C.
From The Deeside Field, 3d ser.,2 (1978): 35-44.
BHC 1295
Vert 902 (PrCt)

13221 Blaeu, Willem Janszoon, 1571-1638
Life and works of Willem Janszoon Blaeu. 1971.
14 leaves
Vert 155 (PrCt)

13222 Blaeu, Willem Janszoon, 1571-1638
Nova Africæ ... (1605)
[Typed descriptions and photographs of Blaeu's Nova Africæ and de Wit's Nova totius terrarum orbis tabula, with cover letter from C.W. Andrews, John Cerar Library, to Edward E. Ayer]. [ca. 1910?].
7 leaves, 3 photos
BHC 1351
Vert 959 (PrCt)

13223 Blaeu, Willem Janszoon, 1571-1638.
Nova Et Accurate Totius Germaniae Tabula, 1612
Mercator, Rumold, ca. 1545-1599.
Germaini, 1590
Authors: Schilder, Günter
BHC 217
Vert 529, no. 1 (PrCt)

13224 Blaeu, Willem Janszoon, 1571-1638.
Nova universi terrarum orbis mappa, 1605
Hondius, Jodocus, 1594 or 5-1629.
Novi universi terrarum orbis mappa, 1624
Authors: Schilder, Günter -- Geografisch Institut der Rijksuniversiteit. Bulletin van de Vakgroep, no.5 (1977)
p. 25-34 : maps
BHC 222
Vert 533 (PrCt)

13225 Blaeu, Willem Janszoon, 1571-1638
World maps - 1605
Blaeu, Willem Janszoon, 1571-1638.
Nova universi terrarum orbis mappa ... (1605)
Willem Janszoon Blaeu, 1571-1638; a sketch of his life and work, with an especial reference to his large world map of 1605, facsimile of the unique copy belonging to the Hispanic society of America, eighteen sheets with key plate, by Edward Luther Stevenson. New York : [De Vinne Press], 1914.
Authors: Stevenson, Edward Luther, 1858-1944 -- Blaeu, Willem Janszoon, 1571-1638 -- Blaeu, Willem Janszoon, 1571-1638. Nova universi terrarum orbis mappa ... (1605) -- Hispanic Society of America -- De Vinne Press -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
67 p. : port., 1 illus., plates, maps. ; 24 cm. + portfolio (1 map : 19 sheets, each 66 x 53 cm.)
World map facsimile in portfolio with mounted title (shelved as oversize Ayer 132.B5 S8 1914)
Series: Publications of the Hispanic society of America. no. 85
References: Shirley 253.
LC Card Number: 14020235
4392
Ayer 132 .B5 S8 1914 (NLO)

Authors: Geil & Freed -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 2 parts; 27 x 46.5 in. and 30 x 46.5 in. Scale: 1:42,240. Originally published Philadelphia: Geil & Freed, 1859.
Microfiche 583, no. 712 (PrCt)

References: Phillips 2462.
oversize G1263.B5 N5 1873 (NLO)

13228 Blakeney (England) - Maps - 1693 - Coasts - Nautical charts
Nautical charts
Blakeney Region (England) - Maps - 1693 - Coasts - Nautical charts
Blakeney (England) - 1693 - Coasts
Nautical charts - Blakeney Region (England) - 1693 - Coasts
Nautical charts
[London : s.n., 1693].
Authors: Collins, Greenvile, fl. 1669-1698 -- Harris, John, active 1680-1739 or 1740 -- Shovell, Clowdisley, Sir, 1650-1707 -- Collins, Greenvile, fl. 1669-1698. Great Britain's coasting-pilot ... (1693) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 27 x 43 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Includes dedication to "Sr. Clodsley Shouel, Kt., Rear Admnl. of the Blew ... by Capt. G. Collins".
Oriented with north at bottom.
In: Collins, Greenvile. Great Britain's coasting-pilot ... (London : Printed by William and John Mount and Thomas Page, 1749), [plate 36].
Engraved letter G at upper left.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.


Baskes oversize G1811.P5 C6 1749, [plate 36] (PrCr)

13230 Blâmont (Meurthe-et-Moselle, France) - Pictorial works - 1620
Blanmont au pays de Vavge en Loreyne.
[Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Hoefnagel, Joris, 1542-1601 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : hand col.; 28 x 45 cm.
Derived from a drawing by Joris Hoefnagel; see R.A. Skelton's Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.
Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Blanmont.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 2, pl. 17 (PrCr)

13231 Blanc, Mont (France and Italy) - Maps - 1924 - Chamonix-Mont-Blanc (France) - Maps - 1924
Mont Blanc / by Roger Tissot ; with a preface by Geoffrey Winthrop Young. London ; Boston : Medici Society, [1924].
140, [2] p. ; ill. ; 1 folded map, ports. ; 21 cm.
"The photographs reproduced in this volume were supplied by the following gentlemen: Arlaud, Lyons; Ballance (F.R.P.C.), Metone; Bisch, Lyons; Boissonnas, Geneva; Chalenge, Paris; Ferrand, Grenoble; Dr. Debrosses; [and 8 others in 4 locations]."--P. [2] at end.
Includes index.
Series: The picture guides
Bookplate: Ex libris Edward Laurence Doheny.
Bookplate: Carrie Estelle Doheny.
Bookplate: From the library of Estelle Doheny at St. Mary’s Seminary Library Perryville, Missouri.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 25026111
Baskes DC611.M68 T57 1924 (NLO)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Blanchard, Rufus, 1821-1904
1p. xerox copy of adv. in Chicago Record (monthly) 1, no.1 Apr. (1857).
BHC 1542
Vert 1132, no. 1 (PrCt)

13233 Blanchard, Rufus, 1821-1904 - Maps - Bibliography
List of pocket maps published by Rufus Blanchard. [1866?].
In his Citizen's Guide for the City of Chicago (Chicago, [1866?]).
bhc 1802
Vert 1371 (PrCt)

13234 Blanchard, Rufus, 1821-1904 Newberry Library - Map collections
[Two letters, dated 19 April 1894, from Blanchard to the Newberry Library, regarding purchase of atlas]. 1894.
Authors: Blanchard, Rufus, 1821-1904
4 leaves.
Xerox copy of originals in Newberry Library archives; includes advertising and map on Blanchard's stationery.
BHC 1371
Vert 973 (PrCt)

13235 Blanco, Cape (Or.) - Maps - 1857 - Manuscripts - Curry County (Or.) - Maps - 1857 - Manuscripts - Cape Blanco (Or.) SEE Blanco, Cape (Or.) - Counties - Maps
1 ms. map : hand col. ; on sheet 25 x 18 cm. Unsigned manuscript map derived from U.S. General Land Office survey plat.
In Williams, Loren L. Journal v. 1, between p. [3-4]
Forms part of Williams's manuscript journals, chronicling his life in Oregon between 1851-1880. Drawn on sheet with undated and unidentified newspaper clipping: How Oregon obtained her name .... .
Pen-and-ink, pencil, and watercolor.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
VAULT folio Graff 4683 v. 1, between p. [3-4] (PrCt)

Authors: Texas. General Land Office -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 25.5 x 17 in. Scale 1:133,320.
Originally compiled 1880.
Microfiche 583, no. 900 (PrCt)

Authors: Peck, John S. -- Leisenring -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 13 x 19 in.
Originally published Philadelphia: Leisenring, 1866.
Microfiche 583, no. 1217 (PrCt)

Authors: Haubourdin, R. M. -- Netherlands. Algemeen Rijksarchief. Afdeling Kaarten & Tekeningen
Includes bibliographical references and indexes. Formerly folio Z6028 .N426 1984
Map Ref folio Z6028 .N426 1984 (NLO)
Svenska turistföreningen -- Kartografiska institutet, AB -- Wahlström & Widstrand (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
164 p., [1] folded leaf of plates : ill., 6 maps (one col., one folded) ; 17 cm.
Maps by Kartografiska institutet.
Map inside front cover.
Includes index.
Series: Svenska turistföreningens resehandböcker ; 18.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G153 .S94 [no.] 18 (1925) (NLO)

13246 Blenheim, Battle of, Blindheim, Bavaria, Germany, 1704 - Maps>>Blindheim (Bavaria, Germany) - 1704 - Military operations
Plan of the glorious battle of Hochstet gained by the allies on August 13th 1704. [London? Knapton, ca. 1740?].
Oversize Ayer 135 .T5 1732 map [56] (PrCt)

13249 Blennerhassett Island (W.V.) - Tourism - 1990 Ruble's Sternwheelers, Inc. : Belennerhassett Island tours on a real sternwheeler. Beipre, Ohio : Ruble's Sternwheelers, [ca. 1990s].
Authors: Ruble's Sternwheelers
1 leaflet (3-fold) : col. photos, map ; fold. to 22 x 10 cm
Travel Vertical File G3892 .B52 1990 .R8 (PrCt)

13250 Block diagrams>>Buffalo (Wyo.) - Maps - 1935 On the merits of regional diagrams in field reports. 1935.
Authors: Brown, Ralph H. (Ralph Hall), 1898-1948
Pp. 75-83 : maps ; 26 cm.
Vert 2211 (PrCt)

Authors: Crudale, A. Robert -- General Drafting Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; on sheet 64 x 48 cm.
'Ferry schedules (D.S.T.)' in lower margin.
map2F G3772 .B5 1956 C7 (PrCt)


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
13253

Blois (France - County) - Maps - 1592-1606 - Limousin (France) - Maps - 1592-1606
Blaifois. Blesiensis territorii / hanc tabulam, descriptabat Ioannes Temporius Blesis ... ; Lemovicum totus et confinivm provinciarvm qvantvm ad dioecesium Lemovicensem spectant novissima et fidissima descriptio / Io. Fayanus M.L. descrebbat. [London : John Norton], 1592 [ie. 1606].

2 maps : hand col. ; 33 x 22 cm. and 27 x 22 cm., on sheet 45 x 56 cm.

Poem on the Greeks by Joachim Blanchon at bottom of second map.

Printed no. 25 and English letterpress text on verso beginning: Blasois, or, the territory of Blois. This territorie of Blois conffinite East ....
In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatrum orbis terrarum ... (London : J. Norton, 1606), [plate 25 C].

Digital image of a duplicate or variant edition available on Marcel P.R. van den Broecke's Cartographica Neerlandica website (accessed June 2012):


VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1606, [plate 25 C] (PrCt)

13255

Bloomington Region (Ind.) - Maps - 2010 - Tourist maps - Monroe County (Ind.) - Maps - 2010 - Tourist maps - Bloomington (Ind.) - Maps - 2010 - Tourist maps - Ellettsville (Ind.) - Maps - 2010 - Tourist maps - Indiana University - Maps - 2010 - Tourist maps - Bloomington Region (Ind.) - Maps - 2010 - Tourist maps - Monroe County (Ind.) - Maps - 2010 - Tourist maps - Bloomington Region (Ind.) - Maps - 2010 - Tourist maps - Bloomington (Ind.) - Maps - 2010 - Tourist maps - Ellettsville (Ind.) - Maps - 2010

Bloomington Indiana map. [Bloomington, Ind. Bloomington/Monroe County Convention & Visitors Bureau, 2010].

Title from panel on verso.
"800 800. 0037. visitbloomington.com" -- at bottom left.

Insets (12 x 14 cm. and smaller): Downtown Bloomington -- Ellettsville -- [Location map of Monroe County, Ind.]
Map on verso (27 x 25 cm.): Indiana University : Bloomington campus map.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
13256 Blount County (Tenn.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps
Maps<<>>Alcoa (Tenn.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps
Alcoa (Tenn.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps
Road maps<<>>Road maps<<>>Counties - Maps
76 Map of Alcoa, Maryville and Blount County Tennessee / Designed Communications Two. [Maryville, Tenn.]: Blount County Chamber of Commerce, c1975.
Authors: Designed Communications Two -- United States. Federal Highway Administration -- Logility Transportation (Des Plaines, Ill.)
2 maps : col.; 54 x 36 cm. and 36 x 36 cm. on sheet 74 x 56 cm. fold. to 24 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Scales vary.
Locations of advertisers in margins are keyed to maps with red numbers.
Includes index to streets.
Rubber stamp on back panel: Received 4/12/77 Centre Mark Co.
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Sept. 2010).
Road map4C G3963 .B6P2 1975 .D4 (PrCt)

13257 Blue Bergh (Suriname) - Pictorial works - 1791<<>>Parnassus, Mount (Suriname) SEE Blue Bergh (Suriname)<<>>Mount Parnassus (Suriname) SEE Blue Bergh (Suriname) View of the Blue Bergh, called Mount Parnassus. London : Published ... by J. Johnson, 1791.
Authors: Stedman, John Gabriel, 1744-1797 -- Stedman, John Gabriel, 1744-1797. Narrative, of a five years' expedition, against the revolted Negroes of Surinam (1796) -- Johnson, Joseph, 1738-1809 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : hand col.; 7.2 x 13.0 cm.
In J. G. Stedman, Narrative, of a five years' expedition, against the revolted Negroes of Surinam (London: J. Johnson, 1796), v. 2, opp. p. 292.

On same page with "View of the settlement called the Jew's Savannah."
Ayer 1300.5 .G6 S81 1796, v. 2, opp. p. 292 (PrCt)

Authors: Warner & Foote -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map : on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 6 parts; 4 are 25 x 19 in. each and 2 are 25 x 20.5 in. each. Scale: 1: 38,990.
Microfiche 583, no. 366 (PrCt)

13259 Blue Island Ridge (Cook County, Ill.)<<>>Beverly Hills (Chicago, Ill.) - Aerial photographs - 1924
The Blue Island Ridge is six miles long and one mile wide : including Clarksdale, Engelwood on the Hill, Beverly Hills, Longwood, Walden, Tracy, Washington Heights, Belmont, Morgan Park, Purington & Blue Island / G. L. Clausen, C.E., City and County surveyor. Chicago : G. L. Clausen, [ca. 1900].
Authors: Clausen, G. L. -- Kaufmann & Fabry Co., photographers, Chicago -- Ridge Historical Society (Chicago, Ill.) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; 20 x 13 cm. on sheet 43 x 28 cm. Reduced facsimile of printed map, location of original unknown; lower left portion of map contains advertising for Jay Dwiggins & Co. Illustration on a poster advertising the exhibition 'Mapping the Ridge: a century of images' at the Ridge Historical Society, Nov. 2008. Second illustration is part of an aerial photograph of Beverly Hills, Ill., ca. 1924, by Kaufman & Fabry Co.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
map1F G4103 .C6:2B5 1900 C5 2008 (PrCt)

13260 Blue Ridge Region (Va.) - Springs - Maps - 1870
Authors: Pollard, Edward Alfred, 1831-1872 -- P.S. Duval & Son
1 map : col.; 24 x 29 cm. Detached from Pollard, Edward Alfred. The Virginia tourist (Philadelphia: Duval Steam Lith., 1870) at front.
Scale [ca. 1:1,525,000]. Relief shown by hachures.
ICN 78
map2F G3882.B6 1870 P6 (PrCt)


Blum, Max L. Commercial travelers' maps - Advertising SEE Map industry and trade - United States - 1920-1929 SEE Map publishing - United States - 1920-1929 SEE Advertising and cartography - United States - 1920-1929 SEE Map sales SEE Map industry and trade Blum's maps make all traveling easy : 25c and 35c. [New York : Blum's Commercial Map Pub. Co., 192-]. Authors: Blum, Max L. -- Blum's Commercial Map Pub. Co. (New York, N.Y.) 1 display box : cloth-covered cardboard with paper labels (part. col.) ; 19 x 14 x 15 cm. Box was meant to stand on a counter or hang on a wall for display of Blum's Commercial travelers' maps. Front (title) label shows train, bus, automobile and trolley. Label on right side of box lists Blum's state maps with their series numbers. map3C G3701.P3A 192- B5, box (PrCt)

Boa Vista (Pernambuco, Brazil) - Maps - 1671 - Pictorial works
Boavista. [London : John Ogilby, 1671].
Authors: Ogilby, John, 1600-1676 -- Ogilby, John, 1600-1676. America : being the latest, and most accurate description of the New World ... (1671) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 view ; 26 x 34 cm.
Prominent building in foreground dated 1643. Includes references A-M.
In: Ogilby, John. America : being the latest, and most accurate description of the New World ... (London : Printed by the author, 1671) following p. 606.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O3 1671 following p. 606 (PrCt)

13267 Boac (Philippines) - Church Architecture - Designs and plans - 1800-1899 - Manuscripts>>>>Church Architecture - Boac (Philippines) - Designs and plans - 1800-1899 - Manuscripts>>>>Manuscript maps
Proyecto de reconstruccin de una yglesia en el pueblo de Boac, Provincia de Mindoro. [18-].
Authors: Alvares, Pedro -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library. Manuscript. Ayer MS 1287
5 technical drawings : cloth ; on sheets 310 x 697 mm. and smaller
Signed by Pedro Alvares and disbound from paper title page.
Nineteenth century (?) floor plan, front elevation, cross section, and 2 lateral elevations of unidentified church in the town of Boac on the island of Marinduque (Philippines).
Pen-and-ink.
Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library).
Butler, R.L., Check list of the mss. in the Ayer Coll., 1287.
Ayer ms map proj 97
VAULT oversize Ayer MS 1287 (NLO)

Authors: Standard Oil Company -- Akerman, James R. -- Red Crown Gasoline SEE Standard Oil Company
1 board game : col. ; on cardboard sheet 46 x 44 cm.
Title and game rules on verso.
Spin and move game described by the rules as the "road to better mileage", presented on a track of squares totaling 1,020 miles from start to finish. Some squares include additional instructions for moving game pieces, for example: "220. You turned in traffic without signaling with hand. Go back 10 miles."
Intended for 2-6 players with punch-out cardboard car pieces (missing from these copies).
Illustrations include "Standard Service" gas stations, an airport, a railroad, a farm, a restaurant, a golf course, etc.
Issued folded to 24 x 44 cm.
2 copies; copy 2 lacks metal spinner.
Gift 2013, James R. Akerman.
Brief description and 3 digital images of another copy available on the BoardGameGeek.Com website (accessed February 2013):
http://boardgamegeek.com/boardgame/116584/th e-red-crown-game
map4F G9930 1937 .S7 (PrCt)

Authors: Jones, Alun T.
1 map ; 77 x 56 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:4,375].
'The first edition was made 1976 & dedicated to the memory of Dorothy Mathews.'
Boars Hill is mainly in the parishes of Wootton and Sunningwell in the county of Oxfordshire.
map2F G5754 .B64 1995 J6 (PrCt)

13270 Boazio, Baptista>>>>Drake, Francis, Sir, 1540?-1596>>>>Greepe, Thomas. The True and perfecte newes of the woorthy and valiaunt exploytes, performed and doone by the valiant knight Syr Frauncis Drake ... (1587) [Miscellaneous information relating to Baptista Boazio's maps of America]. 1587-1991.
Authors: Greepe, Thomas. The True and perfecte newes of the woorthy and valiaunt exploytes, performed and doone by the valiant knight Syr Frauncis Drake ... (1587) -- Waters, David Watkin, 1911- -- Christie, Manson & Woods International Inc. -- Christie's (New York, N.Y.) SEE Christie, Manson & Woods International Inc.
[27] leaves : maps, ill. ; fold. to 28 x 22 cm.
Miscellaneous photocopies from several sources.
Includes selected photocopies of Greepe.
Also includes selected photocopies of Christie's 'Drake - 7324′ auction catalog for October 8, 1891(New York, 1991).
BHC 1370
Vert 940 (PrCt)

13271 Boca Raton ( Fla.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps>>>>Road maps
13272 **Boca Raton (Fla.) - Pictorial works - Collections**


192 p. : ill. ; 29 cm.

Includes bibliographical references (p. 187).

Includes index.

LC Card Number: 90047870
ISBN 089865792X ; 9780898657920
folio F319.B6 C85 1990 (NLO)

13273 **Bodensee-Oberschwaben Region (Germany) - Maps - 1925<>Constance, Lake, Region - Maps - 1925<>Vorarlberg (Austria) - Maps - 1925<>Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1925**


*Authors*: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag -- Goldschmidt, Albert -- Kraatz, Leopold -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)


4. Aufl. [4th ed.]

'Mit 6 Karten und Plänen.'

Maps lithographed by Leopold Kraatz.

Includes index.

Series: Grieben Reiseführer ; Bd. 184
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

*Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 184 (1925) (NLO)*

13274 **Bodensee-Oberschwaben Region (Germany) - Maps - 1936<>Constance, Lake, Region - Maps - 1936<>Vorarlberg (Austria) - Maps - 1936<>Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1936**


*Authors*: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag -- Kraatz, Leopold -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)


8. Aufl. [8th ed.]

'Mit 8 Karten, einer Rundsicht und 10 Abbildungen.'

Maps lithographed by Leopold Kraatz.

Advertisements: iv p. at end.
Includes index.
Series: Grieben-Reiseführer ; Bd. 184
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

*Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 184 (1936) (NLO)*

13275 **Bodensee-Oberschwaben Region (Germany) - Maps - 1955<>Constance, Lake, Region - Maps - 1955**


*Authors*: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag -- Karl Thiemig AG -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

160 p. : 2 maps (some col., some folded) ; 17 cm.
Map inside front cover.
Folded map in pocket.
Includes index.
Series: Grieben-Reiseführer ; Bd. 184
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

*Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 184 (1955) (NLO)*

13276 **Bodensee-Oberschwaben Region (Germany) - Maps - 1965<>Constance, Lake, Region - Maps - 1965**


*Authors*: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag -- Karl Thiemig AG -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

206 p. : 2 maps (some col., some folded) ; 17 cm.
Map inside front cover.
Folded map in pocket.
Includes index.
Series: Grieben-Reiseführer ; Bd. 184
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

LC Card Number: 66087394

*Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 184 (1965) (NLO)*

13277 **Bodleian Library - Map Collections - Exhibitions - Catalogs - Cartography - Catalogs**


*Authors*: International Conference on the History of Cartography (6th : 1975 : Greenwich)
[36] p. ; 21 cm.
Catalogue of an exhibition arranged in connection with the Int. Conf. on the Hist. of Cartog. (6th), Greenwich, 1975.

*Vert 1205 (PrCt)*

13278 **Boeckel, Peter, d. 1599**

*[Notes on Peter Boeckel].* [Chicago, 198-?].

*Authors*: Karrow, Robert W.
1 file folder : 25 x 30 cm.
Bibliographical notes, photocopies of maps, and drafts used in the preparation of the chapter on Peter Boeckel in: Karrow, Mapmakers of the 

Vert 3036 (PrCt)

13279  Boeckel, Peter, d. 1599
Authors: Thieme, Ulrich. 1865-1922. Allgemeines lexikon der bildenden Künstler (1953-1962) p. 177 ; 26 cm.
In: Thieme, Ulrich. Allgemeines lexikon der bildenden Künstler, v. 4, p. 177.
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3035, no. 2. Ref N40 .T42 1970, v. 4, p. 177 (PrCt)

13280  Boeckel, Peter, d. 1599. Beschreibung vom Landt zu Dittmers (1559)
Über das Schicksal der Karte des Peter Boeckel, Dithmarschen 1559 : Unikum, Holzschnitt in Wien. [Hamburg : Deutsches Hydrographisches Institut, 1959].
Authors: Kinauer, Rudolf -- Deutsche hydrographische Zeitschrift (1959) p. 79
Vert 3035, no. 3 (PrCt)

13281  Boeckel, Peter, d. 1599<<>>>Cartography - Dithmarschen (Germany) - History - 1500-1599
Authors: Jacoby, Gustav, 1875-1965 -- Deutsche hydrographische Zeitschrift (1958) p 166-177 : ill., 3 maps ; 25 cm.
Vert 3035, no. 1 (PrCt)

In: Mapline 110-111 (Summer 2010), p. [1]-4.
Map Ref folio GA101.M3, no. 110-111 (Summer 2010) (PrCt)

13283  Boemus, Joannes, ca. 1485-1535. Omnium gentivm mores leges et ritvs (1520)
The Library of a Renaissance ethnographer : Johannes Boemus's 'Omnium gentium mores, leges et ritus' (1520) in context / Diego Perillo. [Chicago, 2010].
Authors: Perillo, Diego 22 leaves ; 28 cm.
Typescript of paper given at Newberry Library colloquium, 21 July 2010.
Vert 605, no. 2 (PrCt)

13284  Bogaz Köprüsü (Istanbul, Turkey) - 1973<<<<Bosphorus Bridge (Turkey) SEE Bogaz Köprüsü (Istanbul, Turkey)<<<<Bosphorus Bridge (Istanbul, Turkey) SEE Bogaz Köprüsü (Istanbul, Turkey)

13285  Bogaz Köprüsü (Istanbul, Turkey) - Description and travel - 1973
Authors: Arndt, Robert 11 p. : col. ill., photos ; 28 cm.

13286  Bogota (Colombia) - Description and travel - 1997
Authors: Deindorfer, Robert G. 1 p. : ill. ; map.

13287  Bohemia (Czech Republic) - Maps - 1552<<<<Behem (Czech Republic) SEE Bohemia (Czech Republic)<<<<Woodcuts Bem. [Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552].
Authors: Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552. Cosmographiae universalis ... (1552) -- Petr, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : woodcut ; 10 x 14 cm., on sheet 32 x 21 cm.
Title from oversize lettering at bottom center of map.
Added letterpress title above map: Bohemic regni intra & extra Hercynii ... . Oriented with north at right.
In: Münster, Sebastian. Cosmographiae universalis ... (Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552), p. 789.
References: Mickwitz and Miekkavaara, A.E. Nordenskiöld collection in the Helsinki University Library (1979-1995), v. 2, p. 82.
VAULT folio Ayer 7.M8 1552, p. 789 (PrCt)
13289  

Bohemia (Czech Republic) - Maps - 1560

Lectoribus : en Bohemiae nova, et exacta descriptio, omnibus eius ciuitatibus, castris, et vicis ... [Venice?] : Bolognini Zalteriij formis, [1560]?

Authors: Zaltieri, Bolognino, fl. 1555-1576 -- Bagrow, Leo -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : 449 x 614 mm. (neat line), on composite sheet 467 x 653 mm.,

In cartouche at lower right (7 lines total): A’ lettori. Eccou la Boemia di nuovo minutame[n]te descritta ... .

Printed from 2 plates.

Ex Bagrow.

Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

References: Tooley 138.

b43

Novacco 4F 149 (PrCt)

13290  

Bohemia (Czech Republic) - Maps - 1570


1 map : 33 x 50 cm.

In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatrum orbis terrarvm (Antwerp : A.C. Diesth, 1570), [plate 25].

Derived from earlier work by Johann Criginger; see Karrow.

Engraved by Franz Hogenberg; see Karrow, p. 5.

Printed no. 25 and Latin letterpress text on verso beginning: Bohemia. Bohemia, Germaniae portio est, Aquilonis fiatibus tota fermê exposita ...

Duplicate copy: VAULT oversize Ayer 135_O7 1570


VAULT oversize Ayer 135_O7 1588, [plate 53] (PrCt)

13291  

Bohemia (Czech Republic) - Maps - 1588

Regni Bohemiae descriptio. [Antwerp : Christophe Plantin, 1588].


1 map : hand col. ; 33 x 50 cm.

In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatro de la tierra universal (Antwerp : Christophe Plantin, 1588), [plate 53].

Derived from earlier work by Johann Criginger; see Karrow.

Printed no. 53 and Spanish letterpress text on verso beginning: Bohemia. En la historia Bohemia de loan Dubrauio ...


VAULT oversize Ayer 135_O7 1588, [plate 53] (PrCt)

13292  

Bohemia (Czech Republic) - Maps - 1593

Chorographia insignis regni Bohemiae / avthore Ioanne Griguigero ; Ioannes à Deutecum[m]i, Lucas à Deutecum[m], fecerunt. [Antwerp : s.n., 1593?].

Authors: Criginger, Johann, 1521-1571 -- Doetecam, Jan van -- Doetechum, Lucas van, 16th cent. -- Jode, Gerard de, 1509-1591 -- Wierix, Antonie, -1604 -- Jode, Gerard de, 1509-1591. Speculum orbis terrarvm (1593) -- Griguigero, Ioanne, 1521-1571 SEE Criginger, Johannes, 1521-1571

1 map : hand col. ; 38 x 49 cm.

Title in upper margin.

Latin letterpress text on verso (fol. 11, sig. Mm): Bohemiae regnvm ...

Engraving attributed to Antonie Wierix.

In: Jode, Gerard de. Speculum orbis terrarvm (Antwerp : A. Coninx, 1593), map [43].

VAULT oversize Ayer 135_J9 1593, map [43]
13293 Bohemia (Czech Republic) - Maps - 1606
Regni Bohemiae descriptio. [London : John Norton, 1606].
Authors: Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598 -- Criginger, Johann, 1521-1571 -- Norton, John, -1612 -- Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598. Theatrum orbis terrarum ... (1606) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 33 x 50 cm.
In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatrum orbis terrarum ... (London : J. Norton, 1606), [plate 60]. Derived from earlier work by Johann Criginger; see Karrow, p.7.
Printed no. 60 and English letterpress text on verso beginning: Bohemia. Joannes Dubrauius in his Bohemian story ... .
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1606, [plate 60] (PrCt)

13296 Bohemia (Czech Republic) - Maps - 1650
Moravia (Czech Republic) - Maps - 1650
Silesia - Maps - 1650
Bohemia (Czech Republic) - Description and travel - 1650
Moravia (Czech Republic) - Description and travel - 1650
Silesia - Description and travel - 1650
Authors: Zeiller, Martin, 1589-1661 -- Merian, Matthaeus, 1593-1650
192, [16] p., [37] folded leaves of plates : ill., maps, plans ; 32 cm. (fol. in 4s)
Text by Zeiller; editing and illustration by Merian. Signatures: A-2C^(4).
Engraved t.p. and plates; head- and tail-pieces, initials. Text in Gothic type.
Case folio G 58 .99 (NLO)

13297 Bohemia (Czech Republic) - Maps - 1654
Konigreich Boheim royaume de Boheme divise en ses quinze cercles ... [Paris] : chez l'auteur, 1654 [i.e. 1659?].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Mariette, Pierre, 1603-1657 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (1658 [i.e. 1659?])
1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 46 cm.
In: Sanson, Nicolas. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (Paris : Pierre Mariette, 1658 [i.e. 1659?]) v. 1, pl. [65]
VAULT Case oversize G1015 .S35 1658 v. 1, pl. [65] (PrCt)

13298 Bohemia (Czech Republic) - Maps - 1680
Regnnum Bohemia, eisque annaece provinciae, ut ducatus Silesia, marchionatus Moravia, et Lusatia: quae sunt terrae haereditariae imperatoris. Amsterdam, [ca. 1680].
1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 56 cm.
Regni perlustratione et geometrica dimensione regionum partibus contdivisé en ses quinze cercles, ou provinces &c.

Bohemia (Czech Republic) - Maps - 1683
Bohemia. London, [ca. 1683].
Authors: Pitt, Moses, fl. 1654-1696 -- Janssonius van Waesberge, Johannes, fl. 1642-1681 -- Swart, Steven, 1641-1683 -- Johan Gabriel Sack
Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:17
1 map : hand col. ; 39 x 46 cm. 2260
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:17 (PrCt)

Bohemia (Czech Republic) - Maps - 1698<>Lusatia (Germany) - Maps - 1698<>Silesia - Maps - 1698
Regnum Bohemiae. Amsterdam, [ca. 1698].
Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Johan Gabriel Sack
Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:20
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 57 cm. 2263
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:20 (PrCt)

Bohemia (Czech Republic) - Maps - 1703
Authors: Nolin, Jean Baptiste, 1648-1708 -- Johan Gabriel Sack
Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:19
1 map : hand col. ; 42 x 54 cm. 2262
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:19 (PrCt)

Bohemia (Czech Republic) - Maps - 1720<>>Prague (Czech Republic) - Pictorial works - 1720<>>Wall maps
Authors: Müller, J. C. (Johann Christoph), 1673-1721 -- Kauffer, Michael, 1673-1756 -- Herz, Johann Daniel, 1693-1754 -- Reinner, Václav Vavrinec, 1689-1743 -- Reinner, Wenzel Lorenz, 1689-17433 SEE Reiner, Václav Vavrinec, 1689-1743 -- Reinner, Wenceslaus, 1689-1743 SEE Reiner, Václav Vavrinec, 1689-1743 -- Reinner, Wenceslaus, 1689-1743 SEE Reiner, Václav Vavrinec, 1689-1743 1 map (photocopy) ; 149 x 168 cm., on 25 sheets each 31 x 37 cm. 20th-century photocopy (reduced?) of original published in Prague, 1720.
Scale of original [ca. 1:137,000]
Coordinates: (E14°56'E 40°11'N 51°15'N 48°25').
Relief shown pictorially.
Includes untitled view of Prague at upper left (11 x 40 cm.)
Maps
Mappæ geographica regni Bohemiae et Silesiae & Conspectus generalis regni Bohemiae à J.Chr. Müller à MDCXXX (Prague : Geografický ústav Karlovy University, 1934) [Vert 1984]
map2F G6513.B6 1720 .M8 19-- (PrCt)

Bohemia (Czech Republic) - Maps - 1725<>>Lusatia (Germany) - Maps - 1725<>>Silesia - Maps - 1725
Regnum Bohemiae. Amsterdam, [ca. 1725].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Cóvens et Mortier -- Johan Gabriel Sack
Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:21
1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 56 cm. 2264 rev.
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:21 (PrCt)

Bohemia (Czech Republic) - Maps - 1729<>>Czech Republic - Maps - 1729
Konigreich Boheim = Royaume de Boheme : divise en ses quinze cercles, ou provinces &c.
Bohemia (Czech Republic) - Maps - 1734

*Bohemia regnum in XII circulos divisum ... ex Mülleri Wilandii ... subsidys delineatum per Homannianos Heredibus, 1776?*, [plate 5]

Authors: Müller, J. C. (Johann Christoph), 1673-1721, Mayer, Tobias, 1723-1762.

In: Homann Erben (Firm), Major atlas scholasticus ex triginta sex generalibus et specialibus mappis Homannianis ... (Nuremberg: Homannianis Heredibus, 1776?), [plate 5].

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .H66 1776, [plate 5] (PrCt)

Bohemia (Czech Republic) - Maps - 1757

*Le Royaume de Boheme, le Duché de Silesie ... dressés d'apres les cartes de Muller, par le Sr. Robert ...* [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy], 1751.

Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Müller, J. C. (Johann Christoph), 1673-1721 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1758?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 55 cm.


"Bohême" -- oversize letterpress title stamped on verso.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1757, [plate 71] (PrCt)

Bohemia (Czech Republic) - Maps - 1798

*Bohemia ...* [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Müller, J. C. (Johann Christoph), 1673-1721 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1758?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 55 cm.


"Bohême" -- oversize letterpress title stamped on verso.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1757, [plate 71] (PrCt)

Bohemia (Czech Republic) - Maps - 1798

*Bohemia ...* [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Müller, J. C. (Johann Christoph), 1673-1721 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1758?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 55 cm.


"Bohême" -- oversize letterpress title stamped on verso.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1757, [plate 71] (PrCt)

Bohemia (Czech Republic) - Maps - 1798

*Bohemia ...* [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Müller, J. C. (Johann Christoph), 1673-1721 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1758?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 55 cm.


"Bohême" -- oversize letterpress title stamped on verso.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1757, [plate 71] (PrCt)

Bohemia (Czech Republic) - Maps - 1779


Authors: Müller, C. F. (Christian Frederik), 1744-1814 -- Lattré, Jean -- Lattré, Jean. Atlas
Bohemia (Czech Republic) - Maps - 1796


Authors: Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824 -- Calcografia camerale (Rome, Italy) -- Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824. Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (1792-1801) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 43 cm.


oversize Ayer 135 .C33 1792 v. 2 pl. 36 (PrCt)

Bohemia (Czech Republic) - Maps - 1797


Authors: Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824 -- Calcografia camerale (Rome, Italy) -- Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824. Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (1792-1801) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 43 cm.


oversize Ayer 135 .C33 1792 v. 2 pl. 37 (PrCt)

Bohemia (Czech Republic) - Maps - 1811


1 map : hand col. ; 44 x 50 cm. Map dated 1811 (i.e. 1812?).-- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

In: Cary, John, approximately 1754-1835. Cary's New universal atlas ... (1811 [i.e. 1812?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 44 x 50 cm. In: Cary, John. Cary's New universal atlas, containing distinct maps of all the principal states and kingdoms throughout the world (London: Printed for J. Cary, 1811 [i.e. 1812?]) pl. [22. Printed paste-on no. 25

oversize Ayer 135 .C3 1811 pl. 22 (PrCt)

Bohemia (Czech Republic) - Maps - Collections<<>>Moravia (Czech Republic) - Maps - Collections<<>>Silesia - Maps - Collections<<>>Czech Republic - Maps - Collections<<>>Slovakia - Maps - Collections<<>>Moravia (Czech Republic) - Maps - Collections<<>>Cartography - Czechoslovakia - History<<>>Czechoslovakia - Maps - Bibliography


Authors: Kuchar, Karel, 1906- -- Safarik, Zdenek -- Ustvrední Správa Geodézie a Kartografie 74 p. : ill., maps (part fold., part col.) ; 37 cm. Bibliographical references included in "Foot-notes" (p. 66-68)

folio GA841 .K782 (NLO)


Authors: Bohemian Club (San Francisco, Calif.) -- Winterbotham, John R., 1919-1995 -- Newberry Library. John M. Wing Foundation 1 map : col. ; 56 x 45 cm, folded to 20 x 12 cm. Panel title on verso: Portion of the Grove showing principal roads, trails and club structures "Map corrected to June 1, 1935."

Includes keyed guide to roads and trails. List of camps and camp members on verso. Scale [ca. 1:2,600]. Relief shown by spot heights. Part of a group of ephemera laid or tipped in A gest of Robin Hood / by Charles G. Norris ; music by Robert C. Newell. San Francisco, Calif. : [Bohemian Club], 1954. Former owner: John R. Winterbotham of Chicago, a participant in the 1954 Midsummer Encampment at Bohemian Grove.
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.

Wing ZP 983 .G78969 (NLO)

13315 Bohemian National Cemetery (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1902
Cemeteries - Bohemian National Cemetery (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1902
Cesko Národní Hřbitov (Chicago, Ill.) - SEE Bohemian National Cemetery (Chicago, Ill.) - Cesko-Národní Hřbitov (Chicago, Ill.) - SEE Bohemian National Cemetery (Chicago, Ill.)

1 map : 42 x 72 cm.
"... Reprodukce provedená kreslicskou a ryteckou firmou Aug. Petryl-A., Athenaeum Bldg., Chicago." "Dalsich 60 akru bylo zakoupeno dne 13. září 1902 za $60,000.00 jez se rozkládaji severne od Komenskýho cesty."
Issued folded to 23 x 14 cm.
Map details cemetery sections, plot numbers, and building footprints; accompanying book includes personal name index of internments.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

13316 Bohuslän (Sweden) - Maps - 1740
Bohuslän (Sweden) SEE Bohuslän (Sweden) - BAHUS (Sweden) SEE Bohuslän (Sweden)

1 map : hand col. ; 39 x 42 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:875,000]. Relief shown pictorially.
Baskes oversize G1015 .A77 1798, [ptie 1], [plate 25] (NLO)

13317 Boileau de Buillon, Gilles

V. Gilles Boileau de Buillon. [Vatican City : Biblioteca apostolica vaticana, 1948].
Duplicate copy (reduced photocopies): Vert 3037, no. 7.
oversize Ayer 135.5 A44 1948, p. 8-11 (PrCt)

13318 Boileau de Buillon, Gilles

Gilles Boileau de Buillon. [Bruxelles : H. Thiry-Van Buggenhoudt, 1866-].
Authors: Helbig, H. -- Académie royale des sciences, des lettres et des beaux-arts de Belgique. Biographie nationale (1866-) columns 617-619 ; 25 cm.
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3037, no. 6.
Ref CT1163 .A2 v. 2, columns 617-619 (PrCt)

13319 Boileau de Buillon, Gilles

Gilles Boileau de Buillon, se vie et ses ouvrages. [Bruxelles, 1845-1879].
Authors: Helbig, H. -- Bibliophile belge (1859) p. 190-203
In: Bibliophile belge 15 (1859): 190-203.
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3037, no. 4.
Z 007 .12 v. 15, p. 190-203 (PrCt)

13320 Boileau de Buillon, Gilles

Boileau (Gilles de Buillon). [Paris : Firmin Didot, 1853-1866].
Authors: Nouvelle biographie générale (1853-1866) column 406 : 26 cm.
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3037, no. 8.
13321 Boileau de Buillon, Gilles. Descrittione del Dvcati di Savoia (1562) < Cartography - Savoy (France and Italy) - History
Un Curieux plagiat cartographique au XVle siecle / par H. Ferrand. [Paris : Ernest Leroux, 1913].
Authors: Ferrand, Henri, 1853-1926 -- Bulletin de la section de géographie (1913)
p. 314-317 : 4 maps ; 24 cm.
Vert 3037, no. 3 (PrCt)

13322 Boileau de Buillon, Gilles. [Galliam Belgicam] (1557)
Une Carte tres rare la Gallia Belgica, de Gilles Boileau de Buillon. [Bruxelles : Centre national d'histoire des sciences, 1974].
Authors: Smet, Antoine de -- Smet, Antoine de. Album Antoine de Smet (1974)
p. 117-122 ; 28 cm.
5A 8381, p. 117-122 (PrCt)

13323 Boileau de Buillon, Gilles. Nova et exactissim[a] Sabavdie Dvcat. (1556)
La Carte primitive de Boileau de Buillon (1556) et les modifications que lui fit subir Ortelius. Commentaire sur l'oeuvre cartographique de celui-ci. [Chambéry : Librarie Dardel, 1950, c1949].
Authors: Lavis-Trafford, M. -A de (Marc-Antoine de), b. 1880 -- Lavis-Trafford, M. -A de (Marc-Antoine de), b. 1880. L'Évolution de la cartographie de la région du Mont-Cenis et de ses abords aux XVe et XVIe siècles (1950) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
p. 59-67 : map ; 28 cm.
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3037, no. 5.
Baskes folio GA787 .L38 1950, p. 59-67 (PrCt)

13324 Boileau de Buillon, Gilles. Nova et exactissim[a] Sabavdie Dvcat. (1556) < Cartography - Savoy (France and Italy) - History
Les Cartes de Savoie au XVle siècle : la carte de Boileau de Buillon (1556) / par Henri Mettrier. [Paris : Ernest Leroux, 1917].
Authors: Mettrier, Henri -- Bulletin de la section de géographie (1917)
p. 16-129 ; 25 cm.
Photocopies from: Bulletin de la section de géographie 32 (1917): 16-129.
Vert 3037, no. 1 (PrCt)

13325 Boileau de Buillon, Gilles. Nova et exactissim[a] Sabavdie Dvcat. (1556) < Cartography - Savoy (France and Italy) - History
La Carte de Boileau de Buillon (1556) et les cartes de Savoie au XVle siècle d'après H. Mettrier / par Henry Zivy. [Grenoble : Imprimerie Allier frères, 1919].
Authors: Zivy, Henry, b. 1875 -- Mettrier, Henri -- Recueil des travaux de l'Institut de géographie alpine (1919)
p. 407-418 ; 25 cm.
Photocopies from: Recueil des travaux de l'Institut de géographie alpine 7 (1919): 407-418.
Vert 3037, no. 2 (PrCt)

13326 Boise (Idaho) - 2006 - Road maps < Snake River Valley (Idaho) - 2006 - Road maps
1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
"1st edition" -- front cover.
"$19.95" -- back cover
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder. Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN StrFdr 2006 .B64 (PrCt)

13327 Boise River Valley (Idaho) - Maps - 1865 < Idaho City (Idaho) - Pictorial works - 1865
Map of Boise basin and part of Ada, Alturas and Owyhee counties, I.T. [T.197-].
Authors: Britton & Co. -- Berliner, Harold. 1 map ; 39 x 44 cm.
Facsimile of original published San Francisco: Britton & Co., 1865.
map2F G4272 .B6 1865 B7 197- (PrCt)

13328 Bolingbrook (Ill.) - Restaurants - 1970 < White Fence Farm (Restaurant : Bolingbrook, Ill.)
White Fence Farm Restaurant ; "The world's greatest chicken". Bolingbrook, Ill. White Fence Restaurant, [ca.1970s?]
Authors: White Fence Restaurant 1 p. : col. ill, map ; 28 x 22 cm

13329 Bolivia - Maps - 1743 - Missions - Jesuits < Missions - Bolivia - Maps - 1743 - Jesuits < Beni River Valley (Bolivia) - Maps - 1743 < Mamoré River Valley (Bolivia and Brazil) - Maps - 1743

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Mission of the Moxos, or Moxes : settled by the Jesuits in Peru / E. Bowen sculp. [London : s.n., 1743].
Authors: Bowen, Emanuel, -1767 -- Jesuits -- Travels of the Jesuits, into various parts of the world ; compiled from their letters ... (1743) -- Le Gobien, Charles, 1653-1708 -- Lockman, John, 1698-1771 -- Noon, John, 1679 or 80-1763 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 17 x 12 cm., folded to 20 x 12 cm. 'Vol. II. pag. 437' engraved at upper right.
Duplicate copy: G 12 .455
13330 Bolivia - Maps - 1762 - Missions - Jesuits<<<Missions - Bolivia - Maps - 1762 - Jesuits<<<Beni River Valley (Bolivia) - Maps - 1762<<<Mamoré River Valley (Bolivia and Brazil) - Maps - 1762
Mission of the Moxos, or Moxes : settled by the Jesuits in Peru / E. Bowen sculp. [London : s.n., 1742].
Authors: Bowen, Emanuel, -1767 -- Jesuits -- Travels of the Jesuits, into various parts of the world : particularly China and the East-Indies ... (1762) -- Le Gobien, Charles, 1653-1708 -- Lockman, John, 1698-1771 -- Piety, T. -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 18 x 12 cm., folded to 19 x 11 cm. 'Vol. II. pag. 437' engraved at upper right.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Graff 2519 v. 2, bet. p. 436-437 (PrCt)
13331 Bolivia - Maps - 1844
Authors: Dessalines d'Orbigny, Alcide -- Bouffard, L. -- Imprimerie Lemercier et cie -- Dessalines d'Orbigny, Alcide. Fragment d'un voyage au centre de l'Amérique Méridionale ... (1845) -- Libraire de la Société Géologique de France
1 map ; 36 x 46 cm.
Inset: Carte des communications fluviales de la Bolivie a la mer.
13332 Bolivia - Maps - 1905
Mapa general de Bolivia. Por Luis García Mesa ... contiene los conocimientos y modificaciones geográficas del día ... / comités del ... / by the director general of the Ministerio de relaciones exteriores, estudiados con ... Elidoro Villazón ... La Paz, Bolivia : El Porvenir, 1905.
Authors: Mesa, Luis García -- Villazón, Elidoro, pres. Bolivia, 1849- -- El Porvenir (La Paz, Bolivia)
1 map ; 69 x 56 cm. fold. to 31 x 24 cm. Scale 1:320,000.
One of 11 folded plates bound without title page in composite atlas with spine title: Maps of Bolivia [Various places: various publishers, 1901-1906] folio G 10997 .55 (NLO)
Mapa etnográfico de la República de Bolivia ... / La Paz, Bolivia : Lit. del Ministerio de R.R.E.E., 1905.
Authors: Durán, José -- Bolivia. Ministerio de R.R.E.E.
1 map ; 60 x 46 cm. fold. to 31 x 24 cm. Scale 1:400,000.
One of 11 folded plates bound without title page in composite atlas with spine title: Maps of Bolivia [Various places: various publishers, 1901-1906] folio G 10997 .55 (NLO)
13334 Bolivia - Maps - 1905 - Telegraph lines<<<Telegraph lines - Bolivia - Maps - 1905
Plano de las líneas telegráficas de la República de Bolivia en conexión con las de los países limitrofes, organizada por el director general de telégrafos Carlos Torrico con autorización del Ministerio del ramo. 1905. La Paz, Bolivia : Lit. del Ministerio de Relaciones Exteriores, 1905.
Authors: Torrico, Carlos, fl. 1905 -- Bolivia. Dirección General de Telégrafos -- Bolivia. Ministerio de Relaciones Exteriores -- Quintana, Felipe de la
1 map ; 59 x 43 cm. fold. to 31 x 24 cm. 'Felipe de la Quintana dib. lit.'
Scale 1:32,000,000.
One of 11 folded plates bound without title page in composite atlas with spine title: Maps of Bolivia [Various places: various publishers, 1901-1906] folio G 10997 .55 (NLO)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

13338 Bolivia - Maps - 1906 - Railroads

Mapa general de la República de Bolivia con el plan ferroviario nacional, formado por el Minist. de Gob. y Fomto. [La Paz, Bolivia? Ministerio de Gobierno?], 1906.

Authors: Bolivia. Ministerio de Gobierno

1 map ; 48 x 40 cm. fold. to 31 x 24 cm.

Scale: 1:5,000,000.

One of 11 folded plates bound without title page in composite atlas with spine title: Maps of Bolivia [Various places: various publishers, 1901-1906]

folio G 10997 .55 (NLO)

13339 Bollaert, William, 1807-1876 - Arrowsmith, John, 1790-1873. Map of Texas (1841)

Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division - G4030 1841 .A7 Vault


Authors: O'Neill, Patrick L., 1962

p. 34-44 : ill., maps (most col.) ; 28 cm.

In The Portolan 72 (Fall 2008): 34-44.

folio GA101 .P67, no. 72, p. 34-44 (PrCt)

13340 Bologna (Italy) - Maps - 1600

Bologna / Matteo Florimi forma in Siena. Siena : Matteo Florimi, [ca. 1600].

Authors: Florimi, Matteo -- Sotheby's (Firm) -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 344 x 495 mm. (neat line), 397 x 498 mm. (plate mark)


Oriented with north at bottom.

Relief shown pictorially.

In manuscript on verso: J [?]15 Bologna.

Binding stub on verso.

A. Fauser, Repertorium älter topographie (1978), v. 1, p. 88, no. 1594.

Bella and Bella, Cartografia rara ... dalla collezione Franco Novacco (1986) p. 30, no. 22.

Acquired 14 Dec. 2000 in Sotheby's sale no. L00720 (London, Bond Street); see The Travel sale: books, maps, atlases ... and topographical pictures (London: Sotheby’s, 2000) lot no. 250; see Map Info File for Novacco 2F 29.5.

Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

f6b

00122001NL

Novacco 4F 215.5 (PrCt)

13341 Bologna (Italy) - Maps - 1791-1795 - Ferrara (Italy) - Maps - 1791-1792 - Ravenna (Italy) - 1791-1792 - Forlì (Italy) - Maps - 1791


Authors: Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824 -- Calcografia camerale (Rome, Italy) -- Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824.

Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (1792-1801) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; hand col. ; 30 x 43 cm.


Map dated 1791.

oversize Ayer 135 .C33 1792 v. 1 pl. 30 (PrCt)

13342 Bologna (Italy) - Pictorial works -

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Woodcuts

[View of Bologna, Italy]. [Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552].
Authors: Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552. Cosmographiae universalis ... (1552) -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : woodcut ; 6 x 8 cm., on sheet 32 x 21 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Added letterpress title above woodcut: Bononia
Possibly an inaccurate view, since some of the woodcuts in this volume were used for more than one town.
VAULT folio Ayer 7 .M8 1552, p. 187 (PrCt)

Bologna (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1582
Vero ritratto della citta de Bologna co tutti gli nomi delle cose principali di essa como al presente / si ritroua per Claudio Duchetto nepote di Ant. Lafreri 1582. [Rome?], 1582.
Authors: Duchetti, Claudio, fl. 1554-1585 -- Lfraéry, Antoine, 1512-1577 -- Hoepli, Ulrico, 1847-1935 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : hand col. ; 334 x 466 mm. (neat line), on sheet 388 x 477 mm.
Added title in uppercase and oversized lettering at upper right: Bononia.
Keyed to references A-H, L-N and 1-168 in bottom margin.
Mounted on backing sheet.
A. Fauser, Repertorium älter topographie (1978), v. 1, p. 88, no. 1595.
Cf. Bella and Bella, Cartografia rara ... dalla collezione Franco Novacco (1986) p. 29, no. 21.
Cf. Tooley 139.
Ex Lange.
f6
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Novacco 4F 214 (PrCt)

Bologna (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1582
Vero ritratto della citta de Bologna co tutti gli nomi delle cose principali di essa como al presente / si ritroua per Claudio Duchetto nepote di Ant. Lafreri 1582. [Rome?], 1582.
Authors: Duchetti, Claudio, fl. 1554-1585 -- Lfraéry, Antoine, 1512-1577 -- Hoepli, Ulrico, 1847-1935 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : hand col. ; 334 x 466 mm. (neat line), on sheet 388 x 477 mm.
Added title in uppercase and oversized lettering at upper right: Bononia.
For 1582 edition issued by Claude Duchet, see Novacco 4F 215.
Cf. Bella and Bella, Cartografia rara ... dalla collezione Franco Novacco (1986) p. 29, no. 21.
Cf. Tooley 139.
Ex Lange.
f6
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Novacco 4F 214 (PrCt)

Bologna (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1620
Bononia alma stvdior mater. [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Duchetti, Claudio, fl. 1554-1585 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : hand col. ; 33 x 50 cm.
Derived from a 1582 print by Claudio Duchetti; see R.A. Skelton's Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum; cf. Tooley no. 139.
Added title at top in uppercase lettering: Bononia.
Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Bononia.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 4, pl. 49 (PrCt)

Bologna (Italy : Province) - Maps - 1718
Le Comte et legaton Boulogne. Paris, [ca. 1718].
Authors: Nolin, Jean Baptiste, 1648-1681 -- Vizani, Pompelo, 1540-1607 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:209
1 map : hand col. ; 39 x 28 cm.
Includes 'Description du comte de Boulogne.'
Phillips 3448 v. 5 no. 90.
2129
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6713.E5:3B6 1718 N6 (PrCt)

Bologna (Italy : Province) - Maps - 1725
Territioire de Bologne. Amsterdam, [ca. 1725].
Authors: Cóvens et Mortier -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:208
1 map : hand col. ; 43 x 53 cm.
Phillips 3448 v. 5 no. 90.
2129
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Bolougne-sur-Mer (France) - History - Siege, 1544 - Pictorial works

Bologna in Francia. [S.l. s.n., ca. 1545].
Authors: Hoepli, Ulrico, 1847-1935 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view ; 292 x 440 mm. (neat line), 297 x 445 mm. (plate mark)
Includes 4 lines of notes at bottom right, beginning: Queste e il vero ritratto di Bologna in Francia occupato dal re d'Inghilterra ....
Tooley 140.
Ex Hoepli.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
c6
Novacco 2F 27 (PrCt)

Bolzano Region (Italy) - Maps - 1710
Botzen mit der gegen und auf 2 Stunden. Augsburg : Gabriel Bodenehr, 1710.
Authors: Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. -- Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. Atlas curieux -- oder, Neuer und compendieusen atlas 1710 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 14 x 21 cm.
In: Bodenehr, Gabriel. Atlas curieux; oder, Neuer und compendieusen atlas ... ([Augsburg : Gabriel Bodenehr, 1710(?)]) pl. [60]. Engraved plate no. '63.'
Ayer 135 .B6 pl. 60 (PrCt)

Bombay (India) - Maps - 1670 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts<<>>Nautical charts - Bombay (India) - Maps - 1670 - Manuscripts<<>>Manuscript maps
<<>>Nautical charts
îles et rades de Bombay. [ca. 1670].
Authors: Cartes Marines Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 30, sheet 22
1 ms. map : hand col. ; 442 x 624 mm.
Map and nautical chart of the town and bay of Bombay. Identifies British and Portuguese areas; forts and other prominent buildings shown pictorially. Includes references A-E.
Scale [ca. 1:77,600], "Echelle de 8 milles angloises" [= 166 mm.]
Oriented with north at left.
Depths shown with soundings.
Pen-and-ink and watercolor (green, red, yellow, brown); mounted on cloth.
Sheet 22 of 117 in the Cartes Marines Manuscript Map, detailing French colonial interests worldwide, ca. 1640-ca. 1726.
Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Bombay (India) - Maps - 1840 - Pictorial works
Bombay. [Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, 1840].
Authors: Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846 -- Lea & Blanchard -- Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (1840)
1 view ; 3 x 6 cm.
Wax engraving.
G 11 .607 v. 2, p. 372 (PrCt)

Bombay (India) : State) - Maps - 1881-1886<=>Bombay (India) - Maps - 1881-1886
Handbook of the Bombay Presidency : with an account of Bombay city. London : John Murray, 1881 [i.e. 1886 or later?].
Authors: John Murray (Firm) -- Eastwick, Edward Backhouse, 1814-1883 -- Murray's handbooks for travellers -- Hodson & Co. -- John Bowles and Son. Map of the island of Bombay -- J. & C. Walker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
iiii, 405 [i.e. 409], 50 p., [3] folded leaves of plates : 3 maps ; 18 cm.
2nd ed. / most carefully rev. on the spot, and for the most part rewritten.
Dedication signed: Edward B. Eastwick.
Includes index.
Publisher's advertisements on endpapers.
Series: [Murray's handbooks for travellers] -- Murray's handbooks for travellers.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes copy lacks folded map in pocket and 1 leaf of plates, but includes "Handbook advertiser, 1886-87": 50 p. at end; and Map of the island of Bombay, by Bowles & Sons (laid in).
Duplicate copy (with folded pocket map (?) and appendix"Murray's handbook advertiser, 1888-89" (50 p.): G 6912. 6
Full text of another copy (but not the maps) available online via Google Books (accessed January 2013):
http://books.google.com/books?id=h84BAAAAM AAJ
References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray's handbooks for travellers, 221
LC Card Number: 11014219
Baskes G153 .M97 no. 221 (1881) (NLO)

13355 Bombay Region (India) - Maps - 1703 - Nautical charts - Bombay Region (India) - Maps - 1703 - Nautical charts

A New mapp of the Island of Bombay and Sallset. London [i.e. Amsterdam: Threutrum Orbis Terrarum Ltd., 1970].
Authors: Thornton, John, 1641-1708 -- Clarke, James, fl. ca. 1664-1693 -- English Pilot. Part 3 (1703) -- Threutrum Orbis Terrarum, Ltd. -- East India Company
1 map ; 44 x 54 cm.
Oriented with north at left.
Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger):
English Pilot. Part 3 (1703)
Map Ref oversize G1025 .T37 ser. 5, v. 3, following p. 36 (PrCt)

13354 Bombay Region (India) - Maps - 1748 - Nautical charts - Bombay Region (India) - Maps - 1748 - Nautical charts

A New mapp of the island of Bombay and Sallset. London : [W. and J. Mount and T. Page, 1748].
1 map ; 44 x 53 cm.
Oriented with north at left.
Dedication at upper left to the governor of the East India Company.
In: The English pilot. The third book, Describing the sea-coasts ... shewing ... the East-Indies, and all over the Oriental Ocean ... (London : W. and J. Mount and T. Page, 1748) opposite p. 29.
Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger):
English Pilot. Part 3 (1748)
oversize Ayer 135 .E55 1748 opp. p. 29 (PrCt)

13358 Bonavista Region (N.L.) - Maps - 1732 - Nautical charts - Bonavista Region (N.L.) - Maps - 1732 - Newfoundland and Labrador - 1732 - Coasts - Nautical charts - Newfoundland and Labrador - 1732 - Coasts - Nautical charts

Authors: Page, Thomas, d. 1733 -- Mount, William, d. 1769 -- T. Page and W. Mount (Firm), fl. ca.1729-1733 -- English Pilot. Part 4 (1732) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 33 x 27 cm.
In: The English pilot : the fourth book : describing the West-India navigation, from Hudson's-Bay to...
the river Amazones ... (London: Printed for Thomas Page and William Mount, at the Postern on Tower-Hill, 1762), [plate 12].


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes oversize G1106.P5 E5 1732, [plate 12] (PrCt)**

### 13359

**Bonavista Region (N.L.) - Maps - 1760 - Nautical charts**

**Bonavista Region (N.L.) - Maps - 1760**

Newfoundland and Labrador -1760 -

Coasts - Nautical charts -

Newfoundland and Labrador -1760 -

Coasts

*Port Bonavista.* [London : W. and J. Mount, T. Page and Son, 1760].

Authors: W. and J. Mount, T. Page and Son (Firm), fl. 1755-1762 -- English Pilot. Part 4 (1760) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 32 x 27 cm.


Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger):

English Pilot. Part 4 (1760)

**Ayer oversize G1106.P5 E5 1760 opp. p. 15 (PrCt)**

### 13360

**Bond County (Ill.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners - Counties - Maps**

**Bond County (Ill.) - Maps - 1800**

Landowners - Counties


Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960- -- Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)

216 p. : maps ; 28 cm.

1st ed.

'Deluxe edition.'

Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).

'3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.'

Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).

Includes indexes.

Series: Family maps

ISBN 1420302175 ; 9781420302172 ; 1420302183 ; 9781420302189

Local History Ref F547.B6 B69 2007 (NLO)

### 13361

**Bond County (Ill.) - Maps - 1927 - Landowners - Counties - Maps**


Authors: W.W. Hixson & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas ([11] leaves) : 11 maps (1 fold.) ; 28 cm.

Cover title.

Scale of township maps [ca. 1:52,000]

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Phillips 12087

LC Card Number: map52001136


### 13362

**Bond County (Ill.) - Maps - 1966 - Landowners - Counties - Maps**


Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Bond County Farm Bureau (Bond County, Ill.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas ([30] p.) : 16 maps ; 28 cm.

Sponsored by Bond County Farm Bureau.

Cover title.

Scale 1:50,688] 1 1/4 in. to 1 mile.

Includes index to owners.

Attached to inside back cover: 1967 Greenville zoning map.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Phillips 12089


### 13363

**Bond County (Ill.) - Maps - 1971 - Landowners - Counties - Maps**


Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Bond County Farm Bureau (Bond County, Ill.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (26 p.) : 16 maps ; 28 cm.

Sponsored by Bond County Farm Bureau.

Cover title.

Scale 1:50,688] 1 1/4 in. to 1 mile.

Includes index to owners.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Phillips 12089


### 13364

**Bongars, Jacques, 1554-1612 - Map collections - Exhibitions - Catalogs - Burgerbibliothek Bern - Map collections - Exhibitions - Catalogs - Cartography, Medieval -**
Bonifacio, Natale, 1538-1592 <>> Pagano, Matheo, fl. 1538-1562. Tvto el Cótado. di. -Zara et Sebenicho (ca. 1530)

Intorno all'opera cartografica di Natale Bonifaco.
[Rome, 1933].
Authors: Almagià, Roberto, 1884-1962 -- Archivio storico per la Dalmazia -- Arch. Stor. per la Dalmazia SEE Archivio storico per la Dalmazia Pp. 481-93 : maps
In Archivio storico per la Dalmazia 14 (Jan. 1933): 481-93.

Concerning the cartographic works of Natale Bonifacio and a map of Dalmatia by Matteo Pagano.

Not at Newberry Library (Dec. 2009) (PrCt)

13367 Bonifacio, Strait of - Maps - 1793 <>> Porto

Vecchio (Corsica, France) - Maps - 1793 - Harbors <>> Bonifacio (Corsica, France) - Maps - 1793 - Harbors <>> Bouches de Bonifacio SEE Bonifacio, Strait of - Strait of Bonifacio SEE Bonifacio, Strait of The Straits of Bonifacio, with the coast of Corsica, from Bonifacio to Porto Vecchio.

London : W. Faden, 1793.
Authors: Faden, William, 1749-1836 -- Foot, T. (Thomas) -- Faden, William, 1749-1836. Le Petit Neptune français -- or, French coasting pilot for the coast of Flanders Channel Bay of Biscay and Mediterranean 1793
1 map ; 22 x 16 cm.
In: Faden, William. Le Petit Neptune français; or, French coasting pilot, for the coast of Flanders, Channel, Bay of Biscay, and Mediterranean ... (London : W. Faden, 1793). 'Plate 37.'
Includes insets (10 x 16 cm. and 12 x 16 cm.): Coast and harbour of Bonifacio. -- Harbour of Porto Vecchio.

map 4C 123 pl. 37 (PrCt)

13368 Bonin Islands (Japan) - Maps - 1856 <>> United States Naval Expedition to Japan (1852-1854) - Maps - 1856

Authors: United States Naval Expedition to Japan (1852-1854) -- Perry, Matthew Calbraith, 1794-1858 -- Perry, Matthew Calbraith, 1794-1858. Narrative of the expedition of an American squadron to the China Seas and Japan (1856) -- Hawks, Francis L. (Francis Lister), 1798-1866 -- D. Appleton and Company -- Trübner & Co.
1 map ; 21 x 16 cm.
Scale ca. [1:620,000].

Case DS809 .P45 1856, opposite page 226 (PrCt)
l'auteur, 1694) map [3].
Duplicate copy: Case f U 26,293 pt. 1, map [3]
Case folio U 26. 2929 map [3] (PrCt)

13370 Bonn (Germany) - Maps - 1695 - Fortification
Bonne ou Bonn, ville située sur et de ça le Rhein ...
[Paris : De Fer, 1695].
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes -- avec leurs fortifications ...(1695-1696)
1 map ; 20 x 28 cm.
Added title: Bonne a 50 degrèz 43. min. de latitude ... .
In: Fer, Nicolas de. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes; avec leurs fortifications ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, 1695-1696) pt. 1, map [3].
Manuscript '(3)' at upper right.
Duplicate copy: Case folio U 26 .2929 map [3]

Case folio U 26. 293 pt. 1, map [3] (PrCt)

13371 Bonn (Germany) - Maps - 1713 - Fortification
Bonne ou Bonn, ville située sur et de ça le Rhein ...
[Paris : De Fer, 1713?].
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Loon, H. V. (Herman van) -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720.
Introduction à la fortification ... [1713?]
1 map ; 20 x 28 cm.
In: Fer, Nicolas de. Introduction à la fortification ...(Paris : Nicolas de Fer, [1713?]) map [94].
For later state of this map, with engraved plate number, see Case folio U 26 .292.
For earlier version of this map, engraved on different plate, see Case folio U 26 .293.
Case oversize U 26. 2919 map [94] (PrCt)

13372 Bonn (Germany) - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
maps Road maps
_Pharus-Plan Bonn mit Beuel / Urheber Dr. Cornelius Löwe._ Berlin : Lith., Druck, Verlag u. Eigentum Pharus-Verlag, [1930?].
Authors: Löwe, Cornelius -- Pharus-Verlag -- Shaw, Frances Wells, 1872-1937
1 map : col. ; 45 x 50 cm. folded in cover 22 x 13 cm.
Scale 1:15,000.
Advertisement for "Königshof, Grand Hotel Royal" below title, on front cover and inside front cover.
In right margin and on back cover, lists of "Empfehlenswerte Firmen."
In lower right corner: 493.
Street index and advertisements on verso.
Removed from the Francis Wells Shaw Papers [Newberry Library Midwest MS ShawF].
map3C G6299.B6P2 1930 .L6 (PrCt)

13373 Bonne, Rigobert, 1727-1794 Carte de la mer Méditerranée (1763) - Prospectuses
Map publishing - France - Prospectuses - 1763 - Map industry and trade - France - Prospectuses - 1763 - Booksellers and bookselling - France - Prospectuses - 1763
Analyse de la Carte de la mer Méditerranée / par M. Bonne ... ; dédiée & présentée ... par Lattré ... [Paris : Jean Lattré?, 1763].
Authors: Bonne, Rigobert, 1727-1794 -- Lattré, Jean
16 p . ; 27 cm.
Caption title.
Contemporary binding; no. 3 of 8 titles bound together.
Case GA7 .L47 1764 [no. 3 of 8] (NLO)

Authors: Horn, Werner, 1903-1978
Abstracts in English, French, Russian.
BHC 205
Vert 517 (PrCt)

13375 Bonneville Dam (Or. and Wash.) - 1977_ Bonneville Dam squeezes in a new powerhouse._
Authors: Engineering News Record
2 p . : photos, map

13376 Bonneville, Lake - Maps - 1890 - Lake Bonneville SEE Bonneville, Lake
Map of Lake Bonneville. 1890.
1 map : col. ; 71 x 46 cm.
Detached from U.S. Geological Survey.
Monograph no 1.
Scale 1:800,000.
mapF G4341.C57 1890 G5 (PrCt)

13377 Book of Jubilees - Criticism, interpretation, etc. _Jewish cosmology_ Cosmology, Jewish SEE Jewish cosmology
Authors: Uhden, Richard
Pp. 210-233
Not at Newberry Library (Dec. 2009) (PrCt)

13378 Book of Mormon - Geography - Bibliography
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
2 p. : 28 cm.
Typescript list of titles on the OLC database with library holdings, 1 July 1998; most of these include maps.
The Newberry Library probably does not hold any of these titles, but the catalogs have not been checked.
BHC 2664
Vert 2191 (PrCT)

13379 Bookseller's catalogs - Germany - Munich - Atlases - Catalogs - Maps - Catalogs
Alte geographische Atlanten, mit einem Anhang : topographische Werke. Munich : Rosenthal's Antiquariat, [1930?].
Authors: Ludwig Rosenthal's Antiquariat
50 p. : illus., maps (facsims., part fold.) ; 26 cm.
Series: Ludwig Rosenthal's Antiquariat. Catalog ; 177.
Vert 3025 (PrCT)

Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960- -- Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)
308 p. : maps ; 29 cm.
1st ed.
'Deluxe edition.'
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).
'3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.'
Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).
Includes indexes.
Series: Family maps
ISBN 1420304186 ; 9781420304183
Local History Ref F417.B6 B69 2007 (NLO)

13381 Boone County (Ill.) - Maps - 1877 - Counties - Maps
Map of Boone County Illinois. Chicago, 1877.
Authors: Kett (H.F.) & Co.
1 map : hand col. ; 24 x 13 cm.
Detached from Past and present of Boone County, Illinois (Chicago: H.F. Kett & Co., 1877) at front.

Boone County (Ill.) - Maps - 1886 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps
Illustrated atlas of Boone County, Illinois. Containing township maps ... showing area of lands and owner's names, railroads, wagon roads, streams, location of school houses, churches, cemeteries, etc., etc. Also maps of the City of Belvidere and the interior towns ... with maps of the hemispheres, world, United States, Illinois and Boone County. Chicago : Wm. C. Sauer, C.E., publisher, 1886.
Authors: Sauer, Wm. C.
1 atlas (3], 4-45, [12] p.) : plates, ports., maps ; 46 cm.
oversize F 89611 .787 (NLO)

13383 Boone County (Ill.) - Maps - 1935 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps
Authors: W.W. Hixson & Co. -- Boone County Farm Bureau (Ill.) -- Boone County Agricultural Conservation Association (Ill.) -- Danzer, Gerald A.
1 atlas ([20] p.) : maps (1 folded) ; 22 x 28 cm.
Cover title.
Date from pencilled note on cover.
"Sponsored by Boone County Farm Bureau and Boone County Agricultural Conservation Association."
Cadastral maps showing landowners.
Scale [ca. 1:51,000].
Folded index map (38 x 21 cm.) pasted on to p. [3].
Advertisements on cover and interspersed.
Gift, Gerald A. Danzer, 2010

13384 Boone County (Ill.) - Maps - 1946 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps
Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Boone County Farm Bureau (Ill.) -- Boone County Agricultural Conservation Association (Ill.) -- Boone County (Ill.). Board of Supervisors -- Danzer, Gerald A.
1 atlas (24 p.) : 10 maps ; 22 x 28 cm.
Cover title.
Scale [ca. 1:55,000].
"Sponsored by Boone County Farm Bureau, Boone County Agricultural Cons. Ass'n., Boone County Board of Supervisors."
Cadastral maps showing land ownership.
Boone County (Ill.) - Maps - 1952 - Landowners<>Counties - Maps<>Landowners - Maps
Rockford Map Publishers, c1952.
Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Boone County 4-H Federation (Ill.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (24 p.) : 10 maps ; 22 x 28 cm.
Cover title.
'Sponsored by the Boone County 4-H Federation.'
Scale [1:50,688], 1 1/4 in. to 1 mile.
Includes index.
Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Some maps covered by drawings in crayon.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Boone County (Ind.) - Maps - 1865 - Landowners<>Counties - Maps<>Landowners - Maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 6 parts; 4 are 16.5 x 26 in. each and 2 are 17.5 x 26 in. each. Scale 1:50,688.
Originally published Philadelphia: Cowles & Titus, 1865.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Microfiche 583, no. 137 (PrCI)

Boone County (Ind.) - Maps - 1878 - Landowners<>Counties - Maps<>Landowners - Maps
Combination atlas map of Boone Co., Indiana. Chicago : Kingman, 1878.
Authors: Kingman Brothers
1 atlas ; 35 cm.
oversize F 89511.18 (NLO)

Boone County (Ind.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners<>Counties - Maps<>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960--Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)
220 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
1st ed.
'Deluxe edition.'
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).
'3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.'
Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).
Includes indexes.
Series: Family maps
ISBN 142030657X ; 9781420306576
Local History Ref F532.B6 B69 2007 (NLO)

Boone County (Ind.) - Maps - 1978 - Landowners<>Counties - Maps<>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Town & Country Publishing Co. -- Federal Land Bank Assn. (Greencastle, Ind.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (64 p.) : 36 maps ; 28 cm.
1978 ed.
Cover title.
'A T&C publication.'
'Compliments of Federal Land Bank Assn., Greencastle, Indiana.'
Includes advertisements, business directory and indexes.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
13391 **Boone County (Ind.) - Maps - 1987 - Landowners<>Landowners - Counties - Maps\>Landowners - Maps**


Authors: Town & Country Publishing Co. -- Mid-State Bank of Hendricks Counties (Ind.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (96 p.) : maps ; 28 cm.

Cover title.

'Compliments of Mid-State Bank of Hendricks County.'

Includes business directory and indexes of owners.

'A T&C publication.'

'Early Boone County'--P. 13.

Includes advertisements on covers and interspersed.

Scale not given.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.


---

13395 **Boone County (Mo.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners<>Landowners - Maps**


Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960--B.F. Bourquin, F. (Frederick), b. 1808 -- Chicago Historical Society -- Bourquin, F., b. 1808--Midate Bank of Hendricks County, LaPorte, Indiana

1 atlas (97 p. : ill., maps) ; 35 cm.


Includes index of names.

References: Cf. Phillips 1747

**folio G1333.B5 G7 1984 (NLO)**

---

13392 **Boone County (Iowa) - Maps - 1896 - Landowners<>Counts - Maps<>Landowners - Maps**


Authors: North West Publishing Co. -- Balliet & Volk (Firm) -- Bourquin, F. (Frederick), b. 1808 -- Chicago Historical Society


Includes directories.

Scales differ.

Library buckram.

Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005; includes CHS ownership markings.

CHS Coll., Atlas no. 134


---

13396 **Boone County (Mo.) - Maps - 1875 - Landowners<>Counties - Maps<>Landowners - Maps**


Authors: Directory Service Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (48 p.) : 18 maps ; 25 cm.

Cover title.

Scale not given.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.


---

13397 **Boone County (W. Va.) - Maps - 1895 - Landowners - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles<>Counties - Maps<>Landowners - Maps**


An Atlas of Boone, Kenton and Campbell Counties, Kentucky / from actual surveys under the direction of B.N. Griffing. Utica, Ky.

MCDowell, c1984.

Authors: Griffing, B. N. -- D.J. Lake & Company -- MCDowell

1 atlas (97 p. : ill., maps) ; 35 cm.


Includes index of names.

References: Cf. Phillips 1747

**folio G1333.B5 G7 1984 (NLO)**

---

13398 **Boone County (Ky.) - Maps - 1883 - Landowners<>Kenton County (Ky.) - Maps - 1883 - Landowners<>Campbell County (Ky.) - Maps - 1883 - Landowners<>Counties - Maps<>Landowners - Maps**

*An Atlas of Boone, Kenton and Campbell Counties, Kentucky / from actual surveys under the direction of B.N. Griffing. Utica, Ky.*

MCDowell, c1984.

Authors: Griffing, B. N. -- D.J. Lake & Company -- MCDowell

1 atlas (97 p. : ill., maps) ; 35 cm.


Includes index of names.

References: Cf. Phillips 1747

**folio G1333.B5 G7 1984 (NLO)**

---

13393 **Boone County (Iowa) - Maps - 1977 - Landowners<>Counties - Maps<>Landowners - Maps**


Authors: Directory Service Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (48 p.) : 18 maps ; 25 cm.

Cover title.

Scale not given.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.


---

13394 **Boone County (Ky.) - Maps - 1883 - Landowners<>Kenton County (Ky.) - Maps - 1883 - Landowners<>Campbell County (Ky.) - Maps - 1883 - Landowners<>Counties - Maps<>Landowners - Maps**
Authors: Chapman, W. C. -- Thomas, J. C. -- Library of Congress, Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:

Microfiche 583, no. 1382 (Pr Ct)

13398 Boothia, Gulf of (N.W.T.) - Maps - 1835<<Indican cartography - Boothia, Gulf of (N.W.T.) - 1835
Gulp of Boothia / printed by Graf & Soret. [London : A. W. Webster, 1835].
Authors: Ross, John, Sir, 1777-1856 -- Graf & Soret -- Webster, A.W. -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 23 x 18 cm, on sheet 24 x 31 cm
Title from prominent lettering in the Gulf.
Added title: Chart drawn by the natives.
'N.B. These marks show where the Boothians erect huts to sleep in on their journey to Acculee. Original in possession of Captain Ross.' Detached from John Ross, Narrative of a second voyage in search of a North-West passage (London: A.W. Webster, 1835), opp. p. 226.
Fitzgerald polar map 124 (Pr Ct)

13399 Boppard (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1620
Bodobrige ciuitatis ad ripam Rheni ... [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : hand col. ; 18 x 43 cm.
Anonymous view.
Anonymous view.

Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3017, no. 1.
Ref N40 .T42 1970 v. 4, p. 342 (Pr Ct)

13401 Bordeaux (France) - Maps - 1611<<Woodcuts
La Ville de Bordeaux. [Rouen : David Geuffroy, 1611?].
Authors: Desrues, François, ca. 1575-1633 -- Geuffroy, David
1 map : woodcut ; 47 x 64 mm.
In Des Rues, François. Description contenant toutes les singularitez de plus celebres villes et places remarquables du royame de France (Rouen: David Geuffroy, [1611?]), p. 336.
Map enclosed in oval within a rectangular frame with fleurs-de-lis in corners.
Title from letterpress above map.
Case DC24 .D47 [map] (Pr Ct)

13402 Bordeaux (France) - Maps - 1696 - Fortification
Bordeaux ... [Paris : De Fer, 1696].
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes -- avec leurs fortifications ... (1695-1696)
1 map 21 x 28 cm.
In: Fer, Nicolas de. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes; avec leurs fortifications ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, 1695-1696) pt. 7, map [135] Manuscript '(11)' at upper right.
Case folio U 26. 293 pt. 7, map [135] (Pr Ct)

13403 Bordeaux (France) - Maps - 1713 - Fortification
Bordeaux ... Paris : De Fer, [1713?].
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Introduction à la fortification ... [1713?]
1 map ; 17 x 29 cm.
In: Fer, Nicolas de. Introduction à la fortification ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, [1713?]) map [22]. For later state of this map, with engraved plate number, see Case folio U 26.292.
For earlier version of this map, engraved on different plate, see Case folio U 26.293.
Case oversize U 26.2919 map [22] (Pr Ct)

13404 Bordeaux (France) - Maps - 1787 - Fountains<Fountains - Bordeaux (France) - Maps - 1787
Mémoire sur la possibilité d’établir à Bordeaux un nombre suffisant de fontaines. A Bordeaux : Chez Michel Racle, imprimeur de l’Hôtel de ville, rue Saint-James, MDCCCLXXVII [1787].
Authors: Larroq, Jean-Claude, 1713-1792 -- Racle, Michel, 1739-1793 -- Lamontaigne -- Boufin -- Blanc -- Plan géometral de la ville et Faubourg de Bordeaux, avec tous les changements faits jusqua present (1787)
Bordeaux (France) - Maps - 1832 - Pictorial works
Bordeaux. London : Chapman and Hall, 1832 [i.e.1844].
1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 38 cm.
'Drawn by W.B. Clarke Archt.'
'Engraved by J. Henshall.'
Inset views (6 x 19 cm. each): View of Bordeaux from the Quai des Salinieres -- View of Bordeaux from the Quai des Chatrons.
oversize Ayer 135 .S67 1844 v. 2, pl. [167] (PrCt)

Bordeaux (France) - Pictorial works - 1620
Civitatis Bvrdegalensis in Aquitanea, genvina de scrip. [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Du Pinet, Antoine, active 16th century -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : hand col. ; 16 x 22 cm. on sheet 41 x 54 cm.
View derived from a 1564 woodcut by Antoine Du Pinet; see R.A. Skelton's Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.
On same sheet with: Rotomagvs, vuigo Roan, Normandiae metropolis -- Nemavsvm, Nismes, civitas Narbonensis Galliae vetustissima.
Latin letterpress text on verso under added titles: Rotomagvs -- Nemavsvm -- Bvrdegal.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 1, pl. 9 (PrCt)

Bordeaux (France) - Pictorial works - 1793-1798 - Brest (France) - Pictorial works - 1793
Port of Bordeaux, capital of the province of Guienne, in the kingdom of France ; View of Brest harbour, in the province of Brittany, in the kingdom of France. [London : s.n., 1793?].
Authors: Bankes, Thomas, b. 1744 -- Bankes, Thomas, b. 1744. A New and authentic system of universal geography, antient and modern : including all the late important discoveries made by the English ... [1793?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
2 views ; each 12 x 18 cm., on sheet 40 x 24 cm. "Engraved for Bankes's new system of geography published by royal authority."
In: Bankes, Thomas. A New and authentic system of universal geography, antient and modern : including all the late important discoveries made by the English ... (London : Printed for C. Cooke ... [et al., 1793?]), following p. 856. Engraved number "46" at bottom right.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G115 .B36 1793, following p. 856 (PrCt)

Borden County (Tex.) - Maps - 1892 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps
Authors: Texas. General Land Office -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Microfiche 583, no. 901 (PrCt)

Borders Region (Scotland) - Maps - 1923
Highways and byways in the Border. London :
Borden, Benedetto, 1450-1530

Premier testament de Benoît Bordone, peintre en miniature. [Paris : s.n., 1865].
In: Thieme, Ulrich. Allgemeines lexikon der bildenden Künstler 4 (1910) : 347 ; 26 cm.
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3039, no. 3.
Ref N40 .T42 1970, v. 4, p. 346-347 (PrCt)

Bordone, Benedetto, 1450-1530 SEE Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530 ISolarios (Island books) ISlands - Maps
Intorno alle carte e figurazioni auense all'Isolario di Benedetto Bordone. [Città del Vaticano : Libreria Vaticana, 1937].
In: Maso Finiguerra; rivista della stampa incisa e del libro illustrato 2 (1937) : 170-186.
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3039, no. 1.
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.
Wing Z 41211 .555, v. 2, p. 170-186 (PrCt)

Bordo, Benedetto, 1450-1530

[Notes on Benedetto Bordone]. [Chicago, 198-?].
Authors: Karrow, Robert W. 1 file folder ; 25 x 30 cm.
Bibliographical notes, photocopies of maps, correspondence, and drafts used in the preparation of the chapter on Benedetto Bordone in: Karrow, Mapmakers of the sixteenth century and their maps (1993).
Vert 3040 (PrCt)

Bordone, Benedetto, 1450-1530

Authors: Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718 -- Padoani, Domenico, fl. 1689 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718. Città, fortezze, isole, e porti principale dell' Europa ... (1689) 1 map ; 14 x 17 cm.
VAULT folio Ayer 135 .C8 1689 pl. 59 (PrCt)
13421 **Borneo - Maps - 1908**


Authors: Edward Stanford Ltd. -- Guillemand, F. H. H. (Francis Henry Hill), 1852-1933 -- Guillemand, F. H. H. (Francis Henry Hill), 1852-1933. Australasia : Malaysia and the Pacific archipelag... (1908)

1 map : col. ; 22 x 16 cm.


Scale 1:6,969,600 or 'English miles, 110 to 1 inch.'

map2F G8950 1908 .S7, no. 9 (PrCt)

13422 **Bornholm (Denmark) - Maps - 1650**

*Bornolm.* [Paris? s.n., ca. 1650?].

Authors: Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:X35

1 map : 14 x 17 cm., on sheet 36 x 22 cm. Unsigned map without imprint.

One of seven sheets apparently issued as a part of an unidentified isolario or island book (Paris?, ca. 1650?).

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Sack map2F G5702.B3A 1650 .B3 sheet 4 of 7 (PrCt)

13423 **Bornos (Spain) - Pictorial works - 1564**

*Zahara (Spain) - Pictorial works - 1564*

*Bornes ; Zahara.* [Cologne : s.n.], 1564 [i.e. ca. 1620].

Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1601 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Hoefnagel, Joris, 1542-1601 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

3 views : hand col. ; 15 x 48 cm. and smaller, on sheet 41 x 54 cm.

Derived from 1564 drawings by Joris Hoefnagel; see R.A. Skelton’s Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.

Includes 1 view of Bornos and 2 views of Zahara. Latin letterpress text on verso under titles: Zahara -- Bornes.


VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 5, pl. 12 (PrCt)

13424 **Bosporus (Turkey) - Description and travel - 1982**

13425 Bosphorus (Turkey) - History, Ancient - Maps
1666<br>Constantinople, also the Straight of Dardanelles, the Canal of Constantinople and the White-Sea. London : I. Luffman, [1816?].
Authors: Luffman, J. (John), 1756-1846 - Luffman, J. (John), 1756-1846. Select plans of cities, harbours, forts, &c ... [1816?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 23 x 21 cm.
Inset (9 x 12 cm.): Constantinople.
In: Luffman, John. Select plans of cities, harbours, forts, &c ... (London: Luffman, [1816?]), plate [42].
folio Ayer 135 .L94 1816 pl. [42] (PrCt)

13426 Bosphorus (Turkey) - Maps - 1689
Authors: Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718 -- Padoani, Domenico, fl. 1666 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718. Citta, fortezze, isole, e porti principale dell' Europa ... (1689)
1 map ; 27 x 43 cm.
VAULT folio Ayer 135 .C8 1689 pl. 62 (PrCt)

13427 Bosphorus (Turkey) - Maps - 1735<br>Travel Vertical File G7432 .B6E635 1982 .T7 (PrCt)

13428 Bosphorus (Turkey) - Maps - 1816<br>Constantinople...The Bosphorus and Dardanelles. London [i.e. New York] : Chapman and Hall [i.e. Harper & Brothers, 1853].
Authors: Lowry, Joseph Wilson, 1803-1879 -- Harper & Brothers -- Chapman and Hall -- Lowry, Joseph Wilson, 1803-1879. Lowry's Universal atlas constructed and engraved from the most recent authorities (New York : Harper and Brothers, 1853) pl. [24].
Printed plate nos. 'D', '36'.
folio G 10 .525 pl. [24] (PrCt)

13429 Bosque County (Tex.) - Maps - 1879 - Landowners
Authors: Texas. General Land Office -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 22.5 x 27 in. Scale 1:133,320.
Microfiche 583, no. 902 (PrCt)

13430 Bosque County (Tex.) - Maps - 1890 - Landowners
Authors: Texas. General Land Office -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 22.5 x 27 in. Scale 1:133,320.
Microfiche 583, no. 902 (PrCt)

13431 Bosque County (Tex.) - Maps - 1890 - Landowners
Authors: Texas. General Land Office -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 22.5 x 27 in. Scale 1:133,320.
Microfiche 583, no. 902 (PrCt)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Entry Number</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Location/Date</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>13432</td>
<td><strong>Boston Common (Boston, Mass.) - Maps</strong></td>
<td>1934</td>
<td>Pictorial maps; Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1934 - Parks - Pictorial maps. Contains Plan of Boston Harbor, printed in oil colors, showing the steamboat routes to Nahant, Nantasket Beach ... and other places of interest. Published by Williams, Alexander &amp; Co., 1875. Includes references a-i. Illustrated with historic scenes in margins. Indexed to historic sites and points of interest. Scale ca. [1:1,750].</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
13452 Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1694 - Harbors - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
A Draught of Boston Harbor, by Capt. Cyprian Southake: made by Augustin Fitzhugh, anno 1694. [19-].
Authors: Southack, Cyprian, 1662-1745 -- Fitzhugh, Augustine -- Hulbert, Archer Butler, 1873-1933 -- Hulbert, Archer Butler, 1873-1933.
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1694 manuscript.
1873
Authors: Southack, Cyprian, 1662-1745 -- Fitzhugh, Augustine -- Hulbert, Archer Butler, 1873-1933 -- Hulbert, Archer Butler, 1873-1933.
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1694 manuscript.
1873

13455 Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1700-1799 - Harbors - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Plan de la Baye de Baston. [19-].
Authors: Archives nationales (France). C11 A126 no.19 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 18th century manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

13456 Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1700-1799 - Harbors - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Boston Harbour. [19-].
Authors: Bibliothèque nationale (France). Estampes Vd. 21 (2) -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 18th century manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

13457 Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1700-1799 - Harbors - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Plan du haure de baston avec toutte l'entrée est d'eau et mouillage au basse Mer par Grasse... [19-].
Authors: France. Service hydrographique. Archives. 135-6-2 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 18th century manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

13458 Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1705 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
The South Battery in the town of Boston in the Province of the Massachusetts Bay in America ... [19-].
Authors: Redknap, J. -- Hulbert, Archer Butler, 1873-1933 -- Hulbert, Archer Butler, 1873-1933.
1 map
By J. Redknap, November, 1705.' Photostatic reproduction of manuscript.
In: Hulbert, Archer Butler. The Crown Collection of photographs of American maps : series III. From the Colonial Office Library, London...
13460  **Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1711 - Harbors - Manuscripts - Facsimiles**<br>"n Exact draught of Boston Harbour, with a survey of most of the Islands about it, 1711." [19--].<br>Authors: Hulbert, Archer Butler, 1873-1933 -- Hulbert, Archer Butler, 1873-1933. The Crown Collection of photographs of American maps : series III. British Library. Crown 120:32 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)<br>1 map<br>Photostatic reproduction of 1711 manuscript.<br>In: Hulbert, Archer Butler. The Crown Collection of photographs of American maps : series III. From the Colonial Office Library, London.<br>[London: Colonial Office Library?, 1914-1916]<br>folio Ayer 136 .H91 1907 ser. 1, v. 5, pl. 19-192 (PrCt)<br><br>13465  **Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1722**<br>**The Town of Boston in New England / by John Bonner 1722.** [S.l. s.n., 1835 or later].<br>Authors: Bonner, John, approximately 1643-1726 -- Dewing, Francis, active 1716-1722 -- Smith, George Girdler, 1795-1878 -- Price, William, fl. 1725-1769 -- Fuller, Stephen P. -- Taylor, William, active 1835 -- Chicago Historical Society<br>1 map ; 17 x 23 inches<br>Appropriately a nineteenth-century lithographic (?) facsimile of 1835 engraved facsimile of map originally published Boston: John Bonner and William Price, 1722; cf. CHS Coll., Map no. 296. Engraved from a copy in the possession of Wm. Taylor Esq...<br>'I have examined this plan and find it to be an exact copy of the original. Stephen P. Fuller, surveyor, Boston, July 2, 1835.'<br>Scale [ca. 1:5,600].<br>Oriented with north at upper right.<br(Buildings shown pictorially. Includes an index to points of interest and chronological lists of 'Great Fires' and 'Genil. small pox.'<br>Mounted on linen.<br>Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.<br>Engraven and printed by Fra. Dewing, 1722.<br>Authors: Bonner, John, approximately 1643-1726 -- Dewing, Francis, active 1716-1722 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)<br>1 map ; 43 x 58 cm. fold. to 22 x 13 cm., in slip case 25 cm.<br>Scale: 1:5,760 51/2 inches to 1/2 mile.<br>Compare Evans 2318.<br>VAULT Ayer 133 .B717 1722 (NLO)<br><br>13462  **Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1722**<br>*The Town of Boston in New England ...* Boston :<br><br>Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.<br>For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
-- Dewing, Francis, active 1716-1722 -- Smith, George Girdler, 1795-1878 -- Price, William, fl. 1725-1769 -- Fuller, Stephen P. -- Taylor, William, active 1835 -- Chicago Historical Society
1 map : hand col. ; 42 x 58 cm.
'Engraved from a copy in the possession of Wm. Taylor Esq ...
'I have examined this plan and find it to be an exact copy of the original. Stephen P. Fuller, surveyor, Boston, July 2, 1835.'
Scale [ca. 1:5,600].
Oriented with north at upper right.
Buildings shown pictorially.
Includes an index to points of interest and chronological lists of 'Great fires' and 'Genll. small pox.'
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.
Cf. OCLC 5444260
CHS Coll., Map no. 296 (PrCt)

13467 Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1728-1729

To His Excellency William Burnet, Esq., this plan of Boston in New England is humbly dedicated. [Boston? Boston Athenaeum?], 1869.
Facsimile. 'Originally engraved in 1729. Reproduced in 1869.'
Added title: Boston N. Eng. planted A.D. 1643, 1728. MDCXXX.
Scale [ca. 1:12,000] Mounted on linen.
Cf. OCLC 25033810
CHS Coll., Map no. 297 (PrCt)

13468 Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1728-1729

Authors: Burgis, William, fl. 1722-1736 -- Burnet, William, 1688-1729 -- Johnston, Thomas, 1708-1767 -- Bonner, John, approximately 1643-1726 1 map ; 28 x 37 cm.
Engraved facsimile of original published Boston: Thomas Johnston, [1728]; 'reproduced... from the original in the Library of Congress.'
Scale [ca. 1:12,200]. Oriented with north at lower left.
Includes location key and list of 'Great fires.'
70-856
map2F 3764.B6.1 (PrCt)

13469 Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1728-1729

[Plan of Boston in New England ... J. [S.l. s.n.], 1894.
Authors: Burgis, William, fl. 1722-1736 -- Burnet, William, 1688-1729 -- Johnston, Thomas, 1708-1767 -- Bonner, John, approximately 1643-1726 1 map ; 28 x 37 cm.
'Originally engraved in 1729. Reproduced in 1869. Photo-lith. 1894.'
Engraved by Thomas Johnston.
Scale 1:15,840.
Appended: Map of the streets of the central part of Boston, and a clipping with title: Old names of Boston streets.
F 8441 .1121 (NLO)


Boston Harbour : Bermudas ; Antegoa ; Barbadoes. [London : J. Knapton et al., 1728].
Authors: Harris, John, 1667?-1719 -- Knapton, James, -1738 -- Harris, John, 1667?-1719. Atlas maritimus & commercialis ... (1728) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
4 maps ; 29 x 27 cm. and smaller on sheet 54 x 64 cm.
In: [Harris, John et al.] Atlas maritimus & commercialis ... (London : Printed for James and John Knapton [et al.], 1728) plate 48.
oversize Ayer 135 .A83 1728 pl. 48 (PrCt)
Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1747
Particular draughts and plans of some of the principal towns and harbours belonging to the English, French, and Spaniards, in America and West Indies. London: W. Innys et al., 1747.
Authors: Bowen, Emanuel, -1767 -- Innys, William, d. 1756 -- Bowen, Emanuel, -1767. A Complete system of geography ... (1747) 13 maps ; on sheet 36 x 43 cm.
In: Bowen, Emanuel. A Complete system of geography : being a description of ... the known world (London : Printed for William Innys, etc., 1747) v. 2, pl. [60].
Case oversize G114 .B68 1747 v. 2, pl. 60 (PrCt)

Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1760 - Fires<>Fires - Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1760
A Plan of the town of Boston in New-England, distinguishing that part which was burnt in 1760. [S.l. s.n., 1760?].
Authors: Chicago Historical Society
1 map ; 7 x 11.5 inches
Mounted on linen.
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.
CHS Coll., Map no. 298 (PrCt)

Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1764
Plan de la ville et du port de Boston; capitale de la Nouvelle Angleterre. Paris : Lattré, [1764?].
Authors: Bellin, Jacques Nicolas, 1703-1772 -- Lattré, Jean -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 46 x 66 cm. fold. to 25 cm. Attributed to Bellin in Boston Engineering Department's List of maps of Boston published between 1600 and 1903.
Scale [ca. 1:11,300]. Relief shown pictorially. Includes text, ward index, and index to points of interest.
Available through the Library of Congress website as a raster image (August 2006):
http://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g3764b.ar088500
LC Maps of North America, 1750-1789, 885
LC Card Number: 73691793
Ayer 133 .P69 1778 (NLO)

Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1769
Authors: Bonner, John, approximately 1643-1726 -- Price, William, fl. 1725-1769 -- Belcher, Jonathan, 1682-1757 -- Historic Urban Plans (Firm)
1 map : 44 x 61 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:5,660], A greatly re-worked version of Bonner's map of 1722.
Facsimile of original published Boston: William Price, 1769; 'reproduced... from an engraving in the collection of Ambassador and Mrs J. William Middendorf II, New York.' Includes 'explanation' A-U, a-i. Dedication: To his excellency Jonathan Belcher...William Price.
72-4589
map4F G3764.B6 1769 B6 1971 (PrCt)

Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1773 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
A Plan of Boston and its environs, shewing the true situation of His Majesty's troops, and also those of the rebels; likewise all the forts, redoubts and entrenchments erected by both armies; drawn by an engineer at Boston. [19-].
1 map
folio Ayer 136 .H91 1907 ser. 1, v. 4, pl. 28-29 (PrCt)

Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1773 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
A Colored panoramic 'vie du pays' or view of the country round Boston, taken from Beacon Hill by Lieut. Richard Williams of the Royal Welsh Fuziliers, shewing the lines, redoubts and different encampments of the rebels; also those of His Majesty's troops under the command of His Excellency Lieut. Gen.
13478 Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1773 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
A Colored plan of the town and environs of Boston, the capital of New England, with six colored views; drawn by Lieut. William Lierie, of the Royal Regiment of Artillery, in 1773. [19-].
1 map
folio Ayer 136 .H91 1907 ser. 1, v. 4, pl. 25-27
(PrCt)

13479 Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1775 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Boston Harbour, giving location of military works ...
[19-].
Authors: Bibliothèque nationale (France). Estampes Vd. 21 (4) -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1775 manuscript. Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Map Photo France BN Estampes Vd. 21 (4)
(PrCt)

Authors: Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division
1 map ; on 4 sheets each 43 x 64 cm.
Reduced photostatic reproduction of unsigned and untitled manuscript compiled ca. 1775; reproduced from original in the Library of Congress.
Depths shown with soundings.
Oriented with north at upper left.
map2F 3764.B6.2 (PrCt)

Authors: Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division
1 map ; on sheet 46 x 63 cm.
Photostatic reproduction of unsigned and untitled manuscript compiled ca. 1775; reproduced from original in the Library of Congress.
map2F 3764.B6.3 (PrCt)

John Montresor in America : eighteenth-century military maps. [1979].
13 maps ; 42 x 43 cm and smaller on sheet 61 x 81 cm.
325
Vert 553
(PrCt)

13483 Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1776
Authors: Hamilton, Archibald, d. 1793 -- Town and country magazine (1776)
1 map ; 32 x 12 cm.
In Town and country magazine 8 (1776) opposite p. 10.
Inset on An accurate map of the country round Boston in New England.
Scale [ca. 1:22,500].
Relief shown by hachures.
Includes references A-I.
A 51 .921, v. 8, opposite p. 10
(PrCt)

13484 Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1777 - Harbors
Authors: Jefferys, Thomas, -1771 -- Le Rouge,
à sussi déterminé à terre la latitude de divers en 8bre. 1778. Par M. le marquis de Chabert qui J.E.S. Des Barres, écuyer. La déclinaison de navigation. Réduite de la carte anglaise de Amaies et les autres directions utiles à sondes les bancs de Sable, les rochers les Carte particulière du havre de Boston avec les Harbors<<>>Boston Bay (Mass.)--Boston (Mass.) 1780


13487 Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1780 - Harbors<<<<Boston Bay (Mass.) - Maps - 1780 Carte particulière du havre de Boston avec les sondes les bancs de Sable, les rochers les Amaies et les autres directions utiles à la navigation. Réduite de la carte anglaise de J.E.S. Des Barres, écuyer. La déclinaison de l'aiguille aimantée à été observée de 6d. 4° N.O. en 8bre. 1778. Par M. le marquis de Chabert qui à sussi déterminé à terre la latitude de divers points auxquels cette carte à été assujettie.


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Report of Board Internal Improvements -- Boston Daily Advertiser (Boston, Mass., 1813) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 6 maps ; 222 x 140 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Boston directory (Boston: C. Stimpson, 1837).
Photocopy of map possibly issued in Stimpson's Boston directory (Boston: C. Stimpson, 1837).
M1259
map1F G3764.B6 1837 S7 197- (PrCt)

Authors: Dickinson, Samuel Nelson -- Groom, T. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 2 maps ; 138 x 82 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Boston almanac for 1842. Boston with Charleston and Roxbury. London : Chapman and Hall, 1842 [i.e.1844].
Authors: Davies, Benjamin Rees -- Chapman and Hall -- Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (Great Britain) -- Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (Great Britain).
Maps of the Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (1844) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 38 x 30 cm. 'Engraved by B.R. Davies.'
oversize Ayer 135 .S67 1844 v. 2. pl. [168]
(PrCt)

Authors: Dickinson, Samuel Nelson -- Groom, T. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 2 maps ; 140 x 85 mm.
fdgMaps
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)
Authors: S.N. Dickinson & Co. -- Mussey, B. B. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 36 maps ; 140 x 84 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1848
A New & complete map of the city of Boston.
Boston, 1848.
Authors: Dearborn, Nathaniel, 1786-1852 -- Boynton, George W., -1884 -- Adams, George
1 map ; 47 x 41 cm.
Detached from Adams, George. The Boston directory (Boston, 1848).
Boynton named as engraver in List of maps of Boston (1903).
M1159
map2F G3764.B6 1848 D4 (PrCt)

Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1855
Map of Boston and adjacent cities.
Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's atlas of the world ... (1855-1856)
1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 29 cm.
Case oversize G1000 .C6 1859 pl. 11 (PrCt)

Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1855 - Water Utilities
Water Utilities-Boston Water Power Company - Maps - 1855
Plan of lands belonging to the Boston Water Power Company.
Boston, Mass : Whitwell & Henck, 1855.
Authors: Whitwell & Henck (Boston, Mass.) -- Boston Water Power Company -- L.H. Bradford & Co.
1 map : col. pink ; 92 x 69 cm.
Whitwell & Henck, Engineers and Surveyors. L.H. Bradford & Co's Lith.'
'The portions colored pink on this plan do not indicate all the lands belonging to the Boston Water Power Co.'
'Scale 250 ft. to an inch.
G 10844 .108 (NLO)

Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1857
Map of Boston and adjacent cities.
Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's general atlas ... (1857)
1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 29 cm.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Brookline.
Previously cataloged as part of a collection with supplied title: Miscellaneous maps of the U.S. [G 1083 .575]
Duplicate copy: Baskes G3764.B6 1874 .S3b
B 6838
NL 31-3201
map6F G3764 .B6 1874 .S3 (NLO)

13506  Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1874 - Annexation<<<<>Boston Region (Mass.) - Maps - 1874
Map of Boston, 1874. Boston : Published expressly for the Boston almanac & Boston directory by Sampson, Davenport, & Co., No. 34 1/2 Washington St., c1874.
Authors: Sampson, Davenport & Co. -- The Boston almanac and business directory for the year 1874 -- J.H. Bufford's Sons Lith. -- Cary, Isaac -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 82 x 68 cm., folded in cover 23 x 14 cm.
'J.H. Bufford's Sons Lith.'
Scale [1:19,800], '100 rods to an inch.'
Show radial distances from City Hall; colored to show annexation since 1865.
Covers also parts of adjacent towns and cities, including all of Cambridge, Somerville, and Brookline.
Advertisements on paper-covered boards, front pastedown, and map verso.
Former owner's signature: Isaac Cary.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copy: Map6F G3764 .B6 1874 .S3
Baskes G3764.B6 1874 .S3b (NLO)

13507  Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1881
New map of Boston from latest surveys. [Boston] :
Thomas Marsh & Co., 1881.
Authors: Thomas Marsh & Co. (Boston, Mass.) -- Boston Map Co.' -- Heliotype Printing Co. -- McCortney, J. H.
1 map : 45 x 62 cm. fold. to 13 x 9 cm. in covers 'Pocket edition' --front cover.
'Copyright 1880, by the Boston Map Co.
Copyright 1881, by Thomas Marsh & Co.'
Includes key to 218 hotels, railroad stations, public buildings, churches, schools, charities, societies, statues, cemeteries, and miscellaneous sites.
Inscription inside front cover: J.H. McCortney, Wheeling.
map3C G3764.B6 1881 M3 (PrCt)

13508  Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1888 - Railroads<<<<>Railroads - Maps
Map of Boston showing freight and passenger depots, grain elevators, steamboat wharves, etc. Chicago : Rand, McNally & Co., [1888].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company. Rand, McNally & Co.'s improved indexed business atlas and shipper's guide ... (1888) -- Rand McNally and Company. Commercial atlas (1888)
1 map : col. ; 31 x 24 cm.
Added title in upper margin: Rand, McNally & Co.'s Massachusetts.
In Rand, McNally & Co.'s improved indexed business atlas and shipper's guide ... (Chicago: Rand McNally, 1888) p. 98.
Uniform atlas title: Commercial atlas.
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize R McN atlas .C7 1888, p. 98 (PrCt)

Authors: U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey -- Bache, A. D. (Alexander Dallas), 1806-1867
1 map : col. ; 72 x 91 cm., folded to 29 cm.
'From a trigonometrical survey under the direction of A.D. Bache, superintendent of the Survey of the Coast of the United States ... [and others].'
'Issued in May 1889, F.M. Thorn, superintendent.' Scale 1:40,000.
Relief shown by hachures; depths shown by soundings and shading.
Shows buoys with red and black ink.
In upper left margin: No. 337.
In upper center margin: Plate no. 1970.
Includes tables of tides, lighthouses, and bottom types, and 3 coastal views.
Series statements: [Coast chart] ; no. 337 -- U.S.C. & G.S. (Series) ; no 337.
folio G 10844 .9 (NLO)

13510  Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1890
[Map of Boston]. [Boston? Employers' Liability Assurance Corp.?., ca. 1890?].
Authors: Employers' Liability Assurance Corp. -- Chicago Historical Society
1 map : 12 x 11.5 inches
'Compliments of Employers' Liability Assurance Corporation ... '
Bottom margin includes numerous references to 'items of interest.'
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.
CHS Coll., Map no. 316 (PrCt)

13511  Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1891<<<<>Boston Region (Mass.) - Maps - 1891<<<<>Advertising maps - 1891
Rand McNally & Co's indexed atlas of the world map of Boston. Chicago : Rand McNally, 1891.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Smith, J.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
L. -- Chicago Historical Society
1 map : col. ; 66 x 47 cm.
Inset (22 x 28 cm. and 18 x 18 cm.): Environ of Boston -- Business portion of Boston.
Mounted on linen in original covers.
Advertising for 'catalogue of maps, atlases, etc.,
J.L. Smith, map publisher ... Philadelphia, Pa.'
inside front cover.
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.
CHS Coll., Map no. 317 (PrCt)

13512 Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1899 -
Railroads - Advertising maps -
1899 - Railroads - Maps
Map of Boston published by Hotel Rexford.
Boston : Geo. H. Walker & Co. [for Hotel Rexford], 1899.
Authors: Geo. H. Walker & Co. -- Hotel Rexford
(Boston, Mass.) -- Chicago Historical Society
1 map : col. ; 13.75 x 17.5 inches
Panel title: Map of the business part of Boston.
Subway and elevated railroads shown in red.
Advertising on verso.
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.
CHS Coll., Map no. 318 (PrCt)

13513 Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1903
Authors: Bacon, Edwin M. (Edwin Monroe),
1844-1916 -- Geo. H. Walker & Co. -- Ginn and
Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
17 cm.
'With illustrations and maps'
'Copyright 1903 by Geo. Walker & Co.'--on maps.
Includes index.
Owner's inscription: F.M. Bennett, 1209 Oreath Ave., Lawrence, Kansas.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes F73.18 .B33 1903b (NLO)

13514 Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1907
Boston : Ginn & Co., 1907.
Authors: Bacon, Edwin M. (Edwin Monroe),
1844-1916 -- National Retail Hardware
Association (U.S.) -- Geo. H. Walker & Co. --
Ginn and Company -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
x, 190, 36 p., [8] p. of plates : ill., 6 col. maps,
ports. ; 17 cm.
Rev. ed.
'Compliments New England Hardware Dealers’
Association. Joint Convention national Retail
Hardware Association, New England Hardware
Dealers’ Association. Boston, Massachusetts,
June 18-22, 1907"--on cover.
'With illustrations and maps'
'Copyright 1903 by Geo. Walker & Co.'--on maps.
Includes index.
Advertisements on 36 p. at end.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes F73.18 .B33 1907 (NLO)

13515 Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1907
Boston Region (Mass.) - Maps - 1907
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally and Company. Commercial atlas -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 45 cm., folded in covers to 14
x 6 cm.
"Rand McNally & Co.'s new business atlas map
of Boston. Copyright, 1907... Copyright, 1891, by
Rand, McNally & Co." -- beneath bar scales.
Cover title: Rand, McNally & Co.'s new handy
map of Boston.
Insets (22 x 28 cm. and 18 x 18 cm.): Environ of
Boston -- Business portion of Boston.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
map3C G3764 .B6 1907 .R3 (PrCt)

13516 Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1909 -
Railroads - Railroads - Maps
New map of Boston giving all points of interest :
with every railway & steamboat terminus, prominent hotels, theatres & public buildings.
1 map : col. ; 48 x 43 cm., folded in covers to 13
x 6 cm.
'Copyright 1883 by Tilly Haynes.'
'Copyright 1894, 1897, 1902 & 1909 by Geo. H.
Walker & Co., Boston.'
Cover title: Walker's up-to-date vest pocket map of
Boston ...
map2C G3764. B6P3 1909 .W3 (PrCt)

13517 Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1910
Boston Region (Mass.) - Maps - 1910
Boston, a guide book / by Edwin M. Bacon ; with
illustrations and maps. Boston : Ginn &
Company, [1910], c1903.
Authors: Bacon, Edwin M. (Edwin Monroe),
1844-1916 -- National Education Association of
the United States -- Geo. H. Walker & Co. --
Ginn and Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
x, 190 p., VIII p. of plates : ill., 19 maps (some
col.) ; 18 cm.
Maps by Geo. H. Walker & Co.
"N.E.A. 1910 compliments of Ginn and
Company"--Cover.
Special reissue of the 1903 ed. for the National
Educational Association meeting in Boston, July
2-8, 1910.
Baskes F73.18 .B33 1910 (NLO)
Railroads

Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1916

Boston : Ginn and Company, [1916], c1903.
1 map : col. ; 36 x 65 cm.
Added title page: A guide book of Boston : adopted by the New England Hardware Dealers' Association for the joint convention and exhibition of the National Retail Hardware Association and the New England Hardware Dealers' Association held at Mechanics' Building, Boston, Massachusetts
Maps by Geo. H. Walker & Co. and Ginn & Co.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes F73.18 .B33 1916 (NLO)

Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1927

Boston : Rand McNally Vest Pocket Map.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [1927?].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 47 cm. fold. in covers 16 x 10 cm.
Cover title.
Map titled 'The Rand McNally New Commercial Atlas Map of Boston and Vicinity.'
Includes index.
2 copies: copy1 in publisher's blue cloth binding; copy 2 in publisher's red cloth binding.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes F73.18 .FS 1928 (NLO)

Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1929-1963

Insurance maps of Boston, Massachusetts.
Authors: Sanborn Map Company
2 v. : col. maps ; 69 cm.
"Copyright renewed 1957 by Sanborn Map Co."
-- Printed paste-on labels on title pages.
Issued as 11 volumes in 12, but this copy incomplete; comprised of volumes 1 North and 1 South only; lacking volumes 2-11.
Both volumes include "Correction record" dated to "10/63" (October 1963).
Scale [1:2633].
Approximate coordinates, volumes 1 N and 1 S: (W 71°04'22"--W 71°02'51"/N 42°22'10"--N 42°20'31")
Volumes 1 N and 1 S cover Boston's central downtown region, bounded by the Charles River, Boston Harbor, Fort Point Channel, Traveler Street, Berkeley Street, and the Charles River Basin.
For coverage of volumes 2-11, see "Graphic map

Baskes F73.18 .B33 1922 (NLO)

Baskes F73.18 .B33 1928 (NLO)

Baskes F73.18 . copies 1 and 2 (NLO)

Baskes F73.18 [copies 1 and 2] (NLO)

Baskes F73.18 .FS 1928 (NLO)

Baskes F73.18 .B33 1916 (NLO)

Baskes F73.18 .FS 1928 (NLO)

Baskes F73.18 .B33 1922 (NLO)

Baskes F73.18 [copies 1 and 2] (NLO)
of volumes" in v. 1 S.
References: Fire insurance maps in the Library of
Congress (Washington, D.C.: Library of
Congress, 1981) p. 261-262; Cf. OCLC
82299558
Gift 2012?
map8C G3764.B6 1929 .S3 (PrCt)

13524 Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1929 - Pictorial
maps - Pictorial maps - Boston (Mass.) -
1929 - Road maps - Pictorial maps
A Map of old Boston in the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts / Charles R. Capon, cartographer,
1929 ; presented by the Boston Five Cents
Savings Bank, 30 School Street, Boston . Boston :
Sherrill, c1929.
Authors: Capon, Charles R. (Charles Reginald),
b. 1885 -- Boston Five Cents Savings Bank --
Sherrill Press (Boston, Mass.) -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 45 x 60 cm., folded into covers 25 x
33 cm.
"© Copyright 1929."
Previously bound with a collection of pictorial
maps in binders labeled "Points of Interest."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 190.35 (PrCt)

13525 Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1929 - Road
maps - Road maps
Map of the city of Boston. [Boston] : published
by Sampson, Murdock & Co., 377 Broadway,
1929.
Authors: Sampson, Murdock & Co. -- New
England News Company
1 map ; 89 x 76 cm., folded in covers to 20 x 10
cm.
Cover title: "Fingerprint" map of Boston ... For
sale by the New England News Company ...
"Scale 1500 ft. -- 1 inch."
Includes untitled southern continuation inset (12 x
18 cm.)
Extensive "Index to streets of Boston and
Brookline" on verso.
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4
Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).
Road map 4C G3764.B6P2 1929 .S3 (PrCt)

13526 Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1930 - Pictorial
maps - Pictorial maps - Boston (Mass.) -
1930 - Road maps - Pictorial maps
A Map of Old Boston in the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts / presented by the Boston Five
Cents Savings Bank. [Boston? Boston Five Cents
Savings Bank?, ca. 1930].
Authors: Boston Five Cents Savings Bank --
Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map; on sheet trimmed to 12 x 6 cm.
"1630, 1930" at top.
Incomplete and lacking imprint; trimmed from
unidentified text.
Mounted on backing sheet; verso includes image
obscured by backing.
Previously bound with a collection of pictorial
maps in binders labeled "Points of Interest."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 190.48 B (PrCt)

13527 Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1932 - Road
maps - Road maps
Street map of Boston : prepared especially for
the visitor within our gates / Richard F. Lufkin,
general draftsman, Boston ; compliments of the
Convention Bureau, Boston Chamber of
Commerce. Boston, Mass. Boston Chamber of
Commerce, c1932.
Authors: Lufkin, Richard F. (Richard Friend) --
Boston Chamber of Commerce -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 32 x 48 cm., folded to 22 x 13 cm.
"Fifth edition, April, 1932" -- Title panel.
Panel title.
Added title: Boston, Massachusetts.
Margins include illustrations of principal hotels
and points of interest.
Index to streets on verso.
Panel art: Boston Chamber of Commerce logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4817 (PrCt)

13528 Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1935 - Road
maps - Boston Region (Mass.) - Maps -
1935 - Road maps - Cape Cod (Mass.) -
Maps - 1935 - Road maps - Road maps
1935 Road map : metropolitan Boston and Cape
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha
Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry
Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with
confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry
Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1460 (PrCt)

13529 Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1936 - Local
transit - Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1936 -
Railroads, Elevated - Boston (Mass.) -
Maps - 1936 - Bus lines - Boston (Mass.) -
Maps - 1936 - Street-railroads - Boston
(Mass.) - Maps - 1936 - Subways - Local
transit - Boston (Mass.) - Maps -
1936 - Railroads, Elevated - Boston (Mass.) -
Maps - 1936 - Bus lines - Boston (Mass.) -
Maps - 1936 - Street-railroads - Boston
(Mass.) - Maps - 1936 - Subways - Boston
(Mass.) - Maps - 1936 - Boston Elevated
Railway Company - Maps - 1936 - Map
folding - Specimens - 1936 - Railroads -

Maps

Authors: Lufkin, Richard F. (Richard Friend) -- Boston Elevated Railway Company -- Buck Printing Co. (Boston, Mass.)
1 map : col. ; 59 x 44 cm., on sheet 77 x 46 cm., folded to 16 x 8 cm.
Panel title on verso: System map, Boston Elevated Railway
**No. 1. September 1936** -- Title panel.
"Buck Printing Co. ... Boston." -- On verso.
Scale [ca. 1:41,400] (W 71°11'42"--W 71°04'31"/N 42°27'40"--N 42°13'40").
Inset (14 x 11 cm.): Boston Elevated Railway lines in central Boston. Scale [ca. 1:21,700].
Coordinates: (W 71°04'31"--W 71°02'40"/N 42°22'07"--N 42°20'22").
Shows elevated railway, subway, bus, and "trolley-coach" lines, and includes "index to public buildings and places of historical and recreational interest." Verso includes directory of 121 numbered "routes and times of first and last trips."
Includes directions for folding the map, divided on both sides of the sheet.
Formerly classified and shelved as Road map 4C G3764.B6P33 1936 .B6
Also available online via Wikimedia Commons (recto only):
http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File%3A1936_BERy_system_map.png
**map4C G3764.B6P33 1936 .L83 (NLO)**

---

13530

**Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps**

Road maps

**1936 Road map : metropolitan Boston and Cape Cod / Shell.** Chicago : H. M. Gousha Co., 1936.
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H. M. Gousha Company -- H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

---

13532

**Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1939 - Pictorial maps**

Pictorial maps

**1939 - Road maps**

Authentic & pictorial up-to-date map of Boston published expressly for Gray Line Sightseeing, Hotel Brunswick, Boston ... as a supplement of This week in Boston, the official civic weekly for the past thirty years. [Boston? Gray Line Sightseeing?, ca. 1939?].
Authors: Bradford, E. A., fl. ca. 1939 -- Gray Line (Firm) -- This week in Boston -- Hotel Brunswick (Boston, Mass.) -- Greyhound Corporation -- Greyhound Lines -- Chicago Historical Society -- Gray Bus Line SEE Gray Line (Firm)
1 map : col. ; 34 x 60 cm. on sheet 46 x 82 cm.
"By E. [?] A. Bradford."
Panel title.
Advertising on recto and verso, including ad for Greyhound Lines showing woman bus passenger photographing an Indian standing roadside and photographing the woman.
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.

---

13533

**Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1951-1957 - Road maps**

Road maps

**1951-1957 - Road maps**

Boston and vicinity / Atlantic. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1951?-1957?].
Authors: Atlantic Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
3 maps : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm. and smaller Panel titles.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

**RMcN Clients 193-195 (PrCt)**

---

13534

**Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1954 - Road maps**

Road maps

**1954 - Road maps**

Metropolitan Boston and Providence ... tour with Texaco. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1954?].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 43 cm., folded to 18 x 9 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Boston and vicinity.

---

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps

Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps

Boston and suburbs, street map and directory ... 1975-76 / Amoco Oil Company. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Co., 1975.
Authors: Amoco Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2979 (PrCt)

Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps

Boston and suburbs, street map and directory ... 1975-76 / Amoco Oil Company. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Co., 1975.
Authors: Amoco Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2980 (PrCt)

Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps

Boston and suburbs, street map and directory ... 1975-76 / Amoco Oil Company. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Co., 1975.
Authors: Amoco Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2980 (PrCt)

Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps

Boston and suburbs, street map and directory ... 1975-76 / Amoco Oil Company. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Co., 1975.
Authors: Amoco Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2980 (PrCt)

Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps

Boston and suburbs, street map and directory ... 1975-76 / Amoco Oil Company. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Co., 1975.
Authors: Amoco Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2980 (PrCt)

Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps

Boston and suburbs, street map and directory ... 1975-76 / Amoco Oil Company. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Co., 1975.
Authors: Amoco Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2980 (PrCt)

Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps

Boston and suburbs, street map and directory ... 1975-76 / Amoco Oil Company. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Co., 1975.
Authors: Amoco Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2980 (PrCt)

Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps

Boston and suburbs, street map and directory ... 1975-76 / Amoco Oil Company. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Co., 1975.
Authors: Amoco Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2980 (PrCt)

Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps

Boston and suburbs, street map and directory ... 1975-76 / Amoco Oil Company. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Co., 1975.
Authors: Amoco Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2980 (PrCt)

Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps

Boston and suburbs, street map and directory ... 1975-76 / Amoco Oil Company. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Co., 1975.
Authors: Amoco Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2980 (PrCt)
13540 Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps>>>Boston Region (Mass.) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps>>>Road maps
1 map : col. ; 91 x 61 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm. "1976 Edition."
Panel title.
Added title: Boston street map
Plate no. 767026-4
Maps on verso (46 x 50 cm. and smaller): Boston and vicinity. Plate no. 767027-4 -- [Gloucester region, Mass.] -- Central Boston.
Panel art: road signs.
Forms part of a collection of stock editions of Rand McNally road maps, some apparently issued as sales samples and / or printer's proofs for prospective commercial clients.
Uniform series title (established by cataloger):
Stock road maps
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (April 2010).
RMcN Stock 24 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 24 maps ; 278 x 217 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 24 maps ; 278 x 217 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (240 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
$19.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528972634
RMcN StrFdr 1999 .B67 (PrCt)

Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 2000 - Road maps
Plymouth County (Mass.) - Maps -
2000 - Road maps
Norfolk County (Mass.) - Maps -
2000 - Road maps
Middlesex County (Mass.) - Maps -
2000 - Road maps
Essex County (Mass.) - Maps -
2000 - Road maps
Counties - Maps
Boston & Eastern Massachusetts StreetFinder.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (320 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
$19.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-98892-1
RMcN StrFdr 2000 .B67 (PrCt)

Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 2002 - Road maps
Plymouth County (Mass.) - Maps -
2002 - Road maps
Norfolk County (Mass.) - Maps -
2002 - Road maps
Middlesex County (Mass.) - Maps -
2002 - Road maps
Essex County (Mass.) - Maps -
2002 - Road maps
Counties - Maps
Boston, Eastern Massachusetts StreetFinder.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (519, 184 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Date on cover: 2002.
$19.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-99528-4
RMcN StrFdr 2002 .B67 (PrCt)

Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps
Plymouth County (Mass.) - Maps -
2006 - Road maps
Norfolk County (Mass.) - Maps -
2006 - Road maps
Middlesex County (Mass.) - Maps -
2006 - Road maps
Boston & eastern Massachusetts street guide.
Chicago : Rand McNally , c2006.
1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
"7th edition" -- front cover.
"$24.95" -- back cover.
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528855808
RMcN StrFdr 2006 .B67a (PrCt)

1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
"1st edition" -- front cover.
$17.95.

Cover not dated.
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-85992-7
RMcN StrFdr 2006 .B67 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- NAVTEQ (Firm) -- Rand McNally and Company.
Street guide -- Rand McNally and Company.
StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
"8th edition" -- front cover.
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
"$24.95" -- back cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528855808
RMcN StrFdr 2009 .B67 (PrCt)

13553 Boston (Mass.) - Maps - Bibliography
List of maps of Boston published between 1600 and 1903, copies of which are to be found in the possession of the city of Boston or other collectors of the same : reprint of the appendix I, Annual report of the City Engineer : February 1, 1903.
Authors: Boston. Engineering Dept.
248 p. : map ; 21 x 28 cm.
Bound with their List of Maps of Boston published subsequent to 1600. Boston, 1904. 97 p.
Formerly lower case folio g 10844 .11
Map Ref folio Z6027.U52 M4 1903a (NLO)

13554 Boston (Mass.) - Maps - Bibliography
List of maps of Boston published subsequent to 1600, copies of which are to be found in the possession of the city of Boston or other collectors of the same : reprint of the appendix J, Annual report of the City Engineer for the year 1902 : February 1, 1904. Boston : Municipal Printing Office, 1904.
Authors: Boston. Engineering Dept.
97 p. ; 21 x 28 cm.
Bound with their List of Maps of Boston published between 1600 and 1903. Boston, 1903. 248 p.
Formerly lower case folio g 10844 .11
Map Ref folio Z6027.U52 M4 1903a (NLO)

13555 Boston (Mass.) - Maps - Bibliography
Authors: Carret, José Francisco, 1834-1897 -- Murdoch, John, fl. ca. 1899 -- Murdoch, John.
Public Library of the city of Boston. 2d ser., v. 4 (1899)
p. 295-313
In: Monthly bulletin of books added to the Public Library of the city of Boston. 2d ser., v. 4 (1899), p. 295-313.
Lists 335 maps and views.
"This list ... has been revised and completed by Mr. John Murdoch."
Vert 168 (PrCt)

13556 Boston (Mass.) - Maps - Bibliography
Maps and plans of Boston. [Boston : Published by order of the City Council [by] Rockwell and Churchill, City Printers, 1890].
Authors: Shurtleff, Nathaniel Bradstreet, 1810-1874 -- Shurtleff, Nathaniel Bradstreet, 1810-1874. A topographical and historical description of Boston (1890)
p. 91-105 ; 27 cm.
Refers to about 40 printed maps (1722-1868).
Also a photocopy at Vert 164.
F 8441 .825, p. 91-105 (PrCt)

13557 Boston (Mass.) - Maps - Collections, 1660-1675
Boston prints & printmakers: plans & views.
Boston : Colonial Society of Massachusetts; distributed by the University Press of Virginia [Charlottesville], 1973.
Authors: Reps, John William -- Burgis, William, fl. 1722-1736 -- Pelham -- Colonial Society of Massachusetts -- University Press of Virginia -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 32 maps ; 242 x 166 mm.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

G 10844 .88 (NLO) 13560 Boston (Mass.) - Pictorial works - 1743 A Southeast view of ye great town of Boston ... Ithaca, N.Y. Historic Urban Plans, 1976. Authors: Burgis, William, fl. 1722-1736 -- Harris, John, active 1680-1739 or 1740 -- Price, William, fl. 1725-1769 -- Historic Urban Plans (Firm) 1 birds-eye view ; 53 x 131 cm., on 3 sheets each 67 x 51 cm. Facsimile of original published 1743. 412
map4F G3764.B6A3 1743 B8 1976 (PrCt)

map4F G3764.B6A3 1774 R4 1973 (PrCt)

13562 Boston (Mass.) - Pictorial works - 1775 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles>>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles A View of the country round Boston, taken from Beacon Hill, shewing the lines, intrenchments, redouts, &c. of the rebels, also the lines and redouts of His Majesties troops. Boston, 1903. Authors: Williams, Lieut. Richard -- Woorid, William -- Green, Samuel Abbot, 1830-1918 1 view ; 8 x 93 cm. in 2 sections, reduced from 18 x 188 cm. Facsimile of 1775 water color view in the Massachusetts Historical Society; facsimile issued in Green, Samuel Abbott. Ten fac-simile reproductions relating to various subjects (Boston, 1903) after p. 24. 'These views were taken by Lt: Williams of the R. W. Fusiliers & ... the original drawing by Lt. Woorid ... The original drawings are now in possession of the King.' Perspective view, scale varies. Includes 25 numbered references. ICN73 F 8441.37 after p. 24 (PrCt)


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Facsimile of original published 1873.
Includes references.
446
map4F G3764.B6A3 1873 P3 1976 (PrCt)

13565 Boston (Mass.) - Pictorial works - 1877
Authors: Bachmann, John -- L. Prang & Co. -- Historic Urban Plans (Firm)
1 bird's-eye view : col. ; 52 x 70 cm.
427
map4F G3764.B6A3 1877 .B3 1976 (PrCt)

13566 Boston (Mass.) - Pictorial works - 1880
Authors: Rowley (H.H.) & Co. -- Beck & Pauli, Milwaukee -- Historic Urban Plans (Firm)
1 bird's-eye view : col. ; 69 x 137 cm., on 3 sheets each 87 x 58 cm.
Facsimile of original published 1880.
Includes references: 1 - 27.
454
map4F G3764.B6A3 1880 R6 1970 (PrCt)

13567 Boston (Mass.) - Pictorial works - 1929 - Harbors
Bird's-eye view of Boston harbor along the South Shore to Provincetown. Boston : Union News Co., [1929?].
Authors: Union News Company (Boston, Mass.) -- Federal Engraving & Publishing Co. (Boston, Mass.) -- Chicago Historical Society
1 view : col. ; on sheet 43 x 53 cm.
Issued folded to 18 x 9 cm. in paper covers with variant title (mostly torn away; including partial words 'histori ...' and 'surroundin ...').
Not drawn to scale.
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.
CHS Coll., Map no. 320 (PrCt)

13568 Boston (Mass.) - Pictorial works - 1960 - Railroads
Aerial view of Boston. [Boston?] Boston and Maine Railroad?, 1960?]
Authors: Boston and Maine Railroad
1 view ; 15 x 20 cm.
Caption title.
Photograph keyed to references 1-9 in bottom margin.
5A 7267 (1959 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

13569 Boston (Mass.) - Pictorial works - 1961 - Railroads
Aerial view showing Boston terminal

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
'Engrav'd in aqua tinta by Francis Jukes.'
Scale ca. 1:17,650.
Oriented with north at upper right.
Includes facsimile of a pass issued to Pelham, and 'references;' A-I, K-Q.
Dedication: To the right honourable Lord George Germain...Henry Pelham.
73-7647
ICN73
map2F 3701.S3.110 (PrCt)

Authors: Armstrong, Mostyn John -- Bell, Andrew, d. 1810 -- Scots magazine (1775)
1 map ; 26 x 26 cm.
In Scots magazine 37 (August 1775) opposite p. 440.
Scale 1:385,500.
'NB. The spherical lines are five miles distant.'
Relief shown pictorially and by hachures.
Prime meridian: London.
Inset: [Battle of Bunker Hill].
'Memorable occurrences' are listed in the two lower corners.
'Price one shill.'
ICN73
A 51 .85, v. 37, opposite p. 440 (PrCt)

13574 Boston (Mass.) - Siege, 1775-1776United States - History - Revolution, 1775-1783 - Maps
A Plan of the town of Boston, with the intrenchments &c. of His Majestys Forces in 1775... [London] : Wm. Faden , 1777.
1 map ; hand col. ; 44 x 31 cm.
Scale ca. 1:9,750.
Relief shown by hachures.
Includes 'references' to the battle lines and town.
Detached from: Faden, William, [Atlas of battle plans, ca. 1783], no. 2.
The atlas was previously owned by British general Sir Henry Clinton.
map4F 3701.S3.2 (PrCt)

13575 Boston (Mass.) - Siege, 1775-1776United States - History - Revolution, 1775-1783 - Maps
A Plan of the town of Boston, with the intrenchments &c. of His Majestys Forces in 1775... Ithaca, N.Y. Historic Urban Plans, 1965.
Authors: Page, Thomas Hyde, Sir, 1746-1821 -- Faden, William, 1749-1836 -- Historic Urban Plans (Firm) -- Cornell University. Library
1 map ; 45 x 31 cm.
Facsimile of original published [London], 1777; reproduced from original in the Cornell University Library, no. '306' of 500 copies.
Scale ca. 1:9,750.
Relief shown by hachures.
Includes 'references' to the battle lines and town.
70-856
map2F 3701.S3.9 (PrCt)

13576 Boston (Mass.) - Siege, 1775-1776United States - History - Revolution, 1775-1783 - Maps
Boston with its environs. Philadelphia, 1832.
1 map : hand col. ; 16 x 24 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:75,000].
Relief shown by hachures.
Includes list of seven references.
Case E5 .W275505 Atlas map 1 (PrCt)

13577 Boston (Mass.), Siege, 1775 - SiegeUnited States - History - Revolution, 1775 - Maps
A New and correct plan of the town of Boston and provincial camp. Philadelphia, 1775.
Authors: Aitken, Robert, 1734-1802 -- Pennsylvanïa Magazine
1 map ; 27 x 19 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:16,000].
Detached from the Pennsylvanïa Magazine 1 (1775) opposite p. 291 [Case A 5.7212. v. 1]
Inset: [Environs of Boston].
Nebenzahl 2, 2a.
4168
map1F G3764.B6 1775 A4 (PrCt)

Authors: Boston Public Library. Norman B. Leventhal Map Center -- Grim, Ronald E. -- Pick, Roni -- Margolis, Bernard A. -- Brown, Wesley A. -- Schulten, Susan
115 p. ; ill. ; 28 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 113).
Exhibition catalog.
ISBN 0890731294 (softcover) ; 0890731292 (hardcover)
13579 Boston Public Library. Norman B. Leventhal Map Center. Norman B. Leventhal Map Center at the Boston Public Library SEE Boston Public Library. Norman B. Leventhal Map Center


Authors: Boston Public Library. Norman B. Leventhal Map Center -- Norman B. Leventhal Map Center at the Boston Public Library SEE Boston Public Library. Norman B. Leventhal Map Center

v. : ill. ; 23 cm.

Library has: Nos. 3 (Fall 2008), 4 (Fall 2009)

Vert 2179 (PrCt)

13580 Boston Region (Mass.) - History - Revolution, 1775-1783 - Maps - Pictorial maps

Boston Region (Mass.) - Historical geography - Maps - 1940 - Pictorial maps - Massachusetts - History - Revolution, 1775-1783 - Maps - Pictorial maps


13581 Boston Region (Mass.) - Maps - 1693 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

Manuscripts - Facsimiles

Carte de la ville, bay et environs de Baston. [19--].

Authors: Franquelin, Jean Baptiste Louis -- France. Service hydrographique. Archives.

135-6-6 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map

Photostatic reproduction of 1693 manuscript.

Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

MapPhoto France ASH 135-6-6 (PrCt)

13582 Boston Region (Mass.) - Maps - 1693 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

Plan de la ville, baye et environs de Baston dans la nouvelle Angleterre. [19--].

Authors: Franquelin, Jean Baptiste Louis -- France. Service hydrographique. Archives.

135-6-7 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map

Possibly by J.B.L. Franquelin.

Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1693 manuscript.

Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

MapPhoto France ASH 135-6-7 (PrCt)

13583 Boston Region (Mass.) - Maps - 1773 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles


Authors: Prierie, William -- Map Library (British Library). Mss. (K. Top. CXX. 34)

1 map ; col. ; 52 x 65 cm.

Facsimile of 1773 manuscript; reproduced from original in the British Library. (K Top. CXX. 34).

Scale [ca. 1:36,000].

Includes untitled plan of Boston and vicinity (24 x 23 cm.) and 6 views of the city and Castle William.

ICN78

map4F G3764.B6 1773 P5 1975 (PrCt)

13584 Boston Region (Mass.) - Maps - 1776 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

Carte du port et Harve de Boston ... [19--].

Authors: Beaurain, Jean, chevalier de, 1696-1771 -- France. Service hydrographique. Archives.

135-6-15 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map

Photostatic reproduction of 1776 manuscript.

Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

MapPhoto France ASH 135-6-15 (PrCt)

13585 Boston Region (Mass.) - Maps - 1779 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

Manuscripts - Facsimiles

Cape Cod
Boston Region (Mass.) - Maps - 1833
Map of Boston and its vicinity. Ithaca, N.Y.
Authors: Hales, John Groves -- Gillingham, Edwin D. -- Historic Urban Plans (Firm)
1 map ; 52 x 64 cm.
Facsimile of original 1833 map in Cornell University Library.
M1158

Boston Region (Mass.) - Maps - 1882 - Maps - Cycling - Pictorial maps
Map of bicycle tracks / drawn by a bicycler.
[Boston : Wheelman Company, 1882].
Authors: Pratt, Charles E. (Charles Eadward), 1845-1898 -- Pratt, Charles E. (Charles Eadward), 1845-1898. A Wheel around the Hub (1882) -- Wheelman (1882) -- Wheelman Co. (Boston, Mass.) -- The Wheelman SEE Wheelman -- The Wheelman Co. (Boston, Mass.)
SEE Wheelman Co. (Boston, Mass.)
1 map ; 20 x 25 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:173,000]
Coordinates: (W 71°11'56"--W 70°45'19"/N 42°22'41"--N 42°03'26")
Published in Boston by the Wheelman Company.
Pictorial map detailing the routes of a bicycle meet held in the Boston region September 11-12, 1879, beginning southward from Boston's Roxbury neighborhood and ending in the town of Sharon the first day, then continued the second day eastward from Sharon to Cohasset and back to the city, ending in the Brighton neighborhood. Includes labelled illustrations and humorous vignettes of landmarks, cyclists, railroads, and events along the way, including "Brown's cow path", "where we met the Indian chief", and "where the Colonel gave out."
V 007 .7 v. 1, no. 1, between p. 4-5 (PrCt)

13586
Boston Region (Mass.) - Maps - 1824 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Manchester - Tourist maps
Manchester - Bicycle trails
Pictorial map of Manchester. [Manchester : privately printed by J. & E. Bumpus, 1824].
A Wheel around the Hub. [Manchester : privately printed by J. & E. Bumpus, 1824].
Includes coastal profile.
1 map; 20 x 25 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:34,000]
Coordinates: (W 71°11'56"--W 70°45'19"/N 42°22'41"--N 42°03'26")
Published in Boston by the Wheelman Company.
Pictorial map detailing the routes of a bicycle meet held in the Boston region September 11-12, 1879, beginning southward from Boston's Roxbury neighborhood and ending in the town of Sharon the first day, then continued the second day eastward from Sharon to Cohasset and back to the city, ending in the Brighton neighborhood. Includes labelled illustrations and humorous vignettes of landmarks, cyclists, railroads, and events along the way, including "Brown's cow path", "where we met the Indian chief", and "where the Colonel gave out."
V 007 .7 v. 1, no. 1, between p. 4-5 (PrCt)

13587
Boston Region (Mass.) - Maps - 1833
Map of Boston and its vicinity. Ithaca, N.Y.
Authors: Hales, John Groves -- Gillingham, Edwin D. -- Historic Urban Plans (Firm)
1 map ; 52 x 64 cm.
Facsimile of original 1833 map in Cornell University Library.
M1158

13588
Boston Region (Mass.) - Maps - 1882 - Maps - Cycling - Pictorial maps
Massachusetts - Maps - 1882 - Maps - Cycling - Pictorial maps
Massachusetts - Maps - 1882 - Maps - Bicycle trails - Pictorial maps
Cycling - Boston Region (Mass.) - Maps - 1882 - Pictorial maps
Cycling - Massachusetts - Maps - 1882 - Pictorial maps
1 map ; 20 x 25 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:173,000]
Coordinates: (W 71°11'56"--W 70°45'19"/N 42°22'41"--N 42°03'26")
Published in Boston by the Wheelman Company.
Pictorial map detailing the routes of a bicycle meet held in the Boston region September 11-12, 1879, beginning southward from Boston's Roxbury neighborhood and ending in the town of Sharon the first day, then continued the second day eastward from Sharon to Cohasset and back to the city, ending in the Brighton neighborhood. Includes labelled illustrations and humorous vignettes of landmarks, cyclists, railroads, and events along the way, including "Brown's cow path", "where we met the Indian chief", and "where the Colonel gave out."
V 007 .7 v. 1, no. 1, between p. 4-5 (PrCt)

13589
Boston Region (Mass.) - Maps - 1891 - Bicycle trails - Road maps
Road maps
[Boston : Wheelman Company, 1891].
Authors: Oliver, William T., fl. 1891 -- Sparrell Print (Firm : Boston, Mass.) -- Underwood, Charles A. Road book of Boston and vicinity with map (1891)
1 map ; col. ; 39 x 29 cm., folded to 10 x 15 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).
Road map4C G3764.B6P2 1891 .O4 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

13590 Boston Region (Mass.) - Maps - 1898 - Road maps
Boston Region (Mass.) - Maps - 1898 - Bicycle trails
Boston Region (Mass.) - Maps - 1898 - Road maps
Road map of the Boston district showing the metropolitan park system. Boston : Geo. H. Walker & Co., 1898.
Authors: Geo. H. Walker & Co. -- League of American Wheelmen
1 map : col. ; 66 x 89 cm.
Three-winged bicycle tire logo with initials "L.A.W." (League of American Wheelmen) at head of title.
Issued folded to 18 x 10 cm.
"Plate Y" at upper left.
Scale [ca. 1:126,720].
Shows bicycling routes, street railways, post offices, etc.
Cf. OCLC 27591335
map6F G3764.B6A1 1898 .L4 (PrCt)

13591 Boston Region (Mass.) - Maps - 1902 - Bicycle trails
Middlesex County (Mass.) - Maps - 1902 - Bicycle trails
Boston Region (Mass.) - Maps - 1902 - Bicycle trails
Boston Region (Mass.) - Maps - 1902 - Road maps
Middlesex County (Mass.) - Maps - 1902 - Road maps
Counts - Maps
Authors: Geo. H. Walker & Co.
1 map : col., mounted on cloth ; 46 x 72 cm., folded to 24 x 11 cm.
Panel title: Cyclists' road map of the North Shore and part of Middlesex County, Massachusetts.
"Copyright 1893, 1902 by Geo. H. Walker & Co. ...
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).
Road map4C G3764.B6P2 1902 .W3 (PrCt)

13592 Boston Region (Mass.) - Maps - 1905 - Road maps
Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1905 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: Geo. H. Walker & Co. -- New England News Company
1 map : col. ; 103 x 71 cm., folded in covers to 18 x 9 cm.
Cover title: Map of Boston and surroundings / published for the New England News Company ...
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1 map : col.; 104 x 72 cm., folded in covers to 18 x 9 cm.
Cover title: Map of Boston and surroundings / published for the New England News Company ...
Printed paste-on label on front cover: A.T. Ball, 609 Main Street, the most interesting shop in Waltham.
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).

1 map : col.; 105 x 72 cm., folded in covers to 18 x 9 cm.
"Published for the New England News Company, 93 Arch Street, Boston, Mass." -- front cover.
Covers include price lists of Walker's "pocket road maps", "automobile maps", and "pocket railroad maps".
Former owner's signature on front cover: Hermon Dunlap Smith.
Forms part of the Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library).
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (April 2011).

13598 Boston Region (Mass.) - Maps - 1910 - Road maps - Bicycle trails - Road maps
Road map of the Boston district, showing the metropolitan park system. Boston : Walker Lith. & Pub. Co., [ca. 1910]?
1 map : col.; 66 x 90 cm., folded in covers to 18 x 8 cm.
Cover title: Road map of Boston district : all the roads and points of interest ... New England News Company ...
Plate no. (?) at bottom right: 21 H
Former owner's signature on front cover: Robert J. Morison 20 Oct. 1915
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).

Authors: Richdale Oil Corporation (Boston, Mass.) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 28 x 19 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Map on verso (21 x 29 cm.): [New England].
Panel art: Richdale Petroleum logo.
Separated along folds into two pieces.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

13600 Boston Region (Mass.) - Maps - 1931 - Road maps - Cape Cod (Mass.) - Maps - 1933 - Road maps - Cape Cod (Mass.) - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Boston & Vic., Cape Cod. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1931].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

13601 Boston Region (Mass.) - Maps - 1933 - Road maps - Cape Cod (Mass.) - Maps - 1933 - Road maps - Road maps
Boston & Vicinity, Cape Cod. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1933].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil Company -- Lee, Robert E., fl. 1933 -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Cover: License plate motif.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Panel art: Shell logo, license plates, woman driving convertible car, dog, signed by artist "Robert E. Lee."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 907 (PrCt)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalog Number</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

13609 Boston Region (Mass.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps


Authors: Standard Oil Company of New York -- General Drafting Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 63 x 44 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Motoring in Boston and vicinity...

Map on verso (21 x 31 cm. each): Main routes through Boston -- Cape Cod.

Panel art: Socony sign.

Handstamped "copyrighted 1938" and "received ... Jul 18 1938 Rand McNally & Co. ..."

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 168.47 (PrCt)

13610 Boston Region (Mass.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Boston metropolitan area road map / Cities Service ahead. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1938?].

Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Panel art: car driving through hills, Cities Service sign.

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 3051 (PrCt)

13611 Boston Region (Mass.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps


Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 62 x 42 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Gulf road map of metropolitan Boston and vicinity.

Date from RMcN AE 84 ms. index.

Plate no. 3. 3686

Map on verso (27 x 37 cm.): Downtown Boston featuring points of interest, parks and principal buildings.

Panel art: Gulf sign over cars.

RMcN AE 84.7 (PrCt)

13612 Boston Region (Mass.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Shell road map : metropolitan Boston and Cape Cod ... Chicago : H. M. Gousha Company, [1938].

Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 43 x 58 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Shell : metropolitan Boston and vicinity.

Date from RMcN AE 164 ms. index

Plate no. 12-L. 1938-1

Maps on verso (28 x 43 cm. and 28 x 21 cm.):

Cape Cod and vicinity -- Downtown Boston.

Panel art: Shell logo.

Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 18 1938 ... "

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 164.40 (PrCt)

13613 Boston Region (Mass.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Boston metropolitan area road map : Cities Service ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1938].

Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 42 x 58 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Cities Service invites you to tour metropolitan Boston and vicinity.

Date from RMcN AE 156 ms. index.

Plate no. L-2 140-S.C.

Map on verso (28 x 44 cm.):

Cities Service road map of the United States.

Panel art: Cities Service sign, car on winding road.

Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 18 1938 ... "

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 156.33 (PrCt)

13614 Boston Region (Mass.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
13615 Boston Region (Mass.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Shell road map: metropolitan Boston and Cape Cod. Chicago: H.M. Gousha Co., [1939?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3527 (PrCt)

13616 Boston Region (Mass.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
1939 - Road maps
Shell road map: metropolitan Boston and Cape Cod. Chicago: H.M. Gousha Co., [1939?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: road leading to a Cities Service gas station and sign; slogan "buy at this sign."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3348 (PrCt)

13617 Boston Region (Mass.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
1940 - Road maps
Shell map of metropolitan Boston and Cape Cod. Chicago: H.M. Gousha Co., [1940?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: Boston.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3857 (PrCt)

13618 Boston Region (Mass.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
1940 - Road maps
Boston metropolitan area road map / Cities Service. Chicago: H.M. Gousha Co., [1940?].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: road with cars, Cities Service sign and gas station attendant; slogan "helpful service wherever you go!"
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3705 (PrCt)

13619 Boston Region (Mass.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
1941 - Road maps
Shell road map: metropolitan Boston and Cape Cod. Chicago: H.M. Gousha Co., [1941?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 43 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell: metropolitan Boston and vicinity.
Date from RMcN AE 165 ms. index
Plate no. 12-M-1939-1
Maps on verso (28 x 43 cm. and 28 x 21 cm.):
Shell map of Cape Cod and vicinity -- Downtown Boston.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Aug 11 1939 ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 165.42 (PrCt)

13620 Boston Region (Mass.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
1941 - Road maps
Shell map of metropolitan Boston and Cape Cod. Chicago: The H.M. Gousha Company, [1941?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 58 x 43 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
13621 Boston Region (Mass.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps

Boston metropolitan area road map / Cities Service. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1941?].

Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

1 map : col. ; 57 x 42 cm.

Panel title.

Panel art: car, Cities Service sign and infant dressed as a gas station attendant; slogan "start every trip at your Cities Service dealer's."

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 4056 (PrCt)

13622 Boston Region (Mass.) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps


Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

1 map : col. ; 57 x 42 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Gulf metropolitan Boston info map.

Date from RMcN AE 86 ms. index.

Plate no. X.3916

Maps on verso (21 x 28 cm. and 21 x 28 cm.): Downtown Boston featuring points of interest, parks and principal buildings -- Gulf Cape Cod info map.

Panel art: Gulf sign over monument and Gulf logo over cars.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 86.2 (PrCt)

13623 Boston Region (Mass.) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps

Gulf metropolitan Boston info map. Boston (Mass.). Boston Region (Mass.).

Added title: Gulf metropolitan Boston and vicinity.

Plate nos. "553-S", "12-N", and "1940-1".

Maps on verso (28 x 43 cm. and 28 x 21 cm.):

Map of Cape Cod and vicinity -- Downtown Boston.

Panel art: Shell logo and motto "tour with confidence."

Three handstamps on panel: "1941", "Received ... Jul 28 1941 Rand McNally & Co. Blazed Trails Dept. ...", and "Copyrighted".

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 2431 (PrCt)

13624 Boston Region (Mass.) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps

Boston metropolitan area road map / Cities Service Oils ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1942?].

Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Panel art: Shell logo, statement "all points of military interest have been removed voluntarily from this map and index" and slogan "tour with confidence."

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 4540 (PrCt)

13625 Boston Region (Mass.) - Maps - 1944 - Road maps

Texaco map of metropolitan Boston and Buffalo-Niagara Falls. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1944].

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

1 map : 34 x 52 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Texaco metropolitan Boston.

Date from RMcN AE 86 ms. index.

Plate no. Z.4403

Map on verso (34 x 52 cm.): Texaco metropolitan Buffalo-Niagara Falls.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 86.17 (PrCt)

13626 Boston Region (Mass.) - Maps - 1944 - Road maps

Niagara Falls Region (N.Y.) - Maps - 1944 - Road maps

Shell map of metropolitan Boston and Cape Cod. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1942?].

Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

At head of panel title: Boston.

Panel art: Shell logo, statement "all points of military interest have been removed voluntarily from this map and index" and slogan "tour with confidence."

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 4366 (PrCt)
and Ont.) - Maps - 1944 - Road maps
Texaco map of metropolitan Boston and Buffalo-Niagara Falls. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1944].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 34 x 52 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco metropolitan Boston.
Date from RMcN AE 97 ms. index.
Plate no. Z.4403
Map on verso (34 x 52 cm.): Texaco metropolitan Buffalo-Niagara Falls.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 97.60 (PrCt)

Boston Region (Mass.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Authors: Harvard GS Public Adminst -- Harrison, Richard Edes -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 69 maps ; 280 x 216 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Boston Region (Mass.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Texaco map of metropolitan Boston and Buffalo-Niagara Falls. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1946].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 34 x 52 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco metropolitan Boston.
Date from RMcN AE 97 ms. index.
Plate no. 464403
Map on verso (34 x 52 cm.): Texaco metropolitan Buffalo-Niagara Falls.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 97.61 (PrCt)

Boston Region (Mass.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Texaco map of metropolitan Boston and Buffalo-Niagara Falls. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1946].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 34 x 52 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco metropolitan Boston.
Date from RMcN AE 96 ms. index.
Plate no. 464403
Map on verso (34 x 52 cm.): Texaco metropolitan Buffalo-Niagara Falls.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 86.18 (PrCt)

Boston Region (Mass.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Authors: Amoco Oil Company -- American Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; col. ; 57 x 42 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: American Amoco gas road map of Boston and vicinity.
Date from RMcN AE 86 ms. index.
Plate no. 6-403916-5
Maps on verso (21 x 28 cm. and 21 x 28 cm.): Downtown Boston featuring points of interest, parks and principal buildings -- Cape Cod info map.
Panel art: Drawing of white colonial building over Amoco logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 86.12 (PrCt)

Boston Region (Mass.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Shell map of metropolitan Boston and Cape Cod. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1946?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4853 (PrCt)

13627 13630 13631 13632

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell metropolitan Boston and vicinity.
Date from RMcN AE 166 ms. index.
Plate no. "553-S-T-5 1946-2"
Maps on verso (28 x 43 cm. and 28 x 21 cm.):
Shell map of Cape Cod and vicinity -- Downtown Boston.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Handstamped "received ... Apr 29 1947 Rand McNally & Co. Blazed Trails Dept. ... "
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 166.37 (PrCt)

Boston Region (Mass.) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Boston Region (Mass.) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Boston metropolitan area / Cities Service.
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1947].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Cities Service gas station, various cartoon images, and slogan "Cities Service dealers help make every trip a treat."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5031 (PrCt)

Boston Region (Mass.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Boston Region (Mass.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Metropolitan Boston and Cape Cod info-map : Gulf.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1948].
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 57 x 42 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Gulf metropolitan Boston info map.
Date from RMcN AE 86 ms. index.
Plate no. 8-403916-7.
Maps on verso (each 21 x 28 cm.): Downtown Boston featuring points of interest, parks and principal buildings -- Gulf Cape Cod info map.
Panel art: Gulf sign over monument and Gulf logo over cars.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 86.47 (PrCt)

Boston Region (Mass.) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Boston Region (Mass.) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Road map of metropolitan Boston and Cape Cod ... / Tide Water Associated Oil Company, New York, San Francisco, Tulsa.
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1947].
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "U", indicating 1947 publication.
Panel art: rural road scene with gas station, car, and "Tydol flying 'A' gasoline" sign.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5249 (PrCt)

Boston Region (Mass.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Boston Region (Mass.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Metropolitan Boston and Cape Cod info-map / Gulf.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1948].
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 57 x 42 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Gulf metropolitan Boston info-map
Plate no. 8-403916-7.
Maps on verso (21 x 28 cm.): Downtown Boston -- Cape Cod.
Panel art: Illustration of Bunker Hill Monument.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 980 (PrCt)
Boston Region (Mass.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps

- Panel art: Gas station attendant talking to a man in car, "Tydol flying 'A' gasoline" sign and slogan "at this sign ... everything that's good for your car."
- Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
- Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 5536 (PrCt)

Boston Region (Mass.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps

- Panel art: Drawing of white colonial building over principal buildings -- Costa Rica.
- Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
- Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 5308 (PrCt)

Boston Region (Mass.) - Maps - 1949 - Road maps

- Road map of metropolitan Boston and Cape Cod info-map : Gulf. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1949].
- Panel art: Gulf metropolitan Boston info-map. Chicago : San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1949?].
- Added title: Gulf metropolitan Boston info-map.
- Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
- Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
- Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN AE 87.3 (PrCt)
Boston featuring points of interest, parks and principal buildings -- Gulf Cape Cod info-map.

Panel art: Gulf logo over obelisk in town square.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 87.2 (PrCt)**

13644  **Boston Region (Mass.) - Maps - 1950 - Road maps**<br><br><br>13645  **Boston Region (Mass.) - Maps - 1950 - Road maps**

**Texas Company metropolitan Boston and Cape Cod**

Plate no. 513916.

Maps on verso (21 x 30 cm. and 26 x 41 cm.): Auto road map of Cape Cod -- Central Boston.

Panel art: Atlantic logo over cars on winding highway.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 87.13 (PrCt)**

13647  **Boston Region (Mass.) - Maps - 1951 - Road maps**

**American Amoco gas**

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 57 x 42 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: American Amoco gas road map of Boston and vicinity.
Date from RMcN AE 87 ms. index.
Plate no. 2-403916-12.
Maps on verso (each 21 x 28 cm.): Downtown Boston featuring points of interest, parks and principal buildings -- Cape Cod.
Panel art: Drawing of white colonial building over Amoco logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 87.23 (PrCt)

13650 Boston Region (Mass.) - Maps - 1952 - Road maps<<><><><><><>Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1952 - Road maps<<><><><><><>Cape Cod (Mass.) - Maps - 1952 - Road maps<<><><><><><>Road maps Metropoli
13652 Boston Region (Mass.) - Maps - 1952 - Road maps<<><><><><><>Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1952 - Road maps<<><><><><><>Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1952 - Road maps<<><><><><><>Road maps
13654 Boston Region (Mass.) - Maps - 1960 - Road maps<<><><><><><>Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1960 - Road maps<<><><><><><>Cape Cod (Mass.) - Maps - 1960 - Road maps<<><><><><><>Road maps

13656
Boston Region (Mass.) - Maps - 1960 - Road maps

Maps on verso (27 x 43 cm. and 21 x 30 cm.):
Central Boston -- Road map of Cape Cod.
Panel art: "Amoco" logo and Paul Revere statue.
Handstamp: "May 17 1960."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2928 (PrCt)

13658
Boston Region (Mass.) - Maps - 1967 - Local transit
Local transit on verso.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

Handstamp: "May 17 1960."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3207 (PrCt)
& suburban bus lines.
Scale [ca. 1:49,200].
Coordinates: (W 71°17'09"--W 70°56'20"/N 42°27'30"--N 42°10'58"
Includes untiitled inset map of downtown Boston
(18 x 18 cm.) Scale [ca. 1:19,700]. Coordinates:
(W 71°05'22"--W 71°02'43"/N 42°22'27"--N 42°20'31"
Verso includes directory of 123 numbered routes,
index to points of interest, and directory of private
bus and railroad companies.
Panel art: MBTA logo (uppercase T within a
circle).
Formerly classified and shelved as Road map 4C
Also available online via Wikimedia Commons
(recto only):
http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File%3A1967_
MBTA_system_map.jpg
map4C G3764.B6P33 1967 .B67 (NLO)

13659 Boston Region (Mass.) - Maps - 1968 - Road
maps<<<<Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1968 - Road
maps<<<<Cape Cod (Mass.) - Maps - 1968 -
Road maps<<<<Road maps
Gulf metropolitan Boston and Cape Cod tourgide
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally
and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright
Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry
Library)
1 map : col. ; 59 x 48 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Metropolitan Boston
Plate no. 70-523916-22
Insets (each 21 x 28 cm.): Downtown Boston --
Cape Cod.
Map on verso (52 x 78 cm.): Boston street map.
Panel art: Paul Revere statue.
2 copies; one copy includes two Library of
Congress copyright handstamps and certificate
numbers.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1225-1226 (PrCt)

13662 Boston Region (Mass.) - Maps - 1996 - Road
maps<<<<Road maps
Boston EasyFinder Plus! Skokie, Ill. Rand
McNally, 1996.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 90 x 62 cm. fold. to 32 x 23 cm.
New map innovation."
Laminated.
$9.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN StrFdr 1996 .B67 (PrCt)

13663 Boston Region (Mass.) - Pictorial works -
1850-1905 - Exhibitions<<<<Cartography -
Boston Region (Mass.) -
Exhibitions<<<<Boston Public Library.
Norman B. Leventhal Map Center -
Exhibitions<<<<Bird's-eye views SEE
Pictorial works
Boston & beyond : a bird’s eye view of New
England : an exhibit from the collections of the
Norman B. Leventhal Map Center at the Boston
Public Library, January 2008-June 2008 / written

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)


Authors: Grim, Ronald E. -- Pick, Roni -- Warburton, Eileen -- Margolis, Bernard A. -- Krieger, Alex, 1951- -- Block, Debra L.

167 p. : ill., 58 pls. (col. maps) ; 23 x 31 cm.

Each view is accompanied by a detail from an early USGS topo showing the vantage point.

Includes bibliographical references (p. 162-163)

ISBN 0890731322 (pbk.) ; 9780890731321 (pbk.)


Size of original: Blueprint, 25.5 x 30 in. Scale 1:80,000. Originally compiled 1865.

Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps: Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps

13666 Bothnia, Gulf of - Maps - 1688 - Pohjanmaa (Finland) - Maps - 1688


1 map ; hand col. ; 42 x 55 cm.

Scale [ca. 1:875,000]. Relief shown pictorially.


Baskes oversize G1015 .A77 1798, [ptie 1], [plate 35] (NLO)
13669  **Bouchain (France) - History - Siege, 1711**<>**Bouchain Region (France) - Maps - 1711**<>**Spanish Succession, War of, 1701-1714 - Maps**

*Plan du siège de Bouchain.* Brussels, 1711.
Authors: Frinx, Eugène-Henri, d. 1733 -- Harrewijn, Jacobus, 1660-1727 -- Johann Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:U45 1 map ; 30 x 41 cm.
Includes references A-Z and AA.
Title from letterpress text in bottom margin.
Phillips 7962 no. [58].
3120
Forms part of the Johann Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G5834.B59A1 1711 F7 (PrCt)

13670  **Bouchain (France) - Maps - 1713 - Fortification**<>**Bouchain Region (France) - Maps - 1713 - Fortification**

*Plan de Bouchain et de ses environs.* Paris : De Fer, [1713?].
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Introduction à la fortification ... [1713?] 1 map ; 34 x 38 cm.
In: Fer, Nicolas de. Introduction à la fortification ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, [1713?]) map [47]. Map dated 1711.
Case oversize U 26 .2919 map [47] (PrCt)

13671  **Bouchain (France) - Maps - 1740 - Fortification**

*Plan of the city of Bouchain situated upon the rivers Sensette and Scheld in the county of Hainault.* [London? Knapton, ca. 1740?].
Title in bottom margin.
'For Mr. Tindal's continuation of Mr. Rapin's history of England.'
Includes references A-F to fortifications.
In: Rapin de Thoyras, M. The History of England. Written in French by Mr. Rapin de Thoyras. Translated into English with additional notes, by N. Tindal (London : James, John and Paul Knapton, 1732-1747) map [70].
folio F 45 .7341 v. [6] map [70] (PrCt)

13672  **Bouchain (France) - Maps - 1785 - Fortification**

*Plan of the city of Bouchain situated upon the rivers Sensette and Scheld in the county of Hainault. For Mr. Tindal's continuation of Mr. Rapin's history of England.* [London : s.n., ca. 1785?].
Title in bottom margin.
Includes references A-F to fortifications.
oversize Ayer 135 .T5 1732 map [37] (PrCt)

13673  **Bouches-du-Rhône (France) - Maps - 1826 - Economics**<>**Economics - Bouches-du-Rhône (France) - Maps - 1826**

Authors: Villeneuve, Christophe, comte de, 1771-1829 -- Ricard 1 atlas (48 p. XXV double pl. (incl. maps, plans)) ; 54 cm.
oversize H 239 .94 (NLO)

13674  **Bouchette, Joseph, 1774-1841 - Maps - Bibliography**

Authors: Hamelin, Louis Edmond -- Université Laval. Bibliothèque 18p.
From Cartologica 27 (Jan. 1974) Vert 467 (PrCt)

13675  **Bouchette, Joseph, 1774-1841 - Université Laval. Cartothèque - Catalogs**

Authors: Hamelin, Louis Edmond p. [1]-18 ; 28 cm.
In Cartologica 27 (January 1974): [1]-18 ; 28 cm.
Cover title: 'La Collection Joseph Bouchette.'
Bibliography: p.5-6.
Xerox copy.
Duplicate copy: Vert 467.
5A 8529, p. [1]-18 (PrCt)

13676  **Boulder (Colo.) - Description and travel - 1982**

From: New York times (28 Nov. 1982).
Travel Vertical File G4313 .B6 1982 .S3 (PrCt)

13677  **Boulder (Colo.) - Maps - 1898**

Authors: Boulder County Abstract of Title Co. -- Cowie, James A. -- Hazledine, James -- Thomas, J. W.
13678

Boulder (Colo.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps

Longmont (Colo.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- NAVTEQ (Firm) -- Rand McNally and Company.

Street guide -- Rand McNally and Company.
StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm.

Cover title.

"$17.95" -- back cover

Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

ISBN 0528867334

RMcN StrFdr 2007 .B6 (PrCt)

13679

Boulder (Colo.) - Pictorial works - 1879

Map printing - Wood engravings - Pictorial works - 1879

Railroads - Maps - Wood engravings


Authors: Photo Engraving Co. (Chicago, Ill.) -- Smart, Stephen F. Colorado tourist and illustrated guide via the "Golden belt route" ... (1879) -- Kansas Pacific Railway Company -- Ramsey, Millett & Hudson -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library) -- Photo Eng. Co. (Chicago, Ill.) SEE Photo Engraving Co. (Chicago, Ill.)

1 view : wood engraving ; 10 x 15 cm.

In: Smart, Stephen F. Colorado tourist and illustrated guide via the "Golden Belt Route" : the great wheat and corn producing region extending from the Missouri River through central Kansas and Colorado (which is traversed by the Kansas Pacific railway) to the Rocky Mountain resorts (Kansas City : Published by the Kansas Pacific Railway ; Ramsey, Millett & Hudson, 1879), p. 18.

Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.

Graff 3818, p. 18 (PrCt)

13680

Boulder (Colo.) - Pictorial works - 1880


[26] p. : views ; 23 x 29 cm.

Facsimile reprint of original published [Boulder, Colo.? : s.n.], 1880.

Cover title.


Ayer 247 .S823 S823 1960 no. 4 (NLO)

13681

Boulder County (Colo.) - Maps - 1899 - Landowners

Landowners - Maps - Boulder County (Colo.)

Lists of landowners and descriptions of land ownerships.

Forms part of the microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps.


Microform 583, no. 53 (PrCt)

13682

Boulder Region (Colo.) - Maps - 1873 - Mines and mineral resources

Boulder County (Colo.) - Maps - 1873 - Mines and mineral resources


Map of Boulder and vicinity. Denver, Col. C. Bohm d. & eng., [1873].

Authors: Bohm, C., fl. 1873 -- Hand-book of Colorado for 1873 -- Blake & Willet (Denver, Colo.) -- Blake, J. A., fl. 1873 -- Willett, F. C., fl. 1873 -- Denver Tribune Steam Print (Colo.) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)

1 map : wood engraving ; 6 x 13 cm.

Title in upper margin.

Details region between Boulder and Caribou in Boulder County, Colorado; gold, silver, and timber regions prominently identified.

In Sketch of Boulder, Colorado : its resources and advantages, together with map and business directory (Denver : Blake & Willet ; Denver Tribune Steam Print, 1873) p. [3]

'From Blake & Willett's hand-book of Colorado for 1873' -- title page.

Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Graf 319 p. [3] (PrCt)

13683 Bourbon County (Kan.) - Maps - 1878 - Landowners<< Counties - Maps<< Landowners - Maps
Authors: Edwards Brothers of Missouri -- Edwards Brothers, Philadelphia.
Phillips 1714.

oversize F 92511 .255 (NLO)

13684 Bourbon County (Kan.) - Maps - 1920 - Landowners<< Counties - Maps<< Landowners - Maps
Authors: Geo. A. Ogle & Co.
1 atlas (2 p.l., 7-55, xxii p. : 25 col. maps, ill.) ; 45 cm.
Phillips 14149.

LC Card Number: 2001624601
oversize F 92511 .642 (NLO)

13685 Bourbon County (Ky.) - Maps - 1861 - Landowners<< Counties - Maps<< Landowners - Maps
[Bourbon County (Ky.) - 1861: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] [Washington, D.C.] : LC G&M Division, [1883?].
Authors: Hewitt (E.A. and G.W.) -- Smith, Gallup & Co. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 3 parts; 2 are 18.5 x 55.5 in. each and 1 is 17.5 x 55.5 in. each. Scale 1:63,360. Originally published New York: Smith, Gallup & Co., 1861.
Microfiche 583, no. 225 (PrCt)

13686 Bourbon County (Ky.) - Maps - 1877 - Landowners<< Clark County (Ky.) - Maps - 1877 - Landowners<< Fayette County (Ky.) - Maps - 1877 - Landowners<< Jessamine County (Ky.) - Maps - 1877 - Landowners<< Woodford County (Ky.) - Maps - 1877 - Landowners<< Counties - Maps<< Landowners - Maps
Atlas of Bourbon, Clark, Fayette, Jessamine and Woodford counties, Ky. [Evansville, Ind. Unigraphic, 1974].

Authors: D.G. Beers & Co. -- Unigraphic (Evansville, Ind.) -- Beckner, W. M. Hand-book of Clark County and the city of Winchester, Kentucky (1889) -- Arkansaw Traveler Pub. Co. -- Clark County Historical Society (Clark County, Ky.) -- Winchester (Ky.). Bicentennial Committee. 77 p. : maps ; 35 cm.

[R]eproduction ... made possible through the sponsorship of the Clark County Historical Society and the Bicentennial Committee of Winchester, Kentucky.

Cf. Phillips 1748.

11217
ICN74
map5C 25 (NLO)

13687 Bourbonnais (France) - Maps - 1700< Allier (France : Dept.) - Maps - 1700
Boubonois : Borbonium ducatus. Amstelodami [Amsterdam] : Ioannem Ianssonium [i.e. Frederik de Wit, ca. 1700?].
Authors: Jansson, Jan, 1588 -- Wit, Frederik de -- Wit, Frederik de. Atlas [ca. 1700?]
Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 48 cm.
In: Wit, Frederik de. Atlas (Amsterdam : bij Frederick de Wit in de Calverstraet bij den Dam inde Witte Paskaert. [ca. 1700?]) no. [26].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .W8 A no. [26] (PrCt)

13688 Bourbourg (France), Battle of, 1645
Authors: Beaulieu, Sébastian de Pontault, ca. 1612-1674 -- Beaulieu, Sébastien de Pontault, ca. 1612-1674. Les Glorieuses conquestes de Louis le Grand [1694?]
1 map ; 41 x 50 cm.
Case oversize G 10307 .08 pl. 19 (PrCt)

13689 Bourbourg (France) - Pictorial works - 1620
Borborch. [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : hand col. ; 17 x 25 cm. on sheet 41 x 54 cm.
Anonymous view.
On same sheet with: Dvynkercke -- Grevelinge.

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Latin letterpress text on verso under titles:
Dvinkercka -- Gravelinga -- Bybvrvgym.

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 2, pl. 23 (PrCt)


1 v. : 6 maps
9th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)


A Pictorial and descriptive guide to Bournemouth, Poole, Christchurch, the Avon Valley, Salisbury, Winchester, and the New Forest : with plan of Bournemouth, two section plans, large map of the district, and numerous illustrations.
Publication date from binder's instructions.
Cover title: Bournemouth and district Maps by John Bartholomew & Co.
Printed by Butler & Tanner, the Selwood Printing Works.
Publisher statement on spine: Ward Lock & Co. Series title from cover.
Includes index, advertisements and business directories.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .W3 Bournemouth (1908) (NLO)

13695 Bournemouth (England) - Maps - 1923-1924

A Pictorial and descriptive guide to Bournemouth, Poole, Christchurch, the Avon Valley, Salisbury, Winchester, and the New forest : with plan of Bournemouth, two maps of the district, and map of the Isle of Wight. London : Ward, Lock & Co., [1923 or 1924].

Bournemouth (France) - Maps - 1611 - Pictorial works<--Woodcuts
La Ville de Bovrges. [Rouen : David Geuffroy, 1611?].
Authors: Desrues, Francois, ca. 1575-1633 -- Geuffroy, David
1 view : woodcut ; 46 x 65 mm.
In Des Rues, Franckois. Description contenant toutes les singularitez de plus celebres villes et places remarquables du royaume de France (Rouen: David Geuffroy, [1611?]), p. 136.
View enclosed in oval within a rectangular frame with fleurs-de-lis in corners.
Title from letterpress above view.
Case DC24 .D47 [map] (PrCt)

13691 Bournemouth (France) - Pictorial works - 1552<--Woodcuts
[View of Bourges, France]. [Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552].
Authors: Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552. Cosmographiae universalis ... (1552) -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : woodcut ; 7 x 7 cm., on sheet 32 x 21 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Added letterpress title above woodcut: Vrbis Bituricensium descriptio per Theobaldum Fagotium Bituricum
In: Münster, Sebastian. Cosmographiae universalis ... (Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552), p. 91.
Possibly an inaccurate view, since some of the woodcuts in this volume were used for more than one town.
VAULT folio Ayer 7 .M8 1552, p. 91 (PrCt)

13692 Bovrges. [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Hoefnagel, Joris, 1542-1601 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : hand col. ; 19 x 47 cm.
Derived from a drawing by Joris Hoefnagel; see R.A. Skelton's Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.
On same sheet with: Orleans.
Latin letterpress text on verso under titles: Avrelia -- Bovrges, vulgo, Latine Bituriges.

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 2, pl. 10 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Authors: Ward, Lock and Company, ltd. -- Ward
Lock guides -- John Bartholomew and Son --
Butler & Tanner Ltd. -- Erikson -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. (various pagings, [36] leaves of plates (4
folded)) : ill., 6 maps (4 folded col.), 1 plan ; 17
cm.
14th ed., rev.
Publication date from binder's instructions.
Cover title: Bournemouth, Christchurch,
Wimborne, New Forest, Winchester
'Eighty illustrations.'
Maps by John Bartholomew & Son.
Printed by Butler & Tanner.
Series title from cover.
Includes index, advertisements and business
directories.
Series: Ward Lock Co's illustrated
guide-books ; Ward Lock guides.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 45053845
Baskes G153 .W3 Bournemouth (1923) (NLO)

13696
Bow (N.H. : Town) - Maps - Collections,
1730-1892<>Counties - Maps
[Reproductions of maps of Bow, N.H. dated ca.
1730, 1749, 1858 and 1892]. 1975.
Authors: Bundy, David A., 1950-
4 maps
In Bundy, David A. 100 acres more or less : the
history of the land and people of Bow, New
Hampshire (Canaan, N.H.: Published for the Bow
Town History Committee by Phoenix Pub., ,], 1975)
p. 529-532.
F44.B72 B86 [maps] (PrCt)

13697
Bowie County (Tex.) - Maps - 1879 -
Landowners<>Counties - Maps<>
Bowie County (Tex.) - 1879: LC G&M land
ownership maps on microfiche. [Washington,
D.C.] : LC G&M Division, [1983?].
Authors: Stakemann, M. -- Texas. General Land
Office -- Library of Congress. Geography and
Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership
maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 16 x 21 in. Scale 1:133,320.
Originally compiled 1879.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing
19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map
Division. LC G&M Division land ownership
maps
[Washington, D.C. : Library of Congress,
Geography and Map Division, 1983?].
Microfiche 583, no. 904 (PrCt)

13698
Boyle County (Ky.) - Maps - 1876 -
Landowners<>Counties - Maps<>
Boyle County (Ky.) - 1876: LC G&M land
ownership maps on microfiche. [Washington,
D.C.] : LC G&M Division, [1983?].
Authors: Stakemann, M. -- Texas. General Land
Office -- Library of Congress. Geography and
Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership
maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 16 x 21 in. Scale 1:133,320.
Originally compiled 1876.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing
19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map
Division. LC G&M Division land ownership
maps
[Washington, D.C. : Library of Congress,
Geography and Map Division, 1983?].
Microfiche 583, no. 904 (PrCt)
land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Microfiche 583, no. 226 (PrCt)

13702
Boyles (Ala.) - Pictorial works - 1961 - Railroads
Louisville and Nashville Railroad Company - Pictorial works - 1961 - Railroads - Maps
This building at Boyles, Ala., houses a typical 'one-spot' system of car repairs. [Louisville, Ky.? Louisville and Nashville Railroad Company?], 1961?
Authors: Louisville and Nashville Railroad Company
1 view ; 9 x 18 cm.
Caption title.
Photograph.
5A 7267 (1960 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

13703
Bozca Island (Turkey) - Maps - 1528 - Imroz Island (Turkey) - Maps - 1528 - Tenedo Island (Turkey) SEE Bozca Island (Turkey)
Lembro Island (Turkey) SEE Bozca Island (Turkey)
Woodcuts
[Map of Bozca and Imroz Islands and patri-]... Is. of the Turkish coast in the Aegean Sea. [Venice: Nicolò Zoppino, 1528].
Authors: Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530 -- Zoppino, Nicolò, fl. 1508-1544 -- Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530. Libro di Benedetto Bordon: nel qual si ragiona de tutte l'isole del monde ... (1528)
1 map ; woodcut ; within printed borders 8 x 14 cm., on sheet 31 x 21 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Identifies "Tenedo" at left and "Lembro" at right.
Oriented with north at right.
In: Bordon, Benedetto. Libro di Benedetto Bordon: nel qual si ragiona de tutte l'isole del monde ... (Venice: Nicolò Zoppino, 1528), folio LIX.
Case folio G 117 .108, folio LIX (PrCt)

13704
Brabant (Belgium), Battle of, 1705 - Maps - Tienen Region (Belgium) - 1705 - Military operations - Marlborough, John Churchill, Duke of, 1650-1722 - Nassau, Henry, Count and Lord of Auverquerque, 1641-1708
Plan of the lines of Brabant forced July 18, 1705 by the army of ye Allies, commanded by his grace the Duke of Marlborough, & Felt-Marshal D'Averquerque. [London? Knapton, ca. 1740?].
Title in bottom margin.
'Designed upon the spot by Monsr. D'Ivoy colonel and quarter-master general of the army of the States General.'
'For Mr. Tindal's continuation of Mr. Rapin's history of England.'
Oriented with North in the upper right.

13705
Brabant (Belgium), Battle of, 1705 - Maps - Tienen Region (Belgium) - 1705 - Military operations - Marlborough, John Churchill, Duke of, 1650-1722 - Nassau, Henry, Count and Lord of Auverquerque, 1641-1708 - Tirlemont (Belgium) SEE Tienen (Belgium)
Plan of the lines of Brabant forced July 18, 1705 by the army of ye Allies, commanded by his grace the Duke of Marlborough, & Felt-Marshal D'Averquerque. [London : s.n., ca. 1785?].
1 map ; 36 x 46 cm.
Title in bottom margin.
'Designed upon the spot by Monsr. D'Ivoy colonel and quarter-master general of the army of the States General.'
'For Mr. Tindal's continuation of Mr. Rapin's history of England.'
Oriented with North in the upper right.
In: Rapin de Thoyras, M. [Maps and plans of Tindal's continuation of Rapin's History of England] [1785-1789?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
oversize Ayer 135 .T5 1732 map [69] (PrCt)

13706
Brabant (Belgium) - Maps - 1525 - Woodcuts
[Map of Brabant]. [Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552].
Authors: Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552. Cosmographiae uniuersalis ... (1552) -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579
-- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. woodcut ; 10 x 14 cm., on sheet 32 x 40 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger; "Brabant" in letterpress at center of map.
Added letterpress title above woodcut: De Dvcatv Brabantino & praecipius eius ciuitatibus.
In: Münster, Sebastian. Cosmographiae universalis ... (Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552), p. 507.
VAULT folio Ayer 7 .M8 1552, p. 507 (PrCt)

13707  Brabant (Belgium) - Maps - 1558
Authors: Tramezzino, Michele, d. 1579 -- Bos, Jacob, fl. 1551-1577 -- Deventer, Jacob van, d. 1575 -- Leo S. Olschki (Firm) -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 498 x 382 mm. (neat line), on sheet remargined to 529 x 452 mm.
Derived from Jacobus van Deventer's map of Brabant.
Infinity symbol used in place of 'M' in date. Manuscript '27' in upper left on verso.
Cf. Karrow 25/1.2.
Tooley 143.
Ex Olschki.
b44
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Novacco 4F 154 (PrCt)

13708  Brabant (Belgium) - Maps - 1567
Authors: Olgiai, Girolamo, fl. 1563-1570 -- Deventer, Jacob van, d. 1575 -- Zaltieri, Bolognino, fl. 1555-1576 -- Lange, Otto, 1879-1944 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 487 x 376 mm. (neat line), 507 x 400 mm. (plate mark)
Derived from Jacobus van Deventer's map of Brabant.
An earlier state of this plate includes Bolognino Zaltieri's imprint; cf. Novacco 4F 152.
Verso includes dealer's notes in pencil, including 'k[?]xxvi 1973 Brabant. 182/ms.'
Binding stub pasted onto left margin.
Karrow 25/1.5.
Tooley 146.
Ex Lange.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

13709  Brabant (Belgium) - Maps - 1567
Authors: Zaltieri, Bolognino, fl. 1555-1576 -- Olgiai, Girolamo, fl. 1563-1570 -- Deventer, Jacob van, d. 1575 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 493 x 380 mm. (neat line), on sheet remargined to 612 x 471 mm.
Derived from Jacobus van Deventer's map of Brabant.
An later state of this plate omits Bolognino Zaltieri's imprint; cf. Novacco 4F 153.
Karrow 25/1.5.
Tooley 145.
b46
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Novacco 4F 152 (PrCt)

13710  Brabant (Belgium) - Maps - 1570<<>>Belgium - Maps - 1570
Authors: Deventer, Jacob van, d. 1575 -- Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Diesth, Aegid. Coppenius (Aegidius Coppenius) -- Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598. Theatrvm orbis terrarvm (1570) -- Daue[n]tria, Jacobo a, d. 1575 SEE Deventer, Jacob van, d. 1575 -- Daventer, Jacob a, d. 1575 SEE Deventer, Jacob van, d. 1575 -- Roelafszoon, Jacob, d. 1575 SEE Deventer, Jacob van, d. 1575
1 map ; 35 x 49 cm.
Oriented with north at left.
In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatrum orbis terrarvm (Antwerp : A.C. Diesth, 1570), [plate 16].
Engraved by Franz Hogenberg; see Karrow, p. 5.
Printed no. 16 and Latin letterpress text on verso beginning: Brabantia. Brabantiae ducatus, Mosa, Scaldi, Sabi, & Tenera ... Covers much of latter-day Belgium.
Duplicate copy: VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1570
VAULT Case oversize G 1007 .64, [plate 16] (PrCt)

13711  Brabant (Belgium) - Maps - 1588<<>>Belgium

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Brabantiae, Germaniae inferioris nobissimae provinciae descriptio / Jacobo a Daue[n]tria auct. [Antwerp : Christophe Plantin, 1588].
Authors: Deventer, Jacob van, d. 1575 -- Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598 -- Plantin, Christophe, approximately 1520-1589 -- Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598. Theatro de la tierra vuniversal (1588) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 35 x 49 cm.
Oriented with north at left.
In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatrum orbis terrarum ... (1591).
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1588, [plate 34] (PrCt)

Brabant (Belgium) - Maps - 1593
Brabantiae Belgavm provinciae recens exactaqve descriptio cum privilegio. [Antwerp : s.n., 1593?].
Authors: Jode, Gerard de, 1509-1591 -- Wierix, Antonie, 1604 -- Jode, Gerard de, 1509-1591. Specvlvm orbis terrarvm (1593)
1 map : hand col. ; 35 x 49 cm.
Oriented with north at right.
Latin letterpress text on verso (fol. 48, sig. Cccc): Brabantiae dvcatvs ...
Engraving attributed to Antonie Wierix.
In: Jode, Gerard de. Specvlvm orbis terrarvm (Antwerp : A. Coninx, 1593), map [80].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .J9 1593, map [80] (PrCt)

Brabant (Belgium) - Maps - 1598
Tabula ducatus Brabantiae continens marchionatum sacri imperii et dominium Mechlinense emendata. Amsterdam, [ca. 1680].
1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 55 cm.
In: Danckerts, Justus. Atlas (Amsterdam : J. Danckers, [ca. 1680]) pl. [59]. Ms. no. '61' in upper right.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .D18 A pl. 59 (PrCt)

Brabant (Belgium) - Maps - 1680
Pars meridionalis Brabantiae continens ... Amsterdam, [ca. 1680].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:M107
1 map : 45 x 54 cm.
3335
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6013.B7 1680 W5 (PrCt)

Brabant (Belgium) - Maps - 1682
Brabantiae pars orientalis continens... Amsterdam : C. Allard, [1682?].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Allard, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709 -- Allard, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709. Atlas minor sive tabulae geographicæ ... [1682?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 46 x 54 cm.
In: Allard, Carel. Atlas minor sive tabulæ geographicæ regnorum regionum, insularum, pro vinciarum, etc. (Amsterdam : C. Allard, 1682?) pl. 60.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .A4 A pl. 60 (PrCt)
Pars meridionalis Brabantiae. Amsterdam : C. Allard, [1682?].

Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Allard, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709 -- Allard, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709.

Atlas minor sive tabulæ geographicæ ... [1682?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 46 x 54 cm.
In: Allard, Carel. Atlas minor sive tabulæ geographicæ propecioporum regnorum regionum, insularum, provinciarum, etc. (Amsterdam : C. Allard, 1682?) pl. 61.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .A4 A pl. 61 (PrCt)

Brabant (Belgium) - Maps - 1695
Le duché de Brabant qui comprend les quartiers de Louvain, Brusselles, Anvers, et Bosleduc diviséz en leurs principales jurisdictions ... Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : Hubert Jaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], [1695]?
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. Atlas nouveau : contenant toutes les parties du monde (1692 [i.e. 1695?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 78 cm. Added title, upper margin: Partie meridionale du duché de Brabant qui comprend les quartiers de Louvain, et Brusselles ... In counterfeit edition of: Sanson, Nicolas. Atlas nouveau : contenant toutes les parties du monde (Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : H. Jaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], 1692 [i.e. 1695?]) pl. [37]. Map dated 1692.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .S19 1692 pl. [37] (PrCt)

Brabant (Belgium) - Maps - 1696
Brabant meridional. [Amsterdam : P. Mortier, 1696].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. Atlas nouveau : contenant toutes les parties du monde ... ] (1696) 4 maps ; on sheet 62 x 50 cm. Collective title.
Individual map titles (11 x 14 cm. each): Breda -- Malines ... -- Bergen op Zoom -- Brugge. Issued to accompany a map of southen Brabant lacking in this atlas.
Case oversize G 1007 .78 v. 2, map [18] (PrCt)

Brabant (Belgium) - Maps - 1696 Names, Geographical
Brabant (Belgium) - Maps - 1696 - Cities and towns
Brabant (Belgium) - Maps - 1696 Cities and towns

Brabant (Belgium) - Maps - 1696 Names, Geographical
Brabant (Belgium) - Maps - 1696 Gazetteers
Le Duché de Brabant qui comprend les quartiers de Louvain ... partie septentrionale. Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : H. Jaillot [i.e. P. Mortier], 1696.
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. [Atlas nouveau contenant toutes les parties du monde ... ] (1696) 1 map : hand col. ; 45 x 80 cm. Accompanied, 3 leaves previous, by 4 city plans (11 x 14 cm. each) on 1 sheet with collective title: Brabant septentrionale [map 17]. Individual map titles: Brvssel -- Lier -- Loven ... -- Slvys. Also accompanied, 4 leaves previous, by: Table alphabetique de noms de villes ... de la partie septentrionale du duché de Brabant.
Case oversize G 1007 .78 v. 2, map [19] (PrCt)

Brabant (Belgium) - Maps - 1700
Prima pars Brabantiae cuius caput Lovanivm. [Amsterdam : Frederik de Wit, ca. 1700?].
Authors: Langren, Michael Florent van, 1598-1675 -- Janssonius van Waesberge, Johannes, fl. 1642-1681 -- Pitt, Moses, fl. 1654-1696 -- Swart, Steven, 1641-1683 -- Wit, Frederik de -- Wit, Frederik de. Atlas [ca. 1700?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 41 x 52 cm. Oriented with north at right.
In: Wit, Frederik de. Atlas (Amsterdam : bij Frederik de Wit in de Calverstraet bij den Dam inde Witte Paskaert. [ca. 1700?]) no. [133].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .W8 A no. [133] (PrCt)

Brabant (Belgium) - Maps - 1700
Secvnda pars Brabantiae cuius urbs primaria Bruxellæ. [Amsterdam : Frederik de Wit, ca. 1700?].
Authors: Langren, Michael Florent van, 1598-1675 -- Janssonius van Waesberge, Johannes, fl. 1642-1681 -- Pitt, Moses, fl. 1654-1696 -- Swart, Steven, 1641-1683 -- Wit, Frederik de -- Wit, Frederik de. Atlas [ca. 1700?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 41 x 52 cm. Oriented with north at right.
In: Wit, Frederik de. Atlas (Amsterdam : bij Frederik de Wit in de Calverstraet bij den Dam inde Witte Paskaert. [ca. 1700?]) no. [134].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .W8 A no. [134] (PrCt)
Pars meridionalis Brabantiae continens dominium Mechliniense ... Amstelodami [Amsterdam] : F. de Wit, [ca. 1700?].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Wit, Frederik de.
Atlas [ca. 1700?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 54 cm.
In: Wit, Frederik de. Atlas (Amsterdam) : bij Frederik de Wit in de Calverstraet bij den Dam inde Witte Paskaert. [ca. 1700?]) no. [135].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .W8 A no. [135] (PrCt)

Brabant (Belgium) - Maps - 1700
Tabula ductus Brabantiae continens marchionatum sacri imperii et dominium Mechliniense. Amsterdam : Frederick de Wit, [ca. 1700?].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Wit, Frederik de.
Atlas [ca. 1700?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 54 cm.
Oriented with north at upper right.
In: Wit, Frederik de. Atlas (Amsterdam) : bij Frederik de Wit in de Calverstraet bij den Dam inde Witte Paskaert. [ca. 1700?]) no. [132].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .W8 A no. [132] (PrCt)

13727 Brabant (Belgium) - Maps - 1705
Carte du Brabant dressée sur plusieurs cartes particulières, manuscrits ou imprimés levées sur les rectifiées par quelques observations et autres memoires / par Guillaume De l'Isle ... ; gravé par Lièbaux le fils. A Paris : chez l'auteur sur le Quai de l'Horloge ..., 1705 .
Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675 -- Liebaux, Henri, d. 1732 -- L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726. [Collection of maps of the world] [1732?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 63 x 63 cm.
In composite atlas without title page: L'Isle, Guillaume de. [Collection of maps of the world. Paris : s.n., 1732?], [plate 34].
Number "34" in ms. on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
VAULT Baskes oversize Ayer 135 .L57 1700, [plate 34] (PrCt)

13728 Brabant (Belgium) - Maps - 1706<br/>&lt;&lt;&gt;Limburg (Belgium) - Maps - 1706
Le Duché de Brabant ... Amsterdam, ca. 1700.
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:M106
1 map ; 44 x 76 cm.
Added titles: Partie meridionale du duche de Brabant -- Partie occidentale du Duche de Brabant ... .
3334
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map6F G6013.B7 1700 J3 (PrCt)

13729 Brabant (Belgium) - Maps - 1710
Lovaniensis tetrarchia una cum Arscotano ducatu ... Amst. Bat. [i.e. Amsterdam] : Nic. Visscher [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher, 1710?].
Authors: Fricx, Eugène-Henri, d. 1733 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map ; 40 x 54 cm.
Newberry duplicate (or variant issue): Sack map4F oG6010 1706 .F7 sheet 11.
3361
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6013.B7 1706 F7 (PrCt)

13730 Brabant (Belgium) - Maps - 1711
Addenda a la carte du Brabant ... Flamand ... de Louvain ... Bruxelles ... Paris ... Amsterdam ... H. Jaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], 1694 [i.e. ca. 1700].
Authors: Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712. Atlas minor ad usum serenissimi burgundiae ducis ... [ca. 1700]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 58 x 50 cm.
In counterfeit edition of: Jaillot, Alexis Hubert.
In: Le Rouge, Georges-Louis. Recueil contenant des cartes nouvelles ... (Paris : chez le Sr. Le Rouge, 1742 [i.e. 1748?]) .
Manuscript '30' through '33' on versos.

oversize Ayer 135 .L6 1742 pl. 30-33 (PrCt)

13738 Brabant (Belgium) - Maps - 1748
Le Brabant ou la campagne du Roy de 1746.
Paris : Le Rouge, [1748?].
Authors: Le Rouge, Georges-Louis -- Le Rouge, Georges-Louis. Recueil contenant des cartes nouvelles ... (1742 [i.e. 1748?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 62 x 48 cm.
In: Le Rouge, Georges-Louis. Recueil contenant des cartes nouvelles ... (Paris : chez le Sr. Le Rouge, 1742 [i.e. 1748?]) .
Manuscript '29' on verso.

oversize Ayer 135 .L6 1742 pl. 29 (PrCt)

13739 Brabant (Belgium) - Maps - 1752
Partie septentrionale du Duché de Brabant ... / par le Sr. Robert de Vaugondy fils ... [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy], 1752.
Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Didier, 1723-1786 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1766?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 57 cm.
"Brabant Septental." -- oversize letterpress title stamped on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1757, [plate 51] (PrCt)

13740 Brabant (Belgium) - Maps - 1752
Partie septentrionale du Duché de Brabant ... / par le Sr. Robert de Vaugondy fils ... [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy], 1752.
Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Didier, 1723-1786 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1790?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 57 cm.
"Brabant Meridional." -- oversize letterpress title stamped on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1790, [plate 52] (PrCt)

13741 Brabant (Belgium) - Maps - 1752
Partie meridion. du Duché de Brabant ... / par le Sr. Robert de Vaugondy ... ; Groux. [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy], 1752.
Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Groux, Charles Jacques -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1790?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 61 cm.
In: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles. Atlas universel / par M. Robert ... et par M. Robert de Vaugondy son fils ... (A Paris : Chez De la Marche, géographe, rue du Foin St. Jacques, Collège de Me. Gervais, 1757, [i.e. 1790?]). [plate 53].
"53" -- oversize letterpress number stamped on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
For earlier version of the map on different plate with engraver's name "Haussard" see Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1757, [plate 52] (PrCt)

Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1790, [plate 53] (PrCt)

13742 Brabant (Belgium) - Maps - 1752<><>Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1752<><>Engravings
Partie meridion. du Duché de Brabant ... / par le Sr. Robert de Vaugondy ... ; Haussard s. [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy], 1752.
Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Haussard, Elisabeth -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1758?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 60 cm.
"Brabant Meridional." -- oversize letterpress title stamped on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
For later version of the map on different plate with engraver's name "Groux," see Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1790, [plate 53] (PrCt)

Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1790, [plate 52] (PrCt)

13743 Brabant (Belgium) - Maps - 1769<><>Limburg (Belgium : Province) - Maps - 1769
Nieuwe kaart van het Hertogdom Brabant, Limburg en Opper Gelder. t Amsterdam : by Isaak Tirion, [1769?].
Authors: Tirion, Isaak -- Tirion, Isaak. Nieuwe en beknopte hand-atlas ... (1748 [i.e. 1769?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 27 x 33 cm.
Verso numbered "No 28" in manuscript.
In: Tirion, Isaak. Nieuwe en beknopte hand-atlas ... (Amsterdam : Isaak Tirion, 1744 [i.e. 1769?]), plate [28].

Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1769, [plate 52] (PrCt)

13741 Brabant (Belgium) - Maps - 1752<><>Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1752<><>Engravings
Partie meridion. du Duché de Brabant ... / par le Sr. Robert de Vaugondy ... ; Groux. [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy], 1752.
Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Groux, Charles Jacques -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1790?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 61 cm.
In: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles. Atlas universel / par M. Robert ... et par M. Robert de Vaugondy son fils ... (A Paris : Chez De la Marche, géographe, rue du Foin St. Jacques, Collège de Me. Gervais, 1757, [i.e. 1790?]). [plate 53].
"53" -- oversize letterpress number stamped on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
For earlier version of the map on different plate with engraver's name "Haussard" see Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1757, [plate 52] (PrCt)

Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1790, [plate 53] (PrCt)

13742 Brabant (Belgium) - Maps - 1752<><>Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1752<><>Engravings
Partie meridion. du Duché de Brabant ... / par le Sr. Robert de Vaugondy ... ; Haussard s. [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy], 1752.
Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Haussard, Elisabeth -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1758?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 60 cm.
"Brabant Meridional." -- oversize letterpress title stamped on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
For later version of the map on different plate with engraver's name "Groux," see Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1790, [plate 53] (PrCt)

Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1790, [plate 52] (PrCt)

13743 Brabant (Belgium) - Maps - 1769<><>Limburg (Belgium : Province) - Maps - 1769
Nieuwe kaart van het Hertogdom Brabant, Limburg en Opper Gelder. t Amsterdam : by Isaak Tirion, [1769?].
Authors: Tirion, Isaak -- Tirion, Isaak. Nieuwe en beknopte hand-atlas ... (1748 [i.e. 1769?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 27 x 33 cm.
Verso numbered "No 28" in manuscript.
In: Tirion, Isaak. Nieuwe en beknopte hand-atlas ... (Amsterdam : Isaak Tirion, 1744 [i.e. 1769?]), plate [28].

Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1769, [plate 52] (PrCt)
Braddock's Campaign, 1755 - Maps

Braddock's Campaign, 1755

Maps

 overpower Ayer 135 .T55 1744, plate [28] (PrCt)

13744 Brabant (Belgium) - Maps - 1925 - Language and languages<br>Language and languages - Brabant (Belgium) - Maps - 1925<br>Flemish language - Brabant (Belgium) - Maps - 1925

Authors: Blancquaert, E. (Edgard), 1894- -- De Sikkel
1 atlas (22, [1] p., 239 numb. l.) : 150 fold. maps ; 36 cm.

Text and maps are mimeographed.
Series: [Reeks nederlandsche dialect-atlassen, 1]
Phillips 7950.

folio X 978 .11 v. 1 (NLO)

13745 Braddock's Campaign, 1755 - Maps - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

A colored chart of Lake Erie, with the rout southward, from Fort Presqu'ile, by Fort Le Beuf, Fort Venengo, Fort Pitt, (on the Ohio) to Fort Cumberland on the Potomac, shewing General Braddock's march, in 1755. [19-].
1 map

Photostatic reproduction of 1755 manuscript.

folio Ayer 136 .H91 1907 ser. 1, v. 1, pl. 13-14 (PrCt)

13746 Braddock's Campaign, 1755 - Maps - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

A map of the route from 'Fort Cumberland, Formerly Wills Creek', through 'Fort Duquoin' (Pittsburgh) to Fort Erie. [19-].
1 map

Photostatic reproduction of 1755 manuscript.
The faded lines probably read as follows: 'N.B. The red lines show where the English Troops [Braddock's army] passed and repassed the Monongahela according to the best accounts [?] received on the 25th August, 1755'.

folio Ayer 136 .H91 1907 ser. 1, v. 1, pl. 30 (PrCt)

13747 Braddock's Campaign, 1755 - Maps

United States - History - French and Indian War, 1755-1763 - Maps

[Six plans of different dispositions of the English Army under the command of the late General Braddock in North America. [Washington, D.C. Library of Congress., 197-?].
Authors: Orme, William, Capt., fl. 1768 -- Jefferys, Thomas, -1771 -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Faden, William, 1749-1836 -- Faden map collection
6 maps ; on sheets 46 x 63 cm.
Reduced photostatic reproductions of unsigned maps compiled by Captain William Orme (General Edward Braddock's aide-de-camp); lacking reproduction of title page bearing imprint of London: T. Jefferys, 1758.
Also published in Thomas Jefferys' A General topography of North America and the West Indies (London: R. Sayer, 1768); see OCLC 5564598.
Contents: I. A plan of the line of march with the whole baggage -- II. A plan of the disposition of the advanced party ... -- III. A plan of the line of march of the detachment from the Little Meadows -- IV. A plan of the encampment of the detachment from the Little Meadows -- V. A plan of the field of battle and disposition of troops ... on the 9th of July 1755 -- [VI]. A map of the country between Will's Creek & Monongahela River show the rout and encampments of the English army in 1755.
Collectively, these sheets form item no. 11 of the Faden Map Collection at the Library of Congress.

map2F 3701.S26.2 (PrCt)

13748 Braddock's Campaign, 1755 - Maps

United States - History - French and Indian War, 1755-1763 - Maps

Authors: Sargent, Winthrop, 1825-1933

Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

map2F 3701.S26.2 (PrCt)
Braddock’s Campaign, 1755 - Maps - United States - History - French and Indian War, 1755-1763 - Maps

Authors: Sargent, Winthrop, 1825-1870 -- Orme, Robert, d. 1781 -- Historical Society of Pennsylvania -- Lippincott, Grambo & Co. -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
423 p. : ill., 10 maps ; 25 cm.
Series: Publications of the Historical Society of Pennsylvania ; v. 5
Duplicate copy: F 8318 .8
LC Card Number: 02012397
Ayer 183 .S2 1855 (NLO)

Braddock’s Campaign, 1755 - Maps - United States - History - French and Indian War, 1755-1763 - Maps

Braddock’s route A.D. 1755 / drawn by Middleton ; Gillespie sc. Pitts’g [Pittsburgh : s.n., 1847].
Authors: Middleton, fl. 1851 -- Gillespie, fl. 1847 -- Craig, Neville B., 1787-1863 -- The Olden time : a monthly publication, devoted to the preservation of documents and other authentic information in relation to the early explorations, and the settlement and improvement of the country around the head of the Ohio (1846-1847) -- Cook, J. W., fl. 1846-1847 -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 16 x 24 cm., folded to 10 x 22 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:800,000].
Relief shown by hachures.
Oriented with north at upper left.
Shows Gen. Edward Braddock’s route from from Virginia to Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.
In The Olden time : a monthly publication, devoted to the preservation of documents and other authentic information in relation to the early explorations, and the settlement and improvement of the country around the head of the Ohio / edited by Neville B. Craig, Esq., v. 2, no. 12 (December 1847) opposite p. [531].
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
References: OCLC 55719952
For variant editions of this map published in 1851 and 1876, see Graff 902 at front and Ayer 150.5 .N76 03 v. 2, no. 12 (Dec. 1847) opposite p. [531]
Graff 3089 v. 2, no. 12 (Dec. 1847) opposite p. [531] (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Oriented with north at upper left.
Shows Gen. Edward Braddock's route from from Virginia to Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.
Forms part of 1876 reprint of: The Olden time : a monthly publication, devoted to the preservation of documents and other authentic information in relation to the early explorations, and the settlement and improvement of the country around the head of the Ohio / edited by Neville B. Craig, Esq., v. 2, no. 12 (December 1847) opposite p. [531]. Originally published Pittsburgh : J.W. Cook, 1846-1848; reprint published Cincinnati : Robert Clarke & Co., 1876.
Duplicate copy: F 894 .01 v. 2, no. 12 (Dec. 1847) opposite p. [531]
For variant editions of this map published in 1847 and 1851, see Graff 3089 v. 2, no. 12 (Dec. 1847) opposite p. [531] and Graff 902 at front.

13753 Braddock's Campaign, 1755<<<Middle Atlantic States - History - French and Indian War, 1755-1763 - Manuscripts<<<United States - History - French and Indian War, 1755-1763 - Campaigns SEE ALSO Braddock's Campaign, 1755
Six plans of different dispositions of the English Army under the command of the late General Braddock in North America. London : T. Jefferys , 1758.
Authors: Orme, William, Capt., fl. 1768 --
7 maps (5 hand col.) ; 31 x 21 cm. and smaller on sheets 56 x 39 cm. and smaller.
Unsigned maps compiled by Captain William Orme (General Edward Braddock's aide-de-camp).
Incomplete: lacking title page and printed version of 'Map of the country between Will's Creek & Monongahela ...', but shelved with negative photocopies of same at New York Public Library. Also published in Thomas Jefferys' 'A General topography of North America and the West Indies (London: R. Sayer, 1768); see OCLC 5564598.
Contents: I. A plan of the line of march with the whole baggage -- II. A plan of the disposition of the advanced party ... -- III. A plan of the line of march of the detachment from the Little Meadows -- IV. A plan of the encampment of the detachment from the Little Meadows -- V. A plan of the field of battle and disposition of troops ... on the 9th of July 1755 -- [VI]. A map of the country between Will's Creek & Monongahela River show the rout and encampments of the English army in 1755.
Shelved in oversize box also containing photocopy of manuscript version of 'Map of the country between Will's Creek & Monongahela ...'; reproduced from original in the British Library, B.M. Kings 212.
Schwartz, The French and Indian War, 1754-1763 (1994) p. 44-47 and fig. 30-30F. 22788
ICN 44-2447
oversize Ayer 135 .S57 1758 (NLO)

13754 Bradentown (Fla.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps<<<Road maps Bradentown EasyFinder : Local street detail.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. EasyFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; col. ; fold. to 24 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Uniform title: EasyFinder Laminated.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
ISBN 0528854380
RMcN Road Map 2005 BraFL (PrCt)

Authors: Lake, Ames & Davison -- Barker, William J. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 38 x 59.5 in. Scale: 1:65,000.
Originally published Philadelphia: Wm. J. Barker, 1858.
Microfiche 583, no. 713 (PrCt)

13756 Bradford (England) - Maps - 1871
Authors: Dixon & Hindle (Firm) -- Gaskarth, Henry -- Ryburn Publishing
1 map ; 52 x 56 cm. on sheet 75 x 100 cm. folded to 26 x 20 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:6,300].
Panel title: The Ryburn map of Victorian Bradford.
Includes 5 columns of text on the history of Bradford as illustrated by the map, and

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
bibilographical references.
Acc. no. 94091223NL.
map4C G5754 .B645 1871 D5 (PrCt)

13757  
Authors: Willmott, Elvira -- Ryburn Publishing
1 broadside : map, ills. ; 75 x 100 cm. folded to 26 x 20 cm.
Panel title.
Includes facsimile of Dixon & Hindle's 1871 map of the city, 5 columns of text on the history of Bradford as illustrated by the map, and bibliographical references.
Acc. no. 94091223NL.
map4C G5754 .B645 1871 D5 (PrCt)

13758  
Braga (Portugal) - Maps - 1594  
Noua Bracariae Avgvste descriptio. [Cologne : s.n.], 1594 [i.e. ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 o/s.n.], 1594 [i.e. ca. 1620].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 5, pl. 3 (PrCt)

13759  
Brampton (Ont.) - Maps - 1979 - Road maps<<Rold Golden Horseshoe (Ont.) - Maps - 1979 - Road maps<<Road maps
Authors: Rolph-McNally Limited -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 55 x 94 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm. "1979 edition."
Panel title.
Added title: City of Brampton  
"© Copyright Rolph McNally Limited, Toronto, Canada, published by Rolph McNally."
Panel art: Color photo of a modernist building.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2349 (PrCt)

13760  
Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960- -- Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)
232 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
1st ed.
Deluxe edition.'
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).
'3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.' Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).
Includes indexes.
Series: Family maps
ISBN 1420304437 ; 9781420304435
Local History Ref F572.B8 B69 2006 (NLO)

13761  
Branch County (Mich.) - Maps - 1858 - Landowners<<<Counties - Maps<<<Landowners - Maps
Authors: Geil & Jones -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 2 parts, 52 x 26 in. each. Scale: 1:37,000. Originally published Philadelphia: Geil & Jones, 1858.
Microfiche 583, no. 322 (PrCt)

13762  
Atlas of Branch Co., Michigan / from actual surveys by and under the directions of D. J. Lake ; assisted by J. B. Edwards ... [et al]. Philadelphia
Branch County (Mich.) - Maps - 1915 - Landowners - Counties - Maps
Authors: Geo. A. Ogle & Co.
1 atlas (10-123, xxiii p. : ill., ports., maps) ; 46 x 40 cm.
Phillips 4736.
Newberry Atlases
67-442
ICN 68
7A 7 (NLO)

Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Branch County Farm Bureau (Mich.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (44 p.) : 17 maps ; 28 cm.
Includes business directory and index to owners.
Scale [1:50,688], Township maps of scale 1 1/4 in. to 1 mile.
Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 81675224
Baskes folio G4113.B7G46 1981 .R58 (NLO)

Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (44 p.) : 17 maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
Includes index to owners and business and government directories.
Scale [1:50,688], 1 1/4 in. = 1 mile.
Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Laid in: Zoning map, Branch County, Michigan,
March 1967.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G4113.B7G46 1971 .R58 (NLO)

Branch County (Michigan) - Maps - 1988 - Landowners - Counties - Maps
Authors: Town & Country Publishing Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (56 p.) : 23 maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
'A T&C Publication.'
Includes business directory and index.
Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G4113.B7G46 1988 .T6 (NLO)

Brandenburg (Germany) - Historical geography - Maps - 1962 - Berlin (Germany) - Historical geography - Maps - 1962
1 atlas ( pts. in v. ; 24 cm. + maps ( maps : color. (part fold.)) ; 44 x 68 cm.
Title from first page of text.
Accompanying colored maps (48 x 70 cm. fold. to 48 x 35 cm.) filed as Map 4F 6151.S1.
Each pt. consists of one or more col. maps and text (24 cm.) in portfolio.
Includes bibliographies.
Cf. Phillips 8736.
19334
ICN 76
LC Card Number: map66001015
map4C 107 (NLO)

Brandenburg (Germany) - Maps - 1588-1606
Brandenbvrngensis marchae descriptio. [London : John Norton], M.CCCC.LXXXVIII [1588, i.e. 1606].
Authors: Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598 -- Norton, John, -1612 -- Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598. Theatrum orbis terrarum ... (1606) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 29 x 46 cm.
In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatrum orbis terrarum ... (London : J. Norton, 1606), [plate 56].
Printed no. 56 and English letterpress text on verso beginning: The Marqvesate of
Brandenburg. The marquessate of Brandenburg runneth ... .
Digital image of a duplicate or variant edition available on Marcel P.R. van den Broecke's Cartographica Neerlandica website (accessed July 2012):
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1606, [plate 56] (PrCt)

13771 Brandenburg (Germany) - Maps - 1654
Chursurstenthum, und march Brandenburg, eslectorat. et marqsat. de Brendebourg ... [Paris : P. Mariette], 1654 [i.e. 1659?].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Mariette, Pierre, 1603-1657 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (1658 [i.e. 1659?])
1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 48 cm.
In: Sanson, Nicolas. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (Paris : Pierre Mariette, 1658 [i.e. 1659?]) v. 1, pl. [68]
VAULT Case oversize G1015 .S35 1658 v. 1, pl. [68] (PrCt)

13772 Brandenburg (Germany) - Maps - 1680
Marchia Media vulgo Mittel Marck ... Amsterdam, [ca. 1680].
Authors: Schenk & Valck, Amsterdam -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
II:316
1 map : hand col. ; 38 x 49 cm. 2556
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:316 (PrCt)

13773 Brandenburg (Germany) - Maps - 1680
Electoratvs Brandenburgic, Meckelenburgi, et maximae partis Pomeraniae novissima tabula. [Amsterdam] : Nicolaus Visscher , [ca. 1680?].
Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1618-1679 -- Goos, Abraham -- Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : hand col. ; 43 x 53 cm.
Remnants of binding stub on verso.
Forms part of the Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Visscher 22 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
13774 Brandenburg (Germany) - Maps - 1680<>Pomerania (Poland and Germany) - Maps - 1680

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .S19 1692 pl. [84] (PrCt)

13775 Brandenburg (Germany) - Maps - 1683

13776 Brandenburg (Germany) - Maps - 1695
Le marquisat et eslectorat de Brandebourg ... divisé en ses principales parties ... Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : Chez H. Jaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], [1695?]. Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. Atlas nouveau : contenant toutes les parties du monde (1692 [i.e. 1695?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 52 x 87 cm. Added title, upper margin: Le marquisat et eslectorat de Brandebourg ... divisé en ses principales marches ... . In counterfeit edition of: Sanson, Nicolas. Atlas nouveau : contenant toutes les parties du monde (Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : H. Jaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], 1692 [i.e. 1695?]) pl. [84]. Map dated 1692.

13777 Brandenburg (Germany) - Maps - 1696 - Names, Geographical - Names, Geographical - Brandenburg (Germany) - Maps - 1696<>Gazetteers
Le Marquisat et Eslectorat de Brandebourg ... Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : H. Jaillot [i.e. P. Mortier], 1696. Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. [ Atlas nouveau contenant toutes les parties du monde ... ] (1696) 1 map : hand col. ; 52 x 87 cm. Added title, upper margin: Le Marquisat et eslectorat de Brandebourg, qui fait partie du cercle de la Haute Saxe, divisé en ses principales marches ... . Accompanied, on the previous leaf, by: Table alphabetique des tous les mots ... de Brandebourg... . In: Sanson, Nicolas. [ Atlas nouveau contenant toutes les parties du monde ... ] (Amsterdam : Pierre Mortier, 1696) v. 2, map [7]. Forms part of atlas published by P. Mortier in Amsterdam; chiefly comprised of maps bearing the counterfeit imprint of H. Jaillot in Paris. Case oversize G 1007 .781 v. 2, map [7] (PrCt)

13778 Brandenburg (Germany) - Maps - 1700<>Pomerania (Poland and Germany) - Maps - 1700<br>Marchionatus Brandenburgicus et ducatus Pomeraniae ... Amstelodami [Amsterdam, ca. 1700]. Authors: Valck, G. (Gerard), 1651 or 2-1726 -- Valck, Leonard, 1675-1746 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:307 1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 59 cm. 2546 Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack. Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:307 (PrCt)

13779 Brandenburg (Germany) - Maps - 1700<>Pomerania (Poland and Germany) - Maps - 1700<br>Marchionatus Brandenburghi et ducatus Pomeraniae tabula ... Circuli Saxoniae superioris. Amstelodami [Amsterdam] : F. de Wit, [ca. 1700?]. Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Wit, Frederik de. Atlas [ca. 1700?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 55 cm.
specialibus mappis Homannianis ... [Nuremberg : Homannianis Heredibus, 1776?], [plate 9]
Ms. number "8" on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
**Baskes oversize G1015 .H66 1776, [plate 9] (PrCt)**

---

13796  **Brandenburg (Germany) - Maps - 1928**

Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 20 maps, 19 city plans
2nd ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)**

---

13797  **Brandenburg (Germany) - Maps - Bibliography - Catalogs - Geheimes Staatsarchiv Preussischer Kulturbesitz - Map collections - Catalogs**

Authors: Bliss, Winfried -- Geheimes Staatsarchiv Preussischer Kulturbesitz
xi, 536 p. ; 25 cm.
Inventory of maps in the collection of the Geheimes Staatsarchiv, Berlin.
Series: Veröffentlichungen aus den Archiven Preussischer Kulturbesitz ; Bd. 24
Includes indexes.
Formerly Z6027.G32 B733 1988
LC Card Number: 88187128
ISBN 3412050865
**Map Ref Z6027.G32 B733 1988 (NLO)**

---

13798  **Brandenburg (Germany) - Region - Maps - 1740**

*Electoratus sive marchia Brandenburgensis ... [Augsburg] : Matthaei Seutter, [ca. 1740?]*.
Authors: Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756 -- Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756. [A Collection of Seutter maps] [1726-1773]
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 57 cm.
Forms part of a made-to-order composite atlas chiefly comprised of undated maps issued ca. 1734-ca. 1744.
**Case oversize G 1007 .81 pl. [66] (PrCt)**

---

13799  **Brandenburg (Germany) - Region - Maps - 1740 - Karlovy Vary (Czech Republic) - Pictorial works - 1740**

*Bohemia regnum juxta XII circulos divisum cum comitatu Glacensi ... [Augsburg] : Matthaeum Seutter, [ca. 1740?]*.
Authors: Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756 -- Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756. [A Collection of Seutter maps] [1726-1773]
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 57 cm.
Inset view (10 x 19 cm.): Prospect der Stadt
**Case oversize G 1007 .81 pl. [66] (PrCt)**

---

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Carlsbad an dem wege gegan den Buchberg von
donf Osten gege Sud Westen anzusehen.
Forms part of a made-to-order composite atlas
chiefly comprised of undated maps issued ca.
1734-ca. 1744.
In: Seutter, Matthaeus. [A Collection of Seutter
maps] (Augsburg [and Paris]: M. Seutter [et al],
1726-1773) plate [67].
Case oversize G 1007 .81 pl. [67] (PrCt)

13800 Brandywine, Battle of, Pa., 1777<<>>>United
States - History - Revolution, 1775-1783 -
Campaigns SEE ALSO Brandywine, Battle of,
Pa., 1777<<>>>Pennsylvania - History -
Revolution, 1775-1783 SEE ALSO
Brandywine, Battle of, Pa., 1777
Battle of Brandywine in which the rebels were
defeated, September the 11th 1777, by the army
under the command of General Sr. William
Authors: Faden, William, 1749-1836 -- Werner, S.
W., Lieut. -- Clinton, Henry, 1738?-1795
1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 44 cm.
Detached from Faden, William. [Atlas of battle
plans, ca.1783] no. 17. The atlas was previously
owned by British general Sir Henry Clinton.
Scale [ca. 1:16,000].
Relief shown by hachures.
'The operations of the column under the
command of ... Lieutenant General Knyphausen
is engraved from a plan drawn on the spot by
S.W. Werner Leitut. of Hessian Artillery.'
In lower margin: References to the column under
the command of his excellency Lieut. Genl.
Knyphausen.
map4F 3701.S3.17 (PrCt)

13801 Brandywine Creek (Pa. and Del.) - Description
and travel - 1983<<>>>Brandywine River (Pa.
and Del.) SEE Brandywine Creek (Pa. and
Del.)
History flows through the Brandywine Valley .
Authors: Lingo, Karen
Pp. 106-113 : col. maps, photos
Travel Vertical File G3822 .B7E635 1983 .L5
(PrCt)

13802 Brandywine Creek (Pa. and Del.) - Description
and travel - 1987
Discover Brandywine Valley . Wilmington, Del.
Authors: Delaware Tourism Office
1 leaflet (4-fold) : col. photos, map ; 23 x 10 cm.
Travel Vertical File G3822 .B7E635 1987 .D4
(PrCt)

13803 Brandywine Creek (Pa. and Del.) - Description
and travel - 1991
What's doing along the Brandywine? New York :
Authors: Piorko, Janet
1 p. : map, photos
(PrCt)

13804 Brant (Ont. : County) - Historical geography -
Maps - 1980
Historical map of Brant County [Ontario]. 1980.
Authors: Bellamy, Ron
1 map
Accession no. 83-63601.
temp map6F G3463.B65S1 1980 .B4 (PrCt)

13805 Brasilia (Brazil) - Tourism - 1970
Brasilia. Brasilia, Brazil : Departamento de
Turismo e Recreação, [ca. 1970s] .
Authors: Departamento de Turismo e Recreação
1 leaflet (7-fold) : col. ills, map ; fold. to
27 x 11 cm
Text in English and French.

13806 Bratislava (Slovakia) - Pictorial works -
1552<<>>>Vratislavia (Slovakia) SEE Bratislava
(Slovakia)<<>>>Woodcuts
[View of Bratislava, Slovakia]. [Basel : Heinrich
Petri, 1552].
Authors: Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 --
Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552. Cosmographiae
universalis ... (1552) -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579
-- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : woodcut ; 4 x 5 cm., on sheet 32 x 21
Title supplied by cataloger.
Added letterpress title above woodcut: Vratislavia
metropolis Schlesiae.
In: Münster, Sebastian. Cosmographiae
universalis ... (Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552), p.
811.
Possibly an inaccurate view, since some of the
woodcuts in this volume were used for more than
one town.
VAULT folio Ayer 7 .M8 1552, p. 811 (PrCt)

13807 Bratislava (Slovakia) - Pictorial works -
1620<<>>>Pressburg (Slovakia) SEE Bratislava
(Slovakia)<<>>>Woodcuts
Posonivm vel Pisonium vt Lazisi Hungariae vrbs.
[Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 --
Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 --
Civitates orbis terrarum -- Edward E. Ayer
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : hand col. ; 30 x 50 cm.
Anonymous view.
Added title in Gothic script: Pressburg.
Latin letterpress text on verso under title:
Posonivm.
In: Braun, Georg and Franz Hogenberg. Civitates
orbis terrarum [Cologne: Pieter von Brachel?, ca.
1620] v. 4, plate 44
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 4, pl. 44
(PrCt)

13808 Bratislava (Czech Republic) - Maps - 1689

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

13810

Braunschweig (Germany) - Maps - 1794

The German dominions of the King of Great Britain comprized under the name of Electorate of Brunswick-Luneburg ... / by Thomas Jeffreys ... London : Laurie & Whittle, 12th May 1794.

Authors: Jeffreys, Thomas, 1771 -- Laurie & Whittle. A New and elegant imperial sheet atlas comprehending general and particular maps of every part of the world ... [1801?]. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 56 x 51 cm.

In Robert Laurie and James Whittle. A New and elegant imperial sheet atlas comprehending general and particular maps of every part of the world ... (London : printed and published by R. Laurie and J. Whittle, 1800 [i.e. 1801?]) no. 26. Stamped "26" on verso.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .R63 1801 no. 26 (NLO)

13811

Braunschweig (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1552

Woodcuts [View of Braunschweig, Germany]. [Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552].

Authors: Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552. Cosmographiae universalis ... (1552) -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 view : woodcut ; 4 x 8 cm., on sheet 32 x 21 cm.

Title supplied by cataloger.

Added letterpress title above woodcut: De ciuitate Brunsvicensi.

In: Münster, Sebastian. Cosmographiae universalis ... (Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552), p. 728.

Possibly an inaccurate view, since some of the woodcuts in this volume were used for more than one town.

VAULT folio Ayer 7 .M8 1552, p. 728 (PrCt)

13812

Braunschweig (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1620

Braunschweig vnlgo Brvnsvicom, Braunschwch vrbs maxima ... [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].

Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541 and Franz Hogenberg. Civitates orbis terrarum ... (Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620) v. 1, plate 23

View possibly derived from a 1547 woodcut by Peter Spitzer; see R.A. Skelton's Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum. On same sheet with: Lvnebvrgvm, nobilis Saxoniae vrbs, Salinis celeberrima ... Brema -- Aldenbvrgvm Holsatiae.

Latin letterpress text on verso under titles: Brvnsvicvm -- Lvnebvrgvm -- Brema -- Oldenbvrgvm.


VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 1, pl. 23 (PrCt)

13813

Braunschweig (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1657

[Views of Braunschweig, Lüneburg, Bremen and Oldenburg in Germany]. [Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657].

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Authors: Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664 -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Urbium totius Germaniae superius illustriorum clariorumque tabulae ... Pars posterior [i.e. prior] (1657) -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Theatrum urbium (1657). 4 views : hand col. ; 10 x 47 cm. and smaller, on sheet 49 x 59 cm.

Contents: Brvnpolis vvlg Brvnsvicvm, Brvnschwch ... -- Lvnbrgvym, nobilis Saxoniae vrbs ... -- Brem -- Aldenbrvgvm Holsatiae. Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Brvnsvicvm -- Lvnbrgvym.


Case oversize G 117 .452, v. 2, [plate 20] (PrCt)

13814 Braunschweig (Germany : State) - Maps - 1650<><>Lüneburg Region (Germany) - Maps - 1650


Forms part of the Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library). Visscher 31 (PrCt)

13815 Braunschweig (Germany : State) - Maps - 1700


13816 Braunschweig (Germany : State) - Maps - 1700

Ducatvs Brvnsvicvnsis sereq. Lvnbrgvmgns cum adiacentibus episcopatibus ... [Amsterdam] : F. de Witt, [ca. 1700?]. Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Wit, Frederik de.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Lopes, Sebastião -- Newberry Library.
Ayer MS map 26 -- Fundação Calouste Gulbenkian
1 map : col. ; 55 x 39 cm.
Enlarged reproduction of folio 15r in Lopes, Sebastião. [Manuscript portolan atlas of the world, ca.1565]; original held by the Newberry Library (Ayer MS map 26).
Appears as part of an exhibition poster beneath title: Portugal - Brazil. A era dos descobrimentos Atlânticos; exhibition held in Lisbon, October 2-4 November, 1990.

temp map6F G54000 1565 .L6 1990 F8 (PrCt)

13821 Brazil - Maps - 1579 - Coasts - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>>Nautical charts - Brazil - Maps - 1579 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts<<>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles<<>>Nautical charts
[Portolan chart of Brazil]. [19--.].
Authors: Claye, Jacques de Vaulx de, fl. 1579 -- Bibliothèque nationale (France). Res Ce 5007 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1579 manuscript.
Covers eastern coast of Brazil.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France BN Res Ce 5007 (PrCt)

13822 Brazil - Maps - 1600 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
A terra do Brasil he a que parte alinha vermelha desta do Peru ... [19--.].
Authors: Biblioteca de Ajuda. Cod. 51 -- Vasconcellos, Ernesto J. de C. e (Ernesto Julio de Carvalho), 1852-1930 -- Gameiro, Alfredo Roque, 1864-1935 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 49 x 36 cm.
Facsimile of ca. 1600 manuscript in Biblioteca da Ajuda, Lisbon; detached from Carvalho e Vasconcellos, Ernesto Julio de and Alfredo Roque Gameiro (eds.) -- Historia da colonização portuguesa do Brasil (Porto, 1921-1924) v. 3, opposite p. 256.
Added title: Mapa do Brasil dividido em capitaniaes, existente no cod. 51/IV/38 da Biblioteca de Ajuda.
491
Ayer map4F G5400 1600 .T4 (PrCt)

13823 Brazil - Maps - 1606<<>>Woodcuts
Brasil / [Giacomo Gastaldi]. [Venetia : Apresso i Giunti, 1606].
Authors: Gastaldi, Giacomo, approximately 1500-approximately 1565 -- Pagano, Matheo, fl. 1538-1562 -- Ramusio, Giovanni Battista 1485-1557. Navigazioni et viaggi 1554-56 v. 3 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : woodcut ; 27.0 cm. x 36.5 cm.
In: Ramusio, Giovanni Battista, Navigazioni et viaggi (Venetia: Apresso i Giunti, 1606), v. 3, fol. 356 and 357.
Woodcut presumably the work of Matheo Pagano.
References: Karrow, Mapmakers of the Sixteenth Century, 30/80.
Digital image available on Leen Helmink’s website (accessed Dec. 2010) :
http://www.helmink.com/Antique_Map_Ramusio_Brazil/Scans/Ramusio%20Brazil%202.jpg
VAULT folio Ayer 110 .R2 1606, v.3, fol. 356 and 357 (PrCt)

13824 Brazil - Maps - 1656
Le Bresil, dont la coste est possedée par les Portugais ... Paris : chez Pierre Mariette, 1656 [i.e.1659?].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Somer, J. -- Mariette, Pierre, 1603-1657 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (1658 [i.e. 1659?])
1 map : hand col. ; 38 x 54 cm.
In: Sanson, Nicolas. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (Paris : Pierre Mariette, 1658 [i.e. 1659?]) v. 1, pl. [103]
VAULT Case oversize G1015 .S35 1658 v. 1, pl. [103] (PrCt)

13825 Brazil - Maps - 1656 - Coasts
1 map : hand col. ; 38 x 54 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:8,000,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .A77 1798, [ptie 2], [plate 55] (NLO)

13826 Brazil - Maps - 1671<<>>Guinea - Maps - 1671
Brazilia. [London : John Ogilby, 1671].
Authors: Ogilby, John, 1600-1676 -- Ogilby, John, 1600-1676. America : being the latest, and most accurate description of the New World ... (1671)
-- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

---

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
13827 Brazil - Maps - 1682


13828 Brazil - Maps - 1701


13829 Brazil - Maps - 1703

Brasil [London : s.n. , 1703]. Authors: Seller, John, fl. 1658-1698 -- Seller, John, fl. 1658-1698. A New system of geography : designed in a most plain and easie method ... (1703) 1 map ; 11 x 13 cm.Anonymous map in Seller, John. A New system of geography : designed in a most plain and easie method ... (London : Jeremiah Seller ; Charles Price ; John Senex, 1703) map [52]. Case 3A 1704 map [52] (PrCt)

13830 Brazil - Maps - 1747<<<<Santa Katerina Island (Brazil) - Maps - 1747

A New & accurate map of Brazil divided into its captainships. London : W. Innys et al, 1747. Authors: Bowen, Emanuel, -1767 -- Innys, William, d. 1756 -- Bowen, Emanuel, -1767. A Complete system of geography ... (1747) 1 map ; 34 x 41 cm. In: Bowen, Emanuel. A Complete system of geography : being a description of ... the known world (London : Printed for William Innys, etc., 1747) v. 2, pl. 49. Inset: A Draught of the island of St. Katharine on the coast of Brasil. Case oversize G114 .B68 1747 v. 2, pl. 49 (PrCt)


13833 Brazil - Maps - 1810<<<<Maranhão (Brazil) - Maps - 1810<<<<Berford, Sebastião Gomes da Silva, 1780-1825 - Travel - Maps

Mappa geometrico da capitania do Maranhão e

1 map ; 56 x 33 cm., folded to 21 x 12 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:4,630,000].
Coordinates: (W 52°45' / N 1°00'--S 19°00')
Covers the state of Maranhão and parts of adjoining states in eastern Brazil, including the mouth of the Amazon River and the Araguari and Tocantins River valleys.
In: Berford, Sebastião Gomes da Silva. Roteiro e mappa da viagem da cidade de S. Luiz do Maranhão até a corte do Rio de Janeiro, feita por ordem do governador, e capitão general daquella capitania, pelo coronel Sebastião Gomes da Silva Berford ... com os officios relativos a'mesma viagem ... (Rio de Janeiro : Impressão regia, 1810), at end.
Forms part of the William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library).

Greenlee 4725 .A75 G635 1810, at end (PrCt)

13834 Brazil - Maps - 1822
1 map : hand col. ; 28 x 28 cm.
Engraved title within neatline.
Added letterpress title in uppercase and oversize lettering, top margin: Geographical, statistical and historical map of Brazil
In: H.C. Carey and I. Lea (Firm). A Complete historical, chronological, and geographical American atlas ... (Philadelphia : H.C. Carey and I. Lea, 1822), [map 43].
"No. 48." -- In letterpress at upper right.
Forms part of the William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library).

oversize Greenlee 4891 .C27 1822 [map 43] (PrCt)

13835 Brazil - Maps - 1827
1 map : hand col. ; 28 x 27 cm.
Engraved title within neatline.
Added letterpress title in uppercase and oversize lettering, top margin: Geographical, statistical and historical map of Brazil
In: H.C. Carey and I. Lea (Firm). A Complete historical, chronological, and geographical American atlas ... (Philadelphia ; London ; Leipzig ; Paris : H.C. Carey & I. Lea ; John Miller ; Bossange Freres, 1827) pl. [43]. Sheet 'No. 48.'
oversize Ayer 135 .C268 1827 pl. 43 (PrCt)

13836 Brazil - Maps - 1827 - Coasts - Nautical charts
Carta esferica de uma parte de la costa del Brasil desde el cabo St. Agustin hasta Cabo Frio. Madrid : [Dirección de Hidrografía?], 1827.
Authors: Spain. Dirección de Hidrografía -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 94 x 61 cm.
At head of title: Numo. 2.
Nautical chart.

Ayer p133 .S73 1827a (NLO)

13837 Brazil - Maps - 1827 - Coasts - Nautical charts
Carta esferica de una parte de la costa del Brasil desde la punta N. del Rio Marañon hasta el Morro de Sta. Marta. Madrid : [Dirección de Hidrografía?], 1827.
Authors: Spain. Dirección de Hidrografía -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 58 x 92 cm.
At head of title: Numo. 3.
Nautical chart.
Inset: Plano del fondeadero situado al N.O. de la Isla de Sta. Catalina.

Ayer p133 .S73 1827b (NLO)

13838 Brazil - Maps - 1830 - Coasts - Nautical charts
Carta esferica de las costas del Brasil que comprende desde la punta N. del Rio Marañon hasta Cabo S. Antonio en el Rio de La Plata. Madrid : [Dirección de Hidrografía?], 1830.
Authors: Spain. Dirección de Hidrografía -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 89 x 58 cm.
Nautical chart.
Ayer p133 .S73 1830 (NLO)

13843 Brazil - Maps - 1847<>Paraguay - Maps - 1847<>Rio de Janeiro Region (Brazil) - 1847 Brazil. [Philadelphia : S. Augustus Mitchell, 1847].
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868. A New universal atlas containing maps of the various empires, kingdoms, states, and republics of the world ... (1847)
1 map ; hand col. : 36 x 29 cm.
Insets (16 x 8 cm. and 8 x 12 cm.): Paraguay -- Environs of Rio Janeiro.
In: Mitchell, S. Augustus. A New universal atlas containing maps of the various empires, kingdoms, states, and republics of the world ... (Philadelphia : S. Augustus Mitchell, 1847) pl. [41].
Printed plate no. '40' lined out and replaced with manuscript '41'.
oversize G 10 .579 pl. [41] (PrCt)

13844 Brazil - Maps - 1850<>Paraguay - Maps - 1850<>Rio de Janeiro Region (Brazil) - 1850 Brazil. [Philadelphia] : Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co., 1850 [i.e. 1852].
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co. -- Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868. New universal atlas ... (1852)
1 map : hand col. ; 37 x 29 cm.
Entered according to act of Congress in ... 1850 by Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co. .... '
Insets (16 x 8 cm. and 8 x 12 cm.): Paraguay -- Environs of Rio Janeiro.
oversize G1019 .N49 1852 pl. 42 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
atlas, and modern history of the world ... (London ; New York : J. Tallis, 1851) pl. [74].
folio G1019 .M197 1851 pl. [74] (PrCt)

13846 Brazil - Maps - 1855
Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's atlas of the world ... (1855-1856)
1 map : hand col. ; 29 x 36 cm.
In: Colton, George Woolworth. Colton's atlas of modern geography [1872?]
Geographic table relating to the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, p. 36.
Phillips 2749.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

13849 Brazil - Maps - 1870-1871
Brazil - Maps - 1870-1871 Coasts - Nautical charts
Nautical charts - Brazil - 1870-1871 - Coasts
Authors: Spain. Dirección de Hidrografía -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 3 maps ; on 3 sheets, each 70 x 104 cm. Incomplete series of nautical charts.
Ayer p133 .S73 1870 (NLO)

13847 Brazil - Maps - 1868
Atlas do imperio do Brazil comprehendo o as respectivas divisões administrativas, eclesiasticas, eleitoraes e judiciarias. Rio de Janeiro : Lithographia do Instituto Philomathico, 1868.
Authors: Mendes, Cândido, 1818-1881 -- Brazil. Instituto Philomathico -- Mendes de Almeida, Cândido, 1818-1881 SEE Mendes, Cândido, 1818-1881 1 atlas (36 p. xxiv (i.e. xxvii) : 27 col. maps (part fold.) ; 46 cm.
'Material e outros auxilios consultados e aproveitados nos mappas e plantas do Atlas do imperio do Brazil:' p. 9-35.
Historical table relating to the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, p. 36. Imperfect; p. 9-10 wanting.
Phillips 2749.
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 1883.
LC Card Number: map50000029
Case oversize G 1099 .56 (NLO)

13848 Brazil - Maps - 1868
Atlas do imperio do Brazil comprehendo o as respectivas divisões administrativas, eclesiasticas, eleitoraes e judiciarias. Rio de Janeiro : Lithographia do Instituto Philomathico, 1868.
Authors: Mendes, Cândido, 1818-1881 -- Brazil. Instituto Philomathico -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 atlas (36 p. xxiv (i.e. xxvii) : 27 col. maps (part fold.) ; 45 cm.
'Material e outros auxilios consultados e aproveitados nos mappas e plantas do Atlas do imperio do Brazil:' p. 9-35.
Historical table relating to the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, p. 36.
Phillips 2749.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

13851 Brazil - Maps - 1908

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Sampaio, Teodoro, 1855-1937 -- Reis & Ca., 1908.

Atlantic Estados Unidos do Brazil
[39 maps ; 695 x 350 mm.]

Includes world map, two plates with thematic and political maps of South America, and 21 maps of states and territories.

Most maps include a profile across the state. Scales differ.

Many towns have been circled in pencil; annotation in ink on map of Bahia.

1908 (Rio de Janeiro, Brazil)

Pequeno atlas do Brasil
1 atlas (70 p. : 33 plates (30 col. maps (1 fold.), diagrs.)) ; 36 cm.

Edition: 1. tiragem.

Phillips 18287

LC Card Number: map50000776

Ayer 135 .M32 1909 (NLO)


Portrai of "Dr. Affonso Penna, Presidente da Republica" at upper right (13 cm. in diameter).

Digital image of another copy available through the Library of Congress American Memory website (accessed September 2013):

http://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g5400.ct000637

Gift 1909, Ministerio da Industrlia, Viação e Obras Publicas.

folio G 1099 .1 (NLO)

Brazil - Maps - 1908<<>>>South America -
Maps - 1908

Atlas dos Estados Unidos do Brazil. Bahia
[39 maps ; 695 x 350 mm.]

Includes world map, two plates with thematic and political maps of South America, and 21 maps of states and territories.

Most maps include a profile across the state. Scales differ.

Many towns have been circled in pencil; annotation in ink on map of Bahia.

1908 (Rio de Janeiro, Brazil)

Pequeno atlas do Brasil
1 atlas (70 p. : 33 plates (30 col. maps (1 fold.), diagrs.)) ; 36 cm.

Edition: 1. tiragem.

Phillips 18287

LC Card Number: map50000776

Ayer 135 .M32 1909 (NLO)


Portrai of "Dr. Affonso Penna, Presidente da Republica" at upper right (13 cm. in diameter).

Digital image of another copy available through the Library of Congress American Memory website (accessed September 2013):

http://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g5400.ct000637

Gift 1909, Ministerio da Industrlia, Viação e Obras Publicas.

folio G 1099 .1 (NLO)

Brazil - Maps - 1908<<>>>South America -
Maps - 1908

Atlas dos Estados Unidos do Brazil. Bahia
[39 maps ; 695 x 350 mm.]

Includes world map, two plates with thematic and political maps of South America, and 21 maps of states and territories.

Most maps include a profile across the state. Scales differ.

Many towns have been circled in pencil; annotation in ink on map of Bahia.

1908 (Rio de Janeiro, Brazil)

Pequeno atlas do Brasil
1 atlas (70 p. : 33 plates (30 col. maps (1 fold.), diagrs.)) ; 36 cm.

Edition: 1. tiragem.

Phillips 18287

LC Card Number: map50000776

Ayer 135 .M32 1909 (NLO)


Portrai of "Dr. Affonso Penna, Presidente da Republica" at upper right (13 cm. in diameter).

Digital image of another copy available through the Library of Congress American Memory website (accessed September 2013):

http://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g5400.ct000637

Gift 1909, Ministerio da Industrlia, Viação e Obras Publicas.

folio G 1099 .1 (NLO)
Brazil - Maps - Bibliography - 1970-1822
Cartography - Brazil - History
- Bibliography - 1700-1822
- Biblioteca Nacional (Portugal) - Map collections - Catalogs
Authors: Biblioteca Nacional (Portugal) -- Portugal. Comissão Nacional para as Comemorações dos Descobrimentos Portugueses
407 p. : maps (some col.) ; 25 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [353]-365) and indexes.
Formerly Z6027.B82 N68 2001
LC Card Number: 2002407964
ISBN 972787035X
Map Ref Z6027.B82 N68 2001 (NLO)

Brazil - Maps - 1995
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Baedeker Stuttgart -- Automobile Association (Great Britain) -- Jarrold and Sons -- Macmillan & Co. -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 61 plates
1st ed.
Issued in partnership with the Automobile Association (short format); cf. A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher, 1832-1990, p. 277.
Cover price: $24.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Brazil - Maps - 1995 - Administrative and political division
Authors: Trieste Ltda.
1 map : col. ; 76 x 92 cm.
Scale 1:6,000,000.
Includes lists of 'Principais municípios brasileiros com o novo código de endereçamento postal,' statistical data, distance chart, inset of 'Distribuição geográfica da hora legal no Brasil,' text, and col. ill. of national and state flags.
map6F G5400 1995 T7 (PrCt)

Brazil - Maps - Bibliography - 1500-1822
Rio de Janeiro (Brazil) - Maps - Bibliography - 1500-1822
Mapas e planos manuscritos relativos ao Brasil colonial [1500-1822]. [1960?].
Authors: Adonias, Isa
2 vol.
I Texto. II Mapas. (Mapas e planos manuscritos relativos ao Brasil colonial conservados no Ministério das Relações Exteriores e descritos por Isa Adonias para as comemorações do Quinto Centenário da Morte do Infante Dom Henrique).

Brazoria County (Tex.) - Maps - 1877 - Landowners - Counties - Maps
Authors: Stevens, F. W. -- Shapard, Stevens & Co. -- Texas. General Land Office -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 20.5 x 19.5 in. Scale 1:193,314.
Originally compiled Brazoria, Tex.:Shapard, Stevens & Co., 1877.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps: Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Form collections of microfiche on microfiche
Formerly Z6027.B82 N68 2001
LC Card Number: 2002407964
ISBN 972787035X
Map Ref Z6027.B82 N68 2001 (NLO)

Brazoria County (Tex.) - Maps - 1877 - Landowners - Counties - Maps
Authors: Stevens, F. W. -- Shapard, Stevens & Co. -- Texas. General Land Office -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 20.5 x 19.5 in. Scale 1:193,314.
Originally compiled Brazoria, Tex.:Shapard, Stevens & Co., 1877.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps: Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Form collections of microfiche on microfiche
Formerly Z6027.B82 N68 2001
LC Card Number: 2002407964
ISBN 972787035X
Map Ref Z6027.B82 N68 2001 (NLO)
Brazos County (Tex.) - Maps - 1879 - Landowners<<County - Maps<<Landowners - Maps
Authors: Texas. General Land Office -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 21.5 x 15 in. Scale 1:133,320.
Originally compiled 1879.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 907 (PrCt)

1 map : 63 x 81 cm., folded to 18 x 11 cm.
In United States. War Dept. Message of the President of the United States communicating in compliance with a resolution of the Senate of February 26, calling for a copy of the report and maps of Captain Marcy of his explorations of the Big Wichita and head waters of the Brazos rivers [Washington, D.C. : s.n., 1856] at end.
In upper left margin: Senate Ex. Doc. No. 60. 1

Breconshire (Wales) - Historical geography - Maps - 1960<<Wales - Historical geography - Maps - 1960<<Breconshire (Wales) - Maps - Collections<< Brecon (Wales) - Maps - Collections<<Historical atlases
Authors: Lewis, David -- Williams, Deiniol -- Gwags Gomer -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (132 p. : ill., 37 maps) ; 28 cm.
Date from preface.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskets folio G1821.S1 A7 1960 (NLO)

Breckinridge County (Ky.) - Maps - 1887 - Landowners<<County - Maps<<Landowners - Maps
[Breckinridge County (Ky.) - 1887: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche]. [Washington, D.C. : LC G&M Division, [1887?]].
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 2 sheets, 25.5 x 34 in. and 25.5 x 32.5 in. Scale 1:60,000. Originally published [1887?]. Only covers part of the county.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 231 (PrCt)
1552?-1629. The Theatre of the Empire of Great-Britain ... (1676) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 37 x 50 cm. on sheet 42 x 55 cm. Inset (11 x 14 cm.): Breknoke.
Letterpress text on verso (p. 109-110) under the following heading: Brecknock-Shire.
In: Speed, John. The Theatre of the Empire of Great-Britain ... (London : Printed for T. Bassett and R. Chiswell, 1676) map [54].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .S7 1676 map [54] (PrCt)

Breconshire (Wales) - Maps - 1610
Brecknoke both shyre and town described.
[London] : I. Sudbury and George Humble [i.e. J. Legate and W. Humble], 1610 [i.e. 1646].
Authors: Speed, John, 1552?--1629 -- Sudbury, John -- Humble, George, d. 1640 -- Legate, John, d. 1658 -- Humble, William, 1612-1686 -- Speed, John, 1552?-1629. A Prospect of the most famous parts of the world ... together with ... Great Brittaines empire (1646)
1 map ; 37 x 50 cm. on sheet 42 x 54 cm. Inset (11 x 14 cm.): Breknoke.
Letterpress text on verso (p. 109-110) under the following heading: Brecknock-Shire.
In: Speed, John. A Prospect of the most famous parts of the world ... together with ... Great Brittaines empire (London : Printed by John Legatt, for William Humble, 1646) map [75].
Case oversize G 117 .82 map [75] (PrCt)

Breconshire (Wales) - Maps - Bibliography

The Printed maps of Breconshire, 1578-1900 ... in the National Library of Wales. 1972.
Authors: Lewis, M. Gwyneth -- National Library of Wales
Photocopies from Brycheiniog 16 (1972) p. 139-174.
Ordered 3 Dec. 1974; order no. 16273; never received?
Not at Newberry (May 2009)
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

Breda (Netherlands) - History - Siege, 1624-1625 - Maps

Belegering van Breda onder 't beleyt des Marquis Spinola begonnen den 27 Augusti 1624
[Amsterdam] : Claes Janssen Visscher, [1634].
Authors: Visscher, Claes Jansz., 1586 or 7-1652 -- Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 41 x 54 cm. Includes references A-I, L-T and V-Y.
Oriented with north at lower right.
Koeman, C. Atlantes Neerlandici (1967-1985), v. 3, p. 159, Vis 1A no. 8 and p. 176, no. 17.
Duplicate copy (colored): Visscher 026.
Forms part of the Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Visscher 25 (PrCt)

Breda (Netherlands) - History - Siege, 1624-1625 - Maps

Belegering van Breda onder 't beleyt des Marquis Spinola begonnen den 27 Augusti 1624
[Amsterdam] : Claes Janssen Visscher, [1634].
Authors: Visscher, Claes Jansz., 1586 or 7-1652 -- Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 41 x 54 cm. Includes references A-I, L-T and V-Y.
Oriented with north at lower right.
Koeman, C. Atlantes Neerlandici (1967-1985), v. 3, p. 159, Vis 1A no. 8 and p. 176, no. 17.
Duplicate copy (colored): Visscher 026.
Forms part of the Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Visscher 25 (PrCt)
13883 Breda (Netherlands) - Maps - 1622

Breda, door Prins Maurits met nieuwe vesting

Forms part of the Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Visscher 27 (PrCt)

13884 Breda (Netherlands) - Maps - 1700

De stad Breda, een der sterkste vesting van Stads Brabant... / getekent van een voornaam Hollands Insineur. [Netherlands : s.n., ca. 1700?].

Authors: Een voornaam Hollands Insineur

1 map ; 18 x 24 cm.

Probably detached from a book; found laid in the Newberry's copy of Goor, Thomas Ernst van, Beschryving der stad en lande van Breda (1744). Includes 'Verklaring der stad Breda,' 1-27.

map1F G6004 .B7 1700 .E3 (PrCt)

13885 Breda (Netherlands) - Maps - 1743

Grondt tekening der stad Breda / B. F. Immink sculpt. 1743. [s'Gravenhage : Jacobus vanden Kieboom, 1744].

Authors: Immink, B. F. -- Goor, Thomas Ernst van, 1710-1750. Beschryving der stad en lande van Breda (1744) -- Kieboom, Jacobus van den, fl. 1729-1744

1 map ; 26 x 34 cm.

In Goor, Thomas Ernst van, Beschryving der stad en lande van Breda (s'Gravenhage: J. vanden Kieboom, 1744), before p. 51. In upper right corner: Pag. 51. Includes references 1-66, A-Z.

G 46912 .35, after p. 51 (PrCt)

13886 Breda (Netherlands) - Maps - Collections

Pictorial works - Collections

Breda's Museum (Breda, Netherlands) - Map collections


Authors: Pol, Pierre van der -- Grosfeld, Jeroen -- Eimermann, Cees -- Calseyde, Walter van de -- Breda's Museum (Breda, Netherlands)

112 p. : ill., maps ; 33 cm.

Illustrations and maps on endpapers.

ISBN 9080610828 ; 9789080610828

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Breda (Netherlands) - Pictorial works - 1500
Breda zood de stadt zig vertoonde omtrent het jaar 1500 / P. De Swart del : 1739 ; B. F. Immink sculp. 1743. [s'Gravenhage : Jacobus vanden Kieboom, 1744].
Authors: Swart, Pieter de, 1700-1773 -- Immink, B. F. -- Goor, Thomas Ernst van, 1710-1750.

Bresle am Rhein (Germany) - Fortification
Bresle : ville forte sur le Rhein ... [Paris : De Fer, 1713?]
1 map : 21 x 29 cm.
In: Fer, Nicolas de. Introduction à la fortification ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, [1713?]) map [106].
For later state of this map, with engraved plate number, see Case folio U 26 .292.
For earlier version of this map, engraved on different plate, see Case folio U 26 .293.
Case oversize U 26 .2919 map [106] (PrcT)

Breda (Netherlands) - Pictorial works - 1656
1 view ; 20 x 25 cm.
Title at top center, within a borderole.
Possibly detached from a copy of Nicolaes Visscher’s Theatrum praecipuarum urbium ducatus Brabantiae necnon comitatum Flandriae et Zelandiae (Amsterdam, 1657); found laid in the Newberry’s copy of Goor, Thomas Ernst van, Beschryving der stadt en lande van Breda (1744).

Breda Region (Netherlands) - Maps - 1744
Nieuwe verbeterde kaart van het landt en de baanderye van Breda. [s'Gravenhage : Jacobus vanden Kieboom, 1744].
Authors: Goor, Thomas Ernst van, 1710-1750.

Bresle am Rhein (Germany) - Fortification
Bresle : ville forte sur le Rhein ... [Paris : De Fer, 1713?]
1 map : 21 x 29 cm.
In: Fer, Nicolas de. Introduction à la fortification ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, [1713?]) map [106].
For later state of this map, with engraved plate number, see Case folio U 26 .292.
For earlier version of this map, engraved on different plate, see Case folio U 26 .293.
Case oversize U 26 .2919 map [106] (PrcT)

Bresle am Rhein (Germany) - History - Siege, 1638 - Maps

De Starcke stadt Brysack : belegert inden naem des Koninghs van Vrancryck, onder het beleyyt van den General Barent van Weymeren Hartogh van Saxen ... int’ laer 1638. [Amsterdam] : C. J. Visscher, [1638?].
Authors: Visscher, Claes Jansz., 1586 or 7 -- Barnhard, Duke of Saxe-Weimar, 1604-1639 -- Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Barent van Weymeren Hartogh van Saxen SEE Bernhard, Duke of Saxe-Weimar, 1604-1639 -- Hartogh Bernhardt van Wymer SEE Bernhard, Duke of Saxe-Weimar, 1604-1639
1 map : hand col. ; 33 x 42 cm.
Oriented with north at left.
Remnants of binding stub on verso.
Forms part of the Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Visscher 29 (PrCt)

Bresle am Rhein (Germany) - Maps - 1695 - Fortification

Bresle : ville forte sur le Rhein ... [Paris : De Fer, 1695].
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Loisel, L. -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Introduction à la
Maps - 1710<->Haut-Rhin (France) - Maps - 1710<->Black Forest (Germany) - Maps - 1710


Authors: Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. -- Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. Atlas curieux -- oder, Neuer und compendieuser atlas 1710 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 14 x 24 cm.
In: Bodenehr, Gabriel. Atlas curieux; oder, Neuer und compendieuser atlas ... (Augsburg : Gabriel Bodenehr, 1710?) pl. [83]. Engraved plate no. '86.'

Ayer 135.B6 pl. 83 (PrCt)

Breisach am Rhein (Germany) - Maps - 1734<->Neuf Brisach Region (France) - Maps - 1734

Nouvelles plans et environs du vieux ey du neuf Brisac. Amsterdam, 1734.

Authors: R. & J. Ottens -- Johan Gabriel Sack
Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:134
1 map : hand col. ; 43 x 55 cm.
Added title: Nieuwe en naukeurige aftekening van out en nieuwt Breisach.
2376

Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:134 (PrCt)

Breisach am Rhein (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1552<->Woodcuts

[View of Breisach am Rhein, Germany]. [Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552].

Authors: Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552. Cosmographiae universalis ... (1552) -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : woodcut ; 6 x 9 cm., on sheet 32 x 21 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
In: Münster, Sebastian. Cosmographiae universalis ... (Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552), p. 542
Possibly an inaccurate view, since some of the woodcuts in this volume were used for more than one town.

VAULT folio Ayer 7 .M8 1552, p. 542 (PrCt)

Breme (Italy) - History - Siege, 1638 - Pictorial works

Plant du siege de la forteresse royale de Breme. [Antwerp? Balthasar Moretus?, 1638?].

Authors: Moretus, Balthasar, 1574-1614 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 167 x 243 mm. (neat line), 172 x 250 mm. (plate mark)

Unsigned and without imprint, but probably issued in Relation of tout ce qui s'est passé au sieje et prise de Breme par les Armes du Roy Catholique Philippe IV. sous la conduite du Marquis de Leganez, Gouverneur & Capitaine general pour S. M. en l'Estat de Milan, le 27.Mars, 1638 (Antwerp: Balthasar Moretus, 1638).

Keyed to references A-M; includes 11-line description at lower left; identifies positions of several military leaders.
Relief and armies shown pictorially.
Oriented with north at lower right.
Verso blank.
Some copies of the Relation are bound with Boyvin, Jean. Le Siege de la ville de Dole, capitale de la Franche-Comté et son hevrese deliverance (Antwerp: Balthasar Moretus, 1638); see the National Union Catalog of pre-1956 imprints v. 487, p. 571.
g20
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Novacco 2F 67 (PrCt)

Bremen (Germany : Duchy) - Maps - 1680

Ducatus Bremæ & Ferdae maximaæque partis fluminis Visurgis descripto. Amsterdam, [ca. 1680].

1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 56 cm.
In: Danckerts, Justus. Atlas (Amsterdam : J. Danckers, [ca. 1680]) pl. [23]. Ms. no. '24' in upper right.

VAULT oversize Ayer 135.D18 A pl. 23 (PrCt)

Bremen (Germany : Duchy) - Maps - 1682

Ducatus Bremæ & Ferdae maximaæque partis fluminis Visurgis. Amsterdam : C. Allard, [1682?].

Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Allard, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709 -- Allard, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709. Atlas minor sive tabulæ geographicae ... [1682?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 48 x 56 cm.
In: Allard, Carel. Atlas minor sive tabulæ geographicae proecipuorum regnorum regionum, insularum, provinciarum, etc. (Amsterdam : C. Allard, 1682?) pl. 49.

VAULT oversize Ayer 135.A4 A pl. 49 (PrCt)

Bremen (Germany : Duchy) - Maps - 1700<->Emsland (Germany) - Maps - 1700<->Osnabruck (Germany : Gebietseinheiten) - Maps - 1700

Basse partie de l'evéché de Munster ... Paris, 1700.
Bremen (Germany : Duchy) - Maps - 1716
Prospect und Grundris der ... Ansee Stadt Bremen ... Nuremberg, [ca. 1716].
Authors: Homann, Johann Baptiste, 1663-1724 -- Homann Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:267
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 57 cm.
Phillips 5966 [74].
Inset view: Die Stadt Bremen.

Bremen (Germany : Duchy) - Maps - 1745
Ducatis Bremae et Ferdae nova tabula ... Nuremberg : Homann Erben, [ca. 1745].
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 54 cm.
In: Homann, Johann Baptist. Atlas novus terrarum orbis (Nuremberg : Homann Erben, ca. 1745)], [plate 142].
Manuscript "145' on verso.

Bremen (Germany) - Maps - 1620
Brema vrbis Hanseatici foederis ... [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Rantzau, Henrik, 1526-1598 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 48 cm.
Added title in uppercase lettering at top: Brema. Forwarded to Braun and Hogenberg by Henrik Rantzau; see R.A. Skelton's Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum. Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Brema.

Bremen (Germany) - Maps - 1657
Brema vrbis Hanseatici foederis ad Visvrgvm Flv. ... [Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657].
Authors: Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664 -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Urbium totius Germaniae svperiorus illustriorum clariorumque tabulae ... Pars posterior [i.e. prior] (1657) -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Theatrum urbi (1657)
1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 48 cm.
Added title in uppercase lettering at top: Brema. Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Brema.
In: Jansson, Jan. Urbium totius Germaniae svperiorus illustriorum clariorumque tabulae ... Pars posterior [i.e. prior] 1657, [plate 16].

Bremen (Germany) - Maps - 1700
Ducatis Bremae & Ferdae, maximaque partis fluminis Visurgis. Amstelodami [Amsterdam] : Fredericum de Wit, [ca. 1700?].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Wit, Frederik de. Atlas [ca. 1700?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 57 cm.
13906 Bremen (Germany) - Maps - 1920—Bremen Region (Germany) - Maps - 1920
Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag -- Ehlers, Wilhelm -- Goldschmidt, Albert -- Kraatz, Leopold -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Bearbeitet von Wilhelm Ehlers.'
'Mit 2 Karten.'
Maps lithographed by Leopold Kraatz.
Includes index.
Series: Griebens Reiseführer ; Bd. 183
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 183 (1920) (NLO)

13907 Bremen (Germany) - Maps - 1922—Bremen Region (Germany) - Maps - 1922
Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag -- Ehlers, Wilhelm -- Goldschmidt, Albert -- Kraatz, Leopold -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
2. Aufl. [2nd ed.]
'Verarbeitet von Wilhelm Ehlers.'
'Mit 2 Karten.'
Maps lithographed by Leopold Kraatz.
Advertisements: vi p. at end.
Includes index.
Series: Griebens Reiseführer ; Bd. 183
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 183 (1922) (NLO)

13908 Bremen (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1620
Brem. [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Weigel, Martin, 16th cent. -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : hand col. ; 10 x 23 cm. on sheet 41 x 54 cm.
View possibly derived from a ca. 1560 woodcut by Martin Weigel; see R.A. Skelton's Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum. On same sheet with: Brvnsvicvm, Brvnsvchvrb maxim ... -- Lvnebvrvgvm, nobilis Saxoniae vrbs, Salinis celeberrima -- Aldenbvrvgvm Holsatiae.
Latin letterpress text on verso under titles:
Brvnsvicvm -- Lvnebvrvgvm -- Brema -- Oldenbvrvgvm.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 1, pl. 23 (PrCt)

13909 Bremer County (Iowa) - Maps - 1875—Landowners—Counties—Maps—Landowners - Maps
Authors: Hoover, H. S. -- Reeves, William P. -- Chicago Historical Society
'Compiled from official records and personal surveys of H. S. Hoover, C.E. & county surveyor.'
Includes a history of Bremer County.
Scale not given.
Library buckram.
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005; includes CHS ownership markings.
CHS Coll., Atlas no. 133
oversize G4153.B6G46 1875 .H6 (NLO)

13910 Bremer County (Iowa) - Maps - 1973—Landowners—Counties—Maps—Landowners - Maps
Authors: R.C. Booth Enterprises -- Bremer County (Iowa). Auditor -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (19 p.) : 13 maps ; 32 cm.
Cover title: Plat book of Bremer County, Iowa, 1973
'Available at Bremer County Auditor's Office, Jerald Fuerstenberg, Waverly, Iowa'--Cover.
Scale not given.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

13911 Bremerhaven (Germany) - Maps - 1696—Fortification
Carls-bourg ville nouvellement bastie par les Suedois ... [Paris : De Fer, 1696].
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646—Bremerhaven (Germany)
Fortification
1 map ; 22 x 28 cm.
In: Fer, Nicolas de. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, 1695-1696) pt. 8, map [168].
Manuscript '(19) at upper right.
Case folio U 26. 293 pt. 8, map [168] (PrCt)

13912 Bremerhaven (Germany) - Maps - 1713—Fortification
Fortification
Carls-bourg ville nouvellement bastie par les Suedois ... [Paris : De Fer, 1696].
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646—Bremerhaven (Germany)
2 maps ; 22 x 28 cm.
In: Fer, Nicolas de. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, 1695-1696) pt. 8, map [168].
Manuscript '(19) at upper right.
Bibliography - Catalogs

Authors: Nova, Giuseppe -- Fontanella, Ruggiero
279 p. : ill. ; 31 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 273-277) and indexes.
LC Card Number: 2010379673
ISBN 9788873858096 ; 8873858090 ; 9788873858090
2013042602 on order (NLO)

Brescia (Italy : Province) - History - 1792-1815 - Maps - 1839-<><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><<
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

13920 Brescia (Italy) - Maps - 1725<<>>Spanish Succession, War of, 1701-1714 - Maps

Carte particuliare del Bressan. Amsterdam, [ca. 1725].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Cövens et Mortier -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
1:179
1 map : hand col. ; 53 x 48 cm.
Cf. Koeman Mor 1 (67).
2110
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6713.L6:3B7 1725 S3 (PrCt)

13921 Brescia (Italy) - Maps - 1806<<>>Bresce (Italy : Province) SEE Brescia (Italy) - Maps

Carte du territoire de Bresce ... À Venise [Venice] : Chez Mr. Remondini, 1806.
Authors: Remondini, Giuseppe Antonio, 1747-1811 -- Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les meillures cartes modernes (1784 [i.e. 1807?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 64 x 42 cm.
In: Santini, P. Atlas universal dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (Venise : par P. Santini, rue Ste. Justine, chez M. Remondini, 1784 [i.e. 1807?]), v. 2, no. "P. II. 9"
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

13922 Breslau (Germany) - Maps - 1620<<>>Breslau (Germany) SEE ALSO Wroclaw (Poland)

Wratislavia. [Cologne: s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Moravius, Jacobus, fl. 1587 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 37 x 49 cm.
Derived from 1587 map forwarded to Braun and Hogenberg by Jacobus Moravius; see R.A. Skelton's Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum. Includes references 1-91.
Oriented with north at upper right.
Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Wratislavia.


Vert 2244 (PrCt)

13923 Bressani, Francesco Giusepppe, 1612-1672.

Novae Franciae accurata delineatio, 1657

Authors: Cardinal, Louis

Vert 2064 (PrCt)

13924 Bressani, Francesco Giusepppe, 1612-1672.

Nova Franciae accurata delineatio (1657)

Authors: Cardinal, Louis
p. 13-28 : maps, ill.
folio GA101 .P67, v. 61, p. 13-28 (PrCt)

13925 Bressani, Francesco Giusepppe, 1612-1672.

Nova Franciae Accurata Delineatio (1657)

Martyrdom of the Jesuit fathers . 1983.
Authors: Jenkner, Ingrid
From The Canadian Collector (July-August 1983): 41-44. maps - ills.
BHC 2524

Vert 2064 (PrCt)

13926 Bressanone (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1620

Brixia Tyrolis. [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Hoefnagel, Joris, 1542-1601 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : hand col. ; 20 x 50 cm.
Bressanone (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1657

Brixia Tyrolis. [Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657].
Authors: Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664 -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Urbium totius Germaniae svperiorius illustrorum clariorumque tabulae ...

Pars posterior [i.e. prior] (1657) -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Theatrum urbiun (1657)
1 view : hand col. ; 20 x 50 cm.
Title from cartouche at upper right.
Added title in uppercase lettering at top center: Brixen.
On same sheet with: Lavbinga Sveuiae opp.
Alberti Magni patria.
Latin letterpress text on verso under titles: Brixina -- Lavbinga.

In: Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Theatrum urbium (1657)
15 -- 1664. Theatrum urbium (1657)

Case oversize G 117 .452, v. 2, [plate 18] (PrCt)

Brest (France) - Maps - 1689

Authors: Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718 -- Padouani, Domenico, fl. 1689 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718. Citta, fortezze, isole, e porti principale dell' Europa ... (1689)
1 map ; 13 x 17 cm.

In: Coronelli, Vincenzo. Citta, fortezze, isole, e porti principale dell' Europa, in pianti, et in eluatione, descritte, e publicate ad uso dell' Academia cosmografica degli argonauti [(Venice : Domenico Padouani, 1689) pl. [20]. Engraved plate '37.' One of four plates printed on same sheet, opening [20].

VAULT folio Ayer 135 .C8 1689 pl. 20 (PrCt)

Brest (France) - Maps - 1695 - Fortification

Brest ville considerable de la basse Bretagne ... [Paris : De Fer, 1695].
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes -- avec leurs fortifications ... (1695-1696)
1 map ; 21 x 28 cm.

In: Fer, Nicolas de. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes; avec leurs fortifications ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, 1695-1696) pt. 3, map [41].

Manuscript '8' at upper right.

Case folio U 26. 293 pt. 3, map [41] (PrCt)

Brest (France) - Maps - 1713 - Fortification

Brest ville considerable de la basse Bretagne ... [Paris : De Fer, 1713?].
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Loon, H. V. (Herman van) -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Introduction à la fortification ... [1713?] 1 map ; 20 x 28 cm.

In: Fer, Nicolas de. Introduction à la fortification ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, [1713?]) map [10]. Plate dated 1692.
For later state of this map, with engraved plate number, see Case folio U 26 .292.
For earlier version of this map, engraved on different plate, see Case folio U 26 .293.

Case oversize U 26 .2919 map [10] (PrCt)

Brest (France) - Maps - 1793 - Harbors - Nautical charts
Chart of the road of Brest, with the anchoring ground for men of war. London : W. Faden, 1793.
Authors: Faden, William, 1749-1836 -- Faden, William, 1749-1836. Le Petit Neptune français -- or, French coasting pilot for the coast of Flanders Channel Bay of Biscay and Mediterranean 1793 1 map ; 22 x 31 cm.

In: Faden, William. Le Petit Neptune français; or, French coasting pilot, for the coast of Flanders, Channel, Bay of Biscay, and Mediterranean ... (London : W. Faden, 1793). 'Plate XII.' Includes inset (7 x 9 cm.): Anchoring ground of the Men of War.

map4C 123 pl. 12 (PrCt)

Brest Region (France) - Maps - 1695 - Finistère (France) - Maps - 1695

Carte de la rade et des environs de Brest. [Paris : De Fer, 1695].
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes -- avec leurs fortifications ... (1695-1696)
1 map ; 20 x 28 cm.

In: Fer, Nicolas de. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes; avec leurs fortifications ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, 1695-1696) pt. 3, map [42].

Manuscript '9' at upper right.

Case folio U 26. 293 pt. 3, map [42] (PrCt)

Brest Region (France) - Maps - 1713 - Finistère (France) - Maps - 1713

Carte de la rade et des environs de Brest. Paris :
Authors: Le Baron, J. Francis -- Le Baron, J. Francis -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 39 x 29.5 in. Scale 1:190,080.
Originally published Jacksonville: J. F. Le Baron, 1885.
Microfiche 583, no. 1100 (PrCt)

Authors: Stakemann, M. -- Texas & Pacific Railway. Land Dept. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 21 x 16 in. Originally published Dallas, Tex.: Texas & Pacific Railway, 1891. Only covers part of the county.
Microfiche 583, no. 1100 (PrCt)

1 map ; on 2 sheets 91 x 119 cm.
Photocopy of manuscript map.
Southern sheet "traced by L. Ehlinger, draftsman, 9-19-'10."
Shows land ownership.
From the files of the Atlas of Historical County Boundaries Project, the Newberry Library.
map4F G4033 .B76 1904 .T4 1980 (PrCt)

13939 Brianza (Italy) - Maps - Collections, 1500-1699<><>>Cartography - Brianza (Italy) - History - 1500-1699 [Tre secoli Brianza: cartog briantea 16C-17C. Albese : Meroni, 1980.]
Authors: Meroni, Giuseppe -- Meroni, Romano
1 v. ; 62 cm.
Case oversize G1984 M38 1980 (NLO)

Authors: New York Central Railroad Company

1 map; in 3 sections, 23 x 57 cm. and smaller, on sheet 51 x 60 cm.

Includes dedication to "Capt. Ralph Sanderson ... by Capt. Greenville Collins ... ".

Coastal chart covering portions of Humberside, Yorkshire, and Cleveland in England.

In: Collins, Greenville. Great Britain's coasting-pilot ... (1693) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map; in 3 sections, 23 x 57 cm. and smaller, on sheet 51 x 60 cm.

Baskes oversize G1811.P5 C6 1749, [plate 38] (PrCt)


Thus sheweth land from Holderness to Flamborough-head. [Dublin : Jane Grierson, 1766].

Authors: Grierson, Jane, fl. 1766 -- English Pilot. Part 1 (1766) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map; 11 x 22 cm.

Oriented with north at right.

In: The English pilot. Part 1, describing the coasts ... in the southern navigation upon the coasts of England, Scotland, Ireland, Holland, Flanders, Spain, Portugal ... (Dublin: Jane Grierson, 1766) p. 7.

Running title: To sail between Burnham and Flamborough-Head.


oversize Ayer 135.E55 1766 p. 7 (PrCt)
13953  **Brielle (Netherlands) - Maps - 1620**
*Briellm, Holandiae opp. ob intestinvm Batavicvm bellvm ...* [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 35 x 49 cm.
Anonymous map.
Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Briellm.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .88 1573, v. 2, pl. 27 (PrCt)

13954  **Brigands and Robbers - Italy - Maps - 1866**<-->**Italy - Maps - 1866 - Description and Travel**<-->**Bandits SEE Brigands and Robbers**<-->**Highwaymen SEE Brigands and Robbers**<-->**Robbers SEE Brigands and Robbers**
Authors: Moens, W. J. C. (William John Charles), 1833-1904 -- Harper & Brothers -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 1 map
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

13955  **Brighton (Colo.) - Maps - 1873**
*Sketch of Hughes, Colorado ...* 1873.
1 map : 11 x 10 cm. on sheet 30 x 40 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:18,900].
Govt. W 8.5:2 pl. 5, after p. 490 (PrCt)

13956  **Brighton (England) - Maps - 1779**
Authors: Yeakell, Thomas, d. 1787 -- Gardner, William, 1739 or 1390-1800 -- Thomas, Richard, of Brighton, pub. -- Whitechurch, W, engr. -- Margary, Harry
1 map : 34 x 31 cm.
Facsimile of original published Brighton, 1779.
In Two hundred and fifty years of map making in the county of Sussex (Lympne Castle, Eng.: H. Margary, 1970) sheet 9.
Scale [ca. 1:3,550],
Includes 'references' and a view of the town.
map6F 5753.S9.1 sht. 9 (PrCt)

13957  **Brighton (England) - Maps - 1907-1908**<-->**Sussex (England) - Maps - 1907-1908**
*A Pictorial and descriptive guide to Brighton and Hove, the South Downs, Shoreham, Bramber, Lewes, Newhaven, Seaford, etc. ... : plans of Brighton and Hove, map of district, and sketch map of motor and cycle routes from London.* London: Ward, Lock & Co., [1907 or 1908].
Authors: Ward, Lock and Company, ltd. -- Ward Lock guides -- John Bartholomew & Co. -- George Philip & Son -- Waterlow and Sons -- Butler & Tanner Ltd. -- Selwood Printing Works -- Chancer, Lilian -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
6th ed., rev. and re-illustrated
Publication date from binder's instructions.
Cover title: Brighton, Hove & district
'With routes for motorists and cyclists ... upwards of seventy illustrations.'
Maps by John Bartholomew & Co., G. Philip & Son, and Waterlow and Sons.
Printed by Butler & Tanner, the Selwood Printing Works.
Series title from cover.
Includes index, advertisements and business directories.
Owner's inscription on cover: Lilian Chancer.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .W3 Brighton (1907) (NLO)

13958  **Brighton (England) - Maps - Bibliography - 1650-1800**
Authors: Farrant, John -- Farrant, Sue
p. 86
From their Aspects of Brighton (Brighton, Eng. 1978), p.86
Xerox copy,
BHC 1293
Vert 900 (PrCt)

13959  **Brimstone Hill Fortress (Saint Kitts and Nevis) - History - Siege, 1782 - Maps - Manuscript - Facsimiles**<-->**Manuscript maps - Facsimiles**
*Plan du siege de Brimston Hill.* [197-?].
Authors: Faden, William, 1749-1836 -- Faden map collection
1 map : 37 x 53 cm.
Photocopy of 1782 manuscript forming part of the Faden map collection (no. 100) at the Library of Congress.
Shows siege of British citadel on St. Christopher Island by French forces.
Scale [ca. 1:14,440].
Relief shown by shading.
Copy imperfect: Right margin deteriorated, part of legend wanting.
Indexed for military points of interest.
Series: [Faden map collection ; 100]
OCLC 5680633; cf. OCLC 21745086
map2F G5042.S2S3 1782 P5 197- (PrCt)

13960 Brimstone Hill Fortress (Saint Kitts and Nevis) - History - Siege, 1782 - Maps - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<br>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles Plan du siège de Brimstone Hill dans l'Isle St. Christophe en 1782 ... [19--].
Authors: Bibliothèque nationale (France). Ge D 3656 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1782 manuscript. Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Cf. OCLC 21745086 and 5680633.
MapPhoto France BN Ge D 3656 (PrCt)

13961 Brimstone Hill Fortress (Saint Kitts and Nevis) - History - Siege, 1782 - Maps - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<br>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles Plan du Siége de Brimstone Hill dans l'Islle St. Christophe [19--].
Authors: France. Ministère de la guerre. Archives historiques. L.I.D. 31 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1782 manuscript. Original ms. forms part of the Guerre Etat-Major archives.
Photocopy forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Cf. OCLC 21745086 and 5680633.
MapPhoto France Guerre Etat Major L.I.D. 31 (PrCt)

13962 Brimstone Hill Fortress (Saint Kitts and Nevis) - History - Siege, 1782 - Maps - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<br>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles Plan du siège de Brimstone-Hill investie le 12 Janvier et rendu le 13 Fevrier 1782 a monsieur le Marquis de Bouillé Gouverneur General des Isles du Vent de l'Amerique et commandant l'armée. [19--].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1782 manuscript. Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Cf. OCLC 21745086 and 5680633.
MapPhoto France BN Portef. 106-85 (PrCt)

13963 Brindisi (Italy) - Maps - 1790<br>Basilicata (Italy) - Maps - 1790<br>Taranto (Italy) - Maps - 1790<br>Lecce (Italy) - Maps - 1790
La Basilicata e la terra di Otranto. Rome :
Calcofra, 1792.
oversize Ayer 135 .C33 1792 v. 1 pl. 23 (PrCt)

Authors: Ancestry.com (Firm) -- Chicago tribune (February 18, 1972) [7 leaves : 28 cm.
Vert 1669, no. 4 (PrCt)

Vert 471, no. 2 (PrCt)

13967 Brion, Martin, 16th cent. [Notes on Martin Brion]. [Chicago, 1998-?].
Authors: Karrow, Robert W.
1 file folder ; 25 x 30 cm.
Bibliographical notes and drafts used in the preparation of the chapter on Martin Brion in:
Karrow, Mapmakers of the sixteenth century and their maps (1993).
Vert 3041 (PrCt)

13968 Brisbane (Qld.) - Maps - 1960>>>Brisbane Region (Qld.) - Maps - 1960
Authors: Gregory's Gold Seal Guides -- Gregory's Guides and Maps, Pty. Ltd. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 32 maps
No. 10 in a series.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

13969 Briscoe County (Tex.) - Maps - 1879 - Landowners>>>Counties - Maps>>>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Texas. General Land Office -- Library of Congress, Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 21 x 16.5 in. Scale 1:133,320.
Originally compiled 1879.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 909 (PrCt)

13970 Bristol Isles - Maps - 1842
The British Isles. [London] : Chapman and Hall, 1842 [i.e.1844].
Authors: Chapman and Hall -- J. & C. Walker (Firm) -- Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (Great Britain) -- Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (Great Britain).
Maps of the Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (1844) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; hand col. ; 38 x 33 cm.
v. 1, plate [14].
oversize Ayer 135 .S67 1844 v. 1, pl. [14] (PrCt)

13971 Bristol Channel - Maps - 1588 - Nautical charts<<<Nautical charts - Bristol Channel - Maps - 1588<<<Nautical charts
Canalis celebris vel navigationis a Bristovio, atque totius situs inter Galliam Belgicam et Britanniam accurata delineatio = Beschrijvinghe van de vermaerde Canael, ofte foert van Bristow, de gansse gelegentheyt tusschen Walslandt, en Engelandt ... = Leiden : F. Raphelengius ; C. Claesz, 1588.
Authors: Wagenaer, Lucas Janszoon, 1534 or 1560 -- Doetecam, Jan van -- Raphelengius, Franciscus, 1539-1597 -- Claesz, Cornelis, ca. 1546-1609 -- Wagenaer, Lucas Janszoon, 1534 or 5-1606. Speculum nauticum super navigatione maris Occidensals concfetum, continens omnes oras maritimis Galliae, Hispanicet et praecipuarum partium Angliae (1588) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 35 x 51 cm.
Descriptive text on verso (p. XIX).
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .S67 1844 v. 1, pl. [14] (PrCt)

13972 Bristol Channel - Maps - 1728 - Nautical charts<<<Nautical charts - Bristol Channel - Maps - 1728<<<Nautical charts
A Draught of the Bristol Channel from the Holmes to Kings Road including the River Avon. [London : J. Knapton et al., 1728].
Authors: Holliday, Captain, fl.1728 -- Harris, John, 1667-1719 -- Knapton, James, -1738 -- Harris, John, 1667-1719. Atlas maritimus & commercialis ... (1728) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
A folding map of the Bristol Channel district, plans of Bristol. Weston-supr-Mare and Ilfracombe, descriptions of the Bristol Channel coast scenery and of all the leading seaside resorts, large towns and other places of interest, useful information for visitors.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Bristol (England) - Maps - 1794

The New history, survey and description of the city and suburbs of Bristol, or, Complete guide, and informing and useful companion for the residents and visitants of this ancient, extensive and increasing city, the Hotwells and Clifton: being the most authentic, particular, and comprehensive account of Bristol hitherto published: to which are added, descriptions of the towns, seats and curiosities in the vicinity, and of the cities of Bath and Wells, brief biography of eminent natives of Bristol, memoirs of Chatterton the poet, and a large, elegant copper-plate plan of the city, Hotwells and Clifton. [England? s.n., 1898].

Authors: Heath, George, Rev. -- Matthews, H. -- Matthews, W. -- Milson, F. G. -- Matthews, William. Matthews’s new Bristol directory, for the year 1793-4 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

2 v. in 1 (112; 103 p.) : 1 map, port. ; 20 cm.

Cover title: Matthews’s new history of Bristol, or, Complete guide and Bristol directory for the year 1793-4

Facsimile of: The new history ... Bristol. Bristol : W. Matthews, 1794 (ESTC T39864).

By George Heath. Cf. ESTC T39864.

Date of publication from ESTC T39864.

Frontispiece port. signed: Drawn by H. Matthews, engraved by W. Matthews.

"Price three shillings."


Includes bibliographical references and errata.

Forme owner’s signature: F.G. Milson.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes DA690.B8 H43 1794a (NLO)

Bristol Region (R.I. : Town) - Maps - 1765

Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles

A Colored 'view of Bristol Neck, from Trip's in Rhode Island, September, 1765'. [19-].


1 map

Photostatic reproduction of 1765 manuscript.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

13982

Bristol County (Mass.) - Maps - 1895 - Landowners


Authors: Everts and Richards

1 atlas (181 p. : maps) ; 58 cm.

oversize G1233.B7 .E93 1895 (NLO)

13980

Bristol (England) - Maps - 1620

Brightstowe, vulgo; quondam venta, flore[n]tissimum Angliae emporium. [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].

Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Smith, William, ca. 1550-1618 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 33 x 43 cm.

Derived from a 1568 drawing by William Smith; see R.A. Skelton’s Introduction to the 1980 facs.

ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.

Added title in uppercase lettering: Brightstowe.

Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Bristolia.


1657

1 map : hand col. ; 33 x 43 cm.

Includes references [1-8] and 9-15.

Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Bristolia.

13983

Bristol (England) - Maps - 1657

Brightstowe. [Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657].

Authors: Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664 -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Illustriorvm principumque urbs septentrionalium Europae tabulae [1657] -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Theatrum urbs (1657)

1 map : hand col. ; 33 x 43 cm.

Includes references [1-8] and 9-15.

Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Bristolia.

In: Jansson, Jan. Illustriorvm principumque urbs septentrionalium Europae tabulae, v. 1, [plate 5].

Issued in volume1 of 8 in Jansson's townbook atlases, collectively known as the Theatrum urbis (Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657).


Case oversize G 117 .452, v. 1, [plate 5] (PrCt)

13984 British Antarctic Expedition, 1907-1909 - Maps - 1909 - Pictorial works
Authors: British Antarctic Expedition, 1907-1909 -- Shackleton, Ernest Henry, Sir, 1874-1922 -- Heinemann, William, fl. ca. 1907 -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
2 views; 4.4 x 72 cm and 7.4 x 75 cm. on sheet 23 x 79 cm.
[ Fitzgerald 645]
Fitzgerald polar map 303 (PrCt)

13985 British Antarctic Expedition, 1907-1909 - Maps - 1909
Route and surveys of the south magnetic pole party, 1908-09. London: William Heinemann, 1909.
1 map: col.; 33 x 47 cm.
[ Fitzgerald 645]
Fitzgerald polar map 302 (PrCt)

13986 British Antarctic Expedition, 1907-1909 - Maps - 1909
General map showing the explorations and surveys of the expedition, 1907-09. London: William Heinemann, 1909.
Authors: British Antarctic Expedition, 1907-1909 -- Shackleton, Ernest Henry, Sir, 1874-1922 -- Heinemann, William, fl. ca. 1907 -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 39 x 39 cm.
[ Fitzgerald 645]
Fitzgerald polar map 301 (PrCt)

13987 British Antarctic Expedition, 1907-1909 - Maps - 1909
Authors: British Antarctic Expedition, 1907-1909 -- Marshall, Eric -- Shackleton, Ernest Henry, Sir, 1874-1922 -- Heinemann, William, fl. ca. 1907 -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 37 x 60 cm.
[ Fitzgerald 645]
Fitzgerald polar map 300 (PrCt)

13988 British Antarctic ('Terra Nova') Expedition (1910-1913) - Cartography - Antarctica - History - Cartography - Antarctica - History
Mapping Antarctica: the difficult years. 1978.
Authors: Hanley, Wayne S.
BHC 2024
Vert 667 (PrCt)

13989 British cartography - Bibliography
Cartographic writings in Britain - the growth of specialist literature. 1979.
Xerox copy.
Vert 1182 (PrCt)

13990 British cartography - Maps - Symbols - Legends - Great Britain - Ordnance Survey
Landmarks in British cartography. 1962.
Authors: Crone, G. R. (Gerald Roe) -- Campbell, Elia M. J. -- Skelton, R. A. (Raleigh Ashlin), 1906-1970
Vert 22 (PrCt)

A Chart shewing part of the coast of N.W. America with the tracks of His Majesty's sloop Discovery and armed tender Chatham / commanded by George Vancouver, Esqr. and prepared under his immediate

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
13992 British Columbia - Maps - 1858 - Gold mines and mining
British Columbia - Maps - 1858 - Coal mines and mining
Vancouver Island (B.C.) - Maps - 1858
Gold mines and mining - British Columbia - Maps - 1858
Coal mines and mining - British Columbia - Maps - 1858
Map of British Columbia and Vancouver Island denoting the gold and coal districts / Kinahan Cornwallis, del. [London?] : Stanard & Dixon, lith. Poland Str., [1858].
Authors: Cornwallis, Kinahan, 1839-1917 -- Stannard & Dixon -- Cornwallis, Kinahan, 1839-1917. The New El Dorado, or, British Columbia (1858) -- Newby, Thomas Cautley -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 17 x 24 cm., on sheet folded to 20 x 13 cm.
In Cornwallis, Kinahan. The New El Dorado, or, British Columbia / by Kinahan Cornwallis ... (London : T.C. Newby, 1858) opposite p. [1].
Accompanies Cornwallis's narrative of the Fraser River gold rush.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Graff 881 opposite p. [1] (PrCt)

13993 British Columbia - Maps - 1862
Authors: Epner, Gustavus -- Britton & Co. -- Morriss Printing Co. -- Historical Map Society of British Columbia. Facsimile no. 1
1 map : 49 x 39 cm.
Facsimile of original published San Francisco, 1862; reproduced from original owned by Hugh F. Wade (Victoria, B.C.)
Includes descriptions of routes to the Cariboo mines.
4187 map4F G3510 1862 .E6 1981 (PrCt)

13994 British Columbia - Maps - 1870 - Gold mines and mining
British Columbia - Maps - 1870
Cariboo (B.C. : Regional district) - Maps - 1870
Omineca River Valley (B.C.) - Maps - 1870
Fraser River Valley (B.C.) - Maps - 1870
Map of the Cariboo & Omineca gold fields and the routes thereto / compiled & drawn from reliable authorities by Wm. D. Patterson, C.E. ; lith. F.W. Green, C.E. [Victoria, B.C. Printed at the Standard Office, 1870].
1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 51 cm., folded to 14 x 9 cm.
Imprint from front cover with added title: Map of the Cariboo and Omineca gold fields, and the routes thereto.
Advertisements inside covers include 'T.H. Hibben & Co., importers, booksellers, stationers ... Victoria ...'.
Scale [1:1,584,000].
Gold regions colored yellow.
Includes untiitled continuation inset map of the Fraser River between New Westminster and Fort Alexander (25 x 12 cm.)
Folded leaf of 'Distance tables and miscellaneous information', including 'authorities consulted in the compilation of the map', folded inside front cover.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
VAULT Graff 3215 (NLO)
Authors: Bartholomew, John, 1831-1893 -- A. Fullarton & Co. -- A. Fullarton & Co. The Royal illustrated atlas of modern geography [1872?]
1 map : col. ; 44 x 55 cm.
At head of title: British North America, sheet III, Pacific Coast
"Drawn and engraved J. Bartholomew F.R.G.S. Edinr."
Printed plate no. "XXXVIII" at upper right and pasted on verso.
**Case oversize G1019 .A38 1872, plate [38] (PrCt)**


Ethnological map of the province of British Columbia. Victoria, [ca. 1880].
Authors: British Columbia. Provincial Museum of Natural History and Anthropology
1 map : col. ; 47 x 52 cm.
**map4F G3511.E1 1880 B7 (PrCt)**

Authors: Rand McNally and Company. Rand, McNally & Co.'s improved indexed business atlas and shipper's guide ... (1888) -- Rand McNally and Company. Commercial atlas (1888)
1 map : col. ; 31 x 49 cm.
Added title in upper margin: Rand, McNally & Co.'s British Columbia.
In Rand, McNally & Co.'s improved indexed business atlas and shipper's guide ... (Chicago: Rand McNally, 1888) p. 52-53.
Keyed to index of towns and railroads on p. 51. Uniform atlas title: Commercial atlas.
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
**oversize RMcN atlas .C7 1888, p. 52-53 (PrCt)**

Map shewing the 'White Pass' route to Yukon goldfields via Skagway Bay. [London] : Crowther & Goodman, [1897?].
Authors: British Columbia Development Association -- Crowther & Goodman (London, England) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 18 x 31 cm., folded to 15 x 9 cm.
At head of title: British Columbia Development Assn. Limited.
Shows route between Vancouver (Wash.) and Dawson City (Yukon).
In British Columbia Development Association. Klondyke : the Yukon (Klondyke) mines, and how to reach them (London : Crowther & Goodman, [1897?]) at end.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
**Graff 406 [map] (PrCt)**

**British Columbia - Maps - 1898 - Alaska - Maps - 1898 - Klondike River Valley (Yukon) - Maps - 1898**
Map showing overland route to the gold fields [in the Klondike River Valley]. [Cincinnati : Editor Publishing Co., 1898].
Authors: Marvin, Fred Richard, 1868-1939 -- Editor Publishing Co. (Cincinnati, Ohio) -- Marvin, Fred Richard, 1868-1939. The Yukon overland : the gold-digger's handbook (1898) -- Marvin, Frederic Rowland, 1847-1918 -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map : 20 x 18 cm., folded to16 x 11 cm.
Shows overland route between Spokane (Wash.) and Dawson City (Yukon).
Book variously attributed to Fred Richard Marvin and Frederic Rowland Marvin.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
**Graff 2697 [map] (PrCt)**

**British Columbia - Maps - 1908 - Railroads - Canada, Western - Maps - 1908 - Railroads - Canadian Pacific Railway Company - Maps - 1908 - Railroads - Maps Map of British Columbia and part of Western Canada, showing the lines of Canadian Pacific Railway. [S.l. s.n., 1908?].**
Authors: Canadian Pacific Railway Company -- Chicago Historical Society
1 map : col. ; 36 x 47 cm.
'Corrected to December 23d, 1908.' Plate no. 2290.
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.
**CHS Coll., Map no. 572 (PrCt)**

1 map : col. ; 48 x 65 cm.  
‘Copyright ... 1913.’  
Dated ‘1 - '13’ at bottom right.  
Includes key to railroads numbered 16-130 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: British Columbia railroads.  
Inset (13 x 16 cm.): Victoria and Vancouver.  
Issued folded in accompanying index (17 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally & Co.'s indexed county and railroad pocket map and shippers' guide of British Columbia. Chicago and New York: Rand, McNally & Co., c1913.  
Uniform title: Shippers guide.  
‘Copyrighted by Rand McNally & Co. May 9, 1913’ -- ink inscription on p. [5].  
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).  
map3C G3511.P3 1913 .R3 (PrCt)

14004  
British Columbia - Maps - 1913 - Railroads<<>>Vancouver Region (B.C.) - Maps - 1913 - Railroads<<>>Victoria Region (B.C.) - Maps - 1913 - Railroads<<>>Railroads - Maps  
1 map : col. ; 48 x 65 cm.  
‘Copyright ... 1913.’  
Dated ‘1 - ‘13’ at bottom right.  
Includes key to railroads numbered 16-130 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: British Columbia railroads.  
Inset (13 x 16 cm.): Victoria and Vancouver.  
Issued folded in accompanying index (17 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally & Co.'s indexed county and railroad pocket map and shippers' guide of British Columbia. Chicago and New York: Rand, McNally & Co., c1913.  
Uniform title: Shippers guide.  
‘Copyrighted by Rand McNally & Co. May 9, 1913’ -- ink inscription on p. [5].  
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).  
map3C G3511.P3 1913 .R3b (PrCt)

14005  
1 map : col. ; 48 x 65 cm.  
‘Copyright ... 1914’ -- beneath title.
- Maps
The Rand McNally new commercial atlas map of British Columbia. [Chicago : Rand, McNally & Co., 1916].
1 map : col. ; 48 x 65 cm.
Includes key to railroads numbered 9-139 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: British Columbia railroads.
Inset (13 x 16 cm.): Vicinity of Victoria and Vancouver.
Plate no.: 249A
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Typewritten paste-on label on front cover; 11-1 env. 14 copyright 1916.
'Jan 7th 1916 R. J.W.P. [?].' -- manuscript inscription on title page verso.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
map3C G3511.P3 1916 .R3 (Pr Ct)

14007

British Columbia - Maps - 1920 - Railroads<<>>Vancouver Region (B.C.) - Maps - 1920 - Railroads<<>>Victoria Region (B.C.) - Maps - 1920 - Railroads<<>>Railroads
- Maps
The Rand McNally new commercial atlas map of British Columbia. [Chicago : Rand, McNally & Co., 1920].
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
Includes key to railroads numbered 7-130 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: British Columbia railroads.
Inset (13 x 16 cm.): Vicinity of Victoria and Vancouver.
Plate no.: 249E
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
'4/23/20' -- manuscript date on cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
map3C G3511.P3 1920 .R3a (Pr Ct)
Columbia railroads.
Inset (13 x 16 cm.): Vicinity of Victoria and Vancouver.
Plate no.: 249E
Index imperfect; lacking title page.
Index title and imprint derived from complete copy; see Map3C G3511.P3 1920 .R3 (PrCt)
Editor's copy; many index entries marked in colored pencil.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
map3C G3511.P3 1920 .R3b (PrCt)

14010 British Columbia - Maps - 1922 -
Railroads<><>Victoria Region (B.C.) -
Maps - 1922 - Railroads<><>Victoria Region
(B.C.) - Maps - 1922 - Railroads<><>Railroads -
Maps
Rand McNally standard map of British Columbia.
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
'The Rand McNally commercial atlas map of British Columbia.' -- at bottom left.
Includes key to railroads numbered 7-130 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: British Columbia railroads.
Inset (13 x 16 cm.): Vicinity of Victoria and Vancouver.
Plate no.: 249G
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
'Copyrighted 7/27/22' -- in ms. on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
map3C G3511.P3 1922 .R3 (PrCt)

14011 British Columbia - Maps - 1923 -
Railroads<><>Victoria Region (B.C.) -
Maps - 1923 - Railroads<><>Victoria Region
(B.C.) - Maps - 1923 - Railroads<><>Railroads -
Maps
Rand McNally standard map of British Columbia.
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
'The Rand McNally commercial atlas map of British Columbia.' -- at bottom left.
Includes key to railroads numbered 7-130 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: British Columbia railroads.
Inset (13 x 16 cm.): Vicinity of Victoria and Vancouver.
Plate no.: 9R24

14012 British Columbia - Maps - 1923 - Road maps<><>Saskatchewan - Maps - 1923 - Road maps<><>Red Trail Road (Canada) - Maps - 1923 - Maps<><>Road maps<><>Strip maps
Authors: Automobile Club of Washington -- Neyhart, A. P. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division
1 map ; approx. 35 x 186 cm., on 10 sheets each 11 x 25 cm.
Incomplete; strip map issued in 10 sheets, but this copy lacking part 5.
Details the Red Trail in southern British Columbia and southern Saskatchewan.
Handstamped "Mar 17 24" and "Map Division, Jul 7 1924, Library of Congress."
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).
Road map4C G3511.P2 1923 .A9 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)


Title: Shippers guide.

Handstamp on cover: Register of copyrights.


Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

map3C G3511.P3 1925 .R3 (PrCt)


1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.

Includes key to railroads numbered 7-130 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: British Columbia railroads.

Inset (13 x 16 cm.): Vicinity of Victoria and Vancouver.

Plate no.: 9R24


Uniform title: Shippers guide.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

map3C G3511.P3 1925 .R3a (PrCt)


Imperial Oil Ltd. highways map of British Columbia, Alberta & adjacent states. [Toronto?] : published by Imperial Oil, Limited ... c1930.

Authors: Imperial Oil Limited -- Thomson, A. R., fl. 1930 -- Rolph-Clark-Stone Limited -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 56 x 88 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Highways map of British Columbia, Alberta and adjacent states ... / prepared ... under the supervision of A.R. Thomson, chief cartographer.

"Copyright, 1930 by Imperial Oil, Ltd" -- at bottom left.

"Lithographed in Canada by Rolph Clark Stone Ltd., Toronto."

Map includes Imperial Oil gasoline pump images.

Maps on verso (11 x 42 cm. and smaller): Map showing proposed routes of Trans-Canada Highway -- [Index map to Canadian road map series issued by Imperial Oil, Ltd.] -- Greater Vancouver -- Moose Jaw -- Victoria -- Edmonton -- Nelson -- New Westminster -- Lethbridge -- Calgary -- N. Battleford -- Seattle -- Yakima -- Great Falls -- Olympia -- Everett -- Portland -- Nanaimo -- Spokane -- Walla Walla -- Bellingham -- Map showing completed sections of highway between Prince Rupert & Prince George -- Map of Peace River District -- Map of the Canadian Rockies showing Rocky Mountains Park, Yoho Park and Kootenay Park.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 197.25.1 (PrCt)


British Columbia highway and travel map / Department of Public Works ... : Department of Public Lands ... [Victoria, B.C.?] : Department of Lands, 1930.


1 map : col. ; 68 x 100 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: British Columbia ... highway and travel map ... 1930 ... / G. G. Aitken, Chief Geographer ; compiled and drawn by the Geographic Division, Department of Lands

"Scale, 20 miles to 1 inch."

"Polyconic projection."

Inset maps (11 x 34 cm. and 7 x 8 cm.): Inset map : Peace River Highways -- Continent position of map area.


Panel art: Official seal of British Columbia and transportation scenes.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 197.20 (PrCt)

14017 British Columbia - Maps - 1933 - Road maps--Road maps


Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil Company -- Lee, Robert E., fl. 1933 -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 folded map

Panel title.

Cover: License plate motif.

Distribution: NL 1, LC 0, DUP 0.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Panel art: Shell logo, license plates, woman driving convertible car, dog, signed by artist "Robert E. Lee."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 908 (PrCt)

14018 British Columbia - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (3 panel, R,Y): Diagonal "Shell" on red stripe, logo.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1121 (PrCt)

14019 British Columbia - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
1935 Road map : British Columbia / Shell.
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"Printed in Canada."
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1461 (PrCt)

14020 British Columbia - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Canadian - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Vancouver (B.C.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
1936 road map : British Columbia : Shell ...
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; col. ; 43 x 51 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell official road map : British Columbia.
Plate nos. "J-2" and "262 - J.C."
Maps on verso (28 x 43 cm. and 28 x 21 cm.):
Shell official road map : Canada [in two sections]
-- Shell : Vancouver, Victoria and vicinity.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 163.5B (PrCt)

14021 British Columbia - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Canada, Western - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
British Columbia : Standard Oil road map ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company , 1936.
Authors: Standard Oil Company of British Columbia, Ltd. -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; col. ; 42 x 51 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: 1936 road map : British Columbia / prepared exclusively for Standard Oil Company of British Columbia, Ltd.
Plate nos. "358 S" and "J-3."
Maps on verso (27 x 44 cm. and smaller): 1936 road map : western Canada ... -- Victoria -- Vancouver.
Panel art: Standard gasoline station and crown logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 169.4 (PrCt)

14022 British Columbia - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
1936 Road map : British Columbia / Shell.
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1695 (PrCt)

14023 British Columbia - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; col. ; 43 x 51 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: woman driving car and slogan "for all your motoring needs drive to Standard Stations, Inc., and Standard Oil dealers."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1759 (PrCt)

14024 British Columbia - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
RMcN AE 163.5B (PrCt)
1937 British Columbia - Road maps Canada, Western - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
British Columbia : Standard gasoline unsurpassed : Standard Oil road map ...
Authors: Standard Oil Company of British Columbia, Ltd. -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 51 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: 1937 road map : British Columbia / prepared exclusively for Standard Oil Company of British Columbia, Ltd.
Plate nos. "358-S.C." and "11-K".
Maps on verso (27 x 44 cm. and smaller): 1937 road map : western Canada ... -- Victoria -- Vancouver.
Panel art: Standard gasoline crown logo.
Handstamped "1937" and "copyrighted".
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 169.14A (PrCt)

1938 British Columbia - Road maps Canada, Western - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
British Columbia : Standard Oil road map.
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1938].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 51 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell official road map of British Columbia.
Date from RMcN AE 164 ms. index.
Plate nos. "262-J.C." and "L-1-1938-1."
Maps on verso (28 x 43 cm. and 28 x 21 cm.): Shell official road map : Canada [in two sections] -- Shell : Vancouver, Victoria and vicinity.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 15 1938 ... "
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 164.58 (PrCt)

1939 British Columbia - Road maps Canada, Western - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
British Columbia : Standard Oil road map.
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1939.
Authors: Standard Oil Company of British Columbia, Ltd. -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 51 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: 1939 road map : British Columbia / prepared exclusively for Standard Oil Company of British Columbia, Ltd.
Plate nos. "358-S.C." and "11-K".
Maps on verso (27 x 44 cm. and smaller): 1939 road map : western Canada -- Victoria -- Vancouver.
Panel art: Standard logo; slogans "Standard gasoline, unsurpassed" and "Fill your motoring needs at Standard ... ."
Handstamped "1939" and "copyrighted".
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 5167 (PrCt)
14031 British Columbia - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

**British Columbia : Standard Oil road map.**
Authors: Standard Oil Company of British Columbia, Ltd. -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell official road map of British Columbia.
Plate nos. "262-J.C." and "1-1-1938-1."
Maps on verso (28 x 43 cm. and 28 x 21 cm.): Shell official road map : Canada [in two sections] -- Shell : Vancouver, Victoria and vicinity.
Panel art: Shell logo and motto "tour with confidence."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Aug 10 1939 ...."
Forms part of Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 165.38 (PrCt)**

14032 British Columbia - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

**Shell road map : British Columbia.**
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1938?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 51 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: 1938 road map : British Columbia / prepared exclusively for Standard Oil Company of British Columbia, Ltd.
Plate nos. "385 S.C." and "12-L."
Maps on verso (27 x 44 cm. and smaller): 1938 road map : western Canada ... -- Victoria -- Vancouver.
Panel art: Standard gasoline station and crown logo.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Aug 1 1938 Rand McNally & Co. ..."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 168.76 (PrCt)**

14033 British Columbia - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

**Shell road map : British Columbia.**
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1938?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 51 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell official road map of British Columbia.
Plate nos. "262-J.C." and "L-1-1938-1."
Maps on verso (28 x 43 cm. and 28 x 21 cm.): Shell official road map : Canada [in two sections] -- Shell : Vancouver, Victoria and vicinity.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**Gousha Clients 3212 (PrCt)**

14034 British Columbia - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

**British Columbia : Standard Oil road map.**
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1939.
Authors: Standard Oil Company of British Columbia, Ltd. -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Standard Oil gas station, Standard Gasoline logo and slogan "at your service, Standard Stations and Standard Oil Dealers."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
**Gousha Clients 3276 (PrCt)**

14035 British Columbia - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

**Shell road map : British Columbia ...**
Chicago : H. M. Gousha Company, [1939].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 51 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell official road map of British Columbia.
Date from RMcN AE 165 ms. index.
Plate nos. "262-J.C." and "M-1-1939-1."
Panel art: Shell logo.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Aug 10 1939 ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 165.38 (PrCt)**

14036 British Columbia - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

**British Columbia : Standard Oil road map.**
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., c1939.
Authors: Standard Oil Company of British Columbia, Ltd. -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
**Gousha Clients 3528 (PrCt)**

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
British Columbia - Maps - 1940 - Road maps

Panel title.
Panel art: Standard station, gasoline logo, and slogan "At your service, Standard Oil dealers".
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4206 (PrCt)

British Columbia - Maps - 1941 - Road maps

Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3823 (PrCt)

British Columbia - Maps - 1942 - Road maps

Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo, statement "all points of military interest have been removed voluntarily from this map and index" and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4541 (PrCt)
British Columbia - Maps - 1947 - Road maps

Authors: United Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "U", indicating 1947 publication.
Panel art: cityscape and Richfield gas station.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5158 (PrCt)

British Columbia - Maps - 1948 - Road maps

Authors: United Oil Company -- Richfield Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library) -- United Oil Limited (British Columbia) SEE United Oil Company -- United Oil Company SEE ALSO Richfield Oil Corporation -- Richfield Oil Corporation SEE ALSO United Oil Company
1 map : folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "U", indicating 1947 publication.
Panel art: cityscape and Richfield gas station.
Editor's copy(?) : "531J" in pencil on main map.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5157 (PrCt)

British Columbia - Maps - 1948 - Road maps

Shell map of British Columbia and western Canada. Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5440 (PrCt)

British Columbia - Maps - 1948 - Road maps

Shell map of British Columbia. Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5441 (PrCt)

British Columbia - Maps - 1960-1969 - Road maps

Travel adventures in fabulous British Columbia, Canada. [Victoria : British Columbia Government Travel Bureau, 196-?].
Authors: British Columbia Government Travel Bureau -- Grant-Mann Lithographers -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 79 x 59 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Fun map of British Columbia.
Verso includes directory of British Columbia Government Travel Bureaus.
"Lithographed in Canada by Grant-Mann." 18 numbered "travel adventure" routes keyed to descriptive text on verso.
Panel art: Color photo of mountains and cars driving on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4902 (PrCt)

British Columbia - Maps - 1970 - Road maps

Authors: Grant-Mann Lithographers -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 71 x 35 cm., folded to 10 x 23 cm.
"1970 edition" -- on map of Alberta
Panel title.
Added title from opposite panel: Map of Alberta & British Columbia, Canada
Added title in margin: Beautiful British Columbia, Canada
Maps on verso (38 x 35 cm. and smaller): Alberta. -- Edmonton, Alberta -- Calgary, Alberta.
Panel art: color photos of fishing and mountain climbing.
Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Sept. 2010).
Road map4C G3511 .P2 1970 .G7 (PrCt)
British Columbia - Maps - 1972 - Road maps

British Columbia - Maps - 1974 - Road maps

British Columbia - Maps - 1978 - Road maps

British Columbia - Maps - 1979
  Atlas of British Columbia : people, environment, and resource use / A. L. Farley. [Vancouver] :
Authors: British Columbia. Ministry of Finance
1 map ; 22 x 28 cm.
map1F G3511 .P4 1983 .B7 (PrCt)

Authors: Moon travel handbooks -- King, Jane -- Moon Publications -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.
2nd ed.
Ed: Jane King
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Authors: Taylor, W. A.
[4], 27, xiv p. : maps ; 25 cm.
BHC 207
Vert 519 (PrCt)
British Isles - Agricultural geography - 1971 - Glossaries

Glossary of terms used to describe the agricultural landscape of Britain. [Edinburgh, Scotland : Department of Geography, University of Edinburgh, High School Yards], 1970-1971.

Authors: Adams, I.H.

Title from p. iii.

Cover title: Provisional glossary of the agrarian landscape.

Includes: 2 supplementary bulletins (28 cm.).

Title on supplementary bulletins: Glossary of the agrarian landscape in the British Isles.

Project to produce a glossary of English language terms which have been used to describe the agrarian landscape of the British Isles, organized by Dr. I.H. Adams, lecturer in geography at the University of Edinburgh, under the auspices of the Agrarian Landscape Study Group of the Institute of British Geographers, and funded by the Social Science Research Council; cf. p. iii.

Supplementary bulletins no. 1 (Dec. 1970) and no. 2 (Jan. 1971) contain an early draft of the urban settlement section, and reviewers' suggestions and corrections, respectively.

Gray paper covers, with red cloth spine.

Ownership inscription of E[ila] M.J. Campbell on front cover.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio S455 .G56 1970 (NLO)

British Isles - Archaeology - Maps - 1964

Ancient Britain: a map of the major visible antiquities of Great Britain older than AD. 1066.


Authors: Great Britain. Ordnance Survey -- Ordnance Survey (Great Britain) SEE Great Britain. Ordnance Survey

1 map : col. ; 158 x 103 cm. on 2 sheets each 85 x 108 cm.

Scale 1:625,000 or about ten miles to one inch.

Relief shown by hypsometric tints.

10818

ICN74

map6F 5741.E8 (PrCt)
British Isles - Geography - 1759
Essai geographique sur Isles Britanniques, V1.
Paris : Nyon, 1759.
Authors: Bellin, Jacques Nicolas, 1703-1772 -- Nyon -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 7 maps ; 170 x 105 mm.
Shirley, Rodney W. Maps in the atlases of The British Library (2004) T.Bell-1b
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

British Isles - Geography - 1809-1810
Neueste Länder- und Völkerkunde : ein geographisches lesebuch für alle stände.
Siebenter Band, Grossbritannien und Ireland.
Authors: Diesbachischen Buchhandlung -- Ehrmann -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
6 v. : ill., 7 hand col. maps and 1 view (all folded) ; 23 cm.
Bound in paper covers; some pages unopened.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Includes index.
Sabin 52382
Baskes DA625 .N4 (NLO)

British Isles - Geography - 1844
Short geography of the British Islands. London : Macmillan, 1884.
Authors: Green , John Richard -- Johnston, Keith, 1844-1879 -- Macmillan & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 28 maps ; 168 x 109 mm.
Cartography by K. Johnston
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

British Isles - Geography - 1918-1945
Authors: Steel, Robert W. (Robert Walter), 1915- -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
xi, 189 p. ; 24 cm.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
ISBN 052124790X
Baskes G99 .B75 1987 (NLO)

British Isles - Geography, medieval
The Economic geography of England, A.D. 1000-1250
Authors: Darby, H. C. (Henry Clifford), 1909-1992 -- Campbell, Eila M.J. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
p. [165]-229 ; 24 cm.
Caption title.
Includes bibliographical footnotes.
Plain dark green paper wrappers.
Ownership inscription of Eila M.J. Campbell on the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
front cover.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes DA13 .D297 (NLO)

14078 British Isles - Historical geography - Maps - 1066
Britain in the Dark Ages (south sheet).
Southampton: First published by the Director General, at the Ordnance Survey Office, 1935.
Authors: Great Britain. Ordnance Survey
1 map : col. ; 74 x 54 cm. folded to 31 cm.
Title in upper margin
Scale 1:1,000,000.
Map of England and Wales, meant to be regarded as the southern half of a general map of Britain in the Dark Ages.
Incomplete; lacking accompanying booklet; cf. OCLC 13809005.
Northern sheet published separately in 1938; see G 1045 .363
folio G 1045 .364 (NLO)

14079 British Isles - Historical geography - Maps - 1595-1606
Britannicarvm Insularvm typvs / ex conatibus geographicis Abrah. Ortelij. [London : John Norton], 1595 [i.e. 1606].
1 map : hand col. ; 35 x 49 cm.
Oriented with north at right.
Includes dedication to "Domino D. Georgio ab Avstria" in cartouche at lower right.
Signature "ix" and English letterpress text on verso beginning: The British Isles, now, the Empire of Great Britaine. Pliny saith that in the Atlantie... .
"Cartographic sources: made by Ortelius on the basis of modern information from Mercator's 1564 map of the British Isles, improved by a new outline from Saxton's 1579 map (Meurer p. 197, Karrow 56/16, p. 387-388) and ancient knowledge from Diodorus Siculus, Plinius, Appianus, Tacitus, Caesar, Strabo and numerous other Roman writers." -- From Marcel P.R. van den Broecke's Cartographica Neerlandica website, which includes a digital image of another copy of the map (accessed August 2012); see http://www.orteliusmaps.com/book/ort192.html

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1606, [plate 124] (PrCt)

14080 British Isles - Historical geography - Maps - 1641
Britannicarvm Insulae in quibus Albium siue Britannia Maior ... / aut N. Sanson ... Paris: chez M. Tavernier, 1641 [i.e.1657?].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Tavernier, Melchior, d. 1641 -- Mariette, Pierre, 1603-1657 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (1658 [i.e. 1659?])
1 map : hand col. ; 39 x 52 cm.
In: Sanson, Nicolas. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (Paris : Pierre Mariette, 1658 [i.e. 1659?]) v. 1, pl. [112]
VAULT Case oversize G1015 .S35 1658 v. 1, pl. [112] (PrCt)

14081 British Isles - Historical geography - Maps - 1641<<>>British Isles - Maps - 1641
Britannicarvm Insulae in quibus Albium siue Britannia Maior ... / aut N. Sanson ... Paris: chez M. Tavernier ... et a present chez Pierre Mariette ..., 1641.
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Tavernier, Melchior, d. 1641 -- Mariette, Pierre, 1603-1657 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. [Assembled-to-order atlas of historical maps of Europe] (1658?) -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). IV:A6
1 map ; 39 x 52 cm.
In Sanson, Nicolas. [Assembled-to-order atlas of historical maps of Europe] (Paris : N. Sanson and P. Mariette?, 1658?) no. [6].
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Duplicate copy: VAULT Case oversize G1015 .S35 1658 v. 1, pl. [112]
Sack map6C G5701.S1 1658 .S3 no. [6] (PrCt)

14082 British Isles - Historical geography - Maps - 1646<>>Armada, 1588 - Maps
The Invasions of England and Ireland with all their civil wars since the conquest ... [London] : George Humble [i.e J. Legate and W. Humble], [1646].
Authors: Speed, John, 1552?-1629 -- Danckerts, Cornelis, ca. 1603-1656 -- Humble, George, d. 1640 -- Legate, John, d. 1658 -- Humble, William, 1612-1686 -- Speed, John, 1552?-1629. A Prospect of the most famous parts of the world ... together with ... Great Britaines empire (1646) 1 map ; 38 x 51 cm. on sheet 42 x 54 cm.
Includes illustration of the 1588 Armada and historical notes.
Letterpress text on verso (p. 5-6) under the following heading: A Briefe description of the civil warres.
In: Speed, John. A Prospect of the most famous
parts of the world ... together with ... Great Brittaines empire (London : Printed by John Legatt, for William Humble, 1646) map [22].

Case oversize G 117 .82 map [22] (PrCl)

14083 British Isles - Historical geography - Maps - 1676 Armada, 1588 - Maps
The Invasions of England and Ireland with all their civil wars since the conquest. [London] : Thomas Bassett ... and Richard Chiswell, [1676].
Authors: Speed, John, 1552?-1629 -- Danckerts, Cornelis, ca. 1603-1656 -- Bassett, Thomas -- Chiswell, Richard -- Speed, John, 1552?-1629.
The Theatre of the Empire of Great-Britain ... (1676) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 38 x 51 cm. on sheet 42 x 55 cm.
Includes illustration of the 1588 Armada and historical notes.
Letterpress text on verso (p. 5-6) under the following heading: A Brief description of the civil wars ....
In: Speed, John. The Theatre of the Empire of Great-Britain ... (London : Printed for T. Bassett and R. Chiswell, 1676) map [4].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .S7 1676 map [4] (PrCl)

14084 British Isles - Historical geography - Maps - 1700 British Isles - Maps - 1700
A New map of the British Isles : shewing their antient people, cities, and towns of note, in the time of the Romans / Sutton Nicholls sculp. [Oxford : s.n., 1700].
A New set of maps both of antient and present geography ... (1700) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 36 x 48 cm.
"Dedicated to his highness William Duke of Gloucester."

14085 British Isles - Historical geography - Maps - 1750 British Isles - Maps - 1750
Britannicae, insulae in quibus Albion seu Britannia Major, et Ivernia seu Britannia Minor ... à Nicolao Sanson ... / revisae, et ... redactae, accurante Robert de Vaugondy filio ; Guili. Delahaye sculpit. [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy], 1750.
Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Didier, 1723-1786 -- Haye, G. de la -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766.
Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1790?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; hand col. ; 47 x 51 cm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1757, [plate 5] (PrCl)

14086 British Isles - Historical geography - Maps - 1750 British Isles - Maps - 1750
Britannicae, insulae in quibus Albion seu Britannia Major, et Ivernia seu Britannia Minor ... à Nicolao Sanson ... / revisae, et ... redactae, accurante Robert de Vaugondy filio ; Guili. Delahaye sculpit . [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy], 1750.
Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Didier, 1723-1786 -- Haye, G. de la -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766.
Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1790?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; hand col. ; 47 x 51 cm.
In: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles. Atlas universel / par M. Robert ... et par M. Robert de Vaugondy son fils ... (A Paris : Chez De la Marche, géographe, rue du Foin St. Jacques, Collège de Me. Gervais, 1757, [i.e. 1790?]), [plate 5].
"5" -- oversize letterpress number stamped on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1790, [plate 5] (PrCl)

14087 British Isles - Historical geography - Maps - 1778 British Isles - Maps - 1778
Britannicae Insulae in quibus Albion seu Britannia Major et Ivernia seu Britannia Minor ... / accurante Robert de Vaugondy filio : à Nicolao Sanson ... À Venise [Venice] : par P. Santini ; chez Mr. Remondini, 1778.
Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Didier, 1723-1786 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Santini, P. -- Remondini, Guiseppe Antonio, 1747-1811 -- Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (1784 [i.e. 1807?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; hand col. ; 47 x 51 cm.
In: Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (Venice : par P. Santini, rue Ste. Justine, chez M. Remondini, 1784 [i.e. 1807?]), v. 2, no. "P. II. 56" Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .S4 1807, v. 2, no. 56 (PrCl)

14088 British Isles - Historical geography - Maps - 1780-1914
Atlas of industrializing Britain 1780-1914
London

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

14089 British Isles - Historical geography - Maps - 1780-1914
Authors: Langton, John -- Morris, R. J. -- Methuen & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 133 maps ; 25 cm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

14090 British Isles - Historical geography - Maps - 1801
The Invasions of England and Ireland with all their civil wars since the conquest / compiled &c drawn by J. Enouy geographer ; S. Neele sculpt.
London : Laurie & Whittle, 15th Sept. 1797.
Authors: Enouy, Joseph Christopher -- Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Laurie & Whittle -- Laurie & Whittle. A New and elegant imperial sheet atlas comprehending general and particular maps of every part of the world ... [1801?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 40 x 55 cm.
"2d edition Augt. 12th 1801."
Includes tables of chronological and historical references to sites in Ireland (1-14) and England (1-62).
In Robert Laurie and James Whittle. A New and elegant imperial sheet atlas comprehending general and particular maps of every part of the world ... (London : printed and published by R. Laurie and J. Whittle, 1800 [i.e. 1801?]) no. 5. Stamped "5" on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .R63 1801 no. 5 (NLO)

14091 British Isles - Historical geography - Maps - 1864
Abridged ed. of: Histoire d'Angleterre. 1863.
Version latine, décerné à l'élève Gaisman Albert. Paris : Librairie de professeurs et de savants sous la direction de M. V. Duruy
Abridged ed. of: Histoire d'Angleterre. 1863. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes DA16 .F53 1864 (NLO)

14092 British Isles - Historical geography - Maps - 1924
Historical and modern atlas of the British Empire. London : Methuen, 1924.
Authors: Robertson, Charles Grant, Sir, 1869-1948 -- Bartholomew, J. G. (John George), 1860-1920 -- Methuen & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 65 maps ; 282 x 224 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
References: Phillips 2885
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

14093 British Isles - Historical geography - Maps - 1924
Authors: Benians, E. A. -- Knight, T. H. -- Gill, G. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 41 maps ; 182 x 124 mm.
14th ed.
Oxford & Cambridge Edition
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

14094 British Isles - Historical geography - Maps - 1962
Authors: Mark , Thomas -- Macmillan & Co. -- St. Martin's Press -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (22 p.) : 23 maps ; 28 cm.
Scales differ.
Maps on lining papers.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1805 .M47 1962 (NLO)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
| 14095 | British Isles - Historical geography - Maps - 1968  
Authors: Gilbert, Martin, 1936- -- Banks, Arthur -- Weidenfeld and Nicolson -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 v. : 105 maps ; 247 x 178 mm.  
C: Arthur Banks; Alexander, Guide to atlases 4894; Black, 216  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.  
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt) |
| 14096 | British Isles - Historical geography - Maps - 1968<>Historical atlases  
Authors: Gilbert, Martin, 1936- -- Banks, Arthur -- Weidenfeld and Nicolson  
118 p. : maps ; 26 cm.  
70-2114  
G 1045 .3 (NLO) |
| 14097 | British Isles - Historical geography - Maps - 1979<>Historical atlases  
Authors: Freeman-Grenville, G. S. P. (Greville Stewart Parker) -- Kessel, Lorraine -- Collings, R. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 atlas : 140 maps ; 245 x 175 mm.  
1st ed.  
Maps by L. Kessel.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.  
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt) |
| 14098 | British Isles - Historical geography - Maps - 1981  
Authors: Hill, David -- University of Toronto Press -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 v. : 244 maps ; 275 x 217 mm.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.  
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt) |
| 14099 | British Isles - Historical geography - Maps - 1989<>Historical geography  
Authors: Pope, Rex -- Lewin, J. -- Macmillan & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 atlas : 145 maps ; 255 x 200 mm.  
Maps by J. Lewin.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.  
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt) |
| 14100 | British Isles - Historical geography - Maps - 1989<>Historical atlases  
Authors: Bayly, C. A. (Christopher Alan) -- Atkinson, Alan -- Hamlyn (Firm) -- Facts on File, Inc. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 atlas (256 p. : ill. (some col.), col. maps, ports.) ; 31 cm.  
Includes index.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.  
LC Card Number: 89214508  
ISBN 0816019959 (alk. paper) ; 9780816019953 (alk. paper)  
Baskes folio DA16 .A8 1989 (NLO) |
| 14101 | British Isles - Historical geography - Maps - 1991<>Historical atlases  
Authors: Porter, A. N. (Andrew N.) -- Routledge (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 atlas (x, 279 p. : 130 maps) ; 25 cm.  
Includes bibliographical references (p. 238-250) and index.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.  
ISBN 0415063477 (pbk) ; 9780415063470 (pbk) ; 0415019184 ; 9780415019187  
Baskes DA530 .A74 1991 (NLO) |
| 14102 | British Isles - Historical geography - Maps - 2000  
Authors: Black, Jeremy  
1 atlas (xii, 204 p. : ill. (some col.), maps, ports.) ; 29 cm.  
Includes bibliographical references (p. 197-198) and index.  
ISBN 0750921285  
folio G1812.21.S1 B53 2000 (NLO) |
| 14103 | British Isles - Historical geography - Maps - 2001<>Historical geography  
Authors: Cunliffe, Barry W. -- Penguin (Firm)  
1 atlas (320 p. : ill. (some col.), col. maps ; 31 cm.  
Includes bibliographical references (p. 334-336) and index.  
ISBN 074353070X  
folio G1812.21.S1 B53 2000 (NLO) |


'Reprinted with minor corrections April 1956.'
Title of accompanying text: Map of Roman Britain (third edition)
Cover title of accompanying text: Map of Roman Britain: scale 16 miles to one inch.
Scale: 1:1,000,000. 1.014 in. to 16 statute miles; Minimum-error conical proj.
Relief shown by gradient tints. Depths shown by contours.
Region names in Latin; names of major towns in Latin and English; names of minor towns and marine names in English.
Includes notes and Orkney/Shetland inset.
'4027/A'.
LC Card Number: 8687969
G 1045 .3667 (NLO)

14115 British Isles - History - Anglo-Saxon period, 449-1066 - Maps


14117 British Isles - History, Local - Maps - Historiography

14118 British Isles - History - Anglo-Saxon period, 449-1066 - Maps - 1740


For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalog Entry</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 14118 | **British Isles - History, Local - Maps - Historiography**\>\>**Maps as historical sources**  
Authors: Harley, J. B. (John Brian) -- Standing Conference for Local History -- National Council of Social Service -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
86 p., 8 p. of plates : ill., maps ; 24 cm.  
"Reprinted from the Local historian."  
Bibliography: p. 77-86.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.  
Duplicate copy: 4A 20331  
ISBN: 0719908345  
Baskes GA791 .H37 1972 (NLO) |
| 14119 | **British Isles - History, Local - Maps - Historiography**\>\>**Maps As Historical Sources**  
Authors: Hindle, Brian Paul  
xi, 148 p. : maps ; 26 cm.  
Includes bibliographical references (p. 139-146) and index.  
Partial contents: Early maps of Britain -- County maps -- Estate, enclosure and tithe maps -- Town plans -- Transport maps -- Ordnance survey maps.  
Rev. and updated ed. of: Maps for local history.  
LC Card Number: 00304178  
ISBN 0850339340  
DA1 .H55 1998 (NLO) |
Authors: Clayton, Peter A. -- Phaidon Press -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 v.  
1st ed.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.  
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt) |
| 14121 | **British Isles - History - Roman Period, 55 B.C.-449 A.D.**\>\>**British Isles - Maps - 1966 - Archaeology**\>\>**Archaeology - British Isles - Maps - 1966**  
Authors: Cottrell, Leonard -- Chilton Books -- Dimension Books -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
337 p. : ill., maps ; 23 cm.  
1st American ed.  
Includes bibliographical references and index.  
'A project of Dimension Books.'  
First published in 1956 under title: Seeing Roman Britain.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.  
LC Card Number: 66022873  
Baskes DA145 .C68 1966 (NLO) |
| 14122 | **British Isles - History - Roman period, 55 B.C.-449 A.D. - Maps - 1740 Britannia Romana.** [London : Knapton, ca. 1740?].  
Title in upper margin.  
At upper right: To be placed before ye introduction.  
Authors: Coleman, Alice -- Maggs, K. R. A. -- Campbell, Eila M.J. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
22 p. : ill., 22 maps ; 22 cm.  
Contents: I. Introducing the 1:25,000 land use survey of Britain -- II. The nature of the land use survey -- III. Land use categories in the new survey -- IV. Technique of field mapping -- V. Financial basis of the survey -- VI. Reduction and deposition of maps -- VII. Land use reports -- Appendix: practical identification of crops.  
Cover title.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.  
Baskes GA125 .C66 1961 (NLO) |

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.  
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1958-1962
Authors: Coleman, Alice

**Vert 20 (PrCt)**

14125
**British Isles - Manuscript maps - Bibliography**
- Catalogs
  - Sussex Archaeological Society
  - Map collections
  - Catalogs
- Manuscript maps
  - British Isles - Bibliography
  - Catalogs
Authors: Dickens, K. W. -- Sussex Archaeological Society
68 p.; 21 cm.
Series: Occasional paper / Sussex Archaeological Society ; 4
Formerly Z6027.G7 D53
ISBN 0904973018
Map Ref Z6027.G7 D53 (NLO)

14126
**British Isles - Map - Ireland - Maps - Woodcuts**
- *Tabula Evropae I.* [Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1540].
Authors: Ptolemy, active 2nd century -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Ptolemy, active 2nd century.
Geographia (1540) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. woodcut ; 25 x 33 cm., mounted on backing sheet 31 x 38 cm.
Letterpress title above woodcut map with letterpress place names.
Letterpress text on verso: Hibernia et Albion, Evropae tabvla I ... Forms part of an incomplete copy of Sebastian Münster's 1540 edition of Ptolemy's Geography (lacking intervening pages of text beween maps). Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Karrow, Mapmakers of the 16th cent., p. 422; Shirley, T.Ptol-8a
VAULT Baskes folio G1005 1540, [plate 3] (PrCt)

14129
**British Isles - Maps - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Wall maps - Road maps**
Gough. Gen. Top. 16 -- Royal Geographical Society (Great Britain)
1 map : col.; on 2 sheets each 59 x 65 cm.+ pamphlet (38 p.; 32 cm.)
Facsimile of ca. 1360 manuscript map named for the collector Richard Gough; reproduced from original at the Bodleian Library
Maps accompanied by four transparent overlays.
Scale not given.
oversize G 1045 .549 (NLO)

14127
**British Isles - Maps - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Road maps**
A Map of Britain of the 14th century, in the Bodleian Library [the Gough map]. [Edinburgh : H.M. General Register House, 1872].
Authors: Great Britain. General Register Office (Scotland). Facsimiles of national manuscripts of Scotland (1867-72)
1 map : col.; 32 x 70 cm.
Facsimile, in Great Britain. General Register Office (Scotland), Facsimiles of national manuscripts of Scotland (Southampton: Ordnance Survey Office, 1867-72), v. 3, plate II. Immediately following the map facsimile is a letterpress plate giving a complete transcription of all the place names.
**Case oversize Z 109 .795, v.3, pl. II (PrCt)**

14128
**British Isles - Maps - 1360 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Wall maps - Road maps**
1 map : col.; 49 x 103 cm.
Redrawn facsimile of ca. 1360 manuscript, the so-called Gough Map (after Richard Gough, who gave it to the Bodleian in 1809), overprinted with 'ancient names transcribed in red.' Originally published in 1870; in red at lower left '2000/38,' probably indicating a 1938 printing.
The Bodleian Library webpage (2005) give the date as 'ca. 1360.'
map6F G5740 1360 .G6 1935 (PrCt)
British Isles - Maps - 1400 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles


1 map : col. ; 30 x 30 cm.


Case folio G 117 .108, folio III. (PrCt)

British Isles - Maps - 1536 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

King Henry's map of the British Isles (ca. 1536-1538)


Case folio G 117 .108, folio III. (PrCt)

British Isles - Maps - 1540 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

Anglia II. Nova tabula. [Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1540].

Authors: Ptolemy, active 2nd century -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Ptolemy, active 2nd century. Geographia (1540) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. woodcut ; 25 x 34 cm., mounted on backing sheet 31 x 38 cm.


Case folio G 117 .108, folio III. (PrCt)
British Isles - Maps - 1546


Authors: Lily, George, fl. 1528-1559 -- Bibliothèque nationale (France) -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 522 x 726 mm. (neat line)

Scale [ca. 1: 2,050,000].

Oriented with north at right.

Prime meridian: [Ferro].

Relief shown pictorially.

Includes descriptive notes on Ireland and Britain in separate cartouches at upper left and lower right; the latter bears George Lily's initials.

Separated into 2 pieces along center crease; later repaired (with some loss of detail) with blank paste-on patch; mounted on linen.

Obtained in exchange with the Bibliothèque Nationale (Paris) and handstamped 'Bibliothèque du Roy' and 'Exchange 2012'; manuscript '30' in Nationale (Paris) and handstamped 'Bibliotheque Obtained i

Deserted into 2 pieces along center crease; later repaired (with some loss of detail) with blank paste-on patch; mounted on linen.

Obtained in exchange with the Bibliothèque Nationale (Paris) and handstamped 'Bibliothèque du Roy' and 'Exchange 2012'; manuscript '30' in Nationale (Paris) and handstamped 'Bibliotheque

14137 British Isles - Maps - 1552<>Woodcuts

De Insulis Britannicis, Albione, quae est Anglia & Hibernia ... [Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552].

Authors: Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552. Cosmographiae uniuersalis ... (1552) -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; woodcut ; 8 x 14 cm., on sheet 32 x 21 cm.

Letterpress title above woodcut map with letterpress place names.

In: Münster, Sebastian. Cosmographiae uniuersalis ... (Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552), p. 42.


VAULT folio Ayer 7 .M8 1552, p. 42 (PrCt)

14138 British Isles - Maps - 1556

Britanniae insulae qvae dva regna continet Angliam et Scotiam cvm Hibernia adiacente / I. H. S. [Rome], 1556.

Authors: I. H. S. -- Master Jesus -- Lily, George, fl. 1528-1559 -- Lange, Otto, 1879-1944 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 473 x 342 mm. (neat line), on sheet remargined to 599 x 461 mm.


Derived from the 1546 map of the British Isles by George Lily.

Title from uppercase lettering in upper left corner.

Text in cartouche at right (24 lines): Britannia insularum in Europa ... . Cvn privilegio sv mi. pontificis MCLVI.

Text at bottom left (15 lines): Hibernia insula ... . Tooley 269.

Shirley, British Isles no. 60 and plate 15. Ex Lange.

b87

Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Novacco 4F 126.5 (PrCt)

14139 British Isles - Maps - 1558

Britanniae insulae qvae nunc Angliae et Scotiae regna continet cvm Hibernia adiacente nova descriptio / Romeae Anglorum studio et diligentia MDLVIII ; Sebastianus a Regibus Clodiosini in aes incidebat. Rome, 1558.

Authors: Re, Sebastiano di, fl. 1550--1559 -- Lily, George, fl. 1528-1559 -- Francis Edwards (Firm) -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Library)  
1 map ; 383 x 533 mm. (neat line), on sheet remargined to 459 x 599 mm.  
Derived from the 1546 map of the British Isles by George Lily.  
Title from cartouche in upper right.  
Text in cartouche at bottom, including imprint and Sebastiano di Re's name (18 lines total):  
Britannia insularum quae in Europa ... .  
Text in cartouche at upper right (12 lines total):  
Hibernia insula in oceano ... .  
Oriented with north at right.  
Tooley 271.  
Shirley, British Isles no. 63 and plate 17.  
Ex Francis Edwards.  
b88  
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).  
Novacco 4F 127 (PrCt) |
| 14140  
**British Isles - Maps - 1562**  
*Britannia insulae qua dvo regna continet Angliam et Scotiam cvm Hibernia adiacente*. Venice, 1562.  
Authors: Bertelli, Ferando -- Forlani, Paolo -- Lily, George, fl. 1528-1559 -- Francis Edwards (Firm) -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map ; 468 x 340 mm. (neat line), on sheet remargined to 496 x 381 mm.  
Engraving attributed to Paolo Forlani; see Woodward 12.  
Derived from the 1546 map of the British Isles by George Lily.  
Title from uppercase lettering in upper left corner.  
Text in cartouche at left (17 lines): Hibernia insula non longe, á Britannia ... Ferando de Bertelli exc. 1561.  
Text in cartouche at right (24 lines): Britannia insularum in Europa ... Venetiis anno MDLXII.  
Incomplete; upper right corner torn away, resulting in partial loss of stippling and graticule.  
Missing content replaced in manuscript with with paste-on repair.  
Tooley 272.  
Shirley, British Isles no. 70.  
Ex Francis Edwards.  
b90  
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).  
Novacco 4F 128 (PrCt) |
| 14141  
**British Isles - Maps - 1570**  
Theatrum orbis terrarvm (1570)  
1 map ; 34 x 49 cm. |
| 14142  
**British Isles - Maps - 1588**  
*Angliae, Scotiae, et Hiberniae, sive Britannicar. insularvm descriptio*. [Antwerp : Christophe Plantin, 1588].  
1 map : hand col. ; 33 x 49 cm.  
In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatro de la tierra vniversal (Antwerp : Christophe Plantin, 1588), [plate 9].  
Derived from earlier work by Gerhard Mercator; see Karrow.  
Oriented with north at right.  
Printed no. 9 and Spanish letterpress text on verso beginning: Islas de Bretaña. La isla que agora contiene dos reynos ... .  
References: Karrow, Mapmakers of the sixteenth century (1993), p. 5; Broecke, Ortelius atlas maps (1996), p. 56  
VAULT Case oversize G 1007 .64, [plate 6] (PrCt) |
| 14143  
**British Isles - Maps - 1593**  
*Angliae Scotiae et Hibernie nova descriptio*. [Antwerp : s.n., 1593?].  
Authors: Jode, Gerard, fl. 1528-1591 -- Wierix, Antonie, -1604 -- Jode, Gerard de, 1509-1591. Specvlvm orbis terrarvm (1593)  
1 map : hand col. ; 35 x 50 cm.  
Oriented with north at right.  
Includes 17 lines of descriptive text at bottom right: Britannia insularum quae in Europae ...  
References: Karrow, Mapmakers of the sixteenth century (1993), p. 5; Broecke, Ortelius atlas maps (1996), p. 56  
VAULT Case oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1570  
References: Karrow, Mapmakers of the sixteenth century (1993), p. 5; Broecke, Ortelius atlas maps (1996), p. 56  
VAULT Case oversize Ayer 153 .O7 1588, [plate 9] (PrCt) |

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.  
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Latin letterpress text on verso (fol. 32, sig. II):
Anglia, Scotia, et Hibernia ... 
Engraving attributed to Antonie Wierix.
In: Jode, Gerard de. Speculvm orbis terrarvm (Antwerp : A. Coninx, 1593), map [32].

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .J9 1593, map [32] (PrCt)

14144 British Isles - Maps - 1600-1699

British Isles prout divisa fuit temporibus Anglo-Saxonum praestertim durante illorum 
Heptarchia. [Amsterdam : Blaeu, 16-]. 
Authors: Blaeu, Willem Janszoon, 1571-1638 -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library) 
1 map : hand col. ; 40 x 30 cm. 
Panels (42 x 11 cm.) on both sides of map depict the ancient kings. 
Dealer's code at lower right: 057-RNX-28. 
Condition: V. fine 
Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection. Previous location: McNally's closet 
AMcN III PC 80 (PrCt)

14145 British Isles - Maps - 1600-1699

Rare seventeenth century wall map of the British Isles found. [Tring, England : Map Collector Publications, 1988]. 
Authors: Schilder, Günter -- Map Collector (1988) 
p. 12-15 ; 30 cm. 

14146 British Isles - Maps - 1600<<>>1699

Keere, Pieter van den, ca.1571-ca.1624. Atlas of the British Isles (ca. 1605) 
Authors: Keere, Pieter van den, 1571-ca. 1646 -- Wallis, Helen -- Margary, Harry 
1 atlas ([6], 44 (i.e. 88) p. : 44 maps) ; 16 x 21 cm. 
Facsimile of original... probably published at Amsterdam between 1605 and 1610 ... it is thought to exist only in proof form ... -- book jacket. 
Includes preface by Helen Wallis (p. [i-iv]). 
72-2762 
map4C 40 (NLO)

14147 British Isles - Maps - 1605<<>>1624

Keere, Pieter van den, ca.1571-ca.1624. Atlas of the British Isles (ca. 1605) 
Authors: Keere, Pieter van den, 1571-ca. 1646 -- Wallis, Helen -- Margary, Harry -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 
1 atlas ([6], 44 (i.e. 88) p. : 44 maps) ; 16 x 21 cm. 
Facsimile of original... probably published at Amsterdam between 1605 and 1610 ... it is thought to exist only in proof form ... -- book jacket. 
Includes preface by Helen Wallis (p. [i-iv]). 
72-2762 
map4C 40 (NLO)

1 atlas (288 p.) : ill. (some col.), 67 col. maps ; 32 cm.

"The maps reproduced here have been photographed from the 1616 Latin edition of John Speed's Theatrum Imperii Magnae Britanniae (Theatre of the Empire of Great Britain)"--T.p. verso.

Uniform title: Theatre of the Empire of Great Britain

Bibliography: p. 288.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

References: Cf. Phillips 8072; Wolf 836
ISBN 0500251045

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)


1 atlas (288 p.) : ill. (some col.), 67 col. maps ; 32 cm.

"The maps reproduced here have been photographed from the 1616 Latin edition of John Speed's Theatrum Imperii Magnae Britanniae (Theatre of the Empire of Great Britain)"--T.p. verso.

Bibliography: p. 288.

References: Cf. Phillips 8072; Wolf 836
ISBN 0500251045

To Collection Services for cataloging, April 2011

British Isles - Maps - 1620

Britanniae insulae qvae nunc Angliae et Scotiae regna continet cum Hibernia adiacente nova descriptio / G.R. formis. [Rome?, between 1620-1640?]. Authors: Rossi, Giovanni Battista de, 1576-1656 -- G. R. -- Lily, George, fl. 1528-1559 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 363 x 489 mm. (neat line), 381 x 505 mm. (plate mark)

For attribution to Giovanni Battista de Rossi the Elder and date of publication, see e-mail.
Derived from the 1546 map of the British Isles by George Lily.
Includes notes on Britain and Ireland in separate cartouches.
Scale [ca. 1:3,000,000].
Oriented with north at right.
Previously cataloged as Map 2F 5740.4.
Shirley, British Isles no. 155.
A later state of Tooley 274.
ICN74
1617
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
b90.5
Novacco 4F 128.5 (PrCt)
14155
British Isles - Maps - 1622 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Drayton, Michael -- Hole, William, -1624
-- Lownes, M. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 30 maps ; 282 x 200 mm.
(1612-22);Skelton8,9&13
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)
14156
British Isles - Maps - 1625
Anglia, Scotia, et Hibernia / [Jodocus Hondius].
[London : Printed by W. Stansby for H. Fetherstone, 1625].
Authors: Purchas, Samuel, 1577?-1626 -- Hondius, Jodocus, 1563-1612 -- Purchas, Samuel, 1577?-1626. Purchas his pilgrimes (1625) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : copper engraving ; 12.2 x 16.7 cm. on sheet 32 x 21 cm.
14157
British Isles - Maps - 1627
England, Wales, Scotland & Ireland described.
London : G. Humble, 1627.
Authors: Speed, John, 1552?-1629 -- Keere, Pieter van den, 1571-ca. 1646 -- Humble, George, d. 1640 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 63 maps ; 116 x 160 mm.
with773;Skelton17;C:PKeere
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Phillips 8073
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)
14158
England, Wales, Scotland and Ireland described and abridged ... [London : G. Humble], 1627.
Authors: Speed, John, 1552?-1629 -- Humble, George, d. 1640 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ; 10 x 16 cm.
Bound with Speed, John. [A Prospect of most famovs parts of world ... ] (London: W. Humble, 1646).
Phillips 4000.
1672
VAULT Ayer 135 .S7 1646 (NLO)
14159
British Isles - Maps - 1635
Magnae Britanniae et Hiberniae tabula.
Authors: Blaeu, Willem, 1600--1673 -- Blaeu, Joan, 1596-1673 -- John Bartholomew and Son -- Royal Scottish Geographical Society
1 map ; 39 x 50 cm.
Facsimile of original issued in an edition of Theatrum orbis terrarum (Amsterdam: Blaeu, [ca. 1635]).
map4F G5740 1635.B6 1972 (PrCt)
14160
British Isles - Maps - 1649
Carte Generale des royaume d'Angleterre, Escosse et Irlande ... Paris : Pierre Mariette, 1649 [i.e. 1659?].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600--1667 -- Tavernier, Melchior, d. 1641 -- Camden, William, 1551-1623 -- Speed, John, 1552?-1629 -- Mariette, Pierre, 1603-1657 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (1658 [i.e. 1659?])
1 map : hand col. ; 40 x 52 cm.
In: Sanson, Nicolas. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (Paris : Pierre Mariette, 1658 [i.e. 1659?]) v. 1, pl. [22]
VAULT Case oversize G1015 .S35 1658 v. 1, pl. [22] (PrCt)
14161
British Isles - Maps - 1650
Tabula magnae Britanniae continent Angliam, Scotiam et Hiberniam ... Ao. [Amsterdam] : Nicolaij Johannis Visscher, 1650.
Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1618--1679 -- Goos, Abraham -- Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 36 x 45 cm.
Inset map (5 x 7 cm.): Orcades insulae.
Margins include insets of Bristol, Cambridge, Canterbury, Chester, Dublin, Edinburg, Galway, London, Newcastle, Norwich, Oxford and York...
(each 4x7 cm.), and vignettes of natives in local costume (each 7x4 cm.)
Forms part of the Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Visscher 30 (PrCt)

14163 British Isles - Maps - 1651
Authors: Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664 -- Mais -- Staples -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 33 maps ; 317 x 254 mm.
Facsimile of the Novus Atlas v. 4.
Ed:SPBMAis
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14166 British Isles - Maps - 1673 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Blome, Richard, d. 1705 -- Speed, John, 1552?-1629 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 51 maps ; 322 x 210 mm.
Skelton90;Chubb99
Phillips 8074
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14174 British Isles - Maps - 1661 (Provisional Heading)
Britannia magna. Amsterdam : Valckenier, 1661.
Authors: Hermannides, Rutgerus -- Speed, John, 1552?-1629 -- Valckenier -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 32 maps ; 133 x 82 mm.
1st ed.
AFordham9;M&B43
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14164 British Isles - Maps - 1662 (Provisional Heading)
History of imbanking & drayning of divers fens.
Authors: Dugdale, William -- Warren,Alice -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 11 maps ; 350 x 237 mm.
1st ed.
E:WHollar
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)
14169 British Isles - Maps - 1680
Novissima praefecta Angliae, Scotiae et Hiberniae. Amsterdam : Justus Danckerts, [ca. 1680].
1 map ; 49 x 57 cm.
In: Danckerts, Justus. Atlas (Amsterdam : J. Danckerts, [ca. 1680]) pl. [16]. Ms. no. ‘17’ in upper right.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135.S7 1676 map [1] (PrCt)

14170 British Isles - Maps - 1680
Nova totius Angliae, Scotiae, et Hiberniae tab. Amsterdam, [ca. 1680].
1 map ; hand col. ; 46 x 54 cm.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135.D18 A pl. 24 (PrCt)

14171 British Isles - Maps - 1680
Novissima prae caeteris aliis accuratissima regni Angliae, Scotiae, Hiberniae. Amsterdam, [ca. 1680].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:J9
1 map ; 54 x 48 cm.
3149
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G5740 1680.W5 (PrCt)

14172 British Isles - Maps - 1685 Ireland - Maps - 1685
Great Britain and Ireland. [London : Francis Lamb, 1685].
1 map ; 15 x 11 cm.
Case G 1042.668 pl. [1] (PrCt)


Includes maps variously credited to James Clarke, James Collins, J. Harris, F. Lamb, John Marr, H. Moll, James Moxon, F.W. Oetjes and Nicholas Yeates. Dedicatees include the Magistrates of Aberdeen, Admiral John Ashby, Robert Austen, Capt. Will Bond, the British Admiralty, James Butler (Duke of Ormonde), John Colson, Will Davies, Ralph Delavall, James Drummond (Earl of Perth), the East India Company, Daniel Finch (Earl of Nottingham), Henry Fitzroy (Duke of Grafton), Arthur Herbert (Earl of Torrington), Thomas Hewetson, Henry Howard (Duke of Norfolk), Henry Killigrew, Peter Killigrew, George Legge (Baron Dartmouth), John Lowther (Viscount Lonsdale), George Mackenzie (Earl of Cromarty), Hugh Owen, Samuel Pepys, Prince George (Consort of Queen Anne), George Rooke, Edward Russell, Clodisley Shovell, George St. Lo, Capt. Ralph Sanderson, Clowdisley Shovell, Robert Southwell, William Stanley (Earl of Derby), Jonathan Trelawny, Trinity Houses (in Kingston upon Hull, London, and Newcastle upon Tyne), William III (King of England), and William Williams.

"From the river of Thames to the Westward, with the Islands of Sicily, and from thence to Carlile ... with directions for coming into the Channel between England and France."--Vol. 1.

"From the river of Thames to the Northwards, with the Islands of Orkney and Shetland"--Vol. 2.

For variant states of some engraved maps, see Baskes oversize G1811.P5 C6 1693, and cf. C. Verner's Captain Collins' coasting pilot. Title in red and black within double line border. Vol. 1 includes subscriber's list. Two columns to the page. Scales differ.

Ms. annotations made throughout.

Armorial bookplate of Trinity House, Deptford with motto: Trinitas in Unitate. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Maps also cataloged separately.


Baskes oversize G1811.P5 C6 1693 (NLO)

14175

British Isles - Maps - 1695

Les Isles Britanniques : qui contiennent les royaumes, d'Angleterre, Escosse, et Irlande ... Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : H. Jaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], [1695?].


1 map : hand col. ; 53 x 89 cm.


14176

British Isles - Maps - 1695 (Provisional Heading)


Authors: Speed, John, 1552?-1629 -- Hondius, Jodocus, 1563-1612 -- Browne, Christopher, fl. 1684-1712 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
14177 British Isles - Maps - 1696
Authors: Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:J6
1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 58 cm.
Added title: Les Isles Britanniques qui contiennent les royaumes d'Angleterre, Escosse, et Irlande.
3152
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G5740 1696 .J3 (Pr Ct)

14178 British Isles - Maps - 1696
Paris, [ca. 1700].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:J4
1 map : 56 x 89 cm.
3154
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G5740 1700 .J2 (Pr Ct)

14179 British Isles - Maps - 1696
Les Isles Britanniques: qui contiennent les royaumes, d'Angleterre, Escosse, et Irlande ... 
Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : H Iaillot [i.e. P. Mortier], 1696.
1 map : hand col. ; 53 x 87 cm.
Added title, upper margin: Les Isles Britanniques, ou font les royaumes d'Angleterre, d'Escosse, et d'Irlande ... .
Inset (19 x 20 cm.): [Orkney Islands].
In: Sanson, Nicolas. [Atlas nouveau contenant toutes les parties du monde ... ] (Amsterdam : Pierre Mortier, 1696) v. 1, map [5].
Forms part of atlas published by P. Mortier in Amsterdam; chiefly comprised of maps bearing the counterfeit imprint of H. Jaillot in Paris.
Case oversize G 1007 .78 v. 1, map [5] (Pr Ct)

14180 British Isles - Maps - 1700
Les Isles Britanniques qui contiennent les royaumes d'Angleterre, Ecosse, et Irlande ... 
[Amsterdam] : H. Iaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier, ca. 1700].
Authors: Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712. Atlas minor ad usum serenissimi burgundiae ducis ... [ca. 1700]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 59 cm.
Added title, upper margin: Magnae Britanniae tabula comprehendet Angliae, Scotiae, ac Hiberniae rigina ...
In counterfeit edition of: Jaillot, Alexis Hubert. Atlas minor ad usum serenissimi burgundiae ducis ... ([Amsterdam : Pieter Mortier, ca. 1700]) no. [8].
Continuation inset, upper left corner (13 cm. x 12 cm.) of Faroe, Orkney and Shetland Islands. Manuscript '8' at upper right.

14181 British Isles - Maps - 1700
A New map of the British Isles: shewing their present genl. divisions, cities, and such other towns, or places, as answer to the towns of note, in the time of the Romans / Sutton Nicholls sculp. [Oxford : s.n., 1700].
Authors: Nicholls, Sutton -- William, Duke of Gloucester, 1689-1700 -- Wells, Edward, 1667-1727. A New set of maps both of antient and present geography ... (1700) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 48 cm.
"Deddt. to his highness William Duke of Gloucester."

Authors: Haskins, Katherine -- University of Chicago Library -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
vii, 32 p. ; ill. ; 26 cm.
1st ed.
Includes bibliographical references.
Exhibit catalog.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. ISBN 0943056195
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (Pr Ct)

14183 British Isles - Maps - 1700<<<>>Orkney

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
British Isles - Maps - 1701

Authors: Moll, Herman, -1732 -- Childe, Timothy -- Moll, Herman, -1732. A System of geography -- or, A new & accurate description of the earth 1701
1 map ; 18 x 18 cm.
Bound adjacent to map of Europe.
Case folio G 117 .58 pt. 1, preceding p. 2 (Pr Ct)

British Isles - Maps - 1702

Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Liébaux, Jean Baptiste -- Simonneau, Charles, 1645-1728 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:J2
1 map : hand col. ; 45 x 62 cm.
3155
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G5740 1702 .LS (Pr Ct)

British Isles - Maps - 1702

1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 60 cm.
In composite atlas without title page: L'Isle, Guillaume de. [Collection of maps of the world. Paris : s.n. , 1732?], [plate 8].
Number "8" in ms. on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
VAULT Baskes oversize G1015 .L57 1700, [plate 8] (Pr Ct)

British Isles - Maps - 1702 - Coasts - Nautical charts

A Chart of England Scotland and Ireland ... (London : Published by John Seller ... ; Printed by George Larkin ... , 1690 [i.e.1702?]) pl. [12].
Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger): English Pilot. Part 1 [1702?]
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .E55 1690 [pt. 1], pl. [12] (Pr Ct)

British Isles - Maps - 1702 - Coasts - Nautical charts

A New mapp of Great Britain and Ireland / by J. Pett...
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

14190 British Isles - Maps - 1703 - Nautical charts
A New and correct chart of the sea coast of England, Scotland and Ireland. London [i.e. Amsterdam : Theatrum Orbis Terrarum Ltd., 1970].
Authors: Thornton, John, 1641-1708 -- English Pilot. Part 3 (1703) -- Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, Ltd.
1 map : 43 x 55 cm.
Oriented with north at right.
Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger): English Pilot. Part 3 (1703)
Map Ref oversize G1025 .T37 ser. 5, v. 3, opp. p. 5 (PrCt)

14191 British Isles - Maps - 1706
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
III:J8
1 map : 45 x 48 cm.
3150
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G5740 1706 .F4 (PrCt)

14192 British Isles - Maps - 1707 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Aa, Pieter van der, 1659-1733 -- Beeverell -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
5 v. in 6 : 9 maps ; 171 x 107 mm.
Aut.:JamesBeeverell;onlyEngland;+179plates
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14193 British Isles - Maps - 1710
Authors: Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. -- Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. Atlas curieux -- oder, Neuer und compendieuser atlas 1710 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 17 x 16 cm.
In: Bodenehr, Gabriel. Atlas curieux; oder, Neuer und compendieuser atlas ... ([Augsburg : Gabriel Bodenehr, 1710?]) pl. [17]. Engraved plate no. '18.'
Ayer 135 .B6 pl. 17 (PrCt)

14194 British Isles - Maps - 1710
Magna Britannia, aut Anglia, Scotia et Hibernia. Amsterdam, [ca. 1710].
1 map : 46 x 58 cm.
3151 rev
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G5740 1710 .V3 (PrCt)

14195 British Isles - Maps - 1710
Magne Britanniae tabula : comprehendens Angliae, Scotiae, ac Hiberniae regna, ... Amst: [Amsterdam] : Nicolm. Visscher [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher, 1710?].
Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Visscher, Elizabeth, fl. 1702-1726 -- Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702. Atlas minor ... [1710?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 45 x 55 cm.
In: Visscher, Nicolaes. Atlas minor ... (Amstelaeam [Amsterdam] : ex officina Nicolai Visscher [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher], [1710?]) map [3].
Manuscript 'S' at upper right.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .V8 1700 map [3] (PrCt)

14196 British Isles - Maps - 1715
Carte des royaumes d'Angleterre, d'Escoosse et d'Irlande ... Paris : Jaillot, 1715 [i.e. 1737?].
Authors: Inselin, C. -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712. [Atlas français] (1700 [i.e. 1737?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 62 x 83 cm.
In: Jaillot, Alexis Hubert. [Atlas français] (Paris : Jaillot, 1700 [i.e. 1737?]) pl. [2].
Map dated 1715.
Manuscript title 'Angleterre' and no. '1' on verso.

Carte des royaumes d'Angleterre, d'Ecosse et d'Irlande . Paris, 1715.
Authors: Jaillot, Bernard Jean Hyacinthe, 1673-1739 -- Inselin, C. -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:J1
14198 British Isles - Maps - 1718<<>>Ireland - Maps - 1718
Authors: Moll, Herman, -1732 -- Miege, Guy -- Nicholson, John, d. ca. 1717 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 50 maps ; 203 x 130 mm.
4th ed.
Text by Guy Miege.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14199 British Isles - Maps - 1719 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Senex, John, -1740 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 54 maps ; 217 x 145 mm.
V1.LondonRds;Chubb138;Fordham18
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14200 British Isles - Maps - 1724 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Moll, Herman, -1732 -- Bowles, Thomas, -1767 -- Bowles, John, 1701-1779 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 50 maps ; 227 x 351 mm.
1st ed.
Hodson 174;Chubb161
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14201 British Isles - Maps - 1724 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Moll, Herman, -1732 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 50 maps ; 353 x 233 mm.
Hodson 173
Phillips 5204
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14202 British Isles - Maps - 1725

14198 British Isles - Maps - 1718<<>>Ireland - Maps - 1718
Regnorum magnae Britanniae, sive Angliae, Scotiae qs. nec non Hiberniae. Amsterdam, [ca. 1725].
Authors: Allard, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709 -- Cové et Mortier -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:J5
1 map ; 48 x 57 cm.
3153
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G5740 1715 .J3 (PrCt)

14203 British Isles - Maps - 1725 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Moll, Herman, -1732 -- Bowles, Thomas, -1767 -- Bowles, John, 1701-1779 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 36 maps ; 228 x 195 mm.
1st ed.
w1191&1193;Hodson 179;ChubbScotXI
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Phillips 5214
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

A Chart describing part of the coast of Great-Britain, from the South Foreland to Berwick. [London : J. Knapton et al., 1728].
Authors: Harris, John, 1667?-1719 -- Knapton, James, -1738 -- Harris, John, 1667?-1719. Atlas maritimus & commercialis ... (1728) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 50 x 57 cm.
In: [Harris, John et al.] Atlas maritimus & commercialis ... (London : Printed for James and John Knapton [et al.], 1728) plate '3.
oversize Ayer 135 .A83 1728 pl. 3 (PrCt)

14205 British Isles - Maps - 1728 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Moll, Herman, -1732 -- Bowles, Thomas, -1767 -- Bowles, John, 1701-1779 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 20 maps ; 228 x 195 mm.
1st ed.
w1191&1192;Hodson 182;ChubbIrVI
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14206 British Isles - Maps - 1730
Les Isles Britanniques ... Amsterdam, [ca. 1730].
Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 --
Cóvens et Mortier -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 45 x 56 cm.
In L'Isle, Guillaume de. Atlas nouveau, contenant toutes les parties du monde ... (Amsterdam: Cóvens et Mortier, [1774?]) no. [3].
Added title: Magnae Britanniae tabula, comprehendes Angliae, Scotiae ac Hiberniae regna.
Copy 1 of 3.
Copy 1: Sack map4F oG5740 1730 .L5 copy 1.
Copy 2: Ayer +135 L695 1741 v.1, no. [7].
Koeman v. 2, p. 56 (7).
4241
oversize Ayer 135 .L695 1774 no. [3] (PrCt)

14207 British Isles - Maps - 1730
Les Isles Britanniques ... Amsterdam, [ca. 1730].
Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Cóvens et Mortier -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:J3
1 map : hand col. ; 45 x 56 cm.
Added title: Magnae Britanniae tabula, comprehendes Angliae, Scotiae ac Hiberniae regna.
Copy 2 of 3.
Copy 2: Ayer +135 L695 1741 v.1, no. [7].
Copy 3: Ayer +135 L695 1774, no. [3].
Koeman v. 2, p. 56 (7).
4239
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Sack map4F G5740 1730 .L5 copy 1 (PrCt)

14208 British Isles - Maps - 1730
A New map of England, Scotland and Ireland together with so much of Germany as includes the electorate of Hanover and the dutches of Bremen and Ferden shewing also ye contiguous kingdoms and states / by J. Senex F. R. S. [London?, 1730?].
Authors: Senex, John, -1740 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 1,517 x 1,924 mm. (neat line) on 9 sheets 576 x 693 mm. or smaller.
Scale [ca. 1:770,000].
Dedication cartouche in lower right of sheet 9: To his sacred majesty George II ... this map ... is most humbly dedicated, by ... J. Senex.
In manuscript, sheet 1 verso: Angleterre. Carte des possessions angloises sur le Continent. Cton. 3 [or 5?] no. 489. Sie. F no. 432. Fille. no. 9. i9
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Novacco 4F 129 (PrCt)

14209 British Isles - Maps - 1732 (Provisional Heading)
Set 50 new & correct maps of England & Wales.

Authors: Moll, Herman, -1732 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 41 maps ; 228 x 195 mm.
(of50);w1192&1193;[Hodson 175 Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14210 British Isles - Maps - 1734<<><>Great Britain - Maps - 1734
Magna Britannia complectens Angliae, Scotiae, et Hiberniae regna ... / repraesentante Io. Bapt. Homann ... Norimberg [Nuremberg : Homann, 1734 or later].
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 57 cm.
In: Homann, Johann Baptist. Kleiner Atlas scholasticus von sechs und zwantzig charten (Leipzig ; Nuremberg : Johann Friedrich Gleditsch ; Johann Baptist Homann, [1734 or later]), [plate 8].

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .H7 1734, [plate 8] (PrCt)

14211 British Isles - Maps - 1740
A New map of England, Scotland and Ireland.
[London : Knapton, ca. 1740?].
Authors: Rapin de Thoyras, M. (Paul), 1661-1725 -- Tindal, N. (Nicolas), 1687-1774 -- Knapton (Firm) -- Rapin de Thoyras, M. (Paul), 1661-1725. The History of England (1732-1747) 1 map ; on sheet trimmed to 40 x 36 cm. Title in upper margin.
Bottom of sheet (and engraver's name?) trimmed away.


14212 British Isles - Maps - 1740
Authors: Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1740 -- Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756. Atlas novus sive tabulae geographicae totius orbis faciem, partes, imperia, regna et provincias exhibentes [1740?].
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 57 x 49 cm.
"Cum gratia et privil. S.R.I. Vicariatus, in partibus Rheni, Sueviae, et juris Franconici."
Scale [ca. 1:1,900,000].
In: Seutter, Matthaeus. Atlas novus sive tabulæ geographicæ totius orbis faciem, partes, imperia, regna et provincias exhibentes (Augsburg: [Seutter], 1740?), plate [10]
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
VAULT Baskes oversize G1015 .S48 1740, plate [10] (NLO)

14213 British Isles - Maps - 1740-1749
British Isles - History, Ancient - 1740-1749
Roads, Roman - England - Maps - 1740-1749
Road maps
Britannicae insulae: tribus modis distinctae, 1o. in tres majores populos, sibi Britannia Major, Ivernia, sive Britannia Minor, tum et Orcades, Eubudes, Cassiterides, 2o. in minores populos, secundum Ptolemaeum, 3o. in quinque provincias, Imperio Romanorum subditas, sibi Britannia Prima, Britannia Secunda, Flavia Caesariensis, Maxima Caesariensis, et Valenta: cum Romaniis itinerariis ex Antonino / autore N. Sanson, Christianissimi Galliarum regis geographo ... A Paris: Chés le Sr. Robert, geog. ord. du roy, quay de l'Horloge du Palais, [174-?].
1 map : hand col. ; 39 x 52 cm.
Other title: Itinerarium Antonini.
Scale [ca. 1:2,850,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .A77 1798, [ptie 2], [plate 61] (NLO)

14214 British Isles - Maps - 1741
Les Isles Britanniques ... Amsterdam : I. Covens & C. Mortier, [1741?].
Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Covens et Mortier -- L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726. Atlas nouveau, contenant toutes les parties du monde ... [1741?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 45 x 56 cm.
In: L'Isle, Guillaume de. Atlas nouveau, contenant toutes les parties du monde ... (Amsterdam : J. Covens & C. Mortier, [1741?]) v. 1, pl. [7].
Added title, upper margin: Magnae Britanniae tabula, comprehender Angliæ, Scotiae ac Hiberniae regna.
Copy 2 of 3.
Copy 1: Sack map4F oG5740 1730 .L5 copy 1.
Copy 3: Ayer +135 L695 1774, no. [3].
Koeman v. 2, p. 56 (7).
4240 oversize Ayer 135 .L695 1741 v. 1, pl. [7] (PrCt)

14215 British Isles - Maps - 1741
Faroe Islands - Maps - 1741
Shetland (Scotland) - Maps - 1741
1 map : hand col. ; 40 x 50 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:2,950,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
Inset of Faroe and Shetland Islands. Scale [ca. 1:2,950,000].
In composite world atlas possibly compiled and published by Charles François Delamarche: Atlas général : contenant le détail des quatre parties du monde [Paris? : s.n., 1798?], [ptie 1], [plate 3].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .A77 1798, [ptie 1], [plate 3] (NLO)

14216 British Isles - Maps - 1743
Orkney (Scotland) - Maps - 1743
Shetland (Scotland) - Maps - 1743
Authors: Tirion, Isaak, Isaak -- Sepp, Christiaan, -1775 -- Tirion, Isaak. Nieuwe en beknopte hand-atlas ... (1748 [i.e. 1769?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 32 x 36 cm.
Continuation inset (8 x 8 cm.): [Orkney and Shetland Islands].
Verso numbered "No 13" in manuscript.
In: Tirion, Isaak. Nieuwe en beknopte hand-atlas ... (Amsterdam : Isaak Tirion, 1744 [i.e. 1769?]), plate [13].
14217 British Isles - Maps - 1744<>Channel Islands - Maps - 1744<>Faroe Islands - Maps - 1744<>Shetland (Scotland) - Maps - 1744

Les Isles Britanniques ou les royaumes ... Paris : Le Rouge, 1744 [i.e. 1748?].
Authors: Le Rouge, Georges-Louis -- Le Rouge, Georges-Louis. Recueil contenant des cartes nouvelles ... (1742 [i.e. 1748?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 62 cm.
Insets (10 x 15 cm. and 8 x 7 cm): [Shetland and Faroe Islands] - Les Isles de Jersey et Grenesey aux Anglois.
In: Le Rouge, Georges-Louis. Recueil contenant des cartes nouvelles ... (Paris : chez le Sr. Le Rouge, 1742 [i.e. 1748?]).
Manuscript 'No. 19' and '20' on verso.
oversize Ayer 135 .L6 1742 pl. 8 (PrCt)

14218 British Isles - Maps - 1745

Magna Britannia complectens Angliae, Scotiae et Hiberniae Regna ... Nuremberg : Homann Erben, [ca. 1745].
Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Homann Erben (Firm) -- Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724. Atlas novus terrarum orbis [ca. 1745] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 56 cm.
In: Homann, Johann Baptist. Atlas novus terrarum orbis (Nuremberg : [Homann Erben, ca. 1745]), [plate 19].
Manuscript 'No. 19' and '20' on verso.
oversize Ayer 135 .L7 1730, [plate 19] (PrCt)

14219 British Isles - Maps - 1746 (Provisional Heading)

Agreeable historian, or compleat English traveller. London : R. Walker, 1746.
Authors: Simpson, Samuel -- Walker, R. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 42 maps ; 172 x 116 mm.
(3V);Hodson204;Chubb184
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14220 British Isles - Maps - 1747

A New and accurate map of Great Britain & Ireland together with their respective islands &c. London : W. Innys et al, 1747.
Authors: Bowen, Emanuel, -1767 -- Innys, William, d. 1756 -- Bowen, Emanuel, -1767. A Complete system of geography ... (1747)
1 map ; 33 x 41 cm.
In: Bowen, Emanuel. A Complete system of geography : being a description of ... the known world (London : Printed for William Innys, etc., 1747) v. 1, pl. [4].
Case oversize G114 .B68 1747 v. 1, pl. 4 (PrCt)

14221 British Isles - Maps - 1747 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Bickham, George, 1684?-1758? -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 5 maps ; 320 x 202 mm.
1st ed.
188engrPlates;Hodson217
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14222 British Isles - Maps - 1748-1754<>Great Britain - Maps - 1748-1754

The British monarchy, or, A new chorographical description of all the dominions subject to the King of Great Britain / by George Bickham. Newcastle-upon-Tyne : Frank Graham, 1967.
Authors: Bickham, George, 1684?-1758? -- Graham, Frank, fl. 1967 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
5, 188 (i.e. 233) p., [1] folded leaf of plates : ill., 48 maps (some folded) ; 31 cm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Plates from 2nd ed. reproduced as illustrated pages.
Bibliography: p. 5.
References: Hodson 217; Chubb 178
LC Card Number: 68094885
Baskes folio DA620 .B582 1967 (NLO)

14223 British Isles - Maps - 1748<>British Isles - Maps - 1748 - Geography - (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Osborne, Thomas, d. 1767 -- Hutchinson, Thomas -- Birt, Samuel, d. 1755 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 60 maps ; 165 x 110 mm.
Chubb189;E:ThosHutchinson Phillips 8116
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14224 British Isles - Maps - 1748 - Nautical charts<>Nautical charts - British Isles - Maps - 1748<>Nautical charts

Authors: W. and J. Mount, and T. Page (Firm), fl. 1748-1755 -- English Pilot. Part 3 (1748) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 44 x 55 cm.
In: The English pilot. The third book, Describing the sea-coasts ... shewing ... the East-Indies, and all over the Oriental Ocean ... (London : W. and J. Mount and T. Page, 1748) following p. 4.
Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger): English Pilot. Part 3 (1748)
British Isles - Maps - 1749 - Coasts - Nautical charts

Great Britain's coasting-pilot : in two parts. Being a new and exact survey of the sea-coast of England and Scotland from the river of Thames to the westward and northward with the islands of Scilly and from thence to Carlyle. Likewise the islands of Orkney and Shetland ... / By Captain Greeneville Collins ... London : Printed by William and John Mount and Thomas Page, 1749.


Includes maps variously credited to James Clark, James Collins, Edmond Halley, J. Harris, F. Lamb, John Marr, Herman Moll, John Mount, Richard Mount, James Moxon, William Nunn, F.W. Oetjes, Thomas Page, Abraham Tovey, and Nicholas Yeates.


Added engraved t.p. 49 maps ; 52 cm.

"Describing all the harbours, rivers, bays, roads, rocks, sands, buoys, beacons, sea-marks, depths of water, latitude, bearings and distances from place to place ; the setting and flowing of tides ; with directions for the knowing of any place and how to harbour a ship in the same with safety ; with directions for coming into the channel between England and France."

For variant states of some engraved maps, see Baskes oversize G1811.P5 C6 1749, and cf. C. Verner's Captain Collins' coasting pilot.

Title in red and black within double line border. Two columns to the page. Scales differ.

Maps also cataloged separately.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.


Baskes oversize G1811.P5 C6 1749 (NLO)
Les Isles Britanniques qui comprennent les
[Scotland]
British Isles
ICN74
73
W. and J. Mount and T. Page, 1753.

Mount and Tho. Page
[Small British atlas] -
[Scotland] Sudbrook Press and G. G.
Authors: Collins, Greenville, fl. 1669-1698 -- Jno.
Mount and T. Page -- Sudbrook Press,
Prestwood, Eng. -- Harrap (Firm)
26 p., 49 plates (ill., maps) ; 36 cm.
Reduced facsimile of original published London:
W. and J. Mount and T. Page, 1753.
73-4449
IGN74
map5C 10 (NLO)

14230 British Isles - Maps - 1754 - Orkney (Scotland) - Maps - 1754 - Shetland (Scotland) - Maps - 1754

Les Isles Britanniques qui comprennent les
royaumes d'Angleterre, d' Ecosse et d'Irlande / par le Sr. Robert de Vaugondy ; [Elisabeth?] Haussard sc. ; gravé par E. Dussy. [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy], 1754.
Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Haussard, Elisabeth -- Dussy, E., fl. 1754-1784 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1758?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; hand col. ; 47 x 57 cm.
Continuation inset (18 x 18 cm.): Supplément pour Isles Orcades, Schetland et Fero.
In: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles. Atlas universel (Paris : Chez les auteurs, quay de l'Horloge du Palais, Boudet libraire imprimeur du roi, ruë St. Jacques, 1757 [i.e. 1758?]), [plate 16].
"Isles Britanniques" -- oversize letterpress title stamped on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1757, [plate 16] (PrCt)

14231 British Isles - Maps - 1754 - Orkney (Scotland) - Maps - 1754 - Shetland (Scotland) - Maps - 1754

Les Isles Britanniques qui comprennent les
royaumes d'Angleterre, d' Ecosse et d'Irlande / par le Sr. Robert de Vaugondy ; [Elisabeth?] Haussard sc. ; gravé par E. Dussy. [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy], 1754.
Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Haussard, Elisabeth -- Dussy, E., fl. 1754-1784 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1759]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; hand col. ; 47 x 57 cm.
Continuation inset (18 x 18 cm.): Supplément pour Isles Orcades, Schetland et Fero.
"Isles Britanniques" -- oversize letterpress title stamped on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1759, [plate 16] (PrCt)

14227 British Isles - Maps - 1750-1759 - Scotland - Maps - 1750-1759

A New and correct map of England and Ireland, containing all ye cities, market-towns & principal villages, taken from actual surveys ... To which is added a map of Scotland. London : [T. Jefferys?, 175?-].
Authors: Jefferys, Thomas, -1771 -- Seale, Richard William
1 map ; 116 x 149 cm.
'Drawn & engraved by R.W. Seale.'
Scale: 1:506,772; 8 English miles to an inch.
Inset: Map of Scotland.
G 10449 .45 (NLO)

14228 British Isles - Maps - 1753 - Atlases, British - 1753

[Small British atlas]. [London? Rocque?, 1753?].
Authors: Read, Thomas -- Russell & Price -- Rocque, John, -1762 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 49 maps ; 211 x 140 mm.
Lacking title page.
References: Hodson199
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14229 British Isles - Maps - 1753 - Coasts - Nautical charts - British Isles - 1753

[Small British atlas]. [London? Rocque?, 1753?].
Authors: Read, Thomas -- Russell & Price -- Rocque, John, -1762 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 49 maps ; 211 x 140 mm.
Lacking title page.
References: Hodson199
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14232 British Isles - Maps - 1755 (Provisional Heading)

British monarchy. London : Bickham, 1755.
Authors: Bickham, George, 1684-?1758? -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 48 maps ; 330 x 214 mm.
239engrPlates;Hodson217;2ppSubscribers
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14233 British Isles - Maps - 1755 (Provisional

Authors: Kitchin, Thomas, 1718-1784 -- Baldwin -- London Magazine -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 44 maps ; 240 x 202 mm. (1747-1755); Hodson229; + P.RBaldwin Jr
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

British Isles - Maps - 1755 (Provisional Heading)
Tegenwoordige staat van Groot Brit. Amsterdam : Tirion, 1755.
Authors: Tirion, Isaak -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
2 v. : 7 maps ; 197 x 130 mm.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([1] leaf, [19] folded leaves of plates) : 19 maps ; 51 cm.
Uniform title: Great-Britain’s coasting pilot.
French
"Nota. Le Pilote côtier de la Grande-Bretagne, de Greenville-Collins, est un ouvrage estimé & recherché par les Navigateurs; c’est ce qui a engagé le Ministère à faire copier la plus grande partie de cet ouvrage, pour le rendre plus communs & le procurer aux officiers de la Marine. A l’égard des descriptions qui y sont jointes dans l’anglois, elles ont été traduites par M. Bellin, ingénieur de la Marine, & publiées en 1757, par ordre du Ministère, dans son Essai géographique sur les Isles Britanniques, dont elles font la seconde partie, édiction de Paris, un volume in-4°. ou deux volumes in-12."
Relief shown pictorially; depths shown by
soundings.
Contemporary cat’s paw calf.
Scales differ.
Maps also cataloged separately.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1811.P5 C614 1757 (NLO)

Carte réduite des Isles Britanniques en cinq feuilles pour servir au vaisseaux du Roy, dressée au Dépôt des Cartes, Plans, et Journaux de la Marine ... / Par M. Bellin ... MDCCLVII. [Paris], 1757.
Authors: Bellin, Jacques Nicolas, 1703-1772 -- France. Dépôt des cartes et plans de la marine -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 1,878 x 1,208 mm. (neat line) on 5 sheets 527 x 826 mm. or smaller.
Scale [ca. 1:745,000).
Title from sheet 5; all sheets bear similar titles in separate cartouches.
Sheet 3 title: Carte réduite des Isles Britanniques: cinquième feuille contenant l’Irlande.
Inset (17 x 32 cm.) on sheet 4: Vues des différentes parties des Isles d’Orkney.
Sheets include substantial overlap not included in aggregate neat line measurement.
In manuscript, sheet 5 verso: Angleterre [sic].
For lateral states of the plates, including the addition of rhumb lines, plate numbers, and the engraved seal of the Dépôt de la Marine, see Bellin, Jacques Nicolas. Hydrographie francaise [Paris, 1792?] [Ayer +135 B4 1792 v. 1, plates 12-16].
For reduced version of this map issued in 1 sheet, see Novacco 6F 14.
I12
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Novacco 6F 13 (PrCt)

Carte réduite des Isles Britanniques dressée au Depost des Cartes, Plans et Journaux de la Marine ... / Par M. Bellin ... MDCCLVII. [Paris], 1757.
Authors: Bellin, Jacques Nicolas, 1703-1772 -- France. Dépôt des cartes et plans de la marine -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1 map : hand col. ; 520 x 825 mm. (neat line), 562 x 899 mm. (plate mark)
Scale [ca. 1:1,650,000].
Reduced version of Bellin's 5 sheet map of British Isles published 1757; see Novacco 6F 13.
For a later state of the plate, including the addition of a plate number and the engraved seal of the Dépôt de la Marine, see Bellin, Jacques Nicolas. Hydrographie française [Paris, 1792?]
[Ayer +135 B4 1792 v. 1, plate 11].

Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Novacco 6F 14 (PrCt)

14238 British Isles - Maps - 1757 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Bellin, Jacques Nicolas, 1703-1772 -- Didot -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 40 maps ; 258 x 195 mm.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Haussard, Catherine -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1790?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 56 cm.
In: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles. Atlas universel / par M. Robert ... et par M. Robert de Vaugondy son fils ... (A Paris : Chez De la Marche, géographe, rue du Foin St. Jacques, Collège de Me. Gervais, 1757, [i.e. 1790?]), [plate 14].
"Postes d'Angleterre" and "15" -- oversize letterpress title and number stamped on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1757, [plate 14] (PrCt)

Authors: W. and J. Mount, T. and T. Page (Firm), fl. ca. 1753-1755 -- English Pilot. Part 1 (1758) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 44 x 55 cm.
Oriented with north at right.
In: The English pilot, for the southern navigation ... on the coast of England, Scotland, Ireland, Holland, Flanders, Spain, Portugal, to the Streight's-Mouth; with the coasts of Barbary, and off to the Canary, Madeira, Cape de Verde and Western-Islands (London : Printed for W. and J. Mount, T. Page and Son, on Tower-Hill, 1758), [plate 5].

Baskes oversize G1793 .E55 1758, [plate 5] (PrCt)

14242 British Isles - Maps - 1759 - Harbors (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Le Rouge, Georges-Louis -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 16 maps ; 222 x 146 mm.
Phillips 3997

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14243 British Isles - Maps - 1764

England illustrated : or, A compendium of the natural history, geography, topography, and antiquities, ecclesiastical and civil, of England and Wales : with maps of the several counties, : and engravings of many remains of antiquity, remarkable buildings, and principal towns ...

14248 British Isles - Maps - 1772

14249 British Isles - Maps - 1772

14250 British Isles - Maps - 1772 (Provisional Heading)
Large English atlas. London : SayerR, 1772. Authors: Bowen, Emanuel, -1767 -- Kitchin, Thomas, 1718-1784 -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. : 47 maps ; 608 x 435 mm. nd(betw1771-78);+4Morden.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Phillips 8120
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

14251 British Isles - Maps - 1774

14252 British Isles - Maps - 1775 (Provisional Heading)
Itinerary: travellers companion in England. London : Sayer&Bennett, 1775. Authors: Jefferys, Thomas, -1771 -- Robert Sayer and John Bennett (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. : 105 maps ; 194 x 254 mm. 4facs Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)


14254 British Isles - Maps - 1776 - Postal

14255 British Isles - Maps - 1776 - Postal

14256 British Isles - Maps - 1776 - Road maps

Inset map: Supplement des Isles Orcades et Schetland.


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes oversize G1019.A739 1784, plate [20]** (NLO)

14258 **British Isles - Maps - 1780**


Authors: Bonne, Rigobert, 1727-1794 -- Pellet, J.-L. (Jean-Léonard) -- Bonne, Rigobert, 1727-1794. Atlas de toutes les parties connues du globe terrestre ... [1780?] -- William B.

Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 32 x 21 cm.

"Liv. III. IV. X. XIV. XVI. et XVII." -- At upper left.

"No. 17 bis" -- At upper right.


Forms part of the William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library).

**Greenlee 4891.B71 1780 [map 18]** (PrCt)

14259 **British Isles - Maps - 1783 - Postal Service**

*Postal Service - British Isles - Maps - 1783**


Authors: Armstrong, Mostyn John -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 45 maps ; 205 x 133 mm. 2nd ed.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)** (PrCt)

14260 **British Isles - Maps - 1784 (Provisional Heading)**


Authors: Walpoleo, George Augustus -- Conder, Thomas, 1746 or 1747-1831 -- Dalton, William Hugh -- Hogg, Alexander, active 1778-1819 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 23 maps ; 395 x 265 mm. 1st ed.

prov:10thDukeStAlbans;Chubb251

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)** (PrCt)

14261 **British Isles - Maps - 1785 - Nautical charts**

*English Channel - Maps - 1785*

*Nautical charts - British Isles - 1785**

+Nautical charts - English Channel - 1785**

+Nautical charts - Europe - 1785**

+Nautical charts - Pilot guides - British Isles - 1785**

+Nautical charts - Pilot guides - English Channel - 1785**

+Nautical charts - Yachtsmen's pilots - British Isles - 1785**

+Nautical charts - Yachtsmen's pilots - English Channel - 1785**

+Nautical charts - Yachtsmen's pilots - Europe - 1785**

+Nautical charts - Yachtsmen's pilots - Great Britain - 1785**

+Nautical charts - Yachtsmen's pilots - Ireland - 1785**

+A Complete Channel pilot : comprehending the English and French coasts, from the Thames mouth to the Bay of Biscay, including the North Sea, with sailing directions, from actual surveys and observations of experienced navigators.* London : Printed for Robert Sayer and John Bennett ..., [1785].

Authors: Robert Sayer and John Bennett (Firm) -- Avery, Joseph -- Cook, James, fl. 1779 -- Grosvenor, James -- Denys, William -- Dobree, Nicholas -- Stephenson, John, fl. 1786-1800 -- Burn, George -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas ([21] folded leaves of plates) : ill., 21 maps (some folded) ; 54 cm.

Maps dated between 1777 and 1785; most dated 1779.

Includes maps by Joseph Avery, George Burn, James Cook, William Denys, Capt. Dobree, James Grosvernor, and John Stephenson.

"Engraved on twenty-eight copper-plates." Bathymetry shown in soundings; relief on land shown by hachures and pictorially.

Several maps include navigational notes.

Includes volvelle of tides for the British Channel, German Sea, and Bay of Biscay.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: National Maritime Museum, Catalogue of the library, 416

**Baskes oversize G1811.P5 R63 1785** (NLO)

14262 **British Isles - Maps - 1785 (Provisional Heading)**


Authors: Bowles, Carington, 1724-1793 -- Bowen, Emanuel, -1767 -- Kitchin, Thomas, 1718-1784 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 44 maps ; 265 x 210 mm.

OutlineColor;Chubb255;frAtlasAnglicanus

Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes). Phillips 8121

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)** (PrCt)

14263 **British Isles - Maps - 1785 (Provisional Heading)**


Authors: Paterson, Daniel, 1738-1825 -- Bowles, Carington, 1724-1793 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
2 v. : 180 maps
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14264 British Isles - Maps - 1786
The British Isles : comprehending Great Britain and Ireland with the adjacent islands / by Samuel Dunn. London : Printed for Robt. Sayer ... as the Act directed, 10th June 1786.
Authors: Dunn, Samuel, -1794 -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Dunn, Samuel, -1794. A New atlas of the mundane system ... [1789?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 43 x 31 cm., on sheet 57 x 47 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:2,926,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
Prime meridian: Ferro.
In: Dunn, Samuel. A New atlas of the mundane system, or, Of geography and cosmography ... (London : Printed for Robert Sayer and Co., [1789?]), [plate 4].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .D86 1789 [plate 4] (NLO)

14265 British Isles - Maps - 1786 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Cary, John, approximately 1754-1835 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 29 maps ; 187 x 120 mm.
Fordham20;DSmith(26)
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14266 British Isles - Maps - 1787 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Cary, John, approximately 1754-1835 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 45 maps ; 235 x 304 mm.
1st ed.
outlineColor;prov:HelenWallis;1stState
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14267 British Isles - Maps - 1787 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Cary, John, approximately 1754-1835 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 45 maps ; 235 x 175 mm.
thinpaper8voMoroccoPouch;earlyStates
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14268 British Isles - Maps - 1787 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Cary, John, approximately 1754-1835 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 45 maps ; 334 x 260 mm.
b&w;Chubb260;Fordham23;2dState
Phillips 8122
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14269 British Isles - Maps - 1787 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Jefferys, Thomas, -1771 -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 49 maps ; 238 x 195 mm.
Hodson214;+1786distanceetable
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14270 British Isles - Maps - 1788 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Scale, Bernard -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 37 maps ; 235 x 190 mm.
ChubbIrIX
Phillips 8232
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14271 British Isles - Maps - 1788 Wall maps
A Compleat map of the British Isles or Great Britain and Ireland ... London : Published by Robt. Sayer, Jany. 1st 1788.
Authors: Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Kitchin, Thomas, 1718-1784. A General atlas, describing the whole universe : being a complete collection of the most approved maps extant ... [1788?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 59 x 46 cm.
In: Kitchin, Thomas. A General atlas, describing the whole universe : being a complete collection of the most approved maps extant ... (London : Printed for Robert Sayer, [1788?]), no. 5.
Printed plate no. “5” on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .K57 1788, [plate 5] (NLO)

14272 British Isles - Maps - 1790 - Coasts - Nautical charts
A New and correct chart of England, Scotland and Ireland. London : Sold by I. Mount, & T. Page, on Tower Hill, [1790].
14273 British Isles - Maps - 1790 (Provisional Heading)
Travellers companion to England & Wales.
London : Cary J, 1790.
Authors: Cary, John, approximately 1754-1835 -- Welsh, Howard E., 1917-1990 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 43 maps ; 165 x 113 mm.
Chubb273;Fordham35;prov:Welsh
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14274 British Isles - Maps - 1791 (Provisional Heading)
Travellers companion to England & Wales.
London : Cary J, 1791.
Authors: Cary, John, approximately 1754-1835 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 43 maps ; 165 x 112 mm.
(1792);Chubb274;Fordham37
Cf. Phillips 04012
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14275 British Isles - Maps - 1791 (Provisional Heading)
Travellers companion to England & Wales.
London : Cary J, 1791.
Authors: Cary, John, approximately 1754-1835 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 43 maps ; 165 x 112 mm.
(1792);Chubb275;Fordham37
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14276 British Isles - Maps - 1791 (Provisional Heading)
The British Isles : comprehending Great Britain and Ireland with the adjacent islands / by Samuel Dunn. London : Laurie & Whittle, 1794.
Authors: Dunn, Samuel, -1794 -- Laurie & Whittle -- Dunn, Samuel, -1794. A New atlas of the mundane system ... (1800) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 43 x 31 cm., on sheet 59 x 47 cm.
"Published by Laurie & Whittle, 53 Fleet Street, London, as the Act directs 12th May, 1794."
Scale [ca. 1:2,926,000]. Relief shown pictorially. Prime meridian: Ferro.
In: Dunn, Samuel. New atlas of the mundane system, or, Of geography and cosmography ... (London : Printed and published by Robert Laurie and James Whittle ... (successors to the late Mr. Robert Sayer), 1800), [plate 4]
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .D86 1800 [plate 4]

14277 British Isles - Maps - 1792 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Cary, John, approximately 1754-1835 -- Hassall, C. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 18 maps ; 215 x 140 mm.
1st ed.
Surv:CHassall&JWilliams;Fordham42
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14278 British Isles - Maps - 1793 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Cary, John, approximately 1754-1835 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 46 maps ; 322 x 225 mm.
outlineC;Chubb262;NMM310;Fordham24
Phillips 5207
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14279 British Isles - Maps - 1794
The British Isles : comprehending Great Britain and Ireland with the adjacent islands / by Samuel Dunn. London : Laurie & Whittle, 1794.
Authors: Dunn, Samuel, -1794 -- Laurie & Whittle -- Dunn, Samuel, -1794. A New atlas of the mundane system ... (1800) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 43 x 31 cm., on sheet 59 x 47 cm.
"Published by Laurie & Whittle, 53 Fleet Street, London, as the Act directs 12th May, 1794."
Scale [ca. 1:2,926,000]. Relief shown pictorially. Prime meridian: Ferro.
In: Dunn, Samuel. New atlas of the mundane system, or, Of geography and cosmography ... (London : Printed and published by Robert Laurie and James Whittle ... (successors to the late Mr. Robert Sayer), 1800), [plate 4]
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .D86 1800 [plate 4]
The New and complete English traveller, or, A new historical survey and modern description of England and Wales: a work calculated equally to please the polite, entertain the curious, instruct the uninformed, and direct the traveller: containing a full account of whatever is curious and entertaining in the several counties, cities, boroughs, market-towns, corporations, hundreds, villages, hamlets, parishes, &c. of England and Wales...: to which will be added an accurate description of Scotland, as divided into counties, shires, cities, towns, villages, &c. &c.: also, a new and accurate survey and description of the kingdom of Ireland.../written and compiled from the best authorities, by a society of gentlemen...; revised, corrected, and improved, by William Hugh Dalton, Esq....: enriched and embellished with a most beautiful frontispiece, designed by Riley, and near one hundred large, grand, and superb views of the principal cities and towns in England, Wales, Scotland, and Ireland... drawn with critical exactness by the most capital painters in England, and engraved in a masterly manner by the most ingenious artists in the kingdom. London: Printed for Alex. Hogg, No 16, Paternoster Row: And sold by the booksellers of Bath, Bristol, Birmingham...[and 27 other places] and by all other booksellers and newsmen in England, Wales, Scotland, and Ireland, [1794].
Authors: Dalton, William Hugh -- Bowen, Thomas, -1790 -- Conder, Thomas, 1746 or 1747-1831 -- Hatchett, J. -- Ryley, Charles Reuben, 1752?-1798 -- Hogg, Alexander, active 1778-1819 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Uniform title: New British traveller.
Other title: Title on frontispiece: Dalton's new English traveller.
Extra-illustrated with 3 engraved maps of England and Wales and Plymouth Sound and 41 engraved views of various locations in Great Britain.
"Published by Alexr. Hogg, Novr. 22, 1794"--Frontispiece.
Some maps by Thos. Bowen; engraved by T. Conder and Hatchett.
Originally issued in 60 parts. Cf. ESTC.
"Directions to the binder" : p. 520.
A list of subscribers" : p. [5]-[8] at end. Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: ESTC T110453; Chubb 252; Beresiner 384b
Baskes folio DA620 .N49 1794 (NLO)
British Isles - Maps - 1794 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Paterson, Daniel, 1738-1825 --
Longman -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.: 1 map; 186 x 122 mm.
10th ed.
Chubb250
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

British Isles - Maps - 1795 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Lodge, John, -1796 --
Longman -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.: 41 maps; 307 x 219 mm.
Chubb250
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

British Isles - Maps - 1796 - Road maps
Paterson’s British itinerary being a new and accurate delineation and description of the direct, and principal cross roads of Great Britain; In two volumes / by Daniel Paterson ...
London: Printed for the proprietors, Bowles & Carver ..., 1796.
Authors: Paterson, Daniel, 1738-1825 --
Bowles & Carver -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
2 v. in 1: 194 maps (some folded); 19 cm.
The 2nd ed. improved ...
Paged continuously; maps included in the paging, but not in the signaturing.
Engravings and letterpress as follows: (v. 1):
engr. map (folded.), t.p., and ded.; letterpress, i-xxxv; engr. maps (four to a leaf) 85 leaves, numbered 1-340; letterpress p. 341-403; (v. 2):
engr. t.-p.. engr. maps (four to a leaf) 11 1/2 leaves, numbered 404-449; letterpress, p. 450-634.
Lacking p. 340, p. 449
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Cf. Phillips 8029; Shirley, R. Maps in the atlases, T.Pat-1c
Baskes DA640 .P29 1796 (NLO)

British Isles - Maps - 1797
Le Isole Britanniche o sieno li regno Inghilterra, Scozia ed Irlandadelineati sulle ultime

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Baskes oversize G1015 .L565 1801, [plate 11] (NLO)

14290 British Isles - Maps - 1800 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Cary, John, approximately 1754-1835 --
Welsh, Howard E., 1917-1990 -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 41 maps ; 225 x 161 mm.
Fordham41; prov: Welsh
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

14291 British Isles - Maps - 1800 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Crosthwaite, Peter, 1735-1808 -- Neele
-- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 7 maps ; 236 x 153 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

14292 British Isles - Maps - 1800 (Provisional Heading)
Amsterdam : Janssonius, 1647.
Authors: Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664 -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 56 maps ; 515 x 335 mm.
PvdKrog1:427.5;KoemanMe162
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet
by R. Baskes).
Cf. Phillips 02894
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

14293 British Isles - Maps - 1801
A Map of England, Wales, & Scotland, describing
all the direct and principal cross roads in Great
Britain... London : W. Faden, 1801 [i.e. 1817?].
Authors: Faden, William, 1749-1836 -- Faden,
William, 1749-1836. [General atlas] [1817?]
1 map : hand col. ; 71 x 57 cm.
Map dated 1801; verso handstamped '7.'
oversize G 10 .282 pl. 7 (PrCt)

14294 British Isles - Maps - 1801 (Provisional Heading)
Survey of high roads from London. London : CaryJ, 1798 [i.e. 1801].
Authors: Cary, John, approximately 1754-1835 --
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 41 maps ; 228 x 162 mm.
Fordham41
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

14295 British Isles - Maps - 1801 - Rivers<<>>Rivers
- British Isles - Maps - 1801<<>>Great Britain -
Maps - 1801 - Rivers<<>>Rivers - Great Britain -
Maps - 1801
A General account of all rivers of note in Great
Britain : with the several courses, their peculiar
characters, the countries through which they flow,
and the entire sea coast of our island, concluding
with a minute description of the Thames and its
various auxiliary streams / by Henry Skrine.
London : printed by T. Bensley, for P. Elmsley,
1801.
Authors: Skrine, Henry, 1755-1803 -- Elmsley,
Peter, 1734 or 5-1802 -- Bensley, Thomas, ca.
1760-1835 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
xx, 412 p., 17 leaves of plates : fronts., 17 maps ;
22 cm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Full text of another available via Google Books
(accessed July 2011):
http://books.google.com/books?id=rqIVAAAAYA
AJ
References: Abbey, J.R. Scenery, 7
LC Card Number: 03002318
Baskes DA625 .S57 1801 (NLO)

14296 British Isles - Maps - 1802
United Kingdoms of Great Britain and Ireland.
[London] : Cadell and Davies [et al], 1802 [i.e.
1807].
Authors: Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826 --
Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Lowry, fl.
1802-1807 -- Cadell & Davies -- Pinkerton,
John, 1758-1826. Modern geography ... (1807)
1 map : 25 x 20 cm.
Arrowsmith direxit.'
'From Arrowsmith's map of the British Isles.'
'Published March 1st, 1802 ... '
In: Pinkerton, John. Modern geography, a
description of the empires, kingdoms, states, and
colonies ... (London : T. Cadell and W. Davies ;
Longman, Hurst, Rees, and Orme, 1807), 'Vol. 1
page 17.
folio G 11 .693 v. 1, opp. p. [18] (PrCt)

14297 British Isles - Maps - 1804
United Kingdoms of Great Britain and Ireland.
Authors: Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 --
Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823. A New and
elegant general atlas comprising all the new
discoveries, to the present time ... (1804) -- John
Conrad & Co. -- Hooker, William, 1782-1856 --
Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 25 x 20 cm.
In: Arrowsmith, Aaron. A New and elegant
general atlas comprising all the new discoveries,
to the present time ... (Philadelphia [etc.] : J.
Conrad & Co. [and others], 1804) pl. 3
Ayer 135 .A65 1804 pl. 3 (PrCt)

14298 British Isles - Maps - 1804 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Green, William, fl. 1803-1804 -- Butters, Robert -- Hatchard, John, 1768-1849 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
2 v. : 39 maps ; 210 x 138 mm. (of40);C:RobertButters;Carroll58
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14299 British Isles - Maps - 1805 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Bellin, Jacques Nicolas, 1703-1772 -- Collin, Charles Étienne -- Houdan, d' -- France.
Dépôt général de la marine -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 34 maps ; 660 x 518 mm. (1757-1805);E:ECollin,d'Houdan
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Phillips 8000
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14300 British Isles - Maps - 1805 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Cary, John, approximately 1754-1835 -- Stockdale, John, 1749?-1814 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 47 maps ; 516 x 364 mm. (of49);Chubb219;Fordham30;2e1789Camden
Phillips 8075
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14301 British Isles - Maps - 1806 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Cary, John, approximately 1754-1835 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 44 maps ; 165 x 125 mm.
Chubb276;redWallet;Fordham37
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Phillips 8098
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14302 British Isles - Maps - 1807<>Orkney (Scotland) - Maps - 1807<>Shetland (Scotland) - Maps - 1807
Les Isles Britanniques comprenant les royaumes d'Angleterre, d'Ecosse et d'Irlande ... / par le Sr. Janvier ... A Venise [Venice] : par François Santini ; chez Mr. Remondini, [1807?].
Authors: Janvier, Jean Denis -- Santini, Francesco -- Santini, P. -- Remondini, Guiseppe Antonio, 1747-1811 -- Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (1784 [i.e. 1807?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 45 x 62 cm. Inset (13 x 10 cm.): Supplement des Isles Orcades et Schetland ...
In: Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (Venise ; par P. Santini, rue Ste. Justine, chez M. Remondini, 1784 [i.e. 1807?]), v. 1, no. "P.I. 40"
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .S4 1807, v. 1, no. 40 (PrCt)

14303 British Isles - Maps - 1808 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Phillips, R. (Richard), Sir, 1767-1840 -- Cooper, H. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 46 maps ; 220 x 130 mm.
C:HCooper;Carroll 64(i)
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14304 British Isles - Maps - 1809-1819 Children's maps

Authors: Evans, John, 1767-1827 -- Cundee, J. (James) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 3 maps ; 175 x 110 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14305 British Isles - Maps - 1809 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Cary, John, approximately 1754-1835 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 47 maps ; 314 x 248 mm.
3rd ed. boundwith1813ElementaryAtlas Phillips 8125
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14306 British Isles - Maps - 1809 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Cary, John, approximately 1754-1835 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 46 maps ; 550 x 355 mm.
1st ed.
Chubb333;Fordham82
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14307 British Isles - Maps - 1809 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Crosthwaite, Peter, 1735-1808 -- Neele -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 7 maps ; 235 x 153 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14308 British Isles - Maps - 1809 (Provisional Heading)
* New travellers companion. London : Laurie & Whittle, 1809. 
Authors: Laurie & Whittle -- Smith, B., engraver -- Bye, Joseph P. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 26 maps ; 268 x 180 mm.
3rd ed.
E:BSmith,EJones,JBye
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14309 British Isles - Maps - 1809 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Stockdale, John, 1749?-1814 -- Neele -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 34 maps ; 647 x 480 mm.
C:SiNeele;RScolGS212;Chubb319
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14310 British Isles - Maps - 1810
Authors: Cole , G. -- Roper, John, 1771-approximately 1810 -- Vernor, Hood and Sharpe -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 79 maps ; 236 x 165 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. 
References: Chubb 339 A; Fordham 15
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14311 British Isles - Maps - 1810 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Cary, John, approximately 1754-1835 --
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 7 maps ; 202 x 130 mm.
15th ed.
E:Thomson;FordhamCartobib42
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14312 British Isles - Maps - 1810 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Cary, John, approximately 1754-1835 --
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 43 maps ; 173 x 117 mm.
Chubb277
Phillips 8099
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14313 British Isles - Maps - 1811
Authors: Cary, John, approximately 1754-1835 --
=Cary, John, approximately 1754-1835. Cary's New universal atlas ... (1811 [i.e. 1812?]?) --
Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 44 x 50 cm.
In: Cary, John. Cary's New universal atlas, containing distinct maps of all the principal states and kingdoms throughout the world (London: Printed for J. Cary, 1811 [i.e. 1812?]!) pl. [4].
Printed paste-on no. 5.
Inset: Shetland Isles, 8 x 6 cm.
oversize Ayer 135 .C3 1811 pl. 4 (PrCt)

14314 British Isles - Maps - 1811 (Provisional Heading)
* New travellers companion. London : Laurie & Whittle, 1811. 
Authors: Laurie & Whittle -- Coltman, Nathaniel -- Bayntun -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 25 maps ; 272 x 177 mm.
6th ed.
redBayntun;Ed:NathanielColtman;Fordham50
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14315 British Isles - Maps - 1811 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Paterson, Daniel, 1738-1825 --
Thomson -- Longman -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 7 maps ; 202 x 130 mm.
15th ed.
E:Thomson;FordhamCartobib42
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)
14316	British Isles - Maps - 1812 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Cary, John, approximately 1754-1835 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 47 maps ; 322 x 225 mm.
Chubb265;Fordham26
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14317	British Isles - Maps - 1812 (Provisional Heading)

Travellers companion to England & Wales.
London : Cary, 1812.
Authors: Cary, John, approximately 1754-1835 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 43 maps ; 187 x 120 mm.
Chubb278;[Ph8099;Fordham38
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Cf. Phillips 02905
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14318	British Isles - Maps - 1812 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Cary, John, approximately 1754-1835 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 42 maps ; 556 x 380 mm.
Chubb334;Fordham83;pro
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14319	British Isles - Maps - 1812 (Provisional Heading)

Wallis's new pocket edition of English counties.
Authors: Wallis, J., printer -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 44 maps ; 145 x 107 mm.
Chubb344
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14320	British Isles - Maps - 1812 (Scotland) - Maps - 1812

British Isles. London : Cadell & Davies [et al], 1812 [i.e. 1815].
Authors: Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826 -- Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Cadell & Davies -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826. A Modern atlas : from the latest and best authorities ... (1815) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 68 x 51 cm.
Running title in upper margin: Pinkerton's modern atlas.
Inset (7 x 8 cm.): Shetland Isles.

14321	British Isles - Maps - 1813

Authors: Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Neele, George -- Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824. Neele's general atlas : consisting of a complete set of maps compiled from the best authorities ... (1814 [i.e. 1815]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 27 x 22 cm.
In: Neele, Samuel John and George. Neele's general atlas : consisting of a complete set of maps compiled from the best authorities, and including all the new discoveries (London : [Samuel and George Neele] : Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme, and Brown ; Cadell & Davies, 1814 [i.e. 1815]), [plate 7].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Engraved no. VII at upper right.
Baskes folio G1019 .N4 1814, [plate 7] (PrCt)

14322	British Isles - Maps - 1814 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Wallis, J., printer -- Oddy, S. A. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 44 maps ; 356 x 278 mm.
(1812-1814);
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
References: Chubb 350; Beresiner 381b
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14323	British Isles - Maps - 1814 (Provisional Heading)

Wallis's new pocket edition of English counties.
London : Wallis, 1814.
Authors: Wallis, J., printer -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 44 maps ; 150 x 109 mm.
pl#s
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14324	British Isles - Maps - 1815 (Scotland) - Maps - 1815

Authors: Hewitt, N. R. -- Thomson, John, 19th
14325 British Isles - Maps - 1815<<>>Orkney (Scotland) - Maps - 1815<<>>Shetland (Scotland) - Maps - 1815
1 map ; hand col. ; 58 x 50 cm.
Inset (11 x 8 cm.): [Orkney and Shetland Islands]. Printed paste-on label 'No. 9' at upper left.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Digital image of another copy available on the David Rumsey Map Collection website (accessed Feb. 2010):
http://www.davidrumsey.com/luna/servlet/detail/Umsey~8~1~28330~1120759

14326 British Isles - Maps - 1815 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Laurie & Whittle -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 26 maps ; 273 x 178 mm.
7th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14327 British Isles - Maps - 1816 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Mogg, Edward -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 113 maps ; 258 x 186 mm.
1st ed.
Fordham, 54
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14328 British Isles - Maps - 1817
British Islands. London : A. Constable and Co., 1817 [i.e. 1823].
Authors: Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Hall, Sidney -- Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823. A New general atlas constructed from the latest authorities ... (1823) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 25 x 20 cm.
In: Arrowsmith, Aaron. A New general atlas constructed from the latest authorities ... Exhibiting the boundaries and divisions, also the chains of mountains and other geographical features of all the known countries in the world (Edinburgh ; London : A. Constable & Co., 1823), pl. 4.
folio Ayer 135 .A65 1823 pl. 4 (PrCt)

14330 British Isles - Maps - 1818<<>>Shetland (Scotland) - Maps - 1818
British Isles / Neele sc. 352 Strand. Philada. [Philadelphia] : Published by Dobson, [1818].
Authors: Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Dobson, Thomas, 1751-1823 -- Thomas Dobson and Son -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826. A Modern atlas : from the latest and best authorities exhibiting the various divisions of the world ... (1818)
1 map ; hand col. ; 57 x 51 cm.
Running title: Pinkerton's modern atlas
Inset (7 x 8 cm.): Shetland Isles
In: Pinkerton, John. A Modern atlas : from the latest and best authorities exhibiting the various divisions of the world ... (Philadelphia : Thomas Dobson & Son, 1818), plate [6].
Case oversize G1019 .P56 1818, plate [6] (PrCt)

14331 British Isles - Maps - 1819 - Canals<<>>Caledonian Canal (Scotland) - Maps - 1819
1 map ; hand col. ; 67 x 75 cm.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Detached from Dutens, Joseph Michel. Mémoires sur les travaux publics de l’Angleterre (Paris, 1819) [H 61.248].

14332 British Isles - Maps - 1819 (Provisional Heading)


In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (Philadelphia : M. Carey and Sons, 1821) pl. [8]. Printed plate 'No. 27.'

Added title: Geographical and historical map of the British Empire.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library). Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14333 British Isles - Maps - 1820

Britain or the United Kingdom of England, Scotland & Ireland. [Boston : Cummings, Hilliard & Company], 1820.

In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (Philadelphia : M. Carey and Sons, 1821) pl. [8]. Printed plate 'No. 27.'

Added title: Geographical and historical map of the British Empire.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library). Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14334 British Isles - Maps - 1820


In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (Philadelphia : M. Carey and Sons, 1821) pl. [8]. Printed plate 'No. 27.'

Added title: Geographical and historical map of the British Empire.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library). Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14335 British Isles - Maps - 1820


In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (Philadelphia : M. Carey and Sons, 1821) pl. [8]. Printed plate 'No. 9.'

Engraved 'No. 9' at upper left.

In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (Edinburgh ; London ; Dublin ; Printed by G. Ramsay and Co. for J. Thomson and Co. ; Baldwin, Cradock and Joy ; John Cumming, 1821 [i.e. 1822?]) v. 1, map 9.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1821, v. 1, map 9 (NLO)

14336 British Isles - Maps - 1820 (Provisional Heading)


Authors: Langley, Edward -- Phelps, Jos. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. : 53 maps ; 240 x 380 mm.

In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (Philadelphia : M. Carey and Sons, 1821) pl. [8]. Printed plate 'No. 27.'

Added title: Geographical and historical map of the British Empire.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library). Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14337 British Isles - Maps - 1821

British Isles - Historical geography - Maps - 1821

Map of England, Scotland, and Ireland, indicating the places rendered celebrated by battles and sieges. Philadelphia : M. Carey and Sons, 1821.

In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (Philadelphia : M. Carey and Sons, 1821) pl. [8]. Printed plate 'No. 27.'

Added title: Geographical and historical map of the British Empire.

In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (Edinburgh ; London ; Dublin ; Printed by G. Ramsay and Co. for J. Thomson and Co. ; Baldwin, Cradock and Joy ; John Cumming, 1821 [i.e. 1822?]) v. 1, map 9.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1821, v. 1, map 9 (NLO)

14338 British Isles - Maps - 1822

British Isles - Orkney (Scotland) - Maps - 1822

British Isles - Shetland (Scotland) - Maps - 1822


Authors: Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1822?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 58 x 50 cm.

In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (Edinburgh ; London ; Dublin ; Printed by G. Ramsay and Co. for J. Thomson and Co. ; Baldwin, Cradock and Joy ; John Cumming, 1821 [i.e. 1822?]) v. 1, map 9.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1821, v. 1, map 9 (NLO)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Authors: Paterson, Daniel, 1738-1825 -- Mogg, Edward -- Longman -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 9 maps ; 220 x 140 mm.
16th ed.
Ed:EdWmogg;FordhamCartobib42
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14340 British Isles - Maps - 1823 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Neele, George -- G. and W. B. Whittaker -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 44 maps ; 153 x 106 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
References: Chubb 390; Phillips 8101
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14341 British Isles - Maps - 1823 - Road maps
Laurie's traveller's companion : exhibiting a complete and correct survey of all the direct and principal cross roads in England, Wales, and Scotland ... London : Printed for R.H. Laurie, 1823.
9th ed., corrected and greatly improved.
Printed by Weed and Rider, Little Britain, London.
Maps engraved by B. Smith, J. Bye, E. Jones.
Bookseller's label: W. Houghton, 12 years with & successor to Mr. Wrangham, Stationer &c., 161 New Bond St.
Annotated throughout in pencil.
Later editions called 'Laurie's New traveller's companion'.
Scales differ.
Blue pouch.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1811.P2 L3 1823 (NLO)

14342 British Isles - Maps - 1824<<>>British Isles - Pictorial works - 1824
L'Angleterre, ou, Description historique et topographique du royaume uni de la Grande-Bretagne : contenant: les comtés de la principauté de Galles, des royaumes d'Écosse, d'Irlande et d'Angleterre, les îles Orcades, Shetland, etc. / par M.G.B. Depping ; ornée de 75 cartes et vues. Paris : E. Ledoux, 1824.
'Ouvrages sur le pays de Galles': v. 1, p. 264-270.
'Imprimerie de Marchand Du Breuil'--verso of half title.
Printed by Marchand du Breuil.
Maps hand colored in outline.
'A.M. Perrot del., Me. Migneret sc.'--on maps.
Some maps dated 1823.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes DA625 .D423 1824 (NLO)

14343 British Isles - Maps - 1824 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Cary, John, approximately 1754-1835 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. : 43 maps ; 192 x 125 mm.
Chubb284;Fordham39
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14344 British Isles - Maps - 1825
Authors: Morse, Sidney E. (Sidney Edwards), 1794-1871 -- N. & S.S. Jocelyn (Firm) -- Morse, Sidney E. (Sidney Edwards), 1794-1871. A New universal atlas of the world, on an approved plan ... (1825) 1 map : hand col. ; 21 x 25 cm.

14345 British Isles - Maps - 1825
British Isles. [Philadelphia ; New York etc. Samuel F. Bradford and Murray, Fairman and Co., Peter A. Mesier etc., 1827?].

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

14346 British Isles - Maps - 1825 - Canals


Authors: Cary, John, approximately 1754 - 1835


1 v. : 26 maps ; 270 x 182 mm.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14350 British Isles - Maps - 1828 (Provisional Heading)


Authors: Wood, John -- Clerk, T. (Thomas) -- Canaan & Swinton -- Roger S. Baskes Collection

Newberry Library

1 v. : 47 maps ; 538 x 392 mm.

2RScotG5282;AFordham16

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14351 British Isles - Maps - 1829


Authors: Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent.


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Engraved no. '9' at upper left.

Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1829 map 9 (NLO)

14352 British Isles - Maps - 1830 (Provisional Heading)

New travelling atlas containing county maps. London : Teesdale, 1830.

Authors: Teesdale, Henry -- Roger S. Baskes Collection

1st ed.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14353 British Isles - Maps - 1831

British islands. Edinburgh : D. Lizars, [1831?].

Authors: Lizars, Daniel, 1760-1812 -- Hamilton, John, fl. 1831 -- Lizars, Daniel, 1760-1812. The Edinburgh geographical and historical atlas ...

[1831?]
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 36 cm.
In: Lizars, Daniel. The Edinburgh geographical and historical atlas ... (Edinburgh [etc.] : John Hamilton [and others, 1831?]) pl. [6]. Engraved plate no. 'IX.
oversize G 10 .514 pl. [6] (PrCt)

14354 British Isles - Maps - 1831 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Cary, John, approximately 1754-1835 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 47 maps ; 332 x 263 mm.
outlineC;Chubb270;Fordham27
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14355 British Isles - Maps - 1831 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Pigot, James -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 41 maps ; 424 x 303 mm.
Carroll 88(iii)
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14356 British Isles - Maps - 1832 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Paterson, Daniel, 1738-1825 -- Mogg, Edward -- Longman -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 12 maps ; 223 x 145 mm.
18th ed.
Ed:EdwMogg;FordhamCartobib42
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14357 British Isles - Maps - 1834<>London (England) - Maps - 1834
Isole Britanniche. [Naples : Luigi Galanti?], 1834.
Authors: Galanti, Luigi -- Galanti, Luigi. Atlante di geografia moderna ... (1834-1836 [i.e. 1847?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 40 x 32 cm.
Inset (7 x 12 cm.): Pianta di Londra
In: Galanti, Luigi. Atlante di geografia moderna : in 30 carte (Naples : [Luigi Galanti], 1834-1836 [i.e. 1847?]), plate 10
Engraved no. 10 at upper right.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1019 .G23 1836, plate 10 (PrCt)

14358 British Isles - Maps - 1834 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Hall, Sidney -- Chapman and Hall -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 47 maps ; 280 x 220 mm.
Chubb458;color1833maps,state(ii)
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Cf. Phillips 08130
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14359 British Isles - Maps - 1835 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Bell , Allan & Co -- Bellchambers -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 4 maps ; 85 x 53 mm.
5th ed.
wStrangersCompanionLondon,Howgego353
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14360 British Isles - Maps - 1836 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Hall, Sidney -- Chapman and Hall -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 47 maps ; 279 x 224 mm.
color,HodsonHerts92(iii)
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

The Complete British and Irish coasting pilot : being a set of new and accurate charts both general and particular comprehending the whole navigation around the coasts of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland with adjacent islands ... drawn from the latest and most approved surveys, corrected by the observations and remarks of several eminent navigators ... / arranged and improved by J.W. Norie. London : Printed for, and published by J.W. Norie & Co., 1838 [i.e. 1842].

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Fountaine, Andrew -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Norie (J.W.) & Co. SEE J.W. Norie & Co.  
1 atlas (32 leaves of plates (chiefly folded)) : 27 folded maps ; 68 cm.  
New ed.  
Maps dated between 1833 and 1842, mostly dated 1841.  
"Particularly designed for the Royal Yacht, or Ships and Vessels bound from London to the Downs."  
Bathymetry shown by soundings; relief on land shown by hachures and pictorial views.  
Includes historical and navigational notes.  
Scales differ.  
Leather label with gold stamping on cover: Charts, Andrew Fountaine.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.  
References: NMM 347  
Baskets oversize G1811.P5 N67 1842 (NLO)

14365 British Isles - Maps - 1840 - Administrative and political divisions<>>London Region (England) - Maps - 1840  
Great Britain, Ireland & Scotland according to the Constitution of 1832 ... London : Mr. Bull, [ca. 1840].  
Authors: Starling, Thomas -- Bull and Churton -- Bull, Mr., fl. ca. 1840 -- Starling, Thomas. The Royal cabinet atlas ... [ca. 1840]  
1 map : hand col. ; 18 x 14 cm.  
Inset (6 x 6 cm.): Metropolitan boroughs [of London].  
In: Starling, Thomas. The Royal cabinet atlas ... (London : Bull and Churton, [ca. 1840]) map [10].  
map3C 5 map [10] (PrCt)

14366 British Isles - Maps - 1840<>>Isles of Scilly (England) - Maps - 1840<>>Shetland (Scotland) - Maps - 1840  
British Isles. London : Mr. Bull, [ca. 1840].  
Authors: Starling, Thomas -- Bull and Churton -- Bull, Mr., fl. ca. 1840 -- Perkins and Bacon -- Starling, Thomas. The Royal cabinet atlas ... [ca. 1840]  
1 map : hand col. ; 14 x 8 cm.  
Insets (3 x 2 cm. each): Scilly Isles -- Shetland Islands.  
In: Starling, Thomas. The Royal cabinet atlas ... (London : Bull and Churton, [ca. 1840]) 'Pl. XIV' [i.e. 9].  
map3C 5 map [9] (PrCt)

14367 British Isles - Maps - 1841  
Authors: Bradford, T. G. (Thomas Gamaliel), 1802-1887 -- Bradford, T. G. (Thomas Gamaliel), 1802-1887. A Comprehensive atlas ... (1835, [i.e. 1841?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map : col. ; 25 x 19 cm.  
folio Ayer 135 .B75 1835 pl. 32, p. 81 (PrCt)

14368 British Isles - Maps - 1843  
Political map of Great Britain and Ireland. [Hartford : Belknap & Hamersley], 1843 [i.e. 1845?].  
Authors: Woodbridge, William C. (William Channing), 1794-1845 -- Story & Atwood (Firm) -- Belknap & Hamersley -- Woodbridge, William C. (William Channing), 1794-1845. Modern atlas, physical political and statistical ... (1843 [i.e. 1845?])  
1 map : hand col. ; 21 x 14 cm.  
Entered according to Act of Congress in the year 1843 by William C. Woodridge in ...
Massachusetts.'
In: Woodbridge, William C. Modern atlas, physical political and statistical ... (Hartford [Conn.]: Belknap and Hamersley, 1843 [i.e. 1845?]) map [15].

14369 British Isles - Maps - 1843<>>>Atlases, British - 1843
Authors: Cole, G. -- Dugdale, Thomas -- Roper, John, 1771-approximately 1810 -- Tallis, John, 1817-1876 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 58 maps ; 225 x 164 mm. noTp;allCole&Roper;Kingsley66(iv)
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Bradshaw's railway companion, containing the times ... of the railways in Great Britain and Ireland ... London : Bradshaw's, 1843.
Authors: Bradshaw's railway guides -- Bradshaw, George, 1801-1853
1 v. : maps ; 12 cm.

The Illustrated atlas of ancient and modern geography, science, commerce, and statistics: the geographical portion is based upon the best trigonometrical surveys extant aided by authenticated local investigations: the scientific and commercial and statistical departments are embodied with the labours of the most influential professors of practical science, and further explained by the most copious references in the various departments of literature. London : Published by T.B. Loader & J. Ashton, 98 Dean St., Soho. [1844].
1 atlas (63 [i.e. 108] p.) : ill. (chiefly hand col., some folded), 16 folded, hand col. maps ; 43cm.
Cover title: Illustrated atlas, 1844
Date of publication from illustrations and maps.

14372 British Isles - Maps - 1844 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Cary, John, approximately 1754-1835 -- Cruchley, G. F. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 47 maps ; 323 x 264 mm. outlineC;HodsonHerts56(v)
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14373 British Isles - Maps - 1844 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Pigot, James, 1806-1876 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 44 maps ; 422 x 292 mm. Chubb328
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14374 British Isles - Maps - 1845 (Provisional Heading)
Travelling county atlas with all coach & RRs. London : Chapman&Hall, 1845.
Authors: Hall, Sidney -- Chapman and Hall -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 46 maps ; 210 x 140 mm. Chubb499;HodsonHerts92(v)
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes). Phillips 2928
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14375 British Isles - Maps - 1846 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Lewis, Samuel, d. 1865 -- Carrington, Frederick A., 19th cent. -- Dower, John, active 1838-1846? -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Illustrations printed by Swinford Bros.; title page and illustrations lithographed by Edward Culliford. "London, John Betts, 7 Compton Street, Brunswick Square."--On most maps.
Includes maps from John Betts's "Family Atlas," 1844.
Includes 4 four-sheet maps of the British Isles, including Loader & Co.'s Geological map of England & Wales (London, 1844)
Relief shown by hachures.
Full green leather over boards; gold-stamped cover title.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
14376 British Isles - Maps - 1848 (Provisional Heading)
*Travelling county atlas with all railroads. London: J. Wyld, 1848.*
Authors: Hall, Sidney -- Wyld, James, 1812-1887 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.: 45 maps ; 214 x 156 mm. (of46);Chubb501;pastedownWyld
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

14377 British Isles - Maps - 1848 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Reynolds, James, active 1845-1864 -- Emslie, John, 1813-1875 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.: 33 maps ; 209 x 137 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

14378 British Isles - Maps - 1848 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Reynolds, James, active 1845-1864 -- Emslie, John, 1813-1875 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.: 32 maps ; 224 x 143 mm.
C:JohnEmslie;Chambers103
Phillips 8132
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

14379 British Isles - Maps - 1849 - Cities and towns - Public Libraries (Provisional Heading)
*Report from the Select committee on public libraries. [London : Hansard, 1849].*
Authors: Great Britain. Parliament. House of Commons. Select Committee on Public Libraries -- Hansard (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
xx, 317 p.: maps (part. fold.) ; 34 cm.
OCLC 1807958.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

14380 British Isles - Maps - 1849 (Provisional Heading)
*Topographical dictionary of Scotland: map.*
London: S. Lewis, 1849.
Authors: Lewis, Samuel, d. 1865 -- Carrington, Frederick A., 19th cent. -- Dower, John, active 1838-1846 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.: 46 maps ; 218 x 162 mm.
C:JACarrington;E:JDower
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

14381 British Isles - Maps - 1849 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Teesdale, Henry -- Collins, Henry George. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.: 45 maps ; 190 x 122 mm.
Chubb529;Carroll92(A)
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

*Map of Great Britain shewing the railways completed & in progress with the electric telegraph laid down & the line of navigation from the principal seaports ... London: Bradshaw, 1850.*
Authors: Bradshaw, George, 1801-1853
1 map ; 58 x 44 cm. fold. to 22 x 16 cm.
G 1045 .11 (NLO)

14383 British Isles - Maps - 1851
Authors: Rapkin, J. -- Tallis, John, 1817-1876 -- J. & F. Tallis (Firm) -- Salmon, John Francis, ca. 1814-ca. 1875 -- Wallis, Robert, 1794-1878 -- Martin, Robert Montgomery, 1803?-1868. Tallis's illustrated atlas, and modern history of the world ... (1851)
1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 22 cm.
Inset (6 x 4 cm.): Shetland Islands.
Inset views (11 x 6 cm. and smaller): London -- Edinburgh -- Dublin.
In: Martin, Robert Montgomery. Tallis's illustrated atlas, and modern history of the world ... (London : New York : J. Tallis, 1851) pl. [5].
folio G1019 .M197 1851 pl. [5] (PrCt)

14384 British Isles - Maps - 1852 (Provisional Heading)
*Travelling county atlas with all railroads. London: Chapman & Hall, 1852.*
Authors: Hall, Sidney -- Chapman and Hall -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.: 46 maps ; 218 x 162 mm.
Carroll94(x)
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14385  British Isles - Maps - 1852 - Railroads<<Railroads - Maps
A Travelling county atlas: with all the coach and rail roads accurately laid down and coloured, and carefully corrected to the present time / engraved by Sidney Hall. London : Chapman and Hall, 1852.
References: Cf. Phillips 2928
Case folio G1815 .H35 1852 (NLO)

14386  British Isles - Maps - 1853
Authors: Lowry, Joseph Wilson, 1803-1879 -- Harper & Brothers -- Chapman and Hall -- Lowry, Joseph Wilson, 1803-1879. Lowry's Universal atlas constructed and engraved from the most recent authorities (1853)
1 map : col. ; 28 x 21 cm.
In: Lowry, Joseph Wilson. Lowry's Universal atlas constructed and engraved from the most recent authorities (New York : Harper and Brothers, 1853) pl. [4].
Printed plate nos. 'C', '6' and '12. folio G 10 .525 pl. [4] (PrCt)

14387  British Isles - Maps - 1855 (Provisional Heading)
Travelling county atlas with all railroads. London : Chapman&Hall, 1855.
Authors: Hall, Sidney -- Chapman and Hall -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 46 maps ; 210 x 140 mm.
HodsonHerts92(ix)
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14388  British Isles - Maps - 1857 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Pigot, James -- Slater,Isaac -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 43 maps ; 420 x 305 mm.
Carroll 88(xiv)
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Cassell's complete atlas : containing two hundred and sixty folio maps, (beautifully engraved and coloured) presenting a full and most accurate survey of the world's surface. London : Cassell, Petter, and Galpin, [1862?].
1 atlas (2 unnumbered leaves, 122 unnumbered leaves of plates (39 folded)) : 118 maps (chiefly hand colored) ; 50 cm.
First volume of Cassell's complete atlas; no more published?
Covers the British Isles; includes first 122 maps listed in index.
"Weekly Dispatch Atlas, 139 Fleet Street"--On maps.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
References: Chubb 551; Smith III-3
Baskes oversize G1815 .C37 1862 (NLO)

14390  British Isles - Maps - 1863 (Provisional Heading)
County atlas of England & Wales, all railways. London : CruchleyGF, 1863.
Authors: Cruchley, G. F. -- Cary, John, approximately 1754-1835 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 47 maps ; 236 x 171 mm.
C;JCary;Carroll65(A)
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14391  British Isles - Maps - 1864 - Health resorts<<Health resorts - British Isles - Maps - 1864
Authors: Black's guide books -- Hughes, William, 1817-1876 -- Aikman, George W., 1831-1905 -- Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Aikman, George, engraver, Edingburgh SEE Aikman, George W., 1831-1905
xvi, 279 p., [7] leaves of plates (some folded) : ill., 2 maps ; 17 cm.
watering places of England, Scotland, & Ireland
Spine title: Guide to the watering places of Britain
Caption title: Black’s guide to the watering-places of England
"Illustrated with maps and engravings."
Maps engraved by W. Hughes, printed by G. Aikman.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Series statement from publisher advertisements. Publisher’s green paper binding.
Errata slip tipped in at p. 146.
Series: Black’s guide books.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 British Islands (1864) (NLO)

14392 British Isles - Maps - 1864 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Hall, Sidney -- Chapman and Hall -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 45 maps ; 206 x 138 mm.
d:price10/6
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14393 British Isles - Maps - 1866 - Manufactures
British Isles - Maps - 1866 - Industries
British Isles - Maps - 1866 - Geology
British Isles - Maps - 1866 - Population
British Isles - Maps - 1866

Industrial map of the British Islands exhibiting the chief localities of manufacturing and commercial industry : with the ratio of population in the different counties, and the towns classified according to their respective populations / by W. Hughes, F.R.G.S. London & Liverpool : George Philip & Son, [1866].
Authors: Hughes, William, 1817-1876 -- Hughes, William, 1817-1876. Grand atlas universel : ou collection de cartes nouvelles ... (1866) -- George Philip & Son
1 map : col. ; 59 x 49 cm.
Scale 1:2,000,000.
Insets (21 x 23 cm. and smaller): Map showing the distribution of the chief mineral productions of the British Islands -- Shetland Is. -- Map showing the comparative density of population in the different parts of the British Islands.
In: Hughes, William. Grand atlas universel : ou collection de cartes nouvelles ... (Paris ; Leipzig ; London : J. Rothschild ; G. Philip and Son, 1866), plate 5.
No. "5" printed on verso.
oversize G 10 .42, plate 5 (PrCt)

14394 British Isles - Maps - 1866
England - Maps - 1866
Wales - Maps - 1866
Authors: Teesdale, Henry -- Heywood, John, 1832-1888 -- Simpkin and Marshall -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 44 maps ; 230 x 173 mm.
cover+P:Simpkin&Marshall,CountyAtlas
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14395 British Isles - Maps - 1868 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Bartholomew, John -- George Philip & Son -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 14 maps (of16)
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14396 British Isles - Maps - 1872 - Railroads
Glasgow Region (Scotland) - Maps - 1872 - Railroads
Edinburgh Region (Scotland) - Maps - 1872 - Railroads
Manchester Region (England) - Maps - 1872 - Railroads
Birmingham Region (England) - Maps - 1872 - London Region (England) - Maps - 1872 - Railroads
Maps
Authors: Bartholomew, John, 1831-1893 -- A. Fullarton & Co. -- A. Fullarton & Co. The Royal illustrated atlas of modern geography [1872?]
1 map : col. ; 49 x 42 cm.
"Engraved by J Bartholomew, Edinr."
Printed plate no. "XXIV" at upper and lower right and pasted on verso.
Case oversize G1019 .A38 1872, plate [24] (PrCt)

14397 British Isles - Maps - 1873 (Provisional Heading)
New county atlas of Great Britain and Ireland.
London : Virtue, 1873.
Authors: Hughes, William, 1817-1876 -- Virtue,
George, 1793?-1868 -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 68 maps ; 370 x 280 mm.
Carroll126(D);HodsonHerts114D
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14398 British Isles - Maps - 1875 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Hall, Sidney -- Chapman and Hall -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 45 maps ; 211 x 144 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14399 British Isles - Maps - 1877 - Road maps<<>>Great Britain - Maps - 1877 - Road maps<<>>Road maps<<>>Strip maps
British high roads : arranged for the use of tourists : illustrated by forty-one maps, on a scale of 3/8 of an inch to the mile : in four parts, each part complete in itself. London : Published by Tinsley Brothers, 1877.
Authors: Tinsley Brothers -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Part I. North and north-eastern routes. No more published.
Title page within double line border.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Full text of another copy available via HathiTrust Digital Library (accessed Sept. 2011):
http://catalog.hathitrust.org/api/volumes/oclc/67313494.html
Baskes DA11 .B75 1877 (NLO)

14400 British Isles - Maps - 1879 -
Geology<<>>France - Maps - 1879 -
Geology<<>>Geology - British Isles - Maps - 1879<<>>Geology - France -1879
Geological map of the British Isles and part of France, showing also the inland navigation by means of rivers and canals, the railways and principal roads, and sites of the minerals. London : Edward Stanford, 1879.
Authors: Knipe, James A. -- Dower, John, active 1838-1846? -- Stanford, Edward, 1827-1904
1 map : hand col. ; 156 x 129 cm. in 4 sections fold. in slipcase 22 x 14 cm.
Second edition.
Scale [ca. 1:776,000].
Relief shown by spot heights; soundings in fathoms.
Includes list of authorities, 'geological reference,' and 12 sections.
73-8750
ICN73

map4C 20 (PrCt)

14401 British Isles - Maps - 1882 (Provisional Heading)
1 v. : 45 maps ; 525 x 370 mm.
Phillips 2890
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14402 British Isles - Maps - 1882 -
Statistics<<>>Statistics - British Isles - Maps - 1882<<>>Statistical maps
Authors: Bevan, G. Phillips, 1829?-1889 -- W. & A.K. Johnston Limited
1 atlas (75 p., [60] leaves of plates : 45 col. maps) ; 54 cm.
oversize H 245 .09 (NLO)

1883<<>>Names, Geographical - British Isles -
1883<<>>Names, Geographical - Great Britain -
1883<<>>Gazetteers
New large scale ordnance atlas of the British Isles : with plans of towns, copious letterpress descriptions, alphabetical indexes and census tables / edited and published by G.W. Bacon. London : G.W. Bacon, [1883?].
Authors: Bacon, G. W. (George Washington), 1830-1921 -- Weller, Edward, -1884 -- Great Britain. Ordnance Survey -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([1], lvi p., 100 folded leaves of plates) : 102 maps (chiefly col., chiefly folded) ; 36 cm.
Cover Title: Atlas of the British Isles
On some maps: Reduced from the Ordnance Survey by Edwd. Weller.
Includes index maps of Wales, England, Ireland, and Scotland.
Includes index.
Publisher's green cloth binding with gold-stamped cover title: Atlas of the British Isles.
Relief shown by hachures and spot elevations.
Scales differ.
Armoiral bookplate with motto: Rumskilfen arma guulielmi millou[?] cole milis. Deus cole regem seroa.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1810 .B33 1883 (NLO)
14406 British Isles - Maps - 1886 - Geography - (Provisional Heading)
Authors: White, John -- Bartholomew -- Oliver and Boyd (Edinburgh, Scotland) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 5 maps ; 180 x 116 mm.
CJBartholomew
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14407 British Isles - Maps - 1887
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm)
1 v. : 39 plates
1st ed.
G 449.06 (NLO)

14408 British Isles - Maps - 1887
Great Britain. Leipzig ; London : K. Baedeker ; Dulau, 1887.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Dulau & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 14 maps, 24 city plans, 1 view
1st ed.
Lacking first map.
Includes advertising dated 1887.
Condition: Worn.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14409 British Isles - Maps - 1887 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Bartholomew, John -- Walker, J. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 16 maps ; 157 x 112 mm.
SmithVIII:Beresiner25c
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14410 British Isles - Maps - 1887 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Bartholomew, John -- Walker, J. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 12 maps ; 152 x 110 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14411 British Isles - Maps - 1887 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: J. & C. Walker (Firm) -- Mason & Payne -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 47 maps ; 367 x 225 mm.
HodsonHerts103G
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

14412 British Isles - Maps - 1887 - Railroads
W.H. Smith & Son's new railway map of the British Isles. London : W.H. Smith & Son, [1887?].
Authors: Bartholomew, John, 1831-1893 -- W.H. Smith & Son -- Smith (W.H.) & Son Ltd. SEE W.H. Smith & Son
1 map : col. ; 81 x 73 cm., folded to 19 x 11 cm. Scale [1:1,203,840] : 19 miles to 1 in.
Shows railways and stations, canals, steamer tracks and coach roads.
Relief shown by spot heights.
Colored by county.
G 10449 .825 (NLO)

14413 British Isles - Maps - 1889 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: W. & A.K. Johnston Limited -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 58 maps ; 288 x 210 mm.
Smith XXVIIIe
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14414 British Isles - Maps - 1890
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Dulau & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 15 maps, 30 city plans, 1 view
2nd ed.
Includes advertising priced in 1890 and priced in dollars.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14415 British Isles - Maps - 1891 - Geography - (Provisional Heading)
Student's geography, 1A: British Isles. London : GillG, 1891.
Authors: Gill, George -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 34 maps ; 185 x 125 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14416 British Isles - Maps - 1894
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm)
1 v. : 47 plates
3rd ed.
G 449.0602 (NLO)

14417 British Isles - Maps - 1894
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 16 maps, 30 city plans, 1 view
3rd ed.
Includes advertising priced in dollars.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14418 British Isles - Maps - 1894
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 16 maps, 30 city plans, 1 view
3rd ed.
Includes advertising priced in dollars.
Condition: Worn.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14419 British Isles - Maps - 1894 - Geology
Authors: Ramsay, Andrew Crombie, Sir, 1814-1891 -- Woodward, Horace B. (Horace Bolingbroke), 1848-1914 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
xv, 421 p. : ill., 1 col. map ; 21 cm.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 36016822
Baskes QE261 .R2 1894 (NLO)

14420 British Isles - Maps - 1897
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 16 maps, 30 city plans, 1 view

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
4th ed.
Includes advertising priced in dollars.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14421 British Isles - Maps - 1899-1899 - Circus\textless\textless\textless Europe - Maps - 1899-1901 - Circus\textless\textless\textless Circus - British Isles - Maps - 1899-1899\textless\textless\textless Circus - Europe - Maps - 1899-1901\textless\textless\textless Circus - Barnum and Bailey - Maps - 1898-1900\textless\textless\textless Ringing Brothers Barnum and Bailey Combined Shows - Maps - 1898-1900 [Maps of Barnum & Bailey circus tours in England, Scotland, and Europe between 1898-1901]. [Paris : P. Dupont, 1901?].
Authors: Watkins, Harvey L. Four years in Europe: the Barnum & Bailey greatest show on earth in the old world ... [1901?] -- Ramond, J. G., fl. 1898 -- Barnum and Bailey -- Ringling Brothers Barnum and Bailey Combined Shows -- Dupont, P.
4 maps ; 30 x 27 cm. or smaller, folded to 27 x 16 cm.
In Watkins, Harvey L. Four years in Europe: the Barnum & Bailey greatest show on earth in the old world ... [Paris, P. Dupont, 1901?], following p. 18, 38, 58, and [100].
V 176 .959 [maps] (PrCt)

14422 British Isles - Maps - 1899 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Inglis, Harry R. G., d. 1939 -- Gall & Inglis -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 29 maps ; 155 x 90 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14423 British Isles - Maps - 1901
Great Britain. Leipzig ; London ; New York : K. Baedeker ; Dulau ; Scribner's, 1901.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Dulau & Co. -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 18 maps, 39 city plans, 1 view 5th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1904 and priced in dollars.
Condition: Worn.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14424 British Isles - Maps - 1901
Great Britain. Leipzig ; London : K. Baedeker ; Dulau, 1901.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Dulau & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 18 maps, 39 city plans, 1 view 5th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1901 and priced in marks.
Condition: Fair.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14425 British Isles - Maps - 1901
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 18 maps, 39 city plans, 1 view 5th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1903 and priced in dollars.
Condition: Fair.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14426 British Isles - Maps - 1903 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Inglis, Harry R. G., d. 1939 -- Gall & Inglis -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 15 maps ; 156 x 95 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14427 British Isles - Maps - 1904 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Bartholomew, John -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 51 maps ; 267 x 191 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14428 British Isles - Maps - 1905
Philips' handy county atlas of the British Isles : a series of detailed county maps with gazetteer-index of the British Isles containing 20,000 names / edited by George Philip. London ; Liverpool : George Philip & Son, Ltd. ; Philip,
British Isles - Maps - 1906

Great Britain. Leipzig ; London ; New York : K. Baedeker ; Dulau ; Scribner's, 1906.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Dulau & Co. -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 22 maps, 58 city plans, 1 view
6th ed.
Includes advertising priced in dollars.
Condition: Fair.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

British Isles - Maps - 1906

Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 24 maps, 58 city plans, 1 view
4th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1907 and priced in dollars.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

British Isles - Maps - 1906 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Inglis, Harry R. G., d. 1939 -- Gall & Inglis -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 97 maps ; 158 x 93 mm.
Includes advertising dated 1906 and priced in marks.
Condition: Poor.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)
Cf. Phillips 02906
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14436 British Isles - Maps - 1906 (Provisional Heading)
London : Gall & Inglis, 1906.
Authors: Inglis, Harry R. G., d. 1939 -- Gall & Inglis -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 12 maps ; 152 x 95 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14437 British Isles - Maps - 1907 (Provisional Heading)
Contour road book of Scotland. London :
Gall & Inglis, 1907.
Authors: Inglis, Harry R. G., d. 1939 -- Gall & Inglis -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 15 maps ; 152 x 95 mm.
9th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14438 British Isles - Maps - 1907 (Provisional Heading)
London : Gall & Inglis, 1907.
Authors: Inglis, Harry R. G., d. 1939 -- Gall & Inglis -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 39 maps ; 158 x 93 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14439 British Isles - Maps - 1909 (Provisional Heading)
Handy touring atlas of the British Isles. London :
Ward Lock, 1909.
Authors: Bartholomew, John -- Ward & Lock -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 63 maps ; 152 x 103 mm.
3rd ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14440 British Isles - Maps - 1909 (Provisional Heading)
Contour road book of England. London :
Gall & Inglis, 1909.
Authors: Inglis, Harry R. G., d. 1939 -- Gall & Inglis -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 41 maps ; 157 x 97 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14441 British Isles - Maps - 1910
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm)
1 v. : 94 plates
7th ed.
G 449.0604 (NLO)

14442 British Isles - Maps - 1910
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- T. Fisher Unwin (Firm) -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 28 maps, 65 city plans, 1 view
7th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1910 and priced in shillings.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14443 British Isles - Maps - 1910
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- T. Fisher Unwin (Firm) -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 28 maps, 65 city plans, 1 view
7th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1910 and priced in marks.
Condition: Worn.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14444 British Isles - Maps - 1910
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- T. Fisher Unwin (Firm) -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 28 maps, 65 city plans, 1 view
7th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1911 and priced in dollars.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14445 British Isles - Maps - 1910
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- T. Fisher Unwin (Firm) -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 28 maps, 65 city plans, 1 view
7th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1911 and priced in dollars.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Great Britain. Leipzig ; London ; New York : K. Baedeker ; T. Fisher Unwin ; Scribner's, 1910. Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- T. Fisher Unwin (Firm) -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 28 maps, 65 city plans, 1 view 7th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1923 and priced in dollars.
Condition: Fair.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14447 British Isles - Maps - 1911
New commercial reference chart of the British Isles / by G. W. Bacon ; showing railways, steamship routes, ports, rivers, canals, main roads, & rainfall ; with details of the Navy, Army, revenue, expenditure, customs, licenses, taxes, shipping & occupations. Manchester : G.W. Bacon & Co., [1910?].
1 map on 2 sheets : col., mounted on linen ; sheets 90 x 59 cm., folded in cover to 33 x 21 cm.
Cover title: Bacon's new chart of the British Isles
Most statistical data is from 1904-1909; imperial expenditure and revenue is through 1910.
Scale 1:950,000. 1 in. to 15 miles.
Relief shown by spot heights.
Insets: Distribution of industrial & commercial population throughout the British Isles -- Distribution of agricultural population throughout the British Isles -- Shetland Islands -- Map of the world : showing position of chief towns where there are British consular representatives -- Guernsey -- Jersey.
Includes statistical data inset in table format. Also published under title: Richardson's new commercial & reference chart of the British Isles. Manchester : G.W. Bacon & Co., [1912?].
Maroon cloth over boards; gold-stamped on cover: Bacon's new chart of the British Isles. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G5741.Q1 1910 .B33 (NLO)

14448 British Isles - Maps - 1911 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Inglis, Harry R. G., d. 1939 -- Gall & Inglis -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 29 maps ; 158 x 93 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14449 British Isles - Maps - 1911 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Inglis, Harry R. G., d. 1939 -- Gall & Inglis -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 15 maps ; 156 x 90 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14450 British Isles - Maps - 1911 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Inglis, Harry R. G., d. 1939 -- Gall & Inglis -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 16 maps ; 158 x 93 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14451 British Isles - Maps - 1911 - Road maps - Automobile travel - England - Guidebooks - 1911 - Road maps
Motorists atlas of the British Isles in sections, 1 key map, and 43 sectional maps. London : Continental Tyre & Rubber Co., [1911?].
Authors: Continental Tyre & Rubber Co. -- Continental-Caoutchouc- und Gutta-Percha-Co., Hannover -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (viii p., 43 [i.e. 44] maps) : 44 col. maps ;
21 cm.
Spine title: Continental Atlas
Lacking map in pocket.
Scale 1:750,000.
Original publisher's red cloth binding with spine title: Continental Atlas. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1811.P2 M68 1911 (NLO)

14452 British Isles - Maps - 1913
Authors: Michelin guides -- Michelin green guides -- Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 400 maps
3rd ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14453 British Isles - Maps - 1913 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Bartholomew, John -- Ward & Lock -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 63 maps ; 152 x 105 mm.
5th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14454 British Isles - Maps - 1914
Authors: Michelin guides -- Michelin green guides -- Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 400 maps
4th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14455 British Isles - Maps - 1914 - Administrative and political divisions<<>>Names, Geographical - British Isles - 1914<<>>Gazetteers
Philips' handy atlas & gazetteer of the British Isles: a series of detailed county maps showing local government and parliamentary divisions: with maps illustrating physical, commercial and industrial features, and a gazetteer-index of the British Isles containing 20,000 names / edited by George Philip. London ; Liverpool ; George Philip & Son ; Philip, Son & Nephew, [1914?].
Authors: Philip, George, 1870-1937 -- George Philip & Son -- Philip, Son & Nephew -- London Geographical Institute -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (various pagings) : col. ill., 154 col. maps ; 19 cm.
Spine title: Philips' handy atlas and gazetteer of the British Isles
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1810.P55 1914 (NLO)

14456 British Isles - Maps - 1919 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Bartholomew, John -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 62 maps ; 152 x 105 mm.
6th ed.
Phillips 8030
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14457 British Isles - Maps - 1920
Authors: Michelin guides -- Michelin green guides -- Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 410 maps
5th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Authors: George Philip & Son -- Philip, George, 1870-1937 -- Brown, E. T. -- London Geographical Institute -- Philip, Son & Nephew -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (153, [1], 8 p.) : 34 maps (chiefly col.) ; 19 cm.
Scale [1:633,600]. 10 miles to 1 in. Relief shown by gradient tints. "Hotel and garage guide": 8 p. at end. Includes index. Publisher's green cloth binding.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G1811.P2 G46 1920z (NLO)

14459 British Isles - Maps - 1920 (Provisional Heading)
Hovis road map of England, Wales and Scotland.
Authors: Bacon, G. W. (George Washington), 1830-1921 -- HovisLtd -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 32 maps ; 249 x 183 mm.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14460 British Isles - Maps - 1920 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Bartholomew, John -- George Newnes, Limited -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 62 maps ; 153 x 104 mm.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14461 British Isles - Maps - 1920 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Bartholomew, John -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 96 maps ; 225 x 172 mm.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14462 British Isles - Maps - 1922
Authors: Michelin guides -- Michelin green guides -- Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 347 maps
6th ed.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14463 British Isles - Maps - 1922
Historical geography - Maps - 1922
Authors: Great Britain. Ordnance Survey -- Atterbury, Paul -- Frith, Francis -- Automobile Association (Great Britain) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (208 p. : ill. (some col.), 44 maps) ; 36 cm.
Text written by Paul Atterbury.
Spine title: Illustrated atlas of Victorian & Edwardian Britain.
Includes photographs from the Francis Frith Collection.
Includes indexes.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
ISBN 0749502509 ; 9780749502508
Baskes folio G1811.G1 O73 1991 (NLO)

14464 British Isles - Maps - 1923 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Geographia Ltd. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 31 maps ; 155 x 98 mm.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14465 British Isles - Maps - 1925
Great Britain. London : Michelin, 1925.
Authors: Michelin guides -- Michelin green guides -- Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 350 maps
8th ed.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14466 British Isles - Maps - 1927
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm)
1 v. : 95 plates
8th ed.
G 449.0605 (NLO)

14467 British Isles - Maps - 1927
Great Britain. Leipzig ; London ; New York : K. Baedeker ; George Allen & Unwin ; Scribner's, 1927.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- George Allen & Unwin -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 95 plates, 1 view
8th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1928 and priced in shillings.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14468 British Isles - Maps - 1927
Great Britain. Leipzig ; London ; New York : K.
14472 British Isles - Maps - 1929 - Pictorial maps - Literary landmarks
Literary landmarks
British Isles - Maps - 1929 - Pictorial maps
Pictorial maps - British Isles - 1929
- Literary landmarks
Authors, English - Homes and haunts - British Isles - Maps - 1929
Pictorial maps
Authors: Wylie, Ethel Earle -- Van Leer, Ella Wall -- McNally and Company -- McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 78 x 59 cm. fold. in cover 27 x 29 cm.
Cover titles: Rand McNally folded map. English literature.
Pictorial literary map, showing writers and related locations.
Includes notes, literary quotations, and literary col. ill. in borders.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
map4C G5741 .E65 1929 .W9 (PrCt)

14473 British Isles - Maps - 1929 - Road maps
Great Britain - Maps - 1929 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: Dunlop Rubber Company -- John Bartholomew & Co. -- Ed. J. Burrow & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (32 p.) : 19 col. maps ; 28 cm.
Maps by Bartholomew.
Relief shown by contours.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1811.P2 D8 1929 (NLO)

14474 British Isles - Maps - 1930
Authors: Muirhead, Findlay, 1860--1935 -- Blue guide -- Hachette (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 90 maps ; 16 cm.
G 499.596
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14475 British Isles - Maps - 1930
1 v. : 90 map plates
G 449 .596 (NLO)

14476 British Isles - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Great Britain - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Great Britain - Maps - 1930
Road maps
Originally published: London : Eyre and Spottiswoode, 1928.
"A few pages of Cary's strip map of 1799 will be interesting to study and are reproduced in the concluding pages of this volume."--P. 116.
Includes with reproduced t.p.: Cary's survey of the high roads ... London : J. Cary, 1799.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
ISBN 1851700013 : 9781851700011
Baskes folio DA600 .A63 1986 (NLO)

14469 British Isles - Maps - 1927 (Provisional Heading)
Pocket touring atlas of the British Isles.
Edinburgh : Bartholomew, 1927.
Authors: Bartholomew, John -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 62 maps ; 154 x 105 mm.
8th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14470 British Isles - Maps - 1928 - Road maps
Automobile travel - British Isles - Guidebooks - 1928--Road maps
Newnes' motorists' touring guide of the British Isles : with a complete set of maps in colour covering the entire road system of Great Britain & Ireland. London : George Newnes, Ltd., [1928?].
Authors: George Newnes, Ltd.
iv, 376 p., 82 p. of plates : ill., maps (some col.) ; 28 cm.
folio GV1025 .G7 G4 (NLO)

14471 British Isles - Maps - 1928 - Road maps
British Isles - Maps - 1799 - Road maps
Originally published: London : Eyre and Spottiswoode, 1928.
"A few pages of Cary's strip map of 1799 will be interesting to study and are reproduced in the concluding pages of this volume."--P. 116.
Includes with reproduced t.p.: Cary's survey of the high roads ... London : J. Cary, 1799.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
ISBN 1851700013 : 9781851700011
Baskes folio DA600 .A63 1986 (NLO)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
maps

*Road maps*

Picturesque touring areas in the British Isles / by Reginald Wellby; with eight aqua etchings and numerous pen and ink drawings by E. Margaret Holman, and twelve pictorial sketch maps by H.A. Powell and W.E. Taylor. Cheltenham ; London : Ed. J. Burrow & Co., Ltd., [1930?].


"Dunlop" stamped on front cover ; "Dunlop tyres & accessories are obtainable wherever you may travel" stamped on back cover ; advertisements for Dunlop products on front and back paste-downs.

Advertising matter on p. 159-272.

Includes index.

DA650 .W45 1930 (NLO)

**14477**

British Isles - Maps - 1930 - Sports - Pictorial maps

*Sports - British Isles - Maps - 1930 - Pictorial maps - British Isles - Maps - 1930 - Sports - Pictorial maps*


Authors: Taylor, Alfred E., active 1920--1940 -- J. C. Eno Ltd. -- Vincent Brooks, Day & Son -- General Drafting Company -- General Drafting Collection (Newberry Library) -- Eno (J.C.) Ltd.

SEE J. C. Eno Ltd.

1 map : col. ; 85 x 47 cm. fold. in covers 29 x 20 cm.

Cover title: The Eno sports map of Great Britain. Pictorial map, with figures from myth and legend in margins.

Large lettering at top and bottom of map proclaims: Eno's Fruit Salt.

'Printed in England by Vincent Brooks, Day & Son Ltd., London.'

'A copy of this map will be sent post free on receipt of 1/- by J. C. Eno, Ltd., 160 Piccadilly, London, W.1.'

With stamp of 'Art Department, General Drafting Co.'

Forms part of General Drafting Collection (Newberry Library).

map6F G5741.E63 1930 .T3 (PrCt)

**14478**

British Isles - Maps - 1931


Authors: Bartholomew (Firm) -- Dunlop Rubber Company -- Ed. J. Burrow & Co. -- Foyles Art Gallery -- Burrow (Ed. J.) and Co. SEE Ed. J. Burrow & Co.


Maps by J. Bartholomew, Edinburgh.

*Copyright: Ed. J. Burrow & Co. Ltd.* -- on maps

Map contents (20 x 25 cm. and smaller):

map4C G5754.A 1934 .D8 (PrCt)

14482 British Isles - Maps - 1935 - Pictorial maps
Pictorial maps - British Isles - 1935 Pictorial maps
Authors: Chase, Ernest Dudley, 1878- -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 56 x 43 cm. Scale [ca. 1:1,680,000].
Includes vignettes of historic buildings. Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection.
map4F G5741.A5 1935 C5 (PrCt)

14483 British Isles - Maps - 1935 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: George Newnes, Limited -- Bartholomew -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 50 maps ; 277 x 218 mm.
C:Bartholomew Phillips 8037
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14484 British Isles - Maps - 1935 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: George Newnes, Limited -- Johnston -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 25 maps ; 269 x 207 mm.
C:W&AKJohnston Phillips 8038
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14485 British Isles - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Authors: Bartholomew, John -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 62 maps ; 153 x 103 mm. 9th ed.
Phillips 8036
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14486 British Isles - Maps - 1936 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Automobile Association (Great Britain) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 34 maps ; 185 x 109 mm. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14487 British Isles - Maps - 1937
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm)
1 v. : 97 plates 9th ed.
G 449.0606 (NLO)

14488 British Isles - Maps - 1937
Great Britain. Leipzig ; London ; New York : K. Baedeker ; George Allen & Unwin ; Scribner's, 1937.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- George Allen & Unwin -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 97 plates, 1 view 9th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1937. Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14489 British Isles - Maps - 1937
A Modern pilgrim's map of the British Isles. 1937.
Authors: National Geographic Society (U.S.) -- Riddiford, Charles E. -- A. Hoen & Co.
1 map : col. ; 88 x 72 cm. Scale [1:1,622,000].
Includes views and portraits in margins. M1031
map6F G5740 1937 .N3 (PrCt)

14490 British Isles - Maps - 1937 - Pictorial maps
Pictorial maps - British Isles - Maps - 1937 Pictorial maps
Authors: Alnwick, H. (Herbert) -- George G. Harrap & Co. -- Dinnick, Rosemary P. de S. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (31, 31 p.) : col. ill., 16 maps (chiefly col.) ; 29 cm.
Cover title: Pictorial atlas of the British Isles Relief shown pictorially. Scales differ.
Former owner's signature: Rosemary P. de S. Dinnick.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library. References: Phillips 8078
Baskes folio G1811.A5 A56 1937 (NLO)

14491 British Isles - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Great Britain - Maps - 1937 - Road maps - London (England) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps - Names, Geographical - British Isles - 1937 - Names, Geographical -

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Great Britain - 1937 Road maps
1 atlas (128 p.) : 18 maps (chiefly col.) ; 29 cm.
"A Daily Express publication."
Scale 1:633,600. 1 in. = 10 miles.
Sixteen sectional maps (8 cards printed on both sides) and street plan of London in pocket; uncolored key map.
Includes gazetteers of England and Wales and of Scotland and London visitor's guide.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1811.P2 G458 1937 (NLO)

14496 British Isles - Maps - 1943 (Provisional Heading)
1 v. : 62 maps ; 150 x 100 mm.
11th ed.
Phillips 8042
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14497 British Isles - Maps - 1944 (Provisional Heading)
1 v. : 250 maps ; 255 x 213 mm.
HydrographicDeptAdmiralty:restricted
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14498 British Isles - Maps - 1945 (Provisional Heading)
1 v. : 120 maps ; 159 x 104 mm.
11th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14499 British Isles - Maps - 1945 - Literary landmarks
Literary landmarks - British Isles - Maps - 1945
324 p., [48] p. of plates : ill. (some col.), map, ports. (some col.) ; 23 cm.
Date of publication from Carney.
"Second impression"--Half t.p. verso.
"With 48 plates in colour and 125 illustrations in black and white."
Uniform title: Impressions of English literature

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
British Isles - Maps - 1947

Authors: W. & A.K. Johnston Limited -- Associated News -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas: 180 maps; 213 x 142 mm.
Cf. Phillips 8045
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

British Isles - Maps - 1953

Ixxvii, 672 p., [18] p. of plates (2 folded): 78 maps (some col.), plans; 16 cm.
Cover title: Nagel's Great Britain and Ireland travel guide
"LXXVIII, 672 pages, 72 plans in black, 16 pages of plans in colour and 1 map of the British Isles."
Includes index.
Originally published under title: Grande-Bretagne et Irlande.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 53010575
Baskes G153 .N34 Great Britain (1953) (NLO)

British Isles - Maps - 1953

13 v.; 22 cm.
1st ed.
Cf. OCLC 9949183.
dw
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)
14507 British Isles - Maps - 1955 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: W. & A.K. Johnston & G.W. Bacon Ltd. -- Thomas, A. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 181 maps ; 215 x 145 mm.
3 mi=1 in; nd; Alexander, Guide to atlases 3033 Phillips 8060
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14508 British Isles - Maps - 1955 - Road maps

Authors: John Bartholomew and Son -- George Newnes, Ltd.
1 atlas (viii, 63, 96 p. of plates) : maps (some col.) ; 29 cm.
12th "mid-century" ed. with nearly 30,000 map references.
Maps on endpapers.
folio G1811.P2 G4 1955 (NLO)

14509 British Isles - Maps - 1955 - Road maps

Authors: W. & A.K. Johnston & G.W. Bacon Ltd. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (371 p.) : 166 col. maps ; 22 cm. + 1 fold. map
3rd ed.
'Complete with main town plans'--on cover.
Scale 1:190,080.
A5241 Phillips 8058.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1811.P2 J6 1955 (NLO)

14510 British Isles - Maps - 1956 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: George Newnes, Limited -- Bartholomew -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 103 maps ; 285 x 215 mm.
12th ed.
C:Bartholomew
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14511 British Isles - Maps - 1956 - Road maps

Everybody's avoid-the-traffic road maps of Britain. London : Autocar, [1956?].
Authors: Autocar -- Banks, Arthur -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 67 maps ; 266 x 173 mm.
nd;C:ArthurBanks
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14512 British Isles - Maps - 1956 - Road maps

Authors: Thorpe, Percy Henry -- Geographia Ltd. -- Austin Motor Company, ltd. -- British Motor Corporation, ltd. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 75 maps
3rd ed.
Cartography by Geographia Ltd.; Alexander, Guide to atlases 2945 Phillips 8063
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14513 British Isles - Maps - 1957 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: National Trust -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 25 maps
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14514 British Isles - Maps - 1959 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Bartholomew, John -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 52 maps ; 252 x 192 mm.
12th ed.
Alexander, Guide to atlases 5063 Cf. Phillips 08056
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14515 British Isles - Maps - 1959 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Ferriday, Alan -- Macmillan & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 23 maps ; 246 x 184 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)
14523 **British Isles - Maps - 1965-1974**  
*Quarter inch atlas and gazetteer of Great Britain.*  
Authors: Great Britain. Ordnance Survey  
1 atlas (17 fold. col. maps, 169) ; 69 cm.  
Scale of maps 1:250,000.  
Coverage complete in 17 sheets.  
Series: Quarter inch fifth series.  
71-257  
INC75rev  
map8C 2 (NLO)

14524 **British Isles - Maps - 1965 (Provisional Heading)**  
*Newnes motorists touring maps Scotland.*  
Authors: George Newnes, Limited -- Bartholomew -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 v. : 28 maps ; 282 x 217 mm.  
1st ed.  
C:Bratholomew:Alexander, Guide to atlases 3206  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.  
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14525 **British Isles - Maps - 1965 - Road maps**  
*Reader's digest complete atlas of the British Isles.*  
Authors: Reader’s Digest Association  
1 atlas  
1st ed.  
OCLC#306832  
oversize G1810 .R4 1965 (NLO)

14526 **British Isles - Maps - 1966**  
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- George Allen & Unwin -- Macmillan & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 v. : 45 plates  
10th ed.  
Condition: Excellent.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.  
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14527 **British Isles - Maps - 1966**  
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- George Allen & Unwin -- Macmillan & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 v. : 45 plates  
10th ed.

14528 **British Isles - Maps - 1968**  
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- George Allen & Unwin -- Macmillan & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 v. : 48 plates  
10th ed.  
Condition: Excellent.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.  
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14529 **British Isles - Maps - 1968**  
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- George Allen & Unwin -- Macmillan & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 v. : 48 plates  
10th ed.  
Condition: Excellent.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.  
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14530 **British Isles - Maps - 1968 (Provisional Heading)**  
*Population maps British Isles.*  
Authors: Inst. British Geographers -- Hunt, A. J. -- George Philip & Son -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 v. : 15 maps ; 254 x 193 mm.  
Transactions#43;Ed:AJHunt  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.  
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14531 **British Isles - Maps - 1970**  
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- George Allen & Unwin -- Macmillan & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 v. : 51 plates  
10th ed.  
Condition: Excellent.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.  
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1976 Historical Sites SEE Historic Sites
1982 Historical Sites SEE Historic Sites
1979 Archaeology SEE ALSO Historic Sites
1976 History SEE ALSO Historic Sites

... Map of historic monuments in the care of the state. 1976.
Authors: Great Britain. Department of the Environment -- McLay & Co.
2 maps : col. ; 60 x 42 cm.
Printed on both sides of sheet.
Includes 7 insets.


British railways pre-grouping atlas and gazetteer.
Authors: Ian Allan Ltd. -- British Railways -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 45 maps ; 241 x 171 mm.
5th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

14542 British Isles - Maps - 1978 - Road maps SEE Road maps

Everyone's GB motoring atlas.
Authors: John Bartholomew and Son
Variant title: Everyone's Great Britain motoring atlas.
Scale of maps 1:1,250,000 and 1:300,000.
Includes index.

14543 British Isles - Maps - 1979

Grande-Bretagne / [guide établi par Franz Melichar, Christian Perrin et Margarete Stillger ; cartographie, René Pineau et Alain Mirande].
Authors: Melichar, Franz -- Perrin, Christiane -- Stillger, Margarete -- Pineau, René -- Mirande, Alain -- Guides bleus -- Hachette (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Map on endpaper.
Includes indexes.
Series: Guides bleus
Ms. annotations on t.p.
Laid in: Publisher's bookmark with legend of symbols used in text.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 79123934
ISBN 2010057392 ; 9782010057397

14544 British Isles - Maps - 1979 - Road maps SEE Road maps

Collins motorist's atlas of Britain and Ireland.
Authors: William Collins Sons and Co.
152 p. : col. ill., col. maps ; 32 cm.
Includes index.
OCLC 7459427.
ISBN 0004470087

14545 British Isles - Maps - 1982 - Guidebooks

Authors: Nicholson, Robert -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.
Paperback ed.
Cf. OCLC 9255603.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

14546 British Isles - Maps - 1982 - Road maps SEE Road maps

Road atlas : Britain.
Authors: William Collins Sons and Co. -- Petty & Sons Ltd. (Leeds, Eng.) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (97 p.) : col. maps ; 39 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally road atlas of Britain.
"$12.95" -- front cover.
Does not cover Ireland.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528844334

14547 British Isles - Maps - 1983

Pictorial atlas of Britain.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 100 maps ; 29 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
D.j.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).


The Intelligent traveller's guide to historic Britain :
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

England, Wales, the Crown Dependencies / Philip A. Crowl; foreword by John Julius
Authors: Crowl, Philip A. (Philip Axtell), 1914-1991 -- Norwich, John Julius, 1929--
Congdon & Weed -- St. Martin's Press -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
viii, 814 p. : ill., maps ; 25 cm.
1st ed.
Includes index.
LC Card Number: 81019469
ISBN 0865530378 ; 9780865530379;
0865530408 (pbk.) ; 9780865530409 (pbk.) ;
0312923376 (St. Martin’s Press);
9780312923372 (St. Martin’s Press);
0312923384 (St. Martin’s Press : pbk.) ;
9780312923389 (St. Martin’s Press : pbk.)
Baskes DA650 .C86 1983 (NLO)

14549 British Isles - Maps - 1983 (Provisional Heading)
Atlas of rural protest in Britain 1548-1900.
Authors: Charlesworth, Andrew -- University of Pennsylvania. Press -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 60 maps ; 242 x 165 mm.
1st ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14550 British Isles - Maps - 1983 (Provisional Heading)
Survey, 1983.
Authors: Great Britain. Ordnance Survey -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 150 maps
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14551 British Isles - Maps - 1983 - Road maps
Road atlas : Britain. Glasgow : Wm. Collins Sons & Co. Ltd. --
Authors: William Collins Sons and Co. -- Petty & Sons ltd. (Leeds, Eng.) -- Rand McNally and
Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (97 p.) : col. maps ; 39 cm.
"Revised edition 1983/1984."
Cover title: Rand McNally road atlas of Britain.
"$12.95" -- front cover.
Does not cover Ireland.
Includes index.

Cover art: map outline of Great Britain.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528895184
folio RMcN atlas .R61 1983 (PrCt)

14552 British Isles - Maps - 1984 (Provisional Heading)
Phillimore atlas & index of parish registers.
Authors: Humphery-Smith, Cecil R. -- A. Fullarton
& Co. -- Phillimore & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 88 maps ; 285 x 218 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14553 British Isles - Maps - 1985 - Politics and
government<-->>England - Maps - 1985 -
Politics and government
Authors: Waller, Robert J. -- Blakely, J. -- Lewin, J. -- Croon Helm -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 161 maps ; 210 x 298 mm.
C:JBlakely&JLewin
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14554 British Isles - Maps - 1985 (Provisional Heading)
Three mile road atlas of Britain. Basingstoke :
Authors: Automobile Association (Great Britain) --
Great Britain. Ordnance Survey -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 250 maps ; 305 x 217 mm.
C:BasedOrdSurvey
Lock, Modern maps and atlases 159
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14555 British Isles - Maps - 1985 (Provisional Heading)
Big road atlas of Britain. Basingstoke :
Authors: Automobile Association (Great Britain) --
Great Britain. Ordnance Survey -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 76 maps ; 387 x 285 mm.
5th ed.
C:BasedOrdSurvey
Lock, Modern maps and atlases 159
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14556 British Isles - Maps - 1985 - Road maps
Great Britain - Kings and Rulers -
Travel - Maps - 1985>Road maps
Authors: Kightly, Charles -- Cyprien, Michael -- Historical Times -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 v. : 8 maps ; 25 cm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

14557 British Isles - Maps - 1985 - Road maps>Road maps
Authors: William Collins Sons and Co. -- Petty & Sons Ltd. (Leeds, Eng.) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (129 p.) : col. maps ; 39 cm.
"First published 1985."
Cover title: Rand McNally road atlas of Britain.
"$12.95. All new for 1985!" -- front cover.
Does not cover Ireland.
Includes index.
Cover art: photo of Big Ben.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528890972
folio RMcN atlas .R61 1985 copy 3 (PrCt)

14560 British Isles - Maps - 1986
Authors: Automobile Association (Great Britain) -- Drive Publications -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 250 maps
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

14561 British Isles - Maps - 1986 - Road maps>Road maps
Authors: Great Britain. Ordnance Survey -- Automobile Association (Great Britain) -- Drive Publications -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 250 maps
forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

14562 British Isles - Maps - 1987 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Engineering Surveys -- Appletree -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 12 maps ; 202 x 100 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

14563 British Isles - Maps - 1987 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Scott, Bob -- Hamlyn (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 80 maps ; 290 x 229 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

14564 British Isles - Maps - 1987 - Road maps>Road maps
Ordnance Survey motoring atlas of Great Britain. Southampton : Ordnance Survey ; Twickenham :
14567 British Isles - Maps - 1990 - Folklore<>Folklore - British Isles - Maps - 1990


Authors: Bord, Janet -- Bord, Colin -- Chartwell Books -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas : 16 maps ; 255 x 195 mm.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14568 British Isles - Maps - 1990 (Provisional Heading)


Authors: Great Britain. Ordnance Survey -- Harley, J. B. (John Brian) -- Campbell, Eila M. J.

-- Margary, Harry -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. ; 16 maps

(facs1801,P:Faden;E:Foot);frwd:JBHarley

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14569 British Isles - Maps - 1991 (Provisional Heading)


Authors: Automobile Association (Great Britain) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 43 maps ; 305 x 230 mm.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)


Authors: Automobile Association (Great Britain) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 95 maps ; 420 x 283 mm.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)


Authors: Ball, M. G. (Michael G.) -- British Railways -- Ian Allan Ltd. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (48 p.) : 50 col. maps ; 29 cm.

Cover title.

Includes index.

Series: European railway atlas series.

Scales differ

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

ISBN 0711020485 ; 9780711020481

Baskes folio G1812.21.P3 B24 1992 (NLO)
Authors: Bartholomew (Firm) -- HarperCollins (Firm) -- BPCC Magazines Ltd. (Leeds, Eng.) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (139 p.) : col. maps ; 39 cm.
"$19.95" -- front cover.
Does not cover Ireland.
Includes index.
Cover art: photo of Saftesbury, England.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528810936

14574 British Isles - Maps - 1993 (Provisional Heading)
Road atlas of Great Britain & Ireland.
Authors: Automobile Association (Great Britain) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 72 maps ; 390 x 286 mm.
12th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14575 British Isles - Maps - 1993 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Bartholomew, John -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 105 maps ; 157 x 117 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14576 British Isles - Maps - 1993 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 166 maps ; 300 x 240 mm.
4th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14577 British Isles - Maps - 1993 - Road maps - 1993 - Road maps
Authors: Reader’s Digest Association (Great Britain) -- Random House (Firm)
319 p. : col. ill., col. maps ; 30 cm.
OCLC#28269627
ISBN 0276420314

14578 British Isles - Maps - 1994 - Road maps - 1994 - Road maps
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Baedeker Stuttgart -- Automobile Association (Great Britain) -- Jarrold and Sons -- Prentice-Hall, inc. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 61 plates
2nd ed.
Issued in partnership with the Automobile Association (short format); cf. A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher, 1832-1990, p. 277.
Cover price: $24.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14579 British Isles - Maps - 1994 (Provisional Heading)
Motoring atlas of Great Britain & Ireland.
Authors: Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 166 maps ; 300 x 240 mm.
5th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14580 British Isles - Maps - 1994 - Road maps - 1994 - Road maps
Authors: Bartholomew, John -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 127 maps ; 382 x 286 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14581 British Isles - Maps - 1996 - Road maps - 1996 - Road maps
Michelin road atlas of Great Britain & Ireland.
Authors: Michelin Tyre PLC
xx, 143 p. : col. maps ; 30 cm.
7th ed.
Added titles: Michelin road atlas of Great Britain and Ireland -- Road atlas of Great Britain and Ireland -- Michelin motoring atlas, Great Britain & Ireland -- Michelin motoring atlas, Great Britain and Ireland -- Motoring atlas, Great Britain and Ireland.
Legends in English, French, Irish, and Welsh.
Includes indexes.
Not at Newberry?; OCLC 34995051 (June 2003).
ISBN 20610936

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newbery Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Newbery holdings not verified (PrCt)

14582 British Isles - Maps - 1999 - Guidebooks

Authors: Eyewitness travel guides -- Leapman, Michael, 1938-- Dorling Kindersley, Inc. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14583 British Isles - Maps - 1999 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Automobile Association (Great Britain) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 39 maps ; 393 x 285 mm.
18th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14584 British Isles - Maps - 2005 - Nautical charts

Authors: Blake, John, Lieutenant Commander -- Conway Maritime Press (London)
128 p. : col. ill., col. maps ; 29 cm.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
ISBN 1844860248 (hbk.) ; 9781844860241 (hbk.)
folio G5741.P5 B53 2005 (NLO)

14585 British Isles - Maps - 2007 - Genealogy

Authors: Barker, Stéphanie -- Lang, Peter xiii, 587 p. : maps ; 21 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 567-580) and index.
Series: Bamberger Beiträge zur englischen Sprachwissenschaft ; Bd. 52 = University of Bamberg studies in English linguistics ; v. 52
ISBN 3631562721 (pbk.) ; 9783631562727 (pbk.)
CS2505 .A85 2007 (NLO)


Authors: Highways & byways series -- Milner, David, 1971-- Macmillan & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
xiv, 370 p. : ill., 2 maps ; 23 cm.
Other title: Highways & byways series.
“The Highways and byways series was a publishing enterprise ... running from 1897 to 1948. In all some thirty-six volumes were published ... This book is a selection from each of these thirty-six volumes”--P. x.
Maps on lining papers.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 2009379377
ISBN 9780230706927 (hbk.) ; 0230706924 (hbk.)
Baskes DA632 .H54 2008 (NLO)

14587 British Isles - Maps - Bibliography

2nd, revised edition.
Includes bibliography (p. xv-xvii) and index.
Formerly lower case g 1045 .6491
LC Card Number: 73153111
ISBN 0900177128
Map Ref Z6027.G7 O9 1972 (NLO)

14588 British Isles - Maps - Bibliography

Authors: Great Britain. Public Record Office -- Penfold, P. A. -- Beech, Geraldine 4 v. ; 26 cm.
No more published?
North American volume includes almost 4,500 entries, mostly manuscript; maps of Canada, the U.S. and the West Indies described in approximately 400 of these entries have been reproduced on microfiche and shelved in the Newberry as temp map2C G3301.A 19-- .G7
Africa volume includes over 3,000 entries, mostly MSS.
Includes indexes.
LC Card Number: 67027672
ISBN 0114401098 (v. 3) ; 0114402752 (v. 4)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Map Ref Z6028 .G767 (NLO)

14589  British Isles - Maps - Bibliography - 1477-1650
Authors: Shirley, Rodney W. -- Map Collectors' Circle
5 v. in 1 : ill., maps ; 26 cm.
Published serially in 1973-1974 as scattered nos. 90, 94, 95, 97, and 101 of the Map Collectors' Series; bound together in this copy as one volume.
Series: Map collectors’ series ; [v.9], no. 90, 94-95, 97, 101
Duplicate copy (scattered in the series above):
Map Ref Z6003.M3 nos. 90, 94, 95, 97, and 101 - in Map Room
Formerly Z6027.G7 S54 1973
Map Ref Z6027.G7 S54 1973 (NLO)

14590  British Isles - Maps - Bibliography - 1477-1650
Authors: Shirley, Rodney W. -- Map Collectors' Circle -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
Issued serially as nos. 90, 94, 95, 97, and 101 of the Map Collectors' Series.
Previously shelved as Ayer 5S 52.
Duplicate copy (bound together in one volume):
Map Ref Z6027.G7 S54 1973
Map Ref Z6003 .M3, nos. 90, 94, 95, 97, and 101 (PrCt)

5 v. : maps ; 25 cm.
Series: Map collectors’ series ; no. 9, 14, 41, 49, 63
No more published (bibliography ends at 1703).
Duplicate copy: Ayer 129.5 .E3 S627 1964
Supersedes Thomas Chubb’s The printed maps in the atlases of Great Britain and Ireland : a bibliography, 1579-1870.
LC Card Number: 65054897
Map Ref Z6003 .M3, nos. 9, 14, 41, 49, 63 (NLO)

Authors: Chubb, Thomas, 1858-?1936 -- Skells, J. W. -- Beharrell, H.
xvii, 479 p. : front., maps, facsimils. ; 29 cm.
"With numerous reproductions of title pages, etc."
Formerly lower case g 10449 .16
Duplicate copy: lower case folio g 1045 .17
Map Ref folio Z6027.G7 C5 1927 (NLO)

14593  British Isles - Maps - Bibliography - 1650-1750
Authors: Shirley, Rodney W.
168 p. : ill. ; 29 cm.
Formerly folio Z6027.G7 S55 1988
LC Card Number: gb 88042997
ISBN 0712301429
Map Ref folio Z6027.G7 S55 1988 (NLO)

14594  British Isles - Maps - Bibliography - 1703-1789<<>>British Isles - County Maps - Bibliography - 1703-1789
Authors: Hodson, D. (Donald)
3 v. : maps, ill. ; 22 cm.
Contents: v. 1. Atlases published 1704 to 1742 and their subsequent editions. -- v. 2. Atlases published 1743 to 1763 and their subsequent...

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.  
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
editions. -- v. 3. Atlases published 1764 to 1789 and their subsequent editions.
No more published?
Supersedes Thomas Chubb's The printed maps in the atlases of Great Britain and Ireland : a bibliography, 1579-1870.
Formerly Z6027.G7 H62
ISBN 0950914908
Map Ref Z6027.G7 H62 (NLO)

31 p. : 32 cm. and portfolio (20 maps) ; 42 x 55 cm.
Includes Crone, G. R. The Early cartography of the British Isles to A.D. 1579 [and] notes on the maps.
Notes on the Matthew Paris maps (p. 14-15) are by R. A. Skelton.
72-3289
map7C 10 (PrCt)

Authors: Lobel, Mary Doreen, 1900- -- Lovell Johns Ltd. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 57 maps ; 410 x 314 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Authors: Baynton-Williams, Ashley -- Studio Editions -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 56 maps ; 363 x 265 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

Authors: Great Britain. Parliament -- Irish Academic Press
89 maps : col. ; 84 x 100 cm. or smaller.
Facsimiles of maps, plans, and charts published in the British Parliamentary Papers, 1830-1896. For contents see Map Information File.
2090
Map1-6F G5740 1896 .G7 1978 (PrCt)

Authors: Jenner, Thomas, fl. 1618-1673 -- Langeren, Jacob van -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 37 maps ; 154 x 124 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. References: Skelton 25
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Authors: British Tourist Authority
1 booklet : col. photos, maps ; 30 cm
Letter to "Ms Margery H. Edson" and information on "Bus Travel in Britain" laid in.
Travel Vertical File G5740 1979 .B7 (PrCt)

Authors: Barber, Peter -- International Conference on the History of Cartography -- International Conference on the History of Cartography (10th : 1983 : Dublin)
10 p. ; 30 cm.
Paper presented at 10th Int'l Conf. on Hist. of Cart. (Dublin, 1983).
Vert 616, no. 1 (PrCt)

Authors: Shirley, Rodney W. -- British Library
2 v. (viii, 1923 p.) ; 29 cm. + 1 CD-ROM (4 3/4 in.)
Index included on CD-ROM.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Shirley, Rodney W. -- British Library [63] leaves ; 28 cm.
Anonymous and unpublished checklist of pre-1800 atlases compiled by R.W. Shirley.
Includes approximately 2,700 single-line entries listing authors, brief titles, dates, and former and current pressmarks.
Printed from a computer spreadsheet.
Vert 353 (PrCt)

14604 British Library - Map collections - Exhibitions - 2010
Magnificent maps : power, propaganda and art
The illustration is a detail from Morgan's map of London, Westminster and Southwark, 1682.
Vert 616, no. 4 (PrCt)

14605 British Library - Map collections - Exhibitions - 2010
Authors: British Library
1 flyer (4-fold) : col. ills. ; 21 cm.
Vert 616, no. 5 (PrCt)

14606 Brittany (France) - History - Revolution, 1789-1799 - Maps - 1839
Pays de la Loire (France) - History - Revolution, 1789-1799 - Maps - 1839
Vendée (France) - History - Revolution, 1789-1799 - Maps - 1839
Carte pour l'intelligence des guerres de la Vendée / Bielaerts, ft. [Paris] : Libraire Militaire de Petit, [1839].
Authors: Bielaerts, J.-B. -- Jomini, Antoine Henri, baron de, 1779-1869. Atlas pour servir à l'intelligence de l'Histoire critique et militaire des guerres de la révolution (1839) -- Petit, J.-B. 1 map ; 34 x 55 cm.
Also shows "Ille de Jersey" outside top border of map.
In upper right corner: Pl. II.

14607 Brittany (France) - Maps - 1528-1580 - Coasts - Nautical charts - Brittany (France) - 1520 - 1580 - Coasts - Nautical charts
Zee Karte van Bretaigne, Inhoudende die zee Custen, Bayjen, Eylanden, ende havenen, tusschen Rouscou ende Groje ... [Leiden : F. Raphelengius ; C. Claesz], 1580 [i.e. 1588].
Authors: Waghenaer, Lucas Janszoon, 1534 or 5-1606 -- Raphelengius, Francisculus, 1539-1597 -- Claes, Cornelis, ca. 1546-1609 -- Waghenaer, Lucas Janszoon, 1534 or 5-1606. Speculum nauticum super navigatione maris Occidentalis confectum, continens omnes oras maritimas Galliae, Hispaniae et praecipuarum partium Angliae (1588) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 33 x 51 cm.
Includes coastal profiles.
Oriented with north at upper left.
Descriptive text on verso (p. 7).
In: Waghenaer, Lucas Janszoon. Speculum nauticum super navigatione maris Occidentalis confectum, continens omnes oras maritimas Galliae, Hispaniae et praecipuarum partium Angliae (Leiden : Inde Plantijnscche druckerye by Francys van Ravelengien, voor Cornelis Claess ..., 1588) map [7].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .W13 1588 map [7] (PrCt)

14608 Brittany (France) - Maps - 1583-1586 - Coasts - Nautical charts - Brittany (France) - 1583 - 1586 - Coasts - Nautical charts
Verthooninge van de Zee Custen van Bretaignen; Soe hem tiandt aldaer wter Zee opdoet; Tusschen, S. Malo en. Rouscou. [Leiden : F. Raphelengius ; C. Claesz], 1583 [i.e. 1588].
Authors: Waghenaer, Lucas Janszoon, 1534 or 5-1606 -- Doetecam, Jan van -- Raphelengius, Francisculus, 1539-1597 -- Claes, Cornelis, ca. 1546-1609 -- Waghenaer, Lucas Janszoon, 1534 or 5-1606. Speculum nauticum super navigatione...
Oriented with north at bottom.

Descriptive text on verso (p. 6).

In: Wagenaer, Lucas Janszoon. Speculum nauticum super navigazione maris Occidentalis confectum, continens omnes oras maritimas Galliae, Hispaniae et praecipuarum partium Angliae (Leiden : Inde Plantijnsche druckerye by Francoys van Ravelengien, voor Cornelis Claess ... , 1588) map [6].


14612
Brittany (France) - Maps - 1588 - Coasts - Nautical charts<<Nautical charts - Brittany (France) - 1588 - Coasts<<Nautical charts

The Sea, carde of Britayne, containing the coasts, bayes, iles, and havens that lye between Rouscou and Groye ... [Amsterdam : Theatrum Orbis Terrarum], 1588 [i.e. 1966].

Authors: Wagenaer, Lucas Janszoon, 1534 or 5-1606 -- Bry, Theodor de, 1528-1598 -- Wagenaer, Lucas Janszoon, 1534 or 5-1606. The Mariners mirrour (1588) -- Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, Ltd.

1 map ; 31 x 48 cm.

Includes coastal profiles.

Orientated with north at upper left.

Text on verso (p. 6) under heading: A perfect description of the sea coastes between S. Malo, and beyond the porte of Roscow.


14613
Brittany (France) - Maps - 1588 - Coasts - Nautical charts<<Nautical charts - Brittany (France) - 1588 - Coasts<<Nautical charts

The Sea coastes, with the iles of Bretayne betweene Blauet & Picqueliens. [Leiden : F. Raphelengius ; C. Claesz], 1583 [i.e. 1588].

Authors: Wagenaer, Lucas Janszoon, 1534 or 5-1606 -- Doetecam, Jan van -- Raphelengius, Franciscus, 1539-1597 -- Claesz, Cornelis, ca. 1546-1609 -- Wagenaer, Lucas Janszoon, 1534 or 5-1606. Speculum nauticum super navigatone maris Occidentalis confectum, continens omnes oras maritimas Galliae, Hispaniae et praecipuarum partium Angliae (1588) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 32 x 50 cm.

Includes coastal profiles.

Orientated with north at upper left.

Descriptive text on verso (p. 8).

Text on verso (p. 7) under heading: A trve description of Conqvet , Brest, and Fontenaeav ... .


14614
Brittany (France) - Maps - 1561<<<Woodcuts

Britannia. [Rouen : David Geuffroy, 1611?].

Authors: Desrues, Francois, ca. 1575-1633 --
Geoffroy, David
1 map : woodcut ; 82 x 125 mm.
In Des Rues, François. Description contenant toutes les singularitez de plus celebres villes et places remarquables du royaume de France (Rouen: David Geoffroy, [1611?]?), p. 216.
Title in cartouche at lower left.

**Case DC24 .D47 [map] (PrCt)**

14615 **Brittany (France) - Maps - 1650**

*Duché, et gouvernement de Bretagne. [Paris : P. Mariette], 1650 [i.e. 1659?].*
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Cordier, Robert (Engraver) -- Mariette, Pierre, 1603-1657 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (1658 [i.e. 1659?])
1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 49 cm.
In: Sanson, Nicolas. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (Paris : Pierre Mariette, 1658 [i.e. 1659?]?) v. 1, pl. 41

**VAULT Case oversize G1015 .S35 1658 v. 1, pl. 41** (PrCt)

14616 **Brittany (France) - Maps - 1682**

*Nobo. Prudmoq. viro Joanni Six ... hanc novissimam Britanniae olim Armoricae tabulam summa veneratione. Amsterdam : C. Allard, [1682?]*. Authors: Persoy, Pieter, fl. ca. 1680 -- Allard, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709 -- Allard, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709. Atlas minor sive tabulae geographicae ... [1682?]? -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 45 x 55 cm.
In: Allard, Carel. Atlas minor sive tabulae geographicae proecipuorum regnorum regionum, insularum, provincentarum, etc. (Amsterdam : C. Allard, 1682?) pl. 36.
Cf. Tooley, who dates these Persoy plates 1694-95.

**VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .A4 A pl. 36** (PrCt)

14617 **Brittany (France) - Maps - 1695**

*La Bretagne divisée en ses neuf eveschés ...* Paris, 1695.
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : hand col. ; 52 x 78 cm.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .S19 1692 pl. [21] (PrCt)**

14618 **Brittany (France ) - Maps - 1696**

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Brittany (France) - Maps - 1700

Praefectura ducatus Britanniae ... Amsterdam, [ca. 1700].
Authors: Valck, G. (Gerard), 1651 or 2-1726 -- Valck, Leonard, 1675-1746 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G93
1 map : hand col.; 46 x 59 cm.
Koeman v. 3 p. 138 [23].
2714
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G5832.B7 1700 V3 (PrCt)

Brittany (France) - Maps - 1703

La Province ou due de Bretagne ... Paris, 1703.
Authors: Du Tralage, Jean Nicolas, d. 1699 -- Nolin, Jean Baptiste, 1648-1708 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G92
1 map : hand col.; 43 x 59 cm.
2713
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G5832.B7 1703 N6 (PrCt)

Brittany (France) - Maps - 1710

La Bretagne divisée en ses neuf evesches qui font aussisieudue des receptes generallite de Nantes. [Amsterdam] : N. Sanson [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher, 1701]?
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Visscher, Elizabeth, fl. 1702-1726 -- Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702. Atlas minor ... [1710?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 45 x 55 cm.
In: Visscher, Nicolaes. Atlas minor ... (Amstelaedami [Amsterdam] : ex officina Nicolai Visscher [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher], [1710?] map [74].
Manuscript '76 in upper right.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .V8 1700 map [74] (PrCt)

Brittany (France) - Maps - 1730

La Bretagne divisée ses neuf eveschés ... Amsterdam. [ca. 1730].
Authors: Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- R. & J. Ottens -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G91
1 map : hand col.; 45 x 60 cm.
Added title: Nova et accurata Britanniae tabula ... .
2712
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G5832.B7 1730 J3 (PrCt)

Brittany (France) - Maps - 1730

1 map : hand col.; 36 x 49 cm.
"Dediee a haut et puissant Seigneur Armand de Gambot, marquis de Coislin et de Pont-Chastreau, baron de la Roche-Bernard, &c., lieutenant general pour Sa Majesté en la basse Bretagne, &c., par son tres humble et tres obeiss. seruiteur N. Sanson ... Chez l'autheur." Scale [ca. 1:875,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .A77 1798, [ptie 1], [plate 62] (NLO)

Brittany (France) - Maps - 1741

La Bretagne divisée en ses neuf eveschés ... Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : H. Iaillot [i.e. J. Covens & C. Mortier, 1741?].
Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726. Atlas nouveau, contenant toutes les parties du monde ... [1741?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 45 x 60 cm.
Counterfeit imprint.
Printed date apparently erased.
Added title, upper margin: Nova et accurata Britanniae tabula ... Burgundiae ducis.
In: L'Isle, Guillaume de, Atlas nouveau, contenant toutes les parties du monde ... (Amsterdam : J. Covens & C. Mortier, [1741?]) v. 1, pl. [26].
oversize Ayer 135 .L695 1741 v. 1, pl. [26]
14628 **Brittany (France) - Maps - 1745>Brest (France) - Maps - 1745**

*Tabula ducatus Britanniae gallis le gouvernement. general de Bretagne ... Nuremberg : Homann Erben, [ca. 1745].*

Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Homann Erben (Firm) -- Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724. Atlas novus terrarum orbis [ca. 1745] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 56 cm.

In: Homann, Johann Baptist. Atlas novus terrarum orbis (Nuremberg : [Homann Erben, ca. 1745]), [plate 11].

Inset (10 x 9 cm.): Brest.

Manuscript 'No. 11' and '12' on verso.

Oversize Ayer 135 .H7 1730, [plate 11] (PrCt)

14629 **Brittany (France) - Maps - 1751**

*Gouvernement general de Bretagne divisé en ses dioces ou recéptes / par le Sr. Robert ... [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy], 1751.*

Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1758?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 59 cm.


"Bretagne" -- oversize letterpress title stamped on verso.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .S4 1807, v. 1, no. 14 (PrCt)

14630 **Brittany (France) - Maps - 1751**

*Gouvernement general de Bretagne divisé en ses dioces ou recéptes / par le Sr. Robert ... [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy], 1751.*

Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1794]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 59 cm.

In: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles. Atlas universel / par M. Robert ... et par M. Robert de Vaugondy son fils ... (A Paris : Chez De La Marche, géographe, rue du Foin St. Jacques, Collège de Me. Gervais, 1757, [i.e. 1790?]), [plate 28].

"Bretagne" and "28" -- oversize letterpress title and number stamped on verso.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1757, [plate 28] (PrCt)

14631 **Brittany (France) - Maps - 1769**


Authors: Ogee, Jean -- Merlin, Joseph, 1718-1783 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 21 maps ; 252 x 275 mm.

Includes 3 facsimile maps?

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)**

PrCt

14632 **Brittany (France) - Maps - 1777**

*Carte du gouvernement de Bretagne assujettie au Ciel ... / par Mr. Bonne ... à Paris 1771. À Venise [Venice] ; par P. Santini ; chez Mr. Remondini, 1771.*

Authors: Bonne, Rigobert, 1727-1794 -- Santini, P. -- Remondini, Giuseppe Antonio, 1747-1811 -- Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (1784 [i.e. 1807?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 41 x 55 cm.


Baskes oversize G1015 .S4 1807, v. 1, no. 14 (PrCt)

14633 **Brittany (France) - Maps - 1791 - Inland Navigation Franco - Maps - 1791 - Canals**

*Carte figurative des rivières, et des canaux projetés pour la navigation interieure de Bretagne. Rennes, 1791.*

Authors: Ille-et-Vilaine (France) -- Ollivault, A. 1 map : 39 x 32 cm.

In Ille-et-Vilaine (France). Adresse ... a l'Assemblee nationale ... (Rennes, 1791).

565 Case folio FRC 9853 [map] (PrCt)

14634 **Brittany (France) - Maps - 1883 - Channel Islands - Maps - 1883**


Authors: Joanne, Paul, 1847-1922 -- Collection des guides-Joanne -- Thuillier, Louis -- Thiollet, Auguste -- LeFèvre, F. -- Erhard Bros. (Firm) -- Imprimerie Lemercier et cie ... -- Monrocq frères éditeurs -- Clamaron-Graff -- Hachette (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

28, xxxii, 662, 80 p. : 18 maps (chiefly folded, some col.) ; 18 cm.

Cover title: France : Bretagne '11 cartes et 7 plans.' Maps by L. Thuillier, Auguste Thiollet, Erhard, and F. Lefèvre; printed by Lemercier & Cie, Clamaron, and Monrocq.

Advertisements: 28 p. at beginning, 80 p. at end.

Includes bibliographical references and (p. [xxi]-xxiii) and index.

Series: Collection des guides-Joanne
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G153 .C65 Bretagne (1883) (NLO)

14635 Brittany (France) - Maps - 1885
Jersey (Channel Islands) - Maps - 1885
Authors: Joanne, Paul, 1847-1922 -- Collection des guides-Joanne -- Guides diamant -- Thiollet, Auguste -- Thuillier, Louis -- Lefèvre, F. -- Fraierry (Firm) -- Clamaron-Graff -- Imprimerie Vieillemard -- Imprimerie Lemerclier et cie -- Imprimerie de Chardon -- Hachette (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Vieillemard Imprimerie SEE Imprimerie Vieillemard -- Chardon Imprimerie SEE Imprimerie de Chardon
64, xix, 365, 88 p. : 10 maps (some folded, some col.) ; 16 cm.
Spine title: Guides diamant : Bretagne '6 cartes et 4 plans.'
Maps by L. Thuillier, Augte. Thiollet, engraved by F. Lefèvre; printed by Clamaron-Graff, Fraierry, Vieillemard, Chardon and Lemercier.
Advertisements: 64 p. at beginning, 88 p. at end, and pasted inside front cover.
Imperfect: missing pages from advertisements (p. 1-2 at beginning and p. 1-86 at end).
Includes index.
Series: Collection des guides Joanne. Guides diamant -- Guides diamant.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G153 .G84 Bretagne (1885) (NLO)

14636 Brittany (France) - Maps - 1900
Itinéraire général de la France : Bretagne : 16 cartes et 11 plans : renseignements pratiques mis au courant en 1900 / par Paul Joanne.
Paris : Librairie Hachette, [1900].
Authors: Joanne, Adolphe Laurent, 1813-1881 -- Thuillier, Louis -- Collection des guides-Joanne -- Hachette (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
55, xxxvi, 435 p. : 27 maps (chiefly folded, some col.) ; 16 cm.
Cover title: Bretagne
Spine title: France : Bretagne
Maps by L. Thuillier.
Includes advertisements.
Index alphabétique contenant les renseignements pratiques"--55 p. at beginning.
Originally published in 1899.
Series: Collection des guides-Joanne
Ms. notes on verso of map of Saint-Brieuc.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G153 .C65 Bretagne (1900) (NLO)

14637 Brittany (France) - Maps - 1913
Authors: Little guides -- Baring-Gould, S. (Sabine), 1834-1924 -- Vincent, Justin -- Wylie, J. -- Methuen & Co. -- Bristow, Leslie Beaconsfield
-- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
xvii, 247 p., 31 leaves of plates : ill., 3 maps (1 folded, 1 col.) ; 16 cm.
2nd. ed.
Folded map signed: Dressée par Justin Vincent, agent-voiturier, Nantes.
Includes index.
Armorial bookplate: Leslie Beaconsfield Bristow.
Eastbourne, Sussex.
Series: Little guides.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G153 .L58 Brittany (1913) (NLO)

14638 Brittany (France) - Maps - 1920
Authors: Lheureux, Lucien -- Monmarché, Marcel, 1872-1945 -- Guides bleus -- Hermann, L., active 1906-1939 -- Le Braz, Anatole, 1859-1926 -- Hachette (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
lvi, 8, 633 p. ; ill., 72 maps (some col., some folded) ; 16 cm.
Maps by L. Hermann.
Map on endpaper; folded col. map in pocket.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [xxiv]-xxxv) and index.
Series: Guides bleus
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G153 .G84 Bretagne (1920) (NLO)

14639 Brittany (France) - Maps - 1920-1929 - Road maps
Maps on stationery - 1908-1929
1 map : col. ; 60 x 95 cm., folded to 18 x 12 cm Scale 1:320,000.
Printed by "Etablissements Gaillac-Monrocq, 3, Rue Suger, Paris."
Side margins include references 1-108 to hotels, garages, and restaurants; verso includes photo advertisements for dozens of these businesses.
Bottom margin includes notice of " ... Carte gastronomique et vinicole de la France éditée par
Brittany (France) - Maps - 1921 - Bathing beaches


Authors: Lheureux, Lucien -- Hermann, L., active 1906-1939 -- Guides illustrés (Paris, France) -- Hachette (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

288 p.: ill., 25 maps (some col., 1 folded); 16 cm.

2e ed.

Maps by L. Hermann.

Folded col. map in pocket.

Includes index.

Series: Les guides illustrés -- Guides illustrés (Paris, France)

Owner's inscription: de la Trinité, 1924.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G153 .G84 Bretagne (1925) (NLO)

Brittany (France) - Maps - 1922

Brittany / by S. Baring Gould ; with illustrations by J. Wylie and from photographs and three maps.

London : Methuen, 1922.


4th ed.

Maps by E. Robert & C. Nantes.

Includes indexes.

Series: Little guides

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G153 .L58 Brittany (1922) (NLO)

Brittany (France) - Maps - 1923

Black's guide to Brittany / edited by J.E. Morris.


Authors: Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- Black's guide books -- Morris, Joseph E. (Joseph Ernest) -- Bartholomew, John, 1805-1861 -- John Bartholomew & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

xiii, 8, 171 p., [15] folded leaves of plates: 16 maps (some col., some folded); 18 cm.

16th ed.

Maps by J. Bartholomew.

Map on lining papers.

Includes index.

Series: Black's guide books.

Series statement from publisher advertisements.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

LC Card Number: 28028257

Baskes G153 .B5 Brittany (1923) (NLO)

Brittany (France) - Maps - 1924-1929

Bretagne : 28 cartes et 20 plans / publié sous la direction de Marcel Monmarché. Paris : Hachette, 1924 [i.e. 1929].

Authors: Monmarché, Marcel, 1872-1945 -- Monmarché, Georges, 1900- -- Guides bleus -- Le Braz, Anatole, 1859-1926 -- Waquet, Henri, 1887- -- Gourvil, Francis -- Hermann, L., active 1906-1939 -- Hachette (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

lxxvii, 688 p.: 48 maps (some folded, some col.); 16 cm.

[Nouv. éd.] / rev. par George Monmarché ; introduction par Anatole le Braz ; l'Art breton par Henri Waquet ; la langue bretonne par Francis Gourvil.

'Changements et nouveautés 1929': 15 p. inserted after p. [lxii]; [1929 printing].

Maps by L. Hermann.

Map on endpaper; folded col. map in pocket.

Includes bibliographical references (p. [li]-iii) and index.

Series: Guides bleus

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G153 .G84 Bretagne (1924) (NLO)
the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copy (of 2nd impression): G 3912 .6 LC Card Number: 25013875
Baskes G153 .B58 Brittany (1925) [copies 1 and 2] (NLO)

14645 Brittany (France) - Maps - 1927<> Brittany (France) - Pictorial works - 1927
Authors: Miltoun, Francis -- McManus, Blanche, b. 1869 -- L.C. Page and Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Title page printed in green and black ; t.p. in decorative border.
Frontispiece accompanied by guard sheet with descriptive letterpress.
Illustrated lining-papers.
Includes index.
Series: The spell series -- Spell series.
Original publisher's illustrated binding.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 28001587
Baskes DC611.B848 M55 1927 (NLO)

14646 Brittany (France) - Maps - 1927<> Brittany (France) - Maps - 1927<> Brittany (France) - Maps - 1927<> Brittany (France) - Language and languages - Maps - 1927
Authors: LeRoux, Pierre -- Plihon & Hommay
1 v. ; 33 cm.
Phillips 8421
folio X 81 .5 (NLO)

14647 Brittany (France) - Maps - 1928
Authors: Muirhead, Findlay, 1860-1935 -- Monmarché, Marcel, 1872-1945 -- Blue guide -- Hermann, L., active 1906-1939 -- Dufrénoy (Firm) -- Arnold Muirhead (Firm) -- Macmillan & Co. -- Hachette (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Muirhead (Arnold), firm
SEE Arnold Muirhead (Firm) xxxiv, 152 p., [12] leaves of plates : 15 maps (some col., some folded) ; 16 cm.
2nd ed.
Cover title: Muirhead's Brittany "Muirhead Guide-Books Ltd."--Cover.
Maps on lining-papers.
Series: The blue guides -- Blue guide.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Another copy available online via HathiTrust Digital Library (accessed Feb. 2012):
http://catalog.hathitrust.org/api/volumes/oclc/3460631.html
LC Card Number: 28022153
Baskes G153 .B58 Brittany (1928) (NLO)

14648 Brittany (France) - Maps - 1930
Maps by John Bartholomew and Son.
Map on lining papers.
Includes indexes.
Series: Little guides
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 33006799
Baskes G153 .L58 Brittany (1930) (NLO)

14649 Brittany (France) - Maps - 1934
Authors: Conty, Henry-Alexis), 1828-1896 -- Guides Conty (Firm) -- Guides pratiques Conty -- Tropré, Henri -- Lepage, O. -- Dufrénoy (Firm) -- Paul Mellottée, éditeur -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Mellottée (Paul ), éditeur SEE Paul Mellottée, éditeur
1 v. (various pagings) : 98 maps and plans (some folded, some col.) : 16 cm.
Publication date from hotel directory at end.
Includes directories, advertisements, and index.
Series: Guides pratiques Conty
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes DC611.B848 B75 1934 (NLO)

14650 Brittany (France) - Maps - 1953
Authors: Guides bleus -- Monmarché, Georges, 1900- -- Hachette (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) xcvii, 592 p. : 60 maps (some folded, some col.) : 17 cm.
[3e éd.]
Includes bibliographical records (p. [xi]-lxvii) and index.
Map on endpaper.
Series: Guides bleus
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 53031171
Baskes G153 .G84 Bretagne (1953) (NLO)

14651 Brittany (France) - Maps - 1953
Guide to Brittany : with general map of the country, five district maps, and plans of St. Malo, St. Servan, Dinard, Dinan, St. Brieuc, Morlaix, Quimper, Nantes, Rennes, Vitre and Fougeres.
Authors: Ward, Lock and Company, ltd. -- Ward Lock's tourist guides -- Ward Lock guides -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 79322242
Baskes G153 .W3 Brittany (1953) (NLO)

14652 Brittany (France) - Maps - 1963 ROAD maps
Authors: Michelin green guides -- Michelin Tyre Company -- Dickens Press -- Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
195 p. : ill. (some col.), 115 col. maps, col. plans ; 26 cm.
2nd ed.
"Michelin’s Tourist Service presents a new edition of their guide 'Brittany' ..."--P. 2.
"English edition."
Cover title.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 35) and index.
Series: Michelin green guides.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .M53 Brittany (1963) (NLO)

14653 Brittany (France) - Maps - 1965 ROAD maps
Authors: Michelin green guides -- Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 103 maps
3rd ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14654 Brittany (France) - Maps - 1974 ROAD maps
Authors: Michelin green guides -- Michelin Tyre Company -- Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
193 p. : ill. (some col.), 100 col. maps ; 26 cm.
5th ed.
Cover title.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 36) and index.
Series: [Michelin green guides] -- Michelin green guides.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
ISBN 2061011519 ; 9782061011515

14655 Brittany (France) - Maps - 1981 ROAD maps
Authors: Michelin green guides -- Michelin Tyre Company -- Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
191 p. : ill. (some col.), 106 col. maps, col. plans ; 26 x 12 cm.
6th ed.
Cover title.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 35) and index.
Series statement from publisher's advertisement on inside back cover.
Map on back cover.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
ISBN 2060131200 (pbk.) ; 9782060131207 (pbk.)

14656 Brittany (France) - Maps - 1983 ROAD maps
Authors: Michelin green guides -- Tourist guide -- Michelin Tyre PLC -- Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
192 p. : ill. (some col.), 105 col. maps, col. plans ; 26 x 12 cm.
7th ed.
Cover title.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 35) and index.
Series statement from publisher's advertisement, inside back cover.
Map on back cover.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
ISBN 2060131219 ; 9782060131214
14657 Brittany (France) - Maps - 1991>Road maps
Authors: Michelin green guides -- Michelin Tyre PLC -- Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
2nd ed.
Cover title.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 233) and index.
Maps on back cover.
Series: [Michelin green guides] -- Michelin green guides.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
ISBN 2067013149 ; 9782067013148

14658 Brittany (France) - Maps - 1993
Visitor's guide, Brittany / Richard Sale.
Authors: Sale, Richard, 1946- -- Regional traveller -- MPC (Firm : Ashbourne, Engand) -- Hunter (Firm : Edison, N.J.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
256 p. : col. ill., 15 col. maps ; 19 cm.
Cover title: Visitor's guide, France : Brittany
Includes index.
Series: Regional traveller
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
ISBN 0861904346 (pbk) ; 9780861904341 (pbk) ; 1556505744 (U. S.) ; 9781556505744 (U. S.)
Baskes DC611.B848 S25 1993 (NLO)

14659 Brittany (France) - Maps - 1994>Road maps
Authors: Guides vert Michelin -- Michelin green guides -- Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
5e éd.
Cover title.
Maps on back cover.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 254) and index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
ISBN 2060309050 ; 9782060309057

14660 Brittany (France) - Maps - Exhibitions -

Catalogs>Bretagne (France) SEE Brittany (France)
Cartes des côtes de Bretagne, du XVIe siècle à nos jours : exposition organisée à l'occasion du 107e congrès national des sociétés savantes par la Bibliothèque nationale, l'Institut géographique national, le Service historique de la Marine, les Archives nationales, la bibliothèque de la Marine à Brest, le musée de Saint-Brieuc, les Archives de Bretagne, avec le concours de la Ville de Brest et de l'établissement principal du Service hydrographique et océanographique de la Marine. Musée de Brest, 7 avril-29 mai 1982. [S.l. s.n.], 1982.
Authors: Musée de Brest -- Congrès national des sociétés savantes (107th : 1982 Brest, France) -- Pelletier, Monique
81 p. : maps ; 21 x 30 cm.
Includes bibliographies.
folio DC611.B855 M87 1982 (NLO)

14661 Britton (S.D.) - Maps - 1884 - Real property>Railroads - Maps
Map of Britton, Day County, Dakota. St. Paul, Minn. H.B. Stranahan, map publisher, 1884.
Authors: H.B. Stranahan & Co. -- Dakota & Great Southern Railway -- Dyer, J. E. Dakota : the observations of a tenderfoot (1884) -- Fargo Republican Steam Printing House (North Dakota) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 13 x 12 cm.
'Scale 300 feet to one inch,' Cadastral map showing lots for sale adjacent to the Dakota & Great Southern Railway in latter-day Marshall County, South Dakota.
In Dyer, J. E. Dakota : the observations of a tenderfoot ([Fargo, N.D. : Fargo Republican Steam Printing House], 1884) p. [108].
Graff 1192 p. [108] (PrCt)

14662 Brno (Czech Republic) - Pictorial works - 1617
Brvnn vulgo Brinn marchionatus Moraviae civitas insignis / Ex depicto aliorum communicat Georgius Hufnaglius. [Amsterdam : Jan Jansson], 1617 [i.e.1657].
Authors: Hoefnagel, Joris, 1542-1601 -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664 -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664.
Urbium totius Germaniae svperiorum illustriorum clariorumque tabulae ... Pars posterior [i.e. prior] (1657) -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Theatrum urbium (1657)
1 view : hand col. ; 25 x 55 cm.
Title from oversize lettering at top center.
Keyed to references A-I and K-Q at bottom right. Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Brvna.
In: Jansson, Jan. Urbium totius Germaniae svperiorum illustriorum clariorumque tabulae ... Pars posterior [i.e. prior] 1657, [plate 19].
Issued in volume [2] of 8 in Jansson's townbook atlases, collectively known as the Theatrum urbium (Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657).
Above photo: Old look.


Case oversize G 117 .452, v. 2, [plate 19] (PrCt)

14663 Brno (Czech Republic) - Pictorial works - 1617<BR>Brünn (Czech Republic) SEE Brno (Czech Republic)<BR>SEE Brno (Czech Republic)

Brvnn vulgo Brinn marchionatus Moraviae civitas insignis. [Cologne : s.n.], 1617 [i.e. ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Hoefnagel, Joris, 1542-1601 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 view : hand col. ; 26 x 54 cm.
Derived from 1617 view by Joris Hoefnagel; see R.A. Skelton’s Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.
Includes references A-I, K-Q.
Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Brvna.

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 6, pl. 29 (PrCt)

14664 Broad Beach (Mich.) - Maps - 1920 - Real property<BR>Mason County (Mich.) - Maps - 1920 - Real property

Broad Beach [Michigan]. [Chicago? Illustrated World?, ca. 1920?].
Authors: American Park Builders (Chicago, Ill.) -- Illustrated World (Chicago, Ill.) -- Chicago Historical Society
1 map ; 12 x 18 inches plus margins
Cadastral map showing lots for sale in a proposed housing development on the shore of Lake Michigan somewhere between Lake Hamlin and Ludington in Mason County, Michigan; apparently never built.
'Scale -- 600 feet to the inch.'
'Only subscribers can secure lots in the Illustrated World's publicity campaign' -- possibly a reference to the illustrated World published in Chicago between 1915-1923; cf. OCLC 1752683
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.

CHS Coll., Map no. 268 (PrCt)

14665 Broadway Depot (Cleveland, Ohio) - Pictorial works - 1883<BR>Cleveland (Ohio) - Pictorial works - 1883 - Railroad stations<BR>Railroads - Maps

Authors: New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad 1 view ; 13 x 18 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Above photo: Old look.

Caption: Broadway Depot, Cleveland, Ohio.

Unidentified reprint of 1883 lithograph.

5A 7267 (1948 vol. [2]) (PrCt)


Authors: Moll, Herman, -1732 -- Swift, Jonathan, 1667-1745. Travels into several remote nations of the world : in four parts (1726 -- Swift, Jonathan, 1667-1745. Gulliver’s travels (1726) -- Motte, Benjamin, d. 1738
1 map ; 16 x 11 cm.
Anonymous map without title.

Coast of North America derived from earlier work by Herman Moll; cf. Bracher.

In Swift, Jonathan. Travels into several remote nations of the world : in four parts / by Lemuel Gulliver, first a surgeon, and then a captain of several ships (London : Printed for Benj. Motte, at the Middle Temple-Gate in Fleet-street, 1726) v. 1, pt. 2, opposite p. [1]
'Discovered, A.D. 1703.'
'Plate, II Part, II Page 1.'
Forms part of the Rudy Lamont Ruggles Collection.
Duplicate copies: Case 4A 928 -- Case Y 155 .S9658


VAULT Ruggles 324 v. 1, pt. 2, opp. p. [1] (PrCt)

14667 Brochard, Bonaventure, 16th cent.
[Notes on Bonaventure Brochard]. [Chicago, 198-?].
Authors: Karrow, Robert W.
1 file folder ; 25 x 30 cm.

Bibliographical notes and drafts used in the preparation of the chapter on Bonaventure Brochard in: Karrow, Robert W. Mapmakers of the sixteenth century and their maps (1993).

Vert 3043 (PrCt)

14668 Brochard, Bonaventure, 16th cent.
Bonaventure Brochard. [Paris : Letouzey et Ané, 1933-].
Authors: Prévost, Michel, 1880-1957 -- Dictionnaire de biographie française (193-)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1 map ; 12 x 12 cm.
Added title: Brockway Ranson County, Dakota. Cadastral map showing lots for sale adjacent to the proposed Dakota & Great Southern Railway.
In Dyer, J. E. Dakota: the observations of a tenderfoot ([Fargo, N.D. : Fargo Republican Steam Printing House], 1884) p. [94].
Graff 1192 p. [94] (PrCt)

Brome County (Québec) - Maps - 1864 - Counties - Map of the counties of Shefford, Iberville, Brome, Missisquoi, & Rouillé. 1979.
Authors: Walling, Henry Francis, 1825-1888 Partial photostat, showing only Brome County. Original in the Public Archives of Canada.
map2F G3453.B7G46 1864 .W3 1979 (PrCt)

Authors: Walling, Henry Francis, 1825-1888 1 map ; on 2 sheets 69 x 44 cm. Photostat of part of map originally published 1864; reproduced from original in the Public Archives of Canada.
M227
map2F G3453.B7G46 1864 W3 1979 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 72 x 72 cm., folded in covers to 21 x 10 cm.
Places of publication from front cover.
Cover title: Rand-McNally new standard map of greater New York. Copyright 1903..." -- beneath map legend.
"Scale : 3 1/2 inches to one mile."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
map4C G3804 .N4:3B7 1903 .R3 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 63 cm., folded to 13 x 9 cm. Places of publication from 2 pages of Rand McNally advertising attached to verso; detached from missing covers (and accompanying index?).
"Scale : 3 inches = 1 mile."
Inset (4 x 6 cm.): Extension to Throgs Neck. Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
map3C G3804 .N4:3B7 1909 .R3 (PrCt)

1 map : col. ; 64 x 68 cm., folded in covers to 17 x 10 cm.
"Scale : 1800 feet = 1 inch."
Issued in accompanying index: Rand McNally new street number guide and complete transit directory of the Bronx (New York ; Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., c1918). 163 p. ; 17 cm. "35 c" -- printed on front cover. Pages 153a-b of accompanying index includes map (17 x 14 cm.): Map of Bronx Park ... showing plan of Zoological Park. Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
map3C G3804 .N4:3B7 1918 .R3 (PrCt)

map (17 x 14 cm.): Map of Bronx Park ... showing plan of Zoological Park.
"Copyrighted Jany. 7, 1919" -- in ms. on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection [Newberry Library].
map3C G3804 .N4:3B7 1918 .R3a (PrCt)

Authors: New York, New Haven, and Hartford Railroad Company 1 view ; 14 x 21 cm.
Caption title.
Aerial photograph.
5A 7267 (1954 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Bright shadows in Bronzetown : the story of the Southside Community Committee. [Chicago, Ill. Southside Community Committee, 1949].
Authors: Southside Community Committee (Chicago, Ill.) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library) 132 p., [31] leaves of plates : ill., maps, ports. ; 24 cm.
Map on lining papers.
LC Card Number: 50013657
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
HV9106.C4 S6 1949 (NLO)

14678 Brooke County (W. Va.) - Maps - 1871 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
Size of original: 65.5 x 33 in. Scale: 1:63,360.
Originally published 1871.
Microfiche 583, no. 1386 (PrCt)

14679 Brookings County (S.D.) - Maps - 1897 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
Size of original: 36 x 44 in. Scale: 1:50,688.
Originally published Vermillion, S.D.: E. Frank Peterson, 1897.
Microfiche 583, no. 845 (PrCt)

14680 Brookline (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1890 - Real property<<>>Hyde Park (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1890 - Real property
Houses for sale at Brookline, Cottage Grove Ave. and 72d St., Hyde Park / William V. Jacobs. Chicago : William V. Jacobs, Room 32, 118 Dearborn St. ; The Jno. B. Jeffery Printing and Engraving Co., [ca. 1890].
Cover vignette of Brookline railroad station with caption "Lake Shore, Fort Wayne and Illinois Central R.R.'s 30 minutes' ride on trains. Fare, $5.00 per month."
"My aim is to reach a class of salaried men, doing business in Chicago, who can apply rent towards purchasing a home. During the past two years I have sold over thirty houses at this point, to clerks in banks, insurance and other offices."--P. [3]
Illustrations by Blomgren Bros. & Co. Includes floor plans and external views of two

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Brooklyn (Mass.) - Maps - 1909 - Road maps

(Brookline, Mass.)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 58 cm., folded in covers to 15 x 7 cm.
Cover title: Map of Brookline and Brighton
"From Map of Boston & suburbs, copyright 1905 ... [and] 1906 by Geo. H. Walker & Co. ...
Copyright 1909 by Walker Lith. & Pub. Co."
"Scale 1200 feet to an inch."
Back cover include paste-on label of Coolidge Corner News Co. in Brookline.
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).
Road map4C G3764.B7P2 1909 .W3 (PrCt)

Brooklyn (Mass.) - Maps - 1914 - Road maps

1 map : col. ; 26 x 48 cm., folded in covers to 15 x 7 cm.
Cover title: Map of Brookline Mass. from the office of Frank A. Russell, real estate, mortgages, and fire insurance exclusively in Brookline ...
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).
Road map4C G3764.B7P2 1914 .W3 (PrCt)

Brooklyn (New York, N.Y.) - Maps - 1897 - Railroads

Map of the Brooklyn Rapid Transit Co. ... [New York : s.n., 1897].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1897) -- Brooklyn Rapid Transit Company
1 map ; 11 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1896) p. 1249
H 668 .703 (1896) p. 1249 (PrCt)

Brooklyn (New York, N.Y.) - Maps - 1898 - Railroads

Map of the Brooklyn Rapid Transit Co. ... [New York : s.n., 1898].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1896) -- Brooklyn Rapid Transit Company
1 map ; 11 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1898) p. 945
H 668 .703 (1898) p. 945 (PrCt)

Brooklyn (New York, N.Y.) - Maps - 1900 - Railroads

Map of the Brooklyn Rapid Transit Co. ... [New York : s.n., 1898].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1898) -- Brooklyn Rapid Transit Company
1 map ; 11 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1898) p. 1035
H 668 .703 (1898) p. 1035 (PrCt)

Brooklyn (New York, N.Y.) - Maps - 1909 - Road maps

(Brookline, Mass.)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 58 cm., folded in covers to 16 x 9 cm.
Cover title: Map of Brookline and Brighton
"From Map of Boston & suburbs, copyright 1905 ... [and] 1906 by Geo. H. Walker & Co. ...
Copyright 1909 by Walker Lith. & Pub. Co."
"Scale 1200 feet to an inch."
Back cover include paste-on label of Coolidge Corner News Co. in Brookline.
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).
Road map4C G3764.B7P2 1909 .W3 (PrCt)
Company - Maps - 1900>Railroads - Maps
Map of the Brooklyn Rapid Transit Co. ... [New York : s.n., 1900].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1900) -- Brooklyn Rapid Transit Company
1 map ; 25 x 20 cm.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1900) between p. 944-945
H 668 .703 (1900) bet. p. 944-945 (PrCt)

14693 Brooklyn (New York, N.Y.) - Maps - 1906 - Railroads>Railroads - Maps
Map of the Borough of Brooklyn, N.Y. and vicinity showing the street railway system controlled by the Brooklyn Rapid Transit Co. [New York : s.n., 1906].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1906) -- Brooklyn Rapid Transit Company
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1906) p. 1045
H 668 .703 (1906) p. 1045 (PrCt)

Brooklyn (New York, N.Y.) - Maps - 1901 - Railroads>Railroads - Maps
Map of the Borough of Brooklyn, N.Y. [New York : s.n., 1901].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1901) -- Brooklyn Rapid Transit Company
1 map ; 24 x 20 cm.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1901) between p. 968-969
H 668 .703 (1901) bet. p. 968-969 (PrCt)

14690 Brooklyn (New York, N.Y.) - Maps - 1902 - Railroads>Railroads - Maps
Map of the Borough of Brooklyn, N.Y. [New York : s.n., 1902].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1902) -- Brooklyn Rapid Transit Company
1 map ; 24 x 20 cm.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1902) between p. 960-961
H 668 .703 (1902) bet. p. 960-961 (PrCt)

14691 Brooklyn (New York, N.Y.) - Maps - 1903
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Lawyers Mortgage Company -- Smith, F. DeLysle -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 84 x 68 cm. fold. in covers 22 x13 cm.
Cover stamped 'Brooklyn. Compliments of Lawyers Mortgage Company, 59 Liberty Street, New York.'
Map mounted on linen.
In very fine print north of the corner of Maspeth Ave. and Morgan Ave.: Rand-McNally Standard map of greater New York. Copyright 1903....
Bookplate of F. DeLysle Smith inside front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
map4C G3804.N4:3B8 1903 R3 (PrCt)

14692 Brooklyn (New York, N.Y.) - Maps - 1905 - Railroads>Railroads - Maps
Map of the Borough of Brooklyn, N.Y. and vicinity showing the street railway system controlled by the Brooklyn Rapid Transit Co. [New York : s.n., 1905].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1905) -- Brooklyn Rapid Transit Company
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1905) p. 1023
H 668 .703 (1905) p. 1023 (PrCt)

Brooklyn (New York, N.Y.) - Maps - 1907 - Railroads>Railroads - Maps
Map of the Borough of Brooklyn, N.Y. and vicinity showing the street railway system controlled by the Brooklyn Rapid Transit Co. [New York : s.n., 1907].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1907) -- Brooklyn Rapid Transit Company
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Oriented with north at bottom left.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1907) p. 1197
H 668 .703 (1907) p. 1197 (PrCt)

14695 Brooklyn (New York, N.Y.) - Maps - 1908 - Railroads>Railroads - Maps
Map of the Borough of Brooklyn, N.Y. and vicinity showing the street railway system controlled by the Brooklyn Rapid Transit Co. [New York : s.n., 1908].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1908) -- Brooklyn Rapid Transit Company
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Oriented with north at bottom left.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1908) p. 1129
H 668 .703 (1908) p. 1129 (PrCt)

14696 Brooklyn (New York, N.Y.) - Maps - 1910 - Railroads>Railroads - Maps
Map of the Borough of Brooklyn, N.Y. and vicinity showing the street railway system controlled by the Brooklyn Rapid Transit Co. [New York : s.n., 1910].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1910) -- Brooklyn Rapid Transit Company
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1910) p. 1093
H 668 .703 (1910) p. 1093 (PrCt)
14697 Brooklyn (New York, N.Y.) - Maps - 1912
Miniature atlas of the Borough of Brooklyn.
Brooklyn : E.B. Hyde, 1912.
Authors: Hyde, E. Belcher
1 atlas ; 24 cm.
Case G1254 .N42 B8 1912 (NLO)

14698 Brooklyn (New York, N.Y.) - Maps - 1917 - Local transit<-->Local transit - Brooklyn (New York, N.Y.) - Maps - 1917
1 map : col. ; 76 x 71 cm., folded in covers to 17 x 11 cm.
Cover title: Brooklyn : Rand McNally new indexed pocket map and street guide of Brooklyn with complete transit directory.
"4-26-21 from N.Y. office" -- ms. note on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
map3C G3804 .N4:3B8 1917 .R3 (PrCt)

1 map : col. ; 63 x 68 cm., folded in covers to 17 x 11 cm.
At head of title: Rand McNally. Scale: 2600 feet to 1 inch.
Cover title: Brooklyn : Rand McNally new street number guide and complete transit directory.
"Tenth edition."
"From New York office, 8/22/23" -- ms. note on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
map3C G3804 .N4:3B8 1923 .R3 (PrCt)
Brooklyn (New York, N.Y.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Authors: Hagstrom Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 74 x 61 cm., folded to 11 x 23 cm. in covers
"1936 edition" -- front cover
Cover title: Hagstrom's map of Brooklyn, New York
"Street and avenue index to Brooklyn" inside front cover (on sheet x 18 x 63 cm., folded to 18 x 8 cm.
Panel art: Brooklyn Bridge.
Handstamp: Received ... Oct. 19 1936, Rand McNally & Co. ...
Editor's copy (?) ; lightly annotated in colored pencil.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1345 (PrCt)

Brooklyn (New York, N.Y.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
The Complete map of Brooklyn (New York City) : featuring house numbers, transit lines, playgrounds, wading pools, etc. / published under the direction of Alexander Gross, F.R.G.S. New York : Geographia Map Co. In., [ca. 1940]?
Authors: Gross, Alexander, 1879-1958 -- Geographia Map Company -- Standard Map Company
1 map : col. ; 83 x 65 cm., folded to 23 x 12 cm. in covers
Cover title: The Premier street map of Brooklyn
Issued in covers with accompanying "Street index with postal zone numbers" on separate sheet folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1345 (PrCt)

Brooklyn (New York, N.Y.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Nostrand's indexed Brooklyn house number map. [New York? George J. Nostrand?, ca. 1940]?
Authors: Nostrand, George J. -- Alliance Book & Stay. Store (New York, N.Y.)
1 map : col. ; 85 x 61 cm., folded to 11 x 22 cm.
Cover title: Nostrand's indexed map : Brooklyn : house numbers., subways, e/f v bus, trolleys
"Copyright by George J. Nostrand, 258 Broadway, N.Y.C."
Issued in covers with accompanying street index on separate sheet folded to 17 x 11 cm.
Paste-on label, front cover: Alliance Book & Stay.

Brooklyn (New York, N.Y.) - Maps - 1939 - Counties - Maps
1 map : hand col. ; 29 x 39 cm.
In: Atlas of New York, v. 6 (1839), p. 84-88
In: Bulletins of the New York Public Library, v. 6 (1902), p.84-88.
Lists 94 maps (1750-1898).
Vert 167 (PrCt)

Broome County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1855 - Landowners - Maps
Authors: Clifford, Franklin -- Wenig, Emile -- Gallup (A. O.) & Co. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map : on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 39 x 59.5 in. Scale 1:51,500.
Microfiche 583, no. 476 (PrCt)

Brothershoven (Netherlands) - Pictorial works - 1620
Brouwershaven, eius insulæ in Zelandia oppidum ... [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 --
14716 Broward County (Fla.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps<<<Road maps<<<Counties - Maps
Broward County StreetFinder. [Skokie, Ill.]: Rand McNally, 2004.
1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
$19.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-99889-7
RMcN StrFdr 2004 .B767 (PrCt)

14717 Broward County (Fla.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps<<<Road maps<<<Counties - Maps
Broward County street guide. [Skokie, Ill.]: Rand McNally, 2005.
1 atlas (A-F, 5906-6271, 45 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
$19.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528854682
RMcN StrFdr 2005 .B767 (PrCt)

14718 Broward County (Fla.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps<<<Road maps<<<Counties - Maps
Broward County street guide. Chicago : Rand McNally, 2006 [i.e. 2005].
1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm. Dated 2006, but received by the Newberry Library in 2005.
$19.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528855433
RMcN StrFdr 2006 .B767 (PrCt)

14719 Broward County (Fla.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps<<<Road maps<<<Counties - Maps
1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
$19.95.
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-85946-3
RMcN StrFdr 2007 .B767 (PrCt)

14720 Broward County (Fla.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps<<<Road maps<<<Counties - Maps
1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
"$19.95." -- back cover
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528860569
RMcN StrFdr 2008 .B767 (PrCt)

14721 Broward County (Fla.) - Maps - 2009 - Road maps<<<Road maps<<<Counties - Maps
1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm. "12th edition" -- front cover
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder. "$19.95" -- back cover
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528873741
RMcN StrFdr 2009 .B767 (PrCt)

14722 Brown County (Ill.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners<<<Landowners - Maps
Family maps of Brown County, Illinois : with homesteads, roads, waterways, towns, cemeteries, railroads, and more. Norman, Okla.
Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960--Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)
157 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
1st ed.
'Deluxe edition.'
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).
'3 maps per township: Homesteads & other Land Patents; Roads ; Rivers, Creeks & Railroads.'
Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).
Includes indexes.
Series: Family maps
ISBN 1420308203 ; 9781420308204
Local History Ref F532.B76 B69 2007 (NLO)

14725 Brown County (Kan.) - Maps - 1919 - Landowners<<Counties - Maps<<Landowners - Maps
Authors: Geo. A. Ogle & Co.
1 atlas (2 p.l., 7-57, xxii p. incl. 30 col. maps, illus.) ; 46 cm.
Phillips 14150.
LC Card Number: 2001624589
oversize F 92512 .642 (NLO)

14726 Brown County (Kan.) - Maps - 1964 - Landowners<<Counties - Maps<<Landowners - Maps
Atlas of Brown County, Kansas : containing maps, plats of the townships, rural directory, pictures of schools, churches, articles on agriculture, etc. / compiled 1964 by Title Atlas Company. Minneapolis, Minn. Title Atlas Co., c1964.
Authors: Title Atlas Co. (Minneapolis, Minn.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (2 p.l., 7-57, xxii p. incl. 30 col. maps, ports. ; 33 cm.
Rural directory includes brief biographical sketches of landowners.
Scale not given.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G4203.B7G46 1964 .T5 (NLO)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Vogel, L. G. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 40.5 x 54 in. Scale: 1:42,240.
Originally published New Ulm, Minn.: L. G. Vogel, 1900.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 366 (PrCt)

14729 Brown County State Park (Ind.) - Phytogeography - 1980
Summer and Fall Wildflowers of Brown County State Park. Brown County State Park, Ind. Department of Natural Resources, [ca.1980s].
Authors: Department of Natural Resources
1 leaflet (4-fold) : ills ; fold. to 22 x 9 cm

14730 Brown County State Park (Ind.) - Trails - 1988
Authors: Brown County State Park
1 leaflet (4-fold) : photos, map ; fold. to 22 x 9 cm

14731 Brown County State Park (Ind.) - Zoogeography - 1980
Authors: Department of Natural Resources
1 leaflet (4-fold) : ills ; fold. to 22 x 9 cm

Authors: Roessler, A. R. -- Texas Land & Immigration Co. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 25.5 x 21 in. Scale: 1:133,320.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 910 (PrCt)

Authors: Stakemann, M. -- Texas & Pacific Railway -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 19.5 x 14.5 in. Scale 1:133,320.
Originally published Marshall, Tex: Texas & Pacific Railway, [189-?]
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 960 (PrCt)

14734 Brown County (Wis.) - Maps - 1856-1886<->Waupaca County (Wis.) - Maps - 1850-1859<->Brown County (Wis.) - Maps - 1870<->Green Bay (Wis.) - Maps - 1876<->Counties - Maps [Collection of 19 real estate plats and landownership maps of Green Bay and Brown County, Wisconsin from the records of the Walter L. Newberry estate, variously dated 1856-1886], 1856-1886.
19 maps (18 manuscripts and 1 lithograph) : some colored ; various sizes
Sheet 5 [ca.1860?] signed 'C.D. Suydam, County Surveyor' ; verso contains partial ms. map of Waupaca County, Wis. [185-?]
Sheet 7 is a trimmed portion of Arthur Jacobi's Official map of Brown County, Wisconsin (Milwaukee: Seifert & Lawton's Lithographic Steam Power Press Printing, 1870); identified by author and imprint information on a complete copy of the map at the Library of Congress [Newberry Library Microfiche 583, no. 1412].
'Newberry's Addition to the City of Green Bay'
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

(sheet 13, dated 1876) signed 'J.V. Suydam, County Surveyor'; signed and embossed 'Phillip A. Hoyne, Commissioner for the State of Wisconsin.'

Sheets 15a-15d (dated 1883) include 2 ms. maps and 2p. accompanying 'Notes of a Survey... signed 'J.V. Suydam, County Surveyor.'

Collection forms part of the Newberry Library Archives, Record Group 02/09/30. See Newberry Library Archives inventory (unpublished) for additional maps removed from Record Groups 02/09/30 and 04/07/51 (maps of Green Bay, Milwaukee, Appleton and Chicago).

92 map9C G4124.G7A 1886 N4 (NLO)

14738 Brown County (Wis.) - Maps - 1900 - Landowners<<<Counties - Maps<<<Landowners - Maps
Authors: W.W. Hixson & Co. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps. -- Hixson (W.W.) & Co. SEE W.W. Hixson & Co. 1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Microfiche 583, no. 1413 (PrCt)

14739 Brown County (Wis.)- Maps - 1919 - Road maps<<<Road maps<<<Counties - Maps
Authors: Brown County Good Roads Association -- Kuyper's Pub. Co. (De Pere, Wis.) 1 map ; 39 x 30cm.
Scale 1:126,720) or "½ inch = 1 mile."
Shows "concrete roads to be constructed" and "gravel roads -- newly constructed & under construction."
In lower margin: Shall we continue [sic] to pay a big price for macadam roads with heavy repair cost or shall we use good judgment and have permanent roads for the same money?
Annotations in red pencil give numbers of state highways, including highway 96, first designated as such in 1919.
Acc. # 2008100251.
map2F G4123 .B7P2 1919 .B7 (PrCt)

14740 Brown County (Wis.) - Maps - 1975 - Landowners<<<Counties - Maps<<<Landowners - Maps
Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Brown County 4-H Leaders Association (Wis.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1 atlas (44 p.) : ill., 22 maps ; 28 cm.
Rev. 1975
Cover title.
'Sponsored by Brown County 4-H Leaders
Association.'
Scale [1:50688]. 1 1/4 in. to 1 mile.
Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Includes business directories and index to
owners.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G4123.B7G46 1975 .R58 (NLO)

14741
Brown University. Library - Map
collections - American cartography -
1800-2000 - Brown University. Hay Library
SEE Brown University. Library - Brown
University. John Hay Library - Brown
University. Library
The Rediscovered map collection of the John
Hay Library : an example of creating and
promoting a collection of nineteenth- and early
twentieth-century maps / Thomas Stieve, Howard
Stone, and Whitney Pape. [Philadelphia] : Taylor
& Francis, 2010.
Authors: Stieve, Thomas -- Stone, Howard, 1947-
-- Pape, Whitney - Journal of map and
geography libraries
Pp. 82-111 : chart, 13 maps (part. col.) ; 26 cm.
In Journal of map and geography libraries 6
(2010): 82-111.
GA 192 .J68, v. 6, p. 82-111 (PrCt)

14742
Brownsville (Colo.) - Pictorial works -
1879 - Map printing - Wood engravings -
Pictorial works - 1879 - Railroads -
Maps - Wood engravings
Brownsville [Colorado]. [Kansas City : s.n., 1879].
Authors: Smart, Stephen F. -- Smart, Stephen F.
Colorado tourist and illustrated guide via the
"Golden belt route" ... (1879) -- Kansas Pacific
Railway Company -- Ramsey, Millet & Hudson --
Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana
(Newberry Library)
1 view : wood engraving ; 13 x 11 cm.
Anonymous wood engraving without imprint.
In: Smart, Stephen F. Colorado tourist and
illustrated guide via the "Golden Belt Route" : the
great wheat and corn producing region extending
from the Missouri River through central Kansas
and Colorado (which is traversed by the Kansas
Pacific railway) to the Rocky Mountain resorts
(Kansas City : Published by the Kansas Pacific
Railway ; Ramsey, Millet & Hudson, 1879), p.
11.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of
Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Graff 3818, p. 11 (PrCt)

14743
Bruce (Ont. : County) - Maps - 1880 -
Landowners - Counties -
Maps - Landowners - Maps
Illustrated atlas of the County of Bruce containing
authentic maps of the townships. Port Elgin, Ont.
[Ross Cumming], 1970.
Authors: H. Belden & Co. -- Cumming, Ross,
1919-
1 atlas ([56] p. illus., maps) ; 44 cm.
Facsimile of original published Toronto: H.
Belden & Co., 1880.
7A 55 (NLO)

14744
Bruce (Ont. : County) - Maps - 1880 -
Landowners - Grey (Ont. : County) - Maps -
1880 - Landowners - Counties -
Maps - Landowners - Maps
Illustrated historical atlas of the counties of Grey
and Bruce, Ont. Port Elgin, Ont. Cumming Atlas
Reprints, 1975.
Authors: H. Belden & Co. -- Union Publishing
Co., Ingersoll, Ont. Farmer's directory of Grey --
Cumming Atlas Reprints -- Cumming, Ross,
1919-
124 p. ; ill., maps, ports ; 45 cm.
Facsimile of original published Toronto: H.
Belden & Co., 1880.
Cover title: Historical atlas of Grey and Bruce
Counties, Ontario.
[W]ith farmer's directory of Grey and Evan's
directory of Bruce.
oversize G1148.G84 B4 1880a (NLO)

14745
Bruff, Joseph Goldsborough, 1804-1889. A
Correct map of the seat of war in Mexico
(1847) - Arista, Mariano, 1802-1855 - Disturnell, John, 1801-1877.
Mapa de los Estados Unidos de Méjico, California &c. (1847) - Mexico,
1846-1848 - Maps - Cartography - Mexico -
1840-1849
General Taylor's 'astonishing' map of
northeastern Mexico. 1997.
Authors: Jackson, Jack, 1941-2006
p. [142]-173
From Southwestern Historical Quarterly v. 51, no.
2 (October 1997): [142]-173 ; maps.
Vert 1021, no. 2 (PrCt)

14746
Bruges (Belgium) - Maps - 1620
Brvgae, vulgo Brugk, Teutonicoe Flandriae vrbs...
[Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 --
Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 --
Civitates orbis terrarum -- Guicciardini, Lodovico,
1521-1589 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 32 x 46 cm.
Added title: Bvgae, Flandricarvm vrbs
ornamenta.
Map derived from a 1567 woodcut supplied by
Lodovico Guicciardini; see R.A. Skelton's
Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates
orbis terrarum.
Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Bvgae.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 1, pl. 16 (PrCt)

14747 Bruges (Belgium) - Maps - 1740
Bruges one of the principal cities of Flanders.
[London? Knapton, ca. 1740?].
1 map ; 36 x 47 cm.
Title in bottom margin.
"For Mr. Tindal's continuation of Mr. Rapin's History of England."
Includes references a-z and 1-40.
Oriented with north at lower left.
folio F 45 .7341 v. [6] map [52] (PrCt)

14748 Bruges (Belgium) - Maps - 1744 - Pictorial works

Bruges, one of the principal cities of Flanders.
Authors: Tindal, N. (Nicolas), 1687-1774 -- Basire, Isaak, 1704-1768 -- Historic Urban Plans (Firm)
1 birds-eye view ; 36 x 47 cm.
Facsimile of original published 1744.
Includes references 1-40. 484
map4F G6014.B7A3 1744 T5 1965 (PrCt)

14749 Bruges (Belgium) - Maps - 1785

Bruges one of the principal cities of Flanders.
[London : s.n., ca. 1785].
1 map ; 35 x 46 cm.
Title in bottom margin.
"For Mr. Tindal's continuation of Mr. Rapin's History of England."
Includes references a-z and 1-40.
Oriented with north at lower left.
oversize Ayer 135 .T5 1732 map [24] (PrCt)

14750 Bruges (Belgium) - Maps - 1923 -Guidebooks
Two days in Bruges. Bruges : Geuens Willaert, 1923.
Authors: Duclos, Canon Ad. -- Geuens Willaert -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 3 maps
4th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14751 Bruges (Belgium) - Pictorial works - 1552<<>>Woodcuts
[View of Bruges, Belgium]. [Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552].
Authors: Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552. Cosmographiae universalis ... (1552) -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : woodcut ; 8 x 14 cm., on sheet 32 x 21 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Added letterpress title above woodcut: Brugae In: Münster, Sebastian. Cosmographiae universalis ... (Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552), p. 117.
Possibly an inaccurate view, since some of the woodcuts in this volume were used for more than one town.
VAULT folio Ayer 7 .M8 1552, p. 117 (PrCt)

14752 Brunanburh, Battle of, 937<<>>Names, Geographical - England - Anglo-Saxon
Authors: Cockburn, John Henry
xiv, 300 p., 1 l. III fold. maps. 24cm.
F 4515 .182 (NLO)

14753 Brunhes, Jean, 1869-1930. Nouveau cours élémentaire de géographie<<>>Aerial photographs - France - 1928
Authors: Vox, Maximilien -- Newberry Library.
John M. Wing Foundation
p. 439-45 : maps (1 col.), air photos ; 31 cm.
In Arts et métiers graphiques no. 7 (Sept. 1928): 439-45.
A review of Jean Brunhes, Nouveau cours élémentaire de géographie.
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.
Wing folio Z 007 .042, 1928, pt. 2, p. 439-445 (PrCt)

14754 Brunswick County (N.C.) - Maps - 1860-1869 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
[Brunswick County (N.C) - 186-: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche]. [Washington,
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Authors: Blackford, Benjamin Lewis -- Confederate States of America. Army -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map : on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: Photocopy (negative); 4 parts, 20 x 16.5 in. each. Scale 1:42,240. Originally compiled [186-?]. Only covers part of the county.
Microfiche 583, no. 584 (PrCt)

1 map : on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: Blueprint, 30 x 26.5 in. Scale 1:80,000. Originally compiled 1864.
Microfiche 583, no. 1226 (PrCt)

Authors: Oglethorpe Hotel (Brunswick, Ga.) -- Brunswick Board of Trade (Brunswick, Ga.) -- Brink, John G. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 20 x 27 cm.
Verso includes descriptive text about local attractions.
"For full information ... write the Brunswick Board of Trade Brunswick, Ga."
Handstamped "Data obtained by John G. Brink, Jr." and manuscript notes "April 11, 1935 [at] Brunswick, Ga."
Previously bound with a collection of pictorial maps in binders labeled "Points of Interest."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 192.23 (PrCt)

14757 Brunswick (Ga.) - Maps - 1837
Authors: Baldwin, George Rumford, 1798-1888 -- Moore, Thomas, fl. 1835-1841 -- Historic Urban Plans (Firm) -- Georgia Historical Society
1 map : 50 x 84 cm.
Facsimile of original published Boston, 1837; reproduced from original in the Georgia Historical Society, Savannah.
Includes view of Oglethorpe House.
75-10844
M1156
map4F G3924.B7 1837 B3 1974 (PrCt)

14758 Brusch, Kaspar, 1518-1557
Kaspar Brusch (1518-1557), Poeta laureatus : Seine Bibliothek, seine Schriften. [Frankfurt am Main : Buchhändler-Vereinigung, 1982].
Authors: Bezzel, Irmgard, 1931 -- Horawitz, Adalbert, 1840-1888 -- Karrow, Robert W.
[Notes on Caspar Brusch]
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3044, no. 1.
folio Z 007 .0354, columns 389-455 (PrCt)
14759 Brusch, Kaspar, 1518-1557
Authors: Horawitz, Adalbert, 1840-1888 -- Schlesinger, Ludwig, 1838-1899 -- Bezzel, Irmgard, 1931
duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3044, no. 1.
Refer CT1053 .A52, v. 3, p. 453-455 (PrCt)
14760 Brusch, Kaspar, 1518-1557
[Notes on Caspar Brusch]. [Chicago, 198-?].
Authors: Karrow, Robert W.
1 file folder ; 25 x 30 cm.
Bibliographical notes and drafts used in the preparation of the chapter on Caspar Brusch in: Karrow, Mapmakers of the sixteenth century and their maps (1993).
Vert 3045 (PrCt)
14761 Brusch, Kaspar, 1518-1557
Authors: Schlesinger, Ludwig, 1838-1899
Not at Newberry Library (Jan. 2013) (PrCt)
14762 Brusch, Kaspar,
1518-1557<->Humanism<->Reformation - Czech Republic - Bohemia

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

Authors: Horawitz, Adalbert, 1840-1888 -- Verein für Geschichte der Deutschen in Böhmen (Prague, Czech Republic)

vii, 272 p. ; 25 cm.

Includes bibliographical references.

Photocopies of selected pages are in Vert 3044, no. 2.

B 328 .417 (NLO)

14763 Brussels (Belgium) - Maps - 1620

Bruxella, urbs aulicorum frequentia, fontium copia ... [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].

Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Guicciardini, Lodovico, 1521-1589 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 33 x 47 cm.

Map derived from a 1567 woodcut supplied by Lodovico Guicciardini; see R.A. Skelton's Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.

Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Bruxella.


VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 1, pl. 14

(PrCt)

14763 Brussels (Belgium) - Maps - 1695 - Fortification

Bruxelles. [Paris : De Fer, 1695].

Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes -- avec leurs fortifications ... (1695-1696)

1 map ; 23 x 28 cm.

In: Fer, Nicolas de. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes; avec leurs fortifications ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, 1695-1696) pt. 6, map [101].

Manuscript '(1)' at upper right.

Case folio U 26. 293 pt. 6, map [101] (PrCt)

14763 Brussels (Belgium) - Maps - 1700 - Pictorial works


Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Historic Urban Plans (Firm)

1 birds-eye-view ; 46 x 55 cm.

Facsimile of original published 1700

References: 1-35.

482

map4F G6014.B9A3 1700 W5 1969 (PrCt)

14763 Brussels (Belgium) - Maps - 1711


1 map ; 50 x 59 cm.

Relief shown pictorially.

Includes references 1-112.

Hand colored duplicate: Novacco 4F 160.

Koeman Fri 1, [no.] (61).

Phillips 7962 no. [61].

3095 rev

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Novacco 4F 160 (PrCt)

14764 Brussels (Belgium) - Maps - 1695 - Fortification

Bruxelles. [Paris : De Fer, 1695].

Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes -- avec leurs fortifications ... (1695-1696)

1 map ; 23 x 28 cm.

In: Fer, Nicolas de. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes; avec leurs fortifications ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, 1695-1696) pt. 6, map [101].

Manuscript '(1)' at upper right.

Case folio U 26. 293 pt. 6, map [101] (PrCt)

14765 Brussels (Belgium) - Maps - 1713 - Fortification

Bruxelles, ville considerable des Pais Bas ... Paris : De Fer, [1713?].

Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Introduction à la fortification ... [1713?]

1 map ; 19 x 30 cm.

In: Fer, Nicolas de. Introduction à la fortification ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, [1713?]) map [71].

For later state of this map, with engraved plate number, see Case folio U 26.292.

For earlier version of this map, engraved on different plate, see Case folio U 26.293.

Case oversize U 26. 2919 map [71] (PrCt)

14766 Brussels (Belgium) - Maps - 1740

Brussels a large and beautiful city in the dutchy of Brabant ... [London? Knapton, ca. 1740?].

1 map : 38 x 47 cm.

Added title in bottom margin: Brussels.

Text trimmed from bottom margin: For Mr.

Tindal's continuation of Mr. Rapin's History of

England.

Includes references 1-82.

Oriented with north at lower left.


Translated into English with additional notes, by N. Tindal (London : James, John and Paul Knapton, 1732-1747) v. [6] map [57]

folio F 45 .7341 v. [6] map [57] (PrCt)

14770 Brussels (Belgium) - Maps - 1785

Brussels a large and beautiful city in the dutchy of Brabant ... [London : s.n., ca. 1785?].


1 map : 37 x 47 cm.

Added title in bottom margin: Brussels. For Mr. Tindal's continuation of Mr. Rapin's history.

Includes references 1-82.

Oriented with north at lower left.


oversize Ayer 135 .T5 1732 map [22] (PrCt)

14771 Brussels (Belgium) - Maps - 1837 Brussels Region (Belgium) - Maps - 1837

Brussels (Bruxelles). London : Chapman and Hall, 1837 [i.e.1844].

Authors: Clarke, W. B. -- Davies, Benjamin Rees -- Chapman and Hall -- Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (Great Britain) -- Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (Great Britain). Maps of the Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (1844) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 33 x 39 cm.

'Drawn by W.B. Clarke Archt.'

'Engraved by B.R. Davies.'

Inset (9 x 9 cm.): The Environs of Brussels.

Bottom margin includes elevation drawings of prominent buildings.


oversize Ayer 135 .S67 1844 v. 2, pl. [169] (PrCt)

14772 Brussels (Belgium) - Maps - 1840 - Pictorial works

Brussels. [Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, 1840].

Authors: Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846 -- Lea & Blanchard -- Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (1840) 1 view ; 3 x 7 cm.

In: Murray, Hugh. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, successors to Carey & Co., for George W. Gorton, 1840) v. 1, p. 509.

Wax engraving.

G 11 .607 v. 1, p. 509 (PrCt)

14773 Brussels (Belgium) - Maps - 1894 Brussels Region (Belgium) - Maps - 1894


Authors: Dremel, Édouard -- Claes, Paul -- Hôtel de Belle-Vue (Brussels, Belgium) -- Hôtel de Flandre (Brussels, Belgium) -- Mertens, Ad. -- Société anonyme des deux hotels -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)


15e éd.

Includes index to advertising matter.


French and English in parallel columns.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes DH804 .D74 1894 (NLO)

14774 Brussels (Belgium) - Maps - 1902 Brussels Region (Belgium) - Maps - 1902


Authors: Woerl, Leo, 1843-1918 -- Woerl's Reisebücherverlag -- Woerl's Reisehandbücher -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)


Forward dated: 1092 [i.e. 1902].

Includes index.

Series: Woerl's Reisehandb"ucher.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G153 .W64 Brüssel (1902) (NLO)

14775 Brussels (Belgium) - Maps - 1905 Brussels Region (Belgium) - Maps - 1905


Authors: Dremel, Édouard -- Claes, Paul -- Berqueman, A. -- Société anonyme des deux hotels.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
funds -- Hôtel de Belle-Vue (Brussels, Belgium) -- Hôtel de Flandre (Brussels, Belgium) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
275 p., [35] leaves of plates : ill., 4 maps and plans (some folded, some col.) ; 16 cm.
28é ed.
By Édouard Dremel.
Two color maps by Paul Claes on one folded sheet.
French and English in parallel columns.
First and last leaves of text are lining papers.
Includes advertising matter.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes DH804 .D74 1905 (NLO)

14779
Brussels (Belgium) - Maps - 1908-1909 Antwerp (Belgium) - Maps - 1908-1909
Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag -- Fiedler, Otto -- Goldschmidt, Albert -- Kraatz, Leopold -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
'Sonderabdruck aus der 11. Auflage des von O. Fiedler neu bearbeiteten Führers durch Belgien.'
'Mit drei Karten.'
Maps lithographed by Leopold Kraatz.
Includes index.
Series: Grieben-Reiseführer ; Bd. 84
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 84 (1908-1909) (NLO)

14778
Brussels (Belgium) - Maps - 1958 Brussels Region (Belgium) - Maps - 1958
Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag -- Karl Thiemig AG -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
89 p. : 7 maps (some col., some folded) ; 17 cm.
Two folded maps in pocket.
Includes index.
Series: Grieben-Reiseführer ; Bd. 270
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 270 (1958) (NLO)

14780
Bry, Johann Israel de, d. 1611 Bry, Johann Theodor de, 1561-1623? Merian, Matthaeus, 1621-1687 Fitzer, William, ca. 1600-1671 Fitzer, Wilhelm, ca. 1600-1671
Authors: Sondheim, Moriz -- Philobiblon (Wien, 1928- ) -- Newberry Library. John M. Wing Foundation
p. 9-18, 31-34 : 1 map, pls., ports.
Pp. 19-30 are missing but a note in the Newberry Library copy says the publisher reported that this was an error in pagination and no contents were missing.
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.
Wing Z 48 .006, v. 6, p. 9-34 (PrCr)

14781
Bry, Theodor de, 1528-1598. Collection of voyages
The Representations of the overseas world in the De Bry Collection of voyages (1590-1634) / by Michiel van Groesen. Leiden ; Boston : Brill,
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1779 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Variant copy: MapPhoto Spain Guerra LM 8a-1a-a,28
MapPhoto Spain S.H.M. Atlas,Ms.II,15 (PrCt)

Bucareli Bay (Alaska) - Maps - 1799 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Plano de la Entrada de Bucareli situado vaxo los 55° de latitud n. u al occidente del Cavo Sn. Lucas ... 2 7° 9' ... 1779 ...
[19-].
Authors: Bodega y Cuadra, Juan de la, 1743-1794 -- Mourelle de la Rúa, Francisco Antonio, 1750-1820 -- Spain. Ministerio de la Guerra. LM 8a-1a-a,28 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1779 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Variant or duplicate copy: MapPhoto SpSH S.H.M. Atlas Ms II,15
MapPhoto Spain Guerra LM 8a-1a-a,28 (PrCt)

Bucareli Bay (Alaska) - Maps - 1799 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Plano de la Ynsigne entrada, y Puerto de Bucarely ... 1779. =Spain. Ministerio de la Guerra. LM 8a-1a-a,28, [19--].
Authors: Bodega y Cuadra, Juan de la, 1743-1794 -- Spain. Ministerio de la Guerra. LM 8a-1a-a,28 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1779 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Variant copy: MapPhoto Spain S.H.M. Atlas,Ms.II,15
MapPhoto Spain Guerra LM 8a-1a-a,28 (PrCt)

Bucareli Bay (Alaska) - Maps - 1824 - Nautical charts
Carte, du port de Bokerelle, côte N. O. de l'Amérique ... leveé par P.F. Péron ... [Paris] : Lith. de G. Engelmann, [1824].
Authors: Péron, François, 1775-1810 -- Bénard, M., fl. 1800 -- Engelmann, G. (Godefroy), 1788-1839 -- Péron, François, 1775-1810. Mémoires du capitaine Péron, sur ses voyages aux côtes d'Afrique, en Arabie, à l'île d'Amsterdam, aux îles d'Anjouan et de Mayotte, aux côtes nord-ouest de l'Amérique, auxîles Sandwich, à la Chine, etc. ... (1824) -- Brissot-Thivers, Louis Saturnin, b. 1792 -- Bossange Frères -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 13 x 19 cm., folded to 22 x 13 cm.
In Péron, François. Mémoires du capitaine Péron, sur ses voyages aux côtes d'Afrique, en Arabie, à l'Île d'Amsterdam, aux îles d'Anjouan et de Mayotte, aux côtes nord-ouest de l'Amérique, auxîles Sandwich, à la Chine, etc. ... (Paris : Brissot-Thivers ; Bossange Frères, 1824) v. 2, between p. 58-59.
Details ship's route.
The British museum catalog attributes this work to François Péron, 1775-1810; Querard and the Bibliothèque nationale catalogue to Caption Péron; the preface by L.S. Brissot-Thivers states the author was born in 1769, and that the work was prepared for publication by M. Bénard; H.R. Wagner, in California historical quarterly, v. 1, no. 2, suspects that Péron was a fictitious individual and that Bénard prepared the work from miscellaneous sources.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Original blue printed wrappers.
Duplicate copy: Ayer 119.6 .P45 1824
Cf. LC Card Number: 05-21366
Graff 3250 v. 2, bet. p. 58-59 (PrCt)

Buchanan County (Iowa) - Maps - 1900 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps
[Buchanan County (Iowa) - 1900: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] [Washington, D.C.] : LC G&M Division , [1983?].
Authors: W.W. Hixson & Co. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 38.5 x 37.5 in. Scale 1:42,240.
Originally published Rockford, Ill. : W. W. Hixon, 1900.
Microfiche 583, no. 179 (PrCt)

Buchanan County (Iowa) - Maps - 1975 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps
Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Buchanan County Auditor (Iowa) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Cover title.
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

'B Distributed by Buchanan County Auditor, Independence, Iowa 50644.'
Scale [1:50,688].
Scale of township maps 1 1/4 in. to 1 mile.
Includes patrons directory and indexes.
Publisher's catalog, p. [1] at end.
Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 83675914
Baskes folio G4153.B7G46 1982 .R58 (NLO)

14797 Buchanan County (Mo.) - Maps - 1895 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps
Authors: Tracy & Rutt -- Library of Congress.
Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 31 x 40 in. Scale: 1:63,360.
Originally published St. Joseph, Mo.: Tracy & Rutt, 1895.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 392 (PrCt)

1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: Manuscript, 27.5 x 35.5 in. Scale 1:80,000. Originally compiled 1863.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 1227 (PrCt)

Buckingham both shyre and shiretowne describ[ed]. [London] : G. Humbel [i.e. J. Legate and W. Humble], 1610 [i.e. 1646].
Authors: Speed, John, 1552?-1629 -- Humble, George, d. 1640 -- Legate, John, d. 1658 -- Humble, William, 1612-1686 -- Speed, John, 1552?-1629. A Prospect of the most famous parts of the world ... together with ... Great Britaines empire (1646)
1 map ; 37 x 50 cm. on sheet 42 x 55 cm.
Insets (12 x 14 cm. each): Buckingham -- Redding.
Includes coats-of-arms.
Letterpress text on verso (p. 43-44) under the following heading: Buckinghamshire.
In: Speed, John. A Prospect of the most famous parts of the world ... together with ... Great Britaines empire (London : Printed by John Legatt, for William Humble, 1646) map [44].
Case oversize G 117 .82 map [44] (PrCt)

14800 Buckinghamshire (England) - Maps - 1666 - Buckingham (England) - Maps - 1666 - Reading (England) - Maps - 1666
Buckingham both shyre and shiretowne describ[ed]. [London] : Tho. Bassett ... and Ric. Chiswell, 1666 [i.e. 1676].
Authors: Speed, John, 1552?-1629 -- Bassett, Thomas -- Chiswell, Richard -- Speed, John, 1552?-1629. The Theatre of the Empire of Great-Britain ... (1676) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 37 x 50 cm. on sheet 42 x 55 cm.
Insets (12 x 14 cm. each): Buckingham -- Redding.
Includes coats-of-arms.
Letterpress text on verso (p. 43-44) under the following heading: Buckinghamshire.
In: Speed, John. The Theatre of the Empire of Great-Britain ... (London : Printed for T. Bassett and R. Chiswell, 1676) map [23].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .S7 1676 map [23] (PrCt)

14801 Buckinghamshire (England) - Maps - 1800-1809
Topographical and statistical survey of the county of Buckingham : containing an account of its situation, extent, towns, roads, rivers, minerals, fisheries, manufactures, commerce, fairs, agriculture, markets, curiosities, antiquities, natural history, civil and ecclesiastical jurisdictions, &c. : to which is prefixed a copious travelling guide ... forming a complete itinerary : also, a list of the markets and fairs, and an index table shewing at one view the distances of all the towns from London and from each other / by George Alexander Cooke ; illustrated with a map of the county. London : Printed for C. Cooke, No. 17, Paternoster Row, by Brimmer and Co., Water Lane, Fleet Street : And sold by all the booksellers in the United Kingdom, [180?-].

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [14]-15).
Issued as part of a series of descriptive guides to the counties of Great Britain.
Bound with 2 other titles.
Tail-piece.
Contemporary half bound brown leather, marbled papers over boards.
Bookplate of Alfred Mead Raymond.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes DA670.B3 C66 1810 (NLO)

14802 Buckinghamshire (England) - Maps - 1820 -
Geology. Geology - Buckinghamshire (England) - Maps - 1820
Geological map of Buckinghamshire. 1794.
Authors: Smith, William, 1769-1839
1 map
1794 facsimile. Originally published 1820.

14803 Buckinghamshire (England) - Maps - 1903
Handbook for Buckinghamshire : including Eton,
Slough, Burnham Beeches, Taplow, Great
Marlow, High Wycombe, Hughenden,
Beaconsfield, Aylesbury, Buckingham, Olney,
Stowe, etc. London : Edward Stanford, 1903.
Authors: Ditchfield, P. H. (Peter Hampson),
1854-1930 -- John Murray (Firm) -- Murray's
handbooks for travellers -- Bartholomew, John,
1831-1893 -- Edward Stanford Ltd. -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
xii, 103, 32 p. : 2 col. maps ; 18 cm.
Cover title: Murray's handbook, Buckinghamshire
Spine title: Handbook for Bucks
Edited by P.H. Ditchfield. Cf. Lister.
Maps engraved by J. Bartholomew.
"With 2 maps" folded in pockets.
Includes index.
Publisher's advertisements on endpapers and
"Murray's handbook advertiser, 1909-1910 ... ",
32 p. at end.
Series: [Murray's handbooks for travellers] --
Murray's handbooks for travellers.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the
Newberry Library.
References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray's handbooks
for travellers, 344
LC Card Number: 04002241
Baskes G153 .M97 no. 344 (1903) (NLO)

14804 Buckinghamshire (England) - Maps - 1903
Buckinghamshire / by E.S. Roscoe ; with
illustrations by F.D. Bedford and from
Authors: Roscoe, Edward Stanley 1849-1932 --
Bedford, F. D. -- Little guides -- John
Bartholomew & Co. -- Methuen & Co. -- Colston
and Company -- Fosbrooke, Cicely -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
vi, 289 p., [31] leaves of plates : ill., 3 maps (1
col., 1 folded), plan ; 16 cm.
Maps by John Bartholomew & Co.
Printed by Colston and Co.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 285-286)
and index.
Map inside front cover.
Series: Little guides.
Former owner's signature: Cicely Fosbrooke.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the
Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 03031992
Baskes G153 .L58 Buckinghamshire (1903)
(NLO)

14805 Buckinghamshire (England) - Maps - 1907
Black's guide to Buckinghamshire / by G.E.
Authors: Mitton, G. E. (Geraldine Edith) -- Adam
and Charles Black (Firm) -- Black's guide books
-- John Bartholomew & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
(some col., some folded) ; 18 cm.
2nd ed.
Cover title: Buckinghamshire
Maps by John Bartholomew & Co.
Includes index.
Series: Black's guide-books -- Black's guide
books.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the
Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .B55 Buckinghamshire (1907)
(NLO)

14806 Buckinghamshire (England) - Maps - 1928
Authors: Highways & byways series -- Shorter, C.
-- Griggs, Frederick Landseer Maur, 1876-1938 --
Macmillan & Co. -- Edward Stanford Ltd. -- Roger
S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 1 map
12mo;C:Stanford
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

14807 Buckinghamshire (England) - Maps - 1950
Buckinghamshire / by E.S. Roscoe. London :
Methuen & Co. ; B.T. Batsford Ltd., 1950.
Authors: Roscoe, Edward Stanley, 1849-1932 --
Jowitt, Robert Lionel Palgrave, 1899- -- Rouse,
E. Clive (Edward Clive), 1901-1997=Little guides
-- John Bartholomew and Son -- Methuen & Co.
-- B.T. Batsford Ltd. -- Jeffery, Roland E. -- Roger
S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
xii, 211 p., [46] p. of plates : ill., 3 maps (1 folded
col.) ; 16 cm.
Folded map by John Bartholomew & Son.
Includes index.
Illustrated dust jacket.
Series: The little guides -- Little guides.
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Bucks County (Pa.) - Maps - 1699 - Land grants - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

**By virtue of a warrant from the Proprietarie ... bearing date the 17th day of August 1699 surveyed and laid unto Tobias Collett, Michael Russel, Daniel Quaire & Henry Goldney seven thousand five hundred acres on Delaware River within the county of Bucks ... Thos. Fairman, surv. [Harrisburg, Pa.? State Printer?, 1894?].**


E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; on sheet 27 x 36 cm.
Redrawn facsimile of 1669 manuscript.
Scale not given.
Detached from Pennsylvania archives. Appendix to 3d ser., v. 1-10.
Ayer p133 .P41 189- no. 3 (NLO)
Fire risk assessment

Bucktown (Chicago, III.) - Maps - 1886 - Fire risk assessment

Logan Square (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1886 - Fire risk assessment

Bucktown (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1886 - Fire risk assessment

Logan Square (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1886


Authors: Robinson, E. (Elisha) -- Robinson, E. (Elisha). Robinson's atlas of the city of Chicago, Illinois (1886) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 51 x 75 cm. + title page (58 x 44 cm.)

Fire insurance map of part of Bucktown in the Logan Square neighborhood of Chicago; bounded by the Chicago River, Fullerton Ave., and Western Ave.

Scale [1:2,400]. 'Scale 200 feet to an inch.'

Plate 29 detached from vol. 4 of Robinson's atlas of the city of Chicago, Illinois (New York: E. Robinson, 1886); filed with vol. 4 title page.


Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

map4F G4104.C6:2B8 1886 .R6 (PrCt)

14818

Buczek, Karol - Bibliography

Bibliography of the published work of Prof. Dr. Karol Buczek. [Amsterdam : Meridian Publishing , 1982].

Authors: Buczek, Karol. History of Polish cartography 1982

Pp. vii-xvi


Vert 725, no. 2 (PrCt)

14819

Budapest (Hungary) - Bibliography - Exhibitions - Maps - 1989

Budapest (Hungary) - Maps - Exhibitions - 1989

My Budapest : portrait of a European city : being an exhibition of books, documents, images and artifacts from the collections of Louis Szathmary of Chicago, the University of Chicago Library Department of Special Collections, May-September 1989.


Authors: Szathmáry, Louis -- University of Chicago. Library -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 4 maps

Exhibit catalog.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14820

Budapest (Hungary) - History - Siege, 1541 - Pictorial works

Budapest (Hungary) - Pictorial works - 1541+

SEE Budapest (Hungary)

Ein ware Contraffurat oder verzeychnus der Königlichen Staten Ofen in Ungern, ir belegerung sampt dem unglückhaftigen Scharmuetzel des pluturstigen Tuercken mit dem Königlichen
Budapest (Hungary) - Manuscript maps - Bibliography - Catalogs

14821 Budapest (Hungary) - Manuscript maps - Bibliography - Catalogs

Budapest (Hungary) - Manuscript maps - Bibliography - Catalogs
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Budapest (Hungary) - Manuscript maps - Bibliography - Catalogs
1 map in 3 sheets.
Accession no. 86-82896.

temp map6F G6504.B8 1833 .V6 1983 (PrCt)

14827 Budapest (Hungary) - Maps - 1840 - Pictorial works
Buda. [Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, 1840].
Authors: Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846 -- Lea & Blanchard -- Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846.
The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (1840)
1 view ; 4 x 7 cm.
Wax engraving.
G 11 .607 v. 2, p. 125 (PrCt)

14828 Budapest (Hungary) - Maps - 1912<>>Budapest Region (Hungary) - Maps - 1912
Authors: Woerl, Leo, 1843-1918 -- Woel's Reisebücherverlag -- Woel's Reisehandbücher -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Forward dated: 1912.
Includes index.
Series: Woel's Reisehandbücher.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .W64 Budapest (1912) (NLO)

14829 Budapest (Hungary) - Maps - 1913<>>Budapest Region (Hungary) - Maps - 1913
Authors: Schmidt, M., fl. 1913 -- Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag -- Goldschmidt, Albert -- Kraatz, Leopold -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
119 p., : 2 col. maps (folded) ; 16 cm.
Maps lithographed by Leopold Kraatz.
Includes index.
Series: Griebens Reiseführer ; Bd. 102 -- Grieben-Reiseführer ; Bd. 102.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 102 (1913) (NLO)

14830 Budapest (Hungary) - Maps - 1921<>>Budapest Region (Hungary) - Maps - 1921
Authors: Thirring, Gusztáv, 1861-1941 -- Turistaság és Alpinizmus -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Turistaság és alpinizmus kiadása SEE Turistaság és Alpinizmus
1 v. : 15 maps
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14831 Budapest (Hungary) - Maps - 1922
Authors: Thirring, Gusztáv, 1861-1941 -- Forcher, I. -- Vigyázo, Jean -- Turistaság és Alpinizmus -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
63 p. : ill., 1 folded col. map ; 17 cm.
"Map of Budapest 1:20000 [by] Dr. Jean Vigyázo."--Cover.
Folded map inside back cover.
Advertisements on covers.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes DB983.5 .T5513 1922 (NLO)

14832 Budapest (Hungary) - Maps - 1931<>>Budapest Region (Hungary) - Maps - 1931
Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag -- Goldschmidt, Albert -- Kraatz, Leopold -- Dietrich Reimer Verlag (Berlin, Germany) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
141, 18 p., [1] leaf of plates : 3 maps (some col., some folded), plans ; 16 cm.
Edition: 10. Aufl.
Maps printed by Dietrich Reimer (Ernst Vohsen) and lithographed by Leopold Kraatz.
"Sucher," for use with map, in pocket.
Attached comment "postkarte," between 1st and 2nd sequences.
Advertisements, [18] p. at end.
Includes index.
Series: Grieben Reiseführer ; Bd. 102 -- Grieben-Reiseführer ; Bd. 102.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 102 (1931) (NLO)

14833 Budapest (Hungary) - Maps - 1937<>>Budapest Region (Hungary) - Maps - 1937
Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag -- Kraatz, Leopold -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
14834 Budapest (Hungary) - Maps - 1995

Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Automobile Association (Great Britain) -- Macmillan Travel -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 5 maps, 25 city plans
3rd ed.
Issued in partnership with the Automobile Association (short format); cf. A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher, 1832 -- 1990, p. 277.
Cover price: $24.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

14835 Budapest (Hungary) - Pictorial works - 1542-1567

Bvda citerioris Hvngariae capvt regni auita sedes vulgo Ofen / communicauit Georgius Houfnaglius anno 1617. [Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1617 [i.e.1657].
Authors: Hoefnagel, Joris, 1542-1601 -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664 -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Urbium totius Germaniae superius illustriorum clariorumque tabulae ... Pars posterior [i.e. prior] (1657) -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Theatrum urbium (1657)
1 view : hand col. ; 31 x 47 cm.
Includes references A-F.
Oriented with north at right.
Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Bvda, vulgò Ofen.
In: Jansson, Jan. Urbium totius Germaniae superius illustriorum clariorumque tabulae ... Pars posterior [i.e. prior] 1657, [plate 21].
Issued in volume [2] of 8 in Jansson's townbook atlases, collectively known as the Theatrum urbium (Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657).
Case oversize G 117 .452, v. 2, [plate 21] (PrCt)

14836 Budapest (Hungary) - Pictorial works - 1552

[View of Budapest, Hungary]. [Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552].
Authors: Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552. Cosmographiae uniuersalis ... (1552) -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : woodcut ; 9 x 18 cm., on sheet 32 x 21 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Added letterpress title above woodcut: Bvda, vulgo Ofen, prima & regia Vngarici regni ciuitas

14837 Budapest (Hungary) - Pictorial works - 1617

Bvda citerioris Hvngariae capvt regni auita sedes vulgo Ofen / communicauit Georgius Houfnaglius anno 1617. [Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1617 [i.e.1657].
Authors: Hoefnagel, Joris, 1542-1601 -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664 -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Urbium totius Germaniae superius illustriorum clariorumque tabulae ... Pars posterior [i.e. prior] (1657) -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Theatrum urbium (1657)
1 view : hand col. ; 31 x 47 cm.
Includes references A-F.
Oriented with north at right.
Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Bvda, vulgò Ofen.
In: Jansson, Jan. Urbium totius Germaniae superius illustriorum clariorumque tabulae ... Pars posterior [i.e. prior] 1657, [plate 21].
Issued in volume [2] of 8 in Jansson's townbook atlases, collectively known as the Theatrum urbium (Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657).
Case oversize G 117 .452, v. 2, [plate 21] (PrCt)

14838 Budapest (Hungary) - Pictorial works - 1617-1664

Bvda citerioris Hvngariae capvt regni auita sedes vulgo Ofen. [Cologne : s.n., 1617 [i.e. ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Hoefnagel, Joris, 1542-1601 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : hand col. ; 31 x 47 cm.
Derived from 1617 view by Joris Hoefnagel; see R.A. Skelton's Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.
Includes references A-F.
Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Bvda, vulgò Ofen.
In: Braun, Georg and Franz Hogenberg. Civitates orbis terrarum [Cologne: Pieter van Brachel?, ca. 1620] v. 6, plate 30; plate number in manuscript.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 6, pl. 30 (PrCt)

14839 Budapest (Hungary) - Pictorial works - 1620

"Mit 3 Karten, 5 Grundrissen und 12 Abbildungen."
Maps lithographed by Leopold Kraatz.
'Sucher,' for use with map, in pocket.
Advertisements: 7 p. at end.
Includes index.
Series: Grieben-Reiseführer ; 102
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 102 (1937) (NLO)

14840 Budapest (Hungary) - Maps - 1990

Budapest (Hungary) SEE Pest (Hungary) SEE Budapest (Hungary)
Bvda / E. V. 1542. [S.I. s.n.], 1542.
Authors: Vico, Enea, 1523-1567 -- Gilhofer & Ranschburg (Vienna, Austria) -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view ; 295 x 410 mm. (plate mark), on sheet 325 x 430 mm.
Shows the Ottoman capture of Pest in 1526 and of Buda in 1541.
Sheet backed by heavy paper board.
Tooley 150.
Ex Gilhofer.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Novacco 4F 94 (PrCt)

14841 Budapest (Hungary) - Pictorial works - 1552-1601

[View of Budapest, Hungary]. [Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552].
Authors: Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552. Cosmographiae uniuersalis ... (1552) -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : woodcut ; 9 x 18 cm., on sheet 32 x 21 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Added letterpress title above woodcut: Bvda, vulgo Ofen, prima & regia Vngarici regni ciuitas

14842 Budapest (Hungary) - Pictorial works - 1620

... .
In: Münster, Sebastian. Cosmographiae uniuersalis ... (Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552), p. 888 [i.e. 868].
References: Mickwitz and Miekkavaara, A.E. Nordenskiöld collection in the Helsinki University Library (1979-1995), v. 2, p. 82.
VAULT folio Ayer 7 .M8 1552, p. 888 [i.e. 868] (PrCt)
Authors: Cohen, Paul E. [23] leaves : 28 cm.
Typescript draft.
Vert 2299, no. 1 (PrCt)

Includes reproduction (19 x 21 cm) of the David Rubenstein copy of the map (now at the Library of Congress), a detail of the cartouche, and a reproduction (11 x 16 cm) of William McMurray's "United States according to the definitive treaty of peace," 1784.
Gives detailed information about the location and provenance of the seven surviving copies of the Buell map.
In: New England quarterly 86, no. 3 (Sept. 2013): 357-397
Vert 2299, no. 2 (PrCt)

Authors: Linnard, Thomas B. -- Fishbourne's Lithog. (New Orleans, La.)
1 map ; 20 x 25 cm. folded. to 22 x 15.5 cm.
Scale: 1:24,000 2000 ft. to the inch.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.


Buffalo (N.Y.) - Maps - 1831
Harbors - Aerial photographs - Pictorial works
1831 - Harbors - Aerial photographs - Buffalo (N.Y.) - 1831 - Harbors - Harbors - Buffalo (N.Y.) - Aerial photographs - 1831
Airplane view of the port of Buffalo, N.Y.

1 aerial photograph; 37 x 48 cm., folded to 23 x 14 cm.
Coordinates: (W 78°55'03"--W 78°50'25"/N 42°57'05"--N 42°51'12")
Oriented with north at right.
Identifies "Buffalo River", "Buffalo outer harbor", "municipal pier", and other hydrographic features.
Series: Lake series ; no. 1 -- Lake series (United States. Board of Engineers for Rivers and Harbors) ; no. 1.
Gift 2013, Gerald A. Danzer.

Buffalo (N.Y.) - Maps - 1892
Rand, McNally & Co.'s indexed atlas of the world map of Buffalo. Chicago : Rand, McNally & Co., c1892.
1 map : col. ; 47 x 30 cm., folded in covers to 16 x 9 cm.
Cover title: Rand, McNally & Co.'s Buffalo.
"Rand, McNally & Co.'s new business atlas map of Buffalo. Copyright, 1882, by Rand, McNally & Co." -- at bottom left.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
map3C G3804 .B9 1892 .R3 (PrCt)

Buffalo (N.Y.) - Maps - 1829-1931
The Port of Buffalo, N.Y. / prepared by the Board of Engineers for Rivers and Harbors, War Department, in cooperation with the Bureau of Operations, United States Shipping Board.
Authors: United States. Board of Engineers for Rivers and Harbors -- United States. War Department -- United States. Shipping Board --
United States. Army. Corps of Engineers --
United States. Army. Office of the Chief of Engineers -- E. L. G., active approximately 1931
-- H. P. J., active approximately 1931 -- J. L. D., active approximately 1931 -- J. E. P., active
approximately 1931 -- Graves, W. E. -- Loring, J.
J. -- Parson, George -- United States.
Board of Engineers for Rivers and Harbors. The
Port of Buffalo, N.Y. (1931) -- Danzer, Gerald A.
folded maps (2 col.), folded aerial photograph ;
24 cm.
Cover title: Port of Buffalo, New York
At head of title: War Department, Corps of
Engineers, United States Army and United States
Shipping Board.
"December 29, 1930. ... The Chief of Engineers,
United States Army ..."--p. v.
Includes maps variously associated with "E. L.
J.J. Loring, and George Parson.
Includes index.
Maps and aerial photograph also cataloged
separately.
Series: Lakes series ; no. 1 -- Lake series (United
States. Board of Engineers for Rivers and
Harbors) ; no. 1.
Gift 2013, Gerald A. Danzer.
LC Card Number: 31027189
155] (NLO)

Buffalo (N.Y.) - Maps - 1931 -
Harbors<<>>Harbors - Buffalo (N.Y.) - Maps - 1931<<>>Harbors - Lake Erie - Maps - 1931
port facilities at Buffalo, N.Y. / Board of
Engineers for River and Harbors ; drawn by
Office, 1931].
Authors: United States. Board of Engineers for
Rivers and Harbors -- United States. War
Department -- United States. Shipping Board.
Corps of Engineers -- United States. Army. Office
of the Chief of Engineers -- E. L. G., active
approximately 1931 -- Graves, W. E. -- Loring, J.
J. -- Parson, George -- United States.
Board of Engineers for Rivers and Harbors. The
Port of Buffalo, N.Y. (1931) -- Danzer, Gerald A.
1 map : col. ; 30 x 88 cm., on sheet 42 x 104 cm.,
folded to 23 x 14 cm.
Scale approximately 1:8,000
Coordinates: (W 78°54'20"--W 78°50'30"/N
42°53'30"--N 42°49'45").
"War Department. Corps of Engineers, U.S.
Army"--Top margin.
"Submitted: W.E. Graves, Chief Statistician.
Approved: J.J. Loring, Lt. Col., Corps of
Engineers, U.S.A. George Parson, Director,
Bureau of Operations, U.S. Shipping Board."
Legend includes symbols for cargo terminals,
warehouse types, ferries, railroad stations,
shipbuilding plants, dry docks, the custom house,
and more.
Oriented with north at upper left.
Includes untitled inset map (18 x 77 cm, scale
approximately 1:24,900) and Location map (9 x
11 cm, scale approximately 1:671,000).
In: United States. Board of Engineers for Rivers
and Harbors. The Port of Buffalo, N.Y.
(Washington, D.C. : Government Printing Office,
1931), opposite p. 155.
Forms part of a series of reports jointly produced
by the U.S. Board of Engineers for Rivers and
Harbors, U.S. War Department, U.S. Shipping
Board, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, and U.S.
Army Office of the Chief of Engineers.
Series: Lake series ; no. 1 -- Lake series (United
States. Board of Engineers for Rivers and
Harbors) ; no. 1.
Gift 2013, Gerald A. Danzer.
155] (NLO)

Buffalo (N.Y.) - Maps - 1966 - Road
maps<<>>Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps<<>>Niagara Falls Region
(N.Y. and Ont.) - Maps - 1966 - Road
maps<<>>Rochester (N.Y.) - Maps - 1966 - Road
maps<<>>Road maps
Buffalo, Niagara Falls, Rochester tourguide map /
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally
and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 38 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Buffalo N.Y. street map
Plate no. 6 6055-6.
Insets (24 x 30 cm. and smaller): Niagara Falls,
N.Y.-Ont. street map -- Downtown Niagara Falls
-- Downtown Buffalo.
Maps on verso (42 x 28 cm. and 42 x 30 cm.):
Buffalo, Niagara Falls, N.Y.-Ont., and vicinity --
Rochester and vicinity.
Panel art: Illustration of road and Gulf service
station.
Handstamp: Jan 18 1966.
Editor's copy (?); includes ms. notes regarding
"MRCs"(major retail centers) and "SMSAs"
(standard metropolitan statistical areas).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1121 (PrCt)
Authors: Texaco, inc. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 42 x 28 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.

Added title: Buffalo street map
Plate no. 6 6055-6
Insets (24 x 31 cm. and smaller): Niagara Falls street map -- Downtown Niagara Falls -- Downtown Buffalo.
Maps on verso (42 x 30 cm. and 42 x 28 cm.): Rochester and vicinity -- Buffalo-Niagara Falls and vicinity.

Panel art: Illustration of cars on a city road with skyscrapers; slogan "trust your car to the man who wears the [Texaco] star."

Single-sheet flyer laid in (23 x 11 cm. ; 3 copies): "See it all : take the Niagra tour." Includes map keyed to 11 points of interest and descriptive text on verso.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Clients 3864 (PrCt)

Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 28 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.

Added title: Buffalo-Niagara Falls N.Y.-Ont. and vicinity.
Plate no. 66055-9.
Inset (43 x 30 cm.): Rochester and vicinity.
Maps on verso (24 x 30 cm. and smaller): Niagara Falls, N.Y.-Ont. street map -- Downtown Niagara Falls -- Buffalo, N.Y. street map -- Downtown Buffalo.
Panel art: Illustration of road and Gulf service station.
Includes four Library of Congress copyright handstamps and certificate numbers.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1227 (PrCt)

Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 28 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.

Added title: Buffalo-Niagara Falls N.Y.-Ont. and vicinity.
Plate no. 706052-10.
Inset (43 x 30 cm.): Rochester and vicinity.
Maps on verso (24 x 30 cm. and smaller): Niagara Falls, N.Y.-Ont. street map -- Downtown Niagara Falls -- Buffalo, N.Y. street map -- Downtown Buffalo.
Panel art: Illustration of road and Gulf service station.
Includes four Library of Congress copyright handstamps and certificate numbers.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1268 (PrCt)


- 1969 - Road maps<<<>><>Rochester Region (N.Y.) - Maps - 1969- Road maps<<<>><>Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 28 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.

Added title: Buffalo-Niagara Falls N.Y.-Ont. and vicinity.
Plate no. 696052-9.
Inset (43 x 30 cm.): Rochester and vicinity.
Maps on verso (24 x 30 cm. and smaller): Niagara Falls, N.Y.-Ont. street map -- Downtown Niagara Falls -- Buffalo, N.Y. street map -- Downtown Buffalo.
Panel art: Illustration of road and Gulf service station.
Includes four Library of Congress copyright handstamps and certificate numbers.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1268 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.


Authors: American Automobile Association -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 43 x 38 cm., on sheet 46 x 74 cm.

"1975 edition."

Panel title.

Added title: Buffalo, N.Y. street map

"Copyright © Rand McNally & Co., 2015."

Inset (24 x 30 cm. and smaller): Niagara Falls, N.Y.-Ont. street map -- Downtown Buffalo -- Downtown Niagara Falls.

Plate nos. "746055-4" and "74-6054-6".

Maps on verso (43 x 28 cm. and 43 x 30 cm.):

Buffalo-Niagara Falls N.Y.-Ont. and vicinity -- Rochester and vicinity.

Panel art: abstract street grid in red.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 72 (PrCt)


Authors: Amoco Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Tempo Designs, Inc. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 43 x 38 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.

"1976 edition."

Panel title.

Added title: Buffalo N.Y. street map.

Also bears imprint of Tempo Designs, Inc. of Chicago, Illinois.

Identifies Amoco service station locations.

Plate no. 766055-15.

Insets (24 x 31 cm. and 7 x 8 cm.): Niagara Falls ... street map -- Downtown Buffalo.

Maps on verso (43 x 28 cm. and 43 x 30 cm.):

Buffalo, Niagara Falls ... and vicinity -- Rochester and vicinity.

Panel art: color photograph of downtown Buffalo, "Amoco" gas logo.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 2999 (PrCt)


1 map : col. ; 42 x 38 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.

"1976 Edition."

Panel title.

Added title: Buffalo, N.Y. street map.

Plate no. 766055-15

Insets (24 x 30 cm. and smaller): Niagara Falls N.Y.-Ont. : street map -- Downtown Niagara Falls -- Downtown Buffalo.

Maps on verso (42 x 28 cm. and 42 x 30 cm.):

Buffalo-Niagara Falls N.Y.-Ont. and vicinity -- Rochester and vicinity.

Panel art: road signs.

Forms part of a collection of stock editions of Rand McNally road maps, some apparently issued as sales samples and / or printer's proofs for prospective commercial clients.

Uniform series title (established by cataloger): Stock road maps

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (April 2010).

RMcN Stock 34 (PrCt)

14867 Buffalo (N.Y.) - Maps - 1993 - Road maps<<>>Erie County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1993 - Road maps<<>>Niagara County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1993 - Road maps<<>>Road maps<<>>Counties - Maps


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (128 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.

New updated edition."

$12.95

Uniform title: StreetFinder.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

ISBN 0-528-95267-6

RMcN StrFdr 1993 .B8 (PrCt)

14868 Buffalo (N.Y.) - Maps - 1996 - Road maps<<>>Erie County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1996 - Road maps<<>>Niagara County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1996 - Road maps<<>>Road maps<<>>Counties - Maps


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand

---

**Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.**

**For more information refer to the title page of this volume.**
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

1 atlas (128 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
All new maps."
$14.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-96899-8
RMcN StrFdr 1996 .B8 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (208 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
$15.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-99272-4
RMcN StrFdr 2002 .B8 (PrCt)

1 atlas (A-I, 2-165, 2-44 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
"5th edition" -- front cover.
Cover not dated.
$17.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN StrFdr 2006 .B8 (PrCt)

1 atlas (A-I, 2-165, 2-44 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Cover dated 2004.
$17.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN StrFdr 2004 .B8 copy 1 (PrCt)

1 atlas (various pagers) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Dated 2006, but received by the Newberry Library in 2005.
"4th edition" -- cover
$17.95.
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528857568
RMcN StrFdr 2006 .B8 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- NAVTEQ (Firm) -- Rand McNally and Company.
Street guide -- Rand McNally and Company.
StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (various pagers) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
"1st edition" -- front cover.
Cover title: Buffalo & Rochester : including Erie, Genesee, Monroe, Niagara, and Orleans counties street guide.
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
"$19.95" -- back cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

14874 Buffalo (N.Y.) - Maps - Collections, 1804-1964. Cartography - Buffalo (N.Y.) - History
Authors: Baxter, Henry H. -- Heyl, Erik -- Buffalo and Erie County Historical Society. Lower Lakes Marine Chapter
38 p. : ill., maps ; 27 cm.
Cover title.
5A 8273 (NLO)

Buffalo passenger station ... [New York? New York Central Railroad Company?, 1960?].
Authors: New York Central Railroad Company
1 view ; 15 x 12 cm.
Caption title.
5A 7267 (1959 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

14876 Buffalo Region (N.Y.) - Maps - 1931 - Railroads. Railroads - Maps
1 map ; 38 x 24 cm., on sheet 41 x 40 cm., folded to 23 x 14 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:92,000].
Coordinates: (W 78°57'11"--W 78°39'39"/N 43°04'30"--N 42°46'48")
"War Department. Corps of Engineers, U.S. Army"--Top margin.

14877 Buffalo Region (N.Y.) - Maps - 1934 - Road maps. Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company of New York -- Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- General Drafting Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 63 x 44 cm., folded to 24 x 12 cm. "1934 edition."
Panel title.
Added title: Motoring in Buffalo and vicinity, you will find ...
Panel art: "Socony" flying horse logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3010 (PrCt)

14878 Buffalo Region (N.Y.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps. Niagara Falls Region (N.Y. and Ont.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Buffalo-Niagara region ... Standard Oil of New York, division of Socony-Vacuum Oil Company, Inc. New York City : General Drafting Co., Inc., 1938.
Authors: Standard Oil Company of New York -- General Drafting Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 63 x 44 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Motoring in the Buffalo-Niagara region ...
Panel art: Socony sign.
Handstamped "copyrighted 1938" and "received ... Jul 18 1938 Rand McNally & Co. ..."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 168.48 (PrCt)

14879 Buffalo Region (N.Y.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps. Niagara Falls Region (N.Y. and Ont.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Buffalo, Niagara region ... / Standard Oil of New York, division of Socony-Vacuum Oil Company, Inc. New York : General Drafting Co., 1938.
Authors: Standard Oil Company of New York -- Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- General Drafting Company -- Rand McNally Company (Newberry Library)
1 map : col ; 62 x 44 cm., folded to 24 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Motoring in Buffalo-Niagara region, you will find ...
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3026 (PrCt)

14880 Buffalo Region (N.Y.) - Maps - 1944 - Road maps
>>Buffalo (N.Y.) - Maps - 1944 - Road maps
>>Niagara Falls Region (N.Y. and Ont.) - Maps - 1944 - Road maps
>>Road maps
Metropolitan Buffalo, Niagara Falls tourguide map / Gulf. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1944?].
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col ; 42 x 57 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Buffalo-Niagara Falls and vicinity.
Plate no. 4-3868-8.
Inset (9 x 16 cm.): Downtown Buffalo street map.
Maps on verso (24 x 21 cm.): Downtown Niagara Falls -- Downtown Buffalo.
Panel art: Color illustration of Niagara Falls.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4870 (PrCt)

14881 Buffalo Region (N.Y.) - Maps - 1949 - Road maps
>>Buffalo (N.Y.) - Maps - 1949 - Road maps
>>Niagara Falls Region (N.Y. and Ont.) - Maps - 1949 - Road maps
>>Road maps
Metropolitan Buffalo, Niagara Falls tourguide map / Gulf. [Chicago] : Rand McNally & Company, [1949?].
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col ; 42 x 57 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Buffalo, N.Y., Niagara Falls, N.Y.-Ont. and vicinity.
Plate no. 9-3858-8.
Inset (9 x 16 cm.): Downtown Buffalo.
Maps on verso (each 24 x 21 cm.): Downtown Niagara Falls, N.Y.-Ont. -- Downtown Buffalo, N.Y.
Panel title.
Added title: Illustration of Niagara Falls.
Handstamp: Sep 24 1959 [sic].
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1081 (PrCt)

14882 Buffalo Region (N.Y.) - Maps - 1954 - Road maps
>>Rochester (N.Y.) - Maps - 1954 - Road maps
>>Niagara Falls Region (N.Y. and Ont.) - Maps - 1954 - Road maps
>>Buffalo (N.Y.) - Maps - 1954 - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 43 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Buffalo-Niagara Falls and vicinity.
Date from RMcN AE 102 ms. index.
Plate no. 4-3868-2
Inset (9 x 16 cm.): Hamilton and connecting routes.
Maps on verso (39 x 27 cm. and smaller): Texaco : metropolitan Rochester -- Texaco : downtown Niagara Falls N.Y.,ONT. street map -- Texaco : downtown Buffalo street map.
Panel art: Texaco station on hilly rural road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 102.13X (PrCt)

14883 Buffalo Region (N.Y.) - Maps - 1959 - Road maps
>>Buffalo (N.Y.) - Maps - 1959 - Road maps
>>Hertz Corporation - Maps - 1959 - Road maps
>>Automobile leasing and renting - Maps - 1959<<>>Road maps
Hertz Rent a Car map of Buffalo and surrounding area. [Chicago? Rand McNally & Company?, 1959?].
Authors: Hertz Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 38 x 32 cm., folded to 22 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Buffalo and vicinity.
Inset (12 x 10 cm.): [Buffalo location map].
Identifies Hertz office locations.
Panel art: Hertz logo above car with "1959" on front license plate.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1363 (PrCt)

14884 Buffalo Region (N.Y.) - Maps - 1960 - Road
 Bufalo Region (N.Y.) - Maps - 1965 - Road maps

Hertz Rent a Car map of Buffalo and vicinity.


Authors: Hertz Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- W.H. Wilton, inc. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 38 x 32 cm., folded to 22 x 10 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Buffalo and vicinity

"Copyright, W.H. Wilton, Inc."

Inset (12 x 10 cm.): [Buffalo location map].

Identifies Hertz office locations.

Panel art: Car on highway ramp; cityscape in the background.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 1364 (PrCt)

 Buffalo Region (N.Y.) - Maps - 1965 - Road maps

Hertz Rent a Car map of Buffalo and vicinity.


Authors: Hertz Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- W.H. Wilton, inc. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 38 x 32 cm., folded to 22 x 10 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Buffalo and vicinity

"Copyright, W.H. Wilton, Inc."

Inset (12 x 10 cm.): [Buffalo location map].

Identifies Hertz office locations.

Panel art: Car on highway ramp; cityscape in the background.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 4853 (PrCt)

14887

14888
14890 **Buildings - Area measurement - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1841**
Comparative height of monuments and commutative height of edifices. [Boston : J. W. Wilkins & R. B. Carter, 1841?].
Authors: Bradford, T. G. (Thomas Gamaliel), 1802-1887 -- Bradford, T. G. (Thomas Gamaliel), 1802-1887. A Comprehensive atlas ... (1835, [i.e. 1841?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 diagram ; 20 x 25 cm.
folio Ayer 135 .B75 1835 pl. G, p. 142 (PrCt)

14891 **Buildings - Area measurement - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1883**
Diagram of the principal high buildings of the Old World. [Chicago : George F. Cram, 1883].
Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928. Cram's unrivaled family atlas of the world (1883)
1 diagram : col. ; on sheet 27 x 35 cm.
Elevation drawings of buildings identified in bottom margin with key numbered 1-77; color-coded by building material (brick, stone, etc.)
In: Cram, George Franklin. Cram's unrivaled family atlas of the world (Chicago : Geo.F. Cram, c1883), p. 3.
folio G1019 .G463 1883b, p. 3 (PrCt)

14892 **Buildings - Fortification - Plans - 1800**
Authors: British military library, or, Journal -- J. Carpenter and Co., publisher, London -- Jones & Smith
1 map ; 20 x 13 cm. on sheet 21 x 27 cm.
In British military library, or, Journal no. 17 (February, 1800), opposite p. 167.
An Imaginary plan, keyed to the accompanying text by references A-D, a-z.
Accompanied by "XLVI. Best mode of fortifying a castle, country-house, or palace," pp. 164-167.
On same sheet with "Plan of the town & fortifications of Seringapatam."
Case U 007 .131, v. 2, opposite p. 167 (PrCt)

14893 **Buisseret, David. Historic Illinois from the air**
Authors: Buisseret, David p. 12-13 ; ill.
In Illinois GIS & Mapnotes 9, nos. 1&2 (Sept. 1989): 12-13; ill.
BHC 1106
Vert 719 (PrCt)

14894 **Bujak, Franciszek, 1875-1953**
Atlas Agnesego w Bibliotece Jagielońskiej. 1901.
Authors: Bujak, Franciszek, 1875-1953 -- Schnyder, Edward
From Wiadomosci numizmatyczno-archeologiczne 4, no. 3-4 (1901): columns 384-386.
Describes an Agnese atlas of 10 maps which is not listed in Wroth or the supplement to Wroth.
Accompanied by a letter from Edward Schnyder (2 leaves)...
Photocopy.
14895  
**Bukovina (Romania and Ukraine) - Maps - 1787**  
*Carte du cercle de Bukovine = Karte des Bukowiner Kreises.* [Vienna : Char. et Fred. Bargum et comp., 1787].  
Authors: Maire, François Joseph, b. 1738 -- Carl und Friedrich Bargum (Firm) -- Maire, François Joseph, b. 1738. *Atlas des roiaumes de Galicie et de Lodomerie ... (178[7])* -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map : hand col., ; 57 x 41 cm.  
Covers Bukovina in Romania and Ukraine.  
Scale [ca. 1:340,000].  
Relief shown pictorially and by hachures.  
French and German.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.  

14896  
**Bulacan (Philippines) - Maps - 1899-1902 - Maps-**  
*Where the American forces are driving back the Filipinos.* [New York : New York Herald, 1899].  
1 map ; 20 x 24 cm.  
Photocopy of clipping from ‘N.Y. Herald, April 27 / 99.’ --Manuscript note at bottom right.  
‘General MacArthur's troops have taken that part of the Rio Grande River, and are now attacking the strong insurgent trenches on the north side of the stream.’  
Includes portraits of U.S. Army officers Hale, Lawton, MacArthur, Summers, and Wheaton.  
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.  
For fuller description of the scrapbook, see the Graff Catalogue and the ms. index at the front of the volume.  
Available on microfilm.  
**map1F G8063.B8 1899 .N4 2007 (PrCt)**  

14897  
**Bulacan (Philippines : Province) - Maps - 1902 - Iron Mines and Resources-**  
*Map showing location of the iron deposits of Bulacan.* Manila, 1903.  
1 map ; 80 x 56 cm.  
Scale 1:63,360.  
**3062 Ayer map6F G8063.B8H2 1902 M3 (PrCt)**  

14898  
**Bulgaria - Maps - 1540<<<<Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1540<<<<Woodcuts**  
*Tabvla Evropae IX.* [Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1540].  
Authors: Ptolemy, active 2nd century -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Ptolemy, active 2nd century.  
Geographia (1540) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map : hand col. woodcut ; 25 x 32 cm., mounted on backing sheet 31 x 38 cm.  
Letterpress title above woodcut map with letterpress place names.  
Letterpress no. 11 and text on verso: *Nona Evropae tabvla continet lazgyes ... . Forms part of an incomplete copy of Sebastian Münster's 1540 edition of Ptolemy's Geography (lacking intervening pages of text between maps). Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.  
References: Karrow, Mapmakers of the 16th cent., p. 422; Shirley, T. *Ptol-ea VAULT Baskes folio G1005 1540, [plate 10] (PrCt)**  

14899  
**Bulgaria - Maps - 1788<<<<Turkey - Maps - 1788<<<<Black Sea - Maps - 1788**  
Authors: Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824 -- Cassini, Giov. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824. Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (1792-1801) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map ; hand col. ; 30 x 43 cm.  
Map dated 1788.  
* oversize Ayer 135 .C33 1792 v. 1 pl. 48 (PrCt)**
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

14900 **Bulgaria - Maps - 1917**


Authors: Richters Reiseführer -- Dix, A. -- Kraatz, Leopold -- Richters -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. : 6 maps

No. 116 in a series.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)** (PrCt)

14901 **Bulgaria - Maps - 1968**


Authors: United States. Central Intelligence Agency -- Magnus, Albert R. 1 map : col. ; 42 x 56 cm., on sheet 57 x 61 cm.

Scale 1:1,000,000; (E 23°--E 28°N 44°--N 41°). Relief shown by shading and spot heights. In lower left margin: 59029 5

Includes 3 ancillary maps: Population and administrative divisions. -- Economic activity. -- Land utilization.


**map4F G3200 1967 .U5, Bulgaria (PrCt)**

14902 **Bulgaria - Maps - 1969**


Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag -- Karl Thiemig AG -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 206 p. : 5 maps (some col., some folded) ; kl. 8. Map inside front cover. Folded map in pocket.

Includes index.

Series: Grieben-Reiseführer ; Bd. 290

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.


14903 **Bulgaria - Maps - 1969**


Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Baedeker Stuttgart -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. : 7 maps, 13 city plans 1st ed.


Condition: Excellent.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)** (PrCt)

14904 **Bulgaria - Maps - Bibliography - Catalogs**

Catalogs -- Bulgaria. Glavno upravlenie na arkhivite -- Map collections -- Catalogs -- Bulgaria -- Maps -- Collections

*Bulgarskite zemi : ot drevnostta do nashi dni v atlasi, karti, gravuri i knigi : ot kolektiisata na d-r Simeon Simov = The Bulgarian lands : from the antiquity to the recent days in atlases, maps, engravings and books : from the collection of Dr. Simeon Simov / otgovoren red. Galina Pindikova. Sofia : GUA, 2006.

Authors: Pindikova, G. -- Simov, Simeon -- Bulgaria. lavno upravlenie na arkhivite 272 p. : col. ill., maps ; 32 cm.

Bulgarian and English.

At head of title: Glavno upravlenie na arkhivite pri ministerskii suvet na Republika Bulgariia. Includes bibliographical references. ISBN 9549800563 ; 9789549800562

**folio GA1041 .B95 2006 (NLO)**

14905 **Bulgaria - Maps - Collections, 1300-1699 - Nautical charts**

**Bulgaria in medieval maritime mapmaking : XIV-XVII vek. Sofia : Nauka i izkustvo, 1984.**

Authors: Dimitrov, Bozhidar -- Izdatelstvo Nauka i izkustvo -- Jusaotor -- Biblioteca ambrosiana -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 42 p., [128] p. of plates : 70 col. map platess ; 42 cm.

Contains facsimile reproductions of 70 medieval sea charts by Italian and Catalonian cartographers from the 14th-17th centuries, the originals of which are now in various European libraries: Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana (Rome); Biblioteca nazionale marciana (Venice); Biblioteca ambrosiana (Milan); Biblioteca medicea laureNZiana (Florence); Archivio di Stato di Roma; Biblioteca nazionale centrale di Firenze; Wiener Stadtbibliothek; and the Bodleian Library in Oxford.

T.p. on cardboard pasted on p. 2 of cover.

Summary in English, French and Russian.

Text on narrow pages: 42 x 11 cm.

Bibliography: p. 24-[27].

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes oversize G2040 .D55 1984 (NLO)**

14906 **Bulgaria - Maps - Collections, 1450-1500 - Cartography, Medieval - History - Atlases, Bulgarian - 1984 (Provisional Heading)**


Authors: Dimitrov, Bozhidar -- Jusaotor -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. : 70 maps ; 418 x 289 mm.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)** (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
14907 **Bull Run, 1st Battle of, Va., 1861 - Maps**  
Authors: Bearss, Edwin C.  
108 p.; 24 cm.  
1st ed.  
Bibliography, etc. Includes bibliographical references (p. 102-106).  
Series: Virginia Civil War battles and leaders series.  
cont '91  
ISBN 156190015X  
map4C G3884.M25:2M3S5 1981 U5 (NLO)  

14908 **Bull Run, 1st Battle of, Va., 1861 - Maps - 1861**  
*Map of the seat of war showing the battles of July 18th & 21st 1861.* Washington, D.C. V.P. Corbett, 1861.  
Authors: Corbett, V. P., fl. 1861 -- A. Hoen & Co.  
1 map : hand col.; 44 cm. x 49 cm.  
Entered according to act of Congress in the Clerks Office of the U.S. District Court by V.P. Corbett in the year 1861 for the Dist. of Colum[b]ia.'  
'Lith. by A. Hoen & Co., Baltimore.'  
[Scale ca. 1:115,000].  
Includes flags, drawings of four ships in the Potomac River, additional place names, and camp sites (such as 'rebel camp' at Annandale). Houses of Minor and Hall in northern Virginia are identified as having been 'burnt by rebels Sept. 13th.'  
Additional details added such as 'Camp Sprague,' 'U.S. Hospital,' 'Soldier's Home,' and other place names in the northern part of Washington, D.C.  
One of several variant issues; cf. LC Civil War maps (2nd ed.), 563 et al.  
Cf. OCLC 47908703 et al.  
Torn at folds; separated into 2 pieces.  
Available also through the Library of Congress website as a raster image (April 2004).  
map4F G3884.M25 1861 C6 (PrCt)  

14909 **Bull Run, 1st Battle of, Va., 1861 - Maps - 1861**  
*United States - History - Civil War, 1861-1865 - Maps SEE ALSO Bull Run, 1st Battle of, Va., 1861*  
*Virginia - History - Civil War, 1861-1865 SEE ALSO Bull Run, 1st Battle of, Va., 1861*  
*Manassas, 1st Battle of, 1861 SEE Bull Run, 1st Battle of, Va., 1861*  
Authors: United States. National Park Service -- Bearss, Edwin C.  
6 maps : col.; each 28 x 45 cm.  
Scale [ca. 1:38,400].  
Running heading: Troop movement map.  
Title, map 1: Battle of Blackburn's Ford, July 18, 1861.  
‘379. 20,019-20,024. DSC. Sept.'81.’  
Series: The Virginia Civil War battles and leaders series.  
cont '91  

14910 **Bull Run, 1st Battle of, Va., 1861 - Maps**  
*Bull Run, 2nd Battle of, Va., 1862 - Maps*  
*Manassas National Battlefield Park (Va.) - Maps*  
*Landowners - Maps*  
Authors: McElfresh Map Co. -- McElfresh, Earl B. -- Naisawald, L. VanLoan (Louis VanLoan), 1920-. [Map of the Battle of Second Battle of Manassas, 1862] (1959) -- Manassas National Battlefield Park (Va.)  
1 map : col.; 36 x 51 cm., sheet 46 x 71 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.  
Col. printed reproduction of watercolor original (20th-century painting).  
Shows land use, vegetation cover, field crops, field lines, and farmers' names as in 1862.  
Does not show army movements.  
Panel title.  
'McElfresh Map Co. researches, draws, watercolors, and publishes maps of Civil War battlefields.'  
Scale [ca. 1:32,400. 1? = 2700 ft.  
Relief shown by hachures.  
Verso includes text, photos, and reproduction of colored manuscript map compiled in 1959, and held in the collection of the Manassas National Battlefield Park: Naisawald, L. VanLoan. [Map of the Battle of Second Battle of Manassas, 1862] Includes bibliographical references.  
Series: Civil War watercolor map series  
OCLC 37835933  
Holzheimer 2005072801  
ISBN 1885294123  

14911 **Bull Run, 2nd Battle of, Va., 1862 - Maps**  
*Second Manassas battlefield map study.*  

*Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.*  
*For more information refer to the title page of this volume.*
Bull Run, 2nd Battle of, Va., 1862 - Maps\(\Rightarrow\)United States - History - Civil War, 1861-1865 - Maps

Positions, nine p.m., August 26, 1862 [prior to the 2nd Battle of Bull Run]. [S.l. s.n., 1900].
Authors: Stevens, Hazard, 1842-1918 -- Stevens, Hazard, 1842-1918. The Life of Isaac Ingalls Stevens (1900) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 7 x 9 cm.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Graff 3974 v. 2, p. 432 (PrCt)

Bull Run, 2nd Battle of, Va., 1862 - Maps\(\Rightarrow\)United States - History - Civil War, 1861-1865 - Maps

Positions of troops, sunset, August 27, 1862 [prior to the 2nd Battle of Bull Run]. [S.l. s.n., 1900].
Authors: Eastern National Park and Monument Association -- Hennessy, John -- United States.
National Park Service
16 maps : col. ; each 44 x 32 cm
Scale [ca. 1:27,000].
Running header: Troop movement map.
'379. 25,001. DSC. Oct. '85.'
Relief shown by contours and spot heights.
Series: The Virginia Civil War battles and leaders series.
cont '91
ISBN 1561900095 (text)
map2F G3884.M25:2M3S5 1985 E2 (NLO)

Bull Run, 2nd Battle of, Va., 1862 - Maps\(\Rightarrow\)United States - History - Civil War, 1861-1865 - Maps

Conclusion of Gibbon's fight. Positions, 9 a.m., August 28, 1862; excepting Jackson's, which is that occupied by him during the 28th, 29th, and 30th. [S.l. s.n., 1900].
Authors: Stevens, Hazard, 1842-1918 -- Stevens, Hazard, 1842-1918. The Life of Isaac Ingalls Stevens (1900) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 8 x 9 cm.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Graff 3974 v. 2, p. 443 (PrCt)
Second Battle of Bull Run, second day, August 30, 1862. Positions at 4 p.m., and successive positions on left. [S.l. s.n., 1900].
Authors: Stevens, Hazard, 1842-1918 -- Stevens, Hazard, 1842-1918. The Life of Isaac Ingalls Stevens (1900) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 15 x 10 cm.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Graff 3974 v. 2, between p. 464-465 (PrCt)

Bull Run, 2nd Battle of, Va., 1862 - Maps-United States - History - Civil War, 1861-1865 - Maps
Jackson's flank march to turn Centreville. [S.I. s.n., 1900].
Authors: Stevens, Hazard, 1842-1918 -- Stevens, Hazard, 1842-1918. The Life of Isaac Ingalls Stevens (1900) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 7 x 9 cm.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Graff 3974 v. 2, p. 480 (PrCt)

Bundaleer Plains (Qld.) - Maps - 1876-Cartography - Bundaleer Plains (Qld.) - History
1 atlas (xxiv, 55 p.) : col. ill., 21 maps (chiefly col.) ; 25 x 34 cm.
Includes a facsimile of: Atlas of Bundaleer Plains and Tatala : showing the runs of Messrs. Davenport and Fisher in Maranoa District Queensland and Warago District N.S. Wales, 1878. The atlas, originally executed 1877-1878, was never published. Includes bibliographical references. Scales differ. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G2772.B75G46 R67 1970 (NLO)

Bunker Hill, Battle of, Boston, Mass., 1775-1776 - Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1775 - Fortification
Plan of the redoubt and intrenchment on the heights of Charles-Town (commonly called Bunker's Hill), opposite Boston ... attacked and carried by his Majesty's troops, June 17, 1775. [London, 1775].
Authors: Gentleman's magazine (London, England)
1 map ; 9 x 10 cm.
In Gentleman's magazine 45 (September 1775) p. 416. Explained in 8 lines of letterpress text below the map. Scale 1:1,800 or '50 [yards] to an inch.'
ICN73
Case A 51 .736, v. 45, p. 416 (PrCt)

Bunker Hill, Battle of, Boston, Mass., 1775-1776 - Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1776 - Fortification
[Plan of the works on Bunker's Hill, at the time it was abandoned by His Majesty's forces on the 17th of March, 1776]. London, 1784.
Authors: Carter, William -- Kearsley, George, d. 1790
1 map ; 18 x 23 cm. (plate mark)
ICN73
Case F 8325.021 opp. p. 1 (PrCt)

Bunker Hill, Battle of, Boston, Mass., 1775-1776 - Maps - Bibliography
A trial list of the maps of the Battle of Bunker's Hill and the British fortifications near Charlestown: 1775 to 1799. [1942].
Authors: Storm, Colton, 1908-1988
19 leaves. Electrostatic copy of orig. in L.C. G&M Div. Vert 466 (PrCt)

Sketch of the action of the heights of Charlestown, June 17th, 1775, between His Majesty's troops under the command of Major Genl. Howe, and a large body of American rebels. [Philadelphia] : M. Thomas, [1818].
Authors: De Berniere, Henry, fl. 1775 -- Chapman, Isaac A. -- Thomas, Moses, 1787-1865 -- Kneass, Young & Co. -- Cist, J. -- Analectic magazine -- Thomas, M., fl. 1818 --
**Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)**

Chicago Historical Society -- Berniere, Henry de, fl. 1775 SEE De Berniere, Henry, fl. 1775
1 map ; 36 x 51 cm.
Facsimile of 1775 manuscript 'copied by I.A. Chapman from an original sketch taken by Henry De Berniere of the 14th Regiment of Infantry, now in the hands of J. Cist, Esq. Engraved by Kneass, Young & Co. for the Analectic magazine.'
Very browned; imprint damaged and incomplete.
Scale not given.
Relief shown by hachures.
Oriented with north to the left.
Differs from another map published the same year in position of title, etc.; cf. OCLC 5566881
Includes 'References' to points of military interest.
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.
CHS Coll., Map no. 304 (PrCt)

1 map ; 41 x 36 cm., reduced from 49 x 43 cm.
Facsimile of original published [London: s.n., 1775?] ; reproduced from original in the Newberry Library [Map4F 3701.S3.3].
'The ground plan is from an actual survey by Captn. Montresor.'
Scale ca. [1:5,900].
Relief shown by hachures.
map2F G3764.C35S3 1976 P2 (PrCt)

14925 **Bunker Hill, Battle of, Boston, Mass., 1775 - Pictorial works - United States - History - Revolution, 1775-1783 - Maps**
*An Exact view of the late battle at Charlestown, June 17th 1775 .... B: Romans in Aere incidit.* [Philadelphia?, 1775], Boston, 1903.
Authors: Romans, Bernard, ca. 1720-ca. 1784 -- Green, Samuel Abbot, 1830-1918
1 view ; 30 x 4 cm. (plate mark)
Facsimile of original published [Philadelphia?, 1775]; facsimile issued in Green, Samuel Abbott. Ten fac-simile reproductions relating to various subjects (Boston, 1903) after p. 30.
Perspective view, scale varies.
'The reproduction ... is slightly reduced in size.'
Includes references 1-9 in upper margin.
ICN73
F 8441.37 after p. 30 (PrCt)

14926 **Bunker Hill, Battle of, Boston, Mass., 1775 - United States - History - Revolution, 1775-1783 - Maps**
*A Plan of the action of Bunkers Hill. [197-?].* Authors: Des Barres, Joseph F. W. (Joseph Frederick Wallet), 1722-1824 -- William L. Clements Library
1 map ; 40 x 41 cm., reduced from 47 x 49 cm.
Photocopy (positive) of original published 1780; reproduced from original in the Clements Library. Scale [ca. 1:4,700] reduced from [ca. 1:3,900]. 73-9767
map2F G3764.C35S3 1780 D4 (PrCt)

*A Plan of the action at Bunkers Hill on the 17th of June 1775 ...* [London : s.n., 1775?].
1 map ; hand col. ; 49 x 43 cm.
"The ground plan is from an actual survey by Captn. Montresor."
Scale [ca. 1:4,850].
Relief shown by hachures.
An overlay labeled 'No. 1' is tipped on at the right middle of the map and shows the first position of the troops. The map itself is designated 'No. 2.'
Includes 'References to the plans.'
A later version of this map was published in Stedman, Charles. The History of the origin, progress, and termination of the American war (London: J. Murray [etc.], 1794), 'To front page 127 Vol. I'; see Map4F 3701.S3.33.
Detached from: Faden, William, [Atlas of battle plans, ca. 1783], no. 3.
The atlas was previously owned by British general Sir Henry Clinton.
map4F 3701.S3.3 (PrCt)

*A Plan of the action at Bunkers Hill on the 17th of June 1775 ...* [London], 1793.
1 map ; 49 x 43 cm.
Engraved for Stedman's History of the American war.
'Published by the author April 12th 1793.'
An overlay labeled 'No. 1' is tipped on at the right middle of the map and shows the first position of the troops. The map itself is designated 'No. 2.'
List of 'References' at bottom of map.
Detached from Stedman, Charles. The History of the origin, progress, and termination of the American war (London: J. Murray [etc.], 1794), 'To front page 127 Vol. I' [F 832.84].
Later version of map originally published...
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Map Number</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
Bureau County (Ill.) - Maps - 1867 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps

Map of Bureau County, Illinois : with sketches of its early settlement. Chicago : Tribune Company, 1867. Bibliographic information:
- Format: Map
- Edition: 2d ed.
- Illustrator: Matson, N. (Nehemiah), 1816-1883

Reference(s):
- Phillips 1519

Microfilm copy available.

Scale: 1{"frac}{1}{4} in. to 1 mile.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Landowners - Bureau County (III.) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps


At head of title: Bureau County Farm Bureau. Includes index to landowners and business directory. Scale of township maps ca. [ca. 1:50,000]. Includes county highway map. Advertisements on cover and interspersed. Includes city street maps. Gift, Gerald A. Danzer, 2010

G4103.B8G46 1976 .T6 (NLO)

---

**Burg Hohentwiel (Singen am Hohentwiel, Germany) - Pictorial works - 1552 - Singen am Hohentwiel (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1552 - Hohentwiel, Singen am (Germany) SEE Singen am Hohentwiel (Germany) - Hohen Tuuiel Burg (Germany) SEE Burg Hohentwiel (Singen am Hohentwiel, Germany) SEE Hohen Tuuiel Burg (Germany) SEE Burg Hohentwiel (Singen am Hohentwiel, Germany) SEE Burg Hohentwiel (Singen am Hohentwiel, Germany) SEE Burg Hohentwiel (Singen am Hohentwiel, Germany) SEE Woodcuts [View of the castle in Burg Hohentwiel, Singen am Hohentwiel, Germany]. [Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552]. Authors: Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552. Cosmographiae uniuersalis ... (1552) -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 view : hand col. woodcut ; 7 x 9 cm., on sheet 32 x 21 cm. Title supplied by cataloger. Added letterpress title above woodcut: Hohen Tuuiel. In: Münster, Sebastian. Cosmographiae uniuersalis ... (Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552), p. 539. Possibly an inaccurate view, since some of the woodcuts in this volume were used for more than one town. VAULT folio Ayer 7 .M8 1552, p. 539 (PrCt)

---

**Burgau Region (Germany) - Maps - 1710 - Günzberg Region (Germany) - Maps - 1710 Marggraffschaftt Burgau.** Augsburg : Gabriel Bodenehr, 1710. Authors: Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. -- Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. Atlas curieux

-- oder, Neuer und compendieuser atlas 1710 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 16 x 26 cm. In: Bodenehr, Gabriel. Atlas curieux; oder, Neuer und compendieuser atlas ... ([Augsburg : Gabriel Bodenehr, 1710?]) pl. [63]. Engraved plate no. '66.'

Ayer 135 .B6 pl. 63 (PrCt)

---


Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 251 (1963) (NLO)

---


Vert 93, no. 3 (PrCt)

---


F 844 .19, v. 46, p.57-81 (PrCt)

---

**Burgos (Spain) - Pictorial works - 1620 Burgos celebris et antiqua Hispaniae ciuitas, quae Auca, Brauum, Masburgi ...** [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620]. Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Hoefnagel, Joris, 1542-1601 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 view : hand col. ; 15 x 47 cm. on sheet 41 x 54 cm. View derived from a drawing supplied by Joris Hoefnagel; see R.A. Skelton’s Introduction to the...
1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum. 
On same sheet with: Sanct. Sebastianvm vulgo
Donostien ad mare oceanum ...
Latin letterpress text on verso under added titles:
Civitas Burgensis -- S. Sebastiani opp. .
1620] v. 1, plate 6
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 1, pl. 6

Burgoune's Invasion, 1777 - Maps<<>>New York (State) - History - Revolution, 1775-1783 -
Maps<<>>Vermont - History - Revolution, 1775-1783 -
Maps<<>>Hubbardton, Battle of, Hubbardton, Vt., 1777 - Maps<<>>Saratoga Campaign, 1777 - Maps<<>>Bennington, Battle of, N.Y., 1777 - Maps<<>>United States - History - Revolution, 1775-1783 -
Maps<<>>Burgoyne, John, 1722-1792
A State of the expedition from Canada : as laid before the House of commons / by
Lieutenant-General Burgoyne, and verified by evidence ; with a collection of authentic documents, and an addition of many circumstances which were prevented from appearing before the House by the prorogation of Parliament ; written and collected by himself.
1 v. : 6 maps ; 215 x 140 mm.
2nd ed.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Burgoune's Invasion, 1777 - Maps<<>>New York (State) - History - Revolution, 1775-1783 -
Maps<<>>Vermont - History - Revolution, 1775-1783 -
Maps<<>>Hubbardton, Battle of, Hubbardton, Vt., 1777 - Maps<<>>Saratoga Campaign, 1777 - Maps<<>>Bennington, Battle of, N.Y., 1777 - Maps<<>>United States - History - Revolution, 1775-1783 -
Maps<<>>Burgoyne, John, 1722-1792
A State of the expedition from Canada : as laid before the House of commons / by
Lieutenant-General Burgoyne, and verified by evidence ; with a collection of authentic documents, and an addition of many circumstances which were prevented from appearing before the House by the prorogation of Parliament ; written and collected by himself.
1 v. : 6 maps ; 215 x 140 mm.
2nd ed.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)
 Lieutenant-General Burgoyne, and verified by evidence; with a collection of authentic documents, and an addition of many circumstances which were prevented from appearing before the House by the prorogation of Parliament; written and collected by himself.


Maps: A Map of the country in which the army under Lt. General Burgoyne acted in the campaign of 1777 ... / drawn by Mr. Medcalfé & engraved by Wm. Faden. 1 map : hand col. ; 58 x 28 cm. -- Plan of the action at Huberton under Brigadier Genl. Frazer supported by Major Genl. Reidesel, on the 7th July 1777 / drawn by P. Gerlach, Deputy Quarter Master General ; engraved by Wm. Faden. 1 map : hand col. ; 28 x 35 cm. -- Plan of the encampment and position of the army under his excellency. Lt. General Burgoyne at Sword's House on Hudson's River near Stillwater ... 1777 -- Faden, William, 1749-1836. Plan of the position which the army under Lt. Genl. Burgoyne took at Saratoga on the 10th of September 1777 -- Faden, William, 1749-1836 -- [Atlas of battle plans] (ca. 1783) -- Clinton, Henry, 1738?-1795 1 map : hand col. ; 57 x 28 cm. Scale [ca. 1:633,600]. Relief shown by hachures. Shows Lakes George and Champlain and all but the northeast part of Vermont. Detached from: Faden, William, [Atlas of battle plans, ca. 1783], no. 9. The atlas was previously owned by British general Sir Henry Clinton.

map4F 3701.S3.9 (PrCt)

Burgundy (France) - Maps - 1579-1588

Burgyniendra comitats recentiss. descriptio / Dño. Ferdinando Lannoyo auctore. [Antwerp : Christophe Plantin], 1579 [i.e. 1588].


1 map : hand col. ; 35 x 49 cm. Scale [ca. 1:633,600]. Relief shown by hachures. Shows Lakes George and Champlain and all but the northeast part of Vermont. Detached from: Faden, William, [Atlas of battle plans, ca. 1783], no. 9. The atlas was previously owned by British general Sir Henry Clinton.

map4F 3701.S3.9 (PrCt)

Duplicate copies: Case folio F 8325 .2a [includes inserted plated dated 180] -- VAULT folio Ayer 191 .B9 1780 [includes bookplate of M. C. Lefferts].

LC Card Number 02003009

14953

Burgoune's Invasion, 1777 - Maps - United States - History - Revolution, 1775-1783 - Maps

Burgoune's Invasion, 1777

A Map of the country in which the army under Lt. General Burgoyne acted in the campaign of 1777... London : Wm. Faden, 1780.

Authors: Medcalfé, Époque, fl. 1780 -- Faden, William, 1749-1836 -- [Atlas of battle plans] (ca. 1783) -- Clinton, Henry, 1738?-1795 1 map : hand col. ; 57 x 28 cm. Scale [ca. 1:633,600]. Relief shown by hachures. Shows Lakes George and Champlain and all but the northeast part of Vermont. Detached from: Faden, William, [Atlas of battle plans, ca. 1783], no. 9. The atlas was previously owned by British general Sir Henry Clinton.

map4F 3701.S3.9 (PrCt)

Printed no. 27 and Spanish letterpress text on verso beginning: El condado de Borgoña ... . Digital image of a duplicate or variant edition available on Marcel P.R. van den Broecke's Cartographica Neerlandica website (accessed Feb. 2012):


VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1588, [plate 27]
14955  
**Burgundy (France) - Maps - 1584-1588**

_Bvrgvndiae inferioris, qvae dcvatvs nomine censetvr, des._, 1584. [Antwerp : Christophe Plantin], 1584 [i.e. 1588].


1 map : hand col. ; 35 x 43 cm.

In: Ortelius, Abraham. _Theatro de la tierra universal_ (Antwerp : Christophe Plantin, 1588), [plate 28].

Printed no. 28 and Spanish letterpress text on verso beginning: _El dvcado de Bvrgvndie_.

Digital image of a duplicate or variant edition available on Marcel P.R. van den Broecke's Cartographica Neerlandica website (accessed Feb. 2012):

http://www.orteliusmaps.com/book/ort52.html


VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1588, [plate 28] (PrCt)

14956  
**Burgundy (France) - Maps - 1584-1606**

_Bvrgvndiae inferioris, qvae dcvatvs nomine censetvr, des._, [London : John Norton], 1584 [i.e. 1606].


1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 44 cm.

Anonymous map without imprint.

Printed no. 32 and English letterpress text on verso beginning: _El dvcao de Borgoña ..._.

Theatrum orbis terrarum ... (London : J. Norton, 1606), [plate 31].

Digital image of a duplicate or variant edition available on Marcel P.R. van den Broecke's Cartographica Neerlandica website (accessed July 2012):


VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1588, [plate 28] (PrCt)

14957  
**Burgundy (France) - Maps - 1589-1606**

_Bvrgvndiae comitatis / Hugo Cusinus, sive Cognatus patriam suam sic describatur_. [London : John Norton], 1589 [i.e. 1606].

Authors: Cousin, Hugues, fl. ca. 1532-1566 -- Norton, John, -1612 -- Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598. _Theatrum orbis terrarum ..._ (1606) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 55 x 45 cm.


Digital image of a duplicate or variant edition available on Marcel P.R. van den Broecke's Cartographica Neerlandica website (accessed July 2012):


VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1606, [plate 31] (PrCt)

14958  
**Burgundy (France) - Maps - 1593**

_Comitats Bvrgvndiae cvm magna parte dv Catvs eivsdem nova et accvratissima descripctio._ [Antwerp?] : Autuerpiae exudebat Gerar. de Iode, [1593].

Authors: Jode, Gerard de, 1509-1591 -- Wierix, Robert (Engraver) -- Mariette, Pierre, 1603-1567 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. _Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ..._ (1658 [i.e. 1659?])

1 map : hand col. ; 37 x 50 cm.

In: Sanson, Nicolas. _Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ..._ (1658 [i.e. 1659?]) v. 1, pl. [46] (PrCt)

14959  
**Burgundy (France) - Maps - 1648**

_Les deux Bourgognes, duche, et comte ..._. [Paris : P. Mariette], 1648 [i.e. 1659?].

Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Cordier, Robert (Engraver) -- Mariette, Pierre, 1603-1567 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. _Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ..._. (1658 [i.e. 1659?])

1 map : hand col. ; 37 x 50 cm.

In: Sanson, Nicolas. _Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ..._. (1658 [i.e. 1659?]) v. 1, pl. [46] (PrCt)

14960  
**Burgundy (France) - Maps - 1700**

_Comitatus Burgundiae tam in praeceptuas ejus ..._. [Amsterdam : Frederik de Wit, ca. 1700?].

Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Wit, Frederik de -- Wit, Frederik de. _Atlas ca. 1700?_.

-- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 55 x 45 cm.

In: Wit, Frederik de. _Atlas (Amsterdam : bij Frederik de Wit in de Calverstraet bij den Dam inde Witte Paskaert. [ca. 1700?])_ no. [21].

Copy 2 of 2.

Copy 1: _Ayer +*135 V8 1700, no. [76]._

Later published ca. 1720: _Sack map4F_
14964   Burgundy (France) - Maps - 1709
Partie septentrionale du duché de Bourgogne / par Guillaume Del'Isle ... a Paris : chez l'auteur sur le Quay de l'Horloge ... [1709].
Authors: L'Islé, Guillaume de. 1675-1726 -- L'Islé, Guillaume de. 1675-1726. [Collection of maps of the world] [1732?]. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Syvry, Languet de SEE
Languet de Syvry
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 65 cm.
Title in bottom margin.
Date from adjacent sheet: Carte du duché de Bourgogne ... [plate 16].
In composite atlas without title page: L'Islé, Guillaume de. [Collection of maps of the world. Paris : s.n., 1732?], [plate 17].
Number "17" in ms. on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
VAULT Baskes oversize G1015 .L57 1700, [plate 17] (PrCt)

14965   Burgundy (France) - Maps - 1709
Carte du duché de Bourgogne et de comtez en dependans dresée par l'ordre de Mrs. les Eus Generaux de la province sur un grand nombre de memoires m.s. envoyez par Mrs. les Eus etencore sur ceux de Mrs. Languet de Syvry, de Mr. Canut &c ... / par Guillaume Del'Isle ... ; Desrosiers fec. ; N. Guerard inve. et fecit. [a Paris : chez l'auteur sur le Quay de l'Horloge ...], 1709.
Authors: L'Islé, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Languet de Syvry -- Canut -- Desrosiers, F. -- Guérard, Nicolas, ca. 1648-1719 -- L'Islé, Guillaume de, 1675-1726. [Collection of maps of the world] [1732?]. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Syvry, Languet de SEE
Languet de Syvry
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 65 cm.
Added title in top margin: Partie meridionale du duché de Bourgogne.
Imprint from adjacent sheet: Partie septentrionale du duché de Bourgogne [plate 17].
In composite atlas without title page: L'Islé, Guillaume de. [Collection of maps of the world. Paris : s.n., 1732?], [plate 16].
Number "16" in ms. on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
VAULT Baskes oversize G1015 .L57 1700, [plate 16] (PrCt)

14961   Burgundy (France) - Maps - 1704
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G5833.B8 1704 .S2 (PrCt)

14962   Burgundy (France) - Maps - 1708<>Rhône-Alpes (France) - Maps - 1708
Le Gouvernement general du duché de Bourgogne ... Paris, 1708.
Authors: Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?--1712 -- Tardieu, Nicolas Henri, 1674-1714 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G5833.B8 1708 J3 (PrCt)

14963   Burgundy (France) - Maps - 1709
Carte du duché de Bourgogne, et des comtez ... Paris, 1709.
Authors: L'Islé, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Desrosiers, F. -- Guérard, Nicolas, ca. 1648-1719 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G5833.B8 1708 J3 (PrCt)

14966   Burgundy (France) - Maps - 1710
Comitatus Burgundiae tam in praecipuas ejus ... Amst. Bat. [Amsterdam] : Nicolm Visscher [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher], [1710?].
Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Gouwen, Gilliam van der -- Visscher, Elizabeth, fl. 1702-1726 -- Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702.
Atlas minor ... [1710?]. -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 55 x 45 cm.
In: Visscher, Nicolaes. Atlas minor ... (Amstelaedami [Amsterdam] : ex officina Nicolai Visscher [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher], [1710?] map
Burgundy (France) - Maps - 1712

Le Gouvernement général du duché de Bourgogne et Bresse ... Paris, 1712.  
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Starckman, P. -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G83  
1 map ; 66 x 48 cm.  
Pastoureau, Fer II C [35].  
5127

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).  
Sack map4F G5833.B8 1712 F4 (PrCt)

Burgundy (France) - Maps - 1720

Comitatus Burgundiae tam in praecipuas ejus ... Amsterdam, [ca. 1720].  
Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Schenk, Pieter, ca. 1698 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G86  
1 map ; 55 x 45 cm.  
Later state of map previously published ca. 1698.  
2 copies of earlier state: Ayer +135 V8 1700, no. [76] and VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .W8 A no. [22].  
Cf. Koeman, Visscher [124*].  
5057

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).  
Sack map4F G5833.B8 1698 V5 1720 (PrCt)

Burgundy (France) - Maps - 1725

Ducatus Burgundiae nova descriptio ... Amsterdam, [ca. 1725].  
Authors: Cövens et Mortier -- Wit, Frederik de -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G88  
1 map ; hand col. ; 43 x 54 cm.  
Koeman, C & M 10, v. 3 [42].  
5055

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).  
Sack map4F G5833.B8 1680 W5 1725 (PrCt)

Burgundy (France) - Maps - 1730

Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Cordier, Robert (Engraver) -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Delahaye, Charles François, 1740-1817. Atlas général : contenant le détail des quatre parties du monde [1798?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map ; hand col. ; 35 x 49 cm.  
Scale [ca. 1:870,000].

Baskes oversize G1015 .A77 1798, [ptie 1], [plate 68] (NLO)

Burgundy (France) - Maps - 1741

Carte du duché de Bourgogne, et des comté ... Amsterdam : J. Covens et C. Mortier, [1741?].  
Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Covens et Mortier -- L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726. Atlas nouveau, contenant toutes les parties du monde ... [1741?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map ; hand col. ; 90 x 61 cm. on 2 sheets 45 x 61 cm. each


5114

oversize Ayer 135 .L695 1741 v. 1, pl. [27-28] (PrCt)

Burgundy (France) - Maps - 1752

Partie septentrionale du gouvernement général de Bourgogne ... / par le Sr. Robert ... ; gravé par Delahaye l'aîné. [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy], 1752.  
Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Delahaye, Jean-Baptiste-Henri, d. ca. 1755 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1758?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map ; hand col. ; 48 x 50 cm.  
In: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles. Atlas universel (Paris : Chez les auteurs, quay de l'Horloge du Palais, Boudet libraire imprimeur du roi, rue St. Jacques, 1757 [i.e. 1758?]), [plate 40].

"Bourgogne Septentrale." -- oversize letterpress title stamped on verso.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1757, [plate 40] (PrCt)

14973 Burgundy (France) - Maps - 1752
Partie septentrionale du gouvernement général de Bourgogne ... / par le Sr. Robert ... ; gravé par Delahaye l'ainé. [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy], 1752.
Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Delahaye, Jean-Baptiste-Henri, d. ca. 1755 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1790?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 50 cm.
In: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles. Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1790?]), [plate 40].

Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1790, [plate 41] (PrCt)

14976 Burgundy (France) - Maps - 1766 Wall maps
Carte particuliere des pays de Bresse, Bugey et Gex, levée géométriquement par les ingénieurs géographes du Roy, sous la direction. de M. M. Cassini de Thury .... Exécutée par le Sr. Seguin ... en 1766. [Paris], 1766.
Authors: Cassini, César-François, 1714-1784 -- Seguin, Jean, fl. 1744-1771
1 map : hand col. ; 111 x 169 cm.
Four sheets, mounted on muslin.
maproll G5833.B8 1766 C3 (PrCt)

14977 Burgundy (France) - Maps - 1777 Franche-Comté (France) - Maps - 1777 Lyonnois (France) - Maps - 1777 Carte des gouvernements de Bourgogne, de Franche Comté et de Lyonnois / ... par M. Bonne ... a Paris 1771. À Venise [Venice] : par P. Santini ; chez Mr. Rem. [i.e. Remondini], 1777.
Authors: Bonne, Rigobert, 1727-1794 -- Santini, P. -- Remondini, Giuseppe Antonio, 1747-1811 -- Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (1784 [i.e. 1807?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 41 x 55 cm.
In: Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (Venice : par P. Santini, rue Ste. Justine, chez M. Remondini, 1784 [i.e. 1807?]), v. 1, no. "P.I. 19"
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .S4 1807, v. 1, no. 19 (PrCt)

Authors: Monmarché, Marcel, 1872-1945 -- Tillion, Lucien -- Vélain, Charles, 1845-1925 -- Guides bleus -- Hermann, L., active 1906-1939 -- Hachette (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
lxvii, 547 p. : ill., 54 maps and plans (some col., some folded) ; 16 cm.
"33 cartes et 23 plans,"
Imperfect: missing 2 folded maps from pocket.
Maps by L. Hermann.
Map on endpaper.
Includes index.
Series: Guides bleus

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Burgundy (France) - Maps - 1926 - Wine districts

Carte du vignoble du Beaujolais et Mâconnais / dressée pour les Établissements Nicolas. [S.l. s.n., 1926?].

Forms part of a collection

Oriented with north at upper right.

Scale 1:40,000.

Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.

Burgundy (France) - Maps - 1939 - Morvan (France) - Maps - 1939 - Nièvre (France) - Maps - 1939 - Lyonnais (France) - Maps - 1939


Authors: Monmarché, Georges, 1900-- Guides bleus -- Hermann, L., active 1906-1939 -- Hachette (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

Maps by L. Hermann.

Includes bibliographical references (p. [xlvii]-il) and index.

Map on endpaper.

Series: Guides bleus

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Burgundy (France) - Maps - 1953 - Wine and wine making


Authors: Institut national des appellations d'origine des vins et eaux de vie (France) -- Comité national de propagande en faveur du vin (France) -- Syndicat national du commerce en gros des vins, cidres, spiritueux et liqueurs de France -- Larmat, Louis. 1890- -- Map on endpaper.

Newberry Library owns vol. 2 only (c1953).

To Collection Services for cataloging, April 2011 (PrCt)

Burgundy (France) - Maps - 1960 - Morvan (France) - Maps - 1960 - Road maps


Authors: Guides verts Michelin -- Michelin green guides -- Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
171 p. : ill. (some col.), genealogical table, 71 col. maps, plans (chiefly col.) ; 26 x 12 cm.
5e éd.
Cover title.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 42) and index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

14984 Burgundy (France) - Maps - 1961<<››Morvan (France) - Maps - 1961<<››Road maps
Authors: Guides verts Michelin -- Michelin green guides -- Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
171 p. : ill. (some col.), genealogical table, 71 col. maps, plans (chiefly col.) ; 26 cm.
6e éd.
Cover title.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 42) and index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

14985 Burgundy (France) - Maps - 1963<<››Morvan (France) - Maps - 1963<<››Road maps
Authors: Michelin green guides -- Michelin Tyre Company -- Dickens Press -- Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
171 p. ill. (some col.), genealogical table, 72 col. maps, plans (chiefly col.) ; 26 cm.
1st ed.
"English edition."
Cover title.
"Michelin's Tourist Service presents the first edition in English of its guide to 'Burgundy' ..."--P. 2.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 42) and index.
Series: Michelin green guides.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .M53 Burgundy (1963) (NLO)

14986 Burgundy (France) - Maps - 1968<<››Morvan (France) - Maps - 1968<<››Road maps
Authors: Guides verts Michelin -- Michelin green guides -- Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
174 p. : ill. (some col.), genealogical table, 75 col. maps, col. plans ; 26 x 12 cm.
11e éd.
Cover title.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 28) and index.
Series: Les guides verts Michelin -- Guides verts Michelin.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G86 Bourgogne (1968) (NLO)

14987 Burgundy (France) - Maps - 1982<<››Morvan (France) - Maps - 1982<<››Road maps
Authors: Guides verts Michelin -- Michelin green guides -- Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Litwin -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
170 p. : ill. (some col.), genealogical table, 57 col. maps and plans ; 26 x 12 cm.
18e éd.
Cover title.
Includes index.
Maps on back cover.
Former owner’s signature: Litwin.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
ISBN 2060030625 ; 9782060030623

14988 Burgundy (France) - Maps - 1985<<››Morvan (France) - Maps - 1985<<››Road maps
Authors: Guides verts Michelin -- Michelin green guides -- Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
182 p. : ill. (some col.), genealogical table, 38 col. maps, col. plans, col. ports. ; 26 x 12 cm.
1re éd.
"Nouvelle édition."
Cover title.
Map on back cover.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 167) and index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
ISBN 2060030730 ; 9782060030739

14989 Burgundy (France) - Maps - 1988 - Guidebooks<<››Morvan (France) - Maps - 1988 - Guidebooks
Authors: Michelin green guides -- Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.
1st ed.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

A Plan of the Island of Burlington, and a view of the city from the river Delaware (N.J.)

Burlington (N.J.)

Microfiche 583, no. 442 (PrCt)

Geography and Map Division, 1983?


19th and early 20th century landownership maps:

Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:


Microfiche 583, no. 440 (PrCt)

Burlington County (N.J.)

Microfiche 583, no. 441 (PrCt)

Microfiche 583, no. 442 (PrCt)

Burlington Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1727 - Pictorial works - Manuscripts - Facsimiles:>>Grand River (Ont.) - Maps - 1727 - Pictorial works - Manuscripts - Facsimiles:>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles

Mohawk Village on the Grand River or Ouse ; Waterfall near Burlington Bay. [19-].


2 views ; on sheet 30 x 24 cm.


Redrawn and published in Diary of Mrs. John Graves Simcoe, wife of the first Lieutenant-Governor of the province of Upper Canada, 1792-6 (Toronto: W. Briggs, 1911) [E5 .S5848]

folio Ayer 136 .H91 1907 ser. 1, v. 4, pl. 40.A.B. (PrCt)

Burlington Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1727 - Pictorial works - Manuscripts - Facsimiles:>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles

Cootes Paradise near Burlington Bay ; From the King's Inn on the Beach at Burlington Bay. [19-].


2 views ; on sheet 30 x 24 cm.


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Redrawn and published in Diary of Mrs. John Graves Simcoe, wife of the first Lieutenant-Governor of the province of Upper Canada, 1792-6 (Toronto: W. Briggs, 1911) [E5 .S5848]

15002 Burlington Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1727 - Pictorial works - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

View of Lake Ontario and entrance of Burlington Bay; Entrance of Burlington Bay. [19--].

2 views ; on sheet 30 x 24 cm.

Redrawn and published in Diary of Mrs. John Graves Simcoe, wife of the first Lieutenant-Governor of the province of Upper Canada, 1792-6 (Toronto: W. Briggs, 1911) [E5 .S5848]

15003 Burma - Maps - 1748 - Coasts - Nautical charts

A New and correct chart of Mergui with the islands adjacent ...; A New correct chart of Acheen Road with the islands adjacent ... London: William Mount and Thos. Page, [1748].

2 maps ; 17 x 59 cm. and 31 x 59 cm. on sheet 53 x 67 cm.
The chart of 'Acheen Road' covers the western tip of Sumatra.

15004 Burma - Maps - 1829

A Map shewing the various routes proposed for connecting China with India and Europe through Burma and developing the trade of eastern Bengal, Burmah & China ... London : E. Stanford, 1875.
Authors: Hay, John Ogilvy -- Stanford, Edward, 1827-1904

1 map ; 67 x 63 cm. fold. to 27 cm.
Scale 1:19,008,000; 100 miles to 3 inches.
Eames G 10689 .39 (NLO)

15005 Burma - Maps - 1943


1 v. : 1 map
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

15007 Burnett County (Wis.) - Maps - 1915 - Landowners

Authors: Geo. A. Ogle & Co. -- Burnett County Historical Society (Wis.) -- White Birch Printing (Shell Lake, Wis.)

1 atlas (77 p. : ill., maps, ports.) ; 28 cm.

Baskes folio NA9127.C4 M22 2008 (NLO)


Authors: Bergen, John Victor, 1930-
p. 5-31 ; 28 cm.
In Western Illinois regional studies v. 10 no. 1 (Spring 1987): 5-31. maps.
F536 .W47, v. 10, no. 1, p. 5-31(PrCt)

15013 Bursa (Turkey) - Pictorial works - 1835<--Broosa (Turkey) SEE Bursa
(Turkey)<--Brusa (Turkey) SEE Bursa
(Turkey)<--Brossa (Turkey) SEE Bursa
(Turkey)<--Prusia ad Olympum (Turkey)
SEE Bursa (Turkey)
Broosa in Asia Minor. [Boston : s.n., 1835].
Authors: American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions -- Missionary Herald (Boston, Mass.) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view ; 10 x 18 cm.
In Quarterly paper 23, bound at end of: American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions. The Missionary Herald v. 31 (1835), p. [89]
Duplicate copy bound at end of v. 32 (1836), p. [89]
References: Graff 2827 (sold as Newberry duplicate).
Ayer 1 .M45 v. 31, p. [89] (PrCt)

15014 Burt, William Austin, 1792-1858<--Surveyors - United States - Biography
Authors: Burt, John S., 1937- xix, 188 p. : ill., maps, ports. ; 29 cm.
Map on lining papers.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
ISBN 091084531X
folio TA521 .B87 1986 (NLO)

15015 Busnes (France) - Maps - 1782 - Manuscripts - Indexes<--Manuscript maps
[Index map of the cantons of Busnes, France]. 1782
Authors: Verlet, Christophe, fl. 1782
1 ms. map ; 46 x 59 cm.
Index map detached from 1782 manuscript atlas: Verlet, Christophe. Carte géométrique et figurative de la paroisse de Busnes. Divisée en 100 cantons. Faite, & achevée en l’année 1782 [shelved separately as VAULT Case MS G 3914 .942 (NLO)]
VAULT drawer MS map4F G5834.B87 1782 .V4 (PrCt)

15016 Busnes (France) - Maps - 1782 - Manuscripts<--Manuscript maps
Carte géométrique et figurative de la paroisse de Busnes. Divisée en 100 cantons. Faite, & achevée en l’année 1782. 1782.
Authors: Verlet, Christophe, fl. 1782
1 ms. atlas (104 leaves : 100 hand col. maps) ; 53 x 37 cm.
Scale not given.
Untitled [Index map of the cantons of Busnes, France] detached and shelved separately as VAULT drawer MS Map4F G5834.B87 1782 .V4
VAULT Case MS oversize G 3914 .942 (NLO)

Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960-
312 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
1st ed.
'Deluxe edition.'
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).
3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.
Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).
Includes indexes.
Series: Family maps
ISBN 1420304798 ; 9781420304794
Local History Ref F332.B9 B69 2006 (NLO)

15018 Butler County (Iowa) - Maps - 1895 - Landowners<--Counties - Maps<--Landowners - Maps
Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960-
312 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
1st ed.
'Deluxe edition.'
Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).
Includes indexes.
Series: Family maps
ISBN 1420304798 ; 9781420304794
Local History Ref F332.B9 B69 2006 (NLO)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress, Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 181 (PrCt)

15020 Butter County (Iowa) - Maps - 1976 - Landowners<>Counties -
Maps<>Landowners - Maps
The 1976 atlas of Butler County, Iowa : with township plats corrected to May 20, 1976 /
Authors: R.C. Booth Enterprises -- Butter County (Iowa). Auditor -- Cleary, John -- Roger S.
Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (18, [18] p.) : 17 maps ; 32 cm.
Cover title: Plat book of Butler County, Iowa, 1976
Available at Butler County Auditor's Office, Parker Schmitz, Allison Iowa'--Cover.
Includes index to owners and tenants.
Scale not given.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection at the Newberry Library.

15021 Butter County (Iowa) - Maps - 1981 - Landowners<>Counties -
Maps<>Landowners - Maps
The 1981 atlas of Butler County, Iowa : with township plats corrected to August 6, 1980 /
Authors: R.C. Booth Enterprises -- Butter County (Iowa). Auditor -- Roger S. Baskets Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 atlas (18, [18] p.) : 17 maps ; 31 cm.
Cover title: Plat book of Butler County, Iowa, 1981
Available at Butler County Auditor's Office'--Cover.
Includes index to owners and tenants.
Scale not given.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection at the Newberry Library.

15022 Butter County (Neb.) - Maps - 1918 -
Landowners<>Polk County (Neb.) - Maps - 1918 - Landowners<>Counties -
Maps<>Landowners - Maps
Atlas of Butler and Polk Counties, Nebraska, containing maps of townships of the county :
[maps of State, United States and World.

15025 Butler County (Ohio) - Maps - 1895 - Landowners<>Counties -
Maps<>Landowners - Maps
The County of Butler, Ohio : an imperial atlas and
Farmers directory, analysis of the system of U.S. land surveys]. Mason City, Iowa : Anderson
Publishing Co., 1918.
Authors: Anderson Publishing Company -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (61 p.) : 29 maps ; 45 cm.
Title page lacking: title from cover, other title information from OCLC.
Scale [1: 36,206]
Scale of township maps: 1 3/4 inches to 1 mile.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Le Gear, C. U.S. Atlases, 2197; Phillips 4878
Baskes oversize G4193.B9G46 1918 .A53 (NLO)

15023 Butter County (Ohio) - Maps - 1855 - Landowners<>Counties -
Maps<>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Crane, John -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division
land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 47.5 x 60.5 in. Scale 1: 32,000.
Originally published 1855.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 602 (PrCt)

15024 Butter County (Ohio) - Maps - 1875 - Landowners<>Counties -
Maps<>Landowners - Maps
Combination atlas map of Butler county, Ohio : compiled, drawn and published from personal examinations and surveys. Philadelphia : L.H. Everts, 1875.
Authors: L.H. Everts & Co. -- Chicago Historical Society
1 atlas (1 v. (various pagings)) : ill., maps (part col., part fold.), ports. ; 44 cm.
Incomplete: many pages missing, bound out of order.
Includes directory, brief history of the county and brief biographies and portraits of early residents.
Scales differ.
Library buckram.
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005; includes CHS ownership markings.
CHS Coll., Atlas no. 160
oversize G4083.B9G46 1875 .E8 (NLO)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Butler County (Pa.) - Maps - 1858 - Landowners - Maps
[Butler County (Pa.) - 1858: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche], [Washington, D.C.]: LC G&M Division, [1983?].
Authors: Dunlap, Jas. -- McKeel, Hugh -- Scott, David -- Maurhoff, E. -- Kirker, J. W. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 6 parts, 19 x 26 in. each.
Originally published 1858.
Microfiche 583, no. 717 (PrCt)

Butler County (Pa.) - Maps - 1874 - Landowners - Indexes - Maps
Authors: Romig, Nancy Byers -- G.M. Hopkins & Co. Combination atlas of the county of Butler and the state of Pennsylvania (1874) -- Western Pennsylvania Genealogical Society iv, 27 p. ; 28 cm.
LC Card Number 93241882 folio F157.B87 R66 1993 (NLO)

Butler, Robert A., 1786-1860 - Florida - Surveys
Authors: Merkel, Donald E. p. 331-336 : port.
5S 224, v. 34, p. 331-336 (PrCt)

15029 Butte County (Calif.) - Maps - 1877 - Landowners - Maps
[Butte County (Calif.) - 1877: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche], [Washington, D.C.]: LC G&M Division, [1983?].
Authors: McGann, James -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 2 parts, 31.5 x 55.5 in.each.
Scale 1:63,360. Originally published 1877.
Microfiche 583, no. 14 (PrCt)

Butte County (Calif.) - Maps - 1886 - Landowners - Maps
[Butte County (Calif.) - 1886: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche], [Washington, D.C.]: LC G&M Division, [1983?].
Authors: McGann, James -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 8 parts, 16 x 28 in. each.
Scale 1:63,360. Originally published 1886.
Microfiche 583, no. 15 (PrCt)

Butte (Mont.) - Maps - 1886 - Mines and mineral resources
Map showing location of surveyed mining claims in the vicinity of Butte City, M.T. January 1st, 1886 / Kornberg & Hoff, civil engineers & surveyors, Butte City, M.T. [Butte, Mont. s.n.], 1886.
Authors: Kornberg & Hoff (Butte, Mont.) -- Ziegenfuss, C.O. Western Montana : a review of the mineral, timber and agricultural resources ... (1886) -- Inter Mountain Publishing Co. (Butte, Mont.) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 21 x 33 cm., on sheet folded to 21 x 12 cm.
In Ziegenfuss, C.O. Western Montana : a review of the mineral, timber and agricultural resources of the counties of Silver Bow, Jefferson, Madison,
Beaverhead, Deer Lodge and Missoula, with special reference to Butte City, the greatest mining camp on earth ... (Butte, Mont.: Inter Mountain Publishing Company, 1886) between p. [24]-25. Includes dozens of named and numbered mining claims. Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.

Byrd Antarctic Expedition (1st : 1928-1930) between p. [24]-25 (PrCt)

**15032** Butte (Mont.) - Pictorial works - 1884
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map4F G4254.B9A3 1884 S7 1974 (PrCt)

**15033** Buuytewech, Willem, 1591 or 2-1624<<>>Shenredam, Jan Perszoon, 1565-1607. Holland, 1589<<>>Wall maps - History<<>>Cartography in art<<>>Maps in art


BHC 1382

Vert 983 (PrCt)


[Map of the region from the Ross Sea to the South Pole : showing routes of various flights and sledge trips of the Byrd Antarctic Expedition] / prepared by the National Geographic Society, A.H. Bumstead, chief cartographer. [New York ; London : G.P. Putnam's Sons, 1930].


1 map ; 21 x 17 cm., on sheet folded to 24 x 15 cm.

Title from table of contents on page xvi of text. "The positions of the mountains and the newly discovered land are only approximate. A complete scientific map is now being made and will be published as soon as it is completed."--Bottom margin

Shows Richard Byrd's November 29, 1929 flight to the South Pole from the Little America base camp on the Ross Sea's Bay of Whales, Antarctica.

Also shows four flight routes over the Ross Ice Shelf variously dated January 1929-January 1930, the sledge route taken by the expedition's geological survey team, supply depots, and named mountains and other geographical features.

Scale approximately 1:8,380,000.

Coordinates: (E 150°--W 100°/S 74°--S 90°).

Prime meridian: Greenwich.

Inset map of Antarctica (6 cm in diameter).


_Case G850 1928.A3 1930, opposite p. 417 (NLO)


In: Byrd, Richard E. Byrd's South Pole flight : Nov. 29, 1929 3:30 a.m. to 10:07 p.m. Greenwich mean time / constructed by Harold E. Saunders from navigation records of Richard E. Byrd, aerial photographs by Ashley C. McKinley and from surveys by Laurence M. Gould and Roald Amundsen. [Baltimore : A. Hoen & Co., 1932].


1 map : col. ; 32 x 9 cm.

Inset map trimmed from National Geographic Society's map The Antarctic regions (col. ; 46 x
15036 Byzantine cartography - History - Cartography, Byzantine SEE Byzantine cartography Exploring Byzantine cartographies: ancient science, Christian cosmology, and geopolitics in Byzantine imperial mapping / Alex G. Papadopoulos. [Chicago : The Author, 2010].
Authors: Papadopoulos, A. G. -- Papadopoulos, Alex G. SEE Papadopoulos, A. G.
11 leaves ; 28 cm.
Typescript.
Vert 199, no. 2 (PrCt)

xii, 291 p. : illus., facsims., maps (part fold.) ; 30 cm.
The manuscript map and text were copied about 1440 by an unknown scribe from lost earlier originals. The first is a world map, including the Western Ocean, with representations of Iceland, Greenland, and Vinland; the second is an account, written in 1247 by an unidentified friar who called himself C. de Bridia, of Carpini’s mission to the Mongols in 1245-47.
folio Ayer 133 .V458 S627 1965 (NLO)

Authors: Jerchow, Friedrich, 1936- -- C. Plath (Firm : Germany) -- Clarke, D. S.
144 p. : ill. (some col.), ports. ; 28 cm.
English translation, D. S. Clarke.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 142-143).
folio VK573 .J4713 1987 (NLO)

Authors: C. S. Hammond & Company
32p.: maps, ills.; 28cm.
BHC 2025
Vert 668, no. 1 (PrCt)

Authors: C.S. Hammond & Company -- Unicorn Press (Brooklyn, N.Y.) -- Connors
Vert 668, no. 2 (PrCt)

Gazetteers Mapa topografico del partido de Cojutepeque. 1814
Manuscript map. Ayer MS 1829 map 2
1 ms. map : hand col. ; 231 x 347 mm. on sheet
Map of north central El Salvador showing the colonial district of Cojutepeque, an area within the twentieth century Departamento de La Paz. Left margin includes key to symbols denoting the town of Cojutepeque, ecclesiastical centers, pueblos, settlements, and haciendas. Distances in leagues shown on map with Roman numerals. Accompanies 7 p. description and gazetteer of the same region. Bound into Part 15 of intendente Antonio Basilio Gutiérrez y Ullóa’s manuscript Estado gener[al] de la provincia de San Salvador en Guatemala, dated 1814 and detailing the geographic, political, economic, and religious organization of the province of San Salvador between 1786-1807 (Ayer MS 1829).

Scale [ca. 1:132,000].

Scale calculated from hash marks forming a graticule, each apparently representing 1 league. 'Nota: q[u]e si en las distancias se advierte improporcion con respecto à la escala, prosede de la grande tortuosidad y maleza de los caminos.'

Correction 'To' pasted over first two letters of 'Topografico' in title.

Relief shown pictorially.

Oriented to the east.

Bound into text as opening '78' (number on verso).

Pen-and-ink and watercolor (green, yellow, red, blue).

Forms part of both the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection and the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library).

Ayer ms map proj 94

VAULT Ayer MS 1829 map 2 (NLO)

15043 Cabot, John, d. 1498?


Vert 3047, no. 5 (PrCt)

15044 Cabot, John, d. 1498?


Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3047, no. 1. 5A 5898, v. 2, p. 343-363 (PrCt)

15045 Cabot, John, d. 1498?


Authors: True, David O. -- Congresso Internacional de Historia dos Descobrimentos (1960 : Lisbon) p. 375-396 ; 8 maps ; 25 cm.


Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3046, no. 1. 5A 5898, v. 2, p. 375-397 (PrCt)

15046 Cabot, John, d. 1498?


Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3047, no. 3. 5A 5898, v. 3, p. 657-670 (PrCt)

15047 Cabot, John, d. 1498? <<>> Cabot, Sebastian, 1474 (ca.)-1557 <<>> America - Discovery and exploration - British

*John and Sebastian Cabot : the discovery of North America / by C. Raymond Beazley. New*
York : Longmans, Green and Co., 1898.
Authors: Beazley, C. Raymond (Charles Raymond), 1868-1955 -- Edward E. Ayer
Collection (Newberry Library)
Bibliography: p. 265-305.
Includes index.

Ayer 116 .C2 B38 1898 (NLO)

15048 Cabot, John, d. 1498? Cabot, Sebastian, 1474 (ca.)-1557 America - Discovery and exploration - British
The Voyages of the Cabots : latest phases of the controversy / by Samuel Edward Dawson.
Ottawa ; Toronto ; London : James Hope & Co. ; Copp-Clark Co. ; Bertrand Quaritch, 1897.
Authors: Dawson, Samuel Edward, 1833-1916 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
Series: Transactions of the Royal Society of Canada ; n.s., v. 3, 1897.
Ayer 116 .C2 D27 1897 (NLO)

15049 Cabot, John, d. 1498? Cabot, Sebastian, 1474 (ca.)-1557 America - Discovery and exploration - British
The Voyages of the Cabots...[with a critical essay on the sources of information]. [Boston and New York, 1884-1899].
Authors: Deane, Charles, 1813-1897 -- Winsor, Justin, 1831-1897.
Narrative and critical history of America (1884-1899) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
p. [1]-58 : ill., maps ; 32 cm.
In: Winsor, Justin. Narrative and critical history of America (Boston and New York, 1884-1899), v. 3, p. [1]-58.
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3049, no. 2.
Ayer 105 .W7 1884 v. 3 (NLO)

15050 Cabot, John, d. 1498? Cabot, Sebastian, 1474 (ca.)-1557 America - Discovery and exploration - British.
The Cabot Voyages and Bristol Discouery under Henry VII. Cambridge : Published for the Hakluyt Society at the University Press, 1962.
Authors: Williamson, James Alexander, 1886-1964
xvi, 332 p. : maps (part fold.) facsims. ; 23 cm.
Series: Hakluyt Society. Works, 2d ser., no. 120.
Bibliography: p. xv-xvi.
"Documents": p. [173]-291.
G 12 .383 ser. 2 v. 120 (NLO)

15051 Cabot, John, d. 1498? Cabot, Sebastian, 1474 (ca.)-1557 Cartography - America - 1550 America - Discovery and exploration America - Maps - 1500-1599
Jean et Sébastien Cabot, leur origine et leurs voyages : étude d'histoire critique; suivie d'une cartographie, d'une bibliographie et d'une chronologie des voyages au nord-ouest de 1497 à 1550, d'après des documents inédits / par Henry Harrisse. Paris : E. Leroux, 1882.
Authors: Harrisse, Henry, 1829-1910 -- Pilinski, Adam, 1810-1887
2. p. l., 400 p. : fold. map (facsim. in col.) ; 28 cm.
Series: Recueil de voyages et de documents pour servir á l'histoire de la géographie depuis le XIIIe jusqu'à la fin du XVe siècle, 1.
Includes: "Cartographie": p. [137]-252.
The map is a facsimile by Pilinski, after a unique copy in the Bibliothèque nationale at Paris, of a planisphere said to have been made by Sebastian Cabot, in 1544. The portion here reproduced is that relating to Cabot's alleged discoveries.
Reprinted Amsterdam: Grüner; Chicago: Argonaut, 1968.
G 12 .74 v. 1 (NLO)

15052 Cabot, John, d. 1498? Cabot, Sebastian, 1474 (ca.)-1557 Explorers - Great Britain - Biography North America - Discovery and exploration - British
Authors: Harrisse, Henry, 1829-1910 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
Ayer 116 .C2 H2 1896 (NLO)

15053 Cabot, John, d. 1498? Cabot, Sebastian, 1474 (ca.)-1557 [World map, 1544]
John [and Sebastian] Cabot. [Cambridge, Eng. ; New York : At the University Press, 1911].
p. 921-923 : 30 cm.
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3046, no. 4.
Ref AE5 .E36, v. 4, p. 921-923 (PrCt)

15054 Cabot, John, d. 1498? Cabot, Sebastian, 1474 (ca.)-1557 [World map, 1544]
John Cabot, who sought Cipangu, and found Canada. [Ottawa : Royal Canadian Geographical Society, 1933].
Authors: Burpee, Lawrence J. (Lawrence Johnstone), 1873-1946 -- Canadian geographical journal p. 259-267 : ill., 3 maps ; 26 cm.
In: Canadian geographical journal 6 (1933): 259-267.
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3048, no. 9.
G 007 .14, v. 6, p. 259-267 (PrCt)

15055 Cabot, John, d. 1498? Cosa, Juan de la,
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

15056 Cabot, John, d. 1498? - Voyages
Authors: Davies, A. (Arthur) -- Congresso Internacional de Historia dos Descobrimentos (1960 : Lisbon) p. 135-149 ; 25 cm.
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3047, no. 2. 5A 5898, v. 2, p. 135-149 (PrCt)

15057 Cabot, John, d. 1498? - Nautical charts
The Cartography of the voyages / by R. A. Skelton. [Cambridge : Published for the Hakluyt Society at the University Press, 1962].
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3046, no. 2. G 12 .383 ser. 2 v. 120, p. 295-325 (PrCt)

15058 Cabot, John, d. 1498? - Voyages
Alcune considerazione sui viaggi di Giovanni Caboto. [Roma : Accademia Nazionale dei Lincei, 1948].
Vert 3047, no. 4 (PrCt)

15059 Cabot, John, d. 1498? - Voyages
Sulle navigazioni di Giovanni Caboto. [Firenze : La nuova Italia, 1960].
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

15060 Cabot, John, d. 1498? - Voyages
Cabot, Sebastian, 1474 (ca.)-1557 - North America - Discovery and exploration
Cabot explorations in North America / by David O. True. [s'Gravenhage : Mouton & Co., 1956].
Authors: True, David O. -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) p. 11-25 ; 3 maps ; 30 cm.

15061 Cabot, Sebastian, 1474 (ca.)-1557
Authors: Almagià, Roberto, 1884-1962 -- Instituto Veneto di scienze, lettere ed arti 70 p. : fold. map ; 22 cm.
Photocopy.
Bibliographic notes.
Vert 3049, no. 1 (PrCt)

15062 Cabot, Sebastian, 1474 (ca.)-1557
Sebastian Cabot. [New York : Longmans, Green and Co., 1898].

15063 Cabot, Sebastian, 1474 (ca.)-1557

15064 Cabot, Sebastian, 1474 (ca.)-1557
[Notes on Sebastian Cabot]. [Chicago, 198-?].
Authors: Karrow, Robert W. 1 file folder ; 25 x 30 cm.
Bibliographical notes, correspondence, and drafts used in the preparation of the chapter on Sebastian Cabot in: Karrow, Mapmakers of the sixteenth century and their maps (1993).

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Cabot, Sebastian, 1474 (ca.)-1557
Sebastiano Caboto. [Roma : Istituto della enciclopedia italiana, 1960-].
Authors: Tucci, Ugo/=Dizionario biografico degli italiani (1960-)
p. 702-723 ; 28 cm.
Includes very full bibliography to 1969.
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3048, no. 8.
Ref CT1123 .D5, v. 15, p. 702-723 (PrCt)

15066 Cabot, Sebastian, 1474 (ca.)-1557<<>>Cabot, John, d. 1498?
Authors: Winship, George Parker, 1871-1952
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

15067 Cabot, Sebastian, 1474 (ca.)-1557<<>>Cabot, John, d. 1498?<<>>America - Discovery and exploration
Authors: Biddle, Richard, 1796-1847 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
viii, v, [7]-333, [l.] p. ; 22 cm.
Published anonymously.
Ayer 116 .C2 B4s 1831 (NLO)

15068 Cabot, Sebastian, 1474 (ca.)-1557<<>>Cabot, Sebastian, 1474 (ca.)-1557. [World map]
(1544)<<>>Cartography - America - History
The Voyages of the Cabots : latest phases of the controvery / by Samuel Edward Dawson.
[Ottawa [etc.] : James Hope & Co. [etc.] , 1897].
Authors: Dawson, Samuel Edward, 1833-1916 -- Transactions of the Royal Society of Canada (1897) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
p. 181-199 : 2 maps ; 25 cm.
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3048, no. 7.
Ayer 116 .C2 D27 1897, p. 181-199 (PrCt)

15069 Cabot, Sebastian, 1474
(ca.)-1557<<>>Cantino, Alberto, fl. 1502. Carta Da Navigar (1502)
Authors: Harrisse, Henry, 1829-1910 -- Cantino, Alberto, fl. 1502. Carta Da Navigar (1502) -- Revue historique (Paris, France) -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library. Manuscript. Ayer MS 363 2 v. ([1], 49; [1], 58 leaves, bound) ; 23 cm. + 1 photostatic map (21 x 15 cm. on sheet 24 x 19 cm.)
Two ms. versions, dated July 10, 1909 in Paris, of an article by Henry Harrisse on the voyages and explorations of Sebastian Cabot. Vol. II is a revised version of v. I, and both ms., signed by Harrisse, have been proofed and edited for publication, with editing marks in blue and purple pencil.
Date from original paper cover title of v. II. Accompanied by a photostatic copy of the Cantino planisphere (formerly laid-in, now in envelope), to be used as illustration for the Cabot article. The map, labelled by Harrisse 'The Cantino chart. Drawn in Lisbon before October 1502,' also contains the author's instructions 'To be placed opposite the title-page.' Harrisse notes on verso that a phototype of the map must be made from the copy in the Boston City Library rather than from Harrisse's creased facsimile. Published in Revue historique 102 (1909): 1-16. Paper cover title of v. I, in Harrisse's hand: 'A. et B. Prière d'envoyer les épreuves en triplicata à Mr. Henry Harrisse, 30 rue Cambacérès.' Vol. II has additional note, also in author's hand, and dated '10 juillet 1909,' affixed to paper cover: 'Texte définitif de l'article. En cas d'accident, remettre ces 5 cahiers à Mr. Halphen; à la Rédaction de la Revue Historique, 108 Boulevard St. Germain.'
Original blue paper covers on notebooks; newer red cloth over boards, with gold-stamped binder's titles: 'Sebastien Cabot. I [-II]. Harrisse.' Butler, R.L. Checklist of Mss. in the Ayer Coll., 363
VAULT Ayer MS 363 (NLO)

15070 Cabot, Sebastian, 1474 (ca.)-1557<<>>Gaboto, Sebastian, 1474 (ca.)-1557 SEE Cabot, Sebastian, 1474 (ca.)-1557
Authors: Reguera Sierra, Ernesto
Revue de Géodesie 2: 74-150.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

15071 Cabot, Sebastian, 1474
The Scientific claims of Sebastian Cabot.
[London : Benjamin Franklin Stevens, 1896].
p. [281]-288 and [296]-317 ; 24 cm.


Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3048, no. 6.

Ayer 1 .T32, v. 19, p. 41-58 (PrCr)

15076

Cabot, Sebastian, 1474 (ca.)-[1557]<>Zeno, Niccolò, d. ca. 1395<>Zeno, Antonio, d. ca. 1405<>Voyages and travels<>America -Discovery and exploration<>Northwest Passage<>America - Maps - 1582

Divers voyages touching the discovery of America and the islands adjacent / collected and published by Richard Hakluyt ... in the year 1582 ; edited, with notes and an introduction, by John Winter Jones. London : Hakluyt Society, 1850.


1850 reprint of original 1582 edition, including title page.


Contents: The names of certaine late writers of geography, with the yeere wherein they wrote. -- The names of certaine late trauallyers, both by sea and by lande. -- A verie late and great probabilitie of a passage by the north-west part of America. -- To the right worshipfull ... gentleman Master Phillip Sydney. -- Letters patentes of King Henrie the Seuenth, grunted vnto John Gabote and his three sons. [Latin and English]. -- A note of Sebastian Gabotes voyage of discouerie, taken out of an old chronicle, written by Robert Fabian. -- A declaration of the Indies and landes discovered and subded vnto the emperour and the king of Portugale; and also of other partes of the Indies ... to be discouered, which ... Master Robert Thorne ... exhorted King Henrie the Eight to take in hande. -- The booke made by ... Master Robert Thorne, in the yeere 1527. -- The relation of John Verarzanus ... of the lande by him discovered ... written in Diepe ... 1524 [Tr. from Ramusio's "Navigatio," v. 3] -- The discouerie of the isles of Frisland, Iseland, Engrouelund, Estotiland, Drogeo, and Icaria, made by M. Nicolas Zeno, knight, and M. Antonio his brother. -- The true and last discouerie of Florida, made by Captain John Ribaut in the yeere 1562 ... tr. into Englishe by one Thomas Hackit. -- Notes in writing ... that were given by a gentleman, anno 1580, to M. Arthure Pette and to M. Charles Jackman, sent by ... the Muscouie companie for the discouerie of the northeast straitye. -- Notes framed by a gentleman heretofore to be giuen to one that prepared for a discouerie, and went not. -- The names of certaine commodities growing...
in part of America ... fro Florida northward, gathered out of ... Verarz anus, Thorne [etc.]--Appendix: Will of Richard Hak luyt.--Bibl. Bodl. ms. Arch. Seld. B. 8. Chiefe places where sondry sorte of spices do growe in the East Indies, gathered out of sondry ... authors, by R. Hak luyt; Notes of certayne commodities in good request in the East Indies, the Malucoes, and China ... by Richard Hak luyt.

G 12 .383 v. 7 (NLO)

15077 Cadaqués (Spain) - Maps - 1744 - Harbors
Plan du port de Cadequie en Catalogue. A Amsterdam : Chez Henry de Leth, [1744].
Authors: Leth, Hendrik de, 1703-1766 -- Leth, Hendrik de, 1703-1766. Plusieurs plans des ports et rades de la Mer Mediterranee = Naaueurige Afbeeldinthg van de Voornaamstee Havenen, Baayen, en Gronden, Langs de Middellantsche Zee (1744) -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III: X6 a, b, c, d
1 map ; 17 x 24 cm., on sheet 56 x 65 cm.
Oriented with north at bottom right.
Forms part of an incomplete (?) atlas comprised of loose and uncut sheets: Leth, Hendrik de. Plusieurs plans des ports et rades de la Mer Mediterranee = Naaueurige Afbeeldinthg van de Voornaamstee Havenen, Baayen, en Gronden, Langs de Middellantsche Zee (1744)
Sack map4 F G5672.M4P55 1744 .L4 sheet 3 of 5 (PrCt)

15078 Cadbury Collection (Birmingham Central Library) - Map Collections - Facsimiles
Authors: Allen, Phillip -- Cadbury Collection (Birmingham Central Library) -- Marshall Editions Ltd. -- Harry N. Abrams, Inc. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 118 maps ; 315 x 274 mm.
Reduced reproductions of maps and ill. from atlases produced 1482-1897.
Includes indexes.
Contents: The classical and medieval tradition -- The era of exploration -- The dominance of the Dutch -- The age of empires -- The modern age. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

15079 Cadiz Bay (Spain) - History - Seige, 1702<--->Rota Region (Spain) - Maps - 1740
Draught of ye Bay of Bulls between the town of Rotta and Fort St. Catherine, under the command of his grace the Duke of Ormond; with the disposition of the frigates which were ordered to stand in by the shore, to favour the landing; as also the situation of the ground and bay, with that of the enemy's batteries & troops. [London? Knapton, ca. 1740?].
1 map ; 45 x 37 cm.
Title in bottom margin.
'For Mr. Tindal's continuation of Mr. Rapin's history of England.'
Includes references A-W.
Oriented with north at upper left.

15080 Cadiz Bay (Spain) - History - Seige, 1702<--->Rota Region (Spain) - Maps - 1785
Draught of ye Bay of Bulls between the town of Rotta and Fort St. Catherine, under the command of his grace the Duke of Ormond; with the disposition of the frigates which were ordered to stand in by the shore, to favour the landing; as also the situation of the ground and bay, with that of the enemy's batteries & troops. [London? Knapton, ca. 1785?].
1 map ; 45 x 37 cm.
Title in bottom margin.
'For Mr. Tindal's continuation of Mr. Rapin's history of England.'
Includes references A-W.
Oriented with north at upper left.
oversize Ayer 135 .T5 1732 map [48] (PrCt)

15081 Cadiz Bay (Spain) - Maps - 1528<--->Woodcuts
[Map of the Bay of Cadiz, Spain]. [Venice : Nicolò Zoppino, 1528].
Authors: Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530 -- Zoppino, Nicolò, fl. 1508-1544 -- Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530. Libro di Benedetto Bordon : nel qual si ragiona de tutte l'isole del monde ... (1528)
15084 Cádiz Region (Spain) - Maps - 1805 - Harbors - Nautical charts
Nautical charts - Cádiz Region (Spain) - 1805 - Harbors
Plan of the harbour of Cadiz ... 1789. 1805 [i.e. 1816?].
1 map : hand col. ; 56 x 85 cm.
In: Faden, William [and others]. [General atlas of modern geography : a collection of large scale maps and charts of all parts of the world] ([London, etc. : W. Faden, etc., 1775-1816]) v. 1, pl. [68].
Imprint on map: London ... Wm. Faden ... 1805. Verso handstamped '48.'
oversize Ayer 135 .G32 1775 v. 1, pl. 68 (PrCt)

15085 Cádiz (Spain) - Maps - 1680
Insula Gaditana vulgo isla de Cadiz. Amsterdam, [ca. 1680].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Johan Gabriel Sack
Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:69
1 map : hand col. ; 38 x 50 cm.
2186
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6564.C4 1680 W5 (PrCt)

15086 Cádiz (Spain) - Maps - 1695
Isle ville et port de Cadis : en espagne de la province d' Andalousie ... [Paris : De Fer, 1695].
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes -- avec leurs fortifications ... (1695-1696)
1 map ; 21 x 28 cm.
In: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes ; avec leurs fortifications ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, 1695-1696) pt. 4, map [77].
Manuscript '20' at upper right.
Case folio U 26. 293 pt. 4, map [77] (PrCt)

15087 Cádiz (Spain) - Maps - 1713
Isle ville et port de Cadis : en Espagne de la province d' Andalousie ... [Paris : De Fer, 1713].
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, 1713

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Introduction à la fortification ... [1713?]
1 map ; 21 x 28 cm.
In: Fer, Nicolas de. Introduction à la fortification ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, [1713?]) map [160].
For later state of this map, with engraved plate number, see Case folio U 26 .292.
For earlier version of this map, engraved on different plate, see Case folio U 26 .293.

**Case oversize U 26 .2919 map [160] (PrCt)**

15088 Cadiz (Spain) - Maps - 1816 - Harbors<<<>Cadiz Bay (Spain) - Maps - 1816 - Nautical charts<<<>Nautical charts - Cadiz Bay (Spain) - Maps - 1816<<<>Nautical charts

*Cadiz*. London : I. Luffman, [1816?].
Authors: Luffman, J. (John), 1756-1846 -- Luffman, J. (John), 1756-1846. Select plans of cities, harbours, forts, &c ... [1816?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 22 x 19 cm.
In: Luffman, John. Select plans of cities, harbours, forts, &c ... (London: Luffman, [1816?]), plate [19].

**folio Ayer 135 .L94 1816 pl. [19] (PrCt)**

15089 Cádiz (Spain) - Maps - 1840 - Pictorial works

*Cádiz*. [Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, 1840].
Authors: Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846 -- Lea & Blanchard -- Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (1840)
1 view ; 3 x 6 cm.
In: Murray, Hugh. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, successors to Carey & Co., for George W. Gorton, 1840) v. 1, p. 587.

Wax engraving.

**G 11 .607 v. 1, p. 587 (PrCt)**

15090 Cádiz (Spain) - Pictorial works - 1599<<<>Caliz (Spain) SEE Cádiz (Spain)

*Caliz* [i.e. Cádiz]. [Frankfurt am Mayn : Erasmo Kempffern, in Verlegung Leuini Hulsij Wittibe, 1612].
1 view ; 9.8 x 13.5 cm.
At upper left: Cap 54.

Reference: Cf. Church catalogue, no. 271, pl. 15.

**VAULT Ayer 110 .H9 1608, v. 1, pt. 4, p. 100 (PrCt)**

15091 Cadiz (Spain) - Pictorial works - 1620

La Muy noble y muy leal ciudades de Cadiz. [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Hoefnagel, Joris, 1542-1601 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
2 views : hand col. ; 10 x 49 cm. and 24 x 49 cm. on sheet 41 x 54 cm.
Added title, view at bottom: Almodraua de Caditz sive thynnorvm piscato apvd Gades.
View at bottom shows fishermen at work with nets, boats, drying fish etc.
Includes references 1-24.

**VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 5, pl. 6 (PrCt)**

15092 Cádiz (Spain) - Pictorial works - 1620

*Cadiz, olim Gades, eiusdem nominis Insulae oppidum nobile ...* [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : hand col. ; 11 x 47 cm. ; on sheet 41 x 51 cm.
Added title: Cadiz. Anonymous view.
On same sheet with: Hispalis, Seuilla Taraphae, celebre et peruetustum in Hispania ... -- Malace maritimum, Hispaniae baeticae, oppidum ... . Latin letterpress text on verso under added titles: Hispalis -- Cadiz olim Gades -- Malaga.

**VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 1, pl. 2 (PrCt)**

15093 Cádiz (Spain) - Pictorial works - 1725 - Manuscripts<<<>Manuscript maps

*Veüe de Cadis*. [ca. 1725].
Authors: Cartes Marines Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 30, sheet 112
1 ms. view : hand col. ; 424 x 1,335 mm., on sheet 553 x 1,405 mm.
View of Cádiz (Spain) from the sea. Foreground includes drawings of many ships and boats. Not drawn to scale.
Accompanied by map on adjacent sheet: Carte de la baye, isle et environ de Cadix (Ayer MS...
map 30, sheet 112).
Sheet 112 of 115 (i.e. 117; includes sheets 71A and 106A) numbered leaves in the Cartes Marines Manuscript Map Collection, detailing French colonial interests worldwide, ca. 1640-ca. 1726.
Pen-and-ink and watercolor (green, grey, brown, red, blue); mounted on cloth.
Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 175
Ayer ms map proj 03
Digital image available as part of the Newberry Library’s Great Lakes Digital Collection via the CARLI Digital Collections website (accessed Nov. 2010):
http://collections.carli.illinois.edu/u?/nby_grlakes, 1076
VAULT drawer Ayer MS map 30 sheet 112 (NLO)

15094 Cádiz (Spain : Provincia) - Maps - 1710<GIB> - Gibraltar - Maps - 1710
Die Sud cust on Andalusien. Augsburg : Gabriel Bodenehr, 1710.
Authors: Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. -- Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. Atlas curieux -- oder, Neuer und compendieuser atlas 1710 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 16 x 22 cm.
In: Bodenehr, Gabriel. Atlas curieux; oder, Neuer und compendieuser atlas ... ([Augsburg : Gabriel Bodenehr, 1710?]) pl. [9]. Engraved plate no. '10.'
Ayer 135 .B6 pl. 9 (PrCt)

15095 Caen (France) - Maps - 1672<GIB>Cadumum (France) SEE Caen (France)<GIB>Cadumum (France) SEE Caen (France)<GIB>Cadetopolis (France) SEE Caen (France)<GIB>Cadetum (France) SEE Caen (France)<GIB>Cadumus (France) SEE Caen (France)<GIB>Cardomum (France) SEE Caen (France)<GIB>Chai (France) SEE Caen (France)<GIB>Kadumum (France) SEE Caen (France)<GIB>Kadumum (France) SEE Caen (France)
Authors: Bignon, Francois -- Gomboust, Jacques, b. 1616 -- Malherbe, Arnaud -- Point de vues -- Bibliotheque nationale (France)
1 portfolio (5, [7] leaves) : map, ill. (some col.) ; 55 cm.
Full-size facsimile of original map (published Paris 1672) in the Bibliotheque nationale de France, EST VA-14.
Edition of 500 numbered copies.
ISBN 9782915548181
map7C G5834 .C2 1672 .B5 2007 (PrCt)

15096 Caen (France) - Maps - 1924<BAY>Bayeux (France) - Maps - 1924
Authors: Guides diamant -- Hachette (Firm) -- Hermann, L., active 1906-1939 -- Dufrénoy (Firm) -- Broard, Paul -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
7, 64, 144 p., [1] folded leaf of plates : ill., 4 maps (some col.) ; 17 cm.
"2 plans, 2 cartes, 20 gravures."
Maps by L. Hermann and Imp. Dufrénoy.
Series: Guides diamant
Advertisements: 7 p. at beginning, 144 p. at end, and on lining papers.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G847 Caen, Bayeux (1924) (NLO)

15097 Caernarvonshire (Wales) - Maps - 1610<CAE>Caernarvon (Wales) - Maps - 1610
Caernarvon both shyre and shire-towne with the ancient citie Bangor described. [London] : Thomas Bassett ... and Richard Chiswell, 1610 [i.e. 1676].
Authors: Speed, John, 1552?-1629 -- Bassett, Thomas -- Chiswell, Richard -- Speed, John, 1552?-1629. The Theatre of the Empire of Great-Britain ... (1676) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 37 x 55 cm. on sheet 42 x 55 cm.
Insets (10 x 14 cm. each): Caernarvon -- Bangor Letterpress text on verso (p. 123-124) under the following heading: Caernarvon-Shire.
In: Speed, John. The Theatre of the Empire of Great-Britain ... (London : Printed for T. Bassett and R. Chiswell, 1676) map [61].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .S7 1676 map [61] (PrCt)

15098 Caernarvonshire (Wales) - Maps - 1610<CAE>Caernarvon (Wales) - Maps - 1610
Caernarvon both shyre and shire-towne with the ancient citie Bangor described. [London] : John Sudbury and Georg Humble [i.e. J. Legate and W. Humble], 1610 [i.e. 1646].
Authors: Speed, John, 1552?-1629 -- Bassett, Thomas -- Chiswell, Richard -- Speed, John, 1552?-1629. The Theatre of the Empire of Great-Britain ... (1676) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 37 x 50 cm. on sheet 42 x 55 cm.
Insets (10 x 14 cm. each): Caernarvon -- Bangor Letterpress text on verso (p. 123-124) under the following heading: Caernarvon-Shire.
In: Speed, John. The Theatre of the Empire of Great-Britain ... (London : Printed for T. Bassett and R. Chiswell, 1676) map [61].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .S7 1676 map [61] (PrCt)
- Description and travel - 1549
  Pagano, Matheo, fl. 1538-1562. La Vera descrezione de la gran cita del Cairo (1549)
  Postel, Guillaume, 1510-1581. Descriptio alCahirae urbis (1549)
  Wall maps
  Authors: Pagano, Matheo, fl. 1538-1562 -- Postel, Guillaume, 1510-1581 -- Warner, Nicholas -- Pagano, Matheo, fl. 1538-1562.


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .H33 Cairo (1963) (NLO)

Case G 61008 .386, opposite p. 744 (PrCt)


15126 Cairo (Ill.) - Maps - 1807 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles Manuscrito maps - Facsimiles Townsend no. 17 South, Range no. 1 West of 3d meridian. [Chicago : R.R. Donnelly and Sons], 1807 [i.e. 1910]. Authors: Henrie, Arthur -- United States. General Land Office -- Lansden, John McMurray, 1836- A History of the city of Cairo, Illinois (1910) -- R.R. Donnelly and Sons Company 1 map ; 28 x 22 cm., folded to 24 x 14 cm. Facsimile of 1807 manuscript map certified by

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

U.S. General Land Office surveyor Arthur Henrie.
Facsimile title at bottom: First government survey, 1807.
F 89615 .5a bet p. 24-25 (PrCt)

15127 Cairo (Ill.) - Maps - 1818 - Real property
City of Cairo (Illinois). [Chicago : R.R. Donnelley and Sons, 1818 [i.e. 1910].
Authors: Duncan, Major, fl. 1818 -- Comegys, John G. -- Cone & Freeman -- Lansden, John McMurray, 1836- -- A History of the city of Cairo, Illinois (1910) -- R.R. Donnelley and Sons Company
1 map : col. ; 54 x 43 cm., folded to 23 x 14 cm.
At bottom left: (A.D. 1818)
Anonymous facsimile of cadastral map attributed to Major Duncan and John G. Comegys; originally lithographed in Baltimore by Cone & Freeman in 1818.
F 89615 .5a bet p. 30-31 (PrCt)

15128 Cairo (Ill.) - Maps - 1837
Part of Township 17 which includes the city plat of Cairo as surveyed by James Thompson 1837. [Chicago : R.R. Donnelley and Sons], 1837 [i.e. 1910].
Authors: Thompson, James, fl. ca. 1830-1837 -- Cairo City and Canal Company -- United States. General Land Office -- Lansden, John McMurray, 1836-. A History of the city of Cairo, Illinois (1910) -- R.R. Donnelley and Sons Company
1 map : 28 x 22 cm., folded to 24 x 14 cm.
'See the 'Prospectus' of the Cairo City & Canal Compy. 1838'--beneath title.
Probably based on U.S. General Land Office survey.
F 89615 .5a bet p. 38-39 (PrCt)

Authors: Strickland, William, 1787-1854 -- Taylor, Richard C. (Richard Cowling), 1789-1851 -- Cairo City and Canal Company -- C. Roworth and Sons -- Illinois Central Railroad Company -- Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; on sheet 51 x 44 cm.
Detached from Cairo City and Canal Company.
Below map, profile of a three-storey warehouse (labeled 'stores'), levee, and river.
Forms part of the Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library).
Not in Checklist of printed maps of the Middle West to 1900, v. 4.
map2F G4104 .C3 1839 C3, map 3 (PrCt)

Plan of Cairo, 1838. [Chicago : R.R. Donnelley and Sons], 1838 [i.e. 1910].
1 map ; on sheet 24 x 24 cm., folded to 24 x 14 cm.
Title in bottom margin.
F 89615 .5a bet p. 110-111 (PrCt)

15131 Cairo (Ill.) - Maps - 1838 - Canals
U.S. survey of Township 17 : which includes the plat of the city of Cairo as incorporated 1818 and referred to in the Prospectus of the Cairo City & Canal Compy. 1838. [Chicago] : Lithy. 7 John St. N.Y. [i.e. R.R. Donnelley and Sons], 1838 [i.e. 1910].
Authors: United States. General Land Office -- Cairo City and Canal Company -- Lansden, John McMurray, 1836-. A History of the city of Cairo, Illinois (1910) -- R.R. Donnelley and Sons Company
1 map ; 14 x 10 cm.
15132 Cairo (III.) - Maps - 1850

Topographical sketch of Cairo, July 1850. New York [i.e. Chicago] : Lith of Sarony & Major [i.e. R.R. Donnelley and Sons], 1850 [i.e. 1910].
Authors: Long, Henry C. (Henry Clay) -- Sarony & Major -- Lansden, John McMurray, 1836-. A History of the city of Cairo, Illinois (1910) -- R.R. Donnelley and Sons Company
1 map ; 24 x 37 cm., folded to 23 x 14 cm.
At head of title: No. 11.
Profile of 'section on crevass' at upper right (4 x 12 cm.)
Facsimile of 1850 map compiled 'from actual survey by H. C. Long, C.E.'

F 89615 .5a bet p. 58-59 (PrCt)

15133 Cairo (Ill.) - Maps - 1855-

Railroads<->Illinois Central Railroad Company - Maps - 1855<->Railroads - Maps
Map showing the southern termination of the Illinois Central Railroad at Cairo [Illinois]. New York [i.e. Chicago] : Narine & Co. Lith. [i.e. R.R. Donnelley and Sons], 1855 [i.e. 1910].
1 map ; on sheet 24 x 24 cm., folded to 24 x 14 cm.
Facsimile of 1855 map compiled by H. C. Long, an engineer who worked for the Illinois Central Railroad Company.

F 89615 .5a bet p. 62-63 (PrCt)

15134 Cairo (Ill.) - Pictorial works - 1838

Prospective view of the city of Cairo ... Ithaca, N.Y. Historic Urban Plans, 1970.
Authors: Strickland, William, 1787-1854 -- Hoffy, Alfred M. -- Duval, Peter S., 1804 or 1805-1886 -- Historic Urban Plans (Firm) -- Duval, Peter S., 1804 or 1805-1886 SEE ALSO P.S. Duval & Co. -- Duval, Peter S., 1804 or 1805-1886 SEE ALSO P.S. Duval & Son
1 birds-eye view ; 27 x 49 cm.
Facsimile of original published 1838.
461

map4F G4104 .C3A3 1838 .S8 1970 (PrCt)

15135 Cairo (Ill.) - Pictorial works - 1841

Cairo, Illinois. [Saint Louis, Mo. John Caspar Wild, 1841].
1 view ; 12 x 23 cm.
Anonymous view without imprint.
"Copyright secured."
The 9-part series was published in Saint Louis between 1841-1842 by the artist John Caspar Wild at the Republican Printing Office, and printed by Chambers and Knapp.
Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library).
Duplicate copy (facsimile reprint): Ayer 160.5 .M76 W66 1948

VAULT folio Ayer 160.5 .M76 W66 1841, plate XXI, between p. [84-85] (PrCt)

15136 Cairo (Ill.) - Pictorial works - 1858

Junction of rivers, 1858 [Cairo, Illinois]. [Chicago : R.R. Donnelley and Sons], 1858 [i.e. 1910].
Authors: Lansden, John McMurray, 1836-. A History of the city of Cairo, Illinois (1910) -- R.R. Donnelley and Sons Company
1 view ; on sheet 15 x 24 cm.
Reproduction of 1858 photographic view of Cairo, Illinois

F 89615 .5a bet p. 72-73 (PrCt)

15137 Cairo (Ill.) - Pictorial works - 1888

Authors: Welge, Henry -- Beck & Pauli, Milwaukee -- Historic Urban Plans (Firm) 1 birds-eye view ; 39 x 80 cm.
Facsimile of original published Milwaukee, 1888. Includes vignettes of buildings and references 1-60.
436

map4F G4104.C3A3 1888 W4 1970 (PrCt)

15138 Cairo Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1890-

Railroads<->Cairo, St. Louis & New Orleans Railroad - Maps - 1890<->Railroads - Maps
Cairo Bridge : map showing Mississippi and Ohio Rivers in vicinity of Cairo, Illinois. [Chicago : R.R. Donnelley and Sons], 1890 [i.e. 1910].
Authors: Molitor, E. -- Cairo, St. Louis & New

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Calabria Italy - Maps - 1704
Calabre ultra. Amsterdam, 1704.
Authors: Blaeu, Joan, 1596-1673 -- Covens et Mortier -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:235
1 map : hand col.; 37 x 48 cm.
Koeman B1 89 [270].
2079
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6713.C3 1704 B6 (PrCt)

Calabria Italy - Maps - 1741
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Plaes, A. B. de la, fl. 1640-1658 -- Delamarche, Charles Francois, 1740-1817. Atlas general : contenant le detail des quatre parties du monde [1798?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 40 x 55 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:860,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
In composite world atlas possibly compiled and published by Charles Francois Delamarche: Atlas general : contenant le detail des quatre parties du monde [Paris?: s.n., 1798?], [ptie 2], [plate 18]. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .A77 1798, [ptie 2], [plate 18] (NLO)

Calabria Italy - Maps - 1956
Authors: Douglas, Norman, 1868-1952 -- Harcourt Brace & Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
xvi, 355 p.: ill., map; 21 cm.
6th American ed.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 56007915
Baskes DG975.C15 D62 1956 (NLO)

Calais (France) - History - Seige, 1558 - Maps - Calais (France) - Maps - 1558
Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1558
Il Uero ritratto de Cales preso a Inglesi del re christianissimo l'anno M.D.LVIII. [S.l. s.n., 1558?].
Authors: De Landau, Horace, barone, 1824-1903

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Calais (France) - Maps - 1597 - Fortification Caletum siue Calesium, vulgo Cales, janua, frenum, et clausi Galliae ... [Cologne : s.n.], M.D. XCVII [1597, i.e. ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; hand col. ; 32 x 39 cm.
Anonymous map.
Added title at top in uppercase lettering: Caletvm.
Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Calesism.

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 5, pl. 22 (PrCt)

Calais (France) - Maps - 1689
Authors: Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1646-1718 -- Padoani, Domenico, fl. 1689 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718. Citta, fortezze, isole, e porti principale dell' Europa ... (1689) 1 map ; 27 x 44 cm.

VAULT folio Ayer 135 .C8 1689 pl. 33 (PrCt)

Calais (France) - Maps - 1695 - Fortification Calais, ville forte de Picardie ... [Paris : De Fer, 1695].
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes -- avec leurs fortifications ... (1695-1696) 1 map ; 19 x 27 cm.
In: Fer, Nicolas de. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes; avec leurs fortifications ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, 1695-1696) pt. 2, map [25].
Manuscript ‘(16)’ at upper right.

Case folio U 26. 293 pt. 2, map [25] (PrCt)

Calais (France) - Maps - 1713 - Fortification Calais, ville forte de Picardie ... Paris : De Fer, [1713]?
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Loon, H. V. (Herman van) -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Introduction à la fortification ... [1713?] 1 map ; 19 x 28 cm.
In: Fer, Nicolas de. Introduction à la fortification ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, [1713?]?) map [6].
For later state of this map, with engraved plate number, see Case folio U 26 .292.
For earlier version of this map, engraved on
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

different plate, see Case folio U 26 .293.
Case oversize U 26 .2919 map [6] (PrCt)

15151 Calays (Suriname) - Pictorial works - 1791

View of Calays & the Creek Caswinica. London : Published ... by J. Johnson, 1791.
Authors: Stedman, John Gabriel, 1744-1797 -- Stedman, John Gabriel, 1744-1797. Narrative, of a five years' expedition, against the revolted Negroes of Surinam (1796) -- Johnson, Joseph, 1738-1809 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : hand col. ; 7.3 x 12.9 cm.
In J. G. Stedman, Narrative, of a five years' expedition, against the revolted Negroes of Surinam (London: J. Johnson, 1796), v. 2, opp. p. 71.
On same page with "View of Magdenbergh..."
Ayer 1300.5 .G6 S81 1796, v. 2, opp. p. 71 (PrCt)


Authors: Boyd, Gregory Alan, 1960- -- Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)
356 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
1st ed.
'Deluxe edition.'
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).
'3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.'
Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).
Includes indexes.
Series: Family maps
ISBN 1420307703 ; 9781420307702
Local History Ref F377.C2 B69 2007 (NLO)

15153 Calcutta (India) - Maps - 1840 - Pictorial works

Calcutta. [Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, 1840].
Authors: Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846 -- Lea & Blanchard -- Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (1840)
1 view ; 4 x 7 cm.
Wax engraving.
G 11 .607 v. 2, p. 356 (PrCt)

15154 Calcutta (India) - Maps - 1842-Calcutta (India) - Maps - 1842 - Pictorial works

Calcutta. London : Chapman and Hall, 1842 [i.e.1844].
1 map : hand col. ; 32 x 41 cm.
Inset views (7 x 17 cm. and smaller): Writers buildings -- Government House -- Esplanade Row.
oversize Ayer 135 .S67 1844 v. 2, pl. [170] (PrCt)

15155 Calcutta Region (India) - 1748 - Nautical charts - Calcutta Region (India) - Maps - 1748 - Hugli River (India) - Maps - 1748 - Nautical charts

A New and correct chart shewing ... P. Palmiras to Calcutta in the River Hugliey, in the Bay of Bengall. London : W. Mount & T. Page, [1748].
1 map ; 46 x 70 cm.
Oriented with north at bottom left.
In: The English pilot. The third book, Describing the sea-coasts ... shewing ... the East-Indies, and all over the Oriental Ocean ... (London : W. and J. Mount and T. Page, 1748) opposite p. 41.
Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger): English Pilot. Part 3 (1748)
oversize Ayer 135 .E55 1748 opp. p. 41 (PrCt)

15156 Calcutta Region (India) - Maps - 1703 - Nautical charts - Calcutta Region (India) - Maps - Hugli River (India) - Maps - Nautical charts

A New & correct chart shewing ... Point Palmiras to Hugliey in the Bay of Bengall. London [i.e. Amsterdam : Theatrum Orbis Terrarum Ltd., 1970].
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Authors: Thornton, John, 1641-1708 -- English Pilot. Part 3 (1703) -- Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, Ltd.
1 map ; 44 x 54 cm.
Shows the eastern coast of India from Palmyras Point and following the Hugli River.
Inset (18 x 51 cm.): Hughey River or Ganges.
Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger):
English Pilot. Part 3 (1703)
Map Ref oversize G1025 .T37 ser. 5, v. 3, following p. 56 (PrCt)

15157
Calcutta Region (India) - Maps - 1748 - Nautical charts
Calcutta Region (India) - Maps - 1748
Hugli River (India) - Maps - 1748 - Nautical charts
A New & correct chart shewing ... from Point Palmiras to Hughley in the Bay of Bengall.
[London : W. and J. Mount and T. Page, 1748].
Authors: W. and J. Mount and T. Page (Firm), fl. 1748-1755 -- English Pilot. Part 3 (1748) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 44 x 53 cm.
Shows the eastern coast of India from Palmyras Point and following the Hugli River.
Inset (18 x 51 cm.): Hughey River or Ganges.
In: The English pilot. The third book, Describing the sea-coasts ... shewing ... the East-Indies, and all over the Oriental Ocean ... (London : W. and J. Mount and T. Page, 1748) following p. 40.
Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger):
English Pilot. Part 3 (1748)
oversize Ayer 135 .E55 1748 following p. 40 (PrCt)

15158
Caldwell County (Mo.) - Maps - 1876 - Landowners - Counties - Maps
Illustrated historical atlas of Caldwell County, Missouri. Caldwell : Caldwell County Historical Society, 1980.
Authors: Edwards Brothers, Philadelphia -- Edwards Brothers of Missouri -- Caldwell County Historical Society (Mo.)
1 atlas ; 31 cm.
Reprint of original published 1876.
Cf. Phillips 4832.
folio G1438 .C2 E3 1980 (NLO)

15159
Caldwell County (Mo.) - Maps - 1917 - Landowners - Counties - Maps
Authors: Geo. A. Ogle & Co.
1 atlas (53, xxii p. ; ill., ports., col. maps) ; 46 cm.
oversize F 8841 .642 (NLO)

15160
Caldwell County (Tex.) - Maps - 1879 - Landowners - Counts - Maps
Authors: Texas. General Land Office -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 16.5 x 19.5 in. Scale 1:133,320.
Originally compiled 1879.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Microfiche 583, no. 912 (PrCt)

15161
Caldwell County (Tex.) - Maps - 1880 - Landowners - Counties - Maps
Authors: Texas. General Land Office -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 16.5 x 19.5 in. Scale 1:133,320.
Originally compiled 1880.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Microfiche 583, no. 913 (PrCt)

15162
Caldwell Parish (La.) - Maps - 1860 - Landowners - Counties - Maps
Authors: Texas. General Land Office -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 27 x 39 in. Scale 1:63,360.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:

Microfiche 583, no. 246 (PrCt)

15163 Caledonia County (Vt.) - Maps - 1858 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps
[Caledonia County (Vt.) - 1858: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche; [Washington, D.C.] : LC G&M Division, [1983?].
Authors: Walling, Henry Francis, 1825-1888 -- Baker & Tilden -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 54.5 x 55 in. Scale 1:50,000.
Originally published New York: Baker & Tilden, 1858.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Microfiche 583, no. 1184 (PrCt)

15164 Caledonia State Park (Pa.) - Description and travel - 1989
Recreational guide for Caledonia State Park.
Authors: Pennsylvania. Office of Resources Management
1 sheet : photos, col. map ; fold to 14 x 9 cm

15165 Calendar - 1617 Celestial charts - 1617 Astrology - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1617 Zodiac - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1617 Cosmography - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1617 Astronomy - Charts, diagrams, etc.
Rivota perpetva novamente ad vitilito comune posta in luce, et da Ano. Santuccia da Ripomaranci cosmografo di S. A. S. alla Sm. Madama Cristina, Gran Duchessa di Toscana dedicata ... [S.l., s.n., 1617?].
Authors: Santucci da Ripomaranci, Antonio -- Cristina, Grand Duchess of Tuscany -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 calendar ; 563 x 421 mm. (plate mark), on sheet 596 x 445 mm.
Calendar (402 mm. in diam.) dated through 1617.
Illustrations of astronomer, coat of arms, and geographer above calendar.
Decorative border and title cartouche below calendar.
Margins damaged; mounted on sheet backed by cloth, 618 x 469 mm.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
I38 Novacco 4F 1 (PrCt)

15166 Calendar - 1690 Celestial charts - 1690 Astrology - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1690 Zodiac - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1690 Cosmography - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1690 Astronomy - Charts, diagrams, etc.
Idea dell'universo / All Eminentis. Sign. Card. Decio Azzolino ... Fra Vicenzo Coronelli da Venetia ... Venice, 1612 [i.e. 1690 or later?].
Authors: Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718 -- Azzolino, Decio -- Paduani, Domenico -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 calendar ; 765 x 528 mm. (outer limit of engraved border), on sheet remargined to 842 x 590 mm.
Last 2 numbers in date possibly revised in manuscript.
Largest chart, in center of sheet, 380 mm. in diam.
Comprised of 35 circular charts with various calendar, astrological, astronomical, and celestial data.
Printed from 2 plates on 2 sheets; joined to form single sheet.
Variant state (apparently later) of chart issued as 2 adjacent leaves in Coronelli, Vincenzo. Atlante Veneto (Venice: Domenico Paduani, 1690) [Newberry copy: Ayer *135 C8 1690, following p. 10].
I37 Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Novacco 4F 2 (PrCt)

Go Forward pocket organizer / Forward.
Authors: Forward (Firm) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Go Forward (Firm) SEE Forward (Firm)
1 calendar ; col. map ; on sheet 16 x 114 cm., folded to 16 x 9 cm.
Panel title.
"Form 6038 © 1977 Forward"
Folding calendar and planner for 1977; includes Forward and Go Forward logos.
Map on verso (28 x 51 cm.): Rand McNally United States.
Map printed in two sections (each 14 x 51 cm.)
Northern half at left; southern half at right.
Insets (6 x 8 cm. and smaller): Alaska -- Hawaii -- Aleutian Islands -- [Oahu].
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Calgary (Alta.) - Maps - 1883
Plan of Township no. 24, Range 1 West of Fifth Meridian. 1981.
Authors: Larue, Charles Eugene -- Canada.
Dominion Lands Lithographic Office -- West Canadian Graphic Industries Ltd. -- Glenbow Library Map no. 1
1 map : col. ; 47 x 35 cm.
Facsimile of original published Ottawa, 1883; reproduced from original in Glenbow Museum, Calgary.
4058
map4F G3504.C3 1883 L3 1981 (PrCt)

Calgary (Alta.) - Maps - 1913
Street map of the city of Calgary. 1982.
Authors: Victor, E.A. -- Hicks Engraving Co. -- West Canadian Industries Ltd. -- Glenbow Library Map no. 2
1 map : 46 x 43 cm.
Facsimile of original published 1913; reproduced from original in Glenbow Museum. Includes views of 14 buildings.
84-70716
4057
map4F G3504.C3 1913 V5 1982 (PrCt)

Calgary (Alta.) - Maps - 1979 - Road maps
Calgary Region (Alta.) - Maps - 1979 - Road maps - Proofs (Printing) - 1979 - Specimens - Road maps
Authors: Rolph-McNally Limited -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 84 x 67 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm. "1979 edition."
Panel title.
"© Copyright Rolph-McNally Limited, Toronto, Canada."
Panel art: Color photo of downtown Calgary. Printer's proof (?) ; blank verso and back panel.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2351 (PrCt)

Calgary (Alta.) - Maps - 1995 - Road maps
Calgary Region (Alta.) - Maps - 1995 - Road maps - Road maps
1 atlas (79 p.) : col. maps ; 22 cm.
Cover title.
$4.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.

Calhoun County (Ark.) - Maps - 1865 - Landowners - Maps
Authors: District of Arkansas. Topographical Bureau -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 41.5 x 30 in. Scale 1:63,360. Originally published 1865.
Microfiche 583, no. 7 (PrCt)

Calhoun County (Ill.) - Maps - 1948 - Landowners - Maps
Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Calhoun County Farm Bureau (Ill.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library).
1 atlas (34 p.) : 15 maps ; 22 x 28 cm.
Cover title.
"Sponsored by the Calhoun County Farm Bureau."
Scale [ca. 1:50,688]. 1 1/4 in. to 1 mile. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G4103.C2G46 1948 .R58 (NLO)

Calhoun County (Ill.) - Maps - 1969 - Landowners - Maps
Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Calhoun County Farm Bureau (Ill.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library).
1 atlas (26 p.) : 15 maps ; 22 x 28 cm.
Cover title.
Includes index to owners.
"Sponsored by Calhoun County Farm Bureau."
Scale [1:50,688. 1 1/4 in. to 1 mile]. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Landowners: Calhoun County (Iowa), 1977 (Newberry Library)

- **Calhoun County, Iowa, TAM service : 1969-1970**

Authors: R.C. Booth Enterprises -- Roger S. Baskes

Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (37 p.): 17 maps; 32 cm.

Scale [ca. 1:45,000].

Contents: Township maps -- Alphabetical locator -- Mailing list.

Laid in: [3] leaves of manuscript notes regarding changes in property ownership.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.


15176

Calhoun County (Iowa) - Maps - 1971 -

Landowners: Calhoun County (Iowa), 1971 (Newberry Library)

- **Atlas & directory, Calhoun County, Iowa.**

Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Bjork, Margaret -- Calhoun County Farm Bureau (Iowa) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (40 p.): 18 maps; 28 cm.

Cover title.

'Sponsored by Calhoun County Farm Bureau.'

Scale: 1:50,688. Scale of township maps: 1 1/4 inch equals one mile.

Includes index to residents.

Label on cover: Mrs. Margaret Bjork, Manson, Iowa 50563.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.


15177

Calhoun County (Iowa) - Maps - 1977 -

Landowners: Calhoun County (Iowa), 1977 (Newberry Library)

- **Atlas & directory, Calhoun County, Iowa, TAM service : 1977-1978**

Authors: R.C. Booth Enterprises -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (37 p.): 17 maps; 32 cm.

Scale [ca. 1:45,000].

Contents: Township maps -- Alphabetical locator -- Mailing list.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.


15178

Calhoun County (Iowa) - Maps - 1979 -

Landowners: Calhoun County (Iowa), 1979 (Newberry Library)

- **Atlas & directory, Calhoun County, Iowa, TAM service : 1979-1980.**

Authors: R.C. Booth Enterprises -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (36 p.): 17 maps; 32 cm.

Scale [ca. 1:45,000].

Contents: Township maps -- Alphabetical locator -- Mailing list.

Laid in: [3] leaves of manuscript notes regarding changes in property ownership.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.


15179

Calhoun County (Iowa) - Maps - 1981 -

Landowners: Calhoun County (Iowa), 1981 (Newberry Library)

- **Atlas & directory, Calhoun County, Iowa.**

Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Bjork, Margaret -- Calhoun County Farm Bureau (Iowa) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (36 p.): 17 maps; 32 cm.

Scale [ca. 1:45,000].

Contents: Township maps -- Alphabetical locator -- Mailing list.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.


15180

Calhoun County (Mich.) - Maps - 1858 -

Landowners: Calhoun County (Mich.), 1858 (Newberry Library)

- **Plat maps of Calhoun County, Michigan : 1858 : LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche.**


1 map; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.

Size of original: 2 parts, 28.5 x 53.5 in. each.


Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:

Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division land ownership maps

Baskes folio G4153.C2G46 1858 .R13 (NLO)

15181

Calhoun County (Mich.) - Maps - 1858 -

Landowners: Calhoun County (Mich.), 1858 (Newberry Library)

- **Plat maps of Calhoun County, Michigan : 1858 : LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche.**


1 map; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.

Size of original: 2 parts, 28.5 x 53.5 in. each.


Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:

Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division land ownership maps

Baskes folio G4153.C2G46 1858 .R13 (NLO)
Calhoun County (Mich.) - Maps - 1916 - Landowners <> Counties - Maps

**Standard atlas of Calhoun County, Michigan ...**


Authors: Geo. A. Ogle & Co. -- Whitney, Harlan K. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas ([iii], 7-155, xxii p.) : ii., 50 col. maps, ports. ; 45 cm.

‘Assisted in record work and platting of Battle Creek by Harlan K. Whitney.’

Scales differ.

‘Including a plat book of the villages, cities and townships of the county; map of the state, United States and world; patrons directory, reference business directory and departments devoted to general information; analysis of the system of U.S. land surveys, digest of the system of civil government, etc. etc.’

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Phillips 4737


Calhoun County (Mich.) - Maps - 1930 - Landowners <> Counties - Maps

**Plat book of Calhoun County, Michigan.**

Rockford, Ill. Rockford Map Publishers, c1930.

Authors: W.W. Hixson & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas ([20] leaves) : 21 maps ; 22 x 28 cm. + map (36 x 42 cm. folded to 18 x 23 cm.)

Cover title.

County map folded and attached to leaf [1].

Scale not given.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Phillips 14627

Baskes folio G4113.C2G46 1930 .W9 (NLO)

Calhoun County (Michigan) - Maps - 1954 - Landowners <> Counties - Maps


Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Calhoun County Farm Bureau (Mich.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (48 p.) : 22 maps ; 22 x 28 cm.

Cover title.

‘Sponsored by the Calhoun County Farm Bureau.’

Scale [1:50,688]

Coordinates: (W 85°18’–W 84°42’/N 42°25’–N 42°04’).

Township maps of scale 1 1/4 in. to 1 mile.

Advertisements on covers and interspersed.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.


Calhoun County (Tex.) - Maps - 1879 - Landowners <> Counties - Maps

**Standard atlas of Calhoun County, Michigan ...**


Authors: Geo. A. Ogle & Co. -- Whitney, Harlan K. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas ([iii], 7-155, xxii p.) : ii., 50 col. maps, ports. ; 45 cm.

‘Assisted in record work and platting of Battle Creek by Harlan K. Whitney.’

Scales differ.

‘Including a plat book of the villages, cities and townships of the county; map of the state, United States and world; patrons directory, reference business directory and departments devoted to general information; analysis of the system of U.S. land surveys, digest of the system of civil government, etc. etc.’

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Phillips 4737


Calhoun County (Mich.) - Maps - 1954 - Landowners <> Counties - Maps


Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Calhoun County Farm Bureau (Mich.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (48 p.) : 22 maps ; 22 x 28 cm.

Cover title.

‘Sponsored by the Calhoun County Farm Bureau.’

Scale [1:50,688]

Coordinates: (W 85°18’–W 84°42’/N 42°25’–N 42°04’).

Township maps of scale 1 1/4 in. to 1 mile.

Advertisements on covers and interspersed.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.


Calhoun County (Tex.) - Maps - 1879 - Landowners <> Counties - Maps

**Standard atlas of Calhoun County, Michigan ...**


Authors: Geo. A. Ogle & Co. -- Whitney, Harlan K. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas ([iii], 7-155, xxii p.) : ii., 50 col. maps, ports. ; 45 cm.

‘Assisted in record work and platting of Battle Creek by Harlan K. Whitney.’

Scales differ.

‘Including a plat book of the villages, cities and townships of the county; map of the state, United States and world; patrons directory, reference business directory and departments devoted to general information; analysis of the system of U.S. land surveys, digest of the system of civil government, etc. etc.’

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Phillips 4737

geography, history, topography, and general features of California ... (1848) -- De Witt & Davenport -- Craighead, Robert -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library) -- Dewitt & Davenport SEE De Witt & Davenport
1 map ; 19 x 11 cm., on sheet 25 x 14 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Anonymous, generalized map showing the 'gold region' circling 'Nueva Helvetia' (latter-day Sacramento) on the 'R. d. Los Americanos'; extends southward to 'cuidad de Los Angelos.' Scale not given.
In Foster, George G. The Gold regions of California : being a succinct description of the geography, history, topography, and general features of California : including ... the gold regions of that fortunate country / prepared from the official documents and other authentic sources ; edited by G.G. Foster (New York : Dewitt & Davenport ; R. Craighead, 1848) opposite title page.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
References: Cf. Howes F287
Graff 1387 opposite title page (PrCt)

Map of the gold regions of California, showing the routes via Chagres and Panama, Cape Horn &c.
New York : [Ensign, Thayer & Co.], 1849.
Authors: Farnham, Thomas Jefferson, 1804-1848 -- Ensign, Thayer & Co.
1 map : hand col. ; 37 x 43 cm.
Detached from Farnham, Thomas Jefferson. Life, adventures, and travels in California (New York, 1849) [G 941.2681].
Digital image of this copy available by website subscription to American West : sources from the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library, Chicago (produced by Adam Matthew Digital; accessed November 2011):
http://www.americanwest.amdigital.co.uk/Maps/MapsImageViewer.aspx?imageid=69397&visual=Fake&map=True&previous=4&vpath=SearchResults
Exhibited at the Newberry Library as part of Mapping Manifest Destiny : Chicago and the American West (November 3, 2007-February 16, 2008).
References: Wheat, Gold regions, no. 85.
581
map4F G4361.H2 1849 E5a (PrCt)

Map of the gold regions of California, showing the routes via Chagres and Panama, Cape Horn &c. [San Francisco : Gold Research Institute, 1980].
Authors: Farnham, Thomas Jefferson, 1804-1848 -- Gold Research Institute -- Ensign, Thayer & Co.
1 map : col. ; 37 x 42 cm.
Facsimile of earlier 1849 edition.
Cf. Wheat, Gold regions, no. 84.
80-54059
581bis
map4F G4361.H2 1849 E5 (PrCt)

California - Gold discoveries - Maps<<>>California - Maps - 1849 - Gold mines and mining<<>>Gold mines and mining

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
California - Gold discoveries - Maps - 1849
1 map : hand col. ; 16 x 10 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:5,500,000]
Coordinates: (W 125°15'--W 115°35'/N 43°20'--N 32°20').
In fictional narrative: Vizetelly, Henry. Four months among the gold-finders in Alta California : being the diary of an expedition from San Francisco to the gold districts / by J. Tyrwhitt Brooks, M.D. [pseud.] (London : David Bogue, 1849) opposite title page.
Duplicate copy: G 941 .944
Digital reproduction of another copy available on the Live Auctioneers website (accessed March 2009):
http://photos.liveauctioneers.com/houses/dorothy sloanrarebooks/8750/16150_1_lg.jpg
References: Wheat, Gold regions, no. 60; Graff sloanrarebooks/8750/16150_1_lg.jpg
http://photos.liveauctioneers.com/houses/dorothy sloanrarebooks/8750/16150_1_lg.jpg
In: Mitchell, S. Augustus. New universal atlas ... (Philadelphia : Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co., 1852) pl. 5.
oversize G1019 .N49 1852 pl. 5 (PrCt)

A New map of the United States of America. Philadelphia : Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co., 1850 [i.e. 1852].
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Young, J. H. (James Hamilton) -- Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co. -- Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868. Mitchell, S. Augustus. New universal atlas ... (1852)
1 map : hand col. ; 37 x 63 cm.
By J.H. Young.'
'Entered according to act of Congress in ... 1850 by Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co. ...'
Duplicate copy: G 941 .944
Digital reproduction of another copy available on the Live Auctioneers website (accessed March 2009):
http://photos.liveauctioneers.com/houses/dorothy sloanrarebooks/8750/16150_1_lg.jpg
References: Wheat, Gold regions, no. 60; Graff sloanrarebooks/8750/16150_1_lg.jpg
http://photos.liveauctioneers.com/houses/dorothy sloanrarebooks/8750/16150_1_lg.jpg
In: Mitchell, S. Augustus. New universal atlas ... (Philadelphia : Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co., 1852) pl. 5.
oversize G1019 .N49 1852 pl. 5 (PrCt)

A New map of Texas, Oregon, and California with the regions adjoining / compiled from the most recent authorities. Philadelphia : Published by Thomas Cowperthwait & Co., Market St. no. 253, 1849, c1845.
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co. -- Burroughs, H. N. -- Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868. Description of Oregon and California : embracing an account of the gold regions ... with a large and accurate map of Oregon and California ... (1849) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 52 x 48 cm., folded to 13 x 8 cm.
"Entered according to act of Congress in the year 1845 by H.N. Burroughs in ... Pennsylvania."
Cover title: Mitchell’s guide to California.
In: Mitchell, S. Augustus. New universal atlas ... (Philadelphia : Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co., 1852) pl. 5.
oversize G1019 .N49 1852 pl. 5 (PrCt)

Panel art: State highway 49 sign and golden chain.
File in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).
Road map4C G4361.P2 196- .W5 (PrCt)
In Mitchell, S. Augustus. Description of Oregon and California : embracing an account of the gold regions ... with a large and accurate map of Oregon and California ... (Philadelphia : Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co., 1849) inside back cover. Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library. For the 1846 edition of the map, bearing imprint of S. Augustus Mitchell, but issued in a duplicate copy of the accompanying text, see Ayer 138 .M6 1849a.

References: Cowan (1919) p. 433-434; Howes M687; Sabin 19712; Smith 6889; Streeter IV 2579; Wheat (Gold Region) 108; Wheat (Gold Rush) 143; Wheat (Transmississippi) 629

Graff 2839 inside back cover (PrCt)


California : showing the San Joaquin Valley, Sierra Nevada Mountain Region 'the Playground of the World,' together with the Golden State Highway and its tributaries / map prepared by the Progressive Map Service, Fresno, California. Fresno, California : San Joaquin Valley Tourist & Travel Association -- Magill, C. W. 1 map : col. ; on sheet 47 x 42 cm., fold. to 24 x 11 cm.

Panel title: California, San Joaquin Valley, Sierra Region, Land of the National Parks ‘See America first.’ Includes montage of photographs where Nevada would be.


Cover illustration by C. W. Magill. map2F G4361 .P2 193- P7 (PrCt)


Authors: Green, Michael W. 1 map Shows northern California coastline where Francis Drake landed in 1579, including San Francisco Bay and portions of present day Mateo and Marin Counties. No. 86 of 1000 copies. temp map4F G4362.N6S1 1979 .G7 (PrCt)

15206 California - Historical geography - Maps -
1834 - Missions - California - Historical Camino Real (Calif.) - Historical geography - Maps - 1834
El Camino Real: outline map of California showing missions and principal settlements prior to secularization of the missions in 1834. San Gabriel, Calif.; Los Angeles: Mrs. S.A.P. Wheeler; Out West Co., 1903.
Authors: Prentiss, Mabel Emerton -- Wheeler, S. A. P., Mrs. -- Out West Co. -- Edward E. Ayer Art Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map; 47 x 42 cm.
Shows drainage, etc.
Scale not given.
Ayer p133 .P92 1903 (NLO)

Authors: Beck, Warren A. -- Haase, Ynez D. -- University of Oklahoma. Press
1 atlas (vi, [232] p.: 101 maps); 31 cm.
[1st ed.]
Includes bibliographical references, index.
16495
ICN77
folio G1526.S1 B4 1974 (NLO)

Early California: early forts, old mines, old town sites / [compiled by R. N. Preston]. Corvallis, Or.
Authors: Preston, Ralph N. -- Western Guide Publishers (Corvallis, Or.)
1 atlas (76 p.: chiefly ill., maps); 44 cm.
Southern ed.
Includes facsimile reproductions of maps, photographs, and illustrations.
Cover title.
oversize G1526.S1 E32 1974 (NLO)

Authors: Preston, Ralph N. -- Binford & Mort
1 atlas (64 p.: chiefly ill., maps); 44 cm.
Northern ed., 2d ed.
Cover title.
Includes facsimile reproductions of maps, photographs, and illustrations.
LC Card Number: 83072442
ISBN 0832303135

oversize G1526.S1 E3 1983 (NLO)

15210 California - Historical geography - Maps - 1988
Authors: Beck, Warren A. -- Haase, Ynez D. -- University of Oklahoma. Press -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas: 101 maps; 305 x 227 mm.
Includes facsimile reproductions of maps, photographs, and illustrations.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Authors: Preston, Ralph N. -- Binford & Mort -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas: 23 maps; 431 x 280 mm.
Includes facsimile reproductions of maps, photographs, and illustrations.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Authors: Preston, Ralph N. -- Binford & Mort
1 atlas; 43 cm.
2nd ed.
Includes facsimile reproductions of maps, photographs, and illustrations.
oversize G1526.S1 E32 1988 (NLO)

15213 California Map Society - History
Authors: Crumb, Sarah -- California Map Society
32 p.; 22 cm.
California Map Society. Occasional paper no. 4.
BHC 2286
Vert 1753 (PrCt)

Carta de los reconocimientos hechos en 1602 por el Capitan Sebastian Vizcayno formada por los planos que hizo el mismo durante su comision / [Gerónimo Martinez de Palacios]. [Madrid: Imprenta Royal, 1802].
Authors: Martinez de Palacios, Gerónimo -- Vizcaino, Sebastián, 1550?-1615 -- Imprenta

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
### California - Maps - 1701 - Missions - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

**Baja California (Mexico : Peninsula) - Maps - 1701 - Missions - Manuscripts - Facsimiles**

**Sonora (Mexico : State)** - 1701 - Missions - California - Maps - 1701 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

**Kino, Eusebio Francisco, 1644-1711** - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles

*Mapa del paso por tierra á California y sus confinantes nuevas naciones y misiones nuevas de la Compañia de Jesús en la America septentrional, descubierto andado y demarcado por el Padre Eusebio Francisco Kino, Jesuita, desde el año de 1698, hasta el de 1701.* [19-].

Authors: Kino, Eusebio Francisco, 1644-1711 -- Jesuits -- Archivo General de Indias. 67-3-29 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 23 x 16 cm.

Photostatic reproduction of 1701 manuscript.

Details Indian missions in the Southwestern U.S. and northern Mexico.

Title and author from Torres Lanzas, Pedro. *Relación descriptiva de los mapas, planos, & de México y Floridas existentes en el Archivo General de Indias (Sevilla, 1900)* v. 1no. 95,72-73.

Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

References: Cf. E.J. Burrus, Kino and the cartography of northwestern New Spain (1965)

### California - Maps - 1743 - Missions

**Baja California (Mexico : Peninsula) - Maps - 1743 - Missions**

*Passage by land to California discovered by Father Eusebius Francis Kino a Jesuit : between the years 1698 & 1701 : continuing likewise the new missions of the Jesuits / E. Bowen sc.* [London : s.n., 1743].

Authors: Bowen, Emanuel, -1767 -- Kino, Eusebio Francisco, 1644-1711 -- Jesuits -- Travels of the Jesuits, into various parts of the world -- compiled from their letters ... (1743) -- Le Gobien, Charles, 1653-1708 -- Lockman, John, 1698-1771 -- Noon. John, 1679 or 80-1763 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 23 x 20 cm., folded to 17 x 11 cm.

Covers parts of Baja California, the Southwestern States, and northwestern Mexico, between 25-35° N.

‘Vol. I pag. 395’ engraved at upper right.

In: Travels of the Jesuits, into various parts of the world; compiled from their letters ... [edited by Charles Le Gobien and translated by John Lockman] [London : J. Noon, 1743], v. 1, between p. 394-395.
15219 California - Maps - 1754 - Missions
California (Mexico : Peninsula) - Maps - 1754 - Missions - Sonora (Mexico : State)
1754 Missions - California - Maps - 1754
Kino, Eusebio Francisco, 1644-1711
Considerations geographiques et physiques sur les nouvelles decouvertes au nord de la Grand Mer, appelee vulgairement la Mer du Sud ... (1753-[1755]) -- Imprimerie de Ballard (Firm) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 19 x 17 cm., on sheet 30 x 46 cm., folded to 23 x 19 cm.
Includes key to 16 numbered missions.
In Buache, Philippe. Considerations geographiques et physiques sur les nouvelles decouvertes au nord de la Grand Mer, appelee vulgairement la Mer du Sud ... (Paris : [Imprimerie de Ballard], 1753-[1755]) between p. 70-71.
At upper right: IXe. carte pour la 3e. partie des Considerations & c. Page 71.
At bottom right: Sous le privilege de l’Acade. des Sc. du 24 Juill. 1754.
On same sheet with: Carte du passage par terre à Californie découvert en 1701 par le R.P. Kino ...
Duplicate copy (without engraved page no.):
VAULT Ayer 135 .B86 1753
Graff 460 between p. 70-71 (PrCt)

15220 California - Maps - 1757 - Missions
California (Mexico : Peninsula) - Maps - 1757 - Missions - Sonora (Mexico : State)
1757 Missions - California - Maps - 1757
Kino, Eusebio Francisco, 1644-1711
Mapa de la California, y de su golfo y provincias fronteras en el continent de Nueva España / Is. Peña sculp. Mh. [Madrid : s.n.], 1757.
Authors: Peña, Is., fl. 1757 -- Jesuits -- Kino, Eusebio Francisco, 1644-1711 -- Ferdinand VI, King of Spain, 1713-1759 -- Venegas, Miguel, 1680-1764. Noticia de la California, y de su conquista temporal, y espiritual hasta el tiempo presente ... (1757) -- Burriel, Andrés Marcos, 1719-1762 -- Viuda de Manuel Fernandez, fl. 1757 -- Catholic Church. Supremo Consejo de la Inquisicion -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 31 x 20 cm., on sheet folded to 18 x 12 cm.
Title from cartouche beneath neatline.
Dedication from cartouche within neatline: Al Rey N.S. la Provincia de Compania de JHS de Nueva España lo O.D. y C., 1757.
Derived from earlier work by Eusebio Kino.
Scale [ca. 1:5,000,000].
Covers Baja California, the Gulf of California, and adjacent regions of Sonora, southern California, and southern Arizona.
Side and bottom margins include 10 illustrations of local animals, native Indians, holy men, medicine men, and the martyrs of two Catholic clergy.
In Venegas, Miguel. Noticia de la California, y de
su conquista temporal, y espiritual hasta el tiempo presente ... (Madrid : En la imprenta de la viuda de Manuel Fernandez, y del Supremo Consejo de la Inquisicion, 1757) v. 1, opposite p. 1.

The accompanying 3-volume text of 'Noticia de la California' is attributed to Andrés Marcos Burriel. Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library. Volume 1 and all maps lacking in Newberry's duplicate copy: F 941 .94

References: Cf. E.J. Burrus, Kino and the cartography of northwestern New Spain (1965); OCLC 33854229

15221 California - Maps - 1759 - Missions

California (Mexico : Peninsula) - Maps - 1759 - Missions

-1759<<>>Kino, Eusebio Francisco, 1644-1711

An Accurate map of California / drawn by the Society of Jesuits & dedicated to the King of Spain : J. Gibson sculp. [London : s.n., 1759].

Authors: Jesuits -- Gibson, J. (John), active 1750-1792 -- Kino, Eusebio Francisco, 1644-1711 -- Peña, Is., fl. 1757 -- Ferdinand VI, King of Spain, 1713-1759 -- Venegas, Miguel, 1680-1764. A Natural and civil history of California : containing an accurate description of that country, its soil, mountains, harbours, lakes, rivers and seas ... (1759) -- Burriel, Andrés Marcos, 1719-1762 -- Rivington, James, 1724-1802 -- Fletcher, James, 1710-1795 -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 30 x 19 cm., on sheet folded to 18 x 14 cm.

Derived from earlier Spanish-language work by Eusebio Kino and Is. Peña; cf. VAULT Graff 4470 v. 1, opposite p. 1 (PrCt)

In Venegas, Miguel. A Natural and civil history of California : containing an accurate description of that country, its soil, mountains, harbours, lakes, rivers and seas ... (1759) -- Burriel, Andrés Marcos, 1719-1762 -- Rivington, James, 1724-1802 -- Fletcher, James, 1710-1795 -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 30 x 19 cm., on sheet folded to 18 x 14 cm.

15222 California - Maps - 1762 - Missions

California (Mexico : Peninsula) - Maps - 1762 - Missions

-1762<<>>Kino, Eusebio Francisco, 1644-1711

Passage by land to California discov'd by Father Eusebius Francis Kino a Jesuit : between the years 1698 & 1701 : continuing likewise the new missions of the Jesuits / E. Bowen sc. [London : s.n., 1762].


Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.

References: Cf. E.J. Burrus, Kino and the cartography of northwestern New Spain (1965)

Graff 2519 v. 1, bet. p. 394-395 (PrCt)

15223 California - Maps - 1769 - Coasts - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

California (Mexico : Peninsula) - Maps - 1769 - Coasts - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

Nautical charts

Plano de la Costa del Sur correxido hasta la Canal de Santa Barbara en el Año de 1769. [19--].

Authors: Spain. Ministerio de la Guerra. J 9a-2a-e,14 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map

Photostatic reproduction of 1769 manuscript.

Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

MapPhoto Spain Guerra J 9a-2a-e,14 (PrCt)

15224 California - Maps - 1770 - Coasts - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

California (Mexico : Peninsula) - Maps - 1770 - Coasts - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

Nautical charts

MapPhoto Spain Guerra J 9a-2a-e,14 (PrCt)
shows the mission settlements of Junípero Serra.

Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.

Digital image of another copy available on the Dorothy Sloan Rare Books website (accessed April 2009):
http://www.dssloan.com/Auctions/A12/59WebA12.htm

A Chart shewing part of the coast of N.W. America with the tracks of His Majesty's Sloop Discovery and armed tender Chatham / commanded by George Vancouver Esq. and prepared under his immediate inspection by Lieut. Joseph Baker, in which the continental shore has been finally traced and determined from Latd. 38°15'N. and Longd. 237°27'E. to Latd. 45°46'N. and Longd. 236°15'E; engraved by B. Baker Islington. London : J. Edwards ; G. Robinson, 1798.

Authors: Vancouver, George, 1757-1798 -- Baker, Joseph, Lieut., d. 1853 -- Edwards, James, 1757-1816 -- Baker, B. (Benjamin), fl. 1766-1824 -- Robinson, G. G. (George G.) -- Discovery (Ship : Launched 1789) -- Chatham (Ship) -- Vancouver, George, 1757-1798

A Voyage of discovery to the North Pacific Ocean : and round the world ... performed in the years 1790, 1791, 1792, 1793, 1794, and 1795 (1798) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 76 x 60 cm.
Scale [1:1,400,000]; (W 128°00'--W 120°00'/N 45°46'--N 38°15').

Relief shown pictorially and by hachures; depths by soundings.

Inset map (17 x 17 cm.): Bay of Trinidad.

In atlas (issued without title page) accompanying Vancouver, George. A Voyage of discovery to the North Pacific Ocean : and round the world ... performed in the years 1790, 1791, 1792, 1793, 1794, and 1795 (London : Printed for G.G. and J. Robinson, Paternoster-row; and J. Edwards, Pall-mall, 1798) plate 3.

Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.


Cf. OCLC 47942609

VAULT oversize Graff 4456 plate 3 (PrCt)
(Calif.) - Maps - 1842-1843 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Facsimiles
The Original sketch of a Map of Upper California corrected during travelling and residence in that country one year and a half. [San Francisco : Grabhorn Press, 1945].


1 map ; 31 x 26 cm., on sheet folded to 23 x 32 cm.

Photo-reproduction of 1842-1843 manuscript map.


Covers California between San Diego and San Francisco; relief shown with shading and hachures.

Original manuscript held by the Bancroft Library. Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library. Duplicate copy: folio Graff 4548

duplicate Graff 4549 between p. 36-37 (PrCt)

California - Maps - 1849 - Gold mines and resources
California - Maps - 1849


1 map : hand col. ; 17 x 15 cm., on sheet folded to 11 x 18 cm.

"Copy right secured."


Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library. Duplicate copies: (both hand colored): Graff 2225 opposite p. 1 (PrCt) -- Ayer 128.7 J6 1851 opposite p. 1 (PrCt)

Digital image of another copy available on the Dorothy Sloan Rare Books website (accessed April 2009):
http://www.dsloan.com/Auctions/A16/images/16086_2.jpg


Graff 2224 opposite p. 1 (PrCt)

15234

California - Maps - 1849 - San Joaquin Valley (Calif.) - Maps - 1849 - Nautical charts
A Correct map from actual surveys and examinations embracing a portion of California between Monterey and the Prairie Butes : in the Valley of the Sacramento shewing the placeres / drawn by F.D. Stuart. [Philadelphia : Lea & Blanchard, 1849.

Authors: Stuart, Fred. D. -- Wilkes, Charles, Western Americana at the Newberry Library.

Duplicate copies: Graff 2224 opposite p. 1 (PrCt) -- Ayer 128.7 J6 1851 opposite p. 1 (PrCt)

Digital image of another copy available on the Dorothy Sloan Rare Books website (accessed April 2009):
http://www.dsloan.com/Auctions/A16/images/16086_2.jpg


Graff 2225 opposite p. 1 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
15235 California - Maps - 1850 - Gold mines and resources - California - Maps - 1850 - San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1850
1 map : 43 x 44 cm. fold. to 19 x 18 cm. + appendix (12 p.; 16 cm.) Facsimile reprint of original published [New York?: Theodore Mudge?], 1850. "Entered according to act of Congress in ... 1850 by Theodore A. Mudge in ... New York. Lambert & Lane's lith., no. 69 Wall St. N.Y." Cover title: Jackson's map of California with appendix.
Bound with accompanying facsimile Appendix to Jackson's map of the mining district of California ... . 12 p.; 16 cm.
"This year John Howell of San Francisco procured a map with the appendix ... [signed] Thos. W. Norris, Livermore, Calif. Dec. 25, 1936." -- introduction to appendix.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Condition: very fine.
Duplicate copy: Map3C G4361.H2 1850 .J3 1936 (PrCt)
For one of two revised editions of the map published in 1851, see digital image forming part of the California State Library online exhibition "California as we saw it : exploring the California Gold Rush" (accessed April 2009): http://www.library.ca.gov/goldrush/images/mining_district_of_ca_map.jpg
map3C G4361.H2 1850 .J3 1936 (PrCt)

15236 California - Maps - 1850 - Gold mines and resources - California - Maps - 1850 - San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1850
1 map : 43 x 44 cm. fold. to 19 x 18 cm. + appendix (12 p.; 16 cm.) Facsimile reprint of original published [New York?: Theodore Mudge?], 1850. "Entered according to act of Congress in ... 1850 by Theodore A. Mudge in ... New York. Lambert & Lane's lith., no. 69 Wall St. N.Y." Cover title: Jackson's map of California with appendix.
Bound with accompanying facsimile Appendix to Jackson's map of the mining district of California ... . 12 p.; 16 cm.
"This year John Howell of San Francisco procured a map with the appendix ... [signed] Thos. W. Norris, Livermore, Calif. Dec. 25, 1936." -- introduction to appendix.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Condition: very fine.
Duplicate copy: Map3C G4361.H2 1850 .J3 1936 (PrCt)
For one of two revised editions of the map published in 1851, see digital image forming part of the California State Library online exhibition "California as we saw it : exploring the California Gold Rush" (accessed April 2009): http://www.library.ca.gov/goldrush/images/mining_district_of_ca_map.jpg
Graff 2179 (NLO)

15237 California - Maps - 1850 - Mines and mineral resources - California - Maps - 1850 - Riley, Bennett, 1787-1853
"California as we saw it : exploring the California Gold Rush" (accessed April 2009): http://www.library.ca.gov/goldrush/images/mining_district_of_ca_map.jpg
Graff 2179 (NLO)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Y[ork] : Ackerman's Lithogr., [1850].
1 map ; 54 x 50 cm. fold. to 24 cm.
Copied from the original sketch by Lt. Derby in the Office of the 10t. Military Dept. by J.M. Hollingsworth Asst.'
Scale: 1:550,000 about 8 geographical miles to the inch.
Relief shown by hachures.
Wheat, C.I. Maps Calif. gold region, no. 79, reprod. opp. p. 46.
Ayer 133 .D395 1849 (NLO)

15238 California - Maps - 1850>>New Mexico - Maps - 1850
Message on California & New Mexico.
Washington, 1850.
Authors: United States. Congress -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 7 maps ; 223 x 150 mm.
31-1,V5,HED17;[Wheat539
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

15239 California - Maps - 1851 - Gold mines and resources - California - Maps - 1851>>San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1851
Map of the mining district of California / by Wm. A. Jackson. New York : published by Lambert & Lane, 69 Wall Street, 1851.
Authors: Jackson, Wm. A. (William A.) -- Jackson, Wm. A. (William A.). Appendix to Jackson's map of the mining districts of California, bringing down all the discoveries since 1849 ... (1851) -- Lambert & Lane's Lith. (New York, N.Y.) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map ; hand col. : 52 x 42 cm. fold. to 14 x 9 cm. + appendix (16 p. ; 15 cm.)
"Entered according to act of Congress in the year 1851 by Lambert & Lane ... New York."
Cover title: Jackson's map of of the mining districts of California.
Bound with accompanying Appendix to Jackson's map of the mining districts of California, bringing down all the discoveries since 1849, to the present time, of the places and all descriptions of vein mines, to which so much attention is at this time directed. Second edition, revised and enlarged. 16 p. ; 15 cm.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
One of two revised editions of the map published in 1851.

For digital image of variant 1851 edition, see the California State Library online exhibition "California as we saw it : exploring the California Gold Rush" (accessed April 2009):
http://www.library.ca.gov/goldrush/images/mining_district_of_ca_map.jpg
VAULT Graff 2178 (NLO)

Geological map of the Tejon Pass & Canada de las Uvas and the vicinity ... 1853.
In Pacific Railroad Reports, v. 5, pt. 2, map 3, opposite p. 197 [Serial Set 795].
Scale [ca. 1:615,000].
Covers southern California.
Uniform title: Pacific Railroad Reports Govt. 795 pt. 2, map 3, opp. p. 197 (PrCt)

Geological map of a part of the state of California. New York : Sarony, Major & Knapp, 1853.
Detached from Pacific Railroad Reports, v. 5, pt. 2, map 5
Scale [ca. 1:2,400,000].
Uniform title: Pacific Railroad Reports map4F G4051.P3 1853 .US v. 5, pt. 2, map 5 (PrCt)

15242 California - Maps - 1853 - Mines and mineral resources - California - Maps - 1853
Topographical map of the mineral districts of California. 1995.
Authors: Trask, John B. -- Britton & Rey -- Sleighville Map & Print -- Sacramento Archives and Collection Center
1 map
temp map4F G4361.H1 1853 .T7 1995 (PrCt)


15244 California - Maps - 1854<><>Pacific railroads - Explorations and surveys - Maps - 1854<><>Railroads - Maps

15245 California - Maps - 1854<><>San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1854

15246 California - Maps - 1854<><>San Francisco (Calif.) - Maps - 1854


From the valley of the Mud Lakes to the Pacific Ocean [Map no.4]. 1855. Authors: Beckwith, E. G. (Edward Griffin), ...
United States Pacific Railroad Expeditions and Surveys -- Pacific Railroad Reports, v. 11, pt. 2, no. 27 -- United States. Congress
1 map ; 54 x 46 cm.
Covers northern California and western Nevada. Detached from acific Railroad Reports, v. 11, pt. 2, no. 27
Uniform title: Pacific Railroad Reports
Scale 1:760,320.
Digital image of this copy available by website subscription to American West : sources from the
Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library, Chicago (produced by
Adam Matthew Digital; accessed November 2011):
http://www.americanwest.amdigital.co.uk/Maps/MapsImageViewer.aspx?imageid=74621&visual=False&map=True&previous=9&vpath=SearchResults
References: Wheat 825
map4F G4501.P3 1853 .U5 v.11, pt. 2, no. 27 (PrCt)
15249 California - Maps - 1855--San Francisco (Calif.) - Maps - 1855
Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- J.H. Colton & Co. -- Howes, Wright -- Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 40 x 32 cm. fold. in cloth covers to 13 x 9 cm.
Cover title: Map of California.
Inset (15 x 14 cm.): City of San Francisco.
Condition: very fine.
Forms part of the Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Gift 1976, Wright Howes.
map3C G4360 1855 .C6 (PrCt)
1 map ; 91 x 78 cm.
Scale: ca. 1:1,140,480, or "18 miles to an inch." Relief shown by hachures.
Shows rivers, settlements, surveys executed and returned to the office, townships subdivided into sections, and returns made to the office; includes list of private grants surveyed, those forwarded to the department (1-43) and those not forwarded (A-E). With engraved signature of J. W. Mandeville, "Surveyor General's Office, San Francisco, California, September 30th 1857, approved."
Reference: Koepp 945 (35-1) H.exdoc. 2, map 5.
map6F G4361 .B5 1857 .U5 (PrCt)
15253 California - Maps - 1857--San Francisco (Calif.) - Maps - 1857
Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's general atlas ... (1857)
1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 29 cm.
In: Colton, George Woolworth. Colton's general atlas : containing one hundred and seventy steel
California - Maps - 1865 - Railroads

Topographical and railroad map of the central part of the State of California and part of the State of Nevada / compiled from railroad surveys, U.S. Public Land Surveys, U.S. Coast Surveys, California State Geological Survey (Prof. J.D. Whitney) and from reliable private surveys, and published by C. Bielawski, J.D. Hoffmann, & A. Poett, civil engineers & survs. San Francisco : Britton & Co. Lith., 1865.


1 map ; 13 x 29 cm.
Reduced photograph of map.
Size of original: 1 map ; 70 x 161 cm., folded to 10 x 16 cm.
Scale of original [1:253,440]. 4 miles to 1 in.
Coordinates: (W 123°00'--W 119°00'/N 40°00'--N 36°30').
Relief shown by shading and hachures.
Oriented with north at upper right.
Includes table.
In Vischer, Edward. Vischer’s pictorial of California : landscape, trees and forest scenes ... . San Francisco : Printed by Joseph Winterburn & Company,1870. [Part IV, plate 46]
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Digital reproduction of another copy available on the David Rumsey Map Collection website (accessed March 2009):
http://www.davidrumsey.com/insightredirector/insightredirector.asp?cid=8&iia=0&ig=David%20Rumsey%20Collection&isl=0&gwsip=0%7C Publié%5FList%5FNo%7C%5F%20List%5FNo%7C%5F%20List%5FNo%7C1%7C482.000%7C2&kwa=3&gc=0
References: Cf. OCLC 46853445

Cover title: Holt's map of California and Nevada.
Scale [1:760,320].
Relief shown by hachures.
Shows drainage, counties, township lines, railroads, etc.
Insets: Capitol-California -- Elevations above the sea of some of the principal mountains of California and Nevada ...
Digital image of this copy available by website subscription to American West : sources from the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library, Chicago (produced by Adam Matthew Digital; accessed November 2011):
http://www.americanwest.amsdigital.co.uk/Maps/MapsImageViewer.aspx?imageid=68762&visual=False&map=True&previous=8&vpath=SearchResults
Condition: fine.
Forms part of the Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Howes price $40.00.
Wheat, C.I. Mapping Transmississippi West v.1 ; no. 1202.
Gift 1976, W. Wright Howes.
Duplicate copy: folio G 10941 .41
map3C G4360 1869 .G5 (PrCt)

California - Maps - 1869 - Wall maps
Binder’s title: Holt’s map of California and Nevada.
Scale [1:760,320].
Relief shown by hachures.
Shows drainage, counties, township lines, railroads, etc.
Insets: Capitol-California -- Elevations above the sea of some of the principal mountains of California and Nevada ...
Wheat, C.I. Mapping Transmississippi West v.1 ; no. 1202.
Duplicate copy: Map3C G4360 1869 .G5 (PrCt)
folio G 10941 .41 (NLO)

outlying islands. 1879.
Report upon United States Geographical Surveys West of the One Hundredth Meridian (1875-1889)
1 map : col. ; 16 x 21 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:1,600,000].
Covers southern California.
Govt. W 8.5:7 opp. p. 298 (PrCt)

1 map : col. ; 94 x 81 cm. on 2 sheets
'Scale 18 miles to 1 inch.'
Includes tables listing 545 'private grants' and 35 military and Indian 'reservations.'
Verso includes ms. notes transcribed from Argosy catalog of Nov. 1956.
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.
CHS Coll., Map no. 506 (PrCt)

Map showing the summer resorts of the Pacific coast adjacent to the lines of the Central and Southern Pacific Railroads. From San Francisco, north and east. [San Francisco : H.S. Crocker & Co., 1881].
Authors: Denison, E. S. -- Miller, Sam, fl. 1881 -- Central Pacific Railroad Company -- Southern Pacific Railroad Company -- Denison, E. S. E.S. Denison's Yosemite views [1881] -- H.S. Crocker & Co. -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 13 x 19 cm.
Anonymous map without imprint issued in:
Denison, E. S. E.S. Denison's Yosemite views / Sam Miller, agent, 2 New Mont'g. St. San Francisco [San Francisco : H.S. Crocker & Co., 1881] p. [4].
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Graff 1050 p. [4] (PrCt)

15270 California - Maps - 1883
California. Chicago : Geo. F. Cram, [1883].
Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928. Cram's unrivaled family atlas of the world (1883)
1 map : col. ; 46 x 29 cm.
In: Cram, George Franklin. Cram's unrivaled family atlas of the world (Chicago : Geo.F. Cram, c1883), p. 82-83.
folio G1019 .G463 1883b, p. 82-83 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1883)
1 map : col. ; 25 x 21 cm.
Title in right margin.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1883) between p.906-907
Same as map between p.902-903 with different title: Map of Nevada. For Poor's manual of railroads for 1883.
H 668 .703 (1883) bet. p. 902-903 (PrCt)

15272 California - Maps - 1883 - 
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Railroads>>United States - Maps - 1883>>Railroads - Maps
Rand McNally & Co.'s new enlarged scale railroad and county map of California: showing every railroad station and post office in the state.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 93 x 80 cm., folded in covers to 17 x 11 cm.
Issued with accompanying index of railroads and place names (57 p.; 17 cm.);
Rand McNally & Co.'s new enlarged scale indexed railroad and county map of California
Inset (30 x 46 cm.): Rand, McNally & Co.'s map of the United States.
Margin includes statistical tables.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
map3C G4350 1885 .C6 (PrCt)

Map of California. For Poor's manual of railroads for 1884.
Chicago: Rand, McNally & Co., 1884.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1884)
1 map: col.; 26 x 21 cm.
Title in right margin.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1884) between p. 884-885
Same as map between p. 880-881 with different title: Map of Nevada. For Poor's manual of railroads for 1884.
H 668 .703 (1884) bet. p. 884-885 (PrCt)

15274 California - Maps - 1885>>Nevada - Maps - 1885 - Railroads>>Railroads - Maps
Authors: G.W. & C.B. Colton & Co. -- Fairmount College (Wichita, Kan.) -- Howes, Wright --
Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: hand col.; 64 x 43 cm. fold in cloth covers 15 x 10 cm.
Embossed stamp on map: Fairmount College Library.
Cover title: Colton's map of California and Nevada.
Advertising inside front cover.
Condition: very fine.
Forms part of the Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library).
map3C G4350 1885 .C6 (PrCt)

15275 California - Maps - 1885 - Railroads>>Nevada - Maps - 1885 - Railroads>>Railroads - Maps
Map of California. For Poor's manual of railroads for 1885.
Chicago: Rand, McNally & Co., 1885.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1885)
1 map: col.; 26 x 21 cm.
Title in right margin.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1885) between p. 860-861
Same as map opposite p. 857 with different title: Map of Nevada. For Poor's manual of railroads for 1885.
H 668 .703 (1885) bet. p. 860-861 (PrCt)

California: the cornucopia of the world; room for millions of immigrants; 43,795,000 acres of government lands untaken; railroad and private lands for a million farmers; a climate for health and wealth; without cyclones or blizzards.
Chicago: Rand McNally & Co., 1886-7 [i.e. 1887].
Authors: Southern Pacific Railroad Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- McNally, Andrew, 1899-- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
Lithographed paper cover repeats title.
Gift of Andrew McNally III.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Case folio F866 .C25 1887 (NLO)

Group 14. Pacific states (B) ... Chicago: Rand, McNally & Co., 1886.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1886)
1 map: col.; 26 x 19 cm.
Title in upper margin.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1886) between p. 848-849
H 668 .703 (1886) bet. p. 848-849 (PrCt)

15278 California - Maps - 1887 - Railroads>>Nevada - Maps - 1887 - Railroads>>Railroads - Maps
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor & Greenough (New York, N.Y.) -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1887)
1 map: col.; 26 x 20 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Advertising on verso: Poor & Greenough, bankers and brokers ... New York
In Poor’s manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1887) between p. 880-881
H 668 .703 (1887) bet. p. 880-881 (PrCt)

15279 California - Maps - 1887 - Railroads<<>>San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1887 - Railroads<<>>Railroads - Maps
Railroad and county map of California. Chicago : Geo. F. Cram, [1887].
Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928. Cram’s standard American atlas of the world (1887) 1 map : col. ; 54 x 39 cm.
Includes untiitled inset of the San Francisco region (16 x 16 cm.)
Keyed to town and railroad index on p. 178-179.
Case oversize G1019 .G455 1887, p. 180-181 (PrCt)

Authors: Southern Pacific Railroad Company -- H.S. Crocker & Co. -- United States. Army. Corps of Engineers -- Rand McNally Collection
1 map : col. ; 70 x 22 cm. fold. to 25 x 22 cm.
In California, the cornucopia of the world (Chicago: Rand McNally & Co., 1887), at back.
'From map prepared under the direction of Brig. Gen. H. C. Wright, Chief of Engr's, U.S.A.'
Scale ca. 1:2,000,000.
References to 16 mountains, with elevations, at upper left.
Shows current and projected Southern Pacific Lines and 'other railroad lines.'
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
To Collection Services for cataloging, Nov. 2006 (PrCt)

15281 California - Maps - 1887 - Southwestern States - Maps - 1887
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 35 x 35 cm. fold. to 27 x 20 cm.
In California, the cornucopia of the world (Chicago: Rand McNally & Co., 1887), front.
Also shows Nevada and most of Utah and Arizona.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
To Collection Services for cataloging, Nov. 2006 (PrCt)

Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor & Greenough (New York, N.Y.) -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1888) 1 map : col. ; 26 x 20 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Advertising on verso for American Bank Note Company and Poor & Greenough, bankers and brokers, New York.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1888) between p. 928-929
H 668 .703 (1888) bet. p. 928-929 (PrCt)

15283 California - Maps - 1888 - Railroads<<>>San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1888 - Railroads<<>>Railroads - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company. Rand, McNally & Co.'s improved indexed business atlas and shipper's guide ... (1888) -- Rand McNally and Company. Commercial atlas (1888) 1 map : col. ; 46 x 35 cm.
Title in right margin.
Bottom left includes blank area, probably intended for a title cartouche.
Inset (26 x 19 cm.): [San Francisco region].
In Rand, McNally & Co.'s improved indexed business atlas and shipper's guide ... (Chicago: Rand McNally, 1888) p. 536-537.
Keyed to index of towns and railroads on p. 535 and 538-548.
Uniform atlas title: Commercial atlas.
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .C7 1888, p. 536-537 (PrCt)

Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor & Greenough (New York, N.Y.) -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1889) 1 map : col. ; 26 x 20 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Advertising on verso for American Bank Note Company and Poor & Greenough, bankers and brokers, New York.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1889) between p. 912-913
H 668 .703 (1889) bet. p. 912-913 (PrCt)

15285 California - Maps - 1889 - Railroads<<>>San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1889 - Railroads<<>>Railroads - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand...
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

McNally and Company. Shippers guide -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 33 cm.
Title in upper margin.
'Rand, McNally & Co.'s business atlas map of California. Copyright, 1888 ...' -- at bottom left.
Inset (26 x 18 cm.): [San Francisco Bay Area]
Issued folded in accompanying index (62 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand, McNally & Co.'s indexed county and railroad pocket map and shippers' guide of California. Chicago and New York : Rand, McNally & Co., 1889.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
map2F G4361.P3 1889 .R3 (PrCt)

15286 California - Maps - 1890 - Railroads<>Nevada - Maps - 1890 - Railroads<>Railroads - Maps
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1890)
1 map : col. ; 26 x 20 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1890) between p. 960-961
H 668 .703 (1890) bet. p. 960-961 (PrCt)

15287 California - Maps - 1890 - Railroads<>San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1890 - Railroads<>San Francisco and North Pacific Railway - Maps - 1890<>Railroads - Maps
Map of the San Francisco and North Pacific Ry. [New York : s.n., 1890].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1890) -- San Francisco and North Pacific Railway
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1890) p. 825
H 668 .703 (1890) p. 825 (PrCt)

Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1891)
1 map : col. ; 26 x 20 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Advertising on verso for American Bank Note Company.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1891) between p. 640-641
H 668 .703 (1891) bet. p. 640-641 (PrCt)

15289 California - Maps - 1891 - Railroads<>San Francisco and North Pacific Railway Company - Maps - 1891<>Railroads - Maps
Map of the San Francisco and North Pacific Railway Company. [San Francisco? San Francisco and North Pacific Railway Company?, 1891?].
Authors: San Francisco and North Pacific Railway Company -- Dougherty & Co.
1 map ; 50 x 20 cm.
In San Francisco and North Pacific Railway Company. Second annual report of the San Francisco and North Pacific Railway Co. and statement of accounts ... 1891 ([San Francisco?]: Dougherty and Co., [1891?]!) following title page.
5A 7267 (1890-1891 vol.) (PrCt)

15290 California - Maps - 1891 - Railroads<>San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1891 - Railroads<>San Francisco and North Pacific Railway - Maps - 1891<>Railroads - Maps
Map of the San Francisco and North Pacific Railway. [New York : s.n., 1891].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1891) -- San Francisco and North Pacific Railway
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1891) p. 509
H 668 .703 (1891) p. 509 (PrCt)

Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1892)
1 map ; 26 x 20 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Advertising on verso for American Bank Note Company.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1892) between p. 976-977
H 668 .703 (1892) bet. p. 976-977 (PrCt)

15292 California - Maps - 1892 - Railroads<>San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1892 - Railroads<>San Francisco and North Pacific Railway - Maps - 1892<>Railroads - Maps
Map of the San Francisco and North Pacific Ry. [New York : s.n., 1892].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1892) -- San Francisco and North Pacific Railway
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1892) p. 569

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1893)
1 map : col. ; 26 x 20 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Advertising on verso for American Bank Note Company.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1893) between p. xvi-[1]
H 668 .703 (1893) bet. p. xvi-[1] (PrCt)

15294 California - Maps - 1893 - Railroads>>San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1893 - Railroads>>San Francisco and North Pacific Railway - Maps
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1893) -- San Francisco and North Pacific Railway
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1893) p. 593
H 668 .703 (1893) p. 593 (PrCt)

Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1894)
1 map : col. ; 26 x 20 cm.
Title in right margin.
Added title in right margin: Railroad map of the United States - section 18.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1894) between p. xvi-[1]
H 668 .703 (1894) bet. p. xvi-[1] (PrCt)

15296 California - Maps - 1894 - Railroads>>San Francisco and North Pacific Railway Company - Maps - 1894<<Railroads - Maps
[Map of the San Francisco and North Pacific Railway Company]. [San Francisco? San Francisco and North Pacific Railway Company?, 1894?].
Authors: San Francisco and North Pacific Railway Company
1 map : col. ; 47 x 20 cm.
Map and report titles supplied by cataloger.
In San Francisco and North Pacific Railway Company. [Fifth annual report of the San Francisco and North Pacific Railway Company?, 1894?] p. [4].
5A 7267 (1893-1894 vol.) (PrCt)

15297 California - Maps - 1894 - Railroads>>San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1894 - Railroads>>Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1894 - Railroads>>San Diego Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1894 - Railroads>>Railroads - Maps
1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm.
Title in upper margin.
'Rand, McNally & Co.'s new business atlas map of California. Copyright, 1892 ... ' -- at bottom right.
Untitled insets (27 x 23 cm. and 20 x 20 cm.) : [San Francisco Bay Area] -- [Region bounded by Los Angeles and San Diego].
Issued folded in accompanying index (73 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand, McNally & Co.'s indexed county and railroad pocket map and shippers' guide of California. Chicago and New York : Rand, McNally & Co., c1894.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 87 A (PrCt)
California - Maps - 1896 - Railroads - Maps
Commissioners official railway map of California, completed to March 30th, 1896. [Sacramento, Calif.? Board of Railroad Commissioners of the State of California?], 1896.
Authors: Board of Railroad Commissioners of the State of California -- H.S. Crocker & Co.
1 map: col.; 116 x 98 cm.
‘Lith. H.S. Crocker Company S.F.’
Scale [1:950,400.] 15 miles to 1 in.
Coordinates: (W 124°25’/N 42°00’--W 114°07’/N 32°32’).
H 66941 .132 (NLO)
15313 California - Maps - 1900-1960 - Topographic maps

*Map of the San Francisco and North Pacific Ry.*

[New York: s.n., 1899.]

Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1899)--San Francisco and North Pacific Railway

1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.

Text on verso.

In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1899) p. 673

H 668 .703 (1899) p. 673 (PrCt)

15316 California - Maps - 1900-1960 - Topographic maps

*California, 15 minute series (topographic).*

Washington, D.C. The Survey, [ca. 1900-ca.1960].

Authors: Geological Survey (U.S.)

c. 683 maps : col. ; on sheets 45 x 33 cm. fold.
to 18 x 27 cm.

Scale 1:62,500.

Dates of publication vary.

Moffat lists 205 maps before 1940.

Coverage is not complete at this scale; see index map in box 22.

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisles 42 and 43 (July 2012).

Reference: Moffat, Riley. Map index to topographic quadrangles of the United States, 1882-1940 (Santa Cruz, Calif.: Western Association of Map Libraries, 1986)


map6C G3700 19-- .U5, boxes 22-23 (PrCt)

15317 California - Maps - 1900--Counties - Maps

*County atlas of California.* San Francisco : D.S. Stanley, [ca. 1900?].

Authors: Stanley, D. S.

1 atlas (20 plates) ; 13 cm.


G 10941.258 (NLO)

15318 California - Maps - 1900 - Railroads--Nevada - Maps - 1900 - Railroads--Railroads - Maps

*California and Nevada.* New York : American Bank Note Co., [1900].

Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1900)

1 map : col. ; 26 x 20 cm.

Title in right margin.

Added title in right margin: Poor's manual--Railroad map of the United States, 1900.

Advertising on verso.

In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1900) between p. 624-625

H 668 .703 (1900) bet. p. 624-625 (PrCt)

15319 California - Maps - 1900 - Railroads--San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1900 - Railroads--San Francisco and North Pacific Railway - Maps - 1900--California Northwestern Railway Co. - Maps -
United States (1903) -- California Northwestern Railway Co. -- San Francisco and North Pacific Railway
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1903) p. 627
H 668 .703 (1903) p. 627 (PrCt)

Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1904)
1 map : col. ; 26 x 20 cm.
Title in right margin.
Added title in right margin: Poor's manual--Railroad map of the United States, 1904.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1904) between p. 592-593
H 668 .703 (1904) bet. p. 592-593 (PrCt)

California Northwestern Railway Co. - Maps - 1904 - Railroads - Maps
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1905) -- California Northwestern Railway Co. -- San Francisco and North Pacific Railway
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1905) p. 580
H 668 .703 (1905) p. 580 (PrCt)

1 map : color ; 47 x 40 cm.
Printed by "A. Hoen & Co. Baltimore."
Shows fault of 1906, movement of 1906, successive movements of 1868 and 1906, and combined movements of 1868 and 1906 with
"scale of arrows 1/100."
Scale approximately 1:640,000.
Coordinates: (W 123°48'--W 120°58'/N 39°08'--N 36°26').
Prime meridian: Greenwich.
"Map no. 24."
Issued as part of series: Carnegie Institution of Washington publication no. 87.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Also available online via the David Rumsey Map Collection website:
http://www.davidrumsey.com/luna/servlet/s/h171b1
Baskes oversize G1529.S5C55 C35 1908, map 23 (NLO)

Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1906)
1 map : col. ; 26 x 20 cm.
Title in right margin.
Added title in right margin: Poor's manual--Railroad map of the United States, 1906.
Verso blank.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1906) between p. 608-609
H 668 .703 (1906) p. 608-609 (PrCt)

Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1906) -- California Northwestern Railway Co. -- San Francisco and North Pacific Railway
1 map : 19 x 12 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1906) p. 606
H 668 .703 (1906) p. 606 (PrCt)

Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1907)
1 map : col. ; 26 x 20 cm.
Title in right margin.
Added title in right margin: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1907) -- California and Nevada
1 map : 26 x 20 cm.
Title in right margin.
Added title in right margin: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1907) -- California and Nevada
1 map : col. ; 26 x 20 cm.
Title in right margin.
Added title in right margin: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1907) -- California and Nevada
1 map : 26 x 20 cm.
Title in right margin.
Added title in right margin: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1907) -- California and Nevada
1 map : col. ; 26 x 20 cm.
Title in right margin.
Added title in right margin: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1907) -- California and Nevada
1 map : 26 x 20 cm.
Title in right margin.
Added title in right margin: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1907) -- California and Nevada
1 map : col. ; 26 x 20 cm.
Title in right margin.
Added title in right margin: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1907) -- California and Nevada
1 map : 26 x 20 cm.
Title in right margin.
Added title in right margin: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1907) -- California and Nevada
1 map : col. ; 26 x 20 cm.
Title in right margin.
Added title in right margin: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1907) -- California and Nevada
1 map : 26 x 20 cm.
Title in right margin.
Added title in right margin: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1907) -- California and Nevada
1 map : col. ; 26 x 20 cm.
Title in right margin.
Added title in right margin: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1907) -- California and Nevada
1 map : 26 x 20 cm.
Title in right margin.
Added title in right margin: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1907) -- California and Nevada
1 map : col. ; 26 x 20 cm.
Title in right margin.
Added title in right margin: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1907) -- California and Nevada
1 map : 26 x 20 cm.
Title in right margin.
Added title in right margin: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1907) -- California and Nevada
1 map : col. ; 26 x 20 cm.
Title in right margin.
Added title in right margin: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1907) -- California and Nevada
1 map : 26 x 20 cm.
Title in right margin.
Added title in right margin: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1907) -- California and Nevada
1 map : col. ; 26 x 20 cm.
Title in right margin.
Added title in right margin: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1907) -- California and Nevada
1 map : 26 x 20 cm.
Title in right margin.
Added title in right margin: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1907) -- California and Nevada
1 map : col. ; 26 x 20 cm.
Title in right margin.
Added title in right margin: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1907) -- California and Nevada
1 map : 26 x 20 cm.
Title in right margin.
Added title in right margin: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1907) -- California and Nevada
1 map : col. ; 26 x 20 cm.
Title in right margin.
Added title in right margin: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1907) -- California and Nevada
1 map : 26 x 20 cm.
Title in right margin.
Added title in right margin: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1907) -- California and Nevada
1 map : col. ; 26 x 20 cm.
Title in right margin.
Added title in right margin: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1907) -- California and Nevada
1 map : 26 x 20 cm.
Title in right margin.
Added title in right margin: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1907) -- California and Nevada
1 map : col. ; 26 x 20 cm.
Title in right margin.
Added title in right margin: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1907) -- California and Nevada
1 map : 26 x 20 cm.
manual--Railroad map of the United States, 1907.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1907) between p. 832-833
H 668 .703 (1907) bet. p. 832-833 (PrCt)

15336 California - Maps - 1907 - Railroads\>>>San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1907 - Railroads\>>>Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1907 - Railroads\>>>San Diego Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1907 - Railroads\>>>Railroads - Maps
1 map : col. ; 92 x 79 cm.
'Rand, McNally & Co.'s new business atlas map of California. Copyright, 1907 ... Copyright, 1906 ... ' -- at bottom left.
Insets (33 x 25 cm. and smaller): San Francisco and vicinity -- Los Angeles and vicinity -- San Diego and vicinity.
Includes key to railroads numbered 3-74 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title:
California. Railroads.
Issued folded in accompanying index (50 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand, McNally & Co.'s indexed county and railroad pocket map and shippers' guide of California. Chicago and New York : Rand, McNally & Co., c1907.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 72 (PrCt)

15338 California - Maps - 1907 - Railroads\>>>San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1907 - Railroads\>>>Northwestern Pacific Railroad Company - Maps - 1907\>>>Railroads - Maps
Northwestern Pacific R. R. Co. [New York : s.n., 1907].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1907) -- Northwestern Pacific Railroad Company
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1906) p. 822
H 668 .703 (1907) p. 822 (PrCt)

15339 California - Maps - 1908\>>>Nevada - Maps - 1908\>>>United States - Maps - 1908\>>>Atlases - 1908\>>>Counties - Maps
Cram's superior reference atlas of California, Nevada, and the world. Chicago ; New York : Published for Ellis A. Davis by George F. Cram, c1908.
Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Davis, Ellis A. -- Scupham, E. R. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (164 p.) : ill. (some col.), 100 col. maps (some fold.), ports. ; 38 cm.
"Published by Geo. F. Cram, Chicago, Ill."--On most maps.
Folded col. map pasted to inside of back cover. Includes indexes.
Publisher's green cloth binding.
Scales differ.
Former owner's signature: E.R. Scupham.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Reclassified; formerly Baskes folio G1019 .G4563 1908 (NLO)
References: Phillips 1131
LC Card Number: map67000274
Baskes folio G1019 .G4563 1908 (NLO)

15340 California - Maps - 1908 - Public utilities\>>>San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1908 - Public utilities\>>>Public utilities - California - Maps - 1908\>>>Public utilities - San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1908\>>>Pacific Gas and Electric Company - Maps - 1908\>>>Railroads - Maps
Map of the Pacific Gas & Electric Co. showing...
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1908) -- Northwestern Pacific Railroad Company
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.
Covers the San Francisco region and northern California.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1908) p. 695
H 668 .703 (1908) p. 695 (PrCt)

1 map ; col. ; 93 x 79 cm.
Title at bottom left.
'Rand, McNally & Co.'s new business atlas map of California. Copyright, 1908 ... Copyright, 1906 ...' -- at bottom left.
Includes key to railroads numbered 3-74 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title at upper right: California. Railroads.
Insets (33 x 25 cm. and smaller): San Francisco and vicinity -- Los Angeles and vicinity -- San Diego and vicinity.
Issued folded in accompanying index (52 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand, McNally & Co.'s indexed county and railroad pocket map and shippers' guide of California. Chicago and New York : Rand, McNally & Co., c1908.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
map6F G4361.P3 1908 .R3 (PrCt)

Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1908) -- Pacific Gas and Electric Company
1 map ; 19 x 11 cm.
Covers the San Francisco region and northern California.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1909) p. 1709
H 668 .703 (1909) p. 1709 (PrCt)

Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1908) -- Pacific Gas and Electric Company
1 map ; 19 x 11 cm.
Covers the San Francisco region and northern California.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1909) p. 695
H 668 .703 (1908) p. 695 (PrCt)

Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1912) -- Pacific Gas and Electric Company

Covers northern California and the San Francisco region.

Text on verso.

In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1912) p. 2924A

H 668 .703 (1912) p. 2924A (PrCt)


Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1912) -- Northwestern Pacific Railroad Company

Covers northern California and the San Francisco region.

Text on verso.

In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1912) p. 1389

H 668 .703 (1912) p. 1389 (PrCt)


Authors: Austin, Mary Hunter, 1868-1934 -- Palmer, Sutton, 1854-1933 -- Baskes, Julie -- Forbes Library -- Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- R. & R. Clark (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)


Publisher's advertisements, [2] p. at end.

"Published at 18s."--Cf. Inman.

Includes mounted plates made with three color, halftone process; each plate is accompanied by guard sheet with descriptive letterpress.


Series statements and numbering from publisher's advertisements and Inman.

Includes index.

Original publisher's illustrated binding.


Formerly owned by Julie Baskes.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Online version of another copy available on the HathiTrust Digital Library website (accessed Jan. 2011):

http://babel.hathitrust.org/cgi/pt?id=uc1.b364256


Covers northern California and the San Francisco region.

Text on verso.

In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1912) p. 2924A

H 668 .703 (1912) p. 2924A (PrCt)
1 map : col. ; 92 x 79 cm.
Plate no.: 122D
Insets (33 x 25 cm. and smaller): San Francisco and vicinity -- Los Angeles and vicinity -- San Diego and vicinity.
Includes key to railroads numbered 1-157 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: California railroads.
On verso: California automobile road map. 1 map : col. ; 92 x 79 cm. Plate no.: 605D. 'National Highways Association roads used by permission.'
Issued folded in accompanying index (90 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of California. Chicago ; New York : Rand, McNally & Co., c1920.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
'2-21-20' -- in ms. on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 88 (PrCt)

15363 California - Maps - 1921 - Railroads<<>>San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1921 - Railroads<<>>Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1921 - Railroads<<>>San Diego Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1921 - Railroads<<>>California - Maps - 1921 - Road maps<<>>Road maps<<>>Railroads - Maps
Rand McNally standard map of California.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [1921].
1 map : col. ; 93 x 80 cm.
Plate no.: 122F
'The Rand McNally new commercial atlas map of California.' -- at bottom left.
Insets (33 x 25 cm. and smaller): San Francisco and vicinity -- Los Angeles and vicinity -- San Diego and vicinity.
Includes key to railroads numbered 1-157 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: California railroads.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of California. 1 map : col. ; 92 x 79 cm. Plate no.: 1032F.
Issued folded in accompanying index (85 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map tourists' and shippers' guide of California. Chicago ; New York : Rand, McNally & Co., c1921.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
'3-29-21' -- in ms. on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
**RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 90 (PrCt)**

15364 California - Maps - 1922 - Railroads>>San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1922 - Railroads>>Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1922 - Railroads>>San Diego Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1922 - Railroads>>California - Maps - 1922 - Road maps>>Road maps>>Railroads - Maps

Rand McNally standard map of California.

Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [1922].


1 map : col. ; 93 x 80 cm.

Plate no.: 122G

'The Rand McNally new commercial atlas map of California.' -- at bottom left.

Insets (33 x 25 cm. and smaller): San Francisco and vicinity -- Los Angeles and vicinity -- San Diego and vicinity.

Includes key to railroads numbered 1-157 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: California railroads.

On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of California. 1 map : col. ; 92 x 79 cm. Plate no.: 1096H.

Issued folded in accompanying index (85 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of California. Chicago ; New York : Rand, McNally & Co., c1922.


'11-9-22' -- in ms. on front cover.


**RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 91 (PrCt)**

15365 California - Maps - 1922 - Road maps>>Nevada - Maps - 1922 - Road maps>>Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1922 - Road maps>>San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1922 - Road maps>>Road maps


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 63 x 63 on sheet 67 x 68 cm. Keyed to 18 named road signs.

Scale [ca. 1:1,398,000].

On verso: Rand McNally 1922 detailed auto trails map of Los Angeles and vicinity -- Rand McNally 1922 detailed auto maps of San Francisco and vicinity.


Uniform title: Auto trails Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN Auto Trails 6F 69 (PrCt)**


Rand McNally standard map of California.

Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [1923].


1 map : col. ; 93 x 80 cm.

Plate no.: 122H

'The Rand McNally new commercial atlas map of California.' -- at bottom left.

Insets (33 x 25 cm. and smaller): San Francisco and vicinity -- Los Angeles and vicinity -- San Diego and vicinity.

Includes key to railroads numbered 1-157 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: California railroads.

On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of California. 1 map : col. ; 92 x 79 cm. Plate no.: 1096H.

Issued folded in accompanying index (85 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of California. Chicago ; New York : Rand, McNally & Co., c1923.


'2-27-23' -- in ms. on front cover.


**RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 92 (PrCt)**

15367 California - Maps - 1923 - Road maps>>Nevada - Maps - 1923 - Road maps>>Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1923 - Road maps>>San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1923 - Road maps>>Road maps


McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 63 x 81 on sheet 68 x 87 cm.
Keyed to 8 named road signs.
Scale [ca. 1:1,040,000].
On verso: Rand McNally 1923 detailed auto trails map of Los Angeles and vicinity -- Rand McNally 1923 detailed auto trails map of San Francisco and vicinity.
Cover title: Rand McNally official auto trails map : northern California, Nevada : district no. 15.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN Auto Trails 6F 70 (PrCt)

California - Maps - 1923 - Road maps
Nevada - Maps - 1923 - Road maps
Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1923 - Road maps
San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1923 - Road maps

15369

California - Maps - 1923 - Road maps
Nevada - Maps - 1923 - Road maps
Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1923 - Road maps
San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1923 - Road maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 64 x 81 cm. on sheet 68 x 87 cm.
Keyed to 18 named road signs.
Scale [ca. 1:1,040,000].
Maps on verso (37 x 62 cm. and 60 x 44 cm.): Rand McNally 1923 detailed auto trails map of Los Angeles and vicinity -- Rand McNally 1923 detailed auto trails map of San Francisco and vicinity.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Auto Trails 6F 71.5 (PrCt)

California - Maps - 1924 - Railroads
San Francisco - Railroads
Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1924 - Railroads
San Diego Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1924 - Railroads
California - Maps - 1924 - Railroads - Maps
Rand McNally standard map of California.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [1924].
1 map : col. ; 93 x 80 cm.
Plate no.: 8R23
The Rand McNally new commercial atlas map of California. -- at bottom left.
Insets (33 x 25 cm. and smaller): San Francisco and vicinity -- Los Angeles and vicinity -- San Diego and vicinity.
Includes key to railroads numbered 1-157 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: California railroads.
Includes manuscript annotations in pencil and blue crayon.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of California. 1 map : col. ; 92 x 79 cm. Plate no.: 3N24. Includes key to 17 named ‘Principal trails in California.’
Issued folded in accompanying index (86 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists'

Uniform title: Shippers guide.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 94 (PrCt)


1 map: col.; 93 x 80 cm.

Plate no.: 8R23

'The Rand McNally new commercial atlas map of California.' -- at bottom left.

Insets (33 x 25 cm. and smaller): San Francisco and vicinity -- Los Angeles and vicinity -- San Diego and vicinity.

Includes key to railroads numbered 1-157 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: California railroads.

On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of California. 1 map: col.; 92 x 79 cm. Plate no.: 3N24. Includes key to 17 named 'Principal trails in California.'

Issued folded in accompanying index (86 p.; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of California. Chicago; New York: Rand McNally & Co., c1924.

Uniform title: Shippers guide.

Handstamp on front cover: Register of copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.

'4-17-24' --in ms. on front cover.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 95 (PrCt)


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map: col.; 80 x 62 on sheet 88 x 73 cm. Keyed to 19 named road signs.

Scale [ca. 1:1,382,000].

Plate no. F-22-A.

On verso: Rand McNally 1924 detailed auto trails map of Los Angeles and vicinity -- Rand McNally 1924 detailed auto trails map of San Francisco and vicinity.


Cover handstamped "Register of copyrights. Library of Congress .... " and dated "5/16/24" in ms.

Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.

Uniform title: Auto trails

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN Auto Trails 6F 85 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

15375 California - Maps - 1925 - Railroads
San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1925 - Railroads
Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1925 - Railroads
R McN Auto Trails 4C 107 (PrCt)

maps
1925 Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

15376 California - Maps - 1925 - Road maps
San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1925 - Road maps
Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1925 - Road maps
R McN Shippers Guide 4C 80 (PrCt)

maps
1925 Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
**California - Maps - 1925 - Road maps**


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).

1 map : col. ; 57 x 44 cm.

Scale [ca. 1:1,352,000].

Keyed to 19 named road signs.

Added title: Road map showing route of the Pacific Highway and other chief roads of California.

Insets (14 x 16 cm. and 39 x 5 cm.): Road map showing the Pacific Highway and other chief roads of Washington & British Columbia -- Road map showing the Pacific Highway and other chief roads of Oregon -- [Strip map of the Pacific Highway between Vancouver and Portland in 2 sections].

Includes 7 mileage tables.

Continuation map on verso (160 x 5 cm. in 8 sections): [Strip map of the Pacific Highway between Portland, Or. and Tiajuana, Mex.]

Panel art: Three people in car admiring coastal view.

Stamp: Myrtle Grove Auto Camp. 14 mi. south of Roseburg, Ore. Groceries, cabins, gas, oil.

Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).

Accession no. 2002100101

**Road map4C G4361.P2 1926 .C3 (PrCt)**

**California - Maps - 1926 - Road maps**


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 45 x 24 cm., on sheet 46 x 41 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Road map showing route of the Pacific Highway and other chief roads of California.

Inset: [Strip map of the Pacific Highway between Portland, Or. and Tiajuana, Mex.]

Panel art: Three people in car admiring coastal view.

Stamp: Myrtle Grove Auto Camp. 14 mi. south of Roseburg, Ore. Groceries, cabins, gas, oil.

Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).

Accession no. 2002100101

**Road map4F G4361.P2 1925 A9 (PrCt)**

**California - Maps - 1926 - Road maps**


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 80 x 62 on sheet 88 x 73 cm.

Keyed to 19 named road signs.

Scale [ca. 1:1,352,000].

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Plate no. H-29.
Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto road map: California, Nevada (Chicago and New York: Rand McNally, 1926). 52 p. : maps, ill. ; 19 cm.
Title page handstamped "Register of copyrights, Library of Congress ..." and dated "4/-7-26" in ms.
In manuscript on first page: "2 W L.cl. 3 shelf."
Cover art (1 panel, O,B, BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 239 (PrCt)

15382 California - Maps - 1926 - Road maps>>>Nevada - Maps - 1926 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 81 x 63 on sheet 88 x 73 cm.
Keyed to 19 named road signs.
Scale [ca. 1:1,352,000].
Plate no. H-29.
Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto road map: California, Nevada (Chicago and New York: Rand McNally, 1926). 52 p. : maps, ill. ; 19 cm.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B, BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 240 (PrCt)

15383 California - Maps - 1927 - Railroads>>>San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1927 - Railroads>>>Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1927 - Railroads>>>San Diego Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1927 - Railroads>>>California - Maps - 1927 - Road maps>>>Road maps
Rand McNally standard map of California. [Chicago]: Rand McNally & Co., [1927].
1 map : col. ; 92 x 79 cm.
Plate no.: 7R26
Insets (33 x 25 cm. and smaller): San Francisco and vicinity -- Los Angeles and vicinity -- San Diego and vicinity.
Includes key to railroads numbered 1-157 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: California railroads.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of California. 1 map : col. ; 92 x 79 cm. Plate no.: 3N24. Includes key to 17 named 'Principal trails in California.'
Issued folded in accompanying index (89 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of California. San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand, McNally & Co., c1927.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Handstamp on title page: Register of copyrights.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 81 (PrCt)

15384 California - Maps - 1927 - Road maps>>>Nevada - Maps - 1927 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 80 x 62 cm.
Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library).
The map was given to Mr. McNally in December 1969 by Mrs. John K. Wallace.
map6F G4361.P2 1927 R3 (PrCt)

15385 California - Maps - 1927 - Road maps>>>Nevada - Maps - 1927 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 80 x 62 on sheet 88 x 73 cm.
Keyed to 19 named road signs.
Scale [ca. 1:1,382,000].
Plate no. I-29.
Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto road map of California, Nevada ... (Chicago and New York: Rand McNally, 1927). 56 p. : maps, ill. ; 19 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally official road map: California, Nevada.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B, BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 297 (PrCt)

15386 California - Maps - 1927 - Road maps>>>Nevada - Maps - 1927 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 80 x 62 on sheet 88 x 73 cm.
Keyed to 19 named road signs.
Scale [ca. 1:1,382,000].
Plate no. I-29.
Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto road map of California, Nevada ... (Chicago and New York: Rand McNally, 1927). 56 p. : maps, ill. ; 19 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally official road map: California, Nevada.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B, BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 297 (PrCt)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 80 x 62 on sheet 88 x 73 cm.
Keyed to 19 named road signs.
Scale [ca. 1:1,382,000].
Plate no. I-29.
Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto road map of California, Nevada ... (Chicago and New York: Rand McNally, 1927). 56 p. : maps, ill. ; 19 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally official road map : California, Nevada.
"Void" (?) in purple crayon and "5" taped on cover.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching cover.
"Void" (?) in purple crayon and "5" taped on cover.
"Void" (?) in purple crayon and "5" taped on cover.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching cover.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

15395 California - Maps - 1929 - Road maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 82 x 64 cm.
Plate no. K-41
Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto road map of California, Nevada ... (Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, 1929). 47 p. : maps, ill. ; 20 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally official auto road map: California, Nevada.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails.
'5-9-29' in ms. on title page.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 398 (PrCt)

15399 California - Maps - 1930-1939 - Railroads

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 88 x 63 cm. on sheet 91 x 69 cm.
Plate nos. 1:04S S, 7R29, and 1N29.
Includes hotel photos and advertising.
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).
Accession no. 2002100101
Road map4C G4361.P2 1929 .W5 (PrCt)

15397 California - Maps - 1929 - Road maps

Authors: Hotel Whitcomb (San Francisco, Calif.) -- Woods-Drury Co.
1 map : col. ; 51 x 20 cm., folded to 10 x 23 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: California highway map.
"Hotel Whitcomb ... now operated by the Woods-Drury Company."
Summary outline map; shows only the Coast, Lincoln, Pacific, Redwood, Valley, and Victory Highways, and distances between selected cities.
Map on verso (20 x 18 cm.): [Map of San Francisco Bay Area roads leading to the Hotel Whitcomb].
Includes hotel photos and advertising.
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN AE 7.7 (PrCt)

15389 California - Maps - 1930-1939 - Railroads

Authors: Rand McNally and Company
1 map : fold. ; 20 x 18 cm., on sheet 41 x 37 cm.
Display copy has cover title: Hotel Whitcomb road map of San Francisco Bay Area.
Verso provides map of San Francisco area.
Shows distances between selected cities.
Inscribed in ms. on verso: 'Hotel Whitcomb now operated by the Woods-Drury Company.'
RMcN AE 7.1X (PrCt)

15398 California - Maps - 1930-1939 - Aeronautical charts

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : fold. ; 51 x 20 cm., on sheet 37 x 41 cm.
Plate nos. 1:034 H, 7R29, and 1N29.
Shows roadways.
Includes insets of San Francisco, Los Angeles and San Diego regions.
Verso also includes insets of San Francisco, Los Angeles, and San Diego regions and: Rand McNally Standard map of California with air trails.
Plate nos. 1:034 S, 7R29, and 1N29.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 7.7X (PrCt)

15398 California - Maps - 1930-1939 - Aeronautical charts

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : fold. ; 51 x 20 cm., on sheet 37 x 41 cm.
Plate nos. 1:034 H, 7R29, and 1N29.
Shows roadways.
Includes insets of San Francisco, Los Angeles and San Diego regions.
Verso also includes insets of San Francisco, Los Angeles, and San Diego regions and: Rand McNally Standard map of California with air trails.
Plate nos. 1:034 S, 7R29, and 1N29.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 7.7X (PrCt)
Perspective map, looking east, roughly bounded by Oakland, Yosemite, and Los Angeles. Previously bound with a collection of pictorial maps in binders labeled "Points of Interest." Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 190.11 (PrCt)

15400 California - Maps - 1930 - Road maps Bridges - California - Maps - 1930 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1930 - Road maps Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1930 - Road maps San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1930 - Road maps

Road maps
1 map ; 80 x 68 cm.

At head of title: State of California Department of Public Works, Division of Highways.


Editor's copy; ms. annotations identify bridge locations.

Accompanied by typescript letter (1 leaf) dated December 8, 1930 from California state highway engineer C.H. Purcell and bridge engineer Charles E. Andrew to Rand McNally cartographer John G. Brink, and typescript list of 64 bridges and "streams crossed" (2 leaves). Filed with a group of related U.S. state maps identifying bridges along major highways, ca. 1927-ca. 1939 (in RMcN AE folders 172 and 173).

RMcN AE 173.4 (PrCt)

15401 California - Maps - 1930 - Road maps Southern California - Maps - 1930 - Road maps

3 maps ; on sheet 43 x 72 cm., fold to 23 x 11 cm.
Maps signed "Donald McLane" or "D. Mcl."

"Sterling Press Litho. L.A."
Contents: Motor routes of California (40 x 33 cm., includes index to towns and table of mileages from Los Angeles). -- Motor routes of Los Angeles and vicinity (40 x 32 cm., includes indexes to golf courses and airports). -- Los Angeles and approaches (39 x 68 cm.). Accession #2008100251.

Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).

Road map4C G 4361.P2 1930 .M4 (PrCt)

15402 California - Maps - 1930 - Road maps Nevada - Maps - 1930 - Road maps

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map Panel title.

Distribution: NL 1, LC 0, DUP 0.

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

SHELVED in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 273 (PrCt)

15403 California - Maps - 1930 - Road maps Nevada - Maps - 1930 - Road maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 80 x 62 cm.
Plate no. L 1141

Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto road map of California, Nevada ... (Chicago and New York : Rand McNally & Company, 1930). 47 p. : maps, ill. ; 20 cm.

Cover title: Rand McNally official auto road map : California, Nevada.

Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

SHELVED in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).

RMcN Auto Trails 4C 450 (PrCt)

15404 California - Maps - 1930 - Road maps Nevada - Maps - 1930 - Road maps

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 53cm. on sheet 71 x 56 cm.
Added title: Texaco road map: 1930: California, Nevada.
Includes insets of Yosemite and Sequoia & General Grant National Parks.
Verso includes insets of Los Angeles, San Francisco and Oakland and: Texaco road map: 1930: United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 7.8 (PrCt)

Authors: Pacific Coast Automobile Association -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 80 x 62 cm. on sheet 88 x 73 cm. Added title: Pacific Coast Automobile Association Inc. auto road map: California, Nevada. Plate no. L 1141.
Verso includes insets of eight cities and: Pacific Coast Automobile Association Inc. road map: western United States. Plate no. L.
Annotated 'R-1930 Cal - New Stock Ed.'
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 7.10 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
63, II-XIX p. : 2 maps ; 24 cm. Imperfect: issued with 4 maps, but this copy lacks folded maps (2 maps on 1 sheet : back to back, colored.)
Cover title: Rand McNally standard indexed map : California : detailed commercial map, air trails map, road map
Uniform title: Air trails
Index includes 2 maps (22 x 20 cm. and 12 x 20 cm., p. [4-5] and p. II-III): Rand McNally motoroad map of California. Plate no. L1197. Includes insets of San Francisco and Los Angeles (11 x 9 cm. and 9 x 7 cm.) -- Rand McNally airway map : United States. Includes "key to [commercial] air lines."
Index includes "aids to navigation", "air navigation", "airport directory", and "airways radio stations" (p. II-XIX).
Cover art: Airplane flying above passenger train.
"50¢" -- printed on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (October 2010).
RMcN Air Trails 4C 5 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map (1-220, 232-446, 458-623 p.) : blueprint ; in 4 binders each 60 x 50 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy, Copyright stamps variously dated 1931 and 1932 in pencil.
Apparently incomplete: issued in a total of 734 sheets (?); cf. OCLC: 58898673
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .C72 1931 (PrCt)

79 p. : 17 maps (2 folded) : 24 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally pocket maps : California : counties, cities, towns, auto roads, railroads, city maps, hotels, 1930 census
Uniform title: Pocket maps
Folded map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back to back, col. ; 88 x 63 cm. and 69 x 52 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of California. Plate nos. "No.1:044S", "7R30" and "1N29." Includes key to railroads, and inset maps of San Francisco, Los Angeles, and San Diego (34 x 28 cm. and smaller) -- Rand McNally official 1931 auto road map : California, Nevada. Plate no. M-1140. Index includes maps of Bakersfield, Fresno, Long Beach, Los Angeles, Pasadena, Oakland, Riverside, Sacramento, San Bernardino, San Diego, San Francisco, San Jose, San Pedro, Santa Barbara, and Stockton (p. 68-79).
Cover art: Cars on road alongside passenger train.
"50¢" -- printed on front cover.
Handstamp dated "4-3-31" in pencil on title page:
Register of Copyrights, Library of Congress ... Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).

RMcN Pocket 4C 20 (PrCt)

15409 California - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
Nevada - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 0, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 458 (PrCt)

15410 California - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
Nevada - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
Road maps
Pacific Coast Automobile Association Inc. road map : California, Nevada. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1931].
Authors: Pacific Coast Automobile Association -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 53 cm. on sheet 70 x 55 cm.
Plate no. M-4.
Verso blank.
Listed on AE index as 'Sr.'
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 7.13 (PrCt)

15411 California - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
Nevada - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 53 cm. on sheet 73 x 56 cm.
Plate no. M-1140.
Verso blank.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 7.11 (PrCt)

15412 California - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
Road maps
Road map of California and Nevada / Pacific Coast Automobile Association, Inc. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1931]?
Authors: Pacific Coast Automobile Association Inc. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 52 cm., folded to 18 x 10 cm.
Panel title.

Added title: Auto road map : California, Nevada Plate no. M-4.
Relief shown with shading and hachures.
Map on versos (53 x 33 cm. and smaller): Road map of western United States -- Bakersfield -- Fresno -- Sacramento -- San Diego -- Oakland -- Los Angeles -- San Francisco.
Panel art: Illustration of a couple in a car on a country road beneath Pacific Coast Automobile Association logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 1915 (PrCt)

15413 California - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
Road maps
See California and the entire Pacific west ... Standard products. San Francisco ; Rand McNally & Company, 1931.
Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 66 x 39 cm. on sheet 68 x 41 cm.
Includes insets of six cities.
Verso includes insetsof the Los Angeles and San Francisco regions and: Mileage chart of the western United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 7.14 (PrCt)

15414 California - Maps - 1932
California - Maps - 1932 - Railroads
California - Maps - 1932 - Road maps
Nevada - Maps - 1932 - Road maps
Railroads - Maps
79 p. : 17 maps (2 folded) : 24 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally pocket maps : California : counties, cities, towns, auto roads, railroads, city maps, hotels, 1930 census
Uniform title: Pocket maps
Folded map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back to back, col. ; 88 x 63 cm. and 69 x 52 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of California. Plate nos. "No.1:04SS", "7R30" and "1N29." Includes key to railroads, and inset maps of San Francisco, Los Angeles, and San Diego (34 x 28 cm. and smaller) -- Rand McNally auto road map :
California, Nevada. Plate no. M-1140.
Index includes maps of Bakersfield, Fresno, Long Beach, Los Angeles, Pasadena, Oakland, Riverside, Sacramento, San Bernardino, San Diego, San Francisco, San Jose, San Pedro, Santa Barbara, and Stockton (p. 69-79).
Cover art: Cars on road alongside passenger train.
“50¢” -- printed on front cover.
Handstamp dated “1-4-32” in pencil on title page:
Register of Copyrights, Library of Congress ... 
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Pocket 4C 21 (PrCt)

15415 California - Maps - 1932 - Road maps=Nevada - Maps - 1932 - Road maps
=Arizona - Maps - 1932 - Road maps
=Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- General Petroleum Corporation of California -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 0, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 670 (PrCt)

15416 California - Maps - 1932 - Road maps=Nevada - Maps - 1932 - Road maps
=Arizona - Maps - 1932 - Road maps
=West (U.S.) - Maps - 1932 - Road maps
=Road maps
Authors: Union Oil Company of California -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 48 x 38 cm. on sheet 61 x 46 cm.
Added title: Union automobile road map of California, Nevada. Plate no. N.4M.
On verso: Union automobile road map of Arizona. Plate no. N.2M. -- Union automobile road map of western United States. Plate no. N.
AE index lists as 'Sr.'
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 7.16 (PrCt)

15417 California - Maps - 1932 - Road maps=Nevada - Maps - 1932 - Road maps
=Arizona - Maps - 1932 - Road maps
=West (U.S.) - Maps - 1932 - Road maps
=Road maps
Authors: Union Oil Company of California -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 51 x 43 cm. on sheet 61 x 46 cm.
Added title: Union automobile road map of California, Nevada. Plate no. I1. N4M.
Includes insets of San Francisco and Los Angeles regions.
Forms part of Rand McNally road map: 1932: United States.
Plate no. I1. N2M. -- Union automobile road map of western United States. Plate no. N.4M.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 7.17 (PrCt)

15418 California - Maps - 1932 - Road maps=Nevada - Maps - 1932 - Road maps
=Arizona - Maps - 1932 - Road maps
Authors: Producers and Refiners Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 38 cm. on sheet 61 x 46 cm.
Added title: Rand McNally senior 1932 auto road map of California, Nevada. Plate no. I1. N4M.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 7.18 (PrCt)

15419 California - Maps - 1932 - Road maps=Nevada - Maps - 1932 - Road maps
=Arizona - Maps - 1932 - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 63 x 53cm. on sheet 71 x 56 cm.
Includes insets of Yosemite and Sequoia & General Grant National Parks.
Verso includes insets of four cities and: Texaco road map: 1932: United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 7.16 (PrCt)

15420 California - Maps - 1933 - Road maps=Nevada - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
=Arizona - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Authors: General Petroleum Corporation of California -- Socony-Vacuum Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 51 x 43 cm. on sheet 61 x 46 cm.
Authors: General Petroleum Corporation of California -- Socony-Vacuum Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 51 x 43 cm. on sheet 61 x 46 cm.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Added title: Official road map: California, Nevada.
Plate no. O.
Verso includes three strip maps of the Pacific Coast between Vancouver and Agua Caliente and: Official road map: Arizona. Plate no. O.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
15421 California - Maps - 1933 - Road maps>>>Nevada - Maps - 1933 - Road maps>>>Road maps
Texaco road map : California, Nevada : 1933.
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; 68 x 53 cm. on sheet 71 x 56 cm.
Includes insets of Yosemite and Sequoia & General Grant National Parks.
Verso includes insets of four cities and: Texaco road map: 1933: United States.
Primary map plate no. is the same as in the 1932 edition.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
15422 California - Maps - 1933 - Road maps>>>West (U.S.) - Maps - 1933 - Road maps>>>Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; 66 x 38 cm. on sheet 69 x 41 cm.
Added title: California: Standard service on every road: Standard Oil products.
Includes insets of Sacramento, San Jose and San Diego.
Verso includes insets of four cities and: 1933 road map of western United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
15423 California - Maps - 1933 - Road maps>>>West (U.S.) - Maps - 1933 - Road maps>>>San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1933 - Road maps>>>Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1933 - Road maps>>>Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; 66 x 38 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
15424 California - Maps - 1934 - Road maps>>>Nevada - Maps - 1934 - Road maps>>>Road maps
Authors: General Petroleum Corporation of California -- Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; 51 x 43 cm. on sheet 61 x 46 cm.
Plate no. P.3446. Added title cartouche and bottom section of sheet razored out.
Verso includes three strip maps of the Pacific Coast between Vancouver and Agua Caliente and: Official road map: Arizona.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
15425 California - Maps - 1934 - Road maps>>>Nevada - Maps - 1934 - Road maps>>>Road maps
Texaco road map : California, Nevada : 1934.
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; 68 x 53cm. on sheet 71 x 56 cm.
Includes insets of Yosemite and Sequoia & General Grant National Parks.
Verso includes insets of four cities and: Texaco road map: 1934: United States.
Primary map plate no. is the same as in the 1932 edition.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 48 x 39 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Added title: Sinclair official road map: California, Nevada.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 7.28 (PrCt)

15432 California - Maps - 1935 - Road maps>>>Nevada - Maps - 1935 - Road maps>>>Road maps
Sinclair : California, Nevada, Oregon,
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 48 x 39 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Added title: Sinclair official road map: California, Nevada.
Annotated ‘Q-1935.’
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 7.43 (PrCt)

15433 California - Maps - 1935 - Road maps>>>Nevada - Maps - 1935 - Road maps>>>Road maps
Travel California, Nevada with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1935].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1305 (PrCt)

15434 California - Maps - 1935 - Road maps>>>Nevada - Maps - 1935 - Road maps>>>Road maps
1935 Road map : California, Nevada / Shell.
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1462 (PrCt)

15435 California - Maps - 1935 - Road maps>>>Nevada - Maps - 1935 - Road maps>>>Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 68 x 53cm. on sheet 71 x 56 cm.
Panel no. 3-35.
Added title: Texaco road map: California, Nevada. Plate no. 2929.
Includes insets of Yosemite and Sequoia & General Grant National Parks.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 7.27 (PrCt)

15436 California - Maps - 1935 - Road maps>>>Nevada - Maps - 1935 - Road maps>>>Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 68 x 53cm. on sheet 71 x 56 cm.
Panel no. 6-35.
Added title: Texaco road map: California, Nevada. Plate no. 2929.
Includes insets of Yosemite and Sequoia & General Grant National Parks.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 7.44 (PrCt)

15437 California - Maps - 1935 - Road maps>>>Nevada - Maps - 1935 - Road maps>>>Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 68 x 53cm. on sheet 71 x 56 cm.
Panel no. 9-35.
Added title: Texaco road map: California, Nevada. Plate no. 2929.
Includes insets of Yosemite and Sequoia & General Grant National Parks.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
15438 California - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Nevada - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Road maps
76 California, Nevada highway map / Union Oil Company. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1935?].
Authors: Union Oil Company of California -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: landscape vignettes.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1524 (Pr Ct).

15439 California - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Nevada - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Washington (State) - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Oregon - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Road maps
Sinclair : California, Nevada, Oregon,
1 map : col. ; 48 x 39 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair official road map : California, Nevada.
Map on verso (58 x 48 cm.): Sinclair 1935 official road map : Washington, Oregon.
Panel art: Dinosaurs, signed "J.E. Allen 35."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Gousha Clients 1524 (Pr Ct).

15440 California - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Nevada - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Washington (State) - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Oregon - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Road maps
Sinclair : California, Nevada, Oregon,
1 map : col. ; 48 x 39 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair official road map : California, Nevada.
Map on verso (60 x 48 cm.): Sinclair : 1935 official road map : Washington, Oregon.
Panel art: Dinosaurs, signed "J.E. Allen 35."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Gousha Clients 1524 (Pr Ct).

15441 California - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Nevada - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Road maps
Road map of California, Nevada and the Western States / Signal Products ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1935?].
Authors: Signal Oil and Gas Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Signal products stoplight logo and slogan "Signal service from Canada to Mexico."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1494 (Pr Ct).

15442 California - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Nevada - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Yosemite National Park (Calif.) - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Sequoia National Park (Calif.) - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Kings Canyon National Park (Calif.) - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
California Kings Canyon National Park SEE Kings Canyon National Park (Calif.)
General Grant National Park (Calif.) SEE Kings Canyon National Park (Calif.)
Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 68 x 53 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco road map : California, Nevada.
Includes table of "State and federal gasoline taxes -- as of May 27th, 1935."
Plate no. 2929.
Insets (14 x 13 cm. each): Yosemite Nat'l. Park -- Sequoia & Gen. Grant National Parks.
Maps on verso (35 x 51 cm. and smaller) : Texaco road map : United States -- Oakland -- San Diego -- San Francisco -- Los Angeles & vicinity.
Panel art: Texaco compass logo.
Adhesive label no. "29" on verso.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Gousha Clients 1524 (Pr Ct).

15443 California - Maps - 1936 - Pictorial maps
Pictorial maps
California - Maps - 1936 - Pictorial maps
California - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
California - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Pictorial maps
California official tourist picture map. [Los Angeles?] : All-Year Club of Southern California, 1936.
Authors: Owens, Charles H. (Charles Hamilton), fl. 1910-1952 -- California. Dept. of Public Works -- All-Year Club of Southern California -- Californians, Inc. (San Francisco, Calif.).

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
15444 California - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
15446 California - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
15447 California - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
California -- Socony-Vacuum Oil Company --
Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm. on sheet 68 x 50 cm.
Added title: Official road map: California, Nevada.
Plate no. R.3629.
Verso includes insets of four cities, three strip
maps of Pacific coast from Vancouver to Agua
Caliente and: Official road map: Arizona. Plate
no. R.3627.
Listed on AE index as ‘Sr.’
Forms part of the H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 7.4A (PrCt)

15448 California - Maps - 1936 - Road
maps<<>>Nevada - Maps - 1936 - Road
maps<<>>Oregon - Maps - 1936 - Road
maps<<>>Washington (State) - Maps - 1936 -
Road maps<<>>Road maps
California, Nevada, Oregon, Washington:
Sinclair road map. Chicago : Rand McNally &
Company, [1936].
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally
and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 47 x 38 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Added title: Sinclair road map: California,
On verso: Sinclair road map: Washington,
Oregon. Plate no. R.3543.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 7.31 (PrCt)

15449 California - Maps - 1936 - Road
maps<<>>Nevada - Maps - 1936 - Road
maps<<>>Road maps
California, Nevada highways / presented by your
smiling Associated dealer. Chicago : H.M.
Gousha Co., [1936].
Authors: Associated Oil Company -- H.M.
Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: drawing of Associated Oil Co. gas
station attendant.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1529 (PrCt)

15450 California - Maps - 1936 - Road
maps<<>>Nevada - Maps - 1936 - Road
maps<<>>Road maps
Travel California, Nevada with Conoco ... Conoco
Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co.,
[1936].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco
Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M.
Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America,
Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1594 (PrCt)

15451 California - Maps - 1936 - Road
maps<<>>Nevada - Maps - 1936 - Road
maps<<>>Road maps
The Narrowest road through the smallest village
leads to Chevrolet service ... Road map of
California and Nevada. Chicago : Rand McNally
& Company, [1936].
Authors: General Motors Corporation. Chevrolet
Motor Division -- Rand McNally and Company --
Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 43 cm. on sheet 61 x 46 cm.
Added title: Chevrolet auto road map of
California, Nevada. Plate no. R.3574.
Includes insets of San Francisco and Los
Angeles regions.
Cities and towns with Chevrolet dealers printed in
red.
List of Chevrolet dealers on verso.
AE index lists as ‘Sr.’
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 7.3A (PrCt)

15452 California - Maps - 1936 - Road
maps<<>>Nevada - Maps - 1936 - Road
maps<<>>Washington (State) - Maps - 1936 -
Road maps<<>>Oregon - Maps - 1936 - Road
maps<<>>Road maps
California, Nevada, Washington, Oregon:
Sinclair road map. Chicago : Rand McNally &
Company, [1936].
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally
and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 38 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Added title: Sinclair road map: California,
On verso: Sinclair road map: Washington,
Oregon. Plate no. R.3543.
AE index lists as ‘Sr.’
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 7.2A (PrCt)

15453 California - Maps - 1936 - Road
maps<<>>Nevada - Maps - 1936 - Road
maps<<>>Washington (State) - Maps - 1936 -
Road maps<<>>Oregon - Maps - 1936 - Road
maps<<>>Road maps
California, Nevada, Oregon, Washington:
Sinclair road map ... Chicago : Rand McNally &
Company, [1936].
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally
and Company -- Helck, Peter, 1893-1988 -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
maps>>>Road maps>>>Strip maps
Shell road map California ... tour with confidence.
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1937?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company
1 map : col. ; 66 x 48 cm. fold. to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell official road map : California
City index includes 1936 population statistics.
Plate nos. "255-S.C." and "11-K"
Inset (15 x 11 cm.): Lake Tahoe region
Maps on verso (21 x 29 cm. or smaller): National parks and monuments [map of the United States]
-- Lassen Volcanic National Park -- Sequoia National Park -- San Bernardino region --
Yosemite National Park -- Pacific Coast strip map, Vancouver, B.C. to Agua Caliente, Mexico.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4
Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).
Road map4C G4361 .P2 1937 .S5 (PrCt)

15459 California - Maps - 1937 - Road maps>>>Lassen Volcanic National Park (Calif.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps>>>Yosemite National Park (Calif.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps>>>Sequoia National Park (Calif.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company of California --
H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 78 x 42 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: 1937 road map : California / prepared exclusively for Standard Oil Company of California.
Plate nos. "289-S.C." and "11-K"
Insets (8 x 9 cm. each): Sacramento -- Fresno -- Stockton -- San Diego -- San Jose.
Maps on verso (27 x 44 cm. and smaller): 1937 road map : United States ... -- Lassen Volcanic National Park -- Yosemite National Park -- Sequoia National Park -- Los Angeles and vicinity -- San Francisco and vicinity.
Panel art: Cars at gas pumps.
Handstamped "1937" and "Copyrighted".
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 169.15A (PrCt)

15460 California - Maps - 1937 - Road maps>>>Nevada - Maps - 1937 - Road maps>>>Arizona - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
California, Nevada, Arizona road map : Mobilize with Mobigas ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1937].
Authors: General Petroleum Corporation of California -- Socony-Vacuum Oil Company --
Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm. on sheet 68 x 50 cm.
Added title: Road map: California. Plate no. S.3629.
Verso includes insets of four cities and: Road map: Arizona. Plate no. S.3627.
Handstamped 'Jul 15 1937.'
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 7.34 (PrCt)

15461 California - Maps - 1937 - Road maps>>>Nevada - Maps - 1937 - Road maps>>>Arizona - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
California, Nevada, Arizona road map : Mobilize with Mobilgas ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1937].
Authors: General Petroleum Corporation of California -- Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm. on sheet 68 x 50 cm.
Added title: Road map: California, Nevada. Plate no. S.3629.
Verso includes insets of four cities and: Road map: Arizona. Plate no. S.3627.
Handstamped 'Jul 15 1937.'
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 7.8A (PrCt)

15462 California - Maps - 1937 - Road maps>>>Nevada - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Travel California, Nevada with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1937?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Editor's copy (?) with pencilled note "1937, 3 edit."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1868 (PrCt)

15463 California - Maps - 1937 - Road maps>>>Nevada - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Travel California, Nevada with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1937?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1869 (PrCt)

15464 California - Maps - 1937 - Road maps<br>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;Nevada - Maps - 1937 - Road maps<br>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;Washington (State) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps<br>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;Oregon - Maps - 1937 - Road maps<br>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;Road maps<br>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;California, Nevada, Oregon, Washington : Sinclair road map. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1937].
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 47 x 38 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Listed on AE index as ‘Sr.’
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 7.6A (PrCt)

15465 California - Maps - 1937 - Road maps<br>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;Nevada - Maps - 1937 - Road maps<br>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;Washington (State) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps<br>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;Oregon - Maps - 1937 - Road maps<br>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;Road maps<br>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;California, Nevada, Oregon, Washington : Sinclair road map ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1937].
1 map : col. ; 47 x 38 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair road map : California, Nevada.
Date from RMcN AE 145 ms. index.
Plate no. S.4
Map on verso (58 x 47 cm.): Sinclair road map : Washington, Oregon.
Panel art: View of Sinclair service station, signed "Helck."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 145.4 (PrCt)

15466 California - Maps - 1937 - Road maps<br>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;Nevada - Maps - 1937 - Road maps<br>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;Washington (State) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps<br>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;Oregon - Maps - 1937 - Road maps<br>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;Idaho - Maps - 1937 - Road maps<br>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;Road maps<br>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;Texaco touring map : California, Nevada and Oregon, Washington : tour with Texaco. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1937].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 68 x 72 cm. on sheet 71 x 75 cm.
Panel no. 7-37.
Added title: Texaco road map: California, Nevada. Plate no. S.3685.
Includes insets of San Francisco and Los Angeles regions.
Title cartouche of Washington and Oregon map razored out.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 7.5A (PrCt)

15467 California - Maps - 1937 - Road maps<br>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;Nevada - Maps - 1937 - Road maps<br>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;Washington (State) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps<br>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;Oregon - Maps - 1937 - Road maps<br>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;Idaho - Maps - 1937 - Road maps<br>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;Road maps<br>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;Texaco touring map : California, Nevada and Oregon, Washington : tour with Texaco. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1937].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 68 x 72 cm. on sheet 71 x 75 cm.
Panel no. 3-37.
Added title: Texaco road map: California, Nevada. Plate no. S.3685.
Includes insets of San Francisco and the Los Angeles region.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 7.10A (PrCt)

15468 California - Maps - 1937 - Road maps<br>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;Nevada - Maps - 1937 - Road maps<br>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;Washington (State) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps<br>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;Oregon - Maps - 1937 - Road maps<br>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;Idaho - Maps - 1937 - Road maps<br>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;Road maps<br>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;Texaco touring map : California, Nevada and Oregon, Washington : tour with Texaco. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1937].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 68 x 72 cm. on sheet 71 x 75 cm.
AE index: 1937(9).
Added title: Texaco road map: California, Nevada. Plate no. S.3685.
Includes insets of San Francisco and the Los Angeles region.
On verso: Texaco road map: Washington,
Oregon. Plate no. S. 3228. -- Texaco road map: southern Idaho.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 7.11A (PrCt)

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 72 cm. on sheet 71 x 75 cm.
Panel no. 12-37.
Added title: Texaco road map: California, Nevada. Plate no. S. 3685.
Includes insets of San Francisco and the Los Angeles region.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 7.12A (PrCt)

15470 California - Maps - 1937 - Road maps<<Nevada - Maps - 1937 - Road maps<<Washington (State) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps<<Oregon - Maps - 1937 - Road mapsds<<Road maps
Texaco touring map : California, Nevada and Oregon, Washington ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1937].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 72 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco road map : California, Nevada.
Date from RMcN AE 145 ms. index.
Includes table of "State and federal gasoline taxes -- as of Jan., 1st, 1937."
Plate no. S.3685
Insets (13 x 13 cm. and each): Los Angeles -- San Francisco.
Map on verso (68 x 53 cm.): Texaco road map: Washington, Oregon.
Panel art: U.S. outline, Texaco logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 145.3 (PrCt)

15471 California - Maps - 1937 - Road maps<<Nevada - Maps - 1937 - Road maps<<West (U.S.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps<<Road maps
Authors: Union Oil Company of California -- Triton Motor Oil -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 47 cm. on sheet 68 x 50 cm.
Added title: Triton Motor Oil highway map: California, Nevada. Plate no. S.3629.
Verso includes San Francisco and Los Angeles regional maps and: Triton Motor Oil highway map: western United States. Plate no. S.3759.
Handstamped 'Jun 29 1937'.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 7.7A (PrCt)
Panel art: Conoco logo over outline of North America.
Handstamped "1937" and "copyrighted".
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Chicago, Illinois).
RMcN AE 158.11 A (PrCt)

15474 California - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Shell road map : California. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1937?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 2023 (PrCt)

15475 California - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
California ... Standard stations road map.
Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Standard logos; slogans "Standard gasoline, unsurpassed" and "America's favorite service station system."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1988 (PrCt)

15476 California - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Lake Tahoe Region (Calif. and Nev.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Lassen Volcanic National Park (Calif.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Sequoia National Park (Calif.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
San Bernardino Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Yosemite National Park (Calif.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Pacific Coast (North America) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Strip maps
Shell road map : California ... Chicago : H. M. Gousha Company, [1938].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 66 x 48 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell official road map of California.
Date from RMcN AE 164 ms. index.
Plate nos. "255-S C" and "4-K-8"
Relief shown with hachures.
Inset (15 x 11 cm.): Lake Tahoe region.
Maps on verso (20 x 28 cm. and smaller):
National parks and monuments [in the U.S.] -- Lassen Volcanic National Park -- Sequoia National Park -- San Bernardino region -- Yosemite National Park -- Pacific Coast strip map
: Vancouver B.C. to Agua Caliente, Mexico [in 3 sections].
Panel art: Shell logo.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 18 1938 ...");
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Chicago, Illinois).
RMcN AE 164.4 (PrCt)

15477 California - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Nevada - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Arizona - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Road maps
California, Nevada, Arizona road map : Mobilize with Mobilgas : Mobiloil : General Petroleum Corporation.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company , [1938].
Authors: General Petroleum Corporation of California -- Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 47 cm. on sheet 68 x 50 cm.
Added title: Road map of California, Nevada.
Plate no. T.3629.
Verso includes insets of four cities and western United States (plate no. T.3859) and: Road map of Arizona. Plate no. T.3627.
Annotated '7-38.'
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Chicago, Illinois).
RMcN AE 4.29 B (PrCt)

15478 California - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Nevada - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Arizona - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Road maps
California, Nevada, Arizona road map : Mobilize with Mobilgas ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company , [1938].
Authors: General Petroleum Corporation of California -- Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 47 cm. on sheet 68 x 50 cm.
Added title cartouche razored and section at bottom left out. Plate no. T.3629.
Verso includes insets of four cities and western United States (plate no. T.3859) and: Road map of Arizona.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Chicago, Illinois).
RMcN AE 7.38 (PrCt)
Authors: Barnsdall Oil Co. -- H.M. Gousha
Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Barnsdall Oil Co. logo and slogan "be square dependable products by Barnsdall, 'America's first refiner'.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3018 (PrCt)

California - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
maps>>>Nevada - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Travel California, Nevada with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1938?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3096 (PrCt)

California - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
maps>>>Nevada - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
California, Nevada highways / presented by your Smiling Associated Dealer. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1938?].
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"Tide Water Associated Oil Company" -- on map.
Panel art: Smiling Associated Dealer logo
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3329 (PrCt)

California - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
maps>>>Nevada - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
California-Nevada highway map / Union Oil Co. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1938?].
Authors: Union Oil Company of California -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 47 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Highway map : California, Nevada.
Plate no. T.3629.
Maps on verso (33 x 24 cm. or smaller): Highway map : western United States -- San Francisco and bay cities -- Los Angeles.
Panel art: Color illustration of couple driving in convertible and 76 logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4842 (PrCt)
Grande Oil, Inc. road map of western United States -- Los Angeles -- San Francisco and East Bay cities -- Yosemite National Park -- Sequoia National Park -- Lassen Volcanic National park -- Sacramento -- San Diego.

Panel art: "Rio Grande petroleum products" logo; CBS microphone; slogan "Calling all Cars to police car performance"; and photographs of policemen and firefighters, etc.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 2329 (PrCt)

15485 California - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
California, Nevada road map ... / Barnsdall ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1939.
Authors: Barnsdall Oil Co. -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Barnsdall Oil Co. logo and slogan "be square, dependable products by Barnsdall, 'America's first refiner'."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 3330 (PrCt)

15486 California - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 47 cm. on sheet 68 x 50 cm
Plate no. T.3629.
Verso blank.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 7.35 (PrCt)

15487 California - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 47 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm
Plate no. T.3629.
Annotated 'T-38.'
Verso blank.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 7.13A (PrCt)

15488 California - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Shell road map : California. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1938?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 3214 (PrCt)

15489 California - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- Standard Oil Company of California -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Standard Stations, Inc. gas station and logo and slogan "at your service from Canada to Mexico, Standard Stations, Inc. & authorized distributors."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 3277 (PrCt)

15490 California - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- Standard Oil Company of California -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 78 x 42 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: 1938 road map : California.
Plate nos. "289-S.C."
Insets (each 7 x 8 cm.): Sacramento -- San Diego.
Maps on verso (27 x 44 cm. and smaller): 1938 road map : United States -- Los Angeles -- San Francisco -- San Jose -- Stockton -- Fresno.
Panel art: Standard Oil gas station and crown logo.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received Aug 1 1938 Rand McNally & Co. ... "
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 168.3 (PrCt)

15491 California - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 50 cm. on sheet 71 x 54 cm.
the years since Sutter's Fort of 1839...the center
has been California's capital city...Sacramento.
[Sacramento, Calif.]: James McClatchy
Publishing Co., [1939].
Authors: Pratt, Newton Thomas, 1901-1985 --
McClatchy (James) Publishing Co.
1 map : col. ; 53 x 35 cm.
Cartoon map of northern California.
Detached from a book or booklet ca. 22 x 14 cm.
Pratt was a cartoonist for the Sacramento Bee.
Acc. # Holzheimer 2004112903
map2F G4362 .N6A6 1939 P7 (PrCt)

California - Maps - 1939 - Road
maps<<<>>Lake Tahoe Region (Calif and Nev.)
- Maps - 1939 - Road maps<<<>>San
Bernardino Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1939 -
Road maps<<<>>Yosemite National Park
(Calif.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps<<<>>Lassen
Volcanic National Park (Calif.) - Maps - 1939 -
Road maps<<<>>Sequoia National Park (Calif.)
- Maps - 1939 - Road maps<<<>>Road maps
Shell road map : California ... Chicago : H. M.
Gousha Company, [1939].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha
Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry
Library)
1 map : col. ; 66 x 48 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell official road map of California.
Date from RMcN AE 165 ms. index.
Plate nos. "255-S.C."
and "M-2-1939-2"
Relief shown with hachures.
Inset (15 x 11 cm.): Lake Tahoe region.
Maps on verso (20 x 28 cm. and smaller):
Legend: United States mileage and driving time
along main trancontinental highways -- San
Bernardino region -- Yosemite National Park --
Lassen Volcanic National Park -- Sequoia
National Park.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ...
Aug 25 1939 ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 165.4 (PrCt)

California - Maps - 1939 - Road
maps<<<>>Nevada - Maps - 1939 - Road
maps<<<>>Arizona - Maps - 1939 - Road
maps<<<>>Road maps
Road map : California, Arizona, Nevada / 
General Petroleum Corporation, a
Socony-Vacuum Company. Chicago : Rand
McNally & Company, [1939?].
Authors: General Petroleum Corporation --
Socony-Vacuum Corporation -- Rand McNally
and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 47 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added titles: Road map of California, Nevada.
Plate no. U 3629.
Maps on verso (42 x 32 cm. and smaller): Road map of Arizona -- Los Angeles and vicinity -- Western United States -- Phoenix -- San Diego -- San Francisco and East Bay Cities.
Panel art: "Mobilgas" flying horse logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3014 (PrCt)

15497 California - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

California - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Seaside touring maps of the west. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1939].
Authors: Seaside Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 47 cm. on sheet 68 x 50 cm.
Verso includes insets of 3 city regions, the western United States (Plate no. T.3859) and: Seaside road map of Arizona. Plate no. U.3627.
The plate no. for the western U. S. map indicates a 1938 date.
Annotated 'U-39.'
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 4.38B (PrCt)

15498 California - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

California - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Travel California, Nevada with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1939].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3390 (PrCt)

15499 California - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

California - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Road map : California, Nevada / Golden State Automobile Club. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1939].
Authors: Golden State Automobile Club -- Automobile Dealers of California -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 22 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Golden State Automobile Club logo,
slogan "owned and operated by the Automobile Dealers of California", car, outdoor recreation scenes.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3449 (PrCt)
15505 California - Maps - 1940-1954 - Natural gas pipelines
15506 California - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
15507 California - Maps - 1940 - Road maps

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

1 map : col. ; 49 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Conoco ... official road map of California, Nevada
Date from RMcN AE 159 ms. index.
Plate no. 302-J.C. M-1
Maps on verso (21 x 28 cm. and smaller):
Yosemite National Park -- Sequoia National Park
-- Lassen Volcanic National Park -- San Diego -- Sacramento -- Los Angeles -- San Francisco.
Panel art: Conoco logo over outline of North America.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Aug 17 1939 ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 159.3A (PrCt)

California - Maps - 1939 - Road maps - Pictorial maps
International Exposition (1939-1940 : San Francisco, Calif.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps - Pictorial maps
Authors: Union Oil Company of California -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 66 x 47 cm., folded to 23 x 13 cm. Panel title.
Added title on back panel: Golden Gate International Exposition souvenir map, Union Oil Company.
Plate no. U. 3966.
Maps on verso (43 x 41 cm. and smaller): San Francisco street map -- San Francisco and East Bay cities -- San Francisco's Golden Gate International Exposition 1939 (Treasure Island).
Panel art: Color tinted photo of waterfall and river.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4459 (PrCt)

California - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm Plate no. U.3629.
Annotated 'U-39.'
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 7.20A (PrCt)

Pacific Lighting Corporation and subsidiary companies. [San Francisco : Pacific Lighting Corporation, 1940-1954].
Authors: Pacific Lighting Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company
11 maps : 10 col. : 38 x 37 cm. and smaller
Detached from Pacific Lighting Corporation, Annual reports (San Francisco, 1940-1956).
Maps copyright by Rand McNally & Co.
Map for 1940 has title: Pacific Lighting Corporation operating companies.
Maps show pipe lines, oil and gas fields, butane gasifying plants, and gas manufacturing standby plants in Southern and Central California.
map1F G4361 .H8 1940 P3 (PrCt)

California - Maps - 1940 - Road maps - Nevada - Maps - 1940 - Road maps - Arizona - Maps - 1940 - Road maps - Road maps
Road map : California, Arizona, Nevada : Mobilgas ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1940].
Authors: General Petroleum Corporation of California -- Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm. Added title: Road map: California, Arizona, Nevada: Mobilio... Added title: Road map of California, Nevada. Plate no. V.3629.
Verso includes insets of four cities and: Road map of Arizona. Plate no. V.3627.
Annotated 'V-40.'
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 7.22A (PrCt)

California - Maps - 1940 - Road maps - Nevada - Maps - 1940 - Road maps - Arizona - Maps - 1940 - Road maps - Road maps
Road map : California, Arizona, Nevada / General Petroleum Corporation : a Socony-Vacuum Company. [California?] : published by General Petroleum Corp. .... [1940?].
Authors: General Petroleum Corporation -- Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 47 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm. Panel title.
"Copyright by Rand McNally & Company."
Added title: Road map of California, Nevada. Plate no. V.3629
Maps on verso (42 x 32 cm. and smaller) : Arizona -- Los Angeles -- Western United States -- Phoenix -- San Diego -- San Francisco and...
East Bay cities.
Panel art: Mobilgas winged horse logo.
2 copies; copy 2 marked with mileage notes in red ink.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1582 [copies 1 and 2] (PrCt)

15508 California - Maps - 1940 - Road maps<<>>Nevada - Maps - 1940 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
California, Nevada road map ... / Bareco Oil Company, formerly Barnsdall Refining Corp. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1940.
Authors: Bareco Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3686 (PrCt)

15509 California - Maps - 1940 - Road maps<<>>Nevada - Maps - 1940 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Travel California, Nevada with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1940?
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3752 (PrCt)

15510 California - Maps - 1940 - Road maps<<>>Nevada - Maps - 1940 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Travel California, Nevada with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1940?
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3753 (PrCt)

15511 California - Maps - 1940 - Road maps<<>>Nevada - Maps - 1940 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Flying A Associated Service SEE Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- Smiling Associated Dealers SEE Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- Flying A Service SEE Tide Water Associated Oil Company
1 map : col. ; 55 x 47 cm.
Panel title imperfect; partly trimmed away.
Plate no. 401-J-N3.
Maps on verso (28 x 21 cm. and smaller): Smiling Associated Dealers' detail map of San Francisco and vicinity -- [Los Angeles and vicinity] -- Main Pacific coast highways from Mexico to British Columbia [strip map in 2 sections].
Panel art: Flying A pumps and attendant.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Aug 3- 1940 Rand McNally & Co. ..." Editor's copy: Added title and another section trimmed away
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 171.1X (PrCt)

15512 California - Maps - 1940 - Road maps<<>>Nevada - Maps - 1940 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 61 x 47 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Added title: Road map: Sinclair: California, Nevada. Plate no. V.3629.
Annotated 'V-40,'
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 7.23A (PrCt)

15513 California - Maps - 1940 - Road maps - Pictorial maps<<>>Pictorial maps - California - 1940<<>>Advertising maps - 1940<<>>Road maps<<>>Pictorial maps
Vagabond trail map of California. Los Angeles : Trans-America Travel Associates, [ca. 1940].
Authors: Holes -- Trans-America Travel Associates -- Vagabond's House -- Stevens, Ashton, previous owner
2 maps : col. ; 36 x 28 cm. on sheet 48 x 64 cm., fold. to 25 x 11 cm.
Pictorial road maps of Northern and Southern California, with points of interest and advertising

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
in margins.
Northern California map signed 'Holes.'
Removed from Ashton Stevens Papers, Midwest
Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library).
map4F G4361.A5 1940 .H6 (PrCt)

15514 California - Maps - 1940 - Road
maps<<<Road maps
Sacramento and Stockton to Lake Tahoe and
vicinity. San Francisco : California State
Automobile Association, 1940.
Authors: California State Automobile Association
-- Stevens, Ashton, previous owner
1 map : col. ; 41 x 29 cm.
Annotated with marking pen to show preferred
route from Reno to Yosemite.
Table of mileages and list of hotels on verso.
'Form M-9 Lake Tahoe and vicinity...2-40.'
With rubber stamp: This map issued by Reno
Office.
Removed from Ashton Stevens Papers, Midwest
Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library).
map2F G4362 .N6P2 1940 C3, sht. 1 (PrCt)

15515 California - Maps - 1940 - Road
maps<<<Road maps
Rand McNally road map : California. Chicago :
Rand McNally & Company, [1940].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm
Plate no. V.3629.
Annotated 'V-40.'
On verso: Rand McNally road map: United
States. Plate no. V.3512.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 7.21A (PrCt)

15516 California - Maps - 1940 - Road maps<<<Road maps
Shell map of California. Chicago : H.M. Gousha
Co., [1940?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha
Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry
Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: California.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with
confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry
Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3860 (PrCt)

15517 California - Maps - 1940 - Road maps<<<Road maps
California : Standard stations road map ...
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., c1940.
Authors: Standard Oil Company of California --
H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: "B Square" logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry
Library).

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Califonia - Maps - 1941 - Road maps

California - Maps - 1941 - Road maps

California, Nevada highways / Tide Water Associated Oil Company. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1941?].
Authors: Texas Company
San Francisco-Oakland region and: Texaco sectional trip map [of western United States]. Plate no. W. 4115 (P).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4341 (PrCt)

California - Maps - 1941 - Road maps

California, Nevada highways / Tide Water Associated Oil Company. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1941?].
Authors: Texas Company
San Francisco-Oakland region and: Texaco sectional trip map [of western United States]. Plate no. W. 4115 (P).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4341 (PrCt)

California - Maps - 1941 - Road maps

California, Nevada highways / Tide Water Associated Oil Company. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1941?].
Authors: Texas Company
San Francisco-Oakland region and: Texaco sectional trip map [of western United States]. Plate no. W. 4115 (P).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4341 (PrCt)
15528 California - Maps - 1942 - Road maps<<<Nevada - Maps - 1942 - Road maps <<<Road maps
Travel California, Nevada with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1942].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4410 (PrCt)

15529 California - Maps - 1942 - Road maps<<<Nevada - Maps - 1942 - Road maps <<<Washington (State) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps<<<Oregon - Maps - 1942 - Road maps <<<Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 61 x 47 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Added title: Sinclair : California, Nevada. Plate no. X3629.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 9.8 (PrCt)

15530 California - Maps - 1942 - Road maps<<<Nevada - Maps - 1942 - Road maps <<<Washington (State) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps<<<Oregon - Maps - 1942 - Road maps <<<Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Allen, J. E., fl. 1935 -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)/
1 map : col. ; 63 x 48 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair : California, Nevada.
Date from RMcN AE 126 ms. index.
Plate no. X 3629
Map on verso (58 x 48 cm.): Sinclair : Washington, Oregon.
Panel art: Sinclair logo on pump.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 126.5 (PrCt)

15531 California - Maps - 1942 - Road maps<<<Nevada - Maps - 1942 - Road maps <<<Washington (State) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps<<<Oregon - Maps - 1942 - Road maps <<<Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 51 x 47 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair : California, Nevada.
Date from RMcN AE 146 ms. index.
Plate no. X 3629
Map on verso (57 x 47 cm.): Sinclair : Washington, Oregon.
Panel art: Sinclair H-C gas pump.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 146.6 (PrCt)

15532 California - Maps - 1942 - Road maps<<<Road maps
Authors: Richfield Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Richfield gas station and skyline.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4529 (PrCt)

15533 California - Maps - 1942 - Road maps<<<Road maps
Authors: Rio Grande Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Rio Grande gas station, Spanish-mission style church and landscape.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4535 (PrCt)

15534 California - Maps - 1942 - Road maps<<<Road maps
Shell map of California. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1942].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha
Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: California.
Panel art: Shell logo, statement "all points of
to military interest have been removed voluntarily
from this map and index" and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4543 (PrCt)

15535 California - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
California : Standard Stations and Chevron Gas
stations road map. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co.,
c1942.
Authors: Standard Oil Company of California --
Chevron Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company
-- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Standard station; slogan "At your
service from Canada to Mexico."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4615 (PrCt)

15536 California - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
California : Standard Oil road map. Chicago :
H.M. Gousha Co., c1942.
Authors: Standard Oil Company of California --
H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Standard station; slogan "At your
service from Canada to Mexico, Standard
Stations Inc., authorized distributors, Standard
dealers"; and note that "... in cooperation with the
United States military authorities, we have
eliminated ... all airports and military
establishments ...".
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4614 (PrCt)

15537 California - Maps - 1944 - Road
maps
California, Nevada with Arizona, New Mexico :
Texaco. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company,
[1944].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and
Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 77 x 55 cm. on sheet 82 x 59 cm.
Added title: Texaco touring map of California,
Nevada. Plate no. Z.4432.
On verso: Texaco touring map of Arizona, New
Mexico. Plate no. Z.4431.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 4.7 (PrCt)

15538 California - Maps - 1944 - Road
maps
California, Nevada with Arizona, New Mexico :
Texaco. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company,
[1944].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and
Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 77 x 55 cm. on sheet 82 x 59 cm.
Panel no. 15.
Added title: Texaco touring map of California,
Nevada. Plate no. Z.4432.
On verso: Texaco touring map of Arizona, New
Mexico. Plate no. Z.4431.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 9.13 (PrCt)

15539 California - Maps - 1944 - Road
maps
California, Nevada with Oregon, Washington :
Texaco. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company,
[1944].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and
Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 78 x 55 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of California,
Nevada.
Date from RMcN AE 126 ms. index.
Includes table of "Gasoline taxes as of 2nd
March, 1945."
Plate no. Z.4432
Map on verso (73 x 51 cm.): Texaco touring map
of Washington, Oregon.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 126.8 (PrCt)

15540 California - Maps - 1944 - Road
maps
California, Nevada with Oregon, Washington :
Texaco ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company,
15543 California - Maps - 1945 - Road maps
1 map : col. ; 77 x 55 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of California, Nevada.
Date from RMcN AE 146 ms. index.
Includes table of "Gasoline taxes as of 2nd Nov., 1944."
Plate no. Z. 4432
Map on verso (72 x 50 cm.): Texaco touring map of Washington, Oregon.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 9.15 (PrCt)

15544 California - Maps - 1945 - Road maps
1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm. on sheet 67 x 50 cm.
Added title: California, Nevada. Plate no. 453629.
Verso includes San Francisco and Los Angeles regional maps and: United States. Plate no. 454089.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 9.16 (PrCt)

15545 California - Maps - 1945 - Road maps
California, Nevada road map : Union Oil Company. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1945]. Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: California.
Panel art: Shell logo, statement "all points of military interest have been removed voluntarily from this map and index" and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4700 (PrCt)

15546 California - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
1 map : col. ; 77 x 55 cm. on sheet 82 x 59 cm.
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: California.
Panel art: Shell logo, statement "all points of military interest have been removed voluntarily from this map and index" and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4700 (PrCt)


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalog Entry</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>15557</td>
<td>California - Maps - 1946 - Road</td>
<td>Oregon - Maps - 1946 - Road</td>
<td>Added title: Texaco touring map of California, Nevada. Date from RMcN AE 125 ms. index. Includes table of &quot;Gasoline taxes as of 2nd May, 1946.&quot; Plate no. 6-4432-4 Map on verso (74 x 51 cm.): Texaco touring map of Washington, Oregon. Panel art: Texaco sign. Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library). RMcN AE 125.22 (PrCt)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 4759 (PrCt)

15561 California - Maps - 1946 - Road maps

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 77 x 55 cm. on sheet 82 x 59 cm.
Panel no. 56.
Added title: Texaco touring map of California, Nevada. Plate no. 6-4432-4.
On verso: Texaco touring map of Washington, Oregon. Plate no. 6-44440-4.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 9.33 (PrCt)

15562 California - Maps - 1946 - Road maps

California, Nevada with Oregon, Washington : Texaco ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1946].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 77 x 55 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of California, Nevada.
Date from RMcN AE 146 ms. index.
Includes table of "Gasoline taxes as of 2nd Dec., 1946."
Plate no. 6-4432-4
Map on verso (72 x 50 cm.): Texaco touring map of Washington, Oregon.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 146.24 (PrCt)

15563 California - Maps - 1946 - Road maps

California, Nevada with Oregon, Washington : Texaco ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1946].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 78 x 55 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of California, Nevada.
Date from RMcN AE 146 ms. index.
Includes table of "Gasoline taxes as of 2nd Dec., 1946."
Plate no. 6-4432-7
Map on verso (73 x 50 cm.): Texaco touring map of Washington, Oregon.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 146.27 (PrCt)

15564 California - Maps - 1946 - Road maps

Authors: Richfield Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Panel art: Richfield gas station, outdoor scenes.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

**Gousha Clients 4842** (PrCt)

**15565 California - Maps - 1946 - Road maps**

_Shell map of California._ Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1946?].

Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

**Gousha Clients 4856** (PrCt)

**15566 California - Maps - 1946 - Road maps**

_California points of interest and touring map ... / Standard stations and Chevron gas stations._

Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., c1946.

Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- Chevron Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Logan, Maurice, 1886-1977 -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas ([1], 14, [1] p.) : 9 col. maps ; 23 x 21 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Cover title.
Imprint from p. 1.
Text and maps printed back-to-back on 4 sheets (each 23 x 40 cm.), stapled and folded to 23 x 11.
Panel art: car, campsite, couple, mountain landscape signed "Maurice Logan" and slogan "at your service from Canada to Mexico."
Includes index map at front.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

**Gousha Clients 4939** (PrCt)

**15567 California - Maps - 1947 - Road maps**

_California, Nevada with Arizona, New Mexico : Texaco._ Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1947].

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 77 x 55 cm. on sheet 82 x 59 cm.
Panel no. 107.

On verso: Texaco touring map of Arizona, New Mexico. Cartouche no. 27. Plate no. 7-4431-8.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 4.36** (PrCt)

**15568 California - Maps - 1947 - Road maps**

_California, Nevada with Arizona, New Mexico : Texaco._ Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1947].

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 77 x 55 cm. on sheet 82 x 59 cm.
Panel no. 107.

On verso: Texaco touring map of Arizona, New Mexico. Cartouche no. 27. Plate no. 7-4431-8.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 9.46** (PrCt)

**15569 California - Maps - 1947 - Road maps**

_Signal highway map : California, Arizona, Nevada._ Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1947].

Authors: Signal Oil and Gas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 65 x 51 cm. on sheet 71 x 53 cm.
Panel no. 7-463629V-1.
Verso includes inset maps of Los Angeles, San Francisco, San Diego and: Road map of Arizona.
Plate no. 7-463627V-1.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 4.30** (PrCt)

**15570 California - Maps - 1947 - Road maps**


Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 79 x 56 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of California, Nevada.
Date from RMcN AE 125 ms. index.
Includes table of "Gasoline taxes as of 2nd Feb., 1947."
Plate no. 7-4432-8
Map on verso (74 x 51 cm.): Texaco touring map

of Washington, Oregon.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 125.27 (PrCt)

15571 California - Maps - 1947 - Road
maps<<>><>><>><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><<
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map: col.; 77 x 55 cm. on sheet 82 x 59 cm. Panel no. 67.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 9.45 (PrCt)

California - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map: col.; 78 x 55 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of California, Nevada.
Date from RMcN AE 146 ms. index.
Includes table of "Gasoline taxes as of 2nd June, 1947."
Plate no. 7-4432-10
Map on verso (72 x 50 cm.): Texaco touring map of Washington, Oregon.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 9.47 (PrCt)

California - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map: col.; 78 x 55 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of California, Nevada.
Date from RMcN AE 146 ms. index.
Includes table of "Gasoline taxes as of 2nd Feb., 1947."
Plate no. 7-4432-8
Map on verso (72 x 50 cm.): Texaco touring map of Washington, Oregon.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 146.34 (PrCt)

California - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Authors: Richfield Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "U", indicating 1947 publication.
Panel art: photo of coastal scene.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

**Gousha Clients 5159 (PrCt)**

15582 California - Maps - 1947 - Road maps

*Shell map of California. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1947?].*
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "U", indicating 1947 publication.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

**Gousha Clients 5171 (PrCt)**

15583 California - Maps - 1947 - Road maps

*California points of interest and touring map ... / Standard stations and Chevron gas stations. [Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., c1947].*
Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- Chevron Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Logan, Maurice, 1886-1977 -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([1], 14, [1] p.) : 9 col. maps ; 23 x 21 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Cover title.
Imprint from p. 1.
Text and maps printed back-to-back on 4 sheets (each 23 x 40 cm.), stapled and folded to 23 x 11.
Panel art: car, campsite, couple, mountain landscape signed "Maurice Logan" and slogan "at your service from Canada to Mexico."
Includes index map at front.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

**Gousha Clients 5251 (PrCt)**

15585 California - Maps - 1948-1980 - Electric lines

Authors: Southern California Edison Company -- Putnam
15 maps : part. col. ; on sheets 28 x 43 cm. and smaller
Maps from reports for 1949-1953 drawn by "Putnam."
Map in 1959 report utilizes translucent overlays to show changes between 1950 and 1959.
Maps show transmission lines, power plants, and communities served in Southern and Central California.

**map1F G4361 .N4 1948 S6 (PrCt)**

15586 California - Maps - 1948 - Road maps

*Nevada - Maps - 1948 - Road maps

*Arizona - Maps - 1948 - Road maps

*New Mexico - Maps - 1948 - Road maps

*Road maps

*California, Nevada with Arizona, New Mexico : Texaco. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1948].*
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 77 x 55 cm. on sheet 82 x 59 cm. Panel nos. R and 28.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 4.41 (PrCt)**

15587 California - Maps - 1948 - Road maps

*Nevada - Maps - 1948 - Road maps

*Arizona - Maps - 1948 - Road maps

*New Mexico - Maps - 1948 - Road maps

*Road maps

*California, Nevada with Arizona, New Mexico : Texaco. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1948].*
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 77 x 55 cm. on sheet 82 x 59 cm. Panel nos. R and 28.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 4.42 (PrCt)

15588 California - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Nevada - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Arizona - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
New Mexico - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 77 x 55 cm. on sheet 82 x 59 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 10.10X (PrCt)

15589 California - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Nevada - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Arizona - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
New Mexico - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 77 x 55 cm. on sheet 82 x 59 cm.
Panel nos. R and 38.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 10.11X (PrCt)

15590 California - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Nevada - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Arizona - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: General Petroleum Corporation -- Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 50 cm. on sheet 71 x 54 cm.
Added title: California, Nevada, Arizona: Mobiloil: Socony-Vacuum. Added title: Road map of California, Nevada. Plate no. 483629V.
Verso includes insets of San Francisco, Los Angeles and San Diego and: Road map of Arizona. Plate no.483627V.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 10.7X (PrCt)

15591 California - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Nevada - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Arizona - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: Signal Oil and Gas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 51 cm. on sheet 71 x 53 cm.
Added title: Road map of California, Nevada. Plate no. 8-463629V-2. Verso includes inset maps of Los Angeles, San Francisco, San Diego and: Road map of Arizona. Plate no. 483627V.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 4.37 (PrCt)

15592 California - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Nevada - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Arizona - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: Signal Oil and Gas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 51 cm. on sheet 71 x 53 cm.
Added title: Road map of California, Nevada. Plate no. 8-463629V-2. Verso includes inset maps of Los Angeles, San Francisco, San Diego and: Road map of Arizona. Plate no. 483627V.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 10.6X (PrCt)

15593 California - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Nevada - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Arizona - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm. on sheet 68 x 50 cm.
Includes most of Nevada. Plate no. 8-463629V-2. Verso includes inset maps of United States. Plate no. 8-464089-3.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 10.7X (PrCt)

15594 California - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Nevada - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Arizona - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Road maps
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Travel California with Conoco ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1948].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm
Plate no. 8-463629V-3.
Includes most of Nevada.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 10.8X (PrCt)

California - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
California - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 77 x 54 cm. on sheet 82 x 59 cm. Panel nos. PR and 28.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 10.9X (PrCt)

California - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 77 x 55 cm. Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of California, Nevada.
Date from RMcN AE 146 ms. index.
Includes table of "Gasoline taxes as of 16th Nov., 1947."
Plate no. 8-4432-15
Map on verso (72 x 50 cm.): Texaco touring map of Washington, Oregon.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 146.44 (PrCt)

California - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Travel California with Conoco ... Chicago : San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm. Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
Panel art: family standing in front of car and statement "for long trips ask ... about Touraide."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5350 (PrCt)

California - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
California points of interest and touring map ... Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948].
Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- Chevron Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([1], 19 p.) : 10 col. maps ; 23 x 21 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Cover title.
"Prepared exclusively for Standard of California" -- Page 2
Imprint from p. 1.
Text and maps printed back-to-back on 5 sheets (each 23 x 40 cm.), stapled and folded to 23 x 11.
Panel art: fisherman in mountain landscape; Chevron gas and RPM oil logos.
Includes index map at front.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5442 (PrCt)

California - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Tide Water Associated Oil Company map of California. Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948?].
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
California - Maps - 1949
California - Maps - 1949 - Road maps
California - Maps - 1949 - Railroads
California - Maps - 1950
California - Maps - 1950 - Road maps
California - Maps - 1950 - Railroads
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 77 x 55 cm. on sheet 82 x 59 cm.
Panel nos. R and 51249.
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of San Francisco, Los Angeles, and San Diego (34 x 28 cm. and smaller). -- Rand McNally road map : California. Plate no. 0-463629V-6.
Cover art: Cars on road alongside passenger train.
"75c" -- printed on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Pocket 4C 23 (PrCt)

15606 California - Maps - 1950 - Road maps
maps<<>>Nevada - Maps - 1950 - Road maps
maps<<>>Arizona - Maps - 1950 - Road maps
maps<<>>New Mexico - Maps - 1950 - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 77 x 55 cm. on sheet 82 x 59 cm.
Panel nos. R and 7-50.
On verso: Texaco touring map of Arizona, New Mexico. Cartouche no. 27. Plate no. 0-4431-17.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 10.9 (PrCt)

15607 California - Maps - 1950 - Road maps
maps<<>>Nevada - Maps - 1950 - Road maps
maps<<>>Washington (State) - Maps - 1950 - Road maps
maps<<>>Oregon - Maps - 1950 - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 77 x 55 cm. on sheet 82 x 59 cm.
Panel nos. PR and 8-50.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 10.8 (PrCt)

15608 California - Maps - 1951 - Road maps
maps<<>>Nevada - Maps - 1951 - Road maps
maps<<>>Arizona - Maps - 1951 - Road maps
maps<<>>New Mexico - Maps - 1951 - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 77 x 55 cm. on sheet 82 x 59 cm.
Panel nos. R and 11-51.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 10.11 (PrCt)

15609 California - Maps - 1951 - Road maps
maps<<>>Nevada - Maps - 1951 - Road maps
maps<<>>Pacific States - Maps - 1951 - Pictorial maps
maps<<>>Sequoia National Park (Calif.) - Maps - 1951 - Road maps<<>>Kings Canyon National Park (Calif.) - Maps - 1951 - Road maps
Norwalk California, Nevada, Washington, Oregon road map / The Norwalk Company ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1951?].
Authors: Norwalk Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 47 cm., folded to 25 x 12 cm.
Panel title.
Maps on verso (21 x 25 cm. and smaller): Los Angeles -- San Francisco and East Bay cities -- Sequoia and Kings Canyon National Parks -- Yosemite National Park -- Washinton [State], Oregon [State].
Panel art: Pictorial map of California and an illustration of a Norwalk service station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1883 (PrCt)

15610 California - Maps - 1951 - Road maps
maps<<>>Nevada - Maps - 1951 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Plate no. 1-463629V-7.
Includes most of Nevada.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 10.15 (PrCt)

15611 California - Maps - 1951 - Road maps
maps<<>>Nevada - Maps - 1951 - Road maps
Signal highway map : California, Nevada.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1951].
Authors: Signal Oil and Gas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 51 cm. on sheet 71 x 53 cm.
Added title: Road map of California, Nevada.
Plate no. 1-463629V-5.
Verso includes inset maps of four cities and:
Road map of United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 10.12 (PrCt)

15612 California - Maps - 1951 - Road maps
California - Maps - 1951 - Road maps
Authors: Norwalk Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm. on sheet 68 x 50 cm.
Includes most of Nevada.
Verso includes inset maps of the San Francisco (plate no. 51-84) and Los Angeles (plate no. 51-83) regions and Sequoia and Kings Canyon (plate no. 93) and Yosemite (plate no. 93) national parks and: Washington, Oregon. Plate no. 1-493785V-1.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 10.13 (PrCt)

15613 California - Maps - 1951 - Road maps
California - Maps - 1951 - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 77 x 54 cm. on sheet 82 x 59 cm.
Panel nos. PR and 6-51.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 10.16 (PrCt)

15614 California - Maps - 1951 - Road maps
California : more zip at your toe tip with Veltex Gasoline / Fletcher Oil Company ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1951?].
Authors: Fletcher Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Veltex Gasoline SEE Fletcher Oil Company
1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm., folded to 25 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Map on verso (31 x 48 cm.): Rand McNally road map : United States.
Panel art: Human hand with Veltex logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4623 (PrCt)

15615 California - Maps - 1951 - Road maps
California - Maps - 1951 - Road maps
Road map of California / Mohawk Petroleum Corporation ... refinery, Bakersfield, home office, San Francisco. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1951?].
Authors: Mohawk Petroleum Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Map on verso (31 x 48 cm.): Rand McNally road map : United States.
Panel art: Mohawk gasoline logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4225 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Pocket maps -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
63 p. : 2 col. maps on 1 sheet (folded) ; 24 cm. "1952 edition."
Cover title: Rand McNally California pocket map : reference map ... [and] detailed highway map
Uniform title: Pocket maps
Map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back to back, col. : 89 x 63 cm. and 65 x 43 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of California. Plate no. 5432.
Includes key to railroads and inset maps of San Francisco, Los Angeles, and San Diego (34 x 28 cm. and smaller) -- Rand McNally road map : California. Plate no. 3-463629V-6.
"2 maps in one, $1" -- front cover.
Cover art: Schematic road sign labeled "reference map .... "
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Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Jan. 2010).
RMcN Pocket 4C 25 (PrCt)

15617 California - Maps - 1952
California - Maps - 1952 - Railroads
Road maps
63 p. : 2 col. maps on 1 sheet (folded) ; 24 cm.
"1952 edition."
Cover title: Rand McNally California pocket map : reference map ... [and] detailed highway map
Unifrm title: Pocket maps
Map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back to back, col. : 88 x 63 cm. and 65 x 42 cm., folded to 24 x 11 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of California. Plate nos. "890128" and "PM 04". Includes key to railroads and inset maps of San Francisco, Los Angeles, and San Diego (34 x 28 cm. and smaller) -- Rand McNally road map : California. Plate no. 0-463629V-6.
"2 maps in one, $1" -- front cover.
Cover art: Schematic road sign labeled "reference map .... .."
Handstamp on title page: Register of Copyrights, Library of Congress ... certificate no. 214059.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Jan. 2010).
RMcN Pocket 4C 24 (PrCt)

15618 California - Maps - 1952 - Road maps
California - Maps - 1952 - Road maps
California - Maps - 1952 - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 77 x 55 cm. on sheet 82 x 59 cm. Panel nos. R and 552.
On verso: Texaco touring map of Arizona, New Mexico. Cartouche no. 27. Plate no. 2-4431-21.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 10.23 (PrCt)

15619 California - Maps - 1952 - Road maps
California - Maps - 1952 - Road maps
California - Maps - 1952 - Road maps
California, Nevada and Arizona / Seaside Oil Company ... San Francisco, Oakland Bay Bridge approaches -- Los Angeles and vicinity -- Sacramento -- Phoenix.
Panel art: color illustration of couple viewing church and landscape.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2368 (PrCt)

15620 California - Maps - 1953 - Road maps
California - Maps - 1953 - Road maps
California and Arizona / Seaside Oil Company ... San Francisco, Oakland Bay Bridge approaches -- Los Angeles and vicinity -- Sacramento -- Phoenix.
Panel art: color illustration of couple viewing church and landscape.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2368 (PrCt)

15621 California - Maps - 1954 - Road maps
California - Maps - 1954 - Road maps
California, Nevada and Los Angeles region (Calif.) - Maps - 1954 - Road maps
Authors: Douglas Oil Co. of California -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Douglas Gasoline SEE Douglas Oil Co. of California.
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Page title.
Added title: Rand McNally road map : California. Plate no. 4-463629V-9
Map on verso (41 x 68 cm.): Los Angeles and vicinity recreational map
Panel art: Douglas Oil Co. logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 698 (PrCt)
15622 California - Maps - 1954 - Road maps - Nevada - Maps - 1954 - Road maps

Caption title.
1 map : col. ; 16 x 10 cm.
1956?]
Western Pacific Railroad Company?, 1955 [i.e.
Company
Floods
Western Pacific Railroad
Floods
Nevada
California+

Shows pipe lines, oil and gas fields, compressor
Francisco, 1955), at end.
Supplement to annual report, 1954 (San
Detached from Pacific Lighting Corporation,
1954].
[San Francisco : Pacific Lighting Corporation,
Company, Pacific Lighting Gas Supply Company
Interconnected pipline systems of the Southern
Corporation
Calif.; Natural gas pipelines

Panel art: "Go father with Signal Gas" logo and
illustrations of recreational activities (hunting,
sunbathing, etc.).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2380 (PrCt)


Authors: Pacific Lighting Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company
1 map : col. ; 25 x 51 cm.
Detached from Pacific Lighting Corporation, Supplement to annual report, 1954 (San Francisco, 1955), at end.
'Apr. '55.'
Shows pipe lines, oil and gas fields, compressor stations, and gas storage fields in Southern and Central California.
map1F G4361 .H8 1955 P3 (PrCt)


Map showing locations of storm damage to Western Pacific system [in California and Nevada] : December, 1955. [San Francisco? Western Pacific Railroad Company?], 1955 [i.e. 1956?].
Authors: Western Pacific Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 16 x 10 cm.
Caption title.
Track washouts recorded with mile post
numbers.
Inset (16 x 10 cm.): Slide area at mile post 250 and location of new tunnel [near Yuba City, California]
5A 7267 (1955 vol. [2]) (PrCt)


A Map of the missions, presidios, pueblos, and...ranchos of Spanish California. 1956.
1 map
Accession no. 89-101614.
temp map6F G4361 .E424 1956 .R6 (PrCt)


Authors: California Electric Power Company -- Inland Printing & Engraving Co.
4 maps : col. ; on sheets 28 x 43 cm.
Map for 1940 has title: Pacific Lighting Corporation operating companies.
Maps show transmission lines, power plants, and communities served in Southern and Central California.
map1F G4361 .N4 1957 C3 (PrCt)

Authors: Norwalk Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 86 x 60 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title; handstamped "Aug 31 1960."
Added title: California : Rand McNally road map. Plate no. 0-5405-11.
Insets (21 x 20 cm. and smaller): San Francisco and East Bay cities, Calif. -- San Francisco-Oakland Bay Bridge approaches -- Sacramento, Calif. -- [Location map] -- Los Angeles and vicinity, Calif. -- San Diego, Calif.
Panel art: illustration of Norwalk gas station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
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California - Maps - 1962 - Railroads

California - Maps - 1962 - Road maps


Panel art: Mobil logo above gas station.

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Pocket maps -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

70 p. : 2 col. maps on 1 sheet (folded) ; 24 cm.

Cover title: Rand McNally California pocket reference map [and] detailed highway map

"2 maps" -- front cover.

Map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back to back, col.; 88 x 64 cm. and 87 x 61 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of California. Includes key to railroads and inset maps of San Francisco, Los Angeles, and San Diego (34 x 28 cm. and smaller) -- California : Rand McNally road map.

Plate nos. "635404-17" and "635405-17".

Includes inset maps of San Francisco and East Bay Cities, Los Angeles, and San Diego (21 x 20 cm. and smaller).

Cover art: stylized and labeled map symbols (e.g. "elevations", "points of interest", "air facilities", etc.)

"$1.50" -- printed on front cover.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Jan. 2010).

RMcN Pocket 4C 26 (PrCt)

California - Maps - 1963 - Road maps

Norwalk California road map. [Chicago?] ; Rand McNally & Co., c1963.

Authors: Norwalk Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 86 x 60 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

"Copyright © 1963 by Rand McNally & Co."

Added title: California : Rand McNally road map.

Plate no. 2-5405-15

Insets (21 x 20 cm. and smaller): San Francisco and East Bay cities -- San Francisco, Oakland Bay Bridge approaches -- Sacramento -- Los Angeles and vicinity -- San Diego -- [Location map].

Panel art: Mobil logo above gas station.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 1885 (PrCt)
Authors: Texaco, inc. -- H.M. Gousha Company
-- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 87 x 65 cm., folded to 18 x 9 cm.
Title panel.
Added title: Touring map of California
Plate no. 7-KK-527-J.
Insets (19 x 13 cm. and smaller): Enlarged map of the San Francisco district -- Yosemite Valley -- Enlarged map of the Los Angeles district -- Sacramento, California -- San Diego, California.
Panel art: Texaco sign; illustrations of car passing rural and urban gas stations.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3815 (PrCt)
Patterns on the land; geographical, historical, and political maps of California. Palo Alto, Calif.
National Press Books, [1965].
Authors: Durrenberger, Robert W. -- Ryan, Donald -- Pitt, Leonard -- Schwarm, Harold -- National Press Books
1 atlas (vi, 109 p. : illus. (part col.), maps (part col.) ; 31 cm.
[3d ed.]
Phillips 11365.
74-15804
ICN75
map4C 55 (NLO)

Landforms of California and Nevada. 1965.
Authors: Raisz, Erwin, 1893-1968 -- Atwood, Wallace Walter, 1872-1949
1 map ; 42 x 27 cm.
Detached from Atwood, Wallace Walter.
Physiographic provinces of North America [Boston?: Blaisdell?, 1965?].
Inset: Major landform regions.
73-9946
M1074
map1F G4361.C2 1965 R3 (PrCt)

Experimental visual navigation chart [of central and southern California]. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Company, [1966?].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
2 maps : back to back, col. ; on sheet 50 x 127 cm., folded to 26 x 13 cm.
Panel title.
"Advance edition corrected to include airspace amendments effective November 1, 1965, and all other aeronautical data received by October 1, 1965."
"Notice to users" directs corrections to be mailed to the U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey in Rockville, Md.
Southern section covers region between Los Angeles and western Arizona; central section covers region roughly bounded by Fresno-Bakersfield, Las Vegas, and western Arizona.
Scale 1:500,000.
Lambert conformal conic projection.
Includes insets of the Los Angeles, San Diego, and Las Vegas regions (19 x 26 cm. and smaller).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25.
folio RMcN Airlines 4C 15 (PrCt)
Nautical charts
Strip maps
Pictorial maps
Texaco cruising chart no. 9 : southern California : Texaco Waterways Service : Texaco inc.
1 map : col. ; 81 x 56 cm.
"1966 edition"
Panel title.
Added title: Coastwise cruising guide : southern California
"Copyright © 1966 by Rand McNally & Co."
Uniform title: Cruising chart.
Plate no. 1-M9F65-166.
Insets (30 x 18 cm. and smaller): Santa Catalina Island -- Newport Bay -- San Diego Bay -- San Pedro Bay.
Includes pictorial vignettes of lighthouses, lightships and other aids to navigation.
Strip map on verso (162 x 20 cm.): Coastwise cruising guide : Ketchikan, Alaska to San Quintin, Mexico
Panel art: Buoy, lighthouses, and Texaco Waterways Service logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (October 2010).
RMcN Cruising 46 (PrCt)

15638
California - Maps - 1966 - Road maps
Idaho - Maps - 1966 - Road maps
Illinois - Maps - 1966 - Road maps
Michigan - Maps - 1966 - Road maps
Nevada - Maps - 1966 - Road maps
New England - Maps - 1966 - Road maps
New Jersey - Maps - 1966 - Road maps
New York (State) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps
Ohio - Maps - 1966 - Road maps
Pennsylvania - Maps - 1966 - Road maps
Southwestern States - Maps - 1966 - Road maps
Utah - Maps - 1966 - Road maps
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps
Wisconsin - Maps - 1966 - Road maps
Kings Canyon National Park (Calif.) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps
Sequoia National Park (Calif.) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps
Yosemite National Park (Calif.) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps
Lassen Volcanic National Park (Calif.) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps
Mexico - Maps - 1966 - Road maps
Authors: Mobil Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
13 maps : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Collective title supplied by cataloger.
All sheets include at least 2 plate numbers, beginning "6..." and "6-66-0...".
Some maps include Library of Congress Copyright Office handstamps and certificate numbers.
Panel art: nine Mobil winged horse logos.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4125-4137 (PrCt)

California - Maps - 1966 - Road maps
California official highway map / published for free distribution by the California State Department of Public Works. [Sacramento, Calif.?] : California State Department of Public Works, 1966.
Authors: California. Dept. of Public Works -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Allied Paper Corporation -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 98 x 44 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"1966 edition."
Panel title.
"Copyright the H.M. Gousha Company, San Jose."
Plate numbers "NN-110" and "11-NN-1049-S" Maps on verso (21 x 19 cm. and 22 x 19 cm): San Francisco and vicinity -- Los Angeles and vicinity.
Panel art: Color outlines of the state.
2 copies.
RMcN Clients 4977 may be an editor's copy; includes typewritten notes on paper color and weight dated January, 1966 from Allied Paper Corporation (detached from title panel).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4977-4978 (PrCt)

California - Maps - 1966 - Road maps
Signal presents California highways for your driving pleasure. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Co., c1966.
Authors: Signal Oil and Gas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 86 x 60 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added titles: California (northern section) -- California (southern section).
Plate no. 665405-20.
RMcN Clients 2383 (PrCt)

"Copyright the H.M. Gousha Company, San Jose."
RMcN Clients 345 (PrCt)

Panel title. Added title: Coastwise cruising guide : southern California
"Copyright © 1967 by Rand McNally & Co."
RMcN Cruising 50 (PrCt)

RMcN Clients 1911 (PrCt)
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Authors: Union Oil Company of California -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

7 maps: col.; 44 x 70 cm. or smaller, on sheet folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

"Copyright © 1967 the Union Oil Company of California."

Contents: Santa Monica Bay area -- Morro Bay area -- San Pedro and Long Beach areas -- Santa Barbara and Ventura areas -- Balboa and Newport Bay areas -- San Diego and Mission Bay areas -- San Francisco Bay and San Pablo Bay areas -- Bodega Bay area.

Locations of Union Oil dealers, launching sites, and boat service locations keyed to directory in margin.

Panel art: Photo of boats in harbor and Texaco logo.

Handstamp: Register of Copyrights, Library of Congress, Washington, D.C. certificate no. 976953

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 4576 (PrCt)

1 map : col. ; 81 x 56 cm. "1969 edition"

Panel title.

Added title: Coastwise cruising guide : southern California
"Copyright © 1969 by Rand McNally & Co."

Uniform title: Cruising chart. Plate no. 4-M9F65-169.

Insets (30 x 18 cm. and smaller): Santa Catalina Island -- Newport Bay -- San Diego Bay -- San Pedro Bay.

Includes pictorial vignettes of lighthouses, lightships and other aids to navigation.

Strip map on verso (162 x 20 cm.): Coastwise cruising guide : Ketchikan, Alaska to San Quintin, Mexico

Panel art: Photo of boats in harbor and Texaco logo.

Handstamp: Register of Copyrights, Library of Congress, Washington, D.C. certificate no. 138977

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (October 2010). RMcN Cruising 69 (PrCt)

of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 81 x 56 cm.
"1970 edition"
Panel title.
Added title: Coastwise cruising guide : southern California
"Copyright © 1970 by Rand McNally & Co."
Uniform title: Cruising chart.
Plate no. 5-M9F65-170.
Insets (30 x 18 cm. and smaller): Santa Catalina Island -- Newport Bay -- San Diego Bay -- San Pedro Bay.
Includes pictorial vignettes of lighthouses, lightships and other aids to navigation.
Strip map on verso (162 x 20 cm.): Coastwise cruising guide: Ketchikan, Alaska to San Quintin, Mexico
Panel art: Photo of boats in harbor and Texaco logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (October 2010).
RMcN Cruising 79 (PrCt)

15649 California - Maps - 1971 - Nautical charts
1 map : col. ; 81 x 56 cm.
"1971 edition"
Panel title.
Added title: Coastwise cruising guide : southern California
"Copyright © 1971 by Rand McNally & Co."
Uniform title: Cruising chart.
Plate no. 6-M9F65-171.
Insets (30 x 18 cm. and smaller): Santa Catalina Island -- Newport Bay -- San Diego Bay -- San Pedro Bay.
Includes pictorial vignettes of lighthouses, lightships and other aids to navigation.
Strip map on verso (162 x 20 cm.): Coastwise cruising guide : Ketchikan, Alaska to San Quintin, Mexico
Panel art: Photo of boats in harbor and Texaco logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (October 2010).
RMcN Cruising 9 (PrCt)

15650 California - Maps - 1971 - Road maps
Authors: American Oil Company -- Diversified Map Corporation -- Tempo Designs, Inc. -- Artcraft Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 46 x 40 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added titles: Northern California -- Southern California.
"Cartographic revisions by Artcraft Company, Quincy, Illinois."
"April 1971" -- Back panel.
Map bears additional imprint of Tempo Designs, Inc., Chicago, Illinois.
Insets (11 x 18 cm. and smaller): Los Angeles and vicinity -- San Diego -- Fresno --San Francisco and vicinity -- Sacramento.
Panel art: Outline of California and "American" gas logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2969 (PrCt)

15651 California - Maps - 1972 - Nautical charts
Bay (Calif.) - 1972>Nautical charts - San Diego Bay (Calif.) - 1972>Nautical charts - San Pedro Bay (Calif. : Bay) - 1972>Pictorial maps - California, Southern - 1972 - Nautical charts>Pictorial maps - Pacific Coast (North America) - 1972 - Nautical charts>Strip maps>Pictorial maps


Authors: Texaco, inc. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Texaco, inc. Cruising chart -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 81 x 56 cm.

"1972 edition"

Panel title.

Added title: Coastwise cruising guide : southern California

"Copyright © 1972 by Rand McNally & Co."

Uniform title: Cruising chart.

Plate no. 7-M9F65-172.

Insets (30 x 18 cm. and smaller): Santa Catalina Island -- Newport Bay -- San Diego Bay -- San Pedro Bay.

Includes pictorial vignettes of lighthouses, lightships and other aids to navigation.

Strip map on verso (162 x 20 cm.): Coastwise cruising guide : Ketchikan, Alaska to San Quintin, Mexico

Panel art: Photo of boats in harbor and Texaco logo.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (October 2010).

RMcN Cruising 108 (PrCt)

California - Maps - 1972 - Road maps>Wall maps>Wall maps

California : the world within a state / official California tourism map. [Sacramento, Calif.?] : California Division of Tourism and Visitor Services, 1972.

Authors: California. Office of Tourism and Visitor Services -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- California Division of Tourism and Visitor Services SEE California. Office of Tourism and Visitor Services

1 map : col. ; 104 x 43 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.

"1972 edition"

Panel title.

"© The H.M. Gousha Company ... San Jose."


Panel art: color photos of scenic landscapes

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 346 (PrCt)
California - Maps - 1974 - Ghost towns

forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library). Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (October 2010).
RMcN Cruising 128 (PrCt)

California - Maps - 1975 - Road maps

RMcN Stock 183 (PrCt)

California - Maps - 1976 - Nautical charts

RMcN Cruising 128 (PrCt)

California - Maps - 1977 - Road maps

RMcN Cruising 128 (PrCt)
Waterways Service, 135 East 42nd Street, 1976.
Authors: Texaco, inc. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Texaco, inc.
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 81 x 56 cm.
"1976 edition"
Panel title.
Added title: Coastwise cruising guide : southern California
"Copyright © 1976 by Rand McNally & Co."
Uniform title: Cruising chart.
Plate no. 11-M9F65-176.
Insets (30 x 18 cm. and smaller): Santa Catalina Island -- Newport Bay -- San Diego Bay -- San Pedro Bay.
Includes pictorial vignettes of lighthouses, lightships and other aids to navigation.
Strip map on verso (162 x 20 cm.): Coastwise cruising guide : Ketchikan, Alaska to San Quintin, Mexico
Panel art: Photo of boats in harbor and Texaco logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (October 2010).
RMcN Cruising 140 (PrCt)

15661 California - Maps - 1976 - Road maps<>Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps<>Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company.
Stock road maps -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 88 x 55 cm., on sheet 46 x 87 cm., folded to 11 x 23 cm.
"1976 Edition."
Panel title.
Added title: California.
Plate no. 766740
Printed in two sections; northern California at left; southern California at right.
Maps on verso (27 x 36 cm. and smaller):
Sacramento -- San Diego & vicinity -- Metropolitan Los Angeles -- Metropolitan San Francisco.
Panel art: Road signs.
Forms part of a collection of stock editions of Rand McNally road maps, some apparently issued as sales samples and / or printer’s proofs for prospective commercial clients.
Uniform series title (established by cataloger):
Stock road maps
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (April 2010).
RMcN Stock 184 (PrCt)


15664 California - Maps - 1979<>California - Wall maps
Natural vegetation of California / A.W. Küchler, Department of Geography, University of Kansas.
1 map : color ; 109 x 93 cm.
"Base from U.S. Geological Survey 1:500,000 map of California."
"This map was prepared with the financial assistance of: Ahmanson Foundation, California Native Plant Society, Sierra Club, U.S. Bureau of Reclamation, U.S. Forest Service, University of Kansas, John Wiley & Sons, Inc." Keyed to conventional symbols for 54 plant types within 9 vegetation classes.
Scale 1:1,000,000
Coordinates: (W 124°40'--W 113°25'\N 42°10'--N 32°20').
"Lambert conformal conic projection."
Prime meridian: Greenwich
Issued with booklet: The map of the natural vegetation of California / A.W. Küchler. [Lawrence, Kansas? : Department of Geography, University of Kansas?, 1977?]. (31 pages ; 28 cm.) Available in Newberry Map Information File.
79-45381
M195
map6F G4361.D2 1977 .K83 (NLO)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Historical geography - Maps - 1979 - Counties - Maps - Historical atlases

Authors: Donley, Michael W. -- Allan, Stuart -- Caro, Patricia -- Patton, Clyde P. (Clyde Perry), 1923 -- Pacific Book Center
v, 191 p. : ill., maps ; 38 cm.
Includes index.
80-48615
folio G1525 .A85 (NLO)

15665

Mobile communications : reaching the world by mobile telephone service : general mobile coverage map and operating instructions / Pacific Telephone, Nevada Bell. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Co., 1980.
Authors: Pacific Telephone, Nevada Bell -- Rand McNally and Company -- Kirk, Marie A. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 46 x 28 cm. on sheet 46 x 68 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
"January 1980" --back panel.
Added title: Pacific Telephone/Nevada Bell representative mobile telephone service areas [in California and Nevada].
Details mobile phone coverage areas and approximate radio transmission; accompanying text includes "system operating instructions", "channel listings", etc.
Maps on verso (55 x 43 cm. and smaller):
[California and Nevada] -- Sacramento -- San Francisco Bay Area -- Los Angeles -- San Diego.
© Rand McNally & Co." -- All maps on verso
Panel art: Illustration of a man driving and talking on a corded car phone, signed "Marie A. Kirk."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1918 (PrCt)

15666

Authors: Insight guides -- APA Publications (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

15667

1 atlas (B-V, 217, 333 [i.e. 133] p.): col. maps ; 29 cm. + 1 map (both sides, col. ; 48 x 62 cm.)
Rev. 3d ed. of: California road atlas. c1982.
Cover title.
"Featuring: statewide highway maps, major metropolitan area maps, detail city street maps, points of interest"--Cover.
Scales 1: 316,800 ("Scale of arterial maps 1 inch to 5 miles") and 1:26,400 ("Scale of detail maps 1 inch to 2200 feet").
Folded map attached to p. 1 of cover; State of California. Scale ca. 1:1,150,000. 1 map : col. ; 48 x 62 cm.
Includes indexes.
LC Card Number: 85675733
ISBN 088130137X ; 9780881301373
folio G1525.P2 T483 1985 (NLO)

15668
California - Maps - 1990 - Road maps - Southern & central California atlas & gazetteer.

Authors: DeLorme (Firm)
1 atlas (128 p.): col. maps ; 40 cm.
2nd ed.
Scale 1:150,000.
Relief shown by contours.Includes indexes.
OCLC 21389630.
ISBN 0899332056
oversize G1525 .D425 1990 (NLO)

15669
California - Maps - 1991 - Guidebooks

Authors: Moon travel handbooks -- Weir, Kim -- Moon Publications -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.
1st ed.
Ed:KimWeir
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

15670
California - Maps - 1992 - Wall maps


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Allan Cartography (Firm) -- Raven Maps
1 map : col. ; on sheet 164 x 109 cm.
Scale 1:750,000. 1 in. = approx. 12 miles. 1 cm. = 7.5 km.; (W 125°--W 114°/N 42°--N 32°).
Relief shown by gradient tints, shading, and spot heights.

maproll G4360 1992 A5 (PrCt)

15671 California - Maps - 1992 - Wine districts
Wine districts - California - 1992
Authors: Phillips-Barrett, Barbara -- H. Shenson International
1 atlas (148 p.) : col. maps ; 40 cm.
3rd ed.
Scale 1:150,000.
Relief shown by contours.
Includes indexes.
OCLC 32767959
ISBN 0899332048
oversize G1525 .D42 1995 (NLO)

15672 California - Maps - 1993 - Wine and wine making
Authors: Halliday, James, 1938-400 p. : col. ill., col. maps ; 32 cm.
Includes index.
To Collection Services for cataloging, Nov. 2010 (PrCt)

15673 California - Maps - 1994-1995 - Road maps
Authors: Vagabond Inns -- American Automobile Association -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Simon and Schuster, inc. -- Paramount Communications -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 80 x 67 cm., folded to 25 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Title panel includes AAA logo.
Plate no. M-GT-1-527-J
Insets (33 x 28 cm. or smaller): Los Angeles and vicinity -- San Diego and vicinity -- San Francisco and vicinity.
Vagabond Inn directory on verso; includes color photos of each hotel.
Gousha map4C 95.84 (PrCt)

15674 California - Maps - 1994<--Road maps
Authors: Michelin green guides -- Michelin Travel Publications (Firm) -- Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
264 p. : ill. (chiefly col.), 42 col. maps ; 26 x 12 cm.
1st ed.
Cover title.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 30) and index.
Map on back cover.
Series: Michelin green guide to California -- Michelin green guides.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.LC Card Number: 2001238261

15675 California - Maps - 1995 - Road maps
Road maps<--California - Maps - 1995<--Viticulture - California<--Wineries - California - Guidebooks
Authors: DeLorme (Firm)
1 atlas (127 p.) : col. maps ; 40 cm.
3rd ed.
Scale 1:150,000.
Relief shown by contours.
Includes indexes.
OCLC 32767959
ISBN 0899332048
oversize G1525 .D42 1995 (NLO)

15676 California - Maps - 1996
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Automobile Association (Great Britain) -- Macmillan Travel -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 5 maps, 47 city plans
2nd ed.
Issued in partnership with the Automobile Association (short format); cf. A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher, 1832-1990, p. 277.
Cover price: $24.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

15677 California - Maps - 2003 - Road maps
1 atlas (148-467, p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Date on cover: 2003.
$24.95
Uniform titles: StreetFinder -- Street guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
California - Maps - 2004 - Road maps
$24.95
Uniform titles: StreetFinder -- Street guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN StrFdr 2004 .C3 (PrCt)

California - Maps - 2005 - Road maps
1 map : col. ; 93 x 66 cm., rolled into plastic sleeve
Insets: Bay Area. -- Los Angeles and Orange Counties.
Includes "index of incorporated cities."
With grommets at each corner for hanging.
Issued in plastic sleeve with title, price, ISBN, etc.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
ISBN 0-528-85620-0.
artifacts cage RMcN maproll 6 : 7. 1 (PrCt)

California - Maps - 2008 - Road maps
1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm. Cover title: California road atlas: including portions of Nevada
"$24.95" -- back cover
Uniform titles: StreetFinder -- Street guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528868209

15681 California - Maps - Bibliography
10 p.
Dealer's catalog.
Vert 28 (PrCt)

15682 California - Maps - Bibliography
In essays for Henry R. Wagner. p. 81-106
Descriptions of maps (1830-1873), with notes. Ayer 5 .W13 E78 1947, p. 81-106 (PrCt)

15683 California - Maps - Bibliography
Since it lists over 250 mostly continental maps and illustrates most of them, this well-constructed list is also serves as a handy list of maps of the Western Hemisphere.
This copy annotated with Newberry call numbers for 26 maps dated 1624-1742 (Nov. 2014). Includes bibliographical references (p. xv-xvi) and indexes.
Series: Occasional paper / California Map Society ; no. 5
ISBN 01888126000

15684 California - Maps - Bibliography - 1800-1899
List of printed maps of California. Berkeley, University of California, 1887. 1887. Authors: Rowell, Joseph Cummings, 1853-1938 33p. ; 22cm.
Library bulletin no. 9.
Lists ca. 300 19th century maps of the state and its regions, counties, cities, and towns.
Another copy in Z 79.C13 no. 9.
Vert 166 (PrCt)

Includes index.
LC Card Number: 42020314
Ayer 290 .W53 1942 (NLO)

[Collection of photostatic reproductions of manuscript, traced, and printed maps showing California and the Pacific Coast : based on sources from the 16th through 19th centuries]. [not after 1911].
29 photostats : maps ; on sheets 31 x 39 cm. and smaller
Reduced photostatic reproductions of ms. maps from the Archivo General de Indias (Seville) and the J.G. Kohl collection of ms. map tracings in the Map Division of the Library of Congress. Also includes reproductions of 9 printed maps.
Arranged chronologically within 3 groups: Archivo General de Indias, Library of Congress Kohl Collection and printed maps; all within 1 sequence of sheet numbers.
Ayer ms map proj 94
Ayer MS 1913 maps (NLO)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

Includes bibliographical references (p. 250-251) and index.

LC Card Number: 2008621156
ISBN 9780520252585 (cloth : alk. paper) ; 0520252586 (cloth : alk. paper)
folios G1526.S1 H3 2007 (NLO)

15691 California - Maps - Collections, 1570-1785

Authors: PBA Galleries -- Pacific Book Auction Galleries SEE PBA Galleries
31 maps : col. ; on sheet 45 x 61 cm.

Map reproductions (reduced) issued as a folder to accompany their catalog The Cartography of California, 16th-19th centuries : maps from a private collection (Sale 321 ... November 17, 2005 ... PBA Galleries, San Francisco).
map2F G4361.A 2005 P3 (PrCl)

15692 California - Maps - Collections, 1604-1767<<><<Cartography - California - History - 1604-1767

5 maps ; on sheet 31 x 39 cm.

Photograph of Library of Congress copy of the printed map originally published in the supplement (1777) to Diderot's Encyclopédie.
Forms part of the Irving B. Richman Collection of ms. transcripts.
At upper right: Suppl, 5e Carte.
"La Côte orientale depuis le C. des Vierges jusqu'à l'embouchure du R. Colorado est extraite de la Carte du P. Ferdinand Gonsaque dressée en 1746."

Pedley, Belle et utile, no. 474.
Ayer MS 1913 maps, sht. 28 (PrCl)


Authors: Becker, Robert H. -- Book Club of California -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
[112] p. : 64 maps (some folded., some col.) ; 37 x 48 cm.

Spine title: California rancho desenos.
Other title: Diseños of California ranchos and their makers.

Chiefly comprised of facsimiles of 18th- and 19th-century land grant maps.
Series: The Book Club of California publication ; no. 133 -- Publication (Book Club of California) ; no. 133.
"Five hundred copies ... printed."
Extra t.p. and duplicate copy of map 27 laid in.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copy: oversize Ayer 160.5 .C15 B39 1969
LC Card Number: 70014906
Baskes oversize HD211.C2 B39 1969b (NLO)


Authors: Dibblee, T. W. (Thomas Wilson), 1911- -- Thomas W. Dibblee, Jr. Geological Foundation -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) ca. 50 maps
(1989-1996):rolled&folded
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCl)
Authors: Fey, Marshall -- King, R. Joe (Robert Joe) -- Lepisto, Jack -- Paher, Stanley W. -- Western Trails Research Association
224 p. : ill. (some col.), maps (some col.) ; 29 cm.
Contents: Humbolt River Route (HRR) -- Truckee River Route (TRR) -- Carson River Route (CRR). Includes bibliographical references (p. 208-210) and index.
ISBN 1889243035 (hardcover) ; 9781889243030 (hardcover) ; 1889243043 (pbk.) ; 9781889243047 (pbk.) ; 1889243051 (spiralbound) ; 9781889243054 (spiralbound)
folio F593 .F49 2002 (NLO)

15696 California, Northern - Redwoods - 1970 - Josephine County (Ore.) - Redwoods - 1970
Authors: Redwood Empire Association
1 leaflet (6-fold) : col. map, photos ; 23 x 10 cm.

15697 California - Pictorial works - 1790-1795 - Coasts - Baja California (Mexico : Peninsula) - Pictorial works - 1790-1795 - Coasts
Authors: Alexander, William, 1767-1816 -- Fittler, James, 1758-1835 -- Humphrys, Henry, d. 1799 -- Sykes, John, fl. 1791-1795 -- Heddington, Thomas, 1775 or 6-1860 -- Edwards, R. -- Edwards, James, 1757-1816 -- Robinson, G. G. (George G.) -- Vancouver, George, 1757-1798
A Voyage of discovery to the North Pacific Ocean : and round the world ... performed in the years 1790, 1791, 1792, 1793, 1794, and 1795 (1798) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
7 views ; 4 x 48 cm. or smaller, on sheet 43 x 55 cm.
Contents: Punto de los Reyes ... and the Bay of Sir Francis Drake ... / H. Humphrys, delt. -- The entrance of Port St. Francisco ... / T. Heddington, delt. -- Point Pinos ... River Carmelo ... / H. Humphreys, delt. -- Santa Barbara ... / J. Sykes, delt. -- The entrance of Port St. Diego ... Punta de Loma ... / T. Heddington, delt. -- Two remarkable mountains to the southward of St. Diego / T. Heddington, delt. -- Cape Colnett ... / T. Heddington, delt.
In atlas (issued without title page) accompanying Vancouver, George. A Voyage of discovery to the North Pacific Ocean : and round the world ... performed in the years 1790, 1791, 1792, 1793, 1794, and 1795 (London : Printed for G.G. and J. Robinson, Paternoster-row; and J. Edwards, Pall-mall, 1798) plate [9].
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
http://www.davidrumsey.com/rumsey/Size0/D002 0/00200024.jpg
Cf. OCLC 47942621
VAULT oversize Graff 4456 plate [9] (PrCt)

15698 California, Southern - Maps - 1920 - [Southern California]. Denver : Clason Map Co., [ca. 1920?].
Authors: Clason Map Co. -- Sharer Investment Company (Los Angeles, Calif.) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 43 x 66 cm.
'Issued by the Sharer Investment Company, Los Angeles, Calif.'
Scale not given.
Ayer p133 .C614 19-- Chaves (NLO)

Authors: General Petroleum Corporation -- Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- General Petroleum Corporation.
Cruising guide -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- General Petroleum Corporation.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
California, Southern - Maps - 1950-1959 - Road maps

Automobile road map covering southern California / issued by Orange County Automobile Club ... Santa Ana, Calif. Orange County Automobile Club, [195-?].

Authors: Orange County Automobile Club (Calif.) -- Ferguson, G. A., active 195-? -- Randall Motor Club, Inc. (California) -- Orange County Insurance Agency (Santa Ana, Calif.) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Map on verso (162 x 19 cm., in 2 sections):
Coastwise cruising guide : Ketchikan, Alaska to San Quintin, Mexico.

Panel art: Mobilgas marine station.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 174.10 (PrCt)

California, Southern - Maps - 1949 - Nautical charts


Authors: General Petroleum Corporation -- Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- General Petroleum Corporation.

Cruising guide -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- General Petroleum Corporation -- Coastwise cruising guide SEE General Petroleum Corporation. Cruising guide 1 map : col. ; 82 x 56 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Coastwise cruising guide : Southern California.

Uniform title: Cruising guide.

Date from RMcN AE 175 ms. index.

Plate no. 4713-1.

Includes pictorial vignettes of lighthouses, lightships and other aids to navigation.

Insets (30 x 18 cm. and smaller): Santa Catalina Island -- Newport Bay -- San Diego Bay -- San Pedro Bay.

Map on verso (162 x 19 cm., in 2 sections):
Coastwise cruising guide : Ketchikan, Alaska to San Quintin, Mexico.

Panel art: Mobilgas marine station.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 175.5 (PrCt)
California, Southern - Maps - 1953 - Road maps:\Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1953 - Road maps\Road maps
Road map of southern California / issued by Randall Motor Club, Inc. [California?] : Randall Motor Club Inc., [1953?].
1 map : col. ; on sheet 57 x 89 cm.

Panel title: Southern California's golden coast and sunshine empire -- Southern California's sunshine empire and golden coast.
Scale [ca. 1:527,000].
Coordinates: (W 119°00'00"--W 114°32'00"/N 35°00'00"--N 31°36'00")
Relief shown pictorially.
Oriented with north at upper left.
Pictorial-historical road map.
Identifies historic trails, numbered highways, and points of interest in the Los Angeles and San Diego regions.
Margins include colored illustrations of 10 historic events (for example "Portola camps at Los Angeles, Aug. 2, 1769"), and portraits of Junípero Serra and Juan Bautista de Anza.
Map on verso (22 x 29 cm.): Road map to the roads to romance. Scale [ca. 1:1,560,000].
Coordinates: (W 119°00"--W 114°15'/N 35°15'--N 32°10'). Keyed to index of 78 numbered sites with historical notes.
Verso includes colored photos, illustrations, and descriptive text: Historic roads to romance.
"Lithographed in U.S.A. - 7-58--65M" Issued folded to 23 x 10 cm.

California, Southern - Maps - 1979 - Nautical charts\Mexico - Maps - 1979 - Nautical charts\Pacific Coast (Calif.) - Maps - 1979 - Nautical charts\Pacific Coast (Mexico) - Maps - 1979 - Nautical charts\Southern California Bight (Calif. and Mexico) - Maps - 1979 - Nautical charts\Nautical charts - Mexico - 1979\Nautical charts - Pacific Coast (Calif.) - 1979\Nautical charts - Pacific Coast (Mexico) - 1979\Nautical charts - Southern California Bight (Calif. and Mexico) - 1979\Pilot guides - Pacific Coast (Calif.) - 1979\Pilot guides - Pacific Coast (Mexico) - 1979\Pilot guides - Mexico - 1979\Pilot guides - California - 1979\Pilot guides - Southern California Bight (Calif. and Mexico) - 1979
Authors: Crawford, William P., 1922-- -- W.W. Norton & Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (79 p.) : ill. (some col.), 57 col. maps ; 36 cm.
Rev. ed.
Cover title.
Title inside front cover: Sea marine atlas : Southern California
Published simultaneously in Canada by George J. McLeod Limited.
Scales differ.

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)
California, Southern - Maps

15709 California, Southern - Transportation - History

California, Southern - Description and travel - 2005

California, Southern - Transportation - History

California, Southern - Description and travel

Transportation - California - History


Authors: Robinson, John W. -- Big Santa Anita Historical Society (Calif.) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

488 p. : ill., maps, ports. ; 29 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 460-466) and index.
Copy imperfect: lacks p. 476-477, 480-481, 484-485, 488; photocopy of index (p. 484-488) in pocket.
ISBN 0961542187 ; 9780961542184

15710 California - Surveys - 1853-1879

Pacific Railroads - Explorations and Surveys


Authors: Coash, John R.


BHC 1493

Vert 1088 (PrCt)

15711 California - Surveys - History


Authors: Uzes, Francois D.

315 p. : ill. ; 24 cm.
Notes: Includes bibliographies and index.
78-38662

GA61 .C2 U9 (NLO)

15712 Callahan County (Tex.) - Maps - 1870-1879

Landowners - Counties - Maps


Authors: Texas & Pacific Railway. Land Dept. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 18.5 x 15.5 in. Scale 1:133,320. Originally published Marshall, Tex.: Texas & Pacific Railway, [187-?]
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing

**Microfiche 583, no. 916 (PrCt)**

15713 Callanish (Scotland) - Maps - 1878 - Archaeology - Callanish (Scotland) - Maps - 1878

Callanish: a map of the standing stones...at Callanish, Isle of Lewis... 1788.
Authors: University of Glasgow. Dept. of Geography
1 map
On verso: Large scale plans to determine azimuth between stones on different sites.
Accession no. 80-48565.

**temp map6F G5774.G46 1951 .D4 (PrCt)**

15714 Calla Bay (Peru) - Pictorial works - 1623 - Calla (Callau, Peru) - Pictorial works - 1623

Vorstellung wie die Spanische Schiff sind verbreent worde[n] zu Calao. [Frankfurt am Main : In Verlegung der Hulsischen Erben, 1630].
In upper margin: Num: IV zum 45 blatt.


15716 Calumet County (Wis.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps

Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960-- Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)
360 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
1st ed.
'Deluxe edition.'
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).
3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.

Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).
Includes indexes.
ISBN 1420302442

**Local History Ref F472.C3 B69 2006 (NLO)**

15717 Calligraphic maps

Calligraphy: a cartographic tool? [Amsterdam : N. Israel, 1970].
p. 63-75

**Map Ref folio GA1 .I6, v. 24, p. 63-75 (PrCt)**

15718 Calumet County (Wis.) - Maps - 1951 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps

Authors: Winch, Wilber R. -- Calumet County Board of Supervisors (Wis.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (36 p.) : 16 maps ; 31 x 32 cm.
Cover title.
"Approved by Calumet County Board of Supervisors."
Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes folio G4123.C3G46 1951 .W56 (NLO)**

15719 Calumet County (Wis.) - Maps - 1954 -

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Landowners<>Counties -
Maps<>Landowners - Maps
Calumet County plat book. Fond du Lac, Wis.
Calumet Advertising Co., c1954.
Authors: Calumet Advertising Company -- National Farm Loan Association (Kiel, Wis.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (44 p.) : 16 maps ; 25 x 32 cm.
Cover title.
Includes rural directory.
Stamped on cover: National Farm Loan Ass’n., Office no. 321, Fremont & Fourth Streets, Kiel, Wisconsin.
Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Scale not given.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Calumet County (Wis.) - Maps - 1973 -
Landowners<>Counties -
Maps<>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Calumet County (Wis.) Board of Supervisors -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (18 p.) : ill., 13 maps ; 33 cm.
Cover title.
'Sponsored by Calumet County Board of Supervisors.'
Scale [1:42,240]. 1 1/2 in. to 1 mile.
Text on inside covers.
Includes index to owners.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Calumet Harbor (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1869-1884
Map of Calumet Harbor, Ill. showing changes in the shore lines north of the entrance to the harbor between October 9th, 1869 and the present date, July 1884. S.I. s.n., 1884.
Authors: Benyaurd, William Henry Harrison -- United States. Army. Corps of Engineers -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 43 x 50 cm.
Appears as part of Major W.H.H. Benyaurd's report to the U.S. Engineer Dept.
MMC 4-0178.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Govt. 2296 Doc. 36, opp. p. 2 (PrCt)

Calumet Harbor (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1878
Sketch of Calumet Harbor, Illinois, June 30th, 1878. [S.I. s.n.], 1878.
1 map ; 20 x 27 cm.
Appears in Capt. G.J. Lydecker's annual U.S. Engineer Dept. report.
MMC 4-0181.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Govt. 1845 opp. p. 1186 (PrCt)

Calumet Harbor (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1879
Authors: Liljencrantz, G. A. M. -- United States. Army. Corps of Engineers -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 19 x 37 cm.
"Drawn by G.A.M. Liljencrantz, Asst. Engineer."
MMC 4-0182.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Govt. 1905 Doc. 1, opp. p. 1568 (PrCt)

Calumet Harbor (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1880
Authors: Liljencrantz, G. A. M. -- United States. Army. Corps of Engineers -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 13 x 20 cm.
"Surveyed and drawn by G.A.M. Liljencrantz, Asst. Engr."
MMC 4-0183.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Govt. 1955 Doc. 1, opp. p. 1988 (PrCt)

Calumet Harbor (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1882
Calumet Harbor, Illinois, showing work done at the close of the fiscal year ending June 30th, 1882. Chicago : U.S. Engineer Office, 1882.
1 map ; 23 x 34 cm.
"Surveyed and drawn by G.A.M. Liljencrantz, assistant engineer."
"To accompany the annual report to the Chief of Engineers, U.S. Army, ... dated U.S. Engineer Office, Chicago, Ill., June 30th, 1882, W.H.H. Benyaurd, Major of Engineers, U.S. Army."
MMC 4-0184.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Calumet Harbor (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1885
Calumet Harbor, Illinois, showing work done during the fiscal year ending June 30th, 1885. S.I. s.n., 1885.
Authors: Benyaurd, William Henry Harrison -- United States. Army. Corps of Engineers -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 22 x 28 cm.
"Forwarded ... with annual report ... W.H.H. Benyaurd, Major of Engineers, U.S. Army."
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Govt. 2372 opp. p. 2051 (PrCt)

Calumet Harbor (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1889
Map of Calumet Harbor, Illinois, showing condition of U.S. harbor works at the close of the fiscal year ending June 30th, 1889. S.I. s.n., 1889.
1 map ; 22 x 32 cm.
"Sent ... with annual report ... W.L. Marshall, Captain of Engineers, U.S. Army."
MMC 4-0187.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Govt. 2718 opp. p. 2116 (PrCt)

Calumet Harbor (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1896
1 map ; 47 x 39 cm.
"To accompany report dated U.S. Engineer Office, Chicago, Ill., ... W.L. Marshall, Major ... ."
"February 1896"; soundings taken 1892.
MMC 4-0188.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Govt. 3425 Doc. 277, opp. p. 6 (PrCt)

Calumet Harbor (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1898
Sketch of Calumet Harbor, Ill. showing work done during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1898. S.I. s.n., 1898.
1 map ; 26 x 15 cm.
'To accompany the annual report for the fiscal year ending June 30th, 1898. W.L. Marshall, Major, Corps of Eng's, U.S.A.'
Not in MMC.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Govt. 3749, opposite p. 2430 (PrCt)

Calumet Harbor (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1954
Chicago Regional Port District : initial stage of development in Lake Calumet Harbor. [Chicago : Chicago Regional Port District?], 1954.
Authors: Chicago Regional Port District (Ill.) -- De Leuw, Cather & Company -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 maps ; 47 x 58 cm.
Maps show proposed slips in Lake Calumet, Calumet-Sag Project, and Cook County expressways.
Includes architectural elevations of warehouses and grain elevators.
Gift of the Belgian Consulate, Chicago, 2005.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
map4F G4104 .C6:2C3 1954 C5 (PrCt)

Calumet Region (Ill. and Ind.) - Geography - 2003
Calumet Region (Ill. and Ind.) - Historical geography - Maps - 2003
Authors: Schoon, Kenneth J. -- Indiana University. Press -- Chicago Region Map
Calumet River (Ill.) - Maps - 1881
Sketch (no. 2) of Calumet River, Ill. and connecting lakes, 1881. S.l. s.n., 1881.
Authors: Liljencrantz, G. A. M. -- Lydecker, Garnett J. -- United States. Army. Corps of Engineers -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 14 x 11 cm.
"To accompany report dated Jan. 7th, 1882, on the survey Aug. and Sept., 1881, G.J. Lydecker, Major of Engineers, U.S.A."
Map attributed to G.A.M. Liljencrantz in text.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Govt. 2094 p. 2251 (PrCt)

Calumet River (Ill.) - Maps - 1889
Map of Calumet River, Illinois and Indiana, between the forks & one half mile east of Hammond, Ind. showing condition of U.S. government work, at the close of the fiscal year, ending June 30th, 1889. S.I. s.n., 1889.
1 map ; 22 x 32 cm.
Appears as part of Capt. W.L. Marshall's annual report to the U.S. Engineer Dept.
Shows dredging done and proposed canal. MMC 4-0194.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Govt. 2718 opp. p. 2143 (PrCt)

Calumet River (Ill.) - Maps - 1893
1 map ; 19 x 27 cm.
"To accompany report to the Chief of Engineers U.S.A., dated April 1rst, 1893. W.L. Marshall, Capt. of Eng'rs."
Shows bathymetry by contours. MMC 4-0200.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Govt. 3202 opp. p. 2848 (PrCt)

Calumet River (Ill.) - Maps - 1894
Calumet River, Ill. and Ind. showing result of dredging below the forks during the fiscal year ending June 30th, 1894. Baltimore : Friedenwald Co., [1895].
1 map ; 37 x 70 cm.
"To accompany the annual report ... W.L. Marshall, Captain, Corps of Engineers, U.S.A."
MMC 4-0197.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Govt. 3299 opp. p. 2149 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Engineers -- Friedenwald Co. (Baltimore, Md.) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 21 x 44 cm.
"To accompany the annual report for the fiscal year ending June 30th, 1894. W.L. Marshall, Capt., Corps of Engineers, U.S.A."
MMC 4-0198.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Govt. 3299 bet. p. 2148-2149 (PrCt)

15740 Calumet River (Ill.) - Maps - 1896
Andrew B. Graham, [1896].
1 map ; 19 x 58 cm.
"To accompany the annual report for the fiscal year ending June 30th, 1896. W.L. Marshall, Major, Corps of Eng's, U.S.A."
MMC 4-0201.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Govt. 3482 opp. p. 2596 (PrCt)

15741 Calumet River (Ill.) - Maps - 1898
1 map ; 19 x 33 cm.
"To accompany the annual report for the fiscal year ending June 30th, 1898. W.L. Marshall, Major, Corps of Eng's, U.S.A."
MMC 4-0203.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Govt. 3749, opposite p. 2434 (PrCt)

15742 Calumet River (Ill.) - Maps - 1998 - Land use
Authors: Openlands Project (Chicago, Ill.)
1 map : col. ; 97 x 40 cm.
Scale ca. 1:22,500.
Shows Open water, Forest Preserve District of Cook County, Illinois Nature Preserves, Illinois Natural Area Inventory Sites, cemeteries, landfills, exterior storage, and quarries.
map2F G4102 .C3 1998 O6 (PrCt)

15743 Calumet River (Ill.) - Pictorial works - 1871
The Calumet River, 1871 . [Chicago : University of Chicago Press, 1936].
1 view ; 13 x 23 cm.
Partial reproduction of an unidentified 1871 bird's-eye view, "courtesy of the Chicago Historical Society."
View looking west from Lake Michigan toward the mouth of the Calumet River and the adjacent South Chicago and East Side community areas.
Duplicate copy: Wing ZP 983 .C43116
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
I 0896 .013, between p. 24-25 (PrCt)
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15744 **Calvados (France) - Maps - 1895**


6e. éd.
Cover title: Géographie du Calvados
Map by Dufrénoy.
Printed by A. Lahure.
Former owner: Bowdoin College Library.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
_Baskes DC611.C167 .J63 1895 (NLO)_

15745 **Calvert County (Md.) - Maps - 1969**


Authors: Maryland. Dept. of Transportation 1 map : col. ; 43 x 32 cm.
Inserts: Long Beach. -- Broomes Island. -- Chesapeake Beach. -- Prince Frederick. -- Cove Point - Drum Point. -- Dares Beach.
_bmap4F G3843.A 1964-1985 M3 map 4 (PrCt)_

15746 **Calvi Harbor (Corsica, France) - Maps - 1793**

_Roads of Figarone and St. Mary ; Bay and road of St. Fiorentino ; Bay and port of Calvi ; Harbour and road of Ajaccio ; Gulfs of Talana or Valinco, and of Campo-Moro._ London : W. Faden, 1793.

Authors: Faden, William, 1749-1836 -- Foot, T. (Thomas) -- Faden, William, 1749-1836. Le Petit Neptune français -- or, French coasting pilot for the coast of Flanders Channel Bay of Biscay and Mediterranean 1793 5 maps ; 11 x 17 cm. or smaller, on sheet 27 x 35 cm.
In: Faden, William. Le Petit Neptune français; or, French coasting pilot, for the coast of Flanders, Channel, Bay of Biscay, and Mediterranean ... (London : W. Faden, 1793). 'Plate 38.'
_bmap4C 123 pl. 38 (PrCt)_

15747 **Camberwell (London, England) - Maps - 1842**

_Map of the parish of St. Giles Camberwell, delineating its ecclesiastical and parochial districts._ 1971.

Facsimile of original published 1842.
M218
_bmap6F G5754 .L7:3C3 1842 .D4 1971 (PrCt)_

15748 **Camberwell (London, England) - Pictorial works - Collections, 1750-1900**


Authors: The Camberwell Society -- Marks, Stephen Powys 14 views ; on sheets 19 x 26 cm. and smaller, in envelope 21 x 27 cm.
Facsimiles of originals published 1750-1900. Title from envelope.
Perspective views, scales vary.
Includes notes on the views (4 p.).
73-4675
ICN73
_bmap2F 5754.C29 (PrCt)_

15749 **Cambodia - Maps - 1978**


Authors: Mazzeo, Donatella, 1937- -- Silvi Antonini, Chiara, 1937- -- Grosset & Dunlap -- Monuments of civilization (Grosset & Dunlap) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v.
Translation of Civiltà Khmer.
Cf. OCLC 4480832. 
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
_bNot at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)_

15750 **Cambodia - Maps - 1994**

_Cambodia, Laos._ [Munich, Germany ; Cincinnati, Ohio : Nelles Verlag ; Seven Hills Book Distributors], 1994.

Authors: Nelles guides -- Nelles guides -- Nelles guides -- Seven Hills Book Distributors -- Wulf, Annalieise -- McGeoch, Angus -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 256 p. : col. ill., 16 col. maps ; 20 cm.
1st ed.
"Project editor, Annalieise Wulf ... translation and English editor, Angus McGeoch"--P. 6.
"English edition."--Spine.
At head of title: Nelles guides.
Includes index.
Series: Nelles guides
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
ISBN 3886813963 ; 9783886813968

15751 **Cambrai (France) - Maps - 1596**

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
La Ville de Cambrai. [Cologne : s.n.], 1596 [i.e. ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; hand col. ; 33 x 46 cm.
Anonymous map.
Includes references a-i, k-u, x-z, and *.
Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Cameracvm.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 5, pl. 21 (PrCt)

15752 Cambrai (France) - Maps - 1695 - Fortification
Cambrai, ville forte, capitale du Cambresis ... [Paris : De Fer, 1695].
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes -- avec leurs fortifications ... (1695-1696)
1 map ; 21 x 28 cm.
In: Fer, Nicolas de. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes; avec leurs fortifications ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, 1695-1696) pt. 4, map [63].
Manuscript '(6)' at upper right.
Case folio U 26. 293 pt. 4, map [63] (PrCt)

15753 Cambrai (France) - Maps - 1710
Authors: Fricx, Eugène-Henri, d. 1733 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
III:U59
1 map ; 37 x 49 cm.
Phillips 7962 no. [69].
3106
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sackmap4F G5834.C3 1710 F7 (PrCt)

15754 Cambrai (France) - Maps - 1713 - Fortification
Cambrai. Ville forte capitale du Cambresis ... [Paris : De Fer, 1713?].
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Introduction à la fortification ... [1713?] 1 map ; 21 x 28 cm.
In: Fer, Nicolas de. Introduction à la fortification ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, [1713?]) map [78].
For later state of this map, with engraved plate number, see Case folio U 26 .292.
For earlier version of this map, engraved on different plate, see Case folio U 26 .293.
Case oversize U 26.2919 map [78] (PrCt)

15755 Cambrai (France) - Pictorial works - 1620
Cambray. [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Hoefnagel, Joris, 1542-1601 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : hand col. ; 33 x 46 cm.
Possibly derived from a drawing by Joris Hoefnagel; see R.A. Skelton's Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.
Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Cameracvm.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 4, pl. 5 (PrCt)

15756 Cambria County (Pa.) - Maps - 1867 - Landowners
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 6 parts; 4 are 17 x 24 in. each and 2 are 18.5 x 24 in. each. Scale 1:50,688. Originally published Philadelphia: A. Pomeroy, 1867.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Microfiche 583, no. 719 (PrCt)

15757 Cambridge (England) - Maps - 1620
Cantebriagia, opulentissimi Anglie regni, vrbs celeberrimi nominis ... [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Smith, William, ca. 1550-1618 -- Lyne, Richard, fl. 1570-1600 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; hand col. ; 32 x 44 cm.
Derived from drawing by William Smith and a 1574 print by Richard Lyne; see R.A. Skelton's Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.
Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Cantabrigia.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 2, pl. 1 (PrCt)

15758 Cambridge (England) - Maps - 1657
Cantebriagia, opulentissimi Anglie regni, vrbs
Cambridge (England) - Maps - 1936 - University of Cambridge - Maps - 1936


Authors: Rutter, Frank, 1876-1937 -- John Bartholomew and Son -- W. Heffer & Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Heffer (W.) & Sons SEE W. Heffer & Sons xv, 82 pages, 8 unnumbered pages, 1 unnumbered folded leaf of plates : illustrations, 1 map ; 19 cm.

Ninth edition.

Cover title: Illustrated guide to Cambridge

Map engraved by John Bartholomew & Son.

Includes index.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes LF127 .R88 1936 (NLO)

Cambridge (England) - Maps - 1945 - University of Cambridge - Maps - 1945

Cambridge as it was and as it is to-day / by John Steegman. London : Batsford, 1945.


Book jacket designed by Brian Cook.

Maps on lining papers.

Includes bibliographical references and index.


Series statement from publisher's advertisements in other works in the series.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes DA630 .B68 Cambridge (1945) (NLO)
(folded, some col.) ; 18 cm.
2nd ed.
Cover title: Cambridge and district
Maps by John Bartholomew & Son.
Includes index.
"Guide series front, 1950" -- P. 1, first sequence.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .W3 Cambridge (1950) (NLO)

15764 Cambridge (England) - Maps - Collections, 1574-1904 - Road maps---University of Cambridge - Maps - Collections, 1574-1904 - Road maps---Road maps Cambridge 1574-1904 : a portfolio of twelve maps illustrating the changing plan of Cambridge from the sixteenth to the twentieth century.
Authors: Baggs, Tony -- Bryan, Peter -- Cambridgeshire Records Society
12 maps on 16 sheets ; sheets 29 x 42 cm., in portfolio 33 x 45 cm. + 1 booklet ([16] p. ; 21 cm.)
Title from booklet.
Part of the 1st edition Ordnance Survey 6" to 1 mile map of Cambridgeshire 1889 -- 12a-12b.
Part of the 2nd edition Ordnance Survey 6" to 1 mile map of Cambridgeshire 1904.
Includes bibliographic references (booklet, p. [3]).
Series statements: Cambridgeshire Records Society ; [v. 17] -- Cambridgeshire Records Society (Series) ; v. 17.
oversize G5754.C2 A3 2002 (NLO)

Atlas of the city of Cambridge, Middlesex Co., Massachusetts / by and under the direction of G. M. Hopkins ... engraved by Edward Busch.
Authors: Hopkins, Griffith Morgan -- G.M. Hopkins & Co. -- Busch, Edward, fl. 1872-1887 -- W. A. Mason & Son -- Read, J. Stacy -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Mason (W. A.) & Son SEE W. A. Mason & Son
1 atlas (69 p.) : 21 col. maps (some folded) ; 45 cm.
Cover title: Atlas of Cambridge, Massachusetts Issued with 19 (?) maps.
Attached at front: Two maps of Cambridge prepared by W. A. Mason & Son, one dated 1878.
Several maps loose.
Maps on pages 10-69 lettered Plate A-R; most of the maps are on the scale of 1:2,400 or 1 inch to 200 feet.
Owner's inscription: J. Stacy Read, 5 Pemberton Sy, Boston.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Phillips 1871
LC Card Number: map47000619
Baskes oversize G3764.C2G46 1873 .H6 (NLO)

15766 Cambridge (Mass.) - Maps - 1898---Harvard University - Maps - 1898
Authors: Hurlbut, Byron Satterlee, 1865 -- Heliotype Printing Co. -- Harvard University -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
149 p. : ill., 2 maps, plans ; 18 cm.
Edited by B.S. Hurlbut.
Folded double-sided map laid in; printed by Heliotype Printing Co.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Full text of another copy available online via HathiTrust Digital Library (accessed April 2013):
http://hdl.handle.net/2027/loc.ark:/13960/t83j4c49n
LC Card Number: 98000242
Baskes LSD2154 .G95 1898 (NLO)

1 map : col. ; 43 x 58 cm., folded in covers to 17 x 8 cm.
Front cover dated 1916, beneath cover title: "Latest map of Cambridge City, Massachusetts" Map includes logo of the National Association of Employing Lithographers: "N.A.E.L. 1906" Plate no. 318 D
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).
Road map4C G3764.C2P2 1916 .W3 (PrCl)

15768 Cambridgeshire (England) - Maps - 1610---Cambridge (England) - Maps - 1610
Cambridgeshire described with the deuision of the hundreds ... [London] : Thomas Bassett ... and Richard Chiswell, 1610 [i.e. 1676].
Authors: Speed, John, 1552?--1629 -- Bassett,
Cambridgeshire (England) - Maps - 15770
Cambridgeshire (England) - Maps - 1610
Cambridgeshire described with the deuision of the hundreds ... [London] : John Sudbury and G. Humbell [i.e. J. Legate and W. Humble], 1610 [i.e. 1646].
Authors: Speed, John, 1552?--1629 -- Sudbury, John -- Humble, George, d. 1640 -- Legate, John, d. 1658 -- Humble, William, 1612-1686 -- Speed, John, 1552?--1629. A Prospect of the most famous parts of the world ... together with ... Great Britaines empire (1646)
1 map ; 37 x 42 cm. on sheet 42 x 54 cm.
Inset (12 x 14 cm.): Cambridge.
Margins include coats-of-arms.
Letterpress text on verso (p. 37-38) under the following heading: The Description of Cambridgeshire.
In: Speed, John. The Theatre of the Empire of Great-Britain ... (London : Printed for T. Bassett and R. Chiswell, 1676) map [20].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .S7 1676 map [20] (PrCt)

Cambridgeshire (England) - Maps - 15771
Tourist's guide to the county of Cambridgeshire : with descriptions of the chief objects of interest, topographical, historical, and antiquarian / by Arthur George Hill. London : Edward Stanford, 1882.
Authors: Hill, Arthur George -- Edward Stanford Ltd. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Cover title: Tourists' guide to Cambridgeshire "With map and plan."
Includes bibliographical references (p. 126-127) and index.
Publisher's advertisements: [24] p. at end.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes DA670.C2 H55 1882 (NLO)

Cambridgeshire (England) - Maps - 15772
Authors: Highways & byways series -- Conybeare, E. -- Griggs, Frederick Landseer Maur, 1876-1938 -- Macmillan & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.
1st ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Cambridgeshire (England) - Maps - 15773
Authors: Little guides -- Cox, J. Charles (John Charles), 1843-1919 -- Jowitt, Robert Lionel Palgrave, 1899- -- John Bartholomew and Son -- Methuen & Co. -- Jarrold and Sons -- Bristow, Leslie Beaconsfield -- Roger S. Baskes

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Gates Etat remporté une victoire complète sur l’armée des Britannique aux ordres du Lord Cornwallis à Camden à l’ouest de Charleston, le 16 août 1780. 

Plan du combat du 16 août 1780 près de Camden à l’est de Charles-town où l’armée Britannique aux ordres du Lord Cornwallis a remporté une victoire complète sur l’armée des États-Unis de l’Amérique commandée le Général Gates. [19--].
maps Gloucester City (N.J.) - Maps - 1905
Road maps Road maps Counties - Maps
2 maps : col. ; 44 x 63 cm. and 24 x 16 cm., on sheet 47 x 82 cm.
Scale of county map [ca. 1:502,000].
Coordinates: (W 75°21′00″--W 74°40′00″/N 40°04′00″--N 39°32′00″). Oriented with north at upper left.
Scale of city map [ca. 1:15,800]. Coordinates: (W 75°06′52″/N 39°53′33″)
Inset (17 x 11 cm.): Index map : state of New Jersey.
In: Survey Map Company. Atlas of the state of New Jersey / ... compiled ... by Survey Map Company ... ; A.L. Westgard, Chief Engineer (New York : Survey Map Co., c1905), map 36.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G3811.P2 1905 .S97, map 36 (PrCt)

15780 Camden, William, 1551-1623. Britannia Morden, Robert, d. 1703 Introduction to The County Maps from William Camden's Britannia 1695 by Robert Morden.
Authors: Harley, J. B. (John Brian)
Vert 300 (PrCt)

Authors: King, W. K. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Microfiche 583, no. 770 (PrCt)

Authors: Texas. General Land Office -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: Blueprint, 48 x 35 in. Scale: 1:133,320. Originally compiled 1895. Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Microfiche 583, no. 918 (PrCt)
15785 Camocio, Giovanni Francesco, 16th cent. 
*Gioan Francesco Camocio and his large map of Europe.* [Leiden: E.J. Brill, 1951].
Authors: Gallo, Rodolfo -- Imago mundi (1951) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
p. 93-102
Map Ref folio GA1 .I6, v. 7, p. 93-102 (PrCt)

15786 Camocio, Giovanni Francesco, 16th cent. 
Authors: Woodward, David, 1942-2004
31 p. : maps ; 20 cm.
(James Ford Bell lectures ; no. 34).
Includes bibliographical references (p. 29-31)
G89 .W66 1997 (NLO)

15787 Camp County (Tex.) - Maps - 1879 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Texas. General Land Office -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 7.5 x 14.5 in. Scale 1:133,320.
Originally compiled 1879.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 919 (PrCt)

15788 Camp County (Tex.) - Maps - 1897 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
[Camp County (Tex.) - 1897: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche]. [Washington, D.C.]: LC G&M Division, [1983?].
Authors: Pressler, Chas. W. -- Texas. General Land Office -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: Blueprint, 17.5 x 26 in. Scale 1:133,320. Originally compiled 1897.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 920 (PrCt)

15789 Camp Douglas (Ill.) - Maps - 1865<<>>Chicago (Ill.) - Prisoner-of-war camps<<>>Prisoner-of-war camps - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1865<<>>Chicago (Ill.) - History - Civil War, 1861-1865 - Prisoners and prisons - Maps
History of Chicago ... (1884-1886) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 8 x 10 cm.
Page 301 of text: “William Bross determined the boundaries...”
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Ayer 160.9 .A5 1884, v. 2, p. 301 (PrCt)

Authors: Pucci, Kelly c2007.
127 p. : ill., maps ; 24 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 126) and index.
Contributor biographical information and publisher description available on Library of Congress website (accessed September 2013):
http://catdir.loc.gov/catdir/enhancements/fy0745/2007934437-b.html --
http://catdir.loc.gov/catdir/enhancements/fy0745/2007934437-d.html
LC Card Number: 2007934437
Series: Images of America.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
ISBN 9780738551753 (pbk.) ; 0738551759 (pbk.)
Chicago Browsing E616.D7 P83 2007 (NLO)
- 1865 Chicago (Ill.) - Pictorial works - 1865 Prisoner-of-war camps - Prisoner-of-war camps - Chicago (Ill.) - Pictorial works - 1865 Pictorial works - Camp Douglas (Ill.) - 1865 Chicago (Ill.) - History - Civil War, 1861-1865 - Prisoners and prisons - Pictorial works

View of Camp Douglas [ca. 1865?]. Chicago :
Blomgren Bros. & Co., 1885.
1 view ; 16 x 23 cm.
Shows prisoner-of-war camp on Chicago's South Side, at 31st Street and Cottage Grove Avenue (ca. 1865).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Ayer 160.9 .A5 1884, v. 2, p. [300] (PrCt)

Camp Jay Cooke (Minn.) - Pictorial works - 1870 Fort Jay Cooke (Minn.) SEE Camp Jay Cooke (Minn.)<><><>Fort Cooke (Minn.)
SEE Camp Jay Cooke (Minn.)<><><>Camp Cooke (Minn.) SEE Camp Jay Cooke (Minn.)
Authors: Coffin, Charles Carleton, 1823-1896 -- Coffin, Charles Carleton, 1823-1896. The Seat of empire (1870) -- Fields, Osgood & Co. -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 view ; 8 x 13 cm.
Anonymous view without imprint.
Camp Jay Cooke was located approximately 15 miles west of St. Cloud, Minn.
In: Coffin, Charles Carleton The Seat of empire (Boston : Fields, Osgood, & Co., 1870), between p. 36-37.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Graff 793, between p. 36-37 (PrCt)

Camp Wright Oregon 1865 / L. L. W. 1865.
1 ms. map : hand col. ; 32 x 39 cm., on sheet folded to 29 x 18 cm.
In Williams, Loren L. Journal v. 3, opening [85].
Forms part of Williams's manuscript journals, chronicling his life in Oregon between 1851-1880. Details camp established October 3, 1865 on the Silvies River in latter-day Harney County and the Ochoco National Forest in Oregon.
Pen-and-ink and watercolor.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
VAULT folio Graff 4683 v. 3, opening [85] (PrCt)

Campagna (Italy) - Maps - 1750
Terre de Labeur ou Campagne Felix. Amsterdam : Chez Cövens et Mortier, [ca. 1750?].
Authors: Cövens et Mortier -- Johan Gabriel Sack
Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:L25
1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 47 cm.
Plate cracked and damaged at lower left.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map2F G6713.C4 1750 .C6 (PrCt)

Campania (Italy) - Maps - 1560 - 1881
Phlegraen Plain (Italy) - Maps - 1560 - Pozzuoli Region (Italy) - Maps - 1560 - Solfatara (Italy : Volcano) - Maps - 1538 - Eruption - Volcanoes - Solfatara (Italy : Volcano) - Maps - 1538 - Eruption Il Vero disegno in svol proprio ivogho ritratto del intelice paese di Posvolo ... ali 29 de Setenbre 1538 ... / G. A. [S.I. n., 1560 or later?].
Authors: G. A. -- Agucchi, Giovanni -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 294 x 429 mm. (neat line), on sheet trimmed to 299 x 434 mm.
Map of the Campania region showing the 1538 eruption of the Solfatara volcano northeast of Pozzuoli near Naples.
Tooley 457.
Duplicate copy (hand colored): Novacco 4F 344.
For variant issue with Pietro de Nobili's name, see Novacco 4F 343.
d59.5
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Novacco 2F 174 (PrCt)

15796 Campania (Italy) - Maps - 1560<<>>Phlegraean Plain (Italy) - Maps - 1560<<>>Pozzuoli Region (Italy) - Maps - 1560<<>>Solfatara (Italy : Volcano) - Maps - 1538 - Eruption<<>>Volcanoes - Solfatara (Italy : Volcano) - Maps - 1538 - Eruption
Il Vero disegno in svol proprio Ivogho ritratto del infelice paese di Posvolo ... ali 29 de Setenbre 1538 ... / G. A. [S.l. s.n., 1560 or later?].
Authors: G. A. -- Agucchi, Giovanni -- Francis Roux-Devillas (Firm) -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 292 x 422 mm. (neat line), on sheet remargined to 447 x 484 mm.
Ex Lange.
For variant issue without Nobili's name, see Novacco 4F 344 (hand colored) and 2F 174 (uncolored).
d60a
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Novacco 4F 344 (PrCt)

15797 Campania (Italy) - Maps - 1560<<>>Phlegraean Plain (Italy) - Maps - 1560<<>>Pozzuoli Region (Italy) - Maps - 1560<<>>Solfatara (Italy : Volcano) - Maps - 1538 - Eruption<<>>Volcanoes - Solfatara (Italy : Volcano) - Maps - 1538 - Eruption
Il Vero disegno in svol proprio Ivogho ritratto del infelice paese di Posvolo ... ali 29 de Setenbre 1538 ... / Petri de Nobili's formis ; G. A. [S.l. s.n., 1560 or later?].
Authors: Nobili, Pietro de, fl. 1560 or later?
1538
1560<<>>Solfatara (Italy : Volcano)
Authors: Nobili, Pietro de, fl. 1560 or later?
1538
1560<<>>Pozzuoli Region (Italy)
Authors: Aelst, Nicolas van, ca. 1527-1613 -- Johnston-Lavis, H. J. -- Hoepli, Ulrico, 1847-1935 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 374 x 495 mm. (neat line), 377 x 497 mm. (plate mark)
Verso includes binding stub and manuscript annotation: 'H J. Johnston-Lavis[i]', '82', '137', and '345.'
For very similar print from different plate engraved in 1586 by Ambrogio Brambilla, see Novacco 346. Tooley 459.
Ex Hoepli.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Novacco 4F 345 (PrCt)

15799 Campania (Italy) - Maps - 1586<<>>Pozzuoli Region (Italy) - Maps - 1586
Authors: Aelst, Nicolas van, ca. 1527-1613 -- Johnston-Lavis, H. J. -- Hoepli, Ulrico, 1847-1935 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 388 x 509 mm. (neat line), 391 x 513 mm. (plate mark)
Map of the Campania region showing the 1538 eruption of the Solfatara volcano northeast of Pozzuoli near Naples. Manuscript '17' in upper right; binding stub on verso.
Ex Lange.
For variant issue without Nobili's name, see Novacco 4F 344 (hand colored) and 2F 174 (uncolored).
d60
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Novacco 4F 343 (PrCt)
mm. (plate mark)
Keyed to references 1-20 at upper left;
manuscript '28' at lower right.
Tooley 460.
Bella and Bella, Cartografia rara ... dalla
For 1602 edition of the same plate issued by
Giovanni Orlandi, see E. Mazzetti, Cartografia
generale del Mezzogiorno e Sicilia (1972), v. 1, pl. 5.
Cl. F. Borroni Salvadori, Carte, piante e stampa
storiche delle raccolte Lafrierane della Biblioteca
For very similar print from different plate
engraved ca. 1580 by Nicolas van Aelst, see
Novacco 4F 345.
Ex Rosenthal.
d62
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map
Collection (Newberry Library).
Novacco 4F 346 (PrCt)

15800
Campania (Italy) - Maps - 1588>Pozzuoli
Region (Italy) - Maps - 1588
[Map of the Pozzuoli region in Campania] / Mario
Cartaro ; Napoli anno 1588. Naples : [Mario
Cartaro?], 1588.
Authors: Cartaro, Mario, ca. 1540-1620 -- Capua,
Matteo de -- Gilhofer & Ranschburg (Vienna,
Austria) -- Franco Novacco Map Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map ; 315 x 445 mm. (neat line), 319 x 449
mm. (plate mark)
Dedication at upper right to ' ... Matteo de Capua,
Conte de Palena'.
Keyed to references 1-33 split between upper left
and lower right.
Cl. E. Mazzetti, Cartografia generale del
Mezzogiorno e Sicilia (1972), v. 1, pl. 5.
Cl. F. Borroni Salvadori, Carte, piante e stampa
storiche delle raccolte Lafrierane della Biblioteca
Cl. Bella and Bella, Cartografia rara ... dalla
Ex Gilhofer.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map
Collection (Newberry Library).
d63
Novacco 2F 175 (PrCt)

15801
Campania (Italy) - Maps - 1797
Volcanoes<>Volcanoes - Campania (Italy) -
Maps - 1797<Vesuvius (Italy) - Maps -
1737-1794 - Volcanoes<>Volcanoes -
Vesuvius (Italy) - Maps - 1737-1794
Topografia fisica della Campania di Scipione
Breislak, prof. de Min. de del C. R. d'Artigla /
1797.
Authors: Breislak, Scipione, 1748-1826 --
Rizzi-Zannoni, Giovanni Antonio, 1736-1814 --
Guerra, Giuseppe, 1750-ca.1820 -- Bevilacqua,
Eugenio -- Franco Novacco Map Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map ; 668 x 562 mm. (neat line), 707 x 601
mm. (plate mark)
'Dedicata A. S. E. la sig. Contessa Skawronsky
nata Baronessa Strogonow ... '.
Includes key to 64 numbered sites; shows extent
of Vesuvius lava flows between 1737-1794.
Arrigonini and Bertarelli, Carte geografiche
dell'Italia (1930) p. 261, no. 2338.
Sewn into contemporary binding (491 x 405 mm.)
with spine title: Map of Italy.
Bound with 2 other maps: Carta generale
dell'Italia divisa ne' suoi stati e province /
delineata ... dal P. D. Gio. M. Cassini C. R. S.
[1793] -- Carta de' crateri esistenti tra il Vesuvio e
la spiaggia di Cuma / Giuss. Guerra ... 1797.
Ex Bevilacqua (perhaps geographer Eugenia
Bevilacqua?).
I22
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map
Collection (Newberry Library).
VAULT oversize Novacco 7C 3 [map 2 of 3]
(PrCt)

15802
Campania (Italy) - Maps - 1940
Campania (non compresa Napoli e dintorni) Con
12 carte geografiche, 7 piane di città, e 6 piane
di edifici e schemi / L. V. Bertarelli. Milano [Milan] :
T.C.I., 1940 (1945 printing).
Authors: Touring club italiano -- Guida d'Italia del
T.C.I. -- Bertarelli, L. V. (Luigi Vittorio),
1859-1926 -- Corbellini, P. (Pietro) -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
420 p., [16] leaves of plates (some folded) : 25
col. maps and plans (some folded) ; 16 cm.
2a ed.
Maps by P. Corbellini.
Includes maps on lining papers.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 397-400)
and indexes.
Series: Guida d'Italia del T.C.I.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 41013467
Baskes DG416.C742 C3 1940 (NLO)

15803
Campbell County (Va.) - Maps - 1860-1869 -
Landowners - Manuscripts -
Facsimiles<>>Facsimiles -
Facsimiles<>>Counts -
Maps<>Landowners - Maps
[Campbell County (Va.) - 186-: LC G&M land
ownership maps on microfiche], [Washington,
D.C.] : LC G&M Division, [1983?].
Authors: Campbell, Albert H. (Albert Henry),
1826-1899 -- Library of Congress. Hotchkiss map
collection. No. 22 -- Library of Congress.
Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division
land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.

**Microfiche 583, no. 1228 (PrCt)**

15804 Campbell County (Va.) - Maps - 1864 - Landowners - Maps

**Microfiche 583, no. 1230 (PrCt)**

15805 Campeche, Bay of (Mexico) - Maps - 1700 - Bahia de Campeche (Mexico) SEE Campeche, Bay of (Mexico) - Bay of Campeche (Mexico) SEE Campeche, Bay of (Mexico) - Golfo de Campeche (Mexico) SEE Campeche, Bay of (Mexico) - Gulf of Campeche (Mexico) SEE Campeche, Bay of (Mexico) A Map of the Bay of Campechy. [London, 1700]. Authors: Moll, Herman, -1732 -- Dampier, William, 1652-1715 1 map ; 26.8 x 14.6 cm. In Dampier's Voyages and descriptions, vol. II : in three parts ... (London : J. Knapton, 1700), pt. 2, opp. p. 1. Scale ca. 1:5,400,000. At upper right: Place this map before part ye 2d. Burn hole over the 'O' in Ouanaxa, at lower left.

**VAULT Ayer 118 D2 1700, map [2] (PrCt)**

15806 Campeche (Campeche, Mexico) - Maps - 1671 - Pictorial works St. Francisco de Campeche. [London : John Ogilby, 1671]. Authors: Ogilby, John, 1600-1676 -- Ogilby, John, 1600-1676. America : being the latest, and most accurate description of the New World ... (1671) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 view ; 28 x 36 cm. Shows naval battle in foreground. Includes references 1-9 in bottom margin.

In: Ogilby, John. America : being the latest, and most accurate description of the New World ... (London : Printed by the author, 1671) opposite p. 223. **VAULT oversize Ayer 135.03 1671 opp. p. 223 (PrCt)**

15807 Campeche (Campeche, Mexico) - Maps - 1680 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles Planta de la ciudad de San Francisco de Campeche en la Privincia de Yucatan, hecha por alfrez é ingeniero militar Don Martin de la Torre.18 de Mayo de 1680. [19-]. Authors: Torre, Mario de la -- Archivo General de Indias. 63-4-20 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map Photostatic reproduction of 1680 manuscript. Torres Lanzas, Pedro. Relación descriptiva de los mapas, planos, & de México y Floridas existentes en el Archivo General de Indias (Sevilla, 1900):72.58-59 Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**MapPhoto Spain AGI 63-4-20 (PrCt)**


**Visscher 33 (PrCt)**

15809 Campeche (Mexico : State) - Maps - 1925 - Railroads - Chiapas (Mexico) - Maps - 1925 - Railroads - Tabasco (Mexico : State) -
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Maps - 1925 - Railroads - Railroads - Maps
1 map : col. ; 64 x 47 cm.
Plate no.: 5N25.
Includes key to railroads numbered 2-72 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Campeche, Chiapas & Tabasco railroads ... .
Issued folded in accompanying index (19 p. ; 17 cm.): Campeche, México : indexed pocket map, tourists’ and shippers’ guide ... = Mapa de bolsillo ... . San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1925.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
map3C G4741.P3 1925 .R3 (PrCt)

15810
Campeche (Mexico : State) - Maps - 1925 - Railroads - Chiapas (Mexico) - Maps - 1925 - Railroads - Tabasco (Mexico : State) - Maps - 1925 - Railroads - Railroads - Maps
1 map : col. ; 64 x 47 cm.
Plate no.: 5N25.
Includes key to railroads numbered 2-72 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Campeche, Chiapas & Tabasco railroads ... .
Issued folded in accompanying index (19 p. ; 17 cm.): Campeche, Chiapas y Tabasco México : indexed pocket map, tourists’ and shippers’ guide ... = Mapa de bolsillo ... . San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1925.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
map3C G4741.P3 1925 .R3a (PrCt)

15811
Authors: Illinois. Dept. of Business and Economic Development -- Illinois. Division of Tourism -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 booklet (28 p.) ; 23 x 11 cm.
"Revised edition."
Cover title.
"Prepared and distributed by Division of Tourism, Illinois Dept. of Business and Economic Development, 222 South College St., Springfield, Illinois 62706" and "State of Illinois, Department of Business and Economic Development" -- inside front cover.
Cover art: Color photographs of Illinois wildlife and campgrounds.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1533 (PrCt)

15812
Camping - Rocky Mountains - 1880 - Geological and Geographical Survey of the Territories (U.S.) - 1880 Rocky Mountain nights. 1880.
Authors: Ingersoll, Ernest, 1852-1946.
p. 218-224
Ayer Modern MS Karrow, box 2, folder 16, no. 17 (PrCt)

15813
Campo Marzio (Rome, Italy) - 510 B.C.-476 A.D. - Archaeology - Rome (Italy) - 510 B.C.-476 A.D.
Ioannis Baptistae Piranesii antiquariorum Regiae societatis Londinsensis socii Campus Martius antiquae urbis. Rome : [s.n.], 1762.
Authors: Piranesi, Giovanni Battista, 1720-1778.
Incomplete: 3 sheets detached from the complete work (48 plates within 110 leaves).
The first of 2 map sheets is numbered 'Tab. III' and is titled 'Topographia vestigiorum veteris urbis et Campi Martii'. The following sheet is numbered 'Tab. IV' but is not titled. Both map sheets contain multiple insets with separate captions.
Maps and insets identify archaeological sites on the Campus Martius as of 1762, as well as the development of the area from ca. 510 B.C. to ca. 476 A.D.
All 3 sheet versos contain previous ownership stamp (illegible, oval shape, 19 x 29 mm.)
sc map2F G6714.R7:2C3 1762 P5 (NLO)

15814
Campo Marzio (Rome, Italy) - Maps - 1980 - Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1980
Authors: Aronson, J. H.
1 map
temp map4F G6714.R7:2C3 1980 .A7 (PrCt)

15815
Camprodón (Spain) - Maps - 1695 -

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Fortification
Campredon, ville forte de Catalogne. [Paris : De Fer, 1695].
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes -- avec leurs fortifications ... (1695-1696)
1 map ; 23 x 29 cm.
In: Fer, Nicolas de. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes; avec leurs fortifications ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, 1695-1696) pt. 6, map [118].
Manuscript '18' at upper right.
Case folio U 26. 293 pt. 6, map [118] (PrCt)

15816 Camprodón (Spain) - Maps - 1713 - Fortification
Campredon ville forte de Catalogne ... Paris : De Fer, [1713?].
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Inselin, C. -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Introduction à la fortification ... [1713?]]
1 map ; 18 x 23 cm.
In: Fer, Nicolas de. Introduction à la fortification ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, [1713?]!) map [155].
For later state of this map, with engraved plate number, see Case folio U 26 .292.
For earlier version of this map, engraved on different plate, see Case folio U 26 .293.
Case oversize U 26 .2919 map [155] (PrCt)

15817 Canada - 1812 - Maps - 1713 - Great Lakes Region (North America) - Maps - 1812 ...
Map of Upper and Lower Canada and United States, contiguous. Contracted from the manuscript surveys of P. F. Tardieu ... Cheshire, Conn. Kensett sculp., 1812 .
Authors: Kensett, Thomas, 1786-1829 -- Tardieu, P. F. (Pierre François), 1757-1822 -- Chicago Historical Society
1 map ; 33 x 45 cm.
At head of title: To the officers of the army and citizens of the United States this ....
Copyright date: November 4, 1812.
Includes tables of Canadian townships.
Worn impression, with some stains; mounted on linen.
Cf. OCLC 48412524.
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.
CHS Coll., Map no. 692 (PrCt)

15818 Canada - County Maps - Bibliography - 1860-1896 - National Map Collection - Catalogs
Authors: Maddick, Heather -- National Map Collection -- Public Archives of Canada
Includes bibliographical references and indexes.
LC Card Number: 79300109
ISBN 0662001087
lower case folio g 10 .145 no. 3 (NLO)

Authors: Canada. Hydrographic Service
1 map ; col. ; 76 x 110 cm.
Scale 1:1,500,000.
Includes historical notes and 3 inset maps.
84-78084
map6F G3406.S12 1984 .C3 (PrCt)

Authors: Plancius, Petrus, 1552-1622 -- Balding and Mansell, firm, Wisbech -- Map Library (British Library)
1 map ; 39 x 55 cm.
Added title: Chart of Canada and the North Atlantic Ocean
Facsimile of 1592 original in the British Library (MapsC.2a.3.(2)).
Includes illustration and text.
75-22089
M1010
map4F G3405 1592 P4 1975 (PrCt)

Figure de la Terre Neuve, Grande Riviere de Canada, et cotes de l'ocean en la Nouvelle France. [19-].
Authors: Lescarbot, Marc -- France. Service hydrographique. Bibliothèque. B 4044-3 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 17th-century manuscript.
Two copies, two sizes.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
MapPhoto France BSH B 4044-3 (PrCt)

Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1625 - New England - Maps - 1625
Authors: Stirling, William Alexander, Earl of, 1567 or 8-1640 -- Purchas, Samuel, 1577?-1626.
Purchas his pilgrimes (1625) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : copper engraving ; 24.9 x 32.9 cm. fold.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
to 32 x 21 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:15,000,000].
The page numbers 1872 and 1873 are engraved in the upper corners of the plate, which is found between the text pages numbered 1870 and 1871.

References: Kershaw, Early printed maps of Canada, 58.
Digital image available on Boston Public Library website (accessed Dec. 2010):
http://maps.bpl.org/details_10051/?mhid=4
VAULT Ayer 110 .P9 1625, v. 4, after p. 1870 (PrCt)

Cartes des costes de l'Amérique septentrionale et des terres ... decouvertes par Pierre Alemand ... [19--].
Authors: Alemand, Pierre -- France. Service hydrographique. Archives. 124-1-1 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1678 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France ASH 124-1-1 (PrCt)

Carte pour servir à l'eclairissement du papier de la Nouvelle France. [19--].
Authors: Franquelin, Jean Baptiste Louis -- France. Service hydrographique. Archives. 125-1-1 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1678 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France ASH 125-1-1 (PrCt)

Carte de la Nouvelle France et des terres qui s'astendent ... l 681. [19--].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1681 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

MapPhoto France BSH B 4040-3 (PrCt)

A Correct chart of ye north part of America, for Hudsons Bay commony called ye North West Passage. London [i.e. Amsterdam] : John Thornton [i.e. Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, 1697].
1 map ; 42 x 52 cm.
In facsimile reprint of: Thornton, John and William Fisher. The English pilot. The fourth book. Describing the sea-coasts ... from the River Amazons to New-Found-Land; with all the West India navigation ... London, 1689 (Amsterdam: Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, 1697) pl. [1].
Map Ref oversize G1025 .T37 ser. 4, v. 1, pl. [1] (PrCt)

15827 Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1693
The North West part of America. 1693.
Authors: Morden, Robert, d. 1703
1 map
Detached from an unidentified text, p. 589; letterpress text in English below plate and on verso.
temp map1F G3405 1693 .M6 (PrCt)

Nova tabula geographicam complectens borealorem Americae partem ... = Carte nouvelle contentant la partie d'Amérique la plus septentrionale ... / Luggardus van Anse schulp. Amsetlodami [Amsterdam] : Nicolao Visscher, [ca. 1695].
Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1618-1679 -- Anse, Luggert van, fl. 1690-1716 -- Destombes, Marcel, 1905-1983 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 545 x 873 mm. (neat line), on composite sheet 613 x 912 mm.
Made from 2 sheets trimmed and joined; left sheet title in Latin, right sheet title in French. Detached from an atlas; verso includes manuscript numbers 30 and 31. Hand colored duplicate bound as adjacent sheets in Visscher, Nicolaes. Atlas minor sive geographia compendiosa. Amsterdam, [ca. 1710] (Ayer *+135 V8 1700 nos. [109-110]).
Kershaw 319, plate 206 (right sheet only).
Koeman v. 3, p. 179, nos. [93] and [95].
Ex Destombes.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Novacco 6F 6 (PrCt)

15829 
Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1732 - Coasts - Nautical charts

"James Gardner his book right [?] in [?]of latt. 96:56 on board of Sloop Squirrel [?] on March of 30 day 1746 now a thick foggey day and no whales" -- manuscript note in brown ink on verso.

In: The English pilot : the fourth book : describing whails" 30 day 1746 now a thick foggey day and no whale... [Harrow, England: Fleming, 1909-1912].

"103" -- oversize letterpress number stamped on verso.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1106.P5 E5 1732, [plate 2] (PrCt)

15830 
Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1740 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Carte contenant les nouvelles découvertes de l'ouest en Canada ... 1740. [19-].
Authors: France. Service hydrographique. Bibliothèque. B 4044-23 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map

Photostatic reproduction of 1740 manuscript. Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

MapPhoto France BSH B 4044-23 (PrCt)

15831 
Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1755<<>>New France - Maps - 1755<<>>Great Lakes Region (North America) - Maps - 1755
Partie de l'Amerique Septent. qui comprend la Nouvelle France ou le Canada / par le Sr. Robert de Vaugondy ... [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy], 1755.
Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1758?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 59 cm.

Inset (21 x 36 cm.): Supplement pour les lacs du Canada.


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1757, [plate 103] (PrCt)

15832 
Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1755<<>>New France - Maps - 1755<<>>Great Lakes Region (North America) - Maps - 1755
Partie de l'Amerique Septent. qui comprend la Nouvelle France ou le Canada / par le Sr. Robert de Vaugondy ... ; C. Haussard sculp. [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy], 1755.
Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Haussard, Catherine -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1790?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 60 cm.

Inset (21 x 36 cm.): Supplement pour les lacs du Canada.

In: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles. Atlas universel / par M. Robert ... et par M. Robert de Vaugondy son fils ... (A Paris : Chez De la Marche, géographe, rue du Foin St. Jacques, Collège de Me. Gervais, 1757, [i.e. 1790?]), [plate 103]. "103" -- oversize letterpress number stamped on verso.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1790, [plate 103] (PrCt)

15833 
Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1759 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
A General map of New France, commonly called Canada; drawn to shew a mode of breaking the communication of Franch settlements by building a strong fort at a mouth of the river Condé, a section on the south side of the Lake Huron, and a third at the River des François. [19-].


15834 Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1760 - Coasts -
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Stumped "48" on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes oversize** G1015 .R63 1801 no. 48 (NLO)

15841 **Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1813<>Ontario - Maps - 1813**

Authors: Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Neele, George -- Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824. Neele's general atlas: consisting of a complete set of maps compiled from the best authorities ... (1814 [i.e. 1815]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col.; 21 x 27 cm.

In: Neele, Samuel John and George. Neele's general atlas: consisting of a complete set of maps compiled from the best authorities, and including all the new discoveries (London : [Samuel and George Neele]; Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme, and Brown; Cadell & Davies, 1814 [i.e. 1815]), [plate 56].

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Engraved no. XL at lower right.

**Baskes folio** G1019 .N4 1814, [plate 56] (PrCt)

15842 **Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1823**


Authors: Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Hall, Sidney -- Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823. A New general atlas constructed from the latest authorities ... (1823) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : 20 x 25 cm.

In: Arrowsmith, Aaron. A New general atlas constructed from the latest authorities ... Exhibiting the boundaries and divisions, also the chains of mountains and other geographical features of all the known countries in the world (Edinburgh ; London : A. Constable & Co., 1823), pl. 49.

**Folio Ayer 135 .A65 1823 pl. 49 (PrCt)**

15843 **Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1827**

*British possessions in North America.*


1 map : hand col.; 24 x 35 cm.

Engraved title within neatline.

Added letterpress title in uppercase and oversize lettering, top margin: Geographical, statistical, and historical map of upper and lower Canada, and the other British possessions in North America

In: H.C. Carey and I. Lea (Firm). A Complete historical, chronological, and geographical American atlas ... (Philadelphia ; London ; Leipzig ; Paris : H.C. Carey & I. Lea ; John Miller ; Bossange Freres, 1827) pl. [3]. Sheet 'No. 4.'

**Oversize Ayer 135 .C268 1827 pl. 3 (PrCt)**

15844 **Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1834<>Northeastern States - Maps - 1834<>Wall maps**

*New travelling and commercial map of the Canadas : from the Sault of St. Marie to the river Saguenay, and a large section of the United States of America / compiled from the latest surveys and most approved authorities ... by his obliged obedient humble servant David Taylor, R.N., March 1834 ; engraved by S. Stiles & Co. New York.* [New York : s.n.], 1834.

Authors: Taylor, David, 1818-1881 -- S. Stiles & Co. -- Barrie, Robert, Sir, 1774-1841 -- Leith, active 1834 -- Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col.; 77 x 115 cm. on two sheets, fold. in covers 18 x 13 cm.

Folded into black leather covers with gilt title: Travelling map of the Canadas. The left half originally tipped to the front board, the right half to the rear board.

Scale [ca. 1:1,500,000] ; (W 880 --W 670/N 480--N 330).

Relief shown by hachures.

"Dedicated by permission to Commodore Robert Barrie, C.B. &c. &c."

Prime meridians: Greenwich and Washington.
Includes 3 tables of distances.

Inscribed in ink on front paste-down: Leith 1834. Forms part of the Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library).

**Map6F G3405 1834 .T3 (PrCt)**

15845 **Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1840**

*Canada, with New Brunswick, Nova Scotia & Newfoundland.* London : Mr. Bull, [ca. 1840].

Authors: Starling, Thomas -- Bull and Churton -- Bull, Mr., fl. ca. 1840 -- Starling, Thomas. The Royal cabinet atlas ... [ca. 1840]

1 map : hand col.; 8 x 14 cm.

In: Starling, Thomas. The Royal cabinet atlas ... (London : Bull and Churton, [ca. 1840]) 'Pl. LXXXII' [i.e. 43].

**Map3C 5 map [43] (PrCt)**

15846 **Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1840<>New England -1840**

*Map of British America.* [Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, 1840].

Authors: Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846 -- Lea & Blanchard -- Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (1840)

1 map ; 11 x 18 cm.

Keyed to dozens of references on p.348.

In: Murray, Hugh. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard,

G 11 .607 v. 3, p. 349 (PrCt)

15847 Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1841
1 map : hand col. ; 27 x 24 cm.
Running title at bottom left: Gilbert's modern atlas In: Mudie, Robert. Gilbert's modern atlas of the earth ... (London : Grattan and Gilbert, [1841?]), [plate 45]. Printed no. 45 at bottom center.
Baskes folio G1019 .M83 1841, [plate 45] (PrCt)

15848 Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1841
1 map : col. ; 19 x 25 cm.
folio Ayer 135 .B75 1835 pl. 25, p. 65 (PrCt)

15849 Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1845 Quebec (Province) - Maps - 1845 Maritime Provinces - Maps - 1845
Canada East, formerly Lower Canada. [Philadelphia : Carey & Hart, 1845]. Authors: Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Carey & Hart -- Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858. A New universal atlas ... (1845) 1 map : hand col. ; 29 x 36 cm.
Inset (14 x 15 cm.): Nova Scotia, New Brunswick &c.
In: Tanner, Henry Schenck. A New universal atlas ... (Philadelphia : Carey & Hart, 1845) map '3.'
Case oversize G1019 .T2 1845 map 3 (PrCt)

1 map : col. ; 28 x 42 cm.
In: Lowry, Joseph Wilson. Lowry's Universal atlas constructed and engraved from the most recent authorities (New York : Harper and Brothers, 1853) pl. [56]. Printed plate nos. 'C,' '85' and '86.
folio G 10 .525 pl. [56] (PrCt)

15851 Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1861
In black leather embossed covers with silver clasp and gilt title: Map of Canada. Sectioned and mounted on linen; signature and date 1861 on verso partially covered by paper overlay.
Scale [ca. 1:1,840,000]. Shows area west of Falls of St. Mary and south of 45° N. Lat. Major roads colored dark reddish-brown. Inset extension of Gaspé Peninsula at same scale.
Forms part of the Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library).
map3C G3405 1861 .D4 (PrCt)

oversize G 10 .456, map 43 (PrCt)


**Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)**

In: Johnston, Alexander Keith. The Royal atlas of modern geography: exhibiting, in a series of entirely original and authentic maps ... (Edinburgh and London: William Blackwood and Sons, 1861), map 42.

**oversize G 10 .456, map 42 (PrCt)**

15854 **Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1866** & **Maritime Provinces - Maps - 1866**

No. "40" printed on verso.

**oversize G 10 .42, plate 40 (PrCt)**

15855 **Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1872**

Printed plate no. "XXXVII" at upper right and pasted on verso.

_Case oversize G1019 .A38 1872, plate [37] (PrCt)**

15856 **Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1883**

_Part of Canada [Quebec and Ontario]. Chicago: Geo. F. Cram, [1883].

_folio G1019 .G463 1883b, p. 27 (PrCt)**

15857 **Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1887** & **Railroads - Maps**

Advertising on verso: Poor & Greenough, bankers and brokers ... New York In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1887) between p. 928-929

_H 668 .703 (1887) bet. p. 928-929 (PrCt)**

15858 **Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1888** & **Railroads - Maps**

Advertising on verso for American Bank Note Company and Poor & Greenough, bankers and brokers, New York.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1888) between p. 992-993

_H 668 .703 (1888) bet. p. 992-993 (PrCt)**

15859 **Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1889** & **Railroads - Maps**

Advertising on verso for American Bank Note Company and Poor & Greenough, bankers and brokers, New York.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1889) between p. 960-961

_H 668 .703 (1889) bet. p. 960-961 (PrCt)**

15860 **Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1890** & **Railroads - Maps**


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
15872 Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1902 - Railroads<><>Railroads - Maps
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1902)
1 map : col. ; 20 x 26cm.
Title in upper margin.
Added title in upper margin: Poor's manual--Railroad map of Canada, 1902.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1902) between p. [784]-[843]
H 668 .703 (1902) bet. p. [784]-[843] (PrCt)

15876 Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1906 - Railroads<><>Railroads - Maps
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1906)
1 map : col. ; 20 x 26cm.
Title in upper margin.
Added title in upper margin: Poor's manual--Railroad map of Canada, 1906.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1906) between p. 848-849 
H 668 .703 (1906) bet. p. 848-849 (PrCt)

15877 Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1907 - Railroads&lt;&gt;&lt;&gt;Railroads - Maps 
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1907) 
1 map : col. ; 20 x 26 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Added title in upper margin: Poor's manual--Railroad map of Canada, 1907. 
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1907) between p. 880-881 
H 668 .703 (1907) bet. p. 880-881 (PrCt)

15878 Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1908 - Railroads&lt;&gt;&lt;&gt;Railroads - Maps 
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1908) 
1 map : col. ; 20 x 26 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Added title in upper margin: Poor's manual--Railroad map of Canada, 1908. 
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1908) between p. 768-769 
H 668 .703 (1908) bet. p. 768-769 (PrCt)

15879 Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1909 - Railroads&lt;&gt;&lt;&gt;Railroads - Maps 
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1909) 
1 map : col. ; 20 x 26 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Added title in upper margin: Poor's manual--Railroad map of Canada, 1909. 
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1909) between p. 768-769 
H 668 .703 (1909) bet. p. 768-769 (PrCt)

15880 Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1930 - Road maps&lt;&gt;&lt;&gt;Northeastern States - Maps - 1930 - Road maps&lt;&gt;&lt;&gt;Road maps 
Sectional map indicating main automobile roads between Canada & United States (Atlantic sheet) 
/ Prepared by Natural Resources Intelligence Service ... 1930. [Ottawa? Dept. of the Interior?], 1930.
Authors: Canada. Natural Resources Intelligence Service -- Canada. Dept. of the Interior -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) 
1 map : col. ; 43 x 86 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library). 
RMcN AE 195.16.1 (PrCt)

15881 Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1930 - Road maps&lt;&gt;&lt;&gt;Trans-Canada Highway - Maps - 1930&lt;&gt;&lt;&gt;Road maps 
Imperial Oil Ltd. highways map of eastern Canada & adjacent states. [Toronto?] : published by Imperial Oil, Limited ... c1930.
Authors: Imperial Oil Limited -- Thomson, A. R., fl. 1930 -- Rolph-Clark-Stone Limited -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) 
1 map : col. ; 57 x 89 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Highways map of eastern Canada and adjacent states ... / A. R. Thomson, Chief Cartographer. 
"Copyright, 1930 by Imperial Oil, Ltd." -- at bottom left.
"Lithographed in Canada by Rolph Clark Stone Ltd., Toronto." 
Map includes Imperial Oil gasoline pump images. 
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library). 
RMcN AE 197.10 (PrCt)

15882 Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1930 - Road maps&lt;&gt;&lt;&gt;Road maps 
Texaco road map : 1930 : eastern Canada. 
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) 
1 map : col. ; 63 x 89 cm.
At head of title: Department of the Interior, Canada ... 
Bar "scale of 20 miles" [= 1 inch]. 
Inset (4 x 7.5 cm.): [Index map of Canadian road map series]. 
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library). 
RMcN AE 197.10 (PrCt)
Plate no. A 6. 3030 A.
Panel art: Texaco logo over U.S. outline
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 195.20.1 (PrCt)

15886 Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Canada, Western - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Great Lakes Region (North America) - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Peace River (B.C. : Regional district) - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Canada - Maps - 1933 - Road maps

Texaco road map : Canada ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, 1933.
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 34 x 86 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. A 6. 3030 A
Panel art: Texaco logo over U.S. outline
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 186.48 (PrCt)

15887 Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Canada, Western - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Great Lakes Region (North America) - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Peace River (B.C. : Regional district) - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Canada - Maps - 1933 - Road maps

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 34 x 86 cm.
Panel title.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
15888 Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Canada, Western - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Great Lakes Region (North America) - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Peace River (B.C. : Regional district) - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Canada - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Texaco road map : Canada : 1934 ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, 1934.
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 34 x 86 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. A 6. 3030 A.
Panel art: Texaco logo over U.S. outline
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 195.20.2 (PrCt)

15890 Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Ontario - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Québec (Province) - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Maritime Provinces - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Eastern Canada : 1934 road map : Imperial Oil Limited everywhere in Canada. [Toronto?]
Imperial Oil Limited, 1934.
Authors: Imperial Oil Limited -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
5 maps on 1 sheet (both sides) : col. ; 57 x 59 cm. and smaller, on sheet 78 x 61 cm.
Panel title.
Added map titles: 1934 Imperial Oil map of eastern Canada : map no. 1 : Ontario -- 1934 Imperial Oil map of eastern Canada : map no. 2 : Québec -- 1934 Imperial Oil map of eastern Canada : map no. 3 : Maritime Provinces -- Roads in western Québec and northeastern Ontario -- Key map [graphic index].
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 195.22 (PrCt)

15891 Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Ontario - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Québec (Province) - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Maritime Provinces - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Eastern Canada : 1934 road map / Imperial Oil Limited. [Toronto?]: Imperial Oil, 1934.
Authors: Imperial Oil Limited -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 61 cm. ; folded to 20 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: 1934 Imperial Oil map of eastern Canada : map no. 1, Ontario "Lithographed in Canada."
Inset (18 x 18 cm.): Roads in western Quebec and northeastern Ontario
Maps on verso (each 38 x 59 cm.): 1934
Imperial Oil map of eastern Canada : map no. 2, Québec -- 1934 Imperial Oil map of eastern Canada : map no. 3, Maritime Provinces.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1496 (PrCt)

15892 Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Canada, Western - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Great Lakes Region (North America) - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Peace River (B.C. : Regional district) - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Canada - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Road maps
Canada : Texaco road map : tour with Texaco.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1935].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 34 x 86 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco road map : eastern Canada.
Date from RMcN AE 195 ms. index.
Plate no. : 3260.
Maps on verso (31 x 87 cm. and smaller): Texaco road map : western Canada -- Texaco road map : Great Lakes section -- Peace River area -- Vancouver -- Winnipeg.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 195.27 (PrCt)

15893 Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Canada, Western - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Great Lakes Region (North America) - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Peace River (B.C. : Regional district) - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Canada - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Road maps
Canada : Texaco road map ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1935].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 34 x 86 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco road map : eastern Canada.
Date from RMcN AE 196 ms. index.
Plate no. R. 3260.
Maps on verso (31 x 86 cm. and smaller): Texaco road map : western Canada -- Texaco road map : Great Lakes section -- Peace River area -- Vancouver -- Winnipeg.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 196.1 (PrCt)

15894 Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Travel eastern Canada with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau.
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1935].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1306 (PrCt)

15895 Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Canada, Western - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Peace River (B.C. : Regional district) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Glacier National Park (Mont.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Waterton Lakes National Park (Alta.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Canada - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Road maps
Canada : Texaco road map ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1936].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 34 x 86 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco road map : eastern Canada.
Date from RMcN AE 196 ms. index.
Plate no. R. 3260.
Maps on verso (31 x 86 cm. and smaller): Texaco road map : Western Canada -- Peace River area -- Glacier National Park -- Lake Louise & Banff area -- Waterton Lakes Park -- Vancouver -- Winnipeg.
Panel art: Texaco logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 196.1 (PrCt)

15896 Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Canada, Western - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Peace River (B.C. : Regional district) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Glacier National Park (Mont.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Waterton Lakes National Park (Alta.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Canada : Texaco road map ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1936].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 34 x 86 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco road map : eastern Canada.
Date from RMcN AE 196 ms. index.
Plate no. R. 3260.
Maps on verso (31 x 86 cm. and smaller): Texaco road map : Western Canada -- Texaco road map : Great Lakes section -- Peace River Area -- Vancouver -- Winnipeg.
Panel art: Texaco logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 196.1 (PrCt)
Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Canada : Texaco road map ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1936].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 34 x 86 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco road map : eastern Canada.
Date from RMcN 196 ms. index.
Plate no. R. 3260
Maps on verso (31 x 86 cm. and smaller): Texaco road map : Western Canada -- Peace River area -- Glacier National Park -- Lake Louise & Banff area -- Waterton Lakes Park -- Vancouver -- Winnipeg.
Panel art: Texaco logo
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 196.2 (PrCt)
15897

Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Great Lakes Region (North America) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Maritime Provinces - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Travel eastern Canada with Conoco : every Conoco station is a branch of the Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1937].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 35 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Conoco official road map : eastern Canada.
Date from RMcN AE 158 ms. index.
Plate nos. "11-K" and "258 - S.C."
Inset (13 x 16 cm.): Maritime Provinces.
Maps on verso (27 x 43 cm. and smaller):
Conoco ... official road map : Maritime Provinces -- Québec -- Montréal -- Toronto.
Panel art: Conoco logo over outline of North America.
Handstamped "1937" and "copyrighted".
Forms part of Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 158.12A (PrCt)
15900

Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Ontario - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Québec (Province) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Maritime Provinces - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Eastern Canada road map / Imperial Oil Limited ... [Toronto?] : Imperial Dealer, 1937.
Authors: Imperial Oil Limited -- General Drafting Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 57 x 59 cm., folded to 20 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: For happy motoring buy at the Imperial sign.
Added title: 1937 Imperial Oil map of eastern Canada : map no. 1 : Ontario.
"Copyright, all rights reserved, Imperial Dealer."
"Lithographed in Canada."
Inset (18 x 18 cm.): Roads in western Quebec and northeastern Ontario.
Maps on verso (37 x 59 cm. and smaller): 1937 Imperial Oil map of eastern Canada : map no. 2 : Québec -- 1937 Imperial Oil map of eastern Canada : map no. 3 : Maritime Provinces -- Key map.
Maps on verso include General Drafting Co.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3097 (PrCt)

15906
Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Road map of Canada : En-ar-co White Rose Dealer ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1939].
Authors: National Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: En-ar-co road map of eastern Canada.
Date from RMcN AE 195 ms. index.
Plate no. U.3939.
Inset (18 x 15 cm.): Maritime Provinces.
Maps on verso (20 x 47 cm. and 8 x 8 cm.): En-ar-co road map of western Canada [in 2 sections] -- New Hazelton connection.
Panel art: Texaco logo over outline of U.S. and Canada.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 195.34 (PrCt)

15907
Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Road map of Canada : eastern Canada. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1940].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
2 maps : col. ; 41 x 32 cm. and 32 x 41 cm., on sheet 71 x 54 cm.
Panel title.
Added titles: Texaco touring map of New Brunswick ; Texaco touring map of eastern Maritime Provinces.
Date from RMcN AE 195 ms. index.
Plate no. V.3948.
Maps on verso (40 x 50 cm. and smaller): Texaco touring map of Quebec -- Laurentides district -- Texaco touring map of Ontario -- Timagami district.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 195.36 (PrCt)

15908
Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Maritime Provinces - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Canada - Maps - 1941 - Airways - Canada - Maps - 1941
Road maps
Aeronautical charts Eastern Canada (Québec, Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, and Prince Edward Island) ... / Imperial Oil Limited ... New York : General Drafting Co Inc., 1941.
Authors: Imperial Oil Limited -- General Drafting Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 37 x 59 cm., folded to 19 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
"Lithographed in U.S.A."
Added title: Eastern Canada : map no. 1 : Maritime Provinces.
Inset (15 x 25 cm.): Airways over Canada.
Map on verso (38 x 54 cm.): Eastern Canada : map no. 2 : Kingston to Quebec.
Panel art: Gas station attendant holding Imperial logo and slogan "make it a habit 'buy at the Imperial sign'".
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1500 (PrCt)

15909
Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
New Brunswick - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Maritime Provinces - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Québec (Province) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Ontario - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Texaco touring map : eastern Canada. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1941].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
2 maps : col. ; 41 x 32 cm. and 32 x 41 cm., on sheet 71 x 54 cm.
Panel title.
Added titles: Texaco touring map of New Brunswick ; Texaco touring map of eastern Maritime Provinces.
Date from RMcN AE 195 ms. index.
Plate no. W.3948.
Maps on verso (40 x 50 cm. and smaller): Texaco touring map of Quebec -- Laurentides district -- Texaco touring map of Ontario -- Timagami district.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 195.39 (PrCt)
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 49 x 154 cm., folded to 21 x 10 cm
Panel title.
Added titles: Texaco touring map of eastern Quebec, Maritime Provinces -- Texaco touring map of eastern Ontario, western Quebec.
Plate no. 0-4511-6.
Inset (11 x 19 cm.): Central Ontario
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 196.14 (PrCt)

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 55 x 78 cm.
Panel title.
Added titles: Texaco touring map of eastern Ontario, western Quebec.
Date from RMcN AE 196 ms. index.
Plate no. 0-4510-8.
Inset (11 x 19 cm.): Central Ontario
Map on verso (55 x 78 cm.): Texaco touring map of eastern Quebec, Maritime Provinces.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 196.11 (PrCt)
Plate no. 1-4510-9.
Inset (11 x 19 cm.): Central Ontario.
Map on verso (55 x 78 cm.): Texaco touring map of eastern Quebec, Maritime Provinces.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 196.16 (PrCt)

Eastern Canada : tour with Texaco ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1956].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 maps : col. ; 55 x 78 cm.
Panel title.
Added titles: Texaco touring map of eastern Ontario, western Quebec.
Date from RMcN AE 196 ms. index.
Plate no. 5-4510-18.
Inset (11 x 32 cm.): Central Ontario.
Map on verso (55 x 78 cm.): Texaco touring map of eastern Quebec, Maritime Provinces.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 196.12X (PrCt)

Eastern Canada : tour with Texaco ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1956].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 maps : col. ; 55 x 78 cm.
Panel title.
Added titles: Texaco touring map of eastern Ontario, western Quebec.
Date from RMcN AE 196 ms. index.
Plate no. 5-4510-17.
Inset (11 x 32 cm.): Central Ontario.
Map on verso (55 x 78 cm.): Texaco touring map of eastern Quebec, Maritime Provinces.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 196.12X (PrCt)

Eastern Canada : tour with Texaco ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1956].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 maps : col. ; 55 x 78 cm.
Panel title.
Added titles: Texaco touring map of eastern Ontario, western Quebec.
Date from RMcN AE 196 ms. index.
Plate no. 5-4510-18.
Inset (11 x 32 cm.): Central Ontario.
Map on verso (55 x 78 cm.): Texaco touring map of eastern Quebec, Maritime Provinces.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 196.13X (PrCt)

15919 Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1969 - Road maps>>>Road maps
[Texaco road maps of eastern Canada]. Toronto : Rolph Clark Stone Ltd., c1969.
3 maps : col.; folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Collective title supplied by cataloger.
"Copyright Rolph Clark Stone Ltd., Toronto 1969" -- All sheets.
Includes maps covering the Atlantic Provinces, Ontario, and Quebec.
Panel art: color illustrations of attractions and landmarks for each region.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3933-3935 (PrCt)

1 map : col.; 43 x 94 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Les Routes du Canada et du nord des États-Unis [eastern section].
"Mis à jour et publié en 1978 par Rolph McNally Limited, Downsview, Ontario, avec l'autorisation de l'Office de tourisme du Canada, Ottawa,
15921
Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1979 - Road maps
Canada, Western - Maps - 1979 - Road maps
Canada - Maps - 1979 - Road maps
Road maps
Canada : major highway system of Canada and the northern United States / Rolph-McNally.
[15922]
Canada - Encyclopedias - 1885 - Names, Geographical - Ontario - 1885 - Ontario - Maps - 1885 - Canada - Maps - 1885
Ontario county gazetteer and Canadian cyclopaedia : containing historical sketches of Ontario and of the Dominion of Canada with detailed information in regard to population, religion, constitution, laws, education, agriculture, manufactures, commerce, &c. : to which is added a compendium of interesting and useful information for the study, the office, the workshop, the farm and the household. Toronto : J.S. Robertson & Bros., c1885.


Maps on verso (43 x 94 cm. and smaller): Les Routes du Canada et du l'est des États-Unis -- Island of Terre-Nuance.

Panel art: Color photo of lakefront.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 2337 (PrCt)

15923
Map of Canada showing historic forts & trading posts. [Ottawa : National Development Bureau, 1930].

Authors: Voorhis, Ernest -- Canada. National Development Bureau -- Canada. Natural Resources Intelligence Service


Forts are numbered, keyed to text.

map6F G3401.R4 17-- C3 (PrCt)

15924
Canada - Geography - 1954 - Canada - Maps - 1954


Authors: Putnam, Donald F., 1903-- -- J.M. Dent & Sons (Canada) -- Dent (J.M.) & Sons, Canada SEE J.M. Dent & Sons (Canada)

ix, 601 p. : ill., maps. ; 25 cm.

2nd ed.

Includes bibliographical references and index.

F1016 .C36 1954 (NLO)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
15925 Canada - Geography - Dissertations, Academic - Bibliography
Authors: Fraser, J Keith -- Hynes, Mary C. vi, 114 p. 28 cm.
Geographical paper, no. 51.
English and French.
lower case m 3082 .315 (NLO)

15926 Canada - Historical Cartography - 1985-1993
Historical vignette: Candian history from a surveying and mapping perspective. 1993.
Authors: Hamilton, Angus
BHC 1766
Vert 1346 (PrCt)

15927 Canada - Historical Cartography<>>>Historical Atlas of Canada
Where there's a will there's a way; or, how I learned to live with limitations of data [on using one decennial census]. 1981.
Authors: Courville, Serge -- McInnis, Marvin
BHC 1509a
Vert 1100 (PrCt)

15928 Canada - Historical Cartography<>>>Historical Atlas of Canada
Authors: Dean, W. G. (William G.), 1921-
BHC 1501
Vert 1095 (PrCt)

15929 Canada - Historical geography - Maps - 1927<>>>Historical atlases
Authors: Burpee, Lawrence J. (Lawrence Johnstone), 1873-1946 -- John Bartholomew and Son -- Thomas Nelson & Sons -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (vii, 32, 48 p. : 31 col. maps) ; 28 cm.
Maps by Bartholomew.
Besides showing historical development, contains maps showing climate, vegetation, population and resources of Canada.
Phillips 10344
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 1302 8846
Ayer 135 .B9 1927 (NLO)

15930 Canada - Historical geography - Maps - 1960<>>>Historical atlases
Authors: Kerr, D. G. G. (Donald Gordon Grady), 1913-1976 -- Bond, Courtney C. J. -- Walsh,
Ellsworth -- Banks, Edward -- Petticrew, Roy -- Thomas Nelson (Firm)
1 atlas (ix, 120 p. : ill., 65 maps (col.) ; 31 cm.
'Cartography preparation by C. C. J. Bond ; drawing by Ellsworth M. Walsh assisted by Edward Banks and Roy Petticrew.'
Phillips 10346.
folio G1116.S1 K4 1960 (NLO)

15931 Canada - Historical geography - Maps - 1963
Authors: Kerr, D. G. G. (Donald Gordon Grady), 1913-1976 -- Bond, Courtney C. J. -- Walsh,
Ellsworth -- Banks, Edward -- Petticrew, Roy -- Thomas Nelson (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 71 maps ; 313 x 235 mm.
Cartography by C. C. JBond; Lock, Modern maps and atlases 319.
Cf. Phillips 10346.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

15932 Canada - Historical geography - Maps - 1966<>>>Historical atlases
Authors: Chalmers, John West -- Eccles, W. J. (William John) -- Fullard, Harold -- George Philip & Son -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (vii, 48 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Phillips 10345.
68-3326.
ICN 69.
Ayer 135 .C39 1966 (NLO)

15933 Canada - Historical geography - Maps - 1966<>>>Historical atlases
Authors: Kerr, D. G. G. (Donald Gordon Grady), 1913-1976 -- Bond, Courtney C. J. -- Walsh,
Ellsworth -- Banks, Edward -- Petticrew, Roy -- Thomas Nelson (Firm) -- Thomas Nelson & Sons
SEE ALSO Thomas Nelson & Sons
1 atlas (ix, 120 p. illus. (part col.) col. maps) ; 32 cm.
'2d ed.'
'Editor: D.G.G. Kerr; cartography: preparation by C.C.J. Bond, drawing by Ellsworth M. Walsh assisted by Edward Banks and Roy Petticrew.'
Phillips 10347.
folio G 1082 .464 (NLO)

Atlas de la Nouvelle-France = An atlas of New France. [Québec] : Presses de l'Université Laval,
1968.
Authors: Trudel, Marcel -- Presses de l'Université Laval -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Université Laval. Presses SEE Presses de l'Université Laval
1 atlas (219 p.) : maps, ill. ; 30 cm.
Cf. Phillips 10354
LC Card Number: 72653126
Ayer 5A 288 (NLO)

15935
Authors: Trudel, Marcel -- Presses de l'Université Laval -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 93 maps ; 295 x 239 mm.
Lock, Modern maps and atlases 320
Cf. Phillips 10354
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

15936
Canada - Historical geography - Maps - 1975<>Historical atlases
Historical atlas of Canada. Don Mills, Ont. T.
Nelson & Sons (Canada), 1975.
1 atlas (iii, 100 p. : col. ill., col. maps) ; 32 cm.
3d rev. ed.
Cartography by C. C. J. Bond ; drawing by Ellsworth Walsh ... et al.
Bibliography: p. 97.
Includes index.
79-42782.
ISBN 0176004092
folio G1116.S1 K4 1975 (NLO)

15937
Canada - Historical geography - Maps - 1987<>Historical atlases
Historical atlas of Canada. Toronto : Buffalo : University of Toronto Press, [1987-].
Authors: Harris, R. Cole (Richard Cole), 1939-- -- Matthews, Geoffrey J. -- Gentilcore, R. Louis, 1924-- -- Kerr, D. G. G. (Donald Gordon Grady), 1913-1976 -- University of Toronto Press
1 atlas (3 v.) : col. ill., col. maps ; 38 cm.
Scales differ.
ISBN 0802024955 (v. 1)
folio G1116.S1 H5 1987 (NLO)

15938
Canada - Historical geography - Maps - 1993
Authors: Matthews, Geoffrey J. -- Harris, Cole -- Gentilcore, R. Louis, 1924-- -- University of Toronto Press -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
3 v. ; 376 x 277 mm.
1st ed.
Ed:CHarris,LGentilcore,DKerr;Wolf320
Includes maps illustrating history.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

15939
Canada - History - Maps<>Canada - Discovery and exploration - Maps<>Canada - Maps - Collections
Authors: Hayes, Derek, 1947-- -- Douglas & McIntyre, Ltd. -- University of Washington Press -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (272 p.) : ill. (some col.), maps (some col.) ; 36 cm.
Maps on lining papers.
"Map catalogue" p. 257-263.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 265-267) and index.
ISBN 0295982772
Ayer folio G1116.S1 H39 2002 (NLO)

15940
Carte géographique de la Nouvelle Franche en son vray meridiein / faicte par le Sr. Champlain Cappine. par le Roy en la Marine. [Paris : s.n.], 1613.
Authors: Champlain, Samuel de, 1567-- -- Champlain, Samuel de, 1567-1635. Les Voyages du sieur de Champlain Xaintongeois, Capitaine Ordinaire pour le Roy en la Marine (1613) -- Berjon, Jean, d. 1617 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 24 x 32 cm., folded to 23 x 17 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:839,000].
Approximate coordinates: (W 85°--W 43°/N 65°--N 40°)
Relief shown pictorially.
Engraved map keyed to 31 letterpress references in bottom margin, identified with assorted
symbols, letters, and numbers; includes note "pour la page 161. X" at bottom right.

VAULT Ayer 121 .C6 1613, between p. 160-161 (PrCt)

15941 Canada - Maps - 1613<<>>North America - Maps - 1613<<>>New France - Maps - 1613 Carte géographique de la Nouvelle France en son vray meridien / faict par le Sr. Champlain Cappine. par le Roy en la Marine. [Québec], 1613 [i.e. 1870].
Authors: Champlain, Samuel de, 1567-1635 -- Lavérière, Charles-Honoré Cauchon, 1826-1873. Oeuvres de Champlain (1870) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 26 x 34 cm.
Facsimile of original published Paris, 1613;
issued: in Lavérière, C. H. Oeuvres de Champlain. 2d. ed. (Québec, 1870) v. 3, opposite p. 422.
Scale [ca. 1:11,500,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
Prime meridian: [Ferro].
Key and explanation to map references at bottom of map.
Two copies of map bound in text.
Ayer 121 .C6 1870 v. 3, opposite p. 422 (PrCt)

15942 Canada - Maps - 1643
Description de la Novelle France ou sont remarquées les diverses habitations des Francois ... 1643. A Paris : chez Jean Boisseau ..., 1643.
Authors: Boisseau, Jean, fl. 1637-1658 -- Destombes, Marcel, 1905-1983 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 343 x 543 mm. (neat line), 355 x 552 mm. (plate mark), on sheet 427 x 568 mm.
Burden 261 (state 1).
Ex Destombes.
Previously filed as Map2F 3300.4.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
j17.
Novacco 4F 63 (PrCt)

15943 Canada - Maps - 1656<<>>North America - Maps - 1656<<>>Great Lakes Region (North America) - Maps - 1656
Le Canada, ou, Nouvelle France, &c. [197-?].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Mariette, Pierre, 1603-1657 -- Somer, J. -- Canada.
Surveys and Mapping Branch
1 map ; 40 x 55 cm.
Facsimile of map originally published Paris, 1657.
map4F G3405 1657 .S2 197- (PrCt)

15944 Canada - Maps - 1656<<>>North America - Maps - 1656<<>>Great Lakes Region (North America) - Maps - 1656
Le Canada, ou, Nouvelle France, &c. Tirée de diverses relations ... Paris : P. Mariette, [1656].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Mariette, Pierre, 1603-1657
1 map ; hand col.; 21 x 31 cm.
In Sanson, Nicolas. L'Ameriqve, en plvsiervrs cartes nouvelles (Paris: Chez le auteur, [1656])
between p. 10-11.
'Avec privil. du roy pour vingt ans.'
Scale [ca. 1:13,000,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
Prime meridian: [Ferro].
Case G 801.78 bet. p. 10-11 (PrCt)

15945 Canada - Maps - 1656<<>>North America - Maps - 1656<<>>Great Lakes Region (North America) - Maps - 1656
Le Canada, ou Nouvelle France, &c. ... / Par N. Sanson d'Abbeville ... ; I. Somer sculpit. Paris :
Chez Pierre Mariette, 1656.
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Mariette, Pierre, 1603-1657 -- Somer, J. -- Destombes, Marcel, 1905-1983 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; hand col.; 380 x 521 mm. (neat line), 405 x 545 mm. (plate mark), on sheet 433 x 581 mm.
Another copy (separate): VAULT Ayer 133 S22c 1656.
Burden 318.
Ex Destombes.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
j21
Novacco 4F 64 (PrCt)

15946 Canada - Maps - 1656<<>>North America - Maps - 1656<<>>Great Lakes Region (North America) - Maps - 1656
Le Canada, ou Nouvelle France, &c. : ce qui est le plus advance vers le Septentrion est tire de diverses Relations des Anglois, Danois, &c. Paris :
Chez Pierre Mariette, 1656.
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Mariette, Pierre, 1603-1657 -- Somer, J. -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; hand col.; 40 x 55 cm. fold. in covers 23 x 16 cm.
'I. Somer sculpit.'
Scale [ca. 1:9,500,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
Prime meridian: [Ferro].
Karpinski X.
Listed as map no. [23] in Sanson, Nicolas. Cartes générales de la géographie ancienne et nouvelle ...

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Related to Bressani’s text, published without a map: Breve relatione ... della ... Nuovva Francia. Macerata, Italy, Heredi d’A. Grisei, 1653 (Ayer *263 J512 1653 B8).

For a reduced photograph of state 1 of the complete map (in the Bibliothèque Nationale, Paris), see map 2F oG3300 1657 .B7.


Burden 323 (state 2). Kershaw 147 (plate 94).

Ex Roux-Devilleas.

Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

j20

Novacco 4F 75 (PrCt)

15950

Canada - Maps - 1662

Extrema Americae versus boream, ubi terra nova Nova Francia, adjacentiaq. / Amsteledami io: Blaeu Exc. Amsterdam : Blaeu, [1662].

Authors: Blaeu, Joan, 1596-1673 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 431 x 548 mm. (neat line), 451 x 571 mm. (plate mark), on sheet 497 x 593 mm.

Verso blank.

Duplicates in French language editions of Blaeu, Joan. Atlas major. Amsterdam, 1663: Ayer +135 B63 1663 v. 12, pl. [2], opp. p. xxvij (original, colored) and Ayer +135 B63 1677 v. 12, pl. [2], opp. p. xxvii (facsimile, not colored).

Koeman v. 1, p. 226, Bl 56, no. [611].

Burden 371.

Cf. Kershaw v. 1, p. 142, 144, and plate 96.

Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Previously filed as Map4F 3400.4

j16

Novacco 4F 62 (PrCt)

15951

Canada - Maps - 1679 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

Cette carte montre le chemin que Louis Jolliett a fait depuis Tadoussac jusqu'à la Mer du Nord dans la Baie d'Hudson et du destroit. [Paris : E. Dufossé, 1893].

Authors: Jolliet, Louis, 1645-1700 -- Pinart, A. L. (Alphonse Louis), 1852-1911 -- Dufossé, E. -- Bibliothèque nationale (France) -- Chicago Historical Society

1 map ; 48 x 72 cm.

Facsimile of manuscript dated November 9, 1679 and signed “L. Jolliet.”; reproduced from original in Bibliothèque nationale (France).

Details Canada between the Saint Lawrence River, the Great Lakes, and Hudson Bay, and Louis Jolliet’s (1672-1674?) routes to and from Québec City and the Great Lakes.

Facsimile detached from Pinart, Alphonse Louis. Recueil de cartes, plans et vues relatifs aux États-Unis et au Canada, New York, Boston,
Montreal, Québec, Louisbourg, 1651-1731 (Paris: E. Du fossé, 1893) pl. no. [23]
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.
Duplicate copy: oversize Ayer 136 .P6 1893
CHS Coll., Map no. 644 (PrCt)

15952 Canada - Maps - 1681 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<>Great Lakes Region (North America) - Maps - 1681 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Carte contenant une partie de la Nouvelle France et les terres qui e'estendent depuis 44 jusqu’a 61 d de latitude et de longitude depuis 246 jusqu’a 297. [19--].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1681 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France BSH B 4040-2 (PrCt)

15953 Canada - Maps - 1692<>Northeastern States - Maps - 1692
Le Canada ou partie de la Nouvelle France, contenant la terre de Labrador, la Nouvelle France, les isles de Terre Neuve... Amsterdam, 1692.
Authors: Mortier, Pierre
1 map: hand col.; 55 x 79 cm.
Scale ca. 1:5,500,000.
Date from Koeman, p. 17
Relief shown pictorially.
Prime meridian: [Ferro].
'Avec privilege.'
Duplicate copy (?): Novacco 6F 7
map6F 3400.2 (PrCt)

15954 Canada - Maps - 1692<>Northeastern States - Maps - 1692
Le Canada ou partie de la Nouvelle France, contenant la terre de Labrador, la Nouvelle France, les isles de Terre Neuve, de Nostre Dame, &c. / A Amsterdam chez Pierre Mortier avec privilege. Amsterdam : Pierre Mortier, [1692].
Authors: Mortier, Pierre -- Destombes, Marcel, 1905-1983 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: hand col.; 527 x 766 mm. (neat line), on composite sheet 621 x 934 mm.
Made from 2 sheets trimmed and joined.
Detached from an atlas; verso includes manuscript number 48.
Recto bears mostly illegible handstamp, possibly including word 'Barcelonae.'
Date from Koeman v. 3, p. 17, Mor 1, no. (113).
Ex Destombes.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Duplicate copy (?): Map6F 3400.2
j34
Novacco 6F 7 (PrCt)

15955 Canada - Maps - 1699 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Partie de l'Amérique septentrionale ou et compris la Nouvelle France. [19--].
Authors: Franquelin, Jean Baptiste Louis -- France. Service hydrographique. Bibliothèque. B 4040-12 a&b -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1699 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France BSH B 4040-12 a&b (PrCt)

15956 Canada - Maps - 1700
Le Canada ou partie de la Nouvelle France dans l'Amerique septentrionale ... Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : H. Iaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], 1696 [i.e. ca. 1700].
Authors: Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?--1712 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?--1712. Atlas minor ad usum serenissimi burgundiae ducis ... [ca. 1700]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: hand col.; 46 x 61 cm.
Added title, upper margin: Nova Canadae sive novae Franciae in America septentrionali tabula ...
In counterfeit edition of: Jaillot, Alexis Hubert. Atlas minor ad usum serenissimi burgundiae ducis ... ([Amsterdam : Pieter Mortier, ca. 1700]) no. [7].
Manuscript '7' at upper right.

Le Canada ou partie de la Nouvelle France dans l'Amérique septentrionale ... Amsterdam : R. & J. Ottens, [ca. 1700].
Authors: Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?--1712 -- R. & J. Ottens -- Chadenat, Charles -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: hand col.; 55 x 35 cm., folded in case 28 x 20 cm.
Title from cartouche at upper right.
Added title in upper margin: Nova Canadae, sive Novae Franciae in America septentrionali, tabula ad usum serenissimi Burgundiae ducis.
Scale [ca. 1:6,100,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
Prime meridian: [Ferro].
Shows area between ca. 43-67° north.
Ayer 133 .J26 1700 (NLO)

15958 Canada - Maps - 1703
Carte du Canada. [198-].
15959 Canada - Maps - 1703
Carte du Canada ou de la Nouvelle France et des découvertes qui y ont été faites. Paris, 1703. Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Renard, Louis -- Guérard, Nicolas, ca. 1648-1719 1 map : hand col.; 50 x 65 cm. Scale [ca. 1:9,000,000]. 'Dressée sur plusieurs observations et sur un grand nombre de relations imprimées ou manuscrites.' Relief shown pictorially. Prime meridian: [Ferro]. Cartouche engraved by N. Guerard. 'El se trouve a Amsterdam chez L. Renard Librairie .... '. Includes manuscript annotations. Digital image available as part of the Newberry Library's Great Lakes Digital Collection via the CARLI Digital Collections website (accessed Nov. 2007): http://collections.carli.illinois.edu/cgi-bin/getimage.exe?CISOROOT=/nby_grlakes&CISOPTR=1655
English Pilot. Part 4 (1703)
Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger): pl. [2].
Anonymous map without imprint.
Prime meridian: [Ferro].
Shows area between ca. 37° - 59° north. Includes coat of arms.
In: Lahontan, Louis Armand de Lom d'Arce, baron de. Nouveaux voyages de Mr. le baron de Lahontan dans l'Amerique Septentrionale [first issue] ... (La Haye [The Hague] : Chez les fréres l'Honoré, 1703), v. 1, after table of contents. Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library. For reduced versions of this map see Graff 2366 (French) and Graff 2364 (English).
References: Karpinski XLI. Graff 2365, v. 1, after table of contents.

15962 Canada - Maps - 1703<>>Great Lakes Region (North America) - Maps - 1703
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library. For larger version of this map see Graff 2366 (French) and Graff 2364 (English).

15963 Canada - Maps - 1703<>>Great Lakes Region (North America) - Maps - 1703
A General map of New France commonly call'd Canada. [London : s.n., 1703]. Authors: Moll, Herman, -1732 -- Lahontan, Louis
Armand de Lom d'Arce, baron de, 1666-1716 -- Lahontan, Louis Armand de Lom d'Arce, baron de, 1666-1716. New voyages to North-America ... (1703) -- Bonwicke, Henry, d. 1706 -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 22 x 34 cm., folded to 18 x 9 cm.
Anonymous map engraved by Herman Moll.
Scale [ca. 1:11,000,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
Prime meridian: Ferro.
Binder's instructions at upper right: "Vol. I. p. l. A."

Latitude degree numbers altered in manuscript.
Includes twenty eight lines explaining symbols used.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Digital image available as part of the Newberry Library's Great Lakes Digital Collection via Digital image available as part of the Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

15967 Canada - Maps - 1719 - Indians -- Indians - Canada - Maps
Description des Castors ... 1788.
Authors: Chatelain, Henri Abraham 1 map
Facsimile of 1719 original issued in Chatelain's Atlas historique; includes description of Canadian Indians.

15968 Canada - Maps - 1722 - Indians -- Indians - Canada - Maps
Histoire de l'Amerique septentrionale ... Paris : J. L. Nion et F. Didot, 1722.
Authors: Bacqueville de La Potherie, M. de (Claude-Charles Le Roy), 1668-1738 -- Nion, J. L. -- Didot, Firmin, 1764-1836 -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
4 v. plates (part fold.) maps (part fold., incl. music) 16 cm.
Contents: t. 1. Le voyage du Fort de Nelson ... la description du fleuve de Saint Laurent, le gouvernement de Quebec, des Trois Rivières & de Montreal, depuis 1534 jusqu'a 1701 -- t. 2. L'histoire des peuples alliez de la nouvelle Neuve, la Louisiane et le cours de la Riviere de Misisipi. Paris : l'Auteur, 1705.

Return and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Illinois and the Great Lakes from the collections of the Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library).


15972 Canada - Maps - 1732 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

Carte du domaine du Roy en Canada dressée par le Pere Laure Missionaire J. 1731. Augmentée ... 1732. [19-].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1732 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France BSH B 4044-18 (PrCt)

15973 Canada - Maps - 1741

Carte du Canada ou de la Nouvelle France ... Amsterdam : Jean Cövens et Corneille Mortier, [1741?].
Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675 -- Cövens and Mortier -- L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726. Atlas nouveau, contenant toutes les parties du monde ... [1741?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 56 cm.

15974 Canada - Maps - 1744<<<>Maritime Provinces - Maps - 1744

1 map : 41 x 56 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:3,500,000].
Relief shown pictorially; soundings in fathoms. Prime meridian: Paris.
Includes a note on sources used.
Dedication: A Monseigneur Comte de Maurepas ...
Graff 650 v. 1, opp. p. 438 (PrCt)
Canada - Maps - 1747 - Coasts - Nautical charts - Manuscripts
New France - Maps - 1747 - Coasts - Nautical charts - Manuscripts
Nautical charts - Canada - Maps - 1747 - Coasts - Manuscripts
Nautical charts - New France - Maps - 1747 - Coasts - Manuscripts
St. John's (N.L.) - Maps - 1747 - Landowners - Manuscripts
Manuscript maps
Landowners - Maps
Carte de la Rivire du Cannada, la Terre Nevf, Cape Britton et la cotte de Lacadie
Partie orientale de la Nouvelle France ou du Canada / Par Mr. Bellin... ; ...communiquée par les Heritiers del Homan en l'an 1755 [Nuremberg], 1755.
Authors: Bellin, Jacques Nicolas, 1703-1772 -- Homann Erben (Firm) -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 410 x 519 mm. (neat line), 448 x 554 mm. (plate mark), on sheet 488 x 594 mm.
Kershaw 690 (plate 495).
Phillips 622 v. 2 no. 145.
j46.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
For variant edition see Ayer 133 B44 P2 1755.
Novacco 4F 69 (PrCt)

Canada - Maps - 1755
Partie orientale de la Nouvelle France ou du Canada / Par Mr. Bellin... ; ...communiquée par les Heritiers del Homan en l'an 1755 [Nuremberg], 1755.
Authors: Bellin, Jacques Nicolas, 1703-1772 -- Homann Erben (Firm) -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 410 x 519 mm. (neat line), 448 x 554 mm. (plate mark), on sheet 488 x 594 mm.
Kershaw 690 (plate 495).
Phillips 622 v. 2 no. 145.
j46.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
For variant edition see Ayer 133 B44 P2 1755.
Novacco 4F 69 (PrCt)

Canada - Maps - 1756
Authors: Lotter, Tobias Conrad, 1717-1777 -- Seutter, Albrecht Carl, 1722-1762 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 552 x 473 mm. (neat line), 581 x 503 mm. (plate mark), on sheet 619 x 546 mm. Detached from an atlas. 

Date from Kershaw 344 (plate 225). Newberry copy of ca. 1750 state of the map (Kershaw 343); Ayer 133 S49 1744. Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**Novacco 4F 66 (PrCt)**

15984

**Canada - Maps - 1776**


**folio Ayer 135 A85 1762 v. 2, no. 34-35 (PrCt)**

15985

**Canada - Maps - 1778**

Great Lakes Region (North America) - Maps - 1778

Partie de l'Amérique septentrionale, qui comprend la Nouvelle France ou le Canada. [Paris], 1755 [i.e. 1778]. Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Groux, Charles Jacques -- Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col.; 46 x 59 cm. Detached from an edition of Robert’s Atlas universelle, where it was plate 103. Date from Pedley. Caricature engraved by Groux. Scale ca. 1:2,900,000.


**map4F G3400 1778.R6 (PrCt)**

15986

**Canada - Maps - 1783**

United States - Maps - 1783

State 8 of a map originally published in 1703, re-issued by Dezauche after the founding of the United States and its consequent boundary changes. Cf. Kershaw.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Kershaw, K. Early printed maps of Canada, v. 1, no. 315

Baskes oversize G1015 .L565 1785, [plate 31] (NLO)

Canada - Maps - 1783<!><<!>United States - Maps - 1783
1 map : hand col. ; 50 x 64 cm.
"Revue et augmentée en 1783."
Scale [ca. 1:9,500,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
Ninth state of a map originally published in 1703, re-issued by Dezauche after the founding of the United States and its consequent boundary changes. Cf. Kershaw.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Kershaw, K. Early printed maps of Canada, v. 1, no. 316

Baskes oversize G1015 .L565 1801, [plate 32] (NLO)

A Map of America, between latitudes 40 and 70 north, and longitudes 45 and 180 west, exhibiting Mackenzie's track from Montreal to Fort Chipewyan & from thence to the North Sea in 1789, & to the West Pacific Ocean in 1793. London : Alexander MacKenzie, 1801.
1 map : hand col. ; 43 x 77 cm., folded to 27 x 19 cm.
"London. Published 15 Oct. 1801, by Alexander MacKenzie no. 38 Norfolk Street Strand."
Engraved by Aaron Arrowsmith, and reduced from his three-sheet A Map exhibiting all the new discoveries in the interior parts of North America ... (London : A. Arrowsmith, 1795); see p. vii at beginning.
Details Alexander Mackenzie's overland routes across Canada, including the 1789 Mackenzie River expedition to the Arctic Ocean and the 1792-1793 Peace River expedition to the Pacific Ocean.
Identifies Indian tribal regions.
Scale [ca. 1:9,040,000]
Coordinates: (W 180° -- W 45°/N 70° -- N 40°)
Relief shown with hachures.
In: Mackenzie, Alexander. Voyages from Montreal on the river St. Laurence, through the continent of North America to the Frozen and Pacific Oceans in the years 1789 and 1793 (London : Printed for T. Cadell, Jun. and W. Davies, Strand; Cobbett and Morgan, Pall-Mall; and W. Creech, at Edinburgh, by R. Noble, Old-Bailey, 1801), map [1], opposite p. [1].
State 1 of the map; see Stuart-Stubbs.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Digital version available via subscription to American West : sources from the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.

http://www.americanwest.amdigital.co.uk/Content/image-viewer.aspx?imageid=55972&previous=0
Duplicate copy (book and state 1 of map1): Ayer folio F1060.7 .M16

folio Graff 2630 map 1 (NLO)

Passage - Maps - 1789-1801

Mackenzie, Alexander, Sir, 1763-1820 - Travel

Maps

Indians of North America - Canada - Maps

Indians of North America - Maps

Voyages from Montreal on the river St. Laurence, through the continent of North America to the Frozen and Pacific Oceans in the years 1789 and 1793: with a preliminary account of the rise, progress, and present state of the fur trade of that country / by Alexander Mackenzie. London: Printed for T. Cadell, Jun. and W. Davies, Strand; Cobbett and Morgan, Pall-Mall; and W. Creech, at Edinburgh, by R. Noble, Old-Blakey, 1801. Authors: Mackenzie, Alexander, 1764-1820


Compiled by William Combe from Mackenzie's notes; see the Dictionary of National Biography. Maps (56 x 77 cm. or smaller): A Map of America, between latitudes 40 and 70 north, and longitudes 45 and 180 west, exhibiting Mackenzie's track from Montreal to Fort Chipewyan & from thence to the North Sea in 1789, & to the West Pacific Ocean in 1793 -- A Map of Mackenzie's track, from Fort Chipewyan to the North Sea, in 1789 -- A Map of Mackenzie's track from Fort Chipewyan to the Pacific Ocean in 1793. Maps also cataloged separately. Includes vocabularies of the Knisteneax, Algonquin, Chepewyan, Nagaier and Atnah Indian languages. Provenance: Herschel V. Jones copy.

Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library. Duplicate copy (previously owned by Ruthven Deane): Ayer folio F1060.7 .M16


LC Card Number: 78-170101

folio Graff 2630 (NLO)

15990

Canada - Maps - 1790

Hydrography

A Map shewing the communication of the lakes and the rivers between Lake Superior and Slave Lake in North America. [London : s.n.], 1790. Authors: Gentleman's magazine (London, England)

1 map ; 19 x 23 cm.

Anonymous map without imprint detached from: Gentleman's magazine (March 1790), between p. 196-197 [A 51 .36].

Issued on sheet folded to 23 x 12 cm., within accompanying text (p. 197-199): Description of the country from Lake Superior to Cook's River. Extract of a letter from ***** of Quebec, to a friend in London.

At upper left: Gent. Mag. March 1790. Pl. I. p. 197

Duplicate copy: Graff 1538, between p. 196-197

References: Jolly, Maps in British periodicals, v. 1, p. 86, GENT 283

map1F G3401.P53 1790 .M3 (PrCt)

15991

Canada - Maps - 1790

Hydrography

A Map shewing the communication of the lakes and the rivers between Lake Superior and Slave Lake in North America. [London : s.n.], 1790. Authors: Gentleman's magazine (London, England)

1 map ; 19 x 23 cm.

Anonymous map without imprint issued in accompanying text (p. 197-199): Description of the country from Lake Superior to Cook's River. Extract of a letter from ***** of Quebec, to a friend in London.

At upper left: Gent. Mag. March 1790. Pl. I. p. 197

In: Gentleman's magazine (March 1790), between p. 196-197

Duplicate copy: Map1F G3401.P53 1790 .M3 (PrCt)

References: Jolly, Maps in British periodicals, v. 1, p. 86, GENT 283

Graff 1538, between p. 196-197 (PrCt)

15992

Canada - Maps - 1794

The British Possessions in North America from the best authorities. Philadelphia : Mathew Carey, 1794 [i.e. 1804].

Authors: Lewis, Samuel, 1753 or 1754-1822 -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839. Carey's General atlas ... (1804)

1 map ; 37 x 43 cm.

In: Carey, Mathew. Carey's General atlas ... (Philadelphia : Published by Mathew Carey, April 24th, 1804) pl. 23. Map dated 1794.

Inset, 19 x 26 cm.: [Hudson and Baffin Bay area].

Scale [ca. 1:6,800,000] at 45° N. Relief shown pictorially.

Prime meridian: Philadelphia.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
oversize Ayer 135 .C27 1804 pl. 23 (PrCt)

15993 Canada - Maps - 1794<>Great Lakes Region (North America) - Maps - 1794
Authors: Allen, George S., fl. 1790-1821 -- Stockdale, John, 1749?-1814 -- Morse, Jedidiah, 1761-1826 -- Morse, Jedidiah, 1761-1826. The American geography -- or, A view of the present situation of the United States of America 1794 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 17 x 23 cm.
In: Morse, Jedidiah. The American geography; or, A view of the present situation of the United States of America ... (London : J. Stockdale, 1794) opposite p. 110.
Scale [ca. 1:12,800,000].
Prime meridian: London.
Shows area north of 40° north.
Ayer 109.5 .M7 1794 opp. p. 110 (PrCt)

15994 Canada - Maps - 1796
Authors: Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Guthrie, William, 1708-1770 -- Lewis, Samuel, 1753 or 1754-1822 -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839. Carey's General atlas ... (1796)
1 map ; 37 x 42 cm.
In: Carey, Mathew. Carey's General atlas ... (Philadelphia : M. Carey, 1796) pl. [23]. Continuation inset, 19 x 26 cm.: [Northern Canada and Greenland].
Case folio G1019.C25 1796 pl. 23 (PrCt)

15995 Canada - Maps - 1797<>Great Lakes Region (North America) - Maps - 1797
Gli Stati Uniti dell' America ... Primo foglio che comprende inoltre parte del Canada. Rome : Calzografia camerale, 1798 [i.e. 1801].
Authors: Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824 -- Calzografia camerale (Rome, Italy) -- Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824. Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (1792-1801) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 43 cm.
Map dated 1797.
Scale [ca. 1:3,325,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
Prime meridian: [Ferro].
Shows area between ca. 43-53° north.
oversize Ayer 135 .C33 1792 v. 3 pl. 24 (PrCt)

15996 Canada - Maps - 1798<>Great Lakes Region (North America) - Maps - 1798
Authors: Stockdale, John, 1749?-1814 -- Weld, Isaac, 1774-1856 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 18 x 23 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:13,000,000].
Prime meridian: London.
Centered on the Great Lakes.
Ayer 128.7 W45 1799 opp. p. 175 (PrCt)

15997 Canada - Maps - 1801
British colonies in North America ... London : G.G. & J. Robinson and J. Mawman, 1798 [i.e. 1801].
1 map ; 38 x 45 cm.
'Engraved for Guthries New system of geography.'
Scale: 69 1/2 British statute miles to a degree.
Ayer p133 .R96b 1801 (NLO)

Voyages to frozen & Pacific Oceans 1789 & 1793. London : Cadell & Davies, 1798 [i.e. 1801]?
Authors: Mackenzie, Alexander, 1764-1820 -- Combe, William, 1742-1823 -- Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Cadell & Davies -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 3 maps ; 275 x 225 mm.
C:AArrowsmith; Rumsey 449
Maps (56 x 77 cm. or smaller): Map of America between latitudes 40 and 70 north, and longitudes 45 and 180 west, exhibiting Mackenzie's track from Montreal to Fort Chipewyan & from thence to the North Sea in 1789, & to the West Pacific Ocean in 1793 -- A Map of Mackenzie's track from Fort Chipewyan to the North Sea, in 1789 -- A Map of Mackenzie's track from Fort Chipewyan to the Pacific Ocean

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
in 1793.
Includes vocabularies of the Knisteneax, Algonquin, Chepewyan, Nagailer and Atnah Indian languages.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

15999 Canada - Maps - 1802
British possessions in America. [London] : Cadell and Davies [et al.], 1802 [i.e. 1807].
Authors: Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826 -- Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Lowry, fl. 1802-1807 -- Cadell & Davies -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826. Modern geography ... (1807)
1 map ; 20 x 25 cm.
Arrowsmith direxit: 'From Arrowsmith's map of America.'
Published March 1st, 1802 ... .
folio G 11 .693 v. 3, opp. p. 273 (PrCt)

16000 Canada - Maps - 1802
Northwest Passage - Maps - 1789-1793

Voyages from Montreal, on the river St. Laurence, through the continent of North America to the frozen and Pacific oceans : in the years 1789 and 1793: with a preliminary account of the rise, progress, and present state of the fur trade of that country ... / by Sir Alexander Mackenzie. Philadelphia : Published by John Morgan, R. Carr, printer, 1802.
Authors: Mackenzie, Alexander, 1764-1820 -- Combe, William, 1742-1823 -- Carr, Robert, fl. 1801-1816 -- Morgan, John, fl. 1802 -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
2 v. : port., 3 fold. maps ; 23 cm.
Maps (56 x 77 cm. or smaller): Map of America between latitudes 40 and 70 north, and longitudes 45 and 180 west, exhibiting Mackenzie's track from Montreal to Fort Chipewyan & thence to the North Sea in 1789, & to the West Pacific Ocean in 1793 -- A Map of Mackenzie's track from Fort Chipewyan to the North Sea, in 1789 -- A Map of Mackenzie's track from Fort Chipewyan to the Pacific Ocean in 1793.
Includes vocabularies of the Knisteneax, Algonquin, Chepewyan, Nagailer and Atnah Indian languages.
Continuous pagination.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Dedicated copy (imperfect: folded map wanting); Ayer 4A A594
LC Card Number: 02004659
Graff 2631 (NLO)

16001 Canada - Maps - 1804
Alaska - Maps - 1804
Authors: Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823. A New and elegant general atlas comprising all the new discoveries, to the present time ... (1804) -- John Conrad & Co. -- Hooker, William, 1782-1856 -- Jones -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 20 x 25 cm.
In: Arrowsmith, Aaron. A New and elegant general atlas comprising all the new discoveries, to the present time ... (Philadelphia [etc.] : J. Conrad & Co. [and others], 1804) pl. 55.
Ayer 135.A65 1804 pl. 55 (PrCt)

16002 Canada - Maps - 1807
A New map of Upper & Lower Canada, from the latest authorities. London : J. Cary, [1807?].
1 map ; hand col. ; 44 x 49 cm.
oversize Ayer 135.C3 1803 pl. 4 (PrCt)

16003 Canada - Maps - 1811
Authors: Cary, John, approximately 1754-1835 -- Cary, John, approximately 1754-1835. Cary's New universal atlas ... (1811 [i.e. 1812?]?) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; hand col. ; 44 x 50 cm.
In: Cary, John. Cary's New universal atlas,
containing distinct maps of all the principal states and kingdoms throughout the world (London: Printed for J. Cary, 1811 [i.e. 1812?]) pl. [49].

Printed paste-on no. 53.

Scale [ca. 1:4,800,000].

Relief shown pictorially.

Prime meridian: Greenwich.

oversize Ayer 135 .C3 1811 pl. 49 (PrCt)

16004 Canada - Maps - 1814

British possessions in North America. London:

Cadell & Davies [et al], 1814 [i.e. 1815].

Authors: Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826 -- Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Hebert, Lewis, fl. 1809-1838 -- Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Cadell & Davies -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826. A Modern atlas : from the latest and best authorities ... (1815) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 50 x 69 cm.

From Mr. Arrowsmith's map of North America &c. &c.'

'Drawn under the direction of Mr. Pinkerton by L. Hebert.'

Running title in upper margin: Pinkerton's modern atlas.

Scale [ca. 1:8,500,000].

Relief shown with hachures.

Shows area between 37-76° north.


oversize Ayer 135 .P6 1815 pl. [46] (PrCt)

16005 Canada - Maps - 1814

British possessions in North America. London:

Cadell & Davies [et al], 1814 [i.e. 1815].

Authors: Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826 -- Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Hebert, Lewis, fl. 1809-1838 -- Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Cadell & Davies -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826. A Modern atlas : from the latest and best authorities ... (1815) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 68 cm.

From Mr. Arrowsmith's map of North America.'

'Drawn under the direction of Mr. Pinkerton by L. Hebert.'

Running title in upper margin: Pinkerton's modern atlas.


oversize Ayer 135 .P6 1815 pl. [46] (PrCt)

16006 Canada - Maps - 1814

The British possessions in North America, from the latest authorities. [Philadelphia?], 1814.

Authors: Robinson, William, fl.1814-1818 -- Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 37 x 42 cm.

Scale ca. 1:9,000,000.

Relief shown pictorially.


Signed 'W. Robinson, sc.' He cannot be identified with a known British engraver, but Groce and Wallace identify William Robinson as an engraver in Philadelphia between 1815 and 1818.

Forms part of the Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library).

map2F G3400 1814 .R6 (PrCt)

16007 Canada - Maps - 1814<>Nova Scotia - Maps - 1814


Authors: Dassauville, William -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1817?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 59 cm.

Printed paste-on label 'No. 54' at upper right.


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1817, map 54 (NLO)

16008 Canada - Maps - 1815<>Northeastern States - Maps - 1815<>Ontario, Lake (N.Y. and Ont.) - Pictorial works - 1815<>Grand Portage (Minn.) - Pictorial works - 1815<>Wall maps

Map of the provinces of upper & lower Canada: with the adjacent parts of the United States of America &c. / compiled from the latest surveys ... by Joseph Bouchette ; engraved by J. Walker. London : W. Faden, Geographer to his Majesty ... Charing Cross, Augst. 12th 1815.


1 map on 2 sheets : hand col. ; 76 x 124 cm.

Scale [ca. 1:2,200,000].


Relief shown by hachures.

Prime meridian: [London].

Includes dedication to "George Augustus Frederick, Prince of Wales, Duke of Cornwall, &c.
..."

Map previously cataloged as Ayer 133 .B75 1815; cf. NUC pre 56.

Digital image of another copy available on the Boston Public Library's Norman B. Leventhal Map Center website (accessed March 2011): http://maps.bpl.org/details_14089/?maid=700

map6F G3400 1815 .B6 (PrCt)


Maps engraved by John Walker.
Includes index.

"Extrait des titres de concessions de terres octroyées en fiefs dans la province du Bas-Canada": p. [i]-iii, at end of text.

Accompanied by 3 loose maps (10-sheet map of Québec (Province), map of Gaspé Peninsula, and map of Canada); these are cataloged and shelved separately as folio Ayer 168 .B7 1815 [maps]

Also accompanied by 2-sheet map of Canada and the northeastern U.S.; cataloged and shelved separately as Map6F G3400 1815 .B6.
Duplicate copy of book (but not loose maps): G 827 .11
LC Card Number: 01018144
folio Ayer 168 .B7 1815 (NLO)

16010 Canada - Maps - 1818 British possessions in North America / from Mr. Arrowsmith's map of North America / drawn under the direction of Mr. Pinkerton by L. Hebert ; Neele sculpt. 352 Strand. Philada. [Philadelphia]: Published by Dobson, [1818].

Authors: Hebert, Lewis, fl. 1809-1838 -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826 -- Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Dobson, Thomas, 1751-1823 -- Thomas Dobson and Son -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826. A Modern atlas : from the latest and best authorities exhibiting the various divisions of the world ... (1818)

1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 68 cm.

Running title: Pinkerton's modern atlas

In: Pinkerton, John. A Modern atlas : from the latest and best authorities exhibiting the various divisions of the world ... (Philadelphia : Thomas Dobson & Son, 1818), plate [45]
Case oversize G1019 .P56 1818, plate [45] (PrCt)


Authors: Cary, John, approximately 1754-1835 -- Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 44 x 49 cm.
Detached from Cary's new universal atlas (London, 1819).

Scale ca. 1:4,750,000.
Relief shown pictorially.

Prime meridian: Greenwich.
Forms part of the Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library).

map4F G3400 1819 .C3 (PrCt)


Authors: M'Donell, Alexander

1 map : hand col. ; 38 x 50 cm.


Scale ca.1:2,250,000.
Relief shown by hachures.
Shows 'territory claimed by Lord Selkirk.'

Inset: Plan of the ground near the forks of Red River...19th June 1816.

Ayer 4156
ICN75
map2F 3470 (PrCt)


map2F G3401.E1 1820 ; .A5 19-- (NLO)

Ayer 138 .B65 1820 opp. p. 753 (PrCt)

Authors: Dassauville, William, 18th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1821?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; hand col. ; 48 x 60 cm. In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas: consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (Edinburgh : London ; Dublin : John Thomson and Company ; Baldwin, Craddock, and Joy ; John Cumming, 1817, [i.e. 1821?]) map 54 Printed paste-on label 'No. 54' on verso.
oversize Ayer 135 .T4 1817 map 54 (PrCt)

Authors: Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas: consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1822?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; hand col. ; 46 x 59 cm. In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas: consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (Edinburgh : London ; Dublin : Printed by G. Ramsay and Co. for J. Thomson and Co. ; Baldwin, Craddock and Joy ; John Cumming, 1821 [i.e. 1822?]), v. 2, map 54, Engraved 'No. 54' at upper right. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1821, v. 2, map 54 (NLO)


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
16019 Canada - Maps - 1825
British possessions in North America.
[Philadelphia ; New York etc. Samuel F. Bradford and Murray, Fairman and Co., Peter A. Mesier etc., 1825?].
1 map ; 23 x 38 cm.

Ayer 135 .R29 1826 plate [38] (PrCt)

16020 Canada - Maps - 1826
Authors: Chewett, James Grant -- Cox, I. S. -- Canada Company -- Smith, C. -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; col. ; map on 3 sheets each 98 x 60 cm. in slip case (26 cm.)
'Engraved by I.S. Cox for the Canada Company.'
Ms. note: Names of Catholic missionaries and their missions and churches under their charge ... Includes mileage table and township diagram.
Scale [ca. 1:520,000].

Ayer 133 .C52 1826 (NLO)

16021 Canada - Maps - 1826
Canada. Philadelphia : A. Finley, [1826].
Authors: Finley, A. (Anthony) -- Young & Delleker -- Finley, A. (Anthony). A New general atlas, comprising a complete set of maps, representing the grand divisions of the globe ... (1826)
1 map : hand col. ; 21 x 28 cm.
In: Finley, Anthony. A New general atlas, comprising a complete set of maps, representing the grand divisions of the globe ... (Philadelphia : A. Finley, 1826) pl. 5.

Case folio G1019 .F5 1826 pl. 5 (PrCt)

16022 Canada - Maps - 1827<<<United States - Maps - 1827
Canada and Nova Scotia. [Edinburgh, 1827].
Authors: Dassauville, William -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 58 cm.
Detached from Thomson's A New general atlas (Edinburgh, 1827).
At lower right: Engd. by W. Dassauville Edinr.
Scale ca. 1:4,730,000.
Relief shown pictorially and by hachures.
Shows area from ca. 38-58° north and west to Lake Winnipeg.
Forms part of the Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library).

Map4F G3400 1827 .D3 (PrCt)

16023 Canada - Maps - 1828<<<Wall maps
A Map of Cabotia; comprehending the provinces of upper and lower Canada, New-Brunswick and Nova Scotia, with Breton Island, Newfoundland, &c. and including, also, the adjacent parts of the United States. Compiled from a great variety of original documents. London : R.H. Laurie, 1828.
Authors: Purdy, John, 1773-1843 -- Laurie, Richard Holmes -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 158 x 123 cm. on 2 sheets fold. to 27 cm.
'Improved edition, with additions.'
Scale [ca. 1:1,457,280]; about 23 English statute miles to an inch.
Insets: General sketch of the Grand Lakes, &c -- Environs of Quebec -- Banks of the River St. Laurence, from the Isle of Orleans to Lake St. Frances -- Frontiers of Niagra, etc. -- Continuation of Hudson's River to New York -- The province of Nova-Scotia with part of New-Brunswick -- Harbour of Halifax -- Harbour of St. John, New Brunswick -- Island of Newfoundland -- Environs of St. John's, Newfoundland.

Ayer 133 .P98 1828 (NLO)

16024 Canada - Maps - 1829<<<Nova Scotia - Maps - 1829
Authors: Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (1829) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 60 cm.
In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (Edinburgh ; London ; Dublin : Printed by H. & J. Pillans, for John Thomson ; Baldwin & Cradock ; John Cumming, 1829), map 54.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Engraved no. '54' at upper right.

Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1829 map 54 (NLO)

16025 Canada - Maps - 1831<<<North America - Maps - 1831
North America, British possessions. Edinburgh : D. Lizards, [1831?].
Authors: Lizards, Daniel, 1760-1812 -- Hamilton, John, fl. 1831 -- Lizards, Daniel, 1760-1812. The Edinburgh geographical and historical atlas ... [1831?]
16026 Canada - Maps - 1833<>>>Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1833

Authors: Young & Delleker -- Finley, A. (Anthony) -- Finley, A. (Anthony). A New general atlas ... (1833) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 21 x 28 cm.
In: Finley, Anthony. A New general atlas : comprising a complete set of maps, representing the grand divisions of the globe ... (Philadelphia : Anthony Finley, 1833), plate 5.
Sheet corner numbered 5.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .F5 1833, plate 5 (PrCt)

16027 Canada - Maps - 1833<>>>Canada - Maps - 1833 - Geography - (Provisional Heading)

Authors: McGregor, John -- Lizzars, W. H. (William Home), 1788-1859 -- Wyld, James, 1790-1836 -- William Blackwood and Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
2 v. : 14 maps ; 219 x 145 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

16028 Canada - Maps - 1834

British North America. London : Chapman and Hall, 1834 [i.e.1844].
Maps of the Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (1844) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 41 cm.
'Hudson Bay Comps. M.S.S. Parry, Franklin, Beechey, Graab [i.e. Graah?] &c.'
oversize Ayer 135 .S67 1844 v. 2, pl. [128] (PrCt)

16029 Canada - Maps - 1837<>>>British North

1 map : hand col. ; 41 x 51 cm.
Coverage extends from the North Pole to 35 ° north.
In: Lizzars, Daniel. The Edinburgh geographical and historical atlas ... (Edinburgh [etc.]: John Hamilton [and others, 1831?]) pl. [51].
Engraved plate no. 'LXII.'
oversize G 10 .514 pl. [51] (PrCt)

16030 Canada - Maps - 1840<>>>Alaska - Maps - 1840

Map of the Northerly and Westerly regions of America. [Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, 1840].
Authors: Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846 -- Lea & Blanchard -- Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (1840) 1 map ; 11 x 18 cm.
Keyed to dozens of references on p.332.
In: Murray, Hugh. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, successors to Carey & Co., for George W. Gorton, 1840) v. 3, p. 333.
Wax engraving.
G 11 .607 v. 3, p. 333 (PrCt)

16031 Canada - Maps - 1840<>>>Alaska - Maps - 1840

British possessions in North America. London : Mr. Bull, [ca. 1840].
Authors: Starling, Thomas -- Bull and Churton -- Bull, Mr., fl. ca. 1840 -- Starling, Thomas. The Royal cabinet atlas ... [ca. 1840] 1 map : hand col. ; 9 x 14 cm.
In: Starling, Thomas. The Royal cabinet atlas ... (London : Bull and Churton, [ca. 1840]) 'Pl. LXXX' [i.e. 42].
map3C 5 map [42] (PrCt)

16032 Canada - Maps - 1841<>>>Alaska - Maps - 1841

British and Russian America / drawn & engraved by J. Archer, Pentonville. London : Grattan & Gilbert, [1841?].
Authors: Archer, Joshua, fl. 1833-1866 -- Grattan & Gilbert -- Mudie, Robert, 1777-1842. Gilbert's modern atlas of the earth ... (1841) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 22 x 28 cm.
Running title at bottom left: Gilbert's modern atlas In: Mudie, Robert. Gilbert's modern atlas of the

America SEE Canada

Authors: Arrowsmith, John, 1790-1873 -- Hudson's Bay Company -- Arrowsmith, John, 1790-1873. The London atlas of universal geography ... [1837] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 62 cm.
"By permission dedicated to the honble. Hudsons Bay Company ... by their obedient servant J Arrowsmith."
Engraved no. "40" at lower right.
In: Arrowsmith, John. [The London atlas of universal geography : exhibiting the physical & political divisions of the various countries of the world, constructed from original materials] [London : J. Arrowsmith, 1837], map 40.
Baskes oversize G1019 .A778 1837, map 40 (NLO)
Canada - Maps - 1845

Illustrations of the missions (1846) Commissioners for Foreign Missions. Maps and Foreign Missions

Authors: American Board of Commissioners for Canada

In: Tanner, Henry James, Sir, 1819

Vavasour, Mervin 1821

1845 - Oregon Country SEE Northwest, Pacific


1 map ; 21 x 50 cm.

Anonymous map without title or imprint. Oversize and uppercase lettering in a curving line at bottom center: Territory of the United States. Details route taken by British undercover agents to evaluate military preparedness during a period of strained border relations with the United States.

In: Warre, Henry James. Sketches in North America and the Oregon Territory ([London]: Dickinson & Co., 114, New Bond Street, [1848]), plate [17].

Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library. Duplicate copy (hand colored): VAULT Ayer 160.5 .W5 W28 1848

VAULT oversize Graff 4543, plate [17] (PrCt)

Canada - Maps - 1846

Canada. Boston, 1846.

Authors: American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions -- American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions. Maps and illustrations of the missions (1846) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 11 x 20 cm.

In: American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions. Maps and illustrations of the missions ([Boston? : American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions?], 1846). Forms pl. 39 of a collection of wax-engraved maps, apparently detached from assorted Board publications, and bound together as a separate atlas. Title in manuscript.

Ayer 136 .A5 1846 pl. 39 (PrCt)

16035

Map of the eastern portion of British North America including the Gulf of St. Lawrence, and part of the New England states. Washington, D.C., 1853.

Authors: Perley, Henry F. -- Andrews, Israel De Wolf -- Johnson, James B.

1 map ; 66 x 118 cm. in 2 sheets

'Compiled from the latest surveys and charts, by Henry F. Perley for the report of Israel D. Andrews.'

'James B. Johnson Lith. New York.'

Detached from U.S. Treasury Dept. Communication from the Secretary of the Treasury (Washington, D.C., 1854) [H 70838.93].

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Scale ca. 1:1,350,000 at 48° N.  
Oriented with north at upper right.  
In upper left corner: House Ex. Doc. No. 136  
map6F G3400 1853 P4 (PrCt)

16043  
Canada - Maps - 1855  
Saint Lawrence River Valley - Maps - 1753  
Maine - Maps - 1853  
Map of the eastern portion of British North America including the Gulf of St. Lawrence, and part of the New England states. Washington, D.C., 1853.  
Authors: Perley, Henry F. -- Andrews, Israel De Wolf -- Johnson, James B. -- Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map : hand col. ; 66 x 118 cm.  
'Compiled from the latest surveys and charts, by Henry F. Perley for the report of Israel D. Andrews.'  
'James B. Johnson Lith. New York.'  
Issued with U.S. Treasury Dept. Communication from the secretary of the Treasury, transmitting, in compliance with a resolution of the Senate of March 8, 1851, the report of Israel D. Andrews (Washington, 1854) [Serial set 651, pt. 2].  
Scale ca. 1:1,350,000 at 48° N.  
Oriented with north at upper right.  
In upper left corner: House Ex. Doc. No. 136  
Printed label on verso: Allegheny College Library, donated by U. S. Government.  
Forms part of the Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library).  
map6F G3400 1853 P4a (PrCt)

16040  
Canada - Maps - 1855  
Greenland - Maps - 1855  
Alaska - Maps - 1855  
Colton's atlas of the world ... (1855-1856)  
1 map : hand col. ; 28 x 36 cm.  
oversize G 10 .185 v.1, pl. 2 (PrCt)

16041  
Canada - Maps - 1855  
Greenland - Maps - 1855  
Alaska - Maps - 1855  
Colton's general atlas ... (1857)  
1 map : hand col. ; 28 x 36 cm.  
oversize G 10 .188 pl. 4 (PrCt)

16042  
Canada - Maps - 1855  
Montréal Region (Québec) - Maps - 1855  
Colton's atlas of the world ... (1855-1856)  
1 map : hand col. ; 28 x 36 cm.  
oversize G 10 .185 v.1, pl. 4 (PrCt)

16044  
Canada - Maps - 1859  
Explorations - Manitoba - Maps - 1859  
Explorations - Saskatchewan - Maps - 1859  
Wall maps  
Plan shewing the region explored by S.J. Dawson and his party, between Fort William, Lake Superior, and the Great Saskatchewan River, from 1st of August 1857 to 1st November 1858. Toronto : J. Ellis, [1859].  
Authors: Dawson, S. J. (Simon James), 1820-1902 -- Ellis, J., lithographer, Toronto -- Lovell, John, 1810-1893  
1 map ; 122 x 200 cm.  
Scale 1 inch to 10 miles.  
Relief shown by hachures.  
Issued in Dawson, S.J. Report on the exploration of the country between Lake Superior and the Red River Settlement ... (Toronto: John Lovell, 1859).  
map G 1082 .124 VII (NLO)
16045 Canada - Maps - 1859-1866
Greenland - Maps - 1859
Alaska - Maps - 1859

1 map : hand col. ; 29 x 36 cm.

In: Colton George Woolworth. Colton's atlas of North America, from Canada to the Great Lakes region and the Oregon country. (1859) -- Johnson & Browning
1 map : hand col. ; 29 x 36 cm.

Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 20 x 28 cm., folded to 22 x 14 cm.

In Milton, William Fitzwilliam and Walter B. Cheadle. The North-West passage by land. Being the narrative of an expedition from the Atlantic to the Pacific, undertaken with the view of exploring a route across the continent to British Columbia through British territory, by one of the northern passes in the Rocky Mountains (London, Cassell, Petter, and Galpin [1865]) at end [Graff 2809]
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Cl. Wagner-Camp. Plains and Rockies, 420.

Graff 2809 [map 2 of 2] (PrCt)

16046 Canada - Maps - 1859-1866
United States - Maps - 1859-1899
Travel, 1845-1848 - Maps
Map to illustrate Mr. Kane's travels in the territory of the Hudson's Bay Company / Engraved by Edwd. Weller, Duke Street, Bloomsbury. London : Longman & Co., [1859].

Authors: Weller, Edward, -1884 -- Kane, Paul, 1810-1871 -- Longman, J. Arrowsmith. 1832
1800-1893 -- Longman & Co. -- Kane, Paul, 1810-1871.

Wanderings of an artist among the Indians of North America, from Canada to Vancouver's Island and Oregon ... (1859) -- Longman, Brown, Green, Longmans, & Roberts -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 19 x 58 cm., on sheet folded to 23 x 14 cm.

Covers Canada and the U.S. between 57-37° N; Paul Kane's 1845-1848 travel routes detailed in the Great Lakes region and the Oregon country. In: Kane, Paul. Wanderings of an artist among the Indians of North America, from Canada to Vancouver's Island and Oregon, through the Hudson's Bay company's territory and back again (London : Longman, Brown, Green, Longmans, and Roberts, 1859), opposite p. [1].

Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copy (in better condition): Ayer 250.2
K2 1859

Graff 2262, opposite p. [1] (PrCt)

16047 Canada - Maps - 1862-1863
Milton, William Fitzwilliam, Viscount, 1839-1877 - Travel, 1862-1863 - Maps
Cheadle, Walter B. (Walter Butler), 1835-1910 - Travel, 1862-1863 - Maps


1 map : hand col. ; 20 x 28 cm., folded to 22 x 14 cm.


Graff 2809 [map 2 of 2] (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Adaptation of earlier work by John Arrowsmith made by Malcolm McLeod; includes "explanation ... by M. McLeod (Britannicus) in June 1869." Colored to show Hudson's Bay Co. Governor George Simpson's 1828 route, McLeod's 1869 route, "Territorial Route (proposed)", and "Pacific R.R. Route (proposed)."

"Copied from original, & with latest additions." In: McDonald, Archibald. Peace River: a canoe voyage from Hudson's Bay to Pacific by the late Sir George Simpson ... in 1828. Journal of ... Archibald McDonald ... who accompanied him. Edited ... by Malcolm McLeod (Ottawa: J. Durie, 1872), inside back cover.

Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library. Graff 3787, inside back cover (PrCt)

16054 Canada - Maps - 1875

1875 - Railroads - Maps
Tackabury's atlas of the Dominion of Canada / drawn, compiled and edited by H.F. Walling; with general descriptions by T. Sterry Hunt ... [et al.] ; drawn, compiled and edited by H.F. Walling.
Montreal: Published by George N. Tackabury, 1875, c1874.

Authors: Walling, Henry Francis, 1825-1888 -- Hunt, Thomas Sterry, 1826-1892 -- Tackabury, George N. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (251 p.) : 48 maps (chiefly col.) ; 45 cm.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 1238
Baskes oversize G1115 .W34 1875 (NLO)

16055 Canada - Maps - 1876 - Railroads - Canadian Pacific Railway Company - Maps - 1876 - Railroads - Maps Map of the country to be traversed by the Canadian Pacific Railway to accompany progress report on the exploratory surveys. [Montréal?]: Burland-Desbarats Lithographic Company, 1876.

Authors: Johnston, J. (John), fl. 1874-1888 -- Fleming, Sandford, Sir, 1827-1915 -- Canadian Pacific Railway Company -- Burland-Desbarats Lith. -- Chicago Historical Society
1 atlas (251 p.) : 48 maps (chiefly col.) ; 45 cm.
Scales differ.
OCLC 39187230
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.

CHS Coll., Map no. 549 (PrCt)


1 map : col. ; 23 x 100 cm.
'Sheet no. 1.'
Detached from Fleming's report on surveys and preliminary operations on the Canadian Pacific Railway up to January 1877 (Ottawa, 1877) opposite p. xvi.
490
Ayer map6F G3401.P3 1877 F6 (PrCt)

16057 Canada - Maps - 1880

The Portable atlas for the Dominion of Canada ... / constructed and engraved by John Bartholomew. London ; Glasgow ; Edinburgh : William Collins, Sons, & Company, [1880?].

Authors: Bartholomew, John, 1831-1893 -- William Collins Sons and Co. -- Roger S. Baskes

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>16058</th>
<th><strong>Canada</strong> - <strong>Maps</strong> - 1880</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Physical atlas with coloured maps, showing the geographical distribution of plants yielding food, climates, flora, soils, regions of summer rains, geological formations and hydrography of the dominion of Canada.</strong> [Ottawa?] : Hurlburt, 1880.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Cover title: Portable atlas for Canada</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Publisher's advertisements on paste downs and fly leaves.</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Scales differ.</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Baskes folio G1115 .B37 1880 (NLO)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>16059</th>
<th><strong>Canada</strong> - <strong>Maps</strong> - 1880&lt;&gt;<strong>Lambton</strong> (Ont. : County) - <strong>Maps</strong> - 1880 - <strong>Landowners</strong>&lt;&gt;<strong>Counties</strong> - <strong>Maps</strong>&lt;&gt;<strong>Landowners - Maps</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Illustrated atlas of the Dominion of Canada ...</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[Toronto : H. Belden &amp; Co., 1880].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Authors: H. Belden &amp; Co.</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>1 atlas (liii, xviii, 110, [8] p. plates, ports., col. maps) ; 46 cm.</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Imperfect; lacking title page; title from OCLC maps) ; 46 cm.</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Binder's title: Atlas.</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>'Historical sketch of the County of Lambton': p.[i]-xviii.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>oversize G 1082 .621 (NLO)</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>16060</th>
<th><strong>Canada</strong> - <strong>Maps</strong> - 1881</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Illustrated atlas of Dominion of Canada.</strong> Toronto : H. Belden, 1881.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Authors: McDonald, D. -- H. Belden &amp; Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>1 v. : 37 maps ; 462 x 366 mm.</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Phillips 4482.</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PrCt</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>16061</th>
<th><strong>Canada</strong> - <strong>Maps</strong> - 1885 - <strong>Indians</strong> - <strong>Wars</strong>&lt;&gt;**Indians - Wars - Canada - Maps - 1885&lt;&gt;**Canada - Maps - 1885 - Indian reservations&lt;&gt;**Indian reservations - Canada - Maps - 1885&lt;&gt;**Riel Rebellion, 1885 - <strong>Campaigns - Maps&lt;&gt;</strong> Métis - Canada - Maps - 1885 - Wars&lt;&gt;**North West Mounted Police (Canada) - Maps - 1885&lt;&gt;**Canadian Pacific Railway Company - Maps - 1885&lt;&gt;**Metis Indians SEE Métis&lt;&gt;**Railroads - Maps&lt;&gt;<strong>Indians of North America - Canada - Maps</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Map of part of the Dominion of Canada illustrating the use of the Canadian Pacific Railway in the movement of troops to quell the North-West troubles in 1885.</strong> [Montréal?] : Canada Bank Note Co., lith., [1886].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Authors: Canada Bank Note Co. (Montréal, Québec) -- Canada. Dept. of Militia and Defence -- Canadian Pacific Railway Company -- Panet, Charles Eugène, 1830- -- Canada. Parliament -- Canada. Dept. of Militia and Defence. Report upon the suppression of the rebellion in the North-West Territories, and matters in connection therewith, in 1885 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>1 map : col. ; 25 x 80 cm.</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>By permission of the Can. P. R'y. Co.</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Shows Indian reservations, routes followed by various troops, and location of engagements. Also includes table of Indian band and tribal names and population statistics.</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Scale ca. 1:6,520,000</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Coordinates: (W 132°--W 57°N 54°--N 36°) Relief shown by hachures.</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Inset (9 x 25 cm.): [World map showing Canadian Pacific Railway connections to Hong Kong, China and Liverpool, England].</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Text on verso: The North-West Field Forces, 1885.</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Text includes list of troop corps and strength, chronology, notes, etc.</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Detached from: Report upon the suppression of the rebellion in the North-West Territories, and matters in connection therewith, in 1885: presented to Parliament / Department of Militia and Defense of the Dominion of Canada. Ottawa : [Dept. of Militia and Defence], 1886. (Sessional papers ; no. 6).</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Map issued as frontispiece to the report; this copy of the map has the title page attached and was probably detached from Ayer 168.3 .C2 1886.</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Duplicate copy of map in variant issue of the report: Ayer 168.3 .C2 1886a map4F G3401.S57 1886 .C3 (NLO)</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>16062</th>
<th><strong>Canada</strong> - <strong>Maps</strong> - 1885 - <strong>Railroads</strong>&lt;&gt;<strong>Canadian Pacific Railway Company - Maps</strong> - 1885&lt;&gt;<strong>Railroads - Maps</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Sketch map showing the route of the Canadian Pacific Railway and its connections.</strong> Edinburgh : Scottish Geographical Society, 1885.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Authors: Bartholomew, John, 1831-1893 -- Scottish geographical magazine (1885)</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>1 map : col. ; 12 x 22 cm.</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>In: Scottish geographical magazine 1 (1885): facing p. 264.</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Scale ca. 1:15,500,000.</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>To accompany the &quot;Geographical note&quot; on the railroad on facing page.</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>G 007 .8, v. 1, facing p. 264 (PrCt)</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

*Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.*
16063 Canada - Maps - 1886 - Railroads - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. Canadian Pacific Railway Company - Maps - 1886 - Railroads - Charts, diagrams, etc. Profile of the Canadian Pacific Railway west of Lake Superior in comparison with the Northern, Union and Central Pacific Railways. Montréal : Canada Bank Note Co., [1886]. Authors: Canada Bank Note Co. (Montréal, Québec) -- Canadian Pacific Railway Company 1 profile; 15 x 86 cm. On verso: Map of the Canadian Pacific Railway and its connections. In Canadian Pacific Railway Company. Annual report for 1885 and report of proceedings at the fifth annual meeting of shareholders ... 1886 (Montréal: Gazette Printing Co., [1886?]) at end. 5A 7267 (1885 vol.) (PrCt)


16065 Canada - Maps - 1886 - Railroads Canadian Pacific Railway Company - Maps - 1886 - Railroads - Maps Map of the Canadian Pacific Railway and its connections. Montréal, Québec : Canada Bank Note Co., [1886]. Authors: Canada Bank Note Co. (Montréal, Québec) -- Canadian Pacific Railway Company -- Gazette Printing Co. Montréal, Québec 1 map : 19 x 58 cm. Printed border trimmed from left side. Detached from Canadian Pacific Railway Company. Annual report for the year 1886 and report of proceedings at the sixth annual meeting of shareholders ... 1887 (Montréal: Gazette Printing Co., 1887) [5A 7267 (1886 vol.) at end] map4F G3401.P3 1887 C3 (PrCt)


16068 Canada - Maps - 1888 - Railroads Canadian Pacific Railway Company - Maps - 1888 - Railroads - Maps Map of the Canadian Pacific Railway and its connections. Montréal, Québec : Canada Bank Note Co., [1887]. Authors: Canada Bank Note Co. (Montréal, Québec) -- Canadian Pacific Railway Company -- Gazette Printing Co. (Montréal, Québec) 1 map : 19 x 59 cm. In Canadian Pacific Railway Company. Annual report for the year 1887 and report of proceedings at the seventh annual meeting of shareholders ... 1888 (Montréal: Gazette Printing Co., [1887]) at end 5A 7267 (1887 vol.) (PrCt)

16069 Canada - Maps - 1889 - Railroads Canadian Pacific Railway Company - Maps - 1889 - Railroads - Maps Map of the Canadian Pacific Railway and its connections. [Montréal, Québec] : Canada Bank Note Co., [1889]. Authors: Canada Bank Note Co. (Montréal, Québec) -- Canadian Pacific Railway Company -- Gazette Printing Co. (Montréal, Québec) 1 map ; 19 x 54 cm. Inset (7 x 18 cm.): [World map showing CPRR steamship connections]. In Canadian Pacific Railway Company. Annual report for the year 1888 and report of
proceedings at the eighth annual meeting of shareholders ... 1889 (Montréal: Gazette Printing Co., [1889?]) at end.
5A 7267 (1888 vol.) (PrCT)

16070 Canada - Maps - 1890<>Northwest Territories - Maps - 1890
Map of the Northwest Territories / drawn by Gustave Rinfret. [S.l. s.n., 1890?].
Authors: Rinfret, Gustave -- Masson, L. R. (Louis Rodrigue), 1833-1903. Les Bourgeois de la Compagnie du Nord-Ouest ... (1889-1890) -- A. Coté et cie., firm, Québec -- Coté (A.) et cie., firm, Québec SEE A. Coté et cie., 1889-1890), v. 1 and 2, at end.
2 copies of the map (at end of both volumes). References: Graff 2705 (sold as Newberry duplicate).
Ayer 168.8 .N8 M2 1889, v. 1 and 2, at end (PrCT)

16071 Canada - Maps - 1890 - Railroads<>Canadian Pacific Railway Company - Maps - 1890<>Railroads - Maps
Map of the Canadian Pacific Railway and its connections. [Montréal, Québec? Canadian Pacific Railway Company?, 1890?].
Authors: Canadian Pacific Railway Company -- Gazette Printing Co. (Montréal, Québec)
1 map : 22 x 80 cm.
In Canadian Pacific Railway Company. Annual report for the year 1889 and report of proceedings at the ninth annual meeting of shareholders ... 1890 (Montréal: Gazette Printing Co., [1890?]) opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1889 vol.) (PrCT)

16072 Canada - Maps - 1890 - Railroads<>Canadian Pacific Railway Company - Maps - 1890<>Wall maps<>Railroads - Maps
Map of the Dominion of Canada shewing the Canadian Pacific Railway and its connections. Montreal : Burland Lithographic Co., [ca. 1890?].
Authors: Canadian Pacific Railway Company -- Burland Lithographic Co. -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 146 x 310 cm. on 10 sheets fold. to 33 x 28 cm. in slip case (34 x 30 cm.)
Scale 1:7,742,400; 27.5 statute miles to an inch.
Also shows lines belonging to the Canadian Pacific, already completed, those under construction and independent connections, with a table of comparative distances.
Ayer 133 .C185 18-- (NLO)

16073 Canada - Maps - 1891
The Canadian guide-book : the tourist’s and sportsman’s guide to eastern Canada and Newfoundland, including full descriptions of routes, cities, points of interest, summer resorts, fishing places, etc. in eastern Ontario, the Muskoka district, the St. Lawrence region, the Lake St. John country, the maritime provinces, Prince Edward Island, and Newfoundland / by Charles G.D. Roberts. New York : D. Appleton and Co., 1891.
8 viii, 270 p., [37] leaves of plates : ill., 11 maps (some col., some folded) ; 18 cm.
Cover title: Appletons’ Canadian guide-book Maps by Matthews-Northrup Co. 4 maps in pocket at end.
Laid in pocket at end: Abstract of Ontario game and fishery laws for the year 1892. Toronto: Warwick & Sons, 1892.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Full text version of another copy (but not maps) available via the HathiTrust Digital Library (accessed July 2011):
http://b babel.hathitrust.org/cgi/pt?id=njp.32101059 580868
Baskes F1009 .R66 1891 (NLO)

16074 Canada - Maps - 1891 - Railroads<>Canadian Pacific Railway Company - Maps - 1891
Authors: Mortimer and Company -- Canada. Department of Agriculture -- Canadian Pacific Railway Company -- The visit of the tenant-farmer delegates to Canada in 1890 (1891)
1 map ; 16 x 54 cm. fold. to 19 x 12 cm.
In: The visit of the tenant-farmer delegates to Canada in 1890 : the reports of Mr. W. Edwards ... Mr. G. Hutchinson ... Mr. Wm. Scotson ... and Mr. J.T. Wood ... on the agricultural resources of Canada ... (London : McCorquodale, 1891), at back.
Includes ‘table of distances’ of shipping routes between various ports.
Inset: [World map, showing the Canadian Pacific Rwy. a as a link between Pacific and Atlantic shipping].
To Collection Services for cataloging, Oct. 2008 (PrCT)

16075 Canada - Maps - 1891 - Railroads<>Canadian Pacific Railway Company - Maps - 1891<>Railroads - Maps
Map of the Canadian Pacific Railway and its connections. [Montréal, Québec? Canadian
Map showing the railways of Canada to accompany the annual report of railway statistics, 1891. Montréal, Québec : Sabiston Lith. & Publishing Co., 1891.
1 map : col. ; 107 x 220 cm.
CHS Coll., Map no. 563 (PrCt)

16077 Canada - Maps - 1892
2 v. : ill., maps (some col., some folded), plates ; 18 cm.
Cover title: Appleton’s Canadian guide-book
1 vol. has 3 maps in pocket at end, by Poole Bros.
Publisher’s red cloth illustrated binding with gold stamping.
Baskets F1009 .R66 1892 (NLO)

Map of the Canadian Pacific Railway, the Minneapolis, St. Paul and Sault Ste. Marie Railway, the Duluth, South Shore and Atlantic Railway and connections. Chicago : Poole Bros., 1893.
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Canadian Pacific Railway Company -- Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie Railway Company -- Duluth, South Shore, and Atlantic Railway Company -- Gazette Printing Co. (Montréal, Québec)
1 map : col. ; 37 x 80 cm.
In Canadian Pacific Railway Company. Annual report for the year 1894 and report of proceedings at the fourteenth annual meeting of shareholders ... 1894 (Montréal, Québec: Gazette Printing Company, [1895?]) opposite title page. 5A 7267 (1894 vol. [2]) (PrCt)


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
16082 Canada - Maps - 1893 - Railroads - Maps
Map of the Canadian Pacific Railway, the Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie Railway, the Duluth, South Shore and Atlantic Railway, and its connections. Chicago : Poole Bros., 1893.
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Canadian Pacific Railway Company -- Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie Railway Company -- Duluth, South Shore, and Atlantic Railway Company -- Gazette Printing Co. (Montréal, Québec)
1 map : col. ; 37 x 80 cm.
In Canadian Pacific Railway Company. Annual report for the year 1895 and report of the proceedings at the thirteenth annual meeting of shareholders ... 1896 (Montréal, Québec: Gazette Printing Company, [1896?]) at end.
5A 7267 (1895 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

16083 Canada - Maps - 1893 - Railroads - Maps
Authors: Matthews-Northrup Company -- Canadian Pacific Railway Company -- Gazette Printing Co. (Montréal, Québec)
1 map ; 22 x 79 cm.
In Canadian Pacific Railway Company. Annual report for the year 1892 and report of proceedings at the twelfth annual meeting of shareholders ...1893 (Montréal, Québec: Gazette Printing Company, [1893?]) opposite title page
5A 7267 (1892 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

16084 Canada - Maps - 1894
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm)
1 v. : 17 plates
1st ed.
G 82.06 (NLO)

16085 Canada - Maps - 1894
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 10 maps, 7 city plans
1st ed.
Includes advertising priced in dollars.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

16086 Canada - Maps - 1894 - Railroads - Maps
Map of the Canadian Pacific Railway, the Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie Railway, the Duluth, South Shore and Atlantic Railway, and its connections. Chicago : Poole Bros., 1893.
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Canadian Pacific Railway Company -- Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie Railway Company -- Duluth, South Shore, and Atlantic Railway Company -- Gazette Printing Co. (Montréal, Québec)
1 map : col. ; 37 x 79 cm.
Detached from Canadian Pacific Railway Company. Annual report for the year 1893 and report of proceedings at the thirteenth annual meeting of shareholders ...1894 (Montréal, Québec: Gazette Printing Company, [1894?] [5A 7267 (1893 vol. [2]) at end].
map4F G3401.P3 1894 .P6 (PrCt)

16087 Canada - Maps - 1898 - Railroads - Maps
Authors: Matthews-Northrup Company -- Canadian Pacific Railway Company -- Gazette Printing Co. (Montréal, Québec)
1 map ; 22 x 79 cm.
In Canadian Pacific Railway Company. Annual report for the year 1898 and report of proceedings at the twelfth annual meeting of shareholders ...1898 (Montréal, Québec: Gazette Printing Company, [1898?]) opposite title page
5A 7267 (1898 vol. [2]) (PrCt)
Canada - Maps - 1899 - Railroads

Map of the Canadian Pacific Railway, the Minneapolis, St. Paul and Sault Ste Marie Railway, the Duluth, South Shore and Atlantic Railway and connections. Chicago : Poole Bros., [1899?], c1893.

Authors: Poole Brothers -- Canadian Pacific Railway Company -- Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie Railway Company -- Duluth, South Shore, and Atlantic Railway Company
1 map : col. ; 37 x 79 cm.

In Canadian Pacific Railway Company. Eighteenth annual report ... 1898 [Montréal, Québec? : Canadian Pacific Railway Company?, 1899?] at end.
Report title from p. [3].
5A 7267 (1898 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Canada - Maps - 1900

Concise school atlas of Dominion of Canada. Ottawa : Canada, 1900.

Authors: Canada. Dept. of the Interior
1 atlas
Phillips 1243.
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 1310.
G 1082 .14 (NLO)

Canada - Maps - 1900


Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 10 maps, 7 city plans
2nd ed.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Canada - Maps - 1901 - Railroads

1 map : col. ; 37 x 79 cm.

At lower left: Corrected to July 23, 1901.
Plate no.: 2234.
In Canadian Pacific Railway Company. Twentieth annual report of the directors ... covering the period of eighteen months ended ... 1901 [Montréal, Québec? : Canadian Pacific Railway Company, 1901?] at end.
Report title from p. [3].
5A 7267 (1899 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Canada - Maps - 1902 - Railroads

1 map : col. ; 37 x 79 cm.

At lower left: Corrected to July 23, 1901.
Plate no.: 2234.
In Canadian Pacific Railway Company. Twentieth annual report of the directors ... covering the period of eighteen months ended ... 1901 [Montréal, Québec? : Canadian Pacific Railway Company, 1901?] at end.
Report title from p. [3].
5A 7267 (1899 vol. [2]) (PrCt)
Canada - Maps - 1901 - Railroads<>Great Northern Railway of Canada - Maps - 1901<>Railroads - Maps
Map of the Great Northern Ry. of Canada and connections. [New York : s.n., 1901].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1901) -- Great Northern Railway of Canada
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Inset (4 x 9 cm.): Great Northern Ry. of Canada and connections from Quebec to Parry Sound and Upper Lakes.
Roughly bounded by Ontario, Quebec, New York, and Rhode Island.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1901) p. 820
H 668 .703 (1901) p. 820 (PrCt)

Map of the Canadian Pacific Railway, the Minneapolis, St. Paul and Sault Ste. Marie Railway, the Duluth, South Shore and Atlantic Railway and connections. Chicago : Poole Bros., 1902, c1893.
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Canadian Pacific Railway Company -- Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie Railway Company -- Duluth, South Shore, and Atlantic Railway Company
1 map : col ; 37 x 79 cm.
At lower right: Corrected to July 3, 1902.
Plate no.: 2234.
In Canadian Pacific Railway Company. Annual report ... for the fiscal year ended June 30th,1902 [Montréal, Québec?: Canadian Pacific Railway Company?, 1902?] at end.
5A 7267 (1901-1902 vol.) (PrCt)

Canada - Maps - 1902 - Railroads<>Great Northern Railway of Canada - Maps - 1902<>Railroads - Maps
Map of the Great Northern Ry. of Canada and connections. [New York : s.n., 1902].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1902) -- Great Northern Railway of Canada
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Roughly bounded by Ontario, Quebec, New York, and Massachusetts.
Inset (4 x 9 cm.): Great Northern Ry. of Canada and connections from Quebec to Parry Sound and Upper Lakes.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1902) p. 805
H 668 .703 (1902) p. 805 (PrCt)

1 map ; 20 x 39 cm.
In Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie Railway Company. Annual report ... for the year ending June 30th,1902 (Minneapolis: Tribune Printing Company, [1902?]) bound as second leaf before title page.
5A 7267 (1901-1902 vol.) (PrCt)

Map of the Canadian Pacific Railway, the Minneapolis, St. Paul and Sault Ste. Marie Railway, the Duluth, South Shore and Atlantic Railway and connections. Chicago : Poole Bros., 1903, c1893.
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Canadian Pacific Railway Company -- Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie Railway Company -- Duluth, South Shore, and Atlantic Railway Company
1 map : col ; 37 x 79 cm.
At lower left: Corrected to August 1st 1903.
Plate no.: 2234.
In Canadian Pacific Railway Company. Twenty-second annual report of the directors ... for the year ended ... 1903 [Montréal, Québec?: Canadian Pacific Railway Company?, 1903?] at end.
Report title from p. [5].
5A 7267 (1902-1903 vol.) (PrCt)
16102  Canada - Maps - 1905 - Railroads

Canada, Western - Maps - 1904

Geography of the Dominion of Canada and atlas of western Canada setting forth, for use in schools and for the guidance of intending settlers, an account of its resources and development: with maps of Ontario, Quebec, and the Maritime provinces, Manitoba, British Columbia, Assiniboia, Alberta, and Saskatchewan besides general maps and numerous diagrams ... / issued by direction of Hon. Clifford Sifton, Minister of the Interior.

Ottawa : [Dept. of the Interior, 1904?].


64 p. : ill., 23 maps (some col.) : 28 cm.

Some maps bear 1904 by Rand, McNally & Co. Largely descriptive with some statistical information. In original illustrated coloured paper covers. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1115 .C2 1904 (NLO)

16103  Canada - Maps - 1905 - Railroads

Canada, Western - Maps - 1904

Railroads

Grand Trunk Pacific Railway Company - Maps - 1905 - Railroads

Approximate route of the Grand Trunk Pacific Railway and connections. [New York : s.n., 1905].

Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1905) -- Grand Trunk Pacific Railway Company

1 map ; 11 x 19 cm.

Covers much of Canada and part of the northern United States. Also numbered '53.' Text on verso.

In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1905) p. 833

H 668 .703 (1905) p. 833 (PrCt)

16104  Canada - Maps - 1905 - Railroads

Canada, Western - Maps - 1904

Railroads

West (U.S.) - Maps - 1905 - Railroads

Canadian Pacific Railway Company - Maps - 1905 - Railroads


Map of the Canadian Pacific Railway, the Minneapolis, St. Paul and Sault Ste. Marie Railway, the Duluth, South Shore and Atlantic Railway and connections. Chicago : Poole Bros., 1904, c1893.

Authors: Poole Brothers -- Canadian Pacific Railway Company -- Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie Railway Company -- Duluth, South Shore, and Atlantic Railway Company

1 map : col. ; 37 x 79 cm.

At lower left: Corrected to July 11th, 1904.

Plate no.: 2234.

In Canadian Pacific Railway Company. Report of the proceedings at the twenty-fourth annual meeting of the shareholders ... 1905 [Montréal, Québec?: Canadian Pacific Railway Company?, 1904?] opposite title page.

5A 7267 (1904 vol. [1]) (PrCt)
Canada - Maps - 1906


Authors: Canada. Dept. of the Interior -- White, James, 1863-1928 -- Toronto Lithographing Co.
-- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (21 p., 83 (i.e.90) col. plates) : maps, tables, diagrs. ; 46 cm.
1st ed.

‘Prepared under the direction of James White.’
At head of title: Department of the Interior, Canada, Honourable Fran Oliver, minister, 1906.
Includes extra numbered plates 26a, 27a, 28a, 29a-29d.
Phillips 1249.

*Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)*

16106


*Map of the Canadian Pacific Railway, the Minneapolis, St. Paul and Sault Ste. Marie Railway, the Duluth, South Shore and Atlantic Railway and connections.* Chicago : Poole Bros., [1906].

Authors: Poole Brothers -- Canadian Pacific Railway Company -- Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie Railway Company -- Duluth, South Shore, and Atlantic Railway Company
1 map ; col. ; 37 x 80 cm.
Plate no.: 2234.
Detached from Canadian Pacific Railway Company. Report of the proceedings at the twenty-fifth annual meeting of the shareholders ... 1906 [Montréal, Québec?: Canadian Pacific Railway Company?, 1906?] [5A 7267 (1906 vol. [1]) opposite title page.]

**map4F G3401.P3 1906 .P6 (PrCt)**

16107


*Approximate route of the Grand Trunk Pacific Railway and connections.* [New York : s.n., 1906].

Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1906) -- Grand Trunk Pacific Railway Company
1 map ; 11 x 19 cm.
Covers much of Canada and part of the northern United States.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1906) p. 851

**H 668 .703 (1906) p. 851 (PrCt)**

16108


Authors: Poole Brothers -- Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie Railway Company -- Canadian Pacific Railway Company -- Tribune Job Printing Company (Minneapolis, Minn.)
1 map ; 19 x 39 cm.
7'-31-'06 -- at bottom right.
Plate no.: 4507

**map4F G3401.P3 1906 .P6 (PrCt)**

16109

Canada - Maps - 1907

*Dominion of Canada.* Leipzig ; London ; New York : K. Baedeker ; Dulau ; Scribner's, 1907.

Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Dulau & Co. -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 13 maps, 12 city plans
3rd ed.
Includes advertising dated 1909 and priced in dollars.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
*Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)*

16110

Canada - Maps - 1907

*Dominion of Canada.* Leipzig ; London ; New York : K. Baedeker ; Dulau ; Scribner's, 1907.

Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Dulau & Co. -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 13 maps, 12 city plans
3rd ed.
Includes advertising dated 1909 and priced in dollars.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
*Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)*

16111

Canada - Maps - 1907

*Dominion of Canada.* Leipzig ; London ; New York : K. Baedeker ; Dulau ; Scribner's, 1907.

Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Dulau & Co. -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 13 maps, 12 city plans
3rd ed.
Includes advertising dated 1909 and priced in dollars.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
*Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)*
Map of the Canadian Pacific Railway, the Minneapolis, St. Paul and Sault Ste. Marie Railway, the Duluth, South Shore and Atlantic Railway and connections. Chicago : Poole Bros., [1907], c1893.
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Canadian Pacific Railway Company -- Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie Railway Company -- Duluth, South Shore, and Atlantic Railway Company
1 map : col. ; 37 x 80 cm.
'Corrected to July 10th, 1907' -- at bottom right.
Plate no.: 2234
In Canadian Pacific Railway Company. Twenty-sixth annual report of the directors ... 1907 [Montréal, Québec? : Canadian Pacific Railway Company?, 1907?] opposite p. [1].
Report lacks title page; title from p. [5].
5A 7267 (1907 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Approximate route of Grand Trunk Pacific Railway and connections. [New York : s.n., 1907].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1907) -- Grand Trunk Pacific Railway Company
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Covers much of Canada and part of the northern United States.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1907) p. 919
H 668 .703 (1907) p. 919 (PrCt)

- Maps - 1907 - Railroads - Maps
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie Railway Company -- Canadian Pacific Railway Company -- Farnham Printing & Stationery Co. (Minneapolis, Minn.) -- A. B. Farnham Printing & Stationery Co. SEE Farnham Printing & Stationery Co. (Minneapolis, Minn.) -- Farnham (A. B.) Printing & Stationery Co. SEE Farnham Printing & Stationery Co. (Minneapolis, Minn.)
1 map ; 19 x 39 cm.
'9-16-'07' -- at bottom left.
Plate no.: 4507
5A 7267 (1907 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Map of the Canadian Pacific Railway, the Minneapolis, St. Paul and Sault Ste. Marie Railway, the Duluth, South Shore and Atlantic Railway and connections. Chicago : Poole Bros., [1908], c1893.
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Canadian Pacific Railway Company -- Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie Railway Company -- Duluth, South Shore, and Atlantic Railway Company
1 map : col. ; 37 x 80 cm.
'Corrected to Feb. 1st, 1908.' -- at bottom right.
Plate no.: 2234
In Canadian Pacific Railway Company. Twenty-seventh annual report of the directors ... 1908 [Montréal, Québec? : Canadian Pacific Railway Company?, 1908?] opposite p. [1].
Report lacks title page; title from p. [5].
5A 7267 (1908 vol. [1]) (PrCt)
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1908) p. 791
H 668 .703 (1908) p. 791 (PrCt)

16117 Canada - Maps - 1908 - Railroads
Canadian Pacific Railway Company - Maps - 1908 - Railroads - Maps
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie Railway Company -- Canadian Pacific Railway Company -- Farnham Printing & Stationery Co. (Minneapolis, Minn.)
1 map ; 19 x 39 cm.
'9-16-07' -- at bottom left.
Plate no.: 4507
5A 7267 (1908 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

16118 Canada - Maps - 1909 - Railroads
Grand Trunk Pacific Railway Company - Maps - 1909 - Railroads - Maps
Approximate route of Grand Trunk Pacific Railway and connections. [New York : s.n., 1909].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1909) -- Grand Trunk Pacific Railway Company
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Covers much of Canada and part of the northern United States.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1909) p. 775
H 668 .703 (1909) p. 775 (PrCt)

16119 Canada - Maps - 1909 - Railroads
Map of the Canadian Pacific Railway, the Minneapolis, St. Paul and Sault Ste. Marie Railway, the Duluth, South Shore and Atlantic Railway. Chicago : Poole Bros., [1909?].
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Canadian Pacific Railway Company -- Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie Railway Company -- Duluth, South Shore, and Atlantic Railway Company
1 map ; 36 x 79 cm.
'Corrected to July 17, 1909.'
Plate no.: 2234

16120 Canada - Maps - 1909 - Railroads
Soo Line. Chicago : Poole Bros., [1909?].
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie Railway Company -- Farnham Printing & Stationery Co. (Minneapolis, Minn.)
1 map ; 22 x 60 cm.
'6-5-09' -- at bottom left.
Plate no.: 4553
5A 7267 (1909 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

16121 Canada - Maps - 1910-1919
Authors: William Collins Sons and Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- William Collins Sons and Co. The Collegiate atlas ... [191?-]
1 map : col. ; 23 x 30 cm.
Printed plate number repeated on thumb index at right.
"Canada" in oversize manuscript lettering on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .C625 1910z, [plate] 27 (PrCt)

16122 Canada - Maps - 1910 - Geography - 1910
Authors: Marist Brothers -- L.L. Poates Eng'r Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (112 p.) : ill., 39 maps (chiefly col.) ; 28 cm.
At head of title: Enseignement primaire : cours
intermédiaire et primaire supérieur
"Ouvrage approuvé le 5 octobre 1910, par le
Conseil de l'instruction publique."
Maps by L.L. Poates Engrg Co.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1115 .A85 1910 (NLO)

Approximate route of Grand Trunk Pacific Railway and connections. [New York : s.n., 1910].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1910) -- Grand Trunk Pacific Railway Company
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Covers much of Canada and part of the northern United States.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1910) p. [1801]
H 668 .703 (1910) p. [1801] (PrCt)

Map of the Canadian Pacific Railway, the Minneapolis, St. Paul and Sault Ste. Marie Railway Company -- Duluth, South Shore, and Atlantic Railway Company
1 map ; 36 x 79 cm.
'Corrected to July 1, 1910.'
Plate no.: 2234
5A 7267 (1910 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Canada - Maps - 1911 - Railroads -> Canadian Pacific Railway Company - Maps - 1911 - Railroads - Maps
Map of the Canadian Pacific Railway, the Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie Railway, the Duluth, South Shore & Atlantic Railway and connections. Chicago : Poole Bros., 1911.
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Canadian Pacific Railway Company -- Duluth, South Shore, and Atlantic Railway Company
1 map : col. ; 46 x 111 cm.
'Corrected to March 1911.'
'4-1-'11' --at bottom right.
Plate no.: 5410.
In Canadian Pacific Railway Company. Annual report of the Canadian Pacific Railway Company for the fiscal year ended ... 1911 ([Montréal, Québec? Canadian Pacific Railway Company?], 1911) at end.
Identified as 'thirtieth annual report' on p. [5].
5A 7267 (1911 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Canada - Maps - 1911 - Railroads -> Canadian Pacific Railway Company - Maps - 1911 - Railroads - Maps
Map of the Canadian Pacific Railway, the Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie Railway Company -- Duluth, South Shore, and Atlantic Railway Company
1 map ; 18 x 40 cm.
Covers Canada and the northern United States.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1911) between p. 1426-1427
H 668 .703 (1911) bet. p. 1426-1427 (PrCt)

Approximate route of Grand Trunk Pacific Railway, and connections. [New York : s.n., 1911].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1911) -- Grand Trunk Pacific Railway Company
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Covers much of Canada and part of the northern United States.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1911) p. 1489
H 668 .703 (1911) p. 1489 (PrCt)

Map of the Canadian Pacific Railway, the Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie Railway Company -- Duluth, South Shore, and Atlantic Railway Company
1 map : 36 x 79 cm.
'Corrected to June 1912.'
'6-13-'12' --at bottom right.
"Ouvrage approuvé le 5 octobre 1910, par le Conseil de l'instruction publique."
Authors: Canadian Northern Railway Company
1 map : col. ; 13 maps ; 80 x 202 mm.
Plate nos.: '9' and '1009.'
In Canadian Northern Railway Company. Thirteenth annual report of the board of directors of the Canadian Northern Railway Company ... 1913 (Toronto?: Canadian Northern Railway Company?, 1913?) at end.
5A 7267 (1913 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

16135 Canada - Maps - 1914 - Railroads beers Canadian Northern Railway Company - Maps - 1914 - Railroads - Maps Map shewing the Canadian Northern Railway system and connections. [Toronto? Canadian Northern Railway Company?, 1914].
Authors: Canadian Northern Railway Company
1 map : col. ; 33 x 80 cm.
Plate nos.: '9' and '1009.'
In Canadian Northern Railway Company. Twelfth annual report of the board of directors of the Canadian Northern Railway Company for the fiscal year ended ... 1914 (Toronto?: Canadian Northern Railway Company?, 1914?) at end.
5A 7267 (1913 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

16136 Canada - Maps - 1914 - Railroads beers Canadian Northern Railway Company - Maps - 1914 - Railroads - Maps Map shewing the Canadian Northern Railway system and connections. [Toronto? Canadian Northern Railway Company?, 1914].
Authors: Canadian Northern Railway Company
1 map : col. ; 33 x 80 cm.
Plate nos.: '9' and '1009.'
In Canadian Northern Railway Company. Twelfth annual report of the board of directors of the Canadian Northern Railway Company for the fiscal year ended ... 1914 (Toronto?: Canadian Northern Railway Company?, 1914?) at end.
5A 7267 (1913 vol. [1]) (PrCt)
Canadian Northern Railway Company ... 1914
[Toronto?: Canadian Northern Railway Company?, 1914?] at end.
5A 7267 (1914 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

16136 Canada - Maps - 1914 -
Map of the Canadian Pacific Railway, the Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie Railway, the Duluth, South Shore & Atlantic Railway and connections. Chicago : Poole Bros., 1914, c1911.
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Canadian Pacific Railway Company -- Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie Railway Company -- Duluth, South Shore, and Atlantic Railway Company
1 map : col. ; 45 x 110 cm.
'Corrected to June 30th, 1914.'
6-18-'14' -- at bottom right.
Plate no.: 5410.
Inset (12 x 31 cm.): Canadian Pacific Railway and Steamship Lines. Plate no.: 5815. '6-16-'14' at bottom.
In Canadian Pacific Railway Company. Annual report of the Canadian Pacific Railway Company for the fiscal year ... 1914 [Montréal, Québec?: Canadian Pacific Railway Company?, 1914?] at end.
Identified as 'thirty-third annual report' on p. [3].
5A 7267 (1914 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

16137 Canada - Maps - 1915
Authors: Canada. Dept. of the Interior -- Chalifour, J. E., fl. 1915
1 atlas (14 p., 124 l. (maps, plans, diagrs.)) ; 45 cm.
'Rev. and enl. ed. Prepared under the direction of J.E. Chalifour, chief geographer.'
At head of title: Department of the interior, Canada. Honourable W.J. Roche, minister, 1915.
16141 Canada - Maps - 1916 -
Railroads<>Canadian Northern Railway Company - Maps - 1916<>Canadian Northern Railway System SEE Canadian Northern Railway Company<>Railroads - Maps
Map shewing the Canadian Northern Railway system and connections. [Toronto? Canadian Northern Railway Company?, 1916?].
Authors: Canadian Northern Railway Company -- Canadian Northern Railway System SEE Canadian Northern Railway Company
1 map : col. ; 33 x 80 cm.
Plate nos.: '9' and '1009'.
In Canadian Northern Railway Company. Second annual report of the board of directors of the Canadian Northern Railway System ... June 30th, 1916 [Toronto?: Canadian Northern Railway

16139 Canada - Maps - 1915<>Newfoundland and Labrador - Maps - 1915
Authors: Stanford, Edward, 1827-1904 -- Ami, H. R. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 28 maps ; 196 x 137 mm.
2nd ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

16140 Canada - Maps - 1915 -
Map of the Canadian Pacific Railway, the Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie Railway, the Duluth, South Shore & Atlantic Railway and connections. Chicago : Poole Bros., 1915, c1911.
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Canadian Pacific Railway Company -- Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie Railway Company -- Duluth, South Shore, and Atlantic Railway Company
1 map : col. ; 45 x 110 cm.
'Corrected to June 30th, 1915.'
7-8-'15' -- at bottom right.
Plate no.: 5410.
Inset (12 x 31 cm.): Canadian Pacific Railway and Steamship Lines. Plate no.: 5815. '7-19-'15' at bottom.
In Canadian Pacific Railway Company. Annual report of the Canadian Pacific Railway Company for the fiscal year ... 1914 [Montréal, Québec?: Canadian Pacific Railway Company?, 1914?] at end.
Identified as 'thirty-third annual report' on p. [3].
5A 7267 (1915 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

5A 7267 (1914 vol. [1]) (PrCt)


Includes indexes. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library. Baskes GV1024 .O22 1917 (NLO)


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>16148</td>
<td>Canada - Maps - 1919 (Provisional Heading) Canada descriptive atlas. Ottawa : Canada Immigration, 1919. Authors: Canada. Immigration -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. : 12 maps ; 275 x 204 mm. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Maps

Map of the Canadian Pacific Railway, the Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie Railway, the Duluth, South Shore & Atlantic Railway and connections. Chicago : Poole Bros., 1920 [i.e. 1921?], c1911.
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Canadian Pacific Railway Company -- Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie Railway Company -- Duluth, South Shore, and Atlantic Railway Company
1 map : col. ; 45 x 110 cm.
'Corrected to December 31, 1920.'
'12-27-20' -- at bottom right.
Plate no.: 5410.
Inset (12 x 31 cm.): [World map of] Canadian Pacific Railway and steamship lines. Plate no.: 5815.
In Canadian Pacific Railway Company. Annual report of the Canadian Pacific Railway Company ... December 31st, 1921 [Montréal?: Canadian Pacific Railway Company?, 1922?] at end.
5A 7267 (1921 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Canada - Maps - 1922
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm)
1 v. : 26 plates
4th ed.
A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher, 1832-1990, no. E266.
G 82.062 (NLO)

Canada - Maps - 1922
Dominion of Canada. Leipzig ; London ; New York : K. Baedeker ; T. Fisher Unwin ; Scribner's, 1922.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- T. Fisher Unwin (Firm) -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 14 maps, 12 city plans
4th ed.
A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher, 1832-1990, no. E266.
Includes advertising dated 1922 and priced in shillings.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Canada - Maps - 1922
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm)
1 v. : 26 plates
4th ed.
A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher, 1832-1990, no. E266.
Includes advertising dated 1922 and priced in shillings.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Canada - Maps - 1922
Dominion of Canada. Leipzig ; London ; New York : K. Baedeker ; T. Fisher Unwin ; Scribner's, 1922.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- T. Fisher Unwin (Firm) -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 14 maps, 12 city plans
4th ed.
A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher, 1832-1990, no. E266.
Includes advertising dated 1922 and priced in shillings.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)


Map of the Canadian Pacific Railway, the Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie Railway, the Duluth, South Shore & Atlantic Railway, the Spokane International Railway and connections.

Chicago : Poole Bros., 1924 [i.e. 1925?], c1911.
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Canadian Pacific Railway Company -- Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie Railway Company -- Duluth, South Shore, and Atlantic Railway Company -- Spokane International Railroad

1 map : col. ; 45 x 110 cm.
'Corrected to December 31, 1924.'
'1-3-25' -- at bottom right.
Plate no.: 5410.
Inset (12 x 31 cm.): [World map of] Canadian Pacific Railway and steamship lines. Plate no.: 5815.

In Canadian Pacific Railway Company. Annual report of the Canadian Pacific Railway Company ... December 31st, 1924 [Montréal?: Canadian Pacific Railway Company?, 1925?] at end.

5A 7267 (1924 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

16162 Canada - Maps - 1924 - Railroads<>>>Railroads - Maps

Authors: Chalifour, J. E., fl. 1915 -- Canada. Dept. of the Interior -- Canada. Natural Resources Intelligence Service
1 map : col. ; 122 x 254 cm. on 4 sheets
At head of title: Department of the Interior, Canada
Scale 1:2,217,600. Or 35 mi. to 1 in.
In four sections.
Inset: index map.
Includes table of railway distances.
Inset: Canada. Scale: 300 miles to 1 in.
Relief shown by spot heights.
map G 1082 .144 (NLO)

5A 7267 (1924 vol. [1]) (PrCt)


Canadian National Railways. [Montreal? Canadian National Railways?, 1924?].
Authors: Canadian National Railways
1 map : col. ; 23 x 79 cm.


5A 7267 (1923 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

Map of the Canadian Pacific Railway, the Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie Railway, the Duluth, South Shore & Atlantic Railway, the Spokane International Railway and connections. Chicago : Poole Bros., 1927 [i.e. 1928?], c1911.
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Canadian Pacific Railway Company -- Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie Railway Company -- Duluth, South Shore, and Atlantic Railway Company -- Spokane International Railroad
1 map : col. ; 45 x 110 cm.
'Corrected to December 31, 1927.'
'12-20-'27 --at bottom right.
Plate no.: 5410.
Inset (12 x 31 cm.): [World map of] Canadian Pacific Railway and steamship lines. Plate no.: 5815.
5A 7267 (1927 vol. [1]) (PrCt)


Canadian National Railways. [Montreal?] Canadian National Railways?, 1928, i.e. 1929?]. Authors: Canadian National Railways
1 map : col. ; 23 x 79 cm.
'12-31-'28' at bottom right.
Plate no.: 6245
Covers southern Canada and northern U.S.
5A 7267 (1929 vol. [2]) (PrCt)


Map of the Canadian Pacific Railway, the Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie Railway, the Duluth, South Shore & Atlantic Railway, the Spokane International Railway and connections. Chicago : Poole Bros., 1928 [i.e. 1929?], c1911.
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Canadian Pacific Railway Company -- Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie Railway Company -- Duluth, South Shore, and Atlantic Railway Company -- Spokane International Railroad
1 map : col. ; 45 x 110 cm.
'Corrected to December 31, 1928.'
'12-31-'28' --at bottom right.
Plate no.: 5410.
Inset (12 x 31 cm.): [World map of] Canadian Pacific Railway and steamship lines. Plate no.: 5815.
Title page missing, report title taken from p. [4].
5A 7267 (1928 vol. [1]) (PrCt)


Dominion of Canada animated atlas / [text by Oliver Master ; drawings by Arthur Edward Elias]. [Ottawa] : Dept. of the Interior, Natural Resources Intelligence Service, [1929?].
Caption title: Canada from two viewpoints.
Pictorial maps by Arthur E. Elias accompanied by descriptive text by Oliver Master.
Descriptive text facing each map.
Illustrated color title page.
Scales differ.
Illustrated bookplate: Forbes Library, Northampton, Massachusetts.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copy: oversize H 282 .155
LC Card Number: map3100010

Baskes oversize G1116.A5 C3 1929 (NLO)

Map of the Canadian Pacific Railway, the Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie Railway, the Duluth, South Shore & Atlantic Railway, the Spokane International Railway, Northern Alberta Railways, and connections. Chicago : Poole Bros., 1929 [i.e. 1930?], c1911.
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Canadian Pacific Railway Company -- Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie Railway Company -- Duluth, South Shore, and Atlantic Railway Company -- Spokane International Railroad -- Northern Alberta Railways Company
1 map : col. ; 45 x 110 cm.
‘Corrected to December 31, 1929.’
‘12-21-29’ -- at bottom right.
Plate no.: 5410.
Inset (12 x 31 cm.): [World map of] Canadian Pacific Railway and steamship lines. Plate no.: 5815.
In Canadian Pacific Railway Company.
Forty-ninth annual report ... December 31, 1929 [Montreal?: Canadian Pacific Railway Company?, 1930?] at end.
Title page missing, report title taken from p. [4].
5A 7267 (1929 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Canadian Pacific Railway. Chicago : Poole Brothers, 1929, c1926.
Authors: La Salle Extension University Atlas of traffic maps (1930) -- Poole Brothers -- Canadian Pacific Railway Company.
2 maps ; 10 x 33 cm. and 13 x 33 cm., on sheet 28 x 39 cm.
‘Corrected to April, 1929’
Plate no.: 6128.
In Atlas of traffic maps (Chicago : La Salle Extension University, 1930) p. 126-127.
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .A73 1930 p. 126-127 (PrCt)

16177 Canada - Maps - 1929 - Road maps<<>>United States - Maps - 1929 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Map indicating main automobile roads between Canada and United States. [Ottawa] : Natural Resources Intelligence Service, 1929.
Authors: Canada. Natural Resources Intelligence Service
1 map : col. ; 50 x 87 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:6,336,000].
“Natural Resources Intelligence Service, F.C.C. Lynch, director.”
map6F G3401 .P2 1929 C3 (PrCt)

Dominion of Canada and Newfoundland.
[Chicago] : La Salle Extension University, [1930].
Authors: La Salle Extension University Atlas of traffic maps (1930) -- C.S. Hammond & Company
1 map : col. ; 17 x 25 cm.
Added title in right margin: Canadian industries.
List of industries printed within each province.
In Atlas of traffic maps (Chicago : La Salle Extension University, 1930) p. 4.
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .A73 1930 p. 4 (PrCt)

Authors: Lynch, F. C. C. (Francis Christopher Chisholm), b. 1884 -- Canada. National Development Bureau -- Canada. Dept. of the Interior
1 map : col. ; 55 x 92 cm.
‘Prepared by National Development Bureau, F.C.C. Lynch, Director.’
Scale [1:6,336,000]. 100 miles = 1 in.
Coordinates: (W 140°--W 45°/N 55°--N 40°)
oversize G 1082 .145 (NLO)

Canadian National Railways, Grand Trunk System (lines in U.S.), Central Vermont Railway; Canadian National Railways, Grand Trunk Railway System. [Chicago : La Salle Extension University, 1930].
Authors: La Salle Extension University Atlas of traffic maps (1930) -- Canadian National Railways -- Central Vermont Railway Co. -- Grand Trunk Railway Company of Canada
2 maps ; 13 x 32 cm. and 10 x 32 cm., on sheet 28 x 39 cm.
‘12-8-23’.
Plate no.: B6245.
Added title in upper margin: Canadian National

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Map of the Canadian Pacific Railway, the Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie Railway, the Duluth, South Shore & Atlantic Railway, the Spokane International Railway, Northern Alberta Railways, and connections. Chicago : Poole Bros., 1930 [i.e. 1931?], c1911.
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Canadian Pacific Railway Company -- Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie Railway Company -- Duluth, South Shore, and Atlantic Railway Company -- Spokane International Railroad -- Northern Alberta Railways Company
1 map : col. ; 45 x 110 cm.
'Corrected to December 31, 1930.'
'1-2-31' --at bottom right.
Plate no.: 5410.
Inset (12 x 31 cm.): [World map of] Canadian Pacific Railway and steamship lines. Plate no.: 5815.
Issued with Canadian Pacific Railway Company. Fiftieth annual report ... December 31, 1930 [Montréal?: Canadian Pacific Railway Company?, 1931?].
CPRR title page missing, report title taken from p. [4].
The map is misbound with Boston and Maine Railroad. Ninety-eighth annual report... December 31, 1930 [Boston?: Boston and Maine Railroad?, 1931?], opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1930 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Authors: La Salle Extension University Atlas of traffic maps (1930) -- Canadian Freight Association -- England Freight Association -- Trunk Line Freight Association -- C.S. Hammond & Company
1 map : col. ; 25 x 36 cm.
Title in upper margin. Added title at bottom: Section of Hammond's comprehensive map of the United States.
In Atlas of traffic maps (Chicago: La Salle Extension University, 1930) p. 54-55. Accompanied by text and statistics on p. 53 and 56.
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .A73 1930 p. 124-125 (PrCt)

16183  Canada - Maps - 1930 - Road maps<<<United States - Maps - 1930 - Road maps<<<Road maps
Map indicating automobile roads between Canada and United States / Natural Resources Intelligence Service ... [Ottawa?] : Natural Resources Intelligence Service, 1930.
Authors: Canada. National Resources Intelligence Service -- Canada. Dept. of the Interior -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 50 x 87 cm.
At head of title: Department of the Interior, Canada ... Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Later editions published by Canada. National Development Bureau. RMcN AE 179.18 (PrCt)

Authors: Canada. National Development Bureau -- Canada. Natural Resources Intelligence Service -- Canada. Forest Service -- Canada. Dept. of the Interior, Natural Resources Intelligence Branch SEE Canada. Natural Resources Intelligence Service -- Canada. Natural Resources Intelligence Branch SEE Canada. Natural Resources Intelligence Service SEE Canada. Natural Resources Intelligence Service SEE Canada. Natural Resources Intelligence Service SEE Canada. Natural Resources Intelligence Service SEE Canada. Natural Resources Intelligence Service SEE Canada.
1 map : col. ; 52 x 88 cm.
'Reviewed by Forest Service, Dept. of the Interior'. Scale [1:6,336,000]. 100 miles to 1 in.
Coordinates: (W 141°--W 52°/N 72°--N 42°)
oversize G 1082 .147 (NLO)

Visit ye neighboring country of Canada. [Winnipeg?] Tourist and Convention Bureau of

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

RMcN AE 190.38 (PrCr)

16189 Canada - Maps - 1932 - Road maps

Canada. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1932].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 624 (PrCr)

16190 Canada - Maps - 1933 - Road maps

Canada. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1933].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 817 (PrCr)

16191 Canada - Maps - 1936

Authors: Canada. Dept. of Immigration and Colonization -- Edward E. Ayer Collection

Gousha Clients 817 (PrCr)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)


16197 Canada - Maps - 1942 - Road maps Travel Canada with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1942?]. Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. 

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

1 map : col. ; 26 x 42 cm.
Bottom left corner: Lithographed in Canada 3-47
Covers Canada and northern U.S.
On verso : Canadian National Railways : the
largest railway system in America.
In Canadian National Railways. Annual report
1946 : for the year ended 31st December
[Montréal?: Canadian National Railways?, 1947?]
at end.
5A 7267 (1946 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

16211 Canada - Maps - 1947 -
Railroads>>>Canadian National Railways -
Maps - 1947>>>Railroads - Maps
Canadian National Railways : the largest railway
system in America. [Montréal? Canadian National
Railways?, 1947?].
Authors: Canadian National Railways
1 map : col. ; 26 x 37 cm.
'Lithographed in Canada 3-47' in bottom right
margin.
Covers Canada and northern U.S.
On verso : Trans-Canada Air Lines : Canada's
national air service.
In Canadian National Railways. Annual report
1947 : for the year ended 31st December
[Montréal?: Canadian National Railways?, 1947?]
at end.
5A 7267 (1947 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

16212 Canada - Maps - 1947 - Road maps<<<British
Columbia - Maps - 1947 - Road
maps<<<Road maps
Travel Canada and British Columbia with Conoco
... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1947?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- H.M.
Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "U", indicating 1947
publication.
Panel art: family standing in front of car and
statement "for long trips ask ... about Touraide."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry
Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5072 (PrCt)

16213 Canada - Maps - 1948 - Airways<<<Airways -
Canada - Maps - 1948<<<Trans-Canada
Airlines - Maps - 1948<<<Railroads -
Maps<<<Aeronautical charts
Trans-Canada Air Lines : Canada's national air
service. [Montréal? Canadian National
Railways?, 1948?].
Authors: Trans-Canada Airlines -- Canadian
National Railways
1 map : col. ; 26 x 42 cm.
'Lithographed in Canada 48'--bottom left corner:
Covers Canada and northern U.S.
On verso : Canadian National Railways : the
largest railway system in America.
In Canadian National Railways. Annual report
1947 : for the year ended 31st December
[Montréal?: Canadian National Railways?, 1948?]
at end.
5A 7267 (1947 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

16214 Canada - Maps - 1948 -
Railroads>>>Canadian National Railways -
Maps - 1948>>>Railroads - Maps
Canadian National Railways : the largest railway
system in America. [Montréal? Canadian National
Railways?, 1948?].
Authors: Canadian National Railways
1 map : col. ; 26 x 37 cm.
'Lithographed in Canada 48'--bottom right
margin.
Covers Canada and northern U.S.
On verso : Trans-Canada Air Lines : Canada's
national air service.
In Canadian National Railways. Annual report
1947 : for the year ended 31st December
[Montréal?: Canadian National Railways?, 1948?]
at end.
5A 7267 (1947 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

16215 Canada - Maps - 1948 -
Railroads>>>Canadian National Railways -
Maps - 1948>>>Wall maps>>>Railroads -
Maps
Canadian National Railway system. Chicago :
Authors: Canadian National Railways -- Rand
McNally and Company -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 92 x 127 cm.
Added title in upper margin: Grand Trunk
Canadian National Railways.
Insets (22 x 15 cm. and 18 x 28 cm.): Canadian
National (West Indies) steamships -- Trans
Canada Airlines.
Relief shown by shading.
Backed with cloth and mounted on wooden
rollers.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
artifacts cage RMcN maproll 2 : 6. 1 (PrCt)

16216 Canada - Maps - 1948 - Road maps<<<British
Columbia - Maps - 1948 - Road
maps<<<Road maps
Travel Canada and British Columbia with Conoco
... Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co.,
[1948?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- H.M.
Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948
publication.
Panel art: family standing in front of car and
statement "for long trips ask ... about Touraide."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry
16218 Canada - Maps - 1949-1970 - Road maps - 1949-1970 - Aeronautical charts - Canada - 1949-1970 - Aeronautical charts - World aeronautical chart, ICAO 1:1,000,000 [for Canada]. Ottawa : Surveys and Mapping Branch, 1949-1970. Authors: Canada. Surveys and Mapping Branch. National Topographic System, 1:1,000,000 -- International Civil Aviation Organization 63 maps : col. ; 50 x 89cm. or smaller. Complete in 65 sheets; set lacks 2 sheets covered by U.S. 1:1,000,000 series; accompanied by index map. 'Lambert conformal conic projection.' Relief shown by hypsometric tints, contours, and spot elevations. 73-10128 ICN74 map4F 3400 .2 (PrCt)

16219 Canada - Maps - 1949-1973 - Topographic maps - Canada. Ottawa, 1949-1973. Authors: Canada. Surveys and Mapping Branch. National Topographic System, 1:250,000 ca. 100 maps : col. ; 47 x 67 cm. or smaller. Incomplete; series issued in 918 sheets, but Newberry holdings mostly limited to southern Canada; see annotated index map. 'Transverse Mercator projection.' Relief shown by contours. Wooded areas indicated by green tint. Some sheets have table of conventional signs on verso. 73-10127 ICN74 map4F 3400 .2 (PrCt)

5A 7267 (1949 vol. [1]) (PrCt)


Authors: Canadian National Railways
1 map: col.; 26 x 37 cm.
‘Lithographed in Canada 50’--bottom left corner:
Covers Canada and northern U.S.
On verso: Canadian National Railways: the largest railway system in America.
In Canadian National Railways. Annual report 1949 ... for the year ended 31st December


Trans-Canada Air Lines: Canada's national air service. [Montréal? Canadian National Railways?, 1951?].
Authors: Trans-Canada Airlines -- Canadian National Railways
1 map: col.; 26 x 37 cm.
‘Lithographed in Canada 51’--bottom left corner:
Covers Canada and northern U.S.
On verso: Trans-Canada Air Lines: Canada's national air service.
In Canadian National Railways. 1950 annual report for the year ended 31st December
[Montréal?: Canadian National Railways?, 1950?] at end.

5A 7267 (1950 vol. [1]) (PrCt)


Authors: Canadian National Railways
1 map: col.; 26 x 37 cm.
‘Lithographed in Canada 51’--bottom right margin.
Covers Canada and northern U.S.
On verso: Trans-Canada Air Lines: Canada's national air service.
In Canadian National Railways. 1950 annual report for the year ended 31st December
[Montréal?: Canadian National Railways?, 1950?] at end.

5A 7267 (1951 vol. [1]) (PrCt)


Authors: Trans-Canada Airlines -- Canadian National Railways
1 map: col.; 30 x 22 cm.
Covers Canada and northern U.S.; drawn on the background of the Earth's horizon.
Air lines range from Canada, to the U.K., throughout the U.S., and to Port of Spain.
In Canadian National Railways. 1951 annual report for the year ended 31st December
[Montréal?: Canadian National Railways?, 1952?] p. [48].

5A 7267 (1951 vol. [1]) (PrCt)


Canadian National Railway system. [Montréal? Canadian National Railways?, 1952?].
Authors: Canadian National Railways
1 map: col.; 31 x 79 cm.
Fold-out map printed inside the front and back covers.
Covers Canada and northern U.S.
In Canadian National Railways. 1951 annual report for the year ended 31st December

5A 7267 (1952 vol. [1]) (PrCt)


Canadian National Railway system. [Montréal? Canadian National Railways?, 1953?].
Authors: Canadian National Railways
1 map: col.; 31 x 79 cm.
Fold-out map printed inside the front and back covers of accompanying report.
Trimmed on all sides.
Covers Canada and northern U.S.

5A 7267 (1952 vol. [1]) (PrCt)


Authors: Canadian National Railways
1 map: col.; 30 x 23 cm.
Fold-out map printed inside the front and back covers of accompanying report.
Trimmed on all sides.
Covers Canada and northern U.S.

5A 7267 (1953 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

5A 7267 (1954 vol. [1]) (PrCt)
Maps - 1954<<<Railroads - Maps

Authors: Canadian National Railways
1 map : col. ; 31 x 79 cm.
Fold-out map printed inside the front and back covers of accompanying report.
Trimmed on all sides.
Covers Canada and northern U.S.
5A 7267 (1953 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

16231 Canada - Maps - 1955
"The text of this guide was prepared in Canada by Professor William H. Parker"--T.p. verso.
Cover title: Nagel's Canada travel guide
Col. map and publisher's advertisements on endpapers.
Includes indexes.
Series: The Nagel travel guide series
Bookplate of the Canadian Consulate General Library.
F1009 .C36 1955 (NLO)


Authors: Canadian National Railways
1 map : col. ; 31 x 79 cm.
Trimmed on three sides.
Covers Canada and northern U.S.
5A 7267 (1954 vol. [1]) (PrCt)


Authors: Canadian National Railways
1 map : col. ; 31 x 79 cm.
Trimmed on three sides.
Covers Canada and northern U.S.
5A 7267 (1955 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

16234 Canada - Maps - 1957
Authors: Canada. Dept. of Energy, Mines and Resources
1 atlas (loose-leaf) : 110 col. maps ; 54 cm.
[3rd ed.]
Incomplete; this copy lacks foreward written by Paul Comtois, Minister of Mines and Technical Surveys, dated 1958.
Issued also in sheets.
Scales differ.
First-2d eds. issued by the Dept. of the Interior.
Duplicate copy: Baskes oversize G1115 .C3 1957
LC Card Number: 59005376
map7C G3400 1957 .C36 (PrCt)

16235 Canada - Maps - 1957
Authors: Canada. Dept. of Energy, Mines and Resources -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 atlas (loose-leaf) : 111 col. maps ; 54 cm.
[3rd ed.]
Foreward, written by Paul Comtois, Minister of Mines and Technical Surveys, dated 1958.
Issued also in sheets.
Scales differ.
First-2d eds. issued by the Dept. of the Interior.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copy: map7C G3400 1957 .C36 (PrCt)
LC Card Number: 59005376
Baskes oversize G1115 .C3 1957 (NLO)


Canadian National Railway system. [Montréal? Canadian National Railways?, 1957?].
Authors: Canadian National Railways
1 map : col. ; 31 x 79 cm.
Trimmed on three sides.
Covers Canada and northern U.S.
5A 7267 (1956 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

16237 Canada - Maps - 1958
Authors: Canada. Surveys and Mapping Branch
-- Nicholson -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 v. : 111 maps ; 535 x 425 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
Canadian National Railway system. [Montréal?] Canadian National Railways?, 1958?].
Authors: Canadian National Railways
1 map : col. ; 31 x 79 cm.
Trimmed on three sides.
Covers Canada and northern U.S.
5A 7267 (1957 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Canadian National Railway system. [Montréal?] Canadian National Railways?, 1959?].
Authors: Canadian National Railways
1 map : col. ; 31 x 79 cm.
Trimmed on three sides.
Covers Canada and northern U.S.
5A 7267 (1958 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Canada. Chicago, Ill. ; San Jose, Calif. H.M. Gousha Company, c1959.
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Canadian Kenworth Ltd. -- Kenworth Truck Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library) -- Kenworth Canadian Ltd. SEE Canadian Kenworth Ltd.
1 map : col. ; 35 x 56 cm., on sheet 93 x 61 cm.
Plate nos. "11-JJ" and "842-S."
"Canadian Kenworth Ltd., head office and factory ... Burnaby, B.C." and 1964 calendar printed in bottom margin.
Truck dealerships in Canada and the U.S. identified with company logos.
Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Company Collection (Newberry Library).
map6F G3401.P2A 19-- .G4, no. 2 (PrCt)

Canadian National Railway system. [Montréal?] Canadian National Railways?, 1960?].
Authors: Canadian National Railways
1 map : col. ; 31 x 79 cm.
Trimmed on three sides.
Covers Canada and northern U.S.
5A 7267 (1959 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

16242 Canada - Maps - 1962
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 13 maps ; 31 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Wrappers.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .A43 1962 copy 1 (PrCt)

Canada. [San Jose, Calif.?] : H.M. Gousha Company, c1962.
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Canadian Kenworth Ltd. -- Kenworth Truck Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 35 x 56 cm., on sheet 93 x 61 cm.
Plate nos. "11-JJ" and "842-S."
"Canadian Kenworth Ltd., head office and factory ... Burnaby, B.C." and 1964 calendar printed in bottom margin.
Truck dealerships in Canada and the U.S. identified with company logos.
Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Company Collection (Newberry Library).
map6F G3401.P2A 19-- .G4, no. 1 (PrCt)

Landform map of Canada. 1965.
Authors: Raisz, Erwin, 1893--1968 -- U.S. Quartermaster Corps
1 map : col. ; 76 x 89 cm.
M239
map6F G3401.C2 1965 .R3 (PrCt)

The Canadian National Railway system. [Montréal : Canadian National Railways], c1965.
Authors: Canadian National Railways -- Canadian Corporation for the 1967 World Exhibition -- Expo 67 (Montréal, Québec)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 80 cm.
At head of title: CN.
Panel title: CN across Canada.
Scale [ca. 1:10,000,000].
"Copyright 1965 by Canadian National Railways" -- at bottom left.
"© Copyright 1963, by The Canadian Corporation for the 1967 World Exhibition" -- color photos on
Canada - Maps - 1966 - Road maps

[Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)]

verso.
Also shows U.S. railroads.
Issued folded to 22 x 11 cm.
LC Card Number: gm 69001518
Accession no. Holzheimer 2008100251
map6F G3401.P3 1965. C3 (PrCt)

16246 Canada - Maps - 1966 - Road maps

[Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)]

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 110 x 158 cm.
Shows land and water features; relief shown by shading and hypsometric tints.
Note in bottom right: 14-5257 9R68.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection

16248 Canada - Maps - 1966 - Wall maps

[Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)]

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 110 x 158 cm.
Shows land and water features; relief shown by shading and hypsometric tints.
Note in bottom right: 14-5257 9R68.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection

16249 Canada - Maps - 1969 - Acquisition of territory

Authors: Canada. Surveys and Mapping Branch -- National Atlas of Canada
1 map
'MCR 2306. Second edition, 1969.'
temp map6F G3401.F35 1969 S9 (PrCt)

16250 Canada - Maps - 1969 - Road maps

[Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)]

Canada road atlas. [Chicago]: Rand McNally & Co., c1966.
Canada road atlas and travel guide -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (96 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title: Canadian road atlas and travel guide.
Uniform title: Canada road atlas and travel guide. "$1.95" -- front cover.
Includes index.
Cover art: three photos inside outline of a maple leaf.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .C3 1969. 4133 (PrCt)

16251 Canada - Maps - 1970

Authors: Canada. Surveys and Mapping Branch
1 map : col. ; 84 x 96 cm.
Scale 1:6,336,000.
4186
map6F G3400 1970 .C3 (PrCt)

16252 Canada - Maps - 1970-1979 - Road maps

[Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)]

Canada road atlas. [San Jose, Calif.]: H.M. Gousha Company, 1968.
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Canadian Kenworth Ltd. -- Kenworth Truck Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library) -- Kenworth Canadian Ltd. SEE Canadian Kenworth Ltd.
1 map : col. ; 35 x 61 cm., on sheet 90 x 61 cm. "1968 edition."
Kenworth Truck dealerships identified with company logos; issued with 1968 calendar (stapled in bottom margin).
Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Company Collection (Newberry Library).
map4F G3701.P2A 19-- .G4, no. 7 (PrCt)

16253 Canada - Maps - 1970-1979 - Road maps

[Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)]

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; 110 x 158 cm.
Shows land and water features; relief shown by shading and hypsometric tints.
Note in bottom right: 14-5257 9R68.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
16254  |  Canada - Maps - 1970-1979 - Surveys  |  [Index map to Canadian surveys]. [197-]. Authors: Canada. Surveys and Mapping Branch 1 map. Published [197-]. Incomplete wall map issued in 3 sheets. Lacking 3rd sheet (showing western Canada). 'M.C.R. 5 sheet[s] 1-[2].'' Index map to topographic sheets issued by: Canada. Surveys and Mapping Branch. temp map6F G3400 197- .M1 (PrCt)

"Average scale 1:7,000,000" Identifies dozens of CP Rail station names; includes summary coverage of U.S. railroads. map6F G3401.P3 1970 .C3 (PrCt)


maps
1 atlas (A-P, 48 p.) : col. maps ; 37 cm.
Title and imprint from p. 1.
"$2.95" -- front cover.
Uniform title: Canadian road atlas.
Includes index.
Cover art: various photos.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .C3 1972 (PrCt)

16262 Canada - Maps - 1973
Authors: Canada. Surveys and Mapping Branch, [1973].
Includes index.
Issued in parts.
72-1803
ICN73
map2F 3400 (NLO)

16263 Canada - Maps - 1973 - Road maps<<< Road maps
Authors: Texaco, inc. -- Rolph-Clark-Stone Limited -- Rolph-McNally Limited -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
3 maps : col. ; folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Collective title supplied by cataloger.
"Copyright Rolph Clark Stone Ltd., Toronto 1973" -- All sheets.
Includes maps covering the Atlantic Provinces, British Columbia, Manitoba, Saskatchewan, Ontario, and Québec.
Panel art: Illustrations of scenes and landmarks from each province.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3949-3951 (PrCt)

16264 Canada - Maps - 1973 - Road maps<<< Road maps
Pacific 66 highway guide . [Vancouver, B.C. Smith Grant Mann Limited, 1973?].
Authors: Pacific Petroleums Ltd. -- Smith Grant Mann Limited -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (15 p.) : col. maps ; 31 cm.
"Copyright in Canada by Smith Grant Mann Limited, Vancouver, Canada. 1973 edition" -- p. 3
Cover title.
Cover art: color photo of mountain landscape; road map with Pacific 66 logo.
Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Company Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34, Range 7 (Jan. 2011).
folio Gousha atlas 1973 .P3 (PrCt)

16265 Canada - Maps - 1973 - Road maps<<< Road maps
16266 Canada - Maps - 1974 - Hudson's Bay Company - Stores >> Road maps

Hudson's Bay Company - Stores - Canada - Maps - 1974

**Canada**: showing the Bay northern stores. 1974.

Authors: Hudson's Bay Company -- Canada.

Surveys and Mapping Branch
1 map : col. ; 65 x 91 cm.

Scale 1:6,336,000.

Shows major railways, highways, and key to store types.

4039

```
map6F G3401.Q46 1974 H8 (PrCt)
```

16268 Canada - Maps - 1974 - Road maps

Road atlas : Canada. Brampton, Ont.


Canadian road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (64 p.) : col. maps ; 38 cm.

"$2.95" -- front cover.

Uniform title: Canadian road atlas.

Includes index.

Cover art: photo of Niagara Falls.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

ISBN 528893610

```
folio RMcN atlas .C3 1974 (PrCt)
```

16269 Canada - Maps - 1974 - Road maps

Canada from coast to coast. Brampton, Ont.

Rolph-McNally Limited, [1974?].


Canada road atlas and travel guide -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (32 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.

Cover title: Canada road atlas and travel guide.

Uniform title: Canadian road atlas and travel guide.

Includes index.

Cover art: photo of fishing boats.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

```
folio RMcN atlas .C35 1974 (PrCt)
```

16271 Canada - Maps - 1975 - Road maps

Road atlas : Canada. Brampton, Ont.


Canadian road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (64 p.) : col. maps ; 38 cm.

"$3.95" -- front cover.

Uniform title: Canadian road atlas.

Includes index.

Cover art: photo of Montreal in the evening.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

ISBN 528893742

```
folio RMcN atlas .C3 1975 copy 1 (PrCt)
```

16272 Canada - Maps - 1975 - Road maps

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Canada - Maps - 1975 - Road maps

Road atlas: Canada. Brampton, Ont.

1 atlas (64 p.) : col. maps ; 38 cm.
Cover title: Title Canada. Includes index.
Cover art: drawing of various Canadian tourist sites.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

folio RMcN atlas .C3 1975 copy 2 (PrCt)

Canada - Maps - 1975 - Road maps

Road atlas : Canada. Brampton, Ont.

1 atlas (32 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title: Title Canada. Includes index.
Cover art: photo of fishing boats.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

folio RMcN atlas .C35 1975 PrCt

Canada - Maps - 1976 - Road maps

Authors: Pacific Petroleums Ltd. -- Lawson Graphics Pacific Limited -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

1 atlas (15 p.) : col. maps ; 31 cm.
Cover title: Cover art: color photo of mountain landscape; road map with Pacific 66 logo.
Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Company Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34, Range 7 (Jan. 2011).

folio Gousha atlas 1976 .H5 PrCt

Canada - Maps - 1976 - Road maps

Road maps

Canada road atlas. Brampton, Ont.

1 atlas (64 p.) : col. maps ; 38 cm.
Uniform title: Canadian road atlas. Includes index.
Cover art: photo of paddleboat.
Paperback binding issued with black fabricoid fabric folding cover printed with "General Motors Car Assembly. Shawa: quality emphasis."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

folio RMcN atlas .C3 1976 copy 2 (PrCt)
"$3.95" -- front cover.
Uniform title: Canadian road atlas.
Includes index.
Cover art: photo of foggy scene.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 528890603
folio RMcN atlas .C3 1978 copy 2 (PrCt)

Road atlas Canada, USA = Atlas routier Canada, USA. Downsview, Ont. Rolph-McNally Limited, [ca. 1978?].
1 atlas (88 p.) : col. maps ; 38 cm.
Cover title.
Uniform title: Canadian road atlas.
Includes index.
Cover art: photo of couple hiking.
Formed part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .C3 1978 (PrCt)

Canada Indian and Inuit communities ... 1980.
Authors: National atlas of Canada. 5th ed. -- Canada. Surveys and Mapping Branch
7 maps : col. ; 99 x 118 cm. or smaller.
Sheet numbers: MCR4001, MCR4025, MCR4026, MCR4027, MCR4028, MCR4029, MCR4030, and MCR 4031.
Contents: 2 general and 5 regional maps.
4196rev
map6F G3401.E1 1980 C3 (PrCt)

16287 Canada - Maps - 1981 - Road maps<>><>Road maps
Authors: Reader's Digest Association (Canada) -- Reader's Digest Association -- Canadian Automobile Association
1 atlas (220 p.) : col. ill., col. maps ; 37 cm.
1st ed.
Relief shown by spot heights.
Includes gazetteer-index.
Issued in slipcase.
Scales differ.
LC Card Number: 2001622011
ISBN 0888500963 ; 9780888500960
folio G1115 .R5 1981 (NLO)

16288 Canada - Maps - 1983<>><>Wall maps
Authors: Denoyer-Geppert (Firm) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 156 cm x 199 cm.
Title in bottom margin.
Scale: 1:3,200,000.
'Leftbert conformal conic projection.'
Series: Visual-relief map 12011.
Mounted on metal roller.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
maproll G3400 1983 .D4 (PrCt)

16289 Canada - Maps - 1984 - Road maps<>><>United States - Maps - 1984 - Road maps<>><>Mexico - Maps - 1984 - Road maps<>><>Road maps
1 atlas (88 p.) : col. maps ; 38 cm.
Cover title: Road atlas Canada, USA = Atlas routier Canada, USA
"$6.95" -- front cover.
Uniform title: Canadian road atlas.
Includes index.
Cover art: photo of two fishing boats.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 528890964
folio RMcN atlas .C3 1984 (PrCt)

Authors: Statistics Canada. Standards Division -- Logility Transportation (Des Plaines, Ill.)
3 v. (loose-leaf) : col., fold. maps ; 29 cm.
"The Standard Geographical Classification (SGC) is Statistics Canada's official classification of geographical areas in Canada" -- v. 1, p. [3].
English and French.
"July 1987."
"Catalogue 12-571" -- V. 1, t.p.
ISBN 0660534045 (v. 1); 0660534053 (v. 2); 0660534061 (v. 3).
To Collection Services for cataloging, 15
Authors: Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Imp. Desgrandchamps (Paris, France) -- Imprimerie Desgrandchamps (Paris, France) SEE Imp.
1 map : col. ; 48 x 65 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
"Dressée par la Manufacture Française des Penumatiques-Michelin. © Michelin et Cie. ... 1987. R.C.S. Clermont - Ferrand B 855 200 507 ...".
Scale [ca. 1:9,990,000].
Approximate coordinates: (W 179°40' - E 28°28'/N 83°15'-N 40°20')
Relief shown pictorially and with coloring and shading.
Shows main highways; includes index coordinates A-Q and 1-6.
Probably detached from unidentified text; issued folded to 25 x 11 cm.
This copy removed from foambard backing.

16292 Canada - Maps - 1990 >> Wall maps
Authors: Robinson, J. Lewis (John Lewis), 1918- -- Denoyer-Geppert (Firm) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 125 x 158 cm.
Additional title in top margin: Denoyer-Geppert / A resource of Rand McNally.
Bottom left corner: 10623 90-898765.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Two copies.
artifacts cage RMcN maproll 4 : 4. 1 (PrCt)

16293 Canada - Maps - 1991
Authors: Penguin guides -- Duke, B. -- Viking Press -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 26 maps
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

16294 Canada - Maps - 1992
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Baedeker Stuttgart -- Automobile Association (Great Britain) -- Jarrold and Sons -- Prentice-Hall, inc. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 76 plates
1st ed.
Issued in partnership with the Automobile Association (short format); cf. A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher, 1832-1990, p. 277.
Cover price: $24.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

16295 Canada - Maps - 1995 - Road maps
Rand McNally Canada road atlas & vacation guide. Markham, Ont. Allmaps Canada Ltd., [1995].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Allmaps Canada Limited -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (128 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Title and imprint inside front cover.
"Copyright Rand McNally & Co., Published by Allmaps Canada Ltd."
Includes index.
"$7.95" -- adhered on front cover.
Cover art: photo of mountain range.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528815105
folio RMcN atlas .C32 1995 (PrCt)

16296 Canada - Maps - 1996
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Automobile Association (Great Britain) -- Macmillan Travel -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 76 plates
2nd ed.
Edition statement on cover: 3e.
Issued in partnership with the Automobile Association (short format); cf. A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher, 1832-1990, p. 277.
Cover price: $24.95.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

16297 Canada - Maps - 1996 - Road maps
Authors: Busche Kartographischer -- Mapart -- Peter Heller Ltd. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 52 maps ; 230 x 172 mm.
P:PeterHellerLtd
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

16298 Canada - Maps - 2004 >> Wall maps
Canada. Sanford, Fla. Universal Map, [2004].
Authors: Universal Map (Firm) -- Universal Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 67 x 95 cm. rolled in plastic sleeve
Shows provinces, major cities, national parks and monuments, time zones.
Laminated.
ISBN from label on plastic sleeve.
Forms part of the Universal Map Collection (not the Rand McNally Collection).
ISBN 0762532092
artifacts cage RMcN maproll 6 : 5.2 (PrCt)

Authors: National Map Collection
16 v. ; 36 cm.
Text in English and French.
Includes indexes.
LC Card Number: 76379551
ISBN 0816112150
lower case folio g 10 .1451 (NLO)

Authors: Verner, Coolie -- Stuart-Stubbs, Basil
-- Academic Press Canada -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
xi, 292 p. ; 46 maps, ill. ; 34 x 39cm.
Includes index and reproductions of antiquarian maps.
Bibliography: p. 284-289.sgd:34Imago111;Fiat332
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Authors: Verner, Coolie -- Stuart-Stubbs, Basil
-- Academic Press Canada
xi, 292 p. ; 46 maps, ill. ; 34 x 39cm.
Includes index and reproductions of antiquarian maps.
80-46326
Case folio F1030.V53 (NLO)

16305 Canada - Maps - Collecting
Collecting Canadian maps. 1980.
Authors: Armstrong, Joe C. W., 1934-
BHC 1041
Vert 607 (PrCt)

16306 Canada - Maps - Collections
Authors: Armstrong, Joe C. W., 1934--Fleet

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Publishers (Scarborough, Ont.) -- Edward E. Ayer
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (38 [i.e. 76] p.) : maps (some col.) ; 40 cm.
Includes reproductions of antiquarian maps.
ISBN 0770600301

**Ayer oversize G1116 .S12 A75 1982 (NLO)**

### 16307

**Canada - Maps - Collections, 1508-1920**
**Cartography - Canada - History**
**Canada - Historical geography - Maps**

*Historical maps Canada = Cartes historiques.*
Ottawa : Association of Canadian Map Libraries, 1980- [i.e. 1976?-1990?].
Authors: Association of Canadian Map Libraries -- Association of Canadian Map Libraries and Archives -- Dahl, Edward H.
4 portfolios of multiple sheets : 150 maps (monochrome) ; 44 x 57 cm.
Facsimile reproductions of original maps published between 1508 and 1920; see tables of content issued with each portfolio.
At head of title: Association of Canadian Map Libraries, Association des Cartothèques Canadiennes.
Title of portfolios 3 and 4: Historical maps of Canada = Cartes historiques du Canada.
Portfolio 3 compiled by Edward H. Dahl.
Maps also issued separately.
Includes texts and indexes.
English and French.
Imperfect; lacking map 132.
Series: ACML facsimile map series ; no. 1-150.
Each of the maps printed in a limited ed. of 500 copies.
Scales differ.
LC Card Number: 81184807
ISBN 0969068271 ; 9780969068273


### 16308

**Canada - Maps - Collections, 1919-**
**Standard topographical map[s].** [Ottawa : Natural Resources Intelligence Branch, 1919-]
Authors: Canada. Natural Resources Intelligence Service
 maps ; 74 x 49 cm. (or smaller; Guelph sheet: 67 x 59 cm.)
Scale 1:250,000 and 1:500,000.
Incomplete: consult Rare book room attendant.
Missing Feb. 2006

**map oversize G 1082 .15 (NLO)**

### 16309

**Canada - Maps - Collections, 1974 - Pictorial maps**
**Pictorial maps - Canada - Maps - Collections, 1974-**
**Advertising maps - Collections, 1974-**
Authors: Derdeyn, Eugene -- Creative Sales Corp. -- Tilden Rent-A-Car -- Budget Rent-a-Car (Firm)
19 maps : col. ; 21 x 36 cm. and smaller, on 4 sheets 22 x 45 cm. and smaller.
Collective title supplied by cataloger.

**temp map2F G3401.A 1974 .C7 (PrCt)**

### 16310

**Canada - Maps - Collections - Maps - 1800-1899**
**North America**
**Maps - Collections - Maps - 1800-1899**

Authors: Great Britain. Parliament -- Irish Academic Press
77 map : col. ; 91 x 62 cm. and smaller Facsimiles.
Maps arranged in order of checklist shelved with collection; for full catalog of the collection see Map Vertical File 727 in Special Collections.

**78-72672**

**5018**

**map6F G3301.A 1976 I7 (PrCt)**

### 16311

**Canada - Maps - Collections (Provisional Heading)**

Authors: Armstrong, Joe C. W., 1934 -- Fleet -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 38 maps ; 400 x 271 mm.

**Wolf14**

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)**

**(PrCt)**

### 16312

**Canada - Maps - Exhibits - Catalogs**
**Cartography - Canada - History - Exhibits - Catalogs**
**Provincial Museum of Alberta - Exhibits - Catalogs**

59 p. : maps (some col.) ; 22 x 28 cm.
Co-published by Alberta Culture and Multiculturalism.
LC Card Number: cn 90000260
ISBN 0969345800

**folio G1165 .F75 1988 (NLO)**

### 16313

**Canada, Northern - Maps - 1935 - Coasts**
**Arctic Archipelago (Nunavut and N.W.T.) - Maps - 1935-**
**Northwest Passage - Maps - 1935**

*N. coast of Canada and Arctic Archipelago*
including the North-West Passage with
corrections to 1926. London : Hydrographic
Office, 1935.
Authors: Great Britain. Hydrographic Office -- J.
D. Potter Ltd. -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map ; 94 x 117 cm.
'Published according to act ... at the
Hydrographic Office ... Jany. 20th 1855.
'Sold by J. D. Potter, agent for the Admiralty
charts, 145 Minories.'
'Engraved 1855.'
'New editions 8th April, 1927.'
'Small corrections 1928 - 1.4 1929 - 5.8 - 11.8
1930 - 1.1 - 5.8 1931 -2.9 - 4.1 1933 - 3.15 1935
- 3.11.'
Upper right: 176 36.
Fitzgerald polar map 146 (PrCt)

16314 Canada - Railroads - Historical geography -
Maps - 1997<>>>Canada - Canals - Historical
geography - Maps - 1997<>>>Railroads -
Maps<>>>Historical atlases
Lines of country : an atlas of railway and
waterway history in Canada. Erin, Ont.  Boston
Authors: Andreae, C. A. (Christopher A.), 1949- --
Matthews, Geoffrey J. -- Boston Mills Press
ix, 227 p. : ill., col. maps, ports. ; 32 x 42 cm.
Includes bibliographical references ([212]-218)
and index.
oversize G1116 P3 A5 1997 (NLO)

16315 Canada - Surveys - 1791
The Constitutional act of 1791 a challenge for
Authors: Langelier, Gilles
From The Archivist 18, no.1 (Jan.-June 1991)
8-9: maps.
BHC 1304
Vert 911 (PrCt)

16316 Canada - Topographic maps -
1955<>>>British Columbia - Topographic
maps - 1955<>>>Yukon - Topographic maps -
1955<>>>Northwest Territories - -
Topographic maps - 1955<>>>Mackenzie
River Delta (N.W.T. and Yukon) - Topographic
maps - 1955<>>>Coast Mountains (B.C. and
Alaska) - Topographic maps -
1955<>>>Cascade Range SEE ALSO Coast
Mountains (B.C. and Alaska)<>>>Mountains -
Alaska SEE ALSO Coast Mountains (B.C. and
Alaska)<>>>Mountains - British Columbia
SEE ALSO Coast Mountains (B.C. and
Alaska)<>>>Mackenzie Delta (N.W.T. and
Yukon) SEE Mackenzie River Delta (N.W.T.
and Yukon)<>>>Topographic maps
Canada 1:250,000 : [National topographic series]
/ compiled by the Surveys and Mapping Branch,
Department of Mines and Technical Surveys.
Ottawa : Department of Mines and Technical
Surveys, 1955-.
Authors: Canada. Surveys and Mapping Branch --
Canada. Army Survey Establishment -- Logility
Transportation (Des Plaines, Ill.)
34 maps : col. ; on sheets 58 x 76 cm. or smaller.
Scale 1:250,000 ; Transverse Mercator proj.
Text in English and French.
Various editions.
Index map to adjoining sheets in margin.
Some earlier issues produced by the Army
Survey Establishment, R.C.E.
Legend of conventional signs on reverse of most
sheets.
Coverage of Newberry set limited to parts of
British Columbia, Yukon, and Northwest
Territories; see index map in first folder for
details.
map4F G3400 s250 .C3 (PrCt)

16317 Canada - Township Maps - History -
1783-1869<>>>Canada - Cartography - History -
1783-1869
The use of township surveys for the large
scale-mapping of colonial Canada.
Authors: Sebert, Louis Mason, 1916-2002 --
International Conference on the History of
Cartography (10th : 1983 : Dublin)
Paper prepared for Int. Conf. on the Hist. of
Cartog. (10th), Dublin, 1983.
Vert 1722 (PrCt)

16318 Canada, Western - Geological cross sections -
1865<>>>Geological cross sections -
Canada, Western - 1865
General section : Vancouver Island to York
Factory, Hudson Bay ... in three parts ; Diagram
section of the prairies : Hudson Bay to Rocky
Mountains . [London? Stanford's Geographical
Establishment?, 1865?]
Authors: Palliser, John, 1807-1887 -- British
North American Exploring Expedition -- Edward
Stanford Ltd. -- Palliser, John, 1807-1887. Index
and maps to Captain Palliser's reports ... (1865)
-- Palliser, John, 1807-1887. Exploration.--British
North America. The Journals, detailed reports,
and observations relative to the exploration, by
Captain Palliser, of that portion of British North
America ... (1863) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection
(Newberry Library)
2 geological sections : hand col. ; on sheet 33 x
99 cm., folded to 33 x 21 cm.
Anonymous geological sections in Palliser, John.
Index and maps to Captain Palliser's reports ... (London : George Edward Eyre and William
Spottiswoode ... for Her Majesty's Stationery
Office, 1865) map [5]
Forms part of an atlas issued to accompany:
Palliser, John. Exploration.--British North
America. The Journals, detailed reports, and
observations relative to the exploration, by
Captain Palliser, of that portion of British North
America, which, in latitude, lies between the

Request and cite items by
the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
British boundary line and the height of land or watershed of the northern or frozen ocean respectively, and in longitude, between the western shore of Lake Superior and the Pacific Ocean during the years 1857, 1858, 1859, and 1860. Presented to both houses of Parliament by command of Her Majesty, 19th May, 1863 (London : Printed by George Edward Eyre and William Spottiswoode ... for Her Majesty's Stationery Office, 1863).


Scale [ca. 1:5,230,000]

Coordinates: (W 135°--W 104°/N 70°--N 58°)

In: Mackenzie, Alexander. Voyages from Montreal on the river St. Laurence, through the continent of North America to the Frozen and Pacific Oceans in the years 1789 and 1793 (London : Printed for T. Cadell, Jun. and W. Davies, Strand; Cobbett and Morgan, Pall-Mall; and W. Creech, at Edinburgh, by R. Noble, Old-Bailey, 1801), map [2], opposite p. [121]. Covers much of western Canada, detailing the 1789 Mackenzie River expedition to the Arctic Ocean from Lake Athabasca to the Slave River, the Great Slave Lake, and the Mackenzie River to its mouth on the Beaufort Sea. Identifies Indian tribal regions. Relief shown pictorially and with hachures.

16320 Canada, Western - Maps - 1792-1813 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<<>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles


Reference: Cf. Wheat, Transmississippi west, no. 318.

map4F G3465 1813 .T5 1896 (PrCl)

16321 Canada, Western - Maps - 1792-1813 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<<>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles

A Portion of David Thompson's map of the North West, taken to illustrate the first exploration across the Rocky Mountains. [Toronto : Macmillan Co. of Canada, 1929]. Authors: Thompson, David, 1770-1857 -- Thompson, David, 1770-1857. Map of the North-West Territory of the Province of Canada : from actual survey during the years 1792 to 1813 -- M'Gillivray, Duncan, 1771 or 2-1825. The Journal of Duncan M'Gillivray of the North West Company at Fort George on the Saskatchewan, 1794-5 (1929) -- Morton, Arthur Silver.
16323  Canada, Western - Maps - 1792-1813 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Manuscript maps - Facsimiles

Map of the North-West Territory of the Province of Canada : from actual survey during the years 1792 to 1812 ... / by David Thompson astronomer & surveyor ... ; H.G. Wheeler, del. Ottawa : photo-lithographed at the Surveyor General's Office, [1906]?
References: Cf. Wheat, Transmississippi west, no. 318; cf. Graff 4130 (sold as Newberry duplicate)

Graff map6F G3512.S4A 1906 .W5 sheet 7 (PrCt)

16324  Canada, Western - Maps - 1792-1813 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Northwest, Pacific - Maps - 1792-1813 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Manuscript maps - Facsimiles

Section of David Thompson’s map showing part of Pacific Northwest. [S.l. s.n., 1950].
Authors: Thompson, David, 1770-1857 -- Thompson, David, 1770-1857. Narrative, 1784-1812 (1962) -- Glover, Richard Gilchrist -- Champlain Society -- Archives of Ontario 1 map ; 27 x 42 cm., folded to 22 x 15 cm.
Series: The publications of the Champlain Society, 40
Reference: Cf. Wheat, Transmississippi west, no. 318.
F 82 .157 v. 40 at end (PrCt)

16325  Canada, Western - Maps - 1792-1813 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Manuscript maps - Facsimiles

Copy of a portion of Map of the North-West Territory of the Province of Canada from actual survey during the years 1792 to 1812 ... / by David Thompson astronomer & surveyor ... ; H.G. Wheeler, del. Ottawa : photo-lithographed at the Surveyor General's Office, [1906]?
References: Cf. Wheat, Transmississippi west, no. 318; cf. Graff 4130 (sold as Newberry duplicate)

Graff map6F G3512.S4A 1906 .W5 sheet 7 (PrCt)
manuscript available on Archives of Ontario website (accessed Feb. 2012):
References: Cf. Wheat, Transmississippi west, no. 318; cf. Graff 4130 (sold as Newberry duplicate)
Ayer 160.5 .M9 T47 1950 between p. cxxviii-cxxix (PrCt)

Authors: Mackenzie, Alexander, 1764-1820 -- Mackenzie, Alexander, 1764-1820. Voyages from Montreal on the river St. Laurence, through the continent of North America to the Frozen and Pacific Oceans in the years 1789 and 1793 (1801) -- Cadell, T. (Thomas), 1742-1802 -- Davies, William, d. 1820 -- Cadell & Davies -- Cobbett and Morgan (Firm) -- Creech, William, 1745-1815 -- Noble, Robert, fl. 1800 -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 55 x 59 cm., folded to 26 x 19 cm.
"London. Published 15 Oct. 1801, by Alexander MacKenzie no. 38 Norfolk Street Strand."
Scale [ca. 1:1,850,000]
Coordinates: (W 130° -- W 111°/N 60°--N 51°).
In: Mackenzie, Alexander. Voyages from Montreal on the river St. Laurence, through the continent of North America to the Frozen and Pacific Oceans in the years 1789 and 1793 (London : Printed for T. Cadell, Jun. and W. Davies, Strand; Cobbett and Morgan, Pall-Mall; and W. Creech, at Edinburgh, by R. Noble, Old-Bailey, 1801), map [3], at end.
Covers parts of Alberta and British Columbia, detailing Alexander Mackenzie's 1792-1793 Peace River expedition route southwest from Lake Athabasca, up the Peace and West Road Rivers, across the Coast Mountains in the Rockies, and down the Bella Coola River to the North Bentinck Arm inlet and the Indian village of Bella Coola on the Pacific coast. Identifies Indian tribal regions.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Digital version available via subscription to American West : sources from the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library, Chicago (produced by Adam Matthew Digital; accessed January 2013):
http://www.americanwest.amdigital.co.uk/Content/s/image-viewer.aspx?imageid=56185&previous=1
Duplicate copy: Ayer folio F1060.7 .M16 folio Graff 2630 map 3 (NLO)

Canada West, formerly Upper Canada. [Philadelphia : Carey & Hart, 1845].
Authors: Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Carey & Hart -- Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858. A New universal atlas ... (1845) 1 map : hand col.; 29 x 37 cm.
'Entered according to act of Congress in the year 1844 by Carey & Hart ...'
Inset (10 x 20 cm.) : Lake Superior.
In: Tanner, Henry Schenck. A New universal atlas ... (Philadelphia : Carey & Hart, 1845) map '4.'
Case oversize G1019 .T2 1845 map 4 (PrCt)

16327 Canada, Western - Maps - 1844<<<West (U.S.) - Maps - 1844<<<Mexico - Maps - 1844<<<Pacific Coast (North America) - Maps - 1844
Authors: Duflot de Mofras, M., 1810-1884 -- Jacobs, S. -- Hacq, J. M. -- Bertrand, Arthus, fl. 1800-1857 -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 88 x 56 cm.
Detached from: Duflot de Mofras, M. Exploration du territoire de l'Orégon, des Californies et de la Mer Vermeille ... (Paris : A. Bertrand, 1844), map 1.
Relief shown by hachures.
"Le plan gravé par Jacobs. L'étriture gravée par Hacq."
Shows cities, towns, ranchos, missions, Indian dwellings, forts, principal mines, and boundaries.
Scale 1: 5,555,555; (W 1400--W 880/N 630--N 160).
Reference: Wheat, Transmississippi, no. 474.
VAULT drawer Graff 1169 Atlas, map 1 (PrCt)

Johnston, [1875].
Saskatchewan and the Rocky mountains ... during a journey through the Hudson's Bay Company's territories, in 1859 and 1860 (1875) -- Edmonston & Douglas -- Everett D. Graff
Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map : col., cloth ; 19 x 32 cm., folded to 22 x 15 cm.
Printed on linen.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copy: G 82 .831
Cf. LC Card Number: 22-91
Graff 588 opp. p. 448 (PrCt)

Authors: Arrowsmith, John, 1790-1873 -- Palliser, John, 1807-1887
Exploration -- British North America : papers relative to the exploration by Captain Palliser of that portion of British North America which lies between the northern branch of the river Saskatchewan and the frontier of the United States ... (1859) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 31 x 79 cm., on sheet folded to 33 x 20 cm.
In Palliser, John. Exploration -- British North America : papers relative to the exploration by Captain Palliser of that portion of British North America which lies between the northern branch of the river Saskatchewan and the frontier of the United States ... (London : Printed by George Edward Eyre and William Spottiswoode ... for Her Majesty's Stationery Office, 1859).
References: Wagner-Camp (4th ed.), 338:1; Graff 3167 (sold as Newberry duplicate)
LC Card Number: 02000851
VAULT folio Ayer 169.3 .P2 1859 (NLO)

Authors: Palliser, John, 1807-1887 -- Arrowsmith, John, 1790-1873 -- Greenwood -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 11 maps ; 358 x 261 mm. Facsimile.
[HowesP42:]Graff3167;Wh1006,1011a
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

1860 - Boundaries - Canada

Exploration -- British North America : further papers relative to the exploration by the expedition under Captain Palliser of that portion of British North America which lies between the northern branch of the river Saskatchewan and the frontier of the United States and between the Red River and the Rocky Mountains, and thence to the Pacific Ocean. London : Printed by George Edward Eyre and William Spottiswoode ... for Her Majesty's Stationery Office, 1860.
75 p. : 3 hand col. maps (folded) ; 34 cm.
Reports of T.W. Blakiston, magnetic observer: p. 29-75.
Maps also cataloged separately.
References: Wagner-Camp (4th ed.), 338:2; Graft 3167 (sold as Newberry duplicate)
LC Card Number: 02000850
VAULT folio Ayer 169.3 .P2 1859 (NLO)

16334
The Western portion of British North America, showing the route followed by Lord Milton and Dr. Cheadle, from the Saskatchewan to British Columbia, 1863-4 / J. Arrowsmith. [London : Cassell, Petter, and Galpin?, 1865].
1 map : hand col. ; 21 x 32 cm., folded to 19 x 12 cm.
In Milton, William Fitzwilliam and Walter B. Cheadle. The North-West passage by land. The narrative of an expedition from the Atlantic to the Pacific, undertaken with the view of exploring a route across the continent to British Columbia through British territory, by one of the northern passes in the Rocky Mountains (London, Cassell, Petter, and Galpin [1865]) in pocket at front [Graft 2809]
Graft 2809 [map 1 of 2] (PrCt)

16335
A General map of the routes in British North America explored by the expedition under
separately.
Atlas issued to accompany Palliser, John.
Exploration.--British North America. The
Journals, detailed reports, and observations
relative to the exploration, by Captain Palliser, of
that portion of British North America, which, in
latitude, lies between the British boundary line and
the height of land or watershed of the
northern or frozen ocean respectively, and in
longitude, between the western shore of Lake
Superior and the Pacific Ocean during the years
1857, 1858, 1859, and 1860. Presented to both
houses of Parliament by command of Her
Majesty, 19th May, 1863 (London : Printed by
George Edward Eyre and William Spottiswoode
... for Her Majesty's Stationery Office, 1863).
References: Graff 3167 (sold as Newberry
duplicate)

16341 Canada, Western - Maps - 1888 -
Railroads<<>>Railroads - Maps
Co., [1888].
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor
& Greenough (New York, N.Y.) -- Poor's manual
of the railroads of the United States (1888)
1 map : col. ; 19 x 26 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Advertising on verso for American Bank Note
Company and Poor & Greenough, bankers and
brokers, New York.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United
States (New York, 1888) between p. 960-961
H 668 .703 (1888) bet. p. 960-961 (PrCt)

16342 Canada, Western - Maps -
1889<<>>Northwestern States - Maps -
1899<<>>Japan - Maps - 1899
The New Far West and the old Far East : being
notes of a tour in North America, Japan, China,
Ceylon, etc. / by W. Henry Barneby. London :
Edward Stanford, 1889.
Authors: Barneby, W. Henry (William Henry),
1843-1914 -- Stanford, Edward, 1827-1904 --
Edward Stanford Ltd. -- Thompson, Benjamin
William -- Smith, Bertrand -- Acres of Books --
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
folded col. maps ; 22 cm.
‘With maps and illustrations.’
Maps by Stanford’s Geographical Establishment.
Includes index.
Bookplate: Prize awarded to Benj. Wm.
Thompson ... St. Paul’s Schools, 1893.
Bookseller’s stamp: Bertrand Smith, Acres of
Books ...
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.

16343 Canada, Western - Maps - 1889 -
Railroads<<>>Railroads - Maps
Co., [1889].
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor
& Greenough (New York, N.Y.) -- Poor’s manual
of the railroads of the United States (1889)
1 map : col. ; 19 x 26 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Advertising on verso for American Bank Note
Company and Poor & Greenough, bankers and
brokers, New York.
In Poor’s manual of the railroads of the United
States (New York, 1889) between p. 944-945
H 668 .703 (1889) bet. p. 944-945 (PrCt)

16344 Canada, Western - Maps - 1890 -
Railroads<<>>Railroads - Maps

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Map of British Columbia, the Yukon Provisional Territory and Alaska showing the routes to the northwestern gold fields of Canada. Chicago: Poole Bros., 1898. Authors: Poole Brothers -- Canadian Pacific Railway Company. 1 map: col.; 37 x 79 cm. Plate no. 2924 Detached from Canadian Pacific Railway Company. Annual report of the Canadian Pacific Railway Company ... 1897. [Montreal?]: Canadian Pacific Railway Company?, 1898? between p.16-17 [5A 7267 (1897 vol. [2])] map4F G4366. P2 1898 .P6 (PrCt)


### Dominion of Canada--Western section. New York

**Authors:** American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States

1 map : col. ; 20 x 26 cm.

1. **1901**
   - Title in upper margin. 
   - Added title in upper margin: Poor's manual--Railroad map of Canada, 1901.
   - Advertising on verso.
   - In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1901) between p. 800-801
   - H 668 .703 (1901) bet. p. 800-801 (PrCt)

2. **1902**
   - Title in upper margin. 
   - Added title in upper margin: Poor's manual--Railroad map of Canada, 1902.
   - Advertising on verso.
   - In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1902) between p. 800-801
   - H 668 .703 (1902) bet. p. 800-801 (PrCt)

3. **1903**
   - Title in upper margin. 
   - Added title in upper margin: Poor's manual--Railroad map of Canada, 1903.
   - Advertising on verso.
   - In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1903) between p. 832-833
   - H 668 .703 (1903) bet. p. 832-833 (PrCt)

4. **1904**
   - Title in upper margin. 
   - Added title in upper margin: Poor's manual--Railroad map of Canada, 1904.
   - Advertising on verso.
   - In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1904) between p. 800-801
   - H 668 .703 (1904) bet. p. 800-801 (PrCt)

5. **1905**
   - Title in upper margin. 
   - Added title in upper margin: Poor's manual--Railroad map of Canada, 1905.
   - Advertising on verso.
   - In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1905) between p. 816-817
   - H 668 .703 (1905) bet. p. 816-817 (PrCt)

6. **1906**
   - Title in upper margin. 
   - Advertising on verso.
   - In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1906) between p. 819-820
   - H 668 .703 (1906) bet. p. 819-820 (PrCt)
16374 Canada, Western - Maps - 1936 - Road maps Glacial National Park (Mont.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps Banff National Park (Alta.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Travel western Canada with Conoco: every Conoco station is a branch of the Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago: H.M. Gousha Company, [1936].

Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

1 map: col.; 38 x 57 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Conoco official road map: western Canada.

Date from RMcN AE 158 ms. index.

Plate no.: J-2

Maps on verso (28 x 21 cm. each): Vancouver, Victoria -- Glacier National Park -- Banff National Park.

Panel art: Conoco logo over outline of North America.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 158.11 (PrCl)

16375 Canada, Western - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Travel western Canada with Conoco: every Conoco station is a branch of the Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago: H.M. Gousha Co., [1936].

Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.

Forms part of the H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 1596 (PrCl)

16376 Canada, Western - Maps - 1937 - Road maps

Texaco touring map: Canada: tour with Texaco.
Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1937].

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

2 maps: col.; 36 x 52 and 32 x 72 cm., on sheet 72 x 75 cm.

Panel title.

Added titles: Texaco road map: central Canada.

Insets (each 12 x 10 cm.): Lake Louise and Banff area -- Waterton-Glacier International Peace Park.

Date from RMcN AE 195 ms. index.

Plate no.: s.3764.

Maps on verso (39 x 68 cm. and smaller): Texaco road map: eastern Canada -- Connecting routes between eastern and western Canada -- Eastern Maritime Provinces -- Montreal -- Quebec -- Ottawa -- Winnipeg.

Panel art: Texaco logo over U.S. and Canada outline.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 195.29 (PrCl)

16377 Canada, Western - Maps - 1937 - Road maps

Texaco touring map: Canada: tour with Texaco.
Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1937].

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

2 maps: col.; 36 x 52 and 32 x 72 cm., on sheet 72 x 75 cm.

Panel title.

Added titles: Texaco road map: western Canada.

Insets (each 12 x 10 cm.): Lake Louise and Banff area -- Waterton-Glacier International Peace Park.

Date from RMcN AE 196 ms. index.

Plate no.: s.3764.

Maps on verso (39 x 68 cm. and smaller): Texaco road map: eastern Canada -- Connecting routes between eastern and western Canada -- Eastern Maritime Provinces -- Montreal -- Quebec -- Ottawa -- Winnipeg.

Panel art: Texaco logo over U.S. and Canada outline.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 196.3 (PrCl)

16378 Canada, Western - Maps - 1937 - Road maps

Texaco touring map: Canada: tour with Texaco.
Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1937].

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

2 maps: col.; 36 x 52 and 32 x 72 cm., on sheet 72 x 75 cm.

Panel title.

Added titles: Texaco road map: western Canada.

Insets (each 12 x 10 cm.): Lake Louise and Banff area -- Waterton-Glacier International Peace Park.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

16380 Canada, Western - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Travel western Canada with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago: H.M. Gousha Co., [1937?]. Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.
Panel art: "Imperial dealer" logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

16381 Canada, Western - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Map: col.; 31 x 46 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Western Canada highway map.
Date from RMcN AE 196 ms. index.
Plate no.: s.3763.
Maps on verso (21 x 24 cm. and smaller): Lake Louise and Banff area -- Vancouver -- Victoria.
Panel art: Couple driving with luggage; 76 gasoline and Triton motor oil logos.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

16379 Canada, Western - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Travel western Canada with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1937]. Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
2 maps: col.; 36 x 52 and 32 x 72 cm., on sheet 68 x 72 cm.
Panel title.
Added titles: Texaco road map : western Canada -- Texaco road map : central Canada
Insets (each 12 x 10 cm.): Lake Louise and Banff area -- Waterton-Glacier International Peace Park.
Date from RMcN AE 196 ms. index.
Plate no.: s.3764.
Maps on verso (39 x 68 cm. and smaller): Texaco road map : eastern Canada -- Connecting routes between eastern and western Canada -- Eastern Maritime Provinces -- Montreal -- Quebec -- Ottawa -- Winnipeg.
Panel art: Texaco logo over U.S. and Canada outline.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Panel title.
Panel art: Couple driving with luggage; 76 gasoline and Triton motor oil logos.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Gousha Clients 1871 (PrCt)
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 5081 (PrCt)

16383 Canada, Western - Maps - 1938 - Road maps


Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 30 x 68

Panel title.
Added titles: Texaco touring map of western Canada.
Insets (20 x 37 cm. and smaller): Texaco touring map of central Canada -- Lake Louise and Banff area -- Waterton-Glacier International Peace Park.

Date from RMcN AE 195 ms. index.
Plate no. : T.3848.
Panel art: Texaco logo over outline of U.S. and Canada.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 195.33 (PrCt)

16386 Canada, Western - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

Travel western Canada with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1938?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company & Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3098 (PrCt)

16385 Canada, Western - Maps - 1938 - Road maps - Vancouver Region (B.C.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps - Victoria Region (B.C.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps - Glacier National Park (Mont.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps - Banff National Park (Alta.) - Maps -

1938 - Road maps

Travel western Canada with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1938].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 38 x 57 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Conoco ... official road map of western Canada.

Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 16 1938... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 159.38 (PrCt)

16387 Canada, Western - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

Travel western Canada with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1939].

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 30 x 68
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco road map : western Canada.

Date from RMcN AE 195 ms. index.
Plate no. : U. 3834.
Maps on verso (39 x 68 cm. and smaller): Texaco tour with Texaco map of central Canada -- Lake Louise and Banff area -- Waterton-Glacier International Peace Park.

Panel art: Texaco logo over outline of U.S. and Canada.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 195.35 (PrCt)
16389
Canada, Western - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Alaska Highway - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Waterton-Glacier International Peace Park (Mont. and Alta.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Ontario - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Western Canada : Texaco ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1946].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 55 x 78 cm.
Panel title.
Added titles: Texaco touring map of British Columbia, Alberta, western Saskatchewan. Date from RMcN AE 196 ms. index.
Plate no. : 6-4508-2.
Insets (13 x 14 cm. and 18 x 9 cm.): The Alaska Highway -- Ferry tolls and schedules : Seattle, Vancouver, Victoria -- Ignace to Schreiber section.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 196.2X (PrCt)

16390
Canada, Western - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Travel western Canada with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1940].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3754 (PrCt)
Maps

16393  Canada, Western - Maps - 1950 - Road maps

  Western Canada : Texaco ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1948].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 maps : col. ; 55 x 78 cm.
Panel title.
Added titles: Texaco touring map of British Columbia, Alberta, western Saskatchewan.
Date from RMcN AE 196 ms. index.
Plate no. : 8-4508-5.
Insets (13 x 14 cm. and 18 x 9 cm.): The Alaska Highway -- Ferry tolls and schedules : Seattle, Vancouver, Victoria, and vicinity.
Maps on verso (44 x 78 cm. and smaller): Texaco touring map of eastern Saskatchewan, Manitoba, western Ontario -- Lake Louise and Banff area -- Waterton-Glacier International Peace Park -- Central Ontario.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 196.5X (PrCt)

16395  Canada, Western - Maps - 1951 - Road maps

  Western Canada : Texaco ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1951].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 maps : col. ; 55 x 78 cm.
Panel title.
Added titles: Texaco touring map of British Columbia, Alberta, Western Saskatchewan.
Date from RMcN AE 196 ms. index.
Plate no. : 0-4508-6.
Insets (13 x 14 cm. and 18 x 9 cm.): The Alaska Highway -- Ferry tolls and schedules : Seattle, Vancouver, Victoria, and vicinity.
Maps on verso (44 x 78 cm. and smaller): Texaco touring map of eastern Saskatchewan, Manitoba, western Ontario -- Lake Louise and Banff area -- Waterton-Glacier International Peace Park -- Central Ontario.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 196.10 (PrCt)

16394  Canada, Western - Maps - 1950 - Road maps

Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 22 x 93 cm., on sheet 41 x 60 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Rand McNally road map : western and central Canada.
Printed in 2 sections, top and bottom.
Date from RMcN AE 196 ms. index.
Plate no. 0-453846(A)-7.
Panel art: Sinclair gas sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 196.9 (PrCt)
(B.C. : Regional district) - Maps - 1951 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 22 x 93 cm., on sheet 41 x 60 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Rand McNally road map : western and central Canada.
Printed in 2 sections, top and bottom.
Date from RMcN AE 196 ms. index.
Plate no. 1-453846(A)-8.
Insets (15 x 10 cm. and smaller) : Lake Louise & Banff area -- Waterton-Glacier International Peace Park -- International Highway between Alaska and United States -- Peace River Section.
Maps on verso (37 x 57 cm. and smaller): Rand McNally road map : Ontario -- Around Lake Superior -- Nipissing inset.
Panel art: Sinclair attendant filling car.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 196.13 (PrCt)

Canada, Western - Maps - 1952 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair : Alberta, British Columbia.
Date from RMcN AE 196 ms. index.
Plate no. 5210.
Insets (8 x 10 cm. and 8 x 8 cm.) : Alaska Highway -- Peace River Section.
Maps on verso (39 x 60 cm. and smaller): Sinclair : Manitoba, Saskatchewan -- Western Ontario -- Kenora Red Lake area.
Panel art: Sinclair sign and gas station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 196.19 (PrCt)

Canada, Western - Maps - 1956 - Road maps
Road maps
Alberta, British Columbia, Manitoba, Saskatchewan : Texaco touring map of British Columbia, Alberta, western Saskatchewan.
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 46 x 77 cm., folded to 21 x 10 cm
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of British Columbia, Alberta, western Saskatchewan.
Plate no. 6-4508-12.
Insets (13 x 13 cm. and 17 x 9 cm.): The Alaska Highway -- Ferry tolls and schedules [for] Seattle, Vancouver, Victoria and vicinity.
Maps on verso (44 x 77 cm. and smaller): Texaco touring map of eastern Saskatchewan, Manitoba, western Ontario -- Lake Louise and Banff area -- Waterton-Glacier International Peace Park -- Central Ontario.
Panel art: Texaco gas station on hilly rural road and slogan "tour with Texaco"
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN Clients 3769 (PrCt)

Canada, Western - Maps - 1956 - Road maps
Road maps
Western Canada : tour with Texaco ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1956].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 48 x 77 cm.
Panel title.
Added titles: Texaco touring map of British Columbia, Alberta, western Saskatchewan.
Date from RMcN AE 196 ms. index.
Plate no. : 6-4508-11.
Insets (13 x 14 cm. and 18 x 9 cm.): The Alaska Highway -- Ferry tolls and schedules : Seattle, Vancouver, Victoria, and vicinity.
Maps on verso (44 x 78 cm. and smaller): Texaco touring map of eastern Saskatchewan, Manitoba, western Ontario -- Lake Louise and Banff area -- Waterton-Glacier International Peace Park -- Central Ontario.
Panel art: Texaco station along road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 196.11X (PrCt)

Canada, Western - Maps - 1971 - Road maps
Road maps
Western Canada / ARCO. Toronto : Rolph-Clark-Stone Ltd., c1971.
Authors: Atlantic Richfield Co. --
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

16401  Canada, Western - Maps - 1971 - Road maps

1 map : col. ; 44 x 56 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.
"© Copyright Rolf Clark Stone Ltd., Toronto, 1971."
Panel title.
Added title: British Columbia, Alberta.
Insets (each 8 x 9 cm.): Victoria -- Edmonton -- Calgary -- Vancouver.
Map on verso (44 x 56 cm.): Saskatchewan, Manitoba, Northwestern Ontario.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 154 (PrCt)

16402  Canada, Western - Maps - 1975 - Road maps

Western Canada / Phillips 66, the performance company. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Co., 1975.
1 map : col. ; 44 x 56 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.
"© Copyright Rolf Clark Stone Ltd., Toronto, 1975."
Panel title.
Added title: British Columbia, Alberta
Insets (each 8 x 9 cm.): Victoria -- Edmonton -- Calgary -- Vancouver.
Map on verso (44 x 56 cm.): Saskatchewan, Manitoba, Northwestern Ontario.
Panel art: illustration of goose flying over mountain landscape.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

16403  Canada, Western - Maps - 1976 - Road maps

Alaska Highway - Maps - 1976 - Road maps
Alberta - Maps - 1976 - Road maps
British Columbia - Maps - 1976 - Road maps
Manitoba - Maps - 1976 - Road maps
Saskatchewan - Maps - 1976 - Road maps

Authors: Texaco, inc. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 36 x 54 cm., folded to 19 x 10 cm.
"1976 Edition"
Panel title.
Added title: Alberta, British Columbia
Plate no. 766045-16
Insets (8 x 10 cm. and 6 x 9 cm.): Alaska Highway -- Vancouver.
Maps on verso (36 x 54 cm. and smaller):
Manitoba, Saskatchewan -- Ontario (western section) -- Winnipeg.
Panel art: Color photos of American monuments with illustration of a red, white, and blue ribbon.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3992 (PrCt)

16404  Canada, Western - Maps - Bibliography - 1869-1930

National Map Collection - Catalogs

Index to township plans of the Canadian West = Index de plans des cantons de l'Ouest canadien / compiled by Guy Poulin, assisted by Francine Cadieux. Ottawa : Public Archives of Canada, National Map Collection, 1974.
Authors: National Map Collection -- Cadieux-Roy, Francine -- Poulin, Guy
Lists, by township and range, some 20,000 plats.
Cover title: Township plans of the Canadian West.
English and French.
Includes index.
Bibliography: p. xiv.
LC Card Number: 79300133
Map Ref folio Z6027.C22 C3 1974 (NLO)

16405  Canada, Western - Surveys

Authors: Tyman, John L. -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
p. 75-97 : maps
Ayer 5A 1206, p. 75-97 (PrCt)

16406  Canadian Hydrographic
Canadian Pacific Railway Company - Maps - 1935

Canadian River Valley - Maps - 1858-1859

Canadian Pacific Railway Company - Maps - 1923

Canadian National Railways - Maps - 1944

Hydrographic surveying - Canada

Hydrographic surveying - Russia

Charting northern waters: essays for the centenary of the Canadian Hydrographic Service.
Canada River Valley - Maps - 1869
Manuscripts - Seminole County (Okla.) - Maps - 1869 - Manuscripts - Hughes County (Okla.) - Maps - 1869 - Manuscripts - McIntosh County (Okla.) - Maps - 1869 - Manuscripts - Oklahoma - Maps - 1869 - Road maps - Manuscripts - Manuscript maps
Canadian Valley SEE Canadian River Valley
Road maps
[road map of the central Canadian River Valley in Oklahoma]. 1869.
Authors: Aird, William -- Grierson, Benjamin
1 ms. map; on sheet 202 x 252 mm.
Rough sketch map by William Aird of Little River, Okla. showing road network centered on the junction of the Canadian and Little Rivers, primarily in the twentieth century Oklahoma counties of Seminole, Hughes, and McIntosh.
Not drawn to scale.
Forms part of both the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection and the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library).
Pen-and-ink.
Ayer ms map proj 97
VAULT Ayer MS 3039 map 2 (NLO)

"Copyright 1927 by Canadian Pacific Railway Company."
"Corrected to Nov. 1929."
Oriented with north at upper left.
Previously bound with a collection of pictorial maps in binders labeled "Points of Interest."
Forms part of the Rand McNaill Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 190.67 (PrCt)

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Authors: Wheeler, A. O. (Arthur Oliver),
1860-1945 -- Canadian Pacific Railway Company
-- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 44 x 79 cm.
"Copyright 1927 by Canadian Pacific Railway Company."
"Corrected to Dec. 1930."
Oriented with north at upper left.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library),
RMcN AE 197.25.2 (PrCt)

16415 Canal d'Eure-et-Loire (France) - Maps -
1695<<>>Eure-et-Loire (France) - Maps - 1695 - Canals
I. Partie du nouveau canal : fait pour la conduite de la riviere d'Eure depuis Pontgouin jusques a Versailles. [Paris : De Fer, 1695].
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes -- avec leurs fortifications ... (1695-1696)
1 map ; 21 x 27 cm.
In: Fer, Nicolas de. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes; avec leurs fortifications ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, 1695-1696) pt. 5, map [79].
The first of three adjacent sheets showing the Canal d'Eure-et-Loire.
Manuscript '(2)' at upper right.
Case folio U 26. 293 pt. 5, map [79] (PrCt)

16416 Canal d'Eure-et-Loire (France) - Maps -
1695<<>>Eure-et-Loire (France) - Maps - 1695 - Canals<<>>Yvelines (France) - Maps - 1695 - Canals
II. Partie du nouveau canal, fait pour la conduite de la riviere d'Eure depuis Pontgouin jusques a Versailles. [Paris : De Fer, 1695].
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes -- avec leurs fortifications ... (1695-1696)
1 map ; 21 x 27 cm.
In: Fer, Nicolas de. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes; avec leurs fortifications ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, 1695-1696) pt. 5, map [80].
The second of three adjacent sheets showing the Canal d'Eure-et-Loire.
Manuscript '(3)' at upper right.
Case folio U 26. 293 pt. 5, map [80] (PrCt)

16417 Canal d'Eure-et-Loire (France) - Maps -
1695<<>>Yvelines (France) - Maps - 1695 - Canals<<>>Eure-et-Loir (France) - Maps - 1695 - Canals<<>>Canal-Eure Canal (France) - Maps - 1695<<>>Canal d' Eure Canal (France) SEE Canal d'Eure-et-Loire (France)<<>>Eurol Canal (France) SEE Canal d'Eure-et-Loire (France)<<>>Canal de la Riviere d'Eure SEE Canal d'Eure-et-Loire (France)
Carte particuliere du Canal de la Riviere d'Eure depuis Pontgouin, jusques a Versailles ... / dediee au Roy par ... Hubert laillot ... Paris : Chez le Sr. laillot ... [1695?].
Authors: Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Louis XIV, King of France, 1638-1715 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
III:X51
1 map : hand col. ; 45 x 141 cm.
Printed from 2 plates on 2 sheets.
Sack map4F G5832.E9 1695 .J3 (PrCt)

16418 Canal D'Eure-Et-Loire (France) - Maps -
1695<<>>Yvelines (France) - Maps - 1695 - Canals<<>>Versailles Region (France) - Maps - 1695 - Canals
III. Partie du nouveau canal, fait pour la conduite de la riviere d'Eure, depuis Pontgouin jusques a Versailles. [Paris : De Fer, 1695].
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes -- avec leurs fortifications ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, 1695-1696) pt. 5, map [81].
The third of three adjacent sheets showing the Canal d'Eure-et-Loire.
Manuscript '(4)' at upper right.
Case folio U 26. 293 pt. 5, map [81] (PrCt)

16419 Canal d'Eure-et-Loire (France) - Maps -
1713<<>>Eure-et-Loire (France) - Maps - 1713 - Canals
Carte particuliere du nouveau canal : partie de l'ouest. [Paris : De Fer, 1713?].
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Introduction à la fortification ... (1713?)
1 map ; 20 x 28 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
In: Fer, Nicolas de. Introduction à la fortification ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, [1713?]) map [1].
The first of three adjacent sheets showing the Canal d'Eure-et-Loire.
For later state of this map, with engraved plate number, see Case folio U 26 .292.
For earlier version of this map, engraved on different plate, see Case folio U 26 .293.
Case oversize U 26 .2919 map [1] (PrCt)

16420 Canal d'Eure-et-Loire (France) - Maps -
1713<<>>Eure-et-Loire (France) - Maps - 1713 - Canals<<>>Yvelines (France) - Maps - 1713 - Canals
Carte particuliere du nouveau canal. Fait pour la conduite de la Riviere d'Eure, depuis Pontgouin, jusques a Versailles. Paris : De Fer , [1713?].
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer,
Canal D'Eure-ét-Loire (France) - Maps - 1713 -> Versailles Region (France) - Maps - 1713 - Canals

[Carte particulière du nouveau canal : partie de l'est]. [Paris : De Fer, 1713?].
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Introduction à la fortification ... [1713?]
1 map ; 20 x 26 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
In: Fer, Nicolas de. Introduction à la fortification ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, [1713?] map [2].
The second of three adjacent sheets showing the Canal d'Eure-et-Loire.
For later state of this map, with engraved plate number, see Case folio U 26 .292.
For earlier version of this map, engraved on different plate, see Case folio U 26 .293.
Case oversize U 26 .2919 map [2] (PrCt)

Canal d'Eure-ét-Loire (France) - Maps - 1723 -> Versailles Region (France) - Maps - 1723 - Canals

Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Bénard, J. F. (Jacques François) -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Introduction à la fortification [1723]
1 map ; 19 x 26 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
In: Fer, Nicolas de. Introduction à la fortification ... (Paris : J.F. Benard, [1723]) ... (Paris : J.F. Benard, [1723]) map [1].
Engraved plate number '12.'
The second of three adjacent sheets showing the Canal d'Eure-et-Loire.
For earlier state of this map, without engraved plate number, see Case oversize U 26 .2919.
For earlier version of this map, engraved on different plate, see Case folio U 26 .293.
Case folio U 26 .292 map [2] (PrCt)

Canal du Midi (France) - Maps - 1697 -> Languedoc (France) - Maps - 1697 - Canals - Languedoc (France) - Maps - 1697 -> Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1697 -> Wall maps Engravings

Le Canal Royal de Languedoc, pour la jonction de l'Ocean et de la Mer Mediterranée ... / par ... l. B. Nolin. A Paris : Chez l. B. Nolin, 1697.
Authors: Nolin, Jean Baptiste, 1648-1720. 
1 map : hand col. ; 51 x 129 cm.
'Dedié ... à Mgrs. des Estats de Languedoc.' Includes 6 inset maps (9 x 25 cm. or smaller) and numerous plans and views of canal works and locks.
Printed from 3 plates on 3 sheets.
For uncolored and later (?) version of this map, including Nolin's honorific 'Geographe Ord. du Roy', see Sack Map8F G5832.M56 1697 .N6 (PrCt)
86-89950
4228
map8F G5832.M56 1697 .N6 (PrCt)
16426 Canal du Midi (France) - Maps - 1697<>>>Languedoc (France) - Maps - 1697 - Canals<>>>Canals - Languedoc (France) - Maps - 1697<>>>Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1697<>>>Canal Royal de Languedoc (France) SEE Canal du Midi (France)<>>>Canal de Languedoc (France) SEE Canal du Midi (France)<>>>Wall maps<>>>Engravings - Le Canal Royal de Languedoc, pour la jonction de l'Ocean et de la Mer Mediterranee ... / par ... I. B. Nolin, Geographe Ord. du Roy. A Paris : Chez I. B. Nolin, en janvier 1697. Authors: Nolin, Jean Baptiste, 1648-1708 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:X53 1 map ; 53 x 130 cm. 'Dedié ... à Mgrs. des Estats de Languedoc.' Includes 6 inset maps (9 x 25 cm. or smaller) and numerous plans and views of canal works and locks. Printed from 3 plates on 3 sheets. For hand colored and earlier (?) version of this map, lacking honorific 'Geographe Ord. du Roy', see Map8F G5832.M56 1697 .N6 Sack map8F G5832.M56 1697 .N6 (PrCt)


16429 Canals - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1882<>>>Canals - Design and construction - Pictorial works - 1882<>>>Canals - Drawings - 1882<>>>Canal Lateral à la Loire (France) - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1882<>>>Weaver Navigation Canal (England) - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1882<>>>Monkland Canal (Scotland) - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1882<>>>Morris Canal (N.J.) - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1882<>>>Inland navigation - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1882<>>>Inland navigation - Designs and plans - 1882 Works on canals. [London] : Thos. Kelly & Son, lith., King St., Covent Garden, [1882]. Authors: Vernon-Harcourt, Leveson Francis, 1839-1907 -- Thos. Kelly & Son -- Vernon-Harcourt, Leveson Francis, 1839-1907. A Treatise on rivers and canals, relating to the control and improvements of rivers, and the design, construction, and development of canals (1882) -- Oxford University Press -- Kelly (Thos.) & Son, lithographers SEE Thos. Kelly & Son 6 technical drawings ; 18 x 15 cm. and smaller, on sheet 22 x 75 cm. Comprised of cross-section and elevation profiles illustrating works on the Canal Lateral à la Loire in France, Weaver Navigation Canal in England, Monkland Canal in Scotland, and Morris Canal in New Jersey. Contents: Fig. 1. Apparatus for saving water in locking at Aubois Lock [on Canal Lateral à la Loire] -- Section along g.h. [at Aubois Lock] -- Hydraulic lift at Anderton. Fig. 2. Elevaton [at Anderton on the Weaver Navigation Canal] -- Fig. 3. Cross section [at Anderton] -- Inclines : Caisson on Monkland Canal incline. Fig. 4. Elevation [on Monkland Canal] -- Fig. 5. End view (reduced) -- Fig. 6. Car on Morris Canal incline. Scales differ. Coordinates, Aubois Lock, Canal Lateral à la Loire: (E 2°59'48"--E 3°02'01"/N 47°05'05"--N 47°02'28") Coordinates, Anderton, Weaver Navigation Canal: (W 2°33'01"--W 2°30'37"/N 53°17'39"--N 53°15'15") Coordinates, Monkland Canal : (W 4°06'14"--W 3°58'11"/N 55°51'47"--N 55°50'22") Coordinates, Morris Canal : (W 74°42'37"--W 74°42'14"/N 40°54'08"--N 40°54'01") Detached from: Vernon-Harcourt, Leveson Francis. A Treatise on rivers and canals, relating to the control and improvements of rivers, and the design, construction, and development of canals (Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1882), v. 2, plate 3 [H 61.386] Issued folded to 22 x 13 cm. map4F G3201.P53 1882 .V4 (PrCt)

16430 Canals - Maps - 1882<>>>Inland navigation - Maps - 1882<>>>Caledonian Canal (Scotland) - Maps - 1882<>>>Panama Canal (Panama) - Maps - 1882<>>>Canals - Great Lakes Region (North America) - Maps - 1882<>>>Canals - North America - Maps - 1882<>>>Canals - Maps - 1882<>>>Canals - Design and construction - Pictorial works - 1882<>>>Canals - Drawings - 1882<>>>Canal Lateral à la Loire (France) - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1882<>>>Weaver Navigation Canal (England) - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1882<>>>Monkland Canal (Scotland) - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1882<>>>Morris Canal (N.J.) - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1882<>>>Inland navigation - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1882<>>>Inland navigation - Designs and plans - 1882 Works on canals. [London] : Thos. Kelly & Son, lith., King St., Covent Garden, [1882]. Authors: Vernon-Harcourt, Leveson Francis, 1839-1907 -- Thos. Kelly & Son -- Vernon-Harcourt, Leveson Francis, 1839-1907. A Treatise on rivers and canals, relating to the control and improvements of rivers, and the design, construction, and development of canals (1882) -- Oxford University Press -- Kelly (Thos.) & Son, lithographers SEE Thos. Kelly & Son 6 technical drawings ; 18 x 15 cm. and smaller, on sheet 22 x 75 cm. Comprised of cross-section and elevation profiles illustrating works on the Canal Lateral à la Loire in France, Weaver Navigation Canal in England, Monkland Canal in Scotland, and Morris Canal in New Jersey. Contents: Fig. 1. Apparatus for saving water in locking at Aubois Lock [on Canal Lateral à la Loire] -- Section along g.h. [at Aubois Lock] -- Hydraulic lift at Anderton. Fig. 2. Elevaton [at Anderton on the Weaver Navigation Canal] -- Fig. 3. Cross section [at Anderton] -- Inclines : Caisson on Monkland Canal incline. Fig. 4. Elevation [on Monkland Canal] -- Fig. 5. End view (reduced) -- Fig. 6. Car on Morris Canal incline. Scales differ. Coordinates, Aubois Lock, Canal Lateral à la Loire: (E 2°59'48"--E 3°02'01"/N 47°05'05"--N 47°02'28") Coordinates, Anderton, Weaver Navigation Canal: (W 2°33'01"--W 2°30'37"/N 53°17'39"--N 53°15'15") Coordinates, Monkland Canal : (W 4°06'14"--W 3°58'11"/N 55°51'47"--N 55°50'22") Coordinates, Morris Canal : (W 74°42'37"--W 74°42'14"/N 40°54'08"--N 40°54'01") Detached from: Vernon-Harcourt, Leveson Francis. A Treatise on rivers and canals, relating to the control and improvements of rivers, and the design, construction, and development of canals (Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1882), v. 2, plate 3 [H 61.386] Issued folded to 22 x 13 cm. map4F G3201.P53 1882 .V4 (PrCt)
Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1882<<<Panama Canal (Panama) - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1882


3 maps and 2 elevation profiles ; 15 x 32 cm. or smaller, on sheet 22 x 82 cm.

Title of Newberry Library’s copy mostly chipped away from top center of sheet.

Contents: Fig. 1. Caledonian Canal -- Longitudinal section of the Caledonian Canal -- Fig. 2. Panama Canal -- Longitudinal section [of the Panama Canal] -- Fig. 3. North American canals [in the Great Lakes region]. Scales differ.

Coordinates, Caledonian Canal: (W 5°19'13"--W 4°10'18"/N 57°34'00"--N 56°48'50")

Coordinates, Panama Canal: (W 79°23'55"--W 79°24'54"--N 8°48'54")

Coordinates, Great Lakes region: (W 93°09'00"--W 65°01'00"/N 50°34'00"--N 36°39'00")


Issued folded to 22 x 12 cm.

16431 Canals - New Jersey - Designs and plans - 1808<<<Canals - Designs and plans - 1808<<<Inland navigation - New Jersey - Designs and plans - 1808

[Cross-section profile and planimetric diagram illustrating the construction of a canal proposed for New Jersey by Christopher Colles]. [New York : Samuel Wood, 1808].

Authors: Colles, Christopher, 1738-1816 -- Wood, Samuel, 1760-1844 -- Colles, Christopher, 1738-1816. Proposal of a design for the promotion of the interests of the United States of America ... by means of inland navigable communications ... (1808) -- Everitt, Charles P., 1873-1951 -- Streeter, Thomas W. (Thomas Winthrop), 1883-1965

2 technical drawings ; 3 x 19 cm. and 6 x 19 cm., on sheet 16 x 22 cm., folded to 16 x 12 cm.

Title supplied by cataloger.

"Fig. 1" is a cross-section profile identifying "towing path" on each side of "canal", drawn at horizontal scale [ca. 1:122] and vertical scale [ca. 1:1,655].

"Fig. 2" is a planimetric diagram illustrating the wooden framework construction of the canal, drawn at scale [ca. 1:126].

In: Colles, Christopher. Proposal of a design for the promotion of the interests of the United States of America ... by means of inland navigable communications ... (New-York : Printed for the author, by Samuel Wood, no. 362, Pearl-Street, 1808), [plate 1] at end.

"Description of the intended mode of putting together the timber canal" -- Pages 17-18.

"This design is proposed to be extended to vessels of 20 ft. beam & drawing 10 feet water. [Signed] C.C." -- Manuscript note on back endleaf.

Previously owned by Charles P. Everitt and Thomas Streeter; see the Newberry Library Special Collections information file.


Case 4A 988 [plate 1] (PrCt)


[Map of the Canary Islands, Cape Verde and the western coast of Africa]. [Venice : Nicolò Zoppino, 1528].

Authors: Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530 -- Zoppino, Nicolò, fl. 1508-1544 -- Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530. Libro di Benedetto Bordone : nel qual si ragiona de tutte l'isole del mondo ... (1528)

1 map : woodcut ; 8 x 14 cm., on sheet 31 x 21 cm.

Title supplied by cataloger.

In: Bordon, Benedetto. Libro di Benedetto Bordone : nel qual si ragiona de tutte l'isole del mondo ... (Venice : Nicolò Zoppino, 1528), folio XVIII.


Case folio G 117 .108, folio XVIII (PrCt)

16433 Canary Islands - Maps - 1528<<<Woodcuts

[Map of the Canary Islands]. [Venice : Nicolò Zoppino, 1528].

Authors: Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530 -- Zoppino, Nicolò, fl. 1508-1544 -- Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530. Libro di Benedetto Bordone : nel qual si ragiona de tutte l'isole del mondo ... (1528)

1 map : woodcut ; 14 x 14 cm., on sheet 31 x 21 cm.

Title supplied by cataloger.

In: Bordon, Benedetto. Libro di Benedetto Bordone : nel qual si ragiona de tutte l'isole del mondo ... (Venice : Nicolò Zoppino, 1528), folio XVII.


Case folio G 117 .108, folio XVII (PrCt)

*Madeira Islands etc.*

*Altitudes*

*Madeira Islands etc.*

*Nautical charts - Madeira Islands - 1701*

*A Chart of the Canarie & Madera Islands.*

[Amsterdam : Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, 1773].


1 map ; 41 x 52 cm.

Oriented with north at right.


Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger):

*English Pilot. Part 5 (1701)*

*Map Ref oversize Ayer 135 .T37 ser. 6, v. 4, pl. [4] (PrCt)*


*A Chart of the Maderas and Canary Islands ...* London : Robt. Sayer, 1775 [i.e. 1780].

Authors: Glas, George, 1725-1765 -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Jefferys, Thomas, c.1771 -- Robert Sayer and John Bennett (Firm) -- Jefferys, Thomas, d. 1771. The West-India atlas ... (1780)

-- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 56 x 46 cm.

"Liv. I."

-- At upper left.

"No. 9."

-- At upper right.


*Greenlee 4891 .B71 1780 [map 9] (PrCt)*


Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag -- Karl Thiemig AG -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

210 p. : 3 maps (some col., some folded) ; 17 cm.

Map dated 1775.

Engraved letter 'D' at lower right.


*VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .N44 1778 pl. 4 (PrCt)*

16437 Canary Islands - Maps - 1780 - Madeira Islands - Maps - 1780 - Porto Santo Island (Madeira Islands) - Maps - 1780


1 map ; 31 x 20 cm.

"Liv. I."

-- At upper left.

"No. 9."

-- At upper right.


Forms part of the William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library).

*Greenlee 4891 .B71 1780 [map 9] (PrCt)*

16436 Canary Islands - Maps - 1775 - Nautical charts - Madeira Islands - Maps - 1775 - Nautical charts - Canary Islands - 1775 - Nautical charts - Madeira Islands - 1775 - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc.

*Canary Islands - 1775 - Madeira Islands - 1775 - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc.*

*Madeira Islands - 1775 - Nautical charts*

*A Chart of the Maderas and Canary Islands.*

London : Robt. Sayer [i.e. R Sayer and J. Bennett], 1775 [i.e. 1778].

Authors: Glas, George, 1725-1765 -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Robert Sayer and John Bennett (Firm). Neptune occidental : a pilot for the West-Indies ... (1778) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 56 x 46 cm.

Insets (9 x 12 cm. and 10 x 13 cm.): Plan of El Río Harbour ... -- Plan of Puerto de Naos .... Includes 8 coastal profiles.

In: Robert Sayer and John Bennett (Firm). Neptune occidental : a pilot for the West-Indies ... (London : R. Sayer and J. Bennett, 1778); engraved letter 'D' at lower right: verso handstamped '4'.

*VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .N44 1778 pl. 4 (PrCt)*

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
16439  **Canary Islands - Maps - 1975**
Authors: Alvar Lopez, Manuel
1 v.
folio G2826 E3 A48 1975 (NLO)

16440  **Canary Islands - Maps - 1978**
*Kanarische Inseln : Tenerife, La Gomera, El Hierro, La Palma, Gran Canaria, Lanzarote, Fuenteventura : mit 27 zum Teil farbigen karten, Plänen und Skizzen und 16 Abbildungen.*
Leichlingen bei Köln : Kurt Schroeder Verlag, c1978.
Authors: Schroeder Reiseführer -- Braunsburger, Edmund -- Braunsburger, Karin -- Grandjot, Werner -- Kurt Schroeder Verlag -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Schroeder (Kurt) Verlag SEE Kurt Schroeder Verlag -- Schroeder (K.) Verlag SEE Kurt Schroeder Verlag
319 p., [22] p. of plates (6 folded) : ill., 15 maps (some col.) ; 17 cm.
One map by Werner Grandjot.
Map inside front cover.
Includes index.
Series: Schroeder Reiseführer
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes DP302.C385 B73 1978 (NLO)

16441  **Canary Islands - Maps - Bibliography**
[List of maps and prints of the Canary Islands].
[19--].
Authors: Pampiere Wereld Antiquariaat, Amsterdam
11 items.
1978.
Vert 457 (PrCt)

16442  **Canary Islands (Spain) - Maps - 1798**
*Le isole Canarie delineate sulle ultime osservazioni.* Rome : Calcoografia camerale, 1798 [i.e. 1801].
Authors: Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824 -- Calcoografia camerale (Rome, Italy) -- Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824. Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (1792-1801) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 43 cm.
In: Cassini, Giovanni Maria. Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (Rome : Presso la Calcogr. camerale, 1792-1801) v. 3 pl. 18.
Map dated 1798.
oversize Ayer 135 .C33 1792 v. 3 pl. 18 (PrCt)

16443  **Canavese (Italy) - Historical geography - Maps**

Canavese (Italy) - Historical geography - Maps

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
16447 Cantabria (Spain) - Maps - 1583 - Coasts - Nautical charts
1583 - Coasts - Nautical charts
Die Zee custen va[n] Biscaien tusschen Laredo en. Sentillana ... = Orae maritimae inter Laredum et Sentillana[m] ... [Leiden : F. Raphelengius ; C. Claesz], 1583 [i.e. 1588].
Authors: Waghenaer, Lucas Janszoon, 1534 or 5-1606 -- Doeltecan, Jan van -- Raphelengius, Franciscus, 1539-1597 -- Claesz, Cornelis, ca. 1546-1609 -- Waghenaer, Lucas Janszoon, 1534 or 5-1606. Speculum nauticum super navigatone maris Occidentalis confectum, continens omnes oras maritimas Galliae, Hispaniae et praecipuarum partium Angliae (1588) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 32 x 50 cm.
Includes coastal profiles.
Oriented with north at bottom.
Descriptive text on verso (p. 11).

16448 Cantabria (Spain) - Maps - 1588 - Coasts - Nautical charts
1588 - Coasts - Nautical charts
The Sea coastes of Byscay betweene Laredo and Sentillana ... [Amsterdam : Theatrum Orbis Terrarum], 1588 [i.e. 1966].
Authors: Waghenaer, Lucas Janszoon, 1534 or 5-1606 -- Bry, Theodor de, 1528-1598 -- Waghenaer, Lucas Janszoon, 1534 or 5-1606. The Mariners mirrour (1588) -- Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, Ltd.
1 map ; 31 x 49 cm.
Includes coastal profile.
Oriented with north at bottom.
Text on verso (p. 11) under heading: A trve description of the sea coastes betweene Laredo and Sentillana.

Plan of Canterbury Cathedral. Canterbury : Dean and Chapter, 1946?
Authors: Caröe, William Douglas, 1857-1938 -- Canterbury Cathedral -- Christ Church (Canterbury, England) SEE Canterbury Cathedral -- Canterbury (England), Cathedal SEE Canterbury Cathedral -- Dean and Chapter of Canterbury Cathedral SEE Canterbury Cathedral 1 plan : col. ; 15 x 27 cm. on sheet 22 x 32 cm.
With facsimile signature 'W. D. Caröe F.S.A. July 1925.'
Includes keys: 'Explanations' (A-Z), 'Sites of ancient altars' (I-XV) and 'Monuments' (1-52).
On verso, a list of Archbishops of Canterbury from 597 to 1945.
Sheet trimmed at top with slight loss of title.
map1F G5754 .C36:2C3 1946 C3 (PrCt)

16450 Canterbury (England) - Maps - 1620 Cantuaunia vrbis fertilis simae Angliae celebris; archiepiscopati sede, commendata . [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Smith, William, ca. 1550-1618 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 28 x 42 cm.
Derived from a drawing by William Smith; see R.A. Skelton's Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.
Harrisse, Henry, 1829-1910 -- Edward E. Ayer
Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library. Manuscript. Ayer MS 135
Letter, dated March 22, 1884, in Ile St. Michel in the Azores, to Henry Harrisse, French
bibliographer and historian, from Ernesto do Canto, Portuguese bibliographer and author,
introducing R.G. Haliburton. Haliburton is a houseguest at Canto's residence in the Azores,
and as a result of their conversations on the discovery of America, Canto asks Harrisse if he
would be willing to help Haliburton with his investigations into the early history of the
Portuguese colony in Cape Breton, Nova Scotia.
Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library)
Gift 1911, Edward E. Ayer.
Butler, R.L. Checklist of Ms. in the Ayer Coll., 135
VAULT box Ayer MS 135 (NLO)

16459 Canton (Ohio) - Maps - 2008 - Road
maps<>>>Road maps
Canton EasyFinder : Local street detail. Chicago
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally and Company. EasyFinder -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; fold. to 24 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Uniform title: EasyFinder
Laminated.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
ISBN 0528954644
RMcN Road Map 2005 CanOH (PrCt)

16460 Cap-Haïtien (Haiti) - Maps - 1723 - Nautical
charts - Manuscripts<>>>Nautical charts -
Cap-Haïtien (Haiti) - Maps - 1723 -
Manuscripts-<>>>Manuscript maps
<>>>Nautical charts
Carte du Cap François, coste St. Domingue et de l'étendue de son port et de ses environs. [ca.
1723].
Authors: Cartes Marines Manuscript Map
Collection (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer
Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library) --
Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map
30, sheet 69
1 ms. map : hand col. ; 452 x 530 mm.
Details the harbor and settlements at Cap-Haïtien
(previously Cap François) in Haiti. Includes key to
locations marked A-I, K-T, V, X-Z, &, +, J, U, and
X. Accompanied by pictorial view on adjacent
sheet (Ayer MS map 30, sheet 70).
Scale [ca. 1:12,100]. 'Echelle de 800 toises' [=129 mm.]
Oriented with north at upper right.
Relief shown with shading and pictorially; depths
shown with soundings with isolines.
Pen-and-ink and watercolor (green, brown, red,
yellow, blue); mounted on cloth.
Sheet 69 of 115 (i.e. 117; includes sheets 71A
and 106A) numbered leaves in the Cartes
Marines Manuscript Map Collection, detailing
French colonial interests worldwide, ca. 1640-ca.
1726.
Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript
Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 160
Ayer ms map proj 00
Digital image available as part of the Newberry
Library's Great Lakes Digital Collection via the
CARLI Digital Collections website (accessed
Nov. 2010):
http://collections.carli.illinois.edu/u?/nby_grlakes,
929
VAULT drawer Ayer MS map 30 sheet 69
(NLO)

16461 Cap-Haïtien (Haiti) - Maps - 1723 - Pictorial
works - Manuscripts<>>>Manuscript maps
Veüe et perspective du Cap François levé en
1723. 1723.
Authors: Cartes Marines Manuscript Map
Collection (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer
Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) --
Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map
30, sheet 70
1 ms. view : hand col. ; 410 x 692 mm.
Details the harbor and settlements at Cap-Haïtien
(previously Cap François) in Haiti. Includes
drawings of ships and boats in the harbor and
key to locations marked A-H. Accompanied by
town plan and nautical chart on adjacent sheet
(Ayer MS map 30, sheet 69).
Not drawn to scale.
Oriented with north at right.
Relief shown with shading and pictorially; depths

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
shown with soundings with isolines.
Pen-and-ink and watercolor (blue, green, brown, yellow); mounted on cloth.
Sheet 70 of 117 in the Cartes Marines Manuscript Map Collection, detailing French colonial interests worldwide, ca. 1640-ca. 1726. Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 160 Ayer ms map proj 01 Digital image available as part of the Newberry Library's Great Lakes Digital Collection via the CARLI Digital Collections website (accessed Nov. 2010): http://collections.carli.illinois.edu/u/nby_grlakes, 930 
VAULT drawer Ayer MS map 30 sheet 70 (NLO)

16462 Cap-Haïtien (Haiti) - Maps - 1760
Authors: Jefferys, Thomas
1 map ; 33 x 49 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:14,600].
Relief shown by hachures; soundings in fathoms. Oriented with north at right.
F 80.45 pt. 2, opp. p. 69 (PrCt)

16463 Cap-Haïtien (Haiti) - Maps - 1789
Plan de la ville du Cap Francois et de ses environs dans l'isle St. Domingue ... [Chicago? s.n., 1943?].
Authors: Phelipeau, René, active 1748-1784 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Phelipeaux, René, fl. 1748-1784 SEE Phelipeau, René, active 1748-1784 -- Phelipeaux, René, fl. 1748-1784 SEE Phelipeau, René, active 1748-1784
1 map ; 38 x 52 cm.
Photostat in 2 copies (positive and negative). Scale 1:6,138; about 80 'toises' to 1 inch. Location of original (published Paris: Phelipeau, 1789) unknown.
oversize Ayer 133 .P53 1789 (NLO)

16464 Cape Breton Island (N.S.) -1716 - Maps - Verville, Jean-François De, d. 1729 - Travels, 1716<<<<>Manuscript maps
Carte de l'Isle Royale : scituee par 45.degr. 15.minut. et 46.degr. 50.min. nord et par 321.degr. 40.min. et 323.degr. 10.min. de longitude. [ca. 1716].
1 ms. map; hand col.; on sheet 562 x 776 mm.
fold. to 231 x 158 mm.
Anonymous map of Cape Breton Island; details the 1716 reconnaissance from Port Toulouse to Port Dauphin made by Jean-François de Verville, director of island fortifications.
Scale [ca. 1:210,000]. 'Echelle [de] 2 lieues' [= 53 mm.].
Relief shown pictorially.
Pen-and-ink and watercolor (green, yellow, grey, brown, red); sectioned, mounted on cloth, and folded into covers.
In pencil at lower left: Chadenat 1901. fr. 100. Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 138. VAULT Ayer MS map 138 (NLO)

16465 Cape Breton Island (N.S.) - Maps - 1700-1799 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
A Colored map of 'Isle Royale,' or Cape Breton. [19--].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 18th-century manuscript

16466 Cape Breton Island (N.S.) - Maps - 1700-1799 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
A 'Chart of the South-East part of l'Isle Royal, or Cape Breton'. [19--].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 18th-century manuscript.

16467 Cape Breton Island (N.S.) - Maps - 1716 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Cape Breton Island (N.S.) - Maps - 1716 - Indians - Manuscripts - Nautical charts - Nova Scotia - Cape Breton Island - Maps - 1716 - Manuscripts - Indians - Cape Breton Island (N.S.) -1716 - Manuscripts - Nautical charts - Indians of
### Cape Breton Island (N.S.) - Maps - 1744

**Carte de l'Isle Royale.** Paris, 1744.


1 map ; 24 x 27 cm.


Scale [ca. 1:1,020,000].

Relief shown pictorially and by hachures.


**Graff 650 v. 2, opp. p. 385 (PrCt)**

### Cape Breton (N.S.) - County - Maps - 1864 - Landowners

Topographical township map of Cape Breton County, Nova Scotia. [Halifax, N.S. Nova Scotia Department of Lands and Forests, 1981].

Authors: Church, A. F. (Ambrose Finson), 1836-1920 -- W. A. Little & Co. -- Nova Scotia Dept. of Lands and Forests

1 map ; on 2 sheets 90 x 168 cm. or smaller.

Photocopy of map published Bedford, N.S.: A.F. Church and Co., 1864; original printed by the W.A. Little & Co. of Montreal.

Reproduced from original in Department of Lands and Forests, Halifax, N. S.

Scale [ca. 1:63,360].

Shows landowners in towns as well as rural areas; includes business directories.


**VAULT Ayer MS 293 v. 1 map (NLO)**

### Cape Breton Island (N.S.) - Maps - 1718 - Manuscripts-Louisbourg (N.S.) - Maps - 1718 - Manuscripts-Louisbourg (N.S.) - Maps - 1718 - Fortification - Maps-Manuscript maps

**Carte de l'Isle Royale.** [ca. 1718].

Authors: Raudot, Antoine Denis, 1679-1737 -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS 293 v. 1 map 1 ms. map : hand col. ; 319 x 485 mm. Unsigned map of Cape Breton Island compiled ca. 1718; accompanies the 1708-1710 memoirs of Intendant Antoine Denis Radout, and forms part of a collection of French transcripts variously dated 1702-1750: Memoranda on French colonies in America, including Canada, Louisiana, and the Carribean (VAULT Ayer MS 293 v. 1 between p. 118-119).

Inset (193 x 222 mm.): Plan du port et da la ville de Louisbourg. Details fortifications. Relief shown pictorially.

Scale [ca. 1:617,000]. 'Echelle [de] 10 lieües' [= 90 mm.].

Pen-and-ink and watercolor (green, grey, yellow, red).


**VAULT Ayer MS 293 v. 1 map (NLO)**

### Cape Breton Island (N.S.) - Maps - 1744

**Carte de l'Isle Royale.** Paris, 1744.


1 map ; 24 x 27 cm.


Scale [ca. 1:1,020,000].

Relief shown pictorially and by hachures.


**Graff 650 v. 2, opp. p. 385 (PrCt)**

### Cape Breton (N.S.) - County - Maps - 1864 - Landowners

Topographical township map of Cape Breton County, Nova Scotia. [Halifax, N.S. Nova Scotia Department of Lands and Forests, 1981].

Authors: Church, A. F. (Ambrose Finson), 1836-1920 -- W. A. Little & Co. -- Nova Scotia Dept. of Lands and Forests

1 map ; on 2 sheets 90 x 168 cm. or smaller.

Photocopy of map published Bedford, N.S.: A.F. Church and Co., 1864; original printed by the W.A. Little & Co. of Montreal.

Reproduced from original in Department of Lands and Forests, Halifax, N. S.

Scale [ca. 1:63,360].

Shows landowners in towns as well as rural areas; includes business directories.

Cape Cod (Mass.) - Maps - 1934 - Road maps - Pictorial maps
Cape Cod / Kenneth E. Morang fecit. [Hyannis, Mass.] : Cape Cod Chamber of Commerce, c1934.
Authors: Morang, Kenneth E. -- Cape Cod Chamber of Commerce -- Dalton, Edmund J. -- Johnson, Mr., fl. 1934 -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 48 x 48 cm.
"Cape Cod Chamber of Commerce Information Service at Bourne and Sagamore also in Hyannis town offices."
Descriptive text in side margins: To visitors who wish to see the real Cape Cod...
Verso includes printed panel bearing mailing address of the Chamber of Commerce; addressed by typewriter to Edmund J. Dalton at Rand McNally.
Hand-stamped "Dept. of Cartography, Jun 5 1934."
Includes manuscript note in pencil: Mr. Johnson, Cart. Dept.
Previously bound with a collection of pictorial maps in binders labeled "Points of Interest."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 192.18 (PrCt)

Cape Cod (Mass.) - Maps - 1950 - Road maps
Cape Cod: Sunoco road map and historical scenic guide ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1950].
Authors: Sunoco (Firm) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 36 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Cape Cod Mass.
Date from RMcN AE 87 ms. index.
Plate no. 1-503915-1
Map on verso (19 x 18 cm.): Boston-Providence to Cape Cod.
Panel art: Couple by car overlooking a rural town and river valley.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 87.19 (PrCt)

Cape Cod (Mass.) - Maps - 2000 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 48 x 48 cm.
$15.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-97907-8
RMcN StrFdr 2000 .C352 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

1 atlas (A-H, 7083-7770, 71 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm. +1 CD-ROM
$17.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-99804-8
RMcN StrFdr 2003 .C352 (PrCt)

16482 Cape Cod Region (Mass.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- NAVTEQ (Firm) -- Rand McNally and Company.
1 atlas (various pagnations) : col. maps ; 28 cm. "5th edition." -- front cover
"NAVTEQ on board"
"$19.95"-- back cover
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder. Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-85574-3
RMcN StrFdr 2006 .C352 (PrCt)

16483 Cape Girardeau County (Mo.) - Maps - 1861 - Geology
Geological map of Cape Girardeau County ... 1861.
Authors: Shumard, Benjamin Franklin, 1820-1869 -- Broadhead, Garland Carr, 1827-1912 -- Roessterl, A. -- Missouri. Bureau of Geology and Mines
1 map : 26 x 20 cm.
MMC 9-0141
89-103783
5156
map1F G4161.C5 1861 M5 sht. 1 (PrCt)

16484 Cape May County (N.J.) - Description and travel - 1927 - Cape May County (N.J.) - Maps - 1927 - Road maps
America's playground : Cape May County, New Jersey. [New York : Rand McNally & Co., 1927?].
Authors: Cape May County (N.J.). Board of Chosen Freeholders -- Rand McNally and Company -- Voorhies, Stephen J. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
[1], 2-31, [32] p. : ill., maps ; 23 x 21 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Cover title.
"Issued by the Board of Chosen Freeholders at the County Seat. Department of Publicity and Advertising, Cape May Court House N.J."
"Rand McNally & Co., N.Y." -- imprint on p. 31
Chiefly comprised of descriptive text and black-and-white photos.
Includes reduced color "Reproduction of the largest county map in the world, shown at the Sesqui-Centennial International Exposition in Philadelphia" (10 x 28 cm. on p. 16-17) and maps of the Middle Atlantic States and Cape May County (20 x 19 cm. and 11 x 10 cm. on p. [32]).
"Explanation of the automobile routes ... " -- p. 18
Cover art: Colored beach scene with bathers in swimming suits; signed "Stephen J. Voorhies."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 354 (PrCt)

16485 Cape May County (N.J.) - Maps - 1872 - Landowners - Counties - Maps
Authors: Beers, F. W. (Frederick W.) -- Beers, Comstock & Cline -- Library of Congress.
Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map : on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 2 parts, 25.5 x 48.5 in. each.
Microfiche 583, no. 444 (PrCt)

16486 Cape May County (N.J.) - Maps - 1912 - Road maps
Facsimiles - Road maps
Authors: Hand, Morgan, 1888 -- Atlas of Historical County Boundaries Project (Newberry Library)
1 map : photocopy ; 26 x 26 cm.
"A replica of my 1912 map (original size 5' x 7') which required an entire year to draw. This was the first Cape May County map accurately depicting the county's resorts. Morgan Hand, II (Jr.), C.E., President, Cape May County Historical Society ... December 1, 1960."
Shows "state aid roads" and "county improved roads."
From the files of the Atlas of Historical County Boundaries Project, the Newberry Library.
map2F G3813 .C3 1912 .H3 1960 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Cape May County (N.J.) - Maps - Collections, 1678-1878--Counties - Maps
A Book of maps of Cape May, 1610-1878.
Authors: Richards, Horace Gardiner, 1906--Cape May Geographic Society -- Library of Congress
1 atlas (17 leaves : maps) ; 28 x 45 cm.
Bibliography: p. 7.
26409
ICN76
map6C 91 (NLO)

Authors: Bache, Hartman -- Stone, William James, 1798-1865
1 map ; 65 x 114 cm.
Scale 1:10,560.
Inset: Plan of the artificial harbor.
M1226
map6F G3792.D44 1836 B3 (PrCt)

Cape of Good Hope (South Africa) - Maps - 1625
Ein Wilder Man bei C. Bonae Spei, in Africa [with map in background]. [Franckfurst am Mäyn : Hartmann Palthenium in Verlegung der Hulsichen, 1625].
Authors: Hulsius, Levinus, d. 1606. Erste Schiffart In die Orientalische indien (1625) -- Parthenius, Hartmann, fl. 1615-1631 -- Hulsius Erben -- Hulsius, Levinus, d. 1606. [Sammlung von sechs und zwanzig Schiffahrten] (1608-1650) 1 map ; 9.4 x 6.8 cm. on sheet 20 x 15 cm.
In Hulsius, Levinus, Erste Schiffart In die Orientalische Indien (Franckfurt am Mäyn : durch Hartmann Palthenium in Verlegung der Hulsichen, 1625), opp. p. 12.
The map behind the figure of the "wild man" shows southern Africa from the Cape of Good Hope to perhaps 200 miles to the east.
Nine lines of text below map.
In upper right corner: pag. 12.
On same plate (13.3 x 14.4 cm.) with 'Ein Wilder Man, von Madagascar.'
VAULT Ayer 110 .H9 1608, v. 1, pt. 1, p. 12 (PrCt)

Cape Of Good Hope (South Africa) - Maps - 1701 - Nautical charts--Cape Of Good Hope (South Africa) - Maps - 1701--Cape Of Good Hope (South Africa) - 1701--Pictorial works--Nautical charts
A Draught of Cape Bone Esperanca. [Amsterdam : Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, 1973].
1 map ; 27 x 53 cm., on sheet 46 x 58 cm.
Includes view (18 x 53 cm.): [Cape of Good Hope].
Oriented with north at left.
Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger): English Pilot. Part 5 (1701)
Map Ref oversize G1025 .T37 ser. 6, v. 4, pl. [15] (PrCt)

Cape of Good Hope (South Africa) - Maps - 1763
Nieuwe kaart van Kaap de Goede Hoope en der na by gelegen landen / volgens de afmetingen van den Abt. de la Caille in 1752. Amsterdam : by Isaak Tirion, 1763.
Authors: Tirion, Isaak -- La Caille, Nicolas Louis de, 1713-1762 -- Tirion, Isaak. Nieuwe en beknopte hand-atlas ... (1748 [i.e. 1769?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 20 cm.
Verso numbered "N 99" in manuscript.
In: Tirion, Isaak. Nieuwe en beknopte hand-atlas

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

1823
Authors: Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Hall, Sidney -- Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823. A New general atlas constructed from the latest authorities ... (1823) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 20 x 25 cm.
In: Arrowsmith, Aaron. A New general atlas constructed from the latest authorities ... Exhibiting the boundaries and divisions, also the chains of mountains and other geographical features of all the known countries in the world (Edinburgh ; London : A. Constable & Co., 1823), pl. 47.
folio Ayer 135 .A65 1823 pl. 47 (PrCt)

16497
Cape of Good Hope (South Africa) - Maps - 1825
Cape of Good Hope. [Philadelphia ; New York etc. Samuel F. Bradford and Murray, Fairman and Co., Peter A. Mesier etc., 1825?].
Authors: Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823. A New and elegant general atlas comprising all the new discoveries, to the present time ... (1823) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 20 x 24 cm.
In: Arrowsmith, Aaron. A New and elegant general atlas comprising all the new discoveries, to the present time ... (Philadelphia [etc.] : J. Conrad & Co. [and others], 1804) pl. 62.
Ayer 135 .A65 1804 pl. 62 (PrCt)

16493
Cape of Good Hope (South Africa) - Maps - 1795
The Dutch colony of the Cape of Good Hope. London : W. Faden, 1795 [i.e. 1817?].
Authors: Faden, William, 1749-1836 -- Delarochette, L. (Louis), 1731-1802 -- Faden, William, 1749-1836. [General atlas] [1817?] 1 map ; 49 x 56 cm. '2d. Edition corrected Decr. 1st. 1795'
Map dated 1795; handstamped '50.'
oversize G 10 .282 pl. 51 (PrCt)

16494
Cape of Good Hope (South Africa) - Maps - 1804
Authors: Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823. A New and elegant general atlas comprising all the new discoveries, to the present time ... (1804) -- John Conrad & Co. -- Shallus, Francis -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 20 x 24 cm.
In: Arrowsmith, Aaron. A New and elegant general atlas comprising all the new discoveries, to the present time ... (Philadelphia [etc.] : J. Conrad & Co. [and others], 1804) pl. 62.
Ayer 135 .A65 1804 pl. 62 (PrCt)

16495
Cape of Good Hope (South Africa) - Maps - 1805
... This Chart of the Cape of Good Hope ... 1805 [i.e. 1816?].
1 map : hand col. ; 122 x 141 on 2 sheets Title from dedication beginning: To Captain Carmichael Smyth of the ... Royal Engineers ....
In: Faden, William [and others]. [General atlas of modern geography : a collection of large scale maps and charts of all the parts of the world] ([London, etc. : W. Faden, etc., 1775-1816]) v. 2, pl. [24-25].
Verso handstamped '19.'
Imprint on northern sheet: London: published 1st Sepr. 1805 by A. Arrowsmith ... .
Imprint on on southern sheet: : 1 Nov. 1805, by A. Arrowsmith ... .
oversize Ayer 135 .G32 1775 v. 2, pl. [24-25] (PrCt)

16496
Cape of Good Hope (South Africa) - Maps -
... (Amsterdam : Isaak Tirion, 1744 [i.e. 1769?]), plate [96].
oversize Ayer 135 .T55 1744, plate [96] (PrCt)

16498
Cape of Good Hope (South Africa) - Maps - 1851
Authors: Rapkin, J. -- Tallis, John, 1817-1876 -- Bond, H. W., fl. 1827-1849 -- Warren, H., fl. 1851 -- Martin, Robert Montgomery, 1803?-1868. Tallis's illustrated atlas, and modern history of the world ... (1851) 1 map : hand col. ; 22 x 30 cm. Inset views (4 x 7 cm. and smaller): Entrance to the Knysna -- [Three natives] -- Graham's Town -- Cape Town -- [Lion].
In: Martin, Robert Montgomery. Tallis's illustrated atlas, and modern history of the world ... (London ; New York : J. Tallis, 1851) pl. [56].
folio G1019 .M197 1851 pl. [56] (PrCt)

16499
Cape Town (South Africa) - Maps -
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Western off to the Canary, Madeira, Cape de Verde and Streight's Holland, Flanders, Spain, Portugal, to the... on the coast of England, S
In: The English pilot, for the southern navigation 1 map ; 45 x 53 cm.
Library) (1758)

Authors: W. and J. Mount, T. Page and Son
Western islands in the Mediterranean, as also in the Atlantic and Ethiopic Oceans. London : W. Innys et al, 1747.

Authors: Bowen, Emanuel, -1767 -- Innys, William, d. 1756 -- Bowen, Emanuel, -1767. A Complete system of geography ... (1747) 8 maps ; on sheet 33 x 41 cm.
In: Bowen, Emanuel. A Complete system of geography : being a description of ... the known world (London : Printed for William Innys, etc., 1747) v. 2, pl. [47.

Contents: An Accurate map of the islands of Malta, Goze & Cuming -- The Bay of Agoa de Saldanha -- Island of Tenerife -- An Accurate chart of Cape de Verd Islands -- A Correct map of the Island of St. Helena -- A Plan of the Dutch Fort at the Cape of Good Hope -- A Draught of Table Bay -- Island of Madera.
Case oversize G114 .B68 1747 v. 2, pl. 47 (PrCt)

16500 Cape Verde - Maps - 1565<<<>>Cape Verde Islands SEE Cape Verde Isole di Capo Verde. [Venice? s.n., ca. 1565].
Authors: Sotheby's (Firm) -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 114 x 139 mm. (neat line), on sheet 162 x 150 mm.
12 lines of text below map: L'Isole di Capo uerde sono 10 cio è S. Antonio, S. Vicente, S. Lucia ... .
Acquired 14 Dec. 2000 in Sotheby's sale no. L00720 (London, Bond Street); see The Travel sale: books, maps, atlases ... and topographical pictures (London: Sotheby's, 2000) lot no. 224; see Map Info File for Novacco 2F 29.5.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
j11.5
Novacco 2F 246.5 (PrCt)

16501 Cape Verde - Maps - 1758 - Nautical charts<<<>>Nautical charts - Cape Verde - 1758<<<>>Nautical charts
Authors: W. and J. Mount, T. Page and Son (Firm), fl. 1755-1762 -- English Pilot. Part 1 (1758) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 45 x 53 cm.
In: The English pilot, for the southern navigation ... on the coast of England, Scotland, Ireland, Holland, Flanders, Spain, Portugal, to the Streight's-Mouth; with the coasts of Barbary, and off to the Canary, Madeira, Cape de Verde and Western-Islands (London : Printed for W. and J. Mount, T. Page and Son, on Tower-Hill, 1758), [plate 25].
Baskes oversize G1793 .E55 1758, [plate 25] (PrCt)

16502 Cape Verde - Maps - 1766 - Nautical charts<<<>>Nautical charts - Cape Verde - 1766<<<>>Nautical charts
A Chart of the Islands of Cape Verd. Dublin : [Jane Grierson, 1766].
Authors: Grierson, George., -1753 -- Grierson, Jane, fl. 1766 -- English Pilot. Part 1 (1766) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 43 x 52 cm.
"Sold by George Grierson ... ."
In: The English pilot. Part 1, describing the coasts ... in the southern navigation upon the coasts of England, Scotland, Ireland, Holland, Flanders, Spain, Portugal ... (Dublin: Jane Grierson, 1766) following p. 88.

16503 Cape Verde - Maps - 1775 - Nautical charts<<<>>Nautical charts - Cape Verde - 1775<<<>>Cape Verde <<<>>Praia (Cape Verde) - Pictorial works - 1775<<<>>Nautical charts
The Cape Verd Islands, laid down ... ; A View of Praya Bay ... London : Robt. Sayer, 1775 [i.e. 1780].
Authors: Après de Mannevillette, Jean-Baptiste-Nicolas d', 1707-1780 -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Jefferys, Thomas, -1771 -- Robert Sayer and John Bennett (Firm) -- Jefferys, Thomas, d. 1771. The West-India atlas ... (1780) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map and 1 view ; on sheet 56 x 37 cm.
Map and view printed onto the same sheet from separate plates.
Map dated 1775.
Engraved letter 'E' at upper right.
Insets (10 x 16 cm. and 4 x 12 cm.): Praya Bay ... -- A View of the English road ...
In: Jefferys, Thomas. The West-India atlas : or, A compendious description of the West-Indies (London : R. Sayer and J. Bennett, 1780) pl. [5].

16504 Cape Verde - Maps - 1775 - Nautical charts<<<>>Nautical charts - Cape Verde - 1775<<<>>Praia (Cape Verde) - Maps - 1775 - Pictorial works<<<>>Nautical charts
[A View of] Praya Bay in the island St. Jago .... ; The Cape Verd Islands, laid down ... London : Robt. Sayer [i.e. R Sayer and J. Bennett], 1775 [i.e. 1778].
Authors: Après de Mannevillette,
Jean-Baptiste-Nicolas-Denis d', 1707-1780 -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Robert Sayer and John Bennett (Firm). Neptune occidentalis: a pilot for the West-Indies ... (1778) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 view and 1 map; on sheet 56 x 37 cm.
Part of the view's title trimmed away.

View and map printed onto the same sheet from separate plates.

Insets (10 x 16 cm. and 4 x 12 cm.): Praya Bay ... -- A View of the English road ...

In: Robert Sayer and John Bennett (Firm). Neptune occidentalis: a pilot for the West-Indies ... (London: R. Sayer and J. Bennett, 1778); engraved letter 'E' at upper right of the map; sheet handstamped '5'.

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .N44 1778 pl. 5 (PrCt)

16505 Cape Verde - Maps - 1790 - Nautical charts<<><>Nautical charts - Cape Verde - 1790<<><>Nautical charts

A Chart of the Islands of Cape Verd. [London: Mount and Davidson, 1790].

Authors: Mount & Davidson (Firm), fl. 1789-1800 -- English Pilot. Part 1 (1790) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map; 45 x 53 cm.

In: The English pilot for the southern navigation: describing the sea-coasts, capes, headlands, bays, roads, harbours, rivers and ports: together with the soundings, sands, rocks and dangers, on the coasts of England, Scotland, Ireland, Holland, Flanders, Spain, Portugal, to the Streights-Mouth; with the coasts of Barbary, and off to the Canary, Madeira, Cape de Verde and Western-Islands (London: Printed for Mount and Davidson, on Tower-Hill, 1790), [plate 27].

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1793 .E55 1790, [plate 27] (PrCt)

16506 Cape Verde - Maps - 1798

Le isole di Capo Verde delineate sulle ultime osservazioni. Rome: Calcofaria cameral, 1798 [i.e. 1801].

Authors: Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824 -- Calcofaria cameral (Rome, Italy) -- Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824. Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (1792-1801) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map; hand col.; 30 x 43 cm.

In: Cassini, Giovanni Maria. Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (Rome: Presso la Calcofaria cameral, 1792-1801) v. 3 pl. 20.

Map dated 1798.

oversize Ayer 135 .C33 1792 v. 3 pl. 20 (PrCt)

16507 Cape Verde - Maps - 1814<<><>Canary Islands - Maps - 1814<<><>Tenerife (Canary Islands) - Pictorial works - 1814<<><>Azores - Maps - 1814<<><>Madeira Islands - Maps - 1814

Atlantic Islands / T. Clerk sculpt. [Edinburgh]: Drawn & engraved for Thomson's New general atlas, Sepr. 16th 1814.

Authors: Clerk, T. (Thomas) -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas: consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1817?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

4 maps and 1 view; hand col.; 24 x 32 cm. and smaller, on sheet 54 x 70 cm.

Contents: Cape Verd Ids. -- Canary Ids. -- [View of] The Peak of Teneriffe -- Azore Ids. -- Madeira Ids.

Printed paste-on label 'No. 50' at upper left.


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Digital image of another copy available on the David Rumsey Map Collection website (accessed Feb. 2010):
http://www.davidrumsey.com/luna/servlet/detail/RUMSEY~1~1-28375~1120804

Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1817, map 50 (NLO)

16508 Cape Verde - Maps - 1814<<><>Canary Islands - Maps - 1814<<><>Tenerife (Canary Islands) - Pictorial works - 1814<<><>Azores - Maps - 1814<<><>Madeira Islands - Maps - 1814

Atlantic Islands / T. Clerk sculpt. [Edinburgh]: Drawn & engraved for Thomson's New general atlas, Sepr. 16th. 1814.

Authors: Clerk, T. (Thomas) -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas: consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1821?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

4 maps and 1 view; hand col.; 24 x 32 cm. and smaller, on sheet 53 x 72 cm.

Contents: Cape Verd Ids. -- Canary Ids. -- [View of] The Peak of Teneriffe -- Azore Ids. -- Madeira Ids.


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Printed paste-on label 'No. 50' on verso.

oversize Ayer 135 .T4 1817 map 50 (PrCt)

16509 Cape Verde - Maps - 1822<<><>Canary Islands - Maps - 1822<<><>Tenerife (Canary Islands) - Pictorial works - 1822<<><>Azores - Maps - 1822<<><>Madeira Islands - Maps - 1822

Atlantic Islands. [Edinburgh]: Drawn & engraved

... (1822) map 50.

... (1822) map 50.

... (1822) map 50.

... (1822) map 50.
for Thomson's New general atlas, [1822?].
Authors: Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1822?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 4 maps and 1 view : hand col.; 24 x 32 cm. and smaller, on sheet 53 x 69 cm.
Contents: Cape Verd Ids. -- Canary Ids. -- [View of] The Peak of Teneriffe -- Azore Ids. -- Madeira Ids.
In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (Edinburgh ; London ; Dublin : Printed by G. Ramsay and Co. for J. Thomson and Co.; Baldwin, Cradock and Joy ; John Cumming, 1821 [i.e. 1822?]), v. 2, map 50. Engraved 'No. 50' at upper right.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1019.T4 1821, v. 2, map 50 (NLO)

Authors: Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (Edinburgh ; London ; Dublin : Printed by H. & J. Pillans, for John Thomson ; Baldwin & Cradock ; John Cumming, 1829), map 50.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Engraved no. '50' at upper right.
Baskes oversize G1019.T4 1829 map 50 (NLO)

Authors: Capital Airlines -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) [8] p. : col. map ; 24 x 21 cm., folded to 24 x 11 cm.
Cover title.
*Return postage guaranteed [to] National Airport, Washington, D.C."
Map on p. [3] (9 x 8 cm.): [Capital Airlines routes in eastern United States].
Cover art: Cartoon of Scotsman mascot.
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25.
RMcN Airlines 4C 67 (PrCt)

16512 Capitoline Hill (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1540 Vera antiqva capitolii descriptio. [Rome] : An. Sal. excud[ebat], [ca. 1540].
Authors: Salamanca, Antonio, d. 1562 -- C.E. Rappaport (Firm) -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library) 1 view ; 431 x 907 mm. (extent of print), on 3 sheets 555 x 410 mm. or smaller Title from bottom of center sheet; repeated (but partly erased) from bottom of right sheet. Partly erased from bottom of left sheet: Ant[on]? Salamanca (?) Printed from 3 plates on 3 sheets.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
e13 Novacco 4F 259 (PrCt)

16513 Capitoline Hill (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1540<<>>Capitol (Rome, Italy) SEE Capitoline Hill (Italy) Capitoli, et adiacentium sibi aedificiorum dextra, sinistra[ue] nuper instauratorum, simul[ue], equestris Mar. Aurel. in media area, quae occidentem prospicit, aeneae statuae imago. Romae. [Rome? s.n., ca. 1540].
Authors: Lafréry, Antoine, 1512-1577 -- De Landau, Horace, barone, 1824-1903 -- Finaly, Madame, d. 1938 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library) 1 view ; on sheet 381 x 520 mm. Anonymous view of Capitoline Hill in Rome.
Duplicate copy in [Speculum romanae magnificentiae ...] [Rome: Antoine Lafréry et al, ca. 1575] (Novacco *7C 4, pl. [84]).
Ex De Landau; ex Finaly.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Caraci, Giuseppe, 1893-1971 - Bibliography

Vert 1199, no. 2 (PrCt)

Authors: Walling, Henry Francis, 1825-1888 -- Loomis, Way & Palmer -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 2 parts, 27.5 x 54.5 in. each.
Microfiche 583, no. 776 (PrCt)

CarbonBear Region (N.L.) - Maps - 1746 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Carbonbear (N.L.) - Maps - 1746 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
A 'Plan of Carboniere Island, in Conception Bay, Newfoundland ... received with Mr. John Brewse's letter, dated St. John's, 18 Oct., 1746'. [19-].
Authors: Brewse, John -- Hulbert, Archer Butler, 1873-1933 -- Hulbert, Archer Butler, 1873-1933.
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1746 manuscript.
folio Ayer 136 .H91 1909 ser. 2, v. 4, pl. 38 (PrCt)

Cardiff Castle (Cardiff, Wales) - 1970-1979
Cardiff Castle / printed by A. McLay and Co., Ltd. Cardiff, Wales : Cardiff City Council, [197?-?].
Authors: A. McLay and Co. 33 p : ill., photos (some col.), maps ; 15 x 21 cm + 6 slides (2"x 2")

Cardiff (Wales) - Maps - 1929-1930 - Wales - Maps - 1929-1930

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
A Pictorial and descriptive guide to Cardiff and South Wales : six district maps and plans of Cardiff, Tenby and Brecon. London : Ward, Lock and Co., [1929 or 1930].

Authors: Ward, Lock and Company, Ltd. -- Ward Lock guides -- John Bartholomew and Son -- Butler & Tanner Ltd. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. (various pagings, 48 p. of plates, [8] folded leaves of plates) : ill., 10 maps (8 folded col.) ; 17 cm.


Publication date from binder’s instructions.

Cover title: Cardiff and South Wales

Maps by John Bartholomew & Son.

Printed by Butler & Tanner.

'Sixty illustrations'

Includes index, advertisements and business directories.

Series title from cover.

Series: Ward Lock & Co’s illustrated guide books ; Ward Lock guides

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G153 .W3 Cardiff (1929) (NLO)


Authors: Collins, Greenville, fl. 1669-1698 -- Shovell, Clowdisley, Sir, 1650-1707 -- Collins, Greenville, fl. 1669-1698. Great Britain's coasting-pilot ... (1749) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 40 x 55 cm.

Title supplied by cataloger.

Added title from oversize lettering: Cardigan Bay. Includes dedication "to Sr. Clodisley Shouell, Kt., and Rear Adml. of the Blew ... presented by Capt. Green. Collins ...".

Oriented with north at right.

Includes coastal profiles.


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.


Cardiganshire (Wales) - Maps - 1610 - Cardigan (Wales) - Maps - 1610 Cardigan Shyre described with the due forme of the shiretown ... [London] : Thomas Bassett ... and Richard Chiswell, 1610 [i.e. 1676].

Authors: Speed, John, 1552?-1629 -- Hondius, Jodocus, 1563-1612 -- Bassett, Thomas -- Chiswell, Richard -- Speed, John, 1552?-1629.

The Theatre of the Empire of Great-Britain ... (1676) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry...
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

16526 Cardiganshire (Wales) - Maps - 1688 - Ecclesiastical geography - Cardiganshire (Wales) - Maps - 1688


Authors: Bevan, William Latham, 1821-1908 -- Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge (Great Britain) -- Church of England -- Edward Stanford Ltd. A Map to illustrate the Annales of St. David's Diocese (1888) -- E. & J.B. Young & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 254, 11, 4 p. : 1 folded col. map ; 17 cm.

Includes folded map by Stanford's Geographical Estabt. with title: A Map to illustrate the Annales of St. David's Diocese.

Text "published under the direction of the Tract committee."


Includes bibliographical references and index.

Series: Diocesan histories

Publisher's blue cloth binding with decorative gold and black stamping.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

16529 Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 - Biography


Authors: Harley, J. B. (John Brian)


BHC 2031

Vert 674 (PrCt)

16530 Caribbean Area - Maps - 1519 - Manuscripts -

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

The English pilot. The fourth book. Describing the sea-coasts ... from the River Amazon to New-Found-Land; with all the West India navigation ... London, 1689. Amsterdam : Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, 1967.


1 atlas (xx p., facsim. : 50 p. ill., 31 maps (part fold.)) : 51 cm.

Facsimile reprint of 1st ed. published London: Printed for William Fisher ... and John Thornton ... , 1689; reproduced from original in the British Library.


Series: Theatrum Orbis Terrarum series of atlases in facsimile, 4th ser., v. 1

Includes Coolie Verner's 'Bibliographical note' (p. v-xx., illus., maps), 'List of editions of The Fourth book', 'List of chart titles recorded in copies of The Fourth Book', and bibliography (p. xiv).

Includes map dedicated to William Phips and maps engraved by Francis Lamb.

Maps also cataloged separately.


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)


The English pilot. The fourth book. Describing the sea-coasts ... from the River Amazon to New-Found-Land; with all the West India navigation ... London, 1689. Amsterdam : Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, 1967.


1 atlas (xx p., facsim. : 50 p. ill., 31 maps (part fold.)) : 51 cm.

Facsimile reprint of 1st ed. published London: Printed for William Fisher ... and John Thornton ... , 1689; reproduced from original in the British Library.


Series: Theatrum Orbis Terrarum series of atlases in facsimile, 4th ser., v. 1

Includes Coolie Verner's 'Bibliographical note' (p. v-xx., illus., maps), 'List of editions of The Fourth book', 'List of chart titles recorded in copies of The Fourth Book', and bibliography (p. xiv).

Includes map dedicated to William Phips and maps engraved by Francis Lamb.

Maps also cataloged separately.


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)


Duplicate copy: AMcN III PC 170.

ICN 72 rev

Map Ref oversize G1025 .T37 ser. 4, v. 1 (NLO)


A Generall chart of the West India. London [i.e. Amsterdam] : John Thornton [i.e. Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, 1967].


1 map ; 44 x 54 cm.


Map Ref oversize G1025 .T37 ser. 4, v. 1, pl. [10] (PrCt)


A Chart of the Caribe Ilands. London [i.e. Amsterdam] : John Thornton [i.e. Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, 1967].


2 maps : 43 x 30 cm. and 43 x 26 cm., on sheet 50 x 57 cm.


Map Ref oversize G1025 .T37 ser. 4, v. 1, pl. [12] (PrCt)


A Chart of the Caribe Ilands. London [i.e. Amsterdam] : John Thornton [i.e. Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, 1967].


1 map ; 44 x 55 cm.

Oriented with north at right.


The Iland of Bermudas ; The Iland of Barbados. London [i.e. Amsterdam] : John Thornton ... and by Will. Frisher [i.e. Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, 1967].


2 maps : 43 x 30 cm. and 43 x 26 cm., on sheet 50 x 57 cm.


Map Ref oversize G1025 .T37 ser. 4, v. 1, pl. [12] (PrCt)


1 map ; 41 x 50 cm.

In: The Fourth part of the general English pilot. Describing the ... east-coast of America : from
Greenland to the River Amazones ... (London : Printed by I. Dawks, for Jer. Seller, and Cha. Price at the Hermitage-Stairs in Wapping, 1703) pl. [10].
Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger):
English Pilot. Part 4 (1703)

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .E55 1690 [pt. 4], pl. [10] (PrCt)

Archipelague du Mexique ou sont les isles de Cuba, Espagnole, Jamaïque, &c. Par Pierre Mortier ... Amsterdam : Pierre Mortier, [1703?].
Authors: Mortier, Pierre -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 56 x 99 cm., folded to 23 cm.
Cartouche title.
Added title in upper margin: Teâtre de la guerre en Amérique telle qu'elle est à présent possedée par les espagnols, anglais, français, et hollandois, &c. Nouvellement mis au jour ...
Scale [ca. 1:475,200]; 25 English leagues to an inch.
Inset (9 x 14 cm.): [Vera Cruz region, Mexico]

Ayer 133 .M883 1703 (NLO)

16545 Caribbean Area - Maps - 1710<<<West Indies - Maps - 1710
Insulae Americanae in oceano septentrionali ac regiones adjacentes ... [Amsterdam] : Nicolaum Visscher [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher, 1710?].
Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Visscher, Elizabeth, fl. 1702-1726 -- Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702. Atlas minor ... [1710?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 44 x 54 cm.
In: Visscher, Nicolaes. Atlas minor ... (Amstelaedami [Amsterdam] : ex officina Nicolai Visscher [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher], [1710?]) map [111].
Manuscript '113' in upper right.

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .V8 1700 map [111] (PrCt)

16546 Caribbean Area - Maps - 1715<<<West Indies - Maps - 1715
A Map of the West-Indies ... [198-].
Authors: Moll, Herman, -1732
1 map
198- facsimile. Originally published 1715.

temp map4F G4900 1715 .M6 198-.H5 (PrCt)

16547 Caribbean Area - Maps - 1715<<<West Indies - Maps - 1715
A Map of the West-Indies or the islands of America in the North Sea : with ye adjacent countries; explaining [sic] what belongs to Spain, England, France, Holland &c. : also ye trade winds, and ye several tracts made by ye galeons and flota from place to place. Ithaca, N.Y. Historic Urban Plans, [1974?].
Authors: Moll, Herman, -1732 -- Paterson, William, 1658-1719 -- Historic Urban Plans (Firm)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 66 cm.
Reproduced from the ed. published in London ca. 1715.

'According to ye newest and most exact observations, by Herman Moll, geographer.'
Dedicated to 'Wil. Paterson esq.'
Scale of original [ca. 1:8,400,000]
Coordinates: (W108--W55/N33--N5)
Stevens, World described, 10 (a-c) [state 1].
80-58302

map4F G4390 1715 .M6 1974 (NLO)

16548 Caribbean Area - Maps - 1720<<<Central America - Maps - 1720<<<Mexico, Gulf of - Maps - 1720<<<West Indies - Maps - 1720
Archipelague du Mexique ou sont les Isles de Cuba, Espagnole, Jamaïque, &c. / Par Jean Covens et Corneille Mortier ; A Amsterdam. Amsterdam : [Covens et Mortier?, ca. 1720?].
Authors: Covens, Jean -- Mortier, Pierre -- Covens et Mortier -- Ludwig Rosenthal's Antiquariat -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 558 x 984 mm. (neat line), 604 x 1,013 mm. (plate mark), on sheet 634 x 1,070 mm.
Title from cartouche.
Added title, upper margin: Teâtre de la guerre en Amerique telle qu'elle est à present possedée par les Espagnols, Anglois, Françoys, et Hollandois, &c.
 Insets (110 x 143 mm. or smaller): La Vera Cruz region, Mexico
Listed as map no. in Mortier's Atlas nouveau des cartes géographiques choisies, 1703.--cf. Phillips 2823.

Covens and Mortier maps are essentially facsimiles or copies of the late 17th century maps of Covens and Mortier, one of the most important map publishing houses of Amsterdam. This example is a facsimile of a 1720 map. It shows the Archipelag du Mexique (including Mexico, Central America, and the Caribbean) with many islands and coastal features. The map is hand-colored and measures 558 x 984 mm. (neat line), 604 x 1,013 mm. (plate mark), on a sheet 634 x 1,070 mm. The title is 'Teâtre de la guerre en Amerique telle qu'elle est à present possedée par les Espagnols, Anglois, Françoys, et Hollandois, &c.'

Ex Rosenthal.
1703 variant in Newberry: Ayer 133 M883 1703.

j27
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Novacco 6F 10 (PrCt)

Carte reduite des côtes du Golfe du Mexique et des isles de l'Amerique, ou est marquée la route des gallions / Dressée par Ph. Buache sur les observations astronomiques faites a St. Domingue &a. conciliées auec ce qu'il y a de plus exact sur ces côtes, et augmentées sur observations particulières rapportées dans les memoires du depost de la Marine. 1726.


Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library). MapPhoto France ASH 140-1-14 (PrCt)

16550


Nautical chart. Oronoco River delta; Spanish galleon sailing routes to Cartagena, Havana, and Vera Cruz prominently labelled in red. Colored to show French, Spanish, English, and Dutch colonial possessions. Sheet 61 of 117 in the Cartes Marines Manuscript Map Collection, detailing French colonial interests worldwide, ca. 1640-ca. 1726. Pen-and-ink and watercolor (green, red, yellow, grey); mounted on cloth. Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library). Digital image available as part of the Newberry Library’s Great Lakes Digital Collection via the CARLI Digital Collections website (accessed Nov. 2010):

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Manuscript variants of this map dated 1724, 1729, and 1731 are in the Service Hydrographique archives (140-1-14), the Library of Congress, the Newberry Library (Ayer MS map 181), and the Bibliothèque Nationale de France (Estampes Vd. 20 (1)); photostatic reproductions of the first and last of these form part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library) [MapPhoto France ASH 140-1-14 and MapPhoto France BN Estampes Vd. 20 (1)].


Ayer ms map proj 00

VAULT drawer Ayer MS map 30 sheet 61 (NLO)

16551 Caribbean Area - Maps - 1728 - Coasts - Nautical charts - Caribbean Area - Maps - 1728 - Coasts - Nautical charts

A New and correct chart of the trading part of the West Indies. [London : J. Knapton et al., 1728].

Authors: Harris, John, 1667?-1719 -- Knapton, James, -1738 -- Harris, John, 1667?-1719. Atlas maritimus & commercialis ... (1728) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : 49 x 117 cm. on 2 sheets

Title from western sheet.

Added title, eastern sheet: The Atlantic Ocean describing the coast from Oronoque River to Hispaniola with the Caribee Islands.

In: [Harris, John et al.] Atlas maritimus & commercialis ... (London : Printed for James and John Knapton [et al.], 1728) plates '43' and '44'.

oversize Ayer 135 .A83 1728 pl. 43-44 (PrCt)


Variants of this map dated 1724, 1726, and 1731 are in the Service Hydrographique archives (140-1-14), the Library of Congress, the Newberry Library (Ayer MS map 30 sheet 61), and the Bibliothèque Nationale de France (Estampes Vd. 20 (1)); photostatic reproductions of the first and last of these form part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library) [MapPhoto France ASH 140-1-14 and MapPhoto France BN Estampes Vd. 20 (1)].


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Concerning the Gulf Coast (Chicago: Hermon Coll., 180; Jackson, J. Manuscript maps [MapPhoto France ASH 140]

Hydrographique copy forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

MapPhoto France BN Estampes Vd. 20 (1) (PrCt)


Carte reduite des costes du Golfe du Muxique ... 1731. [19--].

Authors: Buache, Philippe, 1700-1773 -- Devin, Valentin -- Raudot, Antoine Denis, 1679-1737 -- France. Dépôt des cartes et plans de la marine -- Bibliothèque nationale (France). Estampes Vd. 20 (1) -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map

Photostatic reproduction of 1731 manuscript.

Partly based on earlier work by Valentin Devin and other sources at the Dépôt des Cartes et Plans de la Marine; cf. Jackson.

Made especially for French colonial official Antoine Denis Raudot; cf. Jackson.

Shows ship routes.

Manuscript variants of this map dated 1724, 1726, and 1729 are in the Service Hydrographique archives (140-1-14), the Library of Congress, and the Newberry Library (Ayer MS map 30 sheet 61 and Ayer MS map 181); photostatic reproduction of the Service Hydrographique copy forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library) [MapPhoto France ASH 140-1-14].


Ayer ms map proj 00

VAULT drawer Ayer MS map 181 (NLO)

16553


Carte reduite des costes du Golfe du Mexique ... 1731. [19--].

Authors: Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d', 1697-1782 -- Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d', 1697-1782. [Atlas, ca. 1776]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 24 x 43 cm.


oversize Ayer 135 .A6 1727 pl. 25 (PrCt)

16554

Caribbean Area - Maps - 1732 - Coasts - Nautical charts<<>>West Indies - Maps - 1732 - Coasts - Nautical charts<<>>West Indies - Maps - 1732 - Coasts - Nautical charts<<>>Nautical charts - West Indies - 1732 - Coasts<<>>Atlantic Coast (North America) - Maps - 1732 - Nautical charts<<>>Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (North America) - 1732<<>>Map printing - Woodcuts - Maps - 1732<<>>Pilot guides -

1732<<>>Nautical charts<<>>Woodcuts

The English pilot : the fourth book : describing the West-India navigation, from Hudson's-Bay to the river Amazones : particularly delineating the sea-coasts, capes, head-lands, rivers, bays, roads, havens, harbours, straits, rocks, sands, shoals, banks, depths of water and anchorage : with all the islands therein, as Jamaica, Cuba, Hispaniola, Burbados, Antigua, Bermudas, Porto-Rico, and the rest of the Caribbe and Bahama Islands ; also a new description of Newfoundland, New-England, New-York, East and West New-Jersey, Dellevar Bay, Virginia, Maryland, and Carolina, &c. : shewing, the courses and distances from one place to another, the ebbing and flowing of the sea, the setting of the tides and currents, &c. : with many other things necessary to be known in navigation : the whole being very much enlarged and corrected, with the additions of several new charts and descriptions, not published before this edition / by the information of divers able navigators of our own and other nations. London : Printed for Thomas Page and William Mount, at the Postern on Tower-Hill, 1732.

Authors: Halley, Edmond, 1656-1742 -- Bowen, Emanuel, -1767 -- Clarke, James, fl. ca. 1664-1693 -- Fisher, W. (William), fl. 1657-1663

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Caribbean Area - Maps - 1732 - Coasts - Nautical charts

A New and correct large chart of the trading part of the West Indies. London: Sold by Richard & William Mount and Thomas Page on Tower Hill, [1732?].


1 map ; 47 x 81 cm., on composite sheet 48 x 86 cm.

In: The English pilot: the fourth book: describing the West-India navigation, from Hudson's-Bay to the river Amazones ... (London: Printed for Thomas Page and William Mount, at the Postern on Tower-Hill, 1732), [plate 32].

Printed from 2 plates on 2 sheets joined to form 1 composite sheet.


Baskes oversize G1106.P5 E5 1732, [plate 32] (PrCt)

Caribbean Area - Maps - 1732 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - West Indies - Maps - 1732 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

Descripción hidrográphico o carta reducida o de grados hecho en la Nueva Vera Cruz. [19--].

Authors: Abreu y Manos, Antonio -- Archivo General de Indias. Carpeta de Mapas -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
Authors: Martos, Antonio -- Museo Naval (Spain).
No. 759 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1745 manuscript.
Includes insets of Havana, Vera Cruz and 'Vivora.'
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto Spain Oversize Box Mus. Nav. no. 759 (PrCt)

Authors: Martos, Antonio -- Museo Naval (Spain).
No. 759 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1745 manuscript.
Includes insets of Havana, Vera Cruz and 'Vivora.'
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto Spain Oversize Box Mus. Nav. no. 759 (PrCt)

Mapa geographica, complectens I. Indiae occidentalis partem mediam circum Isthmum

"Vivora."

Authors: Martos, Antonio -- Museo Naval (Spain).
No. 759 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1745 manuscript.
Includes insets of Havana, Vera Cruz and 'Vivora.'
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto Spain Oversize Box Mus. Nav. no. 759 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger):
English Pilot. Part 4 (1760)


Imperfect: Lacking 2 maps-no.1 'A new and correct chart of the Western & Southern oceans ...' and no.16 'A draught of Virginia from the Capes to York ...' No. 19 'A correct chart of Hispaniola ...' missing a portion from right half. Sixteen maps in text. Signatures: [A]², B-R².

Advertisement: pasted on verso of title page. Previously owned by Josiah Burnham of Lyme, New London (i.e. Connecticut); see bookdealer's (?) notes photocopied from original flyleaf. Previous ownership stamp: Chicago Historical Soc.

Maps also cataloged separately. References: Verner, C. Carto-bibl. study, passim; Phillips 1160; Tooley, R.V. Maps and map-makers, 25.


LC Card Number: map51001528

Ayer oversize G1106.P5 E5 1760 (NLO)

Caribbean Area - Maps - 1760 - Coasts - Nautical charts

A New and correct chart of the trading part of the West Indies. London : Sold by W. Mount, & T. Page on Tower-hill, [1760].

Authors: W. Mount and T. Page (Firm), fl. 1733-1748 -- Mount, William, d. 1769 -- Page, Thomas, d. 1762 -- W. and J. Mount, T. Page and Son (Firm), fl. 1755-1762 -- English Pilot. Part 4 (1760) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 45 x 80 cm.


Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger):
English Pilot. Part 4 (1760)

Ayer oversize G1106.P5 E5 1760 following p. 54 (PrCl)

Caribbean Area - Maps - 1761 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - West Indies - Maps - 1761 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

Mapa de las Islas de la America y de otros paises de Tierra Firme situados antes de estas islas y al rededor del Golfo de Mexico . [19-].

Authors: Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d', 1697-1782 -- Alcedo, Dionisio de -- Archivo General de Indias. 146-1-10 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map


Map Photo Spain AGI 146-1-10 (PrCl)


Copia, del mapa de las Indias Occidentales: y del manifiesto que presentò D. Thomas Southuel, à la Superioridad, en el año de 1769, proponiendo el establecimiento de pescas en aquellas sondas, è Islas, como el medio mas seguro para poblar, y conservarlas, y las costas adyacentes. 1783.

Authors: Southwell, Thomas -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library. Manuscript map

Ayer MS 1223 map 1 ms. map : hand col. ; 460 x 641 mm. Ms. copy of a 1769 map made in 1783. Detached from a copy of Thomas Southwell's March 10, 1769 proposal to the Spanish government to establish a fishing industry off the coasts of the Yucatán and Honduras as a means to counter rampant smuggling: Copia del manifiesto que presentò Dn. Tomás Southuel à la Superioridad en el año de 1769 : proponiendo el establecimiento de pescas en las sondas de las Indias Occidentales è Yslas como el medio mas seguro para poblar y conservarlas; y las costas adyacentes con algunas noticias que tal vez será útil tenerlas presentes en los tratados de paz y

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Title derived from preceding map: An Index map to the following sixteen sheets, being a compleat chart of the West Indies ...
Scale [ca. 1:1,480,000].
Individual sheet titles and engraved plate numbers: The Western Coast of Louisiana and the coast of New Leon. DE 2 -- The Coast of West Florida and Louisiana. DF 3 -- The Peninsula and Gulf of Florida or Channel of Bahama with the Bahama Islands. DG 4 -- The Coast of Mexico from Laguna de Escomtes to Punta Brava. CE 5 -- The Coast of Yucatan from Campeche to Bahia del Ascension with the west end of Cuba. CF 6 -- The Island of Cuba with part of the Bahama banks & the Martys. CG 7 -- The Windward passage with the several passages from the east end of Cuba, and the North part of St. Domingo. CH 8 -- The Coast of New Spain from Neua Vera Cruz to Triste Island. BE 9 -- The Bay of Honduras. BF 10 -- The Island of Jamaica and Cape Gracias a Dios with the banks. BG 11 -- South part of St. Domingo, or Hispaniola. BH 12 -- The Carribee Islands, the Virgin Islands, and the isle of Porto Rico. BI 13 -- Part of the provinces Costa Rica and Nicaragua with the lagunas. AF 14 -- The Isthmus of Panama with the coast from Great River on the Moskito Shore to Cartagena. AG 15 -- The Coast of Tierra Firma from Cartagena to Golfo Triste. AH 16 -- The Coast of Caracas, Cumana, Paria, and mouths of Rio Orinoco, with the islands of Trinidad, Margarita, Tobago, Granada, St. Vincent &ca. Al 17.
Sheets dated 1775.
In: Jefferys, Thomas. The West-India atlas : or, A compendious description of the West-Indies (London : R. Sayer and J. Bennett, 1780) pl. [8-23].

Caribbean Area - Maps - 1776 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

Cuba...Historia de los yngleses. El Pardo 8 de febrero de 1783 (Ayer MS 1223 following leaf 56.)
Covers the Caribbean area, the West Indies, the Gulf of Mexico, and the eastern American coast from South Carolina to the Oronoco River delta. Colored to show Spanish, French, English, Danish and Dutch colonial possessions; also marked to show islands taken in wartime (during the American Revolution?) by the Spanish, French, and English.
Scale [ca. 1:6,840,000].
Oriented toward the south.
Pen-and-ink and watercolor (purple, yellow, green, pink, red, blue).
Forms part of both the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection and Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library).
For published transcriptions of manuscript variants of Southwell's report and map, both dated 1770 and held by the Real Biblioteca in Madrid, see: Calderón Quijano, José Antonio. Belice, 1663(?)-1821 : historia de los establecimientos británicos del Río Valis hasta la independencia de Hispano-américa (Sevilla : Victoria-Artes Gráficas, 1944), p. 453-464. [Ayer 719 .H77 C14 1944]
References: Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 223.
Ayer ms map proj 95
VAULT drawer Ayer MS 1223 map (NLO)

Caribbean Area - Maps - 1775 - Index

Maps<<>>West Indies - Maps - 1775 - Index Maps
An Index map to the following sixteen sheets, being a compleat chart of the West Indies with letters in the margin to direct the placing the different sheets in their proper places. London : Robt. Sayer, 1775 [i.e. 1780].
Authors: Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Jefferys, Thomas, -1771 -- Robert Sayer and John Bennett (Firm) -- Jefferys, Thomas, d. 1771. The West-India atlas ... (1780) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 36 x 61 cm.
Map dated 1775.
Engraved number '1' at upper right.
In: Jefferys, Thomas. The West-India atlas : or, A compendious description of the West-Indies (London : R. Sayer and J. Bennett, 1780) pl. [7].

Caribbean Area - Maps - 1775<<>>West Indies - Maps - 1775
[Compleat chart of the West Indies]. London : Robt. Sayer , 1775 [i.e. 1780].
Authors: Jefferys, Thomas, -1771 -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Robert Sayer and John Bennett (Firm) -- Jefferys, Thomas, d. 1771. The West-India atlas ... (1780) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 182 x 305 cm. on 16 adjacent sheets

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Caribbean Area - Maps - 1777 - West Indies - Maps - 1777

Nuova e corretta carta dell' Indie Occidentali cavata dalle miglior autoritàs. [Livorno : G.T. Masi, 1777].

Authors: Rossi, D. Veremondo, fl. 1763 -- Masi, G. T. -- Masi, G. T. Atlante dell' America, contenente le migliori carte geografiche ... (1777) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 26 x 34 cm.

In: Masi, G. T. Atlante dell' America, contenente le migliore carte geografiche ... [Livorno : Gio. Tommaso Masi, e Comp., (1777)] pl. [17].

VAULT folio Ayer ms 135 .A75 1777 pl. [17] (PrCt)


Inset (6 x 8 cm.): Les Bermudes.

Directional arrows show predominant currents in the Gulf of Mexico and Caribbean Sea.

"Liv. VI. X." -- At upper left.

"No. 26." -- At upper right.


Forms part of the William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library).

Greenlee 4691 .B71 1780 [map 27] (PrCt)


Quarteron del Seno Mexicano : corregido ultimamente en muchas partes. 1782.

Authors: Orta, Bernardo de, fl. 1782 -- Speer, Joseph Smith -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map

Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 241 1 ms. map : vellum, hand col. ; 573 x 862 mm. Chart of the West Indies and the Gulf of Mexico compiled by Spanish navy captain Bernardo de Orta. Includes marginal notes keyed to red sailing routes and references to other mapmakers, including Joseph Smith Speer.

Scale [ca. 1:4,850,000].

Prime meridians: Cadiz and Tenerife. Pen-and-ink (black, red) and wash.

Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library).


Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 241. Ayer ms map proj 98

VAULT oversize Ayer MS map 241 (NLO)
Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger):
English Pilot. Part 4 (1783)
Earlier editions have title: The English pilot. The fourth book ...
Maps also cataloged separately.
References: Phillips 10324; Cf. Phillips 1168; Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 309.
Cf. LC Card Number: map52001509
oversize Ayer 135 .E55 1783 (NLO)

[East coast of Florida, West Indies and north coast of Brazil, 1784]. [19-].Authors: Navot, Pasqual -- Instituto Hidrográfico de la Marina (Spain). S.H.M. 9a-2a, 82 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1784 manuscript.
'Madrid a 28 de Agosto de 1784.'
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto Spain S.H.M. 9a-2a,82 (PrCt)

16574 Caribbean Area - Maps - 1787 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - West Indies - Maps - 1787 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Carta geografica que contiene desde el cabo de Nazao y Rio Esquina en la costa de Surinam. [19-].Authors: Canasabel, Francisco Xavier de -- Instituto Hidrográfico de la Marina (Spain). S.H.M. 9a-4a,78 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1787 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto Spain S.H.M. 9a-4a,78 (PrCt)

16575 Caribbean Area - Maps - 1795 - Maps - 1795 - Central America - Maps - 1795
A Chart of the West Indies from the latest marine journals and surveys. [Philadelphia : M. Carey, 1795].
1 map ; 27 x 39 cm. fold. to 18 cm.
'Engraved for Carey's American edition of Guthrie's Geography improved.'
Scale not given.
Compare Evans 28782 and Phillips 1172 and 1173.
Ayer 135 .C27 1795 (NLO)

16576 Caribbean Area - Maps - 1796 - Central America - Maps - 1796
A Chart of the West Indies, from the latest marine journals and surveys. Philadelphia : M. Carey, 1796.
Carey's General atlas ... (1796)
1 map ; 27 x 39 cm.
In: Carey, Mathew. Carey's General atlas ... (Philadelphia : M. Carey, 1796) pl. [42].
Case folio G1019.C25 1796 pl. 42 (PrCt)

Carta esferica del Golfo de Mexico y las islas adycentes. [19-].Authors: Ruiz, Antonio, fl. 1799 -- Instituto Hidrográfico de la Marina (Spain). S.H.M. 9a-2a,72 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1799 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto Spain S.H.M. 9a-2a,72 (PrCt)

16578 Caribbean Area - Maps - 1804 - West Indies - Maps - 1804
Authors: Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823. A New and elegant general atlas comprising all the new discoveries, to the present time ... (1804) -- John Conrad & Co. -- Marshall, Thomas K. -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 20 x 25 cm.
In: Arrowsmith, Aaron. A New and elegant general atlas comprising all the new discoveries, to the present time ... (Philadelphia [etc.] : J. Conrad & Co. [and others], 1804) pl. 57.
Ayer 135 .A65 1804 pl. 57 (PrCt)

16579 Caribbean Area - Maps - 1804 - West Indies - Maps - 1804 - Central America - Maps - 1804
A Chart of the West Indies from the latest marine journals and surveys. Philadelphia : Mathew
Caribbean Area - Maps - 1807>>>West Indies - Maps - 1807
A New map of the West India Isles, from the latest authorities. London : J. Cary, [1807?].
1 map ; hand col. ; 44 x 50 cm.
oversize Ayer 135 .C3 1803 pl. 9 (PrCt)

A Correct chart of the West India Islands. Philadelphia : M. Carey, and Johnson & Warner, 1814.
Authors: Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Johnson & Warner -- Spotswood -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839. A General atlas, being a collection of maps of the world and quarters ... (1814) 1 map ; 17 x 23 cm.
In: Carey, Mathew. A General atlas, being a collection of maps of the world and quarters ... (Philadelphia : Published by M. Carey, and Johnson & Warner, 1814) pl. [32]. Obscured imprint, bottom margin: Spotswood [followed by 2 illegible words], Boston.
Ayer 135 .C27 1814 pl. 32 (PrCt)

Caribbean Area - Maps - 1814>>>West Indies - Maps - 1814
West Indies. Philadelphia : M. Carey, and Johnson & Warner, 1814.
Authors: Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Johnson & Warner -- W.R. -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839. A General atlas, being a collection of maps of the world and quarters ... (1814) 1 map ; 17 x 23 cm.
In: Carey, Mathew. A General atlas, being a collection of maps of the world and quarters ... (Philadelphia : Published by M. Carey, and Johnson & Warner, 1814) pl. [31].
Ayer 135 .C27 1814 pl. 31 (PrCt)

Caribbean Area - Maps - 1814<<<West Indies - Maps - 1814
Authors: Kirkwood & Sons -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- John Thomson & Co. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1817?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 57 cm.
Engraved 'No. 60' at upper right.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Digital image of another copy available on the David Rumsey Map Collection website (accessed Feb. 2010):
http://www.davidrumsey.com/luna/servlet/detail/RUMSEY~8~1~28386~1120815
Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1817, map 60 (NLO)

Caribbean Area - Maps - 1815<<<West Indies - Maps - 1815
1 map : col. ; 120 x 138 cm. on 2 sheets
oversize Ayer 135 .A65 1816 pl. 12-13 (PrCt)

Caribbean Area - Maps - 1821<<<West Indies - Maps - 1821
West Indies / Engd. by T. Clerk Edinr. [Edinburgh : s.n., 1821?].
Authors: Clerk, T. (Thomas) -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1821?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 66 cm.
In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (Edinburgh ; London ; Dublin : John Thomson & Co.)
oversize Ayer 135 .A65 1821 pl. 43 (PrCt)
Caribbean Area - Maps - 1822<<>>West Indies - Maps - 1822
West Indies. [Edinburgh] : Drawn & engraved for Thomson's New general atlas, [1822?].
Authors: Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas: consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1822?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 58 cm.
In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas: consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (Edinburgh ; London ; Dublin : Printed by G. Ramsay and Co. for J. Thomson ; Baldwin and Cradock ; Baldwin, Cradock and Joy ; John Cumming, 1821 [i.e. 1822?]), v. 2, map 60.
Engraved 'No. 60' at upper right.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1821, v. 2, map 60 (NLO)

Caribbean Area - Maps - 1829<<>>West Indies - Maps - 1829
West Indies. [Edinburgh] : Drawn & engraved for Thomson's New general atlas, [1829?].
Authors: Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas: consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (1829) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 58 cm.
In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas: consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (Edinburgh ; London ; Dublin : Printed by H. & J. Pillans, for John Thomson ; Baldwin & Cradock ; John Cumming, 1829), map 60.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Engraved no. '60' at upper right.
Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1829 map 60 (NLO)

Caribbean Area - Maps - 1831<<>>West Indies - Maps - 1831
West India Islands and adjacent coasts ... Edinburgh : D. Lizars, [1831?].
Authors: Lizars, Daniel, 1760-1812 -- Hamilton, John, fl. 1831 -- Lizars, Daniel, 1760-1812. The Edinburgh geographical and historical atlas ... [1831?] 1 map : hand col. ; 37 x 48 cm.
Inset (9 x 14 cm.): Island of Jamaica.
In: Lizars, Daniel. The Edinburgh geographical and historical atlas ... (Edinburgh [etc.] : John Hamilton [and others, 1831?]) pl. [53].
Engraved plate no. 'LXIV.
oversize G 10 .514 pl. [53] (PrCt)

Caribbean Area - Maps - 1841<<>>West Indies - Maps - 1841<<>>Central America - Maps -
1841
West Indies, Guatimala, etc. / drawn & engraved by J. Archer, Pentonville, London. London : Grattan & Gilbert, [1841?].
Authors: Archer, Joshua, fl. 1833-1866 -- Grattan & Gilbert -- Mudie, Robert, 1777-1842. Gilbert's modern atlas of the earth ... (1841) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 22 x 29 cm.
Running title at bottom left: Gilbert's modern atlas In: Mudie, Robert. Gilbert's modern atlas of the earth ... (London : Grattan and Gilbert, [1841?]), [plate 48].
Printed no. 48 at bottom center.
Baskes folio G1019 .M83 1841, [plate 48] (PrCt)
### Caribbean Area - Maps - 1859<<>>West Indies - Maps - 1859<<>>Bermuda Islands - Maps - 1859<<>>Havana (Cuba) - Maps - 1859

Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's atlas of the world ... (1855-1856)
1 map : hand col. ; 29 x 36 cm.
In: Colton, George Woolworth. Colton's atlas of the world : illustrating physical and political geography (New York ; London : J.H. Colton ; Trübner, 1855-1856) v. 1, pl. [51]. Inset maps, 8 x 8 cm. and 5 x 6 cm.: The Bermuda Islands -- City & Harbor of Havana.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case oversize G1100 .C6 1859 pl. 51 (PrCt)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>


**Central American and West Indian ports.** [London] : George Philip & Son, Ltd. ; The London Geographical Institute, [1913].
Authors: George Philip & Son -- London Geographical Institute -- Philip, George, 1870-1937. Philips' mercantile marine atlas : a series of 35 plates ... with ... distances between ports ... (1913)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm.
Identifies trade routes and distances, e.g. "New Orleans to Belize 827 [nautical miles]."
Insets (29 x 14 cm. and smaller): Continuation of west coast [of North America] at same scale -- Bermudas -- Kingston -- Windward Islands -- Havana -- San Francisco -- Mouths of the Mississippi -- Panama Canal -- Salina Cruz -- Puerto Mexico.
In: Philip, George. Philips' mercantile marine atlas : a series of 35 plates ... with ... distances between ports ... (London ; Liverpool : G. Philip & Son, ltd. ; The London Geographical Institute ; Philip, Son & Nephew, 1913), plate 18.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>oversize H 7001 .68, plate 18 (PrCt)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### Caribbean Area - Maps - 1913 - Trade routes<<>>Panama Canal (Panama) - Maps - 1913 - Trade routes<<>>Trade routes - Caribbean Area - Maps - 1913<<>>Trade routes - Panama Canal (Panama) - Maps - 1913

**The Panama Canal : approaches to the canal.** [London] : George Philip & Son, Ltd. ; The London Geographical Institute, [1913].
Authors: George Philip & Son -- London Geographical Institute -- Philip, George, 1870-1937. Philips' mercantile marine atlas : a series of 35 plates ... with ... distances between ports ... (1913)
1 map : col. ; 32 x 37 cm., on sheet 53 x 76 cm.
Identifies trade routes and distances, e.g. "Bermuda to Kingston 1168 [nautical miles]."
Insets (12 x 19 cm.each): Panama roads -- Colon Harbour.
Side margins include eight "isochronic" world maps (each 9 x 15 cm.) showing "number of days taken to reach certain regions from four representative ports before and after the opening of the Panama Canal": London via Cape Horn -- London via Panama -- New York via Cape Horn -- New York via Panama -- San Francisco via Cape Horn -- San Francisco via Panama -- Valparaiso via Cape Horn -- Valparaiso via...
Panama.
In: Philip, George. Philips’ mercantile marine atlas: a series of 35 plates ... with ... distances between ports ... (London; Liverpool: G. Philip & Son, Ltd.; The London Geographical Institute; Philip, Son & Nephew, 1913), plate V. oversize H 7001 .68, plate V (PrCt).

16597 Caribbean Area - Maps - 1922 - Mexico - Maps - 1922 - Central America - Maps - 1922 - West Indies - Maps - 1922 - Canal Zone - Maps - 1922 - Guantánamo Bay (Cuba) - Maps - 1922 - Canal Zone - Panama Canal Zone SEE Canal Zone - Canal Zone SEE ALSO Panama Canal (Panama)
The Countries of the Caribbean: including Mexico, Central America, the West Indies and the Panama Canal. Washington: National Geographic Society, 1922.
Authors: National Geographic Society (U.S.) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; 58 x 106 cm.
Scale 1:5,500,000.
'Lambert conformal conic projection with two parallels.'
Relief shown by bathymetry, spot heights and gradient tints.
Insets: Guantanamo Bay, Cuba; ca. 1:400,000 -- Porto Rico and the Virgin Islands; ca. 1:1,300,000 -- The Panama Canal and the Canal Zone (with cross-section showing extent of canal excavation); ca. 1:500,000.
Special map supplement to the National geographic magazine, v. 41, Feb. 1922.
Ayer p133 .N27 1922 (NLO)

Authors: Goode, J. Paul, 1862-1932 -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; 106 x 160 cm.
'First edition.'
Hand-stamped copyright copy dated 1925 on verso.
Insets (7 x 16 cm. and smaller): Porto Rico -- The Panama Canal and canal zone -- St. Thomas. Covers Central America and West Indies.
Series statement at head of title: Political wall map series by J. Paul Goode.
On wooden rollers.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
artifacts cage RMcN maproll 7 : 3. 1 (PrCt)

Your souvenir flight-map showing Eastern's route between Miami and Puerto Rico ... [S.I.]: Rand McNally & Co., [194-?].
Authors: Eastern Air Lines, inc. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; 29 x 9 cm., on sheet folded to 16 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Miami-San Juan.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
"© RMcN & Co."
Map on verso (14 x 8 cm.): There's no substitute for Eastern's experience [system map of Eastern routes].
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25.
RMcN Airlines 4C 49 (PrCt)

Authors: British West Indian Airways -- British Overseas Airways Corporation -- Leeward Islands Air Transport -- Bahama Airways Limited -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- B.W.I.A. see British West Indian Airways -- BWIA see British West Indian Airways -- B.O.A.C. see British Overseas Airways Corporation -- BOAC see British Overseas Airways Corporation -- L.I.A.T. see Leeward Islands Air Transport -- LIAT see Leeward Islands Air Transport -- BAL see Bahama Airways Limited -- B.A.L. see Bahama Airways Limited
1 map: col. ; 46 x 61 cm. fold. to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Opposite panel title: B.O.A.C.

Authors: British West Indian Airways -- British Overseas Airways Corporation -- Leeward Islands Air Transport -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25.
RMcN Airlines 4C 24 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
America, Caribbean route map. [Chicago] : Rand McNally and Company, [197-?].
Authors: British West Indian Airways -- British Overseas Airways Corporation -- B.O.A.C
1 map: col. ; 61 x 46 cm. fold. to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cunard, Leeward Islands Air Transport, Jamaica Air Service.
Maps on verso (12 x 33 cm. and smaller): Grand Cayman -- Cayman Islands -- Martinique -- Trinidad -- Grenada -- Saint Vincent -- Barbados -- Tobago.
Verso includes note "For correct geographic positions of the islands above, see general map on reverse side."
Panel art: B.W.I.A. plane flying over the Caribbean Sea.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25.
RMcN Airlines 4C 26 (PrCt)

North America-Caribbean route map. Chicago : Rand McNally and Company, [197-?].
Authors: British West Indian Airways -- British Overseas Airways Corporation -- Air Jamaica -- Jamaica Air Service -- Leeward Islands Air Transport -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col. ; 61 x 46 cm. fold. to 23 x 11 cm.
Folded title: Caribbean BWIA flight map.
Relief shown by shading.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN map4F G4391.P62 197- B9 (PrCt)

Authors: Edson, Wesley -- Wheelock, Dorothy -- Terry, T. Philip (Thomas Philip), 1864-1945 -- Terry's guides -- Doubleday and Company, inc. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
xvii, 668 p. : 40 maps ; 22 cm.
[1st ed.]
Includes bibliographical references (p. 81-86) and index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Maps on lining-papers.
LC Card Number: 73078737
Baskes F1609 .E36 1970 (NLO)

Authors: Fodor's travel guides -- Fodor's Travel Publications, Inc. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Automobile Association (Great Britain) -- Prentice-Hall, inc. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 69 plates
Issued in partnership with the Automobile Association (tall format); cf. A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher, 1832-1990, p. 277.
Cover price: $17.95.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Baedeker Stuttgart -- Automobile Association ; Jarrold ; Prentice-Hall, [198-?].
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Baedeker Stuttgart -- Automobile Association (Great Britain) -- Jarrold and Sons -- Prentice-Hall, inc. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 69 plates
1st ed.
Issued in partnership with the Automobile Association (tall format); cf. A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher, 1832-1990, p. 277.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)
16616
Carinthia (Austria) - Maps - 1688
Styria (Austria) - Maps - 1688
Carniola (Slovenia) - Maps - 1688
Part of the circle of Austria in which are the dukedoms of Styria, and Carinthia, of Carniola and others...
London: Berry, 1689.
Authors: Berry, William, fl. 1669-1708 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Berry, William, fl. 1669-1708. [A Collection of maps of the world] [1680-1689] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 52 x 84 cm.
Added title: Part of the circle of Austria in which are the dukedoms of Styria, of Carinthia, of Carniola...
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B48 1680 pl. 20 (PrCt)

16617
Carinthia (Austria) - Maps - 1705
Styria (Austria) - Maps - 1705
Slovenia - Maps - 1705
Ducatus Carintiae et Carniolae ... nova tabula.
Amsterdam, [ca. 1705].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:D4
1 map: hand col.; 48 x 57 cm.
Phillips 5959 v. 2 no. 60.
2617
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map

16618
Carinthia (Austria) - Maps - 1725
Slovenia - Maps - 1725
Ducatus Carintiae et Carniolae cilleiae qua comitatus nova tabula.
Amsterdam, [ca. 1725].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Covens et Mortier -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:69
1 map: hand col.; 48 x 57 cm.
2310
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1704 .S2 no. II:69 (PrCt)

16619
Carinthia (Austria) - Maps - 1740
Klagenfurt (Austria) - Pictorial works
1740
Klagenfurt (Austria) SEE
Carinthia ducatus distincta in superiorem et inferior cum insertis dominis ...
[Augsburg]: Matth. Seutter, [ca. 1740]?
Authors: Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756 -- Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756. [A Collection of Seutter maps] [1726-1773]
1 map: hand col.; 48 x 57 cm.
Inset view (11 x 36 cm.): Clagenfurt.
Forms part of a made-to-order composite atlas chiefly comprised of undated maps issued ca. 1734-ca. 1744.
Case oversize G 1007 .81 pl. [43] (PrCt)

16620
Carinthia (Austria) - Maps - 1742
Klagenfurt (Austria) - Pictorial works
Le Duché de Carinthie suivant les dernières observations.
Paris: Le Rouge, 1742 [i.e. 1748]?
Authors: Le Rouge, Georges-Louis -- Le Rouge, Georges-Louis. Recueil contenant des cartes nouvelles ... (1742 [i.e. 1748?] ) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: hand col.; 47 x 53 cm.
Inset views (11 x 36 cm. and smaller): Ancienne election des ducs de Carinthie -- Clagendorf -- Passage de la Carniole dans la Carinthie.
In: Le Rouge, Georges-Louis. Recueil contenant des cartes nouvelles ... (Paris : chez le Sr. Le Rouge, 1742 [i.e. 1748?]) .
Manuscript '94' on verso.
oversize Ayer 135 .L6 1742 pl. 94 (PrCt)

16621
Carinthia (Austria) - Maps - 1745
Klagenfurt (Austria) - Maps - 1745
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
16622 Carinthia (Austria) - Maps - 1798 - Postal Service
Postal Service - Carinthia (Austria) - Maps - 1798
Neue Vollständige Post-Karte vom Herzogthum Kaernten. 1884.
Authors: Heymann, Ignazio, 1765-1815 -- Geschichtsvereins Jur Kärntner -- Torricella, Johann
1 map : col. ; 19 x 25 cm.
Added title: Neue Postkarte vom Herzogthum Kärnten.
Facsimile of original published Trieste, [1798]; reproduced from original in Landesmuseum Jur Kärnten.
Scale 1:767,500.
86-90500
4314
map4C G6493.C3 1798 H4 1984 (PrCt)

16623 Carinthia (Austria) - Maps - 1909
Authors: Rabl, Josef -- A. Hartleben's Verlag -- A. Hartleben's illustrierter Führer -- Freytag und Berndt -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Spine title: Kärnten-Führer
Maps by Freytag und Berndt.
Map in pocket.
Includes index.
Series: Hartleben's illustrierter Führer ; Nr. 19
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .H37 Nr. 19 (1909) (NLO)

16624 Carinthia (Austria) - Maps - 1927 - Road maps
Styria (Austria) - Maps - 1927 - Road Maps - Slovenia - Maps - 1927 - Road Maps
Authors: Freytag und Berndt
1 map : col. ; 53 x 75 cm., mounted on linen and fold. to 20 x 15 cm.
Scale 1:300,000.
Map legends in German, French, and English.
In tiny type in lower left margin: V.27.
map3C G6031.P2 1925 .F7, sht. 28 (PrCt)

16625 Carinthia (Austria) - Maps - 1929
Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag -- Albert : Kraatz, Leopold -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
2. Aufl. [2nd ed.]
'Mit 9 Karten und Plänen.'
Maps lithographed by Leopold Kraatz.
'Sucher,' for use with map, in pocket.
Advertisements: v p. at end.
Includes index.
Series: Grieben-Reiseführer ; Bd. 210
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 210 (1929) (NLO)

16626 Carinthia (Austria) - Maps - 1962
Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag -- Karl Thiemig AG -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
213 p. : 2 maps (some col., some folded) ; 17 cm.
Map inside front cover.
Folded map in pocket.
Includes index.
Series: Grieben-Reiseführer ; Bd. 210
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

16627 Carinthia (Slovenia) - Maps - 1947 - Ethnology
Ethnology - Carinthia (Slovenia) - Maps - 1947 - Carinthia (Austria) - Maps - 1947 - Ethnology
Atlas, Yugoslav - 1947 - Slovène Carinthia SEE Atlases, Slovenian<br>Slovene Carinthia SEE Carinthia (Slovenia)
Maps relating to the ethnical structure of Slovenian Carinthia. [Belgrade? s.n., 1946?].
Authors: Royal Institute of International Affairs -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Anonymous atlas issued without imprint.
Scales differ.
Bookplate, ownership markings, and withdrawn

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.


16630 Carleton, Osgood, 1742-1816. New Map of the United States of America (1806) Sullivan, John, publisher, Boston Wall maps - History Monumental early American wall map. 1877. Authors: Richard B. Arkway Inc. 2 p. description : 3 col. poloroid prints of map Map offered for sale by Arkway in 1987. BHC 322 Vert 564 (PrCt)


Govt. W 8.5:2 pl. 4, after p. 490 (PrCt)


Baskes oversize G1811.P5 C6 1693, part 2, [plate 24] (PrCt)


No dedication or engraver's name. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1811.P5 C6 1693, part 2, [plate 24] (PrCt)
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

Plano del Real Presidio de Sn. Carlos de Monterrey. [1908?]


1 ms. map : hand col., cloth ; 233 x 209 mm. on sheet 312 x 519 mm.

Tracing of (1771?) manuscript made by Irving B. Richman (1908?). Possibly based on manuscript in the Archivo General de Indias in Seville. Cf. P. Torres Lanzas, Relación de los mapas, planos, &. de México y Floridas (1900) p. 190 no. 269: 'Remita por el Virrey de Nueva España con expediente y carta de 26 de Agosto de 1771.' 'No. 3.'

Scale [ca. 1: 524]; '100 varas castellanas.' Includes 'Explicacion' within ruled borders 234 x 183 mm. with references A-H, Y, J-T, V, X, i, Z, and &.

Pen-and-ink and watercolor.

Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Ayer ms map proj 94

VAULT drawer Ayer MS map 307 (NLO)

16641 Carneros Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1995 - Wine districts<<>>Wine districts - Carneros Region (Calif.) - 1995


Authors: Carneros Quality Alliance

1 map : col. ; 20 x 31 cm. on sheet 59 x 89 cm.

Map proper shows 13 numbered vineyards and names 10 others; the background is a landscape painting with title 'Carneros' and names of 23 vintners, 49 growers, 1 associate member, and 3 affiliate members, in 8 columns.

Gift, Edward & Theresa Hintzke, 2009.


16642 Carnic Alps (Italy and Austria) - Maps - 1839

Carte des Alpes Noriques pour l'intelligence de la campagne de 1797. [Paris] : Libraire Militaire de Petit, [1839].

Authors: Jomini, Antoine Henri, baron de, 1779-1869. Atlas pour servir à l'intelligence de l'Histoire critique et militaire des guerres de la révolution (1839) -- Petit, J.-B.

1 map ; 58x 67 cm.

In Antoine Henri Jomini, Atlas pour servir à l'intelligence de l'Histoire critique et militaire des guerres de la révolution (Paris: J.-B. Petit, 1839), pl. 27.

Relief shown by hachures.

Case oversize F 393 .457, pl. 27 (PrCt)

16643 Carniola (Slovenia) - Maps - 1593

Carniolae Chaziaqae. dvcats nec non, et Goritiae comitats prouintiarum Norici ac Illirici vera propriaq. delineatio. [Antwerp : s.n., 1593?].

Authors: Jode, Gerard de, 1509 - 1593

Specvlvm orbis terrarvm (1593)

1 map : hand col. ; 35 x 23 cm., on sheet 42 x 55 cm.

On same sheet with another map printed from the same copperplate: Tirolensis comitatvs seu partis Rhetiae Alpestris insignis descriptio chorographica.

Oriented with north at left.

Latin letterpress text on verso: Carniolae dvcats ...

Engraving attributed to Antonie Wierix.

In: Jode, Gerard de. Specvlvm orbis terrarvm (Antwerp : A. Coninx, 1593), map [52 A].

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .J9 1593, map [52 A] (PrCt)

16644 Carniola (Slovenia) - Maps - 1742<<>>Carniola (Slovenia) - Maps - 1742<<>>Krain (Duchy) SEE Carniola (Slovenia)<<>>Kranj (Duchy) SEE Carniola (Slovenia)<<>>Carniola (Duchy) SEE Carniola (Slovenia)

Le Duché de de Carniole suivit. les nouvls. observations. Paris : Le Rouge, 1742 [i.e. 1748?].

Authors: Le Rouge, Georges-Louis -- Le Rouge, Georges-Louis. Recueil contenant des cartes nouvelles ... (1742 [i.e. 1748?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 54 cm.

Inset (9 x 15 cm.): Lac de Cirknitz.

In: Le Rouge, Georges-Louis. Recueil contenant des cartes nouvelles ... (Paris : chez le Sr. Le Rouge, 1742 [i.e. 1748?]). Manuscript '95 on verso.

oversize Ayer 135 .L6 1742 pl. 95 (PrCt)

16645 Carniola (Slovenia) - Maps - 1785 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles


Authors: Kraill, Aloys, 1729-1804 -- Linhart, Anton Tomaž, 1756-1795 -- Narodna in univerzitetna knjiznica v Ljubljani. Manuscript map

1 map : hand col. ; 37 x 58 cm.

Facsimile of 1785 manuscript in the Slovenian National and University Library, Ljubljana.

In Veselin Miškovic, Barocna kartografija in Carnevals, 1771 - 1785, 1771 - 1785 - Manuscripts<<>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles


Authors: Kraill, Aloys -- Linhart, Anton Tomaž, 1756-1795 -- Narodna in univerzitetna knjiznica v Ljubljani. Manuscript map

1 map : hand col. ; 37 x 58 cm.

Facsimile of 1785 manuscript in the Slovenian National and University Library, Ljubljana.

In Veselin Miškovic, Barocna kartografija in The request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Caroline County (Md.) - Maps - 1875 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps
Authors: Isler, John B. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: Manuscript, 16.5 x 27 in. Scale 1:126,720. Originally compiled [186?-?].
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps: Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps on microfiche
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: Manuscript, 24 x 21 in. Scale 1:80,000. Originally compiled [186?-?].
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 1232 (PrCt)

Caroline County (Va.) - Maps - 1860-1869 - Landowners - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - County maps - Maps
[Caroline County (Va.) - 186-: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche], [Washington, D.C.] : LC G&M Division, [1983?].
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: Manuscript, 10.5 x 12 in. Scale 1:160,000. Originally compiled [186?-?]. Only covers part of the county.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 1233 (PrCt)
16652 Caroline County (Va.) - Maps - 1862 - Landowners - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<<>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles<<<>Counties - Maps<<<>Landowners - Maps
[Caroline County (Va.) - 1862: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche]. [Washington, D.C.]: LC G&M Division, [1983?].
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: Manuscript, 23.5 x 26 in. Scale 1:80,000. Originally compiled 1862.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps: Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps

Microfiche 583, no. 1234 (PrCt)

16653 Caroline Islands - Maps - 1731
Chart of the Caroline Islands after J. A. Cantova . Lettres edifiantes, t. 18, p. 188 / Sidy. Hall, sculpt. London : Published by Longman & Co., Octr. 8th 1812.
Authors: Cantova, Juan Antonio, 1697-1731 -- Hall, Sidney -- Kotzebue, Otto von, 1787-1846. A Voyage of discovery into the South Sea and Beering's Straits for the purpose of exploring a North-East Passage : undertaken in the years 1815-1818 ... (1821) -- Riurik (Brig) -- Longman & Co. -- Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme, and Brown -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 11 x 19 cm., on sheet 38 x 22 cm., folded to 12 x 22 cm.
Apparently derived from earlier map compiled ca. 1731.
Printed on same sheet with: Chart of the Caroline Islands after J. A. Cantova ... -- Chart of the Caroline Islands after the statement of Edock.
In Kotzebue, Otto von. A Voyage of discovery into the South Sea and Beering's Straits for the purpose of exploring a North-East Passage : undertaken in the years 1815-1818 ... (London : Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme, and Brown, 1821) v. 3, at end.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Graff 2356 v. 3, at end (PrCt)

16654 Caroline Islands - Maps - 1804
Authors: Torres, Luis de, fl. 1804 -- Hall, Sidney -- Kotzebue, Otto von, 1787-1846. A Voyage of discovery into the South Sea and Beering's Straits for the purpose of exploring a North-east Passage: undertaken in the years 1815-1818 ... (1821) -- Riurik (Brig) -- Longman & Co. -- Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme, and Brown -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 11 x 19 cm., on sheet 38 x 22 cm., folded to 12 x 22 cm.
Apparently derived from earlier map compiled ca. 1804.
Printed on same sheet with: Chart of the Caroline Islands after J. A. Cantova ... -- Chart of the Caroline Islands after the statement of Edock.
In Kotzebue, Otto von. A Voyage of discovery into the South Sea and Beering's Straits for the purpose of exploring a North-East Passage : undertaken in the years 1815-1818 ... (London : Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme, and Brown, 1821) v. 3, at end.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Graff 2356 v. 3, at end (PrCt)

16655 Caroline Islands - Maps - 1817<<<>Indian cartography - Caroline Islands - 1817
Chart of the Caroline Islands after the statement of Edock / Sidy. Hall, sculpt. London : Published by Longman & Co., Octr. 8th 1821.
Authors: Edock (Pacific Islander), fl. 1817 -- Hall, Sidney -- Kotzebue, Otto von, 1787-1846. A Voyage of discovery into the South Sea and Beering's Straits for the purpose of exploring a North-east Passage: undertaken in the years 1815-1818 ... (1821) -- Riurik (Brig) -- Longman & Co. -- Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme, and Brown -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 11 x 19 cm., on sheet 38 x 22 cm., folded to 12 x 22 cm.
Apparently derived ca. 1817 from information provided by the Pacific Islander Edock to Otto von Kotzebue's expedition.
Printed on same sheet with: Chart of the Caroline Islands after J. A. Cantova ... -- Chart of the Caroline Islands after Don Luis de Torres.
In Kotzebue, Otto von. A Voyage of discovery into the South Sea and Beering's Straits for the purpose of exploring a North-East Passage : undertaken in the years 1815-1818 ... (London : Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme, and Brown, 1821) v. 3, at end.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Graff 2356 v. 3, at end (PrCt)

16656 Caron, François, 1600-1673<<<>Haye, Jacob de la<<<>Compagnie des Indes. - Expedition to Ceylon, 1672<<<>Trincomalee (Sri Lanka) - Maps - 1672<<<>Trincomalee (Sri Lanka) - Siege, 1672
Charting the journey of the "Squadron of Persia"
16658 Carpathia (Steamship) - Drawings - 1932<<>>Cunard Steamship Company, ltd.<<>>Wall maps
1 sheet : col. drawings ; 85 x 101 cm. fold. to 24 x 11 cm.
Includes profile drawing of ship, plans of various decks, and 'Cruise information.' Cover title when folded: Cruise plan, S. S. Carinthia.
map6F G9991.VM381 1932 .C8 (PrCt)

16659 Carpenter, Frank D., b. 1850. Geographical surveying : Its uses, methods and results (1878)
Geographical surveying : Its uses, methods and results [reviews]. 1878.
Authors: Van Nostrand's engineering magazine -- Nation p.
Photocopies from: Van Nostrand's engineering magazine, including a review reprinted from The Nation.
Carpenter's booklet with this title was reprinted from the articles in Van Nostrand's engineering magazine 19 (1878): 52-71, 163-183.
Ayer Modern MS Karrow, box 2, folder 16, no. 6 (PrCt)

16660 Carquinez Strait (Calif.) - Maps - 1850 - Nautical charts<<>>Vallejo Bay (Calif.) - Maps - 1850 - Nautical charts<<>>Carquinez Strait (Calif.) - 1850<<>>Nautical charts - Vallejo Bay (Calif.) - 1850<<>>Pacific Mail Steamship Company - Port facilities - Maps - 1850<<>>Benicia (Calif.) - Maps - 1850 - Nautical charts<<>>Nautical charts - Benicia (Calif.) - 1850<<>>Sacramento (Calif.) - Maps - 1850 - Nautical charts<<>>Sacramento (Calif.) - 1850<<>>San Francisco (Calif.) - Maps - 1850 - Nautical charts<<>>Nautical charts - San Francisco (Calif.) - 1850<<>>Mare Island Strait (Calif.) - Maps - 1850 - Nautical charts<<>>Nautical charts - San Francisco (Calif.) - 1850<<>>Shore Acres (Calif.) - Maps - 1850 - Nautical charts<<>>Nautical charts - Shore Acres (Calif.) - 1850<<>>New York of the Pacific (Calif.) SEE Shore Acres (Calif.)<<>>Nautical charts
Scales vary.
Contents: Straits of Carquinez and Vallejo Bay...1850. 32 x 46 cm. Scale [ca. 1:30,000] -- Depot of the Pacific Mail Steam Company, Benicia. 12 x 15 cm. Scale [ca. 1:2,400] -- Anchorage off Sacramento City...1850. 32 x 30 cm. Scale [ca. 1:4,800] -- Vallejo and Mare Island Strait from the U. S. Coast Survey, 1850. 20 x 23 cm. Scale [ca. 1:30,000] -- Anchorage off San Francisco...1850. 20 x 30 cm. Scale [ca. 1:30,300].
Carquinez Strait (Calif.) - Pictorial works - 1850

**Entrance to Straits of Carquinez.** [Philadelphia : s.n., 1850?].
Authors: Johnson, Theodore T. (Theodore Taylor), b. 1818 -- Johnson, Theodore T. (Theodore Taylor), b. 1818. California and Oregon, or, Sights in the gold region, and scenes by the way (1851) -- Lippincott, Grambo & Co. -- Grigg, Elliot & Co. -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view ; 8 x 14 cm.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library. Duplicate copies: Graff 2224 between p. 106-107 (PrCt) -- Ayer 128.7 .J6 1851 between p. 106-107 (PrCt)
Digital image of another copy available on the Dorothy Sloan Rare Books website (accessed April 2009):
http://www.dsloan.com/Auctions/A16/images/thumbnails/16086_3_thumb.jpg
_Graff 2225 between p. 106-107 (PrCt)_

Carquinez Strait (Calif.) - Pictorial works - 1850 SEE Carquinez Strait (Calif.)

_Carquinez Strait (Calif.)

**Entrance to Straits of Carquinez.** [Philadelphia : s.n., 1850].
Authors: Johnson, Theodore T. (Theodore Taylor), b. 1818 -- Johnson, Theodore T. (Theodore Taylor), b. 1818. California and Oregon, or, Sights in the gold region, and scenes by the way (1850) -- Baker & Scriber -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 view ; 8 x 14 cm.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library. Duplicate copies: Graff 2225 between p. 106-107 (PrCt) -- Ayer 128.7 .J6 1851 between p. 106-107 (PrCt)
Digital image of another copy available on the Dorothy Sloan Rare Books website (accessed April 2009):
http://www.dsloan.com/Auctions/A16/images/thumbnails/16086_3_thumb.jpg
_Graff 2224 between p. 106-107 (PrCt)_

Carroll County (Ill.) - Maps - 1869 -

Landowners<<<Counties - Maps<<<Landowners - Maps
Authors: Thompson and Everts -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 2 parts, 35.5 x 27.5 in. and 35.5 x 29 in. Scale 1:43,000. Originally published Geneva, Ill. : Thompson & Everts, 1869.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
_Microfiche 583, no. 100 (PrCt)_

Carroll County (Ill.) - Maps - 1880-1899<<<Counties - Maps
Map of Carroll County, Ill. [188?].
1 map
Anonymous map detached from unidentified text.
_temp map1F G4103.C25 188- .M3 (PrCt)_

Carroll County (Ill.) - Maps - 1962 -

Landowners<<<Counties - Maps<<<Landowners - Maps
Authors: Directory Service Company -- Danzer, Gerald A., 1 atlas (28 p.) : maps ; 25 cm.
Cover title.
Advertisements on cover and interspersed.
Scale [ca. 1:63,360].
Shows locations of houses, landowner's names. Includes advertising matter and index to landowners.

Carroll County (Ill.) - Maps - 1980 -

Landowners<<<Counties - Maps<<<Landowners - Maps
Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Carroll County 4-H Federation (Ill.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (32 p.) : 18 maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
Scale [ca. 1:50,688]. 1 1/4 in. to 1 mile. Includes business directory and index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at...
An Illustrated atlas of Carroll County, Indiana. 1874.
Authors: Durant, Samuel W. -- Durant, Pliny A. -- Durant, S. W. & P. A., firm, civil engineers, St. Charles, Ill. -- O.L. Baskin & Co.
Photocopy of original published Chicago: O.L. Baskin, 1874.
Added title: An Illustrated historical atlas of Carroll County, Indiana.
Gift.
folio G1403.C2 I4 1874 (NLO)

Carroll County (Ind.) - Maps - 1897 - Ownership<<Counties - Maps<<Landowners - Maps
Authors: Rauch, J. D. -- McGreevy (C. F. & O. A.) -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 2 parts, 43 x 21.5 in. each. Scale 1:32,000. Originally published 1897.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 138 (PrCt)

An Illustrated historical atlas of Carroll County, Indiana. 1874.
Authors: Durant, Samuel W. -- Durant, Pliny A. -- Durant, S. W. & P. A., firm, civil engineers, St. Charles, Ill. -- O.L. Baskin & Co.
Photocopy of original published Chicago: O.L. Baskin, 1874.
Added title: An Illustrated historical atlas of Carroll County, Indiana.
Gift.
folio G1403.C2 I4 1874 (NLO)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Authors: Kenyon Company (Des Moines, Iowa) -- Delphi Journal (Delphi, Ind.) -- Hoosier Democrat (Flora, Ind.) -- John V. Bergen Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (59 p. : ill., maps, ports.) ; 40 cm.
Cover title: Carroll County map, war history and latest atlas.
Maps by the Kenyon Co., Map Makers, Des Moines, Iowa.
Scales vary.
Forms part of the John V. Bergen Collection (Newberry Library).

16676

Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps
Authors: Horvath, George J.
1 map ; 38 x 28 cm.
Photocopy.
Scale 1:14,400.
M1287
map1F G3844.H35G46 1978 H6 (PrCt)

Carroll County (Md.) - 1850 - Landowners - Baltimore County (Md.) - 1850 - Landowners - Carroll County (Md.) - 1850 - Road maps - Baltimore County (Md.) - 1850 - Road maps - Counties - Landowners - Maps
Early owners near Wards Chapel Church ; Early land owners 1798. 1977.
Authors: Horvath, George J.
2 maps ; 28 x 43 cm.
M1285
map1F G3843.C4G46 1977 H6 (PrCt)

Carroll County (Md.) - 1862-1877 - Landowners - Indexes - Martenet, Simon J. Map of Carroll County, Maryland (1862) - Indexes - Lake, Griffing & Stevenson. Illustrated atlas of Carroll County, Maryland (1877) - Indexes - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps
Index of Carroll County names, Carroll County, Maryland : compiled from the Simon J. Martenet's Map of Carroll County, Maryland 1862, and the Lake, Griffing & Stevenson Illustrated atlas of Carroll County, Maryland 1877.
Authors: Martenet, Simon J. Map of Carroll County, Maryland (1862) -- Lake, Griffing & Stevenson. Illustrated atlas of Carroll County, Maryland (1877) -- Noodle-Doosey Press 64 p. ; 28 cm.
1st ed.
Cover title.
LC Card Number: 84061430
ISBN 0913281018 (pbk.)
folio G1273.C4 I5 1984 Index (NLO)

Carroll County (Md.) - Maps - 1862 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps
Martenet's map of Carroll County, Maryland. 1984.
Authors: Martenet, Simon J. -- A. Hoen & Co. -- Noodle-Doosey Press
1 map ; 80 x 88 cm.
86-90176
4264
map6F G3843.C4G46 1862 M3 1984 (NLO)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
<table>
<thead>
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<th>Entry ID</th>
<th>Title</th>
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18692 Counties - Maps
The Old maps of Carroll County, New Hampshire, in 1892. Fryeburg, Me. Saco Valley Printing, c1892 (1983 printing).
Authors: D.H. Hurd & Co. (Boston, Mass.) -- Hurd, D. Hamilton (Duane Hamilton) -- Saco Valley Printing -- D.H. Hurd & Co. (Boston, Mass.). Town and city atlas of the state of New Hampshire (1892) -- Saco Valley Printing
1 atlas (37 p.) : maps ; 28 cm.
Contains 38 maps reproduced from Town and city atlas of the state of New Hampshire published by D.H.Hurd & Co., Boston, in 1892.
folio G1223.C3 O4 1983 (NLO)

16689 Carroll County (Ohio) - Maps - 1874 - Landowners - County Maps
Illustrated historical atlas of Carroll County, Ohio : from recent and actual surveys and records.
Evansville : Unigraphic, 1874.
Authors: H.H. Hardesty (Firm) -- Hardesty, Hiram H., 1834-1898 -- Eberhart, G. A. -- Lakeside Press (Chicago, Ill.) -- Unigraphic (Evansville, Ind.)
1 atlas (89, 18 p. : ill., maps) ; 36 cm.
'Under the superintendence of G. A. Eberhart.'
Spine title: Historical atlas of Carroll County, Ohio.
Includes index.
Cf. Phillips 16386.
79-46231
folio G1398.C2 H3 1874a (NLO)

16690 Carroll County (Ohio) - Maps - 1940-1949 - Landowners - County Maps
Plat book of Carroll County, Ohio. Rockford, Ill.
W.W. Hixson & Co., [194?]?
Authors: W.W. Hixson & Co. -- Rockford Map Publishers -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([14] leaves) : 15 maps ; 22 x 28 cm. + index map.
Stamped on cover: Rockford map publishers. Cover title.
Index map laid in.
Scale not given.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Le Gear, U.S. Atlases, L5866
Baskes folio G4083.C2G46 194-.H5 (NLO)

16691 Cartagena (Colombia) - Description and travel - 1994
Authors: Brooke, James
1 p. : ill., map

Travel Vertical File G5294 .C3 1994 .B7 (PrCt)

16692 Cartagena (Colombia) - History - Siege, 1741 - Maps
Plan du port de la ville et des forteresses de Carthagéne = Plan van de haven, stad en kasteelen van Cartagena. Amsterdam : Côvens et Mortier, 1741.
1 map : hand col. ; 33 x 56 cm.
Includes numerous references to bombardment [in 1741?] of the city by English ships.
In: L'Isle, Guillaume de. Atlas nouveau, contenant toutes les parties du monde ... (Amsterdam : J. Côvens & C. Mortier, [1741?]) v. 2. pl. [53]
oversize Ayer 135 .L695 1741 v. 2, pl. [53] (PrCt)

16693 Cartagena (Colombia) - History - Siege, 1741 - Maps - Map printing - Woodcuts - Maps - 1741 - Woodcuts
Mapa de la plaza, y puerto de Cartagena de Indias. [Madrid : s.n., 1741].
Authors: Eslava, Sebastián de, 1698-1759 -- Mur, Pedro de -- Diario de todo lo ocurrido en la expugnación de los fuertes de Bocachica, y sitio de la ciudad de Cartagena de las Indias ... (1741) --Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 25 x 34 cm. folding to 19 x 13 cm.
In: Diario de todo lo ocurrido en la expugnación de los fuertes de Bocachica, y sitio de la ciudad de Cartagena de las Indias : formado de los pliegos remitidos à su Magestad (que Dios guarde) por el virrey de Santa Fè, Don Sebastian de Eslaban con d. Pedro de Mur, su ayudante general (Madrid, 1741).
Woodcut map, with letterpress title, description of the siege (18 lines), and key to locations ('Explicacion del abecedario'), A-V.
Scale ca. 1:45,000; shows soundings.
VAULT Ayer 1300.5 C7 D539 1741 [map] (PrCt)

16694 Cartagena (Colombia) - Maps - 1586 - Drake, Francis, Sir, 1540?-1596 - Voyage, 1585-1586 - West Indies Expedition, 1585-1586 - Cartagena de Indias (Colombia) SEE Cartagena (Colombia)
Civitas Cartaghenae in Indiae occidentalis continente sita, portu commodissimo, ad mercatorum inter Hispaniam et Peru excercendam. [Lieden, 1588].
Authors: Boazio, Baptista -- Hondius, Jodocus, 1563-1612 -- Bigges, Walter, d. 1586 -- Raphelengius, Franciscus, 1539-1597 -- Drake,

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Francis, Sir, 1540?-1596 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 40 x 54 cm.
Attributed to Baptista Boazio; engraving attributed to Jodocus Hondius.
Added title at center of sheet in oversize and uppercase lettering: Cartagena.
Letterpress paste-on at bottom includes references A-I, K-T, and V under letterpress title: Cartagena.
Shows English forces led by Francis Drake sacking Cartagena, Colombia in 1586.
Oriented with north at bottom.
Photostatic copy of the 1589 English edition of the Bigges book (held by the Clements Library, University of Michigan) includes reproduction of the same map with a variant letterpress paste-on [Ayer 116 D8 B5 1589a map 3 of 4].
A reduced version of the map was issued in Bigges, Walter. Relation oder Beschreibung der Rheisz und Schifffahrt auss Engellandt ...
[(Cologne: s.n., 1589): Cuiitas Cartagana in Indae Occidentalis ...] [Ayer *116 D8 B5 1589 c, between p. 15-16].
Related to separately issued world map by Boazio: The Famous West Indian voyadage made by the Enlishe fleet of 23 shippes and barkes [London?, 1589?] [VAULT oversize Ayer 133 D7 B6 1589].
VAULT Ayer 116 .D8 B5 1588 map 3 of 4 (PrCt)

16695 Cartagena (Colombia) - Maps - 1671 - Pictorial works
Cartagena. [London : John Ogilby, 1671].
Authors: Ogilby, John, 1600-1676 -- Ogilby, John, 1600-1676. America : being the latest, and most accurate description of the New World ... (1671) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 view ; 28 x 35 cm.
View of fort and several ships in foreground.
In: Ogilby, John. America : being the latest, and most accurate description of the New World ... (London : Printed by the author, 1671) following p. 400.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O3 1671 following p. 400 (PrCt)

16696 Cartagena (Colombia) - Maps - 1689 - Harbors
-Nautical charts->Nautical charts
Cartagena (Colombia) - Maps - 1689 - Harbors
-Nautical charts->Nautical charts
In this manner lieth the city and haven of Cartagena. [Amsterdam : Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, 1967].
1 map ; 9 x 18 cm., on sheet 50 x 30 cm.
Describing the sea-coasts ... from the River Amazones to New-Found-Land; with all the West India navigation ... London, 1689 (Amsterdam: Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, 1967) part 2, p. 21.
Running title: A Description of the city and haven of Cartagena.
Map Ref oversize G1025 .T37 ser. 4, v. 1, pt. 2, p. 21 (PrCt)

16697 Cartagena (Colombia) - Maps - 1732 - Harbors
-Nautical charts->Nautical charts
Cartagena (Colombia) - 1732 - Harbors
-Nautical charts->Nautical charts
Cartagena (Colombia) - Maps - 1732 - Harbors
-Nautical charts->Nautical charts
[Chart of Cartagena harbor]. [London : Thomas Page and William Mount, 1732?].
Authors: Page, Thomas, d. 1733 -- Mount, William, d. 1769 -- T. Page and W. Mount (Firm), fl. ca.1729-1733 -- English Pilot. Part 4 (1732) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : woodcut ; 10 x 19 cm. on sheet 48 x 31 cm.
Accompanying letterpress text printed above and below woodcut map: A Description of Cartagena. Running title (p. 58): In this manner lieth the city and haven of Cartagena.
In: The English pilot : the fourth book : describing the West-India navigation, from Hudson's-Bay to the river Amazones ... (London : Printed for Thomas Page and William Mount, at the Postern on Tower-Hill, 1732), [plate 31].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1106.P5 E5 1732, [plate 31] (PrCt)

16698 Cartagena (Colombia) - Maps - 1733 - Harbors
Authors: Pople, Henry, d. 1743
1 map ; 15 x 16 cm.
Inset on facsimile of Pople, Henry. Map of the British Empire in America... (London, 1733).
map4F 3300 sht. 20 (PrCt)

16699 Cartagena (Colombia) - Maps - 1740 - Harbors
Cartagena in terra firma America sita... Nuremberg, 1740.
Authors: Homann Erben (Firm) -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). Ill:Y6
1 map : hand col. ; 23 x 28 cm. on sheet 56 x 39 cm.
Added title: Neu und verbesserter Plan des Hafens von Cartagena.
On same sheet with Homman's Havana map: Neu und verbesserter Plan der St. u. Hafens Havana... .

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
16703 Cartagena (Colombia) - Maps - 1792
A Plan of the city of Cartagena. [London? : J. Stockdale?, 1792?]
A Collection of plans of the most capital cities of ... Europe and ... the world [1792?] -- Stockdale, John, 1749?-1814
1 map ; 17 x 23 cm.

Case folio G 13 .036 pl. 42 (PrCt)

16704 Cartagena (Spain) - Maps - 1706 - Nautical charts
Authors: Gaudy, John, fl. ca. 1705-ca.1740 -- Mount, John, d. 1786 -- Page, Thomas, d. 1781 -- English Pilot. Part 3 (1771) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; woodcut ; 15 x 21 cm. on sheet 47 x 30 cm.
Woodcut map printed beneath letterpress text (p. 9): Prospects of the land upon the coast of Spain.
In: The English pilot : Part III : Describing the sea-coasts ... in the whole Mediterranean Sea (London : Printed for J. Mount, and T. Page, on Tower-Hill, 1771), [plate 7]
Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger):
English Pilot. Part 3 (1771)
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1956.P5 E5 1771, [plate 7] (PrCt)

16705 Cartagena (Spain) - Maps - 1744 - Harbors
Plan du Port de Cartagene. A Amsterdam : Chez Henrick de Leth, [1744].
Authors: Leth, Hendrik de, 1703-1766 -- Leth, Hendrik de, 1703-1766. Plusieurs plans des ports et rades de la Mer Mediterranee = Naukeurige Afbeeldingh van de Voornamaeste Havenen, Baayen, en Gronden, Langs de Middellantsche Zee (1744) -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:X5 a, b, c, d
1 map ; 17 x 24 cm., on sheet 56 x 66 cm.
Printed on the same sheet with: Plan de la ville et port de Livourne -- Plan de la ville et port de Civita Vecchia -- Plan de la Baye de Gibraltar.
Forms part of an incomplete (?) atlas comprised of loose and uncut sheets: Leth, Hendrik de. Plusieurs plans des ports et rades de la Mer Mediterranee = Naukeurige Afbeeldingh van de Voornamaeste Havenen, Baayen, en Gronden, Langs de Middellantsche Zee (Amsterdam : Henrik de Leth, 1744) sheet 2 of 5.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Sack map4F G5672.M4P55 1744 .L4 sheet 2 of 5 (PrCt)

16706 Cartagena (Spain) - Maps - 1753 - Harbors - Nautical charts
Cartagena (Spain) - Maps - 1753 - Harbors - Nautical charts

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

In: Münster, Sebastian. Cosmographiae universalis ... (1552).

Title supplied by cataloger.

Authors: Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552.

1 view : woodcut ; 7 x 8 cm., on sheet 32 x 21 cm.

Here the variation is 10 degrees westerly, Anno 1706.'


Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger): English Pilot. Part 3 (1753)

oversize Ayer 135 .E55 1753 p. 9 (PrCt)

Cartagena (Spain) - Maps - 1788 - Harbors

Plano de la ciudad, puerto, y arsenal de Cartagena ... 1788. 1788 [i.e. 1816]?

In: Faden, William [and others]. [General atlas of modern geography ... ]

1775-1816] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 58 x 92 cm.

In: Faden, William [and others]. [General atlas of modern geography : a collection of large scale maps and charts of all parts of the world]

((London, etc. : W. Faden, etc., 1775-1816)) v. 1, pl. [72].

Also issued in Tofino de San Miguel, Vincente. Atlas maritimo de España (Madrid, 1789). Oriented with north to the left. Verso handstamped '51.'

Newberry duplicate: oversize G 1040 .88 no. 35.

oversize Ayer 135 .G32 1775 v. 1, pl. 72 (PrCt)

Cartagena (Spain) - Pictorial works - 1564

Cartama. [Cologne: s.n.], 1564 [i.e. ca. 1620].

Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Hoefnagel, Joris, 1542-1601 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 view : hand col. ; 17 x 49 cm.

Derived from a 1564 drawing by Joris Hoefnagel; see R.A. Skelton’s Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.

On same sheet with: Hardales.

Latin letterpress text on verso under titles: Hardales -- Cartama.


VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 5, pl. 11 (PrCt)

Carto de la campagne de la division aux ordres du Mis. de St. Simon en Virginie depuis le 2 7bre. 1781 jusqu-a la reddition d'Yorck le 19 8bre. meme année

D'Aboville, fl. 1781. Carte de la campagne de la division aux ordres du Mis. de St. Simon en Virginie depuis le 2 7bre. 1781 jusqu-a la reddition d'Yorck le 19 8bre. meme année

Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 238

Cartography - Yorktown (Va.) - History - Siege, 1781

[Attribution to a French engineer named D'Aboville as the possible compiler of the manuscript Carte de la campagne de la division aux ordres du Mis. de St. Simon en Virginie depuis le 2 7bre. 1781 jusqu-a la reddition d'Yorck le 19 8bre. meme année (Ayer MS map 238) : email correspondence of June 2005]. 2005.

Authors: McCartney, Martha

2 p. printout ; 28 cm.

Vert 1949, no. 2 (PrCt)

Carter County (Mo.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners - Counties - Maps

Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).

[View of Cartagena, Spain]. [Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552].

Authors: Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552. Cosmographiae universalis ... (1552) -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 view : woodcut ; 7 x 8 cm., on sheet 32 x 21 cm.

Title supplied by cataloger.

In: Münster, Sebastian. Cosmographiae universalis ... (Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552), p. 57.

Possibly an inaccurate view, since some of the woodcuts in this volume were used for more than one town.

VAULT folio Ayer 7 .M8 1552, p. 57 (PrCt)
'3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.'
Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).
Includes indexes.
Series: Family maps
ISBN 1420303600
Local History Ref F472.C36 B69 2006 (NLO)

16712 Carthage - 230 B.C.<<>>Tunis, Gulf of - 230 B.C.<<>>Carthaginian Empire SEE Carthage Carte de la partie l'Afrique ou les Carthaginois ont etendu leur domination dressee pour l'intelligence de l'histoire ancienne de Mr. Rollin... [Paris, ca. 1776].
1 map : col ; 23 x 46 cm.
oversize Ayer 135 .A6 1727 pl. 12 (PrCt)

16713 Carthage, Battle of, Tunisia, 698 - Pictorial works<<>>Carthage (Extinct city) - Pictorial works - 698<<>>Qartajannah (Tunisia) - Pictorial works - 698<<>>Woodcuts [View of the battle of Carthage in 698, on the site of latter-day Qartajannah, Tunisia]. [Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552].
Authors: Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552. Cosmographiae universalis... (1552) -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : woodcut ; 13 x 13 cm., on sheet 32 x 21 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Shows armed forces attacking fortified city in flames.
Added letterpress caption in margin: Ince[n]diu[m] Carthaginense.
In: Münster, Sebastian. Cosmographiae universalis... (Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552), p. 1120.
VAULT folio Ayer 7 .M8 1552, p. 1120 (PrCt)

16714 Carthaginian Cartography<<>>Maps On Coins Cartography on Carthaginian gold staters. 1996.
Authors: McMenamin, Mark
BHC 2592
Vert 2129 (PrCt)

p. 1-18
CONTENTS: Jacques Cartier in Canada -- The accounts of Jacques Cartier's Voyages -- Jacques Cartier, Sieur de Limoeiou -- Fact and fantasy: the traits of Jacques Cartier. -- Jacques Cartier's contribution to Canadian toponymy -- Jacques Cartier's contribution to cartography.
BHC 1298
Vert 905 (PrCt)

Authors: Spring, Bruce
BHC 1227
Vert 852 (PrCt)

Authors: Callahan, Edward William 749 p. ; 24 cm.
V11 .U7 C2 (NLO)

16718 Cartographers, American<<>>Cartography - Ohio River Valley - History Early map makers of the Ohio Valley. 1960.
Authors: Brown, Lloyd Arnold, 1907-1966 p. 239-250
In the Western Pennsylvania Historical Magazine. v. 43 (1960), p. 239-250
F 854 .008, v. 43, p. 239-250 (PrCt)

Authors: Guthorn, Peter J.- In Prologue 9, no. 3 (Fall 1977), p. 171-177, maps.
BHC 203
Vert 516 (PrCt)

16720 Cartographers, Austrian -

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Biography & Cartography - Austria - History
Authors: Nischer, Ernst -- Koeman, C. (Cornelis), 1918-- -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Includes bibliographical references (p. 186-187) and index.
In German.
Fraktur type.
Series: Die Landkarte: Fachbücherei für jedermann in Länderaufnahme und Kartenwesen / herausgegeben von Dr. Karl Peucker
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes GA833 .O77 1925 (NLO)

16721 Cartographers - Biography - Bibliography
Authors: Pelletier, Monique -- Rimbert, Sylvie -- Zögner, Lothar -- International Cartographic Association -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
82 p. ; 30 cm.
At head of title: ICA.
Cover title.
In French and English, with summaries in English.
Series: History of cartography
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio GA201 .H67 1996 (NLO)

16722 Cartographers - Biography - 1500-1599
Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598
Theatrum orbis terrarum (1570)
Bagrow, Leo. A. Ortelii catalogus cartographorum
Authors: Karrow, Robert W. -- Newberry Library -- Speculum Orbis Press
xxx, 846 p. : maps ; 26 cm.
Biographical accounts of 87 of the most influential cartographers of the sixteenth century, with descriptions of over 2,000 maps.
Bibliography: p. 669-[730].
Includes index.
Duplicate copy: GA198 .K37 1993
ISBN 0932757057
Map Ref GA198 .K37 1993 (NLO)

16723 Cartographers - Biography - 16Th-1700-1799
Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598
Bagrow, Leo. A. Ortelii Catalogus cartographorum
Authors: Harms, Hans
245 p. : ill., ports., maps, facsims. ; 28 cm.
Brief sketches and portraits of approximately 100 cartographers, engravers, and publishers, sixteenth-eighteenth centuries.
Formerly folio G 07 .386
LC Card Number: 63048923
Map Ref folio GA198 .H3 1962 (NLO)

16724 Cartographers - Biography - Bibliography
Authors: Slocum, Robert B.
2 v. ; 29 cm.
2d ed.
The arrangement is by geographical area and by vocation of biographees.
Ref Z5301.S55 1986 (NLO)

16725 Cartographers - Biography - Dictionaries
Authors: Tooley, R. V. (Ronald Vere), 1898-1986 -- French, Josephine -- Scott, Valerie, 1942- -- Lowenthal, Mary Alice
4 v. : ill., ports. ; 26 cm.
Rev. ed.
Added title: Dictionary of mapmakers.
Contents: [v.1]. A-D -- [v.2]. E-J -- [v.3]. K-P -- [v.4]. Q-Z.
Along with Bonacker's Kartenmacher aller Länder und Zeiten, a good place to begin. Also lists significant works by the cartographers.
ISBN 0906430143 (v. [1]) : 0906430194 (v. [2]) ; 0906430208 (v. [3]) : 0906430216 (v. [4])
Map Ref GA198 .T66 1999 (NLO)

16726 Cartographers - Biography - Dictionaries
Supplement (1985)  
First half of work originally appeared in parts in the Map collectors' series published by the Map Collectors' Circle.  
Along with Bonacker's Kartenmacher aller Länder und Zeiten, a good place to begin. Also lists significant works by the cartographers.  
LC Card Number: 79001936  
ISBN 0845117017  
Map Ref GA198 .T66 (NLO)

16727  
**Cartographers - Biography - Dictionaries - 1500-1899**  
Engravers - Biography - Dictionaries - 1500-1899  
Map publishing - Dictionaries - 1500-1899  
Kenneth Spencer Research Library - Map Collections  
A Biographical list of cartographers, engravers, and publishers of the XVI to XIX century maps in Univ. of Kansas Library. [19--?].  
Authors: Thomas, Bradford L.  
29p; 28cm.  
Xerox copy of typescript.  
BHC 2339  
*Vert 1891* (PrCt)

16728  
Authors: Bonacker, Wilhelm -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)  
243 p. ; 28 cm.  
Often the best place to start. Particularly good on European, especially German, cartographers. Also includes twentieth century cartographers and historians of cartography.  
Introductory text in German and English.  
"Angewandte Kürzungen des Schrifttums": p. 22-23.  
Formerly Ayer 132 .B69 1966  
LC Card Number: 67089793  
*Map Ref folio Z6021 .B69 1966* (NLO)

16729  
**Cartographers, British - 1944**  
Cartography - British Isles - History - 1944  
Cartography - Great Britain - History - 1944  
British maps and map-makers / Edward Lynam.  
Authors: Lynam, Edward -- Britain in pictures -- British people in pictures -- William Collins Sons and Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
"With 8 plates in colour and 22 illustrations in black & white."  
2nd impression?  
Series: Britain in pictures ; [73] -- The British people in pictures -- Britain in pictures ; 73 -- British people in pictures.  
2 copies?  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.  
References: Carney, M. Britain in pictures, 73  
LC Card Number: 44047379  
Baskes DA630 .B75 no. 73 (1944) (NLO)

16730  
**Cartographers, British - Biography - 1579-1870**  
Great Britain - Biography  
Bibliographical notes upon the makers, engravers and publishers. 1927.  
Authors: Chubb, Thomas, 1858?-1936 -- Chubb, Thomas, 1858?-1936 The Printed maps in the atlases of Great Britain and Ireland ... (1927)  
Notes on ca. 200 British cartographers, engravers, and publishers, 1579-1870.  
Duplicate copy: lower case folio g 1045 .17  
*Map Ref folio Z6027.G7 C5 1927, p. 417-457* (PrCt)

16731  
**Cartographers, British - Biography**  
**Cartographers, Irish - Biography**  
**Surveyors, British - Biography**  
**Surveyors, Irish - Biography**  
Authors: Eden, Peter -- Steer, Francis W. -- Adams, Ian H.  
3 v. in 1 (377 p.) ; 23 cm. + supplement ([150] p. ; 24 cm.)  
Formerly TA526.G7 D52 and TA526.G7 D52 Suppl.  
LC Card Number: 7635019  
ISBN 0712906576 (v. 1)  
*Map Ref TA526.G7 D52 and Map Ref*
16732 Cartographers, British - Biography
Great Britain - Biography
Additional biographical notes on some of the sixteenth-century surveyors and chart-makers. 1962.
Authors: Robinson, Adrian Henry Wardle, 1925-
p. 145-151
folio G 006 .752 (Pr.Ct)

16733 Cartographers, British - Biography
Great Britain - Biography
Map industry and trade - Great Britain - Biography
Great Britain - Map industry and trade - Biography
Authors: Skelton, R. A. (Raleigh Ashlin), 1906-1970
p. 231-250
Forms part of the Map Collectors' Series, no. 64.
Includes (p.241-249) a 'Biographical List of London Map-Publishers Active before 1700 (Excluding Hydrographic Publishers).
Another copy: [Ayer 129.5 E3 S67 1964 pt. 5].
Map Ref Z6003.M3, no. 64, p. 231-250 (Pr.Ct)

16734 Cartographers, British - Biography
Great Britain - Biography
Map industry and trade - Great Britain - Biography
Great Britain - Map industry and trade - Biography
London Gazette - History - Sources
London (England) - Maps - 1660-1720 - Map industry and trade
London (England) - Maps - 1660-1720
Includes index and fold-out map showing locations of London map sellers.
Bibliography: p. 149-150.
Formerly GA236 .T93
Duplicate copy: Z326 .T92
LC Card Number: 79314115
ISBN 0906430003
Map Ref GA236 .T93 (NLO)

16735 Cartographers, German - 1500-1599 - Catalogs
Scientific apparatus and instruments - Germany - Catalogs
Instrument makers, German - 1500-1599 - Catalogs
Bibliothèque nationale (France) - Catalogs
Authors: Destombes, Marcel, 1905-1983
p. 43-68 : 7 maps ; 22 cm.
[GA201 .L35].
Vert 47, no. 2 (Pr.Ct)

16736 Cartographers, German
Geographers, German
Les Géographes allemands de la renaissance.
Paris : E. Leroux, 1890.
Authors: Gallois, Lucien Louis Joseph, 1857-1941
xx, 266 p. : ill., 6 folded maps ; 25 cm.
Bibliography: p. [v]-x.
G 004 .323 (NLO)

16737 Cartographers - History
Albums - 1549-1622
Libri amicorum - 1549-1622
Authors: Karrow, Robert W.
p. [1], 177-186 : port., ill. ; 32 cm.
Vert 2115, no. 2 (Pr.Ct)

16738 Cartographers, Italian
1497-1556
Freducci, Angelo, fl. 1556.
Atlas, 1556<br>Freducci, Ottomano, fl. 1497-1539
Borgia Map, [1410-1458]
The Italian cartographers of the Benincasa and Freducci families and the so-called Borgiana map of the Vatican Library. 1953.
Authors: Caraci, Giuseppe, 1893-1971
p. 23-44
From Imago Mundi 10 (1953): 23-44, maps.
BHC 1613
Vert 1200 (Pr.Ct)

16739 Cartographers, Jewish
Jewish cartographers: a forgotten chapter of Jewish history. 1948.
Authors: Lebeson, Anita Libman
Xerox of autographed offprint in Hecht Collection.
BHC 1594
Vert 1181 (Pr.Ct)

16740 Cartographers, Jewish
Cartography - Spain - Majorca - History
Une nouvelle carte de l'Ecole cartographique des Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Authors: Moak, Jefferson M.
23 p.
Cover title.
Bibliography: p. 17.
Series: General series - Shackamaxon Society
LC Card Number: 77355658
GA407.A1 M62 (NLO)

Authors: Welu, James A. -- International Conference on the History of Cartography (9th : 1981 : Pisa, Italy, etc.)
1 leaf.
Abstract of paper presented at IX Int. Conf. on Hist. of Cart., Italy, 1981.
Missing July 2009.
Vert 549, no. 13 (PrCt)

16743 Cartographers - Portraits Cartographic self-portraits. [1986?].
P. 22 : 20 plates ; 25 cm.
Published version of paper presented at 9th International Conference on the History of Cartography (1981)
BHC 2532
Vert 2072 (PrCt)

Authors: Buczek, Karol
42 p.
Photocopy.
Series: Polski Slask ; 29.

Authors: Roberts, Iolo -- Roberts, Menai
Vert 2112, no. 2 (PrCt)

Authors: Helsingin yliopisto. Kirjasto
16 p.
In Finnish, Swedish, and English. 16 items listed, including 3 maps of Europe depicted as a queen.
Vert 505 (PrCt)

Authors: Tooley, R. V. (Ronald Vere), 1898-1986 -- Map Collectors' Circle. Map collectors' series 1 (1963)
P. 3-22 : 20 plates ; 25 cm.
Map Ref Z6003.M3, no. 1, p. 3-22 (PrCt)

Authors: Hill, Gillian -- British Library
63 p.
Based on the British Library Map Library exhibition, April 1978.
OCLC 6268704.
Duplicate copy: oGA108.7 .H55
Vert 2209 (PrCt)

16749 Cartographic Curiosities<>Maps - Miscellanea - Specimens Some peculiar maps. 1918.
Authors: Phillips, Philip Lee, 1857-1924
p. 449-461
From Daughters of the American Revolution magazine 52 (1918): 449-461.
Vert 409, no. 1 (PrCt)

16750  
**Cartographic Data Bases**  
**Computation of the correspondence of geographical patterns.** 1964.  
Authors: Tobler, Waldo R. (Waldo Rudolph), 1930-
BHC 2357
**Vert 1909 (PrCt)**

16751  
**Cartographical Distortions**  
Authors: Monmonier, Mark S. 51 p.: maps, ill.; 28 cm.
BHC 1857
**Vert 1425 (PrCt)**

16752  
**Cartographical Innovations (Wallis & Robinson, 1987) - Reviews**  
**Innovation, social context and the history of cartography: review article.** 1987.  
BHC 2030
**Vert 673 (PrCt)**

16753  
**Cartography**  
**Elementi di cartografia .** 1959.  
Authors: Capello, Carlo Felice -- Luchino Chionetti, Marta 3 volumes.
**Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)**

16754  
**Cartography**  
Authors: Monmonier, Mark S. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) xiii, 301 p.: ill., maps ; 23 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 267-291) and index..
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library..
GB93-65009.. Series: Chicago guides to writing, editing, and publishing.
ISBN 0226534162 (cloth : alk. paper) ; 0226534170 (paper : alk. paper)
**Baskes GA108.7 .M66 1993 (NLO)**

16755  
**Cartography**  
**Cartography to come.** 1972.  
A discussion of possible future trends in cartography.
**Vert 136 (PrCt)**

16756  
**Cartography**  
Authors: Steward, Harry J. 77 p.; 25 cm.
Bibliography: p. 50-77.
Series: Cartographica ; monograph no. 10; Canadian cartographer : Supplement ; no. 1.
**GA105 .S77 (NLO)**

16757  
**Cartography - 1598<<>><Map projection - 1598**  
**De orbis catoptrici : sev Mapparvm mvndi principii, descriptione ac vsv, libri tres ; opvs cosmographicorvm hvvsmodi planisphaerorum grati`a rec`ens in lucem editum ; discrepantibus atque pluribus praeceptis qu`am quis de globi praxi tradiderit institutum ; literatis festiuissimum ; & cuius vsus facioliori opera ex Gvilem Postelli mappa qu`am ex reliquis elicuit.** Parisiis : Apud Lavrentivm Sonnivm, 1598.  
Editio secvnda ... avthore primvm, deinde recognitore Iacobo Severtio Belli Iocensi, sacrae theologiae doctore Parisiensii. Page 232 misnumbered.
**Case folio GA103 .S49 1598 (NLO)**

16758  
**Cartography - 1800-1899 - Study and Teaching**  
**Problemes de l'investigation des cartes de XIXe siècle.** 1973.  
Authors: Pietkiewicz, Stanislaw, 1894- -- International Conference on the History of Cartography (5th : 1973 : Warsaw) [3].
**Vert 202 (PrCt)**


Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

States - 1922<>Rand McNally and Company
How maps and atlases are made : part II / by Alfred Sidney Johnson, Ph.D., Map Department, Rand McNally & Co. [New York : Publishers' Weekly, 1922].
Authors: Johnson, Alfred S. (Alfred Sidney), b. 1860 -- Publishers weekly (1922) p. 1102-1104 ; 24 cm.
Covers plane-tabling, hydrographic work, how surface configuration is shown, and the present status of national topographic work.
Z 983 .719, v. 101, pt. 2, p. 1102-1104 (PrCt)

16771 Cartography - 1936
A Key to maps. London ; Glasgow : Blackie & Son Ltd., 1936.
Authors: Winterbotham, Harold St. John Loyd, 1878-1946 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
x, 208 p., [7] leaves of plates : ill., maps (1 folded) ; 19 cm.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Blackie's 'Key' series.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes GA105 .W5 (NLO)

16772 Cartography - 1938
Authors: Raisz, Erwin, 1893--1968 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
x, 370 p. : ill., maps ; 24 cm.
1st ed.
Series: McGraw-Hill series in geography
Includes bibliographical references (p. 357-359) and index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes GA105 .R3 1938 (NLO)

16773 Cartography - 1943
Authors: Deetz, Charles H. (Charles Henry), 1864-1946 -- U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey vi, 85 p. incl. form. 30 pl. (part fold., incl. maps, charts, diagrs.) 24 cm.
Rev. ed., 1943.
At head of title: U.S. Dept. of Commerce. Jesse H. Jones, secretary. Coast and Geodetic Survey. Leo Otis Colbert, director ...
Series statements: U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey. Special publication no. 205 (2d ed.).
GA105 .D45 1943 (NLO)

16774 Cartography - 1949
Authors: Birch, Thomas William -- Cotter, Charles H. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
xiv, 240 p., 8 leaves of plates : ill., maps ; 24 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [235]-238) and index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes GA9 .B57 1949 (NLO)

16775 Cartography - 1949<>Surveying - 1949
Modern cartography : base maps for world

Daniel C. Roper, secretary. Coast and Geodetic Survey. R. S. Patton, director...
Series: Special publication ; no. 205.
GA105 .D45 1936 (NLO)

16776 Cartography - 1864
How maps and atlases are made : part I / by Alfred Sidney Johnson, Ph.D., Map Department, Rand McNally & Co. [New York : Publishers' Weekly, 1922].
Authors: Deetz, Charles H. (Charles Henry), 1936.
Cartography
Cartography 1930): 1663
In: Pp. 1663

16777 Cartography - 1928
Authors: Ryde, Percy W. -- Newberry Library.
John M. Wing Foundation p. 39-49
The second lecture of the 1925-26 session, delivered in November 1925.
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.
Wing folio Z 310 .526, v. 2, p. 39-49 (PrCt)

16778 Cartography - 1930<>Ginn and Company
Authors: Mayer, Max, ca. 1878-Pp. 1663-66 ; 24 cm.

16779 Cartography - 1936
Authors: Deetz, Charles H. (Charles Henry), 1864-1946 -- U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey vi, 83 p. plates (part fold.), maps (part fold.), charts. 24 cm.
At head of title: U.S. Department of Commerce.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: United Nations. Dept. of Social Affairs -- Campbell, Eila M. J. -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
Deliberation of the Economic and Social Council at its ninth session.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 86-89). Light blue paper wrappers, printed in black; list of sales agents of UN publications on back cover.
Former owner: Eila M.J. Campbell.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
**Baskes GA105 .U45 (NLO)**

16776
**Cartography - 1950**
Authors: D'Agapeyeff, A. (Alexander) -- Hadfield, Charles, 1909-1996 -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
2d ed.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 195) and index.
Series: Compass books ; no. 3.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
**Baskes GA105 .D35 1950 (NLO)**

16777
**Cartography - 1950**
Authors: Imhof, Eduard, 1895-1986 -- Switzerland. Armee -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
Polaroid viewer in pocket.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copy: 5A 6876.
**Baskes GA105 .I57 (NLO)**

16778
**Cartography - 1950 - Juvenile literature**
Authors: Hood, Peter, 1905- -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
31 p. : ill. (some col.), maps ; 18 x 22 cm.
Cover title.
Colored pictorial wrappers.
Price: 'Two shillings.'
In envelope.
Series: Puffin Picture Book ; 67.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
**Baskes GA130 .H66 1950 (NLO)**

16779
**Cartography - 1960**
Authors: Brown, Lloyd Arnold, 1907-1966
217 p. : ill. maps ; 25 cm.
LC Card Number: 60009338
ISBN 0316111155 ; 9780316111157
**GA105 .B75 1960 (NLO)**

16780
**Cartography - 1960<>Economic geography - 1960**
Authors: Ratajski, Lech -- Winid, Bogodar -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
250 p. : ill., maps ; 24 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 229-240).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
**Baskes GA109.8 .R3 (NLO)**

16781
**Cartography - 1962**
Authors: Raisz, Erwin, 1893-1968
315 p. : illus. ; 25 cm.
A smaller and simpler textbook than his General cartography, the Principles includes many of the same fine Raisz illustrations.
Series: McGraw-Hill series in geography
Formerly 5A 6742
LC Card Number: 61014795
**Map Ref GA105 .R32 1962 (NLO)**

16782
**Cartography - 1962 - Juvenile literature**
Authors: Estep, Irene -- Smith, Robert fl. 1962
31 p. : col. ill., col. maps ; 24 cm.
'Illustrated by Robert Smith.'
Series: Look, read, learn.
**GA105.6 .E7 1962 (NLO)**

16783
**Cartography - 1964<>Surveying - 1964**
Authors: Greenhood, David -- Alexander, Gerard L. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
xiii, 289 p. : ill., maps ; 23 cm.
"Revised with the assistance of Gerald L. Alexander."
Includes bibliographical references (p. 255-260)
16784 Cartography - 1965<> Relief representation
Authors: Imhof, Eduard, 1895-1986 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
xix, 425 p. : ill., maps ; 27 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [405]-419) and index.
Part of illustrative matter in pocket.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copy: 5A 3793.
Baskes GA140 .J59 (NLO)

16785 Cartography - 1966
Authors: Crone, G. R. (Gerald Roe) -- Alaminos, Luis -- Hernández Campos, Jorge -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
207 p. : ill. ; 18 cm.
'Traducción de Luis Alaminos y Jorge Hernandez Campos.'
Includes bibliographical references.
Series: Breviarios del Fondo de Cultura Económica ; 120.
Inscribed by author.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes GA201 .C718 1956 (NLO)

16786 Cartography - 1967<> Map reading
Authors: Dornbach, John Ellis, 1922- -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
vii, 195 p. : ill., maps ; 28 cm.
i. A new approach to map information presentation -- II. The meaning of the map -- III. Mental processes in map use -- IV. Cartographic application of the information presentation concept -- V. Effect of information system analysis on geography and cartography.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 179-195).
Thesis (Ph.D.)--Clark University, 1967.
Authorized facsimile of typescript dissertation, produced by microfilm-xerography in 1967 by University Microfilms, A Xerox Company, Ann Arbor, Michigan, U.S.A.
In an attempt to understand the relationship of psychological studies to cartographic design, and to answer the question of how to design the map functionally to serve as an information system for the user, this dissertation applies 'concepts from the field of applied and, to a certain extent, experimental psychology to the design of maps and charts' (p. 19-20).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes GA105 .D67 1967 (NLO)

16787 Cartography - 1968 - Juvenile literature<> Maps - Symbols - Juvenile literature
Authors: Gagg, John -- Gell, Kathleen -- Derbyshire County Library (Shirebrook, England) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
'1968 printing.'
Blackwell's learning library ; no. 16.
Formerly owned by the Derbyshire County Library, Shirebrook, England.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes GA105.6 .G35 1968 (NLO)

16788 Cartography - 1969
Authors: Lock, Clara Beatrice Muriel, 1914- -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
619 p. : ill. ; 23 cm.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
ISBN 0851570720
Baskes GA246 .L6 1969b (NLO)

16789 Cartography - 1969<> Aerial photographs
Maps and air photographs / G.C. Dickinson.
Authors: Dickinson, Gordon Cawood xiii, 266 p. : 6 plates, ill., charts, facsims., maps. (incl. 4 col.) ; 26 cm.
Includes bibliographical references.
Formerly 5A 3409
LC Card Number: 72387556
ISBN 071315425X
Map Ref GA151 .D47 1969 (NLO)

16790 Cartography - 1971
Authors: Lawrence, George Richard Peter --
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) xii, 162 p. : ill., maps ; 24 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 137-139) and index.
Series: The Field of geography.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
ISBN 0416071007 ; 0416071104 (pbk.)

**Cartography - 1972-1982**

Koeman, C. (Cornelis), 1918 - Bibliography
[Offprints and typescripts of articles on cartography by Cornelis Koeman]. [Various places : various publishers], 1972-1982.
Authors: Koeman, C. (Cornelis), 1918-. Works. Selections -- Imago mundi -- Kartografisch tijdschrift -- Revista da Universidade de Coimbra -- Caert-Threesoar -- Intermediair -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 3 v. : ill. (some col.), maps, ports. ; 30 cm. or smaller.
Three bound vols. of offprints and typescripts of his articles on cartography, collected by Cornelis Koeman. His articles appeared between 1972 and 1982 in cartographic journals such as Imago mundi; Kartografisch tijdschrift; Caert-Threesoar; and Revista da Universidade de Coimbra. Also included are a few leaves of editorial correspondence, from journals such as The map collector, concerning the proof-reading and translation of Koeman's articles; and newspaper articles on maps from Intermediair, either by or about Koeman.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes folio GA105 .L38 (NLO)**

**Cartography - 1974**

*Cartography / [John Kilcoyne, guest editor].* Bowling Green, OH : Bowling Green University, 1974.
Authors: Kilcoyne, John Richard, 1945- -- East Lakes Geographer
In: The East Lakes Geographer ; v. 9

**4A 7869 (NLO)**

**Cartography - 1979**

Authors: Lawrence, George Richard Peter -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) x, 153 p. : ill., maps ; 24 cm.
2nd ed.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [147]-150) and index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
ISBN 0416716407 ; 0416716504 (pbk.)

**Baskes GA105.3 .L38 1979 (NLO)**

**Cartography - 1983**

Authors: International Cartographic Association No.1 (June 1983).

**Vert 1296 (PrCt)**

**Cartography - 1985**

Dutch cartography
*Kartografie : ontwerp, en gebruik van kaarten.* [S.l. s.n.], 1985?.
Includes bibliographical references.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Former owner, Cornelis Koeman.

**Baskes folio GA105.3 .O758 1985 (NLO)**

**Cartography - 1988**

A thorough and intelligent overview of types of maps, including an excellent introductory chapter on 'Old Maps' (p. 291-330).
Includes bibliographies and index.
Formerly GA105.3 .M65 1988
LC Card Number: 87012619
ISBN 0135560527
Map Ref GA105.3 .M65 1988 (NLO)

**Cartography - 1989**

Authors: Chappe, P. -- Comité français de cartographie -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 56 p. : ill., maps ; 30 cm.
Cover title.
Added title: Bulletin du Comité français de cartographie.
Issues as fasc. no 121 of Bulletin du Comité français de cartographie.
Includes bibliographical references.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio GA201 .H57 1989 (NLO)

16798 Cartography - 1998 - Juvenile literature
Authors: Chambers, Catherine, 1954- -- Cockcroft, David
32 p. : col. ill. ; 27 cm.
1st American ed. Illustrated by Dave Cockcroft.
Children's book discussing how and why we use maps and examines the many different forms that they can take.
Includes index.
Series: Hello out there!
LC Card Number: 97002396
ISBN 0531144712 ; 9780531144718 ; 0531153487 (pbk.) ; 9780531153482 (pbk.)
Map Ref GA101.5 .D64 2011 (NLO)

16799 Cartography - 2004- Cartography - History - 2004
Authors: Pickles, John, 1960- xxii, 233 p. : ill ; 24 cm.
Contents: Maps and worlds -- Deconstructing the map -- What do maps represent? The crisis of representation and the critique of cartographic reason -- Situated pragmatics: maps and apping as Social Practice -- The over-coded world: a genealogy of modern mapping -- The cartographic gaze, global visions, and modalities of visual culture -- Cadasters and capitalisms: the emergence of a new map consciousness -- Mapping the geo-body: state, territory, and nation -- Commodity and control: technologies of the social body -- Investing bodies in depth -- Cyber-empires and new cultural politics of digital spaces -- Counter-mappings: cartographic reason in the age of intelligent machines and smart bombs.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [202]-223) and index.
Publisher description available on Library of Congress website (accessed July 2010): http://www.loc.gov/catdir/enhancements/fy0710/2 003008283-d.html
LC Card Number: 2003008283
GA105.3 .P52 2004 (NLO)

16800 Cartography - 2011- Maps - 2011
Authors: Dodge, Martin, 1971- -- Kitchen, Rob -- Perkins, C. R.
xxvii, 246 p. : ill., maps ; 24 cm.
Pbk. ed.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Series: Routledge studies in human geography ; 28
LC Card Number: 2011000958
ISBN 9780415676670 (pbk. : alk. paper) ; 0415676673 (pbk. : alk. paper) ; 9780415461528 (hardback : alk. paper) ; 0415461529 (hardback : alk. paper)

16801 Cartography - Acre (Israel)
Authors: Dichter, Bernard -- Graboïs, Aryeh, 1930- 200 p. : ill., maps ; 33 cm.
Bibliography on verso of t.-p. With a preface by A. Graboïs.
folio DS 110 .A3 D5 (NLO)

16802 Cartography - Aegean Islands (Greece and Turkey) - History- Aegean Islands (Greece and Turkey) - Maps - 1700- Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718
Authors: Armao, Ermanno, 1887- -- Olschki, Leo S. (Leo Samuel), 1861-1940 -- Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718 viii, 426 p. : 40 maps (part fold.), coats of arms. ; 26 cm.
Includes reduced facsimiles of maps by Vincenzo Coronelli.
81-55544.
DS52 .A7 (NLO)

16803 Cartography - Aegean Islands (Greece and Turkey) - History- Cartography - Aegean Sea - History- Aegean Islands (Greece and Turkey) - Maps - Collections- Aegean Sea - Maps - Collections-Greece - Maps - Collections-Cartographers - Biography
Authors: Sphyroeras, Vas. VI. (Vasilis VI.) -- Avramea, Anna -- Asdrachas, Spyros I. -- Olkos Ltd.
263 p. : maps (some col.) ; 29 cm.
"Translation from the Greek, G. Cox and J.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

16804 Cartography - Africa - 1500-1599: Gastaldi, Giacomo, approximately 1500-1550
La Carta dell'Africa di G. Gastaldi (1545-1564) e lo sviluppo della cartografia africana nei secoli XVI e XVII. [Roma : Società geografica italiana, 1920].
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

16805 Cartography - Africa - 1500-1599: Woodcuts: Engraving
A Review of woodcut printing and Italian copper plate engravings of the 16th century-illustrated by original books and maps. 1978.
Authors: Norwich, I. -- Norwich, Oscar I. SEE Norwich, I.
Pages 33-43 from Bibliophilia Africana III: being the proceedings of the third Conference of South African Bibliophiles, held at the University of the Witwatersrand Library, Johannesburg, May 2-5, 1978 (Johannesburg: Friends of the University of the Witwatersrand Library, 1978).
BHC 1917
Vert 1483 (PrCt)

16806 Cartography - Africa - 1500: Africa - Geography - 1500: Cartography, Medieval - History
Includes bibliographical references (p. [221]-263) and index.
Bibliography -- Index.
ISBN 0754602397
GA781 .R45 2002 (NLO)

16807 Cartography - Africa - 1918
Notes on the construction of a general map of Africa, 1/two million. 1918.
Authors: Hinks, Arthur R. (Arthur Robert), 1873-1945
Offprint from from Geographical Journal 52 (1918): 218-237, ill.
Offprint.
Vert 73 (PrCt)

Egyptian contributions to the cartography of eastern Africa in the XIX century. 1981.
Abstract of paper delivered at IX intl. conf. on Hist. of Cart., 1981.
Vert 543, no. 1 (PrCt)

16809 Cartography - Africa - Exhibitions - Catalogs: Africana Museum (Johannesburg, South Africa) - Exhibitions - Catalogs: Johannesburg (South Africa).
Public Library - Exhibitions - Catalogs
Authors: Johannesburg (South Africa). Public Library -- Africana Museum (Johannesburg, South Africa)
177 leaves ; 25 cm.
Reproduced from typescript.
The catalog lists 158 maps.
"Index to personal names," pp. 171-77.
To Collection Services for cataloging, Oct. 2004 (PrCt)

16810 Cartography - Africa - Exhibitions - Catalogs: Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale Di Firenze - Map Collections - Exhibitions - Catalogs
L'Africa dalle origini all metà del secolo XIX. Firenze, 1948.
Authors: Almagià, Roberto, 1884-1962 -- Biblioteca nazionale centrale di Firenze 80 p. : maps (part fold.) ; 22 cm.
Cited in Imago Mundi annual bibliography.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

16811 Cartography - Africa - Exhibitions - Catalogs: Uganda Museum - Map Collections - Exhibitions - Catalogs
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalog Entry</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>16812</td>
<td>Cartography - Africa - History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16813</td>
<td>Cartography - Africa - History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16814</td>
<td>Cartography - Africa - History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16815</td>
<td>Cartography - Africa - History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16816</td>
<td>Cartography - Africa - History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16817</td>
<td>Cartography - Africa - History</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Details


**Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)**

BHC 1588
Vert 1175 (PrCt)

Vert 1692 (PrCt)

Vert 1210 (PrCt)

Vert 682 (PrCt)

Vert 25 (PrCt)

Vert 1950 (PrCt)

Vert 1013 (PrCt)


approximately 1500-approximately 1565
Intorno a primi saggi di carte sismiche. [Firenze : La nuova Italia, 1914].
Authors: Almagià, Roberto, 1884-1962 -- Rivista geografica italiana (1914)
Rivista geografica italiana 21 (1914): 463-70.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCl)

16829 Cartography - Alps
Die Entstehung der Alpenkarten. 1901.
Authors: Oberhummer, Eugen, 1859-1944
p. 21-45 ; maps
Vert 264 (PrCl)

16830 Cartography - Alps - 1800-1899
Authors: Oberhummer, Eugen, 1859-1944
Vert 260, nos. 1- 4 (PrCl)

16831 Cartography - Alps - History
Die ältesten Karten der Ostalpen. 1907.
Authors: Oberhummer, Eugen, 1859-1944
Vert 266, no. 1 (PrCl)

16832 Cartography - Alps - History
Die ältesten Karten der Westalpen. 1909.
Authors: Oberhummer, Eugen, 1859-1944
Vert 266, no. 2 (PrCl)

16833 Cartography - Alps - History
Authors: Pressenda, Paola
204 p. ; 24 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [197]-204).
Series: Geographica (Alessandria, Italy) ; 3.
LC Card Number: 2003382147
ISBN 8876946357 ; 9788876946356
GA787 .P74 2002 (NLO)

16834 Cartography - Alps - History - 1500-1599
Tschudi, Aegidius, 1505-1572
The Alpine maps of Aegidius Tschudi. [London : The Alpine Club, 1934].
Authors: Thorington, J. Monroe (James Monroe), b. 1894 -- Alpine journal
Pp. 146-154
Not at Newberry Library (Dec. 2009) (PrCl)

16835 Cartography - Alps - History - 1680-1772
Borgonio, Giovanni Tommaso, 1620-1683
Dury, Andrew
Authors: Aliprandi, Georgio -- Alliprandi, Lanra -- International Conference on the History of Cartography (9th : 1981 : Pisa, Italy, etc.)
1 leaf.
Abstract of paper presented at IX Int. Conf. on Hist. of Cart., Italy, 1981.
Vert 548, no.1 (PrCl)

16836 Cartography - Alps - History - 1865-1970
Authors: Kinzl, Hans, 1898-
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCl)

16837 Cartography - Alps Region - History - 1400-1599
Cartographers - Europe - History - 1400-1599
Mont Cenis Pass (France) - Maps - History - 1400-1599
Alps Region - Maps - History - 1400-1599
Authors: Lavis-Trafford, M.-A de (Marc-Antoine de), b. 1880 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
Includes bibliographical footnotes.
Baskes folio GA787 .L38 1950 (NLO)

16838 Cartography - Alps Region - History - 1400-1599
Cartography - Mont Cenis Pass (France) - History - 1400-1599
Authors: Lavis-Trafford, M.-A de (Marc-Antoine de), b. 1880 -- Librairie Dardel -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
16 p. ; 27 cm.
Cover title.
Uniform title: Evolution de la cartographie de la région du Mont-Cenis et de ses abords aux XVVe et XVIe siècles. Selections.
Includes bibliographical footnotes.
‘Extrait de “L’évolution de la cartographie de la région du Mont-Cenis et de ses abords aux XVVe et XVIe siècles” (Chapitre II de la troisième partie suivi de la deuxième partie des
16839 Cartography - Alps Region - History - 1400-1599


Authors: Lavis-Trafford, M.-A de (Marc-Antoine de), b. 1880 -- Librairie Dardel -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 125 p., [15] p. of plates (some folded) : maps ; 28 cm.

Includes bibliographical footnotes.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio GA787 .L38 1950 (NLO)

16840 Cartography - Alps Region - History - 1400-1799

Essai d’histoire de la cartographie alpine pendant les XVe, XVIe, XVIIe et XVIIIe siècles. Grenoble : Gratat et Rey, 1903.


Leaves of text and illustration are interleaved with [28] blank leaves.

Brown cloth boards covered with blue paper, printed in black and illustrated with small map; heavy brown paper endpapers.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio GA787 .F37 1903 (NLO)

16841 Cartography - America - 1400-1599


Authors: Day, John, 1924-- -- Hermon Dunlap Smith Center for the History of Cartography 6 slides : col. + 1 booklet (27 p. ; 16 cm.) Title from accompanying booklet.

(The Newberry Library slide set ; no. 9 ).

Occasional paper (Columbus Quincentennial Program in Transatlantic Encounters) ; 4.

‘The fourth of a series of occasional papers relating to ... the Columbus Quincentennial Program in Transatlantic Encounters’-- p. 2.

Contents: The Ptolemy-Crivelli world map, Rome? c. 1480 (c. 1590) -- The world map of Johannes Ruysch, Rome 1507 -- The map of the New World of Sebastian Münster, Basel 1538 -- A chart of the Caribbean, with parts of North and South America ... c. 1565 -- The world map of Abraham Ortelius, Antwerp 1570 -- The Molineux-Wright world map, London 1599.

Case GA201 N49 no.9 (NLO)

16842 Cartography - America - 1482-1522

Kartograficzny obraz: nowo odkrytych ziemach z czasów kolumba. 1993.

Authors: Bzinkowska, Jadwiga


BHC 2236

Vert 1705 (PrCt)

16843 Cartography - America - 1492-1800

Establishing a transatlantic graphic dialogue, 1492-1800. 2006.

Authors: Reinhart, Dennis p. 41-63 : 8 maps, ill. ; 25 cm.

In Steven G. Reinhartz, Dennis Reinhartz, and William H. McNeill, eds., Transatlantic history (College Station: Published for the University of Texas at Arlington by Texas A&M University Press, 2006), p. 41-63.

D210 .T73 2006, p. 41-63 (PrCt)

16844 Cartography - America - 1500-1599<<Schöner, Johann, 1477-1547. [Globes]<<Globes - 1500-1599

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio GA787 .F37 1903 (NLO)
16845 Cartography - America - North America - Maps - Collections

Authors: Johnson, Adrian Miles, 1932- -- Viking Press
'A Studio book.'
Includes index.
17410
ICN74
map5C 38 (PrCt)


Authors: Marshall, Douglas W. -- William L. Clements Library
Guide to the exhibition arranged for the conference sponsored by the Center for the Coordination of Ancient and Modern Studies.
BHC 1644 and 1694
Vert 1229 (PrCt)

16847 Cartography - America - Exhibitions - Catalogs -French cartography - America - Exhibitions - Catalogs -Birmingham Public Library (Ala.) - Exhibitions - Catalogs -Agee, Rucker - Map collections

Exhibitions - Catalogs

Authors: Birmingham Public Library (Ala.) -- Agee, Rucker
5, 12 p.; 28 cm.
Includes a 5 page introduction and a 12 page list of 104 maps and atlases.
Vert 163, no. 1 (PrCt)

Authors: Thiele, Walter, 1900-1973 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
356 p.
The 'Historical Sketch' (p. 1-115) covers the main points well, with particular emphasis on the mapping of America.
Duplicate copy: Ayer 129. T43 1938
lower case g 10 .87 (NLO)

16849 Cartography - America - History - 1450 -America - Discovery and exploration, Norse -Cartography, Medieval - History

The Discoveries of the Norsemen in America: with special relation to their early cartographical representation / by Joseph Fischer; translated from the German by Basil H. Soulsby. London: H. Stevens, Son & Stiles; St. Louis: B. Herder, 1903.
Translation of Fischer's Entdeckungen der Normannen in Amerika by Basil H. Soulsby.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [xi]-xxiv) and index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Thacher, II, p. 16 (Americana)
Duplicate copies: Ayer 106.5 .N7 F5 1903 -- G 802 .3 (bookplate of R.H.Sayre).
LC Card Number: 03003820
Baskes E105 .F53 (NLO)

16850 Cartography - America - History - 1500-1945 -Cartography - Brazil - History - 1500-1800

Authors: Furtado, Júnia Ferreira -- Universidade Federal de Minas Gerais. Departamento de História

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Portuguese with English abstracts.
Contents: Apresentação / Júnia Ferreira
Furtado. -- O comércio de mapa na França e na Grã Bretanha durante o século XVIII / Mary Sponberg Pedley. -- A história da publicação do Mapa da América do Norte de John Mitchell de 1755 / Matthew H. Edney. -- O Mapa das Cortes e o Tratado de Madrid - a cartografia a serviço da diplomacia / Mário Clemente Ferreira. -- Usos diplomáticos da ilha-Brasil - polêmicas cartográficas e historiográficas / Íris Kantor. -- 'Mais calculado para enganar do que para informar' - os viajantes e o mapeamento da América Central (1821-1945) / Jordana Dym.
ISSN 0104-8775
Vert 345 (PrCt)

[World map, 1527] - Ribeiro, Diego, -1533 SEE Ribero, Diego, -1533 - Ribeiro, Diogo, -1533 SEE Ribero, Diego, -1533 - Ribeiro, Diogo, -1533 SEE Ribero, Diego, -1533
Comprised of 'far-reaching claims, seeking to prove contact between the Old and New Worlds many centuries before the Norse settlements and Columbus', concentrating on anonymous world map of 1527 attributed to Diego Ribero. Includes 'an amazing array of unsubstantiated assumptions.'--Book review by W.A.R. Richardson in Imago Mundi 50 (1998), p. 204.
Includes bibliographical references.
LC Card Number: 96124978
ISBN 950436179X ; 9789504361794
folio GA401 .C47 1995 (NLO)

Authors: Black, Jeannette Dora, 1909-1983 xx, 235 p. ; 27 cm.
Includes bibliographical notes.
Accompanying facsimile atlas shelved separately as Map8C 1
Series: A Brown University bicentennial publication
map4C 106 (NLO)

16853 Cartography - America - History - 1675-1715 - English Cartography - America - History - 1675-1715
1675-1715
English mapping of America, 1675-1715. 1986.
Authors: Mercator Society
Mercator Society Publication no.1 (1986).
BHC 1279
Vert 886 (PrCt)

16854 Cartography - America - History - 1892 - Cartography - Western Hemisphere - History - 1892 - America - Maps - Collections - Western Hemisphere - Maps - Collections
Authors: Kretschmer, Konrad, b. 1864 -- Usher, W.
-- Gesellschaft für Erdkunde zu Berlin -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
4 p. l., [xii]-xxiii, 471 p. 38 cm. + atlas (51 cm.)
Added title page: Festschrift der Gesellschaft für erdkunde zu Berlin zur vierhunderjährigen feier der entdeckung Amerika's.
Phillips 1136.
oversize Ayer 7.5 .K6 1892 (NLO)

16855 Cartography - America - History - 1892 - Cartography - Western Hemisphere - History - 1892 - America - Maps - Collections - Western Hemisphere - Maps - Collections
Authors: Kretschmer, Konrad, b. 1864 -- Oliver, Terence J. -- López, Victor -- Almeida-Sedas, Guilherme de -- Calcagnotto, Gilberto -- Kretschmer, Konrad, b. 1864. Entdeckung Amerika's in ihrer Bedeutung für die Geschichte des Weltbildes -- Institut für Iberoamerika-Kunde -- Giesecke & Devrient -- Gesellschaft für Erdkunde zu Berlin -- Umschau (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Revised reprint of Kretschmer's Entdeckung Amerika's in ihrer Bedeutung für die Geschichte des Weltbildes, originally published Berlin, 1892.
In German, English, Spanish and Portuguese.
Issued in slipcase.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
ISBN 3524700055 ; 9783524700052
Baskes oversize G1101.S12 K74 1991 (NLO)

16856 Cartography - America - History - America - Discovery and exploration
Die Entwicklung der Kartographie von Amerika bis 1570. [Gotha : J. Perthes, 1892].
Authors: Ruge, Sophus, 1831-1903 -- Ergänzungsheft zu Petermann's geogr. Mittheilungen (1892) -- -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
85 p. : 32 maps on 2 fold. sheets ; 28 cm.
Series: Petermanns Mittheilungen, Ergänzungsheft no. 106.
Duplicate copy: G 007 .67 Suppl. v. 1106.
Ayer 7 .R92 1892 (NLO)

16857 Cartography - America - History - America - Discovery and exploration - British - Cosa, Juan de La, d. 1510. [World map, 1500] - Cabot, John, d. 1498? - Cabot, Sebastian, 1474 (ca.)-1557
The La Cosa Map and the Cabot voyages : Was New York Bay discovered by John Cabot, 1498?
Jenkintown, Pa. Tall Tree Library, 1946.
Authors: Nunn, George E. (George Emra), b. 1882 -- Tall Tree Library Publications, no. 19 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
16 p. : maps (1 col.) : 24 cm.
"One hundred copies."
Series: Tall Tree Library Publications, no. 19.
Ayer 133 .C83 1946 (NLO)

16858 Cartography - America - History - Cartography - Western Hemisphere - History
Authors: Schwartz, Seymour I., 1928-- -- Ehrenberg, Ralph E., 1937-- -- Abrams, H. N. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
363 p. : ill. ; 28 x 30 cm.
A solid survey, with lots of good illustrations, many in color.
Title page signed by authors.
Includes index.
LC Card Number: 79024113
Formerly Ayer folio GA401 .S38
Map Ref folio GA401 .S38 (NLO)

16859 Cartography - America - History - Cartography - Western Hemisphere - History
Authors: Schwartz, Seymour I., 1928-- -- Ehrenberg, Ralph E., 1937-- -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
363 p. : ill. ; 28 x 30 cm.
A solid survey, with lots of good illustrations, many in color.
Title page signed by authors.
Includes index.
LC Card Number: 79024113
Formerly Ayer folio GA401 .S38
Map Ref folio GA401 .S38 (NLO)

Includes Newberry Library maps.
Bibliographical references: p. 141-149.
Formerly Ref GA231 .M37 1990
Duplicate copy: Vert 1293, no. 2
ISBN 1879281007
Map Ref folio Z881.C525 N48 1990 (NLO)

16861 Cartography - America - History - Exhibitions - Bibliothèque Nationale (France) - Map Collections - Exhibitions - 1892
Old maps of America at the Columbus exhibition in Paris : Cartographers' dreams, imagination supplying the deficit of knowledge : A study of the great collection of maps of the western world in the Bibliothèque Nationale. Chicago, 1892.
Authors: Tarbell, Ida M. (Ida Minerva), 1857-1944 -- Sunday Inter-Ocean (Chicago, Ill.)
2 leaves : 3 maps ; 29 cm.
Photocopy from microfilm of article in Sunday Inter-Ocean (16 October 1892), p. 29.
Vert 163, no. 2 (PrCt)

16862 Cartography - America - History - To 1800 - Indian cartography - America - History - To 1800
Authors: Brückner, Martin. 1963--Omohundro Institute of Early American History & Culture xii, 485 p. : ill., maps ; 25 cm.

"Drawing from both current historical interpretations and new interdisciplinary perspectives, this collection provides diverse approaches to understanding the multilayered exchanges that went into creating cartographic knowledge in and about the Americas. In the introduction, editor Martin Brückner provides a critical assessment of the concept of cartography and of the historiography of maps. The individual essays, then, range widely over space and place, from the imperial reach of Iberian and British cartography to indigenous conceptualizations, including "dirty," ephemeral maps and star charts, to demonstrate that pre-nineteenth-century American cartography was at once a multiform and multicultural affair. The essays also bring to light original archives and innovative methodologies for investigating spatial relations among peoples in the Western Hemisphere." --from the publisher.


"Published for the Omohundro Institute of Early American History and Culture, Williamsburg, Virginia."

Includes bibliographical references and index.

Reviewed in: Mapline no. 115-116 (Fall 2011), p. 11-12 [Map Ref folio GA101 .M3, no. 115-116 (Fall 2011)].

LC Card Number: 2011024077
ISBN 9780807834695 (cloth : alk. paper) ; 0807834696 (cloth : alk. paper)
E21.7 .E27 2011 (NLO)

16863 Cartography and airships
Airships and cartography
Authors: Gasser, Max
p. 281-286 + 2 col. maps on 1 sheet
Discusses the use of zeppelin airships in mapmaking.
Accompanying maps bound in separate 'Tafeln' volume (on sheet 27 x 35 cm.):
Flugkartenentwurf für motorluftschiffahrt nach ehrfahrungen des grafen Zepellin.
G 007 .67 v. 55 (NLO)

16864 Cartography and communication networks
Authors: Mattelart, Armand
p. 169-192 and 291-292
GA102.3 .M36 1999, p. 169-192 and 291-292 (PrCt)

16865 Cartography and Ideology
14p.
Vert 970 (PrCt)

16866 Cartography and Ideology
Authors: Harris, Cole
BHC 1503
Vert 1095 (PrCt)

16867 Cartography and ideology - Middle West
Maps in literature - Middle West
Middle West - County maps
Perceptions of selfhood in the rural mid-west during the 1870's: as they appear in county atlases and literary works. 1989.
Typescript.
BHC 2531
Vert 2071 (PrCt)

16868 Cartography and law
Law and geography
Cartography - Belgium - History - 1400-1599
Authors: Huussen, A. H. -- Archives générales du Royaume (Belgium)
At head of title: Algemeen Rijksarchief en Rijksarchief in de Provincien.
Summary in French.
Includes bibliographical references.
Series: Miscellanea archivistica ; 5
Resume in French.
LC Card Number: 77502180
4A 20020 (NLO)

16872 Cartography and politics - 2009
Cartography - History - 2009
Political geography - Maps - 2009
The Imperial map : cartography and the mastery of empire / edited by James R. Akerman.
Based on lectures first delivered the 15th series of Kenneth Nebenzahl, Jr., Lectures in the History of Cartography held at the Newberry Library in October 2004.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 301-351) and index.
Duplicate copy: GA201 .I47 2009
http://www.loc.gov/catdir/enhancements/fy0829/2008001836-d.html
LC Card Number: 2008001836
ISBN 9780226010762 (hardcover : alk. paper) ; 0226010767 (hardcover : alk. paper)
Map Ref GA201 .I47 2009b (NLO)

16873 Cartography and politics - England - 1848-1856
Great Britain. Ordnance Survey
Great Britain. General Board of Health
Political geography - Maps - History - 1848-1856
Authors: Harley, J. B. (John Brian) -- International Conference on the History of Cartography (8th : 1979 : Berlin)
49 p. : 2 maps.
Abstract of paper read at Int. Conf. on the Hist. of Cartog. (8th), Berlin, Sept. 1979.

16871 Cartography and politics
Atlas - History - 1960
Political geography - Maps - 1960
Authors: Natso'nal'nyi komitet sovetskikh geografov -- Salishchev, Konstantin Alekseevich -- International Geographical Union. Commission on National Atlases -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
148 p. : ill., maps. (part fold.) ; 21 cm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes GA203 .N3 (NLO)

16870 Cartography and politics - 1947
Political geography - Maps - 1947
Geography - 1947
Geography behind politics. London ; New York : Hutchinson's University Library, [1947].
Authors: Moodie, A. E. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
178 p. : maps ; 19 cm.
'This volume is number 22 in Hutchinson's University Library'--Verso of t.p.
Includes bibliographical footnotes and index.
Series: Hutchinson's University Library. Geography ; no. 22
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G126 .M66 1947 (NLO)

16869 Cartography and Navigation - 1400-1599
The influence of navigation upon cartography in the age of Copernicus. [Warsaw : s.n., 1973].
Authors: Waters, David Watkin, 1911-
International Conference on the History of Cartography (5th : 1973 : Warsaw)
Vert 202 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page 16874</th>
<th>Cartography and politics - Exhibitions - Catalogs&gt;&gt;&gt;Newberry Library - Exhibitions - Catalogs&lt;&lt;&lt;Political geography - Maps - Exhibitions - Catalogs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Monarchs, ministers &amp; maps : a cartographic exhibit at the Newberry Library on the occasion of the eighth series of Kenneth Nebenzahl, Jr., lectures in the history of cartography / catalog prepared by James R. Akerman and David Buisseret ; with the assistance of Arthur Holzheimer. Chicago : Newberry Library, 1985.</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page 16876</th>
<th>Cartography and politics&lt;&lt;&lt;Geopolitics&lt;&lt;&lt;Political geography - Maps - History</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)**

**Vert 965 (PrCt)**
16877 **Cartography and politics - Maps - Exhibitions - Electronic information resources**

Map use - France - 1600-1799

Exhibitions - Political geography - Maps - History - 1600-1799


Authors: Buisséret, David; Kenneth Nebenzahl, Jr., lectures in the history of cartography 12 p.; 28 cm.


Newberry Library website (accessed January 2010):

16878 **Cartography and politics - Maps - Exhibitions - Electronic information resources**

Map use - Political geography - Maps - History - 1600-1799

Exhibitions - Political geography - Maps - History - 1600-1799


Authors: Buisséret, David; Kenneth Nebenzahl, Jr., lectures in the history of cartography 12 p.; 28 cm.


Newberry Library website (accessed January 2010):

16880 **Cartography and Politics - Maps in Cartoons - Political geography - Maps - 1963**

When a map is not a map. 1963.


Negative photocopy.

Newberry Library website (accessed January 2010):

16881 **Cartography and politics - Mexico - Historical geography - Maps - 2004**


Authors: Craib, Raymond B.

xvi, 300 p.: ill., maps, ports.; 24 cm.

Includes bibliographical references (p. [261]-287) and index.

Table of contents on Library of Congress website (Oct. 2005):
http://www.loc.gov/catdir/toc/ecip0417/2004009140.html

Series statements: Latin America otherwise: languages, empires, nations -- Latin America otherwise.

ISBN 0822334054 (cloth : alk. paper) ; 082233416X (pbk. : alk. paper)

F1228.9.C73 2004 (NLO)

16882 **Cartography and politics - North America - 1718-1873 - Slides**

Hiding and highlighting power in

North America - Maps - Collections, 1718-1873 - Slides - Political geography - Maps - 1718-1873

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
eighteenth-century North American maps [slide].
Authors: Foroughi, Andrea -- Hermon Dunlap Smith Center for the History of Cartography
6 slides : col. + 1 booklet (16, [2] p. ; 17 cm.)
Title from accompanying booklet.
'The Popular Cartography and Society NEH Summer Institute, 2001'--Cover.
Reproductions of six maps between ca. 1715 and 1873. Original works are in the Newberry Library.
Series: Newberry Library slide set ; no. 31
ISBN 0911028749
Case GA201 .N49 no.31 (NLO)
Authors: Tebel, René -- Deutsches Schiffahrtsmuseum Bremerhaven
344 p. : 256 maps (some col.) ; 28 cm.
Summaries in German, English and French.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 279-323) and index.
Series: Schriften des Deutschen Schiffahrtsmuseums ; Bd. 66.
ISBN 9783869270661 (hd.bd.) ; 3869270667 (hd.bd.)
folio VK587 .T43 2012 (NLO)
16886 Cartography and vision
Authors: Nuti, Lucia
p. 90-108 and 279-282
GA102.3 .M36 1999, p. 90-108 and 279-282 (PrCt)
16887 Cartography - Antarctica
The Discoveries of Antarctica within the American sector, as revealed by maps and documents. 1939.
Authors: Hobbs, William Herbert, 1864-1952
BHC 1621
Vert 1207 (PrCt)
16888 Cartography - Antarctica
Authors: Murray, Carl -- Polar record 41, no. 217 (2005)
p. 103-112 : 4 maps ; 30 cm.
Case folio G 575 .P6, v. 41, p. 103-112 (PrCt)
16889 Cartography - Antarctica - 1515-1763
The Cartography, geography, and hydrography of the southern ring continent, 1515-1763. 2002.
Authors: Van Duzer, Chet A., 1966-
p. 115-158
Vert 2285 (PrCt)
16890 Cartography - Antarctica - 1910-1913 - Antarctica - Discovery and exploration - British - 1910-1913 - British Antarctic ('Terra Nova') Expedition

16891 Cartography - Antarctica - Historiography Was Antarctica mapped by the ancients? 1986. Authors: Jolly, David C. From the Skeptical Inquirer 11, no.1 (Fall, 1986): 32-43. BHC 1420 Vert 1020 (PrCt)


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio GA364 .K36 1978 (NLO)

16898 Cartography - Arctic regions - 1500-1599
De Noordpolstreken op onze 16e eeuwsche kaarten. 1915.
Authors: Burger, C. P. (Combertus Pieter), 1858-1936
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

16899 Cartography - Arctic regions - History
Dalrymple, Alexander, 1737-1808--Arctic regions - Maps - 1789
Memoir of a map of the lands around the North Pole / by Alexander Dalrymple. [1793?].
Authors: Dalrymple, Alexander, 1737-1808 -- Ehrlich, I. -- Bigg, George -- Dalrymple, Alexander, 1737-1808. Map of the lands around the North Pole (1789)
20 p.
Originally published: London : Printed by George Bigg, 1789.
Reprint issued with accompanying map facsimile:
Dalrymple, Alexander, 1737-1808. Map of the lands around the North Pole by Dalrymple (London], 1789). 1 map ; 27 x 30 cm. fold. in cover 28 x 22 cm. Scale 1:43,718,400.
Duplicate or variant copy: Fitzgerald folio G623 .D35 1789a
References: Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection of Polar books, maps, and art, 168
Vert 208, no. 1 (PrCt)

16900 Cartography - Arctic regions - History
Dalrymple, Alexander, 1737-1808--Arctic regions - Maps - 1789
Memoir of a map of the lands around the North Pole / by Alexander Dalrymple. [1793?].
Authors: Dalrymple, Alexander, 1737-1808 -- Ehrlich, I. -- Bigg, George -- Dalrymple, Alexander, 1737-1808. Map of the lands around the North Pole (1789) -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
Originally published: London : Printed by George Bigg, 1789.
"Reprinted in facsimile from the original in the possession of I. Ehrlich, Montreal 1973, in an edition of 75 numbered and signed copies ... "--P. 2.
Cover title.
Newberry has copy no. 29.
Includes: Dalrymple, Alexander. Map of the lands around the North Pole.
"Scale 1/10 of an inch to 1.° of Latitude."
Forms part of the Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate or variant copy: Vert 208, no. 1a

References: Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection of Polar books, maps, and art. 168
Fitzgerald folio G623 .D35 1789a (NLO)

16901 Cartography - Arctic regions - History
Peary, Robert Edwin, 1856-1920
Authors: Helgesen, Henry T. 1857-1917
8 p.
Largely a denunciation of Robert E. Peary.
Vert 61 (PrCt)

16902 Cartography - Arizona - History
Authors: Griffin, Dori -- University of Arizona Press
1 atlas (ix, 219 p.) ; ill., maps ; 26 cm.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Gift 2013, the author (sent as review copy to Diane Dillon, then forwarded to Jim Akerman, July 2013).
References: OCLC 818954157
LCCN: 2012-589775; 2012-44231
ISBN 9780816509324 (pbk. : alk. paper) ; 0816509328 (pbk. : alk. paper)
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

16903 Cartography - Arizona - History - Bibliography
[Entries under 'Maps' from the Arizona index : a subject index to periodical articles about the state]. 1978.
Authors: Arizona. University. Library -- Arizona Index
2 p. ; 28 cm.
Photocopies from Arizona index : a subject index to periodical articles about the state (Boston: G.K. Hall, 1978)
BHC 1027
Vert 592 (PrCt)

16904 Cartography - Arlington County (Va.) - History
Highlights of the historical geography and cartography of Arlington County and contiguous areas of Virginia: prior to 1870. 1971.
Authors: Friis, Herman Ralph, 1905-1989
Photocopies from Arlington historical magazine 4 (October 1971): 21-34.
Vert 347 (PrCt)

16905 Cartography - Armada, 1588
Writings about maps. 1985.
Authors: International Map Collectors' Society
In IMCoS Map Fair & Exhibition 1985 pp.42-46:

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
16906 Cartography As A Profession
Careers in cartography. [ca. 1975?].
Authors: Anson, R. W. -- British Cartographic Society
19 p.; 21 cm.
Includes references dated to 1973.
BHC 1099
Vert 712 (PrCt)

16907 Cartography as a profession
Cartography (map making). [1945?].
Authors: Bauer, Hubert A. (Hubert Anton), 1886-1973
31 p.; maps, ill.; 23 cm.
BHC 1824
Vert 1390 (PrCt)

16908 Cartography - Asia, Central - History - 1600-1699
Russian cartography - Asia, Central - History - 1600-1699
Authors: Fedtchina, V.N. -- Gibson, James Ronald, 1937-
BHC 1630
Vert 1216 (PrCt)

16909 Cartography - Asia - Exhibitions - Catalogs
Biblioteca Nazionale Marciana - Map Collections - Exhibitions - Catalogs
Mostra 'l'Asia nella cartografia degli Occidentali. [Venezia : Biblioteca nazionale marcelliana, 1954].
Authors: Gasparrini Leporace, Tullia -- Biblioteca nazionale marcelliana
95 columns, 33 leaves of plates.
Other title: Asia nella cartografia degli Occidentali.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 9-10) and index.
Photocopy. [S.l.: s.n., 199-?]: 31 cm.
'Venezia, Biblioteca Nazionale Marciana, 19 Giugno - 10 Ottobre, 1954.'.
At head of title: Comune di Venezia, VII Centenario della nascita di Marco Polo.
folio GA1081 .G37 1954a (NLO)

16910 Cartography - Asia - Exhibitions - Catalogs
Biblioteca Nazionale Marciana - Map Collections - Exhibitions - Catalogs
Mostra 'l'Asia nella cartografia degli Occidentali. [Venezia : Biblioteca nazionale marcelliana, 1954].
Authors: Gasparrini Leporace, Tullia -- Biblioteca nazionale marcelliana
95 p., 32 leaves of plates: maps (1 folded col.); 29 cm.
At head of title: Comune di Venezia, VII Centenario della nascita di Marco Polo.
'Venezia, Biblioteca Nazionale Marciana, 19 Giugno - 10 Ottobre, 1954.'.

Other title: Asia nella cartografia degli Occidentali.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 9-10) and index.
folio GA1081 .G37 1954 (NLO)

16911 Cartography - Asia - History - 1500-1699
Chiamay, Lake - History - 1500-1699
Buddhist cartography
Authors: Unno, Kazutaka, 1921- -- International Conference on the History of Cartography (9th : 1981 : Pisa, Italy, etc.)
1 leaf.
Abstract of paper presented at IX Int.'l Conf. on the Hist. of Cart., Italy 1981.
Vert 551, no.8 (PrCt)

16912 Cartography - Asia - History - 1600
Cartography - History - 1600
The Evidence of maps. [Chicago : University of Chicago Press, 1965].
Authors: Lach, Donald F. (Donald Frederick), 1917- -- Lach, Donald F. (Donald Frederick), 1917-. Asia in the making of Europe (1965) -- William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library)
BHC 286
Forms part of the William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library).
Greenlee DS33.1 .L3, v. 1, bk. 1 (PrCt)

16913 Cartography - Asia - History - 1675-1699
Cartography - Africa - History - 1675-1699
Nautical charts, Portuguese - 1675-1699
Teixiera, Joao, fl. 1655-1681
Groote Schuur (Cape Town, South Africa) Rhodes Library
Nautical charts
Ancient Portuguese maps in the collection at Groote Schuur. 1977.
'A Report presented by Navy Captain A. Teixeira da Mota to the Centre of Marine Sciences (Lisbon) on July 27th 1977.'.
Also includes the Portuguese version 'Cartas Portuguesas antigas na colecção de Groote Schuur' which was originally published as no. 105 in the Série Separatas of the Centro de Estudos de Cartografia Antiga.
The 63 manuscript maps and plans of Asia and Africa in the Groote Schuur atlases date from the last quarter of the 17th century and were probably the work of Joao Teixeira Albernás II.
map3C G8200 1675 T4 1979, microfiches 1-2 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Contents: pt. 1. The earliest ventures to North America to find a Northwest Passage, 1492-1543. The urge to discover new lands and make maps ; John Cabot makes a claim for England, 1497 ; Giovanni da Verrazzano maps an ocean of his imagination, 1524 ; Jacques Cartier gives France a prize, 1534, 1535, 1541 -- pt. 2. England reenters the game, 1576-1632. Ships, navigation, and mapping in the sixteenth century ; Martin Frobisher succumbs to gold fever, 1576, 1577, 1578 ; John Davis makes a near miss, 1585, 1586, 1587 ; Henry Hudson has a very bad day, 1607, 1608, 1609, 1610 -- pt. 3. West from the Pacific : overland to the Arctic Ocean, 1728-1789. Bering and Chirikov by sea, 1714; Hearne, 1770 and Mackenzie, 1789 by land ; James Cook maps a huge swath of the Northwest Coast, 1778 -- pt. 4. The British surge to find the Northwest Passage also makes maps, 1818-1845. John Ross sees a mirage, 1818; John Franklin makes his first expedition, 1819 ; William E. Parry has beginner's luck, 1819, 1821, 1824 ; John Franklin's second overland expedition makes a successful survey, 1825 ; John Ross's second voyage lasts four hard years, 1829-1833 ; Peter Dease and Thomas Simpson extend the North Coast map, 1837 ; John Franklin's last expedition becomes the failure of the century, 1845 -- pt. 5. The Franklin searchers almost finish the map, 1847-1858. The first searchers look in the wrong places, 1847 ; John Rae hears about Franklin from Eskimos, 1848 ; Robert McClure completes the passage; Richard Collinson maps coastlines, 1850 ; Elisha K. Kane barely survives, but maps new land, 1853 ; Francis L. M'Clintock extends the map and learns what happened, 1857 -- Shifting the focus to the North Pole fills in vacant spots on the map, 1875-1920. George Nares maps the north coast of Ellemere Island and relearns lessons, 1875 ; Otto Sverdrup maps an immense area, 1898 ; Vilhjalmur Stefansson maps new islands, 1913 ; A few final thoughts -- Glossary -- Appendix A. A chronology of selected expeditions to North America. Includes bibliographical references (p. 241-245) and index.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

16924 Cartography - Australia - History - 1600-1699
Dutch Cartography - Australia - History - 1600-1699
New cartographical contributions to the coastal exploration of Australia in the course of the 17th century. 1971.
9 leaves ; 30 cm.
Paper read at Int. Conf. on the Hist. of Cartog. (4th), Edinburgh, 1971.
Vert 1690 (PrCt)

Authors: Clancy, Robert -- Richardson, Alan -- Shakespeare Head -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 52 maps ; 327 x 242 mm.
and Alan Richardson
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

The Mapping of Terra Australis / Robert Clancy.
Authors: Clancy, Robert -- Universal Press -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
192 p. : col. ill., 136 col. maps ; 31 cm.
Subtitle on cover: A Guide to early printed maps of Australia, Antarctica and the South Pacific. Includes bibliographical references (p. 184-187) and index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
ISBN 0731908317
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

The Mapping of Terra Australis / Robert Clancy.

Vert 1663 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Clancy, Robert -- Universal Press
192 p. : col. ill., 136 col. maps ; 31 cm.
Subtitle on cover: A Guide to early printed maps of Australia, Antarctica and the South Pacific.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 184-187) and index.
Formerly folio GA1681 .C63 1995
ISBN 0731908317
Map Ref folio GA1681 .C63 1995 (NLO)

16928 Cartography - Australia - History>>>Hydrographic surveying - Australia - History
Charting a continent: a brief memoir on the history of marine exploration and hydrographic surveying in Australian waters from the discoveries of Captain James Cook to the war activities of the Royal Australian navy surveying service. Sydney: Angus and Robertson Ltd., 1944.
Authors: Ingleton, Geoffrey Chapman
xiv, 146 p. : plates, ports., map ; 22 cm.
Map on lining papers.
4A 19114 (NLO)

16929 Cartography - Australia - History>>>Names, Geographical - Australia>>>Gazetteers
Occasional Lecture Series no.3. 1988.
Authors: Richardson, W.A.R. -- Australia.
National Library
32 p. ; maps
BHC 1479
Vert 1074 (PrCl)

16930 Cartography - Australia - Literary Sources - 1600-1699
A Curiosity in the early mapping of Australia: some historical and literary parallels. [199-?].
Authors: Fausett, David
16 leaves ; 28 cm.
Includes footnotes dated to 1992.
Photocopy of typescript.
BHC 1477
Vert 1072 (PrCl)

16931 Cartography - Austria - History
Die Entwicklung der Kartographie in Österreich. [Bad Godesberg, Michaelshof? Bundesanstalt für Landeskunde?, 1959?].
Authors: Bernleithner, Ernst, 1903- -- Bundesanstalt für Landeskunde (Germany) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) [191]-224 p., [5] leaves of plates (3 folded) : ill., maps (some col.) ; 21 cm.
Caption title.
Offprint from Berichte zur deutschen Landeskunde, containing papers presented at the 32nd Deutschen Geographentages, held in Berlin 1959, under the sponsorship of the Bundesanstalt für Landeskunde, Bad Godesberg, Michaelshof [Bonn, Germany].
In German.
Series: Berichte zur deutschen Landeskunde ; Bd 22
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes GA831 .B47 1959 (NLO)

16932 Cartography - Austria - History
Authors: Kretschmer, Ingrid -- Dörlfinger, Johannes -- Wawrik, Franz, 1940- -- Kriz, Karel
317 p. : ill. (some col.), maps (some col.) ; 30 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 291-304) and index.
Series: Wiener Schriften zur Geographie und Kartographie ; Bd. 15
LC Card Number: 2007366155
ISBN 3900830517 ; 9783900830519
folio GA831 .K74 2004 (NLO)

16933 Cartography - Austria - History>>>Austria - Maps - Collections
Authors: Dörlfinger, Johannes -- Wagner, Robert, 1943- -- Wawrik, Franz, 1940- -- Tusch
215 p. : ill. (some col.) ; 33 cm.
Folded overlay to accompany map on p. [40]-[42] inserted.
Includes index.
ISBN 3850630749
Case folio GA831 .D64 1955 (NLO)

16934 Cartography - Austria - History>>>Austria - Surveys - History>>>Topographic surveys - Austria - History
Authors: Regele, Oskar -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
86 p. : ill., maps ; 26 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 72-77) and index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes GA831 .R45 1955 (NLO)
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
the Latvian coast and to seaward, and the present state of the charting thereof. 1931.
Authors: Slaucitajs, L.
BHC 2313.
From Hydrographic Review 16 (1931): 97-105; maps.
Vert 1778 (PrCt)
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<th>16946</th>
<th>Cartography - Baltic States - History - 1700-1799</th>
<th>Baltic States - Maps - 1700-1799</th>
<th>Spy maps</th>
<th>Spy maps - Baltic States - 1700-1799</th>
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<td></td>
<td>Spycharts from the 18th century, found in Danish, Russian and Swedish archives, concerning fortifications. 1993.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Authors: Withol, Erik -- International Conference on the History of Cartography (15th : 1993 : Chicago)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Paper prepared for Int. Conf. on the Hist. of Cartog. (15th), Chicago, 1993.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vert 1303 (PrCt)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>16947</th>
<th>Cartography - Baltic States - History - Exhibitions - Catalogs - Armémuseum (Sweden) - Map Collections - Exhibitions</th>
<th>Catalogs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mare Balticum: De baltiska länderna och havet Armémuseum, Stockholm. Stockholm : Armémuseum, [1984].</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Authors: Armémuseum (Sweden) 24 p. : maps ; 21 cm.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BHC 1426</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vert 1026 (PrCt)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Trouble on the chain gang: city surveying, maps, and the absence of urban planning in Baltimore 1730-1823, with a checklist of maps of the period. 1986.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Authors: Cox, Richard K. p. 8-49</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>In Maryland Historical Magazine 81 (1986): 8-49. The checklist has 401 items.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BHC 311.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F 857 .01, v. 81, p. 8-49 (PrCt)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>16949</th>
<th>Cartography - Baltimore (Md.) - History</th>
<th>Craighill, Wm. P. (William Price), 1833-1909</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A Monument to an engineer's skill : William P. Craighill and the Baltimore harbor. [1978].</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Authors: Kanarek, Harold K. 31 : maps, ill., port.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vert 459 (PrCt)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>16950</th>
<th>Cartography - Barcelona (Spain : Province) - Cities and towns - History - 1845-1895</th>
<th>Barcelona (Spain : Province) - Maps - 1845-1895 - Collections</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Includes bibliographical references (p. 129-139) and index.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ISBN 8498031192 : 9788498031195</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>folio GA1005.B37 N33 2006 (NLO)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>16951</th>
<th>Cartography - Barcelona (Spain : Province) - History - 2010</th>
<th>Cartography - Barcelona (Spain : Province) - History - 2010</th>
<th>Cartography - Barcelona (Spain : Province) - Cities and towns - History - 2010</th>
<th>Cities and towns - Cartography - Barcelona (Spain : Province) - History - 2010</th>
<th>Barcelona (Spain : Province) - Maps - Collections</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Authors: Montaner, M. Carme (Maria Carme) -- Nadal, Francesc, 1958- -- Catalonia (Spain). Departament de Politica Territorial i Obres</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Públiques -- Barcelona (Spain). Instituto de Cultura
189 p. : ill., maps (some col.) ; 22 cm.
Includes bibliographic references (p.178-185).
ISBN 9788439386957 ; 8439386958
GA1005.B37 A67 2010 (NLO)

16952 Cartography - Basel (Switzerland)
Die Entwicklung des Basler Stadtbildes bis auf Matthaeus Merian den elteren. 1894.
Authors: Basler Stadtbild
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

16953 Cartography - Bavaria (Germany) - History
Zwei Blütenperioden der Bayerischen Topographie. [München : Geographische Gesellschaft in München, 1908].
Authors: Gasser, Max -- Lutz, Heinrich -- Mitteilungen der Geographischen Gesellschaft in München (1908)
p. 134-151
In: Mitteilungen der Geographischen Gesellschaft in München 3 (1908): 134-151.
Not at Newberry Library (Dec. 2012) (PrCt)

16954 Cartography - Bavaria (Germany) - History
Zur Geschichte der Kartographie in Bayern.
[München : F. Straub, 1886].
Authors: Lutz, Heinrich -- Jahresbericht der Geographischen Gesellschaft in München 10/11 (1886)
p. 74-124
Not at Newberry Library (Dec. 2012) (PrCt)

16955 Cartography - Bavaria (Germany) - History - 1750-1800
Authors: Schlögl, Daniel -- International Conference on the History of Cartography (16th : 1995 : Vienna)
Paper read at Int. Conf. on Hist. of Cartog. (16th), Vienna, 1995.
Vert 1532 (PrCt)

16956 Cartography - Bavaria (Germany) - History - 1800-1899 - Lithography - History - Map printing - Lithographs - History
Authors: Amann, Joseph
17 leaves ; 28 cm.
Photocopy of translation held by the University of Wisconsin-Madison.
Vert 343 (PrCt)

16957 Cartography - Bavaria - History
Authors: Finsterwalder, R. -- Finsterwalder, Rüdiger SEE Finsterwalder, R.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

16958 Cartography - Bayreuth (Principality) - History - Cartographers - Germany
Authors: Vollet, Hans
175 p. : ill. (some col.) ; 34 cm.
Bibliography: p. 172-173.
Includes index.
folio GA875.K8 192 (NLO)

16959 Cartography - Belgium - Cartography - Belgium - Netherlands - Cartographers - Belgium - American Cartographers - Belgium
Authors: Smet, Antoine de
xxiii, 526 p. : ill. ; 28 cm.
Series: Publications du Centre national d'histoire des sciences ; 4.
Includes bibliographical references. Addendum tipped in.
Dutch, English, French, or German.
5A 8381 (NLO)

16960 Cartography - Belgium - Cities and towns - Exhibitions - Catalogs - Cities and towns - Belgium - Cartography - Exhibitions - Catalogs - Bibliothèque Royale de Belgique - Exhibitions - Catalogs
Authors: Danckaert, Lisette
Series: Catalogus [der Albert I Bibliothek]; no. 27
'Tentoonstelling georganiseerd in samenwerking met het Gemeentekrediet van België, Brussel, Albert I-Bibliotheek, van 10 Januari tot 18 Februari, 1968'.
Also issued in French under the title: Plans et vues de dix-neuf villes belges.
Includes bibliographical references.
NA9209 .N4 (NLO)

La Mise en carte topographique à grand échelle de la Belgique méridionale et de la France septentrionale entre 1816-1830. 1973.
Authors: Depuydt, F. -- International Conference on the History of Cartography (5th : 1973 :
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Warsaw)
Abstract of paper presented at the 5th
International Conference on the History of
Vert 200 (PrCt)

16965 Cartography / Bermuda - History / 1788-1787
Authors:  Webb, Adrian
Pp. 11-14 : 2 maps (1 col.) ; 21 cm.
In Cartographiti: the Newsletter of the Map
Curator's Group of the British Cartographic
Society 70 (March 2004).
About the survey of Bermuda by Lieut. Thomas
Hurd.
Vert 2251 (PrCt)

16966 Cartography / Bibliography
Die Kartographie, 1943-1954 : eine
bibliographische Übersicht [von] Hans-Peter
Authors: Kosack, Hans Peter -- Meine,
Karl-Heinz
216 p.
The section on historical cartography (p. 27-39)
lists ca. 350 titles. Superseded by Bibliotheca
cartographica.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

16967 Cartography / Bibliography
A Guide to historical cartography: a selected,
annotated list of references on the history of
maps and map making. Washington : Library of
Authors: Ristow, Walter W. (Walter William),
1908-2006 -- Le Gear, Clara Egli
[iv], 18, [4] p. ; 27 cm.
Second edition, revised.
BHC 2202
Vert 1675 (PrCt)

16968 Cartography / Bibliography / 1913-1965
ISIS cumulative bibliography. 1976.
Authors: Whitrow, Magda
From her ISIS cumulative bibliography (London,
1976), v.3 pp. 82-87, 244-59.
BHC 1806
Vert 1375 (PrCt)

16969 Cartography / Bibliography / 1968
Histoire des sciences géographiques
(cosmographie, cartographie,démographie, etc.).
1968.
Authors: Hervé, Roger, 1904-1997
From Bibliographie géographique internationale,
Vert 148 (PrCt)

16970 Cartography / Bibliography
The Emerging discipline of cartography. S. l. s.
n., 1975.
Authors: Wolter, John Amadeus, 1925-.
xii, 345 leaves ; 22cm
Thesis - University of Minnesota. Bibliography :
leaves 330-345. Photography from typescript.
Ann Arbor, Mich. University Microfilms
GA201.W65 (NLO)

16971 Cartography / Bibliography
Keyguide to information sources in cartography / A.G. Hodgkiss and A.F. Tatham. New York, N.Y.
Authors: Hodgkiss, A. G. (Alan Geoffrey), 1921-
...
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)


Part 2, p. 79-127.

Part 2 (p.[79]-189) includes 332 entries on the history of cartography, including specific geographic regions (entries 92-222), with an author index at the end of the volume.

Formerly Z6021 .H6 1986

Duplicate copy (history of cartography bibliography only): Vert 990

LC Card Number: 85027590

BHC 1389

ISBN 0816014035

Map Ref Z6021 .H6 1986 (NLO)

16974 Cartography - Bibliography - Methodology

Bibliography of the Polish geodetic and cartographic publications for the period 1918-1978. 1979.

Authors: Butewtt, Roza, et al.

2p. ; 30cm.


Vert 725, no. 1 (PrCT)

16975 Cartography - Bibliography - Bibliographies

Aids in appreciating & identifying archival maps.

[19--?].

Authors: National Map Collection


'Appendix I'.

Vert 443 (PrCT)

16976 Cartography - Bibliography - Periodicals


Authors: Deutsche Gesellschaft für Kartographie -- Germany (West). Bundesanstalt für Landeskunde -- Bundesanstalt für Landeskunde und Raumforschung (Germany). Institut für Landeskunde -- Institut für Landeskunde (Bundesforschungsanstalt für Landeskunde und Raumordnung) -- Kosack, Hans Peter, ed. Die Kartographie 1943-54 -- Bibliographica cartographica -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

v.1 (1957) - 30 (1972) ; 21 cm.

Ceased publication.


Newberry holdings: Heft.1(1957)-Heft.30(1972); Serials Recon 20051031 holdings not verified Includes and continues Kosack's Die Kartographie 1943-1954; superseded by


Tham-Zz.

Microfilm lower case g .832 (NLO)
Bibliographica cartographica.
Includes a section on history.
Some issues are combined nos.
Issued by the Institut für Landeskunde in the
Bundesforschungsanstalt für Landeskunde und
Räumordnung (called 1957-59, Bundesanstalt für
Landeskunde; 1959-1966, Institut für
Landeskunde in the Bundesanstalt für
Landeskunde und Raumforschung) in
cooperation with the Deutsche Gesellschaft für
Kartographie.
ISSN 0006-1875
Ayer 290 .B577 (NLO)

16977
1975 Birmingham (England)
Historical geography - Maps -
Collections - Historical atlases
Maps of Birmingham : with notes providing an
introduction to the historical geography of the
Manor, Borough, City and Metropolitan District of
Birmingham. Birmingham, Eng. City of
Birmingham Education Department, 1975.
Authors: Jones, John Morris
68 p. : maps, plans ; 31 cm.
Bibliography: p. 3.
folio G1819.B5 J6 1975 (NLO)

16980
Cartography - Birmingham (England) -
Historical geography - Maps -
2009 Birmingham (England) - Maps -
Collections - Historical atlases
Birmingham: a history in maps / Paul Leslie Line ;
illustrated by Alicja Borowska. Stroud, [England]:
Authors: Line, Paul Leslie -- Borowska, Alicja --
Chinn, Carl -- History Press
119 p. : ill. (some col.), col. maps ; 24 x 25 cm.
"Foreword by Carl Chinn"--Cover.
LC Card Number: 2010399561
ISBN 9780752452814 ; 0752452819
DA690.B6 L56 2009 (NLO)

16981
Cartography - Black Sea Region -
History - Cartography - Crimea (Ukraine) -
History - Black Sea Region - Maps -
Collections - Crimea (Ukraine) - Maps -
Collections - Ukraine - Maps - Collections
Black Sea, Golden Steppes : antiquarian maps of
the Black Sea coast and Steppes of old Ukraine /
Bohdan S. Kordan. Saskatoon, Saskatchewan :
Heritage Press ; Prairie Centre for the Study of
Ukrainian Heritage and Kenderdine Gallery,
Authors: Kordan, Bohdan S. -- Heritage Press
(Saskatoon, Saskatchewan ) -- St. Thomas More
College (Saskatoon, Sask.). Prairie Centre for the
Study of Ukrainian Heritage
56 p. : ill., maps ; 21 x 27 cm.
Spine title: Antiquarian maps
Includes bibliographical references.
LC Card Number: 2002416051
ISBN 0888804482 ; 9780888804488
GA1077.B48 K67 2001 (NLO)

16982
Cartography - Boston (Mass.) -
Exhibitions - Cartography - New England -
Coasts - Exhibitions - Harvard University.
Library. Map Collection -
Exhibitions - Leventhal, Norman B. - Map
Collections - Exhibitions
Delineating the edge: mapping the Boston and
Authors: Harvard University. Library.
Map Collection -- Harvard University. Norman B.
Leventhal Collection
1 leaflet (6 p.) : maps ; fold. to 21 x 21 cm.
Exhibit held 7 November-2 December 1994.
BHC 1952
Vert 1517 (PrCt)

16983
Cartography - Boston (Mass.) - History -
1670-1775 - Boston (Mass.) - Maps -
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Collections, 1670-1775<<>>Boston (Mass.) - Pictorial works - Collections, 1670-1775
Boston by Bostonians : the printed plans and views of the colonial city by its artists, cartographers, engravers, and publishers. [1973].
In: Boston prints and printmakers, 1670-1775 : a conference held by the Colonial Society of Massachusetts, 1 and 2 April 1971 (Boston: Colonial Society of Massachusetts, [1973]): 3-56, maps, views.
F 844 .19, v. 46, p. 3-56 (PrCt)

16984 Cartography - Boundaries - History - 1965
The Geography of frontiers and boundaries.
Authors: Prescott, J. R. V. (John Robert Victor) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 190 p. : maps ; 19 cm.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Series: University library of geography.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes JX4115 .P7 (NLO)

16985 Cartography - Brandenburg (Germany) - Maps - Collections, 1400-1599
The Image of Brandenburg on maps of Germany : central Europe of the 15th and 16th centuries / Wolfgang Scharfe. [Vienna, Austria : 16th International Conference on the History of Cartography, 1995].
Cover title.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 12).
Maps and illustrations on covers.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio DD21 .S33 1995 (NLO)

16986 Cartography - Brazil - Coasts - History - 1695-1710<<>>French cartography - Brazil - Coasts - 1695-1710
Authors: Guedes, Max Justo -- International Conference on the History of Cartography (9th : 1981 : Pisa, Italy, etc.) 1 leaf.
Abstract of paper presented at IX Int. Conf. on Hist. of Cart., Italy, 1981.
Missing July 2009.
Vert 549, no. 4 (PrCt)

16987 Cartography - Brazil - Exhibitions - Catalogs
Coleção fotográfica de diferentes cartas, mapas, plantas e projectos referentes ao Brasil anteriormente á sua independência na quasi totalidade. Lisboa : Serviços Gráficos do Exército, 1922.
Authors: Sociedade de Geografia de Lisboa 36 p. ; 23 cm.
4A 15534 (NLO)

16988 Cartography - Brazil - Exhibitions - Catalogs<<>>Cartography - Portugal - Colonies - Exhibitions - Catalogs<<>>Palmella, duque de, 1781-1850 - Map collections - Exhibitions - Catalogs
Authors: Sociedade de Geografia de Lisboa -- Pereira, Gabriel, 1847-1911 -- Palmella, duque de, 1781-1850 15 p. ; 22 cm.
4A 15533 (NLO)

16989 Cartography - Brazil - History - 1500-1599<<>>Brazil - History - French Colony - Slides
Authors: Brunelle, Gayle K., 1959- -- Hermon Dunlap Smith Center for the History of Cartography 6 slides : col. + 1 booklet (19 p. ; 16 cm.).
Title from accompanying booklet.
Added title: Lure of brazilwood.
Series: The Newberry Library slide set ; no. 11. Occasional paper (Columbus Quincentennial Program in Transatlantic Encounters) ; 6.
'The sixth in a series of occasional papers relating to ... the Columbus Quincentennial Program in Transatlantic Encounters" --p. 2.
Contents: Lopo Homem/Pedro Reinel, detail of map of Brazil from the Miller Atlas, c. 1519 -- Detail of map of Brazil, Anonymous, Dieppe School, c. 1538 -- Jean Rotz, Boke of idrophygy, 'Brazil,' 1542
Case GA201 N49 no.11 (NLO)

16990 Cartography - Brazil - History - 1500-1599<<>>Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598 - Theatrum orbis terrarum<<>>Dourado, Fernando Vaz, 16th cent. Atlas
Contribuicão á história da cartographia . Londres : [s.n.], 1967.
Authors: Guedes, Max Justo -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 58 p. fold.maps. 25cm.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
16991 Cartography - Brazil - History - 1500-1800
Diplomacy and maps

Usos diplomáticos da ilha-Brasil : polêmicas cartográficas e historiográficas = Diplomatic uses of Brazil’s island myth : cartographic and historiographic polemics / Iris Kantor. [Horizonte : Departamento de História da Fafich, 2007].
Authors: Kantor, Iris
p. 70-80 : 2 col. maps ; 24 cm.
Portuguese with English abstract.
Vert 345 (PrCt)

16992 Cartography - Breda (Netherlands) - History - Siege, 1624-1625
Callot, Jacques, 1592-1635. Tabula Obsidionis Bredanae, 1629
Hugo, Herman, 1588-1629. Obsidio Bredana, 1626
Authors: Zurawski, Simone
66 leaves: maps, illus.: 28 cm.
BHC 2631
Vert 2168 (PrCt)

16993 Cartography - British Columbia
The early mapping British Columbs, 1566-1858.
1958.
Authors: Taylor, M. Doreen
Vert 442 (PrCt)

16994 Cartography - British Columbia - History - 1579
Drake, Francis, Sir, 1540?-1596
Bawlf, Samuel
Drake’s secret trip up the west coast. 2003.
Authors: Smith, Dinitia
2 leaves : maps ; 43 cm.
About Samuel Bawlf’s theory that Drake landed in what is now British Columbia.
Vert 179, no 2 (PrCt)

16995 Cartography - British Columbia - History - Bibliography
'List of plates [in appendix]': I. [4-15] (this appendix not included in our photocopy).

4A 17488 (NLO)

[Bibliography of British urban cartography]. 1972.
Authors: Martin, Geoffrey Haward
Vert 118 (PrCt)

16997 Cartography - British Isles - History
Authors: Booth, John, 1926-1979
1st ed.
Includes index.
Errata slip tipped in.
Formerly GA791 .B66
ISBN 0906853001
Map Ref GA791 .B66 (NLO)

16998 Cartography - British Isles - History - 1500-1599
Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594
A New copy of the map of the British Isles by Gerard Mercator, 1564. [Paris , 1971].
Authors: Destombes, Marcel, 1905-1983
8 p.
Mimeographed copy.
Vert 47, no. 1 (PrCt)

16999 Cartography - British Isles - History - 1570-1620
Cartography - England - History - 1570-1620
British Isles - Maps - Bibliography - 1570-1620
England - Maps - Bibliography - 1570-1620
Authors: Krogt, P. C. J. van der -- Heere, Elger -- HES & De Graaf Publishers -- Oak Knoll Books (Firm)
8 v. : maps ; 25 cm.
Cover title: Guides to Dutch atlas maps, the British Isles
"...[A]ll maps in the atlases of Ortelius, Mercator-Hondius, Janssonius, Blaeu and their followers are recorded here ... [B]ased on the first three volumes of Koman's Atlantes Neerlandici, edited by Peter van der Krogt"-- p. [7]
"Descriptive catalogue of maps of England and English counties published in Dutch atlases between 1570 and 1620. Maps are listed in ISBD format and descriptions list title, imprint, dimensions, notes, occurrences, and references. A black-and-white map illustration accompanies each entry"--Provided by publisher.
Includes bibliographical references (v. 1, p. 255) and indexes.
Incomplete contents (ongoing publication): vol. 1.
England
Series: Guides to Dutch atlas maps ; 1.
LC Card Number: 2011592008 2011041538
Map Ref GA923.5.A1 K76 2012 (NLO)

17002 Cartography - British Isles - History - 1940
Geddes, Patrick, Sir, 1854-1932
Branford, Victor, Fagg, C. C. (Christopher Charles)
Hutchings, G. E. (Geoffrey Edward)
The Uses of cartographic literacy: mapping, survey and citizenship in twentieth-century Britain . 1999.
Authors: Matless, David p. 192-212 and 292-297
GA102.3 .M36 1999, p. 192-212 and 292-297 (PrCt)

17003 Cartography - British Isles - History - 1953
Lynam, Edward - Bibliography
140 p. : ill., maps ; 26 cm.
"List of books and articles by Edward Lynam on cartography and geographical discovery"-- p. [137].
LC Card Number: 53001121
Ayer 129 .L98 1953 (NLO)

17004 Cartography - British Isles - History, Ancient
Roman cartography - British Isles - History, Ancient
Assessment of ancient mapping of Roman Britain. 1979.
Authors: Dilke, Oswald Ashton Wentworth -- Dilke, Margaret S. -- International Conference on the History of Cartography (8th : 1979 : Berlin) [1], 5 p.; 30 cm.
Vert 818 (PrCt)
17006 Cartography - Bulgaria - History - 1800<><>Italian cartography - History - 1800
The Contribution by Italian cartographers up to the beginning of the 19th century in clarifying the cartographic image of the Bulgarian lands. 1981.
Authors: Besevliev, Bojan -- International Conference on the History of Cartography (9th : 1981 : Pisa, Italy, etc.)
1 leaf.
Abstract of paper presented at IX Int. Conf. on Hist. of Cart., Italy, 1981.
Vert 548, no.6 (PrCt)

17007 Cartography - California - Exhibitions - Catalogs
California in maps 1541-1851: notes on an exhibition ... 1949.
Authors: Henry E. Huntington Library and Art Gallery -- Waters, Willard O.
8 p. : maps ; 23 cm.
BHC 1396
Vert 997 (PrCt)

17008 Cartography - California - History - 1769-1873
Authors: Heckrotte, Warren -- International Map Collectors' Society
22 leaves : maps ; 28 cm.
BHC 2269
Vert 1736 (PrCt)

17009 Cartography - California - History<><>California as an island - History
They thought California was an island. [New York : W.P. Truesdell, 1927].
Authors: Karpinski, Louis Charles, 1878-1956 -- Print connoisseur
p. 119-159 : maps
In: Print connoisseur 7-9 (JI S 1927); p. 119-159 : maps
Illustrated with reproductions of early maps, 1548-1853.
From McMurtrie printing index in Newberry Library; not examined.
Held by John Crerar Library, University of Chicago [L655 .052 C313]
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

California as an island; an illustrated essay by John Leigthy ... With twenty-five plates & a bibliographical checklist of maps showing

Authors: Leigthy, John Barger, 1895-1986 -- Newberry Library. John M. Wing Foundation
154 p. [1] l. ; maps, 25 plates
Publication no.141 of the Book Club of California. Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.
Wing folio ZP 983 .G79526 (NLO)

17011 Cartography - California - History<><>Cartography - North Pacific Ocean - History<><>La Pérouse, Jean-François de Galaup, comte de, 1741-1788
Authors: Lockmann, Ronald F. -- La Pérouse, Jean-François de Galaup, comte de, 1741-1788
p. 16-24 : maps
In Historical geography newsletter. vol. 5, no.1, p. 16-24 : maps.
5S 602, v. 5, no. 1, p. 16-24 (PrCt)

17012 Cartography - California - History - Exhibitions - Catalogs<><>California State University, Fullerton - Exhibitions - Catalogs
California & other early maps illustrating the history of cartography, 1375-1873 : an exhibition.
Authors: Boswell, Roy V., 1894-<=>California State University, Fullerton
16 p. : maps.
Exhibit and descriptions prepared by Roy V. Boswell.
Vert 21 (PrCt)

17013 Cartography - Campeche (Campeche, Mexico) - History - 1500-1799<><>Spanish cartography - History - 1500-1799
Authors: Montéquin, François-Auguste de -- International Conference on the History of Cartography (8th : 1979 : Berlin)
Paper presented at Int. Conf. on the Hist. of Cart. (8th) Berlin, 1979.
Includes abstract.
Vert 1437 (PrCt)

17014 Cartography - Canada - 1547
Authors: Dickason, Olive Patricia From France Magazine (Fall 1992): 19-23. maps.
BHC 1538
Vert 1129 (PrCt)

17015 Cartography - Canada - 1867-1970
Authors: Winearls, Joan From The Canadian Cartographer 9, no.1 (June,
17016 Cartography - Canada - Cities and towns - History - 1700-1799 - Slides

Authors: Scalberg, Daniel -- Hermon Dunlap Smith Center for the History of Cartography 6 slides : col. + 1 booklet (17 p. ; 16 cm.).

17017 Cartography - Canada - History


17018 Cartography - Canada - History

Discovering the shape of Canada. 1974.


The History of the 1:250,000 map of Canada. 1970.

17020 Cartography - Canada - History - Maps - 1761

Authors: Drolet, Jean-Paul -- Canadian Cartographic Association -- Seale, Richard William. An Accurate map of Canada, with the adjacent countries, exhibiting the late seat of war between the English & French in those parts (1761) -- Hinton, John, -1781 51 p., [1] folded leaf of plates : ill., maps (1 col., folded) ; 28 cm.

Rev. text with additions and minor changes, Nov. 1975.
Includes folded facsimile map: Seale, Richard William. An Accurate map of Canada, with the adjacent countries, exhibiting the late seat of war between the English & French in those parts; originally published: [London] : J. Hinton, 1761. Duplicate copy: Vert 454

17021 Cartography - Canada - History - Canadian Cartographic Association. History of Cartography Interest Group

Authors: Canadian Cartographic Association 12 p. ; 28 cm.

17022 Cartography - Canada - History - Congresses - Canadian Cartographic Association. History of Cartography Interest Group

Final programme : History of Cartography Interest Group, Nov. 10-11, 1978, Univ. of Toronto. [1978?].
Authors: Canadian Cartographic Association. History of Cartography Interest Group 2 p. : map ; 31 cm.

Schedule for Canadian Cartographic Association meeting.

17023 Cartography - Canada - History - Library and Archives Canada - Map collections - History

Authors: Murray, Jeffrey S. -- Library and Archives Canada -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 189 p. : ill., maps ; 32 cm.

Contents: Pt. I. Envisioning Canada -- Passage to the Orient: Woodblock printing -- General Murray maps the St. Lawrence: Britain’s military
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)


Co-published by: Septentrion, Library and Archives Canada, Public Works and Government Services Canada. LC Card Number: 2006404865 ISBN 0660194961 ; 9780660194967 ; 2894484534 (Septentrion) ; 9782894484531 (Septentrion)

Ayer GA471 .M87 2006 (NLO)

17026 Cartography - Canada - Methodology - History - 1800-1899
Authors: Gentilcore, R. Louis, 1924-
BHC 1508.
Vert 1100 (PrCr)

17027 Cartography - Canada - Study and Teaching<<>>Map Library (British Library)
Authors: Wallis, Helen -- McLaren-Turner, Patricia, ed.
BHC 2425
Vert 1976 (PrCr)

17028 Cartography - Canada, Western - Exhibitions - 1700-1886
Over the Rockies : the discovery & mapping of the Canadian west. 1700-1886. 1956.
Authors: MacDonald, Alexander E. -- Royal Ontario Museum
17p., map.
Exhibition notes from March-April, 1956.
Vert 1368 (PrCr)

17029 Cartography - Canada, Western - History - 1500-1899<<>>Cartography - Alaska - History - 1500-1899
Authors: Dahl, Edward H. -- International Map Collectors' Society
12 leaves: maps, illis; 28cm.
BHC 2271
Vert 1738 (PrCr)

17030 Cartography - Canada, Western - History - 1670-1795<<>>Canada, Western - Historical geography - 1670-1795 - Maps
The Historical geography and cartography of the Canadian West, 1670-1795 : the discovery, exploration, geographic description and cartographic delineation of western Canada to 1795. [London : University of London, 1958].
Authors: Ruggles, Richard Irwin, 1923-
17031 Cartography - Cape Breton Island (N.S.) - History<br>Holland, Samuel, 1721-1801. A Description of the Island of Cape Britain, 1767 Samuel Holland's plan of Cape Breton. 1868. Authors: Shipton, Nathaniel N. From the Canadian Cartographer 5, no.2 (Dec. 1868): 81-89. maps. BHC 1653 Vert 1238 (PrCt)


17039 Cartography - Çatal Mound (Turkey) - History - Prehistoric cartography - Çatal Mound (Turkey) - Cities and towns - Cartography - History, Ancient - Oldest map - Prehistoric SEE Prehistoric cartography - Çatal Hüyük (Turkey) SEE Çatal Mound (Turkey) - Çatalhöyük (Turkey) SEE Çatal Mound (Turkey)<br>The Oldest map. [ca. 1970?]. Authors: Virágh, Dénes -- Pinther, Miklos
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

From Geodezia es Kartografa 18, no. 2:
143-145.
Includes references dated to 1965.
Accompanied by 4 p. English translation by M. Pinther.
Vert 1951 (PrCt)

17040 Cartography - Catalonia (Spain) - History - Catalonia (Spain) - Geography
Authors: Burgueño, Jesús, 1963- -- Societat Catalana de Geografia -- Congrés Català de Geografia (2nd : 2008 : Barcelona)
cxxv, 211 p., 20 p. of plates : ill., maps ; 24 cm.
Includes bibliographical references.
ISBN 9788472839762 (pbk.) ; 8472839761 (pbk.)
GA1005.C3 I43 2005 (NLO)

17041 Cartography - Catalonia (Spain) - History - Collections, 975-2004 - Catalonia (Spain) - Maps - History - Collections, 975-2004
Imago cataloniae : mapas de Cataluña, huellas de la historia = Maps of Catalonia, the imprint of history / selección de imágenes y redacción de textos. Maria Carme Montaner i Garcia.
Barcelona : Institut Cartogràfic de Catalunya ; Lunwerg Editores, c2005.
Authors: Montaner, M. Carme (Maria Carme) -- Institut Cartogràfic de Catalunya -- Lunwerg Editores
285 p. : col. ill., 220 maps (some col.) ; 31 cm.
'Selección de imágenes e redacción de textos, Maria Carme Montaner i Garcia.'
'Generalitat de Catalunya.'
Text in Spanish and English.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 281) and index.
Includes essays ('Notes toward a history of the cartography of Catalonia'), an illustrated catalog of some 220 maps (975-2004), and index.
LC Card Number: 2007469835
ISBN 9788497852258 ; 8497852257 ; 8439369506 ; 9788439369509
folio GA1005.C3 M34 2008 (NLO)

17042 Cartography - Catania (Italy) - History - Catania (Italy) - Maps - Collections
Authors: Scaglione, Giannantonio
177 p. : ill., maps ; 23 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 117-134) and indexes.
Series: Storia e cartografia ; 1
Table of contents available on Library of Congress website (accessed August 2013):
http://catdir.loc.gov/catdir/toc/casalini10/1263402.pdf
LC Card Number: 2012443351 2013367060
ISBN 9788877969163 ; 8877969164
GA895.C37 S33 2012 (NLO)

17043 Cartography - Caucasus - History - Exhibitions - Caucasus - History - Exhibitions
Figures du ciel : de l'harmonie des sphères à la conquête spatiale / Marc Lachièze-Rey.
Authors: Lachièze-Rey, Marc -- Luminet, Jean-Pierre
207 p. : maps (some col.) ; 38 cm.
Includes dozens of color reproductions of celestial charts and astronomical illustrations.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 206-207) and index.
LC Card Number: 99164013
ISBN 2717720014 (Bibliothèque nationale de France) ; 2020307685 (Seuil)
Map Ref folio QB15 .L33 1998 (NLO)

17044 Cartography - Central America - History - Exhibitions - Central America - History - Exhibitions
'Mais calculado para enganar do que para informar' : travel writers and the mapping of Central America (1821-1945) / Jordana Dym. [Horizonte : Departamento de História da Fafich, 2007].
Authors: Dym, Jordana, 1967-
p. 81-109 : 9 maps, part. col. ; 24 cm.
Portuguese with English abstract.
Vert 345 (PrCt)

17045 Cartography - Champlain, Lake

17046 Cartography - Champlain, Lake

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Historical Champlain maps. 1959.
Authors: Huden, John Charles, 1899-
p. 34-40 : maps
[In Vermont history. n.s., v. 27 (1959), p. 34-40.
maps] Discusses the appearance of Lake
Champlain on maps (1542-1850).
F 843 .943, n.s. v. 27, p. 34-40 (PrCt)

17047 Cartography - Charleston (S.C.) - Siege, 1780
Authors: Williams, George W.
From South Carolina Historical Magazine 76,
no.2 (April, 1975): 49-51. maps.
BHC 2547
Vert 2087 (PrCt)

17048 Cartography - Chautauqua (N.Y.) - History -
1800-1899<>Landscape history -
Chautauqua (N.Y.) - 1800-1899
Chautauqua : a middle landscape of the middle
class. 1984,
Authors: Schlereth, Thomas J. -- Henry Ford
p. 22-31 ; maps, ill.
From: Henry Ford Museum & Greenfield Village
BHC 2240
Vert 1707 (PrCt)

17049 Cartography - Chesapeake Bay (Md. and Va.) - History<><>Nautical charts - Chesapeake Bay
(Md. and Va.) - History<>Chesapeake Bay
(Md. and Va.) - Maps - Collections -
Facsimiles<>Nautical charts
Charting the Chesapeake / by Russell Morrison
and Robert Hansen ; designed and edited by
Edward C. Papenfuse and Ann Hofstra Grogg.
Authors: Morrison, Russell -- Hansen, Robert --
Papenfuse, Edward C. -- Grogg, Ann -- Maryland
State Archives -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
x, 167 p. : ill. (some col.), 75 maps (some col.) ;
22 x 28 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 165-167).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio GA408.5.C45 M6 1990 (NLO)

17050 Cartography - Chicago (Ill.) -
1980<>Chicago (Ill.) - Maps -
1980<>Atlases - Chicago (Ill.) - 1980
Chicago map directory / by Center for Urban
Economic Development. Chicago : University of
Illinois at Chicago Circle, Center for Urban
Authors: University of Illinois at Chicago Circle.
Center for Urban Economic Development --
United States. Economic Development
Administration. Technical Assistance Project --
Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry
Library)
ii, 43 leaves, [35] leaves of plates : maps (some
col.) ; 28 cm.

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

The fire and the new city. The great fire: Richard's map of the great conflagration ; The new city: The New Chicago map ; The streetcar city: The Chicago Surface Lines map ; City parks and boulevards: The Wullweber map ; Annexation: The Manstein map ; Fire insurance maps: The Robinson map ; Pullman's town: The Western Manufacturer view ; The World's Columbian Exposition of 1893: The Rand McNally view ; The Burnham plan: The great harbor plan. -- Worlds within the city. The Union Stock Yards: The Rossiter map ; Map of sin: The W.T. Stead map ; Hull-House maps: The wage and nationality maps ; Gangland map: The Bruce-Roberts map ; Chicago's jazz spots: The Esquire map ; Ethnic neighborhood map: The Grossman map ; Graceland Cemetery: The Rascher map ; Chicago's freight tunnels: The Chicago Tunnel Company map. -- A modern metropolis. The mature city: The Poole Brothers view ; The elevated railroad system: The McComber view ; Auto trails: The Rand McNally map ; Chicago Motor Coach Company map: A pictorial map and guide to Chicago ; A century of progress: The Turzak map, The Seymour map ; WPA maps: Land use in the Northeast Loop ; U. S. G. S. maps: The Metro survey of 1963 ; Chicago from above: The SPOT metroview. Reproduces many maps held by the Newberry Library. Includes bibliographical references (p. 206) and index.

Formerly folio F548.3 .H96 2005
Duplicate copy: Chicago Browsing F548.3 .H96 2005b
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
ISBN 0847827437 (hbk.)
Map Ref folio F548.3 .H96 2005 (NLO)

17053 Cartography - Chicago (Ill.) - History - 1812-1910<<>>Newberry Library - Map Collections
Chicago's riverfront: its early history in maps.

1990.
Authors: Apostol, Lucia -- Mapline no. 59 (September 1990)
p. [1]-6 : 5 maps ; 28 cm.
In: Mapline 59 (September 1990), p. [1]-7
Map Ref folio GA101 .M3, no. 59 (September 1990) (PrCt)

17054 Cartography - Chicago (Ill.) - History - 1856-1958 - Slides<<>>Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - Collections, 1856-1958 - Slides
Title from accompanying booklet.
'The Popular Cartography and Society NEH Summer Institute, 2001' - Cover.
Reproductions of six maps between 1856 and 1958. Original works are in the Newberry Library.
Includes bibliographical references.
Series: Newberry Library slide set ; no. 34.
ISBN 0911028773
Case GA201 .N49 no.34 (NLO)

17055 Cartography - Chicago Region (Ill.)<<>>Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - Collections, To 1818
Early maps and the locality of Chicagato 1818.
Authors: Hurlbut, Henry Higgins, 1813-1890 -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library) From his Chicago antiquities (Chicago, 1881) p. 250-268. maps.
Reviews a number of maps showing the Chicago area before 1818.
Xerox copy.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Vert 159 (PrCt)

17056 Cartography - Chili - History<<>>Chile - Maps - Bibliography
Ensayo acerca de una mapoteca chilena. [Santiago, Chile?] : Ejército de Chile, [1952?].
Authors: Medina, José Toribio, 1852 -- Chile. Ejército -- Campbell, Elia M. J. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) [12], cxxviii, 254 p. ; 20 cm.
Cover title.
Half-title: 'Mapoteca chilena.'
First published by Imprenta Ercilla, Santiago de Chile, 1889.
In Spanish.
Ownership stamp of Prof. Eila M.J. Campbell of Birkbeck College, London.
Accompanied by separate author and name index: Indice de autores y nombres del ensayo acerca de una mapoteca chilena por J.T. Medina / Carlos Stuardo Ortiz. [Santiago, Chile?] : Ejército de Chile, [1952?].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes Z6027.C54 M44 1952 no.1 (NLO)

17057 Cartography - China - 1500-1599
The Evidence of maps. [Chicago : University of Chicago Press, 1965].
Authors: Lach, Donald F. (Donald Frederick), 1917- -- Lach, Donald F. (Donald Frederick), 1917-. Asia in the making of Europe (1965) -- William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library)
In: Lach, Donald F. Asia in the making of Europe (1965) v.1, bk.2, p. 816-821.
BHC 288
Forms part of the William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library).
Greenlee DS33.1 .L3, v. 1, bk. 2 (PrCt)

17058 Cartography - China - 1586
Authors: Hu, Bangbo
From the GEST Library Journal (Princeton Univ.) 6, no.1, (spring, 1993): 85-100. maps
BHC 1706
Vert 1289 (PrCt)

Authors: Guy, Russell E.
BHC 1350
Vert 958 (PrCt)

17060 Cartography - China - Bibliography
Authors: Hostetler, Laura [3] leaves; 28cm.
Vert 1977 (PrCt)

17061 Cartography - China - History
The Historical development of cartography in China. 1978.
Authors: Chen, Cheng-siang
BHC 1458
Vert 1053 (PrCt)

17062 Cartography - China - History - 1500-1630 Portuguese cartography - China - History - 1500-1630
Abstract: After the first voyage of Vasco da Gama to India (1498), the conquest of Malacca by Afonso de Albuquerque (1511) and the first Portuguese landing at the Chinese province of Guangdong (1513), Europe regained the capability to inquire on a regular basis about China's geographical reality, a kind of learning process that had been suspended at the end of Pax Mongolica (mid fourteenth-century). In this research we will list and analyse those textual and cartographical objects whose contents were crucial to inform the learned Europeans about the Chinese world between c. 1500 and c. 1630.

Authors: Wallis, Helen -- Geographical magazine (1975) p. 751-759 : maps, ill.
BHC 2419
Vert 1970, no. 1 (PrCt)

Authors: Semans, Cheryl Ann v. 236 p. : maps
Bibliography: p. 219-236.
GA1123.6 .S46 (NLO)

17065 Cartography - China - History - 1594 Wang P'an, fl. 1583-1594. [Map of

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
China] (1594)<Bibliotheque nationale
(Paris, 1778).
Notes de cartographie chinoise : une carte
chinoise de 1594 a la Biblerti de Marcel Destombe.
Authors: Destombe, Marcel, 1905-1983
21 p. : 1 map ; 24 cm.
Offprint from Navigation 93 (1976).
Vert 1970, no. 3 (PrCt)

17066
Cartography - China - History
1707-1718
Jesuit cartography
China
Anville, Jean Baptiste
Bourguignon d', 1697-1782
Green, John, fl. 1730-1753
The Editing of an atlas of China: a comparison of
the work of Jean-Baptiste d'Anville and the
'improvements' of John Green on the
Authors: Foss, Theodore Nicholas -- International
Conference on the History of Cartography (9th : 1981 : Pisa, Italy, etc.)
1 leaf.
Abstract of paper presented at IX Int. Conf. on
Hist. of Cart., Italy, 1981.
Vert 551, no.5 (PrCt)

17067
Cartography - China - History
1707-1718
Jesuits - China - Cartography - History
1708-1718
Chinese assistants in the Jesuit survey of the
Chinese empire, 1708-1718 : the making of an
atlas. [1983?].
Authors: Foss, Theodore Nicholas -- International
Conference on the History of Cartography (10th : 1983 : Dublin)
12 p. ; 30 cm.
Paper presented at Int. Conf. on the Hist. of
Cartog., 10th, Dublin.
Vert 907 (PrCt)

17068
Cartography - China - History
1736-1795
China - Maps - Map
collections
Chinese cartography - History
1736-1795
Chinese cartography - Map
collections
MacLean, Barry L. - Map
collections
Road maps - China
1736-1795
Huang, Qianren, active 18th
century. Daqing wannian yitong dili quantu =
Complete geographical map of the everlasting
unified Qing Empire (1810)<Mukden-I
dedun uden-l nirugan = imperial ancestral
grave visit map (1778)<MacLean Map
Collection SEE MacLean, Barry L. - Map
collections
Imperial touring and the empire : MacLean
Collection maps of the Quinlong era. [ Kamakura,
Japan ; New York, N.Y. Kaikodo, 2011].
Authors: Pegg, Richard A. -- MacLean, Barry L. --
Kaikodo journal (2011)
p. 15-23 : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Offprint from: Kaikodo journal 27 (Spring 2011):
15-23.

17069
Vert 3216 (PrCt)
Cartography - China - History
1736-1795
China - Maps - Map
collections
Chinese cartography - History
1736-1795
Chinese cartography - Map
collections
MacLean, Barry L. - Map
collections
Zhuang, Tingfu, active 18th
century. Map of the great Qing's myriad
tribute states (1800)<Arrowsmith, Aaron,
1750-1823. Map of the world on a globular
projection (1794)
World views : late 18th century approaches to
mapmaking in China and Britain. [Hong Kong :
Pacific Communications, 2013].
Authors: Pegg, Richard A. -- MacLean, Barry L. --
 Orientations (2013)
6 p. : col. maps ; 30 cm.
Offprint from: Orientations 44, no. 3 (April 2013).
Vert 3217 (PrCt)

17070
Cartography - China - History
Biblioteca
nazionale centrale di Firenze - Map
collections
L'atlante Cinese della Nazionale di Firenze.
[Firenze : Leo S. Olschki, 1934].
Authors: Tiberii, Onia -- Newberry Library. John
M. Wing Foundation
p. 96-100 ; 30 cm.
In La Bibliografia 37, nos. 2-3 (Feb.-Mar. 1935): 96-100.
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the
Newberry Library.
Wing folio Z 007.05, v. 37, p. 96-100 (PrCt)

17071
Cartography - China - History
Exhibitions
Cartography - Europe - History - Exhibitions
China - Maps - Exhibitions
Europe - Maps - Exhibitions
Castello del Buonconsiglio
(Trento, Italy) - Exhibitions
Riflessi d'Oriente : l'immagine della Cina nella
cartografia europea : Trento, Castello del
Buonconsiglio, 18 dicembre 2008-28 febbraio
2009 / catalogo della mostra a cura di Aldo
Centro studi Martino Martini, c2008.
Authors: Caterino, Aldo, 1965-- Castello del
Buonconsiglio (Trento, Italy)
239 p. : ill. (chiefly col.), maps ; 23 cm.
Table of contents available on Library of
Congress website (accessed May 2012):
http://catdir.loc.gov/catdir/toc/casalini08/0909107
6.pdf
Includes bibliographical references (p. 147-183).
Series: Segni del tempo ; 2 -- Segni del tempo
(Genoa, Italy) ; 2.
LC Card Number: 2009350870
ISBN 8895051084 ; 9788895051086
GA1121 .R54 2008 (NLO)

17072
Cartography - Cities and towns - 1450-1599
Mapping the city : the language and culture of
cartography in the Renaissance. London; New
Authors: Miller, Naomi, 1928-
xviii, 270 p., [8] leaves of plates : ill. (some col.),
maps ; 26 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [240]-262)
and indexes.
ISBN 0826456367
GA781 .M55 2003 (NLO)

17073 Cartography - Cities and towns - History
Notes on the development of the cartographic representation of cities. [New York : American
Geographical Society, 1933].
Authors: Fead, M. J. -- Geographical review --
Geog. Rev. SEE Geographical review
p. 441-456 : plates
In Geographical review 23 (1933): 441-456.
G 007 .333, v. 23, p. 441-456 (PrCl)

17074 Cartography - Cities and towns -
History Cities and towns - Cartography -
History City Planning -
History Regional Planning - History
Het ontwerp van de stadsplattegrond.
Amsterdam : Sun, c2002.
Authors: Heeling, Jan -- Meyer, Han, 1951--
Westrik, John -- Sauren, Eugène -- Hoekstra,
MaartenJan
176 p. : ill. (some col.), facsims., maps, plans ; 28 cm.
Series: Kern van de stedebouw in het perspectief
van de eenentwintigste eeuw ; d. 1.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 172-174)
and index.
ISBN 9058750264
folio NA9100 .H44 2002 (NLO)

17075 Cartography - Cities and towns - North
America - HistorySpanish cartography -
History - 1500-1799 Cities and towns -
Mexico - Maps - Collections Cities and
towns - Florida - Maps - Collections Cities and
towns - Louisiana - Maps - Collections Cities and
towns - North America - Maps - Collections
Maps and plans of cities and towns in colonial
New Spain, the Floridas, and Louisiana : selected
documents from the Archivo General de Indias of
Sevilla / by François-Auguste de Montêquin.
[Albuquerque : University of New Mexico], 1974.
Authors: Montêquin, François-Auguste de --
Archivo General de Indias
3 v. (xxi, 1015 leaves, 171 leaves of plates) : ill.,
maps.
Thesis--The University of New Mexico.
Photocopy of typescript. Ann Arbor, Mich. :
University Microfilms International, 1977. -- 21 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (leaves
973-1013) and author's vita.
G3704 .M66 (NLO)

17076 Cartography - Cities and towns - Pictorial
works - Exhibitions - Catalogs -
1900 Cities and towns - Cartography -
Pictorial works - Exhibitions - Catalogs
1900 Map Library (British Library) -
Exhibitions - Catalogs
The City in maps : urban mapping to 1900.
Authors: British Library
8 p. : maps, views ; 30 cm.
"An exhibition ... 4 June 1986 to 31 December
1987."
Vert 737 (PrCl)

17077 Cartography - Cities and towns - Pictorial
works - Exhibitions - Catalogs Cities and
towns - Cartography - Pictorial works-
Exhibitions - Catalogs Cornell University -
Exhibitions - Catalogs
Historic city plans and views, 1493-1802. [Ithaca :
Cornell Univ., 1971].
Authors: Berthelsen, Barbara P. -- Cornell
University
10 leaves ; 28 cm.
Vert 356 (PrCl)

17078 Cartography - Cities and towns - Pictorial
works - Exhibitions - Catalogs Cities and
towns - Cartography - Pictorial works-
Exhibitions - Catalogs Bodleian Library -
Bodleian Library SEE Bodleian
Library University of Oxford. Bodleian
Library Exhibitions in Maps and Plans of
Cities and Towns, 1493-1900.
Street mapping : an A to Z of urban cartography : an
exhibition in the Bodleian Library,
February-April 2003. Oxford : Bodleian Library,
Authors: Bodleian Library - Milla, Nick
1 i, 79 p. : ill. (some col.), maps (some col.) ; 22 x
27 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 78-79).
ISBN 1851240411
GA190 .B63 2002 (NLO)

17079 Cartography - Clip art - 1870 Maps - Clip
art - 1870 Specimens -
1870 Copley, Frederick S. - Clip art -
Specimens - 1920-1940
[Models for map titles, compass roses, and
borders]. [New York : Geo. E. Woodward ;
Orange Judd & Co., 1870].
Authors: Copley, Frederick S. -- Copley,
Frederick S. A Set of alphabets (1870) --
Woodward, George E. (George Etvertson,
1829-1905 -- Orange Judd & Company --
Newberry Library. John M. Wing Foundation
pl. 39-46 : ill. ; 18 x 28 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
In: Copley, Frederick S. A Set of alphabets of all
the various hands of modern use (New York:
Geo. E. Woodward ; Orange Judd & Co., 1870),
pl. 39-46 : ill. ; 18 x 28 cm.
The same plates at larger scale, are in the 1877
ed.: Wing folio ZW 15 .197.
Cartography - Coasts - History
SEE Coasts
Dark with excess of bright : mapping the coastlines of knowledge. 1999.
Authors: Carter, Paul, 1951-
p. 125-147 and 285-287
(PrCt)

Cartography - Computer Network Resources-Periodicals - Databases
Cartography - Computer Network Resources-Periodicals - Databases
Maphist (Online Discussion List) Cartography - History - Periodicals
MapHist : indexed hard copy on CD-ROM of the Map History Discussion List. [Delft, The Netherlands : P. van der Krogt]. 1999-
Authors: Krogt, P. C. J. van der
computer optical discs ; 4 3/4 in. + user guide
CD-ROM version of cumulative postings to the MapHist email discussion group since 1994;
edited by Peter van der Krogt.
Irregularly published on CD-ROM since 1999.
Title from disc label.
Also includes contents of the Discovery and Maptrade discussion groups.
Includes searchable indexed monthly files in PDF format and monthly archives files in text-format;
<1994/1998> also includes HTML files of MapHist Webpages.
PDF and text file formats; also HTML formats,
<1994/1998> also includes HTML files of MapHist discussion list file format and monthly archives files in text format.
Also includes contents of the Discovery and Maptrade discussion groups.
Includes searchable indexed monthly files in PDF format and monthly archives files in text-format;
<1994/1998> also includes HTML files of MapHist Webpages.
PDF and text file formats; also HTML formats,
<1994/1998> also includes HTML files of MapHist discussion list file format and monthly archives files in text format.

Cartography - Computer programs - 2010 Geographic information systems - 2010 Digital mapping - 2010
Authors: Crampton, Jeremy W.
x, 217 p.; ill., maps ; 26 cm.
Review: The use of maps as a means of conveying geographical information hasn’t changed much since ancient times. But the methods of gathering data for map-making, of course, have changed drastically. Mapping: A Critical Introduction to Cartography and GIS examines the critical role that Geographic
Information Systems (GIS) and cartography play in the study of geography and a wide range of disciplines. By exploring topics such as race and identity, the politics of GIS, the mapping of cyberspace, surveillance, and map art, we discover exactly what it means to "use" maps and GIS critically in today's world. "The book also examines the historical development of mapping, reviews the emergence of thematic mapping in modern Europe, and explores how maps produce space and place. Several real-world case studies illustrate key concepts and provide readers with a practical context for the theoretical approaches and ideas being presented. Mapping: A Critical Introduction to Cartography and GIS firmly situates mapping at the heart of thinking geographically and provides readers with a solid conceptual foundation in the basic principles of cartography and the technological advances that have changed the face of map-making." -- Back cover.

Contents:

Series: Critical introductions to geography
Critical introductions to geography.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [185]-202) and index.

LC Card Number: 2009032792
ISBN 9781405121729 (hardcover : alk. paper) ; 1405121726 (hardcover : alk. paper) ; 9781405121736 (pbk. : alk. paper) ; 1405121734 (pbk. : alk. paper) ; 9781405155403 (hardcover : alk. paper) ; 140515540X (hardcover : alk. paper)
Map Ref GA102.4.E4 C73 2010 (NLO)
of hydrography & oceanography.
Report of symposium examining the use of cartography as a research tool and as a language for communicating scientific ideas, and discussing the applications of cartographic analyses of different subjects for topographic maps, held at St. John's College, Oxford, England, under the sponsorship of the Cartographic Subcommittee of the Royal Society of London.
Includes bibliographical references.
List of symposium participants on p. 4-5.
Orange paper covers, spiral-bound.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes GA101.2 .S96 1963 (NLO)**


Gives addresses of participants and library members.

**Vert 48 (PrCl)**

**17091** Cartography - Congresses - Escapes - Sydney (N.S.W.) - History - Antarctica - Discovery and exploration - History - Maps - Cartography - Antarctica - Exhibitions - Catalogs - Cartography - New South Wales - History - 1788-1843

*Sydney Map Symposium papers, 8 February 2008 [electronic resource]. [Sydney, N.S.W. Sydney Map Symposium, 2008].*
1 CD-ROM : col. ; 4 3/4 in.
Title from disc.
A multi-media CD-ROM related to a pre-symposium meeting in Sydney 'Map Day in Sydney' (7-8 February 2008), which was a prelude symposium to the Te Taki o Autahi - Under the Southern Cross - the International Cartographic Conference to be held in Wellington, New Zealand (10-13 February 2008). The Sydney seminar was dedicated to the historic cartographic significance of Sydney and was hosted by the State Records and the Mitchell Library (State Library of NSW).

**17092** Cartography - Congresses - Map Collections - Congresses


**Baskes GA201 .N73 1979 (NLO)**

**17093** Cartography - Constance, Lake - History - Constance, Lake - Maps - Collections - Lake Constance (Europe) - SEE Constance, Lake - Boden See SEE Constance, Lake

88 p. : ill., maps : 32 x 27 cm. + Kartenmappe (20 leaves of maps : facsims., part. fold., part col. ; 61 x42 cm.)
Lists 114 maps, each reproduced entirely or in part.
Indexed.
'Kartenmappe' shelved separately as Map8C 6. 22947
ICN76
map4C 102 (text) and map8C 6 (plates) (PrCl)

**17094** Cartography - Cornwall (England : County) - History - 1579 - Saxton, Christopher, b. 1542? [Atlas of England and Wales], 1579

*Saxton's map of Cornwall. 1980. Authors: Harley, J. B. (John Brian) -- Ravenhill, W. L. D.
Reprinted from Devon and Cornwall notes and queries, 34, Part 5 (Spring 1980) 194-201.
BHC 1156
Vert 736 (PrCt)


17103 Cartography - Cyprus - History -

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
17104 Cartography - Cyprus - History - 1477-1636
Authors: Milinusic, Tomislav F. -- International Conference on the History of Cartography (10th : 1983 : Dublin)
16 p. : maps, ill. ; 28 cm.
Paper presented at Int. Conf. on Hist. of Cartog. (10th), Dublin, 1983.
BHC 1843.
Vert 1411 (PrCt)

17105 Cartography - Cyprus - History - 1878-1920
Includes bibliographical references and index. 'The Eila Campbell memorial lecture'--Series t.p. Colophon: 'The Eila Campbell Lecture "Cyprus on the table: maps of Cyprus in British government papers, 1878-1920" by Susan Gole, third in the series of Cyprus Cartography Lectures, was edited by Costoula Sclavenitis, typeset, filmed and printed by Proodos Ltd., Nicosia, under the supervision of Panicos Pouris in December 1996 for the Bank of Cyprus Cultural Foundation.'
Series: Cyprus cartography lectures ; no. 3 ISBN 9963420605 folio GA1340.C93 G65 1996 (NLO)

17106 Cartography - Cyprus - History
Authors: Stylianou, A. (Andreas) -- Stylianou, J. (Judith) -- Cyprus Research Centre -- Zavallis Press -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)
Bibliography: p. 447-449.
Includes index.

Series: Publications of the Cyprus Research Centre ; 8 -- Kentro Epistemonikou Ereunon (Cyprus). Publications ; 8.
References: Fiat 304; OCLC 12944916. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

17107 Cartography - Cyprus - History
Authors: Stylianou, A. (Andreas) -- Stylianou, J. (Judith) -- Kentro Epistemonikou Ereunon (Cyprus) -- Cyprus Research Centre SEE Kentro Epistemonikou Ereunon (Cyprus)
Bibliography: p. 447-449.
Includes index.
Series: Publications of the Cyprus Research Centre ; 8 -- Kentro Epistemonikou Ereunon (Cyprus). Publications ; 8.
Formerly folio GA1340.C9 S79
References: Fiat 304; OCLC 12944916.
Map Ref folio GA1340.C9 S79 (NLO)

17108 Cartography - Cyprus - History
Authors: Stylianou, A. (Andreas) -- Stylianou, J. (Judith) -- Franco, Giacomo, 1550-1620
For Newberry copy of the map described, see Novacco 4F 380.
BHC 1266
Vert 873 (PrCt)

17109 Cartography - Cyprus - History
Authors: Shirley, Rodney W. -- Trapeza Kyprou. Politistiko Hidryma -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)
70 p. : ill. (some col.), maps ; 30 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [69]-70). Erratum slip pasted onto p. [27].
Series: Cyprus cartography lectures ; no. 5.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 2009394832 ISBN 9963420966 ; 9789963420964
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Baskes folio GA1340.C93 S55 2001 (NLO)

Authors: Synkrotema Trapezas Kyprou -- Trapeza Kyprou. Politistikó Hidrymà -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. (unpaged) : col. maps ; 27 cm.
Bank of Cyprus Group calendar, or daily planner, for 2003, containing color illustrations of historical maps of Cyprus, selected from the collection of the Bank of Cyprus Cultural Foundation.
Also includes essay, 'Maps of Cyprus from the collection of the Bank of Cyprus Cultural Foundation' (p. [19]).
In Greek and English.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes GA1340.C9 S96 2003 (NLO)

Authors: Buisseret, David -- University of Texas at Arlington. Center for Greater Southwestern Studies and the History of Cartography
1 atlas (47 p.) : maps (some col.) ; 26 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 47)
Scales differ.
G1374.A7S1 B85 2006 (NLO)

17112 Cartography - Dartmoor (England) - History - 1609>>>Bidlake Map
A Map of 'the way to Deartmoore forest, the comen of Devonshire' made circa 1609. 1976.
Authors: Erskine, Audrey -- Harley, J. B. (John Brian) -- Ravenhill, W. L. D.
Vert 751 (PrCt)

17113 Cartography - Deception>>>Deception - Cartography
Authors: Monmonier, Mark S.
xiii, 207 p. : ill. (some col.), maps ; 22 cm.
2nd ed.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 197-198) and index.

17114 Cartography - Deception>>>Deception - Cartography
Authors: Monmonier, Mark S. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
xi, 368 p. : ill., maps ; 24 cm.
1st ed.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 94016945
ISBN 0805025812 (acid-free) ; 9780805025811 (acid-free)
Baskes G108.7 .M66 1995 (NLO)

17115 Cartography - Delaware - History - To 1800
Authors: Herlihy, Pearl G. -- Transactions of the Delaware Academy of Science (1975)
p. 163-188 : maps ; 22 cm.
Vert 1877 (PrCt)

17116 Cartography - Delfland (Netherlands) - History>>>Delfland (Netherlands) - Maps - 1560-1960
Authors: Witt, C. G. D. de -- Klapwijk, G. J. -- Tuyl, J. D. van -- Ruseler, A. C. -- Hoogheemraadschap van Delfland -- Verloren (Publisher)
179 p. : ill. (chiefly col.), maps ; 23 x 24 cm.
Description of 65 important maps from the archives of the Hoogheemraadschap van Delfland, the Delfland Water Board, which dates to the 14th century, and is responsible for dike and dam maintenance, and control of water levels and water quality for the area around Delft.
Glossary of cartographic terms on p. 155-164.
Gift of the Hoogheemraadschap van Delfland, 2005.
ISBN 9065500944
GA925.D46 D46 2000 (NLO)

17117 Cartography - Demography
Authors: Jarcho, Saul, 1906-2000
From Bulletin of the New York Academy of Medicine.
Offprint
Vert 178 (PrCt)
17118 Cartography - Denmark - History - 1500-1599>>>Sgrooten, Christian, ca.1525-1603. Descriptio Regni Daniae (1592)

Det ældste kort over Nordeuropas øruter.

[Herlingær : Handels- og søfartsmuseet paa Kronborg, 1965].


Vert 3174, no. 8 (PrCt)

17119 Cartography - Denmark - History>>>Denmark - Maps - Collections


Authors: Nørlund, N. E. (Niels Erik), 1885--

Series: Geodaetisk Instituts Publikationer, no. 4.

Incomplete Contents: 1. bd. Tiden til afslutningen af Videnskabenes selskabs opmaaling.

No more published.

Vol. 1, chiefly folded maps.

oversize G 1050 .224 v. 4 (NLO)

17120 Cartography - Detroit (Mich.) - 1701-1807

Early city plans for Detroit, a projected American metropolis. 1943.

Authors: Pickens, Buford L.

From Art Quarterly (Detroit Institute of the Arts) 6, no.1 (Winter 1943): 35-51. mps, ills..

BHC 1642

Vert 1227 (PrCt)

17121 Cartography - Dictionaries


Authors: British National Committee for Geography. Cartography Subcommittee -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 84 p. ; 30 cm.

Bibliography: p. 79-84.

Formerly 5A 1703


LC Card Number: 67088420

Map Ref folio G108.E5 N35b (NLO)

17122 Cartography - Dictionaries - 1944


Authors: Bargilliart, Alain -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library) 411 p. ; 16 cm.

Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection.

To Collection Services for cataloging, June 2011 (PrCt)

17123 Cartography - Dictionaries - 1979>>>Cartography - History - 1979


Authors: Witt, Werner vi, [1], 707 p. : ill., maps ; 25 cm.

Includes ‘Geschichte der Kartographie,’ p. 184-201, and bibliographical references.

Series: Kartographie und ihre Randgebiete: Enzyklopädie ; Band B

ISBN 3700544359

GA102 .K3 Bd.2 (NLO)

17124 Cartography - Dictionaries>>>Cartography - History - Dictionaries


Authors: Wallis, Helen -- International Cartographic Association xviii, 52 p. ; 23 cm.

English and French.

Preliminary study presented on the occasion of the eighth International Conference on Cartography. Moscow, 3-10 Aug., 1976.

Includes bibliographical references.

BHC 2434

OCLC 2817232

ISBN 0854030824 ; 9780854030828

Vert 1985 (PrCt)

17125 Cartography - Dictionaries - Polyglot

Multilingual dictionary of technical terms in cartography = Dictionnaire multilinéaire de termes techniques cartographiques = Dicionario multilingüe de términos técnicos cartográficos.


Authors: International Cartographic Association lxxiii, 573 p. : 3 fold. maps (in pocket) ; 29cm.

At head of title: International Cartographic Association. Commission II.

English, French, German, Russian and Spanish.

Bibliography: p. 569-573.

Thorough, workmanlike job, with entries arranged in a classified order. Indexes in fourteen languages.

Formerly folio G 005 .602

LC Card Number: 74154516

Map Ref folio G108.A2 M84 1973 (NLO)

17126 Cartography - Dictionaries - Portuguese - 1983

Brasil de Geografia e Estatística, 1983.
Authors: Oliveira, Céu rio de -- Fundação Instituto Brasil de Geografia e Estatística
LC Card Number: 85144098
ISBN 8524002034 ; 9788524002038
GA102 .O38 1983 (NLO)

17127 Cartography - Dictionaries - Thematic maps - Terminology
A sort of alphabetical history of cartography, this unusual reference book provides brief historical sketches of types of maps, cartographic techniques, etc. This is where you go to find a reference to the first contour map, or the history of map orientation. See also Harms’ Themen alter Karten and Robinson's Early Thematic Mapping in the History of Cartography.
Includes bibliographies and indexes.
Map Ref G107.9 .C3 1987 (NLO)

17128 Cartography - Digital mapping
Authors: Tobler, Waldo R. (Waldo Rudolph), 1930-
1 CD-ROM (4 3/4 in.)
Includes Adobe Acrobat PDF reprints of some 140 articles, 1957-1999; 18 PowerPoint presentations; numerous computer programs and updates to his “Flow Mapper” software; and a forum on “Tobler’s first law of geography: everything is related to everything else, but near things are more related than distant things”.
Vert 3009 (PrCt)

17129 Cartography - Dominican Republic - Exhibitions - Catalogs
Cartography - Hispaniola - Exhibitions - Catalogs
Authors: Universidad de Santo Domingo

17130 Cartography - Dublin (Ireland) - History
3p.: map.
Reprinted from Dublin Historical Record, (Sept. 1977).
BHC 1237
Vert 861 (PrCt)

17131 Cartography - Dutch cartography - History
Includes bibliographical references and index.‘Cartografie als vak’ (1 sheet inserted).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
ISBN 906275337X
Baskes GA105.3 .O76 1987 (NLO)

17132 Cartography - East Asia - Exhibitions - California State University, Fullerton - Map collections - Exhibitions - Catalogs
The Grand Ocean. [Fullerton, Calif.? California State University, Fullerton?], 1979.
BHC 1430
Vert 1030 (PrCt)

Authors: Pegg, Richard A.
123 pages : col. maps ; 25 x 30 cm.
"The East Asian maps presented in this study are all found in the MacLean Collection"--Introduction.
Includes bibliographical references (pages 121-123).
LC Card Number: 2014015260
ISBN 9780824847654 (cloth : alk. paper) ; 0824847652 (cloth : alk. paper)
Map Ref GA1081 .P44 2014 (NLO)

17134 Cartography - East Asia - History - Cartography - Asia, Southeastern - History

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
17138 **Cartography - England - 1500-1699**

*Cartographic image of 'the country' in early modern England.* 1979.

Authors: Morgan, Victor

p. 129-154


**F 008 .76 5th ser., v. 29, p. 129-154 (PrCt)**

17139 **Cartography - England - 1600-1699**

*English regional studies from Aubrey to Defoe.* 1958.

Authors: Emery, F.V.


**Vert 889 (PrCt)**

17140 **Cartography - England - Devon - History<Cartographers, British - Biography<Surveyors - England - Devon<<Devon (England) - Maps - Collections**


Authors: Ravenhill, Mary R. -- Friends of Devon's Archives

vi, 58 p. : ill. (chiefly col.), maps (chiefly col.) ; 23 cm.

Includes bibliographical references. Series: Friends of Devon's Archives occasional publications ; no. 3

ISBN 1855228572 ; 9781855228573

**GA795.D4 M36 2002 (NLO)**

17141 **Cartography - England - Hampshire - History - 1575-1826**

*250 Years of map making in the county of Hampshire.* 1976.

Authors: Laxton, Paul

3 leaves; 57 x 83 cm.

Introduction and notes on 11 facsimile maps.

**map4F G5753.H3A 1976 M3 sheets 2-4 (PrCt)**

17142 **Cartography - England - History**


Authors: Tyacke, Sarah

125 p., [52] p. of plates : ill. ; 29 cm.

Includes bibliographical references and index.

**folio GA793.5.E54 (NLO)**

17143 **Cartography - England - History - 1200-1299**


Authors: Birkholz, Daniel, 1967-

xxv, 254 p. : ill. ; 24 cm.


Table of contents (Sept. 2005):

http://www.loc.gov/catdir/toc/ecip046/200301463

8.html

Includes bibliographical references (p. 215-233) and index.

Series: Studies in medieval history and culture ; v. 22

ISBN 0415967910 (hardcover : alk. paper)

**GA793.3.A1 B57 2004 (NLO)**

17144 **Cartography - England - History - 1200-1399<<Gough Map (ca. 1360)**


Authors: Birkholz, Daniel, 1967-

viii, 433 p. : ill., maps


Includes bibliographical references (p. 405-433).


**folio GA793.3.A1 B57 1999a (NLO)**


Authors: Harvey, P. D. A. -- British Library -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

120 p. : ill. (chiefly col.), 75 maps (some col.), plans, col. port. ; 29 cm.

Includes reproductions of maps produced during the period 1485-1603 and extensive commentary.

Includes bibliographical references (p. 117-118) and index.

Maps on lining papers.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

ISBN 0712303111 ; 9780712303118

**Baskes folio GA791 .H38 1993 (NLO)**


Authors: Harvey, P. D. A. -- University of Chicago.

Press

1 atlas (120 p.) : ill. (some col.), maps (some col.) ; 29 cm.

Includes reproductions of maps produced during the period 1485-1603 and extensive commentary.

Includes bibliographical references and index.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Scales differ.
LC Card Number: 93011710
ISBN 0226318788 (cloth)
folio G1815 .H36 1993 (NLO)

17147 Cartography - England - History - 1500-1699
Nautical charts - History - 1500-1699
*Before empire: the English world picture in the sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries.*
Authors: Tyacke, Sarah -- Hakluyt Society
24 p. : ill., maps ; 21 cm.
Cover title.
'Delivered at the Annual General Meeting of The Hakluyt Society 4 July 2000'--p. 3.
Includes bibliographical endnotes (p. 22-24).
Series: Hakluyt Society annual lecture ; 2000
ISBN 0904180743
GA793.5.A1 T82 2001 (NLO)

17148 Cartography - England - History - 1595-1918
Cartography - Wales - History - 1595-1918
Real property - England - Maps - 1595-1918
Bibliography - England - Maps - 1595-1918
Real property - Bibliography - Wales - Maps - 1595-1918
Authors: Kain, R. J. P. (Roger J. P.) -- Chapman, John, 1938- -- Oliver, Richard R.
xx, 415 p. : ill., maps ; 26 cm.
Cover subtitle: A cartographic analysis and electronic catalogue.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
http://www.h-net.org/review/hrev-a0e1p3-aa
http://www.h-net.org/review/hrev-a0e1m7-aa
http://www.loc.gov/catdir/description/cam032/2003048565.html
http://www.loc.gov/catdir/toc/cam032/2003048565.html
http://www.loc.gov/catdir/toc/cam032/2003048565.html
http://www.loc.gov/catdir/enhancements/fy0732/2003048565-b.html
LC Card Number: 2003048565
ISBN 052182771X ; 9780521827713
GA793.6.A1 E39 2006 (NLO)

17150 Cartography - England - History - 1600-1799
British cartography - History - 1600-1799
A fine survey of the English mapping experience in these centuries.
'Published under the auspices of the William Andrews Clark Memorial Library, University of California, Los Angeles.'
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Series: Publications from the Clark Library professorship, UCLA ; 3
Formerly GA791 .C65
LC Card Number: 79100049
ISBN 0520035224
Map Ref GA791 .C65 (NLO)

BHC 2328
Vert 1880 (PrCt)

17152 Cartography - England - History - 1805-1873
Cartography - Wales - History - 1805-1873
Surveying - England - History - 1805-1873
Surveying - America - History - 1805-1873
Cartography - Economic
Authors: Edwards, Jess, 1967-
x, 166 p. ; ill. ; 24 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [143]-162) and index.
Series: Routledge studies in Renaissance literature and culture ; 5
LC Card Number: 2005000800
ISBN 041532341X ; 9780415323413
GA793.6.A1 E39 2006 (NLO)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Survey>>>England - Maps - 1805-1873 - Topographic maps
Wales - Maps - 1805-1873 - Topographic maps

8 v. ; 345 x 250 mm. + folded facsimile maps
Includes bibliographical references.


"This edition limited to five hundred hand-numbered copies." ... This is no. 484.
ISBN 0198223633
tolio GA793.3.L63 1986 (NLO)

17154 Cartography - England - History - Bibliography

Medieval English maps and plans. 1969.
Authors: Harvey, P. D. A. -- Skelton, R. A. (Raleigh Ashlin), 1906-1970
Checklist of maps and plans drawn before A.D. 1500.

BHC 2038
Vert 681 (PrCt)

17155 Cartography - England - History - Maps

Local maps and plans from medieval England / edited by R.A. Skelton and P.D.A. Harvey.

"This edition limited to five hundred hand-numbered copies." ... This is no. 484.
ISBN 0198223633
tolio GA793.3.L63 1986 (NLO)


Includes bibliographical references (p. 290-312) and index.
LC Card Number: cn 99931003
ISBN 0802047424
GA791 .D45 1999 (NLO)

17157 Cartography - Estonia - History

Authors: Varep, Endel
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17158 Cartography - Estonia - History - Russian cartography - Estonia - History - 1700-1799

Authors: Varep, Endel -- International Conference on the History of Cartography (5th : 1973 :
Warsaw)
Vert 202 (PrCt)

17159 Cartography - Ethiopia - History - 1923 Haile Selassie I, Emperor of Ethiopia, 1891-
Vert 216 (PrCt)

Paper prepared for Int. Conf. on the Hist. of Cartog. (8th), Berlin, 1979.
Vert 1720 (PrCt)

Includes bibliographical references.
LC Card Number: 97134575
ISBN 8843556045 ; 8843556049 ; 9788843556045
folio N8217.C35 C44 1996 (NLO)

F 02 .2541, v. 96, pt. 1, p. 537-602 (PrCt)

12 reports (in portfolio) : ill. (some col.), maps (some folded) ; 32 cm.
Title from portfolio cover.
At head of title: Union géographique internationale.
Reports by twelve countries on the status of their surveying and map-making activities and publications, through 1937 or 1938. Imperfect: Newberry Library portfolio has only 11 items; report from Germany wanting.
Reports in French (7), English (1), Italian (1), and German (3).
topographiques et cartographiques de l'Institut géographique militaire 1934-1938 / par le Général S.P. Bosković.
Reports laid in faded blue/gray paper portfolio, printed in black; blue ribbon ties.
Ownership inscription on portfolio cover: 'Library (Birkbeck)' [Birkbeck College, London].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G56 .I58 1938 (NLO)

17164 Cartography - Europe, Eastern - History - 0500-1450
Cartography - Eurasia - History - 0500-1450
Cartography - Europe - History - 0500-1450
Cartography - Asia - History - 0500-1450
Geography, Medieval - History
Cartography, Medieval - History
Northern Eurasia in medieval cartography: inventory, text, translation, and commentary.
Authors: Chekin, L. S. (Leonid Sergeevich)
498 p. : ill. (some col.), maps ; 27 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [255]-288) and indexes.
ISBN 2503514723 (hd.bd.)
folio GA221 .C4913 2006 (NLO)

17165 Cartography - Europe - Ethnology - History
Ethnology - Europe - Cartography - History
Minority toponyms on maps: the rendering of linguistic minority toponyms on topographic maps of Western Europe. Utrecht : [Dept. of Geography, University of Utrecht, 1983].
Authors: Ormeling, Ferjan, 1942- -- Oxtoby, G. P. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
262 p. : ill., maps ; 24 cm.
Translation by G.P. Oxtoby.
Inscribed by author.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
For accompanying handwritten note, map, oraties/promoties list and article consult the Special Collections information file.
ISBN 9062660428 (pbk.) ; 9062660436 (thesis)
Baskes D905 .O76 1983 (NLO)

17166 Cartography - Europe - History
Local maps from medieval Europe. 1977.
Authors: Harvey, P. D. A. -- International Conference on the History of Cartography (7th : 1977 : Washington)
4 p.
Vert 316 (PrCl)

17167 Cartography - Europe - History - 1450-1600
The Art of renaissance picture-making and the great western age of discovery. 1978.
Authors: Edgerton, Samuel Y.
BHC 1246
Vert 650 (PrCl)

17168 Cartography - Europe - History - 1500-1900
Nautical charts - Europe - History 1500-1900
European cartography - History - 1500-1900
Coasts - Maps - Collections, 1500-1900
Nautical charts
Authors: Presciutti, Paola, 1970- -- Priuli & Verluca
179 p. : ill. (some col.), maps (some col.) ; 31 x 35 cm. + English text (64 p. ; 24 cm.)
Supplement and English translation of main volume has title: Coasts of the world in the European cartography 1500-1900.
Series: Collana Antica cartografia.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 176-178) and indexes.
ISBN 8880681532
folio GA781 .P74 2000 (NLO)

17169 Cartography - Europe - History
Cartography and politics
Political geography
Cartography and politics
Cartography and statecraft
Cartography and poltics
Statecraft and cartography
Cartography and politics
Nationalism and cartography
Cartography and politics
Public policy and cartography
SEE Cartography and politics
Monarchs, ministers, and maps : the emergence of cartography as a tool of government in early modern Europe / edited by David Buisseret.
Authors: Buisseret, David -- Hermon Dunlap Smith Center for the History of Cartography -- Kenneth Nebenzahl, Jr., lectures in the history of cartography -- Newberry Library -- University of Chicago. Press
Based on lectures first delivered in 1985 during the 8th series of Kenneth Nebenzahl, Jr., Lectures in the History of Cartography held at the Newberry Library.
Contents: 1. Administrative mapping in the

17170 Cartography - Europe - History Cartography in art Visual communication - Europe - History Semiotics and art - Europe Maps in art

17171 Cartography - Europe - History Cartography, Medieval - History Local maps from medieval Europe. [ca. 1975?]. Authors: Harvey, P. D. A. 4 p. ; 21 cm. Reduced photocopy of undated typescript including references dating to 1975.


17175 Cartography - Europe - Road maps - 1632-1802 - Postal service - Europe - Maps
17176 Cartography - Exhibitions
Cartography Paris exhibit proves that mapmaking can be a fine art as well as a science. 1980.
Authors: Blume, Mary
From the International Herald Tribune, (June 18, 1980)
1p.: ill.; 28cm.
Vert 639 (PrCt)

17177 Cartography - Exhibitions>>Brandeis University - Map collections - Exhibits
From Ptolemy to the moon: progress in the art of exploration and navigation; an exhibition of maps, charts, manuscripts, books, globes, and instruments held at the Rapaporte Treasure Hall, Brandeis University Library, June 2 to July 2, 1965, selected and described by David Sandler Berkowitz. Waltham, Mass. Brandeis University, 1965.
Authors: Berkowitz, David Sandler, 1913- -- Brandeis University. Library
ix, 109 leaves ; 28 cm.
Includes bibliographies.
5A 8306 (NLO)

17178 Cartography - Exhibitions - Catalogs>>Bibliothèque Nationale (France) - Map collections - Exhibitions - Catalogs
Authors: Bibliothèque nationale (France). Département des cartes et plans -- Pignon, Edmond, 1911-2007
I v. (unpaged) ; 22 x 29 cm.
"Exposition organisée à l'occasion du cent cinquième anniversaire de la Société de Géographie, Novembre-Décembre 1971."
7Q 410 (NLO)

17179 Cartography - Exhibitions - Catalogs>>Bibliothèque nationale (France) - Map Collections - Exhibitions - Catalogs
Authors: Bibliothèque nationale (France). Département des cartes et plans -- Pelletier, Monique
xv, 122p. : ill. (some col.) ; 21 x 27 cm.
Bibliography: p. 115-120.
Includes indexes.
Errata slip inserted.
80-49783
GA190 .P28 1979 (NLO)

17180 Cartography - Exhibitions - Catalogs<<>>Cartography - Scandinavia - Exhibitions - Catalogs<<>>Tekniska Museet (Stockholm, Sweden) - Map Collections - Exhibitions - Catalogs
Authors: Nordholm, Uno -- Tekniska museet (Stockholm, Sweden)
[1], 51, [1] p. : 21 maps ; 15 x 21 cm. [Katalogen är sammanställd av Uno Nordholm].
-- Litteratur.
g 10 .847 (NLO)

17181 Cartography - Exhibitions - Catalogs<<>>Herzog August-Bibliothek - Map collections - Exhibitions - Catalogs
Authors: Lang, Arend W., 1909- -- Gehlert, Ulrike -- Yorck, Alexander Haase -- Herzog August-Bibliothek
98 p. : ill., maps ; 26 cm.
Series: Ausstellungskataloge der Herzog August Bibliothek ; nr. 20.
77-32330
GA190 .W65 1977 (NLO)

17182 Cartography - Exhibitions - Catalogs<<>>National Maritime Museum (Great Britain) - Map Collections - Exhibitions - Catalogs
Authors: National Maritime Museum (Great Britain) -- International Conference on the History of Cartography (6th : 1975 : Greenwich)
10 p. ; 30 cm.
Exhibition mounted on 8 September 1975 on occasion of the Int. Conf. on the Hist. of Cartog.
Cartography - Exhibitions - Catalogs - Sheldon Memorial Art Gallery - Map Collections - Exhibitions - Catalogs
Portraits of the world: an exhibition of world maps from the period of the great discoveries. [Lincoln, Neb.] : University of Nebraska, [1981].
Authors: Sheldon Memorial Art Gallery
73 p.; 28 cm.
Catalog of an exhibition at Sheldon Memorial Art Gallery, Univ. of Nebraska-Lincoln, February 3-March 1, 1981.
BHC 1987
Vert 1455 (PrCt)

Five centuries of maps & map-making: an exhibition at 12 Great George Street, Westminster S.W. 1. [London? The Institution], 1953.
Authors: Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors -- Kenney, Cyril Ernest -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
Contents: Atlases and maps (Printed and manuscript) -- Books [on land surveying] (Printed and manuscript) -- Instruments used by early surveyors -- Modern surveying instruments -- Transport and navigation -- The ordnance survey of Great Britain -- Town and country planning -- Mine plans -- The surveyor's contribution to human progress -- Maps of the Second World War. Catalog of a comprehensive exhibit on the development of surveying and mapmaking as a science in England, from the 16th to the 20th century, mounted by the Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors in London, June 10-July 4, 1953.
Of the 999 exhibit items, six hundred are from the collection of Mr. Cyril Kenney, a member of the Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors. Also included is a series of surveys of the Great Park, from the archives at Windsor Castle.
At head of title: 'The Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors. Patron: Her Majesty the Queen.'
Pages 119-[128] contain advertisements by exhibit sponsors.
Brown and cream paper wrappers, illustrated with a small map of the British Isles according to Ptolemy, c. 1485.
Price: 'Two shillings'.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes GA190.L65 R6 (NLO)

Cartography - Exhibitions - Catalogs - University of Glasgow. Library - Exhibitions - Catalogs
Authors: University of Glasgow. Library
17 p.; 30 cm.
Exhibition of historical maps and atlases.
BHC 2006
Vert 599 (PrCt)

Cartography - Exhibitions - Cooper-Hewitt Museum - Exhibitions - The Power of Maps (Exhibition)
Authors: Fellowes, Lucy -- Wood, Denis -- Cooper-Hewitt Museum -- S. Dillon Ripley Center (Smithsonian Institution) -- Smithsonian Institution.
23 p.; maps, ill.; 28 cm. + exhibit flyer (10 panels on sheet 23 x 61 cm. fold. to 23 x 11 cm.)
BHC 1761
OCLC 32536154
Vert 1325 (PrCt)

Cartography - Exhibitions - Great Britain - Colonies - 1928 - Science Museum (Great Britain) - Exhibitions - 1928 - Great Britain - Colonies - Cartography - Exhibitions - 1928 - British Empire SEE Great Britain - Colonies - Commonwealth countries SEE Great Britain - Colonies - British Dominions SEE Great Britain - Colonies
An Exhibition of charts and maps illustrating the cartography of the British Empire. London : His Majesty's Stationary Office, 1928.
Authors: Science Museum (Great Britain) -- Great Britain. Science Museum SEE Science Museum (Great Britain) -- London. Science Museum SEE Science Museum (Great Britain) -- National Museum of Science & Industry (Great Britain). Science Museum SEE Science Museum (Great Britain)
55 p.; ill.; 25 cm.
A catalog of 435 items including examples from most Commonwealth countries. Major section headings are 'The Development of the map,' 'Marine charts,' 'The Ordnance Survey of the British Isles,' 'Topographical maps of India,' 'Ceylon,' 'Gold Coast,' 'New Zealand,' 'Union of South Africa,' 'Dominion of Canada,' 'Federated Malay States,' and 'Commonwealth of Australia.' Photocopy.
To Collection Services for cataloging, before 2010 (PrCt)

Cartography - Exhibitions - Map Library

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
(British Library) - Exhibitions


Authors: British Library
6 p.: maps; 30 cm.

At head of title: The British Library. Exhibition

BHC 1097
Vert 710 (PrCt)

17194 Cartography - Finland - History - 1700-1850
Cartography - Russia - History - 1700-1850
Russian cartography - History - 1700-1850
Contact and conflict: Russian mapping of Finland and the development of Russian cartography in the 18th and early 19th centuries. 1993.

Authors: Postnikov, A. V. (Aleksaei Vladimirovich)
Vert 1434 (PrCt)

17195 Cartography - Florence (Italy) - 1472

Authors: Miller, Naomi, 1928-
p. 11-19: maps
BHC 1836
Vert 1404 (PrCt)

17196 Cartography - Florence (Italy) - History
Firenze nelle antiche rappresentazioni cartografiche. [Florence: Assessorato alla gioventù, cultura, pubbliche relazioni e stampa, 1933].

Authors: Ciullini, R. -- Firenze (Florence, 1932-)
Pp. 33-37, 129-134
In Firenze 2 (1933): 33-37. 129-134.
Not at Newberry Library (Dec. 2009) (PrCt)

17197 Cartography - Florida - Boundaries - History

Authors: De Vorsey, Louis
Vert 396 (PrCt)

17198 Cartography - Florida - Exhibitions - Catalogs
Museum of Central Finland, Jyväskylä - Map collections - Exhibitions - Catalogs
Finland: 500 years on the map of Europe. 1993.

Authors: Museum of Central Finland, Jyväskylä.
Fredrikson Map Collection
26 p.: maps; 21 cm.
Catalog of an exhibition at Museum of central Finland, Jyväskyla.
BHC 2265
Vert 1732 (PrCt)

17199 Cartography - Florida - History
Mapping the Ten Thousand Islands of Florida. 1957.

Authors: Wyson, Fred J.
iv, 46 leaves : ill., maps : p., 29 cm.
Thesis (M.S.)--Florida State University, 1957.
Photocopies ordered from F.S.U. in 1974; apparently not received.

Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17200 Cartography - Florida - History - Exhibitions<<>>Florida - Maps - Exhibitions
95 p. : ill. (some col.), maps (some col.) ; 23 cm.
1st ed.
'Edited by James A. Findlay ; curated by Robert and Lorette David, and James A. Findlay ; with selected catalog annotations and essays by Ralph E. Ehrenberg ... [et al.]'
Exhibition catalog.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 86-89) and indexes.
ISBN 0967885841
GA418 .F56 2002 (NLO)

17201 Cartography - Fonte Fantasy
23,2 p.
Vert 413 (PrCt)

17202 Cartography - Fort Moultrie, Battle of, S.C., 1776
The Cartography of the British attack on Fort Moultrie in 1776. 1929.
Authors: Adams, Randolph Greenfield, 1892-1951
p. 35-46
Describes 24 printed and MS. maps.
Z 5 .27, p. 35-46 (PrCt)

17203 Cartography - France - 1794<<>>Maps, Physical - 1794<<>>Buache, Philippe, 1700-1773
Authors: Buache, Jean-Nicolas, 1741-1825 -- Buache, Philippe, 1700-1773 -- France.
Commission d'agriculture et des arts -- France.
Convention nationale. Comité d'instruction publique -- Imprimerie nationale (France)
6 p. ; 20 cm.
Signed at end: Buache.
Caption title.
At head of title: Convention nationale. Instruction publique.
Imprint from colophon.
References: Martin & Walter. Révolution française, I, 5512
Case FRC 15494 (NLO)

17204 Cartography - France - Alsace - History
Notice sur l'histoire de la cartographie d'Alsace antérieure à la Carte de Cassini. [Colmar : Fédération des sociétés d'histoire et d'archéologie d'Alsace, 1932].
Authors: Gérock, J. E. -- Revue d'Alsace (1933)
p. 13-26
Not at Newberry Library (Dec. 2009) (PrCt)

17205 Cartography - France - Boundaries - History - 1600-1609<<>>Boundaries - Cartography - 1600-1609
Authors: Buisseret, David
From Imago Mundi 36 (1984) 72-80: maps. BHC 1111
Vert 723 (PrCt)

17206 Cartography - France - History
Authors: Dainville, François de -- Mollat, Michel
Includes bibliographical references.
ISBN 2051007446
GA102.3 .D3 1986 (NLO)

17207 Cartography - France - History
La France a l'échelle : histoire de la cartographie.
Authors: Margot-Duclot, Jean Luc
199 p. ; 20 cm.
GA201 .M37 (NLO)

17208 Cartography - France - History
Authors: Pelletier, Monique -- Ozanne, Henriette
259 p. : col. ill., col. maps ; 30 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 251-253).
ISBN 2012351514
folio GA861 .P444 1995 (NLO)

17209 Cartography - France - History - 1600-1799<<>>Cartography - France - History - 1600-1699<<>>Map industry and trade - France - History - 1600-1799
When France was king of cartography : the patronage and production of maps in early modern France / Christine Marie Petto. Lanham :

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Authors: Petto, Christine Marie, 1961-
xiv, 215 p. : ill., maps ; 24 cm.
Series:  Toposophia.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [193]-205) and index.
Contents: Patronage and cartographic glory -- Scientific cartography and science craft -- Colonial mapping endeavors : the case of the Americas -- Selling maps and selling power.
LC Card Number: 2006034167
ISBN 9780739114407 (cloth : alk. paper) ;
0739114409 (cloth : alk. paper) ; 9780739117767 (pbk. : alk. paper) ; 0739117769 (pbk. : alk. paper)
GA863.6.A1 P48 2007 (NLO)


Authors: Arbellot, Guy
181 p. : ill., maps ; 30 cm.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Series: L'Amateur de cartes.
ISBN 2717718478
folio GA863.6 .A73 1992 (NLO)

17211  Cartography - France - History - 1660-1760

Goals and surroundings of French scientific cartography under the reigns of Louis XIV and Louis XV, 1993.
Authors: Pelletier, Monique -- International Conference on the History of Cartography (15th : 1993 : Chicago)
Paper presented at Int. Conf. on the Hist. of Cartog. (15th), Chicago, 1993.
Vert 1308 (PrCt)


Authors: Konvitz, Josef W.
Includes index.
ISBN 0226450945
GA861 .K66 1987 (NLO)

17213  Cartography - France - History<<>>Cartography and politics - France<<>>Political geography - Maps - History

L'État et la cartographie en France. Paris :
63 p. : maps (some col.) ; 30 cm.
Added title: Bulletin du Comité français de cartographie.
Issued as fasc. no 113 of Bulletin du Comité français de cartographie.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 47).
Color map laid in.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio GA861 .E83 1987 (NLO)

17214  Cartography - France - History<<>>Cassini family<<>>Cassini, Giovanni Domenico, 1625-1712<<>>Cassini, Jacques, 1677-1756<<>>Cassini, César-François, 1714-1784

Authors: Pelletier, Monique -- Carrez, Jean-François
263 p. : ill., maps ; 31 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 259-263).
ISBN 2859781439
folio GA861 .P46 1990 (NLO)

17215  Cartography - France - History - Exhibitions<<>> France - Historical geography - Maps - Exhibitions

Authors: Bardet, Jean-Pierre, 1937- -- Direction des archives de France -- Archives nationales (France) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
192 p. : ill., 98 maps (some col.) ; 24 cm.
"Les textes introductifs du catalogue ont été rédigés par : M. Jean-Pierre Bardet ... [et al.]".P. 7.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 189).
ISBN 2860001352
Baskes DC20.5 .E87 1987 (NLO)

17216  Cartography - France - History<<>>Fine, Oronce, 1494-1555

Authors: Gallois, Lucien Louis Joseph, 1857-1941 -- Bulletin de la Section de géographie (1891) -- Acta cartographica p. 18-34 ; 25 cm.
In: Bulletin de la Section de géographie 6 (1891): 18-34.


17220 Cartography - Frankfurt am Main (Germany) - History Surveying - Frankfurt am Main (Germany) - History Nach besten synnen und vernunftten : Geschichte der Stadtvermessung in Frankfurt am Main / Wilfried Ehrlich. Frankfurt am Main : Stadt, [1987]. Authors: Ehrlich, Wilfried 91 p. : ill. (some col.), maps ; 30 cm. Half title: Geschichte der Stadtvermessung im Frankfurt am Main.

17221 Cartography - Friesland (Netherlands) - History - To 1850 Friesland (Netherlands) - Maps - Collections, To 1850


Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

5 leaves ; 34 x 39 cm.
BHC 1688
Vert 1272 (PrCt)

17226 Cartography - Germany - 1920
Authors: Egerer, Alfred -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
      v. : ill., maps ; 19 cm.
      Mit 49 Abbildungen im Text.'.
      Contents: 1 : Einführung in das Kartenverständnis.
      In German gothic type.
      Buff paper boards; title in gothic type within ornamental black border on upper board; logo in black, 'ANuGS', for the series Aus Natur und Geisteswelt, on lower board.
      Publishers' advertisements on gray lining papers.
      Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes GA105 .E43 (NLO)

17227 Cartography - Germany - History
Series: Meyers bunte Bändchen.
G 07.498 (NLO)

Authors: Strauss, Gerald, 1922- viii, 197p. : illus., maps ; 23 cm.
Includes 'Bibliographical remarks' and index.
F 4700 .85 (NLO)

17229 Cartography - Germany - History - 1500-1599<br>Sgrooten, Christian, ca.1525-1603
80 p. : maps ; 26 cm.
Series: Abhandlungen der Akademie der Wissenschaften in Göttingen, philologisch-historische Klasse, ser. 3, no. 44.
Partial duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3174, no. 11.
A 9 .3517, ser. 3, no. 44 (PrCt)

17230 Cartography - Germany - History - 1500-1599<br>Dutch cartography - Germany - History - 1500-1599<br>Wall maps
Authors: Schilder, Günter -- Speculum orbis (1986)
folio GA101 .S64, v. 2, p. 2-24 (PrCt)

17231 Cartography - Germany - History - Bibliography<br>Cartography - Europe, Eastern - History - Bibliography<br>Map industry and trade
Series: Schriftenreihe Nordost-Archiv ; Hft. 18
Map Ref Z6027.G2 J34 1978 (NLO)

17232 Cartography - Germany - History - Germany - Maps - Collections, 1482-1803 - Facsimiles
Authors: Meurer, Peter H. -- Pfaehler, D. 1 portfolio (72 p., [22] folded leaves of plates) : ill. (some col.), maps (some col.) ; 57 cm.
Includes bibliographies.
ISBN 3922923348
Case oversize G1908 .M48 1984 (NLO)

17233 Cartography - Germany - Nuremberg Region - History - 1524-1760
Erlauterungen zu den beiliegenden Karten. 1952.
BHC 320
Vert 562 (PrCt)

17234 Cartography - Germany - Rhein-Main Region<br>Haas, Johann Heinrich, 1758-1810
Authors: Neunhöffer, Emilie
88 p.
Inaug. Diss.
Not at Newberry Library (Dec. 2009) (PrCt)


17236 Cartography - Grand Canyon (Ariz.) Mapping the Grand Canyon. 1905.
Authors: Matthes, François, 1874-1948 -- Technology review (1905) p. 1-25
In: Technology review 7 (1905): 1-25.

Authors: Hughes, J. Donald From his The Story of Man at Grand Canyon (S.I: Grand Canyon Natural History Assoc., 1967): 104-106.

Authors: Freimarck, Mary In Grand Canyon guide, 13-26 Aug.1978, p.1,3 Vert 438 (PrCt)

Authors: Francaviglia, Richard V. xviii, 231 p.,: ill., maps ; 26 cm.
Contents: Comprehending the Great Basin - The power of terra incognita (1540-1700) -- Maps and early Spanish exploration (1700-1795) -- In the path of westward expansion (1795-1825) -- Demystifying terra incognita (1825-1850) -- Maps in the sand (1850-1865) -- Filling in the blanks (1865-1900) -- Maps of the modern/postmodern Great Basin (1900-2005) -- Comprehending cartographic change.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 197-215, 217-222) and index.
Table of contents on Library of Congress website (accessed May 2008):

Authors: Campbell, Tony -- Weinreb and Douwma 108 p. : maps, illus. Dealer's catalog of 240 maps, chronological index, list of prototype maps, introduction and bibliography. Vert 35 (PrCt)

Authors: Holehouse, John E. -- History today 24 (1974) p. 280-283, maps


the history of Indian cartography of the Great Lakes region.
BHC 2325
Vert 508 no. 2 (PrCt)

17253 Cartography - Great Lakes Region (North America) - History - 1800
Cartography - Erie Lake - Cartography - History - 1800
Authors: Lewis, Cindy
BHC 1596
Vert 1183 (PrCt)

17254 Cartography - Great Lakes Region (North America) - History - 1968
United States Lake Survey
Charting the Great Lakes. 1968.
Authors: Schneider, R. Stephen
Vert 423 (PrCt)

17255 Cartography - Great Lakes Region (North America) - Maps - Collections
The ITW collection of original maps. [1993?].
Authors: Illinois Tool Works
BHC 1599
Vert 1186 (PrCt)

17256 Cartography - Great Plains - Exhibitions
Mapping the North American Plains. [1987?].
Authors: Library of Congress -- University of Nebraska--Lincoln. Center for Great Plains Studies
1 flyer : map ; on sheet 41 x 36 cm. fold. to 21 x 8 cm.
BHC 2488
Vert 2033 (PrCt)

17257 Cartography - Great Plains - History
Cartography - Great Plains - Congresses
Norman : University of Oklahoma Press ; Center for Great Plains Studies, University of Nebraska--Lincoln, c1987.
Authors: Luebke, Frederick C., 1927-- Kaye, Frances W. -- Moulton, Gary E. -- University of Nebraska--Lincoln. Center for Great Plains Studies
xiii, 239 p. : ill., maps ; 29 cm.
1st ed.
Includes bibliographies and index.
Chiefly papers presented at the symposium sponsored by the Center for Great Plains Studies of the University of Nebraska--Lincoln in April 1983.
BHC 2325
Vert 508 no. 2 (PrCt)

17258 Cartography - Great Plains - History
Cartography - North Dakota - History
Notes on the historical cartography of the Upper Knife-Heart region. 1978.
Authors: Wood, W. Raymond
105 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
Photocopy of paper dated 'June 1978.'
'A study conducted for the National Park Service, Midwest Region, Lincoln, Neb.'
Surveys significant maps dated 1795-1911.
BHC 2597
Vert 2134 (PrCt)

17259 Cartography - Great Plains - History
Maps As Historical Sources
The Recognition and delimitation of the northern interior grasslands during the eighteenth century. Lincoln, 1975.
Authors: Lewis, G. Malcolm -- Blouet, Brian W.
Images of the Plains (1975) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
p. 23-44 : maps
In Images of the plains, ed. by Brian W. Blouet and Merlin P. Lawson. Lincoln, 1975, p. 23-44 : maps. Many of the images discussed were originally presented on maps; Mr. Lewis reviews and illustrates the variations.
Ayer 5A 1206, p. 23-44 (PrCt)

17260 Cartography - Great Plains - History
United States. Army. Corps of Engineers
The Role of the United States Topographical Engineers in compiling a cartographic image of the plains region. Lincoln, 1975.
Ayer 5A 1206, p. 59-74 (PrCt)

17261 Cartography - Greece - History
Cartography of the shores and islands of Greece. 1989.
Authors: Society for Hellenic Cartography -- International Map Collectors' Society
84 p.: maps; 23 cm.
Vert 1791 (PrCt)

17262 Cartography - Greece - History,
Ancient
Greek cartography - History, Ancient
Recherches et techniques cartographiques dans...
Authors: Aujac, Germaine -- International Conference on the History of Cartography (5th : 1973 : Warsaw)
Vert 199, no. 1 (PrCt)

17265 Cartography - Greenland - History - 1500-1599 - Cartography - Newfoundland and Labrador - History - 1500-1599 - Reinel, Pedro, b. ca. 1464 - Oblique meridians - Meridians (Geodesy) SEE ALSO Oblique meridians - Lines, Meridian SEE Meridians (Geodesy) - Meridian lines SEE Meridians (Geodesy)
Authors: Winter, Heinrich, 1878-1967 -- Imago mundi (1937) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection

17266 Cartography - Greenland - History - 1908 - Danmark-Ekspeditionen Til Grønlands Nordøstkyst, 1906-1908 - Erichsen, L. Mylius (Ludvig Mylius, 1872-1907)
Map of Greenland at last published. Exact shape of largest island in world finally known. 1909.
Authors: Washington Times
Newspaper report of the Mylius-Erichsen expedition.
Xerox copy.
Vert 41 (PrCt)

Authors: Bornholt, Jens P. -- Hempstead, William H. -- Universidad Francisco Morroquin (Guatemala, Guatemala)
1 atlas (206 p.) : ill., maps (some folded) ; 27 x 31 cm.
Spanish and English.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 204-207). Scales differ.
ISBN 9992279958 ; 9789992279953
folio GA521 .B67 2007 (NLO)

17268 Cartography - Guernsey (Channel Islands) - History - Guernsey (Channel Islands) - Maps - Collections
Authors: Harris, Liz, 1946- -- Fisher, Keith 69 p. : maps (some col.) ; 26 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 68).
ISBN 0954772601 (pbk.) ; 9780954772604 (pbk.)
2010062401 on order (NLO)

17269 Cartography - Guiana - History - 1595-1630 - Cartography - Amazon River - History - 1595-1630
The Earliest known English charts of Guiana and of the river Amazon, ca. 1595-1630. 1979.
Authors: Tyacke, Sarah -- International Conference on the History of Cartography (8th : 1979 : Berlin)
Paper presented at Int. Conf. on the Hist. of

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Lambert, Johann Heinrich, 1728-1777 -- Tobler, Waldo R. (Waldo Rudolph), 1930-125 p. ; ill., port. ; 26 cm.
Translation of: Lambert, Johann Heinrich. Anmerkungen und Zusätze zur Entwerfung der Land- und Himmelscharten (1772).
Series: Michigan Geographical Publication no. 8. 5A 5650 (NLO)

17270 Cartography - Guiana - History Guiana - History
Authors: Burnett, D. Graham
197, [17] leaves : ill., maps (some col.) ; 28 cm.
"Submitted in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of Ph.D, July 1997."
Includes bibliographical references.
folio GA711 .B87 1997 (NLO)

17271 Cartography - Gulf Stream
The River in the ocean. 1951.
Authors: Brown, Lloyd Arnold, 1907-1966
Offprint from Essays Honoring Lawrence C. Wroth (1951): 69-84.
BHC 1617
Vert 1203 (PrCt)

17272 Cartography - Gulf Stream - History
Wayward ocean river. [197-?].
Authors: De Vorsey, Louis
p. 501-510 : maps, ill. ; 28 cm.
BHC 1216
Vert 841 (PrCt)

17273 Cartography - Gulf Stream - History
The Gulf Stream. 1968.
Authors: U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey
BHC 2375
Vert 1926 (PrCt)

17274 Cartography - Gulf Stream - History - 1760-1779 Franklin, Benjamin, 1706-1790 De Brahm, John Gerar William, 1717-approximately 1799
p. 105-120 : maps
For draft of this paper, presented at the International Conference on the History of Cartography (6th : 1975 : Greenwich), see Vert 815.
Map Ref folio GA1 .I6, v. 28, 105-120 (PrCt)

17275 Cartography - Handbooks, manuals, etc. - 1772 Lambert, Johann Heinrich, 1728-1777. Anmerkungen und Zusätze zur Entwerfung der Land- und Himmelscharten (1772) Lambert, Johann Heinrich, 1728-1777 - Bibliography

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
17287 **Cartography - History**

*Results of my cartographic investigations.* [New York : United States Catholic Historical Society, 1914].


D 4083 .92, v. 7, p. 206-215 (PrCt)

17288 **Cartography - History**


Authors: Harley, J. B. (John Brian) -- Laxton, Paul -- Center for American Places xv, 331 p. : ill., maps ; 24 cm.

Johns Hopkins paperbacks ed.

‘Published in cooperation with the Center for American Places, Santa Fe, New Mexico, and Harrisonburg, Virginia.’

Contents: Texts and contexts in the interpretation of early maps -- Maps, knowledge, and power -- Silences and secrecy: the hidden agenda of cartography in early modern Europe -- Power and legitimation in the English geographical atlases of the eighteenth century -- Deconstructing the map -- New England cartography and the Native Americans -- Can there be a cartographic ethics?

Includes bibliographical references (p. [297]-322) and index.

Additional information on the Library of Congress website (Feb. 2006): Contributor biographical information:

http://www.loc.gov/catdir/bios/jhu051/00047804.html -- Table of contents:

http://www.loc.gov/catdir/toc/jhu051/00047804.html -- Publisher description:

http://www.loc.gov/catdir/description/jhu051/00047804.html

ISBN 0801870909 (pbk.) ; 0801865662 (alk. paper)

**GA201 .H37 2002 (NLO)**

17289 **Cartography - History**

*Artistic maps of early days.* [New York : W.P. Truesdell, 1926].

Authors: Karpinski, Louis Charles, 1878-1956 Pp. 9-23

In Print connisseur 5-6 (April 1926): 9-23. From McMurtrie printing index in Newberry Library; not examined.

Held by John Crerar Library, University of Chicago [NE 1 .P73]

**Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)**

17290 **Cartography - History**

*Decorative features of ancient maps.* [New York : W.P. Truesdell, 1926].

Authors: Karpinski, Louis Charles, 1878-1956 p. 7-17

In Print connisseur 5-6 (July 1926): 7-17. From McMurtrie printing index in Newberry Library; not examined.

**Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)**

17291 **Cartography - History**


Authors: Kinniburgh, Ian -- International Conference on the History of Cartography (9th : 1981 : Pisa, Italy, etc.)

1 leaf.

Abstract of paper presented at IX Int. Conf. on Hist. of Cart. Italy, 1981.

Vert 550, no.5 (PrCt)

17292 **Cartography - History**


Authors: Laffon, Caroline -- Laffon, Martine 188 p. : col. ill., maps ; 26 x 30 cm.

Essentially a “coffee-table book”; includes 87 color photos of maps spanning the 7th-20th centuries, each accompanied by brief commentary.

Contents: Introduction: Where are we? -- Step by step: Daydreaming about the world -- Tiny cosmos -- Holy places -- Navels of the world -- From one point to another -- Spheres and poles -- Geographers in the field: Finding one’s bearings -- Scholarly calculations -- Every which way -- Blown by the winds -- On the road -- On a global scale: Landscape images -- Mountains and marvels -- The glory of the kingdom -- Lay of the land -- Following the flow -- Foreign seas -- Personal projections: Order and disorder -- Battle plans -- Organizing the resistance -- Power of persuasion -- Point of view -- Traveling the world -- The conquest of space: And beyond? -- Climbing to the sky -- Head in the clouds -- From the earth to the moon -- Views from above.


Includes bibliographical references (p. 186-187). ISBN 9781554075256 ; 1554075254

Map Ref folio G80 .L2313 2009 (NLO)

17293 **Cartography - History**


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Includes bibliographical references (p.109) and index.

Baskes GA201 .R3 1956 (NLO)
17304 Cartography - History - 1500-1599 <<<Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598. Theatrum orbis terrarum (1570)
G 007.67 Suppl. v. 199, 210 (NLO)
Cartography - History - 1879
Authors: Daly, Charles P. -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library)
40 p. : maps (2 fold.) ; 24 cm.
At head of title: Annual Address. Condition: V. fine. Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection. Previous location: B-21
AMcN III PC 1650 (PrCt)

Cartography - History - 1883
Primitive Map-making. 1883.
Authors: Frauenstein, George M. -- Popular Science Monthly -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library)
In Popular Science Monthly v. 23 no. 5 (September 1883): 682-867..
Translated for the Popular Science Monthly from Das Ausland..
Original paper covers, part of spine lost, else fine. Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection. Previous location: B-31
AMcN III PC 2570 (PrCt)

Cartography - History - 1889-1899<--Maps - Collections, 1400-1599<--Atlases, Swedish - 1889
Facsimile-atlas to the early history of cartography with reproductions of the most important maps printed in the XV and XVI centuries. Stockholm : [Printed by P.A. Norstedt & söner, 1889.
Authors: Nordenskiöld, A. E. (Adolf Erik), 1832-1901 -- Ekelöf, Johan Adolf, 1839-1903 -- Markham, Clements R. (Clements Robert), Sir, 1830-1916 -- Norstedts förlag -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (141 p., 51 double plates incl. 170 maps, diagrs.) ; 52 cm.
'Translated from the Swedish original by Johan Adolf Ekelöf and Clements R. Markham.'
Translation of Facsimile-atlas till kartografiens äldsta historia.
At head of title: A.E. Nordenskiöld.
'Catalogus auctorum tabularum geographicarum, quotquot ad nostram cognitionem hactenus pervenere; quibus addidimus, ubi locorum, quando, et a quibus excusi sunt': p. 125-130.
A classic work, still almost in daily use.
Duplicate copy: oversize Ayer 135.5 N8 1889.
References: Phillips 257; Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 388.
LC Card Number: map38000127
oversize G 004 .63 (NLO)
17312 Cartography - History - 1889 Maps - Collections, 1400-1599 Atlases, Swedish - 1889

1 atlas (141 p., 51 double plates incl. 170 maps, diagrs.) ; 52 cm.
"Translated from the Swedish original by Johan Adolf Ekelöf and Clements R. Markham.
Translation of Facsimile-atlas till kartografiens äldsta historia.
At head of title: A.E. Nordenskiöld.
References: Phillips 257; Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 388.
LC Card Number: map38000127
oversize Ayer 135.5 N8 1889 (NLO)

17313 Cartography - History - 1889 Maps - Collections, 1400-1599 Atlases, Swedish - 1889

1 atlas (x, 141 p. : 51 plates (136 maps)) ; 41 cm.
"This ... is an unabridged and corrected republication of the English edition originally published in ... 1889."
Companion volume to Nordenskiöld's Periplus : an essay on the early history of charts and sailing-directions (Stockholm : [P.A. Norstedt & söner], 1897).
References: Cf. Phillips 257; Cf. Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 388; Cf. LC 242; Cf. Fiat 210; Cf. 2nd Krochs
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
LC Card Number: 72083741
ISBN 0486229645
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

17315 Cartography - History - 1900-1969

17316 Cartography - History - 1905 Atlases, German - 1905
Reformation der kartographie um 1700. Munich : Oldenbourg, 1905.
Authors: Sandler, C. (Christian) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 7 map plates ; 32 cm.
References: Phillips 261; Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 391
Ayer 136 .S21 1905 (NLO)

17317 Cartography - History - 1911
History of cartography. 1911.
Authors: Ravenstein, Ernest George, 1834-1913
Ref folio AE5.E36 v. 17 (PrCt)

17318 Cartography - History - 1925
Old maps and their makers considered from the historical & decorative standpoints : a survey of a huge subject in a small space. Boston : C.E. Goodspeed, 1925.
Authors: Holman, Louis A. (Louis Arthur), 1866-1939
52 p. : ill., maps (some col.), ports. ; 21 cm.
Series: The Goodspeed monographs ; 8.
GA201 .H6 (NLO)

17319 Cartography - History - 1926 Atlases - Bibliography
51, xiii p. : 79 plates (all maps, part. col.) ; 32 cm.
Reproductions of antiquarian maps accompanied by descriptive text.
Copy no. 644 of an 'edition ... is limited to one thousand five hundred numbered copies ...'.
'List of books useful to collectors': p. 49-51.
'With illustrations from engravings in the Macpherson collection, and a catalogue of the atlases, etc., in the collection, by Henry Stevens.'
atlases, etc., in the collection, by Henry Stevens.' Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 376.
Duplicate copy: AMcN III PC 3650 (missing June 2013).
G 1001 .42 (NLO)

17320 Cartography - History - 1926 Atlases -

17321 Cartography - History - 1926 Atlases - Bibliography
51, xliii p. : 79 plates (all maps, part. col.) ; 32 cm.
Reproductions of antiquarian maps accompanied by descriptive text.
'List of books useful to collectors': p. 49-51.
'With illustrations from engravings in the Macpherson collection, and a catalogue of the atlases, etc., in the collection, by Henry Stevens.'
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 376.
OCLC 3592930.
Duplicate copy: AMcN III PC 3650.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

17322 Cartography - History - 1927
Authors: Fordham, Herbert George, Sir, 1854-1929
xii, 83 p. : ill. ; 20 cm.
2d. ed. of a still useful summary.
G 07 .30 (NLO)

17323 Cartography - History - 1931
The History and function of the map in relation to the science of geography. Seattle : University of Washington, 1931.
Authors: Mapes, Carl Herbert, 1900-
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Thesis (M.S.)--University of Washington
Bibliography: p. 42-44.
Electrostatic copy of original typescript.
5A 8674 (NLO)

17324 Cartography - History - 1937
Cartographie door de eeuwen, door Alfred H. de Vries. Uitgegeven ter gelegenheid van de cartographische tentoonstelling (uit de collectie A. H. de Vries) in de Bijenkorf te Rotterdam van 10 t/m 21 Juli 1937. [Amsterdam? s.n., 1937].
Authors: Vries, Alfred H.
Bound with the 1938 edition commemorating the exhibition in Amsterdam.
3A 6927 (NLO)

17325 Cartography - History - 1938
Cartographie door de eeuwen, door Alfred H. de Vries. Uitgegeven ter gelegenheid van de cartographische tentoonstelling (uit de collectie A. H. de Vries) in de Bijenkorf te Amsterdam van 23 April t/m 4 Mei 1938. [Amsterdam? s.n., 1938?].
Authors: Vries, Alfred H.
Bound with the 1937 edition commemorating the exhibition in Rotterdam.
3A 6927 (NLO)

17326 Cartography - History - 1942
The Story of our map. 1942.
Authors: Cypher, Irene F. (Irene Fletcher), 1905- -- Natural History (February 1942) -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library)
p. 88-95 : 9 maps ; 31 cm.
Detached from Natural History (February 1942): 88-95.
Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection.
Vert 2076, no. 2 (PrCt)

17327 Cartography - History - 1943
The history and technique of map making. 1943.
Authors: Bay, Helmuth, 1895-1964
New York, The New York Public Library, 1943. 36 p..
Eighth of the R.R. Bowker Memorial Lectures
Vert 115 (PrCt)

17328 Cartography - History - 1947
Authors: Canadian surveyor
Maps.
Cited in Imago Mundi annual bibliography.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17329 Cartography - History - 1948
The History of maps. 1948.
p. 7-54 : maps, ill. ; 26 cm.
A good, brief history which includes the marvelously compact and fact-filled 'Timecharts of Historical Cartography,' which originally appeared in Imago Mundi 2 (1937): 9-16.
Map Ref GA105 .R3 1948, p. 7-54 (PrCt)

17330 Cartography - History - 1949
Cartography - Bibliography
Authors: Brown, Lloyd Arnold, 1907-1966 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
xix, 393 p. : ill., ports., maps ; 27 cm.
[1st ed.]
Includes bibliography with many references to obscure references not cited elsewhere (p. [341]-373).
A very readable book, with a good deal of emphasis on the history of surveying.
Formerly Ayer 129 .B87 1949
Map Ref GA201 .B76 1949 (NLO)

17331 Cartography - History - 1952
Maps - Collections
Decorative printed maps of the 15th to 18th centuries; a rev. ed. of Old decorative maps and charts, by A.L. Humphreys. With eighty-four reproductions and a new text by R.A. Skelton.
-- Staples Press, Ltd. -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
viii, 80 p. 84 plates (part col.) ; 29 cm.
Reproductions of antiquarian maps accompanied by descriptive text.
Includes bibliographical references.
LC Card Number: map52000907
OCLC 1452535.
Ayer 129 .S62 1952 (NLO)

17332 Cartography - History - 1953
Maps -- A necessary medium to world progress. 1953.
Authors: Brown, Lloyd Arnold, 1907-1966
10 p. maps, illus.
Offprint.
Vert 17, no. 1 (PrCt)

17333 Cartography - History - 1953
Authors: Crone, G. R. (Gerald Roe) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
81 p. : ill., maps ; 19 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 172-179) and index.
Series statements: Hutchinson's university
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
ISBN 0090347943
Baskes GA201 .C7 1953 (NLO)

17334 Cartography - History - 1963
Authors: Bagrow, Leo -- Skelton, R. A. (Raleigh Ashlin), 1906-1970
578 p. : 21 maps, 76 illus., 66 figs.
Cited in Imago Mundi annual bibliography.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17335 Cartography - History - 1963
Maps as the heritage of mankind. 1963.
Authors: Heyden, Francis J.
From Surveying and Mapping 23 (1963) : 539-546.
Vert 244 (PrCt)

17336 Cartography - History - 1964
312 p. : maps, ill. (some folded, some col.) ; 28 cm.
Bibliography: p. 283-300.
Formerly Ayer 7 .B14 1964
LC Card Number: 64056112
Map Ref folio GA201 .B313 1964 (NLO)

17337 Cartography - History - 1964
The Making of maps. 1964.
Authors: Bickmore, David P., 1917-
p. 191-192
Vert 4 (PrCt)

17338 Cartography - History - 1966 - Juvenile literature
Authors: Hathway, James A. -- McNaught, Harry -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio GA201 .H3 1966 (NLO)

17339 Cartography - History - 1968
Authors: Crone, G. R. (Gerald Roe) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
4th (revised) ed.
The best written, most balanced shorter history. Published in multiple editions since 1953; still in print in 1989.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 172-179) and index.
Series: Hutchinson university library. Geography
Formerly 4A 6571
Duplicate copy: Baskes GA201 .C7 1968
LC Card Number: 75377375
ISBN 0090347943
Map Ref GA201 .C7 1968b (NLO)

17340 Cartography - History - 1968
Authors: Tooley, R. V. (Ronald Vere), 1898-1986 -- Bricker, Charles -- Crone, G. R. (Gerald Roe) -- Elsevier -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 166 maps ; 415 x 281 mm.
HT15;LC57
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

17341 Cartography - History - 1968
Authors: Turco Greco, Carlos A. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
63 p.: ill., maps, ports. ; 25 cm.
Bibliography: p. 61.
Series: Lectores de Eudeba, 3
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 73380811
Baskes GA201 .T8 (NLO)

17342 Cartography - History - 1969
Authors: Becker, Werner
264 p. : ill., maps ; 22 cm.
Bibliography: p. 233-238.
LC Card Number: 79493017
4A 19269 (NLO)

17343 Cartography - History - 1969
Authors: Tooley, R. V. (Ronald Vere), 1898-1986 -- Bricker, Charles -- Crone, G. R. (Gerald Roe) -- Thames and Hudson
276 p. : ill., facsims., 166 maps (some col.), ports. : 42 cm.
A coffee-table history of cartography par excellence with beautifully-produced illustrations.
Text is well-written, if discursive, providing background information about the history of discovery and exploration as well.
Bibliography: p. 269.
LC Card Number: 77382415
References: HT 16; LC 57;NMM 601
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

17347  Cartography - History - 1970
17347 Cartography - History
17347 Cartographers - Biography
Authors: Tooley, R. V. (Ronald Vere), 1898-1986 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
dii, 140 p., 79 plates. illus., charts, facsims. (1 col.), maps (incl. 6 col.) 26 cm.
Includes bibliographies.
Ayer 129 .T67 1970 (NLO)

17348 Cartography - History - 1971
Authors: Becker, Werner
Second ed.
Not at Newberry Library (Dec. 2009) (PrCt)

17349  Cartography - History - 1972
17349 Cartography - History
Authors: Tooley, R. V. (Ronald Vere), 1898-1986 -- Bricker, Charles -- Crone, G. R. (Gerald Roe) -- Thames and Hudson -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
276 p. : ill., facsims., 166 maps (some col.), ports. : 42 cm.
A coffee-table history of cartography par excellence with beautifully-produced illustrations.
Text is well-written, if discursive, providing background information about the history of discovery and exploration as well.
Bibliography: p. 269.
LC Card Number: 77382415
References: HT 16; LC 57;NMM 601
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

17350  Cartography - History - 1972
17350 Maps - Collectors and collecting
17350 Maps - Collectors and collecting - History - 1972
17350 Maps - Collectors and collecting - History
x, 232 p. : ill., maps ; 27 cm.
Most of the papers originally appeared in the Library of Congress Quarterly journal.
Includes bibliographical references.
Formerly 5A 6258
LC Card Number: 75173026
ISBN 0844400041
Map Ref GA231 .R5 1972 (NLO)

17351  Cartography - History - 1972
17351 Thematic
17351 Cartography - History - 1972 - Thematic
17351 Cartography - History
x, 232 p. : ill., maps ; 27 cm.
Most of the papers originally appeared in the Library of Congress Quarterly journal.
Includes bibliographical references.
Formerly 5A 6258
LC Card Number: 75173026
ISBN 0844400041
Map Ref GA231 .R5 1972 (NLO)
maps - History - 1800-1972
Authors: Thrower, Norman Joseph William
vii, 184 p. 23 cm.
Especially useful for the nineteenth and twentieth centuries including the development of thematic cartography.
Includes bibliographical references.
Formerly 4A 14200
LC Card Number: 70166141
ISBN 0135559618 ; 0135559537 (pbk.)
Map Ref GA201 .T47 1972 (NLO)

17352 Cartography - History - 1973
Authors: Kish, George, 1914-
x, 49 p. and 220 col. slides (film) 2 x 2 in.
map4C 30 (PrCt)

17353 Cartography - History - 1973
With sections written by J.K. Wright, George Kish, and R.A. Skelton, this is a concise but accurate outline.

17354 Cartography - History - 1973<><>Maps - Collections
Authors: Kish, George, 1914-- Harper & Row, Publishers -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 220 maps ; 217 x 148 mm.
35mmSlides+guide
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

17355 Cartography - History - 1975
Cartography. 1975.
Authors: Woodward, David, 1942-2004
BHC 2602
Vert 2139 (PrCt)

17356 Cartography - History - 1975
Cartography. 1975.
Authors: Woodward, David, 1942-2004
p. 118-125
Concise, authoritative outline of the subject.
Ref NK30 .O93, p. 118-125 (PrCt)

[2nd ed.]
'Published for the Hermon Dunlap Smith Center for the History of Cartography; the Newberry Library.'
Based on lectures first delivered in 1966 during the 1st series of Kenneth Nebenzahl, Jr., Lectures in the History of Cartography held at the Newberry Library.
Brief summary of the history of cartography from the middle ages to the present.
First published in 1972. Formerly GA197.3 .SS 1975
First edition published in 1972; see Ayer 4A 1270.
LC Card Number: 74-21344
ISBN 0226761649
Map Ref GA197.3 .SS 1975 (NLO)
Collections--British Library - Map collections

Authors: Barron, Roderick -- British Library -- Crescent Books -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
8 p., 40 leaves of plates : 40 col. maps ; 38 cm.
"Reproduces a selection of plates and originals from the British Library"--T.p. verso.
Series: Poster art series
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Map Collector v. 50, p. 45
ISBN 0517688085 ; 9780517688083
Baskes folio GA203 .B37 1989 (NLO)

17374
Cartography - History - 1990

Our worldly passion for maps. 1990.
Authors: McCracken, David
In Chicago Tribune, Jan. 12, 1990, Sec. 7, p.3,8:
maps..
BHC 1787
Vert 1048 (PrCt)

17375

Authors: Berthon, Simon -- Robinson, Andrew, 1957-- George Philip & Son -- Public Broadcasting Service (U.S.) -- International Business Machines Corporation --- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- PBS see Public Broadcasting Service (U.S.) -- P.B.S. see Public Broadcasting Service (U.S.) -- IBM see International Business Machines Corporation -- I.B.M. see International Business Machines Corporation
192 p. : col. ill., col. maps ; 29 cm.
Imprint from p. [4].
Companion volume to the six-part PBS television series "The Shape of the world."
"IBM is pleased to be associated with this special edition ..."--Dust jacket.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 189) and index.
Color illustrations on endpapers.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
ISBN 0540012297 ; 9780540012299
Baskes folio GA201 .B47 1991b (NLO)

17376
Cartography - History - 1993

Authors: Barber, Peter -- Board, Christopher
192 p. : ill. (some col.), maps (some col.) ; 29 cm.
Based on the popular BBC series 'first broadcast in Spring 1993', this is a well-illustrated and
intelligently-commented survey of a variety of map types from a variety of periods. Includes bibliographical references (p. 185-186) and index.

Formerly folio GA105.5 .T35 1993
ISBN 0563367849
Map Ref folio GA105.5 .T35 1993 (NLO)

17377 Cartography - History - 1993
Dust jacket.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
References: OCLC 28213705
LCCN: 93-4963
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 052883620X ; 9780528836206
folio RMcN atlas .M35 1993 (PrCt)

17378 Cartography - History - 1993
Dust jacket.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
References: OCLC 28213705
LCCN: 93-4963
ISBN 052883620X ; 9780528836206
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

17379 Cartography - History - 1993
Includes bibliographical references (p. 364-366) and index.
Formerly folio GA201 .G67 1993b
LC Card Number: gb 93059981
ISBN 1851708278
Map Ref folio GA201 .G67 1993b (NLO)

17380 Cartography - History - 1996
Formerly GA201 .T47 1996
LC Card Number: 95024656
ISBN 0226799719 (cloth : alk. paper) ; 0226799727 (paper : alk. paper)
Map Ref GA201 .T47 1996 (NLO)

17381 Cartography - History - 1999
Authors: Thrower, Norman Joseph William xiii, 326 p. : ill., maps ; 23 cm. 2nd ed.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 259-296) and index.
ISBN 0226799735
GA201 .T47 1999 (NLO)

17382 Cartography - History - 2001
Authors: Depuydt, F. -- Goossens, Modest -- Polfliet, Greet -- Antrop, M. viii, 137 p. : ill. (some col.), maps ; 30 cm. LC Card Number: 2003394078
ISBN 9056220403 ; 9789056220402
folio GA201 .V36 2001 (NLO)

17383 Cartography - History - 2002
Series: Colección La estrella polar; 36.
GA201 .T471 2003 (NLO)

17384 Cartography - History - 2003
Authors: Short, John R. 224 p. : ill., maps ; 29 cm.

'Further reading': p. 218.

Includes index.

ISBN 1552978117 (bound)

**folio GA201 .S46 2003 (NLO)**

17385  **Cartography - History - 2003**


Authors: Wilford, John Noble -- Sachs, Bob

Pp. 154-85 : col. maps, ill. ; 26 cm.


'Fotos Bob Sacha.'

Exceptionally fine photographs include a view down a well at Aswan, to illustrate Eratosthenes' method of measuring the earth.

Vert 2004, no. 2 (PrCt)

17386  **Cartography - History - 2003 - Juvenile literature**<br><br>**Cartographers - Biography - 2003 - Juvenile literature**

*The Road to there: mapmakers and their stories* / Val Ross. Toronto, Ont. : Plattsburgh, N.Y.


Authors: Ross, Val

146 p. : ill. (some col.) ; 24 cm.

Contents: Mapmaker's secret identity; the Vinland map -- Mapmaker's best friend; King Roger II and Al-Idrisi -- Mapmaker's loss; Cheng Ho -- Mapmaker's brothers; Henry the Navigator -- Mapmaker's beliefs; Gerard Mercator -- Mapmaker's family honor; the Cassini family -- Mapmaker's hands; Captain James Cook -- Mapmaker's nose; Alexander von Humboldt -- Mapmaker's sense of the land; mapping North America -- Undersea mapmakers; mapping the ocean depths -- Mapmaker's disguise; secret maps -- Mapmaker and her business; Phyllis Pearsall -- Mapmaker's eyes; mapping from above.

Contributor biographical information, sample text, and publisher description available on Library of Congress website (accessed July 2010):

http://www.loc.gov/catdir/bios/randome051/2003103802.html

http://www.loc.gov/catdir/samples/randome051/2003103802.html

http://www.loc.gov/catdir/description/randome0414/2003103802.html

Includes bibliographical references (p. 138-140) and index.

LC Card Number: 2003103802

ISBN 0887766218 ; 9780887766213

**GA105.6 .R67 2003 (NLO)**

17387  **Cartography - History - 2005**


Authors: Barber, Peter


Includes bibliographical references and index.

References: OCLC 58052391

ISBN 0297843726 (hbk.) ; 9780297843726 (hbk.)

Not at Newberry Library (May 2008) (PrCt)

17388  **Cartography - History - 2005**


Authors: Barber, Peter

360 p. : ill. (chiefly col.), maps (chiefly col.) ; 30 cm.

A compilation of maps charting the progress of civilization as our knowledge of the world expanded. Organized as a progression through time, "The Map Book" collects some 175 maps that span four millennia - from the famed prehistoric Bedolina (Italy) incision in rock from around 1500 B.C. to the most modern, digitally enhanced rendering.

Includes bibliographical references (p. 357) and index.


Contributor biographical information on Library of Congress website (accessed April 2013):

http://catdir.loc.gov/catdir/enhancements/fy0701/2006298592-b.html

LC Card Number: 2006298592

ISBN 0802714749 ; 9780802714749

**folio GA201 .M36 2005 (NLO)**

17389  **Cartography - History - 2006**


Authors: Ehrenberg, Ralph E., 1937- -- National Geographic Society (U.S.)

256 p. : ill. (chiefly col.), maps (chiefly col.) ; 31 cm.

Contents: Emergence of mapping traditions -- Charting the age of discovery and exploration -- Maps for royalty, nobility, clergy, and merchant princes -- National surveys and thematic cartography -- Maps for everyone -- Satellite imaging, digital mapping, and virtual reality.

Includes bibliographical references (p. 250) and index.

Contributor biographical information and publisher description on Library of Congress website (accessed June 2008):

http://www.loc.gov/catdir/enhancements/fy0625/2005051107-b.html
- 2007 Festival of Maps (2007-2008 : Chicago, Ill.)
Authors: Akerman, James R. -- Karrow, Robert W. -- Field Museum of Natural History --
ix, 400 p. : ill. (chiefly col.), maps (chiefly col.) ; 29 cm.
Copublished with The Field Museum, in association with The Newberry Library. -- p. [ii].
Issued to accompany Field Museum exhibition of the same name (November 2, 2007-January 27, 2008), one of the map exhibitions forming part of the Festival of Maps held in Chicago during 2007-2008.
Includes reproductions of over 40 maps held by the Newberry Library; see "Illustration credits" with Newberry call numbers (p. 379).
Includes bibliographical references (p. 345-361) and index.
Table of contents and publisher description on Library of Congress website (accessed Oct. 2007):
http://www.loc.gov/catdir/toc/ecip0732/2007002819.html
http://www.loc.gov/catdir/enhancements/fy0732/2007002819-d.html
Formerly folio GA108 .M34 2007
See also printout from Field Museum website (accessed May 2009): Maps : finding our place in the world : checklist of objects in the exhibition ([Chicago : Field Museum], 2007) [Map Ref folio Z881 .C525 N48 2007b (PrCt)]. Lists 129 items (from 65 institutions and private collections, including the Newberry).
LCNN: 2007-2819
OCLC 80359919
ISBN 97802262010755 (hardcover : alk. paper) ; 0226010759 (hardcover : alk. paper)
Map Ref folio GA108 .M34 2007 (NLO)

Authors: Buisseret, David -- Oxford University Press -- Newberry Library
2 v. : ill. (some col.), maps (some col.) ; 29 cm.
Published in association with the Newberry Library. Includes bibliographical references and index.
Table of contents on Library of Congress website (Jan. 2007):
http://www.loc.gov/catdir/toc/ecip0619/2006027968.html
Cf. OCLC 71737868
ISBN 019514922X (hardcover : alk. paper) ; 9780195149227 (hardcover : alk. paper)
Not at Newberry Library (Jan. 2007) (PrCt)

The History of cartography / edited by J.B. Harley and David Woodward. Chicago : University of Chicago Press, 1987-
Authors: Harley, J. B. (John Brian) -- Woodward, David, 1942-2004
v. <1-3; in 6> : ill. (some col.), maps (some col.) ; 29 cm.
Ongoing publication planned for six volumes but already showing the tendency to hive off into 'books,' this has long essays by an international team of experts. Grandly conceived, carefully edited, well-illustrated, and impeccably documented, it will be the standard history.
Duplicate copy (v.1 and v.2, bk. 1 only): folio GA201 .H53 1987
LC Card Number: 86006995
ISBN 0226316351 (v. 1) ; 9780226316352 (v. 1) ; 0226316351 (v. 2, bk. 1 : alk. paper) ; 9780226316352 (v. 2, bk. 1 : alk. paper) ; 0226316378(v. 2, bk. 2 : alk. paper) ; 9780226316379(v. 2, bk. 2 : alk. paper) ; 0226907333 (v. 3, pt. 1) ; 9780226907338 (v. 3, pt. 1) ; 0226907341 (v. 3, pt. 2) ; 9780226907345 (v. 3, pt. 2)
Map Ref folio GA201 .H53 1987a (NLO)

17397 Cartography - History - 2013
Authors: Brotton, Jerry
xix, 521 p., [48] p. of plates : ill. (some col.), maps
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
17398

Cartography - History - Bibliography
Authors: Bagrow, Leo -- Skelton, R. A. (Raleigh Ashlin), 1906-1970
p. [201]-300
Lists 278 items, arranged topically.
Reprint of 1964 edition [Ayer 7 B14 1964 - in Map Room].
Map Ref folio GA201 .B313 1985, p. [201]-300 (PrCt)

17400

Cartography - History - Bibliography
Authors: Bagrow, Leo -- Skelton, R. A. (Raleigh Ashlin), 1906-1970
p. [201]-300
Lists 278 items, arranged topically.
Reprint of 1964 edition [Ayer 7 B14 1964 - in Map Room].
Map Ref folio GA201 .B313 1985, p. [201]-300 (PrCt)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Date of Publication</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
Books:

17412 Cartesian - History - Cartography

How to identity old maps and globes, with a list of cartographers, engravers, publishers and printers concerned with printed maps and globes from c.1500 to c.1850. London : G. Bell and Sons, [1965].

Authors: Lister, Raymond -- Edward E. Ayer
Collection (Newberry Library)
256 p. : ill., charts, maps, plans, plates ; 26 cm.
Series: How to identify series
Formerly Ayer 129 .L77 1965
LC Card Number: 65003799
Map Ref GA201 .L56 1965 (NLO)

17413 Cartography - History - Cartographers


Authors: Lister, Raymond
Collection (Newberry Library)
57 leaves ; 29 cm.

Unpublished typescript with 312 entries.

"This is a personal selection and doubtless somewhat idiosyncratic. It emphasizes, but is not limited to, newer works in the English language, especially those likely to be of greatest interest to persons working in or on North America and Great Britain. It is biased towards those books which have found their way ... to the reference shelves in the Newberry Library's Rand McNally Map Reading Room ..."

Includes subject, title, and author indexes.
Available on Newberry Library website (accessed July 2009):
http://www.newberry.org/collections/conbib.html
Map Ref folio Z6021 .K37 1997 (NLO)

17414 Cartography - History - Cartographers


Authors: Lister, Raymond
Collection (Newberry Library)
128 p. : 63 plates, ill., maps, ports. ; 26 cm.
Bibliography: p. 119-120.
Formerly 5A 4165
LC Card Number: 77510036
ISBN 0713515864
Map Ref GA205 .L5 1970 (NLO)

17415 Cartography - History - Cartography - Philosophy


Authors: Cosgrove, Denis E.
vi, 311 p. : ill., maps, plans ; 24 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [301]-303) and index.


Series: Critical views.
ISBN 1861890214 (pbk).


http://www.loc.gov/catdir/enhancements/fy0742/2005029047-b.html
ISBN 9780316997669 (hardcover) ; 0316997668 ; 0821257579 (hardcover ; alk. paper) ; 9780821257579 (hardcover ; alk. paper)

Map Ref folio GA203 .V57 2007 (NLO)

Authors: Moreland, Carl -- Regent Gallery of Cheltenham
1 map
 Cf. OCLC 21659086.
temp map2F G3201.B7 1979 .M6 (PrCl)

17418 Cartography - History - Charts, diagrams, etc. Timecharts of historical cartography. [197-].
Authors: Raisz, Erwin, 1893-1968 -- Harvard University. Institute of Geographical Exploration
1 map
Accession no. 73-9946.
temp map2F G3201.B7 1933 .R3 197- (PrCl)

Bonn : Kirschbaum Verlag, 2008.
XIV, 311 pages : illustrations (some color), maps (some color) ; 30 cm.
International conference proceedings.
Includes bibliographical references.
ISBN 9783781217836 (pbk.) ; 3781217833 (pbk.)
folio GA201 .K38 2000 (NLO)

Bonn : Kirschbaum Verlag, 2002.
Authors: Kartographiehistorisches Colloquium (9th : 1998 : Rostock, Germany) -- Scharfe, Wolfgang
Cartography - History - Congresses - 1992
17422

Cartography - History - Congresses - 2000
353 p. : ill., maps ; 25 cm.
1. ed.
All contributions in English.
Includes bibliographical references and indexes.
Series: Col·lecció Monografies (Institut Cartogràfic de Catalunya) ; 23.
LC Card Number: 94194136
ISBN 3496025174 ; 9783496025177

Cartography - History - Congresses - Sweden - History - Congresses
Authors: Roeck Hansen, Birgitta
168 p. : ill., maps ; 23 cm.
17423

Articules presented at a conference on early European large-scale maps held at the Dept. of Human Geography, Stockholm University, Nov. 27-28, 2003.
Contributions in Swedish (9) or English (3); introduction and abstract in English.
Includes bibliographical references.
Series statements: Konferenser ; 57 -- Konferenser (Kungl. Vitterhets, historie och antikvityts akademien) ; 57.
ISBN 9174023470
GA101.2 .N37 2005 (NLO)

Cartography - History - Documentary television programs - Great Britain - Historical television programs - Great Britain
Tales from the map room / a BBC-TV productions in association with Ambrose Video Publishing ; producer, Julian Stenhouse ; narrated by Philippa Davies ; photography, Martin Patmore, Graham Day ; music, Andy Roberts ; film editor, Peter Essex. New York, NY : Ambrose Video Pub., 1993.
Authors: Stenhouse, Julian -- Davies, Philippa -- Ambrose Video Publishing -- British Broadcasting Corporation. Television Service
6 videocassettes (ca. 180 min.) : sd., col. ; 1/2 in.
Abstract: X doesn't always mark the spot. Still maps can unlock the past and illuminate the present. This series explores the enormous variety of maps, ancient and modern and the related history and politics that dictate the map-makers all. Each of the six half hour programs focuses on a single theme: map trickery, maps and ownership, maps and warfare, maps as route finders, maps and cities and maps of the seaboard. Original maps are blended with historical reconstruction and expert witnesses to present an intriguing tale of our ever-changing views of the world.
Contents: v. 1 A tissue of lies -- v. 2 Plumb pudding in danger -- v. 3 Path of glory -- v. 4 On the road -- v. 5 Metropolis -- v. 6 On the rocks.
To Collection Services for cataloging, Mar. 2011 (PrCt)

Cartography - History - Documentary television programs - United States
Authors: Low, Sanford H. -- Morrison, Philip -- Morrison, Phylis, 1927-- -- Public Broadcasting Associates -- PBS Video
1 videocassette (ca. 43 min.) : sd., col. ; 1/2 in. VHS format [NTSC].
17425

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Participants: Philip Morrison.  
Abstract: In "Mapping", a Ryder rental van is turned into a mobile star-sighting observatory on a long voyage through Nebraska and Kansas as Morrison re-measures the earth.

To Collection Services for cataloging, Mar. 2011 (PrCt)

17426 Cartography - History - Exhibitions - 1933  
Authors: Buczek, Karol -- Kwartalnik historyczny  
-- Kwartalnik historycznej SEE Kwartalnik historyczny  
In Kwartalnik historyczny 47 (1933): 233-257.  
Not at Newberry Library (Dec. 2009) (PrCt)

17427 Cartography - History - Exhibitions - 1952  
xiv, [125] p. : 60 plates (incl. maps) ; 31 cm.  
Prepared by Lloyd Brown, author of The Story of Maps.  
A classic exhibition catalog, with 60 superb collotype reproductions, this is practically a history of cartography. 'Organized by the Peabody Institute Library, the Walters Art Gallery [and] the John Work Garrett Library of the Johns Hopkins University in cooperation with the Baltimore Museum of Art.' Includes bibliographies. 'Addenda and Corrigenda' slip inserted.  
Formerly Ayer 290 .B234 1952  
LC Card Number: a 53009898  

17428 Cartography - History - Exhibitions - Catalogs - 1947  
Authors: Bagrow, Leo -- Köhlin, Harald -- Kish, George, 1914- -- Nationalmuseum (Sweden) -- Kartografiska sällskapet (Stockholm, Sweden)  
76 p. : ill., maps ; 22 cm.  
Compiled by Leo Bagrow and Harald Köhlin. 'Föreliggande katalog är redigerad av Kartografiska Sällskapet'--P. [6].  
Series: Nationalmusei utställningskatalog ; nr. 128  
Inscribed by Leo Bagrow to George Kish.  
GA190 .K373 1947 (NLO)

17429 Cartography - History - Exhibitions - Catalogs<<>><><>British Library - Exhibitions -  
Catalogs<<>><><>><>Nautical charts  
Charting Neptune's realm : from classical

Catalogs
Authors: Carlucci, April -- Barber, Peter -- British Library  
64 p. : ill. (some col.), maps (some col.) ; 26 cm.  
Catalog of an exhibition held at the British Library, July 2001 to April 2002.  
Formerly GA195.L66 L54 2001  
ISBN 0712347518  
Map Ref GA195.L66 L54 2001 (NLO)

Catalogs<<>><><>><>Nautical charts

Catalogs<<>><><>><><>><>Maine - History - Exhibitions -  
Maps : finding our place in the world : checklist of objects in the exhibition. [Chicago : Field Museum], 2007.  
Authors: Field Museum of Natural History -- Newberry Library -- Akerman, James R. -- Karrow, Robert W. -- Festival of Maps (2007-2008 : Chicago, Ill.)  
13 p. ; 28 cm.  
Field Museum exhibit held November 2, 2007-January 27, 2008; curated by James R. Akerman and Robert W. Karrow of the Newberry Library.  
Includes 129 entries (from 65 institutions and private collections, including 18 items from the Newberry); this copy annotated in pencil with Newberry call numbers.  
One of the map exhibitions forming part of the Festival of Maps held in Chicago during 2007-2008.  
Printout from Field Museum website (accessed May 2009);  
http://www.fieldmuseum.org/maps/pdfs/full_map_list.pdf  
Duplicate copy: Vert 732  
See also essays published to accompany the exhibit: Akerman, James R. and Robert W. Karrow (eds.). Maps : finding our place in the world (Chicago : University of Chicago Press, 2007). Includes reproductions of over 40 maps held by the Newberry; "Illustration credits" include Newberry call numbers [Map Ref folio GA108 .M34 2007, p. 379].  
Map Ref folio Z881 .C525 N48 2007b (PrCt)
mythology to satellite imagery, April 4, 2000 to January 11, 2001 / Osher Map Library and Smith Center for Cartographic Education at the University of Southern Maine ; exhibition catalog by Donald S. Johnson. Portland, ME : University of Southern Maine, 2003.
Authors: Osher Map Library -- Smith Center for Cartographic Education -- Johnson, Donald S., 1932-.
xv, 56 p. : ill., maps ; 28 cm.
Series: Occasional publication / Osher Library Associates ; no. 2 -- Occasional publication (Osher Library Associates) ; no. 2.
ISBN 0939561328
folio GA361 .O57 2003 (NLO)

Authors: Huseman, Ben W. -- University of Texas at Arlington Library [4], 48 p. : ill., col. maps ; 28 cm.
Catalog of an exhibition of maps held August 2010 - January 2011, in Special Collections, The University of Texas at Arlington Library. Includes cartobibliographical references.
folio GA201 .H87 2010 (NLO)

Authors: Osher Map Library -- Johnson, Donald S., 1932- -- Smith Center for Cartographic Education
xv, 56 p. : ill., maps ; 28 cm.
Series: Occasional publication / Osher Library Associates ; no. 2.
ISBN 0939561328
folio GA361 .O57 2003 (NLO)

17434 Cartography - History - Exhibitions-Walters Art Museum (Baltimore, Md.) - Exhibitions-Festival of Maps (2008 : Baltimore, Md.)
Authors: Walters Art Museum (Baltimore, Md.) -- Field Museum of Natural History -- Newberry Library -- Akerman, James R. -- Karrow, Robert W.
8 pieces
Promotional material for the Baltimore venue (March 16 - June 8, 2008) of the Field Museum exhibit held November 2, 2007-January 27, 2008; curated by James R. Akerman and Robert
Includes bookmark, gallery guide and map, program and menu from opening night, information about Baltimore's "Festival of Maps," etc.
Vert 3015 (PrCT)

17435 Cartography - History-Geography - History-Geography - Philosophy-Science - Philosophy-Discoveries in science-Revolutions - Philosophy
Authors: Livingstone, David N., 1953-- -- Withers, Charles W. J. -- University of Chicago. Press -- Buisseret, David
viii, 433 p. : ill., maps ; 24 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 367-416) and index.
Table of contents, contributor biographical information, and publisher description available on Library of Congress website (accessed March 2010):
http://www.loc.gov/catdir/toc/ecip057/2005003443.html --

Book review available on H-Net (accessed March 2010):
http://www.h-net.org/review/hrev-aof4d6-aa

Gift, David Buisseret, 2010.

LC Card Number: 2005003443

ISBN 071535857X

folio G 006 .422 (NLO)

17440
Cartography - History<<>>Nautical charts - History<<>>National Maritime Museum (Great Britain) - Map collections - Catalogs<<>>Nautical charts - Bibliography - Catalogs<<>>Nautical charts


Authors: Howse, Derek -- Sanderson, Michael W. B. -- McGraw-Hill, inc. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 60 maps ; 282 x 226 mm.

Reproductions of 60 charts with commentary on facing page.

Includes index.

Bibliography: p. 15.


ISBN 071535857X

folio G 006 .422 (NLO)

17439
Cartography - History<<>>Nautical charts - History<<>>National Maritime Museum (Great Britain) - Map collections - Catalogs<<>>Nautical charts - Bibliography - Catalogs<<>>Nautical charts


Authors: Howse, Derek -- Sanderson, Michael W. B.

144 p. ill., charts, facsims., maps (some col.). 29 cm.

Reproductions of 60 charts with commentary on facing page.

Includes index.

Bibliography: p. 15.


ISBN 071535857X

folio G 006 .422 (NLO)

17437
Cartography - History<<>>Ginn and Company -1930

Authors: Mayer, Max, ca. 1878-
p. 2841-2847 : 1 map ; 24 cm.
In Publishers weekly 117, pt. 2, no. 23 (June 7, 1930): 2841-2847.

This and the two subsequent sections "form a lecture delivered by Mr. Mayer before the American Institute of Graphic Arts" (p. 2841).

Mayer had earlier worked as a cartographer in the map department of Matthews-Northrup, Buffalo.

Z 983 .719, p. 2841-2847 (PrCT)

17438
Cartography - History - Methodology

Authors: Griffin, Stan

Paper prepared for course at the Univ. of Chicago in 1973.

Vert 279, no. 1 (PrCT)

17442
Cartography - History - Periodicals
v. : ill. ; 30 cm.

Irregular publication; no more issued?

In German.

Cover title.


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
17445 Cartography - History - Periodicals<->Cartography - Periodicals

Periodicals<->Cartography - Bibliography

Imago mundi. Berlin : London [etc. various publishers], 1935-date.
Authors: International Society for the History of Cartography -- Imago Mundi Ltd. -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

v.1 (1935) +

The leading scholarly journal devoted exclusively to the history of cartography, it was founded by Leo Bagrow.

Editors: 1935- Leo Bagrow, with Hans Wertheim, 1935; Edward Lynam, 1937-


Now published by the International Society for the History of Cartography. Indexes to the first and second ten volumes are in v. 10 (1953) and v. 20 (1966); the cumulative index to vols. 21-40 (through 1988), published in 1991, is a disaster, only marginally easier to use than looking at each volume.

Includes annual bibliography at end of every issue, also lacking a cumulative index, making it very difficult to use for topical searches. Earlier volumes contain a number of duplicate and incomplete entries. Arranged by author; careful and uniform editing and annual subject index begin with v. 29.

Formerly Ayer 129 .I53

Full text available through JSTOR website subscription (accessed September 2, 2008): http://www.jstor.org/journals/03085694.html

Map Ref folio GA101 .M47 (NLO)

17447 Cartography - History - Periodicals<->Cartography - Switzerland - History - Periodicals


Authors: Schweizerische Gesellschaft für Kartographie. Arbeitsgruppe für Kartengeschichte

v. : ill. ; 30 cm.

Three no. a year


Handsomely produced with a fair amount of color. German with French and English abstracts.

Formerly GA1021 .C37


1 computer optical disc : col. ; 4 3/4 in. System requirements: Windows PC or MacIntosh; CD-ROM drive. Shelved separately as CD-ROM

G6044.Z8S4 M86 2001

LC Card Number: sn 9001517 ; sn 95001517 ; 2002233147

ISSN 1086-6728

Map Ref folio GA101 .M47 (NLO)
17448 Cartography - History - Periodicals - Electronic journals
E-Perimeton [Internet resource]: the international quarterly e-journal on sciences and technologies allied to history of cartography and maps. [S.l. s.n.], 2006-ongoing.
Internet resource
"e-Perimeton is a pluralist peer reviewed international journal which does not obey any particular ideological, theoretical or methodological approach in dealing with humanistic, artistic, scientific and technological issues related to map history and cartographic heritage. The journal is published quarterly during the year."
Published online beginning with v. 1, no. 1 (2006) - <ongoing>; accessed October 2011:
http://www.e-perimeton.org/
Editorial board directory:
http://www.e-perimeton.org/The_journal/Editors.htm
ISSN 1790-3769
http://www.e-perimeton.org/ (PrCt)

17449 Cartography - History - Periodicals - Maps
Collectors and collecting - Periodicals - Map collecting SEE Maps - Collectors and collecting
74 nos. : maps, ill. ; 30 cm.
Published as nos. 1 (December 1977)-74 (Spring 1996)
Accompanied by separately shelved cumulative indexes to nos. 1-20 (Dec. 1977-Sept. 1982); nos. 21-30 (Dec. 1982-March 1985); nos. 31-40 (June 1985-Sept. 19870); and nos. 51-60 (Summer 1990-Fall 1992; with a summarized index to the articles in issues 1-60) [folio GA101 .M28 Indexes]
An attractive quarterly magazine with feature articles by scholars and collectors and regular sections on auctions, collations, news, etc. Formerly folio GA101 .M28
Absorbed by: Mercator's World.
LC Card Number: 78648073 ; 80644443
ISSN 0140-427X
Map Ref folio GA101 .M28 (NLO)

17450 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Speculum orbis 1, no. 1: 58.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17451 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Introduction to Baierische Chronik see Aventinus 1926. 1926.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17452 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Baer, Leo, b. 1880
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17453 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Bagrow, Leo
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17454 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Bagrow, Leo
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17455 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Bagrow, Leo
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17456 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Tylman Susato. 1980.
Authors: Bain, Susan
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17457 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Barbosa Machado, Diôgo, 1682-1772
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17458 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Bassi, Elena -- Trincanato, Egle R.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17459 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
De historische schoonheid van Zaltbommel. Amsterdam : Allert de Lange, 1944.
Authors: Beckering Vinckers, Jan -- Vinckers, Jan
Beckering SEE Beckering Vinckers, Jan
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17460 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Bensaúde, Joaquim, 1859-1952
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17461 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Documents topographiques relatifs ... la ville de Gand XVle-XVIIIe siècles, texte par P. Bergmans, V. Fris, et V. vander Haegen. Ghent : S.n., 1914-1920.
17461 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Bersano Begey, Marina -- Dondi, Giuseppe

Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17462 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Bertolini, G. L.

Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17463 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)

Zur ältesten Geschichte der sächsischen Kartographie. 1902.
Authors: Beschorner, Hans, 1872-

Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17464 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Bett, Henry

Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17465 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)

De historische schoonheid van Dordrecht.
Amsterdam: Allert de Lange, 1943.
Authors: Beyerman, J. J.

Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17466 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Biasutti, Renato, 1878-1965
Series: Contributi alla storia della cartografia d'Italia, no. 1...
Rivista geografiche italiane, Memoria geografiche, vol. 1.

Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17467 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Bibliothèque nationale (France)

Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17468 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)


Authors: Bergmans, Paul, et al.

Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17469 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Boczynska, Malgorzata

Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17470 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Brandmair, Eduard

Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17471 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Brandmair, Eduard

Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17472 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)

Books, Manuscripts, Autograph Letters, Bindings: From the Ninth to the Present Century. London:

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Authors: Bittner, Ludwig, ed.

Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17473 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Boomgaard, J. E. A.

Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17474 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Bossu, Jozef

Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17475 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Boy, Madeleine, ed.
Exhibit catalog.

Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17476 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Bramsen, Bo
Reprinted 1965, GrÝnholt Pedersens Forlag; 1985, Rosenkilde og Bagger.

Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17477 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)

From the Ninth to the Present Century. London:

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Authors: Bersano Begey, Marina

Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)
Breslauer, 1970.
Authors: Breslauer, Martin, firm, booksellers, London
Series: Catalogue 101.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17480 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Breusing, Arthur, 1818-1892
61 p.; 22 cm.
Second ed.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17481 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Leitfaden durch das Wiegenalter der Kartographie bis zum Jahre 1600, mit besonderer Berücksichtigung Deutschlands. Frankfurt am Main : Mahlau & Waldschmidt, 1883.
Authors: Breusing, Arthur, 1818-1892
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17482 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Brown, Horatio F. (Horatio Forbes), 1854-1926
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17483 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Bruijn, C. A. de -- Schukking, W. H.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17484 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Burmeister, Karl-Heinz
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17485 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Burmeister, Karl-Heinz
Series: Basler Beiträge zur Geschichtswissenschaft, vol. 91.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17486 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: David M. Stewart Museum -- Stewart Museum (Montreal) SEE David M. Stewart Museum
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17487 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Early English Books, 1475-1640
Microfilm reproductions of books listed in STC 1976-86.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17488 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Eckert, Max, 1868-1938
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17489 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Eisler, Max, 1881-1937
Arbeiten des Kunsthistorisches Instituts der Universität Wien (Lehrkanzel Strzygowski), vol. 16.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17490 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Geographie. Amsterdam, 1932-1940.
Authors: Empel, M. van -- Pieters, H.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17491 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Zoon Andreae et ses homonymes. 1891.
Authors: Essling, Victor Masséna, prince d', 1836-1910 -- Ephrucci, Charles, 1849-1905
Gazette des beaux-arts 3d ser., 5: 401-15, 6: 225-44.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17492 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Introduction to The Cosmographiae introductio see Waldseemüller 1907. 1907.
Authors: Fischer, Joseph, 1858-1944
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17493 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Die älteste Karte mit dem Namen Amerika aus dem Jahre 1507 und die Carta marina aus dem Jahre 1516... = The Oldest Map with the Name America of the Year 1507... = Die älteste Karte mit dem Namen America aus dem Jahre 1507 und die Carta marina aus dem Jahre 1516. Innsbruck : Wagner; London: H. Stevens, Son & Stiles, 1903.
Authors: Fischer, Joseph, 1858-1944 -- Wieser, Franz, Ritter von, 1848-1923
German and English.
Reprinted Amsterdam: Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, 1968.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17494 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Fockema Andreae, S. J. (Sybrandus Johannes), 1904-1968 -- Hoff, Bert van 't, 1900-1979
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17495 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Carta marina universalis 1530 nach dem einzigen bekannten Exemplar in der Bayerischen
17496 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Frutaz, Amato Pietro
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17497 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Gallo, Rodolfo
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17498 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Gallois, Lucien Louis Joseph, 1857-1941
In École française d'Athénès, Exploration archéologique de Delos, fasc. 3.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17499 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: García Villoslada, Ricardo – García Villoslada, Ricardo SEE García Villoslada, Ricardo
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17500 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Gasparrini Leporace, Tullia
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17501 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
La Vniversale descrittione del mondo...M(D)LXII. Jenkintown, Pa. Tall Tree Library, 1949.
Authors: Gastaldi, Giacomo, approximately 1500-approximately 1565
Tall Tree Library Publication no. 21. ^pPhotostatic facsimile.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17502 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Geldner, Ferdinand
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17503 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Gemelin, L.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17504 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Compendiosa totius anatomie...1545. New York : Readex Microprint, 1981.
Authors: Geminus, Thomas, d. 1562
Micro-opaque.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17505 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Compendiosa totius anatomie...1553. New York : Readex Microprint, 1981.
Authors: Geminus, Thomas, d. 1562
Micro-opaque
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17506 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Le due carte della Toscana dipinte nel 1589 da don Stefano Buonsignori nella R. Galleria degli Uffizi in Firenze. 1927.
Authors: Genovï¿½, Lina
Universo 8: 595-632.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17507 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Gerstinger, Hans, 1885-1971
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17508 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Gerstinger, Hans, 1885-1971
Oesterreichischen Akademie der Wissenschaften, Phil.- hist. Klasse,
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17509 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Geschichte Wien
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17510 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Ghim, Walter
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17511 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Gibbs, Sharon L. -- Henderson, Janice Adrienne -- Price, Derek J. de Solla (Derek John de Solla), 1922-1983
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>17512</td>
<td>Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>Dordrecht: Dordrechtse Drukkerijen</td>
<td>NORTH AMERICAN LOCATIONS: CaBViPA, DLC, InU, MH, MIU-C, NN, OC, RPJCB.</td>
<td>Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17513</td>
<td>Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>Venice: I. Ziletti y su compañero, 1570</td>
<td>NORTH AMERICAN LOCATIONS: CaBViPA, DLC, InU, MH, MIU-C, NN, OC, RPJCB.</td>
<td>Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17514</td>
<td>Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>Tielt: Lannoo, 1983</td>
<td>NORTH AMERICAN LOCATIONS: CaBViPA, DLC, InU, MH, MIU-C, NN, OC, RPJCB.</td>
<td>Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17515</td>
<td>Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>Bastia: Ve. E. Ollagnier, 1888-1890</td>
<td>NORTH AMERICAN LOCATIONS: CaBViPA, DLC, InU, MH, MIU-C, NN, OC, RPJCB.</td>
<td>Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17516</td>
<td>Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>Letteron, Lucien-Auguste</td>
<td>NORTH AMERICAN LOCATIONS: CaBViPA, DLC, InU, MH, MIU-C, NN, OC, RPJCB.</td>
<td>Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17517</td>
<td>Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>Gluskina, M.</td>
<td>NORTH AMERICAN LOCATIONS: CaBViPA, DLC, InU, MH, MIU-C, NN, OC, RPJCB.</td>
<td>Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17518</td>
<td>Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>Ollagnier, 1888-1890</td>
<td>NORTH AMERICAN LOCATIONS: CaBViPA, DLC, InU, MH, MIU-C, NN, OC, RPJCB.</td>
<td>Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17519</td>
<td>Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>Ve. E. Ollagnier, 1888-1890</td>
<td>NORTH AMERICAN LOCATIONS: CaBViPA, DLC, InU, MH, MIU-C, NN, OC, RPJCB.</td>
<td>Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17520</td>
<td>Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>Göttingen, Franz</td>
<td>NORTH AMERICAN LOCATIONS: CaBViPA, DLC, InU, MH, MIU-C, NN, OC, RPJCB.</td>
<td>Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17521</td>
<td>Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>Turin: C. Clausen, 1902</td>
<td>NORTH AMERICAN LOCATIONS: CaBViPA, DLC, InU, MH, MIU-C, NN, OC, RPJCB.</td>
<td>Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)
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17531 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Bernardo Silvano e la sua edizione della Geografia di Tolomeo. [Firenze : La nuova Italia, 1925-1926].
Authors: Guglielmi-Zazo, Giulia -- Rivista geografica italiana (1925-1926)
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17532 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Gulyás, Pál, 1881-1963
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17533 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Gunther, R. T. (Robert Theodore), 1869-1940
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17534 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Die münchener Globen Philipp Apians. 1888.
Authors: Günther, Siegmund, 1848-1923
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17535 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Jacob Ziegler, ein bayerischer Geograph und Mathematiker. Ansbach : M. Eichinger, 1896.
Authors: Günther, Siegmund, 1848-1923
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17536 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Nikolaus Cusanus in seinen Beziehungen zur mathematischen und physikalischen Geographie. 1899.
Authors: Günther, Siegmund, 1848-1923
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17537 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Studien zu Jacob Zieglers Biographie. 1897.
Authors: Günther, Siegmund, 1848-1923
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17538 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Guyan, Walter Ulrich, 1911-

17539 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
The cradle of printing from Mainz and Bamberg to Westminster and St. Albans: One hundred incunabula and manuscripts important for the development of early printing. New York : Kraus, 1954.
Authors: H.P. Kraus (Firm)
Catalogue 69.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17540 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: H.P. Kraus (Firm)
Catalogue no. 132.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17541 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: H.P. Kraus (Firm)
Catalog 114.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17542 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: H.P. Kraus (Firm)
Catalogue 178.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17543 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Haack, Hermann, 1872-1896
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17544 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Haasbroek, N. D.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17545 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Tilemann Stellas Karten über die Zweibrücker Gegend aus dem Jahre 1564. 1924-1926.
Authors: Häberle, Daniel, 1864-1934
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17546 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Tilemann Stellas Karten vom Oberamt Zweibrücken aus dem Jahre 1564. 1924.
Authors: Häberle, Daniel, 1864-1934
Pfälzisches Museum 41: 138.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17547 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
The Principal Navigations, Voyages, Traffiques &
17548 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Die astronomischen Instrumente des Kardinals Newberry holding
Authors: Hartig, Otto, 1876.  
Jahrhundert, nach der Landesbeschreibung Ortsansichten aus dem sechzehnten Altheimatland: bayerische Städte und Ortsansichten aus dem sechzehnten Jahrhundert, nach der Landesbeschreibung Apios.. Munich : F. Schmidt, 1922.  
Authors: Hartig, Otto, 1876-1945  
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17549 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Hansen, R.  
Heide in Holstein 3: 57-76  
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17550 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Hantzsch, Viktor, 1868.  
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17551 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Hantzsch, Viktor, 1868-1910 -- Schmidt, Ludwig  
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17552 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Early Geomagnetic Contributions, VI. 1943.  
Authors: Harradon, Harry Durward, 1883-1966.  
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17553 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
The Outcome of the Cabot Quater-Centenary. 1898.  
Authors: Harrisse, Henry, 1829-1910  
American Historical Review 4: 38-61. Also issued separately.  
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17554 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Die astronomischen Instrumente des Kardinals Newberry holding
Authors: Hakluyt, Richard, 1552?-1616.  
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17555 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Die astronomischen Instrumente des Kardinals Newberry holding
Authors: Hakluyt, Richard, 1552?-1616.  
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17556 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Heinz-Mohr, Gerd -- Eckert, Willehad Paul  
2d ed. pZeugnisse der Buchkunst, vol. 3.  
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17557 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Helwig, Martin, 1516-1574  
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17558 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Moscouia der Hauptstat in Reissen.. Vienna : M. Zimmermann, 1557.  
Authors: Herberstein, Sigmund, Freiherr von, 1486-1566  
NORTH AMERICAN LOCATIONS: DLC, MnU, NN.  
Not at Newberry Library (Dec. 2012) (PrCt)

17559 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Herberstein, Sigmund, Freiherr von, 1486-1566  
Not at Newberry Library (Dec. 2012) (PrCt)

17560 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Herberstein, Sigmund, Freiherr von, 1486-1566  
Not at Newberry Library (Dec. 2012) (PrCt)

17561 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Rerum Moscoviticae Comment. Officina Oporniana, 1571.  
Authors: Herberstein, Sigmund, Freiherr von, 1486-1566  
NORTH AMERICAN LOCATIONS: CaBVaU, MH, MIU, MnU, NN.  
Not at Newberry Library (Dec. 2012) (PrCt)

17562 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Pyramiis’ Wandkarte von Deutschland (Brüssel 1547). 1938.  
Authors: Herrmann, Albert, 1886-1945  
International Geographical Congress, 15th, Amsterdam, Compte rendu 2: 122.  
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)
Authors: Hoff, Bert van 't, 1900-1979
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17580 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
German Engravings, Etchings, and Woodcuts, ca. 1400-1700. Amsterdam : M. Hertzberger, 1954-.
Authors: Hollstein, F. W. H.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17581 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
The Italians and the Creation of America.
Authors: Hough, Samuel J.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17582 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Hunger, F. W. T. (Friedrich Wilhelm Tobias), b. 1874
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17583 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Hupp, Otto, 1859-1949
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17584 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: IGC International Geographical Congress, 6th, London.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17585 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: IGC International Geographical Congress, 5th, Bern, Verhandlungen, Abt. 3.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17586 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Incunabula Short-Title Catalog, a bibliographical database maintained by the British Library. 1979-.
Authors: INSTC
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17587 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: International Hydrographic Bureau
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

Also in Hydrographic Review 9, no. 2 (1932): 7-45.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17588 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Important Old Books on Various Subjects.
Authors: Israel, Nico
Catalogue 20.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17589 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Johnson, Hildegard Binder
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17590 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Jolivet, Jean, fl. 1544-1560
Facsimile.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17591 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Jones, Glyn Penrhyn
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17592 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Jugareanu, Veturia
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17593 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
The First map with the nam.
Authors: Karrow, Robert W.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17594 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Introduction to Tipvs orbis universalis ... 1520 see Peter Apian 1886. 1986.
Authors: Israel, Nico
Catalogue 20.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17595 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Keijbo, Ib Ronne, 1922-
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17596 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
17604 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Die Sternkarten des Johannes Honterus Coronensis. 1917.
Authors: Knapp, Martin, b. 1883
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17605 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Knihopis : akceskych a slovenskych tisku od doby nejstarsi a;az do konce XVIII stoleti. Prague :
Nákl.: akCeskslovenské Akademia V;akned, 1925-.
Authors: Knihopis -- akceskych
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17606 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Knös, Börje
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17607 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Knudsen, Johannes, 1872-1929
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17608 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Koch, Ernst, b. 1889
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17609 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Koch, Josef, 1885-1967
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17610 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Koeman, C. (Cornelis), 1918-
In Land- und Seekarten, 147-92 see Koeman 1980b.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17611 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Koeman, C. (Cornelis), 1918-
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17612 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Koeman, C. (Cornelis), 1918-
Caert Thresoor 4: 18.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17613 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Kok, A. A. (Abel Antoon), 1881-
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17614 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Edam, de schoone slaapster. Amsterdam : Allert
17615 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Kordt, Veniamin Aleksandrovich

Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17616 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Kordt, Veniamin Aleksandrovich
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17617 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Neue Mittheilungen über Gerhard Mercator. 1902.
Authors: Korth, Leonard
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17618 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Krämer, Karl Emerich, 1918-
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17619 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Regnorum aquilinarum, Daniae, Norvagiae, chronica. Frankfurt am Main : A. Wechel, 1575.
Authors: Krantz, Albert, d. 1517
Not at Newberry Library (Dec. 2012) (PrCt)

17620 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Kret, Wojciech
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17621 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Krogt, P. C. J. van der
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17622 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Kroger, Ernst, 1859-1927
Newes Archiv für sächsische Geschichte und Altertumskunde 42: 270-77.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17623 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Kuile, Gijsbert Johan ter, 1906-
Overijsselse studiën, 1. ^p2d ed.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17624 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Lang, Arend W., 1909-1981
Facsim. reprint with explanatory text.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17625 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Lang, Arend W., 1909-1981
Ausstellungskataloge der Herzog August Bibliothek; no. 20.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17626 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Lang, Arend W., 1909-1981
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17627 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Lang, Arend W., 1909-1981
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17628 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Leemann, Paul
Bibliothek des Schweizer Bibliophilen, 2d ser., vol. 5.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17629 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Leemann, Paul
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17630 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Leemann, Paul
Veröffentlichungen der Niedersächsischen Archivverwaltung, vol. 20.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17631 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Description des îles de l'Archipel par Christophe Buondelmonti: Version grecque par un anonyme publiée d'après le manuscrit du Sérail, avec une traduction française et un commentaire. Paris :
Ernest Leroux, 1897.
Authors: Legrand, Emile, 1841-1903
Volume one; no more published.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17632 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Leidinger, Georg, b. 1870
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17633 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Lemoine-Isabeau, Claire
Exhibition catalog.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17634 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Über zwei Denkmäler der Kartographie im Bayerisch Nationalmuseum. 1938-1941.
Authors: Lenz, Oscar
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17635 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
André Thevet. 1984.
Authors: Lestringant, Frank
In Les atlas français, 481-95 see Pastoureau 1984.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17636 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Lestringant, Frank
In Christian Jacob and Frank Lestringant, eds., Arts et légendes d'espaces: Figures du voyage et rhétoriques du monde, 205-56.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17637 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Lestringant, Frank
In Cosmographie de Levant, xi-cxxi see Thevet 1985.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17638 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Lestringant, Frank
In Les singularités de la France Antarctique, 7-37 see Thevet 1983.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17639 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Lestringant, Frank
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17640 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Libreria antiquaria Hoepli -- Hoepli, firm, Milan SEE Libreria antiquaria Hoepli
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17641 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Lievaart, W. L.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17642 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Lynam, Edward
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17643 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Mandowsky, Erna -- Mitchell, Charles, 1912-1995
Studies of the Warburg Institute, vol. 28.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17644 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Inventari della biblioteca di Agostino Giustiniani. 1926.
Authors: Mannucci, Giannetto, 1911
Giornale storico letterario Liguria n.s. 2: 262-91.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17645 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Récentes acquisitions de cartes par la Section géographique de la Bibliothèque nationale. 1897. Authors: Marcel, Gabriel, 1843-1909
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17646 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Marcel, Gabriel, 1843-1909 -- Acta cartographica ; 25 cm.
Map Ref GA101 .A2.
Map Ref GA101 .A2, v. (PrCt)

17647 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Note sur une mission géographique en Suisse. [Paris : La Société, 1899].

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
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Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17662 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Introduzione storico-filologica: La Composizione e le edizioni degli 'Elogi.' $ 1972.
Authors: Meregazzi, Renzo
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17663 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
O mapve kard. Mikulavse Cusy z prostvredka XV. stoleti. 1895.
Authors: Metelka, Jindrich, 1854-1921
vCeska spolecnost nauk (Prague), Tvrida filosoficko-historicko-jazykospytna, Vsetn, 1895.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17664 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
O neznâmém dosud vydní mapy Islandu Olaa Magna z r. 1548. 1895.
Authors: Metelka, Jindrich, 1854-1921
vCeska spolecnost nauk (Prague), Tvrida filosoficko-historicko-jazykospytna, Vsetn, 1895.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17665 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Einzelkarten des Matthias Quad (1557-1613).
Authors: Meurer, Peter H.
Monumenta Cartographica Rhenumiae, 1."pBeiträge zur Geschichte der Stadt
Mönchgladbach, 19.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17666 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Topographia Geldriae: Ein Katalog der historischen Pläne und Ansichten von Stadt und
Festung Geldern. 1979.
Authors: Meurer, Peter H.
Geldern: Historischen Vereins für Geldern und Umgegend.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17667 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Mercator, constructeur d'instruments astronomiques. 1962.
Authors: Michel, Henri, 1885-1981
Ciel et terre 78: 191-96.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17668 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Michow, H. (Heinrich), b. 1839
Hamburg: Friederichsen, 1884.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17669 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Early voyages and travels to Russia and Persia by Anthony Jenkinson and other englishmen.
London : Hakluyt Society, 1886.
Authors: Morgan, E. Delmar (Edward Delmar),
1840-1909 -- Coote, C. H. (Charles Henry),
1839-1899
Hakluyt Society Works, 1st ser., vols. 72-73.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17670 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Die Entwicklung des Kartenbildes der Nord- und
Ostseeländer bis auf Mercator; mit besonderer
Berücksichtigung Deutschlands. Halle : C. A.
Kaemmerer, 1908.
Authors: Moritz, Eduard, 1864-1940
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17671 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Harvard College Library, Department of Printing and Graphic Arts, Catalogue of Books and
Manuscripts, Part I: French 16th Century Books, comp. by Ruth Mortimer under the supervision of
Authors: Mortimer, Ruth, 1931-1994
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17672 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Harvard College Library, Department of Printing and Graphic Arts, Catalogue of Books and
Manuscripts, Part II: Italian 16th Century Books.
Authors: Mortimer, Ruth, 1931-1994
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17673 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
The Jenkinson Story. Glasgow : W. MacLellan,
1962.
Authors: Morton, Margaret B. G
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17674 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Der Geschichtschreiber Johann Stumpf; ein
Untersuchung über sein Weltbild. Zurich :
Leeman & Co, 1945.
Authors: Müller, Hans
Schweizer Studien zur Geschichtswissenschaft,
n.s., vol. 8.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17675 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Briefe: Lateinisch und Deutsch, hrsg. und
Authors: Münster, Sebastian, 1489
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17676 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Cosmographie, Basel 1550, with an introd. by R.
Oehme. Amsterdam : Theatrum Orbis Terrarum,
168.
Authors: Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552
Mirror of the World, 1st ser., vol. 5.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17677 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Mappa Evropae [1536]. Wiesbaden : G. Pressler,

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552
Facsimile, with note by Klaus Stopp.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17678 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Hirsfogel's Beziehungen zu Herberstain's Werken. 1897.
Authors: Nehring, Alfred, 1845-1904
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17679 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Nehring, Alfred, 1845-1904
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17680 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Netoliczka, Oskar Gerhard, b. 1897
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17681 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Johannes Honterus' ausgewählte Schriften. Vienna and Hermannstadt : C. Graeser, 1898.
Authors: Netoliczka, Oskar Gerhard, b. 1897
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17682 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Neu, John
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17683 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
De historische schoonheid van Groningen. Amsterdam : Allert de Lange, 1942.
Authors: Neurdenburg, Elisabeth, 1881-1957
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17684 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Niewodniczanski, Tomasz, 1933-
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17685 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Nijhoff, Wouter, 1866-1947
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17686 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Plattegrond van de stad Groningen en hare naaste omgeving door Jacob van Deventer, c. 1567. Groningen., 1949.
Authors: Noordhoff, L. J.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17687 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Trois cartes précolombiennes représentant une partie de l'Amérique (Groenland). Stockholm., 1883.
Authors: Nordenskiöld, A. E. (Adolf Erik), 1832-1901
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17688 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Nordenskiöld, A. E. (Adolf Erik), 1832-1901 -- Dahlgren, E. W. (Erik Wilhelm), 1848-1934
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17689 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Norsk Sjøfartsmuseum
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17690 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Nussbächler, Gernot
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17691 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: O'Malley, Charles Donald
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17692 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Introduction to Compendiosa totius anatomie delineatio see Geminus 1595. 1959.
Authors: O'Malley, Charles Donald
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17693 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Bemerkungen zu Aventins Karte von Bayern. 1899.
Authors: Oberhummer, Eugen, 1859-1944
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17694 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Oberhummer, Eugen, 1859-1944
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17695 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Über die Entwicklung und die Aufgaben der altbayerischen Länderkunde. 1899.
Authors: Oberhummer, Eugen, 1859-1944
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17696 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Karten der österreichischen Lande und des Königreichs Ungarn aus den Jahren 1545-1563

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Oberhummer, Eugen, 1859-1944 -- Wieser, Franz, Ritter von, 1848-1923
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17697 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Carta marina et descriptio septentrionalium terrarum ac mirabilium rerum in eis contentarum, phototypice edita. Malmö, 1949.
Authors: Olaus, Magnus, Archbishop of Uppsala, 1490-1557
Lychnos-Bibliotek, 11, pt. 1.
Facsimile.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17698 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Die Ausgaben der zwölf Landtafeln des Johannes Stumpf. 1937.
Authors: Oehme, Ruthardt, 1901-
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17699 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Oehme, Ruthardt, 1901-
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17700 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Introduction to Cosmographei, Basel 1550 see Münster 1968. 1968.
Authors: Oehme, Ruthardt, 1901-
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17701 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Olaus, Magnus, Archbishop of Uppsala, 1490-1557
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17702 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Olaus, Magnus, Archbishop of Uppsala, 1490-1557
Kungliga samfundet för utgifvande af handskrifter rörande Skandinaviens historia, Stockholm. "Historiska handlingar, 12, no. 2.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17703 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Olaus, Magnus, Archbishop of Uppsala, 1490-1557
Not at Newberry Library (Dec. 2012) (PrCt)

17704 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Carta marina et descriptio septentrionalium terrarum. Stockholm : Generalstabens Litografiska Anstalt, 1887.
Authors: Olaus, Magnus, Archbishop of Uppsala, 1490-1557
Full-size facsimile.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17705 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Carta marina et descriptio septentrionalium terrarum ac mirabilium rerum in eis contentarum, phototypice edita. Malmö., 1949.
Authors: Olaus, Magnus, Archbishop of Uppsala, 1490-1557
Lychnos-Bibliotek, 11, pt. 1.
Facsimile.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17706 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Carta marina; karta och beskrivning over de nordiska länderna samt de underbara ting som där finns. Uppsala : Bokgillet, 1964.
Authors: Olaus, Magnus, Archbishop of Uppsala, 1490-1557
Karte und Beschreibung der nordischen Länder mit ihren wunderlichen Dingen, Venedig, 1539, i faksimil och översättning utg. av Erik Gamby.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17707 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Olaus, Magnus, Archbishop of Uppsala, 1490-1557
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17708 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Opera breve... Stockholm., 1887.
Authors: Olaus, Magnus, Archbishop of Uppsala, 1490-1557
Facsimile.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17709 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Ortroy, Fernand Gratien, 1856-
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17710 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Bibliographie de Gemma Frisius. 1901.
Authors: Ortroy, Fernand Gratien, 1856-
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17711 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Bibliographie sommaire de l'oeuvre de Pierre Apian. 1857-1934
Authors: Ortroy, Fernand Gratien, 1856-
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17712 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Ortroy, Fernand Gratien, 1856-1934

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
17713 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
La Carte de Flandre de 1538, publiée à Gand par Pierre van der Beke. Ghent: 1897.
Authors: Ortroy, Fernand Gratien, 1856-1934
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17714 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Chrétien Sgrooten, cartographe (XVIe siècle).
1923.
Authors: Ortroy, Fernand Gratien, 1856-1934
Académie royale d'archéologie de Belgique (Antwerp), Annales 71 [7th ser., vol. 1]: 150-306.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17715 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Overdiep, C.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17716 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Pál, Hrenkó
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17717 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Pál, Hrenkó
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17719 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Note sur la carte générale du pays de Normandie. 1900.
Authors: Le Parquier, E.
Société normande de géographie, Bulletin 1900: 141-44.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17720 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Pauli, Gustav, 1866-1938
Studien zur deutschen Kunstgeschichte, vol.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17728 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Pogon, Edmond, 1911-2007
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17729 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Pohl, Frederick Julius, 1889-1991
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17730 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
La Più antica carta regionale del regno napoletano. 1910.
Authors: Porena, Filippo, 1839-1910
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17731 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Possevino, Antonio, 1533 or 4-1611
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17732 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Postel, Guillaume, 1510-1581
NORTH AMERICAN LOCATIONS: DLC, MH.
Not at Newberry Library (Dec. 2012) (PrCt)

17733 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Emblems and Insignia: Concept of the Emblem, Renaissance and Baroque. 1961.
Authors: Praz, Mario, 1896-1982
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17734 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
De historische schoonheid van Haarlem. Amsterdam : Allert de Lange, 1942.
Authors: Proot, J. M. Sterck
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17735 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Ptolemy, active 2nd century
Facsimile of University of Valencia MS. codex 1895.*pAccompanied by Aguirre Alvarez et al. 1983.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17736 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Ptolemy, active 2nd century
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17737 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Quinn, David B.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17738 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Ramusio, Giovanni Battista, 1485-1557
Mundus novus, 1st ser., vols. 2-4.
Facsimile of ed. of 1606.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17739 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Ramusio, Giovanni Battista, 1485-1557
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17740 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Philipp Apian, Leben und Werke. 1923.
Authors: Reber-Gruber, Auguste b. 1892 -- Gruber, Auguste b. 1892 SEE Reber-Gruber, Auguste b. 1892
Ph.D. diss., University of Munich.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17741 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Reinhard, Walter, 1883- Reprinted Amsterdam: Meridian, 1967.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17742 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Renucci, Toussaint
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17743 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Vie de Gabriel Symeoni. 1943.
Authors: Renucci, Toussaint
In Description de la Limagne d’Auvergne, v-xi see Symeoni 1943.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17744 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Reti, Ladislao
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17745 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Reumann, Klaus  
Accompanied by a facsimile of the map (Jordan 1989).  
Not at Newberry Library (Dec. 2012) (PrCt)  

17746 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)  
In Cina $. 1917.  
Authors: Revelli, Paolo, 1871-1956  
Rivista del touring 17: 191-200.  
" Revelli has further surmised (1917) that Giorgio Settala might be identified with the Lodovico Giorgio who supplied the map of China for Ortelius's Theatrum of 1584 (1/152above). This notion is also totally unfounded ... " RWK, p. 479.  
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)  

17747 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)  
Authors: Richter, Herman, 1893-1971  
Lychnos-Bibliotek, vol. 11, no. 2.  
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)  

17748 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)  
Repertoire bibliographique des livres imprimés en Alsace au 16ème siècle de la Bibliothèque nationale et Universitaire de Strasbourg.  
Authors: Ritter, François, b. 1876  
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)  

17749 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)  
Cartes et figures de la terre. Paris : Centre Georges Pompidou; Centre de Création Industrielle, 1980.  
Authors: Rivière, Jean-Loup  
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)  

17750 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)  
Authors: Rodriguez Demorizi, Emilio, 1908-1986  
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)  

17751 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)  
Authors: Roersch, Alphonse, 1871-1875  
In L’Humanisme Belge a l’époque de la Renaissance; Études et portraits, Deuxième Série, 11-31. *pHumantistica Lovaniensia, 3.  
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)  

17752 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)  
Authors: Rohr, Heinz, 1910-1982  
283 p. : tables ; 21 cm  
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)  

17753 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)  
Authors: Röhricht, Reinhold, 1842-1905  
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)  

17754 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)  
Les cartes anciennes de la Franche-Comté.  
Besançon : Dodivers, 1913-1921.  
Authors: Roland, François, 1859-1926  
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)  

17755 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)  
Authors: Rombaut, F.  
Ken uw volk, no. 5.  
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)  

17756 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)  
Authors: Rosenthal, Erwin Isak Jakob, 1904-1956  
In Essays in Honour of the Very Rev. Dr. J. H. Hertz, 351-69.  
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)  

17757 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)  
Authors: Ross, Richard Peter  
Historia mathematica 3: 63-70.  
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)  

17758 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)  
Authors: Röttinger, Heinrich, 1869-1956  
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)  

17759 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)  
Authors: Rovelli, Luigi  
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)  

17760 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)  
Authors: Rovinskii, D. A. (Dmitrii Aleksandrovich), 1824-1895  
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)  

17761 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)  
Das Russlandbild im England Shakespeares.  
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)  

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.  
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
17766 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Der Fürstenhof zu Wismar und die norddeutsche Terrakotta-Architektur im zeitalter der Renaissance. Berlin : Trowitzsch, 1890.
Authors: Sarre, Friedrich Paul Theodor, 1865-1945
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17767 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Scardeone, Bernardino
437 p. : ill.
Not at Newberry Library (Oct. 2012) (PrCt)

17768 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Voyage de la Terre Sainte composé par Maître Denis Possot et achevé par Messire Charles Philippe...1532. Paris : Ernest Leroux, 1890.
Authors: Schefer, Charles Henri Auguste, 1820-1898
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17769 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Meister Christoph. 1899.
Authors: Schmidt, Heinrich Alfred, 1863-
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17770 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Schmidt, Ludwig, 1862-1944
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17771 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Scholtens, H. J. J.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17772 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Schonaerts, Roger
Also a Dutch edition: De landt-meeters van de XVIe tot de XVIIIe eeuw in onze provincies.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17773 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Schottenloher, Karl, 1878-1954
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17774 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Schramm, Albert, 1880-
Vol. 7 of Der Bilderschmuck der Frühludrucke.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17775 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Schütte, Gudmund, b. 1872
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17776 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Schwob, Ute Monika
In Biographisches Lexikon zur Geschichte Südosteuropas, 2: 177-79.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17777 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Old Maps & Map Makers of Scotland. Stirling : R. S. Shearer & Son, 1905.
Authors: Shearer, John E. (John Elliot), d. 1932
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17778 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Portraits of the World: An Exhibition of World
Maps... Lincoln : Sheldon Memorial Art Gallery, University of Nebraska-Lincoln, 1981.
Authors: Sheldon Memorial Art Gallery
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17779 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Silverstein, Theodore
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17780 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Simeoni, Gabriele, 1509-1575 -- Renucci, Toussaint
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17781 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Simeoni, Gabriele, 1509-1575 -- Symeoni, Gabriel, 1509-1575 SEE Simeoni, Gabriele, 1509-1575
Facsimile presented to members of VIIe Congrès des Libraires de France, Clermont-Ferrand.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17782 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Sitzmann, Gerhard-Helmut
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17783 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Introduction to Atlas; or a Geographische Description of the World, Amsterdam 1636 see Mercator 1668. 1668.
Authors: Skelton, R. A. (Raleigh Ashlin), 1906-1970
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17784 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Introduction to Cosmographia, Roma 1478 see Ptolemy 1666a. 1666.
Authors: Skelton, R. A. (Raleigh Ashlin), 1906-1970
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17785 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Skelton, R. A. (Raleigh Ashlin), 1906-1970
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17786 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Skelton, R. A. (Raleigh Ashlin), 1906-1970. -- Summerson, John
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17787 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Smet, Antoine de
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17788 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Smet, Antoine de
In Liber amicorum Leon Voet, ed. by Francine de Nave, 461-82.*De Gulden Passer, vols. 61-63.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17789 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Introduction to Les sphères terrestre & céleste de Gérard Mercator 1541 et 1551 see Mercator 1968b. 1968.
Authors: Smet, Antoine de
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17790 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Smet, Antoine de
In In The Map Librarian in the Modern World, ed. by Helen Wallis and Lothar Zögner, 237-50.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17791 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Cabot’s Mappe monde. 1891.
Authors: Smith, Charles Card, 1827-1918
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17792 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Smith, David (David A.), lecturer
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17793 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Drevnija izobrazhenija russkich Tsarey i ikh posol'stv za granitsu v star ykh i novykh gravyurakh [= Representations of Russian Czars and their Embassies to Foreign Lands on Old and New Engravings]. [S.-Peterburg : Arkheologicheski institut, 1881-1886]. 1886
Authors: Sobko, N. P. (Nikolai Petrovich), 1851-1906 -- Sbornik Arkhеologicheskago instituta (1881, 1886)
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17794 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Sobko, N. P. (Nikolai Petrovich), 1851-1906 -- Sbornik Arkhеologicheskago instituta (1881, 1886)
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Authors: Sotheby & Co. (London, England)
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17802 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Steppes, Otto, 1882-
Nordseeküste, vol. 9.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17803 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
The First Delineation of the New World and the First Use of the Name America on a Printed Map.
Authors: Stevens, Henry Newton, 1855-1930
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17804 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Nachwort in Mappa Evropae, 11-21 see Münster 1965. 1965.
Authors: Stopp, Klaus
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17805 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Om Zeniernes reiser. 1890-1891.
Authors: Storm, Gustav, 1845-1903
Norske geografiske selskabs ar bog 2: 1-22.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17806 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Die Landkarten des Johann Stumpf 1538-1547, neu herausgegeben von Prof. Dr. Leo Weisz.
Bern : Kümerly & Frey, 1942.
Authors: Stumpf, Johannes, 1500-1576
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17807 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Stumpf, Johannes, 1500-1576
Reprint of first ed., 1547.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17808 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Lorenz Friesen's Weltkarte in zwölf Blättern aus dem Jahre 1525. 1902.
Authors: Sudhoff, Karl, 1853-1938
Beilage zur Norddeutschen Allgemeinen Zeitung no. 56 (7 March).
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17809 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Svambera, Václav & Salamon, Bedřich
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17810 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
John and Sebastian Cabot: Biographical Notice, with Documents, trans. by Henry F. Brownson.
Detroit : H. F. Brownson, 1893.
Authors: Tarducci, Francesco, B. 1842 -- Brownson, Henry F. (Henry Francis), 1835-1913
Original Italian ed. publ. Venice, 1892.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17811 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Taylor, E. G. R. (Eva Germaine Rimington), 1879-1966
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalog Entry</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Edition/Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>17814</td>
<td>Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>Carolus Clusius : Het merkwaardige leven van een pionier der wetenschap.</td>
<td>Amsterdam : van Kampen, 1939. Authors: Theunisz, Johannes, 1900-1538. Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17820</td>
<td>Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>Zur Überlieferung der Weltkarte des Agrippa. [Leipzig : Dieterich'sche Verlagsbuchhandlung, 1933].</td>
<td>Authors: Uhden, Richard -- Klio (Leipzig, 1901- ) Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17821</td>
<td>Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>De monumenten van Middelburg. Maastricht : Leiter-Nypels, 1941.</td>
<td>Authors: Unger, Willem Sybrand, 1889. Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17827</td>
<td>Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>Duas pequenas notas à margem das obras de Clusio. 1940.</td>
<td>Authors: Ventura, Augusta Faria Gersao -- Gersao Ventura, Augusta Faria SEE Ventura, Augusta Faria Gersao In Congresso do Mundo Portugues, Publicações 5: 281-92. Lisbon, 1940-42. Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>17832</td>
<td>Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Cesta z Prahy do Benátek a odtud potom po Moravi a akz do Palestyny</em></td>
<td>Authors: Voldrich Prefát z Vlkanova, 1523-1565</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>De Kaarten van Groningerland</em></td>
<td>LOCATIONS: CzPS, CzPU; other European locations in Knihopis; akcesky 1925-2; pt. 7, no. 14,353.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Die Loxodromische Kurve bei G. Mercator</em></td>
<td>Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Carta itineraria Europae</em></td>
<td>Authors: Waldseemüller, Martin, 1470-1521</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17838</td>
<td>Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Carta marina navigatoria</em></td>
<td>Authors: Waldseemüller, Martin, 1470-1521</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Antiquities of the British Museum</em></td>
<td>Facsimile reprint on handmade paper and without modern imprint.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17841</td>
<td>Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Edward Wright and the 1599 World Map</em></td>
<td>Authors: Walis, Helen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17843</td>
<td>Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>A Catalogue of European Scientific Instruments in the Departments of Medieval and Later Antiquities of the British Museum</em></td>
<td>Authors: Ward, F. A. B. (Francis Alan Burnett)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17844</td>
<td>Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>The Art of Navigation in England in Elizabethan and Early Stuart Times</em></td>
<td>Authors: Waters, David Watkin</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)
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Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Peter Apianus und sein Astronomicum
Caesareum see Apian, Peter 1967. 1967.
Authors: Wattenberg, Diedrich
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17846 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Watts, Pauline Moffitt
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17847 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Weisz, Leo, d. 1966
Reprinted 1970.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17848 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Conceptions of the New World Shortly After the Time of Columbus. St. Louis : Privately printed, 1951.
Authors: Wenzlick, Roy, 1894-Facsimiles.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17849 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
De historische schoonheid van Zieriksee. Amsterdam : Allert de Lange, 1946.
Authors: Westendorp Boerma, Jacobus Johannes
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17850 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Whitrow, Magda
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17851 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Wickersheimer, Ernest, 1880-1965
Cahiers de Tunisie 9: 96-103.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17852 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Friesland door de eeuwen heen. Middelburg : G. W. den Boer, 1934-1940.
Authors: Wielen, Hendrik Gerardus Wilhelmus van der
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17853 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Die Carta itineraria Europae, von Martinus Waltzemüller (Hylacomylus). Munich : Knorr & Hirth, 1893.
Authors: Wieser, Franz, Ritter von, 1848-1923
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17854 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
[Exhibition catalog for 18th Deutscher Geographentag, Innsbruck]. 1912.
Authors: Wieser, Franz, Ritter von, 1848-1923
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17855 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Wieser, Franz, Ritter von, 1848-1923
Berichte des naturwissenschaftlich-medicinischen Vereines in Innsbruck 15: xxiv-xxx.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17856 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Arcadia in America. 1957.
Authors: Wilkins, Ernest Hatch, 1880-1966
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17857 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
The voyages of John and Sebastian Cabot. London : For the Historical association by G. Bell and Sons, 1937.
Authors: Williamson, James Alexander, 1886-1964
Historical Association pamphlet no. 106.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17858 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
The Voyages of the Cabots and the English Discovery of North America.. London : Argonaut Press, 1929.
Authors: Williamson, James Alexander, 1886-1964
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17859 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Wittstock, Oskar
Heide in Holstein: Westholsteinische Verlagsanstalt Boyens & Co.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17860 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Wittstock, Oskar
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17861 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Deutschland im Kartenbild. 1919.
Authors: Wolkenhauer, Wilhelm, 1845-1922
Deutsche geographische Blätter 39: 19-32.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17862 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Woltersdorf, Ernst Gottlieb, 1725-1761
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17863 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Woodward, David, 1942-2004
Mapline, Special no. 4.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17864 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Oud-Alkmaar. Amsterdam : Allert de Lange, 1943.
Authors: Wortel, Th. P. H.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17865 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Wurstisen, Christian, 1544-1588
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17866 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Yarmolinsky, Avraham, 1890-1975
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17867 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Yusuf Kamal, Prince, 1882-
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17868 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Zahn, Josef von, 1831-
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17869 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Nota storico-critica [to the Histories; in English]. 1985.
Authors: Zimmermann, T. C. Price, 1934-
In Paolo Giovio, Opera, vol. 5, pp. 239-48 see Giovio 1956-
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17870 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.
Wing folio Z 007 .05, v. (PrCt)

17871 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Zinner, Ernst, 1886-1970
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17872 Cartography - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Zsámboki, János, 1531-1584
Bibliotheca Hungarica Antiqua, 11.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17873 Cartography - History - Research - Directories
Authors: Lowenthal, Mary Alice -- Campbell, Eila M. J. -- Clark, P. K. (Peter Kenneth) -- Clutton, Elizabeth -- History of Cartography Publications Society -- Map Collector Publications Ltd. -- Imago Mundi Ltd.
9 v. ; 20-30 cm.
Meant to act as a clearinghouse for information about work in progress. Arranged alphabetically by name of researcher. The letter 'D' (for 'Directory') and a number appears on nos. 5- and this has become commonly used as an abbreviated title in the specialized literature. D9, edited by Mary Alice Lowenthal, appeared in 1998 and contained 630 entries. Earlier editions edited by Eila M.J. Campbell, P.K. Clark, and Elizabeth Clutton. Published for: History of Cartography Publications Society, 1992; for Imago Mundi Ltd., 1995-1998.
LC Card Number: 96657733 sn 93031246
Map Ref GA102.25 .I57 (NLO)

17874 Cartography - History Royal Geographical Society (Great Britain) - Map collections
An Interesting collection of early maps. [London : Royal Geographical Society, 1924].
Authors: Heawood, Edward, 1863-1949 -- Geographical journal (1924) p. ; 24 cm.
G 007 .33, v. 64, p. 58-63 (PrCt)

17875 Cartography - History Scientific apparatus and instruments - History Marcel Destombes (1905-1983) : contributions

Authors: Destombes, Marcel, 1905-1983 -- Schilder, Günter -- Krogt, P. C. J. van der -- Clercq, Steven de

xxiv, 568 p. : ill., facsims., maps, plans, ports. ; 25 cm.

Series: HES studies in the history of cartography and scientific instruments ; v. 3.

French and English.

Includes bibliographical references and index.

Bibliography: p. xviii-xxiv.

ISBN 9061944856

GA201 .D47 1987 (NLO)

17876 Cartography - History - Study and teaching


Other titles: Building a global context for American History using primary source maps.

"Developmental edition II."

Series: Professional paper / Teaching a Global Perspective ; 4.


To Collection Services for cataloging, Jan. 2011 (PrCt)

17877 Cartography - History - Study and teaching

Philosophy

Indian cartography - Australia

Australia - Indian cartography

Yolngu (Australian people)

Maps are territories : science is an atlas : a portfolio of exhibits / David Turnbull ; with a contribution by Helen Watson. Geelong, Victoria, Australia : Deakin University, 1989.

Authors: Turnbull, David, 1943-- Watson, Helen -- Chambers, David Wade -- Watson, Helen.


"This book forms part of the HUS203/204 Nature and Human Nature course offered by the School of Humanities in Deakin University's Open Campus Program."--T.p. verso.

"[C]onceived and structured not as a linear verbal narrative but as a progression of museum or gallery exhibits designed to exercise the skills of visualisation and visual analysis, so essential to ... issues of perception and cognition."--Preface by David Wade Chambers.

Includes: Exhibit 5 : Aboriginal-Australian maps / by Helen Watson with the Yolngu Community at Yirrkala (p. 28-36).

Includes bibliographical references.

Formerly GA102.3 .T87 1989

ISBN 0730006883

Map Ref GA102.3 .T87 1989 (NLO)

17878 Cartography - History

World maps - Collections


Authors: Whitfield, Peter, 1947--

British Library

viii, 144 p. : ill. (some col.), maps (some col.) ; 30 cm.

Includes bibliographical references and indexes.

ISBN 0876540809

folio GA201 .W48 1994 (NLO)

17879 Cartography - History

World maps - Collections


Authors: Whitfield, Peter, 1947--

British Library

vii, 144 p. : ill. (some col.), maps (some col.) ; 29 cm.

[Updated ed.]

Examines the history of world mapmaking through individual examples, discussing the maps and their makers in relation to their age and placing them within the context of the wider history of ideas.

Includes bibliographical references (p. 143) and index.

ISBN 9780712350891 ; 0712350896

folio GA201 .W48 2010 (NLO)
17881 Cartography - History<>World maps - Collections

17882 Cartography - History<>World maps - Collections

17883 Cartography - Hudson Bay

17884 Cartography - Humboldt Bay (Calif.) - History

17885 Cartography - Hungary

17886 Cartography - Hungary

17887 Cartography - Hungary - 0800-1699

17888 Cartography - Hungary - History

17889 Cartography - Hungary - History

17890 Cartography - Hungary - History
Magyarország négszáztően éves térképe [= Hungary's 450-year old map]. 1978. Authors: Pál, Hrenkó In Geodezia és Kartográfia 30: 77-80 Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17891 Cartography - Hungary - History

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Library)
p. 89-100
In: Imago mundi 13 (1956): 89-100.
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3100, no. 5.
Map Ref folio GA1 .I6, v. 13, p. 89-100 (PrCt)

17893 Cartography - Hungary - History -
1500-1599<<<>Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598
Ortelius' maps of Hungary. [Tring, England : Map
Collector Publications, 1979].
Authors: Gróf, László L. -- Map collector (1979)
p. 2-11 ; 30 cm.
In: Map collector 6 (1979): 2-11.
Map Ref folio GA101 .M28, v. 6, p. 2-11 (PrCt)

17894 Cartography - Hungary -
History<<<>Cartography - Balkan Peninsula -
History<<<>Hungary - Maps - Collections,
1477-1600<<<>Balkan Peninsula - Maps -
Collections, 1477-1600<<<>Hungary - Maps -
Bibliography - 1477-1600<<<>Balkan
Peninsula - Maps - Bibliography - 1477-1600
Descriptio Hungariae / Szathmáry Tibor.
Authors: Szathmáry, Tibor, 1948-
 v. : ill. (some col.), maps (some col.) ; 33 x 35
cm.
Includes bibliographical references (v. 1, p.
249-250)
Contents: [1], Magyarország és Erdély nyomtatott
térképei 1477-1600.
Illus. on lining papers.
Vol. 1 inscribed by the author.
References: Wolf 874.
folio G1940 .S96 1987 (NLO)

17895 Cartography - Hungary -
History<<<>Cartography - Balkan Peninsula -
History<<<>Hungary - Maps - Collections,
1477-1600<<<>Balkan Peninsula - Maps -
Collections, 1477-1600<<<>Hungary - Maps -
Bibliography - 1477-1600<<<>Balkan
Peninsula - Maps - Bibliography - 1477-1600
Descriptio Hungariae / Szathmáry Tibor.
Authors: Szathmáry, Tibor, 1948-- Morandi --
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
 v. : ill. (some col.), maps (some col.) ; 33 x 35
cm.
Includes bibliographical references (v. 1, p.
249-250)
Contents: [1], Magyarország és Erdély nyomtatott
térképei 1477-1600.
Illus. on lining papers.
Vol. 1 inscribed by the author.
References: Wolf 874.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

17896 Cartography - Hungary -
History<<<>Cartography - Balkan Peninsula -
History<<<>Hungary - Maps - Collections,
1528-1850<<<>Balkan Peninsula - Maps -
Collections, 1528-1850<<<>Hungary - Maps -
Bibliography - 1528-1850<<<>Balkan
Peninsula - Maps - Bibliography - 1528-1850
Atlas Hungaricus: Magyarország nyomtatott
térképei, 1528-1850. Budapest : Akadémiai
Kiadó, 1996.
Authors: Szántai, Lajos -- Akadémiai Kiadó
1 atlas (2 v. (771 p.)) ; ill. (some col.), maps
(some col.) ; 37 cm.
Added title: Hungary in printed maps, 1528-1850.
Foreword in Hungarian, English, German, and
French.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 751-752).
folio G1941.B7 S9 1996 (NLO)

17897 Cartography - Iceland - History
Authors: Haraldur Sigurðsson, 1908--
American-Scandinavian review (1972) --
Sigurðsson, Haraldur, 1908- SEE Haraldur
Sigurðsson, 1908-
p. 7-21
In: American-Scandanavian review 60 (1972) , p.
7-21.
Brief survey of maps of Iceland by the librarian of
the National Library.
A 508 .1, v. 60, p. 7-21 (PrCt)

17898 Cartography - Iceland -
History<<<>Cartography - Faroes - History
Islands och Färöarnas kartläggning. 1945.
Authors: Abramson, E. --
Globen 24 (1945): 24-29
In Globen 24 (1945): 24-29.
Cited in Imago Mundi annual bibliography.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

17899 Cartography - Iceland -
History<<<>Iceland -
Maps - Collections
Islands kortlaegning; en historisk fremstilling / af
N.E. Nørlund. København : E. Munksgaard,
1944.
Authors: Nørlund, N. E. (Niels Erik), 1885-1981 --
Geodaetisk institut (Denmark)
110 p. : 170 pl. (part fold., incl. maps (part col.)
fascim.) ; 50 cm.
Series: Geodaetisk Instituts Publikationer, no. 7.
oversize G 1050 .224 v. 7 (NLO)

17900 Cartography - Iceland -
History<<<>Iceland -
Maps - Collections, To 1599<<<>Iceland -
Historical geography - Maps
Kortasaga Islands / ettir Harald Sigurðsson.
Reýkjavík : Bókaútgáfa Menn
þjóðvinafélagsins, 1971
Authors: Haraldur Sigurðsson, 1908- SEE Haraldur
Sigurðsson, 1908-
p. 7-21
In: American-Scandanavian review 60 (1972) , p.
7-21.
Brief survey of maps of Iceland by the librarian of
the National Library.
A 508 .1, v. 60, p. 7-21 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
oversize GA971 .S54 1971 (NLO)

[Journal issue devoted to Illinois cartography, geographic information systems, and map libraries], 1995.
In Illinois GIS & Mapnotes 13 (Fall 1995): 1-64, maps, illus.
Inside back cover: Major map libraries [in Illinois: map]. -- Key to map of major map libraries.
BHC 2652
Vert 2178 (Pr.Ct)

17902 Cartography - Illinois - History - 1750-1775<<>>Cartography - Mississippi River Valley - History - 1750-1775
Authors: Thurman, Melburn D.
p. 277-288 : maps, ill. ; 28 cm.
BHC 2324
Vert 1876 (Pr.Ct)

17903 Cartography - Illinois - History - 1830-1839
Books, maps, and views of Illinois one hundred years ago. 1936-1937.
Authors: Caldwell, Edward, 1861-
BHC 210
Vert 522 (Pr.Ct)

17904 Cartography - Illinois - Periodicals<<>>Geology - Illinois - Periodicals<<>>Geographic information systems - Illinois - Periodicals<<>>Geographic information systems - Periodicals
Authors: Illinois. Dept. of Transportation
v. : ill., maps ; 28 cm.
Continues: Illinois mapnotes [folio GA421 .I385]
Merged with: ILGISA, to form: Illinois GIS notes.
LC Card Number: sn 92021046
folio GA421 .I38 (NLO)

17905 Cartography - Illinois - Periodicals<<>>Geology - Illinois - Periodicals<<>>Geographic information systems - Illinois - Periodicals<<>>Geographic information systems - Periodicals
Authors: Illinois State Geological Survey
8 v. : maps ; 28 cm.
Title from caption.
Semiannual publication began with issue no. 1 (June 1981); ceased 1988.
Continued by: Illinois GIS & mapnotes [folio GA421 .I38]
LC Card Number: 2002208774 sc 84007703
folio GA421 .I385 (NLO)

17906 Cartography - Illinois River (Ill.) - History - 1867<<>>Lewis University - Map collections
Authors: Karrow, Robert W. -- Lamb, John M.
1 manuscript page ; 28 cm.
Notes by Karrow recording existence of 5 survey field books, with maps, of ca. 1867 survey of the Illinois River (held by Lewis University?); information from L.U. archivist John Lamb.
BHC 2205
Vert 1678 (Pr.Ct)

Authors: Danzer, Gerald A. -- Sculle, Keith A. -- Illinois Historic Preservation Agency -- Illinois history teacher
1 atlas (104 p.) : ill., maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
Series editor: Keith A. Sculle.
Comprised of 38 lesson plans using reproductions of maps variously dated 1673-2004; each map accompanied with commentary on 'reading the map', 'working with the map', and 'teaching with the map.'
Lesson plans grouped thematically and variously rated for grades 6-12 on p. 102-103.
Includes bibliographical references.
Scales differ.
Duplicate copy: Vert 2056.
References: OCLC 173282565
Map Ref folio G4101 .S1 M25 2004 (NLO)
17908 Cartography - Imaginary Places - History - 1400-1499
Imaginary islands : a problem solved. [196-?].
Authors: Taylor, E. G. R. (Eva Germaine Rimington), 1879-1966
p. 105-109 : maps
From Geographical journal (196-?): 105-109 : maps.
Vert 222 (PrCt)

17913 Cartography in art - 1983 - Specimens
Specimens
Portraits
M. [Los Altos, Calif. ] : Printed by the artist at Woodbury Graphic Studio, [1983].
Authors: Rothwell, E. B., 1926- 8 art prints : col. etching ; on 8 sheets each 51 x 38 cm.
Portraits of historical and legendary characters composed within 8 outlines of various North American shorelines.
Title from label on accompanying portfolio.
Place of imprint verified from phone call to artist (June 1993).
Date of imprint from accompanying brochure.
Accompanied by descriptive key, brochure, and 8 documentation certificates.
Each documentation certificate numbered '1 in an edition of 75.'
Plate marks 29 x 20 cm. each.
For biographical information about the artist, see the Newberry Library Map Information File.
Contents: Nor'easter -- Antoine, le voyageur -- Serra, Junipero -- La Vieulle du vent -- Henry, the discoverer -- Junipero, Fermin y Mariano, los padres -- Lillie, the firebelle -- Sebastian, el explorador.
Gift 89.
sc map6C G3301.A9 1983 R6 (NLO)

17914 Cartography in art - Art, Modern - 21st cent.

17915 Cartography in art - Artists as cartographers
Earth-mapping : artists reshaping landscape /
Edward S. Casey. Minneapolis : University of Minnesota Press, c2005. Authors: Casey, Edward S., 1939-
Focusing on forms of mapping that depart radically from conventional cartography, Casey shows how earth art & abstract painting respectively reshape our landscape & our view of it.
Contents: Prologue : mapping it out with/in the Earth -- Mapping with earth works : Robert Smithson on the site -- Memorial mapping of the land : materiality in work of Margot McLean -- Mapping down in space and time : Sandy Gellis collecting traces -- Plotting and charting the path : voyaging to the ends of the Earth with Michelle Stuart -- Concluding reflections to part I -- Getting oriented to the Earth : Eve Ingalls bringing line and paint to bear -- Maps and fields : Jasper Johns and Richard Diebenkorn on icons and the land -- Absorptive versus cartographic mapping : Willem de Kooning on bodies moving in the landscape -- Locating the general in the Earth itself : Dan Rice on biding time in place -- Last thoughts on part II -- Epilogue: wherefore Earth-mapping?
Includes bibliographical references (p. 193-226) and index.
Contributor biographical information, table of contents, and publisher description available on Library of Congress website (accessed July 2010):
http://www.loc.gov/catdir/bios/cdc051/2004020157.html --
http://www.loc.gov/catdir/toc/ecip7.html
http://www.loc.gov/catdir/bios/cdc051/2004020157.html
LC Card Number: 2004020157
GA203 .C37 2005 (NLO)

17917 Cartography in art - Bibliography<<>>Cartography - History Study and teaching - Bibliography<<>>Maps in art
Authors: Akerman, James R. -- Dillon, Diane -- Newberry Library -- National Endowment for the Humanities
[22] leaves ; 28 cm.
Unpublished list compiled under the direction of James Akerman and Diane Dillon for the Newberry Library's National Endowment for the Humanities Summer 2011 seminar entitled Envisioning America in maps and art. Accompanied by class reserve reading list ([5] leaves); 4-week seminar syllabus ([4] leaves); and list of participants (elementary and high school teachers ; [1] leaf).
Vert 684 no 2 (PrCt)

17918 Cartography in art - Bibliography<<>>Maps in art
Authors: Holden, Maria S.
26 p. ; 20 cm.
Xerox copy.
BHC 2041
Vert 684 no 1 (PrCt)

17919 Cartography in art<<>>Calligraphic maps<<>>Maps in art
Calligraphy : an aid to cartography? [1971?].
Authors: Osley, A. S. 11, [8] leaves; 33 cm.
Xerox copy of typescript.
BHC 1913
Vert 1479 (PrCt)

17920 Cartography in art<<>>Calligraphic maps<<>>Maps in art
Authors: Osley, A. S. -- Visible language (1971) --
Newberry Library. John M. Wing Foundation
p. 13-32 ; 23 cm.
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3133, no. 7.
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the
Newberry Library.

17921 Cartography in art<>Cartography in city planning<>Cartography in landscape design<>Cartography in urban planning
See Cartography in city planning<>Maps in art
The Agency of mapping: speculation, critique and invention. 1999.
Authors: Corner, James, 1961-
p. 213-252 and 297-300
GA102.3 .M36 1999, p. 213-252 and 297-300 (PrCt)

17922 Cartography in art<>Cartography - Philosophy<>Multimedia
cartography<>Geographic information systems<>Maps in art
Authors: Cartwright, William. 1948- -- Gartner, Georg F., 1966-- -- Lehn, Antje
xix, 391 p.: ill., maps ; 24 cm.
"This book is the fruition of work from contributors to the Art and cartography:
Cartography and art symposium held in Vienna in February 2008."--P. [vi].
"The contributions in this book address the use of 'different' geo-communication tools that could allow for improved visualization of geography - by incorporating art. It is envisaged that the work of this book will help to re-define how we can better visualize Space and Place, considering: Science, Technology and Art... The book is therefore a celebration of the 'meeting point' between Art and Cartography. It provides a starting point for a journey that will explore innovative methods and techniques for representing our world using the complementary techniques from Art, Science and technology."-- Book jacket.
Series: Lecture notes in geoinformation and cartography.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
ISBN 9783540685678 (hbk.) ; 3540685677 (hbk.)
GA102.3 .C37 2009 (NLO)

art<>Maps in art<>Maps - Miscellaneous - Specimens
Authors: Colson, Greg
4 maps : col. ; on sheets 28 x 22 cm. + printouts of emails (1p.)
Prints of some of the sculptor's city maps made using found materials to represent main streets and highways.
map1F G3701 .A1 1995 C6 (PrCt)

17924 Cartography in art<>Color in cartography<>Visual perception<>Maps in art
Map-art : the aesthetics of landforms, enhanced first by cartography, and then by the viewer's discovering-&-composing / [text, Brian Kevin Beck]. [Whitewater, Wis.] : Wonderside Productions, c2007.
Authors: Beck, Brian Kevin -- Wonderside Productions
1st ed.
Cover title.
ISBN 0964540258 (pbk.) ; 9780964540255 (pbk.)
folio N8222.M375 B34 2007 (NLO)

17925 Cartography in art<>Dutch cartography - History - 1600-1699<>Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Belgii novi<>Maps in art
The Impact of Dutch aesthetics on the Jansson-Visscher maps of New Netherland ... 1978.
Authors: Anderson, Patricia
vi, 40, [18], 2, 4 leaves. maps, ills.
A student paper, Univ. of Mich., 1978.
Vert 455 (PrCt)

Authors: Silberman, Robert B. (Robert Bruce), 1950-- -- Tuan, Yi-fu, 1930-- -- Frederick R. Weisman Art Museum -- University of Minnesota. Press -- University of Minnesota. Frederick R. Weisman Art Museum SEE Frederick R. Weisman Art Museum
80 p. : ill. (some col.), maps (some col.) ; 28 cm.
"This book is published in conjunction with the exhibition World Views: Maps and Art, organized

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
by the Frederick R. Weisman Art Museum, University of Minnesota, and on view 11 September 1999-2 January 2000--T.p. verso.

Includes bibliographical references (p. 79).

LC Card Number: 99040226
ISBN 1885116101 ; 0816636869 (University of Minn. Press) ; 1885116098

[Map Ready Reference]

Vert 460, no. 2 (PrCt)

Cartography in art - Exhibitions - Brussels (Belgium) - In art - Exhibitions - Brabant (Duchy) - In art - Exhibitions - Maps in art - Exhibitions


Authors: Van der Kerckhoft, Véronique -- Bussen, Helena -- Bücken, Véronique -- Musées royaux des beaux-arts de Belgique

326 p. : ill. (some col.), maps, ports. ; 31 cm.

At head of title: Musées royaux des Beaux-Arts de Belgique

In French, with one essay in English.
"Ce livre et publié à l'occasion de l'exposition ... organisée aux Musées royaux des Beaux-Arts de Belgique, à Bruxelles, du 15 septembre au 17 décembre 2000"--P. [2].

Includes bibliographical references and indexes.
Maps on end papers.

LC Card Number: 2001374894
ISBN 2804604047 ; 9782804604042 ; 2871932727 ; 9782871932727

[Map Ready Reference]

Vert 17927

Cartography in art - Exhibitions - Brussels (Belgium) - In art - Exhibitions - Brabant (Duchy) - In art - Exhibitions - Maps in art - Exhibitions

Vert 17928

Cartography in art - Exhibitions - Brussels (Belgium) - In art - Exhibitions - Brabant (Duchy) - In art - Exhibitions - Maps in art - Exhibitions

[Map Ready Reference]

Vert 17930

Cartography in art - Exhibitions - Maps in art - Art à la carte: decorative imagery in maps


Cartography in art - Exhibitions - Maps in art


[Map Ready Reference]
Unterschneidheim : Verlag Dr. Alfons Uhl, 1979.
Bibliography: p. [160].
Series: Ausstellungskataloge - Bayerische Staatsbibliothek München ; Nr. 19 -- Ausstellungskataloge (Bayerische Staatsbibliothek) ; 19.
Formerly folio GA190 .M86 1979
LC Card Number: 80485038
ISBN 3921503558
Map Ref folio GA190 .M86 1979 (NLO)

17932 Cartography in art - Exhibitions -
Catalogs>>>Chicago Cultural Center-
Exhibitions - Catalogs>>>Maps in art
Art on the map. 1994.
Authors: Chicago Cultural Center
22 x 10 cm. folded.
Folder of an exhibition at the Chicago Cultural Center, Apr. 30-July 10, 1994.
BHC 2222
Vert 1342 (PrCt)

17933 Cartography in art - Exhibitions -
Catalogs>>>Maps in art
Authors: Valbonesi, Gianni, 1941- -- Bertoni, Mario -- Ghelfi, Dario -- Guccini, Francesco -- Biblioteca di storia dell'arte Luigi Poletti -- Biblioteca Poletti SEE Biblioteca di storia dell'arte Luigi Poletti -- Biblioteca civica d'arte Luigi Poletti
SEE Biblioteca di storia dell'arte Luigi Poletti
32 p. : col. ills. ; 33 cm.
Verso of t.p. has alternate subtitle: Atlante immaginario di Gianni Valbonesi; Cinquanta mappe e carte geografiche dell Biblioteca Poletti rivisitate dall'artista.
Gift of Arthur Holzheimer.
folio GA190 .V36 2004 (NLO)

17934 Cartography in art - Exhibitions -
Catalogs>>>Newberry Library - Exhibitions -
Catalogs>>>Maps in art
Authors: Holden, Maria S. -- Woodward, David, 1942-2004 -- Newberry Library -- Kenneth Nebenzahl, Jr., lectures in the history of cartography -- Hermon Dunlap Smith Center for the History of Cartography
[25 leaves ; 28 cm.
Photocopies of typescript exhibition labels written by Maria Holden; title supplied by cataloger. Exhibit organized for the 6th series of Kenneth Nebenzahl, Jr., lectures in the history of cartography.
Descriptions of 54 maps (including 8 manuscripts) dated 1478-1882; annotated in pencil with Newberry call numbers; lacking label no. 6; includes section labels "ornament & symbol", "crosscurrents in art & cartography," and "views & panoramas". Original labels form part of the Newberry Library's Office of Associate Librarian exhibition records [Case Archives 09/01/61.1, box 5, envelope 225, shelved in 4A stacks, aisle 11, range 4 (May 2009)]. Duplicate copy: Vert 1206, no. 2

17935 Cartography in art - Exhibitions -
Catalogs>>>Philadelphia College of Art -
Exhibitions - Catalogs>>>Maps in art
Artists' maps. 1977.
Authors: Kardon, Janet -- Philadelphia College of Art [27] p.
Vert 460, no. 1 (PrCt)

17936 Cartography in art - Exhibitions -
Catalogs>>>Philadelphia College of Art -
Exhibitions - Catalogs>>>Maps in art
Authors: Philadelphia College of Art [2] leaves ; 28 cm.
BHC 1962
Vert 1521 (PrCt)
17937  Cartography in art - Exhibitions -
Catalogs<>>:Rijksmuseum (Netherlands).
Rijksprentenkabinet - Exhibitions -
Catalogs<>>:Maps in art
Kunst in kaart : decoratieve aspecten van de
cartografie / Cassandra Bosters ... [et al.] ;
eindredactie, J.F. Heijbroek, Marijn
Schapelhouman. Utrecht : H & S, HES uitgevers,
1989.
Authors: Bosters, Cassandra -- Heijbroek, Jan
Frederik -- Schapelhouman, Marijn --
Rijksmuseum (Netherlands). Rijksprentenkabinet
131 p. : ill. ; 25 cm.
Catalogue of an exhibition held at the
Rijksprentenkabinet te Amsterdam, from 24 June
to 10 September 1989.
'Oude kaarten en hun makers'--back-cover.
Includes bibliographical references.
Formerly GA108 .K85 1989
ISBN 9061944074 ; 9061943477 (pbk.)
Map Ref GA108 .K85 1989 (NLO)

17938  Cartography in art - Exhibitions -
Catalogs<>>:University of Texas at Arlington.
Libraries - Map collections - Exhibitions -
Catalogs<>>:Maps - Symbols - Exhibitions -
Catalogs<>>:Maps in art
Mapmaker's vision, beholder's eyes : the art of
maps. [Arlington, Tex.] : Special Collections, The
Authors: Goodwin, Katherine R. -- Garrett,
Virginia -- University of Texas at Arlington.
Library
23 p. : maps (some col.) ; 20 x 25 cm.
Contents: Preface -- Introduction -- Color -- Line
and fine engraving -- Form and shape -- Lettering
-- Symbols and decorations -- Style and design --
Art and maps : a beholder's selection --
Bibliography.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 23).
At head of title: Gallery guide.
'The exhibition, October 1, 2004-January 15,
2005.'
'Exhibition ... created in conjunction with the
Fourth Biennial Virginia Garrett Lectures on the
History of Cartography'--P. 4.
GA195.A74 M35 2004 (NLO)

17939  Cartography in art -
Exhibitions<>>:Geography in art -
Exhibitions<>>:Maps in art - Exhibitions
The World according to the newest and most
exact observations : mapping art + science / Susan
Bender and Ian Berry with Bernard
Possidente and Richard Wilkinson. [Saratoga
Springs, N.Y.] : Tang Teaching Museum and Art
Authors: Bender, Susan -- Berry, Ian -- Frances
Young Tang Teaching Museum and Art Gallery
96 p. : col. maps and ill. ; 28 cm.
Accompanies the exhibition March 3-June 3,
Contents: Seeing the world in maps / Susan
Bender -- Representing the body ... anatomical
models as maps / Richard Wilkinson -- Genetic
mapping: I map therefore I am / Bernard
Possidente.
Some images from the exhibition available online
at the Tang Museum website (accessed June 2010):
http://tang.skidmore.edu/index.php/posts/view/34
LC Card Number: 2001095944
ISBN 0970879016 ; 9780970879011
folio N8222.M375 B46 2001 (NLO)

17940  Cartography in art - Exhibitions -
Maps in art
Mirror of empire. 1990.
Authors: Satkowski, Jane -- Minneapolis Institute of
Arts
Two pamphlets and photocopied article from
Arts: the magazine for members of the
Minneapolis Institute of Arts (September 1990):
[2], 9-12., ill.
BHC 2216
Vert 1686 (PrCt)

17941  Cartography in art - Exhibitions -
Maps in art - Exhibitions -
Kozloff, Joyce - Map
art - Mackenzie, Landon, 1954 - -
Calame, Ingrid, 1965 - -
Kuitca, Guillermo, 1961 - -
Lin, Maya Ying - Map art
The Map as art : contemporary artists explore
cartography / Katharine Harmon ; with essays by
Gayle Clemans. New York : Princeton
Authors: Harmon, Katharine A., 1960- --
Clemans, Gayle, 1968-255 p. : col. ill. ; 24 x 26 cm.
Contents: Conflict and sorrow -- Joyce Kozloff: a
graph of history and strife -- Global
reckoning -- Landon Mackenzie: the politics of the
land -- Animal, vegetable, mineral -- Ingrid
Calame: constellations of residue -- Personal
terrain -- You are here, somewhere -- Guillermo
Kuitca: maps of presence and absence -- Inner
visions -- Dimension/deletion -- Maya Lin: where
opposites meet.
Includes bibliographical references.
LC Card Number: 2008030929
ISBN 0971568987620 (alk. paper) ; 1568987625
(alk. paper) ; 9781568989723 (pbk.) ;
1568989725 (pbk.)
N8222.M375 H37 2009 (NLO)

17942  Cartography in art - Exhibitions -
Maps in art - Exhibitions -
Kozloff, Joyce - Map
art - Trout Gallery -
Exhibitions -
Cartography in art SEE ALSO
Maps in art - Maps in art SEE ALSO
Cartography in art
Joyce Kozloff : co+ordinates / Nancy Princenthal
and Phillip Earenfight ; edited by Phillip
Earenfight. Carlisle, Pa. ; New York : Trout
Gallery, Dickinson College ; Distributed by
Summary: In the early 1990s, celebrated graphic designer Paula Scher began painting maps of the world as she sees it. The larger her canvases grew, the more expressionistic her geographical visions became. Displaying a powerful command of image and expressionistic her geographical visions became. Displaying a powerful command of image and expressionistic her geographical visions became. Displaying a powerful command of image and expressionistic her geographical visions became. Displaying a powerful command of image and expressionistic her geographical visions became.
type. Scher brilliantly transformed the surface area of our world. Paintings as tall as twelve feet depict continents, countries, and cities swirling in torrents of information and undulating with colorful layers of hand-painted boundary lines, place-names, and provocative cultural commentary. Collected here for the first time, Paula Scher MAPS presents thirty-nine of Scher's obsessively detailed, highly personal creations.

LC Card Number: 2011012783
ISBN 9781616890339 (alk. paper) ; 1616890339 (alk. paper)
2013051302 on order (NLO)

17950 Cartography in art<>Maps in art see Cartography in art: Die Wandkarte und der Globus als Bildmotive im niederländischen Barock. Halle : Martin Luther-Universität, 1952.
Diplomarbeit--Martin Luther-Universität Halle-Wittenberg. Electrostatic copy of typescript.
5A 1078 (NLO)

Authors: Lynam, Edward -- Geographical Magazine -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
"Reprinted from The geographical magazine."
'The illustrations in this Brochure are intended to supply some general guidance in the history both of scientific representation and of period ornament on maps"--P. 1.
Includes sections on portrayal on maps of mountains, woods, towns, seas and sea-shores; and scripts, borders, cartouches, and compass-roses as decoration of maps and sea charts.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Missing Nov. 2010
Baskes GA155 .L96 1946 (NLO)

Includes index.
Negatives for the illustrations in this volume are in the Newberry Library Archives, RG 7/7/63.
Formerly folio GA108 .A78 1987
LC Card Number: 86004356
ISBN 0226907228
Map Ref folio GA108 .A78 1987 (NLO)

Authors: Wallis, Helen -- International Conference on the History of Cartography (9th : 1981 : Pisa, Italy, etc.)
1 leaf.
Abstract of paper presented at IX Int. Conf on Hist. of Cart., Italy, 1981.
Missing July 2009.
Vert 549, no. 12 (PrCt)

Authors: Akerman, James R.
15 leaves ; 28cm.
"4-11-94 version."
Xerox copy of typescript.
BHC 2246
Vert 1713, no. 1 (PrCt)

17955 Cartography in art - Slides<>Indians of ...
North America - First contact with Europeans
- Slides<>Maps in art<>Indians of North America - Maps
The Image of strangers [slide]: Indian impressions of Europeans in their own media.
Authors: Welu, James A. -- Hermon Dunlap Smith Center for the History of Cartography
6 slides + 1 booklet (12 p., 16 cm.).
Title from accompanying booklet.
The Newberry Library slide set ; no. 17.
Occasional paper (Columbus Quincentennial Program in Transatlantic Encounters) ; 12.
The twelfth in a series of occasional papers relating to the Columbus Quincentennial Program in Transatlantic Encounters.
Case GA201 N49 no. 17 (NLO)

17956 Cartography in art - Slides<>Maps in art
Theatres of cruelty [slide]: wars of religion, violence, and the New World.
Authors: Conley, Tom -- Hermon Dunlap Smith Center for the History of Cartography
6 slides : col. + 1 booklet (33 p., 16 cm.).
(The Newberry Library slide set ; no. 14).
Occasional paper (Columbus Quincentennial Program in Transatlantic Encounters) ; 9.
The ninth in a series of occasional papers relating to ... the Columbus Quincentennial Program in Transatlantic Encounters’--p. 2 .
Slides of 2 works of Andre Thevet, 1557 and 1575, 1 work of Richard Verstegen, 1588, and 3 works of Theodore de Bry, 1591, 1592, and 1598; originals all in the Newberry Library.
Case GA201 N49 no. 14 (NLO)

17957 Cartography in art<>Venti, Carmela - Map art<>Maps in art
Map portraits. [198-?].
Description of her map inspired art, with two illustrations.
BHC 1778
Vert 452 (PrCt)

17958 Cartography in art<>Vermeer, Johannes, 1632-1675. Art of Painting<>Maps in art
The Map in Vermeer's Art of painting. [1977].
8 p.
Vert 317 no. 1 (PrCt)

17959 Cartography in art<>Vermeer, Johannes, 1632-1675<>Maps in art
Authors: Welu, James A.
From Art Bulletin (December 1975): 529-547, maps, ill.
Photocopy.
BHC 1669
Vert 1253 (PrCt)

17960 Cartography in art<>Vermeer, Johannes, 1632-1675. The Astronomer<>Maps in art
Authors: Welu, James A.
From The Art Bulletin 68, no. 2 (June 1968): 263-267, ill.
BHC 2533
Vert 2073 (PrCt)

17961 Cartography in art<>Watson, Ruth, 1962-<Map art<>Maps in art
Unsafe : an installation / by Ruth Watson.
Auckland : National Institute of Creative Arts and Industries ; Two Rooms, 2007.
Authors: Watson, Ruth, 1962- -- National Institute of Creative Arts and Industries (University of Auckland) -- Two Rooms
5 photomechanical prints : halftone ; 39 x 68 cm. or smaller, on sheet 60 x 84 cm.
Photographs and an essay by the artist to accompany her installation at Two Rooms, 21 Sept. - 20 Oct. 2007.
Issued folded to 21 x 15 cm.
The work consists of a map of the world formed by tiny glass spheres laid on the floor.
map4F G3201 .A9 2007 W3 (PrCt)

17962 Cartography - Indexes<>Cartography - Abstracts<>Canadian Cartographer - Indexes<>Canadian Cartographer - Abstracts
Authors: Gutsell, Bernard V. 167 p. : 26 cm.
GA1 .C28 Index (NLO)

17963 Cartography - India - 1753<>India - Geography - 1753
Authors: Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d', 1697-1782 -- Society of Writers to H.M. Signet (Great Britain) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Title vignette; head- and tail-pieces.
Includes index on p. [1]-[11] at end.
Signatures: * "A-X-Y² [$3 signed].
Contemporary dark brown mottled calf, with double-ruled borders in gilt on upper and lower

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
boards; centerpiece is a gold-stamped armorial seal of the Society of Writers to the Signet; marbled fore-edges and endpapers; green silk bookmark.

Ownership inscription of the library of the Society of the Writers to the Signet along left margin of t.p.: ‘Ex Lib. Bibl. Scribar. Sig. Reg.’

Verso of front endpaper contains old library shelfmarks.

In French.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes GA1131 .A68 1753 (NLO)

17964 Cartography - India - Exhibitions - Catalogs - Cartography and politics - Exhibitions - Catalogs - State Library of Victoria - Map collections - Exhibitions - Catalogs - Political geography - Maps - Exhibitions - Catalogs


Authors: State Library of Victoria -- Wells, Judith -- Foley, Jane -- Rule, Pauline -- Dunham, John 20 p. ; 22 cm.

BHC 2537

Vert 2077 (PrCt)

17965 Cartography - India - History - 1765-1843 - East India Company - History - India - Great Trigonometrical Survey - History - Survey of India - History


Authors: Edney, Matthew H. xv, 458 p. ; ill., maps ; 24 cm.

Includes bibliographical references (p. [409]-436) and index.

LC Card Number: 96-39703

ISBN 0226184870 (cloth : alk. paper) ; 0226184889 (pbk. : alk. paper)

GA1131 .E36 1997 (NLO)


Includes bibliographical references (p. [115]-123) and index.

LC Card Number: 2003305853

ISBN 8176462365

folio DS475.1 .D87 2002 (NLO)


India within the Ganges / Susan Gole. New Delhi : Jayaprints, 1983.

Authors: Gole, Susan, 1935- 239 p. : maps (part col.) ; 26 cm.

Includes indexes.


Includes indexes.

Formerly GA1131 .G65

Map Ref GA1131 .G642 1983 (NLO)


Of gods and globes : the territorialization of Hindu deities in popular visual culture. 2007.

Authors: Ramaswamy, Sumathi -- Jain, Jyotinda. India's popular culture ... (2007) p. 18-31 : col. ill., maps ; 31 cm.


Vert 762 (PrCt)


Authors: Ramaswamy, Sumathi -- Akerman, James R. 379 p. : col. ill., maps ; 27 cm.

Contents: Prologue: Yearning for form -- Formal concerns -- Other women, other mothers -- Vande mataram -- Enshrining the map of India -- Between men, map, and mother -- Daughters of India -- Epilogue: Pictorial history in the age of the world picture.

"Making the case for a new kind of visual history, The Goddess and the Nation charts the pictorial life and career of Bharat Mata, 'Mother India', the Indian nation imagined as mother/goddess, embodiment of national territory, and unifying..."
symbol for the country's diverse communities. Soon after Mother India's emergence in the late nineteenth century, artists, both famous and amateur, began to picture her in various media, incorporating the map of India into her visual persona. The images they produced enabled patriotic men and women in a heterogeneous population to collectively visualize India, affectively identify with it, and even become willing to surrender their lives for it. Filled with illustrations, including 100 in color, The Goddess and the Nation draws on visual studies, gender studies, and the history of cartography to offer a rigorous analysis of Mother India's appearance in painting, print, poster art, and pictures from the late nineteenth century to the present. By exploring the mutual entanglement of the scientifically mapped image of India and a (Hindu) mother/goddess, Sumathi Ramaswamy reveals Mother India as a figure who relies on the British colonial mapped image of her dominion to distinguish her from the other goddesses of India, and to guarantee her novel status as embodiment, sign, and symbol of national territory. Providing an exemplary critique of ideologies of gender and the science of cartography, Ramaswamy demonstrates that images do not merely reflect history; they actively make it." -- Back cover.

Includes bibliographical references (p. [353]-369) and index.

Inscribed to James Akerman by the author.

LC Card Number: 2009044003
ISBN 9780822345923 (cloth : alk. paper) ; 0822345927 (cloth : alk. paper) ; 9780822346104 (pbk. : alk. paper) ; 0822346109 (pbk. : alk. paper)

DS430 .R363 2010 (NLO)

Authors: Gole, Susan, 1935-1952 p. : maps (some col.) ; 25 cm.
Includes cartobibliography of pre-1880 maps of India (p. [91]-119), bibliographical references (p. [121]-123), and index.
Previously GA1131 .G64

Map Ref GA1131 .G64 1976 (NLO)

17971 Cartography - India - History - 1900-1900-1900 Cartography, East Indian - History Indian maps and plans : from earliest times to the advent of European surveys / Susan Gole. New Delhi, India : Manohar, 1989.
Authors: Gole, Susan, 1935-1999 ; Manohar 206 p. : 122 maps, ill. (some col.) ; 29 cm.
Includes bibliographical references.
References: Wolf 283
Formerly folio GA1131 .G65 1989

ISBN 8185054584

Map Ref folio GA1131 .G643 1989 (NLO)

17972 Cartography - India - History - 1900-1900 Cartography, East Indian - History Indian maps and plans : from earliest times to the advent of European surveys / Susan Gole. New Delhi, India : Manohar, 1989.
Authors: Gole, Susan, 1935- -- Manohar -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 206 p. : 122 maps, ill. (some col.) ; 29 cm.
Includes bibliographical references.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
References: Wolf 283
ISBN 8185054584

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Authors: Madan, P. L. 144 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
Includes bibliographical references.
LC Card Number: 97904245
ISBN 8173041776

Map Ref GA1131.3 .M3 1997 (NLO)

17974 Cartography - India - History Everest, Mount (China and Nepal) - Name Everest, Mount (China and Nepal) SEE Everest, Mount (China and Nepal) Charted histories in colonial India, 1760-1900. 1998.
Authors: Barrow, Ian J. vi, 230 leaves ill. ; 28 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (leaves 219-230).

folio DS435 .B37 1998a (NLO)

17975 Cartography - India - History Cartography, East Indian - History Cartography, East Indian - History - 1900-1900-1900 The Vasco Gama's pilot. 1951.
Authors: Bagrow, Leo From Comitato Cittadino per le Celebrazioni Colombiane, Genova, Studi Colombiani (Genoa, 1951), 3: 105-110.
BHC 1670

Vert 1254 (PrCt)


Vert 1159 (PrCt)

17977 Cartography - Indonesia - Exhibitions - Catalogs - 1500-1899 Cartography, East Indian - History Sajuto, Heru - Map

Map Ref folio GA1131 .G64 1976 (NLO)
**Collections - Exhibitions - Catalogs**

Authors: Zandvliet, C. J.
20 p. ; 31 cm.
This exhibition has been organized by the Erasmus Hus Jakarta in cooperation with ir. Heru Sajuto, the National Library and the National Archives of Indonesia...March 23rd-April 5th 1994'.
BHC 1808
Vert 1377 (PrCt)

**17978 Cartography - Indonesia - History**
Authors: Kusmiadi, Rachmat
14 p.
14 p.
Vert 374 (PrCt)

**17979 Cartography - Inishowen (Ireland) - History**
*A Early map of Inishowen.* 1973.
Vert 346, no. 1 (PrCt)

**17980 Cartography - Iowa - 1673-1838**
Authors: Fox, Diana J.
In the Palimpsest 59, No.3, (1978): 77-88. maps
BHC 1306
Vert 913 (PrCt)

**17981 Cartography - Ireland - 1690-1699**
*French cartography - History* 1693
*The Irish charts in Le Neptune Francois : their sources and influence.* 1983.
Authors: Clarke, R.S.J. -- International Conference on the History of Cartography (10th : 1983 : Dublin) 6 p.; 30 cm.
Paper presented at Int. Conf. on Hist. of Cartog., 10th, Dublin, 1983.
Vert 743 (PrCt)

**17982 Cartography - Ireland - History - 1760-1798**
Vert 8 (PrCt)

**17983 Cartography - Ireland - History - Bibliography**
Authors: Ferguson, Paul -- International Conference on the History of Cartography (10th : 1983 : Dublin) vi. 26 p.; 21 cm.
Includes index.
Formerly Z6027.G7 F47
ISBN 0950904007
Map Ref Z6027.G7 F47 (NLO)

**17984 Cartography - Ireland - History**
*Cartographers - Ireland - History**
*Surveyors - Ireland - Ordnance Survey (Ireland)*
Includes bibliographical references (p. [192]).
LC Card Number: 2010533734
ISBN 1907535098 (pbk.) ; 9781907535093 (pbk.) 2011102602 on order (NLO)

**17985 Cartography - Ireland - History**
Series: The Irish heritage series ; 18
Duplicate copy: Vert 588
BHC 1023
GA826 .A52 (NLO)

**17986 Cartography - Ireland - History**
Authors: Prunty, Jacinta 344 p. : ill., maps ; 24 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 333-334) and index.
Series: Maynooth research guides for Irish local history ; no. 7
LC Card Number: 2005272154
ISBN 1851826998 (pbk.) ; 9781851826995 (pbk.) ; 1851827002 (hbk) ; 9781851826708 (hbk)
GA826 .P78 2004 (NLO)

**17987 Cartography - Isla Fuerta (Colombia) - History** 1503
*Cosa, Juan de la, d. 1510. [World map, 1500]* 1984.
Authors: Anderson, Paul S. -- International Isla Fuerta on the Juan de la Cosa mappamundi of 1500 : a key to interpreting the historical ethnogeography of Colombia's Caribbean coast.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
17996 *Cartography - Italy - History - Congresses*
Authors: Cerreti, Claudio -- Taberini, Annalena
-- Centro italiano per gli studi storico-geografici -- Società geografica italiana
532 p., [16] leaves of plates : ill. (some col.), maps ; 24 cm.
Includes bibliographical references and indexes.
Series: Memorie della Società geografica italiana, v. 65
LC Card Number: 2002508518
GA891 .C36 2001 (NLO)

Authors: Valerio, Vladimiro -- Associazione "Roberto Almagiè -- Centro nazionale di studi manzoniani (Italy)
155 p. : col. ill., maps ; 24 cm.
At head of title: Associazione "Roberto Almagià," collezionisti italiani di studi cartografici antica.
Catalog of an exhibition held at the Centro studi manzoniani, Casa dei Manzoni, Milan, Italy, Apr. 7-May 7, 2011.
Table of contents available on Library of Congress website (accessed March 2012):
http://catdir.loc.gov/catdir/toc/casalini08/11180064.pdf
Includes bibliographical references (p. 149-155).
LC Card Number: 2011366758
ISBN 9788887867350 ; 8887867356
GA891 .I83 2011 (NLO)

17998 *Cartography - Italy - Marche*<->*Marche (Italy) - Maps
Authors: Mangani, Giorgio -- Mariano, Fabio, 1949-
251 p. : ill. maps (chiefly col.) ; 33 cm.
Includes index.
Maps on lining papers.
Bibliography: p. [241]-247.
ISBN 8876632778
folio GA895.M37 M355 1998 (NLO)

18000 *Cartography - Italy - Sicily - History*<->*Graffiti - Italy - Sicily - Early works to 1800*<->*Sicily (Italy) - Maps - 17th cent. - Facsimiles
I graffiti geografici del Carcere dell'Inquisizione in Palermo, secolo XVII : riprodotti e messi a confronto con lo schema triangolare della Sicilia secondo i geografi e i cartografi antichi da Strabone sino al metà del secolo XVII / con introduzione e una dichiarazione dell dott. C. Bertacchi. Palermo, 1933.
Authors: Di Vita, Giuseppe -- Bertacchi, Cosimo -- Bertacchi, Cosimo, 1854- SEE Bertacchi, Cosimo
[1 v.] ; 51 cm.
Not at Newberry Library (Dec. 2009) (PrCt)

18001 *Cartography - Italy, Southern - History*<->*Cartography - Sicily (Italy) - History
Authors: Giarrizzo, Giuseppe -- Iachello, Enrico
251 p. : ill., maps (chiefly col.) ; 23 cm.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Series: Storia ; 293 -- Studi e ricerche storiche ; 293.
LC Card Number: 2002450069
ISBN 8846433874 ; 9788846433879
GA891 .M36 2002 (NLO)

18002 *Cartography - Italy - Study and teaching - 1987
Mean and aims in historico-carto-graphics studies in Italy. 1987.
Authors: Valerio, Vladimiro
BHC 2613.
Vert 2150 (PrCt)

18003 *Cartography - Jamaica - 1580-1774

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Early maps of Jamaica. 1979.
Authors: Buisseret, David
BHC 327
Vert 569, no. 1 (PrCt)

Authors: Higman, B. W., 1943- -- Institute of Jamaica Publications Ltd.
xv, 307 p. : ill., maps ; 29 cm
Chapter 3, 'Surveying and Planmaking' (p. 17-79) contains much valuable material on the training and social conditions of surveyors and the techniques of surveying and drafting.
Includes bibliography and index.
LC Card Number: 88013718
ISBN 9768017058 ; 9768017082 (pbk.)
folio GA109.5 .H54 1988 (NLO)

Authors: Higman, B. W., 1943- -- Hudson, Brian J. (Brian James) -- Institute of Jamaica Publications Ltd.
xv, 307 p. : ill., maps ; 29 cm.
Chapter 3, 'Surveying and Planmaking' (p. 17-79) contains much valuable material on the training and social conditions of surveyors and the techniques of surveying and drafting.
Includes bibliography and index.
LC Card Number: 88013718
ISBN 9768017058 ; 9768017082 (pbk.)
folio GA109.5 .H54 1988 (NLO)

18006 Cartography - Japan
Kurze darstellung der geschichte der cartographie in Japan. 1934.
Authors: Japan-Institut (Berlin, Germany) -- Ramming, Martin
From Katalog der Ausstellung alter japanischer karten und plaene, November 1934, p.4-17.
BHC 1429
Vert 1029 (PrCt)

18007 Cartography - Japan - 1400-1499
Two fifteenth-century maps of 'Zippangu': notes on the early cartography of Japan. 1966.
Authors: Kish, George, 1914-
p. 206-214 : maps
BHC 1552
Vert 1141 (PrCt)

18008 Cartography - Japan - 1585-1601
Authors: Lach, Donald F. (Donald Frederick), 1917- -- Lach, Donald F. (Donald Frederick), 1917-. Asia in the making of Europe (1965) -- William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library)
Forms part of the William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library).
Greenlee DS33.1 .L3, v. 1, bk. 2 (PrCt)

18009 Cartography - Japan - 1595-1740
The Cartography of Japan during the middle Tokugawa era: A study in cross-cultural influences. 1947.
Authors: Kish, George, 1914-
BHC 1554
Vert 1143 (PrCt)

18010 Cartography - Japan - 1600-1868
Mapping early modern Japan : space, place, and culture in the Tokugawa period, 1603-1868.
Authors: Yonemoto, Marcia, 1964-
xxv, 234 p. : ill., maps ; 24 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 211-226) and index.
ISBN 0520232960
DS822.2 .Y665 2003 (NLO)

Japan, a cartographic vision : European printed maps from the early 16th to the 19th century / edited by Lutz Walter on behalf of the German East-Asiatic Society (OAG) ... Munich : New York : Prestel-Verlag, c1994.
Authors: Walter, Lutz -- Prestel-Verlag -- Deutsche Gesellschaft für Natur- und Völkerkunde Ostasiens -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
232 p. : ill. (some col.), 120 maps, ports. ; 32 cm.
"First published in German on the occasion of the exhibition 'Japan mit den Augen des Westens gesehen' ... 10 September-10 October 1993 ... Tokyo'--T.p. verso.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Includes bibliography (p. 207-210) and index.
References: Fiat 342
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

18012 Cartography - Japan - Exhibitions - Catalogs - 1500-1899
Cartography - Japan - Maps - Bibliography - 1500-1899
Cartography - Japan - Maps - Collections - 1500-1899
Japan, a cartographic vision : European printed maps from the early 16th to the 19th century / edited by Lutz Walter on behalf of the German East-Asian Society (OAG) ... Munich : New York : Prestel-Verlag, c1994.
232 p. : ill. (some col.), 120 maps, ports. ; 32 cm.
'First published in German on the occasion of the exhibition 'Japan mit den Augen des Westens gesehen' ... 10 September-10 October 1993 ... Tokyo'--T.p. verso.
Includes bibliography (p. 207-210) and index.
References: Fiat 342
Formerly folio GA1243.5 .J36 1994
ISBN 3791313215
Map Ref folio GA1243.5 .J36 1994 (NLO)

18013 Cartography - Japan - History
121 p. : maps ; 26 cm.
Japanese and English.
Vert 2271 (PrCt)

18014 Cartography - Japan - History
'Zokusan-hendo' (a small country on the edge of the world) and 'Dainippon-koku' (A home country of 'Dainichi') : the medieval Japanese view of their country. 1987.
Authors: Unno, Kazutaka, 1921-17 p. ; 26 cm.
English/Japanese.
BHC 2527
Vert 2067 (PrCt)

18015 Cartography - Japan - History - 1500-1599
Portuguese cartography - Japan - History - 1500-1599
Authors: Marques, Alfredo Pinheiro
In the Unesco Courier (April 1989): 14-16.
Vert 579 (PrCt)

18016 Cartography - Japan - History - 1600-1912
Nagano-ken (Japan) - Historical geography - Maps - 1600-1912
Cartography - Japan - History - 1600-1912
Japan - Administrative and political divisions - History - 1600-1912
A Malleable map : geographies of restoration in central Japan, 1600-1912 / Karen Wigen.
Authors: Wigen, Karen, 1958- -- Lilienthal, Philip E.
xi, 319 p., 16 p. of plates : maps (some col.) ; 24 cm.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Series: Asia, local studies/global themes ; 17.
LC Card Number: 2009042967
ISBN 9780520259188 (cloth : alk. paper) ; 0520259181 (cloth : alk. paper)
DS894.59.N3319 W54 2010 (NLO)

18017 Cartography - Japan - History - 1640-1853
Japanese cartography - History - 1640-1853 - Dutch influences
Cartography, Japanese SEE Japanese cartography
The Redhaired in Japan : Dutch influence on Japanese cartography, 1640-1853 / by Elisabeth Maria Jacobs. [S.I. s.n., 1983?].
Authors: Jacobs, Elisabeth Maria, 1958- -- Lilienthal, Philip E.
vi, 24 cm.
Bibliography: p. 74-79.
Vita: p. [86].
Duplicate copy: Vert 1019
BHC 1419

18018 Cartography - Japan - History - 1690-1727
Authors: Brown, Yu-Ying
6 p. ; ill. ; 30 cm.
BHC 1794

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Vert 1363 (PrCt)

18019 Cardography - Japan - History - 1900 - Japan - Maps - Bibliography - 1900 - Japan - Maps - Collections, To 1900
Authors: Cortazzi, Hugh -- Weatherhill
1st ed.
Bibliography: p. 163-169.
Folded map removed and cataloged separately:
Nihon Ezu [bird's-eye view of Tokyo, Japan, early 19th century / by Kuwagata Keisai] [temp Map4F
Includes index.
References: Wolf 142; Fiat 57
Formerly folio GA1241 .C67 1983
LC Card Number: 83003525
ISBN 0834801841
Map Ref folio GA1241 .C67 1983 (NLO)

18020 Cardography - Japan - History - 1900 - Japan - Maps - Bibliography - 1900 - Japan - Maps - Collections, To 1900
Authors: Cortazzi, Hugh -- Weatherhill -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1st ed.
Bibliography: p. 163-169.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
References: Wolf 142; Fiat 57
LC Card Number: 83003525
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

18021 Cardography - Japan - History - Cardographers - Japan - Biography
Authors: O'Donoghue, Yolanda (Jones)
maps, ill.
BHC 1899
Vert 1467 (PrCt)

18022 Cardography - Japan - History - Exhibitions - Cardographers - Japan - Exhibitions - Catalogs
Authors: Kokuritsu Kokkai Toshokan (Japan) -- ICA Conference (10th : 1980 : Tokyo, Japan) -- International Cartographic Association -- International Geographical Congress (24th : 1980 : Tokyo, Japan) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

18024 Cardography - Japan - History - Cardographers - Japan - Collections
Authors: Hubbard, Jason C. -- HES & De Graaf Publishers
444 pages : illustrations (some color), maps (some color) ; 33 cm.
Added title-page in Japanese.
With a summary in English and Japanese and a table of contents also in Japanese.
maps in the eighteenth century -- Geographical names on early modern Western maps of Japan. Includes bibliographical references, appendices and indexes.
Series: Utrecht Studies on the History of Cartography ; 14 ; Utrechtse historisch-kartografische Studies ; 14.
ISBN 9789061945314 ; 9061945313
Map Ref GA1241. H83 2012 (NLO)

18025

Cartography - Japan - History<>>>Japanese cartography - History

From Studies in language and culture [Nagoya p. 209
historical perceptions of maps and
On the artistic heritage of Japanese cartography :
Cited in Imago Mundi annual bibliography.

Vert 1251, no. 2 (PrCt)

18029

Cartography - Japan - History<>>>Japanese cartography - History

Cartography in Japan, past and present. [1972?].
Authors: Watanabe, Akira, 1904-1984
5 p. ; 26 cm.
Undated offprint (from unidentified journal?); p. 5
includes text dated 1972.
BHC 1667
Vert 1251, no. 1 (PrCt)

18030

Cartography - Japan - History<>>>Japanese cartography - History

Cartography in Japan : past and present.
Authors: Watanabe, Akira, 1904-1984 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

iii, 46 p. : ill., maps ; 26 cm.
Includes Bibliography: p. 46.
Series: ICIC occasional paper ; no. 3.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes GA1241 .W38 1980 (NLO)

18031

Cartography - Japan - History<>>>Japanese cartography - History

Teleki, Pál, gróf, 1879-1941 -- Tasman, Abel Janszoon,
1603?-1659 -- Quast, Mathijs Hendrickszoon, d. 1641
Historical atlases
Atlas zur Geschichte der Kartographie der
Japanischen Inseln. Nebst dem holländischen
Journal der Reise Mathys Quasts und A.J.
Tasmans zur Entdeckung der Goldinseln im
Osten von Japan i.d. J. 1639 und dessen
deutscher Übersetzung. Budapest ; Leipzig :
Vertrieb der deutschen Ausgabe, 1909.
Authors: Teleki, Pál, gróf, 1879-1941 -- Tasman, Abel Janszoon, 1603?-1659 -- Quast, Mathijs Hendrickszoon, d. 1641 -- Hiereßmann, K. W. --
Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

xii, 184 p. : ill., (incl. 9 plates, tables), 72 maps ;
60 x 44 cm.
References: Phillips 4074.
LC Card Number: 53056750
18319.
NL 40-1111.
oversize Ayer 135.5 .T26 1909 (NLO)

18026

Cartography - Japan - History<>>>Japanese cartography

A History of Japanese cartography. Tokyo :
Kawade Shobo, 1955.
Authors: Akioka, Takegiro
No known copies; source of citation unknown.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

18027

Cartography - Japan - History<>>>Japanese cartography

The Short history of ancient cartography in
Japan. 1959.
Authors: Akioka, Takegiro -- Muroga, Nobuo,
1907-1982
Proceedings of the International Geographical
Union Regional Conference in Japan 1957
(Tokyo, 1959): 57-60.
Cited in Imago Mundi annual bibliography.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

18028

Cartography - Japan - History<>>>Japanese cartography - History

On the artistic heritage of Japanese cartography :
historical perceptions of maps and space. 2007.
Authors: Potter, Simon
p. 209-225 ; 28 cm.
From Studies in language and culture [Nagoya
University, Graduate School of Languages and
Downloaded from
http://ir.nul.nagoya-u.ac.jp/dspace/bitstream/2237
7841/1/potter.pdf.
Vert 1251, no. 2 (PrCt)

18032

Cartography - Jerusalem - Bibliography - 1579

Catalogus auctorum, quibus in concinnanda delineatione et descriptione Hierosolymitana sum
usus. 1597.
Authors: Adrichem, Christiaan van, 1533-1585
Pp. 130-136 ; 16 cm.
Photocopy of pages from his Urbis Hierosolymae,
quemadmodum ea Christi tempore floruit
Request and cite items by
the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
18034 Cartography - Jerusalem - Bibliography - 1595
The Names of the authors out of whose workes and travels this description of Jerusalem is taken and made. 1595.
Authors: Adrichem, Christiaan van, 1533-1585
Pp. 109-112 ; 19 cm.
Photocopy of pages from his Brief description of Hierusalem and of the suburbs thereof, as it flourished in the time of Christ (London: Peter Short for Thomas Wright, 1595) [Case G615.016].
Vert 2264, no. 1 (PrCt)

18035 Cartography - Jerusalem - History
Cartography. 1971.
Authors: Mezer, Herrmann, M.Z.
1971-: London : Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1971-
1542-1550 : maps ; 28 cm.
Photocopies from 'cartography' section of article on 'Jerusalem' in Encyclopaedia Judaica v. 9 (1971): 1542-1550, maps [Ref DS102.8 .E496].
BHC 196
Vert 512 (PrCt)

18036 Cartography - Jerusalem - History - 1835
The Catherwood map of Jerusalem (1835)
Authors: Catherwood, Frederick
Plan of Jerusalem (1835)
1835 : maps ; 26 cm.
Includes photo of map (22 x 17 cm.)
Vert 294 (PrCt)

18037 Cartography - Jerusalem - History - Bibliography
Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1-1622. Civitates orbis terrarum
Hogenberg, Frans, 1535-1590. Civitates orbis terrarum
Jerusalem in Braun & Hogenberg 'Civitates'. 1996.
Authors: Rubin, Rehav
p. 119-129 ; maps, ill.
BHC 2671
Vert 2198 (PrCt)

18038 Cartography - Juvenile Literature
Authors: Barker, Ronald S. -- Dance, Kathleen -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
48 p. : ill. (some col.) ; 21 cm.
A history of maps and map drawing, with sections on English map-makers, British Ordinance Survey maps and their use, and the making of modern maps.
Includes index.

18039 Cartography - Juvenile Literature
Authors: Taylor, Barbara, 1954- -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
32 p. : col. ill., col. maps ; 24 cm.
1st American ed.
Explains what maps are and why they are used, introduces symbols found on maps, and describes how cartographers map the world.
Includes related activities.
Includes index.
Series: Young discoverers.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
ISBN 1856979369 ; 185697863X (lib. ed.) ; 1856976289 (lib. bdg.)
Baskes GA105.6 .T39 1993 (NLO)

18040 Cartography - Juvenile literature - 2002
Cartography - 2002 - Problems, exercises, etc. - Juvenile literature
Small worlds : maps and mapmaking / Karen Romano Young. New York : Scholastic, c2002.
Authors: Young, Karen Romano
128 p. : ill. (some col.), maps ; 29 cm.
Instructs children how maps are put together in layers like sandwiches, how to use a map to get oriented, and the use of hundreds of different kinds of maps.
Contents: A stranger in a strange land -- How to make a map -- Explore the unknown, make it your own -- The whole world in your hands -- A bird's-eye view -- Mapping system earth -- Look out! A whole lot of space -- Beyond geography.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 120-121) and index.
LC Card Number: 2001020964
ISBN 043909545X ; 9780439095457
folio GA105.6 .Y685 2002 (NLO)

Light blue cloth boards, with title and cover illustrations--maps of England--printed in red and black.
Inscribed by Ronald S. Barker on front endpaper.
Series: Study books.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes GA105.6 .B35 1961 (NLO)
The map makers' problem: round world, flat map
-- Dark Ages and dim maps -- The age of
discovery: the world expands -- Mercator throws
away the North and South Poles -- Captain Cook
finishes the jigsaw puzzle -- Modern maps with a
purpose.
GB63-13273.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.

Baskes GA105 .M28 1963 (NLO)

18042 Cartography - Kalóyeros (Greece) - History
Kalóyeros : an Atlantis in microcosm? [Lympe
Castle, Kent : Imago Mundi Ltd., 1977].
Authors: Allen, W. Sidney (William Sidney), 1918-
-- Imago mundi (1977) -- Edward E. Ayer
Collection (Newberry Library)
p. 54-71
Map Ref folio GA1 .I6, v. 29, 54-71 (PrCt)

18043 Cartography - Kent (England) - History -
1590-1840<<>>Kent (England) - Maps -
Collections, 1590-1840
Kentish maps and map-makers, 1590-1840.
Authors: Kent (England). County Council -- Hull,
Felix
(some col.) ; 30 cm.
folio GA795.K45 K46 1973 (NLO)

18044 Cartography - Kentucky - History
Pioneer Kentucky; an outline of its exploration
and settlement, its early cartography and
primitive geography, coupled with a brief
presentation of the principal trails, traces, forts,
stations, springs, licks, fords and ferries used
prior to the year 1800, by Willard Rouse Jillson ...
Authors: Jillson, Willard Rouse, 1890-1975
6 p. l., 9-152 p. : front., 1 illus., maps ; 23 cm.
Illustrated lining-papers.
'First edition. Limited to 400 copies.'
Bibliography : p. 135-144.
G 883 .447 (NLO)

18045 Cartography - Kentucky -
History<<>>Kentucky - Maps - Collections,
1794-1877
Historic maps of Kentucky / Thomas D. Clark.
Lexington, Ky. The University Press of Kentucky,
1979.
Authors: Clark, Thomas Dionysius, 1903-2005 --
Brooks, J. (Jared). A Map of the rapids of the
Ohio River and of the countries on each side
thereof ... (1806) -- University of Kentucky. Press
1 portfolio (10 leaves of plates : 10 maps (some
col.) ; 42 x 42 cm. and smaller + accomp. text (vi,
89 p. : ill., maps ; 28 cm.)
Facsimilies of originals published 1794-1877.
Includes: Brooks, J. A Map of the rapids of the
Ohio River and of the countries on each side
thereof : so far, as to include the routes
contemplated for canal navigation / respectfully
inscribed to His Excellency Christopher Greenup,
Governor of Kentucky, by his very obedient serv't
J. Brooks (Frankfort, Ky. : Engrav'd & printed by
John Goodman, 1806)
Accompanying text in map information file.
Duplicate copy (text only): Baskes folio F457.B7
C57 1979
LC Card Number: 79004003
M1371
ISBN 9780813100975 ; 0813100976

18046 Cartography - Kentucky -
History<<>>Kentucky - Maps - Collections,
1794-1877
Historic maps of Kentucky / Thomas D. Clark.
Lexington, Ky. University of Kentucky Press,
c1979.
Authors: Clark, Thomas Dionysius, 1903-2005 --
University of Kentucky. Press -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library) -- University Press
of Kentucky SEE University of Kentucky.
Press vi, 89 p. : ill., maps ; 28 cm.
This copy incomplete; lacking oversize portfolio
of facsimile maps (10 leaves of plates : 10 maps
(some col.) ; 52 cm.)
Includes bibliographical references (p. 85-87) and
index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copy (including portfolio of facsimiles):
LC Card Number: 79004003
ISBN 9780813100975 ; 0813100976
Baskes folio F457.B7 C57 1979 (NLO)

18047 Cartography - Kentucky -
History<<>>Kentucky - Surveys - History
The Topographical map of Kentucky / by Willard
Rouse Jillson. Frankfort, Ky. State Journal
Company, 1941.
Authors: Jillson, Willard Rouse, 1890-1975 --
State Journal Co. (Frankfort, Ky.) -- Edward E.
Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
11 p. incl. front. (map) ; 21 cm.
LC Card Number: 43002951
Ayer 133 .J61 1941 (NLO)

18048 Cartography - Kilmallock (Ireland) -
History<<>>Jones, William
An Elizabethan map of Kilmallock. 1968.
Authors: Andrews, John Harwood, 1927-
9 p. maps.
From North Munster Antiquarian Journal 11
Offprint.
Vert 9 (PrCt)

18049 Cartography - Korea - 1450-1864
Antecedents of a Commodore Perry map of
Korea of 1854. 1983.
Authors: McCune, Shannon Boyd-Bailey,
1913-1993 -- International Conference on the
History of Cartography (10th : 1983 : Dublin)
Paper presented at Int'l Conf. on Hist. of Cart.,
(10th), Dublin, 1983.
Vert 1360 (PrCt)

18050 Cartography - Korea - History -
1710-1735<<>>Regis, Jean-Baptiste. [Map of
Korea, 1710-1735]<<>>Jesuits - Korea
Father Regis' map of Korea, 1710-1735. 1977.
Authors: McCune, Shannon Boyd-Bailey,
1913-1993 -- International Conference on the
History of Cartography (7th : 1977 : Washington)
14 p. ; maps ; 22 cm.
Paper prepared for Int. Conf. on Hist. of Cartog.
Vert 337 (PrCt)

18051 Cartography - Korea - History<<>>European
Cartography - Korea - History
Early European cartography of Korea. 1983.
Authors: Unno, Kazutaka, 1921 --
International Conference on the History of Cartography (10th :
1983 : Dublin)
5 p. ; 30 cm.
Paper presented at Int. Conf. on the Hist. of
Cartog. (10th), Dublin, 1983.
Vert 1919 (PrCt)

18052 Cartography - Kulmbach-Bayreuth (Germany :
Principality) - History
Abriss der Kartographie des Fürstentums
Kulmbach-Bayreuth. Kulmbach : Freunde der
Authors: Vollet, Hans
175 p. : ill., maps (some col.); 34 cm.
Series: Die Plassenburg, Schriften für
Heimatsforschung und Kulturpflege in Ostfranken ;
Bd. 38
folio GA875.K8 V92 (NLO)

18053 Cartography - Latin America -
History<<>>Cartography - Central America -
History<<>>Cartography - Mexico -
History<<>>Cartography - South America -
History<<>>Cartography - West Indies -
History
Historias de la cartografia de Iberoamerica :
nuevos caminos, viejos problemas / Héctor
Mendoza Vargas, Carla Lois, coordinadores.
Mexico, D.F. Instituto de Geografia, UNAM ;
INEGI, 2009.
Authors: Mendoza Vargas, Héctor -- Lois, Carla
494 p. : ill., maps ; 22 cm.
Series: Coleccion Geografia para el siglo XXI. Serie Libros de investigacion ; n. 4.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
LC Card Number: 2009500994
ISBN 970322976X (obra general);
9789703229765 (obra general); 9786070204197
(ICg); 6070204190 (ICg); 9789701351840
(INEGI); 9701351843 (INEGI)
GA641 .H57 2009 (NLO)

18054 Cartography - Latin America -
History<<>>Cartography - Mexico -
History<<>>Cartography - Central America -
History<<>>Cartography - South America -
History<<>>Cartography - Caribbean Area -
History
Mapping Latin America : a cartographic reader / edited by Jordana Dym and Karl Offen. Chicago ;
London : The University of Chicago Press,
c2011.
Authors: Dym, Jordana, 1967 --
Offen, Karl --
University of Chicago. Press
xix, 338 p. : col. ill., col. maps ; 28 cm.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
LC Card Number: 2010021770
ISBN 9780226618210 (cloth : alk. paper) ;
0226618218 (cloth : alk. paper) ; 9780226618227
(pbk. : alk. paper) ; 0226618226 (pbk. : alk.
paper)
Map Ref GA641 .M37 2011 (NLO)

18055 Cartography - Latin America - History -
Congresses
La cartografia iberoamericana : Cicle de
Conferències sobre Història de la Cartografia, 23,
24, 25, 26 i 27 de febrer de 1998 / organitzat per
l'Institut Cartogràfic de Catalunya i el
Departament de Geografia de la Universitat
Autònoma de Barcelona ; M. Luisa
Martín-Merás, Max Justo Guedes, José Ignacio
González Leiva. Barcelona : Institut Cartogràfic
Authors: Cicle de Conferències sobre Història de
la Cartografia (9th : 1998 : Barcelona, Spain) --
Martín-Merás, María Luisa --
Guedes, Max Justo --
Leiva Gonzaléz, José Ignacio --
Institut Cartogràfic de Catalunya --
Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona. Departament de Geografia
216 p. : ill., maps ; 24 cm.
Series: Colecció Monografies (Institut
Cartogràfic de Catalunya) ; 21.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
ISBN 8439350686
GA641 .C53 1998 (NLO)

18056 Cartography - Latvia - History - Sources
The Main research directions in the history of
cartography of Latvia. [199-?].
Authors: Strauchmanis, Janis
1 leaf ; 30 cm.
Photocopy of typescript; includes sources dated
to 1990.
BHC 2291
Vert 1846 (PrCt)

18057 Cartography - Lea Valley (England) - History -
1594<<>>Burghley, William Cecil, Baron,
1520-1598
Elizabethan maps of the lower Lea Valley. 1958.
Authors: Bull, G. B. G.
Vert 230 (PrCt)
Authors: Glanville, Philippa
212 p. : maps (part col.) ; 37 cm.
Bibliography: p. 66-68.
ISBN 0900309029
folio G 10455 .344 (NLO)

'Edited by Ann Saunders and John Schofield with contributions by Peter Barber, Stephen Powys Marks, John Schofield.'
Reproduces and analyzes three surviving plates (each 20 x 26 cm.) from the untitled, anonymous and so-called 'Copperplate Map' of London, probably compiled in the 1550s.
Also reproduces and analyzes an engraved view (possibly derived from earlier work by John Norden) dated ca. 1610: The View of the City of London from the north towards the south.
Contents: An introduction to the three known sheets of the Copperplate Map / John Schofield -- Dating the Copperplate Map and its first derivatives / Stephen Powys Marks -- The Copperplate Map in context / Peter Barber -- The view of the City of London from the north / John Schofield.
Includes bibliographic references.
Series: Publication (London Topographical Society) ; no. 159.
OCLC 48108407
ISBN 0902087452
folio DA680 .T946 2001 (NLO)

Authors: Weinstein, Rosemary -- London Topographical News (1985) p. 1
BHC 1678
Vert 1262 (PrCt)

The Act to regulate parochial assessments and its contribution to the mapping of London. [ca. 1975?].
Authors: Hyde, Ralph
[20] leaves ; 33 cm.
Photocopy of undated typescript; includes references dated to 1972.
BHC 1397
Vert 998, no. 1 (PrCt)

Authors: Bassett, Preston R. p. 1-24 : 11 maps
F 85146 .43, v. 7, p. 1-24 (PrCt)

'Edited by Alfred E. Lemmon, John T. Magill, and Jason R. Wiese ; John R. Hébert, consulting editor ; foreword by Mary Louise Christovich.'
Includes 'Cartobibliography' (p.349-360), bibliographical references (p. 361-364) and index.
Formerly folio GA427 .C48 2003
ISBN 0917860470
Map Ref folio GA427 .C48 2003 (NLO)

Authors: Weber, Carl J. 5 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
'Show boundaries of LaSalle's original Louisiana in 1684 (which includes Chicago); traces some of the shifting geography of Louisiana.'
Vert 2268, no. 1 (PrCt)


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
DeGolyer Library
Authors: Huseman, Ben W. -- DeGolyer Library viii, [2], 97 p. : ill. ; 21 x 28 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 95-97).
Contents: Louisiana before the Purchase in early books and maps -- The Pacific Northwest before 1803 -- The Louisiana Purchase: transfer to the American government, 1803-1804 -- In the tracks of Lewis & Clark -- Trade, commerce & transportation in the Purchase Territory -- A glimpse at the other expeditions related to the Purchase -- The Louisiana Purchase Centennial: the Louisiana Purchase Exposition at St. Louis, 1804 -- Chronology.
folio E333 .H87 2004 (NLO)

18075 Cartography - Louvain (Belgium) - History - 1500-1599
Leuven als centrum van de wetenschappelijke kartografische traditie in de voormalige Nederlanden gedurende de eerste helft van de 16de eeuw. [Bruxelles : Centre national d’histoire des sciences, 1974].

18076 Cartography - Luxembourg - Exhibitions - Catalogs>>><<<Niewodniczanski, Tomasz, 1933- - Map collections - Exhibitions - Catalogs
Authors: Mannes, Gast -- Koszica, Kazimierz -- Niewodniczanski, Tomasz, 1933- -- Fortis banque 147 p. : col. maps ; 20 x 29 cm.
"Le présent ouvrage a été publié à l’occasion de l’exposition Magna regio ... organisée du 27 mars au 11 mai 2007 par Fortis Banque Luxembourg S.A." --p. [148].
Text in French and German.
Contents: Objets exposés = Exponante -- Avant-propos = Geleitwort -- Précâfe = Vorwort --

Légendes = Legenden.
Includes bibliographical references.
folio GA197.N5 M5 2007 (NLO)

18077 Cartography - Macerata (Italy) - History<<>>Macerata (Italy) - Maps - Collections
Authors: Fusari, Enzo -- Torresi, Simonetta -- Lavoro editoriale 127 p. : col. ill., maps ; 32 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 122-123).
LC Card Number: 2010465519
ISBN 9788876634567 ; 8876634568
2013042602 on order (NLO)

18078 Cartography - Madagascar - History<<>>Madagascar - Maps - Collections - 1314-1895
La Cartographie de Madagascar. Rouen ; Paris : E. Cagniard ; Augustin Challamel, 1896.
Authors: Gravier, Gabriel -- Cagniard, E. -- Challamel, Augustin vii, 469 p. : 11 maps (folded) ; 23 cm.
Includes reduced and folded facsimile reproductions of 11 maps variously dated 1314-1895.
Formerly lower case g 10738 .357
LC Card Number: f 01003156
Map Ref Z6027.M17 G7 1896 (NLO)

Authors: Osher Map Library -- Smith Center for Cartographic Education 31 p. : ill., maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
folio GA428 .O84 1995 (NLO)

18080 Cartography - Majorca (Spain) - History - 1400-1700
Das Kartenbld der Insel Mallorca vom Ende des 15. Jhs. bis um 1700 : ein Vergleich aus kartographischer Sicht. Frankfurt : Herausgegeben im Auftrag der Frankfurter Geographische Gesellschaft von Jürgen Runge,
2004.
Authors: Bär, Werner-Francisco, 1935- -- Runge, Jürgen -- Frankfurter Geographische Gesellschaft
Includes bibliographical references (p. 467-494).
Series: Frankfurter Geographische Hefte ; Bd. 66.
GA1005.M35 B37 2004 (NLO)

18081 Cartography - Majorca (Spain) - History - 1500-1699
La Imagen cartográfica de la isla de Mallorca (siglos XVI y XVII) : un estudio comparativo / Werner-Francisco Bär. Palma de Mallorca : Miquel Font, 2009.
Authors: Bär, Werner-Francisco, 1935- -- Font, Miquel
444 p. : ill., maps (some col.) ; 24 cm.
1a ed.
"Versión castellana, actualizada y traducida por Werner-Francisco Bär".-T.p. verso.
Spanish.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 393-414).
Series: Colección Alicorn ; 14.
ISBN 9788479671556 ; 8479671556
GA1005.M35 B3718 2009 (NLO)

18082 Cartography - Majorca (Spain) - History - 1500-1699
La Imatge cartogràfica de l’illa de Mallorca (segles XVI i XVII) : un estudi comparatiu / Werner-Francisco Bär. Palma : Consell de Mallorca, 2008.
Authors: Bär, Werner-Francisco, 1935- -- Majorca (Spain). Consell Insular -- Consell de Mallorca SEE Majorca (Spain). Consell Insular
434 p. : ill., maps (some col.) ; 24 cm.
"Versió catalana, traduïda del castellà: Joan Llina?s Suau ..."--T.p. verso.
Catalan.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 381-404).
Series: Miscellània ; 7 -- Miscellània (Conseil de Mallorca) ; 7
ISBN 9788496069992 ; 8496069990
GA1005.M35 B3712 2008 (NLO)

18083 Cartography - Malta - 1500-1599
Authors: Ganado, Albert
From the Sunday Times of Malta, 29 December 1974.
Vert 433 (PrCt)

18084 Cartography - Malta - 1536-1563
The Pre-siege maps of Malta, 1536-1563. 1986.
Authors: Ganado, Albert -- Agius-Vadazà, Maurice -- Investment Finance Bank Ltd. (Malta) -- Gutenberg Press (Malta)
17 p. : maps ; 29 cm.
BHC 2001
Vert 594 (PrCt)

18085 Cartography - Malta - 1600-1799
Malta maps of the 17th and 18th centuries. 1989.
Authors: Ganado, Albert
11 p. : maps ; 21 cm.
BHC 2062
Vert 786 (PrCt)

18086 Cartography - Malta - Exhibitions - Catalogs - 1536-1900
Authors: Mason, Roger -- Willis, Pamela -- Museum of the Order of St. John (London, England)
40 p. : maps ; 21 x 30 cm.
Catalogue to accompany exhibition at Museum of the Order of St. John, held 04/17-26/89.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 40) and index.
Formerly folio Z6028 .M87 1989
LC Card Number: 91171925
ISBN 0900700491
folio GA1077.M43 M87 1989 (NLO)

18087 Cartography - Malta - History
Italy’s contribution to the cartography of Malta. 1981.
18088 Cartography - Malta - History - Siege, 1566
Perez d'Aleccio, Matteo
Mattio Perez d'Aleccio's engravings of the siege of Malta of 1566.
Authors: Ganado, Albert
pp. 125-161: maps, port; 25cm.
Offprint from Proceedings of History Week 1983.
BHC 2005
Vert 598 (PrCt)

18090 Cartography - Malta - Siege, 1566
On 'Siege Maps' of Malta.
Authors: Ganado, Albert
From PSM Magazine 14, no.3 (Dec. 1985):
17-23, maps.
BHC 2004
Vert 597 (PrCt)

18091 Cartography, Manchurian
Über einige Landkarten mit Mandjurischer Beschriftung. [Dairen (Dalian, China) : Manshu Gakkai, 1933].
Authors: Fuchs, Walter, 1902-
Pp. 8-13 : 5 pl.
Not at Newberry Library (Dec. 2009) (PrCt)

18092 Cartography - Maryland - History - 1524-1750
Cartography - Chesapeake Bay (Md. and Va.) - History - 1524-1750
Early maps of the Chesapeake Bay area: their relation to settlement and society. 1982.

18089 Cartography - Malta - History
Italy's sixteenth century contribution to the cartography of Malta / Albert Ganado. [Roma : Istituto della Enciclopedia italiana, 1986].
Authors: Ganado, Albert -- International Conference on the History of Cartography (9th : 1981 : Pisa, Italy, etc.). Imago et mensura mundi -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)
p. 221-232 : maps ; 24 cm.
Cover title.
"Estratto da Imago et mensura mundi, atti del IX Congresso internazionale di Storia della Cartografia, a cura di Carla Clivio Marzoli con la collaborazione di Giacomo Corna Pellegrini e Gaetano Ferro, tomo 1, Roma, Istituto della Enciclopedia Italiana, 1985."
Includes bibliographical references.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskets GA1077.M43 G34 1985 (NLO)

18093 Cartography - Mason-Dixon Line - History
The Map that marked the end of a landmark American boundary dispute.
Authors: Lohf, Kenneth A.
BHC 1677
Vert 1261, no. 1 (PrCt)

18094 Cartography - Mason-Dixon Line - History
Princeton University. Library. Department of Rare Books and Special Collections - Map collections
Vert 1261, no. 2 (PrCt)

18095 Cartography - Massachusetts - Boston - Maps
Mapping Boston / edited by Alex Krieger and David Cobb with Amy Turner ; contributing essays by David Bosse ... [et al.] ; vignettes accompanying the plates, Anne Mackin ; map descriptions, Nancy S. Seasholes and David Cobb. Cambridge, Mass. MIT Press, c1999.
Authors: Krieger, Alex, 1951- -- Cobb, David A., 1945- -- Turner, Amy -- Bosse, David C.
xiv, 278 p. : ill. (some col.), maps (some col.) ; 30 x 31 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [253]-254) and indexes.
ISBN 0262112442

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
18096  Cartography - Massachusetts - History - 1600-1799
Nautical cartography - Massachusetts - History - 1600-1799
The Colonial charting of the Massachusetts coast
Authors: Cumming, William Patterson, 1900-1989
Caption title.
Publication information from cover.
"An offprint from Seafaring in colonial Massachusetts, Publications of The Colonial Society of Massachusetts, volume 52 (1980)"
--Cover.
Includes bibliographical references.
BHC 2214
Vert 779 (PrCr)

18097  Cartography - Massachusetts - History - 1600-1799
Nautical cartography - Massachusetts - History - 1600-1799
The Colonial charting of the Massachusetts coast
Authors: Cumming, William Patterson, 1900-1989
Caption title.
Publication information from cover.
"An offprint from Seafaring in colonial Massachusetts, Publications of The Colonial Society of Massachusetts, volume 52 (1980)"
--Cover.
Includes bibliographical references.
Presentation inscription by author.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copy: Vert 779 (PrCr)
Baskes GA440 .C86 1980 (NLO)

18098  Cartography - Mathematics - Surveying - Mathematics
Authors: Allan, A. L. (Arthur Laidlaw), 1930- xviii, 394 p. : ill., maps ; 24 cm.
2nd ed.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 348) and index.
ISBN 1870325990 (pbk.)
QA37.2 .A44 2004 (NLO)

18099  Cartography - Mechelen (Belgium) - History - 1500-1599
Mechelse geleerden op het gebied van wiskunde en kartografie. [Bruxelles : Centre national d'histoire des sciences, 1974].
p. 161-169 ; 28 cm.
5A 8381, p. 161-169 (PrCr)

18100  Cartography, Medieval
Behaim, Martin, 1459-1507. [Terrestrial globe, 1492]
Some notes on mediaeval cartography, with special reference to M. Behaim's globe.
[Edinburgh : Royal Scottish Geographical Society, 1933].
Authors: Kimble, George Herbert Tinley, 1908- -- Scottish geographical magazine
p. 91-98
In Scottish geographical magazine 49 (1933): 91-98.
G 007 .8, v. 49, p. 91-98 (PrCr)

18101  Cartography, Medieval
England
Geography, Medieval - England
Cartography - England - History - 1000-1534
Maps in literature - England - History - 1000-1534
Cartography and politics - England - History - 1000-1534
Political geography - Maps - History
Authors: Lavezzo, Kathy
xiv, 191 p., 4 p. of plates : ill., maps (some col.) ; 26 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [145]-183) and index.
LC Card Number: 2005037249
ISBN 0801444292 (cloth : alk. paper) ; 9780801444296 (cloth : alk. paper) ; 0801473098 (pbk.) ; 9780801473098 (pbk.)
PR275.G46 L38 2006 (NLO)

18102  Cartography, Medieval
Historical geography - Maps
Nautical charts - North Atlantic - History
Vikings - North America - History
America - Discovery and exploration - Norse
Erikson, Eskimos & Columbus : medieval
Authors: Enterline, James Robert -- Center for American Places
xx, 342 p. ; ill., maps : 26 cm.
Published in cooperation with the center for American places, Santa Fe, New Mexico, and Harrisonburg, Virginia.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [329]-331) and index.
ISBN 080186660X
E105 .E579 2002 (NLO)

18103 Cartography, Medieval - History - America>>>Vinland map>>>Forgeries
Authors: Kaups, Matti Enn -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
p. 29-60
"History of the cartographic location and depiction of Vinland"--Isis, 97th bibbl.
Ayer 1 .T32, v. 2, p. 29-60 (PrCt)

18104 Cartography, Medieval - History<<<Cartography - History<<<World maps - 1200-1599 - History
Authors: Hoogvliet, Margriet
390 p. : ill. (some col.), maps (some col.) ; 28 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [293]-342) and index.
Series: Terrarum orbis ; 7.
ISBN 9782503520650 ; 2503520650
GA108.7 .H68 2007 (NLO)

18105 Cartography, Medieval - History<<<Chalivoy-Milon
Mappamundi<<<World maps - 1100-1199 - History
Authors: Kupfer, Marcia
BHC 1702
Vert 1286, no. 1 (PrCt)

18106 Cartography, Medieval - History<<<Cosmography - History<<<World maps - 400-1499 - History
Authors: Brincken, Anna-Dorothee von den -- Szabo, Thomas
781 p., 78 p. of plates : ill., maps (some col.) ; 25 cm.
Collection of texts published previously; 33 German, 3 Italian, and 2 English language contributions.

'Mit 21 Abbildungen und 78 Tafeln.'
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Contents: I. Mappa mundi und Chronographia.

Series: Veröffentlichungen des Max-Planck-Instituts für Geschichte ; Bd. 229
ISBN 9783525358849 (cl.) ; 3525358849 (cl.)

GA221 .B75 2008 (NLO)

18107 Cartography, Medieval - History<>>>Geography, Medieval
Authors: Harvey, P. D. A.
96 p. : col. maps ; 29 cm.
"First published 1991 by the British Library Board ... London"--T.p. verso.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 93) and index.
Brief, reliable survey, finely illustrated.
See also contributions by Woodward, Campbell, and Harvey in Woodward and Harley's History of Cartography vol. 1.
Formerly folio GA221 .H37 1991
LC Card Number: 92165038
ISBN 0802028063
Map Ref folio GA221 .H37 1991 (NLO)

18108 Cartography, Medieval - History<>>>Geography, Medieval
Authors: Harvey, P. D. A. -- British Library -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 77 maps ; 285 x 225 mm.
1st ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
References: Wolf 321; Fiat11 14
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Authors: Edson, Evelyn -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Includes bibliographical references (p. 191-203) and indexes.
Series: British Library studies in map history ; v. 1 Formerly GA221 .E37 1997
Duplicate copy: Baskes GA221 .E37 1997b
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: gb 98015225
ISBN 0712345353
Map Ref GA221 .E37 1997 (NLO)

Authors: Danzer, Gerald A. -- Hermon Dunlap Smith Center for the History of Cartography -- Newberry Library
6 slides : col. + 1 booklet (30 p. ; 16 cm.)
Title from accompanying booklet.
Contents: Babylonian world map c. 500 B.C. -- World map from Isidore of Seville (Augsburg, 1472) -- World map from the anonymous Rudimentum Novitorum (Lubeck, 1475) -- World map from Ptolemy, Geographia (Rome, 1478) -- World map by Hanns Rüst (Augsburg, late 15th century) -- World map in Ambrosius Macrobius, In Somnium Scipionis (Brescia, 1483).
The third in a series of occasional papers relating to ... the Columbus Quincentennial Program in Transatlantic Encounters--Accompanying booklet cover. p. 2.
Series: Occasional paper (Columbus Quincentennial Program in Transatlantic Encounters) ; 3.
Series: The Newberry Library slide set ; no. 8.
Case GA201.N49 no.8 (NLO)
18111 Cartography, Medieval - History World maps - 400-1499 - History
Mappa mundi und chronographia : Studien zur imago mundi des abendländischen Mittelalters. 1968.
Authors: Brincken, Anna-Dorothee von den p. 118-186 ; ill. In Deutsches Archiv für die Erforschung des Mittelalters v. 24 , p. 118-186 ; ill.
F 4711 .003, v. 24, p. 118-186 (PrCt)

18112 Cartography, Medieval - History World maps - 400-1499 - History
BHC 1782
Vert 690, no. 1 (PrCt)

18113 Cartography, Medieval - History World maps - 400-1499
Grundsätzliche Bemerkungen zur Bewertung alter Erdbeschreibungen und mittelalterlicher Erd-karten = [Basic observations for evaluating early geographical descriptions and medieval world maps]. [Wiesbaden : F. Steiner, 1933].
Authors: Hennig, Richard, 1874-1951 -- Geographische Zeitschrift -- Geogr. Ztschr. SEE Geographische Zeitschrift
Not at Newberry Library (Dec. 2009) (PrCt)

18114 Cartography - Mediterranean Region - History Ottoman cartography - Cartography, Ottoman SEE Ottoman cartography
Authors: Salierno, Vito -- Piri Reis, d. 1554? 111 p. : ill. (chiefly col.), maps ; 31 cm.
LC Card Number: 2010358886
ISBN 9788834913377 ; 8834913358 ; 9788834913208 ; 8834913274
2013042601 on order (NLO)

Authors: Guarnieri, Giuseppi Gino, 1886- 4 p. l., 132 p. : maps (1 fold.) ; 24 cm.
"Catalogo delle carte nautiche mediterranee", p. [89]-117; "Elenco di 'portolani scritti' del Mediterraneo", p. 117-120.
"Bibliografia": p. [121]-132.
Ayer 130 .G91 1933 (NLO)

18116 Cartography - Methodology
La Méthode structurale des recherches sur l'evolution de la carte comme moyen de transmission des informations. 1971.
Vert 188 (PrCt)

18117 Cartography - Methodology Geography - History
Histoire e la geographie et histoire de la cartographie. 1981.
Authors: Pinchemel, Genevieve -- Pinchemel, Philippe -- International Conference on the History of Cartography (9th : 1981 : Pisa, Italy, etc.)
1 leaf. Abstract of paper presented at IX Int. Conf. on Hist. of Cart., Italy, 1981.
Vert 550, no.9 (PrCt)

18118 Cartography - Methodology Maps As Historical Sources
Authors: Skelton, R. A. (Raleigh Ashlin), 1906-1970 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
29, [3] p., [2] leaves of plates : maps ; 23 cm. An attempt to 'illustrate some of the lines of thought and practice by which an early cartographer might arrive at the design in his end-product, and some of the principles which should guide us in fathoming his intention' (p. 28).
The annual public lecture on books and bibliography given at the University of Kansas in Oktober 1962.
Series: University of Kansas Publications. Library series ; 17
Formerly G 07 .78
Duplicate copy: Baskes GA231 .S5
LC Card Number: 63063438
Map Ref GA231 .S5b (NLO)

18119 Cartography - Mexico - 1500-1599
Authors: Mathes, W. Michael -- International Map Collectors' Society
9 leaves: maps ; 28cm.
Paper prepared for IMCoS Symposium (14th),

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
18120 Cartography - Mexico - Guanajuato (State) - History - Hydrology - Mexico - Guanajuato (State) - Maps - History - Guanajuato (Mexico : State) - Maps - Collections - Hydrology
Cartografía hidráulica de Guanajuato / Martín Sánchez Rodríguez, Herbert H. Eling, Jr. (coords.). Guanajuato ; Zamora, Michoacán : Consejo de Ciencia y Tecnología del Estado de Guanajuato ; El Colegio de Michoacán, c2007.
Authors: Sánchez, Martín -- Eling, Herbert H. -- Guanajuato (Mexico : State). Consejo de Ciencia y Tecnología -- Colegio de Michoacán -- Buisseret, David
417 p. : col. ill., col. maps ; 28 x 29 cm.
Contents: Introducción. -- Evoluciones cartográficas : Las consecuencias del encuentro de dos mundos / Virginia Thiébaut. -- Labrado en piedra : Cartografía prehispánica en el Bajo mexicano / Mariisol Gama Hernández. -- Irapuato : de pueblo huertero a ciudad agroindustrial / María García Acosta, Martín Sánchez Rodríguez. -- Los sistemas de riego de los ríos Silao y Guanajuato durante el siglo XVIII / Martín Sánchez Rodríguez, Herbert H. Eling, Cristina Martínez García. -- Entarquinamiento en cajas de agua / Martín Sánchez Rodríguez. -- Las presas guanajuatenses / Martín Sánchez Rodríguez. -- El abasto de agua en la ciudad de Guanajuato / Nora del Carmen Olmos Troncoso. -- Segunda parte. Anexos -- Láminas -- Bibliografía -- Índice de ilustraciones y láminas -- Índice onomástico -- Índice toponómico.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 374-381) and indexes.
Gift, David Buisseret, 2010.
LC Card Number: 2008462858
ISBN 9706792204
folio GB712.G83 C37 2007 (NLO)

18122 Cartography - Mexico - History - 1500-1899 - Mexico - Maps - Collections, 1500-1899 - Archivo General de la Nación (Mexico) - Map collections
Authors: Archivo General de la Nación (Mexico) -- Trabulse, Elías -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Mexico. Archivo General de la Nación SEE Archivo General de la Nación (Mexico)
192 p. : ill. (some col.), maps (some col.) ; 32 cm. 1a. ed.
Includes bibliographical references.
ISBN 9688052272
Ayer folio G1545 .C27 1983 (NLO)

18123 Cartography - Mexico - History - 1800-1899 - Garcia Cubas, Antonio, 1832-1912
Authors: Carrera, Magali Marie, 1950-xxi, 325 p. : ill., maps ; 25 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [277]-316) and index.
LC Card Number: 2010049645
ISBN 9780822349761 (cloth : alk. paper) ; 0822349670 (cloth : alk. paper) ; 9780822349914 (pbk. : alk. paper) ; 0822349914 (pbk. : alk. paper)
GA483.7.A1 C37 2011 (NLO)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalog Number</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>18126</td>
<td>Cartography - Mexico - History - Mexico - Maps - Collections</td>
<td>Alstrom, Eric</td>
<td>Rough draft of article including references dated to 1968; photocopy of typescript. BHC 1172 Vert 777 (PrCt)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

LC Card Number: 2007025209
ISBN 9780870138072 (cloth : alk. paper) ; 0870138073 (cloth : alk. paper)
folio GA431 .M37 2007 (NLO)

18132 Cartography - Michigan, Lake - History - 1762-1825<<>>Melish, John, 1771-1822<<>>Map accuracy
Authors: Karrow, Robert W. -- Map Hist (Online discussion list)
Printout from the MapHist electronic discussion group dated 16 November 2010.
Vert 424, no. 3 (Pr.Ct)

Authors: Leaming, Hugo P., 1924-1993 -- Newberry Library. Old Northwest Boundary Project
6 leaves ; 29 cm.
BHC 1591
Vert 1178 (Pr.Ct)

18134 Cartography - Milan (Italy) - History<<>>Milan (Italy) - Maps - Collections<<>>Archivio storico civico (Milan, Italy) - Map collections
At head of title: Comune di Milano, Archivio storico.
Half-title: La Raccolta cartografica dell'Archivio storico civico milanese.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
LC Card Number: 79384164
G 07 .939 (NLO)

18135 Cartography - Mississippi - Exhibitions<<>>University of Mississippi. Library - Map collections - Exhibitions
Mississippi maps. [1978].
Authors: University of Mississippi. Library
Flyer to accompany exhibition.
Vert 440 (Pr.Ct)

18136 Cartography - Mississippi River Valley -

History
Mapping the Mississippi Valley. 1928.
Authors: Karpinski, Louis Charles, 1878-1956 -- Print connoisseur (1928)
p. [191-204] : maps
Vert 426 (Pr.Ct)

The Maps relative to the discovery of the Mississippi (sic) by Father Jacques Marquette and Louis Jolliet. [Bloomington, Ind., 2004].
Authors: Campeau, Lucien -- McCafferty, Michael, 1948-
[36] leaves : 7 maps ; 28 cm.
Typescript, to which photocopies of the maps and tables from Fr. Campeau's article have been added.
Vert 2267 (Pr.Ct)

18138 Cartography - Mississippi River Valley - History - 1820-1829<<>>Beltrami, Giacomo Constantino, 1779-1855
Beltrami's unpublished manuscript map of the sources of the Mississippi. 1981.
Authors: Wolf, Eric W. -- International Conference on the History of Cartography (9th : 1981 : Pisa, Italy, etc.)
1 leaf.
Abstract of paper presented at IX Int.'l Conf. on the Hist. of Cart., Italy 1981.
Vert 551, no.9 (Pr.Ct)

18139 Cartography - Mississippi River Valley<<>>Marquette, Jacques, 1637-1675
Marquette's autograph map of the Mississippi River. 1945.
Authors: Delanglez, Jean, 1896--1949
p. 30-53 : map
In Mid-America v. 27 (1945), p. 30-53. map.
F 896 .004, v. 27, p. 30-53 (Pr.Ct)

18140 Cartography - Missouri River Valley - History
The Early cartography of the Missouri Valley. [Washington, etc.] : American Historical Association [etc.], 1933-1934.
Authors: Hamilton, Raphael N., b. 1892 -- American historical review
Pp. 645-662 : maps
In American historical review 39 (1933-1934): 645-662
Discusses a number of maps from the 17th cent. to the 1850's which include the Missouri Valley region.
A 5.0373, v. 39, pp. 645-662 (Pr.Ct)
18141 Cartography - Missouri River Valley - History
Authors: Wood, W. Raymond
BHC 2595
Vert 2131 (PrCt)

18142 Cartography - Missouri River Valley - History - 1795<>Soulard, Anthoine, 1766-1825. A Topographic sketch of the Missouri and Upper Mississippi
Mapping the Missouri River through the Great Plains, 1673-1895. 1984.
Authors: Wood, W. Raymond
BHC 2253
Vert 1811 (PrCt)

18143 Cartography - Missouri River Valley - History - 1795<>Soulard, Anthoine, 1766-1825. A Topographical Sketch of the Missouri and Upper Mississippi
[Analysis of Soulard's Topographical sketch of the Missouri...Spanish Map]. 1955.
Authors: Diller, Aubrey, 1903-1985
BHC 2250.
From Imago Mundi 12 (1955): 175-180
Vert 1808 (PrCt)

18144 Cartography - Missouri River Valley - History<>Cartography - Yellowstone River Valley - History<<Lewis and Clark Expedition (1804-1806)
Authors: Wood, W. Raymond -- Moulton, Gary E.
BHC 2595
Vert 2132, no. 1 (PrCt)

18145 Cartography - Missouri River Valley - History<>Clark, William, 1770-1838
William Clark's mapping in Missouri 1803-1804. 1982.
Authors: Wood, W. Raymond
BHC 2596
Vert 2133 (PrCt)

18146 Cartography - Missouri River Valley - History<>Mackay, James, 1759-1822<>Evans, John, 1770-1799<>Thompson, David, 1770-1857
Maps of the Missouri River before Lewis and Clark. [New York : Schuman, 1946?].
Authors: Diller, Aubrey, 1903-1985 -- Montagu, Ashley, 1905-1999. Studies and essays in the history of science and learning offered in homage to George Stanton ... [1946]

p. 503-519 : map
Discusses approx. 11 maps made between 1794 and 1798 and concludes: "When we allow for the work of Evans and Thompson ... the contribution of Lewis and Clark is less than previously supposed.
In: Montagu, Ashley. Studies and essays in the history of science and learning offered in homage to George Sarton on the occasion of his sixtieth birthday, 31 August 1944 (New York : Schuman, [1946?]), p. 503-519, map.
L O .854, p. 503-519 (PrCt)

18147 Cartography - Moon
Mapping the moon, and beyond. 1964.
Authors: Fielder, Gilbert -- Newberry Library.
John M. Wing Foundation
p. 223-238 : ill., maps
In Penrose Annual 57 (1964): 223-238, ill., maps. Reviews the history of lunar maps.
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.
Wing Z 304 .7, v. 57, p. 223-238 (PrCt)

18148 Cartography - Moon - History
Authors: Tyner, Judith A.
vi, 85 p. : 28 cm.
Electrostatic copy; lacks illustrations.
Thesis (M.A.)--University of California, Los Angeles.
5A 8271 (NLO)

18149 Cartography - Moon<>Moon - Maps - Collections
Authors: Kopal, Zdenek -- Carder, Robert W.
Series: Astrophysics and space science library, 50.
Includes bibliographical references.
5A 8298 (NLO)

Marchionatus Moraviae, 1569
Die älteste karten von Mähren. [Wien : Österreichische geographische Gesellschaft, 1938].
Authors: Kolácek, F.
Pp. 19-21
Also English translation by Richard Aszling (T.S., 5p.).
Vert 1163 (PrCt)

18151 Cartography - Mountains - Exhibitions<>Relief models - Exhibitions<>Cartography in art - Exhibitions<>Bibliothèque Nationale

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
(France) - Map Collections - Exhibitions
Images de la montagne : de l'artiste cartographe à l'ordinateur : catalogue et essais : exposition.
Authors: Pelletier, Monique -- Bibliothèque nationale (France) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
xxiv, 129 p. : ill., maps (some col.), ports. ; 21 x 27 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 73-74).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
ISBN 2717716955
Baskes GA125 .I43 1984 (NLO)

18152 Cartography - Mullan Road - History
Cartography - Northwest, Pacific - History
Maps of the Mullan Road. [1978?].
Photocopies accompanied by 1978 cover letter written by R.E. Grim, noting that it is a revision of paper presented at the American Congress of Surveying and Mapping (Feb. 24, 1976).
Vert 439 no. 1 (PrCt)

18153 Cartography - Muscle Shoals (Ala.) - History
Cartography - Southern States - History
Putting Muscle Shoals on the map. 1925.
Xerox copy.
BHC 1521
Vert 1112 (PrCt)

18154 Cartography - Naples (Italy) - History
Naples (Italy) - Maps - Collections
Authors: De Seta, Cesare, 1941-1 atlas (3 v.) : ill. (some col.), maps (some col.) ; 33 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (v. 1, p. 193-209) and indexes.
Issued in case.
folio GA895.N3 D4 (NLO)

18155 Cartography - Naples (Italy : Province) - History
Studi storici di cartografia napoletana. 1913.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

18156 Cartography - Naples (Kingdom) - 1600-1799
Authors: Valerio, Vladimirino p. 551-567 ; 24 cm.
In Estratto da Biblioteca di Nuncius, Studi e Testi XX, La Politica Della Scienza, Toscana e Stati Italiani nel Tardo Settecento, p. 551-567.
BHC 2675
Vert 2202 (PrCt)

18157 Cartography - Nederlandsche Oost-Indische Compagnie - 1730-1742
Authors: Schilder, Günter In Israel catalog of June 1989, pp. 37-47. maps. BHC 2242
Vert 1709 (PrCt)

18158 Cartography - Flanders
Cartographers, Flemish
Authors: Denucé, Jean, 1878-1944 -- Koeman, C. (Cornelis), 1918- -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Short history of principal 16th-century Flemish mapmakers and engravers, including Jacob van Deventer, Peter Draeckx, Gemma Frisius, Arnold Nicolai, Bernard Van den Putte, Hieronymus Cock, Geeraard de Jode, members of the Hogenberg family, Ortelius, Mercator, and others. Affixed over original imprint is a small printed label containing other imprint information: 'Amsterdam : A.J.G. Strengolt's UITG. MIJ., 1942.'
In Dutch.
Series: Seizoenen ; nr 18.
Former owner: Cornelis Koeman.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes GA923.5.A1 D39 1941 (NLO)

18159 Cartography - Netherlands
Cartographers, Flemish
Authors: Denucé, Jean, 1878-1944 -- Koeman, C. (Cornelis), 1918- -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Short history of principal 16th-century Flemish mapmakers and engravers, including Jacob van Deventer, Peter Draeckx, Gemma Frisius, Arnold Nicolai, Bernard Van den Putte, Hieronymus Cock, Geeraard de Jode, members of the Hogenberg family, Ortelius, Mercator, and others. Affixed over original imprint is a small printed label containing other imprint information: 'Amsterdam : A.J.G. Strengolt's UITG. MIJ., 1942.'
In Dutch.
Series: Seizoenen ; nr 18.
Former owner: Cornelis Koeman.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes GA923.5.A1 D39 1941 (NLO)
Affixed over original imprint is a small printed label containing other imprint information: 'Amterdam : A.J.G. Strengholt's UITG. MIJ., 1942.'

In Dutch.

Series: Seizoenen ; nr 18.

Former owner: Cornelis Koeman.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes GA923.S.A1 D39 1941 (NLO)

18160 Cartography - Netherlands - Delfland - History


Authors: Ruys, Lambert J. -- Het Boek p. 195-209


Z 946 .1, 2d ser., v. 23, p. 195-209 (PrCt)

18161 Cartography - Netherlands - Digital Mapping


Authors: Ormeling, Ferjan, 1942-


Completely revised ed.


Includes bibliographical references (p. 227-230) and index.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes GA105.3 .O766 1999 (NLO)

18162 Cartography - Netherlands - Exhibitions - 1600-1699

*Surveying - Instruments - Exhibitions - 1600-1699 - Netherlands - Surveys - Exhibitions - 1600-1699*


'Compiled for the exhibition at the occasion of the [3rd] International Conference on Cartography in Amsterdam, April 1967'--Verso of t.p.

Includes bibliographical references (p. 122-123) and index.

English and Dutch in parallel columns.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes GA925.A43 V7 1967 (NLO)

18163 Cartography - Netherlands - Exhibitions - 1600-1699

*Surveying - Instruments - Exhibitions - 1600-1699 - Netherlands - Surveys - Exhibitions - 1600-1699*


Back cover title: 'De wereld op papier'.

'Compiled for the exhibition at the occasion of the [3rd] International Conference on Cartography in Amsterdam, April 1967'--Verso of t.p.

Includes bibliographical references (p. 122-123) and index.

English and Dutch in parallel columns.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Duplicate copy: Ayer 7Q 34

Baskes GA925.A43 V7 1967b (NLO)

18164 Cartography - Netherlands - Exhibitions - Catalogs - 1500-1800


BHC 1781 Vert 661 (PrCt)

18165 Cartography - Netherlands - History


Authors: Niermeijer, Jan, fl. 1893


Map Ref GA101 .A2, v. 18, p. 226-255 (PrCt)

18166 Cartography - Netherlands - History

*Inventories of jewels, dishes and other effects of the sovereigns of Netherlands : their relevance to the history of cartography in the time of Charles V.* [197-?].

Authors: Wellens, Robert

7 p. ; 30 cm.

BHC 2534 Vert 2074 (PrCt)

18167 Cartography - Netherlands - History

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
18168 Cartography - Netherlands - History - 1500-1699 - Cartographers, Dutch - 1500-1699 - Cartography in art - Maps in art
Authors: Heijden, H. A. M. van der -- Canaletto (Firm) -- Universitaire Pers Leuven
152 p. : maps (some col.) ; 33 cm.
Title of English summary: Maps and art of the seventeen provinces of the Netherlands: with a concise history of Dutch cartography in the sixteenth and seventeenth century.
In Dutch, with abstract on p. 150 in English.
Maps on lining papers.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
ISBN 906469768X ; 9058671593
folio GA923.5.A1 H45 2001 (NLO)

18169 Cartography - Netherlands - History - 1600-1799 - Collections, 1600-1799 - Exhibitions
Authors: Wolde, Lina van der -- Stichting Atlas van Stolk -- Canaletto (Firm) -- Atlas van Stolk (Foundation) SEE Stichting Atlas van Stolk
64 p. : maps (chiefly col.) ; 23 cm.
Catalog to accompany the exhibition 'De Zeven Provinciën, Presentatie van unieke schenking aan de Atlas Van Stolk' at the Museum Het Schielandschuis, Rotterdam, 6 June - 5 October 2003.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 62)
ISBN 9064697914 (pbk.) ; 9789064697913 (pbk.)
GA190 .S75 2003 (NLO)

18170 Cartography - Netherlands - History - 1615-1797 - Bibliography
Authors: Heijden, H.A.M. van der -- Blonk, Dirk -- Canaletto (Firm) -- Repro-Holland
442 p. : ill. (some col.), maps (some col.) ; 32 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 428-431) and indexes.
Illustrations on lining papers.
Formerly folio Z6027.N4 H44 2005
LC Card Number: 2007387462
ISBN 9064697876 ; 9789064697876
Map Ref folio Z6027.N4 H44 2005 (NLO)

18171 Cartography - Netherlands - History - 1795-1814 - Cartography - France - History - 1795-1814
Authors: Heijden, H. A. M. van der -- Canaletto (Firm) -- Leuven : Universitaire Pers
128 p. : ill., maps (some col.) ; 32 cm.
Summary in English.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 123) and index.
ISBN 9064697582 ; 9058670740
folio GA923.7 .H45 2000 (NLO)

Authors: Blauw, Maili
160 p. : ill. (some col.), maps (some col.) ; 29 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 152-154).
ISBN 9053452230
folio GA923.A1 B53 2003 (NLO)

18173 Cartography - Netherlands - History - Bibliography - Dutch cartography - History - Bibliography
Authors: Krogt, P. C. J. van der -- Hameleers, Marc -- Brink, Peter van den
418 p. ; 24 cm.
Over 4,500 entries (some duplicated under different headings) in a classified arrangement.
Annotations in Dutch, introduction and table of contents in Dutch and English.
Includes indexes.
Formerly GA921 .K76 1993
ISBN 906194158X
18174 Cartography - Netherlands - History - Cartography - Spain - History - Maps - Bibliography
Photocopy. [S.l. : s.n., 1976?]
Originally published in Koniglichen nederlandsch aardrijksundig genootschap, Tijdschrift, vols. 31 & 32.
GA903.5 .W5 (NLO)

18175 Cartography - Netherlands - History - Nautical charts - North Sea - History - Wagenaer, Lucas Janszoon, 1534 or 5-1606-< Hoorn, Jan van, 16th cent. - Nautical charts
Leeskaarten en paskaarten uit de Nederlanden / W.F.J. Mörzer Bruyns. [Enkhuizen : Vereniging 'Vrienden van het Zuiderzeemuseum.', 1984].
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3107, no. 3.
GA921 .L8, p. 11-20 (PrCt)

18176 Cartography - Netherlands - History - Netherlands - Maps - Collections
Authors: Fockema Andreae, S. J. (Sybrandus Johannes), 1904-1968 1 v. ; 33 cm.
folio G 07 .296 (NLO)

18177 Cartography - Netherlands - Pictorial works - Netherlands - Pictorial maps - Pictorial maps - Netherlands - Pictorial maps
Authors: Michels, Fredericus Wilhelmus -- Brummer, G.E.K. -- Grolsche (Brewery) -- Van Lindonk (Publisher) -- Koeman, C. (Cornelis), 1918- -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

18178 Cartography - New England - Methodology
Authors: John Carter Brown Library In Newsletter of the John Carter Brown Library 13, Aug. 1990: 5-7. maps. BHC 1466 Vert 1061 (PrCt)

Some maps and surveys of New Hampshire made before 1820 : with biographical sketches of the makers and surveyors. 1954.
Authors: Young, Esther Hale viii, 229 leaves, 22 leaves of plates : maps , facisms. ; 28cm.

18180 Cartography - New Haven (Conn.)
Authors: Shumway, Floyd M. -- Hegel, Richard In Journal of the New Haven Colony Historical Society 34, no.2 (Spring, 1988): 3-64. map; ills.. BHC 2281 Vert 1749 (PrCt)

18181 Cartography - New Haven (Conn.) - 1637-1775
Authors: Osterweis, Rollin Gustav, 1907-1982 From Yale Alumni Magazine 39, no.6 (Mar. 1976): 12-17.. BHC 1914 Vert 1480 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Series/Location</th>
<th>Authors/Editors</th>
<th>Classmarks</th>
<th>1st Edition</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Size/Format Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>18184</td>
<td>Cartography - New Jersey - Boundaries - 1606-1668</td>
<td>Boundaries - New Jersey - 1606-1668</td>
<td>Snyder, John Parr, Roger S.</td>
<td>F142.B7 S6 1969 (NLO)</td>
<td>1969</td>
<td>29 cm</td>
<td>29 cm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Caption title. 

Includes bibliographical references. 

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library. 

Baskes HD268.N5 H83 1993 (NLO) 


James Lyne's survey, or, as it is more commonly known, The Bradford map: a plan of the city of New York at the time of the Montgomery charter in 1731; an appendix to an account of the same compiled in 1893 by William Loring Andrews. New York: Dodd, Mead & Company, 1900. 

Authors: Andrews, William Loring, 1837-1900 -- Lyne, James, fl. 1730. A Plan of the City of New York from an actual survey (1731) -- Bradford, William, 1663-1752 -- Dodd, Mead & Company 

6 p. l., 3-37, [1] p., 1 l. : 3 folded maps (incl. front.) ; 21 cm. 


Commentary on the map issued in an edition of 32 copies on imperial Japan paper, and 175 copies on Holland paper. This copy on Holland paper. 

Original 1731 edition of the map held by New York Public Library and Cornell University; see OCLC 44530947. 


G 108516 .037 (NLO) 

18192 Cartography - New Zealand - 1769 

The visit of the St. Jean-Baptiste expedition to Doubtless Bay, New Zealand, 17-31 December, 1769. 

Authors: Spencer, J. R. H. 

BHC 2329. 

From Cartography 14, no.2 (Sept. 1985): 124-143. 

maps, ill. 

Vert 1794 (PrCt) 


Authors: Barton, Priscilla L. -- Alexander Turnbull Library (Wellington, N.Z.) 

10 p. ; 20 cm. 


BHC 1063 

Vert 630 (PrCt) 


Authors: Hooker, Brian -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 

p. 158-167 ; ill. 

In New Zealand journal of history 6 (1972): 158-167 ; ill. 

["D"]iscuss[es] the significance in relation to the mapping and naming of New Zealand of an early Dutch map in the possession of the Prince Hendrik Maritime Museum, Rotterdam." 

Ayer 1 .N76, v. 6, p. 158-167 (PrCt) 


Authors: Harrisse, Henry, 1829-1910 

2 v. (iv, lxiii, 420 p.) ; ill., maps. 

Includes bibliographical references and indexes. 


Reproduction of original in the Newberry Library. 

Series: Genealogy and local history ; LH14627. 

Microfiche 4830 (NLO) 


Authors: Anderson, Malcolm (Malcolm F.) 

1 v. (various pagings) ; ill. (some col.), maps (chiefly col.), ports. (some col.) ; 31 cm. 

Among the maps reproduced in color are '9 reduced-scale extracts from the 1972 federal survey's 1:1,585,000 scale road map of Nigeria' showing the whole country. 


folio TA528 .N6 G46 2004 (NLO) 

18197 Cartography - Nigeria - History - Nigeria -
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

de la Section de géographie -- Exposition coloniale internationale de Paris (1931)
Not at Newberry Library (Dec. 2009) (PrCt)

18207 Cartography - North America - History
Authors: Enterline, James Robert -- Heyerdahl, Thor
xii, 217 p. : ill. ; 22 cm.
Epilogue by Thor Heyerdahl.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [189]-202) and index.
LC Card Number: 76175370
ISBN 0385025858 ; 9780385025850
E105 .E58 (NLO)

18206 Cartography - North America - History
Map Ref GA231 .R5 1972, p. 78-90 (PrCt)

18207 Cartography - North America - History
Authors: Wallis, Helen -- Koeman, C. Cornelis 1918 Land und Seekarten im Mittelalter und in der frühen Neuzeit 1980 p. 91-121 : 8 maps, port. ; 23 cm.
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3048, no. 3.
GA201 .L35, p. 91-121 (PrCt)

18208 Cartography - North America - History
-1450<<<North America - Discovery and exploration, Norse<<<Cartography, Medieval - History
Authors: Fischer, Joseph, 1858-1944 -- Verlag Herder -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Uniform title: Entdeckungen der Normannen in Amerika.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [ix]-xii).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes E105 .F57 1902 (NLO)

18209 Cartography - North America - History
-1500-1800<<<North America - Maps - Collections, 1500-1800
Authors: Portino, Pierluigi -- Knirsch, Franco -- Facts on File, Inc. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
'A Bison book.'
Includes index.
LC Card Number: 87020028
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
ISBN 0816015864 ; 08160198
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

18210 Cartography - North America - History
-1500-1800<<<North America - Maps - Collections, 1500-1800
Authors: Portino, Pierluigi -- Knirsch, Franco -- Facts on File, Inc.
'A Bison book.'
Includes index.
Formerly folio GA401 .P67 1987
LC Card Number: 87020028
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

18211 Cartography - North America - History
-1550-1599<<<Cartier, Jacques, 1491-1557
L'Influence de l'ouevre de Cartier sur la cartographie de la seconde moitié du XVIe siècle. [1977?].
Vert 441 (PrCt)

18212 Cartography - North America - History
-1600-1760<<<French Cartography - North America - History - 1600-1760
Authors: Dahl, Edward H. -- Heidenreich, Conrad E.,1936-
BHC 1380
Vert 982 (PrCt)

18213 Cartography - North America - History
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
18214 Cartography - North America - History - 1630-1776 - North America - Maps - Collections, 1630-1776
Authors: Cumming, William Patterson, 1900-1989 -- Hillier, S. E. -- Quinn, David B. -- Williams, Glyndwr -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
272 p. : maps, ill. ; 32 cm.
Companion volume continuing The Discovery of North America (1971)
Includes index.
Formerly Ayer 6A 129
LC Card Number: 74081276
ISBN 0399114076
Map Ref folio E121 .E9 1974 (NLO)

18215 Cartography - North America - History - 1630 - North America - Maps - Collections, To 1630
304 p. : ill., maps ; 31 cm.
With 362 illustrations, many of them maps, this is a de facto facsimile atlas for the period up to 1630. Continued by The Exploration of North America, 1630-1776 (1974).
Bibliography: p. 298-300.
Formerly Ayer 6A 69
LC Card Number: 73881372
ISBN 0236176390
Map Ref folio E101 .C96 1971 (NLO)

Authors: Woodward, David, 1942-2004
BHC 2603
Vert 2140 (PrCt)

18217 Cartography - North America - History - 1800-1899 - Longitude - Telegraphic
determination - North America - History - 1800-1899
Authors: Stachurski, Richard, 1940- ix, 239 p. : ill., maps ; 24 cm
Contents: Prologue : plundered corpses -- Only one hassler for the coast survey -- Station buttermilk -- Station head and horns -- The elusive longitude -- Real men in the way of science -- The lightning wire -- Astronomers without ears -- Following the lightning wire -- Finding North America -- Transatlantic hubris -- Heart's content -- Voodoo longitude -- Around the world in sixty years -- Epilogue : Hertzian waves. Includes bibliographical references (p. [227]-234) and index.
LC Card Number: 2008042036
ISBN 9781570038013 (cloth : alk. paper) ; 1570038015 (cloth : alk. paper)
GA401 .S73 2009 (NLO)
Atlantic Ocean - 1952-1959

C. Tharp, Marie Lamont Geological Observatory, Bell Telephone Laboratories, inc.

Military research - North Atlantic Ocean - 1952-1959

Cold War - SEE Cold War politics, 1945-1989 SEE ALSO Cold War research - Defense research SEE Military research - Research, Military SEE Military research


Authors: Doel, Ronald Edmund -- Levin, Tanya J. -- Marker, Mason K.

40 p.; 28 cm.

Typescript of paper, 'version 7.4 October 8, 2005 Final revision.'

Vert 822 (PrCt)

18228 Cartography - North Carolina - History

Wimble, James, ca. 1697-ca. 1744 Wimble's maps and the colonial cartography of the North Carolina coast. 1969.

Authors: Cumming, William Patterson, 1900-1989 14 p. port., fold. maps


Offprint.

Vert 105 (PrCt)

18229 Cartography - North Holland (Netherlands) - History

Cities and towns - History

Cities and towns - North Holland (Netherlands) - Cartography - History


Authors: Beenkker, Jan -- Werner, Jan W. H. -- Amsterdam. Universiteits bibliotheek

Catalog of an exhibit, 29 Nov. - 20 Dec. 1991. BHC 1703

Vert 1287 (PrCt)

18230 Cartography - North Holland (Netherlands) - History

North Holland (Netherlands) - Historical geography


5A 8681 (NLO)

18231 Cartography - North Pacific Ocean - History

1784-1914 Cartography - Alaska - History - 1784-1914

A Brief review of official United States geographical exploration of the Arctic realm and subarctic portion of the north Pacific Ocean as it was conducted from the Pacific coast prior to 1914. 1971.

Authors: Friis, Herman Ralph, 1905-1989


BHC 1332

Vert 939 (PrCt)

18232 Cartography - North Sea - History

1400-1599 Cartography - Baltic Sea - History - 1400-1599

Nautical charts -
1400-1599
Nautical charts
[Warsaw, 1973].
Vert 201, no. 7 (PrCt)

18233
Cartography - Northeast Passage - Exhibitions - Catalogs:
Cartography - Arctic regions - Exhibitions - Catalogs:
Nordenskiöld, A. E. (Adolf Erik), 1832-1901 - Map collections - Exhibitions - Catalogs:
Helsingin yliopisto. Kirjasto - Map collections - Exhibitions - Catalogs
The Northeast Passage : from the Vikings to Nordenskiöld / [editor, Nils-Erik Raurala].
Authors: Raurala, Nils-Erik -- Helsingin yliopisto.
Kirjasto -- John Nurminen säätiö -- Ericsson, Christoffer H. -- Edward E. Ayer Collection
(Newberry Library) -- Nurminen, J. SEE John Nurminen säätiö
287 p. : ill. (some col.), 119 maps (some col.) ; 35 cm.
Catalog of an exhibition, Helsinki, 2 Oct.-1 Nov. 1992; includes 159 items.
Folded map tipped in.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 273-281) and index.
OCLC 30156690
ISBN 9529745028

18235
Cartography - Northeast Passage - History
Authors: Koeman, C. (Cornelis), 1918- -- Hakulinen, Kerkko -- Peitonen, Arvo
From Papers of the Nordenskiöld seminar on the History of Cartography and the Maintenance of Cartographic Archives, Espoo (Finland), Sept. 12-15, 1979 (Helsinki, 1981), pp. 57-75; maps. BHC 1571
Vert 1160 (PrCt)

18236
Cartography - Northeast Passage - History - 1400-1899
Northeast Passage - Discovery and Exploration
Authors: Okhuizen, Edwin p. 10-49 : maps
BHC 1701
Vert 1285 (PrCt)

18237
Cartography - Northern boundary of the United States - History - 19th century
Astronomy - Northern boundary of the United States - History - 19th century

---

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
18238 Cartography - Northwest, Pacific
 *Mapping the great northwest*. 1925.
 Authors: Karpinski, Louis Charles, 1878-1956
 From The Dearborn Independent (Aug. 1, 1925):
 20,21,28: maps.
 BHC 1518
 Vert 1109 (PrCt)

18239 Cartography - Northwest Passage
 *Mapping the Northwest Passage*. 1925.
 Authors: Karpinski, Louis Charles, 1878-1956
 From Dearborn Independent (Aug. 8, 1925):
 24-25,29. maps.
 Xerox copy.
 BHC 1520
 Vert 1111 (PrCt)

18240 Cartography - Northwest Passage - History - 1861
 *Maury, Matthew Fontaine, 1806-1873 A Brief history of Matthew Fontaine Maury's large role in the interest of the United States in the Arctic especially the Northwest Passage*. [ca. 1970?].
 Authors: Friis, Herman Ralph, 1905-1989
 21 [i.e. 22] leaves ; 28 cm. + bibliographic notes
 (23 leaves ; 28 cm.)
 Photocopy of undated typescript.
 BHC 1322
 Vert 928 (PrCt)

18241 Cartography - Northwest Passage - History - Slides
 *Cartography - North America - History - Slides* Cartography - Great Lakes Region (North America) - History - Slides
 Authors: Haymond, Jack H. -- Hermon Dunlap Smith Center for the History of Cartography
 6 slides : col. + 1 booklet (27 p. ; 17 cm.)
 Title from accompanying booklet.
 'The Cartography and History Summer Institute Program'--Cover.
 Includes bibliographical references (Booklet, p. 26-27).
 Reproductions of six maps from between 1550 and 1703. Original works are in the Newberry Library.
 Series: The Newberry Library slide set ; no. 22.
 ISBN 0911028633
 Case GA201 .N49 no.22 (NLO)

18242 Cartography - Northwestern States - History - 1700-1899
 Authors: Ehrenberg, Ralph E., 1937--
 International Map Collectors' Society
 17 leaves ; maps, ills; 28cm.
 BHC 2270
 Vert 1737 (PrCt)

18243 Cartography - Norway - History - Surveys - History
 Authors: Whittington, I. F. G.
 From Journal of Geography (Jan.-Feb. 1982):
 20-29. maps.
 BHC 1758
 Vert 2076, no. 1 (PrCt)

18244 Cartography - Ohio - History - Maps - Bibliography
 *Sources of Ohio maps for teaching geography and history*. 1982.
 Authors: Bergen, John Victor, 1930-
 From Journal of Geography (Jan.-Feb. 1982):
 20-29. maps.
 BHC 1758
 Vert 1340 (PrCt)

18245 Cartography - Ohio - History - Maps - Bibliography
 *The Mapping of Ohio : the delineation of the State of Ohio through the use of manuscript maps, printed maps, and plats, sketches and plans from original map makers with a narrative which describes each map from contemporary sources*. [Kent, Ohio] : Kent State University Press, c1977.
 Authors: Smith, Thomas H., 1936-
 xiii, 252 p. : ill. ; 31 cm.
 Includes chronological bibliography of Ohio county atlases (p. 230-238), general bibliography (p. [239]-248), and index.
 Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
 For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Vert 1755 (PrCt)

18254 Cartography - Pacific Coast (North America) - History
The Lost maps of the American coast. 1969.
Authors: Wood, Fergus J.
BHC 2572
Vert 2109 (PrCt)

18255 Cartography - Pacific Coast (North America) - History
Newberry Library - Map collections
Authors: Postnikov, A. V. (Alekseaei Vladimirovich)
3 p.; 28 cm.
Summary of cartographic research undertaken at the Newberry Library.
Phocopy of typescript.; includes notes on 17th century-manuscript map of Siberia in the Cartes Marines, Ayer MS map 30, sheet 115.
Vert 832 (PrCt)

18256 Cartography - Pacific Ocean - Coasts - North America - History - 1600-1799
Dutch cartography - Pacific Ocean - Coasts - North America - History - 1600-1799
Dutch trace in cartography of the north Pacific in XVII-XVIII centuries. 1993.
Authors: Polevoi, B.P. -- Krasnikova, O.A. -- International Conference on the History of Cartography (15th : 1993 : Chicago)
Paper intended for presentation at Int. Conf. on Hist. of Cartog. (15th) Chicago, 1993 (but not delivered, authors not being present).
Vert 1315 (PrCt)

18257 Cartography - Pacific Ocean - History - 1750-1799
Russian cartography - History - 1750-1799
Cartographic sources for the history of Russian geographical discoveries in the Pacific Ocean in the second half of the 18th century. 1972.
BHC 1832
Vert 1400 (PrCt)

18258 Cartography - Pacific Ocean - History
Pacific Ocean - Discoveries in Geography
Map compilation, production, and research in relation to geographical exploration. 1967.
Authors: Skelton, R. A. (Raleigh Ashlin), 1906-1970
BHC 2305
Vert 1771 (PrCt)

18259 Cartography - Pacific Ocean - History
Pacific Ocean - Maps - Collections
Authors: Suárez, Thomas 224 p. : maps, col. ill. ; 31 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 218-219) and index.
Table of contents and publisher description available on Library of Congress website (accessed March 2013):
http://catdir.loc.gov/catdir/enhancements/fy1012/2004351712-t.html
http://catdir.loc.gov/catdir/enhancements/fy1107/2004351712-d.html
LC Card Number: 2004351712
ISBN 0794600921 ; 9780794600921
Map Ref folio GA383 .S83 2004 (NLO)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Collections, 1567-1606 - Pacific Ocean - Geographical perception - Pacific Ocean
"Producing the Pacific : maps and narratives of Spanish exploration (1567-1606)." Amsterdam ; New York, N.Y. Rodopi, 2005.
Authors: Camino, Mercedes Maroto -- Rodopi (Firm)
Includes bibliographical references (p. [127]-133) and index.
Series: Portada hispánica ; 18
ISBN 9042019948
G71.5 .C36 2005 (NLO)

18261 Cartography - Pais Vasco (Spain) - Bibliography
Cartografía. 1972.
Vert 795 (PrCt)

18262 Cartography - Palestine - Cartography - Israel
Authors: Long, Burke O.
x, 258 p. : ill., maps ; 25 cm.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
ISBN 0253341361 (alk. paper)
E169.04 .L657 2003 (NLO)

Authors: Biger, Gidean -- Gavish, Dov
From Cartographic Journal 22 (June 1985): 38-44, maps.
BHC 2010
Vert 653 (PrCt)

"Hebrew maps of the Holy Land / by E. & J. Wajntraub."
Authors: Wajntraub, E. (Eva) -- Wajntraub, G. (Gimpel) -- Verlag Brüder Hollinek
xxiv, 227 p. : ill., facsimils., maps (some col.), plans ; 29 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. xix-xx).
Fiat 340
ISBN 3851192486
folio GA1321 .W34 1992 (NLO)

"Hebrew maps of the Holy Land / by E. & J. Wajntraub."
Authors: Wajntraub, E. (Eva) -- Wajntraub, G. (Gimpel) -- Verlag Brüder Hollinek -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
xxiv, 227 p. : ill., facsimils., maps (some col.), plans ; 29 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. xix-xx).
Fiat 340
Newberry duplicate: folio GA1321 .W34 1992
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Newberry Library
ISBN 3851192486
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

"1986.
Authors: Gorner, Peter
From Chicago Tribune, Tempo section, Dec. 25, 1986: 1,8, maps, ports.
BHC 1919
Vert 1485 (PrCt)

18267 Cartography - Palestine - History - Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598
"Map of Palestine in the atlas of Ortelius."
Authors: Tooley, R. V. (Ronald Vere), 1898-1986 -- Map collector (1978)
30 cm.
Map Ref folio GA101 .M28, v. 3, p. 28-31 (PrCt)

"Imaginary coordinates / Rhoda Rosen ; with an essay by Jessica Dubow."
Authors: Rosen, Rhoda -- Dubow, Jessica -- Segal, Ilana -- Maurice Spertus Museum of Judaica -- Spertus Museum of Judaica, Chicago

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
To Collection Services for cataloging, April 2011 (Pr Ct)

18269 Cartography - Pamir - History - 1700-1899
Cartography and boundaries' making on the Pamir (eighteenth and nineteenth centuries).
1997.
Authors: Postnikov, A. V. (Alekseaei Vladimirovich) -- International Conference on the History of Cartography (17th : 1997 : Lisbon) [1], 16, 13 leaves of plates ; maps ; 30 cm.
Vert 2185 (Pr Ct)

Authors: Scafi, Alessandro p. 50-70 and 273-276
GA102.3 .M36 1999, p. 50-70 and 273-276 (Pr Ct)

18271 Cartography - Paradise - History - Cartography - Eden - History - Paradise - Maps - Collections
Authors: Scafi, Alessandro -- University of Chicago. Press
398 p., 16 p. of plates : ill. (some col.), maps (some col.) ; 29 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 375-390) and indexes.
Contents: Changing views on paradise on maps -- Paradise in the Bible -- Locating paradise in space -- Locating paradise in time -- Mapping paradise in space and time -- The heyday of paradise on maps -- Where is nowhere? -- The twilight of paradise on maps -- Paradise lost and found -- The afterlife of paradise on maps -- The eclipse of the theological Eden.
Publisher description and contributor biographical information on Library of Congress website (accessed January 2008):
OCLC 62533947
LCCN: 2005-55973
ISBN 0226735591 (cloth : alk. paper) ; 9780226735597 (cloth : alk. paper)
Newberry holdings not verified (Pr Ct)

18272 Cartography - Pamir - History - 1700-1899
Cartography - Penine Chain (England) - History - 1600-1699 SEE Landscape History - Penine Chain (England) - 1600-1699
Authors: Scurfield, Gordon -- Scurfield, Judith M. -- International Conference on the History of Cartography (10th : 1983 : Dublin)
Paper prepared for Int. Conf. on the Hist. of Cartog. (10th) Dublin, 1983.
Vert 1719 (Pr Ct)

18273 Cartography - Pennsylvania
Cartography of Pennsylvania before 1800. 1935.
Authors: Garrison, Hazel Shields p. 255-283
'Inasmuch as the French maps of the western part of the state and of Ohio Valley constitute a study in themselves, no attempt is made to include them here' (p. 255).
F 83. 008 v. 59, p. 255-283 (Pr Ct)

The Geography of urban street mapping in Pennsylvania: recent cartographic history. 1980.
Authors: Monmonier, Mark S.
From proceedings of the Pennsylvania Academy of Science 54 (1980): 73-77.
BHC 1870.
Vert 1438 (Pr Ct)

Authors: Monmonier, Mark S.
BHC 1867
Vert 1435 (Pr Ct)

18276 Cartography - Pennsylvania - Main Line - History SEE Franklin Survey Company - History SEE Philadelphia Region (Pa.) SEE ALSO Main Line (Pa.)
Mapping the Main Line. Paoli, Pa., 2005.
Authors: Amsterdam, Andrew H. -- Tredyffrin Easttown Historical Society
In Tredyffrin Easttown Historical Quarterly 42, no. 3 (Summer 2005): 82-93. 8 ills.
On cadastral maps of Pennsylvania’s Main Line, with special emphasis on the work of the Franklin Survey Company.

Vert 497, no. 2 (PrCt)

18277 Cartography - Periodicals

*The American cartographer.* [Falls Church, Va., etc.]: American Congress on Surveying and Mapping, 1974-1989.

Authors: American Congress on Surveying and Mapping

16 v.: illus.; 26 cm.


‘An official semiannual journal of ACSM.’

Succeeding titles: Cartography and geographic information systems -- Cartography and geographic information science.

*GA101.A49* (NLO)

18278 Cartography - Periodicals

*Surveying and mapping.* Washington, D.C.

American Congress on Surveying and Mapping, 1944-1981.

Authors: American Congress on Surveying and Mapping

v.: ill.; 25 cm.


Issued quarterly.

Continued by: Surveying and land information systems.

*TA501 .A6436* (NLO)

18279 Cartography - Periodicals

*The Globe.* [Melbourne : Australian Map Curators’ Circle, etc.], 1974-

Authors: Australian Map Curators’ Circle -- Australian Map Circle -- Australian and New Zealand Map Society


From No. 64 (2010) has subtitle: Journal of the Australian and New Zealand Map Society.

"Journal of the Australian Map Curators’ Circle."

"Journal of the Australian and New Zealand Map Society."

Monthly designation dropped after no. 4. Nos. 4 and 5/6 also have “vol. 1” designation.

Indexes: Nos. 1-14, 1 v.

Indexed in its entirety by: APAIS, Australian public affairs information service 0005-0075 1981-

Indexed selectively by: GeoRef 0197-7482 -- Library & information science abstracts 0024-2179

Has supplement: Newsletter - Australian Map Curators’ Circle


LC Card Number: 75649594

ISSN 0311-3930

*folio Z673 .G563* (NLO)

18280 Cartography - Periodicals


Authors: Bagrow, Leo -- Wertheim, Hans I. 84 pp. Facs.

Leo Bagrow, Hans Wertheim, editors.

Cited in Imago Mundi annual bibliography.

Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

18281 Cartography - Periodicals


Authors: British Cartographic Society

v.: ill.; 30 cm.


Publication history: v. 1 June 1964-; two issues per year until 2007 (?), then quarterly.


Indexed selectively in GeoRef 0197-7482

LC Card Number: sf 82006604

ISSN 0008-7041

*folio GA1 .C3* (NLO)

18282 Cartography - Periodicals

*International yearbook of cartography = Annuaire international de cartographie.* Ulm [etc.]: Universitätsverlag Ulm GmbH [etc.], 1961-1990.

Authors: International Cartographic Association

30 v. ill., maps (part col.) 25 cm.


Volumes 1-30 (1961-1990); ceased with v. 30.

English, French, and German, with summaries in languages other than that of the article.


*GA101.I55* (NLO)

18283 Cartography - Periodicals


Authors: Society of Cartographers -- Society of University Cartographers -- Bulletin of the Society of University Cartographers

v.: ill.; 30 cm.

Cover title.

Running title: SUC bulletin.

Semiannual issued with this later title beginning [1990?] with vol. 24, pt. 1;

Previously published as: Society of University Cartographers. Bulletin of the Society of University Cartographers. Vol. 1, no. 1 (June ...
18284 Cartography - Periodicals

Authors: Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, Ltd.; Horn, Werner, 1903-1978; Wolf, Eric W.; Washington Map Society
27 v. : ill., maps (some fold.) ; 25 cm.
This very useful serial (three no. a year), now defunct, reprinted important articles on the history of cartography from Dutch, English, French, German, and Italian periodicals, primarily of the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.
In English, French, German, Italian, Portuguese etc.
Formerly GA101.A2
Accompanied by cumulative indexes for v. 1-15 (covering 1967-1972), and v. 16-21 (covering 1973-1975); both compiled by Werner Horn.
A complete cumulative index (covering 1967-1981) was compiled by Eric W. Wolf and issued in: Washington Map Society. The Portolan no. 30 (Summer 1994) [Map Ref GA101.A2 Index]
LC Card Number: 68007512
ISSN 05677343
Map Ref GA101.A2 (NLO)

18285 Cartography - Periodicals

Cartographica. [Toronto] : University of Toronto Press, 1980-.
Authors: University of Toronto Press
v. : ill., charts, facsims., maps : 25 cm.
Uniform title: Cartographica (1980)
Publication history: Vol. 17, no. 1 (spring 1980)-
Merger of: Canadian cartographer, ISSN 0008-3127; and, Cartographica, ISSN 0317-7173, and continues the numbering of the former.
Summaries in English, French, German, and Spanish.
Includes bibliographies.
LC Card Number: 80648550 cn81030386
ISSN 0317-7173
GA1 .C28 (NLO)

18286 Cartography - Periodicals - Bibliography

Authors: Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin--Preussischer Kulturbesitz -- Kallenbach, Helga -- Zögner, Lothar
35 p. ; 30 cm.
folio lower case g 07.84 (NLO)

18287 Cartography - Periodicals - Cartographic Journal

The content and role of the Cartographic Journal. 1979.
4p.; 30cm.
Paper read at 8th Int'l Conf. on Hist. of Cartog., Berlin, 1979.
Vert 790 (PrCt)

18288 Cartography - Periodicals - Cartography and politics - Political geography - Maps - 1979

Cartographical periodicals and international cooperation in cartography. 1979.
Authors: Winid, Bogdor -- International Conference on the History of Cartography (8th : 1979 : Berlin)
Paper prepared for Int. Conf. on the Hist. of Cartog. (8th), Berlin, 1979.
Vert 2105 (PrCt)

18289 Cartography - Periodicals - Australia - Periodicals

Cartography. Canberra City : Australian Institute of Cartographers, 1954-.
Authors: Australian Institute of Cartographers -- Mapping Sciences Institute, Australia
v. : ill. ; 25 cm.
Incomplete Newberry holdings end with v.17, no. 2 (Sept. 1988)?
Vols. 1- accompanied by separately paged supplement, Cartographic abstracts and review.
Supplement: Cartographic abstracts and reviews Occasional issue accompanied by supplemental CD-ROM.
Indexes: Vols. 14-15; 1985-86. 1 v.; Vols. 16-17; 1987-88. 1 v.
Merged with: The Australian surveyor, to form: Journal of spatial science.
Vols. 1- include a separately paged supplement,

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Cartographic abstracts and reviews.
Indexed selectively by GeoRef.
GA1 .C35 (NLO)

18290 Cartography - Periodicals>>>Cartography - Bibliography - Periodicals
The Portolan. Silver Spring, Md. Washington Map Society, 1984-date.
Authors: Washington Map Society
no.1 (1984) +
Newsletter providing thrice-yearly source of current bibliography, news, notes, and feature articles.
folio GA101 .P67 (NLO)

18291 Cartography - Periodicals>>>Cartography - Congresses - Periodicals>>>Map collections - Congresses - Periodicals>>>Cartography - Canada - Congresses - Periodicals
Proceedings of the annual conference / Association of Canadian Map Libraries = Comptes rendus de la conférences annuelle / Association des cartothèques canadiennes.
Authors: Association of Canadian Map Libraries and Archives -- National Conference on Canadian Map Libraries -- Public Archives of Canada
10 v.; 23-28 cm.
Includes some text in French.
Includes bibliographies.
LC Card numbers: 73648095 cn 75034104; cn 81311104
ISSN 0066-9474; 0318-9376
folio GA193.C3 A95 (NLO)

18292 Cartography - Periodicals>>>Geographic information systems - Periodicals
Cartography and geographic information science.
Bethesda, Md : American Congress on Surveying and Mapping, 1990-.
Authors: American Congress on Surveying and Mapping
v.; ill.; 28 cm.
Vol. 17, no. 1 (Jan. 1990)-
Some issues have also a distinctive title.
LC Card Number: sn 98001422
ISSN 1523-0406
folio GA101 .C37 (NLO)

18293 Cartography - Periodicals>>>Geography - Periodicals>>>Geographical Journal - Indexes

The Geographical journal. London : Royal Geographical Society, 1893-.
Authors: Royal Geographical Society (Great Britain)
v. <ongoing> : illus., plates (part col., part fold.) ports., maps (part fold.) facsims, diagrs. (part fold.) ; 24cm.
G 007 .33 (NLO)

18294 Cartography - Periodicals>>>Geography - Periodicals>>>Map collections - Periodicals>>>Geography - Bibliography - Periodicals>>>Maps - Bibliography - Periodicals>>>Special Libraries Association
Authors: Special Libraries Association.
Publication history: no. 1 (Nov. 1947)-no. 187 (Spring 1997)
Nos. 1-7 bear earlier imprint of the Special Libraries Association's Geography and Map Group.
Issued with accompanying index for no. 1-70, 1947-1967 (1 v).
Indexed by Library literature 0024-2373; Bibliographia cartographica 0340-0409; Information hotline 0360-5817
Indexed selectively by GeoRef 0197-7482; Reference sources 0163-3546; Library & information science abstracts 0024-2179
The oldest of the map librarianship journals, with regular columns on cataloging and good lists of recent publications.
LC Card Number: 64002334
Selected other issues in photocopy.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

18306 Cartography - Philosophy
Spatial knowledge in the future: perspectives from the past. 1980.
Authors: Petchenik, Barbara Bartz
13 p. ; 28 cm.
BHC 1945
Vert 1509 (PrCt)

18307 Cartography - Philosophy
What color is the sky? 1978.
Authors: Wood, Denis
29p. ; ill. ; 28 cm.
Paper prepared for annual mtg. of Assoc. of American Geographers, New Orleans, Apr. 1978..
BHC 2589
Vert 2127 (PrCt)

18308 Cartography - Philosophy
The Geometry of ecstasy : more on the cartography of reality. [1977?].
Authors: Wood, Denis -- Klute, Robert G.
51 leaves : map, ill. ; 28 cm.
Photocopy of typescript paper 'developed for ... the annual meeting of the Association of American Geographers in Salt Lake City, April 1977.'
Illustrations by Robert G. Klute.
BHC 2590
Vert 2127 (PrCt)

18309 Cartography - Philosophy - 1975
Maps and thinking. 1975.
Authors: Olson, Judy M.
12, [3] leaves ; 28 cm.
Xerox copy of typescript.
BHC 1915
Vert 1481 (PrCt)

18310 Cartography - Philosophy - 1986<<<<Semiotics and maps
Designs on signs : myth and meaning in maps / Denis Wood and John Fels. [Toronto : University of Toronto Press], 1986.
Authors: Wood, Denis -- Fels, John p. 54-103 : maps, ill. ; 25 cm.
In Cartographica 23, no. 3 (Autumn 1986): 54-103.
Reprinted, slightly revised, in their Power of maps (1992), chap. 5, pp. 95-142.
GA 1.C28, v. 23, no. 3, p. 54-103 (PrCt)

18311 Cartography - Philosophy - 1992
Authors: Wood, Denis -- Fels, John viii, 248 p. ; ill., maps ; 24 cm.

A philosophy of maps and mapping that manages to be sprightly and non-academic while questioning many of the standard assumptions about the activity. Highly recommended.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 196-242-) and index.
Series: Mappings
Formerly GA105.3 .W66 1992
LC Card Number: 92023443
ISBN 0898624924 (alk. paper) ; 0898624932 (pbk. : alk. paper)
Map Ref GA105.3 .W66 1992 (NLO)

18312 Cartography - Philosophy - 2007
"Geographer Gunnar Olsson offers in Abysmal a critique of the way human thought and action have become deeply immersed in the rhetoric of cartography and how this cartographic reasoning allows the powerful to map out other people's lives. Abysmal will appeal to an eclectic audience - to geographers and cartographers, but also to anyone interested in the history of ideas, culture, and art."--Jacket.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 505-536) and indexes.
Contributor biographical information and publisher description available on Library of Congress website (July 2010):
http://www.loc.gov/catdir/enhancements/fy0704/2006016776-b.html --
http://www.loc.gov/catdir/enhancements/fy0704/2006016776-d.html
Gift, David Buisseret, 2010.
LC Card Number: 2006016776
ISBN 0226629309 (cloth : alk. paper) ; 9780226629308 (cloth : alk. paper)
B804 .O47 2007 (NLO)

18313 Cartography - Philosophy<<<<Methodology<<<<Map reading<<<<Maps -Symbols
In the memory of the map : a cartographic memoir / by Christopher Norment. Iowa City : University of Iowa Press, c2012.
Authors: Norment, Christopher 253 p. : ill., maps ; 24 cm.
Contents: The past is always with me -- What I desired most was escape -- It was impossible not to wonder -- The silence was like no other -- They always knew their way -- They always knew their way -- Fathering the map -- In the fullness of time -- And then I was home.
Includes bibliographical references.
Series: Sightline books : the Iowa series in

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
18314 Cartography - Pictorial maps - Cartographic curiosities - Maps in art - Maps - Miscellanea - Specimens
Authors: Southworth, Michael -- Southworth, Susan
223 p. : maps, ill. (some col.) ; 26 cm.
1st ed.
A wonderful graphic survey of the kinds of maps that have been made are being made. An hour with this book will be an exercise in consciousness-raising.
Bibliography: p. [218].
Includes index.
'A New York Graphic Society book.'
Formerly GA105.3 .S67
LC Card Number: 82003403
ISBN 0821215035
Map Ref GA105.3 .S67 (NLO)

18315 Cartography - Piedmont (Italy)
Studi sulle cartografia Piemontese. 1952.
Authors: Capello, Carlo Felice
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

18316 Cartography - Piedmont (Italy) - History - Military maps - Piedmont (Italy)
Authors: Sereno, Paola -- International Conference on the History of Cartography (9th : 1981 : Pisa, Italy, etc.)
1 leaf.
Abstract of paper presented at IX Int. Conf. on Hist. of Cart., Italy, 1981.
Vert 548, no.9 (PrCt)

18317 Cartography - Piedmont (Italy) - History - Topographic maps - Piedmont (Italy) - 1800-1899
Authors: Valerio, Vladimiro
22 p. 25 cm. maps.
In L'Universo anno LXXVI (1996), No. 1, p.97-128.
BHC 2676
Vert 2203 (PrCt)

18318 Cartography - Planets - Celestial charts - Airbrush art - Cartography in art - Astronomy - Charts, diagrams, etc. - Maps in art - Planetary mapping with the airbrush. 1978.
Authors: Batson, Raymond M.
BHC 1064
Vert 631 (PrCt)

Authors: Brayshay, Mark
p. 1-12
In Bulletin of the Society of University Cartographers 26, no.2 (1992): 1-12

[Notes about map allusions by the poet Gloria Oden in 'A Private letter to Brazil' and 'The Map']. 2008.
Authors: Haft, Adele J. -- Oden, Gloria [23 p. (including extensive duplicate text) ; 28 cm.
Vert 1757 no. 3 (PrCt)

*The Map* / by Elizabeth Bishop. [Chicago, Ill.?] : David Woodward [printer], 1997.


1 leaf : col. map ; 33 x 25 cm.


Included anonymous and untitled engraved map without imprint; covers the northeastern coast of Labrador between Ungava Bay and Cartwright (5 x 7 cm.)

"Printer's special edition 13/19 1997 dw" -- Ms. note in pencil by David Woodward.

Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Wing folio ZP 983 .W776 (NLO)**

18322 Cartography - Poitou (France) - Exhibitions - Catalogs<<>>Cartography - Saintonge (France) - Exhibitions - Catalogs<<>>Bibliothèque Nationale (France) - Map Collections - Exhibitions - Catalogs


Authors: Vannereau, Marie-Antoinette -- France. Comité des travaux historiques et scientifiques -- Congrès national des sociétés savantes (87th : 1962 : Poitiers, France) -- Bibliothèque nationale (France) -- Davison, William P.

[56] p. ; 24 cm.

Caption title.


At head of cover title: Ministère de l'éducation nationale. Comité des travaux historiques et scientifiques.


Series: Congrès national des sociétés savantes. Actes du ... Congrès national des sociétés savantes. Section de géographie ; 87.

Presentation inscription, signed by M.A. Vannereau, to William P. Davison, on p. [265].

**GA865.P65 V36 1963 (NLO)**

18323 Cartography - Poland - 1500-1599


Authors: Alexandrowicz, Stanislaw -- International Conference on the History of Cartography (5th : 1973 : Warsaw)

4p.


**Vert 199 (PrCt)**

18324 Cartography - Poland - Bibliography - 1659-1939<<>>Cartography - Poland - History - 1659-1939<<>>Polish cartography - Bibliography - 1659-1939


Authors: Gwardak, Tadeusz 256 p. ; 24 cm.

'Wyd. 1' [1st ed.]

Includes bibliographical references (p. [163]-234).


Summary in English.

Includes index.

Series: Monografie z dziejow nauki i techniki ; t. 111

Manufactured in Bialyst by BZG.

Formerly Z6027.P77 G82

LC Card Number: 78359676

**Map Ref Z6027.P77 G82 (NLO)**

18325 Cartography - Poland - History


Authors: Buczek, Karol -- Potocki, Andrzej

xi, 7-135, [1] p., 60 numbered maps : fold. map in pocket ; 30 cm.

Second ed.


Includes bibliographical references and indexes.

ISBN 9060411463

**folio GA941 .B813 1982 (NLO)**

18326 Cartography - Poland - History


Authors: Buczek, Karol -- Potocki, Andrzej

1 portfolio (135 p. : 61 maps(part. fold.) ; 31 cm.

A translation of the 1st Polish ed., Dzieje kartografii polskiej od XV do XVIII wieku, with
18327 Cartography - Poland - History - 1421-1600
Poland - Maps - Bibliography - 1421-1600

Kartografja Polska XV i XVI wieku (Przegląd chronologiczno-bibliograficzny) = La cartographie Polonaise du XV et XVI e siècles (Revue chronologique et bibliographique).

[Warsaw, 1930]. Authors: Haczewska, Zofia
p. 157-168 ; 1 illustration ; 25 cm.
Lists 41 maps, or cartographic activities, between 1421 and 1600, with references to the literature.
Illustration on p. 148 is a genealogical chart of 16th-century Polish maps.
First in a series of four articles covering the period to 1797.
Printout of the digital version available on the Slaska Biblioteka Cyfrowa website (accessed November 2013):
Vert 2311, no. 1 (PrCt)

18328 Cartography - Poland - History - 1576-1586

Kartografja polska w czasach Stefana Batorego = [Polish cartography during the reign of Stefan Bathory]. [Warsaw, 1933]. Authors: Buczek, Karol -- Wiadomosci sluzby geograficznej -- Wiad. Sluz. Geogr. SEE Wiadomosci sluzby geograficznej
In Wiadomosci sluzby geograficznej 7 (1933): 69-121, 13 pl.
Not at Newberry Library (Dec. 2009) (PrCt)

18329 Cartography - Poland - History - 1590-1600
Bertius, Petrus, 1565-1629
Peter Bertius' relations with Poles and Poland. [1973]. Authors: Haczewska, Zofia -- International Conference on the History of Cartography (5th : 1973 : Warsaw)
Vert 201, no. 1 (PrCt)

18330 Cartography - Poland - History - 1607-1686
Poland - Maps - Bibliography - 1607-1686


[Warsaw, 1931]. Authors: Olszewicz, Boleslaw, 1893-1972
p. 69-121, 1 pl.
Lists 41 maps, or cartographic activities, between 1607 and 1686, with references to the literature.
In: Polski przegląd kartograficzny 4 [rok 9, no. 31] (Pazdziernik 1931): 109-138
Second in a series of four articles covering the period to 1797.
Printout of the digital version available on the Slaska Biblioteka Cyfrowa website (accessed November 2013):
Vert 2311, no. 2 (PrCt)

18332 Cartography - Poland - History - 1700-1764

Kartografja Polska XVIII wieku (Przegląd chronologiczno-bibliograficzny) = La cartographie Polonaise du XVIII e siècle (Revue chronologique et bibliographique) [part 1].
[Warsaw, 1932]. Authors: Olszewicz, Boleslaw, 1893-1972
p. 181-208 ; 25 cm.
Lists 50 maps (nos. 91-140), or cartographic activities, between 1700 and 1764, with references to the literature.
In: Polski przegląd kartograficzny 5 [rok 10, no. 36] (Lipiec 1932): 181-208
Third in a series of four articles covering the period to 1797.
Printout of the digital version available on the Slaska Biblioteka Cyfrowa website (accessed November 2013):
Vert 2311, no. 3 (PrCt)

18333 Cartography - Poland - History - 1764-1797

Die Reform der polnischen Kartographie zur Zeit des Königs Stanislaus August (1764-1795).
[Warsaw : Société polonaise d'histoire, 1933]. Authors: Baczek, Karol -- International Congress of Historical Sciences (7th : 1933 : Warsaw, Poland) -- Polskie Towarzystwo Historyczne: La Pologne au VII e Congrès international des sciences historiques (1933)
12 p.
Not at Newberry Library (Dec. 2009) (PrCt)
18343
Authors: Seegel, Steven -- University of Chicago Press.
xi, 368 pages, 17 colored plates : illustrations, maps ; 27 cm.
Contents: Early modern cartography and power in European Russia and Poland-Lithuania -- Enlightenment to romantic historical claims between imperial Russia and east central Europe -- Purposes of early 19th-century Russian imperial cartography -- Purposes of early 19th-century Polish national cartography -- Mid-19th-century cartography and the idea of progress in Russian empirecraft -- Modern European ethnoschematization and the Vienna-St. Petersburg axis -- Late 19th-century Russian imperial schemes and Habsburg-Polish cartographic borrowings in Galicia -- Borderlands as modern homelands? mapping Ukraine and the grand duchy of Lithuania -- Nationalizing cartography in the borderlands before World War I -- Political cartography in east central Europe during World War I -- Conclusion: purposes of maps in the borderlands of 1919.
Includes bibliographical references (pages [337]-342) and index.
LC Card Number: 2011031780
ISBN 9780226744254 (cloth) ; 0226744256 (cloth)
GA933.7.A1 S44 2012 (NLO)

18344
Vert 551, no.7 (PrCt)
Cartography - Portugal - History
Authors: Marques, Alfredo Pinheiro -- Campbell, Eila M. J. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Parallel text in Portuguese, Spanish and English.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 153-155).
Inscribed by author to Eila J. Campbell.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copy: Greenlee folio GA1013.3.A1 M38 1988
ISBN 9722704168 ; 9789722704168
Baskes folio GA1013.3.A1 M38 1988b (NLO)

18340
Cartography - Port Phillip (Victoria) - History - 1835-1836
Port Phillip Association maps. 1889.
Authors: Duncan, J. S., active 1889 -- Globe (1889)
BHC 1236
Vert 860 (PrCt)

18341
Cartography - Portugal - Colonies - History
Authors: Dias, Manuel Affonso
31 p. : maps, tables.
Describes the present state of cartography in Portuguese overseas possessions.
Vert 139 (PrCt)

18342
Cartography - Portugal - Colonies - History - 1875 - 1975
Authors: Mota, A. Teixeira da (Avelino Teixeira) -- International Conference on the History of Cartography (9th : 1981 : Pisa, Italy, etc.)
1 leaf.
Abstract of paper presented at IX Int.'l Conf. on the Hist. of Cart., Italy 1981.

Vert 1314 (PrCt)
Cartography - Problems, exercises, etc. - Maps - 1873
Map drawing - Handbooks, manuals, etc. - 1873
Cartography - Handbooks, manuals, etc. - 1873
Geography - 1873
Authors: Allen, Jerome, 1830-1894 -- Monteith & McNally -- A.S. Barnes & Co. -- Concordia University (River Forest, Ill.) -- Concordia University (River Forest, Ill.) Collection (Newberry Library)
16 pages : color maps ; 31 cm.
Cover title.
Caption title: Allen’s map-drawing
Running title: Map-drawing
Forms part of the Concordia University (River Forest, Ill.) Collection (Newberry Library).
Cataloged and conserved as part of the Sister Ann Ida Gannon Initiative at the Newberry Library.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
18346  Cartography - Prussia (Germany) - 1740-1786
Die Kartographie Preussens unter Friedrich dem Grossen. [Berlin : Preußischen Akademie der Wissenschaften, 1933].
18 p.
Not at Newberry Library (Dec. 2009) (PrCt)

18347  Cartography - Prussia (Germany) - History - 1500-1599>Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552
Sebastian Münster's map of Prussia and the variants of it. 1933.
Authors: Horn, Werner, 1903-1978
8 p. : maps, chart.
Photocopy from Imago Mundi 7 (1951): 66-73.
Vert 67 (PrCt)

18348  Cartography - Prussia (Germany) - History - 1542-1810>Prussia (Germany) - Maps - Collections, 1542-1810
Authors: Jäger, Eckhard -- Konrad, A. H.
324 p., [26] p. of plates : ill., maps, (some col.) ; 27 x 34 cm.
Summary in English. Includes index.
Bibliography: p. 303-315.
Series: Schriften des Nordostdeutschen Bibliotekas Lüneburg
LC Card Number: 83147447
ISBN 3874371972
folio GA875.P7 J33 1982 (NLO)

18349  Cartography - Prussia (Germany) - History - 1700-1799
Die Kartographie Preussens unter Friedrich dem Grossen. 1933.
Authors: Penck, Albrecht, b. 1858 -- Sitzungsberichte der Preußischen Akademie der Wissenschaften
In: Sitzungsberichte der Preußischen Akademie der Wissenschaften (1933).
Cited in Imago Mundi annual bibliography.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

18350  Cartography - Prussia (Germany) - History - 1750-1799
Prussian cartography in the late 18th century. 1977.
Vert 414 (PrCt)

18351  Cartography - Prussia (Germany) - History>Naronovicius-Naronskis, Juzefas, d. 1678>Prussia (Germany) - Maps - 1650-1700 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Authors: Szeliga, Jan -- Naronovicius-Naronskis, Juzefas, d. 1678
79 p. : maps (some col.) ; 30 cm.
Summary in English. Includes bibliographical references (p. 74-75) and index.
Maps on lining papers.
Series: Studia i materialy z historii kartografii ; 15 LC Card Number: 98142086
ISBN 8370091830 ; 9788370091835
folio DK4600.P77 R45 1997 (NLO)

18352  Cartography - Québec Campaign, 1759>Mackellar, Patrick. Plan of the Town of Québeck (1759)
The Original reconnaissance map for the battle of Québec. 1975.
Authors: Hudson, J. P.
Discusses the finding of Patrick Mackellar's Plan of the town of Quebec in Canada, prepared for General Wolfe in 1759 but long presumed lost.
Vert 247 (PrCt)

18353  Cartography - Randers (Denmark)
Gamle kort over Randers. 1963.
Authors: Schroder, F.
In Historisk Aarbog for Randers Amt. 57 (1963): 5-45..
(The old city plans of Randers, Denmark)...
Cited in Imago Mundi annual bibliography.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

18354  Cartography - Rhode Island - History - 1911
Authors: Chapin, Howard M., 1887-1940
Series: Contributions to Rhode Island bibliography ; no. 3
Photocopy.
LC Card Number: 16012196
lower case folio g 10845 .575 (NLO)

18355  Cartography - Rio de Janeiro (Brazil)
Homenagem da Shell Brasil S. A. ao IV centenário da fundação do Rio de Janeiro. Rio
de Janeiro, 1964.
Authors: Adonias, Isa
Calendar with 12 reproductions in color of maps of Rio de Janeiro and one folding panorama.
Text by Isa Adonias. Maps from Acêrvo do Itamaraty.
Cited in Imago Mundi annual bibliography.
Not at Newberry Library (Oct. 2012) (PrCt)

18356 Cartography - Rio de Janeiro (Brazil) - History - 1500-1699 - Cartography - Guanabara Bay (Brazil) - History - 1500-1699
Authors: Teixeira Filho, Álvaro -- William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library)
151 p. : facsims. ; 28 cm.
Series: Coleção histórica e cultural do Rio de Janeiro; 1.
Bibliography: p. 135-140
Forms part of the William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library).
Greenlee folio GA675.R48 T44 (NLO)

18357 Cartography - Rio de Janeiro (Brazil) - History - 1750-1850

18358 Cartography - Rome - History, Ancient
Authors: Kenworthy, Richard G.
Ph.D. dissertation, Univ. of California, Los Angeles.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

18359 Cartography - Rome - History, Ancient - Cartography - Rome (Italy) - History, Ancient - Roman cartography - History, Ancient - Rome (Italy) - Maps - Collections
Authors: Rodriguez Demorizi, Emilio, 1908-1986 -- Ecole française de Rome
Includes bibliographical references.
Three folded plans laid in at end.
Series: Collection de l'Ecole française de Rome, 305
LC Card Number: 2003469560
ISBN 2728305579 ; 9782728305575
folio GA213 .R64 2002 (NLO)

18360 Cartography - Rome (Italy) - 1520 - Surveying - 1520
p. < > ; ill. ; 27 cm.
The letter, by Raphael, outlines his procedure for making a topographical map of Rome, including the use of a compass traverse (Karrow, Mapmakers of the 16th Century, p. 272-273).
W 01 .L56062, p. < > (PrCt)

18361 Cartography - Rome (Italy) - 1520 - Surveying - 1520
[Raphael's letter to Pope Leo X, outlining his procedure for making a topographical map of Rome], [London : Ernest Benn, 1926].
Raffaello Santi da Urbino : his life and works (1926)
p. 91-97 ; 33 cm.
Raphael's map was never completed, but his letter includes instructions for making a compass traverse of a building (Karrow, Mapmakers of the 16th Century, p. 272-273).
W 01 .R1195, p. 91-97 (PrCt)

18362 Cartography - Rome (Italy) - History
The Eternal city surveyed. 1975.
Authors: Dilke, Oswald Ashton Wentworth -- Dilke, Margaret S.
From Geographical Magazine 47 (1975): 744-750; maps. ills..
BHC 1210
Vert 835 (PrCt)

18363 Cartography - Rome (Italy) - History - Cartography - Rome (Italy) - Maps - Collections - Rome (Italy) - Pictorial works - Collections
Authors: Bevilacqua, Mario, 1960- -- Fagiolo, Marcello, 1941- -- Centro di studi sulla cultura e l'immagine di Roma -- Artemide edizioni
463 p. : ill. (some col.), maps ; 25 x 30 cm.
At head of title: Centro di studi sulla cultura e l'immagine di Roma.
Proceedings of two conferences held in Rome, Italy, 2009 and 2010.
Contributions and abstracts in Italian and English.
Contents: Pianta di Roma antica e moderna:

Includes bibliographical references (p. 447-463). Roma (1818-1824) / Adriano Ruggeri -- Dalla formazione delle mappe alla loro dematerializzazione / Adriano Angelini, Giorgia Maria de Grisogono. ISBN 9788875751586 ; 8875751587

Map Ref GA895.R6 PS2 2012 (NLO)


18367 Cartography - Russia - History At the Sources of the Cartography of Russia. 1962. Authors: Bagrow, Leo Imago Mundi XVI. 1962. 33-49. Cited in the Imago Mundi annual bibliography. Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

18368 Cartography - Russia - History - 1482-1687 Weitere Beiträge zur älteren Kartographie Russlands. 1907. Authors: Michow, H. (Heinrich), b. 1839 -- Acta
Includes indexes.
Formerly folio GA931.B33
LC Card Number: 76360855
ISBN 0969051409 (set)
Map Ref folio GA931.B33 (NLO)

Authors: Rybakov, B. A. (Boris Aleksandrovich), 1908-2001 -- Gibson, James R. -- Canadian cartographer (1977)
p. 10-23 ; 26 cm.
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3100, no. 1.

18378 Cartography - Salzburg (Austria) - History<br>Salzburg im Kartenbild der Zeiten. [Saltzburg : Gesellschaft, 1965].
Authors: Bernleithner, Ernst, 1903- -- Mitteilungen der Gesellschaft für Salzburger Landeskunde (1965)
Photocopies from: Mitteilungen der Gesellschaft für Salzburger Landeskunde 105 (1965) 1-46.
Vert 3193, no. 5 (PrCt)

18379 Cartography - Salzburg (Austria) - History<br>Salzburg im Bilde alter Karten. [Wien : Österreichische Geographische Gesellschaft, 1967].
Authors: Bernleithner, Ernst, 1903- -- Mitteilungen der Österreichischen Geographischen Gesellschaft (1967)
p. 170-189 : maps ; 24 cm.
Vert 3170 (PrCt)

Authors: Power, Robert H.
From California historical quarterly 52, no. 2 (Summer 1973): 100-128, ill., maps.
Vert 179, no 1 (PrCt)

Authors: Power, Robert H.
29 p. : ill., maps ; 23 cm.
Keeepsake number 6 in a series issued by Library Associates of the University Library, Davis.
Vert 1531 (PrCt)

18382 Cartography - Sardinia (Italy) - 1600-1699<br>Una carte geografica seicentesca della Sardegna in redazione spagnola. 1973.
Authors: Baldacci, Osvaldo
In Revista geographica Italiana. vol. 80 (1973), pp. 369-388, illus.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

18383 Cartography - Sardinia (Italy) - 1600-1699<br>Italian cartography - Sardinia (Italy) - 1600-1699<br>Nautical cartography - Sardinia (Italy) - History - 1600-1699<br>Cavallini, Giovanni Battista, fl. 1630-1669<br>Isola e regno di Sardignia (1652) La Sardegna nella cartonautica Toscana del seicento. 1982.
Authors: Baldacci, Osvaldo
p. 31-52 : map ; 18 cm.
Photocopy from Scritti geografici in onore di Aldo Sestini (Firenze : Societa di Studi Geografici, 1982).
Reproduces G. B. Cavallini, Isola e regno di Sardignia (1652).
Vert 2261 (PrCt)

18384 Cartography - Sardinia (Italy) - Symbols - 1600-1619<br>Carta de la Isla i Reyno de Sardenia, [1600-1619]<br>Symbols - 1600-1619<br>Ossevervazioni sul simbolismo di una carta anonima seicentesca della Sardegna. 1981.
Authors: Brandis, Pasquale -- Sechi, Marina -- International Conference on the History of Cartography (9th : 1981 : Pisa, Italy, etc.)
1 leaf
Abstract of paper presented at IX Int. Conf on Hist. of Cart., Italy, 1981.
Vert 550, no.2 (PrCt)

18385 Cartography - Savoy (France and Italy) - 1500-1700<br>Savoy (France And Italy) - Maps - Collections, 1500-1700<br>Rappresentare uno stato : carte e cartografi degli stati sabaudi dal XVI al XVIII secolo. Torino : U. Allemandi, 2002.
Authors: Comba, Rinaldo
2 v. : col. ill. ; 35 cm.
Includes bibliographical references.
Series: Archivi di arte e cultura piemontesi.
ISBN 8842207179
Case folio GA865.S38 R36 2002 (NLO)

18386 Cartography - Savoy (France and Italy) - History - Exhibitions - Catalogs<br>Savoy (France and Italy) - Maps - Collections<br>Archivio di Stato di Torino - Exhibitions - Catalogs
Il teatro delle terre : cartografia sabauda tra Alpi e pianura / a cura di Isabella Massabò Ricci, Guido

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Gentile, Blythe Alice Raviola. [Italy : L’artistica Sovigliano?], 2006.
Authors: Massabò Ricci, Isabella -- Gentile, Guido, 1937- -- Raviola, Blythe Alice -- Archivio di Stato di Torino -- L’artistica Sovigliano
345 p. : ill. (some col.), maps (some col.) ; 25 x 29 cm.
Catalog of the exhibition held at the Archivio di Stato, Turin, Mar. 4-Apr. 9, 2006.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 337-343).
Table of contents on Library of Congress website (Feb. 2007):
http://www.loc.gov/catdir/toc/casalini03/0612030X.pdf
LC Card Number: 2006385449
folio GA865.S38 T43 2006 (NLO)

18387 Cartography - Saxony (Germany) - History - 1500-1599
p. 391-409 ; 25 cm.
Map Ref GA101 .A2, v. 6, p. 391-409 (PrCt)

18388 Cartography - Scandinavia - History - Catalogs - Cartography - Iceland - History
Early maps of Scandinavia and Iceland : synopsis of a lecture. 1928-1933.
Authors: Lynam, Edward
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

Scandia : important early maps of the Northern Regions & maps and charts of Norway from the collection of William B. and Inger G. Ginsberg : presented at Scandinavia House, the Nordic Center in America, April 17-August 16, 2002.
Authors: Ginsberg, William B. -- Ginsberg, Inger G. -- American-Scandinavian Foundation -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
96 p. : ill. (some col.), 76 maps : 30 cm.
Exhibition catalog.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 95-96).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Authors: Ginsberg, William B. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 45 maps ; 275 x 232 mm.
Exhibition catalog.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Scandinavia : important early maps of the Northern Regions & maps and charts of Norway from the collection of William B. and Inger G. Ginsberg : presented at Scandinavia House, the Nordic Center in America, April 17-August 16, 2002.
Authors: Ginsberg, William B. -- Ginsberg, Inger G. -- American-Scandinavian Foundation
96 p. : ill. (some col.), 76 maps : 30 cm.
Exhibition catalog.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 95-96).
ISBN 097194931X
folio GA951 .S26 2002 (NLO)

18392 Cartography - Scandinavia - History
Early printed mapping of Scandinavia. 2002.
Authors: Ginsberg, William B.
p. 49-59 : 4 col. maps ; 23 cm.
Detached from Scandinavian review 89, no. 3 (Winter 2002): 49-59.
Vert 1290, no. 2 (PrCt)

18393 Cartography - Scandinavia - History
The Early maps of Scandinavia. 1927.
Authors: Lynam, Edward
Review essay.
Vert 1290, no. 1 (PrCt)

18394 Cartography - Scandinavia - History
The Early Maps of Scandinavia. [London : Royal Geographical Society, 1927].
Authors: Lynam, Edward -- Geographical journal (1927)
p. 61-67 ; 24 cm.
G 007 .33, v. 70, p. 61-67 (PrCt)

18395 Cartography - Scandinavia - History - Catalogs - Europe, Northern - History - Scandinavia - Maps -
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Bibliography

Europe, Northern - Maps
Bibliography
Authors: Ehrensärö, Ulla - Båsk, Erik -- Hodson, Roy -- John Nurminen säätiö -- Art-Print -- John Nurminen Foundation SEE John Nurminen säätiö -- Nurminen (John) Foundation SEE John Nurminen säätiö
375 p. : ill., maps (mostly col.) ; 29 cm + 1 folded map.
Uniform title: Nordiska kartans historia. English. Includes bibliographical references (p. 355-360) and index.
Contents: I. The world of myths -- II. The map of Scandinavia begins to take shape -- III. Carta gothica - Carta marina and cosmography -- IV. From artistic representation to mathematical measurement -- V. Arctic Ocean politics and Finmark -- VI. Dreams of greatness and their cartographer, Andreas Bureus -- VII. Atlas danicus : an ill-fated work -- VIII. Military secrecy versus commercial map publication -- IX. The versatile land surveyor and the economy -- X. Sailing masters, pilots and improvements to sea charts -- XI. Expanded borders -- XII. Mapping : under private or state control?

Map Ref folio GA1 I.6, v. 19, p. 81-99 (PrCt)

Cartography - Scotland - History
History - De Ortu Tartarum
Whale teeth, lassos and burnt bones: new revelations on northern Norway. [1990?].
Authors: Freibergs, Gunar
Xerox copy of typescript, Los Angeles, 1990?.
BHC 1223
Vert 848 (PrCt)

Cartography - Schwerin
(Mecklenburg-Vorpommern, Germany) - History - Collections
Schwerin : historische Karten und Pläne / Landeshauptstadt Schwerin, Dezernat für Bauverwaltung, Stadtentwicklung und Umweltschutz ; [Autoren: Dieter Greve ... et al.]. Schwerin : [s.n.], 1997.
Authors: Greve, Dieter -- Schwerin (Mecklenburg-Vorpommern, Germany). Landeshauptstadt Schwerin, Dezernat für Bauverwaltung, Stadtentwicklung und Umweltschutz
146 p. : ill., maps (some col.) ; 30 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 140-143).

Cartography - Scotland - History
Authors: Wilkes, Margaret; Withers, Charles W. J.
xvii, 318 p. : col. ill., col. maps ; 26 cm.
Authors: Fleet, Christopher -- Wilkes, Margaret -- Withers, Charles W. J.
1700-1709 -- ch. 2 Maps of Scotland before c. 1595 -- ch. 3 A kingdom and a nation depicted, c. 1583--1700 -- ch. 4 Scotland occupied and defended -- ch. 5 Towns and urban life -- ch. 6 The changing countryside -- ch. 7 Islands and island life -- ch. 8 Seas and waters -- ch. 9 Travel and communications -- ch. 10 Mapping science -- ch. 11 Open spaces -- recreation and leisure -- ch. 12 Popular culture -- ch. 13 Maps at work -- working with maps.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 304-310) and index.
LC Card Number: 2011535512
ISBN 9781841589695 (hb.) ; 1841589691 (hb.) ; 9781780270913 (pbk.) ; 1780270917 (pbk.)
GA811 .F54 2011 (NLO)

Cartography - Scotland - History
Authors: Shearer, John E. (John Elliot), d. 1932 -- Scottish geographical magazine (1905)
p. 289-301, 532-539 ; 23 cm.
G 007 .8, v. 21, p. 289-301, 532-539 (PrCt)
18403 Cartography - Scotland - History - 0150>>>Ptolemy, active 2nd century. Europe, map 1
Authors: Richmond, I. A. (Ian Archibald), 1902-1965 -- Proceedings of the Society of Antiquaries of Scotland (1922)
150 pages ; 3 maps ; 25 cm.
F 0243 .82, v. 56, p. 288-301 (PrCt)

Authors: Mann, Alastair J. p. 5-29
Z284 .P8, v. 50, p. 5-29 (PrCt)

New light on the first atlas of Scotland. 1968.
Authors: Moir, D. G. (Donald Grant) -- Skelton, R. A. (Raleigh Ashlin), 1906-1970
Reprinted from the Scottish Geographical Magazine 84, no.3, (December 1968): [149]-159.
BHC 1643
Vert 1228 (PrCt)

9 p. ; maps

Includes a resumé in French.
Vert 60 (PrCt)

18407 Cartography - Scotland - History - Bibliography
The Historical cartography of Scotland : a guide to the literature of Scottish maps and mapping prior to the Ordnance Survey / by John N. Moore.
Authors: Moore, John N. 95 p. ; 30 cm.
2nd rev. ed.
Includes indexes.
Series: O'Dell memorial monograph ; no. 24
Formerly folio Z6027.G7 M66 1991
LC Card Number: 91255122
Map Ref folio Z6027.G7 M66 1991 (NLO)
Vert 1826 (PrCt)

Authors: Stone, Jeffrey C. 5 leaves ; 28 cm.
Xerox copy of typescript.
BHC 2271
Vert 1826 (PrCt)

18409 Cartography - Scotland - History>>>Scotland - Maps - Bibliography - 1250-1850
The Early maps of Scotland, with an account of the Ordnance Survey / by Harry R.G. Inglis ... John Mathieson ... [and] C.B. Boog Watson ...
Authors: Inglis, Harry R. G., d. 1939 -- Mathieson, John -- Watson, Charles Brodie Boog -- Royal Scottish Geographical Society 172 p. ; 26 cm.
Second edition, revised.
Not at Newberry Library (Dec. 2009) (PrCt)

18410 Cartography - Scotland - History>>>Scotland - Maps - Bibliography - 1250-1850
The Early maps of Scotland, with an account of the Ordnance Survey / by Harry R.G. Inglis ...
John Mathieson ... [and] C.B. Boog Watson ...
Authors: Inglis, Harry R. G., d. 1939 -- Mathieson, John -- Watson, Charles Brodie Boog -- Royal Scottish Geographical Society 120 p. : front., illus., 10 maps (8 fold.) ; 26 cm.
[1st ed.]
LC Card Number: 36004925
Third edition issued as:The Early maps of Scotland to 1850 / by a Committee of the Royal Scottish Geographical Society ; with A history of Scottish maps, by D. G. Moir (Edinburgh : Royal Scottish Geographical Society, 1973-1983); see Z6027.S42 R67 1973 - in Map Room

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
18411  Cartography - Scotland - History - Maps - Bibliography - 1250-1850
2 v. : maps ; 23 cm.
3d rev. & enl. ed.
The list begins on p. 157.
Includes separate sections for maps of counties, roads, railroads, towns, etc., bibliographical references and index.
LC Card Number: 74159269
First edition issued as: Inglis, Harry R. G. The Early maps of Scotland, with an account of the Ordnance survey, by Harry R.G. Inglis ... John Mathieson ... [and] C.B. Boog Watson ... (Edinburgh : Royal Scottish Geographical Society, 1934); see lower case g 1043 .25.
Formerly Z6027.S42 R67 1973
ISBN 0904049000 (v. 1) ; 0904049027 (v.2)
Map Ref Z6027.S42 R67 1973 (NLO)

18412  Cartography - Scotland - History - Maps - Collections
Old maps & map makers of Scotland. Stirling, 1905.
Authors: Shearer, John E.
1 v. : 10 map plates ; 26 cm.
G 1043 .25 (NLO)

Authors: Núñez Castain, José -- Bonetta, Rosa -- Ferretti, Lucino -- Allue Martinez, Pilar -- Seville (Spain). Ayuntamiento -- Compagnia generale ripreseaeree -- Marsilio editori
1 atlas (42, 105 p.) : col. ill., col. maps ; 29 cm. + booklet (16 p. ; 21 cm.)
1. ed.
Scale 1:1,000.
In slipcase.
Text in English published as a supplement (16 p.) and inserted in pocket: Atlas of Seville : the form of the historic center on a 1:1000 scale photoplan and line map.
At head of title: Ayuntamiento de Sevilla/Gerencia Municipal de Urbanismo.
ISBN 8831756958 ; 9788831756952
folio G1969.S4 S45 1992 (NLO)

18414  Cartography - Siberia (Russia) - History - 1600-1699
Russian traditional cartography of the seventeenth century and the importance of Semen Ul'yanovich Remezov and his drawing books of Siberia. [Washington, D.C. Washington Map Society, 2002].
Authors: Postnikov, A. V. (Aleksaei Vladimirovich)
p. 17-33 : maps ; 28 cm.
In The Portolan 53 (Spring 2002): 17-33.
Includes (pp.22-23) a reproduction and brief description of the Newberry's MS 'Carte générale de la Siberie et de la Grande Tartarie' (VAULT drawer Ayer MS map 30 sheet 115).
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

18415  Cartography - Siberia (Russia) - History - 1600-1699
K istorii oznakomleniya s Sibiryu do Yermaka [=On the History of the Knowledge of Siberia before Ermak]. 1890.
Authors: Anuchin, D. N. (Dmitrii Nikolaevich), 1843-1923
Moskovskoye Arkheologicheskoye Obshchestvo, Drevnosti 14 (1890): 227-313.

18416  Cartography - Siberia (Russia) - History - Cartography - Pacific Coast (North America) - History - Cartography - North Pacific Ocean - History - Siberia (Russia) - Maps - Collections - Pacific Coast (North America) - Maps - Collections - North Pacific Ocean - Maps - Collections
Authors: Institut etnografii imeni N.N. Miklukho-Maklaia -- Efimov, A. V. (Aleksii Vladimirovich), 1896-1971 -- Belov, Mikhail Ivanovitch, 1952 -- Medushevskaya, O. M. (Ol'ga Mikhailovna)
1 atlas (xv, 134 p. 194 maps. (part. fold.)) ; 40 cm.
Romanized title from Cyrillic title.
Added t.p.: Atlas of geographical discoveries in Siberia and North-Western America, XVII-XVIII centuries.
Russian text with summary and list of maps in English.
Includes bibliographical references.
Duplicate copy: Ayer folio oG2180 A4 1964

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Cartography - Siberia (Russia) - History - Cartography - Pacific Coast (North America) - History - Cartography - North Pacific Ocean - History - Siberia (Russia) - Maps - Collections - Pacific Coast (North America) - Maps - Collections - North Pacific Ocean - Maps - Collections


Authors: Institut etnografii imeni N.N. Miklukho-Maklaya -- Efimov, A. V. (Aleksei Vladimirovich) -- Belov, Mikhail Ivanovich, fl. 1952 -- Medushevskaia, O. M. (Ol'ga Mikhailovna) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (xv, 134 p. 194 maps. (part. fold.)) ; 40 cm.

Romanized title from Cyrillic title.
Russian text with summary and list of maps in English.
Includes bibliographical references.
Duplicate copy: folio oG2180 .A4 1964
Ayer folio G2180 .A4 1964 (NLO)

Cartography - Sicily (Italy) - History

Authors: Enire, Antonino
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCT)

Cartography - Signa (Italy) - Exhibitions - Catalogs - Signa (Italy) - Historical geography - Maps - Exhibitions - Catalogs - Signa (Italy) - Maps - Exhibitions - Catalogs - Surveying - Instruments - Exhibitions - Catalogs

Authors: Signa (Italy). Assessorato alla cultura -- Istituto geografico militare (Italy) -- Archivio di Stato di Firenze
71 p. : ill. (some col.) ; 22 x 24 cm.

On t.p.: Comune di Signa, Assessorato alla cultura; Istituto geografico militare di Firenze; Archivio di stato di Firenze.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 70).
Series: Collana Signa. Fonti storiche -- Signa


Authors: Nebenzahl, Kenneth, 1927- -- Phaidon Press
1 atlas (176 p.) : ill. (chiefly col.), 80 maps (chiefly col.) ; 26 x 30 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 170-172) and index.
Scales differ.
Formerly folio G7402.S54S12 N43 2004
Map Ref folio G7402.S54S12 N43 2004 (NLO)


Authors: Nebenzahl, Kenneth, 1927- -- Phaidon Press
1 atlas (176 p.) : ill. (chiefly col.), 80 maps (chiefly col.) ; 26 x 30 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 170-172) and index.
Scales differ.
Formerly folio G7402.S54S12 N43 2004
Map Ref folio G7402.S54S12 N43 2004 (NLO)
of exploring the East / Kenneth Nebenzahl.
Authors: Nebenzahl, Kenneth, 1927- -- Phaidon Press -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (176 p.) : ill. (chiefly col.), 80 maps (chiefly col.) ; 26 x 30 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 170-172) and index.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

18424 Cartography - Skokie (Ill.) - History>>Skokie (Ill.) - Historical geography - Maps - 1985>>Skokie (Ill.) - Maps - Collections>>Historical atlases
Skokie, a community history using old maps / [compiled by David Buisseret and Gerald Danzer with help from Rosemary Schmitt and Joseph Beaver]. [Skokie, Ill. Skokie Historical Society, 1985?].
Authors: Buisseret, David -- Danzer, Gerald A. -- Schmitt, Rosemary -- Beaver, Joseph -- Skokie Historical Society -- Chicago Neighborhood History Project -- Hermon Dunlap Smith Center for the History of Cartography -- Newberry Library.[34], [34] p. ill., maps ; 28 cm.
A joint publication of the Chicago Neighborhood History Project, the Skokie Historical Society and the Newberry Library.
folio F549.S58 B85 (NLO)

18425 Cartography - Slovakia - History - 1700-1799
Authors: Purgina, Ján
150 p. : ill., ports., facsims., maps (also on lining papers) ; 25 cm.
1st ed.
Series: Monumenta Slovaciae cartographica ; 2.
Summary in Russian, German, and Hungarian.
Includes bibliographical references.
LC Card Number: 73327450
folio GA833.S55 P87 (NLO)

18426 Cartography - South America - History
La Cola del dragon : América del Sur en los mapas antiguos, medievales y renacentistas.
Authors: Gallez, Paul
184 p. : ill., maps ; 24 cm.
Translation from the German translation of the author's unpublished manuscript: La Protocartographie de l'Amerique du Sud du deuxième au seizième siècle.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 159-170) and index.
Advances the theory that the far eastern peninsula on the Ptolemaic world map is really South America.
ISBN 3496001097
GA401 .G3418 1990 (NLO)

Authors: Antei, Giorgio, 1946- -- Biblioteca nazionale di Torino -- Codazzi, Agustín, 1793-1859 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Catalog for an exhibition held May19-June 18, 1995.
At head of title: Ministero per i beni culturali e ambientali, Ufficio centrale per i beni libri, le istituzioni culturali e l'editoria, Biblioteca nazionale universitaria di Torino.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 123-[130]).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes GA641 .I46 1995 (NLO)

18428 Cartography - South America - History>>Waldseemüller, Martin, 1470-1521? Universealis cosmographia (1507)>>Dickson, Peter W.
A New theory on mapping the New World. 2002.
Authors: Gugliotta, Guy
1p. : map ; 28 cm.
About Peter W. Dickson's theory that a secret expedition had rounded Cape Horn and mapped the west coast of South America around 1500.
Vert 784, no. 2 (PrCt)

18429 Cartography - South Carolina - History>>Cartography - North Carolina - History>>Cartography - Southern States - History
Authors: Cumming, William Patterson, 1900-1989
15 p. port., maps, illus.
An address delivered at the formal opening of the Kendall Memorial Room, South Caroliniana Library.
Vert 113 (PrCt)

18430 Cartography - South Shetland Islands (Antarctica) - History>>Cartography - Palmer Land (Antarctica) - History>>Palmer, Nathaniel Brown, 1790-1877

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LC Card Number: 98026958</td>
<td>18435 Cartography - Southern States - History&lt;&lt;&gt;&gt;Southern States - Maps - Collections, 1540-1775&lt;&lt;&gt;&gt;Southern States - Maps - Bibliography - 1775</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authors: Cumming, William Patterson, 1900-1989 ix, 284 p. : 67 maps. : 29 cm.</td>
<td>A detailed, scholarly bibliography of 450 maps, printed and manuscript, with 67 excellent collotype plates.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- ‘List of maps of the Southeast during the Colonial period...’ : p. [103]-258.</td>
<td>‘List of maps of the Southeast during the colonial period, including local maps and plans of the region south of Virginia and north of the Florida peninsula’: p. [103]-258. Includes bibliographies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Gift ‘75.</td>
<td>Gift ‘75.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LC Card Number: 62005390</td>
<td>LC Card Number: 98026958</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ISBN 080613047 (alk. paper)</th>
<th>18436 Cartography - Southwestern States - 1500-1599&lt;&lt;&gt;&gt;Cartography - Southwest, New - 1500-1599</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LC Card Number: 98026958</td>
<td>LC Card Number: 98026958</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)
- History - 1500-1899
Authors: Reinhartz, Dennis -- International Map Collectors' Society -- IMCoS SEE International Map Collectors' Society
12 leaves; maps; 28 cm.
Paper prepared for IMCoS Symposium (14th)
BHC 2268
Vert 1735 (PrCt)

Ted W. Mayborn Collection>>>Mayborn, Ted W. - Map collections
Ted W. Mayborn donates collection to UTA
Arlington : Special Collections, the University of Texas at Arlington, 1989.
Authors: Compass rose
Vert 753, no. 3 (PrCt)

18439 Cartography - Southwestern States - History - 1803-1810>>>Cartography - Texas - History - 1803-1810>>>Cartography - Louisiana Purchase - History - 1803-1810>>>Puelles, José María de Jesús, 1772
Father José María de Jesús Puelles and the maps of Pichardo's document 74. 1988.
Authors: Jackson, Jack, 1941-2006
In Southwestern Historical Quarterly-(1988):
318-347: maps, ills.
BHC 1421
Vert 1021, no. 1 (PrCt)

18440 Cartography - Southwestern States - History>>>Military maps - Southwestern States - History
Authors: Reinhartz, Dennis -- Saxon, Gerald D. -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1st ed.
Soldier-engineers in the geographic understanding of the southwestern frontier : an afterthought / John R. Hébert.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Publisher description available on Library of Congress website (accessed August 2010):
http://www.loc.gov/catdir/enhancements/fy0661/2005003914-d.html
LC Card Number: 2005003914
ISBN 0292706596 (cloth : alk. paper) ; 9780292706590 (cloth : alk. paper)
Ayer UG472 .M37 2005 (NLO)

18441 Cartography - Spain - 1500-1599>>>Cabot, Sebastian, 1474 (ca.)-1557<<<Gutiérrez, Diego, ca. 1485-1554<<<Casa de Contratación (Spain)<<Spain. Casa de Contratación SEE Casa de Contratación (Spain)<<Casa de la Contratación de Sevilla SEE Casa de Contratación de Sevilla (Spain)<<Casa de la Contratación de las Indias SEE Casa de Contratación (Spain)
Authors: Lamb, Ursula -- Terrae incognitae (1969) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
p. 40-57 ; 25 cm.
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3095, no. 1.
Ayer 1 .T32, v. 1, p. 40-57 (PrCt)

18442 Cartography - Spain - History - 1500
Authors: Cuesta Domingo, Mariano -- Surroca Carrascosa, Alfredo
346 pages : illustrations, maps ; 24 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (pages 311-332) and index.
LC Card Number: 2011524462
ISBN 9788461291793 ; 8461291794
GA221 .C37 2009 (NLO)

18443 Cartography - Spain - History - 1575-1585<<<Cartography - Portugal - History - 1575-1585<<<Escorial Atlas
Authors: Lamb, Ursula -- Terrae incognitae (1981) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
57 ; 25 cm.
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 901, no. 1.
Ayer 1 .T32, v. 1, p. 57 (PrCt)


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.


18461 Cartography - Study and Teaching - Cartography - Suffolk (England) - Coasts - History - 1600-1625
Authors: Cobbe, Hugh
4 p.; 33 cm.
BHC 1138
Vert 750 (PrCt)

18462 Cartography - Study and teaching - Cartometry - Atlases - Study and teaching
The Priority given to the representation of location and size in school atlases... 1979.
Authors: Schulz, Georg -- International Conference on the History of Cartography (8th: 1979: Berlin)
Abstract of paper prepared for Int. Conf. on the Hist. of Cartog. (8th), Berlin, 1979.
Vert 1721 (PrCt)

18463 Cartography - Study and Teaching - Michigan Map Society - History
Class for cartophiles blossoms into state map society. 1978.
In U-M Extension 37, no.3 (June, 1978): p.4.
BHC 1839
Vert 1407 (PrCt)

18464 Cartography - Study and Teaching - Newberry Library. Summer Institute in Cartography, 1980
The NEH summer institute in cartography. 1981.
Authors: Fetter, Bruce
BHC 1296
Vert 903 (PrCt)

18465 Cartography - Study and teaching - Outlines, syllabi, etc.
Authors: Danzer, Gerald A.
21 p.; 29 cm.
Xerox copy of typescript prepared for summer institute for high school teachers, Univ. of Illinois at Chicago, July 1992.
BHC 1737
Vert 1319 (PrCt)

18466 Cartography - Study and Teaching - Outlines, syllabi, etc.
History of cartography: course outline. [198-?].
BHC 2624

18467 Cartography - Study and teaching - Outlines, syllabi, etc. - Historical geography - Maps - 1996 - World history - Maps - 1996 - Historical atlases
Authors: Danzer, Gerald A. -- HarperCollins (Firm)
1 atlas (1 v.): col. ill., col. maps; 30 cm.
Transparencies with explanatory text.
Pages removable for overlaying and overhead projection.
Contents: Reference maps -- Source maps.
Scales not given.
Case folio G1030 .D36 1996 (NLO)

18468 Cartography - Study and teaching - Outlines, syllabi, etc. - Historical geography - Maps - World history - Maps - 1989 - Historical atlases
Authors: Danzer, Gerald A.
1 atlas (1 v. (unpaged)): ill., maps (some col.); 30 cm.
Consists of 50 reference maps and 60 primary resource maps.
Issued in ring-binder; pages removable for overlaying and overhead projection.
Transparencies of maps with explanatory text.
Includes bibliographical references.
Case folio G1201 .S1 D36 1996 (NLO)

18469 Cartography - Study and teaching - Outlines, syllabi, etc. - Historical geography - Maps - World history - Maps - 1991 - Historical atlases
Authors: Danzer, Gerald A. -- Buisseret, David -- HarperCollins (Firm)
1 atlas (1 v.): col. ill., col. maps; 30 cm.
Transparencies with explanatory text.
Pages removable for overlaying and overhead projection.
Includes bird's-eye-views, aerial photographs, remote-sensing images, [maps], community plans, and drawings of the imagination.--Intro.
Contents: Reference maps -- Source maps.
Case folio G1030 D35 1991 (NLO)

18470 Cartography - Study and teaching - Outlines, syllabi, etc. - Historical geography - Maps - World history - Maps - 1992 - Historical atlases
Authors: Danzer, Gerald A. -- HarperCollins (Firm)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

1 atlas (vi, 57 p.) : ill., maps ; 28 cm.
Scales vary.
Includes appendices with correlations to textbooks.

**18471**

**Cartography - Study and teaching - Outlines, syllabi, etc.**

**Historical geography - Maps**

**World history - Maps**

**1998**

**Atlases - 1998**

**World history : an atlas and study guide.**

**Upper Saddle River, N.J. Prentice Hall, 1998.**

**Authors:** Danzer, Gerald A. -- Prentice-Hall, inc. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (128 p.) : ill. (some col.), 88 maps (some col.) ; 26 cm.
Scales vary.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)**

**PrCt**

**18472**

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)**

**PrCt**

**18473**

**Cartography - Study and teaching - Outlines, syllabi, etc.**

**United States - Historical geography - Maps - 1989**

**Historical atlases**

**Discovering American history through maps and views.**


**Authors:** Danzer, Gerald A. -- HarperCollins (Firm)

1 atlas (1 v. (various pagings)) : col. ill., col. maps ; 30 cm.
Scales differ.
Transparencies of maps and ill. with explanatory text on facing pages.
Issued in ring binder; pages removable for overlaying and overhead projection.
Includes reduced-size reproductions of maps and ill.
Contents: Reference maps -- Source maps.

**Case folio G1201.S1 D3 1991 (NLO)**

**18474**

**Cartography - Study and teaching - Problems, exercises, etc.**

**Maps : using maps to solve problems / the Norman B. Leventhal Map Center at the Boston Public Library.**

**Boston : Boston Public Library, 2008.**

**Authors:** Boston Public Library. Norman B. Leventhal Map Center

12 p. : ill, maps ; 28 cm.

One of a series of mapping activities for school children.

"Funding for this project has been provided by the BNY Mellon Charitable Giving Program through the generosity of the Arthur F. Blanchard Trust."

**Vert 2302, no. 2 (PrCt)**

**18475**

**Cartography - Study and teaching - Problems, exercises, etc.**

**Maps : what is Boston's story / the Norman B. Leventhal Map Center at the Boston Public Library.**

**Boston : Boston Public Library, 2008.**

**Authors:** Boston Public Library. Norman B. Leventhal Map Center

12 p. : ill, maps ; 28 cm.
One of a series of mapping activities for school children.

"Funding for this project has been provided by the BNY Mellon Charitable Giving Program through the generosity of the Arthur F. Blanchard Trust."

**Vert 2302, no. 3 (PrCt)**

**18476**

**Cartography - Study and teaching - Problems, exercises, etc.**

**Maps : reading maps of Boston / the Norman B. Leventhal Map Center at the Boston Public Library.**

**Boston : Boston Public Library, 2008.**

**Authors:** Boston Public Library. Norman B. Leventhal Map Center -- Norman B. Leventhal Map Center SEE Boston Public Library. Norman B. Leventhal Map Center

12 p. : ill, graphs ; 28 cm.
One of a series of mapping activities for school children.

"Funding for this project has been provided by the BNY Mellon Charitable Giving Program through the generosity of the Arthur F. Blanchard Trust."

**Vert 2302, no. 1 (PrCt)**

**18477**

**Cartography - Study and Teaching - Russia**

**Geodesy - Study and Teaching - Russia**

**Cartography - Russia - History - 1800-1970**

**Higher geodetic and cartographic education in Tsarist and Soviet Russia.**

**1970.**

**Authors:** Bol'shakov, Vasilii Dmitrievich


Abstracts in French, German and Spanish.

Newberry duplicate: 5S 9 v. 7.

**Vert 359 (PrCt)**

**18478**

**Cartography - Study and Teaching - Spain**

**A doctoral programme course on history of cartography organized by the cartografic de Catalunya.**

**1993.**

**Authors:** Galera i Monegal, Montserrat

From Canadian cartographer 15 (1993 : Chicago)

Paper presented at Int. Conf. on Hist. of Cartog.
18479 Cartography - Sundgau (France) - History
Authors: Grenacher, Franz, 1900-
Cited in Imago Mundi annual bibliography.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

18480 Cartography - Superior, Lake - Cities and towns - History
City planning - Superior, Lake - History
Superior, Lake - History
Superior, Lake - Geography
Chequamegon Bay (Wis.) - History
Authors: Olmanson, Eric D., xv, 276 p. : ill., maps ; 24 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 247-263) and index.
Contents: Prologue: Lake Superior as the "Evil One's empire" -- Introduction: Imaginative geographies -- Reconnaissance -- Through the poets' eyes -- Ordering the landscape -- Cities in the wilderness -- The frontier, the future city, and the Wild West -- Northern exposures -- Epilogue: Pageantry, memory, and place.
Table of contents, contributor biographical information, and publisher description available on Library of Congress website (accessed June 2010):
http://www.loc.gov/catdir/toc/ecip0619/2006026820.html
http://www.loc.gov/catdir/enhancements/fy0666/2006026806-b.html
http://www.loc.gov/catdir/enhancements/fy0666/2006026806-d.html
LC Card Number: 2006026806
ISBN 0262160677 (alk. paper)
51 p.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

18483 Cartography - Swabia (Germany) - Exhibitions
Schwäbisches Land in alten Karten und Plänen. [Stuttgart : Das Hauptstaatsarchiv], 1971.
Bibliography: p. 50-51.
lower case g 10472 .987 (NLO)

18484 Cartography - Swan Islands (Honduras) - History
Swan Islands (Honduras) - Maps - Collections
Las Islas del Cisne (Swan Islands) en la cartografía de los siglos XVI al XX : (reseña histórica) / por Francisco José Durón. Londres [London] : [s.n.], 1962.
Authors: Durón, Francisco José -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
117 p. : ill., 3 folded maps ; 22 cm.
Cover title.
Folded maps in pocket.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 115-117). Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 63048929
Baskes F1509.B3 D87 1962 (NLO)

18485 Cartography - Sweden - History
Authors: Ehrensvard, Ulla -- Krigsarkivet (Sweden) -- International Conference on the History of Cartography (14th : 1991 : Uppsala and Stockholm
5 leaves ; 30 cm.
Script of video presented at the International Conference on the History of Cartography (14th : 1991 : Uppsala and Stockholm); for VHS see < >.
Vert 892, no. 1 (PrCt)

18486 Cartography - Sweden - History
Authors: Bratt, Einar Olof, 1886-1975
Pp. 91-94 ; 30 cm.
Offprint from Kartengeschichte und Kartenbearbeitung : Festschrift zum 80.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Geburtstag von Wilhelm Bonacker (Bad Godesberg: Kirschbaum, 1968).
Vert 892, no. 2 (PrCt)

18487 Cartography - Sweden - History>Economic Maps - Sweden
A Modern map goes historic. 1991.
9 p. ; 30 cm.
BHC 2529
Vert 2069 (PrCt)

18488 Cartography - Switzerland - Exhibitions
Die Schweizerische kartographie und der weltausstellung in Paris 1889. Frauenfeld, 1890.
Authors: Becker, Fridolin, 1854--
No known copies; source of citation unknown.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

18489 Cartography - Switzerland - Exhibitions - Catalogs>Cartographers, Swiss - Exhibitions - Catalogs>Universität Bern.
Universitätsbibliothek - Map collections - Exhibitions - Catalogs
Authors: Klöti, Thomas, 1952-- Werdt, Christophe v. -- Universität Bern.
Catalog of an exhibition mounted on the occasion of the 22d International Conference on the History of Cartography, Bern, 8-13 July 2007. There is also an English edition.
To Collection Services for cataloging, Sept. 2007 (PrCt)

Universitätsbibliothek SEE Stadt- und Universitätsbibliothek Bern> Bern.
Universitätsbibliothek SEE Stadt- und Universitätsbibliothek Bern
Universitätsbibliothek SEE Stadt- und Universitätsbibliothek Bern -- Bern.
Universitätbibliothek SEE Stadt- und Universitätbibliothek Bern 42 p. ; 21 cm.
Catalog of an exhibition mounted on the occasion of the 22d International Conference on the History of Cartography, Bern, 8-13 July 2007. There is also a German edition.
To Collection Services for cataloging, Sept. 2007 (PrCt)

18491 Cartography - Switzerland - History
Die Älteste Landkarte der Schweiz. 1928.
Authors: Gugerli, David, 1961-- Speich, Daniel, 1941-- 264 p. : maps (some col.) ; 25 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 229-253) and index.
ISBN 3034005482
GA201 .G84 2002 (NLO)

Authors: Grosjean, Georges -- Newberry Library. John M. Wing Foundation
In: Schweizerisches Gutenbergmuseum. v. 54 (1968), p. 47-64.
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.
Wing Z 008.08 v. 54 (PrCt)

18493 Cartography - Switzerland - History>Maps As Historical Sources
Landkarten als kultur- und geistes-geschichtliche Dokumente. 1968.
Authors: Gugerli, David -- Newberry Library. John M. Wing Foundation
In: Schweizerisches Gutenbergmuseum. v. 54 (1968), p. 47-64.
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.
Wing Z 008.08 v. 54 (PrCt)

18494 Cartography - Switzerland - History (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Wolf, Rudolf, 1816-1893 320 p. ; ill. ; 30 cm.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

18495 Cartography - Switzerland -
Maps of an empresario: Austin’s contribution to the cartography of Texas. 1982.
Authors: Martin, Robert Sidney
In Southwestern Historical Quarterly 85, no.4 (Apr. 1982): 371-400. maps.

BHC 1691
Vert 1275 (PrCt)

Albuquerque : Published for the Amon Carter Museum by the University of New Mexico Press, c1984.
Authors: Martin, James C. -- Martin, Robert Sidney -- Amon Carter Museum of Western Art -- University of New Mexico Press -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (x, 174 p.) : ill., 60 maps (some col.) ; 24 x 32 cm.
1st ed.
*Prepared in conjunction with the exhibit 'Crossroads of empire: printed maps of Texas and the Southwest, 1513-1900' produced by the Amon Carter Museum, Fort Worth*--Verso t.p.
Includes bibliographies and index.
Scales differ.
References: 37 Imago 117 ; 5 Jolly 10
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 84675055

Net at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Authors: Matson, Robert C. -- Michigan College of Mining and Technology -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
2nd ed.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [111]) and index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes GA105 .M37 1943 (NLO)

Authors: Texas heritage (Texas Historical Foundation) .
Series: Texas heritage ; v.19, no. 1 -- Texas heritage (Texas Historical Foundation) ; v. 19, no. 1.
Includes bibliographical references.

Series: Texas Heritage.
Formerly Ayer folio G1370 .M3 1984

References: 37 Imago 117 ; 5 Jolly 10
LC Card Number: 84675055
ISBN 0826307418

Map Ref folio G1370 .M3 1984 (NLO)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
18511 Cartography - Textbooks - 1952
Authors: Monkhouse, Francis John -- Wilkinson, Henry Robert -- Campbell, Eila M. J. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
With 199 illustrations.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Gold-stamped blue cloth boards.
Ownership inscription of Eila M.J. Campbell.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
*Baskes GA105 .M65 1952 (NLO)*

18512 Cartography - Textbooks - 1959-1962 Cartography - Russia - Textbooks - 1959-1962
Authors: Salischchev, Konstantin Alekseevich -- Polskaia, N. M. (Nina Mikhailovna) -- Campbell, Eila M. J. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
2 v. : ill., maps (some col.) ; 26 cm.
Edition: 3-e pererabotannoe izdanie.
Incomplete; lacking vol. 1.
Authorized for instructional purposes:
'Dopushcheno v kachestve uchebnogo posobiia dlia spets ial'nosti "kartografiia."
Contents: [t. 1] Obshchaia chast' -- t. 2. Istoriia kartografi i kartograficheskii istochniki.
'Eta kniga-3-e izd. pervogo toma'--P. 3, v. 2. Errata slip inserted.
Presentation inscription in v. 2 to 'Miss E[ila J.] Campbell from N. Polskaya [i.e. Nina Mikhailovna Polskaia], dated Oct. 10, 1962.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
*Baskes GA105 .S253 (NLO)*

18513 Cartography - Textbooks - 1966
Authors: Monkhouse, Francis John -- Wilkinson, Henry Robert -- Campbell, Eila M. J. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
2nd. ed., rev. and enl.
With 235 illustrations.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Gold-stamped green cloth boards.
Ownership inscription of Eila M.J. Campbell.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
*Baskes GA105 .M651 1966 (NLO)*

18514 Cartography - Textbooks - 1969
Authors: Robinson, Arthur Howard 1915-2004 -- Sale, Randall D. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
415 p. : ill., maps ; 24 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 396-403) and index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copy: 5A 3162
LC Card Number: 69019232
ISBN 0471728055
*Baskes GA9 .R6 1969 (NLO)*

18515 Cartography - Textbooks - 1971
Authors: Monkhouse, Francis John -- Wilkinson, Henry Robert -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
3rd ed. rev. and enl.
Series statement: University paperbacks ; UP75.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Paper covers printed in red, black, white, and ochre.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
ISBN 0416074502
*Baskes GA105 .M652 1971 (NLO)*

18516 Cartography - Textbooks - 1978
Authors: Robinson, Arthur Howard 1915-2004 -- Sale, Randall D. -- Morrison, Joel L.
4th ed.
Includes bibliographies and index.
LC Card Number: 78001670
79-42088
ISBN 0471017817
*GA105.3 .R6 1978 (NLO)*

18517 Cartography - Textbooks - 1995
6th and latest edition of this classic by the dean of American academic cartographers, but any edition, including the first (1953) will provide necessary technical background for understanding maps.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
LC Card Number: 94033102
ISBN 0471555797 (acid-free paper)
*GA105.2 .E43 1995 (NLO)*

18518 Cartography - Textbooks - 1995

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Authors: Robinson, Arthur Howard 1915-2004
5th ed.
Includes bibliographies and index.
Formerly GA105.3 .E43 1984
LC Card Number: 84011860
ISBN 0471098779
Map Ref GA105.3 .E43 1984 (NLO)

18519 Cartography - Thuringia (Germany) - History - 1550-1750<<<>Erlich, Adolar, 1559-1634
Authors: Görner, Gunter -- Erlich, Adolar, 1559-1634
176 p. : ill., maps (some col.) ; 22 cm.
LC Card Number: 2002445019
ISBN 393474883X ; 9783934748835
GA875.T48 G66 2001 (NLO)

18520 Cartography - Tokaido (Japan) - Maps - History - 1600-1900
Geographic representations of the Tôkaidô from Edo to Meiji Japan. [Washington, D.C.
Washington Map Society, 2000].
Authors: Traganou, Jilly. 1966- p. 12-31 : maps ; 28 cm.
folio GA101 .P67, no. 47, p. 12-31 (PrCt)

18521 Cartography<<<>Topographic maps<<<>Pictorial maps<<<>Map symbols
Authors: Harvey, P. D. A. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
199 p. : ill. (some col.), maps ; 26 cm.
A thoughtful general survey employing a novel perspective--the relationship between maps and pictures. Many fine reproductions of seldom-seen maps.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 186-191) and index .
Formerly GA125 .H37 1980b
Duplicate copy: Baskes GA125 .H37 1980
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 80505257 80080086
ISBN 0500241058
Map Ref GA125 .H37 1980b (NLO)

18522 Cartography - Treviso (Italy) - History<<<>Cartography - Treviso (Italy : Province) - History<<<>Treviso (Italy) - Maps - Catalogs<<<>Treviso (Italy : Province) - Maps - Catalogs<<<>Treviso (Italy : Province) - Pictorial works - Catalogs
Treviso : vedute e cartografia dal XV al XIX secolo / Anna Zanini, Luisa Tiveron. Vicenza : Terra ferma, c2008-.
Authors: Zanini, Anna -- Tiveron, Luisa
v. : col. ill., maps ; 33 cm.
Work will be complete in 2 vols.
Includes bibliographical references (v. 1: p. 25-27).
Series: Carte di una città e del suo territorio ; v. 1.
ISBN 9788863220261 (v. 1) : 8863220263 (v. 1)
2013050907 on order (NLO)

18525 Cartography - Ukraine - 1600-1799 - Exhibitions
Authors: Kordan, Bohdan S. -- Ring House Gallery
27 p : maps ; 23 cm.
Exhibition, Ring House Gallery, University of Alberta, April 21-28 1985.
BHC 1002
Vert 574 (PrCt)

18526 Cartography - Ukraine - 1700-1799
Authors: Galkovich, B. G. -- International Conference on the History of Cartography (5th : 1973 : Warsaw)
Vert 200 (PrCt)

18527 Cartography - Ukraine - History - 1150-1799<<<>Ukraine - Maps - Exhibitions -

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalogs</th>
<th>Ukrainian Museum (New York, NY) - Exhibitions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Authors: Wilson, Charles William, Sir, 1836-1905 -- Stanley, George Francis Gilman -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) [10], 182 p.: maps, port.; 22 cm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Contents: Volume One: Journal of service of Lieutenant Charles William Wilson, R.E., April 20th, 1858-June 11th, 1860 -- Volume Two: June 12th, 1860 - July 17th, 1862. Includes bibliographical references (p. 177-179) and index. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Duplicate copy: 4A 13663</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LC Card Number: 76023192</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Baskes F854 .W5 (NLO)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18528</td>
<td>Cartography - United States - 1815 - Lewis, Samuel, 1753 or 4-1822. A New and correct map of the United States of North America (1815) [Review of] A New and correct map of the United States of North America, exhibiting the counties, towns, roads, &amp;c. in each state, carefully compiled from surveys and the most authentic documents by Samuel Lewis. 1815. Authors: Port folio -- Hall, John E. (John Elihu), 1783-1829 3 leaves ; 22 x 29 cm. In Port folio 6 (1815): 304-308 [A5 .745, v. 6]. Photocopy. The review is signed 'Ed.,' at that time John E. Hall. This review was reprinted as 'Proposals by Emmor Kimber...for publishing by subscription, A new and correct map of the United States of North America;' see Vert 252, no. 1. Vert 252, no. 2 (PrCt)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

BHC 1539 Vert 1065 (PrCt)

18534 Cartography - United States - Cities and towns - Pictorial works - History Cities and towns - United States - Pictorial works - Cartography - History
Vert 492 (PrCt)

18535 Cartography - United States - Errors, inventions, etc. - History Cartography - United States - History - Maps - Collections

Authors: Friis, Herman Ralph, 1905-1989 52 p. ; 23 cm. Series: National Archives Publication ; no. 53-2.
BHC 219 Vert 531 (PrCt)

18537 Cartography - United States - Exhibitions - Catalogs Library Company of Philadelphia - Map Collections - Exhibitions - Catalogs
BHC 1961 Vert 1520 (PrCt)

18538 Cartography - United States - History - 1650-1770 - Boundaries - 1650-1770
Straight lines and stability : mapping the political order of the Anglo-American frontier. 1993.
BHC 2415 Vert 1966 (PrCt)

18539 Cartography - United States - History - 1675-1715 - British cartography - United States - History - 1675-1715
English mapping of America. 1986.
BHC 1834 Vert 1402 (PrCt)

18540 Cartography - United States - History - 1700-1799 - British cartography - United States - History - 1700-1799 - Cartography, British SEE British cartography
Map Ref GA405 .5 .C85 1974 (NLO)

18541 Cartography - United States - History - 1700-1799 - Surveying - United States - History - 1700-1799

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

Summary: Maps are both works of art and valuable sources of information about the past. Degrees of latitude gives students an opportunity to explore how early maps were created. Follow a young surveyor, George Washington, as he trudges through the Virginia wilderness with only a chain and a compass. See how eighteenth-century mapmakers like John Mitchell determined which resources would create an accurate map. And learn about the impact maps have had on people and events throughout history.

Series: Electronic field trips to Colonial Williamsburg.

Vert 516 (PrCt)

18542 Cartography - United States - History - 1785-1900
Taking the measure of the land. 1977.
Authors: Ehrenberg, Ralph E., 1937- -- Prologue (Fall 1977)
p. 128-150 : maps (some col.)
In: Prologue, v.9, no.3 (Fall 1977), p. 128-150 : maps (some col.)
BHC 200

Vert 516 (PrCt)

18543 Cartography - United States - History - 1800-1899
Map industry and trade - United States - 1800-1899
Authors: Ristow, Walter W. (Walter William), 1908-2006 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
488 p. : ill., maps, ports. ; 23 x 27 cm.
Not a synthetic history, but packed with information about some of the most important publishers and their works. Good illustrations. Includes bibliographies and index.
Formerly Ayer GA405 .R57 1985
LC Card Number: 84025798
ISBN 0814317685
Map Ref GA405 .R57 1985 (NLO)

Vert 516 (PrCt)

18544 Cartography - United States - History - 1800-1899
Thematic maps - United States - History - 1800-1899

Authors: Schulten, Susan -- University of Chicago. Press
xii, 246 pages : illustrations, maps ; 26 cm.
Contents: Mapping the past -- The graphic foundations of American history -- Capturing the past through maps -- Mapping the present -- Disease, expansion, and the rise of environmental mapping -- Slavery and the origin of statistical cartography -- The cartographic consolidation of America.
Includes bibliographical references (pages 203-236) and index.
LC Card Number: 2011046239
ISBN 9780226740683 (cloth) ; 0226740684 (cloth)

GA405.5 .S38 2012 (NLO)

18545 Cartography - United States - History - 1815<<>Lewis, Samuel, 1753 or 4-1822. A New and correct map of the United States of North America (1815)
Proposals by Emmor Kimber, no. 22, Church Alley, Philadelphia, for publishing by subscription, a new and correct map of the United States of North America, exhibiting the counties, towns, roads, etc. in each state, carefully compiled from surveys and the most authentic documents by Samuel Lewis . . . extract from the Port-Folio, vol. 6, 1815, p. 304. Philadelphia : Kimber, 1815.
Authors: Kimber, Emmor, 1775-1850 4 p. ; 21 cm.
Other maps for sale are listed on p.4.

Vert 516 (PrCt)

18546 Cartography - United States - History - 1920-1970
Authors: Radlnsky, William A. -- Wild, firm, Heerbrugg p. 91-99
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

18547 Cartography - United States - History - Bibliography
Authors: Wolter, John Amadeus, 1925-27 p.

Vert 516 (PrCt)

18548 Cartography - United States - History - Bibliography
Authors: Wolter, John Amadeus, 1925-
Vert 289 (PrCt)

18549 Cartography - United States - History - Bibliography
Bibliography
Authors: Burnette, Rand -- MacMurray College, Jacksonville, Ill.
8 p. ; 28 cm.
Photocopy of typescript dated April 5, 1992
BHC 1540
Vert 1130 (PrCt)

18550 Cartography - United States - History
Nordamerika im Kartenbild : historische und moderne Landkarten der USA und Kanadas .
Authors: Lenz, Karl -- Patzer, Wolfgang -- Vollmar, Rainer
71 p. ; map ; 21 cm.
Series: Kartographische Miniaturen, 6.
Vert 451 (PrCt)

18551 Cartography - United States - History - Civil War, 1861-1865 - Exhibitions
United States - History - Civil War, 1861-1865 - Maps - Exhibitions - Catalogs
Library of Congress - Map Collections - Exhibitions - Catalogs
Mapping the American Civil War. 1988.
Authors: Library of Congress
8 p.
BHC 2064
Vert 801, no. 1 (PrCt)

18552 Cartography - United States - History - Civil War, 1861-1865 - Handbooks, manuals, etc.
United States - History - Civil War, 1861-1865 - Regimental histories - Army of the Cumberland
Engineer orders & circulars. [Bristol, Ind. Elkhart County Historical Museum, 2006].
Authors: United States. Army of the Cumberland.
Topographical Engineers Office -- Merrill, W. E. (William Emery), 1837-1891 -- Margedant, Wm. C. (William C.) -- Goddard, C. -- Elkhart County Historical Museum (Ind.) Ambrose Bierce Collection -- Bierce (Ambrose) Collection, Elkhart County Historical Museum (Ind.) SEE Elkhart County Historical Museum (Ind.) Ambrose Bierce Collection
14 leaves ; 28 cm.
Photocopies of printed orders and circulars (8 in all) issued by the Topographical Engineer Office, Head Quarters, Army of the Cumberland, Chattanooga and Murfreesboro, Tenn., providing instructions on the preparation of topographical maps.
Most of the orders and circulars are signed by Merrill, two by Margedant, and one by Goddard. Originals in the Ambrose Bierce Collection of the Elkhart County Historical Museum.
These orders and circulars were also published as a separate pamphlet, with text reproduced lithographically from handwritten copy, as Pamphlet of circulars and orders issued from the Topl. Engr. Office, Head Quarters, Department Cumberland from May to September 1863 (Chattanooga, Tenn., 1864) [20 p. 18 cm.], a copy of which is also in the Bierce Collection.
Vert 801, no. 2 (PrCt)

18553 Cartography - United States - History - Civil War, 1861-1865 - United States - History - Civil War, 1861-1865 - Maps - Collections
Authors: McElfresh, Earl B. -- Harry N. Abrams, Inc. -- History Book Club
272 p. : ill. (some col.), maps (some col.) ; 31 cm.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
ISBN 0810934302
folio E468.9 .M135 1999 (NLO)

18554 Cartography - United States - History - Revolution, 1775-1783 - Exhibitions - Catalogs
Newberry Library - Exhibitions - United States - History
Map news. 1978.
Authors: Seavey, Charles Alden, 1941-
From Documents to the People 6-8 (1978-80).
Xerox copies of his column.
Vert 1718 (PrCt)

18555 Cartography - United States - History - Revolution, 1775-1783 - Maps - Bibliography
Authors: Karrow, Robert W. -- Newberry Library -- Kenneth Nebenzahl, Jr., lectures in the history of cartography -- Hermon Dunlap Smith Center for the History of Cartography
34 p. ; 26 cm.
Includes 75 entries; this copy annotated in pencil with Newberry call numbers.
Organized to coincide with the 4th series of the Kenneth Nebenzahl, Jr., Lectures in the History of Cartography, held at the Newberry Library in 1974.
'Selected bibliography': p. 33-34.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Formerly 5A 8470
Duplicate copies: Vert 297 nos. 1 and 2
See also lectures published in 1978, but first delivered in 1974 during the Nebenzahl Lectures:

18556 Cartography - United States - History - Revolution, 1775-1783
Dept. of the Navy. Library
Atlas of battles of the American Revolution, together with maps shewing the routes of the British and American armies ... [New York, 1845?].
3 leaves
Photocopies of the title and table of contents pages of Faden's atlas in the Navy Dept. Library, with a letter from the director, Walter B. Greenwood.
Vert 98 (PrCt)

18557 Cartography - United States - History - Revolution, 1775-1783
History - Revolution, 1775-1783 - Cartography
Includes bibliographical references (p. [173]-182) and index.
Published versions of lectures first delivered in the 4th series of Kenneth Nebenzahl, Jr., Lectures in the History of Cartography held at the Newberry Library in 1974.
Formerly folio GA405.5 .H37
 LC Card Number: 77008023
ISBN 0226316319
Map Ref folio GA405.5 .H37 (NLO)

18558 Cartography - United States - History - Slides
Authors: Short, John R. -- Hermon Dunlap Smith Center for the History of Cartography
6 slides : col. + 1 booklet (15 p. ; 17 cm.)
Title from accompanying booklet. 'The Cartography and History Summer Institute Program'--Cover.
Includes: '1 booklet (15 p. ; 17 cm.). Includes bibliographical references (Booklet, p. 15).
Reproductions of six maps from between 1867 and 1899. Original works are in the Newberry Library.
Series: The Newberry Library slide set ; no. 23.
ISBN 0911028641
Case GA201 .N49 no.23 (NLO)

18559 Cartography - United States - History - Study and teaching - Outlines, syllabi, etc.
Counties - United States - Maps - Study and teaching - Outlines, syllabi, etc.
United States - Historical geography - Maps - Study and teaching - Outlines, syllabi, etc.
United States - Historical geography - Maps - 1997
Historical atlases
Authors: Danzer, Gerald A. -- Newman, Mark, 1948- -- Pinsof, Laura -- Sinclair, Margarita -- University of Illinois at Chicago -- National Endowment for the Humanities
65 p. : ill., maps ; 28 cm.
Selected papers from the project 'Cartographic Traditions in American History' sponsored by the National Endowment for the Humanities. Includes bibliographical references.
folio E175.8 .C66 1997 (NLO)

18560 Cartography - United States - Pictorial works - History - 1850-1899 - Cities and towns
A Celebration of cities . 1979.
Authors: American Heritage Publishing Company From American Heritage 30, no. 2 (Feb.-Mar.
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Vert 2004 (PrCt)

18571  Cartography - Vienna (Austria) - History - 1500-1500 onwards
Hirschvogel, Augustin, 1503-1553 onwards
Wolmut, Bonifaz, 16th cent.
Die Wiener Stadtpläne zur Zeit der ersten Türkenbelagerung. [Wien : Waldheim & Förster, 1898].
Authors: Wellisch, Siegmund, 1864-1930 --
Zeitschrift des Österreichischer Ingenieur- und Architekten-verienes (1898)
p. 537-541, 552-555, 562-565 : 2 maps, ill. ; 33 cm.

Vert 3100, no. 2 (PrCt)

18572  Cartography - Vienna (Austria) - History - 1686
Die Kartographische darstellung Wiens bis zur zweiten Türkenbelagerung. 1995.
Authors: Fischer, Karl
BHC 2454

Vert 2004 (PrCt)

18573  Cartography - Vienna (Austria) - History - 1800-1995
Authors: Fischer, Karl
BHC 2457

Vert 2004 (PrCt)

18574  Cartography - Vimy Ridge, Battle of, France, 1917
Cartography - World War, 1914-1918
Authors: Murray, Jeffrey S.
BHC 1456

Vert 1051 (PrCt)

18575  Cartography - Virginia - Cities and towns - History
Cartography - Maryland - Cities and towns - History
Cities and towns - Cartography - History
Authors: Reps, John William -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
p. 27-38 : maps ; 25 cm.
Caption title.
Photocopy of original in Cornell University Library.
Ayer 5A 231, p. 27-38 (PrCt)

18576  Cartography - Virginia - History
Cartography - Prince William County (Va.) - History
Authors: Harrison, Fairfax, 1869-1938 --
Harrison, Fairfax, 1869-1938. Landmarks of old Prince William (1964)
p. 601-652 ; 23 cm.
First published in 1924.
Discusses general maps of Virginia as well as maps specifically of Prince William Co.
'Notes': p. 646-652
F 863 .387, p. 601-652 (PrCt)

18577  Cartography - Virginia - History
 Virginia - Maps - Bibliography
Virginia - Maps - Collections
Authors: Stephenson, Richard W., 1930- --
McKee, Marianne M. (Marianne Miller) -- Library of Virginia -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (xxi, 335 p.) : col. ill., 204 maps ; 29 x 39 cm.
1st ed.
Includes an alphabetical short-title list of maps and index.
Bibliography: p. 320-322.
OCLC 45172285
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

18578  Cartography - Virginia - History
 Virginia - Maps - Bibliography
Virginia - Maps - Collections
Authors: Stephenson, Richard W., 1930- --
McKee, Marianne M. (Marianne Miller) -- Library of Virginia
1 atlas (xxi, 335 p.) : col. ill., 204 map plates ; 29 x 39 cm.
1st ed.
Includes an alphabetical short-title list of maps and index.
Bibliography: p. 320-322.
OCLC 45172285
folio G1291.S1 V5 2000 (NLO)

18579  Cartography - Virginia - History
 Virginia - Maps - Collections
18580 Cartography - Wales - History - 1700-1799
Themes in the large scale mapping of Wales in the 18th century. 1968.
Authors: Walters, Gwyn
BHC 2575
Vert 2112, no. 1 (PrCt)

18581 Cartography - Wales - History - Exhibitions - Cartography - History
Authors: Evans, Olwen Caradoc -- Map Collectors' Circle -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
22 p., 20 p. of plates : maps ; 25 cm.
Ayer 129.5 .W172 E92 1964 (NLO)

18582 Cartography - Washington (D.C.) - History
A La carte : selected papers on maps and atlases (1967) p. 126-143 : maps, ill. ; 26 cm.

18583 Cartography - Washington (D.C.) - History
A La carte : selected papers on maps and atlases (1967) p. 126-143 : maps, ill. ; 26 cm.

18584 Cartography - Washington (D.C.) - History
Authors: Colbert, Leo Otis, 1883-1968
Vert 465 (PrCt)

18585 Cartography - Washington (D.C.) - History - 1791-1818
Mapping the nation's capital the surveyor's office, 1791-1818 . 1979.
BHC 1273
Vert 880 (PrCt)

Cartography and colonization : the British in the West Indies after 1763. 1981.
Authors: Solnick, Bruce B., 1933- -- International Conference on the History of Cartography (9th : 1981 : Pisa, Italy, etc.)
1 leaf. Abstract of paper presented at IX Int.'l Conf. on the Hist. of Cart., Italy 1981.
Vert 551, no.6 (PrCt)

Cartography and colonization : the British in the West Indies after 1763. 1981.
Authors: Solnick, Bruce B., 1933- -- International Conference on the History of Cartography (9th : 1981 : Pisa, Italy, etc.)
1 leaf. Abstract of paper presented at IX Int.'l Conf. on the Hist. of Cart., Italy 1981.
Vert 551, no.6 (PrCt)

18588 Cartography - West (U.S.)
Mapping the American West, 1540-1857 ; a preliminary study. 1954.
Authors: Wheat, Carl I. (Carl Irving), 1892-1966 p. [19]-194
F 028 .0305 v. 64, p. [19]-194 (PrCt)

18589 Cartography - West (U.S.) - Bibliography
Selected references for 'Mapping the American West'. 1981.
Authors: Nebenzahl, Kenneth, 1927- [3] leaves
Distributed on the occasion of his talk at the
BHC 232
Vert 541 (PrCt)

18590  Cartography - West (U.S.) - Exhibitions - Catalogs
Authors: Friis, Herman Ralph, 1905-1989 -- United States. National Archives and Records Administration
31 p. ; 23cm.
Series: National Archives Publication no. 64-6
Exhibition at annual meeting of the Western History Association (Salt Lake City, Oct. 17-19, 1963).
Duplicate copy: 4A 14885.
BHC 1311
Vert 918 (PrCt)

18591  Cartography - West (U.S.) - Exhibitions - Catalogs - 1556-1854<<>University of Arizona. Library - Map Collections - Exhibitions - Catalogs
Maps of the Pimeria: early cartography of the southwest from the Univ. of Arizona Library map collection. 1991.
Authors: Mount, Jack D.
BHC 1343
Vert 950 (PrCt)

18592  Cartography - West (U.S.) - Exhibitions - Catalogs<<>Newberry Library - Exhibitions - Catalogs
Mapping Manifest Destiny : outline with object list by section and subsection. [Chicago : Newberry Library], 2007.
Authors: Conzen, Michael P. -- Dillon, Diane -- Feschbach, Riva -- Newberry Library
9 p. ; 28 cm.
List of 58 items (mostly from the Newberry Library) shown in the exhibit Mapping manifest destiny : Chicago and the American West, curated by Diane Dillon and Michael Conzen, and held at the library between November 3, 2007-February 16, 2008.
Printout (from a Microsoft Word document?) of a working draft compiled by Riva Feschbach dated May 10, 2007; probably incomplete and later revised.
Vert 330 no. 2 (PrCt)

Mapping the transissippi West, 1540-1861.
5 v. in 6 : maps (part fold., part col.) ; 37 cm.
Classic treatment of the subject, discussing 1,302 maps and reproducing a large share of them. The bibliographies at the ends of the volumes actually cover the period 1540-1884.
Contents: v. 1. The Spanish entrada to the Louisiana Purchase, 1540-1804 -- v. 2. From Lewis and Clark to Fremont -- v. 3 From the Mexican War to the Boundary Surveys, 1846-1854 -- v. 4 From the Pacific Railroad Surveys to the onset of the Civil War -- v. 5. (in 2 v.). -- From the Civil War to the Geological Survey.
Printed by the Grabhorn Press.
Formerly Ayer 136.W5 1957
BHC 2249
LC Card Number: 57059400
Map Ref folio GA405 .W5 1957 (NLO)

18594  Cartography - West (U.S.) - History - 1783-1861<<>Travel - West (U.S.) - History - 1783-1861<<>United States. Congress
The Documents and reports of the United States Congress : a primary source of information on travel in the West, 1783-1861. 1970.
Authors: Friis, Herman Ralph, 1905-1989
BHC 1315

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Folio</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A Manuscript map of an overland journey from Salt Lake City to Sacramento City. 1975.</td>
<td>Authors: Purdy, James R. -- Sparks, James Henry -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>p. 47-62 : map</td>
<td>Includes a facsimile of the map, probably made in 1852 or 1853 for James Henry Sparks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ayer 1 .W465, v. 6, p. 47-62 (PrCt)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18598</td>
<td>Cartography - West (U.S.) - History - 1867-1878</td>
<td>Geological and Geographical Survey of the Territories (U.S.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Title varies: 3d, 1869, Preliminary field report of the United States geological survey of Colorado and New Mexico. -- 4th, 1870, Preliminary report of the United States geological survey of Wyoming. -- 5th, 1871, Preliminary report of the United States geological survey of Montana and portions of adjacent territories.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18599</td>
<td>Cartography - West (U.S.) - History - 1867-1878</td>
<td>Geological and Geographical Survey of the Territories (U.S.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8 v. in 7 : ill., maps (part fold.) ; 24 cm.</td>
<td>Authors: Geological and Geographical Survey of the Territories (U.S.) 8 v. in 7 : ill., maps (part fold.) ; 24 cm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18596</td>
<td>Cartography - West (U.S.) - History - 1800-1899</td>
<td>Emory, William H. (William Hemsley), 1811-1887 - Warren, Gouverneur Kemble, 1830-1882</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Warren, Gouverneur Kemble, 1830-1882</td>
<td>Authors: Emory, William H. (William Hemsley), 1811-1887 - Warren, Gouverneur Kemble, 1830-1882</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Powell, John Wesley, 1834-1902</td>
<td>Authors: Powell, John Wesley, 1834-1902</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18601</td>
<td>Cartography - West (U.S.) - History - 19th century</td>
<td>Geological Surveys West of the 100th Meridian (U.S.) - Kampf, F. - Kampf, C. L. F. SEE Kampf, F.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Authors: Wilson, William Edward, 1934- -- Geological Survey (U.S.)
vii, 38 p. : ill. (some col.), maps ; 28 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 32-38).
Available as Adobe Acrobat file on USGS website (accessed July 2012):
The online version does not include maps or illustrations.
ISBN 9781411329850

18602 Cartography - West (U.S.) - History - Bibliography
The Historical cartography of the American west. 1986.
Authors: Palmer, Theodore W.
In AB Bookman's Weekly 77 (9 June 1986):
2698-2705.
BHC 1007
Vert 576 (PrCt)

Authors: California Map Society -- International Map Collectors' Society
BHC 2274
Vert 1741 (PrCt)

Authors: Conzen, Michael P. -- Dillon, Diane -- Newberry Library -- Kenneth Nebenzahl, Jr., lectures in the history of cartography -- Hermon Dunlap Smith Center for the History of Cartography -- Festival of Maps (2007-2008 : Chicago, Ill.)
119 p. : ill. (some col.), maps (some col.) ; 31 cm.
'An exhibition at the Newberry Library November 3, 2007-February 16, 2008.'
Section introductions and text by Diane Dillon. Organized to coincide with the 16th series of Kenneth Nebenzahl, Jr., Lectures in the History of Cartography (2008); one of the map exhibitions forming part of the Festival of Maps held in Chicago during 2007-2008.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 115-119)
Duplicate copies: folio GA408.5.W47 C66 2007 -- Ref GA408.5.W47 C66 2007b
See also unpublished checklist: Conzen, Michael P. and Diane Dillon. Mapping Manifest Destiny: Chicago and the American West [exhibit checklist] [2007]. 7 p. ; 28 cm. [Map Ref folio Z881 .C525 N48 2007 (PrCt)]
ISBN 0911028811 : 9780911028812
Map Ref GA408.5.W47 C66 2007c (NLO)

Authors: Koepp, Donna P. -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
vi, 182 p. : ill., facsim., maps, port. ; 24 cm.
Series: Occasional paper / Map and Geography Round Table of the American Library Association ; no. 1
Edited by Donna P. Koepp.
'This book is published for the Map and Geography Round Table of the American Library Association.'
Ayer GA405 E96 (NLO)

Authors: Cohen, Paul E. -- Rumsey, David, 1944- -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
vi, 208 p. : ill., maps (chiefly col.) ; 28 cm.
Includes dozens of facsimile reproductions with accompanying commentary, bibliographical references (p. 205), and index.
Formerly Ayer folio GA408.5.W47 C64 2002 LC Card Number: 2002102945
ISBN 0847824926
Map Ref folio GA408.5.W47 C64 2002 (NLO)

18607 Cartography - Westphalia (Germany) - 1500-1599 - Mascop, Godfried, 16th cent. - Sgrooten, Christian, ca.1525-1603 - Nagel, Heinrich, fl. 1590-1600 - Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594. Westphalia (1585) - Mercator, Gerard, ca. 1565-1656. Tabula geographica amplissimae ditionis Westphaliae (ca.1598)
Karten des westfälischen Raumes aus dem 16. Jahrhundert: Eine kritische Besprechung mit Untersuchungen über die Genauigkeit der...
Photocopies (lacking the 4 maps) from: Westfälische Forschungen 10 (1957): 99-120.
Vert 3128, no. 3 (PrCt)

18608 Cartography - Wieliczka (Poland) - History - 1638-1900 - Mine maps - Poland - 1638-1900
Cartographic monuments of the salt mine in Wieliczka. 1991.
Vert 1403 (PrCt)

18609 Cartography - Wisconsin - History - 1632-1820 - French Cartography - Wisconsin - History - 1632-1820
Authors: Wisconsin Academy of Sciences, Arts and Letters -- Berndt, Randall -- Parker, George -- Behm, Jeffrey A. -- Buisseret, David 24p. : maps ; 26cm.
To accompany An exhibition of period maps from the George Parker Collection with accompanying images and artifacts of the French presence in early Wisconsin ... June 3-30 1995.
BHC 2234
Vert 1703 (PrCt)

18610 Cartography - Wisconsin - History - 1832-1970
Authors: Baruth, Christopher
BHC 1058
Vert 625 (PrCt)

Authors: Edmonds, Michael
BHC 1270
Vert 877 (PrCt)

18612 Cartography - Wisconsin - History - 1850-1859 - Lapham, Increase Allen, 1811-1875
Increase A. Lapham's pioneer observations and maps of land forms and natural disturbances. 1983.
Authors: Dorney, John R.
BHC 1232
Vert 699 (PrCt)

18613 Cartography - Wisconsin - History - Owen, David Dale, 1807-1860
Authors: Friis, Herman Ralph, 1905-1989 26 p. : maps
The map is reproduced and redrawn to illustrate the seven different subjects depicted.
Includes list of individuals identified on the map (6 p.).
Vert 59 (PrCt)

18614 Cartography - Wisconsin - History - Periodicals - Wisconsin Map Society - Periodicals
Milestone. 1978.
Authors: Wisconsin Map Society 9 p. ; 28 cm.
Newsletter of the Wisconsin Map Society, Summer 1978 issue.
BHC 2566
Vert 2104 (PrCt)

Authors: Wisconsin Cartographers’ Guild -- Malone, Bobbie, 1944- -- Wisconsin Historical Society 1 v. (loose-leaf) : ill. (some col.), maps (some col.) ; 28 cm.
http://catdir.loc.gov/catdir/enhancements/fy0708/00030122-b.html
LC Card Number: 00030122

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
18626 Cartometry
Cartometric measurements . Zurich, Switzerland : [s.n.]. 1968.
Authors: Kishimoto, Haruko
143 p. : maps, tables ; 22 cm.
Gift '81.
GA151 .K57 (NLO)

18627 Cartometry
Techniques of scale assessment on historical maps. 1972.
Authors: Stone, Jeffrey C.
2 p.; 28 cm.
From Internat. Geog. 1972 vol. 1 Sec. 5: Historical Geography. (Toronto: IGU, 1972): 452-54.
BHC 1020
Vert 1916 (PrCt)

18628 Cartometry
Comparing figures by regression. [ca. 1980?].
Authors: Tobler, Waldo R. (Waldo Rudolph), 1930-
p. 193-195 : ill. ; 28 cm.
Photocopies from unidentified and undated source; includes references dated to1978.
BHC 2365
Vert 1916 (PrCt)

18629 Cartometry
Cityometric - Cities and towns - History
Cityometric analysis of historical town plans. 1981.
Authors: Lafrenz, Jürgen -- International Conference on the History of Cartography (9th : 1981 : Pisa, Italy, etc.)
Vert 1173 (PrCt)

18630 Cartometry
Authors: Devine, William Crill, 1919-
xii, 171, [3] leaves : maps, charts (2 folded in pocket)
Thesis (M.A.)--Arizona State University, 1974--Geography.
Electrostatic copy.
Bibliography: 138-141.
5A 7900 (NLO)

18631 Cartometry - Cities and towns
Analisi metrologica delle storiche piante cittadine.

18632 Cartometry
Map accuracy
Old maps : to what extent are they metrically accurate? / Frans Depuydt, Leen Decruynaere, An Heirman, Joeri Theelen. Leuven : Catholic University, [2008?].
Photocopies.
Apparently a preliminary version of a paper published as "Early modern maps : to what extent are they metrically accurate?," in Belgeo (Leuven), 2008, no 1, p. 69-86.
A contribution to the determination of metrical accuracy in some 16th-century maps of Flanders.
Vert 3004 (PrCt)

18633 Cartometry
Maps As Physical Objects
On the size of old maps. 1983.
Authors: Neumann, Joachim -- International Conference on the History of Cartography (10th : 1983 : Dublin)
Paper presented at Int. Conf. on the Hist. of Cartog. (10th), Dublin, 1983.
Vert 1453 (PrCt)

18634 Cartometry
Rizzi Zannoni, Giovanni Antonio, 1736-1814
Authors: Valerio, Vladimiro -- International Conference on the History of Cartography (9th : 1981 : Pisa, Italy, etc.)
1 leaf.
Abstract of paper presented at IX Int. Conf. on Hist.of Cart., Italy, 1981.
Missing July 2009.
Vert 549, no. 6 (PrCt)

18635 Cartoon maps - West (U.S.) - 1928
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1928 - Cartoon maps
Caricatures and cartoons - Maps - Specimens
A Cartograph of the once wild and wooly West, better known in modern times as the domain of the National Parks, which indicates why Dudes and Sagebrushers leave home / cartography by Ruth T. White. [Stanford, Calif. Stanford University Press, 1929, c1928].
Authors: Taylor, Ruth, b. 1902 -- Albright, Horace
Marden, 1890-. 'Oh, ranger!' A book about the national parks (1929) -- Taylor, Frank J., 1894-1972 -- Stanford University Press -- White, Ruth Taylor, b. 1902 SEE Taylor, Ruth, b. 1902 1 map ; 22 x 29 cm.

In 'Oh, ranger!': a book about the National Parks / by Horace M. Albright and Frank J. Taylor (Stanford, Calif., 1929), endpapers.

G 830 .023 endpapers (PrCt)

Authors: Kish, George, 1914- -- LSA (1981) p. 3-10 : maps, ill.
LSA [College of Literature, Science, and the Arts, Univ. of Michigan] 4 no. 3 (Spring 1981): 3-10. maps, ill.
BHC 1549
Vert 1139 (PrCt)

Authors: Clarke, C. N. G. p. 455-474 : ill., maps ; 28 cm.
Photocopies from Word & image 4, no. 2 (April-June 1988): 455-474
Vert 317 no. 2 (PrCt)

Authors: Warner & Foote -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 6 parts; 4 are 16 x 25.5 in each. and 2 are 18 x 25.5 in. each.. Scale: 1:31,680.
Microfiche 583, no. 369 (PrCt)

Authors: Parker, John, 1923-
Pp. 4-17 : illus., map
From The American magazine and historical chronicle 2, no. 1 (Spring-Summer 1986): 4-17 [E 186 .A437, v. 2].
Vert 642, no. 1 (PrCt)

Authors: Carver, Jonathan, 1710-1780. Travels through the interior parts of North America, in the years 1766, 1767, and 1768 -- Rooker, Michael Angelo, 1746-1801 -- United States. General Land Office -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 257 1 ms. map : vellum, hand col. ; 613 x 788 mm.
Date from C.A. Smith, List of ms. maps Ayer Coll. no. 257; note on map refers to another map published in 1821.
Unsigned map showing territory in west central Wisconsin and southeastern Minnesota; triangular tract roughly bounded by present day Saint Paul (Minn.) and Iron and Wood Counties (Wis.)

Drawn on a General Land Office township grid; many townships include names of title claimants. 'Explanation' contains 13 lines of text describing the limits of a land grant purportedly given to explorer Jonathan Carver by two Dakota Indian chiefs in 1767. Beginning after Carver's 1780 death and well into the twentieth century, his descendants and other parties repeatedly made unsuccessful claims on the so-called 'Carver grant.'

For discussion of the fraudulent development of the Carver Grant, see John Parker's New light on Jonathan Carver. For brief description of another ms. map of the grant dated ca. 1845 at the Historical Society of Pennsylvania, see David Bosse's The Maps of Robert Rogers and Jonathan Carver. Both pieces appear in The American magazine and historical chronicle v. 2 no. 1 (Spring-Summer 1986).
Pen-and-ink and watercolor (blue, red, yellow, brown).
Scale [ca. 1:352,000].
Inset view, 103 x 172 mm.: The Falls of Saint Anthony on the River Mississippi, near 2,400 miles from its entrance into the Gulf of Mexico.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
View copied from engraving by M.A. Rooker published in multiple eds. of: Carver, Jonathan. Travels through the interior parts of North America, in the years 1766, 1767, and 1768. 1778. Includes portrait of George Washington. Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library). Additional Carver materials at the Newberry Library include the following mss.: British Museum photostats of Carver's travel journals, a Dutch translation of his Travels, a copy of the spurious 1767 Indian land grant, and real property documents dated 1805-07 concerning Carver descendants. Exhibited at the Newberry Library as part of Mapping Manifest Destiny: Chicago and the American West (November 3, 2007February 16, 2008). Ayer ms map proj 95

VAULT drawer Ayer MS map 257 (NLO)

18641 Cary, John, approximately 1754-1835<> Carey family<> British Isles - Maps - Bibliography

John Cary, engraver, map, chart and print-seller and globemaker 1754 to 1835 : a bibliography with an introduction and biographical notes / by Sir Herbert George Fordham ... Cambridge : University Press, 1925.


Caption title: Catalogue of the atlases, maps, plans, itineraries and other engravings and publications of John Cary and his successors. 'Pedigree of the Cary family': p. [136].

Formerly lower case g 10 .31 Duplicate copy (author's own interleaved copy with two autographs and ms. annotations): Ayer 290 .F71 1925

LC Card Number: 26002921

Map Ref Z6028 .F71 1925 (NLO)


Authors: Reguera Sierra, Ernesto -- Solnick, Bruce B., 1933- -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 22 p. : ill., maps ; 23 cm.

Includes bibliographical references. Inscribed by author to: Dr. Bruce B. Solnick. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G95 .R44 1955 (NLO)

18643 Casale Monferrato (Italy) - History - Siege, 1630 - Maps<> Casale Monferrato (Italy) - Maps - 1635 - Fortification<> Casale Monferrato (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1635 - Fortification<> Spinola, Ambrogio, 1569-1630<> Toyras, M. de, 17th cent. <> Casal (Italy) SEE Casale Monferrato (Italy)

Plan de la ville et citadelle de Casal, assigee par le M. de Spinola, le 24me Maij 1630, et defendue par M. de Troyas iusque au 18 Octobre ... [Amsterdam] : C. J. Visscher, [ca. 1635]. Authors: Visscher, Claes Jansz., 1586 or 7-1652 -- Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library) 1 view : hand col. ; 40 x 55 cm.

Includes references 1-10. Inset views (25 x 21 cm. and 10 x 22 ): Elevation du plan de la citadelle de Casal -- Casal St. Evasio.

Remnants of binding stub on verso.


Hollstein, F. W. H. Dutch and Flemish etchings, engravings, and woodcuts, ca. 1450-1700 (1949-), no. (71).

Forms part of the Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Visscher 34 (PrCt)

18644 Casale Monferrato (Italy) - Maps - 1695 - Fortification Casal dit de Sr. Vas, ville forte d'Italie, capitale du Monserrat ... [Paris : De Fer, 1695]. Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646 -- Visscher, Claes Jansz., 1586 or 7-1652 -- Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library) 1 view : hand col. ; 40 x 27 cm.

In: Fer, Nicolas de. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes ... (1695-1696) pt. 2, map [13]. Manuscript '4' at upper right.


18645 Casale Monferrato (Italy) - Maps - 1713 - Fortification Casal dit de Sr. Vas, ville forte d'Italie, capitale du Monserrat ... [Paris : De Fer, 1713?]. Authors: Visscher, Claes Jansz., 1586 or 7-1652 -- Loon, H. V. (Herman van) -- Visscher, Claes Jansz., 1586 or 1652-1720. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes; avec leurs fortifications ... (1713?] pt. 2, map [13].

1 map ; 19 x 23 cm.

In: Fer, Nicolas de. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes; avec leurs fortifications ... (Paris : Nicolaus de Fer, 1695-1696) pt. 2, map [13].

Manuscript '(4)' at upper right.


18646 Casale Monferrato (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1740 <> Eugene, of Savoy, Prince of Savoy, 1663-1736

Cambridge : The University Press, 1925.


Caption title: Catalogue of the atlases, maps, plans, itineraries and other engravings and publications of John Cary and his successors. 'Pedigree of the Cary family': p. [136].

Formerly lower case g 10 .31 Duplicate copy (author's own interleaved copy with two autographs and ms. annotations): Ayer 290 .F71 1925

LC Card Number: 26002921

Map Ref Z6028 .F71 1925 (NLO)
A View of Casal, a very strong city and castle in Italy, taken by the Duke of Savoy in December, 1706. [London? Knapton, ca. 1740?].


1 view ; 36 x 47 cm.

Title in bottom margin.

'For Mr. Tindal's continuation of Mr. Rapin's history of England.'


18647 Cascade County (Mont.) - Maps - 1890 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps


Authors: Mortson, D. C. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps

1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.

Size of original: 28 x 42.5 in. Scale: 1:190,000. Originally published 1890.


Microfiche 583, no. 413 (PrCt)

18648 Cascade Range - Pictorial works - 1854 - Pacific railroads - Explorations and surveys - Pictorial works - 1854 - Railroads - Maps

Northern slopes of the Sierra Nevada. 1854.


1 view ; 14 x 76 cm.

Detached from Pacific Railroad Reports, v. 11, pt. 2, no. 12

Uniform title: Pacific Railroad Reports

map4F G4051.P3 1853 .U5 v. 11, pt. 2, no. 12 (PrCt)

18649 Cascais (Portugal) - Pictorial works - 1620

Cascale Lusitaniae opp. [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].

Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 view ; hand col. ; 13 x 48 cm. on sheet 41 x 51 cm.

Anonymous view.

On same sheet with: Olisipo nunc Lisboa -- Cascale et Bethleem oppidvla.

In: Braun, Georg and Franz Hogenberg. Civitates orbis terrarum [Cologne: Pieter van Brach?], ca. 1620 v. 1, plate 1

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 1, pl. 1 (PrCt)

18650 Cascais (Portugal) - Pictorial works - 1626 - Cast-Calles (Portugal) SEE Cascais (Portugal) - Caliz (Portugal) SEE Cascais (Portugal)

Caliz. [Franckfurt am Meyn : In Verlegung der Hulsischen bey Hartmanno Pathenio, 1626].

Authors: Braun, Samuel, 1580-1668 -- Braun, Samuel, 1580-1668. Die neuntzehende Schiffarth inhaltendt Fünff Schiffarthen Samuel Brauns Burgers und Wund Artzt zu Basel ... in Africam und dessen Provincien Congo ... (1626) -- Hulsius, Levinus, d. 1606. [Sammlung von sechs und zwanzig Schiffahrten] (1606-1650)

1 view ; 10.0 x 13.4 cm. (plate mark 10.8 x 14.2 cm)

In Braun, Samuel, Die neuntzehende Schiffarth inhaltendt Fünff Schiffarthen Samuel Brauns Burgers und Wund Artzt zu Basel ... in Africam und dessen Provincien Congo ... (Franckfurt am Meyn : In Verlegung der Hulsischen bey Hartmanno Pathenio, 1626), opp. p. 94.

In upper left corner 'Cap. 54'; in upper right corner '19 Sch. fol. 94.'

VAULT Ayer 110 .H9 1608, v. 3, pt. 19, p. 94 (PrCt)

18651 Casco Bay (Me.) - Maps - 1699 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Nautical charts - Casco Bay (Me.) - Maps - 1699 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles - Nautical charts

Sketch Map of Casco Bay. Anno 1699. [19--].


1 map

Photostatic reproduction of 1699 manuscript.


18652 Casco Bay (Me.) - Maps - 1720 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Nautical charts - Casco Bay (Me.) - Maps - 1720 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles - Nautical charts

...
18653 *Casco Bay (Me.) - Maps - 1720 - Nautical charts*  
*The Harbour of Casco Bay and islands adjacent. By Capt. Cyprian Southack; Em. Bowen sculpt.*  
1 map; 43 x 54 cm.  
F457.L6 S87 (NLO)  
\textit{Appare\l{}ly derived from Cyprian Southack's 1720 chart; see Ayer oversize G1106.P5 E5 1760 opp. p. 7.}  
\textit{Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger): English Pilot. Part 4 (1783)}  
\textit{oversize Ayer 135 .E55 1783 following p. 10 (Pr Ct)}  

18654 *Casco Bay (Me.) - Maps - 1783 - Nautical charts*  
*The Harbour of Casco Bay and islands adjacent.*  
London: J. Mount & T. Page, [1783].  
1 map; 42 x 53 cm.  

\textit{Apparently derived from Cyprian Southack's 1720 chart; see Ayer oversize G1106.P5 E5 1760 opp. p. 7.}  
F457.L6 S87 (NLO)  
\textit{Appare\l{}ly derived from Cyprian Southack's 1720 chart; see Ayer oversize G1106.P5 E5 1760 opp. p. 7.}  
F457.L6 S87 (NLO)  
\textit{oversize Ayer 135 .E55 1783 following p. 10 (Pr Ct)}
**Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)**

18657  
Caspian Sea - Maps - 1721 - Nautical charts  
Nautical charts  
_Carte marine de la mer Caspiene: levée suivant les ordres de S. M. Czariene, par Mr. Carl Vanverden en 1719, 1720, et 1721 ... / par Guillaume Delisle ..._ - A Paris : chez le Sr. Delisle, Quay de l'horloge. [1721?].  
Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Verden, Carl van -- L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726. [Collection of maps of the world]  
1 map ; 22 x 28 cm., on sheet 54 x 39 cm.  
In composite atlas without title page: L'Isle, Guillaume de. 
_Carte de la Mer Caspiène distinguée suivant les anciens que modernes jointes à celle de Sa Majesté Czariène / gravé par Liébaux, 1723._ Paris : s.n. , 1732?, [plate 74]. 
Number "74" in ms. on verso.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.  
VAULT Baskes oversize G1015 .L57 1700, [plate 74] (PrCt)

18660  
Caspian Sea - Maps - 1722 - Coasts  
_Carte de la Mer Caspienne / levéé suivant les ordres de S. M. Czariene, par Mr. Carl Vanverden en 1719, 1720, et 1721, et reduite au meridien de Paris par Guillaume Delisle ..._ Paris : Chez le Sr. Delisle, [1722?].  
Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Verden, Carl van -- Catherine I, Empress of Russia, 1684-1727 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III: X29 -- Vanverden, Carl van SEE Verden, Carl van  
1 map : 22 x 28 cm., on sheet 54 x 39 cm.  
'Mem. de l'Acad. 1721. pl. u. pag. 254' -- at upper right.  
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).  
Sack map2F G7422.C3P5 1722 .L5 (PrCt)

18661  
Caspian Sea - Maps - 1747  
_A New and accurate map of the Caspian Sea._ London : W. Innys et al, 1747.  
Authors: Bowen, Emanuel, -1767 -- Innys, William, d. 1756 -- Bowen, Emanuel, -1767. A Complete system of geography ... (1747)  
1 map ; 31 x 21 cm.  
In: Bowen, Emanuel. A Complete system of geography : being a description of ... the known world (London : Printed for William Innys, et al., 1747) v. 2, pl. [36].  
Case oversize G114 .B68 1747 v. 2, pl. 36 (PrCt)

18662  
Caspian Sea - Maps - 1754  
_Essai d'une nouvelle carte de la Mer Caspienne._
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Contents: Maps and plats -- Laws of Indiana (abridged).
Scales differ.
oversize G1403.C3 T76 1902 (NLO)

Authors: Town & Country Publishing Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (48 p.) : 29 maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
Includes indexes to owners and business directory.
Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Authors: Town & Country Publishing Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (48 p.) : 32 maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
Includes indexes to owners and business directory.
Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G4093.C3G46 1971 .T6 (NLO)

Authors: Town & Country Publishing Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (32 p.) : 19 maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
Includes business directory and index.
Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

18672 Cass County (Iowa) - Maps - 1900 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
Standard atlas of Cass County, Iowa, including a
Authors: Geo. A. Ogle & Co.
1 atlas (76, viii, x-xxii p. : ill., maps, ports.) ; 46 cm.
oversize G1433.C35 O3 1900 (NLO)

Authors: Directory Service Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (52 p.) : 17 maps ; 25 cm.
Cover title.
Scale not given.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps: Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 324 (PrCt)

Authors: Home Publishing Co. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
18676 Cass County (Mich.) - Maps - 1914 - Landowners<<---Counties - Maps
Authors: Geo. A. Ogle & Co.
1 atlas (87, viii, x-xxiii p. : ill., maps, ports.) ; 31 cm.
Photocopy.
Gift.
Cf. Phillips 4738.
folio G1413.C3 O3 1914 (NLO)

18677 Cass County (Minn.) - Maps - 1981 - Landowners<<---Counties - Maps
Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Cass County 4-H Council (Minn.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (104 p.) : 73 maps (2 col.) ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
"Sponsored by Cass County 4-H Council."
Includes index to owners and business directory. Scale [1:50,688]; 1 1/4 in. to 1 mile.
Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 81675145

18678 Cass County (Mo.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners<<---Counties - Maps
Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960- -- Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)
286 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
1st ed.
'Deluxe edition.'
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management
(www.glorecords.blm.gov).
'3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.'
Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).
Includes indexes.
Series: Family maps
ISBN 1420305182 ; 9781420305180
Local History Ref F472.C37 B69 2007 (NLO)

18679 Cass County (N.D.) - Maps - 1893 - Landowners<<---Counties - Maps
Authors: D.W. Ensign & Co.
1 atlas (138 p.) : ill., col. maps ; 46 cm.
Drawn and compiled from personal observations, actual surveys and county records.
Includes business directory and index.
oversize G1443.C3 E57 1893 (NLO)

18680 Cass County (Neb.) - Maps - 1894 - Landowners<<---Counties - Maps
Authors: Anderson Publishing Company
1 atlas (34, [16] p.) : maps (some col.) ; 45 cm.
References: Phillips 4879
oversize G1453.C2 A7 1918 (NLO)

18682 Cass Lake (Minn.) - Maps - 1834
Cass Lake, 2978 miles above the Gulf of Mexico. Cass County, Minnesota, 1834.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

New York, 1834.
Authors: Allen, James, 1806-1846 -- Schoolcraft, Henry Rowe, 1793-1864 -- Schoolcraft, Henry Rowe, 1793-1864. Narrative of an expedition through the upper Mississippi to Itasca Lake ... (1834) -- Harper & Brothers -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 16 x 11 cm.
In: Schoolcraft, Henry Rowe. Narrative of an expedition through the upper Mississippi to Itasca Lake ... (New York : Harper, 1834), opposite p. 32.
Scale [ca. 1:258,000].
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Graff 3698, opp. p. 32 (PrCt)

18683 Cassel (France), Battle of 1645
Plan de la ville de Mont Casse en Flandre. Paris : Beaulieu, 1694.
Authors: Beaulieu, Sébastian de Pontault, ca. 1612-1674 -- Desroches, Etienne, 1661-1741 -- Beaulieu, Sébastian de Pontault, ca. 1612-1674. Les Glorieuses conquestes de Louis le Grand [1694? ;]
1 map ; 41 x 50 cm.
Case oversize G 10307 .08 pl. 7 (PrCt)

18684 Cassini, César-François, 1714-1784 Carte de France - Prospectuses
Authors: Cassini, César-François, 1714-1784 -- Boudet, Antoine, 1715?-1787 -- Newberry Library. John M. Wing Foundation
7 p. ; 26 cm.
Prospectus for Cassini's "Carte de France."
Case Wing Z 45 .18 ser. 1c no. 21 (NLO)

18685 Cassini family
Cassini, Giovanni Domenico, 1625-1712
Cassini, Jacques, 1677-1756
Cassini, César-François, 1714-1784

1714-1784 Cartography - France - History
Authors: Pelletier, Monique
338 p. : ill., maps ; 19 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 309-317) and indexes.
Series: Format (Paris, France) ; 50.
LC Card Number: 2005543711
ISBN 2735505251 ; 9782735505258
GA863.6.A1 P44 2002 (NLO)

18686 Castel Crevacuore (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1657
Veduta dell'antica rocca di Crevacuore abattuta nel 1657, 9 agosto / Pianazza dis. ; Citterio inc. [Milano : Presso P.E. Giusti, 1819-1852].
1 view ; 19 x 30 cm.
In Litta, Pompeo, Famiglie celebri di Italia (Milano: Presso P.E. Giusti, 1819-1852), v. 9, fol. [48]. The castle was destroyed in a popular uprising in 1657.
Case oversize E 6835 .5, v. 9, fol. [48] (PrCt)

18687 Castel Madruzzo (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1819
Castel Madruzzo. [Milano : Presso P.E. Giusti, 1819-1852].
Authors: Litta, Pompeo, 1781-1852 -- Citterio, Francesco SEE Citterio, F.
1 view (aquatint) ; 20 x 28 cm.
In Litta, Pompeo, Famiglie celebri di Italia (Milano: Presso P.E. Giusti, 1819-1852), v. 9, fol. [68]. The castle is in the Comune di Lasino. On same sheet with view of Castel Toblino.
Case oversize E 6835 .5, v. 9, fol. [68] (PrCt)

18688 Castel Sant'Angelo (Rome, Italy) - Pictorial works - 1540
Castel Sant'Angelo. [Milano : Presso P.E. Giusti, 1819-1852].
Authors: Novacco, Franco, 1806-1847 -- Pianazzi, Silvestro Pietro Gaetano, 1807-1847 -- Citterio, Francesco
1 view ; 19 x 30 cm.
In Litta, Pompeo, Famiglie celebri di Italia (Milano: Presso P.E. Giusti, 1819-1852), v. 9, fol. [68]. The castle is in the Comune di Lasino. On same sheet with view of Castel Toblino.
Case oversize E 6835 .5, v. 9, fol. [68] (PrCt)
Castello S. Angelo di Roma / ... Nicolai Beatricii

Rome (Italy)

Sant'Angelo

works

Zaltieri, 1569), plate [12]

In: Ballino, Giulio. De' disegni delle piu illustri
città, et fortezze del mondo ... (Venice: Bolognino
In: Ballino, Giulio. De' disegni delle piu illustri
città, et fortezze del mondo ... (1569)

Giulio, d. ca. 1592. De' disegni delle piu illustri
Cf. Bernard Quaritch (Firm). The 'Speculum
Romanae magnificentiae des Antonio Lafreri' in Collectanea
variae doctrinae Leoni S. Olschki ... (Munic
h: J. Rosenthal, 1921) p. 160, no. 89d; Cf.
Bernard Quaritch (Firm). The 'Speculum
Romanae magnificentiae' of Antonio Lafreri : a
monument of the Renaissance ... (London :
[Strangeways and sons, 1925?]), p. 28, no. 325;
Cf. Descriptive catalogue of engravings from the
University of Chicago Library's Speculum
romanae magnificentiae (Chicago: University of
Chicago Library, Dept. of Special Collections,

Ex Rosenthal.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map
Collection (Newberry Library).

References: Huelsen, Christian. 'Das Speculum
romanae magnificentiae des Antonio Lafreri' in Collectanea variae doctrinae Leoni S. Olschki ...
(Munich: J. Rosenthal, 1921) p. 160, no. 89d; Cf.
Bernard Quaritch (Firm). The 'Speculum
Romanae magnificentiae des Antonio Lafreri' in Collectanea variae doctrinae Leoni S. Olschki ...

Ex Rosenthal.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map
Collection (Newberry Library).

Mountments of backing stub on verso.

Cf. Huelsen, Christian. 'Das Speculum romanæ
magnificentiae des Antonio Lafraeri' in Collectanea
variae doctrinae Leoni S. Olschki (Munich: J.
Rosenthal, 1921) p. 160, no. 89d; Cf.
Bernard Quaritch (Firm). The 'Speculum
Romanae magnificentiae des Antonio Lafreri' in Collectanea variae doctrinae Leoni S. Olschki ...

Ex Rosenthal.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map
Collection (Newberry Library).

References: Huelsen, Christian. 'Das Speculum
romanae magnificentiae des Antonio Lafreri' in Collectanea variae doctrinae Leoni S. Olschki ...
(Munich: J. Rosenthal, 1921) p. 160, no. 89d; Cf.
Bernard Quaritch (Firm). The 'Speculum
Romanae magnificentiae des Antonio Lafreri' in Collectanea variae doctrinae Leoni S. Olschki ...

Ex Rosenthal.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map
Collection (Newberry Library).

References: Huelsen, Christian. 'Das Speculum
romanae magnificentiae des Antonio Lafreri' in Collectanea variae doctrinae Leoni S. Olschki ...
(Munich: J. Rosenthal, 1921) p. 160, no. 89d; Cf.
Bernard Quaritch (Firm). The 'Speculum
Romanae magnificentiae des Antonio Lafreri' in Collectanea variae doctrinae Leoni S. Olschki ...

Novacco 2F 140 (PrCt)

18693 Castel Toblino (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1819<Calavino (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1819

Case oversize E 6835 .5, v. 9, fol. [68] (PrCt)

18694 Castelceriolo (Alessandria, Italy) - Pictorial works - 1819

Case oversize E 6835 .5, v. 9, fol. [87] (PrCt)

18695 Castello Adorno (Silvano d'Orba, Italy) - Pictorial works - 1819

"Bramati" could be either Antonio or Giuseppe, both of whom worked on Litta's book. 

Case oversize E 6835 .5, v. 13, fol. [49] (PrCt)

18696 Castello d'Ivrea (Ivrea, Italy) - Pictorial works - 1830-1839

Case oversize E 6835 .5, v. 10, fol. [115] (PrCt)

18697 Castello di Avigliano (Avigliano, Italy) - Pictorial works - 1830-1839

Case oversize E 6835 .5, v. 10, fol. [110] (PrCt)

18698 Castello di Fossano (Fossano, Italy) - Pictorial works - 1830-1839

Case oversize E 6835 .5, v. 10, fol. [116] (PrCt)

18699 Castello di Montechiarugolo (Montechiarugolo, Italy) - Pictorial works - 1819

Case oversize E 6835 .5, v. 11, fol. [67] (PrCt)

18700 Castello di Noarna (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1577<Castel Novo (Castello di Noarna, Italy) SEE Castello di Noarna (Italy)<<Castelnov (Castello di Noarna, Italy) SEE Castello di Noarna (Italy) Castel Novo. [Cologne : s.n.], 1577 [i.e. ca. 1620]. Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 --

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Civitates orbis terrarum -- Hoefnagel, Joris, 1542-1601 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : hand col. ; 17 x 48 cm.
Based on original drawing by Joris Hoefnagel; see R.A. Skelton’s Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.
Perhaps a view of Castello di Noarna, or of one of several Italian cities named Castelnovo or Castelnuovo; cf. Times atlas of the world, 8th ed (1990) 6.
On same sheet with: Noceria in Appennino monte.
Latin letterpress text on verso under titles: Noceria -- Castellvm Novvm.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 5, pl. 64 (PrCt)

18701 Castello di Villalta (Fagagna, Italy) - Pictorial works - 1819
Castello di Villalta signoria de’ Torriani nel Friuli.
[Milano : Presso P.E. Giusti, 1819-1852].
Authors: Litta, Pompeo, 1781-1852. Famiglie celebri di Italia (1819-1852) -- Giusti, P. E.
1 view (aquatint) ; 19 x 26 cm.
In Litta, Pompeo, Famiglie celebri di Italia (Milano: Presso P.E. Giusti, 1819-1852), v. 13, fol. [136].
Case oversize E 6835 .5, v. 13, fol. [136] (PrCt)

18702 Castello Macastrona (Macastorna, Italy) - Pictorial works - 1819
Il castello de Macastrona all’ Adda contea de’ Bevilaqua / Bramati inc.
[Milano : Presso P.E. Giusti, 1819-1852].
1 view (aquatint) : sepia ; 29 x 28 cm.
In Litta, Pompeo, Famiglie celebri di Italia (Milano: Presso P.E. Giusti, 1819-1852), v. 12, fol. [136].
The "Bramati" could be either Antonio or Giuseppe.
Case oversize E 6835 .5, v. 12, fol. [136] (PrCt)

18703 Castello Malaspina (Lusuolo, Italy) - Pictorial works - 1819
Lusuolo in Lunigiana.
[Milano : Presso P.E. Giusti, 1819-1852].
1 view (aquatint) : sepia ; 19 x 27 cm.
In Litta, Pompeo, Famiglie celebri di Italia (Milano: Presso P.E. Giusti, 1819-1852), v. 12, fol. [118].
On same sheet with view of Mullazzo in Lunigiana, which is signed "Bramati inc."
(probably either Antonio or Giuseppe).
Case oversize E 6835 .5, v. 12, fol. [118] (PrCt)

18704 Castello Orgsni Galera (Galera, Italy) - Pictorial works - 1819<><>Castello Galera
SEE Castello Orgsni di Galera (Galera, Italy)
Il Castello di Galera degli Orgsni, soggiorno di Carlo V nel 1536 nel suo passaggio da Napoli a Firenze / Chiari dis. ; Citerio inc.
[Milano : Presso P.E. Giusti, 1819-1852].
Authors: Chiari -- Citterio, F. -- Litta, Pompeo, 1781-1852. Famiglie celebri di Italia (1819-1852) -- Giusti, P. E.
1 view : hand col. ; 24 x 35 cm.
In Litta, Pompeo, Famiglie celebri di Italia (Milano: Presso P.E. Giusti, 1819-1852), v. 11, fol. [201].
Case oversize E 6835 .5, v. 11, fol. [201] (PrCt)

18705 Castello Orgsni Odescalchi (Bracciano, Italy) - Pictorial works - 1819
Il Castello di Bracciano degli Orgsni dalla parte di terra / Citerio inc.
[Milano : Presso P.E. Giusti, 1819-1852].
Authors: Citterio, F. -- Chiari -- Litta, Pompeo, 1781-1852. Famiglie celebri di Italia (1819-1852) -- Giusti, P. E.
1 view : hand col. ; 28 x 39 cm.
In Litta, Pompeo, Famiglie celebri di Italia (Milano: Presso P.E. Giusti, 1819-1852), v. 11, fol. [192].
View of the same castle, on facing page, from the lake side, is signed "Chiari dis."
Case oversize E 6835 .5, v. 11, fol. [192] (PrCt)

18706 Castello Orgsni Odescalchi (Bracciano, Italy) - Pictorial works - 1819<><>Bracciano Castle
Bracciano (Bracciano, Italy) SEE Castello Orgsni Odescalchi (Bracciano, Italy)<><>Castello di Bracciano (Bracciano, Italy) SEE Castello Orgsni Odescalchi (Bracciano, Italy)<><>Castello Odescalchi (Bracciano, Italy) SEE Castello Orgsni Odescalchi (Bracciano, Italy)<><>Odescalchi Castle (Bracciano, Italy) SEE Castello Orgsni Odescalchi (Bracciano, Italy)<><>Odescalchi (Bracciano, Italy)
Il Castello di Bracciano degli Orgsni della parte del lago / Chiari dis.
[Milano : Presso P.E. Giusti, 1819-1852].
Authors: Chiari -- Citterio, F. -- Litta, Pompeo, 1781-1852. Famiglie celebri di Italia 1819-1852 -- Giusti, P. E.
1 view : hand col. ; 28 x 39 cm.
In Litta, Pompeo, Famiglie celebri di Italia (Milano: Presso P.E. Giusti, 1819-1852), v. 11, fol. [191].
View of the same castle, on facing page, from the land side, is signed "Citerio inc."
Case oversize E 6835 .5, v. 11, fol. [191] (PrCt)

18707 Castello Treschietto (Treschietto, Italy) -
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
18708 Castellsarrasin (France) - Maps - 1500 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Geography, Medieval - France Castellsarrasin (France) - History Manuscript maps - Facsimiles - Cartography, Medieval - History
Eight color photographic prints of map and details in plastic sleeve.
Later endorsement (17th cent.?) on map: ‘Vue figure contre vue de sainct aignan Pour messire Fean de Rollet baron de Castelferrus contre Mr. Claude Viall [et?] lafurge.’
Dealer’s description of the map. -- The picture-map in medieval Europe / P.D.A. Harvey. -- Cartes et contestations au XVe siecle / Francois de Dainville. -- Notice historique et artistique sur l'église de St.-Sauveur de Castel-Sarras / Chandruc de Crazannes. -- Castellsarras (Castrum Cerrucium) / M.-B. Carrière. -- Memoire sur Castellsarras ; Le tres ancien chateau de Castellsarras [with a redrawing and brief description of the map] / Louis Taupiac.
91
map4C G5834.C37 1500 P5 (NLO)

18709 Castilgoni, Bonaventura, 1487-1555
[Notes on Bonaventura Castilgoni]. [Chicago, 198-7?].
Authors: Karrow, Robert W.
1 file folder ; 25 x 30 cm.
Bibliographical notes and drafts used in the preparation of the chapter on Bonaventura Castilgoni in: Karrow, Mapmakers of the sixteenth century and their maps (1993).
Vert 3052 (PrCt)

18710 Castilgoni, Bonaventura, 1487-1555
Bonaventura Castilgoni. [Roma : Istituto della enciclopedia italiana, 1960-].
Authors: Palma, Marco -- Dizionario biografico degli italiani (1960-)

18711 Castiglioni, Bonaventura, 1487-1555
Bonaventura Castiglioni. [Roma : Istituto della enciclopedia italiana, 1960-].
Authors: Palma, Marco -- Dizionario biografico degli italiani (1960- ) -- Marshall, Jerilyn p. 124-126 ; 25 cm.
Duplicate copy (photocopies) and partial English translation by Jerilyn Marshall: Vert 3051.
Ref CT1123 .D5, v. 22, p. 124-126 (PrCt)

18712 Castile (Spain) - Maps - 1652 Spain, Northern - Maps - 1652
Les Estats de la couronne de Castille ... Paris : chez Pierre Mariette, 1652 [i.e.1659?].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Somer, J. -- Mariette, Pierre, 1603-1657 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (1658 [i.e. 1659?])
1 map : hand col. ; 40 x 52 cm.
In: Sanson, Nicolas. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (Paris : Pierre Mariette, 1658 [i.e. 1659?]) v. 1, pl. [76]
VAULT Case oversize G1015 .S35 1658 v. 1, pl. [76] (PrCt)

18713 Castile (Spain) - Maps - 1682>> Extremadura (Spain) - Maps - 1682>> Leon (Spain) - Maps - 1682>> Extremadura (Spain) SEE Extremadura (Spain)
IA Castille Propre ou Vieille, et la Nouvell; avec l'Estremadure castillane. Amsterdam : C. Allard, [1682?].
Authors: Méndez Silva, Rodrigo, 1607-1675 -- Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Allard, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709. Atlas minor sive tabulæ geographicæ ... [1682?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 54 cm.
In: Allard, Carel. Atlas minor sive tabulæ geographicæ prooeipuorum regorum regionum, insularum, provinciarum, etc. (Amsterdam : C. Allard, 1682?) pl. 29.
VAULT Case oversize Ayer 135 .A4 A pl. 29 (PrCt)

18714 Castile (Spain) - Maps - 1704>> Extremadura (Spain) - Maps - 1704 >> León (Spain : Province) - Maps - 1704
Authors: Méndez Silva, Rodrigo, 1607-1675 -- Rousseau, T., fl. 1704 -- Nolin, Jean Baptiste, 1648-1708 -- Philip V, King of Spain, 1683-1746 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
18717
Castile (Spain) - Maps - 1710-1711

La Castilla propre ou vieille, et la nouvelle; avec l'Extremadure Castillane ... Amsterdam: Nicolas Visscher [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher, 1710?]. Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Visscher, Elizabeth, fl. 1702-1726 -- Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702. Atlas minor ... [1710?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 43 x 74 cm. on composite sheet 54 x 78 cm.
Covers central Spain.
In: Visscher, Nicolaes. Atlas minor ... (Amstelaedami [Amsterdam] : ex officina Nicolai Visscher [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher], [1710?] map [84].
Printed from 2 plates on 2 sheets trimmed and joined.

Manuscript '86' on verso.

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .V8 1700 map [84] (PrCt)

18720
Castile (Spain) - Maps - 1751

Partie meridionale des etats de Castille ... / par le Sr. Robert de Vaugondy fils ... [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy], 1751.
Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Didier, 1723-1786 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1758?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 54 cm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1757, [plate 79] (PrCt)

18719
Castile (Spain) - Maps - 1751

Partie meridionale des etats de Castille ... / par le Sr. Robert de Vaugondy fils ... [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy], 1751.
Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Didier, 1723-1786 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1758?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 54 cm.
"Castille Meridale." -- oversize letterpress title stamped on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1757, [plate 79] (PrCt)

18718
Castile (Spain) - Maps - 1741

Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Somer, J. -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Delamarche, Charles François, 1740-1817. Atlas général : contenant le détail des quatre parties du monde [1798?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 40 x 52 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:1,650,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .A77 1798, [plate 2], [plate 2] (NLO)

18716
Castile (Spain) - Maps - 1710

A Map of Old & New Castile : from the observations of Rodrigo Mendes Silva and others . [London] : Sold by John Senex ..., [1710?].
Authors: Méndez Silva, Rodrigo, 1607-1675 -- Senex, John, -1740. The Universal geographer ... [1764?] -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 44 x 53 cm.
Dated from other maps in atlas.
Scale [1:1,150,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
Prime meridian: London.
Decorative title cartouche.
Shows boundaries, rivers, roads, and settlements.
In: Senex, John. The Universal geographer ... (London : Printed for Robert Sayer, [1764?]), plate [18].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .S45 1764, plate [18] (NLO)
Castille (Spain) - Maps - 1752
Partie septentrionale de la couronne de Castille ... / par le Sr. Robert de Vaugondy fils ... [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy, 1752].
Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Didier, 1723-1786 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1758?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 58 cm.
In: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles. Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1758?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 58 cm.
In: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles. Atlas universel (Paris : Chez les auteurs, quay de l'Horloge du Palais, Boudet libraire imprimeur du roi, rue St.Jacques, 1757 [i.e. 1758?]), [plate 78].
"Castille Septentrale." -- oversize letterpress title stamped on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1790, [plate 78] (PrCt)

Castille (Spain) - Maps - 1752
Partie septentrionale de la couronne de Castille ... / par le Sr. Robert de Vaugondy fils ... [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy, 1752].
Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Didier, 1723-1786 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1758?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 58 cm.
In: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles. Atlas universel (Paris : Chez les auteurs, quay de l'Horloge du Palais, Boudet libraire imprimeur du roi, rue St. Jacques, 1757 [i.e. 1758?]), [plate 78].
"Castille Septentrale." -- oversize letterpress title stamped on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1757, [plate 78] (PrCt)

Castille (Spain) - Maps
Catalogs

Authors: Spain. Ejército. Servicio Geográfico.

Archivo de Planos
xxi, 193 p.; 26 cm.
At head of title: Catálogo de mapas
Series: Fuentes cartográficas españolas ; 1
Formerly Z6027.S72 S72
LC Card Number: 7340151
Map Ref Z6027.S72 S72 (NLO)

18724 Castillo de San Sebastián (Cadiz, Spain) - Pictorial works - 1564<<>>Cadiz (Spain) - Pictorial works - 1564
Gades ab occidvis insulae partivbs. [Cologne : s.n.], 1564 [i.e. ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Hoefnagel, Joris, 1542-1601 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : hand col.; 31 x 49 cm.
'Captus hic anno 1564.'
View of San Sebastián Castle on the Punta de San Sebastián (Cadiz, Spain); foreground includes the figures of a monk (?) and a pilgrim (?).
Includes references 1-24.
Includes 2 vignettes (14 x 13 cm. each): [Scene of two ships and sailors by the coast] -- [View of 'Castillo San Philipo']
Also includes drawings of a West Indian leopard (dated 1563) and a Peruvian toucan (dated 1578).
Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Gades ab occidvis insulae partivbs.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 5, pl. 5 (PrCt)

Plan of the attack of the forts Clinton & Montgomery, upon Hudson River ... on the 6th of Octr. 1777 / drawn from the surveys of Verplank, Holland & Metcalfe by John Hills. London : W. Faden, June 1st 1784.
1 map : hand col.; 64 x 50 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:21,500].
Relief shown by shading.
A later version of this map was published in Stedman, Charles. The History of the origin, progress, and termination of the American war (London: J. Murray etc.), 1794 'Pl. 6'; see

Request and cite items by complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Map4F 3701.S3.35.
Detached from Faden, William, [Atlas of battle plans, ca. 1783], no. 22.
The atlas was previously owned by British general Sir Henry Clinton.

map4F 3701.S3.22 (PrCt)


Plan of the attack of the forts Clinton & Montgomery, upon Hudson's River ... on the 6th of Octr. 1777. [London], 1793.
Authors: Stedman, C. (Charles), 1753-1812 -- Murray, John -- Hills, John, surveyor -- Faden, William, 1749-1836
1 map ; 63 x 49 cm.
Engraved for Stedman's History of the American war.'

'Published by the author, April 12th 1793.'
Detached from Stedman, Charles. The History of the origin, progress, and termination of the American war (London: J. Murray [etc.], 1794)

'Pl. 6' [F 832.84].
Scale [ca. 1:21,500].
Relief shown by shading.
Later version of map compiled by John Hills and published London: William Faden, 1784; see Map4F 3701.S3.22.

map4F 3701.S3.35 (PrCt)


The Draught of Castle Island in ye Bay of Boston in America and some projections of new fortifications upon the same. The profiels belonging to Castle Island in the Massachusetts Bay in America. [19--].
Cat.No.2 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1699 manuscript.

folio Ayer 136 .H91 1914 ser. 3, v .3, pl. 185-187 (PrCt)


Iconographic draft of Castle Island, whereupon is built Her Majesty's castle, and by Her Majesty's special command named Castle William, situated in the Bay of Boston south 3/4 of a mile of the mean. [19--].
1 map
Made and survaid by Collonel Rümer, in the yeare 1705.'

Photostatic reproduction of manuscript.

folio Ayer 136 .H91 1907 ser. 1, v . 4, pl. 15-19 (PrCt)

18729 Castles - Loire River Valley (France) - Maps - 1961<>Loire River Valley (France) - Maps - 1961 - Castles<>Road maps

Authors: Michelin green guides -- Michelin Tyre Company -- Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Dickens Press -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
98 p. : ill. (some col.), genealogical table, 36 maps (chiefly col.), plans (some col.) ; 26 x 12 cm.
2nd ed.
"English edition."
Cover title.
"Michelin's Tourist Services offer you an edition in English of their Guide to the Châteaux de la Loire ..."--P. 2.
Includes bibliographical references (inside back cover) and index.
Series: Michelin green guides
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.


18730 Castles - Loire River Valley (France) - Maps - 1963<>Loire River Valley (France) - Maps - 1963 - Castles<>Road maps

Authors: Guides verts Michelin -- Guide du Pneu Michelin -- Michelin green guides -- Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
189 p. : ill. (some col.), 72 col. maps and plans ; 26 x 12 cm.
17e éd.
Cover title.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 46) and index.
Series: Guide du Pneu Michelin -- Les guides
verts Michelin -- Guides verts Michelin.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

18731 **Castles - Loire River Valley (France) - Maps - 1966**** Loire River Valley (France) - Maps - 1966 - Castles****Road maps**

Authors: Guides verts Michelin -- Michelin green guides -- Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

193 p. : ill. (some col.), genealogical table, 90 col. maps, col. plans ; 26 x 12 cm.
19e éd.
Cover title.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 193) and index.
Series: Les guides verts Michelin -- Guides verts Michelin.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

18732 **Castles - Loire River Valley (France) - Maps - 1977**** Loire River Valley (France) - Maps - 1977 - Castles****Road maps**

Authors: Michelin green guides -- Michelin Tyre Company -- Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

98 p. : ill. (some col.), genealogical table, 32 col. maps, col. plans ; 26 x 12 cm.
7th ed.
Cover title.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 26) and index.
Series: [Michelin green guides] -- Michelin green guides.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

18733 **Castles - Loire River Valley (France) - Maps - 1981**** Loire River Valley (France) - Maps - 1981 - Castles****Road maps**

Authors: Michelin green guides -- Tourist guide -- Michelin Tyre Company -- Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Harris, Chauncy D. (Chauncy Dennison), 1914-2003 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

168 p. : ill. (some col.), genealogical table, 79 col. maps, col. plans ; 26 x 12 cm.
1st ed.
Cover title.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 29) and index.
Map on back cover.
Series statement from publisher’s advertisement on inside back cover.
Former owner’s signature: Chauncy D. Harris.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
ISBN 2060132118 ; 9782060132112

18734 **Castles - Loire River Valley (France) - Maps - 1984**** Loire River Valley (France) - Maps - 1984 - Castles****Road maps**

Authors: Guides verts Michelin -- Michelin green guides -- Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

191 p. : ill. (some col.), genealogical table, 72 col. maps, col. plans ; 26 x 12 cm.
28e éd.
Cover title.
Includes index.
Map on back cover.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
ISBN 2060031826 ; 9782060031828

18735 **Castles - Loire River Valley (France) - Maps - 1984**** Loire River Valley (France) - Maps - 1984 - Castles****Road maps**

Authors: Michelin green guides -- Tourist guide -- Michelin Tyre PLC -- Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Harris, Chauncy D. (Chauncy Dennison), 1914-2003 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

176 p. : ill. (some col.), genealogical table, 69 col. maps, col. plans ; 26 cm.
2nd ed.
Cover title.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 29) and index.
Map on back cover.
Series statement from publisher’s advertisement, inside back cover.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

18736 **Castles - Loire River Valley (France) - Maps - 1986**** Loire River Valley (France) - Maps - 1986 - Castles****Road maps**

Authors: Michelin green guides -- Tourist guide -- Michelin Tyre PLC -- Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
176 p. : ill. (some col.), genealogical table, 72 col. maps, col. plans ; 26 x 12 cm.
3rd ed.
Cover title.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 29) and index.
Series statement from publisher’s advertisement, inside back cover.
Map on back cover.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

18737 Castles - Loire River Valley (France) - Maps - 1988 - Guidebooks - Loire River Valley (France) - Maps - 1988 - Castles - Guidebooks - Road maps
Authors: Michelin green guides -- Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.
1st ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

18738 Castles - Loire River Valley (France) - Maps - 1994 - Loire River Valley (France) - Maps - 1994 - Castles - Road maps
Authors: Michelin green guides -- Tourist guide -- Michelin Tyre PLC -- Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
3rd ed.
Cover title.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 30) and index.
Map on back cover.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
ISBN 2061322034 ; 9782061322031

18739 Castles - Loire River Valley (France) - Maps - 2007 - Loire River Valley (France) - Maps - 2007 - Castles - Road maps
Authors: Marsh, Terry, 1943- -- Gilbert, Jonathan P. -- Baldet, Alain -- Cana, Michèle -- Wrenn, Peter, 1961- -- Michelin green guides -- Michelin Apa Publications -- Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
335 p. : ill., genealogical table, 45 col. maps, col. plans ; 23 cm.
Editor: Jonathan P. Gilbert; principal writer: Terry Marsh; cartography: Alain Baldet, Michèle Cana, Peter Wrenn. Cf. p. 4.
Maps on lining papers.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 39-41) and index.
Series: [Michelin green guides] -- Michelin green guides.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
ISBN 9781906261252 ; 1906261253

18740 Castries (Saint Lucia) - Maps - 1784 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Saint Lucia - Maps - 1784 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Plan de la rade et de la ville du Carenage Isle Ste. Lucie. [19-].
Authors: De Peyre -- Bibliothèque nationale (France). Ge D 8010 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1784 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France BN Ge D 8010 (PrCt)

Authors: Texas. General Land Office -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 20.5 x 17.5 in. Scale 1:133,320.
Originally compiled 1891.
Microfiche 583, no. 921 (PrCt)

18742 Catabato City (Philippines) - Maps - 1862 - Manuscripts - Cotabato City (Philippines) - Maps - 1862 - Pictorial works - Manuscripts - Manuscript maps
Reconocimiento de Cotabatto. 1862.
Authors: Burriel, Juan Nepomuceno -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library.
Manuscript map. Ayer MS 1306 map 3
1 ms. map : hand col., cloth ; 250 x 208 mm. on sheet 322 x 234 mm.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Shows Cotabato City in the Philippine province of Cotabato. Forms part of colonel Juan Nepomuceno Burriel's manuscript Ytinerario de la escursion hecha a Mindanao y Jolo (Ayer MS 1306), describing the Spanish army expedition of 1862.

Scale 1:5,000. 'Escala de 1/5,000.'

Accompanied, on the preceding leaf, by a view: Vista de Cotabatto. 12 de[cie]mbre. As on the map prominent buildings and features are identified.

Relief shown by form lines.

Pen-and-ink (black, blue, red, green).

Bound opposite leaf 100.

Forms part of both the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection and the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library).

Lietz, P.S. Calendar of Philippine documents Ayer Coll., 306

Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 278

Butler, R.L. Check list mss. Ayer Coll., 1306

Quirino, C. Philippine cartography (1963 ed.), p. 112

Blair & Robertson. Philippine Islands (1903 ed.), v. 53 p. 400

Ayer ms map proj 94

VAULT Ayer MS 1306 map 3 (NLO)

Catahoula Parish (La.) - Maps - 1860 - Landowners - Counties - Maps

[New Orleans: W. and J. Mount, T. Page and Son, on Tower Hill, 1860], [plate 11].

Size of original: 44 x 44.5 in. Scale 1:80,000.


Microfiche 583, no. 247 (PrCt)

Catalina Harbour (N.L.) - Maps - 1869 - Nautical charts


Describing the sea-coasts ... from the River Amazons to New-Found-Land; with all the West India navigation ... London, 1689 (Amsterdam: Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, 1967) pl. [7].


Map Ref oversize G1025 .T37 ser. 4, v. 1, pl. [7] (PrCt)

Catalina Harbour (N.L.) - Maps - 1732 - Nautical charts

Catalina Harbour (N.L.) - Maps - 1732 - Newfoundland and Labrador - 1732 - Coasts - Nautical charts

Newfoundland and Labrador - 1732 - Coasts

Catalina Harbour (N.L.) SEE Catalina Harbour (N.L.) - Nautical charts


Authors: Page, Thomas, d. 1733 -- Mount, William, d. 1769 -- T. Page and W. Mount (Firm), fl. ca.1729-1733 -- English Pilot. Part 4 (1732) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

Ayer oversize G1106.P5 E5 1732, [plate 11] (PrCt)

Catalina Harbour (N.L.) - Maps - 1760 - Nautical charts


Authors: W. and J. Mount, T. Page and Son (Firm), fl. 1755-1762 -- English Pilot. Part 4 (1760) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)


Cataloging - Abstracting - Bibliography,
Critical Metadata

Authors: Lubas, Rebecca L.
p. 437-446
Vert 1995, no. 2 (PrCt)

Cataloging Abstracting Bibliography

Cataloging compared to descriptive bibliography, abstracting and indexing services, and metadata. 2007.
Authors: Yee, Martha M.
p. 307-327
Vert 1005, no. 2 (PrCt)

Cataloging History

The Development of descriptive cataloging in Germany. 2002.
Authors: Popst, Hans
p. 155-172
Vert 86, no. 5 (PrCt)

Cataloging Ango-American cataloging rules - History

Authors: Blake, Virgil L. P.
p. 3-22
Vert 1005, no. 2 (PrCt)

Cataloging maps

Maps and atlases . 1939.
Authors: Bodleian Library
Vert 87 (PrCt)

Cataloging maps

Von Karten und ihrer Katalogisierung. 1910.
Authors: Börsenblatt für den deutschen Buchhandel
p. 3488-3492 and 3538-3539
Photocopy of anonymous article in Börsenblatt für den deutschen Buchhandel 77 (March 1910): 3488-3492 and 3538-3539.
Vert 1192, no. 3 (PrCt)

Cataloging Maps

Additions and changes in the L.C. atlas and map classification. 1963.
Authors: Buffum, Charles Walbridge, 1900-1991
Xerox copy.
Vert 250 (PrCt)

Cataloging of Maps

The Need for map cataloging. 1970.
Authors: Draziowsky, Roman
Vert 46 (PrCt)

Cataloging of Maps

Geography and map cataloging and classification in libraries. 1961.
Authors: Gerlach, Arch Clive, 1911-1972
From Special libraries. v. 52 (1961): 248-251..
'Revision of a paper presented at the XIX International Geographical Congress in Stockholm, August 1960.'
Xerox copy.
Vert 39 (PrCt)

Cataloging of Maps

An Information retrieval system for maps. 1966.
Authors: Hagen, Carlos Busquets
From UNESCO Bulletin for libraries 20 (1966): 30-35..
Describes a system intended for use at the UCLA map library.
Vert 960 (PrCt)

Cataloging of Maps

Section 6. Subject headings list. 1950.
Authors: Harlow, Neal
BHC 1353
Vert 5S 105, no. 88, p. 30-31 (PrCt)

Cataloging of Maps

Two-dimensional access to maps. 1972.
Authors: Hubbard, Lee, 1931-
p. 30-31
Outlines a ‘geometric classification’ system for quadrangle maps.
Vert 1005, no. 88, p. 30-31 (PrCt)

Cataloging of Maps

Authors: IFLA Committee on Cataloging
61 p. ; 35 cm.
First draft of paper prepared for IFLA Committee on Cataloging/IFLA Geography & Map Sub-section, London, 1976..
BHC 1404
Vert 1005, no. 1 (PrCt)

Cataloging of Maps

Maps: handling, classifying, cataloguing. 1905.
Authors: Letts, Thomas
BHC 1605
Vert 1192, no. 1 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

18761 Cataloging of maps
Authors: United States. Army Map Service
1st ed.
Series: AMS technical manual ; no. 20.
4A 19296 (NLO)

18762 Cataloging of maps - 1898-1899
Phillips, Philip Lee, 1856-1924. Virginia cartography
(1896)<><>Mathews, Edward Bennett, b. 1869. Bibliography and cartography of Maryland
(1897)<><>Baker, Marcus, 1849-1903. Surveys and maps of the District of Columbia (1894)
Authors: Cole, George Watson, 1850-1939 -- Library journal (1898)
P. 102-103 ; 28 cm.
Photocopy from: Library journal 23, no. 3 (March 1898): 102-103.
Digital copy available on Internet Archive website (accessed June 2011):
http://www.archive.org/stream/libraryjournal23ameresu02libraryj23ameruesuoft.djvu.txt
Vert 3000, no. 1 (PrCt)

18763 Cataloging of maps - 1902
Lenox Library - Map Collections - 1902<>New York (N.Y.)
Lenox Library SEE Lenox Library<><>New York Public Library SEE ALSO Lenox Library
Notes on the cataloging of maps. 1902.
Authors: Letts, Thomas
p. 74-76
In Library Journal 27 (1902): 74-76.
Relates in considerable detail the elements used in making a card catalog of the maps in the Lenox Library, followed by observations on storage and retrieval. Letts had spent "more than three years in arranging and cataloging all sorts and conditions of maps" (p.76).
Z 007 .507, v. 27, p. 74-76 (PrCt)

18764 Cataloging of maps - 1908-1909
Preussische Instruktionen. 1908. English
Appendix VI : introduction to the entry of maps.
Authors: Meisner, Heinrich, 1849-1929 -- Osborn, Andrew Delbridge, 1902-1997
p. 174-177
In The Prussian instructions : rules for the alphabetical catalogs of the Prussian libraries / translated from the second edition, authorized August 10, 1908, with an introduction and notes, by Andrew D. Osborn. University of Michigan general library publications ; no. 4. (Ann Arbor:
The rules for maps were developed by Heinrich Meisner, curator of maps at the Staatsbibliothek in Berlin; they did not appear in the first (1899) edition of the Prussian Instructions. Includes 9 examples of map entries (p. 144-146).
Z 7 .43, p. 174-177 (PrCt)

18765 Cataloging of maps - 1910-1911
Maps - Bibliography - Methodology - 1910
Descriptive catalogues of maps. [London : Bibliographical Society, 1911].
Authors: Fordham, Herbert George, Sir, 1854-1929 -- Newberry Library. John M. Wing Foundation
p. 135-164
The paper was read 21 November 1910. Relates how he developed his practices in the course of compiling a descriptive catalog of the maps of Herfordshire, beginning about 1895 or 1896. This catalog was published in parts in the Trans. of the Herfordshire Natural History Society between Oct. 1901 and Sept. 1907, and reprinted as monograph in the latter year.
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.
Wing Z 008 .102, v. 11, p. 135-164 (PrCt)

18766 Cataloging of maps - 1914
Authors: Fellows, Dorcas, 1873 -- New York State Library School, Albany -- Fellows, Jennie D. (Jennie Dorcas), 1873-1938
SEE Fellows, Dorcas, 1873-1938
181 p. ; 25 cm.
The plan of work is based on the A.L.A. catalog rules...the intention being in no way to take the place of the A.L.A. code, but rather to serve as an introduction to it... Supplemeting the A.L.A. provision for author and title entries the... directions take up also forms for the subject entries and subject reference."-Pref.
Also issued as supplement 3 to the New York State Library's report for 1914.
The last two pages of the book (172-173) give brief rules and examples of cards for three maps.
Z 7 .29 (NLO)

18767 Cataloging of maps - 1915
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division - Bibliography - 1915
Cataloging special publications : maps and
Authors: Phillips, Philip Lee, 1857-1924
p. 140-146
In Charles A. Cutter, Rules for a dictionary
Govt. I 16.2 :L61(5), p. 140-146 (PrCt)

18768 Cataloging of maps - 1915<>Library of
Congress. Geography and Map Division -
Bibliography - 1915
Notes on the cataloging, care, and classification
of maps and atlases including a list of
publications compiled in the division of maps and
charts. Washington : Government Printing Office,
1915.
Authors: Phillips, Philip Lee, 1857-1924
20 p. ; 21 cm.
BHC 2663
Vert 2190 (PrCt)

18769 Cataloging of maps - 1916<>Croydon
Public Libraries - Map Collections - 1916
The Cataloguing and description of maps : some
Authors: Sharp, Henry A.
p. 256-261
Sharp, librarian at Croydon Public Libraries (UK),
pays particular attention to antiquarian maps,
referring to the county bibliographies of Chubb
and Fordham, and to the map catalogs of the BM
(1829 & 1885).
Z 007.518, v. 18, p. 256-261 (PrCt)

18770 Cataloging of maps - 1931
Om Kartkatalogisering. 1931.
Authors: Björkbom, C.
p. 207-217
In Nordisk tidskrift för bok- och biblioteksväsen
 Begins with a survey of the literature on map
cataloging, then outlines the principal features of
the catalog record, following closely Appx. VI of
the Preussischen Instruktionen. The last few
pages are devoted to the different options for
arranging the records, concluding that the best
plan is for the main entries to be arranged
systematically (geographically) with an
alphabetical index.
Z 007 .641, v. 18, p. 207-217 (PrCt)

18771 Cataloging of maps -
1933<>Universitetsbiblioteket i Oslo - Map
Collections - Cataloging - 1933<>Oslo.
Universitet. Bibliotek SEE
Universitetsbiblioteket i Oslo
Über Kartenkatalogisierung : die
Kartensammlung der Universitätsbibliothek Oslo.
[Oslo : Gründahl, 1933].
Authors: Vartdal, Hroar
In Kragemo, Helge Bergh, ed., Overbibliotekar
Wilhelm Munthe pa femtiårsdagen 20. oktober
1933 fra fagfeller og venner (Oslo, Gründahl,
1933), p. 481-492.
Z 0095 .64, p. 481-492 (PrCt)

18772 Cataloging of maps - 1936<>Royal
Geographical Society (Great Britain). Library -
1936
The Cataloguing and arrangement of maps.
[London : Library Association, 1936].
Authors: Crone, G. R. (Gerald Roe)
p. 98-104
In Library Association Record 38 (1936): 98-104.
Based on his experience as librarian of the RGS,
Crone discusses the elements of the description
(discuriously, without propounding a code), then
 treats in some detail the question of area vs.
author main entry and both direct and indirect
filing of geographical headings. Storage, map
use, placenames, and the choice of maps for a
general library are also discussed.
Z007 .502 v. 38, p. 98-104 (PrCt)

18773 Cataloging of maps - 1938
Classification, cataloging, and care of maps.
[Chicago : American Library Association, 1938].
Authors: Thiele, Walter, 1900-1973
Pp. 282-293 ; 28 cm.
Photocopy of chapter XVII in: Thiele's Official
map publications (Chicago : American Library
Association, 1938), pp. 282-293.
Vert 3000, no. 2 (PrCt)

18774 Cataloging of maps - 1946<>Classification -
Maps - 1946<>Great Britain. Directorate of
Military Survey. Map Library - 1946
Manual of map classification and cataloguing :
prepared for use in the Directorate of Military
Survey, War Office. London : Directorate of
Military Survey, 1946.
Authors: Parsons, E. J. S. (Edward John
Samuel) -- Great Britain. Directorate of Military
Survey
2 p. l., 439 p. maps, diagr. ; 27 x 21 cm.
Loose-leaf.
Copies held by Northwestern University and
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.
Not at Newberry Library (May 2008) (PrCt)

18775 Cataloging of maps - 1953
Final report : Committee on Map Cataloging,
Geography and Map Division, Special Libraries
Association. [New York : Special Libraries
Association, Geography and Map Division, 1953].
Authors: Special Libraries Association.
Geography and Map Division. Committee on Map
Geography and Map Division. Bulletin --
Geography and Map Division, Special Libraries
Association SEE Special Libraries Association.
Geography and Map Division
p. 19-24
Photocopy from: Special Libraries Association,
Geography and Map Division Bulletin 13
Report of a committee consisting of Jane Brewer
A review and comparison of eleven cataloging systems'

The comments are directed at Mary Ellin Fink's article in Bulletin 50 (Dec., 1962): 6-11, and are by Ena Yonge, Muriel Parry, and Rachel B. Sackett.

 vert 3000, no. 7 (PrCt)
18783 Cataloging of maps - 1972
Vert 3000, no. 8 (PrCt)

18784 Cataloging of maps - 2006
Series: IMCoS Bulletin ; no. 7.
Vert 262, no. 2 (PrCt)

18785 Cataloging of maps - 2011
Authors: Andrew, Paige G. p ; cm.
ISBN 0838911315 ; 9780838911310 2012061251 on order (NLO)

18786 Cataloging of maps - Bibliography
Cartobibliography for catalogers : reference materials to support the identification of early printed maps. 2007.
Authors: Kandoian, Nancy A. p. 45-78 ; 21 cm.
Abstract: This paper serves as a basic reference tool especially for catalogers of early cartographic resources, providing an extensive, annotated list of bibliographic references that are useful for cataloging related cartobibliographical detective work. The entries are categorized as biographical sources, library bibliographies and catalogs, regional cartobibliographies by place of publication or geographic area of map coverage, thematic cartobibliographies, indexes to monographic and serial publications, comparative studies and introductory texts accompanying facsimile publications, basic bibliographies on the history of cartography, and cartographic periodicals. It provides examples of these various types of sources and comments on their helpful features. While the selections focus on English language resources and maps of North America, it suggests leads to find additional sources pertaining to particular unmet needs that may arise.
Vert 1830 (PrCt)

18787 Cataloging of maps - Bibliography-Classification - Maps - Bibliography-Classification of maps - Data processing - Bibliography
Authors: Bergen, John Victor, 1930- p. 373-377

Compiled by Jeannette D. Black. Photocopy of typescript.
Vert 88 (PrCt)

Microfilm of typescript. Los Angeles : Library Photographic Service, University of California, [195-]. 1 microfilm reel ; 35 mm. Master microform held by: CU.
Original in typescript. Includes a list of Cutter numbers for California towns.
LC Card Number: nuc87528268 Microfilm 137 (NLO)


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Includes lists of Cutter numbers for California towns and of subject headings. Photocopy (1975) of original typescript in the California State Library.

**Vert 7655 .386 (NLO)**

18791 **Cataloging of maps - Data processing**

Authors: Motteler, Lee S. -- Newberry Library 26 leaves.

**Vert 152 (PrCt)**

18792 **Cataloging of maps - Data processing**

*The Classification of maps and plans for territorial planning.* 1943-1944.
Authors: Willatts, Edward Christie p. 7-15
A general discussion of maps followed by examples from the British Museum map catalog.

**Vert 90 (PrCt)**

18793 **Cataloging of maps - Data processing**

Authors: Carrington, David K., 1938-17 p.
Xerox copy of typescript.

**Vert 388 (PrCt)**

18794 **Cataloging of maps - Data processing**

Authors: Daehn, Ralph M. 32 p.
Photocopy of typescript.

**Vert 1519 (PrCt)**

18795 **Cataloging of maps - Data processing**

*Simon Fraser University computer produced map catalog.* 1969.
Duplicate copy: 5S 4 v. 2

**Vert 1959 (PrCt)**

18796 **Cataloging of maps - Data processing**

Xerox copy of typescript. Subsequently published in Special libraries 62, no. 9 (September 1971): 343-352, ill.

**Vert 92 (PrCt)**

Authors: Andrew, Paige G. -- Larsgaard, Mary Lynette, 1946- -- Cataloging & classification quarterly

2 v. (xx, 462 p.) : ill. (some col.) ; 22 cm.


Includes bibliographical references.

LC Card Number: 99051487

Map Ref Z695.6 .M377 1999 (NLO)

18815 Cataloging of maps - Methodology<<>>Maps - Bibliography - Methodology Rare, antiquarian, or just plain old : cataloging pre-twentieth century cartographic resources : a MAGERT pre-conference / [Map and Geography Round Table (MAGERT)] ; co-sponsored by ALCTS, RBMS, and GODORT. [Washington, D.C.? MAGERT, 2007].

Authors: Map & Geography Round Table (American Library Association) -- Association for Library Collections & Technical Services -- Association of College and Research Libraries. Rare Books and Manuscripts Section -- American Library Association. Government Documents Round Table

1 v. (unpaged) : ill., maps ; 28 cm.

Includes bibliographical references.


Preconference held June 20-21, 2007, Washington, D.C. in conjunction with the American Library Association annual meeting.

Z695.6 .R37 2007 (NLO)


Authors: Vick, Nancy J. p. 3-18


BHC 2402

Vert 1953 (PrCt)


Authors: Meisner, Heinrich, 1849-1929 p. 11-23

From Zentralblatt für Bibliothekswesen 22 (1905): 11-23.

Vert 1192, no. 2 (PrCt)


Authors: Kreisel, W. 96 p. : illus., maps ; 21 cm.

'Bibliographie': p. 53-80.

'Verzeichnis der Kartensammlungen in der Schweiz': p. 81-90.

lower case g 1038 .469 (NLO)


Authors: Dürst, Arthur p. 55-69 : maps ; 30 cm.

Offprint from Kartenhistorisches Colloquium Bayreuth '82 ... Vorträge und Berichte (Berlin, 1983)

Vert 42, no. 6 (PrCt)

18820 Catalonia (Spain) - Maps - 1680 Accuratissima principatus Cataloniae et Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
La principauté de Catalogne. Amsterdam, 1694.
1 map : hand col. ; 42 x 56 cm.
2176
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map 4F G6562.C56 1694 C2 (PrCt)

18825 Catalonia (Spain) - Maps - 1695
Principauté de Catalogne, ou sont compris les comtés de Roussillon ... Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : Chez H. Jaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], [1695?].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Cordlier, Louis, -1711 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:61
1 map : hand col. ; 44 x 63 cm.
3023
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map 4F G6562.C56 1680 W5 (PrCt)

18826 Catalonia (Spain) - Maps - 1696 - Names, Geographical<<>>Catalonia (Spain) - Maps - 1696 - Towns and Cities<<>>Catalonia (Spain) - Maps - 1696<<>>Names, Geographical - Catalonia (Spain) - Maps - 1696<<>>Gazetteers
Principauté de Catalogne ou sont compris les comtés de Roussillon et de Cerdagne ... París [i.e. Amsterdam] : H. Jaillot [i.e. P. Mortier], 1696.
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. [Atlas nouveau contenent toutes les parties du monde ... ] (1696)
1 map : hand col. ; 52 x 85 cm.
Added title, upper margin: La Catalogne ... de laquelle ... Roussillon et de Cerdagne. ... .
Accompanied by 23 city plans and 1 table (each 10 x 15 cm.) on 4 sheets with collective titles: 1. Pour la Roussillon -- 2. Pour la carte de Catalogne -- 3. Pour la carte de la Catalogne -- 4. Pour la Catalogue [Maps 11-14].

18827 Catalonia (Spain) - Maps - 1696 - Names, Geographical<<>>Catalonia (Spain) - Maps - 1696 - Towns and Cities<<>>Catalonia (Spain) - Maps - 1696<<>>Names, Geographical - Catalonia (Spain) - Maps - 1696<<>>Gazetteers
Principauté de Catalogne ou sont compris les comtés de Roussillon et de Cerdagne ... París [i.e. Amsterdam] : H. Jaillot [i.e. P. Mortier], 1696.
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. [Atlas nouveau contenent toutes les parties du monde ... ] (1696)
1 map : hand col. ; 52 x 85 cm.
Added title, upper margin: La Catalogne ... de laquelle ... Roussillon et de Cerdagne. ... .
Accompanied by 23 city plans and 1 table (each 10 x 15 cm.) on 4 sheets with collective titles: 1. Pour la Roussillon -- 2. Pour la carte de Catalogne -- 3. Pour la carte de la Catalogne -- 4. Pour la Catalogue [Maps 11-14].

18828 Catalonia (Spain) - Maps - 1696
Principauté de Catalogne. Amsterdam, 1694.
1 map : hand col. ; 42 x 56 cm.
2176
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map 4F G6562.C56 1694 C2 (PrCt)

18829 Catalonia (Spain) - Maps - 1682
Principauté de Catalogne. Paris, [1682-?].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Cordlier, Louis, -1711 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:61
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 56 cm.
In: Cordlier, Louis, -1711 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:61
1 map : hand col. ; 44 x 63 cm.
3023
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map 4F G6562.C56 1680 W5 (PrCt)

18830 Catalonia (Spain) - Maps - 1667
Principauté de Catalogne. [Amsterdam : C. Allard, 1667].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Allard, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709 -- Allard, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709.
Atlas minor sive tabulæ geographicalæ ... [1667?]
-- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 56 cm.
In: Allard, Carel. Atlas minor sive tabulæ geographiae proecipuorum regnorum regionum, insularum, provincialium, etc. (Amsterdam : C. Allard, 1682?) pl. 31.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .A4 A pl. 31 (PrCt)

Also accompanied by: Table alphabétique des villes...de la Catalogne. 

In: Sanson, Nicolas. [Atlas nouveau contenant toutes les parties du monde...]. (Amsterdam: Pierre Mortier, 1696) v. 2, map [15]. 

Remnants of binding stub on verso. 

18827 Catalonia (Spain) - Maps - 1697

Accuratissima principatus Catalonieae et comitatuum Rusciconis, et Cerretanieae descriptio. Amsterdam, [ca. 1697]. 

Authors: Allard, Carel, 1648-

Amsterdam, [ca. 1709] -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:58 

1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 58 cm. 

Cl. Koeman v. 1 p. 34 [A1. 26]. 

Includes index of place names. 

2182 

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). 

Sack map4F G6562.C56 1697 A4 (PrCt) 

18828 Catalonia (Spain) - Maps - 1700


Authors: Allard, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:R6 

1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 58 cm. 

Remnants of binding stub on verso. 

Koeman v. 1, p. 34, [Al. 26]. 

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). 

Sack map4F G6562.C56 1700 A4 (PrCt) 

18829 Catalonia (Spain) - Maps - 1700 Roussillon (France: Province) - Maps - 1700

Accuratissima principatus Catalonieae, et comitatuum Rusciconis, et Cerretaniae descriptio. [Amsterdam] : F. de Wit, [ca. 1700?]. 

Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Wit, Frederik de. 

Atlas [ca. 1700?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 

1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 55 cm. 

In: Wit, Frederik de. Atlas (Amsterdam : bij Frederick de Wit in de Calverstraat bij den Dam inde Witte Paskaert. [ca. 1700?] no. [12]. 

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .W6 A no. [12] (PrCt) 

18830 Catalonia (Spain) - Maps - 1707


Authors: Placide de Sainte Hélène, père, 1648-1734 -- Duval, Mille., fl. 1684-1703 -- Guérard, Nicolas, ca. 1648-1719 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:63 

1 map : hand col. ; 67 x 50 cm. 

3025 rev 

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). 

Sack map4F G6562.C56 1707 P4 (PrCt) 

18831 Catalonia (Spain) - Maps - 1708


Authors: Bailleul, Gaspar -- De Tesse, Mareschal 

-- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:57 

1 map : hand col. ; 52 x 75 cm. 

3024 

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). 

Sack map4F G6562.C56 1708 B3 (PrCt) 

18832 Catalonia (Spain) - Maps - 1710


Authors: Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. -- Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. Atlas curieux -- oder, Neuer und compendieuser atlas 1710 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 

1 map : hand col. ; 14 x 16 cm. 

In: Bodenehr, Gabriel. Atlas curieux; oder, Neuer und compendieuser atlas... ([Augsburg : Gabriel Bodenehr, 1710?]) pl. [11]. Engraved plate no. '12.' 

Ayer 135 .B6 pl. 11 (PrCt) 

18833 Catalonia (Spain) - Maps - 1710 

Principatu Catalanum, comitatus Perpinianum et Cerdauniae. Amsterdam, [ca. 1710]. 

Authors: Valck, G. (Gerard), 1651 or 2-1726 -- Valck, Leonard, 1675-1746 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:65 

1 map : hand col. ; 57 x 48 cm. 

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). 

2177 

Sack map4F G6562.C56 1710 V3 (PrCt) 

18834 Catalonia (Spain) - Maps - 1710

Cataloniae principatus, nec non Rusciconensis et Cerretaniae comitatus in eorum vicarias peraccurate distincti. Amst : Bat [Amsterdam] : Nicolaum Visscher [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher, 1710?]. 

Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Visscher, Elizabeth, fl. 1702-1726 -- Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702. Atlas minor... [1710?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 

2177 

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
18839 **Catalonia (Spain) - Maps** - 1741
**Roussillon (France : Province)** - Maps - 1741
**Cerdaña (Spain and France)** - Maps - 1741


Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Cordier, Louis, -1711 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Delamarche, Charles François, 1740-1817. Atlas général : contenant le detail des quatre parties du monde [1798?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 45 cm.
*A Paris, 1741* in cartouche; Robert de Vaugondy's imprint at upper left.

Scale [ca. 1:870,000].

Relief shown pictorially.

In composite world atlas possibly compiled and published by Charles François Delamarche: Atlas général : contenant le detail des quatre parties du monde [Paris?, s.n., 1798?], [ptie 2], [plate 5], Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .A77 1798, [ptie 2], [plate 5] (NLO)

18840 **Catalonia (Spain) - Maps** - 1745
**Roussillon (France : Province)** - Maps - 1745

Principatus Catalaniae nec nom comitatum Ruscinonensis et Cerretania ... Nuremberg : Homann Erben, [ca. 1745].

Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Homann Erben (Firm) -- Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724. Atlas novus terrarum orbis [ca. 1745] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 55 cm.

In: Homann, Johann Baptist. Atlas novus terrarum orbis (Nuremberg : [Homann Erben, ca. 1745]), [plate 6].

Manuscript 'No. 6' and '7' on verso. 

oversize Ayer 135 .H7 1730, [plate 6] (PrCt)

18841 **Catalonia (Spain) - Maps** - 1794
**Catalonia (Spain) - Historical geography - Maps** - 1794


Authors: Mercadé i Nubiola, Lluis -- Matas i Tort, Jaume -- Diàfora (Firm)


Libre commemoratiu del 500 aniversari del primer llibre imprès en Català.'

---

**Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)**

1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 56 cm.

In: Visscher, Nicolaes. Atlas minor ... (Amstelaedami [Amsterdam] : ex officina Nicolai Visscher [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher], [1710?]) map [87].

Manuscript '89' in upper right.

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .V8 1700 map [87] (PrCt)

18835 **Catalonia (Spain) - Maps** - 1710
**Balaguer (Spain), Battle of, 1709 - Maps**

Carte tres juste des terres et environs de Balaguer et Lerida, ou l'on peut distinctement voir ou la bataille s'est donnee, entre l'armée du Roy Charles, et celle de Philippe ... [Amsterdam] : Nicolas Visser [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher, 1710?].

Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Visscher, Elizabeth, fl. 1702-1726 -- Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702. Atlas minor ... [1710?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 39 x 46 cm.

In: Visscher, Nicolaes. Atlas minor ...

(Amstelaedami [Amsterdam] : ex officina Nicolai Visscher [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher], [1710?]) map [86].

Manuscript '88' in upper right.

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .V8 1700 map [86] (PrCt)

18836 **Catalonia (Spain) - Maps** - 1714


Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Bénard, J. F. (Jacques François) -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:59

1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 64 cm.

3026

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Sack map4F G6562.C56 1714 F4 (PrCt)

18837 **Catalonia (Spain) - Maps** - 1720

Principatus Cataloniae. Nuremberg, [ca. 1720].

Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:60

1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 55 cm.

2228

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Sack map4F G6562.C56 1720 H6 (PrCt)

18838 **Catalonia (Spain) - Maps** - 1720

Cataloniae principatus, nec non Ruscinonensis et Cerrataniae comitatus. Amsterdam, [ca. 1720].

Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Schenk, Pieter, ca. 1698-1775 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:66

1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 56 cm.

Cl. Koeman v. 3 p. 180 [130].

2181

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Sack map4F G6562.C56 1720 V5 (PrCt)

---

Request and cite items by the complete call number formatting the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Catalonia (Spain) - Maps - Bibliography

Authors: Colomer Preses, Ignasi Maria -- Institut Cartogràfic de Catalunya
208 p. : maps ; 24 cm.
1a ed., rev. and aug.
Includes index.
Series: Collecció Monografies ; 5 -- Col·lecció Monografies (Institut Cartogràfic de Catalunya) ; 5
Formerly Z6027.S72 C63 1989
ISBN 8439311249
Map Ref Z6027.S72 C63 1989 (NLO)

Catalonia (Spain) - Maps - Exhibitions - Catalogs - Cartography - Catalonia (Spain) - Exhibitions - Catalogs - Catalonia (Spain) - Maps - Collections

Authors: Institut Cartogràfic de Catalunya
165 p. : ill., 66 maps (some col.) ; 24 x 29 cm.
1a ed.
Cover title.
"Catàleg de la cartografia exposada per l'Institut Cartogràfic de Catalunya, a la Sala d'Exposicions del Col·legi d'Arquitectes de Catalunya, amb motiu del Symposium IMCOS, Barcelona, 3, 4 i 5 d'octubre de 1986"--P. [3]
Includes 66 entries, each accompanied with a photo.
Catalan, English, and Spanish.
Includes index.
Formerly folio Z6027.S722 C374 1986
LC Card Number: 87168286
ISBN 8439307055
Map Ref folio Z6027.S722 C374 1986 (NLO)

Catalonia (Italy) - Maps - 1580
Authors: Stizza, Antonio (fl. 1592 -- Stizza), Nicolao -- Aelst, Nicolas van, ca. 1527-1613 -- De Landau, Horace, barone, 1824-1903 -- Finaly, Madame, d. 1938 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 376 x 512 mm. (neat line), 379 x 514 mm. (plate mark)
Imprint and Antonio Stizza's name appear in dedication to Nicolao Stizza at bottom right.

Catania (Italy) - Maps - 1620
Catana vrbs Siciliae clarissima ... [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Stizza, Antonio, fl. 1592 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 50 cm.
Based on 1592 engraving by Antonio Stizza; see R.A. Skelton's Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.
Includes references 1-45.
Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Catana.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 5, pl. 69 (PrCt)

Catania (Italy) - Maps - 1840 - Pictorial works
Catania. [Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, 1840].
Authors: Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846 -- Lea & Blanchard -- Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (1840)
1 view ; 4 x 6 cm.
In: Murray, Hugh. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, successors to Carey & Co., for George W. Gorton, 1840) v. 2, p. 50.
Wax engraving.
G 11 .607 v. 2, p. 50 (PrCt)

Catania (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1632 - SEE Catania (Italy) Catana. [Franckfurt am Mayn : Wolffgang Hoffmann in Verlegung Friderici Hulsij, 1632].
Authors: Breithaupt, Johann Friedrich, b. ca. 1590 -- Breithaupt, Johann Friedrich, b. ca. 1590. Die drey vnd zwantzstitge Schifaffa Eygentliche vnnd auszführliche Beschreibung der Reyse ... nach der weitberümbten Christlichen Helden Insel Malta (1630) -- Hofmann, Wolfgang, fl. 1624-1647 -- Hulsius, Friedrich van, b. 1580 -- Hulsius, Levinus, d. 1606. [Sammlung von sechs und zwanzig Schiffahrten] (1608-1650)
1 view ; 11.6 x 17.0 cm.
In Breithaupt, Johann Friedrich. Die drey vnd zwantzstitge Schifaffa Eygentliche vnnd auszführliche Beschreibung der Reyse ... nach
der weitberümbten Christlichen Helden Insel Malta (Franckfurt am Mayn: Wolfgang Hoffmann in Verlegung Friderici Hulsij, 1632), opp. p. 40.

In upper right corner: Pag. 41.


18848

Catania (Sicily) - Maps - 1720<>Etnea, Mount (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1720

Aetna Mons. Catania. Amsterdam, [ca. 1720].

Authors: Keulen, Gerard van -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:243 1 map : hand col. ; 13 x 15 cm.

Inset on Van Keulen's Nieuwe afteekening van het eyland en koninkryk Sicilia. 3082

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Sack map6F G6760 1720 .K4 inset 1 (PrCt)

18849

Catanzaro (Italy) - Maps - 1790<>Reggio Di Calabria (Italy) - Maps - 1790

La Calabria uterio. Rome : Calcografia camerale, 1792.

Authors: Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824 -- Calcografia camerale (Rome, Italy) -- Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824. Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (1792-1801) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 43 cm.


Map dated 1790.

oversize Ayer 135 .C33 1792 v. 1 pl. 25 (PrCt)

18850

Catawba County (N.C.) - Maps - 1886 - Landowners<>Counties - Maps<>Landowners - Maps

[Catawba County (N.C) - 1886: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche], [Washington, D.C.] : LC G&M Division, [1983?].

Authors: Yoder, R. A. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 1 map : on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.

Size of original: 32 x 56 in. Scale 1:42,240.


Microfiche 583, no. 585 (PrCt)

18851

Catholic authors - Bibliography - 1494<>Church history - Bibliography - 1494<>Church history - Bio-bibliography - 1494<>Fathers of the church - Bibliography

- 1494<>Nicolaus Germanus, 15th cent.

Liber de scriptoribus ecclesiasticis. [Basel : Johannes de Amerbach, 1494].


Includes references to the Benedictine Nicolaus Germanus.

folio Inc. 7601, [selection] (PrCt)

18852


Authors: Catich, Edward M. -- Catfish Press 1 map : col. ; on sheet 44 x 57 cm.

Drawn and lettered by E.M. Catich.

'Scale: One inch=6 3/4 miles.'

Symbols used to show cathedral, parish churches, colleges, grade schools, hospitals, and high schools; these are identified by key, 1-98.

Insets: Davenport. -- Iowa [location map, showing deaneries].

map4F G 4151 .E4 1960 C3 (PrCt)

18853


Half title: Atlas géographique pour servir a l'histoire universelle de l'Église Catholique Maps printed by Louis Antoine; script engraved by Lahanier-Lacouchy.

Relief shown by hachures.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Cf. Phillips 3300

Baskes oversize BX847 .D84 1864 (NLO)

18854

Catholic Church - Maps - 18777 - Ecclesiastical geography<>Ecclesiastical geography - Maps - 1877 - Catholic Church<>Catholic Church - History - Maps -
atlas


*Authors:* Pieper, Karl, 1877-1948 -- Schwann, L. 62 p. 17 (i.e. 18) fold. plates (incl. 45 col. maps) 27 x 32 cm.

*Variant title:* Atlas zur alten Missions- und Kirchengeschichte.

Introduction in German, Italian, French, English, Spanish, and Dutch, in triple columns on opposite pages.


*Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)*


1 atlas (59 p.) : ill., 19 col. maps ; 33 cm.

Includes index.

Scales differ.


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

*Baskes folio G1019 .D47 1951 (NLO)*


*Authors:* Catholic Church. Congregatio de Propaganda Fide -- Emmerich, Heinrich -- Schorer, Lujo -- Sankt-Gabriel-Verlag -- Eiusdem Sacrae Congregationis -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Missionsdruckerei St. Gabriel SEE

Sankt-Gabriel-Verlag

1 atlas (8 p., 44 leaves) : 26 col. maps (some folded) ; 51 cm.


Accompanied by: Data statistica circumscriptionum ecclesiasticarum through June, 1957, edited by Lujo Schorer. 27 p. : maps ; 48 cm.

Latin, French, Spanish, Italian, English and German.

Relief shown by hill shading.

*Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)*


18870 Catlin, George - Travel, 1852-1858<<>>South America - Maps - 1852-1858
Mr. Catlin’s itinerary in South America, 1852 to 1858. [1858?]. Authors: Catlin, George, 1796-1872 1 map
Title in upper margin.
Cattaraugus County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1839

1 map : hand col.; 42 x 43 cm.
In Burr, David H. and Simeon De Witt. An Atlas of the State of New York : containing a map of the State and of the several counties (New York: David H. Burr, 1829; republished Ithaca: Stone and Clark, 1839) pl. [50]. Map dated 1829 and 1839; engraved 'No. 51.'

Case oversize G 10851 .13 pl. 50 (PrCt)

Cattaraugus County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1856

Landowners

[Alas of Cattaraugus County, New York : from actual surveys & official records. [Churchville, N.Y.] : Martin Wehle, [1971?].
Authors: D.G. Beers & Co. -- Wehle, Martin -- Gates-Chili News
1 atlas (98 [i.e. 94] p., 44 p. of maps); 41 cm.
Facsimile of original published New York: D.G. Beers & Co., 1869; 'no. 211 of 300 copies.'
'Offset reproduction by the Gates-Chili News, Inc., Dean Milliman'--Label on p. 2 of cover.
Imprint and limitation notice from bookplate.
Scale of most township maps [ca. 1:58,000] not '1 1/2 inches to the mile.'
Versos of maps are blank.
Includes business directories.
Cf. Phillips 2214.
Cf. OCLC 15696393.

LC Card Number: 86190396
73-4954
ICN74
map6C 52 (NLO)

Cattaraugus Indian Reservation (N.Y.) - Maps - 1890

Landowners

Cattaraugus Reservation of the Seneca nation : Cattaraugus, Erie and Chautauqua counties, N.Y. / located and platted by Henry B. Carrington ... [Washington : Government Printing Office], 1890 [i.e. 1894].
1 map ; 24 x 31 cm., folded to 29 x 21 cm.
Includes names of land owners.
At upper left: Eleventh census of the United States.
At upper right: Indians.
Graft 4396

Caucasus - Maps - 1540

Georgian (Republic) - Maps - 1540

Armenia (Republic) - Maps - 1540

Woodcuts

Tabula Asiae III. [Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1540].
Authors: Ptolemy, active 2nd century -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Ptolemy, active 2nd century.
Geographia (1540) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; hand col. woodcut ; 24 x 32 cm., mounted on backing sheet 31 x 38 cm.
Letterpress title above woodcut map with letterpress place names.
Letterpress no. 19 and text on verso: Tertiae Asiae tabula contenit Colchidem, Iberiam, Albaniam & Armeniamaiorum ... .
Forms part of an incomplete copy of Sebastian Münster's 1540 edition of Ptolemy's Geography (lacking intervening pages of text between maps).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Karrow, Mapmakers of the 16th cent., p. 423; Shirley, T. Ptol.

VAULT Baskes folio G1005 1540, [plate 19] (PrCt)

Carte des pays voisins de la mer Caspienne.
Amsterdam : Jean Covens et Corneille Mortier, [1741?].
Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Covens et Mortier -- L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726. Atlas nouveau, contenant toutes les parties du monde ... [1741?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 44 x 59 cm.
In: L'Isle, Guillaume de. Atlas nouveau, contenant toutes les parties du monde ... (Amsterdam : J. Covens & C. Mortier, [1741?]) v. 2, pl. [30].

oversize Ayer 135 .L695 1741 v. 2, pl. [30] (PrCt)

18877 Caucasus - Maps - 1789<<<<Asia, Central - Maps - 1789
La Tartaria Indipendente delineata sulle ultime osservazioni. Rome : Calcografia camerale, 1798 [i.e. 1801].
Authors: Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824 -- Calcografia camerale (Rome, Italy) -- Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824. Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (1792-1801) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 43 cm.
In: Cassini, Giovanni Maria. Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (Rome : Presso la Calcogr. camerale, 1792-1801) v. 3 pl. 11.
Map dated 1789.

oversize Ayer 135 .C33 1792 v. 3 pl. 11 (PrCt)

Map of the countries on the Caspian.
[Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, 1840].

Authors: Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846 -- Lea & Blanchard -- Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (1840) 1 map ; 10 x 12 cm.
Keyed to dozens of references in bottom margin.
Wax engraving.
G 11 .607 v. 2, p. 449 (PrCt)

18879 Caucasus - Maps - 1850<<<<Armenia - Maps - 1850
Authors: Koch, Karl Heinrich Emil, 1809-1879 -- Mahlmann, Heinrich, 1830-1875 -- Reimer, Dietrich, 1818-1899
1 map : col. ; 88 x 119 cm. fold. to 24 x 21 cm. in slip case (25 cm.) + accomp. text (31 p. ; 23 x 20 cm.)
Scale 1:1,000,000.
Relief shown by hachures.
Issued with accompanying text: Koch, Karl Heinrich Emil. Erläuterungen zu Koch's Karte ... . [Berlin, C.G. Brandis, 1850?]. 31 p. ; 23 x 20 cm.
Call number: Bonaparte 1418 Erläuterungen.
Duplicate copy (map only): Bonaparte 1417.

Bonaparte 1418 (NLO)

18880 Caucasus - Maps - 1872<<<<Crimea (Ukraine) - Maps - 1872<<<<Sevastopol (Ukraine) - Pictorial works - 1872
2 maps: col. ; 15 x 23 cm. and 14 x 24 cm., on sheet 48 x 32 cm.
Added titles: The Caucasus according to Prof Dr. Karl Koch ... / by Augustus Petermann F.R.G.S. ; engraved by G.H. Swanston -- Crimea according Huot & Demidoff / drawn & engraved by J. Bartholomew, Edinburgh.
Margins include assorted views, including natives in local costume and view (5 x 29 cm.): Port & town of Sebastopol from a panoramic sketch by Lieut. M. O'Reilly of H.M.S.S. Retribution.
Printed plate no. "IX" at bottom right.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

1 map ; 10 x 14 cm.
Engraved plate number '21).
Case G 1042 .668 pl. [25] (PrCt)

18891 Cavite (Cavite Province, Philippines) - Maps - 1766 - Fortification - Manuscripts<---Fort San Felice (Cavite, Philippines) - Maps - 1766
- Manuscripts<---Manuscript maps
Plano de la plaza de Cavite. 1766.
Authors: Marquez, Feliciano -- Archivo General de Indias -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 317
1 ms. map : hand col. ; 339 x 1002 mm.
Manila 14 de diciembre de 1766.
Forms 1 of 5 mss. by military engineer Feliciano Marquez showing fortification in the city of Cavite, Philippines and Fort San Felipe.
Scale [ca. 1:1,780]. '100 Toezas.'
Includes key to prominent buildings.
Pen-and-ink (black, red), watercolor (green, red, brown).
On verso in pencil: '11.100'; '51-C:36'; and 'S' followed by illegible word 'G[?]' (possibly a surname).
Accompanies his untitled ms. map of the same area dated September 15, 1767: [Map of the city of Cavite and Fort San Felipe ...] (* Ayer MS map 318).
Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Related to 3 ms. plans of Cavite by Marquez, also dated September 15, 1767, and held by the Archivo General de Indias in Seville. For descriptions of these and other Marquez mss., see P. Torres Lanzas' Relacion descriptiva de los mapas, planos, etc., de Filipinas (1897) p. 22-6, C. Quinero's Philippine cartography (1963) p. 96-7, and Blair & Robertson's Philippine Islands (1903) v. 50 p. [83] and [201].
Ayer ms map proj 94
VAULT drawer Ayer MS map 317 (NLO)

Includes bibliographical references (p. [234]-235).
ISBN 1856480453 ; 9781856480451
GB601 .M5 1992 (NLO)

Authors: Stevenson, Edward Luther, 1858-1944 -- American Geographical Society of New York -- Hispanic Society of America -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library), 115, [1] p. : ill., maps, charts ; 24 cm. + atlas (11 leaves ; 70 x 50 cm.)
Hispanic Society of America publication, no. 14.
Ayer 133.5 .C2 584 1502 1907 (NLO)

1st U.S. ed.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [234]-235).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 87016303
ISBN 0312011016 ; 9780312011017
Baskes GB601 .M5 1986b (NLO)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Includes triangular overlay with dimensions 194 x 390 x 375 mm., hinged on western third of the city's peninsula, covering the fort's area and showing modifications.

Includes key to prominent buildings.

Pen-and-ink (black, red), watercolor (green, red, brown).

On verso in pencil: '11.100'; '51-C-33'; and 'S' followed by illegible word beginning with 'G[?]' (possibly a surname) 'Manila.'

Accompanies his Plano de la plaza de Cavite, dated December 14, 1766. * Ayer MS map 317.

Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library). Related to 3 ms. plans of Cavite by Marquez, dated September 15, 1767, and held by the Archivo General de Indias in Seville. For descriptions of these and other Marquez mss., see P. Torres Lanzas' Relacion descriptiva de los mapas, planos, etc., de Filipinas (1897) p. 22-6, C. Quirino's Philippine cartography (1963) p. 96-7, and Blair & Robertson's Philippine Islands (1903) v. 50 p. [83] and [201]. Quirino, C. Philippine cartography (1963 ed.), p. 96.

Ayer ms map proj 94

VAULT drawer Ayer MS map 318 (NLO)

18893

Cavite (Cavite Province, Philippines) - Pictorial works - 1798>>>Manila Bay (Philippines) - Pictorial works - 1798


Authors: Dadley, J. -- Stockdale, John, 1749?-1814 -- La Pérouse, Jean-François de Galaup, comte de, 1741-1788. The Voyage of La Pérouse round the world, in the years 1785, 1786, 1787, and 1788 ... (1798) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)

1 view ; 12 x 19 cm.

'Pub. June 20, 1798, by I. Stockdale.' Foreground includes boat with natives in local costume.

In La Pérouse, Jean-François de Galaup, comte de. The Voyage of La Pérouse round the world, in the years 1785, 1786, 1787, and 1788 ... (London : J. Stockdale, 1798) v. 1, between p. 270-271.

Duplicate copy: Ayer 123 .L17 1798a

Graff 2397 v. 1, between p. 270-271 (PrCt)

18894

Cavite Province (Philippines) - Maps - 1897>>>Cavite (Cavite Province, Philippines) - Maps - 1897

Filipinas. Provincia de Cavite y región limítrofe. [Madrid?] : Depósito de la Guerra, 1897.

Authors: Spain. Ejército. Cuerpo de Estado Mayor -- Spain. Depósito de la Guerra

1 map : 53 x 76 cm., folded to 21 cm. in portfolio: 24 x 20 cm.

Cover title.

Inset: Plano de la plaza de Cavite.

Ayer 133 .S68 1897 (NLO)

18895

Cayenne (French Guiana) - Maps - 1760


Authors: Marchais, R. de -- Jefferys, Thomas, -1771

1 map : 32 x 36 cm.


Scale [ca. 1:2,230]. Relief shown by hachures.

F 80.45 pt. 2, opp. p. 200 (PrCt)

18896

Cayenne (French Guiana) - Maps - 1801 - Fortification

Cayenne. London : I. Luffman, 1798 [i.e. 1801] [i.e.1816?].

Authors: Luffman, J. (John), 1756--1846 -- Luffman, J. (John), 1756-1846. Select plans of cities, harbours, forts, &c ... [1816?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 14 x 12 cm.

Engraved number '36' and 'Vol. II.'

Includes references A-C.

In: Luffman, John. Select plans of cities, harbours, forts, &c ... (London: Luffman, [1816?]), plate [46].

folio Ayer 135 .L94 1816 pl. [46] (PrCt)

18897


Description particulière de l'Isle de Cayenne. [ca. 1724].

Authors: Cartes Marines Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 30, sheet 58

1 ms. map : hand col. ; 442 x 341 mm.

Nautical chart and map of the island and town of Cayenne in French Guiana.

Scale [ca. 1:160,000]. 'Echelle de 3 lieues francoises' [= 104 mm.]

Oriented with north at bottom.

Inset (145 x 103 mm.): Le Fort Louis en l'Isle de Cayenne.

Depths shown with soundings; mountains shown pictorially.

Pen-and-ink and watercolor (green, grey, brown, yellow, red); mounted on cloth.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Sheet 58 of 117 in the Cartes Marines
Manuscript Map Collection, detailing French colonial interests worldwide, ca. 1640-ca. 1726.
Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 170.
Ayer ms map proj 00
Digital image available as part of the Newberry Library's Great Lakes Digital Collection via the CARLI Digital Collections website (accessed Nov. 2010):
http://collections.carli.illinois.edu/u?/nby_grlakes, 853
VAULT drawer Ayer MS map 30 sheet 58 (NLO)

18898 Cayenne Island (French Guiana) - Maps - 1729
Carte de l'Isle de Caïenne et des rivières voisines ... / Par le Sr. d'Anville ... Mars 1729 ; Delahaye sculpit. [Paris]: Anville, 1729.
Authors: Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d', 1697-1782 -- Haye, G. de la -- Labat, Jean Baptiste, 1663-1738 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 321 x 427 mm. (neat line), mounted on sheet 543 x 405 mm.
Phillips 572 no. [16].
A close copy of this map, lacking Delahaye's name but including 'Tom. IV, p. 1', was issued in the Dutch edition of Labat's book published in Amsterdam: Aux dépens de la Compagnie, 1731 (Ayer 1269 G 7 L 11 1731 v.3, opp. p. 1).
Form part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Novacco 4F 88 (PrCt)

18899 Cayenne Island (French Guiana) - Maps - 1769
Cayenne Island (French Guiana) - Maps - 1769
Castle of Cayenne (French Guiana)
SEE Cayenne (French Guiana)<--Cayenne (French Guiana)
SEE Cayenne (French Guiana)<--Cayenne (French Guiana)
SEE Cayenne (French Guiana)<--Fort Cépérou (French Guiana)
SEE Cayenne (French Guiana)
Land-kaart van het eiland en de volkplanting van Cayenne an de kust van Zuid-Amerika.
[Amsterdam : Isaak Tirion, 1769?].
Authors: Tirion, Isaak -- Tirion, Isaak. Nieuwe en beknopte hand-atlas ... (1748 [i.e. 1769?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 35 x 41 cm.
Inset (22 x 20 cm.): Platte grond van de stad en t' Kasteel van Cayenne.
Verso numbered "N 107" in manuscript.
In: Tirion, Isaak. Nieuwe en beknopte hand-atlas ... (Amsterdam: Isaak Tirion, 1744 [i.e. 1769?]), plate [104].
oversize Ayer 135 .T55 1744, plate [104] (PrCt)

18900 Cayman Islands - Maps - 2004 - Tourist
maps-->>Grand Cayman Island (Cayman Islands) - Maps - 2004 - Tourist
maps-->>Tourist maps - Cayman Islands - 2004
Cayman Islands complimentary map 2004 .
Authors: B B & P Cayman (Firm) -- Cayman Free Press -- B.B. and P. Cayman (Firm) SEE B B & P Cayman (Firm) -- Cayman (B.B. & P.), firm SEE B B & P Cayman (Firm)
5 maps : back to back, col. : 34 x 49 cm. and smaller, on sheet 54 x 89 cm., folded to 18 x 13 cm.
Panel title.
"Map design by BB & P Cayman."
Map contents: Grand Cayman -- Cayman Brac [and] Little Cayman -- [Georgetown, Seven Mile Beach, and West Bay on Grand Cayman Island] -- Shops of Georgetown -- [Location map of the Caribbean region].
Includes advertising, map indexes to advertisers, and color ill.
map3C G4966 .E635 2004 .C3 (PrCt)

18901 Cayuga County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1839<--Counties - Maps
1 map : hand col. ; 55 x 28 cm.
Case oversize G 10851 .13 pl. 39 (PrCt)

18902 Cayuga County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1853 - Landowners<--Counties - Maps<--Landowners - Maps
Authors: Geil, Samuel -- Clifford, F. -- Godshalk, S. K. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 57 x 37 in. Scale 1:51,500.
Originally published Philadelphia: Samuel Geil, 1853.
Microfiche 583, no. 478 (PrCt)
Cayuga County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1859 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 2 parts, 18 x 19 in. each. Scale: 1:79,200. Negative photocopy of map originally compiled [18--?].
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 289 (PrCt)

Cayuga County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1871 - Real property<<>>Howland Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1871 - Real property
Topographical plat of the Howland Island, Cayuga County, N.Y. Chicago, 1871.
Authors: Land Owner -- Baker & Co. (Chicago, Ill.) -- J.M. Wing & Co.
1 map : col.; 54 x 43 cm.
Added title: Topographical plat of the Howland estate...
Detached from The Land Owner 3 (Chicago: J.M. Wing and Co., 1871) bet. p. 176-177. [Case Wing +H94.005].
Wood engraving.
5193
map4F G3704.A1 1869 L3 sht. 15 (PrCt)

Cayuga County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1875 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Beers, F. W. (Frederick W.) -- Walker & Jewett, New York -- Wehle, Martin
1 atlas (147 p. : ill., maps (some fold.)) ; 41 cm.
Includes business directories of some towns. 'No. 18 of a series' (of facsimiles).
No. 103 of 300 copies.
Cf. Phillips 2215
79-43487
oversize G1253.C3 B4 1875a (NLO)

Cedar County (Iowa) - Maps - 1863-1865 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Spicer, Wells -- Library of Congress.
Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 2 parts, 24.5 x 39 in. each. Scale: 1:43,000. Shows 1863-1865 land ownership

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

**Microfiche 583, no. 182 (PrCt)**

18910 Cedar County (Iowa) - Maps - 1872 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps

*Atlas of Cedar Co., Iowa : drawn from actual surveys and the county records ; to which is added a rail road map of the State of Iowa.*


Authors: Harrison & Warner -- Chicago Historical Society

1 atlas (53 p.) : col. ill., maps ; 40 cm.

Incomplete: lacking p. 5-14, 17-24, 29-36, 43-53; includes only 5 maps of [24]?

Cover title: Atlas of Cedar County Iowa Library buckram.

Scales differ.

Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005; includes CHS ownership markings.

CHS Coll., Atlas no. 132

**Case oversize G4153.C4 A5 1916 (NLO)**

18911 Cedar County (Iowa) - Maps - 1901 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps


Authors: Huebinger, M. (Melchior)

1 atlas ; 46 cm.

**Case oversize G4153.C4 1901 (NLO)**

18912 Cedar County (Iowa) - Maps - 1916 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps


Authors: Anderson Publishing Company

1 atlas (37, [18] p.) ; 22 col. maps ; 46 cm.

Scale [1:36,205]; scale of township maps: 1 3/4 inches to 1 mile.

**oversize G4153.C4 A5 1916 (NLO)**

18913 Cedar County (Mo.) - Maps - 1879 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps


Authors: Babbs & Stoddard -- Reily & Co. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps

1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.


**Microfiche 583, no. 393 (PrCt)**

18914 Cedar County (Mo.) - Maps - 1897 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps

[Cedar County (Mo.) - 1897: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche], [Washington, D.C.] : LC G&M Division, [1983?]

Authors: Walker, Virgil L. -- E.P. Noll & Co. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps

1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.

Size of original: 2 parts, 23.5 x 52.5 in. each.


**Microfiche 583, no. 394 (PrCt)**

18915 Cedar County (Neb.) - Maps - 1971 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps


Authors: Tri-Tabula, inc.

1 atlas ; 36 cm.

Cover title: Historical and pictorial atlas of Cedar County, Nebraska.

*Containing maps, plats of the townships, alphabetical rural directory, histories of churches, etc., families, farms, churches and pictures of general interest.*

**folio F 924153 .408 (NLO)**


Authors: McElfresh Map Co. -- McElfresh, Earl B.

1 map ; col. ; 44 x 49 cm., sheet 46 x 71 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Col. printed reproduction of watercolor original (20th-century painting).

Shows land use, vegetation cover, field crops, field lines, and farmers' names as in 1862; does not show army movements.

Scale [ca. 1:17,524].

Relief shown by hachures.

Verso includes text, notes, and 3 color reproductions of 19th-century maps.
Authors: Cedar Point (Sandusky, Ohio : Amusement park) -- C.P. Guide -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 brochure : col. map ; on sheet 23 x 41 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"1962 C. P. Guide." -- back panel
Includes untitled map of the Sandusky region (11 x 23 cm.)
Panel art: illustration of riverboat and suspended cable cars; "CP 1870" logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4903 (PrCt)

Authors: Cedar Point (Sandusky, Ohio : Amusement park) -- C.P. Guide -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 brochure : col. map ; on sheet 24 x 33 cm., folded to 24 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"This folder entitles holder to one free ride or entrance to Cedar Point if presented before July 1, 1963." -- back panel
Include untitled map of the Sandusky region (17 x 11 cm.)
Panel art: illustration of the amusement park; "CP 1870" logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 363 (PrCt)

Authors: Cedar Point (Sandusky, Ohio : Amusement park) -- C.P. Guide -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 brochure : col. map ; on sheet 23 x 41 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"1962 C. P. Guide." -- back panel
Include untitled map of the Sandusky region (11 x 23 cm.)
Panel art: illustration of riverboat and suspended cable cars; "CP 1870" logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 362 (PrCt)

Celebes (Indonesia) : Maps - 1908
Authors: Edward Stanford Ltd. -- Guillemand, F. H. H. (Francis Henry Hill), 1852-1933 -- Guillemand, F. H. H. (Francis Henry Hill), 1852-1933. Australasia : Malaysia and the Pacific archipelagos ... (1908)
1 map : col. ; 22 x 19 cm.
Scale 1:4,086,720 or 'English miles, 64½ to 1 inch.'
18922 Celestial charts - 1898 - Nautical charts
Nautical charts - Celebes Sea - 1898 - Wall maps
**Celestial charts Eastern part of the Celebes Sea ... from Spanish charts, with corrections to 1883. Banka Strait and passage. From a survey by ... H.M.S. Flying Fish, 1885 ... Washington : U.S. Hydrographic Office, 1898.**
Authors: United States. Hydrographic Office
1 map ; on composite sheet 261 x 139 cm., mounted on rollers
At head of title: China Sea. Philippine Islands
One of seven maps (various sizes) on composite sheet with collective title: [Map of China Sea, Philippine Islands, and Sulu Archipelago, formed by combination of charts 1715, 1726-30. Issued by the Hydrographic Office in June and July 1898]
Scale: 1° lat. = 5.9 in.
First issued separately, in June 1898, as chart 1727 of the Hydrographic Office.
**map2F G8950 1908 .S7, no. 10 (PrCl)**

18923 Celestial charts - 1563 (Provisional Heading)
Astronomy - Charts, diagrams, etc.
**Astronomiae coelestis. Paris : M. Iuuenem, 1563.**
Authors: Postel, Guillaume, 1510-1581 -- Iuuenem, M.
2 v. in 1 ; 23 cm.
**Case G 117 .71 (NLO)**

18924 Celestial charts - 1774
Astronomy - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1774
**Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1774
The Principal fixed stars of the north hemisphere delineated on the plane of the equator, for the year 1774. London : R. Sayer and J. Bennett, 1778.**
Authors: Dunn, Samuel, -1794 -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Robert Sayer and John Bennett (Firm) -- Dunn, Samuel, -1794. A New atlas of the mundane system ... (1778) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 chart ; 37 x 55 cm. plate mark
In: Dunn, Samuel. A New atlas of the mundane system ... (London : R. Sayer and J. Bennett, 1778), pl. D. Title page dated 1778; chart dated 1774.
**oversize Ayer 135 .D85 1778 pl. D (PrCl)**

18925 Celestial charts - 1774
Astronomy - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1774
**Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1774
The Principal fixed stars of the south hemisphere delineated on the plane of the equator for the year 1774. London : R. Sayer and J. Bennett, 1778.**
Authors: Dunn, Samuel, -1794 -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Robert Sayer and John Bennett (Firm) -- Dunn, Samuel, -1794. A New atlas of the mundane system ... (1778) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 chart ; 37 x 55 cm. plate mark
In: Dunn, Samuel. A New atlas of the mundane system ... (London : R. Sayer and J. Bennett, 1778), pl. E. Title page dated 1778; chart dated 1774.
**oversize Ayer 135 .D85 1778 pl. E (PrCl)**

18926 Celestial charts - 1786
Astronomy - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1786
**An Analemma : shewing by inspection, the time of sun rising and sun setting, the lengths of days and nights, the beginning and end of twilight, and the point of the compass on which the sun rises and sets, for every five degrees of latitude, and for every five degrees of the sun's north and south declination : which by judging of the intermediate declinations corresponding to the days of the month and the intermediate degrees of latitude, answers for all latitudes and throughout the year. London : Printed for Robt. Sayer ... as the Act directs, 10 June, 1786.**
Authors: Dunn, Samuel, -1794 -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Dunn, Samuel, -1794. A New atlas of the mundane system ... [1789?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : ill. ; 31 cm in diam., on sheet 47 x 57 cm. Includes diagram and text.
Scale not given.
In: Dunn, Samuel. A New atlas of the mundane system, or, Of geography and cosmography ... (London : Printed for Robert Sayer and Co., [1789?]), [plate F]. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
**Baskes oversize G1015 .D86 1789 [plate F] (NLO)**

18927 Celestial charts - 1786
Astronomy - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1786
**Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1786
The Principal fixed stars of the North Hemisphere : delineated on the plane of the equator for the year 1774 / by S. Dunn. London : Printed for Robt. Sayer ... as the Act directs, 10 June, 1786.**
Authors: Dunn, Samuel, -1794 -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Dunn, Samuel, -1794. A New atlas of the mundane system ... [1789?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : ill. ; 32 cm in diam., on sheet 47 x 57 cm. Star diagram and text.
Scale not given.
In: Dunn, Samuel. A New atlas of the mundane system, or, Of geography and cosmography ... (London : Printed for Robert Sayer and Co., [1789?]), [plate D]. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
**Baskes oversize G1015 .D86 1789 [plate D] (NLO)**
Celestial charts - 1794>Astronomy - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1794>Stars - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1794>Solar system - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1794

The Principal fixed stars of the North Hemisphere : delineated on the plane of the equator for the year 1774 / by S. Dunn. London : Laurie & Whittle, 1794.
Authors: Dunn, Samuel, -1794 -- Laurie & Whittle -- Dunn, Samuel, -1794. A New atlas of the mundane system ... (1800) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : ill. ; 32 cm. in diam., on sheet 47 x 59 cm.
"Published 12th May, 1794 by Laurie & Whittle, 53 Fleet Street, London."
Star diagram and text.
Scale not given.
In: Dunn, Samuel. New atlas of the mundane system, or, Of geography and cosmography ... (London : Printed and published by Robert Laurie and James Whittle ... (successors to the late Mr. Robert Sayer), 1800), [plate D]
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .D86 1800 [plate D] (NLO)

Celestial charts - 1794>Astronomy - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1794>Stars - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1794>Solar system - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1794

The Principal fixed stars of the South Hemisphere : delineated on the plane of the equator for the year 1774 / by S. Dunn. London : Laurie & Whittle, 1794.
Authors: Dunn, Samuel, -1794 -- Laurie & Whittle -- Dunn, Samuel, -1794. A New atlas of the mundane system ... (1800) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : ill. ; 32 cm. in diam., on sheet 47 x 59 cm.
"Published 12th May, 1794 by Laurie & Whittle, 53 Fleet Street, London."
Star diagram and text.
Scale not given.
In: Dunn, Samuel. New atlas of the mundane system, or, Of geography and cosmography ... (London : Printed and published by Robert Laurie and James Whittle ... (successors to the late Mr. Robert Sayer), 1800), [plate E]
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .D86 1800 [plate E] (NLO)


Sistema planetario / Antonio Rossi inc. ; Luigi Russo scr. [Naples : Luigi Galanti?, 1847?].
Authors: Rossi, Antonio, fl. 1834-1847 -- Russo, Luigi, fl. 1834-1836 -- Galanti, Luigi. Atlante di geografia moderna ... (1834-1836 [i.e. 1847?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : ill. ; 35 x 42 cm., on sheet 46 x 59 cm.
Includes illustration of an armillary sphere and 8 solar system diagrams (19 x 14 cm. and smaller).
In: Galanti, Luigi. Atlante di geografia moderna : in 30 carte (Naples : [Luigi Galanti], 1834-1836 [i.e. 1847?]), plate 1
Engraved no. 1 at upper right.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1019 .G23 1836, plate 1 (PrCt)

Authors: Spirinx, Nicolas, fl. 1606-1643 -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Yale University
1 globe : col. ; 78 mm. diam., height with detachable base, 83 mm., in box 21 x 11 x 12 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
This, with the accompanying terrestrial globe (see Map4C G3170 1610 .S759 1952 (PrCt)), was part of a small edition which Rand McNally produced, probably as promotional gifts, from the reproduction of gores dated 1610 used on their 1951 Christmas card; the ball is hollow plastic, the stand a chair leg protector.
Reproduced from globe gores held by Yale University.
For copy of the Christmas card see RMcN Christmas Card Collection (PrCt).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Both the Yale and Newberry copies of the original gores (see Novacco 2F 9 and Novacco 2F 10) are suspected of being restrikes or forgeries of 1610 gores onto 19th-century machine-made paper.
map4C G3160 1610 .S759 1952 (PrCt)

Celestial globes - 1610>Gazes (Maps)<Celesial charts - 1610 >Gazes (Maps)<Forgeries>Greeting cards, Maps on - 1951>Maps on stationery - 1951>Astronomy - Charts, diagrams, etc. [Celestial chart in gores] / Elaborat Niccolvs Spirinx 1610, [S.l. s.n.], 1610 [i.e. 18-?].
Authors: Spirinx, Nicolas, fl. 1606-1643 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 176 x 355 mm. (neat line), on sheet 180 x 359 mm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
12 gores on 1 sheet.
Apparently a restrike or forgery of a 1610 map onto 19th-century machine-made paper; see 1 p. summary of 1977 examination by the Newberry Library’s conservation department, filed in the Special Collections Map Information File.

Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Both sets of Spirinx gores were produced as globes by Rand McNally ca. 1952, in a small edition, probably as promotional gifts, from the reproduction of the gores used on their 1951 Christmas card.

For the globe facsimiles see Map4C G3170 1610 .S759 1952 (PrCt) and Map4C G3160 1610 .S759 1952 (PrCt)

For the Christmas card see RMcN Christmas Card Collection (PrCt); the card reproduces the Yale copy of the gores.


Novacco 2F 10 (PrCt)

18935

Celestial globes - 1740 - Pictorial works

Globes - 1740 - Pictorial works

Astronomy - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1740

Sphaerae artificiales synoptica idea delineatae et propositae. [Augsburg] : Matthaeo Seuttero, [ca. 1740?].

Authors: Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756 -- Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756. [A Collection of Seutter maps] [1726-1773] plate [1-2A].

Case oversize G 1007 .81 pl. [1-2A] (PrCt)

18936

Celestial globes - 1754 - Celestial charts - 1754 - Astronomy - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1754


Authors: Hill, Nathaniel, 1708-1768 -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library)

1 globe ; 69 mm. diam., in hinged pressboard container with celestial globe inside, total diam. 76 mm.

Container covered with shagreen, fastened with two brass catches. Condition: One piece (ca. 1/2' square) chipped off celestial hemisphere; it is in the continer and can easily be reattached. V. fine

Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection.

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2011).

AMcN III PC 410 (PrCt)

18937

Celestial globes - 1792 - Gores (Maps)

(Maps) - Celestial charts - 1792 - Gores (Maps) - Astronomy - Charts, diagrams, etc.

Globo celeste... Rome : Calcografia camerale, 1792.

Authors: Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824 -- Flamsteed, John, 1646-1719 -- Calcografia camerale (Rome, Italy) -- Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824. Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle...
Celestial globes - 1800

Celestial charts - 1800

Astronomy - Charts, diagrams, etc.

Authors: G. & J. Cary -- Gilpin, George, d. 1810 -- Royal Society (Great Britain)
1 globe : col. ; ca. 32 cm. diam.
Mounted in metal meridian ring and wooden stand with horizon circle.
Imprint on slip pasted beneath gore, visible through opening cut in gore.
For digital image of another copy of this globe (or variant edition) see website of the Lanman Globe Collection at Yale University's Sterling Library (accessed June 2010): http://www.library.yale.edu/MapColl/oldsite/map/globe30.gif
Shelved in 4A Stacks.

18940

Celestial globes - 1860

Celestial charts - 1860

Astronomy - Charts, diagrams, etc.

Newton's improved pocket celestial globe. [London : J. Newton & Son?, ca.1860?].
1 globe : hand. col. ; 77 mm. diam., set into turned wooden box 111 mm. high
Paper gores mounted on plaster (and wooden?) ball.
Condition: Considerably cracked. Lacking triangular section (chipped away, ca. 16 x 16 x 16 mm.)
Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection.
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2011).

AMcN III PC 340 A (PrCt)

18941

Celestial globes - 1930

Celestial charts - 1930

Astronomy - Charts, diagrams, etc.

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library)
1 globe : col. ; 21 cm., total height 28 cm.
With full meridian circle, in mahogany library-style stand.
Paper meridian circle give latitudes of American cities. Condition: V. fine
Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection. Previous location: Founder's room

AMcN III PC 530 (PrCt)

18942

Celestial globes - 1950

Celestial charts - 1950

Astronomy - Charts, diagrams, etc.

Authors: Lee, Oliver Justin, 1881--1964 -- Rand McNally and Company -- Mapes, Carl Herbert, 1900-- -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 celestial globe : col., mounted in plastic stand with horizon and meridian rings ; 23 cm. (9 in.) in diam., total height 30 cm.
'Edited by Dr. Oliver J. Lee.'
Dated 'c.1950' in manuscript on attached tag.
Described as no. M9153 in Rand McNally world globes atlases (1956) [Wing Mod. MS, RMcn, Series 3, Box 7, Folder 75], where the globe is reproduced and called 'The Orion Celestial'
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Annotated with wax crayon (by Carl Mapes?); includes adhesive red dots bearing manuscript numbers and letters.
Shelved in 4A Stacks.

globe G3160 1816 .C3 (PrCt)

AMcN III PC 340 A (PrCt)

18943

Celle (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1620

Bernkastel-Kues (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1620

Manderscheid (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1620

[Views of Celle, Bernkastel-Kues and Manderscheid in Germany]. [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
3 views : hand col. ; 16 x 44 cm. and smaller, on sheet 41 x 59 cm.
Views by anonymous topographer of Moselle region; see R.A. Skelton's Introduction to the

globe G3160 1950 .R3a (PrCt)
18944 Celle (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1657<<>>Bernkastel-Kues (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1657<<>>Manderscheid (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1657
[Views of Celle, Bernkastel-Kues and Manderscheid in Germany]. [Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657].
Authors: Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664 -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Urbium totius Germaniae svperiorus illustriorum clariorumque tabulae ...
Pars posterior [i.e. prior] (1657) -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Theatrum urbium (1657)
3 views : hand col. ; 16 x 44 cm. and smaller, on sheet 49 x 59 cm.
Contents: Cel im Ham -- Berncastel -- Ober Manderscheid, Nider Manderscheid.
Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Berncastellvm.
In: Jansson, Jan. Urbium totius Germaniae svperiorus illustriorum clariorumque tabulae ... Pars posterior [i.e. prior] (1657) -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Theatrum urbium (1657)
3 views : hand col. ; 16 x 44 cm. and smaller, on sheet 49 x 59 cm.
Case oversize G 117 .452, v. 2, [plate 14] (PrCt)

Aeroplane view of Halethorpe Field (Baltimore, Md.) showing buildings, reviewing stands and grounds of Centenary Exhibition and Pageant of the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad. [Baltimore? Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company?, 1927?].
Authors: Chesapeake Aircraft Company -- Centenary Exhibition and Pageant of the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad (1927 : Baltimore, Md.) -- Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company 1 view : col. ; 16 x 24 cm.
Colored photolithograph (?). 'The State of Maryland building and Tepees of the Indian Village are in the foreground; parked automobiles, left background.'
In Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company. Annual report ... December 31, 1927 (Baltimore: Office of the Secretary [Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company?], 1927) page [1].
5A 7267 (1927 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

18949 Centennial Exhibition (1876 : Philadelphia, Pa.) - Maps<<>>Geography - United States - Dictionaries - 1876<<>>Gazetteers<<>>United States - Description and travel - 1876
Burley's United States centennial gazetteer and guide, 1876 : containing plans of the centennial buildings and grounds of the International Exhibition of the United States in 1876, and the classification into groups and departments of the various articles for exhibition, historical sketch of the United States, general information relative to the topography, physical geography, resources ...
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

and prospects, products of the soil and climate and the mines, and census and statistics of the United States : sketches of progress during the past century in arts, manufactures, literature, education, inventions, railroad facilities and steam navigation, etc.; and articles on the press, the government and laws, and other matters of interest to both citizens and visitors from foreign countries : a general descriptive and statistical account of the business of the United States at the present time, together with some of the principal and prominent business houses in the various branches of trade and manufacture as herein represented : properly indexed, classified and arranged under the personal supervision of the proprietor / Charles Holland Kidder, editor.
Philadelphia : S.W. Burley, 1876, c1874.
Authors: Kidder, Charles Holland, 1846-
Burley, Sylvester W. -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
892 p. : ill., plans ; 24 cm.
At head of title: 1776, American enterprise, 1876.
"A general encyclopaedia of the United States."
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Full text of another copy available via HathiTrust Digital Library (accessed November 2013): http://hdl.handle.net/2027/nyp.33433081791950
LC Card Number: 01002779
Baskes E154 .B87 1876 (NLO)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company --
1 map : col. ; 35 x 43 cm., folded to 13 x 22 cm.
"Copyrighted in the year 1876, by Rand, McNally & Co."
Scale 1:5,832. "Scale, 486 feet to one inch."
Approximate coordinates: (W 75°10'12"/N 39°57'12").
Removed from the Rand McNally and Company
Authors: Hunter, Thomas -- Westcott, Thompson.
The Official guide book to Philadelphia [1876] --
Porter & Coates
1 map ; 14 x 25 cm.
"Copyright & published 1876 by Thos. Hunter Phila."
Scale [ca. 1:12,600]
Coordinates: (W 75°13'49"--W 75°11'27"/N 39°59'39"--N 39°58'24")
Relief shown with hachures.
Oriented with north at upper left.
Digital version of another copy of the book (but not the map?) available on the Internet Archive (accessed April 2013): http://archive.org/details/officialguidebooo00west
mapF G3824.P5 1876 .W4 no. 2 (NLO)

Authors: Pittsburgh, Cincinnati & St. Louis Railway Co. --
Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
48p. : ill. ; 22cm.
Original paper covers chipped with some loss; repaired with tissue.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Gift of Andrew McNally III.
To Collection Services for cataloging, Nov.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
18953 Central Africa - Maps - 2012 - Physicians - Workload
== Physicians - Central African Republic - Maps - 2012 - Workload
== Médecins sans frontières (Association) - Maps - 2012
Authors: Médecins sans frontières (Association)
-- Calder, Bruce J., 1940-
1 map : col. ; 39 x 54 cm.
Identifies locations of "Doctors Without Borders projects as of February, 2012."
Descriptive text, color photos, and plate number
"MSF43441EXX"on verso beneath added title:
Central African Republic: responding to massive humanitarian need.
Scale [ca. 1:1:2,820,000]
Coordinates: (E 14°--E 26°/N 12°--N 1°)
Inset (8 cm. in diam.): [Location map]
MSF is a private, nonprofit organization that was founded in 1971 as the first non-governmental organization to both provide emergency medical assistance and bear witness to the plight of people it assists. Issued folded to 11 x 15 cm. to accompany form letter soliciting donations.
Gift 2012, Bruce Calder.
map4F G8711.E5 2012.M4 (PrCt)

18955 Central America - Maps - 1565 - Nautical charts - Manuscipiles - Nautical charts - Central America - 1565 - Manuscripts - Manuscript maps - Nautical charts
Authors: Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. Vellum 9
1 map : 11 x 19 cm.
Photocopy of a manuscript chart [Spanish?] in the Library of Congress; call number Vellum 9. Distributed at the Library of Congress conference

Yucatan conventus iuridici Hispaniae novae pars occidentalis, et Guatimala ... [London : John Ogilby, 1671].
Authors: Ogilby, John, 1600-1676 -- Ogilby, John, 1600-1676. America: being the latest, and most accurate description of the New World ... (1671) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 28 x 35 cm.
In: Ogilby, John. America: being the latest, and most accurate description of the New World ... (London : Printed by the author, 1671) following p. 222.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135.O3 1671 following p. 222 (PrCt)

A Map of the middle part of America. [London, 1698].
Authors: Moll, Herman, -1732 -- Dampier, William, 1652-1715
1 map ; 151 x 272 mm., fold. to 18 x 11 cm.
In Dampier's A New Voyage round the world.
Inset: The Isles of Cape Verd.
In upper right margin: Place these between the introduction & chap. 1.
VAULT Ayer 118.D2 1698, v. 1, opp. p. 24 (PrCt)

The West coast of South America from Lima to Panama and from thence to Cape Corrientes. [London : J. Knapton et al., 1728].
Authors: Harris, John, 1667?-1719 -- Knapton, James, -1738 -- Harris, John, 1667?-1719. Atlas maritimus & commercialis ... (1728) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

La parte orientale dell’ antico e nuovo Messico con la Florida e la bassa Luigiana delineata sulle ultime osservazioni. Rome : Calcografia camerale, 1798 [i.e. 1801].
Authors: Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824 -- Calcografia camerale (Rome, Italy) -- Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824. Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (1792-1801) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 43 x 30 cm.
In: Cassini, Giovanni Maria. Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (Rome : Presso la Calcogr. camerale, 1792-1801) v. 3 pl. 22.
Map dated 1798.
oversize Ayer 135 .C33 1792 v. 3 pl. 22 (PrCt)

Central America - Maps - 1798<>Southwestern States - Maps - 1798

La parte occidentale dell’ antico e nuovo Messico con la Florida e la bassa Luigiana delineata sulle ultime osservazioni. Rome : Calcografia camerale, 1798 [i.e. 1801].
Authors: Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824 -- Calcografia camerale (Rome, Italy) -- Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824. Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (1792-1801) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 43 x 30 cm.
Map dated 1798.
oversize Ayer 135 .C33 1792 v. 3 pl. 21 (PrCt)

Central America - Maps - 1800-1899<>West Indies - Maps - 1800-1899

Central America and the West Indies. [18--].
Authors: Copley, Charles
1 map 
temp map2F G4800 18-- .C6 (PrCt)

Central America - Maps - 1811

Spanish dominions in North America, southern part. London : Cadell & Davies [et al], 1811 [i.e. 1815].
Authors: Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826 -- Hebert, Lewis, fl. 1809-1838 -- Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Cadell & Davies -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826. A Modern atlas : from the latest and best authorities ... (1815) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 49 x 68 cm.
Drawn under the direction of Mr. Pinkerton by L. Hebert.'
Running title in upper margin: Pinkerton's modern atlas.
Covers region between 7-17° N.
oversize Ayer 135 .P6 1815 pl. [45] (PrCt)

Central America - Maps - 1816

Authors: Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1817?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 50 x 60 cm.
Engraved 'No. 59' at upper right.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Digital image of another copy available on the David Rumsey Map Collection website (accessed Feb. 2010):
http://www.davidrumsey.com/luna/servlet/detail/RUMSEY--8-1-28385-1120814
Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1817, map 59 (NLO)
[Nicaragua and Costa Rica]. [1817?].
Authors: Ayer, Edward Everett, 1841-1927 -- Chadenat, Charles -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : cloth
Incomplete: apparently part of a larger work.
Includes French text promoting the construction of a canal through Nicaragua.
Printed on cloth.
Accomp. by 1 p. description dated 10 August 1917 indicating that the map was to be included in the Panama-Pacific Exposition by the collector Edward E. Ayer.

18967 Central America - Maps - 1818
Spanish dominions in North America : southern part / drawn under the direction of Mr. Pinkerton by L. Hebert ; Neele sculpt. 352 Strand. Philada. [Philadelphia] : Published by Dobson, [1818].
Authors: Hebert, Lewis, fl. 1809-1838 -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826 -- Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Dobson, Thomas, 1751-1823 -- Thomas Dobson and Son -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826. A Modern atlas : from the latest and best authorities exhibiting the various divisions of the world ... (1818)
1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 68 cm.
Running title: Pinkerton's modern atlas
In: Pinkerton, John. A Modern atlas : from the latest and best authorities exhibiting the various divisions of the world ... (Philadelphia : Thomas Dobson & Son, 1818), plate [44]
Case oversize G1019 .P56 1818, plate [44] (PrCt)

18968 Central America - Maps - 1822
Spanish North America : southern part.
Authors: Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (1829) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 50 x 60 cm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Engraved no. '59' at upper right.
Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1829 map 59 (NLO)

18969 Central America - Maps - 1829
Spanish North America : southern part.
[Edinburgh] : Drawn & engraved for Thomson's New general atlas, [1829?].
Authors: Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (1829) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 50 x 60 cm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Engraved no. '59' at upper right.
Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1829 map 59 (NLO)

Outline map of Central America & Yucatan : showing the situation of the ruined cities & monuments visited by Messrs. Stephens & Catherwood in the years 1839, 1840, 1841, 1842 / F. Catherwood 1844. [New York : Bartlett & Welford], 1844.
Authors: Catherwood, Frederick -- Stephens, John Lloyd, 1805-1852 -- Bartlett & Welford -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; col. ; 35 x 29 cm.
The dotted red line shows the route.
In: Catherwood, Frederick. Views of ancient monuments in Central America, Chiapas and Yucatan (New York : Bartlett & Welford, 1844) [VAULT oversize Ayer 515 .C31 1844]
Digital image available as part of the Newberry Library's Great Lakes Digital Collection via the CARLI Digital Collections website (accessed Nov. 2007):
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

18978 Central America - Maps - 1856 Wall maps
1 map : col. ; 107 x 105 cm., folded to 24 cm.
'Compiled from materials furnished by the Committee on Foreign Relations of the Senate of the U.S. ; executed at the office of the U.S. Coast Survey ... under special direction Captain W.R. Palmer ... March 1856.'
'L.D. Williams, Draughtn. U.S.C.S.'
Scale 1:2,500,000.
Insets: Bay of Fonseca -- Port of San Juan de Nicaragua or Grey Town -- Nicaragua from San Juan to Fonseca Bay.
G 10961 .91 (NLO)

Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's general atlas ... (1857)
1 map : hand col. ; 28 x 36 cm.
oversize G 10 .188 pl. 52 (PrCt)

18980 Central America - Maps - 1858-1859 Description and Travel <> West Indies - Maps - 1858-1859 - Description and Travel <> Trollope, Anthony, 1815-1882 - Travels, 1858-1859
Authors: Trollope, Anthony, 1815-1882 -- Sutton, Alan -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's atlas of America ... (1859) -- Johnson & Browning 1 map : hand col. ; 29 x 36 cm.
In: Colton George Woolworth. Colton's atlas of America, illustrating the physical and political geography of North and South America and the West India islands (New York : J.H. Colton and Co., 1859), pl. [50]. Inset maps: Isthmus of Panama -- Harbor of San Juan de Nicaragua -- The Nicaragua Route -- Manzanilla I: Aspinwall City, Navy Bay -- City of Panama. Printed plate 'No. 55.' Map copyrighted 1855.
Case oversize G1100 .C6 1859 pl. 50 (PrCt)

18982 Central America - Maps - 1860-1869 Railroads <> Honduras Interocean Railway -
Maps - 1860-1869

Railroads - Maps

Map of Central America showing the line of the proposed Honduran Interocean Railway. [186-?].
Authors: Erhard Schièble (Firm)
1 map
temp map2F G4801.P3 186-.S3 (PrCt)

Central America - Maps - 1860

Nicaragua

- Maps - 1860

- Nicaragua - History

- Filibuster War, 1855-1860 - Maps

- Panama (Panama) - Maps - 1860

- Colon (Panama) - Maps - 1860

- Aspinwall (Panama)

SEE

Colón (Panama)

1 map: hand col.; 29 x 37 cm., folded to 13 x 9 cm.
"Entered according to act of Congress in the year 1860 by J.H. Colton in ... New York."
Insets (13 x 18 cm. and smaller): Colton's map of the Republic of Nicaragua -- Manzanilla I., Aspinwall City, Navy Bay -- City of Panama.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copy: F 966 .95
Graff 4517, at end (PrCt)

Central America - Maps - 1860

Panama, Isthmus of (Panama) - Maps - 1860

Johnson's Central America. [New York]: Johnson & Browning, [1860].
Authors: Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884 -- Johnson & Browning -- Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884. Johnson's new illustrated (steel plate) family atlas ... (1860)
1 map: hand col.; 29 x 39 cm.
Insets (9 x 7 cm. and smaller): Manzanilla I., Aspinwall city, Navy Bay -- Isthmus of Panama -- City of Panama -- Harbor of San Juan de Nicaragua -- Nicaragua Route.
In: Johnson, Alvin Jewett. Johnson's new illustrated (steel plate) family atlas ... (New York: Johnson and Browning, 1860) plate '57.
oversize G 10 .454 pl. 57 (PrCt)

Central America - Maps - 1872

Central America: namely the late Confederate States of Central America; the Mexican states of Chiapa, Tobsaco & Yucatan; and British Honduras according to Squier, Keipert &c. / by John Macnab Esq. F.R.G.S. ; Engraved by J.
Authors: Macnab, John, fl. ca. 1854 -- Squier, E. G. (Ephraim George), 1821-1888 -- Kiepert, Heinrich, 1818-1899 -- A. Fullarton & Co. -- A. Fullarton & Co. The Royal illustrated atlas of modern geography [1872?] -- McNab, John, fl. ca. 1854 SEE McNab, John, fl. ca. 1854
1 map: col.; 51 x 42 cm. and smaller
Printed plate no. "LXX" in right corners and pasted on verso.
Case oversize G1019 .A38 1872, plate [62] (PrCt)

Central America - Maps - 1878

South America - Maps - 1878

West Indies - Maps - 1878

Compendium: Central & South America, West Indies. London: E. Stanford, 1878.
Authors: Stanford, Edward, 1827-1904 -- Bates, H. W. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.: 13 maps; 210 x 145 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Central America - Maps - 1888

Nicaragua - History - Filibuster War, 1855-1860 - Maps

1 map; 9 x 14 cm.
Anonymous and untitled map without imprint; title supplied by cataloger.
"Frontispiece." -- bottom margin.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Graff 1132, frontispiece (PrCt)

Central America - Maps - 1887

West Indies - Maps - 1887

Caribbean Area - Maps - 1887

Central America and the West Indies. [Chicago: George F. Cram, 1887].
Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928. Cram's standard American atlas of the world (1887)
1 map: col.; 40 x 55 cm.
Inset (8 x 7 cm.): [Western Mexico and Guatemala].
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Central America - Maps - 1960 - Road maps
San Salvador (El Salvador) - Maps - 1960 - Road maps
Tegucigalpa (Honduras) - Maps - 1960 - Road maps
Comayagüela (Honduras) - Maps - 1960 - Road maps
Guatemala (Guatemala) - Maps - 1960 - Road maps
Managua (Nicaragua) - Maps - 1960 - Road maps
San José (Costa Rica) - Maps - 1960 - Road maps
Panama - Maps - 1960 - Road maps
Panama Canal (Panama) - Maps - 1960 - Road maps
Canal Zone - Maps - 1960 - Road maps
Panama (Panama) - Maps - 1960 - Road maps
Balboa (Panama) - Maps - 1960 - Road maps
Colón (Panama) - Maps - 1960 - Road maps
Cristóbal (Panama) - Maps - 1960 - Road maps
Pan American Highway System - Maps - 1960 - Road maps


Middle America : A Rand McNally simplified merged relief map. [Chicago] : Rand McNally & Co., [197?].
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:167 (PrCt)**

**19009 Central Olympia (Wash.) - Maps - 1872 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles**

**Thurston County (Wash.) - Maps - 1872 - Landowners - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles**

**Landowners - Maps Central-Olympia, Washington Territory, situate in sections 35 & 36, on claims nos. 38 & 40, in township no. 19 north, range no. 2 west, Willamette meridian. Olympia, W.T., 1872.**

Authors: Morgan, E. M.

1 map ; 60 x 109 cm. on 10 sheets 28 x 43 cm. Photocopy (May 1994) of original MS map in possession of Alan Humphrey, Ilion, N.Y.; see Map Information File.

Plat map for a proposed townsite on the east shore of Budd Inlet, approximately two miles north of the city of Olympia. With inset map showing names of landowners around Budd Inlet and relation of Olympia to Central Olympia.

Signed 'E. M. Morgan [?] -- C.E. & surveyor.'

Scale '200 feet to an inch.

**map1F G4284.O4 1872 .M6 1994 (PrCt)**


Authors: Central Park Conservancy (New York, N.Y.) -- Taub, Jonathan -- Baer, Alice -- Miller, Sara Cedar -- Mather, Autumn

1 map ; col. ; 75 x 19 cm.

"First edition."

Panel title.

Added title: Central Park.


"Key" and extensive "legend" with dozens of references in side margins.

Directory of "points of interest" and color photos on verso.

Issued folded to 29 x 11 cm.

Related book (not held by Newberry in July 2011): Miller, Sara Cedar. Seeing Central Park : the official guide to the world's greatest urban park (New York : Abrams in association with the Central Park Conservancy, 2009); see OCLC 261175844

Gift 2011, Autumn Mather


"Winter 2008"--Cover.

Includes bibliographical references (p. [1] at the end).

Series: The Metropolitan Museum of Art bulletin v. 65 no. 3 -- Metropolitan Museum of Art bulletin ; v. 65, no. 3.


**folio F128.65.C3 H43 2008 (NLO)**

**19012 Central Park (New York, N.Y.) - Pictorial works - 1865 Central Park. Ithaca, N.Y. Historic Urban Plans, 1966.**

Authors: Bachmann, John -- Historic Urban Plans (Firm)

1 birds-eye view : col. ; 30 x 45 cm.

Facsimile of original published 1865.

**map4F G3804.N4:2C4A3 1865 .B3 1966 (PrCt)**

**19013 Central States - Maps - 1846 United States. Boston, 1846.**

Authors: American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions -- American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions. Maps and illustrations of the missions (1846) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 23 x 14 cm.


**Ayer 136 .A5 1846 pl. 34 (PrCt)**


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Frantz, Joe B. -- Graff, Henry F. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ;122 x 99 cm.

Includes five historical drawings in right margin.

Series: American History Series.

Paper and cloth map on plastic rollers.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
19015 Central Valley (Calif.) - Maps - 1910 - Hydrography
Redemption of the Great Valley of California (1910) -- American Society of Civil Engineers.
Transactions (1910)
1 map ; 17 x 60 cm.
Vert 2286 (PrCt)

Authors: Abel, A. A. -- Central Valley Project (Calif.) -- United States. Bureau of Reclamation -- A. Hoen & Co. -- Danzer, Gerald A.
1 map : col. ; 27 x 37 cm., on sheet 28 x 44 cm.
Details the Central Valley Project in California, anchored by the Shasta and Friant Dams on the Sacramento and San Joaquin Rivers, and constructed between 1937-1945; shows canals, power transmission lines, and pumping plants; includes text and reproductions of black-and-white photos.
Horizontal scale [ca. 1:3,460,000] Vertical scale exaggerated.
Coordinates: (W 124°24'--W 114°07'/N 42°00'--N 32°32')
Relief shown pictorially, with shading, and spot heights.
Gift 2013, Gerald A. Danzer.
map2F G4361.N2 1940 .A2 (PrCt)

19017 Centre County (Pa.) - Maps - 1861 - Landowners<->Counties - Maps<->Landowners - Maps
Authors: Walling, Henry Francis, 1825-1888 -- Tilden, S. D. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Microfiche 583, no. 721 (PrCt)

19018 Centre County (Pa.) - Maps - 1874 - Landowners<->Counties - Maps<->Landowners - Maps
Atlas of Centre County, Pennsylvania / from actual surveys by and under the direction of Beach Nichols. Evansville, Ind. Unigraphic, 1980.
folio G1263.C4 N5 1980 (NLO)

19019 Centre (France) - Maps - 1653
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Somer, J. -- Mariette, Pierre, 1603-1657 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G126 1 map ; 41 x 52 cm.
2781 rev.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G5832.O7 1653 S2 (PrCt)

19020 Centre (France) - Maps - 1971 - Language and languages<->Language and languages - Centre (France) - Maps - 1971<->French language - Maps - 1971<->Centre (France) - Maps - 1971 - Ethnology<->Ethnology - Centre (France) - Maps - 1971
Authors: Dubuisson, Pierrette -- Centre national de la recherche scientifique (France) 3 v. ; 50 cm.
oversize G1841.E3 D9 1971 (NLO)

Your red carpet guide to century 21 : Seattle
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

1 map : col. ; 17 x 17 cm., folded to 12 x 6 cm.
Panel title.
"Flying A Service" logo on back panel probably associated with Tide Water Associated Oil Co.
Added title: Rand McNally official map of the Seattle World's Fair.
Rand McNally designated "official cartographer to Seattle World's Fair"
Bird's-eye view on verso (10 x 12 cm.): Seattle World's Fair, 1962
Panel art: Line drawing of the Space Needle and World's Fair monorail.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 764 (PrCt)

Authors: Illinois Central Railroad Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Poole Brothers -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 25 x 76 cm. fold to 11 x 28 cm.
Includes 'Key to location of buildings and exhibits.' Below map: Illinois Central - Direct to every entrance - A Station at every gate - Adjoins grounds from end to end.
On verso: Maps of IC stops from Matteson to Loop, connections with Mexico and Central America, table of fares.
Designed as a mailer; title on outside when folded: Illinois Central guide map of 1934 Chicago World's Fair.
Printed by Poole Bros.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (3 panel,R,G): Outline map of North America, logo.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1022 (PrCt)

19026 Century of Progress International Exposition (1933-1934 : Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps Pure Oil pathfinder map of A Century of Progress
-- Map of the Chicago & North Western Line and connections from the Pacific coast [7.2 x 13.2 cm].
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
To Collection Services for cataloging, June 2011 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
... / compliments of the Pure Oil Company, Group One, General Exhibits Building. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1933].
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 21 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Pure Oil Pathfinder for A Century of Progress : Chicago.
Date from RMcN 185 ms. index.
Panel art: Pure Oil logo over exhibition buildings.
Location of the Pure Oil exhibit shown on fair grounds.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

19027
Century of Progress International Exposition (1933-1934 : Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - Railroads
Authors: Chicago and North Western Railway Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 22 x 59 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: A Century of Progress exposition grounds.
Date from RMcN 185 ms. index.
Panel art: Chicago and North Western Line logo over a building.
Location of the Chicago and North Western Railway exhibit shown on fair grounds.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

19028
Century of Progress International Exposition (1933-1934 : Chicago, Ill.) - Pictorial maps
Pictorial maps - Century of Progress International Exposition (1933-1934 : Chicago, Ill.) - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1934 - Pictorial maps - Pictorial maps - Chicago (Ill.) - 1934 - Road maps - Pictorial maps
1 map : col. ; 20 x 78 cm.
Text and ill. about Pure Oil Co. on verso, including photo of oversize floor map of the U.S. on exhibit at the fair, with lights to 'indicate the location of over 5,000 Pure Oil wells in ... nine states.'
Issued folded to 23 x 11 cm.
References: OCLC 42457938
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

19029
1 jigsaw puzzle (approximately 300 pieces) : col., paper on cardboard ; 27 x 41 cm., in cardboard box 22 x 22 x 3 cm.
Author, title, imprint, and reduced color reproduction on box cover.'... [R]eproduction of the H.M. Petit approved bird's-eye view ... '
'Approved as of December 1, 1932, A Century of Progress, Rufus C. Dawes, President.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

19030
Century of Progress International Exposition (1933-1934 : Chicago, Ill.) - Pictorial works - Pictorial works - Century of Progress International Exposition (1933-1934 : Chicago, Ill.)
Authors: Kaufmann & Fabry Co. -- Albert, Allen D. (Allen Diehl), b. 1874 -- Century of Progress International Exposition (1933-1934 : Chicago, Ill.) -- Reuben H. Donnelley Corporation -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
[64] p. : chiefly col. ill. ; 23 x 31 cm.
Colored illustrated wrappers.
LC Card Number: 33-24762
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
folio T501.C1 A57 1933b (NLO)

19031 Century of Progress International Exposition (1933-1934 : Chicago, Ill.) - Pictorial works - Pictorial works - Century of Progress International Exposition (1933-1934 : Chicago, Ill.)
Authors: Kaufmann & Fabry Co. -- Century of Progress International Exposition (1933-1934 : Chicago, Ill.) -- Century of Progress, Inc. -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
[64] p. : chiefly ill. ; 26 cm.
Photographs by Kaufmann & Fabry Co., official photographers.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Case T501.C1 A58 1933 (NLO)

19032 Century of Progress International Exposition (1933-1934 : Chicago, Ill.) - Pictorial works - Pictorial works - Century of Progress International Exposition (1933-1934 : Chicago, Ill.)
Authors: Kaufmann & Fabry Co. -- Century of Progress International Exposition (1933-1934 : Chicago, Ill.) -- Century of Progress, Inc. -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
[62] p. : chiefly ill. ; 22 x 29 cm.
Photographs by Kaufmann & Fabry Co.
Illustrated t.-p. in colors.
Descriptive letterpress on versos facing the plates.
LC Card Number 35007476
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Case folio T501.C1 A48 1934 (NLO)

19033 Century of Progress International Exposition (1933-1934 : Chicago, Ill.) - Pictorial works - Pictorial works - Century of Progress International Exposition (1933-1934 : Chicago, Ill.)
Official World's Fair in pictures : Chicago, 1933.
Chicago : Reuben H. Donnelley Corp., 1933.
Authors: Kaufmann & Fabry Co. -- Century of Progress International Exposition (1933-1934 : Chicago, Ill.) -- Reuben H. Donnelley Corporation -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Donnelley (Reuben H.) Corporation
SEE Reuben H. Donnelley Corporation
[48] p. : all ill. ; 34 cm.
Photographs by Kaufmann & Fabry Co., official photographers.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Case folio T501.C1 A58 1933 (NLO)

Authors: Gleisten, Samantha -- Arcadia Publishing -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
128 p. : chiefly ill. ; 24 cm.
Includes postcard reproductions and bibliographical references (p. 128).
Series: Postcard history series.
LC Card Number 2002104608
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
ISBN 0738519847 ; 9780738519845
T501.C1 G433 2002 (NLO)

19035 Cephalonia (Greece : Municipality) - Maps - 1528 - Ionian Islands (Greece) - Maps - 1528 - Cephalonia Island (Greece) SEE Cephalonia (Greece : Municipality) - Woodcuts
[Map of the island of Cephalonia in the Ionian Sea]. [Venice : Nicolò Zoppino, 1528].
Authors: Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530 -- Zoppino, Nicolò, fl. 1508-1544 -- Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530. Libro di Benedetto Bordon: nel qual si ragiona de tutte l'isole del mondo ... (1528)
1 map : woodcut ; within printed borders 8 x 14 cm., on sheet 31 x 21 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
The island is identified as Zafalonia.
In: Bordon, Benedetto. Libro di Benedetto Bordon: nel qual si ragiona de tutte l'isole del mondo ... (Venice : Nicolò Zoppino, 1528), folio XXXVI.
Case folio G 117 .108, folio XXXVI (PrCt)

19036 Cephalonia Island (Greece) - Maps - 1574 - Zafalonia Island (Greece) SEE Cephalonia Island (Greece) - Kefallinia Island (Greece) SEE Cephalonia Island

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
E.
1 view (aquatint) ; 23 x 33 cm.
In Litta, Pompeo. Famiglie celebri di Italia (Milano: Presso P.E. Giusti, 1819-1852), v. 11, fol. [86].

Case oversize E 6835 .5, v. 11, fol. [86] (PrCt)

19051 Cerveteri (Italy) - Maps - Collections
Authors: Baldoni, Maria -- International Commission for the History of Towns. Comitato italiano -- Multigrafica editrice
1 atlas (71 p.) : ill. (some col.), maps (some col.) ; 40 cm.
Includes maps, plans, and views; many are reduced reproductions of pre-20th cent. works.
Includes bibliographical references (p.65-67) and annotated list of collections and sources.
ISBN 887597103X

oversize G1989.24 C47 B3 1989 (NLO)

19052 Cetingrad (Croatia) - Maps - 1689
Authors: Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718 -- Padoani, Domenico, fl. 1689 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718. Citta, fortezze, isole, e porti principale dell'Europa ...(1689)
1 map ; 13 x 17 cm.
In: Coronelli, Vincenzo. Citta, fortezze, isole, e porti principale dell'Europa, in pianti, et in eluatione, descritte, e publicate ad uso dell' Academia cosmografica degli argonauti ([Venice] : Domenico Padoani, 1689) pl. [50]. Engraved plate '84.' One of four plates printed on same sheet, opening [50].
VAULT folio Ayer 135 .C8 1689 pl. 50 (PrCt)

19053 Cetingrad (Croatia) - Maps - 1689 - Pictorial works
Authors: Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718 -- Padoani, Domenico, fl. 1689 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718. Citta, fortezze, isole, e porti principale dell'Europa ...(1689)
1 map ; 13 x 17 cm.
VAULT folio Ayer 135 .C8 1689 pl. 50 (PrCt)

19054 Ceuta (Morocco) - Maps - 1942
Authors: Great Britain. War Office. General Staff. Geographical Section -- Army Map Service -- General Drafting Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 92 cm.
Scale 1:7,500.
Title in upper left: Morocco.
"First edition."
Relief shown by contours, hachures, and landform drawings.
Series: Geographical Section, General Staff ; no. 4241.
Imprint at lower left: Published by War Office 1942 9/42/G.S.G.S.
AMS imprint at lower right, with "revision December 1942."
Forms part of the General Drafting Collection (Newberry Library).

map4F G8234 .C4 1942 .G7 (PrCt)

19055 Ceuta (Spain) - History
A Tomada e ocupação de Ceuta.... Lisboa, 1925.
Authors: Cortesão, Jaime, 1884-1960

Offprint (?) or special issue (?) of Boletim Geral das colônias (1925). 8vo. 32 p. Includes folding maps of Europe in Middle Ages. Summary in English and French.

Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

19056 Ceuta (Spain) - Maps - 1816 - Fortification
Ceuta. London : I. Luffman, [1816?].
Authors: Luffman, J. (John), 1756-1846 -- Luffman, J. (John), 1756-1846. Select plans of cities, harbours, forts, &c ... [1816?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 18 x 24 cm.
In: Luffman, John. Select plans of cities, harbours, forts, &c ... (London: Luffman, [1816?]), plate [7].

folio Ayer 135 .L94 1816 pl. [7] (PrCt)

19057 Cévennes Mountains (France) - Maps - 1955 - Guidebooks
Authors: Joanne, Paul, 1847-- Bacquet, Charles -- Guides bleus -- Hachette (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 16 cm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

19058 Cévennes Mountains (France) - Maps - 1955 - Guidebooks
Authors: Monmarché, Georges, 1906-- Bacquet, Charles -- Guides bleus -- Hachette (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
ixii, 570 p. : 53 maps (some folded, some col.) ;
16 cm. Includes bibliographical references (p. [xxxix]-xlii) and index.
Maps on endpapers.
Series: Guides bleus
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 81035072
Baskes G153 .G84 Cevennes (1955) (NLO)

19059 Chablais (France) - Maps - 1632 - Geneva, Lake (Switzerland and France) - Maps - 1632
Ducaus Chablaisius. Amsterdam : C. Allard, [1682?].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .A4 A pl. 24 (PrCt)

19060 Chablais Region (Burgundy, France) - Maps - 1926 - Wine districts - Chablis Region (Burgundy, France) - Maps - 1926 - Wine districts - Burgundy (France) - Maps - 1926
Carte du vignoble de Chablis / dressée pour les Établissements Nicolas. [S.l. s.n., 1926?].
Authors: Etablissements Nicolas (Paris, France) -- Poyet frères (Paris, France) -- Newberry Library. John M. Wing Foundation 1 map : col. ; 15 x 24 cm., on sheet folded to 19 x 14 cm.
In Monseigneur le vin (Paris : achevé d’imprimer pour les Établissements Nicolas février 1926 par Poyet frères grav. -édit) at end, map 3 of 3. Identifies wine districts in the Chablis region of Burgundy.
Forms part of a collection of 70 advertising pieces published by Etablissements Nicolas (wine merchants).
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.
Case Wing folio ZC 1 .624 (Monseigneur le vin, 1926, at end, map 3 of 3) (PrCt)

19061 Chaco Boreal (Paraguay and Bolivia) - Maps - Collections, 1585-1907
Authors: Pozo Cano, Raúl del -- Paraguay.
Ayer F2691 .C4 P76 (NLO)

19062 Chagres Region (Panama) - Maps - 1777 - Coasts - Chagres River (Panama) - Maps - 1777 - Mouth
Plano della città rada, e porto di Chagre. [Livorno : G.T. Masi, 1777].
Authors: Vanni, Violante, fl. 1763 -- Pazzi, Giuseppe -- Masi, G. T. -- Masi, G. T. Atlante dell' America, contenente le migliori carte geografiche ... (1777) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 26 x 20 cm.
In: Masi, G. T. Atlante dell' America, contenente le migliore carte geografiche ... (Livorno : Gio. Tommaso Masi, e Comp., 1777) pl. [33].
VAULT folio Ayer 135 .A75 1777 pl. [33] (PrCt)

19063 Chain O’ Lakes (Ill.) - Maps - 1941-1956 - Road maps - Lake County (Ill.) - Maps - 1941-1956 - Road maps - McHenry County (Ill.) - Maps - 1941-1956 - Road maps - Counties - Maps
Chain-O’Lakes region / State of Illinois Department of Public Works and Buildings, Division of Waterways. [Springfield, Ill.?] : Department of Public Works and Buildings, Division of Waterways, c1941 [i.e. 1956].
1 map : col. ; 60 x 40 cm.
"Copyright August 21, 1941, State of Illinois."
Compiled or printed by H.M. Gousha Co. without attribution.
Editor’s ms. note on verso: "1956 ILL. Chain O’ Lakes."
Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Company Collection (Newberry Library).
map4F G4102.C5 1941 .J4 (PrCt)

19064 Chain O’ Lakes (Ill.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps - Lake County (Ill.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps - McHenry County (Ill.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps - Counties - Maps
Chain-O’Lakes region / State of Illinois Department of Public Works and Buildings, Division of Waterways. [Springfield, Ill.?] : Department of Public Works and Buildings, Division of Waterways, 1941.
1 map : col. ; 60 x 40 cm.
"Copyright August 21, 1941, State of Illinois."
Compiled or printed by H.M. Gousha Co. without attribution.
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Company Collection (Newberry Library).

map4F G4102.C5 1941 .I4 (PrCt)

19065 Chain O’ Lakes (Ill.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps<--->Lake County (Ill.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps<--->McHenry County (Ill.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps<--->Proofs (Printing) - 1941 - Specimens<--->Road maps<--->Counties - Maps
Chain-O’-Lakes region / State of Illinois ... Department of Public Works and Buildings, Division of Waterways. [Springfield, Ill.?] : Department of Public Works and Buildings, Division of Waterways, c1941.
1 map : col. ; 59 x 40 cm., folded to 22 x 11 cm.
"Dwight H. Green, Governor"
"Copyrighted 1941, State of Illinois."
Compiled or printed by H.M. Gousha Co. without attribution.
Printer's proof (?): verso blank.
Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Company Collection (Newberry Library).

Gousha Clients 4144 (PrCt)

19066 Chain O’ Lakes (Ill.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps<--->Lake County (Ill.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps<--->McHenry County (Ill.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps<--->Road maps<--->Counties - Maps
Chain-O’-Lakes region / State of Illinois, Dwight H. Green, Governor, Department of Public Works and Buildings, Division of Waterways. [Springfield, Ill.?] : Department of Public Works and Buildings, Division of Waterways, 1946.
1 map : col. ; 60 x 40 cm.
"Copyrighted 1946, State of Illinois."
Compiled or printed by H.M. Gousha Co. without attribution.
2 copies; copy 2 includes handstamp on verso:
"The H.M. Gousha Co. San Jose, California, Sep. 28 9:06 AM, 1949"
Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Company Collection (Newberry Library).

map4F G4102.C5 1946 .I4 [copies 1 and 2] (PrCt)

19067 Chain O’ Lakes (Ill.) - Maps - 1951<--->Lake County (Ill.) - Maps - 1951<--->McHenry County (Ill.) - Maps - 1951<--->Road maps<--->Counties - Maps
Authors: Sidwell Studio -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 44 x 65 cm.
Copyrighted 1948 ... revised May 1951 - third printing.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

map4F G4103.L2 1951 S5 (PrCt)

19068 Chain O’ Lakes (Ill.) - Maps - 1962 - Road maps<--->Lake County (Ill.) - Maps - 1962 - Road maps<--->McHenry County (Ill.) - Maps - 1962 - Road maps<--->Road maps<--->Counties - Maps
1 map : col. ; 60 x 40 cm.
"Copyrighted 1962, State of Illinois."
Compiled or printed by H.M. Gousha Co. without attribution.
Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Company Collection (Newberry Library).

map4F G4102.C5 1962 .I4, sheet 1 of 3 (PrCt)

19069 Chain O’ Lakes (Ill.) - Maps - 1962 - Road maps<--->Lake County (Ill.) - Maps - 1962 - Road maps<--->McHenry County (Ill.) - Maps - 1962 - Road maps<--->Road maps<--->Counties - Maps
1 map : col. ; 60 x 40 cm., on sheet 72 x 47 cm.
"Copyrighted 1962, State of Illinois."
Compiled or printed by H.M. Gousha Co. without attribution.
Editor's manuscript note in bottom margin:
"Bkgmd. seems a bit dark. K.R. 3/31."
Ms. note in left margin: "1000 3-29-63 5 p.m."
Handstamp: "Received Mar. 31 1962"
Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Company Collection (Newberry Library).

map4F G4102.C5 1962 .I4, sheet 2 of 3 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Chalcis (Greece) - Maps - 1689
Authors: Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718 -- Padoani, Domenico, fl. 1689 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718. Citta, fortezze, isole, e porti principale dell' Europa ... (1689) 1 map ; 27 x 43 cm.
VAULT folio Ayer 135 .C8 1689 pl. 66 (PrCt)

Chalcis (Greece) - Maps - 1689
Chatable Bay (N.B. and Quebec) - Maps - 1760 - Nautical charts

A Plan of Chaleur Bay, in the Gulf of St. Lawrence / surveyed by His Majesty's ship Norwich in 1760. London: Laurie & Whittle, 53, Fleet Street, 12th May 1794.

Ayer ms map proj 03

Digital image available as part of the Newberry Library's Great Lakes Digital Collection via the CARLI Digital Collections website (accessed Nov. 2010):

http://collections.carli.illinois.edu/u?/nby_grlakes, 1070

VAULT drawer Ayer MS map 30 sheet 102 (NLO)

Chalmette (La.) - Pictorial works - 1900 - Railroads

Bird's-eye view of Port Chalmette, the terminal of the New Orleans & Western Railroad. Cincinatti: Henderson Litho. Co., [ca. 1900?].

Authors: Henderson Lithographing Co. -- New Orleans and Western Railroad Company

1 view : col. ; on sheet 63 x 96 cm.

New Orleans & Western Railroad forms a belt road about the city and has direct connection with all lines into New Orleans.' View of the railroad and its docks on the bank of the Mississippi River. The railroad was chartered in 1895; cf. OCLC 28420386. Damaged, resulting in some loss of detail.

map6F G4014.C53 1900 H4 (PrCt)

Châlons-sur-Marne (France) - Maps - 1620

Cabillonvm, indigenis, Chalon, vt agriv berrimi ... [Cologne: s.n., ca. 1620].

Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 32 x 22 cm. Derived from a 1575 woodcut by Sebastian Münster; see R.A. Skelton's Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum. On same sheet with: Matisconca, vulgo Mascon; ad Ararim flu. probe munitum Burgundiae oppidum M.D. LXXX. Latin letterpress text on verso under titles: Matisconca -- Cabillonvm.


VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 4, pl. 4 (PrCt)


Authors: Scheel, Eugene M. Pp. 41-44 : ill., port. ; 28 cm.

In: The Portolan 56 (Spring 2003): 41-44. folio GA101 .P67, no. 56, p. 41-44 (PrCt)

Chambers County (Tex.) - Maps - 1879 - Landowners


Authors: Texas. General Land Office -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps

1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm. Size of original: 19.5 x 24.5 in. Scale 1:133,320. Originally compiled 1879. Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:


Microfiche 583, no. 922 (PrCt)

Chambly (Québec) - Maps - 1704 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

Fort Chambly (Chambly, Québec) - Maps - 1704 - Manuscripts -
Facsimiles

Saint-Jean (Québec) - Maps - Fortification - 1704 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

Saint-Jean (Québec) - Maps - Facsimiles

Plan de Chambly ... 1704. [19--].

Authors: France. Ministère des colonies. No. 496

-- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map

Photostatic reproduction of 1704 manuscript.

Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

MapPhoto France MC No. 496 (PrCt)

19083

Champagne-Ardenne (France) - Maps - 1659<<>>Brie (France) - Maps - 1659


Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Mariette, Pierre, 1603-1657 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (1658 [i.e. 1659?])

1 map : hand col. ; 37 x 44 cm.

In: Sanson, Nicolas. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (Paris : Pierre Mariette, 1658 [i.e. 1659?]) v. 1, pl. [40]

Vault Case oversize G1015 .S35 1658 v. 1, pl. [40] (PrCt)

19084

Champagne-Ardenne (France) - Maps - 1692

Gouvernement general de Champagne ... Paris, 1692.

Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G153

1 map ; 75 x 53 cm.

2688

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Sack map6F G5832.C35 1692 S2 (PrCt)

19085

Champagne-Ardenne (France) - Maps - 1692<<>>Names, Geographical

Geographical - Champagne-Ardenne (France) - Maps - 1692<<>>Gazetteers

Gouvernement general de Champagne, ou sont divisees les elections ... Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : Hubert Jaillot [i.e. P. Mortier], 1692 [i.e. 1696].

Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G153

1 map : hand col. ; 76 x 54 cm.

Accompanied, on the previous leaf, by: Table alphabetique de noms de villes, villages ... de Champagne.

In: Sanson, Nicolas. [Atlas nouveau contenant toutes les parties du monde ... ] (1696)

1 map : hand col. ; 60 x 88 cm.

Forms part of atlas published by P. Mortier in Amsterdam; chiefly comprised of maps bearing the counterfeited imprint of H. Jaillot in Paris.

Case oversize G 1007 .78 v. 1, map [18] (PrCt)

19086

Champagne-Ardenne (France) - Maps - 1695

Gouvernement general de Champagne ou sont divisees les ejections ... Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : Hubert Jaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], [1695?].

Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. Atlas nouveau : contenant toutes les parties du monde (1692 [i.e. 1695?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1695?


19082

Chamonix-Mont-Blanc (France) - Maps - 1845 - Glaciers - Chamonix-Mont-Blanc (France) - Maps - 1845

Glaciers - Alps - Maps - 1845

Glaciers - Alps - Maps - 1845


1 map : hand col. ; 60 x 68 cm.

Drawn and engraved from the surveys and sketches of Professor Forbes by W. & A.K. Johnston, Edinr. :

'Corrected 1845.'

Scale [ca. 1:26,000].

Sectioned, mounted on cloth, and folded to 25 x 16 cm. in original covers.


78-39326 / 00

Map4C G5834.C5C38 1845 F6 (NLO)
19087  **Champagne-Ardenne (France) - Maps - 1710**

Comité et gouvernement général de Champagne ou sont la vraye Champagne, la Brie ... [Amsterdam] : F. de Witt [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher, 1710?].

Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Visscher, Elizabeth, fl. 1702-1726 -- Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702. Atlas minor ... [1710?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 58 x 49 cm.

In: Visscher, Nicolaes. Atlas minor ... (Amstelaedami [Amsterdam] : ex officina Nicolai Visscher [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher], [1710?]) map [69].

Manuscript '71' in lower right.

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .S19 1692 pl. [20] (PrCt)

19088  **Champagne-Ardenne (France) - Maps - 1713**

Carte de la Champagne et des pays voisins ... Paris, 1713.

Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Académie des sciences (France) -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

III:G151-152

1 map : hand col. ; on 2 sheets, 43 x 60 cm. and 45 x 62 cm.

Added title: Partie meridionale de Champagne.

2711

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Sack map4F G5832.C35 1713 L5 (PrCt)

19089  **Champagne-Ardenne (France) - Maps - 1713**

Carte de la Champagne et des pays voisins ou lôn voit la generalité de Chalons partie de celle de Soissons &c. / par Guillaume Dell'Isle ... À Paris : chez l'auteur sur le Quai de l'Horloge ..., 15 Mars 1713 .

Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726. [Collection of maps of the world] [1732?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 43 x 63 cm.

Title and imprint in top margin.

In composite atlas without title page: L'Isle, Guillaume de. [Collection of maps of the world]. Paris : s.n. , 1732?], [plate 18].

Number "18" in ms. on verso.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

VAULT Baskes oversize G1015 .L57 1700, [plate 18] (PrCt)

19090  **Champagne-Ardenne (France) - Maps - 1713**

Partie meridionale de Champagne / par Guillaume Dell'Isle ... a Paris : chez l'auteur sur le Quai de l'Horloge ..., Aoust 1713 .

Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726. [Collection of maps of the world] [1732?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 64 cm.

Title and imprint in top margin.

In composite atlas without title page: L'Isle, Guillaume de. [Collection of maps of the world]. Paris : s.n. , 1732?], [plate 19].

Number "19" in ms. on verso.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

VAULT Baskes oversize G1015 .L57 1700, [plate 19] (PrCt)

19091  **Champagne-Ardenne (France) - Maps - 1725**

Comité et gouvernement general de Champagne ... Amsterdam, [ca. 1725].

Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Cövens et Mortier -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G150

1 map ; 58 x 49 cm.

2689

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Sack map4F G5832.C35 1725 W5 (PrCt)

19092  **Champagne-Ardenne (France) - Maps - 1740**

Companiae praefectura ... Amsterdam, [ca. 1740].

Authors: Valck, G. (Gerard), 1651 or 2-1726 -- Valck, Leonard, 1675-1746 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G149

1 map : 57 x 48 cm.

Phillips 3490 no. 12.

2690

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Sack map4F G5832.C35 1740 V3 (PrCt)

19093  **Champagne-Ardenne (France) - Maps - 1741**

Carte de la Champagne et des pays voisins ... Amsterdam : J. Cövens et C. Mortier, [1741?].


1 map : hand col. ; 42 x 59 cm.

Continued southward on adjoining sheet: Partie meridionale de Champagne.

In: L'Isle, Guillaume de. Atlas nouveau, contenant toutes les parties du monde ... (Amsterdam : J. Cövens & C. Mortier, [1741?]) v. 1, pl. [20].

oversize Ayer 135 .L695 1741 v. 1, pl. [20] (PrCt)
19094 Champagne-Ardenne (France) - Maps - 1744
Partie meridionale de Champagne. Amsterdam : J. Covens et C. Mortier, [1741].
1 map : hand col. ; 45 x 60 cm.
Continued northward on adjacent sheet: Carte de la Champagne et des pays voisins ....
In: L'Isle, Guillaume de. Atlas nouveau, contenant toutes les parties du monde ... (Amsterdam : J. Covens & C. Mortier, [1741?] v. 1, pl. [21].
oversize Ayer 135 .L695 1741 v. 1, pl. [21] (PrCt)

19095 Champagne-Ardenne (France) - Maps - 1744
La Champagne divisée par elections ... Paris : La Rouge, 1744 [i.e. 1748?].
Authors: Le Rouge, Georges-Louis -- Le Rouge, Georges-Louis. Recueil contenant des cartes nouvelles ... (1742 [i.e. 1748?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 57 x 47 cm.
In: Le Rouge, Georges-Louis. Recueil contenant des cartes nouvelles ... (Paris : chez le Sr. Le Rouge, 1742 [i.e. 1748?]).
Manuscript '65' on verso.
oversize Ayer 135 .L6 1742 pl. 65 (PrCt)

19096 Champagne-Ardenne (France) - Maps - 1745<<>Reims (France) - Maps - 1745 - Pictorial works<<>Troyes (France) - Maps - 1745 - Pictorial works
Tabula geographica Campaniae specialis in suas sic dictas electiones ... Nuremberg : Homann Erben, [ca. 1745].
Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Homann Erben (Firm) -- Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724. Atlas novus terrarum orbis [ca. 1745] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 57 x 48 cm.
In: Homann, Johann Baptist. Atlas novus terrarum orbis (Nuremberg : [Hommann Erben, ca. 1745]), [plate 15].
Inset: Die haupt und gronungs stadt reims in Champagne -- Troyes.
Manuscript 'No. 15' and '16' on verso.
oversize Ayer 135 .H7 1730, [plate 15] (PrCt)

19097 Champagne-Ardenne (France) - Maps - 1776
Carte du gouvernement de Champagne et Brie / ... par M. Bonne 1771. A Venise [Venice] : par P. Santini ; chez Mr. Rondini, 1776.
Authors: Bonne, Rigobert, 1727-1794 -- Santini, P. -- Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (1784 [i.e. 1807?]) -- Remondini, Giuseppe Antonio, 1747-1811 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 56 x 41 cm.
In: Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (Venice : par P. Santini, rue Ste. Justine, chez M. Remondini, 1784 [i.e. 1807?]), v. 1, no. "P.I. 17"
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .S4 1807, v. 1, no. 17 (PrCt)

1 map : 15 x 11 cm.
In Monseigneur le vin (Paris : achevé d'imprimer sur les presses de Draeger frères pour les Établissements Nicolas ..., avril 1927) at end, map 3 of 4.
Identifies wine districts in Champagne-Ardenne (France), within region including Reims and Epernay.
Forms part of a collection of 70 advertising pieces published by Etablissements Nicolas (wine merchants).
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.
Case Wing folio ZC 1 .624 (Monseigneur le vin, 1927, at end, map 3 of 4) (PrCt)

19099 Champagne (France) - Maps - 1752
Partie méridionale du gouvernement. général de Champagne ... / par le Sr. Robert ... ; E Haussard sculp. [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy], 1752.
Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Haussard, Elisabeth -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1758?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 66 cm.
In: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles. Atlas universel (Paris : Chez les auteurs, quay de l'Horloge du Palais, Boudet libraire imprimeur du roi, rue St. Jacques, 1757 [i.e. 1758?]), [plate 33].
"Champagne Meridile." -- oversize letterpress title stamped on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1757, [plate 33] (PrCt)

19100 Champagne (France) - Maps - 1752
Partie septentrionale du gouvernem. général de Champagne ... / par le Sr. Robert ... ; E Haussard fecit. [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy], 1752.
Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Haussard, Elisabeth -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1758?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1758?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 58 cm.
"Champagne Septale." -- oversize letterpress title stamped on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1757, [plate 34] (PrCt)

19101 Champagne (France) - Maps - 1752
Partie septentroniale du gouvernem. general de Champagne ... / par le Sr. Robert ... ; E Haussard sculp. [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy], 1752.
Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Haussard, Elisabeth -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1790?]?) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 58 cm.
In: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles. Atlas universel / par M. Robert ... et par M. Robert de Vaugondy son fils ... (A Paris : Chez De La Marche, géographe, rue du Foin St. Jacques, Collège de Me. Gervais, 1757, [i.e. 1790?]), [plate 33].
"33" -- oversize letterpress title and number stamped on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1790, [plate 33] (PrCt)

19102 Champagne (France) - Maps - 1752
Partie méridionale du gouvernem. général de Champagne ... / par le Sr. Robert ... ; E Haussard sculp. [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy], 1752.
Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Haussard, Elisabeth -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1790?]?) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 66 cm.
In: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles. Atlas universel / par M. Robert ... et par M. Robert de Vaugondy son fils ... (A Paris : Chez De La Marche, géographe, rue du Foin St. Jacques, Collège de Me. Gervais, 1757, [i.e. 1790?]), [plate 34].
"Champagne Meridile." and "34" -- oversize letterpress title and number stamped on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1790, [plate 34] (PrCt)

19103 Champagne (France : Province) - Maps - 1700<<>>Brie (France) - Maps - 1700
Champagne et Brie etc. [Amsterdam : Frederik de Wit, ca. 1700?].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Wit, Frederik de -- Wit, Frederik de. Atlas [ca. 1700?]
-- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 38 x 48 cm.
In: Wit, Frederik de. Atlas (Amsterdam : bij Frederik de Wit in de Calverstraet bij den Dam inde Witte Paskraet. [ca. 1700?]) no. [20].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .W8 A no. [20] (PrCt)

19104 Champaign County (III.) - Historical geography - Maps - 1940<<>>Counties - Maps
Historical map of Champaign County, 1819-1940. Urbana : Regional Planning Commission of Champaign County, [1940?].
Authors: Baughman, M. Eugene -- Lohmann, Karl B. -- Regional Planning Commission of Champaign County
1 map : col. ; 122 x 80 cm.
'Drawn by M. Eugene Baughman ; compiled by K.B. Lohmann.'
Scale [ca. 1:63,360]
Coordinates: (W 88°28'--W 87°56'/N 40°24'--N 39°53').
Includes list of references.
map G 10896 .158 (NLO)

19105 Champaign County (III.) - Maps - 1820-1929 - Landowners<<>>Champaign County (III.) - Maps - 1820-1929 - Surveys<<>>Surveys - Champaign County (III.) - Maps - 1820-1929 - Urbana (III.) - Maps - 1833<<>>Champaign (III.) - Pictorial works - 1869-1884<<>>Urbana (III.) - Pictorial works - 1869<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps


M1313, M1314, M1315, M1316, M1317, M1318, M1320, M1364, M1386 and M1387 folio G1408.C4 C65 1978 (NLO) 3 atlases, 4 maps, and 3 views in 1 v. (462 p. in various pagings : ill.) ; 37 cm.

Reprints of atlases, maps, and views variously dated ca. 1820, ca. 1833, 1854, 1863, 1869, 1893, 1913, 1929.


Brock & Company, 1929. Contains principal contents of original atlases; size reduced slightly.
Edited by Frederick A. Schlipf.
Appendix includes other historic maps of the Champaign County area and a name index prepared by the staff and volunteers of the Champaign County Historical Archives.
Series: Historical publications series / Champaign County Historical Archives; no. 8.
Cf. Phillips 4559.
ISBN 0960964630

\textbf{19109} Champaign County (Ill.) - Maps - 1913 - Landowners<<>Counts - Maps<<>Landowners - Maps
\textit{Standard atlas of Champaign county, Illinois: including a plat book of the villages, cities, and townships of the county; map of the state, United States, and world} ... Chicago : Geo. A. Ogle, 1913.
Authors: Geo. A. Ogle & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (7-163, xxiii p.) : ill., 21 col. maps ; 39 cm.
Scale: [1:31,680]
Scale of township maps: 2 inches to 1 mile.
Phillips 4559
LC Card Number: 2001626418
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
\textbf{Baskes oversize G4103.C4G46 1913 .O3 no. 1 (NLO)}

\textbf{19110} Champaign County (Ill.) - Maps - 1950 - Landowners<<>Counts - Maps<<>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Champaign County Farm Bureau (Ill.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (51 p.) : 30 maps ; 22 x 28 cm.
Cover title.
Scale of township maps [ca. 1:50,000]
'Sponsored by the Champaign County Farm Bureau.'
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
\textbf{Baskes folio G4103.C4G46 1950 .R58 (NLO)}

\textbf{19111} Champaign County (Ill.) - Maps - 1952 - Landowners<<>Counts - Maps<<>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Forde Printing, Inc. (Mankato, Minn.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (80 p.) : 27 col. maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
Includes index to owners.
Advertisements on cover and interspersed.
Scale not given.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
\textbf{Baskes folio G4103.C4G46 1952 .F6 (NLO)}

\textbf{19112} Champaign County (Ill.) - Maps - 1954 - Landowners<<>Counts - Maps<<>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Farm Plat Book Publishing Co. (Mankato, Minn.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (68 p.) : 28 col. maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
Includes index to owners and business directory.
Scale [ca. 1:50,000]
Coordinates: (W 88°28'–W 87°56'/N 40°24'–N 39°53').
Advertisements on cover and interspersed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
\textbf{Baskes folio G4103.C4G46 1954 .F3 (NLO)}

\textbf{19113} Champaign County (Ill.) - Maps - 1956 - Landowners<<>Counts - Maps<<>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Champaign County 4-H Leaders (III.) -- Little, Charles -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (55 p., [1 folded leaf of plates) : 32 maps (1 folded) ; 22 x 29 cm.
Cover title.
'Sponsored by Champaign County Agricultural 4-H Club.'
Scale [1:50,688]. 1 1/4 in. to 1 mile.
Detail map of county folded and attached inside back cover.
Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Includes index.
Owner's mark: Charles Little.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
\textbf{Baskes folio G4103.C4G46 1956 .R58 (NLO)}

\textbf{19114} Champaign County (Ill.) - Maps - 1972-1975 - Landowners<<>Counts - Maps<<>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Champaign County 4-H Leaders (III.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (76 p.) : 32 maps ; 28 cm.

\textbf{Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.}
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

1 atlas (69, 2 p. : ill., maps) ; 36 x 29 cm.
Reprint of the 1874 ed. published by Starr & Headington, Urbana, Ohio.

'From surveys & recorded plans, by J.W. Starr, C.E. & J.N. Headington, assisted by W.M. De Voe ... [et al.] Illustrations by W.M. De Voe, Tho. Matthew.'

Includes advertising matter.

'Historical sketch of Champaign county, Ohio:' p. [5]-7.

Includes index.

Phillips 16387.
75-18976.

folio G1398.C3 S7 1874a (NLO)

Champaign County (Ohio) - Maps - 1894 - Landowners - Maps - Atlas of Champaign Co., Ohio

Maps - Historical atlases

Authors: Ridder, Edgar A. -- Champaign County Genealogical Society (Ohio)

1 atlas (78 p. : ill., maps) ; 28 cm.
LC Card Number: 87-70775
ISBN 0961863005

folio F497.C4 R54 (NLO)

Champaign County (Ohio) - Maps - 1895 - Landowners - Maps - Official Farm Plat Book and Directory, 1958

Maps - Historical atlases
Champaign County, Ohio, official plat book and farm owners directory. [Mankato, Minn.? Official Farm Plat Book and Directory, 1958?].

Authors: Official Farm Plat Book and Directory (Mankato, Minn.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (48 p.) : 15 maps ; 28 cm.

Cover title.

Scale not given.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.


Champaign County (Ohio) - Maps - 1898 - Landowners - Maps - Official Farm Plat Book and Directory, 1958

Maps - Historical atlases
Champaign County, Ohio, official plat book and farm owners directory. [Mankato, Minn.? Official Farm Plat Book and Directory, 1958?].

Authors: Official Farm Plat Book and Directory (Mankato, Minn.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (48 p.) : 15 maps ; 28 cm.

Cover title.

Scale not given.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.


Champaign County (Ohio) - Maps - 1958 - Landowners - Maps - Official Farm Plat Book and Directory, 1958

Maps - Historical atlases
Champaign County, Ohio, official plat book and farm owners directory. [Mankato, Minn.? Official Farm Plat Book and Directory, 1958?].

Authors: Official Farm Plat Book and Directory (Mankato, Minn.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (48 p.) : 15 maps ; 28 cm.

Cover title.

Scale not given.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.


Maps - Historical atlases
Champaign County landmarks / by Matthews, S. H.


1 atlas (78 p.) : 31 maps ; 29 cm.


Cover title.

"Sponsored by Champaign County 4-H Leaders."--Cover.

Includes index to owners and business directory.

Size of original: 37 x 55 in. Scale 1: 32,000.

Original published 1894.

Microfiche 583, no. 605 (PrCt)


Maps - Historical atlases
Champaign County landmarks / by Matthews, S. H.


1 atlas (78 p.) : 31 maps ; 29 cm.


Cover title.

"Sponsored by Champaign County 4-H Leaders."--Cover.

Includes index to owners and business directory.

Size of original: 37 x 55 in. Scale 1: 32,000.

Original published 1894.

Microfiche 583, no. 605 (PrCt)
Champaign County, Ohio - Maps - 1968 - Landowners-<>-Counties - Maps-<>-Landowners - Maps
Authors: Town & Country Publishing Co. -- Champaign National Bank of Urbana (Ohio) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([24] p.): 15 maps; 28 cm.
'Compliments of the Champaign National Bank of Urbana.'
Cover title.
Scales differ.
Includes farmer's directory.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G4083.C3G46 1968 .T6 (NLO)

Champaign Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1951 - Urbana Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1951
Authors: Geological Survey (U.S.)
1 map: col.; 37 x 57 cm.
'Ed. of 1951.'
Scale 1:24,000.
'Polyconic projection. 1927 North American datum.'
'Contour interval 5 feet.'
OCLC 6311418
map4F G4104.C4 1951 U5 (PrCt)

Champlain, Lake - Maps - 1732 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles-<>-Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Carte du Lac Champlain depuis le Fort de Chambly jusques à la pointe Cheveleure ... [19-].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1732 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France BSH C 4044-9 (PrCt)

Champlain, Lake - Maps - 1740 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles-<>-Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Carte du Lac Champlain depuis le Fort de Chambly jusques au desus du Fort St. Frederie dans la Nouvelle France. Fait a Quebec le 4 Octobre 1740. [19-].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1740 manuscript.
Original ms. forms part of the Guerre Etat-Major archives.
Photocopy forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France Guerre Etat Major 7B 116 (PrCt)

Champlain, Lake - Maps - 1743 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles-<>-Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Carte du Lac Champlain ... [19-].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1743 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France BSH B 4044-59 (PrCt)

Champlain, Lake - Maps - 1744 - Richelieu River (Québec) - Maps - 1744
1 map: 31 x 14 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:647,500].

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Relief shown pictorially.
Numbered 7 in lower left margin.
Graff 650 v. 1, opp. p. 144 (PrCt)

19129 Champlain, Lake - Maps - 1748 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles>>>
Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Plan du fort au dessus de Rapide St. Jean ou mouilles la barque du Lac Champlain. [19-].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1748 manuscript. 
Shows fort without name on Lake Champlain.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France MC No. 503 (PrCt)

19130 Champlain, Lake - Maps - 1755 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles>>>
Lake George (N.Y.) - Maps - 1755 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles>>>
Saint Lawrence River Valley - Maps - 1755 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles>>>
United States - History - French and Indian War, 1755-1763 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
A 'French draught of Lake Champlain and Lake George; with remarks of an English prisoner, who returned from Quebec to Fort Edward on Hudson's River, by River St. Lawrence, river Sorrelle, and these Lakes; touched at Fort Chamblay, Fort St. Johns, Crown Point, and Ticonderogo'. [19-].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1755 manuscript. 
folio Ayer 136 .H91 1907 ser. 1, v. 3, pl. 28 (PrCt)

19132 Champlain, Lake - Maps - 1758 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles>>>
Lake George (N.Y.) - Maps - 1758 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles>>>
United States - History - French and Indian War, 1755-1763 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
A Map of Lake Champlain and Lake George, shewing the route from Fort Edward to Montreal. [19-].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1758 manuscript. 
folio Ayer 136 .H91 1907 ser. 1, v. 3, pl. 38 (PrCt)

19133 Champlain, Lake - Maps - 1758 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles>>>
United States - History - French and Indian War, 1755-1763 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
A Colored plan of the southern part of Lake Champlain, from 'Tienderoga Fort' to Crown Point; drawn about 1758. [19-].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1758 manuscript. 
folio Ayer 136 .H91 1907 ser. 1, v. 3, pl. 39-41 (PrCt)

19134 Champlain, Lake - Maps - 1759 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles>>>
Crown Point (N.Y.) - Maps - 1759 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles>>>
United States - History - French and Indian War, 1755-1763 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
A Military 'plan of the country from Fort Edward (on Hudson's River) to Crown Point' on Lake Champlain, shewing the marches of the French under Baron Dieskau, and the English under Colonel Williams, in August, 1755, who were both killed in action; drawn 'by Harry Gordon, engineer'. [19-].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1759 manuscript. 
folio Ayer 136 .H91 1907 ser. 1, v. 3, pl. 39-41 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
maps - Facsimiles
Plan of the New Fort at Crown Point on Lake Champlain, and Environs, with its several Reduits begun in August 1759. [19-].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1759 manuscript.
folio Ayer 136 .H91 1907 ser. 1, v. 4, pl. 2 (PrCt)

19135 Champlain, Lake - Maps - 1762 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<<United States - History - French and Indian War, 1755-1763 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<<Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Authors: Brasier, William -- Faden, William, 1749-1836 -- Faden map collection
1 map ; on 3 sheets each 47 x 64 cm.
By Wm. Brasier, deputy draughtsman, in the Office of Ordnance.'
Photostatic reproduction of 1762 manuscript; no. 20a of the Faden Map Collection at the Library of Congress.
Scale of original [1:126,720].
Relief shown by hachures.
Includes numerous annotations in a different hand.
LC Maps of North America, 1750-1789, no. 1072.
map2F 3802.C45.2 (PrCt)

19136 Champlain, Lake - Maps - 1776<<<George, Lake (N.Y. : Lake) - Maps - 1776<<<Valcour Island, Battle Of, N.Y., 1776 - Maps
Authors: Brasier, William -- Amherst, Jeffery Amherst, Baron, 1717-1797 -- Jackson, Capt., fl. 1756 -- Jefferys, Thomas, -1771. The American atlas, or, A geographical description of the whole continent of America ... (1776) -- Robert Sayer and John Bennett (Firm) -- Jefferys, Thomas, d. 1771. The American atlas, or, A geographical description of the whole continent of America ... (1776)
1 map : hand col. ; 66 x 46 cm.
'Surveyed by order of His Excellency Major-General Sr. Jeffery Amherst, ... Commander in Chief of His Majesty's forces in North America, (now Lord Amherst) by William Brassier, draughtsman. 1762.'
Shows naval actions at Valcour Island and Buttonmold Bay in Oct. 1776.
Scale [ca. 1:400,000].
Relief shown by hachures.
Inset (33 x 16 cm.): A Particular plan of Lake George surveyed in 1756, by Capt. Jackson.

19138 Champlain, Lake - Maps - 1776<<<George, Lake (N.Y. : Lake) - Maps - 1776<<<Valcour Island, Battle Of, N.Y., 1776 - Maps
A Survey of Lake Champlain including Lake George, Crown Point and St. John. London : R. Sayer and John Bennett, 1776 [i.e. 1783?].
Authors: Brasier, William -- Amherst, Jeffery Amherst, Baron, 1717-1797 -- Jackson, Capt., fl. 1756 -- Jefferys, Thomas, d. 1771. The American atlas -- or, A geographical description of the whole continent of America 1782 i. e. 1783 -- Robert Sayer and John Bennett (Firm) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 66 x 46 cm.
'Surveyed by order of His Excellency Major-General Sr. Jeffery Amherst, ... Commander in Chief of His Majesty's forces in North America, (now Lord Amherst) by William Brassier, draughtsman. 1762.'
Scale [ca. 1:400,000].
Relief shown by hachures.
Inset (33 x 16 cm.): A Particular plan of Lake George surveyed in 1756, by Capt. Jackson.

In: Robert Sayer and John Bennett (Firm). The American military pocket atlas ... (London : R. Sayer and J. Bennett, [1776]); verso handstamped '6.'
Another copy available on Library of Congress website as a raster image (accessed September 2011):
http://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g3300m.gar00005
Ayer 135 .A5 1776 no. 6 (PrCt)
George surveyed in 1756, by Capt. Jackson.
In: Jefferys, Thomas. The American atlas; or, A
geographical description of the whole continent of
America (London : R. Sayer and J. Bennett, 1782
[i.e. 1783?]); verso handstamped ‘18.’
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .J46 1782 pl. 18

19139 Champlain, Lake - Maps - 1779-1780 - Nautical
charts - Manuscripts -
Facsimiles>Nautical charts - Champlain,
Lake - Maps - 1779-1780 - Manuscripts -
Facsimiles>Manuscript maps -
Facsimiles>Nautical charts>Counties -
Maps
Atlas of Lake Champlain, 1779-1780.
Bennington, Vt. Vermont Heritage Press ;
Authors: Chambers, William, 1748-1829 --
McGusty, Gustavus Augustus -- Graffagnino, J. Kevin -- Chambers, William, 1748-1829. Book of
directions necessary for all commanders of
vessels employed on Lake Champlain ... (1779-1780) -- Vermont Heritage Press --
Vermont Historical Society
1 atlas (xxxi, 70 p., [2] folded leaves of plates) : ill. (some col.), maps (some col.) ; 40 cm.
Facsimile of manuscript atlas: Book of directions necessary for all commanders of vessels
employed on Lake Champlain ... / by Capt. Wm. Chambers ; Gustavus Augustus McGusty
scripsit. 1779-1780; reproduced from the
manuscript owned by the Vermont Historical
Society.
Accompanied by composite map reproduced at
much reduced scale: Plan of Lake Champlain
from Fort St. John to Ticonderoga ... (99 x 270 cm.)
oversize G1252.C6 C53 1984 (NLO)

19140 Champlain, Lake - Maps - 1779 - Nautical
charts - Manuscripts -
Facsimiles>Nautical charts - Champlain,
Lake - Maps - 1779 - Manuscripts -
Facsimiles>Valcour Island (N.Y.) , Battle
of, 1776 - Maps - Manuscripts -
Facsimiles>United States - History -
Revolution, 1775-1783 - Maps - Manuscripts -
Facsimiles>Manuscript maps -
Facsimiles>Nautical charts
Plan, Lake Champlain from Fort St. John’s to
Ticonderoga, with the soundings, rocks, shoals,
and sands, surveyed in the years 1778, 1779.
Authors: Faden, William, 1749-1836 -- Faden
map collection
1 map ; on 10 sheets each 47 x 64 cm.
Photostatic reproduction of unsigned 1779
manuscript; no. 64 of the Faden Map Collection
at the Library of Congress.
Size of original: 82 x 259 cm.
Scale of original [1:63,360].
Oriented with north at left.
Shows ships present at the Battle of Valcour
Island, Oct. 11, 1776 and a running fight at
Buttonmold Bay, Oct., 13, 1776.
LC Maps of North America, 1750-1789, no. 1176.
map2F 3802.C45 (PrCt)

19141 Champlain, Lake - Maps - 1791 - Manuscripts -
Facsimiles>Richelieu River (Québec) -
Maps - 1791 - Manuscripts -
Facsimiles>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
A ‘Plan of part of Lake Champlain, with the
communication down to St. John’s;’ drawn by
Gother Mann, Capt. commanding Royal
Engineers; dated Quebec, 13 June, 1791. [19-].
Authors: Mann, Gother, 1747-1830 -- Hubert,
Archer Butler, 1873-1933 -- Hubert, Archer
Butler, 1873-1933. The Crown Collection of
photographs of American maps -- British Library.
Crown 119:43.2 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1791 manuscript.
In: Hubert, Archer Butler. The Crown Collection
of photographs of American maps. Series 1
(Cleveland, Ohio: Arthur H. Clark Co., 1907).
folio Ayer 136 .H91 1907 ser. 1, v. 1, pl. 20-21
(PrCt)

19142 Champlain, Lake, Region - Maps - 1700-1799 -
Manuscripts - Facsimiles>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Carte du Lac Champlain avec les rivières, depuis
le Fort de Chambly dans La Nouvelle France
jusques a Orange Ville de la Nouvelle Angleterre
dressé suv diuers memoires. [19-].
Authors: Archives nationales (France). C11 A126
Engineer
Gother Mann, Capt. commanding Royal
communication down to St. John's;' drawn by
A 'Plan of part of Lake Champlain, with the
Richelieu River (Québec)
Manuscripts
Facsimiles
Manuscript maps
Manuscripts
North America, 1750-1789
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

19143 Champlain, Lake, Region (Vt.) - Maps - 1762-1774 -
Manuscripts>Wyoming Valley
(Pa.) - Maps - 1774 - Manuscripts>Vermont
- Maps - 1762-1774 - Manuscripts>Middle
Atlantic States - Maps - 1774 -
Manuscripts> New York (State) - Maps -
1732 - Indian land transfers -
Manuscripts> Indian land transfers - New
York (State) - Maps - 1732 - Manuscripts>Indian -
New York (State) - Maps - 1732 -
Manuscripts>Indians - New York (State) -
- Maps - 1732 - Indian land transfers -
Manuscripts>Mohawk Indians - New York
(State) - Land tenure - Maps - 1732 -
Manuscripts>Vermont - Maps - 1700-1799
- Land grants - Manuscripts>Land grants
- Vermont - Maps - 1700-1799 -
Manuscripts>Susquehanna Claim,

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
19145 Champlain, Samuel de, 1567-1635. Carte de la Nouvelle France, 1632
La Carte de Champlain en 1632; ses sources it son originalité. 1977.
Authors: Trudel, Marcel -- International Conference on the History of Cartography (7th : 1977 : Washington)
18 p.
Vert 415 (PrCt)

19146 Champlain, Samuel de, 1567-1635. Carte géographique (1613)
Champlain’s undated Carte géographique : a recent history. 1978.
Authors: Heidenreich, Conrad E.,1936- p. 186-188
From: Canadian Cartographer 15, no.2 (Dec. 1978): 186-188.
BHC 1376
Vert 978 (PrCt)

19147 Champlain, Samuel de, 1567-1635 Cartography - Canada - History

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
- 1600-1699
Explorations and mapping of Samuel de Champlain, 1603-1632 / by C.E. Heidenreich.
Toronto : B.V. Gutsell, Dept. of Geography, York University, 1976.
Authors: Heidenreich, Conrad E., 1936-xiv, 140 p., 5 fold leaves and plates : ill., graphs, maps ; 25 cm.
Series: Cartographica : Monograph ; no. 17.
Supplement no. 2 to Canadian Cartographer; v.13, 1976.
Bibliography: p.139-140.
GA863.6.C46 H44 (NLO)

19148
Authors: Hermann, Michael J. -- Pearce, Margaret W. -- Pelletier, Raymond -- University of Maine at Orono. Canadian American Center -- University of Maine Canadian American Center SEE University of Maine at Orono. Canadian American Center
2 maps : col. ; on sheet 99 x 150 cm.
Shows routes of Champlain's travels and highlights five areas, illustrating the stories relating to them via inset maps including his own words; the areas are Tadoussac, Québec, Montréal, Morrison Island, and Penetanguishene Peninsula.
English map on one side, French on the other. Includes 'sources.'
ISBN 9780615231594
map4C G3301 .S12 2008 .H4 (PrCt)

19149
2 maps on 1 sheet : color ; 42 x 69 cm. and 16 x 24 cm., sheet 47 x 74 cm.
Scale approximately 1:80,000. Coordinates: (W 77°46'--W 77°23'/N 38°27'/N 38°01'23"--N 38°58'01")
Chancellorsville map shows troop positions, intrenchments and movements, details road networks, and identifies landowners in Spotsylvania County, Virginia; relief shown with intrenchments and movements, details road networks, and identifies landowners in Spotsylvania County, Virginia; relief shown with intrenchments and movements, details road networks, and identifies landowners in Spotsylvania County, Virginia; relief shown with intrenchments and movements, details road networks, and identifies landowners in Spotsylvania County, Virginia; relief shown with intrenchments and movements, details road networks, and identifies landowners in Spotsylvania County, Virginia; relief shown with
Chancellorsville map derived and reduced from 1863 manuscript map in the Library of Congress (G3884.C36SS 1863. H6); see The Hotchkiss map collection: a list of manuscript maps ... / compiled : Clara Egli Le Gear (Falls Church, Va. : Sterling Press, 1977), page 32, no. 129. Digital image of the manuscript available on Library of Congress website: http://www.loc.gov/resource/g3884c.wch00129/

Dranesville map shows troop positions; prominent buildings shown pictorially; oriented with north at upper right. "Plate XLI", maps "1" and "2."


Printed map also available online via the David Rumsey Map Collection website: http://www.davidrumsey.com/luna/servlet/s/ad9zs


Authors: McElfresh Map Co. -- McElfresh, Earl B. -- Happel, Ralph -- Hotchkiss, Jedediah, 1828-1899

1 map : col. ; 32 x 54 cm., on sheet 45 x 70 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Colored and printed reproduction of watercolor original (20th-century painting) 'drawn in general conformity with Ralph Happel's 1958 historical base map, which itself relies heavily on Jedadiah Hotchkiss's 1866 maps of the field ... ', and includes Fredericksburg and Salem Church.

Panel title.

Added title: Chancellorsville Battlefield : Spotsylvania County, Virginia, 1863.

Scale [1:63,360]. 1 in. to 5280 ft.

Relief shown by hachures.

Shows land use, vegetation cover, field crops, field lines, and farmer's names as in 1863; does not show army movements.

Includes bibliographical references.

Printer's proof on untrimmed sheet bearing registration marks; verso blank, lacking text, notes, facsimile maps, and statements of recommendation printed on copies of the final version.

Series: Civil War watercolor map series

OCLC 35922598

Holzheimer 2005072801

ISBN 1885294107 ; 9781885294104

map4C G3884.C42S1 1996 .M3 (NLO)

19151 Channel Islands - Maps - 1781 - Nautical charts - Channel Islands - Maps - 1781


1 map : hand col. ; 69 x 49 cm.

In: Faden, William [and others]. [General atlas of modern geography : a collection of large scale maps and charts of all parts of the world] ([London, etc. : W. Faden, etc., 1775-1816]) v. 1, pl. 11.

Imprint on map: London...1781...Faden. Verso hand stamped '8.'

oversize Govt. W 45.8, volume 1, plate XLI, maps 1-2 (NLO)

19152 Channel Islands - Maps - 1781 - Nautical charts - Channel Islands - Maps - 1781


1 map : hand col. ; 69 x 50 cm.

In: Faden, William [and others]. [General atlas of modern geography : a collection of large scale maps and charts of all parts of the world] ([London, etc. : W. Faden, etc., 1775-1816]) v. 1, pl. 11.

Imprint on map: London...1781...Faden. Verso hand stamped '10.'

oversize Ayer 135 .G32 1775 v. 1, pl. 11 (PrCt)

19153 Channel Islands - Maps - 1834 - Guidebooks


Authors: Inglis, Henry D. (Henry David), 1795-1835 -- Whittaker, Treacher, Arnot -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

2 v.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

19154 Channel Islands - Maps - 1835


Authors: Inglis, Henry D. (Henry David), 1795-1835 -- Whittaker & Co.

1 v. : 3 map plates

2nd ed.

G 45181.44 (NLO)
19155 Channel Islands - Maps - 1851<>Guernsey (Channel Islands) - Maps - 1851<>Jersey (Channel Islands) - Maps - 1851
Authors: Rapkin, J. -- Tallis, John, 1817-1876 -- Winkles, Henry, 1800-ca. 1860 -- Radclyffe, Edward, 1810-1863 -- Martin, Robert Montgomery, 1803?-1868. Tallis's illustrated atlas, and modern history of the world ... (1851) 2 maps : hand col. ; each 15 x 21 cm. on sheet 37 x 27 cm.
Map of Guernsey printed above map of Jersey on same sheet.
Inset (5 x 5 cm.): English channel [location map].
Inset views (6 x 9 cm. and smaller): St. Peter's Port -- Castle Cornet -- Druidical altar near L'Ancreesse -- Mont Orgueil Castle -- Jersey.
In: Martin, Robert Montgomery. Tallis's illustrated atlas, and modern history of the world ... (London ; New York : J. Tallis, 1851) pl. [9].

19156 Channel Islands - Maps - 1872<>Isles of Scilly (England) - Maps - 1872<>Isle of Man - Maps - 1872<>Guernsey (Channel Islands) - Maps - 1872<>Alderney (Channel Islands) - Maps - 1872<>Jersey (Channel Islands) - Maps - 1872
Authors: Bartholomew, John, 1831-1893 -- A. Fullarton & Co. -- A. Fullarton & Co. The Royal illustrated atlas of modern geography [1872?] 6 maps : col. ; on sheet 48 x 32 cm.
Collective title in upper margin.
"Drawn & engraved by J. Bartholomew, Edinr F.R.G.S."
Contents (13 x 16 cm. and smaller) : Scilly Isles -- Isle of Man -- Channel Islands -- Guernsey and Sercq -- Alderney & the Casquets -- Jersey.
Printed plate no. "XXV A" at upper right.

Case oversize G1019 .A38 1872, plate [25 A] (PrCt)

19157 Channel Islands - Maps - 1875
6th ed.
Spine title: Black's Channel Islands Maps by J. Bartholomew.
Map on lining papers.
Series: Black's guide books.
Series statement from publisher advertisements.
Advertisements: 96 p. at end.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G153 .B55 Channel Islands (1875) (NLO)

19158 Channel Islands - Maps - 1886
Authors: Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- Black's guide books -- John Bartholomew & Co. -- Balmain -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) viii, 190, 116 p. : ill., 7 maps (1 folded) ; 17 cm.
10th ed.
Spine title: Black's Channel Islands Maps by John Bartholomew & Co.
Map on front lining paper.
Includes index.
Series: Black's guide books.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G153 .B55 Channel Islands (1886) (NLO)

19159 Channel Islands - Maps - 1892
Tourist's guide to the Channel Islands / by the late G. Phillips Bevan ; revised and edited by R.N. Worth. London : E. Stanford, 1892.
3rd ed.
Includes index.
Advertisements, 32 p. at end.
Series statement from publisher's advertisements.
Ms. itinerary, verso of plate [1].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G153 .S73 Channel Islands (1892) (NLO)

19160 Channel Islands - Maps - 1897<>Normandy (France) - Maps - 1897
Jersey, Guernsey, Herm, Sark, Alderney and Western Normandy. London : A. & C. Black, 1897.
Authors: Adam and Charles Black (Firm) --
1911-1912
Authors: Ward, Lock and Company, Ltd. -- Ward Lock guides -- John Bartholomew & Co. -- George Philip & Son -- London Geographical Institute -- Butler & Tanner Ltd. -- Selwood Printing Works -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Publication date from binder's instructions.
Cover title: Channel Islands and parts of Brittany and Normandy
Printed by Butler & Tanner, the Selwood Printing Works.
'Upwards of seventy illustrations'
Series title from cover.
Includes index, advertisements and business directories.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .W3 Channel Islands (1911) (NLO)

1912-1911
Channel Islands - Maps - 1901<><>Brittany (France) - Maps - 1901<><>Normandy (France) - Maps - 1901
1 v. (various pagings, folded leaves of plates) : ill., 5 maps ; 17 cm.
Title from half t.p.
Cover title: Channel Islands : and the adjoining coast of France
Publication date from binder's instructions and inscription.
Imperfect; missing t.p., and issued with 6 maps, but this copy lacking map of Jersey.
Printed by Unwin Brothers, the Gresham Press.
Series title from cover.
Includes index, advertisements and business directories.
Bookseller's label inside front cover: Rowes, cash stationers, booksellers, etc., 27 Queen Street, Jersey.
Owner's stamp with inscribed date: H. Wright, A.D. 1901.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .W3 Channel Islands (1901) (NLO)

1910
Channel Islands - Maps - 1910
Authors: Little guides -- Methuen & Co.
1 v. : 5 map plates
G 45181.2 (NLO)

1910
Channel Islands - Maps - 1910
Authors: Little guides -- Methuen & Co.
1 v. : 5 map plates
G 45181.2 (NLO)

1910
Channel Islands - Maps - 1910
Authors: Little guides -- Methuen & Co.
1 v. : 5 map plates
G 45181.2 (NLO)

1910
Channel Islands - Maps - 1910
Authors: Little guides -- Methuen & Co.
1 v. : 5 map plates
G 45181.2 (NLO)
Authors: Ward, Lock and Company, ltd. -- Ward
Lock guides -- John Bartholomew and Son --
Butler & Tanner Ltd. -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. (various pagings, [32] leaves of plates (7 folded)) : ill., 8 col. maps (7 folded) ; 18 cm.
Publication date from binder's instructions.
Cover title: Channel Islands: and parts of Brittany and Normandy
Maps by John Bartholomew & Son.
Printed by Butler & Tanner.
'Seventy illustrations'
Series title from cover.
Includes index, advertisements and business
directories.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .W3 Channel Islands (1936) (NLO)

19166 Channel Islands - Maps - 1950<>Brittany (France) - Maps - 1950<>Normandy (France) - Maps - 1950
Guide to the Channel Islands : Jersey, Guernsey, Sark, Alderney, Herm and Jethou : with maps of
the islands and of Jersey, Guernsey, Sark, and Alderney : plans of St. Helier and St. Peter Port
Authors: Ward, Lock and Company, ltd. -- Ward
Lock & Co's illustrated guide books ; Ward Lock guides --
John Bartholomew and Son -- Butler & Tanner Ltd. -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. (various pagings, [15] leaves of plates (6 folded)) : ill., 7 col. maps (6 folded) ; 17 cm.
22nd ed.
Cover title: Channel Islands
Maps by John Bartholomew & Son.
Printed by Butler & Tanner.
Publication date from binder's instructions.
Series title from cover.
Includes index, advertisements and hotel
directories.
Series: Ward Lock's illustrated guide books ;
Ward Lock guides.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .W3 Channel Islands (1950) (NLO)

19167 Channel Islands - Maps - 1967
The Channel Islands : Jersey, Guernsey, Sark, Alderney, Herm, Jethou / edited by Reginald J.W.
Authors: Hammond, Reginald J. W. -- John
Bartholomew and Son -- Ward, Lock and
Company, ltd. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
159 p., [12] p. of plates (4 folded) : ill., 6 maps
(some col.) ; 18 cm.
3rd ed.
Maps engraved by Jon Bartholomew & Son.
Includes index.
Also published as: Guide to the Channel Islands. Series: Red guide.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 68110069
Baskes G153 .W32 Channel Islands (1967) (NLO)

Authors: Uttley, John -- Praeger Publishers --
Faber and Faber -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Reprint. Originally published under the title: The
story of the Channel Islands. London : Faber and
Faber, 1966.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [220]) and
index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 67011659
Baskes DA670.C4 U8 1967 (NLO)

19169 Channel Islands - Maps - 1973
Authors: John Bartholomew and Son
6 maps : col. ; on sheet 77 x 56 cm.
Cover title: Channel Islands touring map.
Contents: Alderney -- Sark -- Herm & Jethou --
Jersey -- Guernsey -- [Location map].
Second title from covers in which issued.
M1121
map4F G5810 1973 B3 (PrCt)

19170 Channel Tunnel (England and France) - 1985
Channel Tunnel will link Britain to the mainland : Private capital is key to this politically important project / by John Wyles. [Brussels?] : Europe
Authors: Wyles, John
Pp. 26-27 : ills, photos ; 28 cm
Travel Vertical File G5722 C5 1986 .W8 (PrCt)

19171 Channel Tunnel (England and France) - 1985<>Dover (England) - Harbors - Description and travel - 1985<>Folkstone (England) - Harbors - Description and travel - 1985
Tunnel is a bad dream to England's Channel
Authors: Lelyveld, Joseph
1 p : photos

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Travel Vertical File G5722 .C5 1985 .L4 (PrCt)

19172 Channel Tunnel (England and France) - 1986
Authors: Mosely, Ray
1 p
Travel Vertical File G5722 .C5 1986 .M6 (PrCt)

19173 Channel Tunnel (England and France) - 1988
Stiff upper lips for Eurotunnel backers as building delays mount / by Julian Baum. Boston:
Authors: Baum, Julian
2 p : map
Travel Vertical File G5722 .C5 1988 .B3 (PrCt)

19174 Channel Tunnel (England and France) - 1988
Eurotunnel proceeds despite initial capital
difficulties : Europe's largest infrastructure project ever is due for completion in 1993 / by Sarah
Authors: Hogg, Sarah
2 p : col. photo
Travel Vertical File G5722 .C5 1988 .H6 (PrCt)

19175 Channel Tunnel (England and France) - 1988
Eurotunnel : 100 M.P.H. under the Channel / by
Karen Taylor. Washington D.C. France
Authors: Taylor, Karen
1 p : col. ill., map
Travel Vertical File G5722 .C5 1988 .T3 (PrCt)

19176 Channel Tunnel (England and France) -
Economic conditions - 1987
Eurotunnel's day of reckoning : construction hinges on how London receives this week's issue /
Authors: Lohr, Steve
2 p : ills, photos
Travel Vertical File G5722 .C5G1 1987 .L6 (PrCt)

19177 Channel Tunnel (England and France) -
Economic conditions - 1987
Authors: Popular Mechanics
P. 52
Travel Vertical File G5722 .C5G1 1987 .P6 (PrCt)

19178 Channel Tunnel (England and France) -
Engineering - 1985
England's French connection / by Frank P.
Authors: Davidson, Frank P.
4 p : ills, photos
From: Popular mechanics (Sept. 1985).
Travel Vertical File G5722 .C5N18 1986 .D3 (PrCt)

19179 Channel Tunnel (England and France) -
Engineering - 1990
Upstairs, downstairs : or building the Chunnel / by R. C. Longworth. Chicago, Ill. Chicago
Authors: Longworth, R.C.
1 p
Travel Vertical File G5722 .C5 1990 .L6 (PrCt)

19180 Channel Tunnel (England and France) -
Legislation - 1986
Commons clears way for Channel Tunnel Bill.
Authors: New York Times Company
1 p

19181 Chantilly, Battle of, Va., 1862 -
Maps - United States - History - Civil War, 1861-1865 - Maps
Battle of Chantilly, September 1, 1862. [S.l. s.n., 1900].
Authors: Stevens, Hazard, 1842-1918 -- Stevens, Hazard, 1842-1918. The Life of Isaac Ingalls
Stevens (1900) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 15 x 10 cm.
Anonymous map in Stevens, Hazard. The Life of Isaac Ingalls Stevens (Boston ; New York ;
'1 inch = 1000 feet.'
Oriented with north at upper left.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Graff 3974 between p. 482-483 (PrCt)

19182 Charente (France) - Maps - 1694
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Mariette, Gregory -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection
(Newberry Library). Ill:G108
1 map ; hand col. ; 43 x 54 cm.
Added title: Angoumois.
2723
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G5833.P65:3C4 1694 S2 (PrCt)

19183 Charente-Maritime (France) - Maps -
1705 - Deux Sevres (France) - Maps -
1705 - Vendée (France) - Maps - 1705
Evesché de la Rochelle ... Paris, 1705.
Authors: Sanson, Guillaume -- Johan Gabriel
Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). Ill:G100
1 map ; hand col. ; 51 x 42 cm.
Added titles: La Diocese de l'evesché de la Rochelle -- Le Pays d'Aunis et partie du bas Poitou ... .

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**Sack map4F G5833.P65:3C5 1705 S2 (PrCt)**

19184 Charente-Maritime (France) - Maps - 1722<<>Charente (France) - Maps - 1722 Generalité de la Rochelle divisée en cinq elections. Paris, 1722.
Authors: Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Delahaye, Jean-Baptiste-Henri, d. ca. 1755 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G116
1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 69 cm.
2729
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**Sack map4F G5833.P65:3C5 1722 J3 (PrCt)**

Authors: Parker, John, Sir -- Gardyner, Richard -- London Topographical Society. Publications, no. 64
1 map ; 45 x 63 cm.
Facsimile of 1610 manuscript.
'Prepared for the suit: Sir John Parker v. Richard Gardyner and his undertenants David Hughes and Edmund Newsam, concerning alleged encroachments. P.R.O. Exchequer special commissions, no. 4186.'
Scale [ca. 1:130] not '10 feet in every inche.'

**Case oversize F 4595 .528 v. 64 (NLO)**

19186 Chariton County (Mo.) - Maps - 1876 - Landowners<<>Counties - Maps<<>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Edwards Brothers of Missouri -- Edwards Brothers, Philadelphia -- Chariton County Historical Society
1 atlas (61 p. : ill., maps) ; 32 cm.
Reprint of the 1876 ed. published by Edwards Brothers, Philadelphia.
Cl. Phillips 4837.
78-38024
folio G1438.C5 E3 1976 (NLO)

19187 Chariton County (Mo.) - Maps - 1979 - Landowners<<>Counties -

**Case oversize F G5833.P65:3C5 1705 S2 (PrCt)**

19188 Charlemont (Northern Ireland) - Maps - 1602 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles The Forte and castel de Charlemont : built by the Lord Cawfeild [sic], Master of the Ordnance. [Dublin : Public record Office of Ireland, 1882].
Authors: Ireland. Public Record Office.
Facsimiles of national manuscripts of Ireland (1874-84)
1 map : col. ; 41 x 53 cm.
Facsimile of original MS.
In Ireland. Public Record Office, Facsimiles of national manuscripts of Ireland (Dublin: Public record Office of Ireland, 1874-84), v. 4, pt. 1, pl. XL.
Descriptive text in same volume, pp. lxxxii-lxxxiv.

**Case oversize Z 109 .43, v. 4, pt. 1, pl. XL (PrCt)**

19189 Charleroi (Belgium) - Maps - 1694 - Fortification Charle-Roy, ville fort des Pais Bas dans le comté de Namur ... Paris : De Fer, [1694].
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646--1710 -- Loon, H. V. (Herman van) -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720.
Les Forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes -- avec leurs fortifications, dessinées par les meilleurs ingenieurs Seconde partie 1694
1 map ; 19 x 27 cm.
Avec privilege ... 1693.'
In: Fer, Nicolas de. Les Forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes; avec leurs fortifications, dessinées par les meilleurs ingenieurs ... Seconde partie (Paris : chez l'auteur, 1694) map [4].

**Case folio U 26. 2929 map [4] (PrCt)**

19190 Charleroi (Belgium) - Maps - 1695 - Fortification Plan de Charleroy. [Paris : De Fer, 1695].

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Maps - Maps
Charleston District, South Carolina. [Baltimore: F. Lucas Jr.], 1825.
1 map : 88 x 85 cm.
Surveyed by Charles Vignoles & Henry Ravenal, 1820. Improved for Mills' atlas, 1825.'
In: Mills, Robert. Atlas of the state of South Carolina ... (Baltimore : F. Lucas, Jr., [1825]) pl. [2].

19199
Charleston Harbor (S.C.) - Maps - 1777 - Nautical charts - Charleston (S.C.) - Maps - 1777 - Charleston (S.C.) - Pictorial works - Nautical charts
1 map : hand col. ; 80 x 58 cm.
Other title: The Harbor of Charlestown in South Carolina
"Published according to act of Parliament Nov. 1st 1777, by J.F.W. Des Barres Esqr."
Scale [ca. 1:47,000].
Coordinates: (W 80°--W 79°43'/N 32°56'--N 32°35').
Relief shown by shading. Depths shown by soundings and contours.
Untitled view of Charleston at upper left measures 18 x 38 cm.
Digital image of another copy available on the Gibbes Museum of Art website (accessed May 2013);
http://gibbesmuseum.pastperfect-online.com/36029cgi/mweb.exe?request=record;id=CF4418EE-1FE8-4FD4-B400-842360374452;type=501

19200
Authors: Harper's Weekly (New York)
1 map : wood engraving ; 24 x 36 cm.
The same issue includes views of the fort (p. 260 and p. 264-265).
Digital image of another copy available on "The Civil War" website, forming part of Sonofthesouth.net (accessed April 2011);
http://www.sonofthesouth.net/leefoundation/civil-war/1861/april/attack-fort-sumter.htm
folio A 5 .392, v. 5, no. 226 (April 27,1861), p. 261 (PrCt)

19201
Charleston Region (S.C.) - Maps - 1770 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
A Colored plan of the fortified canal across the neck from Ashley to Cooper River, surveyed about 1770, by W.G. DeBrahm, surveyor-general. [19--].
Authors: De Brahm, John Gerar William, about 1770, by W.G. DeBrahm, surveyor-general. [19--].
1 map Photostatic reproduction of 1770 manuscript.
folio Ayer 136 .H91 1907 ser. 1, v.  2, pl. 6-7 (PrCt)

19202
Charleston Region (S.C.) - Maps - 1816 - Ashley River (S.C.) - Maps - 1816 - Mouth
Charleston [!]. London : I. Luffman, [1816?].
Authors: Luffman, J. (John), 1756-1858
1 map : wood engraving ; 32 x 41 cm.
1 map Photostatic reproduction of 1770 manuscript.
folio Ayer 135 .L94 1816 pl. [6] (PrCt)

19203
Charleston Region (S.C.) - Maps - 2002 - Road maps - Road maps
Greater Charleston StreetFinder. Skokie, Ill.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (9313-9923, 28 p.): col. maps; 28 cm.
Date on cover: 2003.
$14.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-99328-3
RMcn StrFdr 2002 .C44 copy 1 (PrCt)

19204 Charleston (S.C.) - 1671 - Fortification - Pictorial works
Arx Carolina. [London : John Ogilby, 1671].
Authors: Ogilby, John, 1600-1676 -- Baltimore, Cecil Calvert, Baron, ca. 1605-1675 -- Ogilby, John, 1600-1676. America : being the latest, and most accurate description of the New World ... (1671) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view; 28 x 35 cm.
Dedication to Lord Baltimore.
In: Ogilby, John. America : being the latest, and most accurate description of the New World ... (London : Printed by the author, 1671) following p. 204.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O3 1671 following p. 204 (PrCt)

19205 Charleston (S.C.) - Historical geography - Maps - 1704-1812
Composite map of Charleston showing the original fortified settlement, creeks, streams and fortifications of 1704, 1780 and 1812 ... . Map made in 1883. New York, 1927.
Authors: Simons, Albert -- American Institute of Architects
1 map; 19 x 18 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:18,800].
W 283.64 p. 14 (PrCt)

Plan de la ville et du siège de Charlestown, capitale de la Caroline du sud dans l'Amerique septentrionale défendue par les troupes françaises et Americaines, attaquée le 21 février et prise le 12 mai 1780 par les Anglois. [19-?].
Authors: France. Ministère de la guerre. Archives historiques. L.I.D. 41 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map; 17 x 36 cm.
Photostatic reproduction of 1780 manuscript.
Photocopy of colored manuscript compiled ca. 1780; original in the French Ministry of War (État-Major).
Oriented with north at right.
Includes key to 9 locations.
Original ms. forms part of the Guerre Etat-Major archives.
Photocopy forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France Guerre Etat Major L.I.D. 41 (PrCt)

Authors: White, B. -- Yale University. Library.
Map Collection -- Yale Library Associates -- Steinehour Press -- Reese, William S.
1 map; 35 x 46 cm. fold. in portfolio 30 x 25 cm.
'B. White, Vols. Battn.'
'These facsimiles of two manuscript maps from the Yale University Library's Map Collection were produced at the Steinehour Press in Lunenburg, Vermont, for the Yale Library Associates in the winter of 1995....'
Issued with a facsimile of map of 'Action at Combahee Bluff' and descriptive text (1 leaf) by William S. Reese.
Shows the American defences and made by an American identified in the accompanying text as map4C G3914.C3 1780 W5 1995, no. 1 (PrCt)

[Plan of Charleston and its defences]. [197-?] .
Authors: William L. Clements Library
1 map; 30 x 22 cm. on sheet 40 x 49 cm.
Photocopy of 1780 manuscript in the William L. Clements Library.
Scale [ca. 1:11,030].
Oriented with north at left.
Includes 'References,' A-Z and 'Explanatory references' A-P.
Brun, Guide to manuscript maps, no. 620.
map2F 3701.S3.11 (PrCt)

Plan de le seige [!] of Charleston in South Carolina. [197-?].
Authors: William L. Clements Library
1 map; 26 x 30 cm.
Photocopy (positive) of ca. 1780 manuscript
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

(colored) in the William L. Clements Library. Scale [ca. 1:41,000]. Oriented with north at upper right. Relief shown by hachures. Brun, Guide to manuscript maps, no. 628.


map2F 3701.S3.10 (PrCt)


Case E5 .W275505 Atlas map 10 (PrCt)

19212 Charleston (S.C.) - Maps - 1670-1883 - History Map of Charleston and its vicinity, showing the original settlement of 1670 at Albemarle Point, the Oyster Point settlement of 1672, and subsequent extensions of 1783 and 1849, prepared to accompany Mayor Courtenay's centennial address, August 13, 1883. New York : Am. Photolitho. Co., 1884. Authors: Barboh, Louis J. -- Courtenay, William Ashmead, 1831-1908 -- American Photo-Lithographic Company 1 map ; 129 x 125 cm. fold. 35 x 33 cm. Cartographer's name supplied in ms. 'Historical map of Charleston, 1670-1883; comp. from U.S. Coast survey map, harbor charts, railroad and private plats, Charleston, March 1884.' Scale not given.

folio G 10866 .07 (NLO)

19213 Charleston (S.C.) - Maps - 1700-1799 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles <> Manuscript maps - Facsimiles The Town and harbour of Charles Town in South Carolina. [19-]. Authors: Bibliothèque nationale (France). Estampes Vd. 22 (5) -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map Photostatic reproduction of 18th-century manuscript. Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

MapPhoto France BN Estampes Vd. 22 (5) (PrCt)


map2F G3914.C3.2 (PrCt)


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
19217 Charleston (S.C.) - Maps - 1733
Authors: Popple, Henry, d. 1743
1 map ; 13 x 16 cm.
Inset on facsimile of Popple, Henry. Map of the British Empire in America... (London, 1733).
map4F 3300 sht. 12 (PrCt)

19218 Charleston (S.C.) - Maps - 1737 - Pictorial works
To his excellency James Glen ... this prospect of Charles-town ... Ithaca, N.Y. Historic Urban Plans, 1977.
Authors: Roberts, B., fl. 1739 -- Toms, W. H. (William Henry), ca. 1700-ca. 1750 -- Glen, James, 1701-1777 -- Historic Urban Plans (Firm) -- Henry Francis du Pont Winterthur Museum
1 birds-eye view ; 46 x 139 cm., on 2 sheets each 59 x 77 cm.
Facsimile of original published 1737; reproduced from original in the Henry Francis du Pont Winterthur Museum.
Added title: Charles-town the metropolis of the province of South Carolina...
414
map4F G3914.C3A3 1737 R6 1977 (PrCt)

19219 Charleston (S.C.) - Maps - 1739
Authors: Hunter, George, -1755 -- Roberts, B., fl. 1739 -- Toms, W. H. (William Henry), ca. 1700-ca. 1750 -- Pinckney, Charles, d. 1758 -- Historic Urban Plans (Firm)
1 map ; 33 x 48 cm.
Facsimile of original published [London]: B. Roberts and W.H. Toms, 1739; 'number 183 of an edition limited to 500 copies.'
'G.H. delin., W.H. Toms sculpt.'
Scale 1:4,150.
Oriented with north to the right.
Inset: A Sketch of the harbour.
Dedication: Honorable Carolro Pinckney ... G. H.
map2F 3914.C3.1 (PrCt)

19220 Charleston (S.C.) - Maps - 1739
1 map ; 45 x 54 cm.
'G.H. delin.; W.H. Toms, sculpt.'
Scale not given.
Bookplate of T.W. Streeter.
Filed in oversize box labelled 'Ayer and Greenlee Broadsides' in vault aisle 51 (Dec. 2005).
VAULT oversize Ayer 133 .J6 1739 (NLO)

19221 Charleston (S.C.) - Maps - 1740-1861 - Fires <> Fires - Charleston (S.C.) - Maps - 1740-1861
Map of modern Charleston showing approximate areas of the great fires of 1740, 1778, 1796, 1838 and 1861 ... Drawn in 1925. New York, 1927.
Authors: Simons, Albert -- American Institute of Architects
1 map ; 22 x 15 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:25,700].
W 283.64 p. 171 (PrCt)

19222 Charleston (S.C.) - Maps - 1770 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles <> Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
A Colored plan of the city and fortifications of Charlestown, surveyed about 1770, by W.G. de Brahm, surveyor-general. [19--].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1770 manuscript.
folio Ayer 136 .H91 1907 ser. 1, v. 2, pl. 17 (PrCt)

[A Plan of the town, bar, harbour, and environs of Charleston in South Carolina : with all the channels, soundings, sailing-marks &c. from the surveys made in the colony]. [197-].
Authors: Faden, William, 1749-1836 -- Faden map collection
1 map ; 49 x 69 cm. on 2 sheets
Reduced photocopy of manuscript compiled ca. 1780; reproduced from original in the Faden collection (no. 40) at the Library of Congress. Title from engraved copy issued by Faden in 1780.
Scale of original [ca. 1:45,000].
Relief shown by hachures.
Depths shown by soundings.
Series: Faden collection ; 40
Cf. OCLC 5564630
map2F G3914.C3P55 1780 F3 197- (PrCt)

19224 Charleston (S.C.) - Maps - 1780 - Harbors - Manuscripts - Facsimiles <> Manuscript maps - Facsimiles <> Nautical charts
Map of modern Charleston showing approximate areas of the great fires of 1740, 1778, 1796, 1838 and 1861 ... . Drawn in 1925. New York, 1927.
Authors: Simons, Albert -- American Institute of Architects
1 map ; 22 x 15 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:25,700].
W 283.64 p. 171 (PrCt)
maps - Facsimiles

Sketch of the harbour of Charles Town, [197-?].
Authors: Durfee, Captain, fl. 1780 -- Faden, William, 1749-1836 -- Faden map collection
1 map ; on sheet 63 x 46 cm.
Reduced photocopy of manuscript compiled in 1780; reproduced from original in the Faden collection (no. 50) at the Library of Congress.

'Taken from actual survey, 2d August 1788 by Edmund Petrie.'
'Published 1 Jany. 1790 by E. Petrie no. 13 America Square.'
'Blake sc. Change Alley.'
Includes references 1-99 and A-X.

map4F G3914.C3P5 1788 P4 1975 (PrCt)

Charleston (S.C.) - Maps - 1788 - Fire risk assessment

The Ichnography of Charleston, South-Carolina, at the request of Adam Tunno ... for use of the Phoenix-Fire Company of London. [197-].
1 map ; 40 x 39 cm.
Reduced photocopy of original published London, 1790.
'Taken from actual survey, 2d August 1788 by Edmund Petrie.'
'Published 1 Jany. 1790 by E. Petrie no. 13 America Square.'
'Blake sc. Change Alley.'
Includes references 1-99 and A-X.

map2F G3914.C3 1788 P4 197 (PrCt)

Charleston (S.C.) - Maps - 1788 - Manuscripts

[Plan of Charleston 1780]. [19--].
Authors: France. Service hydrographique.
Archives. 137-6-7 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map

Photostatic reproduction of 1780 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

MapPhoto France ASH 137-6-7 (PrCt)

Charleston (S.C.) - Maps - 1785 - Manuscripts

A Plan of the publck lots at White Point in the city of Charleston sold in 1784 : shewing how they are effected [sic] by East Bay Street continued, laid out in 1785 by commissioners appointed by law ... [197-].
Authors: Purcell, Joseph -- South Carolina.
Archives Dept.
1 map ; on sheet 34 x 52 cm.
Photocopy of 1785 manuscript; reproduced from original in the South Carolina Archives (MB 8/17).
Scale 1:1,200 or 'feet, one hundred to an inch.'
Oriented with north toward the right.

map2F G3914.C3 1785 P8 (PrCt)

Charleston (S.C.) - Maps - 1788 - Fire risk assessment

The Ichnography of Charleston, South-Carolina, at the request of Adam Tunno ... for use of the Phoenix-Fire Company of London. Ithaca, N.Y.
1 map ; 49 x 47 cm.
Facsimile of original published London, 1790; reproduced from original in the Library of Congress.
'Taken from actual survey, 2d August 1788 by

Edmund Petrie.'

map2F G3914.C3P5 1788 P4 1975 (PrCt)

Charleston (S.C.) - Maps - 1788 - Manuscripts

Plan of the city of Charleston, South Carolina ... [197-].
Authors: Petrie, Edmund, b. 1750 -- Abernethie, Thomas, d. 1796 -- Milligan, Jacob -- Charleston Library Society
1 map ; 25 x 34 cm.
Photocopy of map detached from Milligan, Jacob. The Charleston directory (Charleston, S.C., [1790]) at front.
Reproduced from original in the Charleston Library Society.
Oriented with north at right.
'References to the streets, &c.' appear on a facing page of letterpress.
Scale [ca. 1:7,550].

IGN73

map2F G3914.C3 1785 P8 (PrCt)
Location of numerous buildings indicated by arrows.
Printed on light blue paper.
Rear cover missing.
Removed from the Francis Wells Shaw Papers [Newberry Library Midwest MS ShawF].

19231 Charleston (S.C.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps

Map of Charleston, South Carolina "America's most historic city" showing historic landmarks and key to street locations. Charleston : Wilson, 1940.
Authors: Wilson -- Chicago Historical Society
1 map ; 23.25 x 18 inches
Text on verso.
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.

CHS Coll., Map no. 88 (PrCt)

19232 Charleston (S.C.) - Maps - 2002 - Road maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (9313-9923, 28 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Cover not dated.
$14.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-99328-3
RMcN StrFdr 2002 .C44 copy 2 (PrCt)

19233 Charleston (S.C.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps

1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
"2nd edition" --front cover.
$16.95
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 052895475X
RMcN StrFdr 2005 .C45 (PrCt)

19234 Charleston (S.C.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. EasyFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; fold. to 24 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Uniform title: EasyFinder
Laminated.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
ISBN 0528954768
RMcN Road Map 2005 ChaSC (PrCt)

19235 Charleston (S.C.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps

1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
"3rd edition" --front cover.
"$16.95" -- back cover
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528870564
RMcN StrFdr 2008 .C45 (PrCt)

19236 Charleston (S.C.) - Maps - 2010 - Tourist maps

Authors: Resort Maps (Firm)
1 map : col. ; 33 x 33 cm., on sheet 56 x 43 cm.
Not drawn to scale.
Map on verso (33 x 33 cm.): The Best of Charleston, South Carolina 2010 [northern section]
Imprint at bottom of key: Resort Maps, 24 Clifford Street, Charleston ...
marykaym@resortmaps.com ...
Extensive local advertising in margins.
"This map is cataloged in the Library of Congress, Harvard Map Collection & American Geographical Society Library for historical reference."
Issued folded to 15 x 22 cm.
map2F G3914.C3E635 2010 .R4 (PrCt)

19237 Charleston (S.C.) - Maps - Bibliography

A catalogue of maps of Charleston based on the collection of engraved and photostatic copies owned by Alfred A. Halsey... 1944.
p. 178-203. maps.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Lists 53 maps, 1671-1942. 
Xerox copy.
Vert 169 (PrCt)

19238 Charleston (S.C.) - Pictorial works - 1872
Bird's-eye view of the city of Charleston ... 
Authors: Dry, Camille N. -- Historic Urban Plans (Firm) 
1 birds-eye view : col. ; 44 x 70 cm. 
Facsimile of original published 1872. 
Vignettes of buildings in both bottom corners. 
References: 1-90.
416 map4F G3914.C3A3 1872 D7 1976 (PrCt)

19239 Charlevoix Region (Québec) - Maps - 
Bibliography 
Répertoire cartobibliographique de Charlevoix / 
Daniel Dufour. Baie-Saint-Paul [Québec] : 
Société d'histoire de Charlevoix, 1986. 
Authors: Dufour, Daniel, 1958- -- Société 
d'histoire de Charlevoix 
vvi, 345 p. ; 28 cm. 
Includes index. 
Series: Instruments de recherche (Baie-Saint-Paul, Québec) ; 1. 
Formerly folio Z6027.C22 C45 1986 
LC Card Number: cn 87001725 
ISBN 2980059501 
Map Ref folio Z6027.C22 C45 1986 (NLO)

19240 Charlotte County (Va.) - Maps - 1860-1869 - 
Landowners - Manuscripts - 
Facsimiles<<>>Manuscript maps - 
Facsimiles<<>>Counties - 
Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps 
[Charlotte County (Va.) - 186-. : LC G&M land 
ownership maps on microfiche], [Washington, 
D.C.] : LC G&M Division, [1983?]. 
Authors: Hotchkiss, Jedediah, 1828-1899 -- 
Library of Congress. Hotchkiss map collection. 
No. 289 -- Library of Congress. Geography and 
Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership 
maps 
1 map : on microfiche 11 x 15 cm. 
Size of original: Manuscript, 31 x 20 in. Scale 
1:80,000. Originally compiled [186-?]. 
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 
19th and early 20th century landownership maps: 
Library of Congress. Geography and Map 
Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 
[Washington, D.C. : Library of Congress, 
Geography and Map Division, 1983?]. 
Microfiche 583, no. 1235 (PrCt)

19241 Charlotte Harbor (Fla. : Bay) - Maps - 1998 - 
Nautical charts<<>>Pine Island Sound (Fla.) - 
Maps - 1998 - Nautical charts<<>>Nautical 
charts - Charlotte Harbor (Fla. : Bay) - 
1998<<>>Nautical charts - Pine Island Sound 
(Fla.) - 1998<<>>Nautical charts 
Waterproof chart #01E : Charlotte Harbor and 
Pine Island Sound (enlarged). [Punta Gorda, Fla.] 
Authors: International Sailing Supply, Inc. -- 
Waterproof Charts, Inc. (Punta Gorda, Fla.) -- 
United States. National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration 
2 maps : both sides, col., plastic ; each 89 x 59 
cm. 
397-01E." 
"For complete information ... call 1-800-9026. 
Waterproof Charts, Inc. 320 Cross Street, Punta 
Gorda, FL 33950. www.waterproofcharts.com" 
"This waterproof chart is a reproduction of 
portions of N.O.A.A. Chart #11426 Ed. #30. 
Corrections and changes which have been noted 
by the D.M.A. automated Notice to Mariners 
System have been posted through NM. 04/98, 
January 1998." 
Depths shown by soundings and isolines. 
Includes "GPS/Loran coordinates." 
map6F G3932.C5P5 1998 .I5 (PrCt)

19242 Charlotte (N.C.) - Maps - 1994 - Road 
maps<<>>Mecklenburg County (N.C.) - Maps - 
1994 - Road maps<<>>Road 
maps<<>>Counties - Maps 
StreetFinder Charlotte, Mecklenburg County. 
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand 
McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand 
McNally Collection (Newberry Library) 
1 atlas (96 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm. 
New edition." 
$14.95 
Uniform title: StreetFinder. 
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection 
(Newberry Library). 
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011). 
RMcN StrFdr 1994 .C45 (PrCt)

19243 Charlotte (N.C.) - Maps - 2002 - Road 
maps<<>>Mecklenburg County (N.C.) - Maps - 
2002 - Road maps<<>>Gaston County (N.C.) - 
Maps - 2002 - Road maps<<>>Counties - Maps 
Charlotte/Gastonia; Mecklenburg & Gaston 
counties StreetFinder. Skokie, Ill. Rand McNally, 
2002. 
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand 
McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand 
McNally Collection (Newberry Library) 
1 atlas (3,668 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm. 
Date on cover: 2003. 
$19.95 
Uniform title: StreetFinder. 
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection 
(Newberry Library). 
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011). 
RMcN StrFdr 2002 .C45 (PrCt)

19244 Charlotte (N.C.) - Maps - 2004 - Road

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. 
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-85563-8
RMcN StrFdr 2006 .C45 (PrCt)


Street guide -- Rand McNally and Company.
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528868268
RMcN StrFdr 2009 .C45 (PrCt)

Collington (Ga.) - Maps - 1735 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<> Charlotteville (Ga.) - Maps - 1735 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

'A Plan of the town of Charleston.' [1735].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1735 manuscript. Shows 'Collington' on the 'Alatamaha' river,
perhaps latter-day Charlottesville in Montgomery County, Georgia?

19249 Charlottenburg (Berlin, Germany) - Maps - 1980
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 5 plates
1st ed.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

19250 Chartres (France : Bailliage) - Maps - 1696
Partie meridionale de l’esvesché de Chartres ...
Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : H. Jaillot [P. Mortier], [1696].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. [Atlas nouveau contenant toutes les parties du monde ... ] (1696) 1 map : hand col. ; 90 x 61 cm.
Added title, upper margin: Partie septentrionale de l’esvesché de Chartres ...
In: Sanson, Nicolas. [Atlas nouveau contenant toutes les parties du monde ... ] (Amsterdam : Pierre Mortier, 1696) v. 1, map [22].
Forms part of atlas published by P. Mortier in Amsterdam; chiefly comprised of maps bearing the counterfeit imprint of H. Jaillot in Paris.
Case oversize G 1007 .78 v. 1, map [22] (PrCt)

19251 Chartres (France) - Maps - 1620
Autricum. Ptolemeo in Gallia Lugdunensi vrbis; vulgo cum villa nouano, Chartres. [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 33 x 24 cm.
Anonymous map.
On same sheet with: Chasteauvdvnm, comitatus vulgo Dunoys in Gallia oppidum primarium. Latin letterpress text on verso under titles: Chartres -- Casteauvdvnm.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 3, pl. 8 (PrCt)

19252 Chartres (France) - Maps - 1930

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Germain en Laye. [Cologne : s.n., i.e. ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Francine, Alexandre, d. 1648 -- Lasne, Michel, ca. 1590-1667 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : hand col. ; 34 x 23 cm.
Based on design by Alexandre Francine; engraved in 1614 by Michel Lasne; see R.A. Skelton’s Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.
On same sheet with: Potrait de la Maison Royale de Fontaine Beauve.
Latin letterpress text on verso under titles: Fanvm S. Germani -- Fons Bellaqvevs.
Includes references A-I, and K-O.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 6, pl. 6 (PrCt)

19259
Chatham County (Ga.) - Maps - 1769<<>>Counties - Maps
...Plan of his plantation call'd Lancaster.
Washington : Nat.Arch., [197-?].
Authors: U.S. National Archives
Facsimile of 1769 original.
map4F G 3923.C45G46 1769 .S2 197- (PrCt)

19260
... Plan of his plantation call'd Lancaster, in the province of Georgia and parish of Christ Church. [197-].
Authors: Savery, Samuel -- U.S. National Archives
1 map : col. ; 46 x 71 cm.
Facsimile of 1769 manuscript in National Archives; published for exhibition, 'Taking the measure of the land.'
Added title: The Plantation plan of James Read and nearby tracts along the Ogeechee River, Georgia, 1769.
M1125
map4F G 3923.C45G46 1769 .S2 197- (PrCt)

19261
Chatham County (Ga.) - Maps - 1816 - Landowners - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: Manuscript, 6 parts; 4 are 30.5 x 16 in. each; 2 are 30.5 x 17 in. each. Scale 1:23,760. Copied 1887 by W. W. Gross and C. H. Dorsetts.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Chattanooga Region (Tenn.) - Maps - 1901
Chattanooga and Chattanooga National Military Park (Ga. and Tenn.) - Guidebooks - 1901
Southern Railway (U.S.) - Maps - 1901
Railroads - Maps
Chickamauga: a short description of the battlefield as it now is, by Gen. H. V. Boynton, with illustrations and maps. Cincinnati: Queen & Crescent Route, 1895.

Chattanooga Region (Tenn.) - Maps - 1905
Chattanooga and Chattanooga National Military Park (Ga. and Tenn.) - Guidebooks - 1905
Southern Railway (U.S.) - Maps - 1905
Railroads - Maps
Chickamauga: a short description of the battlefield as it now is, by Gen. H. V. Boynton, with illustrations and maps. Cincinnati: Queen & Crescent Route, 1895.

Chattanooga Region (Tenn.) - Maps - 1909
Chattanooga and Chattanooga National Military Park (Ga. and Tenn.) - Guidebooks - 1909
Southern Railway (U.S.) - Maps - 1909
Railroads - Maps
Chickamauga: a short description of the battlefield as it now is, by Gen. H. V. Boynton, with illustrations and maps. Cincinnati: Queen & Crescent Route, 1895.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

19276 CHAUMEAU, Jean, 16th cent. [Notes on Jean Chaumeau]. [Chicago, 198-?]. Authors: Karrow, Robert W. 1 file folder ; 25 x 30 cm. Bibliographical notes and drafts used in the preparation of the chapter on Jean Chaumeau in: Karrow, Mapmakers of the sixteenth century and their maps (1993). Vert 3053 (PrCt)


19279 CHAUTAUQUA COUNTY, N.Y. - Maps - 1867 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps New topographical atlas of Chautauqua County, New York : from actual surveys especially for this atlas. [Churchville, N.Y. ; Rochester, N.Y.] : Martin Wehle ; Gates-Chili News, [1972]. Authors: Wm. Stewart, Publisher -- Wehle, Martin -- Gates-Chili News -- Stewart (Wm.), firm, publisher SEE Wm. Stewart, Publisher -- Stewart (W.H.), firm, publishers SEE Wm. Stewart, Publisher -- W. H. Stewart (Firm) SEE Wm. Stewart, Publisher 1 atlas (81 [i.e. 89] p.) : ill., maps ; 41 cm. Facsimile of original published Philadelphia: Wm. Stewart, 1867; 'no. 201 of 300 copies.' Imprint and limitation notice from bookplate. Includes business directories.
Versos of maps are blank.

Cf. Phillips 15873.

73-4955

LC Card Number: 86675543

map6C 53 (NLO)

19280 Chautauqua County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1881

Counties - Maps


Authors: F.W. Beers & Co. -- F.W. Beers & Co.

Illustrated historical atlas of the county of Chautauqua, New-York, from actual surveys and records (1881)

1 map : hand col. ; 31 x 38 cm.

Scale [1:3,000]. "Scale 250 feet to the inch."

Oversize G 10851 .435 (NLO)

References: Phillips 2217; OCLC 1244207.

256 pages (1881)


oversize G 10851 .435 p. 81 (PrCt)

19281 Chautauqua County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1881 - Landowners - Maps


Authors: F.W. Beers & Co. -- Neuman & Dinglinger (New York, N.Y.) -- Falvy, D. K.

1 atlas (137 p. ill., hand col. maps, ports.) ; 44 cm.


"Neuman & Dinglinger, Lith., N.W. cor. of Pearl & Elm Stts., N.Y." -- Title page.

Some plates printed on both sides; some plates are portraits with biographical letterpress.

Front endleaf inscribed "D.K. Falvy, Westfield, N.Y." in pencil.

References: Phillips 2217; OCLC 1244207.

oversize G 10851 .435 (NLO)

19282 Chautauqua (N.Y.) - Maps - 1881 - Real property


Authors: F.W. Beers & Co. -- F.W. Beers & Co.

Illustrated historical atlas of the county of Chautauqua, New-York, from actual surveys and records (1881)

1 map : hand col. ; 31 x 38 cm.

Scale [1:3,000]. "Scale 250 feet to the inch."

Oversize G 10851 .435 (NLO)

19283 Chaves, Geronimo, 1523-1574

Jerónimo de Chaves. [Barcelona : J. Espasa, [1907?]-1930].

Authors: Enciclopedia universal ilustrada evropeo-americana (1907?-1930) -- Chenette, Holly

p. 122-123 ; 26 cm.

In: Enciclopedia universal ilustrada evropeo-americana (Barcelona: J. Espasa, 1907?-1930), p. 122-123.

Duplicate copy (photocopies, with typescript of English translation by Holly Chenette): Vert 3054, no. 2.

Ref AE61 .E6, v. 17, p. 122-123 (PrCt)

19284 Chaves, Geronimo, 1523-1574

[Notes on Jerónimo de Chaves]. [Chicago, 198-?].

Authors: Karrow, Robert W.

1 file folder ; 25 x 30 cm.

Bibliographical notes, photocopies of maps, and drafts used in the preparation of the chapter on Jerónimo de Chaves in: Karrow, Mapmakers of the sixteenth century and their maps (1993).

Vert 3055 (PrCt)

19285 Chaves, Geronimo, 1523-1574

Bachiller Gerónimo de Cháves. [Madrid : Viuda de Calero, 1851].

Authors: Navarrete, Martín Fernández de, 1765-1844 -- Navarrete, Martín Fernández de, 1765-1844. Biblioteca marítima española, obra póstuma ... (1851) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

p. 563-566 ; 24 cm.

In: Navarrete, Martín Fernández de. Biblioteca maritima espanola, obra póstuma ... (1851) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

p. 563-566.

Duplicate copy (photocopies of maps, and drafts used in the preparation of the chapter on Jerónimo de Chaves in: Karrow, Mapmakers of the sixteenth century and their maps (1993)).

Vert 3055 (PrCt)

19286 Chaves, Geronimo, 1523-1574


p. 267 ; 28 cm.
19287 Chaves, Geronimo, 1523-1574. **El Legado de Jerónimo de Chaves.** [Sevilla : Escuela tipográfica y Librería Salesianas, 1900].

Authors: Puente y Olea, Manuel de la, d. 1910 -- Puente y Olea, Manuel de la, d. 1910. Estudios Españoles (1900) -- Chenette, Holly.

p. 264-266 ; 33 cm.


Duplicate copy (photocopies, with typescript of English translation by Holly Chenette): Vert 3054, no. 1.

**Ayer 290 .P155 1948, p. 267 (PrCt)**

19288 Chaves, Geronimo, 1523-1574. **Chronographia (1566)**


Authors: Richard B. Arkway Inc. Includes description of 1566 ed. of the Chronographia of Jerónimo de Chaves.

NL Dealers’ Catalogs, 4A Stacks (PrCt)

19289 Cheb (Czech Republic) - Pictorial works - 1620<<Eger SEE Cheb (Czech Republic)<<Egra SEE Cheb (Czech Republic)

Egra vrbs a fluvio, cui adiacet, dicfa, olim imperio Romano, Hodie verò Bohemia regno ... [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].

Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 view : hand col. ; 14 x 47 cm. on sheet 41 x 54 cm.

View derived from a 1550 woodcut by Sebastian Münster; see R.A. Skelton’s Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum. Added title in uppercase: Egra.


**VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 1, pl. 29 (PrCt)**

19290 Chechnya (Russia) - Maps - 19th cent.<<Chechnya (Russia) SEE Chechnya (Russia)

Arabskaja karta Cecni epohip Samilija = [An Arabic map of Chechnya from the time of Shamil].

[Leningrad : Izd-vo Akademii nauk SSSR, 1933].


In Zapiski Instituta vostokovedenii^a^ Akademii nauk SSSR 2 (1933).

Not at Newberry Library (Dec. 2009) (PrCt)

19291 Chedabucto Bay (N.S.) - Maps - 1744

*Plan de la Baye de Chedabouchou aujourd’hui Havre de Milfort.* Paris, 1744.


1 map ; 20 x 29 cm.


**Graff 650 v. 2, opp. p. 363 (PrCt)**

19292 Chelan County (Wash.) - Maps - 1949 - Railroads<<Merritt Region (Wash.) - Maps - 1949 - Railroads<<Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.) - Maps - 1949<<Railroads - Maps

Line relocation [on the Great Northern Railway near Merritt, Washington]. [Minneapolis, Minn.? Great Northern Railway Company?, 1949?].

Authors: Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.)

1 map ; 8 x 22 cm.

Details new and abandoned Great Northern Railway lines on the Nason Creek near Merritt in Chelan County, Washington. Oriented with north at bottom left. Photograph of same area (22 x 18 cm.) printed above map

In Great Northern Railway Company. 60th annual report ... 1948 [St. Paul, Minn.? Great Northern Railway Company?, 1949?] p. 17

**5A 7267 (1948 vol. [1]) (PrCt)**

19293 Cheles (Spain) - Pictorial works - 1643<<Cheles, Battle of, Spain, 1642 - Pictorial works<<Portugal - History - John IV, 1640-1656 - Pictorial works<<Portuguese Restoration War (1640-1668) - Pictorial works - 1643

Cheles. [Lisbon : s.n., 1643].

Authors: Varela, Ayres, d. 1665 -- Varela, Ayres, d. 1665. Svcessos que ovve nas fronteiras d’Elvas, Olivença, Campo Mayor, & Ouguela ... (1643) -- Lopes Rosa, Domingos, fl. 1643 -- William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 13 x 18 cm., on sheet folded to 16 x 12 cm.
Anonymous view without imprint.

19296 Chemnitz (Germany) - Maps - 1662: Gerra (Germany ' Bezirke) - Maps - 1662: Bamberg-Hof (Germany) - Maps - 1662
Terra advocatorum vulgo Voigtlan.

19297 Chemung County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1839: Tioga County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1839: Schuyler County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1839: Counties - Maps
1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 44 cm.
In Burr, David H. and Simeon De Witt. An Atlas of the State of New York : containing a map of the State and of the several counties (New York: David H. Burr, 1829; republished Ithaca: Stone and Clark, 1839) pl. [36]. Map dated 1829 and 1839; engraved 'No. 37.'
Case oversize G 10851 .13 pl. 36 (PrCt)

19298 Chemung County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1853: Landowners<->Counties - Maps<->Landowners - Maps
Authors: Rea, Samuel M. -- Tremble, A. V. -- Baker (Wm. E.) & Co. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map : on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 4 parts, 21 x 29 in. each. Scale 1:42,000. Originally published Philadelphia: Wm. E. Baker, 1853.
Microfiche 583, no. 481 (PrCt)
assisted by Geo. P. Sanford & others.


Authors: Beers, F. W. (Frederick W.) -- Beers, Ellis & Soule -- Sanford, G. P. (George P.) -- Wehle, Martin

1 atlas (29 p. : ill., maps) ; 41 cm.


No. 187 of 300 copies.

‘No. 29 of a series.’

Cf. Phillips 02218.

79-43489

oversize G1253.C5 B4 1869a (NLO)

19300 Chenango County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1839<-->Counties - Maps


An Atlas of the State of New York ... (1839)

1 map : hand col. ; 44 x 30 cm.

In Burr, David H. and Simeon De Witt. An Atlas of the State of New York : containing a map of the State and of the several counties (New York: David H. Burr, 1829; republished Ithaca: Stone and Clark, 1839) pl. [32]. Map dated 1829 and 1839; engraved ‘No. 33.’

Case oversize G 10851 .13 pl. 32 (PrCt)

19301 Chenango County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1855 - Landowners<-->Counties - Maps<-->Landowners - Maps


Authors: Fagan, L. -- Leal, LaFayette -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps

1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.


Microfiche 583, no. 483 (PrCt)

19302 Cherokee County (Ga.) - Maps - 1895 - Landowners<-->Counties - Maps<-->Landowners - Maps


1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.

Size of original: 27.5 x 37.5 in. Scale 1:55,000.
Originally published 1895. 

Microfiche 583, no. 87 (PrCt)

19307 Cherokee County (Iowa) - Maps - 1907 - Landowners<<>Counties - Maps<<>Landowners - Maps

Standard atlas of Cherokee County, Iowa : including a plat book of the villages, cities and townships of the county ... etc. etc. Chicago : Geo. A. Ogle & Co., 1907. 
Authors: Geo. A. Ogle & Co., 1907.
1 atlas (81, xxii p. : ill., col. maps (some double)) ; 46 cm.
Some pages mutilated.
oversize F 912174 .642 (NLO)

19308 Cherokee County (Iowa) - Maps - 1923 - Landowners<<>Counties - Maps<<>Landowners - Maps

Authors: Anderson Publishing Company
1 atlas ; 42 cm.
oversize F 912174.054 (NLO)

19309 Cherokee County (Okla.) - Maps - 1950<><Road maps<><Counties - Maps

Map of Cherokee County, Oklahoma. [ca. 1950]. 
1 map : col. ; 37 x 29 cm.
M1128
map1F G4023.C4 1950 M3 (PrCt)

19310 Cherokee County (Okla.) - Maps - 1960 - Road maps<><Road maps<><Counties - Maps

General highway map Cherokee County, Oklahoma. 1960. 
Authors: Oklahoma. Dept. of Highways
1 map ; 73 x 44 cm.
Includes legend, 8 insets, and location map.
M1132
map4F G4023.C4P2 1960 O4 (PrCt)


Boundary line between the province of South Carolina and the Cherokee Indian country, marked out in the presence of the head men of the upper, middle, and lower Cherokee towns, whose hands and seals are affixed. Done at Fort Prince George, 8th May, 1766. Edward Wilkinson, commissioner. [19--].


19312 Cherokee County (Tex.) - Maps - 1879 - Landowners<<>Counties - Maps<<>Landowners - Maps

Authors: Texas. General Land Office -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 26 x 18.5 in. Scale 1:133,320. Originally compiled 1879. 

Microfiche 583, no. 923 (PrCt)


Map of the Qualla Indian Reserve (Boundary) N.C. / surveyed by M.S. Temple, D.S., 1875-6. [Washington : Government Printing Office], 1876[i.e. 1894]. 
Facsimile of map bearing endorsement "Department of the Interior, General Land Office, Novr. 6th, 1876 .... The foregoing ... composing a map or plats ... of the Qualla Boundary ... in

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. 
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Jackson and Swain counties in ... North Carolina ... are hereby approved. [Signed] J. A. Williamson [?], Commissioner.

Identifies parcels with lot numbers and acreage. At upper left: Eleventh census of the United States.

At upper right: Indians.


Duplicate copies: Govt. I 12.5 v. 10 and folio 4396

OCLC 71302529

Ayer folio E98.C3 U5 1894 opp. p. 503 (PrCt)

19314


1 map ; 28 x 23 cm., folded to 29 x 22 cm.

Added title in bottom margin: Map showing the chief location and lands of the Eastern Band of Cherokees, in Cherokee, Jackson, Graham, and Swain counties, North Carolina

Includes the names of a few land owners.

At upper left: Eleventh census of the United States.

At upper right: Indians.

Inset (8 x 7 cm.): South western N.C.


Duplicate copies: Govt. I 12.5 v. 10 and folio 4396

Ayer folio E98.C3 U5 1894 following p. 502 (PrCt)

19315


SEE McLoughlin, William Gerald [19] leaves : maps ; 28 cm. + bibliography ([3] leaves ; 28 cm.)


Reproductions of maps from various sources showing Cherokee lands and settlements.

map1F G3861.E1S1 1973 .M3 (PrCt)

19316


Map of the country belonging to the Cherokee and Creek Indians : from the original drawing in the War Department / J. Melish del. [Ann Arbor, Mich. William L. Clements Library, 1967-?].

Authors: Melish, John, 1771-1822 -- William L. Clements Library

1 map : photocopy ; 40 x 46 cm.

Scale [ca. 1:975,000].

Identifies Cherokee and Creek lands and towns in Alabama, Georgia and southern Tennessee.

Positive photostat from original ([Philadelphia: Melish, ca. 1820]) in the collections of the William L. Clements Library.


http://alabamamaps.ua.edu/historicalmaps/native americans/index.html

Removed from the Helen H. Tanner Papers.

map2F G3971 .E1 1820 M4 (PrCt)

19317

Cherokee Yard (Tulsa, Okla.) - Pictorial works - 1959 - Railroads<<>>Tulsa (Okla.) - Pictorial works - 1959 - Railroads<<>>St. Louis and San Francisco Railway Company - Pictorial works - 1959<<>>Railroads - Maps

Aerial view of Cherokee Yard, a partially completed electronic retarder yard at Tulsa, Oklahoma ... [St. Louis? St. Louis and San Francisco Railway Company?, 1959?].

Authors: St. Louis and San Francisco Railway Company

1 view : 12 x 15 cm.

Caption title.

Aerial photograph.


5A 7267 (1958 vol. [3]) (PrCt)
19318 Cherokee Yard (Tulsa, Okla.) - Pictorial works - 1960 - Railroads - Railroads - St. Louis and San Francisco Railway Company - Pictorial works - 1960 - Railroads - Railroads

Night view of the company's new electronic retarder yard at Tulsa, Oklahoma. [St. Louis? St. Louis and San Francisco Railway Company?, 1960?].

Authors: St. Louis and San Francisco Railway Company
1 view ; 10 x 15 cm.
Caption title.
Aerial photograph.

5A 7267 (1959 vol. [3]) (Pr Ct)


Map of the country between Washington & Pittsburg referring to the contemplated Chesapeake & Ohio Canal and its general route and profile, October 1826. [Georgetown (Washington, D.C.) : s.n., 1826].

Authors: Farley, John, 1802 or 3-1874 -- Harrison, William, 1774- -- Harrison, D. R. -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 44 x 65 cm.
'Reduced from the general map annexed to the report upon the contemplated canal & drawn by Lieut Farley ; etched by Wm. Harrison ; lettered by D.R. Harrison.'
Scale [1:506,880]. 'Horizontal scale 8 miles to 1 inch. V. scale 300 feet to one inch.'
Relief shown by hachures.
The mapping of Maryland 1590-1914, no. 23

Ayer p133 .F23 1826 (NLO)

19320 Chesapeake Bay (Md. and Va.) - Maps - 1608 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Nautical charts - Chesapeake Bay (Md. and Va.) - Maps - 1608 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles - Nautical charts

Tyndall's draught of Virginia 1608 : from the original in the British Museum. [Boston : Massachusetts Historical Society, 1925].

Authors: Tyndall, Robert, fl. 1606-1677 -- Bruce, Philip Alexander
1 map
Facsimile of 1608 manuscript chart of the entrance of Chesapeake Bay, with 'King James' river, 'Prince Henry's river' (York river) and the Rappahannock river, inscribed 'The draught by Robarte Tindall of Virginia, anno. 1608'
Reproduced 'from the original in the British Museum.'
Scale [ca. 1:350,000].
The first map of Virginia.
VAULT Ayer 133.5 .T58 1608 (NLO)

19321 Chesapeake Bay (Md. and Va.) - Maps - 1608 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Nautical charts - Chesapeake Bay (Md. and Va.) - Maps - 1608 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles - Nautical charts

A Colored chart of the entrance of Chesapeake Bay, with King James' River, Prince Henry's River (York River), and the Rappahannoc River; it is inscribed, 'the draught by Robarte Tindall of Virginia, anno 1608'. [19-].

Cottonian Ms. Aug.1, ii, 46 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1608 manuscript.
folio Ayer 136 .H91 1907 ser. 1, v. 1, pl. 27-28 (Pr Ct)

19322 Chesapeake Bay (Md. and Va.) - Maps - 1608 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Nautical charts - Chesapeake Bay (Md. and Va.) - Maps - 1608 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles - Nautical charts

Virginia chart, 1608, 1824.
Authors: Tyndall, Robert, fl. 1606-1677 -- British Library, Cottonian Ms. Aug.1, ii, 46 -- Bruce, Philip Alexander
1 map
Facsimile of 1608 manuscript (by Robert Tyndall?) ; detached from History of Virginia v. 1: Colonial period, 1607-1763 / by Philip Alexander Bruce (Chicago and New York: American Historical Society, 1924) between p. 36-37 [F 863.1].

temp map2F G3880 1608 .V5 1924 (Pr Ct)

19323 Chesapeake Bay (Md. and Va.) - Maps - 1732 - Nautical charts - Chesapeake Bay (Md. and Va.) - Maps - 1732 - Virginia - Maps - 1732 - Coasts - Nautical charts - Virginia - Maps - 1732 - Coasts - Nautical charts

A Draught of Virginia from the Capes to York in York River and to Kuiquoton or Hamton in James River, anno 1677, with King Henry's River, inscribed 'Prince Henry's River' (York River) and the Rappahannock river, inscribed 'The draught by Robarte Tindall of Virginia, anno. 1608'
Reproduced 'from the original in the British Museum.'
Scale (ca. 1:350,000).
The first map of Virginia.
VAULT Ayer 133.5 .T58 1608 (NLO)
Chesapeake Bay (Md. and Va.) - Maps - 1778 - Nautical charts

Chesapeake Bay (Md. and Va.) - Maps - 1782 - Nautical charts

Chesapeake Bay (Md. and Va.) - Maps - 1783 - Nautical charts

Chesapeake Bay (Md. and Va.) - Maps - 1783 - Nautical charts

Chesapeake Bay (Md. and Va.) - Maps - 1784 - Nautical charts

Chesapeake Bay Region (Md. and Va.) - Maps - 1962 - Nautical charts

Peninsula - Maps - 1962 - Nautical charts

Atlantic Coast (Middle Atlantic States) - Maps - 1962 - Nautical charts

Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1962 - Nautical charts

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Chesapeake Bay Region (Md. and Va.) - Maps - 1965
Road maps


Authors: Texaco, inc. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 57 x 40 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Texaco touring map of Chesapeake Bay area
Plate no. 5-5628-9.

Insets (19 x 20 cm. and smaller): Norfolk, Portsmouth and vicinity -- Washington D.C.


Combat naval à la hauteur de la Baye de Chézapeake [sic] le 5 7bre. 1781. 1781.

Authors: Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 239

1 ms. map : hand col. ; 452 x 592 mm.

Shows the Battle of Chesapeake Bay between the French fleet led by Vice Admiral the Comte de De Grasse and the British fleet led by Rear Admiral Thomas Graves. Identifies individual ships and details the maneuvers of both fleets east of Capes Charles and Henry at the entrance to the Bay. French victory helped force the September 19 surrender at Yorktown of besieged British land forces under General Charles Cornwallis.

Scale [ca. 1:59,800]. 'Echelle de 2 lieues de 20 au dégré.'

Oriented to the west.

Pen-and-ink, watercolor and wash (green, brown, yellow, blue); sectioned into 10 panels, mounted on cloth.

Limited relief shown by shading.

Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 239.


Microfilm copy available.

Ayer ms map proj 95

VAULT drawer Ayer MS map 239 (NLO)
Includes references A-I, K-O, 1-19, and 'extract from the minutes of the general signals.'
Nebenzahl 182 (2d state).
Jolly, Maps in British periodicals, POL 80.
Ayer
ICN75
map2F 3701.S3.112 (PrCt)

19332
Position of the English and French fleets immediately previous to the action on the 5th Seprtr. 1781. [London, 1794].
Authors: Stedman, C. (Charles), 1753-1812 -- Murray, John
1 map : 21 x 25 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:260,000], Relief shown by hachures. Shows the mouth of Chesapeake Bay. Detached from Stedman, Charles. The History of the origin, progress, and termination of the American war (London: J. Murray etc., 1794)
plate 14 [F 832.84].
map2F 3701.S3.7 (PrCt)

19333
Cheshire County (N.H.) - Maps - 1753-1816 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Old Maps (Firm)
12 p. : maps ; 28 cm. + 5 maps (28 x 36 cm.) in portfolio (38 cm.)
Cover title.
"References": p. 12.
ISBN 0911653058
Case folio G1223.C5 C44 1983 (NLO)

19334
Cheshire County (N.H.) - Maps - 1858 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map : on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 2 parts, 28.5 x 56.5 in. each.
Scale: 1:42,240. One of two Cheshire County maps published in Philadelphia by Smith & Morley in 1858; title cartouche at upper right. Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps

Microfiche 583, no. 426 (PrCt)

19335
Cheshire County (N.H.) - Maps - 1858 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map : on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 2 parts, 28.5 x 56.5 in. each.
Scale: 1:42,240. Two of two Cheshire County maps published in Philadelphia by Smith & Morley in 1858; title cartouche at upper left. Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps

Microfiche 583, no. 427 (PrCt)

19336
Cheshire County (N.H.) - Maps - 1858<<>>Wall maps<<>>Counties - Maps
Authors: Fagan, L. -- Smith & Morley (Philadelphia, Pa.) -- Old Maps (Firm)
1 map in 33 sections : col. ; sections each 44 x 36 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:42,220]. 1 1/2 inch to 1 mile. Facsimile of original published Philadelphia (Pa.) : Smith & Morley, 1858, issued as a wall map, 25 square feet.
Caption title.
Facsimile issued in case (36 leaves : 44 x 37 cm.) including introductory material (leaves [1]-3). The original scale is retained for map sections; insets slightly enlarged.
oversize G1223.C5 F3 1981 (NLO)

19337
Cheshire County (N.H.) - Maps - 1877 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Rockwood, C. H. -- Comstock & Cline -- Old Maps (Firm)
1 atlas (53 p.) : maps ; 36 cm.
Most 'maps are reproduced at the size and scale of the original"--Forward.
LC Card Number: 82-62116 /MAP

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
In: Speed, John. The Theatre of the Empire of Great-Britain ... (London : Printed for T. Bassett and R. Chiswell, 1676) map [38].

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .S7 1676 map [38] (PrCt)

Authors: Burdett, Peter Pery -- Harley, J. B. (John Brian) -- Laxton, Paul -- Lund Humphries -- Historic Society of Lancashire and Cheshire [5], 37 p., [32] leaves (2 folded) : ill., facsims., maps ; 33 cm.

'1777 [ed.] reprinted in facsimile with an introduction [and text] by J.B. Harley and P. Laxton.'

Includes bibliographical references.
ISBN 0950359114

folio G1818.C5 B8 1974 (NLO)

19342 Cheshire (England) - Maps - 1806
Topographical and statistical description of the county of Chester : containing an account of its situation, extent, towns, roads, rivers, minerals, fisheries, manufactures, commerce, agriculture, markets, curiosities, antiquities, biography, natural history, civil and ecclesiastical jurisdictions, &c. : to which is prefixed a copious travelling guide ... forming a complete county itinerary : also, a list of the fairs, and an index table shewing at one view the distances of the towns from London and from each other / by George Alexander Cooke ; illustrated with a map of the county. London : Printed for C. Cooke, No. 17, Paternoster Row, by Brimmer and Co., Water Lane, Fleet Street ; And sold by all the booksellers in the United Kingdom, [1806?].

Added title from red leather spine label:
Topography of Cheshire and Lancashire.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [135]-138) and index.

Issued as part of a series of descriptive guides to the counties of Great Britain.

Bound with one other title.
Contemporary half bound brown leather, marbled papers over boards.
Tail-pieces.
Bookplate of Alfred Mead Raymond.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Full text (but not map) of another copy available on Internet Archive (accessed March 2011): http://www.archive.org/details/cheshiretopographi00cookuoft

Baskes DA670.C6 C66 1806 (NLO)

19343  Cheshire (England) - Maps - 1928
Cheshire / by Walter M. Gallichan; with 36 illustrations by Elizabeth Hartley and 12 from photographs, and with a plan and two maps. London: Methuen & Co., 1928.
Authors: Little guides -- Gallichan, Walter M. (Walter Matthew), 1861-1946 -- Hartley, Elizabeth -- Methuen & Co. -- John Bartholomew and Son -- Turnbull & Spears -- Bristow, Leslie Beaconsfield -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Maps by John Bartholomew and Son.
Printed by Turnbull & Spears.
Map inside front cover.
Includes index.
Series: Little guides.
Armoreal bookplate: Leslie Beaconsfield Bristow. Eastbourne, Sussex.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G153 .L58 Cheshire (1928) (NLO)

19344  Chester County (Pa.) - Maps - 1717 - Land grants - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Land grants - Chester County (Pa.) - Maps - 1717 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Estaugh, John, 1676-1742 Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
John Estaugh and Co. SEE Estaugh, John, 1676-1742

19345  Chester County (Pa.) - Maps - 1847 - Landowners - Counties -

Maps - Landowners - Maps
Authors: Painter, S. M. -- Bowen, J. S. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 41 x 48 in. Scale 1:64,000. Originally published 1847.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps

Microfiche 583, no. 723 (PrCt)

19346  Chester County (Pa.) - Maps - 1856 - Landowners - Counties -

Maps - Landowners - Maps
Authors: Kennedy, T. J. -- Bowen, J. S. -- Barnes, Rufus L. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 4 parts, 20.5 x 24 in. each. Scale 1:64,000. Originally published Westchester, Pa.: T. J. Kennedy; Philadelphia: R. L. Barnes, 1856.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps

Microfiche 583, no. 724 (PrCt)

19347  Chester County (Pa.) - Maps - 1860 - Landowners - Counties -

Maps - Landowners - Maps
Authors: Kennedy, T. J. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 2 parts, 28 x 55 in. each. Originally published 1860.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps

Microfiche 583, no. 725 (PrCt)

19348  Chester County (Pa.) - Maps - 2003 - Road maps - Counties - Maps

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Chester County (Pa.) - Maps - 2003 - Road maps

1 atlas (24,854-8,427, 46 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm. + 1 CD-ROM
$14.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-99748-3

RMcN StrFdr 2003 .C465a (PrCt)

Chester County (S.C.) - Maps - 1825 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps

Chester District, South Carolina. [Baltimore : F. Lucas Jr.], 1825.
1 map ; 35 x 51 cm.
Surveyed by Charls. Boyd D.S., 1818. Improved for Mills’ atlas, 1825. ’
In: Mills, Robert. Atlas of the state of South Carolina ... (Baltimore : F. Lucas, Jr., [1825]) pl. [6].


Chester (England) - Maps - 1620

Cestria (vvlgo) Chester, Angliae civitas. [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Smith, William, ca. 1550-1618 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 32 x 43 cm.
Derived from a drawing by William Smith; see R.A. Skelton’s Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 3, pl. 3 (PrCt)

Chester (England) - Maps - 1657

Cestria vvlgo Chester. [Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657].
Authors: Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664 -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Illustriorvm principumque urbium septentrionalium Europae tabulae [1657] -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Theatrum urbium (1657)
1 map : hand col. ; 32 x 43 cm.
Includes references 1-24.
Issued in volume 1 of 8 in Jansson's townbook atlases, collectively known as the Theatrum urbis (Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657).

Case oversize G 117 .452, v. 1, [plate 9] (PrCt)

Chester (England) - Maps - 1900 - Pictorial maps<<>>Pictorial maps

Pictorial plan of Chester. Chester, Eng. Catherall & Prichard, [ca. 1900?].
Authors: Catherall & Prichard (Chester, England) -- Fuller, Henry Blake, 1857-1929
1 map ; 30 x 41 cm.
'P. e G. Pineider editori ... Firenze.,'
Includes 'statistics' and 'historical events.'
Possibly detached from a guidebook.
Forms part of the Henry Blake Fuller papers (Newberry Library).

map2F G5754.C45A5 1900 C3 (PrCt)

Chesterfield County (S.C.) - Maps - 1825 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps

Chesterfield District, South Carolina. [Baltimore : F. Lucas Jr.], 1825.
1 map ; 47 x 60 cm.
Surveyed by John Lowry, 1819. Improved for Mills’ atlas, 1825. ’
In: Mills, Robert. Atlas of the state of South Carolina ... (Baltimore : F. Lucas, Jr., [1825]) pl.
19355 Chesterfield County (Va.) - Maps - 1862 - Landowners - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: Manuscript, 39.5 x 28 in. Scale 1:40,000. Originally compiled 1862. Only covers part of the county.
Microfiche 583, no. 1280 (PrCt)

19356 Chesterton Region (Ind.) - Maps - 1958 - Pictorial maps
This transportation picture map of the Chesterton, Indiana area is presented by the Chesterton Chamber of Commerce. [Chesterton, Ind.? Chamber of Commerce?, 1958?].
Authors: Chamber of Commerce (Chesterton, Ind.) -- Chicago Historical Society
1 map : col. ; on sheet 57 x 44 cm.
Panel title: The Chamber of Commerce presents the Chesterton area.
Photos and text on verso.
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.
4 copies.
CHS Coll., Map no. 400-403 (PrCt)

19357 Cheyenne County (Neb.) - Maps - 1913 - Landowners - Counties - Maps
Standard atlas of Cheyenne County, Nebraska; incl. a plat book of the villages, cities and townships ... map of the state ... Patrons directory ... Chicago : Geo. A. Ogle & Co., 1913.
Authors: Geo. A. Ogle & Co.
1 atlas (83, xxii p. : maps) ; 30 cm.
Most of the alternate pages blank.
References: Phillips 4881.
oversize F 92416 .642 (NLO)

19358 Cheyenne (Wyo.) - Maps - 1873
Sketch of Cheyenne, Wyoming ... 1873.
1 map ; 10 x 10 cm. on sheet 30 x 40 cm. Scale [ca. 1:18,900].
Govt. W 8.5:2 pl. 6, opp. p. 491 (PrCt)

19359 Cheyenne (Wyo.) - Pictorial works - 1882
Authors: Stoner, J. J. -- Beck & Pauli, Milwaukee -- Historic Urban Plans (Firm) -- Stoner, Joseph J. SEE Stoner, J. J.
1 birds-eye view ; 19 x 51 cm.
Includes vignettes of buildings at borders of map.
References: 1-19.
List of businesses in lower margin.
map4F G4264.C5A3 1882 S7 1974 (PrCt)

19360 Chiablaise (France and Switzerland) - Historical geography - Maps - 1830-1839/Corelli SEE Chiablaise (France and Switzerland)<<>Chablaise SEE Chiablaise (France and Switzerland)<<>Chablais SEE Chiablaise (France and Switzerland)
Ducato di Ciablese per donazione di Corrado il salico nel 1034 , Ducato nel 1238, o 1318 / Giuse. Pezze inc. [Milano : Presso P.E. Giusti, 1819-1852].
Authors: Pezze, Giuseppe, fl. 1826-1836 -- Litta, Pompeo, 1781-1852. Famiglie celebri di Italia (1819-1852) -- Giusti, P. E. 1 map : hand col. ; on sheet 46 x 64 cm.
In Litta, Pompeo, Famiglie celebri di Italia (Milano: Presso P.E. Giusti, 1819-1852), v. 10, fol. [169-70].
At upper left: Tav. III. Stati della R. Casa di Savoja.
Includes three colored coats of arms.
Case oversize E 6835 .5, v. 10, fol. [169-70] (PrCt)

1980-1989<Map trade SEE Map industry and trade
Chicago Aerial Survey [office floor plans]. [198-?].
Authors: Chicago Aerial Survey
2 technical drawings : negative film ; each 19 x 64 cm. on sheet 68 x 107 cm.
Scale: 1/8 ' = 1'
Photo negatives of undated plans of the first and second floors of the Chicago Aerial Survey office building, probably in Des Plaines, Illinois.
Details work areas, including 'photo lab,' 'computer room,' 'software engineering,' 'analytical aerotriangulation,' 'orthophoto,' 'compilation layout,' 'drafting,' 'business development,' 'administration,' 'cafeteria,' etc.
map6F G4104.D4A9 198- .C5 (PrCt)

19362 Chicago and Alton Railroad Company - 1884<Railroads- Maps
A Parody on patience. Chicago : Chicago & Alton R. R., [1884?].
Includes 33 p. of col. lithographs, advertising section (including ads for Rand McNally & Co. and for Edward E. Ayer).
Illustrated by D. Dalziel.
Condition: Paper covers over boards. Some chipping at hinges, extremities, text block very fine. Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection. Previous location: B-21 AMcN III PC 1610 (PrCt)

19363 Chicago and North Western Railway Company - Advertising - 1883<Grand Army of the Republic Convention (1883 : Denver) - Advertising
Authors: Chicago and North Western Railway Company -- Grand Army of the Republic -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library)
1 leaf, 43 x 16 cm. fold. to 16 x 11 cm.
Condition: V. good Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection. Previous location: B-21 AMcN III PC 1710 (PrCt)

Chicago North Western Railway. Chicago : Rand McNally, [ca. 1880].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Chicago and North Western Railway Company -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 broadside map : col. ; 33 x 53 cm.
On order Jan. 2004 from Philadelphia Print Shop.; never received by Newberry?
"The short and best lines to Council Bluffs and Omaha."
Advertising poster with map showing the railway's main lines from Chicago north to Lake Superior, northwest to St. Paul and Dakota, and west to Omaha and Yankton.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

19366 Chicago and North Western Railway Company - Passenger Department. Lakes and resorts of the Northwest (1911) - Title pages<Hunting - Pictorial works - 1911 [Title page of] Lakes and resorts of the Northwest : a tourists' guide to the summer resorts and fishing and hunting grounds reached via the North Western line, with information covering summer train service, and a complete list of hotels, with their location, rates and capacity, etc. Chicago, Ill. Chicago & North Western Railway Passenger Department, 1911.
Authors: Chicago and North Western Railway Company. Passenger Department -- Chicago and North Western Railway Company. Passenger Department. Lakes and resorts of the Northwest (1911)
1 sheet ; 23 x 30 cm.
Adjacent frontispiece is a photograph of a hunter with rifle standing next to fallen tree (image 16 x 11 cm., on sheet 23 x 30 cm.).
G 89 .16 title page (PrCt)

19367 Chicago and North Western Railway Company - Pictorial works - 1948 - Railroad stations<Chicago (III) - Pictorial works - 1948 - Railroad stations - Chicago (III) - Pictorial works - 1948<>Railroad stations - Chicago and North Western Railway Company - Pictorial works - 1948<>Pictorial works - Chicago and North Western Railway Company - 1948 - Railroad stations<>Pictorial works - Chicago (III) - 1948 - Railroad stations<Railroads - Maps
[View of the Chicago and North Western Railway station at the corner of Madison and Canal Streets in Chicago]. [Chicago? Chicago and North Western Railway Company?, 1948?].
Authors: Chicago and North Western Railway Company -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view ; 9 x 12 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Photograph.
In Chicago and North Western Railway Company. Eighty-eighth annual report ... December 31, 1947 [Chicago?: Chicago and

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
19367 Chicago and North Western Railway Company - Pictorial works - 1961
Kennedy Expressway (Chicago, Ill.) - Pictorial works - 1961
Interstate 90 - Pictorial works - 1961
Pictorial works - Chicago (Ill.) - 1961
Northwest Expressway (Chicago, Ill.) - Pictorial works - Interstate 90 - 1961
Pictorial works - Kennedy Expressway (Chicago, Ill.) - 1961
Railroads - Maps
[Photograph of the Chicago and North Western Railway's suburban service on the Kennedy Expressway near Lawrence Avenue]. [Chicago? Chicago and North Western Railway Company?, 1961?].
Authors: Chicago and North Western Railway Company -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view ; 12 x 21 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
5A 7267 (1960 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

19368 Chicago and North Western Railway Station (Chicago, Ill.) - Pictorial works - 1947
Authors: Chicago and North Western Railway Company -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view ; 11 x 15 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
5A 7267 (1946 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

19369 Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company - Archives - Inventories
Guide to the Burlington archives in the Newberry
Authors: Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company -- Newberry Library -- Jackson, Elizabeth Coleman -- Mohr, Carolyn Curtis, 1919-xxiii, 374 p. ; 25 cm.
Duplicate copies: lower case h 668 .134 -- Ref HE2791 .C6425
LC Card Number: 50000209
Case lower case h 668 .134 (NLO)

19370 Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company - History - Periodicals - Burlington Route Historical Society - Periodicals - Railroads - History - Periodicals
The Zephyr : BRHS Newsletter. [La Grange, Ill.? Burlington Route Historical Society, 2011?].
Authors: Burlington Route Historical Society -- Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company 28 p. ; color photos, ill., maps ; 28 cm.
"Issue 2-11. No. 63."
Uniform title: The Zephyr : newsletter of the Burlington Route Historical Society, Inc.
Includes brief notice of "Geneva Spring meet 2011" and Newberry reference librarian Ginger Frere's display of photographs from the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Co. archives; letter by Newberry curator Robert W. Karrow asking for help in identifying photos of 1913 train wreck in Trempealeau, Wisconsin; and obituary of Amtrak employee and Newberry volunteer Curtis L. Katz. Scattered other issues of the newsletter shelved as folio HE2791.C6415 Z5 Vert 1733, no. 2 (PrCt)

New railroad guide : for travelers upon the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, Illinois Central & Branch, and Grand Central & Branch, and Great Western Rail Roads. [1993].
Authors: True, J. P. -- William L. Clements Library 1 broadside ; 44 x 62 cm.
Facsimile of original published [Chicago]: Chicago Daily Democrat print, 45 La Salle Street, 1855; photocopy of only known copy in the University of Michigan Clements Library.
Added titles: Chicago daily democrat -- Travelers' guide, with a map, embracing the great and prominent railroads ... -- True's new railroad guide of Illinois, Iowa, Minnesota and the West. Table listing towns, stations and the railroads serving them beneath title., issued as an
advertisement for True's railroad guide (never published?).
Railroad map of Illinois (no title, 41 x 28 cm.) on verso.
Notice beneath map: 1855--6. Travelers' guide, with a map, embracing the great and prominent railroads of the West, giving the location of one hundred and twenty-five stations and the direct route to one thousand cities, towns and villages in Illinois, Wisconsin, Minnesota, Missouri and Iowa. Designed and compiled by J. P. True, railroad agent, Chicago, Illinois. Accompanied by printed 'letter of recommendation' with 10 endorsements, beneath prominent heading: True's new railroad guide of Illinois, Iowa, Minnesota and the West. Gift 93.
sc map1F G4101.P3 1855 T7 1993 (NLO)

Authors: Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company
1 map ; cm.
Blueline print.
Scale 1:1,267,200 or 1' = 20 miles.
Dated Sept. 29, 1919.
Coverage extends from Illinois to southeastern Montana.
maproll G4126 .P3 1919 C5 (PrCt)

Authors: Karl, Anita -- Overton, Richard C.
36 maps and 15 graphs ; on 6 sheets 46 x 64 cm.
Mrs. Karl is identified as the cartographer on p. 588.
temp map4F G4051.P3S1 1965 K3 (PrCt)

1 cubic ft. (in 2 boxes, including 108 black and white photographs ; 20 x 26 cm. and smaller)
Archival title supplied by cataloger.
Photographs of the Chicagoland area, taken between 1890 and 1930. Subjects include aerial views of Chicago and nearby suburbs, church architecture, commercial architecture, domestic architecture, and public buildings, such as schools, libraries, and post offices. Photos of buildings designed by Frank Lloyd Wright, H.H. Richardson, and Louis Sullivan are included in the collection, as are photographs of some structures built for the World's Columbian Exposition. Most photographs are annotated with the name and address of the structure or, in the case of the aerial views, with the date and the subject of the photograph.
Includes photos taken by the Chicago Aerial Survey of Chicago and suburbs, 1925-1930.
Forms part of the Midwest Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library)
Formerly Case folio F548.7 .S56
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Midwest MS Sloan boxes 1 and 2 (NLO)
19375 Chicago (Ill.) - Aerial photographs - Collections, 1985-2012 - Chicago (Ill.) - Pictorial works - Collections, 1985-2012 - Chicago (Ill.) - Historical geography - Pictorial works -
19376 Chicago (Ill.) - Aerial photographs - Collections, To 1992 - Aerial photographs - Chicago (Ill.) - Collections, To 1992


Authors: Cameron, Robert, 1911- -- Samuelson, Tim -- Kent, Cheryl -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

159 p. : ill. (some col.) ; 29 x 36 cm.

LC Card Number: 92093090

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

ISBN 0918684277 ; 9780918684271

folio F548.37 .C36 1992 (NLO)


Authors: Williams, Michael (Michael F.) -- Cahan, Richard -- Nickel, Richard, d. 1972 -- CityFiles Press -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)

192 p. : ill. ; 26 cm.

1st ed.

Includes photo index of major buildings by Louis Sullivan and others (p. 192).

Signed by authors.

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

ISBN 0978545028 ; 9780978545024

F548.7 .C34 2006 (NLO)


Authors: Schwieterman, Joseph P., 1959- -- Mammoser, Alan P. -- Shuler, John A. -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)


Statement of responsibility from cover.


"This lushly illustrated book - Beyond Burnham: An Illustrated History of Planning for the Chicago Region provides a fascinating account of a century of visionary planning for metropolitan Chicago. From Daniel H. Burnham and Edward H. Bennett's famed 1909 Plan of Chicago to the push for superhighways and battles over urban sprawl, the book showcases an illustrated portrait of the big personalities and the "big plans" they espoused." "The human face of planning appears in the interplay between public officials and citizen advocates. Powerful institutions - the Chicago Plan Commission and Regional Transportation Authority, among others - emerge to promote metropolitan goals. Some efforts succeed while others fail, but the work of planners lives on in efforts to shape new visions..."
for the region’s future." "Schwieterman and Mammoser’s brisk history, with its numerous maps and historical photographs, will at once entertain, inform, and engage in the spirit of this great metropolitan region." --Back cover.

Includes bibliographical references (p. 213-215) and index.

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

ISBN 0982315619 (pbk.) ; 9780982315613 (pbk.)

HT168.C5 S39 2009 (NLO)

---

19379 Chicago (III.) - City Planning - Maps - 1989<<>>>City Planning - Chicago (III.) - Maps - 1989<<>>>Atlases - Chicago (III.) - 1989

Life along the boulevards : using Chicago's historic boulevards as catalysts for neighborhood revitalization / City of Chicago, Department of Planning. Chicago : Department of Planning, 1989.


"George Butler Associates, William E. Brazley & Associates, and Land Design Associates were commissioned ... to help develop the plan and make recommendations."

OCLC 19563980
LCCN: 92-139209
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).


19380 Chicago (III.) - City Planning - Maps - Collections, 1909<<>>>City Planning - Chicago (III.) - City Planning - Pictorial works - Collections, 1909<<>>>City Planning - Chicago (III.) - Maps - Collections, 1909<<>>>City Planning - Chicago (III.) - Pictorial works - Collections, 1909<<>>>Atlases - Chicago (III.) - 1909


Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (Pr Ct)

---

19381 Chicago (III.) - City Planning - Maps - Collections, 1909<<>>>Chicago (III.) - City Planning - Pictorial works - Collections, 1909<<>>>City Planning - Chicago (III.) - Collections, 1909<<>>>City Planning - Chicago (III.) - Pictorial works - Collections, 1909<<>>>Atlases - Chicago (III.) - 1909

Plan of Chicago prepared under the direction of the Commercial Club during the years MCMVI, MCMVII, and MCMVIII. Chicago : The Commercial Club, 1909.


Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).


Includes reproductions of works by Jules Guérin and F. Janin.

Partial contents of maps and views (most colored; 62 x 38 cm. and smaller): I. Chicago. Bird's-eye view showing the location of the city on the shores of Lake Michigan ... -- V. World's Columbian Exposition ... -- XL ... General diagram of exterior highways encircling ... the city ... XLIV. ... General map showing topography, waterways, and complete system of streets, boulevards, parkways, and parks -- XLIX. ... View of the city from Jackson Park to Grant Park, looking towards the west ... -- L. Diagram A. Lake shore from Chicago Avenue ... to Jackson park ... -- L. Diagram B. Lake shore from Chicago Avenue ... to Wilmette ... -- L. (a). ... View of the proposed park, looking northwest ... -- LI. ... View looking south over the lagoons of the proposed park for the south shore ... LXI. ... Plan of a park proposed ... at Congress Street and Fifty-Second Ave. -- LXII. ... Plan of a park proposed at Western Boulevard and Garfield Boulevard ... -- LXIII. ... Plan of a park proposed at the north branch of the Chicago River and Graceland Avenue -- LXIV. ... Plan of Sherman Playground and Park -- LXIII. ... Diagram of the city and surrounding country, showing railroad circuits ... -- LXXIV. ... Diagram of the city center, showing the general location of existing freight yards and railroad lines ... and proposed circuit ... -- LXXX. ... Diagram of city center, showing the proposed arrangement of railroad passenger stations ... -- LXXXI. ... Railroad rights-of-way ... -- LXXXII. ... Diagram of general scheme of street circulation and parks ... -- LXXXV. ... Plan of a complete system of street circulation and system of parks and playgrounds ... -- LXXXXVI. ... Plan of the street and boulevard system present and proposed -- LXXXX VII. ... View looking west over the city, showing the proposed Civic Center, the Grand Axis, Grant Park, and the harbour --
LXXXVIII. ... Map showing the successive city limits ... -- LXXXIX. ... Diagram of general scheme of street circulation ... in relation to the population -- XC. ... Theoretical diagram of street circulation, showing existing lines ... and proposed supplementary lines ... -- XCI. ... Existing and ... proposed diagonal arteries -- CIII. ... Plan of the city, showing the general system of boulevards and parks existing and proposed -- CVII. ... View looking north on the south branch of the Chicago River, showing the suggested arrangement of streets ... -- CX. ... Plan of the complete system of street circulation ... presenting the city as a complete organism ... -- CXI. ... Plan of the center of the city, showing the present street ... system -- CXII. ... Proposed boulevard to connect the north and south sides of the river; view looking north from Washington Street -- CXIII. ... Plan of Michigan Avenue from Twelfth Street to the river ... -- CXIV. ... Proposed boulevard and parkway on Michigan Avenue and Pine Street -- CXXI. ... Proposed Twelfth Street boulevard and its intersections with Michigan Avenue ... -- CXXII. ... Railway station scheme west of the river between Canal and Clinton streets ... -- CXXIV. ... Plan of Grant Park and the harbor, showing proposed arrangement -- CXXV. ... Elevation of Grant Park and harbor ... looking from Lake Michigan -- CXXVI. ... Section looking north, taken through proposed Grand Axis of the city ... -- CXXVII. ... Bird's-eye view at night of Grant Park, the facade of the city ... and the proposed park on the south shore ... -- CXXVIII. ... Proposed plaza on Michigan Avenue west of the Field Museum ... looking east from ... Jackson Boulevard -- CXXIX. ... The business center of the city ... showing the proposed grand east-and-west axis ... CXXX. ... Plan of the proposed group of municipal buildings or Civic Center ... at Congress and Halsted -- CXXI [i.e. CXXX]. ... Elevation showing the group of buildings constituting the proposed Civic Center -- CXXXII. ... View, looking west, of the proposed Civic Center plaza and buildings ... -- CXXXIII. ... View of the proposed development in the center of the city, from Twenty-Second Street to Chicago Avenue, looking toward the east ... . Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).  

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)** (PrCt)  

19382  

**Chicago (Ill.) - City planning - Maps - Collections, 1909<--City planning - Chicago (Ill.) - City planning - Pictorial works - Collections, 1909<--City planning - Chicago (Ill.) - City planning - Chicago (Ill.) - Pictorial works - Collections, 1909<--Atlasses - Chicago (Ill.) - 1909**  

*Plan of Chicago prepared under the direction of the Commercial Club during the years MCMVI, MCMVII, and MCMVIII.* Chicago : The Commercial Club , 1909.  


Includes reproductions of works by Jules Guérin and F. Janin.  

Partial contents of maps and views (most colored; 62 x 38 cm. and smaller): I. Chicago. Bird's-eye view showing the location of the city on the shores of Lake Michigan ... -- V. World's Columbian Exposition ... -- XL. ... General diagram of exterior highways encircling ... the city -- XLIV. ... General map showing topography, waterways, and complete system of streets, boulevards, parkways, and parks -- XLIX. ... View of the city from Jackson Park to Grant Park, looking towards the west -- L. Diagram A. Lake shore from Chicago Avenue ... to Jackson park ... -- L. Diagram B. Lake shore from Chicago Avenue ... to Wilmette ... -- L. (a). ... View of the proposed park, looking northwest ... -- LI. ... View looking south over the lagoons of the proposed park for the south shore -- LXI. ... Plan of a park proposed ... at Congress Street and Fifty-Second Ave. -- LXII. ... Plan of a park proposed at Western Boulevard and Garfield Boulevard ... -- LXIII. ... Plan of a park proposed at the north branch of the Chicago River and Graceland Avenue -- LXIV. ... Plan of Sherman Playground and Park -- LXVIII. ... Diagram of the city and surrounding country, showing railroad circuits ... -- LXVI. ... Diagram of the city center, showing the general location of existing freight yards and railroad lines ... and proposed circuit ... -- LXX. ... Diagram of city center, showing the proposed arrangement of railroad passenger stations ... -- LXXI. ... Railroad rights-of-way ... -- LXXXII. ... Diagram of general scheme of street circulation and parks ... -- LXXXV. ... Plan of a complete system of street circulation and system of parks and playgrounds ... -- LXXXVI. ... Plan of the street and boulevard system present and proposed -- LXXXVII. ... View looking west over the city, showing the proposed Civic Center, the Grand Axis, Grant Park, and the harbour -- LXXXVIII. ... Map showing the successive city limits ... -- LXXXIX. ... Diagram of general scheme of street circulation ... in relation to the population -- XC. ... Theoretical diagram of street circulation, showing existing lines ... and proposed supplementary lines ... -- XCI. ... Existing and ... proposed diagonal arteries -- CIII. ... Plan of the city, showing the general system of boulevards and parks existing and proposed -- CVII. ... View looking north on the south branch...
of the Chicago River, showing the suggested arrangement of streets ... -- CX. ... Plan of the compete system of street circulation 

presenting the city as a complete organism ... -- CXI. ... Plan of the center of the city, showing the present street ... system -- CXXII. ... Proposed boulevard to connect the north and south sides of the river; view looking north from Washington Street -- CXXIII. ... Plan of Michigan Avenue from Twelfth Street to the river ... -- CXIV. ... Proposed boulevard and parkway on Michigan Avenue and Pine Street -- CXXI. ... Proposed Twelfth Street boulevard and its intersections with Michigan Avenue ... -- CXXXII. ... Railway station scheme west of the river between Canal and Clinton streets ... -- CXIV. ... Plan of Grant Park and the harbor, showing proposed arrangement -- CXXV. ... Elevation of Grant Park and harbor ... looking from Lake Michigan -- CXXVI. ... Section looking north, taken through proposed Grand Axis of the city ... -- CXXXVII. ... Bird's-eye view at night of Grant Park, the facade of the city ... and the proposed park on the south shore -- CXXXVIII. ... Proposed plaza on Michigan Avenue west of the Field Museum ... looking east from ... Jackson Boulevard -- CXXIX. ... The business center of the city ... showing the proposed grand east-and-west axis ... CXXX. ... Plan of the proposed group of municipal buildings or Civic Center ... at Congress and Halsted -- CXXI [i.e. CXXXI]. ... Elevation showing the group of buildings constituting the proposed Civic Center -- CXXXII. ... View, looking west, of the proposed Civic Center plaza and buildings ... -- CXXXVII. ... View of the proposed development in the center of the city, from Twenty-Second Street to Chicago Avenue, looking toward the east .... 

No. 676 of 1,650 copies. Accession no. 168836.

Duplicate copy (presentation copy from the Commercial Club): Case folio NA9127.C4 C7 Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Case folio W 999 .182 (NLO)

19383 Chicago (Ill.) - City planning - Maps - Collections, 1909-1942

-- Chicago (Ill.) - City planning - Pictorial works - Collections, 1909-1942

-- City planning - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - Collections, 1909-1942

-- City planning - Chicago (Ill.) - Pictorial works - Collections, 1909-1942

-- Atlases - Chicago (Ill.) - 1909


19385 Chicago (Ill.) - City planning - Maps - Collections, 2001-

-- Chicago (Ill.) - City planning - Pictorial works - Collections, 2001-

-- City planning - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - Collections, 2001-

-- City planning - Chicago (Ill.) - Pictorial works - Collections, 2001-

-- Chicago Region (Ill.) - City planning - Maps - Collections, 2001-

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Region (Ill.) - City Planning - Pictorial works - Collections, 2001
Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - Collections, 2001
Chicago Region (Ill.) - Pictorial works - Collections, 2001
Atlases - Chicago (Ill.) - 2001
Authors: Johnson, Elmer W. -- Commercial Club of Chicago -- American Academy of Arts and Sciences -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
xix, 188 p. : ill. (some col.), col. maps ; 31 cm.
'A project of the Commercial Club of Chicago in association with the American Academy of Arts and Sciences.' Includes bibliographical references (p. 173-179), index, and contributor biographical information.
Publisher's description on Library of Congress website (accessed Dec. 2007):
http://www.loc.gov/catdir/description/uchi051/2001001009.html
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
ISBN 0226402002 (hardcover : alk. paper)
folio HT168.C5 J64 2001 (NLO)

19386 Chicago (Ill.) - Commercial geography - 1926
Chicago (Ill.) - Geography - 1926
Commercial geography - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1926
Commercial geography - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1926
Economics - Economics - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1926
The Geographic background of Chicago. Chicago : Chicago Real Estate Board, 1926.
Authors: Goode, J. Paul, 1862-1932 -- Chicago Real Estate Board -- University of Chicago. Press
-- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
ix, 70 p. : ill., maps ; 18 cm.
Printed by the University of Chicago Press.
Includes publisher's advertisement.
Duplicate copy: H 31896 .358
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Case HC108.C4 G6 1926 (NLO)

19387 Chicago (Ill.) - Description and travel - 1926
Cram's street guide and map of Chicago : showing list of street names with key to location on map, giving the house numbers at all intersecting streets : also car lines, transfer points, etc. : complete route directory of surface, elevated and motor coach lines : places of interest and how to reach them ... Chicago : George F. Cram Co., 1926.
Authors: George F. Cram Company -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
256 p. : maps ; 18 cm. + 1 folded map.
Imperfect: lacking folded map (detached from inside back cover).
Rev. ed.
Cover title: Cram's guide to Chicago.
Spine title: Cram's new guide to Chicago.
Remainder of t.p.: 'Amusement places, parks, beaches, forest preserves, prominent buildings, railroad depots, steamship lines, hotels, clubs, churches, government offices, educational institutions, hospitals, suburban towns, cemeteries, and other valuable information : map of Chicago, complete and accurate, showing streets, boulevards, parks, forest preserves, cemeteries, surface, elevated and steam railroads.'
Price: '50 [cents].'
Red paper wrappers, printed in tan.
Gift 2005.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
F548.5 .G43 1926 (NLO)

19388 Chicago (Ill.) - Description and travel - 1960
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1960
Hotels - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1960
Road maps - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1960
Aristocrat Inns of America - Maps - 1960
Road maps
In Chicagoland Aristocrat Inns of America present ... [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Company, [1960?].
Authors: Aristocrat Inns of America -- Rand McNally and Company
-- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 brochure : map ; folded to 22 x 18 cm.
Panel title.
"Copyright by Rand McNally & Co. RL 60 S 159"
Brochure identifying Aristocrat Inns on map of Chicago; includes illustrations.
Includes "Ascot Motel, Michigan Ave. ... open May 1961."
Printed on beige paper.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Clients 22 (PrCt)

19389 Chicago (Ill.) - Description and travel - 1960
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1960
Hotels - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1960
Road maps - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1960
Avenue Motel (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1960
Road maps
Welcome to the Avenue Motel. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Company, [1960?].
Authors: Avenue Motel (Chicago, Ill.) -- Aristocrat Inns of America -- Rand McNally and Company
-- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

1st ed.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 249-252) and index.
Author biographical information and publisher description on Library of Congress website (Nov. 2006):
http://www.loc.gov/catdir/enhancements/fy0666/2006298078-b.html --
http://www.loc.gov/catdir/enhancements/fy0666/2006298078-d.html
Series: Center books on Chicago and environs ; v. 10
LC Card Number: 2006298078
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
ISBN 0226358062 ; 1930066457 (Chicago (Newberry Library).
1920.
Chicago Browsing F548.3 .H95 2006 (NLO)

19396 Chicago (Ill.) - Guidebooks - 1920<<<19398 Chicago (Ill.) - Street addresses - Chicago (Ill.) - 1920<<<19396 Chicago (Ill.) - 1920<<<Local transit - Chicago (Ill.) - 1920 - Guidebooks<><>Chicago Region (Ill.) - 1920<<<Street addresses - Chicago Region (Ill.) - 1920<<<Local transit - Chicago Region (Ill.) - 1920 - Guidebooks
Rand McNally new street number guide and complete city railway directory of Chicago : showing the location of any given corner number on any street or avenue : also giving a complete list of street car and elevate lines, leading hotels, principal buildings, places of amusement, railroad stations and city ticket offices, hospitals, express companies, clubs, city, county, and federal offices, principal suburbs, extracts from the vehicle ordinance, and other valuable information. Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., 1922.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library) xxxiii, 344 p. : ill. ; 16 cm.
Does not include maps.
Cover title: Rand McNally new street number guide to Chicago
Includes addenda.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Baskes F548.67.A1 R365 1922 (NLO)

19397 Chicago (Ill.) - Guidebooks - 1922<<<19398 Chicago (Ill.) - Street addresses - Chicago (Ill.) - 1922<<<Local transit - Chicago (Ill.) - 1922 - Guidebooks<><>Chicago Region (Ill.) - 1922<<<Street addresses - Chicago Region (Ill.) - 1922<<<Local transit - Chicago Region (Ill.) - 1922 - Guidebooks
Rand McNally & Co.'s new street number guide and complete city railway directory of Chicago : showing the location of any given corner number on any street or avenue : also giving a complete list of street car and elevate lines, leading hotels, principal buildings, places of amusement, railroad stations and city ticket offices, hospitals, express companies, clubs, city, county, and federal offices, principal suburbs, extracts from the vehicle ordinance, and other valuable information. Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., 1922.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library) xxxiv, 294 p. : ill., map ; 16 cm.
Imperfect; lacking folded map inside back cover.
Cover title: Rand McNally & Co.'s new street number guide to Chicago
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Baskes F548.67.A1 R365 1920 (NLO)

map3C G4104.C6P33 1985 .M3 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
19408 Chicago (Ill.) - Intellectual life - 1998
Chicago (Ill.) - Biography - 1998
Chicago Tribune : Markers of distinction.
Authors: Chicago Department of Cultural Affairs 1 sheet : photos, map ; fold to 23 x 11 cm

19409 Chicago (Ill.) - Labor movement - Historical geography - Maps - 2004
Chicago (Ill.) - Historical geography - Maps - 2004
Illinois - Labor movement - Historical geography - Maps - 2004
Labor movement - Illinois - Historical geography - Maps - 2004
The Labor trail : Chicago's history of working-class life and struggle. [Chicago] : Chicago Center for Working Class Studies, 2004
Authors: Chicago Center for Working Class Studies -- Fink, Leon, 1948-- -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : col. ; 57 x 45 cm. on sheet 66 x 99 cm.
'Project director: Leon Fink, University of Illinois at Chicago.' Panel title.
Includes descriptive indexes to points of interest, community information, text, col. photos, and inset (18 x 10 cm.): Illinois: the land of labor. Verso includes 11 neighborhood maps (24 x 15 cm. and smaller).
'With tours of Uptown, Polonia Triangle, Union Row, the Loop, Near West Side, Pilsen, Back of the Yards, Bronzeville, Washington Park, Pullman, South East Chicago, Downstate Illinois.'
OCLC 58440492
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
map6F G4104 .C6G8 2004 (PrCt)

19410 Chicago (Ill.) - Local Transit - Historical geography - Maps - 1859-1897
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1897 - Railroads
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1897 - Atlases - Chicago (Ill.) - 1897 - Railroads - Maps
[Transit atlas of Chicago, 1859-1896]. [Chicago : Dept. of Public Works, 1897].
Authors: Chicago. Dept. of Public Works -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
p. 361-419 : 20 maps ; 24 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
'Appendix,' detached from Chicago (Ill.). Dept. of Public Works, Twenty-first annual report (Chicago, 1897), p. 361-419.
Each map shows the routes of a different street railway company; accompanying texts cite permits and construction ordinances for the original charters and all extensions to April 1, 1897.
Some maps show proposed as well as existing routes and distinguish between cable, electric, and horse-car lines.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
map4C G4104 .C6P33 1897 C5 (PrCt)

19411 Chicago (Ill.) - Map industry and trade
Cartography - Chicago (Ill.) - History
Map industry and trade - Chicago (Ill.)
Blanchard, Rufus, 1821-1904
Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928
Andreas, A. T. (Alfred Theodore), 1839-1900
Rand McNally and Company
Includes bibliographies.
LC Card Number: 84005853
ISBN 0916789012
Map Ref GA421 .C48 1984b (NLO)

19412 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1812
Chicago in 1812. [Chicago : J. Gager and Co. for Chicago Mechanics' Institute, 1857].
Authors: Chicago magazine : the West as it is (1857) -- Gager, John, 19th cent. -- Chicago Mechanics' Institute -- Rudy Lamont Ruggles Collection (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 11 x 18 cm., on sheet 25 x 24 cm.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Added title from text above view: History of Aurora.
In: Chicago magazine : the West as it is ((Chicago : J. Gager and Co. for Chicago Mechanics’ Institute], 1857), v. 1 no. 2 (April 1857) p. 104
Scattered issues of this periodical include assorted views and maps; some are cataloged separately.
Duplicate copies: VAULT Ruggles 58 -- VAULT Ayer 1 .C5 1857

Entire periodical reproduced on the University of Michigan’s Making of America website (accessed Dec. 2007):
http://quod.lib.umich.edu/cgi/t/text/pageviewer-idx?c=moa;cc=moa;rgn=full%20text;idno=afk4278.001.001;view=image;seq=0104
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

VAULT Ruggles 59, v. 1 no. 2 (April 1857) p. 104 (PrCr)

19413

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Ayer 160.9 .A5 1884, v. 1, p. 81 (PrCr)

19416

Authors: Blanchard, Rufus, 1821-1904 -- Kinzie, John H., Mrs., 1806-1870 -- Cushing, Thomas & Company -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 10 x 18 cm.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Ayer 160.5 N76 B6 1880 opp. p. 280 (PrCr)

19415

Authors: Kinzie, John H., Mrs., 1806-1870 -- Ellis & Fergus -- Kinzie, John H., Mrs., 1806-1870. Narrative of the massacre at Chicago, August 15, 1812 ... (1844) -- Rudy Lamont Ruggles Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 11 x 19 cm.
Anonymous map without imprint.
In: Kinzie, John H., Mrs. Narrative of the massacre at Chicago, August 15, 1812, and of some preceding events (Chicago : Printed by Ellis & Fergus, Book and Job Printers, Saloon Buildings, Clarke Street, 1844), frontispiece. Exhibited at the Newberry Library as part of Mapping Manifest Destiny : Chicago and the American West (November 3, 2007-February 16, 2008).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

VAULT Ruggles 209, frontispiece (PrCr)

19414

Appears with a petition signed by Chicago officials, a letter signed by E.S. Prescott of the General Land Office, and a letter signed by W.L Newberry, all urging continued development of the Chicago harbor.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Govt. 357, Senate Doc. 195, following p. 4

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
19417 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1821-1899 - Harbors

Duplicate copies: folio F548

T. Andreas, publisher, 1884

History of Chicago : from the earliest period to
between 1828 and 1836 ... [in] Book of Original
"Names given on ... tracts of land ... entered
1 map ; 37 x 24 cm.

Library)

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library).

map1F G4104.C6G46 1828 .A3 (PrCt)

19420 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1830-1914 - Annexation

Map of Chicago 1914 showing annexations.

[Chicago : Chicago Board of Education, 1914].

Authors: Gaston, George H., 1871-1934 --
Chicago (Ill.). Bureau of Maps and Plats -- Riley,
John D. -- Gaston, George H., 1871-1934. The
History and government of Chicago (1914-1916) --
Educational bi-monthly v. 8, no. 5 (June 1914) --
Chicago (Ill.). Board of Education --
Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; on sheet 23 x 15 cm.

"Area = 194.415 sq. miles based chiefly on map
prepared by Bureau of Maps, City of Chicago,
J.D. Riley, Supt."

In: George H. Gaston, "The History and
government of Chicago. Fourth paper" in The
Educational bi-monthly v. 8, no. 5 (June 1914), p.
452.

References A-W explained in "key to the map of
annexations" on adjacent p. 453.

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library).
I 407 .262 v. 8, no. 5 (June 1914), p. 452 (PrCt)

19421 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1830-1927 - Annexation

Map of Chicago showing growth of the city by
annexations. [Chicago : University of Chicago
Press, 1936].

Authors: Abbott, Edith, 1876-1957 -- Abbott,
Edith, 1876-1957. The Tenements of Chicago,
1908-1935 (1936) -- Breckinridge, Sophonisba
Preston, 1866-1948 -- University of Chicago.
School of Social Service Administration --
University of Chicago. Press --
Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 17 x 9 cm.

Anonymous map without imprint.
Areas of annexation dated 1830-1927.
"Map I" -- top margin.
Duplicate copy: Wing ZP 983 .C43116
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
I 0896 .013, p. [12] (PrCt)

Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1830-1974 - Annexation
Map of Chicago showing growth of the city by annexations and accretions [1830-1974].
Authors: Chicago (Ill.). Bureau of Maps and Plats -- Walter, Bill -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 75 x 65 cm.
Scale not given.
Blueline print.
Includes list of annexations.
Inset: [Annexed part of Norwood Park].
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1830 - Landowners
Landowners - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1830
Chicago in 1830. [Chicago : University of Chicago Press, 1936].
School of Social Service Administration -- University of Chicago. Press -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Elder (J.C.) & Co., Chicago SEE J.C. Elder & Co. (Chicago, Ill.)
1 map ; 17 x 9 cm.
"Original from J.C. Elder & Co., surveyors and map publishers, Chicago. Drawn by R.L. Dobson."
Duplicate copy: Wing ZP 983 .C43116
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
I 0896 .013, between p. 2-3 (PrCt)
Photocopy of anonymous and undated manuscript, possibly traced by Chicago surveyor Samuel Sewell Greeley ca. 1858 from earlier undated ms. of ca. 1833; bottom margin of photocopy dated "1833" (beyond image of the original sheet).

"No. 201 Johnston vs. Jones pages 519 + 521" -- at upper left.

"Exhibit A page 579. Exhibit B pa. 525" -- at bottom left.

"No. 4 ... [illegible]" -- at upper right.

Used as an exhibit in the legal suits of Johnston v. Jones et al (1853-1861) and / or Bates v. Illinois Central Railroad Company (1861), both involving Chicago property rights on the shore of Lake Michigan.

Reproduced from original in possession of Donald R. Smith (Flossmoor, Illinois).

Bounded by Chicago Ave., latter-day State St., the Chicago River and the lake; numbered properties north of the Chicago River include the initials of landowners.

© Copyright by ... Donald R. Smith, P.L.S., sole owner & proprietor [of] Greeley-Howard-Norlin & Smith. Established Chicago, 1854 .... "

Forms sheet 5 of 8 in a collection of 19th-century maps related to property litigation (all photocopies).

Gift 2010, Carl Kupfer, Highland Park, Ill.

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

map4F G4104 .C6A 18-- .C6 2010, sheet 5 of 8 (PrCt)

19427 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1833 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

Manuscript maps - Facsimiles Plat of the town of Chicago / by David Carver 1833. [Chicago, 1833].

Authors: Carver, David -- Illinois State Archives -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 21 x 21 cm.

Reduced-size print from a manuscript map in the collections of the Illinois State Archives, Springfield.

Carver is listed in Danckers Early Chicago as a 'bachelor seaman from New York; arrived late summer 1833 with the first cargo of pine on a schooner he owned; voted in the first election on August 10.'

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

map1F G4104.C6 1833 .C3 2007 (PrCt)

19428 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1834 - Real property - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

Real property - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1834-1858 - Trials, litigation, etc. - Manuscripts - Facsimiles Johns River Company - Trials, litigation, etc. Bates v. Illinois Central Railroad Company (1861) Real property - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1834-1858 - Trials, litigation, etc. Chicago / by Jas. S. Wright according to survey, 1834. Ithaca, N.Y. Historic Urban Plans, [1972?].

Authors: Wright, Jas. S. (James S.) -- National Archives (U.S.) -- Historic Urban Plans (Firm) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; on sheet 62 x 46 cm.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Facsimile of manuscript in the National Archives (Wash., D.C.).

Cadastral map.

Shows area from Chicago Ave. to Roosevelt Rd. and Halsted St. to Lake Michigan.

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

1 map : col. ; 41 x 31 cm.

Cadastral map commissioned by John H. Kinzie to aid in the sale of his lots; lithographed in New York by Peter A. Meisner; see Holland, Chicago in maps 1612-2002, p. 62-63.

Scale [ca. 1:4,900].

Cadastral map.

Includes vignette of American eagle, 9 lines of text.

Issued folded in green leather covers (detached and missing Oct. 2009); inside front cover inscribed: To Mr. Samuel George from S.C. Turges [?]

Digital image available as part of the Newberry Library's Great Lakes Digital Collection via the CARLI Digital Collections website (accessed Nov. 2007): http://collections.carli.illinois.edu/cgi-bin/getimage.exe?CISOROOT=/nby_grlakes&CISOPTR=974

Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 72 x 50 cm.

Facsimile of: Hathaway, Joshua. Chicago with the school section, Wabansia, and Kinzie's addition / compiled from the four original surveys as filed in the Cook County Clerk's Office. By Joshua Hathaway Jr. [New York : Peter A. Meisner, 1834].

Authors: Hathaway, Joshua, 1810-1863 -- Kinzie, John H. -- Meisner, Peter A. -- Turges, S. C. -- George, Samuel -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : 56 x 39 cm.

Positive photostat of Rand McNally's ca. 1880 facsimile of Hathaway, Joshua. Chicago with the school section, Wabansia, and Kinzie's addition ... [New York: Peter A. Meisner, 1834] Commissioned by John H. Kinzie to aid in the sale of his lots; lithographed in New York by Peter A. Meisner; see Holland, Chicago in maps 1612-2002 p. 62-63.

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Copyrighted 1892.


Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Case oversize G 10896 .09, leaf 7 (PrCt)

--

19431 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1834 - Real property

Chicago : with the school section, Wabansia and Kinzie's addition ... Chicago : Rand McNally and Company, [ca. 1880].

Authors: Hathaway, Joshua, 1810-1863 -- Kinzie, John H. -- Meisner, Peter A. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : 56 x 39 cm.

Original map commissioned by John H. Kinzie to aid in the sale of his lots; lithographed in New York by Peter A. Meisner; see Holland, Chicago in maps 1612-2002 p. 62-63.

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Ayer p133 .H36 1880 (NLO)

--

19432 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1834 - Real property

Chicago : with the school section, Wabansia and Kinzie's addition ... Chicago : William Blair & Company, [1967].

Authors: Hathaway, Joshua, 1810-1863 -- Kinzie, John H. -- Meisner, Peter A. -- William Blair & Company -- Chicago Historical Society -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library) -- Blair (William) & Company

19430 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1834 - Real property

Chicago : with the school section, Wabansia and Kinzie's addition ... Chicago : Rufus Blanchard, [1895].
19434
1 map ; on sheet 46 x 62 cm.
Photocopy of manuscript; title supplied by cataloger.
Probably a derivative work compiled by Chicago surveyor Samuel Sewell Greeley from earlier work (of ca. 1835?) by J.P. Hanchett. Bounded by North Water St., latter-day Michigan Ave., latter-day Lake St., the Chicago River and the lake; details "original lake shore" (of ca. 1835?) and "present lake shore, October 1853." "No. 201 Johnston vs. Jones - p. 525" -- at upper left.
"Scale 66 [?] ft. to an inch."
Used as an exhibit in the legal suits of Johnston v. Jones et al (1853-1861) and / or Bates v. Illinois Central Railroad Company (1861), both involving Chicago property rights on the shore of Lake Michigan.
Reproduced from original in possession of Donald R. Smith (Flossmoor, Illinois).
© Copyright by... Donald R. Smith, P.L.S., sole owner & proprietor [of] Greeley-Howard-Norlin & Smith. Established Chicago, 1854 ... ."
Forms sheet 6 of 8 in a collection of 19th-century maps related to property litigation (all photocopies).
Gift 2010, Carl Kupfer, Highland Park, Ill. Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
map4F G4104 .C6 2010, sheet 6 of 8 (PrCt)
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1835-1858 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles...Johnston, William S., fl. 1853-1861 - Trials, litigation, etc. - Jones, John A., fl. 1853-1861 - Trials, litigation, etc. - Johnston v. Jones et al (1853-1861) - Bates, George C., d. 1886 - Trials, litigation, etc. - Illinois Central Railroad Company - Trials, litigation, etc. - Bates v. Illinois Central Railroad Company (1861) - Real property - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1835-1858 - Trials, litigation, etc. - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles

Plat shewing the accretion in front of Kinzie's Addition to Chicago north of North Pier of Chicago. (1858?).

Authors: Greeley, Samuel Sewell, 1824-1916 -- Snow, 19th cent. -- Greeley-Howard-Norlin & Smith (Flossmoor, Ill.) -- Smith, Donald R., b. 1945? -- Kupfer, Carl -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; on sheet 62 x 46 cm.

Photocopy of undated manuscript; related to other maps dated 1858.

Added title: Greeley map no. 3

"Scale 100 ft. 1 in."

"Exhibit H [?]

"No. 201 Johnston vs. Jones page [?]" -- at upper left.

One of three maps compiled by Chicago surveyor Samuel Sewell Greeley as exhibits in the legal suits of Johnston v. Jones et al (1853-1861) and/or Bates v. Illinois Central Railroad Company (1861), both involving Chicago property rights on the shore of Lake Michigan.

Reproduced from original in possession of Donald R. Smith (Flossmoor, Illinois).

Bounded by Chicago Ave., Dearborn St., the Chicago River and the lake; includes numbered properties north of the Chicago River; shows changes in shorelines in area prominently labeled "accretion" (ca. 1835?-ca. 1858?).

Includes partly legible note adjacent to the river's north bank: "Whole pier front ... to present shore is 1534 [?] ft. by Snow's [?] map."

"© Copyright by... Donald R. Smith, P.L.S., sole owner & proprietor [of] Greeley-Howard-Norlin & Smith. Established Chicago, 1854 ... "

Forms sheet 4 of 8 in a collection of 19th-century maps related to property litigation (all photocopies).

Gift 2010, Carl Kupfer, Highland Park, Ill. Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

map4F G4104 .C6A 18-- -C6 2010, sheet 4 of 8 (PrCt)

19437 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1835-1858 - Real property - Trials, litigation, etc. - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Loop (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1835-1858 - Real property - Trials, litigation, etc. - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Chicago River (Ill.) - Maps - 1835-1858 - Real property - Trials, litigation, etc. - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Fort Dearborn (Ill.) - Maps - 1835-1858 - Real property - Trials, litigation, etc. - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1835-1858 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1835-1858 - Shorelines - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Shorelines - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1835-1858 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Johnston, William S., fl. 1853-1861 - Trials, litigation, etc. - Jones, John A., fl. 1853-1861 - Trials, litigation, etc. - Johnston v. Jones et al (1853-1861) - Bates, George C., d. 1886 - Trials, litigation, etc. - Illinois Central Railroad Company - Trials, litigation, etc. - Bates v. Illinois Central Railroad Company (1861) - Real property - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1835-1858 - Trials, litigation, etc. - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Wall maps
Exhibit F. Map showing the sand bar and its relations [at the mouth of the Chicago River].
September 22nd 1858.
Authors: Greeley, Samuel Sewell, 1824-1916 -- Greeley-Howard-Norlin & Smith (Flossmoor, Ill.) -- Smith, Donald R., b. 1945? -- Kupfer, Carl -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; on sheet 60 x 35 cm.
Photocopy (reduced) of manuscript.
Added title: Greeley's map no. 1
"Scale 100 ft. 1 inch [?]
"No. 201 Johnston vs. Jones page 525 [?]" -- at upper left.
One of three maps compiled by Chicago surveyor Samuel Sewell Greeley as exhibits in the legal suits of Johnston v. Jones et al (1853-1861) and / or Bates v. Illinois Central Railroad Company (1861), both involving Chicago property rights on the shore of Lake Michigan.
Reproduced from original in possession of Donald R. Smith (Flossmoor, Illinois)
"© Copyright by... Donald R. Smith, P.L.S., sole owner & proprietor [of] Greeley-Howard-Norlin & Smith. Established Chicago, 1854 ... ".
Bound by North Water St., Madison St., State St., and the lake; includes numbered properties north of the Chicago River (ca. 1835?), and the footprint of Fort Dearborn and its outbuildings; shows changes in shorelines.
Forms sheet 2 of 8 in a collection of 19th-century maps related to property litigation (all photocopies).
For photocopy of later ms. version of this map, see sheet 2.
Gift 2010, Carl Kupfer, Highland Park, Ill.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
map4F G4104 .C6A 18-- .C6 2010, sheet 1 of 8 (PrCt)

1835-1858 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Chicago River (Ill.) - Maps - 1835-1858 - Real property - Trials, litigation, etc. - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Loop (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1835-1858 - Real property - Trials, litigation, etc. - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1835-1858 - Shorelines - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Shorelines - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1835-1858 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Johnston, William S., fl. 1853-1861 - Trials, litigation, etc. - Jones, John A., fl. 1853-1861 - Trials, litigation, etc. - Illinois Central Railroad Company - Trials, litigation, etc. - Bates, George C., d. 1886 - Trials, litigation, etc. - Illinois Central Railroad Company - Trials, litigation, etc. - Bates v. Illinois Central Railroad Company (1861) - Real property - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1835-1858 - Trials, litigation, etc. - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Map showing the former bed of the Chicago River at its intersection with the South Pier (now removed) : together with a profile view of the same. September 22nd 1858.
Authors: Greeley, Samuel Sewell, 1824-1916 -- Greeley-Howard-Norlin & Smith (Flossmoor, Ill.) -- Smith, Donald R., b. 1945? -- Kupfer, Carl -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; on sheet 46 x 62 cm.
Photocopy of manuscript.
Added title: Greeley's map no. 2
"Scale [?] ft. = 1 inch"
Includes "Profile of river bed ... " (3 x 23 cm.) noting that the "old pier [was] removed [?] by Martin Green [?]"
One of three maps compiled by Chicago surveyor Samuel Sewell Greeley as exhibits in the legal suits of Johnston v. Jones et al (1853-1861) and / or Bates v. Illinois Central Railroad Company (1861), both involving Chicago property rights on the shore of Lake Michigan.
Reproduced from original in possession of Donald R. Smith (Flossmoor, Illinois)
"© Copyright by... Donald R. Smith, P.L.S., sole owner & proprietor [of] Greeley-Howard-Norlin & Smith. Established Chicago, 1854 ... ".
Bound by North Water St., latter-day Wacker Dr., and the lake; includes numbered properties north of the Chicago River and previous location of sand bar at the river's mouth, and the footprints of Fort Dearborn and its outbuildings (ca. 1835?): shows changes in shorelines.
"© Copyright by... Donald R. Smith, P.L.S., sole owner & proprietor [of] Greeley-Howard-Norlin & Smith. Established Chicago, 1854 ... ".
Forms sheet 3 of 8 in a collection of 19th-century maps related to property litigation (all photocopies).
Gift 2010, Carl Kupfer, Highland Park, Ill.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
map4F G4104 .C6A 18-- .C6 2010, sheet 3 of 8 (PrCt)
19439 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1835-1869 - Annexation


(Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection

1 map : col. ; 19 x 15 cm.


Colored areas represent different dates of city limit extension.

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection

(Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Ayer 160.9 .A5 1884, v. 2, opposite p. 49 (PrCt)

19440 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1836-2009 - City planning

City planning - Chicago (Ill.) - History - 1836-2009

Chicago : A.T. Andreas, 1885.


x, 186 p. : ill. (some col.), maps (some col.) ; 32 cm.

"Edited by the Coventry Group, LLC. Designed by the JNL Graphic Design. Printed by E&B Engelhardt und Bauer."--Verso t.p.

Contents: Foreward / Thomas H. Beeby -- Early planning in Chicago -- Planning from the center at the World's Columbian Exposition -- Planning from the center in Washington, D.C. -- Planning from the center in the Plan of Chicago -- Peripheral planning before the automobile -- Peripheral planning after the automobile -- Relating the Chicago plans -- Making an implicit plan -- Planning the central city -- Planning the intermediate fabric -- Planning the periphery -- Implementing an implicit plan -- Afterward / Stuart Cohen.

Includes bibliographical references (p. 168-178) and index.

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection

(Newberry Library).

Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.

ISBN 9780615282206 (hbk.) ; 0615282202 (hbk.)

Wing folio ZPP 2083 .C8877 (NLO)

19441 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1836 - Real property

Chicago with the several additions : compiled from the recorded plats in the Clerk's Office Cook County Illinois / E.B. Talcott delt. New York : P.A. Mesier's Lith. 28 Wall St., 1836.

Authors: Talcott, Edward B. -- Mesier, Peter A., 1772?-1847 -- Beecher, E., fl. 1836 -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection

1 map : hand col. ; 57 x 93 cm.

Cadastral map: "The lots in the Original Town except Those marked with the letter S, together with lots in Fractl. Section 15, will be offered for Sale by the Canal Commissioners on the 20th of June 1836."

15 lines of "References" color coded to indicate land holdings of individuals and firms.

Shows area from Division St. to Cermak Ave. and Morgan St. to the lake; oriented with north to the right.

Scale [1:6,000] "Drawn to a scale of 500 Feet to the Inch."

Coordinates: (W 87°39.30'--W 87°37.00'/N 41°54´10"/N 41°54´10"--N 41°51´05")

"E. Beecher. 1836 Illinois College Jacksonville" -- manuscript note (ink) on verso, left margin.

Originally issued folded (14 x 17 cm.) in green leather covers with added title in gilt lettering: Chicago

Encapsulated in mylar with original covers.

Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection

(Vault drawer Graff 4058 (NLO)

19442 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1837-1931 - Election districts

Election districts - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1837-1931


Authors: Rex, Frederick, b. 1880 -- Chicago Public Library. Municipal Reference Library -- Wolf, Joseph C. (Joseph Charles) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)

(2], 32-52 [i.e. 22] l. maps ; 29 cm.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Photocopies from Centennial list of mayors, city clerks, city attorneys, city treasurers, and alderman / compiled ... under the direction of Frederick Rex, librarian (Chicago: Municipal Reference Library, 1937) [f j 6896.155]. Contains maps and ward descriptions for 1837, 1851, 1857, 1863, 1869, 1880, 1890, 1900, 1910, 1920, 1923, and 1931. Map for 1857 prepared by Joseph C. Wolf. Scales vary. Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

map4C 36 (NLO)


bird's-eye view] -- Boulevard system -- Chicago Fire -- Areas designated as low/moderate income by HUD in 2001 -- South Works, concept plan prepared by Skidmore, Owings & Merrill -- TIF districts -- Cook County in 2000 [showing population distribution by ethnicity]. Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

temp map4C G4104 .C6A 2002 C5 (PrCt)


Govt. 357 Doc. 140, bet. p. 18-19 (PrCt)

Photocopy of manuscript.
Includes certification "dated at Chicago June 6th, 1837" by "Asa F. Bradley, county & city surveyor."
Copied "this 9th day of September 1845" by surveyor "Wm. H. Bushnell" from original in the Cook County Recorder's Office, in "Book H, p. 322."
"Drawer 30, sheet 21" -- at upper left.
"Scale 100 feet to one inch."
Used as an exhibit in the legal suits of Johnston v. Jones et al (1853-1861) and / or Bates v. Illinois Central Railroad Company (1861), both involving Chicago property rights on the shore of Lake Michigan.
Cadastral map detailing real estate subdivisions in Chicago's latter-day Loop; bounded by the Chicago River, State St., Madison St. and the lake.
Previously owned by Chicago surveyor Samuel Sewell Greeley.
Reproduced from original in possession of Donald R. Smith (Flossmoor, Illinois).
"© Copyright by... Donald R. Smith, P.L.S., sole owner & proprietor [of] Greeley-Howard-Norlin & Smith. Established Chicago, 1854 ....".
Forms sheet 8 of 8 in a collection of 19th-century maps related to property litigation (all photocopies).
Gift 2010, Carl Kupfer, Highland Park, Ill.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
*map4F G4104 .C6A 18--.C6 2010, sheet 8 of 8 (PrCt)*

**Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1839-1852 - Shorelines - Manuscripts - Facsimiles**

- Facsimiles
- Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1839-1852 - Manuscripts
- Facsimiles
- Chicago River (Ill.) - Maps - 1839-1852 - Trials, litigation, etc.
- Manuscripts - Facsimiles
- Johnstone, William S., fl. 1853-1861 - Trials, litigation, etc.
- Johnstone v. Jones et al (1853-1861)
- Bates, George C., d. 1886 - Trials, litigation, etc.
- Illinois Central Railroad Company - Trials, litigation, etc.
- Bates v. Illinois Central Railroad Company (1861)
- Manuscript maps - Facsimiles

**Improvement of the harbor of Chicago on the 8th of September 1838. [1838?].**
Authors: Allen, James, 1806-1846 -- Abert, John James, 1788-1863 -- United States. Army. Corps of Topographical Engineers -- Chicago (Ill.).
Board of Public Works -- Chicago (Ill.).
Department of Public Works -- Greeley, Samuel Sewell, 1824-1916 -- Greeley-Howard-Norlin & Smith (Flossmoor, Ill.) -- Smith, Donald R., b. 1945? -- Kupfer, Carl -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; on sheet 46 x 62 cm.
Photocopy of manuscript.
Previously owned by Chicago surveyor Samuel Sewell Greeley.
"No. 201 Johnston vs. Jones - pag. 524. Exhibit D." -- at upper left.
Used as an exhibit in the legal suits of Johnston v. Jones et al (1853-1861) and / or Bates v. Illinois Central Railroad Company (1861), both involving Chicago property rights on the shore of Lake Michigan.
Oriented with north at left.
Shows shoreline changes north of the Chicago River's harbor; includes footprint of Fort Dearborn; does not include property lot lines nor landowner names.
Reproduced from original in possession of Donald R. Smith (Flossmoor, Illinois).
"© Copyright by... Donald R. Smith, P.L.S., sole owner & proprietor [of] Greeley-Howard-Norlin & Smith. Established Chicago, 1854 .....".
Forms sheet 7 of 8 in a collection of 19th-century maps related to property litigation (all photocopies).
Gift 2010, Carl Kupfer, Highland Park, Ill.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
*map4F G4104 .C6A 18--.C6 2010, sheet 7 of 8 (PrCt)*

**Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1839 - Harbors**

Authors: Cram, Thomas Jefferson, 1807?--1883 -- Stone, William James, 1798-1865 -- United States. Army. Corps of Engineers -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 29 x 38 cm.
MMC 4-0783.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
*Govt. 357 Doc. 140 bet. p.16-17 (PrCt)*

**Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1839**

*Harbors* *Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1839 - Shorelines* *

*Shorelines - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1839*
Authors: Cram, Thomas Jefferson, 1807?-1883 -- Stone, William James, 1798-1865 -- United States. Army. Corps of Engineers -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 28 x 36 cm.
Shows extension of shore-lines to 1839.
MMC 4-0782.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Govt. 357 Doc. 140, bet. p. 16-17 (PrCt)

19449 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1839 - Harbors - Chicago River (Ill.) - Maps - 1839
Authors: Cram, Thomas Jefferson, 1807?-1883 -- Stone, William James, 1798-1865 -- United States. Army. Corps of Engineers -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 28 x 28 cm.
MMC 4-0781.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Govt. 357 Doc. 140, bet. p. 18-19 (PrCt)

19450 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1840-1950 - Ethnology - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1840-1950
Authors: Chicago (Ill.). Department of Development and Planning -- Chicago (Ill.). Department of Development and Planning
Historic city : the settlement of Chicago (1950) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
5 maps : col. ; on sheets 64 x 46 cm.
Separately issued ethnic distribution maps for 1840, 1860, 1870, 1900, and 1950.
Variant and smaller issues of these maps, including a map for 1920 lacking in this set, were published in: Chicago (Ill.). Dept. of Development and Planning. Historic city : the settlement of Chicago (Chicago : Dept. of Development and Planning, [1976]), ix, 118 p. : 6 col. maps, ill. ; 29 cm. [folio F548.9.A1 C5]
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
map4F G4104 .C6E2 1950 .C6 (PrCt)

19451 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1840-1950 - Ethnology - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1840-1950
Authors: Chicago (Ill.). Department of Development and Planning -- Chicago (Ill.). Department of Development and Planning
Historic city : the settlement of Chicago (1950) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
6 maps : col. ; on sheets 55 x 41 cm., folded to 28 x 21 cm.
For variant and larger versions of these maps issued separately (but not including the map for 1920), see Map4F G4104 .C6E2 1950 .C6
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
folio F548.9.A1 C5 [maps 1-6] (PrCt)

19452 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1847 - Real property - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1847
Chicago. Exhibiting recent additions, subdivisions, & c. Compiled from the most authentic sources. New York : Sarony & Major, 1847.
Authors: Bushnell, William H., 1823 -- Sarony & Major -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 147 x 98 cm., fold. to 19 x 13 cm.
Scale not given.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Case G 10896 .117 (NLO)

Authors: Clogher, William -- Rees & Rucker (Chicago, Ill.) -- Hutawa, Julius -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 110 x 83 cm.
Shows land ownership of outlying parcels. Includes key to real estate subdivisions a-i, k-y, and A-Z; bounded by latter-day Lawrence Ave., Cicero Ave., Pershing Rd., and the lake.
Scale [1:12,000]. 1000 ft. to 1 in.
Previously classified as Case G 10896 .736.
19456 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1852
Map of the city of Chicago. Chicago : Published by A.H. & C. Burley, 1852.
Authors: A.H. & C. Burley (Firm) -- Burley, Augustus Harris -- Burley, C. -- Udall & Hopkins.
Udall & Hopkins' Chicago city directory, for 1852 & '53 (1852) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of
Western Americana (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Burley (A.H. & C.), firm, Chicago SEE A.H. & C. Burley (Firm)
1 map ; 45 x 51 cm.
In: Udal & Hopkins' Chicago city directory, for 1852 & '53 ... (Chicago : Udall & Hopkins, 1852).
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Available on microfilm at the Newberry Library.
References: Checklist of printed maps of the Middle West to 1900, 4-0321
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Graff 4229 [map] (PrCt)

19457 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1853
Authors: A.H. & C. Burley (Firm) -- Burley, Augustus Harris -- Burley, C. -- Hall & Smith (Chicago, Ill.). Hall & Smith's Chicago city directory for 1853-54 -- Fergus, Robert, 1815-1897 -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Hall and Smith (Chicago, Ill.) SEE Hall & Smith (Chicago, Ill.)
1 map ; 34 x 25 cm., folded to 19 x 11 cm.
In: Hall & Smith's Chicago city directory for 1853-54 : containing a full alphabetical list of citizens, with their places of business, &c. ... . 2nd annual edition. Chicago : Robert Fergus, book & job printer, no. 55 Clark Street, 1853. [Graff 1745, inside front cover].
Street map keyed to real estate subdivisions A-X, wards 1-9, and hotels 1-11; bounded by latter-day Fullerton Ave., 23rd St., Oakley Blvd., and the lake.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copy of directory (with map): Case G 8962 .1552
Another duplicate of the directory (without map):
F 8962 .3847
References: Checklist of printed maps of the Middle West to 1900, 4-0324
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Graff 1745, inside front cover (PrCt)

19458 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1853 - Harbors
Chicago harbor. New York : J. Ackerman, 1853.
Authors: Webster, Joseph Dana -- Ackerman, James, 19th cent. -- United States. Army. Corps of Engineers -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 45 x 51 cm.
In U.S. 33rd Cong., 1st Sess., 1853-54. S. Doc. 1, pt. 4, no. [18], Ser. 693.
Also appears in Serial Set 713 as a House Document.
MMC 4-0785.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
19459 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1853 - Landowners - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1853 - Landowners - Maps
City of Chicago, Cook County, Ill. / surveyed and published by Henry Hart ; drawn by C. Potter.
[Chicago : Chicago Historical Society, 1992].
Authors: Hart, Henry -- Potter, C. -- Sarony & Co. -- Chicago Historical Society -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; on 7 sheets each 21 x 26 cm.
Incomplete; comprised of selected black and white photographs of hand-colored original published New York: Henry Hart, 1853; greatly reduced from original size of 213 x 133 cm. 'Drawn by C. Potter.'
Scale of original: 1: 9,785.
Includes 1 print of the entire wall map, 4 detail prints of the Loop and central Chicago, and 2 detail prints of the south branch of the Chicago River.
Shows land ownership and footprints of prominent buildings; includes numerous references.
Reproduced from original at the Chicago Historical Society.
References: MMC 4-0327.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
19461 temp map1F G4104.C6 1853 H3 1992 (PrCt)

19460 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1854-1864 - Harbors - Dredging - Chicago River (Ill.) - Maps - 1854-1864 - Dredging - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1864 - Public works - Public works - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1864
[Nautical chart of Chicago Harbor]. [S.I. s.n., 1864?].
Authors: Graham, J. D. (James Duncan), 1799-1865 -- Cram, Thomas Jefferson, 1807?-1883 -- United States. Army. Corps of Engineers -- Chicago (Ill.). Board of Public Works -- Jameson & Morse -- Chicago (Ill.). Board of Public Works. Annual report of the Board of Public Works to the Common Council of the City of Chicago (1864) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Jameson and Morse (Chicago, Ill.) SEE Jameson & Morse 1 map ; 22 x 29 cm., on sheet folded to 17 x 14 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
"Dredged out under the direction of Lt. Col. Graham between May 18 & July 22d 1854."
Includes many soundings and identifies "main entrance", "south or steam tug entrance", "United States North Pier", "U.S. South Pier", and "Illinois Central R.R. pier."
Lettered as plate "B" at upper right.
Scale [ca. 1:26,400]
Maps - 1834-1854 - Shorelines

Nautical charts - Chicago (Ill.) - 1854 - Harbors

Nautical charts - Chicago River (Ill.) - 1854

Chart of the harbor & river of Chicago, Septr. 1854 / prepared under the superintendence of & authenticated by Lieut. Col. Graham, Sup.


Authors: Graham, J. D. (James Duncan), 1799-1865 -- United States. Army. Corps of Engineers -- Acheson, Henry -- Chicago Board of Trade -- Illinois Central Railroad Company -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 55 x 73 cm.

"Accompanying Lieut. Col. J.D. Graham's report (no. 32 to the Chief Topogl. Engeneer [!] dated Chicago, Aug. 19 1854."

"Pub. for the Board of Trade of Chicago."

"Sheet G. No. 12."

Soundings in feet.

Scale [1:2,400]. "Scale 200 feet to one inch ... ."

Bounded by Huron St., Randolph St., Wabash Ave., and the lake.

Forms part of the Illinois Central Railroad Company archives, Office of the Chief Engineer, "File E-2022."

References (variant eds.): Cf. Holland, Chicago in maps 1612-2002 p. 108-109; Cf. Checklist of printed maps of the Middle West to 1900, nos. 4-0738 through 4-0792; Cf. Koepp 1001 (35-2) H.exdoc 2, map 17.


Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Illinois Central map6F 24 (PrCt)
19466 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1855
Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 29 x 19 cm.
Detached from a Colton atlas, right half of p.45.
Lacking map of St. Louis, left half of sheet.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Fitzgerald map2F G4104.C6 1855 .C6 (PrCt)

19467 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1855
Authors: J.H. Colton & Co. -- Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 29 x 18 cm.
Detached from Colton's General atlas (New York, 1856), no. 45.
Scale ca. 1:25,500.
Shows ward boundaries.
On same sheet with their City of St. Louis, Missouri.
Forms part of the Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
map2F G4104 .C6 1856 C6 (PrCt)

19468 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1855
New map of Chicago comprising the whole city : taken from Lowe's map, with all the recent additions, subdivisions & extensions. Chicago : Published by Hall & Co., 189 Lake St. Cor. Wells, 1855.
1 map : hand col. ; 80 x 66 cm. folded to 17 x 11 cm.
"Ed. Mendel's lithographic and map publishing office, 170 Lake Street, Chicago."
Cover title: Directory map of Chicago.
Scale [1:14,400]. 1200 feet to an inch.
Major buildings and large property owners noted; includes population table, 1840-55. Possibly issued in or with Hall, Edward H.
Chicago city directory, 1855-6.
Dissected into 35 sections, mounted on linen and folded into original embossed covers.
References: MMC 4-0343.
Acquired January 2004 from The Philadelphia Print Shop.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Case G4104.C6 1855 .E2 (NLO)

19470 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1856
Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 28 x 18 cm. fold. to 11 cm.
Case miniature G 10896 .183 (NLO)

19471 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1857 - Harbors - Nautical charts
- Chicago River (Ill.) - Maps - 1857 - Nautical charts


1 map : hand col. ; 80 x 64 cm., folded to 15 x 10 cm.

Cover title: Blanchard's map of Chicago. 1857. Shows some land ownership in outlying areas; wards numbered in oversize type; includes directory of omnibus lines; bounded by latter-day Fullerton Ave., Pershing Rd., Kedzie Ave., and the lake.

Inset (17 x 9 cm.) : Chicago in 1812

Duplicate copy (reduced negative print) filed as Graff 325 photostat.

Digital image of another copy available on the HistoryNYC.com website hosted by the firm of History Image of Portland, Or. (accessed May 2010):

http://seminarhouse.org/proddetail.asp?prod=0079001

References: Checklist of printed maps of the Middle West to 1900, 4-0353

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Graff 325 (NLO)


Map of Chicago. [Chicago] : Rufus Blanchard, 52 LaSalle Street, 1857.

Authors: Blanchard, Rufus, 1821-1904 -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 76 x 59 cm.

Cover title: Blanchard's map of Chicago. 1857. Shows some land ownership in outlying areas; wards numbered in oversize type; includes directory of omnibus lines; bounded by latter-day Fullerton Ave., Pershing Rd., Kedzie Ave., and the lake.

Inset (17 x 9 cm.) : Chicago in 1812

Issued folded to 13 x 8 cm.; detached from missing covers.

Digital image of another copy available on the HistoryNYC.com website hosted by the firm of History Image of Portland, Or. (accessed May 2010):

http://seminarhouse.org/proddetail.asp?prod=0079001

References: Checklist of printed maps of the Middle West to 1900, 4-0353

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

map6F G4104.C6 1857 .U5 (PrCt)


Map of Chicago. [Chicago] : Rufus Blanchard, 52 LaSalle Street, 1857.

Authors: Blanchard, Rufus, 1821-1904 -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 80 x 64 cm., folded to 15 x 10 cm.


Scale 1:2,000. "Scale 200 feet to one inch .... ." Shows area from Chicago Ave. to Monroe St. and Clinton St. to the lake.

References: Checklist of printed maps of the Middle West to 1900, no. 4-0789; Koeppl 1001 (35-2) H.exdoc 2, map 17; Cf. Holland, Chicago in maps 1612-2002 p. 108-109.

Brittle paper in very poor condition; separated into multiple pieces.

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

map6F G4104 .C6:2C5 1857 .U5 (PrCt)


Map of Chicago. [Chicago] : Rufus Blanchard, 52 LaSalle Street, 1857.

Authors: Blanchard, Rufus, 1821-1904 -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; mounted on cloth ; 76 x 59 cm.

Land ownership shown in outlying areas; shows public schools with red, hand-inked land ownership shown in outlying areas.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

_map6F G4104.C6 1857 .B5b (PrCt)_


_map2F G4104.C6 1858 .C6 (PrCt)_


_map2F G4104 .C6 1858 .C6 (PrCt)_


_Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume._
 states: Army, Corps of Engineers -- Chicago Dock and Canal Company -- Ogden, Mahlon D. -- Hartwing, Franklin -- United States, Congress.

Senate -- Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map ; 78 x 102 cm.

At head of title: Map G. No. 58.


Soundings in feet.

Shows extension of shorelines between 1834 and 1858.

Scale 1:2,000. 'Scale 200 feet to one inch ...'.

Shows area from Chicago Ave. to Monroe St. and Franklin St. to the lake.

Scale [1:2,400] not 1:2,000. 200 ft. to one in.

Depths shown by soundings.

References: Koepp 1026 (36-1) S.exdoc 2, map 11; Cf. Holland, Chicago in maps 1612-2002 p. 108-109; Cf. Checklist of printed maps of the Middle West to 1900, nos. 4-0786 through 4-0792.


Previously formed part of a map collection or composite atlas with binder’s title: Miscellaneous maps of the U.S.; this collection was dispersed at some unknown date; the Newberry card catalog describes individual maps with collective call number G 1083 .575; location of these maps unknown (June 2007).

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

G 1083 .575 (NLO)

19480 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1858 - Harbors - Nautical charts

19481 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1859

[Map of Chicago, 1859]. [Chicago : C. Shober, 1859].

Authors: Shober, Charles -- Bodman, Alfred Holmes -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 13 x 9 cm.

In The Handbook of Chicago, or stranger's guide to points of interest in about the city (Chicago: Albert Holmes Bodman, 1859), p.[2].

Includes 'References' 1-16, A-D.

Shows location of 'Fair Grounds' of the 7th Annual Exhibition of the United States Agricultural Society.

Not in MMC.

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Graff 336, p.[2] (PrCt)
19483  Chicago (III.) - Maps - 1862  
Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map : hand col. ; 29 x 18 cm.  
Detached from an atlas, pl. 4.  
On same sheet with The City of St. Louis, Missouri.  
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).  
Fitzgerald map4F G4104.C6 1862 .C6 (PrCt)

19484  Chicago (III.) - Maps - 1862  
Water supply -- Chicago (III.) - Maps - 1862  
Public works -- Water supply - Chicago (III.) - Maps - 1862  
1 map, 19 x 52 cm., on sheet folded to 21 x 13 cm.  
Title supplied by cataloger.  
Identifies "proposed tunnel", "pumping works", "proposed tunnel & brick aqueduct", "proposed open cut & aqueduct", and "proposed filtering station".  
Oriented with north at right.  
Scale ca. [1:50,900].  
Approximate coordinates: (W 87°41'40"--W 87°34'15"/N 41°59'55"--N 41°45'40")  
Profile in bottom margin (4 x 25 cm.): Longitudinal section of proposed lake tunnel.  
Uniform title: Annual report of the Board of Public Works to the Common Council of the City of Chicago.  
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).  
Case J 7896 .165, v. 1, between p. 8-9 (PrCt)

19485  Chicago (III.) - Maps - 1864  
Authors: Shober, Charles -- Bailey (J.C.W.) & Co. -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map : 47 x 24 cm.  
Detached from: John C.W. Bailey's Chicago city directory, for the year 1864-65 (Chicago: J.C.W. Bailey & Co., 1864) [Case G 8962.1598]  
On verso: [Panoramic view of Chicago, 1864]
19487 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1864 - Harbors -
Nautical charts

Map of Chicago Harbor. To accompany my report
upon that harbor to the Engineer Department
August 1864 / Col. T.J. Cram, U.S. Corps of
Engineers, Superintendent Lake Harbors. [S.I.
s.n., 1864?].
Authors: Cram, Thomas Jefferson, 1807?-1883 --
United States. Army. Corps of Engineers --
Chicago (Ill.). Board of Public Works -- Rounds,
Sterling Parker, 1828-1887 -- Chicago (Ill.).
Board of Public Works. Annual report of the
Board of Public Works to the Common Council of
the City of Chicago (1862) -- Chicago Region
Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 22 x 37 cm., on sheet folded to 18 x 13
cm.
Nautical chart with many recorded soundings.
Shows extent of shorelines between 1821-1864,
and "probable" shorelines anticipated between
1881-1900.
Lettered as plate "A" at upper right.
Scale [1:7,200]. "Scale: 600 feet to 1 inch."
Approximate coordinates: (W 87°37'40"--W
87°36'44"/N 41°53'41"--N 41°52'27")
Tipped into: Chicago (Ill.). Board of Public Works.
First annual report of the Board of Public Works
to the Common Council of the City of Chicago.
January 1st, 1862 (Chicago : S.P. Rounds,
printer, 46 State Street, 1862), between p. 64-65.
Uniform title: Annual report of the Board of Public
Works to the Common Council of the City of
Chicago.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library).
Case J 7896 .165, v. 1, between p. 64-65 (PrCl)

19488 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1865

Map of Chicago 1865. Chicago : published by
Edw. Mendel, 1865.
Authors: Mendel, Edward, 1827-1884 --
Chicago : a strangers' and tourists' guide to the city of
Chicago ... (1866) -- Relig. Philo. Pub.
Association (Chicago, Ill.) -- Thompson, J. S., fl.
1865 -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western
Americana (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region
Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 37 x 25 cm.
"Lith. by Ed. Mendel, Chicago."
In: Chicago : a strangers' and tourists' guide to
the city of Chicago : containing reminiscences of
Chicago in the early day : an account of the rise
and progress of the city : description ... (Chicago :
printers, 1866), following p. [130].
Street map showing railroad lines, horse
railways, and ward boundaries; bounded by
latter-day Fullerton Ave., Pershing Rd., Western
Ave., and the lake.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of
Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copy: Case G 8962 .1698
References: Checklist of printed maps of the
Middle West to 1900, 4-0385
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library).
Graff 675, following p. [130] (PrCl)

19489 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1865 - Harbors -
Nautical charts

Nautical chart with many recorded soundings.
Shows extent of shorelines between 1821-1864,
and "probable" shorelines anticipated between
1881-1900.
Lettered as plate "A" at upper right.
Scale [1:7,200]. "Scale: 600 feet to 1 inch."
Approximate coordinates: (W 87°37'40"--W
87°36'44"/N 41°53'41"--N 41°52'27")
Tipped into: Chicago (Ill.). Board of Public Works.
First annual report of the Board of Public Works
to the Common Council of the City of Chicago.
January 1st, 1862 (Chicago : S.P. Rounds,
printer, 46 State Street, 1862), between p. 64-65.
Uniform title: Annual report of the Board of Public
Works to the Common Council of the City of
Chicago.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library).
Case J 7896 .165, v. 1, between p. 64-65 (PrCl)

Authors: Chicago (Ill.). Board of Public Works -- Raynolds, W. F. (William Franklin), 1820-1894 -- United States. Army. Corps of Engineers -- Mendel, Edward, 1827-1884 -- Fergus, George Harris, 1840-1911 -- Chicago (Ill.). Board of Public Works. Annual report of the Board of Public Works to the Common Council of the City of Chicago (1865) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 35 x 22 cm., on sheet folded to 13 x 17 cm.

"The soundings were made for the U.S. survey of Chicago Harbor, under the direction of Col. W. F. Raynolds, U.S. Engrs. Supt. of Lake Survey, in the Summer of 1865."

Oriented with north at right.

Identifies "pier extension 1865", and Illinois Central "rail road" and "central breakwater."

Scale [1:6,960]. "Scale 580 ft. to an inch."

Approximate coordinates: (W 87°36'58"/N 41°53'22" -- W 87°36'58"/N 41°53'10")

In: Chicago (Ill.). Board of Public Works. Fourth annual report of the Board of Public Works to the Common Council of the City of Chicago. April 1st, 1865 (Chicago : George H. Fergus, book and job printer, no. 12 Clark Street, 1865), between p. 16-17.

Uniform title: Annual report of the Board of Public Works to the Common Council of the City of Chicago.

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Case J 7896 .165, v. 4, between p. 16-17 (PrCt)

19490 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1866 - Real property - Real property - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1866 - Blanchard, Rufus, 1821-1904 - Bibliography

Guide map of Chicago. 1866. [Chicago : R. Blanchard], 1866.

Authors: Blanchard, Rufus, 1821-1904 -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; hand col. ; 46 x 28 cm.

Detached (with back cover) from Citizen's guide for the city of Chicago : companion to Blanchard's map of Chicago (Rufus Blanchard, [1866], 32 p. ; 15 cm. [Case G 8962 .103]

Cover title: Guide map of Chicago.

Scale [ca. 1:23,500].

Bounded by Fullerton Ave., Egan (later Pershing) Ave., Western Ave., and the lake.

Includes index to 139 'Location[s] of Additions & Subdivisions.'

Accompanying text includes 'List of pocket maps published by Rufus Blanchard' (following p. 32).

MMC 4-0389. 42-5699

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).


Authors: Blanchard, Rufus, 1821-1904 -- Blanchard & Cram -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 35 cm.


Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Mendell, Edward, 1827 - Chicago (Ill.). Board of Public Works. Annual report of the Board of Public Works to the Common Council of the City of Chicago (1865 - Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 31 x 25 cm.

Detached from Mitchell's New general atlas, pl.44.

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Fitzgerald map2F G4104.C6 1867 .M5 (PrCt)


Authors: Mitchell, Samuel Augustus, Jr., fl. 1860-1879 -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 31 x 25 cm.

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Graff 1687, at front (PrCt)


1 map ; 37 x 24 cm., folded to 14 x 8 cm.

"Lith. by Edw. Mendel, Chicago."


Street map showing railroad lines, horse railways, and ward boundaries; bounded by latter-day Fullerton Ave., Pershing Rd., Western Ave., and the lake; identifies "lake tunnel" and "tunnel crib."

Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library. For variant issue with slightly different map title (in variant issue of the directory), see Graff 1867.

References: Checklist of printed maps of the Middle West to 1900, 4-0396

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Graff 1686, at front (PrCt)


1 map ; 37 x 24 cm., folded to 14 x 8 cm.

"Lith. by Epw. Mendel, Chicago."


Street map showing railroad lines, horse railways, and ward boundaries; bounded by latter-day Fullerton Ave., Pershing Rd., Western Ave., and the lake; identifies "lake tunnel" and "tunnel crib."

Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library. For variant issue with slightly different map title (in variant issue of the directory), see Graff 1867.

References: Checklist of printed maps of the Middle West to 1900, 4-0396

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Graff 1686, at front (PrCt)
1 map ; 38 x 24 cm., folded to 15 x 9 cm.
"Lith. by Ed. Mendel, Chicago."
Street map showing railroad lines, horse railways, and ward boundaries; bounded by latter-day Fullerton Ave., Pershing Rd., Western Ave., and the lake; identifies "lake tunnel" and "tunnel crib."
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
For variant issue with slightly different map title (in variant issue of the directory), see Graff 1866.
References: Checklist of printed maps of the Middle West to 1900, 4-0396
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Graff 1687, at front (PrCt)

19495 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1868
Authors: Blanchard & Cram -- Chicago Historical Society -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 46 x 31 cm.
Photocopy of original published Chicago: Blanchard, 146 Lake St., 1869.
Wax engraving; 'Engr. by Rufus Blanchard
'ded by Rufus Blanchard
"tunnel crib."
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
map2F G4104.C6 1868 .B5 1983 (PrCt)

19496 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1868
Authors: Jefferson, William J. -- Newcombe, H. A. -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 47 x 28 cm.
'Published by W.J. Jefferson, Chicago.'
Detached from: Jefferson's Chicago business directory, for 1868-69...(Chicago: Steam Press of H.A. Newcombe, 1868) [Case F 896.4478 opp. t.p.].
Not in MMC.
91
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
map2F G4104.C6 1868 .J4 (NLO)

19497 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1868 - Landowners-CHicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1868 - Real property-Landowners - Chicago (Ill.)
- Maps - 1868<<<<Real property - Chicago (Ill.)
- Maps - 1868<<<<Landowners - Maps
Official guide map of Chicago. . ., [1993?].
Authors: Shober, Charles -- Van Vechten, J. -- Terry, George W. -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 91 x 61 cm.
Photostatic copy of original published Chicago: J. Van Vechten, 1868.
'Mounted by G. W. Terry, room 8, no. 96 Randolph St.'
Cadastral map showing some land ownership.
Includes street index, note regarding 1868 city street ordinance, and list of three maps published by James Van Vechten.
MMC 4-0406.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

19498 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1868<<<<Map printing - Cerographs - Maps - 1868<<<<Cerographs
Authors: Shober, Charles -- Wright, John (John Stephen), 1815-1874 -- Western News Company -- Horton & Leonard -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 47 x 28 cm.
Detached from Wright, John S. Chicago: past, present, future (Chicago: Western News Co.; Horton & Leonard, printers, 1868) inside front cover [Case F 8962.984].
Scale ca. 1:24,250.
Bounded by Lake Michigan, Fullerton Ave., Western Ave., and Egan (later Pershing) Road.
Wax engraving; 'Engr. and chemityped by Shober Chicago.'
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
temp map2F G4104.C6 1868 .S5 (PrCt)

19499 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1869
Authors: Mitchell, Samuel Augustus, Jr., fl. 1860-1879 -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; hand col. ; 31 x 25 cm.
In Mitchell's new general atlas : containing maps of the various countries of the world ...
(Philadelphia: S.A. Mitchell, Jr., 1870) plate '49' [i.e 46]
Map dated 1869.
4064
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
folio G 10 .582, pl. 49 [i.e 46] (PrCt)

19500 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1869<<<<Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1869
Map of Chicago and environs / compiled and published by Rufus Blanchard. Chicago : Rufus Blanchard, 146 Lake St., 1869.
Shorelines of Chicago (Ill.)


Shows original shorelines and changes to November 1870.

Soundings in feet.

MMC 4-0794.

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Ayer 160.9.A5 1884, v. 2, p. 72 (PrCt)

19505


Authors: Baker & Co. (Chicago, Ill.) -- Land Owner -- J.M. Wing & Co. -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 39 x 54 cm.

Detached from The Land Owner 2 (Chicago: J.M. Wing and Co., 1870) bet. p. 56-57 [Case Wing +H94.005].

Wood engraving.

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

map2F G4104.C6 1869.B5 (PrCt)

19501

Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1869 - Parks - Plan of the west Chicago parks and boulevards showing exact location of land, etc. Chicago : Baker Co., 1869.

Authors: Baker & Co. (Chicago, Ill.) -- Land Owner -- J.M. Wing & Co. -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : 26 x 85 cm.

Detached from The Land Owner 1 (Chicago: J.M. Wing and Co., 1869) bet. p. 52-53 [Case Wing +H94.005].

Wood engraving.

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

map6F G3704.A1 1869.L3 sht. 1 (PrCt)

19502

Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1870

Plat showing Lincoln Park, Humboldt and Central Parks, and their connecting boulevards. Chicago : Baker Co., 1870.

Authors: Baker & Co. (Chicago, Ill.) -- Land Owner -- J.M. Wing & Co. -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 39 x 54 cm.

Detached from The Land Owner 2 (Chicago: J.M. Wing and Co., 1870) bet. p. 56-57 [Case Wing +H94.005].

Wood engraving.

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

map2F G4104.C6 1870.M5 (PrCt)

19503

Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1870

[Map of Chicago], [S.I. s.n., 1870],

Authors: Wright, John (John Stephen), 1815-1874 -- Horton & Leonard -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : 41 x 22 cm.


Scale [ca. 1:53,000].

Bounded by Lake Michigan, Fullerton Ave., [Pulaski Rd.?], and 87th Street.

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

H 2896 .982, between p. 248-249 (PrCt)

19504

Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1870 - Harbors - Shorelines

Plan of Union Park ; Plan of Ellis Park ; Plan of Ellis Park (Chicago, Ill.) SEE Skinner Park (Chicago, Ill.)


1 map ; 15 x 14 cm.


Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

map6F G4104.C6 1869.B5 (PrCt)

19506


Plan of Union Park ; Plan of Ellis Park ; Plan of...
Vernon Park ; Plan of Jefferson Park. [Chicago : Charles Shober?, 1870].
Authors: Chicago (Ill.). Board of Public Works -- Shober, Charles -- Charles Shober & Co. -- Chicago (Ill.). Board of Public Works. Annual report of the Board of Public Works to the Common Council of the City of Chicago (1870) -- Lakeside Press (Chicago, Ill.) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
4 maps : col. ; 22 x 22 cm. and smaller, on sheet 22 x 47 cm., folded to 22 x 14 cm.
Details four city parks in Chicago.
Jefferson Park (not the same as the neighborhood on Chicago's North West Side) later re-named Skinner Park (intersection of Loomis and Adams Streets).
Probably lithographed by Charles Shober, who printed other maps in the accompanying report. Scale [1:1,800] on all maps. "Scale 150 ft. to one inch."
In: Chicago (Ill.). Board of Public Works. Ninth annual report of the Board of Public Works, to the Common Council of the City of Chicago, for the municipal fiscal year ending March 31, 1870 (Chicago : printed at the Lakeside Press, 1870), opposite p. [77].
Uniform title: Annual report of the Board of Public Works to the Common Council of the City of Chicago.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Case J 7896 .165, v. 9, opposite p. [77] (PrCt)

19507 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1871
Guide map of Chicago. Chicago : Published by Rufus Blanchard, 144 Lake St., 1871.
Authors: Blanchard, Rufus, 1821-1904 -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 51 x 41 cm.
Detached from Blanchard, Rufus. Citizen's guide for the city of Chicago (Chicago, 1871) [Case F 548.18 .B53 1871].
MMC 4-0430.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
map2F G4104.C6 1871 .B5 (PrCt)

19508 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1871 - Fire<<>>Chicago (Ill.) - Pictorial works - 1871 - Fire<<>>Pictorial works - Chicago (Ill.) - 1871 - Fires<<>>Great Fire, Chicago, Ill., 1871 - Maps<<>>Fires - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1871
Authors: R.P. Studley Co. -- Richard -- Keppler, J., fl. 1871 -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 29 x 69 cm. on sheet 64 x 98 cm.
Scale [1:8,850].
Contents, inset views: Court House after the fire -- After the fire -- Ruins of the Pacific Hotel -- Residence of Mahlon [i.e. Mahlon] Ogden -- [Bird's eye view of Chicago in flames] / J. Keppler.
Includes notes on 'Statistics of the fire' and 'Great fires of modern times.'
References: Karrow, R.W. Checklist of printed maps of the Middle West, 4-0457
Digital image available as part of the Newberry Library's Great Lakes Digital Collection via the CARLI Digital Collections website (accessed March 2015):
http://collections.carli.illinois.edu/cdm4/item_viewer.php?CISOROOT=/nby_grilakes&CISOPTR=965&CISOBOX=1&REC=1
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
map6F G4104.C6 1871 .R3 (NLO)

19509 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1871 - Fires<<>>Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1871 - Parks<<>>Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1871<<>>Great Fire, Chicago, Ill., 1871 - Maps<<>>Fires - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1871
Map of Chicago: showing the parks, boulevards, and burnt district. Chicago : Alfred L. Sewell, [1871].
Authors: Sewell, Alfred L. -- Sewell, Alfred L. The Great calamity! (1871) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 30 x 27 cm.
Printed from the same wax-engraved block as the map in Colbert and Chamberlin, Chicago and the great conflagration (Cincinnati, 1872).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Case U 98 .1678 [map] (PrCt)

19510 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1871 - Fires<<>>Great Fire, Chicago, Ill., 1871 - Maps<<>>Fires - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1871
Map showing exact location and boundary and origin of fire. Chicago : Baker Co., [1872].
Authors: Baker & Co. (Chicago, Ill.) -- Sheahan, James Washington -- Upton, George P. -- Union Publishing Co. -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Baker Co. (Chicago, Ill.)
SEE Baker & Co. (Chicago, Ill.)
1 map : 15 x 24 cm.
'Baker Co.--Chi.'
Wood engraving.
Duplicate copy: U 98 .1681
Not in MMC.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Case F548.42 .S6 1872, between p. 16-17 (PrCt)

19511 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1871 - Fires<<>>Great...
still burning, though it is evidently dying out from

'As we go to press with this extra sheet, the fire is

of the fire and includes key to 19 lo

Column of text to right of map gives an account

95 of Every Saturday;' in lower margin, 'Map of

October 187

Supplement to Every Saturday 3, no. 95 (21

(A. T. Andreas, : from the earliest period to the present time : in

Map showing location of prominent buildings


Authors: Baker & Co. (Chicago, Ill.) -- Sheahan, James Washington -- Upton, George P. -- Union Publishing Co. -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 14 x 23 cm.

'Baker Co.'

In: J.W. Sheahan and G.P. Upton, The great


Includes index, '1-45, A-B, X.'

Oriented with north at right.

Wood engraving.

Duplicate copy: U 98 .1681

Not in MMC.

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Case F548.42 .S6 1872, between p. 62-63

(PrCt)

19514 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1871 - Fires<<>>Great Fire, Chicago, Ill., 1871 - Maps<<>>Fires - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1871

Map showing the burnt district. [New York : s.n., 1872].


1 map ; 10 x 18 cm.

In: Luzerne, Frank. The lost city! : drama of the fire fiend! / edited by J.G Wells (New York [etc.]: Wells & Company [etc.], 1872), opposite engraved title page.

No personal or corporate names on map; book illustrated with over 50 illustrations (mostly views), many by Actinic Eng. Co. Letterpress title beneath wood engraving. Book includes bookplate of Hermon Dunlap Smith.

Formerly cataloged as Case 4A 807.

Duplicate copy: F 8962 .525

Not in MMC.

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Case F548.42 .L9 1872, opposite title page

(PrCt)

19515 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1871 - Fires<<>>Great Fire, Chicago, Ill., 1871 - Maps<<>>Fires - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1871


Map (not "view") of the extent of the 1871 Chicago fire.


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
No personal or corporate names on map; book illustrated with over 50 illustrations (mostly views), many by Actinic Eng. Co. Letterpress title beneath wood engraving. "For location of prominent buildings, destroyed and those preserved within the burnt district, see opposite page" beneath title. Index on opposite page [p.58], "Prominent buildings destroyed and those preserved within the burnt index", includes references "1-45, A, B, X." Book includes bookplate of Hermon Dunlap Smith. Formerly cataloged as Case 4A 807. Duplicate copy: F 8962 .525 Not in MMC. Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**Case F548.42 .L9 1872, p. 59 (PrCt)**

19516 Chicago (III.) - Maps - 1871 - Fires>>Great Fire, Chicago, Ill., 1871 - Maps>>Fires - Chicago (III.) - Maps - 1871

*The Chicago fire, showing the burnt district.*

[Chicago : F.M. Morris, 1891].

Authors: Morris, Frank Marion -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 7 x 11 cm.


Not in MMC. Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**G 8962 .59, opposite p. 116 (PrCt)**

19517 Chicago (III.) - Maps - 1871 - Fires>>Great Fire, Chicago, Ill., 1871 - Maps>>Fires - Chicago (III.) - Maps - 1871

*Map showing the burnt district in Chicago / published for the benefit of the Relief Fund by the R. P. Studley Company, St. Louis.* [Chicago : DDB, 2007].

Authors: R.P. Studley Co. -- Chicago History Museum -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 36 x 58 cm.

Color photo print of original in the collections of the Chicago History Museum.

'3d. edition.'

This print (with caption 'Willem Blaeu, Celestial globe. Amsterdam, ca. 1640') was part of a large poster prepared by DDB and displayed in the poster session at the International Conference on the History of Cartography in Bern, 10 July 2007, advertising the Festival of Maps Chicago (2007-2008). Cf. Midwest Map Catalog 4:0455. Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**map2F G4104 .C6 1871 S7 2007 (PrCt)**

19518 Chicago (III.) - Maps - 1871 - Fires>>Great Fire, Chicago, Ill., 1871 - Maps>>Fires - Chicago (III.) - Maps - 1871


Authors: Rawson, Albert L. (Albert Leighton), 1829-1902 -- Sharp & Thain -- McDonald, R. H. Illustrated history and map of Chicago (1871) -- R.B. Thompson & Co. -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 40 cm. 'Drawn by Albert H. Rawson.' In: McDonald, R.H. Illustrated history and map of Chicago (New York: R.B. Thompson & Co., 1871). Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**Case U 98 .165 [map] (PrCt)**

19519 Chicago (III.) - Maps - 1871 - Fires>>Great Fire, Chicago, Ill., 1871 - Maps>>Fires - Chicago (III.) - Maps - 1871


Authors: Watson, Gaylord -- Goodspeed, Edgar Johnson -- Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 42 x 25 cm. Added title in bottom margin: Chicago as it is, showing the burnt district. N.B. The red shows the portion of the city that is burnt. Probably detached from: E.J. Goodspeed. History of the great fires in Chicago and the West (Chicago, 1871).


**map2F G4104 .C6 1871 W3 (PrCt)**

19520 Chicago (III.) - Maps - 1871 - Fires>>Great
Fire, Chicago, Ill., 1871 - Maps - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1871
Authors: Watson, Gaylord -- Goodspeed, Edgar
Johnson -- Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 42 x 25 cm.
Added title in bottom margin: Chicago as it is, showing the burnt district. N.B. The red shows the portion of the city that is burnt. Probably detached from: E.J. Goodspeed.
History of the great fires in Chicago and the West (Chicago, 1871).
Lower left corner: Entered according to Act of Congress, in the year 1871, by Gaylord Watson in the Office of the Librarian of Congress at Washington.
Scale 2400 feet per inch.
Reference: R. W. Karrow and D. Buisseret,
Newberry duplicates: U 98. 163, U 98. 1631, U 98. 1632, and Map2F G4104 .C6 1871 W3 (PrCt)
Digital image available as part of the Newberry Library's Great Lakes Digital Collection via the CARLI Digital Collections website (accessed Nov. 2007):
http://collections.carli.illinois.edu/cgi-bin/getimage.exe?CISOROOT=/nby_grlakes&CISOPTR=332
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library).
map G 10896 .959 (NLO)

19522
Plat showing the burnt district of Chicago 1871. [Chicago? s.n., 1872?].
1 map : hand col. ; 28 x 13 cm., on sheet 45 x 17 cm., folded to 23 x 12 cm.
Anonymous map without imprint.
Details area between Fullerton Avenue, 12th Street, Halsted Street, and Lake Michigan.
Scale [ca. 1:24,000]
Approximate coordinates: (W 87°38'55"--W 87°36'53"/N 41°55'33"--N 41°52'02"
Untitled inset and location map at top of sheet
highlights the burnt district within complete city boundaries (13 x 11 cm.)
Uniform title: Annual report of the Board of Public Works to the Common Council of the City of Chicago.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library).
Case J 7896 .165, v. 11, following p. 10 (PrCt)

19523
[1871?].
Authors: New York Lithographing and Engraving Co. -- Van der Naillen, A. -- Allman, Amos -- Bowen, James H. -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)

19524 Chicago (III.) - Maps - 1872
Blanchard's guide map of Chicago and south parks ... Chicago : R. Blanchard, 1872.
Authors: Blanchard, Rufus, 1821-1904 -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 75 x 59 cm. (fold. to 14 x 9 cm)
Scale not given.
Inset: Chicago and surroundings on a smaller scale.
Missing 5/22/91
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
G 10896 .095 (NLO)

19525 Chicago (III.) - Maps - 1872
Map of Chicago; showing the parks, boulevards, and burnt district, accompanying Chicago and the Great Conflagration by Colbert & Chamberlin.
[Cincinnati? C.F. Vent?, 1872].
Authors: Colbert, Elias -- Chamberlin, Everett -- Vent, C.F. -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 38 x 25 cm.
In Colbert, Elias and Everett Chamberlin.
Chicago and the great conflagration (Cincinnati: C.F. Vent, 1872), opposite p.10.
Newberry duplicate: Case F 548.42 .C7 1871.
Printed from same block as map in A.L. Sewell, The Great calamity! ... (Chicago, 1871).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
G 10896 .095 (NLO)

19526 Chicago (III.) - Maps - 1872
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 32 x 25 cm.
Detached from Mitchell's New general atlas, p. 48.
Area burned by 1871 fire colored in red.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Fitzgerald map2F G4104.C6 1872 .M5 (PrCt)

19527 Chicago (III.) - Maps - 1872
Guide map of Chicago, July 1st 1872. [Chicago?]
Authors: Lake Shore & Michigan Southern Railway -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 29 cm
Railroads, train depots, area burned during the Great Fire of 1871, and hotels printed in red.
Shows area bounded by Fullerton Ave. to Egan Ave. (i.e. Pershing Rd.) and Western Ave. to the lake.
Train schedule 'taking effect July 28, 1872' on verso.
Original folded dimensions. 16 x 9 cm.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
sc map2F G4104.C6P3 1872 .L3 (NLO)

19528 Chicago (III.) - Maps - 1872
Real property - Atlases - Chicago (III.) - 1872 - Real property - Chicago (III.) - Maps - 1872 - Counties - Maps
Peltzer's atlas of the city of Chicago, embracing all the subdivided territory within the legal boundaries of the city, and containing all recorded maps and showing all streets and alleys opened by the authorities. Chicago : Peltzer, Fox & Hoffman, 1872.
Authors: Hoffman, G. R. -- Fox, Edward A. -- Peltzer, Otto -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas in 3 v. (192, 113 p.) : chiefly maps ; 84 cm.
*Compiled from the Cook County records, original maps, documents and other most reliable

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
19529 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1873
Authors: Gray, Ormando Willis -- Jonathan Sheppard Books -- Gray, Ormando Willis. Gray's atlas of the United States -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 53 x 42 cm.
Facsimile of originally published 1873 in Philadelphia as part of an unidentified or variant edition of Gray's atlas of the United States, but compare to variant Chicago map in the Newberry's 1873 edition of this atlas [oversize G 1083 .36, p. 126].
"Reproduced from an original 19th century map by Jonathan Sheppard Books Albany NY 12220."
"(B15) Chicago 1873." Scale [ca. 1:24,000]. Not "scale half inch to the mile."
Shows wards.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
References: OCLC 45476690
map4F G4104.C6 1873 .G73 199- (PrCt)

19530 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1873
Authors: Gray, Ormando Willis -- Warner & Beers -- Gray, Ormando Willis. Gray's atlas of the United States (1873) -- Stedman, Brown & Lyon -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; hand col. ; 41 x 33 cm.
"From Warner & Beers' Illinois state atlas. Copy right secured."
"Scale 2 inches per mile."
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
oversize G 1083 .36, p. 126 (PrCt)

19531 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1873<<Great Fire, Chicago, Ill., 1871 - Maps<<Wall maps
Park & guide map of Chicago. [Chicago] : Published by Jas. Van Vechten, 124 Clark St., 1873.
Authors: Van Vechten, J. -- Gouget, Jerome T. -- Post, August, S. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map
19533 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1873 - Real property<<Lakeview (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps -
1873 - Real property -
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1873 - Real property -
Lakeview (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1873

Lincoln Park and Lake Shore Drive residence property. The choicest in any part of Chicago.

Authors: Rand McNally and Company--
Johnson, Henry C., fl. 1873 -- Culver, Belden F.
-- Johnson, Henry C., fl. 1873. North Chicago: its advantages, resources, and probable future (1873) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 20 x 12 cm.

‘For sale by B.F. Culver, 147 La Salle St., Chicago.’

‘Rand, McNally & Co., Eng’s. Chicago.’

In: Johnson, Henry C. North Chicago: its advantages, resources, and probable future : including a sketch of its outlying suburbs, and a map, showing the relative price of residence property in the north and south divisions (Chicago : Henry C. Johnson, 1873), inside front cover.

Shows area from Belmont to Madison and Ashland to the lake.

‘Culver’s Addition’ prominently labeled north of Lincoln Park, showing area between Belmont and Diversey and Broadway to the lake.

Duplicate copy: Case F548.68.N7 J65 1873 (missing October 1993).

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

4A 11253, inside back cover (PrCt)

19535
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1874
Blanchard's guide map of Chicago. [Chicago] : Published by Rufus Blanchard, 132 Clark Street, Chicago, 1874.

Authors: Blanchard, Rufus, 1821-1904 -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library) --
Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; hand col. ; 53 x 42 cm.

Issued folded to 10 x 12 cm.

Imperfect; probably detached from missing ‘Chicago city street guide’ ([13] p. ; 12 cm.)

Cf. Checklist of printed maps of the Middle West to 1900 4-0495

Manuscript annotations include ‘Exhibit A’ (below title) and railroad lines and depots.

Scale not given.

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Fitzgerald map 2F G4104.C6 1874 .B5 (NLO)

19536
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1874

Authors: Blanchard, Rufus, 1821-1904 --
Hungerford (T.A.) & Co. -- Chamberlin, Everett --
Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 42 x 29 cm., fold. to 22 x 15 cm.

Engraved by Rufus Blanchard. For Chicago & its suburbs, T.A. Hungerford & Co., publishers, 91 & 93 Washington Street, Chicago, Ills., 1874.'


On verso: Map of Cook and DuPage Counties / engraved by Rufus Blanchard ... 1874.

Newberry duplicates in Wing G 8962.1426 and Case of F548.42 .C34.

MMC 4-0496.

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

VAULT Ruggles 53 map 1 of 2 (NLO)

19537
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1874 - Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1874 - Inter-State Industrial Exposition of Chicago - Pictorial works - 1874 - American Express Building (Chicago, Ill.) - Pictorial works - 1873 - Pictorial works - Chicago (Ill.) - Inter-State Industrial Exposition of Chicago - 1874 - Pictorial works - Chicago (Ill.) - American Express Building - 1874
Map of Chicago and environs showing streets and blocks. Chicago : Published by Rufus
Blanchard, 132 Clark Street, 1874.
Authors: Blanchard, Rufus, 1821-1904 -- Union Lith. Co. -- Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 90 x 50 cm.
"Union Lith Co. 1, 3, 5, 7 & 9 Michigan Ave., Chicago"
Scale [ca. 1:52,500]
Coordinates (W 87°51'13"--W 87°30'29"/N 42°04'09"--N 41°38'26")
Bounded by 17th Avenue in Maywood, Oak Street (later Isabella Street) in Evanston, 140th Street in Chicago, and Lake Michigan.
Hand colored to show extent of 1871 fire. Inset views (10 x 14 cm. and 9 x 6 cm.): Chicago Inter-State Exhibition Building -- Am. Express Co.'s Building, 72, 74, 76 & 78 Monroe St.
Issued folded to 13 x 8 cm.; detached from missing covers.
map6F G4104.C6 1874 .B5 (PrCt)

19538 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1876<<>>Cincinnati (Ohio) - Maps - 1876
Chicago : Plan of Cincinnati and vicinity.
Philadelphia : S.A. Mitchell, 1876.
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 31 x 25 cm. and 24 x 25 cm. on sheet 39 x 61 cm.
Detached from Mitchell's New general atlas (Philadelphia, 1877) plates 71 and 69.
'Entered according to Act of Congress ... 1876 ...'
On verso: County and township map of ... Illinois. 4066
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Fitzgerald map4F G4100 1877 .M5 (PrCt)

19539 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1876<<>>Map printing - Cerographs - Maps - 1876<<>>Cerographs
Map of Chicago : showing the parks, boulevards, and principal streets, accompanying 'Seven days in Chicago'. [Chicago] : J.M. Wing & Co., [1876].
Authors: J.M. Wing & Co. -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library. John M. Wing Foundation
1 map ; 39 x 27 cm. fold. to 27 x 16 cm
In 7 Days in Chicago (Chicago: J.M. Wing & Co., 1876), folded inside front cover.
'Published by J.M. Wing & Co., Ashland Block.' Three paragraphs below title describe the city's boundaries, section lines, and street railways.
Shows wards.
Verso blank.
Engraver's at lower right partially obliterated: [...] Eng's N.Y.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.
Wing folio ZP 883 .W7225, inside front cover (PrCt)

19540 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1877
Authors: Blanchard, Rufus, 1821-1904 -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 62 x 46 cm. fold. to 15 cm.
Accompanied by his Chicago city street guide ([13] p., 12 cm.)
Scale not given.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Case G 10896 .0953 (NLO)

19541 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1877<<>>Map printing - Wood engravings - Maps - 1877<<>>Wood engravings
1 map ; 33 x 25 cm. on sheet 58 x 39 cm.
"Published by J.M. Wing & Co., Ashland Block.
Detached from: J.M. Wing & Co. 7 days in Chicago. A complete guide to the street cars, omnibuses ... etc., ... together with a map and historical sketch of the city and the great fire (Chicago: J.M. Wing & Co., 1877), On same sheet with Map of the Chicago & North-Western Railway [in the north central U.S.]. On verso: View of the Palmer House, looking from the corner of State and Monroe Streets. Original map missing Nov. 2006; see photocopy laid in book.
Duplicate copy: Case G 8962 .975 References: Midwest Map Catalog 4-0524.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.
Wing folio ZP 883 .W723 [map] (PrCt)

engravings

Map of the railway system of Chicago. [Chicago : J.M. Wing & Co., 1877].
Authors: J.M. Wing & Co.. -- Land Owner -- J.M. Wing & Co. 7 days in Chicago (1877) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library. John M. Wing Foundation 1 map ; 8 x 12 cm.
In: J.M. Wing & Co. 7 days in Chicago. A complete guide to the street cars, omnibuses ... etc. ... together with a map and historical sketch of the city and the great fire (Chicago: J.M. Wing & Co., 1877), p.19.
Wood engraving oriented with north at left.
Letterpress text above and below with heading The Chicago of To-Day.
Added book title: Seven days in Chicago.
Book includes 2 other maps of Chicago and many views.
Duplicate copy: Case G 8962 .975
For 1878 edition, see AMcN III PC 190
References: Cf. MMC 4-0517.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.
Wing folio ZP 883 .W723, p. 19 (PrCt)

19543 Chicago (III.) - Maps - 1879 - Harbors
Sketch of Chicago Harbor, Illinois, June 30th, 1878. [S.l. s.n.], 1878.
1 map ; 20 x 38 cm.
Appears in G.J. Lydecker's annual report.
MMc 4-0798.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Govt. 1845 opp. p. 1184 (PrCt)

19544 Chicago (III.) - Maps - 1879<<>>Map printing - Wood engravings - Maps - 1879<<>>Wood engravings
Map of the city of Chicago ... to accompany '7 Days in Chicago'. [Chicago] : J.M. Wing & Co., [1878].
Authors: J.M. Wing & Co. -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library. John M. Wing Foundation 1 map ; 24 x 33 cm. fold. to 28 x 18 cm.
In 7 Days in Chicago (Chicago: J.M. Wing & Co., 1878), folded inside front cover.
Scale ca. 1:48,000.
'Published by J.M. Wing & Co., Times Building.'
On verso: A Warning to travelers! Appalling list of hotels recently entirely or partially destroyed by fire, in the United States and Canada. The
Palmer House, Chicago, the only fire-proof hotel in the United States!
Shows wards.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.
Wing folio ZP 883 .W7231, inside front cover (PrCt)

19545 Chicago (III.) - Maps - 1879
Map of the city of Chicago showing 12 miles of lake frontage : Engraved expressly for 'Seven days in Chicago'. Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., c1879.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 43 cm.
Detached from Seven days in Chicago (Chicago: J. M. Wing & Co., 1878), at back. [Call # to come, book sent to CS for cataloging Nov. 2006]
Scale ca. 1:32,500.
Distances from court house shown by green concentric circles.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
map4F G4104.C6 1879 .R3 (PrCt)

19546 Chicago (III.) - Maps - 1879
Map of the city of Chicago showing 12 miles of lake frontage : engraved expressly for 'Seven days in Chicago'. Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., c1879.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 43 cm.
In Seven days in Chicago (Chicago: J. M. Wing & Co., 1878), at front.
Scale ca. 1:32,500.
Distances from court house shown by green concentric circles.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Case folio G8962 .977, at front (PrCt)

Authors: Van Vechten, J. -- Guoet, Jerome T. -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 117 x 84 cm.
Shows 'burnt district' and ward boundaries; includes 'official street guide.'


19550 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1880 Map of Chicago, Chicago : F. Roehr, [ca. 1880]. Authors: Roehr, Frank -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : col. ; 48 x 36 cm Detached from paper cover; original folded dimensions, 13 x 8 cm. Cover title: Travelers’ and shippers’ railway guide of Chicago. Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library). map4F G4104.C6 1880 .R6 (PrCt)


19558 Chicago (III.) - Maps - 1881 - Parks
Chicago (III.) - Maps - 1881
Map showing the boulevards and park system and twelve miles of lake frontage of the City of Chicago. Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., 1881.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 43 cm.
Index to streets and avenues in margins.
Shows radial lines at 1-mile intervals.
Probably detached from a cover and index.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library).
Map G 10896 .72 (NLO)

19559 Chicago (III.) - Maps - 1881 - Harbors
Chicago (III.) - Maps - 1881
Map showing the boulevards and park system and twelve miles of lake frontage of the City of Chicago. Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., 1881.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 43 cm.
Index to streets and avenues in margins.
Shows radial lines at 1-mile intervals.
Hand stamp on verso: Official street guide map of Chicago.
Probably detached from covers.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Missing May 2012.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
map4F G4104 .C6 1881 .R3 (PrCt)

19560 Chicago (III.) - Maps - 1882 - Harbors
Chicago Harbor Illinois, showing work done at the close of the fiscal year ending June 30, 1882.
1 map ; 20 x 35 cm.
“To accompany the annual report to the chief of Engineers ... W.H.H. Benyaurd, Major of Engineer, U.S. Army ... . Drawn by G.A.M. Liljencrantz, asst. engineer.”
MMC 4-0805.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Govt. 2094 opp. p. 2206 (PrCt)

19561 Chicago (III.) - Maps - 1882 - Real property
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Drive (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1882 - Real property
Real property - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1882 - Real property - Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Drive (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1882 - Real property - Counties - Maps
Authors: L. M. Snyder & Co. -- Landt (C.C.) & Co. -- Chicago Legal News -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 35 cm., folded to 17 cm.
In: C.C. Landt & Co.'s Grand Boulevard investor's guide, with map ... (Chicago: Chicago Legal News, [1882?] 31p. ; 17 cm.
Separately published portion of Snyder & Co.'s Real estate map of Chicago (Chicago, 1882); cf.
19562 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1883
The Chicago Evening Journal presents this map of Chicago: showing streets, parks, boulevards, railroad depots, ward boundaries, etc. [Chicago]: Engraved and printed by Poole Bros., 308-316 Dearborn St., [1883].
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Chicago Evening Journal -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; 59 x 44 cm., on sheet 87 x 73 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:32,000].
Shows area from Cicero Avenue to the lake and Belmont Ave. to 71st Street.
Advertising and street index in margins.
MM C 4-0573.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
sc Fitzgerald map3C G4104 .C6 1883 .R3 (PrCt)

19563 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1883
Guide map to Chicago streets and stock yards. [Chicago]: Rand McNally & Co., engr's, Chicago, [1883].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Giles, Bro. & Co. -- Cameron, Amberg & Co. -- Orant-Hawtin (Firm) -- Chicago Engraving Co. -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 20 x 18 cm.
Title and date from cover, date in pencil.
Folded to 14 x 6 cm. into paper cover advertising Giles, Bro. & Co. 'Giles Bro. & Co., American watches, diamonds and silverware, S.E. cor. State and Washington Sts.' -- in prominent type on map.
'Sights worth seeing' listed on verso.
Illustrated cover (purple) printed by Cameron, Amberg & Co. of Chicago; illustrations by Orant-Hawtin and Chicago Engraving Co.
Newberry duplicate (copy 2 of 2) issued in yellow cover.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
sc Fitzgerald map3C G4104 C6 1883 P6 (NLO)

19564 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1883<<>>Parks - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1883
Map showing the boulevards and park system and twelve miles of lake frontage of the city of Chicago. Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., 1883.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; col.; 58 x 43 cm., folded to 18 x 9 cm.
Index to streets and avenues in margins.
Shows radial lines at 1-mile intervals.
Probably detached from covers.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
map3C G4104 .C6 1883 .R3 (PrCt)

19565 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1884-1930
9 maps ; 17 x 13 cm. and smaller
Collective title supplied by cataloger.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Local History Ref F548.9.I8 N4 [maps] (PrCt)

19566 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1884 - Harbors
Authors: Handbury, Thomas Henry -- United States. Army. Corps of Engineers -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 31 x 48 cm.
"Forwarded ... with report dated ... December 19,
1884, Tho. H. Handbury, Major of Engineers."
"Showing docks built by U.S. Government and occupied by private corporations and individuals."
Shows some landownership.
Map no. 2.
Needs conservation, very brittle, in 2 pieces.
MMC 4-0807.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Govt. 2632 opp. p. 2741 (PrCt)

19569 Chicago (III.) - Maps - 1884 - Real property
Atlases - Chicago (Ill.) - 1884
Real property - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1884
Counties - Maps
Greeley, Carlson & Co.'s atlas of the city of Chicago. Showing all the land included within the present city limits, with all subdivisions, streets, alleys, parks, boulevards, railroads and water boundaries, upon a scale of two hundred feet to one inch, with full marginal notes. Chicago: Greeley, Carlson & Co. 1884.
Authors: Greeley-Carlson Company -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map; 21 x 29 cm.
Phillips 1582.
Gift '88.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Case oversize G1409.C4 G7 1884 (NLO)

19568 Chicago (III.) - Maps - 1884 - Railroads
Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company - Maps - 1884
Belt Railroad Company of Chicago - Maps - 1884
Railroads - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1884
Railroads - Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company - Maps - 1884
Railroads - Belt Railroad Company of Chicago - Maps - 1884
Railroads - Maps
Map of the Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad and the Belt Railway of Chicago.
Chicago: Poole Bros., 1884.
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company -- Belt Railroad Company of Chicago -- Illinois Central Railroad Company -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map; col.; 111 x 59 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:32,500]
Bounded by Belmont Avenue south to 156th Street, and Central Ave. west to Lake Michigan.
Detached from rollers.
Forms part of the Illinois Central Railroad archives, Newberry Library.
Previously shelved as IC Map6F 123.
Duplicate copy, in better condition, shelved with IC ++3.4. Papers accompanying Board Minutes, Board of Directors, May 21, 1884.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Illinois Central map6F G4104.C6P3 1884 P6 (PrCt)

19570 Chicago (III.) - Maps - 1885 - Harbors
Chicago harbor, Illinois, showing work done during the fiscal year ending June 30th, 1885.
[S.l. s.n.], 1885.
1 map; 21 x 29 cm.
"Forwarded ... with annual report ... W.H.H. Benyaund, Major of Engineers, U.S. Army."
MMC 4-0810.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Govt. 2372 opp. p. 2050 (PrCt)

19571 Chicago (III.) - Maps - 1885 - Harbors
Manuscripts - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1885
Railroads - Manuscripts - Illinois Central Railroad Company - Maps - 1885
Trials, litigation, etc. - Manuscripts - Railroads - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1885
Manuscripts - Railroads - Illinois Central Railroad Company - Maps - 1885
Manuscripts - Railroad maps
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

1 ms. map : col. ; 39 x 13 cm.

'J.W.C. del.' [i.e. John C. Welling?]

Bounded by the mouth of the Chicago River to 18th St. and Wabash Ave. to the lake.

Scale [ca. 1:9,600].

'Map copied from one attached to Mr. Ayer's Report, Dec. 13 1884 on Lake Front question.' (Published version of report, 'Rights of the Illinois Central Railroad Company on the lake front' [Chicago, 1885], does not include map.)

Outlines ICR construction projects ('crib protection', 'filling', 'piers, docks, sidings', etc.) and details expenses.

'Figures copied from letter of J.C. Welling, Genl. Auditor, Jan. 5 1885.'

Originally mounted on cardboard and stapled into cloth and leather-covered cardboard portfolio 41 x 24 cm.


Digital image available as part of the Newberry Library’s Great Lakes Digital Collection via the CARLI Digital Collections website (accessed Nov. 2007):

http://collections.carli.illinois.edu/cgi-bin/getimage.exe?CISOROOT=/nby_grilakes&CISOPTR=963

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

VAULT drawer Illinois Central MS map2F G4104.C6P3 1885 .I5 (NLO)

19574


1 atlas (5 v.) : 135 hand col. maps ; 59 cm.

Contents: v. 1. [Area from Madison to Roosevelt Rd. and Halsted to the lake, also Roosevelt Rd. to Pershing Rd. and State St. to the lake] -- v. 2. [Area from Roosevelt Rd. to Pershing Rd. and Western Ave. to State St.] -- v. 3. [Area from Fullerton Ave. to Madison St. and Halsted St. to the lake] -- v. 4. [Area from the Chicago River and Fullerton Ave. to Roosevelt Rd. and Western Ave. to Halsted] -- v. 5. [Area from North Ave. to the Chicago Sanitary & Ship Canal and Pilsulki Rd. to Western Ave.]

Scale [1:1,200]

Vol. 5 includes several real estate maps (ca. 1900?) of the Humboldt Park neighborhood; these are laid in and pasted down.

Ownership stamp: Office of Riehl Bros., 1017

19572

Chicago (III.) - Maps - 1885 - Parks - Chicago (III.) - Maps - 1885

Map showing the boulevards and park system and twelve miles of lake frontage of the city of Chicago. Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., 1885.

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

1 map : col. ; 58 x 43 cm. fold. in covers 16 x 10 cm. + index (70, [12] p.)

Cover title: 'Rand McNally and Co.'s street number guide and map of Chicago.'

Condition: Fine.

Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection.

Previous location: B-19.

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

AMcNIII PC 2470 (PrCt)

19573

Chicago (III.) - Maps - 1886

Blanchard’s guide map of Chicago and suburbs south to Seventy First Street. Chicago : National School Furnishing Co., 1886.


(Chicago, Ill.) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

1 map : col. ; 94 x 66 cm.

Printed in margin: "I have carefully revised this map and found that it accurately denotes all streets ... as recorded ... in the Map Bureau of Dep't. of Public Works. ... B. F. Davenport, in charge of House Drains, Sewerage Dep’t."

Includes table of Chicago population between 1843 and 1880, index to streets with textual description of street divisions, and descriptive list of railroad depots.

Scale [ca. 1:21,750].

Coordinates: (N 87043'30"--N 87033'30"/N 41056'20"--N 41045'55")

Issued folded in covers (lacking in this copy), with cover title: Chicago.

Checklist of printed maps of the Middle West to 1900, 4-0602

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

map6F G4104.C6 1886 .D3 (NLO)
Milwaukee Ave., Chicago.
Ownership stamp, v. 3 front endleaf: Holabird & Roche, Chicago, Ill.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Duplicate copy (reduced 1981 photocopy of original at Chicago History Museum, 28 x 45 cm.:
folio G4104.C6 1886 .R6a
Digital reproduction of the original version at CHM available on the Encyclopedia of Chicago website (accessed February 2014):
http://www.encyclopedia.chicagohistory.org/pages/11064.html
References: Phillips 1583
Baskes oversize G4104.C6 1886 .R6 (NLO)

19575
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1886 - Harbors
1 map : col. ; 58 x 43 cm.
Appears as part of Major W.H.H. Benyaurd's annual report of the U.S. Engineer office in Chicago.
MMC 4-0812.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Govt. 2464 opp. p. 1702 (PrCt)

19576
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1886 - Parks - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1886
Map showing the boulevards and park system and twelve miles of lake frontage of the city of Chicago. Chicago : Rand McNally, 1886.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 43 cm.
From their Street number guide and map of Chicago ... (Chicago, 1886).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
map2F 4104.C6.4 (PrCt)

19577
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1886 - Real property - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1886 - Fire risk assessment - Lincoln Park (Chicago, Ill. : City section) - Maps - 1886 - Real property - Lincoln Park (Chicago, Ill. : City section) - Maps - 1886 - Fire risk assessment - Lincoln Park (Chicago, Ill. : City section) - Maps - 1886 - Fire risk assessment - Lincoln Park (Chicago, Ill. : City section) -
Maps - 1886
E. 1/2 of S.W. 1/4, section 33.40.14 : Canal Trustees sub. of part of sec. 33.40.14. [New York : Elisha Robinson, 1886].
Authors: Robinson, E. (Elisha) -- Robinson, E. (Elisha). Robinson's atlas of the city of Chicago, Illinois (1886) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 51 x 76 cm. "Entered according to act of Congress in the year 1886 by E. Robinson in the office of the Librarian of Congress at Washington, D.C."
Shows part of Chicago's Lincoln Park community area; bounded by Centre St. (later Armitage Ave.), Sedwick St., North Ave., and Larrabee St.
References: Phillips 1583
Baskes oversize G4104.C6 1886 .R6 v. 3, plate 23 (PrCt)

Maps - 1886
W. 1/2 of S.W. 1/4, section 33.40.14 : Sheffield's add. [New York : Elisha Robinson, 1886].
Authors: Robinson, E. (Elisha) -- Robinson, E. (Elisha). Robinson's atlas of the city of Chicago, Illinois (1886) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 51 x 76 cm. "Entered according to act of Congress in the year 1886 by E. Robinson in the office of the Librarian of Congress at Washington, D.C."
Shows part of Chicago's Lincoln Park community area; bounded by Centre St. (later Armitage Ave.), Larrabee St., North Ave., and Halsted St.
Coordiniates: (W 87°38'54"-W 87°38'36"/N 41°55'06"-N 41°54'39")
Scale [1:1,200]. "Scale 100 feet to one inch."
Oriented with north at right.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
http://www.encyclopedia.chicagohistory.org/page s/11064.html
Baskes oversize G4104.C6 1886 .R6 v. 3, plate 24 (PrCt)

W. 1/2 of N.W. 1/4, section 33.40.14 : Canal Trustees sub. of part of sec. 33.40.14 : Canal
Authors: Robinson, E. (Elisha) -- Robinson, E. (Elisha). Robinson's atlas of the city of Chicago, Illinois (1886) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 51 x 76 cm.
"Entered according to act of Congress in the year 1886 by E. Robinson in the office of the Librarian of Congress at Washington, D.C."
Shows part of Chicago's Lincoln Park community area; bounded by Fullerton Ave., Sedgwick St., Centre St. (later Armitage Ave.), and Larrabee St.
Coordinates: (W 87°38'54"-W 87°38'36"/N 41°54'39")
Scale [1:1,200]. "Scale 100 feet to one inch."
Oriented with north at right.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
http://www.encyclopedia.chicagohistory.org/page s/11064.html
Baskes oversize G4104.C6 1886 .R6 v. 3, plate 26 (PrCt)

19581 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1887
Chicago. Chicago : Fairbanks & Palmer, 1887.
Authors: Remlap, L. T., 1844 -- Fairbanks & Palmer -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 29 x 23 cm.
Scale [ca.1:63,360].
Includes references 1-22.
Probably detached from Gaskell's new and complete family atlas of the world, first published by Fairbanks & Palmer (Chicago, 1886) p. 111

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
On verso (p. 112): Iowa.
Cf. Phillips 6235.
4111
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Fitzgerald map2F G4104.C6 1887 .P3 (PrCt)

19582 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1887 - Annexation
City limits of Chicago. [Chicago : Bureau of Engineering, 1888].
Authors: Chicago (Ill.). Board of Public Works -- Chicago (Ill.). Department of Public Works -- Chicago (Ill.). Bureau of Engineering -- Chicago (Ill.). Board of Public Works. Twelfth annual report (1888) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; on sheet 49 x 27 cm.
Scale ca. 1:85,000.
Extensions are numbered and color coded.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
map2F G4104 .C6G4 1887 .C6 (PrCt)

19583 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1887Chicago (Ill.) - Street Guides - 1887
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
Map wanting. Condition: Cover waterstained, detached. Text good. Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection. Previous location: B-19
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
AMcN III PC 2480 (PrCt)

19584 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1888
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Roche, John A., 1844-1904 -- Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 163 x 87 cm., mounted on linen and folded into portfolio 40 x 31 cm.
Scale ca. 1:21,200.
Shows steam railroads, cable and horse car lines, boulevards and parks, and ward boundaries. Indexed.
Portfolio includes maps of Illinois and Cook County.
Cover of portfolio stamped 'John A. Roche,' mayor of Chicago from 1887-1889.
Forms part of the Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library).
map6C G4104.C6 1888 .R3, map 1 (PrCt)

19585 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1888 - ParksParks - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1888
Map showing the boulevards and park system and twelve miles of lake frontage of the city of Chicago. Chicago : Rand McNally, 1888.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 43 cm.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
map2F 4104.C6.3 (PrCt)

19586 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1889Chicago (Ill.) - Pictorial works - 1831Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1812Pictorial works - Chicago (Ill.) - 1831
Authors: Blanchard, Rufus, 1821-1904 -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 88 x 59 cm
Inset view: Chicago in 1831 [10 x 18 cm.]
Inset map: Chicago in 1812 [18 x 11 cm.]
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
map6F G4104.C6 1889 .B5 (PrCt)

19587 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1889Chicago (Ill.) - Pictorial works - 1831Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1812Pictorial works - Chicago (Ill.) - 1831
Map of Chicago and environs. Chicago : R. Blanchard, [1889].
Authors: Blanchard, Rufus, 1821-1904 -- S. H. Kerfoot & Co. -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 88 x 59 cm
Inset view: Chicago in 1831 [10 x 18 cm.]
Inset map: Chicago in 1812 [18 x 11 cm.]
Undated, but the map proper appears the same as Map6F G4104.C6 1889 B5.
Besides the addition of Kerfoot's advertisement, the title has been truncated, the location of the 1812 inset changed, and Blanchard's imprint is now in large letters at the lower left.
Kerfoot's address at 97 Clark Street has been cancelled and replaced by 'Chamber of Commerce' with a rubber stamp.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
map6F G4104.C6 1889 .B5a (PrCt)

19588 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1889 - Harbors
Map of Chicago harbor, Illinois, showing conditions of U.S. harbor works at the close of the fiscal year ending June 30th, 1889. S.I. s.n.,
1889.
1846-1920 -- United States. Army. Corps of Engineers -- Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library).
1 map ; 22 x 31 cm.
"Sent ... with annual report ... W.L. Marshall,
Captain of Engineers, U.S. Army."
MMC 4-0813.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library).
Govt. 2718 opp. p. 2112 (PrCt)

19589
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1890
Rand, McNally & Co.'s map of Chicago. No. 3.
Chicago : Rand McNally, 1890.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 66 x 51 cm. on sheet 71 x 56 cm
Detached from Rand, McNally & Co.'s pictorial
guide to Chicago (Chicago, 1890) [Case of
548.18 .R35 1890].
Imprint in lower left corner: Rand, McNally &
Co.'s standard map of Chicago. No. 3. Copyright
1888, by Rand, McNally & Co.
Wards outlined in red.
On verso: Rand, McNally & Co.'s new city limits
map of Chicago, 1890 [48 x 35 cm.].
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library).
sc map4F G4104.C6 1890 .R3 (NLO)

19590
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1890
Rand McNally & Co.'s map of Chicago : no. 3.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago
Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 50 cm., folded in covers to 16
x 9 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally & Co.'s official map of
the City of Chicago : showing the new city limits
....
"Rand McNally & Co's standard map of Chicago,
no. 3. Copyright 1888, by Rand McNally & Co." -- at bottom left.
Index to streets and avenues in margins.
*Note: for streets north of Belmont Avenue, south of
43rd Street, and west of Crawford Avenue, see
Rand McNally & Co.'s 'Standard' maps of
Chicago, nos. 1 and 2." -- in bottom margin.
Shows radial lines at 1 mile intervals.
Map on verso (47 x 35 cm.): Rand McNally &
Co.'s new city limits map of Chicago.
Front cover is detached.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library).
map3C G4104 .C6 1890 .R3 (PrCt)

19591
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1890 - Annexation
Rand, McNally & Co.'s new city limits map of
Chicago, 1890. [Chicago] : Rand McNally, 1890,
c1889.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Chicago
Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 48 x 35 cm. on sheet 71 x 56 cm
Detached from Rand, McNally & Co.'s pictorial
guide to Chicago (Chicago, 1890) [Case of
548.18 .R35 1890].
City and sanitation district limits shown in red.
On the verso of: Rand, McNally & Co.'s map of
Chicago. No. 3 [66 x 51 cm.]
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library).
sc map4F G4104.C6 1890 .R3 verso (NLO)

19592
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1890<<>>Illinois - Maps
- 1890
Chicago : engraved for Standard Atlas of the
World. [S.l. s.n., 1890?].
Authors: Standard Atlas of the World -- Gerald F.
Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library) --
Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 34 x 25 cm.
Detached from an atlas, p. 204.
Includes key to railroad depots and principal
hotels.
Wax engraving.
of the World (1 map ; 34 x 25 cm. with inset
of Chicago and Vicinity), p. 203.
Forms part of the Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection
at the Newberry Library.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library).
map2F G4104 .C6 1890 S8 (PrCt)

19593
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1890 -
Railroads<<>>Chicago and Western Indiana
Railroad Company - Maps - 1890<<>>Belt
Railway Company of Chicago - Maps -
1890<<>>Railroads - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps -
1890<<>>Railroads - Chicago and Western
Indiana Railroad Company - Maps -
1890<<>>Railroads - Belt Railway Company of
Chicago - Maps - 1890<<>>Railroads - Maps
Map of the Chicago & Western Indiana R.R. and
Belt Railway of Chicago. Chicago : Franklin
Printing and Publishing Co., [ca. 1890].
Authors: Franklin Printing and Publishing Co. --
Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company
-- Belt Railway Company of Chicago -- Chicago
Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 36 x 22 cm.
Electrostatic reproduction of original.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library).
map1F G4104.C6P3 189- .F7 197- (PrCt)

19594
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1890 -
Railroads<<>>Railroads - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps
- 1890 - Railroads - Maps

*Railroad system of Chicago.* Chicago : Rand McNally, 1890.

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 31 x 24 cm.

Detached from New standard atlas of the world (Chicago: Rand McNally, 1890) pl.108.

Illustration and text for New York City on verso.

MM 4-0642 4060

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**Fitzgerald map2F G4104.C6P3 1890 .R3 (PrCt)**

189595

**Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1890 - Water supply - Water supply - Chicago - Maps - 1890**

*Plan of new 4 mile lake tunnel with its land ramifications.* [Chicago : Bureau of Engineering, 1891].


1 map ; on sheet 22 x 75 cm.

Detached from Chicago (Ill.), Dept. of Public Works, Fifteenth annual report (Chicago: Cameron, Amberg & Co., 1891), opp. p. 38.

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**map4F G4104 .C6N44 1890 C6 (PrCt)**

19596

**Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1891-1892 - Real property - Atlases - Chicago (Ill.) - 1891-1892 - Real property - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1891-1892 - Counties - Maps**

*Greeley-Carlson Company's second atlas of the city of Chicago showing the territory bounded by Chicago Ave., Halsted St., Twenty-Second St. and Lake Michigan, being sections 9, 10, 15, 16, 21 and 22 of town 39 north, range 14 east of the third principal meridian, with all sub-divisions, railroads, docks and buildings, upon scale of 100 feet to 1 inch. Compiled and drawn from actual survey. Also, from the official records of Cook Co. and of the city of Chicago and from original plats and deeds, or authentic copies thereof.* Chicago : Lithographed by R.R. and R.H. Donnelley, 1891-1892.

Authors: Greeley-Carlson Company -- R.R. Donnelley and Sons Company -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas : chiefly maps ; 81 cm.

Issued in 2 volumes, but this copy incomplete; lacking vol. 2.

Vol. 1 dated Oct.1, 1891; vol. 2 dated March 1, 1892

Scale [1:1,200]

Coordinates (v. 1 and 2): (W 87°38'50"--W 87°36'46"/N 41°53'47"--N 41°51'09")

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).


19598

**Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1891 - Annexation**

*Map showing territorial growth of the city of Chicago: to accompany the annual report of the Map Department, R. A. Manstein, superintendent, 1891. Chicago : Map Department, 1891.*

Authors: Müller, Charles M. -- Manstein, Roderick A. -- Globe Lithographing and Printing Co. (Chicago, Ill.) -- Chicago (Ill.), Department of Maps and Plats -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 48 x 28 cm.

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**sc map2F G4104.C6G4 1891 .M8 (NLO)**
19599 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1891Chicago (Ill.) -Guidebooks - 1891
new city limits map of Chicago, 1891 -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library) --
col., fold. in back) ; 18 cm.
Includes folded map: Rand McNally & Co.'s. new
city limits map of Chicago, 1891.
Pages numbered in roman numerals are
advertisements.
Includes index.
Duplicate copy: G 8962 .787
Second duplicate copy deaccessioned in 2008
for sale (previously part of the Andrew McNally III
Collection, AMcN III PC 840)
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library).
Case F548.18 .S35 (NLO)

19600 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1891 -
HydrographyHydrography - Chicago (Ill.) -
Maps - 1891
Chicago, --south of Eighty-Seventh Street.
[Chicago : John W. Weston, 1891].
Authors: Cooley, Lyman Edgar, 1850-1917 --
Chicago Sanitary District -- Weston, John W. --
Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry
Library) -- Chicago (Ill.). Sanitary District SEE
Chicago Sanitary District
1 map ; 15 x 13 cm.
In Cooley, Lyman E. The Lakes and gulf
waterway as related to the Chicago sanitary
problem (Chicago: J. W. Weston, [1891]) p. 29.
Letterpress title beneath map.
Shows area bounded by 87th St. to southern city
limit, and western city limit to the Indiana state
line.
Book is a report to the Chicago Sanitary District
Board of Trustees, but was not published by
them; includes 3 profiles and 4 other maps.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library).
H 69 .1947, p. 29 (PrCt)

19601 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1891 -
Real propertyReal property - Chicago (Ill.) -
Maps - 1891Atlases - Chicago (Ill.) - 1891
Donnelley sectional atlas of Chicago. Chicago :
R.H. Donnelley, 1891.
Authors: Grosmann, Charles W. F. -- Reuben H.
Donnelley Corporation -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region
Map Collection (Newberry Library)
2 v. (194 maps) : 585 x 470 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library).
References: Phillips 1585.

19602 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1891 - Real
propertyReal property - Chicago (Ill.) -
Maps - 1891Atlas - Chicago (Ill.) - 1891
[Donnelley's sectional atlas of the city of
Chicago]. [Chicago : Reuben H. Donnelley
Corporation, 1891?].
Authors: Grosmann, Charles W. F. -- Reuben H.
Donnelley Corporation -- Winnetka Historical
Society (Ill.) -- Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 atlas (2 v.) : maps ; 59 cm.
Lacking title page; title and imprint derived from
OCLC 28779425.
Attributed to Charles W.F. Grossman in Phillips
1585.
Cover title: Donnelley's atlas of Chicago
Both volumes include index maps at front.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library).
Gift 2012 (?), Winnetka Historical Society.
References: Phillips 1585; OCLC 28779425
(1891 ed.); OCLC 72844859 (1905-1907 ed.)
map7C G4104.C6G46 1891 .D6 (PrCt)

19603 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1891 - Water
supplyWater supply - Chicago - Maps - 1891
Chicago water pipe system, January 1, '91.
[Chicago : Bureau of Engineering, 1891].
Authors: Chicago (Ill.). Bureau of Engineering --
Verreault, George T. -- Chicago (Ill.). Department
of Public Works. Fifteenth annual report (1891) --
Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry
Library)
1 map ; 57 x 34 cm.
Detached from: Chicago (Ill.). Dept. of Public
Works, Fifteenth annual report (Chicago:
Cameron, Amberg & Co., 1891), opp. p. 86.
In upper margin: Plate III.
At lower right: Geo. T. Verreault Del.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library).
map4F G4104 .C6N44 1891 .V4 (PrCt)

19604 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1892
Map of Chicago, State of Illinois, United States of
America : showing its extent and boundaries as
described in The Standard Guide to Chicago
written and compiled by John J. Flinn, Flinn &
Sheppard, publishers. [Chicago : Rand McNally
and Company, 1892?].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Flinn,
John J. (John Joseph), 1851-1892 -- Flinn &
Sheppard -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection
(Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 70 x 49 cm.
'Rand, McNally & Co.'s map of Chicago and
suburbs. Copyright, 1890, by Rand, McNally &
Co., Chicago. For `The Standard Guide to

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
19606 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1892
Wall maps - Street addresses - Chicago (Ill.) - 1892
Street names - Chicago (Ill.) - 1892
Streets - Chicago (Ill.) - 1892
Chicago was surveyed in sections in 1821, and all blocks and lots in the city are subdivisions of these sections. [Chicago] : Copyrighted by Rufus Blanchard, 1892.
Authors: Blanchard, Rufus, 1821-1904 -- Blanchard, Rufus, 1821-1904. Index to the streets of Chicago, showing locality by letters, figures and sections ... (1892) -- Illinois Central Railroad Company -- Dunn, Mr., active 1892 -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 108 x 81 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:36,000].
Includes population table for the years 1837-1892.
Detached from 24-page index: Index to the streets of Chicago, showing locality by letters, figures and sections ... . Index shelved as temp Illinois Central map3C G4104.C6 1892 B5a.
Manuscript annotations include "ed lines showing boundaries of district fixed by ord[inan]ce of Feb. 1893 for elevation."
Index inscribed "Rec. from Mr. Dunn, Dec. 92."
Removed from the Illinois Central Railroad Company archives.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

19607 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1892
World's Columbian Exposition (1893 : Chicago, Ill.) - Maps
Chicago, the marvelous city of the West : a history, an encyclopedia, and a guide : illustrated : 1892 / written and compiled by John J. Flinn.
Chicago : Standard Guide Co., [1892?].
Authors: Flinn, John J. (John Joseph), 1851-1929 -- Standard Guide Co. -- Donohue & Henneberry -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
viii, [12], xvii, [1], 17-632, xxxii p., [72] leaves of plates : ill., 4 maps (1 folded) ; 17 cm.
2nd ed.
Cover title: Standard guide to Chicago for the year 1892
Cover title varies.
Printed by Donohue & Henneberry.
Folded map in pocket.
Text on endpapers.
Advertisements: 8 p. at beginning, 32 p. at end, and interspersed.
Includes indexes.
Contents: pt. I. Chicago as it was -- pt. II. Chicago as it is -- pt. III. The encyclopedia -- pt. IV. The World's Columbian Exposition -- pt. V. The guide.
Library binding with spine title: Chicago. Duplicate copy (imperfect; missing folded map from pocket; original publisher's binding with cover title: Standard guide to Chicago for the year 1893): Baskets F548.45 .F632 1892
References: Dybwad, G.L. Annotated bibliography: World's Columbian Exposition, Chicago 1893, 1104
LC Card Number: ca 33000164
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
19608 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1893
Rand McNally & Co.'s map of the city of Chicago. Chicago : Rand McNally, 1893, c1891.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 25 x 18 cm.
In Pictorial guide to Chicago and World's Columbian Exposition (Chicago: Rand McNally, 1893) at end.
On verso: Map showing the business portion of Chicago.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
map3C G4104 .C6 1893 .U5 (PrCt)

19609 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1893
3 maps : col. ; on sheet 72 x 54 cm.
Removed from Rand, McNally & Co.'s Bird's-eye views and guide to Chicago (Chicago: Rand McNally & Co., 1893) [Case F548.5 .R33 1893], pocket at back.
Title from upper right corner of sheet.
Individual maps also cataloged separately.
map4F G4104.C6A 1893 R3 (PrCt)

19610 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1893
Rand McNally and Company's new and concise map of Chicago: showing the new city limits and the location of the World's Columbian Exposition, streets, parks, boulevards, railroads, street car lines, etc. Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., 1893.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 69 x 47 cm., folded to 15 x 7 cm.
Index on verso.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
map3C G4104 .C6 1893 .R3 (PrCt)

19611 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1893
The Union News Company's new and correct map of Chicago: showing the new city limits and the location of the World's Columbian Exposition, streets, parks, boulevards, railroads, street car lines, etc. Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., 1893.
Authors: Union News Company (New York, N.Y.) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 69 x 47 cm., folded to 15 x 11 cm.
"Rand McNally & Co's map of Chicago and suburbs. Copyright 1890, by Rand McNally & Co." -- at bottom left.
Index on verso.
Detached from missing covers.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
map3C G4104 .C6 1893 .U5 (PrCt)

Authors: Rascher Insurance Map Publishing Company -- Rascher, Charles -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (109 unnumbered leaves) : 112 hand col. maps ; 52 cm.
Running title: Chicago block book
"Copyright 1893 by Chas. Rascher, manager."
"Covering territory between Chicago River and Harrison Street and between South Branch of Chicago River, Michigan Avenue, and Central Avenue."
Scale 1:600. 50 ft. to an in.
Coordinates: (W 87°38'22"--W 87°37'25"/N 41°52'27"--N 41°53'17")
"Heavy black lines indicate outlines of pages of Chicago atlas vol. 1."
Index map and key to maps on title page. Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
References: Le Gear L901; Phillips 12596.
Baskes oversize G1408.C62L8G475 R37 1893 (NLO)

19613 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1893 - Social conditions
The "Black hole", or, The missionary experience of a girl in the slums of Chicago, 1891-1892. [St. Louis, Mo.? s.n., 1893].
Authors: Divers, Vivia H. -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
192 p., 4 leaves of plates : ill., map ; 20 cm.
Preface signed: V.H.D.
"A centennial tribute to mission work"--T.p.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
BV2653 .D58 (NLO)

19614 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1893<>World's Columbian Exposition (1893 : Chicago, Ill.) - Maps
Chicago Tribune's Columbian souvenir map of Chicago and the World's Fair. [Chicago] : Chicago Tribune, 1893.
Authors: Chicago tribune -- Rand McNally and Company -- Gleason, Frederic Grant, 1848-1903 -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 55 x 42 cm.
Added title in upper margin: The Chicago Tribune: Columbian Exposition souvenir. 'Copyright 1893, by the Chicago Tribune.'
Scale [ca. 1:12,000].
Bounded by Beach St. (later Canal St.), Ohio St., 71St St., and Lake Michigan.
Includes indexes to railroads, hotels, theaters, and the exposition.

19615 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1893<>World's Columbian Exposition (1893 : Chicago, Ill.) - Maps
Hill's souvenir guide to Chicago and the World's Fair / by Thomas E. Hill. Chicago : Laird & Lee, 1893, c1892.
Authors: Hill, Thomas E. (Thomas Edie), 1832-1915 -- Laird & Lee, Publishers -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
232 p. : ill., 29 maps, ports. ; 19 cm.
Cover title: Hill's guide from all parts of the earth to Chicago and the World's Fair
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Baskes T500.A2 H55 1893 (NLO)

19616 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1893<>World's Columbian Exposition (1893 : Chicago, Ill.) - Maps
Handy map of Chicago and the World's Fair, 1893. Chicago : Rand McNally, 1893.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Chicago

19617 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1893<>World's Columbian Exposition (1893 : Chicago, Ill.) - Maps
Rand McNally & Co's New and concise map of Chicago : showing the new city limits and location of the World's Columbian Exposition, streets, parks, boulevards, railroads, street car lines, etc.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., 1893, c1890.
1 map : col. ; 69 x 48 cm.
Removed from Rand, McNally & Co.'s Bird's-eye views and guide to Chicago (Chicago: Rand McNally & Co., 1893) [Case F548.5 .R33 1893], pocket at back.
Includes list of "Railroads entering Chicago," 1-10.
Red overprinting highlights site of fair. In lower left corner: Rand McNally & Co.'s. Map of Chicago and suburbs. Copyright 1890.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
map4F G4104.C6:2W6 1893 T7 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Illinois Central Railroad Company -- Calumet Electric Railroad -- South Chicago Electric Railroad -- Englewood & Chicago Railroad -- Morgan Park and Blue Island Railroad -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 185 x 107 cm.
'1894' hand-stamped beneath title.
Continuation inset (16 x 27 cm.): Northern portion of Chicago ... Includes indexes to railroads and streets.
Annotated in manuscript colors to show lines of Illinois Central Railroad, Calumet Electric Railroad, South Chicago Electric Railroad,
19625 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1896 - City

Map showing territorial growth of the city of Chicago: to accompany the annual report of the Map Department, O. L. Wullweber, superintendent, 1896. Chicago : Map Department, 1896.

Authors: Müller, Charles M. -- Wullweber, O. L. -- Chicago (Ill.). Department of Maps and Plats -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; on sheet 56 x 43 cm.

Detached from Chicago (Ill.). Dept. of Public Works, Twenty-first annual report (Chicago, 1897), opp. p. 308.

Scale ca. 1:83,000.

Miles from city center indicated by concentric circles.

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

19627 **Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1898****Chicago (Ill.) - Pictorial works - Collections, 1898****Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - Collections, 1898**  
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map : col. ; 63 x 50 cm.  
Condition: Paper covers torn, spine repaired with tape, text block good.  
Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection.  
Previous location: B-19.  
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).  
**AMcN III PC 2500 (PrCt)**

19628 **Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1898 - Harbors**  
*Map of Chicago harbor, Illinois showing condition of harbor entrance and outer harbor at the close of the fiscal year, ending June 30th, 1898.* S.I. s.n., 1898.  
1 map : 23 x 32 cm.  
"To accompany the annual report for the fiscal year ending June 30th, 1898. W.L. Marshall, Major, Corps of Eng's, U.S.A."  
Not in MMC.  
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).  
**Govt. 3749 opp. p. 2418 (PrCt)**

19629 **Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1898 - Local Transit**  
*Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1898 - Railroads*  
*Railroads*  
*Railway map of Chicago, showing electric, horse, cable & elevated lines.* Chicago : R. Blanchard, 1898.  
Authors: Blanchard, Rufus, 1821-1904 -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map : col. ; 89 x 58 cm.  
Cf. MMC 4-0705 and 4-0730.  
4280  
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).  
**map6F G4104.C6P1 1898 .B5 (PrCt)**

19630 **Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1898 - Local Transit**  
*Loop (Chicago, Ill.)*  
*Loop (Chicago, Ill.)*  
*Loop (Chicago, Ill.)*  
*Loop (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1898 - Commercial Property*  
Authors: Metropolitan West Side Elevated Railway Company (Chicago, Ill.) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Moffat, Bruce -- Central Electric Railfans' Association -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map : col. ; 63 x 50 cm.  
Facsimile of map originally published Chicago: Metropolitan West Side Elevated Railway Company, 1898.  
Issued to accompany Moffat, Bruce G., The 'L': the development of Chicago's rapid transit system, 1888-1932 (Chicago: Central Electric Railfans' Association, 1995) [TF 841 .C43].  
Oriented with north to right.  
Shows area from Wellington Ave. to 24th St. and Laramie to the lake.  
On verso: Heart of Chicago : showing Metropolitan West Side Elevated R.R. and connections [and identifying many buildings and businesses by name].  
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).  
**temp map4F G4104.C6P33 1898 M4 1995 (PrCt)**

19631 **Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1898 - Water Utilities - Manuscripts**  
*Manuscript maps*  
*Map of Chicago showing location of pumping stations, tunnels and cribs.* 1898.  
Authors: Ericson, John, (John Ernst), b. 1858 -- Colcord, A. E. -- Chicago (Ill.). City Engineer -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 ms. map : hand col. ; 65 x 48 cm. on paper board  
Apparently detached from a manuscript atlas; 'index' on verso lists 12 pumping station maps and 22 tunnel shaft locations keyed to p. 1-53.  
Acquired 2003.  
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).  
**map4F G4104.C6N44 1898 E7 (PrCt)**

19632 **Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1899**  
*Blanchard's map of Chicago with the new street names 1899.* Chicago : R. Blanchard, 1899.  
Authors: Blanchard, Rufus, 1821-1904 -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map : col. ; 90 x 60 cm.  
In Blanchard's guide to Chicago, showing street numbers and how to find them ... [272 p.] (Chicago: Blanchard, 1898 [sic]).  
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).  
**G 8962 .104 [map] (PrCt)**

19633 **Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1899****Evanston (Ill.) - Maps - 1899****Evanston (Ill.) - Maps - 1899****Wall maps****Railroads - Maps**  
*Rand-McNally general map of Chicago : showing wards, townships, etc.* Chicago : Rand, McNally & Co., c1899.  
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
Authors: Morris, Frank Marion -- Mooney & Boland Agency -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 89 x 60 cm.
Originally issued folded into Mooney & Boland Agency cover.
Previously shelved as oversize G 10896 .595.
Probably also issued in various eds. of Morris' dictionary of Chicago and vicinity (Chicago: F.M. Morris, 1891-1899) [Map missing in 1891 ed. at Newberry, G 8962.59].
Not in MMC.
5142
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
map6F G4104.C6 1899 .R3 (PrCt)

19635 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1900 Blanchard's guide to Chicago : showing street numbers and how to find them, street car lines and where they lead to : also, other things wanted in a city guide. Chicago : Rufus Blanchard : Geo. F. Cram, 1900.
Authors: Blanchard, Rufus, 1821-1904 -- Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
263, [9] p. ; maps ; 17 cm.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Case F548.18 .B52 1900 (NLO)

19636 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1900 - Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1900 - Atlases - Chicago Region (Ill.) - 1900-Atlases - Chicago Region (Ill.) - 1900-Street names - Chicago (Ill.) - 1900-Streets - Chicago (Ill.) - 1900-Road maps Tillotson's pocket map & street guide of Chicago and suburbs of Evanston, Oak Park, Morgan Park, Glencoe, Kenilworth, Wilmette and Winnetka. Chicago : M.D. Tillotson, 1900.
Authors: Tillotson, Miles D. -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
1 atlas (156 p.) : chiefly maps ; 18 cm.
Includes list of changed street names.
Very damaged and brittle; refer to Newberry photocopy duplicates available at the genealogy reference desk (Main Reading Room) and the map cataloging area (Special Collections).
Gift '50.
ICN 50-4372
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
G 10896 .876 (NLO)

19637 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1901 Blanchard’s map of Chicago with the new street names, 1901. Chicago : Rufus Blanchard, 169 Randolph St., 1901.
Authors: Blanchard, Rufus, 1821-1904 -- Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 90 x 61 cm., folded to 18 x 9 cm. + street guide (9 p. ; 18 cm.)
Imprint from front cover, date from map.
Issued folded to 18 x 9 cm. in 9 p. street guide with same title.
Scale [ca. 1:21,000].
Legend includes information on railroads, railroad stations, and horse car lines.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
map3C G4104.C6 1900 .B5a (NLO)

19638 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1901 Blanchard’s Guide to Chicago : showing street numbers and how to find them, street car lines and where they lead to : also, other things wanted in a city guide. Chicago, Ill. Rufus Blanchard : Geo. F. Cram, 1901.
Authors: Blanchard, Rufus, 1821-1904 -- Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
251 p. ; ill., maps (1 folded col.) ; 17 cm.
Cover Title: Blanchard’s Guide to Chicago : showing street numbers and how to find them, street car lines and where they lead to : also, other things wanted in a city guide, all without errors
Notes: Advertisements appear after numbered pages and index.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
G 8962 .105 (NLO)

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)


Authors: Sanborn Map Company -- Peoples Gas Light and Coke Company -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)

50 v. : col. maps ; 63 cm.

For publication dates, last recorded correction dates, and geographic coverage of all volumes, refer to Index map shelved with collection.

Most volumes contain correction records dated to 1990, but Peoples Gas estimates that corrections were made until 1993.


Some volumes are accompanied by supplemental maps compiled by Peoples Gas for internal use, and variously revised between 1940-1978; these refer explicitly to Sanborn volumes, but do not include the footprints of individual buildings nor the construction codes found on Sanborn maps; bound within scattered Sanborn atlases and within two separate volumes.

For variant copies of v. 6-7 (covering the Near West Side and West Town), published 1916-1917 and revised through 1951, see temp map8C G1409.C4 S3 1916.

This collection includes Winnetka volume (published 1938, corrected to 1970): Insurance maps of Winnetka, Illinois including Kenilworth & part of NewTrier Township; for a photocopy of a different copy of Winnetka volume, see folio oG1408.C7 S3 1938a.

Scales differ.

Donated by Peoples Gas Light and Coke Company to the Newberry Library in 1999.

Digital versions of variant copies of these volumes available on the "Sanborn Maps of Illinois, 1867-1970" website (hosted by the Consortium of Academic and Research Libraries in Illinois (CARLI); accessed October 2011): http://collections.carli.illinois.edu/cdm4/index_sanborn.php?CISOROOT=sanborn

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

map6F G4104.C6P3 1901 R3 (PrCt)


Hydrographic harbor and railroad chart of Chicago Ill. : with its docks, slips, basins and canals, showing all railroad terminals at this harbor and their connection with the lake and river transportation, and with various industries off the harbor, and junction points to stock yards of every railroad entering the city; also a directory of every occupant on the Chicago River and its branches. Buffalo, N.Y. C.H. Cobb, 16 Lakewood Avenue, 1902.

Authors: Cobb, C. H., fl. 1902 -- Cobb, Charles R. -- Haas, W. F., fl. 1902 -- G. M. Hausauer & Son (Firm), fl. 1902 -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Hausauer (G.M. & Son) SEE G. M. Hausauer & Son (Firm), fl. 1902 1 map : hand col. ; 60 x 88 cm. on sheet 120 x 93 cm.

'Ed. 1902 by C.R. Cobb. Copyright 1902.'

'W.F. Haas, engraver, Buffalo, N.Y.'

'G. M. Hausauer & Son, printers, Buffalo, N.Y.'

Scale [1:9,600]. 'Scale 1/4 inch 200 feet.'

'Soundings taken 1902.'

Bounded by Belt Railway, Diversey Blvd., 63rd St., and the lake.

Colored to show properties of the Illinois Central Railroad Company and the St. Charles Air Line Railroad.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Oriented with north at right.
Extensive business directory printed in top and bottom margins; includes list of 'vessel agents.'
Mounted on cloth; detached from wooden rollers.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**maproll G4104.C6P1 1902.C6 (PrCt)**

19642 **Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1904**

Chicago at a glance : a condensed and complete guide of the western metropolis, containing a fine colored street number map, showing the new city limits, the grounds on which the World's Columbian Exposition was held, the location of streets, parks, boulevards, railroads, electric suburban railways and street car lines: all a stranger desires to know, in brief and attractive form / compiled and revised to date by Richard J. Murphy. Chicago : Edward R. Walsh, [1904?].

Authors: Murphy, Richard J. -- Blanchard, Rufus, 1821-1904. Blanchard’s map of Chicago, with the new street names,1904 -- Walsh, Edward R. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)

122, [18] p. : ill., 1 folded col. map ; 17 cm.
Folded map pasted to inside back cover:
Blanchard’s map of Chicago, with the new street names,1904.
Includes indexes.
Publisher’s printed paper binding.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**Baskes F548.18.M875 1904 (NLO)**

19643 **Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1904 - Bench-marks**

Map showing location of standard bench monuments in the city of Chicago. Chicago : Bureau of Sewers, [1905].

Authors: Müller, Charles M. -- Haaf, Fred -- Wullweber, O. L. -- Chicago (Ill.). Bureau of Sewers -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; on sheet 75 x 45 cm. + technical drawing 50 x 34 cm.
Detached from Chicago (Ill.). Dept. of Public Works, Twenty-ninth annual report (Chicago, 1905), opp. p. 429.
Scale ca. 1:63,360.
Shows location of bench marks, with elevations.
Accompanying drawing gives 'Plan, cross-sections, and elevations of Chicago standard bench monuments.'
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**map4F G4104.C6B3 1904 C6 (PrCt)**

19644 **Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1904 - Parks**

Proposed metropolitan park system for Chicago, 1904. Chicago : Special Park Commission, [1905].

Authors: Perkins, Dwight Heald, 1867-1941 -- Chicago (Ill.). Special Park Commission -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 76 x 48 cm.
'For the Special Park Commission of Chicago by Dwight Heald Perkins.'
At upper left: Map No. 1.
Scale ca. 1:70,800.
Shows existing parks and boulevards, cemeteries, and proposed parks.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**map4F G4104.C6G52 1904 P4 (PrCt)**

19645 **Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1906**


Authors: Moran, George E. -- Kroll, Charles G. -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)

[130], 269, [20] p. : ill., map, port. ; 19 cm.
"August ed."
Former owner: Charles G. Kroll.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**F548.5.M83 1906 (NLO)**

19646 **Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1906 - Railroads**

Map of Chicago city railway system. [Chicago : Chicago City Railway Company], 1906. Authors: Chicago City Railway Company 1 map ; 65 x 44 cm.
Scale 1:10,560 or ‘6 inches - 1 mile.’
‘Dec. 1906.’
Shows area from Loop south to 91st St. and from the lake and Stoney Island Ave. west to Cicero Ave.
Shows ‘company’s property, railroad stations, number of steam tracks, hand pick ups, grip traps, switches, lever switches, run off, proposed lines, foreign tracks, elevated tracks, spring tongues, car stop signs.’
Includes 24 small insets of intersections, showing details of switches.
Gift of Bruce Klapper, 2008.

**map4F G4104 .C6P33 1906 C6 (PrCt)**

---

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
19647 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1907 - Real property - Tax assessment - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1907 - Tax assessment

Real property
Authors: Chandler, F. R. - Cook County (Ill.). Assessor's Office - City Region Map Collection (Newberry Library) - Cook County (Ill.). Office of the Cook County Assessor SEE Cook County (Ill.). Assessor's Office - Cook County (Ill.). Office of Assessor SEE Cook County (Ill.). Assessor's Office
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

19648 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1908-1927 - Housing - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1908-1927

Areas included in housing investigation 1908-1927 [in Chicago]. [Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1936].
1 map; 19 x 12 cm.
Anonymous map without imprint.
Includes key to 24 named districts that were canvassed and 1920 ward boundaries.
"Map III" -- top margin.
Duplicate copy: Wing ZP 983.C43116
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
1 0896.013, p. [168] (PrCt)

19649 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1909 - Local Transit - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1909 - Railroads - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1909 - Railroads - Maps

Key to track elevation ordinances, Chicago.
Chicago: Track Elevation Department, 1909.
Authors: Chicago (Ill.). Track Elevation Department -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map; 80 x 62 cm.
Shows dates of ordinances authorizing track elevation.
4367
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
map6F G4104.C6P3 1909 .C5 (PrCt)


Authors: Chicago (Ill.). City Council. Committee on Local Transportation -- Chicago (Ill.). City Engineer -- Foreman, Milton J. -- Ericson, John, (John Ernst), b. 1858 -- Hanberg, John J. -- R.R. Donnelley and Sons Company -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
3 v. : front. (port.) maps, plans, diagrs. ; 39 x 61 cm.
Contents: I. General elements -- II. Public service utilities -- III. Water supply analysis.
High-pressure water systems.

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

oversize H 62 .162 (NLO)

19651 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1909 - Street addresses
Map showing new house number system for the city of Chicago. Chicago : Bureau of Maps and Plats, 1909.
Authors: Chicago (Ill.). Bureau of Maps and Plats -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 24 x 15 cm.
Cut from a newspaper and mounted on stiff cardboard, dated 'Aug. 1909' with rubber stamp. Title in upper margin: Map showing new scheme of house numbers to become effective Sept. 1.' Scale ca. 1:200,000.
Some parks and parkways indicated by green pencil.
Forms part of the Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection at the Newberry Library.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

map1F G4104 .C6 1909 C5 (PrCt)

19652 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1910
Authors: Chicago Directory Company -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 72 x 68 cm.

On verso: Map of Chicago south of 39th Street.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

map6F G4104.C6 1910 .C4 (PrCt)

19653 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1910-Madison Street (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1910
George Eddy Newcomb's map showing the City of Chicago in relation to its North Shore suburbs and especially Madison Street as a great central highway. Chicago : George Eddy Newcomb, [1910].
Authors: Newcomb, George Eddy -- Greeley-Howard Company -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 72 x 47 cm.
'Compiled and drawn by Greeley-Howard Company, Surveyors.' Scale [ca. 1:125,000].
Descriptive text included on verso.
Accompanied by 1p. text promoting real estate sales on Madison St.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

G 10896 .62 (NLO)

19654 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1910 - Population - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1910
School of Social Service Administration -- University of Chicago. Press -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 34 x 19 cm., on sheet folded to 14 x 23 cm.
Draftsman's name nearly illegible.
"Map IV" -- top margin.
Duplicate copy: Wing ZP 983 .C43116
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
I 0896 .013, between p. 240-241 (PrCt)

19655 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1910 - Wall maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map, both sides : col. ; 166 x 71 cm., on sheet

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
90 x 77 cm., folded to 20 x 14 cm.
"Copyright 1910 ... 1909, by Rand McNally & Co." -- beneath title.
"Scale: 2 1/2 inches to one mile."
South side of city continued on verso.
Apparently detached from unidentified text.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library).
map3C G4104 .C6 1910 .R3 (PrCt)

Authors: Geo. C. Olcott & Co. (Chicago, Ill.) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
v. (various paginations) : chiefly maps ; 21 cm.
Olcott published several related series beginning 1909 under various titles, including: Land values record -- Olcott's Cook County zoning and land values ... -- Olcott's real estate valuation service of Chicago -- Olcott's district land value maps of Chicago -- Olcott's land value maps for Chicago -- Olcott's land values blue book of Cook County.
These show land values per square foot, zoning codes (residential, industrial, etc.), summary percentages of ethnic populations, location of churches by denomination, and bus and commuter rail lines.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
HD268.C4 L35 [1912 -- all issues except October]
HD268.C4 O44 [1913 -- January issue only]
HD268.C4 O5 [1920-1989 -- scattered issues, very incomplete]

19657 | Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1912 -

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Maps - 1913
Real rapid transit at least cost. Chicago:
North-West Side Commercial Association of
Chicago, [1920?].
Authors: Deuther, Tomaz F. -- North-West Side
Commercial Association of Chicago -- Chicago
Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 41 x 23 cm. on sheet 84 x 65 cm.
'Supplement map insert, tenth anniversary
dition, North-West Side Commercial Association
Municipal Bulletin, 1910-1920.'
Includes statistical data 'for the year 1913';
reduced reprint of map originally published 1913;
cf. OCLC 51595859.
'See article on page 31 -- 'Real rapid transit."
'Map no. 2' of three maps printed on one sheet.
Lacking accompanying Bulletin article.
Shows population density, existing and proposed
rapid transit lines, and existing streetcar lines.
Gift 2006, Leroy Blommaert.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library).
map6F G4104.C6P2 1920 .D4 (PrCt)

19661 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1914 -
Climate >>> Climate - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps -
1914 <<< Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1914 -
Weather >>> Weather - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps -
1914
The Weather and climate of Chicago, by Henry J.
Cox ... and John H. Armington ... Chicago, Ill.
Pub. for the Geographic Society of Chicago, by
the University of Chicago Press, [1914].
Authors: Cox, Henry Joseph, 1863-1930 --
Armington, John Howard, 1873- -- Geographic
Society of Chicago -- University of Chicago.
Press -- Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library)
xxv, 375 p. : maps, tables, diagrs. front., 2 pl. ; 25
cm.
Series: The Geographic Society of Chicago.
Bulletin no. 4
LC Card Number: 14013648
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library).
5A 3490 (NLO)

19662 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1914 -
Courts >>> Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1914 -
Judicial districts >>> Chicago (Ill.) - Maps -
1914 - Juvenile courts >>> Courts - Chicago
(Ill.) - Maps - 1914 <<< Judicial districts
-Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1914 <<< Juvenile
courts - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps -
1914 <<< Chicago (Ill.). Municipal Court -
Maps - 1914
Map showing the location of the courts in
Chicago, the jurisdiction of each criminal branch
of the Municipal Court, and the institutions
associated with the work of the various courts.
[Chicago : Chicago Board of Education, 1914].
Authors: Gaston, George H., 1871-1934 --
Chicago (Ill.). Municipal Court -- Gaston, George
H., 1871-1934. The History and government of
Chicago (1914-1916) -- Educational bi-monthly v.
9, no. 1 (October 1914) -- Chicago (Ill.). Board of
Education -- Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map ; on sheet 23 x 15 cm.
In: George H. Gaston, "The History and
government of Chicago. Fifth paper : the courts in
Chicago" in The Educational bi-monthly v. 9, no.
1 (October 1914), p. 36.
References A-N, 1-24, and 1-9 keyed to lists of
municipal courts, institutional homes associated
with Chicago's juvenile court, and juvenile
institutions outside of Chicago (on adjacent p.
37).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library).
I 407 .262 v. 9, no. 1 (October 1914), p. 36
(PrCt)

19663 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1914 - Election
districts <<< Election districts - Chicago (Ill.) -
Maps - 1914
27th Ward election precincts. Chicago : Board of
Election Commissioners, 1914.
Authors: Chicago (Ill.). Board of Election
Commissioners -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection
(Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; on sheet 64 x 68 cm.
Shows area between Fullerton and Belmont on
the south and the city limits on the north, and
from the North Branch of the river west to Harlem
and Ozanam.
Numerous annotations and corrections in colored
pencil and ink.
'Shared by Board of Election Commissioners of
the City of Chicago after redistricting of July
1914.'
Includes parts of neighborhoods of Portage Park,
Jefferson Park, and Old Norwood.
Forms part of the Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection
at the Newberry Library.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library).
map4F G4104 .C6F7 1914 C6 (PrCt)

19664 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1914 - Park
districts <<< Park districts - Chicago (Ill.) -
Maps - 1914 <<< Chicago Park District
(Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1912
Map of Chicago showing towns and park districts.
[Chicago : Chicago Board of Education, 1914].
Authors: Gaston, George H., 1871-1934 --
Chicago Park District (Chicago, Ill.) -- Chicago
Bureau of Public Efficiency (Chicago, Ill.) --
Gaston, George H., 1871-1934. The History and
government of Chicago (1914-1916) --
Educational bi-monthly v. 8, no. 4 (April 1914) --
Chicago (Ill.). Board of Education -- Chicago
Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; on sheet 23 x 15 cm.
'Adaption of map prepared by Chicago Bureau of
Public Efficiency."
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
1 407 .262 v. 8, no. 4 (April 1914), p. [340] (PrCt)

19665 Chicago (III.) - Maps - 1914 - Police stations Chicago (Ill.). Police Dept. - Maps - 1914
Map of Chicago showing police precincts, etc. [Chicago : Chicago Board of Education, 1914].
1 map ; on sheet 23 x 15 cm.
In: George H. Gaston, "The History and government of Chicago. Sixth paper : the police in Chicago" in The Educational bi-monthly v. 9, no. 2 (December 1914), p. 146.
Keyed to address directory of 26 police district headquarters and stations on adjacent p. 147.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
I 407 .262 v. 9, no. 2 (December 1914), p. 146 (PrCt)

19666 Chicago (III.) - Maps - 1914 - Railroads Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company - Maps - 1914
Railroads - Maps
Map of Chicago & Western Indiana Railroad Company's lines showing connections. [Chicago? Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company?, 1914?].
Authors: Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 26 x 18 cm.
In Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company. Annual report of the Chicago & Western Indiana Railroad Company ... 1913 [Chicago?: Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company?, 1914?] bound [1] leaf previous to title page.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
5A 7267 (1913 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

19667 Chicago (III.) - Maps - 1914 Wall maps
Rand, McNally & Co.'s new general map of Chicago ... 1914. Chicago : Rand McNally, 1914, c1913.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 146 x 83 cm. on rollers
Scale [1:84,480] 'Scale: 1 3/4 inches to one mile.'
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
maproll G 10896 .732 (NLO)

19668 Chicago (III.) - Maps - 1915 Clason's guide map, Chicago. [Denver?] : Clason Map Company, [1915?].
Authors: Clason Map Co. -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 83 x 46 cm.
Cover titles: Clason's Chicago indexed map -- Chicago, Clason's indexed map.
Cover wanting.
Issued folded to 17 x 11 cm.
Previously cataloged as Map G 10896 .17
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
map6F G4104.C6 1915 .C6 (NLO)

19669 Chicago (III.) - Maps - 1915 Fire protection districts -- Fire protection districts - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1915
Fire Dept. - Maps - 1915
Chicago showing fire stations, etc. [Chicago : Chicago Board of Education, 1915].
1 map ; on sheet 34 x 21 cm., folded to 15 x 21 cm.
References 1-13 keyed to fire stations, fire boats, battalion headquarters, volunteer companies, high pressure plants, etc.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
I 407 .262 v. 9, no. 4 (April 1915), between p. 322-323 (PrCt)

19670 Chicago (III.) - Maps - 1915 - Public health -- Public health - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1915
Public health -- Chicago (Ill.). Dept. of Health - Maps - 1915
Map of Chicago showing city hospitals, municipal lodging houses, garbage disposal, infant welfare stations, dental clinics, private bathing beaches, municipal bath houses, supervising health officers districts, health officers districts, quarantine officers districts, [and] stockyards. [Chicago : Chicago Board of Education, 1915].
Authors: Gaston, George H., 1871-1934 -- Chicago (Ill.). Department of Health -- Gaston,
George H., 1871-1934. The History and government of Chicago (1914-1916) -- Educational bi-monthly v. 9, no. 3 (February 1915) -- Chicago (Ill.), Board of Education -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; on sheet 35 x 21 cm., folded to 15 x 21 cm.
In: George H. Gaston, "The History and government of Chicago. Seventh paper : the Department of Health" in The Educational bi-monthly v. 9, no. 3 (February 1915), between p. 252-253.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
I 407 .262 v. 9, no. 3 (February 1915), between p. 252-253 (PrCt)

Chicago map illustrating Dept. of Public Works. [Chicago : Chicago Board of Education, 1915].
Authors: Gaston, George H., 1871-1934 -- Chicago (Ill.). Department of Public Works -- Gaston, George H., 1871-1934. The History and government of Chicago (1914-1916) -- Educational bi-monthly v. 9, no. 5 (June 1915) -- Chicago (Ill.). Board of Education -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; on sheet 23 x 16 cm.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
I 407 .262 v. 9, no. 5 (June 1915), p. 447 (PrCt)

19672 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1915 - Railroads<<<Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company - Maps - 1915 - Railroads - Maps
Map of Chicago & Western Indiana Railroad Company showing connections. [Chicago? Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company?, 1915?].
Authors: Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 26 x 18 cm.
In Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company. Annual report of the Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company ... 1914 [Chicago?: Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company?, 1915?] opposite title page.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

lv, 1177 p. : maps, ill., tables ; 31 cm.
"Jesse Holdom, chairman" -- comittee directory following t.p.
Includes dozens of maps, tables, illustrations, and photographs.
Includes untitled street map of Chicago in 151 sections (p. 299-450); details railroad lines, stations, yards, round houses, freight houses, junctions and terminals; also identifies the footprints of many other industrial sites, factories and manufacturers, canal slips, piers, warehouses, and other prominent businesses and public buildings; composite map measures approx. 260 x 200 cm.
Also includes individual maps detailing "trackage to be electrified" by 31 railroads in Chicago (p. 769-809; each map measures 23 x 15 cm.)
Also includes maps of electric railroads in the United States and Europe (scattered between p. 632-689, maps measure 18 x 15 cm. and smaller).
Bibliography: p. [1147]-1159.
LC Card Number: a 15002731
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
J 7896 .168 (NLO)

19674 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1915 - Rand McNally and Company - Photographs - 1915
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
19676 Chicago (III.) - Maps - 1916 - Railroads - Electrification - Chicago (III.) - Maps - 1916 - Railroads

Map of Chicago showing generating stations and sub-stations supplying elevated & surface lines, sub-stations of municipal lighting system, each with its respective district. [Chicago : Chicago Board of Education, 1916].
1 map ; 15 x 10 cm.
Accompanied by a total of 50 references in "key to map" on p. 356-357.
Does not detail rail lines.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
I 407 .262 v. 10, no. 4 (April 1916), p. 356 (PrCt)

19677 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1917
Authors: Blanchard, Rufus, 1821-1904 -- Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Loring, George F. -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 109 x 71 cm.
Detached from Blanchard's street guide and map of Chicago (Chicago, 1917) [231 p.; shelved as map3C G4104.C6 1917 .C7 Index].
Scale 1:40,000.
Inset: Chicago Loop district.
4174
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
map6F G4104.C6 1917 .C7 (PrCt)

19678 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1917
Blanchard's Street guide and map of Chicago : showing streets and street numbers, giving the house numbers and names of all intersecting streets, car lines, transfer points, etc.... Chicago : Geo. F. Cram Company, 1917.
Authors: Blanchard, Rufus, 1821-1904 -- Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Loring, George F. -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
231 p. : 1 map (folded, col.) ; 17 cm.
Cover Title: Blanchard's Guide to Chicago : house numbers and names of all intersecting streets....Notes:
Includes index to streets and indexes to various points of interest (banks, theaters, etc.).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
map3C G4104.C6 1917 B5 (PrCt)

19679 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1917
Engelhard's guide to Chicago : designed for the use of both visitors and residents : a sketch of early Chicago, with lists of and comments on places of interest, parks, railways, boulevards, theatres, hotels, restaurants, etc. Chicago : G.P. Engelhard & Co., 1917.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

19682 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1917 - Railroads - Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company - Maps - 1917 - Railroads - Maps Map of Chicago & Western Indiana Railroad Company showing connections. [Chicago? Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company?, 1917?]. Authors: Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : col. ; 26 x 18 cm. In: Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company. Annual report of the Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company for the year ended December 31, 1916 [Chicago?: Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company?, 1917?] at end. Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library). 5A 7267 (1916 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

map8F G4104.C6P3 1917 .C5 sheet 1 of 2 (PrCt)

Authors: Mankase, H. S. -- Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company -- Union Station (Chicago, Ill.) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : blueprint ; on sheet 61 x 142 cm.
Signed 'H.S. [?] Mankase [?], valuation engineer.' 'June 30, 1917' and 'V. III. I B - I B c. 2A - L.' at bottom right.
Details area bounded by the Chicago River and 14th, 16th, and Seward Streets.
Gift 2007, Theodore Sh Brady.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
map8F G4104.C6P3 1917 .C5 sheet 2 of 2 (PrCt)

Authors: Chicago Bureau of Public Efficiency (Chicago, Ill.) -- Chicago Bureau of Public Efficiency (Chicago, Ill.). The Water works system of the city of Chicago -- report [1917] -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 41 x 23 cm.
In: Chicago Bureau of Public Efficiency (Chicago, Ill.). The Water works system of the city of Chicago; report [Chicago : Chicago Bureau of Public Efficiency, 1917], between p. 36-37.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
F 83941 .165, between p. 36-37 (PrCt)

19686 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1918 - City planning Map showing the main features of the Chicago Plan. [Chicago, 1918].
Authors: Burnham, Daniel Hudson, 1846-1912 -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 13 x 21 cm.
Scale ca. 1:27,500.
Date supplied in pencil.
Mounted on heavy paper.

Legend indicates 'New proposals' and 'Two-level streets.' Forms part of the Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection at the Newberry Library.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

map1F G4104 .C6G45 1918 B8 (PrCt)

19687 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1918 - Local transit Chicago local transportation system : Consisting of surface-elevated subway lines provided for by the new Traction Ordinance. Chicago : Citizen's Committee, [1918].
Authors: Citizen's Committee for the New Traction Ordinance (Chicago, Ill.) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 52 x 27 cm.
Scale ca. 1:100,000.
Shows present and proposed surface, elevated, and rapid transit lines.
Overprinting in red, blue, green and yellow on brownish-yellow base map.
At lower left: Do you want rapid transit on the basis of service-at-cost under city control? Then vote 'Yes' on the New Traction Ordinance November 5th [1918].
Forms part of the Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection at the Newberry Library.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
map2F G4104 .C6P33 1918 R3 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 52 x 27 cm.
Scale ca. 1:100,000.
Shows present and proposed surface, elevated, and rapid transit lines.
Overprinting in red, blue, green and yellow on brownish-yellow base map.
Forms part of the Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection at the Newberry Library.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
map2F G4104 .C6P33 1918 R3a (PrCt)

19689 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1918 - Railroads<>Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company - Maps - 1918<>Railroads - Maps Map of Chicago & Western Indiana Railroad Company showing connections. [Chicago?] Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company?, 1918?]
Authors: Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 26 x 18 cm.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
In Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company. Annual report of the Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company ... December 31, 1917 [Chicago?: Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company?, 1918?] at end. Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

5A 7267 (1917 vol. [2]) (PrCt)


Authors: Chicago tribune (August 3, 1919) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 15 x 11 cm.

Bounded by Congress Parkway to 67th Street, and Western Avenue to the lake.

"Shaded area shows part of city where race troubles occurred. Black area marked by arrows shows territory burned over."

In: Chicago tribune (August 3, 1919) pt. 1, p. 4

Duplicate copy: Microfilm A 6 .169

Digital version available by subscription to the last line of each catalog entry.


Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

oversize A 6 .169 (July 29, 1919), pt. 1, p. 4 (PrCt)

19692 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1919 - Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1919 - Atlases - Chicago (Ill.) - 1919 - Atlases - Chicago Region (Ill.) - 1919 - Street names - Chicago (Ill.) - 1919 - Streets - Chicago (Ill.) - 1919 - Road maps


Authors: Winters Publishing Co. (Chicago, Ill.) -- Kandul Publishing Co. (Chicago, Ill.) -- Tillotson, Miles D. -- Sclair, Helen, 1930-2009 -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)


Cover title: Tillotson's Kandul pocket map and street guide of Chicago and suburbs. Includes street index.

Damaged; part of front cover chipped away.

Gift 2011, estate of Helen Sclair.

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

map3C G4104.C6 1919 .T5 (PrCt)

19693 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1919 - Railroads - Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company - Maps - 1919 - Railroads - Maps

Map of Chicago & Western Indiana Railroad Company showing connections. [Chicago? : Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company?, 1919?].

Authors: Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 26 x 18 cm.

In Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company. Annual report of the Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company ... December 31, 1918 [Chicago? : Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company?, 1919?] at end.

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

5A 7267 (1918 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

19694 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1920-1929 - Bus lines - Pictorial maps - Pictorial maps - Chicago

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Clason Map Co. -- Chicago Motor Coach Co. -- Raster, Hermann, 1827-1891 -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 82 x 51 cm.
Cover title: Pictorial map and guide to Chicago. Colored to show Chicago Motor Coach Co. routes to the north, west, and south sides of the city. Shows major streets only; bounded by Howard Ave., 87th St., Austin Blvd., and Lake Michigan. Inset (17 x 10 cm.): Street numbers [guide map]. Map on verso (82 x 51 cm. ; includes 'shopping district' route): Chicago Motor Coach pictorial map of downtown Chicago. Issued folded to 18 x 10 cm.
'Raster School, 71st Street'--pencilled note on verso.
Separated from the Hermann Raster papers (Newberry Library) [Midwest MS Raster]
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
map6F G4104.C6A5 192- .C5 (PrCt)

19695 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1920 - Parks City of Chicago. Chicago : Rand McNally, [1920].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 24 cm. fold. in covers 14 x 9 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally map of park and boulevard system of Chicago : Showing surface and elevated lines, play grounds, golf clubs, bathing beaches and base ball parks. 15c. List of 'Points of interest' on verso includes Interurban railways; Leading clubs; City, county, and federal buildings; Hotels; Lake steamship line docks and offices; Parks and points of interest; Railroad stations (Passenger); Railroad freight depots; and Princial theaters and other places of amusement. Scale ca. 1:100,000.
Includes inset: Loop (10 x 7 cm). Front cover has stamp of Register of Copyrights, date in ink 'Feby. 2/20.'
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
map2F G4104.C6E63 1920 R3 (PrCt)

1 map ; 34 x 18 cm., on sheet folded to 14 x 23 cm.
Duplicate copy: Wing ZP 983 .C43116
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
I 0896 .013, between p. 248-249 (PrCt)

19697 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1920 - Railroads Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company - Maps - 1920 - Railroads Map of Chicago & Western Indiana Railroad Company showing connections. [Chicago? Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company?, 1920?].
Authors: Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 26 x 18 cm.
In Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company. Annual report of the Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company ... December 31, 1919 [Chicago?: Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company?, 1920?] opposite title page.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
5A 7267 (1919 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

19698 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1920 - Road maps Map showing plan to create an outer belt drive between Lake Michigan and the Desplains River. Chicago : North-West Side Commercial Association of Chicago, [1920?].
Authors: Deuther, Tomaz F. -- North-West Side Commercial Association of Chicago -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 37 x 61 cm. on sheet 84 x 65 cm. 'Supplement map insert, tenth anniversary edition, North-West Side Commercial Association Municipal Bulletin, 1910-1920.' 'See article on page 29 -- "Plan to create outer belt drive between Lake Michigan and the..."'
Desplaines River.”
'Map no. 1' of three maps printed on one sheet.
Lacking accompanying Bulletin article.
Details proposed highway and adjacent road
network between Edgewater, Rogers Park and
River Grove.
Gift 2006, Leroy Blummaert.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library).
\textit{map6F G4104.C6P2 1920 .D4 (PrCt)}

\textbf{19699} \textbf{Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1920 - Road maps}
\textit{Road maps}
\textit{Map showing plan to connect the northwest and
south sides by the opening of a diagonal line
street between Milwaukee & Cottage Grove
Avenues. Chicago : North-West Side Commercial
Association of Chicago, [1920?]}
Authors: Deuther, Tomaz F. -- North-West Side
Commercial Association of Chicago -- Chicago
Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 42 x 27 cm. on sheet 84 x 65 cm.
'Supplement map insert, tenth anniversary
edition, North-West Side Commercial Association
Municipal Bulletin, 1910-1920.'
'See article on page 30 -- "Plan to connect
Milwaukee and Cottage Grove Avenues."
'Map no. 3' of three maps printed on one sheet.
Lacking accompanying Bulletin article.
Gift 2006, Leroy Blummaert.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library).
\textit{map6F G4104.C6P2 1920 .D4 (PrCt)}

\textbf{19700} \textbf{Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1921
Cram's Street guide and map of Chicago : showing list of street names with key to location
on map, giving the house numbers at all intersecting streets, also car lines, transfer points,
etc.... Chicago : George F. Cram Company,
[1921?]}
Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Chicago
Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
255,[1] p. : maps ; 18 cm.
Cover Title: Cram's Guide to Chicago : giving
house numbers and names of all intersecting
streets, points of interest and how to reach them.
Includes index to streets, indexes to various
points of interest (banks, theaters, etc.), and map
of wards dated July 22d, 1921.
Lacks large folding map.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library).
\textit{map3C G4104 .C6 1921 C7 (PrCt)}

\textbf{19701} \textbf{Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1921
Railroads}
\textit{Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company - Maps - 1921
Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company showing connections. [Chicago?}
Authors: Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad
Company, [1921?].
\textit{Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad
Company -- Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library)}
1 map : col. ; 26 x 18 cm.
In Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad
Company. Annual report of the Chicago and
Western Indiana Railroad Company ... December
31, 1920 [Chicago?: Chicago and Western
Indiana Railroad Company?, 1921?] at end.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library).
\textit{5A 7267 (1920 vol. [1]) (PrCt)}
19710 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1923 - Road maps
--- Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1923 - Road maps
--- Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1921 - Golf courses
--- Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1923 - Golf courses
--- Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1923 - Golf courses
--- Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1923 - Road maps


1 map : col. ; 56 x 39 cm., folded in covers to 17 x 11 cm.

Uniform title: Auto trails

Cover title: Official automobilists’ guide of Chicago and vicinity: forest preserves, golf links, town mileage.

"Compliments of Illinois Merchants Trust Company, Clark and Jackson streets, Chicago" Keyed to 21 named road signs.

Includes index to 81 golf and country clubs, and 14 forest preserves.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Maps part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

map3C G4104 .C6P2 1923 .J4 (PrCt)

19711 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1923 - Street-railroads
--- Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1923 - Railroads
--- Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1923 - Local transit
--- Street-railroads
--- Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1923
--- Local transit - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1923
--- Street-railroads - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1923
--- Railroads - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1923
--- Railroads - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1923

Report and recommendations on a physical plan for a unified transportation system for the city of Chicago : to the Committee on Local Transportation of the City Council of the City of Chicago / by R.F. Kelker, Jr. [Chicago : James T. Igoe Co., printers], 1923.

Authors: Kelker, R. F. (Rudolph Frederick), b. 1875 -- Chicago (Ill.). City Council. Committee on Local Transportation -- James T. Igoe Co. -- Northwestern University (Evanston, Ill.). Transportation Center -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)

6 p. l., 9-175 p. : illus., 17 fold. pl. (maps, plans), diagrs. ; 29 cm.

With ownership stamp of Northwestern University Transportation Center Library and "Duplicate, withdrawn" stamp on front free endpaper.

Summary: The definitive study of Chicago's transportation system in the first part of the 20th century, laying the foundation for its future. The maps show projected transportation lines at different stages of construction, with detailed layouts of subway and elevated tracks in the central area of the City; population distributions in 1920 with rapid transit lines; time zones to the loop for surface and elevated lines as of 1922, and at the end of the first period of construction, and for the unified transportation system at the end of the first period of construction; map analyzing relative speed of elevated lines and rapid transit lines; car flow diagram; a typical station layout and typical cross sections for four track and two track subways; and an outline map of municipal and metropolitan areas of certain large cities.

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

To Collection Services for cataloging, April 2011 (PrCt)

19712 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1924
--- Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1924
--- Chicago Rapid Transit Company - Maps 1924
--- Railroads - Maps

1924 official elevated railroad guide and directory of the city of Chicago and suburbs / adapted by the Chicago Rapid Transit Co. for the ... and their employees. Chicago : J.B. McComber, c1924.

Authors: McComber, Joseph B. -- Chicago Rapid Transit Company -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)

148 p. : 3 maps ; 17 cm.

Cover title.

'This guide embraces Chicago, Evanston, Oak Park, Cicero, Forest Park, Berwyn, and River Forest, with an abridgment of 225 towns and villages reached via elevated railroad connections. Compiled by J. B. McComber' -- p. 5.

The maps (of Evanston, p.92; Oak Park, p.98; and Cicero, p.104) are one-page typographic diagrs. showing street numbering and rapid transit lines.

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

To Collection Services for cataloging, 24 Oct. 2007 (PrCt)

19713 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1924 - Local transit

Map of Chicago surface lines. Chicago : Economist, 1924.

Authors: Economist (Chicago, Ill.) -- Gerald F. James T. Igoe Co.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
19714 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1924 - Railroads<<>>Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company - Maps - 1924<<>>Railroads - Maps

Map of Chicago & Western Indiana Railroad Company showing connections. [Chicago? Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company?, 1924?].

Authors: Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 26 x 18 cm.

In Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company. Annual report of the Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company ... December 31, 1923 [Chicago?: Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company?, 1924?] at end.

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

5A 7267 (1923 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

19715 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1925<<>>Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1925

New atlas of Chicago and suburbs. Chicago : Thompson, [1925?].

Authors: Thompson, M. E. -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 2 maps ; 440 x 288 mm.

salemsman's dummy;nd

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

19716 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1925 - Children's accidents<<>>Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1925 - Pedestrian accidents<<>>Children's accidents - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1925<<>>Pedestrian accidents - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1925<<>>Road maps

Spot map of showing location of child pedestrian accidents occurring in Chicago, Illinois. 1925.

[Chicago : Chicago Association of Commerce and Industry, 1926].


1 map ; 22 x 12 cm.

Anonymous map without imprint.

"Figure 5".


Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

folio HE372 .C4 1926, p. 96 (PrCt)

19717 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1925 - Railroads<<>>Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company - Maps - 1925<<>>Railroads - Maps

Map of Chicago & Western Indiana Railroad Company showing connections. [Chicago? Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company?, 1925?].

Authors: Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 26 x 18 cm.

In Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company. Annual report of the Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company ... December 31, 1924 [Chicago?: Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company?, 1925?] at end.

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

5A 7267 (1924 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

19718 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1926 - Automobile ownership<<>>Automobile ownership - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1926<<>>Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1926 - Postal service<<>>Postal service - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1926<<>>Car ownership SEE Automobile ownership

Distribution of 3000 unselected licences showing relative density of automobile ownership, city of Chicago, 1926. [Chicago : Chicago Association of Commerce and Industry, 1926].


1 map ; 22 x 12 cm.

Anonymous map without imprint.

Keyed to directory of 45 named postal districts.

"Figure 5".


Forms part of the Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection.

Scale ca. 1:120,000.

Anonymous map without imprint.

"Figure 37".


Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

folio HE372 .C4 1926, p. 96 (PrCt)
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

19719 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1926 - Catholic church buildings
Catholic church buildings
Catholic churches SEE Catholic church buildings
Kandul map of Chicago showing location of all Catholic churches. Chicago : Clasen Map Company, 1926.
Authors: Clasen Map Co. -- Daprato Statuary Company -- International Eucharistic Congress (28th : 1926 : Chicago, Illinois) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 78 x 45 cm.
Accompanied by 16 p. index to churches and religious bodies, shelved as map4C
G4104.C6E423 1926 .D3
Prepared expressly for ... the XXVIII International Eucharistic Congress, Chicago, June 20-24, 1926.
Previously shelved as folio G 10896 .215
ICN 43-4659
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
map6F G4104.C6E423 1926 .D3 (PrCt)

19721 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1926 - Catholic Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1926 - Wall maps
Wagner's complete map of ... Chicago. Chicago : A.C. Wagner Co., 1926.
Authors: A.C. Wagner Co. -- Wagner (A.C.) Co.
SEE A.C. Wagner Co. -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 149 x 118 cm. on rollers
Issued as 2 maps with separate titles: Wagner's complete map of southside Chicago and West Towns -- Wagner's complete map of northside Chicago, the North Shore and West Towns. Mounted together on canvas and rollers to form 1 wall map.
Scale [ca. 1:28,500].
Includes street indexes and lists of electric railways, Chicago surface lines, and elevated railways.
Notice: paved streets are shown in yellow.'
Shows planned but never built South Side park along shore of Lake Michigan.
ICN 41-458
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
maproll G 10896 .945 (NLO)

19722 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1926 - Delivery of goods
Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1926 - Express service
Delivery of goods SEE Delivery services, Package SEE Express service
Express service SEE Parcel delivery services SEE Express service SEE Road maps
1 map : 22 x 15 cm.
Anonymous map without imprint.
"Numbered circles, major districts. Lettered spaces, minor districts."
"Figure 26".
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
folio HE372 .C4 1926, p. 72 (PrCt)
Anonymous map without imprint.

"In general this plan is similar to ... a universal terminal system. Packages are carried directly from the stores to sub-stations by twenty-eight large capacity trucks. The packages are there routed and final delivery is made by 427 light delivery cars." -- p. 35.

"Figure 9".


Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

19725 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1926 - Employees - Geographical distribution

Residential distribution of employees of one central business district store [in Chicago].

[Chicago : Chicago Association of Commerce and Industry, 1926].


1 map ; 22 x 11 cm.

Anonymous map without imprint.

"Figure 10".

"A graphic picture of the movements required by the 9,000 employees of a single store is shown in Fig. 10." -- p. 35


Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

19726 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1926 - Ethnology

Social base map of Chicago : showing industrial areas, parks, transportation, and language groups. Chicago : University of Chicago Press, 1926.

Authors: University of Chicago. Local Community Research Committee -- University of Chicago. Press -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 65 x 45 cm.

Worn and torn.

OCLC 21735698.

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

map4F G4104.C6E2 1926 U5 (PrCt)
1926 Ethnology - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1926
Authors: Thrasher, Frederic Milton, 1892-1962 -- Drury, John, 1898- -- Neville, Marion, 1901-1967 -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 44 cm.
Prepared by Frederic M. Thrasher, 1923-1926.' Issued to accompany Thrasher's The Gang: a study of 1,313 gangs in Chicago (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, c1927). Base map shows parks, boulevards, cemeteries, railroad and industrial property, and extent of ethnic neighborhoods; red overprinting shows gangs with clubrooms and those without, and gives colloquial names for many neighborhoods. Removed from the John Drury-Marion Neville Papers, Midwest Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
map4F G4104.C6E625 1926 .T5 (PrCt)

19729 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1926 - Local transit
Authors: Chicago Surface Lines -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
48 p. : ill., fold. col. map ; 22 cm.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Case F548.18 .C532 1926 (NLO)

19730 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1926 - Local Transit
Chicago Rapid Transit Company - Maps - 1926 - Wall maps
Guide to Chicago : use the Rapid Transit lines from where you are to where you want to go. Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [1926?].
Authors: Chicago Rapid Transit Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 93 x 154 cm. on rollers
Added title in oversize lettering at bottom: Rapid Transit lines: fast - reliable
Scale [ca. 32,500].
Oriented with north at right.
Inset (26 x 32 cm.): The Loop district: Rapid Transit lines.
NL 37-7246
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
maproll G 10896 .164 (NLO)

19731 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1926 - Railroads
Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company - Maps - 1926 - Railroads - Maps
Map of Chicago & Western Indiana Railroad Company showing connections. [Chicago? Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company?, 1926?].
Authors: Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 26 x 18 cm.
In Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company. Annual report of the Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company ... December 31, 1925 [Chicago?: Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company?, 1926?] at front.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
5A 7267 (1925 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

1926 Pedestrian accidents - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1926 - Traffic fatalities
Spot map of pedestrian fatalities [in Chicago].
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
folio HE372 .C4 1926, p. 40 (PrCt)
Street intersections [in Chicago]: 7 a.m.
Vehicular traffic flow
Road maps
1926
Automobile traffic
SEE Traffic
Chicago (Ill.) folio HE372 .C4 1926, p. 11 (PrCt)

19733
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1926 - Traffic flow
Traffic flow - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1926
Automobile traffic SEE Traffic flow
Car traffic SEE Traffic flow
Vehicular traffic upon principal radiating arteries at boundaries of central business district and 5-mile zone and at [Chicago] city limits : 7 a.m. to 11 p.m., typical week day, May, 1926. [Chicago : Chicago Association of Commerce and Industry, 1926].
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

19735
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1926 - Traffic flow
Traffic flow - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1926
Trucking SEE Traffic flow
Railroads - Maps
Inter-terminal i.c.l. cartage during March 1926, Chicago, Illinois. [Chicago : Chicago Association of Commerce and Industry, 1926].
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

19734
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1926 - Traffic flow
Traffic flow - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1926
Automobile traffic SEE Traffic flow
Road maps
Vehicular traffic flow at a number of the principal street intersections [in Chicago] : 7 a.m.-11 p.m.,

19736
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1926 - Western Electric Company - Employees - Geographical distribution - Commuting
Commuting - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1926 - Employees

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.


1 map ; 22 x 11 cm.

Anonymous map without imprint.

"Figure 13".


Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

19740

Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1928 - Local transit - Local transit - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1928 - Road maps

System of Chicago Surface Lines : showing principal points of interest and direct lines of transportation. [Chicago] : Chicago Surface Lines, c1928.


Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

I 20896 .434, p. 613-614 (PrCt)

19739


Delta Phi Delta national convention [in Chicago] by the blue waters of Lake Michigan : showing the St. Clair Hotel where the convention will be held in June and other points of interest. [Chicago? Delta Phi Delta?, 1928].

Authors: Foote, Gilbert, fl. 1928 -- Delta Phi Delta -- St. Clair Hotel (Chicago, Ill.) -- Middleton, R. Hunter (Robert Hunter), 1898-1985 -- Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company showing connections [in Chicago? Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company?, 1927?] at end.

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

5A 7267 (1926 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

19738

Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1927 - Railroads - Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company - Maps - 1927 - Railroads - Maps

Map of Chicago & Western Indiana Railroad Company showing connections. [Chicago? Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company?, 1927?].

Authors: Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 26 x 18 cm.

In Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company. Annual report of the Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company ... December 31, 1926 [Chicago? : Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company?, 1927?] at end.

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

folios HE372 .C4 1926, p. 41 (PrCt)
Centrality of Chicago

Chicago (Ill.) -- Curtis, fl. 1928 -- Sclair, Helen, 1930-2009 -- Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 46 x 27 cm., folded to 19 x 10 cm.
Details electric street car lines and bus lines.
Inset (11 x 7 cm.): Detail of central district.
Cover artwork of local scenes signed by "Curtis" on back cover.
Gift 2011, estate of Helen Sclair.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library).
map4C G4104.C6P33 1928 .C5 (PrCt)

19741

Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1928 - Railroads<<>>>Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company - Maps - 1928<<>>>Railroads - Maps
Map of Chicago & Western Indiana Railroad Company showing connections. [Chicago? Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company?, 1928?].
Authors: Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company -- Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 26 x 18 cm.
In Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company. Annual report of the Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company ... December 31, 1927 [Chicago? : Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company?, 1928?] at end.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library).
5A 7267 (1927 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

19742

Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1928 - Road maps<<>>>Road maps
New street number guide map of Chicago.
Chicago : Chicago Motor Club, [1928?].
Authors: Chicago Motor Club -- Rand McNally and Company -- Andrew McNally Ill Collection
(Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 144 x 72 cm. on sheet 76 x 76 cm., fold. in covers 19 x 11 cm.
Cover title: Official city of Chicago road map.
Plate no. 1N28.
Printed on both sides of sheet.
Scale 1:31,680 or "2 inches = 1 mile."
Inset: Loop district.
Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection
(Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library).
map3C G4104.C6 1928 C5 (PrCt)

19743

Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1929 - Centrality<<>>>America - Maps - 1929 - Centrality of Chicago

[Chicago, the natural capital of the continent] / Léon R. Pescheret. [Chicago : American Publishers Corporation, 1929].
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 20 x 14 cm.
Map is un titled; the title assigned is that of the essay on the facing page by Colonel Robert R. McCormick.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library).
folio G 8962 .13, p. 14 (PrCt)

19744

Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1929 - Local transit<<>>>Local transit - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1929<<>>>Road maps
System of Chicago Surface Lines : showing principal points of interest and direct lines of transportation. [Chicago?] : Chicago Surface Lines, c1929.
Authors: Chicago Surface Lines -- Chicago Surface Lines. Seeing greater Chicago by the Chicago Surface Lines : a sightseeing and route guide (1929) -- Printing Products Corporation (Chicago, Ill.) -- Beard, Ivan B. -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 52 x 27 cm., folded to 18 x 10 cm.
Inset (11 x 7 cm.): Detail of central district.
"Printing Products Corporation -- Chicago" -- p. 32
Cover artwork of local scenes signed by Ivan V. Beard..
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library).
map4C G4104.C6P33 1929 .C5 (PrCt)

19745

Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1929 - Railroads<<>>>Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company - Maps - 1929<<>>>Railroads - Maps
Map of Chicago & Western Indiana Railroad Company showing connections. [Chicago? Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company?, 1929?].
Authors: Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company -- Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 26 x 18 cm.
In Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company. Annual report of the Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company?, 1929?.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library).
map4C G4104.C6P33 1929 .C5 (PrCt)
In Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad
1 map : col. ; 26 x 18 cm.

Authors: Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad
Company

In Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad
1 map ; 34 x 19 cm., on sheet folded to 14 x 23 cm.
Includes community area numbers and 1930 census tract numbers.
"Map VIII" -- top margin.
Duplicate copy: Wing ZP 983 .C43116
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
I 0896 .013, between p. 368-369 (PrCt)

In Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad
Company -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 26 x 18 cm.
In Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company. Annual report of the Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company ... December 31, 1929 [Chicago?: Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company?, 1930?] at end.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
5A 7267 (1929 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Census tracts of Chicago 1930 : economic status of families based on equivalent monthly rentals of 842,578 homes / Social Science Research Committee, the University of Chicago. [Chicago : University of Chicago Press, 1936].
Authors: University of Chicago. Social Science Research Committee -- Abbott, Edith, 1876-1957.
The Tenements of Chicago, 1908-1935 (1936) -- Breckinridge, Sophonisba Preston, 1866-1948 -- University of Chicago. School of Social Service Administration -- University of Chicago. Press -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 34 x 19 cm., on sheet folded to 14 x 23 cm.
Includes graphic key to 5 economic classes ("lowest" through "highest"), number of homes in each class, and range of median rentals between $33.60 and $172.50.
Also includes community area numbers and 1930 census tract numbers.
"Map VII" -- top margin.
Duplicate copy: Wing ZP 983 .C43116
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
I 0896 .013, between p. 284-285 (PrCt)

A Map of Chicago's gangland from authentic sources, designed to inculcate the most important principals of piety and virtue in young persons, and graphically portray the evils and sin of large cities. [Chicago] : Bruce-Roberts, Inc., 1931.
Authors: Bruce-Roberts, Inc. -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 48 x 62 cm.
Cartoon map; includes "gangland dictionary" of slang.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Scale not given.
Digital image available as part of the Newberry Library’s Great Lakes Digital Collection via the CARLI Digital Collections website (accessed Nov. 2007):
http://collections.carli.illinois.edu/cgi-bin/getimage.exe?CISOROOT=/nby_grlakes&CISOPTR=320
Printed color facsimile of original available in the Chicago Browsing Area of the General Reading Room on the 2nd floor (October 2011).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
map G 10896 .548 (NLO)
19755 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1931 - Election districts - Election districts - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1931
Authors: Chicago (Ill.). Bureau of Maps and Plats -- Chicago (Ill.). Department of Public Works -- Riley, John D. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : blueprint ; 68 x 41 cm.
"Boundaries as established by ordinance of July 10 1931, and amendment thereto."
Dated "Aug. '31" at bottom right.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library); removed from printer's proofs of The Rand, McNally & Co.'s new standard map of Chicago, c1908 (map9C G4104.C6 1908 .R3 (PrCt)).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
map4F G4104.C6F7 1931 .C5 (PrCt)
19756 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1932 - Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1932 - Road maps - Railroads - Maps
Map of the cities of Chicago, Evanston, Berwyn, the town of Cicero & the village of Oak Park : showing transportation facilities, railroads, elevated railroads, surface lines, immortal railroads, principal streets and thoroughfares, parks and forest preserves, industrial & commercial districts. Chicago : Copyrighted & published by Jos. A. Peters, 1932.
1 map : 43 x 30 cm.
Includes manuscript annotations in pencil.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library); removed from printer's proofs of The Rand, McNally & Co.'s new standard map of Chicago, c1908 (map9C G4104.C6 1908 .R3 (PrCt)).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
map2F G4104.C6 1932 .P4 (PrCt)
19757 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1932 - Road maps - Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1932 - Road maps - Indiana - Maps - 1932 - Road maps - Road maps
Pure Oil pathfinder for Chicago and vicinity / issued by the Pure Oil Company, U.S.A. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1932?].
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 57 x 38 cm., folded to 24 x 11 cm.
*Ninth edition"
Panel title.
Maps on verso (27 x 43 cm. and 22 x 19 cm.):
[Northern Indiana] -- Downtown Chicago.
Panel art: Pure Oil Company logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Duplicate copy (with Library of Congress copyright stamp): RMcN Clients 2139 (PrCt)
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
RMCN Clients 2115 (PrCt)
19758 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1932 - Road maps - Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1932 - Road maps - Indiana - Maps - 1932 - Road maps - Road maps
Pure Oil pathfinder for Chicago and vicinity / issued by the Pure Oil Company, U.S.A. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1932?].
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 57 x 38 cm., folded to 24 x 11 cm.
*Ninth edition"
Panel title.
Maps on verso (27 x 43 cm. and 22 x 19 cm.):
[Northern Indiana] -- Downtown Chicago.
Panel art: Pure Oil Company logo.
Duplicate copy (without Library of Congress copyright stamp): RMcN Clients 2115 (PrCt)
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
RMCN Clients 2139 (PrCt)
19759 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1932 - Road maps

Chicago. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1932].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection

(Nebraska Library)

1 folded map

Panel title.

Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.

Forms part of the H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 625 (PrCt)

19760 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1932 - Road maps

Chicago & Vicinity. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1932].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil Company -- Lee, Robert E., fl. 1933 -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 folded map

Panel title.

Cover: License plate motif.

Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.

Panel art: Shell logo, license plates, couple in convertible car (woman driving), dog, signed by artist “Robert E. Lee.”

Forms part of the H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 687 (PrCt)

19761 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1933 - Local transit

Rand McNally Chicago street guide and transportation directory : showing suburban railroads, office buildings, street numbers, elevated lines, restaurants, street cars, bus routes, golf clubs, theaters, airports, museums, hotels, and other places of interest. New York : Rand McNally & Company, 1933.

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Schwedler, F. von -- Caldwell -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)

xxviii, 155 p.: 7 maps ; 18 cm.

Cover title: Street guide and transportation directory of Chicago

One map by F. von Schwedler.

Inscription: Caldwell, State St., 1935.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Baskes F548.67.A1 R36 1933 (NLO)

19762 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1933 - Road maps

Century of Progress International Exposition (1933-1934 : Chicago, Ill.) -

Map Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 41 x 27 cm.

Plate no. G-147-SC

Maps on verso (13 x 57 cm. in 3 sections and 20 x 27 cm.): Map of A Century of Progress Exposition -- Downtown Chicago.

Maps on verso include labeled footprints of Exposition and Loop buildings.

Issued folded to 22 x 10 cm.

Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Company Collection (Newberry Library).

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

map1F G4104.C6P2 1933 .G6 (PrCt)

19763 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1933 - Road maps

Chicago & the Century of Progress. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1933].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil Company -- Lee, Robert E., fl. 1933 -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 folded map

Panel title.

Cover: License plate motif.

Manuscript note on title panel: “2nd edit.”

Penciled note: 2d ed.

Distribution: NL 1, LC 0, DUP 0.

Panel art: Shell logo, license plates, woman driving convertible car, dog, signed by artist "Robert E. Lee.”

Forms part of the H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 909 (PrCt)

19764 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1933 - Road maps

Shealy's Automobile & Transportation Map of Chicago. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1933].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shealy, J. P. -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 folded map

Panel title.

Verso blank.

Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.

Forms part of the H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 903 (PrCt)

19765 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1933 - Road maps

Century of Progress International Exposition (1933-1934 : Chicago, Ill.) -

Map Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 41 x 27 cm.

Plate no. G-147-SC

Maps on verso (13 x 57 cm. in 3 sections and 20 x 27 cm.): Map of A Century of Progress Exposition -- Downtown Chicago.

Maps on verso include labeled footprints of Exposition and Loop buildings.

Issued folded to 22 x 10 cm.

Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Company Collection (Newberry Library).

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

map1F G4104.C6P2 1933 .G6 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

19766
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Century of Progress International Exposition (1933-1934 : Chicago, Ill.) -
19769
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Century of Progress International Exposition (1933-1934 : Chicago, Ill.) -

19767
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Century of Progress International Exposition (1933-1934 : Chicago, Ill.) -
19770
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Century of Progress International Exposition (1933-1934 : Chicago, Ill.) -

19768
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1933 -
Century of Progress International Exposition (1933-1934 : Chicago, Ill.) -
Wall maps -

2015

Request and cite items by
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library).

19771 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
*Chicago & Vicinity. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1933].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Chicago Motor Club -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Four color.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 0, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 813 (PrCt)

19772 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
*Chicago. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1933].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- '=Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 818 (PrCt)

19773 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1933 - Street-railroads
*Street-railroads - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1933
International Exposition (1933-1934 : Chicago, Ill.) - Maps
Street car service to 'A Century of Progress’ exposition. [Chicago : Chicago Surface Lines, 1933].
Authors: Chicago Surface Lines -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 10 x 18 cm., folded to 16 x 11 cm.
Title on outside when folded: The Best way to go to the World's Fair.
Shows streetcar lines between 11th Street and Pershing Road and between Wentworth and the fairgrounds.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
map1F G4104 .C6P33 1933 C5 (PrCt)

19774 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1934 - African Americans
*Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1934 - Ethnology
*Ethnology - African Americans - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1934
Ethnology of African Americans in Chicago.
Authors: University of Chicago. Social Science Research Committee
1 map ; 34 x 18 cm., folded to 14 x 23 cm.
Includes graphic key to distribution of African American population in 10 percentage ranges (i.e. 1-9% through 90-99%).
Also includes community area numbers and 1930 (?) census tract numbers.
"Map II" -- top margin.
Partly adapted from earlier work by Alzada Comstack; see footnote 52 on p. 119.
Duplicate copy: Wing ZP 983 .C43116
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
I0896 .013, between p. 118-119 (PrCt)

19775 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1934 - Population
*Population - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1934
Census tracts of Chicago grouped into 180 areas showing population density per sq. mile. 1934.
[Chicago : University of Chicago Press, 1936].
Duplicate copy: Wing ZP 983 .C43116
Maps part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
I0896 .013, between p. 252-253 (PrCt)
Cook County Statistical Service; Illinois Emergency Relief Commission. [Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1936].


School of Social Service Administration -- University of Chicago. Press -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Cook County Statistical Service (Ill.) SEE Cook County (Ill.). Statistical Service

1 map ; 18 x 9 cm.

"Map IX" -- top margin.


Duplicate copy: Wing ZP 983.C43116

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).


Authors: Deep Rock Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Panel art: Gas pump and globe with "gasoline, Deep-Rock, motor oils" logo; line of cars on curving road.

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 1350 (PrCt)

19780 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1936 - Local transit.../compliments of Deep Rock Oil Companies. See Chicago, use Chicago Surface Lines. [Chicago : Chicago Surface Lines], [1936].


20 p. : ill., 2 col. maps (1 folded) ; 18 cm.

Cover title.

"6/7/37 permanent file" -- ms. note in pencil on front cover.
Includes two H.M. Gousha maps printed back to back (32 x 20 cm. and 16 x 9 cm., on sheet folded to 18 x 11 cm.): Map of Chicago Surface Lines showing points of interest in the city / made by the H.M. Gousha Company, Chicago, Ill. -- Central business district showing Chicago Surface Lines .... .
Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Company Collection (Newberry Library).
References: Cf. OCLC: 20127541
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Gousha Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Conoco logo.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Gousha Clients 1597 (PrCt)

19784 Chicago (III.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Chicago (III.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Gousha Clients 1696 (PrCt)

19785 Chicago (III.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Chicago (III.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Gousha Clients 1696 (PrCt)

19786 Chicago (III.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Chicago (III.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Authors: Socony Vacuum Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Conoco logo.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Gousha Clients 1597 (PrCt)
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Mobilgas winged horse logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library).
Gousha Clients 1753 (PrCt)

19787 Chicago (III.) - Maps - 1937-1940.
Recreation Chicago (III.) - Maps 1937-1940 - Parks Chicago (III.) - Maps 1937-1940 - Recreation Chicago (III.) - Maps - 1937-1940 - Parks Chicago (III.) - Maps - Recreation
5 v. : maps, tables ; 32 cm.
Joint project of the Chicago Recreation Commission and Northwestern University headed by Arthur J. Todd, William F. Byron, and Howard L. Vierow; 'conducted under auspices of the Works Progress Administration, National Youth Administration, Illinois Emergency Relief Commission.'
Includes many maps plotting a great variety of recreational activities; volume 4 includes plans of Chicago public parks.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
folio V 0896 .16 (NLO)

19788 Chicago (III.) - Maps - 1937 Chicago Region (III.) - Maps - 1937 - Atlases - Chicago (III.) - 1937 - Atlases - Chicago Region (III.) - 1937
Authors: Kirk, Fred W. -- Chicago Regional Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Kirk, Fred William, 1880- SEE Kirk, Fred W. -- Kirk, Fred W., 1880- SEE Kirk, Fred W.
1 atlas (62 p.) : 53 maps ; 25 cm.
Includes index map, street index, list of changed street names, and house numbering.
Scale 1:24,000. 1 in. = 2,000 feet.
Duplicate copy (annotated to show city election wards): temp map 4C G1409.C4 K5 1937.
References: Phillips 12645
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
G1409.C6 K69 1937 (NLO)

19789 Chicago (III.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps Chicago Region (III.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps Chicago (III.) - 1937 - Atlases - Chicago Region (III.) - 1937
Authors: Kirk, Fred W. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (62 p.) : 53 maps ; 25 cm.
Includes index map, street index, list of changed street names, and house numbering.
Scale 1:24,000. 1 in. = 2,000 feet.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
References: Phillips 12645
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

19790 Chicago (III.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps Chicago Region (III.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps Chicago (III.) - 1937 - Atlases - Chicago Region (III.) - 1937
Road map, Chicago and vicinity / Chicago Motor Club A.A.A. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1937?].
Authors: Chicago Motor Club -- American Automobile Association -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: cityscape and Chicago Motor Club logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Gousha Clients 1824 (PrCt)

19791 Chicago (III.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps Chicago Region (III.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps Chicago (III.) - 1937 - Atlases - Chicago Region (III.) - 1937
Travel Chicago and vicinity with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1937?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Gousha Clients 1872 (PrCt)

19792 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps>>>Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps>>>Road maps
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: car on road, Phillips 66 sign, and slogan "there's a Phillips station ahead."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Gousha Clients 1954 (PrCt)

19793 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps>>>Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps>>>Road maps
Highway map : Chicago ... / compliments of Standard Oil Company of Indiana. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1937?].
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: cars, gas pumps, and "Standard Service" sign
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Gousha Clients 2001 (PrCt)

19794 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1938>>>Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1938
Cram's Chicago and suburbs : street names, surface, elevated, and steam railways.
Indianapolis : George F. Cram Company, [1938].
Authors: George F. Cram Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 110 x 71 cm. on sheet 61 x 75 cm., folded to 16 x 11 cm. + index (32 p. ; 17 cm.)
"The George F. Cram Company, engravers and publishers. Home office and plant --- Indianapolis."
"Copyright by the George F. Cram Company, Indianapolis."
North and south sides of the city printed back-to-back as two halves of the same map; title from north half; south half untitled.
"Scale --- 1 5/8 inches to one mile."
Insets (23 x 20 cm. and 30 x 26 cm.): North Shore suburbs : Evanston, Wilmette, Kenilworth, etc. -- Cook, Dupage and adjoining counties. Detached from accompanying index: Cram's condensed street guide and map of Chicago, Evanston, Oak Park (Chicago ; Indianapolis : George F. Cram Company, c1938), at end.
Gift 1993, Roger S. Baskes.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
map3C G4104.C6 1938 .C7 (PrCt)

19795 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1938 - City planning - Zoning maps>>>Atlases - Chicago (Ill.) - 1938
Chicago zoning ordinance ... [Chicago : The Fred J. Ringley Co., 1938?].
Authors: Chicago (Ill.) -- Rex, Frederick, b. 1880 -- Municipal Reference Library (Chicago, Ill.) -- Fred J. Ringley Co. (Chicago, Ill.) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Ringley (Fred J.) Co. SEE Fred J. Ringley Co. (Chicago, Ill.)
2 p. l., [3]-20 p. : 49 maps ; 30 cm.
Added mimeographed title page: Chicago zoning ordinance corrected to show amendments passed by the Chicago City council subsequent to September 1, 1927, up to and including January 1, 1938
On cover: City of Chicago. Municipal reference library ... Frederick Rex, librarian. Inserted: 3 mimeographed leaves of correction, before p. 19.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
W 999 .149 (NLO)

19796 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps>>>Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps>>>Road maps
Road map, Chicago and vicinity / Chicago Motor Club A.A.A. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1938?].
Authors: Chicago Motor Club -- American Automobile Association -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: cityscape and Chicago Motor Club logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
19797 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Travel Chicago and vicinity with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1938?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Gousha Clients 3099 (PrCt)

19798 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Highway map : Chicago ... / compliments of Standard Oil Company of Indiana. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1938?].
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: cars, gas pumps, and "Standard Service" sign
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Gousha Clients 3287 (PrCt)

19799 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 60 x 51 cm. on sheet 71 x 54 cm.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Added title: Chicago (southern section) street map. Plate no. T.3899.
On verso: Chicago (northern section) street map. Plate no. T.3898.
Includes inset of downtown Chicago.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Gousha Clients 3042 (PrCt)

19800 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Texaco touring map : Chicago. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1938?].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides ; 107 x 47 cm., on sheet folded to 18 x 9 cm.
Panel title.
Added titles: Chicago (northern section) street map -- Chicago (southern section) street map.
Plate no. 3898
Inset (17 x 11 cm. ) : Central Chicago
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Clients 3614 (PrCt)

19801 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1939

Authors: Writers' Program of the Work Projects Administration in the State of Illinois -- Chicago Historical Bookworks -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
x, 263 p. : ill., maps ; 22 cm.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
ISBN 0924772174 (pbk.) ; 9780924772177 (pbk.)
Chicago Browsing F548.6 .C454 1991 (NLO)

19802 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1939 - Local transit

Rand McNally Chicago street guide and transportation directory : showing suburban railroads, office buildings, street numbers, elevated lines, restaurants, street cars, bus routes, golf clubs, theaters, airports, museums, hotels, and other places of interest. New York : Rand McNally & Co., c1939.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Schwedler, F. von -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 30.17 (PrCt)
19803 **Chicago (III.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps**

Road map, Chicago and vicinity / Chicago Motor Club A.A.A. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1939.

Authors: Chicago Motor Club -- American Automobile Association -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

"1939-40 Edition."

Panel title.

Panel art: cityscape and Chicago Motor Club logo.

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**Gousha Clients 3343 (PrCt)**

19804 **Chicago (III.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps**

Travel Chicago and vicinity with Conoco ...

Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1939?].

Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**Gousha Clients 3392 (PrCt)**

19805 **Chicago (III.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps**

Road map of Chicago and vicinity. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1939?].

Authors: Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

"Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation."

Panel art: photograph of gas station attendant and slogan "smiling service, 'all the way'."

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**Gousha Clients 3492 (PrCt)**

19806 **Chicago (III.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps**

Tour Chicago and vicinity with Skelly. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1939.

Authors: Skelly Oil Company -- Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Panel art: winding road, Phillips 66 sign, and slogan "there's a Phillips station ahead."

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**Gousha Clients 3492 (PrCt)**

19807 **Chicago (III.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps**


Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Panel art:*Slogan* "there's a Phillips station ahead."

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**Gousha Clients 3594 (PrCt)**

19808 **Chicago (III.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps**

Highway map : Chicago ... / compliments of Standard Oil Company of Indiana. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1939?].

Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Street map, Chicago / Chicago Motor Club
A.A.A. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1939].
Authors: Chicago Motor Club -- American Automobile Association -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: cars, gas pumps, and "Standard Service" sign.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Gousha Clients 3640 (PrCt)

Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1940<>>>Road maps
Cram's Chicago and suburbs : street names, surface, elevated, and steam railways
Indianapolis : George F. Cram Company, [ca. 1940].
Authors: George F. Cram Company -- Map Shop (Saint Louis, Mo.) -- Sclair, Helen, 1930-2009 -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. : 110 x 71 cm. on sheet 61 x 75 cm., folded to 16 x 11 cm. + index (32 p. ; 17 cm.)
"Engraved, printed, published by the George F. Cram Company, Inc., Indianapolis, Indiana. Copyright."
North and south sides of the city printed back-to-back as two halves of the same map; title from north half; south half untitled.
"Scale --- 1 5/8 inches to one mile."
Insets (23 x 20 cm. and 30 x 26 cm.): North Shore suburbs : Evanston, Wilmette, Kenilworth, etc. -- Cook, Dupage and adjoining counties. Detached from accompanying index: Cram's condensed street guide and map of Chicago, Evanston, Oak Park (Chicago ; Indianapolis : George F. Cram Company, [ca. 1940]), at end. "New revised index. Lists all street changes and information." -- Front cover of index. "Chestnut 4074. The Map Shop ... 1412 Olive Street, St. Louis, Mo." -- Bookdealer's label on front cover of index.
Gift 2011, estate of Helen Sclair.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

map3C G4104.C6 1940.C7 (PrCt)

Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1940 - Harbors
At head of title: War Department. Corps of Engineers, United States Army.
Series: Lake series (United States. Board of Engineers for Rivers and Harbors) ; no. 4.
Previous owner: W. L. J. Joerg.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. References: Cf. OCLC 5388287.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

19813 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Road map, Chicago and vicinity / Chicago Motor Club A.A.A. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1940-41.
Authors: Chicago Motor Club -- American Automobile Association -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"1940-41 edition."
Panel title.
Panel art: cityscape and Chicago Motor Club logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Gousha Clients 3756 (PrCt)

19816 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Road map, Chicago and vicinity official road map / Phillips 66. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1940.
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: winding road, Phillips 66 sign, and slogan "there's a Phillips station ahead."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Gousha Clients 3826 (PrCt)

19814 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Travel Chicago and vicinity with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1940?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Gousha Clients 3755 (PrCt)

19817 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Highway map : Chicago ... / compliments of Standard Oil Company of Indiana. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1940?].
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: cars, gas pumps, and "Standard Service" sign.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Gousha Clients 3975 (PrCt)

19818 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 60 x 51 cm. on sheet 71 x 54 cm.
Date from AE index.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Added title: Chicago (southern section) street map. Plate no. 3899.
On verso: Chicago (northern section) street map. Plate no. 3898.
Includes inset of downtown Chicago.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
19819 Chicago (III.) - Maps - 1941 - Local transit
Local transit - Chicago (III.) - Maps
- 1941 - Chicago Region (III.) - Maps - 1941
Local transit - Chicago Region (III.) - Maps - 1941
Rand McNally Chicago street guide and transportation directory: showing suburban railroads, office buildings, street numbers, elevated lines, restaurants, street cars, bus routes, golf clubs, theaters, airports, museums, hotels, and other places of interest. New York: Rand McNally & Company, c1941.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Schwedler, F. von -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
xvii, 155 p.: 8 maps ; 18 cm.
[New ed.]
Edition statement from cover.
Cover title: Street guide and transportation directory of Chicago
One map by F. von Schwedler.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Baskes F548.67.A1 R36 1941 (NLO)

19820 Chicago (III.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Road maps - Chicago Region (III.) - Maps - 1941
Road maps - Chicago Region (III.) - Maps - 1941
Street map, Chicago / Chicago Motor Club A.A.A. Chicago: H.M. Gousha Co., [1941?].
Authors: Chicago Motor Club -- American Automobile Association -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: cityscape and Chicago Motor Club logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Gousha Clients 4022 (PrCt)

19821 Chicago (III.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Road maps - Chicago Region (III.) - Maps - 1941
Road maps - Chicago Region (III.) - Maps - 1941
Travel Chicago and vicinity with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago: H.M. Gousha Co., [1941?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Back panel plate number: 6412.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Gousha Clients 4095 (PrCt)

19822 Chicago (III.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Road maps - Chicago Region (III.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Travel Chicago and vicinity with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago: H.M. Gousha Co., [1941?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Back panel plate number: 1411.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Gousha Clients 4096 (PrCt)

19823 Chicago (III.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Road maps - Chicago Region (III.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
D-X road map of Chicago and vicinity. Chicago: H.M. Gousha Co., [1941?].
Authors: Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation."
Panel art: D-X sign and Diamond gas station facade.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Gousha Clients 4147 (PrCt)

19824 Chicago (III.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Road maps - Chicago Region (III.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Chicago and vicinity official road map / Phillips 66. Chicago: H.M. Gousha Co., 1941.
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
References: Phillips 12650 Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Gousha Clients 4177 (PrCt)

Authors: Chicago Plan Commission -- Hoyt, Homer, 1895-1984 -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library) 98 p. : ill, map ; 31 cm.
Series of articles by various authors, prepared under the general supervision of Homer Hoyt, director of research. cf. 1st prelim. leaf.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
folio G 8962 .1505 (NLO)

19828  Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps - Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps - Road map, Chicago and vicinity / Chicago Motor Club. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1942?].
Authors: Chicago Motor Club -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Gousha Clients 4344 (PrCt)

19829  Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps - Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps - Travel Chicago and vicinity with Conoco... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1942?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
19830 Chicago (III.) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps<>Chicago Region (III.) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps<>Road maps
D-X road map of Chicago and vicinity. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1942].
Authors: Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation."
Panel art: D-X sign and Diamond gas station facade.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Gousha Clients 4482 (PrCt)

19831 Chicago (III.) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps<>Chicago Region (III.) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps<>Road maps
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"there's a Phillips station ahead."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Gousha Clients 4508 (PrCt)

19832 Chicago (III.) - Maps - 1943<>Chicago Region (III.) - Maps - 1943
Authors: Leonard Publishing Company -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
'New enlarged edition'--Cover.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Panel art: Texaco sign.
1 map : col. ; 62 x 72 cm. on sheet 66 x 76 cm.
Plate nos. 12-'46 and CG 99.
Includes inset map of the North Shore and suburbs (plate no. S.3703).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 32.26 (PrCt)

19844 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Travel Chicago and vicinity with Conoco ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1946].
Authors: Conoco Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Gousha Clients 4760 (PrCt)

19845 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1947 - Boats and boating - Chartering
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1947 - Boats and boating - Chartering
Chicago (Ill.) - Chartsing
Authors: Wendella Boats (Chicago, Ill.) -- Borgstrom, Albert -- Library of Congress.
Copyright Office -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; on cardstock sheet 11 x 23 cm.
Printed on verso of advertising flyer with cruise rates, schedule, boat photo, and added title: 2 hour sight-seeing boat ride on the blue waters of Lake Michigan.
"Copyright by Albert Borgstrom, 1947."
Includes Library of Congress Copyright Office handstamps "©C1 F 2581" and 'Jun-5 1947.'
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
map1F G4104.C6P5 1947 .W4 (PrCt)

Authors: James, Schaeffer & Schmidt -- Standard Map Company -- Society of Industrial Realtors -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 79 x 52 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:70,000].
Shows locations of Chicago and suburban "industrial districts."
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
map4F G4104 .C6M1 1947 .J3 (PrCt)

19849 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps<<>>Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Road map of Chicago and vicinity : D-X. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1947].
Authors: Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "U", indicating 1947 publication.
Panel art: 'D-X' sign and slogan "the sign of friendly service."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Gousha Clients 5073 (PrCt)

19847 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps<<>>Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Chicago Motor Club -- American Automobile Association -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"1947-1948 edition."
Panel title.
Panel art: cityscape; Chicago Motor Club and American Automobile Association logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Gousha Clients 4998 (PrCt)

19850 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps<<>>Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "U", indicating 1947 publication.
Panel art: Couple in a convertible driving towards a Phillips gas station, Phillips 66 logo, and slogan "for cleanliness and service there's a Phillips 66 station ahead."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Gousha Clients 5120 (PrCt)

19848 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps<<>>Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Travel Chicago and vicinity with Conoco ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1947].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "U", indicating 1947 publication.
Panel art: Family standing in front of car and statement "for long trips ask ... about Touraide."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Gousha Clients 5147 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
**Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)**

19851  **Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps** & **Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps**

*Travel Chicago and vicinity with Conoco...
Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
Panel art: family standing in front of car and statement "for long trips ask ... about Touraide."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**Gousha Clients 5412 (PrCt)**


*Chicago's place in industrial America : showing areas in proportion to the value added by manufacture, based on 1947 U.S. Census of Manufactures / Chicago Plan Commission.*
[Chicago : Chicago Plan Commission, 1950?].
Added title in top margin: Illinois : when we were great
A cartogram comparing the value added by manufacture in Chicago and its metropolitan area, compared to all the states in the United States.
Original source unknown; possibly Carl L. Gardner's article "Blueprint for Chicago" in Central manufacturing district magazine 33, no. 12 (195?): 18-22 ; 34, no. 1 (195?): 17-20, no. 2 (195?): 23-27.
Photocopy of original with the business card of Kent Griffiths of Wolf Point Strategies stapled at lower right.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**Gousha Clients 5352 (PrCt)**

19852  **Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps** & **Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps**

*Road map of Chicago and vicinity / D-X the sign of friendly service. Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948?].
Authors: Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
D-X was the trademark of Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation.
Panel art: D-X sign.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**Gousha Clients 5385 (PrCt)**

19853  **Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps** & **Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps**

*Chicago and vicinity ... / compliments of Phillips Petroleum Company, Bartlesville, Oklahoma. Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948?].
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
Panel art: couple in a convertible driving towards a Phillips gas station, Phillips 66 logo, and slogan "for cleanliness and service there's a Phillips 66 station ahead."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**Gousha Clients 5412 (PrCt)**

19855  **Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1949 - Road maps** & **Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1949 - Road maps**

*Street map : Chicago / Chicago Motor Club, A.A.A. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1949?].
Authors: Chicago Motor Club -- American Automobile Association -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1949 - Road maps
Road map : Chicago and vicinity / Chicago Motor Club, A.A.A. Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1949?].
Authors: Chicago Motor Club -- American Automobile Association -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Gousha Clients 5566 (PrCt)

Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1950 - Road maps
Road map : Chicago and vicinity / Chicago Motor Club, A.A.A. Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1949?].
Authors: Chicago Motor Club -- American Automobile Association -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Gousha Clients 5566 (PrCt)

Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1950 - Ethnology
Foreign born white and negro population : retail sales by community areas in Chicago, 1950.
Chicago : Geo C. Olcott & Co., [1953?].
Authors: Chicago Association of Commerce and Industry -- Geo. C. Olcott & Co. (Chicago, Ill.) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map ; 27 x 18 cm.
'Prepared by the Chicago Association of Commerce & Industry.'
Shows 75 numbered districts with accompanying tables listing relative ethnic populations and retail sales for 1950; based partly on census data. Verso includes blank property appraisal form advertising Geo. C. Olcott & Co.'s Land Values Blue Book for 1953, and map (16 x 13 cm.): Population of cities, towns, and unincorporated areas in the Chicago Metropolitan District, 1950.
Gousha Clients 5566 (PrCt)

Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1950 - Neighborhoods
Chicago neighborhood maps / Chicago Real Estate Board. [Chicago, Ill.? Frazier Map Co., 1950].
Authors: Chicago Real Estate Board -- Frazier Map Co. -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Scale not given.
2001
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
map4C G4104.C6 1950 .C6 (NLO)

Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1950 - Real property
Real property - Land Values
Foreign born white and negro population : retail sales by community areas in Chicago, 1950.
Chicago : Geo C. Olcott & Co., [1953?].
Authors: Chicago Association of Commerce and Industry -- Geo. C. Olcott & Co. (Chicago, Ill.) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map ; 27 x 18 cm.
'Prepared by the Chicago Association of Commerce & Industry.'
Shows 75 numbered districts with accompanying tables listing relative ethnic populations and retail sales for 1950; based partly on census data. Verso includes blank property appraisal form advertising Geo. C. Olcott & Co.'s Land Values Blue Book for 1953, and map (16 x 13 cm.): Population of cities, towns, and unincorporated areas in the Chicago Metropolitan District, 1950.
Gousha Clients 5566 (PrCt)

Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1951 - Pictorial maps
Heart of Chicago cartograph / by Aaron Bohrod. [Philadelphia : Holiday magazine, 1951].
Authors: Bohrod, Aaron -- Holiday (Philadelphia, Pa.) (1951) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map ; col. ; 35 x 27 cm.
For additional copies ... see Horder's Inc. ... Chicago 6, Illinois.'
Movable 'mechanical locator' riveted to map as a printed cloth strip; keyed to street index printed on verso.
Insets (36 x 52 cm. and smaller): Western portion of Cook County -- Southern portion of Cook County -- Map of Lemont.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Pictorial map keyed to directory of 61 points of interest on adjacent p. 48, including Magnificent Mile, Skid Row, Newberry Library, Burlesque and Pawnshop Area, etc.

19861 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1953 - Local transit

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
96 p. : ill., 3 maps ; 18 cm.
[New ed.]
Edition statement from cover.
Cover title: Street guide and transportation directory of Chicago
Spine title: Rand McNally street guide of Chicago "Street and house numbers, surface, "L" and subway lines, bus routes, suburban railroads, office buildings, theaters, hotels, golf clubs, airports, museums, and other places of interest"--Cover.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Baskes F548.67.A1 R36 1953 (NLO)

19862 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1954 - Road maps

1 map : col. ; 52 x 56 cm., on sheet 81 x 58 cm., folded to 17 x 10 cm.
Insets (14 x 12 cm. and 14 x 10 cm.): Central Chicago (including Loop section) -- Chicago house number map.
Overprinted in red to show "subway & elevated" and "surface" transportation systems.
Bottom margin includes street indexes and table of distances
Scale [ca. 1:38,016] "Scale: 1 inch = approximately 0.6 miles."
Plate no. 4-523898-2
Map on verso (65 x 56 cm.): Chicago street map (southern section).
In: Rand McNally Chicago street guide and transportation directory (Chicago ; New York ; San Francisco : Rand McNally & Company, c1954), inside back cover. 64 p. ; 18 cm.
Gift 2011, estate of Helen Sclair.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 32.5X (PrCt)

19863 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps

Chicago : tour with Texaco ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1956].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 56 cm. on sheet 82 x 59 cm.
Panel art: Texaco station on road.
Panel nos. 54 and 256.
Added title: Chicago (southern section) street map. Cartouche no. 38. Plate no.6.523899-4.
On verso: Chicago (northern section) street map. Cartouche no. 37. Plate no. 6.523898-4.
Includes inset of downtown Chicago.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 32.5X (PrCt)

19864 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1958 - City Planning - Zoning Maps

Authors: Chicago (Ill.). Department of City Planning -- Chicago Plan Commission -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (loose-leaf) : col. maps (some folded) ; 63 x 92 cm.
[1st ed.].
"Credit must be given to the members and staff of the Chicago Plan Commission, who during 1954-1956, conceived and started work on the Reference atlas."
Scale ca. [1:12,000].
Phillips 12661.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Case oversize G 10896 .1643 (NLO)
supplements between editions.
Cover title.
At head of title, 1953-: Chapter 194A, Municipal code of Chicago.
'Passed by the City Council of the City of Chicago.'
Title varies slightly.
Description based on: 1961.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
*folio KFX1242 .A12 (NLO)

19868 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1962 - Road maps
--- Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1962 - Road maps
--- Wall maps
--- Road maps
Chicago street map / Standard Oil, division American Oil Company. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Company, [1962?].
Authors: Standard Oil Company -- American Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col.; 112 x 78 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added titles: Chicago street map (northern section) -- Chicago street map (southern section).
Plate no. 2-6078N-3.
Insets (16 x 15 cm. and smaller): Central Chicago -- [West central continuation inset] -- Expressways and tollways in Chicago vicinity.
Panel art: Standard flaming torch sign and slogan "as you travel, ask us"; watercolor-style illustration of American landmarks.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Clients 3197 (PrCt)

19869 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1964
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; 110 x 97 cm.
Laminated, with metal edges top and bottom, metal tabs for hanging.
Condition: Fine.
Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection.
Previous location: McNally's storage room, rolled in tube.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
AMcN III PC 4110 (PrCt)

19870 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1964 - Road maps
--- Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1964 - Road maps
--- Wall maps
--- Road maps
Rand McNally street map of Chicago and...
1 map : col. ; 110 x 98 cm., folded to 23 x 12 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Chicago street map
Plate no. 646078 S-5
Insets (47 x 31 cm. and 16 x 15 cm.): Central Chicago -- Chicago and vicinity.
Verso blank.
Panel art: traffic light.
Forms part of a collection of stock editions of Rand McNally road maps, some apparently issued as sales samples and / or printer's proofs for prospective commercial clients.
Uniform series title (established by cataloger):
Stock road maps
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (April 2010).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Stock 113 (PrCt)

19873 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1967
Authors: Borcover, Alfred S. -- Frommer, Arthur -- American Airlines, inc. -- Frommer/Pasmanter Publishers -- Simon and Schuster, inc. -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
Series: Dollar-wise guide
Two pages of coupons bound in.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
F548.18 .B67 1967 (NLO)

19874 Chicago, Ill. - Maps - 1967 - Local transit
Authors: Chicago Transit Authority -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. 69 x 44 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Chicago transit map
© 1967 Chicago Transit Authority
Inset (22 x 24 cm.): Central business district "L" subway routes.
Panel art: Color illustration of bus and "L" train.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Clients 4118 (PrCt)

19872 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps
Chicago street map / Mobil travel map.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1967 - Road maps
1 map : both sides, col ; 112 x 78 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Plate no. 676078N-8.
Insets (16 x 15 cm. and 13 x 8 cm.): Central Chicago -- Expressways and tollways in Chicago and vicinity.
Panel art: Standard flaming torch sign and slogan "as you travel, ask us"; outline of Illinois.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011). Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1968 - Road maps
Authors: Kiang, Ying Cheng -- Adams Press -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
1 atlas (ii, 115 p.) : ill., maps ; 23 cm.
Cover title.
Imprint from back cover.
"... [D]esigned to meet an immediate need for teaching metropolitan Chicago." -- P. i.
Contents: Introduction and physical environment -- Historical development -- People : race and nationality -- People : other characteristics -- Function -- Land-use -- Regions within Chicago -- Suburbs, planning, conclusion.
Scale not given.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1969 - Road maps
1 map : both sides, col ; 112 x 78 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added titles: Standard Chicago street map, northern section -- Standard Chicago street map, southern section.
Plate no. 696078N-10.
 Insets (16 x 15 cm. and 13 x 8 cm.): Central Chicago -- Expressways and tollways in Chicago and vicinity.
Panel art: Standard flaming torch sign and slogan "as you travel, ask us"; outline of Illinois.
Includes two Library of Congress copyright handstamps with certificate numbers.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
R McN Clients 3219 (Pr Ct)

Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1970 - Road maps - Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1970 - Road maps - Wall maps - Road maps
Chicago street map : Mobil travel map.
Authors: Mobil Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 112 x 43 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added titles: Chicago street map (northern section) -- Chicago street map (southern section).
Plate no. 706078N-11.
 Insets (15 x 15 cm. and 13 x 7 cm.): Central Chicago -- Expressways and tollways in Chicago and vicinity.
Panel art: nine Mobil winged horse logos.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
R McN Clients 1651 (Pr Ct)

Authors: Chicago Motor Club -- American Automobile Association -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 112 x 78 cm. on sheet 59 x 81 cm.
*1974 edition."
Panel title.
Added titles: Chicago Motor Club A.A.A : Chicago street map (northern section) -- Chicago Motor Club A.A.A : Chicago street map (southern section).
Plate no. 746078-15
 Insets (20 x 15 cm. and smaller): Central Chicago -- [Westernmost continuation of City of Chicago] -- Expressway and tollways in Chicago.
Panel art: Chicago Motor Club A.A.A. logo above city landscape.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection.
Authors: Standard Oil Company -- Amoco Oil Company -- Universal Printing Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col ; 152 x 76 cm., folded to 18 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added titles: Chicago street map, northern section -- Chicago street map, southern section.
Plate no. 7466-A.
Insets (24 x 17 cm. and smaller): Downtown Chicago -- Chicago and vicinity expressway and tollway map -- House numbering and postal zip code map of Chicago.
Panel art: Standard flaming torch logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Clients 3236 (PrCt)

Authors: Chicago Park District (Chicago, Ill.) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : on sheet 56 x 44 cm. Missing 5/91.
M1283
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col ; 112 x 88 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.
"1975 Edition"
Panel title.
Added titles: Phillips 66 street map of Chicago (northern section) -- Phillips 66 street map of Chicago (southern section).
Plate no.756078N-16
Insets (20 x 15 cm. and smaller): Central Chicago -- Expressways and tollways in Chicago and vicinity.
Panel art: illustration of goose flying over mountain landscape.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Clients 3244 (PrCt)

Authors: Standard Oil Company -- Amoco Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map, col ; 45 x 30 cm., folded to 16 x 8 cm.
Panel title.
Added titles: Chicago and vicinity.
Plate no. 756016-16.
Insets (11 x 10 cm. and smaller): Chicagoland hosts 2 great golf tournaments in '75 -- [Map of] Medinah, the U.S. Open -- [Map of] Butler National, the Western Open.
Panel art: illustration of Medinah and Butler country clubs; standard flaming torch logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Clients 2057 (PrCt)

Authors: Standard Oil Company -- Amoco Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map, col ; 29 x 19 cm., folded to 16 x 9 cm.
"1975 edition"
Panel title.
Inset (13 x 8 cm.): Expressways and tollways in Chicago and vicinity.
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

1 map ; 56 x 44 cm.
Includes list of 76 communities.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
map2F G4104.C6F7 1977 .C6 (PrCt)

1 atlas : 31 maps ; 285 x 218 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlas of Chicago and vicinity. Jersey City, N.J. Geographia Map Co. ; Chicago : distributed by Chas. Levy Circulating Co., 1977. Authors: Geographia Map Company -- Chas. Levy Circulating Co. (Chicago, Ill.) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Levy (Chas.) Circulating Co. (Chicago, Ill.) -- Chas. Levy Circulating Co. (Chicago, Ill.) SEE Chas. Levy Circulating Co. (Chicago, Ill.)
1 atlas (64 p.) : col. maps ; 29 cm.
Cover title: Geographia's complete street atlas of Chicago and vicinity.
Latest ed.
OCLC 26696059.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
folio G1409.C4 G4 1977 (NLO)

19896 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1977 - Road maps - Maps, Outline and base<<>>Chicago Region
(Maps, Outline and base<<>>Maps, Outline and base<<>>Road maps [Map of Chicago showing major roads and expressways]. Chicago : Dept. of Development, 1977. Authors: Chicago (Ill.). Department of Development and Planning -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 56 x 44 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:85,000].
Outline map showing the city's main roads only.
M1124
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
map2F G4104.C6A1 1977 C6 (PrCt)

19897 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1979 - Road maps<<>>Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1979 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
1 map : both sides, col. ; 112 x 78 cm. on sheet 59 x 81 cm.
Panel title.
Added titles: Chicago Motor Club A.A.A : Chicago street map (northern section) -- Chicago Motor Club A.A.A : Chicago street map (southern section).
Plate no. 796078-20
Insets (20 x 15 cm. and smaller): Central Chicago -- [Westernmost continuation of City of Chicago] -- Expressway and tollways in Chicago.
Panel art: Chicago Motor Club A.A.A. logo above city landscape.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011). Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Clients 423 (PrCt)

19898 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1979 - Road maps<<>>Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1979 - Road maps<<>>Wall maps<<>>Road maps Chicago streets travel map / SuperAmerica. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Co., [1979?]. Authors: Ashland (Firm) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- SuperAmerica (Division of Ashland Oil Co.) SEE Ashland (Firm) -- Super America (Division of Ashland Oil Co.) SEE Ashland (Firm)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 112 x 71 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
"SuperAmerica. Main office ... St. Paul, MN. Division of Ashland Oil, Inc." -- Title panel.

Added titles: Chicago street map (northern section) -- Chicago street map (southern section).
Plate no. 796078N-20.

Insets (19 x 15 cm. and 13 x 7 cm.): Central Chicago -- Expressways and tollways in Chicago and vicinity.

Panel art: Illustration of SuperAmerica sign over cloudy sunset; slogan "gas 'n goods day 'n night".

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN Clients 3369 (PrCt)


Spine title: Chicago politics.

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

folio JK5792 .C55 1990 (NLO)


Authors: Grossman, Ronald P. -- Neebe, O. William -- First Federal of Chicago -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : col. ; 49 x 43 cm.

Compiled by Ron Grossman and William O. Neebe.

Shows distribution of 15 ethnic groups in 93 Chicago neighborhoods.

On verso: Touring the neighborhoods. Missing 2004; 2006; July 2011

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

map2F G4104.C6A5 1981 A7 (PrCt)


Champion map book : Chicago, Illinois, including Cook, DuPage, Lake & portions of adjacent counties. [Daytona Beach, Fla. Champion Map

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Chicago central area plan: a plan for the heart of the city. Chicago: Chicago Central Area Committee, City of Chicago, 1983.
Authors: Chicago Central Area Committee -- Chicago (Ill.) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
96 p. : ill., maps ; 31 cm.
"This document is designed as a draft for review and comment" -- T.p. verso.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
folio HD268.C4 C44 1983 (NLO)

19906 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1986 - Neighborhoods - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1986
People, space, and time: the Chicago Neighborhood History Project: an introduction to community history for schools. Lanham, MD: Published for the Chicago Metro History Fair by the University Press of America, 1986.
xii, 443 p. : ill., maps ; 28 cm.
Bibliography: p. 430-431.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
ISBN 0819152226 (alk. paper) ; 0819152234 (pbk. : alk. paper)
folio F548.29 .D36 1986 (NLO)

19907 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1986 - Road maps - Cook County (Ill.) - Maps - 1986 - Road maps - Atlases - Chicago (Ill.) - 1986 - Atlases - Cook County (Ill.) - 1986 - Road maps - Counties - Maps
StreetFinder Chicago and Cook County. Chicago : Rand McNally, 1986.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (127 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
$11.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
ISBN 0-528-91712-9
RMcN StrFdr 1986 .C48 (PrCt)

viii, 231 p. : ill., maps ; 14 x 22 cm. + 1 map (63 x 96 cm, folded to 24 x 16 cm).
3rd ed.
Issued with folded map: Szwajkart, John. Train watchers' map of Chicago
LC Card Number: 88139251
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
HE2781.C4 S96 1987 (NLO)

19909 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1989
Authors: Mobil travel guide -- Prentice-Hall, inc. -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : map ill. ; 18 cm.
LC Card Number: 89646873 sn 88002730
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
ISSN 10403531
F548.18 .M6 (NLO)

19910 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1989
Authors: Mobil travel guide -- Prentice-Hall, inc. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 1 map
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.


Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Region Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (144 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
New updated edition."
$14.95

Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
ISBN 0528913050
RMcN StrFdr 1994 .C48 (PrCt)

Authors: Chicago Fact Book Consortium -- University of Illinois at Chicago -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
xxii, 494 p. : maps ; 29 cm.
LC Card Number: 95037418
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
ISBN 0914091603 ; 9780914091608
Chicago Browsing HA730.C5 L63 1995 (NLO)

Authors: American Map Corporation -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (A-D, 28, 76, ii, 22 p. ; col. maps) ; 23 cm.
"Derived from the best selling Chicagoland atlas"-- page B.
Includes indexes.
Series: County atlas series
References: OCLC 35053097
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
ISBN 0933162863
map4C G4104.C6P2 1995 .A4 (PrCt)

19919 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1997 -- Atlasses - Chicago (Ill.) - 1997
Authors: Yamamoto, Reiko -- K-zu, Kawae -- Nakagawa, Amane -- Chikyu no Arukikata
Henshushitsu -- Gio globe trotter -- Diamond-Big Co. (Tokyo, Japan) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
448 p. : col. ill., 36 col maps (1 folded) ; 21 cm.
Title and series statement romanized from Japanese.
Maps by Kawae K-zu and Amane Nakagawa.
Includes index and description of the Newberry Library.
Series: Chikyu no arukikata = Gio globe trotter ; 73
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
ISBN 4478038341 ; 9784478038345
Baskes F548.18 .C56 1996 (NLO)

Authors: Lindberg, Richard, 1953- -- Passport Books -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
xix, 378 p. : maps ; 22 cm.
2nd ed.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 376-377).
LC Card Number: 97162380
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
ISBN 0844289949 ; 9780844289946
F548.18 .L49 1997 (NLO)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (various pagination) : col. maps ; 28 cm.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Cover title: Chicago & vicinity 6-county StreetFinder.
On cover: $35.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
ISBN 0-528-97227-X
RMcN StrFdr 1998 .C48A1 (PrCt)

19924
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1999 - Cows in art - Exhibitions
Cows in art - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1999
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1999 - Sculpture - Exhibitions
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1999 - Exhibitions
Authors: Chicago (Ill.). Department of Cultural Affairs -- Faust, Bob -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; on sheet 36 x 64 cm.
In: Chicago Department of Public Affairs presents Cows on Parade : June 15-October 31, 1999 (Chicago : Chicago Department of Public Affairs, 1999), p. [7-8].
Folding map of the Loop and Near North Side issued as part of a catalog of the outdoor exhibit ([12] p. : col. ill. ; 36 x 22 cm.). Includes address directory of 262 cow sculptures and indexes to artists and patrons.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

19922
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1998 - Road maps
Cook County (Ill.) - Maps - 1998 - Road maps
Atlases - Chicago (Ill.) - 1998
Atlases - Cook County (Ill.) - 1998
Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (144 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
New updated edition. *
$15.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
ISBN 0528972278
RMcN StrFdr 1998 .C48 (PrCt)

19923
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1999
Atlases - Chicago (Ill.) - 1999
Authors: Flashmaps Publications Inc. -- Amsterdam, Steven K. -- La Rocca, Fabrizio -- Lindroth, David -- Fodor's Travel Publications, Inc. -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
v. : ill., maps ; 22 cm.
1st ed.
Cover title.
'*Editor, Steven K. Amsterdam ; creative director, Fabrizio La Rocca ; cartographer, David Lindroth ... [et al.]'--1999 ed.
The ultimate street & information finder' Biennial publication.
Continues: Flashmaps the instant guide to Chicago (OCoLC)4158636
LC Card Number: 00215971
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
ISSN 1532-7213
G1409.C6 F55 (NLO)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
New updated edition."

$15.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
ISBN 0528978748
RMcN StrFdr 1999 C48 (PrCt)

Panel title.
"Base map Copyright 2000 Chicago Cartographics."
"Project coordinated by Nick Jackson, Chicagoland Bicycle Federation for the City of Chicago."
"City of Chicago, Richard M. Daley, Mayo. Department of Transportation, Judith C. Rice, Commissioner."
"Funded by the Illinois Department of Transportation, Division of Traffic Safety."
Scale [ca. 1:42,000].
Includes text, col. ill. and diagrams on both sides. Issued folded to 20 x 10 cm.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 2001 - Neighborhoods - For Chicago Region maps only, use twice in 'flipped' subject headings (as both beginning and floating topical subdivisions). For all other maps use only as a secondary subdivision.
Scale [ca. 1:47,500].

"Rand McNally. Since 1856 travelers have relied on Rand McNally's cartographic expertise ... " -- Back cover.
"$16.95" -- Back cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
ISBN 052898702X
RMcN StrFdr 2001 C48 (PrCt)
Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (various paginations) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
"Rand McNally. On-the-go professionals rely on
their StreetFinder..." -- Back cover.
"$16.95" -- Back cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library).
ISBN 052898702X
RMcN StrFdr 2001 .C485 (PrCt)

19931
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (590 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
$35.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library).
ISBN 052898697X
RMcN StrFdr 2001 .C48A1a (PrCt)

19933
Authors: Avalon Travel Publishing -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
89 p. : col. ill., 10 fold. col. maps ; 22 x 11 cm.
CTA map printed inside back cover.
Includes index.
Series: Moon metro.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library).
To Collection Services for cataloging, Dec. 2010 (PrCt)

19934
36 p. : 22 col. maps ; 25 cm.
This guidebook was prepared by the Chicago Host Committee as a service for those attending the American Planning Association's 2002 National Planning Conference, April 13-17. Our special thanks to Chicago CartoGraphics for the maps and layout....The guidebook staff: Norah Jones, Anne Ryder Kirchner, Jeanne Lambin, Dennis McClendon, James Peters.'
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library).

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
$17.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
ISBN 052899221X
RMcN StrFdr 2003 .C48 (PrCt)

Date on cover: 2002.
$37.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
ISBN 0528992791
RMcN StrFdr 2002 .C48A1 (PrCt)

19937 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 2003 - Road maps - Cook County (Ill.) - Maps - 2003 - Road maps - Atlasses - Chicago (Ill.) -

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
19941 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps - Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps - Cook County (Ill.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps - Atlasts - Chicago (Ill.) - 2005 - Road maps - Cook County (Ill.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps - Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps - Atlasts - Chicago (Ill.)

Authors: Chiat, Marilyn Joyce Segal -- HiddenSpring (Firm) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Hidden Spring (Firm) SEE HiddenSpring (Firm)
Includes bibliographical references (p. [339]-342) and index.
Series: The spiritual traveler
Table of contents available on Library of Congress website (accessed May 2011):
http://catalog.loc.gov/catdir/toc/ecip0415/2004004170.html
LC Card Number: 2004004170
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
ISBN 1587680106 (alk. paper) : 9781587680106 (alk. paper)
Local History Ref BL2527.C48 C48 2004 (NLO)

19942 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps - Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps - Cook County (Ill.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps - DuPage County (Ill.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps - Kane County (Ill.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps - Kendall County (Ill.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps - McHenry County (Ill.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps - Will County (Ill.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps - Atlasts - Chicago (Ill.) - 2005 - Road maps - Atlasts - Cook County (Ill.) - 2005 - Road maps - Atlasts - DuPage County (Ill.) - 2005 - Road maps - Atlasts - Kane County (Ill.) - 2005 - Road maps - Atlasts - Kendall County (Ill.) - 2005 - Road maps - Atlasts - Lake County (Ill.) - 2005 - Road maps - Atlasts - McHenry County (Ill.) - 2005 - Road maps - Atlasts - Will County (Ill.) - 2005 - Road maps - Counties - Maps Chicago & Cook County street guide. [Skokie, Ill.] : Rand McNally, 2005.
Accompanied by CD-ROM disc with title: Street guide: 2005 Chicago 7-County.
$39.95
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011). Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
ISBN 0528956213
RMcN StrFdr 2005 .C48A1 (PrCt)

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Accompanied by CD-ROM disc with title: 2004 street guide: Chicago 7-County.
$39.95
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
ISBN 1587680106 (alk. paper) ; 9781587680106
LC Card Number: 2004004170
http://catdir.loc.gov/catdir/toc/ecip0415/2004004170.html
Congress website (accessed May 2011):
Table of contents available on Library of Congress website (accessed May 2011):
http://catdir.loc.gov/catdir/toc/ecip0415/2004004170.html
LC Card Number: 2004004170
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
ISBN 1587680106 (alk. paper) : 9781587680106 (alk. paper)
Local History Ref BL2527.C48 C48 2004 (NLO)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
19943 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps

Get around Chicago street atlas: City streets plus regional maps. Chicago: Rand McNally, [2005].

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas : col. maps ; 23 cm.


Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Missing Jan. 2006

ISBN 0528858017.

Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

2006 Atlases - McHenry County (Ill.) - 2006 Atlases - Will County (Ill.) - 2006 Road maps -> Counties - Maps


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- NAVTEQ (Firm) -- Rand McNally and Company.

Street guide -- Rand McNally and Company.

StreetFinder -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (various pagings.) : col. maps ; 28 cm. +1 CD-ROM

Cover title: Chicago 7-county street guide: Cook, Dupage, Kane, Kendall, Lake, McHenry, Will.

Cover dated 2006, but received by the Newberry Library in 2005.

Hard cover.

Accompanied by CD-ROM disc with title: 2006 street guide: Chicago 7-County.

$39.95

Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

19944 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps

Chicago streetatlas. Chicago, Ill.: Rand McNally, 2006 [i.e. 2005].

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- NAVTEQ (Firm) -- Rand McNally and Company.

Street guide -- Rand McNally and Company.

StreetFinder -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (various pagings.) : col. maps ; 23 cm. '1st edition' --back cover.

© 2006', but received by the Newberry Library in 2005.

$9.95

Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

ISBN 0528858017.

RMcN StrFdr 2006 .C48a (PrCt)

19945 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- NAVTEQ (Firm) -- Rand McNally and Company.

Street guide -- Rand McNally and Company.

StreetFinder -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (various pagings.) : col. maps ; 28 cm. "©2006", but received by the Newberry Library in 2005.

$19.95

Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

ISBN 0528855190.

RMcN StrFdr 2006 .C48a (PrCt)

19946 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- NAVTEQ (Firm) -- Rand McNally and Company.

Street guide -- Rand McNally and Company.

StreetFinder -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (various pagings.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).


RMcN StrFdr 2006 .C48a (PrCt)

19947 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 2007

Downtown Chicago plus : the ultimate Chicago map. Lakefront neighborhoods from Edgewater
to Hyde Park, 3 maps, metro area, streets & transit, downtown buildings. Bellevue, Wash. :
[Chicago] : Downtown Plus Maps ; Great Pacific
Authors: Peckarsky, David J. R. -- McClendon,
Dennis -- Downtown Plus Maps -- Chicago
CartoGraphics (Firm) -- Great Pacific (Firm) --
Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry
Library)
4 maps on 1 sheet, both sides, plastic : col. ;
sheet 50 x 66 cm., folded to 19 x 11 cm.
Responsibility: concept & research--David J.R.
Peckarsky, Great Pacific Maps ; cartography,
design, & layout--Dennis McClendon, Chicago
CartoGraphics.
Includes indexes, directories, text, and col. ill.
Inset with Downtown buildings map: Magnificent
Mile inset.
Ancillary maps: CTA trains -- Useful CTA bus
routes -- Downtown free trolleys.
Contents: North Side. Scale [ca. 1:26,000] --
South Side. Scale [ca. 1:26,000] -- Downtown
buildings. Scale [ca. 1:8,900] -- Metro area. Scale
[ca. 1:285,000].
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library).
ISBN 0938011666
map4C G4104 .C6 2007 P4 (PrCt)

19948
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 2007 - Gay bars<<>>Gay
bars - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 2007<<>>Chicago
(Ill.) - Maps - 2007 - Bars (Drinking
establishments)<<>>Chicago (Ill.) - Maps -
2007 - Taverns (Inns)<<>>Chicago (Ill.) - Maps -
2007 - Nightclubs<<>>Bars (Drinking
establishments) - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps -
2007<<>>Taverns (Inns) - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps -
2007<<>>Nightclubs - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps -
2007
Welcome to gay Chicago. [Chicago : Gay
Chicago Magazine, 2007].
Authors: Gay Chicago Magazine -- Charlie's
(Chicago, Ill.) -- Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map ; 37 x 25 cm.
Detached from Gay Chicago Magazine v. 31, no.
31 (August 2, 2007): [p. 84-85]
Added title split between upper and lower
margins: Boystown / Andersonville / the Loop /
River North.
Includes untiitled inset for area bounded by Grace
St., Fullerton Ave., Sheffield St., and Lake Shore
Drive.
Includes advertising for Charlie's bar.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library).
map1F G4104.C6E635 2007 .G3 (PrCt)

19949
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 2007 - Road
maps<<>>Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 2007 -
Road maps<<>>Cook County (Ill.) - Maps -
2007 - Road maps<<>>DuPage County (Ill.) -
Maps - 2007 - Road maps<<>>Kane County
(III.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps<<>>Kendall
County (Ill.) - Maps - 2007 - Road
maps<<>>Lake County (Ill.) - Maps - 2007 -
Road maps<<>>McHenry County (Ill.) - Maps -
2007 - Road maps<<>>Will County (Ill.) - Maps -
2007 - Road maps<<>>Atlases - Chicago (Ill.) -
2007<<>>Atlases - Chicago Region (Ill.) -
2007<<>>Atlases - Cook County (Ill.) -
2007<<>>Atlases - DuPage County (Ill.) -
2007<<>>Atlases - Kane County (Ill.) -
2007<<>>Atlases - Kendall County (Ill.) -
2007<<>>Atlases - Lake County (Ill.) -
2007<<>>Atlases - McHenry County (Ill.) -
2007<<>>Atlases - Will County (Ill.) -
2007<<>>Road maps<<>>Counties - Maps
Chicago 7-county : Cook, DuPage, Kane,
Kendall, Lake, McHenry, Will street guide.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company --
NAVTEQ (Firm) -- Rand McNally and Company.
Street guide -- Rand McNally and Company.
StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (various pagings.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
Cover dated 2007.
Hard cover.
$34.95.
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN StrFdr 2007 .C48 (PrCt)

19950
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 2007 - Road
maps<<>>Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 2007 -
Road maps<<>>Cook County (Ill.) - Maps -
2007 - Road maps<<>>Atlases - Chicago (Ill.) -
2007<<>>Atlases - Chicago Region (Ill.) -
2007<<>>Atlases - Cook County (Ill.) -
2007<<>>Atlases - DuPage County (Ill.) -
2007<<>>Atlases - Kane County (Ill.) -
2007<<>>Atlases - Kendall County (Ill.) -
2007<<>>Atlases - Lake County (Ill.) -
2007<<>>Atlases - McHenry County (Ill.) -
2007<<>>Atlases - Will County (Ill.) -
2007<<>>Road maps<<>>Counties - Maps
Chicago & Cook County street guide. Chicago, Ill.
Rand McNally, c2007 .
Authors: Rand McNally and Company --
NAVTEQ (Firm) -- Rand McNally and Company.
Street guide -- Rand McNally and Company.
StreetFinder -- Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library) -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 atlas (various pagings.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
"$19.95" - back cover
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library).
ISBN 0528859730
19951
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 2008 - Loop (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 2008
Chicago : Michigan Avenue to the Loop, River North to Wicker Park, Lincoln Park to Prairie Avenue: the essential guide to neighborhoods, museums, architecture, shopping, hotels, parks, restaurants, historic sites, Metro system, attractions and more for urban explorers / Red Maps. [New York] : Red Maps ; West 16th Street Map Co., 2008.
Authors: Red Maps (Firm) -- West 16th Street Map Company -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- West Sixteenth Street Map Company SEE West 16th Street Map Company 1 map : col., laminated ; 53 x 24 cm., folded to 25 x 11 cm.
"6th edition."
Panel title.
Includes index to points of interest.
Text, index to points of interest, location map (11 x 9 cm.) and "Wicker Park map" (3 x 3 cm.) on verso.
Gift, Newberry Book Fair, 2011.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
ISBN 9781892238542
map3C G4104.C6 2008 .R8 (PrCt)

19952
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 2008 - Neighborhoods - Neighborhoods - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 2008
In two places at once: with several names for the same area, Chicago can be a bit confusing to navigate / Tribune graphic by Max Rust and Steve Layton. Chicago : Chicago Tribune, 2008.
Authors: Chicago tribune -- Rust, Max -- Layton, Steve -- Groark, Virginia -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 39 x 24 cm.
Accompanied by article 'Varied patchwork of neighborhoods makes Chicago the city it is;' by Virginia Groark, p. 2-3.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
map2F G4104.C6F7 2008 R8 (PrCt)

19953
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps - Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps - Cook County (Ill.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps - DuPage County (Ill.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps - Kane County (Ill.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps - Kendall County (Ill.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps - Lake County (Ill.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps - McHenry County (Ill.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps - Will County (Ill.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps - Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps - Cook County (Ill.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps - DuPage County (Ill.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps - Kane County (Ill.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps - Kendall County (Ill.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps - Lake County (Ill.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps - McHenry County (Ill.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps - Will County (Ill.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps - Counties - Maps Chicago 7-county street guide. Chicago, Ill. Rand McNally, c2008.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- NAVTEQ (Firm) -- Rand McNally and Company.
Street guide -- Rand McNally and Company.
StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (various pagings.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title: Chicago 7-county street guide : Cook, DuPage, Kane, Kendall, Lake, McHenry, Will Hard cover; spiral binding.
"$34.95." -- back cover
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
ISBN 0528860895
RmCn StrFdr 2008 .C48 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

2009.
Authors: Smartmaps (Firm) -- Illinois. Regional Transportation Authority -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- RTA (Regional Transportation Authority) SEE Illinois. Regional Transportation Authority -- R.T.A. (Regional Transportation Authority) SEE Illinois. Regional Transportation Authority -- Regional Transportation Authority (Ill.) SEE Illinois.
Regional Transportation Authority
2 maps on 1 sheet : both sides, col. ; 35 x 27 cm.
and 13 x 22 cm., on sheet 50 x 36 cm.
Scale of main map ca. 1:12,600.
Contents: Downtown Chicago -- McCormick Place [and vicinity].
Includes text, indexes to places of interest, and 10 ancillary maps of rush hour and seasonal bus routes.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
map2F G4104 .C6P33 2009 .S6 (PrCt)

19956 Chicago (Ill.) -- Maps - 2009 - Neighborhoods<<>>Neighborhoods -- Chicago (Ill.) -- Maps - 2009
Dream Town Chicago neighborhood map.
Authors: Dream Town Realty Inc. (Chicago, Ill.) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; on sheet 82 x 51 cm.
Includes index to 181 neighborhoods.
"www.dreamtown.com"
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
map4F G4104 .C6F7 2009 .D7 (PrCt)

19957 Chicago (Ill.) -- Maps - 2009 - Road maps<<>>Chicago Region (Ill.) -- Maps - 2009 - Road maps<<>>Cook County (Ill.) -- Maps - 2009 - Road maps<<>>DuPage County (Ill.) -- Maps - 2009 - Road maps<<>>Kane County (Ill.) -- Maps - 2009 - Road maps<<>>Kendall County (Ill.) -- Maps - 2009 - Road maps<<>>Lake County (Ill.) -- Maps - 2009 - Road maps<<>>McHenry County (Ill.) -- Maps - 2009 - Road maps<<>>Will County (Ill.) -- Maps - 2009 - Road maps<<>>Atlastes - Chicago (Ill.) -- 2009<<>>Atlastes - Chicago Region (Ill.) - 2009<<>>Atlastes - Cook County (Ill.) - 2009<<>>Atlastes - DuPage County (Ill.) - 2009<<>>Atlastes - Kane County (Ill.) - 2009<<>>Atlastes - Kendall County (Ill.) - 2009<<>>Atlastes - Lake County (Ill.) - 2009<<>>Atlastes - McHenry County (Ill.) - 2009<<>>Atlastes - Will County (Ill.) - 2009<<>>Road maps<<>>Counties - Maps
Chicago & Cook County street guide. Chicago : Rand McNally, c2009.
1 atlas (various pagings.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
"57th edition" -- front cover
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
"$34.95" -- back cover.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
ISBN 0528874284
RMcN StrFdr 2009 .C48a (PrCt)

19959 Chicago (Ill.) -- Maps - 2010 - Bars (Drinking establishments)<<>>Chicago (Ill.) -- Maps - 2010 - Taverns (Inns)<<>>Chicago (Ill.) -- Maps - 2010 - Nightclubs<<>>Bars (Drinking establishments) - Chicago (Ill.) -- Maps 2010<<>>Taverns (Inns) - Chicago (Ill.) -- Maps - 2010<<>>Nightclubs - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 2010
Historic bars of Chicago : a guide to the 100 most historic neighborhood taverns, blues bars, jazz clubs, cocktail lounges, sports bars, nightclubs, bierstubes, rock & punk clubs, and dives of Chicago / Sean Parnell. Chicago : Lake Claremont Press, c2010.
Authors: Parnell, Sean -- Lake Claremont Press -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
271 p. : ill., maps ; 23 x 11 cm.
1st ed.
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Offers profiles of one hundred bars in Chicago, including the type of food and drinks served, the kind of music played, and the history of each establishment. Includes bibliographical references. Signed by the author.

LC Card Number: 2009927757
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
ISBN 9781893121829 ; 1893121828
F548.18 .P37 2010 (NLO)

19960 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 2010 - Neighborhoods<<>>Neighborhoods - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 2010
Authors: Berlin, Jonathan -- Yoder, Chad -- Mitchell, Ian -- Chicago Tribune -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; on sheet 56 x 56 cm.
Supplement to Chicago Tribune, Sunday, 22 August 2010.
Scale ca. 1:84,480.
"Chicago is a glorious and ever-changing mishmash of neighborhoods with names and dividing lines subject to passionate debate. This map is unofficial. Don't confuse it with the city's 'community areas' or its political wards. Or even the Catholic parish boundaries that defined neighborhoods for some. It celebrates and revels in the lively conversation about where we live."
Includes text: 10 Things you might not know about Chicago neighborhoods / by Mark Jacob and Stephen Benzkofer.
On verso: Chicago suburban communities.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
map2F G4104.C6 2011 .U5 (PrCt)

19963 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - Bibliography - 1507-1884<<>>Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - Bibliography - 1507-1884
Authors: Danckers, Ulrich -- Meredith, Jane -- Swenson, John F. -- Tanner, Helen Horneback 430 p. : ill. (some col.) ; 23 x 29 cm.
Cover title: Early Chicago Includes 'Maps that lead to Chicago' [1507-1884] (p. 51-53), and bibliographical references (p. 415-430). Formerly F548.4 .D37 1999b
Duplicate copies: Chicago Browsing F548.4 .D37 1999 -- Wing folio ZP 983 .I485
LC Card Number: 99096900
ISBN 096758230X
Map Ref folio F548.4 .D37 1999b (NLO)

19964 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - Bibliography - 1930-1985<<>>University of Illinois at Chicago. Library - Map collections - Bibliography
Chicago in maps. [1985].
Authors: University of Illinois at Chicago. Library. Map section 4 p. ; 28 cm.
'Rev 7/85,' BHC 2373 Vert 1824 (PrCt)

19965 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - Bibliography - Catalogs<<>>Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps -...
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Bibliography - Catalogs - Municipal Reference Library (Chicago, Ill.) - Map collections - Catalogs
Authors: Municipal Reference Library (Chicago, Ill.) - Benedict, Lyle A. -- Chicago (Ill.). Municipal Reference Library SEE Municipal Reference Library (Chicago, Ill.) -- Chicago Public Library.
City Hall Branch SEE Municipal Reference Library (Chicago, Ill.) -- Chicago Public Library.
Municipal Reference Library SEE Municipal Reference Library (Chicago, Ill.)

Map Ref folio F548.1 .M9 1992a (NLO)

19966 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - Bibliography - Catalogs - Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - Bibliography - Catalogs - Newberry Library
- Map collections - Bibliography - Catalogs
Checklist of Chicago Region maps at the Newberry Library : including maps of the city, Cook County, and the collar counties of DuPage, Kane, Lake, McHenry and Will. 2005.
Includes 758 records arranged by date and a combined index of authors, titles, and subjects. Edited by Patrick A. Morris.
Superseded by the Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog website, with over 1,500 Chicago region records (accessed August 2011): http://www.biblioserver.com/newberry/
Ref Z6028 .N48 2005 (NLO)

19967 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - Bibliography - Catalogs - University of Chicago. Library - Map collections - Bibliography - Catalogs
Maps of Chicago at the University of Chicago Map Collection. Chicago, Ill. University of Chicago Library, December 1993
Authors: Winters, Christopher, 1944-- -- Swiontek, Linda -- Cohen, Shaul -- University of Chicago. Library
183 p., 30 cm.

Photocopy.
Preface initialed "CW" (for compiler Christopher Winters).
"Linda Swiontek and Shaul Cohen did much of the preliminary cataloging."
"This edition ... includes all material added by late 1993." -- Preface.
Includes author, title, and subject indexes.
References: Cf. OCLC 21473473 (1986 ed.)
Map Ref folio F548.1 .U54 1993 (NLO)

19968 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - Bibliography - Prospectuses - Cartography - Chicago (Ill.) - History - Prospectuses - 1612-2002
Chicago in maps, 1612-2000. Chicago : [Holland, 2002].
Authors: Holland, Robert A. 9 p. ; 28 cm.
Prospectus for a book.
Vert 2225, no. 1 (PrCt)

19969 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - Collections, 1674-1996 - Cartography - Chicago (Ill.) - History - 1674-1996 - Study and teaching
- Geography - Chicago (Ill.) - History - 1674-1996 - Study and teaching
Authors: Danzer, Gerald A. -- Illinois Historic Preservation Agency -- Geographic Society of Chicago -- National Geographic Society (U.S.) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (76 p.) : 35 maps ; 28 cm.
Reproductions of 35 historic maps of Chicago variously dated 1674-1996, with explanatory text, tips for reading each map, and references to publications containing maps similar to each map presented.
'A curriculum development project sponsored by the Geographic Society of Chicago--National Geographic Society Education Fund and the Illinois Historic Preservation Agency.' Scales differ.
Additional availability: Map Book, Education Services, Illinois Historic Preservation Agency, Old State Capitol Plaza, Springfield, IL 62701
Duplicate copy: folio F548.3 .D365 2007
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
ISBN 0942579259 ; 9780942579253
Map Ref F548.3 .D365 2007b (NLO)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
6 microfiche maps ; 11 x 16 cm.
Added title: Ward maps.
Title from eye-readable data at top of fiche.
Reduction ratio varies.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Microfiche 701 nos. 60-66 (PrCt)

19971 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - Collections, 1863-1888 - Electronic information resources<><>University of Chicago. Library - Map collections - Electronic information resources
Before and after the fire : Chicago in the 1860s, 1870s, and 1880s. 2008.
Authors: University of Chicago. Library -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library) Internet resource
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
http://www.lib.uchicago.edu/e/su/maps/chifire/ (PrCt)

Collection of 63 real estate plats of Chicago properties, removed from records of the Walter L. Newberry estate, and variously dated 1871-1891]. 1871-1891.
Authors: Greeley, Samuel Sewell, 1824-1916i -- Greeley-Carlson Company -- Newberry, Walter Loomis, 1804-1868 -- Newberry Library -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
63 maps (manuscripts and prints) : some colored ; various sizes
Most items based on cadastral surveys completed by Samuel S. Greeley and the Greeley-Carlson Company of Chicago.
For map titles, property descriptions, dates, and personal names, see the finding aid filed with the collection.
Sheets 46-48 show former residence of Mahlon D. Ogden and future site of the Newberry Library shown before and after removal of the Ogden buildings between 1881 and 1890.
The collection forms part of the Newberry Library Archives, Record Group 02/09/30, real estate schedules 1-364.
For 18 additional Chicago cadastral plats, variously dated 1894-1925, and originating from the Newberry’s business office records of library property management, see map8C oG4104.C6A1 1894 .N4 (Newberry Archives Record Group 04/07/51).
92 Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
map8C G4104.C6A1 1871 N4 (NLO)

19973 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - Collections, 1900-1970 [Miscellaneous collection of Chicago maps : election districts, wards, demography, water system, U.S.G.S., etc. discarded by the Chicago Dept. of Public Works]. [19-].
Authors: Chicago (Ill.). Department of Public Works -- Chicago (Ill.). Board of Public Works -- Akerman, James R. -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
ca. 100 maps in 11 folders
Compiled and published by various sources, ca. 1900-ca. 1970; not individually examined or cataloged.
Filed in map cataloging area, Special Collections. Gift 1990?, James Akerman.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
temp map6F G4104.C6A 19-- .C6 (PrCt)

Authors: Perspecto Map Co. -- Derdeyn, Eugene -- Conrad, Theresa -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
7 maps : col. ; various sizes
Contents: Lake Michigan Corridor [between Winthrop Harbor and Lake Calumet] : recreation...
map guide. 1990 -- Chicago map : go Chicagoing
[1977?] -- Chicago Southland. 1989 -- Village of
Willowbrook and [south suburban] vicinity. 1991
-- Chicago international port. 1983 -- Standard Oil
Research Center, Naperville, Illinois. [1971?] --
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library).

19975  Chicago (Ill.) - Maps -
Collections<<>>Chicago (Ill.) - Pictorial works -
Collections<<>>Chicago (Ill.) - Aerial views -
Collections<<>>Cartography - Chicago (Ill.) -
History
Historic maps and views of Chicago / Granger
Collection. New York : Black Dog & Leventhal ;
Distributed by Workman Publishing Company,
[2012].
Authors: Granger Collection -- BD&L (Firm) --
Workman Publishing Company -- Chicago
Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 volume unpaged : color illustrations, color maps
; 28 x 36 cm.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library).
ISBN 9781579129170 ; 157912917X
dating 1902 show proposed and ongoing construction of the 'Ohio
Street extension' of Lake Shore Drive.
The collection forms part of the Newberry Library
Archives, Record Group 04/07/51, real estate
schedules 1-361.
For 63 additional Chicago cadastral plats,
variably dated 1871-1991, and produced under
the direction of the Walter L. Newberry estate
trustees, see map8C g4104.C6A1 1871 .N4
(Newberry Library Archives Record Group 02/09/30).
92
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library).

19976  Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - Exhibitions -
Catalogs<<>>Chicago History Museum - Map
collections - Exhibitions
[Mapping Chicago: the past and the possible :
exhibition checklist]. [2007].
Authors: Chicago History Museum
[1] leaf ; 22 x 28 cm.
Untitled and anonymous printout from Excel
spreadsheet listing 34 items in Chicago History
Museum exhibition held between September 23,
Accompanied by 2 p. printout from CHM website
describing the exhibition (accessed January 23,
2008):
http://chicagohistory.org/planavisit/exhibitions/map
ning-chicago/index/?searchterm=maps
Vert 498 no. 1 (PrCt)

19977  Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - Real property -
Collections, 1894-1925 -
Manuscripts<<>>Chicago (Ill.) - Lakeshore
development - Maps - 1897-1902 -
Manuscripts<<>>Lake Shore Drive (Chicago,
Ill.) - Maps - 1897-1902 -
Manuscripts<<>>Lakeshore development -
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1897-1902 -
Manuscripts<<>>Real property - Chicago (Ill.) -
Maps - Collections, 1894-1925 -
Manuscripts<<>>Manuscript maps<<>>Plat
maps SEE SUBHEADING Real property AND
<<<OR SUBHEADING
Landowners<<>>Maps, Plat SEE
SUBHEADING Real property AND <<<OR
SUBHEADING Landowners

[Collection of 18 real estate plats of Chicago
properties, removed from the records of the
Newberry Library's business office, and variously
Authors: Greeley, Samuel Sewell, 1824-1916l --
Greeley-Carlson Company -- Newberry, Walter
Loomis, 1804-1868 -- Newberry Library --
Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry
Library)
18 maps (manuscripts and blueprints) : some
colored ; various sizes.
Produced under the direction of the Newberry
Library's business office following the library's
incorporation in 1892.
Most of the maps are based on cadastral surveys
completed by Samuel S. Greeley, the
Greeley-Carlson Company, and its successors.
For map titles, property descriptions, dates, and
personal names, see the finding aid filed with the
collection.
Sheets 15 and 16 (dated 1897 and 1902) show
proposed and ongoing construction of the 'Ohio
Street extension' of Lake Shore Drive.
The collection forms part of the Newberry Library
Archives, Record Group 04/07/51, real estate
schedules 1-361.
For 63 additional Chicago cadastral plats,
variably dated 1871-1991, and produced under
the direction of the Walter L. Newberry estate
trustees, see map8C g4104.C6A1 1871 .N4
(Newberry Library Archives Record Group 02/09/30).
92
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library).

19978  Chicago (Ill.) - Name
LaSalle's Checagou and the river of DeSoto.
2003.
Authors: Weber, Carl J.
9 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
Printed from website accessed 5 Sept. 2003:
http://orionjeweb.com
Argues that the name Chicago is related to the
'legendary river of DeSoto, the Chucagua.'
Vert 2268, no. 2 (PrCt)
Authors: Graf, John -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
128 p.: chiefly ill., maps; 24 cm.
Series: Images of America.
LC Card Number: 0102574
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
ISBN 0738507164; 9780738507163
Chicago Browsing F548.65.A1 G72 2000 (NLO)

19981 Chicago (III.) - Pictorial works - 1779-1857 >> Fort Dearborn (III.) - Pictorial works - 1779-1857 >> Pictorial works - Chicago (III.) - 1779-1857 >> Pictorial works - Fort Dearborn (III.) - 1779-1857
15 views; on sheet 57 x 72 cm.
"Copyrighted 1893 by Kurz & Allison, 76 & 78 Wabash Avenue, Chicago, Ills."
Includes 3 anonymous and untitled bird's-eye views of Chicago as it appeared in 1830, 1845, and 1853, and illustrations of 12 buildings, including 3 of Fort Dearborn.
The largest view, no. 13, shows Chicago from Lake Michigan and is identified as "Chicago in 1853, population 60,662".
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
References: Cf. Checklist of printed maps of the Middle West to 1900, no. 4.

19982 Chicago (III.) - Pictorial works - 1779-1857 >> Fort Dearborn (III.) - Pictorial works - 1779-1857 >> Pictorial works - Chicago (III.) - 1779-1857 >> Pictorial works - Fort Dearborn (III.) - 1779-1857
Chicago in early days, 1779-1857. Chicago: Kurz & Allison, c1893.
Authors: Kurz & Allison -- Kurz & Allison. Chicago in 1853. Population 60,662 (1893) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
15 views; on sheet 57 x 72 cm.
"Copyrighted 1893 by Kurz & Allison, 76 & 78 Wabash Avenue, Chicago, Ills."
Includes 3 anonymous and untitled bird's-eye views of Chicago as it appeared in 1830, 1845, and 1853, and illustrations of 12 buildings, including 3 of Fort Dearborn.
The largest view, no. 13, shows Chicago from Lake Michigan and is identified as "Chicago in 1853, population 60,662".
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
References: Cf. Checklist of printed maps of the Middle West to 1900, no. 4.


Chicago (III.) - Pictorial works - 1779-1857 >> Fort Dearborn (III.) - Pictorial works - 1779-1857 >> Pictorial works - Chicago (III.) - 1779-1857 >> Pictorial works - Fort Dearborn (III.) - 1779-1857
Chicago in early days, 1779-1857. Chicago: Kurz & Allison, c1893.
Authors: Kurz & Allison -- Kurz & Allison. Chicago in 1853. Population 60,662 (1893) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
15 views; on sheet 57 x 72 cm.
"Copyrighted 1893 by Kurz & Allison, 76 & 78 Wabash Avenue, Chicago, Ills."
Includes 3 anonymous and untitled bird's-eye views of Chicago as it appeared in 1830, 1845, and 1853, and illustrations of 12 buildings, including 3 of Fort Dearborn.
The largest view, no. 13, shows Chicago from Lake Michigan and is identified as "Chicago in 1853, population 60,662".
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
References: Cf. Checklist of printed maps of the Middle West to 1900, no. 4.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
19983  Chicago (Ill.) - Pictorial works - 1779-1872
1779-1872>>Pictorial works - Chicago (Ill.) - 1779-1872
1779-1872>>Pointe de Sable, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean Baptiste, Jean
Drawn by Seth Eastman after Schoolcraft's original, and engraved by Robert Hinshelwood. "Pl. 27."

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Ayer 250 S3h 1851 v.4 opp. p.193 (PrCt)

19988 Chicago (Ill.) - Pictorial works - 1820<<<Pictorial works - Chicago (Ill.) - 1820
Authors: Schoolcraft, Henry Rowe, 1793-1864 -- Eastman, Seth, 1808-1875 -- Hinshelwood, Robert -- Lippincott, Grambo & Co. -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view ; 14 x 21 cm.
Drawn by Seth Eastman after Schoolcraft's original, and engraved by Robert Hinshelwood. 'Pl. 27.'
Forms part of the Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

map1F G4104.C6A3 1820 .S3 (PrCt)

19990 Chicago (Ill.) - Pictorial works - 1820<<<Pictorial works - Chicago (Ill.) - 1820
Chicago in 1820. From an old view / Childs & Co. (Chicago : J. Gager and Co. for Chicago Mechanics' Institute, 1857).
Authors: S.D. Childs & Co. -- Chicago magazine : the West as it is (1857) -- Gager, John, 19th cent. -- Chicago Mechanics' Institute -- Rudy Lamont Ruggles Collection (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view ; 6 x 17 cm., on sheet 15 x 24 cm.
In Chicago magazine : the West as it is ([Chicago : J. Gager and Co. for Chicago Mechanics' Institute], 1857) v.1 no. 1 (March 1857) at front
Scattered issues of this periodical include assorted views and maps; some are cataloged separately.
Duplicate copies: VAULT Ruggles 58 -- VAULT Ayer 1 .C5 1857
Entire periodical reproduced on the University of Michigan's Making of America website (accessed Dec. 2007):
http://quod.lib.umich.edu/cgi/t/text/pageviewer-idx

?c=moa;cc=moa;rgn=full%20text;idno=afk4278.001.001;didno=afk4278.0001.001;view=image;seq=0202
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

VAULT Ruggles 59, v.1 no. 3 (May 1857) p. 202 (PrCt)

19991 Chicago (Ill.) - Pictorial works - 1830<<<Pictorial works - Chicago (Ill.) - 1830
Chicago in 1830. [Chicago : T. Ellwood Zell and Company, 1868].
Authors: T. Ellwood Zell and Company -- T. Ellwood Zell and Company. A Guide to the city of Chicago : its public buildings, places of amusement ... (1868) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view ; 7 x 12 cm.
Duplicate copies: Graff 1686 and Case F548 .42 .G8 1868
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Graff 1687, front matter (PrCt)
19992 *Chicago (Ill.) - Pictorial works - 1831*<br>**Pictorial works - Chicago (Ill.) - 1831**<br>Chicago in 1831. Chicago : R. Blanchard, 1884.<br>Authors: Blanchard, Rufus, 1821-1904 -- Blanchard, Rufus, 1821-1904.<br>Historical map of the United States (1884) -- Blanchard, Rufus, 1821-1904.<br>Historical atlas of the United States [1893?] -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)<br>1 view : hand col. ; 19 x 36 cm.<br>Inset on: Blanchard, Rufus. Blanchard's Historical map of the United States (Chicago, 1884) in Blanchard's Historical atlas of the United States (Chicago, [1893?]), leaf 7.<br>Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).<br>**oversize G 108301 .1, leaf 7 (PrCt)**<br>

19993 *Chicago (Ill.) - Pictorial works - 1833*<br>**Pictorial works - Chicago (Ill.) - 1833**<br>Chicago in 1833. Cincinnati : C.F. Vent, 1872.<br>Authors: Bureau of Illustration -- Colbert, Elias -- Chamberlin, Everett -- Vent, C.F. -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)<br>1 view ; 10 x 17 cm.<br>In: E. Colbert and E. Chamberlin. Chicago and great conflaguration (Cincinnati: C.F. Vent, 1872)<br>Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).<br>**U 98.162a opp. p.26 (PrCt)**

19994 *Chicago (Ill.) - Pictorial works - 1852<br>Chicago in 1852 : from an old print in the collection at the Chicago Historical Society / painted by Tony Sarg. [Chicago : s.n., 193-].<br>Authors: Sarg, Tony, 1882-1942 -- Chicago Historical Society -- DaBoll, Raymond F. -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)<br>1 photographic negative ; 8 x 10 in. + positive print and detail of cartouche<br>Lower right section only, probably about 2/3 of the whole.<br>Partial view of Sherman House visible at upper right, label for view of Fort Dearborn visible at top center.<br>Location of original painting unknown; it is not (2008) at the Chicago History Museum, nor do they know of any views of the city from 1852.<br>Removed from the Raymond Da Boll Papers; it is possible that Da Boll was responsible for the calligraphy in the title cartouche.<br>Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).<br>**map1F G4104 .C6A3 1852 .S3 193- (PrCt)**

19995 *Chicago (Ill.) - Pictorial works - 1852*<br>**Pictorial works - Chicago (Ill.) - 1852**<br>Chicago from the lake. A view taken in 1852 / Childs & Co. [Chicago : J. Gager and Co. for Chicago Mechanics' Institute, 1857].<br>Authors: S.D. Childs & Co. -- Chicago magazine : the West as it is (1857) -- Gager, John, 19th cent.<br>-- Chicago Mechanics' Institute -- Rudy Lamont Ruggles Collection (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- S.D. Childs & Co. SEE ALSO Childs, Shubael D. -- Childs (S.D.) & Co. SEE S.D. Childs & Co.<br>1 view ; 11 x 18 cm., on sheet 15 x 24 cm.<br>In Chicago magazine : the West as it is (1857) -- Gager, J. Gager and Co. for Chicago Mechanics' Institute], 1857] v. 1 no. 2 (April 1857) at front<br>Scattered issues of this periodical include assorted views and maps; some are cataloged separately.<br>Duplicate copies: VAULT Ruggles 58 -- VAULT Ayer 1 .C5 1857<br>Entire periodical reproduced on the University of Michigan's Making of America website (accessed Dec. 2007):<br>http://quod.lib.umich.edu/cgi/t/text/pageviewer-idx ?c=moa;cc=moa;rgn=full%20text;idno=afk4278.001.001;didno=afk4278.0001.001;view=image;seq=98;page=root;size=s;frm=frameset;<br>Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).<br>**VAULT Ruggles 59, v. 1, no. 2 (April 1857) at front (PrCt)**

19996 *Chicago (Ill.) - Pictorial works - 1853*<br>**Pictorial works - Chicago (Ill.) - 1853**<br>Chicago International Map Fair (1st : 2013)<br>Chicago in 1853. Population 60,662.<br>Authors: Kurz & Allison -- Kurz & Allison. Chicago in early days, 1779-1857 (2013) -- Harlan J. Berk Ltd. -- Berk, Harlan J. -- Chicago International Map Fair (1st : 2013) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)<br>1 view ; col. ; 21 x 38 cm. on sheet 51 x 40 cm.<br>Reproduction of a bird's-eye view of Chicago from Lake Michigan.<br>The original view forms no. 13 of 15 illustrations printed on 1 sheet with the following collective title: Chicago in early days, 1779-1857 (Chicago: Kurz & Allison, c1893).<br>This view's title is from the key in the bottom margin of the original print.<br>Forms part of a poster advertising the "1st Annual Chicago International Map Fair, September 27-29, 2013."<br>The poster also lists the exhibitors, dates and times, and includes small reproductions of six antique world, continental, and regional maps.<br>Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).<br>References: Cf. Checklist of printed maps of the Middle West to 1900, no. 4-0314<br>**map2F G4104.C6A3 1853 .K8 2013 (PrCt)**

19997 *Chicago (Ill.) - Pictorial works - 1853*<br>**Pictorial works - Chicago (Ill.) - 1853**<br>Chicago in 1853. Chicago : A.T. Andreas, 1884.<br>Authors: Robertson, George J., fl. 1827-1854 -- Smith Bros. & Co. -- Andreas, A.T. (Alfred

1 view; 23 x 37 cm.


Reproduction of view originally published in New York by Smith Brothers and Co. in 1853; 'reproduction of a crayon drawing.'

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Ayer 160.9 .A5 1884, v. 1, between p. 592-593 (PrCt)


Authors: Robertson, George J., fl. 1827-1854 -- Wellstood, William, 1819-1900 -- Smith Bros. & Co. -- Swormstedt, Leroy, 1798-1863 -- Pope, A. -- Ladies' Repository -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 view; hand col.; 14 x 20 cm.

From The Ladies' Repository v.17 Feb. 1856 (Cincinnati: L. Swornstedt and A. Pope, 1856). 'Engraved by permission for The Ladies' Repository from Views of American cities [1853], published by Smith Brothers & Co.'

Another copy (uncolored) in A5.5 v.17 (Feb. 1856).

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

map1F G4104.C6A3 1853 R6 (PrCt)

19999 Chicago (Ill.) - Pictorial works - 1853<br>Pictorial works - Chicago (Ill.) - 1853 Chicago, Ill. Cincinnati : L. Swornstedt and A. Pope, 1856.

Authors: Robertson, George J., fl. 1827-1854 -- Wellstood, William, 1819-1900 -- Smith Bros. & Co. -- Swornstedt, Leroy, 1798-1863 -- Ladies' Repository -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 view; 14 x 20 cm.


Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

A5 .5 v. 16 (Feb. 1856) (PrCt)

20000 Chicago (Ill.) - Pictorial works - 1857<br>Pictorial works - Chicago (Ill.) - 1857 View of the Chicago Harbor and central area.


1 view; col.; 46 x 46 cm. fold. to 18 x 17 cm.

Facsimile showing downtown part of the Chicago Historical Society's Palmatary view, 'with best wishes for a Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year, Dorothy and Graham Aldis.' Perspective map, scale varies.

Oriented with north to right.

Below map, notes about Chicago in 1857 and partial key to the view.

Digital image of another copy of the complete map available on Library of Congress website (accessed Nov. 2007): http://1.usa.gov/1vbgp4b

Forms part of the Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library).

References: Holland, Chicago in maps 1612-2002, p. 80-83

map4F G4104.C6A3 1857 .P3 1957 (PrCt)

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

References: Holland, Chicago in maps 1612-2002, p. 80-83; Checklist of printed maps of the Middle West to 1900 v. 4, no. 4-0357; LC Panoramic maps (2nd ed.), 146; Cahan, Richard. Chicago : rising from the prairie (Carlsbad, Calif.: Heritage Media Corporation, 2000).

forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Maps only, use twice in 'flipped' subject headings (as both beginning and floating topical subdivisions). For all other maps use only as a secondary subdivision.

Chicago : rising from the prairie (Carlsbad, Calif.: Heritage Media Corporation, 2000).

Composite panoramic view compiled from 11 oblique photographs.

Includes separate photographic of the court house, key to buildings (1-57), and population figures for 1858, 1882, and 1890.

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Bird's-eye view from Michigan Avenue north toward the mouth of the river and the Illinois Central Railroad depot.

Duplicate copies: Graff 1686 and Case F548 .42 .G8 1868

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Graff 1687, opposite p. 36 (PrCt)


Authors: Illustrated London news (1871) -- Gajda, Gregory J. -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)

[34] p. : map, 32 views ; 40 cm.


Includes many columns of text about the Chicago and Peshtigo fires.


Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

map2F G4104 .C6A3 1871 .15 (PrCt)


Authors: Davis, Theodore R. -- Harper's Weekly (New York) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 view ; 35 x 52 cm.


Perspective view, looking southwest.

Fragile and damaged, with some loss of detail.

Digital image of another copy available on Chicago History Museum website (accessed Dec. 2009):

http://www.chicagohs.org/fire/conflag/pic0172.html

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

folio A 5 .392, v. 15, no. 774 (October 28, 1871), p. 1008-1009 (PrCt)

20009 Chicago (Ill.) - Pictorial works - 1871 - Fires Great Fire, Chicago, Ill., 1871 - Maps - 1871 - Fires - Chicago (Ill.) - Pictorial works - 1871 - Fires Chicago, as seen after the great conflagration. Chicago : Hughes and Johnson, [1885].


1 view ; 22 x 76 cm.

In: Andreas, Alfred Theodore. History of Chicago : from the earliest period to the present time : in three volumes (Chicago : A. T. Andreas, publisher, 1884-1886), v. 2, between p. 758-759. 'Reproduced by permission of Joshua Smith.'

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Ayer 160.9 .A5 1884, v. 2, between p. 758-759 (PrCt)

20010 Chicago (Ill.) - Pictorial works -

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
20011 Chicago (Ill.) - Pictorial works - 1871
Bird's eye view of Chicago as it was before the great fire / drawn by Theodore R. Davis. [New York] : Harper's Weekly, [1871].
Authors: Davis, Theodore R. -- Harper's Weekly (New York) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view ; 34 x 53 cm.
Fragile and damaged, with some loss of detail.
Perspective view, looking southwest.
References 1-49 in bottom margin.
For 1969 facsimile reprint, see Map2F 4104 .C6A3
Digital image of another copy available on Library of Congress website (accessed Dec. 2009): http://memory.loc.gov/cgi-bin/query/h?ammem/gm:atifield(NUMBER+@band(g4104c+pm001495))
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
folio A 5 .392, v. 14, no. 773 (October 21, 1871), p. 984-985 (PrCt)

20012 Chicago (Ill.) - Pictorial works - 1871
Authors: McDonald, R. H. -- R.B. Thompson & Co. -- McDonald, R. H. Illustrated history and map of Chicago (1871) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view ; 10 x 17 cm.
Wood engraving.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Case U 98 .165 [view 2 of 2] (PrCt)

20013 Chicago (Ill.) - Pictorial works - 1876
Bird's eye view of the Chicago railway system, 1876. [Chicago : J.M. Wing & Co., 1877].
Authors: J.M. Wing & Co. -- Land Owner -- J.M. Wing & Co. 7 days in Chicago (1877) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library. John M. Wing Foundation 1 view ; 15 x 24 cm.
In: J.M. Wing & Co. 7 days in Chicago. A complete guide to the street cars, omnibuses ... etc. ... together with a map and historical sketch of the city and the great fire (Chicago: J.M. Wing & Co., 1877), p.[7].
View looking east toward the lake; not drawn to scale.
Wood engraving.
Added book title: Seven days in Chicago.
Book includes 3 maps of Chicago and many views.
Duplicate copy: Case G 8962 .975
For 1878 edition, see AMcN III PC 190
References: MMC 4-0518.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.
Wing folio ZP 883 .W723, p. [7] (PrCt)

20014 Chicago (Ill.) - Pictorial works - 1877
Map printing - Wood engravings - Maps - 1877
Authors: J.M. Wing & Co. -- Land Owner -- J.M. Wing & Co. 7 days in Chicago (1877) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library. John M. Wing Foundation 1 view ; 7 x 14 cm.
In: J.M. Wing & Co. 7 days in Chicago. A complete guide to the street cars, omnibuses ... etc. ... together with a map and historical sketch of the city and the great fire (Chicago: J.M. Wing & Co., 1877), p.[1].
View looking west from the lake.
Letterpress above view: Seven days in Chicago.
'Press of the Land Owner, Times Building,
20015 Chicago (Ill.) - Pictorial works - 1889 - Buildings, structures, etc.

Chicago. Columbus, Ohio : Published & copyrighted 1899 by Ward Brothers, [c1899].
Authors: Ward Brothers (Columbus, Ohio) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
[14] leaves of plates : all views ; 16 cm.
Cover title.
Plates on continuous strip 14 x 162 cm., folded accordion style to form 14 leaves.
Advertisements on lining paper.
Red cloth over boards; decorative gold stamping.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Baskes F548.37 .C43 1889 (NLO)

20017 Chicago (Ill.) - Pictorial works - 1892<Pictorial works - Chicago (Ill.) - 1892

The City of Chicago. Ithaca, N.Y. Historic Urban Plans, [197-?].
Authors: Currier & Ives -- Historic Urban Plans (Firm) -- Amon Carter Museum of Western Art -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : col. ; 30 x 47 cm.
Reduced facsimile of original published New York: Currier & Ives, 1892; 'reproduced from an original lithograph .. in the Amon Carter Museum of Western Art, Fort Worth, Texas.'
Perspective map, scale varies.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
mmap2F G4104.C6A3 1892 .C8 (PrCt)

20018 Chicago (Ill.) - Pictorial works - 1892<Pictorial works - Chicago (Ill.) - 1892

The City of Chicago. New York : Currier & Ives, 1892.
Authors: Currier & Ives -- Poole, George Amos, 1907-1990 -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : col. ; 53 x 83 cm.
Bird's-eye view.
Previously owned by Newberry Library curator George A. Poole.
Previously owned by Newberry Library curator George A. Poole.
Formerly housed in the Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
George A. Poole III Collection no. 28 (PrCt)

20019 Chicago (Ill.) - Pictorial works - 1898<Loop Chicago (Ill.) - Pictorial works - 1898<Pictorial works - Chicago (Ill.) - 1898<Pictorial works - Loop (Chicago, Ill.) - 1898

Bird's-eye view of the business district of Chicago. Chicago : Poole Brothers, 1898.
Authors: Poole Brothers -- W. L. DeWolf & Co. -- Illinois Central Railroad Company -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : col. ; 94 x 146 cm.
'Copyright, 1898, by Poole Brothers, Chicago, Ill.'
Many buildings identified in bottom margin.
Previously mounted on cloth handstamped 'W.L. DeWolf & Co.' and numbered '3371' and '501b.'
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Other copies held by the Chicago History Museum and available through the Library of Congress website as a raster image (January 2014):
http://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g4104c.pm001530
References; Holland, Chicago in maps 1612-2002 p. 184-185; LC Panoramic maps (2nd ed.), 153; OCLC 5447542; not in MMC.
Illinois Central map4F G4104.C6A3 1898 .P6 (PrCt)

20020 Chicago (Ill.) - Pictorial works - 1910 - Local Transit<Chicago (Ill.) - Pictorial works - 1910 - Parks<Pictorial works - Chicago

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Panel art: color aerial photograph of Sears Tower.

Two aerial photographs of Chicago on verso.

Perspective bird's-eye views; not drawn to scale. View of the Sears Tower in center of sheet flanked by line drawings showing major buildings in four directions from 103rd floor of the building. Map on verso (11 x 12 cm.): [Map of Chicago region indicating radius from Sears Tower in miles]

Two aerial photographs of Chicago on verso. Panel art: color aerial photograph of Sears Tower.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 2366 (PrCt)

Chicago (Ill.) - Pictorial works - 1973 - Sear

Sears Tower. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Company, [1973].

Authors: Sears, Roebuck and Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

5 views : col. ; on sheet 38 x 38 cm., folded to 19 x 10 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: You are here... on the 103rd floor, 1353 feet above the ground.

Perspective bird's-eye views; not drawn to scale. View of the Sears Tower in center of sheet flanked by line drawings showing major buildings in four directions from 103rd floor of the building. Map on verso (11 x 12 cm.): [Map of Chicago region indicating radius from Sears Tower in miles]

Two aerial photographs of Chicago on verso. Panel art: color aerial photograph of Sears Tower.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 2365 (PrCt)


Authors: Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 aerial photograph ; 76 x 77 cm.
Shows the Newberry Library before construction of the stack building.

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).


20030 Chicago (Ill.) - Pictorial works - 1982 - Pictorial works - Chicago (Ill.) - 1982

Authors: Fox, David A. (David Alan) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : col. ; 90 x 56 cm.
Scale indeterminable.
Shows downtown Chicago; names major buildings.
83-64818
383
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
map6F G4104.C6A3 1982 F6 (PrCt)

20031 Chicago (Ill.) - Pictorial works - 1982 - Pictorial works - Chicago (Ill.) - 1982

Authors: Pierson, Francis J. -- Pierson Graphics Corp. -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : col. ; 61 x 88 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:4,000-ground; ca. 1:5,000-buildings]. Indexed for buildings.
OCLC 21790026.
83-64830
324
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

20032 Chicago (Ill.) - Pictorial works - 1987 - Sears Tower (Chicago, Ill.) - Pictorial works - 1987

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
5 views : col. ; on sheet 37x 37 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Chicago experience and skydeck observatory : Sears Tower
Perspective bird's-eye views; not drawn to scale.
View of the Sears Tower in center of sheet flanked by line drawings showing major buildings in four directions from 103rd floor of the building.
Text, col. ill., and location map on verso.
Issued folded to 19 x 10 cm.
References: Cf. OCLC 31185411
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

20033 Chicago (Ill.) - Pictorial works - 2001 - Pictorial maps - Pictorial maps - Chicago (Ill.) - 2001

2001 - Pictorial works - Chicago (Ill.) -

Authors: Obbott, Kikko, 1950- -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view ; 59 x 89 cm.
Print of original pencil drawing measuring 10 feet x 12 feet 8 inches.
View looking north from about 14th St., with major detail in South Loop, Loop, Near North and Near West sides.
With printed signature "Kikko" at lower right.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

20034 Chicago (Ill.) - Pictorial works - 2002 - Pictorial works - Chicago (Ill.) - 2002

Authors: Ludington Ltd. -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 49 x 79 cm.
Shows Loop and Near North area; bounded by Balbo and Columbus, Canal and Adams, Olive Park, and Oak Street Beach.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).


20035 Chicago (Ill.) - Pictorial works - Collections, 1859-1967 - Local transit - Local transit

- Chicago (Ill.) - Pictorial works - Collections, 1859-1967

Authors: Chicago Transit Authority, Public Information Dept. -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
19 p. : chiefly ill. ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Chicago Browsing F548.37 .H57 1967 (NLO)

20036 Chicago (Ill.) - Pictorial works - Collections, 1878

Seven days in Chicago. Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., 1878.
Authors: J.M. Wing & Co. -- Land Owner -- Andrews, A. B., Mrs. -- Cockrell, Monroe F. (Monroe Fulkerson), b. 1884 -- Rand McNally and Company -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
64 p. : t. (folded, col.) ; 28 cm.
Entered for copyright by John M. Wing.
Colored lithographic covers inscribed 'Mrs. A. B. Andrews, Oct. 14th.'
Inscription on p. i: 'Presented to Andrew McNally III with best wishes for the preservation of this pamphlet. Monroe F. Cockrell, Jan. 6, 1948.'
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

To Collection Services for cataloging, Nov. 2006 (PrCt)

20037 Chicago (Ill.) - Pictorial works - Collections, 1883
Pictorial works - Chicago (Ill.) - Collections, 1883
Authors: Wittemann Brothers -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
[1] p., [18] leaves of plates (all views) ; 15 x 24 cm.
Cover title.
The leaves of plates are folded accordion style and attached to the front cover. Text portion is at back of volume.
Formerly 7Q 361
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Case F548.37 .N49 1883 (NLO)

20038 Chicago (Ill.) - Pictorial works - Collections, 1883
Pictorial works - Chicago (Ill.) - Collections, 1883
Photography - Maps - Collections, 1883
Photography - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - Collections, 1883
Map printing - Wood engravings - Pictorial works - Chicago (Ill.) - Collections, 1883
For Chicago Region items only, use twice in 'flipped' subject headings (as both beginning and floating topical subdivisions). For all other maps use only as a secondary subdivision.<<>Wood engravings
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
14 views ; each 11 x 8 cm., on sheet 13 x 120 cm., folded in covers 13 x 10 cm.
Cover title.
Date derived from copy held by the Library of Congress; see OCLC: 23377046
Comprised of 14 wood-engraved views printed on one long accordion-folded strip.
Contents: Central Park -- Rand, McNally & Co.'s Printing and Publishing House, 148, 150, 152 and 154 Monroe Street -- Dearborn Street, south from Monroe -- Interior view of 12th Street Jesuit church -- County Courthouse and City Hall -- Clark Street, south from Randolph -- Madison Street, looking west -- Jefferson Park -- Chicago Water Works -- Chicago Tribune Building, cor. Dearborn and Madison -- Post Office and Custom House -- LaSalle Street...south from Washington
-- Exposition Building -- Lincoln Park...view from 'the Hill.'
Two copies at Newberry, each bound in publisher's cloth with elaborate blind stamping and gilt title.
Copy 1 in red covers.
Copy 2 in blue covers; views [10-12] separated at folds.
Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection.
Previously shelved as AMcN III PC 1260 and AMcN III PC 2830.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
map3C G4104.C6A35 1883 .R3 (PrCt)

20039 Chicago (Ill.) - Pictorial works - Collections, 1886
Pictorial works - Chicago (Ill.) - Collections, 1886
Authors: Wittemann, A. (Adolph), 1845-1938 -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
[24] plates (all views) ; fold. in covers 15 x 24 cm.
Cover title.
Plates on continuous strip folded accordion style.
Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection at the Newberry Library.
Condition: Small tear between third and fourth panels, else fine.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Case F548.37 .N49 1886 (NLO)

20040 Chicago (Ill.) - Pictorial works - Collections, 1891
Pictorial works - Chicago (Ill.) - Collections, 1891
Maps - Collections, 1891
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - Collections, 1891
Photography - Maps - Collections, 1891
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
Includes Rand McNally & Co.'s map of Chicago no. 3 (65 x 51 cm., c1888); verso includes Rand McNally & Co.'s New City Limits Map of Chicago, 1891 (48 x 34 cm.)
Condition: Paper covers, some loss at spine, else good. Map fine.
Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection.
Previous location: B-19.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
AMcN III PC 2490 (PrCt)

20041 Chicago (Ill.) - Pictorial works - Collections, 1893
Pictorial works - Chicago (Ill.) - Collections, 1893
Maps - Collections, 1893
Photography - Maps - Collections, 1893
Photography - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - Collections, 1893
Chicago (Ill.) - Pictorial works - Collections, 1893
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - Collections, 1893
Photography - Maps - Collections, 1893
Chicago (Ill.) - Photography - Maps - Collections, 1893
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Collections, 1893

Rand, McNally & Co.'s bird's-eye views and guide to Chicago : indispensable to every visitor: containing innumerable details of business and residence localities ... means of transportation ... directory of churches, clubs, hotels ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., 1893.

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)

320 p. : views, maps ; 18 cm.

Includes detailed bird's-eye views, line drawings, and architectural elevations of the central business district and selected affluent neighborhoods 'executed by a unique combination of photography and topography' -- p.[2].

Partial contents, views (10 x 15 cm. and smaller; selected buildings and homes keyed to numbered references in accompanying text):


Folded col. map in pocket; also includes several maps not described here.

Publisher's advertisements: p. [307]-[309].

Includes indexes.

Publisher's red cloth titled gilt, red and green marbled edges.

Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection.

Duplicate copies: temp map4C G4104.C6A 1893 .R3 -- G 8962 .731 -- Case F548.5 .R33 1893

Condition: Covers faded, two cellophane tape repairs, else fine.

LC Card Number: rc 01002385


Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

AmCn III PC 3320 (PrCt)

Chicago (Ill.) - Pictorial works - Collections, 1893<<>>Pictorial works - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - Collections, 1893<<>>Chicago (Ill.) - Photography - Maps - Collections, 1893<<>>Photography - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - Collections, 1893

Rand, McNally & Co.'s bird's-eye views and guide to Chicago : indispensable to every visitor: containing innumerable details of business and residence localities ... means of transportation ... directory of churches, clubs, hotels ... Chicago : New York : RandMcNally & Co., 1893.

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)

320 p. : ill., views, maps (1 folded col.) ; 19 cm.

Includes detailed bird's-eye views, line drawings, and architectural elevations of the central business district and selected affluent neighborhoods 'executed by a unique combination of photography and topography' -- p.[2].

Partial contents, views (10 x 15 cm. and smaller; selected buildings and homes keyed to numbered references in accompanying text):


Folded col. map in pocket; also includes several maps not described here.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Publisher’s advertisements: p. [307]-[309]. Includes indexes.

LC Card Number: rc 010022385


Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Case F548.5 .R33 1893 (NLO)

20043

Chicago (Ill.) - Pictorial works - Collections, 1893
Pictorial works - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - Collections, 1893
Photography - Maps - Collections, 1893

Rand, McNally & Co.’s bird’s-eye views and guide to Chicago : indispensable to every visitor: containing innumerable details of business and residence localities ... means of transportation ... directory of churches, clubs, hotels ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, 1893.

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
320 p. : views, maps ; 18 cm.
Includes detailed bird’s-eye views, line drawings, and architectural elevations of the central business district and selected affluent neighborhoods ‘executed by a unique combination of photography and topography’ -- p.[2].
Partial contents, views (10 x 15 cm. and smaller; selected buildings and homes keyed to numbered references in accompanying text):

Folded col. map in pocket; also includes several maps not described here.
Publisher’s advertisements: p. [307]-[309]. Includes indexes.
Publisher’s red cloth titled gilt, red and green marbled edges.

LC Card Number: rc 010022385
Duplicate copies: AMcN III PC 3320 -- G 8962 .731 -- Case F548.5 .R33 1893


Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

temp map4C G4104.C6A 1893 .R3 (PrCt)

20044

Chicago (Ill.) - Pictorial works - Collections, 1893
Pictorial works - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - Collections, 1893
Photography - Maps - Collections, 1893

Rand, McNally & Co.’s bird’s-eye views and guide to Chicago : indispensable to every visitor: containing innumerable details of business and residence localities ... means of transportation ... directory of churches, clubs, hotels ... Chicago : New York : RandMcNally & Co., 1893.

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
320 p. : views, maps ; 19 cm.
Photocopy [Fort Wayne, Ind. : Fort Wayne and Allen County Public Library, 1977?].
Includes detailed bird’s-eye views, line drawings, and architectural elevations of the central business district and selected affluent neighborhoods ‘executed by a unique combination of photography and topography’ -- p.[2].
Partial contents, views (10 x 15 cm. and smaller; selected buildings and homes keyed to numbered references in accompanying text):

Folded col. map in pocket; also includes several maps not described here.
Publisher’s advertisements: p. [307]-[309]. Includes indexes.
Publisher’s red cloth titled gilt, red and green marbled edges.

LC Card Number: rc 010022385
Duplicate copies: AMcN III PC 3320 -- G 8962 .731 -- Case F548.5 .R33 1893


Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Michigan Boulevard -- At the mouth of the 
Chicago River -- Washington Square [and the 
Newberry Library], looking northeast -- Looking 
southwest from the Virginia Hotel -- Lake Shore 
Drive. The waterworks -- From Schiller Street and 
Lake Shore Drive, looking northwest -- Vicinity of 
Lincoln Monument -- Ashland Boulevard [1 of 2] 
-- Vicinity of County Hospital -- Ashland 
Drexel Avenue and Forty-Eighth Street, 
looking northeast -- Michigan Boulevard [1 of 5] 
-- Michigan Boulevard [2 of 5] -- Grand Boulevard -- 
University of Chicago -- Michigan Boulevard [5 of 5]. 
Folded col. map in pocket; also includes several 
maps not described here. 
Publisher's advertisements: p. [307]-[309]. 
Includes indexes. 
LC Card Number: rc 01002385 
Duplicate copies: AmCN III PC 3320 -- temp 
map4C G4104.C6A 1893 .R3 -- Case F548.5 .R33 1893 
Many of the views reproduced in: Randall, Frank 
Alfred. History of the development of building 
construction in Chicago / by Frank A. Randall 
(Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1949) [Ref 
TH 25. C4 R35]. 
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection 
(Newberry Library). 
G 8962 .731 (NLO) 

20045 Chicago (Ill.) - Pictorial works - Collections, 
1898<>=Pictorial works - Chicago (Ill.) - 
Photography - Maps - Collections, 
1898<>=Photography - Chicago (Ill.) - 
Maps - Collections, 1898<>=Chicago (Ill.) - 
Guidebooks - 1898 
Rand, McNally & Co.'s Bird's eye views and 
guide to Chicago : indispensable to every visitor. 
Containing innumerable details of business and 
residence localities ... Chicago ; New York : 
Rand, McNally & Co., 1898, c1893. 
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Chicago 
Region Map Collection (Newberry Library) 
320 p. : views and maps ; 18 cm. 
Includes detailed bird's-eye views, line drawings, 
and architectural elevations of the central 
business district and selected affluent 
neighborhoods 'executed by a unique combination 
of photography and topography' -- p.[2]. 
Partial contents, views (10 x 15 cm. and smaller; 
selected buildings and homes keyed to 
numbered references in accompanying text): 
Wolf Point, 1893, looking west -- Vicinity of the 
Board of Trade -- Region of Twelfth Street 
railway station -- From Adams Street, north on 
Dearborn -- From Adams Street, looking south 
From Randolph Street, looking south on La Salle 
From State Street, looking east -- Vicinity of 
Van Buren and Grand Central railway station -- 
Printing House Row, from Van Buren Street 
North of the court house -- West of the court 
house -- Dearborn and Union passenger stations 
-- The wholesale district north on Market Street 
-- Within the heavy wholesale district -- Looking 
south from Lake Street -- Looking west from 
Michigan Boulevard -- At the mouth of the 
Chicago River -- Washington Square [and the 
Newberry Library], looking northeast -- Looking 
southwest from the Virginia Hotel -- Lake Shore 
Drive. The waterworks -- From Schiller Street and 
Lake Shore Drive, looking northwest -- Vicinity of 
Lincoln Monument -- Ashland Boulevard [1 of 2] 
-- Vicinity of County Hospital -- Ashland 
Drexel Avenue and Forty-Eighth Street, 
looking northeast -- Michigan Boulevard [1 of 5] 
-- Michigan Boulevard [2 of 5] -- Grand Boulevard -- 
University of Chicago -- Michigan Boulevard [5 of 5]. 
Also includes several maps not described here. 
Many of the views reproduced in: Randall, Frank 
Alfred. History of the development of building 
construction in Chicago / by Frank A. Randall 
(Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1949) [Ref 
oTH 25. C4 R35]. 
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection; 
previously shelved in the 3rd floor stacks, aisle 
32. 
Duplicate copies: map4C G4104.C6A 1898 R3a 
-- Baskes F548.5 .R33 1898 
Digital images available as part of the Newberry 
Library's Great Lakes Digital Collection via the
Chicago (Ill.) - Pictorial works - Collections, 1900-1999
Pictorial works - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - Collections, 1900-1999
Mural painting and decoration, American - Illinois - Chicago - 1900-1999 - Guidebooks
Authors: Gray, Mary L. (Mary Lackritz) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
xviii, 488 p. : ill. (some col.), col. maps ; 20 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 467-469) and index.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
ISBN 0226305961 ; 0226305996
ND2638.C4 G73 2001 (NLO)

Chicago (Ill.) - Pictorial works - Collections, 1907
Pictorial works - Chicago (Ill.) - Photography - Maps - Collections, 1907
Photography - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - Collections, 1907
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
126 p. : chiefly ill. ; 14 x 21 cm.
Condition: Red cloth binding with black and gold stamping.
Condition: Fine.
Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection and the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Previous location: B-28
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Missing June 2014.
AMcN III PC 360 (PrCt)

Chicago (Ill.) - Pictorial works - Collections, 1910
Pictorial works - Chicago (Ill.) - Collections, 1910
Photography - Pictorial works - Collections, 1910
Photography - Chicago (Ill.) - Pictorial works - Collections, 1910
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Angus, Mrs. -- McPhail, Alex, Mrs. -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
126 p. : chiefly ill. ; 14 x 21 cm.
Former owners: Mrs. Angus, Dec 21, 1912; Mrs. Alex McPhail.
Digital version of another copy available on the Internet Archive website (accessed April 2013):
http://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gdc/scd0001.00147529703
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
LC Card Number: 12037986
Case F548.37 .O54 1910 (NLO)

Chicago (Ill.) - Pictorial works - Collections, 1916
Pictorial works - Chicago (Ill.) - Photography - Pictorial works - Collections, 1916
Photography - Chicago (Ill.) - Pictorial works - Collections, 1916
One hundred and twenty-five photographic views of Chicago : a collection of reproductions from photographs of the most prominent streets, buildings, statues, park scenes, and other features of interest in the city. Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., c1916.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
[122] p. : chiefly ill. ; 14 x 21 cm.
Cover title: 125 photographic views of Chicago Illustrations on covers.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Baskes F548.37 .O54 1916 (NLO)

Chicago (Ill.) - Pictorial works - Collections, 1949
Pictorial works - Chicago (Ill.) - Photography - Collections, 1949
Photography - Chicago (Ill.) - Collections, 1949
Authors: Korth, Fred G. -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
66 p. : chiefly ill. ; 21 cm.
LC Card Number: 49050317
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
F548.5 .K6 1949 (NLO)
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Midwest MS 129 (NLO)

20056 Chicago (Ill.) - Postcards - Collections, 1870-1949

Chicago (Ill.) - Postcards - Collections, 1870-1949

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

20057 Chicago (Ill.) - Postcards - Collections, 1900-1919

Chicago (Ill.) - Postcards - Collections, 1900-1919

Christian Harzig collection of Chicago postcards, ca. 1900-1910s. [ca.1900-ca.1919].
Authors: Harzig, Christiane -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)

20059 Chicago (Ill.) - Railroads, Elevated - History - Maps

Chicago (Ill.) - Railroads, Elevated - History - Maps

Authors: Hudson, Leslie (Leslie A.) -- Arcadia Publishing -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)

20060 Chicago International Map Fair (1st : 2013)<br>Map industry and trade - Chicago (Ill.) - 2013<br>Maps - Collectors and collecting - Chicago (Ill.) - 2013

Authors: Harlan J. Berk, Ltd. -- Berk, Harlan J. -- Berk (Harlan J.) Ltd. SEE Harlan J. Berk, Ltd.

20061 Chicago - Maps - 2006 - Dogs - Services for

20062 Dogs - Services for - Chicago - Maps -
2006
Old Navy dog lovers' map of Chicago. [Chicago : Old Navy, 2006].
Authors: Old Navy (Firm) -- Chicago tribune -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 46 x 44 cm. fold. to 22 x 13 cm.
Issued as an advertising supplement to Chicago Tribune 7 May 2006.
Shows locations of 'pet-friendly parks' and doggie boutiques.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
map2F G4104 .C6E63 2006 O6 (PrCt)

The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway : complete time tables. [Chicago : Poole Brothers, 1920].
Authors: Chicago, Milwaukee, and St. Paul Railway Company -- Poole Brothers -- Poole Brothers. Chicago Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway and connecting lines (1920) -- Blatchford family -- Blatchford, E.W. (Eliphalet Wickes), 1826-1914
86 p. : map ; 23 x 21 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Cover title.
"Corrected to August 1, 1920." -- Cover
"Poole Bros., Chicago" -- Imprint on p. 85.
Includes station index.
Map on p. 43-46: Poole Brothers. Chicago Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway and connecting lines (Chicago : Poole Bros., [1920]). 1 map ; 21 x 38 cm. Scale [ca. 1:126,000]. Coordinates: (W 125°00'-W 87°00'/N 50°00'--N 31°30'). Dated "7-16-20" at bottom right. Arrows highlight electric rail lines between Harlowton, Montana and Tacoma, Washington. Plate no. 6132.
Map and selected timetables also cataloged separately.
Removed from the Blatchford family papers in the Midwest Manuscript Collection at the Newberry Library. [Midwest MS Blatchford]
Previously classed as map4C G4051.P3 1920 .P6 (PrCt)
HE1805 .C55 1920 (NLO)

Condensed schedules of through trains and equipment [of the Chicago, Milwaukee, and St. Paul Railway] : west and northbound. [Chicago : Poole Brothers, 1920].
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Chicago, Milwaukee, and St. Paul Railway Company -- Chicago, Milwaukee, and St. Paul Railway Company. The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway : complete time tables (1920) 1 chart ; on sheet 23 x 21 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Continued on p. 11-12.
HE1805 .C55 1920, p. 9-10 (PrCt)

Condensed schedules of through trains and equipment [of the Chicago, Milwaukee, and St. Paul Railway] : east and southbound. [Chicago : Poole Brothers, 1920].
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Chicago, Milwaukee, and St. Paul Railway Company -- Chicago, Milwaukee, and St. Paul Railway Company. The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway : complete time tables (1920) 2 charts ; on 2 sheets each 23 x 21 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
West and northbound schedule continued from p. 9-10.
East and southbound schedule continued on p. 15-16.
HE1805 .C5 1920, p. 11-14 (PrCt)

Authors: Poole Brothers -- Chicago, Milwaukee, and St. Paul Railway Company -- Chicago, Milwaukee, and St. Paul Railway Company. The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway : complete time tables (1920) 2 charts ; on 2 sheets each 23 x 21 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
West and northbound schedule continued from p. 9-10.
East and southbound schedule continued on p. 15-16.
HE1805 .C5 1920, p. 11-14 (PrCt)

East and southbound schedule continued from p. 13-14.

Chicago to Tacoma schedule continued on p. 19-22.

HE1805 .C55 1920, p. 15-18 (PrCt)


1 chart ; on 2 sheets each 23 x 21 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.


Continued from p. 17-18.

HE1805 .C55 1920, p. 19-22 (PrCt)


Authors: Illinois Central Railroad Company -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 view ; 10 x 12 cm.

Caption title.

Photograph.


Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

5A 7267 (1960 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

20068 Chicago Region (III.) - 1891 - Hydrography-3Hydrography - Chicago Region (III.) - Maps - 1891-1891-1891 - Sewer districts-3Sewer districts - Chicago Region (II.) - Maps - 1891

The Sanitary District and the Chicago divide. [Chicago : John W. Weston, 1891].

Authors: Cooley, Lyman Edgar, 1850-1917 -- Chicago Sanitary District -- Weston, John W. -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 39 x 30 cm.


'The shaded area indicates the surface below twenty feet above Chicago datum (low water Lake Michigan, 1847). The unshaded area, along the river, between Romeo and Joliet is below Chicago datum.'

Shows area bounded by Winnetka, Joliet, and the Indiana state line.

Book is a report to the Chicago Sanitary District Board of Trustees, but was not published by them; includes 3 profiles and 4 other maps.

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

H 69 .1947, between p. [2]-3 (PrCt)


Authors: Vogel, Virgil J. -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)

maps ; various sizes

In Virgil J. Vogel research and personal papers (1941-1993), box 19, folder 49.

Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library).

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Ayer Modern MS Vogel, box 19, folder 49 (PrCt)

20070 Chicago Region (III.) - Aerial photographs - Collections, 1938-2014 - Electronic information resources-3Aerial photographs - Chicago Region (III.) - Collections, 1938-2014 - Electronic information resources-3Aerial photographs - Chicago (III.) - Aerial photographs - Collections, 1938-2014 - Electronic information resources-3Aerial photographs - Chicago (III.) - Collections, 1938-2014 - Electronic information resources [Aerial photographs of the Chicago region (1938-20014) : digital reproductions on HistoricAerials.com : from the past to the present], 2014.

Authors: Nationwide Environmental Title Research -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)

Internet resource

Copyright by Nationwide Environmental Title Research, LLC.

Website with 38 digital reproductions of aerial photos of the Chicago region.
photographs detailing Chicago, Cook County, and the collar counties of DuPage, Kane, Lake, McHenry, and Will between 1938-2014 (accessed January 2014):
http://www.historicaerials.com/
Chronological coverage varies widely by county. Includes a 'dissolve feature' allowing gradual overlay of variant dated images.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
http://www.historicaerials.com/ (PrCt)

20071 Chicago Region (Ill.) - Historical geography - Maps - 1804-1891

Authors: Life Newspapers -- Life (Chicago) -- Vogel, Virgil J. -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 17 x 23 cm.
Detached from 'A Special supplement of the LIFE Newspapers' (3 June 1973), p. 71. Text below map begins: Superimposed on an early map of the metropolitan area are some of the memorable dates and locations ... . Includes numbered key to 20 sites. Removed from the Virgil J. Vogel Papers.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
map1F G4104.C6E1 1950 .C5 (PrCt)

20072 Chicago Region (Ill.) - Historical geography - Maps - 1809<>Fort Wayne Region (Ind.) - Historical geography - Maps - 1809<><>Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1809<><>Fort Wayne Region (Ind.) - Maps - 1809
Chicago to Fort Wayne. Prepared from 'Notes taken on a journey from Fort Wayne to Fort Dearborn in June 1809, by Wm. Johnston' (ms. in the Chicago Historical Society) and from other authentic sources ... . Chicago : [Musham?], 1934.
1 map : blueprint ; 25 x 68 cm. Scale: [ca. 1:506,800]; about 8 miles to an inch. With a table of distances. Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Ayer p133 .M98 1934 (NLO)

20073 Chicago Region (Ill.) - Historical geography - Maps - 1850 - Indians<><>Chicago Region (Ill.) - Historical geography - Maps - 1850 - Road maps<><>Indians - Chicago Region (Ill.) - Historical geography - Maps - 1850<><>Road maps<><>Indians of North America - Maps Chikagouland as the Indian knew it. [S.l. s.n., ca. 1950?].

Authors: Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 69 x 44 cm. on 4 sheets.
Title within framed cartouche prominently labeled "Legend."
Photocopy of anonymous (?) map; very poor reproduction; some printed notes illegible.
Keyed to symbols for "Indian trail", "mound builders trail", "village or camp", "lookout", "spring", and "chipping station."
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
map1F G4104.C6E1 1950 .C5 (PrCt)

20074 Chicago Region (Ill.) - Historical geography - Maps - 1850 - Indians<><>Chicago Region (Ill.) - Historical geography - Maps - 1850 - Road maps<><>Indians - Chicago Region (Ill.) - Historical geography - Maps - 1850<><>Road maps<><>Indians of North America - Maps Map of Chicagoland up to the year 1850. [194-?].
Authors: Murchie, G. -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 23 x 22 cm.
Shows Indian trails and villages, plank roads, railroads, and settlers' roads in the Chicago region and northeastern Illinois.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
M1271
map1F G4102.N59E1 194- .M8 (PrCt)

20075 Chicago Region (Ill.) - Historical geography - Maps - 1915 - Study and teaching<><>Chicago Region (Ill.) - Geography - 1915 - Study and teaching<><>Atlases - Chicago Region (Ill.) - History - 1900-1915<><>Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - Collections, 1600-1915<><>Historical atlases
Chicago region studies arranged ... by Charles A. Kent. [Chicago : A.J. Nystrom & Co., 1915].
Authors: Kent, Charles A. (Charles Almet), b. 1867 -- A.J. Nystrom and Company -- Chicago (Ill.). Public Schools -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 52 maps ; on 8 loose sheets each 93 x 78 cm., fold. to 49 x 41 cm. in oversize portfolio 'By Charles A. Kent of the Chicago Public Schools.'
Geologic, geographic, and historical maps of North America and the Chicago region designed for classroom use.
Includes many redrawn maps based on originals from the seventeenth through nineteenth centuries.
1861
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 1628.
NL 32-6196
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Chicago Region (Ill.) - Historical geography - Maps - 1915 - Study and teaching

Chicago Region (Ill.) - Geography - 1915 - Study and teaching

Chicago Region (Ill.) - Historical geography - Maps - 1681-1852

Chicago portage [fragments of John Andrew's map of 1782, Hull's map of 1812, the Government Survey of 1822, and Lowe's map of 1852, showing actual location of Chicago portage]. Chicago : J.F. Steward, 1904.


1 map : blueprint ; 43 x 60 cm., folded to 23 x 15 cm.

'Compiled by John F. Steward.'

'The actual location of the Chicago portage can be gathered by reference to John Andrew's map of 1782, Hull's map of 1812, the Govt. survey of 1822 and Lowe's map of 1852, fragments of which are given here.'

Scale not given.

Inset maps reproduce details from an unidentified map of 1681, the Hutchins map of 1778, the Andrews map, and the Hull map.

Blueprint detached from, or issued to accompany: Steward, John F. 'Chicago : origin of the name of the city and the old portages' in Illinois State Historical Library, Publication no. 9, p. 460-466.

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Ayer 133.5 .S84 1904 (NLO)

Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1804 - Indians

Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1804 - Archaeology

Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1804 - Indians of North America - Maps

Indian trails and villages of Chicago and of Cook, Dupage, and Will Counties, Ills. (1804): as shown by weapons and implements of the stone-age. [Chicago, 1923].


1 map ; 30 x 34 cm.

Scale [ca. 1:203,076].

Added title beneath neat line: An Archeological map of Chicago and vicinity.

Detached from Quaife, Milo Milton. Chicago's highways old and new: from Indian trail to motor road (Chicago: D.F. Keller & Co., 1923) between p. 220-221. [Map Ref F548.4 .Q22 1923]

OCLC 20613303.

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Chicago Region (Ill.) - Hydrography - Maps - 1681-1852

Hydrography - Maps - 1804

Hydrography - Maps - 1809

Shows Indian trails, villages, shipping stations, portages, signal stations, and mounds.

'Reproduced courtesy of Mr. Scharf and the Chicago Historical Society.'

Removed from the Virgil J. Vogel Papers.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Duplicate copy: temp map2F oG4104.C6A1 1923 .S3 no. 3 (of 3)</strong></td>
<td><strong>(Newberry Library).</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cf. OCLC 20620819.</strong></td>
<td><strong>Ayer p133 .M98ch 1936 (NLO)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection</strong></td>
<td><strong>20082</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>(Newberry Library).</strong></td>
<td><strong>Chicago Region (III.) - Maps - 1812 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Facsimiles</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>map2F G4104.C6A1 1901 S3 (PrCt)</strong></td>
<td><strong>Copy of map of the country from Lake Michigan to the Illinois River, from the papers of Gen. Wm. Hull Govr. of Michigan from 1805 to 1812.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>20080</strong></td>
<td><strong>Chicago, A.T. Andreas, 1884.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Indian trails and villages of Chicago and of Cook, DuPage and Will Counties, I1ls. (1804): as shown by weapons and implements of the stone-age.</strong></td>
<td><strong>1 map ; 12 x 16 cm.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>[Chicago, 1923].</strong></td>
<td><strong>Facsimile of 1812 manuscript.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>1 map ; 30 x 34 cm.</strong></td>
<td><strong>Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Scale [ca. 1:203,076].</strong></td>
<td><strong>Ayer 160.9 .A5 1884, v. 1, p. 53 (PrCt)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Added title beneath neat line: An Archeological map of Chicago and vicinity.</strong></td>
<td><strong>20083</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Shows Indian trails, villages, chipping stations, portages, signal stations, and mounds.</strong></td>
<td><strong>[Official survey of the boundaries of the Indian lands ceded to the United States by the Treaty of St. Louis, August 1816], [1900?].</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>'[R]eproduced courtesy of Mr. Scharf and the Chicago Historical Society.'</strong></td>
<td><strong>Authors: Sullivan, John C. -- United States. National Archives and Records Administration -- Moody, Thomas A. -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Duplicate copy: map2F oG4104.C6A1 1901 S3 (PrCt)</strong></td>
<td><strong>1 map ; 34 x 80 cm.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cf. OCLC 20620819.</strong></td>
<td><strong>Photocopy of 1819 manuscript map in the National Archives, Cartographic and Architectural Branch, RG 75, Central Map File #731.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).</strong></td>
<td><strong>Signed 'John C. Sullivan, surveyor of the Indian boundary in the state of Illinois.'</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>temp map2F G4104.C6A1 1923 .S3 no. 3 (of 3)</strong></td>
<td><strong>Shows area between the Indian boundary lines from Lake Michigan to the junction of those lines with the Illinois and Kankakee Rivers; also line from southern extremity of Lake Michigan to Rock Island and connection with the Illinois Military Bounty Lands.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>(PrCt)</strong></td>
<td><strong>The Newberry owns a contemporary MS copy of this map (MS map6F oG4102.N6B5 1819 S8).</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>20081</strong></td>
<td><strong>Cf. Mapline no. 61-62 (Spring-Summer 1991) p. 8-9.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Chicago Region (IIII.) - Maps - 1812 - Hydrography - Chicago Region (III.) - Maps - 1812 - Chicago Region (III.) - Historical geography - Maps - 1812</strong></td>
<td><strong>Gift of Tom Moody, 1994.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Chicago portage in 1812. Prepared from early maps, United States government surveys and other authentic sources ... Chicago : [Musham?], 1936.</strong></td>
<td><strong>Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>1 map : blueprint ; 62 x 81 cm.</strong></td>
<td><strong>Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Scale [ca. 1:130,000]: about 1/2 mile to 1 inch.</strong></td>
<td><strong>14590</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Insets: Copy of map of the country from Lake Michigan to the Illinois River -- Lake Michigan to the Mississippi River.</strong></td>
<td><strong>ICN 43-3019</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


1 ms. map : ink, watercolor, and pencil on tracing paper ; 37 x 107 cm.

Shows area between the Indian boundary lines from Lake Michigan to the junction of those lines with the Illinois and Kankakee Rivers; also line from southern extremity of Lake Michigan to Rock Island and connection with the Illinois Military Bounty Lands.

Pencilled note near Mississippi River: It would seem from the latitude of R[ock] Island as deduced from that of the N. boundary of the public surveys that Mesrs. P[hilips] and G[raham] had taken this variation 3 too great.

The report of Joseph Philips and Richard Graham, the boundary commissioners, dated Kaskasia, April 4th, 1819, is printed in U.S., 16th Cong., 1st sess., 1819-20, H. Doc. 17.

Scale [ca. 1:316,800] (W 90°45'--W 87°30'/N 42°05'--N 41°20').

Another copy of this map is in the National Archives, Cartographic and Architectural Branch, RG 75, Central Map File #731; the Newberry owns a photocopy of this map (map2F G4102.N6B5 1819 S8 1990).

Described and reproduced in Mapline no. 61-62 (Spring-Summer 1991) p. 8-9.

Additional information available in the Newberry Library Map Information File.

90111302

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

VAULT drawer MS map6F G4102.N6B5 1819.S8 (NLO)

---

Frequently asked questions:

1. What is the title of the map?

2. Who are the authors of the map?
   - The authors of the map are Sullivan, John C., Philip, Joseph, and Graham, Richard.

3. What is the scale of the map?
   - The scale of the map is 1:316,800.

4. Where can the map be found?
   - The map is located in the National Archives, Cartographic and Architectural Branch, RG 75, Central Map File #731; the Newberry Library owns a photocopy of this map. Additional information is available in the Newberry Library Map Information File.

5. Is the map part of a larger collection?
   - Yes, the map forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

---

For more information, refer to the title page of this volume.
Cicero Twp.) -- T40 N, R 8 through 14 E (St. Charles, Wayne, Bloomingdale, Addison, Leyden, and Jefferson Twp.) -- T41 N, R 8 through 14 E (Elgin, Hanover, Schaumburg, Elk Grove, Maine, Niles, and Evanston Twp.) -- T42 N, R 8 through 13 E (Dundee, Barrington, Palatine, Wheeling, Northfield, and New Trier Twp.) -- T43 N, R 8 through 11 E -- T44 N, R 12 E.

Accompanied by field survey notes (Microfilm 1176).

Gift 2005, David Buisseret.

For more information and additional graphic indexes to the plats and field notes, see index map filed in the Main Reading Room, 2nd floor: Local History map6F oG4101.B5 1891 .J5 1995 Index.

For coverage of the entire state see Federal township plats [of Illinois (Microfiche 2710)]; digital reproductions of all plats on the Illinois Secretary of State website (accessed September 2011): http://landplats.ilsos.net/

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

map2F G4104.C6A1 1822 U5 197- (PrCt)


Authors: United States. General Land Office -- Illinois State Archives -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library) ca. 115 maps (manuscript plats reproduced on microfiche) ; 11 x 15 cm.

Selection of microfiche reproductions of U.S. General Land Office township plats variously compiled between ca. 1825 and ca.1890; includes variant plats of townships surveyed more than once.

Selections form only part of: Federal township plats [of Illinois (Microfiche 2710)].


Accompanied by field survey notes (Microfilm 1176).

For more information and graphic indexes to the plats and field notes, see index map filed in the Main Reading Room, 2nd floor: Local History map6F oG4101.B5 1891 .J5 1995 Index.


For photographs of most of the Chicago region maps, printed on sheets 36 x 28 cm., see Map2F G4104.C6A1 1822 U5 197- (PrCt)

For coverage of the entire state see Federal township plats [of Illinois (Microfiche 2710)] and digital reproductions of all plats see the Illinois Secretary of State website (accessed September 2011): http://landplats.ilsos.net/

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Microfiche 2710 [selections] (PrCt)


Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

temp map6F G3700 1843 .W4 (PrCt)


Map of the counties of Cook and Dupage, the east part of Kane and Kendall, the north part of Will, State of Illinois. [Chicago : J.H. Rees], 1851.

Authors: Rees, James H. -- Ferd. Mayer & Co. -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1851 - Landowners<<>>Cook County (Ill.) - Maps - 1851 - Landowners<<>>DuPage County (Ill.) - Maps - 1851 - Landowners<<>>Kane County (Ill.) - Maps - 1851 - Landowners<<>>Kendall County (Ill.) - Maps - 1851 - Landowners<<>>Will County (Ill.) - Maps - 1851 - Counties - Maps - 1851:


Authors: Rees, James H. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.

Size of original: 2 parts, 21.5 x 40.5 in. each.


Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:


Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Microfiche 583, no. 103 (PrCt)
Title supplied by cataloger.
Lithographed by Henry Acheson.
Identifies the Chicago & Galena Union R.R.,
Rock Island R.R., Michigan Southern & Northern
Indiana R.R., Illinois Central R.R., the Illinois &
Michigan Canal, and the "old Indian boundary
line."
Scale [ca. 1:1,930,000]
Coordinates: (W 88°15'--W 87°30'/N 42°15'--N
41°35').
"Plate A" -- bottom margin.
In: Illinois Central Railroad Company. Sectional
maps, showing 2,500,000 acres farm and wood
lands of the Illinois Central Rail Road Company,
in all parts of the state of Illinois : with the line of
their rail road, and other intersecting rail roads
Chicago : [Illinois Central Railroad Company]
Office, [1854?]) [map 24].
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of
Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Available online as part of the Newberry Library's
Great Lakes Digital Collection via the CARLI
Digital Collections website (accessed Jan. 2011):
http://collections.carli.illinois.edu/u?/nby_grlakes,
1090
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library).
Graff 2081 [map 24] (NLO)

20093 Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1862
Vicinity of Chicago. New York : J.H. Colton,
[1862?].
Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins),
1800-1893 -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection
(Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 9 x 9 cm.
Inset on: Colton's Illinois.
Probably detached from a Colton atlas published
in 1862, pl. 57.
MMC 4-1592
4117
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library).
Fitzgerald map4F G4100 1862 .C6 (PrCt)

20094 Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1870
Counties of Cook, Will, Du Page, Kendall and
Authors: Warner & Higgins -- Worley & Bracher --
Bourquin, F. (Frederick), b. 1808 -- Chicago
Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 42 x 36 cm.
In: Atlas of the state of Illinois : to which is added
an atlas of the United States ... (Philadelphia:
Warner & Higgins, 1870), pl. 47.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library).
Case oversize G 10896 .056, pl. 47 (PrCt)

20095 Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1873 - Real
property Real property - Chicago Region
(III.) - Maps - 1873<<<<Chicago Suburban
Area (III.) SEE Chicago Region
(III.)<<<<Railroads - Maps
(Map showing location of Chicago suburbs as far
as Blue Island on the south, Fox River on the
west, and Waukegan on the north); reprint from
the Chicago Times [May 4, 1873]. Chicago :
Rand McNally & Co., [1873].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Chicago
Times. Our suburbs : a resume of the origin,
progress and present status of Chicago and
environs (1873) -- McCoun, Townsend, fl. 1873 --
Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library)
-- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry
Library) -- Townsend McCoun Real Estate (Ill.)
SEE McCoun, Townsend, fl. 1873
1 map ; 20 x 17 cm.
"... [A]ppeared in "The Sunday Times," of
Chicago on the 4th of May, 1873"-- p. [1] of
accompanying text.
Below map, "Directory of dealers in suburban
property," (50 names).
Includes timetables for railroad companies
serving the suburbs.
In: Our suburbs : a resume of the origin, progress
and present status of Chicago and environs :
reprint from "The Chicago times"
Published: Chicago : Presented by
Townsend McCoun, Real Estate, [1873], at back.
Photocopy of map and accompanying text.
Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection.
For original copy of map, tipped into duplicate
photocopy volume, see F 8962 .177
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library).
Case F548.68.A1 O76 1873, at back (PrCt)

Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1882 - Real
property - Cook County (Ill.) - Maps - 1882 -
Real property - Real property - Chicago
Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1882 - Real property -
Cook County (Ill.) - Maps - 1882 - Chicago
and Western Indiana Railroad Company -
Maps - 1882 - Belt Division Railroad SEE
Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad
Company - Counties - Maps - Railroads - Maps
Chicago and environs : a new edition corrected to
date ... Chicago : Van Vechten and Snyder,
1882 .
Authors: Van Vechten and Snyder -- Chicago
and Western Indiana Railroad Company -- Chicago
Region Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Belt
Division Railroad SEE Chicago and Western
Indiana Railroad Company
1 map ; hand col. ; 61 x 64 cm.
At head of title: Chicago and Western Indiana
'Belt Division.'
Distances shown with circles of increasing size
radiating from Chicago.
35-104 rev 91
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection
Forms part of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company archives.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Digital image of another copy available on the website of the Norman B. Leventhal Map Center at the Boston Public Library:
http://maps.bpl.org/id/18712
References: OCLC 863239556
map6F G4104.C6A1 1889 .S7 (PrCt)

20102 Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1890-1910 - Population - Population - (Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1890-1910
The Sanitary District of Chicago, and other municipal limits ... February, 1913. [Chicago : Sanitary District], 1913.
Authors: Cooley, Lyman Edgar, 1850-1917 -- Parry, Thomas F. -- Lakes-to-the Gulf Deep Waterway Association -- Chicago Sanitary District -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 14 x 55 cm.
'Lakes-to-the Gulf Deep Waterway Association. Lymn E. Cooley, consulting engineer.'
'Drawn by Tho's F. Parry.'
'Topography and elevations shown by contours. Elevations refer to Chicago city datum. Each dot represents a unit of 500 population.'
Statistics show area population increases, 1890-1910.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
H 69 .194, between p. 6-7 (PrCt)

Map of the Elgin, Joliet and Eastern Railway and leased lines. Chicago Outer Belt Line and connections. [New York : s.n., 1890].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1890) -- Elgin, Joliet & Eastern Railway Co. -- Belt Railway Company of Chicago -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Outer Belt Line SEE Belt Railway Company of Chicago
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1890) p. 333
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
H 668 .703 (1890) p. 333 (PrCt)

20104 Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1890 - Real property - Cook County (Ill.) - Maps - 1890 - Real property - Real property - Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1890 - Real property - Real property - Cook County (Ill.) - Maps - 1890 - Counties - Maps
Authors: Snyder, F. M. (Frank Miles) -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 6 parts; 4 are 37 x 16.5 in. each and 2 are 37 x 15 in. each. Scale 1:42,240.
Originally published Chicago: F. M. Snyder, 1890.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Microfiche 583, no. 108 (PrCt)

20105 Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1891 - Cook County (Ill.) - Maps - 1891
Authors: A.N. Marquis & Company -- Monson & Smith -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Marquis (A. N.) & Co. SEE A.N. Marquis & Company
1 map : col. ; 93 x 68 cm.
Scale ca. 1:49,000.
Shows car lines, railways, railroad depots, ward boundaries, neighborhood names, and site of World's Columbian Exposition.
Coverage extends to Chicago city limits on the north, Thornton and the south, and Hinsdale on the west.
Includes inset: Large scale map of the business portion of Chicago.
With overprinted advertisement for 'Monson & Smith, real estate and investments' at bottom center.
Forms part of the Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection at the Newberry Library.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
map6F G4104 .C6A1 1891 M3 (PrCt)

20106 Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1891 - Harvey (Ill.) - Maps - 1891
Harvey, the temperance manufacturing town. Chicago : Harvey Land Association, 1891.
Authors: Harvey Land Association, Chicago -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
Library
1 map : 88 x 59 cm.
Added title: Harvey, the new manufacturing town.
Includes text promoting land sales in Harvey.
Not in MMC.
4246
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
H 668 .703 (1891) p. 203 (PrCt)

2010 Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1891 - Hydrography - Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1891
The Desplains, Calumet and Chicago watersheds. [Chicago : John W. Weston, 1891].
Authors: Cooley, Lyman Edgar, 1850-1917 -- Chicago Sanitary District -- Weston, John W. -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 18 x 11 cm.
In Cooley, Lyman E. The Lakes and gulf waterway as related to the Chicago sanitary problem (Chicago : J. W. Weston, [1891]) p. 41.
Letterpress title beneath map.
Shows area bounded by Racine, Wis., Will County, Ill. and Michigan City, Ind.
Book is a report to the Chicago Sanitary District Board of Trustees, but was not published by them; includes 3 profiles and 4 other maps.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
H 69 .1947, p. 41 (PrCt)

Map of the Elgin, Joliet and Eastern Ry. : Chicago Outer Belt Line and connections. [New York : s.n., 1892].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1892) -- Elgin, Joliet & Eastern Railway Co. -- Belt Railway Company of Chicago -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1892) p. 223
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
H 668 .703 (1892) p. 223 (PrCt)

2010 Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1891 - Real property - Cook County (Ill.) - Maps - 1891 - Real property - Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1891 - Real property - Cook County (Ill.) - Maps - 1891 - Counties - Maps - Wall maps
Real estate map of Chicago and suburbs : including the towns of Evanston, Norwood Pk., the eastern half of Leyden, Cicero, Riverside, east half of Provo, Lyons, Calumet, Worth & the east half of Palos, Cook County. Chicago : F.M. Snyder, 1891.
Authors: Snyder, F. M. (Frank Miles) -- Illinois Central Railroad Company -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 245 x 168 cm.
Forms part of the Illinois Central Railroad archives, Newberry Library.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
SC Illinois Central map6F G4104.C6A1 1891 .S6 (NLO)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Illinois Central map6F G4104.C6 1892 .B5 (NLO)

2011 Chicago Region (Ill). - Maps - 1892
Map of the Chicago & Northern Pacific Railroad and terminal connections. [New York? Northern Pacific Railroad Company?, 1892?].
Authors: Northern Pacific Railway Company -- Chicago & Northern Pacific Railroad -- Sackett, George W. -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Northern Pacific Railroad Company SEE Northern Pacific Railway Company
1 map ; 28 x 17 cm.
Identifies location of 'Columbian Exhibition.'
Inset (12 x 9 cm.): Enlarged scale map showing the Chicago and Northern Pacific's terminal and Grand Central Passenger Station in Chicago.
In Northern Pacific Railway Company>. Report of the board of directors to the stockholders ... 1892 (New York: George W. Sackett, 1892) opposite title page.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
5A 7267 (1891-1892 vol.) (PrCt)

2011 Chicago Region (Ill). - Maps - 1893
Bicycletrails>Bicycletrails - Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1893>Chicago Region (Ill) - Maps - 1893 - Road maps>Wall maps>Road maps
Rand, McNally & Co.'s new road map of Chicago and vicinity, embracing all of Cook, Lake and Du Page Counties : with parts of adjoining counties. Chicago : Rufus Blanchard, 1893 [i.e. 1895].
1 map ; col. ; 114 x 89 cm.
Inset (copyright 1893, 27 x 17 cm.): Rand, McNally & Co.'s map of the business portion of Chicago ... .
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Chicago Region (Ill). - Maps - 1893>Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1893
Rand, McNally & Co.'s new sectional railroad map of Cook, Lake, and Du Page Counties : with parts of adjoining counties, including the manufacturing district in Lake County, Ind. [Chicago] : Rand McNally, 1893.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 102 x 86 cm
Originally issued folded into cloth covers, 17 x 9 cm.
Cover title: Rand, McNally & Co.'s indexed map of Cook and Dupage Counties, Ill.
Inset: Rand, McNally & Co.'s map of the business portion of Chicago, showing location of railroad depots [26 x 17 cm.].
Imprint at bottom of inset: Rand, McNally & Co.'s map of Chicago and the World's Fair. Copyright 1893 ... .
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Chicagoregion map6F G4104.C6A1 1893 .R3 (NLO)

2011 Chicago Region (Ill). - Maps - 1893
Map of the Elgin, Joliet and Eastern Ry. : Chicago Outer Belt Line and connections. [New York : s.n., 1893].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1893) p. 249
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
H 668 .703 (1893) p. 249 (PrCt)

2011 Chicago Region (Ill). - Maps - 1894
Map of the Elgin, Joliet and Eastern Ry. : Chicago Outer Belt Line and connections. [New York : s.n., 1894].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1894) -- Elgin, Joliet & Eastern Railway Co. -- Belt Railway Company of Chicago -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
H 668 .703 (1894) p. 249 (PrCt)
2011 Chicago Region (III.) - Maps - 1895
New map of Chicago showing street car lines in colors, street numbers. Chicago : Rufus Blanchard, [1895].
1 map : col. ; 210 x 117 cm. on 5 pages of 4 leaves
Insets: Map of the lake shore north of Chicago [44 x 36 cm.] -- Map of East Chicago [33 x 23 cm.] -- Map of Harvey and other suburbs [48 x 47 cm.]
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Case oversize G 10896.09, leaves 1-4 (PrCt)

2012 Chicago Region (III.) - Maps - 1897-1954
Authors: Geological Survey (U.S.) -- Illinois. Dept. of Registration and Education -- Illinois State Geological Survey -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
11 maps : most col. ; 45 x 35 cm., on sheets 54 x 44 cm.
Scale 1:62,500.
Compiled by the U.S. Geological Survey in association with other agencies, including the Illinois State Geological Survey and Illinois Dept. of Registration and Education.
Individual quadrangles issued in various editions between 1897-1954.
Incomplete.
Quadrangle titles of 21 sheets covering Cook County and adjacent 'collar' counties, arranged by county name (Newberry lacks titles marked *):
These sheets form part of the Illinois 15 minute series collected at the Newberry in 267 sheets, and variously dated 1897-1963; see index map.

Rand, McNally & Co.'s new cyclists' road map of Chicago and adjacent districts : embracing the counties of Cook, Lake, Du Page, Will, etc.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 80 x 47 cm.
Added title: New cyclists' road map of Chicago and adjacent districts.
Letter coded to show road conditions. Probably detached from covers; originally folded to 15 x 7 cm. Copyrighted 1896.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
s map6F G4104.C6E63 1896.R3 (NLO)

2018 Chicago Region (III.) - Maps - 1895 - Hydrography
A Map prepared by the Sanitary District ... [Chicago] : Sanitary District, 1895.
Authors: Chicago Sanitary District -- Macdonald, D. -- Kramer, William -- Williams, Edgar -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 188 x 141 cm. on 4 sheets ea. 99 x 84 cm. folded to 25 x 14 cm, in box.
'Constructed and drawn by D. Macdonald ; topography delineated by Wm. Kramer ; under the supervision of Edgar Williams, principal assistant engineer in charge of drafting.'
Scale 1:31,680; 1 mile = 2 inches.
'Elevations are referred to Chicago city datum, which is the height of low water of Lake Michigan of 1847 ... .'
'The contours intervals are five feet.'
Blueprint.
Sheets sectioned, mounted on cloth, and folded to 25 x 14 cm.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Case G 10896.166 (NLO)

2019 Chicago Region (III.) - Maps - 1896 - Bicycle trails - Chicago Region (III.) - Maps - 1896 - Road maps
Road maps

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
20121 Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1898 - Bicycle trails
- Maps - 1898
- Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1898 - Road maps
Cycle road map of Chicago, showing location of repair shops nearest to preferred roads, streets, boulevards. Chicago : J. Reed, 1898.
Authors: Reed, John H. -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 39 x 37 cm., folded to 21 x 15 cm.
Scale: not given.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Case V 135 .73 (NLO)

20122 Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1898 - Railroads
- Chicago Terminal Transfer Railroad Company - Maps - 1898
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1898) between p. 94-95
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1898) between p. 94-95
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
H 668 .703 (1898) bet. p. 94-95 (PrCt)

20123 Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1898 - Railroads
- Chicago Terminal Transfer Railroad Company - Maps - 1898
Authors: Paradis, F. E., fl. 1898 -- Bradley & Poates -- Chicago Terminal Transfer Railroad Company -- Chicago Terminal Transfer Railroad Company. First annual report of the Chicago Terminal Transfer Railroad Company for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1898 -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 78 x 50 cm.
"F.E. Paradis, chief engr."
"September1st, 1898."
In: Chicago Terminal Transfer Railroad Company. First annual report of the Chicago Terminal Transfer Railroad Company for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1898 [Chicago?: Chicago Terminal Transfer Railroad Company?, 1898], bound as second leaf before title page.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
5A 7267 (1898 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

20124 Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1898 - Railroads
- Chicago Terminal Transfer Railroad Company - Maps - 1898
Map of the Chicago Terminal Transfer Railroad Company and connecting lines. [New York : s.n.], 1898.
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1898) -- Chicago Terminal Transfer Railroad Company -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1898) between p. 94-95
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
H 668 .703 (1898) bet. p. 94-95 (PrCt)

20125 Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1898 - Railroads
- Elgin, Joliet & Eastern Railway Co. - Maps - 1898
Map of the Elgin, Joliet and Eastern Ry. and connections. [New York : s.n., 1898].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1898) -- Elgin, Joliet & Eastern Railway Co. -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1898) p. 108
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
H 668 .703 (1898) p. 108 (PrCt)

20126 Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1899 - Railroads
- Chicago Terminal Transfer Railroad Company - Maps - 1899
Map of the Chicago Terminal Transfer Railroad Company and connecting lines 1899. [New York : s.n.], 1899.
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the
United States (1899) -- Chicago Terminal Transfer Railroad Company -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1899) p. 300
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
H 668 .703 (1899) p. 300 (PrCt)

Map of the Elgin, Joliet and Eastern Ry. : Chicago Outer Belt Line and connections. [New York : s.n., 1899].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1899) -- Elgin, Joliet & Eastern Railway Co. -- Belt Railway Company of Chicago -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1899) between p. 322-323
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
H 668 .703 (1899) bet. p. 322-323 (PrCt)

20128 Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1899 - Road maps - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1899 - Road maps - Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1899 - Railroads - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1899 - Railroad stations - Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1899 - Wall maps - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. New standard map of Chicago -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 244 x 138 cm. on rollers
Uniform title: New standard map of Chicago
Scale [1:21,120]; 3 inches to the mile.
Includes index to railroads.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
maproll G 10896 .731 (NLO)

Rand, McNally & Co.'s new road map of Chicago and vicinity, embracing all of Cook, Lake and Du Page Counties : with parts of adjoining counties. [Chicago : Rand McNally & Co.], 1899.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (15 p. : col. maps) ; 43 x 45 cm.
Wall map sectioned into pieces, mounted on heavy paper sheets, and bound together as an atlas within binding (as a publisher's dummy?).
Original size of wall map (within neat line): 71 x 88 cm.
Printed paste-on cover title: County maps.
Page 15 includes key to cycling and wagon roads.
Inset on p. [3] (26 x 17 cm.): Rand, McNally & Co.'s map of the business portion of Chicago. Inset bears 1896 and 1898 copyright statements; keyed to directory of railroad depots for dozens of railroad companies on p. [2].
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
maph6C G4104.C6P2 1899 .R3 (PrCt)

20130 Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1900 - Railroads - Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1900 - Road maps - Railroads - Maps
Map of six counties around Chicago, showing railroads, junction points, stations, post offices & villages. Also carriage roads. [Chicago] : Rufus Blanchard, [ca. 1900].
Authors: Blanchard, Rufus, 1821-1904 -- Fuller, Henry Blake, 1857-1929 -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 68 x 52 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:190,080]. "3 miles to one inch."
Incomplete; lacking far western section (13 x 8 cm.)
Forms part of the Henry Blake Fuller papers (Newberry Library).
Cf. Checklist of printed maps of the Middle West to 1900, 4-1852.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
maph4F G4104.C6A1 1900 B5 (PrCt)

Map of the Chicago Terminal Transfer Railroad Company and connecting lines 1900. [New York : s.n.], 1900.
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1900) -- Chicago Terminal Transfer Railroad Company -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1900) -- Chicago Terminal Transfer Railroad Company -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.
Text on verso.
Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1901 - Railroads - Chicago and North Western Railway Company - Maps - 1901 - Railroads - Maps

Chicago : map of the entire city. [Chicago] : Chicago & North-Western Railway, 1901.

Authors: Chicago and North Western Railway Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 66 x 47 cm.

Added title inside neat line at bottom:
Rand-McNally & Co.'s new business atlas map of Chicago. Copyright 1901 ... Copyright 1895 ....

Scale [ca. 1:63,360].

Inset of the far western and northwestern suburbs: The beautiful country near Chicago.

Incomplete; lacking upper left corner (8 x 7 cm.)

On verso: Map of Chicago issued by Chicago & North-Western Railway Company.

Probably detached from covers.

Hand stamp: The Library of Congress. Two copies received Feb. 27, 1902 ....

Gift 1997, Arizona State University library.

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

map6F G4104.C6P3 1901 R3 (PrCt)

Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1902 - Geology - Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1902 - Topographic maps - Geology - Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1902 - Cook County (Ill.) - Maps - 1902 - Topographic maps - DuPage County (Ill.) - Maps - 1902 - Topographic maps - Kane County (Ill.) - Maps - 1902 - Topographic maps - Lake County (Ill.) - Maps - 1902 - Topographic maps - McHenry County (Ill.) - Maps - 1902 - Topographic maps - Will County (Ill.) - Maps - 1902 - Topographic maps - Topographic maps - Chicago Region (Ill.) - 1902 - Atlases - Chicago Region (Ill.) - 1902

Geologic atlas of the United States. Chicago folio; Riverside, Chicago, Desplaines and Calumet quadrangles. Illinois-Indiana ....

Authors: Geological Survey (U.S.) -- Alden, William C. Description of the Chicago district (1902) -- Walcott, Charles D. -- Kubel, S. J. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (14 p., [14] leaves of plates) : 12 col. maps, ill. ; 55 x 47 cm.

'Library edition ... '

Cover-title.

Scale 1:62,500.
Map Collection (Newberry Library)
'Library edition ... '
Cover-title.
Scale 1:62,500.
Series: Geologic atlas of the United States ; folio 81.
Forms part of the USGS 15 minute topographic map series covering all of the U.S.
'Edition of ... 1902' -- all sheets, at bottom.
Based on surveys variously dated 1889-1899.
Contents of text, maps, and photographs:
Explanation / Charles D. Walcott (p.[ii-iii]) --
Description of the Chicago district / by William C. Alden (p. [1]-14, including bibliography) --
Topographic sheet, Riverside quadrangle --
Topographic sheet, Desplaines quadrangle --
Topographic sheet, Chicago quadrangle --
Duplicate copy (in very poor condition, with mutilated title page): Case oversize G 10896 .9 (NLO)
For adjoining 7.5 minute quadrangles, issued by the USGS as part of the topographic map series compiled at the same scale for all of Illinois, see map8C G4100 s62 .US5.
Digital image of title page available as part of the Newberry Library's Great Lakes Digital Collection via the CARLI Digital Collections website (accessed Nov. 2010): http://collections.carli.illinois.edu/cgi-bin/getimage.exe?CISOROOT=/nby_grlakes&CISOPTR=660
Higher-resolution digital version of complete copy available via Texas A & M University website: http://repository.tamu.edu/handle/1969.1/3691
'Topographic sheet, Chicago quadrangle (1902)' exhibited at the Newberry Library as part of Mapping Manifest Destiny : Chicago and the American West (November 3, 2007-February 16, 2008).
100826
ICN 35-103a
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
oversize Govt I 19.51: 81 (PrCt)

Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1905 - Road maps
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1905 - Road maps
Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1905
Railroads - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1905 - Railroads
Railroads - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1905 - Railroad stations - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1905 - Railroad stations - Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1905 - railroad stations - Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1905 - Wall maps
Road maps - Railroads - Maps Rand-McNally new standard map of Chicago.
1 map on 2 sheets : col. ; 206 x 116 cm.
"Copyright, 1906, by Rand, McNally & Co.
Includes index to 25 railroad depots; identifies "railroads, elevated roads, street car lines, [and] parks and boulevards."
"The index letters and figures on margin of this map correspond with letters and figures used in Rand, McNally & Co.'s complete city railway and street number guide of Chicago."
Ruled and numbered by hand in colored pencil by Rand McNally editors into 33 sections, to correspond with a draft version or printer's proof of a new edition of the map comprised of 33 sheets (map9C G4104.C6 1908 .R3, sheets 1-33).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
map9C G4104.C6 1908 .R3, sheets 36-37 (PrCt)


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
the Belt R'y. of Chicago, showing connections.  
[Chicago? Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company?, 1908].
Authors: Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company -- Belt Railway Company of Chicago -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 26 x 18 cm.
In Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company. Report of the board of directors ... to the stockholders ... 1907 (Chicago: [Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company?], 1908) opposite title page.
This report is followed by Report of the board of directors of the Beltway Railway Company of Chicago to the stockholders ... 1907.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
5A 7267 (1907 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

20137 Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1908 - Railroads<<>>Railroads - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 66 x 50 cm. on sheet 104 x 70 cm. Scale [1:380,160]. 'Scale: 6 miles to 1 inch.' Railroad map of the Chicago region extending into southeastern Wisconsin and northwestern Indiana.
Margins include indexes to approximately 1,000 towns on railroad lines.
'Electric roads are shown by two parallel lines.' Torn and separated at folds; backed by p. 31 detached from unidentified atlas.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
map6F G4104.C6P3 1908 R3 (PrCt)

1 map on 33 sheets ; approx. 400 x 230 cm.
The second of three sets of printer's proofs or draft versions, designed by Rand McNally editors to be printed at a reduced scale.
"Copyright, 1906, by Rand, McNally & Co. Copyright, 1908, by Rand, McNally & Co." Title and copyright statements from printed paste-on labels in tiny print at bottom of most sheets.
Scale [ca. 1:12,700]. Bounded by Central Avenue in Evanston, 155th Street, Mannheim Road, and the Indiana state line.
See also an earlier but incomplete set of proofs, comprised of 2 lithographed sheets compiled at a slightly enlarged scale, each bearing printed paste-on street names and mounted on cardboard (map9C G4104.C6 1908 .R3, sheets 34-35 (PrCt)).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
map9C G4104.C6 1908 .R3, sheets 1-33 (PrCt)

1 map on 2 sheets ; 138 x 45 cm.
The first of three sets of printer's proofs or draft

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.  
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
versions, designed by Rand McNally editors to be printed at a reduced scale.
Title adapted from the second set of proofs (slightly reduced in scale from this version, and complete in 33 sheets; see map9C G4104.C6 1908 .R3, sheets 1-33 (PrCt)).
Uniform title: New standard map of Chicago
This version incomplete, including only the area bounded by Lakeside Place (later Eastwood Street), 22nd Street (later Cermak Road), Halsted Avenue, and the lakeshore; comprised of 2 lithographed sheets, each bearing printed paste-on street names and mounted on cardboard.
Scale [ca. 1:12,000].
Variant editions published with other titles:
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

map9C G4104.C6 1908 .R3, sheets 34-35 (PrCt)

20141 Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1909
Blanchard's map of Chicago and suburbs.
Chicago : George F. Cram, 1909.
Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Blanchard, Rufus, 1821-1904 -- Chicago Association of Commerce and Industry -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 89 x 58 cm.
'Published expressly for the Chicago Association of Commerce, by George F. Cram .... '.
Added title, bottom margin: Map of Chicago and Suburbs showing wards ... .
Insets: Lake shore north of Chicago [24 x 19 cm.] -- Map of portions of Cook, DuPage, Kane, Kendall and Will Counties [25 x 17 cm.]
4276
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
map6F G4104.C6 1909 .C7 (PrCt)

20142 Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1910
Map of the Chicago & Western Indiana R.R. and the Belt R'y. of Chicago, showing connections. [Chicago? Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company?, 1910?].
Authors: Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company -- Belt Railway Company of Chicago -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 26 x 18 cm.
In Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad...
Company. Report of the board of directors ... to the stockholders ... 1910 (Chicago: [Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company?], 1910)

This report is followed by Report of the board of directors of the Beltway Railway Company of Chicago to the stockholders ... 1909.

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

5A 7267 (1909 vol. [1]) (PrCt)


Map of the Chicago & Western Indiana R.R. and the Belt R'y. of Chicago, showing connections. [Chicago? Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company?, 1910?].

Authors: Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company -- Belt Railway Company of Chicago -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 26 x 18 cm.

Incomplete; bottom section missing (detached along fold).

In Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company. Report of the board of directors ... to the stockholders ... 1910 (Chicago: [Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company?], 1910)

opposite title page.


Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

5A 7267 (1910 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

20145 Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1910 - Road maps<>Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1910 - Railroads<>Wall maps<>Road maps

Rand McNally & Co.'s new automobile road map of Cook, Lake, and DuPage Counties, with parts of adjoining counties, including the manufacturing district in Lake County, Ind. Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., 1910.

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 116 x 93 cm. in two sheets, each dissected and mounted on cloth, fold. to 21 x 12 cm., in two pockets of cloth folder

Folder title: The Rand-McNally road map of Chicago and surrounding country.

Paper label on outside of folder: 'C 86-1.' Includes index to towns, inset "Map of the Business portion of Chicago."

Shows steam, electric, steam & electric, and elevated railroads, highways, and "good roads."

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Gift of Andrew McNally III.

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

map4C G4104 .C6A1 1910 R3 (PrCt)
Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 26 x 18 cm.
In Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company. Report of the board of directors of the Chicago & Western Indiana Railroad Company to the stockholders ... 1911 (Chicago: [Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company?], 1912)
Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company report followed by Belt Railway Company of Chicago. Report of the board of directors of the Belt Railway Company of Chicago to the stockholders ... 1911.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

5A 7267 (1911 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

20147 Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1912 - Railroads<<<Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company - Maps - 1912<<<Railroads - Maps
Showing connections of the Chicago & Western Indiana Railroad Company. [Chicago? Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company?, 1913], Authors: Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 26 x 18 cm.
In Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company. Report of the board of directors of the Chicago & Western Indiana Railroad Company to the stockholders ... 1912 (Chicago: [Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company?], 1913)
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

5A 7267 (1912 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

20148 Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1913 - Road maps<<<Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1913 - Road maps<<<Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1913 - Railroads<<<Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1913 - Railroads<<<Railroads - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1913<<<Railroad stations - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1913<<<Railroads - Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1913<<<Railroad stations - Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1913<<<Wall maps<<<Road maps
1 atlas (23 p.) : col. maps ; 36 cm.
"Key map" on page 1 dated "9-13". Cover title.

5A 7267 (1910 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

20149 Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1913 - Road maps<<<Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1913 - Road maps<<<Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1913 - Railroads<<<Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1913 - Railroads<<<Railroads - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1913<<<Railroad stations - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1913<<<Railroads - Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1913<<<Railroad stations - Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1913<<<Wall maps<<<Road maps
1 atlas (23 p.) : col. maps ; 36 cm.
"Key map" on page 1 dated "9-13". Cover title.

Uniform title: New standard map of Chicago
Variant editions published as sheet maps with other titles (all shelved as map9C G4104.C6 1908 .R3 (PrCt)): Rand-McNally new standard map of Chicago (1905, in 2 sheets) -- The Rand, McNally & Co.'s new standard map of Chicago (1908, three sets of printer's proofs on a total of 36 sheets).
Variant editions of this atlas published with other titles: Rand McNally & Co.'s map of Chicago: showing new street number plan ... (folio RMcN Atlas .M32 1910 (PrCt)) -- Map of Chicago with street index (folio RMcN Atlas .M32 1913 copy 3 of 3 (PrCt)).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

folio RMcN atlas .M32 1913 copy 3 of 3 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
showing new street number plan ... (folio RMcN Atlas .M32 1910 (PrCt)) -- Map of Chicago with street index (folio RMcN Atlas .M32 1913 copy 3 of 3 (PrCt)). Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011). Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

20150 Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1913 - Road maps

Rand McNally & Co.'s map of Chicago with new street changes / issued by Hartford Fire Insurance Company ... 39 LaSalle Street, Chicago. Chicago : Rand McNally, [1913, c1913].


1 atlas (23 p.) : col. maps ; 36 cm.

"Key map" on page 1 dated "9-13."

Title from paperback front cover bound within hardback covers; includes illustration "A fire on a festival night".


Uniform title: New standard map of Chicago Hardcover binding (green covers).

Variant editions published as sheet maps with other titles (all shelved as map9C G4104.C6 1908 .R3 (PrCt)): Rand-McNally new standard map of Chicago (1905, in 2 sheets) -- The Rand, McNally & Co.‘s new standard map of Chicago (1908, three sets of printer’s proofs on a total of 36 sheets).

Variants editions of this atlas published with other titles: Rand McNally & Co.’s map of Chicago showing new street number plan ... (folio RMcN Atlas .M32 1910 (PrCt)) -- Map of Chicago with street index (folio RMcN Atlas .M32 1913 copy 3 of 3 (PrCt)). Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011). Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

20152 Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1915 - Railroads

Map of the Belt Railway Company of Chicago, showing connections. [Chicago? Belt Railway Company of Chicago?, 1915?].

In Belt Railway Company of Chicago. Annual report of the Belt Railway Company of Chicago ... 1914 (Chicago: [Belt Railway Company of Chicago?], 1914) opposite title page.

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

5A 7267 (1915 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

20153 Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1916 - Railroads

Map of the Belt Railway Company of Chicago, showing connections. [Chicago? Belt Railway Company of Chicago?, 1916?].

In Belt Railway Company of Chicago. Annual report of the Belt Railway Company of Chicago ... 1915 (Chicago: [Belt Railway Company of Chicago?], 1915) opposite title page.

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

5A 7267 (1916 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

20154 Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1917 - Railroads

Map of the Belt Railway Company of Chicago, showing connections. [Chicago? Belt Railway Company of Chicago?, 1917?].


Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

5A 7267 (1917 vol. [1]) (PrCt)
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
5A 7267 (1916 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

20155

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
5A 7267 (1917 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

20156

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Auto Trails 6F 95 (PrCt)

20157

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
5A 7267 (1918 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

20158


20159

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
5A 7267 (1919 vol. [1]) (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Marshall Field & Company -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 77 x 76 cm. fold. in covers 19 x 11 cm.
Cover title: Motoring to and from Marshall Field & Company.
Includes 16 p. catalog of Marshall Field automobile accessories.
Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
map3C G4104.C6A1 1920 .R3 (PrCt)

20161 Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1920 - Road maps
Goodrich road map of Chicago and vicinity.
Authors: B.F. Goodrich Company -- Beck, Raymond, b. 1884 -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Goodrich (B.F.) Company SEE B.F. Goodrich Company
1 map ; on sheet 36 x 27 cm.
*Raymond Beck &*
Panel title; issued folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Added title: Chicago -- and vicinity : heavy lines indicate best highways.
Panel art: Car and truck at rural intersection.
Printed on green paper.
Gift 1997, Bruce Calder.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
map2F G4104.C6P2 1920 G6 (PrCt)

20162 Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1920 - Road maps
Authors: Clason Map Co. -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 17 x 9 cm.
Inset on Clason's guide map of Illinois, detached from Clason's Illinois road map and railway guide (Denver: Clason Map Company, 1920). The guide (16 cm. ; 72 p.) is shelved in the Map Information File.
Gift, 1985
4138
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
map4F G4101.P2 1920 C6 (PrCt)

20163 Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1920 - Road maps
Rand McNally official auto trail map : Chicago and vicinity.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [ca. 1920].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company --
1 map ; 77 x 76 cm., sectioned, mounted on linen, fold. in covers 21 x 14 cm.
Black leather cover has gold-stamped name 'A. M. Johnson' in center and 'H. Paulman & Co., Pierce-Arrow, Chicago' at lower right.
Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
map4C G4104.C6A1 1920 .R3 (PrCt)

20164 Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1920 - Road maps
Rand McNally official auto trail map : Chicago and vicinity. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Co., [ca. 1920?].
1 map : 786 x 78 cm., sectioned, mounted on linen, folded in covers to 21 x 15 cm.
*C. W. Murphy* and *H. Paulman & Co., Pierce-Arrow, Chicago* stamped on leatherette cover.
Uniform title: Auto trails Keyed to 79 named road signs.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
map4C G4104 .C6A1 1920 .R3a (PrCt)

20165 Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1921 - Railroads
Belt Railway Company of Chicago - Maps - 1921
Map of the Belt Railway Company of Chicago showing connections. [Chicago?] Belt Railway Company of Chicago?, 1921?]
Authors: Belt Railway Company of Chicago -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 26 x 18 cm.
In Belt Railway Company of Chicago. Annual report of the Belt Railway Company of Chicago for the year ended December 31, 1920 (Chicago: [Belt Railway Company of Chicago?], 1921) at end.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
5A 7267 (1920 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

20166 Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1922
Chicago and vicinity. Chicago and New York : Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
George F. Cram Company, 1922.
Authors: George F. Cram Company -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 23 x 15 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:228,000].
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
G 10 .1905, p. [90-91] (PrCt)

20167 Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1922
Railroads
Belt Railway Company of Chicago - Maps - 1922
Belt Railway Company of Chicago showing connections. [Chicago? Belt Railway Company of Chicago?, 1922?].
Authors: Belt Railway Company of Chicago -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 26 x 18 cm.
In Belt Railway Company of Chicago. Annual report of the Belt Railway Company of Chicago for the year ended December 31, 1921 (Chicago: [Belt Railway Company of Chicago?], 1922?) at end.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
5A 7267 (1921 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

20168 Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1923
Railroads
Belt Railway Company of Chicago - Maps - 1923
Belt Railway Company of Chicago showing connections. [Chicago? Belt Railway Company of Chicago?, 1923?].
Authors: Belt Railway Company of Chicago -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 26 x 18 cm.
In Belt Railway Company of Chicago. Annual report of the Belt Railway Company of Chicago for the year ended December 31, 1922 (Chicago: [Belt Railway Company of Chicago?], 1923?) at end.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
5A 7267 (1922 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

20169 Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1923
Golf courses
1 map : col. ; 30 x 30 cm. ' Adapted from the Rees map of 1852. The red lines show the principal modern thoroughfares. They parallel closely those laid out by the pioneers.' Covers Cook, DuPage, eastern Kane, eastern Kendall, and northern Will Counties. Detached from Quaife, Milo Milton. Chicago's highways old and new: from Indian trail to motor road (Chicago: D.F. Keller & Co., 1923) opposite

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Request and cite items by complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1925-1938.
Geologically surveyed in 1930-1932 ... '--bottom right margin, all quadrangles.
Original sheets printed by A. Hoen & Co.; later handstamped '. Please return to Illinois State Geological Survey.'
See accompanying report: Bretz, Harlen J.
For coverage of individual sheets, see paper index map filed with transparencies.
Contents (lacking no. 13): Map no. 1, Wheeling -- Map no. 2, Highland Park -- Map no. 3, Arlington Heights -- Map no. 4, Park Ridge -- Map no. 5, Evanston -- Map no. 6, Elmhurst -- Map no. 7, River Forest -- Map no. 8, Chicago Loop -- Map no. 9, Hinsdale -- Map no. 10, Berwyn -- Map no. 11, Englewood -- Map no. 12, Jackson Park -- Map no. 13, Sag Bridge -- Map no. 14, Palos Park -- Map no. 15, Blue Island -- Map no. 16, Calumet Lake -- Map no. 17, Mokena -- Map no. 18, Tinley Park -- Map no. 19, Harvey -- Map no. 20, Calumet City -- Map no. 21, Brisbane -- Map no. 22, Frankfort -- Map no. 23, Steger -- Map no. 24. Dyer.
Gift 199-, John Tandarich. 2001
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
map2C G4104.C6C5 s24 B7 (NLO)

20177 Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1925 - City Planning - Zoning Maps<><>Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1925 - Real property<><>Real property - Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1925<><>Atlases - Chicago Region (Ill.) - 1925
Authors: Geo. C. Olcott & Co. (Chicago, Ill.) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Olcott (Geo. C.) & Co. SEE Geo. C. Olcott & Co. (Chicago, Ill.)
1 atlas (various pagination) : chiefly maps; 31 cm.
Caption-title: Chicago zoning ordinance, passed by the City council of the city of Chicago on April 5th, 1923; approved by the mayor on April 16th, 1923; amended to July 1, 1924.
Printed in double columns.
Advertising matter interspersed.
ICN 44-3376
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
W 999 .15 (NLO)

20178 Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1925 - Railroads<><>Belt Railway Company of Chicago - Maps - 1925<><>Railroads - Maps
Map of the Belt Railway Company of Chicago showing connections. [Chicago? Belt Railway Company of Chicago?, 1925?].
Authors: Belt Railway Company of Chicago -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; 26 x 18 cm.
In Belt Railway Company of Chicago. Annual report of the Belt Railway Company of Chicago for the year ended December 31, 1924 (Chicago: [Belt Railway Company of Chicago?], 1925) at end.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
5A 7267 (1924 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

20179 Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1925 - Road maps<><>Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1925 - Golf Courses<><>Golf Courses - Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1925<><>Middle West - Maps - 1925 - Road maps<><>Road maps
The Chicago Daily News detailed 1925 auto trails map : Chicago and vicinity with motor routes to golf links and forest preserves. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, 1925.
1 map : col.; 68 x 52 cm. on sheet 72 x 56 cm.
Includes index to 116 golf and country clubs.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 29.6.1 (PrCt)

20180 Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1925 - Road maps<><>Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1925 - Golf Courses<><>Golf Courses - Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1925<><>Road maps
The Chicago Tribune ... detailed 1925 auto trails map : Chicago and vicinity. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, 1925.
Authors: Chicago tribune -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; 63 x 81 cm. on sheet 73 x 88 cm.
Plate no. G-15-B.
Includes index to 115 golf and country clubs and 43 forest preserves.
On verso: The Chicago Tribune...Rand McNally official 1925 auto trails map special around Lake Michigan.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
20181 Chicago Region (III.) - Maps - 1925 - Road maps

Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; on sheet 23 x 31 cm.
Panel title: issued folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Added title: Special autor trails maps prepared by Rand McNally & Co.
Road map of the Chicago region extending into southeastern Wisconsin, northwestern Indiana, and southern Michigan.
Map on verso (16 x 10 cm.): Chicago [Sinclair] service stations.
Keyed to 43 named road signs.
Panel art: Couple in car passing Sinclair gas station.
Gift 1997, Bruce Calder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
map1F G4104.C6P2 1925 R3 (PrCt)

20182 Chicago Region (III.) - Maps - 1926 - Railroads

Belt Railway Company of Chicago - Maps - 1926
Map of the Belt Railway Company of Chicago showing connections. [Chicago? Belt Railway Company of Chicago?], 1926?
Authors: Belt Railway Company of Chicago -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 26 x 18 cm.
In Belt Railway Company of Chicago. Annual report of the Belt Railway Company of Chicago for the year ended December 31, 1925 (Chicago: [Belt Railway Company of Chicago?], 1926) at end.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
5A 7267 (1925 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

20183 Chicago Region (III.) - Maps - 1926 - Road maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 63 x 80 cm. on sheet 73 x 88 cm.
Includes 10 named road signs.

20184 Chicago Region (III.) - Maps - 1926 - Road maps

Golf Courses
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 63 x 80 cm. on sheet 73 x 87 cm.
Includes 10 named road signs.
Scale [ca. 1:294,000].
Plate no. H-16.
Includes index to 139 golf and country clubs and 55 forest preserves.
Includes an inset of Chicago’s park and boulevard system.
Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto road map : Chicago and vicinity (Chicago and New York: Rand McNally, 1926), 40 p. : maps, ill. ; 19 cm.
Title page handstamped “Register of copyrights, Library of Congress ...”and dated “4-14--26” in ms.
In manuscript on front cover verso: “L. cl. 3.shelf.”
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Part of the Rand McNally collection.
Uniform title: Auto trails.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 291 (PrCt)

20185 Chicago Region (III.) - Maps - 1926 - Road maps

Cook County (Ill.) - Maps - 1926 - Road maps
Map of Cook County Illinois 1926 : showing highways and forest preserves. [Chicago] : Board of County Commissioners, 1926.
Authors: Cook County (Ill.). Board of County Commissioners -- Brink, John G. -- Rand McNally
Scale [ca. 1:294,000].
Plate no. I-16.
Includes index to 206 golf and country clubs, 55
forest preserves. The section including tourist
camp sites and forest preserve golf courses
excised from map.
Includes an inset of Chicago’s park and
boulevard system.
Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying
index: Rand McNally official auto road map of
Chicago and vicinity ... (Chicago and New York:
Rand McNally & Company, 1927). 40 p. : maps,
ill. ; 20 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally official auto road map :
Chicago and vicinity.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching
pictogram above car on road.
Part of the Rand McNally collection.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008). Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 327 (PrCt)

Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1927 - Road maps
Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1927 - Golf Courses
Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1927 - Road maps
[Rand McNally detailed 1927 auto road map :
Chicago and vicinity]. [Chicago : Rand McNally &
Company, 1927].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago
Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
Map missing
Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying
index: Rand McNally official auto road map of
Chicago and vicinity ... (Chicago and New York:
Rand McNally & Company, 1927). 40 p. : maps,
ill. ; 20 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally official auto road map :
Chicago and vicinity.
Back cover missing; front cover loose. Various
numbers in ms. on first page.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching
pictogram above car on road.
Part of the Rand McNally collection.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008). Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 328 (PrCt)

Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1927 - Road maps
The Chicago Tribune ... 1927 special detailed
road map of Chicagoland. Chicago : Rand
McNally & Company, 1927.
Authors: Chicago tribune -- Rand McNally and
Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry
Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 77 x 69 cm. on sheet 88 x 73 cm.
Panel art: Regional scenes, Tribune Tower, cars.
Includes insets of downtown Chicago and 8
cities.
Verso blank.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 32.19 (PrCt)

Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1928 - Railroads
Belt Railway Company of Chicago - Maps - 1928
Maps
Map of the Belt Railway Company of Chicago
showing connections. [Chicago? Belt Railway
Company of Chicago?, 1928?].
Authors: Belt Railway Company of Chicago --
Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry
Library)
1 map : col. ; 26 x 18 cm.
In Belt Railway Company of Chicago. Annual
report of the Belt Railway Company of Chicago
for the year ended December 31, 1927 (Chicago:
[Belt Railway Company of Chicago?], 1928) at
end.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library).
5A 7267 (1927 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1928 - Road maps
Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1928 - Golf Courses
Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1928 - Road maps
Rand McNally detailed 1928 auto road map :
Chicago and vicinity. Chicago : Rand McNally &
Company, 1928.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago
Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 63 x 80 cm. on sheet 73 x 82 cm.
Includes index to 228 golf and country clubs.
Inset: Park and boulevard system of Chicago.
Verso blank.
Upper left corner torn off.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 29.8 (PrCt)

Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1928 - Road maps
Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1928 - Golf Courses
Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1928 - Road maps
Rand McNally detailed 1928 auto road map :
Chicago and vicinity. Chicago : Rand McNally &
Company, 1928.
1 map : col. ; 85 x 69 cm. on sheet 88 x 78 cm.

Separate into 4 pieces; incomplete.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 29.9.1 (PrCt)

**Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1929 - Road maps**

**Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1929 - Road maps**

Separate into 4 pieces; incomplete.

19299

**20198**

**20199**

**20200**

**20197**

**Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1929 - Road maps**

Separate into 4 pieces; incomplete.

**Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1929 - Road maps**

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 29.9.2 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

(20201) Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1930-1939 - Pictorial maps
[Map of the coastline along Highland Park, Glencoe, Winnetka, Kenilworth, Wilmette, and Evanston]. [S.l. s.n., 1939].
Authors: Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; on sheet trimmed to 45 x 15 cm.
Incomplete and lacking imprint, probably trimmed from a newspaper.
Mounted on backing sheet; backing obscures printed content on verso.
Includes unidentified ratio for each town, e.g. "Highland Park 1 to 7.6."
Previously bound with a collection of pictorial maps in binders labeled "Points of Interest."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
folio RMcN atlas .A73 1930 p. 117 (PrCt)

(20205) Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Authors: Chicago tribune -- Chicago Motor Club
1 map : col. ; 76 x 43 cm.
Issued in: Chicago Sunday tribune (29 June 1930), Touring section, pp. [1, 10].
In column at left, indexes to golf and country clubs, forest preserves, points of interest, lakes, and airports.
On verso (p. 2 and 9), advertisement for Chicago Motor Club.
From the collection of Frank T. Huening (gift, 2010).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
downtown Chicago, and: Milwaukee and vicinity. Separated into 3 pieces: incomplete.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
*RMcN AE 29.9.3 (PrCt)*

20207 Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1930 - Road maps<<>>Milwaukee Region (Wis.) - Maps - 1930 - Road maps<<>>Road maps<<>>Railroads - Maps

["Road map of the Chicago region"]. Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [1930].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Chicago Tribune -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 47 x 42 cm. on sheet trimmed to 49 x 44 cm.
Incomplete copy of the Chicago Tribune "Chicagoland map; lacking title; sheet trimmed on two sides.
Date from RMcN AE 152 ms. index.
Map on verso (42 x 47 cm.): Milwaukee and vicinity.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
*RMcN AE 152.7 (PrCt)*

20208 Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1930 - Road maps<<>>Road maps

*Chicago and vicinity road map.* Chicago : Chicago Motor Club, [1930].
Authors: Chicago Motor Club -- American Automobile Association -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 86 x 58 cm. on sheet 92 x 60 cm.
Panel art: Car with bridge, mountains, waterfall.
Both sides of sheet include inset: Chicago Loop District.
Verso includes untitled map of northern Indiana and southwestern Michigan.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
*RMcN AE 25.30 (PrCt)*

20209 Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1930 - Road maps<<>>Road maps

*Chicago and vicinity road map.* Chicago : Chicago Motor Club, [1930].
Authors: Chicago Motor Club -- American Automobile Association -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 86 x 58 cm. on sheet 92 x 61 cm.
Date from AE Index.
Panel art: Car with bridge, mountains, waterfall and motor club logo.
Verso includes untitled map of northern Indiana and southwest Michigan.
Both sides of sheet include inset: Chicago Loop District.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
*RMcN AE 40.24 (PrCt)*

20210 Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1930 - Road maps<<>>Road maps

Metropolitan area of Chicago. Chicago : Cook County Board of Commissioners, 1930.
Authors: Cook County (Ill.). Board of County Commissioners -- Geographical Publishing Co. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Geographical Publishing Co. (Chicago, Ill.) SEE Geographical Publishing Co.
1 map : col. ; 53 x 41 cm. on sheet 56 x 44 cm.
On verso: Chicago and vicinity -- Principal highways in the Chicago region.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
*RMcN AE 25.28 (PrCt)*

20211 Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1930 - Road maps<<>>Road maps

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Manuscript on title panel: "1st edit."
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
*Gousha Clients 438 (PrCt)*

20212 Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1931 - Railroads<<>>Belt Railway Company of Chicago - Maps - 1931<<>>Railroads - Maps

Map of the Belt Railway Company of Chicago showing connections. [Chicago?] Belt Railway Company of Chicago?, 1931?.
Authors: Belt Railway Company of Chicago -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 26 x 18 cm.
In Belt Railway Company of Chicago. Annual report of the Belt Railway Company of Chicago for the year ended December 31, 1930 (Chicago: [Belt Railway Company of Chicago?], 1931) at end.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1931 - Railroads

20213 Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1931 - Railroads
Chicago & Western Indiana Railroad Company - Maps - 1931
Map of the Chicago & Western Indiana railroad company, showing connections. [Chicago?
Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company?, 1931?].
Authors: Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company -- Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 26 x 18 cm.
In Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company. Annual report of the Chicago and
Western Indiana Railroad Company to the stockholders ... December 31, 1930 [Chicago?:
Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company?, 1931?] at end.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library).
5A 7267 (1930 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1931 - Road
maps

20214 Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1931 - Road
maps
Chicago and vicinity road map. Chicago : H.M.
Gousha Company, [1931].
Authors: Chicago Motor Club -- American
Automobile Association -- H.M. Gousha
Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry
Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 88 x 73 cm. on sheet 91 x 81 cm.
Panel art: Car with bridge, mountains and
waterfall.
Added title: Chicago Motor Club road map:
Chicago and vicinity. Plate no. E-148-S.
On verso: Chicago Motor Club road map:
northern Indiana, southwest Michigan. Plate no.
E 149-S.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 25.39 (PrCt)

Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1931 - Road
maps

20215 Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1931 - Road
maps
Chicagoland 1931 special detailed road map.
Authors: Chicago tribune -- Rand McNally and
Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry
Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 85 x 69 cm. on sheet 87 x 71 cm.
Panel art: Man reading map, woman standing in
car.
Verso blank.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection
(RMcN AE 29.9.4 (PrCt)

Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1931 - Road
maps

20216 Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1931 - Road
maps
[Chicagoland 1931 special detailed road map].
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1931?].
Authors: Chicago tribune -- Rand McNally and
Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry
Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 69 x 85 cm., on sheet trimmed to
73 x 86 cm.
Incomplete; title apparently trimmed off.
Title supplied by cataloger; date from AE index.
Remaining detail shows northern Indiana and
southwestern Michigan; includes insets of the
Milwaukee region and downtown Chicago.
Verso blank.
Listed as "Tribune Chicagoland" on AE Index.
Cf. RMcN AE 029.9.2 and other "Chicagoland"
maps issued by the Chicago Tribune.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection
(RMcN AE 39.14 (PrCt)

Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1931 - Road
maps

20217 Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1931 - Road
maps
Chicago & Environs. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co.,
[1931].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Chicago
Motor Club -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry
Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Cover: Black and red.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 0, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry
Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 453 (PrCt)

Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1931 - Road
maps

20218 Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1931 - Road
maps
Chicago & Environs. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co.,
1931.
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Standard Oil
Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry
Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 602 (PrCt)

Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1931 - Road
maps

20219 Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1931 - Road
maps
1931 Chicago and environs. Chicago : H.M.
Gousha Company, 1931.
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M.
Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 58 x 38 cm. on sheet 61 x 46 cm.
Panel art: Standard Oil brand signs and city skyline.
Panel no. ADV. 734 (A. D. 3684).
Added title: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) 1931 edition: Chicago and environs. Plate no. E-156-J.C.
On verso: Downtown Chicago featuring points of interest... . Plate no. D256C.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 25.33 (PrCt)

Map of the Belt Railway Company of Chicago showing connections. [Chicago? Belt Railway Company of Chicago?, 1932?].
Authors: Belt Railway Company of Chicago -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 26 x 18 cm.
In Belt Railway Company of Chicago. Annual report of the Belt Railway Company of Chicago ... December 31, 1931 (Chicago: [Belt Railway Company of Chicago?], 1932?) at end.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
5A 7267 (1931 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

20221 Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1932 - Railroads<>>>Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company - Maps - 1932<<<<Railroads - Maps
Map of Chicago & Western Indiana Railroad Company showing connections. [Chicago? Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company?, 1932?].
Authors: Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 26 x 18 cm.
In Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company. Annual report of the Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company ... December 31, 1931 [Chicago?: Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company?, 1932?] at end.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
5A 7267 (1931 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

20222 Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1932 - Road maps<<<<Century of Progress International Exposition (1933-1934 : Chicago, Ill.) - Maps<<<<Road maps
Chicago and vicinity : trail hitter road maps. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1932].
Authors: Chicago Daily News, Inc. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 77 x 65 cm. on sheet 81 x 69 cm.
Date from AE Index.
Panel art: Hand and cars pointing to trail hitter sign.
Added title: The Chicago Daily News trail hitter road map of Chicago and vicinity.
Includes inset of downtown Chicago and the 1933 World's Fair grounds.
Verso includes untitled map northwestern Indiana and southwestern Michigan, and insets of Gary, Michigan City and South Bend.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 29.25 (PrCt)

Chicago and vicinity : Trail Hitter road maps / The Chicago Daily News ... Chicago : Chicago Daily News, [1932].
Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 78 x 65 cm., folded to 21 x 12 cm.
Handstamp: "Register of Copyrights, Library of Congress .... " Dated in pencil "6-1-32".
Added title: The Chicago Daily News Trail Hitter road map of Chicago and vicinity
"Published by Personal Service Bureau, The Chicago Daily News ..."
"Copyright by Rand McNally & Co."
Inset (44 x 21 cm.): Downtown Chicago showing location of the Century of Progress 1933 World's Fair Grounds.
Maps on verso (78 x 42 cm. and smaller): [Southwest Michigan and northeast Indiana (Plate no. N-1180)] -- Gary, Ind. -- Michigan City Ind. -- South Bend, Ind.
Panel art: Chicago Daily News Trail Hitter logo; outline of hand pointing to logo; bird's-eye view of cars.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Clients 367 (PrCt)

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Maps<>Michigan - Maps - 1932 - Road maps<>Indiana - Maps - 1932 - Road maps<>Road maps

Chicago and vicinity: Trail Hitter road maps / published by the Personal Service Bureau ... the Chicago Daily News ... Chicago : Chicago Daily News, [1932?].
Authors: Chicago Daily News, Inc. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 78 x 65 cm., folded to 21 x 12 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: The Chicago Daily News Trail Hitter road map of Chicago and vicinity "Copyright by Rand McNally & Co."
Inset (44 x 21 cm.): Downtown Chicago showing location of the Century of Progress 1933 World's Fair Grounds.
Maps on verso (78 x 42 cm. and smaller):
[Southwest Michigan and northeast Indiana (Plate no. N-1180)] -- Gary -- Michigan City -- South Bend.
Panel art: Chicago Daily News Trail Hitter logo; outline of hand pointing to logo; bird's-eye view of cars.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4854 (PrCt)

Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1932 - Road maps<>Century of Progress International Exposition (1933-1934 : Chicago, Ill.) - Maps<>Road maps

Chicagoland 1932 special detailed road map.
Authors: Chicago tribune -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 85 x 69 cm. on sheet 88 x 83 cm.
Panel art: Couple in car on road.
Includes inset of downtown Chicago and the 1933 World's Fair grounds.
Verso includes untitled map of northwestern Indiana and southwestern Michigan and: Milwaukee and vicinity.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 29.24 (PrCt)

Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1932 - Road maps<>Century of Progress International Exposition (1933-1934 : Chicago, Ill.) - Maps<>Road maps

Chicago and vicinity: Sinclair 1932 road map.
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 42 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Panel art: Dinosaurs fighting.
Added title: Sinclair 1932 official road map: Chicago and vicinity. Plate no. F-156-J.C.
Verso includes United States mileage map (plate no. F-100-S) and: Plan of Century of Progress Exposition: Chicago World's Fair: 1933. Plate no. F-204-S. -- Downtown Chicago featuring points of interest... Plate no. F 256 CC.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 25.43 (PrCt)

Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1932 - Road maps<>Century of Progress International Exposition (1933-1934 : Chicago, Ill.) - Maps<>Road maps

Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 38 cm. on sheet 61 x 46 cm.
Panel art: Standard Oil brand signs and city skyline.
Panel no. ADV.- 760 (A. D. 4527).
Added title: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) 1932 edition: Chicago and environs. Plate no. F-156-J.C.
Includes inset of 1933 Century of Progress world's fair grounds.
On verso: Downtown Chicago featuring points of interest... Plate no. F256CC.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 25.35 (PrCt)

Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1932 - Road maps<>Century of Progress International Exposition (1933-1934 : Chicago, Ill.) - Maps<>Road maps

Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Lydy, R. G. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 38 cm. on sheet 61 x 46 cm.
Panel art: Standard Oil brand signs and city skyline.
Panel no. ADV.- 760 (A. D. 4527).
Added title: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) 1932 edition: Chicago and environs. Plate no. F-156-J.C.
Includes inset of 1933 world's fair grounds.
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Verso includes map of downtown Chicago.
Panel handstamped "R. G. Lydy"
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 25.46 (PrCt)

20229  Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1932 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Sinclair Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 730 (PrCt)

20230  Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1932 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 0, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 764 (PrCt)

20231  Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1932 - Road maps
Pure Oil pathfinder for Chicago and vicinity.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1932].
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 38 cm. on sheet 61 x 46 cm.
Ninth edition."
Date from AE Index.
Panel art: Pure sign.
Verso includes maps of northwestern Indiana and downtown Chicago.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 29.23 (PrCt)

20232  Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1932 - Road maps
Highway map of district no. one ... 1930.
[Springfield, Ill.?] : Division of Highways, 1932.
Authors: Siler, J. M. -- Sheets, Frank T., b. 1890
-- Lamb, G. N. -- Cleveland, Harry H. -- Illinois.
Division of Highways -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 72 x 59 cm.
Revised 15, 1931... . Jan 22, 1932. J.M.S."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 25.36 (PrCt)

20233  Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1933 - Railroads
Belt Railway Company of Chicago - Maps - 1933
Map of the Belt Railway Company of Chicago showing connections. [Chicago? Belt Railway Company of Chicago?, 1933].
Authors: Belt Railway Company of Chicago -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 26 x 18 cm.
In Belt Railway Company of Chicago. Annual report ... December 31, 1932 (Chicago: [Belt Railway Company of Chicago?], 1933) at end.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
5A 7267 (1932 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

20234  Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1933 - Railroads
Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company - Maps - 1933
Map of Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company showing connections. [Chicago? Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company?, 1933?].
Authors: Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 26 x 18 cm.
In Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company. Annual report ... December 31, 1932 [Chicago?: Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company?, 1933?] at end.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
5A 7267 (1932 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

20235  Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1933 - Road
Century of Progress International Exposition (1933-1934 : Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - Milwaukee Region (Wis.) - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Chicagoland 1933 special detailed road map.
Authors: Chicago tribune -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 84 x 69 cm. on sheet 88 x 83 cm.
Panel art: Car on road.
Includes inset of downtown Chicago and the 1933 World's Fair.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Verso includes untitled map of northwestern Indiana & southwestern Michigan and: Milwaukee and vicinity.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 29.36 (PrCt)

20236 Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1933 - Road maps

Century of Progress International Exposition (1933-1934 : Chicago, Ill.) - Maps

Pure Oil pathfinder : Chicago and vicinity.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1933].

Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 58 x 39 cm. on sheet 61 x 46 cm.

Ninth edition.

Panel art: Pure Oil sign.

Added title: Pure Oil pathfinder for Chicago and vicinity.

Verso includes untitled maps of northwestern Indiana and downtown Chicago and the 1933 World's Fair.

Location of the Pure Oil exhibit shown on fair grounds.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 29.32 (PrCt)

20238 Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1933 - Road maps

Century of Progress International Exposition (1933-1934 : Chicago, Ill.) - Maps

Chicago and the Century of Progress, 1933 / compliments of Standard Oil Company (Indiana).
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, 1933.

Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 58 x 38 cm. on sheet 61 x 46 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) 1933 edition: Chicago and environs.

Plate no. G-156-J.C.

Maps on verso (20 x 44 cm. and 28 x 21 cm.):
Standard Oil Company (Indiana) map of a Century of Progress Exposition and downtown Chicago
-- Downtown Chicago featuring points of interest... .

Panel art: Century of Progress exhibit hall and Standard logo.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library).

map4F G4104.C6A1 1933 .S7 (PrCt)

20239 Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1933 - Road maps

Century of Progress International Exposition (1933-1934 : Chicago, Ill.) - Maps

Sinclair 1933 road map.

Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- National Broadcasting Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Pettit, H. M., fl. 1933 -- Dawes, Rufus C. (Rufus Cutler), 1867-1940 -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 66 x 48 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Sinclair 1933 official road map : Chicago and vicinity.

Map on verso (44 x 22 cm.): Downtown Chicago showing location of the Century of Progress 1933 World's Fair grounds.

Verso also includes black and white bird's-eye view (22 x 33 cm.): A Century of Progress Exposition, Chicago, 1833-1933. "Approved as of December 1, 1932, A Century of Progress, Rufus C. Dawes, President" ; signed "© H.M. Pettit."

Panel art: color illustration of dinosaur, battleship, airplane, train, tractor, tree, filling station, and the "Sinclair Minstrels, Monday nights, N.B.C Vetwork."

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection

RMcN AE 25.50 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Clients 2548 (PrCt)

20240 Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Century of Progress International Exposition (1933-1934 : Chicago, Ill.) - Maps
Road maps
Chicago and the Century of Progress : 1933 / compliments of Standard Oil Company (Indiana).
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, 1933.
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col ; 57 x 38 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Chicago and evirons
Plate no. G-156-J.C.
Maps on verso (20 x 44 cm. and 28 x 21 cm.): Map of A Century of Progress Exposition and downtown Chicago -- Downtown Chicago.
Panel art: Red, white and blue illustration of the Travel and Transport Building at the Century of Progress.
Editor's copy (?); lightly annotated in pencil.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Clients 3135 (PrCt)

20241 Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1933 - Pictorial maps
Pictorial maps
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col ; 68 x 53 cm. on sheet 72 x 57 cm.
World's Fair edition.
Plate no. O-188.
Includes inset of downtown Chicago and the 1933 World's Fair.
Map of the United States and views of the fair on verso.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 29.35 (PrCt)

20242 Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Century of Progress International Exposition (1933-1934 : Chicago, Ill.) - Maps
Road maps
Chicagoland 1933 special detailed road map.
Chicago : Chicago Tribune, 1933.
Authors: Chicago Tribune -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col ; 84 x 69 cm. on sheet 87 x 83 cm.
Panel art: Car on road framed by trees.
Includes inset of the 1933 world's fair grounds.
Verso includes untitled continuation of Chicago regional map into Indiana and Michigan and inset of the Milwaukee region.
AE index notes "added to this folder, but possibly detached from another; handstamped "59."
Separated into 2 pieces.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 25.59 (PrCt)

20243 Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1933 - Pictorial maps
Century of Progress International Exposition (1933-1934 : Chicago, Ill.) - Pictorial works
Road maps
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col ; 68 x 53 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. O-188.
"Pumps indicate locations of Cities Service stations."
Inset (35 x 17 cm.): Downtown Chicago showing location of the Century of Progress 1933 World's Fair Grounds.
On verso (34 x 54 cm. and 9 x 21 cm.): Cities Service road map of United States -- [View of] A Century of Progress, Chicago, 1933.
Panel art: Couple in car receiving directions to Chicago World's Fair.
Previously bound with a collection of pictorial maps in binders labeled "Points of Interest."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1934 - Railroads
Map of the Belt Railway Company of Chicago showing connections. [Chicago? belt Railway Company of Chicago?, 1934?].
Authors: Belt Railway Company of Chicago -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 27 x 18 cm.
In Belt Railway Company of Chicago. Annual report ... December 31, 1933 (Chicago: [Belt Railway Company of Chicago?]?, 1934) at end.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
5A 7267 (1933 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1934 - Railroads
Map of Chicago & Western Indiana Railroad Company showing connections. [Chicago? Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company?], 1934?].
Authors: Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 26 x 18 cm.
In Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company. Annual report ... December 31, 1933 (Chicago: [Chicago? Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company?], 1934?) at end.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
5A 7267 (1933 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- F.H. Hill Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Hill (F.H.) Company SEE F.H. Hill Company
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (1 panel, R,G): Fair logo, type, F. H. Hill logo.
Plate no. H-156-JC.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1074 (PrCt)

Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Deep Rock Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (3 panel, R,B,Y): Line drawing of sedan speeding uphill in yellow slash.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1062 (PrCt)

Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (3 panel, R,G,BL): Six cars speeding towards service station, logo.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1098 (PrCt)

Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Shell road map : metropolitan Chicago and A Century of Progress. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1934].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (3 panel, R,Y): Diagonal "Shell" on red stripe, logo.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 0, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1122 (PrCt)

Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Middle West - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

Gousha Clients 1074 (PrCt)

Gousha Clients 1062 (PrCt)

Gousha Clients 1098 (PrCt)

Gousha Clients 1122 (PrCt)

Gousha Clients 1074 (PrCt)
maps Road maps
Pure Oil pathfinder : Chicago and vicinity.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1934].
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 59 x 43 cm. on sheet 61 x 46 cm.
Eleventh edition.
Panel art: Pure Oil sign over outline of eastern U.S.
Added title: Pure Oil pathfinder for Chicago and vicinity. Plate no. P 3439.
Verso includes map of downtown Chicago and the 1933 World's Fair and: Pure Oil pathfinder for north central United States. Plate no. P 3449.
Location of the Pure Oil exhibit shown on fairgrounds.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 29.41 (PrCt)

Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Travel Chicago with Conoco ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1934].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 43 cm. on sheet 61 x 46 cm.
Panel art: Outline map of U.S with pictorial vignettes.
Includes inset of 1933 world's fair grounds.
Verso includes street guide to Chicago.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 25.49 (PrCt)

Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Chicago and vicinity : Chicago Motor Club.
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co, [1934].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Chicago Motor Club -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (1 panel, R,B,Y): Coupe with bridge and waterfall in background.
Plate no. H-148-SC.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1017 (PrCt)

Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Travel Chicago and vicinity with Conoco. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1934].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (3 panel,R,G): Outline map of North America, logo.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1023 (PrCt)

Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (3 panel, R,B,P): Geese flying over hills, sedan passing lake.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1175 (PrCt)

Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Barr, fl. 1934 -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 47 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair 1934 official road map : Chicago and vicinity.
Map on verso (31 x 48 cm.): Sinclair recreational map : United States.
"See the Sinclair Dinosaur Exhibit at the Chicago World's Fair 1934." -- verso.
Panel art: Color illustration of a couple in a car waving to a boy with a toy dinosaur; Sinclair gas station in the background; signed "Barr" [?].
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Clients 2580 (PrCt)

Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Barr, fl. 1934 -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 47 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair 1934 official road map : Chicago and vicinity.
Map on verso (31 x 48 cm.): Sinclair recreational map : United States.
"See the Sinclair Dinosaur Exhibit at the Chicago World's Fair 1934." -- verso.
Panel art: Color illustration of a couple in a car waving to a boy with a toy dinosaur; Sinclair gas station in the background; signed "Barr" [?].
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Clients 2580 (PrCt)
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Barr, fl. 1934 -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 64 x 47 cm., folded to 17 x 13 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair 1934 official road map: Chicago and vicinity.
Map on verso (31 x 48 cm.): Sinclair recreational map: United States.
"See the Sinclair Dinosaur Exhibit at the Chicago World's Fair 1934." -- verso.
Panel art: Color illustration of a couple in a car waving to a boy with a toy dinosaur; Sinclair gas station in the background; signed "Barr" [?].
Editor's copy (?); lightly annotated in red ink.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
Added title: Sinclair: metropolitan Chicago and vicinity. Plate no. Q. 3513.
On verso: Downtown Chicago featuring points of interest, parks and principal buildings. Plate no. Q.3519.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 29.42 (PrCt)

Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1935 - Railroads
Belt Railway Company of Chicago - Maps - 1935
Map of the Belt Railway Company of Chicago showing connections. [Chicago? Belt Railway Company of Chicago?, 1935?].
Authors: Belt Railway Company of Chicago -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 51 x 43 cm. on sheet 61 x 46 cm.
Panel art: Shell sign.
Added title: Shell: metropolitan Chicago and vicinity. Plate no. Q. 3513.
On verso: Downtown Chicago featuring points of interest, parks and principal buildings. Plate no. Q.3519.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 30.11 (PrCt)

Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1935 - Railroads
Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company - Maps - 1935
Map of Chicago & Western Indiana Railroad Company showing connections. [Chicago? Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company?, 1935?].
Authors: Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 27 x 18 cm.
In Belt Railway Company of Chicago. Annual report ... December 31, 1934 (Chicago: [Belt Railway Company of Chicago?], 1935) at front.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
5A 7267 (1934 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1935 - Railroads
Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company - Maps - 1935
Map of Chicago & Western Indiana Railroad Company showing connections. [Chicago? Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company?, 1935?].
Authors: Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 26 x 18 cm.
In Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company. Annual report ... December 31, 1934 [Chicago? Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company?, 1935?] at end.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
5A 7267 (1934 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 58 x 43 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell metropolitan Chicago and vicinity.
Plate no. Q.3518
Map on verso (43 x 28 cm.): Downtown Chicago.
Filed in paper sleeve stamped “John G. Brink” (RMcN Clients 2401).
Panel art: Shell logo and motto “tour with confidence.”

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3A Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 30.10 (PrCt)

20265 Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1935 - Road
maps>>>Road maps
Travel Chicago and vicinity with Conoco ...
Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha
Co., [1935?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco
Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M.
Gousha Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago
Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America,
Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry
Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library).
Gousha Clients 1307 (PrCt)

20266 Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1935 - Road
maps>>>Road maps
Road map Chicago and vicinity. Chicago : H.M.
Gousha Co., [1935].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Chicago
Motor Club -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry
Library).
1 map : folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (1 panel, R,B,Y): Coupe with bridge and
waterfall in background.
Plate no. H-148-SC.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry
Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1257 (PrCt)

20267 Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1935 - Road
maps>>>Road maps
Sinclair Chicago and vicinity road map. Chicago :
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand Mcnally
and Company -- Allen, J. E., fl. 1935 -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago
Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
(Title continues)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

1 map : col. ; 65 x 48 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair 1935 official road map : Chicago and vicinity.
Plate no. Q.3439.
Map on verso (31 x 48 cm.): Sinclair recreational map : United States.
Panel art: Color illustration of Brontosaurus, unfolds to display other dinosaurs; signed "J.E. Allen 35".
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Clients 2612 (PrCt)

20268 Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 48 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Panel art: Dinosaurs fighting.
Added title: Sinclair official road map: Chicago and vicinity. Plate no. Q.3439.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 30.12 (PrCt)

20269 Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1936 - Railroads
Belt Railway Company of Chicago - Maps - 1936 - Railroads - Maps
Map of the Belt Railway Company of Chicago showing connections. [Chicago? Belt Railway Company of Chicago?, 1936?].
Authors: Belt Railway Company of Chicago -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 27 x 18 cm.
In Belt Railway Company of Chicago. Annual report ... December 31, 1935 (Chicago: [Belt Railway Company of Chicago?], 1936?) at end.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
5A 7267 (1935 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

20270 Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1936 - Railroads
Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company - Maps - 1936 - Railroads - Maps
Map of Chicago & Western Indiana Railroad Company showing connections. [Chicago? Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company?, 1936?]?
Authors: Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 26 x 18 cm.
In Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company. Annual report ... December 31, 1935 [Chicago?: Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company?, 1936?] at end.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
5A 7267 (1935 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

20271 Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 63 x 47 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Cities Service invites you to tour metropolitan Chicago and vicinity.
Plate no. J-1
Maps on verso (43 x 18 cm. and 21 x 28 cm.):
Cities Service : downtown Chicago -- Hammond, Gary, Michigan City region.
Panel art: Cities Service logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 157.34A (PrCt)

20272 Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Chicago & vicinity road map ... Deep Rock.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1936].
Authors: Deep Rock Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 56 x 47 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Panel art: Female motorist under Deep Rock sign.
Added title: ... Deep Rock ... road map, 11th edition, of Chicago and vicinity. Plate no. R.3513.
On verso: Downtown Chicago featuring points of interest, parks and principal buildings. Plate no. R.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 30.4 (PrCt)

20273 Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Chicago & vicinity : Pure Oil pathfinder. Chicago :
Rand McNally & Company, [1936].

Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 65 x 49 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm. Thirteenth edition.

Panel art: Car at Pure Oil station.

Added title: Pure Oil pioneer for Chicago and vicinity. Plate no. R.3439.

On verso: Downtown Chicago featuring points of interest, parks and principal buildings. Plate no. R.3519.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 169.3A (PrCt)

20276 Chicago Region (III.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps


Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 58 x 43 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Shell : metropolitan Chicago and vicinity.

Plate no. J-1

Map on verso (43 x 28 cm): Downtown Chicago.

Panel art: Shell logo.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 163.3A (PrCt)

20277 Chicago Region (III.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps


Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 58 x 38 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) : official road map : Chicago and vicinity.

Maps on verso (43 x 28 cm. and 21 x 22 cm.): Downtown Chicago -- Northwestern Indiana.

Panel art: Standard Oil crown logo within compass rose and illustration of cars driving past hills.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN Clients 3141 (PrCt)

20278 Chicago Region (III.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

1936 Chicago and vicinity road map ... / a presentation of Standard Oil Company (Indiana).


Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map... Plate no. ADV. 759 (A. D. 7923).

Added title: 1936 Chicago and vicinity road map... Plate no. R.3513.

Verso includes a map of northwestern Indiana and: Downtown Chicago featuring points of interest, parks and principal buildings. Plate no. R.3519.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 30.1 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 49 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Panel art: Sinclair station.
Added title: Sinclair road map: Chicago and vicinity. Plate no. R.3439.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 30.2 (PrCt)

Map of the Belt Railway Company of Chicago showing connections. [Chicago? Belt Railway Company of Chicago?, 1937?].
Authors: Belt Railway Company of Chicago -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 27 x 18 cm.
In Belt Railway Company of Chicago. Annual report ... December 31, 1936 (Chicago: [Belt Railway Company of Chicago?], 1937) at end.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
5A 7267 (1936 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

20280 Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1937 - Railroads - Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company - Maps - 1937 - Railroads - Maps
Map of Chicago & Western Indiana Railroad Company showing connections. [Chicago? Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company?, 1937?].
Authors: Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 26 x 18 cm.
In Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company. Annual report ... December 31, 1936 [Chicago? : Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company?, 1937?] at front.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
5A 7267 (1936 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 48 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Cities Service invites you to tour metropolitan Chicago and vicinity.
Plate no. K-1
Maps on verso (43 x 18 cm. and 21 x 28 cm.):
Cities Service : Downtown Chicago -- Hammond, Gary, Michigan City region.
Panel art: Cities Service sign, car and outline of the United States.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jun 3 -1937 ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 30.8 (PrCt)

Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Map of United States, car, Cities Service sign and "serves a nation" slogan.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Gousha Clients 1829 (PrCt)

20283 Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps - Chicago & vicinity road map ... Deep Rock.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1937].
Authors: Deep Rock Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 47 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Panel art: Deep Rock sign, road, fence.
Added title: Road map, 12th edition, of Chicago and vicinity ... Deep Rock ... Plate no. S.3718.
On verso: Downtown Chicago featuring points of interest, parks and principal buildings. Plate no. S.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 157.2 (PrCt)

20284 Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps - Chicago metropolitan area ... Illinois Auto Club, affiliated with ... National Automobile Association : official road map. Chicago : Rand McNally &
Company, [1937].
Authors: Illinois Automobile Club -- National
Automobile Association (U.S.) -- Barrett, Carl A.
-- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region
Map Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 64 x 47 cm. on sheet 68 x 50 cm.
Added title: Illinois Automobile Club road map of
Chicago and vicinity. Plate no. S.3718.
Verso includes map of northwestern Indiana and:
Downtown Chicago featuring points of interest,
parks and principal buildings. Plate no. S.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 30.9 (PrCt)

20285 Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1937 - Road
maps<<<Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1937 - Road
maps<<<Road maps
Chicago and vicinity official road map : Phillips
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M.
Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map
Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 58 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Phillips 66 ... 1937 official road map :
Chicago and vicinity.
Plate no. K-1.
Map on verso (42 x 27 cm.): Downtown Chicago.
Panel art: Car approaching Phillips 66 sign on
curving road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 162.36 (PrCt)

20286 Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1937 - Road
maps<<<Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1937 - Road
maps<<<Road maps
Chicago & vicinity : Pure Oil pathfinder. Chicago :
Rand McNally & Company, [1937].
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and
Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry
Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 64 x 47 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Fourteenth edition.
Panel art: Car at Pure Oil station.
Added title: Pure Oil pathfinder for Chicago and
vicinity. Plate no. S.3718.
Verso includes map of northwestern Indiana and:
Downtown Chicago featuring points of interest,
parks and principal buildings. Plate no. S.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 30.6 (PrCt)

20287 Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1937 - Road
maps<<<Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1937 - Road
maps<<<Road maps
Shell road map : metropolitan Chicago. Chicago :
H.M. Gousha Co., [1937].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha
Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry
Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with
confidence.”
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry
Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library).
Gousha Clients 2024 (PrCt)

20288 Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1937 - Road
maps<<<Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1937 - Road
maps<<<Road maps
Chicago and vicinity : Sinclair road map. Chicago :
Rand McNally & Company, [1937].
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally
and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map
Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 64 x 47 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Panel art: Attendant helping motorist at Sinclair
station.
Added title: Sinclair road map: Chicago and
vicinity. Plate no. S.3718.
On verso: Downtown Chicago featuring points of
interest, parks and principal buildings. Plate no. S.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 30.5 (PrCt)

20289 Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1937 - Road
maps<<<Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1937 - Road
maps<<<Road maps
Chicago & vicinity : Mobilgas ... Chicago : Rand
McNally & Company, [1937].
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand
McNally and Company -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region
Map Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 64 x 47 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Panel art: Mobilgas sign.
Panel no. 7.
Added title: Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc. road
map of Chicago and vicinity. Plate no. S.3718.
Verso includes map of northwestern Indiana and:
Downtown Chicago featuring points of interest,
parks and principal buildings. Plate no. S.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

20290 Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
1 map : col. ; 58 x 43 cm.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library). 
RMcN AE 158.2A (PrCt)

20291 Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
1 map : col. ; 58 x 38 cm. on sheet 61 x 46 cm.
Panel art: Gas pumps, cars and brand signs.
RMcN AE 25.4X (PrCt)

20292 Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Travel Chicago and vicinity with Conoco : every Conoco station is a branch of the Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1937].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : col. ; 58 x 43 cm.
RMcN AE 30.7 (PrCt)

20293 Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1938 - Railroads
1 map ; 26 x 17 cm.
In Belt Railway Company of Chicago. Annual report ... December 31, 1937 (Chicago: [Belt Railway Company of Chicago?], 1938?) at end. Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library). 
5A 7267 (1937 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

20294 Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1938 - Railroads
1 map ; 26 x 18 cm.
In Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company. Annual report ... December 31, 1937 (Chicago: [Chic? Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company?, 1938?]). Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library). 
5A 7267 (1937 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

20295 Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Chicago metropolitan area road map / Cities Service ahead. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1938?]. Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Gousha Clients 3052 (PrCt)

20296 Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Chicago & vicinity road map... Deep Rock.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1938].
Authors: Deep Rock Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; 64 x 47 cm. on sheet 68 x 50 cm.
Panel art: Deep Rock sign, road, stream.
Added title: Road map, 14th edition: Chicago and vicinity... Deep Rock. Plate no. T.3718.
On verso: Downtown Chicago featuring points of interest, parks and principal buildings. Plate no. T.3677.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 160.19 (PrCt)

20297 Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps - Phillips 66 - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Diamond... road map: Chicago and vicinity.
Chicago: H.M. Gousha Company, [1938].
Authors: Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; 58 x 38 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Diamond Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation motor trails map: Chicago and vicinity.
Date from RMcN AE 160 ms. index.
Plate no. K-1
Maps on verso (43 x 28 cm. and 21 x 28 cm.): Downtown Chicago -- Hammond, Gary, Michigan City Region.
Panel art: Diamond, 760 Motor Oil, and D-X logos; line drawings of cartoon figures.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received... Oct 12 1938."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 160.19 (PrCt)

20298 Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps - Phillips 66 - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Chicago and vicinity official road map... Phillips 66.
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; 58 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Phillips 66... 1938 official road map: Chicago and vicinity.
Plate no. L-1.
Map on verso (43 x 27 cm.): Downtown Chicago.
Panel art: Car approaching Phillips 66 truck on curving road.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received... Jul 18 1938." Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Gousha Clients 3182 (PrCt)

20299 Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps - Phillips 66 - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Chicago and vicinity official road map... Phillips 66.
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: car, Phillips 66 tanker truck on road, Phillips 66 sign, and slogan "there's a Phillips station ahead."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Gousha Clients 3182 (PrCt)

20300 Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps - Pure Oil pathfinder - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Chicago and vicinity: Pure Oil pathfinder.
Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1938].
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; 64 x 47 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Panel art: Pure sign, service station.
Panel no. P. O. 38.
Added title: Chicago and vicinity...Pure. Plate no. T.3718.
Verso includes map of Northwestern Indiana (plate no. T) and: Downtown Chicago featuring points of interest, parks and principal buildings.
Plate no. T.3677.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Gousha Clients 3182 (PrCt)
20301 Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Gousha Clients 3215 (PrCt)

20302 Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Shell road map: metropolitan Chicago ... Chicago: H. M. Gousha Company, [1938].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell : metropolitan Chicago and vicinity. Date from RMcN AE 164 ms. index.
Plate no. L-1-1938-1
Map on verso (43 x 28 cm): Downtown Chicago. Panel art: Shell logo. Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 18 1938 ... "
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 164.42 (PrCt)

20303 Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Chicago and vicinity: Sinclair road map. Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1938].
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 47 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
On verso: Sinclair: downtown Chicago featuring points of interest, parks and principal buildings. Plate no. T.3677.

20304 Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Chicago & vicinity: Mobilgas ... Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1938].
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 47 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Added title: Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Incorporated Mobilgas road map of Chicago and vicinity. Plate no. T.3718.
Verso includes map of northwestern Indiana and: Downtown Chicago featuring points of interest, parks and principal buildings. Plate no T.3677.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 30.14 (PrCt)

20305 Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Chicago metropolitan area road map: Cities Service ... Chicago: H.M. Gousha Company, [1938].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 38 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Cities Service invites you to tour metropolitan Chicago and vicinity. Date from RMcN AE 156 ms. index.
Plate no. L-1
Map on verso (28 x 44 cm.) Cities Service road map of the United States. Panel art: Cities Service sign, car on winding road. Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 18 1938 ... "
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 156.34 (PrCt)

20306 Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Travel Chicago and vicinity with Conoco: every Conoco station is a branch of the Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago: H.M. Gousha Company, [1938].
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Conoco ... official road map : Chicago and vicinity.
Date from RMcN AE 159 ms. index.
Plate no. 5382 L-1
Panel art: Conoco logo over outline of North America.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 16 1938 ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 159.40 (PrCt)

Authors: Sidwell Studio -- Koehler, Ted -- Mount Prospect Public Library (Ill.) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([1], 105 [i.e. 109] leaves) : 109 maps 30 x 37 cm.
Title supplied from later editions: Chicagoland village maps.
"Sidwell Studio Clear view maps."
Individual maps of 109 cities, towns and villages in Lake, Cook, Kane, DuPage and Will counties, Illinois and Lake County, Indiana.
Includes index map, leaf [1].
Street index on each map.
Loose-leaf maps.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
folio G1409.C6 S52 1956 (NLO)

20308 Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1939 - Geology>>>Geology - Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1939
Glacial geology of Chicago and vicinity. Urbana, Ill. Geological Survey Division, [1939].
Authors: Bretz, J. Harlen -- Illinois State Geological Survey -- A. Hoen & Co. -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 67 x 32 cm.
'Lith. A. Hoen & Co., Inc.'
Scale [ca. 1:125,000].
2001
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
map4F G4104.C6C5 1939 B7 (NLO)

Authors: Belt Railway Company of Chicago -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 26 x 17 cm.
In Belt Railway Company of Chicago. Annual report ... December 31, 1938 (Chicago: [Belt Railway Company of Chicago?], 1939) at end.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
5A 7267 (1938 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

20310 Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1939 - Railroads>>>Railroads - Maps Map of Chicago & Western Indiana Railroad Company showing connections. [Chicago? Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company?, 1939?].
Authors: Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 26 x 18 cm.
In Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company. Annual report ... December 31, 1938 (Chicago: [Chicago? Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company?, 1939?] at end.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
5A 7267 (1938 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

20311 Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps>>>Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps>>>Road maps Map of metropolitan Chicago / compliments of Shell Oil Company incorporated. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1939]?
Authors: American Legion -- Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
20312 **Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps**

*Chicago metropolitan area road map / Cities Service. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1939].*

**Formed part of:** Rand McNally & Company, [1939].

**Added title:** Road map: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally & Company, [1939].

**Panel art:** Illinois outline with I.A.C. logo.

**Panels:**
- **American Legion Convention edition.**
- **Road leading to a Cities Service gas station and sign; slogan "buy at this sign."**

**Forms part of:** H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

**Shelved in:** 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

**Forms part of:** Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**Gousha Clients 3592 (PrCt)**

20313 **Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps**

*Chicago and vicinity ... Illinois Auto Club, affiliated with ... National Automobile Association : official road map. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1939].*

**Formed part of:** Rand McNally & Company, [1939].

**Added title:** Road map: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**Panel art:** Illinois outline with I.A.C. logo.

**Plate:**
- **1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.**

**Panels:**
- **"Tourist edition."**
- **Panel art: road leading to a Cities Service gas station and sign; slogan "buy at this sign."**

**Forms part of:** H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

**Shelved in:** 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

**Forms part of:** Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**Gousha Clients 3349 (PrCt)**

20314 **Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps**

*Chicago and vicinity ... Illinois Auto Club, affiliated with ... National Automobile Association : official road map. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1939].*

**Formed part of:** Rand McNally & Company, [1939].

**Authors:** Illinois Automobile Club -- National Automobile Association (U.S.) -- Barrett, Carl A. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**Panels:**
- **1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.**

**Panels:**
- **"Tourist edition."**
- **Panel art: road leading to a Cities Service gas station and sign; slogan "buy at this sign."**

**Forms part of:** Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**Forms part of:** Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 30.19 (PrCt)**

20315 **Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps**

*Shell road map : metropolitan Chicago. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1939].*

**Formed part of:** Shell Oil Company, [1939].

**Authors:** Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**Panels:**
- **1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.**

**Panels:**
- **"Tourist edition."**
- **Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."**

**Forms part of:** H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

**Shelved in:** 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

**Forms part of:** Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**Gousha Clients 3530 (PrCt)**

20316 **Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps**

*Sinclair road map. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1939].*

**Formed part of:** Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**Panels:**
- **1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.**

**Panels:**
- **"Tourist edition."**
- **Panel art: Sinclair service station.**

**Forms part of:** Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**Forms part of:** Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 30.18 (PrCt)**

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20317</td>
<td>Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Travel Chicago and vicinity with Conoco : every Conoco station is a branch of the Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1939].</td>
<td></td>
<td>Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)</td>
<td>Added title: Conoco ... official road map : Chicago and vicinity. Date from RMcN AE 159 ms. index. Plate no. M-1 Panel art: Conoco logo over outline of North America. Handstamped &quot;copyrighted&quot; and &quot;received ... Aug 17 1939 ... .&quot; Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library). Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20318</td>
<td>Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1940 - Railroads</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20319</td>
<td>Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1940 - Railroads</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company - Maps - 1940 - Railroads - Maps Map of Chicago &amp; Western Indiana Railroad Company and its lessee the Belt Railway Company of Chicago. [Chicago? Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company?, 1940?].</td>
<td></td>
<td>Authors: Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company -- Belt Railway Company of Chicago -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)</td>
<td>1 map : 26 x 20 cm. In Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company. Annual report ... December 31, 1939 [Chicago?: Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company?, 1940?] at end. Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20320</td>
<td>Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20321</td>
<td>Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20322</td>
<td>Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chicago metropolitan area road map / Cities Service. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1940?].</td>
<td></td>
<td>Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)</td>
<td>1 map : col.; 64 x 47 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm. Panel art: Pure compass, cartoon people. Added title: Chicago and vicinity ... Pure. Plate no. V.3718. Verso includes map of northwestern Indiana (plate no. V) and: Downtown Chicago featuring points of interest, parks and principal buildings. Plate no. V.3677. Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps

Shell map of metropolitan Chicago. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1940].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: Chicago.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Gousha Clients 3861 (PrCt)

Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps

Chicago and vicinity : Sinclair H-C gasoline road map. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1940].
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; 64 x 47 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Panel art: Sinclair sign.
Added title: Road map: Sinclair: Chicago and vicinity. Plate no. V.3718.
On verso: Sinclair downtown Chicago featuring points of interest, parks and principal buildings. Plate no. V.3677.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 30.23 (PrCt)

Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; 64 x 47 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Plate no. V.3718.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps

Map of Chicago & Western Indiana Railroad Company and its lessee the Belt Railway Company of Chicago. [Chicago? Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company?, 1941?].
Authors: Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company -- Belt Railway Company of Chicago -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 26 x 20 cm.
In Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company. Annual report ... December 31, 1940 (Chicago: [Belt Railway Company of Chicago?], 1941) at end.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
5A 7267 (1940 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps

Map of the Belt Railway Company of Chicago. [Chicago? Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company?, 1941?].
Authors: Belt Railway Company of Chicago -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 26 x 19 cm.
In Belt Railway Company of Chicago. Annual report ... December 31, 1940 (Chicago: [Belt Railway Company of Chicago?], 1941) at end.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
5A 7267 (1940 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps

Map of the Belt Railway Company of Chicago. [Chicago? Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company?, 1941?].
Authors: Belt Railway Company of Chicago -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 26 x 20 cm.
In Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company. Annual report ... December 31, 1940 (Chicago: [Belt Railway Company of Chicago?], 1941) at end.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
5A 7267 (1940 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: John L. Johnson Oil Refining Co. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm. on sheet 68 x 50 cm.
Panel art: Hour glass with wings on Johnson logo and slogan "tour with confidence.
Added title: John L. Johnson map of Chicago and vicinity.
Plate no. W.4090.
On verso: Downtown Chicago featuring points of interest, parks and principal buildings. Plate no. W.3677.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 30.28 (PrCt)

Chicago & vicinity ... Pure Oil pathfinder. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1941].
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm. on sheet 68 x 50 cm.
Panel art: Pure compass, cartoon people.
Added title: Chicago and vicinity ... Pure. Plate no. W 4090
Verso includes map of Northwestern Indiana (plate no. W.4117) and: Downtown Chicago featuring points of interest, parks and principal buildings. Plate no. W.3677.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 30.24 (PrCt)

Shell map of metropolitan Chicago. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1941].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: Chicago.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Gousha Clients 4209 (PrCt)

Shell map of metropolitan Chicago. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1941].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm. on sheet 61 x 46 cm.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Added title: Shell metropolitan Chicago and vicinity. Plate no. 11-O 562-S.
Maps on verso: Hammond, Gary, Michigan City region. Plate no. 11-O. -- Downtown Chicago featuring points of interest. ... Plateno 11-O.
Panel handstamped "1941...received from...Oct 18 1941 Rand McNally & Co. Blazed Trails Dept...copyrighted."
All maps stamped "copyrighted."
2 copies of same map.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 25.3X (copies 1 & 2) (PrCt)

Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 64 x 47 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Panel art: Car under Sinclair sign.
Added title: Road map: Sinclair: Chicago and vicinity. Plate no. W.4090.
On verso: Sinclair: downtown Chicago featuring points of interest, parks and principal buildings. Plate no. W.3677.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 30.26 (PrCt)

Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: Chicago.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Panel art: Cars under Standard sign, attendant, pump.
Panel no. ADV. 759 (A. D. 10622).
Added title: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) road map: Chicago and vicinity. Plate no. W.4090.
Verso includes a map of northwestern Indiana (plate no. W.4117) and: Downtown Chicago featuring points of interest, parks and principal buildings. Plate no.W.3677.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 30.25 (PrCt)

20335  Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Rand McNally road map : Chicago and vicinity.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1941].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm. Plate no. W.4090.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 30.27 (PrCt)

20336  Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1942 - Railroads
Belt Railway Company of Chicago - Maps - 1942
Map of the Belt Railway Company of Chicago.
[Chicago? Belt Railway Company of Chicago?, 1942?].
Authors: Belt Railway Company of Chicago -- Belt Railway Company of Chicago -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 26 x 19 cm.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
5A 7267 (1941 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

20337  Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1942 - Railroads
Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company - Maps - 1942
Belt Railway Company of Chicago - Maps - 1942
Map of Chicago & Western Indiana Railroad Company and its lessee the Belt Railway Company of Chicago. [Chicago? Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company?, 1942?].
Authors: Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company -- Belt Railway Company of Chicago -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 26 x 20 cm.
In Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company. Annual report ... December 31, 1941 [Chicago? Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company?, 1942?] at end.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
5A 7267 (1941 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

20338  Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Chicago metropolitan area road map / Cities Service Oils ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1942?].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: rural road scene, Cities Service Oils logo, and slogan "start every trip at your Cities Service dealer's."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Gousha Clients 4367 (PrCt)

20339  Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Authors: Johnson Oil Refining Co. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Panel art: Hour glass with wings on Johnson sign.
Added title: Johnson map of Chicago and vicinity.
Plate no. X. 4090.
Verso includes map of northwestern Indiana (plate no. X 4117) and: Downtown Chicago featuring points of interest, parks and principal buildings. Plate no. X.3677.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 34.28 (PrCt)

20340  Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Chicago & vicinity ... Pure Oil pathfinder. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1942].
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps


On verso: Downtown Chicago featuring points of interest, parks and principal buildings. Plate no. X.3677.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 34.22 (PrCt)

Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1943 - Railroads


In Belt Railway Company of Chicago. Annual report ... December 31, 1942 [Chicago?: Belt Railway Company of Chicago?, 1943?] at end.

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

5A 7267 (1942 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1944 - Railroads

Map of the Belt Railway Company of Chicago. and its lessee the Belt Railway Company of Chicago. [Chicago? Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company?, 1943?]. Authors: Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library). 1 map: 26 x 20 cm.

In Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company. Annual report ... December 31, 1942 [Chicago?: Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company?, 1943?] at end.

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

5A 7267 (1942 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Map of the Belt Railway Company of Chicago.

[Chicago? Belt Railway Company of Chicago?, 1944?].

Authors: Belt Railway Company of Chicago -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 26 x 20 cm.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
5A 7267 (1943 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

Map of Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company and its lessee the Belt Railway Company of Chicago. [Chicago? Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company?, 1944?].
Authors: Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company -- Belt Railway Company of Chicago -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 26 x 20 cm.
In Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company. Annual report ... December 31, 1944 [Chicago? : Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company?, 1945?] at end.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
5A 7267 (1944 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

20348 Chicago Region (III.) - Maps - 1945 - Railroads<<<Belt Railway Company of Chicago - Maps - 1945<<<<Railroads - Maps
Map of the Belt Railway Company of Chicago. [Chicago? Belt Railway Company of Chicago?, 1945?].
Authors: Belt Railway Company of Chicago -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 26 x 19 cm.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
5A 7267 (1944 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

Map of Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company and its lessee the Belt Railway Company of Chicago. [Chicago? Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company?, 1945?].
Authors: Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company -- Belt Railway Company of Chicago -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 26 x 20 cm.
In Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company. Annual report ... December 31, 1944 [Chicago? : Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company?, 1945?] at end.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
5A 7267 (1944 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

20350 Chicago Region (III.) - Maps - 1945 - Road maps<<<Chicago (III.) - Maps - 1945 - Road maps<<<<Road maps
Rand McNally road map : Chicago and vicinity.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1945].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col : 65 x 47 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Plate no. 454090.
On verso: Downtown Chicago featuring points of interest, parks and principal buildings. Plate no. 453677.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 34.33 (PrCt)

20351 Chicago Region (III.) - Maps - 1945 - Road maps<<<Chicago (III.) - Maps - 1945 - Road maps<<<<Road maps
Shell map of metropolitan Chicago. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1945?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: Chicago.
Panel art: Shell logo, statement "all points of military interest have been removed voluntarily from this map and index" and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Gousha Clients 4701 (PrCt)

20352 Chicago Region (III.) - Maps - 1946 - Railroads<<<Belt Railway Company of Chicago - Maps - 1946<<<<Railroads - Maps
Map of the Belt Railway Company of Chicago. [Chicago? Belt Railway Company of Chicago?, 1946?].
Authors: Belt Railway Company of Chicago -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 26 x 20 cm.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
5A 7267 (1944 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
20353
**Chicago Region (I.II.) - Maps - 1946 - Railroads**
*Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company - Maps - 1946-
*Rand McNally & Co. Blazed Trails Dept. ... ." 
*Panel title.
*Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
*Panel art: Illustration of service attendant and car on road.
*Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
*Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
*RMcN AE 166.38 (PrCt)

20356
**Chicago Region (I.II.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps**
*Shell map of metropolitan Chicago. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1946?].
*Forms part of the H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
*Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
*Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
*Gousha Clients 4857 (PrCt)

20357
**Chicago Region (I.II.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps**
*Shell map of metropolitan Chicago. Chicago : H. M. Gousha Company, [1946].
*Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
*Handstamped "received ... Apr 29 1947 Rand McNally & Co. Blazed Trails Dept. ... ."
*Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
*RMcN AE 166.38 (PrCt)

20355
**Chicago Region (I.II.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps**
*Rand McNally road map : Chicago and vicinity.
*Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1946].
*Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
*5A 7267 (1945 vol. [3]) (PrCt)
20358 Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Chicago & vicinity : Mobilgas ... Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1946].
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; 65 x 47 cm. on sheet 68 x 50 cm.
Panel art: Mobilgas sign.
Added title: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company, Inc.: Chicago and vicinity. Plate nos. 6-4090-1 and 146.
Verso includes map of northwestern Indiana (plate no. 464117) and: Downtown Chicago featuring points of interest, parks and principal buildings. Plate no. 6-423677-1.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 34.53 (Pr.Ct)

20359 Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; 65 x 47 cm., folded to 26 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Chicago and vicinity. Plate no. 6-424090-2.
Maps on verso (48 x 31 cm. and 24 x 24 cm.):
Downtown Chicago -- Hammond, Gary, Michigan City region.
Panel art: Standard flaming torch sign, car at pump, and slogan "standard service."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Clients 3162 (Pr.Ct)

20360 Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; 65 x 47 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Panel art: Sign, car, attendant.
Added title: Sinclair: Chicago and vicinity. Plate no. 6-4090-1.
Verso includes map of northwestern Indiana (plate no. 464117) and pictorial vignettes of tourist sites keyed to small map of city.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 32.27 (Pr.Ct)

20361 Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; 65 x 47 cm. on sheet 68 x 50 cm.
Panel art: Sign, car, attendant.
Added title: Sinclair: Chicago and vicinity. Plate no. 6-4090-2.
Verso includes map of northwestern Indiana (plate no. 464117) and pictorial vignettes of tourist sites keyed to small map of city.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 32.26 (Pr.Ct)

20362 Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1947 - Railroads
Authors: Belt Railway Company of Chicago -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 26 x 19 cm.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
5A 7267 (1946 vol. [3]) (Pr.Ct)

20363 Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1947 - Railroads
Map of Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company and its lessee the Belt Railway Company of Chicago. [Chicago? Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company?, 1947?].

20364  
**Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps**
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Cities Service gas station, various cartoon images, and slogan "Cities Service dealers help make every trip a treat."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

20365  
**Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps**
Shell map of metropolitan Chicago. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1947].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "U", indicating 1947 publication.
Panel art: Shell logo slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

20366  
**Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps**
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally
1 map ; 65 x 47 cm. on sheet 69 x 51 cm.
Panel art: Car under Standard sign, attendants, pumps.
Added title: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) road map: Chicago and vicinity. Plate no. 7-424090-3.
Verso includes a map of northwestern Indiana (plate no. 7-464117-1) and: Downtown Chicago featuring points of interest, parks and principal buildings. ADV. 759 (AD 1574). Plate no. 7-423677-3.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

20367  
**Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps**
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 47 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Panel art: Sign, car, attendant.
Panel no. 7 47.
Added title: Sinclair: Chicago and vicinity. Plate no. 7-424090-3.
Verso includes map of northwestern Indiana (plate no. 7-464117-1) and pictorial vignettes of tourist sites keyed to small map of city.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

20368  
**Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps**
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Panel art: Sign, car, attendant.
Panel no. 9 47.
Added title: Sinclair: Chicago and vicinity. Plate no. 7-424090-4.
Verso includes map of northwestern Indiana (plate no. 7-464117-1) and pictorial vignettes of tourist sites keyed to small map of city.
tourist sites keyed to small map of city.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 32.31 (PrCt)

20369 Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1948 - Railroads<>Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company - Maps - 1948<<>><>Railroads - Maps
Authors: Belt Railway Company of Chicago -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 26 x 19 cm.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library).
5A 7267 (1947 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

Map of Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company and its lessee the Belt Railway Company of Chicago. [Chicago? Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company?, 1948?].
Authors: Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company -- Belt Railway Company of Chicago -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 26 x 20 cm.
In Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company. Annual report ... December 31, 1947 [Chicago? Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company?, 1948?] at end.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library).
5A 7267 (1947 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

20371 Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps<<>><>Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps<<>><>Road maps
Chicago metropolitan area / Cities Service.
Chicago : San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948?].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
Panel art: Cities Service gas station, various cartoon images, and slogan "Cities Service dealers help make every trip a treat."
Forms part of the H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

20372 Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps<<>><>Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps<<>><>Road maps
Chicago and vicinity ... Pure ... trip map. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1948].
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; col. ; 65 x 47 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Panel art: Pure sign.
Panel no. 48-A.
Added title: Chicago and vicinity...Pure. Plate no. 8-424090-5.
Verso includes map of northwestern Indiana (plate no. 8-424117-7) and: Downtown Chicago featuring points of interest, parks and principal buildings. Plate no. 8-423677-4.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 30.33 (PrCt)

20373 Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps<<>><>Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps<<>><>Road maps
Rand McNally road map : Chicago and vicinity.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1948].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; col. ; 65 x 47 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Plate no. 8-424090-4.
On verso: Downtown Chicago featuring points of interest, parks and principal buildings. Plate no. 8-423677-4.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 32.33 (PrCt)
20377 Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Chicago and vicinity: Mobilgas ... Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1948].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
Panel art: Mobilgas sign.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Gousha Clients 5443 (PrCt)

20378 Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Chicago and vicinity: Mobilgas ... Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1948].
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col.; 65 x 47 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Panel art: Mobilgas sign.
Added title: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company, Inc.: Chicago and vicinity. Plate nos. 8-424090-3 and 8M01.
Verso includes map of northwestern Indiana (plate no. 8-464117-2) and: Downtown Chicago featuring points of interest, parks and principal buildings. Plate no. 8-423677-3.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 32.32 (PrCt)

20379 Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Chicago and vicinity: Mobilgas ... Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1948].
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col.; 65 x 47 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Panel art: Mobilgas sign.
Added title: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company, Inc.: Chicago and vicinity. Plate nos. 8-424090-3 and 8M01.
Verso includes map of northwestern Indiana (plate no. 8-464117-2) and: Downtown Chicago featuring points of interest, parks and principal buildings. Plate no. 8-423677-3.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 30.29 (PrCt)

20377 Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Chicago and vicinity: Mobilgas ... Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1948].
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col.; 65 x 47 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Panel art: Mobilgas sign.
Added title: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company, Inc.: Chicago and vicinity. Plate nos. 8-424090-3 and 8M01.
Verso includes map of northwestern Indiana (plate no. 8-464117-2) and: Downtown Chicago featuring points of interest, parks and principal buildings. Plate no. 8-423677-3.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 30.30 (PrCt)
20380  Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Chicago (southern section) street map. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1948].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 66 x 56 cm. on sheet 81 x 59 cm.
Plate no. 483899.
On verso: Chicago (northern section) street map.
Plate no. 483898. Includes inset of downtown Chicago.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 30.31 (PrCt)

20381  Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1949-1980 - Topographic maps
Cook County (Ill.) - Maps - 1949-1980 - Topographic maps
DuPage County (Ill.) - Maps - 1949-1980 - Topographic maps
Kane County (Ill.) - Maps - 1949-1980 - Topographic maps
Lake County (Ill.) - Maps - 1949-1980 - Topographic maps
McHenry County (Ill.) - Maps - 1949-1980 - Topographic maps
Will County (Ill.) - Maps - 1949-1980 - Topographic maps
Topographic maps
Chicago Region (Ill.) - 1949-1980
Authors: Geological Survey (U.S.) -- United States. Army Map Service -- Illinois State Geological Survey -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
79 maps (not including duplicates or variant editions) : col. ; on sheets 69 x 56 cm.
Scale 1:24,000.
Compiled by the U.S. Geological Survey in association with other agencies, including the U.S. Army Map Service and the Illinois State Geological Survey.
Individual quadrangles issued in various editions between 1949-1980; collection includes multiple editions of most sheets and duplicates of some editions; see list of edition dates filed with collection.
Quadrangle titles of sheets covering Cook County and adjacent 'collar' counties, arranged by county name, and listed thereafter in rows progressing west to east and north to south:
These sheets form part of the Illinois 7.5 minute series collected at the Newberry in 623 sheets, and are variously dated 1948-1991; see index map filed with collection.
Duplicate and variant copies form a second Newberry collection of this series of Illinois quadrangles; see Map6C G3700 19-- .U5, boxes 57-60 (PrCt)
See also the oversized 3-sheet USGS map of the Chicago region published between 1963-1965 at the same scale (temp map roll g4104.C6A1 1963 .U5), compiled from the quadrangles listed above.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
map9C G4100 s24 .U5 [Chicago Region sheets] (PrCt)

20382  Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1949 - Railroads
Belt Railway Company of Chicago - Maps - 1949
railroads - Maps
Authors: Belt Railway Company of Chicago -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 26 x 19 cm.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
SA 7267 (1948 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

20383  Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1949 - Railroads
Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company - Maps - 1949
railroads - Maps
Map of Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company and its lessee the Belt Railway Company of Chicago. [Chicago? Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company?, 1949?].
Authors: Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company -- Belt Railway Company of Chicago -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map; 26 x 20 cm.
In Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company. Annual report ... December 31, 1948 [Chicago?: Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company?, 1949?] at end.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

5A 7267 (1948 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

20384 Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1949 - Road maps
Chicago and vicinity ... Pure ... trip map. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1949].
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map; col.; 65 x 47 cm. on sheet 68 x 50 cm.
Panel art: Pure sign.
Panel no. 49-A.
Added title: Chicago and vicinity ... Pure. Plate no. 9-424090-6.
Verso includes map of northwestern Indiana (plate no. 9-424117-6) and: Downtown Chicago featuring points of interest, parks and principal buildings. Plate no. 9-423677-5.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 31.3 (PrCt)

20386 Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1949 - Road maps
Chicago and vicinity road map : Chicago and vicinity.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1949].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map; col.; 65 x 47 cm. on sheet 68 x 50 cm.
Plate no. 9-424090-6.
On verso: Downtown Chicago featuring points of interest, parks and principal buildings. Plate no. 9-423677-5.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 31.2 (PrCt)

20387 Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1949 - Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map; col.; 65 x 47 cm. on sheet 69 x 51 cm.
Panel art: Car under Standard sign, attendant, pumps.
Added title: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) road map: Chicago and vicinity. Plate no. 9-424090-6.
Verso includes a map of northwestern Indiana (plate no. 9-464117-3) and: Downtown Chicago featuring points of interest, parks and principal buildings. ADV. 759. Plate no. 9-423677-5.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 31.1 (PrCt)

20388 Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1949 - Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map; col.; 65 x 47 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Panel art: Road sign with bird and rabbit.
Panel no. 49.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1950 - Outline and base
No. 1. Identification map. [S.l. s.n., ca. 1950].
Authors: Vogel, Virgil J. -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 17 x 15 cm.
Outline map showing county and township lines and footprints of municipalities in Walworth, Racine, and Kenosha counties, Wisconsin; McHenry, Lake, Kane, Dupage, Cook, Kendall, Will, Grundy, and Kankakee counties, Illinois; and Lake, Porter, and LaPorte counties, Indiana.
Detached from a book, presumably about land use.
Removed from Virgil J. Vogel Papers.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1950 - Population
Authors: Northeastern Illinois Metropolitan Area Local Governmental Services Commission.
Governmental problems in the Chicago metropolitan area : a report of the Northeastern Illinois Metropolitan Area Local Governmental Services Commission (1957) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 21 x 19 cm.
On page 101 in Northeastern Illinois Metropolitan Area Local Governmental Services Commission.
Graduated circles and other symbols show population of municipalities from Valparaiso, Indiana to the Fox River and from Elwood north to the Wisconsin line.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
folio JS708 .A55, p. 101 (PrCt)

Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1950 - Railroads
Belt Railway Company of Chicago - Maps - 1950
Authors: Belt Railway Company of Chicago -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 26 x 19 cm.
Incomplete; strip approx. 2 cm. wide detached and missing from folds.
Size estimated from earlier editions.
5A 7267 (1949 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1950 - Railroad Company - Maps - 1950
Belt Railway Company of Chicago - Maps - 1950
Map of the Belt Railway Company of Chicago and its lessee the Belt Railway Company of Chicago. [Chicago? Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company?, 1950?].
Authors: Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company -- Belt Railway Company of Chicago -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 26 x 20 cm.
Incomplete; strip approx. 2 cm. wide detached and missing from folds.
Size estimated from earlier editions.
In Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company. Annual report ... December 31, 1949 [Chicago?: Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company?, 1950?] at end. Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
5A 7267 (1949 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1951 - Railroads
Belt Railway Company of Chicago - Maps - 1951
Map of the Belt Railway Company of Chicago. [Chicago? Belt Railway Company of Chicago?, 1951?].
Authors: Belt Railway Company of Chicago -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 26 x 19 cm.
5A 7267 (1950 vol. [3]) (PrCt)
20397 Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1951 - Road maps\<\>Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1951 - Road maps\<\>Road maps

**Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1951 - Road maps**
Metropolitan Chicago tourgide map ... / Gulf.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1951?].
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Chicago and vicinity
Plate no. 514090
Inset (43 x 22 cm.): Downtown Chicago.
Maps on verso (78 x 66 cm. and 14 x 9 cm.):
Chicago street map -- Chicago house numbering system.
Panel art: Illustration of the Water Tower.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

20398 Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1951 - Road maps\<\>Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1951 - Road maps\<\>Road maps

**Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1951 - Road maps**
Miracle fold road map : Chicago & vicinity ... Mobilgas ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1951].
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Foldex Limited -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 43 cm. on sheet 74 x 46 cm.
Panel art: Mobilgas sign.
Panel patent no. 2179172.
Verso includes map of northwestern Indiana (plate no. 514117) and: Downtown Chicago.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1951 - Road maps

Miracle fold road map: Chicago and vicinity ... / Socony-Vacuum Oil Company Incorporated. Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1951?].

Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Foldex Limited -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; (65 x 43 cm.) folded to 23 x 10 cm. Panel title.

Added title: Chicago and vicinity.

"Produced under license from Foldex Limited ... " Plate no. 1-424090-8

Maps on verso (43 x 22 cm. and 21 x 30 cm.):

Downtown Chicago -- Gary, Hammond, Michigan City region.

Panel art: Mobilgas winged horse logo.


Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011). Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN Clients 1600 (PrCt)

Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1951 - Road maps

Road map: Chicago and vicinity ... Sinclair. Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1951?].

Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 64 x 47 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm. Panel art: Attendant pumping gas.


Verso includes map of northwestern Indiana (plate no. 1-464117-5) and pictorial vignettes of tourist sites keyed to location map.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 31.5 (PrCt)
Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1952 - Road maps
Pure Oil dealers welcome you to Chicago and vicinity. Pure ... downtown Chicago map.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Verso includes a map of northwestern Indiana and: Downtown Chicago featuring points of interest, parks and principal buildings. ADV. 4-108. Plate no. 2-423677-9.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 31.11 (PrCt)

20410 Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1952 - Road maps>>>Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1952 - Road maps>>>Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map ; col ; 65 x 47 cm., folded to 26 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Chicago and vicinity.
Plate no. 2-424090-9.
Maps on verso (48 x 31 cm. and 24 x 24 cm.):
Downtown Chicago -- Hammond, Gary, Michigan City region.
Panel art: Standard flaming torch sign and car at gas station pump.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Clients 3172 (PrCt)

20411 Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1952 - Road maps>>>Road maps
Chicago: tour with Texaco ... Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1952].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map; col; 65 x 56 cm. on sheet 82 x 59 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Chicago (southern section) street map.
Plate nos. 54 and 452.
On verso: Chicago (northern section) street map.
Plate no. 523899.
Includes inset of central Chicago.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 28.31 (PrCt)

Map of the Belt Railway Company of Chicago.
[Chicago? Belt Railway Company of Chicago?, 1953?].
Authors: Belt Railway Company of Chicago -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map; 26 x 19 cm.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
5A 7267 (1952 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

Map of Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company and its lessee the Belt Railway Company of Chicago. [Chicago? Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company?, 1953?].
Authors: Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company -- Belt Railway Company of Chicago -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map; 26 x 20 cm.
In Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company. Annual report ... December 31, 1952 [Chicago? Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company?, 1953?] at end.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
5A 7267 (1952 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

Map of the Belt Railway Company of Chicago.
[Chicago? Belt Railway Company of Chicago?, 1954?].
Authors: Belt Railway Company of Chicago -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map; 26 x 19 cm.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
5A 7267 (1953 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

Map of Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company and its lessee the Belt Railway Company of Chicago. [Chicago? Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company?, 1954?].
Authors: Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company -- Belt Railway Company of Chicago -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1954 - Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 43 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair Chicago and vicinity
Plate no. 4-424090-12.
Maps on verso (43 x 22 cm. and 20 x 26 cm.):
Downtown Chicago -- Gary, Hammond, Michigan City region.
Panel art: Color illustration of a Sinclair gas station attendant reading map with a couple in a convertible car.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Clients 2730 (PrCt)
20421 Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1955 - Road maps

Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Socony Mobil Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company, [1955].

Municipalities and Sewerage districts

Addendum to the Rand McNally City and Suburban Road Map of Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1955


1 map : col. ; 40 x 26 cm., folded to quarto (4o)
Shows original sanitary district of 1889 and various annexations from 1903 to 1955.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

20422 Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1955 - Road maps

Highway maps

Addendum to the Rand McNally City and Suburban Road Map of Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1955

Equivalents: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company

Shows original sanitary district of 1889 and various annexations from 1903 to 1955.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

20423 Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1955 - Sewer districts

Includes names of transit companies.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

20424 Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1956 - Local transit
Local transit - Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1956

Map of city of Chicago and surrounding counties: showing areas served predominantly by certain local or suburban transit companies as of August 1956. [Chicago : University of Chicago Press, 1957].

Governmental problems in the Chicago metropolitan area: a report of the Northeastern Illinois Metropolitan Area Local Governmental Services Commission (1957) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; on sheet 48 x 28 cm., folded to quarto (4o)
University of Chicago Press, 1957].
Authors: Chicago Transit Authority --
Northeastern Illinois Metropolitan Area Local
Governmental Services Commission.
Governmental problems in the Chicago
metropolitan area : a report of the Northeastern
Illinois Metropolitan Area Local Governmental
Services Commission (1957) -- Chicago Region
Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 39 x 25 cm., folded to quarto (4o)
Bound opposite page 201 in Northeastern Illinois
Metropolitan Area Local Governmental Services
Commission. Governmental problems in the
Chicago metropolitan area : a report of the
Northeastern Illinois Metropolitan Area Local
Governmental Services Commission / Paul J.
Randolph, chairman ; edited by Leverett S. Lyon
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1957). xii,
283 p. : maps (part fold., part col.), tables ; 29
cm. [folio JS708 .A55]
Shows rapid transit, streetcar, trolley bus, and
motor bus lines, local and express.
'Staff engineer's office, November 1, 1956.'
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library).
folio JS708 .A55, opposite p. 201 (PrCt)

20426
Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1956 - Local
transit<<>>Local transit - Chicago Region (Ill.)
- Maps - 1956<<>>Railroads - Maps
Suburban passenger rail and rapid transit
facilities in the Northeastern Illinois Metropolitan
area. [Chicago : University of Chicago Press,
1957].
Authors: Chicago Transit Authority --
Northeastern Illinois Metropolitan Area Local
Governmental Services Commission.
Governmental problems in the Chicago
metropolitan area : a report of the Northeastern
Illinois Metropolitan Area Local Governmental
Services Commission (1957) -- Chicago Region
Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 44 x 26 cm., folded to quarto (4o)
Bound opposite page 194 in Northeastern Illinois
Metropolitan Area Local Governmental Services
Commission. Governmental problems in the
Chicago metropolitan area : a report of the
Northeastern Illinois Metropolitan Area Local
Governmental Services Commission / Paul J.
Randolph, chairman ; edited by Leverett S. Lyon
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1957). xii,
283 p. : maps (part fold., part col.), tables ; 29
cm. [folio JS708 .A55]
Includes names of railroads.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library).
folio JS708 .A55, opposite p. 194 (PrCt)

20427
Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1956 - Local
transit<<>>Local transit - Chicago Region (Ill.)
- Maps - 1956<<>>Railroads - Maps
Chicago Transit Authority system map : showing
suburban passenger rail and rapid transit
facilities in Chicago and adjacent suburbs.
[Chicago : University of Chicago Press, 1957].
Authors: Chicago Transit Authority --
Northeastern Illinois Metropolitan Area Local
Governmental Services Commission.
Governmental problems in the Chicago
metropolitan area : a report of the Northeastern
Illinois Metropolitan Area Local Governmental
Services Commission (1957) -- Chicago Region
Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 42 x 27 cm., folded to quarto (4o)
Bound opposite page 194 in Northeastern Illinois
Metropolitan Area Local Governmental Services
Commission. Governmental problems in the
Chicago metropolitan area : a report of the
Northeastern Illinois Metropolitan Area Local
Governmental Services Commission / Paul J.
Randolph, chairman ; edited by Leverett S. Lyon
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1957). xii,
283 p. : maps (part fold., part col.), tables ; 29
cm. [folio JS708 .A55]
Shows rapid transit, streetcar, trolley bus, and
motor bus lines, local and express.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library).
folio JS708 .A55, opposite p. 194 (PrCt)

20428
Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1956 -
Railroads<<>>Belt Railway Company of
Chicago - Maps - 1956<<>>Railroads - Maps
Map of the Belt Railway Company of Chicago.
[Chicago? Belt Railway Company of Chicago?,
1956?].
Authors: Belt Railway Company of Chicago --
Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry
Library)
1 map ; 26 x 19 cm.
In Belt Railway Company of Chicago. Annual
report ... December 31, 1955 [Chicago?: Belt
Railway Company of Chicago?, 1956?] at end.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library).
5A 7267 (1955 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

20429
Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1956 -
Railroads<<>>Chicago and Western Indiana
Railroad Company - Maps - 1956<<>>Belt
Railway Company of Chicago - Maps -
1956<<>>Railroads - Maps
Map of the Belt Railway Company and its lessee the Belt Railway
Company of Chicago. [Chicago? Chicago and
Western Indiana Railroad Company?, 1956?].
Authors: Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad
Company -- Belt Railway Company of Chicago --
Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry
Library)
1 map ; 26 x 20 cm.
In Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad
Company. Annual report ... December 31, 1955
[Chicago?: Chicago and Western Indiana
Railroad Company?, 1956?] at end.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
(Newberry Library).

3A 7267 (1955 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

20430 Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps

Railroads - Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1956


Authors: Chicago Transit Authority -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm. on sheet 74 x 46 cm.

Plate no. 6-424090-15.

Verso includes map of northwestern Indiana (plate no. 6-514117-6) and: Downtown Chicago featuring points of interest, parks and principal buildings. Plate no. 6-513677V-6.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 32.4X (PrCt)

20433 Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm. on sheet 74 x 46 cm.

Plate no. 6-424090-15.

Verso includes map of northwestern Indiana (plate no. 6-514117-6) and: Downtown Chicago featuring points of interest, parks and principal buildings. Plate no. 6-513677V-6.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 32.6X (PrCt)

20431 Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps

Pure Oil dealers welcome you to Chicago & vicinity. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1956].

Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm. on sheet 74 x 46 cm.

Panel art: Pure sign over station.

Opposite panel no. 56-B.

Added title: Chicago and vicinity...Pure. Plate no. 6-424090-15.

On verso: Downtown Chicago featuring points of interest, parks and principal buildings. Plate no. 6-513677V-6. -- Gary, Hammond, Michigan City region. Plate no. 6-514117-6.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 28.32X (PrCt)

20434 Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps


Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm. on sheet 74 x 46 cm.

Panel art: Scenic views over motorists.

Added title: Sinclair: Chicago and vicinity. Plate no. 6-424090-15.

Verso includes map of northwestern Indiana (plate no. 0-514117-6) and: Downtown Chicago featuring points of interest, parks and principal buildings. Plate no. 6-513677V-6.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 31.2X (PrCt)
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair : Chicago and vicinity.
Plate no. 6-424090-15.
Maps on verso (43 x 22 cm. and 20 x 26 cm.):
Gary-Hammond-Michigan City region --
Downtown Chicago featuring points of interest,
parks and principal buildings.
Panel art: Scenic views over motorists.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4887 (PrCt)

20438

Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm. on sheet 74 x 46 cm.
Panel art: Standard sign, attendant handing out map.
Added title: Standard Oil Company (Indiana)
highway map: Chicago and vicinity. Plate no. 6-424090-15.
Verso includes a map of northeastern Indiana
(plate no. 6-514117-5) and: Downtown Chicago
featuring points of interest, parks and principal buildings. Plate no. 6-513677V-9.
Includes “O’Hare” airport.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 31.1X (PrCt)

20439

Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1957 - Hydrography
Drainage network of Northeastern Illinois :
Authors: Illinois. Division of Waterways --
Northeastern Illinois Metropolitan Area Local Governmental Services Commission.
Governmental problems in the Chicago
Dept. of Transportation. Division of Waterways
SEE Illinois. Division of Waterways -- Illinois.
Dept. of Purchases and Construction. Division of Waterways
SEE Illinois. Division of Waterways -- Illinois.
Dept. of Public Works and Buildings.
Division of Waterways SEE Illinois. Division of Waterways -- Illinois.

RMcN Clients 1881 (PrCt)

20437

Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps
Chicago / Standard Oil Company. Chicago :
Rand McNally & Company, [1956?].
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Chicago and vicinity.
Plate no. 6-424090-15.
Maps on verso (43 x 22 cm. and 20 x 26 cm.):
Downtown Chicago -- Gary, Hammond, Michigan
City region.
Panel art: Standard flaming torch logo and
illustration of gas station attendant handing map
to unseen driver in car.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library).

RMcN Clients 3175 (PrCt)
1 map : 38 x 27 cm., folded to quarto (4o)
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
folio JS708 .A55, opposite p. 64 (PrCt)

1 map ; 26 x 19 cm.
In Belt Railway Company of Chicago. Annual report ... December 31, 1956 [Chicago?: Belt Railway Company of Chicago?, 1957?] at end. Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
5A 7267 (1956 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

1 map ; 26 x 20 cm.
In Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company. Annual report ... December 31, 1956 [Chicago?: Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company?, 1957?] at end. Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
5A 7267 (1956 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

1 map : col. ; 41 x 28 cm., folded to quarto (4o)
Bound opposite page 90 in Northeastern Illinois Metropolitan Area Local Governmental Services Commission (1957) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm. Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair Chicago and vicinity Plate no. 7-424090-17.
Maps on verso (43 x 22 cm. and 20 x 30 cm.): Downtown Chicago -- Gary, Hammond, Michigan City region.
Panel art: Sinclair logo, gas station, and motto "see America's scenic wonders with Sinclair ..." Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011). Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Clients 2769 (PrCt)

1 map : col ; 64 x 43 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm. Panel title.
Added title: Chicago and vicinity. Plate no. 7-424090-17.
Maps on verso (43 x 22 cm. and smaller): Downtown Chicago -- Chicago house number map -- Gary, Hammond, Michigan City region.
Panel art: Standard flaming torch logo and illustration of gas station attendant handing map to unseen driver in car.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011). Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Clients 3179 (PrCt)

1 map : col. ; 41 x 28 cm., folded to quarto (4o)
Bound opposite page 90 in Northeastern Illinois Metropolitan Area Local Governmental Services Commission (1957) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm. Panel title.
Added title: Chicago and vicinity Plate no. 7-424090-17.
Maps on verso (43 x 22 cm. and 20 x 30 cm.): Downtown Chicago -- Gary, Hammond, Michigan City region.
Panel art: Sinclair logo, gas station, and motto "see America's scenic wonders with Sinclair ..." Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011). Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Clients 2769 (PrCt)
Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company?, 1958?

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

1 map ; 26 x 20 cm.

In Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company. Annual report ... December 31, 1957 [Chicago?]: Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company?, 1958?] at end.

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

5A 7267 (1957 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

---

Chicago and vicinity / Sinclair oils. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Company, [1958?].

Authors: Sinclair Auto Tour Service -- Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col.; 64 x 42 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Sinclair Chicago and vicinity.

Plate no. 8-5802-1.

Maps on verso (43 x 22 cm. and smaller):

Downtown Chicago -- Sinclair Gary, Hammond, Michigan City region -- Chicago house number map.

Panel art: Sinclair logo and dinosaur mascot, gas station, and motto "Sinclair's Auto Tour Service will help plan your trip."

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN Clients 2778 (PrCt)

---

Chicago / Standard Oil Company. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Company, [1958?].

Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col.; 64 x 43 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Chicago and vicinity.

Plate no. 8-5802-1.

Maps on verso (43 x 22 cm. and smaller):

Downtown Chicago -- Chicago house number map -- Gary, Hammond, Michigan City region.

Map bears note regarding tollway completion in December 1958.

Panel art: Standard flaming torch logo and illustration of gas station attendant handing map to unseen driver in car.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DOC_ID</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Edition</th>
<th>Plate no.</th>
<th>Maps/Sections</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20450</td>
<td>Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1959 - Road maps</td>
<td>Hertz Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection</td>
<td>9-5802-4</td>
<td>1 map ; 64 x 42 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.</td>
<td>Panel title: Hertz Rent a Car map of Chicago and vicinity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20453</td>
<td>Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1960-1969 - Road maps</td>
<td>Chicago Skyway (Chicago, Ill.) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Fred Harvey (Firm)</td>
<td>9-5802-4</td>
<td>1 brochure ; on sheet 23 x 41 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.</td>
<td>Panel title: Chicago Skyway : the convenient route to and from the east.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20454</td>
<td>Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1960 - Boats and boating</td>
<td>Chicago Skyway (Chicago, Ill.) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Fred Harvey (Firm)</td>
<td>9-5802-4</td>
<td>1 inserting map of the Skyway (22 x 16 cm.)</td>
<td>Inset: Intercchanges are southbound entrances, northbound exits.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.**

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Maps - 1960 - Road maps

Boat launching sites in Illinois, Wisconsin, Western Michigan and the Upper Peninsula / compiled by Harvey Duck, boating editor, Chicago Daily News. [Chicago : Rand McNally, ca. 1960?].
Authors: Duck, Harvey -- Chicago Daily News, Inc. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map; 86 x 53 cm., folded to 22 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
"© RMcN" -- at bottom left.
Added title: Daily News boat launching sites guide.
Inets (12 x 10 cm. and 16 x 15 cm.):
Chain-o-Lakes region -- Metropolitan Chicago.
Keyed to numbered directory of hundreds of sites on verso (arranged by state and county).
Panel art: Abstract illustration of boats.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Clients 368 (PrCt)

20457

Chicago Region (III.) - Maps - 1960 - Road maps

Chicago street map / Sinclair. [Chicago?]: Rand McNally & Company, [1960?].
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map; col.; 64 x 43 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Chicago and vicinity
Plate no. 0-5802-6
Maps on verso (43 x 29 cm. or smaller): Chicago house number map -- Downtown Chicago -- Gary, Hammond, Michigan City region.
Panel art: Illustration of the Water Tower.
"1960 edition" -- handwritten adhesive label on title panel.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Clients 1104 (PrCt)

Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1960 - Road maps

Chicago O'Hare International Airport - Maps - 1960 - Polyconic projection - Polyconic projection (Cartography) - Wall maps
Hearne Brothers official polyconic projection map of Chicago and southern Cook County.
Detroit: Hearne Brothers, [ca. 1960?].
Authors: Hearne Brothers -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map; col.; 179 x 146 cm.
Continuation insets (20 x 46 cm. and smaller):
[North side of Chicago]: extension A -- Chicago O'Hare International Airport: extension B -- Lemont area: extension C.
Bounded by Mulford Street (Evanston, Ill.), Steger Road (southern Cook County), Des Plaines River Road (Des Plaines, Ill.), and western Lake County, Ind.
Street numbering grid in margins.
Street, village, and Chicago neighborhood index on verso: Greater Chicago and southern Cook County.
Metal rivet at center of sheet, perhaps a remnant of a rotating arm or distance calculator.
Detached from spring-loaded wood and metal roller.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
maproll G4104.6C6A1 1960 H4 (PrCt)

20458

Chicago Region (III.) - Maps - 1960 - Road maps


20459

Chicago Region (III.) - Maps - 1960 - Road maps

Metropolitan Chicago tourguide map ... / Gulf.
Authors: Illinois State Toll Highway Commission -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 35 x 44 cm., folded to 18 x 9 cm.
Plate no. X3A-1000M0760.
Inset (6 x 11 cm.): Tri-State Tollway and Indiana East-West Tollroad and connecting routes.
Maps on verso (34 x 52 cm. and 14 x 13 cm.): Chicago Expressway connections with Illinois Tollway -- Downtown Chicago Expressway interchanges.
Handstamp: Jul 29 1960.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Clients 1529 (PrCt).

**Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1961 - Road maps**

35 x 44 cm., folded to 18 x 9 cm.
Plate no. X4-1000M0461.
Inset (6 x 14 cm.): Connecting routes : Illinois State Tollway and Indiana Toll Road.
Maps on verso (34 x 52 cm. and 14 x 13 cm.): Chicago Expressway connections with Illinois Tollway -- Downtown Chicago Expressway interchanges.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Clients 1530 (PrCt).

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Plate no. X4-1000M0461.
Inset (6 x 14 cm.): Connecting routes: Illinois Tri-State Tollway and Indiana Toll Road.
Maps on verso (34 x 52 cm. and 14 x 13 cm.): Chicago Expressway connections with Illinois Tollway -- Downtown Chicago Expressway interchanges.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Clients 4917 (PrCt)

Authors: Geological Survey (U.S.) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map: col.; 290 x 168 cm., on 3 sheets each 120 x 183 cm.
Scale 1:24,000.
Sheet subtitles: Sheet no 1 of 3 (Evanston) -- Sheet no. 2 of 3 (Chicago Loop) -- Sheet no. 3 of 3 (Blue Island).
Compiled from quadrangle sheets forming part of the Illinois 7.5 minute topographic series published by the USGS; cf. map9C G4100 s24 U5.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1963 - Road maps<<>>Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1963 - Road maps<<>>Wall maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: R.L. Polk & Co. -- Aero Distributing Co. (Evanston, Ill.) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map: col.; 111 x 70 cm., folded in covers to 23 x 10 cm.
Cover title: Polk's map of Chicago and the metropolitan area: all streets.
"Aero Distributing Co., 1031 Davis St., Evanston, Ill. ... " -- front cover.
Extensive Chicago and suburban street indexes in left margin and on verso.
Cover art: Photo of one of the Marina City towers under construction (completed 1964).
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Road map4C G4104.C6P2 1963 .P6 (PrCt)

Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1963 - Road maps<<>>Cook County (Ill.) - Maps - 1963 - Road maps<<>>Road maps<<>>Counties - Maps
Authors: Chicago Motor Club -- American Automobile Association -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map: col.; 72 x 78 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Chicago Motor Club road map of Chicago and vicinity
Plate no. 725-S-11-KK
Map on verso (89 x 77 cm.): Chicago Motor Club road map of Cook County
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Road map4C G4104.C6A1 1963 .G6 (PrCt)

Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1964 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Chicago metropolitan expressway system and tollway connections ... / Department of Public Works and Buildings ... [Chicago? State of Illinois?], c1964.
Authors: Illinois. Dept. of Public Works and Buildings -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map: col.; 54 x 34 cm., folded to 19 x 9 cm.
Panel title.
"Copyright © 1964 by State of Illinois. Prepared by Rand McNally & Co. ... "
Inset (23 x 11 cm.): Downtown Chicago.
Panel art: Aerial B&W photo of cloverleaf intersection.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Clients 369 (PrCt)

Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1965 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Chicago metropolitan expressway system and tollway connections ... / Department of Public Works and Buildings ... [Chicago? State of Illinois?], c1965.
Authors: Illinois. Dept. of Public Works and Buildings -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map: col.; 54 x 34 cm., folded to 19 x 9 cm.
Panel title.
"Copyright © 1965 by State of Illinois. Prepared by Rand McNally & Co. ... "
Inset (23 x 11 cm.): Downtown Chicago.
Panel art: Aerial B&W photo of cloverleaf intersection.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Clients 369 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 54 x 34 cm., folded to 19 x 9 cm.
Panel title.
"May 1965."
"Copyright © 1965 by State of Illinois. Prepared
by Rand McNally & Co. ...
" Inset (23 x 11 cm.): Downtown Chicago.
Panel art: Aerial B&W photo of cloverleaf intersection.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN Clients 370 (PrCt)

20468 Chicago Region (III.) - Maps - 1966 - Road
maps<<<Chicago (III.) - Maps - 1966 - Road
maps<<<Road maps
American Oil Company - Standard Oil, division
Chicago and vicinity / Standard Oil, division
Chicago and vicinity / Standard Oil Company. [Chicago?]: Rand
Authors: Standard Oil Company -- American Oil
Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago
Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; 65 x 43 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. 6-5902-14.
Maps on verso (43 x 22 cm. and smaller):
Downtown Chicago -- Chicago house number
map -- Gary, Hammond, Michigan City region.
Panel art: Standard flaming torch sign and slogan
"as you travel, ask us"; watercolor-style
illustration of American landmarks.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN Clients 3208 (PrCt)

20469 Chicago Region (III.) - Maps - 1966 - Road
maps<<<Road maps
Chicago metropolitan expressway system and
tollway connections ... / Department of Public
Works and Buildings ... [Chicago? State of
Illinois?], c1966.
Authors: Illinois. Dept. of Public Works and
Buildings -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office
-- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region
Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; 54 x 34 cm., folded to 19 x 9 cm.
Panel title.
"June 1966"
"Copyright © 1966 by State of Illinois. Prepared
by Rand McNally & Co. ...
" Inset (23 x 11 cm.): Downtown Chicago.
Panel art: Aerial B&W photo of cloverleaf intersection.
Handstamp: Register of Copyrights, Library of
F43416
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN Clients 371 (PrCt)

20470 Chicago Region (III.) - Maps - 1967 - Road
maps<<<Chicago (III.) - Maps - 1967 - Road
maps<<<Road maps
Metropolitan Chicago tour guide map ... / Gulf.
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally
and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright
Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry
Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; 64 x 43 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Chicago and vicinity
Plate no. 7-5802-20
Maps on verso (43 x 29 cm. or smaller):
Downtown Chicago -- Chicago house number
map -- Gary, Hammond, Michigan City region.
Panel art: Illustration of the Water Tower.
Includes three Library of Congress copyright
handstamps with certificate numbers.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN Clients 1157 (PrCt)

20471 Chicago Region (III.) - Maps - 1968 - Road
maps<<<Chicago (III.) - Maps - 1968 - Road
maps<<<Road maps
Metropolitan Chicago tour guide map ... / Gulf.
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally
and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright
Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry
Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; 65 x 43 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Chicago and vicinity
Plate no. 8-5802-21
Maps on verso (43 x 22 cm. or smaller):
Downtown Chicago -- Chicago house number
map -- Gary, Hammond, Michigan City region.
Panel art: Illustration of the Water Tower.
Includes three Library of Congress copyright
handstamps with certificate numbers.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN Clients 1193 (PrCt)
Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1968 - Cities and towns - Road maps
Authors: Illinois -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 44 x 34 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm. Panel title.
Added title: Chicago and vicinity.
Insets (30 x 24 cm. and 6 x 7 cm.): Chicago metropolitan expressway system and tollway connections -- Chicago downtown.
Maps on verso (32 x 29 cm. and smaller): East St. Louis, St. Louis and vicinity -- [St. Louis, East St. Louis] -- Peoria and vicinity -- Decatur -- Rock Island-Moline and vicinity -- Rockford and vicinity -- Champaign, Urbana -- Danville and vicinity -- Bloomington, Normal -- Quincy -- Kankakee and vicinity -- Springfield and vicinity.
Panel art: Color photo of boy rubbing nose of Lincoln statue.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4765 (PrCt)

20474 Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1970 - Road

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 112 x 68 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"1972 edition."
Panel title.
Added titles: Chicago street map (northern section) -- Chicago street map (southern section).
Designated as a postal mailer with printed return address "Suburban Ford, Inc. 1131 Chicago Ave., Evanston, Ill. 60202"; includes adhesive label addressed to "Occupant Apt 704, 260 E Chestnut St, Chicago, Ill. 60611."
Suburban Ford identified by red arrow.
Plate no. 726078N-13.
Insets (16 x 15 cm. and 13 x 7 cm.): Central Chicago -- Expressways and tollways in Chicago and vicinity.
Panel art: Suburban Ford logo, address, and location map (5 x 7 cm.).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 5169 (PrCt)

Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps
Authors: Creative Sales Corp. -- National Car Rental (Firm) -- Perspecto Map Co. -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 27 cm.
Perspective maps on verso: Chicago O'Hare International Airport -- Chicago Midway Airport -- Expressway map, O'Hare Airport to Chicago Loop -- Downtown Chicago.
IGN75
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
map1F 4104.C6 (PrCt)

Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1975 - Aeronautical charts
Authors: National Ocean Survey -- United States.
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration -- United States. Dept. of Commerce -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 46 x 50 cm.
"10th edition May 22, 1975 ... . This chart will become obsolete ... upon publication of the next edition scheduled for November 6, 1975.'
Panel title.
Added panel title: Chicago terminal control area : group 1
Scale 1:250,000
Lambert conformal conic projection.
Relief shown by tints and spot heights.
Text on verso.
Issued folded to 26 x 13 cm.
For later editions cf. OCLC 46348519.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
map4F G4104.C6P6 1975 .U5 (PrCt)

Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps
(Chicago Midway Airport - Maps - 1973 - Pictorial maps - Chicago Region (Ill.) - 1973 - Pictorial maps - Chicago and vicinity : principal highways, boulevards and streets -- Land elevations and airports. Map on verso (104 x 88 cm.): [Chicago region at smaller scale]
Panel art: Map of "Downtown Chicago".
"$1.25" -- title panel.
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (April 2011).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Road map4C G4104 .C6P2 1975 .C5 (PrCt)


Chicagoland village maps. West Chicago, Ill.
Authors: Sidwell Company -- Sidwell Studio -- Mount Prospect Public Library (Ill.) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Sidwell Company ALSO Sidwell Studio -- Sidwell Studio SEE ALSO Sidwell Company
1 atlas : 66 maps ; 30 x 37 cm.
Cover title.
Incomplete; issued with ca. 207 maps, but this copy lacks ca. 135 maps.
Individual maps of cities, towns, and villages, from the Wisconsin border south through Kankakee County, west through McHenry County, east through Hammond-Gary area; does not include map of city of Chicago.
Street index on verso of each map.
Publisher’s loose-leaf binder.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

20484 folio G1409.C6 S52 1976 (NLO)

20482 Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps - Road maps

1 map : col. ; 64 x 43 cm., folded to 9 x 22 cm.
"1976 Edition"
Panel title.
Plate no. 76-50802-29
Maps on verso (43 x 22 cm. and smaller):
Downtown Chicago -- Gary-Hammond-Michigan City region -- Chicago house number map.
Panel art: Road signs
Forms part of a collection of stock editions of Rand McNally road maps, some apparently issued as sales samples and / or printer’s proofs for prospective commercial clients.
Uniform series title (established by cataloger):
Stock road maps
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (April 2010).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

20485 RMcN Stock 111 (PrCt)


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Illinois Regional Transportation Authority -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; on sheet 81 x 61 cm., folded to 21 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: RTA suburbs : commuter railroads
Maps on verso (81 x 61 cm. and 33 x 24 cm.):
RTA Chicago -- Chicago downtown.
Includes keys and legends to commuter railroads and CTA rapid transit and bus routes.
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

20486 Road map4C G4104.C6A1 1978 .R3 (PrCt)

20487 Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1979 - Road maps - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1979 - Road maps - Road maps

Chicago and vicinity. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Co., [1979?].
Authors: Union Oil Company of California -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Issued for the Union Oil Company of California.
Plate no. 79-5802-32.
Maps on verso (43 x 22 cm. and smaller):
Downtown Chicago featuring points of interest, parks and principal buildings -- Gary-Hammond-Michigan City region -- Chicago house number map.
Panel art: Two stylized and multi-colored directional arrows; 76 logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

20488 RMcN Clients 4617 (PrCt)

Authors: Chicago tribune -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 105 x 87 cm., folded to 27 x 12 cm.
Panel title.
Insets (23 x 12 cm. and 13 x 12 cm.): Downtown Chicago -- Land elevations and airports.
Map on verso (105 x 88 cm.): [Chicago region at smaller scale]
Panel art: Photos of Chicago landmarks.
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Road map4C G4104 .C6P2 1981 .C5 (PrCt)

---

**20486**

Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1982 -
Aeronautical charts

Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps -
1982 - Milwaukee Region (Wis.) - Maps -
1982 - Aeronautical charts

Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps -

Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps -
1982 - Wisconsin - Maps - 1982 -
Aeronautical charts

*Chicago sectional aeronautical chart,* Washington
Authors: United States. National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col., both sides : 95 x 136 cm., on sheet
53 x 151 cm., folded to 26 x 13 cm.
Scale 1:500,000.
Relief shown by contours, hypsometric tints, and spot heights.
Gift 2005.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
map4C G4104.CP6 1982 U5 (PrCt)

---

**20487**

Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1982 -
Ethnology

Authors: Grossman, Ronald P. -- Nakagawa, Mas -- First Federal of Chicago -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 49 x 38 cm.
Shows distribution of 16 ethnic groups in the city and 186 suburbs.
303
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

---

**20488**

Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps -
1983 - Atlases - Chicago Region (Ill.) - 1983

Authors: Creative Sales Corp. -- Chicago Tribune -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
-- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 222 maps
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

---

**20489**

Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1983 - Road maps

Authors: Creative Sales Corp. -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (various pagination) : col. maps ; 31 cm. 1983 ed.
Includes separate sections for the cities of Chicago, Elgin, and Joliet, and Cook, Dupage, Kane, and Lake Counties.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
map4C G4104.C6A1 1983 .C7 (PrCt)
LCCN: 98-681643
map6F G4104.C6A4 1985 .D3 (PrCt)

20491 Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1987 - Walking - Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1987
Country walks near Chicago / by Alan Fisher.
Authors: Fisher, Alan (Alan Hall) -- Rambler Books -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
207 p. : ill., 23 maps ; 18 cm.
1st ed.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 204-207).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
LC Card Number: 87127837
ISBN 0961496312 (pbk.) ; 9780961496319 (pbk.)
Baskes F548.18 .F57 1987 (NLO)

Authors: Creative Sales Corp. -- Sclair, Helen, 1930-2009 -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (various pagination) : col. maps ; 31 cm.
"Fully revised and updated."
Gift 2011, estate of Helen Sclair.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
map4C G4104.C6A1 1990 .C7 (PrCt)

Authors: Creative Sales Corp. -- American Map Corporation -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 220 maps ; 305 x 230 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Authors: Chicago Motor Club -- American Automobile Association -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Simon and Schuster, inc. -- Paramount Communications -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 72 x 78 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
“1993 edition.”
Panel title.
Added title: AAA Chicago Motor Club road map of Chicago and vicinity
Plate no. 2-GT-725-S
Map on verso (89 x 77 cm.): AAA Chicago Motor Club road map of Cook County
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Road map4C G4104.C6A1 1993 .G6 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
“1995 edition” on front cover.
Includes separate sections for Chicago and Cook County, and Dupage, Kane, Lake, McHenry and...
Will Counties.
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN StrFdr 1995 .C48A1 (PrCt)

20498 Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 2006 - Social Geography
Social Geography - Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1995
Authors: Reardon, Patrick T. -- DeVigal, Andrew -- Chicago tribune -- Claritas, Inc. -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
8 maps : col. ; joined to form 3 sheets, each 31 x 51 cm.
Shows the distribution of '62 groups, or clusters, based on people's lifestyles' as determined by the marketing company Claritas, Inc. Includes Reardon's essay 'How place defines us, or does it?'
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).


20497 Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 2003 - Road maps
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 2003 - Road maps
Cook County (Ill.) - Maps - 2003 - Road maps
DuPage County (Ill.) - Maps - 2003 - Road maps
Kane County (Ill.) - Maps - 2003 - Road maps
Lake County (Ill.) - Maps - 2003 - Road maps
McHenry County (Ill.) - Maps - 2003 - Road maps
Will County (Ill.) - Maps - 2003 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (323, 184 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Date on cover: 2003.
$37.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
ISBN 0-528-99220-1
RMcN StrFdr 2003 .C48A1 (PrCt)

20499 Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 2010 - Cities and towns
Authors: Berlin, Jonathan -- Yoder, Chad -- Mitchell, Ian -- Chicago tribune -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; on sheet 56 x 56 cm.
Supplement to Chicago Tribune, Sunday, 22 August 2010.
Scale ca. 1:281,600.
"Chicagoland is a big, diverse region of nearly 8 million people, and a hefty majority of them live in the suburbs."
Shows municipalities in McHenry, Lake, Kane, Dupage, Cook, Kendall, and Will Counties.
Includes text: 10 Things you might not know about Chicago suburbs / by Mark Jacob and Stephen Benzkofer.
On verso: Chicago neighborhoods.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

20500 Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - Collections, 1830-1980
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - Collections, 1830-1980
Cook County (Ill.) - Maps - Collections, 1830-1980
DuPage County (Ill.) - Maps - Collections,
Maps
Authors: Buisseret, David -- Danzer, Gerald A. -- Reithmaier, Tina M. -- Willcockson, Tom -- Hermon Dunlap Smith Center for the History of Cartography -- Newberry Library -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. (21, ca. [580] p.) : chiefly maps ; in 3-ring binder (30 cm.)
Printout of draft document; never published.
Chiefly comprised of photocopies of selected portions of maps detailing 41 individual townships between ca. 1830-ca.1980 in Chicago, Cook County, and the adjacent counties of DuPage, Kane, Kendall, and Will.
Map sources include U.S. General Land Office survey plats (1830s and 1840s), James Rees’s Map of the counties of Cook and Dupage (1851), Walter Flower’s Map of Cook County, Illinois (1862), Frank Snyder’s Real estate map of Chicago and suburbs (1898), L.G. Bennett’s Map of DuPage County, Illinois (1862), Adin Mann’s Map of Kane County (1860), Warren, Higgins & Beers’s Atlas of Kendall Co. (1870), S.H. Burhan’s Map of Will County, Illinois (1862), D.W. Ensign’s Atlas of Kane County (1892), Map of Kendall County, Illinois (Chicago?, 1890), Geo. A. Ogle & Co.’s Plat book of Will County (1893), county atlases published by W.W. Hixon & Co. (1930s), and topographic maps published by the U.S. Geological Survey (1890s-1980s).
Includes maps redrawn by Tom Willcockson “to clarify, simplify, or highlight the salient information they present” (p. 17).
“Supported in part by a grant from the Office of Social Science Research, the University of Illinois at Chicago.”
The project was intended to spur research and publication on local history using old maps as primary sources, as exemplified by David Buisseret and James A. Issel’s Elk Grove Village & Township (Elk Grove, Ill. : Old Road Publications, 1996), but no others were published.
Gift 2014, Gerald Danzer.

20501 Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - History - 1932 - Pictorial maps
Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - History - 1932 - Pictorial maps
Lake County (Ill.) - Maps - History - 1932 - Pictorial maps
Pictorial maps
Authors: Hubbard, C. P. -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 35 x 21 cm. on sheet 38 x 28 cm.
Pictorial map with eighteen oval vignettes of people and places in the side margins.
Includes historical notes on the North Shore towns.
Scale [ca. 1:90,000]
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
map1F G4103.C7S1 1932 .H8 (NLO)

20502 Chicago Region (Ill.) - Paleogeography - Maps
Chicago Region (Ill.) - Paleogeography - Maps
- 1899
[Paleographic map of the Chicago Region, 1899]. Chicago : Rand McNally, [1899].
1 map ; 24 x 18 cm.
"Geographical Society of Chicago Bulletin, no.1" Book includes 17 maps and 15 illustrations.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
map1F G4103.C7S1 1932 .H8 (NLO)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

(PrCt)

G 8962 .33, following title page

20503 Chicago Region (Ill.) - Phyto geography - 1800-1899
Phyto geography - Illinois - Chicago Region - 1800-1899 - Maps As Historical Sources
United States. General Land Office - Surveys
Presettlement vegetation of plain of Lake Chicago in Cook County, Ill. 1981.
Authors: Hanson, Phil
In Ohio Biological Survey, Biological notes 15 (1981): 159-164. map, tables.
Cf. Hanson, Phil. Chicago area in 1821 [Chicago, 198-?] 1 map : col. ; 66 x 53 cm. [Map4F
G4103.C7G4 1821 .F5]
BHC 2023
Vert 666

20504 Chicago Region (Ill.) - Road maps - History
Chicago Region (Ill.) - Historical Geography - Indian trails - Chicago Region (Ill.) - History - Road maps
278 p., [27] leaves of plates : maps (part fold.), plan, facsims. ; 25 cm.
Includes index and 'guide to the chief points of historical interest within a day's journey of Chicago': p. 217-265.
The three maps by Albert F. Scharf have been removed, cataloged separately, and filed as temp map2F G4104.C6A1 1923 S3.
Bookplate of Mundelein College: gift of Frank W. Michaels.
Formerly F548.4 .Q22 1923
Duplicate copy: Ayer 160.9 .Q2 1923
LC Card Number: 23016301
Map Ref F548.4 .Q22 1923 (NLO)

20505 Chicago River (Ill.) - Geography - 2000
Chicago River (Ill.) - Historical geography - Maps - 2000 - Canals - Chicago (Ill.) - Canals
Authors: Hill, Libby -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
xv, 302 p. : ill., maps ; 23 cm.
1st ed.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 283-284) and index.
Formerly F547.C45 H55 2000
Duplicate copy: Chicago Browsing F547.C45 H55 2000b

LC Card Number: 00104566
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
ISBN 189312102X
Map Ref F547.C45 H55 2000 (NLO)

20506 Chicago River (Ill.) - Maps - 1899
1 v. (various pagings) : 29 map plates ; 57 x 73 cm.
Accompanies report of W.L. Marshall, dated November 14, 1899.
Scale [1:1,200]. 1 in. = 100 ft.
OCLC 4703635.
Phillips4604.
Le Gear L963.
MMC 4-0984.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
oversize Govt. 3956 (NLO)

20507 Chicago River (Ill.) - Maps - 1899
1 v. (various pagings) : 29 maps ; 57 x 73 cm.
Accompanies report of W.L. Marshall, dated November 14, 1899.
Scale [1:1,200]. 1 in. = 100 ft.
OCLC 4703635.
Phillips4604.
Le Gear L963.
MMC 4-0984.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

20508 Chicago River (III.) - Maps - 1926


Authors: Chicago (Ill.). Citizen’s Committee on River Straightening -- Strawn, Silas Hardy, 1866-1946 -- James T. Igoe Co. -- Black, Homer F. -- Bartels, George -- Roger S. Baskes

Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Igoe (James T.) Co. SEE James T. Igoe Co.

214 p. : plates, ports., plans, tables ; 23 cm.

Silas H. Strawn, chairman.

Contents: The straightening of the Chicago River : history -- River straightening : report / by Citizens Committee ... September 9, 1925 -- Letter from City Council Committee on Railway Terminals to Citizens Committee on River Straightening -- Report of Citizens Committee on River Straightening to City Council Committee on Railway Terminals -- An ordinance to provide for altering the channel of the south branch of the Chicago River between Polk Street and West Eighteenth Street and to provide for certain property adjustments in connection therewith. Some plates, plans and tables are folded. ‘River straightening. Report by Citizens Committee ... September 9, 1925’ (p. [39]-[95]) also issued separately.

Ownership inscriptions of Homer F. Black and George Bartels.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Duplicate copy (missing March 2008; bookplates of Edward Francis Carry): H 69 .161

LC Card Number: 27009827

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Baskes TC425.C5 C5 1926 (NLO)

20509 Chicago River (III.) - Maps - 1980-1989 - Trails


Authors: Friends of the Chicago River -- Open Lands Project (Chicago, Ill.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

8 maps : col. ; 89 x 56 cm. or smaller, on 5 sheets folded to 22 x 10 cm.

“A program of Open Lands Project.”

Includes maps of the North Branch (©1986 (2copies) and [198-?]), South Branch [198-?], and Downtown Section (©1984). All include historical notes; some include photographs.

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

map4C G4104.C6:2C5 198- .F7 (PrCt)

20510 Chicago River (III.) - Maps - 1993 - Trails

Chicago River Trail (Ill.). - Maps - 1993

Chicago River Trail (Ill.). - Maps - 1993

Chicago River (III.) - Maps - Historical geography - Maps - 1993


Authors: Friends of the Chicago River -- Open Lands Project (Chicago, Ill.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 5 maps ; 220 x 100 mm.

 Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

20511 Chicago River (III.) - Maps - 1998 - Natural resources

Chicago River (III.) - Maps - 1998 - Natural resources

Chicago River (III.) - Maps - 1998 - Natural resources

Chicago River (III.) - Maps - 1998 - Natural resources

Chicago River (III.) - Maps - 1998 - Natural resources

Chicago River (III.) - Maps - 1998 - Natural resources

Chicago River (III.) - Maps - 1998

Nature and the river : a natural resources report of the Chicago and Calumet waterways.


Authors: Moore, Barbara J. -- Rogner, John D. -- Ullberg, Drew -- Moy, Philip -- Chicago Rivers Demonstration Project -- United States. National Park Service -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)

xiii, [11], 110 p. ; ill., maps : 28 cm.


Includes bibliographical references (p. 108-110).

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

folio QH541.5.S7 M66 1998 (NLO)

20512 Chicago River (III.) - Maps - 2009 - Geology

Chicago River (III.) - Maps - 2009 - Geology

Chicago River (III.) - Maps - 2009 - Geology

Chicago River (III.) - Maps - 2009 - Guidebooks

Geology


32 p. : ill., col. maps ; 28 cm.

Includes bibliographical references (p. 30-32).


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Annual report of the Board of Public Works to the Common Council of the City of Chicago (1869) -- Chicago (Ill.). Board of Public Works. Plan of new buildings, tower and grounds of pumping works [of the Chicago Water Tower] [1869] -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
21 illustrations (elevation profiles and views) and 2 maps ; 40 x 64 cm. or smaller, on 9 folded sheets

Collective title supplied by cataloger.
In: Chicago (Ill.). Board of Public Works. Eighth annual report of the Board of Public Works to the Common Council of the City of Chicago, for the municipal fiscal year ending March 31st, 1869 (Chicago : Press of Jameson & Morse, 12 & 14 La Salle Street, 1869).

Selected and incomplete contents: View of pumping works 1869 / lith. by Chas. Shober & Co. Chicago Ills. 1 elevation profile ; on sheet 21 x 24 cm. (opposite title page) -- View of pumping works, Chicago, 1853 / Chas. Shober & Co. 1 view ; 19 x 20 cm. (opposite p. 61) -- Chicago Water Works plan & elevation of well curb & dredging work ... / designed & executed by Dewitt C. Gregier 1867 ; drawn by A.A. Wilson ; eng. & print by Chas. Shober & Co. 2 sectional views; on sheet 40 x 22 cm. (following p. 66) -- Chicago Water Works. Double (coupled) pumping engine / designed by Dewitt C. Gregier ... ; constructed by Morgan Iron Works, New York, 1867 ; lith. by Chas. Shober & Co. 1 view with cross-section profile ; 38 x 24 cm. (following p. 70) -- Plan of new buildings, tower and grounds of pumping works. Showing shore end of tunnels, shafts and course of the several delivery mains / lith. by Chas. Shober & Co. Chicago. 1 map ; on sheet 21 x 49 cm. (following p. 74) -- Section of crib showing proposed superstructure, scale 1/240 ; Longitudinal section of tunnel &c., horizontal scale 1/3600, vertical scale 1/360 / lith. Chas. Shober & Co. Chicago. 2 elevation profiles ; on sheet 21 x 21 cm. (following p. 106) -- Elevation of crib : showing method of bolting ... scale 1/180 . 1 elevation profile ; 9 x 18 cm. (following p. 108) -- Combined plan showing inlets from lake ; Plan of crib for inlet to lake tunnel ; Combined section crib showing inlets from lake, scale 2/180 ; Detail of bulk head, scale 1/78, 4 cross-section profiles ; on sheet 21 x 21 cm. (following p. 110) -- Section [of] lake tunnel and connections, scale 1/900 / lith. by Chas. Shober & Co. Chicago Ills. 1 elevation profile ; on sheet 21 x 29 cm. (following p. 114) -- Plan and section of tunnel under the Chicago River at Washington Street. Scale 80 feet = 1 inch. 1 map and 1 elevation profile ; on sheet 21 x 64 cm. (following p. 142) -- Elevation of entrance to carriage way ... ; Front elevation of entrance house ... ; Section at C (just east of dock line) ... ; Section at D (center of river) ... / Board of Public Works ; lith. by Chas. Shober & Co. Chicago. 7 elevation profiles ; on sheet 21 x 61 cm. (opposite p. 143).
20524 Chicago Water Tower (Chicago, Ill.) - Pumping machinery - Designs and plans - 1873
SEE Pumping machinery - Designs and plans - 1873
SEE Pumping machinery - Designs and plans - 1873
SEE Water pumps


Authors: Chicago (Ill.). Board of Public Works -- Cregier, De Witt Clinton, 1829-1898 -- Knapp Fort Pitt Foundary (Pittsburgh, Pa.) -- Charles Shober & Co. -- Shober, Charles -- Chicago Lithographing Co. -- Chicago (Ill.). Board of Public Works. Annual report of the Board of Public Works to the Common Council of the City of Chicago (1873) -- National Printing & Engraving Company (U.S.) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 technical drawing ; on sheet 71 x 54 cm., folded to 22 x 11 cm.
Includes directory of the Chicago Board of Public Works.
"Constructed by Knapp Ft. Pitt Foundary Co. Pittsburgh, Pa."

In: Chicago (Ill.). Board of Public Works. Twelfth annual report of the Board of Public Works, to the Common Council of the City of Chicago, for the municipal fiscal year ending March 31, 1873 (Chicago : National Printing Company, book and job printers, nos. 116 and 118 Franklin Street, 1873), following p. 60.

Uniform title: Annual report of the Board of Public Works to the Common Council of the City of Chicago.
Scale not given.

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Case J 7896 .165, v. 12, following p. 60 (PrCt)

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

20526 Chichester (England) - Maps - 1932-1933
SEE Bognor Regis (England) - Maps - 1932-1933
SEE Sussex (England) - Maps - 1932-1933

Pictorial and descriptive guide to Chichester, Bognor Regis, Arundel, Midhurst, etc. London : Ward, Lock and Co. [1932 or 1933].
Authors: Ward, Lock and Company, ltd. -- Ward Lock guides -- John Bartholomew and Son -- Butler & Tanner Ltd. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. (various pagings, [19] leaves of plates (3 folded)) : ill., 4 maps (chiefly folded, 2 col.) ; 18 cm.
6th ed.
Publication date from binder’s instructions.
Cover title: Chichester, Selsey, Midhurst and district
"Fifty illustrations."
Maps by John Bartholomew and Son.
Printed by Butler & Tanner.
Series title from cover.
Includes index, advertisements and business directories.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G153 .W3 Chichester (1932) (NLO)

20527 Chickamauga and Chattanooga National Military Park (Ga. and Tenn.) - Maps - 1895
SEE Chickamauga, Battle of, Ga., 1863 - Maps - 1895
SEE United States - History - Civil War, 1861-1865 - Maps

1 map ; 44 x 22 cm., folded to 22 x 15 cm.
"Drawn by B.B. Ramey. Copyrighted 1895, by W.E. Birchmore."
Scale 1:12,000.
Detached from Lynde, Francis. Chickamauga and Chattanooga National Military Park. With narratives of battles of Chickamauga, Lookout

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
20528 Chickamauga, Battle of, Ga., 1863 -
Maps Chattaanooga, Battle of,
Chattanooga, Tenn., 1863 -
Maps Chickamauga and Chattanooga
National Military Park (Ga. and Tenn.) -
1901 United States - History - Civil War,
1861-1865 - Maps
1 atlas (3 leaves, 14 fold. maps (part col.)) ; 71 x 55 cm.
*Published under the direction of Daniel S. Lamont and Russell A. Alger, Secretaries of War; republished by order of Congress, with additional position maps, under the direction of Elihu Root, Secretary of War.*
Cover title.
First published 1896-97.
Issued also as House Document no. 514, 56th Cong., 2d sess., 1900-1901 [Govt. 4175]
Issued also under title: Atlas of Chickamauga, Chattanooga, and vicinity.
Erratum slip dated Jan. 31, 1902 inserted; erratum slip mounted o map no. 4.
Phillips 1355.
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 1424
LC Card Number: map52000879
Case oversize G 10834.903 (NLO)

20529 Chickamauga, Battle of, Ga., 1863 -
Maps Chickamauga Battlefield (Ga.) -
Maps 1895
Authors: McElroy, Joseph C. -- Henderson Lithographing Co.
1 map : col. ; 48 x 74 cm., folded to 26 x 15 cm.
*Sketched by J.C. McElroy of the Ohio Commission, late Captain 18th Ohio Infantry.*

20530 Chickasaw County (Iowa) - Maps - 1892 -
Landowners Counties -
Maps Landowners - Maps
Authors: North West Publishing Co.
1 atlas (47 p.) : 27 col. maps ; 46 cm.
Scales differ.
Oversize G1433.C55 N67 1892 (NLO)

20531 Chickasaw County (Iowa) - Maps - 1915 -
Landowners Counties -
Maps Landowners - Maps
1 atlas (59, [16], 8, 9, 20 p.) : ill., 25 col. maps (10 folded), ports : 46 cm.
"Copyrighted 1915 by G.W. Anderson."
Scale [1:31,689]. 2 in. = 1 mile. Scale of township maps 2 in. to 1 mile.
Some maps hand colored.
Maps of Iowa and United States engraved and published by the Geographical Publishing Co.
Includes indexes and directory to farmers.
Includes history of Chicksaw County, and portraits of citizens by township.
Publisher's half-bound red leather and black cloth over boards.
Laid in: Two advertisements for real estate dealers, one based in Riceville, Iowa; a blank Winnesheik County, Iowa bounty claim form for hunters; four blank general claim forms; four blank promissory notes; and a blank Iowa assessor's report of deaf persons.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

20532 Chickasaw County (Iowa) - Maps - 1969 -
Landowners Counties -
Maps Landowners - Maps

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Chicxulub (Mexico) - Boundaries - History - 1500-1599 - Sources: Chichxulub (Mexico) - History - 1500-1599 - Sources: Yucatán (Mexico : State) - History - 1500-1599 - Sources: Indians - Chichxulub (Mexico) - History - 1500-1599 - Sources: Yucatán (Mexico : State) - History - 1500-1599

Chicxulub (Mexico)

map3C G3761.P3 1847 .G8, p. 45 (PrCt)

Chicxulub, Mount (Mass.)

Chicxulub River, at 88th mile / Lossing Co. ; Mt. Tom [and] Mt. Holyoke. [Boston : Bradbury & Guild, 1847].

Chicxulub (Mexico)

Chicxulub River coordinates: (W 72°28'35"/N 42°09'36")

Chicxulub River

Chicxulub River, at 88th mile / Lossing Co. ; Mt. Tom [and] Mt. Holyoke. [Boston : Bradbury & Guild, 1847].

Chicxulub River, at 88th mile / Lossing Co. ; Mt. Tom [and] Mt. Holyoke. [Boston : Bradbury & Guild, 1847].

Chicxulub, Mount (Mass.)

Chicxulub River coordinates: (W 72°28'35"/N 42°09'36")

Chicxulub, Mount (Mass.)

Mount Tom coordinates: (W 72°38'55"/N 42°14'30")

Chicxulub River

Chicxulub River, at 88th mile / Lossing Co. ; Mt. Tom [and] Mt. Holyoke. [Boston : Bradbury & Guild, 1847].

Chicxulub River, at 88th mile / Lossing Co. ; Mt. Tom [and] Mt. Holyoke. [Boston : Bradbury & Guild, 1847].

Chicxulub River, at 88th mile / Lossing Co. ; Mt. Tom [and] Mt. Holyoke. [Boston : Bradbury & Guild, 1847].

Chicxulub River, at 88th mile / Lossing Co. ; Mt. Tom [and] Mt. Holyoke. [Boston : Bradbury & Guild, 1847].

Chicxulub River, at 88th mile / Lossing Co. ; Mt. Tom [and] Mt. Holyoke. [Boston : Bradbury & Guild, 1847].

Chicxulub River, at 88th mile / Lossing Co. ; Mt. Tom [and] Mt. Holyoke. [Boston : Bradbury & Guild, 1847].


Ayer MS 1601 (NLO)


20540  Chignecto Isthmus (N.B. and N.S.) - Maps - 1829 - Canals, Proposed
Proposed canal from Bay Vert to Cumberland Basin. Halifax, 1829.
Authors: Haliburton, Thomas Chandler, 1796-1865--Torbett, Charles W.
1 map; 10 x 18 cm.
In Haliburton, Thomas Chandler. Historical and statistical account of Nova-Scotia (Halifax, 1829) v. 2, opposite p. 73.
Duplicate copy: Ayer 150.7 N9 H2 1829 v. 2. M1048
F 829.38 v. 2, opp. p. 73 (PrCt)

20541  Chihuahua (Mexico : State) - Maps - 1768 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Facsimiles (Chihuahua, Mexico) - Maps - 1768 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Facsimiles (Chihuahua, Mexico) - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Plano del Presidio de Nuestra Señora de las Caldas de Guajuquilla, dependiente de la governacion de la Nueba Vizcaya, y situado en los 27 grados y 50 minutos de latitud boreal y en los 26 10 y 30' de longitud respecto del meridiano de Tenerife. [19--].
Authors: Urrutia, José de, 1728-1800--British Library. Add. Ms. 17662 k -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1768 manuscript. Includes profile of fortifications.
MapPhoto England BL Add. Ms. 17662 k (PrCt)

20542  Chihuahua (Mexico : State) - Maps - 1780-1789 - Postal Service - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Postal Service - Chihuahua (Mexico : State) - Maps - 1780-1789 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
 Diseño de las distancias y situacion de las ciudades, villas, pueblos y presidios, que recorren los corredos de la administracion principal de Chihuahua y hasta donde forma facturas. [1908?].
Authors: Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Irving B. Richman Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library. Manuscript map.
Ayer MS map 233
1 ms. map: hand col.; 234 x 324 mm.
Tracing of 178-? manuscript made by Irving B. Richman (1908?).
Postal map of northern Mexico extending into Arizona and New Mexico; shows distances in leagues between locations; terminal points include Saltillo, Durango, Real de Alainos, Tucson (Ariz.?), and city of Nuevo Mexico; relative locations in north and west greatly distorted.

20543  Chihuahua (Mexico : State) - Maps - 1925 - Railroads
Rand McNally standard map of Chihuahua.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, c1925.
1 map: col.; 64 x 47 cm.
Plate no.: 9N24.
Includes key to railroads numbered 7-53 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Chihuahua railroads ....
Issued folded in accompanying index (14 p.; 17 cm.): Chihuahua, México : indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide .... = Mapa de bolsillo .... San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York ; Rand McNally & Company, c1925.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Editor's copy; many index entries marked in ink and red pencil.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
map3C G4461.P3 1925 .R3 (PrCt)

20544  Chihuahua (Mexico : State) - Maps - 1925 - Railroads
Rand McNally standard map of Chihuahua.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, c1925.
1 map: col.; 64 x 47 cm.
Plate no.: 9N24.
Includes key to railroads numbered 7-53 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Chihuahua railroads ....
Issued folded in accompanying index (14 p.; 17 cm.): Chihuahua, México : indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide .... = Mapa de bolsillo .... San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York ; Rand McNally & Company, c1925.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
map3C G4461.P3 1925 .R3a (PrCt)

20545  Chihuahua (Mexico : State) - Maps - 1925 - Railroads
Rand McNally standard map of Chihuahua.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, c1925.


1 map : col. ; 123 x 155 cm. on 2 sheets.

Title from upper margin.

Added title, bottom center: Plano Construido por Ing. Jesus Heiras Arzolara.'

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

*artifacts cage RMcN maproll 2 : 3. 2 (PrCt)*


*Maps of the Chihuahuan Desert region / José Garcia.* [S.l. s.n., 1976?].

Authors: Garcia, José, of Chihuahua

1 atlas (49 p. : all maps) ; 29 x 44 cm.

Cover title.

A supplement to the Chihuahuan Desert flora.

*oversize G1547.C48 G37 1976 (NLO)*


Authors: Clapperton, Chalmers M. (Chalmers Moyes) -- Royal Society of Edinburgh -- University of Aberdeen. Dept. of Geography

Scale 1:50,000.


Imprint statement from p.3 of accompanying article.

‘Base map derived from 1:50,000 Map Series J 721, I G M, Ecuador, sheets: N IV-C1 (3889-IV, Chimborazo).’

*map4F G5302.C5C2 1991 C6 (NLO)*

20549 Chikaming (Mich. : Township) - Maps - 1991 - Road maps<<->>Road maps


1 map : col. ; 42 x 53 cm.

Inclueds index to streets, subdivisions, and beaches.


20550 Children's atlases - 1994


Authors: Barnham, Kay -- Lawrie, Robin

40 p. : coll. ill., coll. maps ; 32 cm.

Abstract: Maps, facts, and pictures introduce the countries and regions of the world.

Subtitle on cover: Your country and your world.

Includes index.

ISBN 0824102223.

*To Collection Services for cataloging, Dec. 2010 (PrCt)*

20551 Children's atlases<<->>Atlases - 1997


Authors: Sonntag, Linda

191 p. : coll. ill., coll. maps ; 19 cm.

Includes flags, photographs, illustrations and statistics of over 200 countries.

Includes index.

ISBN 075345064X

*To Collection Services for cataloging, Dec. 2010 (PrCt)*


*Follow the dots and find the states / suggested by Rodman E. Sneed ; illustrated by Jeanne Block. New York : Sam'l Gabriel Sons & Company, c1949.*


20556 Chile - Islands - Maps - 1793-1794 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts<<<Islands - Chile - Maps - 1793-1794 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts<<<Chile - Maps - 1793-1794 - Coasts - Manuscripts<<<Chile - Maps - 1793-1794 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts<<<Nautical charts - Chile - Maps - 1793-1794 - Manuscripts<<<Rattler (Ship) - Voyage, 1793-1794 - Manuscript maps >>>Colnett, James, 1755?--1806 - Travel, 1793-1794 - Manuscript maps >>>Manuscript maps >>>Nautical charts [Map showing route of the merchant ship Rattler along the northern coast of Chile west to San Félix and San Ambrosio Islands]. 1794. Authors: Colnett, James, 1755?--1806 -- Combe, William, 1742-1823 -- Colnett, James, 1755?--1806. Voyage for whaling and discovery round C. Horn into the Pacific Oceans (1794) -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS 3047 map 3 1 ms. map ; 270 x 188 mm. Shows ship's route off the coast of Chile between the Valparaíso and Copiapó regions; identifies the Desventurados and Juan Fernández islands. Forms part of British naval officer James Colnett's 1794 manuscript Voyage for whaling and discovery round C. Horn into the Pacific Oceans (Ayer MS 3047 p. [120]), the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection and the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library). Text compiled by William Combe from Captain Colnett's notes and published as A Voyage to the south Atlantic and round cape Horn into the Pacific Ocean ... (London : Printed for the author by W. Bennett, 1798) [folio Graff 812]; cf. Dict. Nat. Biog., under Combe. Scale [ca. 1:8,000,000]. Prime meridian: Greenwich. Pen-and-ink and wash (gray). For printed edition of Colnett's text and maps (published 1798), see folio Graff 812. Ayer ms map proj 97 VAULT Ayer MS 3047 map 3 (NLO)

20557 Chile - Maps - 1642 Chile. Amsterdam, [ca. 1642]. Authors: Hondius, Hendrik, b. 1573 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:C5 1 map ; 35 x 46 cm. Phillips 5937 v. 2, no. 117. 2610 Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). Sack map4F G5330 1642 .H6 (PrCt)
20558  **Chile - Maps - 1646**
*Tabla geographica regni Chili*. [Rome : F. Cavalli, 1646].
Authors: Ovalle, Alonso de, 1601-1651 -- Jesuits
-- Cavalli, Francisco, fl. 1646 -- Ovalle, Alonso de, 1601-1651. Historica relatione del reyno de Chile, y delas missiones, y ministerios que exercita en el la Companía de Iesvs (1646) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 353 x 476 mm (plate mark)
In: Ovalle, Alonso de. Historica relación del reyno de Chile, y delas missiones, y ministerios que exercita en el la Compañia de Iesvs ... (Rome : F. Cavalli, 1646), at end.
Oriented with north to left.
Scale ca. 1:8,400,000.
'Ad lectorem' at upper left includes 26 lines of text.
'Studio et labore P. Procuratoris Chilensis Societatis Iesv.'
For the same map in an Italian language edition see Case F 996 .653.
**VAULT Ayer 1300.5 C5 O96 1646, at end (PrCt)**

20559  **Chile - Maps - 1646**
*Tabla geographica regni Chile*. [Rome : F. Cavalli, 1646].
Authors: Ovalle, Alonso de, 1601-1651 -- Jesuits
-- Cavalli, Francisco, fl. 1646 -- Ovalle, Alonso de, 1601-1651. Historica relatione del regno di Cile ... (1646)
1 map ; 353 x 476 mm (plate mark)
In: Ovalle, Alonso de. Historica relación del reyno de Chile, y delas missiones, y ministerios que exercita en el la Compañia de Iesvs ... (Rome : F. Cavalli, 1646), at end.
Oriented with north to left.
Scale [ca. 1:8,400,000].
'Ad lectorem' at upper left includes 26 lines of text.
'Studio et labore P. Procuratoris Chilensis Societatis Iesv.'
For the same map in a Spanish language edition of the book, see Case F 996 .653.
**VAULT Ayer 1300.5 C5 O96 1646, at end (PrCt)**

20561  **Chile - Maps - 1646**
*Historia relación del reyno de Chile, y delas missiones, y ministerios que exercita en el la Compañia de Iesvs. A Nuestro Señor Iesv Christo, Dios hombre y ala Santissima Virgen, y Madre Maria, Señora del cielo, y dela tierra, y aos santos Ioseph, Ioachin, Ana, sus padres, y aguelos. [Por] Alonso de Ovalle* Roma [Rome] : F. Cauallo, 1646.
Authors: Ovalle, Alonso de, 1601-1651 -- Jesuits
-- Tempesta, Antonio, 1555-1630 -- Cavalli, Francisco, fl. 1646
5 p. l., 455, [1], 12, 6 p. : woodcuts (maps, views, ports.) ; 26 cm.
"Of the portraits 9 represent the governors of Chile, and were engraved by A. Tempesta."--Medina.
Printed in double columns.
Selected woodcut maps and views also cataloged separately.
Duplicate copy: **VAULT Ayer 1300.5 .C5 096 1646 (NLO)**

20562  **Chile - Maps - 1646**
Authors: Ovalle, Alonso de, 1601-1651 -- Jesuits
-- Cavalli, Francisco, fl. 1646 -- Ovalle, Alonso de, 1601-1651. Historica relacione del regno di Cile ... (1646)
4 p. l., 378 p., 1 l., 12 : 18 woocuts (map, views, ill.) ; 27 cm.
Uniform title: Historica relación del reyno de Chile. Spanish
The 6, 12 p. at end (here bound out of order) consist of 18 woodcuts, with explanatory in letter-press.

In 7 books. The Spanish edition of the same date gives the same material in 8 books.

Translation of Historica relación del reyno de Chile.

Selected woodcut maps and views also cataloged separately.

LC Card Number: 03002751

Case F 996 .653 (NLO)

20563 Chile - Maps - 1656

Le Chili. Paris : chez Pierre Mariette, 1656 [i.e.1659?].

Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Somer, J. -- Ovalle, Alonso de, 1601-1651 -- Ovalle, Alonso de, 1601-1651 -- Jesuits -- Mariette, Pierre, 1603-1657 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (1658 [i.e. 1659?])

1 map : hand col. ; 53 x 37 cm.

Tiré de celuy qué Alf. de Oualle P. de la C. d. I., a fait imprimer a Rome en 1646 ...'

In: Sanson, Nicolas. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (Paris : Pierre Mariette, 1658 [i.e. 1659?]) v. 1, pl. [102]

VAULT Case oversize G1015 .S35 1658 v. 1, pl. [102] (PrCt)

20564 Chile - Maps - 1669>>>Argentina - Maps - 1669


1 map : hand col. ; 39 x 44 cm.

Scale [ca. 1:6,500,000].

Relief shown pictorially.


Baskes oversize G1015 .A77 1798, [p[tie 2], [plate 58] (NLO)

20565 Chile - Maps - 1671

Chili. [London : John Ogilby, 1671].

Authors: Ogilby, John, 1600-1676 -- Ogilby, John, 1600-1767. America : being the latest, and most accurate description of the New World ... (1671) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 28 x 35 cm.

Includes references 1-5.

In: Ogilby, John. America : being the latest, and most accurate description of the New World ... (London : Printed by the author, 1671) following p. 470.

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O3 1671 following p. 470 (PrCt)

20566 Chile - Maps - 1701<<<South America - Maps - 1701<<<Pepys Island (Imaginary Place) - Maps - 1701<<<Falkland Islands - Maps - 1701


Authors: Moll, Herman, -1732 -- Childe, Timothy -- Moll, Herman, -1732. A System of geography -- or, A new & accurate description of the earth 1701

1 map ; 16 x 18 cm.

Covers South America between 25-60°S.


Case folio G 117 .58 pt. 2, p. 214 (PrCt)

20567 Chile - Maps - 1703<<<Argentina - Maps - 1703<<<South America - Maps - 1703

Chili. [London : s.n., 1703].

Authors: Seller, John, fl. 1658-1698 -- Seller, John, fl. 1658-1698. A New system of geography : designed in a most plain and easie method ... (1703)

1 map ; 11 x 13 cm.

Anonymous map in Seller, John. A New system of geography : designed in a most plain and easie method ... (London : Jeremiah Seller ; Charles Price ; John Senex, 1703) map [49]. Covers South America between 25-47° S.

Case 3A 1704 map [49] (PrCt)


A Chart of the coast of South American from Anegada Bay to Cape Horn and from Cape Horn to Baldivia. [London : J. Knapton et al., 1728].

Authors: Harris, John, 1667?-1719 -- Knapton, James, -1738 -- Harris, John, 1667?-1719. Atlas maritimus & commercialis ... (1728) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 49 x 59 cm.

In: [Harris, John et al.] Atlas maritimus & commercialis ... (London : Printed for James and John Knapton [et al.], 1728) plate ’50’; printed number corrected in manuscript to ’47’.

oversize Ayer 135 .A83 1728 pl. [47] (PrCt)

20569 Chile - Maps - 1728 - Coasts - Nautical charts<<<Nautical charts - Chile - Maps -
1728 - Coasts <> Peru - Maps - 1728 - Coasts
- Nautical charts <> Nautical charts - Peru -
Maps - 1728 - Coasts <> Nautical charts
The Coast of Chili and Peru from Baldivia to Lima. [London : J. Knapton et al., 1728].
Authors: Harris, John, 1667?-1719 -- Knapton, James, -1738 -- Harris, John, 1667?-1719. Atlas maritimus & commercialis ... (1728) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 49 x 58 cm.
In: [Harris, John et al.] Atlas maritimus & commercialis ... (London : Printed for James and John Knapton [et al.], 1728) plate '51.
oversize Ayer 135 .A83 1728 pl. 51 (PrCt)

20573 Chile - Maps - 1806
Chili. [London] : Cadell and Davies [et al], 1806 [i.e. 1807].
Authors: Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826 -- Lowry, fl. 1802-1807 -- Cadell & Davies -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826. Modern geography ... (1807)
1 map ; 25 x 20 cm.
folio G 11 .693 v. 3, opp. p. 665 (PrCt)

20574 Chile - Maps - 1809 <> Robinson Crusoe Island (Juan Fernández Islands) - Maps - 1809
Chili. London : Cadell & Davies [et al], 1809 [i.e. 1815].
Authors: Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826 -- Hebert, Lewis, fl. 1809-1838 -- Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Cadell & Davies -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826. A Modern atlas : from the latest and best authorities ... (1815) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 68 x 48 cm.
"Drawn under the direction of Mr. Pinkerton by L. Hebert."
Running title in upper margin: Pinkerton's modern atlas.
Inset (6 x 11 cm.): Isola de Tierra, the easternmost of Juan Fernandez Isl[and]s.
oversize Ayer 135 .P6 1815 pl. [53] (PrCt)

20575 Chile - Maps - 1818 <> Robinson Crusoe Island (Juan Fernández Islands) - Maps - 1818
Chili / drawn under the direction of Mr. Pinkerton by L. Hebert ; Neele sculpt. 352 Strand.
Authors: Hebert, Lewis, fl. 1809-1838 -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826 -- Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Charles, H. -- Bradford and Inskeep -- Inskeep and Bradford -- Thomas, Moses, 1787-1865 -- Pinkerton, John,
### Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Entry</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Place of Publication</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20578</td>
<td>Chile - Maps - 1846</td>
<td>Gay, Claudio</td>
<td>Santiago : Museo Historia</td>
<td>1846</td>
<td>View in bottom margin (6 x 22 cm.): Valparaíso / Chile.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
20581 Chile - Maps - 1875>>Andes - Pictorial works - 1875
Atlant de la geografía física de la República de Chile. Paris : Instituto Geográfico de París, 1875. Authors: Pissis, Aimé, 1812-1889 -- Instituto Geográfico de París -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([2] l., 20 maps) : ill. (some col.) ; 31 x 44 cm.
Phillips 5144.
Ayer 135 .P67 1875 (NLO)

20582 Chile - Maps - 1895
Atlas de Chile. Santiago : E. Cadot, 1895. Authors: Tuerke, Juan -- Cadot, E. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 20 maps ; 333 x 252 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
References: Phillips 2757
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

20583 Chile - Maps - 1897
1 atlas : 1 leaf, 38 col. maps) ; 27 cm.
'Arregliado para la jeografía descriptiva de la republica de Chile por Enrique Espinoza.'
Maps drawn by F.A. Fuentes L. to accompany the 4th edition of Espinoza's Jeografía descriptiva, 1897.
At foot of each map: Dibujado por F.A. Fuentes L. ...
'A. Atlas de Chile es propiedad de Enrique Espinoza. Se ha hecho en la Biblioteca Nacional el deposito que prescribe la lei.'--T.p. verso.
Phillips 2758.
Ayer 135 E77 1897 (NLO)

20584 Chile - Maps - 1911>>Atlases, Chilean - 1911>>Geography - 1911
Mapa escolar de Chile : mandado hacer por órden del señor Ministro de Instrucción Pública ... / construido según los últimos datos geográficos en la Inspeccion Jral. de Geografía i Minas de la Dirección de Obras Públicas ; ingeniero jefe, José del C. Fuenzalida. [Santiago de Chile : s.n.], 1911. Authors: Chile. Inspección de Geografía y Minas -- Chile. Ministerio de Instrucción Pública -- Fuenzalida, José del C. -- Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Roddy, H. Justin (Henry Justin), 1856-1943 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (9 folded leaves of plates) : 9 folded col. maps ; 39 cm.
Cover title: Atlas de la República de Chile Scale 1:1,500,000.
Publisher's paper covered boards.
Title and date from map 9.
Vertical projections on versos of maps no. 2, 5 and 8.
"Litografía é empresión de Justus Perthes, Gotha."--Map 9.Owner's inscription: To the distinguished professor, Dr. H.J. Roddy, as a souvenir from a Chilean student at the Millersville Normal School, Louisa Lilli L., Millersville, Pa., Agosto 31, 1918.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 5146
LC Card Number: map59000580
Baskes folio G1750 .C43 1911 (NLO)

20585 Chile - Maps - 1913>>Juan Fernández Islands - Maps - 1913>>Islas Juan Fernández SEE Juan Fernández Islands>>Strip maps
Atlas comercial de la República de Chile. [Santiago, Chile?] : Federico Simon, [1913?]. Authors: Tuerke, Juan -- Simon, Federico -- Nueva Alemana (Santiago, Chile) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; on sheet 75 x 53 cm.
'Dibujado por Juan Tuke e publicado por Federico Simon.'
'Lit. e imp. La Nueva Alemana .... '
Strip map.
Insets (3 x 7 cm. and 25 x 7 cm.): Islas Juan Fernandez -- Costa de Chile ....
Includes vignettes of prominent Santiago buildings.
Ayer p133 .T91 (NLO)

20586 Chile - Maps - 1927
1 atlas : 25 col. maps ; 12 x 8 cm., in box 14 x 10 cm. + 1 legend
Maps printed on cards.
Descriptive text on verso of each map.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Stamp: A. Haak.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G5330 1927 .A85 (NLO)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

20587 Chile - Maps - 1943<<Chile - Maps - 1943 - Railroads<<Railroads - Maps
Guia del veraneante. Santiago, Chile : Ferrocarriles del Estado, 1943.
Authors: Chile. Dirección Jeneral de los Ferrocarriles del Estado -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 9 maps
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Authors: Chile. Dirección Jeneral de los Ferrocarriles del Estado -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 10 maps
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Authors: Empresa de los Ferrocarriles del Estado de Chile -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 7 maps
 Cf. OCLC 1493733.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

20590 Chile - Maps - 1968
Chile / [Central Intelligence Agency]. [Washington, D.C : The Agency], 1968.
Authors: United States. Central Intelligence Agency -- Magnus, Albert R.
1 map : col. ; 56 x 30 cm. on sheet 59 x 56 cm.
Scale 1:8,500,000; (W 90°--W 61°/S 19°--S 55°).
Relief shown by shading and spot heights.
In lower left margin: 58553 5
Includes insets of "Easter Island" and "Isla Sala y Gómez," location map, area comparison map, and 3 ancillary maps: Population. -- Vegetation. -- Economic Activity.
map4F G3200 1967 .U5, Chile (PrCt)

20591 Chile - Maps - 1973 - Language and languages<<Language and languages - Chile - Maps - 1973
Atlas lingüístico-etnográfico del sur de Chile : (ALESUCH). Valdivia : Instituto de Filología de la Universidad Austral de Chile, 1973-.
Authors: Araya, Guillermo
v. in : portfolios, chiefly maps ; 27 cm.
G1751 E3 A7 1973 (NLO)

20592 Chile - Maps - Collections, 1876-1967<<Argentina - Maps - Collections, 1876-1967<<Beagle Channel (Argentina and Chile) - Maps - Collections, 1876-1967<<Magellan, Strait of (Chile and Argentina) - Maps - Collections, 1876-1967<<Chile - Boundaries - Argentina - Maps - Facsimiles<<Argentina - Boundaries - Chile - Maps - Facsimiles<<Magellan, Strait of (Chile and Argentina) - Maps - Facsimiles
Relaciones chileno-argentinas, la controversia del Canal Beagle : una selección cartográfica = Chilean-Argentine relations, the Beagle Channel controversy : a cartographical selection.
Authors: Chile -- Imprimerie Atar S.A. -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library) -- Atar Imprimerie SEE Imprimerie Atar S.A.
1 atlas ([78] p., 33 leaves of plates (28 folded)) : 33 maps (chiefly col.); 34 cm.
Imprint from colophon.
Relief shown by hachures and shading. Scales differ.
Spanish and English.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 8013848
Baskes folio G1751.F2 R45 1979 (NLO)

20593 Chile - Maps - Collections<<Chile - Maps - Facsimiles<<Cartography - Chile - History
Authors: Medina, José Toribio, 1852-1930 -- Chile. Ejército -- Instituto Geográfico Militar (Chile) -- Campbell, Eila M. J. -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([17] leaves) : 15 maps (chiefly col.) ; 55 x 75 cm.
Facsimile reproductions of early maps of Chile.
Maps printed by Instituto Geográfico Militar de Chile.
Lacking accompanying text?
Scales differ.
Previously owned by Eila M. J. Campbell?
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 18324; LC 216
LC Card Number: map59000583
Baskes oversize G1750 .M43 1952 (NLO)

20594 Chile - Maps - Collections<<Chile - Maps - Facsimiles<<Cartography - Chile - History
Cartografía hispano colonial : texto con noticias históricas. Santiago de Chile : Imprenta

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Vert 575 (PrCT)

Chile - Tourism - 1970
Chile / prepared for by USIS - Santiago. [Santiago] : USIS - Santiago, [ca. 1970s].
Authors: USIS - Santiago
1 booklet (26 p) : photos, maps ; 28 cm.
Travel Vertical File G5330 1970 .U7 (PrCT)

Chili - Maps - 1851<<>>Argentina - Maps - 1851<<>>Buenos Aires (Argentina) - Maps - 1851 - Pictorial works
Authors: Rapkin, J. -- Tallis, John, 1817-1876 -- Winkles, Henry, 1800-ca. 1860 -- Lacey, W., fl. 1851 -- Martin, Robert Montgomery, 1803?-1868. Tallis's illustrated atlas, and modern history of the world ... (1851)
1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 22 cm. Inset views (8 x 5 cm. and smaller): Traveling post -- The Gobernador -- Rattlesnake -- Water seller of Buenos Ayres -- The Grand square, Bueno Ayres.
In: Martin, Robert Montgomery. Tallis's illustrated atlas, and modern history of the world ... (London ; New York : J. Tallis, 1851) pl. [72].
folio G1019 .M197 1851 pl. [72] (PrCT)

Chiloe (Chile) - Maps - 1646
Arcipelago di Chiloe. [Rome : F. Cavalli, 1646].
Authors: Ovalle, Alonso de, 1601-1651 -- Jesuits -- Cavalli, Francisco, fl. 1646 -- Ovalle, Alonso de, 1601-1651. Historica relatione del regno di Cile ... (1646)
1 map : 148 x 222 mm. In: Ovalle, Alonso de. Historica relatione del regno di Cile (Roma, F. Cauullo, 1646), separately (mis-)paginated woodcuts at end, p. 12 [i.e. 398]. Oriented with north to left. Scale not indicated. Woodcut; title from letterpress in upper margin. Letterpress in lower margin: In questo Archipelago e le Ysole delli Cioni, che sono piu di cinquanta, si fannole Missioni con immensi traugli, e pericoli della vita. For the same map in a Spanish language edition of the book, see VAULT Ayer 1300.5 C5 096 1646.
Case F 996 .653, p. [398] (PrCT)

Chiloe (Chile) - Maps - 1646
Archipelago di Chiloe. [Rome : F. Cavalli, 1646].
Authors: Ovalle, Alonso de, 1601-1651 -- Jesuits -- Cavalli, Francisco, fl. 1646 -- Ovalle, Alonso de, 1601-1651. Historica relatione del regno di Cile, y delas missiones, y ministerios que exercita en la Compania de lesys (1646) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 148 x 225 mm. In: Ovalle, Alonso de. Historica relatione del regno di Cile, y delas missiones, y ministerios que exercita en la Compania de lesys ... (Rome : F.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Cavalli, 1646), separately paginated woodcuts at end, p. 12 [i.e. 468].
Oriented with north to left.
Scale not indicated.
Woodcut; title from letterpress in upper margin.
Letterpress in lower margin: En este Archipiélago, y las Yslas de los Chonos, que son mas de cinquenta se hazen las misiones acosta de inmensos trabajos, y frequentes peligros dela vida.
For the same map in an Italian language edition of the book, see Case F 996 .653.
VAULT Ayer 1300.5 C5 O96 1646, p. [468] (PrCt)

20601 Chiltern Hills (England) - Maps - 1951
92 p. : ill. (some col.), maps ; 22 cm.
Maps by Geographical Projects, Ltd.
'A short reading list': p. 92.
'The About Britain guides are sponsored by the Brewer's society as their contribution to the Festival of Britain 1951.'--Inside front cover.
Series: About Britain ; no. 5
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes DA11 .A2 1951 no. 5 (NLO)

20602 China - Discovery and Exploration, European
Authors: Sykes, Percy Molesworth, Sir, 1867-1945
XV +233. 7 tab.
Cited in Imago Mundi annual bibliography.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

20603 China - Historical geography - Maps - 1920 - Korea - Historical geography - Maps - 1920 - Atlases, Chinese, -1920 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: China -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 30 maps ; 314 x 230 mm.
+loose
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)


1935 - Historical atlases
1 atlas (3 p. l., 5-112 p., 1 l. incl. 119 maps (part col.) diagrs.) ; 34 cm.
"London: Humphrey Milford, Oxford University Press"--Front endleaf.
"Drawn, printed and bound by Georg Westermann, Berlin ... Germany."--Title page verso.
"Selected bibliography": p. [85]-87.
Series: Harvard-Yenching Institute monograph series, v. 1
H 6920
folio F 66002 .39 (NLO)

xxxii, 88 p. ; 47 col. maps ; 30 cm.
Edited by Norton Ginsburg.
Maps on lining paper.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Authors: Herrmann, Albert, 1886-1945 -- Ginsburg, Norton Sydney -- Wheatley, Paul -- Edinburgh University Press
1 atlas (xxxii, 88 p. : ill. maps) ; 30 cm.
'General editor Norton Ginsburg ; prefatory essay by Paul Wheatley.'
Maps on lining paper.
Includes bibliographical references.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.


xxxii, 88 p. : 47 col. map plates ; 30 cm.

New ed.

Based on Herrmann, Albert. Historical and commercial atlas of China.

Edited by Norton Ginsburg; prefatory essay by Paul Wheatley.


Cf. Phillips 9517.

74-10943

ICN74

map4C 32 (NLO)


1 atlas (viii leaves of plates, (5 folded)) : hand col. ill., 7 maps ; 50 cm.

Maps engraved by Erhard.

Illustrations lithographed by Ch. Walter.

Relief shown by hachures; depths shown by soundings.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskets oversize G2306.S4 P46 1863 (NLO)


1 map ; on sheet 21 x 14 cm.


Shows area between India on the west, Japan on the east, Kamchatka on the north, and Borneo on the south.

Shows Burma Road, “Main guerilla bases,” and “Border region.”

Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.

Wing ZP 983 .S171, no. 440, p. 258 (PrCt)

China - Maps - 1137

[Hua I Thu = Map of China]. 1972.

1 map

Facsimile of anonymous map of China compiled 1137 AD.

temp map6F G7820 1137 .H8 1972 P5 (PrCt)

China - Maps - 1584-1588

Chinae, olim Sinarum regionis, noua descriptio / auctore Ludouico Georgio. [Antwerp : Christophe Plantin, 1584 [i.e. 1588].


1 map : hand col. ; 33 x 45 cm.

Oriented with north at right.

In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatro de la tierra vniversal (Antwerp : Christophe Plantin, 1588), [plate 93].

Printed no. 93 and Spanish letterpress text on verso beginning: China. Desta region ha escrito vn librillo ... .

Digital image of another copy available on Marcel P.R. van den Broecke's Cartographica Neerlandica website (accessed April 2012):


VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1588, [plate 93] (PrCt)

China - Maps - 1584-1606

Chinae, olim Sinarum regionis, noua descriptio / auctore Ludouico Georgio. [London : John Norton], 1584 [i.e. 1606].

Authors: Barbuda, Luis Jorge de, active 1575-1599 -- Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598 -- Norton, John, -1612 -- Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598. Theatrum orbis terrarum ... (1606) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 34 x 46 cm.

In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatrum orbis terrarum ... (London : J. Norton, 1606), [plate 106].

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of each volume.
Oriented with north at right.
Printed no. 106 and English letterpress text on verso beginning: China. Bernardino Scalintus hath in the ...

Digital image of another copy available on Marcel P.R. van den Broecke's Cartographic Neerlandica website (accessed August 2012):
http://www.orteliusmaps.com/book/or164.html


VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1606, [plate 106] (PrCt)

**20613**

China - Maps - 1590 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

**Ruggieri, Michele<>Ricci, Matteo, 1552-1610<>Cartography - China - History - 1590<>Jesuit cartography - China<>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles**


Authors: Ruggieri, Michele -- Lo Sardo, Eugenio -- Lume, Lucio -- Istituto poligrafico e Zecca dello Stato (Italy) -- Italy. Libreria dello Stato -- Archivio di Stato di Roma.

1 atlas (ix, 137 p., 80 folded leaves of plates) : ill., facsims., maps ; 47 cm.

Facsimile of ca.1590 manuscript atlas held by the library of the Archivio di Stato di Roma (ASR, Biblioteca, Manuscritti, ms. 493). Accompanied by modern commentaries and transcription of text; edited by Eugenio Lo Sardo. Map place names in Chinese; text in Latin with parts in Italian.

Includes bibliographical references (p. 3-8) and indexes.

ISBN 882400380X

oversize G2305 .R84 1993 (NLO)

**20616**

China - Maps - 1625


Authors: Cao, -- Saris, John, d. 1646 -- Purchas, Samuel, 1577?-1626 -- Purchas, Samuel, 1577?-1626. Purchas his pilgrimes (1625) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : copper engraving ; 27.5 x 35.4 cm.


The page numbers 400 and 401 are engraved in the upper corners of the plate, which is found between the text pages numbered 400 and 401; another copy of the map, with different page numbers, is in vol. 5 of Purchas (VAULT Ayer 110 P9 1625, v. 5, pp. 436-437).


Chapter 7, sec. 7 (pp. 401-404) relates to this map: The map of China, taken out of a China map, printed with Chinese characters, illustrated with notes, for the understanding thereof. Purchas says the source map came to him via Hakluyt, who got it from Captain John Saris, who...
in turn got it from a Chinese person living at Bantam. The original, said to be 4 x 5 feet, was all in Chinese and has been lost. It is very similar to the 1593 map by Cao < >. Digital image (of a copy with different page numbers) available on Hong Kong University website (accessed Dec. 2010): http://lbxml.ust.hk/mp_img/pdf/b534941.pdf

20617 China - Maps - 1625

Authors: Purchas, Samuel, 1577?-1626 -- Hondius, Jodocus, 1563-1612 -- Purchas, Samuel, 1577?-1626. Purchas his pilgrimes (1625) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : copper engraving ; 13.2 x 17.6 cm. on sheet 32 x 21 cm.

VAULT Ayer 110 .P9 1626, v. 3, p. 361 (PrCt)

20619 China - Maps - 1626

Authors: Purchas, Samuel, 1577?-1626 -- Hondius, Jodocus, 1563-1612 -- Purchas, Samuel, 1577?-1626. Purchas his pilgrimes (1626) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : copper engraving ; 13.2 x 17.6 cm. on sheet 32 x 21 cm.

VAULT Ayer 110 .P9 1626, p. 437 (PrCt)


Novus atlas Sinensis a Martino Martino, Soc. Iesu : descriptus et sereno. archiduci Leopoldo Guilielmo Austriaco dedicatus. [Amsterdam : Joan Blaeu, 1655].
Authors: Martini, Martino, 1614-1661 -- Blaeu, Joan, 1596-1673 -- Jesuits -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([10], 232, xvj, 44 p., [17] folded leaves of plates) : 17 hand col. maps ; 54 cm. (fol.) Uniform title: [Novus atlas Sinensis. French]
"Maps of Jesuit traveller Martinus Martini based on Chinese material from a much earlier date."--Shirely, R. Maps in the atlases of the British Library, T.Bla-1n.
Text in French; maps in Latin with latinized Chinese place names.
Issued separately as part 6 of Blaeu's "Le theatre du monde," the French language edition of his "Theatrum orbis terrarum."
Imperfect: lacking "Addition du royaume de Catay"
Initials: tail-pieces; text printed in double columns.
"Histoire de la guerre de Tartarie": 44 p. at end. Includes table of longitude and latitude.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Koeman, C. Atlantes Neerlandici, Bl 54, 2.511B; Phillips 3187; Shirley, R. Maps in the atlases of the British Library, T.Bla-1n

Baskes oversize G2305 .B5314 1655 (NLO)


Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Somer, J. -- Mariette, Pierre, 1603-1657 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (1658 [i.e. 1659?])

1 map : hand col. ; 40 x 54 cm.

In: Sanson, Nicolas. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (1658 [i.e. 1659?]) v. 1, pl. [10]

Damaged sections at side margins replaced with manuscript paste-on patches.

VAULT Case oversize G1015 .S35 1658 v. 1, pl. [10] (PrCt)

20622 China - Maps - 1658

La Chine royale. Paris : Pierre Mariette, 1656 [i.e. 1659?].

Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Somer, J. -- Mariette, Pierre, 1603-1657 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (1658 [i.e. 1659?])

1 map : hand col. ; 40 x 54 cm.

In: Sanson, Nicolas. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (Paris : Pierre Mariette, 1658 [i.e. 1659?]) v. 1, pl. [10]

Damaged sections at side margins replaced with manuscript paste-on patches.

VAULT Case oversize G1015 .S35 1658 v. 1, pl. [10] (PrCt)

20623 China - Maps - 1679

La Chine royale : cette carte n'est qu'un abregé d'une autre tresbelle, fort grande, et fort particuliere ... / par N. Sanson d'Abbeville, geographe ordinaire du roy ; Johannes Somer Pruthenus sculpsit. A Paris : Chez l'auteur, aux Galeries du Louvre, 1679.

Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Somer, J. -- Sanson, Guillaume -- Delamarche, Charles Francois, 1740-1817. Atlas general : contenant le detail des quatre parties du monde [1798?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 40 x 52 cm.

Guillaume Sanson is noted to have occupied the "Galeries du Louvre." Cf. Tooley, R.V. Tooley's dictionary of mapmakers (1999 ed.), v. Q-Z, p. 104.

Scale [ca. 1:9,500,000].

Relief shown pictorially.


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .A77 1798, [ptie 2], [plate 35] (NLO)

20624 China - Maps - 1680

Imperii Sinavrm nova descriptio. Amstelodami [Amsterdam] : Apud Gerard Valk et Petri Schenk, [ca. 1680?].

Authors: Loon, J. van, ca. 1611-1686 -- Schenk & Valck, Amsterdam -- Valck, G. (Gerard), 1651 or 2-1726 -- Schenk, Pieter, ca. 1698-1775 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).


Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Sack map4F G7820 1680 .L6 (PrCt)

20625 China - Maps - 1701

China. [London : T. Childe, 1701].

Authors: Moll, Herman, -1732 -- Childe, Timothy -- Moll, Herman, -1732. A System of geography -- or, A new & accurate description of the earth 1701

1 map ; 17 x 18 cm.


Case folio G 117 .58 pt. 2, p. 43 (PrCt)

20626 China - Maps - 1710

Imperii Sinavrm nova descriptio. Amstelenedami [Amsterdam] : Gerard Valk, et Petri Schenk [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher, 1710?].

Authors: Loon, J. van, ca. 1611-1686 -- Valck, G. (Gerard), 1651 or 2-1726 -- Schenk, Peter, 1660-1718 or 9 -- Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Visscher, Elizabeth, fl. 1702-1726 -- Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702. Atlas minor ... [1710?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 45 x 51 cm.

In: Visscher, Nicolaes. Atlas minor ... (Amstelenedami [Amsterdam] : ex officina Nicolai Visscher [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher], [1710?]) map [100].

Manuscript '102' in upper right.

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .V8 1700 map [100] (PrCt)

20627 China - Maps - 1721>>>Map printing - Woodcuts - Maps - 1721 - Facsimiles<<<Woodcuts

Der Jesuiten-Atlas der Kanghsi-Zeit, seine Entstehungsgeschichte nebst Namensindices für die Karten der Mandjurei, Mongolei, Ostturkestan, und Tibet, mit Wiedergabe der
Chinoise

Geographical, historical, chronological, and physical description of the empire of China, de la Tartarie chinoise, et du Thibet ... . La Haye : H. Scheurleer, 1737 [oversize Ayer 135 A6 1737]


LC Card Number: 04001237

Ayer 123 D9 1736 (NLO)

20631

China - Maps - 1737

Description géographique, historique, chronologique, politique, et physique de l'Empire de la Chine et de la Tartarie chinoise, enrichie des cartes générales et particulières de ces pays, de la carte générale et des cartes particulières du Thibet, & de la Corée, & ornée d'un grand nombre de figures & de vignettes gravées en taille-douce / par le p.J.B. Du Halde. ... . La Haye : H. Scheurleer, 1737 [oversize Ayer 135 A6 1737]


Lucas F. C. (Lucas, Francis Charles), 1823-1879

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

20632

China - Maps - 1737

Chinoise

The General history of China. Containing a geographical, historical, chronological, political and physical description of the empire of China, Chinese-Tartary, Corea and Thibet. Including an exact and particular account of their customs, manners, ceremonies, religion, arts and sciences ... Done from the French of P. Du Halde ...

London : J. Watts, 1736.

Authors: Du Halde, J.-B. (Jean-Baptiste), 1674-1743 -- Brookes, R. (Richard), active 1721-1763 -- Watts, John, d. 1763

4 v. : maps, ill., ports. ; 44 cm.

oversize Ayer 123 D9 1736 (NLO)

20629

China - Maps - 1736

The general history of China. Containing a geographical, historical, chronological, political and physical description of the empire of China, Chinese-Tartary, Corea and Thibet. Including an exact and particular account of their customs, manners, ceremonies, religion, arts and sciences ... Done from the French of P. Du Halde ...

London : J. Watts, 1736.

Authors: Du Halde, J.-B. (Jean-Baptiste), 1674-1743 -- Brookes, R. (Richard), active 1721-1763 -- Watts, John, d. 1763

4 v. : maps, ill., ports. ; 44 cm.

oversize Ayer 123 D9 1736 (NLO)

20628

China - Maps - 1735


Authors: Du Halde, J.-B. (Jean-Baptiste), 1674-1743 -- Jesuits -- Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d', 1697-1782 -- Le Mercier, Pierre-Gilles, 1698-1773 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- LeMercier, Pierre-Gilles, 1698-1773

1 v. : maps, ill., ports. ; 44 cm.

oversize Ayer 123 D9 1735 (NLO)

20630

China - Maps - 1736

China

Translation by Richard Brookes.

Unidentified armorial bookplate.

LC Card Number: 05009336

F 66 .245 (NLO)

20629

China - Maps - 1736

Korea

Translated by Richard Brookes.

Unidentified armorial bookplate.

LC Card Number: 05009336

F 66 .245 (NLO)

20631

China - Maps - 1737

Asia, Central

Issued with accompanying atlas: Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d', 1697-1782 -- Scheurleer, Henri, 18th cent. -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

4 v. (front. (v. 2) illus., plates (part fold.) fold. ports., maps (part fold.) plans (part fold.)) ; 26 cm.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

20632

China - Maps - 1737

Tibet

Issued with accompanying atlas: Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d', 1697-1782 -- Scheurleer, Henri, 18th cent. -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 12 maps ; 539 x 362 mm.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

20630

China - Maps - 1736

Tibet

Issued with accompanying atlas: Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d', 1697-1782 -- Scheurleer, Henri, 18th cent. -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

4 v. (front. (v. 2) illus., plates (part fold.) fold. ports., maps (part fold.) plans (part fold.)) ; 26 cm.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

20631

China - Maps - 1737

Asia, Central

Issued with accompanying atlas: Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d', 1697-1782 -- Scheurleer, Henri, 18th cent. -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 12 maps ; 539 x 362 mm.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)
20638 China - Maps - 1751
L'Empire de la Chine / dressé d'après les cartes de l'Atlas Chinois par le Sr. Robert de Vaugondy ... [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy], 1751.
Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1758?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 51 cm.
"Chine" -- oversize letterpress title stamped on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1757, [plate 98] (PrCt)

20639 China - Maps - 1751
L'Empire de la Chine / dressé d'après les cartes de l'Atlas Chinois par le Sr. Robert de Vaugondy ... [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy], 1751.
Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1790?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 51 cm.
"Chine" and "98" -- oversize letterpress title and number stamped on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1790, [plate 98] (PrCt)

20640 China - Maps - 1766
A New and accurate map of China drawn from surveys made by the Jesuit missionaries, by order of the emperor ... / by Eman. Bowen. [London : s.n., 1766].
Authors: Bowen, Emanuel, 1766 -- Bowen, Emanuel, 1766. The Maps and charts to The modern part of the universal history (1766) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 31 x 22 cm.
In: Bowen, Emanuel. The Maps and charts to The modern part of the universal history / [with maps by Emanuel Bowen and Thomas Kitchin]
(London : Printed for T. Osborne [et al.], 1766), [plate 28].
Manuscript nos. "XXVIII" at upper right and "28" on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .M3 1766, [plate 28] (NLO)

20641 China - Maps - 1769
Nouvelle carte de l'Empire de la Chine et les pays circonvoisins = Nieuwe kaart van't Keizerrijk China en de aangrenzende landen. Amsterdam : chez Isaac Tirion, [1769?].
Authors: Tirion, Isaak -- Tirion, Isaak. Nieuwe en beknopte hand-atlas ... (1748 [i.e. 1769?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 25 x 32 cm.
Verso numbered "N 89" in manuscript.
In: Tirion, Isaak. Nieuwe en beknopte hand-atlas ... (Amsterdam : Isaak Tirion, 1744 [i.e. 1769?]), plate [87].
oversize Ayer 135 .T55 1744, plate [87] (PrCt)

20642 China - Maps - 1774
Authors: Dunn, Samuel, -1794 -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Robert Sayer and John Bennett (Firm) -- Dunn, Samuel, -1794. A New atlas of the mundane system ... (1778) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 43 cm.
In: Dunn, Samuel. A New atlas of the mundane system ... (London : R. Sayer and J. Bennett, 1778), pl. 29. Title page dated 1778; map dated 1774.
oversize Ayer 135 .D85 1778 pl. 29 (PrCt)

Authors: Dunn, Samuel, -1794 -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Robert Sayer and John Bennett (Firm) -- Dunn, Samuel, -1794. A New atlas of the mundane system ... (1778) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 43 cm.
In: Dunn, Samuel. A New atlas of the mundane system ... (London : R. Sayer and J. Bennett, 1778), pl. 30. Title page dated 1778; map dated 1774.
oversize Ayer 135 .D85 1778 pl. 30 (PrCt)

20644 China - Maps - 1779
L'Empire de la Chine, avec la Tartarie Chinoise d'apres l'Atlas Chinois / A Paris par M. Bonne. À Venise [Venice] : par P. Santini ; chez Mr. Remondini, 1779.
Authors: Bonne, Rigobert, 1727-1794 -- Santini, P. -- Remondini, Giuseppe Antonio, 1747-1811 -- Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les
meillures cartes modernes (1784 [i.e. 1807?]) --
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 52 cm.
In: Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les
meillures cartes modernes (Venice : par P.
Santini, rue Ste. Justine, chez M. Remondini,
1784 [i.e. 1807?]), v. 2, no. ”P. II. 34”
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
**Baskes oversize G1015 .S4 1807, v. 2, no. 34**

20645

**China - Maps - 1780<<>>Korea - Maps -**
**1780<<>>Japan - Maps - 1780**
Carte de l'empire de la Chine, de la Tartarie
Chinoise et du royaume de Corée: avec les isles
du Japon / par M. Bonne, Ingénieur-Hydrographe
1780?].
Authors: Bonne, Rigobert, 1727-1794 -- Pellet,
J.-L. (Jean-Léonard) -- Bonne, Rigobert,
1727-1794. Atlas de toutes les parties connues
du globe terrestre ... [1780?] -- William B.
Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 31 x 20 cm.
"Liv. I. II. III. V." -- At upper left.
"No. 16." -- At upper right.
Inset (10 x 6 cm.): Isles Moluques ....
In: Bonne, Rigobert. Atlas de toutes les parties
connues du globe terrestre, dressé pour l'Histoire
philosophique et politique des établissements et
du commerce des Européens dans les deux
[map 16].
Forms part of the William B. Greenlee Collection
(Newberry Library).
**Greenlee 4891 .B71 1780 [map 16]** (PrCt)

20646

**China - Maps - 1786<<>>Japan - Maps - 1786**
China: divided into its great provinces and the
Isles of Japan / by Samuel Dunn. London :
Printed for Robt. Sayer ... , as the Act directs, 10
June 1786.
Authors: Dunn, Samuel, -1794 -- Sayer, Robert,
1725-1794 -- Dunn, Samuel, -1794. A New atlas
of the mundane system ... [1789?] -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 31 x 44 cm., on sheet 47 x 57
cm.
Scale [ca. 1:9,500,000]
Relief shown pictorially.
Prime meridian: Ferro.
In: Dunn, Samuel. A New atlas of the mundane
system, or, Of geography and cosmography ...
(London : Printed for Robert Sayer and Co.,
[1789?]), [plate 29].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
**Baskes oversize G1015 .D86 1789 [plate 29]**

20647

**China - Maps - 1786<<>>Mongolia - Maps -**
**1786<<>>Korea - Maps - 1786**
A Map of Chinese Tartary with Corea / by
Samuel Dunn. London : Printed for Robt. Sayer
... as the Act directs, 10 June, 1786.
Authors: Dunn, Samuel, -1794 -- Sayer, Robert,
1725-1794 -- Dunn, Samuel, -1794. A New atlas
of the mundane system ... [1789?] -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 44 cm., on sheet 47 x 57
cm.
Scale [ca. 1:10,000,000]
Relief shown pictorially.
Prime meridian: Ferro.
In: Dunn, Samuel. A New atlas of the mundane
system, or, Of geography and cosmography ...
(London : Printed for Robert Sayer and Co.,
[1789?]), [plate 30].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
**Baskes oversize G1015 .D86 1789 [plate 30]**

20648

**China - Maps - 1794**
The Empire of China with its principal divisions.
1794 [i.e. 1816?].
Authors: Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d',
1697-1782 -- Bonven, Maurice -- Laurie & Whittle
-- Faden, William, 1749-1836 -- Faden, William,
1749-1836. [General atlas of modern geography ...
] [1775-1816] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 61 cm.
[W]ith improvements and additions from the
maps of Monsr. d'Anville.'
In: Faden, William [and others]. [General atlas of
modern geography : a collection of large scale
maps and charts of all parts of the world]
([London, etc. : W. Faden, etc., 1775-1816]) v. 2,
pl. [13].
Imprint on map: Published by Laurie and Whittle ...
12th May 1794.
Verso handstamped '10.
**oversize Ayer 135 .G32 1775 v. 2, pl. [13]**

20649

**China - Maps - 1794**
The Empire of China with its principal divisions /
drawn from surveys made by the Jesuits ; with
improvements and additions from the maps of
Monsr. D'Anville ; M. Bowen sculpt. London :
Laurie & Whittle, 12th May, 1794.
Authors: Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d',
1697-1782 -- Jesuits -- Bowen, Maurice -- Laurie
& Whittle -- Laurie & Whittle. A New and elegant
imperial sheet atlas comprehending general and
particular maps of every part of the world ...
[1801?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry
Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 62 cm.
In Robert Laurie and James Whittle. A New and
elegant imperial sheet atlas comprehending
general and particular maps of every part of
the world ... (London : printed and published by R.
Laurie and J. Whittle, 1800 [i.e. 1801?] no. 42.
China divided into its great provinces according to the best authorities. Philadelphia : M. Carey, 1796.
Authors: Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Guthrie, William, 1708-1770 -- Tanner, Benjamin, 1775-1848 -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839.

Authors: Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823. A New and elegant general atlas comprising all the new discoveries, to the present time ... (1804) -- John Conrad & Co. -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 24 x 16 cm.(part extant)
In: Arrowsmith, Aaron. A New and elegant general atlas comprising all the new discoveries, to the present time ... (1804) -- John Conrad & Co. -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 24 x 16 cm.(part extant)

China divided into its great provinces according to the best authorities. Philadelphia : M. Carey, 1796.
Authors: Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Guthrie, William, 1708-1770 -- Tanner, Benjamin, 1775-1848 -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839.

Authors: Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823. A New and elegant general atlas comprising all the new discoveries, to the present time ... (1804) -- John Conrad & Co. -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 24 x 16 cm.(part extant)
In: Arrowsmith, Aaron. A New and elegant general atlas comprising all the new discoveries, to the present time ... (1804) -- John Conrad & Co. -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 24 x 16 cm.(part extant)

A New atlas of the mundane system ... (successors to the late Mr. Robert Sayer), 1800, [plate 29]
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

20651 China - Maps - 1794 - Mongolia - Maps - 1794
A Map of Chinese Tartary with Corea / by Samuel Dunn. London : Laurie & Whittle, 1794.
Authors: Dunn, Samuel, -1794 -- Laurie & Whittle -- Dunn, Samuel, -1794. A New atlas of the mundane system ... (1800) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 44 cm., on sheet 47 x 59 cm.
"Published by Laurie & Whittle, 53 Fleet Street London, as the Act directs, 12th May, 1794."
Scale [ca. 1:9,500,000]
Relief shown pictorially.
Prime meridian: Ferro.
In: Dunn, Samuel. New atlas of the mundane system, or, Of geography and cosmography ... (London : Printed and published by Robert Laurie and James Whittle ... (successors to the late Mr. Robert Sayer), 1800), [plate 29]
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

20654 China - Maps - 1797 - Korea - Maps - 1797
La Cina delineata sulle osservazioni. Rome : Calcolografia camerale, 1798 [i.e. 1801].
Authors: Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824 -- Calcolografia camerale (Rome, Italy) -- Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824. Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (1792-1801) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 43 cm.
In: Cassini, Giovanni Maria. Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (Rome : Presso la Calcolagrafica camerale, 1792-1801) v. 3 pl. 8.
Map dated 1797.

20655 China - Maps - 1804
Authors: Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823. A New and elegant general atlas comprising all the new discoveries, to the present time ... (1804) -- John Conrad & Co. -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 24 x 16 cm.(part extant)
In: Arrowsmith, Aaron. A New and elegant general atlas comprising all the new discoveries, to the present time ... (1804) -- John Conrad & Co. -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 24 x 16 cm.(part extant)
20657 China - Maps - 1804

China divided into its great provinces according to the best authorities. Philadelphia : Mathew Carey, 1804.
Authors: Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Tanner, Benjamin, 1775-1848 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 24 x 20 cm.
In: Arrowsmith, Aaron. A New and elegant general atlas comprising all the new discoveries, to the present time ... (Philadelphia [etc.] : J. Conrad & Co. [and others], 1804) pl. 25
Ayer 135 .A65 1804 pl. 25 (PrCr)

20658 China - Maps - 1809

China. London : Cadell & Davies [et al], 1809 [i.e. 1815].
Authors: Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826 -- Hebert, Lewis, fl. 1809-1838 -- Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Cadell & Davies -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826. A Modern atlas : from the latest and best authorities ... (1815) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 54 x 51 cm.
In: Carey, Mathew. Carey's General atlas ... (Philadelphia : Published by Mathew Carey, April 24th, 1804) pl. 20.
oversize Ayer 135 .C27 1804 pl. 20 (PrCr)

20659 China - Maps - 1811

Authors: Cary, John, approximately 1754-1835 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 44 x 50 cm.
In: Cary, John. Cary's New universal atlas, containing distinct maps of all the principal states and kingdoms throughout the world (London: Printed for J. Cary, 1811 [i.e. 1812?]) pl. [42].
Printed paste-on no. 46.
oversize Ayer 135 .C3 1811 pl. 42 (PrCr)

20660 China - Maps - 1813

Authors: Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Neele, George -- Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824. Neele's general atlas : consisting of a complete set of maps compiled from the best authorities ... (1814 [i.e. 1815]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 22 x 27 cm.
In: Neele, Samuel John and George. Neele’s general atlas : consisting of a complete set of maps compiled from the best authorities, and including all the new discoveries (London : [Samuel and George Neele] ; Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme, and Brown ; Cadell & Davies, 1814 [i.e. 1815]), [plate 47].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Engraved no. XXXI at lower right.
Baskes folio G1019 .N4 1814, [plate 47] (PrCr)

20661 China - Maps - 1815

Authors: Scott, Robert, 1777-1841 -- Thomson & Co. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1821?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 57 x 51 cm.
In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (Edinburgh ; London ; Dublin : John Thomson and Company ; Baldwin, Craddock, and Joy ; John Cumming, 1817, [i.e. 1821?]) map 39.
Printed paste-on label 'No. 39' on verso.
oversize Ayer 135 .T4 1817 map 39 (PrCr)

20662 China - Maps - 1815

Authors: Scott, Robert, 1777-1841 -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (Edinburgh ; London ; Dublin : John Thomson and Company ; Baldwin, Craddock, and Joy ; John Cumming, 1817, [i.e. 1821?]) map 39.
Engraved 'No. 39' at upper left.
oversize Ayer 135 .T4 1817 map 39 (PrCr)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
20663  China - Maps - 1817<<<<<<<<Korea - Maps - 1817

China. [Edinburgh : A. Constable and Co., 1817 [i.e. 1823].
Authors: Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Hall, Sidney -- Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823. A New general atlas constructed from the latest authorities ... (1823) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 19 x 24 cm.
In: Arrowsmith, Aaron. A New general atlas constructed from the latest authorities ... Exhibiting the boundaries and divisions, also the chains of mountains and other geographical features of all the known countries in the world (Edinburgh ; London : A. Constable & Co., 1823), pl. 35.

Case oversize F 006 .48 pl. 23 (PrCt)

20664  China - Maps - 1818

China / drawn under the direction of Mr. Pinkerton by L. Hebert ; Neele sculpt. 352 Strand. Philada. [Philadelphia] : Published by Dobson, [1818].
Authors: Hebert, Lewis, fl. 1809-1838 -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1824 -- Dobson, Thomas, 1751-1823 -- Thomas Dobson and Son -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826. A Modern atlas : from the latest and best authorities exhibiting the various divisions of the world ... (1818)
1 map : hand col. ; 54 x 51 cm.
Running title: Pinkerton's modern atlas
In: Pinkerton, John. A Modern atlas : from the latest and best authorities exhibiting the various divisions of the world ... (Philadelphia : Thomas Dobson & Son, 1818), plate [31]

Case oversize G1019 .P56 1818, plate [31] (PrCt)

20665  China - Maps - 1820<<<<<<<<Korea - Maps - 1820

China and the tributary kingdom of Corea ... Philada. [Philadelphia] : M. Carey & Son, 1820.
Authors: Gros, C. -- Lavoisne, C. V. -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- M. Carey & Son -- Kneass, William, 1780-1840 -- Yeager, Joseph, approximately 1792-1859 -- Young & Delleker -- Lavoisne, C. V. A Complete genealogical, historical, chronological and geographical atlas ... (1820)
1 map : hand col. ; 21 x 26 cm.
In: Lavoisne, C. V. A Complete genealogical, historical, chronological and geographical atlas ... (Philadelphia : Published by M. Carey and Son ; printed by T.H. Palmer ..., 1820) map [23].
Printed plate 'No. 64.'
Added title: Geographical and historical map of China.

oversize F 006 .48 pl. 23 (PrCt)

20666  China - Maps - 1821<<<<<<<<Korea - Maps - 1821

China and the tributary kingdom of Corea. Philadelphia : M. Carey and Sons, 1821.
Authors: Lavoisne, C. V. -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Gros, C. -- Kneass, William, 1780-1840 -- Yeager, Joseph, approximately 1792-1859 -- Young & Delleker -- Lavoisne, C. V. A Complete genealogical, historical, chronological, and geographical atlas ... (1821)
1 map : hand col. ; 21 x 26 cm.
In: Lavoisne, C. V. A Complete genealogical, historical, chronological, and geographical atlas ... (Philadelphia : M. Carey and Sons, 1821) pl. [23].
Printed plate 'No. 64.'
Added title: Geographical and historical map of China.

Case oversize G1030 .L4 1821 pl. 23 (PrCt)

20667  China - Maps - 1822

Authors: Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1822?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 56 x 50 cm.
In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (Edinburgh ; London : Printed by G. Ramsay and Co. ; Baldwin, Cradock and Joy ; John Cumming, 1821 [i.e. 1822?]), v. 2, map 39.
Engraved 'No. 39' at upper left.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1821, v. 2, map 39 (NLO)

20668  China - Maps - 1825

China. [Philadelphia ; New York etc. Samuel F. Bradford and Murray, Fairman and Co., Peter A. Mesier etc., 1825?].
1 map ; 23 x 38 cm.

Ayer 135 .R29 plate [29] (PrCt)

20669  China - Maps - 1826<<<<<<<<Korea - Maps - 1826

China. Philadelphia : A. Finley, [1826].
Authors: Finley, A. (Anthony) Young & Delleker -- Finley, A. (Anthony). A New general atlas, comprising a complete set of maps, representing the grand divisions of the globe ... (1826)
1 map : hand col. ; 21 x 28 cm.
In: Finley, Anthony. A New general atlas,
comprising a complete set of maps, representing the grand divisions of the globe ... (Philadelphia : A. Finley, 1826) pl. 55.

Case folio G1019 .F5 1826 pl. 55 (PrCt)

20670 China - Maps - 1827
Impero della Cina. 1827.
Authors: Jesuits -- Jesuits. Letters from Missions (1825-1829)
1 map : hand col. ; 24 x 19 cm.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scale [ca. 1:12,250,000].
China
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1829 map 39 (NLO)

20671 China - Maps - 1829
Authors: Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (1829) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 57 x 50 cm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Engraved no. '39' at upper left.

Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1829 map 39 (NLO)

20672 China - Maps - 1831<>Korea - Maps - 1831
China. Edinburgh : D. Lizards, [1831?].
Authors: Lizards, Daniel, 1760-1812 -- Hamilton, John, fl. 1831 -- Lizards, Daniel, 1760-1812. The Edinburgh geographical and historical atlas ... [1831?]
1 map : hand col. ; 35 x 42 cm.
In: Lizards, Daniel. The Edinburgh geographical and historical atlas ... (Edinburgh [etc.] : John Hamilton [and others, 1831?] pl. [43].
Engraved plate no. 'L'.
oversize G 10 .514 pl. [43] (PrCt)

20673 China - Maps - 1832
Authors: Arrowsmith, John, 1790-1873 -- Arrowsmith, John, 1790-1873. The London atlas of universal geography ... [1837] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 61 cm.
Engraved no. "32" at lower right.
In: Arrowsmith, John. [The London atlas of universal geography : exhibiting the physical & political divisions of the various countries of the world, constructed from original materials] [London : J. Arrowsmith, 1837], map 32.

oversize Ayer 135 .S67 1844 v. 1, pl. [109] (PrCt)

20674 China - Maps - 1833
Authors: Young & Delleker -- Finley, A. (Anthony) -- Finley, A. (Anthony). A New general atlas ... (1833) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 22 x 28 cm.
In: Finley, Anthony. A New general atlas : comprising a complete set of maps, representing the grand divisions of the globe ... (Philadelphia : Anthony Finley, 1833), plate 56.
Sheet corner numbered 56.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1019 .F5 1833, plate 56 (PrCt)

20675 China - Maps - 1834<>Japan - Maps - 1834
Authors: Russo, Giosuè, 1781-1840 -- Rossi, Antonio, fl. 1834-1847 -- Russo, Luigi, fl. 1834-1836 -- Galanti, Luigi. Atlante di geografia moderna ... (1834-1836 [i.e. 1847?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 31 x 41 cm.
In: Galanti, Luigi. Atlante di geografia moderna : in 30 carte (Naples : Luigi Galanti, 1834-1836 [i.e. 1847?]), plate 23
Engraved no. 23 at upper right.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1019 .G23 1836, plate 23 (PrCt)

20676 China - Maps - 1834<>Southeast Asia - Maps - 1834
China and the Birman empire with parts of Cochín-China and Siam. [London] : Chapman and Hall, 1834 [i.e.1844].
1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 36 cm.

oversize Ayer 135 .S67 1844 v. 1, pl. [109] (PrCt)

20677 China - Maps - 1840
Map of China. [Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, 1840].
Authors: Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846 -- Lea & Blanchard -- Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846. The
Encyclopaedia of geography ... (1840)
1 map : 9 x 11 cm.
Keyed to dozens of references in bottom margin.
Wax engraving.
G 11 .607 v. 2, p. 402 (PrCt)

20679 China - Maps - 1841
Authors: Archer, Joshua, fl. 1833-1866 -- Grattan & Gilbert -- Mudie, Robert, 1777-1842. Gilbert's modern atlas of the earth ... (1841) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 27 x 22 cm.
Running title at bottom left: Gilbert's modern atlas In: Mudie, Robert. Gilbert's modern atlas of the earth ... (London : Grattan and Gilbert, [1841?]), [plate 26].
Baskes folio G1019 .M83 1841, [plate 26] (PrCt)

20680 China - Maps - 1841
China : the interior and the sea coast. [London] : Chapman and Hall, 1841 [i.e.1844].
1 map : hand col.; 38 x 30 cm.
'Chiefly from Du Halde and the Jesuits, 1710 to 1718.'
oversize Ayer 135 .S67 1844 v. 1, pl. [108] (PrCt)

20684 China - Maps - 1847-1848
China. [Philadelphia : S. Augustus Mitchell, 1847].
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868. A New universal atlas containing maps of the various empires, kingdoms, states, and republics of the world ... (Philadelphia : S. Augustus Mitchell, 1847) pl. [68].
Printed plate no. '67' lined out and replaced with manuscript '68.
oversize G 10 .579 pl. [68] (PrCt)

20685 China - Maps - 1848
Authors: Williams, S. Wells (Samuel Wells), 1812-1884 -- Orr, John William, 1815-1887 --

20688 China - Maps - 1853 New map of Tong-King, Anam and part of Cochihin-China, and the frontiers of China, with plans of Hanoi and Huê ... London : Wyld, 1883. Authors: Wyld, James, 1812-1887 1 map : 65 x 47 cm., folded to 19 cm. Scale [ca. 1:1,267,200]; '20 miles to an inch.' Insets: Plan of Huê -- Hanoi -- Anam -- Cochihin-China.

20689 China - Maps - 1855-1856 Guan-hou. (China) - Maps - 1855-1856. New map of Tonghoo, Anam, and part of Cochin-China, and the frontiers of China, with plans of Hanoi and Huê ... London : Wyld, 1883. Authors: Martin, Robert Montgomery, 1803?--1868. Tallis's illustrated atlas, and modern history of the world ... (1851) 1 map : hand col. ; 23 x 31 cm.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
China - Maps - 1860<<>>Xiamen (Xaime Shan, China) - Maps - 1860<<>>Gaugzhou (China) -1860
Authors: Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884 -- Johnson & Browning -- Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884. Johnson's new illustrated (steel plate) family atlas ... (1860)
1 map : hand col. ; 32 x 37 cm.
Insets: Passage up to Shanghai -- Passage up to Ningpo -- City of Canton -- Harbor & island of Amoy -- River Min.
Scale not given.
For 1847 and 1884 eds. of the map, see OCLC 41751706 and OCLC 48176272.
64912
NL 33-4938
G 1066 .97 (NLO)

China - Maps - 1861
Map of the Chinese empire. Comp. from native & foreign authorities by S.W. Williams. New York : [s.n.?], 1861.
Authors: Williams, S. Wells (Samuel Wells), 1812-1884
1 map : 68 x 48 cm. fold. to 26 x 18 cm.
Insets: Passage up to Shanghai -- Passage up to Ningpo -- City of Canton -- Harbor & island of Amoy -- River Min.
Scale not given.
For 1847 and 1884 eds. of the map, see OCLC 41751706 and OCLC 48176272.
64912
NL 33-4938
G 1066 .97 (NLO)

China - Maps - 1861<<>>Japan - Maps - 1861
Authors: Johnston, Alexander Keith, 1804-1871 -- W. & A.K. Johnston Limited -- William Blackwood and Sons -- Johnston, Alexander Keith, 1804-1871. The Royal atlas of modern geography ... (1861)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 58 cm.
Inset (24 x 20 cm.): Islands of Japan.
Running title: Keith Johnston’s general atlas.
In: Johnston, Alexander Keith. The Royal atlas of modern geography : exhibiting, in a series of entirely original and authentic maps ... (Edinburgh and London : William Blackwood and Sons, 1861), map 34.
oversize G 10 .456, map 34 (PrCt)

China - Maps - 1866<<>>Japan - Maps - 1866
Chinese empire and Japan / J. Bartholomew, F.R.G.S. London & Liverpool : George Philip & Son, [1866].
Authors: Bartholomew, John, 1831-1893 -- Hughes, William, 1817-1876. Grand atlas universel : ou collection de cartes nouvelles ... (1866) -- George Philip & Son
1 map : col. ; 49 x 63 cm.
No. “35” printed on verso.
oversize G 10 .42, plate 35 (PrCt)

China - Maps - 1868<<>>Japan - Maps - 1868<<>>Guangzhou Region (China) - Maps - 1868<<>>Hong Kong Region (China) - Maps - 1868
Authors: Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884 -- Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884. Johnson’s new illustrated family atlas of the world ... (1869) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 38 x 54 cm.
“Entered according to act of Congress in the year 1868, by A.J. Johnson in the Clerk's Office of the District Court of the United States for the Southern District of New York.”
Inset (12 x 9 cm.): Vicinity of Canton and Hong Kong.
In: Johnson, Alvin Jewett. Johnson’s new illustrated family atlas of the world ... (New York : A.J. Johnson, publisher, 1869), [plate 54]
Sheet corners numbered 106 and 107.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1019.J5 1869, [plate 54] (PrCt)

China - Maps - 1872<<>>Zhoushan Archipelago (China) - Maps - 1872<<>>Pearl River Estuary (China) - Maps - 1872<<>>Island of Chusan (China) SEE Zhoushan Archipelago (China)<<>>Chusan Island (China) SEE Zhoushan Archipelago (China)
Insets (6 x 10 cm. and 10 x 10 cm.): Island of Chusan -- Estuary of the Canton River from Hong Kong to Canton. From the Admiralty surveys.
Printed plate no. "LVIII" in top corners and pasted on verso.
Case oversize G1019.A38 1872, plate [68] (PrCt)
20697  China - Maps - 1883
China. Chicago: Cram, [1883].
Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928. Cram's unrivaled family atlas of the world (1883)
1 map : col. ; 35 x 29 cm.
folio G1019 .G463 1883b, p. 118-119 (PrCt)

20698  China - Maps - 1885
Authors: Bartholomew, John, 1831-1893 -- Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- Adam and Charles Black (Firm). Black's general atlas of the world ... (1885)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 54 cm.
In: Adam and Charles Black. Black's general atlas of the world : embracing the latest discoveries, new boundaries, and other changes, accompanied by introductory letterpress and index (Edinburgh : Adam and Charles Black, 1885), plate 34.
oversize G1019 .B63 1885, plate 34 (PrCt)

20699  China - Maps - 1885
Authors: Richthofen, Ferdinand von -- Dietrich Reimer Verlag (Berlin, Germany) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 27 maps ; 460 x 580 mm.
Phillips 3191
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

20700  China - Maps - 1885 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Japan -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 11 maps ; 178 x 125 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

20701  China - Maps - 1887<<>>Japan - Maps - 1887
China. [Chicago : George F. Cram, 1887].
Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928. Cram's standard American atlas of the world (1887)
1 map : col. ; 26 x 39 cm.
'Engraved expressly for the Standard World Atlas.'
Inset (15 x 13 cm.): Islands of Japan.
Case oversize G1019 .G455 1887, p. 280 (PrCt)

20702  China - Maps - 1888<<>>Southeast Asia - Maps - 1888
Rand, McNally & Co.'s China, etc. Chicago : Rand, McNally & Co., [1888].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company. Rand, McNally & Co.'s improved indexed business atlas and shipper's guide ... (1888) -- Rand McNally and Company. Commercial atlas (1888)
1 map : col. ; 51 x 31 cm.
Title in right margin.
In Rand, McNally & Co.'s improved indexed business atlas and shipper's guide ... (Chicago: Rand McNally, 1888) p. 590-591.
oversize RMcN atlas .C7 1888, p. 590-591 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

- China - Maps - 1900-1906
- China - History - Boxer Rebellion, 1899-1901 - Maps
- Boxer Rebellion, China, 1899-1901 SEE China - History - Boxer Rebellion, 1899-1901
- China vs. the world. Washington, D.C. Published by the National Tribune, 1900.
- Authors: National Tribune (Organization) -- Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
- 1 atlas (18 p.) : ill., 8 col. maps, ports. ; 38 cm.
- Cover title.
- Maps by G.F. Cram?
- Series: Old Glory library ; no. 36
- Scales differ.
- Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
- Baskes folio G2305 .N38 1900 (NLO)

- China - Maps - 1900 - Newspaper maps
- China - History - Boxer Rebellion, 1899-1901 - Maps
- Authors: American Lithographic Co. -- Chicago tribute (September 16, 1900)
- 1 map : col. ; 39 x 26 cm. on sheet 52 x 37 cm.
- "Supplement to the Chicago Tribune, Sunday, September 16th 1900."
- Chinese figures, banners, and lanterns in left and top margins.
- Inset: Peking, to Gulf of Pechili.
- Digital image of another copy available on Murray Hudson Antique Maps website (accessed December 2011): http://www.murrayhudson.com/antique_maps/countries_maps/04636m.jpg
- Maps2F G7820 1900 .A5 (PrCt)

- China - Maps - 1901
- Authors: Madrolle, Claudius
- 1 v. : 5 map plates ; 29 cm.
- F 6603.545 (NLO)

- China - Maps - 1906
- Authors: Willis, Bailey, 1857-1949
- 1 v.
- Phillips 03194
- Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 1064 M 7566.14 (NLO)

- China - Maps - 1908 - Missions
- China - Maps - 1908 - Ecclesiastical geography
- Missions - China - Maps - 1908
- Ecclesiastical geography - China -

20712 China - Maps - 1910-1919
- Asia - Maps - 1910-1919
- Japan - Maps - 1910-1919
- Authors: William Collins Sons and Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- William Collins Sons and Co. The Collegiate atlas ...
- 1 atlas : ill., 33 maps ; 36 cm.
- Includes index.
- Bookseller's label: Dietrich Reimer Berlin.
- Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
- References: Phillips 3195
- LC Card Number: map09000005
- Baskes folio G2305 .S73 1908 (NLO)

- China - Maps - 1912
- Korea - Maps - 1912
- Authors: Madrolle's handbooks -- Hachette (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
- 1 v. : 43 maps
- 1st ed.
- Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
- Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)
20714 China - Maps - 1917
Complete atlas of China : containing separate maps of the eighteen provinces of China proper on the scale of 1:3,000,000 and of the four great dependencies on the scale of 1:7,500,000 together with an index to all the names on the maps with the latitude and longitude of each place, all railways, telegraph stations, ports, & protestant mission stations marked / specially prepared by Edward Stanford for the China Inland Mission. London ; Philadelphia : China Inland Mission, 1917.
Authors: Stanford, Edward, 1827-1904 -- Edward Stanford Ltd. -- China Inland Mission -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (v, 16 p., 22 [i.e. 23] leaves of plates) : 23 col. maps (some folded) ; 35 cm.
2nd ed.
Includes index.
Publisher’s red cloth binding with gold stamping.
Scales differ.
Illegible owner’s inscription.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 5296
Baskes folio G2305 .S78 1917 (NLO)

20715 China - Maps - 1923
Authors: Japan. Tetsudosho -- Japan. Official guides -- Japan. Tetsudoin -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 33 maps
Vol. D.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

20716 China - Maps - 1932<<<China - Geography - 1932
Authors: Joüon, René -- Imprimerie de la Mission catholique (Shanghai, China) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Imprimerie de l’Orphelinat de T’ou-sè-wè, Zi-ka-wei SEE Imprimerie de la Mission catholique (Shanghai, China) -- Imprimerie de l’Orphelinat de la Mission catholique (Shanghai, China) -- Orphanage Imprimerie (Shanghai, China) SEE Imprimerie de la Mission catholique (Shanghai, China) -- Catholic Orphanage Imprimerie (Shanghai, China) SEE Imprimerie de la Mission catholique (Shanghai, China)
1 atlas (iv, 82 p., [52] p. of plates) : ill., 62 maps (chiefly col.) ; 32 cm.
3e éd. (au cadre définitif).
Cover title.
Place of publication and publisher from back cover; publication date from front cover.
French and Chinese.
Map inside back cover.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 9563
Baskes folio G2305 .J68 1932 (NLO)

20717 China - Maps - 1941<<<East Asia - Maps - 1941
A New atlas of China : land, air and sea routes / by Marthe Rajchman ; descriptive text by the staff of Asia Magazine ; with an introduction by H.E. Yarnell. New York : Published for Asia Magazine by the John Day Company, c1941.
Authors: Rajchman, Marthe -- Asia Magazine Inc. -- John Day Company -- Chicago tribune -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (24 p.) : 10 maps ; 41 cm.
Other title: Asia Magazine.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Stamp: Chicago Tribune Library.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 9578.
LC Card Number: 41052065
Baskes oversize G2305 .R3 1941 (NLO)

20718 China - Maps - 1944
1 v. : 2 maps
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

20719 China - Maps - 1955 - Maps, Physical
Authors: Raisz, Erwin, 1893-1968
1 map ; 38 x 56 cm.
73-9946
M1087
map2F G7821.C2 1955 R3 (PrCt)

20720 China - Maps - 1967
Communist China map folio / Central Intelligence Agency, Directorate of Intelligence, Office of Basic and Geographic Intelligence. [Washington, D.C.] : Directorate of Intelligence, Office of Basic and Geographic Intelligence, 1967.
Authors: United States. Central Intelligence Agency -- Magnus, Albert R.
1 atlas (40 p.) : 18 col. maps ; 44 x 55 cm.
"October 1967."
Added cover title in Chinese: Zhongguo.
Scale 1:10,000,000 ; Scale 1:4,500,000.
"Conic equal area projection with standard parallels 25° and 45°."
Elevations and depths in feet ; boundaries as of October 1967.
Includes index.
Former owner: Follett Educational Corporation.
Research Dept.
Digital reproduction of another copy available on the Perry-Castañeda Library website at the University of Texas at Austin (accessed Jan. 2011):
http://www.lib.utexas.edu/maps/middle_east_and_asia/china_map_folio/
oversize G2305 .U49 1967 (NLO)

20721 China - Maps - 1968
Authors: George Philip & Son -- Fullard, Harold -- Denoyer-Geppert (Firm)
1 atlas (25 p.) : col. maps ; 22 x 28 cm.
Gift, Jim Akerman.
folio G2305 .G46 1968 (NLO)

20722 China - Maps - 1968
Authors: Nagel travel guide series -- Nagel Publishers -- Destenay, Anne L. -- Cowles Education Corporation -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
'92 plans in black and white, 14 large coloured maps or plans, atlas of 25 pages.'
'English version by Anne L. Destenay.' --T.p. verso.
'China : maps and plans': 25 p. at end.
Sole distributor in the United States of America and Canada: Cowles Education Corporation, New York.
Map on lining papers.
Includes index.
Series: Nagel's encyclopedia-guide
Dust jacket.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 74359710
Baskes G153 .N341 China (1968) (NLO)

20723 China - Maps - 1969 - Administrative and political divisions
Authors: United States. Central Intelligence Agency -- Follett Educational Corporation.
Research Dept. -- Magnus, Albert R.
1 atlas ([11 p.] , [27 leaves of plates] : 27 col. maps ; 45 x 55 cm.
Added cover title in Chinese: Zhongguo.
"March 1969."
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Former owner: Follett Educational Corporation.
Research Dept.
LC Card Number: 2005629116
oversize G2306.F7 U5 1969 (NLO)

20724 China - Maps - 1971
1 atlas : 29 maps ; 433 x 260 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

20725 China - Maps - 1972
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 28 maps ; 37 cm.
Wrappers.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .I433 1972 copy 1 (PrCt)

20726 China - Maps - 1972
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 28 maps ; 39 cm.
D.j.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .I433 1972 copy 2 (PrCt)

20727 China - Maps - 1972
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 30 maps ; 386 x 235 mm.
Alexander, Guide to atlases 6671
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

20728 China - Maps - 1973
Authors: Hsieh, Chiao-min, 1918- -- Salter, Christopher L. -- McGraw-Hill Book Company -- Harmanus Bleecker Library -- Albany Public Library (N.Y.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (xv, 282 p. : ill., 206 col. maps ; 31 cm.
Author statement from cover.
Edited by Christopher L. Salter. Cf. editor’s forward.
Includes bibliographical references (p.263-267) and index.
Scales differ.
Stamp: Harmanus Bleecker Library.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Alexander, Guide to atlases 6670
LC Card Number: 72008717
Baskes folio G2305 .H75 1973 (NLO)

Authors: Zhongguo guo ji lèu xing she -- China International Travel Service -- Di tu chu ban she -- Cartographic Publishing House -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([48] p. : col. ill., 31 maps (some folded) ; 26 cm.
Edition statement in Chinese characters: [Ying wen ban, di 1 ban]
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 82160014
Baskes G2306.P2 Z7 1974 (NLO)

Authors: Geelan, P. J. M. -- Twitchett, Denis Crispin -- Kyobunkaku -- John Bartholomew and Son -- Hunting Surveys Ltd. (London, England) -- Times Books (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (xl, 144, 27 p.) : 71 col. maps ; 39 cm.
Color map on lining papers.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 78837297
Baskes folio G2305 .D5 1977 (NLO)

Authors: Terrill, Ross -- Little, Brown and Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.
1st ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Authors: Di tu chu ban she -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([160], 169 p.) : 51 col. maps (some folded) ; 27 cm.
Edition: Han yu pin yin ban, di 1 ban.
Uniform title: Zhonghua Renmin Gongheguo fen sheng di tu ji
"Ben tu shang Zhongguo guo jie xian xi an zhao wo she 1971 nian chu ban de 'Zhonghua Renmin Gongheguo di tu hui zhi'"--Colophon.
Relief shown by contours, gradient tints, and spot heights.
Table of contents and map titles also in Chinese characters.
Includes indexes.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 78387297
Baskes G2306.F7 D5 1977 (NLO)

Authors: Blunden, Caroline -- Elvin, Mark
237 p. : col. ill. ; 31 cm.
Includes index.
To Collection Services for cataloging, August 2010 (PrCt)

20734 China - Maps - 1984 - Guidebooks
Authors: Fodor's travel guides -- Summerfield, J. -- Fodor's Travel Publications, Inc. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

20735 China - Maps - 1987 - Guidebooks
Authors: Kaplan, Fredric M. -- Eurasia -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.
8th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

1 atlas (xxiv, 217 p.) : 131 col. maps ; 54 cm.
Added title page: Zhongguo ren kou di tu ji "Published ... in association with China Statistics Publishing House"--T.p. verso.
Two map overlays showing location of cities and counties in pocket.
Includes index to county level administrative units and word list Pinyin to English and English to Pinyin.
Binding error: bound upside down
Publisher description on Library of Congress website (accessed Feb. 2012):
http://catdir.loc.gov/catdir/enhancements/fy0638/87675262-d.html
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 87675262
ISBN 0195840925; 9780195840926
Baskes oversize G2306.E2 C5 1987 (NLO)

20737 China - Maps - 1988
Authors: Sivin, Nathan -- Weidenfeld and Nicolson -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 50 maps ; 310 x 256 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Authors: Zhongguo di tu chu ban she -- Zhao, Xilin -- Gao, Xiujing -- Yin, Jiamin -- Zhang, Jianhua, 1953 -- Yanna, Cheng -- Wang, Jingli -- Cao, Zhijie -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- China Cartographic Publishing House SEE Zhongguo di tu chu ban she -- CCPH SEE Zhongguo di tu chu ban she -- SinoMaps Press SEE Zhongguo di tu chu ban she
1 atlas ([14], 99 p.) : ill. (chiefly col.), 64 col. maps, col. plans ; 25 cm.
English ed.
Edition statement and place and date of publication from colophon.
Relief shown by shading.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G2305 .Z46 1988 (NLO)

20739 China - Maps - 1989
Authors: Blunden, Caroline -- Lovell Johns Ltd. -- Facts on File, Inc. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 58 maps ; 309 x 245 mm.
+MarkElvin;Black,195
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

20740 China - Maps - 1989 - Atlases, Chinese - 1989 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: China -- Dah Chung Book Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 36 maps ; 190 x 133 mm.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
China - Maps - 1990
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas: maps; 40 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .A535 1990 (PrCt)

China - Maps - 1990
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.: 17 maps; 392 x 280 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Authors: 'Jun shi ce hui' za zhi shui -- Jin dün chu ban she
1 atlas (150 p.): col. maps; 19 cm.
Foreword and table of contents also in English.
OCLC 45373955.
ISBN 780022550X
G2306.P1 J86 1993 (NLO)

China - Maps - 1996
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Automobile Association (Great Britain) -- Macmillan Travel -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.: 138 plates
2nd ed.
Issued in partnership with the Automobile Association (short format); cf. A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher, 1832-1990, p. 277.
Cover price: $25.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

China - Maps - 1992
Authors: Wood, Frances, 1948-- -- Blue guide -- Bereznay, András -- Benn, Susan E. -- Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- W.W. Norton & Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
571 p.: ill., 63 maps; 20 cm.
1st ed.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [88]-92) and index.
Series: Blue guide
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
ISBN 0713630272 (pbk); 9780713630275 (pbk); 039330888X (U.S.); 9780393308884 (U.S.)
Baskes G153 .B58 China (1992) (NLO)

Authors: 'Jun shi ce hui' za zhi shui -- Jin dün chu ban she
1 atlas (150 p.): col. maps; 19 cm.
Foreword and table of contents also in English.
OCLC 45373955.
ISBN 780022550X
G2306.P1 J86 1993 (NLO)

China - Maps - Collections, 1368-1644<<>>Atlases, Chinese - 1994 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: China -- CulturalRelicsPubg -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.: 175 maps; 360 x 270 mm.
Ed:Cao;248#s
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Huang yu sou lan : Meiguo gu hui tu shu guan
China Sea - Maps - 1728 - Nautical charts

A Chart of the coast of China from Cambodia to Nanquam with part of Japan. [London : J. Knapton et al., 1728].
Authors: Harris, John, 1667?-1719 -- Knapton, James, -1738 -- Harris, John, 1667?-1719. Atlas maritimus & commercialis ... (1728) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 48 x 57 cm.
In: [Harris, John et al.] Atlas maritimus & commercialis ... (London : Printed for James and John Knapton [et al.], 1728) plate 37.

China Sea - Maps - 1898 - Nautical charts

7 maps ; various sizes, on composite sheet 261 x 139 cm., mounted on rollers
Collective title supplied by cataloger.
Contents: Palawan (Paragua) Island -- Northern portion of the island of Luzon -- Eastern part of the Celébes Sea -- Sulu Archipelago, and north east coast of Borneo -- Philippine Islands between St. Bernardino & Mindoro Starits -- Eastern part of the Sulu or Mindoro Sea
Scale not given.
Maps also cataloged separately.
maproll G 10681 .915 (NLO)

Chinatown (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1986 - Pictorial maps

Authors: Fliehler, D. -- Whitney, G. -- Chicago Chinatown Chamber of Commerce -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 85 x 55 cm.
Pictorial advertising map, with names and phone numbers of places of business, four paragraphs on 'history.'
'Thanks to the Chinatown Chamber of Commerce for their cooperation and distribution of this 'Our Town' poster.'

Chinatown (San Francisco, Calif.) - Maps - 1885 - Chinese - Crime

Official map of Chinatown in San Francisco / prepared under the supervision of the Special Committee of the Board of Supervisors, July 1885. San Francisco : Board of Supervisors, 1885.
Authors: San Francisco (Calif.). Board of Supervisors -- Farwell, Willard B. -- Kunkler, John E. -- San Francisco (Calif.). Board of Supervisors.
Report of the Special Committee of the Board of Supervisors of San Francisco on the condition of the Chinese quarter and the Chinese in San Francisco (1885) -- Thomas, P. J., fl. 1885
1 map : col. ; 20 x 43 cm.
Covers area bounded by California, Stockton, Broadway, and Kearney Streets.
Color coded to show general Chinese occupancy, Chinese gambling houses, Chinese prostitution, Chinese opium resorts, Chinese joss houses, and White prostitution.
"The map and colors show only the first, or street floor of Chinatown and the occupancy of same." Oriented with north to right.
Scale not given.
Description based on OCLC 710113535 (map) and 16865579 (report); Newberry's copy of book and map not examined (November 2011).
J 3832 .786 [map] (PrCt)

Chinatown (San Francisco, Calif.) - Maps - 1885 - Chinese - Crime

Official map of Chinatown in San Francisco / prepared under the supervision of the Special Committee of the Board of Supervisors, July 1885. San Francisco : Board of Supervisors, 1885.
Authors: San Francisco (Calif.). Board of Supervisors -- Farwell, Willard B. -- Farwell, Willard B. The Chinese at home and abroad (1885) -- Kunkler, John E. -- A.L. Bancroft & Company
1 map : col. ; 20 x 43 cm.
Covers area bounded by California, Stockton,
Broadway, and Kearney Streets. Color coded to show general Chinese occupancy, Chinese gambling houses, Chinese prostitution, Chinese opium resorts, Chinese joss houses, and White prostitution.

"The map and colors show only the first, or street floor of Chinatown and the occupancy of same." Oriented with north to right. Scale not given.


Farwell's book includes: San Francisco (Calif.). Board of Supervisors. Report of the Special Committee of the Board of Supervisors of San Francisco on the condition of the Chinese quarter of that city.

Description based on OCLC 710113353 (map) and 3188716 (book); Newberry's copy of book and map not examined (November 2011).

J 3832 .29 [map] (PrCt)

Authors: Bulling, Anneliese
From Expedition v.20, no.2 (1978).
p.16-23+.
Vert 408 (PrCt)

Chinese cartography - History, Ancient
The Han maps of the second century B.C.: their quality and historical importance. 1977.
Authors: Hsu, Mei-Ling
24, 8 p. ; ill.
Vert 412 (PrCt)

Chinese cartography - History, Ancient
Chinese planning map of the fourth century B.C. 1983.
Authors: Hsu, Mei-Ling
-- International Conference on the History of Cartography (10th : 1983 : Dublin)
Xerox copy of typescript.
Vert 785 (PrCt)

Chinese cartography - History, Ancient
China's achievements in surveying and mapping techniques during the Han dynasty as reflected by the silk maps unearthed from the Han tomb at Mawangdui, Changsha. [19--?].
Authors: Yingchun Jin
27 p. : ill. ; 26 cm.

BHC 2630
Vert 2167 (PrCt)

Chinese cartography - History - Cartography - China - History
Authors: Aizawa -- Chirigaku hyoron = Geographical review of Japan -- Geographical review of Japan SEE Chirigaku hyoron = Geographical review of Japan -- Japanese geographical review SEE Chirigaku hyoron = Geographical review of Japan
In Chirigaku hyoron = Geographical review of Japan 10 (1937): 22.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

Chinese cartography - History - Cartography - China - History
Major style changes in traditional Chinese cartography. 1979.
Authors: Chang, Kuei-sheng
-- International Conference on the History of Cartography (8th : 1979 : Berlin)
13 p. ; 30 cm.
Vert 739 (PrCt)

Chioggia (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1528 --> Chiozzo (Italy) SEE Chioggia (Italy) --> Woodcuts
[View of Chioggia in the Lagoon of Venice, Italy]. [Venice : Nicolò Zoppino, 1528].
Authors: Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530 -- Zoppino, Nicolò, fl. 1508-1544 -- Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530. Libro di Benedetto Bordone : nel qual si ragiona de tutte l'isole del mondo ... (1528)
1 view : woodcut ; 8 x 14 cm., on sheet 31 x 21 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
"Chiozzo" and "S. Francesco" prominently identified.
In: Bordon, Benedetto. Libro di Benedetto Bordone : nel qual si ragiona de tutte l'isole del mondo ... (Venice : Nicolò Zoppino, 1528), folio XXVIII.
Case folio G 117 .108, folio XXVIII (PrCt)

Chios (Greece) - Maps - 1689
Authors: Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718 -- Padoani, Domenico, fl. 1689 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718. Citta, fortezze, isole, e porti principale dell'Europa ... (1689)
1 map ; 13 x 42 cm.
In: Coronelli, Vincenzo. Citta, fortezze, isole, e porti principale dell'Europa, in pianti, et in
Authors: W. and J. Mount, T. and T. Page (Firm), fl. ca. 1753-1755 -- English Pilot. Part 3 (1753) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 11 x 21 cm.
Engraved map printed on page of letterpress text. Oriented with north at right.
Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger): English Pilot. Part 3 (1753)
overse Ayer 135 .E55 1753 p. 77 (PrCt)

Chios (Greece) - Pictorial works - 1793 - Heraion tes Samou - Pictorial works - 1793 - Temple of Juno (Samos Island) SEE Heraion tes Samou - Juno Temple (Samos Island) SEE Heraion tes Samou
View of Scio anciently called Chios, one of the most celebrated cities in the archipelago ; Vestiges of the temple of Juno at Samos, and Asiatic island under the dominion of the Turks / Hawkins sculp. [London : s.n., 1793?].
Authors: Hawkins, fl. ca. 1793 -- Bankes, Thomas, b. 1744. A New and authentic system of universal geography, antient and modern : including all the late important discoveries made by the English ... [1793?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
2 views ; each 12 x 18 cm., on sheet 40 x 24 cm.
"Engraved for Bankes's new system of geography published by royal authority."
In: Bankes, Thomas. A New and authentic system of universal geography, antient and modern : including all the late important discoveries made by the English ... (London : Printed for C. Cooke ... [et al., 1793?]), between p. 306-307.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Chios Island (Greece) - Maps - 1528 - Woodcuts
[Map of Chios Island and part of the Turkish coast in the Aegean Sea]. [Venice : Nicolò Zoppino, 1528].
Authors: Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530 -- Zoppino, Nicolò, fl. 1508-1544 -- Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530. Libro di Benedetto Bordon : nel qual si ragiona de tutte l'isole del mondo ... (1528)
1 map : woodcut ; within printed borders 16 x 14 cm., on sheet 31 x 21 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
"Sio" identified at bottom center of the island, to the right of "Letilleme", and to the left of the Turkish coast identified as "Pte. di Ionia."
Oriented with north at upper right.
In: Bordon, Benedetto. Libro di Benedetto Bordon : nel qual si ragiona de tutte l'isole del mondo ... (Venice : Nicolò Zoppino, 1528), folio LVII.
Case folio G 117.108, folio LVI (PrCt)

20773 Chios Island (Greece) - Maps - 1574<<>>Sio Island (Greece) SEE Chios Island (Greece) Isola di Sio / NB F. [Venice? Giovanni Francesco Camocio?, 1574?].

Authors: Beatrizet, Nicolas, 1507?-1570? -- N. B. F., 1507?-1570? -- Camocio, Giovanni Francesco, 16th cent. -- Camocio, Giovanni Francesco, 16th cent. [Isole famose porti, fortezze, e terre maritime sottoposte alla Ser.ma Sig.ria di Venetia ad altri principi christiani, et al Sig.or Turco] [1574?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 18 x 14 cm.

Monogram of Nicolas Beatrizet (NB F) at bottom right; see Nagler, Die Monogrammisten, v. 4, p. 738-739, no. 2341. Relief shown pictorially. Oriented with north at upper right. In atlas lacking title page: Camocio, Giovanni Francesco. [Isole famose porti, fortezze, e terre maritime sottoposte alla Ser.ma Sig.ria di Venetia ad altri principi christiani, et al Sig.or Turco, nouame[n]te poste in luce] [Venice? : Alla libraria del segno di S. Marco? ; G.F. Camocio?, 1574?], [plate 37].

Manuscript no. 37 at lower right. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

VAULT Baskes folio G1955 .C3 1574, [plate 37] (PrCt)

20774 Chippawa (Ont.) - Maps - 1727 - Fortification - Pictorial works - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>>Fort Chippawa (Ont.) - Maps - 1727 - Pictorial works - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>>Welland River (Ont.) - Mouth - Fortification - Maps - 1727 - Pictorial works - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles

Fort Chippewa on River Welland ; Mouth of the Welland. [19--].


2 views ; on sheet 30 x 24 cm.


Redrawn and published in Diary of Mrs. John Graves Simcoe, wife of the first Lieutenant-Governor of the province of Upper Canada, 1792-6 (Toronto: W. Briggs, 1911) [E5 .S5848]

folio Ayer 136 .H91 1907 ser. 1, v. 4, pl.


Authors: Thompson, H. C. -- Chicago Historical Society

1 map : col. ; 19 x 22.5 inches Mounted on linen. Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.

CHS Coll., Map no. 269 (PrCt)


Authors: Geo. A. Ogle & Co.

1 atlas (83, xxii p.) : ill., maps (some col.), ports. ; 46 cm.

Subtitle: Map of the State, United States and world : Patrons directory, reference business directory and depts. devoted to general information : analysis of the system of U.S. land surveys : digest of the system of civil government, etc. etc.

Scales vary.

oversize F 90219 .642 (NLO)


Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Chippewa County (Wis.). Board of Supervisors -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (45 p.) : ill., 31 maps (some col.) ; 28 cm. Cover title. 'Sponsored by Chippewa County Board of Supervisors.'

Scale [1:50,688]. 1 1/4 in. to 1 mile. Text inside covers. Includes government directory and index to owners. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.


Authors: Chippewa Falls (Wis.) City Engineer

1 map ; on sheet 46 x 61 cm. Blue line print, dated 1967 in lower right corner.

44.A.B. (PrCt)

20780 Chisholm Trail - Maps - 1936 - Oklahoma - Cattle trails - Road maps Map of a portion of Oklahoma showing the location of the Chisholm Trail / M. J. Day. [Guthrie, Okla. Co-Operative Publishing Company, c1936]. Authors: Day, M. J., active 1933 -- Oklahoma. State Highway Commission. Engineering Department -- Ridings, Sam P. The Chisholm trail (1936) -- Co-Operative Publishing Company (Guthrie, Okla.) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 75 x 19 cm., on sheet folded to 13 x 21 cm. "... Made by the Engineering Department of the Oklahoma State Highway Commission ... in 1933. Location of the "Trail," with maps and other data ... filed with the Oklahoma Historical Society, was made under authority of H.B. 149 of the 13th Session of the Oklahoma Legislature." "Note X - indicates where the "Trail" may be plainly seen (1933)." Identifies landmarks; includes historical notes and numbered General Land Office townships along the course of the trail. In: Ridings, Sam P. The Chisholm trail : a history of the world's greatest cattle trail, together with a description of the persons, a narrative of the events, and reminiscences associated with the same (Guthrie, Okla. : Co-Operative Publishing Company, c1936), at end. Separated and damaged at folds, with some loss of content. Ayer 160.5 .T4 R5 1936, at end (PrCt)


20783 Chomutov (Czech Republic) - Pictorial works - 1617 - Commoda (Czech Republic) SEE Chomutov (Czech Republic) SEE Chomutov (Czech Republic) SEE Comoda (Czech Republic) Commoda vulgo Comethav Bohemiae civitas. [Cologne : s.n.], 1617 [i.e. ca. 1620]. Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Hoefnagel, Joris, 1542-1601 -- Hoefnagel, Jacob, 1573?-approximately 1632 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 view : hand col. ; 15 x 46 cm. Derived from view by Joris Hoefnagel; redrawn in 1617 by Jacob Hoefnagel; see R.A. Skelton's Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum. On same sheet with: Czaslavivm vulgo Czasla Bohemiae civitas. Includes references A-E. Latin letterpress text on verso under titles.
Zaslavia -- Comoda.

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 6, pl. 25 (PrCt)

20784 Chou, Choei-King—Cartography - Indonesia - History—>Pinto, Fernão Mendes, d. 1583—>Mendez Pinto, Fernão, d. 1583 SEE Pinto, Fernão Mendes, d. 1583—>Mendez Pinto, Fernão, b. 1509 SEE Pinto, Fernão Mendes, d. 1583

Authors: Mèdard, M. -- Charignon, Antoine Joseph Henri, 1872-1930?
"Ces pages, exposant les données de l'ancienne géographie indochinoise, furent écrites pour servir d'introduction aux notes de M. Charignon à propos des voyages aventurieux de Fernand Mendez Pinto" -- p. [v].
Not at Newberry Library (Dec. 2009) (PrCt)

Authors: L. M. Snyder & Co. -- Powel, R. M. -- Snyder Brothers (Chicago, Ill.) -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 4 parts, 26.5 x 24 in. each. Scale 1:52,000. Originally published Chicago: Snyder Brothers, 1872.
Microfiche 583, no. 101 (PrCt)

Authors: Herald Despatch -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 37 x 31 in. Scale 1:58,000. Originally published Decatur, Ill.: Herald Despatch, 1893.
Microfiche 583, no. 102 (PrCt)

Authors: Lawson's Atlases and Plat Books -- Christian County Farm Bureau (Ill.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (47 p.) : 21 maps ; 22 x 28 cm. Cover title.
"Sponsored by Christian County Farm Bureau." Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Scale not given.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G4103.C45G46 1953 .L3 (NLO)

Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Christian County 4-H Federation (Ill.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (46 p.) : 22 maps ; 28 cm.
"Sponsored by Christian County 4-H Federation." Scale [1:50,688] 1 1/4 in. = 1 mile.
Includes index to owners, and business and county government directories.
Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Two copies.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Christian County 4-H Federation (Ill.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (52 p.) : maps ; 28 cm.
"Sponsored by Christian County 4-H Federation." Cover title.
Includes index.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Scale [ca. 1:50,688]. Scale of township maps: 1 1/4 in. to 1 mile.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskets folio G4103.C45C46 1975 .R6 (NLO)

20790 Christian County (Ky.) - Maps - 1878 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps
[Christian County (Ky.) - 1878: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche], [Washington, D.C.]: LC G&M Division, [1983?].
Authors: D.G. Beers & Co. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 6 parts, 4 are 16 x 24 in. each and 2 are 16.5 x 24 in. each. Scale 1:50,688.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps: Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 227 (Pr Ct)

Includes indexes.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips, 3340
LC Card Number: 2009583354
Baskets folio BV2045 .W67 1910 (NLO)

20792 Christiansborg slot. Håndbiblioteket - Map collections - Exhibitions - Catalogs - Christiansborg slot.
Håndbiblioteket SEE Christiansborg slot. Håndbiblioteket SEE Christiansborg slot. Håndbiblioteket
Christiansborg slot. Håndbiblioteket SEE Christiansborg slot. Håndbiblioteket
Her Majesty the Queen's Reference Library
(Christiansborg slot) SEE Christiansborg slot. Håndbiblioteket
17, [1], 17, [1] p. (dos-à-dos format): 11 col. maps; 21 cm. + supplementary leaf
"This exhibition Mapping the Kingdom has been organized in collaboration with The Royal Library Map Collection in connection with the 23rd International Conference on the History of Cartography, 12-17 July, 2009" (p. [2]).
Contains an introduction and brief descriptions of 65 maps; the extra leaf is titled "The Ladies' Room: Maps from the Royal Library and the National Archives" and contains descriptions of maps numbered 66 to 80.
The dates of the exhibition are 14 July - 18 October 2009.
To Collection Services for cataloging, Aug. 2009 (Pr Ct)

20793 Christmas cards, Maps on - Collections, 1900-1999 - Greeting cards, Maps on Collections, 1900-1999 - Maps on stationery - Collections, 1900-1999
[Collection of hundreds of Christmas cards showing maps]. [19--].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library)
3 boxes
Condition: V. Good Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection. Previous location: McNally's closet
AMcN III PC 260 (Pr Ct)

Greeting cards, Maps on SEE ALSO Christmas cards, Maps on

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library
37 maps : col. ; various sizes, in 3 folders
Includes facsimiles of many antiquarian maps held by the Newberry Library.
See checklist of holdings filed with collection.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Includes 1 folder of duplicate copies.
Filed in 2 drawers in map case in 4th-floor stacks, following the Fitzgerald polar map collection, and adjacent to the RMcN Automobile Editorial Collection (September 2006).
RMcN Christmas Card Collection (PrCt)

20795 Christmas Island (Indian Ocean) - Description and travel - 1977
Authors: Haitch, Richard
1 p.

20796 Chronology, Historical - 1493<<<Historical geography - Maps<<<World history - Maps - 1493<<<Geography - 1493<<<Atlases, German - 1493<<<Map printing - Woodcuts - Maps - 1493<<<Historical atlases<<<Woodcuts
Authors: Schedel, Hartmann, 1440-1514 -- Pleydenwurff, Wilhelm, d. 1494 -- Wolgemut, Hieronymus, 1437-1508 -- Schedel, Hartmann, 1440-1514. Liber chronicarum (1493) -- Jepp, John, 1775-1833
297 leaves : ill. (woodcuts), coats of arms, maps, ports. : 437 x 298 mm.
Uniform title: Liber chronicarum
Leaves 11-296 numbered Fo. j - Blat CCLXXVI. 59 lines and heading; Haeblcr, types 9, 24 (165 G, 111 G).
References: Campbell, Earliest printed maps, no. 219; Hain-Copinger *14510; Brit. Mus. Cat. (XV cent.) II, p. 437-438; Proctor 2086; Stillwell, Inc. in Amer. lib. S283
Bookplate of John Jebb. Duplicate copy (blind-stamped pigskin binding, dated M.D XLIII; traces of clasps): VAULT oversize Inc. 2086a
VAULT oversize Inc. 2086 (NLO)

20797 Chronology, Historical - 1493<<<Historical geography - Maps<<<World history - Maps - 1493<<<Geography - 1493<<<Atlases, German - 1493<<<Map printing - Woodcuts - Maps - 1493<<<Historical atlases<<<Woodcuts
Authors: Schedel, Hartmann, 1440-1514 -- Pleydenwurff, Wilhelm, d. 1494 -- Wolgemut, Michael, 1434-1519 -- Dürer, Albrecht, 1471-1528 -- Alt, Georg, ca. 1450-1510 -- Koberger, Anton, ca. 1440-1513 -- Münzer, Hieronymus, 1437-1508 -- Schedel, Hartmann, 1440-1514. Liber chronicarum (1493) -- Jepp, John, 1775-1833
297 leaves : ill. (woodcuts), coats of arms, maps, ports. : 437 x 298 mm.
Uniform title: Liber chronicarum
Leaves 11-296 numbered Fo. j - Blat CCLXXVI. 59 lines and heading; Haeblcr, types 9, 24 (165 G, 111 G).
References: Campbell, Earliest printed maps, no. 219; Hain-Copinger *14510; Brit. Mus. Cat. (XV cent.) II, p. 437-438; Proctor 2086; Stillwell, Inc. in Amer. lib. S283
Bookplate of John Jebb. Duplicate copy (blind-stamped pigskin binding, dated M.D XLIII; traces of clasps): VAULT oversize Inc. 2086a
VAULT oversize Inc. 2086 (NLO)
20799  Chronology, Historical - 1497<>Geography - 1497<>Atlases, German - 1497
Liber chronicarum. [Augsburg : Johann Schönsperger, 1 February 1497].
Authors: Schedel, Hartmann, 1440-1514 -- Schönsperger, Johann, d. 1520? -- Schedel, Hartmann, 1440-1514. Liber chronicarum (1497) -- Schönsperger, Johann, d. 1520? SEE Schönsperger, Johann, d. 1520?
1 leaf ; 271 x 201 mm.
Leaf Cxxix detached from: Schedel, Hartmann.
Liber chronicarum (Augsburg : Johann Schönsperger, 1 February 1497)
Uniform title: Liber chronicarum. Latin. Selections
Signature D1 . 2 columns; 51 lines and headline.
Haebler type 9 (87/8G) for the headline; woodcut illustrations; rubricated.
References: Hain-Copinger-Reichling 14509; Polain 3470; Proctor 1786; Brit. Mus. Cat. (XV cent.) II, 370; Goff, Inc. in Amer. Libr. S-308 folio Inc. 1786 (NLO)

20800  Chronology, Historical - 1500<>Historical geography - Maps<>World history - Maps - 1500<>Geography - 1500<>Atlases, German - 1500<>Map printing - Woodcuts - Maps - 1500<>Germany - Maps - 1500<>Historical atlases<>Woodcuts
Authors: Schedel, Hartmann, 1440-1514 -- Schönsperger, Johann, d. 1520? -- Alt, Georg, ca. 1450-1510 -- Schedel, Hartmann, 1440-1514. Liber chronicarum (1500) -- Pease, John William 332 l. : ill., map (woodcuts) ; 30 cm. (fol.).
Uniform title: Liber chronicarum. German (Middle High German)
Title in BM 15th cent.: Buch der Chroniken und Geschichten
Translated by Georg Alt.
Imprint from colophon.
"The cuts are those of the Latin edition of 1497 (IB.6361) with the addition of the map of Germany, and the quiring is the same in both as far as KK"--BM 15th cent.
"Register des büchs der croniken vnd geschichten ...": leaves [321-331].
Map on leaves [319v] and [320r].
Leaves 318 and 332 blank; l. 2-317 so numbered.
Leaf 332 wanting.
2 columns, 52 lines and heading; Haebler, types 4, 9 (150 G, 87 G). Woodcuts; double map.
Bookplate of John William Pease.
References: Hain-Copinger, *14512; BM 15th cent.], II, 375 (IB.6422); Goff, S-311; Proctor, 1807A; Stillwell, Inc. in Amer. lib. S285; ISTC (CD-ROM, 1997 ed.), is003111000; Augsburgs Buchdruckergeschichte, I, 136 folio Inc. 1807.5 (NLO)

An Historical atlas : containing the following charts. I. Chart of general history. II. Chart of sacred history. III. Chart of ancient chronology. IV. Chart of sovereigns of Europe. V. Chart of modern chronology. VI. Historical chart of England. VII. Historical chart of France. VIII. Chart of American history. IX. Chart of biography. X. Chart of mythology / by J.E. Worcester.
Boston : Hilliard, Gray, Little, and Wilkins, 1828, c1827.
Authors: Worcester, Joseph E. (Joseph Emerson), 1784-1865 -- Morse, Hazen -- Hilliard, Gray, Little, and Wilkins -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Morse, H. (Hazen), fl. 1818-1843 SEE Morse, Hazen -- Morse, Hazen, fl. 1818-1843 SEE Morse, Hazen 10 folded leaves : hand col., folded charts ; 37 cm.
3rd ed.
"A chart of history" engraved by H. Morse. Ms. map of British counties laid in.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 37023601
Baskes folio D11 .W75 1828 (NLO)

20802  Chronology, Historical - Charts, Diagrams, Etc. - 1880-1889<>Bible - Chronology - Charts, Diagrams, Etc. - 1880-1889
Deacon's synchronological chart, pictorial and descriptive, of universal history : with maps of the world's great empires, and a complete geological diagram of the earth. London : C. W. Deacon & Co., [188-?].
Follows chronological system of Archbishop James Ussher.
'Drawn by Edward Hull.'
The chart (from which title is taken) has colored illustrations and maps, and is preceded by a letterpress 'key or plan' in English, French, German, Italian, Spanish, Portuguese, and Dutch ([4] p.)
oversize D11 .D4 1889z (NLO)

20803  Chronology, Historical - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1900<>Bible - Chronology - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1900<>Charts, Historical SEE Chronology, Historical - Charts,
diagrams, etc.<br>Historical Charts SEE Chronology, Historical - Charts, diagrams, etc.<br>Time lines SEE Chronology, Historical - Charts, diagrams, etc.<br>Wall maps<br>Deacon's synchronological chart, pictorial and descriptive, of universal history, with maps of the world's great empires and a complete geological diagram of the Earth. London : C. W. Deacon & Co., [1900?].<br>Authors: Ussher, James, 1581-1656 -- Hull, Edward, 1829-1917 -- C.W. Deacon & Co. -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library)<br>1 chart : col. ; 50 x 501 cm., fold. in covers 55 x 39 cm.<br>Follows chronological system of Archbishop James Ussher.<br>'Drawn by Edward Hull.'<br>The chart (from which title is taken) has colored illustrations and maps, and is preceded by a letterpress 'key or plan' in English, French, German, Italian, Spanish, Portuguese, and Dutch (14 p.)<br>Condition: Tear between first and second panels, otherwise fine.<br>Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection.<br>Previous location: McNally's vault B 14<br>AMcN III PC 730 (PrCt)<br>20804 Chronology, Historical - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1983<br>Chronology - Maps - 1983<br>World history - - Maps - 1983<br>Atlasses - 1983<br>Timescale : an atlas of the fourth dimension / Nigel Calder. New York : Viking Press, 1983.<br>Authors: Calder, Nigel, 1931 -- Viking Press<br>1 atlas (288 p. : ill. (some col.), maps) : 25 cm.<br>Explains our concept of time and methods of dating events, uses maps and timelines to show what has happened from the creation of the universe to the launch of the space shuttle, and provides an index to key events.<br>Includes index.<br>Also issued online.<br>LC Card Number: 83047874<br>ISBN 0670715719 ; 9780670715718<br>QB209 .C34 1983 (NLO)<br>20807 Chronology, Historical - Tables - 1779<br>Historical geography - Maps - 1779<br>Atlasses, British - 1779<br>Historical atlases<br>The Chronology and history of the world : from the creation to the year of Christ, 1768 : illustrated in LVI tables, of which IV are introductory & include the centuries prior to the Ist. Olympiad, and each of the remaining LII contain in one expanded view, 50 years, or half a century / by the Revd. John Blair L.L.D. ; Champion script. ; Kitchin sculpt. London : [s.n.], printed in the year 1768 [i.e. 1789?].<br>Authors: Blair, John, d. 1782 -- Kitchin, Thomas, 1718-1784 -- Champion -- Bayly, J. -- Ravenet, Simon François, 1706-1774 -- George IV, King of Great Britain, 1762-1830 -- Nissen, H. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)<br>[12, 20, [36] p., [2], 56, [15] leaves of plates (chiefly folded) : coat of arms, 15 maps ; 48 cm.<br>Includes bibliographical references and indexes.<br>Engraved plates comprise title page, dedication leaf, 56 chronological tables, and 15 maps.<br>Final table completed through the year 1789.<br>Maps printed on double leaves; some engraved by J. Bayly.<br>Tite vignette engraved by S.F. Ravenet; tail-pieces.<br>"Fourteen maps of ancient and modern geography, for the illustration of the tables chronology and history, to which is prefixed, a dissertation on the rise and progress of geography": 20 p. (second sequence), 56, [14] leaves of plates; with separate title page.<br>Includes map of India, not listed in directions to the binder (p. 20, second sequence).<br>Presentation inscription: His Royal Highness the Prince of Wales, 1773. (Later George IV, King of Great Britain).<br>Previously owned by H. Nissen?<br>Red morocco over boards; gold stamped decoration, dentelles; marbled endpapers.<br>Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.<br>References: Cf. Phillips 3305<br>Baskes oversize D11 .B52 1789 (NLO)<br>20806 Chronology, Historical - Tables - 1768-1789<br>Historical geography - Maps - 1768-1789<br>India - Maps - 1768-1789<br>Atlasses, British - 1768-1789<br>Historical atlases<br>The Chronology and history of the world from the creation to the year of Christ, 1768 : illustrated in LVI tables of which IV are introductory & include the centuries prior to the 1st Olympiad, and each of the remaining LII contain in one expanded view, 50 years, or half a century / by John Blair.<br>London : [s.n.], 1779.<br>Authors: Blair, John, d. 1782 -- Blair, John, d. 1782. Fourteen maps of ancient and modern geography ... (1768) -- Kitchin, Thomas, 1718-1784 -- Bayly, J. -- Ravenet, Simon François, 1706-1774 -- Eyre, Clive M. -- Signet Library (Great Britain) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Includes with separate title page: Fourteen maps of ancient and modern geography, for the
illustration of the tables of chronology and history :
to which is prefixed, a dissertation on the rise
and progress of geography / by John Blair.
London, 1768.
Maps engraved by J. Bayly and Thomas Kitchin.
"Directions to the book-binder": p. 20, 2nd sequence.
Includes bibliographical references and indexes.
Bookplate: Ex Libris Clive M Eyre frns, Aylsham
House, Norfolk.
Stamp: Signet Library Edinburgh.
Inscription: Ex lib: Bibl: Scribar: Sig: Reg.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
References: ESTC T135882
Baskes oversize D11 .B6 1779 (NLO)

20808
Chronology, Historical - Tables -
1790<<<Historical geography - Maps -
1790<<<Atlases, British - 1790<<<Historical
atlases
The Chronology and history of the world from the
creation to the year of Christ, 1790; illustrated in
56 tables; of which 4 are introductory & include
the centuries prior to the 1st olympiad, and each
of the remaining 52 contain, in one expanded
view, 50 years or half a century. London : [A.
Strahan?], 1790.
Authors: Blair, John, d. 1782 -- Strahan, Andrew,
d. 1831 -- Wing, John M. (John Mansir),
1845-1917 -- Newberry Library. John M. Wing
Foundation
maps, 56 tables (48 double) ; 48 cm.
Bookplate of John M. Wing.
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the
Newberry Library.
Wing oversize F 006 .01 (NLO)

20809
Chronology, Historical - Tables -
1803<<<Historical geography - Maps -
1803<<<Atlases, British - 1803<<<Historical
atlases
Chronology & history of world. London : A.
Strahan, 1803.
Authors: Blair, John, d. 1782 -- Strahan, Andrew,
d. 1831
1 v. : 16 map plates ; 49 cm.
Case oversize D11 .B6 1803 (NLO)

20810
Chu River Delta (China) - Maps - 1720 -
Nautical charts - Manuscripts<<<Guangzhou
Region (China) - Maps - 1720 - Nautical charts
- Manuscripts<<<Hong Kong Region (China)
- Maps - 1720 - Nautical charts -
Manuscripts<<<Nautical charts - China -
Chu River Delta - Maps - 1720 -
Manuscripts<<<Nautical charts - China -
Guangzhou Region - Maps - 1720 -
Manuscripts<<<Nautical charts - China -
Hong Kong Region - Maps - 1720 -
Manuscripts<<<Manuscript maps
<<<Nautical charts
Carte de la riviere de Canton en Chine. [ca.
1720].
Authors: Cartes Marines Manuscript Map
Collection (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer
Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) --
Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map
30, sheet 38
1 ms. map : hand col. ; 465 x 663 mm.
Nautical chart of the Pearl River Delta (later
named Chu River), detailing the Canton (later
Guangzhou) and Hong Kong regions. Cities,
villages, and assorted prominent buildings shown
pictorially.
Scale [ca. 1:380,000], 'Echelle de 8 lieues
françoise' [= 117 mm.]
Oriented with north at right.
Depths shown with soundings.
Pen-and-ink and watercolor (green, grey, brown,
yellow, red; mounted on cloth.
Sheet 38 of 117 in the Cartes Marines
Manuscript Map Collection, detailing French
colonial interests worldwide, ca. 1640-ca. 1726.
Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript
Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 129
Ayer ms map proj 00
Digital image available as part of the Newberry
Library's Great Lakes Digital Collection via the
CARLI Digital Collections website (accessed
Nov. 2010):
http://collections.carli.illinois.edu/u/?nby_grlakes,
837
VAULT drawer Ayer MS map 30 sheet 38
(NLO)
Chur (Switzerland) - Pictorial works -
1552<<<Woodcuts
Vf dem Hof zu Chur. [Basel : Heinrich Petri,
1552].
Authors: Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 --
Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552. Cosmographiae
uniuersalis ... (1552) -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579
-- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : woodcut ; 15 x 16 cm., on sheet 32 x 40
cm.
In: Münster, Sebastian. Cosmographiae
uniuersalis ... (Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552), p.
519.
References: Mickwitz and Miekkavaara, A.E.
Nordenskiöld collection in the Helsinki University
VAULT folio Ayer 7 .M8 1552, p. 519 (PrCt)
Chur (Switzerland) - Pictorial works -
1552<<<Woodcuts
Chur. [Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552].
Authors: Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 --
Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552. Cosmographiae
uniuersalis ...
Authors: Face of Britain -- Cox, J. Charles (John Charles), 1843-1919 -- Ford, Charles Bradley -- Batsford, Brian Cook -- B.T. Batsford Ltd. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v.
5th ed.
djBrianCook
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

20814 Church Architecture - Spain - Maps - 1911 - Guidebooks
Authors: Gade, John Allyne -- Constable -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. : 25 cm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

20817 Church of the Holy Sepulchre (Jerusalem) - Pictorial works - 1552
Sacri sepulchri templum. [Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552].
Authors: Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552. Cosmographiae universalis ... (1552) -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 view : woodcut ; 10 x 9 cm., on sheet 32 x 21 cm.
Added letterpress title above woodcut: Curiensis ciuitas, Rhetorum siue (ut hodie uocantur) Grisonum metropolis.
Letterpress 521 and text on verso: Civitas cvriensis caput Rheni, in faucibus ... . Oriented with north at bottom left.
In: Münster, Sebastian. Cosmographiae universalis ... (Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552), p. 522.
VAULT folio Ayer 7 .M8 1552, p. 1013 (PrCt)

"Published under the direction of the Tract Committee."
"With map and plan."
Includes map by Stanford’s Geog. Estabt.: Map to illustrate the annals of Durham.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Series: Diocesan histories.
Publisher’s advertisements 4 p. at end.
Publisher’s blue cloth binding with decorative gold and black stamping.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copy: D 24514 .45
LC Card Number: 02018474
Baskes BX5107.C2 J46 1880 (NLO)

20818 Churchill River (Sask. and Man.) - Maps - 1752
Churchill Region (Man.) - Maps - 1752
VAULT folio Ayer 7 .M8 1552, p. 1013 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
20821 Cicero (Ill.) - Maps - 1895

Map of Cicero and part of Chicago, for 1895. Chicago : Rufus Blanchard, [1895].


1 map : 81 x 40 cm. 

"C.F. Wadsworth, map engraver, 1104 Owens Building, Chicago."

In: Blanchard, Rufus. Atlas of Chicago showing new street names, street numbers and street car lines in colors (Chicago : Rufus Blanchard, [1895-1896]), leaves 8-9 (PrCt)

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Case oversize G 10896 .09, leaves 8-9 (PrCt)

20822 Cincinnati (Ohio) - Maps - 1815


Authors: Drake, Daniel, 1785--1852 -- Seymour, Joseph H. -- Historic Urban Plans (Firm) -- Cornell University. Library

1 map ; 33 x 27 cm. 

Facsimile of original published Cincinnati, 1815. ['R']eproduced ... from the original in the Cornell University Library. This is number 47 of an edition limited to 500 copies.'

Scale [ca. 1:9,700].

Oriented with north at upper right.

Relief shown by hachures.

Includes 'references,' 1-21.

73-7369

ICN73

map2F 4084.C4 (PrCt)

20823 Cincinnati (Ohio) - Maps - 1818 - Manuscripts

Manuscript maps

Plan of Cincinnati. 1818.

Authors: Fordham, Elias Pym -- Danby, Thomas.

Plan of Cincinnati, including all the late additions & subdivisions -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS 289 map 3

1 ms. map ; on sheet 167 x 187 mm. 

Pasted onto blank page bound between p. 90-91 of Elias Pym Fordham's ms.: Extracts from letters written, on a journey to the western parts of the United States, and during a residence in Illinois Territory, by an English farmer. 1817-1818. (Ayer MS 289).

Forms part of a letter dated March 6, 1818 to an
Cincinnati (Ohio) - Maps - 1832
Cincinnati. [Philadelphia : H.S. Tanner, 1832].
Authors: Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Baird, Robert, 1798-1863. View of the valley of the Mississippi, or, The emigrant's and traveller's guide to the West ... (1832) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 9 x 16 cm.
Anonymous map without imprint.
In: Baird, Robert. View of the valley of the Mississippi, or, The emigrant's and traveller's guide to the West ... (Philadelphia : H.S. Tanner, 1832), between p. 136-137.
"Page 137" -- at upper right.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Graff 141, between p. 136-137 (PrCt)

Cincinnati (Ohio) - Maps - 1832 - Pictorial works
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- N. & G. Guilford (Firm) -- Cone, Joseph -- Lee, Samuel M., d. 1841 -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1832) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view ; 7 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River, and of the Mississippi, from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico ... (Cincinnati : N. & G. Guilford, 1829) pl. [12], bet. p. 28-29.
Case G 894 .2 pl. 12 (PrCt)

Cincinnati (Ohio) - Maps - 1834
Cincinnati. [Philadelphia : H.S. Tanner, 1834].
Authors: Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Baird, Robert, 1798-1863. View of the valley of the Mississippi, or, The emigrant's and traveller's guide to the West ... (1834) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 9 x 16 cm.
Anonymous map without imprint.
In: Baird, Robert. View of the valley of the Mississippi, or, The emigrant's and traveller's guide to the West ... (Philadelphia : H.S. Tanner, 1834), between p. 148-149.
"Page 137" [!] -- at upper right.
Duplicate copies: G 875 .065 -- Graff 5279
Ayer 138 .C8 1834 pl. 12 (PrCt)

Cincinnati (Ohio) - Maps - 1834 - Pictorial works
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- N. & G. Guilford (Firm) -- Cone, Joseph -- Lee, Samuel M., d. 1841 -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1834)
1 view ; 7 x 11 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River, and of the Mississippi from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico ... (Cincinnati : N. & G. Guilford, 1829) pl. [12], bet. p. 28-29.
Case G 894 .2 pl. 12 (PrCt)

Anonymous map without imprint.
In: Baird, Robert. View of the valley of the Mississippi, or, The emigrant's and traveller's guide to the West ... (Philadelphia : H.S. Tanner, 1834), between p. 148-149.
"Page 137" [!] -- at upper right.
Duplicate copies: G 875 .065 -- Graff 5279
Ayer 138 .C8 1834 pl. 12 (PrCt)
1 map ; 7 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River, and of the Mississippi, from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico (Cincinnati : N. & G. Guilford & Co., 1834) pl. [11], p. [34].
Case G 675 .202 pl. 11 (PrCt)

20830 Cincinnati (Ohio) - Maps - 1853<<<Pittsburgh (Pa.) - Pictorial works - 1853
Map and view of Cincinnati. [Cincinnati : J.A. & U.P. James, 1853].
Authors: Massey, S. L. (Stephen L.) -- J.A. & U.P. James (Firm) -- Massey, S. L. (Stephen L.)
James' travelers companion : being a complete guide through the West and South, to the Gulf of Mexico and the Pacific ... (1853) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 8 x 11 cm.
Anonymous wood engraving without imprint.
View at bottom (2 x 11 cm.).
In: Massey, S.L. James’ travelers companion : being a complete guide through the West and South, to the Gulf of Mexico and the Pacific ... (Cincinnati : J.A. & U.P. James, 1853), p. [107].
Graff 946, p. [107] (PrCt)

20831 Cincinnati (Ohio) - Maps - 1855<<<Pittsburgh (Pa.) - Maps - 1855
Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's atlas of the world ... (1855-1856)
2 maps : hand col. ; ea. 29 x 18 cm.
oversize G 10 .185 v.1, pl. 35 (PrCt)

20832 Cincinnati (Ohio) - Maps - 1857<<<Pittsburgh (Pa.) - Maps - 1857
Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's general atlas ... (1857)
2 maps : hand col. ; ea. 18 x 29 cm.
In: Colton, George Woolworth. Colton's general atlas : containing one hundred and seventy steel plate maps and plans, on one hundred imperial folio sheets (New York ; London : J.H. Colton ; Trübner, 1857), pl. [37]. Printed plate 'No. 42.'

20833 Cincinnati (Ohio) - Maps - 1859<<<Pittsburgh (Pa.) - Maps - 1859
Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's atlas of America ... (1859) -- Johnson & Browning 2 maps : hand col. ; ea. 18 x 29 cm.
In: Colton George Woolworth. Colton's atlas of America, illustrating the physical and political geography of North and South America and the West India islands (New York : J.H. Colton and Co., 1859), pl. [35]. Printed plate 'No. 40.' Map copyrighted 1855.
Case oversize G1100 .C6 1859 pl. 35 (PrCt)

20834 Cincinnati (Ohio) - Maps - 1930 - Road maps<<<East (U.S.) - Maps - 1930 - Road maps<<<Middle West - Maps - 1930 - Road maps<<<Hotel Metropole (Cincinnati, Ohio) - Access routes - Maps - 1930<<<Road maps
Road map leading to Cincinnati's Hotel Metropole ... Chicago : Automobile Blue Books, [1930].
Authors: Automobile Blue Books, Inc. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 17 x 20 m.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 184 ms. index.
"Perin W. Scarborough, General Manager"
Added title: Hotel Metropole, Walnut Street between Sixth and Seventh
Inset map (44 x 29 cm.): Principal routes between northern cities and the southeast
© Automobile Blue Books, Inc., Chicago, U.S.A.”
Map on verso (44 x 60 cm.): South-central states.
Panel art: line drawing of the Hotel Metropole Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 184.19 (PrCt)

20835 Cincinnati (Ohio) - Maps - 2001 - Road maps<<<Hamilton County (Ohio) - Maps - 2001 - Road maps<<<Clermont County (Ohio) - Maps - 2001 - Road maps<<<Road maps<<<Counties - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (176 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
$19.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-98701-1
RMcN StrFdr 2001 .C5 (PrCt)

20836 Cincinnati (Ohio) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps<>Cincinnati Region (Ohio) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps<>Hamilton County (Ohio) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps<>Clermont County (Ohio) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps<>Counties - Maps
1 atlas (A-I, 3018-4228, 79 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm. +1 CD-ROM
$21.95
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN StrFdr 2004 .C5 (PrCt)

20837 Cincinnati (Ohio) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps<>Cincinnati Region (Ohio) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps<>Hamilton County (Ohio) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps<>Clermont County (Ohio) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps<>Counties - Maps
1 atlas (A-I, 3018-4228, 79 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm. +1 CD-ROM
$21.95
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN StrFdr 2004 .C5a (PrCt)

20839 Cincinnati (Ohio) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps<>Cincinnati Region (Ohio) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps<>Road maps
Greater Cincinnati street guide. Chicago, Ill.
Rand McNally, c2007.
1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
"5th Edition" -- front cover
"$19.95" -- back cover
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528866850
RMcN StrFdr 2007 .C5 (PrCt)

20840 Cincinnati (Ohio) - Pictorial works - 1850-1859<>Maps on stationery - Maps - 1850-1859
Birds-eye view of Cincinnati. New York, [185-?].
Authors: Magnus, Charles
1 view ; 9 x 19 cm. on sheet 29 x 46 cm.
At top of the first page of a four page letter sheet.
5007
map1F G4084.C4A3 185- M3 (PrCt)

20841 Cincinnati Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1944 - Road maps<>Pittsburgh Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1944 - Road maps<>Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 34 x 52 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco : metropolitan Cincinnati.
Date from RMcN AE 115 ms. index.
Plate no. Z.4413
Map on verso (34 x 52 cm.): Texaco : metropolitan Pittsburgh.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1954 - Road maps

Cincinnati Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1954

Maps - 1954 - Road maps

Panel art: Texaco gas station on hilly rural road.


Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection

20851 Cincinnati Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1956

Maps on verso (37 x 31 cm): Texaco metropolitan Cincinnati -- Texaco metropolitan Louisville.

Panel art: Texaco gas station on hilly rural road.


Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection

20852 Cincinnati Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1956

Maps on verso (38 x 31 cm. each): Texaco : metropolitan Cincinnati -- Texaco : metropolitan Louisville.

Panel art: Texaco station on rural road.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection

20853 Cincinnati Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1956

Maps on verso (36 x 31 cm): Texaco metropolitan Cincinnati -- Texaco metropolitan Louisville.

Panel art: Texaco gas station on hilly rural road.


Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Metropolitan Cincinnati, Indianapolis and Louisville ... tour with Texaco. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1956?].

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 42 x 55 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.
Added title: Texaco metropolitan Cincinnati.
Plate no. 6-544413-2
Maps on verso (37 x 31 cm): Texaco metropolitan Indianapolis -- Texaco metropolitan Louisville.
Panel art: Texaco gas station on hilly rural road.
Panel stamped "Apr. 18 1956."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1367 (PrCt)

20856

Circle in art< ==> Wheels in art< ==> Volvelles - Collections


Authors: Helfand, Jessica -- Princeton Architectural Press

159 p. : ill. (some col.) ; 24 cm.
A selection of printed devices with wheels, including volvelles, astrolabes, planispheres, and (on pp. 98-107) geographical wheels that include maps.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 159).
Publisher description and contributor biographical information on Library of Congress website (Sept. 2007):
http://www.loc.gov/catdir/enhancements/fy0722/2002000532-d.html --
http://www.loc.gov/catdir/enhancements/fy0738/2002000532-b.html

Subject (LCSH):
'Winterhouse edition.'
LC Card Number: 2002000532
ISBN 1568983387 : 9781568983387
N7431.5.H45 2002 (NLO)

20857

Circular Street (Saratoga Springs, N.Y.) - Pictorial works - 1882< ==> Saratoga Springs (N.Y.) - Pictorial works - 1882 - Parks< ==> Parks - Saratoga Springs (N.Y.) - Pictorial works - 1882

Circular Street, Saratoga Springs, looking south from Union Avenue / Pierson sc. N.Y. [New York : Taintor Bros., Merrill & Co., 1882].

Authors: Pierson, Paul R. B. -- Taintor Brothers, Merrill & Co. -- Taintor, Charles Newhall, 1840-1920. Saratoga illustrated : the visitor's guide to Saratoga Springs ... (1882)
1 view : wood engraving ; on sheet 11 x 18 cm. Wood engraved view of horse carriages and pedestrians walking along the east side of Congress Park in Saratoga Springs, New York. Approximate coordinates: (W 73°46'57"/N 43°04'41"").
G 85178 .8, frontispiece (NLO)

20858

Cisme (Greece) - Maps - 1689 - Pictorial works

Cities and towns
Baskes HT133 .S6 1968 (NLO)
the Newberry Library.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
Series: Universit
and index.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [151]
1st U.S. ed.
160 p. : maps ; 21 cm.
Authors: Smailes, Arthur E.
The Geography of towns
Cities and towns
Case U 007 .131, v. 2, opposite p. 48 (PrCt)
In upper right margin: To face p. 48 vol 2.
the island of Gozo, near Malta," p. 48.
plan of the fortified
(November 1799), opposite p. 48.

Cities and towns - France - Maps - History
Plaisirs de villes de Frances et des colonies. [Paris :
Hachard et cie, 1935].
Authors: May, Louis-Philippe, 1905- -- Newberry
Library. John M. Wing Foundation
p. 16-22 : 10 maps, ill. ; 31 cm.
In Arts et métiers graphiques no. 48 (Aug. 15,
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the
Newberry Library.
Wing folio Z 007 .042, 1935, no. 48, p. 16-22
(PrCt)

Cities and towns - Geography - 1964 - Cities and towns
City and region : a geographical interpretation.
Authors: Dickinson, Robert Eric, 1905-
xx, 588 p. : maps ; 23 cm.
Includes: Bibliographical footnotes.
Abridgement pub. in 1967 under title: The city
region in Western Europe.
Series: International library of sociology and
social reconstruction.
HT371 .D54 (NLO)

Cities and towns in art -
Exhibitions - Cities and towns, Renaissance -
Exhibitions - Venice (Italy) -
In art - Exhibitions - Venice (Italy) - Maps -
Exhibitions - Barbari, Jacopo de', 15th cent. Venetie MD
A volo d'uccello : Jacopo de' Barbari e le
rappresentazioni di città nell'Europa del
Rinascimento / [catalogo a cura di Giandomenico
Romanelli, Susanna Biadene, Camillo Tonini].
Authors: Barbari, Jacopo de', 15th cent. --
Romanelli, Giandomenico, 1945- -- Biadene,
Susanna -- Tonini, Camillo -- Museo Correr
191 p. : ill. (some col.), maps (some col.) ; 29 cm.
Catalogue of the exhibition: Venezia (Italy),
Includes bibliographical references (p. 186-191).
ISBN 8877432624
folio NB217.C35 B37 1999 (NLO)

Cities and towns - Italy - Maps - 1988 - Italy -
Maps - 1980 - Cities and towns
Italian hilltowns / Norman F. Carver, Jr.
Authors: Carver, Norman F. -- Documan Press --
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
192 p. : chiefly ill., maps.; 28 cm.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 79063738
ISBN 0932076009 ; 9780932076007 ; 0932076017 ; 9780932076014
Baskes folio DG430.2 .C37 1980 (NLO)

20867 Cities and towns - Maps - 1564<<>>Cities and towns - Pictorial works - 1564<<>>Atlases, French - 1564<<>>Geography - 1564
Plantz, pourtraitz et descriptions de plusieurs villes et forteresses, tant de l'Europe, Asie, & Afrique, que des Indes, & terres neuues : leurs fondations, antiquitez, & manieres de viure : auec plusieurs cartes generales & particulieres, seruans à la cosmographie, iointes à leurs declarations : deux tables fort amples, l'vne des chapitres, & l'autre des matieres contenuës en ce present liure / le tout mis par ordre, region par region, par Antoine Du Pinet. A Lyon [Lyons] : Par Ian d'Ogerolles, MDLXIII [1564].
Authors: Du Pinet, Antoine, active 16th century -- Ogerolles, Jean d' -- Guéroult, Guillaume, -approximately 1570. Epitome de la corographie d'Europe -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552.
Cosmographia -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Épeisses, François Morélo d', 1724-1778 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (8 unnumbered pages, xxxvij, 308 pages, 24 unnumbered pages) : illustrations, 39 maps, plans, portraits ; 32 cm (folio)
Colophon: Acheué d'imprimer le quinziesme.d'aurl. MDLXIII...
Running title: Cartes cosmographiques & plantz de villes
Some maps and views derived from the woodblocks used in Guillaume Guéroult's Epitome de la corographie d'Europe, Sebastian Münster's Cosmographia, and other sources.
See Pastoureau and Shirley.
Maps and views later used by François de Belleforest and by Georg Braun and Frans Hogenberg. See Tooley's dictionary of mapmakers.
Lacking p. 213-214 (with map of Sardinia); last 2 leaves K5 and K6 pasted together (blank verso of K5 to blank recto of K6)
Errors in pagination.
Relief shown pictorially.
Printer's device on title page and on verso of final leaf.
Woodcut and criblé (metal cut) initials; head- and tail-pieces.
List of contemporary maps, page 3-4 of third pagination sequence.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
References: A.E. Nordenskiold coll., 71; Pastoureau, M. Atlas français, page 131-133; Shirley, R.W. Maps in the atlases of the British Library, T. Dpin-1a; Tooley's dictionary of mapmakers, volume A-D, page 401; Phillips 60; Sabin, 62940
Armorial bookplate: F. Morel Depeisses.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Baskes folio G1001 .D8 1564 (NLO)

1 atlas (6 v. in 3 : maps, plans, views) ; 45 cm.
"Facsimile edition ... of the six volumes ... apparently printed by Peter von Brachel [of Cologne] about the years 1618-23."
Introduction and bibliography (in German) by R. A. Skelton (v. 1, p. vii-xlvi); English translation of intro. inside back cover pocket (p. vii-xlvi). Latin letterpress text on plate versos.
Includes indexes.
Uniform title: Civitates orbis terrarum.
Shelved next to separately issued index: Sowers, Margaret C. Civitates orbis terrarum index / [by Margaret C. Sowers]. [S.l. : s.n., 197-?]. [37] leaves ; 28 cm. [Map Ref oversize G1028 .B73 1980 Index]
Formerly oversize G1028 .B73 1980
ISBN 9022202623
Map Ref oversize G1028 .B73 1980 (NLO)

20869 Cities and towns - Maps - 1577-1581<<>>Cities and towns - Pictorial works - 1577-1581<<>>Atlases, German - 1577-1581
Civitates orbis terrarvm. [Cologne : s.n., 1577-1581].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Kempensem, G. -- Galle, Philippe, 1537-1612 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (6 v. in 2 : hand col. maps, plans, views) ; 43 cm.
Formerly oversize G1028 .B73 1980
ISBN 9022202623
Map Ref oversize G1028 .B73 1980 (NLO)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Incomplete: lacking vol. 4-6.
T.-p. and plans colored by hand.
Latin letterpress text on plate versos.
Uniform title: Civitates orbis terrarum.
On plate 58 of vol.1 are plans of Mexico and Cuzco.
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 87 NL 32-5700
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1577 (NLO)

20870
Cities and towns - Maps - 1608<<>><Cities and towns - Pictorial works - 1608<<>><Istanbul (Turkey) - Maps - 1608<<>><Map printing - Woodcuts - Maps - 1608<<>><Woodcuts Parvum theatrum urbium, sive, Vrbiurn praecipuarum totius orbis breuis & methodica descriptio / authore Adriano Romano E.A.
Francofurti [Frankfurt] : Ex officina typographica Wolffgangi Richteri, sumptibus omnium heredum Nicolai Bassaei, MDCVIII [1608].
Other title: Parvum theatrum urbium, sive, Urbium praecipuarum totius orbis breuis & methodica descriptio
Originally published: Frankfurt, 1595.
Includes map of Constantinople.
Errors in pagination: numbers 257-258 skipped; page numbers 327-330 and 363-365 (following page 366) repeated.
Title page printed in black and red.
Title vignette; head- and tail-pieces; initials.
Text in line border.
In limp vellum.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 3296; Shirley, R. Maps in the atlases of the British Library, T.Rom-1b; VD 17 32:695798D; Sabin 73000
Baskes G140 .R66 1608 (NLO)

20872
Cities and towns - Maps - 1612-1618<<>><Cities and towns - Pictorial works - 1612-1618Atlases, German - 1612-1618
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Bärenreiter-Verlag (Kassel, Germany) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (6 v. in 3 : 253 maps, plans, and views (part. col.)) ; 46 cm.
Facsimile of original published in Cologne,1612-1618.
Includes 546 cities.
Uniform title: Civitates orbis terrarum.
OCLC 9630778.
Cf. Phillips 3292
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

20873
Cities and towns - Maps - 1620<<>><Cities and towns - Pictorial works - 1620<<>><Atlases, German - 1620
Civitates orbis terrarvm. [Cologne : Pieter van Brachel?., ca. 1620].
1 atlas (6 v. in 2 : maps, plans, views) ; 41 x 29 cm.
Incomplete: lacking volume 6; also, pl. [4]. v. 1; pl. [23], v. 4; colophon, v. 4.
Title from v. 1; each vol. has special title.
Uniform title: Civitates orbis terrarum.
Latin letterpress text on plate versos.
Engraved title-pages and plates, colored by hand.
For full description see Phillips 3292. In the Newberry copy, pl. [30], v. 4 is duplicated, and there is an additional plate, [59], in v. 3.
The plates wanting from v. 3 and v. 5 of the Library of Congress set are not wanting from Newberry set.
Vol. 1 has colophon: Coloniae Agrippiae, Apud Petrum à Brachel, sumptibus auctorum: Anno repartæ salutis humanæ M.DCXII. Mense Iulio.
Dedication of v. 6 signed: Antonivs Heirat & Abrahamvs Hoghenberg.
Most of the plates include figures in contemporary costume.--cf. Brunet, I, 1287.
NL 36-5485
VAULT Case oversize G 117 .119 (NLO)

Hogenberg, Abraham, fl. 1608-1653 -- Novellanus, Simon, 16th cent.
1 atlas (6 v. in 2 : maps, plans, views) ; 41 x 29 cm.
Incomplete: lacking volume 6; also, pl. [4]. v. 1; pl. [23], v. 4; colophon, v. 4.
Title from v. 1; each vol. has special title.
Uniform title: Civitates orbis terrarum.
Latin letterpress text on plate versos.
Engraved title-pages and plates, colored by hand.
For full description see Phillips 3292. In the Newberry copy, pl. [30], v. 4 is duplicated, and there is an additional plate, [59], in v. 3.
The plates wanting from v. 3 and v. 5 of the Library of Congress set are not wanting from Newberry set.
Vol. 1 has colophon: Coloniae Agrippiae, Apud Petrum à Brachel, sumptibus auctorum: Anno repartæ salutis humanæ M.DCXII. Mense Iulio.
Dedication of v. 6 signed: Antonivs Heirat & Abrahamvs Hoghenberg.
Most of the plates include figures in contemporary costume.--cf. Brunet, I, 1287.
NL 36-5485
VAULT Case oversize G 117 .119 (NLO)

Orbis habitabilis oppida et vestitus. (The towns and costumes of the inhabited world)
Amsterdam, ca. 1695 / Carolus Allard ; with an introd. by R.A. Skelton. Amsterdam : Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, [c1966].


x 13 p., [2], 100 leaves of plates ; 35 cm.
Facsimile of original published Amsterdam, 1695; introduction by R.A. Skelton.

Bibliography: p. ix.
Series: Mirror of the world ; 1st ser., v. 4.
References: Phillips 5385.

folio G140 .A4 1966 (NLO)

20875 Cities and towns - Maps - 1755<>>>France - Maps - 1755 <>>> Atlasses, French - 1755 

Recueil des fortifications, forts, et ports de mer de France. [Paris : Le Rouge, 1755?].

Authors: Le Rouge, Georges-Louis -- Grienenger, Captain -- Statni Pamatkove Sprava Knizni Fond Konojedy

1 atlas ([2] leaves. 89 [i.e. 88] leaves of plates, bound) : 131 hand-col. maps ; 19 cm.
Possible production dates from known ed. of 1755.

Ms. t.p.

Maps, arranged one or two to a page, are engraved from copperplates in sepia ink, and hand-colored in green, pink, aqua, gray, and red watercolors; titles and borders also engraved in sepia.
Includes engraved two-page alphabetical index on facing pages on first two leaves.
Imperfect: plate 42 [Besançon, France] wanting. Contemporary dark red morocco; upper and lower boards bordered with double rules and dog tooth roll pattern in gold, with gold-stamped floral ornament in center panels; raised bands on spine; spine compartments outlined in gold, and filled with small gold-stamped tools around a center lozenge; brown morocco spine label, with gold-stamped binder's title 'Villes de France'; inner dentelles and all edges gilt; front and back pastedowns are metallic gold paper.
Ownership stamp of Hauptmann Grienenger on second front endpaper; Grienenger's inscription on t.p. contains his full military title: 'Grienenger, Capitain de l'etat major general.'
Inkstamp of a state library in Konojedy, Czech Republic, on verso of front endpaper: 'Státni Pamatkove Sprava Knizni Fond Konojedy [Konojedy' added in ms.].'
Wholly engraved atlas, probably printed in 1755 (or 1760?), containing plans of city fortifications in France and French America by the French hydrographer and cartographer Georges-Louis Le Rouge, Ingenieur Geographe du Roy. The maps show city walls, forts, fortifications, and harbors, as well as topographical features of French cities such as Port-Louis, Belle-Isle (Belle-Ile-en-Mer), Brest, Caen, Cherbourg, St.-Malo, Havre de Grace (Le Havre), Dieppe,

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Amiens, Calais, Douay, Cambray, Dunquerque, Mezières, Metz, Verdun, Dijon, Grenoble, Strasbourg, and others. Some colonial ports are also represented, including Québec City, Ville Marie (Québec), Louisbourg (Nova Scotia), New Orleans (Louisiana), and Cayenne (French Guiana). Eleven plates are plans of forts, including Forts Barreau, Dauphin, Dauphin en Amerique (Fort Liberté, Haiti), Medoc, Socoa, Scarpé, Nieulet, l'Echise, Louis, Ste. Croix, and Ste. Marguerite. Chadenat 116. Phillip 2975.

Holzheimer book fund.

VAULT Case G1838 .L47 (NLO)

20876 Cities and towns - Maps - 1760 France - Fortification France - Maps - 1760 Colonies Atlases, French - 1760

(Provisional Heading)


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

20877 Cities and towns - Maps - 1801


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

20878 Cities and towns - Maps - 1801 Napoleonic Wars, 1800-1815 Atlases, British, 1816


Previously classed as Ayer 135 .L94 1801 27069

ICN 47-3544

folio Ayer 135 .L94 1816 (NLO)

20879 Cities and towns - Maps - 1846 Atlases, British - 1846


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)


folio RMcN atlas .G6 2005 .U7 (PrCt)


ISBN 9781906347925 ; 1906347921

folio G1046.A1 S95 2009 (NLO)

20882 Cities and towns - Maps - Bibliography - 1486-1750 Cities and towns - Pictorial works - Bibliography - 1486-1750 Europe-
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Maps - Cities and towns - Bibliography
1486-1750 <-> Europe - Pictorial works - Cities and towns - Bibliography

Authors: Fauser, Alois, 1906-
viii, 376 p. ; 32 cm.
With over 16,000 brief descriptions, the most ambitiously comprehensive list of city maps and views, but see also the catalogs edited by Wolfram Klaus for the Deutsche Staatsbibliothek and the Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin.
Contents: Bd. 1. A-K -- Bd. 2. L-Z.
Formerly Z6022 .F38
LC Card Number: 79390128
ISBN 3920153944
Map Ref Z6022 .F38 (NLO)


Authors: Bachmann, Friedrich, 1860-1947 viii, 376 p. ; 32 cm.
Edition: 2. unveränderte Aufl.
Includes bibliographical references.
LC Card Number: 67103388
Formerly folio W 99 .0625
Map Ref folio N8214 .B15 1965 (NLO)


Index to early twentieth century city plans appearing in guidebooks, Baedeker, Muirhead-Blue guides, Murray, I.J.G.R., etc., plus selected other works to provide worldwide coverage of over 2,000 plans to over 1,200 communities, found in 74 guidebooks / Harold M. Otness. Santa Cruz, Calif. Western Association of Map Libraries, 1978.
Authors: Otness, Harold M. xxx, 91 p. ; 23 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 87-91).
Series: Occasional paper - Western Association of Map Libraries ; no. 4
Bibliography: p. 87-91.
LC Card Number: 78015094
Map Ref Z6026 .C56 O84 (NLO)

Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622. Civitates orbis terrarum. Selections -- Lechuga de Serantes, José Enrique -- Fundación Iberoamericana para el Fomento de la Cultura y Ciencias del Mar -- FOMAR SEE Fundación Iberoamericana para el Fomento de la Cultura y Ciencias del Mar
181 p. : col. views, maps ; 31 cm.
2a ed.
At head of title: Braun & Hogenberg, Civitates orbis terrarum, 1572-1618
Reproductions of maps and illustrations of port cities from Civitates orbis terrarum by Georg Braun and Franz Hogenberg, accompanied by short histories of each of the cities.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 181).
ISBN 9788461420018 ; 8461420012
folio G1028 C58 2010 (NLO)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
20886 Cities and towns - Maps - Collections, 1829-1870
Authors: Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (Great Britain) -- Branch, Melville C. -- Princeton Architect -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 40 maps ; 330 x 375 mm.
C:SDUK
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Authors: Toynbee, Arnold, 1889-1975 -- McGraw-Hill, inc. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
376 p. : ill. (some col.), maps, ports. (some col.) ; 36 cm.
"542 illustrations, 157 in colour, 385 photographs, drawings, maps, plans and diagrams."
A reference book about cities of the world.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 362-371) and index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 67021688
Baskes folio G140 .T69 1967 (NLO)

20888 Cities and towns - Maps - Exhibitions - Catalogs<<Map Library (British Library) - Exhibitions - Catalogs
Authors: Elliot, James
88 p. : maps, ill. : 25 cm.
A brief, comprehensive survey, well-illustrated.
Bibliography: p. 86.
Formerly GA203 .E44
LC Card Number: gb 87013330
ISBN 0712301348
Map Ref GA203 .E44 (NLO)

20889 Cities and towns - Maps - Subways - Collections
Authors: Ovenden, Mark, 1963- -- Capital Transport -- London Transport Museum
144 p. : ill., maps ; 25 x 29 cm.
2nd ed.
'Published in association with London's Transport Museum' --back cover.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 142) and index.
ISBN 1854142887
folio HE4211 .O94 2005 (NLO)

20890 Cities and towns - Pictorial works - 1913<<Cities and towns in art - 1913<<Map printing - Etchings - Pictorial works - 1913<<Etchings
The Etching of cities. [Chicago] : The Chicago Society of Etchers, for its members, 1913.
Authors: Stevens, Thomas Wood, 1880-1942 -- Seymour, Ralph Fletcher, b. 1876 -- Roth, Ernest David, 1879-1964 -- Chicago Society of Etchers -- Newberry Library. John M. Wing Foundation
'... one of an edition of three hundred and twenty-five copies ... issued with a proof of a plate etched by E. D. Roth, and twelve facsimiles of etchings'--Colophon.
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.
Wing ZP 983 .C4285 (NLO)

20891 Cities and towns - Pictorial works - Bibliography - 1609-1660<<<<Cartography - Cities and towns - Pictorial works - 1609-1660<<<<Map publishing - Netherlands - Amsterdam - Bibliography - 1609-1660<<<<Maps - Publishing SEE Map publishing
Grote stadsphanorama's, gegraveerd in Amsterdam sedert 1609. [Amsterdam : Genootschap Amstelodamum, 1955].
Authors: Hoff, Bert van 't, 1900-1979
p. 81-131 : ill., views ; 22 cm.
Vert 2296 (PrCt)

20892 Cities and towns - Pictorial works<<Cities and towns - Views SEE Cities and towns - Pictorial works<<City views SEE Cities and towns - Pictorial works<<Views of cities
Authors: Hameleers, Marc -- Caert-Thresoor (1989)
p. 22-32 ; 30 cm.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
20901 Civil engineers - Education - 1878<<>>Surveyors - Education - 1878
Program of the studies of the architect and of the civil engineer. 1878.
Authors: Van Nostrand's engineering magazine -- Builder (London, England)
p. 419-421

20902 Civil engineers - Great Britain - Biography - Dictionaries<<>>Civil engineers - Ireland - Biography - Dictionaries
A Biographical dictionary of civil engineers in Great Britain and Ireland / edited A.W. Skempton.
Authors: Skempton, A. W. -- Institution of Civil Engineers (Great Britain)
v. : ill., ports.; 25 cm.
Incomplete contents: v. 1. 1500-1830 -- v.2. 1830-1890
Includes bibliographical references and index.
ISBN 072772939X ; 9780727729392 ; 9780727735041 (v. 2) ; 0727735047 (v. 2)
Map Ref TA139 .B55 2002 (NLO)

20903 Civil engineers - United States - 1883<<>>Military engineers - United States - 1883<<>>Topographical surveying - United States - 1883
Government engineers. 1883.
Authors: Carpenter, Frank D., b. 1850
p. 159-168
Photocopy from: Lippincott's magazine of literature, science, and education 33 (August 1883): 159-168.
'In the engineer service of the government, as at present organized, there is no room at the top among the military engineers, for the civil engineers...' -- p. 159.
Ayer Modern MS Karrow, box 2, folder 16, no. 3 (PrCt)

20904 Civil engineers - United States - 1886<<>>Military engineers - United States - 1886
A Rational policy of public works. 1886.
Authors: Cooley, Lyman Edgar, 1850-1917
p. 324-333
Photocopy from: Van Nostrand's engineering magazine 34 (1886): 324-333.
Ayer Modern MS Karrow, box 2, folder 16, no. 9 (PrCt)

Authors: Hawkes, Jacquetta, 1910-1996 -- Flower, John, 1929-- University of Southern

20900 City planning - West (U.S.) - 1800-1899<<>>West (U.S.) - Maps - Collections, 1800-1899 - Cities and towns<<>>Cities and towns - West (U.S.) - Maps - Collections, 1800-1899<<>>West (U.S.) - Pictorial works - Collections, 1800-1899 - Cities and towns<<>>Pictorial works - Collections, 1800-1899
Authors: Winslow, Louis -- Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
xii, 827 p., 32 [i.e. 16] leaves of plates : ill. ; 23 x 27 cm.
79-43316
78-51187
Ayer folio HT123.5 .A17 R46 (NLO)

20901 Civil engineers - History<<>>Cities and towns, Medieval
Reprint of lecture "originally published in the Bulletin of the John Rylands Library, vol. 4, no. 1, May to Aug., 1917 ... re-published, with ... corrections, in The Collected papers of Thomas Frederick Tout, vol. 3, in 1934."
Contents: Breslau -- Vilna -- Montpazer (Dordogne) -- Cadillac (Gironde) -- Aigues Mortes (Gard) (western half) -- Salisbury (seventeenth century) -- Salisbury (modern) -- Flint (seventeenth century) -- Carnarvon (seventeenth century) -- Hull (seventeenth century) -- Winchelsea.
Includes bibliographical references. Inscribed on cover: Eila M.J. Campbell.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes NA9045 .T73 1948 (NLO)

Partial photocopy of article in: Van Nostrand's engineering magazine 19 (1878): 419+
[continues beyond p. 421].
'From The Builder.'
Ayer Modern MS Karrow, box 2, folder 15, no. 8 (PrCt)
20912 Civitavecchia (Italy) - Maps - 1695 - Fortification
*Civita Vecchia, ville et port de mer d'Italie*. [Paris : De Fer, 1695].
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes -- avec leurs fortifications ... (1695-1696) 1 map ; 23 x 30 cm.
In: Fer, Nicolas de. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes; avec leurs fortifications ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, 1695-1696) pt. 6, map [115].
Manuscript ‘15’ at upper right.
Case folio U 26. 293 pt. 6, map [115] (PrCt)

20913 Civitavecchia (Italy) - Maps - 1713 - Fortification
*Civita-Vechia, ville et port de Mer d'Italie* ... Paris : De Fer, [1713?].
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Loon, H. V. (Herman van) -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Introduction à la fortification ... [1713?] 1 map ; 19 x 29 cm.
In: Fer, Nicolas de. Introduction à la fortification ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, [1713?]) map [145].
Map dated 1705.
For later state of this map, with engraved plate number, see Case folio U 26 .292.
For earlier version of this map, engraved on different plate, see Case folio U 26 .293.
Case oversize U 26. 2919 map [145] (PrCt)

20914 Civitavecchia (Italy) - Maps - 1744 - Harbors
*Plan de la ville et port de Civita Vechia*. [Amsterdam : Hendrik de Leth, 1744].
Authors: Leth, Hendrik de, 1703-1766 -- Leth, Hendrik de, 1703-1766. Plusieurs plans des ports et rades de la Mer Mediterranee = Naukeurige Afbeelding van de Voornaamste Havenen, Baayen, en Gronden, Langs de Middellantsche Zee (1744) -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:XS a, b, c, d 1 map ; 17 x 24 cm., on sheet 56 x 66 cm.
Anonymous map without imprint.
Printed on the same sheet with: Plan de la ville et port de Livourne -- Plan de la Baye de Gibraltar -- Plan du Port de Cartagene. A Amsterdam, Chez Henry de Leth.
Oriented with north at upper left.
Forms part of an incomplete (?) atlas comprised of loose and uncut sheets: Leth, Hendrik de.
Plusieurs plans des ports et rades de la Mer Mediterranee = Naukeurige Afbeelding van de Voornaamste Havenen, Baayen, en Gronden, Langs de Middellantsche Zee (Amsterdam : Henrik de Leth, 1744) sheet 2 of 5.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G5672.M4P55 1744 .L4 sheet 2 of 5 (PrCt)

20915 Civitella del Tronto (Italy) - History - Siege, 1557 - Maps<<>>Guise, François De Lorraine, duc de, 1519-1563
[Plan of the siege of Civitella del Tronto]. [Venice? s.n., 1557?].
Authors: Lange, Otto, 1879-1944 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 299 x 383 mm. (plate mark), on sheet 345 x 492 mm.
Blank cartouche at lower right.
Shows siege led by François de Lorraine, duc de Guise, during his Italian campaign of 1557.
Cannon, siegeworks and soldiers shown pictorially.
Bella and Bella, Cartografia rara ... dalla collezione Franco Novacco (1986) p. 38, no. 30.
Tooley 154.
Ex Lange.
F9
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Novacco 2F 34 (PrCt)

20916 Civitella del Tronto (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1569<<<<Civitella del Tronto (Italy) - History - Siege, 1557
*Civitella*. [Venice : Bolognino Zaltieri, 1569].
Authors: Ballino, Giulio, d. ca. 1592 -- Ballino, Giulio, d. ca. 1592. De' disegni delle piu illustri città, et fortezze del mondo ... (1569) -- Zaltieri, Bolognino, fl. 1555-1576 1 view ; 22 x 29 cm.
View of of the 1557 siege of Civitella del Tronto.
Letterpress text on verso.
In: Ballino, Giulio. De' disegni delle piu illustri città, et fortezze del mondo ... (Venice : Bolognino Zaltieri, 1569), plate [41].
VAULT Case folio G 117 .06, plate [41] (PrCt)

20917 Clackamas County (Or.) - Maps - 1970 - Road maps<<<<Road maps<<<<Counties - Maps Clackamas County Oregon. [Eugene? Oregon
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Authors: Oregon State Highway Commission -- United States. Federal Highway Administration -- Logility Transportation (Des Plaines, Ill.)
1 map ; 53 x 80 cm.
Scale ca. 1:125,000.
Lacks statement of authority, but looks like a typical county map of the type produced by state highway departments in cooperation with the Federal Highway Administration.
Auxiliary maps on verso: Moralla. -- Urban area [including Oregon City, Milwaukie, Lake Oswego, West Linn, Gladstone, Happy Valley, River Grove, and Johnson City]. -- Wilsonville. -- Sandy. -- Estacada. -- Canby.
map4F G4293 .C4P2 1970 .07 (PrCt)

20918 Clare (Ireland) - Maps - 1685
Clare County. [London : Francis Lamb, 1685].
1 map ; 11 x 15 cm.
In: Petty, William. A Geographical description of ye kingdom of Ireland ... (London: Francis Lamb, [1685]) pl. [32].
Engraved plate number '27'.
Case G 1042 .668 pl. [32] (PrCt)

20919 Clare (Ireland) - Maps - 1787<<>>Wall maps
1 map ; 159 x 159 cm. on 4 sheets each 83 x 100 cm.
Reduced facsimile of original 'first published [in London] in 12 sheets at a scale of 0.9 miles to an inch (approx.). This edition is in 4 sheets at a scale of 1.02 miles to an inch (approx.).'
'The topographical part of this map engrav'd by I. Cheevers. The writing designed and engraved by T. Harmar. Sold by Messrs. W. Faden, corner of St. Martin's Lane, London, W. Allen, Dame Street, Dublin & A. Watson & Co., Limerick.'
Facsimile panel title: Henry Pelham's map of County Clare, 1787
Scale [ca. 1:61,574]. 1 in. = 1.02 miles.
Relief shown by hill shading. Shows roads and buildings.
Facsimile printed at the Ordnance Survey, Dublin.
Includes 'Scale[s] of miles,' 'Table of the tides,' and 'Table of distances in Irish miles.'
'Reproduced from originals made available by the Neptune Gallery, Dublin... '
92030506NL
ISBN 1855931117 ; 9781855931114
map6F G5783.C5 1787 .P4 1991 (NLO)

20920 Clarenbeek (Suriname) - Pictorial works - 1791
View of Clarenbeek, on the River Commewine.
London : Published ... by J. Johnson, 1791.
Authors: Stedman, John Gabriel, 1744-1797 -- Stedman, John Gabriel, 1744-1797. Narrative, of a five years' expedition, against the revolted Negroes of Surinam (1796) -- Johnson, Joseph, 1738-1809 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : hand col. ; 7.3 x 13.0 cm.
In J. G. Stedman, Narrative, of a five years' expedition, against the revolted Negroes of Surinam (London: J. Johnson, 1796), v. 2, opp. p. 4.
Ayer 1300.5 .G6 S81 1796, v. 2, opp. p. 4 (PrCt)

Authors: A. Pomeroy & Co. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Microfiche 583, no. 726 (PrCt)

20922 Clarion County (Pa.) - Maps - 1877 - Landowners<><>Counties - Maps<><>Landowners - Maps
Caldwell's illustrated, historical, combination atlas of Clarion County, Pennsylvania / from actual surveys by & under the directions of Henry Cring ; assisted by C.T. Arms, Sr. ... [et al.]. [Clarion, Pa.?] ; Chicora, Pa. Clarion County Historical Society ; Printed by Mechling Bookbindery, c2002.
Authors: Cring, Henry -- Arms, C. T., Capt. -- Caldwell, J. A. (Joseph A.) -- Clarion County Historical Society -- Mechling Bookbindery
1 atlas (1 v. (various pagings)) : ill., maps ; 36 cm.
Reprint of original published: Condit, Ohio : J.A.
Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Clarion County 4-H Clubs (Pa.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (48 p.) : 20 col. maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
F.K. Miller memorial ed.
Edition statement from cover.
"Sponsored by Clarion County 4-H Clubs."
Includes index to owners and business directory.
Scale [1:50,688]. 1 1/4 in. = 1 mile.
Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 73653555

Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960- -- Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)
348 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
1st ed.
'Deluxe edition.'
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).
'3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.'
Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).
Includes indexes.
Series: Family maps
ISBN 1420300156

Clark County (Ill.) - Maps - 1892 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Geo. A. Ogle & Co. -- Bourquin, F. (Frederick), b. 1808 -- Balliet & Volk (Firm)
1 atlas (73 p. plates, maps) ; 46 x 39 cm.
oversize F 696228 .642 (NLO)

Clark County (Ill.) - Maps - 1962 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Clark County Farm Bureau (Ill.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (31 p.) : 19 maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
'Sponsored by Clark County Farm Bureau.'
Scale of township maps [ca. 1:50,688]. 1 1/4 in. to 1 mile.
Includes business directory and index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G4103.C5G46 1962 .R58 (NLO)

Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Clark County Farm Bureau (Ill.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (40 p.) : 18 maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
"Rev. 1975."
Includes index to owners and business directory.
Advertisements on cover and interspersed.
Scale [1:50,688]. 1 1/4 in. = 1 mi.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G4103.C5G46 1975 .R58 (NLO)

Clark County (Ind.) - Maps - 1875 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Davis, George W. -- McCann, Chas. A. -- Koons, David S. -- Library of Congress.
Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
20931

Clark County (Mo.) - Maps - 1915 - Landowners<><>Counties - Maps<><>Landowners - Maps

Standard atlas of Clark County, Missouri: including a plat book of the villages, cities and townships of the county, map of the state, United States and world, patrons directory, reference business directory and departments devoted to general information, analysis of the system of U.S. land surveys, digest of the system of civil government, etc., etc. / compiled and published by Geo. A. Ogle & Co. Chicago : Geo. A. Ogle & Co., 1915.

Authors: Geo. A. Ogle & Co. -- Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Roger S. Baskes

Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (79, xxii p.) : ill., ports., 36 maps (most colored, some folded) ; 46 cm.
Includes patron's directory and index to illustrations.
Scale of township maps [1:31,680]. 2 in. to 1 mile.
Map of Missouri, United States, and world engraved and published by Geo. F. Cram. Advertisements interspersed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G4163.C6G46 1915 .03 (NLO)

20932

Clark County (Ohio) - Maps - 1859 - Landowners<><>Counties - Maps<><>Landowners - Maps

1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 33.5 x 52 in. Scale 1: 36,000.
Originally published 1859.
Microfiche 583, no. 606 (PrCt)

20933

Clark County (Ohio) - Maps - 1875<><>Counties - Maps

Authors: L.H. Everts & Co. -- Chicago Historical Society
1 atlas (94, 30, 71 p.) : ill., col. maps, ports. ; 44 cm.
Imperfect: lacks part of 47-48, 71-74; part II lacks 1-8; part III probably lacks some maps; parts of some maps cut out.
Includes directory, brief history of the county, and brief biographies and portraits of early residents.
Scales differ.
Library buckram.

20929

Clark County (Ky.) - Maps - 1861 - Landowners<><>Counties - Maps<><>Landowners - Maps

1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 3 parts; 2 are 18.5 x 55.5 in. each and 1 is 17.5 x 55.5 in. each. Scale 1:63,360. Originally published New York: Smith, Gallup & Co., 1861.
Microfiche 583, no. 140 (PrCt)

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Clay County (Ohio) - Maps - 1894 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Rerick Brothers (Richmond, Ind.) -- Nichols, Clifton M. (Clifton Melvin), 1830-1903 -- Ohio Genealogical Society. Clark County Chapter -- Little Miami Publishing Co.
Facsimile reprint; originally published: Richmond, Ind. : Rerick Brothers, 1894; reprinted for the Clark County Chapter of the Ohio Genealogical Society.
Includes index directory.
Shows names of landowners.
Relief shown by hachures. Depths shown by contours and soundings.
"The County of Clark" by Clifton M. Nichols: p. 85-86.
Scales differ.
LC Card Number: 2003683099 2002113606
ISBN 0971365741 ; 9780971365742 ; 097136575X (pbk.) ; 9780971365759 (pbk.)
2012121150 on order (NLO)

Clay County (Wash.) - Maps - 1888 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Haberson, Robert A. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 29.5 x 27.5 in. Scale 1:63,360.
Originally published 1888.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Microfiche 583, no. 1370 (PrCt)

Clark, Matthew. A Complete Chart of the Coast of America, 1790
The world of maps. 1987.
Authors: Bosse, David C.
Vert 645 (PrCt)

Authors: Long, John Hamilton
BHC 1676
Vert 1260 (PrCt)

Clark, William, 1770-1838. A Map of part of the continent of North America (1811)<>>Cartography - Lewis and Clark Expedition (1804-1806)<>>Cartography - West (U.S.) - History
The Map that changed the west : the master map of the Lewis and Clark expedition, now in the Beinecke, shaped the self-image of a nation. 2005.
Authors: Fellman, Bruce
p. 36-43 : maps ; 28 cm.
For full size facsimile of the manuscript in four sheets, see Map 4F G4050 1811 .C5 1950.
Vert 2265 (PrCt)

Clarke, Alexander Ross, 1828-1914. Geodesy (1880)
Geodesy, 1880.
Authors: Nature
p. 605-609
Ayer Modern MS Karrow, box 2, folder 16, no. 13 (PrCt)

Authors: Ball, T. H. (Timothy Horton), 1826-1913 1 map ; 55 x 44 cm.
Emphasizes Clarke County.
Scale not indicated. ca. 6 miles = 1 inch. St. Stevens meridian.
G 10873 .1 (NLO)

Clarke County (Ga.) - Maps - 1893 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
Map of Clarke County, Georgia. [197-].
Authors: Strahan, Charles Morton, 1864-1 map ; 35 x 42 cm.
Facsimile of original published 1893.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Numbers</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Authors/Editors</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20951</td>
<td>Classical Geography &gt; Cosmology &gt; Greek literature - Translations into English</td>
<td>Butler, Philadelphia : Carey and Lea, 1831.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A compilation of extracts in English from Greek authors.</td>
<td>Authors: Lattis, James M. xix, 293 p. ill.; 24 cm.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Ayer 6.W2 1934 (NLO)</em></td>
<td>Includes bibliographical references (p. 265-284) and index.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Map Ref GA101.A2, v. 5, p. 424-475 (PrCt)</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.</td>
<td>[Washington, D.C. : Library of Congress, Geography and Map Division, 1983?].</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Microfiche 583, no. 692 (PrCt)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.**

**For more information refer to the title page of this volume.**
Most of the maps are pre-printed outline maps of sections, with "Diagram of Sec. No. [blank] Town [blank] North, Range [blank] East" printed at the top and "I certify that the above is a correct plat of Sec. [blank] Town [blank] North, Range [blank] East as surveyed by me, [blank] County Surveyor of Clay County, Illinois." In all cases, the name "Louis C. McNiel" is entered as county surveyor, and the plats are dated below and signed "per Sylvester Johnson, Deputy."

Also included are a few surveys of irregular parcels, on plain paper. MS note, laid in: "This plat book was loaned to me by C. S. Hayes to keep until called for. We are turning it over to our successors, but not selling it. Mae Erwin Kincaid, Dec. 19, 1942. Gift of Ernesto Marroquin, in honor of Elma Yolanda Marroquin.

To Collection Services for cataloging, August 2011 (PrCt)

20959 Clay County (Ill.) - Maps - 1930 - Landowners<>Counties - Maps<>Landowners - Maps

Authors: W.W. Hixson & Co. - Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([16] leaves) : 16 maps (1 fold.) ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
Imperfect: Cover lacking; map of Xenia township mutilated.
Scale of most maps [ca. 1:52,000]
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Phillips 12134
LC Card Number: map53001013


Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Clay County Farm Bureau (II.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (23 p.) : 17 maps ; 22 x 28 cm.
Cover title.
"Sponsored by Clay County Farm Bureau, Louisville, Illinois."--Cover.
Includes index to owners.
Scale [1:50,688].
Township maps of scale 1 1/4 in. to 1 mile.
Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.


Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Clay County Farm Bureau (II.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (39 p.) : 17 maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
"Sponsored by Clay County Farm Bureau."--Cover.
Includes index to owners and business directory.
Scale [1:50,688].
Township maps of scale 1 1/4 in. to 1 mile.
Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Clay County (Ill.) - Maps - 1979 - Landowners>>Counties - Maps>>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Clay County Farm Bureau (Ill.) -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (34 p.) : 18 maps ; 28 cm.
Rev. 1979.
Cover title.
Scale [1:50,688].
Township maps of scale 1 1/4 in. to 1 mile.
Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Includes index to owners and business directory.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 81675190


Clay County (Iowa) - Maps - 1896 - Landowners>>Counties - Maps>>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Long, Geo. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map : on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 25.5 x 24 in. Scale 1:65,000.
Originally published 1896.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps:
Microfiche 583, no. 183 (PrCt)

Clay County (Iowa) - Maps - 1896 - Landowners>>Counties - Maps>>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Long, Geo. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map : on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 25.5 x 24 in. Scale 1:65,000.
Originally published 1896.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps:
Microfiche 583, no. 183 (PrCt)

Clay County (Iowa) - Maps - 1978 - Landowners>>Counties - Maps>>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Clay County Soil Conservation District (Iowa) -- Maloney, Art -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (40 p.) : 18 maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
Includes index to owners, business directory, and soil map.
Scale [1:50,688]. 1 1/4 in. = 1 mile.
Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Former owner's signature: Art Maloney.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 79318249


Clay County (Ky.) - Maps - 1883 - Landowners>>Counties - Maps>>Landowners - Maps

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
20971
Clay County (Minn.) - Maps - 1957 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
Atlas of Clay County, Minnesota : containing a plat of each township, a county road map, a farm directory, a farm numbering system, and other features. Moorhead, Minn. K.R. Thompson Co., 1957.
1 atlas (unpaged) : maps ; 33 cm.
Scale of township maps ca. 1:42,000.
Includes advertising.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Phillips 14955.


20972
Clay County (Minn.) - Maps - 1964 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
Atlas of Clay County, Minnesota : containing plats of each township, a county road map, a rural directory of farmers, a farm numbering system and other features / compiled and published by the Thomas O. Nelson Co. Fergus Falls, Minn. Thomas O. Nelson Co., c1964.
Authors: Thomas O. Nelson Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([116] p.) : ill., 33 maps, ports. ; 34 cm.
Cover title: Atlas, Clay County, Minnesota "The contents of this atlas ... is believed to be accurate from data of record on the 24th day of November, 1964."
Includes indexes to landowners, directory, and pictorial section.
Scale [1:42,240].
Advertisements interspersed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1428.C5 K7 1957 (NLO)

20973
Clay County (Mo.) - Maps - 1887 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Hopkins, Griffith Morgan -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps.
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps

Each surname by township.

Surname/township index (with parcel information).

Is also an index of surnames for county patents or similar land patents within the county, city or town. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).

Includes indexes.

Series: Family maps

ISBN 1420307940 ; 9781420307948

Local History Ref F627.C56 B69 2007 (NLO)

Clayton County (Nebraska) - Maps - 1908 - Landowners - Counties - Maps
Standard atlas of Clayton County, Nebraska, including a plat book of the villages, cities and precincts of the county ... Chicago : Geo. A. Ogle & Co., 1908.
Authors: Geo. A. Ogle & Co.
1 atlas (7-8 p. : ill., ports., maps) ; 48 cm.
67-2816
ICN 68
7A 13 (NLO)

Authors: Texas. General Land Office -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 29.5 x 17.5 in. Scale 1:133,320.
Originally compiled 1880.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:

Microfiche 583, no. 925 (PrCt)

Authors: Warner, George E., 1826?--1917 -- Foote, C. M. (Charles M.), 1849--1899 -- Warner & Foote
1 atlas (55 p.) : col. maps, encapsulated in plastic ; 48 cm. rebound to 47 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:32,000]. 2 in. to 1 mile.
Town maps at larger scales.
LC Card Number: 85675184
References: Phillips 1653; Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 1679.

Oversize F 91218 .95 (NLO)

Authors: W.W. Hixson & Co. -- Clayton County Press-journal -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (47, [1] p.) : 24 maps ; 22 x 28 cm.
'Published for the Clayton County Press-journal.'
Imperfect: lacking [1] p. at end?
Cover title.
Scale [ca. 1:50,000].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.


20984 Clear Creek Canyon (Colo.) - Pictorial works - 1889 - Railroads<<<Georgetown Region (Colo.) - Pictorial works - 1889 - Railroads<<<Silver Plume Region (Colo.) - Pictorial works - 1889 - Railroads<<<Union Pacific Railway Company - Pictorial works - 1889 - Railroads - Pictorial works - 1889 The Great Loop. En route to Gray's Peak / Joe Fleming. [Chicago ; Philadelphia : H.J. Smith & Co., 1889]. Authors: Fleming, Joseph -- Matthews-Northrup Company -- Union Pacific Railway Company -- Crofutt, George A. Crofutt's overland tours : consisting of over six thousand miles of main tours, and three thousand miles of side tours (1889) -- H.J. Smith & Co. -- Fleming, Joe (Joseph), wood engraver SEE Fleming, Joseph 1 view ; 21 x 16 cm., on sheet 24 x 23 cm. Photoreproduction of wood engraving previously issued by "Matthews, Northrup Co., Buffalo. N.Y." View "No. 2" in: Crofutt, George A. Crofutt's overland tours : consisting of over six thousand miles of main tours, and three thousand miles of side tours. Also six thousand miles by stage and water, descriptive--illustrated (Chicago ; Philadelphia : H.J. Smith & Co., 1889), between p. 64-65. Shows looping section of the Union Pacific Railway across Clear Creek Canyon "Near Georgetown, Colorado." Note to "See page 68" refers to map (4 x 10 cm.): The Loop from Georgetown southwest to Silver Plume. Not drawn to scale. Coordinates: (W 105°43'37"--W 105°41'55"/N 39°42'20"--N 39°41'31") G 89 .199 between p. 64-65 (PrCt)

20985 Clear Creek Canyon (Colo.) - Maps - 1881 - Mines and mineral resources<<<Clear Creek...
Landowners<>Counties - Maps<>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Clearfield County 4-H Club Leaders (Pa.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (68 p.) : 39 maps ; 29 cm.
Cover title.
'Sponsored by Clearfield County 4-H Club Leaders.'
Scale [1:50,688]. 1 1/4 in. to 1 mile.
'History of Clearfield County'-P. 3.
Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Includes business directory and index to owners.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

20986
Clearfield County (Pa.) - Maps - 1866 - Landowners<>Counties - Maps<>Landowners - Maps
Microfiche 583, no. 728 (PrCt)

20989
Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960- -- Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)
270 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
1st ed.
'Deluxe edition.'
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).
'3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.'
Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There...
is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).

Includes indexes. 

Series: Family maps

ISBN 1420303783

Local History Ref F417.C55 B69 2006 (NLO)

20990 Cleland Fauna Centre (Adelaide, S. Aust.) - 1990<<<Adelaide (S. Aust.) - Wildlife refuges - 1990


Authors: National Parks and Wildlife Service 1 leaflet (2-fold) : ill., map ; 21 cm

Travel Vertical File G8964 .A2D5 1990 .N3 (PrCt)

20991 Clermont County (Ohio) - Maps - 1857 - Landowners<<<Counties - Maps<<<Landowners - Maps


Authors: Hill, John, fl. ca. 1857 -- Williams & Dorr -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.

Size of original: 3 parts, 19.5 x 45 in. each. 

Originally published 1857. 


Microfiche 583, no. 607 (PrCt)

20992 Clermont County (Ohio) - Maps - 1870 - Landowners<<<Counties - Maps<<<Landowners - Maps

Clermont County, Ohio 1870 : atlas and history / Aileen M. Whitt ; illustrated by Glencie Reeves. 


Authors: Lake, D. J. Atlas of Clermont County, Ohio (1870) -- Titus, C. O. -- Whitt, Aileen M. -- Reeves, Glencie -- McDowell Publications

1 atlas (87 p.) : ill., maps ; 35 cm.


Bibliography: p. 67.

Scales differ. 

Includes indexes and directories. 

Cf. Phillips 2360 

LC Card Number: 85-63700 /MAP 

folio G1398.C45 W5 1985 (NLO)

20993 Clermont County (Ohio) - Maps - 1891 - Landowners<<<Counties - Maps<<<Landowners - Maps

Atlas of Clermont County, Ohio. From actual


Authors: Lake, D. J. -- Lathrop, J. M. (James M.) -- Kramer, H. L. -- Sanford, G. P. (George P.) -- Lake & Gordon (Philadelphia, Pa.)

1 map (3 p. maps (part col.), plans, tables) ; 47 cm.

oversize F 892145 .473 (NLO)

20994 Clermont County (Ohio) - Maps - 1891 - Landowners<<<Counties - Maps<<<Landowners - Maps

Historical souvenirs of Clermont County, Ohio ... Evansville, Ind. : Unigraphic, 1977. 

Authors: Lake, D. J. Atlas of Clermont County, Ohio (1891) -- Slade, Robert K. -- Little Miami and East Fork Rivers Citizens' Historical Society -- Unigraphic (Evansville, Ind.)

1 atlas and 4 texts (ca. 700 p. : ill., maps, ports.) ; 28 x 40 cm. 


Sponsored by the Little Miami and East Fork Rivers Citizens' Historical Society.

F497.C53 H5 1977 (NLO)

20995 Clermont-Ferrand (France) - Maps - 1611 - Pictorial works<<<Woodcuts

La Ville de Clermont. [Rouen : David Geuffroy, 1611?]. 

Authors: Desrues, François, ca. 1575-1633 -- Geuffroy, David

1 view : woodcut ; 46 x 55 mm. 

In Des Rues, François. Description contenant toutes les singularitez de plus celebres villes et places remarquables du royaume de France (Rouen, David Geuffroy, 1611?)]. p. 262. 

View enclosed in oval within a rectangular frame with fleurs-de-lis in corners. 

Title from letterpress above view. 

Case DC24 .D47 [map] (PrCt)

20996 Cleve (Duchy) - Maps - 1648<<<Hesse (Germany) - Maps - 1648<<<Rhineland-Palatinate (Germany) - Maps - 1648

Estats de la succession de Cleves, et Iuliers ... [Paris : P. Mariette], 1648 [i.e. 1657?]. 

Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Cordier, Robert (Engraver) -- Mariette, Pierre, 1603-1657 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (1658 [i.e. 1659?])

1 map : hand col. ; 37 x 54 cm. 

In: Sanson, Nicolas. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (Paris : Pierre Mariette,

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. 

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
20097 Cleve (Duchy) - Maps - 1681<<>>Essen (Germany : Gebietsinheiten) - Maps - 1681<<>>Gelderland (Netherlands) - Maps - 1681
Le Duché de Cleves, la seigneurie de Ravenstein, et le comté de Meurs ... Paris, 1681.
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:235
1 map : hand col.; 41 x 55 cm.
2473 Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).  
VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:228 (PrCt)
21001 Cleve (Duchy) - Maps - 1696 - Names, Geographical<<>>Essen (Germany : Gebietsinheiten) - Maps - 1696 - Names, Geographical<<>>Cleve (Duchy) - Maps - 1696 - Cities and towns<<>>Essen (Germany : Gebietsinheiten) - Maps - 1696 - Cities and towns<<>>Cleve (Duchy) - Maps - 1696
Le Duché de Cleves, de Juliers et de Limbourg ... Paris, [ca. 1695].
Authors: Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:228
1 map : hand col.; 47 x 69 cm. 2466 Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).  
VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:228 (PrCt)
20998 Cleve (Duchy) - Maps - 1682<<>>Mark (Grafschaft) - Maps - 1682<<>>Essen (Germany : Gebietsinheiten) - Maps - 1682 Celssissimo potentissimo invictissimoq. Principi Frederico Guillelmo II ... hanc exactissimam Cliviae ducatus et Marchiae comitatus tabulam ... Amsterdam : C. Allard, [1682?].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Allard, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709 -- Allard, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709. Atlas minor sive tabulae geographicae ... [1682?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; 47 x 59 cm.
In: Allard, Carel. Atlas minor sive tabulae geographicae proecipuorum regnorum regionum, insularum, provinciarum, etc. (Amsterdam : C. Allard, 1682?) pl. 57.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .A4 A pl. 57 (PrCt)
20999 Cleve (Duchy) - Maps - 1695
Le Duché de Cleves, la seigneurie de Ravenstein, et le comté de Meurs ... Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : Chez H. Jaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], [1695?].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. Atlas nouveau : contenant toutes les parties du monde (1692 [i.e. 1695?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 41 x 54 cm.
In counterfeit edition of: Sanson, Nicolas. Atlas nouveau : contenant toutes les parties du monde (Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : H. Jaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], 1692 [i.e. 1695?]) pl. [65].
Map dated 1692.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .S19 1692 pl. [65] (PrCt)
21000 Cleve (Duchy) - Maps - 1695<<>>Essen (Germany : Gebietsinheiten) - Maps - 1695<<>>Dusseldorf (Germany : Gebietsinheiten) - Maps - 1695<<>>Limburg (Netherlands) - Maps - 1695
Les Duchés de Cleves, de Juliers et de Limbourg ... Paris, [ca. 1695].
Authors: Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:228
1 map : hand col.; 47 x 69 cm. 2466 Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).  
VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:228 (PrCt)
21001 Cleve (Duchy) - Maps - 1696 - Names, Geographical<<>>Essen (Germany : Gebietsinheiten) - Maps - 1696 - Names, Geographical<<>>Cleve (Duchy) - Maps - 1696 - Cities and towns<<>>Essen (Germany : Gebietsinheiten) - Maps - 1696 - Cities and towns<<>>Cleve (Duchy) - Maps - 1696
Le Duché de Cleves, de Juliers et de Limbourg ... Paris, [ca. 1695].
Authors: Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:228
1 map : hand col.; 47 x 69 cm. 2466 Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).  
VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:228 (PrCt)
21001 Cleve (Duchy) - Maps - 1695
Le Duché de Cleves, la seigneurie de Ravenstein, et le comté de Meurs ... Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : Chez H. Jaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], [1695?].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. Atlas nouveau : contenant toutes les parties du monde (1692 [i.e. 1695?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 41 x 54 cm.
In counterfeit edition of: Sanson, Nicolas. Atlas nouveau : contenant toutes les parties du monde (Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : H. Jaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], 1692 [i.e. 1695?]) pl. [65].
Map dated 1692.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .A4 A pl. 57 (PrCt)}
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Microfiche 583, no. 691 (PrCt)

21008 Cleveland (Ohio) - Maps - 1835
Map of Cleveland and its environs. ithaca, N.Y.
Authors: Merchant, Ahaz, 1794-1862 -- Currier, Nathaniel, 1813-1888 -- Historic Urban Plans (Firm)
1 map : 53 x 73 cm.
Facsimile of original published New York: N. Currier's Lithy., [1835]; 'number 93 of an edition limited to 500 copies.'
Scale (ca. 1:7,225).
Oriented with north at upper right.
Includes table showing number of vessels entering port and a 'View of bridge A as seen from B.'
Inset: Cleveland out lots, commonly called ten acre lots.
73-7369
map4F G4084.C5 1835 M4 1967 (PrCt)

21009 Cleveland (Ohio) - Maps - 1850 - Cleveland (Ohio) - Maps - 1850 - Pictorial works
Map of Cleveland and Ohio Cities. [Buffalo, N.Y.]
1 map ; 70 x 145 cm.
Scale 1:4,800 or '400 feet to the inch.'
Oriented with north toward the upper right.
'Frontier' and 'Hudson' street names in right portion of map added in letterpress.
Inset: Cleveland out lots, commonly called ten acre lots.
Includes view of the city, population tables, and references A-D, G, A-I, K-Z, a-i.
map4F G4084.C5 1850 M4 (PrCt)

21010 Cleveland (Ohio) - Maps - 1930 - Road maps - Ohio - Maps - 1930 - Road maps - Northeastern States - Maps - 1930 - Road maps - Hotel Hollenden (Cleveland, Ohio) - Access routes - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Official Hotel Hollenden Cleveland road map ... / issued by Hotel Hollenden, Cleveland, Ohio, Theo. DeWitt, Vice Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
Cleveland, Ohio: The Forman-Bassett Co., 1930.
Authors: Hotel Hollenden (Cleveland, Ohio) -- Forman-Bassett Co. -- Burns, Chas. L. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chas. L. Burns Advertising (Cleveland, Ohio) SEE Burns, Chas. A.
1 map : col. ; 17 x 20 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: How to reach Hotel Hollenden in Cleveland
"Copyrighted 1930 by Chas. L. Burns, advertising, Cleveland, O."
Inset map (31 x 29 cm.): 1930 Ohio road map / published and copyrighted by the
Forman-Bassett Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
Map on verso (44 x 59 cm.): Road map of northeastern United States
Panel art: line drawing of Hotel Hollenden
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 184.18 (PrCt)

21011 Cleveland (Ohio) - Maps - 1932 - Road maps
Cleveland & Vicinity. Chicago: H.M. Gousha Co., [1932].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil Company -- Lee, Robert E., fl. 1933 -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Cover: License plate motif.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Panel art: Shell logo, license plates, couple in convertible car (woman driving), dog, signed by artist "Robert E. Lee."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 688 (PrCt)

21012 Cleveland (Ohio) - Maps - 1933 - Road maps - Pictorial maps - Cleveland (Ohio) - 1933 - Road maps - Cleveland (Ohio) - Aerial photographs - 1933 - Road maps - Pictorial maps
Cleveland is calling you: you'll like Cleveland, a good place to visit, to play, to work, to live / Carl Wagner ; Ralph Jaeger. [Cleveland : Cleveland Advertising Club, 1933.
Authors: Wagner, Carl, fl. 1933 -- Jaeger, Ralph, fl. 1933 -- Cleveland Advertising Club -- Griswold-Eshleman Co. -- Eshleman, C. L. -- Marker, E. M. -- Fuller & Smith & Ross, Inc. (Cleveland, Ohio) -- Hogate, Don -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 39 x 69 cm.
Imprint on verso: "Official hospitality map, copyrighted by the Come to Cleveland Committee of the Cleveland Advertising Club, 1933.
Verso includes six aerial photographs (8 x 13 cm and smaller): Aerial views of the sixth city. Previously bound with a collection of pictorial maps in binders labeled "Points of Interest." Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 192.14 (PrCt)

21013 Cleveland (Ohio) - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Cleveland & Vicinity. Chicago: H.M. Gousha Co., [1933].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil...
Company -- Lee, Robert E., fl. 1933 -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Cover: License plate motif.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Panel art: Shell logo, license plates, woman driving convertible car, dog, signed by artist "Robert E. Lee."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 910 (PrCt)

21014 Cleveland (Ohio) - Maps - 1934 - Lakefront
[Map of the northeast part of Cleveland, Ohio]. S.l. [s.n., ca. 1934].
Authors: Danzer, Gerald A.
1 map ; 32 x 46 cm.
Anonymous map without imprint; photostatic copy of section of larger map.
Shows lakefront from west 111th St. east to Gordon Park, and south as far as Almira, Storer, and Union Avenues.
map2F G4084 .C5 1934 .M3 (PrCt)

21015 Cleveland (Ohio) - Maps - 1936 - Harbors - Nautical charts
- Cleveland (Ohio) - Maps - 1936 - Nautical charts
- Erie, Lake - Maps - 1936 - Nautical charts
- Cuyahoga River (Ohio) - Maps - 1936 - Nautical charts
- Cleveland (Ohio) - Maps - 1936 - Harbors
- Nautical charts - Cuyahoga River (Ohio) - 1936
- Nautical charts - Erie, Lake - 1936
- Harbors - Cleveland (Ohio) - Maps - 1936 - Nautical charts
- Harbors - Erie, Lake - Maps - 1936 - Nautical charts
- Inland navigation - Cleveland (Ohio) - Maps - 1936 - Harbors - Nautical charts
- Inland navigation - Cuyahoga River (Ohio) - Maps - 1936 - Nautical charts
- Erie, Lake - Maps - 1936 - Nautical charts
- Map projection - Polyconic - 1936
Nautical charts
1 map : col. ; 64 x 79 cm.
"Edition of March 1936. (500)"
"Aids to navigation and available depths in harbors corrected to March 6, 1936."
Scale 1:15,000.
Coordinates: W 81°46'10"--W 81°37'40"/N 41°33'5"--N 41°27'55".
Relief shown by contours. Depths shown by soundings (in feet), contours, and gradient tints. Polyconic projection.
"Catalogue no. 354. Price 40 cents."
Handstamped "Public property issued for official use under ... act of Congress approved January 12, 1895 ..." and "519."
Forms part of the Henry P. Michiels Nautical Chart Collection (Newberry Library).
Gift; Nancy Thornton; 1985.
m6F G4084.C5P55 1936 .U5 (NLO)

21016 Cleveland (Ohio) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
1936 Road map : metropolitan Cleveland / Shell.
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1697 (PrCt)

21017 Cleveland (Ohio) - Maps - 1964 - Road maps
Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1964 - Road maps
Rand McNally street map of Cleveland and surrounding suburbs / distributed by George R. Klein News Co. ... Cleveland, Ohio ... [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Co. c1964.
Authors: George R. Klein News Co. (Cleveland, Ohio) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Klein (George R.) News Co., Cleveland, Ohio SEE George R. Klein News Co. (Cleveland, Ohio)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 53 x 60 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Cleveland street map.
Plate no. 646056N-4.
Insets (9 x 22 cm. and smaller): Sandusky to Painesville -- Downtown Cleveland -- [Northeastern continuation of Cleveland].
Panel art: Color graphic of stoplight.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1578 (PrCt)

21018 Cleveland (Ohio) - Maps - 1964 - Road maps
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

1 map : both sides, col.; 43 x 70 cm., on sheet 30 x 60 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"Distributed by George R. Klein News Co. ... Cleveland, Ohio ... "
Added title: Cleveland street map
Plate no.646056N-4
Map on verso: Southern Cleveland
Insets (10 x 9 cm. and 7 x 9 cm): Downtown Cleveland -- [Euclid to Lake Erie].
Map on verso (30 x 60 cm.): Southern Cleveland.
Inset (9 x 22 cm.): Sandusky to Painesville, Ohio
Panel art: Traffic light
Forms part of a collection of stock editions of Rand McNally road maps, some apparently issued as sales samples and / or printer's proofs for prospective commercial clients.
Uniform series title (established by cataloger):
Stock road maps
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (April 2010).
RMcN Stock 106 (PrCt)

21019
Cleveland (Ohio) - Maps - 1965- Road maps<<><><><>Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1965- Road maps<<><><><>Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col.; 73 x 70 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added titles: Cleveland street map
Plate no. 656056N-5
Insets (10 x 22 cm. and smaller): Sandusky to Painesville, Ohio -- Downtown Cleveland -- [Continuation of northeast Cleveland].
Panel art: Illustration of road and Gulf service station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1113 (PrCt)

21020
Cleveland (Ohio) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps<<><><><>Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps<<><><><>Road maps
Authors: American Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col.; 73 x 70 cm., on sheet folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Street map of Cleveland.
Plate no. 666056N-6
Insets (30 x 60 cm. and 10 x 22 cm.): Street map of Cleveland -- Sandusky to Painesville, Ohio.
Panel art: American flaming torch sign; slogans "as you travel, ask us" and "discover America best by car"; watercolor-style illustration of American landmarks.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3209 (PrCt)
Uniform series title (established by cataloger):
Stock road maps
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (April 2010).
RMcN Stock 104 (PrCt)

21023 Cleveland (Ohio) - Maps - 1968 - Road maps<<>>Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1968 - Road maps<<>>Road maps

1 map : both sides, col. ; 83 x 70 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Cleveland street map. 
Plate no. 696056N-9.
Insets (10 x 22 cm. and smaller): Sandusky to Painesville, Ohio -- Downtown Cleveland -- [Northeastern continuation of Cleveland].
Panel art: Sinclair logo, abstracted traffic signs.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2854 (PrCt)

21026 Cleveland (Ohio) - Maps - 1970 - Road maps<<>>Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1970 - Road maps<<>>Road maps

1 map : both sides, col. ; 73 x 70 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Cleveland street map.
Plate no. 706056N-10.
Insets (10 x 22 cm. and smaller): Downtown Cleveland -- [Northeast continuation of Cleveland] -- Sandusky to Painesville, Ohio.
Panel art: Illustration of road and Gulf service station.
Includes two Library of Congress copyright handstamps with certificate numbers.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1270 (PrCt)

21027 Cleveland (Ohio) - Maps - 1971 - Road maps<<>>Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1971 - Road maps<<>>Road maps

1 map, both sides : col. ; 73 x 60 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Cleveland street map.
Plate no. 70-6056N-10.
Insets (9 x 21 cm. and smaller): Sandusky to Painesville, Ohio -- Downtown Cleveland -- [Northeastern continuation.]

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Edition</th>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RMcN StrFdr 1990 .C55 (PrCt)</td>
<td>Cleveland (Ohio) - Maps - 1990 - Road maps-&gt;Cuyahoga County (Ohio) - Maps - 1990 - Road maps-&gt;Summit County (Ohio) - Maps - 1990 - Road maps-&gt;Medina County (Ohio) - Maps - 1990 - Road maps-&gt;Road maps-&gt;Counties - Maps</td>
<td>1990</td>
<td>1990</td>
<td>Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)</td>
<td>1 atlas (120 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm. $9.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
21033 Cleveland (Ohio) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps - Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps - Cuyahoga County (Ohio) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps - Geauga County (Ohio) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps - Lake County (Ohio) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps - Lorain County (Ohio) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps - Counties - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company.
Street guide -- Rand McNally and Company.
StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (various pageings) : col. ; 28 cm.
"$19.95" -- back cover
Cover title: Cleveland street guide : including Cuyahoga, Geauga, Lake, and portions of Lorain County.
"$19.95" -- back cover
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 052886677
RMcN StrFdr 2007 .C55 (PrCt)

21034 Cleveland (Ohio) - Pictorial works - 1877
Authors: Ruger, Albert -- Shoeb & Carqueville -- Stoner, J. J. -- Historic Urban Plans (Firm)
1 birds-eye view ; 37 x 70 cm.
Facsimile of original published 1877.
References: 1-108.
371
map4F G4084.C5A3 1877 R8 1975 (PrCt)

21035 Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1930 - Road maps - Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1930 - Road maps - Parks - Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Ohio) -- Sohio Petroleum Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: A map of Cleveland and the Metropolitan Park System.
"Copyright by Rand McNally & Company, Chicago, Ill."
Inset (14 x 16 cm.): Downtown Cleveland.
Panel art: Bridge, river and Sohio logo.

21036 Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1933 - Road maps - Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Shell metropolitan map : Cleveland and vicinity.
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1933].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Lee, Robert E., fl. 1933 -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 57 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell metropolitan map : Cleveland and vicinity.
Date from RMcN AE 113 ms. index.
Plate no. G-216- S C
Map on verso (28 x 43 cm.): Downtown Cleveland.
Panel art: Shell logo, license plates, woman driving convertible car, dog, signed by artist "Robert E. Lee."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 113.31 (PrCt)

21037 Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1934 - Road maps - Road maps
Shell road map : metropolitan Cleveland.
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1934].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (3 panel, R,Y): Diagonal "Shell" on red stripe, logo.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1123 (PrCt)

21038 Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1935 - Road maps - Road maps
Shell 1935 road map : metropolitan Cleveland.
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell : metropolitan Cleveland and vicinity.
Plate no. Q 3515.
Map on verso (28 x 43 cm.): Downtown Cleveland.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 117.55 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

21039 Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
1935 road map : metropolitan Cleveland / Shell.
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- Rand McNally and
Company -- Brink, John G. -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 58 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell metropolitan Cleveland and vicinity
Plate no. Q 3515
Map on verso (28 x 43 cm.): Downtown Cleveland.
Filed in paper sleeve stamped "John G. Brink"
(RMcn Clients 2401).
Panel art: Shell logo and motto "tour with confidence."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcn Clients 2406 (PrCt)

21040 Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
1936 road map : metropolitan Cleveland : Shell ... 
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H. M. Gousha
Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell : metropolitan Cleveland and vicinity.
Plate no. J-216-SC.
Map on verso (28 x 43 cm.): Downtown Cleveland.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcn AE 163.44 (PrCt)

21041 Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
1937 road map : metropolitan Cleveland ... 
Chicago : H. M. Gousha Company, [1937?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H. M. Gousha
Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell : metropolitan Cleveland and vicinity.
Dated 1938 incorrectly (?) on RMcn AE 164 ms. index
Plate no. 11-K
Map on verso (28 x 43 cm): Downtown Cleveland.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul
18 1938 ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcn AE 164.43 (PrCt)

21042 Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Shell road map : metropolitan Cleveland.
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1937?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha
Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 2025 (PrCt)

21043 Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Shell road map : metropolitan Cleveland.
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1938?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha
Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3216 (PrCt)

21044 Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Shell road map : metropolitan Cleveland ...
Chicago : H. M. Gousha Company, [1939].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H. M. Gousha
Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell : metropolitan Cleveland and vicinity.
Date from RMcn AE 165 ms. index
Plate no. 10-M-1939-1
Map on verso (28 x 43 cm): Downtown Cleveland.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Aug 10 1939 ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcn AE 165.44 (PrCt)

21045 Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul
Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps

Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Shell map of metropolitan Cleveland. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1940?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company.
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: Cleveland.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3862 (PrCt)

Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps

Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Shell map of metropolitan Cleveland. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1940?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company.
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: Cleveland.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4545 (PrCt)

Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps

Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Shell map of metropolitan Cleveland. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1940?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company.
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: Cleveland.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4210 (PrCt)

Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps

Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Shell map of metropolitan Cleveland. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1940?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company.
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: Cleveland.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4420 (PrCt)

Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps

Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Shell map of metropolitan Cleveland. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1940?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company.
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: Cleveland.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4210 (PrCt)

Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps

Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Shell map of metropolitan Cleveland. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1940?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company.
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: Cleveland.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4420 (PrCt)

Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps

Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Shell map of metropolitan Cleveland. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1940?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company.
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: Cleveland.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4420 (PrCt)
1 map ; 34 x 52 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco : metropolitan Cleveland.
Date from RMcN AE 115 ms. index.
Plate no. Z.4406
Map on verso (34 x 52 cm.): Texaco : metropolitan Detroit.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 115.38 (PrCt)

21055 Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps<<<>>>Detroit Region (Mich.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Texaco map of metropolitan Cleveland and Detroit. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1946].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 34 x 52 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco : metropolitan Cleveland.
Date from RMcN AE 58 ms. index.
Plate no. 464407.
Map on verso (34 x 51 cm.): Texaco : metropolitan Cleveland.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 58.32 (PrCt)

21056 Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps<<<>>>Cleveland (Ohio) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Metropolitan Cleveland info-map : Gulf ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1947].
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; col. ; 40 x 55 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Gulf metropolitan Cleveland info-map
Date from RMcN AE 118 ms. index.
Plate no. 7-413515-2.
Map on verso (26 x 41 cm.): Downtown Cleveland.
Panel art: Gulf logo and Cleveland cityscape.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 118.6 (PrCt)

21057 Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps<<<>>>Cleveland (Ohio) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Metropolitan Cleveland tourguide map / Gulf. [Chicago] : Rand McNally & Company, [1948?].
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; col. ; 42 x 57 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Metropolitan Cleveland
Plate no. 8-413515-11

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Map on verso (28 x 43 cm.): Downtown Cleveland.
Panel art: Illustration of Terminal Tower.
Handstamp: Jun 18 1958 [sic].
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1078 (PrCt)

**201058 Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1949 - Road maps**

*Metropolitan Cleveland tourguide map / Gulf.*
[Chicago] : Rand McNally & Company, [1949?].
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 42 x 57 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. 9-413515-13
Map on verso (28 x 43 cm.): Downtown Cleveland.
Panel art: Illustration of Terminal Tower.
Handstamp: Sep 24 1958 [sic].
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1082 (PrCt)

**201059 Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1950 - Road maps**

*Metropolitan Cleveland tourguide map / Gulf.*
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 42 x 58 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. 0-413515-14
Map on verso (28 x 43 cm.): Downtown Cleveland.
Panel art: Illustration of Terminal Tower.
Handstamp: May 10 1960.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1085 (PrCt)

**201060 Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1950 - Road maps**

*Texaco map of metropolitan Cleveland and Detroit.*
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1950].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 34 x 52 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco : metropolitan Cleveland.
Date from RMcN AE 116 ms. index.
Plate no. 504406

Map on verso (34 x 52 cm.): Texaco : metropolitan Detroit.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 116.15 (PrCt)

**201061 Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1951 - Road maps**

*Metropolitan Cleveland tourguide map / Gulf.*
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1951].
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 42 x 57 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Gulf : metropolitan Cleveland
Date from RMcN AE 116 ms. index.
Plate no. 1-413515-3
Map on verso (28 x 43 cm.): Downtown Cleveland.
Panel art: Gulf logo over cityscape.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 116.20 (PrCt)

**201062 Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1951 - Road maps**

*Metropolitan Cleveland tourguide map / Gulf.*
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1951?].
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 43 x 57 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Gulf metropolitan Cleveland
Plate no. 1-413515-3
Map on verso (28 x 43 cm.): Downtown Cleveland.
Panel art: Illustration of Terminal Tower.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1017 (PrCt)

**201063 Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1954 - Road maps**

*Metropolitan Cleveland tourguide map / Gulf.*
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 42 x 57 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Metropolitan Cleveland.
Date from RMcN AE 116 ms. index.
Plate no. 4-413515-6
Map on verso (28 x 43 cm.): Downtown Cleveland.
Panel art: Gulf logo and Cleveland cityscape.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 116.15 (PrCt)
21064 Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps

Metropolitan Cleveland tour guide : Gulf ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1956].
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 57 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Metropolitan Cleveland.
Date from RMcN AE 116 ms. index.
Plate no. 6-413515-8.
Map on verso (28 x 43 cm.): Downtown Cleveland.
Panel art: Gulf logo and Cleveland cityscape.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 116.26X (PrCt)

21067 Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1959 - Road maps

Cleveland and vicinity / Sinclair oils. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Company, [1959?].
Authors: Sinclair Auto Tour Service -- Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; 42 x 57 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair Cleveland and vicinity.
"Sinclair Auto Tour Service" -- back panel.
Plate no. 9-413515-12.
Map on verso (28 x 43 cm.): Downtown Cleveland.
Panel art: Sinclair logo, gas station, and motto
"see America's scenic wonders with Sinclair "
Handstamp: May 4 1959
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2789 (PrCt)

21068 Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1960 - Road maps

Cuyahoga County (Ohio) - Maps - 1960 - Road maps
Cuyahoga County (Ohio) - Maps - 1960 - Road maps

Hertz Rent a Car map of Cleveland and vicinity. [S.l. W.H. Wilton, Inc.?, 1960?].
Authors: Hertz Corporation -- W.H. Wilton, inc. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 28 x 34 cm., on sheet 44 x 56 cm., folded to 22 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Main routes, Cincinnati and vicinity
(Cuyahoga County)
"Copyright, W.H. Wilton, Inc."
Inset (9 x 10 cm.): Downtown Cleveland.
 Includes illustration of car with "1960" on the front license plate.
Identifies Hertz office locations.
Panel art: Car on highway ramp; cityscape in the background.
Editor's copy (?); title panel includes manuscript note in blue pencil: "not RMcN"
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1368 (PrCt)

21069 Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1960 - Road maps

Cuyahoga County (Ohio) - Maps - 1960 - Road maps
Cuyahoga County (Ohio) - Maps - 1960 - Road maps

Rand McNally and Company, [1959].
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Ohio) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Cleveland Browns
1 map : col.; 12 x 12 cm., folded to 12 x 6 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Cleveland Ohio.
Plate no. 56-48.
Panel art: illustration of elf running with football.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN AE 116.4X (PrCt)

21066 Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1959 - Road maps

Pure Oil dealers welcome you to Cleveland & vicinity. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1959?].
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; 42 x 57 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. 9-413515-12.
Map on verso (28 x 43 cm.): ... Downtown Cleveland.
Panel art: Pure Oil Company sign and illustration of a service station.
Handstamp on title panel: Apr 1 1959.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2219 (PrCt)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalog Entry</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 21071         | **Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1972 - Road maps**<br><br>*Hertz Rent a Car map of Cleveland and vicinity.*<br>Cleveland, Ohio: Commercial Survey Company, [1960?].<br>Authors: Hertz Corporation -- Commercial Survey Company -- W.H. Wilton, inc. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Commercial Survey Company (Cleveland, Ohio) SEE Commercial Survey Company<br>1 map: 26 x 33 cm., on sheet 56 x 44 cm., folded to 22 x 10 cm.<br>Panel title.<br>Added title: Main routes, Cincinnati and vicinity (Cuyahoga County) / copyright, Commercial Survey Company, Cleveland, Ohio.<br>"Copyright, W.H. Wilton, Inc."
| 21072         | **Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1974 - Road maps**<br><br>*Shell Cleveland: featuring downtown Cleveland, Sandusky to Painesville, Ohio.*<br>Cleveland, Ohio: Commercial Survey Company, [1949?].<br>Authors: Shell Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)<br>1 map: both sides, col.; 73 x 70 cm., on sheet 46 x 74 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.<br>"1974 edition."
| 21073         | **Cleveland Union Terminal (Cleveland, Ohio) - Pictorial works - 1949 - Railroad stations**<br><br>*Photograph of Cleveland Union Terminal.*
|               | Eau Claire, Wis.: Eau Claire State Cartographic Institute, c1949. Author: New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad
|               | 1 view; 17 x 19 cm.
|               | Title supplied by cataloger.
|               | Above photo: New look.
|               | **Climate - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1964**
|               | A Collection of selected climographs / by Gilbert Tanner. Eau Claire, Wis.: Eau Claire State Cartographic Institute, c1964.
Authors: Tanner, Gilbert -- Eau Claire State
Cartographic Institute -- Last, Donald
45 p. : chiefly charts ; 23 cm.
Graphs showing location on continental map, latitude, longitude, elevation, mean annual temperature, annual range, total rainfall, temperature curve, rainfall curve, Köppen symbol, and file number for 640 locations worldwide.
Includes index.
With ownership stamp of 'Donald Last, Dept. of Geography.'

QC982.T3 1964 (NLO)

21075 Climate - Maps - 1703<<>>>World maps - 1703 - Climate
A Mapp of the five zones. [London : s.n., 1703].
Authors: Seller, John, fl. 1658-1698 -- Seller, John, fl. 1658-1698. A New system of geography : designed in a most plain and easie method ... (1703)
1 map ; 11 cm. in diam., on sheet 15 x 16 cm. Anonymous map in Seller, John. A New system of geography : designed in a most plain and easie method ... (London : Jeremiah Seller ; Charles Price ; John Senex, 1703) map [3].
Manuscript '6' in lower right.
Case 3A 1704 map [3] (PrCt)

Vert 1389 (PrCt)

21076 Climatological Maps
Authors: McKay, Gordon A. -- Thomas, Morley K. From Canadian cartographer 8, no.1 (June 1971): 27-40.. BHC 1820

Vert 2089 (PrCt)

21077 Climatological Maps
Authors: Williams, Aaron, 1942- -- Association of American Geographers 29 p. : maps, ill. ; 28 cm.
BHC 2549

Vert 2089 (PrCt)

21078 Clinton County (Ill.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners<<>>>Counties - Maps<<>>>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960- -- Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)
274 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
1st ed.
"Deluxe edition."
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).
"3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads."
Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).
Includes indexes.
Series: Family maps ISBN 1420310771 ; 9781420310771
Local History Ref F547.C57 B69 2009 (NLO)

21079 Clinton County (Ill.) - Maps - 1914<<>>>Counties - Maps
Topographic map of Clinton County, Illinois. 1914.
Authors: Geological Survey (U.S.) -- Illinois State Geological Survey 1 map temp map6F G4103.C6 1914 .U5 (PrCt)

21080 Clinton County (Ill.) - Maps - 1914 - Topographic maps<<>>>Topographic maps
Scale 1:62,500; (W 89°43'--W 89°08'/N 38°45'--N 38°25')
maproll G4103 .C6 1914 .U5 (PrCt)

21081 Clinton County (Ill.) - Maps - 1956 - Landowners<<>>>Counties - Maps<<>>>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Clinton County Farm Bureau (Ill.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 atlas (27 p.) : 16 maps ; 22 x 28 cm.
Cover title.
"Sponsored by Clinton County Farm Bureau."
Scale [1:50,688]. 1 1/4 in. = 1 mi.
Coordinates: (W 89°42'--W 89°09'/N 38°45'--N 38°25').
Advertisements on covers and interspersed. Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

21082 Clinton County (Ill.) - Maps - 1961 - Landowners<<>>Counties -
Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Central Illinois Farm Directories -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([36] p.) : 15 maps ; 28 x 43 cm.
Cover title.
Includes index to owners and operators.
Advertisements on cover and interspersed.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

21083 Clinton County (Ill.) - Maps - 1975 - Landowners<<>>Counties -
Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Clinton County Homemakers Extension Association (Ill.)
-- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (48 p.) : 22 maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
"Sponsored by Clinton County Homemakers Extension Association."
Includes index to landowners, business directory and Clinton County government directory.
"Rev. 1975."
Scale [ca. 1:50,688]. 1 1/4 in. to 1 mile.
Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

21084 Clinton County (Ind.) - 1919 - Maps - Landowners<<>>World War, 1914-1918 -
Maps<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
Atlas and plat book of Clinton County, Indiana : containing outline map of the county, plats of all the townships with owners' names, Indiana state map, of the United States, map of the world, map of new Europe, officers' emblems, Clinton County's honor roll of soldiers, sailors and nurses, also history of the world war and atlas of the world : compiled from latest data on record. Frankfort, Ind. Frankfort Morning Times, c1919.
Authors: Kenyon Company (Des Moines, Iowa) -- Frankfort Morning Times (Ind.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (1 v. (various pagings)) : ill. (some col.), col. maps ; 40 cm.
Cover title: Standard atlas of Clinton County, Indiana including world war history and atlas
Copyright: The Kenyon Co., map makers, Des Moines, Iowa.
Includes index, advertisements, and the separately published Revised atlas of the world and history of the world war showing latest maps and pictures, Des Moines, Kenyon Company, 1919.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: LeGear. Atlases of the United States, 4511
LC Card Number: 2005632785

21085 Clinton County (Ind.) - Historical geography -
Maps - 1976 - Landowners<<>>Clinton County (Ind.) - Maps - 1830-1966 -
Landowners<<>>Counties -
Maps<<>>Historical atlases<<>>Landowners - Maps
Clinton County, Indiana historical atlas / compiled by Simon Henry Irick. [S.l. s.n., 1966 or 1967].
Authors: Irick, Simon Henry, 1885-
1 atlas ([70] p.) : maps ; 26 x 37 cm.
Indiana sesquicentennial ed.
"Clinton County, Indiana, January 29, 1830-December 11, 1966."
Cover title.
Signed by the author.
folio G1403.C6 I7 (NLO)

21086 Clinton County (Ind.) - Maps - 1800-1899 -
Landowners<<>>Counties -
Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
Family maps of Clinton County, Indiana : with homesteads, roads, waterways, towns, cemeteries, railroads, and more. Norman, Okla.
Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960-
198 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
1st ed.
'Deluxe edition.'
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).
'3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.'
Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).
Includes indexes.
ISBN 1420302647
Local History Ref F532.C65 B69 2005 (NLO)


Microfiche 583, no. 137 (PrCt)


3 atlases in 1 v. (various pagings) : maps ; 34 cm.


folio G1433.C8 C6 2000 (NLO)


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
and Elmore Elliott Peake.
Scale not given.
oversize G4153.C8G46 1925 .A53 (NLO)

21093 Clinton County (Mich.) - Maps - 1864 -
Landowners<<> Counties -
Maps<<> Landowners - Maps
[Clinton County (Mich.) - 1864: LC G&M land
ownership maps on microfiche]. [Washington,
D.C.] : LC G&M Division , [1983?].
Authors: Harley, D. S. -- Harley, J. P. -- Nash, J.
D. -- Brigham, H. G. -- Wagner, M. C. -- Geil,
Samuel -- Library of Congress. Geography and
Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership
maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 2 parts, 25 x 42 in. each. Scale:
1:63,360. Originally published Philadelphia:
Samuel Geil, 1864.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing
19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map
Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
[Washington, D.C. : Library of Congress,
Geography and Map Division. 1983?].
Microfiche 583, no. 326 (PrCt)

21094 Clinton County (Mich.) - Maps - 1976 -
Landowners<<> Counties -
Maps<<> Landowners - Maps

Clinton County, Michigan : atlas & plat book :
1976. Rockford, Ill. -- Rockford Map Publishers,
Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Clinton
County 4-H Council (Mich.) -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (48 p.) : ill., 19 maps ; 28 cm.
Rev. 1976.
Cover title.
'Sponsored by Clinton County 4-H Council.'
Scale [1:50688]. 1 1/4 in. to 1 mile.
Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Includes business and government directories,
and index to owners.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G4113.C8G46 1976 .R58 (NLO)

21095 Clinton County (Mo.) - Maps - 1876-1973 -
Landowners<<> Counties -
Maps<<> Landowners - Maps

An Illustrated historical atlas of Clinton County,
Authors: Edwards Brothers of Missouri -- Stinson,
A. R. Plat book of Clinton County, Missouri
(1918) -- Volk, Albert -- Clinton County Map Co.
(Missouri). Ownership maps [of Clinton County,
Mo.] (1973) -- Unigraphic (Evansville, Ind.)
3 atlases in 1 v. (various paginations : maps, ill.) ;
36 cm.
Facsimile reprint of the 1876 ed. published by
Edwards Brothers, Philadelphia.
Bound with 2 other atlas reprints: Stinson, A. R.
Plat book of Clinton County, Missouri
Philadelphia: engraved by Albert Volk, 1918) --
Clinton County Map Co. (Missouri). Ownership
maps [of Clinton County, Mo.] (1973)
Cover title: Atlas of Clinton County, Missouri,
1876.
M1302 and M1303
80-46815
folio G1438.C7 E48 1876a (NLO)

21096 Clinton County (N.Y.) - Maps -
1839<<> Counties - Maps
Map of the County of Clinton. New York : Stone
and Clark, 1839.
Authors: Burr, David H., 1803-1875 -- De Witt,
Simeon, 1756-1834 -- Stone and Clark --
Rawdon, Clark & Co. -- Rawdon, Wright & Co. --
Burr, David H., 1803-1875. An Atlas of the State of
New York ... (1839)
1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 40 cm.
In Burr, David H. and Simeon De Witt. An Atlas of
the State of New York : containing a map of the
State and of the several counties (New York:
David H. Burr, 1829; republished Ithaca: Stone
and Clark, 1839) pl. [22]. Map dated 1829 and
1839; engraved 'No. 23.'
Case oversize G 10851 .13 pl. 22 (PrCt)

21097 Clinton County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1856 -
Landowners<<> Counties -
Maps<<> Landowners - Maps
[Clinton County (N.Y.) - 1856: LC G&M land
ownership maps on microfiche]. [Washington,
D.C.] : LC G&M Division, [1983?].
Authors: Ligowsky, A. -- Lamb, O. J. -- Library of
Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC
G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 54.5 x 46 in. Originally published
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing
19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map
Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
[Washington, D.C. : Library of Congress,
Geography and Map Division. 1983?].
Microfiche 583, no. 484 (PrCt)

21098 Clinton County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1869 -
Landowners<<> Counties -
Maps<<> Landowners - Maps
Atlas of Clinton Co., New York : from actual
Authors: Beers, F. W. (Frederick W.) -- Sanford,
G. P. (George P.) -- Beers, Ellis & Soule --
Wehle, Martin
1 atlas [i6] 4-37 (i.e. 49 p.) : ill., maps (some
folded), facsimls., table) ; 41 x 34 cm.
Reprint of the 1869 ed. published by F.W. Beers,
'By and under the direction of F.W. Beers ;
assisted by Geo. P. Sanford & others.'
Some pages are blank.
Clinton County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1885 - Landowners<<< Counties - Maps<<< Landowners - Maps
[Clinton County (N.Y.) - 1885: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche]. [Washington, D.C.]: LC G&M Division, [1983?].
Authors: Averill, H. K., Jr. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Microfiche 583, no. 729 (PrCt)

Clinton County (Pa.) - Maps - 1897 - Landowners<<< Counties - Maps<<< Landowners - Maps
Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Clinton County 4-H Leaders Organization (Pa.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (40 p.) : 32 maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title. "Sponsored by Clinton County 4-H Leaders Organization."
Scale [1:50688]. 1 1/4 in. to 1 mile.
Includes business directory and index to owners. Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 75321827

Authors: Walling, Henry Francis, 1825-1888 -- Way, Palmer & Co. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Microfiche 583, no. 485 (PrCt)

1 map ; 104 x 120 cm.
Real estate map dated 'Augt. 1855.'
Scale [ca. 1:9,000].
Oriented with north to the right.
Includes railroad lines leading to the Chicago, Iowa and Nebraska Railroad station.
Forms part of a collection of Iowa land and railroad company records, 1855-1913
Removed from: Iowa Land and Railroad company records, 1855-1913, in the Midwest Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library) [Midwest MS Iowa]
LC Card Number: 2008622169
map8F G4154.C5 1855 .B7 (NLO)
21105  Clinton (Iowa) - Pictorial works - 1960 - Railroads
Case oversize G 117 .452, v. 2, [plate 29] (PrCt)

21106  Clip art - Specimens - 1920-1940
[Clip art and printed illustrations collected by Rand McNally and Co. from scattered printed sources, ca. 1920-ca. 1940]. [1920-ca. 1940].

21107  Clissa (Croatia) - Maps - 1689 - Pictorial works

VAULT folio Ayer 135 .C8 1689 pl. 49 (PrCt)

21108  Clissa (Croatia) - Maps - 1689 - Pictorial works

VAULT folio Ayer 135 .C8 1689 pl. 49 (PrCt)

21109  Clocks and Watches, Renaissance

Vert 203 no.5 (PrCt)

21110  CluJ-Napoca (Romania) - Pictorial works - 1617

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Cluj-Napoca (Romania) - Pictorial works - 1617 SEE Clusius, Carolus, 1526-1609

Cluj-Napoca (Romania) SEE Coloswar (Romania) SEE Cluj-Napoca (Romania) SEE Klausenburg (Romania) SEE Cluj-Napoca (Romania)

Clavdiopolis, Coloswar vulgo Clavenbvr g Transsilvaniae ciuitas primaria. [Cologne : s.n.], 1617 [i.e. ca. 1620].

Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Rye, Egidius van der, fl. 1573-1617 -- Hoefnagel, Joris, 1542-1601 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 view : hand col. ; 28 x 51 cm.

Based on 1617 view by Egidius van der Rye and communicated by Joris Hoefnagel; see R.A. Skelton's Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.

Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Clavdiopolis siue Collosvaria ... Transsilvaniae ciuitas.

In: Braun, Georg and Franz Hogenberg. Civitates orbis terrarum. 1617 [i.e. ca. 1620].

Clavdiopolis siue Coloswar vulgo Clavenburg Transiluaniae ciuitas ... Transiluaniae ciuitas.

In: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Rye, Egidius van der, fl. 1573-1617 -- Hoefnagel, Joris, 1542-1601 -- Edw..d E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 view : hand col. ; 28 x 51 cm.

Based on 1617 view by Egidius van der Rye and communicated by Joris Hoefnagel; see R.A. Skelton's Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.

Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Clavdiopolis siue Collosvaria ... Transsilvaniae ciuitas.

In: Braun, Georg and Franz Hogenberg. Civitates orbis terrarum. 1617 [i.e. ca. 1620].

Clavdiopolis siue Coloswar vulgo Clavenburg Transiluaniae ciuitas ... Transiluaniae ciuitas.

In: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Rye, Egidius van der, fl. 1573-1617 -- Hoefnagel, Joris, 1542-1601 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 view : hand col. ; 28 x 51 cm.

Based on 1617 view by Egidius van der Rye and communicated by Joris Hoefnagel; see R.A. Skelton's Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.

Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Clavdiopolis siue Collosvaria ... Transsilvaniae ciuitas.

In: Braun, Georg and Franz Hogenberg. Civitates orbis terrarum. 1617 [i.e. ca. 1620].

Copied from the map of S. Mc. L. Staples, in 1828; del Mapa de Negra de San Martín in quanto á las distancias respectivas, y de la carta general de la República Mexicana de Garcia Cubas; and según los informes fidedignos de personas que conocen el terreno, especialmente la parte mas al norte á la derecha del Rio Bravo ... / Dibujado y extractados de los documentos y datos dichos, por F. L. Mier. Monterey [Mexico : s.n.]. Diciembre de 1873.


folio Ayer 655.53 .M37 1874 [map of 3 at end] (PrCt)

21121 Coahuila (Mexico : State) - Maps - 1925 - Railroads - Railroads - Maps

Rand McNally standard map of Coahuila.

Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, c1925.


1 map : col. ; 64 x 47 cm.

Includes key to railroads numbered 11-52 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Coahuila railroads .... .

Issued folded in accompanying index (13 p. ; 17 cm.): Coahuila, México : indexed pocket map, tourists’ and shippers’ guide ... = Mapa de bolsillo ... . San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1925.

Uniform title: Shippers guide.


Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

map3C G4451.P3 1925 .R3 (PrCt)

21122 Coahuila (Mexico : State) - Maps - 1925 - Railroads - Railroads - Maps

Rand McNally standard map of Coahuila.

Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, c1925.


1 map : col. ; 64 x 47 cm.

Includes key to railroads numbered 11-52 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Coahuila railroads .... .

Issued folded in accompanying index (13 p. ; 17 cm.): Coahuila, México : indexed pocket map, tourists’ and shippers’ guide ... = Mapa de bolsillo ... . San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1925.

Uniform title: Shippers guide.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

map3C G4451.P3 1925 .R3a (PrCt)

21123 Coast Range (Calif.) - Maps - 1856 - Geology - Geology - Coasts Range (Calif.) - Maps - 1856 - Pacific railroads -
Explorations and surveys - Maps -
1856<>Railroads - Maps
Geological plan of the Coast Range of California, from San Francisco Bay to Los Angeles. 1856.
Authors: Antisell, Thomas, 1817-1893 -- United States; Pacific Railroad Expeditions and Surveys.
-- Pacific Railroad Reports, v. 7, pt. 2, map 1 -- United States. Congress
1 map : hand col. ; 43 x 30 cm.
Detached from Pacific Railroad Reports, v. 7, pt. 2, map 1
Uniform title: Pacific Railroad Reports
map4F G4051.P3 1853 .U5 v. 7, pt. 2, map. 1
(PrCt)

21124 Coastal mapping<>Nautical charts<>Shorelines - Maps<>Environmental monitoring - Maps<>Cartography<>Nautical charts
Coast lines : how mapmakers frame the world and chart environmental change / Mark Monmonier. Chicago : University of Chicago Press, 2008.
Authors: Monmonier, Mark S. -- University of Chicago.
xiii, 228 p. : ill., maps ; 24 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 193-214) and index.
Table of contents, contributor biographical information, and publisher description available on Library of Congress website (accessed Oct. 2012):
http://catdir.loc.gov/catdir/enhancements/fy0801/2007035429-t.html --
http://catdir.loc.gov/catdir/enhancements/fy0827/2007035429-b.html --
http://catdir.loc.gov/catdir/enhancements/fy0827/2007035429-d.html
LC Card Number: 2007035429
ISBN 9780226534039 (cloth : alk. paper) ; 0226534030 (cloth : alk. paper)
GA108.7 .M65 2008 (NLO)

21125 Coasts - Aerial photographs -
1947<>Coasts - Photographic surveying - 1947<>Coasts - Photogrammetry - 1947<>Coasts - Topographical photography - 1947<>Photography - Coasts -
1947<>Photographic surveying -
1947<>Photogrammetry -
1947<>Topographical surveying -
Technique - 1947
iii, 143 p. : ill., charts ; 31 cm.
1st ed.
Series: United States. Hydrographic Office. H.O. pub. no. 592
Bookplate: John Crerar Library, Chicago.
LC Card Number: 48045696
folio GB451 .M4 1947 (NLO)

21126 Coasts - Louisiana<>Submerged lands - Louisiana<>Coast changes - Louisiana<>Boundaries<>Louisiana - Maps - Bibliography
A Geographical and geological study of the Louisiana coast with emphasis upon establishment of the historic shoreline / compiled by the staff of the Coastal Studies Institute, Louisiana State University, under the supervision of James P. Morgan. Baton Rouge, La. Louisiana State University, 1955.
Authors: Morgan, James P. (James Plummer), 1919-- Wright, Martin, 1919-- Leihy, John Barger, 1895-1986 -- Louisiana State University (Baton Rouge, La.). Coastal Studies Institute
[4]-37, 39, 5 leaves ; 28 cm.
Photocopy.
Appendices : A. A list of maps and charts showing coastal Louisiana / compiled by Martin Wright -- B. An evaluation of the work done on the shoreline of Louisiana by the Coastal Studies Institute / by John Leihy.
lower case g 10876 .988 (NLO)

21127 Coburg (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1657
Coburgum inter antiquiores Francioniae ciuitates, hodie aula illustre et collegio gymnastico celebre. [Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657].
Authors: Jansson, Jan, 1588--Martin, 1657--Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Urbium totius Germaniae superiores illustriorum clariorumque tabulae ... Pars posterior [i.e. prior] (1657) -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Theatrum urbis (1657)
1 view : hand col. ; 16 x 50 cm.
Oriented with north at upper left.
Latin letterpress text below plate beneath title: Cobvrgvm ...
Verso blank.
In: Jansson, Jan. Urbium totius Germaniae superiores illustriorum clariorumque tabulae ... Pars posterior [i.e. prior] 1657, [plate 31].
Issued in volume [2] of 8 in Jansson's townbook atlasses, collectively known as the Theatrum urbis (Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657).
Case oversize G 117 .452, v. 2, [plate 31] (PrCt)
21128 **Cochem (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1576**

*Cocherapha descriptio ciuitatis Cocheimensis ex orientali parte facta, anno M.D. LXXVI.*

[Cologne: s.n., M.D. LXXVI [1576, i.e. ca. 1620]. Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 view : hand col.; 16 x 42 cm.
View by anonymous topographer of Moselle region; see R.A. Skelton's Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.

On same sheet with: *Exactissima ciuitatis Monasteriensis in Campo Meýfeldensi ...* Latin letterpress text on verso under titles: Cochensm et Monasterii, vrbivm Trewrensivm topographia -- Cochima.

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 5, pl. 24 (PrCt)

21129 **Cochem (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1576**

*Cocherapha descriptio ciuitatis Cocheimensis ex orientali parte facta, anno M.D. LXXVI.*

[Amsterdam : Jan Jansson], M.D. LXXVI [1576, i.e 1657].

Authors: Jansson, Jan, 1588 -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Urimbium totius Germaniae superiorius illustriorum clariorumque tabulae ... Pars posterior [i.e. prior] (1657) -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Theatrum urbiwm (1657)

1 view : hand col.; 16 x 42 cm.
On same sheet with: *Exactissima ciuitatis Monasteriensis in Campo Meýfeldensi ...* Latin letterpress text on verso under titles: Cochensm et Monasterii, vrbivm Trewrensivm topographia -- Cochima.

In: Jansson, Jan. Urbium totius Germaniae superiorius illustriorum clariorumque tabulae ... Pars posterior [i.e. prior] 1657, [plate 32].
Issued in volume [2] of 8 in Jansson's townbook atlases, collectively known as the Theatrum urbiwm (Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657).


Case oversize G 117 .452, v. 2, [plate 32] (PrCt)

21130 **Cochlaeus, Johannes, 1479-1552**

*Johannes Cochlaeus and a problem in sixteenth century cartography.* [London : Royal Geographical Society, 1933].

Authors: Goldschmidt, E. Ph. (Ernst Philip) -- Geographical journal p. 343-350
In Geographical journal 82 (1933): 343-350. G 007 .33, v. 82, p. 343-350 (PrCt)

21131 **Cockburn, James, d. 1792 - Book Collection**

*Cockburn, James, d. 1792 - Book Collection*

*Surveying - Instruments*

Authors: Bosse, David C.
From American magazine 1, no.1, (Spring-Summer 1985): 51-52, 55-57.
BHC 1081 Vert 647 (PrCt)

21132 **Cocos Island (Costa Rica) - Maps - 1793-1794**

*Nautical charts - Manuscripts<<>>Nautical charts - Cocos Island (Costa Rica) - Maps - 1793-1794 - Manuscripts<<>>Cocos Island (Costa Rica) - Maps - 1793-1794 - Pictorial works - Manuscripts<<>>Manuscript maps<<>>Nautical charts* *Id. of Cocos. 1794.*

Authors: Colnett, James, 1755?-1806 -- Combe, William, 1742-1823 -- Colnett, James, 1755?-1806. Voyage for whaling and discovery round C. Horn into the Pacific Oceans (1794) -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS 3047 map 5
1 ms. map : 209 x 158 mm.
Shows Cocos Island (twentieth century possession of Costa Rica); includes soundings. Forms part of British naval officer James Colnett's 1794 manuscript Voyage for whaling and discovery round C. Horn into the Pacific Oceans (Ayer MS 3047 p. [209]), the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection and the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library). Text compiled by William Combe from Captain Colnett's notes and published as A Voyage to the south Atlantic and round cape Horn into the Pacific Ocean ... (London: Printed for the author by W. Bennett, 1798) [folio Graff 812]; cf. Dict. Nat. Biog., under Combe.
Relief shown by shading and hachures. Prime meridian: Greenwich. Pen-and-ink and pencil. Accompanied, on p. [221], by a view: I. Cocos: view of Chatham Bay on the No. side the Isle Cocos.
For printed edition of Colnett's text and maps (published 1798), see folio Graff 812.
Ayer ms map proj 97 VAULT Ayer MS 3047 map 5 (NLO)

21133 **Cocos Island (Costa Rica) - Maps - 1793-1794**


Authors: Colnett, James, 1755?-1806 -- Foot, T. (Thomas) -- Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Colnett, James, 1755?-1806. A Voyage to the South Atlantic and round cape Horn into the Pacific Ocean ... (London: Printed for the author by W. Bennett, 1798) [folio Graff 812]; cf. Dict. Nat. Biog., under Combe.
Relief shown by shading and hachures. Prime meridian: Greenwich. Pen-and-ink and pencil. Accompanied, on p. [221], by a view: I. Cocos: view of Chatham Bay on the No. side the Isle Cocos.
For printed edition of Colnett's text and maps (published 1798), see folio Graff 812.
Ayer ms map proj 97 VAULT Ayer MS 3047 map 5 (NLO)
Pacific Ocean ... (1798) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 35 x 48 cm., folded to 23 x 29 cm.
Shows Cocos Island (twentieth century possession of Costa Rica); includes soundings.
In: Colnett, James. A Voyage to the south Atlantic and round Cape Horn into the Pacific Ocean ... (London : W. Bennett [et al], 1798), map 4 of 6
Accompanied, at the end of the volume, by a coastal view of the island.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library. Duplicate copies: Wing G 16.18 -- Ayer 5A 3
For manuscript versions of Colnett's text and maps (dated 1794), see VAULT Ayer MS 3047.
*folio Graff 812, map [4 of 6] (PrCt)*

**21134 Cocos Island (Costa Rica) - Maps - 1793-1794**
- Nautical charts
- Cocos Island (Costa Rica) - Maps
- 1793-1794
- Cocos Island (Costa Rica) - Pictorial works - 1793-1794
- Nautical charts

Authors: Colnett, James, 1755?-1806 -- Foot, T. (Thomas) -- Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Colnett, James, 1755?-1806.
A Voyage to the South Atlantic and round cape Horn into the Pacific Ocean ... (1798) -- John M. Wing Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 35 x 48 cm., folded to 23 x 29 cm.
Shows Cocos Island (twentieth century possession of Costa Rica); includes soundings.
Detached from: Colnett, James. A Voyage to the south Atlantic and round Cape Horn into the Pacific Ocean ... (London : W. Bennett [et al], 1798), map 4 of 9
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library. Duplicate copies: Graff 812 -- Ayer 5A 3
*map4F G9231 .P54 1794 .C6, no. 4 [of 9] (PrCt)*

**21135 Cocos Island (Costa Rica) - Pictorial works - 1793-1794**
- Socorro Island (Mexico) - Pictorial works - 1793-1794
- Diego Ramírez Islands (Chile) - Pictorial works - 1793-1794
- Chatham Bay in Isle of Cocos ... S.E. part of the Isle of Socora ... Diego Ramirez ... [profiles].
[London : W. Bennett [et al], 1798].
Authors: Colnett, James, 1755?-1806 -- Colnett, James, 1755?-1806.
A Voyage to the South Atlantic and round cape Horn into the Pacific Ocean ... (1798) -- John M. Wing Collection (Newberry Library)
3 views ; on sheet 22 x 28 cm.
Detached from: Colnett, James. A Voyage to the south Atlantic and round Cape Horn into the Pacific Ocean ... (London : W. Bennett [et al], 1798), no. 7 (of 9) [Wing G 16.18]
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library. Duplicate copies: Graff 812 -- Ayer 5A 3
*map4F G9231 .P54 1794 .C6, no. 7 [of 9] (PrCt)*

**21136 Codiciceira (Portugal) - Pictorial works - 1643**
- Codiciceira, Battle of, Portugal, 1642 - Pictorial works
- Portugal - History - John IV, 1640-1656 - Pictorial works
- Portuguese Restoration War (1640-1668) - Pictorial works
- Portuguese Acclamation War (1640-1668) SEE Portuguese Restoration War (1640-1668)
- Guerra de Restauração (Portugal, 1640-1668) SEE Portuguese Restoration War (1640-1668)
- Codiciceira
Authors: Varela, Ayres, d. 1665 -- Varela, Ayres, d. 1665.
Svcessos qve ovve nas fronteiras d'Elvas, Olivença, Campo Mayor, & Ouguella ... (1643) -- Lopes Rosa, Domingos, fl. 1643 -- Varela, Aires, d. 1665 SEE Varela, Ayres, d. 1665 -- Varela, Aires, d. 1665 SEE Varela, Ayres, d. 1665 -- Rosa, Domingos Lopes, fl. 1643 SEE Lopes Rosa, Domingos, fl. 1643 -- William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 13 x 18 cm., on sheet folded to 16 x 11 cm.
Anonymous view without imprint.
First of four maps issued in: Varela, Ayres. Sucessos qve ovve nas fronteiras d'Elvas, Olivença, Campo Mayor, & Ouguella o segundo anno de recuperação de Portugal, que começou em primeiro de dezembro de 1641. & fez fim em vítima de novo de novembro de 1642 ... (Lisbon : Domingos Lopes Rosa, 1643), between p. 40-41.
Includes references A-I and L-R at bottom, and engraved no. 41 at upper right.
*View of battle of Codiciceira (in Portugal?) in the vicinity of Portuguese Alentejo or Spanish Extremadura during the border war between Portugal and Spain known as the Portuguese Restoration War or Acclamation War (1640-1668).* Forms part of the William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library).
Greenlee 4504 .P855 1643, between p. 40-41
*PrCt*
Coeur d'Alene Indian Reservation (Idaho) - Pictorial works - 1846 - Indians - Coeur d'Alene Indian Reservation (Idaho) - Missions - Pictorial works - 1846 - Indians - Coeur d'Alene Indian Reservation (Idaho) - Pictorial works - 1846 - Indians of North America - Maps

1 view ; 8 x 13 cm.
In Smet, Pierre-Jean de. Missien van den Orégon en reizen naer de Rotsbergen en de bronnen der Colombia, der Athabasca en Sascatshawin, in 1845-46 (Ghent : Veuve Vander Schelden, 1849) between p. 154-155.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Graff 3825 between p. 154-155 (PrCt)

Coeur d'Alene Indian Reservation (Idaho) - Pictorial works - 1860 - Missions - Coeur d'Alene Indian Reservation (Idaho) - Pictorial works - 1860

Authors: Stanley, John Mix, 1814-1872 -- Sarony, Major & Knapp Lith. -- Williams, Loren L., 1828-1881. Journal (1851-1880) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 view : col. ; 15 x 23 cm.
Printed view detached from unidentified source, trimmed, and pasted into: Williams, Loren L. Journal v. 4, opening [117].
Forms part of Williams's manuscript journals, chronicling his life in Oregon between 1851-1880.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
VAULT folio Graff 4683 v. 4, opening [117] (PrCt)

Coeur d'Alene Indian Reservation (Idaho) - Pictorial works - 1886 - Coeur d'Alene (Idaho) - Pictorial works - 1886 - Pictorial works

Coeur d'Alene mission (from the painting by Stanley), [New York : Harper & Brothers, 1886].
Authors: Stanley, John Mix, 1814-1872 -- Dunn, Jacob Piatt, 1855-1924. Massacres of the mountains : a history of the Indian wars of the far west (1886) -- Harper & Brothers -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 view ; 10 x 16 cm.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copies: Ayer 4A 967 -- F 807 .24
Graff 1181 p. [349] (PrCt)

Coeur d'Alene Indian Reservation (Idaho) - Pictorial works - 1853 - Missions - Coeur d'Alene Indian Reservation (Idaho) - Pictorial works - 1853 - Pacific railroads - Explorations and surveys - Maps

Authors: Stanley, John Mix, 1814-1872 -- Sarony, Major & Knapp Lith. -- United States Pacific Railroad Expeditions and Surveys -- Pacific Railroad Reports, v. 12, pt. 1, pl. 35 -- United States. Congress
1 view : col. ; 16 x 24 cm.
Detached from: Pacific Railroad Reports, v. 12, pt. 1, pl. 35, opposite p. 133 [Serial Set 1054].
Uniform title: Pacific Railroad Reports
Govt. 1054 pt. 1, pl. 35, opp. p. 133 (PrCt)
Coeur d'Alene Mining District (Idaho) - Maps - 1884

Coffee County (Ga.) - Maps - 1891

Coffee County (Tenn.) - Maps - 1863

Coiba Island (Panama) - Maps - 1793-1794

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)
1 ms. map ; 262 x 203 mm.
Shows Coiba Island (a twentieth century possession of Panama); includes soundings.
Forms part of British naval officer James Colnett's 1794 manuscript Voyage for whaling and discovery round C. Horn into the Pacific Ocean (Ayer MS 3047 p. [351]), the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection and the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library).
Text compiled by William Combe from Captain Colnett's notes and published as A Voyage to the south Atlantic and round cape Horn into the Pacific Ocean ... (London : Printed for the author by W. Bennett, 1798) [folio Graff 812]; cf. Dict. Nat. Biog., under Combe.
Scale [ca. 1:389,000] 'Scale of 2 leagues.' Relief shown by shading and hachures.
Prime meridian: Greenwich.
Pen-and-ink and wash (gray).
Accompanied by views on p. [340] and [341]. For printed edition of Colnett's text and maps (published 1798), see folio Graff 812.
Ayer ms map proj 97
VAULT Ayer MS 3047 map 8 (NLO)

21154 Coimbra (Portugal) - Maps - 1840 - Pictorial works
Coimbra. [Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, 1840].
Authors: Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846 -- Lea & Blanchard -- Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (1840) 1 view ; 3 x 7 cm.
In: Murray, Hugh. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, successors to Carey & Co., for George W. Gorton, 1840) v. 1, p. 596.
Wax engraving.
G 11 .607 v. 1, p. 596 (PrCt)

21155 Coimbra (Portugal) - Pictorial works - 1620
Illustris ciuitatis Comimbriae in Lusitania ... [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Hoefnagel, Joris, 1542-1601 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : hand col. ; 28 x 45 cm.
Possibly derived from original drawing by Joris Hoefnagel; see R.A. Skelton's Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum. Includes references A-I, L-T, V, X-Z, and aa-ii. Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Comimibia.
In: Braun, Georg and Frans Hogenberg. Civitates orbis terrarum [Cologne: Pieter van Brachel?, ca. 1620] v. 5, plate 4
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 5, pl. 4 (PrCt)

21156 Cojo Bay (Calif.) - Maps - 1782 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Santa Barbara County (Calif.) - Indians - Manuscripts
Santa Barbara
Cojo Bay (Calif.) - Maps - 1782 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Indians - Santa Barbara
County (Calif.) - Maps - 1872 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Nautical charts - Indians of North America - Maps

Plano de la Ensenada de la Purissima
Concepcion: situada en la costa septentrional de la California, y es la entrada del oeste de la Canal de Sta. Barbara y se halla por la latitud de 34 grados 34 minutos al oeste de S. Blas; y es en donde fondearon las dos fragatas de S[u] M[agiste] Princesa y Faborita el 29 de Julio de 1782, después de haver socorrido los presidios y misiones de S. Francisco y Monterrey, para encontrar el de Sta. Barbara por ignorarse su situacion por estar fundándose en este presente año. [1908?].

Authors: Pantoja y Arriaga, Juan -- Tovar y Tamariz, Josef -- Archivo General de la Nación (Mexico) -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 243 -- Irving B. Richman Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 ms. map : hand col., cloth ; 277 x 169 mm. on sheet 354 x 413 mm.


Shows Cojo Bay in Santa Barbara County (Calif.); includes soundings and apparently identifies 4 Indian settlements.

Title from cartouche.

Added title, inside neat line: Ensenada de la Purissima Concepcion.

Scale [ca. 1:46,200]. 'Escala de 3 millas maritimas.'

'Las distancias son de fantasia por no haver havido lugar de medir base porq[u]e solo un dia estuvimos en ella ...'

Oriented with north at right.

Pen-and-ink (black, red, and yellow) and watercolor (grey).

Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 243. Ayer ms map proj 94

VAULT drawer Ayer MS map 243 (NLO)


Authors: Brown, Delos H. -- Colbert Co. Abstract Co. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.

Size of original: 25 x 43 in. Scale 1:65,000.


Microfiche 583, no. 1 (PrCl)

21158 Colbert Site (Natchez Trace Parkway) - Description and travel - 1987


Authors: Natchez Trace Parkway

1 leaflet (4 p.) : map, photos ; 28 x 21 cm.


21159 Colby (Kan.) - Distances - Tables - 1950 - United States - Distances - Tables - 1950

From Murphy's Cafe, Colby, Kansas, to [table of distances] : two good places to eat -- here and at home. [Colby, Kan. Murphy's Cafe, 1950].

Authors: Murphy's Cafe (Colby, Kan.)

1 card ; 9 x 14 cm.


Travel Vertical File G4204 .C62P2 1950 .M8 (PrCl)

21160 Colchester (N.S. : County) - Maps - 1864 - Landowners - Topographical township map of Colchester County... [Halifax, N.S. Nova Scotia Department of Lands and Forests, 1981].

Authors: Church, A. F. (Ambrose Finson), 1836-1920

1 map ; on 2 sheets 90 x 168 cm. or smaller.

Reproduced from original in Department of Lands and Forests, Halifax, N. S.

Scale 1:90,000.

Shows landowners in towns as well as rural areas; includes business directories, town insets.

Includes inset of Nova Scotia.

Original published on microfiche form.

M282

map6F G3421.G46 1864 .C5 Colchester (PrCl)


Authors: McElfresh Map Co. -- McElfresh, Earl B. -- Paine, William Henry, 1827-1890

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Cold Harbor, Battle of, Va., 1864 - Maps - 1861-1865 - Maps
Troop movements at the Battle of Cold Harbor, 1864. [Richmond : Richmond Civil War Centennial Committee?, 1964].
Authors: Richmond Civil War Centennial Committee -- Richmond (Va.). Dept. of Public Works -- United States. National Park Service 1 atlas (16 l. of maps) ; 32 x 47 cm.
Cover title.
'Adapted from the master plan prepared by ... National Park Service.'
On each map: Dept. of Public Works, City of Richmond, Virginia, and Richmond Civil War Centennial Committee. Official publication, 21.
LC Card Number: map64000015
oversize F 8347 .7865 (NLO)

Coles County (Ill.) - Maps - 1826-1913 - Landowners - Maps
folio G1408.C65 H5 1982 (NLO)

Coles County (Ill.) - Maps - 1913 - Landowners - Maps
Authors: Geo. A. Ogle & Co. 1 atlas (83, xxiii p.) : ill., col. maps, ports. ; 46 cm. Includes index.
Advertising matter included in paging.
Scales differ.
oversize G4163.C75G46 1914 .G3 (NLO)

Cole County (Mo.) - Maps - Landowners - Counties - Maps
Standard atlas of Cole County, Missouri : including a plat book of the villages, cities, and townships of the county, map of the state, United States and world, patrons directory, reference business directory and departments devoted to general information; analysis of the system of U.S. land surveys, digest of the system of civil government, etc., etc. / compiled by Geo. A. Ogle & Co. Chicago : Geo. A. Ogle & Co., 1914.
Authors: Geo. A. Ogle & Co. 1 atlas (83, xxiii p.) : ill., col. maps, ports. ; 46 cm. Includes index.
Advertising matter included in paging.
Scales differ.
oversize G4163.C75G46 1914 .G3 (NLO)

Cole, Maud D. - Obituaries
[Death announcement of Maud Cole]. 1996.
Authors: Hudson, Alice C., 1947- 2 p. ; 28 cm.
Printout from notice posted on MapHist listserv
March 9, 1996
Vert 1900 (PrCt)

Coleman County (Tex.) - Maps - 1879 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps
Microfiche 583, no. 926 (PrCt)

Coleman County (Tex.) - Maps - 1897 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps
Authors: Schütze, E. -- Woodland, Jas. L. -- Texas. General Land Office -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm. Size of original: Blueprint, 47 x 33.5 in. Originally compiled 1897; traced 1936.
Microfiche 583, no. 927 (PrCt)

Cooper County (Mo.) - Maps - 1875 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps
Standard atlas of Cooper County, Missouri : including a plat book of the villages, cities, and townships of the county, map of the state, United States and world, patrons directory, reference business directory and departments devoted to general information; analysis of the system of U.S. land surveys, digest of the system of civil government, etc., etc. / compiled by Geo. A. Ogle & Co. Chicago : Geo. A. Ogle & Co., 1914.
Authors: Geo. A. Ogle & Co. 1 atlas (83, xxiii p.) : ill., col. maps, ports. ; 46 cm. Includes index.
Advertising matter included in paging.
Scales differ.
oversize G4163.C75G46 1914 .G3 (NLO)
Coles County (Ill.) - Maps - 1948 - Landowners - Maps
Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Coles County Farm Bureau (Ill.) -- Speer, Byron -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([2], 19 [i.e. 38] p.) : 20 maps ; 22 x 29 cm.
Cover title.
’Sponsored by the Coles County Farm Bureau.’ Township maps numbered 1-19 with advertisements on reverse of each. Advertisements on covers. Includes index. Scale not given.
Owner’s mark: Byron Speer ... Mattoon, Illinois. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (46 p.) : 21 maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
Scale [ca. 1:50,688]. 1 1/4 in. to 1 mile. Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 84675598

Coles County (Ill.) - Maps - 1989 - Land grants - Maps
Colfax County (N.M.) - Maps - 1889
Telephone - New Mexico - Maps - 1889
Telephone - Land grants - Colfax County (N.M.) - Maps - 1889 - Land grants - Mora County (N.M.) - Maps - 1889 - Land grants - New Mexico (N.M.) - Maps - 1889
Telephone - Colfax County (N.M.) - Maps - 1889
Telephone - Mora County (N.M.) - Maps - 1889
Telephone - New Mexico (N.M.) - Maps - 1889
Telephone - Counties - Maps
Sectional map of Colfax and Mora Counties, New Mexico : compiled from the original plats in the Surveyor General’s Office at Santa Fe, New Mexico, and from private surveys by the Maxwell Land Grant Company / Edward Rollandet, draughtsman. Denver, Colo. E. Rollandet, 1889.
Authors: Rollandet, Edward -- Maxwell Land Grant Co. -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 67 x 94 cm. Scale 1:253,440. 1 inch to 4 miles Coordinates: (W 105°30'--W 102°33'N 37°15'--N 35°57')
Relief shown by hachures. Shows land grants, railroads, wagon roads, trails, telephone lines and coal veins.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
VAULT drawer Graff 5420 (NLO)
21174 Colfax County (N.M.) - Maps - 1899 - Landowners<->Counties - Maps<->Landowners - Maps
Authors: Rollandet, Edward -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 27 x 37.5 in. Scale: 1:253,440.
Originally published 1899.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 470 (PrCt)

21175 Colfax County (Neb.) - Maps - 1925 - Landowners<->Counties - Maps<->Landowners - Maps
Atlas of Colfax County Nebraska : containing maps of the townships of the county, maps of the state, United States and world : farmers directory, analysis of the system of U.S. land surveys. Des Moines, Iowa : Published by the Anderson Publishing Co., c1925.
1 atlas (2 v. in 1 [27, [3]; 122, xxi p.) : ill., 87 maps (chiefly col.) ; 41 cm.
Vol. 2 has separate title page: Atlas of the world (latest federal census edition) : containing maps of all the countries of the world ... maps of the United States ... history of nations ... / profusely illustrated by George Wharton James and Alan H. Burgoyne and Elmore Elliott Peake. Des Moines, Iowa : Anderson Publishing Co. Includes farmers directory for each township, and index (v.2).
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G4193.C7G46 1925 .A53 (NLO)

21176 Colima (Mexico : State) - Maps - 1834 - Manuscripts<->Manuscript maps
Mapa de el territorio de Colima. [1834?].
Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 265
1 ms. map : hand col. ; 250 x 363 mm.
Scale [ca. 1:375,000]. 'Escala de 8 leguas. Prime meridian: Mexico City. Relief shown by shading. Pen-and-ink, watercolor and wash (grey, green, yellow, brown). Sectioned into 4 panels, mounted on cloth.
Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 265. Ayer ms map proj 95
VAULT drawer Ayer MS map 265 (NLO)

21177 Coll, John P. - Map industry and trade - 1800-1972
Publisher-dealer descriptions: John P. Coll, maps; dealer in out-of-print maps of the 19th and 20th centuries. 1972.
Authors: Coll, John P. p. 49

Colleton District, South Carolina. [Baltimore : F. Lucas Jr.], 1825.
1 map ; 69 x 61 cm.
In: Mills, Robert. Atlas of the state of South Carolina ... (Baltimore : F. Lucas, Jr., [1825]) pl. [8].
oversize Ayer 135 .M6 1825 pl. [8] (PrCt)

21179 Collin County (Tex.) - Maps - 1881 - Landowners<->Counties - Maps<->Landowners - Maps
Authors: Hamilton, Sam. R. -- Wilson, T. B. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps...
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

1 map; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 21.5 x 19 in. Scale 1:133,320.
Originally published 1881.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing
19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
**Microfiche 583, no. 928 (PrCt)**

21180 **Collingsworth County (Tex.) - Maps - 1892 - Landowners<>Counties - Maps<>Landowners - Maps**
[Collingsworth County (Tex.) - 1892: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche;]
Authors: Texas. General Land Office -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 22.5 x 18 in. Scale 1:133,320.
Originally compiled Austin, Tex.: U.S. General Land Office, 1892.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing
19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
**Microfiche 583, no. 929 (PrCt)**

21181 **Collins, Greenville, fl. 1669-1698. Great Britain's coasting pilot**
Authors: Verner, Coolie -- Map Collectors' Circle -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
47 p., 5 l. : plates, maps, facsims. ; 25 cm.
Includes bibliographical references.
Series: Map collectors' series, no. 58
LC Card Number: 73497332
Duplicate copy: Map Ref Z6003 .M3, no. 58
Ayer 5A 183 (NLO)

21182 **Collioure (France), Battle of 1642**
Plan de la rade de Collioure, 1612-1674 -- Cochin, Nicolas 1610-1686 -- Beaulieu, Sébastian de Pontault, ca. 1612-1674. Les Glorieuses conquestes de Louis le Grand [1694?] 1 map; 41 x 50 cm.
In: Beaulieu, Sébastian de Pontault. Les Glorieuses conquestes de Louis le Grand (Paris : Chez le sieur de Beaulieu, [1694?]), pl. 22. Cf. Pastoureau, p. 47, l [96].
**Case oversize G 10307 .08 pl. 10 (PrCt)**

21183 **Collioure (France) - Maps - 1694**
Authors: Beaulieu, Sébastian de Pontault, ca.
1612-1674 -- Cochin, Nicolas 1610-1686 -- Beaulieu, Sébastian de Pontault, ca. 1612-1674. Les Glorieuses conquestes de Louis le Grand [1694?] 1 map; 41 x 50 cm.
In: Beaulieu, Sébastian de Pontault. Les Glorieuses conquestes de Louis le Grand (Paris : Chez le sieur de Beaulieu, [1694?]), pl. 22. Cf. Pastoureau, p. 47, l [96].
**Case oversize G 10307 .08 pl. 10 (PrCt)**
Voornaamste Havenen, Baayen, en Gronden, Langs de Middellantsche Zee (Amsterdam : Henrik de Leth, 1744) sheet 3 of 5.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

21177 Colotype - Map printing - Colotype - 1976
An Introduction to colotype. 1976 .
Authors: Black Box Collotype
1 brochure (3 p.) ; 28 cm.
BHC 1066
Vert 633 (PrCt)

21188 Colmar (France) - Maps - 1552 - Pictorial maps
Colmar (France) - Pictorial works - 1552
Pictorial maps - Colmar (France) - Woodcuts
Colmar. [Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552].
Authors: Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552. Cosmographiae uniuersalis ... (1552) -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : woodcut ; 23 x 35 cm., on sheet 32 x 40 cm.
Title at top center.
Added letterpress title above woodcut:
Colmariensis ciuitatis & circumiacentis agri pictura ...
Relief shown pictorially.
Letterpress 449 and text on verso: Civitas Colmariensis, genuina delineatione ...
VAULT folio Ayer 7 .M8 1552, p. 450-451 (PrCt)

21190 Cologne (Germany) - Maps - Gebietseinheiten - 1730
Colonia Agrippina vrbs ampla, florens, atque magnifica ... [Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- R. & J. Ottens -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:198
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 59 cm.
Added title: Carte nouvelle de la haute partie ... de Cologne ...
2437
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

21192 Cologne (Germany) - Maps - 1657
Colonia Agrippina vrbs ampla, florens, atque magnifica ... [Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657].
Authors: Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664 -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Urbium totius Germaniae superius illustriorum clariorunque tabulae ... Pars posterior [i.e. prior] (1657) -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Theatrum urbiun (1657)
1 map : hand col. ; 32 x 47 cm.
Title from cartouche at bottom right.
Added title in uppercase lettering: Colonlia Agrippina.
Oriented with north at left.
Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Colonia Agrippina.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 1, pl. 38 (PrCt)

21193 Cologne (Germany) - Maps - 1664
Colonia Agrippina vrbs ampla, florens, atque magnifica ... [Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657].
Authors: Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664 -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Urbium totius Germaniae superius illustriorum clariorunque tabulae ... Pars posterior [i.e. prior] (1657) -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Theatrum urbiun (1657)
1 map : hand col. ; 32 x 47 cm.
Title from cartouche at bottom right.
Added title in uppercase lettering: Colonlia Agrippina.
Oriented with north at left.
Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Colonia Agrippina.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 1, pl. 38 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Cologne (Germany) - Maps - 1657
Colonia Agrippina. [Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657].
Authors: Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664 -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Urbium totius Germaniae svperiorius illustriorum clariorumque tabulae...
Pars posterior [i.e. prior] (1657) -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Theatrum urbi (1657)
1 map : hand col. ; 39 x 51 cm.
Title from top center.
Added title in uppercase Fraktur lettering at top center: Cölln.
Oriented with north at right.
Includes references 1-33, A-I and K-Q.
Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Colonia Agrippina. Facie recentiori expressa.
In: Jansson, Jan. Urbium totius Germaniae svperiorius illustriorum clariorumque tabulae...
Pars posterior [i.e. prior] 1657, [plate 34].
Issued in volume [2] of 8 in Jansson’s townbook atlases, collectively known as the Theatrum urbi (Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657).
References: Krogt, Peter van der. Koeman's atlantes, collectively known as the Theatrum urbium (Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657), [plate 34].

Cologne (Germany) - Maps - 1800
Authors: Stockdale, John, 1749?-1814 -- Stockdale, John, 1749?-1814. A Geographical, historical, and political description of the empire of Germany, Holland, the Netherlands, Switzerland, Prussia, Italy, Sicily, Corsica, and Sardinia ... (1800)
1 map ; 17 x 24 cm.
Includes ‘References’ 1-51.
In: Stockdale, John. A Geographical, historical, and political description of the empire of Germany, Holland, the Netherlands, Switzerland, Prussia, Italy, Sicily, Corsica, and Sardinia ... (London : Printed for John Stockdale, 1800), plate 10, opposite p. 167.

Cologne (Germany) - Maps - 1840 - Pictorial works
Cologne. [Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, 1840].
Authors: Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846 -- Lea & Blanchard -- Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (1840) 1 view ; 4 x 7 cm.
Wax engraving.
G 11 .607 v. 2, p. 107 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Folded map loose.
Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 30 (1897) (NLO)

21200  
**Cologne (Germany) - Maps - 1919**


Authors: Hölischer, Georg, 1863-1928 -- Mitchell, Andrew, fl. ca. 1905-1920 -- Hoursch und Bechstedt -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)


*Baskes DD901.C74 .H6513 1919 (NLO)*

21201  
**Cologne (Germany) - Maps - 1923**


Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag -- Goldschmidt, Albert -- Kraatz, Leopold -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

48 p. : 1 col. map (folded) ; 16 cm.

31. Aufl. [31st ed.]

Cover title: Köln a. Rh.

'Sonderdruck aus der 31. Auflage des Grossen Führers vom Rhein, mit Plan von Köln.'

Map lithographed by Leopold Kraatz.

Imperfect: Back cover missing.

Folded map loose.

Includes index.

Series: Grieben-Reiseführer ; Bd. 30

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

*Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 30 (1923) (NLO)*

21202  
**Cologne (Germany) - Maps - 1931**


Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag -- Goldschmidt, Albert -- Kraatz, Leopold -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)


34. Aufl. [34th ed.]

Cover title: Köln 1931

'Mit 3 Karten und 3 Grundrissen.'

Maps lithographed by Leopold Kraatz.

'Sucher,' for use with map, in pocket.

Advertisements: 2 p. at end.

Includes index.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Series: Grieben-Reiseführer ; Bd. 30

*Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 30 (1931) (NLO)*

21203  
**Cologne (Germany) - Maps - 1953**


Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 4 maps, 11 city plans

35th ed.


Condition: Excellent.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

*Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)*

21204  
**Cologne (Germany) - Maps - 1957**


Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v.

35th ed.


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

*Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)*

21205  
**Cologne (Germany) - Maps - 1960**


Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 2 maps, 11 city plans

2nd ed.


Condition: Excellent.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

*Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)*

21206  
**Cologne (Germany) - Maps - 1961**


Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- George Allen & Unwin -- Macmillan & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 15 plates

1st ed.


Condition: Excellent.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

*Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)*

21207  
**Cologne (Germany) - Maps - 1987**

*Cologne.* [Basingstoke, England? ; New York?] : Baedeker Stuttgart ; Automobile Association ;
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Baedeker
Stuttgart -- Automobile Association (Great Britain)
-- Jarrold and Sons -- Prentice-Hall, inc. -- Roger
S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 21 plates
1st ed.
Issued in partnership with the Automobile
Association (short format); cf. A. Hinrichsen,
Cover price: $12.95.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

21208
Cologne (Germany) - Maps - Exhibitions -
Catalogs<<>>Cologne (Germany) - Maps -
Bibliography<<>>Historisches Archiv der
Stadt Köln - Map collections - Exhibitions -
Catalogs
Alte handgezeichnete Kölner Karten :
August bis 15. November 1977 / [Zusammenstellung
der Ausstellung und Bearbeitung des Kataloges, Everhard
Authors: Historisches Archiv der Stadt Köln --
Kleinertz, Everhard
in pocket) ; 21 x 30cm.
'Zusammenstellung der Ausstellung und
Bearbeitung des Kataloges, Everhard Kleinertz.'
folio GA875.C6 C64 1977 (NLO)

21209
Cologne (Germany) - Pictorial works -
1548-1552<<>>Woodcuts
[View of Cologne, Germany] / C. S. [Christoph
Stimmer ]; H. R. M. D. [Hans Rudolf Manuel
Deutsch]. [Basel : Heinrich Petri], 1548 [i.e.1552].
Authors: Stimmer, Christoph, 16th cent. --
Manuel, Hans Rudolf, 1525-1571 -- Münster,
Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Münster, Sebastian,
1489-1552. Cosmographiae universalis ... (1552)
-- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Edward E. Ayer
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : hand col. woodcut ; 17 x 37 cm., on
sheet 32 x 40 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Coat-of-arms dated "1548" at upper right;
engravers' monograms at lower left and upper
right.
Added letterpress title above woodcut: Colonia
Agrippina ciuitas amplissima, olim Vbiorum caput
... .
Keyed to references A-I, K-T, V, and X-Z in
bottom margin.
Letterpress 501 and text on verso: Civitas
Coloni[n]sis, Agrippina ab Agrippa dicta ... .
Oriented with north at right.
In: Münster, Sebastian. Cosmographiae
universalis ... (Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552), p. 502-503.

References: Mickwitz and Miekkavaara, A.E.
Nordensköld collection in the Helsinki University
VAULT folio Ayer 7 .M8 1552, p. 502-503 (PrCt)

21210
Cologne Region (Germany) - Maps - 1725
Descrip[ti]o agri civitatis Coloniensis. Amsterdam,
[ca. 1725].
Authors: Covens et Mortier -- Johan Gabriel Sack
Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:201
1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 51 cm.
2440
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly
17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by
Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound
/ together without title page for the collector Johan
Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map
Collection (Newberry Library).
VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2
no. II:201 (PrCt)

21211
Colombia - 1592-1907 - Maps - Bibliography
Catalogo de mapas de Colombia. Madrid :
Authors: Cortés Alonso, Vicenta -- Edward E.
Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
337 p.
337 p.
Ayer 290 C797 1967 (NLO)

21212
Colombia - Coasts, Caribbean - Description
and travel - 1972
Caribbean coast. Colombia. [Bogota] :
Corporación Nacional de Turismo de Colombia,
1972.
Authors: Corporación Nacional de Turismo de Colombia
1 leaflet : col. ills., map ; 35 x 50 cm. fold. to 18 x
17 cm.
Travel Vertical File G5292 .C6 1972 .C6 (PrCt)

21213
Colombia - Coasts - Maps - 1970 - Nautical
charts<<<>>Nautical charts - Colombia -
Coasts - Maps - 1970<<<>>-Nautical charts
Fondeaderos Republica de Colombia, costa
norte. North Bend, Ohio, 1970.
Authors: Kapp, Kit S.
1 map : 48 x 85 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:22,050].
Relief shown by contours, soundings in feet.
Mercator projection.
Shows coast from Cabo de la Aguja to Punta
Guachaquita.
73-7387
ICN73
map4F 5291.P5 (PrCt)

21214
Colombia - Description and travel - 1966
Colombia, the gem of two oceans / by Arlene
Authors: Gould, Arlene
1 p. : ill.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Travel Vertical File G5290 1966 .G6 (PrCt)

21215 Colombia - Description and travel - 1972
Authors: Corporación Nacional de Turismo de Colombia
1 leaflet : ill., map ; 70 x 50 cm. fold. to 18 x 17 cm.
Travel Vertical File G5290 1972 .C6 (PrCt)

21216 Colombia - Description and travel - 1972
Authors: Corporación Nacional de Turismo de Colombia
1 leaflet : ill., map ; 35 x 50 cm. fold. to 18 x 17 cm.
Travel Vertical File G5290 1972 .C6 (PrCt)

21217 Colombia - Description and travel - 1975
Colombia today : Regions of Colombia. New York : Colombia Information Service, [ca. 1975].
Authors: Colombia Information Service
1 booklet (72 p.) : ill., maps ; 26 cm.
Travel Vertical File G5290 1975 .C6 (PrCt)

21218 Colombia - Description and travel - 1975
Authors: Colombia Information Service
1 booklet (38 p.) : ill., map ; 22 cm. + map (col. ; 26 x 19 cm.) laid in
Travel Vertical File G5290 1975 .C6 (PrCt)

21219 Colombia - Description and travel - 1980
Authors: Colombia Information Service
1 booklet (48 p.) : ill., map ; 22 cm.
Travel Vertical File G5290 1980 .C6 (PrCt)

21220 Colombia - Description and travel - 1981
Authors: Colombia Information Service
1 booklet (16 p.) : ill., maps ; 22 cm.
Travel Vertical File G5290 1981 .C6 (PrCt)

21221 Colombia - Description and travel - 1981
Authors: Colombia Information Service
1 booklet (16 p.) : ill., maps ; 22 cm.
Travel Vertical File G5290 1981 .C6 (PrCt)

21222 Colombia - Description and travel - 1981
Authors: Tourbay, Claudia -- Middleberg-Middleton, Inc. -- PROEXPO
1 booklet (39 p.) : ill. (part col.), col. map ; 32 cm.
Advertising supplement to the New York times. This special advertising section is sponsored by the participating advertisers herein. The promotional material was supplied by Middleberg-Middleton, Inc., and PROEXPO, under the direction of Cludia Turbay. -- p. 2.
Travel Vertical File G5290 1981 .T6 (PrCt)

21223 Colombia - History - War of Independence, 1810-1822 - Maps
Colombia - Maps - 1810-1827
Authors: Restrepo, José Manuel, 1781-1863 -- Darmet, J. M. -- Hacq, J. M. -- Libreria Americana -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 13 maps ; 254 x 203 mm.
Maps engraved by Darmet.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
References: Phillips 2760
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

21224 Colombia - Maps - 1655 - South America - Maps
Central America - Maps - 1655
Terra Firma et novum regnum Granatense et Popayan. [London? s.n., 1655?].
Authors: Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1603 -- Hondius, Jodocus, 1563-1612 -- Gage, Thomas, 1603?-1656. A New survey of the West-India's ... (1655) -- Cotes, E. -- Sweeting, John, d. 1661 -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 17 x 24 cm.
Anonymous map without imprint.
Covers Colombia and adjacent regions in northwestern South America and Central America.
In: Gage, Thomas. A New survey of the West-India's: or, The English American his travell by sea and land; containing a journal of three thousand and three hundred miles within the main land of America (London : Printed by E. Cotes, and sold by John Sweeting, 1655), between p. 118-119.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
folio Graff 1471, between p. 118-119 (PrCt)

21225 Colombia - Maps - 1671 - Panama - Maps - 1671
Terra firma et novum Regnum Granatense et Popayan. [London : John Ogilby, 1671].
Authors: Ogilby, John, 1600-1676 -- Ogilby, John, 1600-1676
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
21226 Colombia - Maps - 1703 - Coasts - Nautical charts

Inset (18 x 19 cm.): The Bay of the Porto Bella.

In: The Fourth part of the general English pilot. Describing the ... east-coast of America: from Greenland to the River Amazones ... (London: Printed by I. Dawks, for Jer. Seller, and Cha. Price at the Hermitage-Stairs in Wapping, 1703) pl. [14].


VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .E55 1690 [pt. 4], pl. [16] (PrCt)

21229 Colombia - Maps - 1806 <>> South America - Maps - 1806

Viceroyalty of New Granada. [London]: Cadell and Davies [et al], 1806 [i.e. 1807].
Authors: Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826 -- Cooper -- Cadell & Davies -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826. Modern geography ... (1807) 1 map; 25 x 20 cm.
Published Dec. 1st, 1806 ....

In: Pinkerton, John. Modern geography, a description of the empires, kingdoms, states, and colonies ... (London: T. Cadell and W. Davies; Longman, Hurst, Rees, and Orme, 1807), 'Vol. III. page 615.'
Covers northwestern South America between latitude 12° N - 6° S, and as far east as 66° W.

folio G 11.693 v. 3, opp. p. 615 (PrCt)

21231 Colombia - Maps - 1822

Authors: H.C. Carey & I. Lea (Firm) -- Finlayson, James -- Yeager, Joseph, approximately 1792-1859 -- H.C. Carey & I. Lea (Firm). A complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Texaco, inc. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 67 x 50 cm., folded to 18 x 9 cm. Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Colombia = Texaco mapa turistico de Colombia.
Plate no. 1-5918-2
Insets (14 x 16 and 11 x 8 cm.): Colombia oriental y del sur -- [Southeastern continuation to Quito, Ecuador].
Maps on verso (34 x 21 cm. and smaller): Plano de Bogotá -- Barranquilla -- Bucaramanga -- Cali -- Cartagena -- Bogotá y alrededores -- Cúcuta -- Medellín.
Panel art: Texaco sign; illustrations of car passing rural and urban gas stations.
In Spanish and English.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3806 (PrCt)

Colombia - Maps - 1965 - Road maps
Authors: Texaco, inc. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 67 x 50 cm., folded to 18 x 9 cm. Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Colombia = Texaco mapa turistico de Colombia.
Plate no. 645918-5
Insets (14 x 16 cm. and 11 x 8 cm.): Colombia oriental y del sur -- [Southeastern continuation to Quito, Ecuador].
Maps on verso (34 x 21 cm. and smaller): Plano de Bogotá -- Barranquilla -- Bucaramanga -- Cali -- Cartagena -- Bogotá y alrededores -- Cúcuta -- Medellín.
Panel art: Texaco sign; illustrations of car passing rural and urban gas stations.
In Spanish and English.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Clients 3821 (PrCt)
Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office
-- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 67 x 50 cm., folded to 18 x 9 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Colombia =
Texaco mapa turistico de Colombia.
Plate no. 665918-6
Insets (14 x 16 cm. and 11 x 8 cm.): Colombia
oriental y del sur -- [Southeastern continuation to
Quito, Ecuador].
Maps on verso (34 x 21 cm. and smaller): Plano
de Bogotá -- Barranquilla -- Bucaramanga -- Cali
-- Cartagena -- Bogotá y alrededores -- Cúcuta --
Medellín.
Panel art: Texaco sign; illustrations of car
passing rural and urban gas stations.
In Spanish and English.
Handstamp on recto: Register of Copyrights,
Library of Congress, Washington, D.C., certificate
no. F43591.
Handstamp on verso: Register of Copyrights,
Library of Congress, Washington, D.C., certificate
no. F43593
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN Clients 3852 (PrCt)

21242 Colombia - Maps - Collections,
1500-1899<>>>Cartography - Colombia -
History
Atlas de cartografía histórica de Colombia.
Boogota : Instituto Geográfico Agustín Codazzi [y]
Instituto Colombiano de Cultura, Archivo
Authors: Instituto Geográfico "Agustín Codazzi" --
Instituto Colombiano de Cultura -- Archivo
Histórico Nacional (Colombia) -- Colombia.
Instituto Colombiano de Cultura
SEE Instituto
Colombiano de Cultura -- Colombia. Archivo
Histórico Nacional (Colombia) SEE Archivo
Histórico Nacional (Colombia)
1 atlas (85 leaves of plates) : col. maps (some
folded) ; 49 cm.
Chiefly color facsimiles of maps from the 16th
through 19th centuries.
Maps on endpapers.
ISBN 9589045103

21243 Colombia - Maps - Collections,
1500-1899<>>>South America - Maps -
Collections, 1500-1899<>>>Cartography -
Colombia - History
Atlas de mapas antiguos de Colombia : siglos
XVI a XIX. [Boogota : Litografía Arco, 1971?].
Authors: Acevedo Latorre, Eduardo -- Litografía
Arco (Bogotá, Columbia)
169 p. : chiefly maps (part. col). ; 45 cm.
72-2351
ICN74
map6C 66 (NLO)

21244 Colombia - Maps - Collections,
1500-1899<>>>South America - Maps -
Collections, 1500-1899<>>>Cartography -
Colombia - History
Atlas de mapas antiguos de Colombia : sigols
XVI a XIX. [Bogotá : Litografía Arco, 1971?].
Authors: Acevedo Latorre, Eduardo -- Litografía
Arco (Bogotá, Columbia)
169 p. : chiefly maps (part. col). ; 45 cm.
Previous owner: S.E. Morison.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

21245 Colombia - Statistics - 1981<>>>Colombia -
Maps - 1981<>>>Statistical maps
Quick facts about Colombia. New York:
Colombia Information Service, 1981.
Authors: Colombia Information Service
1 leaflet (3-fold) : map ; 23 cm.

21246 Colombia - Volcanoes - 1985
Colombia's mortal agony : a volcano unleashes its fury, leaving at least 20,000 dead or missing.
Authors: Time, inc.
4 p. : col. ill., map

21247 Colombo (Sri Lanka) - Maps - 1656
Map of 'Colombo' in the Portuguese era, circa 1656. [Colombo, Sri Lanka, ca. 1950].
Authors: Brohier, Richard Leslie, 1892- -- Ceylon.
Survey Dept. Historical series, Portuguese period. no.2
1 map : col. ; 58 x 57 cm.
Scale not computed.
'This map, no 941 in the Rijks Archief Supplement Catalog Index Maps and Charts, shows the development of Colombo after nearly a century and a half of Portuguese occupation.' Oriented with north to the right.
Includes column of notes on the map.
75-16873
ICN78
map4F G7754 .C6 1656 M3 1950 (PrCt)

21248 Colombo (Sri Lanka) - Maps - 1950
Tourist map of Colombo fort and environs / drawn & printed by Survey Department, Ceylon.
Authors: Ceylon. Survey Dept. -- General Drafting Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 31 x 33 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:10 500] or '6 inches to a mile' ; (E 79°5'/N 6°56')
Town plan of Colombo showing transportation, water features, parks, built-up areas and some buildings drawn in.
Includes key to public buildings, embassies, etc. (1-88).
In lower left corner: S. V. R.
Annotated in ink in lower right corner: B34-232.
map2F G7754 .C6 1950 C6 (PrCt)

21249 Colón, Fernando, 1488-1539.
Histoire<<>>Harrisse, Henry, 1830-1910.
Fernand Colomb
Authors: Aezac, M. d' (Marie Armand Pascal), 1800-1875
52 p. ; 25 cm.
A defence of Ferdinand Columbus's 'Histoire' against criticisms made by Henry Harrisse in his 'Fernand Colomb', Paris, 1872.

21250 Coloney & Fairchild. Ribbon Map of the Father of Waters (1866)<<>>Cartography - Mississippi River - History<<>>Strip maps
The Father of Waters : a study in maps. 2002.
Authors: Danzer, Gerald A.
22 p. ; 28 cm.
Typescript essay on the Coloney & Fairchild 'Ribbon Map of the Father of Waters' (1866)
For the only known copy of the first edition of this map, see VAULT Case G4042.M5 1866 C6.
Vert 2223, no. 1 (PrCt)

21251 Coloney & Fairchild. Ribbon Map of the Father of Waters (1866)<<>>Cartography - Mississippi River - History<<>>Strip maps
Authors: Danzer, Gerald A. -- St. Louis Mercantile Library at the University of Missouri--St. Louis. Fellowship report, 2003 p. 44-59
Describes the publication of a strip map of the Mississippi River (317 x 7 cm.) mounted on cloth and rollers.
For the only known copy of the first edition of this map, see VAULT Case G4042.M5 1866 C6.
Vert 2223, no. 2 (PrCt)

Williamsburg : Jamestown celebrating America's 350th birthday / American Oil Company.
[Chicago?] : Rand McNally and Company, [1957?].
Authors: American Oil Company -- Amoco Oil Company -- Colonial Williamsburg, inc. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 46 x 51 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Colonial Williamsburg, Virginia
"Base map courtesy of Colonial Williamsburg. Executed by Rand McNally & Company."
"195-N.Y.7-57." -- lower left.
Maps on verso (30 x 40 cm. and smaller): Jamestown Festival area -- Colonial National Historical Park -- "James Towne" Jamestown Island [2 maps] -- Yorktown Battlefield.
Panel art: Photo of historic building and Amoco logo.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4816 (PrCt)

21253 Colonial Williamsburg (Williamsburg, Va.) - Tourism - 1989
Colonial Williamsburg : Ticket Information.
Williamsburg, Va. [Colonial Williamsburg Foundation], 1989.
Authors: Colonial Williamsburg Foundation
1 leaflet (2-fold) : ills ; 28 x 11 cm
Travel Vertical File G3884 .W5:2C7 1989 .C6 (PrCt)

21254 Colonial Williamsburg (Williamsburg, Va.) - Tourism - 1989
Visitor's Companion : How to see and enjoy Colonial Williamsburg.
Authors: Colonial Williamsburg Foundation
1 booklet (8 p) : ills ; 39 x 29 cm
Travel Vertical File G3884 .W5:2C7 1989 .C6 (PrCt)

21255 Color in cartography<<>>Hypsometric tints
Colouring of the maps.
Authors: Baddeley, Mountford John Byrde, 1843-1906 -- Bartholomew, John, 1831-1893
1 p ; 17 cm.
Vert 1937, no. 2 (PrCt)

21256 Color printing - 1800-1899<<>>Map printing - 1800-1899
The Nineteenth century color revolution: maps in geographical journals.
1979.
Authors: Cook, Karen Severud
Abstract (1 leaf) and text (16 p. : maps, tables) of paper presented at VIIth Int. Conf. on Hist. of Cart., Berlin, 1979.
BHC 1942
Vert 1506 (PrCt)

21257 Colorado - Boats and boating - 1987
Authors: Colorado River Outfitters Association
1 leaflet (4-fold) : col. ills., map ; 10 x 22 cm.
Travel Vertical File G4311 .E63 1987 .C6 (PrCt)

Boundaries
International boundary lines across Colorado and Wyoming : a lesson in geography.
Authors: Ellis, Erl H. -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
47 p. : ill., maps ; 29 cm.
500 copies printed.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio E179.5 .E47 (NLO)

21259 Colorado County (Tex.) - Maps - 1880 - Landowners<>>Counties - Maps<>>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Texas. General Land Office -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 22.5 x 21.5 in. Scale 1:133,320. Originally compiled 1880.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 930 (PrCt)

21260 Colorado - Description and travel - 1982
Authors: Armstrong, Scott
16 p. : illus.
Includes local Colorado advertising.
Travel Vertical File G4310 1982 .A7 (PrCt)

21261 Colorado - Description and travel - 1986
Authors: Lamm, Richard D.
6 p. : illus., map
Monday advertising supplement.
Travel Vertical File G4310 1986 .L2 (PrCt)

21262 Colorado - Description and travel - 1994
Authors: Colorado Tourism Board
1 booklet (38 p.) : col. illus., maps ; 28 cm.
Travel Vertical File G4310 1994 .C6 (PrCt)

21263 Colorado - Description and travel - 1995
Authors: Colorado Hospitality Publications
1 booklet (88 p.) : col. illus., maps ; 28 cm.
Travel Vertical File G4310 1995 .C6 (PrCt)
Colorado - Description and travel - Arts - 1983
[Colorado : Interesting places]. [Tuscaloosa, Ala.]
: Horizon, 1983.
Authors: Fudge, Jane D.
4 p. : photos
From: Horizon (June 1983).
Travel Vertical File G4311 .E64 1983 .F8 (PrCt)

Colorado - Emblems - 1968
State songs - Colorado - 1968
Authors: State Historical Society of Colorado
1 leaflet (3-fold) : illus., music ; 22 cm.
Includes state song Where the columbines grow.
Travel Vertical File G4311 .E 1968 .S7 (PrCt)

Colorado - Historical geography - Maps - 1989
Historic trail maps of the Sterling 1° x 2° quadrangle, northeastern Colorado. Reston, Va.
Authors: Scott, Glenn Robert, 1918- -- Geological Survey (U.S.)
2 maps : col. ; 44 x 68 cm., sheets 61 x 74 cm., fold. in envelope 30 x 24 cm. + 1 pamphlet (23 p. ; 28 cm.)
Scale 1:250,000; (W 104°-102°/N 41°--N 40°).
Relief shown by contours and spot heights.
Includes location maps.
Contents: Train map -- Routes of explorers and Indian raiders.
Earliest trail shown is that of Long, 1820; among other points located are numerous abandoned settlements and place where stones with carved date 1787 were found.
Pamphlet includes bibliography, p. 16-17.
Miscellaneous investigations series map (Geological Survey (U.S.); I-1894.
Acc. no. 90120406NL.
map4C G4311.P25 1989 S3 (PrCt)

Colorado - Historical geography - Maps - 1993
Colorado - Maps - 1993 - Historical atlases
Historical atlas of Colorado / by Thomas J. Noel, Paul F. Mahoney, and Richard E. Stevens.
Authors: Noel, Thomas J. (Thomas Jacob) -- Mahoney, Paul F. (Paul Francis), 1938- -- Stevens, Richard E. (Richard Edward), 1931- -- University of Oklahoma. Press
1 atlas (xxviii, 60 p., [60] maps) : maps ; 32 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. xi-xvii) and index.
Contents: Setting -- Boundaries -- Agriculture -- Transportation -- Mining and manufacturing -- Settlement -- Recreational and historic areas. Scales differ.
LC Card Number: 93021919
ISBN 0806125551

Colorado - Historical geography - Maps - 1994
Colorado - Maps - 1994
Historical atlas of Colorado / by Thomas J. Noel, Paul F. Mahoney, and Richard E. Stevens.
Authors: Noel, Thomas J. (Thomas Jacob) -- Mahoney, Paul F. (Paul Francis), 1938- -- Stevens, Richard E. (Richard Edward), 1931- -- University of Oklahoma. Press -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (xxviii, 60 p., [60] maps) : maps ; 32 cm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Colorado - History - 1967
Authors: State Historical Society of Colorado
1 leaflet (4 p.) : illus. ; 28 cm.
Travel Vertical File G4311 .S1 1967 .S7 (PrCt)

Colorado - History - 1974
Authors: State Historical Society of Colorado
1 leaflet (4 p.) : illus. ; 28 cm.
Travel Vertical File G4311 .S1 1974 .S7 (PrCt)

Colorado - Hotels, motels, etc. - 1994
Authors: Colorado Hotel and Motel Association
1 booklet (38 p.) : illus. ; 28 cm.
Travel Vertical File G4310 1994 .C6 (PrCt)

Colorado - Hunting - 1987
Colorado - Fishing - 1987
Authors: Colorado. Division of Wildlife
1 booklet (8 p.) : col. illus. ; 23 cm.
Travel Vertical File G4310 1994 .C6 (PrCt)

Colorado - Maps - 1776
Manuscripts - Facsimiles - New Mexico - Maps - 1776
Plan de la tierra que se andubo y descubrio en la campaan, que hizo contra los Cumanchis, el fhte Colonel Dn. Juan Bautista de Anssa, governador, y comandte propitario de esta provincia del nuevo-Mexico, y la victoria que consigio de los enemigos. [19-].
Authors: Anza, Juan Bautista de, 1735-1788 --
Authors: Gilpin, William, 1813-1894 -- Sower, Barnes & Co. -- Gilpin, William, 1813-1894. Central gold region (1860) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 29 x 26 cm., on sheet folded to 20 x 12 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Scale [ca. 1:3,000,000]
Coordinates: (W 112°00'-W 104°00'/N 43°00'-N 35°30').
Duplicate copy: G 93 .34
Graff 1556, opposite p. 85 (PrCt)

Colorado - Maps - 1859 - Pikes Peak Region (Colo.) - Maps - 1859 - Denver Region (Colo.) - Maps - 1859 - Cherry Creek Region (Colo.) - Maps - 1859
Sketch of the country in the vicinity of the gold region near Pikes Peak and Cherry Creek. [New York : Harper & Brothers, 1859].
Authors: Marcy, Randolph Barnes, 1812-1887 -- Harper & Brothers -- Marcy, Randolph Barnes, 1812-1887. The Prairie traveler (1859) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 12 x 8 cm.
Anonymous map without imprint.
Anonymous map without imprint.
Covers much of central Colorado, including the region around Denver and sections of the Arkansas and South Platte river valleys.
Graff 2676, p. [296] (PrCt)
21279 Colorado - Maps - 1863 - Public Lands - Surveys
1 map ; 48 x 60 cm. Detached from U.S. Serial Set 1185; issued to accompany the report of the Surveyor General of Colorado and Utah (House of Reps. Ex. Doc. 1, 38th Congress, 1st Sess., p. 75-78 in Serial Set 1182).
This copy forms part of the papers of U.S. Indian agent Simeon Whiteley in: Watkins, Erwin C., 1839-1911. Erwin Watkins-Simeon Whiteley papers (Ayer MS 3024). Annotated in pencil to show route through the mountains between the Fraser River region west through the White River valley to 'Curtis Grove' in eastern Utah.
Scale [ca. 1:1,140,480]. Relief shown by hachures. Prime meridian: Greenwich. Mounted on cloth.
Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library).
Ayer ms map proj 97
VAULT oversize Ayer MS 3024 box 5 map 3 (folder172) (NLO)

21280 Colorado - Maps - 1865 - Parks

21281 Colorado - Maps - 1868 - Railroads
Denver Pacific Railway map showing the final location with prospective connections : compiled from rail road & govt. surveys / E.M. Case, chief engr. [Chicago] : Chicago Lithographing Co., 1868.
1 map ; 50 x 40 cm., folded to 21 x 12 cm. Covers north central Colorado, the Denver region, and adjacent regions north of the state border. "Scale. 9 miles to the inch."
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library. Digital image available on the Historic Maps in K-12 classrooms website (created by the Hermon Dunlap Smith Center for the History of Cartography at the Newberry Library; accessed July 2010):
Graff 1054, inside back cover (PrCt)

21282 Colorado - Maps - 1869 - Gold mines and mining
Map of Colorado embracing the central gold region / drawn by Frederick J. Ebert under the direction of Governor Wm. Gilpin. [London] :...
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

G.W. Bacon & Co. 127 Strand, 1869.
Authors: Ebert, Frederick J. -- Gilpin, William, 1813-1894 -- G.W. Bacon & Co. -- Blackmore, William, 1827-1878. Colorado : its resources, parks, and prospects ... (1869) -- Sampson Low, Son & Marston -- Ranken & Co. -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col., 48 x 63 cm., folded to 27 x 17 cm.
In: Blackmore, William. Colorado : its resources, parks, and prospects as a new field for emigration; with an account of the Trenchara and Costilla estates, in the San Luis Park (London : Sampson Low, Son, and Marston : Printed by Ranken and Co., 1869); bound as the second of three maps following title page.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Digital image available by website subscription to American West : sources from the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library). http://www.americanwest.amdigital.co.uk/ContentViewer.aspx?imageid=17234&previous=1

VAULT folio Graff 318, following title page (PrCt)

21283 Colorado - Maps - 1869
Map of Colorado Territory, United States, London : Pub. by the British & Colorado Mining Bureau, [1869].
1 map : 18 x 23 cm., on sheet folded to 20 x 14 cm.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.

Graff 3084, opposite title page (PrCt)

21284 Colorado - Maps - 1872
Authors: G.W. & C.B. Colton & Co. -- Risk, T. F. -- Howes, Wright -- Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 77 x 102 cm. fold. in covers to 16 x 11 cm.
Cover title: Topographical map of Colorado. Advertising inside front cover. Inscription on verso: T. F. Risk (?) ... Ky. (?) Condition: very good.
Forms part of the Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Gift 1976, Wright Howes.
map3C G4310 1872 .C6 (PrCt)

21285 Colorado - Maps - 1873
Cram's sectional map of Colorado / drawn & engraved from the latest government surveys by George F. Cram, proprietor of the Western Map Depot, 55 W. Lake St., Chicago, Ill. Chicago, Ill. George F. Cram, 1873.
Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Western Map Depot (Chicago, Ill.) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 70 x 87 cm., folded to 13 x 7 cm.
Added title from publisher's binding: New sectional map of Colorado.
"Entered according to act of Congress in the year 1872 by George F. Cram ... "
Relief shown by hachures. Shows public land grid system. Scale not given.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Graff 904 (NLO)

21286 Colorado - Maps - 1873
Authors: Thayer, H. L., fl. 1871-1875 -- Richards & Co. (Denver, Colo.) -- Blanchard, Rufus, 1821-1904 -- Chicago Historical Society
1 map : hand col. ; 35 x 46 cm.
CHS Coll., Map no. 490 (PrCt)

21287 Colorado - Maps - 1873 - Physiographic provinces<<<New Mexico - Maps - 1873 - Physiographic provinces<<<Physiographic provinces - the West (U.S.) - Maps - 1873
Map of Colorado territory and northern portion of New Mexico showing the system of parks. Philadelphia : J. B. Lippincott & Co., [1873].
Authors: Gilpin, William, 1813-1894 -- J. B. Lippincott & Co. -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 51 x 52 cm. Scale 12 miles to one inch. Coverage: 35° 30' to 40° N. Lat.; 102° to 109° W. Long.
Shows railroads and mountain chains; relief shown by hachures.
In Gilpin, William. Mission of the North American people, geographical, social, and political: illustrated by six charts delineating the physical architecture and thermal laws of all the continents (Philadelphia: J.B. Lippincott & Co., 1873) opposite p. 76.

Ayer 4A 955, opp. p. 76 (PrCt)

Colorado - Maps - 1874-1877 - Topographic maps->New Mexico - Maps - 1874-1877 - Topographic maps->Four Corners Region - Maps - 1874-1877 - Topographic maps->Rocky Mountains - Maps - 1874-1877 - Topographic maps->San Juan County (Utah) - Maps - 1874-1877 - Topographic maps->San Juan County (N.M.) - Maps - 1874-1877 - Topographic maps->Rio Arriba County (N.M.) - Maps - 1874-1877 - Topographic maps->Road maps->Counties - Maps->Topographic maps

Authors: Hayden, F. V. (Ferdinand Vandeveer), 1829-1887 -- Wilson, A. D. -- Geological and Geographical Survey of the Territories (U.S.) -- Hayden, F. V. (Ferdinand Vandeveer), 1829-1887. Geological and geographical atlas of Colorado and portions of adjacent territory (1877) -- Bien, Julius, 1826-1909
1 map ; 55 x 88 cm.
"Surveyed in 1874 & 75."
Topographic map detailing the Rocky Mountains and the upper Rio Grande Valley in north central New Mexico and south central Colorado. Identifies mountain ranges and peaks, rivers and creeks, towns, trails and wagon roads, the Denver and Rio Grande Railroad, and the continental divide.
Scale 1:253,440, 4 miles to 1 in.
Coordinates: (W 107°00' / N 38°00' -- W 104°30' / N 38°00' -- N 36°45').
Relief shown by contours and spot heights.
"Contours 200 feet vertical interval."
Prime meridian: Greenwich.
"The projection ... is that of a secant cone." -- Page 2 of the atlas.
"Sheet IX" and "97".
In: Hayden, F.V. Geological and geographical atlas of Colorado and portions of adjacent territory ([New York] : Julius Bien, 1877), sheet IX.
Digital image of 1881 edition available online via the David Rumsey Map Collection website: http://www.davidrumsey.com/luna/servlet/s/e0svk


Authors: Hayden, F. V. (Ferdinand Vandeveer), 1829-1887 -- Wilson, A. D. -- Geological and Geographical Survey of the Territories (U.S.) -- Hayden, F. V. (Ferdinand Vandeveer), 1829-1887. Geological and geographical atlas of Colorado and portions of adjacent territory (1877) -- Bien, Julius, 1826-1909
1 map ; 55 x 88 cm.
"Surveyed in 1874 & 75."
Topographic map detailing the Rocky Mountains and the upper Rio Grande Valley in north central New Mexico and south central Colorado. Identifies mountain ranges and peaks, rivers and creeks, towns, trails and wagon roads, the Denver and Rio Grande Railroad, and the continental divide.
Scale 1:253,440, 4 miles to 1 in.
Coordinates: (W 107°00'--W 104°30'/N 38°00'--N 36°45').
Relief shown by contours and spot heights.
"Contours 200 feet vertical interval."
Prime meridian: Greenwich.
"The projection ... is that of a secant cone." -- Page 2 of the atlas.
"Sheet X" and "98".
In: Hayden, F.V. Geological and geographical atlas of Colorado and portions of adjacent territory (New York) : Julius Bien, 1877), sheet X.

21288

21290
Colorado - Maps - 1876
Cram's sectional map of Colorado : drawn & engraved from the latest government surveys. Chicago : G. F. Cram, 1876, c1872.
Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 --
Howes, Wright -- Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : hand col. ; 72 x 95 cm. fold. in cloth covers to 14 x 9 cm.
Cover title: New sectional map of Colorado.
Map detached from cover.
Condition: fine.
Forms part of the Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Gift 1976, Wright Howes.
map3C G4310 1876 .C7 (PrCt)

Authors: Hayden, F. V. (Ferdinand Vandevere), 1829-1887 -- Holmes, William Henry, 1846-1933 -- Geological and Geographical Survey of the Territories (U.S.) -- Bien, Julius, 1826-1909
1 atlas ([42] leaves of plates) : ill., 16 maps (some col.) ; 68 cm.
Scale 1:253,440.
Includes colored geological cross sections and panoramic views by William H. Holmes.
References: Phillips 1473; Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 1496; Wheat 1281; Schwartz & Ehrenberg p. 307.
Case oversize G 10934 .91 (NLO)

Colorado - Maps - 1879
Thayer's new map of the state of Colorado : compiled from official surveys and explorations. Denver : H.L. Thayer, 1879.
Authors: Rollandet, Edward, 19th cent. -- Thayer H. L., fl. 1871-1875 -- Howes, Wright -- Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : hand col. ; 64 x 80 cm. fold. in cloth covers to 16 x 10 cm.
'Established in 1871.'
Advertisement inside front cover.
Condition: very good.
Forms part of the Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Gift 1976, Wright Howes.
map3C G4310 1878 .R6 (PrCt)

Colorado - Maps - 1879
Rand McNally & Co.'s Colorado. [Chicago : Rand McNally, 1879].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company.
25 cent series
1 map : col. ; 31 x 47 cm.
Issued folded in cover with title: Rand McNally & Co.'s township, county & railroad map of Colorad. 25 cent series.
Scale [ca. 1:1,540,000]; (W 109°10'--W 102°00'/N 41°00'--N 37°00').
Copyright 1879' added in ms. in upper margin. Mounted on cardboard and previously framed behind glass; cover pasted onto map at upper right.
Cf. OCLC 54630387
map2F G4310 1879 .R3 (PrCt)

Colorado - Maps - 1879
Thayer's new map of the state of Colorado : compiled from official surveys and explorations. Denver : H.L. Thayer, 1879, c1878.
Authors: Rollandet, Edward, 19th cent. -- Thayer H. L., fl. 1871-1875 -- Howes, Wright -- Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : hand col. ; 64 x 80 cm. fold. in cloth covers to 16 x 10 cm.
'Established in 1871.'
Thayer's 'Catalogue of maps' inside front cover. Manuscript 'Leadville' inside front cover.
Condition: fine.
Forms part of the Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Gift 1976, Wright Howes.
map3C G4310 1879 .T5 (PrCt)

Colorado - Maps - 1879
1 map ; 58 x 57 cm., folded to 27 x 19 cm.
Scale 1:500,000.
'Received from Capt. H. W. Lawton, 4th U.S. Cavalry, Nov. 18th, 1879' -- Ms. note in upper right margin.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library. For fuller description of the scrapbook, see the Graff Catalogue and the ms. index at the front of the volume.
Available on microfilm.

VAULT folio Graff 2420 [map 2 of 2] (PrCt)

Map of the seat of the Ute Indian war in Colorado, and of mining localities. 1897.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Chicago tribune -- Library of Congress
1 map
Photocopy from Library of Congress map of map in Chicago Tribune (Oct. 8, 1879) p. 9.
'Taken from Rand, McNally & Co.'s New county, township and sectional map of Colorado. This map plate, in size 24 x 36 inches, was engraved only October 1st, 1879, and has never before been printed from.'

temp map2F G4310 1879 .R3 1997 (PrCt)

Map of the seat of the Ute Indian war in Colorado, and of mining localities. 1879.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Chicago tribune
1 map
In Chicago Tribune (Oct. 8, 1879) p. 9.
'Taken from Rand, McNally & Co.'s New county, township and sectional map of Colorado. This map plate, in size 24 x 36 inches, was engraved only October 1st, 1879, and has never before been printed from.'
A6.169 (Oct. 8, 1879) (PrCt)

21299 Colorado - Maps - 1880
Topographical & township map of part of the state of Colorado exhibiting the San Juan, Gunnison & California mining regions.
Authors: Nell Louis -- Howes, Wright -- Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 54 x 64 cm. fold. in cloth covers to 18 x 11 cm.
Cover title: Nell's map of central and southwestern Colorado
'Note: this is an advance sheet of a map of the whole state of Colorado, which will be published sometime during the month of June 1880.'
Advertiment inside front cover
Condition: very fine.
Forms part of the Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Gift 1976, Wright Howes.
map3C G4310 1880 .N4 (PrCt)

Authors: Hayes, Augustus Allen, 1837-1892 -- Hayes, Augustus Allen, 1837-1892. New Mexico and the Santa Fe Trail (1881) -- C.

oversize Ayer 135 .U5 1881 (NLO)

1 map ; 20 x 12 cm.

Anonymous map without imprint; title in bottom margin.

Shows railroads; relief shown with hachures.


Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.

Duplicate copy: Ayer 4A 984

Graff 1831, opposite title page (PrCt)

21305

**Colorado - Maps - 1882**

*New map of Colorado with appendix ...* [1986?].

Authors: Silversparre, Axel -- Jones Lith. Co., Chicago -- Terry, George W. -- Library of Congress

1 map ; 163 x 207 cm. on 16 sheets each 46 x 64 cm.

Photostat (positive) of original published 1882; reproduced from original in the Library of Congress.

Includes inset railroad maps, views, and advertising in margin.

Issued with Appendix (179 p., 44 leaves of maps) [Graff f 5344].

Scale [ca. 1:403,200].

86-89632.

5016

map4F G4310 1882 .S5 (PrCt)

21306

**Colorado - Maps - 1882***Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company - Maps - 1882***Railroads - Maps**

*New map of Colorado with appendix ...* Chicago : Jones Lith. Co., 1882.

Authors: Silversparre, Axel -- Jones Lith. Co., Chicago -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col.; 46 x 62 cm. folded to 25 x 23 cm.

In Silversparre, Axel. Appendix to new map of Colorado (Denver, 1882) at back.

Scale [ca. 1:1,000,000].

Includes inset of Burlington Route and 3 vignettes.

5017

folio Graff 5344, at back (PrCt)

21307

**Colorado - Maps - 1882***Digital mapping - Maps - 1995**

*New map of Colorado with appendix ...* 1995.

Authors: Silversparre, Axel -- Jones Lith. Co., Chicago -- Terry, George W.

1 map ; 163 x 207 cm., on 8 sheets.

Facsimile of original published 1882.

Gift, 1995 of Library of Congress. Color reproduction from digitized version of original map at Library of Congress. Newberry also holds positive photostat of same map, map4F oG4310 1882 .S5. Newberry copy of Silversparre’s Appendix to new map of Colorado (Denver, 1882) contains smaller version of map with same title, Graff f5344.

temp map4F G4310 1882 .S5 1995 (PrCt)

21308

**Colorado - Maps - 1882**

**Railroads - Maps**

*New Mexico - Maps - 1882**

**Denver and Rio Grande Railway Company - Maps -**

21322 Colorado - Maps - 1895 - Railroads<<>>Railroads - Maps


1 map: col.; 47 x 65 cm.

Title in upper margin. "Rand, McNally & Co.'s new business atlas map of Colorado. Copyright, 1890 ..." -- at bottom left. Issued folded in accompanying index (39 p.; 17 cm.): Rand, McNally & Co.'s indexed county and township pocket map and shippers' guide of Colorado. Chicago and New York: Rand, McNally & Co., c1895.

Includes key to railroads numbered 1-34 (with gaps in numbering). "Louis A. di Zerega [...] New York City, June, 1896 in pencil on front cover.


map4F G4311.P3 1895 .R3 (PrCt)


A Hand book of Colorado : it gives a schedule of hotels, boarding houses and ranches, with prices for accommodations, together with much other information useful to anyone contemplating a visit to Colorado / published by the Passenger Department of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railway Co. [Chicago, Ill.]: Passenger Dept., Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railway, [1897?]. Authors: Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company -- Eustis, P. S. (Percy Sprague), b. 1857 -- Poole Brothers

56 pages : illustrations, maps (1 folded); 11 x 14 cm.


Case F781 .H35 1897 (NLO)

21324 Colorado - Maps - 1898 - Railroads<<>>Railroads - Maps


1 map: col.; 93 x 127 cm., folded in covers to 18 x 11 cm.

Title in upper margin. "Rand McNally & Co.'s new business atlas map of Colorado. Copyright, 1898 ..." -- at bottom left. Cover title: Rand, McNally & Co.'s railroad, county and township map of Colorado. "Scale: 8 miles to 1 inch."

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

map3C G4311.P3 1898 .R3 (PrCt)

21325 Colorado - Maps - 1900-1960 - Topographic maps<<>>Topographic maps


c. 101 maps: col.; on sheets 45 x 33 cm. fold. to 18 x 27 cm.

Scale 1:62,500.

Dates of publication vary.

Moffat lists 51 maps before 1940. Coverage is not complete at this scale; see index map in box 34. Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisles 42 and 43 (July 2012).

Reference: Moffat, Riley. Map index to topographic quadrangles of the United States, 1882-1940 (Santa Cruz, Calif.: Western Association of Map Libraries, 1986)


map6C G3700 19--.U5, box 34 (PrCt)

21326 Colorado - Maps - 1900-1960 - Topographic maps<<>>Topographic maps


c. 2274 maps: col.; on sheets 54 x 44 cm. fold. to 17 x 28 cm.

Scale 1:24,000.

Dates of publication vary.

According to USGS, coverage at this scale complete in 1928 maps. Coverage may not be complete at this scale; see index map in box 34. Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisles 42 and 43 (July 2012).


map6C G3700 19--.U5, boxes 35-41 (PrCt)

21327 Colorado - Maps - 1900 - Railroads - Pictorial maps<<>>Pictorial maps - Colorado - Maps - 1900 - Railroads<<>>Colorado - Maps - 1900 -
Tourist maps - 1901 - Railroads - Pictorial maps


1 map ; 47 x 28 cm., folded to 19 x 14 cm. Damaged, with loss of detail and imprint of C.L. Ricketts. Roughly bounded by Grand Junction, Steamboat Springs, Denver, Durango, Alamosa, and Trinidad. Relief shown pictorially. Inset at top (14 x 23 cm.): Burlington Route [in the western U.S.] Plate no. '2202' at bottom right of inset. The 1900 edition of the inset map bears imprint 'Poole Bros., Chicago.'

Directory of 'Passenger representatives' endorsed by 'P.S. Eustis ... passenger agent, Omaha,' 'L.W. Wakeley, general passenger agent, St. Louis', and 'P.S. Eustis ... passenger traffic manager, Chicago' on verso. In Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company. Colorado (Chicago : Passenger Dept. [Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Co.], 1901) at end.


Cf. LC Card Number 06025792
'3-3-'05'--bottom left.
Plate no.: 4156
Directory of 'Representatives of the Burlington Route' endorsed by 'P.S. Eustis, passenger traffic manager' and others on verso.

Inside back cover: Rogers and Wells engravers and printers, Chicago.

Cover title: Colorado via the Burlington route.

Cover illus. of Indian woman in color.

Forms part of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company archives (Newberry Library).

Cf. LC Card Number 06025792

CB&Q Misc., Box 1, Tourism, Folder 19:17 (PrCt)

21330 Colorado - Maps - 1907 - Railroads - Maps
Rand, McNally & Co.'s Colorado. Chicago :
Rand, McNally & Co., c1907, c1904.
1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm.

'Copyright, 1904 ... Rand, McNally & Co.'s new business atlas map of Colorado. Copyright, 1907 ... ' -- at bottom left.

'Rand, McNally & Co. ... 1907.' -- at bottom center.

Includes key to railroads numbered 01-35 (with gaps in numbering).

Issued folded in accompanying index (34 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand, McNally & Co.'s indexed county and township pocket map and shippers' guide of Colorado. Chicago and New York : Rand, McNally & Co., c1907.

Uniform title: Shippers guide.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

map4F G4311.P3 1907 .R3 (PrCt)

21331 Colorado - Maps - 1908 - Railroads - Maps
1 map : col. ; 47 x 63 cm. fold in covers 10 x 16 cm. + index (36, [10] p.)

Cover title.

Map proper, titled 'Rand McNally & Co.'s Colorado,' has red overprinting showing railroads.

Cover has paper label of Collins & Goodman Co., Chicago.

Scale 13.7 miles = 1 inch. Condition: Front cover somewhat stained, else v. good. Uniform title: Shippers guide.

Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection and the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library). Previous location: B-19

AMcN III PC 2050 (PrCt)

Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Vance, Violet -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (162 p.) : ill., 80 maps (chiefly col.) ; 38 cm.

"Colorado"--P. 129-162.

Relief shown by hachures.

Includes indexes.

Scales differ.

Former owner's inscription: Violet Vance, October 14, 1909, 12 yrs.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1019 .G4564 1909 (NLO)

21333 Colorado - Maps - 1911 - Railroads - Maps
Railroad map of Colorado / issued by the Public Utilities Commission of the state of Colorado. Denver : Clason Map Co., c1911.
Authors: Clason Map Co -- Colorado Public Utilities Commission -- Clason Map Co -- Western Illinois University, Map and Geography Library -- John V. Bergen Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : mounted on cloth ; 38 x 50 cm.

Title in bottom margin.

'M.H. Aylesworth, Chairman. George F. Oxley, Secretary.'

Handstamp on verso: Map and Geography Library. Western Illinois University.

On wooden rollers.

Forms part of the John V. Bergen Collection (Newberry Library).

maproll G4311.P3 1911 .C5 (PrCt)

21334 Colorado - Maps - 1912 - Road maps - Automobile travel - Colorado - Guidebooks - 1912 - Road maps - Strip maps

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
SEE Denver Chamber of Commerce
192 p. : 87 strip maps, photos, ill.; 27 x 10 cm.
Pages 176-177 include indexes of routes, miscellaneous maps, and towns, and index map (12 x 17 cm.): Map of the state highways of Colorado : the small rectangles show the portions covered by each page in this book. Descriptive text between maps include itineraries with distance tables and road conditions. Scales vary. Some maps marked in blue pencil (by a Rand McNally editor?). Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

In poor condition; binding separated.

References: OCLC 18713787
map4C G4311.P2 1912 .C6 (PrCt)

21337
Colorado - Maps - 1914 - Railroads<<>>Railroads - Maps
1 map : col. ; 45 x 63 cm.
Title in upper margin.
'The Rand-McNally new commercial atlas map of Colorado ...' -- at bottom left.
'Rand McNally & Co.'s new business atlas map of Colorado. Copyright, 1904 ...' -- at bottom right.
'Rand McNally & Co. ... 1913.' -- at bottom center.
Includes key to railroads numbered 6-150 (with gaps in numbering).

Issued folded in accompanying index (46 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand, McNally & Co.'s indexed county and township pocket map and shippers' guide of Colorado. Chicago and New York : Rand, McNally & Co., c1913.

'Rand McNally & Co. April 22, 1913' -- in ms. on verso of title page.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 97 (PrCt)

21338
Colorado - Maps - 1916 - Railroads<<>>Railroads - Maps
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Plate no.: 228A
'The Rand-McNally new commercial atlas map of Colorado ...' -- at bottom left.
Includes key to railroads numbered 6-150 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Colorado railroads.

Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Issued folded in accompanying index (46 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand, McNally & Co.'s indexed county and township pocket map and shippers' guide of Colorado. Chicago and New York : Rand, McNally & Co., c1913.

'Rand McNally & Co. April 22, 1913' -- in ms. on verso of title page.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 98 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

'Jan. 3rd 1916 CJW [?]' --in ms. on verso of title page.
11-1 env. 14 copyright 1916' typewritten label pasted on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 99 (PrCt)

21339 Colorado - Maps - 1917 - Railroads - Road maps - Railroads - Maps
1 map: col.; 47 x 64 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Plate no.: 228B
'The Rand McNally new commercial atlas map of Colorado ...' -- at bottom left.
Includes key to railroads numbered 4-150 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Colorado railroads.
On verso: Colorado automobile road map. 1 map: col.; 47 x 64 cm. 'National Highways Association roads used by permission.' Plate no.: 806C.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
'Copyright June 6/19' -- in ms. on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 100 (PrCt)

21340 Colorado - Maps - 1918 - Road maps - Road maps - Railroads - Maps
Clason's guide map of Colorado. Denver, Colo.
Clason Map Co., 1918.
Authors: Clason Map Co. -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 44 x 56 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:1,267,200].
Scale: about 18 miles to an inch.
"Index ---1918. Cities and towns with a population of over 200" -- margin.
Incomplete; lacking accompanying booklet (56 p.)
Ayer p133 .C614 1918 Chaves (NLO)

21341 Colorado - Maps - 1919 - Railroads - Road maps - Railroads - Maps
1 map: col.; 47 x 64 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Plate no.: 228D
'The Rand McNally new commercial atlas map of Colorado ...' -- at bottom left.
Includes key to railroads numbered 6-150 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Colorado railroads.
On verso: Colorado automobile road map. 1 map: col.; 47 x 64 cm. 'National Highways Association roads used by permission.' Plate no.: 806C.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
'Copyright June 6/19' -- in ms. on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 102 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
maps<<>>Road maps<<>>Railroads - Maps
Shippers guide -- Library of Congress.
Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Plate no.: 228E
'The Rand McNally new commercial atlas map of Colorado ...' -- at bottom left.
Includes key to railroads numbered 6-150 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Colorado railroads.
On verso: Colorado automobile road map. 1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm. 'National Highways Association roads used by permission.' Plate no.: 806 c.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Handstamp on front cover: Register of copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.
'3/31/21' and 'Pub. 3/29/21'-- in ms. on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 106 (PrCt)

21344 Colorado - Maps - 1920 - Railroads - Maps
Indexes<<>>Railroads - Maps
Colorado : Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Colorado.
53 p. ; 17 cm.
Imperfect; lacking folded map.
Editor's copy; many index entries marked in red pencil.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 105 (PrCt)

21345 Colorado - Maps - 1921 - Railroads - Maps
Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger
Plate no.: 228F
'The Rand McNally new commercial atlas map of Colorado ...' -- at bottom left.
Includes key to railroads numbered 6-150 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Colorado railroads.
On verso: Colorado automobile road map. 1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm. 'National Highways Association roads used by permission.' Plate no.: 806 c.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Handstamp on front cover: Register of copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.
'2/16/20' --in ms. on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 106 (PrCt)

21346 Colorado - Maps - 1922 - Railroads - Maps
Rand McNally standard Map of Colorado.
Chicago : Rand McNally Company, [1922].
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Plate no.: 228G
'The Rand McNally new commercial atlas map of Colorado ...' -- at bottom left.
Includes key to railroads numbered 6-150 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Colorado railroads.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Colorado. 1 map : col. ; 47 x 63 cm. Plate no.: 1044G.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Handstamp on front cover: Register of copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.
'11/9/22'-- in ms. on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 107 (PrCt)

21347 Colorado - Maps - 1923 - Railroads - Maps
Colorado - Maps - 1923 - Road maps
Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger
Plate no.: 228F
'The Rand McNally new commercial atlas map of Colorado ...' -- at bottom left.
Includes key to railroads numbered 6-150 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Colorado railroads.
On verso: Colorado automobile road map. 1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm. 'National Highways Association roads used by permission.' Plate no.: 806 c.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Handstamp on front cover: Register of copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.
'3/31/21' and 'Pub. 3/29/21'-- in ms. on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 106 (PrCt)
Rand McNally standard Map of Colorado.
Chicago : Rand McNally Company, [1923].
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Plate no.: 228H
'The Rand McNally new commercial atlas map of Colorado ...' -- at bottom left.
Includes key to railroads numbered 6-150 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Colorado railroads.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Colorado. 1 map : col. ; 47 x 63 cm. Plate no.: 1044G.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Handstamp on front cover: Register of copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.
'5/10/23'-- in ms. on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 108 (PrCt)

Colorado - Maps - 1924 - Mining districts
Colorado - Maps - 1924 - Trails
Colorado - Maps - 1924 - Hydroelectric power plants
Colorado - Maps - 1924 - Electric lines
Map of Colorado showing location of mining districts, transmission lines, and water-power plants / by U.S. Geological Survey ; C.H. Birdseye, chief topographic engineer ; A.F. Hassan, cartographer ; mining districts by Charles W. Henderson ; transmission lines and water-power plants by Robert Follansbee.
1 map : col. ; 62 x 84 cm.
Series: Professional paper (Geological Survey (U.S.)) ; 138, plate 1.
Scale 1:750,000. 1 in. = approx. 12 miles ; Lambert conformal conic proj. ; (W 109°07'--W 102°00' /N 41°00'--N 37°00').
Relief shown by shading.
Includes index of mining districts and water-power plants.
Also shows 'some early routes of travel.'_map6F G4311_H1 1924 G4 (PrCt (PrCt)

Colorado - Maps - 1924 - Railroad maps
Colorado - Maps - 1924 - Road maps
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 55 x 53 on sheet 72 x 56 cm.
Keyed to 28 named road signs.
Scale [ca. 1:170,000].
Oversize and uppercase lettering in top margin: Conoco gasoline.
Shows locations of Continental Oil stations.
On verso: Rand McNally detailed auto trails map : Denver and vicinity. Keyed to 17 named road signs. Scale [ca. 1:487,000].
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
(Newberry Library).
RMcN Auto Trails 6F 88 (PrCl)

1 map : col. ; 63 x 81 on sheet 73 x 88 cm.
Keyed to 36 named road signs.
Scale [ca. 1:1,294,000].
Plate no. F-20-A.
On verso: Rand McNally official 1924 auto trails map : Arizona, New Mexico. Keyed to 30 named road signs. Scale [ca. 1:1,267,000]. Plate no. F-20-B.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection;
detached from an unidentified RMcN AE binder.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN Auto Trails 6F 80 (PrCl)

1 map : col. ; 63 x 81 on sheet 73 x 88 cm.
Keyed to 36 named road signs.
Scale [ca. 1:1,294,000].
Plate no. F-20-A.
On verso: Rand McNally official 1924 auto trails map : Arizona, New Mexico. Keyed to 30 named road signs. Scale [ca. 1:1,267,000]. Plate no. F-20-B.
Manuscript note in border:Cartog. treas. #57? or road exhibit?
Cover title: Rand McNally official auto trails map : Utah, Arizona, Colorado, New Mexico.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN Auto Trails 6F 87 (PrCl)

1 map : col. ; 63 x 81 on sheet 73 x 88 cm.
Keyed to 36 named road signs.
Scale [ca. 1:1,294,000].
Plate no. F-20-A.
On verso: Rand McNally official 1924 auto trails map : Arizona, New Mexico. Keyed to 30 named road signs. Scale [ca. 1:1,267,000]. Plate no. F-20-B.
Cover title: Rand McNally official auto trails map : Utah, Arizona, Colorado, New Mexico.
Cover handstamped "Register of copyrights, Library of Congress .... " and dated "3/19/24" in ms.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN Auto Trails 6F 81 (PrCl)

1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Plate no.: 7R24
Includes key to railroads numbered 6-150 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Colorado railroads.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Colorado. 1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm. Plate no.: 2N24. Includes key to 12 named 'Principal trails in Colorado.'
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Issued folded in accompanying index (44 p. ;17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Colorado. San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1925.
Handstamp on front cover: Register of copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit. Sed vel est vel nibh tincidunt fermentum. Proin nec turpis nec odio malesuada faucibus. Integer vel lectus vel ligula ultrices posuere. Vestibulum ante ipsum primis in faucibus orci luctus et ultrices posuere cubilia Curae; Donec ac metus non erat euismod lacinia.

Item 21361

**Colorado - Maps - 1926 - Railroads***

*Road maps***


1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.

Title supplied by cataloger.

Plate no.: 7R25

Includes key to railroads numbered 6-150 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Colorado railroads.

On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Colorado. 1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm. Plate no.: 2N24. Includes key to 12 named 'Principal trails in Colorado.'

Uniform title: Shippers guide.

Issued folded in accompanying index (45 p.; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Colorado. San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1926.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

**RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 111 (PrCt)**

**Colorado - Maps - 1926 - Railroads***

*Road maps***


1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.

Title supplied by cataloger.

Plate no.: 7R25

Includes key to railroads numbered 6-150 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Colorado railroads.

On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Colorado. 1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm. Plate no.: 2N24. Includes key to 12 named 'Principal trails in Colorado.'

Uniform title: Shippers guide.

Issued folded in accompanying index (45 p.; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Colorado. San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1926.

Handstamp on title page: Register of copyrights.


Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

**RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 114 (PrCt)**

**Colorado - Maps - 1926 - Road maps***

*Utah - Maps - 1926 - Road maps***

*Road maps***


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 63 x 80 on sheet 73 x 88 cm.

Keyed to 15 named road signs.

Scale [ca. 1:1,352,000].

Plate no. H-27.


Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.

Uniform title: Auto trails

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).

**RMcN Auto Trails 4C 241 (PrCt)**

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1926.  
1 map : col. ; 62 x 80 on sheet 73 x 88 cm.  
Keyed to 15 named road signs.  
Scale [ca. 1:352,000].  
Plate no. H-27.  
title page handstamped "Register of copyrights, Library of Congress ..."and dated "4/7-26 c#" in ms.  
In manuscript on back of front cover: "1.cl. 3 shelf."  
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.  
Uniform title: Auto trails  
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).  
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).  
**RMcN Auto Trails 4C 242 (PrCt)**  

**21366 Colorado - Maps - 1927 - Road maps<<<>>Utah - Maps - 1927 - Road maps<<<>>Nebraska - Maps - 1927 - Road maps<<<>>Road maps**  
1 map : col. ; 28 x 44 cm. on sheet 32 x 46 cm.  
Running title: Junior auto road atlas of the western United States.  
Plate no. I-37. Pages 34 and 35.  
Verso includes maps of parts of Utah (plate no. I-31) and Nebraska (plate no. I-39).  
Listed incorrectly as a Cities Service map on AE index.  
Uniform titles: Junior auto trails -- Auto trails  
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).  
**RMcN AE 11.6 (PrCt)**  

**21365 Colorado - Maps - 1927 - Road maps<<<>>Utah - Maps - 1927 - Road maps<<<>>Road maps**  
1 map : col. ; 62 x 80 on sheet 72 x 88 cm.  
Keyed to 7 named road signs.  
Scale [ca. 1:352,000].  
Plate no. I-27.  
Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto road map of Colorado, Utah ... (Chicago and New York: Rand McNally, 1927). 32 p. : maps, ill. ; 20 cm.  
Cover title: Rand McNally official auto road map : Colorado, Utah.  
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.  
Uniform title: Auto trails  
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).  
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).  
**RMcN Auto Trails 4C 300 (PrCt)**  

**21367 Colorado - Maps - 1928 - Road maps<<<>>Road maps**  
**Colorado.** Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1928].  
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).  
1 folded map  
Panel title.  
Distribution: NL 1, LC 0, DUP 0.  
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).  
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).  
**Gousha Clients 29 (PrCt)**  

**21368 Colorado - Maps - 1928 - Road maps<<<>>Road maps**  
**Colorado.** Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1928].  
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).  
1 folded map  
Panel title.  
Distribution: NL 1, LC 0, DUP 0.  
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).  
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).  
**Gousha Clients 29 (PrCt)**  

---

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.  
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
21369 Colorado - Maps - 1928 - Road maps - Utah

- Maps - 1928 - Road maps


1 map : col. ; 43 x 58 on sheet 46 x 69 cm. Scale [ca. 1:1,382,000]. Plate no. J-38.


Cover title: Rand McNally official auto road map: Colorado, Utah.

Cover art: (1 panel, O.B.BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.

Uniform title: Auto trails

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).

RMcN Auto Trails 4C 355 (PrCt)

21370 Colorado - Maps - 1928 - Road maps - Utah

- Maps - 1928 - Road maps


1 map : col. ; 43 x 58 cm.Plate no. J-38.

Map on verso (44 x 28 cm.): Rand McNally official 1928 auto road map: Utah.

Uniform title: Auto trails

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 140.7 (PrCt)

21371 Colorado - Maps - 1928 - Road maps - Utah

- Maps - 1928 - Road maps


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

1 map : col. ; 43 x 58 cm. on sheet 46 x 69 cm. Plate no. J-38.


Listed as 1929 on AE index. Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 11.7 (PrCt)

21372 Colorado - Maps - 1929

Colorado - Maps - 1929 - Railroads

Aeronautical charts - Colorado - 1929

- Road maps


41 p. : 3 maps (2 folded) ; 24 cm. Cover title: Rand McNally standard indexed map with air trails: Colorado

Uniform title: Air trails

Folded map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back to back, col. ; each 47 x 64 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm., inside back cover, scale 1:1,100,000): Rand McNally standard map of Colorado. Plate no. 1N29. Includes key to railroads -- Rand McNally standard map of Colorado with air trails. Plate nos. "12N28" and "1N29".

Accompanying index includes "airport directory", "aids to navigation", and "elements of practical air navigation" by William E. Johnson, (p. 32-41). Index also includes map (15 x 20 cm., on p. 30-31): Rand McNally airway map : United States. Includes "key to commercial air lines." Cover art: Airplane flying above passenger train. "50c" - printed on front cover.

Imperfect: covers and map detached.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (October 2010).

RMcN Air Trails 4C 6 (PrCt)

21373 Colorado - Maps - 1929 - Road maps

- Road maps


Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

1 folded map

Panel title.

Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 113 (PrCt)

21374 Colorado - Maps - 1929 - Road maps

- Road maps


Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Firestone Tire and Rubber Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

1 folded map

Panel title.

Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 130 (PrCt)

21375 Colorado - Maps - 1929 - Road maps

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Marland Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 204 (PrCt)

21376 Colorado - Maps - 1929 - Road maps

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 239 (PrCt)

21377 Colorado - Maps - 1930-1939 - Pictorial maps

[1930-1939] Colorado - Pictorial maps - Road maps - [Pictorial map of central Colorado]. [S.I. s.n., 193-?].
Authors: Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 23 x 31 cm.
Anonymous and untitled pictorial map without imprint.
Includes vignettes of tourist sites; roughly bounded by "Trappers Lake", "Fremont's fort," "San Isabel National Forest", and "Ute Indian Reservations."
Previously bound with a collection of pictorial maps in binders labeled "Points of Interest."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 190.9 (PrCt)

21378 Colorado - Maps - 1930-1939 - Railroads

[1930-1939] Colorado - Aeronautical charts - Road maps - Railroads - Maps - Aeronautical charts

Rand McNally standard map of Colorado.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [193-?].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm. on sheet 50 x 69 cm.
Plate nos. 7R29, 1N29 and 1:05S.
Keyed to railroads in red.

On verso: Rand McNally standard map of Colorado with air trails. Plate nos. 7R29, 1N29, and 1:05S.
Includes elevations.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 11.11 (PrCt)

21379 Colorado - Maps - 1930-1939 - Road maps

Circle tour [of north central Colorado] : 240 miles : $25.50 : (transportation only) / Lloyd Morris. [Denver? s.n., 193-?].
Authors: Morris, Lloyd -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 21 x 20 cm.
Title expanded by cataloger. Closely trimmed on all sides. Possibly issued by a Denver bus touring company.
Previously bound with a collection of pictorial maps in binders labeled "Points of Interest."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 190.17 (PrCt)

21380 Colorado - Maps - 1930 - Road maps

Bridges - Colorado - Maps - 1930 - West (U.S.) - Maps - 1930 - Road maps

Map of the state highways of Colorado / issued by the State Highway Department ... ; L.D. Blauvelt, state highway engineer ... Denver, Colo. State Highway Department, 1930.
1 map : col. ; 38 x 48 cm.
Panel title.
At bottom left: H.D. Wagner.
Editor's copy; ms. annotations identify location of free and toll bridges.
Accompanied by typescript letter dated November 18, 1930 from Colorado state highway engineer J.E. Maloney to Rand McNally cartographer John G. Brink.
Filed with a group of related U.S. state maps identifying bridges along major highways, ca. 1927-ca. 1939 (in RMcN AE folders 172 and...
21381 **Colorado - Maps - 1930 - Road maps**

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection

1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

**Gousha Clients 374 (PrCt)**

21382 **Colorado - Maps - 1930 - Road maps**

*Colorado*. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1930].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

**Gousha Clients 400 (PrCt)**

21383 **Colorado - Maps - 1930 - Road maps**

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

**Gousha Clients 430 (PrCt)**

21384 **Colorado - Maps - 1930 - Road maps**

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

**Gousha Clients 439 (PrCt)**

21385 **Colorado - Maps - 1930 - Road maps**

*Johnson Colorado 'tourguide' : the right road ...*

21386 **Colorado - Maps - 1930 - Road maps**

*Sinclair road map : Colorado ...* Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1930].
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 28 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Colorado Date from RMcN AE 186 ms. index.
Insets (each 9 x 9 cm.): Denver -- Pueblo, -- Colorado Springs -- Boulder.
Plate no. L
Map on verso (44 x 59 cm.): Sinclair territorial road map of the south central states Panel art: Sinclair gasoline logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 118.12 (PrCt)**

21387 **Colorado - Maps - 1930 - Road maps**

*Texaco road map : 1930 : Colorado, Utah.*
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 53 x 68 cm. on sheet 46 x 61 cm. Verso blank.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 119.9 (PrCt)**

21388 **Colorado - Maps - 1930 - Road maps**

*Texaco road map : 1930 : Colorado, Utah.*
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 53 x 68 cm. Date “1930” in tiny font.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 140.9 (PrCt)**

21389 **Colorado - Maps - 1930 - Road maps**

*Johnson Colorado 'tourguide' : the right road ...*
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Panel art: Repetitive car, service station, and city skyline pattern.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

**Colorado - Maps - 1931 - Road maps**

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
**Gousha Clients 459 (PrCt)**

Verso includes inset maps of four cities and: Auto road map of United States. Plate no. M-5.
AE index lists as 'Sr.'
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 11.11 (PrCt)**

**Colorado - Maps - 1931 - Road maps**

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
**Gousha Clients 541 (PrCt)**

Verso blank.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 11.10 (PrCt)**

**Colorado - Maps - 1931 - Road maps**

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
**Gousha Clients 575 (PrCt)**

AE index lists as 'Sr.'
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 11.14 (PrCt)**

**Colorado - Maps - 1931 - Road maps**

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
**Gousha Clients 459 (PrCt)**

Verso blank.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 11.11 (PrCt)**

**Colorado - Maps - 1931 - Road maps**

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
**Gousha Clients 575 (PrCt)**

AE index lists as 'Sr.'
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 11.14 (PrCt)**

21399

**Colorado - Maps - 1931 - Road maps**

Authors: Skelly Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm. on sheet 46 x 61 cm.
Verso includes insets of five cities and: Auto road map of United States. Plate no. M-5.
AE index lists as 'Sr.'
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 11.11 (PrCt)**
Colorado - Maps - 1932 - Road maps

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 626 (PrCt)

Colorado - Maps - 1932 - Road maps

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil Company -- Lee, Robert E., fl. 1933 -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Cover: License plate motif.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 0, DUP 0.
Panel art: Shell logo, license plates, couple in convertible car (woman driving), dog, signed by artist "Robert E. Lee."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 689 (PrCt)

Colorado - Maps - 1932 - Road maps

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Sinclair Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 731 (PrCt)

Colorado - Maps - 1932 - Road maps

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 765 (PrCt)

Colorado - Maps - 1932 - Road maps

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 68 cm. on sheet 56 x 71 cm.
Verso includes insets of five cities and: Texaco road map: 1932: United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 11.15 (PrCt)

Colorado - Maps - 1932 - Road maps

Texaco road map : Colorado, Utah ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, 1932 .
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 68 cm.
Plate no. A6. 3226.
Maps on verso ( 36 x 52 cm. and smaller):
Panel art: Texaco logo over outline of the U.S.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 140.11 (PrCt)

Colorado - Maps - 1933 - Road maps

Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 45 x 68 cm. on sheet 56 x 71 cm.
1933 edition. Plate no. O-5-P.
Verso includes insets of five cities and: Cities Service road map of United States. Plate no. O-44-P.
AE index lists as 'Sr.'
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 11.18 (PrCt)

Colorado - Maps - 1933 - Road maps

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Barnsdall Oil Co. -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 799 (PrCt)

Colorado - Maps - 1933 - Road maps

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Colorado. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1933].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- '=Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 820 (PrCt)

Colorado - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 887 (PrCt)

Colorado - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil Company -- Lee, Robert E., fl. 1933 -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Cover: License plate motif.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Panel art: Shell logo, license plates, woman driving convertible car, dog, signed by artist "Robert E. Lee."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 911 (PrCt)

Colorado - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 0, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 956 (PrCt)

Colorado - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Authors: Producers and Refiners Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 956 (PrCt)

1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm. on sheet 46 x 61 cm.
Added title: Rand McNally senior 1933 auto road map of Colorado. Plate no. 12. O5M.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 11.19 (PrCt)

Colorado - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Authors: Producers and Refiners Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm. on sheet 46 x 61 cm.
Added title: Rand McNally senior 1933 auto road map of Colorado. Plate no. 12. O5M.
Added title: Rand McNally senior 1933 auto road map of Colorado. Plate no. 12. O5M.
Annotated 'O-1933.'
Additional title: Rand McNally senior 1933 auto road map of Colorado. Plate no. 12. O5M.
Annotated 'O-1933.'
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 11.30 (PrCt)

Colorado - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Authors: Producers and Refiners Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 57 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Rand McNally senior 1933 auto road map of Colorado. Plate no. 12. O5M.
Panel art: Shell logo, illustration of cars on a city road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1949 (PrCt)

Colorado - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Authors: Producers and Refiners Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Phillips Petroleum Company (PARCO) logo, illustration of cars on a city road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN AE 11.30 (PrCt)

Colorado - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 64 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair 1933 official road map: Colorado. Plate no. 12. O 5M.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 11.19 (PrCt)

Colorado - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Colorad...
Listed as 'Sr.' on AE index.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 11.20 (PrCt)

Colorado - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 45 x 69 cm. on sheet 56 x 71 cm.
Tourist edition. Plate nos. C. S. O. 1934 and P-5-P.
Verso includes insets of five cities and: Cities Service road map of United States. Plate no.
P-44-P.
AE index lists as 'Sr.'
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 11.22 (PrCt)

Colorado - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 45 x 69 cm. on sheet 56 x 71 cm.
Tourist edition. Plate nos. C. S. O. 1934 and P-5-P.
Verso includes insets of five cities and: Cities Service road map of United States. Plate no.
P-44-P.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 11.32 (PrCt)

Colorado - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Authors: Derby Oil Company (Wichita, Kan.) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm. on sheet 46 x 61 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 11.24 (PrCt)

Colorado - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Travel Colorado with Globe gasoline : get the most out of motoring. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, 1934.
Authors: Globe Oil & Refining Companies -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm. on sheet 46 x 61 cm.
Panel art: Mountain and city scenery.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 11.31 (PrCt)

Colorado - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Barnsdall Oil Co. -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (1 panel, R,B): Diagonal lettering "America's [logo] first refiner."
Plate no. H-241-JC.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1002 (PrCt)

Colorado - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Travel Colorado with Conoco. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1934].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (3 panel,R,G): Outline map of North America, logo.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1024 (PrCt)

Colorado - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (3 panel, R,G,BL): Six cars speeding towards service station, logo.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1099 (PrCt)

Colorado - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Shell road map : Colorado. Chicago : H.M.
Gousha Co., [1934].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (3 panel, R,Y): Diagonal "Shell" on red stripe, logo.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1124 (PrCt)

21427 Colorado - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (3 panel, R,B,P): Geese flying over hills, sedan passing lake.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1176 (PrCt)

21428 Colorado - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 42 x 64 cm. on sheet 50 x 68 cm.
Listed as 'Sr.' on AE index.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 11.23 (PrCt)

21429 Colorado - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
[Texaco road map of Colorado]. [Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, 1934?].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; on sheet trimmed to 26 x 37 cm.
Title and imprint supplied by cataloger.
Imperfect; editor's copy of a Texaco road map trimmed on all sides to outline a single U.S. state.
Date from previous binding marked "Points of Interest" and dated 1934.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 11.28 (PrCt)

21430 Colorado - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Travel Colorado with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1935?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1314 (PrCt)

21431 Colorado - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Travel Colorado with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1935?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Manuscript note on title panel: Return to permanent file, box 11.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1315 (PrCt)

21432 Colorado - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Authors: Derby Oil Company (Wichita, Kan.) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; col. ; 38 x 58 cm. on sheet 46 x 61 cm.
Added title: Rand McNally auto road map of Colorado. Plate no. Q.5.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 11.28 (PrCt)

21433 Colorado - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Authors: Derby Oil Company (Wichita, Kan.) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; col. ; 38 x 58 cm. on sheet 46 x 61 cm.
Added title: Rand McNally auto road map of Colorado. Plate no. Q.5.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 11.36 (PrCt)

21434 Colorado - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Travel Colorado with the Independent. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1935?].
Authors: Globe Oil & Refining Companies -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library) -- Independent Oil & Refining Companies SEE Globe Oil & Refining Companies -- The Independent Oil & Refining Companies -- Mountain National Park.
Form part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1429 (PrCt)

21438 Colorado - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 57 cm. on sheet 46 x 61 cm.
Added title: Shell official road map: Colorado.
Plate no. Q.5.
On verso: Shell official road map: United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 11.26 (PrCt)

21439 Colorado - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 57 cm. on sheet 46 x 61 cm.
Added title: Shell official road map: Colorado.
Plate no. Q.5.
On verso: Shell official road map: United States.
Plate no. Q.3512.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 11.34 (PrCt)

21440 Colorado - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Photo of gas station attendant and slogan "let the Standard Oil Company serve you."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1497 (PrCt)
21449 Colorado - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Travel Colorado with the Independent. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1936?].
Authors: Globe Oil & Refining Companies -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection
(Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Globe gas station attendant; slogans "we are home owned" and "keep rollin' with Globe."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1646 (PrCt)

21450 Colorado - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Authors: Marathon Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Added title: Rand McNally road map of Colorado.
Plate no. R.3612.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 11.12X (PrCt)

21451 Colorado - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection
(Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Airplane, car, and boat, Phillips 66 logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1674 (PrCt)

21452 Colorado - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Phillips 66 ... 1936 official road map:
Colorado.
Plate nos. "341-J" and "12-J"
Map on verso (29 x 44 cm.): Phillips 66 ... 1936 official road map : United States.
Panel art: Plane, car and boat under Phillips 66 logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 11.2 (PrCt)

21453 Colorado - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1698 (PrCt)

21454 Colorado - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell official road map : Colorado.
Plate nos. "341-J" and "12-J"
Map on verso (29 x 44 cm.): Shell official road map : United States.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 163.7B (PrCt)

21455 Colorado - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- White Eagle Division -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm. on sheet 68 x 50 cm.
Added title: Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc. White Eagle Division road map of Colorado. Plate no. R.3612.
Verso includes insets of four cities and:
Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc. White Eagle Division road map of United States. Plate no. R.3512.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 163.7B (PrCt)
21456  Colorado - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Guiding you through Colorado with the sign of quality & service: Sovereign Service. Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1936].
Authors: Sovereign Service -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map: col.; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
RMcN AE 11.3 (PrCt)

21457  Colorado - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
1 map: col.; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 46 x 68 cm.
Added title: 1936 Colorado road map... Plate no. R.3612. Verso includes inset map of five cities and: 1936 United States road map... Plate no. R.3512. Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 11.29 (PrCt)

21458  Colorado - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
1 map: col.; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 46 x 68 cm.
Added title: 1936 Colorado road map... Plate no. R.3612. Verso includes inset maps of five cities and: 1936 United States road map... Plate no. R.3512. Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 11.13X (PrCt)

21459  Colorado - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Colorado Springs Region (Colo.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Pike National Forest (Colo.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Travel Colorado with Conoco: every Conoco station is a branch of the Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago: H.M. Gousha Company, [1936]. Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map: col.; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
RMcN AE 158.12 (PrCt)

21460  Colorado - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Rocky Mountain National Park (Colo.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
1 map: col.; 37 x 57 cm.
Panel title.
RMcN AE 161.4 (PrCt)

21461  Colorado - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Utah - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
1 map: col.; 43 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
RMcN AE 142.1 (PrCt)

21462  Colorado - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Utah - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Gulf... official road map: Colorado, Utah: Sinclair road map. Chicago:

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Rand McNally & Company, [1936].
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 11.1 (PrCt)

Authors: Denver and Rio Grande Western Railroad Company
1 map ; 22 x 40 cm.
Title in bottom margin.
5A 7267 (1936 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

21464  Colorado - Maps - 1937 - Road maps <> Northwestern States - Maps - 1937 - Road maps <> Canada, Western 1937 - Road maps <> Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 64 cm. on sheet 45 x 92 cm.
Added title: Gulf road map of Colorado. Plate no. S.3612.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 11.15X (PrCt)

21465  Colorado - Maps - 1937 - Road maps <> Northwestern States - Maps - 1937 - Road maps <> Canada, Western - Maps - 1937 - Road maps <> Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 64 cm. on sheet 45 x 92 cm.
Added title: Gulf road map of Colorado. Plate no. S.3612.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 11.4X (PrCt)

21466  Colorado - Maps - 1937 - Road maps <> Northwestern States - Maps - 1937 - Road maps <> Canada, Western - Maps - 1937 - Road maps <> Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 64 cm. on sheet 45 x 92 cm.
Added title: Gulf road map of Colorado. Plate no. S.3612.
Verso includes inset of southern Manitoba (plate no. S.) and: Road map of Washington, Oregon, Idaho, Montana, Wyoming, southwestern Canada. Plate no. S.3736.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 11.2X (PrCt)

21467  Colorado - Maps - 1937 - Road maps <> Road maps
Authors: Barnsdall Oil Co. -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Barnsdall Oil Co. logo and slogan "be square dependable products by Barnsdall, "America's first refiner".
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1804 (PrCt)

21468  Colorado - Maps - 1937 - Road maps <> Road maps
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Map of United States, car, Cities Service sign and "serves a nation" slogan.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1830 (PrCt)

21469  Colorado - Maps - 1937 - Road maps

21470 **Colorado - Maps - 1937 - Road maps**

*Travel Colorado with the Independent.* Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1937?].
Authors: Globe Oil & Refining Companies -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
**Gousha Clients 1918** (PrCt)

21471 **Colorado - Maps - 1937 - Road maps**

Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: car on road, Phillips 66 sign, and slogan "there's a Phillips station ahead."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
**Gousha Clients 1955** (PrCt)

21472 **Colorado - Maps - 1937 - Road maps**

Authors: Reynolds Oil Company (Griswold, Iowa) -- Pennfield Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: outdoor recreation scenes, car, and slogan "Travel carefree and trouble-free with Pennfield and Paraland products."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
**Gousha Clients 1981** (PrCt)

21473 **Colorado - Maps - 1937 - Road maps**

*Shell road map : Colorado.* Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1937?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
**Gousha Clients 2026** (PrCt)

21474 **Colorado - Maps - 1937 - Road maps**

Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- White Eagle Division -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 64 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Added title: Mobilgas Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc. road map of Colorado. Plate no. S.3612.
Verso includes insets of four cities and: Mobilgas Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc. road map of United States. Plate no. S.3512.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 11.1X** (PrCt)

21475 **Colorado - Maps - 1937 - Road maps**

Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- White Eagle Division -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 64 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Added title: Mobigas Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc. road map of Colorado. Plate no. S.3612.
Verso includes insets of four cities and: Mobigas Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc. road map of United States. Plate no. S.3512.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 11.17X** (PrCt)

21476 **Colorado - Maps - 1937 - Road maps**

Authors: Sovereign Service -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

1 map : col. ; 42 x 64 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.


21477 Colorado - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Road maps

Authors: Sovereign Service -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 42 x 64 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.

Panel title.

Panel art: cars, gas pumps, and "Standard Service" sign

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 11.3X (PrCt)

21478 Colorado - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Road maps
Highway map : Colorado ... / compliments of Standard Oil Company of Indiana. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1937].

Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Panel art: cars, gas pumps, and "Standard Service" sign

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 2002 (PrCt)

21479 Colorado - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Road maps
Highway map : Colorado ... Standard Oil Company of Indiana. Chicago : H. M. Gousha Company, [1937].

Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) : official road map : Colorado.

Plate nos. "341-J.C." and "2-K-5"

Incorrectly dated 1938 on RMcN AE 168 ms.

Maps on verso (27 x 44 cm. and smaller):


Panel art: gas pumps and cars.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 169.16A (PrCt)

21480 Colorado - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Road maps

Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Panel art: Tydol gasoline and Veedol motor oil logos, and slogan "travel in the best circles."

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 2088 (PrCt)

21481 Colorado - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Road maps

Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Panel art: Tydol gasoline and Veedol motor oil logos, and slogan "travel in the best circles."

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 2088 (PrCt)
maps - Rocky Mountain National Park (Colo.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps - Colorado Springs Region (Colo.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps - Pike National Forest (Colo.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps

Travel Colorado with Conoco: every Conoco station is a branch of the Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago: H.M. Gousha Company, [1937].

Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map: col.; 38 x 58 cm. Panel title.

Added title: Conoco ... official road map: Colorado.

Date from RMcN AE 158 ms. index.

Plate nos. "341-J.C." and "9-K"


RMcN AE 158.14A (PrCt)

21484 Colorado - Maps - 1937 - Road maps - Utah - Maps - 1937 - Road maps - Road maps

Colorado, Utah: Sinclair road map ... Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1937].

Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Helck, Peter, 1893-1988 -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map: col.; 42 x 64 cm. Panel title.

Added title: Sinclair road map: Colorado.

Date from RMcN AE 142 ms. index.

Plate no. S.3612.

Map on verso (47 x 36 cm.): Sinclair road map: Utah. Panel art: Sinclair sign and service station; signed "Helck."

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 142.2 (PrCt)

21485 Colorado - Maps - 1937 - Road maps - Utah - Maps - 1937 - Road maps - Road maps


Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map: col.; 42 x 64 cm. on sheet 50 x 68 cm. Added title: Sinclair road map: Colorado. Plate no. S.3612.


Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 11.14X (PrCt)

21486 Colorado - Maps - 1937 - Road maps - West (U.S.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps - Denver Mountain Parks - Maps - 1937 - Road maps - Road maps


Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map: col.; 42 x 64 cm. Panel title.

Added title: Cities Service invites you to tour Colorado.

Plate nos. "341-J.C." and "9-K"


RMcN AE 157.7 (PrCt)


Authors: Denver and Rio Grande Western Railroad Company.

1 map: 22 x 40 cm. Title in bottom margin.


5A 7267 (1937 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

21488 Colorado - Maps - 1938 - Road maps - Denver Mountain Parks - Maps - 1938 - Road maps - Road maps

Tydol trails thru Colorado ... Chicago: H.M. Gousha Company, 1938.

Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map: col.; 43 x 58 cm. Panel title.

Added title: 1938 Tydol trails : Colorado.

Plate nos. "341-J.C. 10-L" and "4382." Maps on verso (28 x 44 cm. and 9 x 21 cm.): United States -- Denver Mountain Parks. Panel art: Tydol sign and cars. Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 22 1938 Rand McNally & Co. ..." Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 157.7 (PrCt)
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 171.2A (PrCt)

21489 Colorado - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Road maps

Colorado road map ... / Barnsdall ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1938?].
Authors: Barnsdall Oil Co. -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Barnsdall Oil Co. logo and slogan "be square dependable products by Barnsdall, 'America's first refiner'."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3019 (PrCt)

21490 Colorado - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Road maps

Colorado road map / Cities Service ahead. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1938?].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: car driving through hills, Cities Service sign.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3053 (PrCt)

21491 Colorado - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Road maps

Colorado road map : Cities Service ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1938].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Cities Service invites you to tour Colorado.
Date from RMcN AE 156 ms. index.
Plate no. 341-J.C. - 10-L
Map on verso (28 x 44 cm.): Cities Service road map of the United States.
Panel art: Cities Service sign, car on winding road.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 18 1938 ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 156.3 (PrCt)

21492 Colorado - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Road maps

Travel Colorado with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1938?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco
Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3138 (PrCt)
maps<<<Road maps
Road map: Colorado and United States. Chicago: H.M. Gousha Co., [1938].
Authors: Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: compass rose and Diamond, 760 Motor Oil, and D-X Gasoline logos.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3169 (PrCt)

21500 Colorado - Maps - 1938 - Road maps<<<Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 42 x 64 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Plate no. T.3612.
Verso blank.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 11.5X (PrCt)

21501 Colorado - Maps - 1938 - Road maps<<<Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 42 x 64 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Plate no. T.3612.
Verso blank.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 11.21X (PrCt)

21502 Colorado - Maps - 1938 - Road maps<<<Road maps
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3217 (PrCt)

21503 Colorado - Maps - 1938 - Road maps<<<Road maps
Tour Colorado with Skelly. [Kansas City, Mo.]: Greiner-Fifield Litho Co. [1938].
Authors: Skelly Oil Company -- Greiner-Fifield Litho Co. (Kansas City, Mo.) -- Martin, Bernard,
1912-1998 -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 55 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Skelly official motor trails map : Colorado.
"Copyright ---- Greiner-Fifield Litho Co., K.C., Mo."
Date from RMcN AE 167 ms. index.
Maps on verso (28 x 43 cm. and smaller): Skelly official motor trails map : United States -- Denver
-- Colorado Springs.
Panel art: Skelly gas station and rural road scene, signed "Bernard Martin."
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Oct
20 1938 Rand McNally & Co. .... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 167.2 (PrCt)

21504 Colorado - Maps - 1938 - Road maps<<<Road maps
[1938].
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- White Eagle Division -- Rand McNally and Company --
Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 64 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Added title: Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc. road map of Colorado: Mobilgas. Plate no. T.3612.
Verso includes insets of four cities and: Mobilgas Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc. road map of United
States. Plate no. T 3512.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 11.7X (PrCt)

21505 Colorado - Maps - 1938 - Road maps<<<Road maps
[1938].
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- White Eagle Division -- Rand McNally and Company --
Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 64 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Added title: Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc. road map of Colorado: Mobilgas. Plate no. T.3612.
Verso includes insets of four cities and: Mobilgas Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc. road map of United
States. Plate no. T 3512.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 11.25X (PrCt)

21506 Colorado - Maps - 1938 - Road maps<<<Road maps
Swinging through Colorado the Sovereign way : Sovereign Service : fit for a king. Chicago : Rand
McNally & Company, [1938].
Authors: Sovereign Service -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry
Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 64 cm. on sheet 50 x 68 cm.
Added title: Sovereign Service road map:
Colorado. Plate no. T.3612.
Verso includes insets of four cities and:
Sovereign Service road map: United States.
Plate no. T 3512.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 11.9X (PrCt)

21507 Colorado - Maps - 1938 - Road maps<<<Road maps
Swinging through Colorado the Sovereign way : Sovereign Service : fit for a king. Chicago : Rand
McNally & Company, [1938].
Authors: Sovereign Service -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry
Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 64 cm. on sheet 50 x 68 cm.
Added title: Sovereign Service road map:
Colorado. Plate no. T.3612.
Verso includes insets of four cities and:
Sovereign Service road map: United States.
Plate no. T 3512.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 11.24X (PrCt)

21508 Colorado - Maps - 1938 - Road maps<<<Road maps
Highway map : Colorado ... / compliments of Standard Oil Company of Indiana. Chicago : H.M.
Gousha Co., [1938?].
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M.
Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection
(Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: cars, gas pumps, and "Standard Service" sign
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library).
Gousha Clients 3288 (PrCt)

21509 Colorado - Maps - 1938 - Road maps<<<Road maps
Colorado : California Company road map ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1938.
Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Calso gasoline station and logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3036 (PrCt)
Source: Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

maps<>Road maps
Colorado - California Company road map.
Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- California Company (Standard Oil) SEE Standard Oil Company of California
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: 1938 road map : California.
Plate nos. "341-J.C.-10-L"
Maps on verso (27 x 44 cm. and 16 x 21 cm.):
1938 road map : United States -- Denver.
Panel art: Standard Oil gas station and CALSO logo.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Aug 1 1938 Rand McNally & Co. .... "
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 168.4 (PrCt)

21511 Colorado - Maps - 1938 - Road maps<>Road maps
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Tydol gasoline sign, profiles of three cars, and slogan "stop at this sign for safe motoring."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3301 (PrCt)

21512 Colorado - Maps - 1938 - Road maps<>Rocky Mountain National Park (Colo.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps<>Colorado Springs Region (Colo.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps<>Pike National Forest (Colo.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps<>Road maps
Travel Colorado with Conoco : every Conoco station is a branch of the Conoco Travel Bureau.
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1938].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Conoco ... official road map of Colorado
Date from RMcN AE 159 ms. index.
Plate nos. "341-J.C.-10-L" and "4382"
Maps on verso (21 x 28 cm. each): Rocky Mountain National Park -- Colorado Springs, Pikes Peak region -- Denver and vicinity.
Panel art: Conoco logo over outline of North America.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 16 1938 .... "
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 159.5 (PrCt)

21513 Colorado - Maps - 1938 - Road maps<>Rocky Mountain National Park (Colo.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps<>Denver Mountain Parks - Maps - 1938 - Road maps<>Pike National Forest (Colo.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps<>Road maps
Shell road map : Colorado ... Chicago : H. M. Gousha Company, [1938].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell official road map of Colorado.
Date from RMcN AE 165 ms. index.
Plate nos. "341-J.C. 10-L" and "10-L 1939-1"
Maps on verso (21 x 27 cm. and smaller): Rocky Mountain National Park -- Denver Mountain Parks -- Colorado Springs Pikes Peak region.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 17 1938 ... "
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 164.5 (PrCt)

21514 Colorado - Maps - 1938 - Road maps<>Rocky Mountain National Park (Colo.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps<>Denver Mountain Parks - Maps - 1938 - Road maps<>Pike National Forest (Colo.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps<>Road maps
Shell road map : Colorado ... Chicago : H. M. Gousha Company, [1938].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell official road map of Colorado.
Date from RMcN AE 164 ms. index.
Plate nos. "341-J.C. 10-L" and "12-L 1938-1"
Maps on verso (21 x 27 cm. and smaller): Rocky Mountain National Park -- Denver Mountain Parks -- Colorado Springs Pikes Peak region.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 17 1938 ... "
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 159.5 (PrCt)

21515 Colorado - Maps - 1938 - Road maps<>Rocky Mountain National Park (Colo.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps<>Denver Mountain Parks - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
**Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)**

maps<>Pike National Forest (Colo.) - Maps
- 1938 - Road maps<>Road maps

*Shell road map : Colorado...* Chicago : H. M. Gousha Company, [1938].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell official road map of Colorado.
Date from RMcN AE 164 ms. index.
Plate nos. "341-J.C. 10-L" and "12-L 1938-1"
Maps on verso (21 x 27 cm. and smaller): Rocky Mountain National Park -- Denver Mountain Parks -- Colorado Springs Pikes Peak region.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 17 1938 ... "
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 11.23X (PrCt)**

**1938 - Road maps**

**21519**

**Colorado - Maps - 1938 - Road maps <>West (U.S.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps**

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 57 cm. on sheet 54 x 71 cm.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Colorado.
Plate no. T.3805.
Includes insets of Denver, Colorado Springs, Pueblo and Rocky Mountain National Park.
Handstamped 'Mar 3 1938.'
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 11.10X (PrCt)**

**21520**

**Colorado - Maps - 1938 - Road maps <>West (U.S.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps**

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 57 cm. on sheet 54 x 71 cm.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Colorado.
Plate no. T.3805.
Includes insets of Denver, Colorado Springs, Pueblo and Rocky Mountain National Park.
Panel annotated 'Feb 1st' and 'T-38'.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 11.18X (PrCt)**

**21521**

**Colorado - Maps - 1938 - Road maps <>West (U.S.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps**

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 57 cm. on sheet 54 x 71 cm.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Colorado.
Plate no. T.3805.
Includes insets of Denver, Colorado Springs, Pueblo and Rocky Mountain National Park.
Panel annotated 'July 16T-1938'.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 11.19X (PrCt)**

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
21529  Colorado - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

Authors: National Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 42 x 65 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Added title: Road map of Colorado by National.
Added title: En-Ar-Co road map of Colorado.
Plate no. U.3612.
Verso includes four city insets and: En-Ar-Co road map of United States. Plate no. U.3512.
Annotated U-39.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 12.22 (PrCt)

21530  Colorado - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: winding road, Phillips 66 sign, and slogan "there's a Phillips station ahead."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 3493 (PrCt)

21531  Colorado - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 42 x 65 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Plate no. U.3612.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 12.26 (PrCt)

21532  Colorado - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.

Gousha Clients 3641 (PrCt)

21533  Colorado - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

Tour Colorado with Skelly. Chicago: H.M. Gousha Co., 1939.
Authors: Skelly Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Skelly sign and car.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 3595 (PrCt)

21534  Colorado - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

Authors: Sovereign Service -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Annotated 'U-39.'
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 12.25 (PrCt)

21535  Colorado - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

Highway map: Colorado ... / compliments of Standard Oil Company of Indiana. Chicago: H.M. Gousha Co., [1939].
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: cars, gas pumps, and "Standard Service" sign.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 3641 (PrCt)

21536  Colorado - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

Colorado: California Company road map ... Chicago: H.M. Gousha Co., c1939.
Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.

Gousha Clients 3532 (PrCt)
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Calso gasoline station, logo and slogan "Call for Calso Gasoline and RPM Motor Oil in Montana, Wyoming, Nebraska, Colorado, North and South Dakota."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3334 (PrCt)

21537 Colorado - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Tydol gasoline and Veedol motor oil signs; profiles of stylized cars.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3654 (PrCt)

21538 Colorado - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

Rocky Mountain National Park (Colo.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

Pike National Forest (Colo.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

Denver Region (Colo.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

Travel Colorado with Conoco : every Conoco station is a branch of the Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1939].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Conoco ... official road map of Colorado.
Date from RMcN AE 159 ms. index.
Plate nos. 341-J.C. 10-M
Maps on verso (21 x 28 cm. each): Rocky Mountain National Park -- Colorado Springs, Pikes Peak region -- Denver and vicinity.
Panel art: Conoco logo over outline of North America.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Aug 17 1939 .... "
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 159.4A (PrCt)

21539 Colorado - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

Utah - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 65 cm. on sheet 50 x 68 cm.
Annotated 'U-39.'
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 12.23 (PrCt)

21540 Colorado - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

West (U.S.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 57 cm. on sheet 54 x 71 cm.
Panel no. 7-39.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Colorado. Plate no. U.3805.
Includes insets of Denver, Colorado Springs, Pueblo and Rocky Mountain National Park.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 11.26X (PrCt)

21541 Colorado - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

West (U.S.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 57 cm. on sheet 54 x 71 cm.
Panel no. 10-39.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Colorado. Plate no. U.3805.
Includes insets of Denver, Colorado Springs, Pueblo and Rocky Mountain National Park.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 11.27X (PrCt)

21542 Colorado - Maps - 1940 - Railroads

Utah - Maps - 1940 - Railroads

Denver and Rio Grande Western Railroad Company - Maps -1940

Map of the Denver and Rio Grande Western Railroad and connections. [Denver? Denver and Rio Grande Western Railroad Company?], 1940?.
Authors: Denver and Rio Grande Western Railroad Company

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1 map : 22 x 40 cm.
Title in bottom margin.
5A 7267 (1939 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

21543 Colorado - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Colorado road map / Cities Service. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1940].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3687 (PrCt)

21544 Colorado - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Colorado road map / Cities Service. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1940].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: road with cars, Cities Service sign and gas station attendant; slogan "helpful service wherever you go!"
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3708 (PrCt)

21545 Colorado - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Travel Colorado with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1940].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3757 (PrCt)

21546 Colorado - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Road map of Colorado and United States. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1940].
Authors: Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation."
Panel art: photograph of gas station attendant and slogan "smiling service, 'all the way'."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3804 (PrCt)

21547 Colorado - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Authors: National Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 65 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Verso includes four city insets and: The National Refining Company road map of United States. Plate no. V.3512.
Annotated 'V-40.'
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 12.29 (PrCt)

21548 Colorado - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: winding road, Phillips 66 sign, and slogan "there's a Phillips station ahead."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3827 (PrCt)

21549 Colorado - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 65 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Plate no. V 3612.
Annotated 'V-40.'
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 12.28 (PrCt)

21550 Colorado - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Shell map of Colorado. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1940].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Co., [1940].
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3804 (PrCt)
Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: Colorado.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
**Gousha Clients 3863 (PrCt)**

**21551** Colorado - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Tour Colorado with Skelly. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1940.
Authors: Skelly Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Skelly sign and car.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
**Gousha Clients 3925 (PrCt)**

**21552** Colorado - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Highway map : Colorado ... / compliments of Standard Oil Company of Indiana. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1940?].
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: cars, gas pumps, and "Standard Service" sign.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
**Gousha Clients 3976 (PrCt)**

**21553** Colorado - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Calso Gasoline station, logo and slogan "Call for Calso gasoline and RPM motor oil in Montana, Wyoming, Nebraska, Colorado, North and South Dakota."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
**Gousha Clients 3940 (PrCt)**

**21554** Colorado - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Tydol trails thru Colorado / issued by Tide Water Associated Oil Company ... Tulsa. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1940.
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: drawing of a wagon train and slogan "follow the trails of the pioneers in your modern motor car."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
**Gousha Clients 3996 (PrCt)**

**21555** Colorado - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 65 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
On verso: Road map: Sinclair: Utah. Plate no. V.3628.
Annotated 'V-40.'
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 12.30 (PrCt)**

**21556** Colorado - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Texaco touring map : Colorado with sectional map of adjoining states. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1940].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 57 cm. on sheet 54 x 71 cm.
Panel no. 9-40.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Colorado.
Plate no. V.3805.
Includes insets of Denver, Colorado Springs, Pueblo and Rocky Mountain National Park.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 12.27 (PrCt)**

**21557** Colorado - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Northwestern States - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Canada, Western - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

---

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
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**RMcN AE 12.36 (PrCt)**

**21558** **Colorado - Maps - 1941 - Road maps**

- **Colorado road map / Bareco Oil Company, formerly Barnsdall Refining Corp.** Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1941]?
- Authors: Bareco Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
- 1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 10 cm.
- Panel title.
- Panel art: "B Square" logo.
- Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
- Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

**Gousha Clients 4029 (PrCt)**

**21559** **Colorado - Maps - 1941 - Road maps**

- **Colorado road map / Cities Service.** Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1941]?
- Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
- 1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
- Panel title.
- Panel art: car, Cities Service sign and infant dressed as a gas station attendant; slogan "start every trip at your Cities Service dealer's." Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
- Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

**Gousha Clients 4058 (PrCt)**

**21560** **Colorado - Maps - 1941 - Road maps**

- **Travel Colorado with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau.** Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1941]?
- Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
- 1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
- Panel title.
- Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
- Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
- Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

**Gousha Clients 4097 (PrCt)**

**21561** **Colorado - Maps - 1941 - Road maps**

- **Travel Colorado with the Independent.** Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1941].
- Authors: Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
- 1 map : folded to 22 x 10 cm.
- Panel title.
- Dated "41" on title panel.
- Panel art: Shell gas station attendant; slogans "we are home owned" and "keep rollin' with Globe."
- Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
- Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

**Gousha Clients 4131 (PrCt)**

**21562** **Colorado - Maps - 1941 - Road maps**

- **Colorado official road map / Phillips 66.** Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1941.
- Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
- 1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
- Panel title.
- Panel art: road, Phillips 66 sign, and slogan "there's a Phillips station ahead."
- Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
- Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

**Gousha Clients 4178 (PrCt)**

**21563** **Colorado - Maps - 1941 - Road maps**

- Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
- 1 map : 42 x 65 cm. on sheet 50 x 68 cm. Plate no. W.3612.
- Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 12.34 (PrCt)**

**21564** **Colorado - Maps - 1941 - Road maps**

- **Shell map of Colorado.** Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1941]?
- Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
- 1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
- Panel title.
- At head of panel title: Colorado.
- Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
- Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
- Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

**Gousha Clients 4211 (PrCt)**

**21565** **Colorado - Maps - 1941 - Road maps**

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Panel title.
Panel art: airplane, car and Tydol flying "A" gasoline logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 4316 (PrCt)

21569 Colorado - Maps - 1941 - Road maps<<<><><>Utah - Maps - 1941 - Road maps<<<><><>Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 65 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Annotated 'W-41.'
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 12.32 (PrCt)

21570 Colorado - Maps - 1941 - Road maps<<<><><>West (U.S.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps<<<><><>Road maps
Texaco touring map : Colorado with sectional map of adjoining states. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1941].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 57 cm. on sheet 54 x 71 cm.
Panel no. A-41.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Colorado. Plate no. W.3805.
Includes insets of Denver, Colorado Springs, Pueblo and Rocky Mountain National Park.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 12.31 (PrCt)

21571 Colorado - Maps - 1941 - Road maps<<<><><>West (U.S.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps<<<><><>Road maps
Texaco touring map : Colorado with sectional map of adjoining states. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1941].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 57 cm. on sheet 54 x 71 cm.
Panel no. A-41.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Colorado. Plate no. W.3805.
Includes insets of Denver, Colorado Springs, Pueblo and Rocky Mountain National Park.
21572 Colorado - Maps - 1942 - Railroads<>Utah - Maps - 1942 - Railroads<>Denver and Rio Grande Western Railroad Company - Maps -1942<>Railroads - Maps
Map of the Denver and Rio Grande Western Railroad and connections. [Denver? Denver and Rio Grande Western Railroad Company?], 1942?].
Authors: Denver and Rio Grande Western Railroad Company
1 map ; 22 x 40 cm.
Title in bottom margin.
5A 7267 (1941 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

21573 Colorado - Maps - 1942 - Railroads<>Utah - Maps - 1942 - Railroads<>Denver and Rio Grande Western Railroad Company - Maps -1942<>Railroads - Maps
Map of the Denver and Rio Grande Western Railroad and connections. [Denver? Denver and Rio Grande Western Railroad Company?], 1942?].
Authors: Denver and Rio Grande Western Railroad Company
1 map ; 22 x 40 cm.
1 map ; 22 x 30 cm., 22 x 9 cm.
Incomplete; lacking strip detached along folds at right, ca. 22 x 40 cm.
Title in bottom margin.
In bottom left corner: A.R. 1942.
5A 7267 (1942 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

21574 Colorado - Maps - 1942 - Road maps<>Road maps
Colorado road map ... / by Bareco Oil Company.
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1942?].
Authors: Bareco Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: "B Square" logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4350 (PrCt)

21575 Colorado - Maps - 1942 - Road maps<>Road maps
Colorado road map / Cities Service Oils ...
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 4484 (PrCt)

21579 Colorado - Maps - 1942 - Road maps

Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: road, Phillips 66 sign, and slogan "there's a Phillips station ahead."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 4599 (PrCt)

21580 Colorado - Maps - 1942 - Road maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 65 cm. on sheet 50 x 68 cm.
Plate no. X.3612.
Annotated '42.'
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 12.1A (PrCt)

21581 Colorado - Maps - 1942 - Road maps

Shell map of Colorado. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1942?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: Colorado.
Panel art: Shell logo, statement "all points of military interest have been removed voluntarily from this map and index" and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 4639 (PrCt)

21582 Colorado - Maps - 1942 - Road maps

Tour Colorado with Skelly : see America now / courtesy of Skelly Oil Company, U.S.A. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1942.
Authors: Skelly Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Skelly sign, stars and profiles of cars.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 4548 (PrCt)

21583 Colorado - Maps - 1942 - Road maps

Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 65 cm. on sheet 46 x 69 cm.
Added title: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) road map: Colorado. Plate no. X.3612.
Verso includes inset maps of four cities, Rocky Mountain National Park and: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) road map: United States. Plate no. X.4089.
Below Rocky Mountain National Park map: ADV. 759 (AD 11080).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 12.3A (PrCt)

21584 Colorado - Maps - 1942 - Road maps

Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: statue of minuteman with caption "buy war bonds and stamps", Tydol gasoline logo, and statement "Oil is ammunition, use it wisely."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 4599 (PrCt)

21585 Colorado - Maps - 1942 - Road maps

Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 12.2A (PrCt)

21586 Colorado - Maps - 1942 - Road maps

Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally
and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 64 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair : Colorado.
Date from RMcN AE 143 ms. index.
Plate no. X. 3612
Map on verso (47 x 36 cm. and smaller): Sinclair : Utah.
Panel art: Sinclair H-C gasoline pump.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 143.2 (PrCt)

**21587**

**Colorado - Maps - 1942 - Road maps**
**West (U.S.) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps**
**Road maps**

*Colorado with sectional map of adjoining states : Texaco.*
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1942].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 57 cm. on sheet 54 x 71 cm.
Panel no. H-41.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Colorado.
Plate no. X.3805.
Includes insets of Denver, Colorado Springs, Pueblo and Rocky Mountain National Park.
Annotated '42.'
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 12.4A (PrCt)

**21588**

**Colorado - Maps - 1943 - Railroads**
**Utah - Maps - 1943 - Railroads**
**Denver and Rio Grande Western Railroad Company - Maps - 1943**
**Railroads - Maps**

*Map of the Denver and Rio Grande Western Railroad and connections.*
Authors: Denver and Rio Grande Western Railroad Company
1 map ; 22 x 40 cm.
Title in bottom margin.
In bottom left corner: A. R. 1943.
5A 7267 (1943 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

**21589**

**Colorado - Maps - 1943 - Road maps**
**Road maps**

*Rand McNally road map : Colorado.*
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1943].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Plate no. Y.3612.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 12.8A (PrCt)

**21590**

**Colorado - Maps - 1944-1946 - Electric Lines**
**Electric Lines - Colorado - Maps - 1944-1946**
**Natural gas pipelines - Colorado - Maps - 1944-1946**
**Colorado - Maps - 1944-1946 - Natural gas pipelines**
**Public Service Company of Colorado - Maps - 1944-1946**

*Relief map of Colorado showing territory served by Public Service Company of Colorado and subsidiaries / copyright Daniel-Smith Co., Denver.*[Denver : Public Service Company of Colorado, 1944-1946].
Authors: Public Service Company of Colorado -- Daniel-Smith Co.
3 maps : col. ; 31 x 42 cm. and smaller
Detached from Public Service Company of Colorado, Annual report (Denver, 1944-1946).
Report for 1945 had two maps, one larger size and laid in.
Maps show electric transmission lines and generating stations, gas pipelines, and communities served.
map1F G4311 .N4 1944 P8 (PrCt)

**21591**

**Colorado - Maps - 1944 - Railroads**
**Utah - Maps - 1944 - Railroads**
**Denver and Rio Grande Western Railroad Company - Maps - 1944**
**Railroads - Maps**

*Map of the Denver and Rio Grande Western Railroad and connections.*
Authors: Denver and Rio Grande Western Railroad Company
1 map ; 22 x 40 cm.
Title in bottom margin.
In bottom left corner: A. R. 1944.
5A 7267 (1944 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

**21592**

**Colorado - Maps - 1944 - Road maps**
**Denver Region (Colo.) - Maps - 1944 - Road maps**
**North America - Maps - 1944 - Road maps**
**Proofs (Printing) - 1944 - Specimens**
**Dummies (Bookselling) - 1944 - Specimens**
**Road maps**

*Preview highway maps for 1947 / by Gousha.*
Chicago, Ill. H.M. Gousha Company, [1947?].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 66 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Highway map of Colorado.
Plate no. 347-S-R9.
Inset (22 x 16 cm.): Denver and vicinity.
Map on verso (43 x 56 cm.): Highway map: United States, Canada and Mexico.
Apparently issued as sales sample and/or printer's proof; verso includes bordered area at upper right with printed text "This space may be used for an index to 240 cities appearing on this map. ... ."
Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Company Collection (Newberry Library).
map4F G4311.P2 1944 .G6 (PrCt)

21593 Colorado - Maps - 1944 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 65 cm. on sheet 50 x 68 cm.
Plate no. Z.3612.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 12.7A (PrCt)

Authors: Public Service Company of Colorado
1 map : col. ; on sheet 28 x 42 cm.
Detached from Public Service Company of Colorado, Annual report for the year 1944 (Denver, 1945).
Pictorial map, showing service areas and principal economic activities within each area.
map1F G4311 .G1 1945 P8 (PrCt)

Authors: Denver and Rio Grande Western Railroad Company
1 map ; 22 x 40 cm.
In bottom left corner: A. R. 1945.
Title in bottom margin.
5A 7267 (1946 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

21596 Colorado - Maps - 1945 - Road maps
Travel Colorado with Conoco ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co. [1945?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4674 (PrCt)

21597 Colorado - Maps - 1945 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 65 cm. on sheet 50 x 68 cm.
Plate no. 453612.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 12.10A (PrCt)

Map of the Denver and Rio Grande Western Railroad and connections. [Denver? Denver and Rio Grande Western Railroad Company?], 1946 [i.e. 1947?].
Authors: Denver and Rio Grande Western Railroad Company
1 map ; 22 x 40 cm.
In bottom left corner: A. R. 1946.
Title in bottom margin.
5A 7267 (1946 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

21599 Colorado - Maps - 1946 - Road maps - Northwestern States - Maps - 1946 - Road maps - Canada, Western - Maps - 1946 - Road maps - Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 65 cm. on sheet 46 x 92 cm.
Added title: Gulf: Colorado info-map. Plate no. 6-423612-1.
Verso includes inset of southern Manitoba (plate no. W.) and: Road map of Washington, Oregon, Idaho, Montana, Wyoming, southwestern Canada: Gulf. Plate no.
21600 Colorado - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Travel Colorado with Conoco ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1946?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4761 (PrCt)

21601 Colorado - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
D-X road map of Colorado and United States. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1946?].
Authors: Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation."
Panel art: D-X sign and Diamond gas station facade.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4798 (PrCt)

21602 Colorado - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: road, Phillips 66 sign, and slogan "there's a Phillips station ahead."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4822 (PrCt)

21603 Colorado - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Plate no. 463612V.

21604 Colorado - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Shell map of Colorado. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1946?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: Colorado.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4859 (PrCt)

21605 Colorado - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Tour Colorado with Skelly : see America now / courtesy of Skelly Oil Company, U.S.A. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1946.
Authors: Skelly Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Skelly sign, stars and profiles of cars.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4922 (PrCt)

21606 Colorado - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 65 cm. on sheet 51 x 69 cm.
Added title: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) road map: Colorado. Plate no. 6-423612-1.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 12.21A (PrCt)

21607 Colorado - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: gas station attendant and man in car.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
**Gousha Clients 4967 (PrCt)**

**21608 Colorado - Maps - 1946 - Road maps<>West (U.S.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps<>Road maps**

Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Added title: Colorado: Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc. Plate no. 463612V. At bottom right corner: 146.
Verso includes insets of Colorado Springs, Denver, Pueblo and Rocky Mountain National Park and untitled map of western U.S. Plate no. 463785 V (10).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 12.29A (PrCt)**


Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 65 cm. on sheet 46 x 92 cm.
On panel: Form S.P. 1825-T.
Verso includes inset of southern Manitoba and: Road map of Washington, Oregon, Idaho, Montana, Wyoming, southwestern Canada: Gulf. Plate no. 7-414119(7)-3.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 12.31A (PrCt)**

**21612 Colorado - Maps - 1947 - Road maps<>Road maps**

*Colorado road map ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1947]?
Authors: Bareco Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: "B Square" logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
**Gousha Clients 5002 (PrCt)**

**21613 Colorado - Maps - 1947 - Road maps**

Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Cities Service gas station, various cartoon images, and slogan "Cities Service dealers help make every trip a treat."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5033 (PrCt)

21614 Colorado - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Road maps
Travel Colorado with Conoco ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1947].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "U", indicating 1947 publication.
Panel art: family standing in front of car and statement "for long trips ask ... about Touraide."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5074 (PrCt)

21615 Colorado - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Road maps
Road map of Colorado : D-X. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1947].
Authors: Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "U", indicating 1947 publication.
D-X was the trademark of Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation.
Panel art: D-X sign and slogan "the sign of friendly service."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5121 (PrCt)

21616 Colorado - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col.; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 50 x 68 cm.
Plate no. 7-463612V-1.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 12.28A (PrCt)

21617 Colorado - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: Skelly Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "U", indicating 1947 publication.
Panel art: Skelly sign, car and group of people on beach.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5218 (PrCt)

21618 Colorado - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col.; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 51 x 69 cm.
Added title: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) road map: Colorado. Plate no. 7-463612V-1.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 12.28A (PrCt)

21619 Colorado - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Road maps
Colorado points of interest and touring map ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., c1947.
1 map : col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: couple in mountain landscape signed "Maurice Logan"; Standard Oil Company of California logos for "RPM motor oil" and "Chevron supreme" gas.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5014 (PrCt)

21620 Colorado - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "U", indicating 1947 publication.
Panel art: gas station attendant talking to man in car.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).


Authors: Denver and Rio Grande Western Railroad Company.

1 map ; 21 x 39 cm.

Title in bottom margin.

'The direct central transcontinental route.'

Summary route map of Utah and Colorado; identifies agricultural and industrial goods produced within regions along the route.

In Denver and Rio Grande Western Railroad Company. Annual report ... December 31, 1947 [Denver? Denver and Rio Grande Western Railroad Company?, 1948?] inside front cover. 5A 7267 (1947 vol. [1]) (PrCt)


Authors: Denver and Rio Grande Western Railroad Company.

1 map ; 6 x 17 cm., on sheet 29 x 22 cm.

Title in bottom margin.

Summary route map of the line from Salt Lake City to Denver.

Accompanied by text explaining 'centralized traffic control' on the lines depicted in the map.


21623 **Colorado - Maps - 1948 - Road maps**<<>><Road maps

*Colorado / Cities Service.* Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948?].

Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.

Panel art: Cities Service gas station, various cartoon images, and slogan "Cities Service dealers help make every trip a treat."

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011). Gousha Clients 5310 (PrCt)

21624 **Colorado - Maps - 1948 - Road maps**<<>><Road maps

*Travel Colorado with Conoco ... Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948?].

Authors: Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.

Panel art: family standing in front of car and statement "for long trips ask ... about Touraide."

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011). Gousha Clients 5335 (PrCt)

21625 **Colorado - Maps - 1948 - Road maps**<<>><Road maps

*Road map of Colorado / D-X the sign of friendly service.* Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948?].

Authors: Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.

D-X was the trademark of Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation.

Panel art: D-X sign.

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011). Gousha Clients 5386 (PrCt)

21626 **Colorado - Maps - 1948 - Road maps**<<>><Road maps

*Colorado ... / compliments of Phillips Petroleum Company, Bartlesville, Oklahoma.* Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948?].

Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.

Panel art: couple in a convertible driving towards a Phillips gas station, Phillips 66 logo, and slogan "for cleanliness and service there's a Phillips 66..."
station ahead."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
**Gousha Clients 5413 (PrCt)**

**21627**  
**Colorado - Maps - 1948 - Road maps**

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Plate no. 8-463612V-2.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 12.34A (PrCt)**

**21628**  
**Colorado - Maps - 1948 - Road maps**

*Tour Colorado with Skelly / courtesy of Skelly Oil Company, U.S.A.* Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948].
Authors: Skelly Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company
-- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
Panel art: Skelly sign, car and group of people on beach.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
**Gousha Clients 5510 (PrCt)**

**21629**  
**Colorado - Maps - 1948 - Road maps**

Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 51 x 69 cm.
Added title: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) road map: Colorado. Plate no. 8-463612V-2.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 12.35A (PrCt)**

**21630**  
**Colorado - Maps - 1948 - Road maps**

*Colorado points of interest and touring map ...* Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948].
Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- Chevron Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company
-- Logan, Maurice, 1886-1977 -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Road map of Colorado prepared for the California Company.
Panel art: couple in mountain landscape signed "Maurice Logan"; logos for "RPM motor oil" and "Chevron supreme" gas.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
**Gousha Clients 5288 (PrCt)**

**21631**  
**Colorado - Maps - 1948 - Road maps**

Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
Panel art: gas station attendant talking to man in car, Tydol Flying "A" gasoline sign, Veedol motor oil logo, and slogan "at this sign ... everything that's good for your car."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
**Gousha Clients 5538 (PrCt)**

**21632**  
**Colorado - Maps - 1948 - Road maps**

Authors: Washburn, F. E. -- May, Jo. F. D. -- Rocky Mountain Motorists, Inc.
1 map ; 40 x 28 cm. fold. to 24 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Map proper has title: Official map, Rocky Mtn. N.P. - Denver : Pikes Peak region recreation area.
Information about winter sports and auto rental on verso.
map2F G4311 .P2 1948 .W3 (PrCt)

**21633**  
**Colorado - Maps - 1948 - Road maps**

*Colorado and adjoining states : Mobilgas : Socony-Vacuum : travel the route of friendly service.* Chicago : Rand McNally & Company,
Authors: Oriental Refining Company (Colo.) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 65 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Map on verso (31 x 47 cm.): Rand McNally road map : United States.
Panel art: Compass rose above mountain silhouette.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1914 (PrCt)

21643 Colorado - Maps - 1951 - Road maps (Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN AE 12.12B (PrCt)

21640 Colorado - Maps - 1950 - Road maps (Newberry Library).
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 64 cm., folded to 26 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Road map : Colorado. Plate no. 0-463612V-3.
Maps on verso (28 x 49 cm. and smaller): Road map : United States -- Denver -- Colorado Springs -- Pueblo.
Panel art: Standard flaming torch sign and car at gas station pump.
Editor's copy (?); ms. annotations in green pencil.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3165 (PrCt)

21644 Colorado - Maps - 1951 - Road maps (Newberry Library).
Highway map : Colorado / Shamrock, a mighty good brand ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1951?].
1 map : col. ; 42 x 65 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Rand McNally road map : Colorado. Shamrock logo and motto overprinted on map. Includes descriptive text "The heraldry of the range" by J. Evetts Haley.
Plate no. 1-463612V-6.
Map on verso (31 x 48 cm.): Rand McNally road map : United States.
Panel art: Shamrock logo and illustration of cowboys tracing cattle brands on the ground signed "H.D. Bugbee."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2374 (PrCt)

21641 Colorado - Maps - 1951 - Road maps (Newberry Library).
Road map of Colorado / compliments Ohlenbusch Oil Co., A.B. Ohlenbusch, owner.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1951?].
Authors: Ohlenbusch Oil Co. (Lubbock, Tex.) -- Ohlenbusch, A. B. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Map on verso (32 x 48 cm.): Rand McNally road map : United States.
Panel art: illustration of leisure activities by a lake.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1995 (PrCt)

21642 Colorado - Maps - 1951 - Road maps (Newberry Library).
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 50 x 68 cm.
Plate no. 1-463612V-6.
On verso: Rand McNally road map: United States. Plate no. 5015V.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 12.11B (PrCt)

21645 Colorado - Maps - 1951 - Road maps (Newberry Library).
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Foldex
21646 Colorado - Maps - 1952

**Colorado pocket map.** San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, [1952].
Verso includes insets of six cities and untitled map of western U.S. with Colorado bordered in red. Plate no. 1-473785 V(10)-4.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 12.9B (PrCt)

21647 Colorado - Maps - 1952

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 12.15B (PrCt)

21648 Colorado - Maps - 1952

Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Added title: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) highway map: Colorado. Plate no. 2-463612V-5.
Verso includes insets maps of four cities and Rocky Mtn. National Park (plate no. 2-51-277-1) and: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) highway map: United States. Plate no. 2-5075-1.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 12.14B (PrCt)

21649 Colorado - Maps - 1952

Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Verso includes insets of Denver (plate no. 52-268) and Salt Lake City (plate no. 52-309) and: Sinclair: Utah. Plate no. 523628V.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 12.13B (PrCt)

21650 Colorado - Maps - 1952

Added title: Colorado: Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc. Plate no. 2-463612V-7. At bottom right corner: 2M12.
Alphabetical grid superimposed on map.
Verso includes insets of six cities and untitled map of western U.S. with Colorado bordered in red. Plate no. 2-473785 V(10)-5.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 12.16B (PrCt)


Authors: Continental Oil Company -- H.M.
Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 49 cm., folded to 15 x 10 cm.
"1965 edition."
Panel title.
Added title: How to read your map of Colorado
"Copyright The H.M. Gousha Company, San Jose."
Inset (22 x 16 cm.): Enlarged map of the Denver
district
Maps on verso (21 x 18 cm. and smaller): Rocky
Mountain National Park -- Ski country USA, Vail
Village -- Mesa Verde National Park -- Colorado
Springs, Pike Peak region -- Pueblo.
Identifies locations "where Conoco products are
sold."
Panel art: Color photograph of father and son fly
fishing.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4732 (PrCt)

Colorado - Maps - 1969 - Road
maps<<<Nevada - Maps - 1967 - Road
maps<<<Road maps
Colorado, Nevada, Utah / issued by Orange
County Automobile Club ... [Chicago?] : Rand
Authors: Orange County Automobile Club (Calif.)
-- Rand McNally and Company -- Orange County
Insurance Agency (Santa Ana, Calif.) -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 52 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"Insurance at reduced rates to club members ...
Orange County Insurance Agency ... Santa Ana,
California ... " -- Advertisement on title panel.
Added title: Colorado.
Plate no. 7-5650-20.
Maps on verso (42 x 64 cm. and 9 x 7 cm.):
Nevada, Utah -- Southern Nevada.
Panel art: Orange County Automobile Club logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1912 (PrCt)

Colorado - Maps - 1968 - Road
maps<<<Rocky Mountain National Park (Colo.)
- Maps - 1968 - Road maps<<<Arapaho
National Recreation Area (Colo.) - Maps - 1968 -
Road maps<<<Wyoming - Maps - 1968 - Road
maps<<<Yellowstone National Park - Maps -
1968 - Road maps<<<Grand Teton National
Park (Wyo.) - Maps - 1968 - Road
maps<<<Proofs (Printing) - 1968 -
Specimens<<<Road maps
Colorado. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Co.,
c1968.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Library
of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 36 x 48 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Plate no. 686729-1.
Insets (16 x 12 cm. and 15 x 12 cm.): Denver --
Rocky Mountain Natl. Park and Shadow Mtn.
Natl. Rec. Area.
Maps on verso (39 x 42 cm. and smaller):
Wyoming -- Yellowstone and Grand Teton Natl.
Parks -- Cheyenne.
Printer's proof (?); title and back panels blank.
Includes 2 Library of Congress Copyright Office
handstamps and certificate nos.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2855 (PrCt)

Colorado - Maps - 1967 - Road
maps<<<Utah - Maps - 1967 - Road
maps<<<Road maps
Colorado, Nevada, Utah / issued by Orange
County Automobile Club ... [Chicago?] : Rand
Authors: Orange County Automobile Club (Calif.)
-- Rand McNally and Company -- Orange County
Insurance Agency (Santa Ana, Calif.) -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 52 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"Insurance at reduced rates to club members ...
Orange County Insurance Agency ... Santa Ana,
California ... " -- Advertisement on title panel.
Added title: Colorado.
Plate no. 7-5650-20.
Maps on verso (42 x 64 cm. and 9 x 7 cm.):
Nevada, Utah -- Southern Nevada.
Panel art: Orange County Automobile Club logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2855 (PrCt)

Colorado - Maps - 1973 - Road
maps<<<Colorado - Maps - 1973 -
Counties<<<Counties - Colorado - Maps -
1973<<<Road maps - Colorado - Maps -
1973<<<Traffic flow - Colorado - Maps -
1973<<<Traffic volume SEE Traffic flow
maps<<<Road maps - Colorado - Maps -
1973<<<Counties - Maps
Atlas of Colorado / prepared by the State
Department of Highways, Division of Highways --
State of Colorado Planning and Research
Division ; in cooperation with the U.S.
Department of Transportation, Federal Highway
Administration. Denver : State Department of
Highways, [1973].
Authors: Colorado. Dept. of Highways -- United
States. Federal Highway Administration -- Logility
Transportation (Des Plaines, Ill.) -- Centre Mark
Co. (Elmhurst, Ill.)
1 atlas : 66 maps ; 42 x 72 cm.
Cover title.
Scale [ca. 1:125,000].
Post binding.
Title of each county map: General highway map
... County, Colorado.
Each county map includes location map and
ancillary maps of cities and towns.
Most maps on multiple sheets.
At front of volume: 1972 Traffic volume map :
Colorado state highway system. -- Colorado
administrative systems map ... January 1, 1974.
Includes MS annotations by Logility or an earlier
firm, Centre Mark, correcting longitude and
latitude ticks, etc.

21662 Colorado - Maps - 1974 - Road maps
Colorful Colorado. [Denver, Colorado : Colorado
Authors: Colorado. Dept. of Highways
-- Jeppesen and Company -- Dingerson Press, Inc.
(Denver, Colo.) -- Peters, Ralph L. -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 73 cm., folded to 19 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
"Base relief map © 1965, Jeppesen & Co.,
Denver, Colo. ... " -- Small print at bottom left.
Compiled for the "State Department of Highways,
Division of Highways - State of Colorado."
"The Dingerson Press, Inc. -- Denver."
"74 1" -- At bottom left.
Maps on verso (26 x 28 cm. and smaller):
-- [Pueblo].
Panel art: color photograph of river and mountain
"courtesy of Ralph L. Peters."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4905 (PrCt)

21663 Colorado - Maps - 1975 - Road maps
Colorful Colorado : for free distribution. Denver,
Authors: Colorado. Dept. of Highways --
Jeppesen and Company -- A.B. Hirschfeld Press
-- Rulhoff, Ronald F. -- Colorado
Centennial-Bicentennial Commission -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library) --
Hirschfeld (A.B.) Press SEE A.B. Hirschfeld
Press
1 map : col. ; 53 x 73 cm., folded to 19 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Compiled for the Colorado Dept. of Highways.
Includes reduced facsimile of letter signed by
Governor R.D. Lamb dated 1975.
"The A.B. Hirschfeld Press -- Denver"
Maps on verso (26 x 28 cm. and smaller):
-- [Pueblo].
Panel art: color photograph of mountain
landscape by Ronald F. Rulhoff; logo of the
Colorado Centennial-Bicentennial Commission.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 381 (PrCt)

21664 Colorado - Maps - 1976 - Road maps
Colorful Colorado : for free distribution. Denver,
Authors: Colorado. Dept. of Highways
-- Jeppesen and Company -- A.B. Hirschfeld Press
-- Colorado Centennial-Bicentennial Commission
-- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) --
Colorado. State Dept. of Highways SEE
Colorado. Dept. of Highways
1 map : col. ; 53 x 73 cm., folded to 19 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Compiled for the Colorado Dept. of Highways.
"The A.B. Hirschfeld Press -- Denver"
"Base relief map ©1965 Jeppesen & Co..."
Includes reduced facsimile of Governor R.D.
Lamm letter noting Colorado's 100th birthday" (in 1976).
Maps on verso (26 x 28 cm. and smaller):
reproduction of 1876 Colorado map] -- [Colorado
Springs] -- [Pueblo].
Panel art: B&W photo of carriage on mountain
road (ca. 1900?); logo of the Colorado
Centennial-Bicentennial Commission.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 382 (PrCt)

21665 Colorado - Maps - 1980-1982 Wall maps
Colorado. Chicago : Rand McNally and
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 82 x 105 cm.
Insets (33 x 21 cm. and smaller): Rocky Mountain
Table in top margin: Mileage between principal
cities.
Wall mountable, with rollers.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
artifacts cage RMcN maproll 6 : 5. 1 (PrCt)

21666 Colorado - Maps - 1992 Wall maps
Colorado / map prepared by Allan Cartography of
Medford, Oregon, using base materials from the
United States Geological Survey's 1:500,000
scale state map series. Medford, Or. Raven
Authors: Allan Cartography (Firm) -- Raven Maps
& Images -- Geological Survey (U.S.)
1 map : col. ; 89 x 124 cm.
Scale 1:500,000. 1 in. = approx. 8 miles. 1 cm. =
5 km. ; (W 109°--W 102°/N 41°--N 37°).
Relief shown by gradient tints, shading, and spot
heights.
maproll G4310 1992 A5 (PrCt)

21667 Colorado - Maps - 1992 Guidebooks
Authors: Moon travel handbooks -- Metzger
Stephen -- Moon Publications -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.
1st ed.
Ed:StephenMetzger
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

21668 Colorado - Maps - 2005 Road
maps<<>>Loveland (Colo.) - Maps - 2005 -
Road maps<<>>Greeley (Colo.) - Maps - 2005 -
Road maps<<>>Denver Region (Colo.) -
Maps - 2005 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Northern Colorado : Front Range cities street
Authors: Rand McNally and Company --
NAVTEQ (Firm) -- Rand McNally and Company.
Street guide -- Rand McNally and Company.
StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm. +1
CD-ROM.
Accompanied by CD-ROM disc with title: Street
$19.95
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528856006
RMcN StrFdr 2005 .N65 (PrCt)

Colorado - Maps - 2006 Road
maps<<>>Loveland (Colo.) - Maps - 2006 -
Road maps<<>>Greeley (Colo.) - Maps - 2006 -
Road maps<<>>Denver Region (Colo.) -
Maps - 2006 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Northern Colorado : Front Range cities street
Authors: Rand McNally and Company --
NAVTEQ (Firm) -- Rand McNally and Company.
Street guide -- Rand McNally and Company.
StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
$19.95
Cover title.
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528858548
RMcN StrFdr 2006 .N65 (PrCt)

Colorado - Maps - 2007 Counties<<>>Counties - Colorado - Maps - 2007 -
Administrative and political
divisions<<>>Colorado - Historical geography
- Maps - 2007<<>>Historical atlases
Atlas of Colorado counties 1861-2001 / compiled
by Mark Greaves and Tom Overton with
assistance from Wes Brown. Denver, Colo.
Rocky Mountain Map Society, c2007.
Authors: Greaves, Mark Edward, 1961--
Overton, Thomas J., 1957-- Brown, Wesley A. --
Rocky Mountain Map Society
1 atlas (35 p.) : col. maps ; 27 cm.
"The purpose of this paper is to show how the
counties of Colorado were legally defined over
the years, providing a quick reference for
identifying undated maps of Colorado" -- p. 4.
Series: Rocky Mountain Map Society occasional
paper series ; no. 1
Scales not given.
G1501.F7 G7 2007 (NLO)
expressly for the Gazette, gives an accurate view
descriptive matter.

Four 42°30'
Scale [ca. 5,880,000] ; (W 107°

Map of the Pike's Peak gold regions
Gold mines and mining
Colorado
1859<<>>Gold mines and mining
Maps
1859<<>>Gold mines and mining
- Pike's Peak Region (Colo.) - Maps -
1859<<>>Pikes Peak Region (Colo.) - Maps -
Gold mines and mining -
Colorado - Gold mines and mining -
1859<<>>Gold mines and mining -
Colorado - Gold mines and mining -
Pikes Peak Region (Colo.) - Maps -
Maps - Gold mines and mining -
Pikes Peak Region (Colo.) - Maps -
Maps - Gold mines and mining -
Newspaper maps -
Wall maps

Map of the Pike's Peak gold regions. Cincinnati :
Cincinnati Weekly Gazette. 1859.
Authors: Sheaf er, J. M. -- Foster, W. S. --
Cincinnati Weekly Gazette -- Everett D. Graff
Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 100 x 205 mm.
In Cincinnati Weekly Gazette 68, no. 8 (11
Scale [ca. 5,880,000] ; (W 107°--W 94°/N
42°30'--N 37°).
Four-column map accompanied by 2 ½ columns
of descriptive matter.
'The above map, prepared and engraved
expressly for the Gazette, gives an accurate view
Colorado River ( Colo.-Mexico) - Maps - 1850
1 map ; 57 x 28 cm.
Shows Colorado River from its junction with the Gila River south to the Gulf of Mexico.
Scale [1:255,000].
Soundings in fathoms.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library. Duplicate copy: Govt. 620.
References: Wheat, Transmississippi West, no. 668.
ICN77
map2F 4302 .C6 (Pr Ct)

Colorado River ( Colo.-Mexico) - Maps - 1861
1 map ; 144 x 21 cm.
Imprint from accompanying report.
At head of title: Explorations and Surveys, War Department, map no. 1.
Scale 1:380,160.
Printed in 4 adjacent sections, each 36 x 21 cm., on sheet 42 x 92 cm.
Relief shown by shading and hachures.
Shows routes of exploration.
Also published in United States. Congress (36th, 1st session : 1859-1860). House. Executive document 90 (Serial Set 1058); Newberry copy, Govt. 1058, lacks map.
Former owner: S.A. Holabird.
Wheat, C.I. Mapping the transmississippi West, v. 4, p. 231-232, no. 947

Colorado River ( Colo.-Mexico) - Maps - 1850
Authors: Salazar Ylarregui, José -- Garcia Conde, Pedro, 19th cent. -- Joint Boundary Commission (United States and Mexico) -- Salazar Ylarregui, José. Datos de los trabajos astronómicos y topográficos ... por la Comisión de Limites Mexicanas... (1850) -- Navarro, Juan R. -- Edward E. Ayer Art Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 22 x 42 cm., on sheet folded to 22 x 15 cm.
*En este plano van indicadas todas las operaciones que hizo la comision mexicana para levantarlo. Cópia del que presentó al Sr. Gral D. Pedro García-Conde, como comisario de dicha comision el agrimensor de la misma José Salazar Ilarregui"
Scale 1:10,000.
In: Salazar Ylarregui, José. Datos de los trabajos astronómicos y topográficos : dispuestos en forma de diario : practicados durante el año de 1849 y principios de 1850 por la Comisión de Limites Mexicana en la Linea que divide esta República de la de los Estados-Unidos, por el geometra de dicha comision (Mexico : imprenta de Juan R. Navarro, 1850), inside back cover.
References: Graff 3652 (sold as Newberry duplicate); Wagner-Camp (4th ed.), 190
Ayer 655.58 .S16 1850, inside back cover (Pr Ct)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Gift 87
Ayer map6F G4302.C6 1858 .I91 (NLO)

21683 Colorado River (Colo.-Mexico) - Maps - 1861
1 map ; 36 x 87 cm
Imprint from accompanying report.
At head of title: Explorations and Surveys, War Department, map no. 1.
Scale 1:760,320.
Relief shown by shading and hachures.
Shows routes of exploration.
Also issued in: United States. Congress (36th, 1st session : 1859-1860). House. Executive document 90 (Serial Set 1058); Newberry copy, Govt. 1058, lacks map.
Former owner: S.A. Holabird.
Wheat, C.I. Mapping the transmississippi West, v. 4, p. 231-232, no. 948
CIS US serial set index, pt. XIV, v. [2], p. 270
Gift 87
Ayer map6F G4302.C6 1858 .I9 (NLO)

21684 Colorado River (Colo.-Mexico) - Pictorial works - Collections, 1858 -
Catalogs<<>>Möllhausen, Balduin, 1825-1905 - Pictorial works - Catalogs<<>>Amon Carter Museum of Western Art - Catalogs
Authors: Amon Carter Museum of Western Art -- Huseman, Ben W.
viii, 232 p. : ill. (some col.), maps, ports. ; 23 x 28 cm.
A catalog of forty-six watercolors in the Amon Carter Museum.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
ISBN 0883600846.
Ayer folio ND1954.M65 A4 1995 (NLO)

21685 Colorado River Valley (Colo.-Mexico) - Maps - 1777 - Manuscripts -
Facsimiles<<>>Southwestern States - Maps - 1777 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>>Garcés, Francisco Tomás Hermenegildo, 1738-1781<<>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Mapa formado sobre el diario del viaje que hizo el P.F. Franco Garces al Rio Colorado, San Gabriel y Moqui en 1777. [19--].
Authors: Garcés, Francisco Tomás Hermenegildo, 1738-1781 -- Archivo General de Indias. 104-6-18 (1) -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1777 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto Spain AGI 104-6-18 (1) (PrCl)

21686 Colorado River Watershed (Colo.-Mexico) - 1972
River basins of the United States : The Colorado.
Authors: Geological Survey (U.S.)
1 leaflet (4-fold) : map ; 11 x 23 cm.

21687 Colorado River Watershed (Colo.-Mexico) - 1981
River basins of the United States : The Colorado.
Authors: Geological Survey (U.S.)
1 leaflet (5-fold) : map ; 11 x 23 cm.

21688 Colorado Springs (Colo.) - Description and travel - 1982
Authors: Walker, Ruth
8 p. : illus., map
Travel Vertical File G4314 .C5 1982 .W2 (PrCt)

21689 Colorado Springs (Colo.) - Description and travel - 1995
Authors: Colorado Springs Convention and Visitors Bureau
1 booklet (64 p.) : col. illus., maps ; 28 cm.

21690 Colorado Springs (Colo.) - History - 1960
Authors: Colorado Springs Chamber of Commerce
4 p.
Travel Vertical File G4314 .C5S1 1960 CC5 (PrCt)

21691 Colorado Springs (Colo.) - Maps - 1873

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
21692 **Colorado Springs (Colo.) - Maps - 1882 - Pictorial works**  
Authors: Beck & Pauli, Milwaukee -- Stoner, J. J. -- Historic Urban Plans (Firm)  
1 birds-eye view ; 31 x 59 cm.  
Facsimile of original published 1882.  
438  
map4F G4314.C6A3 1882 1967 (PrCt)

21693 **Colorado Springs (Colo.) - Maps - 1910 - Manuscripts<>El Paso County (Colo.) - Maps - 1910 - Manuscripts<>Manuscript maps**  
Authors: United States. General Land Office -- Chaves, Jose  
1 manuscript map ; 39 x 37 cm.  
This section is immediately northwest of Colorado Springs.  
map2F G4314.C6 1910 U5 (PrCt)

Authors: Hotchkiss, Inc. -- Colorado Springs National Bank -- Hotchkiss Mapping Company  
SEE Hotchkiss, Inc.  
1 map : col. ; 53 x 51 cm. fold. to 28 x 10 cm.  
Scale ca. 1:27,000.  
Street index in right margin.  
Inset: Stratmoor Hills.  
Auxiliary maps on verso: Pikes Peak region -- Streets around Colorado Springs National Bank]  
-- Map of Fort Carson -- Air Force Academy [with key to buildings] -- [Denver - Colorado Springs - Pueblo corridor].  
Also on verso, descriptive text, statistics, telephone numbers, advertising.  
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).  
Acquisition #2008100251.  
map4F G4314.C5 1960.H6 (PrCt)

21695 **Colorado Springs (Colo.) - Maps - 1995 - Road maps<>Pueblo (Colo.) - Maps - 1995 - Road maps<>Road maps**  
StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 atlas (65 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.  
New updated edition."  
$10.95  
Uniform title: StreetFinder.  
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).  
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).  
ISBN 0-528-95273-0  
RMcN StrFdr 1995.C653 (PrCt)

21696 **Colorado Springs (Colo.) - Maps - 2002 - Road maps<>Pueblo (Colo.) - Maps - 2002 - Road maps<>Road maps**  
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company.  
StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 atlas (3116-4665, 44 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.  
Date on cover: 2002.  
$16.95  
Uniform title: StreetFinder.  
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).  
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).  
ISBN 0-528-99207-4  
RMcN StrFdr 2002.C653 (PrCt)

21697 **Colorado Springs (Colo.) - Maps - 2002 - Road maps<>Pueblo (Colo.) - Maps - 2002 - Road maps<>Road maps**  
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company.  
StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 atlas (3116-4665, 44 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.  
Cover is not dated.  
$16.95  
Uniform title: StreetFinder.  
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).  
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).  
ISBN 0-528-99207-4  
RMcN StrFdr 2002.C653a (PrCt)

21698 **Colorado Springs (Colo.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps<>Pueblo (Colo.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps<>Road maps**  
*Colorado Springs, Pueblo street guide.* [Skokie,
1 map : hand col. : 25 x 44 cm. on sheet 57 x 47 cm.
Added title: Prospetto del delizioso palazzo reggio di Colorno.
References: A-Q.
On same sheet with: Vorstellung der bataille bey Parma.
3139
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Sack map4F G6714.P4 1734 H6 (PrCt)

21708 Columbia Basin Project (U.S.) - 1964<>Grand Coulee Dam (Wash.) - 1964
The Story of the Columbia Basin Project.
Authors: United States. Bureau of Reclamation -- Columbia Basin Project (U.S.)
1 booklet (60 p.) : fold. map ; 15 x 24 cm.


21709 Columbia Basin Project (U.S.) - 1976
River basins of the United States : The Columbia.
Authors: Geological Survey (U.S.)
1 leaflet (4-fold) : map ; 11 x 23 cm.


21710 Columbia Basin Project (U.S.) - 1981
River basins of the United States : The Columbia.
Authors: Geological Survey (U.S.)
1 leaflet (5-fold) : map ; 11 x 23 cm.


21711 Columbia Basin Project (U.S.) - Maps - 1980 - Water-power
Columbia River and coastal basins. [S.l. s.n., ca. 1980].
1 map : col. ; 19 x 17 cm.
Apparently from a U. S. Govt. report.
Shows Projects existing or under construction, Major irrigation areas, Major flood damage areas, Natural lake(s) with storage control.

21712 Columbia Basin Project (U.S.) - Water-power - 1978
Authors: Crowell, Todd
1 p. : photo


21713 Columbia Basin Project (U.S.) - Water-power - 1978
Authors: Crowell, Todd
1 p. : photo


21714 Columbia Basin Project (U.S.) - Water-power - 1982
Authors: United States. Army. Corps of Engineers
1 booklet (12 p.) : col. photos, maps ; fold to 11 x 23 cm.


21715 Columbia (Calif.) - Pictorial works - 1852
Authors: Goddard, George H. (George Henry), 1817-1906 -- Pullard & Britton -- Historic Urban Plans (Firm)
1 birds-eye view ; 30 x 46 cm.
Facsimile of original published 1852.
390
map4F G4364.C54A3 1852 C6 1970 (PrCt)

Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 19-- -- Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)
332 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
1st ed.
'Deluxe edition.'
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).
'3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.' Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).
Includes indexes.
Series: Family maps
ISBN 1420301772
Local History Ref F417.C6 B69 2005 (NLO)

21717 Columbia County (Fla.) - Maps - 1975 - Landowners<><>Counties - Maps<><>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Santa Fe
Columbia County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1798 - Landowners - Maps - Landowners - Maps
[A Map of the towns of Livingston, Germantown, and Clermont in the county of Columbia. Albany, 1849.]
Authors: Wigram, John, fl. 1790-1797 -- Vaughan, David, active 1849-1864 -- Pease, Richard H., 1813-1869 -- O'Callaghan, E. B. (Edmund Bailey), 1797-1880

F 851 .639 v. 3, opposite p. 498 (PrCt)

Columbia County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1798 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps
A Map of the towns of Livingston, Germantown, and Clermont in the county of Columbia. [198-?]
1 map : 40 x 59 cm.
86-89941
4320
map4F G3803.C8G46 1798 .W5 1850 198- (PrCt)

Columbia County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1839 - Counties - Maps
1 map : hand col.; 44 x 31 cm.
Case oversize G 10851 .13 pl. 12 (PrCt)

Columbia County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1851 - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps
[A Map of the towns of Livingston, Germantown, and Clermont in the county of Columbia. Albany, 1851.]
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 2 sheets, 27.5 x 38 in. each.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps: Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps on microfiche

1 map4F G3803.C8G46 1798 .W5 1850 198- (PrCt)
Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
[Washington, D.C. : Library of Congress,
Geography and Map Division, 1983?].
Microfiche 583, no. 487 (PrCt)

21724 Columbia County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1858 -
Landowners<>Counties -
Maps<>Landowners - Maps
[Columbia County (N.Y.) - 1858: LC G&M land
ownership maps on microfiche], [Washington,
D.C.] : LC G&M Division, [1983?].
Authors: Beers, S. N. -- Lake, D. J. -- Beers, F.
W. (Frederick W.) -- Balch, E. A. -- Library of
Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC
G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 2 parts, 56 x 28 in. each. Scale:
Balch, 1858.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing
19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division.
LC G&M Division land ownership maps
[Washington, D.C. : Library of Congress,
Geography and Map Division, 1983?].
Microfiche 583, no. 488 (PrCt)

21725 Columbia County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1873 -
Landowners<>Counties -
Maps<>Landowners - Maps
Atlas of Columbia County, New York : from actual
survey's and official records. Churchville, N.Y.
Martin Wehle, 1976.
Authors: D.G. Beers & Co. -- Wehle, Martin
1 atlas (89 p. : maps (some folded) ) ; 41 cm.
Reprint of original 'compiled & published by D.G.
Beers & Co.' in Philadelphia, 1873.
300 copies.
This book is no. 284.
Cf. Phillips 2221.
sizes G1253.C6 B4 1873a (NLO)

21726 Columbia County (Pa.) - Maps - 1860 -
Landowners<>Counties -
Maps<>Landowners - Maps
[Columbia County (Pa.) - 1860: LC G&M land
ownership maps on microfiche], [Washington,
D.C.] : LC G&M Division, [1983?].
Authors: Hopkins, Griffith Morgan -- Cummings,
J. A. J. -- Library of Congress. Geography and
Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 6 parts, 29 x 21 in. each. Scale:
1:42,240. Originally published Chillisquaqua, Pa:
J.A.J. Cummings, 1860.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing
19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC
G&M Division land ownership maps
[Washington, D.C. : Library of Congress,
Geography and Map Division, 1983?].
Microfiche 583, no. 730 (PrCt)

21727 Columbia County (Wash.) - Maps - 1900 -
Landowners<>Counties -
Maps<>Landowners - Maps
[Columbia County (Wash.) - 1900: LC G&M land
ownership maps on microfiche], [Washington,
D.C.] : LC G&M Division, [1983?].
Authors: Cahill, W. E. -- Jeffress, R. L. -- Library of
Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC
G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 2 parts, 31 x 43.5 in. each. Scale:
1:47,520. Originally published 1900.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing
19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC
G&M Division land ownership maps
[Washington, D.C. : Library of Congress,
Geography and Map Division, 1983?].
Microfiche 583, no. 1371 (PrCt)

21728 Columbia County (Wis.) - Maps - 1873 -
Landowners<>Counties -
Maps<>Landowners - Maps
Atlas of Columbia County, Wisconsin : drawn
from actual surveys and the county records, to
which is added a rail road & sectional map of the
state of Wisconsin. Madison, Wis. Harrison &
Warner, 1873.
Authors: Harrison & Warner -- Chicago
Historical Society
1 atlas (65, [2] p. ) : maps (some fold.) ; 42 cm.
Scale: [1:31680]
Library buckram.
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society,
2005; includes CHS ownership markings.
CHS Coll., Atlas no. 145

21729 Columbia County (Wis.) - Maps - 1953 -
Landowners<>Counties -
Maps<>Landowners - Maps
Farm plat book and business guide, Columbia
County, Wisconsin. Rockford, Ill. Rockford Map
Publishers, c1953.
Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Columbia
County Farm Bureau (Columbia County, Wis.) --
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (51 p.) : 26 maps ; 28 cm.
'Sponsored by the Columbia County Farm
Bureau.'
Scale 1:50,000
Cover title.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.

21730 Columbia County (Wis.) - Maps - 1964 -
Landowners<>Counties -
Maps<>Landowners - Maps
Official county plat book and rural directory of
Columbia County, Wisconsin. Mankato, Minn.,
Published by Forde Printing, Inc., [1964?].

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Authors: Forde Printing, Inc. (Mankato, Minn.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (52 p.) : 22 col. maps ; 28 cm.

Cover title.
Includes index to farmers.
Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Scale not given.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Columbia County 4-H Leaders Association (Wis.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (64 p.) : 24 maps (chiefly col.) ; 28 cm. 17th ed.

Cover title.
Copyright date from maps.
Includes business directory and index to landowners.
Scale [1:50,688]. 1 1/4 in. = 1 mile.
Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 00555427

Columbia Heights (Minn.) - Maps - 1950 - Real property<<>>Minneapolis Region (Minn.) - Maps - 1950 - Railroads<<>>Saint Paul Region (Minn.) - Maps - 1950 - Railroads
Plat of Columbia Heights owned by Minneapolis Improvement Company North-East. [Minneapolis, Minn.? Minneapolis Improvement Company North-East?, ca. 1950?].
Authors: Abbott, E. T. -- Minneapolis Improvement Company North-East -- Chicago Historical Society
1 map : col. ; 92 x 55 cm.
Cadastral map signed 'E.T. Abbott, civil engineer.'
'Scale 300 feet to inch.'
Inset (26 x 13 cm.): Map of Minneapolis and vicinity showing location of Columbia Heights with railroads and electric lines. Mounted on linen.
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.
CHS Coll., Map no. 262 (PrCt)

Columbia Icefield (B.C. and Alta.) - Road maps - 1959<<>>Road maps
Banff-Jasper and Columbia Ice-Field Highway, Alberta, Canada / issued under the authority of the Honourable Alvin Hamilton, M.P., Minister of Northern Affairs and National Resources. Ottawa : Canadian Government Travel Bureau, 1959.
Authors: Canada. Dept. of Northern Affairs and National Resources -- Canadian Government Travel Bureau
1 leaflet (6-fold) : ill., 4 maps ; 23 x 11 cm.
Includes general information on the glaciers, strip maps, and mile-by-mile points of interest.
Acc. no. 2008100251.
Road map4C G3512 .C65P2 1959 .C3 (PrCt)

Columbia River Estuary - Maps - 1775 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Plano de la Bahia de la Asumpcion o entrada de Ezeta ... Señor Virreire Frei Don Antonio Maria Bucareli y Ursua el año de 1775. [19--].
Authors: Hezeta, Bruno de, 1751-1807 -- Archivo General de Indias. Carpeta de Mapas 17 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1775 manuscript.
Wagner, H.R. The Cartography of the northwest coast of America to the year 1800 (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1937) v. 2, 648, 343
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto Spain AGI Carpeta de Mapas 17 (PrCt)

Columbia River - Maps - 1814 - Mouth
Mouth of Columbia River. [Philadelphia : Bradford & Inskeep, 1814].
1 map ; 11 x 18 cm.
Anonymous map without imprint.
Title from oversize and uppercase lettering. Identifies "Chin-nook old village" (Indian site).
In: Lewis, Meriwether. History of the expedition under the command of Captains Lewis and Clark, to the sources of the Missouri : thence across the Rocky mountains and down the river Columbia to the Pacific ocean : performed during the years 1804-5-6 : by order of the government of the United States / [edited by Nicholas Biddle and] prepared for the press by Paul Allen

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Columbia River - Maps - 1814 - Mouth


1 map ; 11 x 18 cm.

Facsimile of anonymous and untitled map without imprint originally published [Philadelphia : Bradford & Inskipe, 1814].

Title from oversize and uppercase lettering.

Identifies "Chin-nook old village" (Indian site). In: Lewis, Meriwether. History of the expedition under the command of Lewis and Clark: to the sources of the Missouri River, thence across the Rocky Mountains and down the Columbia River to the Pacific Ocean, performed during the years 1804-5-6, by order of the government of the United States / [edited by Elliott Coues] (New York : Francis P. Harper, 1893), v. 4, [plate 5].

Duplicate copy: G 89 .502

Graff 2484, v. 4, [plate 5] (PrCt)

Columbia River - Maps - 1814 - Mouth

Authors: Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Longman & Co. -- Lewis, Meriwether, 1774-1809. Travels to the source of the Missouri river and across the American continent to the Pacific Ocean ... (1814) -- Clark, William, 1770-1838 -- Lewis and Clark Expedition (1804-1806) -- Biddle, Nicholas, 1786-1844 -- Allen, Paul, 1775-1826 -- Rees, Thomas, 1777-1864 -- Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme and Brown -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 11 x 18 cm.

Identifies "Chin-nook old village" (Indian site). In: Lewis, Meriwether. Travels to the source of the Missouri river and across the American continent to the Pacific ocean: performed by order of the government of the United States, in the years 1804, 1805, and 1806 / [edited by Nicholas Biddle and Paul Allen] (London : Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme, and Brown, 1815), v. 2, between p. 338-339.

"Page 398" -- at upper right.

Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.


Graff 2481, v. 2, between p. 338-339 (PrCt)
under the command of Captains Lewis and
Clarke ... (1817) -- Clark, William, 1770-1838 --
Lewis and Clark Expedition (1804-1806) --
Biddle, Nicholas, 1786-1844 -- Allen, Paul,
1775-1826 -- M'Vickar, Archibald, 1785-1849 --
Harper & Brothers -- Everett D. Graff Collection
of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 14 x 8 cm.
Title from oversize and uppercase lettering.
Identifies "Chin-nook Old Village" (Indian site).
Oriented with north at upper right.
In: Lewis, Meriwether. History of the expedition
under the command of Captains Lewis and
Clarke, to the sources of the Missouri, thence
across the Rocky Mountains, and down the river
Columbia to the Pacific Ocean ... / [edited by
Nicholas Biddle and] prepared for the press by
Paul Allen (Philadelphia ; New York ; Dublin :
Bradford and Inskeep ; Abm. H. Inskeep ; J.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of
Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Graff 2482, v. 2, between p. 90-91 (PrCt)

21740 Columbia River - Maps - 1838
Chart of the Columbia River for 90 miles from its
mouth / drawn from several surveys in the
possession of W.A. Slacum U.S.N. by M.C.
Ewing civil engineer. [S.I. s.n., 1838].
Authors: Slacum, William A., d.1839 -- Ewing,
Maskell C. -- United States. Navy -- United
States. Congress. Senate. Select Committee on
Bill to authorize the President to Occupy the
Oregon Territory. Report : (to accompany Senate
bill no. 206) [1838] -- Blair & Rives -- Everett D.
Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry
Library)
1 map ; 41 x 23 cm., folded to 20 x 12 cm.
In United States. Congress. Senate. Select
Committee on Bill to authorize the President to
Occupy the Oregon Territory. Report : (to
accompany Senate bill no. 206) ([Washington] :
Blair & Rives, Printers, [1838]) opposite p. 9.
At upper left: 25 Congress 2 Session S. Doc. No.
470.
At upper right: S. Doc. No. 470 25 Con. 2d S.
Oriented with north at left.
Series: Senate document (United States.
Congress. Senate) ; 25th Congress, 2d session,
no. 470.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection
of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Graff 4380 opposite p. 9 (PrCt)

21741 Columbia River - Maps - 1842 - Mouth
Mouth of Columbia River / W.G. Evans sc. [New
York : Harper & Brothers, 1842].
Authors: Evans, William Gardner -- Lewis,
Meriwether, 1774-1809. History of the expedition
under the command of Captains Lewis and
Clarke ... (1842) -- Clark, William, 1770-1838 --
Lewis and Clark Expedition (1804-1806) --
Biddle, Nicholas, 1786-1844 -- Allen, Paul,
1775-1826 -- M'Vickar, Archibald, 1785-1849 --
Harper & Brothers -- Everett D. Graff Collection
of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 14 x 8 cm.
Title from oversize and uppercase lettering.
Identifies "Chin-nook Old Village" (Indian site).
Oriented with north at upper right.
In: Lewis, Meriwether. History of the expedition
under the command of Captains Lewis and
Clarke, to the sources of the Missouri, thence
across the Rocky Mountains, and down the river
Columbia to the Pacific Ocean ... / [edited by
Nicholas Biddle and] prepared for the press by
Paul Allen, esq. : revised ... by Archibald
M'Vickar. Harper’s family library, v. 154-155
(NEW-York : Harper & Brothers, 1842), v. 2,
between p. 92-93.
Reduced from the original map published in
1814.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection
of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Graff 2483, v. 2, between p. 92-93 (PrCt)

21742 Columbia River - Maps - 1882<<<Northwest,
Pacific - Maps - 1882
Report of exam of upper Columbia River.
Authors: Symons, T. W. (Thomas William),
1849-1920 -- United States. Corps of
Engineers -- United States. Congress -- United
States. Government Printing Office -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 32 maps ; 284 x 200 mm.
1st ed.
Cong47-1,SED186
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

21743 Columbia River - Pictorial works -
1860<<<Deschutes River (Wash.) - Pictorial
works - 1860
Columbia River -- junction of Des Chutes / Stanely
del. N.Y. [New York] : Sarony, Major &
Knapp, Liths., [ca. 1860?].
Authors: Stanley, John Mix, 1814-1872 -- Sarony,
Major & Knapp Lith. -- Williams, Loren L.,
1828-1881. Journal (1851-1880) -- Everett D.
Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry
Library)
1 view : col. ; 15 x 23 cm.
Printed view detached from unidentified source,
trimmed, and pasted into: Williams, Loren L.
Journal v. 2, between p. 129-130.
Forms part of Williams’s manuscript journals,
chronicling his life in Oregon between 1851-1880.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection
of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
VAULT folio Graff 4683 v. 2, between p.
129-130 (PrCt)

21744 Columbia River Valley - Maps - 1821 -
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Idaho - Maps - 1821 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Northwest, Pacific - Maps - 1821 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles - Wall maps...

Authors: Ross, Alexander, 1783-1856 -- Crosier, Michael R. -- Ellensburg Public Library (Ellensburg, Washington). Friends 1 map ; on sheet 144 x 108 cm. + text ([2]p. : port. ; 28 cm.)
Scale [ca. 1:894,000].
Traced by Michael R. Crosier from photostats of the original [1821 manuscript].
Covers Idaho and parts of Washington and Oregon.
Oriented with north at left.
Includes 'Remarks' added by Ross in 1849, on Indian tribes and geography.
15406
ICN78
map6F G4242.C62 1821 .R6 (PrCt)

Map of the Columbia to illustrate Ross's Adventures. London : Published by Smith, Elder, and Co., [1849].
Adventures of the first settlers on the Oregon or Columbia River... (1849) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 18 x 25, on sheet 20 x 29 cm., folded to 20 x 12 cm.
"George & Co.'s, lithography, 54 Hatton Garden."
In: Ross, Alexander. Adventures of the first settlers on the Oregon or Columbia River : being a narrative of the expedition fitted out by John Jacob Astor, to establish the "Pacific Fur Company" ; with an account of some Indian tribes on the coast of the Pacific (London : Smith, Elder and Co., 1849), opposite title page.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copies: Graff 3577 -- Case G 943 .75
Graff 3576, opposite title page (PrCt)

Columbia (S.C.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps - Columbia Region (S.C.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps - Road maps...
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- NAVTEQ (Firm) -- Rand McNally and Company.
Street guide -- Rand McNally and Company.
StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection

Columbia (S.C.) - Maps - 2009 - Road maps - Columbia Region (S.C.) - Maps - 2009 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- NAVTEQ (Firm) -- Rand McNally and Company.
Street guide -- Rand McNally and Company.
StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection

Columbia (S.C.) - Pictorial works - 1872
Bird's-eye view of the city of Columbia... 1872.
Authors: Dry, Camille N. -- Historic Urban Plans (Firm)
1 birds-eye view ; 54 x 69 cm.
Facsimile of original published 1872.
References: 1-45.
452
map6F G3914.C7A3 1872 D7 1975 (PrCt)

Columbia University - Maps - 1940
Plan of buildings and grounds, Columbia University / George F. Trenholm. [New York : Columbia University, ca. 1940?].
Authors: Trenholm, George F., 1886-1958
1 map ; 21 x 13 cm.
A calligraphic map.
Removed from the Raymond F. DaBoll Papers.
map1F G3804 .N4:2C628 1940. T7 (PrCt)

Columbia University. Rare Book and Manuscript Library - Map collections - Cartography - History - Exhibitions
Authors: Cain, Mead -- Columbia University. Rare Book and Manuscript Library
56 p. : ill., maps ; 28 cm.
Catalogue of an exhibition, March 3-June 3, 1994. Kempner Exhibition Room. Rare Book &
Manuscript Library.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 53-54) and index.
ISBN 0960786279
folio GA201 .C33 1994 (NLO)

21751 Columbia Valley (B.C.) - Maps - 1846<<<<Columbia River Valley - Maps - 1846<<<<Smet, Pierre-Jean de, 1801-1873 - Travel, 1846 - Maps
1 map ; 13 x 20 cm., on sheet folded to 19 x 10 cm.
Relief shown pictorially.
Details Smet's travel route in the Upper Columbia River Valley in British Columbia.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Graff 3827 between p. 102-103 (PrCt)

21753 Columbia County (Ohio) - Maps - 1841 - Landowners<<<<Counties - Maps<<<<Landowners - Maps
Authors: Williard, J. G. -- Vail, Lewis -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 29.5 x 31.5 in. Scale: 1:63,360.
Originally published 1841.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 609 (PrCt)

21754 Columbia County (Ohio) - Maps - 1860 - Landowners<<<<Counties - Maps<<<<Landowners - Maps
Authors: Carhart, Mead & Co. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 3 parts, 15 x 49.5 in., 17 x 49.5 in., and 18 x 49.5 in. Scale: 1:43,000. Originally published Philadelphia: Carhart, Mead & Co., 1860.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 610 (PrCt)

21755 Columbia County (Ohio) - Maps - 1870 - Landowners<<<<Counties - Maps<<<<Landowners - Maps
Authors: Lake, D. J. -- Titus, C. O. -- Salem Historical Society (Salem, Ohio) -- Unigraphic (Evansville, Ind.) -- Morris, Jean Sansenbaugh, 1927-
1 atlas (69, 40 p. : maps) ; 36 cm.
Facsimile of original published Philadelphia: C. O. Titus, 1870; bound with reprint of Atlas of surveys of Columbia County Ohio (Lisbon, Ohio: Columbia County Map & Atlas Co., 1927-

Map summary:
2. Columbia County (Ohio) - Maps - 1841 - Landowners<<<<Counties - Maps<<<<Landowners - Maps

Microfiche 583, no. 609 (PrCt)

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Columbiana County (Ohio) - Maps - 1902 - Landowners - Maps

1 atlas (88, : maps) ; 36 cm.
Cover title: Combined atlases of Columbiana County, Ohio, 1870-1902.
Indexed.
M1358
folio G1398.C6 L3 1975 (NLO)

Columbus, Christopher

Cristoforo Colombo davanti all scienza. 1948.
Authors: Almagià, Roberto, 1884-1962
Cited in Imago Mundi annual bibliography.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

Columbus, Christopher

Christopher Columbus: Greek nobleman. N. Y., 1943.
Authors: Canoutas, Seraphim George, 1874-1944
288 p.
Cited in Imago Mundi annual bibliography.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

Columbus, Christopher

Authors: Lunefeld, Marvin -- Hermon Dunlap Smith Center for the History of Cartography -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
x, 97 p. : 3 maps ; 28 cm.
Added titles: Discovery, invasion, encounter -- Fourteen ninety-two, discovery, invasion, encounter.
'A Transatlantic Encounters program occasional paper'.--T.p. verso.
Includes bibliographical references.
Ayer folio E111 .F68 1989 (NLO)

Columbus, Christopher

Bibliothèque Nationale (France). Cartes Et Plans, Rés. Ge Aa 562<<>>Colón, Bartolomé, d. 1514
Used by Columbus in discovering America? A Newly found map. 1924.
7 p., 38-39 : ill.
Describes an anonymous manuscript map sometimes attributed to Christopher or Bartholomew Columbus.
The map is reproduced in color and discussed in Michel Mollat du Jourdin et al., Sea charts of the early explorers (London: Thames and Hudson, 1984), pp. 211-12, pl. 21.
Photocopy.
Vert 2217 (PrCt)

Columbus, Christopher - Carta (Basle, 1494) - Translations - English
‘The Columbus Letter’ written by Christopher Columbus on his return from his first voyage and published with the first printed map of the New World. Basel, 1494. [Portland : University of Southern Maine, 1996].
Authors: Edney, Matthew H. -- The Osher Map Library and Smith Center for Cartographic Education
6 p. 28 cm. ills. map.
BHC 2669
Vert 2197 (PrCt)

Columbus, Christopher. Carta (Feb. 18, 1493)
- Translations - English
- Adda, Gerolamo, marchese d', 1815-1881 - Correspondence
- Harrisse, Henry, 1829-1910 - Correspondence
- Manuscripts, French
- 1870
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Letters: Milan, to Henri Harissse, Paris, 1870
May 6-July 2, 1870.
3 ms. items ([6] p.) ; 18 cm. or smaller.
Two signed letters, dated May 6 and July 2, 1870, from Gerolamo Adda in Milan, to Henry Harissse in Paris, concerning new research findings on the Columbus letter of 1493. Adda discusses M. Varnhagen’s recent discovery at the Biblioteca ambrosiana in Milan of a fragment of the letter in Italian, and the impact that this new material will have on the second edition of the Columbus letter in Spanish which Adda is currently preparing. Varnhagen has advised Adda to include this fragment with the documents which will accompany the new edition. In addition, Adda will send Harissse a facsimile of the Italian translation, which is in the process of being printed. Also included is a portion of the envelope addressed to Monsieur Henri Harissse, 28 Rue d’Astory, Paris, with Italian postmarks. Adda’s letter of July 2, 1870 accompanied the photolithographic facsimile of the Italian translation of Columbus’ letter which he sent to Harissse.
References: Butler, R.L. Checklist of Mss. in the Ayer Coll., 13
Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library).
For more information, consult the Special Collections Info File.
Gift 1911, Edward E. Ayer.
VAULT box Ayer MS 13 (NLO)

Columbus, Christopher: Cartography - America - Historical geography - Maps - 1400-1499: America - Discovery and exploration - Maps - Collections, 1400-1499: Historical atlases
Authors: Baldacci, Osvaldo -- Farina, Luciano F. (Luciano Fernando), 1943- -- Bertolazzi, Lucio -- Italy. Ministero per i beni culturali e ambientali -- Comitato nazionale per le celebrazioni del V centenario della scoperta dell’America (Italy) -- Libreria dello Stato (Rome, Italy)
1 atlas (202 p.) ; ill. (some col.), maps (some col.) ; 50 cm.
Uniform title: Atlante colombiano della grande scoperta. English
Translation of: Atlante colombiano della grande scoperta.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 195-199) and index.
Series: Nuova raccolta colombiana, English ed. ; v. 9.
Case oversize G1101.S12 B3513 1999 (NLO)

Columbus, Christopher: History - Bibliography:
Columbian Encounter
Authors: Buisseret, David -- Reithmaier, Tina M. -- Adorno, Rolena -- Aubrey, John -- Jennings, Francis -- Ruiz, Teofilo
xv, 76 p. 28 cm.
Bibliography p. 69-72.
Index p. 73-76.
Edited by David Buisseret and Tina Reithmaier with chapters by Rolena Adorno, John Aubrey, Francis Jennings and Teofilo Ruiz.
BHC 2665
Vert 2192 (PrCt)

Columbus, Christopher: Knowledge - Geography:
Columbian Encounter
The geographical conceptions of Columbus : a critical consideration of four problems / by George E. Nunn ; expanded ed. with a new essay "The test of time" by Clinton R. Edwards.
Authors: Nunn, George E. (George Emra), b. 1882 -- Edwards, Clinton R.
195 p. : ill., maps ; 21 cm.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
ISBN 1879281066
E118 .J96 1992 (NLO)

Columbus, Christopher: Landfall
Terrae Recognitae reconstruction of the Verdâderà route of Columbus. 1988.
Authors: Larimore, Christopher C.
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Columbus, Christopher - Landfall
The first landfall of Columbus. 1986.
Authors: Marden, Luis
In National Geographic 170, no. 5 (Nov. 1986): 572-577. map, ills.
BHC 1905
Vert 1472 (PrCt)

Columbus, Christopher - Landfall
The Island of Triango and the Columbus landfall. [1988?].
Authors: McGuirk, Donald L.
11 p. ; 28 cm.
Typescript of paper read before the Society for the History of Discoveries.
BHC 1816
Vert 1385 (PrCt)

Columbus, Christopher - Landfall
Where Columbus found the new world. 1986.
Authors: Stanfield, James L.
In National Geographic 170, no.5 (Nov. 1986): 566-572; 578-599. maps, ills.
BHC 1904
Vert 1472 (PrCt)

Columbus, Christopher - Landfall
Far north by far west: Columbus's first landfalls in the Bahamas and the north coast of Cuba. 1990.
Authors: Winslow, John H.
BHC 2550.
Vert 2890 (PrCt)

Columbus, Christopher - Landfall, 1492 - Maps - Bahamas - Historical geography - Maps - 1492
Authors: Power, Robert H. -- Marvel, Josiah -- Lee, Roy J. -- Nova Albion Foundation -- Helen H. Tanner Papers (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 36 x 53 cm.
Scale ca. 1:1,550,000; (W 78°10'--W 70°20'N 24°40'--N 19°40').
Removed from the Helen H. Tanner Papers.
map2F G4981 .S12 1990 P6 (PrCt)

Columbus, Christopher - Landfall - Cosa, Juan de La, d. 1510
The Juan de la Cosa theory of Columbus' first landfall. [1988?].
Authors: McGuirk, Donald L.
18, [16] p. : maps ; 28 cm.
Includes references dated 1987.
Photocopy of typescript.
BHC 1815

Columbus, Christopher - Maps As Historical Sources
Columbus landed on Caicos. 1954.
Authors: Verhoog, P.
From Proceedings of the U.S. Naval Institute, 1954, 1101-1111. maps.
'The value of old maps'--1004-1105.
BHC 231
Vert 540, no. 1 (PrCt)

Columbus, Christopher. Letter I (Santangel) - Ink - Analysis
Authors: McCrone Research Institute -- Nebenzahl, Kenneth, 1927-
[1], 6, [3] leaves : table, 6 mounted microphotographs ; 28 cm.
A microscopic analysis of the ink on two copies of the Columbus letter in the Newberry Library, a copy owned by Mr. Nebenzahl, and the Newberry's copy of "Sixti Ruffi viri consularis Valentiano Augusto De historia Ro. [i.e. Romana] libellus incipit" (1492).
Series: MA Project no. 2313.
Date on t.p. "15 July 1971."
Midwest MS Nebenzahl Correspondence, 1971, McCrone (PrCt)

Columbus, Christopher - Map (1498)<<>>Piri Reis, d. 1554? [World map, 1513]
Die verschollene Columbus-karte von Amerika vom Jahre 1498 in einer türkischen Weltkarte von 1513. [Berlin, 1932].
Authors: Kahle, Paul, 1875-1964 -- Forschungen und Fortschritte
Pp. 248-49
In Forschungen und Fortschritte 8, no.19 (July 1, 1932): 248-49
Vert 1983 (PrCt)

Columbus, Christopher - Map (1498)<<>>Piri Reis, d. 1554? [World map, 1513]
A Lost map of Columbus. [New York : American Geographical Society, 1933].
Authors: Kahle, Paul, 1875-1964 -- Geographical review
p. 621-638
In: Geographical review v. 23, no. 4 (October 1933): 621-638.
G 007 .333, v. 23, p. 621-638 (PrCt)

Columbus, Christopher <<>> Names, Geographical - West Indies <<>> Pizzigano, Zuane. [Nautical Chart], 1424<<>>Nautical charts<<>>James Ford Bell Library. [Nautical chart], 1424<<>>Nautical charts<<>>Gazetteers
Columbus was 100% Portuguese! Bristol, R.I. Bristol County Medical Center, 1989.
Authors: Silva, Manuel Luciano da -- Pizzigano,
Columbus, Christopher - Navigation
15th century manuscript yields first look at Niña. 1986.
Authors: Lyon, Eugene
In National geographic 170, no. 5 (Nov. 1986): 601-605, ill.
BHC 1906
Vert 1472 (PrCt)

Columbus, Christopher - Navigation - History - 1400-1499
The Ocean navigation of Columbus on his first voyage. 1941.
Authors: McElroy, John W. -- American neptune (1941) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
p. 209-240 : folded map, tables
Ayer 1 .A5184, v. 1, p. 209-240 (PrCt)

Columbus, Christopher - Navigation - Exhibitions
The Osher Map Library Smith Center for cartographic education presents 'The Columbus Letter'. [1996].
Authors: Osher Map Library
BHC 2519
Vert 2059 (PrCt)

Columbus, Christopher - Portraits - Villa Farnese (Caprarola, Italy)
The Caprarola portrait of Columbus. 1954.
Authors: Kish, George, 1914-
Photocopy of reprint from Geographical Journal 120 (1954): 483-84. ill.
BHC 1559
Vert 1148 (PrCt)

Columbus, Christopher - Propaganda maps - Cartography and politics - Political geography - Maps
Marco Polo’s narrative becomes propaganda to inspire Colón. 1950.
Authors: Wagner, Henry Raup, 1862-1957 -- Imago mundi
p. 1-11

Columbus, Christopher - Voyages, 1492-1500 - Velazquez de Cuellar, Diego, 1465-1524 - Voyages, 1511 - Cuba - Discovery and Exploration
Mapa de la isla de Cuba y tierras circunvecinas, según las divisiones del los naturales, con las derrotas que siguió el Almirante Don Cristobal Colon por aquellos mares. [Paris : s.n.?, 1842].
Authors: Torre, José María de la, 1815-1873 -- Sagra, Ramón de la, 1798-1871 -- Bouffard, L. -- Lmercier Benard et Cie. -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 21 x 34 cm.
In: Sagra, Ramón de la. Historia física, política y natural de la isla de Cuba ... Atlas geográfico (Paris, 1842), pl. 11.
Shows routes of Columbus’s first three voyages and that of Diego Velasquez in 1511.
Ayer 1000.5 .C85 S12 1842 Atlas, pl. 11 (PrCt)

Columbus (Ga.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps - Columbus EasyFinder : Local street detail.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; fold. to 24 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Uniform title: EasyFinder Laminated.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
ISBN 0528854135
RMcN Road Map 2005 ColGA (PrCt)

Columbus (Ky.) - Maps - 1870 - Railroad connections - Southern States - Maps - 1870 - Railroad connections - Middle West - Maps - 1870 - Railroad connections - Columbus (Ky.) - Maps - 1870 - Centrality - Southern States - Maps - 1870 - Centrality of Columbus (Ky.) - Middle West - Maps - Centrality of Columbus (Ky.) - Railroads - Maps
Columbus, Kentucky, and its railroad connections. Chicago, 1870.
Authors: Land Owner -- Baker & Co. (Chicago, Ill.) -- J.M. Wing & Co.
1 map : col. ; 39 x 53 cm.
Detached from The Land Owner 2 (Chicago: J.M. Wing and Co., 1870) bet. p. 180-181. [Case Wing +H94.005]
Wood engraving.
1518
map4F G3704.A1 1869 L3 sht. 8 (PrCt)

Columbus, Christopher - Propaganda maps - Cartography and politics - Political geography - Maps
Marco Polo’s narrative becomes propaganda to inspire Colón. 1950.
Authors: Wagner, Henry Raup, 1862-1957 -- Imago mundi
p. 1-11

Columbus (Ohio) - Maps - 1937-1938 - Road maps - Franklin County (Ohio) - Maps -
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

1937-1938 - Road maps <>>> Road maps <>>> Counties - Maps
Dreher’s mile square index and mile circle map of the city of Columbus and environs. [Columbus and Akron, Ohio, etc. D.F. Dreher & Co., 1938], c1937.
Authors: Dreher, D. Frank -- D.F. Dreher & Company. Dreher’s simplex street and house number guide of the city of Columbus and environs (1938)
1 map : col. ; on sheet 87 x 71 cm. fold. to 19 x 10 cm.
"Copyright 1937 by D. Frank Dreher."
In: D.F. Dreher & Company. Dreher’s simplex street and house number guide of the city of Columbus and directory of general information (Columbus, Ohio : D.F. Dreher & Co., 1938), at back.
Apparently issued as a part of a series whose imprint and subtitle varies; Newberry holds 1938/39 edition (as of June 2011).
Scale [ca. 1:23,500].
Includes street index.
Auxiliary maps (with indexes) on verso: Map of Franklin County, Ohio -- Down-town district map of Columbus.
Acquisition #2008100251.
F499.C73 D74, at back (PrCt)

21790 Columbus (Ohio) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps <>>> Franklin County (Ohio) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps <>>> Counties - Maps
Dreher’s mile square index map of the city of Columbus and environs / copyright 1946 by D. Frank Dreher. [Toledo, Ohio?] : D.F. Dreher & Co., c1946.
Authors: Dreher, D. Frank -- D.F. Dreher & Company -- Voss, Harold J. -- Dreher (D.F.) & Company SEE D.F. Dreher & Company
1 map : col. ; on sheet 87 x 71 cm., folded in covers 19 x 10 cm.
Cover title: Dreher’s revised to date maps of the city of Columbus and environs ... 1947-48 edition.
Scale [ca. 1:26,000].
Includes street index.
On verso: "Map of Franklin County" and indexes to both maps.
Includes advertisements.
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3.
Road map4C G4084.C6P2 1946 .D7 (PrCt)

21791 Columbus (Ohio) - Maps - 1993 - Road maps <>>> Franklin County (Ohio) - Maps - 1993 - Road maps <>>> Counties - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (111 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
New updated edition."
$12.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN StrFdr 1993 .C656 (PrCt)

21792 Columbus (Ohio) - Maps - 1996 - Road maps <>>> Franklin County (Ohio) - Maps - 1996 - Road maps <>>> Counties - Maps
Columbus & vicinity StreetFinder. Skokie, Ill. Rand McNally, 1996.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (128 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
New updated edition."
$14.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-96907-2
RMcN StrFdr 1996 .C656 (PrCt)

21793 Columbus (Ohio) - Maps - 1998 - Road maps <>>> Franklin County (Ohio) - Maps - 1998 - Road maps <>>> Counties - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (128 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
$15.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-97251-0
RMcN StrFdr 1998 .C656 (PrCt)

21794 Columbus (Ohio) - Maps - 2002 - Road maps <>>> Franklin County (Ohio) - Maps - 2002 - Road maps <>>> Counties - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (65, 46 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
$17.95

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Columbus (Ohio) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps
Columbus region (Ohio) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps
1 atlas (A-I, 5418-7024, 65 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm. + 1 CD-ROM
Accompanied by CD-ROM disc with title: 2004
date: 2004
tite: Columbus & vicinity.
date on cover: 2004
$19.95

Columbus (Ohio) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps
Columbus region (Ohio) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps
1 atlas (A-I, 5418-7024, 65 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm. + 1 CD-ROM
Accompanied by CD-ROM disc with title: 2004
date: 2004
tite: Columbus & vicinity.
date on cover: 2004
$19.95

Columbus (Ohio) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps
Columbus region (Ohio) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps
1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm. + 1 CD-ROM
Dated 2007, but received by the Newberry Library in 2005.
Cover title: Columbus street guide : including Franklin County and portions of Delaware, Fairfield, Licking, and Pickaway counties.
date: 2007; "©2005" -- title page.
Accompanied by CD-ROM disc with title: 2006
date: 2006
tite: street guide: Columbus & vicinity.
price: $19.95

Columbus (Ohio) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps
Columbus region (Ohio) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps
1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm. + 1 CD-ROM
Dated 2007, but received by the Newberry Library in 2005.
Cover title: Columbus street guide : including Franklin County and portions of Delaware, Fairfield, Licking, and Pickaway counties.
date: 2007; "©2005" -- title page.
Accompanied by CD-ROM disc with title: 2006
date: 2006
tite: street guide: Columbus & vicinity.
price: $19.95

Columbus (Ohio) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps
Columbus region (Ohio) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps
Columbus street guide. Chicago, Ill. Rand McNally, 2006 [i.e. 2005].

Columbus Quincentenary, 1992-1993
Le Projet de résolution de l'Assemblée Generale de OON au sujet du 500 anniversaire de la decouverte de l'Amerique. [Sofia, Bulgaria, 1982].
Authors: Dimitrov, Ivan -- United Nations.
General Assembly. 37th session, 1982
5 leaves ; 30 cm.
Vert 540, no. 2 (PrCt)
Columbus Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1959 - Road maps
Hertz Corporation - Maps - 1959 - Automobile leasing and renting -

Hertz Rent a Car map of Columbus and surrounding area. [Chicago] : Rand McNally & Company, [1959?].

Column of Marcus Aurelius (Rome, Italy) - Pictorial works - 1793-1820 - trajan's column (rome, italy) - pictorial works - 1793-1820 - Pillar of Antoine (Rome, Italy) SEE Column of Marcus Aurelius (Rome, Italy)

Rosenthal, 1921) p. 148, no. 31g.

Verso includes 2 identical and mostly illegible round handstamps in orange ink (13 mm. in diameter): ... alerie [?] ... ima [?].

Huelsen, Christian. 'Das Speculum romanae magnificentiae des Antonio Laffery in Collectanea variae doctrinae Leoni S. Olschki ... (Munich: J. Rosenthal, 1921) p. 148, no. 31g.

Similar to view in [Speculum romanae magnificentiae ... ] [Rome: Antoine Laffery et al, ca. 1575] (Novacco *7C 4, pl. [26]).


Cf. Descriptive catalogue of engravings from the University of Chicago Library's Speculum romanae magnificentiae (Chicago: University of Chicago Library, Dept. of Special Collections, 1973), no. A27.

Ex De Landau; ex Finaily.

Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).


Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Authors: De Jarnatt & Crane -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 6 parts, 25.5 x 17.5 in. each.
Scale 1:79,200. Originally published 1885.
Microfiche 583, no. 931 (PrCt)

Authors: Roessler, A. R. -- Texas Land & Immigration Co. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Microfiche 583, no. 933 (PrCt)

Authors: Texas. General Land Office -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 23 x 24 in. Scale 1:133,320. Originally compiled 1879.
Microfiche 583, no. 934 (PrCt)

Authors: Texas. General Land Office -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps: Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Microfiche 583, no. 960 (PrCt)

1 map : col. ; 20 x 22 cm. in portfolio 30 x 25 cm.
'These facsimiles of two manuscript maps from the Yale University Library's Map Collection were produced at the Steinehour Press in Lunenburg, Vermont, for the Yale Library Associates in the winter of 1995....'
Scale 1:190,080; 3' to 1 mile.
Issued with a facsimile of a sketch map of the siege of Charleston, 1780 and descriptive text (1 leaf) by William S. Reese.
With a flap that can be lifted to show an earlier stage of the action.
Signed by Tinling at bottom center.
map4C G3914.C3 1780 W5 1995, no. 2 (PrCt)

Authors: Cumming, William Patterson, 1900-1989
8 p., map
From American Historical Review 45 (1939): 82-89).
Offprint.
Vert 77 (PrCt)

21812 Comberford, Nicholas, fl. 1646-1665. Chart of the Mediterranean, 1626 - Mediterranean Sea - Charts - 1626
An Early chart by Comberford; the Mediterranean, 1626. 1968.
Authors: Smith, Thomas Russell, 1910-3 leaves ; 30 cm.
Xerox copy of typescript; abstract of paper presented at International Cartographic Assoc. (3d gen. assembly), New Delhi, 1968.
BHC 2321.
Vert 1786 (PrCt)

Authors: Hagstrom Company -- Comic Weekly -- Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 48 x 75 cm.
'Copyright, the Comic Weekly.'
'5,770,066 families delivered in a single non-duplicating unit.'
'Each star represents a distributing point ... Red dots represent 995 key cities of 10,000 population or more ... Black dots represent a hundred or more Comic Weekly reading families.'
Includes table of 'Circulation by states and distributing cities.'
Removed from Additions to the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company archives (Newberry Library).
map4F G3701.P97 1934 .H3 (PrCt)

1 v. : 107 maps ; 210 x 147 mm.
Carl Garrison, Edwin Houston and Poates.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

v. 66 p. : maps, ill. ; 21 x 26 cm.
'Exhibit items': p. 43-66.
Bibliography: p. 41.
Formerly GA190 .R57
Duplicate copy (inscribed to Andrew McNally by the author; forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection): AMcN III PC 3880
LC Card Number: 77603664
Map Ref GA190 .R57 (NLO)

Lacus (Italy) SEE Como, Lake (Italy) Comensis (Italy) SEE Como, Lake (Italy) SEE Terretorii Romani (Italy) SEE Lazio (Italy)
Larīi Lacvs vvílo Comensis deskriptio / auct. Pavlo Joviv ; Terretorii Romani descr. ; Fori Ivlii, vvílo Friivi typvs. [Antwerp : Christophe Plantin, 1588].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1606, [plate 79] (PrCt)

Como, Lake (Italy) - Maps - 1929
Authors: Istituto geografico De Agostini 1 map : col. ; 30 x 17 cm. Scale 1:200,000. In upper margin: Edizione speciale a cura "Società Lariana."
On verso, ferry schedules. Accession #2008100251.
map1F G6712.C65 1929 .J5 (PrCt)

<<>>Nautical charts
Carte de Moaly: situé par 12 degd. de latitude sud ou ily a 20 degd. 25 min. de variation NO. [ca. 1720].
Authors: Cartes Marines Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 30, sheet 40 1 ms. map : hand col. ; 490 x 311 mm. Nautical chart detailing the Indian Ocean islands collectively called the Comoros, including Moheli (previously Moaly or Mohila), Grande Comore, Anjouan, and Mayotte, as well as the northern coast of Mozambique. Includes key to lettered locations A-I. Scale [ca. 1:58,500] 'Echelle dune lieüe' [= 95 mm.]
Oriented with north at left. Depths shown with soundings. Pen-and-ink and watercolor (green, yellow, brown, red); mounted on cloth.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Compass
Authors: Aczel, Amir D.
xxvii, 178 p. : ill., maps ; 22 cm.
1st ed.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 165-168) and index.
Contents: Odyssey -- Signs in the sea and sky -- Dante -- Etruscan chandelier -- Amalfi -- Ghost of flavio gioia -- Iron fish, lodestone turtle -- Venice -- Marco Polo -- Charting the Mediterranean -- Nautical revolution -- Conclusion -- Note on the sources -- References -- Acknowledgments.
Contributor biographical information and sources
Nautical revolution
Contents
Odyssey
and index.
Includes bibliographical references
1st ed.
1875
Storey County (Nev.)
Comstock Lode Mining District (Nev.)
Includes bibliographical references (p. [297]-305) and index.
ISBN 0393050734.
To Collection Services for cataloging, Dec. 2010 (PrCt)
Compass - History
Authors: Gurney, Alan
320 p. : ill. ; 22 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [297]-305) and index.
ISBN 0393050734.
To Collection Services for cataloging, Dec. 2010 (PrCt)
Compass - History
Balch, Thomas H., 1771-1817
Drowne, Richard W.
Makers of mariners' compasses in Newburyport: 1968.
Authors: Balch, Thomas H., 1771-1817 -- Drowne, Richard W.
Compass Collection (Newberry Library)
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
Includes index.

Compass roses
Windrose der alten Seekarte. [Berlin : Verlag Ernst Wasmuth AG, 1933.]
Authors: Schnack, Anton, 1892-1973 -- Atlantis: Länder, Völker, Reisen
P. 368
In Atlantis: Länder, Völker, Reisen (1933): 368.
Not at Newberry Library (Dec. 2009) (PrCt)
Compass roses
Cardinal points
Pixis nautica or the marriners compas showing the names of the points / by John Seller, hydrographer to the King. [London : s.n., 1703.]
Authors: Seller, John, fl. 1658-1698 -- Seller, John, fl. 1658-1698. A New system of geography: designed in a most plain and easie method ... (1703)
1 print ; 10 cm. in diam., on sheet 14 x 15 cm.
In Seller, John. A New system of geography: designed in a most plain and easie method ... (London : Jeremiah Seller ; Charles Price ; John Senex, 1703) map [2].
Case 3A 1704 map [2] (PrCt)
Compass roses
Wind roses
v. : plates ; 36 cm.
Ayer 8.9 C7 S3 1911 (NLO)
Comstock Lode Mining District (Nev.) - Maps - 1875
Storey County (Nev.) - 1875 - Maps -
21833 Côn Đảo Island (Vietnam) - Maps - 1698

Von: Babyuan Islands (Philippines) -
Maps - 1698

Cô Nón Island (Vietnam)

Cô Đảo Island (Vietnam)

Pulo Condore SEE Cô Đảo Island (Vietnam)

Pulo Condore SEE Cô Đảo Island (Vietnam)

Bashee Islands SEE Babyuan Islands (Philippines)

The Great Island of Pulo Condore [and] The
Bashee Islands. [London, 1698].

Authors: Moll, Herman, -1732 -- Dampier,
William, 1652-1715

2 maps ; 58 x 94 mm. (plate mark 99 [ca.] x 160
mm.)

In Dampier's A New Voyage round the world.
Third ed., corrected (London: For James
Knapton, 1698), opp. p. 384.

Above the maps, 2 coastal profiles: A Prospect
of ye coast of ye I. Luconia near Manila... -- Thus
the islands Pulo Condor appear at 8 L. distance
bearing south.

At upper right: 'Place this at p. 384;' the Pulo
Condor profile has a reference to p. 389; Pulo
Condor map, p. 390; and Bashee Islands map, p.
421.

VAULT Ayer 118 .D2 1698, v. 1, opp. p. 384
(PrCt)

21834 Côn Đảo Island (Vietnam) - Maps - 1720

Nautical charts - Manuscripts

Cô Đảo Island (Vietnam) - Maps - 1720

Manuscript maps

Nautical charts

Carle de l'Isle d'Orleans ou Polo Condor. [ca. 1720].

Authors: Cartes Marines Manuscript Map
Collection (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer
Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) --
Newbery Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map
30, sheet 39

1 ms. map : hand col.; 509 x 332 mm.

Shows Cô Đảo Island (previously named Isle
d'Orleans, Polo Condor, and Cô Sơn Island),
about 60 miles (100 km) southeast of Vietnam's
Ca Mau Peninsula in the South China Sea.

Lettered locations A-E, H, K, M, N, and Z
described in 15 lines of text at top.

Scale [ca. 1:41,200] 'Echelle de 2500toises ou
d'une lieue francoise' [= 135 mm.]

Oriented with north at upper left.

Depths shown with soundings.

Pen-and-ink and watercolor (green, brown,
yellow, red); mounted on cloth.

Sheet 39 of 117 in the Cartes Marines
Manuscript Map Collection, detailing French
colonial interests worldwide, ca. 1640-ca. 1726.

Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript
Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 137
Ayer ms map proj 00

Digital image available as part of the Newberry
Library's Great Lakes Digital Collection via the
CARLI Digital Collections website (accessed
Nov. 2010):

http://collections.carli.illinois.edu/u?/nby_grlakes,
846

VAULT drawer Ayer MS map 30 sheet 39
(NLO)

21835 Concepción (Chile) - Maps - 1646

Porto della Concetione. [Rome : F. Cavalli,
1646].

Authors: Ovalle, Alonso de, 1601-1651 -- Jesuits
-- Cavalli, Francisco, fl. 1646 -- Ovalle, Alonso
de, 1601-1651. Historica relatione del regno di
Cile ... (1646)

1 map ; 131 x 185 mm.

In: Ovalle, Alonso de. Historica relatione del
regno di Cile ... (1646)

1 map ; 131 x 185 mm.

In: Ovalle, Alonso de. Historica relatione del
regno di Cile ... (1646)

1 map ; 131 x 185 mm.

In: Ovalle, Alonso de. Historica relatione del
regno di Cile ... (1646)

1 map ; 131 x 185 mm.

In: Ovalle, Alonso de. Historica relatione del
regno di Cile ... (1646)

1 map ; 131 x 185 mm.

In: Ovalle, Alonso de. Historica relatione del
regno di Cile ... (1646)

1 map ; 131 x 185 mm.
Concepción (Chile) - Maps - 1646

Concepción (Chile) - Maps - 1646

Puerto dela Concepcion. [Rome : F. Cavalli, 1646].

Authors: Ovalle, Alonso de, 1601-1651 -- Jesuits

Ovalle, Alonso de, 1601-1651. Historica relación del reyno de Chile, y delas missiones, y ministerios que exercita en el la Compañia de Iesvs (1646) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 132 x 187 mm.

In: Ovalle, Alonso de. Historica relación del reyno de Chile, y delas missiones, y ministerios que exercita en el la Compañia de Iesvs ... (Rome : F. Cavalli, 1646), separately paginated woodcuts at end, p. 4 [i.e. 472].

Woodcut; title from letterpress in left margin.
Oriented with north to left.

Scale not indicated.

For the same map in an Italian language edition of the book, see Case F 996 .653.

VAULT Ayer 1300.5 C5 O96 1646, p. [472] (PrCt)

21838

Concepción Del Oro (Mexico) - Maps - 1768 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles

Plano del Presidio de la Limpia Concepcion del Pasage dependiente dela governacion de la Nueva Vizcaya, situado en 25 grados y 29 minutos de latitud boreal y en 265° y 30' de longd. ... drawn by Joseph de Urrutia. [19-].

Authors: Urrutia, José de, 1728-1800 -- British Library.

Add. Ms. 17662 i -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map

Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1768 manuscript.

MapPhoto England BL Add. Ms. 17662 i (PrCt)

21839

Concho County (Tex.) - Maps - 1879 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps


Authors: Texas. General Land Office -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps

1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.

Size of original: 21 x 16 in. Scale 1:133,320.

Originally compiled 1879.

Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:

Microfiche 583, no. 935 (PrCt)

21840

Concho County (Tex.) - Maps - 1897 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps


Authors: Rosenberg, E. von -- Davis, Grady W. -- Texas. General Land Office -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps

1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.

Size of original: 44 x 36.5 in. Scale 1:66,660.

Originally compiled Austin, Tex.: U.S. General Land Office, 1897.

Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:

Microfiche 583, no. 936 (PrCt)

21841


Position at Concord 19th Ap. 1775


Authors: Mackenzie, Frederick, d. 1824 -- Mackenzie, Frederick, d. 1824. The Diary of Frederick Mackenzie ... (1968) -- French, Allen, 1870-1946. Sketch interpreting the contemporary map in the diary -- New York Times Company -- Arno Press

1 map ; 19 x 18 cm., on sheet folded to 23 x 13 cm.

Facsimile of anonymous manuscript map forming part of British army Lieut. Frederick Mackenzie’s manuscript diary of his service in the American Revolution.

Added title in bottom margin: Contemporary map of the position at Concord, inserted in the diary. " ... [T]he only contemporary map illustrating the action of the nineteenth of April, 1775. It is pasted in the diary facing the page, copied by Mackenzie from the narrative of a brother officer ... " --
Appendix [3 p.]
In: Mackenzie, Frederick. The Diary of Frederick Mackenzie: giving a daily narrative of his military service ... [in the] Royal Welch Fusiliers during ... 1775-1781 in Massachusetts, Rhode Island and New York ([New York] : New York Times & Arno Press, 1968), v. 2, opposite Appendix. Accompanied, on the preceding leaf, by re-drawn facsimile map: Sketch interpreting the contemporary map in the diary / drawn by Allen French Esq. 1 map; on sheet 23 x 22 cm., folded to 23 x 13 cm. The diary also includes 11 other manuscript maps reproduced in this reprint edition.
E267 .M17 1968, v. 2, opposite Appendix (PrCt)

21842 Concord (Calif.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps<<<>Walnut Creek (Calif.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps<<<>Road maps
RMcN Road Map 2005 ConCA (PrCt)

21843 Concord (Mass.: Town) - Maps - 1830 - Landowners<<<>Counties - Maps<<<>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Hales, John Groves -- Shattuck, Lemuel, 1793-1859 -- Pendleton's Lithography -- Hales, John Groves, 1785-1832 SEE Hales, John Groves 1 map: 57 x 47 cm. fold. to 31 x 26 cm. 'Pendleton's Lithography, Boston.' Scale [ca. 1:19,800]. Relief shown by hachures. Shows buildings with names of property owners. Includes list of distances from Concord court house.
folio F 84418 .801 (NLO)

21844 Concord (N.H.) - Maps - 1902
Authors: Howe, Will B. -- Lyford, James Otis, 1853- -- Hadley, Amos -- Geo. H. Walker & Co. 1 map: col.; 88 x 76 cm. Cover-title. Scale 1:20,000. Relief shown by hachures and spot heights.
Indexed to show points of interest.
F 84215 .35 Map (NLO)

21845 Concord (N.H.) - Maps - Collections, 1725-1855

21846 Concord (N.H.) - Pictorial works - 1955 - Railroad stations<<<>Railroads - Maps

21847 Concord (N.H.) - Pictorial works - 1955 - Railroad stations<<<>Railroads - Maps

21848 Concordia Parish (La.) - Maps - 1841 - Landowners<<<>Counties - Maps<<<>Landowners - Maps
Condé-sur-l'Escaut (France) - Maps - 1713 - Fortification
Condé ville forte des Pais Bas dans le comté de Hainaut ... Paris : De Fer, [1713?]
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Inselin, C. -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Introduction à la fortification ... [1713?]
1 map ; 19 x 27 cm.
In: Fer, Nicolas de. Introduction à la fortification ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, [1713?]) map [62].
Map dated 1705.
For later state of this map, with engraved plate number, see Case folio U 26 .292.
For earlier version of this map, engraved on different plate, see Case folio U 26 .293.
Case oversize U 26 .2919 map [62] (PrCt)

Condé-Sur-L'Escaut (France) - Maps - 1710
Plan de Conde. Brussels, [ca. 1710].
1 map ; 18 x 24 cm.
Phillips 7962 no. [65].
3109
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map2F G5834.C66 1710 F7 (PrCt)

Coney Island (New York, N.Y.) - Description - 1973
Authors: Gale, William
2 p. : photos
From: New York times (1 July 1973).

Congo (Democratic Republic) - Maps - 1911
Belgian Congo SEE Congo (Democratic Republic)<<<>>Zaire SEE Congo (Democratic Republic)
Authors: Albert de Boeck (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library) -- Boeck (Albert de), firm, Brussels SEE Albert de Boeck (Firm)
1 atlas (32 [i.e. 64] p.) : ill., 16 folded maps (some col.) ; 21 cm.
Consists of 32 p. of text and 16 folded col. maps printed on verso and recto of unnumbered pages. Includes index.
Publisher's advertisements on lining papers. Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskets G2600 .P48 1911 (NLO)


Authors: Derkinderen, Gaston -- Ryckmans, Pierre, 1891-1959 -- Elsevier, N. V. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Includes bibliographical reference (p. 195) and index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio DT646 .D48 1955 (NLO)

Authors: Forbath, Peter -- E.P. Dutton (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.
Paperback ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

21858 Congress Park (Saratoga Springs, N.Y.) - Maps - 1882<<>>Saratoga Springs (N.Y.) - Maps - 1882 - Parks<<>>Parks - Saratoga Springs (N.Y.) - Maps - 1882
Authors: Taintor, Charles Newhall, 1840-1920 -- Taintor, Charles Newhall, 1840-1920. Saratoga illustrated : the visitor's guide to Saratoga Springs ... (1882) -- Taintor Brothers, Merrill & Co.
1 map ; 14 x 9 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:3,200]
Coordinates: (W 73°47'12"--W 73°46'56"/N 43°04'46"--N 43°04'31"").
Oriented with north at bottom.
Details Congress Park at the intersection of Congress and Circular Streets in Saratoga Springs, N.Y.
Includes numbered references to the music platform, reservoir, drinking fountain, Columbian Spring, music pavillion, and vase.
G 85178 .8, opposite p. 81 (NLO)

21859 Conil de la Frontera (Spain) - Pictorial works - 1620
Conil, insigne Hispanie oppidum ad fretum Herculeum ... [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Hoefnagel, Joris, 1542-1601 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : hand col. ; 16 x 46 cm.
Derived from a drawing by Joris Hoefnagel; see R.A. Skelton's Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.
Added title in uppercase lettering: Conil.
On same sheet with: Xeres de la Frontera.
Latin letterpress text on verso under titles: Conil -- Xeres de la Frontera.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 2, pl. 6 (PrCt)

21860 Connacht (Ireland) - Maps - 1610<<>>Galway (Ireland) - Maps - 1610
The Province of Connaught with the citie of Galwaye described ... [London] : Thomas Bassett ... and Richard Chiswell, 1610 [i.e. 1676].
Authors: Speed, John, 1552?-1629 -- Bassett, Thomas -- Chiswell, Richard -- Speed, John, 1552?-1629. The Theatre of the Empire of Great-Britain ... (1676) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 37 x 50 cm. on sheet 42 x 55 cm.
Inset (14 x 17 cm.): Galwaye.
Letterpress text on verso (p. 143-144) under the following heading: The Province of Connaught.
In: Speed, John. The Theatre of the Empire of Great-Britain ... (London : Printed for T. Bassett and R. Chiswell, 1676) map [67].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .S7 1676 map [67] (PrCt)

21861 Connacht (Ireland) - Maps - 1610<<>>Galway (Ireland) - Maps - 1610
The Province of Connaught with the citie of Galwaye described ... [London] : John Sudbury and George Humble [i.e. J. Legate and W. Humble], 1610 [i.e. 1646].
Authors: Speed, John, 1552?-1629 -- Sudbury, John -- Humble, George, d. 1640 -- Legate, John, d. 1656 -- Humble, William, 1612-1686 -- Speed, John, 1552?-1629. A Prospect of the most famous parts of the world ... together with ... Great Britaines empire (1646)
1 map ; 37 x 50 cm. on sheet 42 x 54 cm.
Inset (14 x 17 cm.): Galwaye.
Letterpress text on verso (p. 143-144) under the following heading: The Province of Connaught.
In: Speed, John. A Prospect of the most famous parts of the world ... together with ... Great Britaines empire (London : Printed by John Legatt, for William Humble, 1646) map [88].
Case oversize G 117 .82 map [88] (PrCt)

21862 Connacht (Ireland) - Maps - 1685
Connaught Province. [London : Francis Lamb, 1685].

Case G 1042 .668 pl. [26] (PrCt)

21863 Connacht (Ireland) - Maps - 1689

The province of Connought... London : Berry, 1689.


VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B48 1680 pl. 35 (PrCt)

21864 Connecticut - Tobacco - 1982


Authors: Friedman, Samuel G. 2 p. : 2 photos From: New York times (6 July 1982).

Travel Vertical File G3781 .J94 1982 .F7 (PrCt)

21865 Connecticut - Wildlife conservation - 1983


Travel Vertical File G3781 .D5 1983 .F7 (PrCt)

21866 Connecticut - Description and travel - 1981

Southeastern Connecticut's coast & country / distributed by the Southeastern Connecticut Tourism District. [Conn.] : Southeastern Connecticut Tourism District, [ca. 1981].

Authors: Southeastern Connecticut Tourism District 1 sheet : col. illus., map ; 22 x 10 cm.

Travel Vertical File G3781 .E635 1981 .S6 (PrCt)

21867 Connecticut - Description and travel - 1987


Authors: Connecticut. Department of Economic Development 1 booklet (72 p.) : col. illus., maps ; 28 cm.

Travel Vertical File G3781 .E635 1987 .C6 (PrCt)

21868 Connecticut - Description and travel - 1992


Authors: Connecticut. Department of Economic Development 1 booklet (85 p.) : col. illus., maps (1 fold.) ; 28 cm.


21869 Connecticut - Description and travel - 1994


Authors: Connecticut. Office of Tourism 1 booklet (128 p.) : col. illus., 1 fold. col. map ; 28 cm.

Travel Vertical File G3781 .E635 1994 .C6 (PrCt)

21870 Connecticut - Description and travel - 1996


Authors: Connecticut. Department of Economic Development 1 booklet (142 p.) : col. illus., maps ; 28 cm.

Travel Vertical File G3781 .E635 1996 .C6 (PrCt)

21871 Connecticut - Distances, etc. - Tables - 1904<->Street-railroads - Fares - Connecticut - 1904<->Street-railroads - Connecticut - Timetables - 1904

Springfield to New York City. Branch lines from Thompsonville ... Hartford ... Plainville ... Southington ... New Haven ... [and] Stratford ... [Boston : R.H. Derrah, 1904].


map3C G3721.P33 1904 .D4 p. 72-73 (PrCt)

21872 Connecticut - Fall foliage - 1987

Fall foliage driving tours : See America in Connecticut. [Conn.] : Tourist Information Center, [ca. 1987].

Authors: Connecticut. Tourist Information Center 1 leaflet (4-fold) : col. illus., map ; 22 x 9 cm.


21873 Connecticut - Historic buildings - 1964


Authors: Connecticut Development Commission 1 booklet (4 p.) : photos, table ; 28 cm.


Authors: Connecticut Development Commission
1 booklet (12 p.) : photos ; 23 x 11 cm.

Travel Vertical File G3781 .S1 1973 .C6 (PrCt)


Map of Connecticut circa 1625: Indian trails, villages, sachemdoms. [Wethersfield, Conn., 1934].

Authors: Spiess, Mathias -- Griswold, Hayden L. -- Cheney, Mary Pierson -- National Society of the Colonial Dames of America in the State of Connecticut. Connecticut circa 1625 ... (1934) 1 map : hand col. ; 44 x 56 cm.
Detached from National Society of the Colonial Dames of America in the State of Connecticut. Connecticut circa 1625... [Wethersfield, Conn., 1934].

Scale [ca. 1:289,300].
Relief shown pictorially.
Copyrighted Mary Pierson Cheney, 1930.

12592

map4F 3781.E1 (PrCt)


Bounding of New Cambridge County in New England. Beginning at the middle part of the mouth or entrance of Connecticut in New England, and from thence to proceed along the coast of the sea to the Narragansets River or Harbour, there to be accounted sixty miles, and so up the western arm of that river to the head thereof, and unto the land north west ward till sixty miles be finished, and so to cross overland south west ward to meet with the end of sixty miles to be accounted from the mouth of Connecticut up north west, and also all Islands and Isletts as well in bayed as within five leagues distance from the premises and abutting upon the same or any part or parcel thereof. By M. C., 1697. [19--] .


Photostatic reproduction of 1697 manuscript.


Route from New London to Saybrook. [Brooklyn, N.Y., Frank H. Norton, 1867].

Authors: Finlay, Hugh, 1732-1801 -- Major & Knapp Engraving, Manufacturing & Lithographic Co. -- Finlay, Hugh, 1732-1801. Journal kept by Hugh Finlay, surveyor of the post roads on the continent of North America ... begun the 13th Sept., 1773 and ended 26th June 1774 (1867) -- Norton, Frank H. (Frank Henry), 1836-1921 1 map ; 10 x 17 cm., on sheet 20 x 27 cm.
Title from eastern margin, at top of page.
Added title within southern neatline, at left: The Sound or Channel between Long Island and the Main.

Scale approximately 1:260,000.
Coordinates: (W 72°26'--W 72°01'/N 41°25'--N 41°15').

In: Finlay, Hugh. Journal kept by Hugh Finlay, surveyor of the post roads on the continent of North America, during his survey of the post offices between Falmouth and Casco Bay, in the Province of Massachusetts, and Savannah, in Georgia : begun the 13th Sept., 1773 and ended 26th June 1774 (Brooklyn : Frank H. Norton, 1867), following page 36.
Also available online via Library of Congress American Memory website:
http://memory.loc.gov/gc/lhbtn/07908/0068.jpg

Case G 831 .298, following page 38 (NLO)

21878 Connecticut - Maps - 1792

A New and correct map of Connecticut, one of the United States of North America, from actual survey. [1797].

Authors: Blodgett, William, 1754-1809 -- Allen, Joel Knott, 1755-1825, engr. -- Huntington, Samuel, 1731-1796, ded. -- New York Public Library

1 map ; 26 x 33 cm., reduced from 70 x 87 cm.
Photocopy of original published Middletown, Conn., 1792; reproduced from original in the New York Public Library.
Relief shown pictorially and by hachures.
Scale [ca. 1:545,000].
Includes 'references' to 22 symbols, including 7 types of mills.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Connecticut - Maps - 1794
Authors: Roper, John, 1771-approximately 1810 -- Stockdale, John, 1749?-1814 -- Morse, Jedediah, 1761-1826 -- Morse, Jedediah, 1761-1826. The American geography -- or, A view of the present situation of the United States of America 1794 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 17 x 22 cm.
In: Morse, Jedediah. The American geography; or, A view of the present situation of the United States of America ... (London : J. Stockdale, 1794) opposite p. 349.
Ayer 109.5 .M7 1794 opp. p. 349 (PrCt)

Connecticut - Maps - 1795
Connecticut from the best authorities.
Authors: Doolittle, Amos, 1754-1832 -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Guthrie, William, 1708-1770 -- Rochambeau, Jean-Baptiste-Donatien de Vimeur, comte de, 1725-1807 -- Library of Congress. Rochambeau map collection
1 map ; 28 x 35 cm.
Reduced photocopy of original published [Philadelphia?, 1795?], no. 7 of the Rochambeau Map Collection in the Library of Congress. 'Engraved for Carey's American edition of Guthrie's Geography improved.'
Size of original: 31 x 38 cm.
Scale of original [ca. 1:460,000].
Prime meridian: Philadelphia.
Relief shown pictorially.
Series: Rochambeau collection ; 7
map2F 3780 (PrCt)

Connecticut - Maps - 1795
Authors: Scott, J. T. (Joseph T.) -- Francis & Robert Bailey (Firm) -- Scott, J. T. (Joseph T.)
The United States gazetteer ... (1795)
1 map ; 15 x 18 cm.
Anonymous map without imprint.
In: Scott, Joseph T. The United States gazetteer ... (Philadelphia : Printed by F. and R. Bailey, 1795), opposite column CON-CON.
Bar scale of 20 miles = 38 mm.
'Lon. E. from Philada.'
Duplicate copy: Case 5A 277
Case G 833 .8 opposite column CON-CON (PrCt)

Connecticut - Maps - 1796
Connecticut from the best authorities.
Philadelphia : M. Carey, 1796.
Authors: Doolittle, Amos, 1754-1832 -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Guthrie, William, 1708-1770 -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839.
Carey's General atlas ... (1796)
1 map ; 29 x 37 cm.
In: Carey, Mathew. Carey's General atlas ... (Philadelphia : M. Carey, 1796) pl. [29].
Case oversize G 1083 .03 map [9] (PrCt)
geographical American atlas (1827) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 24 x 29 cm.
Engraved title within neatline.
Added letterpress title in uppercase and oversize lettering, top margin: Geographical, historical, and statistical map of Connecticut
In: H.C. Carey and I. Lea (Firm). A Complete historical, chronological, and geographical American atlas ... (Philadelphia ; London ; Leipzig ; Paris : H.C. Carey & I. Lea ; John Miller ; Bossange Freres, 1827) pl. [9]. Sheet 'No. 14.'

oversize Ayer 135 .C268 1827 pl. 9 (PrCt)

1841?

Connecticut - Maps - 1833
1 map : hand col. ; 21 x 28 cm.
In: Finley, Anthony. A New general atlas : comprising a complete set of maps, representing the grand divisions of the globe ... (Philadelphia : Anthony Finley, 1833), plate 12.
Sheet corner numbered 12.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .F5 1833, plate 12 (PrCt)

Connecticut - Maps - 1839<>Hartford Region (Conn.) - Maps - 1839<>New Haven Region (Conn.) - Maps - 1839
Connecticut. [Philadelphia : Carey & Hart, 1845]. Authors: Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Carey & Hart -- Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858. A New universal atlas ... (1845)
1 map : hand col. ; 28 x 34 cm.
'Entered according to act of Congress in the year 1839, by H.S. Tanner ... .'
Insets (6 x 7 cm. each): Hartford &c -- New Haven &c.
In: Tanner, Henry Schenck. A New universal atlas ... (Philadelphia : Carey & Hart, 1845) map '9.'

Case oversize G1019 .T2 1845 map 9 (PrCt)

Connecticut - Maps - 1841<>Rhode Island - Maps - 1841
1 map : col. ; 19 x 25 cm.

folio Ayer 135 .B75 1835 pl. 4, p. 27 (PrCt)

Connecticut - Maps - 1842
1 map ; 27 x 35 cm.

oversize G 1083 .59 pl. [3] (PrCt)

Connecticut - Maps - 1845
Connecticut. [New York : H.S. Tanner, 1845]. Authors: Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858. A New general atlas, comprising a complete set of maps ... (1845)
1 map: hand col. ; 21 x 27 cm.
In: Tanner, Henry Schenck. A New general atlas, comprising a complete set of maps ... (New York : Tanner's Geographical Establishment, 1845) map '39'.

oversize G 10 .622 map 39 (PrCt)

Connecticut - Maps - 1847<>Hartford (Conn.) - Maps - 1847<>New Haven (Conn.) - Maps - 1847
1 map ; hand col. : 27 x 34 cm.
Insets (6 x 7 cm. each): Hartford &c -- New Haven &c.
In: Mitchell, S. Augustus. A New universal atlas containing maps of the various empires, kingdoms, states, and republics of the world ... (Philadelphia : S. Augustus Mitchell, 1847) pl. '9.'

oversize G 10 .579 pl. 9 (PrCt)

Connecticut - Maps - 1850<>Hartford Region (Conn.) - Maps - 1850<>New Haven Region (Conn.) - Maps - 1850
1 map : hand col. ; 26 x 37 cm.
Entered according to act of Congress in ... 1850 by Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co. ... . Later edition of map previously published by S.A. Mitchell.
Insets (6 x 7 cm. each): Hartford &c -- New Haven &c.

over G1019 .N49 1852 pl. 9 (PrCt)

Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's atlas of the world ... (1855-1856)
1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 28 cm.

over G 10 .185 v.1, pl. 12 (PrCt)

Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's general atlas ... (1857)
1 map : hand col. ; 28 x 36 cm.

over G 10 .188 pl. 14 (PrCt)

Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's atlas of America ... (1859) -- Johnson & Browning 1 map : hand col. ; 28 x 36 cm.
In: Colton George Woolworth. Colton's atlas of America, illustrating the physical and political geography of North and South America and the West India islands (New York : J.H. Colton and Co., 1859), pl. [12]. Printed plate 'No. 14.' Map copyrighted 1855.

Case G1100 .C6 1859 pl. 12 (PrCt)

1 map : col. ; 23 x 31 cm.
Title in upper margin
'Copyright, 1881, by Rand, McNally & Co., Chicago' -- at bottom left.
Issued folded in accompanying index (29 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand, McNally & Co.'s indexed county and township map of Connecticut Chicago : Rand, McNally & Co., c1881.

map2F G3781.P3 1881 .R3 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1883)
1 map : col. ; 12 x 20 cm.
Title in right margin.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1883) opposite p. 96
Same as map opposite p.90 with different title: Map of Rhode Island. For Poor's manual of railroads for 1883.

H 668 .703 (1883) opp. p. 96 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1884)
1 map : col. ; 12 x 20 cm.
Title in right margin.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1884) opposite p. 88
Same as map opposite p. 82 with different title: Map of Rhode Island. For Poor's manual of railroads for 1884.

H 668 .703 (1884) opp. p. 88 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Poor's
manual of the railroads of the United States (1885)
1 map : col. ; 12 x 20 cm.
Title in right margin.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1885) opposite p. 89
Same as map opposite p.83 with different title: Map of Rhode Island. For Poor's manual of railroads for 1885.

21910 Connecticut - Maps - 1888 - Railroads - Maps
1 map : col. ; 22 x 31 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Issued folded in accompanying index (30 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand, McNally & Co.'s indexed railroad and county pocket map and shippers' guide of Connecticut. Chicago : Rand, McNally & Co., 1885 [sic].
'2-12-86' -- title page verso.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
map2F G3781.P3 1888 .R3 (PrCt)

21911 Connecticut - Maps - 1888 - Railroads - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company. Rand, McNally & Co.'s improved indexed business atlas and shipper's guide ... (1888) -- Rand McNally and Company. Commercial atlas (1888)
1 map : col. ; 22 x 31 cm.
Title in upper margin.
In Rand, McNally & Co.'s improved indexed business atlas and shipper's guide ... (Chicago: Rand McNally, 1888) p. 117.
Keyed to index of towns and railroads on p.116 and 118-122.
Uniform atlas title: Commercial atlas.
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .C7 1888, p. 117 (PrCt)

21912 Connecticut - Maps - 1888 - Railroads - Maps
1 map : col. ; 30 x 48 cm. fold in covers 10 x 16 cm. + index (29, [1] p.)
Cover title.
Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection and the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library). Previous location: B-19
AMcN III PC 2080 (PrCt)

21913 Connecticut - Maps - 1890 - Bicycle trails - Maps
Conn. SEE Brown & Gross (Hartford, Conn.)  
1 atlas (24 p. : 10 folded col. maps) ; 18 cm.  
"Revised edition."

In red binding with front cover flap embossed with logo of the League of American Wheelmen and cover title: Road book of Connecticut.  
Maps "copyrighted 1885, by J.B. Beers & Co., and 1888, by Charles G. Huntington."

Scale of maps 1:158,400 or 2 1/2 miles to 1 inch.  
Includes index.  
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).  
OCLC 25043043

Road map4C G3781.P2 1890 .H8 (PrCt)


1 map : col. ; 30 x 48 cm. fold in covers 10 x 16 cm. + index (30 p.)

Cover title.  
Map proper titled 'Rand McNally & Co.'s Connecticut.'  
Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection and the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library). Previous location: B-19

AMcN III PC 2100 (PrCt)

21917 Connecticut - Maps - 1893

Topographical atlas of Connecticut. Hartford, Conn. For sale by the State Librarian, 1893.  
Authors: Geological Survey (U.S.) -- Gannett, Henry, 1846-1914 -- Baker, Marcus, 1849-1903 -- Connecticut State Library -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 atlas ([2] leaves, 33 plates, 34 col. maps) ; 54 x 44 cm.

'By the United States Geological Survey in co-operation with the state.'  
On each map: Henry Gannett, chief cartographer ([or] chief geographer).  
On most maps: Marcus Baker, geographer ([or] cartographer) in charge.  
Cover title: Topographical atlas of Connecticut

Scale 1:62,500

Coordinates: (W 73°45'--W 71°45'/N 42°15'--N 40°59').  
Includes sheet index and index of towns.  
Fifteen-minute quadrangles, surveyed 1884-1891.  
Relief shown by contours; contour interval 20 feet.  
Phillips 11696.  
Le Gear L546

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.  
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)


Authors: D.H. Hurd & Co. (Boston, Mass.) -- Hurd, D. Hamilton (Duane Hamilton) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 atlas (223 p., [45] leaves of plates) ; ill., 99 hand col. maps (some folded) ; 51 cm.

Cover title: Atlas of the state of Connecticut, 1893

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.  
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
"Names of leading citizens and prominent financial and industrial institutions that have aided in the publication of the Town and city atlas of Connecticut"; p. 208-223.
Includes indexes.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 1476

Baskes oversize G3780 1893 .D3 (NLO)

21919 Connecticut - Maps - 1893>>>Counties - Maps
Topographical atlas of the state of Connecticut.
Hartford, Conn. For sale by the State Librarian, 1893.
Authors: Geological Survey (U.S.) -- Gannett, Henry, 1846-1914 -- Baker, Marcus, 1849-1903 -- Connecticut State Library
1 atlas ([2] leaves, 33 plates, 34 col. maps) ; 54 x 44 cm.
By the United States Geological Survey in co-operation with the state.'
On each map: Henry Gannett, chief cartographer ([or] chief geographer).
On most maps: Marcus Baker, geographer ([or] cartographer) in charge.
Cover title: Topographical atlas of Connecticut
Scale 1:62,500
Coordinates: (W 73°45'-W 71°45'/N 42°15'--N 40°59').
Includes sheet index and index of towns.
Fifteen-minute quadrangles, surveyed 1884-1891.
Relief shown by contours; contour interval 20 feet.
Phillips 11696.
Le Gear L546
38078
ICN78
oversize G1240 .U5 1893 (NLO)

Authors: Huntington, Charles G. -- League of American Wheelmen -- Belknap & Warfield -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 10 maps ; 180 x 97 mm.
4th ed.
forCTLeagueAmerWheelmen;redPouch
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company
1 map : col. ; 32 x 50 cm.
Added title: Rand McNally & Co.'s new business atlas map of Connecticut & Rhode Island.
Index on verso.
Originally issued folded in covers.
M1161
map2F G3781.P3 1895 R3 (PrCt)

21922 Connecticut - Maps - 1900-1960 - Topographic maps>>>Topographic maps
Connecticut, 7.5 minute series (topographic).
Washington, D.C. The Survey, [ca. 1900-ca.1960].
Authors: Geological Survey (U.S.)
ca. 123 maps : col. ; on sheets 54 x 44 cm. fold. to 17 x 28 cm.
Scale 1:24,000.
Dates of publication vary.
According to USGS, coverage at this scale complete in 130 maps.
Coverage may not be complete at this scale; see index map in box 41.
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisles 42 and 43 (July 2012).
map6C G3700 19-- .U5, box 41 (PrCt)

21923 Connecticut - Maps - 1901>>>Rhode Island - Maps - 1901
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 30 x 48 cm. fold. in covers 15 x 7 cm.
Cover title.
Map, titled 'Rand McNally & Co.'s Connecticut and Rhode Island,' has red overprinting showing railroads.
Indexed on verso. Condition: Torn, badly stained and water damaged. No value. Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection. Previous location: B-19
AMcN III PC 2430 (PrCt)

21924 Connecticut - Maps - 1903
Matthews-Northrup up-to-date map of Connecticut. 1903.
Authors: Matthews-Northrup Company -- Matthews (J.N.) Company, Buffalo
1 map : col. ; 24 x 29 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:5,500,000].
2006
map1F G3780 1903 .M3 (PrCt)


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Railroads - Maps

1 map : col. ; 30 x 48 cm.
Title in upper margin.
'Rand, McNally & Co.'s new business atlas map of Connecticut & Rhode Island. Copyright, 1906 ... Copyright, 1888 ... -- at bottom left.
Issued folded in accompanying index (11 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand, McNally & Co.'s indexed county and township pocket map and shippers' guide of Rhode Island. Chicago and New York : Rand, McNally & Co., c1906.

Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 115 (PrCt)

Connecticut - Maps - 1913 - Railroads - Maps

1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.

'Rand, McNally & Co.'s new commercial atlas of America map of Connecticut and Rhode Island. Copyright 1911 ... -- at bottom center.
Includes keys to railroads numbered 27-118 and 20-117 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added titles: Connecticut railroads -- Rhode Island railroads.

Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Issued folded in accompanying index (34 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally & Co.'s indexed county and township pocket map and shippers' guide of Connecticut. Chicago and New York : Rand McNally & Co., c1913.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 116 (PrCt)

Connecticut - Maps - 1906 - Road maps - Strip maps

Authors: American Motor League (New York, N.Y.) -- Servoss, R. D.
1 map ; 52 x 8 cm., on cardstock sheet 30 x 14 cm.

No. 17 in a map series.
Strip map printed in two side-by-side sections (26 x 8 cm. and 26 x 5 cm.)
Driving directions and advertising on verso.
“This map will appear in the official A.M.L. route book of which each member will receive a free copy.”

Accession no. 2002100101
map1F G3711.P2 1906 .A4 no. 17 (PrCt)

Connecticut - Maps - 1907 - Railroads - Maps

1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.

'Rand, McNally & Co.'s new business atlas map of Connecticut and Rhode Island. Copyright, 1907 ... Copyright, 1888 ... -- at bottom right.
Includes keys to railroads numbered 2-27 and 5-21 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added titles: Connecticut railroads -- Rhode Island railroads.

Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Issued folded in accompanying index (34 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally & Co.'s indexed county and township pocket map and shippers' guide of Connecticute. Chicago and New York : Rand McNally & Co., c1913.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 116 (PrCt)
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 117 (PrCt)

1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
'Rand, McNally & Co.'s new commercial atlas of America map of Connecticut and Rhode Island.
Copyright, 1911 ...' -- at bottom center.
Includes keys to railroads numbered 27-118 and 20-117 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added titles: Connecticut railroads -- Rhode Island railroads.
Issued folded in accompanying index (30 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally & Co.'s indexed county and township pocket map and shippers' guide of Rhode Island. Chicago and New York : Rand McNally & Co., c1913.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
'Copyrighted by Rand McNally & Co April 19, 1913' -- in ms. on p. [5].
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 751 (PrCt)

1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
'Rand, McNally & Co.'s new commercial atlas of America map of Connecticut and Rhode Island.
Copyright, 1911 ...' -- at bottom center.
Includes keys to railroads numbered 27-118 and 20-117 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added titles: Connecticut railroads -- Rhode Island railroads.
Issued folded in accompanying index (30 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally & Co.'s indexed county and township pocket map and shippers' guide of Rhode Island. Chicago and New York : Rand McNally & Co., c1913.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
'Copyrighted by Rand McNally & Co April 19, 1913' -- in ms. on p. [5].
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 752 (PrCt)

1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
'Rand, McNally & Co.'s new commercial atlas of America map of Connecticut and Rhode Island.
Copyright 1911 ...' -- at bottom center.
Includes keys to railroads numbered 27-118 and 20-117 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added titles: Connecticut railroads -- Rhode Island railroads.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Issued folded in accompanying index (18 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally & Co.'s indexed county and township pocket map and shippers' guide of Connecticut. Chicago and New York : Rand McNally & Co., c1914.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 118 (PrCt)

1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
'Rand, McNally & Co.'s new commercial atlas of America map of Connecticut and Rhode Island.
Copyright 1916 ...' -- at bottom center.
Includes keys to railroads numbered 27-118 and 20-117 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added titles: Connecticut railroads -- Rhode Island railroads.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
'Copyrighted by R. McN & Co Jan 24, 1914' -- in ms. on title page verso.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 753 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
Plate no.: 111A.
Includes keys to railroads numbered 27-118 and 20-119 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added titles: Connecticut railroads -- Rhode Island railroads.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
**RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 119 (PrCt)**

1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
Plate no.: 111A.
Includes keys to railroads numbered 27-118 and 20-119 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added titles: Connecticut railroads -- Rhode Island railroads.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
**RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 120 (PrCt)**

1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm.
Plate no.: 111D.
Includes key to railroads numbered 27-118 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Connecticut railroads.
On verso: Connecticut and Rhode Island automobile road map. 1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm.
Plate no.: 607c. "National Highways Association roads used by permission."
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
'Sent to Register of Copyrights 4/18/19' -- in ms. on verso of title page.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
**RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 121 (PrCt)**

1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm.
Plate no.: 11A.
Includes key to railroads numbered 27-118 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Connecticut railroads.
On verso: Connecticut and Rhode Island automobile road map. 1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm.
Plate no.: 41A. "National Highways Association roads used by permission."
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
'Sent to Register of Copyrights 4/18/19' -- in ms. on cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
**RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 754 (PrCt)**


1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
Plate no.: 607c. 'National Highways Association roads used by permission.'

Includes key to railroads numbered 27-118 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Connecticut railroads.

On verso: Connecticut and Rhode Island automobile road map. 1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
Plate no.: 607c. 'National Highways Association roads used by permission.'

Includes key to railroads numbered 27-118 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Connecticut railroads.

For complete copy of the index, see RMcN Shippers' Guide 4C 121 (PrCt).


Uniform title: Shippers guide.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 122 (PrCt)


1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm.
Plate no.: 111E.

Includes key to railroads numbered 27-118 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Connecticut railroads.

On verso: Connecticut and Rhode Island automobile road map. 1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
Plate no.: 607c. 'National Highways Association roads used by permission.'

Uniform title: Shippers guide.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 123 (PrCt)


1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
Plate no.: 111E.

Includes key to railroads numbered 27-118 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Connecticut railroads.

On verso: Connecticut and Rhode Island automobile road map. 1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
Plate no.: 607c. 'National Highways Association roads used by permission.'

Uniform title: Shippers guide.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 125 (PrCt)


1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
Plate no.: 111E.

Includes key to railroads numbered 27-118 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Connecticut railroads.

On verso: Connecticut and Rhode Island automobile road map. 1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
Plate no.: 607c. 'National Highways Association roads used by permission.'

Uniform title: Shippers guide.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 127 (PrCt)
Connecticut railroads.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Connecticut. 1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm. Plate no.: 1014H.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Issued folded in accompanying index (19 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists’ and shippers’ guide of Connecticut. Chicago ;
Dated '9-14-22'-- in ms. on the cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 126 (PrCt)

Connecticut - Maps - 1921 - Railroads -
Indexes - Maps
Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists’ and shippers’ guide of Connecticut. Chicago ;
20 p. ; 17 cm.
Imperfect; lacking folded map.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 127 (PrCt)
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Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Connecticut - Maps - 1924 -
Rand McNally standard map of Connecticut.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1924].
1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm.
'The Rand McNally new commercial atlas map of Connecticut ...' - at bottom right.
Plate no.: 9R23.
Includes key to railroads numbered 27-118 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Connecticut railroads.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Handstamp on the cover.: Register of copyrights.
Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.
Dated '2-1-23'-- in ms. on the cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 130 (PrCt)

Connecticut - Maps - 1926 -
Rand McNally standard map of Connecticut.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1926].
1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm.
'The Rand McNally new commercial atlas map of Connecticut ...' - at bottom right.
Plate no.: 7R24.
Includes key to railroads numbered 27-118 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Connecticut railroads.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Issued folded in accompanying index (21 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Connecticut. San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1925.
Handstamp on the cover.: Register of copyrights.
Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.
Dated '3-23-25'-- in ms. on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 132 (PrCt)
Connecticut railroads. 28-118 below added title: Connecticut railroads.


Uniform title: Shippers guide.

Issued folded in accompanying index (22 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Connecticut. San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1928.


Dated '2-29-28'-- in ms. on title page.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 136 (PrCt)


Rand McNally standard map of Connecticut.

Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1928].


1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm.

Plate no.: 7R27.

Includes key to railroads numbered 28-118 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Connecticut railroads.


Uniform title: Shippers guide.

Issued folded in accompanying index (22 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Connecticut. San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1928.


Dated '2-29-28'-- in ms. on title page.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 136 (PrCt)
Cover title: Rand McNally standard indexed map with air trails : Connecticut
Uniform title: Air trails
Folded map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back to back, col. ; each 47 x 64 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm., inside back cover, scale 1:335,800): Rand McNally standard map of Connecticut. Plate no. 7R28. Includes key to railroads -- Rand McNally standard map of Connecticut with air trails. Plate nos. "12N28" and "7R28".
Accompanying index includes "airport directory", "aids to navigation", and "elements of practical air navigation" by William E. Johnson, (p. 18-27). Index also includes map (15 x 20 cm., on p. 16-17): Rand McNally airway map : United States. Includes "key to [commercial] air lines.
Cover art: Airplane flying above passenger train. "50¢" -- printed on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (October 2010).
RMcN Air Trails 4C 7 (PrCt)


Rand McNally standard map of Connecticut.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [193-?].
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 88 ms. index.
Plate no. 7R28
Includes key to railroads numbered 28, 115, and 118 beneath added title: Connecticut railroads.
Map on verso (47 x 63 cm.): Rand McNally standard map of Connecticut with air trails.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 88.2X (PrCt)


17, II-X p. : 4 maps (2 folded) ; 24 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally standard indexed map : Connecticut : detailed commercial map, air trails map, road map
Uniform title: Air trails
Folded map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back to back, col. ; each 47 x 64 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm., inside back cover, scale 1:335,800): Rand McNally standard map of Connecticut. Plate nos. "No. 1:06S", "C", and "7R29". Includes key to railroads -- Rand McNally standard map of Connecticut with air trails. Plate nos. "1N30", "No. 1:06S", "A", and "7R29".
Accompanying index includes "aids to navigation", "elements of practical air navigation", and "airport directory" (p. II-X).
Cover art: Airplane flying above passenger train. "50¢" -- printed on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (October 2010).
RMcN Air Trails 4C 8 (PrCt)

RMcN Air Trails 4C 9 (PrCt)

21958 Connecticut - Maps - 1930 - Road maps


1 map: col.; 54 x 67 cm.

"Copyright 1930 by Connecticut State Highway Commissioner."

Editor's copy; ms. annotations identify "locations [of] thirty important bridges, grade crossing eliminations & grade separation."

Accompanied by typescript list (2 leaves) of "Locations of thirty important bridges, E.G.C, etc.".; includes ms. note dated December 5, 1930 from state highway engineer [?] "W. de F. Wahous [?]."

Filed with a group of related U.S. state maps identifying bridges along major highways, ca. 1927-ca. 1939, many associated with Rand McNally cartographer John G. Brink (in RMcN AE folders 172 and 173).

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 173.6 (PrCt)

21959 Connecticut - Maps - 1930 - Road maps

Map of Connecticut showing the system of trunk lane highways ... / prepared by the State Highway Department 1930. Baltimore: A. Hoen & Co., 1930.


1 map: col.; 50 x 81 cm.

"Copyright 1930 by Connecticut State Highway Commissioner."

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 90.13 (PrCt)

21960 Connecticut - Maps - 1931 - Railroad maps


RMcN Pocket 4C 32 (PrCt)

21961 Connecticut - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

[Texaco road map of Connecticut]. [Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, 1934?].

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map: col.; on sheet trimmed to 20 x 27 cm. Title and imprint supplied by cataloger. Imperfect; editor's copy of a Texaco road map trimmed on all sides to outline a single U.S. state. Date from previous binding marked "Points of Interest" and dated 1934.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 189.6 (PrCt)

21962 Connecticut - Maps - 1935 - Road maps

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Authors: Butler, John F., active 1930-1935 -- Connecticut. Publicity Commission -- Hotel Barnum (Bridgeport, Conn.) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 40 x 57 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Recreational map of Connecticut / issued by the State of Connecticut Publicity Commission ... Hartford ; compiled and drawn by John F. Butler.
"This folder presented to you by Hotel Barnum, Bridgeport, Conn." -- Back panel.
Black and white photos of activities and points of interest on verso.
Panel art: Illustrations of recreational activities.
"Price 10¢"
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4906 (PrCt)

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 34 x 45 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Connecticut, Rhode Island.
Date from RMcN AE 84 ms. index.
Includes table of "State and federal gasoline taxes as of September 2nd, 1938."
Plate no. T.3806
 Insets (51 x 21 cm. and smaller): Lower Hudson River region -- Hartford -- Bridgeport -- New Haven -- Providence -- Fall River -- Waterbury.
Maps on verso (51 x 51 cm. and smaller): Texaco sectional trip map [of eastern United States] -- Chicago and vicinity -- New York and vicinity -- Cleveland and vicinity -- Maritime Provinces.
Panel art: Texaco logo above outline of United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 84.26 (PrCt)

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 34 x 45 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Connecticut, Rhode Island.
Date from RMcN AE 84 ms. index.
Includes table of "State and federal gasoline taxes as of March 15th, 1938."
Plate no. T.3806
 Insets (51 x 21 cm. and smaller): Lower Hudson River region -- Hartford -- Bridgeport -- New Haven -- Providence -- Fall River -- Waterbury.
Maps on verso (51 x 51 cm. and smaller): Texaco sectional trip map [of eastern United States] -- Chicago and vicinity -- New York and vicinity -- Cleveland and vicinity -- Maritime Provinces.
Panel art: Texaco logo above outline of United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 84.27 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Maps on verso (51 x 50 cm. and smaller): Texaco sectional trip map [of eastern United States] -- Cleveland and vicinity -- New York and vicinity -- Gaspé Peninsula -- Maritime Provinces.
Panel art: Texaco logo above outline of United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 84.31 (PrCt)

21969 Connecticut - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Rhode Island - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
New York Region - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
East (U.S.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 34 x 45 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Connecticut, Rhode Island.
Date from RMcN AE 84 ms. index.
Includes table of "State and federal gasoline taxes as of July 1st, 1939."
Plate no. U.3806
Insets (51 x 21 cm. and smaller): Lower Hudson River region -- Hartford -- Bridgeport -- New Haven -- Providence -- Fall River -- Waterbury.
Maps on verso (51 x 51 cm. and smaller): Texaco sectional trip map [of eastern United States] -- Cleveland and vicinity -- New York and vicinity -- Gaspé Peninsula -- Maritime Provinces.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 84.32 (PrCt)

21970 Connecticut - Maps - 1940 - Road maps - Sketch maps
Road maps
Authors: Calder, Alexander, 1898-1976 -- Archives of American Art -- Smithsonian Institution. Archives of American Art see Archives of American Art
1 map : col. ; 6 x 5 cm on sheet 28 x 21 cm.
Reproduction of original in Archives of American Art, with caption 'sculptor Alexander Calder's hand-drawn map to his home looks like one of his mobiles.'
No indication of date -- perhaps 1940s?
map1F G3781 .P2 1940 C3 (PrCt)

21971 Connecticut - Maps - 1947
Connecticut - Maps - 1947 - Railroads
Rhode Island - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Maps on verso (51 x 51 cm. and smaller): Texaco sectional trip map [of eastern United States] -- Cleveland and vicinity -- New York and vicinity -- Gaspé Peninsula -- Maritime Provinces.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 84.31 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Pocket maps -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

26 p. : 2 col. maps on 1 sheet (folded) ; 24 cm. "1947 edition."

Cover title: Rand McNally pocket maps: Connecticut, Rhode Island: complete indexed reference map ... [and] highway map

Uniform title: Pocket maps

Folded map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back to back, col. ; 48 x 65 cm. and 47 x 65 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of Connecticut and Rhode Island. Plate no. 6 [?]. Includes key to railroads. -- Rand McNally road map: Connecticut, Massachusetts, Rhode Island. Plate no. 7-463614V-1.

Cover art: Cars on road alongside passenger train.

"75¢" -- printed on front cover.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).

RMcN Pocket 4C 33 (PrCt)


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Pocket maps -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

32 p. : 2 col. maps on 1 sheet (folded) ; 24 cm.

Cover title: Rand McNally Connecticut, Rhode Island pocket reference map [and] detailed highway map

Uniform title: Pocket maps

"2 maps" -- front cover.

Map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back to back, col. ; 47 x 63 cm. and 42 x 65 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of Connecticut and Rhode Island. Includes key to railroads. -- Connecticut, Massachusetts, Rhode Island: Rand McNally road map. Plate no. 3-5600-21.

Cover art: stylized and labeled map symbols (e.g. "elevations", "points of interest", "air facilities", etc.)

"$1.50" -- printed on front cover.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Jan. 2010).

RMcN Pocket 4C 35 (PrCt)


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Pocket maps -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

31 p. : 2 col. maps on 1 sheet (folded) ; 24 cm.

Cover title: Rand McNally Connecticut, Rhode Island pocket reference map [and] detailed highway map

Uniform title: Pocket maps

"2 maps" -- front cover.
Connecticut - Maps - 1971 - Road maps

Authors: Link Line Co. (Amenia, N.Y.) -- Borden, Albert
1 map; 48 x 36 cm. fold. to 22 x 10 cm.
"Revised 1972-73 edition by the Link Line Co., Amenia, N.Y. ..."
Panel title.
"Cartography & printing by the Link Line Co. ..."
"Copyright 1971 by Albert Borden, Lakeville, Conn."
Includes manuscript driving directions and notes by "Inga" to expected guests; details route "from Derby" to destination outside Sharon, Conn.
Map on verso (35 x 26 cm.): Detail road map of the 26 town tri-state area.
Panel art: Town Hall, Salisbury and outline of tri-state area.
Displayed in the Newberry Library exhibition
See unpublished typescript of exhibition captions compiled by James Akerman [Vert 1713, no. 2, part 1, p. 53]
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).

Connecticut - Maps - 1974 - Road maps

1974 map of Connecticut / Department of Transportation; Department of Commerce; Department of Environmental Protection; Department of Motor Vehicles. [Hartford, Conn.?]: Connecticut Department of Transportation, c1974.
1 map; col.; 43 x 75 cm.; folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
"Copyright 1974 by Connecticut Department of Transportation."
Tourist map on verso (25 x 22 cm.): Travel the Charter Oak Trail. Keyed to dozens of numbered references to museums, historic houses, and other points of interest.
Panel art: color photo of covered bridge in West Cornwall, Conn.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
21978 Connecticut - Maps - 1980
Attractios map: Southeastern Connecticut's coast & country / produced & distributed by the Southeastern Connecticut Tourism District. [Conn.]: Southeastern Connecticut Tourism District, [ca. 1980].
Authors: Southeastern Connecticut Tourism District
1 map: col.; on sheet 37 x 29 cm. fold. to 18 x 28 cm.
Travel Vertical File G3781 .E635 1980 .S6 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. EasyFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; fold. to 24 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Uniform title: EasyFinder Laminated.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
ISBN 0528854224
RMcN Road Map 2005 Conne (PrCt)

1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
"3rd edition" -- front cover
Cover title: Southwest Connecticut street guide: including Fairfield and New Haven counties and portions of Litchfield county
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder. "$21.95" -- back cover
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528859870
RMcN StrFdr 2007 .C66 (PrCt)

21981 Connecticut - Maps - Bibliography - 1801-1860
Authors: Thompson, Edmund, 1897-111 p. : facsims. maps (1 folded col.) ; 28 cm.
"Of two hundred and fifty copies printed this is number 49."
A companion volume to his maps of Connecticut before the year 1800.
Includes index.
Formerly lower case g 10846 .873
LC Card Number: 42017534
Map Ref folio Z6027.U52 C6 1942 (NLO)

Authors: Connecticut Development Commission
1 booklet (12 p.) : 2 photos ; 23 x 11 cm.

21983 Connecticut River - Maps - 1752 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles Carte de la riviere Coutikouk, 1752. [19-].
1 map Photostatic reproduction of 1752 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France BSH B 4044-58 (PrCt)

Authors: Lossing, Benson John, 1813-1891 -- Guild, William. A Chart and description of the Boston and Worcester and Western Railroads ... (1847) -- Boston and Worcester Railroad Corporation -- Western Rail-Road Corporation 1 view ; 5 x8 cm., on sheet 18 x 11 cm.
Caption title.
Running title in top margin: Chart of the Western Railroad. Worcester and Western Railroads. Wood engraving surrounded by letterpress text. Not drawn to scale.
Springfield, Mass. coordinates: (W 72°35'25"/N 42°06'05")
In: Guild, William. A Chart and description of the Boston and Worcester and Western Railroads ... (Boston : Bradbury & Guild, 1847), p. 49
Illustration and text on this page accompany a sectional strip map covering 200 miles of track

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)
21985 Connecticut River Valley - Description and travel - 1984
Authors: Stout, Marilyn
1 p. : photos, map
Travel Vertical File G3722 .C62 1984 .S7 (PrCt)

Authors: Boynton, George W., -1884 -- Guild, William -- Bradbury and Guild's railroad maps. No. 4
1 map ; 15 x 25 cm.
In Guild, William. New York and the White Mountains (Boston: Bradbury & Guild, 1852).
85-79370
4001
Case F8.G85 1852 [map] (PrCt)

1 map ; 29 x 20 cm., folded to 16 x 11 cm.
Scale [1:409,000].
Coordinates: (W 73°01'12"--W 72°12'01"/N 42°39'21"--N 41°39'26")
Details the street-railroad network in the Connecticut River Valley between the Greenfield region in Massachusetts and the Hartford region in Connecticut.
Advertisements on verso for the American Loan & Trust Co. of Boston and the C.L. Hoyt Co., a clothing store in Springfield, Mass.
In: Derrah, Robert H. By trolley through western New England (Boston : R.H. Derrah, 1904), [map 2], between p. 40-41.
map3C G3761.P3 1847 .G8, p. 49 (PrCt)

21988 Connecticut River Valley - Maps - 1912 - Road maps<<>>Massachusetts - Maps - 1912 - Road maps<<>>Connecticut - Maps - 1912 -

Authors: Brown, Rebecca A., 1959 --
Connecticut River Joint Commissions 1 atlas (xv, 263 p.) : ill. (chiefly col.), col. maps ; 31 cm.
"A project of the Connecticut River Joint Commissions"--Cover.
Contents: The physical landscape -- Climate and weather -- The river and watershed -- The natural environment -- Human history of the watershed -- Current watershed patterns -- Transportation and energy -- Culture, education, and recreation.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 239-246) and index.
LC Card Number: 2008051845
ISBN 9781584657651 (pbk. : alk. paper) ; 1584657650 (pbk. : alk. paper)
folio F12.C7 W54 2009 (NLO)

21990 Constance, Lake - Maps - 1540<<>>Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1540<<>>Woodcuts Lacs Constan. XX. Tab. nova. [Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1540].
Authors: Ptolemy, active 2nd century -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Ptolemy, active 2nd century.
21993 Constance, Lake - Maps - 1927
Edition: S. Aufl.
Cover title: Bodensee Forward dated: 1927. Includes index.
Series: Woel't Reisehandbücher. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .W64 Bodensee (NLO)

21994 Constance, Lake, Region - Maps - 1552<<>>Woodcuts
[Map of Lake Constance region in Germany and Switzerland]. [Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552].
Authors: Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552. Cosmographiae uniueralis ... (1552) -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. woodcut ; 12 x 16 cm., on sheet 32 x 40 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger. Added title from center of map: Bod(e)n See. In: Münster, Sebastian. Cosmographiae uniueralis ... (Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552), p. 528.
VAULT folio Ayer 7 .M8 1552, p. 528 (PrCt)

21995 Constance, Lake, Region - Maps - 1932
Authors: Meyers Reisebücher -- Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. : 9 maps paper
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Authors: Continental Airlines -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
21997 Contra Costa County (Calif.) - Maps - 1879<<<Alameda County (Calif.) - Maps - 1879 <<< Counties - Maps
Authors: Smith & Elliott -- Valley Publishers, Fresno, Calif.
1 map : col. ; 24 x 33 cm.
In Illustrations of Contra Costa Co. California
folio F868.76 I44 1979 p. [xii] (PrCt)

21998 Contra Costa County (Calif.) - Maps - 1894 - Landowners<<<Counties - Maps<<<Landowners - Maps
[Contra Costa County (Calif.) - 1894: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche],
Authors: Wagner, Theodore -- Sandow, George
-- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 4 parts, 20 x 26.5 in. each.. Scale 1:42,240. Originally published 1894.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing
19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 11 (PrCt)

21999 Contra Costa County (Calif.) - Maps - 2003 - Road maps<<<Road maps<<<Counties - Maps
(Newberry Library)
1 atlas (549-745 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Date on cover: 2003.
$19.95
Uniform titles: StreetFinder -- Street guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-95666-3

RMcN StrFdr 2003 .C72 (PrCt)

22000 Contra Costa County (Calif.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps<<<Road maps<<<Counties - Maps
(Newberry Library)
1 atlas (A-I, 549-743 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
$19.95
Uniform titles: StreetFinder -- Street guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-99947-8

RMcN StrFdr 2004 .C72 (PrCt)

22001 Contra Costa County (Calif.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps<<<Road maps<<<Counties - Maps
(Newberry Library)
1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
$19.95
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528853937

RMcN StrFdr 2005 .C72 (PrCt)

22002 Contra Costa County (Calif.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps<<<Road maps<<<Counties - Maps
Contra Costa County street guide. Chicago : Rand McNally, 2006 [i.e. 2005].
(Newberry Library)
1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Dated 2006, but received by the Newberry Library in 2005.
$19.95.
On cover: 443 new streets & updates.
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528855271

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

Authors: Pennsylvania Railroad
1 view ; 29 x 11 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
5A 7267 (1953 vol. [2]) (PrCt)
Approximate coordinates: (W 87°42'01"--W 87°41'41"/N 41°50'41"--N 41°50'13")

In: Chicago (Ill.). Board of Public Works. Ninth annual report of the Board of Public Works, to the Common Council of the City of Chicago, for the municipal fiscal year ending March 31, 1870 (Chicago: printed at the Lakeside Press, 1870), following p. 72.

Uniform title: Annual report of the Board of Public Works to the Common Council of the City of Chicago.

Scale not given.

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Case J 7896 .165, v. 9, following p. 72 (PrCt)

Cook County (Ill.) - Historical geography - Maps - 1892

History of Cook County, Illinois. From the earliest period to the present time ... By A.T. Andreas. Chicago: A.T. Andreas, 1884.

Authors: Andreas, A. T. (Alfred Theodore), 1839-1900 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)

3 preliminary leaves, 33-888 p. : front., ill. (incl. facsims.), port., 27 maps (some folded) ; 31 cm.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

References: Buck 761; CHS: X16

LC Card Number: rc 01002037

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Cook County (Ill.) - Historical geography - Maps - 1892

History of Cook County, Illinois. From the earliest period to the present time ... By A.T. Andreas. Chicago: A.T. Andreas, 1884.

Authors: Andreas, A. T. (Alfred Theodore), 1839-1900 -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)

3 preliminary leaves, 33-888 p. : front., ill. (incl. facsims.), port., 27 maps (some folded) ; 31 cm.

Duplicate copies: F 89624 .04a -- folio F547.C7 A5 1884 -- folio F547.C7 A5 1884a

References: Buck 761; CHS: X16

LC Card Number: rc 01002037

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

F 89624 .04 (NLO)

Cook County (Ill.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners - Maps


Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960-- Illinois State Archives -- Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)

512 p. : maps ; 28 cm.

1st ed.

'Deluxe edition.'

'New! Land-Owner data from the Illinois State Archives!'

Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).

'3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.'

Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).

Includes indexes.

Series: Family maps

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

ISBN 1420303260

Local History Ref F547.C7 B69 2006 (NLO)

Cook County (Ill.) - Maps - 1822-1845 - Surveys - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Surveys - Cook County (Ill.) - Maps - 1822-1845 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1822-1845 - Surveys - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1822-1845 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles

Montage of General Land Office maps (1822-1845) for southern Cook County, Illinois. [199-?].

Authors: United States. General Land Office -- Swenson, John F. -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; on sheet 72 x 116 cm.


Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

temp map6F G4103.C75B5 1822 .J5 199- (PrCt)

Cook County (Ill.) - Maps - 1861 - Landowners - Maps - Cook County

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Edw. Mendel. 76 x 47 cm.
Includes business directories for local communities, ill. of buildings and advertising in margins.
Library of Congress, Land ownership maps, 105 Checklist of printed maps of the Middle West to 1900, v. 4, no. 1030
Detached from wooden rollers.
Damaged, with significant loss of detail.
3 copies.
Copies 1 and 2 missing November 2013.
Copy 3 was the undated gift of John E. Van Natta.
In very poor condition and not to be used; refer readers to Microfiche 583, no. 105 or map6F
[Chicago Region (Ill.) Landowners Landowners - Cook County (Ill.) - Maps - 1862 - Real property - [Cook County (Ill.) - Maps - 1862 - Real property - [Cook County (Ill.) - Maps - 1862 - Real property - [Cook County (Ill.) - Maps - 1862 - Real property - Cook County (Ill.) - Maps - 1862 - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps]
[Cook County (Ill.) - 1862: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche], [Washington, D.C. : LC G&M Division, 1983?].
Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 2 parts, 29.5 x 48 in. and 30.5 x 48 in. Scale 1:53,000. Originally published Chicago: J. Van Vechten, 1870.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Microfiche 583, no. 106 (PrCt)

22017 Cook County (Ill.) - Maps - 1873 - Cook Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1873 - Counties - Maps
Plan of Cook County & vicinity of Chicago.
Philadelphia, [1873].
Authors: Gray, Omando Willis -- Stedman, Brown & Lyon -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map; 17 x 11 cm.
Scale 1:1,045,440.
Maps of Indiana and Missouri on verso.
Duplicate copy: +G 1083.36 pl. 116-117.
MMC 4-1665
4096rev
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Fitzgerald map4F G4100 1873 .G7 copy 1 (PrCt)

22018 Cook County (Ill.) - Maps - 1874 - DuPage County (Ill.) - Maps - 1874 - Counties - Maps
Map of Cook and DuPage Counties. [Chicago]: Rufus Blanchard, 1874.
Authors: Blanchard, Rufus. 1821-1904 -- Hungerford (T.A.) & Co. -- Chamberlin, Everett -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map; 42 x 29 cm., fold. to 22 x 15 cm.
On verso of: Map of Chicago / engraved by Rufus Blanchard ... 1874.
MMC 4-1040.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
VAULT Ruggles 53 map 2 of 2 (NLO)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
22019 Cook County (Ill.) - Maps - 1875 - Real property
Maps - 1875 - Cook County (Ill.) - Landowners
Cook County (Ill.) - Maps - 1875 - Calumet Harbor (Chicago, Ill.) - Pictorial works
1875 - Wall maps - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps
1 map : hand col., mounted on cloth ; 182 x 143 cm.
'Printed by Union Lith. Co., C.W. Sherwood, propr., 162 & 164 S. Clark St.'
'124 Clark St.' hand-stamped beneath Van Vechten & Snyder's imprint.
Inset of Hinsdale includes imprint of real estate agent O.J. Stough of Chicago.
'G.W. Terry, map colorer & mounter ... 79 Dearborn St., Chicago, Ill. --printed paste-on label.
Shows land ownership in outlying areas.
Includes insets of the following towns (34 x 26 cm. and smaller): Arlington Heights, Barrington, Bloom, Blue Island, Bowmanville (in Lincoln Square), Bremen, Chicago Lawn, Des Plaines, Dolton, Englewood, Grosse Point (in Evanston), Glenwood, Hinsdale, Homewood, Jefferson, Lansing, Lemont, Matteson, Niles, Palatine, Park Ridge, Richton, River Park, Riverdale, Rogers Park, Schaumburg, South Chicago, Thornton, and Wheeling.
Includes view (12 x 19 cm.): South Chicago (Calumet Harbor) ... Calumet & Chicago Canal and Dock Co.'s property ... ; 'Classified business directory' in left margin.
Directories of real estate agents, land surveyors, and title companies in right margin.
In very poor condition; not to be paged. Damaged at top, with significant loss of detail; detached from wooden rollers; awaiting conservation treatment.
Gift 2007, Al and Deb Singleton, Wilmington, IL. Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
maproll G4103.C7G46 1875 .V3 (PrCt)

22020 Cook County (Ill.) - Maps - 1877 - DuPage County (Ill.) - Maps - 1877 - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1877 - Election districts
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1877 - Election districts - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1871 - Fires - Great Fire, Chicago, Ill., 1871 - Maps - Fires - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1871 - Election districts - For Chicago Region maps only, use twice in 'flipped' subject headings (as both beginning and floating topical subdivisions). For all other maps use only as a secondary subdivision.

22021 Cook County (Ill.) - Maps - 1882 - DuPage County (Ill.) - Maps - 1882 - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1882 - Lake County (Ind.) - Maps - 1882 - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1882 - Counties - Maps
Map of Cook and DuPage Counties in Illinois ... Chicago: Rand McNally, 1882.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 42 x 56 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:255,000].
Shows parts of adjoining Lake and Kane Counties (Ill.) and Lake County (Ind.).
Inset: Map of Chicago, showing the wards, streets, and parks. 42 x 26 cm. Scale [ca. 1:51,000]. Shows railroads, horse railroads, and 'the limits of the great fire ... 1871.' Originally issued folded in paper covers 15 x 10 cm.
Duplicate copy: Map2F 4103.C7 photo.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
map2F 4103.C7 (PrCt)

22022 Cook County (Ill.) - Maps - 1885 - DuPage County (Ill.) - Maps - 1885 - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1885 - Counties - Maps
[Map of Cook and DuPage Counties in Illinois ... ]. [Chicago: Rand McNally, 1885].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Roche, John A., 1844-1904 -- Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 77 x 60 cm., mounted on linen and folded into portfolio 40 x 31 cm.
Scale ca. 1:100,200.
Trimmed from their Map of Cook and DuPage Counties in Illinois, with loss of title; part of Chicago city inset [Fullerton Ave. to 16th St., west to Robey St.] remains at lower left. The map cannot be earlier than 1885 since the inset shows the 'New Board of Trade' building at...

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

map6C G4104.C6 1888 .R3, map 3 (Pr.Ct)

22025


Authors: Hinrichsen, W. H. -- Illinois. Office of Secretary of State -- Rand McNally and Company -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)

2 maps : col. ; on sheet 48 x 69 cm. fold. to 26 x 16 cm.

Prepared by W.H. Hinrichsen, Secretary of State. Title from central margin; includes 1892 Democratic and Republican vote totals for wards and cities. Added map titles: Congressional apportionment of Cook and Lake Counties, Illinois, 1893 ... -- Senatorial apportionment of Cook County, Illinois, 1893 ....

Scale not given.

 Mounted on cloth, folded, and bound with: Hinrichsen, W. H. Election returns. Abstract of the official returns of the elections held November 8, 1892, and November 6, 1888, in the state of Illinois ... [2 maps on 1 sheet]

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

J 33896 .475 (NLO)

22026

Cook County (Ill.) - Maps - 1892 - Railroads>>>Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1892 - Railroads>>>Railroads - Cook County (Ill.) - Maps - 1892 - Railroads - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1892 - Railroads - Maps Map of the city of Chicago. Chicago : A. Zeese & Co. engr's, [1892?]?

Authors: A. Zeese & Co. -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Zeese & Co.

SEE A. Zeese & Co.

1 map ; 17 x 13 cm.

Scale ca. 1:235,000.

Shows railroad lines and stations, 'World's Fair Grounds.'

Mounted on stiff paper.

Forms part of the Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection at the Newberry Library.

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

map1F G4103 .C7P3 1892 Z4 (Pr.Ct)

Cook County (Ill.) - Maps - 1895 - Lakeshore development>>>Lake County (Ill.) - Maps - 1895 - Lakeshore Development>>>Lakeshore development - Cook County (Ill.) - Maps - 1895 - Lakeshore development - Lake County (Ill.) - Maps - 1895 Property on the lake shore between Lincoln Park and Waukegan : Map of the Sheridan Road, the return drive and adjacent property, showing railway lines, location of the different towns, ground elevations, etc., etc., specially engraved for the Real Estate and Building Journal. Chicago : Real Estate and Building Journal, 1895.

Authors: Real Estate and Building Journal -- Gilbert M. Weeks & Co. -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 78 x 28 cm. on sheet 54 x 36 cm. Detached from the Real Estate and Building Journal (Nov. 2, 1895), pp. 1044-45.

Scale ca. 1:66,600 (not 'one mile to the inch'). Shows streets, roads, and railroads a mile or two inland, and manufacturing facilities in Waukegan. Incorporates advertising for 'Gilbert M. Weeks & Co....north shore property a specialty.' Includes some penciled annotations.

Forms part of the Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection at the Newberry Library.

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

map2F G4103 .C7:2L3 1895 R4 (Pr.Ct)

Cook County (Ill.) - Maps - 1896-1912 - Real property<<<Lake County (Ill.) - Maps - 1896-1912 - Real property<<<Zion (Ill.) - Maps - 1910 - Real property<<<Real property - Cook County (Ill.) - Maps - 1896-1912<<<Real property - Lake County (Ill.) - Maps - 1896-1912<<<Real property - Zion (Ill.) - Maps - 1910<<<Atlasses - Cook County (Ill.) - 1896-1912<<<Atlasses - Lake County (Ill.) - 1896-1912<<<Counties - Maps Emil Rudolph's atlas of North Shore property: showing all the land from Graceland Avenue, Chicago, north along Lake Michigan to the state line. Chicago : Emil Rudolph, [1896].

Authors: Rudolph, Emil -- Zion Printing and Publishing House (Zion, Ill.) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)


Includes numerous paste-on revisions to maps.
and accompanying property descriptions. Pasted on verso of p.45: Plat of Zion City subdivisions... / engraved and printed by Zion Printing and Publishing House, Zion City, Ill. [ca.1910].

Gift 91

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

map6C G1408.C7 E4 1896 (NLO)

22027

Cook County (III.) - Maps - 1898 - Landowners - Cook County (Ill.) - Maps - 1898 - Counties - Maps


Authors: Mitchell, William L. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.

Size of original: 73 x 62.5 in. Scale 1:42,240.


Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Microfiche 583, no. 109 (PrCt)

22030

Cook County (III.) - Maps - 1901 - Election districts

[1901: Election districts -- Cook County (III.) - Maps - 1901 - Election districts -- Chicago (III.) - Maps - 1901 - Election districts -- Counties - Maps]

Senatorial and congressional apportionment, maps of Cook County, Illinois, 1901 / prepared by James A. Rose, Secretary of State. [Chicago : Rand McNally?], 1901.

Authors: Rose, James A., fl. 1901 -- Illinois. Office of Secretary of State -- Rand McNally and Company -- Young, Elmer -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)

2 maps : col., back to back ; on sheet 66 x 54 cm., folded in covers to 17 x 10 cm.

Cover title.

Two maps printed on opposite sides of a single sheet, each bearing imprint 'Rand McNally & Co., engravers, Chicago.'

Map contents: Congressional apportionment of Cook County Illinois. 1901 -- Senatorial apportionment of Cook County Illinois. 1901. Inset (41 x 19 cm.): Business part of Chicago on enlarged scale.

Scale not given.

Duplicate copy (with front cover signature of previous owner 'Elmer Young'): Map3C G4103.C7F7 1900 C6 (PrCt)

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

J 33896 .478 (NLO)

22028

Cook County (III.) - Maps - 1899 - Relief models

A Physical map of Cook County. Chicago : Rand McNally, [1899].


The Geography of Chicago and its environs [1899] -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.

Photographic reproduction of a relief model made by C.E. Siebenthal.


Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

G 8962 .33, opposite title page (PrCt)

22029

Cook County (III.) - Maps - 1900 - Administrative and political divisions

The Civic Federation map of Cook County showing the city and township divisions, 1899.

Chicago : Civic Federation of Chicago, 1900.

Authors: Civic Federation of Chicago (Ill.) -- Easley, Ralph M. (Ralph Montgomery), b. 1858 -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Civic Federation of Chicago (1894-1932) SEE Civic Federation of Chicago (Ill.)

1 map : col. ; 26 x 19 cm.

Scale ca. 1:339,000.

Shows civil townships, city limits, Sanitary District boundaries, and sections of the city (Lake View, North Town, South Town, West Town, etc.).

Constitutes the cover of a four-page folder; p. [2] is blank; p. [3] is the letterhead of the Civic Federation of Chicago, with T.L.S. by Ralph M. Easly, Secretary, and dated Feb. 10, 1900; p. [4] has a printed statement 'What unification means to the taxpayers of Chicago.'

Forms part of the Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection at the Newberry Library.

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

map1F G4103 .C7F7 1900 C6 (PrCt)

22031

Cook County (III.) - Maps - 1901 - Election districts

[1901: Election districts -- Cook County (III.) - Maps - 1901 - Election districts -- Chicago (III.) - Maps - 1901 - Election districts -- Counties - Maps]

Same title page with numbers 1900, 1902, 1903, 1904, 1905, 1906, 1907, 1908, 1909, 1910.

[Location of Chicago], 1901.

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

map3C G4103.C7F7 1901 .R6 (PrCt)

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

J 33896 .478 (NLO)
District SEE Forest Preserve District of Cook County, Illinois (III.)
1 map ; 36 x 22 cm.
"Clohesey [?] & Co., printers, 127 N. Wells St."
In: Chicago schools journal v. 2, no. 8 (April 1920), p. 4-5.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library).
I 407.16 v. 2, no. 8 (April 1920), p. 4-5 (PrCt)

22038 Cook County (Ill.) - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Century of Progress International Exposition (1933-1934 : Chicago, Ill.) - Maps
Road maps
Cook County & the 1933 Century of Progress. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1933.
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Chicago Motor Club -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 814 (PrCt)

22039 Cook County (Ill.) - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Century of Progress International Exposition (1933-1934 : Chicago, Ill.) - Maps
Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Chicago Motor Club -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (1 panel, R,B): Skyline of fair.
Plate no. H-147-SC.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1018 (PrCt)

22040 Cook County (Ill.) - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Century of Progress International Exposition (1933-1934 : Chicago, Ill.) - Maps
Road maps
Road map : Cook County & a Century of Progress / Chicago Motor Club ; A.A.A. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, 1934.
Authors: Chicago Motor Club -- American Automobile Association -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; col. ; 87 x 76 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Chicago Motor Club 1934 official map : Cook County ...
Plate no. H - 147 - S C
Maps on verso (37 x 88 cm. and 44 x 29 cm.):
Chicago Motor Club, A.A.A. map of a Century of Progress Exposition and downtown Chicago -- Map of Chicago [Region] ... .
Issued folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Panel art: Chicago Motor Club logo; city skyline.
Gousha Clients 560 (PrCt)
Cook County (Ill.) - Maps - 1935 - Road maps - Cook County (Ill.) - Maps - 1935 - Parks - Parks - Cook County (Ill.) - Maps - 1935 - Road maps - Counties - Maps

Map of Cook County Illinois, 1935, showing highways and forest preserves. Chicago : Cook County Highway Department, [1935].
Authors: Cook County (Ill.). Dept. of Highways -- Cook County (Ill.). Board of County Commissioners -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 74 x 68 cm. fold. in cover 31 x 25 cm.
Issued by the Cook County Commissioners.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

Cook County (Ill.) - Maps - 1935 - Road maps - Cook county / Chicago Motor Club
A.A.A. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1936?].
Authors: Chicago Motor Club -- American Automobile Association -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: drawing of skyline and Chicago Motor Club logo.

Cook County (Ill.) - Maps - 1936 - Landowners - Cook County - Maps - 1936 - Counties - Maps

North part of Cook County. [1936].
Authors: Schaeffer, M. B. -- Kahles, M. J. -- Hennessy, A. Lambert -- Chicago Region map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 34 x 86 cm.
Photocopy of original published 1936.
Scale 1:63,360.
Covers Cook County north of Devon Avenue and the DuPage County line.
Gift '85.

Cook County (Ill.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps - Cook County - Maps - 1936 - Road maps - Cook Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps - Counties - Maps

Road map, Cook county / Chicago Motor Club
A.A.A. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1937?].
Authors: Chicago Motor Club -- American Automobile Association -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: cityscape and Chicago Motor Club logo.


Maps

Road map, Cook county / Chicago Motor Club
A.A.A. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1936?].
Authors: Chicago Motor Club -- American Automobile Association -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: drawing of skyline and Chicago Motor Club logo.

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Gousha Clients 1550 (PrCt)

Gousha Clients 1825 (PrCt)

Gousha Clients 1258 (PrCt)

Gousha Clients 1825 (PrCt)
Panel title.
Panel art: cityscape and Chicago Motor Club logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
**Gousha Clients 3344 (PrCt)**

22049  **Cook County (Ill.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps**

Road maps - Cook County / Chicago Motor Club A.A.A. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1940-41.
Authors: Chicago Motor Club -- American Automobile Association -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"1940-1941 edition."
Panel title.
Panel art: cityscape and Chicago Motor Club logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
**Gousha Clients 3702 (PrCt)**

22050  **Cook County (Ill.) - Maps - 1941 - Landowners**

Landowners - Cook County / Cook County (Ill.) - Maps - 1941 - Cook County (Ill.) - Maps - 1941 - Landowners - Maps
Authors: W.W. Hixson & Co. -- Cook County Farm Bureau (Ill.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([56] p.) : 28 maps. ; 22 x 28 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:50,688]
'Sponsored by Cook County Farm Bureau.'
Cover title.
Pages numbered through 47, followed by leaves numbered 47A-47D.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 12147
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
**Baskes folio G4103.C7G46 1941 .H5 (NLO)**

22051  **Cook County (Ill.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps**

Road map, Cook County / Chicago Motor Club A.A.A. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1941.
Authors: Chicago Motor Club -- American Automobile Association -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"1939-40 edition."
Cook County (Ill.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Road map, Cook County / Chicago Motor Club.
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1946.
Authors: Chicago Motor Club -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"1946-1947 edition."
Panel title.
Panel art: cityscape and Chicago Motor Club logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Gousha Clients 4721 (PrCt)

Cook County (Ill.) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Road map, Cook County / Chicago Motor Club.
Authors: Chicago Motor Club -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"1947-1948 edition."
Panel title.
Panel art: cityscape and Chicago Motor Club logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Gousha Clients 4722 (PrCt)
Cook County (Ill.) - Maps - 1949 - Road maps

Cook County (Ill.) - Maps - 1950 - Forest preserves

Cook County (Ill.) - Maps - 1953 - Counties - Maps

Cook County (Ill.) - Maps - 1956-1957 - Real property

Cook County (Ill.) - Maps - 1957 - Real property

Cook County (Ill.) - Maps - 1957 - Atlasses - Cook County (Ill.) - 1956-1957

Counts - Maps


Incomplete; lacking 25 of 37 volumes covering all townships in Cook County, Illinois.

Volume numbers derived from 1952 edition; cf. OCLC 4603138


'Clear View Maps.'

This edition and copy issued 'for General Outdoor Adv. Co., 515 S. Loomis Street, Chicago 7, Illinois.'

Loose-leaf for updating; disbound from post binding.

Scale of most maps [1:1,200]. 100 ft. to 1 in. Cadastral maps; do not show landowners.

Duplicate copy of Lake Township maps [v. 18-19]; oversize G1408.C7 S53 1956

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
map9C G1408.C7 S5 1956 (PrCt)

22061 Cook County (Ill.) - Maps - 1958 - Hydrography - Hydrography - Cook County (Ill.) - Maps - 1958 - Cook County (Ill.) - Maps - 1958 - Road maps - Counties - Maps
General drainage map Cook County. 1958.
Authors: Illinois. Division of Waterways -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; col. : 120 x 89 cm.
Scale 1:63,360.
5026
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
map6F G4103.C7C3 1958 I4 (PrCt)

22062 Cook County (Ill.) - Maps - 1965 - Road maps - Counties - Maps
Map of Cook County Illinois / prepared by the Cook County Clerk's Map Department ; computation, drawing and arrangement by L. Matousek ; Arthur J. Saloman, Chief Clerk ; Edward J. Barrett, County Clerk. [Chicago : Cook County Clerk Map Dept., 1965?].
Authors: Cook County (Ill.). County Clerk -- Cook County (Ill.). County Clerk. Map Dept. -- Matousek, L. -- Saloman, Arthur J. -- Barrett, Edward J., 1900-1977 -- Marsala, Steven -- Chicago Map Society -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 67 x 53 cm.
Note on "source data" includes "Calumet Harbor (under construction) as per revision approved May 26, 1965."
Outline map showing townships and major highways only (existing and proposed).
Scale [ca. 1:125,000].
"Original drawing 1:126,720."
"Transverse Mercator projection."
References: OCLC 5485034
LCCN: 77-694244
Gift 2010, Steven Marsala, President, Chicago Map Society.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
map4F G4103.C7 1965 .C6 (PrCt)

22063 Cook County (Ill.) - Maps - 1967 - Counties - Maps
Map of Cook County Illinois. 1967.
Authors: Cook County (Ill.). County Clerk. Map Dept. -- Saloman, Arthur J. -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
General map of the county overlaid on a numbered range and township grid.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
temp map4F G4103.C7 1967 .C6 (PrCt)

22064 Cook County (Ill.) - Maps - 1973 - Road maps - Lake County (Ill.) - Maps - 1973 -
Road maps - Wall maps - Road maps - Counties - Maps
Authors: Creative Sales Corp. -- Koenig & Strey Realtors -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 126 x 90 cm., on sheet 68 x 94 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Northern and southern sections of the map printed back-to-back on one sheet.
Koenig & Strey offices indicated on map; side panels include Koenig & Strey advertising.
Printers proof.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

22068  

Cook County (Ill.) - Maps - 1982 - Election districts

Election districts - Cook County (Ill.) - Maps - 1982 - Counties - Maps
Congressional districts of Cook County, Illinois / Stanley J. Kusper, Jr., County Clerk. [Chicago]: County Clerk's Map Dept., 1982.
Authors: Cook County (Ill.). County Clerk. Map Dept. -- Kusper, Stanley J., Jr. -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : blueline print ; 66 x 53 cm.

Requests and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Forest Preserve District of Cook County: live healthy, discover nature. [River Forest, Ill.]: Forest Preserve District of Cook County, 2006-2009.
Authors: Forest Preserve District of Cook County, Illinois (Ill.) -- United States. Forest Service -- Fink, Daniel -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library) 10 maps: ill., col. photos; 46 x 50 cm., folded to 12 x 25 cm. + 1 container
Title from container. Added title from container: Explorer’s packet to the Forest Preserve District of Cook County. Added titles from title panels of individual maps: Region [number] map of natural areas & activities.
"This brochure was funded by a grant from the USDA Forest Service." Back panels include “FPDCC GIS” logo and are variously entitled “Summer 2006” (region 8), “Fall 2008” (region 9), and “Spring 2009” (regions 1-7). Includes separate maps of regions 1-9 and index map keyed to 310 facilities in all regions, with title: Forest Preserve District of Cook County: map of natural areas & activities. Region maps include keys to foot & bicycle trails, activity areas, picnic shelters, picnic groves, parking areas, etc.
map4C G4103.C7K1 2009 .F6 (PrCt)

22073 Cook Islands - Description - 1952
Cook Islands. [Rorotonga, Cook Islands : Cook Islands Administration, 1952?].
Authors: Cook Islands Administration 9 p.; 21 x 36 cm. Mimeographed.
Travel Vertical File G9600 1952 .C6 (PrCt)

22074 Cook, James, 1728-1779 - Biography
Some problems of Cook's biographer. 1969.
Authors: Beaglehole, John Cawte 17 p.
Vert 2, no. 1 (PrCt)

22075 Cook, James, 1728-1779 - Congresses
Authors: Badger, Geoffrey Malcolm -- Cook Bicentenary Symposium (1969: Australian Academy of Science) -- Australian Academy of Science
ix, 143 p. : illus. (part col.), facsims., maps, ports. (part col.) ; 25 cm.
Published version of papers (edited by G. M. Badger) presented at Cook Bicentenary Symposium, Australian Academy of Sciences, 1969.
5A 6685 (NLO)

22076 Cook, James, 1728-1779<<>>Explorers - Great Britain - Biography
1st ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

22077 Cook, James, 1728-1779 - Medals - 1784
Authors: Trotter, Thomas, ca. 1750-1793 -- Kearsley, George, d. 1790 -- Pingo, Lewis, 1743-1840
1 print: engraving, sepia; 87 x 151 mm. 'Engrav'd from a medal of Mr. Pingo's by T. Trotter; publish'd as the act directs by G. Kearsley, Fleet Street London, July 27th 1784.' On verso, the letter 'A' and a star, apparently applied with a metal stamp. This print was laid in a copy of Cook’s A voyage to the Pacific ocean. Undertaken, by the command of His Majesty, for making discoveries in the northern hemisphere. Performed under the direction of Captains Cook, Clerke, and Gore, in His Majesty's ships the Resolution and Discovery: in the years 1776, 1777, 1778, 1779, and 1780 . . . The 2d ed. (London, G. Nicol and T. Cadell, 1785.) [Ayer 118 .C7 v. 10].
map2F G4382 .K4 1784 W4, no. 5 (PrCt)

22078 Cook, James, 1728-1779<<>>Navigation - History
Cook the navigator. 1969.
Authors: Beaglehole, John Cawte
Offprint.
Vert 13 (PrCt)

22079 Cook, James, 1728-1779<<>>Newfoundland and Labrador - Hydrographic Surveying
Authors: Whiteley, William Henry, 1929- p. 245-272 : map
In Canadian historical review 54 (1973): 245-272, map.
F 82 .742 v. 54, p. 245-272 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
NEWBERRY LIBRARY CARTOGRAPHIC CATALOG (2015)

22080 Cook, James, 1728-1779 - Portraits - 1777 [Captain James Cook, F.R.S.]. [London, 1777]. Authors: Basire, James, 1730-1802 -- Hodges, William, 1744-1797 -- Cook, James, 1728-1779 1 print : engraving, b&w ; 27 x 20 cm. Proof impression of Cook portrait, lacking all lettering and with very little shading compared to finished print. This proof was laid in a copy of Cook's A voyage towards the South pole, and round the world (London : Printed for W. Strahan & T. Cadell ... , 1777) [Ayer 118 .C7 v. 6]. The finished engraving has the title above, the attribution 'Painted by Wm. Hodges ; engraved by J. Basire,' and the imprint 'Publish'd as the Act directs, Feby. 1st, 1777, by Wm. Strahan in New Street, Shoe Lane, & Thos. Cadell, in the Strand, London.'
map2F G4382 .K4 1784 W4, no. 1 (PrCt)


Microfiche 583, no. 937 (PrCt)

Ayer Modern MS Karrow, box 2, folder 16, no.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
22087  

**Cooper County (Mo.) - Maps - 1877 - Landowners - Maps**

*Illustrated atlas map of Cooper County, Missouri.*

Fort Worth, Tex. VKM Publishing Co., [1975?].

Authors: St. Louis Atlas Publishing Company -- McKitterick (John) & Co., St. Louis -- VKM Publishing Company, Fort Worth, Tex. -- Cordry, Eugene Allen, 1826-

1 atlas (80 p.) : ill., maps ; 29 cm.

Reprint of the 1877 ed. published by St. Louis Atlas Publishing Co.

Cover title: Atlas map of Cooper County, Missouri.

Reprint sponsored by Eugene Allen Cordry as a personal contribution to the American Revolution Bicentennial Celebration.


1 ms. map : hand col. ; on sheet 40 x 25 cm., folded to 16 x 25 cm.

Unsigned manuscript map derived from U.S. General Land Office survey plat; identifies Indian 'ranch.'

In Williams, Loren L. Journal v. 1, between p.

15 (PrCt)

22091  

**Coos County (N.H.) - Maps - 1861 - Landowners - Maps**


Authors: Walling, Henry Francis, 1825-1888 -- Smith, Mason & Co. -- Library of Congress.

Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps

1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.


Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:


Microfiche 583, no. 428 (PrCt)

22092  

**Copenhagen (Denmark) - Description and travel - 1982**

*What's doing in Copenhagen / by Frank J. Prial.*


Authors: Prial, Frank J.

1 p. : photos, map


Travel Vertical File G6924 .C6 1982 .P7 (PrCt)

22093  

**Copenhagen (Denmark) - Description and travel - 1983**

*Copenhagen : beyond Tivoli / by Fletcher Knebel.*


Authors: Knebel, Fletcher

1 p. : photos


22094  

**Copenhagen (Denmark) - Description and travel - 1993**


Authors: Fallesen, Leif Beck

2 p. : col. photos : 28 cm


22095  

**Copenhagen (Denmark) - Description and travel - 1993**

*What's doing in Copenhagen / by Eric Sjogren.*


Authors: Sjogren, Eric

1 p. : photos, map

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

22096 Copenhagen (Denmark) - Description and travel - 1993
Authors: Sjogren, Eric
1 p : photos, map
Travel Vertical File G6924 .C6 1996 .S5 (PrCt)

22097 Copenhagen (Denmark) - Description and travel - 2009
Authors: Kongelige Bibliotek (Denmark)
1 booklet (160 p.) : col. ills., maps (1 fold.) ; 21 x 12 cm.
38th year, July 2009.
Travel Vertical File G6923 .C6 2009 V5 (PrCt)

22098 Copenhagen (Denmark) - Economic conditions - 1993
Authors: Powell, Gene
1 p : col. photo ; 28 cm

22099 Copenhagen (Denmark) - Historic buildings - 1982
Authors: Hinrichsen, Don
1 p : photo
From: Christian Science monitor (5 April 1978).

22100 Copenhagen (Denmark) - Maps - 1771
A Plan of the city of Copenhagen 1771. [London? : I. Stockdale?, 1792?].
Authors: Andrews, John, 1736-1809 -- Andrews, John, 1736-1809. A Collection of plans of the most capital cities of ... Europe and ... the world [1792?] -- Stockdale, John, 1749?-1814
1 map ; 17 x 19 cm.
Case folio G 13 .036 pl. 27 (PrCt)

22101 Copenhagen (Denmark) - Maps - 1816
Copenhagen. London : I. Luffman, [1816?].
Authors: Luffman, J. (John), 1756-1846 -- Luffman, J. (John), 1756-1846. Select plans of cities, harbours, forts, &c ... [1816?] -- Edward E.
1 map : hand col. ; 18 x 24 cm.
In: Luffman, John. Select plans of cities, harbours, forts, &c ... (London: Luffman, [1816?]), plate [20].
folio Ayer 135 .L94 1816 pl. [20] (PrCt)

22102 Copenhagen (Denmark) - Maps - 1837<>>>Copenhagen (Denmark) - Maps - 1837 - Pictorial works
Copenhagen (Kjöbenhavn). London : Chapman and Hall, 1837 [i.e.1844].
1 map : hand col. ; 32 x 39 cm.
'Drawn by W.B. Clarke Archt.'
'Engraved by J. Henshall.'
Inset view (3 x 26): [Copenhagen].
oversize Ayer 135 .S67 1844 v. 2, pl. [172] (PrCt)

22103 Copenhagen (Denmark) - Maps - 1908<>>>Copenhagen Region (Denmark) - Maps - 1908
Authors: Woerl, Leo, 1843-1918 -- Woerl's Reisebücherverlag -- Woerl's Reisehandbücher -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Forward dated: 1908.
Includes index.
Series: Woerl's Reisehandbücher.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .W64 Kopenhagen (1908) (NLO)

22104 Copenhagen (Denmark) - Maps - 1909-1910<>>>Copenhagen Region (Denmark) - Maps - 1909-1910
Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag -- Goldschmidt, Albert -- Hecquet, A. -- Kraatz, Leopold -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Copenhagen (Denmark) - Maps - 1955

Useful addresses in Copenhagen.

[Cover title:] Copenhagen, useful addresses = Copenhagen, les bonnes adresses = København, gode adresser

"Business and pleasure"--Cover.

Advertisements on covers and interspersed.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 58 (1957) (NLO)
Added titles: Hafnia vulgo Kobenhaben ... -- Kobenhaben.

Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Hafnia.
In: Jansson, Jan. Illustriovrn principumque urbiurium septentrionalium Europae tabulae, v. 1, [plate 13].
Issued in volume 1 of 8 in Jansson's townbook atlases, collectively known as the Theatrum urbiurium (Amsterdam: Jan Jansson, 1657).


Case oversize G 117 .452, v. 1, [plate 13] (PrCt)

22115 Copernicus, Nicolaus, 1473-1543

Copernicus and renaissance geography.
Authors: Goldstein, Thomas -- International Conference on the History of Cartography (5th : 1973 : Warsaw)
Vert 200 (PrCt)

22116 Copernicus, Nicolaus, 1473-1543

Authors: Hipler, Franciscus, 1836-1898 -- Hipler, Franz, 1836-1898 SEE Hipler, Franciscus, 1836-1898

376 p. : illus. ; 23 cm.
Not at Newberry Library (Jan. 2013) (PrCt)

22117 Copernicus, Nicolaus, 1473-1543.

De revolutionibus orbium coelestium libri VI
Authors: Rhátcus, Georg Joachim, 1514-1576 -- Dibner, Bern
38 l., xi p. ; 21 cm.
Facsimile reprint of original published Gdansk, 1540.
Epilogue in English.
Series: Milliaria ; 6
OCLC 3524396
LCCN: 68-134644
Not at Newberry Library (Aug. 2007) (PrCt)

22118 Copernicus, Nicolaus, 1473-1543<<>>Rotenhahn, Sebastian von, 1478-1590

Sebastian von Rotenhan, the founder of Franconian cartography and a contemporary of Nicholas Copernicus. [Lympne Castle, Kent : Imago Mundi Ltd., 1975].
Authors: Brod, Walter Michael, 1912- -- Imago mundi (1975) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
p. 9-12 ; 29 cm.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Copernicus, Nicolaus, 1473-1543——Rotenhahn, Sebastian Von, 1478-1532


Vert 200 (PrCt)

Copernicus, Nicolaus, 1473-1543——Universytet Jagiellonski - History——Jagiellonian University SEE


Authors: Estreicher, Karol -- Abrahamowicz, Marianna

62 p. : illus. ; 20 cm.

Series: Zeszyty naukowe Uniersytetu Jagiellonskiego, no. 308; Prace historyczne, no. 41; Copernicana Cracoviensia, v. 2.

Translation of Pamiątki Kopernikanskie w Uniwersytecie Jagiellonskim.

Errata slip inserted.

Includes bibliographical references.

To Collection Services for cataloging, April 2011 (PrCt)

Copiah County (Miss.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners——Counties - Maps——Landowners - Maps


Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960- -- Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)

356 p. : maps ; 28 cm.

1st ed.

'Deluxe edition.'

Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).

'3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.'

Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).

Includes indexes.

Series: Family maps

ISBN 1420304984 ; 781420304985

Local History Ref F347.C75 B69 2007 (NLO)

Copper Harbor (Mich.) - Maps - 1860 - Pictorial works

Copper Harbor, on Lake Superior. [New York : Johnson & Browning, 1860].

Authors: Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884 -- Johnson & Browning -- Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884. Johnson's new illustrated (steel plate) family atlas ... (1860) 1 view ; 8 x 11 cm.

Running title, upper margin: United States of America.

In: Johnson, Alvin Jewett. Johnson's new illustrated (steel plate) family atlas ... (New York : Johnson and Browning, 1860) page '42.

oversize G 10 .454 p. 42 (PrCt)

Coppermine River Valley (N.W.T.) - Maps - 1771——Copper Mine River Valley (N.W.T.) SEE Coppermine River Valley (N.W.T.)


Authors: Hearne, Samuel, 1745-1792 -- Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Hearne, Samuel, 1745-1792. A Journey from Prince of Wales's Fort in Hudson's Bay, to the Northern Ocean. Undertaken ... in the years 1769, 1770, 1771, & 1772 (1795) -- Caddell & Davies -- Strahan, Andrew, d. 1831 -- Cadell, T. (Thomas), 1742-1802 -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 20 x 45 cm., folded to 28 x 23 cm. Oriented with north at right.

In Hearne, Samuel. A Journey from Prince of Wales's Fort in Hudson's Bay, to the Northern Ocean. Undertaken ... in the years 1769, 1770, 1771, & 1772 (London : A. Strahan and T. Cadell,
Coppo, Pietro, 1469 or 70-1555 or 56


Authors: Busseto, Giorgio -- Dizionario biografico degli italiani (1960-). -- Marshall, Jerilyn

p. 637-639 ; 28 cm.


Ref CT1123 .D5, v. 28, p. 637-639 (PrCt)

Coppo, Pietro, 1469 or 70-1555 or 56


Authors: Degrassi, Attilio, 1887- -- Archeografo triestino (1923)

p. 319-373 : 2 maps ; 22 cm.


References: Karrow, Robert W.

Vert 3056, no. 1 (PrCt)

Coppo, Pietro, 1469 or 70-1555 or 56


Authors: Degrassi, Attilio, 1887- -- Pagine istriane (1950)

p. 87-92 : 2 maps ; 29 cm.


Vert 3056, no. 3 (PrCt)

Coppo, Pietro, 1469 or 70-1555 or 56

[Notes on Pietro Coppo]. [Chicago, 1987-?].

Authors: Karrow, Robert W.

1 file folder ; 25 x 30 cm.

Bibliographical notes, photocopies of maps, and drafts used in the preparation of the chapter on Pietro Coppo in: Karrow, Mapmakers of the sixteenth century and their maps (1993).

Vert 3057 (PrCt)

Coppo, Pietro, 1469 or 70-1555 or 56

_De Toto orbe._ (1520)


Authors: Almagià, Roberto, 1884-1962 -- Imago mundi (1951) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

p. 48-50 : 2 maps ; 30 cm.


Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3056, no. 8.

Map Ref folio GA1 .I6, v. 7, p. 48-50 (PrCt)

Coppo, Pietro, 1469 or 70-1555 or 56

_De Toto orbe._ (1520)


p. 25-47 ; 23 cm.


Vert 3056, no. 2 (PrCt)

Coppo, Pietro, 1469 or 70-1555 or 56

[Map of the British Isles] (1524-1526).-- Cartography of the British Isles - History - 1524-1526

_Notes on a map of the British Isles by Pietro Coppo._ [London : Royal Geographical Society, 1927].

Authors: Almagià, Roberto, 1884-1962 -- Geographical journal (1927)

p. 441-444 : map ; 24 cm.


Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3056, no. 6.

References: Karrow, Mapmakers of the 16th Century, 21/25.

G 007 .33, v. 69, p. 441-444 (PrCt)

Coppo, Pietro, 1469 or 70-1555 or 56

[Map of the British Isles] (1528)


Authors: Bagrow, Leo -- Imago mundi (1935) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

p. 20 : map ; 30 cm.


Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3056, no. 4.

References: Karrow, Mapmakers of the 16th Century, 21/44.

Map Ref folio GA1 .I6, v. 1, p. 20 (PrCt)

Coppo, Pietro, 1469 or 70-1555 or 6.


Authors: Coppo, Pietro, 1469 or 70-1555 or 6.

Tabulae -- Lago, Luciano -- Rossit, Claudio -- Edizioni LINT

2 v. : ill., facsims., maps (some col.) ; 31 cm.

Contents: v. 1. [Texte] -- v. 2. [Maps].


Series: Note e documenti per la storia della cartografia ; 1-2. -- Collana degli atti (Centro di ricerche storiche (Rovigno, Croatia)) ; nr. 7.

_folio GA95 .L34 1986 (NLO)

Coppo, Pietro, 1469 or 70-1555 or 6.


Authors: Pollard, Alfred William, 1859-1944

BHC 2308.
From The Library 4th ser., 3 (1923): 97-114.  
Vert 1550 (PrCt)

22135 Copyright - United States <<>> Cartography - 
Michigan - History - 1820-1829  
Authors: Schreyer, Alice D.  
Excerpt from article in Papers of the 
Bibliographical Society of America 80, no.2 (1986): 222.  
BHC 2215  
Vert 1687 (PrCt)

22136 Coquille River (Or.) - Maps - 1851 - Mouth - 
Manuscripts <<>> Coos County (Or.) - Maps - 
1851 - Manuscripts <<>> Williams, Loren L., 
1828-1881 <<>> Indians - Coquille River (Or.) - 
Maps - 1851 - Mouth - 
Manuscripts <<>> Manuscript maps 
<<>> Counties - Maps <<>> Indians of North 
America - Maps 
[Map of the region around the mouth of the 
Coquille River in Oregon]. [1859?].  
Authors: Williams, Loren L., 1828-1881 -- 
Williams, Loren L., 1828-1881. Journal (1851-1880) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of 
Western Americana (Newberry Library) 
1 ms. map : hand col. ; 10 x 11 cm., on sheet 31 
x 19 cm.  
Unsigned manuscript map compiled ca. 1859.  
In Williams, Loren L. Journal v. 2, p. 25.  
Illustrates the author's account of surviving an 
attack by Indians on September 14, 1851.  
Forms part of Williams's manuscript journals, 
chronicling his life in Oregon between 1851-1880.  
Pen-and-ink, pencil, and watercolor.  
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of 
Western Americana at the Newberry Library.  
VAULT folio Graff 4683 v. 2, between p.  
[89-90] (PrCt)

22137 Coquille River (Or.) - Maps - 1857 - Mouth - 
Indians - Manuscript maps <<>> Coos County (Or.) - 
Maps - 1857 - Indians - Manuscript 
maps <<>> Indians - Coquille River (Or.) - Maps - 
1857 - Mouth - Manuscript maps <<>> Indians 
- Coos County (Or.) - Maps - 1857 - 
Manuscript maps <<>> Manuscript maps 
<<>> Counties - Maps <<>> Indians of North 
America - Maps 
[Township map of the region around the mouth of the 
Coquille River in Oregon]. [1857?].  
Authors: Williams, Loren L., 1828-1881 -- United 
States. General Land Office -- Williams, Loren L., 
1828-1881. Journal (1851-1880) -- Everett D. 
Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry 
Library) 
1 ms. map : hand col. ; on sheet 40 x 25 cm., 
folded to 14 x 25 cm.  
Unsigned manuscript map derived from U.S. 
General Land Office survey plat; identifies Indian 'ranches.'  
In Williams, Loren L. Journal v. 1, between p. 
[89-90]  
Forms part of Williams's manuscript journals, 
chronicling his life in Oregon between 1851-1880.  
Pen-and-ink, pencil, and watercolor.  
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of 
Western Americana at the Newberry Library.  
VAULT Ayer 1300.5 C5 O96 1646, p. [470] (PrCt)

22138 Coquimbo (Chile) - Maps - 1646  
Puerto de Coquimbo. [Rome : F. Cavalli, 1646].  
Authors: Ovalle, Alonso de, 1601-1651 -- Jesuits 
-- Cavalli, Francisco, fl. 1646 -- Ovalle, Alonso 
de, 1601-1651. Historica relación del reyno de 
Chile, y delas missiones, y ministerios que 
exercita en la Compañia de Iesvs (1646) 
1 map ; 130 x 184 mm.  
In: Ovalle, Alonso de. Historica relación del reyno 
de Chile (Roma, F. Cavallo, 1646), separately 
paginated woodcuts at end, p. 2 [i.e. 458].  
Woodcut; title from letterpress in left margin.  
Scale not indicated.  
For the same map in an Italian edition of the 
book, see Case F 996.653.  
Case F 996.65, p. [458] (PrCt)

22139 Coquimbo (Chile) - Maps - 1646  
Porto di Coquimbo. [Rome : F. Cavalli, 1646].  
Authors: Ovalle, Alonso de, 1601-1651 -- Jesuits 
-- Cavalli, Francisco, fl. 1646 -- Ovalle, Alonso 
de, 1601-1651. Historica relation del reyno di 
Cile ... (1646) 
1 map ; 130 x 182 mm.  
In: Ovalle, Alonso de. Historica relation del 
reyno di Cile (Roma, F. Cauallo, 1646), 
separately (mis-)paginated woodcuts at end, p. 2 
[i.e. 384].  
Woodcut; title from letterpress in left margin.  
Scale not indicated.  
For the same map in a Spanish language edition 
of the book, see VAULT Ayer 1300.5 C5 O96 1646.  
Case F 996.653, p. [384] (PrCt)

22140 Coquimbo (Chile) - Maps - 1646  
Puerto de Coquimbo. [Rome : F. Cavalli, 1646].  
Authors: Ovalle, Alonso de, 1601-1651 -- Jesuits 
-- Cavalli, Francisco, fl. 1646 -- Ovalle, Alonso 
de, 1601-1651. Historica relación del reyno de 
Chile, y delas missiones, y ministerios que 
exercita en el la Compañia de Iesvs (1646) 
separately paginated woodcuts at end, p. 2 [i.e. 470].  
Woodcut; title from letterpress in left margin.  
Scale not indicated.  
For the same map in an Italian language edition 
of the book, see Case F 996.653.  
VAULT Ayer 1300.5 C5 O96 1646, p. [470]
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

22141 Cordiform Maps - 1500-1599<>Cordiform Projections - 1500-1599
Authors: Kish, George, 1914- p. 22.
From Abstracts XXth I.G.U. Congress. Cited in Imago Mundi annual bibliography.

Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

22142 Cordiform maps - History - 1500-1599<>Map projection - Double cordiform - History<>Map projection - Cordiform - History<>Double cordiform projection - Cartography - History
The Cosmographic heart : cordiform maps of the 16th century. [Amsterdam : N. Israel, 1965].
Authors: Kish, George, 1914- -- Imago mundi (1965) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
p. 13-21 : maps ; 31 cm.
Duplicate copy: Vert 1123, no. 1

Map Ref folio GA1 .I6, v. 19, p. 13-21 (PrCt)

22143 Córdoba Mountain Range (Argentina) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps<>Córdoba (Argentina) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Authors: Ferro Carril Central Argentino -- General Drafting Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 32 cm. on sheet 46 x 64 cm.
"Distribucion gratuita, Mayo 1946."
Inset: Plano indicador de las salidas de la ciudad de Córdoba.

In left margin, maps (5.2 x 5.4 cm.) of ten localities.
Includes index to towns with distances from Córdoba, elevations.

On verso, table of "hoteles, hosterias y casas de pensión de la Cuidad y Sierras de Córdoba."
With rubber stamp "Please return to Compilation Dept. File, General Drafting Co., Inc., 21 West St. New York 6, N.Y." and handwritten note "2-1-47 from Hildreth."

Removed from General Drafting Collection, 2011.
map4F G5352 .C7P2 1946 .F4 (PrCt)

22144 Córdoba (Spain) - Maps - 1840 - Pictorial works
Cordova. [Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, 1840].
Authors: Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846 -- Lea & Blanchard -- Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (1840)
1 view ; 3 x 7 cm.
In: Murray, Hugh. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, successors to Carey & Co., for George W.

Gorton, 1840) v. 1, p. 588.
Wax engraving.
G 11 .607 v. 1, p. 588 (PrCt)

22145 Córdoba (Spain) - Pictorial works - 1590?
Cordvba / G. R. Iom. [S.l. s.n., ca. 1590?].
Authors: G. R. -- Rosaccio, Giuseppe, approximately 1530-approximately 1620 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view ; 336 x 506 mm. (neat line), 380 x 509 mm. (plate mark)
Possibly by Giuseppe Rosaccio.

Dedication, coat of arms, and references A-I and L-S in 4 columns in bottom margin.
Very similar to the view issued in Georg Braun and Franz Hogenberg's Civitates orbis terrarum v. 6 (Cologne, 1618).

Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Novacco 2F 99 (PrCt)

22146 Córdoba (Spain) - Pictorial works - 1620
Cordvba. [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view ; hand col. ; 34 x 50 cm.

Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Cordvba.

Includes references A-I, and L-R.

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 6, pl. 5 (PrCt)

Authors: Prévost, Jacques, fl. 1537 -- Almagià, Roberto, 1884-1962 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; on sheet remargined to 270 x 438 mm.
Title supplied by cataloger.

Note to reader at upper left: Lettori mi è parso pér piu dichiaratione della citta di Corfu ....

Monogram of Jacques Prévost (PS) at upper left; see Nagler, Die Monogrammisten, v. 4, p. 957, no. 3268.

Details siege of Corfu by the Turks in 1536.
Relief shown pictorially.

Oriented with north at right.
Mounted on heavy paper.
Ex Almagià.

Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
Corfu Island (Greece) - Maps - 1528

Corfu Island (Greece) - Maps - 1564

Corfu Island (Greece) - Pictorial works

Corfu Island (Greece) - Maps - 1574

Corfu Island (Greece) - Maps - 1717

Corcyra, ante Scheria dicta, insula ist in mari Ionio ... [Venice? s.n., ca. 1565].


1 map : 275 x 208 mm. (neat line), 278 x 209 mm. (plate mark)
 Possibly by the same engraver as an anonymous map of Rhodes, also without imprint: Rhodus insula Carpatij maris, olim Ophiusa ... [Novacco 2F 201]. See F. Borroni Salvadori, Carte, piane e stampe storiche delle raccolte Lafreriane della Biblioteca nazionale di Firenze (1980) p. XVII, p. 39, no. 111.

In uppercase and oversize lettering at center: Corf.

Relief shown pictorially.

Bella and Bella, Cartografia rara ... dalla collezione Franco Novacco (1986) p. 41, no. 33. Tooley 164.

Ex Olschki.

Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

b53

Novacco 2F 187 (PrCt)

22148

Corfu Island (Greece) - Maps - 1528

Woodcuts

[Map of the island of Corfu in the Ionian Sea].

[Venice : Nicolò Zoppino , 1528].

Authors: Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530 -- Zoppino, Nicolò, fl. 1508-1544 -- Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530.

Libro di Benedetto Bordon : nel qual si ragiona de tutte l'isole del mondo ... (1528)

1 map : woodcut, hand col. ; within printed borders 8 x 14 cm., on sheet 31 x 21 cm.

Title supplied by cataloger.

Oriented with north at upper right.

In: Bordon, Benedetto. Libro di Benedetto Bordon : nel qual si ragiona de tutte l'isole del mondo ... (Venice : Nicolò Zoppino, 1528), folio XXXIII.


Case folio G 117 .108, folio XXXIIII (PrCt)

22149

Corfu Island (Greece) - Maps - 1564

Kerkyra (Greece) - Maps - 1564 - Pictorial works

Vogliono alcuni che l'isola di Corfu ... [Venice] : Fera[n]do Berteli exc., 1564.

Authors: Forlani, Paolo -- Berteli, Ferando -- Lange, Otto, 1879-1944 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 371 x 273 mm. (neat line), 376 x 278 mm. (plate mark)

Attributed to Paolo Forlani; see Woodward 27.

Relief and the city of Kerkyra shown pictorially.

Oriented with north at bottom.

In manuscript at upper right: 67.


Bella and Bella, Cartografia rara ... dalla collezione Franco Novacco (1986) p. 40, no. 32.

Tooley 165.

Ex Lange.

Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

b54

Novacco 2F 188 (PrCt)

22150

Corfu Island (Greece) - Maps - 1565

Corcyra, ante Scheria dicta, insula ist in mari Ionio ... [Venice? s.n., ca. 1565].

Authors: Leo S. Olschki (Firm) -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)

22153

Corfu Island (Greece) - Pictorial works - 1572 -
Cork Harbour (Ireland) - Maps - 1757 - Nautical charts -> Cork Region (Ireland) - Maps - 1757 - Coasts - Nautical charts -> Nautical charts - Cork Harbour (Ireland) - 1757 - Nautical charts - Cork Region (Ireland) - 1757 - Coasts

A New and correct chart of the harbour of Corke / by the Revd. J. Lindsay ... London : Sold by W. & I. Mount, T. & T. Page on Tower Hill, [1790].

Authors: Lindsay, John, Reverend & I. Mount, T. & T. Page on Tower Hill, [1790].

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.


Baskes oversize G1811.P5 C6 1757, [plate 16] (PrCt)

Cork Harbour (Ireland) - Maps - 1790 - Nautical charts -> Nautical charts - Cork Harbour (Ireland) - 1790

A New and correct chart of the harbour of Corke / by the Revd. J. Lindsay ... London : Sold by W. & I. Mount, T. & T. Page on Tower Hill, [1790].

Authors: Lindsay, John, Reverend & I. Mount, T. & T. Page on Tower Hill, [1790].

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.


Baskes oversize G1811.P5 C614 1757, [plate 16] (PrCt)

Cork Harbour (Ireland) - Maps - 1758 - Nautical charts -> Nautical charts - Cork Harbour (Ireland) - 1758


Authors: T. Page and W. Mount (Firm), fl. ca.1729-1733 -- English Pilot. Part 1 (1758) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 43 x 52 cm.

In: The English pilot, for the southern navigation ... on the coast of England, Scotland, Ireland, Holland, Flanders, Spain, Portugal, to the Streight’s-Mouth; with the coasts of Barbary, and off to the Canary, Madeira, Cape de Verde and Western-Islands (London : Printed for Mount and Davidson, on Tower-Hill, 1790), [plate 18].


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1793 .E55 1758, [plate 15] (PrCt)

Cork (Ireland : County) - Maps - 1589 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

Map of the county of Cork. [S.I.? s.n.?, 19--].

Authors: Jobson, Francis, fl. 1579-1602 -- Trinity College (Dublin, Ireland). Ms. 1209, 83

1 map ; 52 x 36 cm. in portofolio 30 x 23 cm.

Reduced facsimile of ca. 1589 manuscript (in colors on vellum) in the library of Trinity college, Dublin (Ms. 1209, 43)--cf. Eng. hist. rev., v. 20, p. 319.

Baskes oversize Ayer 135 .E55 1766 following p. 54 (PrCt)
Scale not given.
One of six photostatic reproductions of 16th-century maps in portfolio titled Maps of Ireland [S.l.: s.n., 19--]

**Case folio G 1042 .55 (NLO)**

**22165** Cork (Ireland : County) - Maps - 1685

*Cork County.* [London : Francis Lamb, 1685].

1 map ; 11 x 18 cm.
In: Petty, William. A Geographical description of ye kingdom of Ireland ... (London: Francis Lamb, [1685]) pl. [35].
Engraved plate number '29.

**Case G 1042 .668 pl. [35] (PrCt)**

**22166** Cork (Ireland) - Maps - 1622 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles


Authors: British Library. Manuscript -- Vincent Brooks, Day & Son
1 map : col. ; 45x 61 cm.
Facsimile of original MS in the British Library. In Ireland. Public Record Office, Facsimiles of national manuscripts of Ireland (Dublin: Public record Office of Ireland, 1874-84), v. 4, pt. 2, pl. LV.
The following plate has all the words on the map set in type, as an aid to reading. Descriptive text in same volume, p. xcvi, dates plan to "the latter years of the first half of the seventeenth century."

**Case oversize Z 109 .43, v. 4, pt. 1, pl. LV (PrCt)**

**22167** Cork (Ireland) - Maps - 1801 - Harbors - Nautical charts<>Nautical charts - Cork (Ireland) - Maps - 1801 - Harbors<>Nautical charts

*Cork-Harbour ...* 1801 [i.e. 1816?].
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 68 cm.
In: Faden, William [and others]. [General atlas of modern geography : a collection of large scale maps and charts of all parts of the world] ([London, etc. : W. Faden, etc., 1775-1816]) v. 1, pl. [20].
Imprint on map: London ... 1801 ... David Steel. Verso handstamped '16.' Includes 6 profiles of the coast.

**oversize Ayer 135 .G32 1775 v. 1, pl. 20 (PrCt)**

**22168** Cork (Ireland) - Maps - 1883<>Ireland - Maps - 1883

Authors: Ward, Lock and Company, ltd. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Cover title: Ward & Lock's pictorial & historical guide to Cork, Glengarriff, Killarney, and the south-west of Ireland
Added title page: Cork, Glengarriff, Killarney, and the south-west of Ireland "With maps and numerous illustrations."
On cover: One shilling.
Advertisements on lining papers and interspersed.
Includes index.
In original green paper-covered boards; illustrated front cover; advertisements on back cover.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes G153 .W28 Cork (1883) (NLO)**


Authors: Corlson, Barrie -- Macdonald, Alastair, surveyor
Tales documenting the author's travels throughout Britain for the Ordnance Survey in the years after World War II, working on both primary and secondary trig, the essential tasks for re-triangulating the whole country.
ISBN 0946779481

**TA583 .C67 1997 (NLO)**

**22170** Cornwall County (Jamaica) - Maps - 1763

... Map of the county of Cornwall, in the island of Jamaica ... London, 1763.
Authors: Craskell, Thomas -- Simpson, James -- Fournier, Daniel ca. 1710-1766
1 map ; 95 x 120 cm. on 4 sheets
Kapp, Printed maps of Jamaica, no. 86.
88-98592
5038

**map4F G4963.C6 1763 C7 (PrCt)**

**22171** Cornwall County (Jamaica) - Maps - 1804

... Map of the County of Cornwall in the Island of Jamaica. London, 1804.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
22172
Cornwall (England : County) - Maps - 1588 - Coasts - Nautical charts
The Sea coasts of England, from the Sorlinges ... to Plymouth. [Amsterdam : Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, 1666].
Authors: Wagenaer, Lucas Janszoon, 1534 or 5-1606 -- By, Theodor de, 1528-1598 -- Wagenaer, Lucas Janszoon, 1534 or 5-1606.
The Mariners mirrour (1588) -- Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, Ltd.
1 map ; 32 x 49 cm.
Includes coastal profiles.
London 1588 (Amsterdam : Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, 1666) map [20]

22173
Cornwall (England : County) - Maps - 1588 - Coasts - Nautical charts
Authors: Waghenae, Lucas Janszoon, 1534 or 5-1606 -- Raphelengius, Franciscus, 1539-1597 -- Claesz, Cornelis, ca. 1546-1609 -- Waghenae, Lucas Janszoon, 1534 or 5-1606.
Speculum nauticum super navigatione maris Occidentalis confectum, continens omnes oras maritimas Galliae, Hispaniae et praecipuarum partium Angliae (1588) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 32 x 51 cm.
Incompletely dated '158,' Includes coastal profiles.
Descriptive text on verso (p. 20).
In: Waghenae, Lucas Janszoon. Speculum nauticum super navigatione maris Occidentalis confectum, continens omnes oras maritimas Galliae, Hispaniae et praecipuarum partium Angliae (Leiden : Inde Plantijnsche druckerye by Francoys van Ravelengien, voor Cornelis Claess ... , 1588) map [21].
VAULT oversize Ayer .W13 1588 map [21] (PrCt)

22174
Cornwall (England : County) - Maps - 1597 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Speculi Britanniae pars (1597) - Manuscripts
Introduction by William Ravenhill.
Maps printed by Cotswold Collotype Co. Ltd. 74-2431
ICN74
map4C 37 (PrCt)

22175
Cornwall (England : County) - Maps - 1610 - Launceston (England) - Maps - 1610 - Pictorial works
Cornwall. [197-?].
Authors: Norden, John, 1548-1625? -- Speed, John, 1552?-1629 -- Hondius, Jodocus, 1563-1612 -- Sudbury, John -- Humble, George, d. 1640 -- Everall's, Walsall, Eng.
1 map : col. ; 39 x 52 cm.
Facsimile of original published 1610.
map2F G5753.C6 1610 N6 197-? (PrCt)

22176
Cornwall (England : County) - Maps - 1610 - Launceston (England) - Pictorial works - 1610
Cornwall. [London] : John Sudbury and G. Humble [i.e. J. Legate and W. Humble], 1610 [i.e. 1646].
A Prospect of the most famous parts of the world ... together with ... Great Brittaines empire (1646) 1 map ; 37 x 49 cm. on sheet 42 x 54 cm.
Inset view (11 x 18 cm.): Launceston or ancient Dunhevet.
Bottom margin includes coats-of-arms; right margin includes assorted illustrations.
Letterpress text on verso (p. 21-22) under the following heading: Cornwall.
In: Speed, John. A Prospect of the most famous parts of the world ... together with ... Great
Brittaines empire (London : Printed by John Legatt, for William Humble, 1646) map [33].
Case oversize G 117 .82 map [33] (PrCt)

22177 Cornwall (England : County) - Maps - 1610<<<Launceston (England) - Pictorial works - 1610
Cornwall. [London] : Thomas Bassett ... and Richard Chiswell, 1610 [i.e. 1676].
Authors: Speed, John, 1552?-1629 -- Norden, John, 1548-1625? -- Hondius, Jodocus, 1563-1612 -- Bassett, Thomas -- Chiswell, Richard -- Speed, John, 1552?-1629. The Theatre of the Empire of Great-Britain ... (1676) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 37 x 49 cm. on sheet 42 x 55 cm. Inset view (11 x 18 cm.): Launceston or ancient Dunhevet.
Bottom margin includes coats-of-arms; right margin includes assorted illustrations. Letterpress text on verso (p. 21-22) under the following heading: The Description of Cornwall.
In: Speed, John. The Theatre of the Empire of Great-Britain ... (London : Printed for T. Bassett and R. Chiswell, 1676) map [12].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .S7 1676 map [12] (PrCt)

= Fowey Region (England) - Maps - 1693 - Coasts - Nautical charts
= Fowey Region (England) - Maps - 1693 - Coasts - Nautical charts
= Fowey Region (England) - Maps - 1693 - Coasts - Nautical charts
= Fowey Region (England) - Maps - 1693 - Coasts - Nautical charts

= Fowey Region (England) - Maps - 1749 - Coasts - Nautical charts
= Fowey Region (England) - Maps - 1749 - Coasts - Nautical charts
= Fowey Region (England) - Maps - 1749 - Coasts - Nautical charts
= Fowey Region (England) - Maps - 1749 - Coasts - Nautical charts

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Bristol ... by Capt. Greenville Collins."
Inset (16 x 26 cm.): [Mounts Bay].
Includes coastal profile.
In: Collins, Greenville. Great Britain's
coasting-pilot ... (London : Printed by William and
John Mount and Thomas Page, 1749), [plate 10].
Engraved no. 17 at upper left.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
References: C. Verner, "Captain Collins' coasting
pilot : a cartobibliographical analysis" in Map
Collectors' Circle. Map Collectors' series, no. 51
Baskes oversize G1811.P5 C6 1749, [plate 10]
(PrCt)

22181 Cornwall (England : County) - Maps - 1749 -
Coasts - Nautical charts<---Land's End
(England) - Maps - 1749 - Coasts - Nautical
charts<---Lizard, The (England) - Maps -
1749 - Coasts - Nautical charts<---Isles of
Scilly (England) - Maps - 1749 - Nautical
charts<---Nautical charts - Cornwall
(England : County) - 1749 -
Coasts<---Nautical charts - Land's End
(England) - 1749 - Coasts<---Nautical charts
- Lizard, The (England) - 1749 -
Coasts<---Nautical charts - Isles of Scilly
(England) - 1749<---Nautical charts
[Approaches to Lands End and Lizard including
Scilly Isles]. [London : s.n., 1749].
Authors: Collins, Greenville, fl. 1669-1698 -- East
India Company -- Collins, Greenville, fl.
1669-1698. Great Britain's coasting-pilot ...
(1749) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry
Library)
1 map ; 45 x 54 cm
Title supplied by C. Verner, "Captain Collins' coasting
pilot : a cartobibliographical analysis" in Map
Collectors' Circle. Map Collectors' series, no. 58
Dedication at upper right: To the honble. the
Govnor [!] ... of the East India Company ... this
chart ... presented by Capt. Greenville Collins ...
In: Collins, Greenville. Great Britain's coasting-pilot ...
(London : Printed by William and
John Mount and Thomas Page, 1749), [plate 12].
Engraved no. 19 at upper left.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1811.P5 C6 1749, [plate 12]
(PrCt)

22182 Cornwall (England : County) - Maps - 1757 -
Coasts - Nautical charts<---Fowey Region
(England) - Maps - 1757 - Coasts - Nautical
charts<---Mounts Bay (England) - Maps -
1757 - Nautical charts<---Nautical charts
- Cornwall (England : County) - 1757 -
Coasts<---Nautical charts - Fowey Region
(England) - 1757 - Coasts<---Nautical charts
- Mounts Bay (England) - 1757<---Nautical charts
[1804?] -- Raymond, Alfred Mead -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Added title from red leather spine label:
Topography of Cornwall, Somersetshire and Devonshire.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [20]-22). Introductory matter (xii p.) includes information about the series and a brief description of Great Britain.
Tail-piece.
Bound with 2 other titles.
Bookplate of Alfred Mead Raymond.
Contemporary half bound brown leather, marbled papers over boards.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes DA670.C8 C64 1804 (NLO)

22185 Cornwall (England : County) - Maps - 1868-1869
Black's guide to the duchy of Cornwall : with map and illustrations. Edinburgh : A. and C. Black, 1868 [i.e. 1869].
Authors: Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- Black's guide books -- Bartholomew, John, 1805-1861 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
[1st ed.?]
Includes advertisement dated 1869.
Cover title: Black's guide to Cornwall
Maps by J. Bartholomew.
Maps on lining papers.
Series: Black's guide books.
Series statement from publisher advertisements.
Advertisements: 48 p. at end.
Includes index and errata slips.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Includes advertising dated 1869.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Baskes G153 .B55 Cornwall (1868) (NLO)

22186 Cornwall (England : County) - Maps - 1879
Authors: Milton, John C. B., 1820-1880 -- John Murray (Firm) -- Murray's handbooks for travellers -- J. & C. Walker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Cover title: Murray's hand-book, Cornwall
Spine title: Hand-book for Cornwall
Maps engraved by J. & C. Walker.
Folded map in pocket.
"With maps."
Includes index.
Series: [Murray's handbooks for travellers] -- Murray's handbooks for travellers
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray's handbooks for travellers, 313
Baskes G153 .M97 no. 313 (1879) (NLO)

22187 Cornwall (England : County) - Maps - 1880<<>>Isles of Scilly (England) - Maps - 1880
Tourist's guide to Cornwall and the Scilly Isles : containing succinct information concerning all the principal places and objects of interest in the county / by Walter H. Tregellas. London : E. Stanford, 1880.
2nd ed.
Spine title: Tourists' Cornwall
Map by Stanford's Geographical Establishment.
Frontispiece map hand-colored.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 46-47) and index.
Publisher's advertisements at end.
Series statement from publisher's advertisements.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .S73 Cornwall (1880) (NLO)

22188 Cornwall (England : County) - Maps - 1882
Authors: Milton, John C. B., 1820-1880 -- John Murray (Firm) -- Murray's handbooks for travellers
1 v.
10th ed.
Lister, W.B.C. A Bibliography of Murray's handbooks for travellers and biographies of authors, editors, revisers and principal contributors (Dereham: Dereham Books, 1993)
22189 Cornwall (England : County) - Maps - 1886
Authors: Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- Black's guide books -- Bartholomew, John, 1805-1861 -- Henry, A. Lindo -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
13th ed.
Cover title: Black's guide to Cornwall
Maps by J. Bartholomew.
Series: Black's guide books.
Series statements from publisher advertisements.
Advertisements: 116 p. at end.
Includes index.
Bookplate: A. Lindo Henry.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .M97 no. 315 (1893) (NLO)

22190 Cornwall (England : County) - Maps - 1893
"With index and directory, 1904."
Publisher's advertisements on endpapers and "Murray's handbook advertiser, 1905-1906 ...", 48 p. at end.
Cover title: Murray's hand-book, Cornwall
Spine title: Handbook for Cornwall
Half title: Handbook for Cornwall
Maps engraved by John Bartholomew.
Imperfect; issued with 7 (?) maps, but this copy lacks folded pocket map.
"With maps."
Includes bibliographical references.
Series: [Murray's handbooks for travellers] -- Murray's handbooks for travellers.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray's handbook for travellers, 315
Baskes G153 .M97 no. 315 (1904) (NLO)

22192 Cornwall (England : County) - Maps - 1895<=>Isles of Scilly (England) - Maps - 1895
Tourists' guide to Cornwall and the Scilly Isles: containing succinct information concerning all the principal places and objects of interest in the county / by Walter H. Tregellas. London : E. Stanford, 1895.
vii, 156 p., [1] folded leaf of plates : map ; 17 cm.
7th ed. / rev. by H. Michell Whitley.
Spine title: Tourist's Cornwall
Map by Stanford's Geographical Establishment.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Series statement from publisher's advertisements.
Former owner: Herbert Brick[?].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .S73 Cornwall (1895) (NLO)
Truro ; London : Netherton and Worth ; Houlston and Sons, 1900.

Authors: Argall, Annie E. -- G.W. Bacon & Co. -- Netherton & Worth -- Houlston & Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

109 p., [1] folded leaf of plates : 1 map (folded) ; 17 cm.

Cover title: Netherton & Worth’s tourists’ guide to Cornwall

Map by G.W. Bacon & Co.

Includes index.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes DA670.C8 .A74 1900 (NLO)

22194 Cornwall (England : County) - Maps - 1903


Authors: Little guides -- Salmon, Arthur L. (Arthur Leslie), b. 1865 -- Boulter, B. C. (Benjamin Consitt) -- John Bartholomew and Son -- Methuen & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

xii, 288 p., [26] leaves of plates (some folded) : ill., 2 maps (some col., some folded) ; 16 cm.

[1st ed.?]

Maps by John Bartholomew and Son.

Maps on lining papers.

Includes index.

Series: Little guides

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

LC Card Number: 03007831

Baskes G153 .L58 Cornwall (1903) (NLO)

22195 Cornwall (England : County) - Maps - 1904


x, 188 p., [18] leaves of plates (some folded) : ill., 11 maps (some folded), 1 plan ; 17 cm.

19th ed.


Folded map in pocket at end.

Series: Black’s guide books.

Series statements from cover.

Includes index.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G153 .B55 Cornwall (1904) (NLO)

22196 Cornwall (England : County) - Maps - 1931

Black’s guide to Cornwall / by J.E. Morris, B.A.; with five district maps, a cathedral plan and a general map of the county. London : A. & C. Black, 1931.

Authors: Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- Black’s guide books -- Morris, Joseph E. (Joseph Ernest) -- Bartholomew, John, 1805-1861 -- Walker & Boutall -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

4, ii, 126, 32 p., [8] leaves of plates (some folded) : 7 maps (some folded), 1 plan ; 17 cm.

26th ed.

Maps by J. Bartholomew and Walker & Boutall.

Series: Black’s guide books

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Advertisements: 32 p. at end.

Includes index.

LC Card Number: 33018828

Baskes G153 .B55 Cornwall (1931) (NLO)

22197 Cornwall (England : County) - Maps - 1939


Maps by John Bartholomew & Son.

"With an atlas of eight pages of Bartholomew’s maps in three colours."

Includes index.


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G153 .P46 no. G3 (1939) (NLO)

22198 Cornwall (England : County) - Maps - 1950

Cornwall / by Arthur L. Salmon; revised by H. Ronald Hicks. London ; New York : Methuen ; Batsford, 1950.

Authors: Little guides -- Salmon, Arthur L. (Arthur Leslie), b. 1865 -- Hicks, H. Ronald -- John Bartholomew and Son -- Methuen & Co. -- B.T. Batsford Ltd. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

xii, 183 p., [48] p. of plates (some folded) : ill., 1 col. map. ; 16 cm.

9th ed.

Maps by John Bartholomew and Son.

Includes bibliographical references (p. 32-33) and index.

Series: Little guides

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

LC Card Number: 50014291

Baskes G153 .L58 Cornwall (1950) (NLO)

22199 Cornwall (England : County) - Surveys - 1602<->Carew, Richard, 1555-1620. the Survey of Cornwall (1602)


Authors: Carew, Richard, 1555-1620 -- Jaggard,
Oriented with north at right.

Scale [ca. 1:934,000]. 'Echelle de 20 lieües' [= Pondicherry; European forts identified pictorially.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650

LaSalle, Robert Cavelier, sieur de, 1643-1687

The Cartography of the Mississippi River Valley

The Cartography of the Mississippi. 1948-1949.

Authors: Delanglez, Jean, 1896-1949

p. 29-52 : maps

In Mid-America. v. 30 (1948), p. 257-284; v. 31 (1949), p. 29-52. maps. The first section deals with 'The Maps of Coronelli,' the second with 'LaSalle and the Mississippi.'

F 896 .004, v. 30 and 31, p. 29-52 (PrCt)

Coronelli World League of Friends of the Globe - By-Laws

Statuten der Internationalen Coronelli-Gesellschaft fur Globen-und Instrumentenkunde. [197-?].

Authors: Coronelli World League of Friends of the Globe


BHC 1163

Vert 754 (PrCt)


28 p.; 30 cm.

Provisional programme (8 p.)

Summaries and list of participants 50 p.

Summaries in German, English, French, or Dutch.

BHC 1161

Vert 771 (PrCt)


Summaries [sic]. [1986?].

28 p.; 30 cm.

Summaries in English or German.

BHC 1162

Vert 772 (PrCt)

Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718


Authors: Richard, Hélène -- Bibliothèque nationale de France (France). Département des cartes et plans

78 p.; ill. (chiefly col.), col. maps; 23 cm.

Exhibition catalog; globes on permanent display in the Hall of Globes, National Library of France. Includes bibliographical references (p. 78).

LC Card Number: 2007370394

ISBN 2717723722 (BNF); 9782717723724 (BNF); 2020881411 (Seuil); 9782020881418 (Seuil)

GA190 .R49 2006 (NLO)

22207

Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718

Globes

Le Sejour de Coronelli a Paris: Les sources

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

map2F G3201 .A9 1944 .A5 (PrCt)

22214 Corpus Christi (Tex.) - Maps - 1967 - Road maps Corpus Christi Region (Tex.) - Maps - 1967 - Road maps Wall maps Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map, both sides : col. ; 44 x 143 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair Corpus Christi street map.
Plate no. 676613
Inset (18 x 27 cm.): Corpus Christi and vicinity.
Panel art: Sinclair logo, abstracted traffic signs.
Includes 2 Library of Congress copyright handstamps.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2830 (PrCt)

22215 Corpus Christi (Tex.) - Maps - 1969 - Road maps Corpus Christi Region (Tex.) - Maps - 1969 - Road maps Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 44 x 132 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Corpus Christi street map.
Plate no. 696613-3
Inset (18 x 27 cm.): Corpus Christi and vicinity.
Panel art: Illustration of road and Gulf service station.
Includes two Library of Congress copyright handstamps with certificate numbers.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1229 (PrCt)

22216 Corpus Christi (Tex.) - Maps - 1969 - Road maps Corpus Christi Region (Tex.) - Maps - 1969 - Road maps Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 44 x 72 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair Corpus Christi street map [eastern section].
Plate no. 676613-3
Maps on verso (44 x 16 cm. and 18 x 27 cm.): Corpus Christi street map [western section] -- Corpus Christi and vicinity.
Panel art: Sinclair logo, abstracted traffic signs.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2856 (PrCt)

22217 Corpus Christi (Tex.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps Corpus Christi Region (Tex.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps - Coastal Bend (Tex.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps Road maps
StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
"1st edition" -- front cover
Cover title: Corpus Christi street guide : including the Coastal Bend
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
"$18.95" -- back cover
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528668535
RMcN StrFdr 2008 .C67 (PrCt)

22218 Corpus Christi (Texas) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. EasyFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; fold. to 24 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Uniform title: EasyFinder
Laminated.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
ISBN 0528854518
RMcN Road Map 2005 CorTX (PrCt)

22219 Corput, Johann van der, 1542-1611
Neue Quellen und Forschungen zu Johannes Corputius. [Duisburg : Walter Braun Verlag, 1982].
Authors: Milz, Joseph -- Duisburger Forschungen : Schriftenreihe für Geschichte und Heimatkunde

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)


22223 Corral (Chile) - Maps - 1784 - Manuscripts<>Corral Bay (Chile) - Maps - 1784 - Manuscripts<>Manuscript maps Puerto de Valdivia. 1784. Authors: Usauro Martinez de Bernabé, Pedro de, 1733-1789 -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS 1835 map 1 1 ms. map; 209 x 222 cm. on sheet 209 x 304 mm. Map of the bay and settlement of Corral in the Chilean province of Valdivia, about 12 miles southwest of the city of Valdivia. Key in right margin numbered 1-16; identifies prominent features and buildings, including 3 castles. Forms part of Usauro Martinez de Bernabé's manuscript Verdad en campaña, tentatively dated 1784; describes the region around Valdivia and expeditions undertaken in search of the legendary Ciudad de los Césares (Ayer MS 1835).


22225 Corrèze (France : Dept.) - Maps - 1792 Copie de l'adresse envoyée par M. Brival, député de la Corrèze, aux différentes communes de son département. [Paris] : De l'Imprimerie nationale, [1792?]. Authors: Brival, Jacques, 1751-1820 -- Brival, Jacques, 1751-1820. Département de la Corrèze,
divisé en 4 districts et 40 cantons ... [1792?] -- France. Assemblée nationale législative
(1791-1792) -- Imprimerie nationale (France)
"Paris, ce 5 juin 1792"--P. 3.
Caption title.
Imprint from colophon.
Includes map: Département de la Correze, divisé en 4 districts et 40 cantons, par les auteurs de
l'Atlas national, rue de la Harpe no. 26 ... Donné
par M. Brival, député de la Correze, à
l'Assemblée nationale.
References: Martin & Walter. Révolution
française, I, 5302
Case FRC 15420 (NLO)

22226 Corsica (France) - 1753 - Coasts - Nautical charts
A New chart of the islands of Corsica & Sardinia.
[London] : William Mount & Thomas Page,
[1753].
Authors: Michelot, Henri -- Bremond, Laurent, fl.
ca. 1727-ca. 1730 -- Mount, William, d. 1769 -- Page,
Thomas, d. 1762 -- W. and J. Mount, T.
and T. Page (Firm), fl. ca. 1753-1755 -- English
Pilot. Part 3 (1753) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map ; 40 x 53 cm.
Oriented with north at left.
In: The English pilot : Part III : Describing the
sea-coasts ... in the whole Mediterranean Sea
(London : Printed for J. Mount, and T. Page, on
Tower-Hill, 1771), [plate 22]
Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger):
English Pilot. Part 3 (1771)
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1956.P5 E5 1771, [plate 22]
(PrCt)

22228 Corsica (France) - Maps - 1528<<>Woodcuts
[Map of the island of Corsica, France]. [Venice :
Nicolò Zoppino, 1528].
Authors: Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530 --
Zoppino, Nicolò, fl. 1508-1544 -- Bordon,
Benedetto, 1450-1530. Libro di Benedetto
Bordone : nel qual si ragiona de tutte l'isole del
monde ... (1528)
1 map : woodcut ; 8 x 14 cm., on sheet 31 x 21
cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Oriented with north at left.
In: Bordon, Benedetto. Libro di Benedetto
Bordone : nel qual si ragiona de tutte l'isole del
monde ... (Venice : Nicolò Zoppino, 1528), folio
XXI.
References: Karrow, Mapmakers of the 16th
Case folio G 117 .108, folio XXI (PrCt)

22229 Corsica (France) - Maps - 1560
L'Isola di Corsica, con i territori, città, et castelle
forti et aperti ... / Giacomo di Castaldi piamontese
; Fabius Licinius ex. [Venice?] : Licinius, [ca.
1560].
Authors: Gastaldi, Giacomo, approximately
1500-approximately 1565 -- Licinius, Fabius,
1521-1565 -- Leo S. Olschki (Firm) -- Franco
Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; on sheet 320 x 219 mm., remargined to
461 x 341 mm.
Karrow 30/89 and 34/1.1
Tooley 168.
Ex Olschki.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map
Collection (Newberry Library).
b56
Novacco 2F 78 (PrCt)

22230 Corsica (France) - Maps - 1565
Cirvvs sive Corsica insula est in mari ligustico ... / F.
L. [Venice? : Fabio Licinius?, 1565?].
Authors: Licinius, Fabius, 1521-1565 -- Franco
Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; on sheet trimmed to 281 x 182 mm.
Duplicate copies, each bearing different
watermarks: Novacco 2F 79 (uncolored) and 2F
81 (hand colored).
Relief shown pictorially.
Almagía, Monumenta Italiae cartographica, tav.
XXVI.
Tooley 169.
b57
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Novacco 2F 80 (PrCt)

22234 Corsica (France) - Maps - 1680
Insulae Corsicae noue & accurata descriptio. Amsterdam, [ca. 1680].
Authors: Schenk & Valck, Amsterdam -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
I:251
1 map : hand col. ; 37 x 48 cm.
2043
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G5970 1680 .S3 (PrCt)

22235 Corsica (France) - Maps - 1682<<>>Sardinia (Italy) - Maps - 1682
Insularum Sardiniae et Corsicæ. Amsterdam : C. Allard, [1682?].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Allard, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709 -- Allard, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709.
Atlas minor sive tabulæ geographicæ ... [1682?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 56 x 47 cm.
In: Allard, Carel. Atlas minor sive tabulæ geographicæ proecipuorum regnorum regionum, insularum, provinçiarum, etc. (Amsterdam : C. Allard, 1682?) pl. 25.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .A4 A pl. 25 (PrCt)

22236 Corsica (France) - Maps - 1710<<>>Ligurian Sea - Maps - 1710
Authors: Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. -- Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. -- Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. Atlas curieux -- oder, Neuer und compendieuser atlas 1710 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 16 x 22 cm.
In: Bodenehr, Gabriel. Atlas curieux; oder, Neuer und compendieuser atlas ... ([Augsburg : Gabriel Bodenehr, 1710?]) pl. [54]. Engraved plate no. '55.'
Ayer 135 .B6 pl. 54 (PrCt)

22237 Corsica (France) - Maps - 1710<<>>Sardinia (Italy) - Maps - 1710<<>>Elba (Italy) - Maps - 1710
Nieuwe en nette afteekening van het eyland Corsica. Amsterdam, [ca. 1710].
Authors: Keulen, Gerard van -- Keizer, Jacob, fl. 1706-1750 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
I:249, 252
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 88 cm. on 2 sheets
Added title: Nieuwe en nette afteekening van het eyland of koninkryk Sardina.
Inset: Eyland Elba of Ilva int Groot.
2023
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6770 1710 .K4 (PrCt)

22238 Corsica (France) - Maps - 1720
Insulae Corsicae, olim regni titulo insignis. Amsterdam, [ca. 1720].
Authors: Covens et Mortier -- Theodori I -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
22239 Corsica (France) - Maps - 1731<><>Sardinia (Italy) - Maps - 1731


Authors: Sanson, N. (Nicolas), 1626-1648 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. Isle et royaume de Sardeigne (1731) -- Delamarche, Charles François, 1740-1817. Atlas général : contenant le détail des quatre parties du monde [1798?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

2 maps on 1 sheet : hand col. ; 38 x 28 cm or smaller, sheet 55 x 74 cm.

Imprint from "Sardeigne" map.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskets oversize G1015 .A77 1798, [ptie 2], [plate 20] (NLO)

22240 Corsica (France) - Maps - 1740

Insula Corsica, olim regni titulo insignis ... [Augsburg] : Matthaeum Seutter, [ca. 1740?].

Authors: Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756 -- Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756. [A Collection of Seutter maps] [1726-1773]

1 map : hand col. ; 57 x 48 cm.

Forms part of a made-to-order composite atlas chiefly comprised of undated maps issued ca. 1734-ca. 1744.


Case oversize G 1007 .81 pl. [32] (PrCt)

22241 Corsica (France) - Maps - 1741

Insula Corsica, olim regni titulo insignis ... Amstelodami [ie. Amsterdam] : I. Covens et C. Mortier, [1741?].

Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Covens et Mortier -- L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726. Atlas nouveau, contenant toutes les parties du monde ... [1741?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 54 x 47 cm.


2. pl. [22].

oversize Ayer 135 .L695 1741 v. 2, pl. [22] (PrCt)

22242 Corsica (France) - Maps - 1745

Insula Corsicae accurata chorographia tradita ... Nuremberg : Homann Erben, [ca. 1745].


1 map : hand col. ; 55 x 49 cm.

In: Homann, Johann Baptist. Atlas novus terrarum orbis (Nuremberg : [Homann Erben, ca. 1745]), [plate 47].

Map dated 1735.

Manuscript "No. 47" and '48' on verso.

oversize Ayer 135 .H7 1730, [plate 47] (PrCt)

22243 Corsica (France) - Maps - 1756 (Provisional Heading)


Authors: Bellin, Jacques Nicolas, 1703-1772 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 33 maps ; 298 x 226 mm.

Phillips 4029

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

22244 Corsica (France) - Maps - 1792<><>Sardinia (Italy) - Maps - 1792

L'Isola di Corsica divisa nelle sue province, o giurisdizioni e parte dell'isola di Sardegna. Rome : Calzografia camerale, 1792.

Authors: Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824 -- Calzografia camerale (Rome, Italy) -- Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824. Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (1792-1801) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 43 cm.

In: Cassini, Giovanni Maria. Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (Rome : Presso la Calzogra. camerale, 1792-1801) v. 1 pl. 42.

Map dated 1792.

oversize Ayer 135 .C33 1792 v. 1 pl. 42 (PrCt)

22245 Corsica (France) - Maps - 1793

Chart of the island of Corsica ... London : W. Faden, 1793.

Authors: Faden, William, 1749-1836 -- Cursay, Marquis de -- Bellin, Jacques Nicolas, 1703-1772 -- Foot, T. (Thomas) -- Faden, William, 1749-1836. Le Petit Neptune français -- or, French coasting pilot for the coast of Flanders Channel Bay of Biscay and Mediterranean 1793 1 map ; 31 x 22 cm.

In: Faden, William. Le Petit Neptune français; or, French coasting pilot, for the coast of Flanders, Channel, Bay of Biscay, and Mediterranean ...
22246 Corsica (France) - Maps - 1794
A New map of the island and kingdom of Corsica
/ by Thomas Jefferys ... London : Laurie & Whittle, 53 Fleet Street, 12th May 1794.
Authors: Jefferys, Thomas. -1771 -- Laurie & Whittle -- Kitchin, Thomas, 1718-1784. A General atlas describing the whole universe ... (1795) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 63 x 47 cm.
In: Kitchin, Thomas. A General atlas describing the whole universe ... (London : Printed and published by Robert Laurie and James Whittle, no. 53 Fleet Street, 1795), [plate 17].
Number "17" stamped on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .K57 1795, [plate 17] (NLO)

22247 Corsica (France) - Maps - 1794
A New map of the island and kingdom of Corsica
/ by Thomas Jefferys, Geographer to the King ;
with additions and improvements. London :
Laurie & Whittle, 12th May, 1794.
Authors: Jefferys, Thomas. -1771 -- Laurie & Whittle -- Kitchin, Thomas, 1718-1784. A New and elegant imperial sheet atlas comprehending general and particular maps of every part of the world ... [1801?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 62 x 47 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:308,000].
Relief shown by landform drawing.
London meridian.
Includes text describing Corsica’s geopolitical divisions.
In Robert Laurie and James Whittle. A New and elegant imperial sheet atlas comprehending general and particular maps of every part of the world ... (London : Printed and published by R. Laurie and J. Whittle, 1800 [i.e. 1801?]) no. 22.
Stamped "22" on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .R63 1801 no. 22 (NLO)

22248 Corsica (France) - Maps - 1807
Carte particuliére de l’isle de Corse divisée par
ses dix provinces ... / par le Sr. Bernard Antoine
Jaillot ... À Venise [Venice] : par Francois Santini ... ; Chez Mr. Remondini, [1807?].
Authors: Jaillot, Bernard-Antoine, d. 1749 -- Santini, Francesco -- Remondini, Guiseppe Antonio, 1747-1811 -- Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (1784 [i.e. 1807?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 66 cm.
Continuation inset (8 x 12 cm.): Pointe de Capo Corso.
Oriented with north at upper left.
In: Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (Venise : par P. Santini, rue Ste. Justine, chez M. Remondini, 1784 [i.e. 1807?]), v. 2, no. "P. II. 27".
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .S4 1807, v. 2, no. 27 (PrCt)

22249 Corsica (France) - Maps - 1831 <> Sardinia (Italy) - Maps - 1831 <> Balearic Islands (Spain) - Maps - 1831 <> Valetta (Malta) - Maps - 1831
Corsica and Sardinia. [London] : Chapman and Hall, 1831 [i.e.1844].
1 map : hand col. ; on sheet 41 x 34 cm. 'Smyth, Beaupre, Lopez.'
Insets (12 x 18 cm. and 16 x 18 cm.): Balearic Islands (Las Baleares) -- Valetta, the capital of the island Malta.
v. 1, plate [45].
oversize Ayer 135 .S67 1844 v. 1, pl. [45] (PrCt)

22250 Corsica (France) - Maps - 1905
La Corse : itinéraire général de la France / par
Paul Joanne ; avec un appendice La Corse a bicyclette, par A. Courtet.
Authors: Joanne, Paul, 1847 -- Collection des guides-Joanne -- Courtet, A. -- Thuillier, Louis -- Erhard Bros. (Firm) -- Hachette (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
19, lxx, 252 p. : 10 maps (chiefly folded col.) ; 16 cm.
Cover title: France : Corse
Maps by L. Thuillier and Erhard.
Includes advertisements.
"Index alphabétique contenant les renseignements pratiques"--19 p. at beginning.
Series: Collection des guides-Joanne
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .C65 Corse (1905) (NLO)

22251 Corsica (France) - Maps - 1935 <> Elba (Italy) - Maps - 1935
La Corse et l’île d’Elbe / rédigé par Philippe Lea
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

22253 Corsica (France) - Maps - 1969
Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag -- Karl Thiemig AG -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
188 p. : 2 maps (col., folded) ; 17 cm.
Map on inside front cover.
Folded map in pocket.
Includes index.
Series: Grieben-Reiseführer ; Bd. 268
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 268 (1969) (NLO)

22254 Corsica (France) - Maps - 1974
Authors: Carrington, Dorothy -- John Day Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Day (John) Company (New York, N.Y.)
1st American ed.
Uniform title: Granite island: a portrait of Corsica
Includes bibliographical references (p. 320-326) and index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 73017015
ISBN 0381982602 ; 9780381982607
Baskes DC611 .C81 C27 1974 (NLO)

22255 Corsica (France) - Maps - 1993
Authors: Insight guides -- APA Publications (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 12 maps
1st ed.
No. 182 in a series.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Maps showing the routes of Cortez and Malinche. 1974.
Authors: English, William P. -- Cortés, Hernán, 1485-1547
10 maps ; 28 x 44 cm. and smaller + text.
Based on maps drawn by Cortes.
Covers Mexico's central and southern states and Guatemala.
Malinche also known as Marina.
M1292
map1F G4530 1526 .E5 1974 (PrCt)

22258 Cortile del Belvedere (Vatican Palace, Vatican City) - Pictorial works - 1560<<<Vatican Palace (Vatican City) - Pictorial works - 1560<<<Ring Jousten - Vatican Palace (Vatican City) - Pictorial works - 1560<<<Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1560<<<Engravings
Monstra della giostra fatta nel Teatro di Palazzo ridotto in questa forma dalla Stà. di N. S. Pio 4o. come si vede nella stampa della pianta, con le sue mesure / [HCB fecit]. [Rome? Antoine Laffré?, ca. 1560].
Authors: Laffré?, Antoine, 1512-1577 -- Belga,

1 view ; on sheet trimmed to 436 x 575 mm. Monogram 'HCB' (Henricus Clivensis Belga?) and printer's name trimmed away.

One of four known states of a print variously issued by Antoine Laffréry, Paolo Gratiani, Pietro de Nobili and Giovanni Battista de Rossi; cf. Huelsen, Christian. 'Das Speculum romanæ magnificiæae des Antonio Lafreri' in Collectanea variae doctrinae Leoni S. Olschki ... (Munich: J. Ex Hoepli. Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

e24

Novacco 4F 265 (PrCt)

22259 Cortile del Belvedere (Vatican Palace, Vatican City) - Pictorial works - 1565--Vatican Palace (Vatican City) - Pictorial works - 1565--Ring jousting - Vatican Palace (Vatican City) - Pictorial works - 1565--Carnival - Vatican Palace (Vatican City) - Pictorial works - 1565

Disegno del torneamento fatto lume di carnouale in Roma nel Theatro Vaticano / per Ant. Lafreri 1565 ; Stephanus Duperac fecit. [Rome : Antoine Laffréry], 1565.

Authors: Du Pérac, Etienne, d. 1604 -- Laffréry, Antoine, 1512-1577 -- Hoepli, Ulrico, 1847-1935 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 view ; 517 x 376 mm. (plate mark) Shows jousting tournament held before a large crowd in the Belvedere Courtyard of the Vatican Palace in Rome.


Bella and Bella, Cartografia rara ... dalla collezione Franco Novacco (1986) p. 122, no. 114.

Ex Hoepli.

Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

e20

Novacco 4F 262 (PrCt)

22260 Cortile del Belvedere (Vatican Palace, Vatican City) - Pictorial works - 1579--Vatican Palace (Vatican City) - Pictorial works - 1579--Gardens - Vatican Palace (Vatican City) - Pictorial works - 1579


Authors: Duchetti, Claudio, fl. 1554-1585 -- Brambilla, Ambrosio, fl. 1581-1602 -- A. M. B. R., fl. 1581-1602 -- Leo S. Olschki (Firm) -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 view ; on sheet trimmed to 345 x 479 mm. Monogram of Ambrogio Brambilla (AMBR), printer's imprint, and references A-I, K-Y, V, X-Z, AA and BB in bottom margin. Mounted on backing sheet.

Huelsen, Christian. 'Das Speculum romanæ magnificiæae des Antonio Lafreri' in Collectanea variae doctrinae Leoni S. Olschki ... (Munich: J. Ex Hoepli. Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

e35

Novacco 4F 272 (PrCt)

22261 Cortile del Belvedere (Vatican Palace, Vatican City) - Pictorial works - 1580--Vatican Palace (Vatican City) - Pictorial works - 1580--Rome (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1580

Bramanti architecti opvs. Roma [Rome] : Nicolo van Aelst for., [ca. 1580?].

Authors: Aelst, Nicolas van, ca. 1527-1613 -- Bramante, Donato, 1444?-1514 -- C.E. Rappappart (Firm) -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 view ; 262 x 376 mm. (plate mark) Architectural view of tiered arcades flanking an archway and courtyard, possibly a portion of the Cortile del Belvedere at the Vatican Palace in

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Record Number</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>22265</td>
<td>Cortland County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1876</td>
<td>Landowners - Indexes&lt;br&gt;Cortland County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1876 - Indexes-&lt;br&gt;Authors: Everts, Ensign &amp; Everts, Philadelphia. Combination Atlas Map of Cortland County, New York ... 1876 - Indexes-&lt;br&gt;Index to atlas published Philadelphia: Everts, Ensign and Everts, 1876; 1973 reprint of the atlas shelved as Map6C 74.&lt;br&gt;Publication No. 11 in series 13634&lt;br&gt;ICN74&lt;br&gt;map4C 51 (PrCt)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22266</td>
<td>Cortland County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1876</td>
<td>Landowners - Maps&lt;br&gt;[Cortland County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1876 - Pictorial works-&lt;br&gt;Cortland County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1876 - Pictorial works-&lt;br&gt;Index to atlas published Philadelphia: Everts, Ensign and Everts, 1876; 1973 reprint of the atlas shelved as Map6C 74.&lt;br&gt;Publication No. 11 in series 13634&lt;br&gt;ICN74&lt;br&gt;map4C 51 (PrCt)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22267</td>
<td>La Coruna (Spain : Province) - Maps - 1583</td>
<td>Coasts - Nautical charts&lt;br&gt;La Coruna (Spain : Province) - Maps - 1583 - Coasts - Nautical charts-&lt;br&gt;La Coruna (Spain : Province) - Maps - 1583 - Coasts - Nautical charts-&lt;br&gt;Pontevedra (Spain : Province) - Maps - 1583 - Coasts - Nautical charts-&lt;br&gt;Pontevedra (Spain : Province) - Maps - 1583 - Coasts - Nautical charts-&lt;br&gt;Beschrijvinge der Zee custen van Galissien&lt;br&gt;Ex Rappaport.&lt;br&gt;Rawdon, Wright &amp; Co., Rome; designed by Donato Bramante.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A Description of the sea coastes of Galicia

La Coruna (Spain : Province) - Maps - 1588 - Coasts - Nautical charts

The Mappe of the sea coastes of Galicia and of Ortugall... [Amsterdam : Theatr...}

La Coruna (Spain : Province) - Maps - 1588 - Coasts - Nautical charts

A Description of the sea coastes of Galicia

beginning from Cap de Finisterre vnto Camino...
1 map ; 61 x 45 cm.
At head of title: Azores
"Published according to act of Parliament at the Hydrographic Office of the Admiralty July 18th 1849. Corrections April 73."
"Sold by J.D. Potter, agent for the Admiralty charts, 21 Poultry."
Inset (14 x 12 cm.): Santa Cruz
Plate no. at bottom left: 1946
Verso signed "E.G. Howe", a Chicago science teacher who spent a year performing geological research in the Azores (ca. 1889-1890).
Removed from the Howe-Barnard family papers [Midwest MS Howe-Barnard]; see inventory available on Newberry Library website (accessed Feb. 2011):
map4C G9130 18-.V5, sheet 2 of 5 (PrCt)

22272
Corwall (England : County) - Maps - 1600-1699 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Norden, John, 1548-1625? -- Ravenhill, W. L. D. -- University of Exeter
Facsimile of Norden's Speculi Britanniae pars. A topographical and historical description of Cornwall. Manuscript, 16--?
Edited by W.L.D. Ravenhill.
Originally part of MS 6252, Harleian Collection, British Museum; now held by Trinity College.
map4C 37 (PrCt)

22273
Schematic drawing : reconstruction of yard and mechanical facilities, Corwith, Illinois. [Chicago? Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway?, 1953?].
Authors: Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Company -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 7 x 20 cm., on sheet 23 x 27 cm.
Map keyed to photos of railroad buildings in margins.
Roughly bounded by Forty Seventh St., W. Pershing Rd., and Archer Ave.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
5A 7267 (1952 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

22274
Corwith Yards (Chicago, Ill.) - Pictorial works - 1959 - Railroad yards - Chicago Region (Ill.) - Pictorial works - 1959 - Railroad yards - Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Company - Pictorial works - 1959 - Railroad yards - Railroads - Maps
New Corwith freight yard in Chicago. [Chicago? Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway?, 1959?].
Authors: Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Company -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : col. ; 23 x 15 cm.
Printed artwork.
In Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Company. 64th annual report ... December 31, 1958 [New York? : Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway?, 1959?] on front cover.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
5A 7267 (1958 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

22275
Coryell County (Tex.) - Maps - 1879 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps
Authors: Texas. General Land Office -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 23 x 23.5 in. Scale 1:133,320.
Originally compiled 1879.
Microfiche 583, no. 938 (PrCt)

22276
Cosa, Juan de La, d. 1510 - Cartographers - Spain
Authors: Palacio Ramos, Rafael -- Palacio Ramos, Rafael. Apuntes para la historia del linaje De la Cosa -- Fernández González, Francisco. Barcos de la conquista : anatomía de un proto-galeón de indias -- Paladini Cuadrado, Ángel. Formación de la carta moderna del mundo en el siglo XVI -- Martín-Merás, María Luisa. Carta de Juan de la Cosa : interpretación e
The Juan de la Cosa map. 1991.
Authors: Provost, Foster
BHC 1226
Vert 851 (PrCt)

Cosa, Juan de la, d. 1510. [World map, 1500][Cartography - America - History][America - Discovery and exploration
Authors: Nunn, George E. (George Emra), b. 1882 -- George H. Beans Library. Publications. no. 10
3 p. l., 52 p. : 2 maps (incl. front.) ; 24 cm.
"One hundred copies printed. No. 33."
Series: [George H. Beans Library. Publications. no. 10].
Ayer 133 .C83 N97 1934 (NLO)

Cosa, Juan de la, d. 1510. [World map, 1500][Exhibitions - Catalogs][World maps - 1500-1599 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Authors: Sociedad Estatal de Conmemoraciones Culturales (Madrid, Spain) -- Santoña (Spain). Ayuntamiento -- Valls, Ana Matilla -- Fernández, Manuel Mortari
275 pages : color illustrations, maps ; 24 cm + 1 CD-ROM (4 3/4 in.)
To accompany an exhibition held at the "Palacio de Manzanedo, Santoña 2 de julio - 31 de agosto de 2010."
Included: Carta de Juan de la Cosa, an interactive computer program based on the exhibition.
System requirements: CD-ROM player.
Contents: Presentación -- Juan de la Cosa y la Santoña de su tiempo / Rafael Palacio Ramos -- La expansión atlántica de la Corona de Castilla / Luisa Martín-Merás Verdejo -- Surcando mares de papel. Juan de la Cosa a través de las fuentes documentales / María Antonia Colomar -- Geografías múltiples para una nueva imagen del mundo: la Carta de Juan de la Cosa / Fernando Silió Cervera -- Catálogo -- Indice de obra expuesta -- Cronología -- Bibliografía.
Includes bibliographical references (pages 270-275).
LC Card Number: 2010370004
ISBN 9788492827777; 8492827777

Cosa, Juan de la, d. 1510. [World map, 1500]
[Reminiscences of auction of La Cosa map in 1853]. [London : H. Stevens & Son, 1886].
Authors: Stevens, Henry, 1819-1886 -- Stevens, Henry, 1819-1886. Recollections of Mr. James Lenox (1886)
p. 115-117 ; 18 cm.
In Stevens, Henry, Recollections of Mr. James Lenox (London: H. Stevens & Son, 1886), p. 115-17.
Also a photocopy in Vert 943.
Z 584 .502, p. 115-117 (PrCt)

Cosa, Juan de la, d. 1510. [World map, 1500] - Bibliography

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)
22283 Cosa, Juan de la, d. 1510. [World map, 1500]<>>Forgeries
Authors: Dioli, Achille Parisis
1 leaf
Letter dated '28/9/92', offering a supposedly autographed copy of Juan de la Cosa's world map of 1500.
BHC 1751
Vert 1333 (PrCt)

22284 Cosenza (Italy) - Maps - 1790
La Calabria citeriore. Rome : Calcografia camerale, 1792.
Authors: Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824 -- Calcografia camerale (Rome, Italy) -- Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824. Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (1792-1801) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 43 cm.
Map dated 1790.
oversize Ayer 135 .C33 1792 v. 1 pl. 24 (PrCt)

22285 Cosenza (Italy) - Maps - 1704
Calabre citra. Amsterdam, 1704.
Authors: Blaeu, Joan, 1596--1673 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library), I:234
1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 47 cm.
Koeman B1 89 (35).
2202
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6713.C3:3C6 1704 B6 (PrCt)

22286 Cosenza (Italy) - Maps - 1897 - Bicycle trails - Cosenza (Italy) - Maps - Bicycle trails - Potenza (Italy) - Maps
Authors: Touring club italiano -- Bertarelli, L. V. (Luigi Vittorio), 1859-1926 -- Istituto geografico militare (Italy) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Italy. Istituto geografico militare, Florence SEE Istituto geografico militare (Italy)
2 maps : col. ; on sheet 23 x 129 cm, folded to 23 x 10 cm.
'Redazione e disegno di Luigi Vittorio Bertarelli.'
'Verificato sul terreno nel Maggio 1897.'
'Pubblicato col Concorso del R. Ist. G. Mil., Firenze.'
Cover title.
Scale 1:100,000
Scale 1:125,000
Relief shown by hachures.
Series: Planimetrie e profili ciclistici ; 31/32
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Phillips 6715
Baskes G6711.E63 1897 .T6 no. 31/32 (NLO)

22287 Cosenza (Italy : Province) - Maps - 1897 - Bicycle trails
Potenza (Italy : Province) - Maps - 1897 - Bicycle trails
Cosenza (Italy : Province) - Maps - Bicycle trails - Potenza (Italy : Province) - Maps - Bicycle trails
Authors: Touring club italiano -- Bertarelli, L. V. (Luigi Vittorio), 1859-1926 -- Istituto geografico militare (Italy) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Italy. Istituto geografico militare, Florence SEE Istituto geografico militare (Italy)
2 maps : col. ; on sheet 23 x 129 cm, folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Cover title.
'Redazione e disegno di Luigi Vittorio Bertarelli.'
'Verificato sul terreno nel Maggio 1897.'
'Pubblicato col Concorso del R. Ist. G. Mil., Firenze.'
Scale 1:100,000
Scale 1:125,000
Relief shown by hachures.
Series: Planimetrie e profili ciclistici ; 33/34
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Phillips 6715
Baskes G6711.E63 1897 .T6 no. 33/34 (NLO)

22288 Coshocton County (Ohio) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners - Counties - Maps
Landowners - Maps
Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960-
258 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
1st ed.
'Deluxe edition.'
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).
'3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.'
Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Includes indexes.
Series: Family maps
ISBN 1420309269 ; 9781420309263 ;
1420309250 (spiral bound) ; 9781420309256
(spiral bound)
Local History Ref F497.C7 B69 2008 (NLO)

22289 Coshocton County (Ohio) - Maps - 1850-1859 -
Landowners<<<>Counties -
Maps<<<>Landowners - Maps
[Coshocton County (Ohio) - 185- : LC G&M land
ownership maps on microfiche]. [Washington,
D.C.] : LC G&M Division, [1983?].
Authors: Becker, M. J. -- Library of Congress.
Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division
land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 34.5 x 48.5 in. Scale: 1:42,240.
Originally published Mt. Vernon, Ohio: M. J.
Becker, [185-?].
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing
19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map
Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
[Washington, D.C. : Library of Congress,
Geography and Map Division, 1983?].
Microfiche 583, no. 611 (PrCt)

22290 Coshocton County (Ohio) - Maps - 1872 -
Landowners<<<>Counties -
Maps<<<>Landowners - Maps
Atlas of Coshocton County, Ohio : from actual
surveys / by and under the directions of D.J. Lake
; assisted by B.N. Griffling ... [et al.]. [Evansville,
Ind.? Whipporwill Publications, 1981?].
Authors: Lake, D. J. -- Griffling, B. N. -- Titus, C.
O. -- Whipporwill Publications -- Ohio
Genealogical Society. Coshocton County
Chapter
1 atlas ([36], 26 p. : maps) ; 36 cm.
Reprint of the 1872 ed. published by C.O. Titus,
Philadelphia.
"A Whipporwill publication"
"The Reproduction of this book has been made
possible through the sponsorship of the
Coshocton County Chapter, O.G.S., Coshocton,
Ohio."
Includes: Every name index to the 1872
Coshocton County atlas / compiled by the
Coshocton County Chapter of the Ohio
Genealogical Society.
References: Cf. Phillips 2365
folio G1398.C7 L3 1981 (NLO)

22291 Cosimo I, Grand-Duke of Tuscany, 1519-1574 -
Coronation<<<>Pius V, Pope,
1504-1572<<<>Sala Regia (Vatican Palace,
Vatican City) - Pictorial works -
1570<<<>Vatican Palace (Vatican City) -
Pictorial works - 1570
Essendo uenuto in Roma il sermo. Gran Duca di
Toscana per ringratiare S. Sta. del titolo
concessegli et per coronarsia di xviii Febraro
1570 ... [Rome? s.n., 1570?].
Authors: C.E. Rappaport (Firm) -- Franco
Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view ; on sheet 361 x 498 mm.
View of the coronation of Cosimo I de’ Medici as
Grand Duke of Tuscany by Pope Pius V in the
Sala Regia of the Vatican Palace.
Traces of binding stub on verso.
Huelsen, Christian. ‘Das Speculum romanæ
magnificientiae des Antonio Lafreri’ in Collectanea
variae doctrinae Leoni S. Olschki ... (Munich: J.
Rosenthal, 1921) p. 162, no. 98.
Bernard Quaritch (Firm). The ‘Speculum
Romanæ magnificientiae’ of Antonio Lafreri : a
monument of the Renaissance ... (London :
[Strangeways and sons, 1925?]), p. 30, no. 356.
Ex Rappaport.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map
Collection (Newberry Library).
Duplicate copy: Novacco 4F 263.
e26
Novacco 2F 138 (PrCt)

22292 Cosimo I, Grand-Duke of Tuscany, 1519-1574 -
Coronation<<<>Pius V, Pope,
1504-1572<<<>Sala Regia (Vatican Palace,
Vatican City) - Pictorial works -
1570<<<>Vatican Palace (Vatican City) -
Pictorial works - 1570
Essendo uenuto in Roma il sermo. Gran Duca di
Toscana per ringratiare S. Sta. del titolo
concessegli et per coronarsia di xviii Febraro
1570 ... [Rome? s.n., 1570?].
Authors: C.E. Rappaport (Firm) -- Franco
Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view ; on sheet 361 x 498 mm.
View of the coronation of Cosimo I de’ Medici as
Grand Duke of Tuscany by Pope Pius V in the
Sala Regia of the Vatican Palace.
Manuscript ‘102’ at upper right.
Huelsen, Christian. ‘Das Speculum romanæ
magnificientiae des Antonio Lafreri’ in Collectanea
variae doctrinae Leoni S. Olschki ... (Munich: J.
Rosenthal, 1921) p. 162, no. 98.
Bernard Quaritch (Firm). The ‘Speculum
Romanæ magnificientiae’ of Antonio Lafreri : a
monument of the Renaissance ... (London :
[Strangeways and sons, 1925?]), p. 30, no. 356.
Ex Rappaport.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map
Collection (Newberry Library).
Duplicate copy: Novacco 4F 263.
m10
Novacco 2F 138 (PrCt)

22293 Cosmographical Diagrams - Maps - 1747
A Circle of winds ... ; The Artificial sphere.
Authors: Bowen, Emanuel, -1767 -- Innys,
William, d. 1756 -- Bowen, Emanuel, -1767. A
Complete system of geography ... (1747)
1 engraving ; 20 x 31 cm. (plate mark)
In: Bowen, Emanuel. A Complete system of
References: Karrow, Mapmakers of the 16th Century, 41/A.

**Not at Newberry Library (Aug. 2012) (PrCt)**

### 22303

**Cosmography**

**Geography, Medieval**

**Early maps**

*De cosmographiae rudimentis duplici editione.*

*Basileae : Petrus, 1561.*

Authors: Honter, Johannes, 1498-1549 -- Proclus, approximately 410-485. *Procli de Sphaera liber* (1561)

In: Proclus. *Procli De sphæra liber (Basileae : Petrus, 1561).*

Reference: Karrow, Mapmakers of the 16th Century, 41/A.

**Not at Newberry Library (Aug. 2012) (PrCt)**

### 22304

**Cosmography**

**Geography, Medieval**

**Early maps**

*De cosmographiae rudimentis duplici editione.*

*Basileae : Per Sebastianvm Henric Petri, 1585.*

Authors: Honter, Johannes, 1498-1549 -- Proclus, approximately 410-485. *Procli de sphaera liber (1585) -- Petri, Sebastianum Henric In: Proclus. Procli De sphaera liber (Basileae, Per Sebastianvm Henric Petri, 1585).*

References: Karrow, Mapmakers of the 16th Century, 41/A.

**Not at Newberry Library (Aug. 2012) (PrCt)**

### 22305

**Cosmography**

**Geography, Medieval**

**Early maps**

*Rudimenterum cosmographiae.*

*Basel : Sebastianvm Henricpetri, 1583.*

Authors: Honter, Johannes, 1498-1549 -- Reisch, Gregor, d. 1525. *Margarita philosophica (1583)*

In: Reisch, Gregor, d. 1525. *Margarita philosophica (Basileae : Per Sebastianvm Henricpetri, 1583).*

Reference: Karrow, Mapmakers of the 16th Century, 41/A.

**Not at Newberry Library (Aug. 2012) (PrCt)**

### 22306

**Cosmography**

**Geography, Medieval**

**Early maps**

*Ioannis Honter Coronensis Rudimentorum cosmographiae libri duo.*

*Basel : Excudebat Henricus Petrus, ac C. Reschij impensis, 1535.*

Authors: Honter, Johannes, 1498-1549 -- Reisch, Gregor, d. 1525. *Margarita philosophica (1535)*

In: Reisch, Gregor. *Margarita philosophica, rationalis, moralis philosophie principia, duodecim libris dialogue cóplectentis (Basel: Excudebat Henricus Petrus, ac C. Reschij impensis, 1535).*

Reference: Karrow, Mapmakers of the 16th Century, 41/A.

**Not at Newberry Library (Aug. 2012) (PrCt)**

### 22307

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
trimmed from printed catalog and pasted inside front cover.
Center for the History of Cartography, Newberry Library, 2002. See also The History of Cartography / ed. by Harley and Woodward
Forms part of both the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection and the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library).
VAULT slipcase Ayer MS map 1 (NLO)

22309 Cosmology, Medieval<<>>Islamic cosmology<<>>Geography, Medieval - Maps<<>>Cartography, Medieval - History<<>>World maps - 400-1499 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>>Manuscripts maps - Facsimiles
Authors: Edson, Evelyn -- Savage-Smith, Emilie -- Jones, Terry, 1942-; 122 p. : ill. (some col.), maps ; 25 cm.
Cover title: Medieval views of the cosmos: picturing the universe in Christian and Islamic Middle Ages.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 121-122).
ISBN 1851241841
BD495.5 .E37 2004 (NLO)

22310 Costa Brava (Spain) - Maps - 1963<<>>Catalonia (Spain) - Maps - 1963
Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag -- Karl Thiemig AG -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
216 p : 3 maps (some col., some folded) ; 17 cm.
Map inside front cover.
Folded map in pocket.
Includes index.
Series: Grieben-Reiseführer ; Bd. 259
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 259 (1963) (NLO)

22311 Costa Mesa (Calif.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps<<>>Santa Ana (Calif.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps<<>>Orange County (Calif.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps<<>>Counties - Maps
Costa Mesa, Santa Ana, Central Orange County EasyFinder ; Local street detail. Chicago : Rand McNally, c2005.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. EasyFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; fold. to 24 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Uniform title: EasyFinder
Laminated.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
ISBN 0528956140

Authors: Holbrook Travel, Inc. -- Chicago Audubon Society
1 booklet (4-fold) : ill ; 22 x 9 cm

Authors: Prince, Paul M
6 p : photos
Travel Vertical File G4860 1988 .P7 (PrCt)

22314 Costa Rica - Historical geography - Maps - 1900<<>>Costa Rica - Maps - 1900 <<>>Historical atlases
Authors: Peralta, Manuel Maria de -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 16 map plates ; 33 cm.
Ayer 719 .C832 P42 1900 (NLO)

22315 Costa Rica - Maps - 1890<<>>Colombia - Maps - 1890
Limites de Costa Rica y Colombia atlas. 1890.
Authors: Peralta, Manuel Maria de 1 v.
Phillips 02759
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 1857 J 9968 .675 (NLO)

Esso Mapa de la Republica de Costa Rica / obsequio de Esso Standard Oil. New York, N.Y. General Drafting Co., Inc. , [1947?].
Authors: Esso Standard Oil (Central America) -- General Drafting Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Standard Oil Company (Canal Zone) SEE Esso Standard Oil (Central America)
- 2005 - Road maps<<>>Road maps<<>>Counties - Maps
Costa Mesa, Santa Ana, Central Orange County EasyFinder ; Local street detail. Chicago : Rand McNally, c2005.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. EasyFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; fold. to 24 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Uniform title: EasyFinder
Laminated.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
ISBN 0528956140

Authors: Holbrook Travel, Inc. -- Chicago Audubon Society
1 booklet (4-fold) : ill ; 22 x 9 cm

Authors: Prince, Paul M
6 p : photos
Travel Vertical File G4860 1988 .P7 (PrCt)

22314 Costa Rica - Historical geography - Maps - 1900<<>>Costa Rica - Maps - 1900 <<>>Historical atlases
Authors: Peralta, Manuel Maria de -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 16 map plates ; 33 cm.
Ayer 719 .C832 P42 1900 (NLO)

22315 Costa Rica - Maps - 1890<<>>Colombia - Maps - 1890
Limites de Costa Rica y Colombia atlas. 1890.
Authors: Peralta, Manuel Maria de 1 v.
Phillips 02759
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 1857 J 9968 .675 (NLO)

Esso Mapa de la Republica de Costa Rica / obsequio de Esso Standard Oil. New York, N.Y. General Drafting Co., Inc. , [1947?].
Authors: Esso Standard Oil (Central America) -- General Drafting Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Standard Oil Company (Canal Zone) SEE Esso Standard Oil (Central America)
Panel title.

1 map : col. ; 63 x 59 cm., folded to 22 x 11 cm.
Plate no. 647
Inset (3 x 4 cm.): Isla de Coco.
Maps on verso (56 x 82 cm. and smaller): Mapa de la America Central y Panama -- La Carretera Interamericana -- La Zona del Canal / Standard Oil (Canal Zone) Company.
Panel art: Various pictorial vignettes; Esso logo and Costa Rica state seal.
Handstamps: "Jun 3 1949" and "Please return to Blazed Trails Dept."
Editor's copy; slight manuscript annotations in blue pencil.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 707 (PrCt)


Authors: Texaco, inc. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office
1 map : col. ; 44 x 54 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Plate no. 666404-2
Insets (16 x 16 cm. and smaller): San Jose -- Alajuela -- Cartago.
Map on verso (42 x 59 cm.): Central America.
Panel art: Texaco sign; illustrations of car passing rural and urban gas stations.
In English and Spanish.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3968 (PrCt)

Costa Rica - Maps - 2010<<<Costa Rica - Maps - 2010 - Road maps<<<San José (Costa Rica) - Maps - 2010 - Road maps<<<Alajuela (Costa Rica) - Maps - 2010 - Road maps<<<Cartago (Costa Rica) - Maps - 2010 - Road maps<<<Central America - Maps - 2010 - Road maps<<<Tourist maps

Authors: National Geographic Maps (Firm) -- National Geographic Society (U.S.) -- Instituto Geográfico Nacional (Costa Rica)
1 map : both sides, color, plastic-treated ; 89 x 125 cm., on sheet 96 x 65 cm., folded to 24 x 11 cm.
"Revised 2010."
Panel title.
Sheet sides separately titled: Costa Rica East -- Costa Rica West.
Other titles: Adventure travel map, Costa Rica -- AdventureMap Costa Rica 1:350,000 -- National Geographic AdventureMap, Costa Rica
"... revised regularly in cooperation with the Instituto Geográfico Nacional (IGN) of Costa Rica."
Scale 1:350,000. 1 in. = 5.5 miles. 1 cm = 3.5 km
Coordinates: (W 86°00'--W 82°30'/N 11°15'--N 8°00').
Relief shown by contours, shading, and spot heights.
Insets (24 x 35 cm. and smaller): San José inset -- Isla del Coco -- Isla del Caño.
In English and Spanish.
"Revised regularly -- waterproof -- tear-resistant."
Includes indexes, text, color illustrations, indexes to protected areas and zones, wetlands, national parks, various reserves, and cities and towns, location map, publisher's advertisements, and inset maps of Isla del Caño, Isla del Coco, and the city of San José.
Shows protected areas, detailed road network, popular diving, fishing and surfing locations, and travel information./
"2010 LC09."
Series: AdventureMap ; 3100 -- Adventure map (National Geographic Maps) ; 3100.
References: OCLC 808868342
LCCN: 2013-587373
ISBN 1566953146 ; 9781566953146
map4C G4860 2010 .N3 (PrCt)

22321
Costa Rica - Maps - Bibliography
Authors: Palmerlee, Albert Earl, 1939- -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 358 p. ; 26 cm.
Includes index.
Series: University of Kansas publications. Library series ; no. 19.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes Z6027.C83 P33 (NLO)

22322
Costume - Dithmarschen (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1618-1623<<<Dithmarschen (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1618-1623
*Diuersi Dithmarrsorun et vicinarum gentium habitus.* [Amsterdam : Van Hoeve, 1980].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Brueghel, Pieter, 16th cent. -- Van Hoeve (Firm : Amsterdam) 1 view ; 36 x 50 cm.
Details the local dress of people in Dithmarschen, Germany; printed as three horizontal panels representing different social classes.
Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Thietmarsia.
Original view lacking in ca. 1620 edition of the atlas held by the Newberry Library [VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573]
Map Ref oversize G1028 .B73 1980 v. 5, pl. 37 (PrCt)

22323
Cotabato City (Philippines) - Maps - 1862 - City Planning - Manuscripts<<<Cotabato City (Philippines) - Maps - 1862 - Fortification - Manuscripts<<<Cotabato City (Philippines) - Maps - 1862 - City Planning - Manuscripts<<<Manuscript maps
*Map of Cotabato City on Mindanao Island, Philippines showing projected town planning and military fortification*, 1862.
Authors: Burriel, Juan Nepomuceno -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS 1306 map 5 1 ms. map : hand col. ; 290 x 185 mm. on sheet 322 x 230 mm.
Shows prominent buildings and military fortification in Cotabato City overlayed with projected development of the area into a municipal grid; includes survey calculations in left margin. Forms part of colonel Juan Nepomuceno Burriel's manuscript Ytinerario de la escursion hecha a Mindanao y Jolo (Ayer MS 1306), describing the Spanish army expedition of 1862.
Scale not given.
Relief shown by hachures and form lines.
Oriented with north to the bottom.
Pen-and-ink and watercolor (blue).
Bound between leaves 108-109.
Forms part of both the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection and the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library).
Lietz, P.S. Calendar of Philippine documents Ayer Coll., 306
Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 280
Butler, R.L. Check list mss. Ayer Coll., 1306
Quirino, C. Philippine cartography (1963 ed.), p. 112
Blair & Robertson. Philippine Islands (1903 ed.), v. 53 p. 400
Ayer ms map proj 94
VAULT Ayer MS 1306 map 5 (NLO)

22324
Côte-d'Or (France) - Maps - 1731<<<Haute-Saône (France) - Maps - 1731<<<Jura (France) - Maps - 1731
Lingones. Paris, 1731.
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G135 1 map : hand col. ; 43 x 55 cm.
Added title: Evêché de Dijon, suffragant de Lyon.
2703
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G5833.B8:3C8 1731 S2 (PrCt)

22325
Côte-d'Or (France) - Maps - 1847<<<Dijon (France) - Maps - 1847
Côte-d'Or (France) - Maps - 2001 - Vineyards

Cotentin (France) - Maps - 1775 - Manuscript maps

Cotswold Hills (England) - Maps - 1908

Cote de Liesse Yard (Montréal, Québec) - Maps - 1958 - Railroads

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Preface signed: F.R.G. Duckworth.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 09001982
Baskes DA670.C83 D1 1988 (NLO)

22334 Cottonwood County (Minn.) - Maps - 1896 -
Landowners - Maps
Running title: MGS index to 1896 Cottonwood County plat book.
Scale [1:31,680]. 2 in. to the mile.
Scale [1:126,720]. 1 in. = 2 miles.
LC Card Number: 91135304
folio G1428.C7 F5 1990 (NLO)

22335 Cottonwood County (Minn.) - Maps - 1898 -
Landowners - Maps
Running title: MGS index to 1896 Cottonwood County plat book.
Scale [1:31,680]. 2 in. to the mile.
Scale [1:126,720]. 1 in. = 2 miles.
LC Card Number: 91135304
folio G1428.C7 F5 1990 (NLO)

22336 Council Bluffs (Iowa) - Maps - 1868 -
Railroads - Maps
Authors: Bushnell, Joseph P. (Joseph Platt), b. 1842 -- Nonpareil Printing House -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library) -- Non-pareil Printing Co. (Council Bluffs, Iowa) SEE Nonpareil Printing House
1 map ; 8 x 10 cm.
Microfiche 583, no. 370 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Anonymous and untitled map without imprint; title supplied by cataloger.
Blank title cartouche at upper left.
Running and chapter titles above map: Historical.
Council Bluffs, Iowa, the great railroad center of the northwest.
Identifies 7 named railroads leading into the city.
In: Bushnell, Joseph P. Business & resident directory of Council Bluffs, containing a history and general revies of the city and what it contains, also a map of city and railroads (Council Bluffs, Iowa : Non-pareil Printing Co., 1898 [i.e. 1868]), p. 27.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Graff 515, p. 27 (PrCt)

22337 Council of Trent (1545-1563) - Pictorial works
Santa Maria Maggiore (Church : Trento, Italy) - Pictorial works - 1565 Congregatio patrum generalis sacri et oecimienij Tridenticii conciliij authoritatem sanctissimi Christi Vicarij PII III ... in aede. divae Mariae Maioris ... Ven. [Venice] : Claudij Ducheti formis, M. D. LXIII (1565).
Authors: Duchetti, Claudio, fl. 1554-1585 -- Finaly, Madame, d. 1938 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
1 view ; on sheet 344 x 498 mm.
Title from cartouche at top center.
View of of the Council Trent in session within the church of Santa Maria Maggiore in Trento.
Ex Finaly.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
N44 Novacco 4F 248 (PrCt)

22338 Counties - Canada - Maps
Maps as historical sources
Authors: Sitwell, Oswald Francis George -- Canadian cartographer
p. 27-41 : maps
5S 9, v. 7, p. 27-41 (PrCt)

22339 Counties - England - Maps
1600-1646
England - Maps - Counties - 1600-1646
Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664
Blaeu, Willem Janszoon, 1571-1638
Cartography - England - History - 1600-1646
Janson versus Blaeu. 1986.
Authors: Cartographic Journal 23 (1986) p. 106-114 : maps
BHC 2312.
Vert 1777 (PrCt)

22340 Counties - Indiana - Maps
History<>>>Cartography - Indiana - History<>>>Maps
The County atlas in Indiana, 1874-1926. [1977?].
Authors: Kingsbury, Robert C. -- Proceedings of the Indiana Academy of the Social Sciences p. 81-90 : maps, ill.
BHC 1535
Vert 1126 (PrCt)

22341 Counties - Maps - Accuracy<>>>Cartometry
Illustrations of material culture in nineteenth century county and state atlases. 1982.
E 172 .P56, v. 5, p. 63-70 (PrCt)

22342 Counties - Maps - Colportage, subscription trade, etc.<>>>Canvassing<>>>Swindlers and swindling<>>>Booksellers and bookselling - Colportage, subscription trade, etc.<>>>Map industry and trade - United States
How 'tis done: a thorough ventilation of the numerous schemes conducted by wandering advertising canvassers, together with the various advertising dodges for the swindling of the public.
Syracuse, N.Y. W.I. Pattison, 1890.
Authors: Pattison, W. I.
283 p. : ill. ; 23 cm.
Pages 13-80 are devoted to state and county maps and atlases. There is a detailed list of the expenses involved in county atlas production, plus illustrations of canvassers at work.
4A 15761 (NLO)

22343 Counties - Minnesota - Maps - History<>>>Cartography - Minnesota - History<>>>Counties - Maps
Windows to the past : Minnesota county atlases. 1980.
Authors: Treude, Mai, 1935-- Eura Reporter (1980)
p. 4-9 : map, ill.
From: Eura Reporter X, no.2 (June, 1980): 4-9. map, ill.
BHC 2347
Vert 1899 (PrCt)

22344 Counties - United States - Maps - History<>>>Cartography - United States - History<>>>Counties - Maps
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
atlases SEE Counties - Maps
County maps SEE Counties - Maps
Authors: Thrower, Norman Joseph William -- California Geographer (1960)
p. 7-16 : maps
BHC 2330
Vert 1882 (PrCt)

Authors: County Map Company -- Tammeus, Wilbur Harold, 1909-1992 -- Tammeus, Bertha Amanda Helander, 1913-1996 -- Danzer, Gerald A.
"It is the intention of W. H. Tammeus, his wife, Bertha Helander Timmeus, and his family that the work of over thirty-two years that began as a beloved hobby and has resulted in the Country [sic] Map Company never be lost." -- p. [2].
Accompanied by printed letter (1 p.), dated 9 Oct. 1991 and addressed "To: Parties interested in the County Map Company."
Gift, Gerald A. Danzer, 2010
Vert 471, no. 3 (PrCt)

22346 Courtrai (Belgium), Battle of 1646 Plan de la ville de Courtray en Flandre. Paris : Beaulieu, 1694.
Authors: Beaulieu, Sébastian de Pontault, ca. 1612-1674 -- Beaulieu, Sébastien de Pontault, ca. 1612-1674. Les Glorieuses conquestes de Louis le Grand [1694?]
1 map ; 40 x 51 cm.
Case oversize G 10307 .08 pl. 21 (PrCt)

22347 Covarrubias, Miguel, 1904-1957<<>Pictorial maps<<>Pictorial works
Vert 2239 (PrCt)

22348 Coventry (England) - Maps - 1654
The Ground plot of Coventre / W. Hollar fecit. 1730.
Authors: Hollar, Wenceslaus, 1607-1677 -- Dugdale, William, Sir, 1605-1686. Antiquities of Warwickshire illustrated (1730) 1 map ; 16.6 x 21.9 cm.
In Dugdale, William. Antiquities of Warwickshire illustrated (London, 1730), v. 1, after p. 134. The graphic 'Scale of pases [sic]' shows 200 paces = 45 mm.
Keyed to list of streets and major buildings at right, 1-69.
In upper right corner, arms of the city and 'Fol. 134 & 135.'
Reference: Richard Pennington, A Descriptive Catalogue of the Etched Work of Wenceslaus Hollar, no. 969ii.
Case oversize F 024594 .252, v. 1, after p. 134 (PrCt)

22349 Coventry (England) - Maps - 1886
Mills' plan of Coventry. 1886
Authors: Mills, fl. 1886 -- Purnell, E. J. 1 map ; 29 x 40 cm.
Includes manuscript additions in red ink. Advertisements on verso.
M1233
map2F G5754.C68 1886 M5 (PrCt)

22350 Coventry (England) - Pictorial works - 1654
The Prospect of Coventre : from Warwick roade, on the south side of the cittyle [top view] : the prospect of it upon Liecester roade on the north side of the cityt [bottom view] / W. Hollar fecit. 1730.
Authors: Hollar, Wenceslaus, 1607-1677 -- Dugdale, William, Sir, 1605-1686. Antiquities of Warwickshire illustrated (1730) 2 views ; 6.5 x 29.5 cm. and 7.3 x 29.2 cm. on plate 14.4 x 29.5 cm. (plate mark).
In Dugdale, William. Antiquities of Warwickshire illustrated (London, 1730), v. 1, after p. 134. The top view has the arms of the city at upper left; both views have keys to buildings (1-12) at upper right.
In upper left corner of top view 'Fol. 134 & 135.' Reference: Richard Pennington, A Descriptive Catalogue of the Etched Work of Wenceslaus Hollar, no. 970ii.
Case oversize F 024594 .252, v. 1, after p. 134 (PrCt)

22351 Covington County (Miss.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners<<>Counties - Maps<<>Landowners - Maps
1st ed.
'Deluxe edition.'
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).

'S 3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.'
Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).
Includes indexes.

Series: Family maps
ISBN 1420307843 ; 9781420307849
Local History Ref F347.C8 B69 2007 (NLO)

Cow maps, Cartography in art - Specimens, Wit and humor in cartography - Specimens, Maps in art Geneticius plus cartography produces map cows. 1984.
Authors: Cerny, James W. -- Gort, Roscoe p. 16 : ill. ; 28 cm.
BHC 2605
Vert 2142 (PrCt)

Cow maps, Cartography in art - Specimens, Wit and humor in cartography - Specimens, Maps in art Cow maps. 1984.
In: Journal of Irreproducible Results v. 30, no. 1 (Nov.-Dec. 1984)
Photocopy of satirical letter to the editor of a science humor magazine; includes 5 photos of cows with map outlines on their hides.
BHC 2615
Vert 2152 (PrCt)

Cowan's Ford (N.C.), Battle of, 1781, United States - History - Revolution, 1775-1783 - Maps Sketch of the Catawba River at Mc Cowans Ford. [London], 1794.
Authors: Stedman, C. (Charles), 1753-1812 -- Murray, John 1 map ; 17 x 18 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:6,800].
The Battle at Cowan's Ford, N.C. took place on February 1, 1781.
Detached from Stedman, Charles. The History of the origin, progress, and termination of the American war (London: J. Murray [etc.], 1794) plate 11 [F 832.84].

map2F 3701.S3.5 (PrCt)

Authors: Lane, F. M. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Microfiche 583, no. 1372 (PrCt)

Authors: Anderson (O. P.) Map & Blue Print Co. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Microfiche 583, no. 1373 (PrCt)


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
de Indias. Manuscript map. Mapas y planos 19 -- Benson Latin American Collection. Manuscript map. JGI xxiii-15
1 map : col. ; 23 x 16 cm.
Facsimile, detached from an unidentified text, of a 1580 manuscript map at the Archivo General de Indias in Seville (Mapas y Planos 19). A variant of the manuscript is in the Benson Latin American Collection (JGI xxiii-15) at University of Texas-Austin.
Shows the Coxcatalan (or Cuzcatlan) region in the Tehuacan district of the state of Puebla in southeastern Mexico. Original map accompanies the 1580 manuscript Relacion Geografica for Coxcatlan. Pictorial map combining Indian and European symbols. Includes Spanish glosses identifying roads and Catholic churches.
Forms part of Nicolás León's manuscript Notes and other related papers pertaining to Los Popolocas (Ayer MS 1118 box 3), the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection, and the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library).
Not drawn to scale.
Ayer ms map proj 98 pm
VAULT Ayer MS 1118 map 3 (NLO)

22358
Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928
George F. Cram and the American perception of space. [1984?].
Authors: Danzer, Gerald A.
50 leaves : map, ill. ; 28 cm.
Typescript.
BHC 2068
Vert 805 no. 1 (PrCt)

22359
Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813. The Navigator
Authors: Arceneaux, Pamela D.
Pp. 6-8 : col. ils. ; 28 cm.
In Historic New Orleans Collection Quarterly 25, no. 3 (Summer 2008): 6-8.
Vert 2240, no. 2 (PrCt)

22360
Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813. The Navigator
Authors: Hoover, John Neal
p. 1, 10-11 : ill. ; 28 cm.

Vert 2240, no. 1 (PrCt)

22361
Cranach, Lucas, 1472-1553. [Map of Palestine, ca. 1508]
Authors: Dürst, Arthur [1], 22-27 : 6 maps ; 30 cm.
'Separata aus Cartographica Helvetica, Fachzeitschrift für Kartengeschichte, Heft 3/1991.'
'In memoriam Eran Laor (1900-1990).'
Vert 42, no. 4 (PrCt)

22362
Cranach, Lucas, 1472-1553. [Map of Palestine, ca. 1508]
Vert 42, no. 8 (PrCt)

22363
Analysen zur sogenannten 'Cranach-Karte' des Heiligen Landes und die Frage nach ihrem.
Authors: Meurer, Peter H. -- Cranach, Lucas, 1472-1553. [Map of Palestine, ca. 1508] p. 165-175 : map ; 23 cm.
Caption title.
Includes bibliographical references.
GA1321 .M48 1993 (NLO)
Library<<>>Molyneux, Emery, D. 1598 or 99
Authors: Fisher, R. M.
p. 105-112
G 007 .33, v. 140, p. 105-112 (PrCt)

22366  Crawford County (Ill.) - Maps - 1960 -
Landowners<<>>Counties -
Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Crawford County Farm Bureau (Ill.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (32 p.) : 20 maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
'Sponsored by Crawford County Farm Bureau.'
Scale of township maps [1:50,688]. 1 1/4 in. = 1 mi.
Coordinates: (W 87°57'--W 87°31';/N 39°10'--N 38°51').
Includes index to owners.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G4103.C8G46 1960 .R58 (NLO)

22367  Crawford County (Ill.) - Maps - 1981 -
Landowners<<>>Counties -
Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Town & Country Publishing Co. -- Peoples Building and Loan Association (Oblong, Ill.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (56 p.) : 28 maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
'Compliments of Peoples Building and Loan Assn., Oblong, Illinois.'
Includes business directory and index to owners. Advertisements on covers and interspersed. Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G4103.C8G46 1981 .T6 (NLO)

22368  Crawford County (Iowa) - Maps - 1883 -
Landowners<<>>Counties -
Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
[Crawford County (Iowa) - 1883: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche]. [Washington, D.C.] : LC G&M Division , [1883?].
Authors: Warner & Foote -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 4 sheets, 26 x 29.5 each. Scale 1:33,792. Originally published 1883.
Microfiche 583, no. 185 (PrCt)

22369  Crawford County (Iowa) - Maps - 1898 -
Landowners<<>>Counties -
Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 34.5 x 38.5 in. Scale 1:51,000. Originally published Denison, Iowa: Denison Bulletin, 1898.
Microfiche 583, no. 186 (PrCt)

22370  Crawford County (Iowa) - Maps - 1958 -
Landowners<<>>Counties -
Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Mid-West Map Publishers -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([1], 20 leaves) : 21 maps ; 22 x 28 cm.
Cover title. Imprint from maps. Scale not given.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

22371  Crawford County (Mich.) - Maps - 1965 -
Landowners<<>>Counties -
Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Grayling Sportsmans Club (Grayling, Mich.) -- Crawford County (Mich.). Board of Supervisors -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (29 p.) : 16 maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
"Sponsored by Grayling Sportsmans Club, Grayling Michigan, in cooperation with Crawford County Board of Supervisors."

Includes index to owners.

Scale [1:50,688]. 1 1/4 in. = 1 mile.

Advertisements on covers and interspersed.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.


22372 Crawford County (Mo.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners<->Counties - Maps<->Landowners - Maps


Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960- -- Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)

310 p. : maps ; 28 cm.

1st ed.

'Deluxe edition.'

Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).

'3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.'

Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).

Includes indexes.

Series: Family maps

ISBN 1420304062

Local History Ref F472.C8 B69 2006 (NLO)

22373 Crawford County (Ohio) - Maps - 1850-1859 - Landowners<->Counties - Maps<->Landowners - Maps


Authors: Watson, Montgomery H., fl. 1855

Atlas of Crawford County, Ohio (Dayton, Ohio : M.H. and J.V.B. Watson, 1855)


Facsimile reprints of: Watson, Montgomery H. Atlas of Crawford County, Ohio (Dayton, Ohio : M.H. and J.V.B. Watson, 1855) -- [Unidentified township and road map of Crawford County, Ohio, 1983?]

Sponsored by the Crawford County Chapter of the Ohio Genealogical Society.

Includes personal name index compiled by the Society.

Cover title.

Cf. Checklist of printed maps of the Middle West 2-0660

folio G1398.C8 A8 1983 (NLO)

22374 Crawford County (Ohio) - Maps - 1855 - Landowners<->Crawford County (Ohio) - Maps - 1893 - Road maps<->Counties - Maps<->Landowners - Maps


Facsimile reprints of: Watson, Montgomery H. Atlas of Crawford County, Ohio (Dayton, Ohio : M.H. and J.V.B. Watson, 1855) -- [Unidentified township and road map of Crawford County, Ohio, 1983?]

Sponsored by the Crawford County Chapter of the Ohio Genealogical Society.

Includes personal name index compiled by the Society.

Cover title.

Cf. Checklist of printed maps of the Middle West 2-0660

folio G1398.C8 A8 1983 (NLO)

22375 Crawford County (Pa.) - Maps - 1839 - Landowners<->Counties - Maps<->Landowners - Maps


Authors: Spafford, Oliver -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps

1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.

Size of original: 21.5 x 37 in. Scale 1:79,200.

Originally published Erie, Pa.: O. Spafford, 1839. Formed parts of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:

Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps


Microfiche 583, no. 612 (PrCt)

22376 Crawford County (Pa.) - Maps - 1865 - Landowners<->Counties - Maps<->Landowners - Maps


Authors: Beers, F. W. (Frederick W.) -- Pomeroy & Co.

Atlas of Crawford County, Pennsylvania, in cooperation with Crawford County Board of Supervisors."

Microfiche 583, no. 431 (PrCt)

22374 Crawford County (Ohio) - Maps - 1855 - Landowners<->Crawford County (Ohio) - Maps - 1893 - Road maps<->Counties - Maps<->Landowners - Maps


Facsimile reprints of: Watson, Montgomery H. Atlas of Crawford County, Ohio (Dayton, Ohio : M.H. and J.V.B. Watson, 1855) -- [Unidentified township and road map of Crawford County, Ohio, 1983?]

Sponsored by the Crawford County Chapter of the Ohio Genealogical Society.

Includes personal name index compiled by the Society.

Cover title.

Cf. Checklist of printed maps of the Middle West 2-0660

folio G1398.C8 A8 1983 (NLO)

22375 Crawford County (Pa.) - Maps - 1839 - Landowners<->Counties - Maps<->Landowners - Maps


Authors: Spafford, Oliver -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps

1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.

Size of original: 21.5 x 37 in. Scale 1:79,200.

Originally published Erie, Pa.: O. Spafford, 1839. Formed parts of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:

Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps


Microfiche 583, no. 731 (PrCt)

22376 Crawford County (Pa.) - Maps - 1865 - Landowners<->Counties - Maps<->Landowners - Maps


Authors: Beers, F. W. (Frederick W.) -- Pomeroy & Co.

Atlas of Crawford County, Pennsylvania, in cooperation with Crawford County Board of Supervisors."

Microfiche 583, no. 431 (PrCt)
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress, Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps

**Microfiche 583, no. 732 (PrCt)**

22377 **Crawford County (Wis.) - Maps - 1930 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps**
**Standard atlas of Crawford County, Wisconsin, including a plat book of the villages, cities and townships of the county. Map of the State, United States and world. Patrons directory. Chicago: Brock & Company, 1930.**
Authors: Brock & Company
1 atlas (79, xxii p. (p. 8-[53] maps, part col.) illus., ports.) ; 46 cm.
Township maps are on the scale of ca. 1:36,000 or 1 3/4 inches to 1 mile.
LC Card Number: map48000724
*oversize F 902225 .121 (NLO)*

22378 **Crawford County (Wis.) - Maps - 1962 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps**
**Farm plat book, with index to owners, Crawford County, Wisconsin. Rockford, Ill. Rockford Map Publishers, c1962.**
Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Crawford County Farmers Union (Wis.) -- University of Wisconsin--Extension. Dept. of Agricultural Economics -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (31 p.) : 24 maps ; 22 x 28 cm.
Cover title.
'Sponsored by the Crawford County Farmers Union.'
Includes indexes to owners and advertisers.
Scale [1:50,688].
Township maps of scale 1 1/4 in. to 1 mile.
Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Ms. annotations throughout.
Owner's inscription: Extension Farm Management, Dept. of Agricultural Economics, Sept. 1966.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes folio G4123.C7G46 1962 .R58 (NLO)**

22379 **Creation - Maps - 1734 - World maps - 1734 - Creation - Bible - Geography - Maps - 1734**
The Sacred theory of the earth : containing an account of the original of the earth, and of all the general changes which it hath undergone, or is to undergo, till the consummation of all things : in four books ... : with a review of the theory, and of its proofs, especially in reference to Scripture, as also the author's defence of the work, from the exceptions of Mr. Warren, and the examination of Mr. Keil, and an ode to the author by Mr. Addison. London : Printed for H. Lintot, at the Cross-Keys against St. Dunstans-Church in Fleet-Street, [1734].
Authors: Burnet, Thomas, 1635?-1715 -- Lintot, Henry, 1703-1758 -- McCormick Theological Seminary -- McCormick Theological Seminary Collection (Newberry Library)
2 v. ; ill. (some folded), maps (some folded), port. ; 20 cm.
Dedication signed: Thomas Burnet.
Uniform title: [Telluris theoria sacra. English]
Added engraved t.p. and frontispiece portrait.
Head- and tail-pieces.
Bookplate: Virginia Library, McCormick Theological Seminary, Chicago.
Forms part of the McCormick Theological Seminary Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: ESTC N21363; NUC pre-1956, 85:661-662, NB 0981534
**Case BL224 .B83 1734 (NLO)**

22380 **Cremona (Italy : Province) - Maps - 1579-1588 - Cremona Region (Italy) - Maps - 1579-1588**
**Agri Cremonensis typvs / Antonius Campus pictor Cremonensis descripsit, 1579. [Antwerp : Christophe Plantin], 1579 [i.e. 1588].**
Authors: Campi, Antonio, 1522 or 3
1:50,000. Theatro de la tierra \(\sim\) Cremona (Italy : Province) \(\sim\) Cremona Region (Italy) \(\sim\) 1587 SEE Campi, Antonio, 1522 or 3-1587 -- Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598 -- Plantin, Christophe, approximately 1520-1589 -- Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598. Theatro de la tierra \(\sim\) Cremona (Italy : Province) \(\sim\) Cremona Region (Italy) \(\sim\) 1588 \(\sim\) Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Campus, Antonio, 1522 or 3-1587 SEE Campi, Antonio, 1522 or 3-1587 1 map : hand col. ; 33 x 48 cm.
In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatro de la tierra \(\sim\) Cremona (Italy : Province) \(\sim\) Cremona Region (Italy) \(\sim\) 1579-1588 -- Antwerp : Christophe Plantin, 1588, [plate 68].
Inset (12 x 17 cm.): Cremae ditionis descriptio.
Printed no. 68 and Spanish letterpress text on verso beginning: El Terretorio de Cremona.
Consta a todos la antiguedad .... .
**VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1588, [plate 68] (PrCt)**

22381 **Cremona (Italy : Province) - Maps - 1579-1606 - Cremona Region (Italy) - Maps - 1579-1606**
**Agri Cremonensis typvs / Antonius Campus pictor Cremonensis descripsit, 1579. [London :... ]**
Cremona (Italy : Province)

**Newville carte du territoire de Crème ... À Venise** [Venice] : par P. Santini ; chez Mr. Remondini, 1779.
Authors: Santini, P. -- Remondini, Guiseppe Antonio, 1747-1811 -- Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (1784 [i.e. 1807?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 52 x 42 cm.
In: Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (Venice : par P. Santini, rue Ste. Justine, chez M. Remondini, 1784 [i.e. 1807?]), v. 2, no. "P. II. 8" Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes oversize G1015 .S4 1807, v. 2, no. 8 (PrCt)**

Cres (Croatia) - Maps - 1689 - Pictorial works

In: Coronelli, Vincenzo. Citta, fortezze, isole, e porti principale dell' Europa, in pianti, et in eluatione, descritte, e publicate ad uso dell' Academia cosmografica degli argonauti (Venice : Domenico Padoani, 1689) pl. [50]. Engraved plate '84.' One of four plates printed on same sheet, opening [50].

**VAULT folio Ayer 135 .C8 1689 pl. 50 (PrCt)**

22386

Cres Island (Croatia) - Maps - 1528<<-Losing Island (Croatia) - Maps - 1528<<-Kvarner Islands (Croatia) - Maps - 1528<<-Cherso Island (Croatia) SEE Cres Island (Croatia)<<-Oscero Island (Croatia) SEE Losing Island (Croatia)<<-Woodcuts [Map of the Cres-Losing archipelago in the Kvarner Islands of the Adriatic Sea]. [Venice : Nicolò Zoppino, 1528].
Authors: Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530 -- Zoppino, Nicolò, fl. 1508-1544 -- Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530. Libro di Benedetto Bordoni : nel qual si ragiona de tutte l'isole del mondo ... (1528) 1 map : woodcut ; within printed borders 8 x 14 cm., on sheet 31 x 21 cm. Title supplied by cataloger. Cres and Losinj islands are identified as Cherso and Oscero respectively. Oriented with north at upper left. In: Bordon, Benedetto. Libro di Benedetto Bordoni : nel qual si ragiona de tutte l'isole del mondo ... (Venice : Nicolò Zoppino, 1528), folio XXXII.

**Case folio G 117 .108, folio XXXII (PrCt)**
22388 Cres, Islands (Croatia) - Maps - 1689
Authors: Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718 -- Padoani, Domenico, fl. 1689 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718. Citta, fortezze, isole, e porti principale dell' Europa ... (1689) 1 map ; 13 x 42 cm.
In: Coronelli, Vincenzo. Citta, fortezze, isole, e porti principale dell' Europa, in pianti, et in elutione, descritte, e publicate ad uso dell' Academia cosmografica degli argonauti (Venice : Domenico Padoani, 1689) pl. [52]. One of two plates printed on same sheet, opening [52].
VAULT Case folio G 117 .06, plate [43] (PrCt)

22389 Cres (Yugoslavia : Island) - Maps - 1720<<<Dalmatian Islands (Yugoslavia) - Maps - 1720
Le Gouvernement de Raguse, estant une partie de Dalmatie ... Amsterdam, [ca. 1720].
Authors: Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718 -- Schenk, Pieter, ca. 1698-1775 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:E5 2 maps ; 13 x 50 cm. each on sheet 32 x 53 cm. Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
2627 Sack map2F G6842.C7 1720 C6 (PrCt)

22390 Crescentino (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1569 - Fortification
Crescentino. [Venice : Bolognino Zaltieri, 1569].
Authors: Ballino, Giulio, d. ca. 1592 -- Ballino, Giulio, d. ca. 1592. De disegni delle più illustri città, et fortezze del mondo ... (1569) -- Zaltieri, Bolognino, fl. 1555-1576 1 view ; 20 x 28 cm.
Title in uppercase lettering. Added title in cartouche at bottom left: Il Uero disegno et ritrato della fortezza di Crescentino ...

Letterpress text on verso.
In: Ballino, Giulio. De disegni delle più illustri città, et fortezze del mondo ... (Venice: Bolognino Zaltieri, 1569), plate [43]
VAULT Case folio G 117 .06, plate [43] (PrCt)

22391 Cresci, Giovanni Francesco, 16th cent.<<<Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594<<<Calligraphy<<<Calligraphic maps
Wing Z 4035 .828, v. 60, p. 11-20; v. 61, p. 8-17 (PrCt)

Vert 916 (PrCt)


22395 Crete (Greece) - Maps - 1528<<>>Woodcuts

Candia. [Venice : Nicolò Zoppino, 1528].

Authors: Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530 -- Zoppino, Nicolò, fl. 1508-1544 -- Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530. Libro di Benedetto Bordone : nel quai si ragiona de tutte l'isole del monde ... (1528)

1 map : woodcut ; 16 x 33 cm., on sheet 31 x 41 cm.

Title at top center of island.

In: Bordon, Benedetto. Libro di Benedetto Bordone : nel quai si ragiona de tutte l'isole del monde ... (Venice : Nicolò Zoppino, 1528), folio L1.


Case folio G 117 .108, folio L1 (PrCt)

22396 Crete (Greece) - Maps - 1552<<>>Woodcuts

Candia seu Creta insula. [Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552].

Authors: Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552. Cosmographiae uniuersalis ... (1552) -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : woodcut ; 8 x 16 cm., on sheet 32 x 21 cm.

Title at upper left.

Added letterpress title above woodcut: Creta seu Candia.

In: Münster, Sebastian. Cosmographiae uniwersalis ... (Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552), p. 933.

References: Mickwitz and Miekkavaara, A.E. Nordenskiöld collection in the Helsinki University Library (1979-1995), v. 2, p. 82.

VAULT folio Ayer 7 .M8 1552, p. 933 (PrCt)

22397 Crete (Greece) - Maps - 1562

Creta Candia / Marius Cartarus fec. Venetiae [Venice] : Ferrandus Bertelli exc., M.D.LXII [1562].

Authors: Cartaro, Mario, ca. 1540-1620 -- Bertelli, Ferando -- [Italian assembled-to-order atlas] [ca. 1575?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 176 x 245 mm. (plate mark)

Title from oversize lettering on the island.

Cartouche at lower right: Candido lectori. Haec est illa insignis insula Creta ... .

In: [Italian assembled-to-order atlas] [Venice?: s.n., ca. 1575?], plate [23].


Tooley 175.

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .L2 1575 Al, plate [23] (PrCt)

22398 Crete (Greece) - Maps - 1564


Authors: Camocio, Giovanni Francesco, 16th cent. -- Forlani, Paolo -- Stoop, Nicolas de, fl.1564 -- Gilhofer & Ranschburg (Vienna, Austria) -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 271 x 380 mm. (neat line), on sheet remargined to 344 x 519 mm.

Attributed to Paolo Forlani in Woodward 28.

Note to reader at lower right: Ad cosmographiae studiosos N.[icolas] St.[oop]  Creta insula ...

Relief shown pictorially.


Ex Gilhofer.

Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).


b60a

Novacco 4F 363 (PrCt)

22399 Crete (Greece) - Maps - 1564


Authors: Camocio, Giovanni Francesco, 16th cent. -- Forlani, Paolo -- Stoop, Nicolas de, fl.1564 -- Lange, Otto, 1879-1944 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Stopius, Nickolaus, fl. 1564 SEE Stoop, Nicolas de, fl.1564

1 map ; 271 x 380 mm. (neat line), 277 x 386 mm. (plate mark)

Attributed to Paolo Forlani in Woodward 28.

Note to reader at lower right: Ad cosmographiae studiosos N.[icolas] St.[oop]  Creta insula ...

Relief shown pictorially.

Binding stub on verso.


Ex Lange.

Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).


b60
Novacco 4F 362 (PrCt)

22400 Crete (Greece) - Maps - 1570
El Vero et novvo disegno di tutta la isola, di Candia. [S.l. s.n., ca. 1570].
Authors: Franco Novacco Map Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map ; 282 x 386 mm. (neat line), 288 x 390 mm. (plate mark)
Note to reader in cartouche at lower right: Creta isola, ulogarmente chiamata Candá da Candia ... .
Relief shown pictorially.
Binding stub on verso.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Duplicate copy: VAULT Ayer 135 L2 1575 unnumbered.
b61
Novacco 4F 364 (PrCt)

22401 Crete (Greece) - Maps - 1571
Creta insula, hodie Ca[n]dia, in medio ... [Venice? s.n., ca. 1571].
Authors: Francis Roux-Devillas (Firm) -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 284 x 208 mm. (neat line), 286 x 211 mm. (plate mark)
In uppercase and oversize lettering at center: Candia.
Oriented with north to right.
Relief shown pictorially.
Tooley 177.
Ex Roux-Devillas.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
b58
Novacco 2F 198 (PrCt)

22402 Crete (Greece) - Maps - 1574<<>>Erakleion (Greece) - Maps - 1574<<>>Herakleion (Greece) SEE Erakleion (Greece)
Candia nel Creta insula posta nel mare Mediterraneo ... [Venice? Giovanni Francesco Camocio?, 1574?].
Authors: Camocio, Giovanni Francesco, 16th cent. -- Camocio, Giovanni Francesco, 16th cent. [Isola famoso porti, fortezze, et terre marine sottoposte alla Ser.ma Sig.ria di Venetia ad altri principi christiani, et al Sig.or Turco] [1574?] --
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 20 x 16 cm.
City of Herakleion prominently identified as “Candia.”
Oriented with north at left.
In atlas lacking title page: Camocio, Giovanni Francesco. [Isola famoso porti, fortezze, et terre marine sottoposte alla Ser.ma Sig.ria di Venetia ad altri principi christiani, et al Sig.or Turco, nouame[n]te poste in luce] [Venice? : Alla librar... del segno di S. Marco? ; G.F. Camocio?, 1574?], [plate 30].
Manuscript no. 30 at lower right.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
VAULT Baskes folio G1955 .C3 1574, [plate 30] (PrCt)

22403 Crete (Greece) - Maps - 1588<<>>Aegean Islands (Greece and Turkey) - Maps - 1588<<>>Lesbos Island (Greece) - Maps - 1588<<>>Kythera Island (Greece) - Maps - 1588<<>>Karpathos Island (Greece) - Maps - 1588<<>>Naxos Island (Greece) - Maps - 1588<<>>Thera Island (Greece) - Maps - 1588<<>>Melios Island (Greece) - Maps - 1588<<>>Limnos Island (Greece) - Maps - 1588<<>>Euboea Island (Greece) - Maps - 1588<<>>Rhodes (Greece : Island) - Maps - 1588<<>>Chios Island (Greece) - Maps - 1588 Candia insula ; Archipelagi insularvm aliqvot descrip. [Antwerp : Christophe Plantin, 1588].
Authors: Ortelius, Abraham, 1527--Plantin, Christophe, approximately 1520--1589 -- Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598. Theatro de la tierra universal (1588) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
11 maps ; hand col. ; 15 x 48 cm. and smaller, on sheet 46 x 62 cm.
Map of Crete separately titled; all others titled collectively in oversize lettering at center of sheet.
In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatro de la tierra universal (Antwerp : Christophe Plantin, 1588), [plate 77].
Printed no. 77 and Spanish letterpress text on verso beginning: Candia, antiguanmente Creta. Creta agora se llama Candia ... .
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1588, [plate 77] (PrCt)

22404 Crete (Greece) - Maps - 1606<<>>Aegean Islands (Greece and Turkey) - Maps - 1606<<>>Lesbos Island (Greece) - Maps - 1606<<>>Kythera Island (Greece) - Maps - 1606<<>>Karpathos Island (Greece) - Maps - 1606<<>>Naxos Island (Greece) - Maps - 1606<<>>Thera Island (Greece) - Maps - 1606<<>>Melios Island (Greece) - Maps - 1606<<>>Limnos Island (Greece) - Maps - 1606<<>>Euboea Island (Greece) - Maps - 1606<<>>Rhodes (Greece : Island) - Maps - 1606<<>>Chios Island (Greece) - Maps - 1606

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Crete (Greece) - Maps - 1694<<>Chania (Greece) - Maps - 1694<<>Corfu Island (Greece) - Maps - 1694<<>Zakynthos (Greece) - Maps - 1694<<>Melos Island (Greece) - Maps - 1694<<>Thera (Greece) - Maps - 1694<<>Karpathos (Greece) - Maps - 1694<<>Naxos Island (Greece) - Maps - 1694 Plan de l'île de Candie iadis Crete et des îles voisines. Paris : Beaulieu, 1694.

Authors: Beaulieu, Sébastian de Pontault, ca. 1612-1674 -- Beaulieu, Sébastien de Pontault, ca. 1612-1674. Les Glorieuses conquestes de Louis le Grand [1694?]

1 map ; 41 x 50 cm.


Case oversize G 10307 .08 pl. 32 (PrCt)

Crete (Greece) - Maps - 1700<<>Chania (Greece) - Maps - 1700 - Fortification<<>Erakleon (Greece) - Maps - 1700 - Fortification<<>Spinalonga (Greece) - Maps - 1700 - Fortification<<>Spinalonga (Leper colony) - Maps - 1700<<>Rethymnon (Greece) - Maps - 1700 - Fortification<<>Timbakion (Greece) - Maps - 1700 - View<<>Suda (Greece) - Maps - 1700 - Fortification Insula Candia ejusque fortificatio. Amsterdam : Frederic de Wit, [ca. 1700]?

Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Wit, Frederik de.

Atlas [ca. 1700?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; hand col. ; 47 x 56 cm.


1 map ; hand col. ; 47 x 56 cm.

In: Homann, Johann Baptist. Atlas novus terrarum orbis (Nuremberg : [Homann Erben, ca. 1745]), [plate 170].

Manuscript '174' on verso.

Oversize Ayer 135 .H7 1730, [plate 170] (PrCt)

Crete (Greece) - Maps - 1725 Creta insula perumq: deum natalibus ... Amsterdam , [ca. 1725].

Authors: Sanson, Guillaume -- Cóvens et Mortier -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:E11

1 map ; 37 x 51 cm.

Added title: Creta insula hodie Candia.

2622

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Sack map4F G6812.C7 1725 S2 (PrCt)


Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Cordier, Louis, -1711 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Delamarche, Charles François, 1740-1817. Atlas général : contenant le détail des quatre parties du monde [1798?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; hand col. ; 38 x 53 cm.

Scale [ca. 1:875,000].

Relief shown pictorially.


Baskes oversize G1015 .A77 1798, [ptie 2], [plate 22] (NLO)

Crete (Greece) - Maps - 1745<<>Kyklades (Greece) - Maps - 1745 Insula Creta hodie Candia in sua IV. territoria divisa cum adjacentibus Aegaei Maris insulis ... Nuremberg : Homann Erben, [ca. 1745].

Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Homann Erben (Firm) -- Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724. Atlas novus terrarum orbis [ca. 1745] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; hand col. ; 47 x 56 cm.

In: Homann, Johann Baptist. Atlas novus terrarum orbis (Nuremberg : [Homann Erben, ca. 1745]), [plate 170].

Manuscript '174' on verso.

Oversize Ayer 135 .H7 1730, [plate 170] (PrCt)


1st American ed.

Includes bibliographical references (p. 191-192) and index.

First published in London under title: Crete. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
22415 Crete (Greece) - Maps - 1967 - Archaeology. Crete (Greece) - Maps - 1967
Authors: Mellersh, H. E. L. -- G.P. Putnam's Sons
-- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
143 p. : ill. (part col.), maps, plan ; 25 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 139) and index.
Series: Life in ancient lands
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 67020980
Baskes DF261.C8 M4 1967 (NLO)

22416 Crete (Greece) - Maps - 1974
Authors: Muirhead, Findlay, 1860 -- Blue guide -- Rossiter, Stuart -- Flower, John, 1929--
Ernest Benn Ltd. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 19 map plates
1st ed.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) (PrCt)

22417 Crete (Greece) - Maps - 1977
Authors: Muirhead, Findlay, 1860-1935 -- Blue guide -- Rossiter, Stuart -- Flower, John, 1929--
Ernest Benn Ltd. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 19 map plates
2nd ed.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) (PrCt)

22418 Crete (Greece) - Maps - 1989
Authors: Freely, John -- New Amsterdam (Firm)
-- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
282 p. : ill., 19 maps ; 22 cm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Baskes DF901.C8 F68 1989 (NLO)

22419 Crete - Historical geography - Maps - 1606
Corsica (France) - Historical geography - Maps - 1606
Ionian Islands (Greece) - Historical geography - Maps - 1606
Sardinia (Italy) - Historical geography - Maps - 1606
Crete - Maps - 1606
Corsica (France) - Maps - 1606
Ionian Islands (Greece) - Maps - 1606
Sardinia (Italy) - Maps - 1606

Creta, lovis magni, medio iacet insula ponto / ex conatabis geographicus Abrahimi Ortelli.
[London : John Norton, 1606].
Parergon, sive, Veteris geograpiae aliqvot tabvlae (1606) -- Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598.
Theatrum orbis terrarum ... (1606) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 19 x 47 cm., on sheet 45 x 56 cm.
Insets in top margin (13 x 18 cm. or smaller):
Corsica -- Insvlae Maris Ionii -- Sardinia.
In: Ortelius, Abraham. "Parergon, sive, Veteris geograpiae aliqvot tabvlae", part of the historical atlas section of Ortelius's Theatrum orbis terrarum ... (London : J. Norton, 1606), [plate 142].
Signature "xxix" and English letterpress text on verso beginning: Creta, now Candy. Although there be many things ...
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1606, [plate 142] (PrCt)

22420 Criginger, Johann, 1521-1571
Authors: Hantzsch, Viktor, 1868-1910 -- Allgemeine deutsche Biographie (1967-1971)
p. 556-562 ; 24 cm.
556-562.
Reprint of volume originally published in 1903.
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3058, no. 1.
Ref CT1053 .A52, v. 47, p. 556-562 (PrCt)

22421 Criginger, Johann, 1521-1571
[Notes on Johann Criginger]. [Chicago, 198-?].
Authors: Karrow, Robert W.
1 file folder ; 25 x 30 cm.
Bibliographical notes, photocopies of maps, and drafts used in the preparation of the chapter on Johann Criginger in: Karrow, Mapmakers of the sixteenth century and their maps (1993).
Vert 3059 (PrCt)

22422 Criginger, Johann, 1521-1571. Bohemiae regni nova chorographica descriptio (1568)
Authors: Kuchar, Karel, 1906- -- Kuchar, Karel, 1906-.
Early maps of Bohemia, Moravia, and Silesia (1961)
p. 15-18 and 66 : 4 maps (part fold.) ; 37 cm.
In: Kuchar, Karel. Early maps of Bohemia,
Crimea (Ukraine) - Maps - 1528<<>>Azov, Sea of (Ukraine and Russia) - Maps - 1528<<>>Ukraine - Maps - 1528<<>>Taurica Chersonesos (Ukraine) SEE Crimea (Ukraine)<<>>Palude Meotide (Ukraine and Russia) SEE Azov, Sea of (Ukraine and Russia)<<>>Woodcuts

[Map of Crimea, the Sea of Azov, and adjacent coasts of Ukraine and Russia]. [Venice : Nicolò Zoppino, 1528].
Authors: Bordon, Benedetto.

In: Bordon, Benedetto. Libro di Benedetto Bordone : nel qual si ragiona de tutte l'isole del mondo ... (Venice : Nicolò Zoppino, 1528), folio LXV.


Crimea (Ukraine) - Maps - 1655-1750<<>>Crimea (Ukraine) - History, Ancient - Maps - 1655-1750

Cimmerica quae postea Scythia Europaea seu parua Scythia / ex conatibus geographicis Gulielmi Sanson, Nicolai filii, regis Christianissimi geographi. A Paris : Chès le S. Robert, geogr. du roi, quai de l'Horloge, MDCLXV [1665, i.e. between 1700 and 1750?].

Authors: Sanson, Guillaume.

Parts of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .A77 1798, [plate 2], [plate 74] (NLO)

Crimea (Ukraine) - Maps - 1736-1737

An Exact map of the Crim (formerly Taurica Chersonesus). London, 1739.
Authors: Akademiia nauk SSSR -- Lacy, Peter, Count, 1678-1751 -- Münnich, Burchard Christoph, Count, 1683-1767

1 map : 21 x 30 cm. Detached from Gentleman's magazine 9 (1739), opposite title page.

References O-Z, a-w.

3076rev

map2F G7102 .C8 1739 A4 (PrCt)
Crimea (Ukraine) - Maps - 1854
Black Sea - Maps - 1854
Crimean War, 1853-1856 - Maps
Sevastopol (Ukraine) - Maps - 1854
The Crimea or Crimea peninsula : the Taurus of ancient geographers : reduced from the original Russian military map constructed under the direction of Major-General Mukhin, by the staff of the Russian quarter-master general, by command of the governor general Prince Volkonski : inscribed to Her Most Gracious Majesty Queen Victoria by her very faithful and devoted servant T.B. Jervis, F.R.S., major of the Corps of Engineers, E.I. Service, London, September 1854. [London] : John Petheram, 94, High Holborn, and Williams & Norgate, 14, Henrietta Street, Covent Garden, [1854].
1 map : col., dissected and mounted on linen ; 61 x 120 cm., folded to 24 x 17 cm.
Cover title: Crimea by Major Jervis
Publishers and series statement from labels mounted to inside front cover.
"The Russian names, title and observations were translated or rendered into English by Major Jervis himself, and various useful and important additions also made to the original Russian map."
Series: Map of the seat of war ; 3.
"To be had at the Office, 9, Adelphi Terrace, Strand, London."
Scale [ca. 1:344,000].
Relief shown by hachures; depths in inset map shown by soundings.
Greenwich meridian.
"Map of the seat of war" (6 x 10 cm., on sheet 12 x 17 cm.) mounted on verso.
Inset map of the harbor of Sevastopol.
Includes table: Population of the four districts constituting the peninsula of the Krima or Crimea. Embossed green cloth over boards; gold stamped cover title: Crimea by Major Jervis.
Stamp: Lincoln’s Inn Library.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G7103.C7 1854 .A77 (NLO)
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Kisić, Anica -- Dubrovacki muzej -- International Map Collectors' Society
21 p. : maps ; 30 cm.
In English and Croatian.
OCLC 22280786.

Vert 2213 (PrCt)

22439 Crockett County (Tex.) - Maps - 1894 - Landowners<>Counties - Maps<>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Texas. General Land Office -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: Blueprint, 32 x 43.5 in. Scale 1:133,320. Originally compiled 1894.
Microfiche 583, no. 941 (PrCt)

22440 Crofutt, George A. Crofutt's overland tours : consisting of over six thousand miles of main tours, and three thousand miles of side tours (1889) - Title pages
Authors: Crofutt, George A. -- H.J. Smith & Co. -- Crofutt, George A. Crofutt's overland tours : consisting of over six thousand miles of main tours, and three thousand miles of side tours (1889) 1 sheet ; 23 x 12 cm.
G 89 .199 title page (PrCt)

A Pictorial and descriptive guide to Cromer, Sheringham, the Runtons, Poppyland, Mundesley-on-Sea, etc. : plans of Cromer and Sheringham, two maps of the district and a map of the Broads. London : Ward, Lock & Co., [1930 or 1931].
Authors: Ward, Lock and Company, ltd. -- Ward Lock guides -- John Bartholomew and Son -- Great Britain. Ordnance Survey -- Butler & Tanner Ltd. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Publication date from binder's instructions.
Cover title: Cromer and district 'Forty illustrations.'
Maps by John Bartholomew & Son and the Ordnance Survey.
Printed by Butler & Tanner.
Series title from cover.
Includes index, advertisements and business directories.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library. Baskes G153 .W3 Cromer (1930) (NLO)

Map of Cromwell : Union County, (on the Burlington and Missouri River Rail Road,) Iowa. Des Moines : Mills & Co. Lith., [ca.1865?].
Authors: Mills & Co. -- Burlington and Missouri River Railroad Company -- Mills & Co. (Des Moines, Iowa) SEE Mills & Co.
1 map ; 50 x 33 cm. Cadastral map. Annotated with personal names and dates. Removed from the archives of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company, record group 769.74.
sc CB&Q map4F G4154.C7G46 1865 .M5 (NLO)

22443 Crosby County (Tex.) - Maps - 1892 - Landowners<>Counties - Maps<>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Texas. General Land Office -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 20 x 17.5 in. Scale 1:133,320. Originally compiled 1892.
Microfiche 583, no. 942 (PrCt)
Cross River (Cameroon and Nigeria) - Maps - 1885
Map of the Old Calabar or Cross River : to illustrate Mr. Goldie's paper. Edinburgh : Scottish Geographical Society, 1885.
Authors: W. & A.K. Johnston Limited -- Goldie, Hugh, 1815-1885 -- Scottish geographical magazine (1885)
1 map ; 22 x 15 cm.
Scale ca. 1:910,000.
To accompany "Note of a voyage up the Calabar or Cross River in November 1884," by Hugh Goldie, p. 273-283.
Basset and Scheven, Maps of Africa to 1900, no. 2277.
G 007 .8, v. 1, facing p. 282 (PrCt)

Cross-Staffs (Navigation Instruments)
Notes on the cross-staff. 1954.
Authors: Brewington, Marion V. -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
p. 187-191 : ill.

Cross-staffs (Navigation instruments)
Authors: Roche, John J. (John James), 1937- -- Tyacke, Sarah. English map-making, 1500-1650 (1983)
p. 107-111
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3077, no. 4.
folio GA793.5 .E54, p. 107-111 (PrCt)

Cross-Staffs (Navigation Instruments)
75-33027.
BHC 306
Vert 556 (PrCt)

La Crosse County (Wis.) - Maps - 1874 - Landowners-Counties - Maps-Landowners - Maps
[La Crosse County (Wis.) - 1874: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche], [Washington, D.C.] : LC G&M Division, [1983?].
Authors: Bliss, H. I. -- Library of Congress.
Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps.
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 4 parts, 20 x 20 in. each. Scale 1:43,000. Originally published La Crosse, Wis.: H.I. Bliss, 1874.

Microfiche 583, no. 1427 (PrCt)

La Crosse County (Wis.) - Maps - 1890 - Landowners-Counties - Maps-Landowners - Maps
[La Crosse County (Wis.) - 1890: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche], [Washington, D.C.] : LC G&M Division, [1983?].
Authors: Brice & Smith -- Library of Congress.
Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps.
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 53.5 x 53.5 in. Scale 1:31,680.
Originally published La Crosse, Wis.: Brice & Smith, 1890.
Microfiche 583, no. 1428 (PrCt)

La Crosse County (Wis.) - Maps - 1954 - Landowners-Counties - Maps-Landowners - Maps
Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- La Crosse County 4-H Leaders Association (Wis.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (41 p.) : 19 maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
'Sponsored by La Crosse County 4-H Leaders Association,'
Scale not given.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G4123.L2G46 1954 .R58 (NLO)

La Crosse County (Wis.) - Maps - 1972 - Landowners-LaCrosse County (Wis.) SEE La Crosse County (Wis.)-Counties - Maps-LaCrosse County (Wis.)-Maps
Atlas of La Crosse County, Wisconsin : containing maps, plats of the townships, rural directory, pictures of farms & families, articles about history, etc. / compiled 1972 by Title Atlas Company. Minneapolis, Minn. Title Atlas Co., c1972.
Authors: Title Atlas Co. (Minneapolis, Minn.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (17, [210] p.) : ill., 21 maps, ports. ; 34 cm.
Cover title: Pictorial atlas, La Crosse County, Wisconsin
Includes biographical information of landowners.
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Scale not given.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.


22452

La Crosse County (Wis.) - Maps - 1991 - Landowners<<<Counties - Maps<<<Landowners - Maps
Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- La Crosse County 4-H Leaders Association (Wis.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (55 p.) : 20 maps (some col.) ; 28 cm. 11th ed.
Cover title.
Copyright date from p. 3.
"Sponsored by La Crosse County 4-H Leaders Association"--Cover.
Includes business directory and index to landowners.
Scale [1:50,688]. 1 1/4 in. = 1 mile.
Shows county and state lands.
Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 93676091

22453

Map showing the proposed irrigating systems on the Crow Indian Reservation in Montana.
[Washington (D.C.)? :s.n., 1889].
Authors: United States. Bureau of Indian Affairs -- Graves, Walter Hayden -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 109 x 66 cm. folded to 30 x 19 cm. No scale given.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Gift '72.
folio Graff 5132 (NLO)

22454

Authors: Beesley, Earl
1 p. : photo

22455

More will see Crown Jewels, but stealing with still...
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1759 manuscript.
folio Ayer 136 .H91 1907 ser. 1, v. 4, pl. 1 (PrCt)

22459 Crown Point (N.Y.) - Maps - 1759 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Fort Saint Frederic (Crown Point, N.Y.) - Maps - 1759 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
United States - History - French and Indian War, 1755-1763 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
A colored plan of the new Fort and Redoubts at Crown Point. [19--.]
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1759 manuscript.
folio Ayer 136 .H91 1907 ser. 1, v. 4, pl. 2-3 (PrCt)

22460 Crown Point (N.Y.) - Maps - 1759 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Fort Saint Frederic (Crown Point, N.Y.) - Maps - 1759 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
United States - History - French and Indian War, 1755-1763 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
A plan of 'Crown Point, or St. Frederick's Fort, at the head of Lake Champlain and the mouth of Wood Creek, 1759'. [19--.]
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1759 manuscript.
folio Ayer 136 .H91 1909 ser. 2, v. 1, pl. 9-11 (PrCt)

22461 Crown Point (N.Y.) - Maps - 1759 - Fortification - Manuscripts
Fort Saint Frederic (Crown Point, N.Y.) - Maps - 1759 - Manuscripts
Fortification
Facsimiles
A colored project for taking post at (the Grenadier redoubt near) Crown Point, May 13th, 1774, by John Montresor'. [19--.]
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1774 manuscript.
folio Ayer 136 .H91 1907 ser. 1, v. 4, pl. 4 (PrCt)

22462 Crown Point (N.Y.) - Maps - 1774 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Fort Saint Frederic (Crown Point, N.Y.) - Maps - 1774 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
A colored project for taking post at (the Grenadier redoubt near) Crown Point, May 13th, 1774, by John Montresor'. [19--.]
Authors: Eyre, William, fl. 1755 -- Colqhoun, Alexander, Lieut. -- Mante, Thomas, fl. 1772 -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer 183 M2 1772 ms map 7 1 ms. map; on sheet 236 x 359 mm.
One of seven manuscript maps and plans inserted by Lieut. Alexander Colqhoun into his copy of: Mante, Thomas, fl. 1772. The history of the late war in North-America, and the islands of the West-Indies (London : Printed for W. Strahan and T. Cadell, 1772), following p. 216.
Inserted adjacent to following passage on p. 217: 'The General [Amherst]...ordered a new fort to be traced out by Lieutenant-Colonel Eyres...'
Shows fortifications and surrounding outbuildings at Crown Point (formerly Fort Saint Frederic) on Lake Champlain, New York, following occupation of British forces in 1759. References A-G keyed to map.
Scale [1:5,760] 'Scale 300 fathoms' [= 95 mm.].
Pen-and-ink with minor annotations in pencil.
Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 221.
Ayer ms map proj 98.
VAULT folio Ayer 183 M2 1772 ms map 7 (NLO)


22467 Cruz Cano y Olmedilla, Juan de La, d. 1790. America Meridional, 1775 Cruz Cano's map of South America, Madrid, 1775: its creation, adversities and rehabilitation. 1966. Authors: Smith, Thomas Russell, 1910- Reprinted from Imago Mundi 20 (1966): 49-78. maps. BHC 1657 Vert 1242 (PrCt)

The manuscript is owned by Espinosa Yglesias.

Includes bibliographical references and index.

Carrasco, Scott Sessions.

circumambulation: Cholula's peripatetic role --

Amazon Mesoamerica, the Caribbean, and the

Weaver, Laura Adams Weaver

to the Mapa de Cuauhtinchan No. 2 / Jace

sacred geography: foregrounds and backgrounds

Indigenous migrations, pilgrimage trails, and

Cuauhtinchantlacan / Vincent James Stanzione

through

Guilhem Olivier

power in the Mapa de Cuauhtinchan No. 2 /

bundles, arrows, and the new fire: foundation and

Aselbergs -- Calendar, chronology, and

cosmology in the Mapa de Cuauhtinchan No. 2 /

Anthony F. Aveni -- Glyphs and messages in the

Mapa de Cuauhtinchan No. 2: Chicomoztoc, Itzpapalotl, and 13 Flint / Keiko Yoneda

asymmetry in the Mapa de Cuauhtinchan No. 2 /

Eleanor Wake -- Botanical symmetry and

asymmetry in the Mapa de Cuauhtinchan No. 2 /

Robert A. Bye, Edelmira Libares -- Sacred

bundles, arrows, and the new fire: foundation and power in the Mapa de Cuauhtinchan No. 2 /

Guilhem Olivier -- Walking is knowing: pilgrimage through the pictorial history of the Cuauhtinchantlacan / Vincent James Stanzione -- Indigenous migrations, pilgrimage trails, and sacred geography: foregrounds and backgrounds to the Mapa de Cuauhtinchan No. 2 / Jace Weaver, Laura Adams Weaver -- The Mapa de Cuauhtinchan No. 2 and the cosmic tree in Mesoamerica, the Caribbean, and the Amazon-Orinoco basin / Osvaldo García-Goyco -- Seeing in Situ: Mapa de Cuauhtinchan No. 2 / Dana Leibsohn -- Middle place, labyrinth, and circumambulation: Cholula's peripatetic role in the Mapa de Cuauhtinchan No. 2 / David Carrasco, Scott Sessions.

Includes bibliographical references and index.

The manuscript is owned by Espinosa Yglesias.

LC Card Number: 2007008230

ISBN 9780826342836 (cloth : alk. paper) ; 0826342833 (cloth : alk. paper)

Ayer folio F1219.56.M33 C38 2007 (NLO)
22478 **Cuba - Historical geography - 1841**

_Cuba - Historical geography - Gazetteers - 1841_

_Mapa de la isla de Cuba y tierras circunvecinas según las divisiones de los naturales con las derrotas que siguió el almirante Don Cristóbal Colón en sus descubrimientos por estos mares, y los primeros establecimientos de los españoles; para servir de ilustracion á su historia antigua._

_Havana : National Archives of the Republic of Cuba, 2005._

Authors: Torre, José María de la, 1815-1873 -- Macle Cruz, Jorge. *A Reference obliged in the history of the Cuban cartography* (2005) p. 18-67

In: Jorge Macle Cruz, José María de la Torre : A Reference obliged in the history of the Cuban cartography (Havana: National Archives of the Republic of Cuba, 2005).

Digital copy from Memorias de la Real Sociedad Económica de Amigos del País (Cuba) 3 (1841): 18-67.

Includes the report of a commission that evaluated Torre's map, Torre's essay on the map, and (on pp. 19-51) his "Diccionario topográfico-antiguo de la isla de Cuba y tierras circunvecinas."

_To Collection Services for cataloging, April 2006 (PrCt)_

22479 **Cuba - Historical geography - Maps - 1841**

_Mapa de la isla de Cuba y tierras circunvecinas según las divisiones de los naturales con las derrotas que siguió el almirante Don Cristóbal Colón en sus descubrimientos por estos mares, y los primeros establecimientos de los españoles; para servir de ilustracion á su historia antigua._

_Havana : National Archives of the Republic of Cuba, 2005._


In: Jorge Macle Cruz, José María de la Torre : A Reference obliged in the history of the Cuban cartography (Havana: National Archives of the Republic of Cuba, 2005).

Digital copy from Memorias de la Real Sociedad Económica de Amigos del País (Cuba) 3 (1841): 18-67.

Includes the report of a commission that evaluated Torre's map, Torre's essay on the map, and (on pp. 19-51) his "Diccionario topográfico-antiguo de la isla de Cuba y tierras circunvecinas."

_To Collection Services for cataloging, April 2006 (PrCt)_

22480 **Cuba - International relations - 1984**


Authors: Skoug, Kenneth N.

20 p ; 25 cm.

_Travel Vertical File G4921 .F5 1984 .S5 (PrCt)_

22481 **Cuba - Maps - 1528**

_Woodcuts_  

_Cuba : [Venice : Nicolò Zoppino, 1528]._  

Authors: Bordon, Benedetto, 1540-1530 -- Zoppino, Nicolò, fl. 1508-1544 -- Bordon, Benedetto, 1540-1530. _Libro di Benedetto Bordon : nel qual si ragiona de tutte l'isole del mondo ... (1528)_

1 map : woodcut ; 8 x 14 cm., on sheet 31 x 21 cm.

Oriented with north at upper left.

In: Bordon, Benedetto. _Libro di Benedetto Bordon : nel qual si ragiona de tutte l'isole del mondo ... (Venice : Nicolò Zoppino, 1528),_ folio XVIII (i.e. XIXI).

Folio page number misprinted as "XVIII" and corrected in pencil to "XIII".


_Case folio G 117 .108, folio XVIII [i.e. XIV]_  

_PrCt_  

22482 **Cuba - Maps - 1564**

_L'Isola Cuba è piú settetriõal' della Spagnola ..._  

_[Venice : Forlani, ca. 1564]._  

Authors: Gastaldi, Giacomo, approximately 1500-approximately 1565 -- Forlani, Paolo -- Lange, Otto, 1879-1944 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)_

1 map ; 155 x 222 mm. (neat line), 175 x 248 mm. (plate mark)

Attributed to Giacomo Gastaldi and Paolo de Forlani (Karrow 30/61.1).

On the same sheet with: _L'Isola Spagnola._

Forms one of two maps apparently printed from separate plates on separate sheets; remargined on one composite sheet, 477 x 328 mm.

Tooley 90.

Woodward 29.01.

Ex O Lange.

For later editions of both maps see Novacco 4F 81 (ca. 1566) and Novacco 4F 82 (ca. 1590).

_j5_

Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

_Novacco 4F 83 (PrCt)_

22483 **Cuba - Maps - 1565**

_Cuba : [Venice? Ferando Bertelli?, ca. 1565]._  

Authors: Bertelli, Ferando -- Francis Roux-Devillas (Firm) -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)_

1 map ; 257 x 188 mm. (neat line), 263 x 193 mm. (plate mark)

Title from oversize lettering on map.

Anonymous and undated; includes blank cartouche and manuscript '86' in upper right.

Cf. Tooley 92.

Not similar to other Bertelli maps of Cuba at Newberry, i.e. Ayer *+135 L2 1575 A1 no. [24], Novacco 4F 83, and Novacco 4F 82 (Tooley 89-91).

Ex Roux-Devillas.

Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Wallisius, Levinus, d. 1606. De Landau; ex Finaly.

Cf. Woodward 29.01.

For earlier editions of this map see Novacco 4F 83 (ca. 1564), Novacco 4F 81 and VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .L2 1575 AI pl. [24] (both ca. 1566).

Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Novacco 4F 82 (PrCt)

22484 Cuba - Maps - 1566

*L'isola Cuba e più setentrional' dela Spagnola ... / F. B.* [Venice : Ferando Bertelli, 1566?].

Authors: Gastaldi, Giacomo, approximately 1500-approximately 1565 -- Bertelli, Ferando -- [Italian assembled-to-order atlas] [ca. 1575?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 153 x 221 mm. (neat line)

Attributed to Giacomo Gastaldi (Karrow 30/61.2).

On the same sheet with: L'Isola Spagnola.

In: [Italian assembled-to-order atlas] [Venice?: s.n., ca. 1575?], plate [24].

Duplicate copy: Novacco 4F 081

For earlier and later editions of both maps see Novacco 4F 83 (ca. 1564) and Novacco 4F 82 (ca. 1590).

Tooley 89. VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .L2 1575 AI, plate [24] (PrCt)

22485 Cuba - Maps - 1566

*L'isola Cuba e più setentrional' dela Spagnola ... / F. B.* [Venice : Ferando Bertelli, 1566?].

Authors: Gastaldi, Giacomo, approximately 1500-approximately 1565 -- Bertelli, Ferando -- Lange, Otto, 1879-1944 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 153 x 220 mm. (neat line), 366 x 247 mm. (plate mark), on sheet 543 x 408 mm.

Attributed to Giacomo Gastaldi (Karrow 30/61.2).

On the same sheet with: L'Isola Spagnola.


For earlier and later editions of both maps see Novacco 4F 83 (ca. 1564) and Novacco 4F 82 (ca. 1590).

Tooley 89. Ex O. Lange.

Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

j6

Novacco 4F 81 (PrCt)

22486 Cuba - Maps - 1590

*L'Isola Cuba è piú settetrioal' della Spagnola ... / Petri de Nobilibus formis.* [Venice] : Nobili, [ca. 1590].

Authors: Gastaldi, Giacomo, approximately 1500-approximately 1565 -- Forlani, Paolo -- Nobili, Pietro de, fl. 1560-1579 -- De Landau, Horace, barone, 1824-1903 -- Finaly, Madame, d. 1938 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 156 x 223 mm. (neat line), on sheet remargined to 233 x 334 mm.

Attributed to Giocomo Gastaldi and Paolo de Forlani (Karrow 30/61.1 variant).

Tooley 91.

Cf. Woodward 29.01.

Ex De Landau; ex Finaly.

For earlier editions of this map see Novacco 4F 83 (ca. 1564), Novacco 4F 81 and VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .L2 1575 AI pl. [24] (both ca. 1566).

j12

Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Novacco 4F 82 (PrCt)


Authors: Purchas, Samuel, 1577-1626 -- Hondius, Jodocus, 1563-1612 -- Purchas, Samuel, 1577-1626. Purchas his pilgrimes (1625) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

2 maps : copper engravings ; 6.4 x 12.5 cm. in frame 14.3 x 18.3 cm. on sheet 32 x 21 cm.


Letterpress above map: Hondius his Map of Hispaniola, Cuba, etc.

Insets along left margin: Havana portvs. -- Jamaica. -- I. S. Ionannis. -- I. Margareta.


VAULT Ayer 110 .P9 1625, v. 3, p. 861 (PrCt)

Cuba - Maps - 1629

*Das Eylandt Cuba mit dero selben Gelegenheit.* [Franckfurt am Mayn : bey Wolfgang Hoffmann In Verlegung der Hulsischen Erben, 1629].

Authors: Heyn, Piet, 1578-1629 -- Heyn, Piet, 1578-1629. Die ein vnd zwantzigste Schifffahrt, oder, Gründliche vnd vmbständliche fernere Beschreibung der vollkommensten Landschaft Brasilien Americae (1629) -- Hoffmann, Wolfgang, fl. 1624-1647 -- Hulsius Erben -- Hulsius, Levinus, d. 1606. [Sammlung von sechs...

1 map ; 7.6 x 13.3 cm. on sheet 22 x 41 cm. fold. to 19 x 14 cm.

Inset on untitled view of Matanzas Bay in Heyn, Piet, Die ein vnzd zwantzgste Schiffahrt, oder, Gründliche vnzd vmbständliche fernere Beschreibung der vollkommensten Landschaft Brasilien Americae (Franckfurt am Mayn: bey Wolffgang Hoffmann In Verlegung der Hulsischen Erben, 1629), opp. p. 132.

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .C8 1689 pl. 93 (PrCt)

22489 Cuba - Maps - 1689
Authors: Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718 -- Padoani, Domenico, fl. 1689 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718. Citta, fortezze, isole, e porti principale dell' Europa ... (1689) 1 map ; 20 x 27 cm.

In: Coronelli, Vincenzo. Citta, fortezze, isole, e porti principale dell' Europa, in pianti, et in eluatione, descritte, e publicate ad uso dell' Academia cosmografica degli argonauti ([Venice : Domenico Padoani, 1689]) pl. [93].

VAULT folio Ayer 135 .C8 1689 pl. 93 (PrCt)

22490 Cuba - Maps - 1689 - Nautical charts
A Chart of the island Cuba, the Gulf of Florida, with Bahama Islands, adn ye Windward Passage. [Amsterdam : Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, 1967].


Map Ref oversize G1025 .T37 ser. 4, v. 1, pl. [15] (PrCt)

22491 Cuba - Maps - 1730-1739 - Coasts - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Authors: Bowen, Emanuel, -1767 -- Innys, William, d. 1756 -- Bowen, Emanuel, -1767. A Complete system of geography ... (1747) 2 maps ; on sheet 34 x 40 cm.

In: Bowen, Emanuel. A Complete system of geography : being a description of ... the known world (London : Printed for William Innys, etc., 1747) v. 2, pl. [62].

Case oversize G114 .B68 1747 v. 2, pl. 62 (PrCt)

22492 Cuba - Maps - 1747
 Hispaniola - Maps - 1747
Dominican Republic - Maps - 1747
Authors: Bowen, Emanuel, -1767 -- Innys, William, d. 1756 -- Bowen, Emanuel, -1767. A Complete system of geography ... (1747) 2 maps ; on sheet 34 x 40 cm.

In: Bowen, Emanuel. A Complete system of geography : being a description of ... the known world (London : Printed for William Innys, etc., 1747) v. 2, pl. [62].

Case oversize G114 .B68 1747 v. 2, pl. 62 (PrCt)

22493 Cuba - Maps - 1763 - Nautical charts
Authors: Bowen, Emanuel, -1767 -- Innys, William, d. 1756 -- Bowen, Emanuel, -1767. A Complete system of geography ... (1747) 2 maps ; on sheet 34 x 40 cm.

In: Bowen, Emanuel. A Complete system of geography : being a description of ... the known world (London : Printed for William Innys, etc., 1747) v. 2, pl. [62].

Case oversize G114 .B68 1747 v. 2, pl. 62 (PrCt)

22494 Cuba - Maps - 1770 - Manuscripts
Authors: Bowen, Emanuel, -1767 -- Innys, William, d. 1756 -- Bowen, Emanuel, -1767. A Complete system of geography ... (1747) 2 maps ; on sheet 34 x 40 cm.

In: Bowen, Emanuel. A Complete system of geography : being a description of ... the known world (London : Printed for William Innys, etc., 1747) v. 2, pl. [62].

Case oversize G114 .B68 1747 v. 2, pl. 62 (PrCt)
A New & correct chart of Cuba, streights of

Ysla de Cuba. [ca. 1770].
Authors: Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) - Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 321
1 ms. map : hand col. ; 430 x 831 mm. on sheet 580 x 1,075 mm.
Title from prominent lettering on the island.
Other title: Isla de Cuba
Scale [ca. 1:196,000], 'Escala de 80 leguas p[ar]a la ysla.'
Relief shown pictorially and with hachures.
Include 10 insets (123 x 192 mm. and smaller) of harbors and bays at varying scales with separate location indexes.
Contents: Puerto de Guantanamo -- Puerto de Baya Honda -- Puerto del Mariel -- Puerto de la Havana -- Puerto de Matanzas -- Puerto de las Nuevitas -- Puerto y playa de Baracoa -- Baya y puerto de Cuba -- Baya y puerto de Jagua -- P[un]tos de Nipe Banes y Cabonico.
Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Pen-and-ink and watercolor (green, brown, yellow, red).
Dealer's description and correspondence available in NL Map Info. File.
Previously shelved as MS map6F G4920 1770 .Y6
86-88299 rev / Ayer ms map proj 95
VAULT drawer Ayer MS map 321 (NLO)

Cuba - Maps - 1780
l'Isle de Cuba / par M. Bonne,
1 map : 20 x 31 cm.
"Liv X, et XII." -- At upper left.
"No. 39." -- At upper right.
Forms part of the William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library).
Greenlee 4891 .B71 1780 [map 41] (PrCt)

Cuba - Maps - 1783 - Coasts - Nautical charts - Cuba - Maps - 1783 - Coasts - Havana (Cuba) - Maps - 1783 - Harbors - Nautical charts - Havana (Cuba) -1783 - Harbors -Nautical charts
A New & correct chart of Cuba, streights of

Bahama, Windward Passage ... [London] : Mount & Page, [1783].
1 map : 45 x 64 cm.
By an officer in the Navy.'
Inset (17 x 14 cm.): A Plan of the harbour & town of Havana ... . Includes references A-G.
In: The English pilot. : Describing the West-India navigation, from Hudson's Bay to the River Amazones ... (London : Printed for Messrs. Mount and Page, Tower-Hill, 1783) opposite p. 43.
oversize Ayer 135 .E55 1783 following p. 43 (PrCt)

Cuba - Maps - 1822<<>>Bahamas - Maps - 1822
1 map : hand col. ; 23 x 34 cm.
Engraved title within neatline.
Added letterpress title in uppercase and oversize lettering, top margin: Geographical, statistical, and historical map of Cuba and the Bahamas Islands
In: H.C. Carey and I. Lea (Firm). A Complete historical, chronological, and geographical American atlas ... (Philadelphia : H.C. Carey and I. Lea, 1822), [map 35].
"No. 40." -- In letterpress at upper right.
Forms part of the William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library).
oversize Greenlee 4891 .C27 1822 [map 35] (PrCt)

Cuba - Maps - 1827<<>>Bahamas - Maps - 1827
1 map : hand col. ; 23 x 33 cm.
Engraved title within neatline.
Added letterpress title in uppercase and oversize lettering, top margin: Geographical, statistical, and historical map of Cuba and the Bahamas Islands
In: H.C. Carey and I. Lea (Firm). A Complete historical, chronological, and geographical American atlas ... (Philadelphia : London ; Leipzig

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
22499 Cuba - Maps - 1840
Map of Cuba. [Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, 1840].
Authors: Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846 -- Lea & Blanchard -- Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (1840) 1 map ; 6 x 11 cm.
References 1-31 and a-j below map.
Wax engraving.
G 11 .607 v. 3, p. 297 (PrCt)

22500 Cuba - Maps - 1841-1842
Plano geografico de la isla de Cuba para servir de ilustracion a la historia fisica politica y natural de la misma isla ... 1841. [Paris : s.n., 1842].
Authors: Sagra, Ramón de la, 1798-1856 -- Bouffard, L. -- Lemercier, Benard et Cie. -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 51 x 89 cm.
In: Sagra, Ramón de la. Historia fisica, politica y natural de la isla de Cuba ... Atlas geográfico (Paris, 1842), pl. [12].
Scale [ca. 1:1,380,000].
Relief shown by hachures.
Prime meridian: Cadiz.
Ayer 1000.5 .C85 S12 1842 Atlas, pl. [12] (PrCt)

22501 Cuba - Maps - 1853
Chart of the Island of Cuba. 1798.
Authors: Irish Academy Press -- Arrowsmith, John, 1790-1873 1 map 1878 facsimile. Originally published 1853.
Accession no. 78-42483.
temp map4F G4920 1853 .A7 1978 .I7 (PrCt)

22502 Cuba - Maps - 1856
The Island of Cuba. New York, 1856.
Authors: Derby & Jackson, publishers, New York -- Sarony & Co. 1 map ; 24 x 43 cm.
Apparently detached from a book.
M1221 map2F G4920 1856 .D4 (PrCt)

Authors: Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884 -- Johnson & Browning -- Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884. Johnson's new illustrated (steel plate) family atlas ... (1860) 1 map : hand col. ; 31 x 41 cm.
Insets (5 x 10 cm. and smaller): Porto Rico -- City harbor of Havana.
In: Johnson, Alvin Jewett. Johnson's new illustrated (steel plate) family atlas ... (New York : Johnson and Browning, 1860) plate 58 oversize G 10 .454 pl. 58 (PrCt)

Cuba, Jamaica and San Domingo. [Chicago : George F. Cram, 1887].
Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928. Cram's standard American atlas of the world (1887) 1 map : col. ; 39 x 55 cm.
Inset (16 x 15 cm.): City of Havana.
Case oversize G1019 .G455 1887, p. 234-235 (PrCt)

22505 Cuba - Maps - 1888<<>>Railroads - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company. Rand, McNally & Co.'s improved indexed business atlas and shipper's guide ... (1888) -- Rand McNally and Company. Commercial atlas (1888) 1 map : col. ; 31 x 48 cm.
Added title in upper margin: Rand, McNally & Co.'s Cuba.
In Rand, McNally & Co.'s improved indexed business atlas and shipper's guide ... (Chicago: Rand McNally, 1888) p. 32-33.
Keyed to index on p. 31.
Uniform atlas title: Commercial atlas.
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .C7 1888, p. 32-33 (PrCt)

22506 Cuba - Maps - 1896<<>>Dummies
(Bookselling) - Specimens - 1896
Cuba and the fight for freedom : a powerful and thrilling history of the "Queen of the Antilles," the oppression of the Spanish government, the insurrection of 1868 and the compromise of 1878, and a full and vivid account of the present struggle of the people for liberty and independence / written and edited by James Hyde Clark ... ; assisted by one of the Cuban patriots of the "Ten years' war". Philadelphia, Pa. Published by Globe Bible Publishing Co., c1896. Authors: Clark, James Hyde -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- G.W. & C.B. Colton & Co. -- Globe Bible Publishing Co. -- Alfred M. Slocum Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Slocum (Alfred M.) Co. SEE Alfred M. Slocum Co. 1 v. (various pagings) : ill., 1 folded map ; 20 cm. "Profusely illustrated."
Bookseller's dummy containing selected text,
illustrations, advertisement for the book; [8] ruled pages designed to record purchaser’s name, residence, and number of copies ordered bound in at end.

Map by G.W. Colton.
Sample leather spine with gold stamping pasted on inside front cover.
Five purchaser names listed at end.
Publisher’s illustrated cloth binding with gold and silver stamping.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes F1783 .C59 1896b (NLO)

22507 Cuba - Maps - 1897>>>Cuba - History - Revolution, 1895-1898 - Maps>>>Wall maps
Authors: United States. Adjutant-General's Office. Military Information Division -- United States. War Department -- Morey, W., Jr. -- Ourand, Charles H.
1 map : col. ; 77 x 240 cm., folded to 22 cm.
'Prepared in the War Department, Adjutant General's Office, Military Information Division, from the latest sources ; [drawn] by W. Morey, Jr., c.e. ; drawn by C.H. Ourand.'
Scale 1:500,000.
Relief shown by shading.
Issued with statistical data of Spanish forces. ([2] leaves ; 11 x 20 cm.); lacking at Newberry?
LC Card Number: 79690593
G 10973 .9 (NLO)

22508 Cuba - Maps - 1898
Map of Cuba : its provinces, railroads, cities, towns, harbors, bays, etc.; also southern Florida and neighboring islands of the West Indies. New York ; Chicago: Mast, Crowell & Kirkpatrick, 1897.
Authors: Mast, Crowell & Kirkpatrick -- Hannaford, E. (Ebenezer), b. 1840
1 map : col. ; 31 x 47 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:2,500,000].
Below map title: Price, by mail, postpaid, 25 cents.
In large type in upper and left margins: Cuba history map by Lieut. E. Hannaford 10 cts. The only good history and map of Cuba ever published at low price.
Presumably served as an advertising poster for Hannaford's War map and history of Cuba, with separate map of Porto Rico and West Indies (1898).
Map has been mounted on orange paper and is quite tattered, with small losses.
Gift of Joellen E. Austin, 2008.
map2F G4920 1898 .M3 (PrCt)

22509 Cuba - Maps - 1898>>>Havana (Cuba) - Maps

- 1898<<<Spanish American War, 1898 - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. New business atlas of Cuba (1902)
1 map : col. ; 31 x 48 cm., folded to 27 cm.
Date from copyright statement.
Cover-title: War map of Cuba, the world, West Indies.
Scale [ca. 1:2,400,000]
Coordinates: (W 85°--W 75°/N 25°--N 19°).
Inset (16 x 22 cm.): Map of Havana Harbor.
Relief shown by hachures.
Part of a world map on verso; obscured by cloth backing.
Bound with 2 other folding maps.
Possibly also issued in Rand McNally and Co.'s New business atlas of Cuba (c1902).
G 10835 .71 (NLO)

22510 Cuba - Maps - 1900
1 v. : 12 maps ; 240 x 152 mm.
Edited by Henry Gannett and W.F. Willcox.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

22511 Cuba - Maps - 1905 - Geography - (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Aguayo, Alfredo Miguel, b. 1866 -- Torre -- Modern Poesia -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 24 maps ; 270 x 205 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

22512 Cuba - Maps - 1923>>>Havana (Cuba) - Maps
- 1923<<<Matanzas (Cuba) - Maps
- 1923<<<Cárdenas (Cuba) - Maps
- 1923<<<Cienfuegos (Cuba) - Maps
- 1923<<<Santiago de Cuba (Cuba) - Maps
- 1923<<<Road maps

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Entry</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>22513</td>
<td>1926</td>
<td>Cuba - Maps - 1926 &gt;&gt;&gt; Isla de Pinos (Cuba) - Maps - 1926</td>
<td>Terry's guide to Cuba: including the Isle of Pinea, with a chapter on the ocean routes to the island; a handbook for travelers, with 2 specially drawn maps and 7 plans, by T. Philip Terry... Authors: Terry, T. Philip (Thomas Philip), 1864-1945 -- Terry's guides -- Houghton, Mifflin and Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) ix, [1], 460 p.: 6 col. maps (fold.) ; 16 cm. Includes index. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library. LC Card Number: 29029710 Baskes F1765 .T32 1929 (NLO)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22515</td>
<td>1929</td>
<td>Cuba - Maps - 1929 &gt;&gt;&gt; Isla de Pinos (Cuba) - Maps - 1929</td>
<td>Terry's guide to Cuba: including the Isle of Pines, with a chapter on the airways and the ocean routes to the island; a handbook for travelers, with 3 specially drawn maps and 7 plans, by T. Philip Terry... Authors: Terry, T. Philip (Thomas Philip), 1864-1945 -- Terry's guides -- Houghton, Mifflin and Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) ix, [1], 460 (i.e. 474) p.: 10 col. maps (fold.) ; 16 cm. Rev. ed. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library. LC Card Number: 29029710 Baskes F1765 .T32 1929 (NLO)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
This copy from © [General Drafting Company copyright] file -- Manuscript note in ink on title panel.
Undated 1961 reprint filed with annotated envelope with typewritten note "Pub: 2-15-61"
Forms part of the General Drafting Collection (Newberry Library), copyright file.
Scale 1:1,340,000.
Coordinates: (W 85°00'00"--W 74°02'00"/N 23°57'00"--N 19°20'00")
Insets (20 x 35 cm. or smaller): Habana, Matanzas y sus cercanías -- Pinar del Río -- Matanzas -- Santa Clara -- Camagüey -- Santiago de Cuba.
Map on verso (60 x 84 cm.): La Habana
Panel art: Color illustration of "Monumento á Jose Marti en la Plaza de la República."
Map on verso includes combined strip map and distance table of the island's Central Highway (70 x 17 cm.), and inset city maps (16 x 16 cm. and smaller): De la Carretera Central -- La Habana -- Camagüey -- Matanzas -- Pinar del Río -- Santa Clara.
Panel art: Texaco sign; illustrations of car passing rural and urban gas stations.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Clients 3801 (PrCt)

de del Río (Cuba) - Maps - 1951 - Road maps<<>>Santa Clara (Villa Clara, Cuba) - Maps - 1951 - Road maps<<>>Road maps<<>>Strip maps
Cuba / Texaco. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Co., [1960?].
Authors: Texaco, inc. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office
-- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 33 x 77 cm., folded to 18 x 9 cm. Panel title.
Added title: Texaco mapa turista de Cuba.
Plante no. 0-5203-8
Inset (7 x 7 cm.): Santiago de Cuba
Verso includes combined strip map and distance table of the island's Central Highway (70 x 17 cm.), and inset city maps (16 x 16 cm. and smaller): De la Carretera Central -- La Habana -- Camagüey -- Matanzas -- Pinar del Río -- Santa Clara.
Panel art: Texaco sign; illustrations of car passing rural and urban gas stations.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Clients 3801 (PrCt)

22522 Cuba - Maps - 1960 - Road maps<<>>Santiago de Cuba (Cuba) - Maps - 1960 - Road maps<<>>Carretera Central (Cuba) - Maps - 1960 - Road maps<<>>Havana (Cuba) - Maps - 1960 - Road maps<<>>Camagüey (Cuba) - Maps - 1960 - Road maps<<>>Matanzas (Cuba) - Maps - 1960 - Road maps<<>>Pinar del Río (Cuba) - Maps - 1960 - Road maps<<>>Santa Clara (Villa Clara, Cuba) - Maps - 1960 - Road maps<<>>Road maps<<>>Strip maps
Cuba / Texaco. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Co., [1960?].
Authors: Texaco, inc. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office
-- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 33 x 77 cm., folded to 18 x 9 cm. Panel title.
Added title: Texaco mapa turista de Cuba.
Plante no. 0-5203-8
Inset (7 x 7 cm.): Santiago de Cuba
Verso includes combined strip map and distance table of the island's Central Highway (70 x 17 cm.), and inset city maps (16 x 16 cm. and smaller): De la Carretera Central -- La Habana -- Camagüey -- Matanzas -- Pinar del Río -- Santa Clara.
Panel art: Texaco sign; illustrations of car passing rural and urban gas stations.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Clients 3801 (PrCt)

Authors: Sajovic, William -- Chicago tribune
1 map : col. ; 21 x 35 cm.
Title from headline; map proper has title 'Cuba.'
Insets: [Cuba, Florida, and neighboring islands] -- Guantánamo Naval Base (U.S.) -- Havana.
map2F G4920 1961 .S3 (PrCt)
Relief shown by shading and spot heights.
In lower left margin: 59960 7-69.
Includes location map, comparative area map,
and 4 ancillary maps: Economic activity. --
Population. -- Sugar. -- Land utilization.
map4F G3200 1967 .U5, Cuba (PrCt)

Atlas nacional de Cuba : en el décimo aniversario
de la Revolución / Academia de Ciencias de Cuba ; Academia de Ciencias e la URSS. La Habana [Havana] : [Academia de Ciencias de Cuba], 1970.
Authors: Instituto de Geografía (Academia de Ciencias de Cuba) -- Instituto geografii (Akademiia nauk SSSR) -- Akademiia nauk SSSR -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library) -- Academia de Ciencias de Cuba. Instituto de Geografía SEE Instituto de Geografía (Academia de Ciencias de Cuba) -- Cuba. Instituto de Geografía (Academia de Ciencias de Cuba) SEE Instituto de Geografía (Academia de Ciencias de Cuba)
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection.
Baskets oversize G1605 .I67 1970 (NLO)

22527 Cuba - Maps - 1979
1 v. : 54 maps ; 325 x 230 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

22528 Cuba - Maps - Bibliography -
1500-1898 Cartography - Cuba - History
Cuban cartography, 1500-1898. 1998.
Authors: Cueto, Emilio, 1944-- Cuba studies 27 (1998)
p. 140-244 ; 24 cm.
In: Cuban studies 27 (1998): 140-244
Formerly Z6027.C9 C83 1998
Map Ref Z6027.C9 C83 1998 p. 140-244 (NLO)

22529 Cuba - Maps - Bibliography -
1500-1901 Historical Museum of Southern Florida (Miami, Fla.) - Exhibitions - Catalogs
Authors: Cueto, Emilio, 1944-- Historical Museum of Southern Florida (Miami, Fla.)
xi, 284 p. : ill., maps (some col.) ; 22 x 28 cm.
"This catalog accompanies an exhibition of maps
"Cuban cartography: the first one hundred years"
(p. 35-54) gives a listing of 715 maps from
1500-1600 which depict Cuba.
Includes descriptions and reduced reproductions
of 340 general, regional, city, and thematic maps
variously dated 1500-1901.
"Cuban cartography: the first one hundred years"(p. 35-54) lists of 715 maps from
1500-1600.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 279-282).
Formerly folio Z6027.C9 C84 1999
ISBN 0935761098
Map Ref folio Z6027.C9 C84 1999 (NLO)

22530 Cuba - Maps - Bibliography -
Catalogs<>Puerto Rico - Maps - Bibliography - Catalogs<>Philippines - Maps - Bibliography - Catalogs<>Spain - Colonies - Maps - Bibliography -
258 p. : col. maps ; 30 cm.
Includes indexes.
LC Card Number: 00403875
ISBN 8478236570
Ayer folio GA1003.7 .C37 1999 (NLO)

22531 Cuba - Maps - Bibliography -
Cuba - Geography - Bibliography - Cuba - Historical Geography - Bibliography
Biblioteca geográfica cubana. Selections.
Matanzas, Cuba : Juan F. Oliver, 1920.
Authors: Trelles y Govin, Carlos Manuel, 1866.

22532 Cuba - Maps - Collections, 1500-1801
Authors: Núñez Jiménez, Antonio -- Instituto de Geografía (Academia de Ciencias de Cuba) -- Instituto Cubano de Amistad con Los Pueblos
[1] l., 12 maps : col. ; 32 x 48 cm. or smaller on 12 sheets, each 45 x 60 cm. in portfolio
Facsimiles of manuscript and printed maps

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
variously dated 1500-1801.
Subtitle from cover of portfolio.
Contents: 1. Fragmento del Mapamundi de Juan de la Costa, donde aparece la Isla de Cuba. 1500
-- 2. Plano de la naciente ciudad de San Cristóbal de La Habana. Siglo XVI (Anónimo) --
3. Mapa de Cuba. Del libro Isolario general de
 todas las islas del Mundo, por Alfonso de Santa Cruz. 1540 -- 4. Cuba y Jamaica. Obra de Mallet. 1685
 -- 5. Hispanicolae, Cubanæ, Aliaùmque, [On
ahedor de Cuba, carta realizada por oficiales
del Almirantazgo inglés. London Magazine. 1762
 -- 7. Mapa de las Antillas, por Antonio Zatta.
Venecia, 1785 -- 8. Carta de la Isla de Cuba y de las
Lucayas, por Mentelle et Channaire.
1797-180. -- 9. Plano de la ciudad de La Habana,
dibujado por Don Silvestre Abarca. 1776 -- 10.
Plano de Castillo de los Tres Reyes del Morro,
por Mariano de la Rocque. 1ro. de Marzo de
1777. -- 11. Plano de la Isla de Pinos, por el
Capitán de Fragata Juan Tirry y Lacy. 1797.
82-59974
map7C G4921.A 1980 M3 (NLO)

22535
Cuba - Recreation - 1987
In Cuba, the call goes out for less smoke, more
action / by Michael Janofsky. New York : New
Authors: Janofsky, Michael
1 p : photos.
Travel Vertical File G4921.È63 1987 .J3 (PrCt)

22536
Cuckfield (England) - Maps - 1638 - Estate
Plans - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><<
Microfiche 583, no. 1241 (PrCt)

22538 Culpeper County (Va.) - Maps - 1864 - Landowners<<> Counties - Maps<<>Landowners - Maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: Photocopy (negative), 6 parts; 4 are 17 x 21 in. each, and 2 are 18 x 21 in. each.
Scale 1:80,000. Originally compiled 1864.
Microfiche 583, no. 1242 (PrCt)

22539 Cultural Maps - Wisconsin<<<<>Wisconsin - Historical Geography
Cultural map of Wisconsin project-demonstration map. [199?].
Authors: Woodward, David, 1942-2004
1 map : col. ; 19 x 26 cm.
BHC 2227
Vert 1696 (PrCt)

22540 Cumberland County (Ill.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners<<<<>Counties - Maps<<<<>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960- -- Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)
208 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
1st ed.
'Deluxe edition."
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).
3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers; creeks & railroads.
Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each name), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).
Includes indexes.
Series: Family maps
ISBN 142030366X
Local History Ref F547.C9 B69 2006 (NLO)

22541 Cumberland County (Ill.) - Maps - 1958 - Landowners<<<<>Counties - Maps<<<<>Landowners - Maps
Farm plat book, Cumberland County, Illinois.
Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Cumberland County 4-H Clubs (Ill.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (20 p.) : 16 maps ; 22 x 28 cm.
Cover title.
"Sponsored by Cumberland County 4-H Clubs."
Scale of township maps [1:50,688]. 1 1/4 in. = 1 mi.
Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

22542 Cumberland County (Ill.) - Maps - 1976 - Landowners<<<<>Counties - Maps<<<<>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (34 p.) : 16 maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
Includes index to landowners and business directory.
"Rev. 1976."
Scale [1:50,688]. 1 1/4 in. to 1 mile.
Advertisements on cover and interspersed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

22543 Cumberland County (Ky.) - Maps - 1870-1879 - Landowners<<<<>Counties - Maps<<<<>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Rand, J. B. G. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 30.5 x 24.5 in. Scale 1:43,000.
Originally published [187-?]. Only covers part of the county.
Microfiche 583, no. 229 (PrCt)

22544 Cumberland County (Me.) - Maps - 1857 -

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
22545  Cumberland County (Me.) - Maps - 1871 - Landowners- Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps
The Old maps of rural Cumberland County, Maine in 1871. Fryeburg, Me. Saco Valley Printing, c1979.
Authors: Beers, F. W. (Frederick W.) Atlas of Cumberland County, Maine (1871) -- Saco Valley Printing
1 atlas (52 p. : maps) ; 28 cm.
Includes index.
Cf. Phillips 1775.
folio G1218.C9 B4 1979 (NLO)

22546  Cumberland County (Me.) - Maps - 1871 - Landowners- Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps
Authors: Beers, F. W. (Frederick W.) Atlas of Cumberland County, Maine (1871) -- Caldwell & Halfpenny (Philadelphia, Pa.) -- Saco Valley Printing
1 atlas (52 p. : 99 maps) ; 28 cm.
Facsimile reprint of Beers, F. W. Atlas of Cumberland County, Maine (1871). Not 'compiled by Caldwell and Halfpenny, Philadelphia' as stated on facsimile title page.
'© November 1979, 2nd printing June, 1983.'
Caption title.
folio G1218.C8 O4 1983 (NLO)

22547  Cumberland County (N.J.) - Maps - 1862 - Landowners- Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 59 x 57 in. Scale: 1:52,000.
Microfiche 583, no. 445 (PrCt)

22548  Cumberland County (Pa.) - Maps - 1858 - Landowners- Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps
[Cumberland County (Pa.) - 1858: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche], [Washington, D.C.] : LC G&M Division, [1983?].
Authors: Bridgens, H. F. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 45 x 61.5 in. Scale: 1:42,500.
Originally published 1858.
Microfiche 583, no. 733 (PrCt)

22549  Cumberland County (Pa.) - Maps - 1872 - Landowners- Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps
Includes business notices.
Contents: Township plans -- Bouroughs -- Town plans -- Miscellaneous.
Includes 'The Evolution of Cumberland County municipalities 1729-1976' (8 maps) ; 'Map of Cumberland County' (1974).
Cf. Phillips 2472 77-30700
oversize G1263.C9 B4 1976 (NLO)

22550  Cumberland (England) - Maps - 1610 - Carlisle (England) - Maps - 1610
Cumberland and the ancient cite Carllle described ... [London] : I. Sudbury and Georg. Humble [i.e. J. Legate and W. Humble], 1610 [i.e.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

1646].
Authors: Speed, John, 1552?-1629 -- Sudbury, John -- Humble, George, d. 1640 -- Legate, John, d. 1658 -- Humble, William, 1612-1686 -- Speed, John, 1552?-1629. A Prospect of the most famous parts of the world ... together with ... Great Brittaines empire (1646) 1 map ; 37 x 50 cm. on sheet 42 x 54 cm. Inset (12 x 17 cm.) : Carlile. Includes coats-of-arms.
Letterpress text on verso (p. 87-88) under the following heading: Cvmberland.
In: Speed, John. A Prospect of the most famous parts of the world ... together with ... Great Brittaines empire (London : Printed by John Legatt, for William Humble, 1646) map [66].

Case oversize G 117 .82 map [66] (PrCt)

22552 Cumberland (England) - Maps - 1800-1809
Topographical and statistical description of the county of Cumberland : containing an account of its situation, extent, towns, roads, rivers, minerals, fisheries, manufactures, commerce, fairs, agriculture, markets : curiosities, antiquities, natural history, civil and ecclesiastical jurisdictions, &c. : to which is prefixed a copious travelling guide ... forming a complete county itinerary : also, a list of the fairs and an index table shewing at one view the distances of all the towns from London and from each other / by George Alexander Cooke ; illustrated with a map of the county. London : Printed for C. Cooke, No. 17, Paternoster Row, by Brimmer and Co., Water Lane, Fleet Street : And sold by all the booksellers in the United Kingdom, [180-?].
Includes index.
Issued as part of a series of descriptive guides to the counties of Great Britain.
Bound with 2 other titles.
Contemporary half bound, brown leather, marbled papers over boards.
Bookplate of Alfred Mead Raymond.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes DA670.W496 C66 1800z (NLO)

Vault oversize Ayer 135 .S7 1676 map [45] (PrCt)

22553 Cumberland (N.S. : County) - Maps - 1864 - Landowners & Maps
Topographical township map of Cumberland County... [Halifax, N.S. Nova Scotia Department of Lands and Forests, 1981].
Authors: Church, A. F. (Ambrose Finson), 1836-1920
1 map ; on 2 sheets 90 x 168 cm. or smaller.
Facsimile of map originally published 1864; reproduced from original in Department of Lands and Forests, Halifax, N. S.
Scale 1:95,000.
Shows landowners in towns as well as rural areas; includes business directories, town insets. Includes inset of Nova Scotia.
Filed with another copy bearing manuscript notations.
M283
map6F G3421.G46 1864 .C5 Cumberland (PrCt)

22554 Cumberland River Valley (Ky. and Tenn.) - Maps - 001500 B.C. - Archaeology & Maps
Archaeology - Cumberland River Valley (Ky. and Tenn.) - Maps - 001500 B.C.
A Prehistoric map of the middle Cumberland River Valley. [Franklin, Tenn.], 1974.
Authors: Crutchfield, James Andrew, 1938- -- Heritage Foundation of Franklin and Williamson Co.
1 map : col. ; 59 x 89 cm.
Scale 1:126,720.
75-17823
map4F G3962.C85S1 1974 C7 (PrCt)

22555 Cumberland River Valley (Ky. and Tenn.) - Tourism - 1990
Kentucky's Cumberland Valley : Area attractions. [Frankfort, Ky.] : Department of Travel Development, [ca. 1990s].
Authors: Department of Travel Development 1 sheet : col. photos, ills, map ; fold. to 22 x 10 cm
Travel Vertical File G3962 .C85 1990 .D4 (PrCt)

22556 Cumberland Road - Maps - 1916 - Northeastern States - Maps - 1916 - Road maps - Northeastern States - Guidebooks - 1916 - National Road (Cumberland Road)
SEE Cumberland Road - Road maps

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
The National Road: most historic thoroughfare in the United States, and eastern division of the National Old Trails ocean-to-ocean highway: Baltimore and Washington to Frederick, Hagerstown, Cumberland and Frostburg, Maryland, Uniontown, Brownsville and Washington, Pennsylvania, and Wheeling, West Virginia / by Robert Bruce. Washington, D.C. Published in co-operation with National Highways Association, [1916].

Authors: Bruce, Robert, 1873- -- National Highways Association -- Automobile Club of America -- Club journal (Automobile Club of America) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

96 p. : ill., 28 maps ; 28 cm.

Cover title.

Foreword dated March 14, 1916.

Based on a series of nine articles published in 1915 in The Club journal, the official magazine of the Automobile Club of America.

"Including a series of detailed maps, showing topography and principal points of historic interest."--Cover.

Inscribed by author, Jan. 3, 1918.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio HE356.C8 B78 1916 (NLO)


Authors: Mohawk Rubber Co. (Akron, Ohio) -- Hobbs, Howard F. -- Superior Printing & Litho. Co. (Akron, Ohio)


Panel title.

"Guide no. 1" -- above title.

"Copyright 1928, Mohawk Rubber Co." -- p. 2.


Cf. OCLC 37613417

McNally B 94121900NL

map4C G3711.P2 1928 M6 (PrCt)

Cumberland Sound (N.W.T.) - Maps - 1839-1840-Indian cartography - Cumberland Sound (N.W.T.) - 1839-1840

Cumberland Isle: from the observations of Captain Penny of the Greenland ship Neptune of Aberdeen, and from the information of Enoolooapeek an intelligent Eskiaux. 1839.


1 map ; 49 x 38 cm.

Added title: Davis Strait.

'Henry Hansard, printer.'

'No. 264. Ordered by the House of Commons to be printed, 13 April, 1848.'

'Published according to Act of Parliament at the Hydrographic Office of the Admiralty Feby. 12th 1840. Sold by R. B. Bate agent for the sale of the Admiralty charts 21 Poultry.'

'Paper. Arctic Expedition. (No. 5.).' -- upper right margin.

Detached from Great Britain. Admiralty. Arctic Expedition... 'Copies of instructions to Captain Sir John Franklin ... in reference to the Arctic Expedition ... [by Sir Robert Harry Inglis, report no. 264]. [London, 1848].

Newberry duplicate in report (containing 4 other maps): Ayer 125.1 1848 G78.

Fitzgerald polar map 125 (PrCt)

Cumbria (England) - Maps - 1889

Ecclesiastical geography -- Cumbria (England) - Maps - 1889

Cumbria (Englan--d) - Maps - 1889

Ecclesiastical geography: Cumbria (England) - Maps - 1889

Ecclesiastical geography -- Cumbria (England) - Maps - 1889

Ecclesiastical geography -- Cumbria (England) - Maps - 1889

Ecclesiastical geography -- Cumbria (England) - Maps -
1889 Church of England. Diocese of Carlisle - Maps - 1889
Authors: Ferguson, Richard Saul, 1837-1900 -- Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge (Great Britain) -- Church of England -- Edward Stanford Ltd. A Map to illustrate the annals of Carlisle (1889) -- E. & J.B. Young & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 245, 3 p. : ill., 1 folded col. map ; 17 cm.
"Published under the direction of the Tract Committee."
Includes map by Stanford’s Geographical Establishment with title: A Map to illustrate the annals of Carlisle.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Series: Diocesan histories
Publisher’s advertisements 3 p. at end.
Publisher’s blue cloth binding with decorative gold and black stamping.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 04000300
Baskes BX5107.C3 F4 1889 (NLO)

Authors: W.W. Hixson & Co. -- West Point Republican-Advertiser (West Point, Neb.) -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 2 parts, 24.5 x 41.5 in. each.
Scale: 1:43,000. Originally published [1900?]
Microfiche 583, no. 417 (PrCr)

William P. Cuming Map Collection at Davidson College / [Helen Wallis], [Davidson, N.C.] : Davidson College, c1993.
Early maps in the collection: p. 16.
Series: William Cuming Rose Fund publication ; no. 1
Formerly folio Z6022 .W34 1993
Duplicate copy: Vert 1331
BHG 1749
Map Ref folio Z6022 .W34 1993 (NLO)

Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1768 manuscript.
MapPhoto England BL Add. Ms. 17662 a

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

22566 Cuneo (Italy) - Maps - 1695 - Fortification

Coni ou Cuneo ville de Piemont ... [Paris : De Fer, 1695].

Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes -- avec leurs fortifications ... (1695-1696) 1 map ; 21 x 28 cm.

In: Fer, Nicolas de, Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes; avec leurs fortifications ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, 1695-1696) pt. 2, map [21].

Manuscript '[12]' at upper right.

Case folio U 26. 293 pt. 2, map [21] (PrCt)

22567 Cuneo (Italy) - Maps - 1713 - Fortification

Coni ou Cuneo ville de Piemont ... Paris : De Fer, [1713].

Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Introduction à la fortification ... [1713] 1 map ; 21 x 28 cm.

In: Fer, Nicolas de, Introduction à la fortification ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, [1713]) map [127].

Map dated 1705.

For later state of this map, with engraved plate number, see Case folio U 26 .292.

For earlier version of this map, engraved on different plate, see Case folio U 26 .293.

Case oversize U 26 .2919 map [127] (PrCt)

22568 Cuneo (Italy) - Maps - 1740

Coni, a strong city of Piedmont in the states of Savoy. [London? : Knapton, ca. 1740?].


Title in bottom margin.

'For Mr. Tindal's continuation of Mr. Rapin's history of England.'

Includes references A-L.

Relief shown pictorially and with hachures.


Written in French by Mr. Rapin de Thoyras.

Translated into English with additional notes, by N. Tindal (London : James, John and Paul Knapton, 1732-1747) v. [6] map [27]

folio F 45 .7341 v. [6] map [27] (PrCt)

22569 Cuneo (Italy) - Maps - 1785

Coni, a strong city of Piedmont in the states of Savoy. [London : s.n., ca. 1785?].


1 map ; 36 x 47 cm.

Title in bottom margin.

'For Mr. Tindal's continuation of Mr. Rapin's history of England.'

Includes references A-L.

Relief shown pictorially and with hachures.


oversize Ayer 135 .T5 1732 map [54] (PrCt)

22570 Cuneo (Italy) - Maps - 1800<->Coni (Italy)

SEE Cuneo (Italy)


Authors: British military library, or, Journal -- J. Carpenter and Co., publisher, London -- Jones & Smith

1 map ; 7 x 26 cm. on sheet 27 x 20 cm.

In British military library, or, Journal no. 20 (May 1800), opposite p. 260.

In lower margin: Military Journal No. 20.

Accompanied by "Account of the late siege of Coni, with military observations, illustrated by the plan of that celebrated fortress," pp. 257-258.

On same sheet with illustrations on the fortification of a church.

Case U 007 .131, v. 2, opposite p. 260 (PrCt)

22571 Cuneo (Italy) : Province - Historical geography - Maps - 1830-1839

Cuneo : per dedizione 1382, 10 aprile. [Milano : Presso P.E. Giusti, 1819-1852].

Authors: Litta, Pompeo, 1781-1852. Famiglie celebri di Italia (1819-1852) -- Giusti, P. E.

1 map ; hand col. ; 39 x 35 cm. (plate mark) on sheet 64 x 46 cm.

In Litta, Pompeo, Famiglie celebri di Italia (Milano: Presso P.E. Giusti, 1819-1852), v. 10, fol. [201-202].

At upper right: Tav. XIX.

Two colored coats of arms to left of map.


Case oversize E 6835 .5, v. 10, fol. [201-202] (PrCt)

22572 Cuneo (Italy) : Province - Historical geography - Maps - 1973


Authors: Camilla, Piero -- Gariglio, Leonardo -- Società per gli studi storici, archeologici ed artistici della provincia di Cuneo

[4], 23 leaves : 26 maps (most col.) ; 38 x 49 cm.

Includes bibliographies.

Collation includes front covers; leaves printed on both sides.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
22573 Cunningham (Scotland) - Maps - 1820
Map of Cunningham, part of Ayrshire, together with the Cumbræas. 1820.
Authors: Robertson, George, 1750?-1832 -- Kirkwood & Sons -- Cunninghame Press
1 map : folded
In Robertson, George. Topographical description of Ayrshire : more particularly of Cunninghame, together with a genealogical account of the principal families in that bailiwick (Irvine: Cunninghame Press, 1820) 79-46977 DA880 .A9 R6 [map] (PrCt)

22574 Curaçao - Economic conditions - 1988
Authors: Treaster, Joseph B. 1 p : photos, map

22575 Curaçao - Maps - 1775<>>>Willemstad (Netherlands Antilles) - Maps - 1775
Curaçao, from the Dutch originals ... London : Robt. Sayer, 1775 [i.e. 1780].
Authors: Keulen, Gerard van -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Jefferys, Thomas, -1771 -- Robert Sayer and John Bennett (Firm) -- Jefferys, Thomas, d. 1771. The West-India atlas ... (1780) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : 45 x 60 cm. Engraved Roman numeral 'XVI' at upper right. Inset (14 x 13 cm.): Plan of Fort Amsterdam. Includes four coastal views of Curaçao. In: Jefferys, Thomas. The West-India atlas : or, A compendious description of the West-Indies (London : R. Sayer and J. Bennett, 1780) pl. [39]. VAULT oversize Ayer 958.5 C9 E97 1 ms. view : hand col. ; 22 x 67 cm., on sheet 38 x 68 cm. in box Manuscript view of the island of Curaçao; lacking key to numbered sites. Bottom margin includes drawings of five ships. Pen-and-ink and watercolor (blue, red, yellow). Not listed in Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll. VAULT oversize Ayer 958.5 C9 E97 (NLO)


22577 Curaçao - Pictorial works - 1789 - Manuscripts<>>>Manuscript maps t' Eyland Curacao, anno 1789. 1789.
Authors: Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library. Manuscript map. VAULT oversize Ayer 958.5 C9 E97 1 ms. view : hand col. ; 22 x 67 cm., on sheet 38 x 68 cm. in box Manuscript view of the island of Curaçao; lacking key to numbered sites. Bottom margin includes drawings of five ships. Pen-and-ink and watercolor (blue, red, yellow). Not listed in Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll. VAULT oversize Ayer 958.5 C9 E97 (NLO)


22579 Cuspinianus, Johannes, 1473-1529
Authors: Ankwicz-Kleehoven, Hans, 1883-
151 p. ; 24 cm.
Bibliography: p. 185-190.
E 5 .C9586 (NLO)

22580 Cuspinianus, Johannes, 1473-1529
Cuspinianus. Johann Speisshainer aus Schweinfurt in Franken. [Vienna: Verlag der K. K. Universität, 1865-1888].
p. 284-309 ; 24 cm.
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3062, no. 1.
I 756 .944, v. 2, p. 284-309 (PrCt)

22581 Cuspinianus, Johannes, 1473-1529
Authors: Haselbach, Carl
30 p.
Jahres-Bericht über das K.K. Josefstädter Ober-Gymnasium, XVII, 1867.
Not at Newberry Library (Jan. 2013) (PrCt)

22582 Cuspinianus, Johannes, 1473-1529
[Notes on Johann Cuspinianus]. [Chicago, 198-?].
Authors: Karrow, Robert W.
1 file folder ; 25 x 30 cm.
Bibliographical notes and drafts used in the preparation of the chapter on Johann Cuspinianus in: Karrow, Mapmakers of the sixteenth century and their maps (1993).
Vert 3063 (PrCt)

22583 Cuspinianus, Johannes, 1473-1529
Johannes Cuspinianus. [Munich : Oldenbourg, 1974-].
Authors: Schwob, Ute Monika -- Biographisches Lexikon zur Geschichte Südosteuropas (1974-) -- Karrow, Robert W.
p. 346-347 ; 25 cm.
Duplicate copy (photocopies and English translation by R. Karrow): Vert 3062, no. 2.
DR33 .B56, v. 1, p. 346-347 (PrCt)

22584 Cuspinianus, Johannes, 1473-1529 - Bibliography
Index Bibliographicus : Chronologisches Verzeichnis der Veröffentlichungen Johann Cuspinianus. [Wien: In Kommission bei R.M. Rohrer, 1957].
Authors: Ankwicz-Kleehoven, Hans, 1883 -- Ankwicz-Kleehoven, Hans, 1883- . Documenta Cuspiniana (1957)
p. 134-145 ; 24 cm.
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3062, no. 3.
E 5 .C9586, p. 134-145 (PrCt)

22585 Cuspinianus, Johannes, 1473-1529 - Biography
Authors: Ankwicz-Kleehoven, Hans, 1883-xi, 344 p. : illus., plates, ports., map, facsims. ; 25 cm.
Bibliography: p. [vii]-viii.
"Die Werke Cuspinians": p. [263]-332.
Bibliographical footnotes.
E 5 .C9587 (NLO)

22586 Cuspinianus, Johannes, 1473-1529 - Correspondence
Authors: Ankwicz-Kleehoven, Hans, 1883-xviii, 239 p. ; 25 cm.
Bibliography: p. xvi-xvii.
E 5 .C9585 (NLO)

22587 Custer County (S.D.) - Description and travel - 1925(Custer Region (S.D.) - Description and travel - 1925) -- Custer County (S.D.) - Maps - 1925 - Road maps -- Custer Region (S.D.) - Maps - 1925 - Road maps -- Road maps
Information and road map : Custer, South Dakota : scenic hub of the Black Hills ... / compiled and published by the Custer Commercial Club. [Custer, S.D.?] : Custer Commercial Club, [1925?].
Authors: Custer Commercial Club (South Dakota) -- Delaney, D. J., active 1925 -- Ginter, P. L. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 brochure ([8] p. : map) ; on sheet 16 x 33 cm., folded to 16 x 8 cm.
Panel title.
Untitled map of the Custer region signed "D.J. Delaney" at lower left and "P. L. Ginter [?]
Map measuring 14 x 13 cm. . at lower right. Includes descriptive text for regional points of interest.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
Accession no.: McNally 94121900NL
RMcN Clients 4806 (PrCt)

22588 Custer (S.D.) - Tourism - 1990
Custer : You should see the Hills from here! Custer, S.D. : Custer Chamber of Commerce, [ca.1990s].
Authors: Custer Chamber of Commerce

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Cypress Bayou (La. and Tex.) - Inland navigation - Shreveport Region (La.) - History

Jefferson Region (Tex.) - History
Authors: Bagur, Jacques D.
xxii, 821 p.: ill., maps; 24 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 789-811) and index.
ISBN 1574411357 (cloth : alk. paper)
Ayer HE631.L8 B34 2001 (NLO)

Cyprus - Description and travel - 1981
Authors: Yemma, John
1 booklet (16 p.): photo; 38 cm
"A 16-page pullout section."
Travel Vertical File G7450 1981 .Y3 (PrCt)

Cyprus - History - Exhibitions - Cartography - Cyprus - History - Exhibitions - Cyprus - Maps - Exhibitions - Palais des beaux-arts (Brussels, Belgium)
Authors: Palais des beaux-arts (Brussels, Belgium)
272 p.: ill. (chiefly col.), maps; 29 cm.
Published on the occasion of an exhibition held at the Centre for Fine Arts, Brussels, Belgium, June 6-Sept. 23, 2012.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 205-207).
Text in English, Dutch, and French.
Table of contents on Library of Congress website (accessed August 2013):
LC Card Number: 2012442377
ISBN 9788836623709 ; 8836623700 2013042601 on order (NLO)

Cyprus - Maps - 1528 - Woodcuts
[Map of Cyprus and adjacent coasts of Turkey and the eastern Mediterranean Sea]. [Venice: Nicolò Zoppina, 1528].
Authors: Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530 -- Zoppina, Nicolò, fl. 1508-1544 -- Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530. Libro di Benedetto Bordonese: nel qual si ragiona de tutte l'isole del mondo ... (1528)
1 map : woodcut; within printed borders 15 x 33 cm., on sheet 31 x 41 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Identifies many places, including "Nicosia" on the island of "Cipro" and "Cilicia" and "Antiochia" on the Turkish mainland.
In: Bordon, Benedetto. Libro di Benedetto
Bordone: nel qual si ragiona de tutte l'isole del mondo ... (Venice: Nicolò Zoppino, 1528), folio LXVII.

Case folio G 117.108, folio LXVII (PrCt)

Cyprus - Maps - 1552<s>Woodcuts</s>

Cyprus. [Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552].
Authors: Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552. Cosmographiae univerialis ... (1552) -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; woodcut ; 10 x 15 cm., on sheet 32 x 21 cm.
Title in banner at top center.
Added letterpress title above woodcut: Cyprus insula.
In: Münster, Sebastian. Cosmographiae univerialis ... (Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552), p. 997.
References: Mickwitz and Miekkavaara, A.E. Nordenskiöld collection in the Helsinki University Library (1979-1995), v. 2, p. 82.
VAULT folio Ayer 7 .M8 1552, p. 997 (PrCt)

22605

Cyprus - Maps - 1570

[Cyprus insula, olim Macharia, id est beata ... ]

Authors: Forlani, Paolo -- Del Bene, Ottavio, 16th cent. -- Ludwig Rosenthal's Antiquariat -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; on sheet remargined to 362 x 424 mm. 'Di Venetia a li x maggio 1570 ... '
Includes dedication to 'Sigre. Ottauio del Bene.' Map closely trimmed; margin strips embossed to mimic a plate mark.
Almagià, Monumenta cartographica vaticana II (1948) p. 109, no. 57.
Woodward 88.
Tooley 185.
Ex Rosenthal.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

b50
Novacco 2F 223 (PrCt)

Cyprus - Maps - 1570

Anonymous map attributed to Paolo Forlani; see Woodward 76. Ms. '21025' at upper left and 'c-6-P.5 1179-18' on verso.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

b52
Novacco 2F 225 (PrCt)

Cyprus - Maps - 1570

[Cyprus, que olim (Macaria) id est beata ... ]

[Rome? Paolo Forlani?]. M310DXX (1570).
Authors: Forlani, Paolo -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 208 x 313 mm. (neat line), 217 x 315 mm. (plate mark)
Title from cartouche at bottom right.
Added title from oversize and uppercase lettering at top: Isola de Cipro.
Anonymous map attributed to Paolo Forlani; see Woodward 76.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

b52
Novacco 2F 225 (PrCt)

Cyprus - Maps - 1570

Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

b49
Novacco 2F 222 (PrCt)
Upper case and oversize lettering on island: Cipro.
Ms. ‘71’ at upper right.
Tooley 181.
Ex Lange.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
b51
Novacco 2F 224 (PrCt)

22608
Cyprus - Maps - 1570<<<Crete (Greece) - Maps - 1570
Cyprvs insula ; Candia, olim Creta. [Antwerp : Aegid. Coppenium Diesth , 1570].
Authors: Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598 -- Pagano, Matheo, fl. 1538-1562 -- Camocio, Giovanni Francesco, 16th cent. -- Diesth, Aegid.
Coppenius (Aegidius Coppeniues) -- Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598. Theatrvm orbis terrarvm (1570)
2 maps ; 18 x 49 cm. and 17 x 49 cm., on sheet 41 x 55 cm.
In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatrvm orbis terrarvm (Antwerp : A.C. Diesth, 1570), [plate 39].
Map of Cyprus probably based on maps by Pagano and Camocio; see Karrow, p. 8.
Printed no. 39 and Latin letterpress text on verso beginning: Cyprvs. Cyprvs inter maiores maris Mediterranei Insulae ...
Duplicate copy: VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1570
VAULT Case oversize G 1007 .64, [plate 39] (PrCt)

22609
Cyprus - Maps - 1570<<<Mediterranean Sea - Maps - 1570
Authors: Franco, Giacomo, 1550-1620 -- Almagià, Roberto, 1884-1962 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 435 x 571 mm. (neat line), on sheet remargined to 471 x 584 mm.
'Iacomo Frac. fecit' only partly legible; for attribution and date see Andreas and Judith Stylianou, 'An Important Venetian map of Cyprus in the map-room of the British Museum, London’ in Kypriaikia Spoudai 34 (1970): 135-158, 12 plates; and supplementary note, 35 (1971): 211-212.
Details Cyprus and the eastern Mediterranean coast.
Ms. ‘Cipro’ and remnants of binding stub on verso.
Stylianou, The History of the cartography of Cyprus (1980) p. 57-60, no. 64 and pl. 66, 66a and 66b.
Ex Almagià.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
b47
Novacco 4F 380 (PrCt)

22610
Cyprus - Maps - 1573-1588<<<Limnos Island (Greece) - Maps - 1573-1588
Cypri inslaevae nova descript. 1573 / Ioannes à Deutecum f. [Antwerp : Christophe Plantin], 1573 [i.e. 1588].
Authors: Doetichum, Johan van, d.1600 -- Belloni, Petri, 16th cent. -- Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598 -- Franco, Giacomo, 1550-1620 -- Plantin, Christophe, approximately 1520-1589 -- Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598. Theatro de la tierra vniversal (1588) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 35 x 50 cm.
Based on earlier work by Giacomo Franco; see Karrow.
Inset (8 x 10 cm.): Lemnos inslaevae descriptionem ex Petri Bellonij libro de Auibus, hoc in loco tanquam parergon adiecimus
In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatro de la tierra vniversal (1588) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
Printed no. 78 and Spanish letterpress text on verso beginning: Cypro. Cypro se cuenta entre las mayores islas ....
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1588, [plate 78] (PrCt)

22611
Cyprus - Maps - 1573-1606<<<Limnos Island (Greece) - Maps - 1573-1606
Cypri inslaevae nova descript. 1573 / Ioannes à Deutecum f. [London : John Norton], 1573 [i.e. 1606].
Authors: Doetichum, Johan van, d.1600 -- Belloni, Petri, 16th cent. -- Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598 -- Franco, Giacomo, 1550-1620 -- Norton, John, -1612 -- Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598. Theatro orbis terrarvm ... (1606) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 35 x 50 cm.
Based on earlier work by Giacomo Franco; see Karrow.
Inset (8 x 10 cm.): Lemnos inslaevae descriptionem ex Petri Bellonij libro de Auibus, hoc in loco tanquam parergon adiecimus
In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatro orbis terrarvm ... (London : J. Norton, 1606), [plate 90].
Printed no. 90 and English letterpress text on
verso beginning: Cyprvs. Cyprus doth iustly challenge his place ...

22612 Cyprus - Maps - 1574 Cipro Island SEE Cyprus
Cipro insula nobilissa. ch. di grandezza nutte le altre eccede. ... [Venice? Giovanni Francesco Camocio?, 1574?]. Authors: Camocio, Giovanni Francesco, 16th cent. - Camocio, Giovanni Francesco, 16th cent. [Isole famose porti, fortezze, et terre maritime sottoposte alla Ser.ma Sig.ria di Venetia ad altri principi christiani, et al Sig.or Turco] [1574?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 20 x 16 cm.
Naval ships and armies shown pictorially. Oriented with north at left.
In atlas lacking title page: Camocio, Giovanni Francesco. [Isole famose porti, fortezze, et terre maritime sottoposte alla Ser.ma Sig.ria di Venetia ad altri principi christiani, et al Sig.or Turco, nouame[n]te poste in luce] [Venice? : Alla libraria del segno di S. Marco? ; G.F. Camocio?, 1574?], [plate 43]. Manuscript no. 43 at lower right.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
VAULT Baskes folio G1955 .C3 1574, [plate 43] (PrCt)

22614 Cyprus - Maps - 1626 Limnos Island (Greece) SEE Cyprus
1 map : copper engraving ; 12.6 x 17.5 cm. on sheet 32 x 21 cm.
Letterpress above map: Hondivs his Map of Cyprus.
Includes insets: Stalimini. -- Chius. -- Miltiene. -- Negroponte. -- Cerigo. -- Rhodus.
VAULT Ayer 110 .P9 1625, v. 2, p. 1221 (PrCt)

22613 Cyprus - Maps - 1626 Chios Island (Greece) SEE Cyprus
Letterpress above map: Hondivs his Map of Cyprus.
Includes insets: Stalimini. -- Chius. -- Miltiene. -- Negroponte. -- Cerigo. -- Rhodus.
VAULT Ayer 110 .P9 1626, p. 585 (PrCt)

1 map : col. ; 37 x 49 cm.
In: Allard, Carel. Atlas minor sive tabulæ geographicæ proecipuorum regnorum regionum, insularum, provincarum, etc. (Amsterda : C. Allard, 1682?) pl. 86. Dated 1635 by Koeman Vol. 1, p 96, plate [210]. Plate is either a copy or
later state of the original Blaeu plate.

**VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .A4 A pl. 86 (PrCt)**

**22616 Cyprus - Maps - 1689**


Authors: Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718 -- Padoani, Domenico, fl. 1689 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718. Citta, fortezze, isole, e porti principale dell' Europa ... (1689)

1 map; 13 x 17 cm.

In: Coronelli, Vincenzo. Citta, fortezze, isole, e porti principale dell' Europa, in pianti, et in eluizione, descritte, e publicate ad uso dell' Academia cosmografica degli argonauti ([Venice]: Domenico Padoani, 1689) pl. [75]. Engraved plate '80.' One of four plates printed on the same sheet, opening [75].

**VAULT folio Ayer 135 .C8 1689 pl. 75 (PrCt)**

**22617 Cyprus - Maps - 1700**

*Cypris Insula*. [Amsterdam: Frederik de Wit, ca. 1700?].

Authors: Wit, Frederik de, 1624-1705 -- Frederik de Witte Paskaert. [ca. 1700?]) no. [94].

**22618 Cyprus - Maps - 1718**

*Road maps* Cypry : praestantia nulli cedens insulae, singulare hujus insulae urbis suis antiquitus paruenter tyrannis, deinde novem regnorem sedes fuerunt, regi Persarum subditae Cleopatrae patruo cytropo rege inique agente Romani insulam occupavêrunt ac in praetorium provinciam sub orientis dioecesi redegerunt : viae militares Romanorum ex Tabulâ Peutingeriana descibuntur / conatibus geographicis Petri Moullart Sanson, Chr. reg. geog. Parisiis [Paris]: In viâ vulgôdiçta ruë Froimanteau vis â vis le Louvre, MDCCXVIII [1718].


1 map: hand col.; 34 x 48 cm.

Scale [ca. 1:860,000].

Relief shown pictorially.


References: C.G. Zacharakis, Catalogue of printed maps of Greece, 1901

**Baskes oversize G1015 .A77 1798, [pте 2]**

**22619 Cyprus - Maps - 1720**


Authors: Moullart-Sanson, Pierre, d. 1730 -- Harrewijn, Franciscus, 1700-1764 -- Delamarche, Charles François, 1740-1817. Atlas général: contenant le détail des quatre parties du monde [1798?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map: hand col.; 33 x 47 cm.

Imprint date precedes the phrase "ruë Froimanteau" in cartouche.

Scale [ca. 1:885,000].

Relief shown pictorially.


References: C.G. Zacharakis, Catalogue of printed maps of Greece, 1901

**Baskes oversize G1015 .A77 1798, [pте 2]**

**22620 Cyprus - Maps - 1935**


Authors: Edward Stanford Ltd. -- Storrs, Ronald, Sir, 1881--1955. The Handbook of Cyprus (1935) -- O'Brien, Bryan Justin -- Christophers (Firm) 1 map; 30 x 50 cm.


Inset: Karpass Peninsula. 'Scale 1:348,480 or 5½ English miles to 1 inch.' map2F G7450 1935 .S7 (PrCt)

**22621 Cyprus - Maps - 1962**


Inset: Karpass Peninsula. 'Scale 1:348,480 or 5½ English miles to 1 inch.' map2F G7450 1935 .S7 (PrCt)

**22622 Cyprus - Maps - 1999**

*Cyprus / Klaus Gallas ; with contributions by Klaus Hillenbrand*. Hong Kong : Local Colour :
Distributed in the United States by Seven Hills Book Distributors, c1999.
Authors: Gallas, Klaus -- Hillenbrand, Klaus -- Local Colour (Firm) -- Seven Hills Book Distributors -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

Originally published in German, 1996.
Translated by Joan Clough.
Includes index.
Series: Odyssey illustrated guide
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
ISBN 9622175414 ; 9789622175419
Baskes DS54.A288 G35 1999 (NLO)

Cyprus - Maps - 2001

Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Automobile Association (Great Britain) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 55 plates
4th ed.
Issued in partnership with the Automobile Association (short format); cf. A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher, 1832-1990, p. 277.
Cover price: $25.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Cyprus - Maps - 2001

Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Automobile Association (Great Britain) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 55 plates
4th ed.
Issued in partnership with the Automobile Association (short format); cf. A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher, 1832-1990, p. 277.
Cover price: $25.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Czech Republic - Maps - 1692 - Names, Geographical

Czech Republic - Maps - 1692 - Names, Geographical

Slovakia - Maps - 1692 - Names, Geographical

Slovakia - Maps - 1692 - Gazetteers

Estats de la couronne de Boheme qui comprennent le royaume ... | Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : H. Iaillot [i.e. P. Mortier], 1692 [i.e. 1696].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Jallot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. [Atlas nouveau contenant toutes les parties du monde ... ] (1696)
1 map : hand col. ; 53 x 86 cm.
Added title, upper margin: Estats de la couronne de Boheme ou sont le royaume de Boheme ... . Accompanied, on the previous leaf, by: Table alphabetique des noms de ... des estats de la couronne de Boheme ... .
In: Sanson, Nicolas. [Atlas nouveau contenant toutes les parties du monde ... ] (Amsterdam : Pierre Mortier, 1696) v. 2, map [4].
Forms part of atlas published by P. Mortier in Amsterdam; chiefly comprised of maps bearing the counterfeit imprint of H. Jaillot in Paris.
Case oversize G 1007 .781 v. 2, map [4] (PrCt)

Czech Republic - Maps - 1695

Czech Republic - Maps - 1695

Wojewodztwo Slaskie (Poland) - Maps - 1695

Estats de la couronne de Boheme qui comprennent le royaume de Boheme, le duché de Silesie et les marquisats de Moravie et de Lusace. Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : Chez H. Jaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], 1695?.
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Jallot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. Atlas nouveau : contenant toutes les parties du monde (1692 [i.e. 1695?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry

Case oversize G 1007 .781 v. 2, map [4] (PrCt)

References: Cf. OCLC 17257103.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)
Czech Republic - Maps - 1700<>>>Slovakia - Maps - 1700
Regnum Bohemiae etque. annexae provinciae ut ducats Silesiae ... Amstelodami [Amsterdam] : [Frederik de Wit, ca. 1700?].
Authors: Ram, Johannes de, 1648-1693 -- Wit, Frederik de -- Wit, Frederik de. Atlas [ca. 1700?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 58 cm.
In: Wit, Frederik de. Atlas (Amsterdam : bij Frederik de Wit in de Calverstraet bij den Dam inde Witte Paskaert. [ca. 1700?]) no. [42].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .W8 A no. [42] (PrCt)

Czech Republic - Maps - 1700<>>>Slovakia - Maps - 1700<>>>Silesia - Maps - 1700<>>>Lusatia (Germany) 1700
Regni Bohemiae, ducatus Silesiae et marchionatus Moraviae. Nuremberg, [ca. 1700].
Authors: Funck, David, 1680-1705 -- Blank, Johann Leonhard -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:O12
1 map : hand col. ; 45 x 53 cm.
4242 rev
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6510 1700 .F8 (PrCt)

Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:O13
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 55 cm.
Copy 1 of 2.
Copy 2 in Homann, Johann Baptist. Atlas novus terrarum orbis (Nuremberg, [ca. 1745]) [Ayer +135 H7 1730 no. 121].
4237 rev
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6510 1700 .H6 copy 1 (PrCt)

Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:O13
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 55 cm.
Copy 1 of 2.
Copy 2 in Homann, Johann Baptist. Atlas novus terrarum orbis (Nuremberg, [ca. 1745]) [Ayer +135 H7 1730 no. 121].
4237 rev
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6510 1700 .H6 copy 1 (PrCt)

Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Delamarce, Charles François, 1740-1817. Atlas général : contenant le détail des quatre parties du monde [1798?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 40 x 52 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:880,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
Inset: Marquisat de Moravie. Scale [ca. 1:880,000].

In composite world atlas possibly compiled and published by Charles François Delamarce: Atlas général : contenant le détail des quatre parties du monde [Paris? : s.n., 1798?], [ptie 1], [plate 95]. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .A77 1798, [ptie 1], [plate 95] (NLO)


Authors: Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756 -- Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756. Atlas novus sive tabulae geographicae totius orbis faciemb, partes, imperia, regna et provincias exhibentes [1740?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 56 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:965,000].

In: Seutter, Matthaeus. Atlas novus sive tabulæ geographicae totius orbis faciemb, partes, imperia, regna et provincias exhibentes (Augsburg : [Seutter], 1740?), plate [39] Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

VAULT Baskes oversize G1015 .S48 1740, plate [39] (NLO)

Czech Republic - Maps - 1742<>>>Bohemia (Czech Republic) - Maps - 1742 Le Royaume de Boheme carte reduite sur celle de 25 feuilles faite á Prague. Paris : Le Rouge, 1742 [i.e. 1748?].

Authors: Le Rouge, Georges-Louis -- Müller, J. C. (Johann Christoph), 1673-1721 -- Le Rouge, Georges-Louis. Recueil contenant des cartes nouvelles ... (1742 [i.e. 1748?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 62 cm.
In: Le Rouge, Georges-Louis. Recueil contenant des cartes nouvelles ... (Paris : chez le Sr. Le Rouge, 1742 [i.e. 1748?]).
Manuscript '89' on verso.

oversize Ayer 135 .L6 1742 pl. 89 (PrCt)

22638 Czech Republic - Maps - 1745<>>>Silesia (Czech Republic) - Maps - 1740<>>>Lusatia (Germany) - Maps - 1745 Regni Bohemiae, ducatus Silesiae, marchionatus Moraviae, et Lusatiae tabula generalis.

Nuremberg : Homann Erben, [ca. 1745].

Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Homann Erben (Firm) -- Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724. Atlas novus terrarum orbis [ca. 1745] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 55 cm.
In: Homann, Johann Baptist. Atlas novus terrarum orbis (Nuremberg : [Homann Erben, ca. 1745]), [plate 121].
Manuscript 'No. 123' and '125' on verso.
Copy 2 of 2.
Copy 1: Sack map4F oG6510 1700 .H6 copy 1. 4238 rev

oversize Ayer 135 .H7 1730, [plate 121] (PrCt)


Authors: López de Vargas Machuca, Tomás, 1731-1802 -- Sanz, D. A. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 15 maps ; 124 x 100 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

22640 Czech Republic - Maps - 1769<>>>Slovakia (Czech Republic) - Maps - 1769 Nieuwe kaart van t Koninkryk Bohemen, Thertogdom, Silesien, Markgraafschap, Moravien en Lusatien. te Amsterdam : by Isaak Tirion, [1769?].

Authors: Tirion, Isaak -- Tirion, Isaak. Nieuwe en beknopte hand-atlas ... (1748 [i.e. 1769?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 27 x 32 cm.
Verso numbered "No 19" in manuscript.
In: Tirion, Isaak. Nieuwe en beknopte hand-atlas ... (Amsterdam : Isaak Tirion, 1744 [i.e. 1769?]), plate [19].

oversize Ayer 135 .T55 1744, plate [19] (PrCt)

22641 Czech Republic - Maps - 1794 The Kingdom of Bohemia with the Duchy of Silesia ... / by Thomas Jeffreys ... London : Laurie & Whittle, 12th May 1794.

Authors: Laurie & Whittle -- Laurie & Whittle. A New and elegant imperial sheet atlas comprehending general and particular maps of
every part of the world ... [1801?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 55 cm.
In Robert Laurie and James Whittle. A New and elegant imperial sheet atlas comprehending general and particular maps of every part of the world ... (London : printed and published by R. Laurie and J. Whittle, 1800 [i.e. 1801?]}) no. 29. Stamped “29” on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
**Baskes oversize G1015 .R63 1801 no. 29 (NLO)**

22642  **Czech Republic - Maps - 1804**
*Le Royaume de Bohéme, le duché de Silésie ... / par le Sr. Robert. À Venise [Venice : Santini ; chez Mr. Remondini], 1804.*
Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Santini, P. -- Remondini, Giuseppe Antonio, 1747-1811 -- Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (1784 [i.e. 1807?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 59 cm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
**Baskes oversize G1015 .S4 1807, v. 1, no. 36 (PrCt)**

22643  **Czech Republic - Maps - 1808<<>>Slovakia - Maps - 1808<<>>Prague (Czech Republic) - Pictorial works - 1808**
Authors: Bock und Pollach, Joseph Ferdinand von, fl. 1808 -- Artaria & Co.
1 map : hand col ; 89 x 106 cm. on 4 sheets fold.
to 21 x 14 cm. in original slipcase
Title from oversize lettering in upper margin.
Added title in cartouche at lower right: Bohemia in XVI circulos divisa, notitias plurimis illustrata ...
Includes unidentified views of Prague (?) and the Vltava River Valley (?) (9 x 22 cm. and 23 x 37 cm.)
73-8387
**map4C 18 (PrCt)**

22644  **Czech Republic - Maps - 1831<<>>Moravia (Czech Republic) - Maps - 1831**
*Bohemia & Moravia : provinces of Austria.*
*Edinburgh : D. Lizars, [1831?].*
Authors: Lizars, Daniel, 1760-1812 -- Hamilton, John, fl. 1831 -- Lizars, Daniel, 1760-1812. The Edinburgh geographical and historical atlas ... [1831?]
1 map : hand col. ; 37 x 48 cm.
In: Lizars, Daniel. The Edinburgh geographical and historical atlas ... (Edinburgh [etc.] : John Hamilton [and others, 1831?]) pl. [26]. Engraved plate no. ’XXX.
**oversize G 10 .514 pl. [26] (PrCt)**

**22645 Czech Republic - Maps - 1882<<>>Bohemia (Czech Republic) - Maps - 1882**
Authors: Rivnáč, Frantisek -- Zdenek, Jaroslav, 19th cent. -- Licka, Jos. -- Smroek, Ant. -- Kohut, Jos. -- Kaftan, Jos. -- Farský -- Niggl, Alfred -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
2 v. : 12 folded maps (chiefly col.) ; 19 cm.
Maps lithographed and printed by Farský.
Contents: Textband -- Karten und Pläne.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Stamp: Dipl.-Ing. Alfred Niggl.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
**Baskes DB2019 .R58 1882 (NLO)**

22646  **Czech Republic - Maps - 1920<<>>Slovakia - Maps - 1920 (Provisional Heading)**
Authors: Pfohl, Ernst -- Stiepel -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 40 maps ; 400 x 640 mm.
Phillips 8241
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)**

22647  **Czech Republic - Maps - 1931<<>>Slovakia - Maps - 1931 (Provisional Heading)**
*Mapa zeme Ceske. Prague, 1931.*
Authors: Czechoslovakia -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 11 maps ; 170 x 107 mm.
n;d;roadmapBohemia,folds into pouch
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)**

22648  **Czech Republic - Maps - 1966**
Authors: Grieben -- Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag -- Karl Thiemig AG -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
198 p. : 2 maps (some col., some folded), plans ; 17 cm.
Map on inside front cover.
Folded map in pocket.
Includes index.
Series: Grieben-Reiseführer ; Bd. 286
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at The Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Baedeker Stuttgart -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 v. : 24 plates
1st ed.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Baedeker Stuttgart -- Automobile Association (Great Britain) -- Jarrold and Sons -- Prentice-Hall, inc. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 132 plates
1st ed.
Issued in partnership with the Automobile Association (short format); cf. A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher, 1832-1990, p. 277.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

(Provisional Heading)
Early maps of Bohemia, Moravia & Silesia.
Authors: Kuchar, Karel, 1906- -- Safarik, Z. -- Campbell, Elia M. J. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 19 maps ; 360 x 283 mm.
Translated by Z. Safarik
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
References: LC193
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

Authors: Ceská akademie věd a umění -- Pantoflícek, Jaroslav -- Czech Republic.
Ministerstvo zahraničních vecí -- Vojenský zemepisný ústav (Prague, Czech Republic) -- Orbis (Firm) -- Geographical Association -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Czech Republic. Ceská akademie věd a umění SEE Ceská akademie ved a umění
Cover title: Atlas RCS
Portion of title: Atlas de la République Tchécoslovaque
"Vrchní redaktor Dr. Ing. ... Jaroslav Pantoflícek."--P. [5].
English version of text to accompany atlas: Atlas of the Czechoslovak republic, text accompanying the maps.
"Tiskne vojenský zemepisný Ústav."--On maps.
In Czech and French.
Publisher’s cloth binding with Czech Republic coat of arms and white-stamped cover title: Atlas RCS.
Errata, [1] p. at end.
Relief shown by hachures and spot elevations.
Scales differ.
Bookplate: Please return to the library.
Geographical Association, c/o Municipal High School of Commerce, Manchester.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1945 .C47 1935 (NLO)
1965<>Slovakia - Historical geography -
Maps - 1965<>Czechoslovakia - Maps -
1965 - Economics<>Czech Republic - Maps -
1965 - Economics<>Slovakia - Maps -
1965 - Economics<>Czechoslovakia - Maps -
1965<>Economics - Czech Republic - Maps -
1965<>Economics - Slovakia - Maps -
1965<>Atlases, Czech - 1965<>Historical atlases

Atlas Ceskoslovenských dejin. [Prague?] : 
Ústrední správa geodézie a kartografie, 1965.
Authors: Czechoslovakia. Ustrední správa 
geodézie a kartografie -- Purs, Jaroslav -- 
Cafourek, Petr -- Historický ústav 
(Ceskoslovenská akademie ved) -- Kansas City 
Public Library (Kansas City, Mo.) -- Roger S. 
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- 
Czechoslovakia. Historický ústav 
SEE Historický ústav (Ceskoslovenská akademie 
ved) 1 atlas (17, [180], 39 p.) : 45 col. maps ; 51 cm. 
"Vydala Ústrední správa geodézie a kartografie 
ve spolupráci s Historickým ústavem 
Ceskoslovenské akademie ved."--P. [7] (1st 
sequence).
"Hlavní vedecký redaktor Jaroslav Purs ... 
opodpovědný redaktor, Petr Cafourek."--P. [7] (1st 
sequence).
Relief shown by shading, contours, and spot 
elevations.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Scales differ.
Bookplate: Reference Collection Book, Kansas 
City Public Library, Kansas City, Missouri.
Stamp: Kansas City (Mo.) Public Library Ref.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at 
the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: map66000346
Baskes oversize G1946.S1 C8 1965 (NLO)

22660 Czechoslovakia - Maps - 1969
Czechoslovakia / [Central Intelligence Agency]. 
Authors: United States. Central Intelligence 
Agency -- Magnus, Albert R.
1 map : col. ; on sheet 46 x 59 cm.
Scale 1:1,435,000.
Relief shown by shading and spot heights.
In lower left margin: 58415 3-69.
Includes 3 ancillary maps: Population. -- Land 
utilization. -- Fuels and industry.
map4F G3200 1967 J5, Czechoslovakia (Pr Ct)

22661 Czechoslovakia - Maps - 1970<>Czech 
Republic - Maps - 1970<>Slovakia - Maps -
c1970.
Authors: Nagel’s encyclopedia-guide -- Nagel 
Publishers -- Flesch, Richard C. -- Roger S. 
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 
(some col.), plans ; 16 cm.
5th ed.
Map on front lining papers.
Includes index.
Series: Nagel’s encyclopedia-guide.
Former owner’s signature: Richard C. Flesch.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at 
the Newberry Library.
(NLO)

22662 Czechoslovakia - Maps - Bibliography - 1933
Katalog starých map nasich zemi. Catalogue 
des cartes anciennes du Territoire de la 
Tchéco-slovaque. Bratislava : Ceskoslovenstí 
geoafrové, 1933.
Authors: Kuchar, Karel, 1906-
p. 19-21, 45-47
In: Sborník II. sjedn ceko slovenských geografu 
v Bratislave 1933 = Comptes rendus du Ile 
congrès des géographes tchécoslovaques 
Bratislava 1933 (Bratislava: Ceskoslovenstí 
geoafrové, 1933), pp. 19-21, 45-47.
Not at Newberry Library (Dec. 2009) (Pr Ct)

22663 Dablón, Claude, 1618-1697. Lac Superievr Et 
Avtres Lievxo Ou Sont Les Missions Des Peres de 
de la Compagnie de lesvvs (1673) 
[Notes on the Dablón map of Lake Superior, 
1671], 2003.
Authors: Tabor, Stephen -- Karrow, Robert W.
2 leaves
Email query about supposed second state of the 
Dablón map in the collections of the Huntington 
Library.
Vert 424, no. 2 (Pr Ct)

22664 Dachstein Mountains (Austria) - 1970
Dachsteinbahn : und die zauberhafte Welt der 
Dachstein-Höhlen. Austria : "Dachstein" 
Fremdenverkehrs, [ca.1970s].
Authors: "Dachstein" Fremdenverkehrs 
1 booklet (4 p) : col photos, views ; 10 x 21 cm

22665 Dachstein Mountains (Austria) - Caves - 1977
The Dachstein caves. [Austria], 1977.
2 p. (mimeographed) ; 30 cm.
Travel Vertical File G6492 .D4C23 1977 .D4 
(Pr Ct)

22666 Dachstein Mountains (Austria) - Maps - 1915
Karte der Dachsteingruppe : Maßstab 1:25,000. 
[S.I. Deutscher und Österreichischer Alpenverein, 
1915].
Authors: Deutscher und Österreichischer 
Alpenverein -- Aegerter, Leo, 1875-1953 -- Rohn, 
Hans, 1868-1955
1 map : col. ; 69 x 86 cm. fold. to 18 x 11 cm. 
Sectioned and mounted on cloth.
Contour interval 10 m.
Title pasted on outside of folded map; map 
proper has no title, authorship information, 
or date, but has the appearance of maps published
by the DuÖAV.
Date and attribution to Aegerter and Rohn from
Erik Arnberger and Ingrid Kretschmer,
Topographische Karten (Vienna: Deuticke, 1975),
vol 1, pp. 431-32.
map3C G6492.D3 1915 D4 (PrCt)

22669
Dahomey - Maps - 1789 - Slave
trade<<>>Benin - Maps - 1789 - Slave
trade<<>>Ghana - Maps - 1789 - Slave
trade<<>>Togo - Maps - 1789 - Slave
trade<<>>Nigeria - Maps - 1789 - Slave
trade<<>>Africa, West - Maps - 1789 - Slave

A Map of the Slave Coast comprehended between the River Volta and Benin with Cape Lagos / R. Norris, delt. ; Woodman & Mutlow sculpt. [London] : W. Lowndes, 1789.
1 map ; 22 x 46 cm., on sheet 33 x 54 cm., folded to 19 x 14 cm.
"Published March 16th 1789 by W. Lowndes, No. 77 Fleet Street."
Scale ca. 1:1,430,000. "Scale 69 1/2 miles to a degree."
Coordinates: (E 1°20'--E 8°10'/N 8°35'--N 5°15')
In: Norris, Robert. Memoirs of the reign of Bossa Ahâdee, king of Dahomy, an inland country of Guiney. To which are added, the author's journey to Abomey, the capital; and A short account of the African slave trade (London : W. Lowndes, 1789), opposite p. [1].
Digital image available on the Newberry Library's Digital Collections for the Classroom website:

F 765 .634, opposite p. [1] (PrCt)

22670
Dainville, Francois de
Authors: Lindgren, Uta p. 512-513 ; 24 cm.
Vert 134, no. 2 (PrCt)

22671
risk assessment - Bibliography -
1889<>>>Fire risk assessment - California -
Maps - Bibliography - 1885-1894<>>>Fire risk assessment - Hawaii - Maps - Bibliography -
1885-1912<>>>Fire risk assessment -
Montana - Maps - Bibliography - 1887<>>>Fire risk assessment - Washington (State) - Maps -
Bibliography - 1885-1889<>>>Fire risk assessment - British Columbia - Maps -
Bibliography - 1889
Checklist of Dakin Publishing Company fire
insurance maps / by Philip Hoehn. 2011.
Authors: Hoehn, R. Philip, 1941--2011 -- Dakin
Publishing Co.
2 leaves ; 28 cm.
Printout from Google Documents website
managed by Philip Hoehn (accessed July 2011):
https://docs.google.com/document/pub?id=1KCy
Yr62CCocS0qtezPw065WOYRk8DiyfCia9H2unmo
Includes 2 bibliographic references, also by
Hoehn.
Vert 321 no. 2 (PrCt)
22672 Dakota County (Minn.) - Maps - 1874 -
Landowners<>>>Counties - Maps<>>>Landowners - Maps
[Dakota County (Minn.) - 1874: LC G&M land
Authors: Hoenck, Ed. A. -- Hoenck & Roosen --
Library of Congress. Geography and Map
Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 36.5 x 30.5 in. Scale: 1: 63,360.
Originally published St. Paul: Hoenck & Roosen,
1874.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing
19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map
Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
[Washington, D.C. : Library of Congress,
Geography and Map Division, 1983?].
Microfiche 583, no. 371 (PrCt)
22675 Dakota County (Neb.) - Maps - 1956 -
Landowners<>>>Counties - Maps<>>>Landowners - Maps
The 1956 atlas of Dakota County, Nebraska:
with township plats corrected to October 26,
1956. Harlan, Iowa : R.C. Booth Enterprises,
1956.
Authors: R.C. Booth Enterprises -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (21 p.) : 10 maps ; 32 cm.
Cover title: Plat book of Dakota County,
Nebraska, 1956.
Scale not given.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G4193.D2G46 1956 .B6 (NLO)
22676 Dakota Indians - Historical
geography<>>>Indians of North America -
Maps
Changing ecology and land-use among the Teton
Dakota Indians, 1680-1900.
Authors: Ballas, Donald J.
From Bulletin of the Illinois Geographical Society
BHC 1626
Vert 1212 (PrCt)
22673 Dakota County (Minn.) - Maps - 1887 -
Landowners<>>>Counties - Maps<>>>Landowners - Maps
[Dakota County (Minn.) - 1887: LC G&M land
Authors: C.M. Foote & Co. (Minneapolis, Minn.) --
Library of Congress. Geography and Map
Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 4 parts, 37 x 31 in. each. Scale: 1:36,205. Originally published Minneapolis: C. M.
Foote & Co., 1887. Only covers part of
county.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing
19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map
Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
[Washington, D.C. : Library of Congress,
Geography and Map Division, 1983?].
Microfiche 583, no. 381 (PrCt)
Railroads - Maps
1 map : col. ; 51 x 45 cm.
Title in upper margin.
"Copyright, 1880, by Rand, McNally & Co. ..."
Issued folded in accompanying index (7 p. ; 16 cm.): Rand, McNally & Co.'s indexed map of Dakota. Chicago : Rand, McNally & Co., 1879
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Andrew McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
map4F G4171.P3 1880 .R3 (PrCt)

Dakota Territory - Maps - 1885 - Railroads - South Dakota - Maps - 1885 - Railroads - Maps
1 map : col. ; 47 x 32 cm. fold in covers 10 x 16 cm. + index (20, [6] p.)
Cover title.
Map proper printed in red and black and titled 'Rand McNally & Co.'s Dakota.'
Includes, above and below map, notes describing land districts. Condition: V. good
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection and the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Previous location: B-19
AMcN III PC 2250 (PrCt)

1 map : col. ; 47 x 32 cm. fold in covers 10 x 16 cm. + index (22, [6] p.)
Cover title.
Map proper printed in red, yellow, blue, and black and titled 'Rand McNally & Co.'s Dakota.'
Condition: V. good
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection and the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Previous location: B-19
AMcN III PC 2250 (PrCt)

Dalarna (Sweden) - Maps - 1922
Dalarna : utgifven av Svenska turistföreningen : med 62 illustrationer, 4 kartor och 1 stadsplan.
Stockholm : Wahlström & Widstrand, 1922.
Authors: Svenska turistföreningen -- Trotzig, Karl -- Kartografiska institutet AB -- Wahlström & Widstrand (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Edition: "5. uppl."
"Denna bok är utarbetad av radman Karl Trotzig, Hedemora"--T.p. verso.
Maps by Kartografiska institutet.
Map inside front cover folded from 21 x 21 cm to 16 x 21 cm.
"Pris Kr. 4,50"--Back cover.
Includes index.
Series: Svenska turistföreningens resehandböcker ; 12
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .S94 [no.] 12 (1922) (NLO)

Dall'Orto, Angelino. Fl. 1325. Portolano L'elemento araldico nel portolani di Angelino Dall'orto. [Venezia : Reale Istituto , 1934].
Not at Newberry Library (Dec. 2009) (PrCt)

Dallam County (Tex.) - Maps - 1888 - Landowners - Counties - Landowners - Maps
Authors: Texas. General Land Office -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 23 x 26 in. Scale 1:133,320.
Originally compiled 18988
Microfiche 583, no. 943 (PrCt)

Dallas County (Ark.) - Maps - 1864 - Landowners - Counties - Landowners - Maps
Dallas County, Ark. 1864 map : with index.
Authors: Confederate States of America. Army -- McAlester, Capt. -- Jacobs, D. -- Acadian Printing and Publishing Co. -- U.S. National Archives

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
22684 Dallas County (Iowa) - Maps - 1954 - Landowners<>>Counties - Maps<>>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Farm Plat Book Publishing Co. (Mankato, Minn.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (32 p.) : 10 col. maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
Shows land ownership.
Includes farmer's directory and index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G4153.D2G46 1954 .F3 (NLO)

22685 Dallas County (Tex.) - Maps - 1884 - Landowners<>>Counties - Maps<>>Landowners - Maps
[Dallas County (Tex.) - 1884: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche]. [Washington, D.C.]: LC G&M Division, [1883?].
Authors: Texas. General Land Office -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division.
LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: Blueprint, 36.5 x 33.5. Scale 1:66,660. Originally compiled Austin, Tex.: U.S. General Land Office, 1884; traced 1931.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 945 (PrCt)

22687 Dallas County (Tex.) - Maps - 1900 - Landowners<>>Counties - Maps<>>Landowners - Maps
[Dallas County (Tex.) - 1900: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche]. [Washington, D.C.]: LC G&M Division, [1983?].
Authors: Street, Samuel -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 29.5 x 27 in. Scale 1:75,000. Originally published Dallas, Tex.: Sam Street, 1900.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 946 (PrCt)

Santa Fe: new rail entrance into Dallas.
Authors: Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Company
1 map ; 6 x 6 cm.
5A 7267 (1954 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

Shell street guide of Dallas, Fort Worth.
[Chicago?]: Rand McNally & Company, [1961?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 55 cm., folded to 21 x 10 cm. Panel title.
Added title: Street map of Dallas.
Plate no. 1-573907V1-4.
Continuation insets (19 x 11 cm. and 9 x 8 cm.):
Pleasant Mound, Pleasant Grove, and Lake June area -- Dallas (northeastern section).
Maps on verso (41 x 58 cm. and smaller): Street map of Fort Worth -- Lake Worth area -- Fort
Worth International Airport.
Panel art: Shell logo and B&W aerial photo of Dallas-Fort Worth.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(NEWberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2445 (PrCt)

22692 Dallas Region (Tex.) - Maps - 1991 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (NEWberry Library)
1 atlas (712 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
On p. 710: Copyright certificate #TX 3-422-092 $16.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(NEWberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-91779-X
RMcN StrFdr 1991 .D33 (PrCt)

22693 Dallas Region (Tex.) - Maps - 1994 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (NEWberry Library)
1 atlas (200 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
$15.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(NEWberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-91291-7
RMcN StrFdr 1994 .D33 (PrCt)

22694 Dallas Region (Tex.) - Maps - 1996 - Road maps
Fort Worth Region (Tex.) - Maps - 1996 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (NEWberry Library)
1 atlas (208,176 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Title from cover.
"New updated edition."
$24.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(NEWberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-98692-1
RMcN StrFdr 1996 .D33a (PrCt)

22695 Dallas Region (Tex.) - Maps - 1996 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (NEWberry Library)
1 atlas (208 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4220 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

New updated edition."
$15.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-96919-6
RMcN StrFdr 1996 .D33 (PrCt)

22696 Dallas Region (Tex.) - Maps - 2001 - Road maps-Road maps-Counties - Maps
Dallas, Dallas County & vicinity StreetFinder.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (82-531 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
$19.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-99091-8
RMcN StrFdr 2001 .D33 (PrCt)

22697 Dallas (Tex.) - Maps - 1952 - Road maps-Road maps-Fort Worth (Tex.) - Maps - 1952 - Road maps-Counties - Maps
Dallas and Ft. Worth : tour with Texaco ...
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1952].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col ; 79 x 56 cm., folded to 21 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Dallas street map.
Plate No. 533907.
Inset (8 x 7 cm.): Continuation of eastern edge of Dallas
Maps on verso (56 x 79 cm. and 7 x 7 cm.): Fort Worth street map -- Lake Worth area.
Panel art: Texaco gas station on hilly rural road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN Clients 3702 (PrCt)

22698 Dallas (Tex.) - Maps - 1953 - Road maps-Road maps-Fort Worth (Tex.) - Maps - 1953 - Road maps-Counties - Maps
Dallas and Ft. Worth : tour with Texaco ...
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1953?].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col ; 79 x 56 cm., folded to 21 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Dallas street map.
Plate No. 533907.
Inset (8 x 7 cm.): Continuation of eastern edge of Dallas
Maps on verso (56 x 79 cm. and 7 x 7 cm.): Fort Worth street map -- Lake Worth area.
Panel art: Texaco gas station on hilly rural road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN Clients 3721 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Dallas (Tex.) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps - Fort Worth (Tex.) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps
Dallas and Ft. Worth : tour with Texaco ...
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1956].

22703
Dallas (Tex.) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps - Fort Worth (Tex.) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps
Dallas and Ft. Worth : tour with Texaco ...
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1956].

22704
Dallas (Tex.) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps - Fort Worth (Tex.) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps
Dallas and Ft. Worth : tour with Texaco ...
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1956].

22701
Dallas (Tex.) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps - Fort Worth (Tex.) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps
Dallas and Ft. Worth : tour with Texaco ...
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1956].

22702
Dallas (Tex.) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps - Fort Worth (Tex.) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps
Dallas and Ft. Worth : tour with Texaco ...
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1956].

22705
Hertz Rent a Car map of Dallas and vicinity. [Chicago] : Rand McNally & Co., [1959?].

22706
Dallas (Tex.) - Maps - 1963 - Road maps - Dallas Region (Tex.) - Maps - 1963 - Road maps
Dallas and vicin...
Road maps

Downtown Dallas. [Dallas, Tex. This Month in Dallas, November 1963].
Authors: This month in Dallas (November 1963) -- Alcoholic Beverage Control Board
1 map ; 23 x 29 cm.
Published the same month as President Kennedy's assassination.
Details downtown Dallas streets, including the corner of Main and Houston Streets, but does not identify the Texas School Book Depository nor Dealey Plaza, site of the murder.
Includes references 1-72.
Detached from: This month in Dallas (November 1963), p. [36-37].
Running title on verso: This month in Dallas.
Verso includes regional map (18 x 12 cm. on p. 38): Greater Dallas.
Verso also includes "Welcome ABCB" [Alcoholic Beverage Control Board?] convention notice (p. 35) with the logos of Coca-Cola and other soft drinks.
Gift 2011.
map1F G4034,D2P2 1963 .D6 (PrCt)

Dallas (Tex.) - Maps - 1964 - Road maps

Rand McNally street map of Dallas and surrounding suburbs / distributed by M.H. West Company ... Dallas, Texas ... [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Co., c1964.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- M. H. West Company (Dallas, Tex.) -- Rand McNally and Company. Stock road maps -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- West (M.H.) Co., publishers, Dallas SEE M. H. West Company (Dallas, Tex.)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 88 x 93 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"Distributed by M. H. West Company, 209 South Akard Street, Dallas... ."
Added title: Dallas street map.
Plate no. 646202-3
Insets on verso (19 x 35 cm. and 19 x 17 cm.): Dallas-Ft. Worth and vicinity -- Downtown Dallas.
Panel art: traffic light.
Forms part of a collection of stock editions of Rand McNally road maps, some apparently issued as sales samples and / or printer's proofs for prospective commercial clients.
Uniform series title (established by cataloger): Stock road maps
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (April 2010).
RMcN Stock 92 (PrCt)

Dallas (Tex.) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps

Authors: Mobil Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 88 x 93 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Dallas street map.
Plate no. 6 6201-5
Insets (19 x 35 cm. and 19 x 17 cm.): Dallas-Ft. Worth and vicinity -- Downtown Dallas.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Panel art: Mobil winged horse logos.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

22712 Dallas (Tex.) - Maps - 1967 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- M. H. West Company (Dallas, Tex.)
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

Panel art: Illustration of traffic signs.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

22713 Dallas (Tex.) - Maps - 1967 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- M. H. West Company (Dallas, Tex.)
Stock road maps -- Rand McNally

Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 88 x 93 cm., on sheet 91 x 65 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"M. H. West Company, 209 South Akard Street, Dallas... ."
Added title: Dallas street map.
Plate no. 676202-5
Insets on verso (19 x 35 cm. and 19 x 17 cm.): Dallas-Fort Worth and vicinity -- Downtown Dallas.
Panel art: road signs.
Forms part of a collection of stock editions of Rand McNally road maps, some apparently issued as sales samples and/or printer's proofs for prospective commercial clients.
Uniform series title (established by cataloger): Stock road maps
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (April 2010).

22714 Dallas (Tex.) - Maps - 1968 - Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 88 x 95 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Dallas street map.
Plate no. 686202-6
Insets on verso (19 x 35 cm. and 19 x 17 cm.): Dallas-Fort Worth and vicinity -- Downtown Dallas.
Panel art: Illustration of road and Gulf service station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Insets (19 x 34 cm. and 19 x 17 cm.): Dallas-Fort Worth and vicinity -- Downtown Dallas.
Panel art: City street scene including bus and convertible car in foreground.
Handstamped with Library of Congress copyright certificate numbers.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN Stock 94 (PrCt)

22718

**Dallas (Tex.) - Maps - 1970 - Road maps**>> Dallas (Tex.) - Maps - 1970 - Road maps
1 map : both sides, col. ; 88 x 93 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Street map of Dallas.
Plate no. 70-6202-8.
Insets (19 x 35 cm. and 19 x 17 cm.): Dallas-Fort Worth and vicinity -- Downtown Dallas.
Panel art: Gray and red illustration of a Phillips 66 service station.
Map bears three Library of Congress copyright stamps.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 1996 (PrCt)

22719

**Dallas (Tex.) - Maps - 1971 - Road maps**>> Dallas (Tex.) - Maps - 1971 - Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 88 x 93 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Dallas street map.
Plate no. 71-6202-9.
Insets (19 x 35 cm. and 19 x 17 cm.): Dallas-Fort Worth and vicinity -- Downtown Dallas.
Panel art: Gulf logo with 2 vertical stripes.
Includes two Library of Congress copyright handstamps with certificate numbers.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 1313 (PrCt)

22720

**Dallas (Tex.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps**>> Dallas (Tex.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps
Authors: Mobil Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 60 x 53 cm., folded to 16 x 9 cm.
Panel art: Mobil winged horse logos.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1676 (PrCt)

22721 Dallas (Tex.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps<br>&gt;&gt;&gt;Dallas Region (Tex.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps<br>&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;Road maps Dallas / Phillips 66, the performance company. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Co., 1975.
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col.; 78 x 93 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.
"1975 Edition"
Panel title.
Added title: Phillips 66 street map of Dallas Plate no.75-6202-13
Insets (19 x 35 cm. and 19 x 17 cm.): Dallas-Fort Worth and vicinity -- Downtown Dallas.
Panel art: illustration of goose flying over mountain landscape.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2058 (PrCt)

22722 Dallas (Tex.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps<br>&gt;&gt;&gt;Ebby Halliday Realtors - Maps - 1975 &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;Halliday, Ebby, b. 1911 - Portraits &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;Halliday (Ebby) Realtors SEE Ebby Halliday Realtors &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;Road maps Ebby Halliday Realtors &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;Road maps Ebby Halliday Realtors map of Dallas. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Co., [1975].
Authors: Ebby Halliday Realtors -- Halliday, Ebby, b. 1911 -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Halliday (Ebby) Realtors SEE Ebby Halliday Realtors
1 map : both sides, col.; 88 x 93 cm., folded to 24 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Insets (19 x 35 cm. and 19 x 17 cm.): Dallas- Fort Worth and vicinity -- Downtown Dallas.
For variant copy printed without edition statement, see RMcN Clients 701 (PrCt) Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1347 (PrCt)

Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Halliday (Ebby) Realtors SEE Ebby Halliday Realtors
1 map : both sides, col.; 88 x 93 cm., folded to 24 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Dallas street map Plate no. 75-6201-13.
Insets (19 x 35 cm. and 19 x 17 cm.): Dallas- Fort Worth and vicinity -- Downtown Dallas.
Panel art: Gulf logo with 2 vertical stripes.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1333 (PrCt)

Authors: Mobil Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Halliday (Ebby) Realtors SEE Ebby Halliday Realtors
1 map : both sides, col.; 78 x 93 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"1976 edition"
Panel title.
Plate no. 76-6202-14.
Insets (19 x 35 cm. and 19 x 17 cm.): Dallas- Fort Worth -- Downtown Dallas.
Panel art: Illustrations of trees, cars on expressway, canoeing, golfing, and unidentified bridge.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Dallas (Tex.) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps

1 map : both sides, col. ; 88 x 93 cm., on sheet 91 x 65 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"1976 Edition."
Panel title.
Added title: Dallas street map.
Plate no. 76-6202-14
Insets on verso (19 x 35 cm. and 19 x 17 cm.): Dallas-Fort Worth and vicinity -- Downtown Dallas.
Panel art: road signs.
Forms part of a collection of stock editions of Rand McNally road maps, some apparently issued as sales samples and / or printer’s proofs for prospective commercial clients.
Uniform series title (established by cataloger):
Stock road maps
forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (April 2010).

Dallas ( Tex.) - Maps - 1979 - Road maps

Authors: Texaco, inc. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 87 x 93 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Dallas street map.
Plate no. 796202-17
Insets (19 x 35 cm. and 19 x 17 cm.): Dallas-Fort Worth and vicinity -- Downtown Dallas.
Panel art: Color photographs of American scenes.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

Dallas (Tex.) - Maps - 1980 - Road maps

Welcome to Dallas : Dallas city map ... / Ebby Halliday Realtors. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Co., [1980?].
Authors: Ebby Halliday Realtors -- Halliday, Ebby, b. 1911 -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 88 x 93 cm., folded to 24 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Dallas street map : Ebby Halliday Realtors.
Identifies real estate office locations.
Plate no. 806202-18
Insets (19 x 35 cm. and 19 x 17 cm.): Dallas- Fort Worth and vicinity -- Downtown Dallas.
Identifies Ebby Halliday realty office locations.
Panel art: B&W photo of Dallas skyline.
Back panel includes printed paste-on and tear-away order form for Ebby Halliday promotional information.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

Old San Francisco Steak House ; Merle Ollum. San Antonio : Ollomgraphics, c1986.
Authors: Ollom, Merle -- Old San Francisco Steak House Development Corp.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

1 map : col. ; 47 x 72 cm.
Major streets and buildings are named; steak house shown prominently.


---

**22731**

**Dallas (Tex.) - Maps - 2001 - Road maps**
**Dallas County (Tex.) - Maps - 2001 - Road maps**
**Fort Worth (Tex.) - Maps - 2001 - Road maps**
**Tarrant County (Tex.) - Maps - 2001 - Road maps**
**Denton County (Tex.) - Maps - 2001 - Road maps**
**Collin County (Tex.) - Maps - 2001 - Road maps**
**Road maps**
**Counties - Maps**
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (78-605 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.


$29.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

ISBN 0-528-99862-6

**RMcN StrFdr 2001 .D33a (PrCt)**

---

**22732**

**Dallas (Tex.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps**
**Dallas County (Tex.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps**
**Road maps**
**Counties - Maps**
**Dallas, Dallas County & vicinity StreetFinder.** [Skokie, Ill.] : Rand McNally, 2004.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (82-442, 2-94 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.

Date on cover: 2004.

$24.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

ISBN 0-528-99792-0

**RMcN StrFdr 2004 .D33a (PrCt)**

---

**22733**

**Dallas (Tex.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps**
**Dallas Region (Tex.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps**
**Fort Worth (Tex.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps**
**Tarrant County (Tex.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps**
**Collin County (Tex.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps**
**Road maps**
**Counties - Maps**
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (2-442, 2-161 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.

Cover dated 2004; "©2003" -- title page.

$34.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

ISBN 0-528-99793-9

**RMcN StrFdr 2004 .D33A1 (PrCt)**

---

**22734**

**Dallas (Tex.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps**
**Dallas Region (Tex.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps**
**Dallas County (Tex.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps**
**Road maps**
**Counties - Maps**
**Dallas, Dallas County & vicinity StreetFinder.** [Skokie, Ill.] : Rand McNally, 2005, c2004.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm.

Cover dated 2005; "©2004" -- title page.

$24.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

ISBN 0528995707

**RMcN StrFdr 2005 .D33a (PrCt)**

---

**22735**

**Dallas (Tex.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps**
**Dallas Region (Tex.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps**
**Fort Worth (Tex.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps**
**Dallas County (Tex.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps**
**Tarrant County (Tex.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps**
**Road maps**
**Counties - Maps**
**Dallas, Dallas County & vicinity StreetFinder.** [Skokie, Ill.] : Rand McNally, 2005.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm.

Cover dated 2005; "©2004" -- title page.

$34.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

ISBN 0528995693

**RMcN StrFdr 2005 .D33a (PrCt)**

---

**22736**

**Dallas (Tex.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps**
**Dallas Region (Tex.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps**
**Dallas County (Tex.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps**
**Collin County (Tex.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps**
**Denton County (Tex.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps**
**Rockwall County (Tex.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps**
**Maps**
**Counties - Maps**

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)


1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Cover dated 2006, but received by the Newberry Library in 2005.
$24.95
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528859315
RMcN StrFdr 2007 .D33a (PrCt)

Dallas (Tex.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps<><><><>Dallas Region (Tex.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps<><><><>Fort Worth (Tex.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps<><><><>Dallas County (Tex.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps<><><><>Tarrant County (Tex.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps<><><><>Collin County (Tex.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps<><><><>Denton County (Tex.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps<><><><>Rockwall County (Tex.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps<><><><>Road maps<><><><>Counties - Maps
1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Cover dated 2006, but received by the Newberry Library in 2005.
$34.95
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528859315
RMcN StrFdr 2007 .D33a (PrCt)

Dallas (Tex.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps<><><><>Dallas Region (Tex.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps<><><><>Collin County (Tex.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps<><><><>Denton County (Tex.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps<><><><>Rockwall County (Tex.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps<><><><>Road maps<><><><>Counties - Maps
1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title: Dallas street guide : including Dallas County and Rockwall counties.
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
$24.95 -- back cover

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.


VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1606, [plate 130] (PrCt)


VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .L2 1575 AI, plate [18] (PrCt)

Dalmatia (Croatia) - Maps - 1570
Il Vero ritratto di Zara et di Sebenico / co
diligenza ridotte inquesta forma a comodita de i
lettori si come elle si ritrovano al presente del
anno MDLXX da Martino Rota Sebenzan ; llvstri
ac reverendisimo domino Marco Lavredano
episcopo enonien d. 1570.
Authors: Rota, Martin, 1520-1583 -- Morosini,
Count -- Franco Novacco Map Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map ; 355 x 636 mm. (plate mark)
Relief, cities, and various battles shown
pictorially.
Fine engraving of a fleet in foreground.
Tooley 60.
Almagià, Monumenta Italiae cartographica p. 40
and plate 34.
Ex Morosini.
Duplicate copy: Novacco 4F 104.
b65
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map
Collection (Newberry Library).

Dalmatia (Croatia) - Maps - 1570
Il Vero ritratto di Zara et di Sebenico ... / da Paolo Forlani Veronese.
Venetia [Venice : Paolo Forlani?], 1570.
Authors: Forlani, Paolo -- Morosini, Count --
Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 281 x 395 mm. (neat line), 294 x 408
mm. (plate mark)
Relief shown pictorially.
Oriented with north at upper left
F. Borroni Salvadori, Carte, piante e stampe
storie delle raccolte Lafreriane della Biblioteca
Almagià, Monumenta cartographica vaticana II
(1948) p. 102, no. 39.
Woodward 92.
Cf. Almagià, Monumenta Italia cartographica
(1929) p. 30, pl. XXXV (2).
Cf. Bella and Bella, Cartografia rara ... dalla
Tooley 600.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map
Collection (Newberry Library).
Ex Morosini.
b66

Dalmatia (Croatia) - Maps - 1570
Il Vero ritratto di Zara et di Sebenico ... / da Paolo Forlani Veronese.
Venetia [Venice : Paolo Forlani?], 1570.
Authors: Forlani, Paolo -- Morosini, Count --
Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; on sheet 358 x 638 mm.
Includes dedication to 'reverendisimo Domino
Marco Lavredano episcopo enoniend.'
Oriented with north at upper left.
Relief shown pictorially.
Remnants of binding stub on verso.
F. Borroni Salvadori, Carte, piante e stampe
storie delle raccolte Lafreriane della Biblioteca
Almagià, Monumenta cartographica vaticana II
(1948) p. 102, no. 39.
Tooley 601.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map
Collection (Newberry Library).
Duplicate copy: Novacco 4F 104.
b65a

Dalmatia (Croatia) - Maps - 1570
Il Vero ritratto di Zara et di Sebenico ... / da Paolo Forlani Veronese.
Venetia [Venice : s.n.], M.D.LXX [1570].
Authors: Rota, Martin, 1520-1583 -- Lavredano,
Marco, fl. 1570 -- Franco Novacco Map
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; on sheet 358 x 638 mm.
Includes dedication to 'reverendisimo Domino
Marco Lavredano episcopo enonien.'
Oriented with north at upper left.
Relief shown pictorially.
Remnants of binding stub on verso.
F. Borroni Salvadori, Carte, piante e stampe
storie delle raccolte Lafreriane della Biblioteca
Almagià, Monumenta cartographica vaticana II
(1948) p. 102, no. 39.
Tooley 601.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map
Collection (Newberry Library).

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Marco, fl. 1570 -- Morosini, Count -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map ; on sheet remargined to 387 x 635 mm..  
Includes dedication to "reverendissimo Domino Marco Lavredano episcopo enoniendi."  
Oriented with north at upper left.  
Relief shown pictorially.  
Binding stub on verso.  
Almagià, Monumenta Italia cartographica (1929) p. 40 and plate XXXIV (3).  
Almagià, Monumenta cartographica vaticana II (1948) p. 102, no. 39.  
Oriented with north at upper left.  
Relief shown pictorially.  
Cl. Almagià, Monumenta Italia cartographica (1929) p. 40.  
Cl. Bella and Bella, Cartografia rara ... dalla collezione Franco Novacco (1986) p. 47, no. 39.  
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).  
Ex Morosini.  
1 map ; 293 x 414 mm. (neat line), 301 x 420 mm. (plate mark)  
Relief shown pictorially.  
Oriented with north at upper left.  
Ex Morosini.  
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).  

**Novacco 2F 206 (PrCt)**

**22758 Dalmatia (Croatia) - Maps - 1650-1750**  
Coste de Dalmacie : ou sont remarquées les places qui appartiennent à la République de Venise, a la Republique. de Raguse, et au Grand Seignr. des Turqs : tirée de divers auteurs / par le Sr. Sanson d'Abbev., geogr. ordre. de Sa Majé ; Lhuilier sc. A Paris : [s.n., between 1650 and 1750].  
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Lhuilier, Jan -- Delamarche, Charles François, 1740-1817.  
Atlas général : contenant le détail des quatre parties du monde [1798?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map ; hand col.; 38 x 53 cm.  
Scale [ca. 1:895,000].  
Relief shown pictorially.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.  
**Baskes oversize G1015 .A77 1798, [ptie 2], [plate 21] (NLO)**

**22759 Dalmatia (Croatia) - Maps - 1689 - Coasts - Pictorial works**  
Authors: Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718 -- Padoani, Domenico, fl. 1689 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718.  
Citta, fortezze, isole, e porti principale dell' Europa ... (1689)  
1 map ; 13 x 17 cm.  
In: Coronelli, Vincenzo. Citta, fortezze, isole, e porti principale dell' Europa, in pianti, et in eluatione, descritte, e publicate ad uso dell' Academia cosmografica degli argonauti ([Venice] : Domenico Padoani, 1689) pl. [52]. One of two plates printed on same sheet, opening [52].  
**VAULT folio Ayer 135 .C8 1689 pl. 52 (PrCt)**

**22760 Dalmatia (Croatia) - Maps - 1718 - Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1718**  
Alter und neuer Staat des Königreichs Dalmatien : welcher alle und jede historische Merkwürdigkeiten von den ältesten Zeiten an begreift absonderlich diejenigen so sich in dem Candischen und letzten Kriege dann nach dem Carlowitzischen Frieden bis auf das Jahr 1717 zugetragen ... zu Ende sind I. Luci Inscriptiones Dalmaticae ... Nürnberg [Nuremberg] : Bey Peter
Conrad Monath, 1718.
Authors: Reusch, Erhard, 1678-1740 -- Lucio, Giovanni, 1604-1679 -- Monath, Peter Conrad -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Lucius, Joannes, 1604-1679 SEE Lucio, Giovanni, 1604-1679
1 v. ; ill., 37 maps and plans, geneal. tables. ; 17 cm.
Incomplete; issued in 2 vols., but Newberry holds only vol. 2 (Oct. 2009)
Title page printed in black and red.
Publisher’s advertisements [2] p. at end of v. 2.
Includes indexes.
Bookplate v. 2: O.J. inter folia fructus.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: NUC pre-1956, NR 0196254; 490: 6
Baskes DR1626 .R38 1718 (NLO)

22761 Dalmatia (Croatia) - Maps - 1804

*Nouvelle carte de la partie occidentale de Dalmatie dressée sur les lieux.* À Venise [Venice : P. Santini ; Chez Mr. Remondini], 1804.
Authors: Santini, P. -- Remondini, Giuseppe Antonio, 1747-1811 -- Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (1784 [i.e. 1807?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 45 x 60 cm.
Oriented with north at upper left.
In: Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (Venice : par P. Santini, rue Ste. Justine, chez M. Remondini, 1784 [i.e. 1807?]), v. 2, no. "P. II. 17"
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .S4 1807, v. 2, no. 17 (PrCt)

22762 Dalmatia (Croatia) - Maps - 1804<>Kotor, Gulf of (Montenegro) - Maps - 1804<>Cattaro, Gulf of (Montenegro) SEE Kotor, Gulf of (Montenegro)<><>Cattaro, Gulf of (Montenegro) SEE Kotor, Gulf of (Montenegro)

*Nouvelle carte de la partie orientale de Dalmatie dressée sur les lieux.* À Venise [Venice : P. Santini ; Chez Mr. Remondini], 1804.
Authors: Santini, P. -- Remondini, Giuseppe Antonio, 1747-1811 -- Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (1784 [i.e. 1807?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 45 x 60 cm.
Inset (13 x 22 cm.): Baye ou bocche di Cattaro.
Oriented with north to upper left.
In: Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (Venice : par P. Santini, rue Ste. Justine, chez M. Remondini, 1784 [i.e. 1807?]), v. 2, no. "P. II. 17"
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .S4 1807, v. 2, no. 17 (PrCt)

22763 Dalmatia (Croatia) - Maps - 1883

Authors: A. Hartlebens Verlag -- A. Hartlbein’s illustrierter Führer -- Freytag und Berndt -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Spine title: Dalmatien-Führer
Includes index.
Series: A. Hartleben’s illustrierter Führer ; Nr. 12.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .H37 Nr. 12 (1883) (NLO)

22764 Dalmatia (Croatia) - Maps - 1896

Authors: A. Hartleben’s Verlag -- A. Hartlbein’s illustrierter Führer -- Freytag und Berndt -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Spine title: Dalmatien-Führer
Maps by Freytag und Berndt
Includes index.
Series: A. Hartleben’s illustrierter Führer ; Nr. 12.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .H37 Nr. 12 (1896) (NLO)

22765 Dalmatia (Croatia) - Maps - 1907

Authors: A. Hartleben’s Verlag -- A. Hartlbein’s illustrierter Führer -- Freytag und Berndt -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Spine title: Dalmatien-Führer
Maps by Freytag und Berndt
Includes index.
Series: A. Hartleben’s illustrierter Führer ; Nr. 12.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .H37 Nr. 12 (1907) (NLO)

22766 Dalmatia (Croatia) - Maps - 1909

*Illustrirter Führer durch Dalmatien (nebst Abbazia und Lussin) längs der Küste von
Dalmatia (Croatia) - Maps - 1910
Authors: A. Hartleben’s Verlag -- A. Hartleben’s illustrierter Führer -- Freytag und Berndt -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Spine title: Dalmatien-Führer
Maps by Freytag und Berndt.
Includes index.
Series: A. Hartleben’s illustrierter Führer ; Nr. 12.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .H37 Nr. 12 (1910) (NLO)

Dalmatia (Croatia) - Maps - 1913
Handbook of Dalmatia, Abbazia, Lussin etc. :
"The Austrian Riviera," including the albaniann coast, the Ionian Islands, Corfu, Patras, Athens. Vienna ; Liepzig : Published by A. Hartleben, 1913.
Authors: A. Hartleben’s Verlag -- A. Hartleben’s illustrierter Führer -- Freytag und Berndt -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Maps by Freytag und Berndt.
Includes index.
Series: Illustrated guide Hartleben ; no. 65 -- A. Hartleben’s illustrierter Führer ; Nr. 65.

Dalmatia (Croatia) - Maps - 1918
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Dalmatia (Croatia) - Maps - 1927
Authors: Schmal, Felix -- Adametz, Maire -- Freytag, Berndt und Artaria -- Adria Editions
Cover title: Dalmatia
Imperfect: Publication date blacked out
Includes index.

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Dalmatia (Croatia) - Maps - 1928 Adriatic Sea - Maps - 1928
Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Griebens-Reisebücher-Verlag -- Koehnlein, Albert -- Kraatz, Leopold -- Robinson, Francis W. (Francis Waring) -- Robinson, Francis W. (Francis Waring) -- S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
3. Aufl. [3rd ed.]
Books plate of Francis Waring Robinson.
'Mit 12 Karten.'
Maps lithographed by Leopold Kraatz.
Advertisements: 16 p. at end.
Includes index.
Series: Griebens-Reiseführer ; Bd. 161
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 161 (1928) (NLO)

Dalmatia (Croatia) - Maps - 1928 Adriatic Sea - Maps - 1928
Authors: Woerl, Leo, 1843-1918 -- Woerl's Reisebücherverlag -- Woerl's Reisehandbuchverlag -- S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
152, VIII p., 14 leaves of plates (some folded) : ill., 6 maps (some col., some folded) ; 16 cm.
Includes index.
Series: Woerls Reisehandbucher
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .W64 Dalmatien (1928) (NLO)

Dalmatia (Croatia) - Maps - 1929 Adriatic Coast (Balkan Peninsula) - Maps - 1929
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 37 maps, 34 city plans
1st ed.
Includes advertising dated 1930 and priced in marks.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCd)

Dalmatia (Croatia) - Maps - 1929 Adriatic Coast (Balkan Peninsula) - Maps - 1929 Adriatic Sea - Maps - 1938
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Griebens-Reisebücher-Verlag -- Koehnlein, Albert -- Kraatz, Leopold -- S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 71 plates
1st ed.
G 59.06 (NLO)

Dalmatia (Croatia) - Maps - 1930
Führer durch Dalmatien und das Kroatische Küstenland : nebst Touren durch Montenegro, Bosnien und Herzegowina und kleinem Sprachführer / Rudolf Sieber. Dresden ; Leipzig : Illf-Verlag ; Siegismund & Volkening, 1929/30 [i.e. 1930].
Authors: Sieber, Rudolf -- Ilf-Verlag -- Ilf-Reiseführer -- Derocco, D. J. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Cover title: Dalmatien und das Kroatische Küstenland, nebst Touren durch Montenegro, Bosnien und Herzegowina und kleinem Sprachführer
One map by D.J. Derocco.
"Mit 8 Karten und 3 Plänen."
Includes index.
Advertisements: 40 p. at end.
Series: [Ilf-Reiseführer] -- Ilf-Reiseführer.
Series statement from cover.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes DR1509 .S54 1930 (NLO)

Dalmatia (Croatia) - Maps - 1935
Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Griebens-Reisebücher-Verlag -- Kraatz, Leopold -- S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
221, 30 p., [7] folded leaves of plates : ill., 18 maps (some col., some folded) ; 16 cm.
5. Aufl. [5th ed.]
'Mit 18 Karten und 18 Abbildungen.'
Maps lithographed by Leopold Kraatz.
Map on inside front cover.
Advertisements: 30 p. at end.
Includes index.
Series: Grieben-Reiseführer, Bd. 161
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 161 (1935) (NLO)
6. Aufl. [6th ed.]
'Mit 18 Karten und 24 Abbildungen.'
Maps lithographed by Leopold Kraatz.
Advertisements: 24 p. at end.
Includes index.
Series: Grieben-Reiseführer ; Bd. 161
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 55051907

**Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 161 (1938) (NLO)**

**Dalmatia (Croatia) - Maps - 1969**

Authors: Wilkes, J. J. -- Harvard University. Press
-- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
xxvii, 572 p. : illus., maps, plans ; 26 cm.
Series: History of the provinces of the Roman Empire
Bibliography: p. 509-529.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
**Baskes DG59.D4 W5 1969 (NLO)**


Authors: Cook, Andrew S. -- International Conference on the History of Cartography (8th : 1979 : Berlin)
12 p. ; 30 cm.
Paper prepared for Int. Conf. on the Hist. of Cart., 8th, Berlin, 1979.
**Vert 761, no. 3 (PrCt)**

**Dane County (Wis.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps**

Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960-- Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)
498 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
1st ed.
'Deluxe edition.'
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).
'3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.'
Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).
Includes indexes.
Series: Family maps
ISBN 1420303449
**Local History Ref F587.D3 B69 2006 (NLO)**

**Dane County (Wis.) - Maps - 1861 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps**

Authors: Ligowsky, A. -- Menges & Ligowsky -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps.
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 2 parts, 31 x 47 in. each. Scale 1:50,688. Originally published Madison, Wis.: Menges & Ligowsky, 1861. Only covers part of the county.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
**Microfiche 583, no. 1414 (PrCt)**

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

In: Imago Mundi 8 (1951): 52-54.
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 1145.
Map Ref folio GA1 .I6, v. 8, p. 52-54 (PrCt)

22795 Danube River - Pictorial works - 1657 - Rapids - Danube River - Pictorial works - 1657 - Danube River - Pictorial works - 1657 - Whirlpools - Danube River - Pictorial works - 1657 - Grein Region (Austria) - Pictorial works - 1657 - Wörth Island (Austria) - Pictorial works - 1657 - Strudel Rapids (Austria) - Pictorial works - 1657 - Werbel Whirlpool (Austria) - Pictorial works - 1657

Cataractae Danvbii vulgo Strudel et Werbel : duo loca periculosae inter insum superis et cremsum inferioris Austriæ. [Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657].

Authors: Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664 -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Urbium totius Germaniae superioris illustriorum clariorumque tabulae ... Pars posterior [i.e. prior] (1657) -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Theatrum urbium (1657)

2 views : hand col. ; 18 x 47 cm. and 16 x 47 cm., on sheet 49 x 59 cm.
"Incident in Scyllam cupiens vitare Charybdim."

Contents: Strvd -- Werbl.

Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Cataractae Danvbii, vulgo Strudel et Werbel. In: Jansson, Jan. Urbium totius Germaniae superioris illustriorum clariorumque tabulae ... Pars posterior [i.e. prior] 1657, [plate 28].

Issued in volume [2] of 8 in Jansson's townbook atlases, collectively known as the Theatrum urbium (Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657).

References: Krogt, Peter van der. Koeman's SBV (Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1588<<>>1664. Theatrum urbium (1657)

First state of map first issued in 1559 by Giacomo Gastaldi; see Tooley 26 and Karrow

b4

Novacco 4F 118 (PrCt)

22796 Danube River Valley - Maps - 1546


Authors: Gastaldi, Giacomo, approximately 1500-approximately 1565 -- Pagano, Matheo, fl. 1538-1562 -- Biblioteca apostolica vaticana -- Almagià, Roberto, 1884-1962

1 map ; 71 x 103 cm. on 4 sheets, 49 x 66 cm. each.

Facsimile of original published 1546; reproduced from only known copy, in the Biblioteca Vaticana. Issued in portfolio with cover title: Carta dei paesi Danubiani e delle regioni contermini. Bound with notes by Roberto Almagià (15 p.) and photo-reduction of map to 36 x 52 cm.

78-43863
map8C G5702.D5 1546 G3 1939 (PrCt)

22797 Danube River Valley - Maps - 1552

Danube River Valley - Maps - 1552

Pannonia - Maps - 1552 - Woodcuts

[Map of Danube River valley from western Hungary to Bavaria, Germany]. [Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552]

Authors: Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552. Cosmographiae uniusr salis ... (1552) -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : woodcut ; 9 x 14 cm., on sheet 32 x 40 cm.

Title supplied by cataloger.

Covers former Roman province of Pannonia. Added letterpress title above woodcut: De Pannonia superiore, quae hodie Austria ... . Oriented with north at bottom.

In: Münster, Sebastian. Cosmographiae uniusr salis ... (Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552), p. 678.

VAULT folio Ayer 7 .M8 1552, p. 678 (PrCt)

22798 Danube River Valley - Maps - 1560<<>>Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1560


Authors: Gastaldi, Giacomo, approximately 1500-approximately 1565 -- LAFRI, Antoine, 1512-1577 -- Licinius, Fabius, 1521-1565 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 348 x 1,016 mm., on composite sheet remargined to 423 x 1,095 mm.

Printed from 2 plates on 2 sheets.

Dedication on eastern sheet: Congratia et priuilegio del nostro segr. Papa Pio iii ... . Covers the Danube River Valley and the northern half of the Balkan Peninsula.

Later state of map first issued in 1559 by Giacomo Gastaldi; see Tooley 26 and Karrow

30/86.1.

Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

b4

Novacco 4F 118 (PrCt)

22799 Danube River Valley - Maps - 1566<<>>Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1566

Disegno particolare de regni et regioni, che son da Venetia, a Costa[n]tipoli, et da Costantinopoli a Vienna d'Austria ... Venetia [Venice] : Paolo Forlani Veronese, intagliata ... al segno della Colona, 1566.

Authors: Forlani, Paolo, fl. 1566<<>>1579

1 map ; 501 x 1,009 mm. (neat line) on 3 sheets. Title from cartouche on western sheet, preceded by: Opera de M. Giacmo. Gastaldi Piamontese cosmografo in Venetia.

Imprint from eastern sheet.

Added title, eastern sheet: Opera de M. Giacmo.
Danube River Valley - Maps - 1566


Authors: Forlani, Paolo -- Gastaldi, Giacomo, approximately 1500-1555 -- [Italian assembled-to-order atlas] [ca. 1575?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library).

Imprint from eastern sheet.


Printed from 3 plates on 3 sheets.


Tooley 29 and 588.

Woodward 62.

Karrow 30/86.2.

Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

b10

Novacco 4F 119 (PrCt)

---

Danube River Valley - Maps - 1567

*Descritzione dell' Austria, et Ongheria, Transiluania, Bauiera, Stiria, Carintia, Dalmatia, Venetiano ...*. Venice: Bolognino Zaltieri, 1567 [i.e. 1569].

Authors: Ballino, Giulio, d. ca. 1592 -- Zenoi, Domenico, fl. 1560-1580 -- Ballino, Giulio, d. ca. 1592.

De' disegni delle piu illustri città, et fortezze del mondo ... (1569) -- Zaltieri, Bolognino, fl. 1555-1576

1 map; 15 x 19 cm.

Map of the Danube River Valley from Bavaria to Belgrade; European and Turkish (?) armies shown pictorially.

In: Ballino, Giulio. De' disegni delle piu illustri città, et fortezze del mondo ... (Venice: Bolognino Zaltieri, 1569), plate [52].

VAULT Case folio G 117 .06, plate [52] (PrCt)

---

Danube River Valley - Maps - 1590

*Vienna (Austria) - Pictorial works - 1716<<>>>Vienna (Austria) - Pictorial works - 1716<<>>>Sremski Karlović (Serbia) - Pictorial works - 1716<<>>>Belgrade (Serbia) - Pictorial works - 1716<<>>>Istanbul (Turkey) - Pictorial works - 1716<<>>>Petri Varadino (Serbia) SEE Petrovaradin (Serbia) SEE Sremski Karlović (Serbia) SEE Carlovitz (Serbia) SEE Sremski Karlović (Serbia)*


Authors: Scolari, Stefano, fl. 1598-1650 -- Antonelli, Giovanni -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

1 map; hand col.; 406 x 1,382 (neat line), on composite sheet 473 x 1,413 mm. Includes printed notes detailing battles with Turks between 1714-1716. Prominent cities, including Vienna, Budapest, Petrovaradin, Sremski Karlović, Belgrade and Istanbul shown pictorially. Cartouche in lower right contains references to 13 sites in Istanbul. Printed from 4 plates on 4 sheets.

In manuscript on verso: Libraria Priuli 150 (?); Re Sigmo (?); Banco VI 30 12.

Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

b18

Novacco 2F 184 (PrCt)

---

Danube River Valley - Maps - 1682

*Exactissima tabula qua tam Danubii Fluvii pars superior... Amsterdam : C. Allard, [1682?]*.

Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1618-1679 -- Allard, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709 -- Allard, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709. Atlas minor sive tabulae geographicae ...

1 map; col.; 46 x 55 cm.

In: Allard, Carel. Atlas minor sive tabulae
geographicæ proecipuorum regnorum regionum, insularum, provinciarum, etc. (Amsterdam : C. Allard, 1682?) pl. 13.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .A4 A pl. 13 (PrCt)

Danube River Valley - Maps - 1682 Italy, Northern - Maps - 1682

Exactissima tabula qua tam Danubii Fluvii pars media... Amsterdam : C. Allard, [1682?].
Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1618-1679 -- Allard, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709 -- Allard, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709. Atlas minor sive tabulae geographicæ...
[1682?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 46 x 55 cm.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .A4 A pl. 14 (PrCt)

Danube River Valley - Maps - 1695 Italy, Northern - Maps - 1695

Exactissima totius Danubii fluvii tabula... Amsterdam :carel, [1695-1718].
Authors: Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650 -- Gallant -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. Atlas nouveau : contenant toutes les parties du monde (1692 [i.e. 1695?] ) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 43 x 118 cm.
In counterfeitedition of: Sanson, Nicolas. Atlas nouveau : contenant toutes les parties du monde (Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : H. Jaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], 1692 [i.e. 1695?]) pl. [92].
Insets: Principauté Furstemberg -- Varadin ou le Grand Varadin -- Canise -- Temeswar -- Sigeth ou Zigeth -- Belgrade -- Le Bosphore de Thrace... Constantinople...
Map dated 1693.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .S19 1692 pl. [92] (PrCt)

Danube River Valley - Maps - 1696

Exactissima totius Danubii fluvii tabula... Amsterdam, [ca. 1696].
Authors: Danckerts, Theodore, 1663-ca. 1727 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:320
2 maps : hand col. ; 24 x 56 cm. each on sheet 54 x 61 cm.
2560
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:320 (PrCt)

Danube River Valley - Maps - 1696

Petrovaradinska tvrđava (Petrovaradin, Serbia) Pictorial works - 1696--Nagykanizsa (Hungary) - Pictorial works - 1696----Timisoara (Romania) - Pictorial works - 1696---Bosporus (Turkey) - Maps - 1696---Varadin (Serbia) SEE Petrovaradinska tvrdava (Petrovaradin,
Danube River Valley - Maps - 1701

**Exactissima tabula, qua tam Danubii fluvii pars inferior, a Belgrado urbe usq. ad eius Ostia, et minores in eum influentes fluvii quam regiones adjacentes ... Amst. Bat. [Amsterdam] : Nicolaum Visscher [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher, 1710?].**

Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Visscher, Elizabeth, fl. 1702-1726 -- Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702. Atlas minor ... [1710?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col.; 46 x 55 cm.

Title in upper margin.

Verso includes letterpress index.

In: Visscher, Nicolaes. Atlas minor ... (Amstelaedami [Amsterdam] : ex officina Nicolai Visscher [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher], [1710?]) map [95].

Manuscript “97” in upper right.

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .V8 1700 map [95] (PrCl)

---

Danube River Valley - Maps - 1710

1710

**Czech Republic - Maps - 1710**

**Spanish Succession, War of, 1701-1714 - Maps**

Theatre de la guerre en Austriche, Baviere, Souabe, le Tirol et le pays aux environs / par Pierre Mortier ... Amsterdam : par Pierre Mortier, [ca. 1710?].

Authors: Mortier, Pierre -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:U8

1 map : 83 x 113 cm.

Title from cartouche at lower right.

Added titles in top margin: Theatre de la guerre en Baviere &c. ... -- Le Cercle de Franconie -- Partie du royaume de Boheme.

Printed from 4 plates on 4 sheets; southern sheet titles trimmed away.

Details the locations of campaigns in the Danube River valley and surrounding regions during the War of Spanish Succession; does not show troop movements.

Koeman v. 3, p. 13, Mor 1, no. (74).

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**Sack map6F G5702.D5 1710 .M6 (PrCl)**
22814 Danube River Valley - Maps - 1710<<>>Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1710

Exactissima tabula, qua tam Danubii fluvii pars media, ab urbe Lentiae ad Bydenam urbem et minores in eum influentes fluvii, quam regiones adjacentes ... Amst. Bat. [Amsterdam] : Nicolaum Visscher [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher, 1710/7].


1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 55 cm.

Title in upper margin.

Verso includes letterpress index.

In: Visscher, Nicolaes. Atlas minor ... (Amstelaedami [Amsterdam] : ex officina Nicolai Visscher [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher], [1710/7]) map [96].

Manuscript '98' in upper right.

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .V8 1700 map [97] (PrCt)


Le cours du Danube sa source jusqu'a ses embouchures ... Nuremberg : Homann Erben, [ca. 1745].

Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Homann Erben (Firm) -- Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724. Atlas novus terrarum orbis [ca. 1745] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 167 cm. on 3 adjacent sheets.

Added sheet titles, upper margins: Danubi fluminis ... pars superior ... -- Danubi fluminis ... pars media -- Danubi fluminis ... pars infima ... .

In: Homann, Johann Baptist. Atlas novus terrarum orbis (Nuremberg : [Homann Erben, ca. 1745]), [plates 55-57]

Engraved sheet numbers 153-155.

Manuscript numbers 55, 56, 56, 57, 57, 58 on versos.

oversize Ayer 135 .H7 1730, [plates 55-57] (PrCt)

22816 Danube River Valley - Maps - 1930<<>>Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1930


Authors: Meyers Reisebücher -- Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 30 maps


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

22817 Daphne (Antioch, Turkey) - Historical geography - Pictorial works - 1606<<>>Daphne (Antioch, Turkey) - Pictorial works - 1606<<>>Daphne (Antioch, Syria) SEE Daphne (Antioch, Turkey)

Daphne / ex utriusque linguae scriptoribus adumbrabat Ab. Ortelius ... [London : John Norton, 1606].


In: Ortelius, Abraham. "Parergon, sive, Veteris geographiae aliqvot tabvlae", part of the historical atlas section of Ortelius's Theatrum orbis terrarum ... (London : J. Norton, 1606), [plate 150].

Signature "xxxvij" and English letterpress text on verso beginning: Daphne, or the pleasant suburbs of Antiochia in Syria. Daphne of Antiochia in Syria ... .

"Cartographic sources: made by Ortelius on the basis of information from ancient sources, specifically Ammianus, Strabo and Philostratus. This is a depiction of the Paradise Daphne, a pleasant suburb of Antioch in Syria, representing a mixture of myth and history, like plate 231, Tempe." -- From Marcel P.R. van den Broecke's Cartographica Neerlandica website, which includes a digital image of another copy of the map (accessed August 2012); see http://www.orteliusmaps.com/book/or232.html


VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1606, [plate 150] (PrCt)

22818 Dardanelles Strait (Turkey) - Maps - 1689 - Pictorial works


Authors: Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718 -- Padoani, Domenico, fl. 1689 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718. Citta, fortezze, isole, e porti principale dell' Europa ... (1689)

1 map ; 13 x 17 cm.

In: Coronelli, Vincenzo. Citta, fortezze, isole, e porti principale dell' Europa, in pianti, et in eluatione, descritte, e publiche ad uso dell'
Darien (Panama and Colombia) - Maps - 1857 - Canals - Manuscripts
Panama, Isthmus of (Panama) - Maps - 1857 - Canals - Manuscripts
Panama Canal (Panama) - Maps - 1857 - Manuscripts

Darien Navigation. August, 1852

Atlantic & Pacific junction. Topographical map of a portion of the isthmus of Darien in site of proposed inter-oceanic navigation. August, 1852...[London : Saunders & Stanford, 1853?]

Darien (Panama and Colombia) - Maps - 1853
Panama Canal (Panama) - Maps - 1853

1 map ; 34 x 48 cm. fold to 22 cm.
Cover title: Darien navigation.
No scale indicated.
Map issued to accompany his work entitled: The Isthmus of Darien in 1852. London, 1853 [see G 981 .34]

Ayer 133 .G53 1853 map 1 of 2 (NLO)

Darien (Panama and Colombia) - Maps - 1857 - Canals - Manuscripts
Panama, Isthmus of (Panama) - Maps - 1857 - Canals - Manuscripts
Panama Canal (Panama) - Maps - 1857 - Manuscripts

Esquisse du projet de communication interocéanique à l'aide d'un canal du Port Escoces au Golfe San Miguel proposé par M. Mac-Cullen. [1857?]

Authors: Malte-Brun, Victor Adolphe, 1816-1889 -- Cullen, Edward -- Société de Géographie (France). Bulletin
1 ms. map : hand col. ; 21 x 19 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:592, 500].
Manuscript, pen-and-ink and watercolor on tracing paper.
Relief shown by shading and form lines.

ICN74 map1F 4871.P53 (PrCt)

Darien (Panama and Colombia) - Maps - 1857 - Canals - Manuscripts

Esquisse du projet de communication interocéanique à l'aide d'un canal du Port Escoces au Golfe San Miguel proposé par M. Mac-Cullen. [1857?]

Authors: Malte-Brun, Victor Adolphe, 1816-1889 -- Cullen, Edward -- Société de Géographie (France). Bulletin
1 ms. map : hand col. ; 21 x 19 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:592, 500].
Manuscript, pen-and-ink and watercolor on tracing paper.
Relief shown by shading and form lines.

ICN74 map1F 4871.P53 (PrCt)

Darke County (Ind.) - Maps - 1972 - Landowners - Counties - Maps
Landowners - Maps

Authors: Town & Country Publishing Co. -- Farmers State Bank (Union City, Ohio) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (48 p.) : 29 maps (1 folded) ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
'Compliments of the Farmers State Bank, Union City, Ohio.'
Includes advertisements, business directory, and index.
Scale not given.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G4083.D2G46 1972 .T6 (NLO)

Darke County (Ohio) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners - Counties - Maps
Landowners - Maps

Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960- -- Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)
208 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
1st ed.
'Deluxe edition.'
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Darke County (Ohio) - Maps - 1857 - Landowners<<>Counties -
Maps<<>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Chace, J. -- Matthews, S. H. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 615 (PrCt)

Darke County (Ohio) - Maps - 1857 - Landowners<<>Counties -
Maps<<>Landowners - Maps
Map of Darke County, Ohio : from surveys and county records. [Evansville, Ind.? Unigraphic?], 1976.
Authors: Chace, J. -- Matthews, S. H. -- Unigraphic (Evansville, Ind.)
1 atlas (32 p. : ill., maps) ; 29 x 46 cm.
'Special [reprint] ed. of the Atlas of Darke County, Ohio of 1857.'
Scale of principal maps [ca. 1:44,000] oversize G1398.D2 C5 1976 (NLO)

Darke County (Ohio) - Maps - 1857 - Landowners<<>Wall maps<<>Counties -
Maps<<>Landowners - Maps
Map of Darke County, Ohio. [Evansville, Ind. Unigraphic, 1973].
Authors: Chace, J. -- Mathews, S. H. -- Unigraphic (Evansville, Ind.)
1 map ; 70 x 56 cm. on 3 sheets, reduced from 227 x 143 cm.
Facsimile of original published Philadelphia: Lake, Griffin & Stevenson, 1875.
Printed on both sides of sheets.
Scale [ca. 1:86,000] not '1 1/2 inches to a mile.'
Includes 17 insets of villages.
73-8513
ICN74
map5C 15 (NLO)

Darke County (Ohio) - Maps - 1875 - Landowners<<>Counties -
Maps<<>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Lake, D. J. -- Griffin, B. N. -- Sanford, F. L. -- Beardsley, F. W. -- Lake, Griffin & Stevenson -- Scott, Beulah Mohart. Index of atlas of Darke County, Ohio : from actual surveys by D.J. Lake & B.N. Griffin ... 1875
1 atlas (79 p. : maps) ; 42 cm.
Indexed by Scott, Beulah Mohart. Index of atlas of Darke County, Ohio : from actual surveys by D.J. Lake & B.N. Griffin, assisted by F.L. Sanford & F.W. Beardsley ; published by Lake, Griffin & Stevenson, Philadelphia, 1875. [S.l. : s.n.], 1971. 91 leaves ; 29 cm. [oversize G 10892 .482 Index]
Phillips 16402.
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 1779 oversize G 10892 .482 (NLO)

Darke County (Ohio) - Maps - 1875 - Landowners<<>Darke County (Ohio) - Maps - 1875 - Pictorial works<<>Counties -
Maps<<>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Lake, D. J. -- Griffin, B. N. -- Lake, Griffin & Stevenson -- Unigraphic (Evansville, Ind.) -- Daughters of the American Revolution. Fort Greene Ville -- Chapter (Greenville, Ohio
1 atlas (79 [i.e.75], [4] p. : ill., 39 p. of maps) ; 35 cm.
Facsimile of original published Philadelphia: Lake, Griffin, & Stevenson, 1875.
'Reproduction ... made possible through ... Forts Green Ville Chapter, D.A.R.'
Scale of township maps [ca. 1:46,000] not '2 inches to the mile'.
Includes 'History of Darke County.'
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Cf. Phillips 16402.
73-8513
ICN74
map5C 15 (NLO)

22830 Darke County (Ohio) - Maps - 1888 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps
Authors: Griffing, B. N. -- Griffing, Gordon & Co. -- Unigraphic (Evansville, Ind.)
1 atlas (76, [12] p.: maps) ; 35 cm.
73-8513
ICN74
map5C 15 (NLO)

22831 Darke County (Ohio) - Maps - 1910 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps
Authors: North West Publishing Co.
1 atlas (2-56 p.: ill., maps) ; 48 cm.
Phillips 16403.
66-207
ICN 68
7A 10 (NLO)

22832 Darke County (Ohio) - Maps - 1959 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps
Authors: Lemay Publishing Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (24 p.) : 21 maps ; 29 cm.
Cover title.
Place of publication from publisher’s advertisement, p. 2.
Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Scale not given.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G4083.D2G46 1959 .L4 (NLO)

22833 Darke County (Ohio) - Maps - 1967 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps
Authors: Town & Country Publishing Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (40 p.) : 23 maps ; 28 cm.

Cover title.
Scales differ.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G4083.D2G46 1967 .T6 (NLO)

22834 Darlington County (S.C.) - Maps - 1820 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps
Darlington District, South Carolina. [Baltimore : F. Lucas Jr.], 1820 [i.e. 1825].
1 map ; 51 x 50 cm.
Improved for Mills' atlas: 1820.'
In: Mills, Robert. Atlas of the state of South Carolina ... (Baltimore : F. Lucas, Jr., [1825]) pl. [9].
oversize Ayer 135 .M6 1825 pl. [9] (PrCt)

22835 Dartmouth College. Library - Map Collections
Authors: Dartmouth College. Library
p. 30-36
In Dartmouth College Library bulletin. n.s., v. 7 (1967), p. 30-36. Discusses the history and present state of the Baker Library map room.
4S 32, n.s. v. 7, p. 30-36 (PrCt)

22836 Dartmouth College. Library - Map collections
A Map library. 1947.
Authors: English, Van Harvey
p. 104-106
4S 32, v. 4, p. 104-106 (PrCt)

22837 Dartmouth College. Library - Map Collections
Maps. 1934.
Authors: Goodrich, Nathaniel Lewis, 1880-1858
p. 3-5
In Dartmouth College Library bulletin. v. 1, no. 10 (1934), p. 3-5. Notes on the history and present state of the map collection.
4S 32, v. 1, p. 3-5 (PrCt)
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Dartmouth / F. Lamb sculp. [London : s.n., 1693].

Authors: Collins, Greenville, fl. 1669-1698 --
Lamb, Francis -- Dartmouth, George Legge,
Baron, 1648-1691 -- Collins, Greenville, fl.
1669-1698. Great Britain's coasting-pilot ...
(1693) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) --
George, Lord Dartmouth SEE George
Legge, 1st Baron Dartmouth, ca. 1647 - 1691
1 map ; 45 x 57 cm.
Includes dedication to "George Lord Dartmouth ...
presented by G. Collins."
Inset (12 x 14 cm.) : Tarr Bay.
Oriented with north at right.
Three coastal profiles at bottom right.
In: Collins, Greenville. Great Britain's
casting-pilot ... (London : Printed by Freeman
Collins, and are to be sold by Richard Mount,
1693), part 1, [plate 7]
Engraved no. 15 at upper left; ms. no. 7 on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.

References: C. Verner, "Captain Collins' coasting
pilot : a cartobibliographical analysis" in Map
Collectors' Circle. Map Collectors' series, no. 51

Baskes oversize G1811.P5 C6 1693, part 1,
[plate 7] (PrCt)

Dartmouth (England) - Maps - 1749 - Nautical charts
Dartmouth Region (England) - Maps - 1749 - Coasts - Nautical charts
Tarr Bay (England) - Maps - 1749 - Nautical charts
Nautical charts - Dartmouth (England) - 1749
Nautical charts - Dartmouth (England) - 1749
Nautical charts - Tarr Bay (England)
- 1749 - Nautical charts

Dartmouth / F. Lamb sculp. [London : s.n., 1749].

Authors: Collins, Greenville, fl. 1669-1698 --
Lamb, Francis -- Dartmouth, George Legge,
Baron, 1648-1691 -- Collins, Greenville, fl.
1669-1698. Great Britain’s coasting-pilot ...
(1749) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 45 x 57 cm.
Includes dedication to "George Lord Dartmouth ...
presented by G. Collins."
Inset (12 x 14 cm.) : Tarr Bay.
Oriented with north at right.
Three coastal profiles at bottom right.
In: Collins, Greenville. Great Britain’s
casting-pilot ... (London : Printed by Freeman
Collins, and are to be sold by Richard Mount,
1749), part 1, [plate 8]
Engraved no. 15 at upper left; ms. no. 7 on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.

References: C. Verner, "Captain Collins' coasting
pilot : a cartobibliographical analysis" in Map
Collectors' Circle. Map Collectors' series, no. 51

Baskes oversize G1811.P5 C6 1749, [plate 8]
(PrCt)

Dasyopodiuss, Conradus<<<<Zell, Heinrich,
1518-1564. Celestial globe
(1549)<<<<Celestial globes - 1549
Celestial charts - 1549<<<<Globes,
Celestial SEE Celestial globes<<<<Astronomy - Charts, diagrams, etc.
Le Globe celeste de Dasyopodiuss : I. Étude
historique / par Victor Beyer. [Strasbourg :
Imprimerie Muh-le-Roux, 1960].

Authors: Beyer, Victor -- Bulletin de la Société
des Amis de la Cathedrale de Strasbourg (1960)
p. 103-118 ; iii ; 33 cm.
Photocopies from: Bulletin de la Société des
Amis de la Cathedrale de Strasbourg 2d ser., 7
(1960) : 103-118.
The other two sections of the complete article ("II.
Étude astronomique et horlogère, par Henri
Bach.--III. Étude hymnologique, par Ernest
Muller," p. 119-139) are not included in the
photocopies.

Vert 3206, no. 3 (PrCt)

Dasyopodiuss, Conradus<<<<Zell, Heinrich,
1518-1564. Celestial globe
(1549)<<<<Celestial globes - 1549
Astronomy - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1549

Einige interessante alte astronomische Uhren

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
22844 Dati, Gregorio, 1362-1436. Sfera
Dati's 'Sfera': the manuscript copy in the
Kenneth Spencer Research Library, University of
Authors: Cook, Karen Severud -- Kenneth
Spencer Research Library. Prye MS P4
p. 45-69 : ill., maps ; 24 cm.
Photocopy from Mediterranean studies 11
Vert 1513, no. 2 (PrCt)

22847 Dauphin County (Pa.) - Maps - 1819 -
Landowners-<>-Counties -
Maps-<>-Landowners - Maps
[Dauphin County (Pa.) - 1819: LC G&M land
ownership maps on microfiche]. [Washington,
D.C.]. LC G&M Division. [1983?].
Authors: Smith, Thomas, fl. 1819 -- Library of
Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC
G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: Photocopy (negative), 15 x 21.5
in. Scale 1:158,400. Originally compiled [1819?]
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing
19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map
Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
[Washington, D.C. : Library of Congress,
Geography and Map Division, 1983?].
Microfiche 583, no. 734 (PrCt)

22848 Dauphin County (Pa.) - Maps - 1858 -
Landowners-<>-Counties -
Maps-<>-Landowners - Maps
[Dauphin County (Pa.) - 1858: LC G&M land
ownership maps on microfiche]. [Washington,
D.C.]. LC G&M Division. [1983?].
Authors: Southwick, J. -- Barker, William J. --
Library of Congress. Geography and Map
Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 2 parts, 39.5 x 29.5 in. each.
Scale 1:64,000. Originally published 1858.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing
19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map
Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
[Washington, D.C. : Library of Congress,
Geography and Map Division, 1983?].
Microfiche 583, no. 735 (PrCt)

22849 Dauphin County (Pa.) - Maps - 1862 -
Landowners-<>-Counties -
Maps-<>-Landowners - Maps
Printed version of online Proceedings of the
Royal Society A (doi:10.1098/rspa.20061736),
accompanied by comments, via email, by Terry
Belanger (3 leaves).
Vert 2292, no. 1 (PrCt)

22846 Dating maps-<>-Copperplates -
Deterioration-<>-Wood engravings -
Deterioration-<>-Map printing - Engravings -
Maps - Deterioration-<>-Map printing - Wood
engravings - Deterioration-<>-Maps -
Bibliography - Methodology-<>-Wear SEE
Deterioration under types of
substances, materials, products,
etc.-<>-Engravings
A Method for dating early books and prints using
image analysis. 2006.
Authors: Hedges, S. Blair -- Belanger, Terry
Authors: Beers, S. N. -- Beers, F. W. (Frederick W.) -- A. Pomeroy & Co. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 4 sheets; 2 are 42.5 x 30 in. each and 2 are 19 x 30 in. each. Scale 1:38,990.
Microfiche 583, no. 736 (PrCt)

22850 Dauphin County (Pa.) - Maps - 1875 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps
Authors: Everts & Stewart -- Dauphin County Historical Society
1 atlas (96 p. : ill., col. maps, ports.) ; 34 cm. + 4 folded col. maps inserted
Cover title: New historical atlas of Dauphin County, Pennsylvania, illustrated.
Spine title: Dauphin County historical atlas of 1875.
'This republication of the 1875 Dauphin County Atlas, with a new introduction and index, is a project of CELEBRATION 200, the bicentennial of Dauphin County, Pennsylvania.'--T.p. verso.
Scales vary.
LC Card Number: 85072717
folio G1263.D3 E9 1985 (NLO)

22851 Dauphin Island (Ala.) - Maps - 1700-1799 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Plan de l'Isle Dauphine et des Islets qui sont autour. [19--].
Authors: Bibliothèque nationale (France). Estampes Vd. 22 (4) -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 18th-century manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France BN Estampes Vd. 22 (4) (PrCt)

22852 Dauphin Island (Ala.) - Maps - 1717 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles

Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Mississippi Sound - Maps - 1717 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Plan de l'isle Dauphine. [19--].
Authors: France. Service hydrographique. Archives. 138-10-5 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1717 manuscript.
Shows Dauphin Island and islands in the Mississippi Sound.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France ASH 138-10-5 (PrCt)

Plan du port et rade de l'Isle Dauphine de 15 May 1717. [19--].
Authors: Archivo General de Indias. Papeles de Cuba 2357 (1) -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1717 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto Spain AGI Papeles de Cuba 2357 (1) (PrCt)

Cette carte de l'Isle Dauphine avec la grande terre de l'ouest. [19--].
Authors: Du Sault, Sieur, fl. 1717 -- France. Service hydrographique. Archives. 138-10-7 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1717 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France ASH 138-10-7 (PrCt)

22855 Dauphin Island (Ala.) - Maps - 1717 - Pictorial works - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Veue de l'isle Dauphine dans la Province de la Loisiane. [19--].
Authors: France. Service hydrographique. Archives. 138-10-6 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view
Photostatic reproduction of 1717 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France ASH 138-10-6 (PrCt)

22856 Dauphin Island (Ala.) - Maps - 1718 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Dauphin Island (Ala.) - Maps - 1719 - Manuscripts

Isle Massacre ou Dauphine. [1747].
Ayer MS 257 map 2
1 ms. map : hand col. ; 164 x 217 mm.
Map of the French settlement at Dauphin Island in Mobile Bay as it appeared ca. 1719. Includes drawings of individual buildings and two ships offshore; keyed to numbers 1-17.
No. 2 of 23 maps and drawings detached and bound together, from: Dumont de Montigny. Memoire de Lxx Dxx Officiere Ingenieur, contenant les evenemens qui se sont passés à la Louisiane depuis 1715 jusqu'a present [1747] [Ayer MS 257].
Scale [ca. 1:200,000]. 'Echelle d'une lieue' [= 23 mm.]
Pen-and-ink and watercolor (green, yellow).
Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 198.
Ayer ms map proj 98
VAULT oversize Ayer MS 257 map 2 (NLO)

Dauphiné (France) - Maps - 1659?

Le Gouvernement general du Dauphiné, et de pays circonvoisins ... [Paris : P. Mariette], 1652 [i.e. 1659?].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Cordier, Robert (Engraver) -- Mariette, Pierre, 1603-1657 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (1658 [i.e. 1659?]) v. 1, pl. [50]
VAULT Case oversize G1015 .S35 1658 v. 1, pl. [50] (Pr Ct)

Dauphiné (France) - Maps - 1692

Le Gouvernement general du Dauphiné ... Paris, 1692.
Authors: Du Tralage, Jean Nicolas, d. 1699 -- Nolin, Jean Baptiste, 1648-1708 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G51 1 map : hand col. ; 45 x 60 cm.
Includes a description of geographic divisions. 2649
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G5832.D3 1692 N6 (Pr Ct)

Dauphine (France) - Maps - 1695

Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Danet, Guillaume, ca. 1670-1732 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G49 1 map : hand col. ; 44 x 64 cm. 2647
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G5832.D3 1693 F4 (Pr Ct)

Dauphiné (France) - Maps - 1695

Le Gouvernement general du Dauphiné, divisé en haut et bas ... Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : Chez H. Jaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], [1695?].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. Atlas nouveau : contenant toutes les parties du monde (1692 [i.e. 1695?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 53 x 84 cm.
In counterfeit edition of: Sanson, Nicolas. Atlas nouveau : contenant toutes les parties du monde (Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : H. Jaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], 1692 [i.e. 1695?]) pl. [23].
Map dated 1692.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .S19 1692 pl. [23] (Pr Ct)

Dauphiné (France) - Maps - 1695 - Names, Geographical - Dauphiné (France) - Maps - 1695- Gazeteeers

Le Gouvernement general du Dauphiné, divisé en haut et bas ... Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : H. Jaillot [i.e. P. Mortier]. 1696.
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. [Atlas nouveau contenant toutes les parties du monde ... ] (1696) 1 map : hand col. ; 54 x 84 cm.
Added title, upper margin: Le gouvernement general du Dauphine divisé en haut et bas subdivisé en plusieurs ... 1692.
Accompanied, on the previous leaf, by: Table alphabetique de noms de villes, villages ... du Dauphiné.
In: Sanson, Nicolas. [Atlas nouveau contenant toutes les parties du monde ... ] (Amsterdam : Pierre Mortier, 1696) v. 1, map [23].
Forms part of atlas published by P. Mortier in Amsterdam; chiefly comprised of maps bearing the counterfeit imprint of H. Jaillot in Paris.

**Case oversize** G 1007 .78 v. 1, map [23] (PrCt)

**22863** Dauphine (France) - Maps - 1696

*Le Gouvernement general du Dauphiné* ... Paris, 1696.
Authors: Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G50
1 map ; 53 x 83 cm.
Date in upper margin: 1692.
2648 rev
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**Sack map6F G5832.D3 1696 S2** (PrCt)

**22864** Dauphine (France) - Maps - 1700

*Nova et accurata descriptio Delphinatus vulgo Davphiné* . [Amsterdam : Frederik de Wit, ca. 1700?].
Authors: Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664 -- Wit, Frederik de de -- Wit, Frederik de. Atlas [ca. 1700?]
-- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; hand col. ; 36 x 49 cm.
In: Wit, Frederik de. Atlas (Amsterdam : bij Frederick de Wit in de Calverstraet bij den Dam inde Witte Paskaert. [ca. 1700?]) no. [23].

**VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .W8 A no. [23] (PrCt)**

**22865** Dauphine (France) - Maps - 1710

*Le Gouvernement general du Dauphine divisé en haut et bas ...* le Graisivaudan, le Viennois, le Valentinois, le Diois, le Gapençois ... [Amsterdam] : F. de Witt [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher, 1710?].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Visscher, Elizabeth, fl. 1702-1726 -- Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702. Atlas minor ... [1710?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; hand col. ; 49 x 59 cm.
In: Visscher, Nicolaes. Atlas minor ... (Amstelaedami [Amsterdam] : ex officina Nicolai Visscher [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher], [1710?]?) map [78].
Manuscript '80' in upper right.

**VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .V8 1700 map [78] (PrCt)**

**22866** Dauphine (France) - Maps - 1711

*Tabula Delphinatus et vicinarum regionum distributa in principatus comitatus, baronias &c. : cum üsdem nominibus quae in antiquis chartis sub principibus Delphinis expressa reperiuontur / autore Guillelmo De l'Isle ...* 1710 ; Berey sculpit. Parisiis : apud auctorem in ripa vulgo dicta le Qua' de l'Horloge .... 1 Jan. 1711 .
Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de. 1675-1725 -- Berey, Claude Auguste, fl. 1689-1722 -- L'Isle, Guillaume de. 1675-1726. [Collection of maps of the world] [1732?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; hand col. ; 49 x 60 cm.
In composite atlas without title page: L'Isle, Guillaume de. [Collection of maps of the world. Paris : s.n., 1732?], [plate 23].
Number "23" in ms. on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**VAULT Baskes oversize G1015 .L57 1700, [plate 23] (PrCt)**

**22867** Dauphine (France) - Maps - 1713

Authors: Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G52
1 map ; 50 x 71 cm.
2650
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**Sack map4F G5832.D3 1713 J3** (PrCt)

**22868** Dauphine (France) - Maps - 1725

*Le Gouvernement general du Dauphine ...* Amsterdam, [ca. 1725].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Cóvens et Mortier -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G46
1 map ; 48 x 58 cm.
1725
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**Sack map4F G5832.D3 1725 W5** (PrCt)

**22869** Dauphine (France) - Maps - 1732

*Le Gouvernement general du Daufiné, et des pays circomvoisins : ou sont la Savoye, la Bresse, &c. / par le Sr. Sanson d'Abbeuille, geographe ordina* ... [Paris : s.n. , 1732?], [plate 23].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Cordier, Robert (Engraver) -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Delamarche, Charles François, 1740-1817. Atlas général : contenant le détail des quatre parties du monde [1798?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; hand col. ; 34 x 41 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:880,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
In composite world atlas possibly compiled and published by Charles François Delamarche: Atlas général : contenant le détail des quatre parties du monde [Paris? : s.n., 1798?], [ptie 1], [plate 72].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes oversize G1015 .A77 1798, [plate 72] (LNO)**

**22870** Dauphine (France) - Maps - 1745

*Tabula Delphinatus vulgo le gouvernement general du Dauphiné ...* Nuremberg : Homann Erben, [ca. 1745].

**VAULT oversize** G 1007 .78 v. 1, map [23] (PrCt)
22871 Dauphiné (France) - Maps - 1745
Le Gouvern[men]t général du Dauphiné divisé par provinces. Paris : Le Rouge, 1745 [i.e. 1748?].
Authors: Le Rouge, Georges-Louis -- Le Rouge, Georges-Louis. Recueil contenant des cartes nouvelles ... (1742 [i.e. 1748?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 56 cm.
In: Le Rouge, Georges-Louis. Recueil contenant des cartes nouvelles ... (Paris : chez le Sr. Le Rouge, 1742 [i.e. 1748?])
Manuscript "67" on verso.
\textit{oversize Ayer 135 .H7 1730, [plate 14] (PrCt)}

22872 Dauphiné (France) - Maps - 1751
Gouvernement général du Dauphiné divisé par baillages ... / par le St. Robert ... [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy], 1751.
Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1758?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 49 cm.
"Dauphiné" -- oversize letterpress title stamped on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
\textit{Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1757, [plate 48] (PrCt)}

22873 Dauphiné (France) - Maps - 1751
Gouvernement général du Dauphiné divisé par baillages ... / par le St. Robert ... [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy], 1751.
Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1758?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 49 cm.
In: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles. Atlas universel / par M. Robert ... et par M. Robert de Vaugondy son fils ... (A Paris : Chez De La Marche, géographe, rue du Foin St. Jacques, Collège de Me. Gervais, 1757, [i.e. 1790?]), [plate 48].
"Dauphiné" and "48" -- oversize letterpress title and number stamped on verso.
\textit{Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1790, [plate 48] (PrCt)}

22874 Dauphiné (France) - Maps - 1777<<>>Provence (France) - Maps - 1777
Carte des gouvernements de Dauphiné et de Provence ... / par Mr. Bonne ... a Paris 1771. A Venise [Venice] ; par P. Santini ; chez Mr. Remni. [i.e.Remondini]. 1777.
Authors: Bonne, Rigobert, 1727-1794 -- Santini, P. -- Remondini, Giuseppe Antonio, 1747-1811 -- Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (1784 [i.e. 1807?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 56 x 41 cm.
In: Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (Venice : par P. Santini, rue Ste. Justine, chez M. Remondini, 1784 [i.e. 1807?]), v. 1, no. "P.I. 23"
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
\textit{Baskes oversize G1015 .S4 1807, v. 1, no. 23 (PrCt)}

22875 Dauphiné (France) - Maps - 1914
Authors: Paillon, Maurice, b. 1855 -- Collection des guides-Joanne -- Hachette (Firm) -- Rodick, R. L. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
xlvii, 663 p. : 96 maps (some folded, some col.) ; 17 cm.
11e éd.
Folded col. map in pocket.
Includes index and advertisements.
Series: Collection des guides-Joanne
Owner's inscription: R.L. Rodick, Major ... Marseilles.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
\textit{Baskes G153 .C65 Dauphine (1914) (NLO)}

22876 Dauphiné (France) - Maps - 1924
Dauphiné : 36 cartes, 1 panorama, 3 topo-guides et 8 plans / publié sous la direction de Marcel Monmarché. Paris : Hachette, 1924.
Authors: Monmarché, Marcel, 1872-1945 -- Guides bleus -- Paillon, Maurice, b. 1855 -- Labatut, A. J. -- Hachette (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
ixxx, 559 p. : ill., 48 maps (some folded, some col.) ; 16 cm.
12e éd. / rev. par Maurice Paillon.
Maps by A.J. Labatut.
Map on endpaper; folded col. map in pocket.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Series: Guides bleus
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G84 Dauphine (1924) (NLO)

22877 Dauphiné (France) - Maps - 1937
Authors: Monmarché, Marcel, 1872-1945 -- Paillon, Maurice, b. 1855 -- Labatut, A. J. -- Guides bleus -- Hachette (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Ixiv, 488 p. : 40 maps (some folded, some col.) ; 16 cm.
14e éd.
Maps by Labatut.
Includes: Includes bibliographical references (p. xli-xlii) and index.
Map on endpaper.
Series: Guides bleus
Bookseller’s label: Librairie Hachette, 70F.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G84 Dauphine (1937) (NLO)

22878 Dauphiné (France) - Maps - 1950<<<Dauphiné Alps (France) - Maps - 1950<<<Road maps
Authors: Guides verts Michelin -- Guide du Pneu Michelin -- Michelin green guides -- Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
98 p. : ill., 39 maps (chiefly col.) ; 26 x 12 cm.
Cover title.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 17) and index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G86 Dauphiné (1950) (NLO)

22879 Dauphiné (France) - Maps - 1959
Authors: Monmarché, Georges, 1900-- -- Houlot, Gilbert, 1920-- -- Guides bleus -- Houlot, Gilbert, 1920-- -- Hachette (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Lxxix, 589 p. : 42 maps (2 folded col.) ; 17 cm.
Éd. 1959 / mise à jour par Gilbert Houlot.
Map on endpaper.
Series: Guides bleus
Includes bibliographical references (p. [xlv]-l) and index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G84 Dauphine (1959) (NLO)

22880 Dauthendey, Caspar. Ducatus Brunsvicensis fereque Lüneburgensis, cum adjacentibus Episcopatibus, Comitatibus ... descriptio geographica [ca. 1630]<<<Cartography - Braunschweig (Germany : State) - History<<<Braunschweig (Germany : State) - Maps - 1630
Authors: Hellwig, Fritz -- Dauthendey, Caspar. Ducatus Brunsvicensis fereque Lüneburgensis, cum adjacentibus Episcopatibus, Comitatibus ... descriptio geographica [ca. 1630] -- Herdan, Hans -- Müller, Godf. -- Pfaehler, D. 15 p. : ill., maps ; 30 cm. + 1 col. map (55 x 70 cm.)
Includes bibliographical references (p. 14).
Issued with facsimile reproduction of: Dauthendey, Caspar. Ducatus Brunsvicensis fereque Lüneburgensis, cum adjacentibus Episcopatibus, Comitatibus ... descriptio geographica ... / Caspar Dauthendey, Hans Herdan fecit. Braunschweig : Godf. Müller, [ca. 1630]. 1 map : col. ; 55 x 70 cm.
Map shelved separately as map4F G6323.B63 1630 .D3 1986 text (NLO)

22881 Davao City (Philippines) - Maps - 1862 - Manuscripts<<<Manuscript maps
Reconocimiento de 'Davao. 1862.
Authors: Burriel, Juan Nepomuceno -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library.
Manuscript map. Ayer MS 1306 map 16 1 ms. map : hand col. ; 124 x 235 mm. on sheet 223 x 323 mm.
Shows Davao City on Mindanao Island (Philippines); identifies prominent features, including a fort, the governor's house, two piers and the position of a ship in Davao Gulf. Forms part of colonel Juan Nepomuceno Burriel's manuscript Ytinerario de la escursión hecha á Mindanao y Joló (Ayer MS 1306), describing the Spanish army expedition of 1862.
Scale 1:10,000. 'Escala de 1/10,000.' Relief shown by form lines.
Pen-and-ink, watercolor (blue), and pencil.
Bound between leaves 163-164.
Forms part of both the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection and the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library).
Lietz, P.S. Calendar of Philippine documents Ayer Coll., 306.
Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 291.
Butler, R.L. Check list mss. Ayer Coll., 1306.
Blair & Robertson. Philippine Islands (1903 ed.), v. 53 p. 400.
Ayer ms map proj 94

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Manuscript Ytinerario de la escursión hecha á parte of colonel Juan Nepomuceno Burriel's Itinerario de Digos al fuerte de Mailad (66 x 48 mm.), describing the Spanish army expedition of 1862. Scale not given.
Pen-and-ink (black, blue, red) and pencil. Relief shown by form lines. Folded to 323 x 224 cm. and bound between leaves 183-184.
Accompanied on the following leaf by a view dated December 28, 1862: Fuerte de Mailad en el distrito de Davao. Includes inset map: Croquis del fuerte de Mailad (66 x 48 mm.).
Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 294 and 295
Butler, R.L. Check list mss. Ayer Coll., 1306
Quirino, C. Philippine cartography (1963 ed.), p. 112
Blair & Robertson. Philippine Islands (1903 ed.), v. 53 p. 400
Ayer ms map proj 94
VAULT Ayer MS 1306 map 19 (NLO)

Davao City (Philippines) - Maps - 1862 - Manuscripts
Plano del pueblo de Davao (Vergara), cabeza del 4o. distrito de la isla de Mindanao. 1862.
Authors: Burriel, Juan Nepomuceno -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library.
Manuscript map. Ayer MS 1306 map 15
1 ms. map : hand col., cloth ; 162 x 169 mm. on sheet 323 x 230 mm.
Shows Davao City on Mindanao Island (Philippines); identifies prominent features, including a fort, the governor's house, two piers and the position of a schooner in Davao Gulf. Includes survey calculations in upper left margin.
Forms part of colonel Juan Nepomuceno Burriel's manuscript Ytinerario de la escursión hecha á Mindanao y Joló (Ayer MS 1306), describing the Spanish army expedition of 1862.
Scale not given.
Relief shown by form lines.
Oriented with south at the top.
Pen-and-ink (black, blue, red, green), and pencil. Bound between leaves 163-164.
Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 290.
Butler, R.L. Check list mss. Ayer Coll., 1306.
Quirino, C. Philippine cartography (1963 ed.), p. 112.
Blair & Robertson. Philippine Islands (1903 ed.), v. 53 p. 400
Ayer ms map proj 94
VAULT Ayer MS 1306 map 15 (NLO)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

D.C.] : LC G&M Division, [1983?].
Authors: Foster, Wilbur F.--Library of Congress.
Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps

1 map; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 2 parts, 27.5 x 48.5 in. each.
Scale: 1:37,000. Originally published 1871.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps

Microfiche 583, no. 870 (PrCt)

22890
Davidson County (Tenn.) - Maps - 1900 -
Landowners-<->Counties -
Maps-<->Landowners - Maps
[Davidson County (Tenn.) - 1900: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche], [Washington, D.C.] : LC G&M Division, [1983?].
Authors: Southgate, W. B. -- Southgate (W. W.) & Son -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps

1 map; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: Blueprint, 31.5 x 33 in. Scale 1:63,360. Originally compiled Nashville: W.W. Southgate & Son, [1900?]
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps

Microfiche 583, no. 871 (PrCt)

22891
Daviess County (Ind.) - Maps - 1800-1899 -
Landowners-<->Counties -
Maps-<->Landowners - Maps
Family maps of Daviess County, Indiana : with homesteads, roads, waterways, towns, cemeteries, railroads, and more. Norman, Okla.
Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960- -- Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)
218 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
1st ed.
'Deluxe edition.'
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).
'3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.'
Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).
Includes indexes.
Series: Family maps
ISBN 1420303422
Local History Ref F532.D17 B69 2006 (NLO)

22892
Daviess County (Ind.) - Maps - 1888 -
Landowners-<->Counties -
Maps-<->Landowners - Maps
Authors: Griffing, B. N. -- Griffing, Dixon & Co. -- Bourquin, F. (Frederick), b. 1808 -- Bracher, Wm. (William) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

'From actual surveys under the direction of B.N. Griffing.'
Printed by F. Bourquin; engraved by Wm. Bracher.
Scale varies.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cf. Phillips 1601.

Baskes oversize G1403.D2 G7 1888 (NLO)

22893
Daviess County (Ind.) - Maps - 1888 -
Landowners-<->Counties -
Maps-<->Landowners - Maps
Authors: Griffing, B. N. -- Griffing, Dixon & Co. -- Bourquin, F. (Frederick), b. 1808 -- Bracher, Wm. (William) -- Unigraphic (Evansville, Ind.)

1 atlas (63 p.) : maps ; 35 cm.
'From actual surveys under the direction of B.N. Griffing.'
Printed by F. Bourquin; engraved by Wm. Bracher.
Scale varies.
Includes index.
Cf. Phillips 1601.

folio G1403.D2 G7 1888a (NLO)

22894
Daviess County (Ind.) - Maps - 1977 -
Landowners-<->Martin County (Ind.) - Maps -
1977 - Landowners-<->Counties -
Maps-<->Landowners - Maps
Authors: Town & Country Publishing Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (56 p.) : 33 maps ; 28 cm.
1977 ed.
Cover title.
'A T&C Publication.'
Includes business directory and indexes.
Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Scales differ.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.


**22895**

**Daviess County (Ky.) - Maps - 1876 - Landowners - Maps**


Authors: McDonough, Leo and Company, publisher -- Unigraphic (Evansville, Ind.)

1 atlas (81 p. : ill., maps) ; 36 cm.

Facsimile reprint of the 1876 ed. published by Leo McDonough & Co.

Series: Heritage collection: illustrated atlas from Unigraphic

80-46811

**folio G1333.D3 M34 1876a (NLO)**

---

**22896**

**Daviess County (Mo.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners - Maps**


Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960- -- Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)

250 p. : maps ; 28 cm.

1st ed.

'Deluxe edition.'

Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).

3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.

Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).

Includes indexes.

ISBN 1420302361

**Local History Ref F472.D25 B69 2006 (NLO)**

---

**22897**

**Davis Strait - Maps - 1938 - Baffin Bay (North Atlantic Ocean) - Maps - 1938**

Davis Strait and Baffin Bay to 75°30' north latitude. London : Admiralty, 1938.

Authors: Great Britain. Hydrographic Office -- Evans, F. J. (Frederick John), 1815-1885 -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 105 x 64 cm.

Added title: Arctic Sea.

'The coast of Greenland from Danish

Government charts, ... the remainder from various authorities, including British and American exploring expeditions ... .

'Published at the Admiralty 20th April 1875 under the superintendence of Captain F. J. Evans, R.N.; F.R.S. Hydrographer.'

'New editions July 1887, June 1890, June 1901, 15th May 1925. Large corrections 12th August 1927, 5th May 1933, 29th April 1938.'

'Small corrections 1938 - 1812 - 11.7 - 12.1 - 2716 - 1939 - 57 - 5.9 - 1751 - 1940 - 2778.'

["1940 - 2778' in manuscript (?)].

Inset profiles: View A, Devil's Thumb 124° -- View B ... Kaersorsuk or Sanderson's Hope 22° [and] Dark Head 79°


**Fitzgerald polar map 147 (PrCt)**

---

**Dawlish (Engl) - Maps - 1936-1937 - Devon (Engl) - Maps - 1936-1937**


Authors: Ward, Lock and Company, ltd. -- Ward Lock guides -- Butler & Tanner Ltd. -- Erikson -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. (various pagings) : ill. ; 17 cm.


Publication date from binder’s instructions.

Cover title: Dawlish and South-east Devon Imperfect; issued with 10 maps, all missing in this copy.

'Fifty illustrations'

Printed by Butler & Tanner.

Series title from cover.

Includes index, advertisements and business directories.


Owner’s inscription: Erikson I-30-43.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes G153 .W3 Dawlish (1936) (NLO)**

---

**Dawson County (Neb.) - Maps - 1919 - Landowners - Maps**


Authors: Anderson Publishing Company -- Geographical Publishing Co. -- Erikson -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)


Includes farmer directories and indexes.

Scale [ca. 1:36,206].

Scale of township maps 1 3/4 in. to 1 mile.

---

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.


**Microfiche 583, no. 947 (PrCt)**


**LC Card Number: 2003684010**


**22902** Day, John, 1522-1584 [Keepsake sent to Associates of the James Ford Bell Library]. [19-?]. Authors: Parker, John, 1923-3 leaves. map. BHC 1925 Vert 1491 (PrCt)


**RMcN Clients 1375 (PrCt)**


**ISBN 0-528-97894-2**

**RMcN StrFdr 2000 .D36 (PrCt)**

**22905** Dayton (Ohio) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps—Dayton Region (Ohio) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps—Springfield (Ohio) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps—Springfield Region (Ohio) - Maps - 2004 - Road

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1 atlas (A-G, 1936-3037, 49 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm. +1 CD-ROM
Date on cover: 2004.
$19.95
Uniform titles: StreetFinder.
ISBN 0-528-99913-3
RMcN StrFdr 2004 .D36 (PrCt)

1 atlas (various paginations) : col. maps ; 28 cm. +1 CD-ROM
Date on cover: 2004.
$19.95
Uniform titles: StreetFinder.
ISBN 0-528-99913-3
RMcN StrFdr 2004 .D36 (PrCt)

Dayton (Ohio) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps
1 atlas (various paginations) : col. maps ; 28 cm. +1 CD-ROM
Date on cover: 2004.
$19.95
Uniform titles: StreetFinder.
ISBN 0-528-99913-3
RMcN StrFdr 2004 .D36 (PrCt)

1 atlas (various paginations) : col. maps ; 28 cm. +1 CD-ROM
Date on cover: 2004.
$19.95
Uniform titles: StreetFinder.
ISBN 0-528-99913-3
RMcN StrFdr 2004 .D36 (PrCt)

Dayton Region (Ohio) - Maps - 2015 - Road maps
1 atlas (various paginations) : col. maps ; 28 cm. +1 CD-ROM
Date on cover: 2004.
$19.95
Uniform titles: StreetFinder.
ISBN 0-528-99913-3
RMcN StrFdr 2004 .D36 (PrCt)
Maps - 1960 Road maps
Hertz Rent a Car map of Dayton and vicinity. [Chicago]: Rand McNally & Company, [1960?].
Authors: Hertz Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- W.H. Wilton, inc. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map; 29 x 18 cm., on sheet 44 x 28 cm., folded to 22 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Dayton and vicinity.
"Copyright, W.H. Wilton, Inc."
Includes illustration of car with "1960" on the front license plate.
Identifies Hertz office locations.
Panel art: Car on highway ramp; cityscape in the background.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1376 (PrCt)

Daytona Beach (Fla.) - Maps - 1936 - Railroads - Pictorial maps
Ormond Beach (Fla.) - Maps - 1936 - Railroads - Pictorial maps
Daytona Beach (Fla.) - Maps - 1936 - Tourist maps
Ormond Beach (Fla.) - Maps - 1936 - Tourist maps
Florida East Coast Railway - Maps - 1936 - Pictorial maps
Daytona Beach (Fla.) - Maps - 1936 - Railroads
Ormond Beach (Fla.) - 1936 - Railroads
Florida East Coast Railway - Maps - 1936 - Tourist maps
Daytona Beach (Fla.) - 1936 - Tourist maps - Ormond Beach (Fla.) - 1936 - Railroads - Maps
Map of Daytona Beach and Ormond. [Saint Augustine, Fla.? Florida East Coast Railway, 1936?].
Authors: Florida East Coast Railway -- Florida East Coast Railway. Florida east coast [1936?]
1 map : col. ; 13 x 18 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:62,000]
Coordinates: (W 81°03'49"--W 80°59'10"/N 29°17'39"--N 29°11'09""). Oriented with north at upper left.
Pictorial map showing the route and depot of the Florida East Coast Railway, the "Broadwalk", the fishing and recreation pier, Hotel Ormond, and more.
map4C G3931.P3 1936 .F5 p. 12 (NLO)

Daytona Beach (Fla.) - Maps - 1993 - Road maps
Volusia County (Fla.) - Maps - 1993 - Road maps
Flagler County (Fla.) - Maps - 1993 - Road maps
Counties - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (101 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
$12.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-95266-8
RMcN StrFdr 1993 .D37 (PrCt)

Daytona Beach (Fla.) - Maps - 2003 - Road maps
Daytona Beach Region (Fla.) - Maps - 2003 - Road maps
Volusia County (Fla.) - Maps - 2003 - Road maps
Flagler County (Fla.) - Maps - 2003 - Road maps
Counties - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (2-160, 46 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Cover is not dated.
$19.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-99212-0
RMcN StrFdr 2003 .D37a (PrCt)

Daytona Beach (Fla.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps
Daytona Beach Region (Fla.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps
Volusia County (Fla.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps
Flagler County (Fla.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps
Counties - Maps
Daytona Beach street guide : including portions of Flagler and Volusia counties. Chicago : Rand McNally, 2006 [i.e. 2005].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (528 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
$19.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-99212-0
RMcN StrFdr 2003 .D37 (PrCt)
1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Dated 2006, but received by the Newberry Library in 2005.
Cover title.
"4th edition"--cover.
$19.95.
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 052685416X
RMcN StrFdr 2006 .D37 (PrCt)

Authors: De Vorsey, Louis
BHC 1201
Vert 826 (PrCt)

22920 De Brahm, John Gerar William, 1717-approximately 1799<<>>Southern States - Geography - 1700-1799
Authors: De Vorsey, Louis -- *=Southeastern geographer (1970)
p. 21-29 : ill.
Vert 397 (PrCt)

22921 De Kalb County (Ala.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners<<>>DeKalb County (Ala.) SEE De Kalb County (Ala.)<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960-
1st ed.
'Deluxe edition.'
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).
'3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.' Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).
Includes indexes.
Series: Family maps

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
22922 De Kalb County (Ill.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners->Counties - Maps->Landowners - Maps
Family maps of DeKalb County, Illinois: with homesteads, roads, waterways, towns, cemeteries, railroads, and more / by Gregory A. Boyd. Norman, Okla. Arphax Pub. Co., c2009. Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960--99. 295 p. : maps ; 29 cm. 1st ed. 'Deluxe edition.' Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov). '3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.' Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township). Includes indexes. Series: Family maps ISBN 1420310593 ; 9781420310597
Local History Ref F547.D4 B69 2009 (NLO)

22923 De Kalb County (Ill.) - Maps - 1860 - Landowners->Counties - Maps->Landowners - Maps

22924 De Kalb County (Ill.) - Maps - 1871-1929 - Landowners->Counties - Maps->Landowners - Maps

22925 De Kalb County (Ill.) - Maps - 1871 - Landowners->Counties - Maps->Landowners - Maps

22926 De Kalb County (Ill.) - Maps - 1905 - Landowners->Counties - Maps->Landowners - Maps
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Imperfect: table of contents trimmed to 24 x 24 cm., pasted onto folded sheet, and tipped-in after t.p.
Publisher's half-bound red leather and black cloth over boards.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 4563
LC Card Number: 2001626939
Baskes oversize G4103.D4G46 1905 .O3 (NLO)

22927 De Kalb County (Ill.) - Maps - 1957 - Landowners-<>-Counties - Maps-<>-Landowners - Maps
DeKalb County, Illinois. LaPorte, Ind. County Plat and Directory Co., [1957?].
Authors: County Plat & Directory Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (56 p.) : 24 maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
Includes business directory and index of farmers. 'Price $7.50.'
Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Scale not given.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G4103.D4G46 1957 .C6 (NLO)

De Kalb County, Illinois official farm plat book and directory. LaPorte, Ind. County Plat & Directory Co., [196?-?].
Authors: County Plat & Directory Co. -- Danzer, Gerald A.
1 atlas (50 p.) : maps, ill. ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
Dated ca. 1960 in pencil on cover.
Scale [ca. 1:55,000].
Cadastral maps showing landowners.
Contains advertising matter and "farmers directory."
Includes county highway map, city maps of De Kalb and Sycamore.
Gift, Gerald A. Danzer, 2010
G4103.D4G46 1960z .C6 (NLO)

22929 De Kalb County (Ill.) - Maps - 1966 - Landowners-<>-Counties - Maps-<>-Landowners - Maps
Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- De Kalb Trust & Savings Bank (De Kalb, Ill.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (63 p.) : 22 maps ; 28 cm.
Includes business directory and index to owners.
Scale [ca. 1:50,688] or 1 1/4 inch equals 1 mile.
Cover title.
Distributed by DeKalb Trust & Savings Bank.
Folded soil survey map attached to back cover.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

22930 De Kalb County (Ill.) - Maps - 1975 - Landowners-<>-DeKalb County (Ill.) SEE De Kalb County (Ill.)-<>-Counties - Maps-<>-Landowners - Maps
Authors: Town & Country Publishing Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (48 p.) : 33 maps ; 28 cm.
1975 ed.
Cover title.
Includes business directory and index to owners.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G4103.D4G46 1975 .T6 (NLO)

22931 De Kalb County (Ind.) - Maps - 1863 - Landowners-<>-Counties - Maps-<>-Landowners - Maps
Authors: Gerber, E. B. -- McClellan, A. O. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 45 x 51 in. Scale 1:37,000.
Microfiche 583, no. 141 (PrCt)

22932 De Kalb County (Ind.) - Maps - 1880 - Landowners-<>-DeKalb County (Ind.) SEE De Kalb County (Ind.)-<>-Counties - Maps-<>-Landowners - Maps
Authors: J.H. Beers & Co.
Cover title: Illustrated historical atlas of De Kalb County, Indiana.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
oversize G 10895 .08 (NLO)

22933 De Kalb County (Ind.) - Maps - 1918 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps
**Plat book of DeKalb County.** Auburn, Ind. [s.n., 1918?].
Authors: VanAuken, Wayne T. -- Milks, Arnold R. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (15 leaves) : 15 maps ; 28 cm.
Scale not given.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G4093.D25G46 1918 .V3 (NLO)

22934 De Kalb County (Ind.) - Maps - 1969 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps
Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Dekalb County Exhibit Hall Committee (Ill.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (30 p.) : 17 maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
'Sponsored by Dekalb County Exhibit Hall Committee.'
Includes index to owners and business directory.
Scale [ca. 1:50,688].
Township maps of scale 1 1/4 in. to 1 mile.
Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

22935 De Kalb County (Ind.) - Maps - 1972 - Landowners<<>>Steuben County (Ind.) - Maps - 1972 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps
Authors: Town & Country Publishing Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (64 p.) : 36 maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
Includes indexes to owners and business directory.
Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Includes city street maps.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

22936 De Kalb County (Ind.) - Maps - 1990 - Landowners<<>>Steuben County (Ind.) - Maps - 1990 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps
**Landowners - Maps**

Authors: Emmons Hart Corporation -- Town & Country Publishing Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (80 p.) : 51 maps ; 28 cm.
9th ed.
Cover title.
'A T&C publication.'
Includes business directory and indexes.
Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
22939 De Soto County (Miss.) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps
Arkabutla Lake (Miss.) - Maps - 1976
Counties - Maps Desoto County, Mississippi. [Jackson, Miss.?] : S.n., 1976.
Authors: United States. Dept. of Housing and Urban Development -- Logility Transportation (Des Plaines, Ill.) -- Centre Mark Co. (Elmhurst, Ill.)
1 map : blueline print ; 52 x 87 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:63,360].
"The preparation of this map was financed in part through a comprehensive planning grant from the Department of Housing and Urban Development, under the provisions of Section 701 of the Housing Act of 1954, as amended."
Shows roads, railroads, creeks, drainage canals, and the Arkabutla Reservoir.
Includes annotations by, and rubber stamp of, "Centre Mark Co."
map4F G3983 .D4 1976 .U5 (PrCt)

22940 De Soto Parish (La.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners - Counties - Maps
Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960- -- Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)
338 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
1st ed. 'Deluxe edition.'
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).
'3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.'
Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).
Includes indexes.
Series: Family maps
ISBN 1420304364 ; 9781420304367 ; 9781420304350 ; 1420304356
Local History Ref F377.D45 B69 2006 (NLO)

22941 De Witt County (Ill.) - Maps - 1875 - Landowners - Counties - Maps
Authors: Warner & Beers -- Patterson, Doris. Atlas of De Witt County & the State of Illinois, 1875, Warner & Beers
1 atlas ; 30 cm.
Indexed by Patterson, Doris. Atlas of De Witt County & the State of Illinois, 1875, Warner & Beers ([Decatur, Ill.?]) : Decatur Genealogical Society, 1972 56 p. ; 28 cm. [folio F 89626 .664 no. 1] folio F 889626 .05 (NLO)

22942 De Witt County (Ill.) - Maps - 1875 - Landowners - Counties - Maps
Index compiled by Doris Patterson in 1972 from 1875 atlas originally published Chicago: Warner & Beers, 1875.
On cover: Patron index-landowners, De Witt County, Illinois, atlas, 1875.
LC Card Number: 73-159532 //r863
Copy of original atlas: folio F 889626 .05 folio F 89626 .664 no. 1 (NLO)

22943 De Witt County (Ill.) - Maps - 1915 - Landowners - Counties - Maps
Standard atlas of De Witt county, Illinois :
including a plat book of the villages, cities, and townships of the county: map of the state, United States, and world: patrons directory, reference business directory and departments devoted to general information, analysis of the system of U.S. land surveys, digest of the system of civil government, etc., etc. / compiled and published by Geo. A. Ogle & Co. Chicago: Geo. A. Ogle & Co., 1915.

The Crown collection of American maps, series V : The great Western stage-coach routes.

[Colorado Springs : Stewart Commission on Western History at Colorado College?, 1930].


Details Deadwood trails; consists of blueprints of manuscript maps redrawn from 19th-century township plats compiled by U.S. General Land Office surveys.

Bibliography: p. v. 1, leaf V.

No more published?

Digital reproductions of all maps in the Crown Collection series (variously published 1907-1930) available on the Research Laboratories of Archaeology website of the University of North Carolina (accessed August 2009):

http://rla.unc.edu/EMAS/CC.html

References: Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 1278.

9396

NL 34-4903

folio Ayer 136 .H91 1930 (PrCt)

22953 Dearborn County (Ind.) - Maps - 1860 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps


Authors: Pattison, Thomas -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.

Size of original: 4 parts, 27 x 19 in. each. Scale 1:32,000. Originally published 1860.


Microfiche 583, no. 142 (PrCt)

22954 Dearborn County (Ind.) - Maps - 1875 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps


Authors: Pattison, Thomas -- Middleton, Strobridge & Co. -- Windmill Publications, Inc. -- Dearborn County Historical Society (Ind.)

1 atlas (31, 58 p. : maps) ; 35 cm.

Facsimile reprint of original published Aurora, Ind.: Middleton Strobridge & Co., 1860. 'In cooperation with ... the Dearborn County Historical Society.'

Includes Index to 1860 map of Dearborn County, Indiana.

folio G1403.D3 P38 1860a (NLO)

22955 Dearborn County (Ind.) - Maps - 1875 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps

Atlas of Dearborn County, Indiana / from actual surveys by D.J. Lake & B.N. Griffing ; assisted by F.L. Sanford, F.W. Beardsley & A.S. Thompson ; to which is added a map of the state of Indiana, also an outline and rail road map of the United States. Philadelphia : Lake, Griffing & Stevenson, 1875.

Authors: Lake, D. J. -- Griffing, B. N. -- Lake, Griffing & Stevenson -- John V. Bergen Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (72 p. : ill., maps (some col.)) ; 41 cm. Scales vary.

Forms part of the John V. Bergen Collection (Newberry Library).

oversize G1403.D3 L3 1875 (NLO)

22956 Dearborn County (Ind.) - Maps - 1860 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps


Authors: Pattison, Thomas -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.

Size of original: 4 parts, 27 x 19 in. each. Scale 1:32,000. Originally published 1860.


Microfiche 583, no. 949 (PrCt)
Spine title: Combined atlases of Dearborn Co., Ind. -- 1875-1899.
81-54596

folio G1403.D3 L3 1977 pt. 1 (NLO)

Dearborn County (Ind.) - Maps - 1899 - Landowners

- Landowners - Maps
Authors: Gridley, Albert Travagan -- Burford, William B., 1846-1927 -- Unigraphic (Evansville, Ind.)
1 atlas (47 p. : ill., maps, ports.) ; 36 cm.
Reprint of the 1899 ed., published by Wm. B. Burford, Indianapolis.
Spine title: Combined atlases of Dearborn Co., Ind. -- 1875-1899.
81-54596

folio G1403.D3 L3 1977 pt. 2 (NLO)

Dearborn Street Bridge (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1888 - Bridges - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1888 - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1888 - Bridges
Dearborn St. Bridge & Viaduct, Chicago, Ill. 1888. [Chicago : Bureau of Engineering, 1889].
Authors: Chicago (Ill.). Bureau of Engineering -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 31 x 61 cm.
Scale ca. 1:611.
Cross-section above map shows boat in river.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
map4F G4104 .C6P24 1888 C6, no. 3 (PrCt)

Debenham, Frank, 1883-1965 - Biography

Authors: Baird, P. D.
Pp. 210-11 ; 28 cm.
From Arctic 19, no. 2 (1966): 210-211.
Vert 2257, no. 4 (PrCt)

Debenham, Frank, 1883-1965 - Biography

Professor Frank Debenham, O.B.E. 1966.
Authors: Steers, J. A. (James Alfred), 1899-
Pp. 173-75 ; 28 cm.
Vert 2257, no. 1 (PrCt)

Debenham, Frank, 1883-1965 - Biography

Obituary, Frank Debenham. 1966.
Authors: Transactions of the Institute of British Geographers (1966)
p. 195-198 ; 28 cm.
Includes bibliography.
Vert 2257, no. 1 (PrCt)

Debenham, Frank, 1883-1965 - Biography

p. 596-98 ; 28 cm.
Vert 2257, no. 3 (PrCt)

Debenham, Frank, 1883-1965 - Biography

p. 596-98 ; 28 cm.
Vert 2257, no. 3 (PrCt)

22963

Debenham, Frank, 1883-1965 - Biography

p. 596-98 ; 28 cm.
Vert 2257, no. 3 (PrCt)

Debenham, Frank, 1883-1965 - Biography

p. 596-98 ; 28 cm.
Vert 2257, no. 3 (PrCt)

Debenham, Frank, 1883-1965 - Biography

p. 596-98 ; 28 cm.
Vert 2257, no. 3 (PrCt)

Debenham, Frank, 1883-1965 - Biography

p. 596-98 ; 28 cm.
Vert 2257, no. 3 (PrCt)

Debenham, Frank, 1883-1965 - Biography

p. 596-98 ; 28 cm.
Vert 2257, no. 3 (PrCt)

Debenham, Frank, 1883-1965 - Biography

p. 596-98 ; 28 cm.
Vert 2257, no. 3 (PrCt)

Debenham, Frank, 1883-1965 - Biography

p. 596-98 ; 28 cm.
Vert 2257, no. 3 (PrCt)

Debenham, Frank, 1883-1965 - Biography

p. 596-98 ; 28 cm.
Vert 2257, no. 3 (PrCt)

Debenham, Frank, 1883-1965 - Biography

p. 596-98 ; 28 cm.
Vert 2257, no. 3 (PrCt)

Debenham, Frank, 1883-1965 - Biography

p. 596-98 ; 28 cm.
Vert 2257, no. 3 (PrCt)

Debenham, Frank, 1883-1965 - Biography

p. 596-98 ; 28 cm.
- Discovery and exploration - British

Deb : geographer, scientist, Antarctic explorer : a biography of Frank Debenham, OBE, MA (Cantab), D. Sc. Hon. (Perth, Durham, Sydney), the Polar Medal, Emeritus Professor of Geography in the University of Cambridge / Peter Speak. Guildford, Surrey : Polar in association with the Scott Polar Research Institute, University of Cambridge, c2008.

Authors: Speak, Peter, 1925- -- Scott Polar Research Institute


Includes bibliographical references (p. 122-124) and index.

Forms part of the Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection at the Newberry Library.

Gift, Robert Karrow, 2009.

ISBN 9780954800314 (pbk.) ; 0954800311 (pbk.)

Fitzgerald G875.D43 S6 2008 (NLO)

22964

Decatur County (Ind.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners-<->Counties - Maps-<->Landowners - Maps


Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960- -- Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)

203 p. : maps ; 28 cm.

1st ed.

‘Deluxe edition.’

Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).

‘3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.’

Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).

Includes indexes.

Series: Family maps

ISBN 1420307193 ; 9781420307191

Local History Ref F532.D2 B69 2005 (NLO)

22965

Decatur County (Ind.) - Maps - 1882 - Landowners-<->Counties - Maps-<->Landowners - Maps


Authors: J.H. Beers & Co. -- John V. Bergen Collection (Newberry Library)

92 [i.e. 105], [16] p. : ill., col. maps ; 43 cm.

Cover title: Illustrated historical atlas of Decatur County, Indiana, 1882.

Includes directories and index.

Forms part of the John V. Bergen Collection (Newberry Library).

oversize G1403.D4 B4 1882 (NLO)

Decatur County (Iowa) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners-<->Counties - Maps-<->Landowners - Maps


Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960- -- Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)

214 p. : maps ; 28 cm.

1st ed.

‘Deluxe edition.’

Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).

‘3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.’

Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).

Includes indexes.

Series: Family maps

ISBN 1420307193 ; 9781420307191

Local History Ref F627.D26 B69 2007 (NLO)

22967

Decatur County (Iowa) - Maps - 1983 - Landowners-<->Counties - Maps-<->Landowners - Maps


Authors: Directory Service Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (36 p.) : 17 maps ; 25 cm.

Cover title.

Scale not given.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.


22968

Decatur (Ill.) - Pictorial works - 1953 - Railroad yards-<->Wabash Railroad Company - Pictorial works - 1953 - Railroad yards-<->Railroads - Maps

Modern train yard at Decatur, Illinois. [St. Louis? Wabash Railway Company?, 1953?].

Authors: Wabash Railroad Company

1 view ; 17 x 21 cm.

Aerial photograph.

In Wabash Railway Company. 11th annual report ... December 31, 1952 [St. Louis?: Wabash...
22969  Decatur county (Ind.) - Maps - 1867 - Landowners - Counties - Maps

[Decatur County (Ind.) - 1867; LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] [Washington, D.C.] : LC G&M Division, [1867].
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 6 parts, 4 are 29 x 26.5 in. each and 2 are 20 x 26.5 in. each. Scale 1:50,688.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 167 (PrCt)

22970  Deception Island (South Shetland Islands) - Maps - 1955 - South Shetland Islands - Maps - 1955 - Proofs (Printing) - 1955 - Specimens

Authors: Penfold, D. N. -- Great Britain. Hydrographic Office -- Wyatt, A. G. N. -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; col. ; 65 x 66 cm., on sheet 71 x 104 cm.
Added title: South Shetland Islands.
Published at the Admiralty 23rd Sept. 1949, under the superintendence of Vice-Admiral Sir Guy Wyatt ... Hydrographer. New editions 27th Nov. 1953, 30th Sept. 1955.'
Ancillary maps: Deception Island: Whalers Bay and approaches [36 x 46 cm.] -- Pendulum Cove [14 x 14 cm.]. Ruled area blank in lower left (29 x 31 cm.).
Proof printing with paste-on notice: 'Note: In addition to any coloured areas shown on this chart, corrections have been made as follows ...'.
'Natural scale 1 / 50,000 (lat. 62°57').'
In upper right: 279.55.
Fitzgerald polar map 232 (PrCt)

22971  Dechambault (Québec) - Pictorial works - 1765 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Québec Region (Québec) - Pictorial works - 1765 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

A Colored 'View of Dechambault, on the river St. Lawrence, above Quebec, August, 1765'. [19--].
Authors: Hulbert, Archer Butler, 1873-1933 -- Hulbert, Archer Butler, 1873-1933. The Crown Collection of photographs of American maps --
British Library. Crown 119:43.7 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view
Photostatic reproduction of 1765 manuscript.

22972  Deck, ingénieur. Description géographique et hydrographique de la France - Prospectuses - Map publishing - France - Prospectuses - 1791 - Map industry and trade - France - Prospectuses - 1791 - Booksellers and bookselling - France - Prospectuses - 1791

Nouvelle description géographique, hydrographique et physique de la France, d'après les décrets de l'Assemblée nationale ... [Paris? Deck?, 1791?].
1 sheet ([2] p.) ; 18 x 12 cm.
"Par le sieur Deck, ingénieur et maître de mathématiques, l vol. in-8° de 400 pages; chez l'auteur, rue du Hazard-Richelieu; chez Rainville, imprimeur, rue de Seine, faubourg Saint-Germain, petit hôtel Mirabeau, n°. 50; chez Debray, libraire, au Palais Royal; chez Lallemand, libraire, au Pont-Neuf, n°. 19; et chez les principaux libraires du royaume"--P. [2].
Caption title.
Dated in ms.: 19 aout 1791, vendredi.
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.
Case Wing Z 45 .18 ser. 1c no. 25 (NLO)

22973  Decorative maps - 16th-17th cents.

Authors: Curschmann, F. (Fritz), 1874-1946 -- International Congress of Historical Sciences (7th : 1933 : Warsaw, Poland) -- Résumés des communications présentées au congrès, Varsovie, 1933 (1933)
In Résumés des communications présentées au congrès, Varsovie, 1933 (Warszawa, Comité organisateur du congrès, 1933).
Not at Newberry Library (Dec. 2009) (PrCt)

22974  Dee, John, 1527-1608

Authors: Taylor, E. G. R. (Eva Germaine Rimington), 1879-1966 -- Imago mundi (1955) --

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Dee, River (Grampian, Scotland) - Maps - 1911

22975

Dee, River (Grampian, Scotland) - Maps - 1911


Authors: Anderson, Robert -- Smith, William, jr., illustrator -- Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- R. & R. Clark (Firm) -- Palgreen, A. -- Baskes, Julie -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)


Series statements and numbering from publisher's advertisements and Inman. Includes index.

Series: [Black's beautiful books] -- [The 7s 6d series] -- Black's beautiful books ; v. 141 -- 7s 6d series (Adam and Charles Black (Firm))

Original publisher's illustrated binding; includes original dust jacket.

Newspaper clippings pasted in, additional clippings and dust jacket in infolile.


Formerly owned by Julie Baskes. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Inman, Colin. The A&C Black colour books, 141

LC Card Number: a 12000121

Baskes Z1033.F5 B5 v. 141 (NLO)


22976

A New and exact survey of the River Dee or Chester-water / Ia. Collins sculpsit 1689.

[London : s.n., 1689].

Authors: Collins, Greenville, fl. 1669-1698 -- Collins, James, fl. 1693 -- William III, King of England, 1650-1702 -- Collins, Greenville, fl. 1669-1698. Great Britain's coasting-pilot ... (1693) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)/

1 map ; 44 x 56 cm.

Includes dedication to "William the III, King of Great Britain ... by Capt. G. Collins ... ". Oriented with north at bottom.

In: Collins, Greenville. Great Britain's coasting-pilot ... (London : Printed by Freeman Collins, and are to be sold by Richard Mount, 1693), part 2, [plate 21]

Ms. no. 21 on verso.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1811.P5 C6 1693, part 2, [plate 21] (PrCt)

22977


22977

A New and exact survey of the River Dee or Chester-water. [London : s.n., 1749].


1 map ; 44 x 56 cm.

Includes dedication to "William the III, King of Great Britain ... by Capt. G. Collins ... ". Earlier statement "Ia. Collins sculpsit 1689" erased from plate; cf. Verner, Captain Collins' coasting pilot.

Oriented with north at bottom.


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.


Baskes oversize G1811.P5 C6 1749, [plate 23] (PrCt)

22978

Defiance County (Ohio) - Maps - 1875 - Landowners -- Counties -- Maps

22978

Historical atlas of world & Defiance County, Ohio. Chicago : Hardesty, 1875.

Authors: Jones, Charles H. (Charles Henry), 1848-1913 -- Hardesty, Hiram H., 1834-1898

1 atlas ; 51 cm.

oversize G1019 .H57 1875 (NLO)

22979

Defiance County (Ohio) - Maps - 1890 - Landowners -- Counties

22979

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Defoe, Daniel, 1661?-1731. Tour thro' the Whole Island of Great Britain—>Thematic maps—>Maps in literature
'A true survey of the ground': Defoe's Tour and the rise of thematic cartography. 1995.
Authors: Parkes, Christopher — Philological Quarterly p. 395-414
BHC 2476
Vert 2021 (Pr Ct)

Defoe, Daniel, 1661?-1731. Tour thro' the Whole Island of Great Britain—>Thematic maps—>Maps in literature
'Del Rio Region (Tex.) - Pictorial works - 1953 - Railroads—>Val Verde County (Tex.) - Pictorial works - 1953 - Railroads—>Southern Pacific Railroad Company - Pictorial works - 1953—>Railroads — Maps
Devil's River - Bullis line change near Del Rio, Texas ... [on the Southern Pacific railroad]. [San Francisco? Southern Pacific Company?, 1953?].
Authors: Southern Pacific Railroad Company 1 view ; 12 x 17 cm.
Aerial photograph.
In Southern Pacific Railroad Company.
Sixty-ninth annual report ... December 31, 1952
5A 7267 (1952 vol. [2]) (Pr Ct)

Authors: Alder, Ken x, 422 p. : ill. (some col.), map ; 25 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 397-400) and index.
Related URL: Table of contents
Contents: North-going astronomer -- South-going astronomer -- Metric of revolution -- Castle of Mont-Jouy -- Calculating people -- Fear of France -- Convergence -- Triangulation -- Empire of science -- Broken arc -- Méchain's mistake, Delambre's peace -- Metered globe -- Epilogue: Shape of our world.
ISBN 074321675X
QB291 .A43 2002 (NLO)
Delaware Bay (Del. and N.J.) - Maps - 1776 - Nautical charts

22988

Delaware Bay (Del. and N.J.) - Maps - 1776 - Nautical charts

22989

Delaware Bay (Del. and N.J.) - Maps - 1777 - Nautical charts

22991

Delaware Bay (Del. and N.J.) - Maps - 1946 - Nautical charts


1 map : col. ; 77 x 39 cm., folded in covers to 11 x 21 cm.

"1946 edition" -- front cover

Uniform title: Cruising chart.

"No. 3."

Verso includes U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey ocean current diagrams.

Cover art: Seagulls, boats, and Texaco Waterways Service logo.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (October 2010).

RMcN Cruising 3 (PrCt)
RMcN Cruising 9 (PrCt)

22992 Delaware - Camp sites, facilities, etc. - Directories - 1979
32 Delaware - Maps - 1979 - Camp sites, facilities, etc. - Campgrounds
SEE Camp sites, facilities, etc. - Camping areas SEE Camp sites, facilities, etc. - Campsites SEE Camp sites, facilities, etc.
Authors: Delaware Campground Association
1 leaflet (6-fold) : col. maps ; 22 x 9 cm.

22993 Delaware County (Ind.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners - Maps
Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960- -- Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)
210 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
1st ed.
"Deluxe edition."
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents purchased in the past, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).
"3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads."
Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).
Includes indexes.
Series: Family maps
ISBN 1420311034 ; 9781420311037
Local History Ref F532.D3 B69 2010 (NLO)

22994 Delaware County (Ind.) - Maps - 1887 - Landowners - Maps
1 atlas ([2], 24 [i.e. 26], [2] p. (incl. covers) : maps) ; 44 cm.
Scale of township maps 1:31,680; 2 inches to the mile.
73-5291
ICN74
map6C 49 (NLO)

22995 Delaware County (Ind.) - Maps - 1892 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps
Authors: Town & Country Publishing Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (56 p.) : 23 maps ; 29 cm.
Cover title.
Advertisements on covers and interspersed. Includes city road maps, index to owners and business directory.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

22996 Delaware County (Iowa) - Maps - 1869 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps
Authors: Thompson and Everts -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 42 x 37 in. Scale 1:42,000.
Originally published Geneva, Ill.: Thompson & Everts, 1869. Only covers part of the county.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 187 (PrCt)

22997 Delaware County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1839 - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps
1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 54 cm.
In Burr, David H. and Simeon De Witt. An Atlas of the State of New York : containing a map of the State and of the several counties (New York: David H. Burr, 1829; republished Ithaca: Stone and Clark, 1839) pl. [10]. Map dated 1829 and 1839; engraved 'No. 11.'
Case oversize G 10851 .13 pl. 10 (PrCt)

22998 Delaware County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1856 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)
[Delaware County (N.Y.) - 1856: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche], [Washington, D.C.]: LC G&M Division, [1983?].

Authors: Gould, Jay -- Keeney, Collins G. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.

Microfiche 583, no. 490 (PrCt)

22999 Delaware County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1869 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Beers, F. W. (Frederick W.) -- Prindle, A. B. -- Beers, Ellis & Soule -- Molly Yes Press.
1 atlas ([40] leaves of plates (chiefly maps) : ill.) ; 35 cm.
'By and under the direction of F.W. Beers, assisted by A.B. Prindle & others.'
 Cf. Phillips 2223.
folio G1253.D4 B4 1981 (NLO)

23000 Delaware County (Ohio) - Maps - 1849-1908 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
Historical atlas of Delaware County, Ohio. Delaware, Ohio: [s.n.], 1963.
1963 map of Delaware County, Ohio -- Delaware, Ohio. County Engineer's Office
1 atlas (v, 128 leaves. : ill., maps, ports.) ; 27 cm.
Phillips 16406.
Cover title.
ICN 72
71-2743
G 10892 .65 (NLO)

23001 Delaware County (Ohio) - Maps - 1849-1908 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
4 atlases in 1 v. (various pagings) : ill., maps ; 36 cm.
Spine title: Atlases and wall maps, 1849, 1866, 1875, 1908 Delaware County, Ohio.
Cover title: Combined atlases and wall maps, 1849, 66, 75, 1908 Delaware County, Ohio.
'The reproduction of this publication has been made possible through the sponsorship of the Delaware County Historical Society, Delaware, Ohio.'--T.p. verso.
Includes indexes.
Corrections: User's guide (4 p.) tipped inside front cover; portions of 1849 map (8 p.) reprinted by publisher and tipped in before bound map; addendum to index for 1875 map (p. 21-32) tipped in.
folio G1398.D5 C66 1990 (NLO)

23002 Delaware County (Ohio) - Maps - 1849 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
[Delaware County (Ohio) - 1849: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche], [Washington, D.C.]: LC G&M Division, [1983?].
Authors: Eaton, George C., fl. 1849 -- Eaton, James, fl. 1849 -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 617 (PrCt)

23007 Delaware County (Pa.) - Maps - 1862 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Smith, George, fl. 1862 -- Ashmead, Henry Buckley -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 14.5 x 18.5 in. Scale 1:86,000.
Originally published [1862].
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 739 (PrCt)

23003 Delaware County (Ohio) - Maps - 1866 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
Atlas of Delaware County, Ohio. From actual surveys ... New York : Beers, Ellis & Soule, 1866.
Authors: Beers, F. W. (Frederick W.) -- Beers, Ellis & Soule -- Scott, Beulah Mohart. Atlas of Delaware County, Ohio. Index
1 atlas ([58] p. incl. 24 maps, 4 pl.) ; 37 cm.
Indexed by Scott, Beulah Mohart. Atlas of Delaware County, Ohio. Index. [S.l.: s.n.], 1971. 65 leaves ; 29 cm. [oversize G 10982 .08 Index]
Phillips 2372.
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 1780
LC Card Number: map01000029
oversize G 10982 .08 (NLO)

23004 Delaware County (Ohio) - Maps - 1908 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
Modie's centennial atlas and history of Delaware County, Ohio / compiled and published by F. Burr Modie. Columbus, Ohio : F. Burr Modie, 1908.
Authors: Modie, F. Burr. -- John V. Bergen Collection (Newberry Library)
Forms part of the John V. Bergen Collection (Newberry Library).
oversize G1398.D5 M6 1908 (NLO)

23005 Delaware County (Okla.) - Maps - 1959 - Road maps<<>>Counties - Maps
General highway map Delaware County Oklahoma. 1959.
Authors: Oklahoma. Dept. of Highways
1 map ; 73 x 44 cm.
Includes legend,4 insets, and location map.
M1131
map4F G4023.D4P2 1959 O4 (PrCt)

23006 Delaware County (Pa.) - Maps - 1848 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Ash, Joshua W. -- Smith, Robert Pearsall, 1827-1898 -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 2 parts, 42 x 28.5 in. each. Scale 1:25,250. Originally published 1848.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 736 (PrCt)

Atlas of properties along the Philadelphia, Wilmington and Baltimore Railroad and the Philadelphia & Westchester Rail Road, from Philadelphia to Chester (1882) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand colored ; 47 x 67 cm.
Title devised by cataloger.

Cadastral map identifying landowners and subdivisions in latter-day Norwood Borough and other areas between the Philadelphia, Wilmington, and Baltimore Rail Road and the Philadelphia & Reading Railroad.

Building footprints color-coded as "brick or stone", "frame", and "stables & sheds".
Scale 1:4,800. 400 ft. to the in.
Coordinates: (W 75°18'20"--W 75°17'08"/N 39°53'36"--N 39°51'51".)
Oriented with north at left.
"Plate, II."

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library

Baskes oversize G3823.D4P3 1882.H6, plate 11 (NLO)


[Map of Ridley and Tinicum Townships in Delaware County, Pennsylvania showing land ownership and tracts in the latter-day boroughs of Ridely Park and Prospect Park]. [Philadelphia : G.M. Hopkins, 1882].

1 map : hand colored ; 46 x 64 cm.
Title devised by cataloger.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Mathew Carey, 1804.
Authors: Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Barker, W. (William), fl. 1795-1803 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839. Carey's General atlas ... (1804) 1 map ; 40 x 22 cm.
In: Carey, Mathew. Carey's General atlas ... (Philadelphia : Published by Mathew Carey, April 24th, 1804) pl. 34 cm.

oversize Ayer 135 .C27 1804 pl. 34 (PrCt)

23022 Delaware - Maps - 1805
Authors: Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Doolittle, Amos, 1754-1832 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839. Carey's American pocket atlas ... (1805) 1 map ; 19 x 14 cm.

Ayer 135 .C27 1805 pl. 11 (PrCt)

23023 Delaware - Maps - 1814
Authors: Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Doolittle, Amos, 1754-1832 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839. A General atlas, being a collection of maps of the world and quarters ... (1814) 1 map ; hand col. ; 18 x 14 cm.
In: Carey, Mathew. A General atlas, being a collection of maps of the world and quarters ... (Philadelphia : Published by M. Carey, and Johnson & Warner, 1814) pl. [18].

Ayer 135 .C27 1814 pl. 18 (PrCt)

23024 Delaware - Maps - 1822
Engraved title within neatline.

oversize Greenlee 4891 .C27 1822 [map 14] (PrCt)

23025 Delaware - Maps - 1826
Delaware. Philadelphia : A. Finley, [1826].
Authors: Finley, A. (Anthony) -- Young & Delleker -- Finley, A. (Anthony). A New general atlas, comprising a complete set of maps, representing the grand divisions of the globe ... (1826) 1 map ; hand col. ; 28 x 21 cm.
In: Finley, Anthony. A New general atlas, comprising a complete set of maps, representing the grand divisions of the globe ... (Philadelphia : A. Finley, 1826) pl. 16.

Case folio G1019 .F5 1826 pl. 16 (PrCt)

23026 Delaware - Maps - 1827
Engraved title within neatline.
Added letterpress title in uppercase and oversize lettering, top margin: Geographical, historical, and statistical map of Delaware In: H.C. Carey and I. Lea (Firm). A Complete historical, chronological, and geographical American atlas ... (Philadelphia : London ; Leipzig ; Paris : H.C. Carey & I. Lea ; John Miller ; Bossange Freres, 1827) pl. [14]. Sheet 'No. 19.'

oversize Ayer 135 .C268 1827 pl. 14 (PrCt)

23027 Delaware - Maps - 1833
Authors: Young & Delleker -- Finley, A. (Anthony) -- Finley, A. (Anthony). A New general atlas ... (1833) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; hand col. ; 28 x 21 cm.
In: Finley, Anthony. A New general atlas : comprising a complete set of maps, representing the grand divisions of the globe ... (Philadelphia : Anthony Finley, 1833), plate 16. Sheet corner numbered 16. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1019 .F5 1833, plate 16 (PrCt)

Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's atlas of the world ... (1855-1856) 1 map ; hand col. ; 28 x 36 cm.
Landowners - Maps

Atlas of the state of Delaware: from actual surveys / by and under the direction of D. G. Beers. Georgetown, Del. Sussex Prints, [1980?].

Authors: Beers, D. G. (Daniel G.) -- Pomeroys & Beers -- Sussex Prints

1 v. : 41 map plates ; 39 cm.

Reprint of the Philadelphia, Pomeroys & Beers, 1868 ed.

Title from printed wrappers.

References: Cf. Phillips 1492

oversize G1265 .B44 1980 (NLO)

Delaware - Maps - 1883 - Railroads - Maps


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1883)

1 map : col. ; 18 x 11 cm.

Title in upper margin.

In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1883) opposite p. 369

H 668 .703 (1883) opp. p. 369 (PrCt)

Delaware - Maps - 1884 - Railroads - Maps


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1884)

1 map : col. ; 18 x 11 cm.

Title in upper margin.

In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1884) opposite p. 355

H 668 .703 (1884) opp. p. 355 (PrCt)

Delaware - Maps - 1885 - Railroads - Maps


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1885)

1 map : col. ; 18 x 11 cm.

Title in upper margin.

In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1885) opposite p. 343

H 668 .703 (1885) opp. p. 343 (PrCt)

Delaware - Maps - 1895 - Railroads - Maps

Rail and steamer routes of the Baltimore Chesapeake and Atlantic railway company. [New York : s.n., 1895].

Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1895) -- Baltimore, Chesapeake, and Atlantic Railway Company

1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1895) p. 33
H 668 .703 (1895) p. 33 (PrCt)

23037 Delaware - Maps - 1897 - Railroads - Delmarva Peninsula - Maps - 1897 - Railroads - Baltimore, Chesapeake, and Atlantic Railway Company - Maps - 1897 - Railroads - Maps
Rail and steamer routes of the Baltimore, Chesapeake and Atlantic Railway Company.
[New York : s.n., 1897].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1897) -- Baltimore, Chesapeake, and Atlantic Railway Company
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1897) p. 26
H 668 .703 (1897) p. 26 (PrCt)

Rail and steamer routes of the Baltimore, Chesapeake and Atlantic Railway Company.
[New York : s.n., 1898].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1898) -- Baltimore, Chesapeake, and Atlantic Railway Company
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1898) p. 28
H 668 .703 (1898) p. 28 (PrCt)

23039 Delaware - Maps - 1900-1960 - Topographic maps - Topographic maps
Delaware, 15 minute series (topographic).
Washington, D.C. The Survey, [ca. 1900-ca.1960].
Authors: Geological Survey (U.S.)
cia. 9 maps : col. ; on sheets 45 x 33 cm. fold. to 18 x 27 cm.
Scale 1:62,500.
Dates of publication vary.
Moffat lists 20 maps before 1940.
Coverage is not complete at this scale; see index map in box 41.
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisles 42 and 43 (July 2012).
Reference: Moffat, Riley. Map index to topographic quadrangles of the United States, 1882-1940 (Santa Cruz, Calif.: Western Association of Map Libraries, 1986)
map6C G3700 19-- .U5, box 41 (PrCt)

23040 Delaware - Maps - 1900-1960 - Topographic maps - Topographic maps
Delaware, 7.5 minute series (topographic).
Washington, D.C. The Survey, [ca. 1900-ca.1960].
Authors: Geological Survey (U.S.)
cia. 67 maps : col. ; on sheets 54 x 44 cm. fold. to 17 x 28 cm.
Scale 1:24,000.
Dates of publication vary.
According to USGS, coverage at this scale complete in 57 maps.
Coverage may not be complete at this scale; see index map in box 41.
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisles 42 and 43 (July 2012).
map6C G3700 19-- .U5, box 41 (PrCt)

23041 Delaware - Maps - 1916 - Road maps - Road maps
Map of the state of Delaware. Dover, Del. State Board of Agriculture, [1916].
Authors: Brink, John G. -- Delaware. Dept. of Agriculture -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
Brink, John Garrett, 1883-1972 SEE Brink, John G. -- Delaware. State Board of Agriculture SEE Delaware. Dept. of Agriculture
1 map ; col. ; 52 x 25 cm. on sheet 56 x 28 cm.
Probably by John G. Brink; 'Del. by J. G. B. in 1916' on AE index.
Verso blank.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 13.5 (PrCt)

23042 Delaware - Maps - 1929 - Road maps - Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1929 - Road maps - Wilmington (Del.) - Maps - 1929 - Road maps - Road maps
Map of the state of Delaware : official road map, 1929 / State Highway Department. Dover, Del. State Highway Department, 1929.
Authors: Delaware. State Highway Dept. -- General Drafting Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Western Illinois University
1 map : col. ; 68 x 40 cm., folded to 18 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: State of Delaware
"Copyright General Drafting Co., Inc. New York."
Maps on verso (32 x 19 cm. and 14 x 19 cm.): [Road map of the Middle Atlantic states] -- Wilmington.
Verso includes photos.
Handstamped "Jun-3'29", "© C1F 56644", and "Map and Geography Library, Western Illinois University."
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).
Road map4C G3831.P2 1929 .D4 (PrCt)

23043 Delaware - Maps - 1930 - Road maps - Bridges - Delaware - Maps - 1930 - Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1930
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Delaware - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
1 map : col. ; 68 x 40 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: State of Delaware ... official road map, 1930
Editor's copy; ms. annotations identify "important bridges on state highway system"
Maps on verso (31 x 18 cm. and 14 x 18 cm.): [Middle Atlantic States] -- Wilmington.
Panel art: Delaware state seal.
Filed with a group of related U.S. state maps identifying bridges along major highways, ca. 1927-ca. 1939 (in RMcN AE folders 172 and 173).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 173.7.1 (PrCt)

Delaware River Basin - 1981
Authors: Geological Survey (U.S.)
1 leaflet (5-fold) : map ; 11 x 23 cm.

Authors: Instituto Hidrográfico de la Marina (Spain). S.H.M. 9a-2a,116(1,2) -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map Photostatic reproduction of 18th-century manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto Spain S.H.M. 9a-2a,116(1,2) (PrCt)
Authors: Ugarte y Llaño, Tomás de, 1754-1804 -- Loreto, Na. Sa. de -- Instituto Hidrográfico de la Marina (Spain). S.H.M. 9a-2a,117 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map

Photostatic reproduction of 18th-century manuscript.

Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Map

Photo Spain S.H.M. 9a-2a,118 (PrCt)

23049

Delaware River (N.Y.-Del. and N.J.) - Maps - 1700-1799 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<>Delaware Bay (Del. and N.J.) - Maps - 1700-1799 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<>Nautical charts

Plano de una parte del Rio Delaware, para inteligencia del diario del Capitan de Fregata Dn. Tomás de Igarte y Liano en la navigacion hecha con la de su cargo nombrada Na. Sa. de Loreto. [19-?].

Authors: Ugarte y Llaño, Tomás de, 1754-1804 -- Loreto, Na. Sa. de -- Instituto Hidrográfico de la Marina (Spain). S.H.M. 9a-2a,117 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map

Photostatic reproduction of manuscript.

Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Map

Photo Spain S.H.M. 9a-2a,117 (PrCt)

23050


A Chart of Delaware Bay and River, from the Cape's to Philadelphia, being part of the province of New Jersey & Pennsylvania. [197-?].

Authors: Fisher, Joshua, 1707-1783 -- Hills, John, surveyor

1 map ; 55 x 125 cm.

Photocopy of colored 1777 manuscript forming part of Hills, John. A Collection of plans ... in the province of New Jersey (1776-1792) no. 16; reproduced from original in the Library of Congress.

Attributed to J. Fischer in the table of contents.

Scale [ca. 1:144,000] reduced from [ca. 1:63,360].

Oriented with at lower right.

Soundings in feet.

Phillips 1339 no. 16.

map2F 3810.2 no. 16 (PrCt)

23051


Plano de la Bahia Delawarre y entrada de Filadelfia. [19-?].

Authors: Campo, Jossef del -- Instituto Hidrográfico de la Marina (Spain). S.H.M. 9a-2a,122 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map

Photostatic reproduction of manuscript map probably compiled in the 1780s.

Inset: Plano de la circumbalacion de la Cuidad de Filadelfia.

Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Map

Photo Spain S.H.M. 9a-2a,122 (PrCt)

23052


Plano y explicacion de la Bahia Delaware ... d 19 de Feb. de 1784. [19-?].

Authors: Campo, Jossef del -- Instituto Hidrográfico de la Marina (Spain). S.H.M. 9a-2a,127 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map

Photostatic reproduction of 1784 manuscript.

Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Map

Photo Spain S.H.M. 9a-2a,127 (PrCt)

23053

Delaware River Valley (N.Y.-Del. and N.J.) - Maps - 1638-1787 - Ethnology - Swedes<>Ethnology - Swedes - Middle
Atlantic States - Maps -
1638-1787 Delaware River Valley
(N.Y.-Del. and N.J.) - Maps - 1638-1787 - Ethnology - Finns -
Middle Atlantic States - Maps -
1638-1787 Delaware River Valley
(N.Y.-Del. and N.J.) - Maps - 1638-1787 - Ethnology - Finns -
Middle Atlantic States - Maps -
1638-1787 Chesapeake Bay Region (Md. and Va.) - Maps - 1638-1787 - Ethnology - Finns -
Chesapeake Bay Region (Md. and Va.) - Maps -
1638-1787 -
Authors: Hulan, Richard H. -- Bowring, Matthew. Cartographic (Firm) -- Kalmar Nyckel Commemorative Committee. 350th Anniversary Committee
1 map: col. ; 53 x 66 cm.
At head of title: 350th anniversary of the New Sweden Colony.
Details settlements in the lower Delaware River Valley and upper Chesapeake Bay region.
The colonists' personal marks (bomärken) are from original manuscripts, 1643-1746.'
Scale [ca. 1:335,000].
OCLC 38874772

temp map4F G3791.E27 1988 .H8 (PrCt)

23056 Delfland (Netherlands) - Maps - 1712 - Polder maps -
Polder maps -
1712 -
Delfland (Netherlands) - Maps - 1712 -
'T hooge heemraadschap van Delfland : met alle de steden, dorpen, ambachten, litmaten, polders, blocken, gehugten, buerten, Hofsteden, woningen, boomgaarden, tuynen velden slyzzen, vaerten, vieten, stranden, duynen, dycken wegen, kaden molens bruggen, meeren, dobbens, wateringen etc. daer in gelegen, op voetmaet. Alphen aan den Rijn:
Authors: Cruquius, Nicolaas Samuel, 1678-1754 -- Cruquius, Jacob, 1684?-1706 -- Canaletto (Firm)
1 map (25 sheets) ; in portfolio 41 x 47 cm. + 1 guide (111 p., 1 transparency : ill., facsimils., maps ; 28 cm.)
Title from inset on last sheet.
Portfolio cover title: Kaart van Delfland 1712. Portfolio spine title: Kruikius' kaart van Delfland 1712.
Facsimile of 25 sheet wall map of 92 x 103 inches.
Original version: [Delft: Kruikius], In kaert gebracht ao. MDCCXII.
Includes two folded sheets illustrating the complete maps of 1712 and 1750.
Scale 1:14,000
Covers Delft region (Netherlands).
Guide includes summary in English.
Accompanied by guide: Kruikius kaart van Delfland, 1712 / [C. Postma]. 111 p., 1 transparency : ill., facsimils., maps ; 28 cm. 2. druk met index op de kaart.
Includes coats-of-arms in map borders.

23057 Delfland (Netherlands) - Maps - 1712 - Polder maps -
Polder maps -
1712 -
Delfland (Netherlands) - Maps - 1712 -
Authors: Cruquius, Nicolaas Samuel, 1678-1754 -- Cruquius, Jacob, 1684?-1706 -- Postma, C. 94 p., 1 transparency : ill., facsimils., maps ; 28 cm.
Contents: I. Kaart van Delfland. -- II. Overig werk binnen Delfland. -- III. Werkzaam als kartograaf en waterbouwkundige. -- IV. In dienst van het Hoogheemraadschap van Rijnland van 1733 tot zijn overlijden in 1754.
Appendices and other back-matter include transcriptions of contracts, information on the work of the surveyors and engravers, brief biographies of the dike-reeves listed on the 1712 and 1750 issues of the map, list of Kruikius's publications, list of the copperplates (still in posession of the Hoogheemraadscap in Delft), list of illustrations, English summary, index of polder names, and list of subscribers (to the present publication).
A second ed. (1988, 111p.) lacks the list of subscribers, and adds an index to the map.
To Collection Services for cataloging, Aug. 2005 (PrCt)
Delhi (India) - Maps - 1987

287 p. ; ill., 2 maps ; 23 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [277]-279) and index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 87201432
ISBN 0094665508 ; 9780094665507 ; 0094677409 (pbk.) ; 9780094677401 (pbk.)
Baskes DS486.D3 D36 1987 (NLO)

Delkeskamp, Friedrich Wilhelm, 1794-1872

Biography
Authors: Imhof, Eduard, 1895-1986 p. 7-17
sizes over G1859.D45 1987, p. 7-17 (PrCt)

Della Volpaia, Eufrosino, 16Th Cent. Globes - 1542

The Globe of Volpiaus. 1879.
BHC 1410
Vert 1010 (PrCt)

Delmarva Peninsula - Maps - 1778

This Map of the peninsula between Delaware & Chesapeake Bays, with the said bays and shores adjacent drawn from the most accurate surveys. [Washington, D.C. Library of Congress, 197-].
Authors: Churchman, John, 1753-1805 -- American Philosophical Society -- Rochambeau, Jean-Baptiste-Donatien de Vimeur, comte de, 1725-1807 -- Library of Congress. Rochambeau map collection 1 map ; 55 x 42 cm.
Dedication preceeding title: To the American Philosophical Society ...
Scale of original [ca. 1:650,000].
Prime meridian: Philadelphia.
Series: Rochambeau collection ; 8
map2F 3792.D45 (PrCt)

23064 Delmarva Peninsula - Maps - 1781 - Manuscripts <> Chesapeake Bay Region (Md. and Va.) - Maps - 1781 - Manuscripts <> Nautical charts - Chesapeake Bay (Md. and Va.) - Maps - 1781 - Manuscripts <> Chesapeake Capes (Md. and Va.), Battle of, 1781 - Manuscript maps <> Manuscript maps <> Nautical charts

Plan of the peninsula of Chesapeake [sic] Bay. 1781.
1 ms. map : hand col. ; 1,204 x 617 mm. Compiled from actual surveys by John Hills, assistant engineer, 1781.
Covers the Delmarva Peninsula and the Chesapeake Bay region; roughly bounded by Philadelphia, Cape May, Cape Henry, Suffolk, Jamestown, and Baltimore. Identifies rivers and towns; shows principal road network. Soundings in fathoms given for Chesapeake Bay. Does not show troop movements or military information. Scale [1:316,800]. 'Scale 5 miles to an inch.' 'NB. The soundings up to Turkey Point where taken on 1777.' Sectioned into 20 panels and mounted on cloth; cloth subsequently removed as backing.
Guthorn, P.J. British maps American Revolution, p. 24-25, entry 57, no. 3.
Related to two ms. variants in the Crown collection at the British Museum and the Germain papers at the University of Michigan Clements Library. For a biographical sketch of Hills and a list of his works and their locations, cf. Guthorn. Pen-and-ink, watercolor and wash (blue, green, yellow, red).
Ayer ms map proj 95
VAULT drawer Ayer MS map 240 (NLO)

23065 Delos Island (Greece) - Maps - 1528 <> Rhenea Island (Greece) - Maps - 1528 <> Woodcuts

[Map of the islands of Delos and Rhenea in the Cyclades Archipelago, Greece]. [Venice : Nicolò Zoppino, 1528].
Authors: Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530 -- Zoppino, Nicolò, fl. 1508-1544 -- Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530. Libro di Benedetto Bordone : nel qual si ragiona de tutte l'isole del mondo ... (1528) 1 map : woodcut ; within printed borders 8 x 14 cm., on sheet 31 x 21 cm. Title supplied by cataloger. Identifies "Sdile", "Tempiodiapolo", "M. Cynthio", and other places.
In: Bordon, Benedetto. Libro di Benedetto Bordone : nel qual si ragiona de tutte l'isole del mondo ... (Venice : Nicolò Zoppino, 1528), folio XLI.
Case folio G 117.108, folio XLI (PrCt)

23066 Delos Island (Greece) - Pictorial works - 1552 <> Woodcuts

[View of the island of Delos, Greece]. [Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552].
Authors: Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552. Cosmographiae universalis ... (1552) -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : woodcut ; 7 x 14 cm., on sheet 32 x 21 cm. Title supplied by cataloger.
Possibly an inaccurate view, since some of the woodcuts in this volume were used for more than one place.
VAULT folio Ayer 7.M8 1552, p. 935 (PrCt)

23067 Delphian oracle - Pictorial works - 1552 <> Delphi (Extinct city) - Pictorial works - 1552 <> Delphi (Greece) - Pictorial works - 1552 <> Woodcuts

[View of the Delphian oracle in Greece]. [Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552].
Authors: Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552. Cosmographiae universalis ... (1552) -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : woodcut ; 5 x 6 cm., on sheet 32 x 21 cm. Title supplied by cataloger.
Added letterpress title above woodcut: Delphicum oraculum.
In: Münster, Sebastian. Cosmographiae universalis ... (Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552), p. 928.
 Possibly an inaccurate view, since some of the woodcuts in this volume were used for more than one place.
VAULT folio Ayer 7.M8 1552, p. 928 (PrCt)

Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Delta County 4-H Youth Council (Mich.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (64 p.) : 41 maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
'Sponsored by Delta County 4-H Youth Council.'
Includes business directory and index.
Scale [ca. 1:50,688]. 1 1/4 in. to 1 mile.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Delta County 4-H Youth Council (Mich.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (64 p.) : 41 maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
'Sponsored by Delta County 4-H Youth Council.'
Scale of township maps [ca. 1:50,688]. 1 1/4 in. to 1 mile.
Includes business directory and index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 81675306

Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Delta County 4-H Youth Council (Mich.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (62 p.) : 41 maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
'Sponsored by Delta County 4-H Youth Council.'
Scale of township maps [ca. 1:50,688]. 1 1/4 in. to 1 mile.
Includes business directory and index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 86675173

Delta County (Tex.) - Maps - 1889 - Landowners - Landowners - Maps
LC card number 83662284
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps: Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 950 (PrCt)

Delta (Miss. : Region) - Maps - 1934 - Road maps - Yazoo-Mississippi Delta Levee District - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
SEE Delta (Miss. : Region) SEE Delta (Miss. : Region) SEE Yazoo Delta (Miss. : Region) SEE Delta (Miss. : Region) SEE Delta (Miss. : Region)
Road maps
Map of Yazoo-Mississippi Delta Levee District composed of Tunica, Coahoma, Quitman, Leffore, and Sunflower Counties and parts of Desoto, Tallahatchie, Humphreys, Yazoo and Holmes Counties, Mississippi. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1934].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Yazoo-Mississippi Delta Levee District -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 34 x 21 cm.
"Office, Clarksdale, Mississippi."
Road map of alluvial plain region in northwestern Mississippi between the Mississippi and Yazoo River Valleys.
Plate no. H-287-S.
Printer's proof?; verso blank.
Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Company Collection (Newberry Library).
map1F G3981.P2 1934 .G6 (PrCt)

Delaware - Museums - 1979 - Delaware - Historic sites - 1979
Delaware's museums and historic sites. [Wilmington? Delaware Tourism Office, 1979].
Authors: Delaware Tourism Office
1 leaflet (2-fold) : col. map ; 23 x 10 cm.
Two-fold col. brochure has a logo of a belltower, but no other sourcing information. Used as source instead the state tourism information website, Visit Delaware.

Demangeon, Albert, 1872-1940 - Geography - 1940
Authors: Demangeon, Albert, 1872-1940 -- Martonne, Emmanuel de, 1873-1955 -- Armand Colin (Firm) -- Campbell, Eila M. J. -- Roger S.
23075

Denain, Battle of, Denain, France, 1712 - Maps - Villars, Claude Louis Hector, duc de, 1653-1734 -<->- Albemarle, Arnold Joost van Keppel, Earl of, 1669-1718 -<->- Eugene, duc de Savoy, Prince of Savoy, 1663-1736

Plan of different movements of ye army of ye allies under Prince Eugene of Savoy, and of ye French army, under Marshal Villars ... ye 24th of July, 1712, when ye French attacked ye ... camp at Denain commanded by the E. of Albemarle. [London? Knapton, ca. 1740?].


Title in bottom margin.

1 map ; 36 x 48 cm.

Title in bottom margin.

For Mr. Tindal's continuation of Mr. Rapin's history of England.

Includes references a-z and 1-19.

In: Rapin de Thoyras, M. [Maps and plans of Tindal's continuation of Rapin's History of England] [London : John Harrison?, 1785-1789?] map [64].

oversize Ayer 135 .T5 1732 map [64] (PrCt)

23077

Denbighshire (Wales) - Maps - 1610 -<->- Denbigh (Wales) - Maps - 1610

Denbighshire. [London] : John Sudbury and George Humble [i.e. J. Legate and W. Humble], 1610 [i.e. 1646].

Authors: Speed, John, 1552?-1629 -- Hondius, Jodocus, 1633-1612 -- Sudbury, John -- Humble, George, d. 1640 -- Legate, John, d. 1658 -- Humble, William, 1612-1686 -- Speed, John, 1552?-1629. A Prospect of the most famous parts of the world ... together with ... Great Brittaines empire (1646) 1 map ; 36 x 49 cm. on sheet 42 x 54 cm.

Inset (12 x 16 cm.): Denbigh.

Letterpress text on verso (p. 119-120) under the following heading: Denbigh-Shire.

In: Speed, John. A Prospect of the most famous parts of the world ... together with ... Great Brittaines empire (London : Printed by John Legatt, for William Humble, 1646) map [80].

Case oversize G 117 .82 map [80] (PrCt)

23078

Denbighshire (Wales) - Maps - 1676 -<->- Denbigh (Wales) - Maps - 1676


Authors: Speed, John, 1552?-1629 -- Hondius, Jodocus, 1633-1612 -- Bassett, Thomas -- Chiswell, Richard -- Speed, John, 1552?-1629. The Theatre of the Empire of Great-Britain ... (1676) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 37 x 50 cm. on sheet 42 x 55 cm.

Inset (12 x 16 cm.): Denbigh.

Letterpress text on verso (p. 119-120) under the following heading: Denbigh-Shire.

In: Speed, John. The Theatre of the Empire of Great-Britain ... (London : Printed for T. Bassett and R. Chiswell, 1676) map [59].

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .57 1676 map [59] (PrCt)

23079

Dendermonde (Belgium) - History - Siege, 1706 - Maps -<->- Dendermonde (Belgium) - Pictorial works - 1740

Plan of the city of Dendermonde, and the manner in which it was blocked by the troops of the allies. [London? Knapton, ca. 1740?].


Title in bottom margin.

For Mr. Tindal's continuation of Mr. Rapin's...
Dendermonde, ville forte des Pays Bas ... [Paris : De Fer, 1695].
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes -- avec leurs fortifications ... (1695-1696) pt. 3, map [35]. Manuscript '2' at upper right.
Case folio U 26. 293 pt. 3, map [35] (PrCt)

23082
Dendermonde (Belgium) - Maps - 1713 - Fortification

Dendermonde, ville forte des Pays Bas ... Paris : De Fer, [1713?].
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Introduction à la fortification ... [1713?]

1 map : 21 x 27 cm.
In: Fer, Nicolas de. Introduction à la fortification ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, [1713?]) map [40].
For later state of this map, with engraved plate number, see Case folio U 26 .292.
For earlier version of this map, engraved on different plate, see Case folio U 26 .293.
Case oversize U 26 .2919 map [40] (PrCt)

23083

Dendermonde (Belgium) - History - Siege,1706 - Maps>>>Dendermonde (Belgium) - Pictorial works - 1785

Plan of the city of Dendermonde, and the manner in which it was blocked by the troops of the allies. For Mr. Tindal's continuation of Mr. Rapin's history of England. [London : s.n., ca. 1785?].
1 map ; 35 x 46 cm.
Title in bottom margin.
For Mr. Tindal's continuation of Mr. Rapin's history of England.'
Includes references A-Z to undated 18th-century military actions.
View (10 x 17 cm.): Prospect of the city of Dendermonde.
oversize Ayer 135 .T5 1732 map [38] (PrCt)

23084

Dendermonde (Belgium) - History - Siege,1706 - Maps>>>Dendermonde (Belgium) - Pictorial works - 1785

Plan of the city of Dendermonde, and the manner in which it was blocked by the troops of the allies. For Mr. Tindal's continuation of Mr. Rapin's history of England. [London : s.n., ca. 1785?].
1 map ; 35 x 46 cm.
Title in bottom margin.
For Mr. Tindal's continuation of Mr. Rapin's history of England.'
Includes references A-Z to undated 18th-century military actions.
View (10 x 17 cm.): Prospect of the city of Dendermonde.
oversize Ayer 135 .T5 1732 map [38] (PrCt)

23084

Dendermonde (Belgium) - History - Siege,1706 - Maps>>>Dendermonde (Belgium) - Pictorial works - 1785

Plan of the city of Dendermonde, and the manner in which it was blocked by the troops of the allies. For Mr. Tindal's continuation of Mr. Rapin's history of England. [London : s.n., ca. 1785?].
1 map ; 35 x 46 cm.
Title in bottom margin.
For Mr. Tindal's continuation of Mr. Rapin's history of England.'
Includes references A-Z to undated 18th-century military actions.
View (10 x 17 cm.): Prospect of the city of Dendermonde.
oversize Ayer 135 .T5 1732 map [38] (PrCt)
23089 **Denmark - Maps - 1552->Sweden - Maps - 1552->Woodcuts**  
[Map of Denmark and southern Sweden]. [Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552].  
Authors: Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552. Cosmographiae uniaversalis ... (1552) -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map : woodcut ; 10 x 14 cm., on sheet 32 x 21 cm.  
Title supplied by cataloger.  
Added letterpress title above map: De situ Daniae.  
In: Münster, Sebastian. Cosmographiae unierversalis ... (Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552), p. 813.  
References: Mickwitz and Miekkavaara, A.E. Nordenskiöld collection in the Helsinki University Library (1979-1995), v. 2, p. 82.  
VAULT folio Ayer 7 .M8 1552, p. 813 (PrCt)  

23090 **Denmark - Maps - 1560**  
Caerte von Oostlant. 1986.  
Authors: Antoniszoon, Cornelis, b. ca. 1499 --  
temp map4F G6920 1560 .A5 1986 (PrCt)  

23091 **Denmark - Maps - 1560**  
Scandia or Scandinavia. 1794.  
Authors: Delarochette, L. (Louis), 1731-1802 -- Faden, William, 1749-1836  
1 map  
temp map4F G6910 1794 .D4 (PrCt)  

23092 **Denmark - Maps - 1568**  
1 map ; 29 x 39 cm.  
In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatrum orbis terrarvm (Antwerp : A.C. Diesth, 1570), [plate 21].  
Derived from earlier work by Cornelis Antoniszoon; see Karrow.  
Engraved by Franz Hogenberg; see Karrow, p. 5.  
Printed no. 21 and Latin letterpress text on verso beginning: Dania. Daniae descriptionem ex Saxone Grammatico hanc accipe ...  
Duplicate copy: VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1570  
VAULT Case oversize G 1007 .64, [plate 21] (PrCt)  

23093 **Denmark - Maps - 1588->Oldenburg (Germany) - Maps - 1588**  
Daniae regni typvs / Cornelivs Antoniades descriptis ; Oldenburg comit. / Laurentius Michaelis describ. [Antwerp : Christophe Plantin, 1588].  
-- Cornelius Antoniades, b. ca. 1499 SEE Antoniszoon, Cornelis, b. ca. 1499 -- Laurentius, Michaelis, d. 1584 SEE Michaelis, Laurentio, d. 1584  
2 maps : hand col. ; 32 x 24 cm. and 33 x 23 cm., on sheet 46 x 62 cm.  
In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatro de la tierra universal (Antwerp : Christophe Plantin, 1588), [plate 44].  
Printed no. 44 and Spanish letterpress text on verso beginning: Dania o Denemarca. Recibe esta descripcion ... .  
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1588, [plate 44] (PrCt)  

23094 **Denmark - Maps - 1593**  
Danorvm marchiae sev Cambrici regnvms continentis Ivtiae dvcatvm ac Codanis sinvs insulas chorographica delineatio. [Antwerp : s.n., 1593?].  
Authors: Jode, Gerard de, 1509 -- Wierix, Antonie, -1604 -- Jode, Gerard de, 1509-1591. Specvlvm orbis terrarvm (1593)  
1 map : hand col. ; 33 x 26 cm.  
Title in upper margin.  
Latin letterpress text on verso (fol. 5, sig. Ff): Daniae regni et Holsatiae dvcatvs ... .  
Engraving attributed to Antonie Wierix.  
In: Jode, Gerard de. Specvlvm orbis terrarvm (Antwerp : A. Coninx, 1593), map [37].  
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .J9 1593, map [37] (PrCt)  

23095 **Denmark - Maps - 1595-1606->Jutland (Denmark) - Maps - 1595-1606**  
Daniae regni typvs / Cornelivs Antoniades descriptis ; Cimbriciae Chersonesi nunc Ivtiae descrip/0io / autore Marco Iordano. [London : John Norton], 1595 [i.e. 1606].  

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.  
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Antoniszoon, Cornelis, b. ca. 1499 -- Jordan, Mark, 1521-1595 -- Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598 -- Norton, John, 1612 -- Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598. Theatrum orbis terrarum ... (1606) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
2 maps : hand col. ; 32 x 23 cm. and 33 x 23 cm., on sheet 45 x 55 cm.
In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatrum orbis terrarum ... (London : J. Norton, 1606), [plate 51].
Printed no. 51 and English letterpress text on verso beginning: Denmarke. Saxo Grammaticus hath thus described ... .
Digital image of a duplicate or variant edition available on Marcel P.R. van den Broecke's Cartographica Neerlandica website (accessed July 2012):
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1606, [plate 51] (PrCt)

23096 Denmark - Maps - 1620
Danorum Marca, uel Cimbricum, aut Daniae Regnum ... [Cologne: s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Jordan, Mark, 1521-1595 -- Rantzau, Henrik, 1526-1598 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 39 x 46 cm.
Adapted by Henrik Rantzau from Mark Jordan's map of 1550; see R.A. Skelton's Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.
Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Dania.
In: Braun, Georg and Franz Hogenberg. Civitates orbis terrarum (1620) v. 4, plate 25.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 4, pl. 25 (PrCt)

23097 Denmark - Maps - 1625
Authors: Purchas, Samuel, 1577?-1626 -- Hondius, Jodocus, 1563-1612 -- Purchas, Samuel, 1577-1626. Purchas his pilgrimes (1625) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : copper engraving ; 14.1 x 17.6 cm. on sheet 32 x 21 cm.
Letterpress above map: Hondius his Map of Denmark.
Digital image available on Library of Congress website (accessed Dec. 2010) :
http://bit.ly/e2rSSa
VAULT Ayer 110 .P9 1625, v. 3, p. 622 (PrCt)

23098 Denmark - Maps - 1626
Schleswig-Holstein (Germany) Maps - 1626
The Kingdome of Danemarke augmented.
[London] : G. Humble [i.e J. Legate and W. Humble], 1626 [i.e. 1646].
Authors: Speed, John, 1552?-1629 -- Symons, Evert van Hamersveldt -- Humble, George, d. 1640 -- Legate, John, d. 1658 -- Humble, William, 1612-1686 -- Speed, John, 1552?-1629. A Prospect of the most famous parts of the world ... together with ... Great Britaines empire (1646) 1 map ; 34 x 42 cm. on sheet 42 x 54 cm.
Insets (3 x 7 cm. each): Coppenhagen -- Elsenor -- Lantskroon -- Ripen -- Sleswyck -- Hamburg.
Margins include portraits of natives in local costume.
Letterpress text on verso (p. 29-30) under the following heading: The description of the Kingdom of Denmark.
In: Speed, John. A Prospect of the most famous parts of the world ... together with ... Great Britaines empire (London : Printed by John Legatt, for William Humble, 1646) map [15].
Case oversize G 117 .82 map [15] (PrCt)

23099 Denmark - Maps - 1630
Daniae regni typum ... [Amsterdam] : Nicolaus Johann Piscator, 1630.
Authors: Visscher, Claes Jansz., 1586 or 7 -- Goos, Abraham -- Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 35 x 45 cm.
Margins include insets of Copenhagen, Elsinore, 'Lantskroon', Ripen, Schleswig, Hamburg, Lubeck, Oldenburg (each 5 x 10 cm.), and vignettes of Danes in local costume, Tycho Brahe and two Kings of Denmark.
Remnants of binding stub on verso.
Forms part of the Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Visscher 35 (PrCt)

23100 Denmark - Maps - 1646
Carte generelle du royame de Danemarc. Paris : Pierre Mariette, 1646 [i.e. 1659?].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1677 -- Peyrounin, A. -- Mariette, Pierre, 1603-1657 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (1658 [i.e. 1659?]) 1 map ; 41 x 51 cm.
In: Sanson, Nicolas. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (Paris : Pierre Mariette, 1658 [i.e. 1659?]) v. 1, pl. [29].
VAULT Case oversize G1015 .S35 1658 v. 1,
pl. [29] (PrCt)

23101 Denmark - Maps - 1658

*Daniae regni typum ...* [Amsterdam] : Nicolaus Johann Piscator, 1658.

Authors: Visscher, Claes Jansz., 1586 or 7-1652 -- Goos, Abraham -- Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 35 x 45 cm.

Margins include insets of Copenhagen, Elsinore, 'Lantskroon', Ripen, Schleswig, Hamburg, Lubeck, Oldenburg (each 5 x 10 cm.), and vignettes of Danes in local costume, Tycho Brahe and two Kings of Denmark.

Remnants of binding stub on verso.

Forms part of the Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library).


**Visscher 36 (PrCt)**

23105 Denmark - Maps - 1676<<>>Schleswig-Holstein (Germany) Maps - 1676


Authors: Speed, John, 1552?-1629 -- Symons, Evert van Hamersveldt -- Bassett, Thomas -- Chiswell, Richard -- Speed, John, 1552?-1629. The Theatre of the Empire of Great-Britain ... (1676) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 35 x 44 cm. on sheet 42 x 56 cm.

Insets (3 x 7 cm. each): Coppenhagen -- Enderen -- Lantskroon -- Ripen -- Sleswyck -- Hamburg.

Margins include portraits of natives in local costume.

Letterpress text on verso (p. 29-30) under the following heading: The description of the Kingdom of Denmark.

In: Speed, John. The Theatre of the Empire of Great-Britain ... (London : Printed for T. Bassett and R. Chiswell, 1676) map [83].

**VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .S7 1676 map [83] (PrCt)**

23106 Denmark - Maps - 1677- Cities and towns<<>>Cities and towns - Denmark - Maps - 1677<<>>Resen, Peder Hansen, 1625-1688

*Atlas Danicus (1677)*


Authors: Resen, Peder Hansen, 1625-1688. Atlas Danicus (1677) -- Kejbo, Ib Rønne, 1922- -- Rosenkilde og Bagger

1 atlas (7 leaves, 45 p., 4-109 folded maps and views) ; 39 cm.

Facsimile of original published 1677.

Contains maps and views of Danish cities and towns.


74-16094

**ICN75 map5C 33 (PrCt)**

23107 Denmark - Maps - 1680

*Dania regnum in quo sunt ducatus Holstia et Slesvicum, insulae Daniae et provinciae lutia, Scania, Blekingia et Hallandia.* Amsterdam, [ca. 1680].

Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Danckerts, Justus, Facsimile of 1672 original.


Three maps from v. 1 in portfolio.

Series: Geodaetisk instituts publikationer, 1-3 Phillips 8271.

**LC Card Number: map49000008 oversize G 1050 .224 v. 1-3 (NLO)**
23108 Denmark - Maps - 1680

Insularum Danicarum ut Zee-Landiae, Fioniae, Langelandiae, Lalandiae, Falstrie, Fembriae, Monae. Amsterdam, [ca. 1680].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Mortier, Pierre -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:Q25
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 57 cm.
Form part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Sack map4F G6920 1680 .W5 (PrCt)

23109 Denmark - Maps - 1680

Dania regnum in quo sunt ducatus Holsatia et slesvicum insulae Danicarum et provinciae iutia Scania, Blekingia et Hallandia. Amsterdam : Justus Danckerts, [ca. 1680].
1 map : 48 x 57 cm.
In: Danckerts, Justus. Atlas (Amsterdam : J. Danckers, [ca. 1680]) pl. [17]. Ms. no. '18' in upper right.

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .D18 pl. 17 (PrCt)

23110 Denmark - Maps - 1683

The kingdom of Denmark subdivided into its principal provinces... London : Berry, 1689.
Authors: Berry, William, fl. 1669-1708 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Berry, William, fl. 1669-1708. [A Collection of maps of the world] [1680-1689] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 52 x 86 cm.
Added title: The kingdom of Denmark in which are...

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B48 1680 pl. 30 (PrCt)

23111 Denmark - Maps - 1688

Dania regnum in quo sunt Ducatus Holsatia et Slesvicum Insulae Danicarum et Provinciae Iutia, Scania, Blekingia et Hallandia / per F. de Wit. [Amsterdam : Frederik de Wit, 1688?].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Wit, Frederik de. [Atlas] [1688?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col., 48 x 57 cm.
"Cum privilegio potentiss. D.D. ordinum Hollandiae Westfrisiaeq[uel]."
Scale [ca. 1:1,050,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .W47 1688, [plate 11] (NLO)

23112 Denmark - Maps - 1695

Schleswig-Holstein (Germany) - Maps - 1695

Le Royaume de Danemarck subdivisé en ses principales provinces ... Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : Hubert Jaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], 1695?.
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. Atlas nouveau : contenant toutes les parties du monde (1692 [i.e. 1695?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 54 x 86 cm.
In counterfeit edition of: Sanson, Nicolas. Atlas nouveau : contenant toutes les parties du monde (Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : H. Jaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], 1692 [i.e. 1695?]) pl. [13].
Added title, upper margin: Le royaume de Danemarck ou sont les isles de Seelande et de Fyonie ... . Shows Denmark, Schleswig-Holstein and southern Sweden.
Map dated 1692.


23113 Denmark - Maps - 1696

Names, Geographical - Maps - 1696

Le Royaume de Danemarck subdivisé en ses principales provinces ... Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : Hubert Jaillot [i.e. P. Mortier], 1696.
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. [Atlas nouveau contenant toutes les parties du monde ... ] (1696)
1 map : hand col. ; 53 x 86 cm.
Added title, upper margin: Le royaume de Danemarck ou sont les isles de Seelande... . Accompanied, on the previous leaf, by: Table alphabetique des noms de villes, bourgs, &c. ... de Danemark.
In: Sanson, Nicolas. [Atlas nouveau contenant toutes les parties du monde ... ] (Amsterdam : Pierre Mortier, 1696) v. 1, map [10].
Forms part of atlas published by P. Mortier in Amsterdam; chiefly comprised of maps bearing the counterfeit imprint of H. Jaillot in Paris.

Case oversize G 1007 .78 v. 10, map [10] (PrCt)

23114 Denmark - Maps - 1700

Dania regnum ducatus Holsatia et Slesvicum
Denmark. [London: s.n., 1703].
Authors: Seller, John, fl. 1658-1698 -- Seller, John, fl. 1658-1698. A New system of geography: designed in a most plain and easie method ... (1703)
1 map; 11 x 13 cm.
Anonymous map in Seller, John. A New system of geography: designed in a most plain and easie method ... (London: Jeremiah Seller; Charles Price; John Senex, 1703) map [21]. Manuscript "aa" in lower right.
Case 3A 1704 map [21] (PrCt)

Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Loon, H. V. (Herman van) -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:Q16 -- Loon, Herman van, fl. 1685-1701 SEE Loon, H. V. (Herman van) -- Loon, Harmanus van, fl. 1685-1701 SEE Loon, H. V. (Herman van)
1 map; 42 x 69 cm.
Added title: Carte des estats de Suede, Danemarq, et de Pologne.
Inset: Description de l'isle de Huene.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6920 1705 .F4 (PrCt)

23120 Denmark - Maps - 1710
Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675 -- De l'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726. [Collection of maps of the world] [1732?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map; hand col.; 48 x 62 cm.
Title in top margin.
In composite atlas without title page: L'Isle, Guillaume de. [Collection of maps of the world. Paris: s.n., 1732?], [plate 61]. Number "61" in ms. on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
VAULT Baskes oversize G1015 .L57 1700, [plate 61] (PrCt)

23121 Denmark - Maps - 1710
Regni Daniae, novissima et accuratissima tabula ... [Amsterdam]: Nicolaum Visscher [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher, ca. 1700].
Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Visscher, Elizabeth, fl. 1702-1726 -- Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702. Atlas minor ... [1710?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map; hand col.; 44 x 54 cm.
In: Visscher, Nicolaes. Atlas minor ... (Amstelodami [Amsterdam]: ex officina Nicolai
23122 Denmark - Maps - 1710 Sweden, Southern Maps - 1710
Der Nordischen Königreiche Süd-West Theil Begreifende Dennemarck und Gothland.
Augsburg : Gabriel Bodenehr, 1710.
Authors: Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent.-- Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. Atlas curieux -- oder, Neuer und compendieuser atlas 1710 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 16 x 24 cm.
In: Bodenehr, Gabriel. Atlas curieux; oder, Neuer und compendieuser atlas ... ([Augsburg : Gabriel Bodenehr, 1710?]) pl. [94]. Engraved plate no. '97.'
Ayer 135 .B6 pl. 94 (PrCt)

23123 Denmark - Maps - 1719 Schleswig-Holstein (Germany) - Maps - 1719
A New map of the Kingdom of Denmark with the Duchy of Holstein &c. according to the newest observations / revs'd. by I. Senex 1719 ; H. Moll sc. [London : s.n.], 1719.
Authors: Senex, John, -1740 -- Moll, Herman, -1732 -- Belhaven, John Hamilton, Baron, d. 1764 -- Senex, John, -1740. A New general atlas: containing a geographical and historical account of all the empires, kingdoms, and other dominions of the world ... (1721) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 53 cm.
Includes dedication to "Right Honble. the Lord Belhaven."
In: Senex, John. A New general atlas: containing a geographical and historical account of all the empires, kingdoms, and other dominions of the world ... (London : Daniel Browne [and 8 others], 1721), v. 1, between p. 20-21.
oversize Ayer 135 .S5 1721 v. 1, between p. 20-21 (PrCt)

23124 Denmark - Maps - 1725
Insularum Daniarum ut Zee-Landiae, Fioniae, Langelandiae, Lollandiae, Falstrie, Fembriae, Mona. [Amsterdam, ca. 1725].
Authors: Côvens et Mortier -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:Q24 1 map ; 47 x 57 cm.
3307
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6920 1725 .C6 (PrCt)

23125 Denmark - Maps - 1734
Regni Daniae in quo sunt ducatus Holsatiae et Slesvicum insulae ... / edita à Io. Baptista Homann Noribergae et aucta secundum geographiam novissimam Iohann Hübneri ... Noribergae [Nuremberg : Homann, 1734 or later].
In: Homann, Johann Baptist. Kleiner Atlas scholasticus von sechs und zwanzig charten (Leipzig ; Nuremberg : Johann Friedrich Gleditsch ; Johann Baptist Homann, [1734 or later]), [plate 21].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .H7 1734, [plate 21] (PrCt)

23126 Denmark - Maps - 1734
Nieuwe kaart van het Koninkryk van Deenemarken : na de laatste ondekking int licht gebracht / J. Keyser schultor 1734. te Amsterdam : by Isaak Tirion, 1734.
Authors: Tirion, Isaak -- Keizer, Jacob, fl. 1706-1750 -- Tirion, Isaak. Nieuwe en beknopte hand-atlas ... (1748 [i.e. 1769?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 27 x 33 cm.
Verso numbered "No 11" in manuscript.
In: Tirion, Isaak. Nieuwe en beknopte hand-atlas ... (Amsterdam : Isaak Tirion, 1744 [i.e. 1769?]), plate [11].

23127 Denmark - Maps - 1740 Schleswig-Holstein (Germany and Denmark) - Maps - 1740
Authors: Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678 -- Seutter, Matthaeus. Atlas novus sive tabulae geographicae totius orbis faciem, partes, imperia, regna et provincias exhibentes [1740?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 56 cm.
In: Seutter, Matthaeus. Atlas novus sive tabulae geographicae totius orbis faciem, partes, imperia, regna et provincias exhibentes (Augsburg : Seutter, [1740?]), plate [42].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
VAULT Baskes oversize G1015 .S48 1740, plate [42] (NLO)

23128 Denmark - Maps - 1740 Schleswig-Holstein (Germany) - Maps - 1740
Daniae Regnum cum ducatu Holsatiae, et Slesvici ... [Augsburg] : Matthaei Seutteri, [ca. 1740].
Authors: Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756 -- Seutter, Matthaeus. Atlas novus sive tabulae geographicae totius orbis faciem, partes, imperia, regna et provincias exhibentes (Augsburg : Seutter, [1740?]), plate [42].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
VAULT Baskes oversize G1015 .S48 1740, plate [42] (NLO)
23129 Denmark - Maps - 1741<<<Jutland (Denmark) - Maps - 1741
Baskes oversize G1015 .A77 1798, [ptie 1], [plate 16] (NLO)

23130 Denmark - Maps - 1741<<<Scandinavia - Maps - 1741
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 58 cm. In: L'Isle, Guillaume de. Atlas nouveau, contenant toutes les parties du monde ... (Amsterdam : J. Covens & C. Mortier, [1741?]) v. 1, pl. [10].
oversize Ayer 135 .L695 1741 v. 1, pl. [10] (PrCt)

23131 Denmark - Maps - 1741<<< Sweden - Maps - 1741<<<Germany, Northern - Maps - 1741
Baskes oversize G1015 .A77 1798, [ptie 1], [plate 16] (NLO)

23132 Denmark - Maps - 1745
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 56 cm. In: Homann, Johann Baptist. Atlas novus terrarum orbis (Nuremberg : [Homann Erben, ca. 1745]), [plate 140]. Manuscript '142' on verso.
oversize Ayer 135 .H7 1730, [plate 140] (PrCt)

23133 Denmark - Maps - 1745
*Le Royaume de Danemarck subdivisé en ses principales provinces ... / par le S. Sanson ... ; presenté a Monseigneur le Dauphin par ... Hubert Jaillot. A Amsterdam : Chez Jean Covens et Corneille Mortier, [1745]. Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Covens et Mortier -- Louis, Dauphin of France, 1661-1711 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
III:Q17
1 map : 54 x 86 cm. Incomplete added title in upper margin: ... Le Duché de Sleswick, et les dioeceses de Rypen, Aarhus, Alborg, Wiborg ... Beginning of added title torn away.
Koeman v. 2, p. 54; C&M7, no. 13. Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6920 1745 .S2 (PrCt)

23134 Denmark - Maps - 1745<<<Sound, the (Denmark and Sweden) - Maps - 1745 - Pictorial works
23137 Denmark - Maps - 1750
*Royaume de Danemark, qui comprend le Nort-Jutland diviseé en ses quatre dioceses... / par le Sr. Robert ...* [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy], 1750.
Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1758?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 55 cm.
"Dannemark" -- oversize letterpress title stamped on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1757, [plate 20] (PrCt)**

23139 Denmark - Maps - 1760
*A Map of the kingdom of Denmark / by J. Palaiaret with several additions and improvements according to the system of geography by Doctr. J. Hubner ; R. Reynolds sculp.* 1760. London : Printed for John Bowles at the Black Horse in Cornhil, and Carington Bowles next the Chapter House in St. Pauls Church Yard, 1760.
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 53 cm.
In a composite atlas bound together without title page: Bowles, John. [Bowles's universal atlas]. [London : John Bowles ; Carington Bowles, 1711-1766], map [17].
Manuscript plate number 17 added in ink at upper right by previous owner.
**Case oversize G1015 .B68 1766 map [17] (PrCt)**

23140 Denmark - Maps - 1763-1781
*Atlases, Danish - 1763-1781* & *Pontoppidan, Erich, 1698-1764. Danske atlas (1763-1781)*
Den danske Atlas og værkets tilblivelseshistorie.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Pontoppidan, Erich, 1698-1764 -- Abilgaard, S. -- Cedergreen Bech, Svend -- Rosenkilde og Bagger -- Pontoppidan, Erich, 1698-1764. Danske atlas (1763-1781)
1 atlas 50, (1) p. : maps, ill. ; 24 cm.
Facsimile of Erich Pontoppidan’s Danske atlas, with maps by S. Abilgaard, originally published in 7 parts and a supplement between 1763-1781; see Tooley’s Dict. of mapmakers.
LC Card Number: 76411531
DL109.P86 B4 (NLO)

23141 Denmark - Maps - 1766
A New and accurate map of Denmark ... / by Eman. Bowen. [London : s.n., 1766].
Authors: Bowen, Emanuel, -1767 -- Bowen, Emanuel, -1767. The Maps and charts to The modern part of the universal history (1766) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 31 x 21 cm.
In: Bowen, Emanuel. The Maps and charts to The modern part of the universal history / [with maps by Emanuel Bowen and Thomas Kitchin] (London : Printed for T. Osborne [et al.], 1766), [plate 6].
Manuscript no. "VI" at upper right.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .M3 1766, [plate 6] (NLO)

23142 Denmark - Maps - 1776
Regni Daniae in quo sunt ducatus Holsatia et Slesvicum insulae Danicae, provinciaea lilia Scania Blekingia nova tabula / edita à lo. Baptista Homanno ... et aucta secundum ... Iohann Hübneri ... Noribergae [Nuremberg : Homann, 1776?].
Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Hüblner, Johann, 1668-1731 -- Homann Erben (Firm) -- Homann Erben (Firm). Major atlas scholasticus ex triginta sex generalibus et specialibus mappis Homannianis ... [1776?]. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Hüblneri, Iohann, 1668-1731 SEE Hüblner, Johann, 1668-1731
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 56 cm.
Added title in top margin: Carte d'Hongrie en general contenant selon la division ancienne ...
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .H66 1776, [plate 29] (PrCt)

23143 Denmark - Maps - 1780
A Paris : Chez Dezauche geog. successee des srs. de L’Isle et Buache, rue des Noyers près celle des Anglois, 1780.
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 62 cm.
"... augmentée en 1780."
Scale [ca. 1:965,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .L565 1801, [plate 12] (NLO)

23144 Denmark - Maps - 1780
Authors: L’Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Dezauche, Jean Claude, active 1770-1824 -- L’Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726. Atlas géographique des quatre parties du monde [1785?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 63 cm.
"... augmentée en 1780."
Scale [ca. 1:965,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .L565 1785, [plate 11] (NLO)

23145 Denmark - Maps - 1782
Authors: Denmark -- Schlegel -- Haas, Jonas -- Fester, D. C. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 26 maps ; 162 x 206 mm. (1759-82):E:JonasHaas;C:DCFester,Jansen
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

23146 Denmark - Maps - 1782
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Authors: Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Stackhouse, Thomas, 1756-1836 -- Stackhouse, Thomas, 1756-1836. An Universal atlas : being a set of maps, to illustrate ancient and modern geography ... (1782) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 37 x 36 cm.
In: Stackhouse, Thomas. An Universal atlas : being a set of maps, to illustrate ancient and modern geography ... (London : Printed for the author, and sold by Ashby and Neele ... [et al], 1782 [i.e. 1783?]), plate 13.
Hand stamped with oversize "13" at upper right.
oversize Ayer 135 .S77 1782, plate 13 (PrCt)

23147

Denmark - Maps - 1783

1 map : hand col. ; 37 x 36 cm.
In: Stackhouse, Thomas. A New universal atlas : consisting of a complete set of maps ... (London : Printed for the proprietor, Mrs. Stackhouse ... and sold by T. Longman [and 7 others], 1785), plate 13.
Engraved oversize "13" at upper right.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .S82 1785, plate 13 (PrCt)

23148

Denmark - Maps - 1790

A Map of the Kingdom of Denmark, with the Duchy of Holstein. London : W. Faden, 1790 [i.e. 1817?]. Authors: Faden, William, 1749-1836 -- Faden, William, 1749-1836. [General atlas] [1817?] 1 map : hand col. ; 70 x 50 cm.
Map dated 1790; verso handstamped '36.'
oversize G 10 .282 pl. 37 (PrCt)

23149

Denmark - Maps - 1790<->Schleswig-Holstein (Germany) - Maps - 1790

A Map of the Kingdom of Denmark, with the Duchy of Holstein, 1790 [i.e. 1816?]. Authors: Faden, William, 1749-1836 -- Faden, William, 1749-1836. [General atlas of modern geography ... ] [1775-1816] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 69 x 50 cm.
In: Faden, William [and others]. [General atlas of modern geography : a collection of large scale maps and charts of all parts of the world] ([London, etc. : W. Faden, etc., 1775-1816]) v. 1, pl. [24].
Imprint on map: London ... Willm. Faden ... 1790.
Verso handstamped '20.'
oversize Ayer 135 .G32 1775 v. 1, pl. 24 (PrCt)

23150

Denmark - Maps - 1795

1 map : hand col. ; 43 x 30 cm.
Map dated 1795.
oversize Ayer 135 .C33 1792 v. 2 pl. 57 (PrCt)

23151

Denmark - Maps - 1802

Denmark. [London] : Cadell and Davies [et al], 1802 [i.e. 1807]. Authors: Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826 -- Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823. Modern geography ... (1807) 1 map ; 25 x 20 cm.
Arrowsmith direxit.' 'From the Danish map published at Copenhagen.' 'Published March 1st, 1802 ... .' In: Pinkerton, John. Modern geography, a description of the empires, kingdoms, states, and colonies ... (London : T. Cadell and W. Davies ; Longman, Hurst, Rees, and Orme, 1807), 'Vol. 1 page 515.
folio G 11 .693 v. 1, opp. p. 515 (PrCt)

23152

Denmark - Maps - 1803

Royauyme de Danemarck qui comprend le Nort-Jutland ... / par le Sr. Robert ... À Venise [Venice : Santini ; chez Mr. Remondini], 1803. Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Santini, P. -- Remondini, Guiseppe Antonio, 1747-1811 -- Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (1784 [i.e. 1807?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 54 cm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .S4 1807, v. 1, no. 44 (PrCt)

23153

Denmark - Maps - 1804

elegant general atlas comprising all the new discoveries, to the present time ... (1804) -- John Conrad & Co. -- Scoles, John, 1772?-1853 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 19 x 24 cm.
In: Arrowsmith, Aaron. A New and elegant general atlas comprising all the new discoveries, to the present time ... (Philadelphia [etc.]: J. Conrad & Co. [and others], 1804) pl. 17
Ayer 135 .A65 1804 pl. 17 (PrCt)

23154 Denmark - Maps - 1811 <<>> Schleswig-Holstein (Germany) - Maps - 1811
Authors: Cary, John, approximately 1754-1835 -- =Cary, John, approximately 1754-1835. Cary's New universal atlas ... (1811 [i.e. 1812?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 44 x 50 cm.
In: Cary, John. Cary's New universal atlas, containing distinct maps of all the principal states and kingdoms throughout the world (London: Printed for J. Cary, 1811 [i.e. 1812?]) pl. [31].
Printed paste-on no. 34.
oversize Ayer 135 .C3 1811 pl. 31 (PrCt)

23155 Denmark - Maps - 1812 <<>> Iceland - Maps - 1812
Denmark. London: Cadell & Davies [et al], 1812 [i.e. 1815].
Authors: Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826 -- Hebert, Lewis, fl. 1809-1838 -- Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Cadell & Davies -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826. A Modern atlas : from the latest and best authorities ... (1815) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 68 x 48 cm.
Drawn under the direction of Mr. Pinkerton by L. Hebert.'
Running title in upper margin: Pinkerton's modern atlas.
Inset (10 x 11 cm.): Iceland.
oversize Ayer 135 .P6 1815 pl. [23] (PrCt)

23156 Denmark - Maps - 1813
Authors: Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Neele, George -- Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824. Neele's general atlas : consisting of a complete set of maps compiled from the best authorities ... (1814 [i.e. 1815]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 27 x 21 cm.
In: Neele, Samuel John and George. Neele's general atlas : consisting of a complete set of maps compiled from the best authorities, and including all the new discoveries (London: [Samuel and George Neele] ; Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme, and Brown ; Cadell & Davies, 1814 [i.e. 1815]), [plate 23].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Engraved no. XVI at top right.
Baskes folio G1019 .N4 1814, [plate 23] (PrCt)

23157 Denmark - Maps - 1814 <<>> Iceland - Maps - 1814 <<>> Faroe Islands - Maps - 1814
Denmark / Engd. by W. Dassauville Edin.
Edinburgh : Drawn & engraved for Thomson's New general atlas, 14th July 1814.
Authors: Dassauville, William -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1821?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 59 cm.
Insets (15 x 20 cm. and 26 x 17 cm.): Iceland -- Feroe Islands.
In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (Edinburgh ; London ; Dublin : John Thomson and Company ; Baldwin, Craddock, and Joy ; John Cumming, 1817, [i.e. 1821?]) map 17.
Printed paste-on label 'No. 17' on verso.
oversize Ayer 135 .T4 1817 map 17 (PrCt)

23158 Denmark - Maps - 1817 <<>> Iceland - Maps - 1817 <<>> Faroe Islands - Maps - 1817
Denmark / Engd. by W. Dassauville Edin.
Edinburgh : Drawn & engraved for Thomson's New general atlas, 14th July 1814.
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 59 cm.
Insets (16 x 20 cm. and 26 x 18 cm.): Iceland -- Feroe Islands.
Engraved 'No. 17' at upper right.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Digital image of another copy available on the David Rumsey Map Collection website (accessed Feb. 2010):
http://www.davidrumsey.com/luna/servlet/detail/RUMSEY--8-1~28338~1120767
Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1817, map 17 (NLO)
23159 Denmark - Maps - 1818<<>>Iceland - Maps - 1818

Denmark / drawn under the direction of Mr. Pinkerton by L. Hebert ; Neele sculp. 352 Strand. Philada. [Philadelphia]: Published by Dobson, [1818].

Authors: Hebert, Lewis, fl. 1809-1838 -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826 -- Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Dobson, Thomas, 1751-1823 -- Thomas Dobson and Son -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826. A Modern atlas: from the latest and best authorities exhibiting the various divisions of the world ... (1818)

1 map: hand col.; 69 x 49 cm.

Running title: Pinkerton's modern atlas

Inset (10 x 11 cm.): Iceland

In: Pinkerton, John. A Modern atlas: from the latest and best authorities exhibiting the various divisions of the world ... (Philadelphia: Thomas Dobson & Son, 1818), plate [22]

*Case oversize G1019 .P56 1818, plate [22] (PrCt)*

23160 Denmark - Maps - 1820

*Map of Denmark &c. Philadelphia: M. Carey & Son, [1820].*

Authors: Lavoisne, C. V. -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- M. Carey & Son -- Yeager, Joseph, approximately 1792-1859 -- Lavoisne, C. V. A Complete genealogical, historical, chronological and geographical atlas ... (1820)

1 map: hand col.; 27 x 17 cm.

In: Lavoisne, C. V. A Complete genealogical, historical, chronological and geographical atlas ... (Philadelphia: Published by M. Carey and Son; printed by T.H. Palmer, ... 1820) map [20 A]. One of two maps on printed plate 'No. 59.'

Added title: Geographical and statistical map of Denmark and Sweden.

Inset: Bornholm, 4 x 5 cm.

*Oversize F 006 .48 pl. 20 A (PrCt)*

23161 Denmark - Maps - 1821


Authors: Lavoisne, C. V. -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- M. Carey & Son -- Yeager, Joseph, approximately 1792-1859 -- Lavoisne, C. V. A Complete genealogical, historical, chronological, and geographical atlas ... (1821)

1 map: hand col.; 27 x 17 cm.

In: Lavoisne, C. V. A Complete genealogical, historical, chronological, and geographical atlas ... (Philadelphia: M. Carey and Sons, 1821) pl. [20 A]. One of two maps on printed plate 'No. 59.'

Added title: Geographical and statistical map of Denmark and Sweden.

Inset: Bornholm, 4 x 5 cm.

*Case oversize G1030 .L4 1821 pl. 20 A (PrCt)*

23162 Denmark - Maps - 1822<<>>Iceland - Maps - 1822<<>>Faroe Islands - Maps - 1822

Denmark / Engd. by W. Dassauville Edin.

[Edinburgh]: Drawn & engraved for Thomson's New general atlas, [1822?].

Authors: Dassauville, William -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas: consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1822?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map: hand col.; 49 x 59 cm.

Insets (16 x 20 cm. and 26 x 18 cm.): Iceland -- Feroe Islands.

In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas: consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (Edinburgh; London; Dublin; Print by G. Ramsay and Co. for J. Thomson and Co.; Baldwin, Cranock and Joy; John Cumming, 1821 [i.e. 1822?]), v. 1, map 17.

Engraved 'No. 17' at upper right.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

*Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1829, v. 1, map 17 (NLO)*

23163 Denmark - Maps - 1823


Authors: Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Hall, Sidney -- Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823. A New general atlas constructed from the latest authorities ... (1823) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map: 25 x 20 cm.

In: Arrowsmith, Aaron. A New general atlas constructed from the latest authorities ... Exhibiting the boundaries and divisions, also the chains of mountains and other geographical features of all the known countries in the world (Edinburgh; London: A. Constable & Co., 1823), pl. 22.

*Folio Ayer 135 .A65 1823 pl. 22 (PrCt)*

23164 Denmark - Maps - 1829<<>>Iceland - Maps - 1829<<>>Faroe Islands - Maps - 1829

Denmark. [Edinburgh]: Drawn & engraved for Thomson's New General Atlas, [1829?].

Authors: Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas: consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (1829) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map: hand col.; 49 x 59 cm.

Insets (15 x 20 cm. and 26 x 17 cm.): Iceland -- Feroe Islands.

In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas: consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (Edinburgh; London; Dublin; Printed by H. & J. Pillans, for John Thomson; Baldwin & Cradock; John Cumming, 1829), map 17.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Engraved no. '17' at upper right.

*Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1829 map 17 (NLO)*

23165 Denmark - Maps - 1831

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Denmark. Edinburgh : D. Lizars, [1831?].
Authors: Lizars, Daniel, 1760-1812 -- Hamilton, John, fl. 1831 -- Lizars, Daniel, 1760-1812. The Edinburgh geographical and historical atlas ... [1831?]
1 map : hand col.; 45 x 35 cm.
In: Lizars, Daniel. The Edinburgh geographical and historical atlas ... (Edinburgh [etc.]: John Hamilton [and others, 1831?]) pl. [14].
Engraved plate no. 'X VII.
oversize G 10 .514 pl. [14] (PrCt)

23169 Denmark - Maps - 1840<<>>Schleswig-Holstein (Germany) - Maps - 1840

Denmark with Holstein. London : Mr. Bull, [ca. 1840].
Authors: Starling, Thomas -- Bull and Churton -- Bull, Mr., fl. ca. 1840 -- Perkins and Bacon -- Starling, Thomas. The Royal cabinet atlas ... [ca. 1840]
1 map : hand col.; 14 x 9 cm.
In: Starling, Thomas. The Royal cabinet atlas ... (London : Bull and Churton, [ca. 1840]) 'Pl. LII' [i.e. 28].
map3C 5 map [28] (PrCt)

23170 Denmark - Maps - 1841

Authors: Archer, Joshua, fl. 1833-1866 -- Grattan & Gilbert -- Mudie, Robert, 1777-1842. Gilbert's modern atlas of the earth ... (1841) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 28 x 22 cm.
Running title at bottom left: Gilbert's modern atlas
In: Mudie, Robert. Gilbert's modern atlas of the earth ... (London : Grattan and Gilbert, [1841?]), [plate 11].
Baskets folio G1019 .M83 1841, [plate 11] (PrCt)

23171 Denmark - Maps - 1845

Denmark. [Philadelphia : Carey & Hart, 1845].
Authors: Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Carey & Hart -- Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858. A New universal atlas ... (1845) 1 map : hand col.; 28 x 22 cm.
In: Tanner, Henry Schenck. A New universal atlas ... (Philadelphia : Carey & Hart, 1845) map '52.'
Case oversize G1019 .T2 1845 map 52 (PrCt)

23172 Denmark - Maps - 1847

Denmark. [Philadelphia : S. Augustus Mitchell, 1847].
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868. A New universal atlas containing maps of the various empires, kingdoms, states, and republics of the world ... (1847)
1 map : hand col.; 27 x 21 cm.
In: Mitchell, S. Augustus. A New universal atlas containing maps of the various empires, kingdoms, states, and republics of the world ... (Philadelphia : S. Augustus Mitchell, 1847) pl.

23173 Denmark - Maps - 1850

Denmark. [Philadelphia] : Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co. 1850 [i.e. 1852].


New universal atlas ... (1852)

1 map : hand col. ; 28 x 22 cm.

Entered according to act of Congress in ... 1850 by Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co. ...


In: Mitchell, S. Augustus. New universal atlas ... (Philadelphia : Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co., 1852) pl. '57.

oversize G 10 .579 pl. [53] (PrCT)

23174 Denmark - Maps - 1851-1852 Schleswig (Germany) - Maps - 1851 - Pictorial works


Authors: Rapkin, J. -- Tallis, John, 1817-1876 -- Warren, H., fl. 1851 -- Allen, John Baylis, 1803-1876 -- Martin, Robert Montgomery, 1803?-1868. Tallis's illustrated atlas, and modern history of the world ... (1851)

1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 22 cm.

Inset views (5 x 12 cm. and smaller): Copenhagen -- Elsinore -- Sleswig.

In: Martin, Robert Montgomery. Tallis's illustrated atlas, and modern history of the world ... (London ; New York : J. Tallis, 1851) pl. [23].

folio G1019 .M197 1851 pl. [23] (PrCT)

23175 Denmark - Maps - 1853


Authors: Lowry, Joseph Wilson, 1803-1879 -- Harper & Brothers -- Chapman and Hall -- Lowry, Joseph Wilson, 1803-1879. Lowry's Universal atlas constructed and engraved from the most recent authorities (1853)

1 map : col. ; 28 x 21 cm.

In: Lowry, Joseph Wilson. Lowry's Universal atlas constructed and engraved from the most recent authorities (New York : Harper and Brothers, 1853) pl. [27].

Printed plate nos. 'D' and '40.

folio G 10 .525 pl. [27] (PrCT)


Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's atlas of the world ... (1855-1856)

1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 29 cm.


oversize G 10 .185 v.2, pl. 20 (PrCT)

23177 Denmark - Maps - 1857-1858


Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's general atlas ... (1857)

1 map : hand col. ; 29 x 36 cm.


Printed plate 'No. 76.' Map copyright 1855.

oversize G 10 .188 pl. 70 (PrCT)

23178 Denmark - Maps - 1861-1862


Authors: Johnston, Alexander Keith, 1804-1871 -- W. & A.K. Johnston Limited -- William Blackwood and Sons -- Johnston, Alexander Keith, 1804-1871. The Royal atlas of modern geography ... (1861)

1 map : col. ; 56 x 43 cm.

Insets (18 x 5 cm. and smaller): The Elbe from Hamburg to Cuxhaven -- Island of Iceland -- Farøe Islands -- Copenhagen and its environs -- Bornholm (to Denmark).

Partly hand colored.

Running title: Keith Johnston's general atlas.

In: Johnston, Alexander Keith. The Royal atlas of modern geography : exhibiting, in a series of entirely original and authentic maps ... (Edinburgh and London : William Blackwood and Sons, 1861), map 17.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

23179 Denmark - Maps -
1866<>Schleswig-Holstein (Germany) -
Maps - 1866<>Lauenburg (Germany) - Maps - 1866<>Icealand - Maps - 1866<>Greenland - Maps - 1866<>Copenhagen (Denmark) - Maps - 1866<>Faroe Islands - Maps - 1866<>Bornholm (Denmark) - Maps - 1866<>Virgin Islands of the United States - Maps - 1866<>Virgin Islands - Maps - 1866<>Danish West Indies SEE Virgin Islands of the United States - Maps - 1866<>Danish West Indies - Maps -

1 map : col. ; 51 x 40 cm.

"Engd. by G.H. Swantston, Edinr."


Printed plate no. "XI" at bottom right and pasted on verso.


23182 Denmark - Maps - 1874
Statistik-topog bekrivelse af Danmark. atlas.

Copenhagen : Forlagsbureauet, 1874.

Authors: Trap, J. P. -- Klingsey, E. -- Forlagsbureauet -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas : 30 maps ; 224 x 157 mm.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

23183 Denmark - Maps - 1887<>Iceland - Maps - 1887

Denmark. [Chicago : George F. Cram, 1887].

Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928. Cram's standard American atlas of the world (1887)

1 map : col. ; 40 x 26 cm.

'Engraved expressly for the Standard World Atlas.'


Case oversize G1019 .G455 1887, p. 265 (PrCt)

23184 Denmark - Maps -
1893<>Schleswig-Holstein (Germany) -
Maps - 1893<>Iceland - Maps - 1893

A Handbook for travellers in Denmark, with Schleswig and Holstein, and Iceland : with maps and plans . London ; Copenhagen ; Stockholm ; Christiania [Oslo] : John Murray ; Paris ; Galignani & Co. ; Boyveau ; Ursin ; Höst ; C.E. Fritz ; Bennett, 1893.


Includes index.

Publisher's advertisements on endpapers and "Murray's hand-book advertiser, 1893-1894 ...",
64 p. at end.
Series: [Murray's handbooks for travellers] --
Murray's handbooks for travellers.
Stamp: Hoyt Public Library.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray's handbooks
for travellers, 80
Baskes G153 .M97 no. 80 (1893) (NLO)

23185

**Denmark - Maps - 1904**

*Amtskort over Danmark : i 26 blade, i størrelse
1:200,000 samt 73 byplaner / fotolitograferede i
Generalstabens topografiske afdeling.*

[Copenhagen] : Gyldendalske boghandel,
Nordisk forlag : Trykt i Chr. J. Catos Litografiske
etablissement, [1904?].

Authors: Denmark. Haeren. Generalstaben.
Topografiske afdeling -- Generalstabens
litografiska anstalt -- Gyldendalske boghandel,
Nordisk forlag -- Frem -- Cato, Chr. J. --
Pedersen, Hausen -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library) -- Nordiske forlag,
Gyldendalske boghandel SEE Gyldendalske
boghandel, Nordisk forlag
1 atlas (26 folded leaves of plates) : 26 col. maps
; 43 cm.

Cover title: Frems amstkort over Danmark
Publisher's gold stamped illustrated binding.
Scales differ.
Former owner's signature: Kr. [Hausen
Pedersen?].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Digital version of another copy available online
via HathiTrust Digital Library (accessed July 2012):
http://catalog.hathitrust.org/api/volumes/oclc/235
73020.html
References: Phillips 8272
LC Card Number: map50000210
Baskes oversize G2055 .D47 1904 (NLO)

23186

**Denmark - Maps - 1906**

*Danmark : haandbog for rejsende. I to Dele /
udgivet af den Danske Turistforening.*

Kjøbenhavn [Copenhagen] : I kommission hos

Authors: Turistforeningen for Danmark
Danske turistforenings rejsehaandbøger -- Aamodt, Axel
E. -- G.E.C. Gad (Firm) -- Lunggren, Evald
Includes indexes.
Series: Danske turistforenings rejsehaandbøger ;
2
Former owner's signature: Evald Lunggren.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .D36 [no.] 2 (1906) (NLO)

23187

**Denmark - Maps - 1906**

*Jutland (Denmark) -
Maps - 1906*

Danmark : haandbog for rejsende. 2, Fyn og
Jylland / udgivet af den Danske Turistforening.
Kjøbenhavn [Copenhagen] : I kommission hos
Authors: Turistforeningen for Danmark
Danske turistforenings rejsehaandbøger -- Aamodt, Axel
E. -- G.E.C. Gad (Firm) -- Lunggren, Evald
Edition: 3., omarbejdede udg.
Spine title: Danmark II
Maps by Axel E. Aamodt.
Includes index.
Series: Danske turistforenings rejsehaandbøger ;
2
Former owner's signature; Axel Helleustedt
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .D36 [no.] 1-2 (1906) (NLO)

23188

**Denmark - Maps - 1906**

*Jylland (Denmark) -
Maps - 1906*

Danmark : haandbog for rejsende. 1, Sjaelland
med omliggende Øer og Bornholm / udgivet af
den Danske Turistforening. Kjøbenhavn
[Copenhagen] : I kommission hos
Authors: Turistforeningen for Danmark
Danske turistforenings rejsehaandbøger -- Aamodt, Axel
E. -- G.E.C. Gad (Firm) -- Lunggren, Evald
Edition: 3., omarbejdede udg.
Spine title: Danmark I
Maps by Axel E. Aamodt.
Includes index.
Series: Danske turistforenings rejsehaandbøger ;
1
Former owner's signature: Evald Lunggren.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .D36 [no.] 1 (1906) (NLO)

23189

**Denmark - Maps - 1911-1937**

*Topographic maps -
Denmark - Maps - 1911-1937*

Geodætisk instituts atlasblade, farvetryk.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Geodaetisk institut (Denmark) -- Denmark. Haeren. Generalstaben. Topografiske afdeling. Generalstabens topografiske kort -- Geodaetisk institut (Denmark) SEE Geodaetisk institut (Denmark) 245 maps ; 57 x 72 cm. in portfolio
Scale: 1:40,000. Published 1911-1937 by Generalstabens topografiske afdeling as Generalstabens topografiske kort. 

Authors: Richters Reiseführer -- Rahtgens, H. G. -- Richters -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. : 16 maps ; 16 cm. 3rd ed. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)


Authors: Geodaetisk institut (Denmark) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. : 31 maps ; 210 x 135 mm. 4th ed. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Authors: Geodaetisk institut (Denmark) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Denmark. Geodaetisk institut SEE Geodaetisk institut (Denmark)


Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

1 atlas (118 p.) : 40 col. maps ; 27 cm.
Cover title: Kort over Danmark i 1:200.000
Spine title: Danmark 1:200.000
Coordinates: (E 8°00'--E 15°15'/N 57°45'--N 54°55').
Scale 1:200,000
Relief shown by spot heights; depths shown by form lines and soundings.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G2055 .G465 1963 (NLO)

23197 Denmark - Maps - 1965
Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag
-- Karl Thiemig AG -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
199 p. : 3 maps (some col., some folded) ; 17 cm.
Map inside front cover.
Folded map in pocket.
Includes index.
Series: Grieben-Reiseführer ; Bd. 277
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 277 (1965) (NLO)

23198 Denmark - Maps - 1965
Authors: Muirhead, Findlay, 1860-1935 -- Blue guide -- Rossiter, Stuart -- Ernest Benn Ltd. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 25 map plates
2nd ed.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
(PrCt)

23199 Denmark - Maps - 1994
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Automobile Association (Great Britain) -- Macmillan Travel -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 39 plates
2nd ed.
Issued in partnership with the Automobile Association (short format); cf. A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher, 1832-1990, p. 277.
Cover price: $24.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

23200 Denmark - Maps - Bibliography -
1570-1770>>Cartography - Denmark - History<<>Denmark - Maps - Collections, 1570-1770
 Gamle Danmarkskort: en historisk oversigt med bibliografiske noter for perioden 1570-1770.
København [Copenhagen] : Grønholt Pedersen
Forlag, 1965.
Authors: Bramsen, Bo
159 p. : ill., ports., maps (part col.) ; 35 cm.
Includes index.
folio G 07 .13 (NLO)

23201 Denmark - Pictorial works - 1761
Authors: Bruun, Johan Jacob, 1715-1789 -- Bech, Svend Cedergreen -- Langebech, Jacob -- Rosenkilde og Bagger
[26] p., [60] leaves of plates ; ill. ; 40 cm.
Reprint of 1761 edition.
650 copies. No.636.
'Forord af Jacob Langebek'
71-331
folio G 1050.12 (NLO)

23202 Denmark - Railroads - Timetables - 2009
Authors: DSB bane -- Danske statsbaner. DSB bane SEE DSB bane
2 booklets ; 21 x 10 cm.
Contents: København - Ringsted. -- Sjælland, Lolland og Falster.
Travel Vertical File G6921 .P3 2009 D3 (PrCt)

23203 Denmark - Vital statistics -
1880<<<Statistical maps
Copenhagen : Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Press and Cultural Relations Department, 1980.
Authors: Denmark. Udenrigsministeriet
2 p. ; 30 cm

23204 Dent County (Mo.) - Maps - 1800-1899 -
Landowners<<>Counties -
Maps<<>Landowners -
Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960- -- Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)
304 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
1st ed.
'Deluxe edition.'
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).
'3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.'
Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Denton County (Tex.) - Maps - 1870-1879 - Landowners - Counties - Maps
Authors: Texas & Pacific Railway. Land Dept. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 16.5 x 17.5 in. Scale 1:133,320. Originally published Marshall, Tex.: Texas & Pacific Railway, [187?]?
Microfiche 583, no. 951 (PrCt)

Denton County (Tex.) - Maps - 1897 - Landowners - Counties - Maps
Authors: Texas. General Land Office -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 20 x 17 in. Scale 1:133,320. Originally compiled 1897.
Microfiche 583, no. 952 (PrCt)

Denton County (Tex.) - Maps - 1919 - Landowners - Counties - Maps
Authors: Texas. General Land Office -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 20 x 17 in. Scale 1:133,320. Originally compiled 1897.
Microfiche 583, no. 953 (PrCt)

New passenger depot at Denton, Texas.
[Chicago? Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway?, 1956?].
Authors: Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Company
1 view ; 11 x 15 cm.
Caption title.
Photograph.
In Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Company. 61st annual report ... December 31, 1955 [Chicago?: Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway?, 1956?] p. [14].
5A 7267 (1955 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

Denver and Rio Grande Western Railroad Company - Pictorial works - 1943 - Headquarters - Denver (Colo.) - Pictorial works - 1943 - Buildings - Railroads - Maps
Authors: Denver and Rio Grande Western Railroad Company
1 view ; 20 x 18 cm.
Photo reproduction of office building. 1943 at upper left.
5A 7267 (1943 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Denver Center for the Performing Arts (Denver, Colo.) - 1978
Authors: Time, inc.
2 p. : col. ills.

Denver Center for the Performing Arts (Denver, Colo.) - 1979
Authors: Ivins, Molly
Denver (Colo.) - Description and travel - Arts - 1983
Denver/COLORADO: boom days again: the gold rush is over, but Colorado is enjoying another boom -- in the arts / by Jane D. Fudge.
Authors: Fudge, Jane D.
3 p. : ill.
From: Horizon (June 1983).
Travel Vertical File G4314.D4E64 1983.F8 (PrCt)

Denver (Colo.) - Historic buildings - 1983
Authors: Hoffman, Marilyn
2 p. : ill.

Denver (Colo.) - Maps - 1859 - Real property - Auraria (Colo.) - Maps - 1859 - Real property - Highland (Colo.) - Maps - 1859 - Real property
Authors: Fosdick, H. M., 1822- -- Tappan, L. N. -- Meisel Brothers (Firm) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library) -- Meisel Brothers, lithographers, Boston
SEE Meisel Brothers (Firm)
1 map ; 54 x 69 cm., on sheet folded to 15 x 10 cm.
Includes printed signature of 'H.M. Fosdick, engineer. Dec. 1st 1859.'
'Meisel Bro's. Lith. Boston.'
In original binding (15 cm.) with cover title: Maps of Denver, Auraria and Highland.
Scale [1:9600] '800 feet to the inch.'
Cadastral map with named streets and numbered sections.
Oriented with north at bottom right.
Includes partial manuscript outline of variant street grid in blue and red pencil.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
For facsimile of variant 1859 issue printed without Fosdick's signature, published in 1970 by Historic Urban Plans of Ithaca, N.Y., see Map4F 4314.D4 Graff 1386 (NLO)

Denver (Colo.) - Maps - 1859 - Real property - Auraria (Colo.) - Maps - 1859 - Real property - Highland (Colo.) - Maps - 1859 - Real property
Authors: Fosdick, H. M., 1822- -- Tappan, L. N. -- Meisel Brothers (Firm) -- Historic Urban Plans (Firm) -- State Historical Society of Colorado
1 map ; 48 x 63 cm., reduced from ca. 54 x 69 cm.
Facsimile of 1859 original published 'published by H.M. Fosdick & L.N. Tappan' in Denver; 'reproduced ... from an original lithograph in the State Historical Society of Colorado. This is number 29 of an edition limited to 500 copies.'
'Meisel Bro's. Lith. Boston.'
Scale of original [1:9600] '800 feet to the inch.'
Cadastral map with named streets and numbered sections.
Oriented with north at bottom right.
For variant issue printed with the signature of 'H.M. Fosdick, engineer. Dec. 1st 1859', see Graff 1386.
73-7369
ICN73
map4F 4314.D4 (PrCt)

Denver, Colorado: showing the location of depot grounds & the right of way of the Denver Pacific Railway through the city. [Chicago]: Chicago Lithographing Co., 1868.
Authors: Denver Pacific Railway and Telegraph Company -- Chicago Lithographing Co. -- Denver Pacific Railway and Telegraph Company. First annual report of the officers of the Denver Pacific Railway and Telegraph Company, to the stockholders (1869) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 36 x 43 cm., folded to 19 x 10 cm.
Shows real estate subdivisions; includes landowners' names.
"Scale 1000 ft. to the inch."
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Graff 1054, inside front cover (PrCt)

Authors: W.H. Lawrence & Co. -- Mills Engraving Co. (Denver, Colo.) -- Lawrence (W.H.) & Co., publishers, Denver, Colo. SEE W.H. Lawrence &
23233 Denver (Colo.) - Maps - 1890 - Real property
Rollandet's map of the city of Denver. Denver : Rollandet, 1890.
Authors: Rollandet, Edward, 19th cent. -- Julius Bien & Co. -- Howes, Wright -- Wright Howes
Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 84 x 83 cm. fold. in cloth covers to 16 x 11 cm.
'Pocket edition -- Jany 1st 1890.'
Cover title: Rollandet's map of Denver. 1889.
Cadastral map.
Includes index (13 p.)
Condition: very fine; index detached.
Forms part of the Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Gift 1976, Wright Howes.
map3C G4314.D4 1890 R6 (PrCt)

23234 Denver (Colo.) - Maps - 1900 - Railroads
Colorado and Southern Railway - Maps - 1900
A Sketch map of Denver terminals of the Colorado & Southern Railway. [Denver : Smith-Brooks Printing Co., 1900].
Authors: Colorado and Southern Railway -- Smith-Brooks Co.
1 map ; 17 x 10 cm.
At bottom right: Chief Engineer's Office, Denver.
Includes mileage table: Terminal trackage ....
In Colorado and Southern Railway. Annual report to the stockholders ... for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1900, including a report for the period January 1 to June 30, 1899 (Denver, Co.: Smith-Brooks Printing Co., 1900) p. [30]
5A 7267 (1899-1900 vol.) (PrCt)

23235 Denver (Colo.) - Maps - 1901 - Railroads
Colorado and Southern Railway - Maps - 1901
Authors: Colorado and Southern Railway -- Smith-Brooks Co.
1 map ; 18 x 11 cm.
Includes mileage table: Terminal trackage.
In Colorado and Southern Railway. Second annual report to the stockholders ... 1901 (Denver, Co.: Smith-Brooks Printing Co., 1901) p. [28]
5A 7267 (1900-1901 vol.) (PrCt)

23238 Denver (Colo.) - Maps - 1904 - Railroads
Colorado and Southern Railway - Maps - 1904
Authors: Colorado and Southern Railway -- Smith-Brooks Co.
1 map ; 18 x 11 cm.
Includes mileage table: Terminal trackage.
In Colorado and Southern Railway. Fifth annual report to the stockholders ... 1904 (Denver, Co.: Smith-Brooks Printing Co., 1904) p. [31]
5A 7267 (1904 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

23239 Denver (Colo.) - Maps - 1909 - Railroads
Denver City Tramway Company (Denver, Colo.) - Maps - 1909
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Denver City Tramway Company (Denver, Colo.) -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1909)
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1909) p. 1031
H 668 .703 (1909) p. 1031 (PrCt)

23240 Denver (Colo.) - Maps - 1910 - Railroads
Denver City Tramway Company (Denver, Colo.) - Maps - 1910
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Denver City Tramway Company (Denver, Colo.) -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1910)
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1910) p. 1031
H 668 .703 (1910) p. 1031 (PrCt)
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Denver City Tramway Company (Denver, Colo.)
-- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1910)
1 map; 19 x 12 cm.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1910) p. 1897
H 668 .703 (1910) p. 1897 (PrCt)

23241 Denver (Colo.) - Maps - 1911 - Railroads
Denver City Tramway Company (Denver, Colo.) - Maps - 1911
Railroads

Panel art: Line drawing of North America
Panel title.

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1910) p. 1897
H 668 .703 (1911) p. 1891 (PrCt)

23242 Denver (Colo.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Denver City Tramway Company (Denver, Colo.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Colorado Springs (Colo.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Colorado Springs Region (Colo.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Travel Denver, Colorado Springs and vicinity with Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1876 (PrCt)

23244 Denver (Colo.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Denver Region (Colo.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Rocky Mountain National Park (Colo.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Colorado Springs Region (Colo.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps

Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: car on road, Phillips 66 sign, and slogan "there's a Phillips station ahead."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1956 (PrCt)

23245 Denver (Colo.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Denver Region (Colo.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Colorado Springs (Colo.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Colorado Springs Region (Colo.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Travel Denver, Colorado Springs and vicinity with Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3103 (PrCt)

23246 Denver (Colo.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Denver Region (Colo.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Rocky Mountain National Park (Colo.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Colorado Springs Region (Colo.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: car, Phillips 66 tanker truck on road, Phillips 66 sign, and slogan "there's a Phillips station ahead."

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3184 (PrCt)

23247 Denver (Colo.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Denver Region (Colo.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Colorado Springs (Colo.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Colorado Springs Region (Colo.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Travel Denver, Colorado Springs and vicinity with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1939].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3396 (PrCt)

23248 Denver (Colo.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Denver Region (Colo.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Travel Denver, Colorado Springs and vicinity with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1939].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3494 (PrCt)

23249 Denver (Colo.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Denver Region (Colo.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Colorado Springs (Colo.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Colorado Springs Region (Colo.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Travel Denver, Colorado Springs and vicinity with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1940].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3760 (PrCt)

23250 Denver (Colo.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Denver Region (Colo.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Denver and nearby parks official road map / Phillips 66. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1940.
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: winding road, Phillips 66 sign, and slogan "there's a Phillips station ahead."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3828 (PrCt)

23251 Denver (Colo.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Denver Region (Colo.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Colorado Springs (Colo.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Colorado Springs Region (Colo.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Travel Denver, Colorado Springs and vicinity with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1941].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: winding road, Phillips 66 sign, and slogan "there's a Phillips station ahead."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4099 (PrCt)

23252 Denver (Colo.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Denver Region (Colo.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Travel Denver, Colorado Springs and vicinity with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1941.
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: winding road, Phillips 66 sign, and slogan "there's a Phillips station ahead."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4179 (PrCt)

23253 Denver (Colo.) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Denver Region (Colo.) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Travel Denver, Colorado Springs and vicinity with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1942.
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: winding road, Phillips 66 sign, and slogan "there's a Phillips station ahead."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4379 (PrCt)
H.M. Gousha Co., [1942?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco
Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M.
Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America,
Conoco logo.
Back panel art: circus elephant with slogan
"mileage you'll never forget Conoco Nth Motor
oil."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry
Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4418 (PrCt)

Denver (Colo.) - Maps - 1946 - Road
maps<<>>Denver Region (Colo.) - Maps -
1946 - Road maps<<>>Colorado Springs
(Colo.) - Maps - 1946 - Road
maps<<>>Colorado Springs Region (Colo.) -
Maps - 1946 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Travel Denver, Colorado Springs and vicinity with
Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago :
H.M. Gousha Co., [1947?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco
Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M.
Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America,
Conoco logo.
Back panel art: road, Phillips 66 sign, and slogan
"there's a Phillips station ahead."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry
Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4823 (PrCt)

Denver (Colo.) - Maps - 1947 - Road
maps<<>>Denver Region (Colo.) - Maps -
1947 - Road maps<<>>Colorado Springs
(Colo.) - Maps - 1947 - Road
maps<<>>Colorado Springs Region (Colo.) -
Maps - 1947 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Travel Denver, Colorado Springs and vicinity with
Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago :
H.M. Gousha Co., [1947?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco
Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M.
Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America,
Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry
Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4764 (PrCt)
23262 Denver (Colo.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps<>>Pueblo (Colo.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps<>>Colorado Springs (Colo.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps<>>Colorado Springs (Colo.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps<>>Road maps

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 34 x 38 cm. on sheet 36 x 54 cm.
Added title: Denver street map. Cartouche no. 61. Plate no. 484620.
Verso includes street maps of Colorado Springs (plate no. 484622) and Pueblo (plate no. 484623) and: Central Colorado. Cartouche no. 62. Plate no. 484621.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 12.39A (PrCt)


Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 34 x 38 cm. on sheet 36 x 54 cm.
Added title: Denver street map. Cartouche no. 61. Plate no. 504620.
Verso includes street maps of Colorado Springs (plate no. 504622) and Pueblo (plate no. [504623]) and: Central Colorado. Cartouche no. 62. Plate no. 504621.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 12.41A (PrCt)

23264 Denver (Colo.) - Maps - 1954 - Road maps<>>Omaha (Neb.) - Maps - 1954 - Road maps<>>Boys Town (Neb.) - Maps - 1954 - Road maps<>>Wichita (Kan.) - Maps - 1954 - Road maps<>>Road maps

Denver and Omaha, Wichita ... tour with Texaco. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1954?].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 57 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Denver street map. Plate no. 544620V1.
Inset (12 x 7 cm.): Littleton area
Maps on verso (43 x 29 cm. and smaller): Omaha street map -- Boys Town -- Wichita street map.
Panel art: Texaco station alongside hilly rural road.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Clients 3722 (PrCt)

23265 Denver (Colo.) - Maps - 1954 - Road maps<<>>Omaha (Neb.) - Maps - 1954 - Road maps<<>>Boys Town (Neb.) - Maps - 1954<<>>Wichita (Kan.) - Maps - 1954 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Denver and Omaha, Wichita ... tour with Texaco.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1954?].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 57 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm. Panel title.
Added title: Denver street map.
Plate no. 544620V1-1.
Inset (12 x 7 cm.): Littleton area.
Maps on verso (21 x 29 cm. and smaller): Omaha street map -- Boys Town -- Wichita street map.
Panel art: Texaco station alongside hilly rural road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Clients 3723 (PrCt)

23266 Denver (Colo.) - Maps - 1954 - Road maps<<>>Omaha (Neb.) - Maps - 1954 - Road maps<<>>Boys Town (Neb.) - Maps - 1954<<>>Wichita (Kan.) - Maps - 1954 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Denver and Omaha, Wichita ... tour with Texaco.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1954?].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 57 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm. Panel title.
Added title: Denver street map.
Plate no. 544620V1-2.
Inset (12 x 7 cm.): Littleton area.
Maps on verso (21 x 29 cm. and smaller): Omaha street map -- Boys Town -- Wichita street map.
Panel art: Texaco station alongside hilly rural road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Clients 3775 [copies 1 and 2] (PrCt)

23267 Denver (Colo.) - Maps - 1955 - Road maps<br>Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume. (Newberry Library)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Plate number 9-574620V1-2.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inset (14 x 11 cm.): Downtown Denver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map on verso (21 x 23 cm.): Colorado Springs, Pikes Peak area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panel art: Bay Petroleum logo; cartoon of gas station attendant beside pump; view of highway crossroads.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>RMcN Clients 306 (PrCt)</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Denver (Colo.) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Plate number 65574620V1-12.</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Inset (14 x 11 cm.): Downtown Denver.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Map on verso (21 x 23 cm.): Colorado Springs, Pikes Peak area.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Panel art: Bay Petroleum logo; cartoon of gas station attendant beside pump; view of highway crossroads.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>RMcN Clients 1125 (PrCt)</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Denver (Colo.) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Plate number 65574620V1-10.</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Inset (14 x 11 cm.): Downtown Denver.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Map on verso (21 x 23 cm. and smaller): Downtown Denver.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Panel art: Bay Petroleum logo; cartoon of gas station attendant beside pump; view of highway crossroads.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>RMcN Clients 1124 (PrCt)</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Denver (Colo.) - Maps - 1968 - Road maps</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Plate number 68574620V1-12.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Inset (21 x 27 cm. and smaller): Downtown Denver.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Map on verso (21 x 23 cm. and smaller): Downtown Denver.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Panel art: Bay Petroleum logo; cartoon of gas station attendant beside pump; view of highway crossroads.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>RMcN Clients 1196 (PrCt)</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1969 - Road maps<>>>Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 87 x 79 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Denver street map
Plate no. 747021-3.
Insets (36 x 36 cm. and smaller): Pueblo street map -- Boulder street map -- Colorado Springs street map -- Downtown Denver.
Panel art: Standard flaming torch logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3239 (PrCt)

23275

Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 64 x 57 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Denver street map
Plate no. 69574620V1-13.
Insets (21 x 27 cm. and smaller): Downtown Denver -- Pueblo street map -- Colorado Springs street map.
Panel art: Illustration of road and Gulf service station.
Includes three Library of Congress copyright handstamps with certificate numbers.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1230 (PrCt)

23276

Authors: Standard Oil Company -- Amoco Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 87 x 79 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"1975 edition"
Panel title.
Added title: Denver street map.
Keyed to directory of 71 Standard gas stations.
Plate no. 747021-3.
Insets (36 x 36 cm. and smaller): Pueblo street map -- Boulder street map -- Colorado Springs street map -- Downtown Denver.
Panel art: Standard flaming torch logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3238 (PrCt)

23278

Authors: Standard Oil Company -- Amoco Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 87 x 79 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"1976 edition"
Panel title.
Added title: Denver street map.
Keyed to directory of 71 Standard gas stations.
Plate no. 747021-3.
Insets (36 x 36 cm. and smaller): Pueblo street map -- Boulder street map -- Colorado Springs street map -- Downtown Denver.
Panel art: Standard flaming torch logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3239 (PrCt)

23277

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Tempo Designs, Inc. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 89 x 79 cm., folded to 24 x 11 cm.
"1976 Edition"
Panel title.
Added title: Denver street map.
"This map published by Tempo Designs, Inc. ... Chicago, Illinois 60601"
Keyed to directory of dozens of Standard gas stations.
Plate no. 767021-4.
Insets (36 x 37 cm. and smaller): Colorado Springs street map -- Downtown Denver -- Pueblo street map -- Boulder Street map.
Panel art: color photo of downtown Denver;
Standard flaming torch logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3256 (PrCt)

Authors: Mobil Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 88 x 78 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"1976 edition"
Panel title.
Added title: Denver street map.
Plate no. 767021-4
Insets (14 x 11 cm.): Downtown Denver.
South side of city continued on verso.
Insets on verso (36 x 36 cm. and smaller): Pueblo street map -- Boulder street map -- Colorado Springs street map.
Panel art: road signs.
Forms part of a collection of stock editions of Rand McNally road maps, some apparently issued as sales samples and / or printer's proofs for prospective commercial clients.
Uniform series title (established by cataloger):
Stock road maps
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (April 2010).
RMcN Stock 172 (PrCt)

23282
StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (133 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
New updated edition:" $10.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Denver (Colo.) - Maps - 2002 - Road maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (1,771-2,622, 76 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Date on cover: 2002.
$19.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-95632-9

RMcN StrFdr 2002 .D46 (PrCt)

Denver (Colo.) - Maps - 2003 - Road maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (1771-2622, 2-76 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Cover is not dated.
$19.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

RMcN StrFdr 2003 .D46A1a (PrCt)

Denver (Colo.) - Maps - 2003 - Road maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (1,771-2,622, 76 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Date on cover: 2003.
$19.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

RMcN StrFdr 2003 .D46 (PrCt)

Denver (Colo.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps

1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
$21.95
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528855999

RMcN StrFdr 2005 .D46a (PrCt)
DenVER (Colo.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-866516
RMcN StrFdr 2007 .D46 (PrCt)

Denver International Airport (Colo.) - 1990-1999
Critics of new Denver airport say bad times demand halt to project / by DirK Johnson. New York : New York Times, [199-?].
Authors: Johnson, Dirk
1 p. : map
From: New York times (199-?).
Travel Vertical File G4314 .D4:2D5 199- .J6 (PrCt)

Denver International Airport (Colo.) - 1991
Authors: City and County of Denver. New Denver Airport Office
3 p. : map

Denver International Airport (Colo.) - 1993
Denver wonders if new airport will take wing / by Hugh Dellos. Chicago : Chicago Tribune, 1993.
Authors: Dellos, Hugh
2 p. : ill.

Denver International Airport (Colo.) - 1994
Authors: Johnson, Dirk
1 p. : map
From: New York times (6 March 1994).

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Panel title.

**McNally Collection (Newberry Library)**

**Travel Bureau**

Authors: Continental Oil Company, [1936].

*Conoco*: every Conoco station is a branch of the
Travel Denver, Colorado Springs and vicinity with
maps<<>>Road maps

Forest (Colo.)

maps<<>>Colorado Springs Region (Colo.)

maps<<>>Rocky Mountain National Park

Denver Region (Colo.)

Gousha Clients 1310 (PrCt)

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

**Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)**

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Handstamped "1937" and "copyrighted".

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Chicago Sun)


Authors: Shore, Sandy

Denver airport's ro

Denver International Airport (Colo.) - 1995

Denver airport's rocky debut / by Sandy Shore.


Authors: Shore, Sandy

1 p.


**Travel Vertical File G4314 .D4:2D5 1995 .S5**

PrCt)

Panel title.

**23302 Denver Region (Colo.) - Maps - 1937 - Road**

maps<<>>Rocky Mountain National Park

(Colo.) - Maps - 1937 - Road

maps<<>>Colorado Springs Region (Colo.) - Maps - 1937 - Road

maps<<>>Pike National Forest (Colo.) - Maps - 1937 - Road

maps<<>>Road maps

Travel Denver, Colorado Springs and vicinity with
Conoco : every Conoco station is a branch of the
Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha
Company, [1937].

Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco
Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M.
Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; col. ; 38 x 58 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Conoco ... official road map : Denver
and vicinity.

Date from RMcN AE 158 ms. index.

Plate no. 11-K

Maps on verso (21 x 28 cm. each): Rocky
Mountain National Park, Colorado Springs, Pikes
Peak region -- Downtown Denver

Panel art: Conoco logo over outline of North
America.

Handstamped "1937" and "copyrighted".

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Chicago Sun)

**RMcN AE 158.3A (PrCt)**

Panel title.

Added title: Conoco ... official road map : Denver
and vicinity.

Date from RMcN AE 158 ms. index.

Plate no. 11-K

Maps on verso (21 x 28 cm. each): Rocky
Mountain National Park, Colorado Springs, Pikes
Peak region -- Downtown Denver

Panel art: Conoco logo over outline of North
America.

Handstamped "1937" and "copyrighted".

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Chicago Sun)

**RMcN AE 158.1 (PrCt)**

Panel title.

Added title: Conoco ... official road map : Denver
and vicinity.

Date from RMcN AE 158 ms. index.

Plate no. J-1

Maps on verso (21 x 28 cm. and smaller): Rocky
Mountain National Park, Colorado -- Downtown
Denver -- Colorado Springs, Pikes Peak region.

Panel art: Conoco logo over outline of North
America.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Chicago Sun)

**RMcN AE 158 (PrCt)**

Panel title.

Added title: Conoco ... official road map : Denver
and vicinity.

Date from RMcN AE 158 ms. index.

Plate no. I-5

Panel art: Line drawing of North America,
Conoco logo.

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

**Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)**

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Chicago Sun)

**RMcN AE 158.2 (PrCt)**

Panel title.

Added title: Conoco ... official road map : Denver
and vicinity.

Date from RMcN AE 158 ms. index.

Plate no. 11-K

Maps on verso (21 x 28 cm. each): Rocky
Mountain National Park, Colorado Springs, Pikes
Peak region -- Downtown Denver

Panel art: Conoco logo over outline of North
America.

Handstamped "1937" and "copyrighted".

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Chicago Sun)

**RMcN AE 158.3 (PrCt)**

Panel title.

Added title: Conoco ... official road map : Denver
and vicinity.

Date from RMcN AE 158 ms. index.

Plate no. I-5

Panel art: Line drawing of North America,
Conoco logo.

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

**Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)**

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Chicago Sun)

**RMcN AE 158.4 (PrCt)**

Panel title.

Added title: Conoco ... official road map : Denver
and vicinity.

Date from RMcN AE 158 ms. index.

Plate no. 11-K

Maps on verso (21 x 28 cm. each): Rocky
Mountain National Park, Colorado Springs, Pikes
Peak region -- Downtown Denver

Panel art: Conoco logo over outline of North
America.

Handstamped "1937" and "copyrighted".

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Chicago Sun)

**RMcN AE 158.5 (PrCt)**

Panel title.

Added title: Conoco ... official road map : Denver
and vicinity.

Date from RMcN AE 158 ms. index.

Plate no. I-5

Panel art: Line drawing of North America,
Conoco logo.

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

**Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)**

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Chicago Sun)

**RMcN AE 158.6 (PrCt)**

Panel title.

Added title: Conoco ... official road map : Denver
and vicinity.

Date from RMcN AE 158 ms. index.

Plate no. I-5

Panel art: Line drawing of North America,
Conoco logo.

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

**Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)**

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Chicago Sun)

**RMcN AE 158.7 (PrCt)**

Panel title.

Added title: Conoco ... official road map : Denver
and vicinity.

Date from RMcN AE 158 ms. index.

Plate no. I-5

Panel art: Line drawing of North America,
Conoco logo.

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

**Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)**

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Chicago Sun)

**RMcN AE 158.8 (PrCt)**

Panel title.

Added title: Conoco ... official road map : Denver
and vicinity.

Date from RMcN AE 158 ms. index.

Plate no. I-5

Panel art: Line drawing of North America,
Conoco logo.

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

**Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)**

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Chicago Sun)

**RMcN AE 158.9 (PrCt)**

Panel title.

Added title: Conoco ... official road map : Denver
and vicinity.

Date from RMcN AE 158 ms. index.

Plate no. I-5

Panel art: Line drawing of North America,
Conoco logo.

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

**Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)**

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Chicago Sun)

**RMcN AE 158.10 (PrCt)**

Panel title.

Added title: Conoco ... official road map : Denver
and vicinity.

Date from RMcN AE 158 ms. index.

Plate no. I-5

Panel art: Line drawing of North America,
Conoco logo.

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

**Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)**

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Chicago Sun)

**RMcN AE 158.11 (PrCt)**

Panel title.

Added title: Conoco ... official road map : Denver
and vicinity.

Date from RMcN AE 158 ms. index.

Plate no. I-5

Panel art: Line drawing of North America,
Conoco logo.

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

**Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)**

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Chicago Sun)

**RMcN AE 158.12 (PrCt)**

Panel title.

Added title: Conoco ... official road map : Denver
and vicinity.

Date from RMcN AE 158 ms. index.

Plate no. I-5

Panel art: Line drawing of North America,
Conoco logo.

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

**Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)**

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Chicago Sun)
Date from RMcN AE 159 ms. index.
Plate nos. "12-L" and "1381" 
Maps on verso (21 x 28 cm. each): Rocky
Mountain National Park -- Colorado Springs,
Pikes Peak region -- Downtown Denver
Panel art: Conoco logo over outline of North America.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 16 1938 ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 159.41 (PrCt)

23304 Denver Region (Colo.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Rocky Mountain National Park (Colo.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Denver (Colo.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Colorado Springs Region (Colo.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Road maps

Denver and near-by parks official road map : Phillips 66.
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M.
Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Phillips 66 ... 1938 official road map :
Denver and vicinity.
Plate no. 12-L.
Maps on verso (21 x 28 cm. each): Rocky
Mountain National Park -- Downtown Denver --
Colorado Springs Pikes Peak region.
Panel art: Car approaching Phillips 66 truck on curving road.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 18 1938 ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 162.22 (PrCt)

23305 Denver Region (Colo.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Rocky Mountain National Park (Colo.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Colorado Springs Region (Colo.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Pike National Forest (Colo.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Denver (Colo.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

Road maps
Travel Denver, Colorado Springs and vicinity with
Conoco : every Conoco station is a branch of the
Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha
Company, [1939].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco
Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Conoco ... official road map : Denver
and vicinity.
Date from RMcN AE 159 ms. index.
Plate nos. "M-1" and "1391"
Maps on verso (21 x 28 cm. each): Rocky

Mountain National Park -- Colorado Springs,
Pikes Peak region -- Downtown Denver
Panel art: Conoco logo over outline of North America.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Aug 17 1939 ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 159.40A (PrCt)

23306 Denver Region (Colo.) - Maps - 1955 - Road maps
Rocky Mountains - Maps - 1955 - Maps, Physical

Denver mountain area / Geological Survey.
Authors: Geological Survey (U.S.)
1 map : col. ; 74 x 57 cm. folded to 24 x 13 cm.
Scale 1:190,080, one inch equals three miles ;
Polyconic proj. (W 106°--W 104°45'/N 40°45'--N 39° 30').
"Colorado shaded relief series."
Relief shown by spot heights, shading, and contours.
Text, ill. on verso dated 1950.
Culture revised 1948.
map6F G4311 .C1 1955 .G4 (PrCt)

23307 Denver Region (Colo.) - Maps - 1959 - Road maps
Hertz Corporation - Maps - 1959 - Road maps
Automobile leasing and renting -
Maps - 1959 - Road maps

Hertz Rent a Car map of Denver and vicinity.
[Chicago] : Rand McNally & Company, [1959?].
Authors: Hertz Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- W.H. Wilton, inc. -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 35 x 35 cm., on sheet 44 x 56 cm., folded
to 22 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Denver and vicinity.
Plate no. R.L. 59 S 110.
"Copyright, W.H. Wilton, Inc."
Map on verso (27 x 29 cm.): Central Denver.
Includes illustration of car with "1960" on the front license plate.
Identifies Hertz office locations.
Panel art: Car on highway ramp; cityscape in the background.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1377 (PrCt)

23308 Denver Region (Colo.) - Maps - 1994 - Road maps
Arapahoe County (Colo.) - Maps - 1994 - Road maps
Jefferson County (Colo.) - Maps - 1994 - Road maps
Adams County (Colo.) - Maps - 1994 - Road maps
Boulder County (Colo.) - Maps - 1994 - Road maps
Douglas County (Colo.) - Maps - 1994 - Road maps

Road maps

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
23310 Denver Region (Colo.) - Maps - 2002 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (1,269-3,132, 100 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Date on cover: 2002.
$34.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-95631-0
RMcN StrFdr 2002 .D46A1 (PrCt)

23311 Denver Region (Colo.) - Maps - 2003 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. EasyFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; fold. to 24 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Uniform title: EasyFinder Laminated.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
ISBN 0528856030
RMcN Road Map 2005 DenCO (PrCt)

23312 Denver Region (Colo.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps
Authors: Wildlife Conservation 1 p. : ill.
Travel Vertical File G4314 .D4:2D6 1996 .W5 (PrCt)

23313 Depaul University. Library. Special Collections - Bibliography
Authors: Depaul University. Library. Special Collections 4 leaves ; 28 cm.
Bibliography of 20th century works on the history of cartography and explorers, and original early travel accounts published between 1612-1863.
BHC 1213
Vert 838 (PrCt)

23314 Derby, George Horatio, 1823-1861.
Phoenixiana (1856)
Introduction. San Francisco : Grabhorn Press,
23316 Derbyshire (England) - Maps - 1610<>>Derby (England) - Maps - 1610<>>Buxton (Derbyshire, England) - Pictorial works - 1610 Darbieshire described. [London] : John Sudbury and G. Humble [i.e. J. Legate and W. Humble], 1610 [i.e. 1646].
Authors: Speed, John, 1552?--1629 -- Hondius, Jodocus, 1563-1612 -- Sudbury, John -- Humble, George, d. 1640 -- Legate, John, d. 1658 -- Humble, William, 1612-1686 -- Speed, John, 1552?-1629. A Prospect of the most famous parts of the world ... together with ... Great Brittaines empire (1646) 1 map ; 37 x 49 cm. on sheet 42 x 54 cm. Insets (12 x 15 cm. and 8 x 11 cm.): Darbye -- Buxton [view]
Includes coats-of-arms. Letterpress text on verso (p. 67-68) under the following heading: Darby-shire.
In: Speed, John. A Prospect of the most famous parts of the world ... together with ... Great Brittaines empire (London : Printed by John Legatt, for William Humble, 1646) map [56].

Case oversize G 117 .82 map [56] (PrCt)

23317 Derbyshire (England) - Maps - 1666<>>Derby (England) - Maps - 1666<>>Buxton (Derbyshire, England) - Pictorial works - 1666 Darbieshire described. [London] : Thomas Bassett ... and Richard Chiswell, 1666 [i.e. 1676].
Authors: Speed, John, 1552?--1629 -- Hondius, Jodocus, 1563-1612 -- Sudbury, John -- Bassett, Thomas -- Chiswell, Richard -- Speed, John, 1552?-1629. The Theatre of the Empire of Great-Britain ... (1676) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 37 x 50 cm. on sheet 42 x 55 cm. Dated 1666; third digit re-engraved as '6'.
In: Speed, John. The Theatre of the Empire of Great-Britain ... (London : Printed for T. Bassett and R. Chiswell, 1676) map [35].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .S7 1676 map [35] (PrCt)

23318 Derbyshire (England) - Maps - 1800-1809 Topographical and statistical description of the county of Derby : containing an account of its situation, extent, towns, roads, rivers, minerals, fisheries, manufactures, commerce, fairs, agriculture, markets, curiosities, antiquities, natural history, civil and ecclesiastical jurisdictions, &c., including a particular description of the wonders of the Peak : to which is prefixed a copious travelling guide ... forming a complete county itinerary : also, a list of the fairs and an index table shewing at one view the distances of all the towns from London and from each other / by George Alexander Cooke ; illustrated with a map of the county. London : Printed for C. Cooke, No. 17, Paternoster Row, by Brimmer and Co., Water Lane, Fleet Street : And sold by all the booksellers in the United Kingdom, [180-?].
Baskes DA670.D43 C66 1800z (NLO)

Derbyshire (England) - Maps - 1892
Derbyshire (England) - Maps - 1892
Nottinghamshire (England) - Maps - 1892
Leicestershire (England) - Maps - 1892
Staffordshire (England) - Maps - 1892
Derbyshire, Nottinghamshire, Leicestershire, Stafford. London : Murray, 1892.
Authors: John Murray (Firm) -- Murray's handbooks for travellers -- Cundall, H. M. (Herbert Minton), 1848-1940
1 v.
3rd ed.
Lister, W.B.C. A Bibliography of Murray's handbooks for travellers and biographies of authors, editors, revisers and principal contributors (Dereham: Dereham Books, 1993) no. 389.
G 45241 .6 (NLO)

Derbyshire (England) - Maps - 1903
x, 290 p., [21] leaves of plates : ill., 2 maps (1 col., 1 folded) ; 16 cm.
Maps by John Bartholomew & Co.
Printed by Turnbull & Spears.
Map inside front cover.
Includes index.
Series: Little guides.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .L58 Derbyshire (1903) (NLO)

Derbyshire (England) - Maps - 1904
x, 78, 58, 56, iv, 96 p., [22] leaves of plates (some folded) : ill., 10 maps (some col., some folded), 1 plan ; 18 cm.
18th ed.

Maps by J. Bartholomew and Walker & Boutall.
Map on lining papers.
Series: Black's guide books.
Series statement from publisher advertisements.
Advertisements: 96 p. at end.
Includes indexes.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .B55 Derbyshire (1904) (NLO)

Derbyshire (England) - Maps - 1949
Authors: Mutton, Frederick C. -- Penguin guides -- Penguin (Firm) -- John Bartholomew & Son -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library) 169 p., 8 p. of plates : ill., 9 maps (some col.) ; 18 cm.
"Revised and reprinted 1949"--T.p. verso.
Includes index.
Series: The Penguin guides ; 5 -- Penguin guides ; G5.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection at the Newberry Library.

Derbyshire (England) - Maps - 1996- Road maps
Includes index.
Map on back cover.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection at the Newberry Library.
ISBN 0319006271 (pbk.) ; 9780319006276 (pbk.) ; 0711708479 (Jarrold) ; 9780711708471 (Jarrold)

Derbyshire (England) - Maps - Bibliography - 1770
Authors: Nichols, Harold xx1, 183 p. ; 30 cm.
Includes glossary and index.
Formerly folio Z6027.G7 N53
ISBN 0903463091
Map Ref folio Z6027.G7 N53 (NLO)
and harbours of North America, entitled, The
Atlantic Neptune.--and his proceedings...as
lieutenant governor ... of Cape Breton .."
Includes a memorial bearing the date of June 7,
1795.
"Apparently a privately printed volume"--Sabin
19685.
Electrostatic copy of the original in the Houghton
Library, Harvard University.
6A 603 (NLO)

23336 Des Barres, Joseph F. W. (Joseph Frederick
Wallet), 1722-1824. Atlantic Neptune [ca.
1774-ca. 1784]<<><>Atlantic
Neptune<<><>Cosby, Phillips, 1727?-1808
Admiral Phillips Cosby 'of Annapolis Nova Scotia'
1727-1808 : his copy of 'Atlantic Neptune'.
[1939?].
5 leaves
Typescript description apparently prepared by a
dealer in 1939.
Vert 520 (PrCt)

23337 Des Barres, Joseph F. W. (Joseph Frederick
Wallet), 1722-1824. Atlantic Neptune [ca.
1774-ca. 1784]<<><>Atlantic
Neptune<<><>Stevens, Henry, fl. 1855
1855-1930 - Map collections<<><>Stokes, I. N.
Phelps (Isaac Newton Phelps), 1867-1944 -
Map collections
Notes biographical and bibliographical on the
Atlantic Neptune. London : H. Stevens, Son &
Stiles, 1937.
Authors: Stevens, Henry, fl. 1855-1930 --
Stokes, Isaac Newton Phelps, 1867-1944 --
Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
24 p. ; 27 cm.
'The I. N. Phelps Stokes--Stevens collection of
the Atlantic Neptune.'
Ayer 290 .S81 1937 (NLO)

23338 Des Barres, Joseph F. W. (Joseph Frederick
Wallet), 1722-1824. Atlantic Neptune [ca.
1774-ca. 1784]<<><>Atlantic
Neptune<<><>Stevens, Henry Newton,
1855-1930 - Map collections<<><>Stokes, I. N.
Phelps (Isaac Newton Phelps), 1867-1944 -
Map collections
Catalogue of the Henry Newton Stevens
Collection of The Atlantic Neptune, together with
a concise bibliographical description of every
chart, view and leaf of text contained therein, as
also of certain other states observed elsewhere...
corrected, revised & augmented by Henry
Stevens. London : H. Stevens, Son & Stiles,
[1937?].
Authors: Stevens, Henry Newton, 1855-1930 --
Stevens, Henry, fl. 1937-1952 -- Henry Stevens
Son & Stiles
2 v. (xii, [43], vii, 338 leaves) : 4 fold. tables ; 34
cm.
'Additions to 1936. Additions to June 1937.'
Photocopy of typescript.
"Prepared for the Working Group on Early maps of the International Geographical Union ... It describes the maps listed in Marcel Destombes’s Catalogue des cartes gravées as XVe siècle de 1952"--T.p. verso.
Exhaustive descriptions and superb illustrations of 222 incunabula-era maps.
Includes indexes.
Formerly GA231 .C36 1987
LC Card Number: 87-38099
ISBN 0520062701 (alk. paper)
Map Ref GA231 .C36 1987 (NLO)

Plan du Fort du Detroit. 1749
Authors: France. Ministère des colonies. No. 550 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1749 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Map Ref France MC No. 550 (PrCt)

Plan du Fort du Detroit. 1749
Authors: Chausséges de Léry, Gaspard, 1682-1756 -- France. Ministère des colonies. No. 549 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1749 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Map Ref France MC No. 549 (PrCt)

23357 Detroit (Mich.) - Maps - 1807
Authors: Woodward, Augustus Brevoort, d. 1827 -- Bowen & Co. -- Historic Urban Plans (Firm) -- Cornell University. Library
1 map ; 26 x 22 cm.
Facsimile of original published Philadelphia: Bowen & Co.'s Lith., [1860]; 'reproduced ... from the original in the Cornell University Library. This is number 54 of an edition limited to 500 copies.'
Scale 1:6,000 or '500 feet to an inch.'
Oriented with north at right.
Includes references A-M.
Koerner, Detroit and vicinity, no. 32.
73-7369
ICN73
map2F 4114.D4.2 (PrCt)
23358 Detroit (Mich.) - Maps - 1860
Authors: Mullet, John -- Lewis, James Otto, 1799-1858, engr. -- Bowen & Co. -- Historic Urban Plans (Firm) -- Cornell University Library. 1 map ; 46 x 36 cm.
Facsimile of original published Philadelphia: Bowen and Cos. Lith., [1860]; 'reproduced from the original in the Cornell University Library. This is number 50 of an edition limited to 500 copies.'
Scale [ca. 1:3,125] or almost '250 feet to an inch.'
Oriented with north at upper right.
Includes 'references' A-I, K-P.
Koerner, Detroit and vicinity, no. 50. 73-7369
ICN73
map2F 4114.D4.3 (PrCt)

23359 Detroit (Mich.) - Maps - 1920 - Road maps
Authors: Federal Lithograph Company, Detroit -- Frischokorn Real Estate Co. 1 map : col. ; 40 x 60 cm.
Index and advertisement for Frischokorn Real Estate Co. on verso.
M1065
map4F G4114.D4P2 1920 .F4 (PrCt)

23360 Detroit (Mich.) - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library) 1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 604 (PrCt)

23361 Detroit (Mich.) - Maps - 1932 - Road maps
*Detroit & Vicinity.* Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1932].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil Company -- Lee, Robert E., fl. 1933 -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library) 1 folded map
Panel title.
Cover: License plate motif.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 0, DUP 0.
Panel art: Shell logo, license plates, couple in convertible car (woman driving), dog, signed by artist "Robert E. Lee."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

23362 Detroit (Mich.) - Maps - 1932 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library) 1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 766 (PrCt)

23363 Detroit (Mich.) - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library) 1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 957 (PrCt)

23364 Detroit (Mich.) - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Photo of gas station attendant and slogan "let the Standard Oil Company serve you."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1498 (PrCt)

23365 Detroit (Mich.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
**Gousha Clients 1701 (PrCt)**

### 23366
**Detroit (Mich.) - Maps - 1945 - Road maps**


**Authors:** National Lithograph Co. (Detroit, Mich.)

1 map: col.; 53 x 71 cm. fold. in covers 16 x 10 cm.

**Cover title:** Official map of Detroit : Highland Park, Grosse Pointe, Hamtramck, River Rouge, Dearborn.

Scale [ca. 1:48,000]; (W 83°20'--W 82°52'/N 42°30'--N 42°15').

Shows 'coach and car lines' and schools.

Inset (19 x 19 cm.): Routes and principal boarding stations [in downtown Detroit].

Index to streets on verso.

For another issue of this map, with variant inset and cover title, see Road Map 4C G4114 .D4P2 1945 .N3 (PrCt)

Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).

**Road map 4C G4114 .D4P2 1945 .N3a (PrCt)**

### 23369
**Detroit (Mich.) - Maps - 1960 - Road maps**


*Hertz Rent a Car map of Detroit and vicinity.* [Chicago]: Rand McNally & Company, [1960?].

**Authors:** Hertz Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- W.H. Wilton, inc. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map: 20 x 29 cm., on sheet 44 x 56 cm., folded to 22 x 10 cm.

Panel title.

**Added title:** Map of main streets : city of Detroit

Includes illustration of car with "1960" on the front license plate.

"Copyright, W.H. Wilton, Inc."

Inset (20 x 30 cm.): Map of main routes : Detroit and surrounding area

Identifies Hertz office locations.

Panel art: Car on highway ramp; cityscape in the background.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

**RMcN Clients 2220 (PrCt)**

### 23370
**Detroit (Mich.) - Maps - 1963 - Road maps**


**Authors:** Marathon Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map: both sides, col.; 48 x 86 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

**Added title:** Detroit street map

Plate no. 3-6051E-3.

Insets (16 x 11 cm. and 9 x 11 cm.): Detroit, Mich. [and] Toledo, Ohio and vicinity -- Downtown Detroit.

Panel art: Marathon sign with directional signs to points of interest.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

**RMcN Clients 4276 (PrCt)**

Detroit and vicinity / Mobil - maps

Authors: Ludington News Company (Detroit, Mich.) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 61 x 86 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Detroit street map.
"Distributed by Ludington News Company ... Detroit, Michigan" -- Title panel.
Plate no. 4-6051E-4.
Insets (16 x 10 cm. and 9 x 10 cm.): Detroit, Mich., Toledo, Ohio and vicinity -- Downtown Detroit.
Panel art: Illustration of stoplight.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

Detroit (Mich.) - Maps - 1964 - Road maps


1 map : both sides, col. ; 61 x 86 cm., on sheet 74 x 46 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"Distributed by Ludington News Company ... Detroit, Michigan." -- Title panel.
Added title: Detroit street map
Plate no. 646051W-4.
East side of city on verso.
Maps on verso (9 x 11 cm. and 16 x 11 cm.): Downtown Detroit -- Detroit, Mich., Toledo, Ohio and vicinity.
Panel art: traffic light.
Forms part of a collection of stock editions of Rand McNally road maps, some apparently issued as sales samples and / or printer's proofs for prospective commercial clients.
Uniform series title (established by cataloger):
Stock road maps
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (April 2010).

RMcN Stock 118 (PrCt)

Detroit (Mich.) - Maps - 1965 - Road maps


Authors: Mobil Oil Company -- Socony Mobil Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 60 x 86 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Detroit street map.
"Mobil Oil Company, a division of Socony Mobil Oil Company ... New York ..." -- Back panel.
Plate no. 656051E-5.
Insets (15 x 10 cm. and 9 x 10 cm.): Detroit, Mich., Toledo, Ohio and vicinity -- Downtown Detroit.
Panel art: Gas station attendant holding a copy of the Mobil Travel Guide and talking with couple in car.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 4099 (PrCt)

Detroit (Mich.) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps


Authors: Geographia Map Company
1 atlas (40 p.) : col. maps ; 34 cm.
Cover title.
Added title: Ideal atlas of Detroit and vicinity. Latest ed.
Includes index.
OCLC#1965248
folio G4114.D4 G4 1966 (NLO)

Detroit (Mich.) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps


Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 61 x 86 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Detroit street map
Plate no. 656051E-6.
Insets (9 x 11 cm. and 16 x 11 cm.): Downtown Detroit -- Detroit, Mich., Toledo, Ohio and vicinity.
Panel art: Illustration of road and Gulf service station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 1126 (PrCt)

Detroit (Mich.) - Maps - 1967 - Road maps


Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Detroit (Mich.) - Maps - 1970 - Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 61 x 86 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Detroit street map
Plate no. 706051E-10.
Insets (9 x 11 cm. and 16 x 11 cm.): Downtown Detroit -- Detroit, Mich., Toledo, Ohio and vicinity.
Panel art: Illustration Gulf service station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1272 (PrCt)

Detroit (Mich.) - Maps - 1971 - Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 61 x 86 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Detroit street map
Plate no. 716051E-11.
Insets (9 x 11 cm. and 16 x 11 cm.): Downtown Detroit -- Detroit, Mich., Toledo, Ohio and vicinity.
Panel art: Illustration Gulf service station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1314 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Panel title.
Added title: Detroit street map
"Layout specially prepared for Tempo Designs by Rand McNally and Company."
Keyed to directory of 234 Standard gas stations.
Plate no. 756051E-15.
Insets (27 x 36 cm. and smaller): Metropolitan Detroit -- Flint -- Ann Arbor, Ypsilanti -- Pontiac.
Panel art: Standard flaming torch logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3242 (PrCt)

23382 Detroit (Mich.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps
Detroit Region (Mich.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps
Authors: Mobil Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : both sides, col. ; 16 x 9 cm. folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"1975 edition"
Panel title.
Panel art: Mobil winged horse logos.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1677 (PrCt)

23383 Detroit (Mich.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps
Detroit Region (Mich.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps
Standard Oil Company - Maps - 1975 - Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : both sides, col. ; 16 x 9 cm. folded to 16 x 9 cm.
"1975 edition"
Panel title.
Added title: Detroit street map
"Layout specially prepared for Tempo Designs by Rand McNally and Company."
Keyed to directory of 40 Standard gas stations.
Plate no. 766051E-16.
Insets (27 x 36 cm. and smaller): Metropolitan Detroit -- Ann Arbor, Ypsilanti -- Pontiac -- Flint.
Panel art: color illustration of "The Old Ford Motor Company Plant" with Ford Model T; Standard flaming torch logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3258 (PrCt)

23385 Detroit (Mich.) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps
1 map : both sides, col. ; 61 x 86 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"1976 Edition"
Panel title.
Added title: Detroit street map
"Copyright © by Rand McNally & Co. ..."
"Layout specially prepared for Tempo Designs by Rand McNally and Company."
Keyed to directory of 40 Standard gas stations.
Plate no. 766051W-16.
East side of city on verso.
Maps on verso (9 x 11 cm. and 16 x 11 cm.):
Downtown Detroit -- Detroit, Mich., Toledo, Ohio and vicinity.
Panel art: road signs.
Forms part of a collection of stock editions of Rand McNally road maps, some apparently issued as sales samples and / or printer's proofs for prospective commercial clients.
Uniform series title (established by cataloger): Stock road maps
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (April 2010).
RMcN Stock 119 (PrCt)

23389


23390


23391


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm. + 1 CD-ROM
Cover dated 2005; “©2004” -- title page.
$19.95
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528954873
RMcN StrFdr 2005 .D5a (PrCt)

1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm. + 1 CD-ROM
“5th edition” -- front cover.
$29.95
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm. "5th edition" -- front cover.
Cover title: Detroit street guide: including Wayne County.
$19.95
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528855034
RMcN StrFdr 2005 .D5b (PrCt)
Detroit (Mich.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps
- Detroit Region (Mich.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps
- Ann Arbor (Mich.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps
- Wayne County (Mich.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps
- Washtenaw County (Mich.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps
- Counties - Maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- NAVTEQ (Firm) -- Rand McNally and Company.
Street guide -- Rand McNally and Company.
StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
"6th edition" -- front cover
Cover title: Detroit & Ann Arbor: including Wayne County and portions of Washtenaw County
"$19.95" -- back cover
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528867040
RMcN StrFdr 2008 .D5a (PrCt)

Detroit (Mich.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps
- Detroit Region (Mich.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps
- Ann Arbor (Mich.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps
- Oakland County (Mich.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps
- Macomb County (Mich.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps
- Livingston County (Mich.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps
- Washtenaw County (Mich.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- NAVTEQ (Firm) -- Rand McNally and Company.
Street guide -- Rand McNally and Company.
StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
"6th edition" -- front cover
Cover title: Detroit metro street guide : including Wayne, Oakland, Macomb, and portions of Livingston and Washtenaw Counties
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
"$29.95" -- back cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528867032
RMcN StrFdr 2008 .D5 (PrCt)
Includes references. A-I.
Insets: Profil [sic] of the stockade--view from the west.
ICN78
map4F G4114.D4 1760 B7 (PrCt)

1 atlas ([30] p.) : col. maps ; 44 x 56 cm.
'U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census [and] U.S. Department of Labor, Manpower Administration.'
Cover title.
Maps dated 1975.
Compiled from 'selected census tract statistics as reported in the 1970 Census of population and housing'--P. [1].
Scale [ca. 1:240,000]
Scale of insets: 1:100,000.

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 31 x 35 cm., folded in covers to 13 x 7 cm.
Added title at bottom right: Rand McNally & Co. auto map of Detroit and vicinity.
Cover title: Rand McNally auto road map of Detroit and vicinity ... Plate no. 427
"Scale: 6 miles to 1 inch."
Route descriptions on verso.
Stamp on verso: Vault copy -- not to be given out for general use.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
map3C G4114 .D4P2 1915 .R3 (PrCt)

Authors: Sauer, William -- Will St. John & Co.
1 map : col. ; 50 x 71 cm. fold. to 19 x 10 cm.
Scale ca. 1:40,000.
"Copyright 1916 by Wm. Sauer."
Coverage extends from Ecorse on the south to Grosse Point Farms on the north and from Ford Heights in the northwest to Windsor, Ont. in the southeast.
At left center: Detroit is growing -- it soon will be in the millionaire class. Table showing growth of Detroit during last 15 years.
 Apparently torn out of covers with some loss just below table mentioned above.
Street index on verso (not including suburban communities).
Gift of Clarabel Olson and Sandra W. Price, 2005.
map4F G4114 .D4P2 1916 S3 (PrCt)

1 map : col. ; 43 x 58 cm. on sheet 46 x 61 cm.
Added title: Shell metropolitan map: Detroit and vicinity (Plate no. F-207-S).
On verso: Downtown Detroit featuring points of interest, parks and principal buildings (Plate no. obscured).
Panel art: Shell logo, license plates, couple in convertible car (woman driving), dog, signed by artist "Robert E. Lee."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 57.42 (PrCt)

Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 57 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.
"1933 edition."
Panel title.
Added title: Detroit and environs
Plate no. G-157-J.C.
Map on verso (21 x 29 cm.): Downtown Detroit.
Panel art: Red, white and blue illustration of downtown Detroit; Standard Oil "Service" and "Red Crown" logos.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3134 (PrCt)

23407 Detroit Region (Mich.) - Maps - 1934 - Road maps<<>>Detroit (Mich.) - Maps - 1934 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Shell road map : metropolitan Detroit. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1934].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 58 cm. on sheet 46 x 61 cm.
On verso: Downtown Detroit featuring points of interest, parks and principal buildings (Plate no. H-323-C.C.)
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 57.49 (PrCt)

Detroit Region (Mich.) - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Shell road map : metropolitan Detroit. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1934].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Map colors: R,Y,B,G.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1126 (PrCt)

Detroit Region (Mich.) - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (3 panel, R,B,P): Geese flying over hills, sedan passing lake.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1177 (PrCt)

Detroit Region (Mich.) - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell : metropolitan Detroit and vicinity.
Plate no. Q.3514
Map on verso (28 x 43 cm.): Downtown Detroit featuring points of interest, parks and principal buildings.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 60.31 (PrCt)

Detroit Region (Mich.) - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell metropolitan Detroit and vicinity.
Plate no. Q.3514
Map on verso (28 x 43 cm.): Downtown Detroit featuring points of interest, parks and principal buildings.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 62.45 (PrCt)

Detroit Region (Mich.) - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Brink, John G. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 58 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell metropolitan Detroit and vicinity.
Plate no. Q.3514
Map on verso (28 x 43 cm.): Downtown Detroit. Filed in paper sleeve stamped "John G. Brink" (RMcN Clients 2401).
Panel art: Shell logo and motto "tour with confidence."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2405 (PrCt)
Map on verso (27 x 43 cm.): Downtown Detroit featuring points of interest, parks and principal buildings.
Panel art: Gulf sign, service station, house, cars on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 59.6 (PrCt)

**23417** Detroit Region (Mich.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell : metropolitan Detroit and vicinity.
Date from RMcN AE 60 ms. index.
Plate no. R. 3514.
Map on verso (27 x 43 cm.): Downtown Detroit featuring points of interest, parks and principal buildings.
Panel art: cars driving beneath Standard Oil compass.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 60.33 (PrCt)

**23418** Detroit Region (Mich.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

*1936 road map : metropolitan Detroit : Shell ... Chicago : H. M. Gousha Company, 1936.
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H. M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell : metropolitan Detroit and vicinity.
Plate no. J-207-S.C.
Map on verso (28 x 43 cm.): Downtown Detroit.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 163.5A (PrCt)

**23419** Detroit Region (Mich.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps

Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 49 cm.
Panel title.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
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23420 Detroit Region (Mich.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps

Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 42 x 49 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 59 in ms. index.
Plate no. S-3514
Map on verso (28 x 44 cm.): Downtown Detroit.
Panel art: Standard sign; cars and gas pumps.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 58.34 (PrCt)

23421 Detroit Region (Mich.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps

Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 43 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 60 ms. index.
Plate no. S. 3514
Map on verso (27 x 43 cm.): Downtown Detroit.
Panel art: Gulf sign, service station, house, cars on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 59.28 (PrCt)

23422 Detroit Region (Mich.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps

Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 42 x 49 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. S-3514
Added title: Gulf Road map of metropolitan Detroit and vicinity.
Map on verso (27 x 43 cm.): Downtown Detroit.
Panel art: Cars on curving road beneath Gulf sign in foreground.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 916 (PrCt)

23423 Detroit Region (Mich.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps

Shell road map : metropolitan Detroit. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1937?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 2028 (PrCt)

23424 Detroit Region (Mich.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps

Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col ; 43 x 57 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Road map : Detroit and vicinity.
Plate no. S-3514.
Map on verso (28 x 44 cm.): Downtown Detroit.
Panel art: Red, white and blue illustration of cars at gas pumps and slogan "standard service."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3145 (PrCt)

23425 Detroit Region (Mich.) - Maps - 1938 - Railroads

Authors: Aldi, W. E. -- Union Belt of Detroit Railroad -- Wabash Railroad Company -- Pere Marquette Railway -- Pennsylvania Railroad -- Barron, Michael

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
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Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

1 map ; 36 x 53 cm.
Covers the Detroit region.
Oriented with north at upper right.
Possibly detached from unidentified text; originally issued as folded map; verso blank.
Gift 2011, Michael Barron.
map2F G4114.D4P3 1938 .A4 (PrCt)

23426 Detroit Region (Mich.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Shell road map : metropolitan Detroit. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1938?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3219 (PrCt)

23427 Detroit Region (Mich.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Shell road map : metropolitan Detroit ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1938].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell : metropolitan Detroit and vicinity.
Date from RMcN AE 164 ms. index.
Plate nos. "11-L-207-S.C." and "12-L-1938-1"
Map on verso (28 x 43 cm): Downtown Detroit.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 18 1938 ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 164.44 (PrCt)

23428 Detroit Region (Mich.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Highway map : Detroit ... Standard Oil Company of Indiana. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1938].
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) : road map : Detroit and vicinity
Date from RMcN AE 60 ms. index.
Plate no. T. 3514
Map on verso (28 x 43 cm.): Downtown Detroit featuring points of interest, parks and principal buildings.
Panel art: Standard service sign over gas pumps and cars.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 60.35 (PrCt)

23429 Detroit Region (Mich.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3534 (PrCt)

23430 Detroit Region (Mich.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Shell road map : metropolitan Detroit ... Chicago : H. M. Gousha Company, [1939].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell : metropolitan Detroit and vicinity.
Date from RMcN AE 165 ms. index.
Plate nos. "12-M-207-S.C." and "12-M 1939-1"
Map on verso (28 x 43 cm): Downtown Detroit.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Aug 10 1939 ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 165.45 (PrCt)

23431 Detroit Region (Mich.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Gulf : Metropolitan Detroit info-map
Date from RMcN AE 60 ms. index.
Plate no. V. 3514
Map on verso (28 x 43 cm.): Downtown Detroit featuring points of interest, parks and principal buildings.
Panel art: Gulf service sign over gas pumps and cars.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 60.45 (PrCt)
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featuring points of interest, parks and principal buildings.
Panel art: Gulf sign, service station, house, cars on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 60.37 (PrCt)

23432 Detroit Region (Mich.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps

Shell map of metropolitan Detroit. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1940].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: Detroit.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3864 (PrCt)

23433 Detroit Region (Mich.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps

Highway map : Detroit ... Standard Oil Company of Indiana. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1940].
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) : road map : Detroit and vicinity
Date from RMcN AE 60 ms. index.
Plate no. V. 3514
Map on verso (28 x 43 cm.): Downtown Detroit featuring points of interest, parks and principal buildings.
Panel art: Standard service sign over gas pumps and cars.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 60.38 (PrCt)

23434 Detroit Region (Mich.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps

Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 57 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Road map : Detroit and vicinity.
Plate no. V-3514.

23435 Detroit Region (Mich.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps

Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Gulf : Metropolitan Detroit info-map
Date from RMcN AE 60 ms. index.
Plate no. W. 3514
Map on verso (28 x 43 cm.): Downtown Detroit featuring points of interest, parks and principal buildings.
Panel art: Gulf sign over car on assembly line.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Clients 3154 (PrCt)

23436 Detroit Region (Mich.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps

Shell map of metropolitan Detroit. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1941].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: Detroit.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4213 (PrCt)

23437 Detroit Region (Mich.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps

Shell map of metropolitan Detroit. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1941].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- R. E. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 58 cm. on sheet 46 x 61 cm.
Added title: Shell metropolitan Detroit and vicinity (Plate no. 10-N 1940-1).
On verso: Downtown Detroit featuring points of interest, parks and principal buildings (Plate no. 11-N-323-C.C.)
Panel handstamped "Copyrighted", "1941" and "Received ... Jul 28 1941": Rand McNally Blazed...
Detroit Region (Mich.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps

Highway map: Detroit ... Standard Oil Company of Indiana. Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1941].
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
 Added title: Standard service sign over gas pumps and cars.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 57.6X (PrCt)

Detroit Region (Mich.) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps

Highway map: Detroit ... Standard service. Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1942].
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 57 cm.
Panel title.
 Date from RMcN AE 60 ms. index.
Plate no. W. 3514
Map on verso (28 x 43 cm.): Downtown Detroit
Panel art: Auto workers putting car frame on chassis.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 60.39 (PrCt)

Detroit Region (Mich.) - Maps - 1945 - Road maps

Shell map of metropolitan Detroit. Chicago: H.M. Gousha Co., [1945?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
 At head of panel title: Detroit.
Panel art: Shell logo, statement “all points of military interest have been removed voluntarily from this map and index” and slogan “tour with confidence.”
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4548 (PrCt)

Detroit Region (Mich.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps

Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 49 cm.
Panel title.
 At head of panel title: Detroit.
Panel art: Shell logo, statement “all points of military interest have been removed voluntarily from this map and index” and slogan “tour with confidence.”
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4702 (PrCt)
23444 Detroit Region (Mich.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps

**Metropolitan Detroit info-map : Gulf.** Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1946].
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 49 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 58 ms. index.
Added title: Gulf : metropolitan Detroit info-map.
Plate no. 6-403514-4
Map on verso (28 x 43 cm.): Downtown Detroit.
Panel art: Auto workers putting car frame on chassis.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 58.20 (PrCt)

23445 Detroit Region (Mich.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps

**Metropolitan Detroit info-map : Gulf.** Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1946].
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 49 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 58 ms. index.
Added title: Gulf : metropolitan Detroit info-map.
Plate no. 6-403514-3
Map on verso (28 x 43 cm.): Downtown Detroit.
Panel art: Auto workers putting car frame on chassis.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 58.30 (PrCt)

23446 Detroit Region (Mich.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps

**Shell map of metropolitan Detroit.** Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1946?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4862 (PrCt)

23447 Detroit Region (Mich.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps

**Road maps**

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
23456 Detroit Region (Mich.) - Maps - 1950 - Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 49 cm. on sheet 46 x 61 cm. Added title: Gulf : metropolitan Detroit info-map (Plate no. 0-403514-7).
On verso: Downtown Detroit featuring points of interest, parks and principal buildings (Plate no. 0-403520-7).
Panel art: Auto workers putting car frame on chassis.
Panel no. Form S.P. 2657.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 56.12 (PrCt)

23457 Detroit Region (Mich.) - Maps - 1950 - Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 58 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm. Panel title.
Added title: Road map : Detroit and vicinity. Plate no. 0-403514-7.
Map on verso (28 x 43 cm.): Downtown Detroit. Panel art: Standard flaming torch sign and car at gas station pump.
RMcN AE 56.18 (PrCt)

23458 Detroit Region (Mich.) - Maps - 1950 - Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 49 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm. Panel title.
Added title: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) road map : Detroit and vicinity. Plate no. 0-403514-7.
Map on verso (28 x 43 cm.): Downtown Detroit featuring points of interest, parks and principal buildings. Panel art: Standard flaming torch sign and car at gas station pump.
RMcN AE 56.27 (PrCt)

23459 Detroit Region (Mich.) - Maps - 1951 - Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 49 cm. on sheet 46 x 61 cm. Added title: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) road map: Detroit and vicinity (Plate no. 1-403514-8).
On verso: Downtown Detroit featuring points of interest, parks and principal buildings (Plate no. obscured).
Panel art: Attendants servicing car under large Standard sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 56.18 (PrCt)

23460 Detroit Region (Mich.) - Maps - 1952 - Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 49 cm. on sheet 46 x 61 cm. Added title: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) road map: Detroit and vicinity (Plate no. 2-403514-9).
On verso: Downtown Detroit featuring points of interest, parks and principal buildings (Plate no. 2-423520-7).
"AD 4-105" at bottom left. Panel art: Attendants servicing car under large Standard sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 56.27 (PrCt)

23461 Detroit Region (Mich.) - Maps - 1953 - Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 49 cm. on sheet 46 x 61 cm. Added title: Metropolitan Detroit (Plate no. 3-403514-10).
On verso: Downtown Detroit featuring points of interest, parks and principal buildings (Plate no. 3-423520-8).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
23468 Detroit Region (Mich.) - Maps - 1955 - Road maps
Detroit Region (Mich.) - Maps - 1955 - Road maps
Metropolitan Detroit tourguide map : Gulf ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1955].
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 49 cm. on sheet 46 x 61 cm.
Added title: Metropolitan Detroit (Plate no. 5-403514-13).
On verso: Downtown Detroit featuring points of interest, parks and principal buildings (Plate no. 5-423520-10).
Panel art: View of Detroit street and office buildings.
On opposite panel: Form S. P. 2657-5A.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 56.26.XX (PrcT)

23469 Detroit Region (Mich.) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps
Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 49 cm. on sheet 46 x 74 cm.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Detroit and vicinity (Cartouche no. 54, plate no. 6-403514-14).
On verso: Texaco touring map of metropolitan Cleveland (Cartouche no. 53, plate no. 6-413515-8).
Panel art: Texaco station on road.
Panel nos. 62 and 456.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 56.27.1X (PrcT)

23471 Detroit Region (Mich.) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps
Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 42 x 49 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Detroit and vicinity.
Plate no. 6-403514-14.
Map on verso (42 x 57 cm.): Texaco touring map of metropolitan Cleveland.
Panel art: Texaco gas station on hilly rural road and slogan "tour with Texaco"
Panel stamped "Apr. 13 1956."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Clients 3776 (PrcT)

23472 Detroit Region (Mich.) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps
Detroit Region (Mich.) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps
Metropolitan Detroit tourguide map : Gulf ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1956].
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 49 cm. on sheet 46 x 61 cm.
Added title: Metropolitan Detroit (Plate no. 6-403514-14).
On verso: Downtown Detroit featuring points of interest, parks and principal buildings (Plate no. 6-423520-11).
Panel art: View of Detroit street and office buildings.
On opposite panel: Form S. P. 2657-6A.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 56.35.XX (PrcT)

23473 Detroit Region (Mich.) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps
Detroit Region (Mich.) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps
Road map : Detroit and vicinity ... Mobilgas ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1956].
Authors: Socony Mobil Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 49 cm. on sheet 46 x 61 cm.
Added title: Detroit and vicinity: Socony Mobil Oil Co., Inc. (Plate nos. 6-403514-14 and 6M30).
On verso: Downtown Detroit featuring points of interest, parks and principal buildings (Plate no. 6-423520-11).

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Panel art: Mobilgas sign.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 56.32X (PrCt)


Authors: Sinclair Auto Tour Service -- Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library). 1 map : col. ; 42 x 49 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Sinclair Detroit and vicinity.

"Sinclair Auto Tour Service" -- back panel.

Plate no. 9-403514-18.

Map on verso (28 x 38 cm.): Downtown Detroit.

Panel art: Sinclair logo, gas station, and motto "see America's scenic wonders with Sinclair ..."

Handstamp: Apr 20 1959

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 1380 (PrCt)


Authors: Sunoco (Firm) -- Sun Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library). 1 map : col. ; 43 x 58 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.

Panel title.

"1965 edition."

"65-'66" -- Title panel.

Added title: Metropolitan Detroit and vicinity.

Plate nos. "207-S" and "6-MM."

Inset (10 x 10 cm.): Downtown Detroit.

Map on verso (43 x 75 cm.): Street map of Detroit

Panel art: Service station attendant wearing a hat with Sunoco logo.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 3363 (PrCt)


La Riviere du Detroit, depuis le Lac Sainte Claire jusqu' au Lac Erié. [Paris, 1764].


1 map : hand col. ; 21 x 32 cm.

In: Bellin, Jacques Nicolas. Le Petit atlas maritime ([Paris], 1764) v. 1, no. 12.

Scale [ca. 1:155,000],

Inset (11 x 19 cm.): Plan du fort du Detroit. Scale [ca. 1:11,445]. Includes 5 references.

folio Ayer 135 .B4 1764 v. 1, no. 12 (PrCt)

23479 Detroit River Valley (Mich. and Ont.) - Maps - 1700-1799 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles

Carte du Détroit et partie du Lac Erie et du Lac St. Clair ... [19-].

Authors: France. Ministère des colonies. No. 545
-- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 18th-century manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France MC No. 545 (PrCt)

23480
[Carte détroit Érié, remontant jusqu'au Lac Huron]. [ca. 1850].

23481
Detroit River Valley (Mich. and Ont.) - Maps - 1749 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Carte de la Rivière du Détroit fait a Quebec le 22 Octobre 1749. [19–].
MapPhoto France MC No. 547 (PrCt)

23482
Detroit River Valley (Mich. and Ont.) - Maps - 1752 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Carte de la riviere du Detroit depuis le lac Erie ... lac Ste. Claire. [19–].
MapPhoto France BSH B 4044-68 (PrCt)

23483
Plan topographique du Détroit et des eaux qui forment la jonction du Lac Érie avec le Lac Saint Clair. [19–].
MapPhoto France Guerre Etat Major L.I.D. 7 (PrCt)

23484
Plan topographique au Detroit. [197–?].
Authors: Collot, Georges-Henri-Victor, 1750-1805 -- Detroit. Public Library. Burton Historical Collection 1 map ; 95 x 68 cm. Facsimile of map originally published 1798; original in Burton Collection, Detroit Public Library. Includes list of land owners along river and 2 views: Fort du Detroit -- Fort Erie. 74-12039 M1025 map6F G3312.D4G46 1798 C6 197- (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Detroit River Valley (Mich. and Ont.) - Maps - 1813
Map of Detroit River and adjacent country: from an original drawing by a British engineer. Philadelphia, 1813.
ICN78 map4F G3701.S42 1813 M4 no. 4 (PrCt)

Detroit (S.D.) - Maps - 1884 - Real property<<>>Dakota & Great Southern Railway - Maps - 1884<<>>Railroads - Maps
Map of Detroit, Brown County, Dakota.
Authors: H.B. Stranahan & Co. -- Dakota & Great Southern Railway -- Dyer, J. E. Dakota : the observations of a tenderfoot (1884) -- Fargo Republican Steam Printing House (North Dakota) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 15 x 12 cm. 'Scale 200 feet to one inch.' 'Detroit is located in Sections 34 and 3, Towns. 127 & 126, R. 60.' Cadastral map showing lots for sale adjacent to the Dakota & Great Southern Railway in a 'paper town' (apparently never built) in latter-day Brown County, South Dakota.
In Dyer, J. E. Dakota : the observations of a tenderfoot ([Fargo, N.D. : Fargo Republican Steam Printing House], 1884) p. [116].
Graff 1192 p. [116] (PrCt)

Date from RMcN AE 58 ms. index. Plate no. 4804 Scale [ca. 1:90,000] Coordinates: W 83°18'--W 82°52'/N 42°28'--N 42°14'. Map on verso (11 x 9 cm.): Downtown Detroit. Panel art: Photograph of tunnel entrance in Detroit. Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library). RMcN AE 58.59 (PrCt)

Deuel County (Neb.) - Maps - 1922 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
Standard atlas of Deuel County, Nebraska : including a plat book of the villages, cities and townships of the county : map of the state, United States and world : patrons directory, reference business directory and departments devoted to general information : analysis of the system of U.S. land surveys, digest of the system of civil government, etc., etc. / compiled and published by Geo. A. Ogle & Co. Chicago : Geo. A. Ogle & Co., 1922.
Authors: Geo. A. Ogle & Co. -- George F. Cram Company 1 atlas (14 [i.e. 28], xxii p.) : ill., maps (some col.) ; 45 cm. Nebraska, United States and world maps by George F. Cram Company. Includes indexes and advertisements. Scales differ. oversize G4193.DSG46 1922 .O3 (NLO)

Deuel County (S.D.) - Maps - 1898 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
Microfiche 583, no. 848 (PrCt)

Deutscher Geographentag (5th : 1885 : Hamburg, Germany) - Exhibitions
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.


Authors: Kurian, George Thomas - Elias, Andrew -- Elias, Eric -- Facts on File, Inc. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (xvi, 381 p.) : col. ill., 200 col. maps ; 32 cm.

Includes index.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

ISBN 0871966735 ; 9780871966735

Baskes folio G1046.G1 K87 1983 (NLO)

Developing countries - Economics - Maps - 1983

Deventer, Jacob van, d. 1575
IX. Jacopo a Deventer. [Vatican City : Biblioteca apostolica vaticana, 1948].

p. 15-18 ; 43 cm.


Duplicate copy (reduced photocopies): Vert 3064, no. 3.

oversize Ayer 135.5 A44 1948, p. 15-18 (PrCt)

Deventer, Jacob van, d. 1575
[Notes on Jacob van Deventer]. [Chicago, 198-?].

Authors: Karrow, Robert W.

1 file folder ; 25 x 30 cm.

Bibliographical notes, photocopies of maps, and drafts used in the preparation of the chapter on Jacob van Deventer in: Karrow, Mapmakers of the sixteenth century and their maps (1993).

Vert 3065 (PrCt)

Deventer, Jacob van, d. 1575
Jacobus van Deventer of Daventriensis.

[Deventer : J. de Lange : J. de Lange, 1838].

Authors: Molhuysen, Philip Christiaan, 1793-1865 -- Overijsselsche almanak voor oudheid en letteren (1839)
p. 55-61 : 17 cm.


Bonaparte 10160-1, v. 1839, p. 55-61 (PrCt)

Deventer, Jacob van, d. 1575. [Atlas of cities and towns in the Low Countries] (1558-1575)

Authors: Koeman, C. (Cornelis), 1918- -- Caert-Thresoor (1990)
p. 50-52 ; 30 cm.


In Dutch, with English summary.

Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3064, no. 4.

Map Ref folio GA101 .C34, v. 9, p. 50-52 (PrCt)

Deventer, Jacob van, d. 1575. [Atlas of cities and towns in the Low Countries] (1558-1575)
De waarde van de stedenatlas van Jacob van Deventer voor de topografie van de laat-middeleeuwse stad. [Wiesbaden : Franz Steiner, 1965].

Authors: Visser, J. C. (Jacobus Christiaan) -- Beiträge zur Wirtschafts- und Stadtgeschichte, Festschrift für Hektor Ammann (1965)
p. 116-123

Photocopies from: Beiträge zur Wirtschafts- und Stadtgeschichte, Festschrift für Hektor Ammann (1965)

Vert 3064, no. 7 (PrCt)

Deventer, Jacob van, d. 1575. [Atlas of cities and towns in the Low Countries] (1558-1575) - Rheinland (Germany) - Cities and towns - Cartography - Cities and towns - Rhineland (Germany)
Pläne rheinischer Städte bei Jacob van Deventer. [Düsseldorf [etc.]: Deutsche Burgenvereinigung e. V. zum Schutze Historischer Wehrbauten, Schlösser und Wohnbauten, 1979].

Authors: Meurer, Peter H. -- Burgen und Schlösser (1979)
p. 43-48 ; 28 cm.


Vert 3064, no. 8 (PrCt)

Deventer, Jacob Van, d. 1575. Geldria Dvc.
Gelderland (1556) -- Geldria SEE Bijdragen en mededelingen (1935) -- Geldria SEE Bijdragen en mededelingen

p. 149-158 : map ' 28 cm.

Photocopies from: Bijdragen en mededelingen 38 (1935): 149-158.
Vert 3064, no. 1 (PrCt)

23499 Deventer, Jacob Van, d. 1575. [Map of the islands of Ameland and Terschelling and part of the adjacent coast of Friesland] (1545)<Cartography - Friesland (Netherlands) - History - 1545 Het auteurschap van de 16de eeuwsche kaarten van het Friesche Blit. [Groningen : P. Noordhoff, 1934].
Authors: Avis, Johan George -- Tijdschrift voor geschiedenis (1934) p. 403-415 : map ; 28 cm.

Vert 3064, no. 2 (PrCt)

23500 Deventer, Jacob van, d. 1575<<Triangulation - History - 1500-1599 Jacob van Deventer (ca. 1500-1575) und die Frühzeit der zeichnerischen Triangulation. [Frankfurt am Main : Verlag des Instituts für angewandte Geodäsie, 1985].

Vert 3064, no. 5 (PrCt)

23501 Deventer (Netherlands) - Maps - 1620 Liberae et Hanseatieae vrbis Daventriensis delineatio. [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Deventer, Jacob van, d. 1575 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 34 x 41 cm.
Derived from a drawing by Jacob van Deventer; see R.A. Skelton's Introduction to the 1980 facsimile ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum. Added title at top in uppercase lettering: Deventer.
Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Daventria.

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 3, pl. 33 (PrCt)

23502 Devil's Harwar (Suriname) - Pictorial works - 1791 View of the post Devil's Harwar, on Rio Cottica. London : Published ... by J. Johnson, 1791.
Authors: Stedman, John Gabriel, 1744-1797 -- Stedman, John Gabriel, 1744-1797. Narrative, of a five years' expedition, against the revolted Negroes of Surinam (1796) -- Johnson, Joseph, 1738-1809 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : hand col. ; 7.3 x 13.0 cm.
In J. G. Stedman, Narrative, of a five years' expedition, against the revolted Negroes of Surinam (London: J. Johnson, 1796), v. 1, opp. p. 157.
Below this, "The armed barges, commanded by Capt'n. Stedman."
Ayer 1300.5 .G6 S81 1796, v.1, opp. p. 157 (PrCt)

23503 Devon Avenue (Chicago, Ill.) - Tourism - 2000 Discover Devon Avenue. Chicago, Ill. Devon Task Force, [ca.2000s].
Authors: Devon Task Force 1 sheet : col. map, ills ; fold to 22 x 10 cm.


Authors: Northcote, Rosalind, 1873-1950 -- Chatto & Windus (Firm) -- Widgery, F. J. (Frederick John), 1861-1942 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
xii, 321 p., [50] leaves of col. plates : ill. ; 24 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 315-316) and index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes DA670.D5 N7 1920 (NLO)

Authors: Baring-Gould, S. (Sabine), 1834-1924 -- Hicks, H. Ronald -- Little guides -- Methuen & Co. -- B.T. Batsford Ltd. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
10th ed.
Imperfect: lacking folded color map
Includes bibliographical references (p. 43-44) and index.
Series: The little guides
Illustrated dust jacket.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

LC Card Number: 49005706

Baskes G153 .L58 Devonshire (1949) (NLO)

23506 Devon (England) - Maps - 1588 - Coasts - Nautical charts<<< Devon (England) - 1588 - Coasts<<< Dorset (England) - Maps - 1588 - Coasts - Nautical charts<<< Nautical charts - Dorset (England) - 1588 - Coasts<<<
A Description of the sea coasts of England, betweene Plymouth & Portland ... [Amsterdam :
Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, 1666.
Authors: Waghenaer, Lucas Janszoon, 1534 or 1560--Bry, Theodor de, 1528-1598--Waghenaer, Lucas Janszoon, 1534 or 5-1606.
The Mariners mirror (1588) -- Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, Ltd.
1 map ; 31 x 49 cm.
Includes coastal profiles.
Text on verso (p. 21) under heading: A perfect description of the sea coastes of England betweene Plimmouth and Portland.
Map Ref oversize G1025 .T37 ser. 3, v. 2, map [21] (PrCt)

23507 Devon (England) - Maps - 1646<Exeter (England) - Maps - 1646
Devonshire with Exeter described and the armes of such nobles as have borne the titles of them. [London] : John Sudbury & George Humble [i.e. J. Legate and W. Humble], 1646.
Authors: Speed, John, 1552?-1629 -- Sudbury, John -- Humble, George, d. 1640 -- Legate, John, d. 1658 -- Humble, William, 1612-1686 -- Speed, John, 1552?-1629. A Prospect of the most famous parts of the world ... together with ... Great Britaines empire (1646) 1 map ; 36 x 49 cm. on sheet 42 x 54 cm.
Inset (13 x 16 cm.) : Exeter.
Left margin includes coats-of-armes.
Letterpress text on verso (p. 19-20) under the following heading: Devon-shire.
In: Speed, John. A Prospect of the most famous parts of the world ... together with ... Great Britaines empire (London : Printed by John Legatt, for William Humble, 1646) map [32].
Case oversize G 117 .82 map [32] (PrCt)

23508 Devon (England) - Maps - 1676<Exeter (England) - Maps - 1676
Devonshire with Exeter described and the armes of such nobles as have borne the titles of them. [London] : Tho. Bassett ... and Ric. Chiswell, [1676].
Authors: Speed, John, 1552?-1629 -- Bassett, Thomas -- Chiswell, Richard -- Speed, John, 1552?-1629. The Theatre of the Empire of Great-Britain ... (1676) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 36 x 49 cm. on sheet 42 x 55 cm.
Inset (13 x 16 cm.) : Exeter.
Left margin includes coats-of-armes.
Letterpress text on verso (p. 19-20) under the following heading: The Description of Devonshire.


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
and Margery M. Rowe.'
Includes bibliographical references (p. 150-151)
and indexes.
Series: Devon and Cornwall Record Society ;
new ser., v. 49
ISBN 0901853496
E 69235 .22 n.s. v.49 (NLO)

---

[Approaches to Dartmouth from Bigberry to Exmouth] / I. Harris sculp. [London : s.n., 1749].
Authors: Collins, Greenville, fl. 1669-1698 -- Harris, John, active 1680-1739 or 1740 -- Pembroke, Thomas Herbert, Earl of, 1656-1733 -- Collins, Greenville, fl. 1689-1698. Great Britain's coasting-pilot ... (1749) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 44 x 56 cm
Dedication at upper right to "Thomas Earl of Pembroke and Montgomery ... presented by Capt. Greenville Collins."
Oriented with north at right.
Inset view (10 x 14 cm.): King William landing Novembr. 5 1688.
In: Collins, Greenville. Great Britain's coasting-pilot ... (London : Printed by William and John Mount and Thomas Page, 1749), [plate 7].
Engraved no. 14 at upper left.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1811.P5 C614 1757, [plate 4] (PrCt)

---

1 map ; 39 x 49 cm.
Oriented with north at right.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1811.P5 C614 1757, [plate 4] (PrCt)

---

23513 Devon (England) - Maps - 1765 - Exeter (England) - Maps - 1765 - Plymouth (England) - Maps - 1765
A Map of the county of Devon : with the city and county of Exeter, delineated from an actual survey, on twelve sheets of imperial paper, the scale an inch to a mile / by Benjamin Donn ; engraved by Thomas Jefferys ; to which is prefixed, a general view of the county on one sheet, with indexes of the parishes, seats, &c. for the reader finding them on the large map.
London : Printed for the author, and sold by the booksellers of Devon, by Mr. Johnston, in Ludgate-Street, Mr. Law, in Ave-Mary-Lane, Mr. Johnson, opposite the monument, Mr. Baldwin, in Pater-noster-Row, and the Print-sellers of London, 1765.
1 map on 12 sheets : hand col. ; sheets 73 x 54 cm. + indexes ([10] p., [1] leaf of plates : hand col. map ; 54 cm.)
Scale [ca. 1:63,360]; statue miles 69 1/2 nearly to a degree.
Relief shown by hachures.
Insets: The island of Lundy -- A plan of the city and suburbs of Exeter -- A plan of the town and citadel of Plymouth -- A plan of Stoke Town and Plymouth Dock.
Includes list of subscribers and author's advertisements.
Some copies were printed on vellum. cf. ESTC.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: ESTC, T172671; Rodger 83
Baskes oversize G5753.D4 1765 .D66 (NLO)

---

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Donne, Benjamin, 1729-1798 -- Jefferys, Thomas, -1771 -- Ravenhill, W. L. D. -- Devon and Cornwall Record Society -- University of Exeter -- Lund Humphries -- Campbell, Eila M. J. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
v, 22 p., [27] p. of plates : maps, facsims. ; 34 cm.
'Reprinted in facsimile with an introduction by W.L.D. Ravenhill.'
At head of title: Devon and Cornwall Record Society and the University of Exeter.
Includes bibliographical references.
Scale of original [ca. 1:63,360].
Insets: The Island of Lundy.--A plan of the city and suburbs of Exeter.--A plan of the town and citadel of Plymouth.--A plan of Stoke Town and Plymouth dock.
Series: Devon and Cornwall Record Society ; new ser., v. 9
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
References: Rodger 83.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Authors: Donne, Benjamin, 1729-1798 -- Jefferys, Thomas, -1771 -- Ravenhill, W. L. D. -- Devon and Cornwall Record Society -- University of Exeter -- Lund Humphries
v, 22 p., [27] p. of plates : maps, facsims. ; 34 cm.
'Reprinted in facsimile with an introduction by W.L.D. Ravenhill.'
At head of title: Devon and Cornwall Record Society and the University of Exeter.
Includes bibliographical references.
Scale of original [ca. 1:63,360].
Insets: The Island of Lundy.--A plan of the city and suburbs of Exeter.--A plan of the town and citadel of Plymouth.--A plan of Stoke Town and Plymouth dock.
Series: Devon and Cornwall Record Society ; new ser., v. 9
Includes bibliographical references.
2nd ed.
"Directions for placing the plates": p. [4], first
sequence.
Errata: p. 371.
Includes index.
Publisher's embossed brown cloth binding.
Former owner's signature: R. Nicholson.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes DA670.D5 R68 1846 (NLO)

23518 Devon (England) - Maps - 1851<> Cornwall (England : County) - Maps - 1851
Devon & Cornwall. London : Murray, 1851.
Authors: Paris, Thomas Clifton, 1818-1909 -- John Murray (Firm) -- Murray's handbooks for travellers 1 v.
2nd ed.
Lister, W.B.C. A Bibliography of Murray's handbooks for travellers and biographies of authors, editors, revisers and principal contributors (Dereham: Dereham Books, 1993) no. 306.
Bonaparte 11268 (NLO)

23519 Devon (England) - Maps - 1859-1861<<< Cornwall (England : County) - Maps - 1859-1861
A Handbook for travellers in Devon and Cornwall. London : John Murray, 1859 [i.e. 1861]?
"Murray's handbook advertiser, 1861": 8 p. at end.
Cover title: Murray's hand-book, Devon & Cornwall
Spine title: Hand-book for Devon & Cornwall
Revised by R.J. King. Cf. Lister.
Imperfect; issued with 3 (?) maps, but this copy lacks folded pocket map.
"With maps and plans."
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Series: [Murray's handbooks for travellers] -- Murray's handbooks for travellers.
Former owner's inscription: A.W. Thorold, July 25, 1867.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Full text of another copy (but not the maps) available online via Hathi Trust Digital Library (accessed February 2013): http://hdl.handle.net/2027/mjp.32101072870023
References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray's handbooks for travellers, 310
Baskes G153 .M97 no. 310 (1865) (NLO)

23520 Devon (England) - Maps - 1863 - Guidebooks<> Cornwall (England : County) - Maps - 1863 - Guidebooks
Devon & Cornwall. London : Murray, 1863.
Authors: John Murray (Firm) -- Murray's handbooks for travellers -- King, R. J. (Richard John), 1818-1879 1 v.
5th ed.
Lister, W.B.C. A Bibliography of Murray's handbooks for travellers and biographies of authors, editors, revisers and principal contributors (Dereham: Dereham Books, 1993) no. 309.
Bonaparte 11270 (NLO)
A Handbook for travellers in Devonshire. London : John Murray, 1879 [i.e. 1883?].
Publisher's advertisements on endpapers and "Handbook advertiser, 1883-4", 72 p. at end.
Series: [Murray's handbooks for travellers] -- Murray's handbooks for travellers.
Cover title: Murray's hand-book, Devon
Spine title: Hand-book for Devon
Maps engraved by Edward Weller and J. & C. Walker.
Folded map in pocket.
"With maps and plans."
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray’s handbooks for travellers, 316

Baskes G153 .M97 no. 316 (1879) (NLO)

23526

Devon (England) - Maps - 1882
Authors: Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- Black's guide books -- Bartholomew, John, 1805-1861 -- John Bartholomew & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
11th ed.
Maps by J. Bartholomew.
Map on lining papers.
Series: Black's guide books.
Series statement from publisher advertisements.
Advertisements: 112 p. at end.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).: mapfile:travel/devon11

Baskes G153 .B55 Devonshire (1882) (NLO)

23527

Devon (England) - Maps - 1884<<>>Cornwall (England : County) - Maps - 1884
North Devon and North Cornwall : from Exmoor to the Land's End / by C.S. Ward ; with maps and plans (adapted and corrected from Ordnance Survey). London : Dulau & Co., 1884.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

2nd ed., rev.
Printed by J.S. Levin.
Map inside front cover.
Includes index.
Series: Thorough guide series ; 7
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Devon (England) - Maps - 1886

Authors: Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- John Bartholomew & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 16 maps
12th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Devon (England) - Maps - 1887-1890

A Handbook for travellers in Devonshire. London : John Murray, 1887 [i.e. 1890].
Authors: Worthy, Charles, b. 1840 -- John Murray (Firm) -- Murray's handbooks for travellers -- Weller, Edward, -1840 -- J. & C. Walker (Firm) -- Crosthwaite -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Publisher's advertisements on endpapers and "Murray's handbook advertiser, 1889-90", 52 p. at end.
Cover title: Murray's hand-book, Devon
Spine title: Hand-book for Devon
Edited by C. Worthy. Cf. Liste

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Maps engraved by Edward Weller and J. & C. Walker.
Folded map in pocket.
"With maps and plans."
Includes bibliographical references, index, and errata.
Series: [Murray's handbooks for travellers] -- Murray's handbooks for travellers.
Former owner's signature: Crosthwaite.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copy: G 4525 .6
References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray's handbooks for travellers, 317

Baskes G153 .M97 no. 317 (1887) (NLO)

23533 Devon (England) - Maps - 1887-1891

Devonshire. London : Murray, 1887 [i.e. 1891?].
Authors: Worthy, Charles, b. 1840 -- John Murray (Firm) -- Murray's handbooks for travellers -- Weller, Edward, -1884 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 4 maps
10th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1891.
Lister, W.B.C. A Bibliography of Murray's handbooks for travellers and biographies of authors, editors, revisers and principal contributors (Dereham: Dereham Books, 1993) no. 317.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

23534 Devon (England) - Maps - 1888-1890

North Devon (including West Somerset) and North Cornwall : from Exmoor to the Scilly Isles, with a description of the various approaches / by C.S. Ward ; sixteen maps and plans by J. Bartholomew. London : Dulau & Co., 1888.
xvi, 224, 64 p., folded leaves of plates : 15 hand col. maps and plans ; 17 cm.
Cover title: South Devon and South Cornwall "John Bartholomew & Co."--On maps.
Imperfect; issued with 17 maps and plans, but this copy lacking 2 maps: Ivybridge, Tones, and South Dartmoor; and Princetown, Okehampton, and North Dartmoor.
Index map on lining paper.
"Errata &c." : tipped in facing p. xvi.
"Thorough guide advertiser": 64 p. at end.
Includes index.
Series: Thorough guide series ; 7
Publisher's red cloth binding.
Former owner: Blakiston.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G153 .T56 South Devon (1889) (NLO)

23535 Devon (England) - Maps - 1889-1890

South Devon (including W. Dorset coast) and

xvi, 224, 64 p., folded leaves of plates : 15 hand col. maps and plans ; 17 cm.
Cover title: South Devon and South Cornwall "John Bartholomew & Co."--On maps.
Imperfect; issued with 17 maps and plans, but this copy lacking 2 maps: Ivybridge, Tones, and South Dartmoor; and Princetown, Okehampton, and North Dartmoor.
Index map on lining paper.
"Errata &c." : tipped in facing p. xvi.
"Thorough guide advertiser": 64 p. at end.
Includes index.
Series: Thorough guide series ; 7
Publisher's red cloth binding.
Former owner: Blakiston.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G153 .T56 North Devon (1890) (NLO)
Devon (England) - Maps - 1892-Cornwall (England : County) - Maps - 1892
South Devon (including W. Dorset coast) and South Cornwall : with a full description of Dartmoor and the Scilly Isles / by C.S. Ward and M.J.B. Baddeley ; 18 maps and plans by Bartholomew. London : Dulau & Co., 1892.
Cover title: South Devon and South Cornwall Index map on lining paper.
Errata slips tipped in facing p. xvi.
"Thorough guide advertiser": 82 p. at end. Includes index.
Series: Thorough guide series
Publisher's red cloth binding.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G153 .T56 North Devon (1892) (NLO)

23540
Devon (England) - Maps - 1895-1902
A Handbook for travellers in Devon. London : John Murray, 1895 [i.e. 1902?].
Publisher's advertisements and "Murray's handbook advertiser, 1901-1902 ", 48 p. at end.
"Index and directory to Devon, 1899": 16 p., third sequence.
Maps by Edward Weller, John Bartholomew, and Stanford's Geographical Est. Imperfect; issued with 11 (?) maps, buth this copy lacks folded pocket map.
"With maps and plans."
Includes bibliographical references.
Series: [Murray's handbooks for travellers] -- Murray's handbooks for travellers. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library. References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray's handbooks for travellers, 318

Baskes G153 .S73 Devon, North (1894) (NLO)

23541
Devon (England) - Maps - 1895<Exmoor (England) - Maps - 1894
Includes index.

Baskes G153 .M97 no. 318 (1895) (NLO)
Dulau & Co. -- Edwards, William J. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
8, xix, 229, 98 p., [21] leaves of plates (chiefly folded) : 22 hand col. maps and plans (chiefly folded) ; 17 cm.
Cover title: South Devon and South Cornwall
Index map on lining paper.
Errata sheets tipped in facing p. [1], 46, 94 of third sequence.
"Thorough guide advertiser": 98 p. at end.
Includes index.
Series: Thorough guide series ; 7
Former owner: William J. Edwards.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .T56 South Devon (1895) (NLO)

Devon (England) - Maps - 1897<<>>Cornwall (England : County) - Maps - 1897<<>>Isles of Scilly (England) - Maps - 1897
North Devon (including West Somerset) and North Cornwall : from Exmoor to the Scilly Isles, with a description of the various approaches / by C.S. Ward ; twenty maps and plans by J. Bartholomew. London : Dulau & Co., 1897.
7th ed., rev.
Cover title: North Devon and North Cornwall
Map of Scilly Isles engraved by Walker & Boutall.
Index map on lining paper.
"Thorough guide advertiser": 96 p. at end.
Includes index.
Series: Thorough guide series ; 7
Publisher's red cloth binding.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .T56 North Devon (1897) (NLO)

Devon (England) - Maps - 1900<<>>Dartmoor (England) - Maps - 1900
South Devon and Dartmoor. Exeter : [s.n., ca. 1900?].
Authors: Fuller, Henry Blake, 1857-1929
1 map ; 30 x 40 cm.
Damaged, resulting in partial loss of imprint:
'Printed and published by Hen [...] ry Office, South Street, Exeter.'
Possibly detached from a guidebook.
Forms part of the Henry Blake Fuller papers (Newberry Library).
map2F G5753.D4 1900 .S6 (PrCt)

Devon (England) - Maps - 1902<<>>Cornwall (England : County) - Maps - 1902<<>>Truro (England) - Maps - 1902
Devon (including W. Dorset coast from Weymouth) and South Cornwall : with a full description of Dartmoor and the Scilly Isles / by C.S. Ward and M.J.B. Baddeley ; 22 maps and plans by Bartholomew. London : Dulau & Co., 1902.
1 v. (various pagings) : 21 col. maps and plans (chiefly folded) ; 17 cm.
Cover title: South Devon and South Cornwall
Issued with 22 maps and plans but this copy imperfect; lacking map of Plymouth.
Map of Truro engraved by Walker & Cockerell.
Index map on lining paper.
"Thorough guide advertiser": 80 p. at end.
Includes index.
Series: Thorough guide series ; 7
Publisher's red cloth binding.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .T56 South Devon (1902) (NLO)

Devon (England) - Maps - 1904<<>>Cornwall (England : County) - Maps - 1904<<>>Newquay (England) - Maps - 1904<<>>Isles of Scilly (England) - Maps - 1904
North Devon (including West Somerset) and North Cornwall : from Exmoor to the Scilly Islands, with a description of the various approaches / by C.S. Ward ; twenty-one maps and plans by J. Bartholomew. London : Dulau & Co., 1904.
1 v. (various pagings) : 21 maps and plans (chiefly folded, chiefly col.) ; 17 cm.
Cover title: North Devon and North Cornwall
Map of Newquay engraved by Walker & Cockerell; map of Scilly Isles engraved by Walker & Boutall.
Index map on lining paper.
"Thorough guide advertiser": 88 p. at end.
Includes index.
Series: Thorough guide series ; 7
Publisher's red cloth binding.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .T56 North Devon (1904) (NLO)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

1908<>Newquay (England) - Maps - 1908
North Devon (including West Somerset) and
North Cornwall : from Exmoor to the Scilly Isles,
with a description of the various approaches / by
C.S. Ward ; twenty-one maps and plans by J.
Bartholomew. London ; New York : Thomas
Nelson, 1908.
Authors: Ward, Charles Slegg -- Thorough guide
series -- John Bartholomew & Co. -- Walker &
Cockerell -- Thomas Nelson & Sons -- Jones,
Lewis E. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 v. (various pagings) : 21 col. maps and plans
(chiefly folded) ; 17 cm.
At head of title: Thorough guide series.
Cover title: North Devon and North Cornwall
"John Bartholomew & Co."--On maps.
Map of Newquay engraved by Walker &
Cockerell.
Index map on lining paper.
Advertisement facing t.p. also identifies series as
"Baddeley's guides."
"Thorough guide advertiser": 48 p. at end.
Includes index.
Series: Thorough guide series
Publisher's red cloth binding.
Former owner: Lewis E. Jones.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .T56 Devon (1908) (NLO)

Baskes G153 .T56 South Devon (1908) (NLO)

Devon (England) - Maps - 1909 -
Guidebooks<>Cornwall (England : County)
- Maps - 1909 - Guidebooks
Devon & Cornwall / by A.W. Ward ; edited by
Ralph Darlington. Llangollen ; London :
Darlington & Co. ; Simpkin, Marshall, Hamilton,
Kent & Co., 1909.
Authors: Ward, A. W., fl. ca. 1910 -- Darlington,
Ralph -- Darlington & Co. -- Darlington's
handbooks -- John Bartholomew & Co. --
Simpkin, Marshall, Hamilton, Kent & Co. Ltd. --
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
plates : ill., 4 maps (col., some folded) ; 18 cm.
Spine title: Darlington's Devon and Cornwall
Imperfect: p. 17-36 at beginning and [36] p. at
end torn out.
Maps by John Bartholomew & co.
Includes indexes.
Series: Darlington's handbooks.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .D38 Devon & Cornwall (1909)
(NLO)

Devon (England) - Maps -
1910<>Devonshire (England) SEE Devon
(England)
Black's guide to Devonshire / edited by A.R.
Hope Moncrieff. London : Adam and Charles
Black, 1910.
Authors: Adam and Charles Black (Firm) --
Black's guide books -- Moncrieff, A. R. Hope
(Ascott Robert Hope), 1846-1927 --
Bartholomew, John, 1805-1861 -- John
Bartholomew & Co. -- W. & A.K. Johnston
Limited -- Walker & Cockerell -- Walker & Boutall
-- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
9x9, 243, 96 p., [30] leaves of plates (some
folded) : ill., 17 maps maps (some col., some
folded), 1 plan (folded) ; 17 cm.
18th ed.
Maps by J. Bartholomew, W. & A. K. Johnston,
Walker & Cockerell and Walker & Boutall.
Map on lining papers.
Folded map in pocket at end.
Series: Black's guide books.
Series statement from publisher advertisements.
Advertisements: 96 p. at end.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .B55 Devonshire (1910) (NLO)

Devon (England) - Maps - 1911
Black's guide to Devonshire / edited by A.R.
Hope Moncrieff. London : Adam and Charles
Black, 1911.
Authors: Adam and Charles Black (Firm) --
Black's guide books -- Moncrieff, A. R. Hope
(Ascott Robert Hope), 1846-1927 --

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
Bartholomew, John, 1805-1861 -- John
Bartholomew & Co. -- W. & A.K. Johnston
Limited -- Walker & Boutall -- Walker & Cockerell -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
ixi, 243, 66 p., [30] leaves of plates (some folded) : ill., 17 maps (some col., some folded), 1 plan (folded) ; 17 cm.
19th ed.
Map on lining papers.
Folded map in pocket at end.
Series: Black's guide books.
Series statement from publisher advertisements.
Advertisements: 66 p. at end.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .B55 Devonshire (1911) (NLO)

1 v. (various pagings, [27] leaves of plates (3 folded)) : ill., 6 maps (3 folded col.) ; 17 cm.
6th ed., rev. and re-illustrated
Publication date from binder's instructions.
Cover title: Bideford, Clovelly, Ilfracombe, North-west Devon
Printed by Butler & Tanner, the Selwood Printing Works.
'Upwards of sixty illustrations'
Includes index, advertisements and business directories.
Series title from cover.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .W3 Lynton (1912) (NLO)

23553 Devon (England) - Maps - 1915<<>>Cornwall (England : County) - Maps - 1915
South Devon and South Cornwall : with a full description of Dartmoor and the Isles of Scilly / by C.S. Ward and M.J.B. Baddeley ; edited by W. Baxter ; 24 maps and plans by Bartholomew.
xxxiv, 277 p., [24] leaves of plates (chiefly folded) : 24 col. maps and plans ; 17 cm.
Series: Thorough guide series
"John Bartholomew & Co."--On maps.
Index map on lining paper.
At head of title: Thorough guide series.
Advertisement facing t.p. also identifies series as "Baddeley's guides."
Includes index.
Publisher's red cloth binding.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .T56 South Devon (1915) (NLO)

1 v. (various pagings, [28] leaves of plates (4 folded)) : ill., 6 maps (4 folded col.) ; 17 cm.
Publication date from binder's instructions.
Cover title: Lynnton and Lynmouth
Maps by John Bartholomew & Co.
Printed by Butler & Tanner, the Selwood Printing Works.
'Seventy illustrations'
Includes index, advertisements and business directories.
Series title from cover.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .T56 South Devon (1915) (NLO)
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)


Baskes G153 .T56 South Devon (1924) (NLO)


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Owner's inscription: Roland Procter.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G153 .W3 Torquay (1935) (NLO)

Authors: Ward, Lock and Company, ltd. -- Ward Lock guides -- John Bartholomew and Son -- Butler & Tanner Ltd. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. (various pagings, [19] leaves of plates (5 folded)) : ill., 5 folded col. maps ; 18 cm.
Cover title: Lynton, Lynmouth, Exmoor, Exmoor and district 'Seventy illustrations' Maps by John Bartholomew & Son.
Printed by Butler & Tanner.
Publication date from binder's instructions.

Baskes G153 .W3 Lynton (1937) (NLO)

23561 Devon (England) - Maps - 1939
Devon / by F.L. and E.A. Loveridge.
Authors: Loveridge, F. L. -- Loveridge, E. A. -- Penguin guides -- Penguin (Firm) -- John Bartholomew and Son -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
156 p., 8 p. of plates : ill., 8 maps (chiefly col.) ; 19 cm.
Maps by John Bartholomew & Son.
"With an atlas of eight pages of Bartholomew's maps in three colours."
Includes bibliographical references (p. 156) and index.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.


Authors: Ward, Lock and Company, ltd. -- Ward Lock guides -- John Bartholomew and Son -- Wyman & Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Cover title: Minehead, Porlock, Lynton, Exmoor, the Quantocks
Series: Ward Lock guides
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
'Special section for motorists.' Maps by John Bartholomew & Son.
Printed by Wyman & Sons.
Series title from p. [viii]. Includes index and advertisements.

Baskes G153 .W3 Minehead (1950) (NLO)
The all purpose map with public rights of way
Transverse Mercator projection
forms.
50°32'10"
Coordinates: (W 4°02'55"
Scale 1:50,000 ;
"11200/2/89/882442 S."
Revised 1980. Selected revision 1984."
"11200/2/89/882442 S."
Scale 1:50,000 ;
Coordinates: (W 4°02'55"--W 3°31'55"
50°32'10"--N 50°10'05"").
Relief shown by contours, spot heights, and land forms.
Transverse Mercator projection
"The all purpose map with public rights of way and tourism information"--Cover.

Legend in English, French, and German.
Series: 1:50,000 landranger series ; sheet 202 --
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
ISBN 0319222020 ; 9780319222027
Baskes G5753.D4 1985 .G7 (NLO)

South Devon and Dartmoor. Southampton ;
Authors: Great Britain. Ordnance Survey --
Jarrold Colour Publications -- Landranger guidebook -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
144 p. : col. ill., 58 maps (chiefly col.) ; 23 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 144) and index.
Series: Ordnance Survey landranger guidebook -- Landranger guidebook.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Notes: Maps on inside back cover and back cover.
ISBN 0711705429 ; 9780711705425
Baskes DA670.D5 S68 1990 (NLO)

Devon (England) - Maps - 1984
Authors: Cadogan county companions --
Cadogan guides -- Chard, Judy -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 6 maps
Ed:JudyChard
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

Authors: Great Britain. Ordnance Survey -- Great Britain. Ordnance Survey. 1:50,000 landranger -- sheet 202 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : color ; 82 x 82 cm, folded to 23 x 14 cm. Edition 3.
Cover title: Torbay & south Dartmoor area
"Revised 1980. Selected revision 1984."
"11200/2/89/882442 S."
Scale 1:50,000 ;
Coordinates: (W 4°02'55"--W 3°31'55"
50°32'10"--N 50°10'05")
Relief shown by contours, spot heights, and land forms.
Transverse Mercator projection
"The all purpose map with public rights of way and tourism information"--Cover.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
23572 Devonport (England) - Maps - 1828
Bibliography

Cover title: Sanford’s Devonport & Plymouth guide.
Spine title: Devonport and Plymouth guide
"Embellished with maps and engravings."

Map of Devonport by H. Longmaid. Includes index of place names. Imperfect: lacking engravings of Stoke Church and envoirs of Plymouth and Devonport Bound in original paper-covered boards; engravings of Devonport Public Library, Stonehouse, Athenaeum, and Exchange printed on covers. Illustrated bookplate of Chas. E. Slocum, Defiance, Ohio; pastoral scene with portrait, dated 1898, in foreground; "SloeCombe" printed in black letter at top. Stamped on t.p.: Ex libris, Rev. J.P. Wachowski. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes DA690.D495 S26 1828 (NLO)

23573 Dhia, Island (Crete) - Maps - 1689 - Pictorial works
Authors: Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718 -- Padoani, Domenico, fl. 1689 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718. Citta, fortezze, isole, e porti principale dell’ Europa ... (1689) 1 map ; 13 x 17 cm.
VAULT folio Ayer 135.C8 1689 pl. 71 (PrCt)

23574 Diablo, Mount (Calif.) - Pictorial works - 1850 - Suisun Bay (Calif.) - Pictorial works - 1850
Monte Diablo, near Suisun Bay. [Philadelphia : s.n., 1850?].
Authors: Johnson, Theodore T. (Theodore Taylor), b. 1818 -- Johnson, Theodore T. (Theodore Taylor), b. 1818. California and Oregon, or, Sights in the gold region, and scenes by the way (1851) -- Lippincott, Grambo & Co. -- Grigg, Elliot & Co. -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view ; 8 x 14 cm.
Graff 2225 between p. 108-109 (PrCt)

23575 Diablo, Mount (Calif.) - Pictorial works - 1850 - Suisun Bay (Calif.) - Pictorial works - 1850
Monte Diablo, near Suisun Bay. [Philadelphia : s.n., 1850?].
Authors: Johnson, Theodore T. (Theodore Taylor), b. 1818 -- Johnson, Theodore T. (Theodore Taylor), b. 1818. California and Oregon, or, Sights in the gold region, and scenes by the way (1851) -- Lippincott, Grambo & Co. -- Grigg, Elliot & Co. -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view ; 8 x 14 cm.
Graff 2225 between p. 108-109 (PrCt)
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Graff 2224 between p. 146-149 (PrCt)

23576
Dickens County (Tex.) - Maps - 1891 - Landowners Counties
Authors: Texas. General Land Office -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 21 x 18 in. Scale 1:133,320.
Originally compiled 1891.
Microfiche 583, no. 954 (PrCt)

23577
Dickey County (N.D.) - Maps - 1963 - Landowners Counties
Authors: Thomas O. Nelson Company -- Roger S. Basks Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (34, [23] p.) ; ill., 37 maps ; 34 cm.
'The contents of this atlas ... believed to be accurate from data of record on the 25th day of September, 1958.'
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Basks Collection at the Newberry Library.
Phillips 16276.

23578
Dickinson County (Iowa) - Maps - 1883 - Landowners Counties
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 4 parts, 17 x 25 in. each. Scale 1:39,600. Originally published Spirit Lake, Iowa:
B. B. Van Steenburg and J. A. Smith, 1883.
Microfiche 583, no. 188 (PrCt)

23579
Dickinson County (Kan.) - Maps - 1885 - Landowners Counties
Authors: Fuller, Jno. F. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 4 parts, 23 x 17 in. each. Scale 1:52,000. Originally published 1885.
Microfiche 583, no. 212 (PrCt)

23580
Dickinson County (Kan.) - Maps - 1909 - Landowners Counties
1 atlas (63, [13] p.) ; ill., 34 col. maps ; 40 cm.
'Compiled by F.W. Morse and D.B.M. Soudea ; assisted by H.W. King and C.O. Sclaford.'
'The Kenyon Company, map makers, Des Moines, Iowa'
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Basks Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: LeGear 4761
Basks oversize G1458.D5 K46 1909 (NLO)

23581
1 map From unidentified newspaper (196-?).
'Compliments of Commercial National Bank, Iron Mountain, Mich.'
temp map4F G4113.D5 196- .M5 (PrCt)

23582

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Dickinson County 4-H Council (Mich.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (42 p.) : 25 maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
'Sponsored by Dickinson County 4-H Council.'
Scale of township maps [ca. 1:50,688] 1 1/4 inch equals 1 mile.
Includes business directory and index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G4113.D5G46 1972 .R58 (NLO)

23583

Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Dickinson County 4-H Council (Mich.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (44 p.) : 25 maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
'Sponsored by Dickinson County 4-H Council.'
Scale of township maps [ca. 1:50,688]. 1 1/4 in. to 1 mile.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G4113.D5G46 1975 .R58 (NLO)

23584

Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (44 p.) : 25 maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
'Sponsored by Dickinson County 4-H Council.'
Scale of township maps [ca. 1:50,688]. 1 1/4 inch equals 1 mile.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

23585

Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Dickinson County 4-H Council (Mich.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (46 p.) : 25 maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
'Sponsored by Dickinson County 4-H Council.'
Scale of township maps [ca. 1:50,688] 1 1/4 inch equals 1 mile.
Includes business directory and index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

23586

Dictionaries and encyclopedias - 1772- Atlasases, British - 1772
A Dictionary of the world; or, A geographical description of the earth : an historical and biographical account of its principal inhabitants, from the earliest ages to the present time. : including whatever is most useful in geography, and most interesting in sacred and profane history : containing a description of the continents, islands, empires, kingdoms, states, provinces, mountains, cities, principal towns, seas, lakes, rivers, &c. : together with an account of the lives of the patriarchs, primitive fathers, emperors, kings, popes, legislators, great generals, admirals, painters, statuaries, historians, divines, orators, poets, philosophers, lawyers, physicians, learned women, &c. : with their principal works and best editions / the geographical part by R. Brookes, M.D. ; and the historical and biographical part by Joseph Collyer. London : Printed for T. Carnan and F. Newbery, junior, at number 65, in St. Paul's church-yard, 1772.
Bookplate of John M. Wing.
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.
Wing oversize G 005 .116 (NLO)

23587

Dieppe (France) - Maps - 1689
Authors: Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718 -- Padoani, Domenico, fl. 1689 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718. Citta, fortezze, isole, e porti principale dell' Europa ... (1689) 1 map ; 13 x 17 cm.
In: Coronelli, Vincenzo. Citta, fortezze, isole, e porti principale dell' Europa, in pianti, et in eluatione, descritte, e publitate ad uso dell' Academia cosmografica degli argonauti (Venice : Domenico Padoani, 1689) pl. [17]. Engraved plate '94.' One of four plates printed on same sheet, opening [17].
VAULT folio Ayer 135 .C8 1689 pl. 17 (PrCt)

23588

Dieppe (France) - Maps - 1696 - Fortification
Dieppe ville de Normandie. [Paris : De Fer, 1696].
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes -- avec leurs fortifications ... (1695-1696)
1 map 21 x 27 cm.
In: Fer, Nicolas de. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes; avec leurs fortifications ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, 1695-1696) pt. 8, map [158]. Manuscrit '(9)' at upper right.
Case folio U 26. 293 pt. 8, map [158] (PrCt)

23592 Digital mapping

Cover title: Automated cartography.
Includes bibliographical references.
4A 19689 (NLO)

23593 Digital mapping

Authors: Cromley, Robert G. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) xi, 317 p. : ill. ; 24 cm.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
ISBN 013710930X
Baskes GA139 .C76 1992 (NLO)

23594 Digital Mapping

The Case for the documentation and conservation of data in cartographic data bases. 1978.
Authors: Long, John Hamilton 9 leaves ; 28 p.
BHC 1681
Vert 1265 (PrCt)

23595 Digital Mapping

The Importance of documenting and conserving the data in cartographic bases. 1979.
Authors: Long, John Hamilton 7 leaves ; 28 cm.
BHC 1682
Vert 1266 (PrCt)

23596 Digital Mapping

23597 Digital Mapping

*Computer cartography.* Washington, D.C.
Authors: Peucker, Thomas K.
[x], 75 p. : ill., maps ; 28 cm.
Commission on College Geography, Resource paper no. 17.
Bibliography: p. 69-70..
Commission on College Geography. Resource paper ; no. 17..
Duplicate copy: oGA106 .P48

23598 Digital mapping - Atlases

SEE Digital mapping - Atlases

*Atlases on CD-ROM shrug off the details.* 1996.
Authors: Manes, Stephen
From New York Times Science, Jan. 9, 1996: B10..
BHC 2260

23599 Digital mapping - Congresses - 1973

*Display and analysis of spatial data : NATO Advanced Study Institute on Display and Analysis of Spatial Data.* London ; New York : J. Wiley, 1975.
Dept. of Geography -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
xiv, 378 p. : ill., maps ; 23 cm.
Sponsored by Scientific Affairs Division, North Atlantic Treaty Organization; Kansas Geological Survey, University of Kansas; and the Dept. of Geography, University of Nottingham.
Includes bibliographical references and indexes.
'A Wiley-Interscience publication.'
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
ISBN 047119915X

Baskes GA106.3 .N18 1973 (NLO)

23600 Digital Mapping

*The Quiet revolution in mapping.* 1979.
Authors: Geological Survey (U.S.)
15 p. : ill. ; 24 cm.
BHC 2366

23601 Digital mapping - History - Sources

2008

23602 Digital mapping

*Information storage and retrieval systems*

Authors: Symposium on Geographic Information Processing, Carleton University, 1976
iii, 88 leaves : ill. ; 28 cm.
Sponsored by Carleton University and the University of Ottawa.

23603 Digital Mapping - Maps - Collections

*On-demand computer cartography and its effect on map libraries.* 1978.
Authors: Bier, Robert A.

23604 Digital mapping - Maps - Collections

*Digital libraries - Cartography - Data processing*

Authors: Bühler, Jürg -- Zügner, Lothar
241 p. : ill. ; 21 cm.
Includes bibliographical references.
In German.
Series statements: Kartensammlung und Kartendokumentation -- Bibliographia cartographica ; Beilheft 1
ISBN 3598250002

23605 Digital Mapping - North America

Authors: Greenberg, Gerald L. -- International Map Collectors' Society
20 leaves: maps, ills; 28cm.

---

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
BHC 2273
Vert 1740 (PrCt)

23606 Digital Mapping - Sweden

Cartographica : Monograph ; no. 20
Canadian cartographer ; v. 14 : Supplement ; no. 2.
Seminar held in Gävle, Sweden, September, 1977.
Includes bibliographical references.
ISSN 0317-7173
GA102.4.E4 S93 1977 (NLO)

23607 Digital Mapping - United States. Census Bureau

Mapping all the streets, census reroutes some. 1990.
Authors: Barringer, Felicity
1p.: ill.s.; 28cm.
BHC 1096
Vert 709 (PrCt)

23608 Digos (Philippines) - Maps - 1862 - Manuscripts - Digos (Philippines) - Maps - 1862 - Pictorial works - Manuscripts

Fuerte de Digos, en el seno de Casiláran. 1862.
Authors: Burriel, Juan Nepomuceno -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library.
Manuscript map. Ayer MS 1306 map 17
1 ms. map : hand col., cloth ; 151 x 115 mm. on sheet 323 x 229 mm.
Scale 1:5,000. 'Escala 1/5,000.'
Pen-and-ink (black, blue, green, red) and pencil. Accompanied on the preceding leaf by a view dated December 29, 1862: Fuerte de Digos. Bound between leaves 181-182.
Forms part of both the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection and the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library).
Lietz, P. S. Calendar of Philippine documents Ayer Coll., 306:
Smith, C. A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 292:
Butler, R. L. Check list mss. Ayer Coll., 1306:
Quirino, C. Philippine cartography (1963 ed.), p. 112:
Blair & Robertson. Philippine Islands (1903 ed.), v. 53 p. 400:
Ayer ms map proj 94
VAULT Ayer MS 1306 map 17 (NLO)

23610 Dijon (France) - Maps - 1611 - Pictorial works - Woodcuts

La Ville de Dijon. [Rouen: David Geuffroy, 1611?].
Authors: Desrues, François, ca. 1575-1633--Geuffroy, David
1 view : woodcut ; 48 x 56 mm.
In Des Rues, François. Description contenant...
toutes les singularitez de plus celebres villes et places remarquables du royaume de France (Rouen: David Geufruy, [1611?]), p. 276. View enclosed in oval within a rectangular frame with fleurs-de-lis in corners.
Title from letterpress above view.

Case DC24 .D47 [map] (PrCt)

23615 Dillenburg (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1620
_Dillenbvrvgm Nassoviae comitvm arx et natale solvm_. [Cologne: s.n., i.e. ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : hand col.; 15 x 47 cm.
Anonymous view.
Added title at top: Dillenbvg.
Latin letterpress text on verso under titles: Dillenberga -- Sigena.

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 6, pl. 12 (PrCt)

23616 Dillenburg (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1657
_Dillenbvrvgm Nassoviae comitvm arx et natale solvm_. [Amsterdam: Jan Jansson, 1657].
Authors: Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664 -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Urbium totius Germaniae superiorior illustrium clariorumque tabulae ...
Pars posterior [i.e. prior] (1657) -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Theatrum urbm (1657)
1 view : hand col.; 15 x 47 cm.
Title from cartouche at upper left.
Added title at top: Dillenbvg.
Latin letterpress text on verso under section titles: Dillenberga -- Sigena.
In: Jansson, Jan. Urbium totius Germaniae superiorior illustrium clariorumque tabulae ...
Pars posterior [i.e. prior] 1657, [plate 38].
Issued in volume 2 of 8 in Jansson's townbook atlases, collectively known as the Theatrum urbm (Amsterdam: Jan Jansson, 1657).

Case oversize G 117 .B8 1573, v. 6, p. 38 (PrCt)

23617 Dimmit County (Tex.) - Maps - 1879
Authors: Texas. General Land Office -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 1 map; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 20 x 23.5 in. Scale 1:133,320. Originally compiled 1879.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

**Microfiche 583, no. 955 (PrCt)**

**23618**

**Dimmit County (Tex.) - Maps - 1894 - Landowners<>Counties - Maps<>Landowners - Maps**


1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.

Size of original: Blueprint, 39.5 x 46.5 in. Scale 1:66,660. Originally compiled Austin, Tex.: U.S. General Land Office, 1894; traced 1901.


**Microfiche 583, no. 956 (PrCt)**

**23619**

**Dimmit County (Tex.) - Maps - 1897 - Landowners<>Counties - Maps<>Landowners - Maps**


Authors: Texas & Pacific Railway. Land Dept. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps

1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.

Size of original: 16 x 21 in. Originally published 1897.


**Microfiche 583, no. 957 (PrCt)**

**23620**

**Dinant (Belgium) - Maps - 1695 - Fortification**

**Dinant ville de l'evesché de Liege ...** [Paris : De Fer, 1695].

Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Loon, H. V. (Herman van) -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720.

Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes -- avec leurs fortifications ... (1695-1696)

1 map ; 19 x 27 cm.

In: Fer, Nicolas de. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes; avec leurs fortifications ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, 1695-1696) pt. 2, map [16].

Manuscript '(7)' at upper right.

**Case folio U 26. 293 pt. 2, map [16] (PrCt)**

**23621**

**Dinant (Belgium) - Maps - 1713 - Fortification**

**Dinant ville de l'evesché de Liege ...** [Paris : De Fer, 1713?].

Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Loon, H. V. (Herman van) -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720.

Introduction à la fortification ... [1713?]

1 map ; 19 x 26 cm.

In: Fer, Nicolas de. Introduction à la fortification ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, [1713?]) map [84].

For later state of this map, with engraved plate number, see Case folio U 26.292.

For earlier version of this map, engraved on different plate, see Case folio U 26.293.

**Case oversize U 26.2919 map [84] (PrCt)**

**23622**

**Dinkelsbühl (Germany) - Maps - 1930 - Tourist maps**

**Map of the town of Dinkelsbühl / after a drawing by Professor G. Schwarz. Dinkelsbühl : Verkehrsausschuss Dinkelsbühl, [ca. 1930].**

Authors: Schwarz, G. -- Verkehrsausschuss Dinkelsbühl -- Krüger, Alfred -- Shaw, Frances Wells, 1872-1937

1 map : col. ; 25 x 36 cm.

Cover title: Germany : A town more than a thousand years old, Dinkelsbühl (Bavaria) : the delight of tourists full of medieval beauty and romance.

"When looking at the sights of Dinkelsbühl, you best follow that red line."

On verso, view of "Old Town-Hall Square," descriptive text, table and sketch map of railway distances.

"Printed by Alfred Krüger, printing-office, Dinkelsbühl."

Includes pencilled annotations.

Removed from the Francis Wells Shaw Papers [Newberry Library Midwest MS ShawF].

**map2F G6299.D485E635 1930 .S3 (PrCt)**

**23623**

**Dinosaurs - Europe - Maps - 1911 - Gourmet's guide to Europe. London : Grant Richards, 1911.**

**Gourmet's guide to Europe. London : Grant Richards, 1911.**

Authors: Newnham Richards -- L. Col. -- Grant Richards Ltd. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection

(Newberry Library)

1 v.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)**

**23624**

**Dinosaur State Park (Conn.) - 1987**


Authors: Connecticut. Office of State Parks and Recreation

1 leaflet (4 p.) : photos, map ; 22 x 10 cm.


**23625**

**Dinosaurs - Maps - 1991 - Dinosaurs -**

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Pictorial works - Juvenile literature
Atlases - 1991

The Great dinosaur atlas / written by William Lindsay ; illustrated by Giuliano Fornari.
Authors: Lindsay, William, 1956-- Fornari, Giuliano -- Messner, J. -- Dorling Kindersley, Inc.
-- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (64 p.) ; col. ill., 11 maps ; 36 cm.
A guide to the prehistoric world of dinosaurs with maps, artwork, text, and pictorial spreads.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 91002838
ISBN 0671744798 (LSB) ; 9780671744793 (LSB) ; 0671744801 (trade) ; 9780671744809 (trade)
Baskes folio Q861.5 .L56 1991 (NLO)

Dinwiddie County (Va.) - Maps - 1864 - Landowners - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

23627

Discarding of books, periodicals, etc. - 1982
Collection development (Libraries) - 1982
Booksellers and bookselling
The Role of auction house and book seller in relation to deaccession. [1982?].
Authors: Nebenzahl, Kenneth, 1927- -- Brown University
p. 38-42
In Deaccession in research libraries: papers read at a symposium held at Brown University, June 11, 12, 1981 [S.l. : s.n., 1982?] : 38-42.
Includes bibliographical references.
Z675.4.R45 D43 1981, p. 38-42 (PrCt)

23629

Discoveries in Geography
Authors: Kish, George, 1914-
BHC 1565
Vert 1154 (PrCt)

23630

Discoveries in Geography
The meaning of 'discovery' in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. 1962.
Authors: Washburn, Wilcomb E., 1925-1977
BHC 2440
Vert 1991 (PrCt)

23631

Discoveries in Geography
The Age of discovery. 1966.
26 p. ; 23 cm.
Publication 63, Service Center for Teachers of History
Vert 1987 (PrCt)

23632

Discoveries in geography - 1766

Authors: Smollett, Tobias George, 1721-1771 -- Jefferyes, Thomas, -1771 -- Strahan, William, 1715-1785 -- Rivington, John, 1720-1792 -- Johnston, W. (William), -1804 -- Doddsley, James, 1724-1797 -- Caslon, Thomas, d. 1783 --

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Lowndes, Thomas, 1719-1784 -- Nicoll, William, bookseller -- Collins, B. (Benjamin), 1715-1785 -- Richardson and Urquhart, bookseller -- Troy Public Library -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
7 v. : ill., 26 maps, ports. ; 18 cm.
2nd ed.
Compiled by Tobias Smollett. Cf. ESTC.
Spine title: Smollett voyages
Most maps and illustrations engraved by T. Jefferys.
Modern quarter binding of marbled paper and brown leather spine; red leather label on spine with title: Smollett voyages.
Stamp: Troy Public Library.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
References: ESTC, T146872; Sabin, 20518; 1 NMM 38
Baskes G80 .S56 1766 (NLO)

Authors: Howgego, Raymond John, 1946-359 p. : col. ill., maps : 30 cm.
Includes index.
ISBN 9780297855385 (hbk.) ; 0297855387 (hbk.)
folio G80 .H676 2009 (NLO)

Authors: Roberts, Gail -- Geographical Projects (Firm) -- Chichester, Francis, Sir, 1901-1972 -- Crown Publishers -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (192 p. : col. ill., col. maps) ; 31 cm.
1st American ed.
Introduction by F. Chichester.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
References: Alexander, Guide to atlases (1977), no. 7854
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Authors: Roberts, Gail -- Geographical Projects (Firm) -- Chichester, Francis, Sir, 1901-1972 -- Aldus Books
1 atlas (192 p., col. maps, ill.) ; 31 cm.
Introduction by Francis Chichester; maps by Geographical Projects.
74-15253
ICN75
ISBN 0490003001
map4C 54 (NLO)

Authors: Roberts, Gail -- Geographical Projects (Firm) -- Chichester, Francis, Sir, 1901-1972 -- Crown Publishers
1 atlas (192 p. : col. ill., col. maps) ; 31 cm.
Includes index.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BHC 1012</td>
<td>In the Unesco Courier (April 1989): 4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23645</td>
<td>Discoveries in geography - Maps - Explorers - Maps - Cartography -</td>
<td>Barreto, Luis Fili</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>History - 1956</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Explorers’ maps : chapters in the cartographic record of geographical</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>discovery / R. A. Skelton.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23646</td>
<td>Discoveries in geography - Maps - Explorers - Maps - Cartography -</td>
<td>Skelton, R. A. (Raleigh</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>History - 1958</td>
<td>Ashlin), 1906-1970</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Explorers’ maps : chapters in the cartographic record of geographical</td>
<td>Routledge &amp; Kegan Paul,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23647</td>
<td>Discoveries in geography - Maps - Explorers - Maps - Cartography -</td>
<td>Skelton, R. A. (Raleigh</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>History - 1958</td>
<td>Ashlin), 1906-1970</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23648</td>
<td>Discoveries in Geography, Portuguese - 1400-1499</td>
<td>Skelton, R. A. (Raleigh</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>English knowledge of the Portuguese discoveries in the 15th century:</td>
<td>Ashlin), 1906-1970</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>a new document.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23649</td>
<td>Discoveries in Geography, Portuguese - 1400-1599</td>
<td>Barreto, Luis Filipe</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Authors: Barreto, Luis Filipe</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>In the Unesco Courier (April 1989): 4-7; 28 cm.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BHC 2435</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vert 1986 (PrCt)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23650</td>
<td>Discoveries in Geography, Portuguese - 1415-1520</td>
<td>Wallis, Helen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>'Things hidden from other men': the Portuguese voyages of discovery.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Authors: Wallis, Helen</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23651</td>
<td>Discoveries in geography - Australia - Discovery and exploration -</td>
<td>Richardson, W.A.R.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Australia - 1606-1794</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Names, Geographical - Southeast Asia - 1541-1606</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cartography - Australia - History - 1541-1606</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gazetteers</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Was Australia charted before 1606? : the Java la Grande inscriptions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>William A.R. Richardson.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23652</td>
<td>Discoveries in Geography, Portuguese - Pacific Ocean -</td>
<td>Richardson, W.A.R.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Discoveries in Geography, Portuguese - Pacific Ocean -</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Discovery and Exploration</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Geographical explorations by the Spaniards and the Portuguese.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[196-?].</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23653</td>
<td>Discoveries in Geography, Portuguese cartography - History</td>
<td>Brand, Donald D.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Actas. Lisboa : Comissão Executiva das</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Comemorações do V Centenário da Morte do</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1541-1549.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23654</td>
<td>Disenchantment Bay (Alaska) - Maps -</td>
<td>Cardano, José Maria --</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1791-1815</td>
<td>Malaspina, Alessandro,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SEE Disenchantment Bay (Alaska)</td>
<td>1754-1809 -- Espinosa y</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Plano del puerto del Desengaño trabajado del</td>
<td>Tello, Josef, 1763-1815</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Orden del Rey en 1791 / J. Cardano [feci].</td>
<td>-- Expedición Malaspina</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[Madrid ; Imprenta Real (Spain) -- Espinosa y Tello, Josef, 1763-1815</td>
<td>(1789-1794) -- Morata,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Atla para el viage de las goletas Sutil y</td>
<td>Juan -- Imprenta Real</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mexicana al reconocimiento del estrecho de Juan</td>
<td>(Spain) -- Espinosa y</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Tello, Josef, 1763-1815</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
de Fuca en 1792, publicado en 1802 -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map : 23 x 19 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:79,000]
Relief shown by hachures; soundings in brazas.

'Núm. 9.'
Duplicate copy: VAULT Ayer 114 .E7 1802
http://www.davidrumsey.com/rumsey/Size0/D000 8/0080050.jpg
Cl. OCLC 48431904
Wagner, H.R. Cartog. of the NW coast, 788
VAULT folio Graff 1262 map 9 (PrCt)


1 map ; 53 x 41 cm.
"E.C. Robinson, Prest. Office Norfolk Va."
Shows canals, cities and towns, ferries and landings, proposed and existing railroads, lighthouses, hotels, and natural features in northeastern North Carolina and southeastern Virginia.
Scale approximately 1:595,000.
Coordinates: (W 77°40'00"--W 75°17'00"/N 37°15'00"--N 34°30'00").

Issued folded to 20 x 12 cm.
Digital image of an earlier version of this map available on the North Carolina Maps website:
http://dc.lib.unc.edu/cdm/ref/collection/ncmaps/id/129
map4F G3882.D55 1867 .W35 (NLO)

Disraeli, Benjamin, Earl of Beaconsfield, 1804-1881 - Voyages, 1830-1831 - Middle East - Maps - 1830-1831 - Description and Travel - Mediterranean Region - Maps - 1830-1831 - Description and Travel
Authors: Blake, Robert -- Oxford University Press -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v.
1st ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

23657 Distance tables - Europe - 1745 - Distance tables - Germany - 1745
Poliometria Germaniae. Augsburg : Seutter, 1745.
Authors: Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678--1756
1 table : hand col.
Table of distances in Germany and Europe.
Forms one of nine plates bound together without title page in a composite atlas (57 x 38 cm.) with spine title: Maps of Europe.
oversize G 1030 .55 (NLO)

Distance tables - Germany - 1740 - Distance Tables - Europe - 1740
Poliometria Germaniae ac finitimorum quorundam locorum Europae. [Augsburg] : Matthaei Seutteri, [ca. 1740?].
Authors: Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756 -- Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756. [A Collection of Seutter maps] [1726-1773]
1 diagram : hand col. on sheet 55 x 65 cm.
Added title in cartouche at center right: Curioser Städt-zeiger zu denen vorнемsten Städten in Teutschland ....
Forms part of a made-to-order composite atlas chiefly comprised of undated maps issued ca. 1734-ca. 1744.
In: Seutter, Matthaeus. [A Collection of Seutter maps] (Augsburg and Paris); M. Seutter [et al], 1726-1773) plate [38A].
Case oversize G 1007 .81 pl. [38A] (PrCt)

23659 Distribution Maps
A New approach to world distribution maps. 1951.
Authors: Botley, F. V.
3 p. maps.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Offprint
Vert 16 (PrCt)

23660 Distribution Maps
A new approach to world distribution maps. 1951.
Authors: Botley, F. V.
3 p. maps.
Offprint
Vert 16 (PrCt)

23661 Distrito Federal (Mexico) - Maps - 1925 - Railroads - Indexes<<=> Morelos (Mexico : State) - 1925 - Maps - Railroads - Indexes<<=> Railroads - Maps
México, Distrito federal y Morelos : indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide ... = Mapa de bolsillo ... San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1925.
19 p. ; 17 cm.
Imperfect; lacking folded map.
Editor's copy; half-title page marked up.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
map3C G4591.P3 1925 .R3a Index (PrCt)

23662 Distrito Federal (Mexico) - Maps - 1925 - Railroads<=> Morelos (Mexico : State) - 1925 - Maps - Railroads<=> Railroads - Maps
1 map : col. ; 64 x 47 cm.
Plate no.: 11N23.
Includes key to railroads numbered 3-68 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Mexico, Federal District and Morelos railroads ... .
Issued folded in accompanying index (19 p. ; 17 cm.): México, Distrito Federal y Morelos : indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide ... = Mapa de bolsillo ... San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1925.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Handstamp on cover: Register of copyrights.
Library of Congress. Washington, D.C. '8/10/25' -- manuscript date on cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
map3C G4591.P3 1925 .R3 (PrCt)

23663 Dithmarschen (Germany) - Maps - 1570<<=> Prussia (Germany) - Maps - 1570<<=> Theitmarsiae (Germany) SEE Dithmarschen (Germany)
2 maps ; 31 x 20 cm. and 30 x 20 cm., on sheet 41 x 55 cm.
In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatrum orbis terrarvm (Antwerp : A.C. Diesth, 1570), [plate 22].
Engraved by Franz Hogenberg; see Karrow, p. 5.
Printed no. 22 and Latin letterpress text on verso beginning: Thietmarsia. Marsorum, qui à Marso originem trahunt, meminit Strabo ....
VAULT Case oversize G 1007 .64, [plate 22] (PrCt)

23664 Dithmarschen (Germany) - Maps - 1588<<=> Rügen (Germany) - Maps - 1588 Theitmarsiae, Holsaticae regionis partis typvs / auctore Petro Boeckel ; Rugiae, Vsedomiae, et Ivlinae, Wandalarum insularum vera descriptio. [Antwerp : Christophe Plantin, 1588].
2 maps : hand col. ; 31 x 20 cm. and 29 x 19 cm., on sheet 46 x 62 cm.
Map of Rügen derived from earlier work by Petrus von Edeling; see Karrow.
In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatro de la tierra vniversal (Antwerp : Christophe Plantin, 1588), [plate 45].
Printed no. 45 and Spanish letterpress text on verso beginning: Thietmarsia. De los marsos ....
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1588, [plate 45] (PrCt)

23665 Dithmarschen (Germany) - Maps - 1593<<>><>Thietmarsorum (Germany) SEE Dithmarschen (Germany)<<>><>Diethmarsia (Germany) SEE Dithmarschen (Germany)
Thietmarsorum simbricae Chersonesi popolorum foedis / delineatio autore Petro Boeckel. [Antwerp : s.n., 1593?].
Authors: Boeckel, Pieter, ca. 1530--Jode, Gerard de, 1509-1599 -- Wierix, Antonie, -1604 -- Jode, Gerard de, 1509-1591. Speculum orbis terrarum (1593) -- Boeckel, Pieter, ca. 1530-1599 SEE Boeckel, Pieter, ca. 1530-1599 -- Bokel, Pieter, ca. 1530-1599 SEE Boeckel, Pieter, ca. 1530-1599
1 map : hand col. ; 15 x 23 cm., on sheet 42 x 55 cm.
Latin letterpress text on verso (fol. 7, sig. Hh):
Pomerania et Diethmarsia ... On same sheet with another map printed from a separate copperplate: Pomeraniae vtriusq., continentis praefer Wolgafenesem seu Barthiesem Stetinensemq. ducatus Rugram insulam, provincias ex Vandalico solo captas typus geographi Engraving attributed to Antonie Wierix.
In: Jode, Gerard de. Speculum orbis terrarum (1599), plate 45.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .J9 1593, map [39 A] (PrCt)

23666 Dithmarschen (Germany) - Maps - 1606<<>><>Oldenburg (Germany) - Maps - 1606 Thietmarsiae, Holstiae regionis parsit typvs / auctore Petro Boeckel ; Oldenburg comit. / Laurentius Michaelis describ. [London : John Norton, 1606].
2 maps : hand col. ; 31 x 20 cm. and 33 x 23 cm., on sheet 45 x 55 cm.
In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatrum orbis terrarum ... (London : J. Norton, 1606), [plate 53].
Printed from 2 copperplates on 1 sheet.
Digital image of a duplicate or variant edition available on Marcel P.R. van den Broecke's Cartographica Neerlandica website (accessed July 2012):
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1606, [plate 53] (PrCt)

23667 Dixie Highway - History<<>><>Dixie Highway - Pictorial works<<>><>Dixie Highway - Maps<<>><>Road maps
Authors: Wright, James R., 1959- . 127 p. : chiefly ill., map ; 24 cm.
Contributor biographical information and publisher description available on Library of Congress website (August 2013):
http://catdir.loc.gov/catdir/enhancements/fy0905/2009921934-b.html
http://catdir.loc.gov/catdir/enhancements/fy0905/2009921934-d.html
Series: Images of America.
LC Card Number: 2009921934
ISBN 9780738560021 (pbk.) ; 0738560022 (pbk.)
F542 .W75 2009 (NLO)

23668 Dixoemde (Belgium), Battle of 1647
Authors: Beaulieu, Sébastian de Pontault, ca. 1612-1674 -- Beaulieu, Sébastian de Pontault, ca. 1612-1674. Les Glorieuses conquestes de Louis le Grand [1694?]
1 map ; 40 x 50 cm.
Case oversize G 10307 .08 pl. 8 (PrCt)

23669 Dnieper River Valley - Maps - 1700<<>><>Borystenis SEE Dnieper River<<>><>Niepr River SEE Dnieper River<<>><>Strip maps
Authors: Schenk & Valck, Amsterdam -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:X56
1 map ; 15 x 159 cm ; on sheet 48 x 57 cm.
Strip map printed in 3 horizontal sections; northern, central, and southern sections printed top to bottom.
Upper two sections oriented with north to upper left.
Sack map4F G7002.D5 1700 .S3 (PrCt)

23670 Dodekanesos (Greece) - Maps - 1528<<>><>Agathonisi Island (Greece) - Maps - 1528<<>><>Farmakonisi Island (Greece) - Maps - 1528<<>><>Gatonisi Island (Greece) SEE Agathonisi Island (Greece)<<>><>Fermaco Island (Greece) SEE Farmakonisi Island (Greece)<<>><>Fermaco Island (Greece) SEE Farmakonisi Island (Greece)<<>><>Woodcuts
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1606, [plate 53] (PrCt)


Inscribed by the author. Includes indexes to landowners. Scale not given.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library. 

Baskes folio G4123.D5G46 1945.E45 (NLO)

Dodge County, Wisconsin official farm plat book and directory. LaPorte, Ind. County Plat and Directory Co., [196-?].

Authors: County Plat & Directory Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (56 p.) : 26 maps ; 28 cm.

Cover title. Includes indexes to landowners. Scale not given. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G4123.D5G46 1960z.C6 (NLO)


Authors: Harrison & Warner

1 atlas ; 42 cm.

References: Phillips 2642.

oversize G1418.D5 H37 1873 (NLO)

Dodge County (Wis.) - Maps - 1873 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps


Authors: Harrison & Warner

1 atlas ; 42 cm.

References: Phillips 2642.

oversize G1418.D5 H37 1873 (NLO)

Dodge County (Wis.) - Maps - 1900 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps


Authors: W.W. Hixson & Co. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps.

1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.

Size of original: 2 parts, 22 x 43.5 in. each. Scale 1:45,500. Originally published Rockford, Ill.: W.W. Hixson, 1900.


Microfiche 583, no. 1415 (PrCt)

Dodge County (Wis.) - Maps - 1945 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps

Plat book and farmers’ directory of Dodge County, Wisconsin / compiled by Elite Book Co. Beaver Dam, Wis. [Elite Book Co.?] ; Masterprint Co., [1945?].

Authors: Elite Book Co. -- Masterprint Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (36 [i.e. 50] p.) : 24 maps ; 31 cm.

Cover title. Includes indexes to landowners. Advertisements on covers and interspersed. Scale not given.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.


Doodes, Cornelis - Rijckemans, Jan

Dirksz - Pietersz, Claes - Gijsbertsz, Evert - Jansz, Harmen - Jansz, Marten - Carolis, Joris - Cartography - North Holland (Netherlands) - History


Authors: Schilder, Günter

Pp. 47-72 : 12 maps (8 col.) ; 24 cm.


Inscribed by the author.

Vert 529, no. 2 (PrCt)

Doetecam, Jan van. [Map of Russia and 
**Dolomites Alps (Italy) - Maps - 1913**


Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag -- Biendl, Hans -- Kraatz, Leopold -- Goldschmidt, Albert -- Gotthardbahn. Die Gotthardbahn (mit Furka u. Grimsel) [1913?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Gotthardbahn (Railroad : Switzerland) SEE Gotthardbahn SEE Ferrovia del San Gottardo (Switzerland) SEE Gotthardbahn SEE Gotthard Railway (Switzerland) SEE Gotthardbahn SEE Railroads - Maps


Requests for copies should be directed to the library.

Advertised in: Advertisement for a vacation to the Dolomites Alps.

Includes bookmark advertising tourist maps from Anstalt Freytag & Berndt.

"Sucher," for use with map, in pocket.

Map inside front cover.

Advertisements, p. 1-15 at end.

Includes index.

Series: Grieben-Reiseführer ; Bd. 136


Advertisement for a vacation to the Dolomites Alps.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 136 (1933) (NLO)**

---

**Dominica - Maps - 1775**

*Dominica from an actual survey ...* London : Robt. Sayer, 1775 [i.e. 1780].

Authors: Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Jefferys, Thomas, -1771 -- Robert Sayer and John Bennett (Firm) -- Jefferys, Thomas, d. 1771. The West-India atlas ... (1780) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 60 x 46 cm.

Engraved Roman numeral 'VII' at upper right.

In: Jefferys, Thomas. The West-India atlas : or, A compendious description of the West-Indies (London : R. Sayer and J. Bennett, 1780) pl. [30].


---

**Dominica - Maps - 1775-1785 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles**

*Plan de l’Île de la Dominique.* [19–].

Authors: Nicolas, 18th cent. -- Bibliothèque nationale (France). Portef. 106-78 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map

Photostatic reproduction of manuscript map probably compiled between 1775-1785.

Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

MapPhoto France BN Portef. 106-78 (PrCt)

---

**Dominica - Maps - 1776 - Landowners**

*Plan of the island of Dominica ...* London, 1776.

Authors: Byres, John -- Bayly, J. -- Hooper, S. (Samuel) -- Hooper, Samuel, fl. 1756-1793 SEE Hooper, S. (Samuel)

1 map : hand col. ; 153 x 89 cm.
Dominican Republic - Aquariums - 1996
Aquariums SEE Aquariums - 1996
Authors: Holston, Mark

Travel Vertical File G4951 .L1 1996 .H6 (PrCt)

Dominican Republic - Description and travel - 1980
Authors: Suarez, Manuel

Travel Vertical File G4951 .L1 1996 .H6 (PrCt)

Dominican Republic - Description and travel - 1982
Authors: Mieslin, Richard J.

Travel Vertical File G4950 1982 .M5 (PrCt)

Dominican Republic - Maps - 1978 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Plan de la Conquête de l'Yle de la Dominique por M. le Mis de Bouillé en 1778. [19--].
Authors: Bouillé, François-Claude-Amour, marquis de, 1739-1800 -- Bibliothèque nationale (France). Ge D 8049 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1778 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

MapPhoto France BN Ge D 8049 (PrCt)

Dominican Republic - Maps - 1966 - Road maps
Santo Domingo (Dominican Republic) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps
Santiago de los Caballeros (Dominican Republic) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps
Authors: Texaco, inc. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 27 x 43 cm., folded to 18 x 9 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Republica Dominicana = Dominican Republic
Plate no. 66575201-8
Maps on verso (26 x 29 cm. and 15 x 13 cm.): Santo Domingo -- Santiago.
Panel art: Texaco sign; illustrations of car passing rural and urban gas stations.
In English and Spanish.

Travel Vertical File G4951 .E635 1980 .S8 (PrCt)

Dominican Republic - Maps - 1978 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Carte de la Dominique ... 7 Septembre 1778.
[19--].
Authors: Buache, Jean-Nicolas, 1741-1825 -- Sartine, Antoine Raymond Jean Gualbert Gabriel de, comte d'Alby, 1729-1801 -- Library of Congress
1 map ; 62 x 48 cm.
Photocopy of original published 1778; reproduced from original at Library of Congress.
Insets: Position de la Dominique ... -- Plan du débarquement et de l'attaque ....
Nebenzahl, Revolutionary War maps, 174.

M1106

map4F G5100 1778 .B8 (PrCt)

Dominican Republic - Agriculture - 1972

23697 Dominican Republic - Maps - 1967 - Road maps<<<>>>Santo Domingo (Dominican Republic) - Maps - 1967 - Road maps<<<>>>Santiago de los Caballeros (Dominican Republic) - Maps - 1967 - Road maps<<<>>>Road maps
Authors: Texaco, inc. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 27 x 43 cm., folded to 18 x 9 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Republica Dominicana = Dominican Republic
Plate no. 67575201-9
Maps on verso (26 x 29 cm. and 15 x 13 cm.): Santo Domingo -- Santiago.
Panel art: color photo of "Puerta de la iglesia de las Mercedes, Santo Domingo."
In English and Spanish.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3888 (PrCt)

23698 Dominican Republic - Maps - 1968
Authors: United States. Central Intelligence Agency -- Magnus, Albert R.
1 map : col. ; on sheet 47 x 54 cm.
Scale 1:1,000,000.
Relief shown by shading and spot heights.
In lower left margin: 56766 1-68.
Includes 3 ancillary maps: Population. -- Land utilization. -- Economic Activity.
map4F G3200 1967 .U5, Dominican Republic (PrCt)

Caribbean Inc.
1 map : col. ; 33 x 42 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. 70575201-12.
Inset (12 x 15 cm.): Santo Domingo.
Maps on verso (33 x 42 cm. and 13 x 15 cm.): Haiti -- Port au Prince.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 151 (PrCt)

23700 Dominican Republic - Maps - 1976 - Road maps<<<>>>Santo Domingo (Dominican Republic) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps<<<>>>Santiago de los Caballeros (Dominican Republic) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps<<<>>>Road maps
Authors: Texaco, inc. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 37 x 58 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.
"Edición de 1976"
Panel title.
Plate no. 7657201-15
Inset location map (8 x 15 cm.): El Caribe.
Maps on verso (28 x 46 cm. and 21 x 16 cm.): Santo Domingo -- Santiago.
Panel art: Color photo of Iglesia de las Mercedes.
In Spanish.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3988 (PrCt)

23701 Dominican Republic - Sports - 1984
Authors: Treaster, Joseph B.
1 p. : photo
Travel Vertical File G4951 .E63 1984 .T7 (PrCt)

23702 Donauwörth (Germany), Battle of, 1704 - Maps
Battle of Donawort fought on the 2d. of June 1704 between a detachment of ye allies, and a body of French and Bavarian troops. [London? Knapton, ca. 1740?].
1 map ; 36 x 46 cm.
Title in bottom margin.
'For Mr. Tindal's continuation of Mr. Rapin's history of England.'
Includes references A-S.

23703 Donauwörth (Germany), Battle of, 1704 - Maps
Battle of Donauwört fought on the 2d. of June 1704 between a detachment of ye allies, and a body of French and Bavarian troops. [London : s.n., ca. 1785?].
Title in bottom margin.
For Mr. Tindal's continuation of Mr. Rapin's history of England.'
Includes references A-S.
oversize Ayer 135 .T5 1732 map [57] (Pr.Ct)

Authors: Webber, Verniece -- Thomas Fisher Rare Book Library 8p.
BHC 1314
Vert 921 (Pr.Ct)

23705 Donegal (Ireland : County) - Maps - 1685
Dunagall or Tyrconel. [London : Francis Lamb, 1685].
In: Petty, William. A Geographical description of ye kingdom of Ireland ... (London: Francis Lamb, [1685]) pl. [20]. Engraved plate number '16'.
Case G 1042 .668 pl. [20] (Pr.Ct)

23706 Donegal (Ireland : County) - Maps - 1928<<<>Antrim (Northern Ireland : County) - Maps - 1928
Authors: Highways & byways series -- Gwynn, S. -- Thomson, Hugh, 1860-1920 -- Macmillan & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. : 1 map

12mo
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (Pr.Ct)

By virtue of a warrant from the proprietaries dated the 2d day of September 1735 surveyed to James Anderson the above described tract of land situate in Donegal Township in the county of Lancaster bounded and containing as is above noted / surveyed the 6th of April 1736 by Sa: Blunston Dep. Surv. [Harrisburg] : Pennsylvania Dept. of Internal Affairs, 1934.
Photostat (negative) of original plat of survey. Shows lot of 300 acres on Susquehanna River; adjoining properties owned by William Allison, John Galbrath, and John Stuart. With stamp and seal of the Department of Internal Affairs and signature of Philip H. Dewey, Secretary.
map1F G3823 .L3:2D6 1736 B5 1934, no. 1 (Pr.Ct)

By order of the proprietaries surveyed on the sixth day of April ano. Dom. 1736 to John Stuart a tract of land on Sasquehanna River in the Township of Donegal in the county of Lancaster... / surveyed by Sa: Blunston. [Harrisburg] : Pennsylvania Dept. of Internal Affairs, 1934.
Authors: Blunston, Samuel -- Pennsylvania. Dept. of Internal Affairs 1 map ; on sheet 41 x 34 cm.
Photostat (negative) of original plat of survey. Shows lot of 357½ acres on Susquehanna River; adjoining properties owned by James Anderson, James Mitchell, Nathaniel Little, John Ross, and Joseph Burton. With stamp and seal of the Department of Internal Affairs and signature of Philip H. Dewey, Secretary.
map1F G3823 .L3:2D6 1736 B5 1934, no. 2 (Pr.Ct)

23709 Doniphan County (Kan.) - Maps - 1904 -

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
23712 Doolittle, Amos, 1754-1832 - Engravers, American
Authors: O’Brien, Donald C. -- Oak Knoll Books (Firm) -- American Historical Print Collectors Society.
Society viii, 132 p. : ill. (some col.), maps (chiefly col.) ; 29 cm.
1st ed.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 117-123) and index.
Contents: Tune-books -- Maps for illustration -- Maps and charts published separately -- Illustrated Bibles -- Illustrated books -- Bank notes -- Displays and new displays -- Other broadsides -- Freemasonry -- Other Doolittles.
LC Card Number: 2006053287
ISBN 9781584562061 (alk. paper) ; 1584562064 (alk. paper)
folio NE506 .O27 2008 (NLO)

23713 Door County (Wis.) - Maps - 1990 - Landowners-<>-Counties - Maps-<>-Landowners - Maps
Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Door County 4-H Adult Leaders Association (Wis.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (63 p.) : 24 col. maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
'Sponsored by Door County 4-H Adult Leaders Association.'
 Includes indexes to owners, highways and roads, and subdivisions.
Includes business and local government directories.
Scale [1:50,688].
Township maps of scale 1 1/4 in. to 1 mile.
Shows federal, state and county lands.
Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 91675267

23714 Door County (Wis.) - Maps - 1993 - Landowners-<>-Counties - Maps-<>-Landowners - Maps
Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Door County 4-H Adult Leaders Association (Wis.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (64 p.) : 25 maps (chiefly col.) ; 28 cm. 8th ed.
Cover title.
'Sponsored by Door County 4-H Adult Leaders Association'--Cover.
Copyright date from p. 3.
Includes zip code list, directories, and indexes.
Scale [1:50,688]. 1 1/4 in. = 1 mile.
Shows federal, state and county lands.
Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 94675025

23715 Dorchester (Boston, Mass.) - Maps - 1908 - Road maps - West Roxbury (Boston, Mass.) - Maps - 1908 - Road maps - Counts - Maps
1 map : 47 x 69 cm., folded to 18 x 8 cm.
Running title from upper margin.
Copyright 1908 by Walker Lithograph & Publishing Co. Boston."
Numbered as pages "70" and "71".
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).
Road map4C G3764.B6:2D6 1908 .W3 (PrCt)

23716 Dorchester County (Md.) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps - Counts - Maps
Authors: Maryland. Dept. of Transportation
1 map : col. ; 43 x 49 cm.
Inserts: Vienna. -- Hurlock. -- Bloodsworth Island. -- Cambridge.
temp map4F G3843.A 1964-1985 M3 map 9 (PrCt)

23717 Dorchester County (S.C.) - Maps - 1900 - Landowners - Counts - Maps
Authors: Knight, J. Hamilton -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 21.5 x 14 in. Scale: 1:126,720.
Originally published 1873.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century land ownership maps: Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps

23719 Dordogne (France) - Maps - 1625
Le Diocese de Sarlat. Amsterdam, 1625.
Authors: Tarde, Jean, 1561-1636 -- Schenk & Valck, Amsterdam -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G112
1 map : 35 x 46 cm.
Added title: Dioecesis Sarlatensis.
2769
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G5833.A48:3D5 1625 T3 (PrCt)

23720 Dordogne (France) - Maps - 1680
Petrocorii. Paris. [ca. 1680].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
III:G113
1 map : hand col. ; 40 x 48 cm.
Added titles: Evesché de Perigueux ... -- Partie septentrionale de la seneschaussé de Perigord ... -- Partie septentrionale de l'election de Perigord ... .
2726
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G5833.A48:3D5 1680 .S2 (PrCt)

23721 Dordogne (France) - Maps - 1965 - Périgord (France) - Maps - 1965 - Limousin (France) - Maps - 1965 - Quercy (France) - Maps - 1965
Authors: Michelin green guides -- Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 82 maps
1st ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

23722 Dordogne (France) - Maps - 1976 - Périgord (France) - Maps - 1976 - Limousin (France) - Maps - 1976
Authors: Michelin green guides -- Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 68 maps
2nd ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

23723 Dordogne (France) - Maps - 1982 - Périgord (France) - Maps - 1982 - Limousin (France) - Maps - 1982

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Michelin green guides -- Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 68 maps
3rd ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

**Dordogne (France) - Maps - 1994***

---

**Périgord (France) - Maps - 1994***

---

**Quercy (France) - Maps - 1994***

---

**Road maps**


Authors: Michelin green guides -- Tourist guide -- Michelin Tyre PLC -- Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
193 p. : ill. (chiefly col.), genealogical table, 44 col. maps, col. plans ; 26 x 12 cm.
3rd ed.
Cover title.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 38) and index.
Map on back cover.
Former owner’s label: M. Hirsch ... Glencoe, IL.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.


---

**Dordrecht (Netherlands) - Maps - Bibliography**

*De stad Dordrecht. 1908-1912.*

Authors: Gijn, Simon Marius Hugo Van, 1848-
From Dordracum Illustratum: verzameling van kaarten...de stad Dordrecht ([Dordrecht]: Dordrechtsche drukkerij- en uitgevers-maatschappij, 1908-1912) v. 1., p. 1-93.

Bibliography of maps and views of Dordrecht and environs.

**Vert 2027 (PrCt)**

---

**Dorset (England) - Maps - 1610***

---

**Dorchester (Dorset, England) - Maps - 1610***

---

**Dorsetshire with the shyre-town Dorchester desctribed ...** [London : J. Legate and W. Humble], 1610 [i.e. 1646].

Authors: Speed, John, 1552?-1629 -- Hondius, Jodocus, 1563-1612 -- Legate, John, d. 1658 -- Humble, William, 1612-1686 -- Speed, John, 1552?-1629. A Prospect of the most famous parts of the world ... together with ... Great Brittaines empire (1646)
1 map ; 38 x 51 cm. on sheet 42 x 54 cm. Inset (14 x 17 cm.): Dorchester.
Bottom margin includes coats-of-arms.
Letterpress text on verso (p. 17-18) under the following heading: Dorchester-shire.
In: Speed, John. A Prospect of the most famous

---

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
parts of the world ... together with ... Great Brittaines empire (London : Printed by John Legatt, for William Humble, 1646) map [31].

Case oversize G 117 .82 map [31] (PrCt)

23730 Dorset (England) - Maps - 1662<>Dorchester (Dorset, England) - Maps - 1662

Dorsetshire with the shyre-towne Dorchester described ... [London]: Thomas Bassett ... and Richard Chiswell, 1662 [i.e. 1676].

Authors: Speed, John, 1552?-1629 - Hondius, Jodocus, 1563-1612 -- Bassett, Thomas -- Chiswell, Richard -- Speed, John, 1552?-1629.

The Theatre of the Empire of Great-Britain ... (1676) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 38 x 51 cm. on sheet 42 x 55 cm.

Inset (14 x 17 cm.): Dorchester.

Bottom margin includes coats-of-arms.

Letterpress text on verso (p. 17-18) under the following heading: The Description of Dorchester-shire.

In: Speed, John. The Theatre of the Empire of Great-Britain ... (London : Printed for T. Bassett and R. Chiswell, 1676) map [10].

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .57 1676 map [10] (PrCt)


Authors: Collins, Greenville, fl. 1669-1698 -- St. Lo, George, d. 1718 -- Collins, Greenville, fl. 1669-1698. Great Britain's coastal-pilot ... (1749) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 44 x 56 cm

Untitled nautical chart.

Oriented with north at right.

Title supplied by C. Verner, "Captain Collins' coastal pilot: a cartobibliographical analysis" in Map Collectors' Circle. Map Collectors' series, no. 58 (1969), p. 21-22, plate no. 12, Plate I (state 3).}

Printed from 2 plates; bottom left quarter of principal plate has been removed and new plate measuring 25 x 20 cm. substituted.

Dedication at lower left: To Captain George St. Lo this map is... presented by Capt. G. Collins.


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1811.P5 C6 1693, part 1, [plate 4] (PrCt)


Authors: Collins, Greenville, fl. 1669-1698 -- Bellin, Jacques Nicolas, 1703-1772 -- Collins, Greenville, fl. 1669-1698. Cartes et plans de

Untitled nautical chart.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

plusieurs parties des côtes d’Angleterre,
d’Écosse et d’Irlande [1757?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 40 x 46 cm.
Oriented with north at right.
In: Collins, Greenville. Cartes et plans de
plusieurs parties des côtes d’Angleterre,
d’Écosse et d’Irlande [Paris? : Jacques Nicolas
Bellin?, 1757?], [plate 3].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
References: Verner, C. "Captain Collins' coasting
pilot : a cartobibliographical analysis" in Map
Collectors’ Circle. Map Collectors’ series, no. 58
Baskes oversize G1811.P5 C614 1757, [plate
3] (PrCt)

23734 Dorset (England) - Maps - 1801
Topographical and statistical description of the county of Dorset : containing a copious account of its situation, extent, towns, roads, rivers, lakes, mines, minerals, fisheries, manufactures, trade, commerce, agriculture, fairs, markets, curiosities, antiquities, natural history, civil and ecclesiastical jurisdictions, &c. : to which is prefixed a copious travelling index ..., forming a complete county itinerary ... / by G.A. Cooke ; illustrated with a map of the county. London : Printed for C. Cooke, No. 17, Paternoster Row, by Brimmer and Co., Upper Mary-le-Bone Street : And sold by all the booksellers in the United Kingdom, [not before 1801].
Date of publication inferred from a reference in the bibliography (p.15-16) to a title published in 1801.
Added title from red leather spine label:
Topography of Surrey, Hampshire and Dorsetshire.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [14]-16).
Issued as part of a series of descriptive guides to the counties of Great Britain.
Bound with 2 other titles.
Tail-pieces.
Contemporary half bound brown leather, marbled papers over boards
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes DA670.596 C56 1810 (NLO)

23735 Dorset (England) - Maps - 1867<><>Devon
(England) - Maps - 1867<><>Cornwall
(England : County) - Maps -
1867<><>England, Southern - Maps - 1867
Black’s guide to the southwestern counties of England : Dorsetshire, Devon, and Cornwall.
Edinburgh : Adam and Charles Black, 1867.
Authors: Adam and Charles Black (Firm) --
Black’s guide books -- Bartholomew, John
1805-1861 -- Hunt, Edward -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
ix, 417, 48 p., [14] leaves of plates (some folded) : ill., 9 maps (some folded) ; 18 cm.
Maps on lining papers.
Series statement from publisher advertisements.
Series: Black’s guide books.
Advertisements: 48 p. at end.
Includes index.
Bookplate: Edward Hunt, Mount Pleasant, Upper Clapton.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .B55 Dorset, Devon, Cornwall (1867) (NLO)

23736 Dorset (England) - Maps - 1878<><>Devon
(England) - Maps - 1878<><>Cornwall
(England : County) - Maps -
1878<><>England, Southern - Maps - 1878
Black’s guide to the counties of Dorset, Devon, & Cornwall. Edinburgh : Adam and Charles Black, 1878.
Authors: Adam and Charles Black (Firm) --
Black’s guide books -- Bartholomew, John
1805-1861 -- John Bartholomew & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
ix, 417, 104 p., [14] leaves of plates (some folded) : ill., 11 maps (some folded) ; 18 cm. 10th ed.
Maps on lining papers.
Series: Black’s guide books.
Series statement from publisher advertisements.
Advertisements: 104 p. at end.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .B55 Dorset, Devon, Cornwall (1878) (NLO)

23737 Dorset (England) - Maps - 1889
Includes bibliographical references (p. 15, 1st sequence) and index.
Advertisements, 32 p. at end.
Series: [Stanford’s two-shilling series] --
Stanford’s two-shilling series.
Series statement from publisher’s

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
advertisements.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G153 .S73 Dorsetshire (1889) (NLO)

23738 Dorset (England) - Maps - 1906 - Guidebooks
Authors: Treves, Frederick, 1853-1923 -- Highways & byways series -- Pennell, Joseph, 1857-1926 -- Macmillan & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. (21 cm.)
1st ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

23739 Dorset (England) - Maps - 1912
Authors: Heath, Frank R. -- Little guides -- John Bartholomew & Co. -- Methuen & Co. -- Turnbull & Spears -- Fosbrooke, Cicely -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
xii, 311 p., [36] leaves of plates : ill., 3 maps (1 col., 1 folded) ; 16 cm.
3rd ed.
Maps by John Bartholomew & Co.
Printed by Turnbull & Spears.
Map inside front cover.
Includes index.
Series: Little guides.
Former owner’s signature: Cicely Fosbrooke.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G153 .L58 Dorset (1912) (NLO)

Authors: Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- Black’s guide books -- Moncrieff, A. R. Hope (Ascott Robert Hope), 1846-1927 -- John Bartholomew and Son -- R. & R. Clark (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
136, 64 p. : col. ill., 6 maps (some col., some folded), plans ; 18 cm.
18th ed.
Cover title: Dorsetshire
Maps by John Bartholomew & Son.
Printed by R. & R. Clark.
Includes index.
Series: Black’s guide books.
Publisher’s red cloth binding with color illustration.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G153 .B55 Dorset (1921) (NLO)

23742 Dorset (England) - Maps - 1927
1 v. : 1 map (PrCt)
12mo; C: EmeryWalker
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

23743 Dorset (England) - Maps - 1949
xii, 196 p., [50] p. of plates : ill., col. folded map ; 16 cm.
Map by John Bartholomew & Son.
Includes index.
Series: The little guides -- Little guides.
Inscribed: Roland E. Jeffery, from Winchester, Sept. 1st. 1953.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 49005708

Baskes G153 .L58 Dorset (1949) (NLO)

23744 Dorset (England) - Maps - 1985 - Guidebooks
Authors: County companion -- Cadogan Books -- Bird, Sheila -- Cullingford, Cecil N. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.
Ed: Bird & Cullingford
Cf. OCLC 13369946.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)
23745  Dorset (England) - Maps - 1987
Authors: Bingham, Andrew -- Titchmarsh, Peter -- Great Britain. Ordnance Survey -- Landranger guidebook -- Jarrold Colour Publications -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
144 p. : col. ill., 59 maps (chiefly col.) ; 23 cm. Includes bibliographical references (p. 144) and index.
Maps inside back cover and back cover.
Series: Ordnance Survey landranger guidebook -- Landranger guidebook.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 88203468
ISBN 0319001164 ; 9780319001165
Baskes DA670.D7 B55 1987 (NLO)

23746  Dortmund (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1620
Dortmvd. [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : hand col. ; 17 x 44 cm.
Anonymous view.
On same sheet with: Lippe.
Latin letterpress text on verso under titles: Lippia -- Origins vrbis et comitats Tremenensis.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 4, pl. 20 (PrCt)

23747  Dortmund (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1657
Dortmvd / [Hermann Hammelmann]. [Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657].
Authors: Hamelmann, Hermann, 1525-1595 -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664 -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Urbium totius Germaniae superioris illustriorum clarioremque tabulae ... Pars posterior [i.e. prior] (1657) -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Theatrum urbi (1657)
1 view : hand col. ; 17 x 44 cm., on sheet 49 x 59 cm.
On same sheet with: Lippe / h[a]ec Hermannus Hammelmannus
Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Lippeia.
In: Jansson, Jan. Urbium totius Germaniae superioris illustriorum clarioremque tabulae ... Pars posterior [i.e. prior] 1657, [plate 73].
Issued in volume [2] of 8 in Jansson's townbook atlasses, collectively known as the Theatrum urbi (Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657).
Case oversize G 117 .452, v. 2, [plate 73] (PrCt)

23748  Dortmund-Siegen (Germany) - Maps - 1680
Westphalia ducatus. Amsterdam, [ca. 1680].
Authors: Schenk & Valck, Amsterdam -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
II:224
1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 47 cm.
2462
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
VAULT oversize Sack map B5700 1740 .S2 no. II:224 (PrCt)

23749  Dortmund-Siegen (Germany) - Maps - 1680
Dortmvd <<<=>> Essen (Germany : Gebietseinheiten) -- Maps - 1680 <<<=>> Bielefeld (Germany : Gebietseinheiten) -- Maps - 1680
Comitatus Marchia et Riversberg. Amsterdam, [ca. 1680].
Authors: Schenk & Valck, Amsterdam -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
II:234
1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 47 cm.
Inset: Ravensberg comitatus.
2472
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
VAULT oversize Sack map B5700 1740 .S2 no. II:234 (PrCt)

23750  Dortmund-Siegen (Germany) - Maps - 1725
Le Duche dé Westphalie ... Amsterdam, [ca. 1725].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Covens et Mortier -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
II:225
1 map : hand col. ; 41 x 55 cm.
2463
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
VAULT oversize Sack map B5700 1740 .S2 no. II:225 (PrCt)

23751  Dortmund-Siegen (Germany) - Maps - 1730
Nova ducatus Westphaliiiae tabula accurata descripta ... Amsterdam, [ca. 1730].
Authors: R. & J. Ottens -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
II:226
1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 56 cm.
Doubai (France) - History - Siege, 1710

Intrenchment of the army of the allies to cover the siege of Douay against the French army, that came to raise it in June 1710. For Mr. Tindal's continuation of Mr. Rapin's history. [London: s.n., ca. 1785?].


1 map ; 35 x 46 cm.

Title in bottom margin.

Oriented with north at right.

In: Rapin de Thoyras, M. [Maps and plans of Tindal's continuation of Rapin's History of England] [London: John Harrison?, 1785-1789?] map [34].

Doubai Ayer 135 .T5 1732 map [34] (PrCt)

Doubai (France) - History - Siege, 1710---Spanish Succession, War of, 1701-1714 - Maps


Authors: Fricx, Eugène-Henri, d. 1733 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

III:U47

1 map ; 25 x 29 cm.

Includes references A-F.

Phillips 7962 no. [50].

3115

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Sack map2F G5834.D6 1710 F7a (PrCt)

Doubai (France) - Maps - 1620

Dvacvm, Catuacorum vrbs, tam situ, quam incolis ... [Cologne: s.n., ca. 1620].

Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Deventer, Jacob van, d. 1575 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; hand col. ; 33 x 40 cm.

Derived from a drawing by Jacob van Deventer; see R.A. Skelton's Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum. Added title at top in uppercase lettering: Dovay. Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Dvacvm.


VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 3, pl. 20 (PrCt)

Doubai (France) - Maps - 1709


Authors: Fricx, Eugène-Henri, d. 1733 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

III:U49

1 map ; 19 x 26 cm.

For Mr. Tindal's continuation of Mr. Rapin's history.
23760 Douai (France) - Maps - 1740 - Fortification

Doway a strong city in the Earldom of Flanders in the Low Countries, subject to the French. [London? Knapton, ca. 1740?].


Added title in bottom margin: Plan of the city of Doway.

Oriented with north at bottom left.

'For Mr. Tindal's continuation of Mr. Rapin's History of England' trimmed from bottom margin.

Includes references A-F.


folio F 45 .7341 v. [6] map [64] (PrCt)

23761 Douai (France) - Maps - 1785 - Fortification

Doway a strong city in the Earldom of Flanders in the Low Countries subject to the French. [London : s.n., ca. 1785?].


Added title in bottom margin: Plan of the city of Doway. For Mr. Tindal's continuation of Mr. Rapin's History of England.

Includes references A-F.

Oriented with north at lower left.


23762 Douai Region (France) - Maps - 1710


Authors: Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. -- Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. Atlas curieux -- oder, Neuer und compendieuser atlas 1710 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 13 x 28 cm.

In: Bodenehr, Gabriel. Atlas curieux; oder, Neuer und compendieuser atlas ... ([Augsburg : Gabriel Bodenehr, 1710?]) pl. [30]. Engraved plate no. '31.'

Ayer 135 .B6 pl. 30 (PrCt)

23763 Douarnenez Bay (France), Battle of - 1700-1799 - Maps<>>Iroise (France), Battle of - 1700-1799 - Maps<>>Camaret-sur-Mer (France), Battle of - 1700-1799 - Maps

Plan of the attack of Camaret Bay, on the coast of Bretagne, thro which lies the harbour of Brest. [London? Knapton, ca. 1740?].


Title in bottom margin.

'For Mr. Tindal's continuation of Mr. Rapin's history of England.'

Details undated 18th-century naval bombardment.

Includes references A-O.

Oriented with north at bottom.


Includes references A-O.
Oriented with north at bottom.
In: Rapin de Thoyras, M. [Maps and plans of
Tindal's continuation of Rapin's History of
England] [London : John Harrison?, 1785-1789]? map [44].

**23765**

**Doubts (France) - Maps - 1688<>Jura**

*Partie de la Franche Comté ou est le Balliage de
Dole ...* Paris, 1688.
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Somer, J. -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection
(Newberry Library). Ill:G54
1 map : hand col. ; 39 x 56 cm.
Added title: Sequani populi Lugdunensis quintae
celtica ... .
2653
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G5833.F7:3D6 1688 S2 (PrCt)

**23766**

**Douglas County (III.) - Maps - 1875 -
Landowners<>Counties -
Maps<>Landowners - Maps**

*Illustrated hist atlas map of Douglas Co, Illinois.*
Edwardsville : W.R. Brink, 1875.
Authors: W.R. Brink & Co.
49 cm.
Phillips 12191.
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 1534
oversize G1408.D6 B7 1875 (NLO)

**23767**

**Douglas County (III.) - Maps - 1875 -
Landowners<>Counties -
Maps<>Landowners - Maps**

*An Illustrated historical atlas map of Douglas County, Ill.* [Evansville, Ind. Unigraphic, 1974].
Authors: W.R. Brink & Co. -- Niles, Henry Clay --
Douglas County Historical Society (Ill.) --
Unigraphic (Evansville, Ind.)
1 atlas [(2), 1-107 p. : 23 maps, views] ; 36 cm.
Reduced facsimile of original published
[Edwardsville, Ill.?]: W.R. Brink & Co., 1875.
A number of maps are attributed to Henry C,
Niles, county surveyor.
'[R]eproduced under the sponsorship of the
Douglas County Historical Society.'
Scale of township maps [ca. 1:45,000].
Partial contents: History of Douglas County, by
Henry C. Niles -- History of townships --
Biographical sketches.
Cf. Phillips 12191.
16278
ICN74
map5C 28 (NLO)

**23768**

**Douglas County (III.) - Maps - 1914 -
Landowners<>Counties -
Maps<>Landowners - Maps**

*Standard atlas of Douglas County, Illinois.*
Chicago : Ogle, 1914.
Authors: Geo. A. Ogle & Co.
1 atlas : 46 cm.
folio F 89627.642 (NLO)

**23769**

**Douglas County (III.) - Maps - 1950 -
Landowners<>Counties -
Maps<>Landowners - Maps**

*Farm plat book and business guide, Douglas County, Illinois.* Rockford, Ill. Rockford Map
Publishers, [1950].
Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Douglas
County Farm Bureau (Douglas County, Ill.) --
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (39 p.) : 14 maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
'Sponsored by Douglas County Farm Bureau.'
Scale of township maps [ca. 1:50,000].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Phillips 12241
LC Card Number: map52000403

**23770**

**Douglas County (Kan.) - Maps - 1887 -
Landowners<>Counties -
Maps<>Landowners - Maps**

*[Douglas County (Kan.) - 1887: LC G&M land
Authors: Edwards, John P. -- Library of
Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC
G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map : on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 4 parts; 2 are 22.5 x 25 in. each
and 2 are 24.5 x 25 in. each. Scale 1:31,680.
Originally published Quincy, Ill.: John P.
Edwards, 1887.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing
19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map
Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 213 (PrCt)

**23771**

**Douglas County (Kan.) - Maps - 1921 -
Landowners<>Counties -
Maps<>Landowners - Maps**

*Standard atlas of Douglas County, Kansas,
including a plat book of the villages, cities, and
townships of the county. Chicago : Geo. A. Ogle
& Co., 1921.
Authors: Geo. A. Ogle & Co.
1 atlas (2 p. I., 7-73, xxii p. incl. 22 col. maps, ill.)
; 45 cm.
Phillips 14162.
LC Card Number: 2001624608
oversize F 92524 .642 (NLO)

**23772**

**Douglas County (Minn.) - Maps - 1800-1899 -
Landowners<>Counties -
Maps<>Landowners - Maps**

*Family maps of Douglas County, Minnesota : with
homesteads, roads, waterways, towns, cemeteries, railroads, and more. Norman, Okla.
Douglas County (Neb.) - Maps - 1900 - Landowners - Counties - Maps

Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960- -- Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)
344 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
1st ed.
'Deluxe edition.'
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).
'3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.'
Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).
Includes indexes.
Series: Family maps
ISBN 142030433X ; 9781420304336
Local History Ref F612.D76 B69 2006 (NLO)

Douglas County (Neb.) - Maps - 1892 - Landowners - Counties - Maps

Authors: Willis, Robt. H. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 31 x 67 in. Scale: 1:32,000.
Originally published Omaha: Robt. H. Willis, 1892.
Microfiche 583, no. 418 (PrCt)

Douglas County (Neb.) - Maps - 1892 - Landowners - Counties - Maps

Authors: Anderson Publishing Company -- Bee Publishing Co. (Omaha, Neb.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
'Compiled by the Anderson Publishing Company ... for the Bee Publishing Company ...'
'Drawn from actual surveys and county records.'Scale [1:42240]
Scale of township maps: 1 1/2 inches to 1 mile.
Maps of Council Bluffs and Greater Omaha follow p. 83.
Includes index.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Phillips 4650
Baskes folio G4193.D8G46 1913 .A53 (NLO)

23777


Authors: Anderson Publishing Company
1 atlas (39, 17 p., maps) ; 34 x 44 cm.
Phillips 15426.

oversize F 92424.05 (NLO)

23778

Douglas County (S.D.) - Maps - 1900 - Landowners<<<Counties - Maps<<<Landowners - Maps

Authors: Peterson, E. Frank -- Johnson, J. A. -- Stevens, Homer W. -- Library of Congress.
Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 33 x 43 in. Scale 1:46,000.
Originally published 1900.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps: Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps

Microfiche 583, no. 849 (PrCt)

23779

Douglas County (Wis.) - Maps - 1972 - Landowners<<<Counties - Maps<<<Landowners - Maps

Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Douglas County (Wis.). Office of County Clerk -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (58 p.) ; ill., 42 maps (some col.) ; 28 cm.
Rev. 1972
Cover title.
'. [A]vailable at County Clerk's Office.'
Scale [1:50,688]. 1 1/4 in. to one mile.
Includes business directory and index to owners.
Text inside covers.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G4123.D7G46 1972 .R58 (NLO)

23780

Dover (Del. - Description and travel - 1987
Guided walking tours : Old Dover Historic District or Victorian Dover Historic District. Dover, Del.

Authors: Dover Heritage Trail, Inc.
1 leaflet (3-fold) : map, ill. ; 22 x 9 cm.
Travel Vertical File G3834 .D6E635 1987 .D6 (PrCt)

Dover, Strait of - Maps - 1693 - Nautical charts<<<Nautical charts - Dover, Strait of - 1693<<<Strait of Dover SEE Dover, Strait of -Strait of Dover SEE Dover, Strait of -<<<Nautical charts

[Strait of Dover]. [London : s.n., 1693].
Authors: Collins, Greenville, fl. 1669-1698 -- Ashby, John, Sir, d. 1693 -- Collins, Greenville, fl. 1669-1698. Great Britain's coasting-pilot ...
(1693) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 44 x 56 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Includes dedication to "Sr. John Ashby, Kt. Admiral of the Blew ... by Capt. G. Collins ... ".
In: Collins, Greenville. Great Britain's coasting-pilot ...
(London : Printed by Freeman Collins, and are to be sold by Richard Mount, 1693), part 2, [plate 28]
Engraved number 3 at upper left; ms. no. 28 on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1811.P5 C6 1693, part 2, [plate 28] (PrCt)

Dover, Strait of - Maps - 1749 - Nautical charts<<<Nautical charts - Dover, Strait of - 1749<<<Nautical charts

[Strait of Dover]. [London : s.n., 1749?].
Authors: Collins, Greenville, fl. 1669-1698 -- Ashby, John, Sir, d. 1693 -- Collins, Greenville, fl. 1669-1698. Great Britain's coasting-pilot ...
(1749) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 44 x 56 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Includes dedication to "Sr. John Ashby, Kt. Admiral of the Blew ... by Capt. G. Collins ... ".
In: Collins, Greenville. Great Britain's coasting-pilot ...
(London : Printed by Freeman Collins, and are to be sold by Richard Mount, 1749), part 2, [plate 28]
Engraved number 3 at upper left; ms. no. 28 on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1811.P5 C6 1749, [plate 1] (PrCt)
In: Collins, Greenvile. Great Britain's...Includes coastal profiles. Oriented with north at right. Covers the region around Sandwich in Kent, England.


Baskes oversize G1811.P5 C6 1749, [plate 4] (PrCt)


Nautical charts


1 map ; 39 x 50 cm.
Covers the region around Sandwich in Kent, England.
Oriented with north at right.
Includes coastal profiles.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.


Baskes oversize G1811.P5 C6 1757, [plate 2] (PrCt)

Drake, Francis, Sir, 1540?-1596 - California - Cartography - History - 1580-1650 - Dudley, Robert, Sir, 1574-1649

Authors: Hanna, Warren Leonard, 1898- -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
xvii, 459 p. : ill. ; 25 cm.
Includes index.
Partial contents: Contemporary maps and charts,
p. 113-133 -- The Dudley maps, p. 316-330.
Ayer F851.5 .H47 (NLO)

23778  
Drake, Francis, Sir, 1540?-1596 - Explorations
Authors: Lessa, William A.
BHC 1606
Vert 1193 (PrCt)

23779  
Drake, Francis, Sir, 1540?-1596 - Explorations
Francis Drake northwest. [19-?-].
Authors: Viles, Donald M.
I-IV, 1-22 p.: maps, ills.; 22cm.
'North America's Falsified Heritage Collector's Pamphlet no.5'.
BHC 2392
Vert 1943 (PrCt)

23780  
Drake, Francis, Sir 1540?-1596y California
- Cartography - History - 1579
Latitude Determination of latitude by Francis Drake on the
Authors: Graham, Bob
iv, 20 p. : ill. ; 28 cm.
Title from cover.
Signed by author.
folio F 868.P53 G73 1999 (NLO)

23781  
Drawing materials - Catalogs
- Surveying - Instruments - Catalogs
- Eugene Dietzgen Co. - Catalogs
Authors: Eugene Dietzgen Co.
520 p. : ill. (some col.) ; 23 cm.
14th edition.
Price list at back wanting.
Includes index.
Gift, Robert W. Karrow, 2010.
To Collection Services for cataloging, Jan. 2011 (PrCt)

23782  
Drawing, Topographical - Handbooks, manuals, etc. - 1942
Topographic maps - Problems, exercises, etc. - Handbooks, manuals, etc. - 1942
Authors: United States. Army. Corps of Engineers -- United States. War Department
302 p., [20] plates (most fold.) : illus., maps ; 23 cm.
Series: War Department technical manual ; TM 5-230.

"November 12, 1940."
Cardboard red/green stereo glasses in pocket.
To Collection Services for cataloging, Mar. 2011 (PrCt)

23783  
Drayton, Michael, 1563-1631
Authors: Scott, Peter N.

  BHC 2257
  Vert 1724 (PrCt)

  23784  
Drazi&yzyowski, Roman, 1922-Golda Meir Library. American Geographical Society Collection
Geographer's career passport was stamped full
by birthplace. 1993.
Authors: Janz, William
From Milwaukee Sentinel, June 7, 1993.
Xerox copy of typescript.
BHC 1700
Vert 1284 (PrCt)

  23785  
Drazi&yzyowski, Roman, 1922-Golda Meir Library. American Geographical Society Collection
The End of an era : Roman Drazniowsky to chart
new course. 1993.
Authors: Peschel, Susan
p. 6-7 : ill. ; 28 cm.
In the Golda Meir Library Newsletter 24 (Spring 1993): 6-7. ill.
BHC 1750
Vert 1332 (PrCt)

  23786  
Drenthe (Netherlands) - Maps - 1680
Drentia comitatus Transsiliulianae tabula II.
Amsterdam, [ca. 1680].
Authors: Broeck, Abraham van den, 1616 or
17-1688 -- Pijnacker, Cornelis van, 1570-1645 --
Schenk & Valck, Amsterdam -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:M20
1 map ; 38 x 52 cm.
3392
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6003.D7 1680 S3 (PrCt)

  23787  
Drenthe (Netherlands) - Maps - 1682
Illustribus ac potentibus comitatus Drentiae...
Amsterdam : C. Allard, [1682?].
Authors: Pijnacker, Cornelis van, 1570-1645 --
Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664 -- Allard, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709.
Atlas minor sive tabulae geographicae ... [1682?] --
Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 37 x 48 cm.
In: Allard, Carel. Atlas minor sive tabulae geographicae proecipuorum regnorum regionum, insularum, provinidarum, etc. (Amsterdam : C. Allard, 1682?) pl. 81.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .A4 A pl. 81 (PrCt)

  23788  
Dresden (Germany) - Maps - 1735
Dresda ad Albim, Saxoniae superioris metropolis ...
Augsburg, [ca. 1735].
Authors: Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756 --
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
III:Y29
1 map : hand col. ; 45 x 37 cm. + 1 view ; 11 x 56

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Dresden (Germany) - Maps - 1771
Authors: Andrews, John, 1736-1809 -- Andrews, John, 1736-1809. A Collection of plans of the most capital cities of ... Europe and ... the world [1792?] -- Stockdale, John, 1749?-1814 1 map ; 18 x 26 cm.
Case folio G 13 .036 pl. 17 (PrCt)

Dresden (Germany) - Maps - 1800
Authors: Stockdale, John, 1749?-1814 -- Stockdale, John, 1749?-1814. A Geographical, historical, and political description of the empire of Germany, Holland, the Netherlands, Switzerland, Prussia, Italy, Sicily, Corsica, and Sardinia ... (1800) 1 map ; 18 x 27 cm.
Includes references 1-48.
In: Stockdale, John. A Geographical, historical, and political description of the empire of Germany, Holland, the Netherlands, Switzerland, Prussia, Italy, Sicily, Corsica, and Sardinia ... (London : Printed for John Stockdale, 1800), plate 11, opposite p. 177.
M253
folio G 30 .333 pl. 11, opp. p. 177 (PrCt)

Dresden (Germany) - Maps - 1813
Dresden. London : I. Luffman, 1813 [i.e. 1816?].
Authors: Luffman, J. (John), 1756-1846 -- Luffman, J. (John), 1756-1846. Select plans of cities, harbours, forts, &c ... [1816?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; hand col. ; 19 x 16 cm.
In: Luffman, John. Select plans of cities, harbours, forts, &c ... (London: Luffman, [1816?]), plate [36].
folio Ayer 135 .L94 1816 pl. [36] (PrCt)

Dresden (Germany) - Maps - 1833
Dresden. [London] : Chapman and Hall, 1833 [i.e.1844].
Authors: Clarke, W. B. -- Henshall, W., fl. 1844-1846 -- Chapman and Hall -- Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (Great Britain) -- Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (Great Britain). Maps of the Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (1844) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; hand col. ; 31 x 39 cm. 'Drawn by W. B. Clarke Archt.' 'Engraved by W. Henshall.' Bottom margin includes elevation drawings of prominent buildings.
oversize Ayer 135 .S67 1844 v. 2, pl. [173] (PrCt)

Dresden (Germany) - Maps - 1840 - Pictorial works
Dresden. [Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, 1840].
Authors: Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846 -- Lea & Blanchard -- Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (1840) 1 view ; 3 x 6 cm.
G 11 .607 v. 2, p. 113 (PrCt)

Dresden (Germany) - Maps - 1898<<>>Dresden Region (Germany) - Maps - 1898
Includes index.
Series: Grieben Reisebücher ; Bd. 5
forms part of the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 5 (1898) (NLO)

Dresden (Germany) - Maps - 1905<<>>Elbe Sandstone Rocks (Czech Republic and Germany) - Maps - 1905
23806 Dresden (Germany) - Maps - 1907
Collier's new practical guide to Dresden : containing a special catalogue of the picture gallery and a new map of the city. Dresden : Carl Tittmann, 1907.
Authors: Collier, George E. -- Albasler'schen Buchdruckerei (Dresden, Germany) -- Tittmann, Carl -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
12th ed. / entirely rev., enl. and brought up to date by an American.
Map by Albasler'schen Buchdruckerei.
Includes indexes.
Publisher's advertisement on inside front cover and p. 77-96.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes DD901.D74 C65 1907 (NLO)

23809 Dresden (Germany) - Maps - 1910
Mit acht Karten und vier Grundrissen.
Maps lithographed by Leopold Kraatz.
One map folded in pocket.
Advertisements: 16 p. at end.
Includes index.
Series: Griebens Reiseführer ; Bd. 4
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 4 (1910-1911) (NLO)

23807 Dresden (Germany) - Maps - 1907
Illustrierter Führer durch die Haupt- und Residenzstadt Dresden : nebst einem Führer durch die Königl. und städtischen Museen und Sammlungen sowie Beschreibung der lohnendsten Ausflüge in die Umgebung / herausgegeben von Leo Woerl ; mit Stadtplan, einer Karte der Umgebung und 70 Illustrationen. Leipzig : Woerl's Reisebücherverlag, [1907]?
Authors: Woerl, Leo, 1843-1918 -- Woerl's Reisebücherverlag -- Woerl's Reisehandbücher -- Gaebler, Eduard, 1842-1911 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Maps by Eduard Gaebler.
Series: Woerl's Reisehandbücher.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .W64 Dresden (1907) (NLO)

23810 Dresden (Germany) - Maps - 1912-1913
Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag -- Schlegel, B., 1860- -- Kraatz, Leopold -- Goldschmidt, Albert -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
248, 20 p., 8 leaves of plates : 12 maps (some col., some folded) ; 16 cm.
'26. Aufl. / neu bearb. von B. Schlegel' [26th ed.]
Cover title: Dresden und die Sächsische Schweiz 1912-1913
'Mit 8 Karten und 4 Grundrissen.'
Maps lithographed by Leopold Kraatz.
Advertisements: 20 p. at end.
Includes index.
Series: Griebens Reiseführer ; Bd. 4
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 4 (1912-1913) (NLO)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

**Case oversize G 117 .452, v. 2, [plate 39] (PrCt)**

**23823**

Dresden Region (Germany) - Maps - 1720<>Dresden (Germany) - Maps - 1720 - Pictorial works
Accurate geographische delineation der Dioeces und des Ammites Dresden ... Amsterdam, [ca. 1720]. Authors: Zuermer, Adam Friedrich, 1680-1742 -- Schenk, Pieter, ca. 1698-1775 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:287 1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 38 cm. Includes 2 inset views and an index. 2525 Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack. Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:287 (PrCt)

**23824**

Family maps of Drew County, Arkansas : with homesteads, roads, waterways, towns, cemeteries, railroads, and more. Norman, Okla. Arphax Pub. Co., 2005. Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960-- Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.) 298 p. : maps ; 28 cm. 1st ed. 'Deluxe edition.' Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov). '3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.' Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township). Includes indexes. Series: Family maps ISBN 1420301551 Local History Ref F417.D7 B69 2005 (NLO)

**23825**

Drnis (Yugoslavia) - Maps - 1689 - Pictorial works

**23826**


Plans of the principle towns, forts and harbours in Ireland : for Mr. Tindal's continuation of Mr. Rapin's history. [London : s.n. , ca. 1785?].


15 maps and 1 view ; 14 x 13 cm. and smaller on sheet 42 x 52 cm.

Title in bottom margin.


oversize Ayer 135 .T5 1732 map [5] (PrCt)

23828 Drôme (France) - Maps - 1725>>>Vaucluse (France) - Maps - 1725

6. Partie contient le Valentinis, les Dios ... Amsterdam, [ca. 1725].

Authors: Côvens et Mortier -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G48

1 map : hand col. ; 61 x 46 cm.

Added title: Valentinis, le Dios et les Baronies ... ; 2646

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Sack map4F G5833.R6:3D7 1725 C6 (PrCt)

23829 Dronning Maud Land (Antarctica) - Maps - 1956 - Coasts<<<Proofs (Printing) - 1956 - Specimens<<<Weddell Sea (Antarctica) - Maps - 1956

The Antarctic : latitude 59°27' S. to 75°00', longitude 33°00' W. to 30°28' E. London : Admiralty, [1956?].

Authors: Great Britain. Hydrographic Office -- Collins, K. St. B. -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; col. ; 65 x 98 cm.

'Published at the Admiralty 1st July 1955, under the superintendence of Captn. K. St. B. Collins ... Hydrographer. New editions. Large corrections 16th Nov. 1956.'

Printing proof with paste-on notice: 'Note: In addition to any coloured areas shown on this chart, corrections have been made as follows ...' ; 'Natural scale 1 / 2,750,000 (at lat. 68°).' In upper right: 321.56.


Fitzgerald polar map 294 (PrCt)


47, 125 p. : ill. (some col.) ; 25 x 27 cm.


Includes bibliographical references.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

ISBN 3896394290 (Augsburg : Bilder einer Stadt) ; 9783896394293 (Augsburg : Bilder einer Stadt)

Baskes Z232.D812 W35 2005 (NLO)

23831 Druhot, George Stanley, 1895-1984>>>Topographical surveying - United States - History --20th century


Authors: Druhot, George Stanley, 1895-1984 x, 238 p. ; ill. ; 26 cm.

Includes index.

ISBN 910845255

TA533.D78 A3 1985 (NLO)

23832 Dry Creek Valley (Sonoma County, Calif.) - Maps - 2010 - Wineries<<<Wineries - Dry Creek Valley (Sonoma County, Calif.) - Maps -
23835
Dublin Bay (Ireland) - Maps - 1749 - Nautical charts
Dublin Bay (Ireland) - County - Maps - 1749 - Coasts - Nautical charts
Dublin Region (Ireland) - Maps - 1749 - Coasts - Nautical charts
Dublin (Ireland) - Maps - 1749 - Coasts - Nautical charts
Dublin (Ireland) - County - 1749 - Coasts - Nautical charts
Dublin Bay - [London : s.n., 1749].
Authors: Collins, Greenville, fl. 1669-1698 -- Ormonde, James Butler, Duke of, 1610-1688 -- Collins, Greenville, fl. 1669-1698. Great Britain's coasting-pilot ... (1749) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 44 x 55 cm.
Title from oversize lettering at center.
Includes dedication to "Iames, Duke of Ormond ... by Capt. G. Collins".
In: Collins, Greenville. Great Britain's coasting pilot ... (London : Printed by William and John Mount and Thomas Page, 1749), [plate 27].
Plate revised to include geographic detail for the city of Dublin.
Engraved no. 34 at upper left.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1811.P5 C6 1693, part 2, [plate 25] (PrCt)

23836
Dublin Bay (Ireland) - Maps - 1800 - Nautical charts
Dublin Bay (Ireland) - Maps - 1800 - Nautical charts
Dublin Bay (Ireland) - Maps - 1800 - Survey of the Bay of Dublin...1800. 1803 [i.e. 1816]?
1 map ; hand col. ; 84 x 87 cm.
Imprint on map: Bligh...London...1803
Verso handstamped '15.'

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Dublin (Ireland) - Maps - 1685
An Actual survey of the county of Dublin. 1777.
1 map ; 105 x 144 cm. on 4 sheets each 57 x 78 cm.
Facsimile of original published Dublin, 1760; reproduced from original in the Bodleian Library.
Added title: Carte topographique de la comte de Dublin.
Published with facsimile of Jean Rocque's 1756 map of Dublin city; accompanying text by J.H. Andrews in Map Information File.
85-77749
4029
map4F G5784.D7 1756 R6 1977 sheets C1-C4 (PrCt)

Dublin (Ireland) - Description and travel - 1897>>>Wicklow (Ireland : County) - Description and travel - 1897
New practical, descriptive, and pictorial guide to Dublin and the Wicklow tours: including a street guide to the city, excursions to the suburbs, and tours through the beautiful Wicklow district.
London : Ward, Lock, [1897].
1 v. (various pagings) : ill., maps ; 17 cm. 15th ed.
Cover title: Dublin and the Wicklow tours
Spine title: Dublin & Wicklow tours
Added title page: New guide to Dublin and the Wicklow tours
Imperfect; lacking maps of Dublin and Wicklow.
"Entirely re-written. Illustrated from new photographs. Map and plan."
Advertisements interspersed and on lining papers.
Includes directories at end: Ward, Lock & Co.'s guide book advertiser, 1897; Ward, Lock, & Co.'s hotel, hydropathic establishment, and boarding house directory, 1897.
Includes index.
Owner's inscription: Florence M. Espy, July 1st, 1900.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .W3 Dublin (1897) (NLO)

Dublin (Ireland) - Historical geography - Maps - 1907<<<Dublin (Ireland) - Maps - 1907
Maps by John Bartholomew & Co.
Publisher's cloth binding with gold stamping.
Series: Mediaeval towns
Bookplate: A.V. Maslin.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 07025495
Baskes DA995.D8 C5 1907 (NLO)

Dublin (Ireland) - Historical geography - Maps - 1756<<<Dublin (Ireland) - Maps - 1756
Authors: Lennon, Colm -- Montague, John, Ph.D. -- Rocque, John, -1762 -- Royal Irish Academy
xxiv, 82 p. : ill., maps ; 24 cm.
Considers the map at the level of individual streets and buildings, revealing particular elements of Rocque's artistic cartography and aspects of Dublin's history. Includes bibliographical references (p. 81-82) and index of maps (front lining page).
Series: Irish historic towns atlas.
LC Card Number: 2010551734
ISBN 9781904890690 (pbk.) ; 1904890695 (pbk.)
2012011856 on order (NLO)

23847 Dublin (Ireland) - Maps - 1792
Authors: Andrews, John, 1736-1809 -- Andrews, John, 1736-1809. A Collection of plans of the most capital cities of ... Europe and ... the world [1792?] -- Stockdale, John, 1749?-1814
1 map ; 18 x 25 cm.

23851 Dublin (Ireland) - Maps - 1907
Black's guide to Dublin and the east of Ireland. London : Adam and Charles Black, 1907.
Black's guide to Dublin and the Wicklow Mountains. Dublin [London? : J. Stockdale?], 1866 [i.e.1844].
Authors: Clarke, W. B. -- Turrell, Edmund -- Black's guide books -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
"Black's guide-book advertiser": 32 p. at end.
Series statement from publisher's advertisements on lining papers.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .B55 Dublin (1866) (NLO)

23854 Dublin (Ireland) - Maps - 1809
City of Dublin surveyed under the directions of Major Taylor. 1811. [Dublin? s.n., 1811].
Authors: Campbell, Thomas -- Taylor, Major
1 map ; 75 x 121 cm. (fold. to 8vo)
Scale [1:3,960]; Scale of Irish perches: 20 to 1 inch.
G 10422 .2 (NLO)

23859 Dublin (Ireland) - Maps - 1866
Dublin. [London] : Baldwin & Cradock [i.e. Chapman and Hall], 1836 [i.e.1844].
1 map : hand col. ; 29 x 39 cm.
'Drawn by W.B. Clarke Archt.'
'Engraved by E. Turrell.'
Bottom margin includes elevation drawings of prominent buildings.

23864 Dublin (Ireland) - Maps - 1927
Dublin (Ireland) - Maps - 1756
An Exact survey of the city and suburbs of Dublin. 1777.
Authors: Rocque, John, -1762 -- Dury, Andrew -- Andrews, John Harwood, 1927- -- Irish Georgian Society
1 map ; 38 x 90 cm. on 3 sheets each 73 x 50 cm.
Facsimile of original published London, 1728.
Includes large view of city and views of 20 buildings.
Accompanying notes by J.H. Andrews (2 p.) in Map Information File.
85-77747
4031
map4F G5784 .D7 1728 .B7 1984 (PrCt)

23869 Dublin (Ireland) - Maps - 1836
Dublin. [London] : Baldwin & Cradock [i.e. Chapman and Hall], 1836 [i.e.1844].
1 map : hand col. ; 29 x 39 cm.
'Drawn by W.B. Clarke Archt.'
'Engraved by E. Turrell.'
Bottom margin includes elevation drawings of prominent buildings.

23874 Dublin (Ireland) - Maps - 1866
Dublin (Ireland) - Maps - 1764
A Map of the city and suburbs of Dublin ... 1984.
1 map ; 38 x 90 cm. on 3 sheets each 73 x 50 cm.
Facsimile of original published London, 1728.
Includes large view of city and views of 20 buildings.
Accompanying notes by J.H. Andrews (2 p.) in Map Information File.
85-77747
4031
map4F G5784 .D7 1728 .B7 1984 (PrCt)
Authors: Davies, Benjamin Rees
Hall, 1837 [i.e.1844].
The Environs of Dublin
1837<<>>Dublin (Ireland : County)
map, originally published 1838; issued as a
1 map ; 61 x 91 cm.
Cover title: Dublin and the east of Ireland
Maps by W. & A.K. Johnston and Walker &
Boutall.
Series: Black's guide books.
Series statement from publisher advertisements.
In: Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge.
Maps of the Society for the Diffusion of Useful
Knowledge (London : Chapman and Hall, 1844)
v. 2, plate [175].

Dublin Region (Ireland) - Maps -
1872<<>><>Derry (Northern Ireland) - Maps -
1872<<>><>Foyle, Lough (Northern Ireland and
Ireland) - Maps - 1872<<>><>Belfast (Northern
Ireland) - Maps - 1872 - Harbors<<>><>Galway
(Ireland) - Maps - 1872 - Harbors<<>><>Sligo
(Ireland) - Maps - 1872 - Harbors<<>><>Wexford
(Ireland) - Maps - 1872 - Harbors<<>><>Dún
Laoghaire (Ireland) - Maps - 1872 -
Harbors<<>><>Cork (Ireland) - Maps - 1872 -
Harbors<<>><>Waterford (Ireland) - Maps - 1872 -
Harbors<<>><>Londonderry SEE Derry
(Northern Ireland)<<>>Kingston (Ireland)
SEE Dún Laoghaire (Ireland)
Irish ports & harbours / by J. Bartholomew,
Fullarton & Co., [1872?].
Authors: Bartholomew, John, 1831--1893 --
Swanson, George H. -- A. Fullarton & Co. -- A.
Fullarton & Co. The Royal illustrated atlas of
modern geography [1872?]
9 maps : col. ; 13 x 23 cm. and smaller, on sheet
48 x 32 cm.
Collective title in upper margin.
Contents: Londonderry & Lough Foyle -- Belfast
and environs -- Galway -- Environ of Dublin --
Sligo -- Waterford -- Dún Laoghaire -- Waterford
harbour & environs -- Sligo harbour & environs.
In: A. Fullarton & Co. The Royal illustrated atlas of
modern geography (London and Edinburgh : A.
Fullarton and Co., [1872?]), plate [35].
Printed plate no. “XXV” at upper right.
Case oversize G1019 .A38 1872, plate [35]
(PrCt)

Dubuque County (Ind.) - Maps -
1800-1899 -
Landowners<<>><>Counties -
Maps<<>><>Landowners - Maps
Family maps of Dubuque County, Indiana : with
homesteads, roads, waterways, towns,
cemeteries, railroads, and more. Norman, Okla.
Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960- --
Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)
188 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
1st ed.
‘Deluxe edition.’

931 (PrCt)

Dublin (Ireland) - Pictorial works -
1793<<>><>Phoenix Park (Dublin, Ireland) -
Pictorial works - 1793
A Perspective view of the city of Dublin from
Phoenix Park. [London : s.n., 1793?].
Authors: Bankes, Thomas, b. 1744 -- Bankes,
Thomas, b. 1744. A New and authentic system of
universal geography, antient and modern :
including all the late important discoveries made
by the English ... [1793?] -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view ; 16 x 27 cm., on sheet 40 x 24 cm.
"Engraved for Bankes's new system of
geography published by royal authority."
In: Bankes, Thomas. A New and authentic
system of universal geography, antient and modern :
including all the late important
discoveries made by the English ... (London :
Printed for C. Cooke ... [et al., 1793?]), opposite
p. 931.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection
at the Newberry Library.
931 (PrCt)

Dublin Region (Ireland) - Maps - 1757
[Ordnance Townland survey of Ireland: Dublin
Authors: International Conference on the History
of Cartography (10th : 1983 : Dublin) -- Ordnance
Survey (Ireland)
1 map ; 61 x 91 cm.
Facsimile of sheet 18 of County Dublin Townland
map, originally published 1838; issued as a
keepake by the Dublin conference.
map6F G5784.D7A1 1838 G7 1983 (PrCt)

Dublin Region (Ireland) - Maps -
1837<<>><>Dublin (Ireland : County) - Maps -
1837
The Environs of Dublin. [London] : Chapman and
Hall, 1837 [i.e.1844].
Authors: Davies, Benjamin Rees -- Chapman and
Hall -- Society for the Diffusion of Useful
Knowledge (Great Britain) -- Society for the
Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (Great Britain).
Maps of the Society for the Diffusion of Useful
Knowledge (1844) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 38 cm.
'Drawn & Engraved by R.B. Davies, 16 George
Street, Euston Square'
In: Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge.
Maps of the Society for the Diffusion of Useful
Knowledge (London : Chapman and Hall, 1844)
v. 2, plate [175].
oversize Ayer 135 .S67 1844 v. 2, pl. [175]
(PrCt)
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).

3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.

Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).

Includes indexes.
ISBN 1420301268
Local History Ref F532.D8 B69 2005 (NLO)

Dubuque County (Iowa) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps

*Illustrated guide to Dubrovnik (Ragusa) and surroundings: with a map and plan of the town / by Antun Vucetic.* Dubrovnik: J. Tosovic, 1932.
Authors: Vucetic, Antun -- Tosovic, J.
63, [1] p.; ill., map, plan; 19 cm.
Rev. 3rd ed.
Case DR1645.D8 V83 1932 (NLO)

23860

Dubuque County (Iowa) - Maps - 1900-1929 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps

*Plat book of [Dubois Co., Ind.].* Rockford, Ill. W.W. Hixson & Co., [192?-?].
Authors: W.W. Hixson & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([13] leaves): 13 maps; 22 x 28 cm.
Cover title.
"Dubois Co. Ind." written in ms., "Dubois Co." stamped on cover.
"Dubois Co. Ind."--On all maps.
Scale [ca. 1:50,000]
Coordinates: (W 87°04'--W 86°41';N 38°52'--N 38°12').
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G4093.D8G46 1920z .H5 (NLO)

23857

Dubuque County (Iowa) - Maps - 1950 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps

*Plat book of Dubois County, Indiana.* Loogootee, Ind. Mid-West Printing Co., [1950].
Authors: Patterson, T. J. -- Mid-West Printing Company (Loogootee, Ind.) -- Dubois County Farm Bureau and Rural Youth (Ind.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([40] p.): 14 maps; 28 x 39 cm.
Cover title.
First township map signed: T.J.P. 5-24-50.
"Maps drawn by T.J. Patterson."--P.[36]
Publisher and place of publication from p. [36].
"Sponsor, Dubois County Farm Bureau and Rural Youth."
Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Scale not given.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G4093.D8G46 1950 .P3 (NLO)

23858

Dubrovnik (Croatia) - Maps - 1932<<>>Ragusa (Croatia) SEE Dubrovnik (Croatia)<<>>Ragusa (Croatia) SEE Dubrovnik (Croatia)

23859

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
D.C.] : LC G&M Division, [1983?].
Authors: W.W. Hixson & Co. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 2 parts, 41 x 23 in. and 41 x 25 in. Scale 1:45,000. Originally published [Rockford, Ill.: W. W. Hixon, 1900.]
Microfiche 583, no. 189 (PrCt)

23863

Appercu du plan figuratif de la terre de Mr. Julien Dubuque etablie en 1774 situe a 600 milles a peu [pres] de cette ville de Saint Louis et de la quelle Mr. Auguste Chouteau a [...] la quantite de 72324 arpens [...] par les lettres suivantes HIKLMG. [St. Louis] : Missouri Historical Society, 197-?
Authors: Hight, H. -- Powell, Sudwell E. -- Missouri Historical Society -- Missouri Historical Society, Saint Louis SEE Missouri Historical Society
1 map ; on sheet 50 x 40 cm.
Scale ca. [1:91300].
North half of mapped area is divided into long lots.
Photographic copy of original MS map in the Missouri Historical Society.
Included note: "State of Missouri. County of St. Charles. I, Sudwell E. Powell Recorder of the county aforesaid, certify that the annexed plot is truly copied from a plot accompanying a deed made by Auguste Chouteau as administrator of the estate of Julien Dubuque of the first part, and Edward Hampstead, Rubus Easton and William Russel of the other part, all of the district of St Louis and dated 7th of July AD 1812. Recorded in Book B page 281 and following. In testimony whereof I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official seal this 8th day of April AD 1836. Sudwell E. Powell Recorder."
map2F G4154 .D82 1812 .P6 197- (PrCt)

23864

Dubuque (Iowa) - Maps - 1844-1845 - Harbors >> Wall maps
Harbour of Dubuque : exhibiting the outlines of the various plans for the improvement described and estimated for in the report. 1844 / [signed] T.J. Cram, Capt. T.E., St. Louis 24 Dec. 1844. [Washington, D.C. House of Representatives ; Blair & Rives, printers], 1844 [i.e. 1845].
1 map ; 55 x 123 cm., on composite sheet folded to 19 x 15 cm.
Soundings in feet.
Oriented with north at bottom right.
Printed on 2 sheets joined to form 1 composite sheet; this copy separated back into 2 sheets. Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Graff 906, between p. 4-5 (PrCt)

23865

Dubuque (Iowa) - Pictorial works - 1846
Dubuque in 1846 / Dillingham ; Miller eng. Chi. [Chicago : J. Gager and Co. for Chicago Mechanics' Institute, 1857].
Authors: Dillingham, John, E., fl. 1855-1862 -- Miller, fl. 1857 -- Chicago magazine : the West as it is (1857) -- Gager, John, 19th cent. -- Chicago Mechanics' Institute -- Rudy Lamont Ruggles Collection (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : 10 x 17 cm., on sheet 15 x 24 cm.
In Chicago magazine : the West as it is is ([Chicago : J. Gager and Co. for Chicago Mechanics' Institute, 1857]) v. 1 no. 2 (April 1857) p. 154
Scattered issues of this periodical include assorted views and maps; some are cataloged separately.
Duplicate copies: VAULT Ruggles 58 -- VAULT Ayer 1 .C5 1857
Entire periodical reproduced on the University of Michigan's Making of America website (accessed Dec. 2007):
http://quod.lib.umich.edu/cgi/t/text/pageviewer-idx;c=moa;cc=moa;rgn=full%20text;idno=afk4278.001.001;didno=afk4278.0001.001;view=image;seq=0154
VAULT Ruggles 59, v. 1, no. 2 (April 1857) p. 154 (PrCt)

Dudley, Robert, Sir, 1574-1649. Arcano del mare (1646-1647)
The Archaeology of section. 1899.
BHC 1365

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Dudley, Robert, Sir, 1574-1649. Arcano del mare (1646-1647)


Authors: Zavatti, Silvio -- Zavatti, Franco
Xerox copy.
BHC 1614
Vert 1158 (PrCt)


Authors: Dudley, Robert, Sir, 1574-1649 -- Guerrini, Benedetto -- Ferdinando II, Grand-Duke of Tuscany, 1610-1670

1 ms. letter ([4] p.) : 27 x 20 cm.

Autograph signed letter, dated March 12, 1643 at the Pitti Palace in Florence, from Robert Dudley, duke of Northumberland, to Benedetto Guerrini, chamberlain to the Grand Duke Ferdinand de' Medici II--to whom the work was eventually dedicated--relating to delays in the publication of Dudley's great sea atlas, the Arcano del mare (1646-1647). Although the Grand Duke authorized the printing more than eight months ago, only three half sheets have been printed so far. Dudley has complained constantly about the delay, and Lucini, the engraver, is now in Florence trying to find out what the problem is. Apparently, the printer blames the publisher, Francesco Rondinelli, a busy man, but also one who refuses any help with the atlas project. Dudley’s friend, Evangelista Torricelli, mathematician and brilliant disciple of Galileo, has offered to help correct the proofs, but Rondinelli has refused. Dudley asks Guerrini to investigate the long delay, to talk to Lucini, and to ask the Grand Duke to expedite the project, or it will never be finished.

In Italian.


Watermark: anchor within a circle, topped with a six-pointed star.

In mylar sleeve; in portfolio.

For additional information, consult the Special Collections Info File at the Newberry Library.

VAULT folio Case MS 5344 (NLO)


Authors: Dufour, Guillaume Henri, 1787-1875 -- Swisstopo (Firm) -- Switzerland. Bundesamt für Landestopografie

1 computer optical disc : col. ill., maps ; 4 3/4 + 1 installation booklet ([4] p.) : col. ill. : 12 x 12 cm.)

Minimal system requirements: Pentium II/233 MHz or G3 processor; 48 MB free RAM; CD drive; screen 800 x 600 pixels, 24bit colors; Windows 98 SE (or higher), or Mac OS 8.6 (or higher); Internet Browser 4.x or higher.

'The first interactive application which lets you compare the historic Dufour Map [topographic map series 1:100000 first published 1845-1865] with current Swiss National Maps using modern technologies. Includes numerous explanations, previously unpublished pictures, notes on basics of topographical surveying, and historic reports relating to the Dufour Map'--Box.

Scale 1:100,000.

Title from disc surface.

Jewelbox insert has title: 'Dufourkarte : Kartografie einst und jetzt = Carte Dufour : Cartographie hier et aujourd'hui = Dufour Map : Cartography in the past and present.'

ISBN 330209700X

CD-ROM G6040 1845 .D84 2003 (NLO)

Duisburg (Germany) - Maps - 1566

Veriss. exactiss. q. topographia Duisburgi... [199-].

Authors: Corput, Johann van der, 1542-1611 -- Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1600

1 map


temp map4F G6299.D8 1566 .C6 199- (PrCt)

Duisburg (Germany) - Maps - 1566 -- Corput, Johann van der, 1542-1611 -- [Map of Duisburg, Germany, 1566]


Authors: Milz, Joseph -- Roden, Günter von --
Series: Duisburger Forschungen ; Bd. 40. Neu bearbeitete und erg. Aufl. Includes bibliographical references and index.
Two folded maps in pocket.
G1924.D875 M54 1993 (NLO)

23872  Duisburg (Germany) - Maps - 1566<<<Corput, Johann van der, 1542-1611. Veriss. ex actiss. q. topographia Duisburgi (1566)
Authors: Roden, Günter von -- Corput, Johann van der, 1542-1611 -- Duisburger Forschungen : Schriftenreihe für Geschichte und Heimatkunde Duisburgs. Beihetl 6 (1964)
102 p. ; 24 cm. + col. map (48.6 x 35.4 cm.)
Not at Newberry Library (Nov. 2012) (PrCt)

Authors: Walling, Henry Francis, 1825-1888 -- Smith (D. R.) & Co. -- Library of Congress.
Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 2 sheets, 61.5 x 28.5 in. each.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
[Washington, D.C. : Library of Congress,
Geography and Map Division, 1983?].
Microfiche 583, no. 306 (PrCt)

Authors: Brown & Bigelow -- Minneapolis, St.
Paul & Sault Ste. Marie Railway Company -- Soo Line Railroad Company
1 view ; 15 x 20 cm.
Photograph of the rail yards on the shore of Lake Superior.
Another version of the photo appears inside front cover.
5A 7267 (1956 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Standard highway mileage guide -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
ca. [500 p.]: 45 cm.
Dummies copy (all pages blank).
Title and imprint on front cover.
"Cancels mileage guide no. 9" -- front cover.
Uniform title: Standard highway mileage guide.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMCN atlas .S72 1973 b (PrCt)

Habitation de l'autheur sur le fleuve .[1747].
Ayer MS 257 map 8
1 ms. map : hand col. ; 168 x 214 mm.
Map of French army officer Dumont de Montigny's plantation on the east side of the Mississippi River as it appeared ca. 1730.
Established roughly ten leagues (about 28 miles) down river from New Orleans, on site later forming part of Plaquemines Parish. Identifies...
main house, outbuildings, slave quarters, cultivated fields, and garden; keyed to 8 references.

No. 8 of 23 maps and drawings detached and bound together, from: Dumont de Montigny. Memoire de Lxx Dxx Officiere Ingenieur, contenant les evenemens qui se sont passés à la Louisiane depuis 1715 jusqu’a present [1747] [Ayer MS 257].

Oriented with north at left.

Note on verso: No. 8, page 213.

Pen-and-ink and watercolor (green, yellow, brown).

Forms part of both the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection and the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library).

Ms. memoir adapted by Jean Baptiste Le Mascrier and published as Dumont de Montigny, Mémoires historiques sur la Louisiane. Paris: C.J.B. Bauche, 1753.

Photographic transparency available in Spec. Coll. Image Index.

Ayer ms map proj 98

VAULT oversize Ayer MS 257 map 8 (NLO)

23878


Logement de l’auteur a la Nile. Orleans. [1747].


1 ms. map : hand col. ; 63 x 216 mm.

Plan of French army officer Dumont de Montigny's property in New Orleans, ca. 1733. Identifies main house, kitchen, negro quarters, ponds and garden; keyed to references 1-11. No. 21 of 23 maps and drawings detached and bound together, from: Dumont de Montigny. Memoire de Lxx Dxx Officiere Ingenieur, contenant les evenemens qui se sont passés à la Louisiane depuis 1715 jusqu’a present [1747] [Ayer MS 257].

Scale [ca. 1:573]. 'Echelle du 10 toises' [= 34 mm.] Note on verso: No. 14, page 409.

Pen-and-ink and watercolor (yellow, green, blue, grey).


Photographic transparency available in Spec. Coll. Image Index.

Ayer ms map proj 98

VAULT oversize Ayer MS 257 map 14 (NLO)

23877


The Memoir of lieutenant Dumont, 1715 : a sojourner in the French Atlantic / Jean-François-Benjamin Dumont de Montigny ; translated by Gordon M. Sayre ; edited by...
23881 Dundee Region (Scotland) - Maps - 1693 - Coasts - Nautical charts - Montrose Region (Scotland) - Maps - 1693 - Coasts - Nautical charts - Scotland - 1693 - Coasts - Nautical charts [Coastal chart of the Dundee region, Scotland]. [London : s.n., 1693].

1 map ; 44 x 55 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
"The sea coast from Fife Ness to Montrose was surveyed by Mr. Mar, an ingenious mariner of Dundee."
Includes dedication to the "Magistrates of the City of Aberdeen ... by Capt. G. Collins ... ". Oriented with north at right.
Insets (22 x 23 cm. and 23 x 18 cm.): [Coastal chart of the Aberdeen region] -- [Coastal chart of the Montrose region].
In: Collins, Greenville. Great Britain's coasting-pilot ... (London : Printed by Freeman Collins, and are to be sold by Richard Mount, 1693), part 2, [plate 39]
Engraved letter P at upper right; ms. no. 39 partly trimmed away from verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1811.P5 C6 1693, part 2, [plate 39] (PrCr)

1 map ; 10 x 11 cm.
'Scale 200 feet = one inch.'
Initials 'J. F. A.' (?) at bottom right.
Cadastral map showing lots for sale adjacent to the proposed Wadena, Fergus Falls & Black Hills Railroad in a 'paper town' (apparently never built).
Nautical charts

- Dundee Region (Scotland) - 1749
- Coasts

- Aberdeen Region (Scotland) - 1749
- Coasts

- Montrose Region (Scotland) - 1749 - Coasts

- Coastal charts

References

1 map; 37 x 47 cm. [Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:U61

Harrewijn, Jacobus, 1660

Authors: Fricx, Eugene

Brussels, 1711.

Plan de la ville et citadelle de Dunkerque

[Coastal chart of the Dundee region, Scotland].

[London : s.n., 1749].

Authors: Collins, Greenville, fl. 1669-1698 -- Aberdeen (Scotland). Magistrates -- Marr, John, fl. 1682-1683 -- Collins, Greenville, fl. 1669-1698.

Great Britain's coasting-pilot ... (1749) -- Roger S.

Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map; 44 x 55 cm.

Title supplied by cataloger.

"The sea coast from Fifnesses to Montros was surveyed by Mr. Mar, an ingenious marriner of Dundee."

Includes dedication to the "Magistrates of the City of Aberdeene ... by Capt. G. Collins ...

Oriented with north at right.

Insets (22 x 23 cm. and 23 x 18 cm.): [Coastal chart of the Aberdeen region] -- [Coastal chart of the Montrose region].

In: Collins, Greenville. Great Britain's coasting-pilot ... (London : Printed by William and John Mount and Thomas Page, 1749), [plate 43].

Engraved letter P at upper right.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.


Baskes oversize G1811.P5 C6 1749, [plate 43]

(PrCt)

23885

Dunkerque (France) - Maps - 1712

La Mer du Nord / Harrewyn fecit. [Brussels : Eugene Henry Fricx, 1712?].


1 map; 40 x 53 cm.

Title from oversize lettering at top; geographical coverage limited to 'Oost Duynkercken' and sandbars identified off the coast.

Forms part of Fricx's 24-sheet map of Belgium and northern France, issued as an atlas and in separately titled sheets.

Remnants of binding stub on verso.


Koeman v. 2, p. 109, Fri 1, no. 2.

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Sack map4F G5834.D8 1712 .F7 (PrCt)

23886

Dunkerque (France) - Maps - 1740 - Dunkerque Region (France) - Maps - 1740 - Fortification

Dunkirk a strong seaport town in the Earldom of Flanders, in the Low Countries subject to the French. [London? Knapton, ca. 1740?].


1 map; 37 x 48 cm.

Added title in bottom margin: Plan of the city and citadel of Dunkirk.

'For Mr. Tindal's continuation of Mr. Rapin's history of England.'

Includes references A-Z and 1-40.

Inset profiles (2 x 6 cm.): Side view of the great camp -- Side view of the small camp.

In: Rapin de Thoyras, M. The History of England. Written in French by Mr. Rapin de Thoyras. Translated into English with additional notes, by N. Tindal (London : James, John and Paul Knapton, 1732-1747) map [74].

folio F 45 .7341 v. [6] map [74] (PrCt)

23887

Dunkerque (France) - Maps - 1785 - Dunkerque Region (France) - Maps - 1785 - Fortification

Dunkirk a strong seaport town in the Earldom of Flanders, in the Low Countries subject to the French. [London : s.n., ca. 1785?].


Phillips 7962 no. [73].

3102

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Sack map4F G5834.D8 1711 F7 (PrCt)
continuation of Rapin's History of England]
[1785-1789?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map ; 37 x 48 cm.
Added title in bottom margin: Plan of the city and
citadel of Dunkirk. For Mr. Tindal's continuation of
Mr. Rapin's history of England.
Includes references A-Z and 1-40.
Inset profiles (2 x 6 cm.): Side view of the great
camp -- Side view of the small camp.
In: Rapin de Thoisyas, M. [Maps and plans of
Tindal's continuation of Rapin's History of
England] [London : John Harrison?, 1785-1789?] map [42].

oversize Ayer 135 .T5 1732 map [42] (PrCt)

23888 Dunkerque (France) - Pictorial works - 1620
Dvynkercke. [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 --
Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 --
 Civitates orbis terrarum -- Edward E. Ayer
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view ; hand col. ; 14 x 50 cm. on sheet 41 x 54 cm.
Anonymous view.
On same sheet with: Grevelinge -- Borborch.
Latin letterpress text on verso under titles:
Dvinkerck -- Grevelinga -- Bvrbvrgvm.
In: Braun, Georg and Franz Hogenberg. Civitates
orbis terrarum [Cologne: Pieter von Brachel?, ca.
1620] v. 2, plate 23
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 2, pl. 23
(PrCt)

23891 Dunkerque Region (France) - Maps - 1713
Fortification<< Fort Louis (Nieuwkapelle, France) - Maps - 1695
Le Fort de la Kenoque (Knokke, Belgium) -
Maps - 1713<< Le Fort François (Dunkerque, France - Maps - 1713)
<Fort Louis - Maps - 1713 - Fortification<<<<Le Fort de la Kenoque - Maps - 1713 - Fortification<<<<Le Fort François (Dunkerque, France - Maps - 1713)
<Fort Louis - Maps - 1713 - Fortification<<<<Le Fort François - Maps - 1695 - Fortification

Le Fort Louis situé dans le comté de Flandre ; Le
Fort de la Kenoque, dans le comté de Flandre ; Le Fort Français, situé dans le comté de
Flandre. [Paris : De Fer, [1713?]].
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Loon, H.
V. (Herman van) -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720.
Introduction à la fortification ... [1713?]
3 maps ; 20 x 11 cm. and smaller, on sheet 19 x 27 cm.
In: Fer, Nicolas de. Introduction à la fortification
... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, [1713?]) map [43].
For later state of this map, with engraved plate
number, see Case folio U 26 .292.
For earlier version of this map, engraved on
different plate, see Case folio U 26 .293.
Case oversize U 26 .2919 map [43] (PrCt)

23892 Dunkerque Region (France) - Maps - 1713
Nieuwpoort Region (West Flanders, Belgium) - Maps - 1696
Nord (France : Dept.) - Maps - 1696
Environs de Dunkerque, de Furnes et de
Nieuport ... Paris : De Fer, [1696].
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer,
Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Les forces de l'Europe,
ou, Description des principales villes -- avec leurs
fortifications ... (1695-1696)
1 map 22 x 28 cm.
In: Fer, Nicolas de. Les forces de l'Europe, ou,
Description des principales villes; avec leurs
fortifications ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer,
1695-1696) pt. 7, map [145] Manuscript '(21)' at
upper right.
Case folio U 26. 293 pt. 7, map [145] (PrCt)

23893 Dunkerque Region (France) - Maps - 1713
Fortification<<<<Nord-Pas-De-Calais (France) - Maps - 1713 - Fortification<<<<Fort Louis
(Nieuwkapelle, France) - Maps - 1713<< Le
Fort de la Kenoque (Knokke, Belgium) -
Maps - 1713<< Le Fort François (Dunkerque, France - Maps - 1713)<Fort Louis - Maps - 1713 - Fortification<<<<Le Fort de la
Kenoque - Maps - 1713 - Fortification<<<<Le
Fort Français (Dunkerque, France - Maps - 1713)
<Fort Louis - Maps - 1713 - Fortification<<<<Le Fort Français - Maps - 1695 - Fortification

Le Fort Louis situé dans le comté de Flandre ; Le
Fort de la Kenoque dans le comté de Flandre ; Le
Fort François situé dans le comté de Flandre.
[Paris : De Fer, 1696].
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer,
Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Les forces de l'Europe,
uo, Description des principales villes -- avec leurs
fortifications ... (1695-1696)
3 maps ; 20 x 11 cm. and smaller, on sheet 29 x
38 cm.
In: Fer, Nicolas de. Les forces de l'Europe, ou,
Description des principales villes; avec leurs
fortifications ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer,
1695-1696) pt. 5, map [85].
Manuscript '(8)' at upper right.
Case folio U 26. 293 pt. 5, map [85] (PrCt)

23890 Dunkerque Region (France) - Maps -
1696<<<<Veurne Region (Belgium)

-1696<<<<Nieuwpoort Region (West Flanders,
Belgium) - Maps - 1696<<<<Nord (France :
Dept.) - Maps - 1696
Environs de Dunkerque, de Furnes et de
Nieuport ... Paris : De Fer, [1696].
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer,
Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Les forces de l'Europe,
ou, Description des principales villes -- avec leurs
fortifications ... (1695-1696)
1 map 22 x 28 cm.
In: Fer, Nicolas de. Les forces de l'Europe, ou,
Description des principales villes; avec leurs
fortifications ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer,
1695-1696) pt. 7, map [145] Manuscript '(21)' at
upper right.
Case folio U 26. 293 pt. 7, map [145] (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

23893 Dunkerque Region (France) - Maps - 1720
Perfect kaart van t'Berger en Brouchberger Ambacht. Amsterdam, [ca. 1720].
Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Schenk, Pieter, ca. 1698-1775 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
III:M135 1 map ; 40 x 75 cm.
Inset (15 x 24 cm.): Platte grond vande stad, kasteel, en haven van Duynkerke.
3339 Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map6F G5834.D8A1 1720 V5 (PrCt)

23894 Dunn County (Wis.) - Maps - 1888
Landowners>>Counties - Maps
Plat book of Dunn County, Wisconsin : drawn from actual surveys and the county records.
Minneapolis, Minn. C.M. Foote & Co., 1888.
Authors: Foote, C. M. (Charles M.), 1849-1899 -- Brown, Walter S. -- C.M. Foote & Co. (Minneapolis, Minn.) -- Chicago Historical Society
1 atlas (53 p.) : col. maps ; 45 cm.
Scales differ.
Scale of township maps [1:31,680].
Patrons' directory: p. 49-53.
Library buckram; lacks 45-49, Wisconsin state map.
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005; includes CHS ownership markings.

23895 Dunn County (Wis.) - Maps - 1970
Landowners>>Counties - Maps
Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Dunn County 4-H Leaders Association (Wis.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (58 p.) : 26 maps ; 28 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:50,688] or 1 1/4 inch equals 1 mile.
Cover title.
'Sponsored by Dunn County 4-H Leaders Association.'
Includes business directory and index to owners.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

23896 Dunn County (Wis.) - Maps - 1993
Landowners>>Counties - Maps
Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Dunn County 4-H Leaders Federation (Wis.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (81 p.) : 36 maps (chiefly col., some folded) ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
Copyright date from p. 3.
"Sponsored by Dunn County 4-H Leaders Federation."--Cover.
Includes business directory and indexes.
Scale [1:50,688], 1 1/4 in. = 1 mile.
Township maps of scale 1 1/4 in. to 1 mile.
Shows state and county lands.
Folded col. map in pocket: Recreation map, Dunn County, Wisconsin.
Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 91675262

23897 DuPage County (Ill.) - Historical geography - Maps - 1800-1899
Counties - Maps
DuPage County (Ill.) - Maps - 1800-1899 -- DuPage County (Ill.) - Indians
Indians - DuPage County (Ill.) - Maps - 1800-1899 -- Counties - Maps
Indians of North America - Maps
Indian days in DuPage County. 1966.
Authors: Gallo, Gene -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 55 x 65 cm.
Text, portraits and illustrations surround map.
Gift
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
map4F G4103.D8S1 1966 G3 (PrCt)

23898 DuPage County (Ill.) - Historical geography - Maps - 1928
Pictorial maps
DuPage County (Ill.) - Maps - 1928 -- Pictorial maps -- DuPage County (Ill.) -- Maps - 1928 -- Counties - Maps
1 map ; on sheet 31 x 24 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Keyed to references A-Z and AA-BB.
Scale [ca. 1:195,000]
Coordinates: (W 88°15'47"--W 87°54'51"/N 41°59'38"--N 41°41'07")


Authors: Schmidt, Royal J. -- Du Page County Historical Society -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

21 p. : maps; 22 cm.

Includes bibliographical references (p. 20-21). Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

*E99.P8 S3 1974 (NLO)*

---


Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan) -- Arapho Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)

170 p. : maps; 28 cm.

1st ed.

'Deluxe edition.'

Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).

'3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.'

Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).

Includes indexes.

Series: Family maps

ISBN 1420305166 ; 9781420305166

Local History Ref F547.D9 B69 2007 (NLO)

---

DuPage County (Ill.) - Maps - 1851 - Landowners - DuPage County (Ill.) - Maps - 1851 - Counties - Landowners - Maps


1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.

Size of original: 2 parts, 21.5 x 40.5 in. each.


Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

*Microfiche 583, no. 103 (PrCt)*

---

DuPage County (Ill.) - Maps - 1862 - Landowners - DuPage County (Ill.) - Maps - 1862 - Counties - Landowners - Maps


Authors: Bennett, L. G. (Lyman G.) -- Lyon, E. A. -- Brooks, Horace -- Du Page County Historical Society -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

1 map ; 60 x 69 cm.

Facsimile of original published 1862; reproduced from original at the Du Page County Historical Society.

Margins include views of buildings and business directories.

309 Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

*map6F G4103.D8G46 1862 B4 1982 (PrCt)*

---

DuPage County (Ill.) - Maps - 1874 - Landowners - DuPage County (Ill.) - Maps - 1874 - Atlases - DuPage County (Ill.) - 1874 - Counties - Landowners - Maps

*Combination atlas map of DuPage County, Illinois.* Elgin, Ill. Thompson Bro's & Burr, 1874.

Authors: Thompson Bro's & Burr -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

1 atlas (various pagings) : ill., maps ; 45 cm.

Phillips 12195.

OCLC 9086935.

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

*oversize F 89628 .188 (NLO)*

---

DuPage County (Ill.) - Maps - 1874 - Landowners - DuPage County (Ill.) - Maps - 1874 - Atlases - DuPage County (Ill.) - 1874 - Counties - Landowners - Maps

*Combination atlas map of DuPage County, Illinois.* Elgin, Ill. Thompson Bro's & Burr, 1874.

Authors: Thompson Bro's & Burr -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

1 atlas (various pagings) : ill., maps ; 45 cm.

Phillips 12195.

OCLC 9086935.

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

*oversize F 89628 .188 (NLO)*

Authors: Thompson Bro's & Burr -- Du Page County Historical Society -- Edwards Brothers, Inc. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ([4], 124 p.) : ill., 29 maps ; 31 cm.

Reprint of the 1874 edition published by Thompson Bro's & Burr, Elgin, Ill.

Cover title: 1874 atlas & history of DuPage County, Illinois.

OCLC 4359665.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Baskes folio G4103.D8G46 1874 .T46 1975 (NLO)

23905 DuPage County (Ill.) - Maps - 1874 - Landowners - DuPage County (Ill.) - Maps - 1874 - Atlas - DuPage County (Ill.) - Maps - 1874 - Counties - Landowners - Maps


Authors: Thompson Bro's & Burr -- Du Page County Historical Society -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)

4 maps : col. ; on sheets 34 x 29 cm.

Reduced facsimiles of plates originally issued in Combination atlas map of Du Page County, Illinois (Elgin, Ill.: Thompson Bro's & Burr, 1874) [+ F 89628.188]


Overprinted with 20th century roads in red.

Cf. Phillips 12195.

OCLC 4359665.

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

map2F G4103.D8G46 1874 M3 197- (PrCl)

23906 DuPage County (Ill.) - Maps - 1890 - Landowners - DuPage County (Ill.) - Maps - 1890 - Counties - Landowners - Maps


Authors: Snyder, F. M. (Frank Miles) -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.

Size of original: 6 parts; 4 are 37 x 16.5 in. each and 2 are 37 x 15 in. each. Scale 1:42,240.

Originally published Chicago: F. M. Snyder, 1890.


Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Microfiche 583, no. 109 (PrCl)

23907 DuPage County (Ill.) - Maps - 1897 - Landowners - DuPage County (Ill.) - Maps - 1897 - Wall maps - Counties - Landowners - Maps


Authors: Russell, Allen T. -- Prout, C. A. -- Palatine Historical Society -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 134 x 115 cm.

Scale [ca. 1:25,500].

Not in MMC.

Rolled map awaiting conservation.

Gift 1988, Palatine Historical Society. 585

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

maproll G4103.D8G46 1897 .R8 (PrCl)

23908 DuPage County (Ill.) - Maps - 1898 - Landowners - DuPage County (Ill.) - Maps - 1898 - Counties - Landowners - Maps


Authors: Mitchell, William L. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.

Size of original: 73 x 62.5 in. Scale 1:42,240.


Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Microfiche 583, no. 109 (PrCl)

23909 DuPage County (Ill.) - Maps - 1904 - Landowners - DuPage County (Ill.) - Maps - 1904 - Atlases - DuPage County (Ill.) - 1904 - Counties - Landowners - Maps

Twentieth century atlas of Du Page County,
DuPage County (Ill.) - Maps - 1927 - Landowners - Landowners - DuPage County (Ill.) - Maps - 1927 - Atlases - DuPage County (Ill.) - Maps - 1927 - Counties - Maps
Authors: Thrift Press (Rockford, Ill.) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library) 1 atlas ([2] l., 9 col. maps): 42 cm. Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library). oversize F 89628 .874 (NLO)

DuPage County (Ill.) - Maps - 1973 - Road maps - Wall maps - Road maps - Counties - Maps
Authors: Creative Sales Corp. -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map: col.; 95 x 120 cm., on sheet 89 x 124 cm. Panel title. Eastern and western sections of the map printed back-to-back on one sheet. Printers proof; printed on same sheet with: West Chicago suburban map: North Du Page County. 2 copies. Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library). map6F G4103.D8P2 1972 .C7 copies 1-2 (PrCt)

DuPage County (Ill.) - Maps - 1973 - Road maps - Wall maps - Road maps - Counties - Maps
Authors: Creative Sales Corp. -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map: col.; 110 x 120 cm., on sheet 89 x 124 cm. Panel title. Eastern and western sections of the map printed back-to-back on one sheet. Printers proof; printed on same sheet with: West Chicago suburban map: South Du Page County. 2 copies. Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
ISBN 0528978721
RMcN StrFdr 1999 .D86 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (72-197, 330-428 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
$16.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
ISBN 05289870
RMcN StrFdr 2001 .D86 (PrCt)

23923 DuPage County (Ill.) - Maps - 2002 - Road maps - Kane County (Ill.) - Maps - 2002 - Road maps - Atlases - DuPage County (Ill.) - 2002 - Atlases - Kane County (Ill.) - 2002 - Road maps - Counties - Maps Dupage & Kane counties StreetFinder. Skokie, Ill. Rand McNally, 2002.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (72-197, 60 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Date on cover: 2002.
$17.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
ISBN 052899870
RMcN StrFdr 2002 .D86 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (72-197, 58 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Date on cover: 2003.
$17.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
ISBN 0-528-99222-8
RMcN StrFdr 2003 .D86 (PrCt)

1 atlas (A-I, 2741-3271, 75 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm. +1 CD-ROM
$19.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
ISBN 0-528-99899-4
RMcN StrFdr 2004 .D86 (PrCt)

1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm. +1 CD-ROM
$19.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN StrFdr 2005 .D86 (PrCt)

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection
(Chicago, Ill. Rand McNally, c2008)
ISBN 0528956221
RMcN StrFdr 2008 .D86 (PrCt)

23927 DuPage County (Ill.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps<<>>Kane County (Ill.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps<<>>Atlases - DuPage County (Ill.) - 2006<<>>Atlases - Kane County (Ill.) - 2006<<>>Road maps<<>>Counties - Maps Dupage & Kane counties street guide. Chicago, Ill. Rand McNally, 2006, c2005.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- NAVTEQ (Firm) -- Rand McNally and Company.
Street guide -- Rand McNally and Company.
StreetFinder -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Cover dated 2006, but received by the Newberry Library in 2005.
$19.95
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
ISBN 0528855204
RMcN StrFdr 2008 .D86 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- NAVTEQ (Firm) -- Rand McNally and Company.
Street guide -- Rand McNally and Company.
StreetFinder -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
"57th edition" -- front cover
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
"$19.95" -- back cover
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
ISBN 0528874306
RMcN StrFdr 2009 .D86 (PrCt)

23930 DuPage County (Ill.) - Maps - 2009 - Road maps<<>>Kane County (Ill.) - Maps - 2009 - Road maps<<>>Atlases - DuPage County (Ill.) - 2009<<>>Atlases - Kane County (Ill.) - 2009<<>>Road maps<<>>Counties - Maps Dupage & Kane counties street guide. Chicago : Rand McNally, c2009.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- NAVTEQ (Firm) -- Rand McNally and Company.
Street guide -- Rand McNally and Company.
StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
"$19.95" -- back cover
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
ISBN 0528874306
RMcN StrFdr 2009 .D86 (PrCt)

23931 DuPage County (Ill.) - Parks - 2009
Authors: Forest Preserve District of DuPage County
1 sheet : col photos, map ; fold. to 22 x 10 cm
Travel Vertical File G4103 .D8G52 2009 .F6 (PrCt)

23932 Dupain de Montesson, ca. 1720-ca. 1790
Dupain de Montesson. [1970].
Authors: Le Tourneur, St.
p. 292 ; 28 cm.
Photocopy from Dictionnaire de biographie francaise v. 12 (1970): 292 [Ref CT143 .D5 v. 12]
Vert 399 (PrCt)

23933 Durango (Colo.) - Description and travel - 1982
Midwinter vacations : Durango : skiing by torchlight, cliff dwellings and a classic railroad / by Mark Chester. Boston : Christian Science
Durango (Mexico : State) - Maps - 1925 - Railroads
Rand McNally standard map of Durango.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, c1925.
1 map : col. ; 64 x 47 cm.
Plate no.: 5N25.
Includes key to railroads numbered 15-47 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Durango railroads ...
Issued folded in accompanying index (16 p. ; 17 cm.): Durango, México : indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide ... = Mapa de bolsillo ...
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Handstamp on title page: Register of copyrights.
Library of Congress. Copyright Office '2/1/26' -- manuscript date on title page.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
map3C G4501.P3 1925 .R3 (PrCt)

Dürer, Albrecht, 1471-1528
[Dürer und die Kartographie], 1972.
Authors: Hamann, Günther -- Coronelli World League of Friends of the Globe, International symposium, 4th, Kraków, 1972
Vert 204 no.2 (PrCt)
Durham (England : County) - Maps - 1646

Authors: Speed, John, 1552-1629 -- Legate, John, d. 1658 -- Humble, William, 1612-1686 -- Speed, John, 1552-1629. A Prospect of the most famous parts of the world ... together with ... Great Brittaines empire (1646)
1 map ; 38 x 49 cm. on sheet 42 x 54 cm.
Inset (15 x 14 cm.): Dvrham.
Includes coats-of-arms.
Letterpress text on verso (p. 83-84) under the following heading: The Bishopricke of Dvrham.
In: Speed, John. A Prospect of the most famous parts of the world ... together with ... Great Brittaines empire (1646)

Case oversize G 117 .82 map [64] (PrCt)

Durham (England : County) - Maps - 1676

The Bishoprick and citie of Durham. [London] : Thomas Bassett ... and Richard Chiswell, [1676].
Authors: Speed, John, 1552?-1629 -- Bassett, Thomas -- Chiswell, Richard -- Speed, John, 1552?-1629. The Theatre of the Empire of Great-Britain ... (1676) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 38 x 49 cm. on sheet 42 x 55 cm.
Inset (15 x 14 cm.): Dvrham.
Includes coats-of-arms.
Letterpress text on verso (p. 83-84) under the following heading: The Bishoprick of Durham.
In: Speed, John. The Theatre of the Empire of Great-Britain ... (London : Printed for T. Bassett and R. Chiswell, 1676) map [43].

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .S7 1676 map [43] (PrCt)

Durham (England : County) - Maps - 1810

Topographical and statistical description of the county of Durham : containing an account of its situation, extent, towns, roads, rivers, minerals, fisheries, manufactures, commerce, fairs, agriculture, markets, curiosities, antiquities, natural history, civil and ecclesiastical jurisdictions, &c. : to which is prefixed a copious travelling guide ... forming a complete county itinerary : also, a list of the fairs, and an index table shewing at one view the distances of all the towns from London and from each other / by George Alexander Cooke ; illustrated with a map of the county. London : Printed for C. Cooke, No. 17, Paternoster Row, by Brimmer & Co., Water Lane, Fleet Street : And sold by all the booksellers in the United Kingdom, [1810]?
Added title from red leather spine label: Topography of Durham and Yorkshire.
Issued as part of a series of descriptive guides to the counties of Great Britain.
Includes index.
Bound with one other title.
Contemporary half bound brown leather, marbled papers over boards.
Bookplate of Alfred Mead Raymond.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Full text (but not map) of another copy available online via HathiTrust Digital Library (accessed March 2011):
http://hdl.handle.net/2027/njp.32101073400820
Baskes DA670.D9 C66 1810 (NLO)

Durham (England : County) - Maps - 1864

Authors: Hare, Augustus J. C. (Augustus John Cuthbert), 1834-1903 -- John Murray (Firm) -- Murray's handbooks for travellers -- W. & A.K. Johnston Limited -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
vi, 336, 64 p. [1] folded leaf of plates : 1 map ; 18 cm.
Cover title: Murray's hand-book, Durham & Northumberland
By A.J.C. Hare. Cf. Lister.
"With a traveling map."
Includes index.
Publisher's advertisements on endpapers and "Murray's handbook advertiser, 1864", 64 p. at end.
Series: [Murray's handbooks for travellers] -- Murray's handbooks for travellers.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Full text of another copy (but not the map) available online via HathiTrust Digital Library (accessed February 2013):
Duro dry storage batteries: "the battery with the strongest guarantee in the world"... [Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Co., 1907].
Authors: Duro Chicago Battery Co. (Ill.) -- Rand McNally and Company. New York to Chicago (1907) -- Andrew McNally III Collection
(NEWberry Library) -- Chicago Battery Co. (Ill.)
SEE Duro Chicago Battery Co. (Ill.)
1 sheet : including B & W photograph ; 23 x 15 cm.
"Manufactured by Duro Chicago Battery Company, Michigan Avenue and 14th Street, Chicago, Illinois."
Includes photograph of a Duro car battery.
Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection at the NEWberry Library.
Case GV1024 .N49 1907, opposite title page (PrCt)

Durrës Region (Albania) - Maps - 1570<<>>Durrës (Albania) -- Maps - 1570<<>>Durazzo (Albania) SEE Durrës (Albania)

Durazzo antiquamente detta epidamno citta nella provincia di Albania... [Venice : Giovanni Francesco Camocio?], M D L XXI [1571].
Authors: Camocio, Giovanni Francesco, 16th cent. -- Camocio, Giovanni Francesco, 16th cent.
[Isole famose porti, fortezze, e terre maritime sottoposte alla Ser.ma Sig.ria di Venetia ad altri principi christiani, et al Sig.or Turco] [1574?] --
Roger S. Baskes Collection (NEWberry Library)
1 map ; 15 x 18 cm.
Relief shown pictorially.
In atlas lacking title page: Camocio, Giovanni Francesco. [Isole famose porti, fortezze, e terre maritime sottoposte alla Ser.ma Sig.ria di Venetia ad altri principi christiani, et al Sig.or Turco, nouane[n]te poste in luce] [Venice? : Alla libbia del segno di S. Marco? ; G.F. Camocio?, 1574?], [plate 18].
Manuscript no. 18 at upper right.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the NEWberry Library.
VAULT Baskes folio G1955 .C3 1574, [plate 18] (PrCt)

Dusseldorf (Germany : Gebietseinheiten) - Maps - 1730<<>>Essen (Germany : Gebietseinheiten) -- Maps - 1730
La Basse partie... de Cologne. Amsterdam, [ca. 1730].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- R. & J. Ottens -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection
(NEWberry Library). II:199
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 59 cm.
Added title: Carte nouvelle... de Cologne... .
2438
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:199 (PrCt)

23951 Düsseldorf (Germany) - Maps - 1840 - Pictorial works

Düsseldorf. [Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, 1840].

Authors: Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846 -- Lea & Blanchard -- Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (1840) 1 view ; 3 x 6 cm. 


Wax engraving.

G 11 .607 v. 2, p. 107 (PrCt)

23952 Dutch Cartography - Bibliography

[Selected bibliography of the history of Dutch cartography]. 1990.

Authors: Sims, Douglas W.

36 p.

Xerox copy of bibliography in the form of a typed letter to Marc Hameleers, Geographical Institute, Univ. of Utrecht, 20 August, 1990.

BHC 1180

Vert 794 (PrCt)

23953 Dutch cartography - History


Authors: Sijmons, A. H.

BHC 2304.

From Bookmill: Quarterly publication of the Netherlands Graphic Export Centre 2, no.3 (April, 1976): 1-7. map, ills.

Vert 1770 (PrCt)

23954 Dutch cartography - History

1590-1610: Claesz, Cornelis, ca.1546-1609

Claesj Claësz, founder and stimulator of the Dutch maritime and colonial cartography. 1983.

Authors: Schilder, Günter -- International Conference on the History of Cartography (10th : 1983 : Dublin)

10 leaves; 30cm.

Paper prepared for Int. Conf. on the History of Cartog. (10th), Dublin, 1983.

Vert 1691 (PrCt)

23955 Dutch cartography - Periodicals


v. : ill. ; 30 cm.


Formerly GA101 .C34

LC Card Number: 90644484 sn 86023931

ISSN 01674994

Map Ref folio GA101 .C34 (NLO)

23956 Dutch cartography - Research

Explokart: exploration and accessibility of Dutch cartographic documents: 16th-18th century.


Authors: Schilder, Günter -- Rijksuniversiteit te Utrecht. Geografisch Instituut

28p. ; 24cm.

'Research programme, 1988-1993. Tumble format in English and Dutch. BHC 2243

Vert 1710 (PrCt)

23957 Dutchess County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1839 - Landowners


1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 34 cm.


Case oversize G 10851 .13 pl. 6 (PrCt)

23958 Dutchess County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1850 - Landowners


Case oversize G 10851 .13 pl. 6 (PrCt)

23959 Dutchess County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1839 - Landowners


Case oversize G 10851 .13 pl. 6 (PrCt)

23960 Dutchess County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1850 - Landowners


Case oversize G 10851 .13 pl. 6 (PrCt)

23961 Dutchess County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1850 - Landowners


Case oversize G 10851 .13 pl. 6 (PrCt)

Microfiche 583, no. 491 (PrCt)

23962

Duval County (Fla.) - Maps - 1884 - Landowners->Counties - Maps->Landowners - Maps

[Duval County (Fla.) - 1884: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche], [Washington, D.C.] : LC G&M Division, [1983?].

Authors: Le Baron, J. Francis -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps

1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.

Size of original: 18.5 x 22.5 in. Scale 1:120,000.

Originally published 1884.


Microfiche 583, no. 74 (PrCt)

23963

Duval County (Fla.) - Maps - 1898 - Landowners->Counties - Maps->Landowners - Maps

[Duval County (Fla.) - 1898: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche], [Washington, D.C.] : LC G&M Division, [1983?].

Authors: Le Baron, J. Francis -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps

1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.


Microfiche 583, no. 75 (PrCt)

23964

Duval County (Tex.) - Maps - 1880 - Landowners->Counties - Maps->Landowners - Maps


Authors: United States. General Land Office -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps

1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.

Size of original: 29.5 x 20.5 in. Scale 1:133,320. Originally published 1880.


Microfiche 583, no. 79 (PrCt)

23965


1 map

Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1764 manuscript "drawn from the original plan of John Gordon, Esquire, given to Governor Grant. Jas. Moncrief, engineer."


folio Ayer 136 .H91 1914 ser. 3, v. 1, pl. 54-57 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

1945<>Railroads - Maps
Eagle River Canyon. [Denver? Denver and Rio Grande Western Railroad Company?, 1945?].
Authors: Denver and Rio Grande Western Railroad Company
1 view ; 30 x 23 cm.
Photograph cropped on right side.
5A 7267 (1944 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

23971 Early maps<>Cartography - History
Authors: Koeman, C. (Cornelis), 1918-213 p. : facsims., maps (some folded) ; 23 cm.
Series: Wolfenbütteler Forschungen, no. 7.
English, German, or French.
Includes bibliographies.
GA201 .L35 (NLO)

23972 Earth - Figure
Authors: Todhunter, Isaac, 1820-1884 476, 508 p. : ill ; 21 cm.
"An unabridged and unaltered republication of the work published...in 1873."
4A 14106 (NLO)

23973 Earth - Figure<>Atlases - 1910
Figure of the earth & isostasy. Washington : U.S. Coast Survey, 1910.
Authors: Hayford, John F. -- United States Coast Survey -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
2 v. : 10 maps ; 293 x 234 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

23974 Earth - Figure<>Globes - History
Authors: Woodward, David, 1942-2004 -- Perspect
16 p., maps, ill.
Vert 2136 (PrCt)

23975 Earth - Figure<>Maupertuis, 1698-1759 - Expedition, 1736-1737
Representing the earth's shape: the polemics surrounding Maupertuis's expedition to Lapland.
Authors: Terrall, Mary -- ISIS p. 218-237, ill.
BHC 2337
Vert 1889 (PrCt)

23976 Earth - Figure - Measurement - History
Authors: Danson, Edwin, 1948- x, 289 p. : ill ; 24 cm.
Contents: I cannot be wrong -- The Titan king -- A calm and gentle character -- The Galileo of France -- Extreme science -- Robberies and depredations -- A magnificent military sketch -- Persons well versed -- Very expert in his business -- A passage with my horse -- Franklin and other experiments -- A remarkable hill -- Important observations -- So great a noise -- The attraction of mountains -- The best of the position -- Distinguished merit -- Late by a whole year -- Geodetic experiments -- I know it will answer -- Offering violence to nature -- A meritorious foreigner -- Men worthy of confidence -- Irregularities we have discovered.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 277-282) and index.
LC Card Number: 2004066284
ISBN 9780195181692 (acid-free paper) : 0195181697
QB283 .D37 2005 (NLO)

23977 Earth - Maps - 1930 - Pictorial works<>World maps - Pictorial works - 1930<>Road maps
[Partial illustration of Earth's horizon and as seen from space]. [S.l. s.n., ca. 1930].
Authors: Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view ; 5 x 7 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Incomplete and lacking imprint; trimmed from unidentified text.
Mounted on backing sheet; verso includes descriptive text obscured by backing.
Previously bound with a collection of pictorial maps in binders labeled "Points of Interest."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 190.46 F (PrCt)

23978 Earth (Planet) - Internal structure - Pictorial works - 1906<>Geographical myths - Pictorial works - 1906<>Globes - Pictorial works - 1906
Globe showing section of the Earth's interior.
"The Earth is hollow. The poles so long sought are but phantoms. There are openings at the northern and southern extremities. In the interior are vast continents, oceans ... and it is probably peopled by races yet unknown ... The author."
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)


Ayer folio GN789.O35 M37 2004 (NLO)

23982

Earthworks (Archaeology) - Wisconsin - Indians - 1855

- Wisconsin - Antiquities - 1855

- Earthworks (Archaeology) - Wisconsin - Maps - 1855 - Indians


Authors: Lapham, Increase Allen, 1811-1875 -- Canfield, Wm. H., 1819-1913 -- Smithsonian Institution -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)


Includes 55 engraved plates (mostly maps), 61 numbered illustrations (wood engravings), and index.

Partial map contents (46 x 42 cm. and smaller):

Map of the state of Wisconsin shewing the location of ancient works -- Ancient works on the S. W. 1/4 of the S. W. 1/4 of Section 5. Township 10. Range 7. E. / surveyed in 1850 by Wm. H. Canfield -- Ancient works at Aztalan.

Series: Smithsonian contributions to knowledge ; [vol. VII, art. 4] -- Smithsonian Institution publication ; 70 -- Publication (Smithsonian Institution) ; 70 -- Smithsonian contributions to knowledge ; v 7.

LC Card Number: s 13000031

folio Ayer 36 .W8 L3 1855 (NLO)

23983

East Anglia (England) - Maps - 1923


1 v. : 1 map

12mo

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

23984

East Anglia (England) - Maps - 1936 - Historic sites

- Midlands (England) - Maps - 1936 - Historic sites

- East Anglia (England) - Maps - 1936 - Archaeology

- Midlands (England) - Maps - 1936 - Archaeology

- Historic sites - East Anglia (England) - Maps - 1936

- Historic sites - Midlands (England) - Maps - 1936

- Archaeology - Historic sites - East Anglia (England) - Maps - 1936

- Archaeology - Historic sites - Midlands (England) - Maps - 1936


Authors: Ormsby-Gore, William George Arthur, 1885-1964 -- H.M. Stationery Office -- Ellis, Charles Grant -- Ellis, Gretchen -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

72 p., [23] p. of plates (2 folded) : ill., 1 map ; 19 cm.

Cover title: Ancient monuments : volume III, East Anglia and Midlands

Includes bibliographical references (p. 69-70) and index.

Series: Illustrated regional guides to ancient monuments under the ownership or guardianship of His Majesty's Office of Works ; v. 3 -- Illustrated regional guides to ancient monuments ; v. 3.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes DA670.E14 O76 1936 (NLO)

23985

East Anglia (England) - Maps - 1948

- England, Eastern - Maps - 1948


Authors: Wallace, Doreen, 1897-1989 -- Face of Britain -- Batsford, Brian Cook -- B.T. Batsford Ltd. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

vi, 120 p., [86] p. of plates : ill. (some col., some folded), 2 maps ; 22 cm.


Title on dust jacket: Eastern England

"Illustrated from photographs."

Maps on lining papers.

Dust jacket designed by Brian Cook.

Includes index.

Series: The face of Britain -- Face of Britain.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes DA670.E14 W35 1948 (NLO)

23986

East Anglia (England) - Maps - 1951


Authors: Motttram, R. H. (Ralph Hale), 1883- -- Festival of Britain (1951) -- About Britain -- Geographical Projects (Firm) -- William Collins

Face of Britain.
23987 East Asia - Geographical Perception
Authors: Goldstein, Thomas -- International Conference on the History of Cartography (8th : 1979 : Berlin)
Vert 941 (PrCt)

23988 East Asia - Maps - 1626 China - Maps - 1626
Authors: Speed, John, 1552?-1629 -- Bassett, Thomas -- Chiswell, Richard -- Speed, John, 1552?-1629. The Theatre of the Empire of Great-Britain ... (1676) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 35 x 44 cm. on sheet 42 x 53 cm.
Insets (3 x 12 cm. each): Macao -- Quinzay. Margins include portraits of natives in local costume.
Letterpress text on verso (p. 37-38) under the following heading: The description of the kingdom of China.
In: Speed, John. The Theatre of the Empire of Great-Britain ... (London : Printed for T. Bassett and R. Chiswell, 1676) map [87].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .S7 1676 map [87] (PrCt)

23989 East Asia - Maps - 1626 China - Maps - 1626
The Kingdome of China. [London] : G. Humble [i.e J. Legate and W. Humble], 1626 [i.e. 1646].
Authors: Speed, John, 1552?-1629 -- Humble, George. d. 1640 -- Legate, John. d. 1658 -- Humble, William, 1612-1686 -- Speed, John, 1552?-1629. A Prospect of the most famous parts of the world ... together with ... Great Brittaines empire (1646)
1 map ; 35 x 43 cm. on sheet 42 x 54 cm.
Insets (3 x 12 cm. each): Macao -- Quinzay. Margins include portraits of natives in local costume.
Letterpress text on verso (p. 37-38) under the following heading: The description of the kingdom of China.
In: Speed, John. A Prospect of the most famous parts of the world ... together with ... Great Brittaines empire (London : Printed by John Legatt, for William Humble, 1646) map [19].
Case oversize G 117 .82 map [19] (PrCt)

23990 East Asia - Maps - 1680
Tabula Tartariae et majoris partis regni Chineae. Amsterdam, [ca. 1680].
1 map : hand col. ; 42 x 53 cm.
In: Danckerts, Justus. Atlas (Amsterdam : J. Danckers, [ca. 1680]) pl. [42]. Ms. no. '43' in upper right.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .D18 A pl. 42 (PrCt)

23991 East Asia - Maps - 1705 South Asia - Maps - 1705 Southeast Asia - Maps - 1705 China - Maps - 1705 Indonesia - Maps - 1705 Carte des Indes et de la Chine ... Paris : Guillaume de l'Isle [i.e. Jaillot], 1705 [i.e. 1737?].
Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712. [Atlas français] (1700 [i.e. 1737?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 62 x 64 cm.
In: Jaillot, Alexis Hubert. [Atlas français] (Paris : Jaillot, 1700 [i.e. 1737?]) pl. [25].
Map dated 1705. Manuscript title ‘Indes et la Chine’ and no. ‘29’ on verso.

23992 East Asia - Maps - 1755
Second part of Asia : being China, part of India and Tartary, the islands of Sonda, Molucka, Philippin, Japan, &c. / performed by Mr. D'Anville under the noble favor of the Duke of Orleans ; revised and improved by Mr. Bolton, MDCLLV ; R. W. Seale sculp. [London : Printed for John Knapton, 1757].
1 map on 4 sheets ; 95 x 67 cm., sheets fold. to 42 x 26 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:7,200,000]. Relief shown pictorially.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Each plate has separate title in margin.

East Asia - Maps - 1841
China, Japan & [Boston : J. W. Wilkins & R. B. Carter, 1841?].
Authors: Bradford, T. G. (Thomas Gamaliel), 1802-1887 -- Bradford, T. G. (Thomas Gamaliel), 1802-1887. A Comprehensive atlas ... (1835, [i.e. 1841?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 18 x 24 cm.

East Asia - Maps - 1900
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Hill, W. J. -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 31 cm.
Title in top margin: 'Rand McNally & Co.'s China'; below graphic scale: 'Rand McNally & Co.'s New 14 x 21 Map of China.' Index on verso. Condition: Very fine Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection. Previous location: B-35; in envelope marked 'Miscellaneous maps [gift of] W. J. Hill...Washington, D.C., July 1956

East Asia - Maps - 1901
Authors: Woerl, Leo, 1843-1918 -- Woerl's Reisebücherverlag -- Woerl's Reisehandbücher -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 8 maps ; 16 cm.
Cf. OCLC 46342733.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

East Asia - Maps - 1913
Manchuria (China) - Maps - 1913
Korea - Maps - 1913
Authors: Japan. Tetsudoin -- Japan. Official guides -- Japan. Tetsudoin -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 19 maps
1st ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

East Asia - Maps - 1914
Japan - Maps - 1914
Authors: Japan. Tetsudoin -- Japan. Official guides -- Japan. Tetsudoin -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 15 maps
1st ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

East Asia - Maps - 1915
China - Maps - 1915
Authors: Japan. Tetsudoin -- Japan. Official guides -- Japan. Tetsudoin -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 23 maps
1st ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

East Asia - Maps - 1920
East Indies - Maps - 1920
Authors: Japan. Tetsudohyo -- Japan. Official guides -- Japan. Tetsudoin -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 26 maps
2nd ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

East Asia - Maps - 1944
World War, 1939-1945 - Campaigns - Pacific Ocean - Maps - 1944
World War, 1939-1945 - Campaigns - Japan - Maps - 1944
Where Yanks are advancing on Tokyo. Chicago : Chicago Tribune, 1944.
Authors: Chicago tribune -- Van Swearingen, E. C. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 50 x 39 cm.
Detached from Chicago Daily Tribune (after 23 July 1944).
Signed 'Map by Van Swearingen, '44.'
Scale ca. 1:21,500,000.
Shows 'American troops land July 23, 1944' at Tinian Island; 'Possible bombing radius' from various Allied bases.
East Asia - Maps - 1988 - Guidebooks
Authors: Waitt, Peter -- Moorland (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(Pr Ct)

[East Baton Rouge Parish (La.) - 1895: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche].
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 2 parts, 23 x 42 in. and 20 x 42 in. Scale 1:43,000. Originally published 1895.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps: Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 250 (Pr Ct)

24004 East Bay (Calif.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps - Oakland (Calif.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps - Berkeley (Calif.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps - Alameda (Calif.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps - San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
East Bay cities ... Standard stations street map. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1937.
Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Standard logo; slogans "Standard gasoline, unsurpassed" and "Fill your motoring needs at Standard stations, Inc. & Standard Oil dealers."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1990 (Pr Ct)

24007 East Bay (Calif.) - Maps - 1972 - Road maps - Oakland (Calif.) - Maps - 1972 - Road maps - Berkeley (Calif.) - Maps - 1972 - Road maps - Alameda (Calif.) - Maps - 1972 - Road maps - San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1972 - Road maps
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 205 x 38 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.
"1972 edition."
Panel title.
Added titles: East Bay Cities street map (northern section) -- East Bay Cities street map (southern section).
Plate no.726809-4.
Map on verso (27 x 19 cm.): Metropolitan San Francisco.
Panel art: Shell logo and color illustration of Oakland Bay Bridge.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2496 (PrCt)

24008 East Carroll Parish (La.) - Maps - 1860-1869 -
Landowners<==>Counties -
Maps<==>Landowners - Maps
[East Carroll Parish (La.) - 1866-: LC G&M land
ownership maps on microfiche]. [Washington,
D.C.]: LC G&M Division, [1983?].
Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division
land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 32.5 x 19.5 in. Scale 1:63,360.
Originally published [186?-?].
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing
19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map
Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
[Washington, D.C. ; Library of Congress,
Geography and Map Division, 1983?].
Microfiche 583, no. 252 (PrCt)

24009 East Carroll Parish (La.) - Maps - 1860 -
Landowners<==>Counties -
Maps<==>Landowners - Maps
[East Carroll Parish (La.) - 1860: LC G&M land
ownership maps on microfiche]. [Washington,
D.C.]: LC G&M Division, [1983?].
Authors: McCerren, Landry & Powell -- Library of Congress.
Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division
land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 40.5 x 30 in. Scale 1:75,000.
Originally published New Orleans: McCerren,
Landry & Powell, 1860.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing
19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map
Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
[Washington, D.C. ; Library of Congress,
Geography and Map Division, 1983?].
Microfiche 583, no. 251 (PrCt)

24010 East Chicago (Ind.) - Pictorial works -
Collections
Twin City : a pictorial history of East Chicago,
Indiana / by Archibald McKinlay ; [edited by Tony
Authors: McKinlay, Archibald -- Lillis, Tony --
Donning Co.
216 p. : ill. ; 29 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 213) and
index.
Illustrations on lining papers.
LC Card Number: 87036586
ISBN 0898655838 (lim. ed.) ; 9780898655834
(lim. ed.)

24011 East China Sea - Maps - 1649
[Map of the East China Sea]. [Franckfurt am
Authors: Brouwer, H. H. J. (Hendrik H. J.), d.
Die fünft vnd zweyntzigste Schiffahrth Nach dem
Königreich Chili in West-Indien ... Sambt einer
Beschreibung der zweyen Insulen Formosa vnd
Japan (1649) -- Le Blon, Christof, d. 1665 --
Hulsius, Levinus, d. 1606. [Sammlung von sechs
und zwanzig Schiffahrten] (1608-1650)
1 map ; 15.8 x 13.2 cm. (plate mark)
Title supplied by cataloger.
In Brouwer, H. H. J. (Hendrik H. J.), Die fünft
vnd zweyntzigste Schiffahrth Nach dem
Königreich Chili in West-Indien ... Sambt einer
Beschreibung der zweyen Insulen Formosa vnd
Japan (Franckfurt am Mayn: In Verlegung
Christophel Le Blon, 1649), opp. p. 49.
In upper left corner: Pag. 48.
Engraving extends to edges of plate.
VAULT Ayer 110 .H9 1608, v. 3, pt. 25, p. 49
(PrCt)

24012 East Flanders (Belgium) - Description and
Travel - 1834<<==>Names, Geographical - East
Flanders (Belgium) - 1834<<==>Gazetteers
Dictionnaire geographique de la Flandre
Authors: Vandermaelen, Philippe, 1795-
1869<<>>Names, Geographical
Flanders (Belgium)
DH414.M23 1970 (NLO)

24013 East Flanders (Belgium) - Maps - 1682
Flandriae comitatus pars orientalis... Amsterdam :
C. Allard, [1682?].
Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-
1696<<>>Names, Geographical
East Flanders (Belgium)

24014 East Flanders (Belgium) - Maps - 1700
Flandriae Tectonicae pars orientaliar.
[Amsterdam : Frederik de Wit, ca. 1700?].
Authors: Janssonius van Waesberge, Johannes,
fl. 1642-1681 -- Pitt, Moses, fl. 1654-1696 --
Swart, Steven, 1641-1683 -- Wit, Frederik de --
Wit, Frederik de. Atlas [ca. 1700?] -- Edward E.
Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 42 x 52 cm.
Oriented with north at upper right.
In: Wit, Frederik de. Atlas (Amsterdam : bij
Frederick de Wit in de Calverstraet bij den Dam inde Witte Paskaer. [ca. 1700?] no. [126].

24018

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 W8 A no. [126] (PrCt)

Authors: Frict, Eugène-Henri, d. 1733 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). Ill:M80
1 map ; 44 x 57 cm.
Phillips 7962 no. [25].
3440 Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6013.E3 1706 F7 (PrCt)

24016 East Flanders (Belgium) - Maps - 1710 Flandriae comitatus pars orientalis, in Burg-Graviatmn. ... Amst. Bat. [i.e. Amsterdam] : Nicolaum Visscher [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher, 1710?].
Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Visscher, Elizabeth, fl. 1702-1726 -- Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702. Atlas minor ... [1710?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 58 cm.
Title in upper margin.
In: Visscher, Nicolaes. Atlas minor ...
(Amstelaedami [Amsterdam] : ex officina Nicolai Visscher [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher], [1710?]) map [55].
Manuscript '57' in upper right.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 V8 1700 map [55] (PrCt)

24017 East Flanders (Belgium) - Maps - 1720 Flandriae comitatus pars orientalis. Amsterdam, [ca. 1720].
Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Schenk, Pieter, ca. 1698-1775 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). Ill:M82
1 map ; 48 x 57 cm.
3431 Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6013.E3 1720 S3 (PrCt)

24018 East Flanders (Belgium) - Maps - 1720<<<<Zeeland (Netherlands) - Maps - 1720 Flandriae comitatus pars Batava. Amsterdam, [ca. 1720].
Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Schenk, Pieter, ca. 1698-1775 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). Ill:M77
1 map ; 46 x 53 cm.
3434 rev Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6013.E3 1720 S3a (PrCt)

24019 East Florida - Maps - 1785 - Landowners - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<<<Taylor County (Fla.) - Maps - 1785 - Landowners - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<<<Manuscript maps - Facsimiles<<<<Counties - Maps<<<<Landowners - Maps [Spanish map of a portion of the inland parts of East Florida] [19--].
1 map Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1785 manuscript showing land ownership in 'Nugalla' or 'Nitanoya' (later forming Taylor County, Florida).
folio Ayer 136 H91 1914 ser. 3, v .3, pl. 129-130 (PrCt)

24020 East Frisian Islands (Germany) - Description and travel - 1955<<<<Ostfriesische Inseln (Germany) SEE East Frisian Islands (Germany)
Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag -- Karl Thiemig AG -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
174 p. ; 17 cm.
Imperfect: folded map in pocket missing.
Includes index.
Series: Grieben-Reiseführer ; Bd. 236
34 Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cf. OCLC 36006590.
Baskes G153 G75 Bd. 236 (1955) (NLO)

Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag -- Karl Thiemig AG -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
184 p. : 2 maps (some col., some folded) ; 17 cm.
Map inside front cover.
Foldeed map in pocket.
Includes index.
Series Grieben-Reiseführer ; Bd. 236
34 Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 G75 Bd. 236 (1963) (NLO)

villages, ports, rivers, &c. in their passages from Canton to Peking, are ingeniously describ’d, by Mr John Nieuvhoff ... Also an epistle of Father John Adams their antagonist, concerning the whole negotiation. With an appendix of several remarks taken out of Father Athanasius Kircher. English’d, and set forth with their several sculptures, by John Ogilby, esq. London : Printed by the author [i.e. John Ogilby], 1673.

Authors: Nieuhof, Johannes, 1618-1672 -- Goyer, Pieter de -- Keizer, Jacob de -- Schall von Bell, Johann Adam, 1592?-1666 -- Nederlandsche Oost-Indische Compagnie -- Kircher, Athanasius, 1602-1680. China monumentis ... illustrata (1673) -- Ogilby, John, 1600-1676 -- Wing, John M. (John Mansir), 1845-1917

1 p. l., 431 p.; front., illus., plates, double map, plans (1 double); 42 cm.

The 2d ed.

Uniform title: Gezantschap der Nederlandsche Oost-Indische Compagnie aan den grooten Tartarischen Cham, den tegenwoordigen keizer van China. English

Atlas chinensis, by Arnoldus Montanus, is issued as vol. 2 of this set.

Added t.-p., engr.

Duplicate copies: Case Wing oversize G 66 .6272 (lacking p. 231-232 wanting; bookplate of John M. Wing) -- Case Wing folio G 6003 .64 (bound with John Ogilby’s Asia, as part 2. 1673).

LC Card Number: 47036881

oversize G 66 .6271 v. 1 (NLO)

24029 East Indies - Maps - 1673 China - Maps - 1673

Embassy from East India Company to China.

London : Ogilby, 1673.

Authors: Ogilby, John, 1600-1676 -- Nieuhof, Johan -- Newberry Library. John M. Wing Foundation

1 v.; 42 cm.

2nd ed.

Forms v. 2 of Nieuhof, Johann. An Embassy ... to the emperor of China (London, 1673).

Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.

Case Wing folio G 6003 .64 (NLO)

24030 East Indies - Maps - 1676 South Asia - Maps - 1676


Authors: Speed, John, 1552?-1629 -- Lamb, Francis -- Bassett, Thomas -- Chiswell, Richard -- Speed, John, 1552?-1629. The Theatre of the Empire of Great-Britain ... (1676) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map; 37 x 49 cm.

Letterpress text on verso (p. 51-52) under the following heading: The description of India.

In: Speed, John. The Theatre of the Empire of Great-Britain ... (London : Printed for T. Bassett and R. Chiswell, 1676) map [94].

Baskes oversize G1015 .A77 1798, [ptie 2], [plate 34] (NLO)

24035 East Indies - Maps - 1703 - Nautical charts


Authors: Thornton, John, 1641-1708 -- English Pilot. Part 3 (1703) -- Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, Ltd.

1 map ; 44 x 53 cm.

Inset (6 x 12 cm.) : Japan.


Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger): English Pilot. Part 3 (1703)

Map Ref oversize G1025 .T37 ser. 5, v. 3, following p. 68 (PrCt)

24036 East Indies - Maps - 1710 - Southeast Asia

Indiae orientalis nec non insularum adiacentium nova descriptio, [Amsterdam] : Nicolaum Visscher [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher, 1710?].

Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Visscher, Elizabeth, fl. 1702-1726 -- Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702. Atlas minor ... [1710?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col.; 45 x 55 cm.

In: Visscher, Nicolaes. Atlas minor ... (Amstelaeami [Amsterdam] : ex officina Nicolai Visscher [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher], [1710?]) map [102].

Manuscript '104' in upper right.

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .V8 1700 map [102] (PrCt)


Ayer MS map 125

1 ms. map: vellum, hand col.; 1,300 x 835 mm. on 2 sheets.

Portolan chart of region roughly bounded by the Taiwan Strait, the coasts of southeastern China, Indochina, the Malay Peninsula, Indonesia as far east as Flores Island, Borneo, Luzon, and the island of Taiwan. Compiled by an apprentice of the 'Thames' or 'Drapers' School' of mapmakers; see Tony Campbell, 'The Drapers' Company and its school of seventeenth century chart-makers' in Wallis and Tyacke (eds.) My head is a map ... (London, 1973) p. 100-101.

Scale [ca. 1:3,220,000]. 'A scale of eighty English miles' [= 138 mm.] (E 96°--E 125°/N 26°--S 14°).

Depths shown with soundings.

Pen-and-ink and paint (green, red, yellow, brown, blue) on vellum.

Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 125.

Photographic transparency available in Spec. Coll. Image Index.

VAULT oversize Ayer MS map 125 (NLO)

24038 East Indies - Maps - 1726 (Provisional Heading)


Authors: Valentijn, Francois -- Braam, van -- William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library)

5 v. in 8 ; 35 cm.

Forms part of the William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library).

VAULT folio Greenlee 4725 .E25 V16 1724 (NLO)

24039 East Indies - Maps - 1744 - Trade routes

Trade routes - East Indies - Maps - 1744 - Ocean routes SEE Trade routes (flipped heading) - Trade routes SEE ALSO Shipping (flipped heading)

An Accurate map of the East Indies exhibiting the
East Midlands (England) - Maps - 1951
92 p.: ill. (some col.), maps; 22 cm.
Maps by Geographical Projects, Ltd.
'A short reading list': p. 92.
'The About Britain guides are sponsored by the Brewer's society as their contribution to the Festival of Britain 1951.' -- Inside front cover.
Series: About Britain; no. 8
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes DA11 .A2 1951 no. 8 (NLO)

East North Central States - Maps - 1801
N.W. Territory. [Philadelphia: M. Carey, 1801].
Authors: Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Barker, W. (William), fl. 1795-1803 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839. Carey's American pocket atlas ...
(1801)
1 map; 18 x 14 cm.
In: Carey, Mathew. Carey's American pocket atlas ... (Philadelphia: Printed by H. Sweitzer, for M. Carey, 1801) pl. [10].
Ayer 135 .C27 1801 pl. 10 (PrCt)

East Pike Run Township [Washington Co., Pa.]: a connected draft of all the original tracts of land ...
the warrants, surveys and patents bearing date relatively as above set forth ... Harrisburg, Pa.
Department of Internal Affairs, 1920.
Authors: Campbell, John H. -- Pennsylvania Dept. of Internal Affairs
1 map; on sheet 76 x 69 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:19,800].
Other maps in series signed 'John H. Campbell, Chief Draftsman.'
Blueprint.
map6F G3823.W3.E2 (PrCt)

East Riding of Yorkshire (Eng.) - Maps - 1086
Authors: Farrer, William, 1861-1924 -- Page, William, 1861-1934
1 map: col.; 26 x 33 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:320,000].
Shows the hundreds and places where land was owned by the King, Archbishop, Count Alan, and the Count of Mortain.
F 45999.9 v. 2, opp. p. 140 (PrCt)

East Riding of Yorkshire (England) - Maps - 1919-1924
Yorkshire (England) - Maps - 1919
Authors: Little guides -- Morris, Joseph E. (Joseph Ernest) -- Bertram, Robert J. S. -- John Bartholomew & Co. -- Methuen & Co. -- Turnbull & Spears -- Bristow, Leslie Beaconsfield -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
xvi, 355 p., [29] leaves of plates: ill., 2 maps (1 col., 1 folded); 16 cm.
2nd ed.
Maps by John Bartholomew & Co.
Printed by Turnbull & Spears.
Map inside front cover.
Includes index.
Series: Little guides.
Armorial bookplate: Leslie Beaconsfield Bristow.
Eastbourne, Sussex.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .L58 East Riding of Yorkshire (1919) (NLO)

Higgins' map of the manufacturing districts of East St. Louis and St. Louis with their railway terminal and river transportation facilities. St. Louis: Higgins & Co., 1891.
1 map: hand col.; 194 x 143 cm. on wooden rollers
'Copyrighted by Higgins & Co. 1891.'
'Scale 500 feet per inch.'
Insets (20 x 70 cm. and smaller): Plat of Mill Creek Valley from the Tunnel west to Cabanne St. -- [View of] St. Louis Mercants Bridge -- [View of] St. Louis Bridge.
Forms part of the Illinois Central Railroad archives, Newberry Library.
Manuscript notes at top: 'Rec. in NY July 8, 95. Rec'd. by Mr. Harahan June 4, 1898. See J.T.A.'s letter June 98.'
Manuscript '92 on verso.
Illinois Central maproll G4104.E28P3 1891 .H5 (PrCt)

24064 East Saint Louis (Ill.) - Maps - 1891 - Real property
Yarnell's special map of East St. Louis and surroundings ... [St. Louis?] : Higgins & Co., engravers, c1891.
Authors: Yarnell, F., Dr. -- Whiteside, J. L. -- Higgins & Co. -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office
1 map : col. ; 15 x 10 cm.
'Copyright 1891. 1st edition, 100,000.'
'A few facts about East Saint Louis' and advertising for real estate agents Dr. F. Yarnell and J.L. Whiteside on verso.
Printed on card stock.
Handstamped 'Copyright Apr 6 1891' and 'duplicate'; no. '12316 w 1' in pencil.
map FF G4104.E28G46 1891 .Y3 (PrCt)

Other title: Wunnenberg's 1968 edition Greater East Saint Louis street guide
Issued annually; began with 1967/1968; Newberry holds 1967/1968 ed. only [as of August 2004]
Scale [1:24,000]. "1 inch = 2000 feet."
Includes "Alton, Belleville, Cahokia, Collinsville, East St. Louis, Edwardsville, Granite City, Wood River."
Includes street index.
folio G1409.E4 W8 (NLO)

24066 East Sussex (England) - 1799-1970 - Maps - Bibliography
Authors: Davey, Roger -- Sussex Record Society vii, 269 p. : ill., maps, plans ; 26 cm.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Series statements: Sussex maps ; III -- Sussex Record Society ; v. 87.
ISBN 0854450548
F 459857 .856 v.87 (NLO)


[Nautical chart of the East Sussex coast in the region around Rye in England]. [London : s.n., 1693?].
Authors: Collins, Greenville, fl. 1669-1698 -- Austen, Robert, 17th cent. -- Collins, Greenville, fl. 1669-1698. Great Britain's coasting-pilot ... (1693) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 43 x 27 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Dedication at top right: To the honble. Robert Austen Esq one of the Lds. Commissrs. for executing the office of Lord High Admirall of England &c. ... presented by Capt. Grenville Collins.
In: Collins, Greenville. Great Britain's coasting-pilot ... (London : Printed by Freeman Collins, and are to be sold by Richard Mount, 1693), part 1, [plate 2]
Ms. no. 8 at upper left; ms. no. 2 at upper right.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1811.P5 C6 1693, part 1, [plate 2] (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)


Vermont, Washington, D.C. and West Virginia.
Each brochure includes state map keyed to numbered points of interest described and illustrated in the text; map includes code number beginning with "W".
Cover art: "American Amoco Gas" logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2903-2917 (PrCt)

24073 East (U.S.) - History - Civil War, 1861-1865 - Maps

The Historical war map. [Indianapolis, Ind.] :
Asher & Co., [1863], c1862.
Historical war map
1 map : hand col. ; 62 x 62 cm., folded in covers
24 x 16 cm. + accompanying text (72 p. : maps ; 13 cm.).
Entered for copyright by Asher & Co. in Indiana. 'E. R. Jewett & Co., engravers, Buffalo, N.Y.'
Scale 1:3,250,000.
Relief shown by hachures.
Insets: South-east Virginia -- North-east Virginia -- Charleston and vicinity -- Vicksburg and vicinity.
Paper cover of accompanying text bears imprint of New York: Hamilton, Johnson & Farrelly; text includes summary of Civil War battles through July 5, 1863.
302489
NL 16-3231
G 10834 .05 (NLO)

A New map of the English Empire in America ...
Cornhill [London] [i. e. Amsterdam] : Robt. Morden [i.e. Frederik de Wit, ca. 1700?].
Authors: Morden, Robert, d. 1703 -- Harris, John, active 1680-1739 or 1740 -- Browne, Christopher, fl. 1684-1712 -- Wit, Frederik de -- Wit, Frederik de. Atlas [ca. 1700?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 58 cm.
Insets (8 x 8 cm. and 22 x 30 cm.): The Harbour of Boston or Massachussetts Bay -- A Generall Maps of the coasts & isles of Europe, Africa, and America.
In: Wit, Frederik de. Atlas (Amsterdam) : bij Fredericck de Wit in de Calverstraat bij den Dam inde Witte Paskaert. [ca. 1700?]) no. [140].

24075 East (U.S.) - Maps - 1750-1850 - Road maps

Authors: Lewis, Marcus Winfield, 1861- -- National Genealogical Society
1 map ; 36 x 26 cm.
Accompanied by list of trails 1-54.
For a variant state of this map see Ayer 128 L67 1933.
M1298
map1F G3706.P2 1830 L4 1933 (PrCt)

Canada Louisiane et Terre Angloises / par le Sr. d'Anville ... secrétaire de S.A.S. Mgr. le Duc d'Orleans ; G. De-la-Haye. [Paris] : chez l'auteur, aux Galeries du Louvre, Novembre MDCC LV [1755].
Authors: Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d', 1697-1782 -- Haye, G. de la -- Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d', 1697-1782. [Atlas général] [ca. 1786?]. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map on 4 sheets ; 87 x 121 cm.
Title cartouche on northwestern sheet.
Signed by the engraver "G. De-la-Haye" on southwestern sheet.
Inset (46 x 56 cm.) on southeastern sheet: Le Fleuve Saint-Laurent représenté plus en détail que dans l'etendue de la carte Bound as adjacent sheets in composite atlas without title page: Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d'. [Atlas général] [ca. 1786?], [plates 38-41].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1019 .A598 1786, [plates 38-41] (PrCt)

24077 East (U.S.) - Maps - 1755-1805 - North America - Maps - 1755
Nieuwe kaart van de Grootbrittannische volkplantingen in Noord America... Te Amsterdam : by Isaak Tirion, 1755.
Authors: Tirion, Isaak -- Mitchell, John, 1711-1768 -- Tirion, Isaak. Nieuwe en beknopte hand-Atlas ... (1748 [i.e. 1769?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 37 x 45 cm.
"Getrokken uit de beste kaarten van de Hr. Mitchell an anderen. Fer opheldering van de
Hedendaagsche historie van Groot Brittanie."
Scale [ca. 1:7,000,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
Verso numbered "N 104" in manuscript.
In: Tirion, Isaak. Nieuwe en beknopte hand-atlas...
(Amsterdam : Isaak Tirion, 1744 [i.e. 1769?]), plate [101].

oversize Ayer 135 .T55 1744, plate [101] (PrCt)

24078

East (U.S.) - Maps - 1755<<<Ohio River Valley - Maps - 1755
Partie de l'Amerique Septentrionale qui comprend le cours de l'Ohio, la Nile. Angleterre, la Nile. York, le New Jersey, la Pennsylvanie, le Maryland, la Virginie, la Caroline / par le Sr. Robert de Vaugondy ... ; M. C. Haussard fecit.
[Paris : Robert de Vaugondy], 1755.
Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Haussard, Catherine -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1758?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 62 cm.
Inset (17 x 21 cm.) : Supplement pour la Caroline.
In: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles. Atlas universel (Paris : Chez les auteurs, quay de l'Horloge du Palais, Boudet libraire imprimeur du roi, rue St. Jacques, 1757 [i.e. 1758?]), [plate 104].
"Cours de l'Ohyo" -- oversize letterpress title stamped on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1757, [plate 104] (PrCt)

24079

East (U.S.) - Maps - 1755<<<Ohio River Valley - Maps - 1755
Partie de l'Amerique Septentrionale qui comprend le cours de l'Ohio, la Nile. Angleterre, la Nile. York, le New Jersey, la Pennsylvanie, le Maryland, la Virginie, la Caroline / par le Sr. Robert de Vaugondy ... ; M. C. Haussard fecit.
[Paris : Robert de Vaugondy], 1755.
Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Haussard, Catherine -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1758?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 62 cm.
Inset (18 x 21 cm.) : Supplement pour la Caroline.
In: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles. Atlas universel / par M. Robert ... et par M. Robert de Vaugondy son fils ... (A Paris : Chez De la Marche, géographe, rue du Foin St. Jacques, Collège de Me. Gervais, 1757, [i.e. 1790?]), [plate 104].
"104" -- oversize letterpress number stamped on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1790, [plate 104] (PrCt)

24080

East (U.S.) - Maps - 1765<<<North America - Maps - 1765
Map of the British Colonies in the year 1765 : from a map of the period. [Harrisburg, Pa.? State Printer?], 1894?.
Authors: Pennsylvania archives -- Pennsylvania.
State Printer -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 80 x 102 cm.
Facsimile of unidentified map of 1765.
Shows American British colonies and North America westward as far as the Mississippi River Valley.
Scale not given.
Relief shown pictorially.
Detached from Pennsylvania archives. Appendix to 3d ser., v. 1-10.

Ayer p133 .P41 189- no. 16 (NLO)

24081

East (U.S.) - Maps - 1770<<<Atlantic States - Maps - 1770<<<Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1770
Carte nouvelle de l'Amerique Angloise. Augsburg : Lotter, [ca. 1770].
Authors: Lotter, Matthäus Albrecht, 1741-1810 -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 58 x 48 cm.
Condition: Wrinkled and slightly torn at upper left, some surface dirt, otherwise v. good; body coloring.
Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection.

map4F G3300 1770 L6 (PrCt)

24082

East (U.S.) - Maps - 1770<<<Atlantic States - Maps - 1770<<<Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1770
Carte nouvelle de l'Amerique angloise contenant tout ce que les anglois possedent sur le continent de l'Amerique septentrionale ... Augsburg : Lotter, [ca. 1770].
Authors: Lotter, Matthäus Albrecht, 1741-1810 -- Edward E. Ayer Art Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 58 x 48 cm. fold. to 26 cm.
Listed as map no. [93] in the compilation of 18th century maps made in Germany by T.C. Lotter and others with the title 'Atlas géographique'. [Nuremberg?] 1778.--cf. Phillips 3517.

Ayer p133 .L88 1770 (NLO)

24083

East (U.S.) - Maps - 1770<<<Atlantic States - Maps - 1770<<<Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1770
Carte nouvelle de l'Amerique angloise contenant tout ce que les anglois possedent sur le continent de l'Amerique septentrionale ... Augsburg : Lotter, [ca. 1770].
Authors: Lotter, Matthäus Albrecht, 1741-1810 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 583 x 473 mm. (neat line), 607 x 495 mm. (plate mark)
Shows the U.S. east of the Mississippi River.
Scale ca. 1:4,550,000.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Prime meridian: [Ferro].
Phillips, Maps of America, p. 588.
Duplicate: Ayer 133 L88 1770.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

24084 East (U.S.) - Maps - 1776
Schauplatz des kriegs zwischen Englelland und seinen collonien in America ... Frankfurt, 1776.
Authors: Jaeger, Johann Christian -- Berndt, Johann Christian, 1748-1812 -- lœgermensch Buchhandlung
1 map : hand col. ; 63 x 74 cm. Scale [ca. 1:3,750,000] at 45° north. Relief shown pictorially. Prime meridian: [Ferro].
Graticule poorly matched in center of map. Previously filed as Ayer p133 J22 1776.
28203
48-2653
map4F 3700. 6 (PrCt)

Carte du Théâtre de la Guerre en Amérique Septentrion.lle pendant les années 1774, 75, 77 et 1778. [19--].
Authors: France. Service hydrographique.
Bibliothèque. C 4044-47 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1778 manuscript. Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France BSH C 4044-47 (PrCt)

24086 East (U.S.) - Maps - 1784
Authors: Lattré, Jean -- Newberry Library -- Cappon, Lester Jesse, 1900-1981 -- R.R. Donnelley and Sons Company -- Lakeside Press (Chicago, Ill.)
1 map
Facsimile of original in the Newberry Library (Novacco 6F 8); accompanied by Cappon, Lester J. The First French map of the United States of America. Originally published Paris, 1784.
Duplicate copy of facsimile: Map 4F 3700.2.
temp map6F G3700 1784 .L3 198- .L3 (PrCt)

24087 East (U.S.) - Maps - 1784<>>>United States - Maps - 1784
A Map of the United States of America. [New Haven, Conn. Meigs, Bowen, and Dana, 1784].
Authors: Morse, Jedidiah, 1761-1826 -- Doolittle, Amos, 1754-1832 -- Meigs, Bowen, and Dana -- Morse, Jedidiah, 1761-1826. Geography made easy : being a short but comprehensive system of that very useful and agreeable science ... [1784] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 14 x 14 cm., on sheet folded to 16 x 9 cm. Issued unsigned and without imprint. The later 1790 state of the copperplate was signed by the engraver Amos Doolittle; see Tooley’s Dictionary of Mapmakers, v. A-D (1999), p. 380. At head of title: Per aspera ad astra Scale [ca. 1:29,000,000]. Coordinates: (W 93°42’00”--W 60°39’00”/N 52°00’00”--N 24°00’00”)
Relief shown pictorially. Prime meridians: London and Philadelphia. Covers the United States east of the Mississippi River and much of eastern Canada. In: Morse, Jedidiah. Geography made easy : being a short but comprehensive system of that very useful and agreeable science ... / by Jedidiah Morse (New Haven [Conn.] : Meigs, Bowen, and Dana, [1784]) between p. 24-25.
Ayer 109.5 .M7 1784 between p. 24-25 (PrCt)

24088 East (U.S.) - Maps - 1794
Authors: Russell, John, active 1733-1795 -- Symonds, H. D. (Henry Delahoy) -- Winterbotham, William, 1763-1829. An Historical, geographical, commercial, and philosophical view of the American United States (1795) -- Ridgway, James
1 map : 35 x 45 cm. folded to 22 x 10 cm. In: Winterbotham, William, An Historical, geographical, commercial, and philosophical view of the American United States (London, J. Ridgway [et al.], 1795), v. 1, opp p. 177.
Scale [ca. 1:6,500,000]. Relief shown pictorially.
Case E18.W78 1795, v. 1, opp p. 177 (PrCt)

24089 East (U.S.) - Maps - 1797
1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 43 cm. In: Cassini, Giovanni Maria. Nuovo atlante
geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (Rome : Presso la Calcogr. camerale, 1792-1801) v. 3 pl. 27.
Map dated 1797.
oversize Ayer 135 .C33 1792 v. 3 pl. 27 (PrCt)

24093 East (U.S.) - Maps - 1800
Authors: Stockdale, John, 1749?-1814
1 map : hand col.; 41 x 47 cm.
Possibly by John Stockdale.
Detached from unidentified text; binding stub on verso at center.
Shows eastern U.S. only.
Previously filed as Map2F 3700.3.
77-29961
map2F G3705 1800 .S7 (PrCt)

24094 East (U.S.) - Maps - 1801
1 map : hand col.; 40 x 47 cm.
Shows the U.S. east of the Mississippi River.
'Engraved for Guthries new system of geography.'
Scale [ca. 1:5,750,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
Prime meridian: London.
Previously filed as Ayer p133 R96 st 1801.
map2F 3700 .2 (PrCt)

24095 East (U.S.) - Maps - 1802
United States of North America. [London] : Cadell and Davies [et al], 1802 [i.e. 1807].
Authors: Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826 -- Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Lowry, fl. 1802-1807 -- Cadell & Davies -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826. Modern geography ... (1807)
1 map : 25 x 20 cm.
Arrowsmith direxit.'
'From Arrowsmith's map.'
'Published March 1st, 1802 ... .'
folios G 11.693 v. 3, opp. p. 39 (PrCt)

24096 East (U.S.) - Maps - 1807
A New map of the United States of America, from the latest authorities. London : J. Cary, [1807?].
1 map : hand col.; 44 x 49 cm.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

1836 Librads - Maps - Lithographs
1 map : hand col. ; 31 x 37 cm., folded to 19 x 13 cm. Includes color-coded key to five geographic regions or "voies de communication du 1er. [... 5eme.] groupe (Lettre XXII)."
Details existing and proposed canals and railroads: roughly bounded by North Dakota, New Brunswick, eastern Texas, and northern Florida, but most detailed for the eastern U.S.
Scale [ca. 8,472,357].
Coordinates: (W 104° -- W 62°/N 50°--N 27°).
Relief shown with hachures.
Lithograph.
In: Chevalier, Michel, Les Voies de communication aux États-Unis (Paris : F.G. Levraut ; imprimerie d'Hyppolyte, Tilliard, 1837), at end.
"Extrait du Journal de l’industriel et du capitaliste" -- front cover of accompanying text.
The map and an earlier version of "Lettre XXII" were issued in: Chevalier, Michel. Lettres sur l’Amérique du Nord ... (Paris : C. Gosselin et cie., 1836) [G 833 :165, v. 2, p. [29]-106 (text) and between p. 526-527 (map)].
References: LC Railroad maps, 4 H 6083 .16, at end (NLO)

Map showing the position of the city of Cairo at the confluence of the Ohio and Mississippi Rivers ... St. Louis, Mo. Lith. of E. Dupré, [1839].
Authors: Dupré, Eugene Charles -- Cairo City and Canal Company -- Thomas Watson & Son -- T. Watson & Son SEE Thomas Watson & Son Watson (T.) & Son SEE Thomas Watson & Son 1 map : hand col. ; 34 x 41 cm.
In Cairo City and Canal Company, Prospectus and engineers’ report, relating to the city of Cairo, incorporated by the state of Illinois (St. Louis : Printed by T. Watson & Son, 1839). [Case HE396.C3 A25 1839]
Case HE396.C3 A25 1839 [map] (PrCt)

United States, exhibiting the railroads & canals. [Boston : J. W. Wilkins & R. B. Carter, 1841?]
Authors: Bradford, T. G. (Thomas Gamaliel), 1802-1887 -- Bradford, T. G. (Thomas Gamaliel), 1802-1887. A Comprehensive atlas ... (1835, [i.e. 1841?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 18 x 24 cm.
folio Ayer 135 .B75 1835 pl. 23, p. 59 (PrCt)

24107 East (U.S.) - Maps - 1844 - Indians United States - Maps - 1844 - Indians Railroads - Maps
Aboriginal America, east of the Mississippi / James Bowden, del. London : H. Clark, lith., 9 Pancess Lane, [1844].
1 map : hand col. ; 16 x 11 cm.
In: London Yearly Meeting (Society of Friends). Meeting for Sufferings. Aborigines’ Committee. Some account of the conduct of the Religious Society of Friends towards the Indian tribes : in...
the settlement of the colonies of East and West Jersey and Pennsylvania: with a brief narrative of their labours for the civilization and Christian instruction of the Indians, from the time of their settlement in America, to the year 1843 / published by the Aborigines' Committee of the Meeting for Sufferings (London : Edward Marsh, 1844) opposite title page.

Eight hand colored keysed keyed to tribal names. Duplicate copy: D 88 .318

Ayer 267 .F812 A2 1844 opposite title page (PrCt)

24108 East (U.S.) - Maps - 1853 - Counties>>Canada - Maps - 1853 - Counties Map of the basin of the St. Lawrence showing also the natural and artificial routes between the Atlantic Ocean and the interior of North America. Washington, D.C., 1854.


1 map : 83 x 193 cm. on 3 sheets

'By Thomas C. Keefer for I. D. Andrews' report to Hon. Thomas Corwin, Secretary of the Treasury.' Detached from U.S. Treasury Dept. Communication from the Secretary of the Treasury (Washington, D.C., 1854) [H 70838.93].

Scale ca. 1:1,900,000. Oriented with north at upper right. Shows two great circle routes. Inset: [North Atlantic Ocean, showing routes from British Isles to America]. In upper left corner: House Ex. doc. no. 1361, I Session 32 Congress.

map6F G3705 1853 K4 (PrCt)


Authors: Keefer, Thomas Coltrin, 1821-1915 -- Andrews, Israel De Wolf -- Ackerman Lithr. -- Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 83 x 193 cm.

'By Thomas C. Keefer for I. D. Andrews' report....1853.'

'Ackerman Lith. N.Y.'

Issued with U.S. Treasury Dept. Communication from the secretary of the Treasury, transmitting, in compliance with a resolution of the Senate of March 8, 1851, the report of Israel D. Andrews (Washington, 1854) [Serial set 651, pt. 2].

Scale ca. 1:1,900,000. Oriented with north at upper right. Shows county boundaries and two great circle routes.

Inset: [North Atlantic Ocean, showing routes from British Isles to America]. In upper left corner: Senate Ex. doc. no. 112, 1 Session, 32 Congress.

Forms part of the Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library).

map9F G3705 1853 K4a (PrCt)


Roughly bounded by eastern Iowa, Massachusetts, northeastern Arkansas, and North Carolina.

Scale [ca. 1:5,788,708]. Coordinates: (W 92°00'--W 70°00'N 42°30'--N 34°50').

Wood engraving.


H 668 .825, opposite title page (PrCt)


Authors: Johnston, Alexander Keith, 1804-1871 -- W. & A.K. Johnston Limited -- William Blackwood

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Norfolk and Western R.R. and connections
Company
Railroads
Norfolk East (U.S.)
map4F G3706.P3 1875 .P4 (PrCt)
Parts of the Andrew McNally III Collection.
(Philadelphia : Allen, Lane & Scot, [1875])
excursion routes for the season of 1875
Detached from: Pennsylvania Railroad. Summer excursion routes for the
season of 1875
Pennsylvania Railroad. Summer excursion routes for the
season of 1875
1875
Railroad.
(Philadelphia : Allen, Lane & Scot, [1875])
BHC 2322.
From: Proceedings of the American Philosophical Society (March, 1864)
Authors: Smith, Robert Pearsall, 1827--1898
p. 350-353
BHC 2322.
Vert 1787 (PrCt)
[Report of Mr. Leslie to the American Philosophical Society, based on letter about U.S. county maps received from Robert Pearsall Smith]. 1864.
Authors: Pennsylvania Railroad -- National Railway Publication Company -- Pennsylvania Railroad. Summer excursion routes for the season of 1875 -- Allen, Lane & Scott -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 67 x 44 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:5,171,645].
Coverage extends from southern boundary of Virginia north to Tadoussac, Que., and west to Cleveland.
Includes views of "Sea bathing, Cape May, N.J." and "Rainbow Falls, Watkins Glen."
Detached from: Pennsylvania Railroad. Summer excursion routes for the season of 1875 (Philadelphia : Allen, Lane & Scot, [1875]) [HE2728.P35 S8]
Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection.
map4F G3706.P3 1875 .P4 (PrCt)
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1890) -- Norfolk and Western Railway Company
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1890) p. 845.
H 668 .703 (1890) p. 845 (PrCt)
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1890) -- Richmond and Danville Railroad Company
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1890) p. 400.
H 668 .703 (1890) p. 400 (PrCt)
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1891) -- Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1891) p. 105.
H 668 .703 (1891) p. 105 (PrCt)
24117 East (U.S.) - Maps - 1891 - Railroads<<>Norfolk and Western Railway Company - Maps - 1891<<>Railroads - Maps Map of the Norfolk and Western Railroad and connections. [New York : s.n., 1891].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1891) -- Norfolk and Western Railway Company
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1891) p. 807.
H 668 .703 (1891) p. 807 (PrCt)
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1891) -- Richmond and Danville Railroad Company
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1891) p. 459
H 668 .703 (1891) p. 459 (PrCt)

1 map : col.; 38 x 68 cm.
In Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company.
Annual report of the directors of the Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Co. to the stockholders ... 1892 (New York: William A. Wheeler, Jr., 1892) opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1891-1892 vol.) (PrCt)

24120 East (U.S.) - Maps - 1892 - Railroads-Norfolk and Western Railway Company - Maps - 1892-Railroads - Maps Map of the Norfolk and Western Railroad and connections. [New York : s.n., 1892].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1892) -- Norfolk and Western Railway Company
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1892) p. 821
H 668 .703 (1892) p. 821 (PrCt)

Authors: Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company -- Burgoyne, C. G., fl. 1893
1 map ; 17 x 28 cm.
In Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company.
Annual report of the directors of the Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Co. ... 1893 (New York: C.G. Burgoyne, 1893) opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1892-1893 vol.) (PrCt)

Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1893) -- Norfolk and Western Railway Company
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1893) p. [855]
H 668 .703 (1893) p. [855] (PrCt)

24123 East (U.S.) - Maps - 1894 - Railroads-Norfolk and Western Railway Company - Maps - 1894-Railroads - Maps Map of the Norfolk & Western Railroad and connections. [New York : s.n., 1894].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1894) -- Norfolk and Western Railway Company
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1894) p. 595
H 668 .703 (1894) p. 595 (PrCt)

Authors: Pennsylvania Railroad -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1898) -- Pennsylvania Short Lines SEE Pennsylvania Railroad
1 map ; 11 x 14 cm.
Added title in upper margin: Railroad map of the United States - section 4-B.
Advertising map of the region roughly bound by Burlington, New York City, St. Louis, and Washington, D.C.
Printed within a plume of exhaust smoke forming part of an illustration of an approaching train engine, with a woman standing alongside.
Accompanying text in bottom margin, including: "The agent said so, and she found for herself that 'the Pennsylvania Lines are satisfactory in every respect' ...".
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1898) between p. xvi-[1]
H 668 .703 (1898) bet. p. xvi-[1] (PrCt)

Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1899) -- Seaboard Air Line Railway Company
1 map : col. ; 25 x 19 cm.
Roughly bordered by Illinois, New Jersey, Mississippi and Florida.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1899) between p. 442-443
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

H 668 .703 (1899) bet. p. 442-443 (PrCt)

24126 East (U.S.) - Maps - 1900 - Railroads<<>>Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company - Maps - 1900<<>>Railroads - Maps Map of Chesapeake & Ohio Railway and immediate connections. [New York : s.n., 1900]. Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1900) -- Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1900) between p. 354-355
H 668 .703 (1900) bet. p. 354-355 (PrCt)

24127 East (U.S.) - Maps - 1900 - Railroads<<>>Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company - Maps - 1900<<>>Railroads - Maps Map of Chesapeake & Ohio Railway and immediate connections. [New York : s.n., 1900, i.e.1906]. Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1906) -- Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company
1 map ; 11 x 19 cm.
'06'--at bottom left.
Roughly bounded by Illinois, New York, Tennessee, and North Carolina.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1906) p. 203
H 668 .703 (1906) p. 203 (PrCt)

24128 East (U.S.) - Maps - 1900 - Railroads<<>>Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company - Maps - 1900<<>>Railroads - Maps Map of Chesapeake & Ohio Railway and immediate connections. [New York : s.n., 1900, i.e.1907]. Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1907) -- Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company
1 map ; 11 x 19 cm.
'07'--at bottom left.
Roughly bounded by Illinois, New York, Tennessee, and North Carolina.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1907) p. 367
H 668 .703 (1907) p. 367 (PrCt)

24129 East (U.S.) - Maps - 1900 - Railroads<<>>Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company - Maps - 1900<<>>Railroads - Maps Map of Chesapeake & Ohio Railway and immediate connections. [New York : s.n., 1900, i.e.1908]. Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1908) -- Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company
1 map ; 11 x 19 cm.
'08'--at bottom left.
Roughly bounded by Illinois, New York, Tennessee, and North Carolina.
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

24130 East (U.S.) - Maps - 1900 - Railroads<<>>Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company - Maps - 1900<<>>Railroads - Maps Map of Chesapeake & Ohio Railway and immediate connections. [New York : s.n., 1900, i.e.1909]. Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1909) -- Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company
1 map ; 11 x 19 cm.
'09'--at bottom left.
Roughly bounded by Illinois, New York, Tennessee, and North Carolina.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1909) p. 199.
H 668 .703 (1909) p. 199 (PrCt)

24131 East (U.S.) - Maps - 1900 - Railroads<<>>Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company - Maps - 1900<<>>Railroads - Maps Map of Chesapeake & Ohio Railway and immediate connections. [New York : s.n., 1900, i.e.1910]. Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1910) -- Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company
1 map ; 11 x 19 cm.
'10'--at bottom left.
Roughly bounded by Illinois, New York, Tennessee, and North Carolina.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1910) p. [413]
H 668 .703 (1910) p. [413] (PrCt)

24132 East (U.S.) - Maps - 1900 - Railroads<<>>Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company - Maps - 1900<<>>Railroads - Maps Map of Chesapeake & Ohio Railway and immediate connections. [New York : s.n., 1900, i.e.1911]. Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1911) -- Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company
1 map ; 11 x 19 cm.
'11'--at bottom left.
Roughly bounded by Illinois, New York, Tennessee, and North Carolina.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1911) p. 419
H 668 .703 (1911) p. 419 (PrCt)

24133 East (U.S.) - Maps - 1900 - Railroads<<>>Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company - Maps - 1900<<>>Railroads - Maps Map of the Chesapeake & Ohio lines and immediate connections. [New York : s.n., 1900, i.e.1912].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1908) p. 223
H 668 .703 (1908) p. 223 (PrCt)
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1912) -- Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company
1 map : 11 x 19 cm.
'00'--at bottom left.
Covers region roughly bounded by Illinois, New York, Tennessee, and North Carolina.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1912) p. 440
H 668 .703 (1912) p. 440 (PrCt)

24134 East (U.S.) - Maps - 1900 - Railroads<<>>Cuba
- Maps - 1900<<>>Seaboard Air Line Railway
Company - Maps - 1900<<>>Railroads - Maps
Map of the Seaboard Air Line Railway. [New York : s.n., 1900].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1900) -- Seaboard Air Line Railway Company
1 map : 26 x 18 cm.
Roughly bounded by Illinois, New York, Yucatan (Mexico) and Puerto Rico.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1900) between p. 760-761
H 668 .703 (1900) bet. p. 760-761 (PrCt)

1 map : col. ; 108 x 70 cm.
At head of title: ABC
"12-07"-- At bottom right.
Scale [ca. 1:1,717,000].
Coordinates: (W 80°09'00"--W 62°16'00"/N 48°44'00"--N 24°57'00")
Insets (25 x 33 cm. or smaller): Newfoundland -- Cape Breton Island -- Boston and vicinity -- Mt. Desert Island, Maine -- Adirondack Mountains -- White Mountains -- New York water front -- Cuba and the Isle Pines -- Porto Rico.
Issued folded to 23 x 16 cm.
Removed from railroad historian Richard C.

Overton's papers, forming part of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company archives at the Newberry Library.
map6F G3706.P3 1907 .N4 (PrCt)

Baltimore & Ohio Railroad and connecting lines. [New York : s.n., 1901].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1901) -- Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company
1 map : 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso
Roughly bordered by Wisconsin, Vermont, Missouri, and Virginia.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1901) p. 43
H 668 .703 (1901) p. 43 (PrCt)

24137 East (U.S.) - Maps - 1901 - Railroads<<>>Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company - Maps - 1901<<>>Railroads - Maps
Map of Chesapeake & Ohio Railway and immediate connections. [New York : s.n., 1901].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1901) -- Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company
1 map : 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1901) p. 341
H 668 .703 (1901) p. 341 (PrCt)

24138 East (U.S.) - Maps - 1901 - Railroads<<>>Cuba
- Maps - 1901<<>>Seaboard Air Line Railway
Company - Maps - 1901<<>>Railroads - Maps
Map of the Seaboard Air Line Railway. [New York : s.n., 1901].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1901) -- Seaboard Air Line Railway Company
1 map : 26 x 18 cm.
Roughly bounded by Illinois, New York, Yucatan (Mexico) and Puerto Rico.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1901) between p. 770-771
H 668 .703 (1901) bet. p. 770-771 (PrCt)

Baltimore & Ohio Railroad and connecting lines. [New York : s.n., 1902].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1902) -- Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company
1 map : 18 x 26 cm.
Roughly bordered by Wisconsin, New York, Missouri, and Virginia.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1902) between p. 44-45
H 668 .703 (1902) bet. p. 44-45 (PrCt)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalog Entry</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>24145 East (U.S.) - Maps - 1903 - Railroads&gt;&gt;Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company - Maps - 1903&lt;&lt;Railroads - Maps Map of the Chesapeake &amp; Ohio Railway and connections.</td>
<td>Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1903) -- Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company</td>
<td>1 map ; 23 x 60 cm. Covers region roughly bounded by Louisville, Ky., Cincinnati, Ohio, Washington, D.C., and Norfolk, Va. In Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company. Twenty-fourth annual report of the board of directors ...</td>
<td>H 668 .703 (1903) bet. p. 48-49 (PrCt)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
H 668 .703 (1903) bet. p. 240-241 (PrCt)

24148 East (U.S.) - Maps - 1904 - Railroads
Covers region roughly bounded by Louisville, Ky., Cincinnati, Ohio, Washington, D.C., and Norfolk, Va.
In Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company.
Twenty-sixth annual report of the board of directors ... 1904 [Richmond, Va.?]: Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company?, 1904?] opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1904 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

24149 East (U.S.) - Maps - 1904 - Railroads
Covers region roughly bounded by Illinois, New York, Tennessee, and North Carolina.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1904) between p. 46-47.
H 668 .703 (1904) bet. p. 46-47 (PrCt)

24152 East (U.S.) - Maps - 1904 - Railroads
Covers region roughly bounded by Indiana, New Jersey, Tennessee, and North Carolina.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1904) p. 225
H 668 .703 (1904) p. 225 (PrCt)

24153 East (U.S.) - Maps - 1904 - Railroads
Covers region roughly bounded by Iowa, Pennsylvania, Louisiana, Yucatan (Mexico) and Hispaniola.
H 668 .703 (1904) bet. p. 232-233 (PrCt)

24154 East (U.S.) - Maps - 1905 - Railroads
Covers region roughly bounded by Wisconsin, New York, Missouri, and Virginia.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1905) between p. 48-49.
H 668 .703 (1905) bet. p. 48-49 (PrCt)

24155 East (U.S.) - Maps - 1905 - Railroads
Covers region roughly bounded by Louisville, Ky., Cincinnati, Ohio, Washington, D.C., and Norfolk, Va.
In Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company.
Twenty-seventh annual report of the board of

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
24156 East (U.S.) - Maps - 1905 - Railroads>>>Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company - Maps - 1905>>>Railroads - Maps Map of Chesapeake & Ohio Railway and immediate connections. [New York : s.n., 1905]. Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1905) -- Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company
1 map ; 11 x 19 cm.
Roughly bounded by Illinois, New York, Tennessee, and North Carolina.
'00'--at bottom left.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1905) p. 195
H 668 .703 (1905) p. 195 (PrCt)

Roughly bounded by Michigan, New Hampshire, Alabama, and Cuba.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1906) p. 1665
H 668 .703 (1906) p. 1665 (PrCt)

Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Norfolk and Western Railway Company
1 map : col ; 43 x 60 cm.
In Norfolk and Western Railway Company. Ninth annual report, Norfolk and Western Railway Company ... 1905 [Philadelphia?: Norfolk and Western Railway Company?, 1905?] opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1905 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

1 map ; 18 x 26 cm.
Roughly bordered by Wisconsin, New York, Missouri, and Virginia.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1906) between p. 56-57.
H 668 .703 (1906) bet. p. 56-57 (PrCt)

1 map ; 26 x 21 cm.
Roughly bounded by Iowa, Pennsylvania, Louisiana, Yucatan (Mexico) and Hispaniola.
Verso blank.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1905) between p. 218-219.
H 668 .703 (1905) bet. p. 218-219 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Norfolk and Western Railway Company
1 map : col. ; 43 x 60 cm.
In Norfolk and Western Railway Company. Tenth annual report, Norfolk and Western Railway Company ... 1906 [Philadelphia?: Norfolk and Western Railway Company?, 1906?] opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1906 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1906) -- Norfolk and Western Railway Company
1 map ; 11 x 19 cm.
Roughly bounded by Indiana, New Jersey, Tennessee, and North Carolina.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1906) p. 217
H 668 .703 (1906) p. 217 (PrCt)

Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1906) -- Seaboard Air Line Railway Company
1 map : 26 x 21 cm.
Roughly bounded by Iowa, Pennsylvania, Louisiana, Yucatan (Mexico) and Hispaniola.
Verso blank.
H 668 .703 (1906) bet. p. 226-227 (PrCt)

Authors: Matthews-Northrup Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1907) -- Atlanta, Birmingham & Atlantic Railroad Company -- Brunswick Steamship Company
1 map ; 19 x 13 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1907) p. 345
H 668 .703 (1907) p. 345 (PrCt)

Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1907) -- Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company
1 map ; 18 x 26 cm.
Roughly bordered by Wisconsin, New York, Missouri, and Virginia.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1907) between p. 54-55
H 668 .703 (1907) bet. p. 54-55 (PrCt)

Authors: Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company -- A. Hoen & Co.
1 map : col. ; 23 x 62 cm.
Covers region roughly bounded by Louisville, Ky., Cincinnati, Ohio, Washington, D.C., and Norfolk, Va.
In Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company. Twenty-ninth annual report of the board of directors ... 1907 [Richmond, Va.?: Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company?, 1907?] opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1907 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Norfolk and Western Railway Company
1 map : col. ; 43 x 60 cm.
Coal districts in Kentucky and Virginia shown in color.
Detached from Norfolk and Western Railway Company. Eleventh annual report, Norfolk and Western Railway Company ... 1907 [Philadelphia?: Norfolk and Western Railway Company?, 1907?] [5A 7267 (1907 vol. [1]) opposite title page].
map4F G3706.P3 1907 .A4 (PrCt)

Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1907) -- Norfolk and Western Railway Company
1 map ; 11 x 19 cm.
Roughly bounded by Indiana, New Jersey, Tennessee, and North Carolina.

Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1907) p. 383
H 668 .703 (1907) p. 383 (PrCt)

24174 East (U.S.) - Maps - 1908 - Railroads<> Pennslyvania Railroad - Maps - 1907 <> Railroads - Maps
Pennsylvania system. [New York : s.n., 1907].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1907) -- Pennsylvania Railroad
1 map ; 20 x 52 cm.
Roughly bounded by Wisconsin, southern Ontario, Missouri, and Maryland.
Includes untitled continuation insets of northern Michigan (8 x 4 cm.) and Chesapeake Bay (5 x 4 cm.).
Verso blank.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1907) between p. 180-181
H 668 .703 (1907) bet. p. 180-181 (PrCt)

24175 East (U.S.) - Maps - 1908 - Railroads<> Southeastern States - Maps - 1908 <> Railroads - Maps
Coastal States. [New York : s.n., 1908].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1908) -- Southeastern States Railroad Company
1 map ; 19 x 13 cm.
'1-23-08' -- at bottom.
Inset (4 x 5 cm.): Brunswick Georgia.
Plate no.: 4966
Roughly bounded by Wisconsin, New Hampshire, Mississippi and Florida.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1908) p. 201
H 668 .703 (1908) p. 201 (PrCt)

24176 East (U.S.) - Maps - 1909 - Railroads<> Southeastern States - Maps - 1909 <> Railroads - Maps
Mississippi and Florida. [New York : s.n., 1909].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1909) -- Southeastern States Railroad Company
1 map ; 19 x 13 cm.
'4-23-08' -- at bottom.
Plate no.: 4966
Roughly bounded by Wisconsin, New Hampshire, Mississippi and Florida.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1909) p. 177.

24177 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1908 - Railroads<> San Francisco - Maps - 1908 <> Railroads - Maps
San Francisco. [New York : s.n., 1908].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1908) -- San Francisco Railroad Company
1 map ; 19 x 13 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1908) p. 201
H 668 .703 (1908) p. 201 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Also numbered ‘12’ at bottom left.
H 668 .703 (1909) p. 177 (PrCt)

Authors: Poole Brothers -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1910) -- Atlanta, Birmingham & Atlantic Railroad Company -- Brunswick Steamship Company
1 map ; 19 x 13 cm.
7-20-'08 --at bottom.
Plate no.: 4966
Roughly bounded by Wisconsin, New Hampshire, Mississippi and Florida.
Inset (4 x 5 cm.): Brunswick Georgia.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1910) p. [363].
H 668 .703 (1910) p. [363] (PrCt)

Authors: Poole's manual of the railroads of the United States (1908) -- Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company
1 map ; 18 x 26 cm.
Roughly bordered by Wisconsin, New York, Missouri, and Virginia.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1908) between p. 56-57
H 668 .703 (1908) bet. p. 56-57 (PrCt)

Authors: Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company -- A. Hoen & Co.
1 map : col. ; 23 x 62 cm.
Covers region roughly bounded by Louisville, Ky., Cincinnati, Ohio, Washington, D.C., and Norfolk, Va.
In Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company.
Thirtieth annual report of the board of directors ... 1908 [Richmond, Va.? : Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company?, 1908?] opposite title page. Report includes fold-out profile at end.
5A 7267 (1908 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Norfolk and Western Railway Company
1 map : col. ; 43 x 60 cm.
Coal districts in Kentucky and Virginia shown in color.
Detached from Norfolk and Western Railway Company.
In Norfolk and Western Railway Company.
Twelfth annual report, Norfolk and Western Railway Company ... 1908 [Philadelphia?: Norfolk and Western Railway Company?, 1908?] opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1908 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1908) -- Norfolk and Western Railway Company
1 map ; 11 x 19 cm.
Roughly bounded by Indiana, New Jersey, Tennessee, and North Carolina.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1908) p. 243
H 668 .703 (1908) p. 243 (PrCt)

Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1908) -- Pennsylvania Railroad
1 map ; 17 x 50 cm.
Roughly bounded by Wisconsin, southern Ontario, Missouri, and Maryland.
Includes untitled continuation insets of northern Michigan (7 x 3 cm.) and Chesapeake Bay (5 x 4 cm.)
Verso blank.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1908) between p. 882-883
H 668 .703 (1908) bet. p. 882-883 (PrCt)

24182 East (U.S.) - Maps - 1908 - Railroads - Savannah, Augusta and Northern Railway - Maps - 1908 - Railroads - Maps Map of the Savannah, Augusta and Northern Railway. [New York : s.n., 1908].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1908) -- Savannah, Augusta and
Northern Railway
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Roughly bounded by Wisconsin, New York,
Mississippi and Florida.
Adverstisment on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United
States (New York, 1908) p. 985
H 668 .703 (1908) p. 985 (PrCt)

24183 East (U.S.) - Maps - 1908 -
Railroads - Seaboard Air Line Railway
Company - Maps - 1908
Map of the Seaboard Air Line system. [New York :
 s.n., 1908].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the
United States (1908) -- Seaboard Air Line
Railway Company
1 map ; 27 x 21 cm.
Roughly bounded by Iowa, Pennsylvania,
Louisiana, Yucatan (Mexico) and Hispaniola.
Verso blank.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United
States (New York, 1908) opposite p. 257.
H 668 .703 (1908) opposite p. 257 (PrCt)

24184 East (U.S.) - Maps - 1909 -
Railroads - Baltimore and Ohio Railroad
Company - Maps - 1909
Map of the Baltimore & Ohio system. [New York :
 s.n., 1909].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the
United States (1909) -- Baltimore and Ohio
Railroad Company
1 map ; 18 x 26 cm.
Roughly bordered by Wisconsin, New York,
Missouri, and Virginia.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United
States (New York, 1909) between p. 102-103
H 668 .703 (1909 bet. p. 102-103 (PrCt)

24185 East (U.S.) - Maps - 1909 -
Railroads - Chesapeake and Ohio Railroad
Company - Maps - 1909
Map of the Chesapeake & Ohio Railway and
connections. Richmond, Va. A. Hoen & Co.,
1909.
Authors: Chesapeake and Ohio Railway
Company -- A. Hoen & Co.
1 map : col. ; 23 x 62 cm.
Covers region roughly bounded by Louisville, Ky.,
Cincinnati, Ohio, Washington, D.C., and Norfolk,
Va.
In Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company.
Thirty-first annual report of the board of directors
... 1909 [Richmond, Va.? : Chesapeake and Ohio
Railway Company?, 1909?] opposite title page.
Report includes fold-out profile at end.
5A 7267 (1909 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

24186 East (U.S.) - Maps - 1909 -
Railroads - Norfolk and Western Railway
Company - Maps - 1909
Kentucky - Maps - 1909 - Coal mines and mining -
Kentucky - Maps - 1909 - Coal mines and mining -
Virginia - Maps - 1909 - Coal mines and mining -
Virginia - Maps - 1909 - Railroads - Maps
Norfolk & Western Railway and connections.
1909. New York : American Bank Note Company,
1909.
Authors: American Bank Note Company --
Norfolk and Western Railway Company
1 map : col ; 43 x 60 cm.
Coal districts in Kentucky and Virginia shown in
color.
In Norfolk and Western Railway Company.
Thirteenth annual report, Norfolk and Western
Railway Company ... 1909 [Philadelphia?: Norfolk
and Western Railway Company?, 1909?] opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1909 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

24187 East (U.S.) - Maps - 1909 -
Railroads - Norfolk and Western Railway
Company - Maps - 1909
Map of the Norfolk & Western Railway, and connections.
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the
United States (1909) -- Norfolk and Western
Railway Company
1 map ; 11 x 19 cm.
Roughly bounded by Indiana, New Jersey,
Tennessee, and North Carolina.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United
H 668 .703 (1909) p. 219 (PrCt)

24188 East (U.S.) - Maps - 1909 -
Railroads - Norfolk and Western Railway
Company - Maps - 1909
Map of the Norfolk & Western Railway, and connections.
1909. [New York : s.n.], 1909 [i.e. 1910].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the
United States (1910) -- Norfolk and Western
Railway Company
1 map ; 11 x 19 cm.
Roughly bounded by Indiana, New Jersey,
Tennessee, and North Carolina.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United
States (New York, 1910) p. [473]
H 668 .703 (1910) p. [473] (PrCt)

24189 East (U.S.) - Maps - 1909 -
Railroads - Pennsylvania Railroad - Maps -
1909
Pennsylvania system. [New York : s.n., 1909].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the
United States (1909) -- Pennsylvania Railroad
1 map ; 17 x 50 cm.
Roughly bounded by Wisconsin, southern
Ontario, Missouri, and Maryland.
Includes untitled continuation insets of northern
Michigan (7 x 3 cm.) and Chesapeake Bay (5 x 4
cm.)
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United
H 668 .703 (1909) p. 230 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
States (New York, 1909) between p. 892-893
H 668 .703 (1909) bet. p. 892-893 (PrCl)

24190 East (U.S.) - Maps - 1909 -
Railroads<>>Seaboard Air Line Railway Company - Maps - 1909<>>Railroads - Maps
Map of the Seaboard Air Line system. [New York : s.n., 1909].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1909) -- Seaboard Air Line Railway Company
1 map ; 27 x 21 cm.
Roughly bounded by Iowa, New York, Louisiana, Yucatan (Mexico) and Hispaniola.
H 668 .703 (1909) bet. p. 230-231 (PrCl)

24191 East (U.S.) - Maps - 1910-1919
Border states: Ohio, Kentucky, Virginia, W. Virginia, Maryland, Tennessee and N. Carolina.
Authors: William Collins Sons and Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- William Collins Sons and Co. The Collegiate atlas ...
[191-?] 1 map : col. ; 22 x 30 cm.
In: William Collins Sons and Co. The Collegiate atlas consisting of forty-four maps of modern geography, embracing all the latest discoveries and changes in boundaries and eighteen maps of historical geography, with copious index (Glasgow, London, and Edinburgh : William Collins, Sons, & Company, [191-?]), [plate 28 E].
Printed plate number "E" on thumb index at right.
"U.S.A. central coast" in oversize manuscript lettering on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .C625 1910z, [plate 28 E] (PrCl)

24192 East (U.S.) - Maps - 1910 -
Railroads<>>Atlanta, Birmingham & Atlantic Railroad Company - Maps - 1910<>>Brunswick (Ga.) - Maps - 1910 -
Railroads<>>Railroads - Maps
Map of the Atlanta, Birmingham & Atlantic Railroad and connections. Chicago : Poole Bros., [1910, i.e. 1911].
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1911) -- Atlanta, Birmingham & Atlantic Railroad Company 1 map ; 19 x 13 cm.
'9-21-10' [?]--at bottom.
Plate no.: 4966
Roughly bounded by Wisconsin, New Hampshire, Mississippi and Florida.
Inset (4 x 5 cm.): Brunswick Georgia.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1911) p. 367.

24193 East (U.S.) - Maps - 1910 -
Railroads<>>Atlanta, Birmingham & Atlantic Railroad Company - Maps - 1910<>>Brunswick (Ga.) - Maps - 1910 -
Railroads<>>Railroads - Maps
Map of the Atlanta, Birmingham & Atlantic Railroad and connections. Chicago : Poole Bros., [1910, i.e. 1912].
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1912) -- Atlanta, Birmingham & Atlantic Railroad Company 1 map ; 19 x 13 cm.
'9-21-10'--at bottom left.
Plate no.: 4966
Roughly bounded by Wisconsin, New Hampshire, Mississippi and Florida.
Inset (4 x 5 cm.): Brunswick Georgia.
Text on verso.
H 668 .703 (1912) p. 383 (PrCl)

24194 East (U.S) - Maps - 1910 -
Railroads<>>Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company - Maps - 1910<>>Railroads - Maps
Map of the Baltimore & Ohio system. [New York : s.n., 1910].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1910) -- Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company 1 map ; 18 x 26 cm.
Roughly bordered by Wisconsin, New York, Missouri, and Virginia.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1910) between p. 102-103
H 668 .703 (1910) bet. p. 102-103 (PrCl)

24195 East (U.S.) - Maps - 1910 -
The Chesapeake & Ohio Railway, the Hocking Valley Railway, and connections. 1910.
Authors: Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company -- Hocking Valley Railway -- A. Hoen & Co.
1 map : col. ; 37 x 75 cm.
Covers region roughly bounded by Illinois, Connecticut, North Carolina, and Arkansas.
In Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company. Thirty-second annual report .. 1910 [Richmond, Va.? : Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company?, 1910?] opposite title page.
Report includes fold-out profile at end.
5A 7267 (1910 vol. [2]) (PrCl)

24196 East (U.S.) - Maps - 1910 -
Railroads<>>Norfolk and Western Railway Company - Maps - 1910<>>Kentucky - Maps - 1910 - Coal mines and mining<>>Coal mines and mining - Kentucky - Maps -

Coal districts in Kentucky and Virginia shown in color.

Detached from Norfolk and Western Railway Company. Fourteenth annual report, Norfolk and Western Railway Company ... 1910

[Philadelphia?: Norfolk and Western Railway Company?, 1910?] opposite title page [5A 7267 (1910 vol. [1])]

map4F G3706.P3 1910 .A4 (PrCt)


Authors: Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company -- Hocking Valley Railway Company. Fourteenth annual report, Norfolk and Western Railway 1 map : col. ; 37 x 75 cm.

Covers region roughly bounded by Illinois, Connecticut, North Carolina, and Arkansas.

In Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company. Thirty-third annual report .. 1911 ([Richmond, Va.? : Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company?],1911) opposite title page.

Report includes fold-out profile at end (121 x 15 cm.): The Chesapeake & Ohio Railway condensed profile, 1911.

5A 7267 (1911 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

24201 East (U.S.) - Maps - 1911 - RailroadsHocking Valley Railway - Maps - 1911Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company - Maps - 1911Railroads - MapsThe Hocking Valley Railway and the Chesapeake & Ohio Railway, and connections. 1911. [Columbus, Ohio? Hocking Valley Railway Company?], 1911.

Authors: Hocking Valley Railway -- Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company -- Lawrence Press (Columbus, Ohio) 1 map : col. ; 37 x 75 cm.

Covers region roughly bounded by Illinois, Connecticut, North Carolina, and Arkansas.

In Hocking Valley Railway. Twelfth annual report .. 1911 (Columbus, Ohio: The Lawrence Press Co., 1911) opposite title page.

5A 7267 (1911 vol. [1]) (PrCt)


Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Norfolk and Western Railway Company 1 map : col ; 43 x 60 cm.

'8 X' --at bottom right.

Coal districts in Kentucky and Virginia shown in color.

In Norfolk and Western Railway Company. Fifteenth annual report, Norfolk and Western Railway Company ... 1911 [Philadelphia?: Norfolk


Roughly bounded by Wisconsin, southern Ontario, Missouri, and Maryland.

Includes untitled continuation insets of northern Michigan (7 x 3 cm.) and Chesapeake Bay (5 x 4 cm.)

In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1910) between p. 1538-1539

H 668 .703 (1910) bet. p. 1538-1539 (PrCt)


Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1910) -- Seaboard Air Line Railway Company 1 map ; 27 x 21 cm.

Roughly bounded by Illinois, New York, Louisiana, Alabama and Bahama Islands.

In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1910) p. [501]

H 668 .703 (1910) p. [501] (PrCt)


Roughly bordered by Wisconsin, New York, Missouri, and Virginia.

In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1911) between p. 104-105

H 668 .703 (1911) bet. p. 104-105 (PrCt)
and Western Railway Company?, 1911?] opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1911 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1911) -- Norfolk and Western Railway Company
1 map ; 11 x 19 cm.
Roughly bounded by Indiana, New York, Tennessee, and North Carolina.
Text on verso.
In Poor’s manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1911) p. 483
H 668 .703 (1911) p. 483 (PrCt)

Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1911) -- Pennsylvania Railroad
1 map ; 18 x 50 cm.
Roughly bounded by Wisconsin, Massachusetts, Missouri, and Maryland.
Title in lower margin.
Includes untitled continuation insets of northern Michigan (8 x 3 cm.) and Chesapeake Bay (5 x 4 cm.)
In Poor’s manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1911) between p. 1674-1675
H 668 .703 (1911) bet. p. 1674-1675 (PrCt)

Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1911) -- Seaboard Air Line Railway Company
1 map ; 20 x 12 cm.
Roughly bounded by Illinois, New York, Alabama and Bahama Islands.
In Poor’s manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1911) p. 509
H 668 .703 (1911) p. 509 (PrCt)

Authors: Poor’s manual of the railroads of the United States (1912) -- Seaboard Air Line Railway Company
1 map ; 20 x 12 cm.
Roughly bounded by Illinois, New York, Alabama and Bahama Islands.

Text on verso.
In Poor’s manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1912) p. 537
H 668 .703 (1912) p. 537 (PrCt)

Authors: Poor’s manual of the railroads of the United States (1912) -- Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company
1 map ; 18 x 27 cm.
Roughly bordered by Wisconsin, New York, Missouri, and Virginia.
In Poor’s manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1912) between p. 108-109
H 668 .703 (1912) bet. p. 108-109 (PrCt)

Authors: Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company -- Hocking Valley Railway
1 map : col. ; 39 x 76 cm.
In Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company. Thirty-fourth annual report ... 1912 [(Columbus, Ohio: The Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company], 1912) opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1912 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Authors: Hocking Valley Railway -- Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company -- Lawrence Press (Columbus, Ohio)
1 map : col. ; 37 x 75 cm.
Covers region roughly bounded by Illinois, Connecticut, North Carolina, and Arkansas.
In Hocking Valley Railway. Thirteenth annual report ... 1912 (Columbus, Ohio: The Lawrence Press Co., 1912) opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1912 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Authors: Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company -- Hocking Valley Railway
1 map : col. ; 37 x 75 cm.
In Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company.
Thirty-sixth annual report ... 1914 ([Richmond, Va.?: The Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company?], 1914) opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1914 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

24217  East (U.S.) - Maps - 1914 -
Railroads<<>>Hocking Valley Railway - Maps
1914<<>>Chesapeake and Ohio Railway
Company - Maps - 1914<<>>Railroads - Maps
The Hocking Valley Railway and the Chesapeake & Ohio Railway and connections. 1914.
[Columbus, Ohio? Hocking Valley Railway Company?], 1914.
Authors: Hocking Valley Railway -- Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company
1 map : col. ; 38 x 76 cm.
In Hocking Valley Railway. Fifteenth annual report ... 1914 ([Columbus, Ohio?: The Hocking Valley Railway Company?], 1914) opposite title page.
Covers region roughly bounded by Illinois, Connecticut, North Carolina, and Arkansas.
In Hocking Valley Railway Company.
Sixteenth annual report ... 1915 ([Richmond, Va.?: The Hocking Valley Railway Company?], 1915) opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1915 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

24218  East (U.S.) - Maps - 1914 -
Railroads<<>>Norfolk and Western Railway
Company - Maps - 1914<<>>Railroads - Maps
Covers region roughly bounded by Illinois, Connecticut, North Carolina, and Arkansas.
In Hocking Valley Railway Company.
Sixteenth annual report ... 1915 ([Richmond, Va.?: The Hocking Valley Railway Company?], 1915) opposite title page.
Covers region roughly bounded by Illinois, Connecticut, North Carolina, and Arkansas.
In Hocking Valley Railway Company.
Sixteenth annual report ... 1915 ([Richmond, Va.?: The Hocking Valley Railway Company?], 1915) opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1915 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

24219  East (U.S.) - Maps - 1915 -
Railroads<<>>Chesapeake and Ohio Railway
Company - Maps - 1915<<>>Railroads - Maps
The Chesapeake & Ohio Railway and the Hocking Valley Railway and connections. 1915.
[Richmond, Va.? Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company?], 1915.
Authors: Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company -- Hocking Valley Railway
1 map : col. ; 38 x 75 cm.
Covers region roughly bounded by Illinois, Connecticut, North Carolina, and Arkansas.
In Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company.
Thirty-seventh annual report ... 1915 ([Richmond, Va.?: Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company?], 1915) opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1915 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

24220  East (U.S.) - Maps - 1915 -
Railroads<<>>Hocking Valley Railway - Maps
1915<<>>Chesapeake and Ohio Railway
Company - Maps - 1915<<>>Railroads - Maps
The Hocking Valley Railway and the Chesapeake & Ohio Railway and connections. 1915.
[Columbus, Ohio? Hocking Valley Railway Company?], 1915.
Authors: Hocking Valley Railway -- Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company
1 map : col. ; 38 x 76 cm.
In Hocking Valley Railway. Sixteenth annual report ... 1915 ([Columbus, Ohio?: The Hocking Valley Railway Company?], 1915) opposite title page.
Covers region roughly bounded by Illinois, Connecticut, North Carolina, and Arkansas.
In Hocking Valley Railway Company.
Seventeenth annual report ... 1916 ([Richmond, Va.?: The Hocking Valley Railway Company?], 1916) opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1916 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

24221  East (U.S.) - Maps - 1915 -
Railroads<<>>Norfolk and Western Railway
Company - Maps - 1915<<>>Railroads - Maps
Covers region roughly bounded by Illinois, Connecticut, North Carolina, and Arkansas.
In Hocking Valley Railway Company.
Seventeenth annual report ... 1916 ([Richmond, Va.?: The Hocking Valley Railway Company?], 1916) opposite title page.
Covers region roughly bounded by Illinois, Connecticut, North Carolina, and Arkansas.
In Hocking Valley Railway Company.
Seventeenth annual report ... 1916 ([Richmond, Va.?: The Hocking Valley Railway Company?], 1916) opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1916 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

24219  East (U.S.) - Maps - 1915 -
Railroads<<>>Chesapeake and Ohio Railway
Company - Maps - 1915<<>>Railroads - Maps
The Chesapeake & Ohio Railway and the Hocking Valley Railway and connections. 1915.
[Richmond, Va.? Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company?], 1915.
Authors: Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company -- Hocking Valley Railway
1 map : col. ; 38 x 75 cm.
In Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company.
Thirty-sixth annual report ... 1914 ([Richmond, Va.?: The Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company?], 1914) opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1914 vol. [2]) (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

[Richmond, Va.? Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company?], 1916.
Authors: Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company -- Hocking Valley Railway
1 map: col.; 37 x 75 cm.
Covers region roughly bounded by Illinois, Connecticut, North Carolina, and Arkansas.
In Hocking Valley Railway. Eighteenth annual report of the Hocking Valley Railway Company for the fiscal year ended December 31, 1916 ... ([Columbus, Ohio?: The Hocking Valley Railway Company?, 1917?]) opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1916 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Norfolk and Western Railway Company
1 map: col.; 54 x 79 cm.
Inset (20 x 16 cm.): Norfolk & Western Ry. coal field.
'8'-12' -- at bottom right.
In Norfolk and Western Railway Company. Twentieth annual report ... June 30, 1916
[Roanoke, Va.?: Norfolk and Western Railway Company?, 1916?] opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1916 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

24244 East (U.S.) - Maps - 1916 - Railroads<<>>Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company - Maps - 1916<<>>Railroads - Maps The Hocking Valley Railway and the Chesapeake & Ohio Railway and connections. 1916. [Columbus, Ohio??: The Hocking Valley Railway Company?], 1916.
Authors: Hocking Valley Railway -- Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company
1 map: col.; 38 x 75 cm.
Covers region roughly bounded by Illinois, Connecticut, North Carolina, and Arkansas.
In Hocking Valley Railway. Seventeenth annual report of the Hocking Valley Railway Company ... June 30, 1916 ([Columbus, Ohio?: The Hocking Valley Railway Company?], 1916) opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1916 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Norfolk and Western Railway Company
1 map: col.; 54 x 79 cm.
Inset (21 x 16 cm.): Norfolk & Western Ry. coal field.
'8'-12' -- at bottom right.
In Norfolk and Western Railway Company. Twenty-first report ... December 31st, 1916
[Roanoke, Va.??: Norfolk and Western Railway Company?, 1917?] opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1916 vol. [4]) (PrCt)

24228 East (U.S.) - Maps - 1917 -

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
24234 East (U.S.) - Maps - 1918 - Road maps
Atlantic States - Maps - 1918 - Road maps
Automobile travel - East (U.S.) - Guidebooks - 1918
Automobile travel - Atlantic States - Guidebooks - 1918
East (U.S.) - Maps - 1918 - Cities and towns - Road maps
Atlantic States - Maps - 1918 - Cities and towns - Road maps
Cities and towns - East (U.S.) - Maps - 1918 - Road maps
Cities and towns - Atlantic States - Maps - 1918 - Road maps
Cities and towns - East (U.S.) - Maps - 1918 - Road maps


Authors: Bullard Company (Boston, Mass.) -- National Automobile Association (U.S.) -- National Highways Association
1 atlas (299 p.) : 290 maps, ill. ; 25 x 25 cm.
Cover title: Red road book : road maps for New England states, Middle States, Southern Seaboard states
"National Automobile Association, New England Dept., Massachusetts Division of the National Highways Association, 8 Park Street, Boston, Mass." -- Front cover.
Includes detailed driving directions and mileages for numbered routes, for example "Route 1, Boston-Worcester, 41 miles (red banded guide poles) ... " (p. 16).
Index maps for New England, the Middle Atlantic, and the Southeastern States on p. 10-12.
Index of city maps on p. 284.
Includes extensive local advertising.
"Advertiser's index" on p. 285.
"Price, $2.00"
Scales differ.

map4C G3706.P2 1918 .B8 (PrCt)

24237 East (U.S.) - Maps - 1919 - Railroads
Norfolk and Western Railway Company - Maps - 1919
Kentucky - Maps - 1919 - Coal mines and mining
Virginia - Maps - 1919 - Coal mines and mining
West Virginia - Maps - 1919 - Coal mines and mining


Authors: Bullard Company (Boston, Mass.) -- National Automobile Association (U.S.) -- National Highways Association
1 atlas (299 p.) : 290 maps, ill. ; 25 x 25 cm.
Cover title: Red road book : road maps for New England states, Middle States, Southern Seaboard states
"National Automobile Association, New England Dept., Massachusetts Division of the National Highways Association, 8 Park Street, Boston, Mass." -- Front cover.
Includes detailed driving directions and mileages for numbered routes, for example "Route 1, Boston-Worcester, 41 miles (red banded guide poles) ... " (p. 16).
Index maps for New England, the Middle Atlantic, and the Southeastern States on p. 10-12.
Index of city maps on p. 284.
Includes extensive local advertising.
"Advertiser's index" on p. 285.
"Price, $2.00"
Scales differ.

map4C G3706.P2 1918 .B8 (PrCt)

24238 East (U.S.) - Maps - 1920 - Railroads
Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company - Maps - 1920


Authors: Bullard Company (Boston, Mass.) -- National Automobile Association (U.S.) -- National Highways Association
1 atlas (299 p.) : 290 maps, ill. ; 25 x 25 cm.
Cover title: Red road book : road maps for New England states, Middle States, Southern Seaboard states
"National Automobile Association, New England Dept., Massachusetts Division of the National Highways Association, 8 Park Street, Boston, Mass." -- Front cover.
Includes detailed driving directions and mileages for numbered routes, for example "Route 1, Boston-Worcester, 41 miles (red banded guide poles) ... " (p. 16).
Index maps for New England, the Middle Atlantic, and the Southeastern States on p. 10-12.
Index of city maps on p. 284.
Includes extensive local advertising.
"Advertiser's index" on p. 285.
"Price, $2.00"
Scales differ.

map4C G3706.P2 1918 .B8 (PrCt)
traffic maps (Chicago: La Salle Extension University, 1920).

folio H 6615 .98 map [21] (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Norfolk and Western Railway Company 1 map : col ; 54 x 79 cm. '3-1-20' --at bottom right. Inset (21 x 16 cm.): Norfolk & Western Ry. coal field. Roughly bounded by Illinois, Tennessee, North Carolina, and New York. In Norfolk and Western Railway Company. Twenty-fifth annual report ... December 31st, 1920 [Roanoke, Va.? : Norfolk and Western Railway Company?, 1921?] opposite title page. folio H 6615 (1920 vol. [2]) (PrCt)


folio H 6615 .98 map 16 (PrCt)

24244 East (U.S.) - Maps - 1921 - Railroads<<>><Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company - Maps - 1921<<>><Hocking Valley Railway - Maps - 1921<<>><Railroads - Maps The Chesapeake & Ohio Railway and the Hocking Valley Railway and connections. 1921. [Richmond, Va.? Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company?], 1921 [i.e. 1922?].
Authors: Hocking Valley Railway -- Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company 1 map : col ; 38 x 75 cm. Covers region roughly bounded by Illinois, Connecticut, North Carolina, and Arkansas. In Hocking Valley Railway. Twenty-second annual report of the Hocking Valley Railway Company for the fiscal year ended December 31, 1920 [Columbus, Ohio?: The Hocking Valley Railway Company?, 1921?] opposite title page. folio H 6615 (1920 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
5A 7267 (1921 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

[Columbus, Ohio?: Hocking Valley Railway Company?], 1921 [i.e. 1922?].
Authors: Hocking Valley Railway & Ohio Railway Company.
1 map : col. ; 38 x 75 cm.
Covers region roughly bounded by Illinois, Connecticut, North Carolina, and Arkansas.
In Hocking Valley Railway.

5A 7267 (1921 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Norfolk and Western Railway Company.
1 map : col. ; 54 x 79 cm.
'1-24-22' -- at bottom right.
Inset (21 x 16 cm.): Norfolk & Western Ry. coal field.

5A 7267 (1921 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

[Richmond, Va.? Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company?], 1922 [i.e. 1923?].
Authors: Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company -- Hocking Valley Railway
1 map : col. ; 37 x 75 cm.

Covers region roughly bounded by Illinois, Connecticut, North Carolina, and Arkansas.
In Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company.

[Columbus, Ohio?: Hocking Valley Railway Company?], 1922 [i.e. 1923?].
Authors: Hocking Valley Railway -- Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company
1 map : col. ; 38 x 75 cm.
Covers region roughly bounded by Illinois, Connecticut, North Carolina, and Arkansas.
In Hocking Valley Railway.

5A 7267 (1922 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Norfolk and Western Railway Company.
1 map : col. ; 54 x 79 cm.
'1-24-23' -- at bottom right.
Inset (21 x 16 cm.): Norfolk & Western Ry. coal field.

5A 7267 (1922 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

[Richmond, Va.? Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company?], 1923 [i.e. 1924?].
Authors: Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company -- Hocking Valley Railway
1 map : col. ; 37 x 75 cm.
Plate no.: 10R23
Includes untitled insets (12 x 10 cm. and 11 x 16 cm.): [Southern Florida]: [Southern Texas].
Issued folded to 17 cm. in cover with added title: Eastern states: Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide. San Francisco; Chicago; New York: Rand, McNally & Co., [1923?].
Apparently issued without separately printed and paginated index.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
24251

East (U.S.) - Maps - 1923 - Railroads>Hocking Valley Railway - Maps - 1923
Norfolk & Western Railway and connections. 1923. [Columbus, Ohio?; The Hocking Valley Railway Company?, 1924?] opposite title page.
Authors: Hocking Valley Railway -- Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company
1 map : col. ; 38 x 75 cm.
Covers region roughly bounded by Illinois, Connecticut, North Carolina, and Arkansas.
In Hocking Valley Railway. Twenty-fifth annual report ... December 31, 1923 [Columbus, Ohio?; The Hocking Valley Railway Company?, 1924?] at end.
5A 7267 (1923 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

24252

East (U.S.) - Maps - 1923 - Railroads>Norfolk and Western Railway Company - Maps - 1923
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Norfolk and Western Railway Company
1 map : col.; 54 x 79 cm.
'12-17-23' -- at bottom right.
Inset (21 x 16 cm.): Norfolk & Western Ry. coal field.
In Norfolk and Western Railway Company.
Twenty-eighth annual report ... December 31st, 1923 [Roanoke, Va.?; Norfolk and Western Railway Company?, 1924?] at end.
5A 7267 (1923 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

24253

24254

East (U.S.) - Maps - 1923 - Road maps>Lincoln Highway - Maps - 1923
Hobbs grade and surface guide ... New York short line to and from Chicago, Detroit, Akron, the Lincoln Highway and the Wm. Penn Highway between Pittsburgh, Philadelphia, New York / Mohawk Rubber Co. Akron, Ohio: Mohawk Rubber Co., [1923?].
At head of title: A Revelation in road guides.
"Copyright 1923, by H.F. Hobbs" -- front panel.
Added title from map on p. [3] (22 x 9 cm.): Hobbs grade and surface guide: N.Y. short line.
Includes 23 route maps (most measuring 4 x 9 cm.) accompanied by "profile and surface charts" with road surface grades (asphalt, gravel, macadam, etc.), height elevations of selected towns along each route, and directories of local hotels, garages, etc.
"C.S.A." -- on some maps
Series: [Mohawk-Hobbs Guide no. 10]
Includes list of 10 Mohawk-Hobbs guides.
"Price 15¢"
Bookplate on front panel: Library of A. Thomas Nafzinger, West Liberty, Ohio ...
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).
Road map4C G3706.P3 1923 .R3 (PrCt)

24255

East (U.S.) - Maps - 1923 - Road maps>Ontario - Maps - 1923 - Road maps
maps>Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides ; 106 x 69 cm. on sheet 57 x 73 cm.
Badly torn.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 13.3 (PrCt)

24256 East (U.S.) - Maps - 1923 - Road maps>Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ;63 x 81 on sheet 73 x 88 cm.
Keyed to 16 named road signs.
Scale [ca. 1:2,304,000].
Includes continuation inset of eastern Maine.
On verso marked "district 6, c. 1923, N.E. states" in ms along with numerical calculations.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 103 (PrCt)

24257 East (U.S.) - Maps - 1923 - Road maps>Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ;63 x 81 on sheet 73 x 88 cm.
Keyed to 16 named road signs.
Scale [ca. 1:2,304,000].
Includes continuation inset of eastern Maine.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 106 (PrCt)

24258 East (U.S.) - Maps - 1924 - Railroads>Railroads>Railroads
Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company - Maps - 1924
Hocking Valley Railway - Maps - 1924
The Hocking Valley Railway and the Hocking Valley Railway and connections. 1924.
[Richmond, Va.? Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company?], 1924 [i.e. 1925?].
Authors: Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company -- Hocking Valley Railway
1 map : col. ; 37 x 75 cm.
Covers region roughly bounded by Illinois, Connecticut, North Carolina, and Arkansas.
In Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company. Forty-seventh annual report ... December 31, 1924 [Richmond, Va.? : Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company?, 1925?] at front.
5A 7267 (1924 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

24259 East (U.S.) - Maps - 1924 - Railroads>Railroads
Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company - Maps - 1924
Hocking Valley Railway - Maps - 1924
The Hocking Valley Railway and the Hocking Valley Railway and connections. 1924.
[Columbus, Ohio? Hocking Valley Railway Company?], 1924 [i.e. 1925?].
Authors: Hocking Valley Railway -- Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company
1 map : col. ; 38 x 75 cm.
Covers region roughly bounded by Illinois, Connecticut, North Carolina, and Arkansas.
In Hocking Valley Railway. Twenty-sixth annual report of the Hocking Valley Railway Company for the fiscal year ended December 31, 1924 [Columbus, Ohio? : The Hocking Valley Railway Company?, 1925?] opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1924 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

24260 East (U.S.) - Maps - 1924 - Railroads>Norfolk and Western Railway Company - Maps - 1924
Kentucky - Maps - 1924 - Coal mines and mining
Coal mines and mining - Kentucky - Maps - 1924
Virginia - Maps - 1924 - Coal mines and mining
West Virginia - Maps - 1924 - Coal mines and mining
Virginia - Maps - 1924
West Virginia - Maps - 1924
Norfolk and Western Railway and connections. December, 1924. Chicago and New York : Rand, McNally & Co., 1924 [i.e. 1925?].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Norfolk and Western Railway Company
1 map : col. ; 54 x 79 cm.
‘2828-1-25’ -- at bottom right.
Inset (21 x 16 cm.): Norfolk & Western Ry. coal mining field.
In Norfolk and Western Railway Company. Twenty-ninth annual report ... December 31st, 1924 [Roanoke, Va.? : Norfolk and Western Railway Company?, 1925?] at end.
5A 7267 (1924 vol. [3]) (PrCt)
The Chesapeake & Ohio Railway and the Hocking Valley Railway and connections. 1925. [Richmond, Va.? Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company?], 1925 [i.e. 1926?]. Authors: Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company -- Hocking Valley Railway 1 map : col. ; 37 x 75 cm. Covers region roughly bounded by Illinois, Connecticut, North Carolina, and Arkansas. In Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company. Forty-eighth annual report ... December 31, 1925 [Richmond, Va.? Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company?, 1926?] at front. 5A 7267 (1925 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

East (U.S.) - Maps - 1925 - Railroads - Freight and freightage - Rates - Railroads - East (U.S) - Freight and freightage - Rates - Maps - 1925 Railroads - Maps Freight routes and junction points in southern territory. Chicago : Rand, McNally & Co., [1925]. Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- La Salle Extension University -- United States. Interstate Commerce Commission -- Southern Railway (U.S.) -- La Salle Extension University. Atlas of traffic maps (1925) -- C.S. Hammond & Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 50 x 42 cm., folded to 27 x 18 cm. "Copyright by LaSalle Extension University." Accompanied by three-paragraph text on verso with identical title. Includes notice that "this map is in part reproduced from the original furnished the Interstate Commerce Commission by the Southern Railway." Scale [ca. 1:3,700,000]. "Map no. 22" at upper right. Plate no. "7 R 24" at bottom left. Coordinates: (W 92°30'--W 73°00'/N 43°15'--N 28°45'). Editor's ms. note in pencil, top margin: This plate sent to Hammond Co. 6-10-25. In: La Salle Extension University. Atlas of traffic maps / prepared by Wayne E. Butterbaugh ... ; assisted by Charles E. Wymond ... (Chicago : La Salle Extension University, 1925), map 22. Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library). folio RMcN atlas .A73 1925, map 22 (PrCt)

East (U.S.) - Maps - 1925 - Railroads - Hocking Valley Railway - Maps - 1925 Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company - Maps - 1925 Railroads - Maps The Hocking Valley Railway and the Chesapeake & Ohio Railway and connections. 1925. [Columbus, Ohio? Hocking Valley Railway Company?], 1925 [i.e. 1926?]. Authors: Hocking Valley Railway -- Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company 1 map : col. ; 38 x 75 cm. Covers region roughly bounded by Illinois, Connecticut, North Carolina, and Arkansas. In Hocking Valley Railway. Twenty-seventh annual report of the Hocking Valley Railway Company for the fiscal year ended December 31, 1925 [Columbus, Ohio?: The Hocking Valley Railway Company?, 1926?] opposite title page. 5A 7267 (1925 vol. [1]) (PrCt)


Uniform titles: Road atlas -- Junior auto trails -- Auto trails.
Includes index.
Cover art: man buying cider at road-side stand.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .R6 1925 east (PrCt)

24267  East (U.S.) - Maps - 1925 - Road maps
United States - Maps - 1925 - Road maps
1 atlas : maps ; 31 cm.
oversize RMcN atlas .R6 1925 (PrCt)

24268  East (U.S.) - Maps - 1926 - Railroads
Authors: A. Hoen & Co. -- Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company -- Hocking Valley Railway Company -- Hocking Valley Railway Company.
1 map : col. ; 43 x 97 cm. 'Chief Engineer's office Richmond - Virginia. Drawing No. 6470.'
Includes continuation inset of Michigan (14 x 18 cm.)
Covers region roughly bounded by Wisconsin, Massachusetts, Virginia, and Missouri. In Hocking Valley Railway. Twenty-eighth annual report of the Hocking Valley Railway Company for the fiscal year ended December 31, 1926 [Columbus, Ohio?: The Hocking Valley Railway Company?, 1927?] opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1926 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

24269  East (U.S.) - Maps - 1926 - Railroads
Authors: A. Hoen & Co. -- Hocking Valley Railway Company -- Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company.
1 map : col. ; 43 x 97 cm. 'Chief Engineer's office Richmond - Virginia. Drawing No. 6470.'
Includes continuation inset of Michigan (14 x 18 cm.)
Covers region roughly bounded by Wisconsin, Massachusetts, Virginia, and Missouri. In Hocking Valley Railway. Twenty-eighth annual report of the Hocking Valley Railway Company for the fiscal year ended December 31, 1926 [Columbus, Ohio?: The Hocking Valley Railway Company?, 1927?] opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1926 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

24270  East (U.S.) - Maps - 1926 - Railroads
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Norfolk and Western Railway Company.
1 map : col. ; 54 x 79 cm. '4942-1-27' -- at bottom right. Roughly bounded by Illinois, Tennessee, North Carolina, and New York. Inset (21 x 16 cm.): Norfolk & Western Ry. coal field.
In Norfolk and Western Railway Company. Thirty-first annual report ... December 31st, 1926 [Roanoke, Va.?]. Norfolk and Western Railway Company?, 1927?] at end.
5A 7267 (1926 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

24271  East (U.S.) - Maps - 1926 - Road maps
Authors: National Survey Company -- National Survey (Firm) -- Crocker, L. V. (Lawton Vincent), 1890-- -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- National Survey Company SEE ALSO National Survey (Firm) -- National Survey (Firm) SEE ALSO National Survey Company

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1 atlas : ill., 149 col. maps ; 23 cm.
Cover title.
Sections have special title pages.
'Lawton V. Crocker, topographer.'
Maps on lining papers.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cf. Phillips 10788
Baskes GV1024 .O35 1926 (NLO)

24272 East (U.S.) - Maps - 1926 - Road maps
Authors: Guyde Publishing Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. (unpaged), [1] folded leaf of plates : ill., 100 maps (some folded) ; 22 cm.
Cover title.
'Officially endorsed by leading hotels and automobile clubs.'
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes GV1024 .M66 1926 (NLO)

24273 East (U.S.) - Maps - 1926 - Road maps
Road atlas -- Rand McNally and Company.
Junior auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (64 p.) : col. maps ; 31 cm.
On cover: Published by the Elmira Star-Gazette.
Uniform titles: Road atlas -- Junior auto trails.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .R6 1926 east (PrCt)

24274 East (U.S.) - Maps - 1926 - Road maps
Road atlas -- Rand McNally and Company. Junior auto trails -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (64 p.) : col. maps ; 31 cm.
On cover: Distributed by the Elmira Star-Gazette.
Uniform titles: Road atlas -- Junior auto trails.
Includes index, list of "Tourist camp sites."
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library).
To Collection Services for cataloging, July 2011 (PrCt)

24275 East (U.S.) - Maps - 1926 - Road maps
Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : col. maps ; 31 cm.
Cover title.
"Number 1: Connecticut, Maine, Maritime Provinces, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania, Quebec, Rhode Island, Vermont."
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Cover art: red car touring countryside.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .R6 1926 part 1 (PrCt)

24276 East (U.S.) - Maps - 1926 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- National Bank of Lawrence County (New Castle, Pa.) -- Safe Deposit & Trust Company of Lawrence County (New Castle, Pa.) -- Mahoning Trust Company (New Castle, Pa.) -- Rand McNally and Company.
Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : col. maps ; 31 cm.
Cover title.
"Number 2: Delaware, Indiana, Maryland, New England, New Jersey, New York, Ohio, Ontario, Pennsylvania, Virginia, West Virginia."
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Cover art: red car touring countryside.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .R6 1926 part 2 (PrCt)
"Number 1: Connecticut, Maine, Maritime Provinces, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania, Quebec, Rhode Island, Vermont."

Uniform title: Road atlas.

Cover art: man with friends driving red car along a body of water.

"Distributed by the Weldon Hotel, Greenfield, Massachusetts," advertisement for hotel on back cover.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

Acc. # 2008100251.

oversize RMcN atlas .R6 1926 part 1, c. 2 (PrCt)


Richmond, Va. Chief Engineer's Office [of the Chesapeake and Ohio Railway], 1927.

Authors: Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company -- Hocking Valley Railway -- A. Hoen & Co.

1 map : col. ; 44 x 97 cm.

'Drawing No. 6470' --at bottom right.

'Lith. by A. Hoen & Co., Richmond, Va.' --in bottom right margin.

Covers region roughly bounded by Wisconsin, Massachusetts, Virginia, and Missouri.

In Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company. Fiftieth annual report ... December 31, 1927 (Richmond, Va.? : The Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company?, 1928?) at end.

5A 7267 (1927 vol. [2]) (PrCt)


Richmond, Va. A. Hoen & Co., 1927 [i.e. 1928?].

Authors: A. Hoen & Co. -- Hocking Valley Railway -- Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company

1 map : col. ; 43 x 97 cm.

'Chief Engineer's office Richmond - Virginia.

Drawing No. 6470.'

Includes continuation inset of Michigan (14 x 18 cm.)

Covers region roughly bounded by Wisconsin, Massachusetts, Virginia, and Missouri.

In Hocking Valley Railway. Twenty-ninth annual report of the Hocking Valley Railway Company for the fiscal year ended December 31, 1927 (Columbus, Ohio?: The Hocking Valley Railway Company?, 1928?) opposite title page.

5A 7267 (1927 vol. [1]) (PrCt)


Chicago and New York : Rand, McNally & Co., 1927 [i.e. 1928?].

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Norfolk and Western Railway Company

1 map : col. ; 54 x 79 cm.

'5966-1-28' --at bottom right.


Inset (21 x 16 cm.): Norfolk & Western Ry. coal field.

In Norfolk and Western Railway Company. Thirty-second annual report ... December 31st, 1927 [Roanoke, Va.? : Norfolk and Western Railway Company?, 1928?] at end.

5A 7267 (1927 vol. [3]) (PrCt)


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas : col. maps ; 31 cm.

Cover title.


Uniform title: Road atlas.

Cover art: woman with friends driving red car through countryside.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

oversize RMcN atlas .R6 1927 part 1 (PrCt)


Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

1 atlas (64 p.) : col. maps ; 31 cm.
On cover: National Highways Service ...
Uniform titles: Road atlas -- Junior auto trails.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

oversize RMcN atlas .R6 1927 east copy 1 (PrCt)

24283 East (U.S.) - Maps - 1927 - Road maps
United States - Maps - 1927 - Road maps
Canada - Maps - 1927 - Road maps
Road maps
Junior auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (64 p.) : col. maps ; 31 cm.
On cover: Liberty: a weekly for everybody.
Uniform titles: Road atlas -- Junior auto trails.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

oversize RMcN atlas .R6 1927 east copy 2 (PrCt)

24284 East (U.S.) - Maps - 1927 - Road maps
United States - Maps - 1927 - Road maps
Canada - Maps - 1927 - Road maps
Strip maps
1 atlas : col. maps ; 31 cm.
Cover title.
On cover: Indemnity Exchange of America ... affiliated with Wm. Penn Motor Club ...
Uniform titles: Road atlas -- Junior auto trails.
Includes section of strip maps at end.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

oversize RMcN atlas .R6 1927 east copy 4 (PrCt)

24285 East (U.S.) - Maps - 1927 - Road maps
United States - Maps - 1927 - Road maps
Cadillac LaSalle touring and service atlas. [Chicago] : Rand McNally & Company, [1927?].
1 atlas (27 p.) : maps ; 20 x 11 cm.
Text about the Cadillac service policy dated February 1st, 1927 (p. 2).
Includes 8 fold-out maps of the eastern United States.
Uniform title: Road atlas
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

oversize RMcN atlas .R6 1927a (PrCt)

24286 East (U.S.) - Maps - 1927 - Road maps
United States - Maps - 1927 - Road maps
1 atlas (32 p.) : col. maps ; 31 cm.
Cover title.
Above cover title: Pennsylvania Indemnity Corporation ...
Uniform titles: Road atlas -- Junior auto trails -- Auto trails.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

oversize RMcN atlas .R6 1927 east copy 3 (PrCt)

24287 East (U.S.) - Maps - 1927 - Road maps
United States - Maps - 1927 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : col. maps ; 31 cm.
Cover title.
"No. 6: Delaware, Florida, Georgia, Maryland, New England, New Jersey, New York, North Carolina, Pennsylvania, South Carolina, Virginia, West Virginia."
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Cover art: woman with friends driving red car through countryside.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

oversize RMcN atlas .R6 1927 part 2 (PrCt)

24288 East (U.S.) - Maps - 1928 -
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)


The Chesapeake & Ohio Railway and the Hocking Valley Railway and connections. 1928. Richmond, Va : A. Hoen & Co., 1928 [i.e. 1929?].
Authors: Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company -- Hocking Valley Railway -- A. Hoen & Co.
1 map : col. ; 44 x 97 cm.
'Drawing No. 6470' --at bottom right.
Covers region roughly bounded by Wisconsin, Massachusetts, Missouri, and Virginia.
In Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company.
Fifty-first annual report ... December 31, 1928 [Richmond, Va.? : The Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company?, 1929?] at end.
5A 7267 (1928 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

24291 East (U.S.) - Maps - 1928 - Road maps-United States - Maps - 1928 - Road maps-Canada - Maps - 1928 - Road maps

1 atlas : col. maps ; 33 cm.
Cover title.
On cover: Zoller's Pharmacy ...
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Cover art: man with friends driving red car along a body of water.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .R6 1928 part 1 (PrCt)

24292 East (U.S.) - Maps - 1928 - Road maps-United States - Maps - 1928 - Road maps-Canada - Maps - 1928 - Road maps

1 atlas (32 p.) : col. maps ; 31 cm.
Cover title.
Above cover title: Pennsylvania Indemnity Corporation ...
Uniform titles: Road atlas -- Junior auto trails -- Auto trails.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .R6 1928 east (PrCt)

24293 East (U.S.) - Maps - 1929-1930 - Road maps

East (U.S.) - Maps - 1929 - Railroad maps
Norfolk and Western Railway Company - Maps - 1929
Kentucky - Maps - 1929 - Coal mines and mining
Virginia - Maps - 1929 - Coal mines and mining
West Virginia - Maps - 1929 - Coal mines and mining
Road maps - 1929
"In the land of the sky" : Asheville, North Carolina : eastern America's most scenic region ...
American Automobile Association -- Bloss, K. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 29 cm.
Panel title.
"Copyright A.A.A. 1929"

East (U.S.) - Maps - 1930 - Bus lines
Greyhound Lines - Maps - East (U.S.) - 1930
Mohawk Stage Lines - Maps - East (U.S.) - 1930
Road maps
Des Moines-Davenport to Chicago via Joliet [and] Chicago to Davenport-Des Moines via Joliet :
Greyhound Lines : Mohawk Stage Lines, Inc., Div. [S.I. s.n., ca. 1930].
Greyhound Lines -- Mohawk Stage Lines (Firm) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 7 x 12 cm., on sheet trimmed to 15 x

Authors: American Automobile Association -- Bloss, K. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
"Copyright A.A.A. 1929"

Added title: North-south motor routes through Asheville gateway
Includes photos of the following hotels:
Panel art: photo of winding road, car, and railroad train.
Ms. signature on title panel: "K. Bloss"
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

East (U.S.) - Maps - 1929 - Road maps
Greenbrier Hotel (White Sulphur Springs, W. Va) - Access routes - Maps - 1929
Greenbrier Hotel (White Sulphur Springs, W. Va) -- American Automobile Association -- Bloss, K. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 29 cm.
Panel title.
"A.A.A. American Automobile Association, Washington, D.C. Copyright"
Added title: Map of main routes to White Sulphur Springs
Date from RMcN AE 184 ms. index.
Plate no. F327-B [?]
Inset (9 x 9 cm.): [Southern Florida]
Panel art: photo of the Greenbrier Hotel
Ms. signature on title panel: "K. Bloss"
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

East (U.S.) - Maps - 1929 - Road maps
United States - Maps - 1929
Canada - Maps - 1929
Road maps
1 atlas (32 p.) : col. maps ; 31 cm.
Cover title.
Above cover title: Pennsylvania Indemnity Corporation ...
Uniform titles: Road atlas -- Junior auto trails.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

East (U.S.) - Maps - 1930 - Bus lines
Greyhound Lines - Maps - East (U.S.) - 1930
Mohawk Stage Lines - Maps - East (U.S.) - 1930
Road maps
Des Moines-Davenport to Chicago via Joliet [and] Chicago to Davenport-Des Moines via Joliet :
Greyhound Lines : Mohawk Stage Lines, Inc., Div. [S.I. s.n., ca. 1930].
Greyhound Lines -- Mohawk Stage Lines (Firm) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 7 x 12 cm., on sheet trimmed to 15 x
Authors: La Salle Extension University. Atlas of traffic maps (1930) -- Poole Brothers -- Atlantic Coast Line Railroad Company
1 map ; 25 x 183 cm.
11'-17'-28' -- at bottom.
Plate no.: B 6233.
In Atlas of traffic maps (Chicago: La Salle Extension University, 1930) p. 120.
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .A73 1930 p. 120 (PrCt)

Authors: La Salle Extension University. Atlas of traffic maps (1930) -- Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company
1 map ; 13 x 23 cm.
Added title in right margin: Baltimore and Ohio R. R.
Plate no.: 7-XXI.
In Atlas of traffic maps (Chicago: La Salle Extension University, 1930) p. 121.
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .A73 1930 p. 121 (PrCt)

Authors: J.W. Clement Co. -- Matthews-Northrup Company -- Norfolk and Western Railway Company -- Hocking Valley Railway Company -- Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company
1 map : col. ; 54 x 78 cm.
 Covers region roughly bounded by Wisconsin, Maine, Missouri, and Virginia.
In Hocking Valley Railway. Thirty-first annual report of the Hocking Valley Railway Company ... December 31, 1929 [Columbus, Ohio?: The Hocking Valley Railway Company?, 1930?] at end.
5A 7267 (1929 vol. [1]) (PrCt)
Tennessee, and North Carolina.
In Norfolk and Western Railway Company.
Thirty-fifth annual report ... December 31st, 1930
[Roanoke, Va.? : Norfolk and Western Railway Company?, 1931?] at end.

5A 7267 (1930 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

Buffalo, N.Y. J.W. Clement Co. [1930].
Authors: J.W. Clement Co. -- La Salle Extension University Atlas of traffic maps (1930) -- Norfolk and Western Railway Company 1 map ; 21 x 34 cm.
Added title in upper margin: Norfolk and Western Railway.
In Atlas of traffic maps (Chicago: La Salle Extension University, 1930) p. 160-161.
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .A73 1930 p. 160-161 (PrCt)

J.W. Clement Co., [1930].
Authors: J.W. Clement Co. -- La Salle Extension University Atlas of traffic maps (1930) -- Pennsylvania Railroad 1 map ; 23 x 33 cm.
Added title in upper margin: Pennsylvania Railroad system.
In Atlas of traffic maps (Chicago: La Salle Extension University, 1930) p. 164-165.
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .A73 1930 p. 164-165 (PrCt)

Chicago : Poole Bros. Inc. [1930].
Authors: Poole Brothers -- La Salle Extension University Atlas of traffic maps (1930) -- Southern Railway (U.S.) -- Cincinnati, New Orleans & Texas Pacific Railway Company -- Alabama Great Southern Railroad Company -- New Orleans and North Eastern Railroad Company -- Harriman & Northeastern Railroad -- Northern Alabama Railway Company -- Georgia Southern & Florida Railway Company -- Southern Railway System SEE Southern Railway (U.S.) 1 map ; 22 x 34 cm.
Added title in upper margin: Southern Railway system.
'11-20-‘28' -- at bottom.
Plate no.: 6072 C.
Continuation inset (9 x 6 cm.) of southern Florida.
In Atlas of traffic maps (Chicago: La Salle Extension University, 1930) p. 172-173.
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .A73 1930 p. 172-173 (PrCt)

Authors: Ambassador Bridge (Detroit, Mich., and Windsor, Ont.) -- American Automobile Association -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : col. ; 29 x 44 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Map of main routes to Ambassador bridge / prepared for Ambassador Bridge Co. by American Automobile Association.
Inset (5 x 8 cm.): Maritime Provinces.
Maps on verso (22 x 29 cm. and smaller): Detroit -- [Strip maps of routes between Detroit and Chicago, Indianapolis, Cincinnati, Columbus, Pittsburgh, and Mackinaw City] -- [Lake Erie] -- [Central Michigan.]
Panel art: the Ambassador Bridge.
Filed with a group of related U.S. state maps identifying bridges along major highways, ca. 1927-ca. 1939 (in RMcN AE folders 172 and 173).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 173.4X (PrCt)

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Authors: American Automobile Association --
Augusta Automobile Club (Augusta, Ga.) --
Augusta Chamber of Commerce (Augusta, Ga.)
1 map : color ; 60 x 45 cm.
Panel title.
"Copyright A.A.A. 1930."
Other title: Motor routes to Augusta, Georgia and
Florida : climate surpassing even the Riviera
Map proper lacks a title, but shows Augusta in
oversize uppercase lettering.
Includes combined logo of the Augusta
Automobile Club and American Automobile
Association.
Scale approximately 1:3,210,000
Coordinates: (W 88°27'00"--W 69°48'00"/N
47°04'00"--N 28°23'00")
Shows most of the eastern United States.
Plate no. F418.
 Insets (16 x 11 cm. and 6 x 11 cm.): [Southern
Florida] -- [Cuba].
Verso includes promotional text by the Augusta
Chamber of Commerce ("This is the city of
eternal youth"), mileage distance table ("It's not
far to Augusta"), and photographs of tourist sites.
Panel art: Outline road map of the eastern U.S.
and couple in convertible car.
Issued folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Previously shelved as Road map4C G3706.P2
1930 .A5
Accession no. Holzheimer 2008100251
map4F G3706.P2 1930 .A4 (NLO)

24310 East (U.S.) - Maps - 1930 - Road
maps<<<Florida - Maps - 1930 - Road
maps<<<Road maps
Atlantic road map : eastern United States,
Florida. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company,
[1930].
Authors: Atlantic Refining Company -- Rand
McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and
Company. Junior auto trails -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 59 x 44 cm.
Panel title.
 Added title: Atlantic road map : eastern United
States.
Date from RMcN AE 186 ms. index.
Inset (17 x 11 cm.): Southern Florida.
Maps on verso (43 x 28 cm. and 13 x 17 cm):
Rand McNally junior auto road map of Florida --
[Florida panhandle] Plate no. L-1041.
Uniform title: Junior auto trails
Panel art: Atlantic gasoline logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 186.10 (PrCt)

24312 East (U.S.) - Maps - 1930 - Road
maps<<<Kentucky & Indiana Terminal
Railroad Company - Access roads - Maps - 1930<<<Kentucky & Indiana Terminal
Railroad Company Bridge (Louisville, Ky.) -
Access roads - Maps - 1930<<<Louisville
Region (Ky.) - Maps - 1930 - Road
maps<<<K. & I. Terminal Railroad Company
SEE Kentucky & Indiana Terminal Railroad
Company<<<Road maps<<<Railroads -
Maps
Cross the Ohio River at Louisville, Kentucky, and
New Albany, Indiana, over the K & I Terminal
R.R. Co. Bridge : AAA. [Louisville, Ky.? Kentuck?
& Indiana Terminal Railroad Company?, 1930?].
Authors: Kentucky & Indiana Terminal Railroad
Company -- American Automobile Association --
Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- K.
& I. Terminal Railroad Company SEE Kentucky &
Indiana Terminal Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 45 x 30 cm.
Panel title.
"Copyright A.A.A. 1930."
Map on verso (20 x 19 cm.): K. & I. bridge : this
map property of and copyrighted by K. & I. Term.
R.R. Co., Louisville, KY.
Panel art: Pictorial map of Louisville region.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Filed with a group of related U.S. state maps identifying bridges along major highways, ca. 1927-ca. 1939 (in RMcN AE folders 172 and 173).

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 173.2X (PrCt)

24313 East (U.S.) - Maps - 1930 - Road maps

Kentucky & Indiana Terminal Railroad Company - Access roads - Maps - 1930

Kentucky & Indiana Terminal Railroad Company Bridge (Louisville, Ky.) - Access roads - Maps - 1930

Louisville Region (Ky.) - Maps - 1930 - Road maps

Railroads - Maps Cross the Ohio River at Louisville, Kentucky, and New Albany, Indiana, over the K & I Terminal R.R. Co. Bridge: the direct highway traffic route between the east and south via Louisville, Louisville, Ky. Kentucky & Indiana Terminal Railroad Company, 1930?].

Authors: Kentucky & Indiana Terminal Railroad Company -- George F. Cram Company -- Shaw, Frances Wells, 1872-1937

1 map : col. ; 44 x 29 cm.

Panel title.

Map proper is untitled, shows area between Buffalo, N.Y. in the northeast, New Smyrna, Fla. in the southeast, New Orleans in the southwest, and Viroqua, Wis. in the northwest.

On verso, toll rates, list of hotels, and map (20 x 19 cm.):K. & I. bridge: this map property of and copyrighted by K. & I. Term. R.R. Co., Louisville, KY.

Panel art: Pictorial map of Louisville region. Removed from the Francis Wells Shaw Papers [Newberry Library Midwest MS Shaw F].

Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).

Road map 4C G3721 .P2 1926 .N4 (PrCt)

24314 East (U.S.) - Maps - 1930 - Road maps

Pictorial maps

Between east and west thru historically interesting country / [signed] Everett Henry. [S.l. s.n., ca. 1930].

Authors: Henry, Everett -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 12 x 23 cm.

Artist's signature at bottom left.

Incomplete and lacking imprint; trimmed from unidentified text.

Mounted on backing sheet; verso includes descriptive text obscured by backing.

Previously bound with a collection of pictorial maps in binders labeled "Points of Interest." Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 190.46 G (PrCt)

24315 East (U.S.) - Maps - 1930 - Road maps

United States - Maps - 1930 - Road maps

Canada - Maps - 1930 - Road maps

Road maps


1 atlas (32 p.) : col. maps ; 31 cm.

Cover title.

Above cover title: Pennsylvania Indemnity Corporation ...

Hand-stamped copyright copy.

Uniform titles: Road atlas -- Junior auto trails.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

Oversize RMcN atlas .R6 1930 east (PrCt)

24316 East (U.S.) - Maps - 1930 - Road maps

United States - Maps - 1930 - Road maps

Canada - Maps - 1930 - Road maps

Road maps


1 atlas : col. maps ; 33 cm.

Cover title.

Uniform titles: Road atlas -- Junior auto trails.

Cover art: man at filling station in the country; scene in green shades; includes advertisement for Koolmotor gasoline.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

Oversize RMcN atlas .R6 1930b (PrCt)

24317 East (U.S.) - Maps - 1931 - Railroads

Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company - Maps - 1931

Wall maps

Railroads - Maps

Map showing Chesapeake and Ohio Railway and Chesapeake and Ohio system and connections. Buffalo, N.Y. J.W. Clement Co., Matthews-Northrup Works, [1931?].

Authors: Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company -- J.W. Clement Co. -- Matthews-Northrup Company

1 map : col. ; 61 x 102 cm.

Covers region roughly bounded by Wisconsin, Maine, Missouri, and Virginia.

In Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company.
Fifty-third annual report ... December 31, 1930
[Richmond, Va.? : The Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company?, 1931?] at end.
5A 7267 (1930 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

1 map : col. ; 54 x 79 cm.
Roughly bounded by Illinois, New York, Tennessee, and North Carolina.
Inset (21 x 16 cm.): Norfolk & Western Ry. coal field.
In Norfolk and Western Railway Company.
Thirty-sixth annual report ... December 31st, 1931 [Roanoke, Va.? : Norfolk and Western Railway Company?, 1932?] at end.
5A 7267 (1931 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Map of main routes to Delaware New Jersey Ferries / this map prepared for Delaware - New Jersey Ferry Co. by American Automobile Association. Wilmington, Del. Delaware - New Jersey Ferry Co., 1931.
Authors: Delaware-New Jersey Ferry Co. -- American Automobile Association
1 map : col. ; 29 x 44 cm. fold. to 23 x 10 cm.
Panel title: Main auto routes between New England, New York City, & points south, Atlantic City, Pittsburgh, and points west.
Red overprinting on AAA map F998 shows ferries and road mileage to them.
Coverage extends from Boston and Hamilton, Ont. on the north, to Roanoke and Norfolk on the south, and Detroit and Toledo in the west.
At lower right: Air view of Atlantic City, N. J. Ferry schedules and AAA strip maps F398, DN16-DN21 on verso.
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).
Road map4C G3706 .P2 1931 D4 (PrCt)

24320 East (U.S.) - Maps - 1931 - Road maps-United States - Maps -

1931-Canada - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([15 p.]) : col. maps ; 33 cm.
Cover title; imprint from maps.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
All maps include plate numbers beginning with letter "M", indicating 1931 publication.
Collation includes paper covers.
Cover art: Two couples in a convertible car driving toward a lake.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .R6331 1931 (PrCt)

24321 East (U.S.) - Maps - 1931 - Road maps-United States - Maps - 1931 - Road maps-Canada - Maps - 1931 - Road maps-Road maps
1 atlas (32 p.) : col. maps ; 31 cm.
Title and imprint from front cover.
At head of cover title: Pennsylvania Indemnity Corporation, Philadelphia
Uniform titles: Road atlas -- Junior auto trails.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .R6331 1931 (PrCt)


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
maps>>>Road maps>>>Pictorial maps
Map of the principal events in the life of George Washington / contributed to the bicentennial celebration of his birth by the Standard Oil Company of New Jersey ... New York City : General Drafting Company, [1932?].
Added title: Principal events in the life of Geo Washington in those states that lie between the Hudson and Savannah ...
Artist's monogram (?) JL on verso at bottom right.
Panel title: Principal events in the life of George Washington; includes historical notes.
Panel art: Washington at Valley Forge.
Previously bound with a collection of pictorial maps in binders labeled "Points of Interest."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 192.4X (PrCt)

24324
East (U.S.) - Maps - 1932 - Railroads>>>Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company - Maps - 1932>>>Wall maps>>>Railroads - Maps
Map showing Chesapeake and Ohio Railway and Chesapeake and Ohio system and connections.
Authors: Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company -- J.W. Clement Co. -- Matthews-Northrup Company
1 map : col. ; 61 x 102 cm.
Covers region roughly bounded by Wisconsin, Maine, Missouri, and Virginia.
In Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company. Fifty-fourth annual report ... December 31, 1931 [Richmond, Va.? : The Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company?, 1932?] at end.
5A 7267 (1931 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

24325
East (U.S.) - Maps - 1932 - Railroads>>>Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company - Maps - 1932>>>Wall maps>>>Railroads - Maps
Map showing Chesapeake and Ohio Railway and Chesapeake and Ohio system and connections.
Authors: Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company -- J.W. Clement Co. -- Matthews-Northrup Company
1 map : col. ; 60 x 103 cm.
Covers region roughly bounded by Wisconsin, Maine, Missouri, and Virginia.
In Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company. Fifty-fifth annual report ... December 31, 1932 [Richmond, Va.? : The Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company?, 1933?] at end.
5A 7267 (1932 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

24326
Map of the principal events in the life of George Washington / contributed to the bicentennial celebration of his birth by the Standard Oil Company of New Jersey ... New York City : General Drafting Company, [1932?].
Authors: General Drafting Company -- Standard Oil Company of New Jersey -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm.
"Copyright General Drafting Co., Inc., Mapmakers, 21 West Street, New York City."
Panel title: Principal events in the life of George Washington in those states that lie between the Hudson and Savannah ...
Artist's monogram (?) JL on verso at bottom right.
Pictorial map of sites associated with Washington; includes historical notes.
Panel art: Washington at Valley Forge.
Previously bound with a collection of pictorial maps in binders labeled "Points of Interest."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 192.4X (PrCt)
Virginia - Maps - 1932>Railroads - Maps
Norfolk and Western Railway and connections. December, 1932. New York: Rand, McNally & Company, 1932 [i.e. 1933].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Norfolk and Western Railway Company
1 map : col ; 53 x 79 cm.
Roughly bounded by Illinois, New York, Tennessee, and North Carolina.
Inset (21 x 16 cm.): Norfolk & Western Ry. coal field.
In Norfolk and Western Railway Company.
Thirty-seventh annual report ... December 31st, 1932 [Roanoke, Va.?: Norfolk and Western Railway Company?, 1933?] at end.
5A 7267 (1932 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

East (U.S.) - Maps - 1932 - Road maps>Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col ; 44 x 59 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Gulf Refining Co. 1932 official road map : southeast ern United States.
Plate no. K 11 P 27.
Inset (17 x 12): Southern Florida.
Map on verso (29 x 44 cm.): Gulf Refining Co. 1932 : official road map : United States.
Panel art: Gulf serviceman assisting woman motorist.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 186.22 (PrCt)

East (U.S.) - Maps - 1932 - Road maps>Southern States - Maps - 1932 - Road maps>Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 56 x 83 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 186 index.
Plate no. N
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 186.29 (PrCt)

East (U.S.) - Maps - 1933 - Railroads>Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company - Maps - 1933>Wall maps>Railroads - Maps
Map showing Chesapeake and Ohio Railway and Chesapeake and Ohio system and connections. 1933. Buffalo, N.Y. J.W. Clement Co., Matthews-Northrup Works, 1933 [i.e. 1934?].
Authors: Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company -- J.W. Clement Co. -- Matthews-Northrup Company
1 map : col ; 60 x 103 cm.
Covers region roughly bounded by Wisconsin, Maine, Missouri, and Virginia.
In Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company.
Fifty-sixth annual report ... December 31, 1933 [Richmond, Va.? : The Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company?, 1934?] at end.
5A 7267 (1933 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Roadmaps - Maps Norfolk and Western Railway and connections. December, 1933. New York : Rand, McNally & Company, 1933 [i.e. 1934].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Norfolk and Western Railway Company
1 map : col ; 53 x 79 cm.
Roughly bounded by Illinois, New York, Tennessee, and North Carolina.
Inset (21 x 16 cm.): Norfolk & Western Ry. coal field.
In Norfolk and Western Railway Company.
Thirty-eighth annual report ... December 31st, 1933 [Roanoke, Va.? : Norfolk and Western Railway Company?, 1934?] at end.
5A 7267 (1933 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

East (U.S.) - Maps - 1933 - Road maps>Cuba - Maps - 1933 - Road maps>Road maps
[Richfield Oil Corporation road maps of the eastern United States]. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1933?].
Authors: Richfield Oil Corporation -- Brink, John G. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
6 maps : col. ; folded to 19 x 9 cm. + 1 map sleeve
Collective title supplied by cataloger.
All sheets include panel titles beginning: Richfield golden trails in ...
All sheets include plate numbers beginning with "O".
Panel art: Illustration of a golden archer and "Richfield Golden Gasoline" motto.
Maps filed in cloth-backed sleeved marked "1933 Richfield" and handtamped "John G. Brink, Corrected"; map sleeve made from older map of...
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Cadillac-La Salle (filed as RMcN Clients 2275).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2275-2281 (PrCt)

Authors: Sunoco (Firm) -- Sun Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
8 maps : col ; folded to 19 x 9 cm.
Collective title supplied by cataloger.
All sheets include plate numbers including letters "L" and "O".
Includes maps covering Delaware, Maryland, Michigan, New England, New Jersey, New York, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Virginia, and West Virginia.
All sheets include state pictorial maps on verso.
Panel art: color bird's-eye illustration of Sunoco gas station on rural road; Sunoco logo.
Maps filed next to cloth-backed sleeve marked "1933 Sun Oil, 7 maps"; map sleeve made from older map and assigned call no. RMcN Clients 3303.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3295-3303 (PrCt)

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 62 x 93 cm.
Panel title.
Panel no. 3441.
Inset (24 x 19 cm.): Maritime Provinces.
Panel art: Texaco logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 181.23 (PrCt)

24336 East (U.S.) - Maps - 1934 - Railroads<<>>Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company - Maps - 1934<<>>Wall maps<<>>Railroads - Maps
(The land of pleasure."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4857-4860 (PrCt)
Map showing Chesapeake and Ohio Railway and Chesapeake and Ohio system and connections. 1934. Buffalo, N.Y.: J.W. Clement Co., Matthews-Northrup Works, 1934 [i.e. 1935?]. Authors: Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company -- J.W. Clement Co. -- Matthews-Northrup Company 1 map : col. ; 60 x 103 cm. Covers region roughly bounded by Wisconsin, Maine, Missouri, and Virginia. In Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company. Fifty-seventh annual report ... December 31, 1934 [Richmond, Va.? : The Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company?, 1935?] at end. 5A 7267 (1934 vol. [1]) (PrCt)


24339 East (U.S.) - Maps - 1934 - Road maps<<>>East (U.S.) - Maps - 1934 - Pictorial maps<<>>Pictorial maps - East (U.S.) - 1934<<>>Road maps<<>>Pictorial maps [Suno-co road maps of the Eastern United States]. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1934?]. Authors: Sunoco (Firm) -- Sun Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) 8 maps : col ; folded to 18 x 10 cm. Collective title supplied by cataloger. All sheets include panel title beginning "Road map and historical guide ..." All sheets include plate numbers including the letter "P". Includes maps covering Delaware, Florida, Maryland, Michigan, New England, New Jersey, New York, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Virginia, and West Virginia. All sheets include state pictorial maps on verso. Panel art: color illustration of car surrounded by early American scenes; Sunoco logo. Maps filed next to cloth-backed sleeve marked "1934 Sun Oil"; map sleeve made from older map and assigned call no. RMcN Clients 3312. Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library). Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011). RMcN Clients 3304-3312 (PrCt)

24340 East (U.S.) - Maps - 1934 - Road maps<<>>Road maps [Amoco (American Oil Company) road maps of the eastern United States]. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1934?]. Authors: American Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) 4 maps : col. ; on sheets 51 x 68 cm., folded to...
24342
East (U.S.) - Maps - 1935 - Railroads
Maps - 1935, Norfolk and Western Railway Company - Maps - 1935 - Wall maps
Map showing Chesapeake and Ohio Railway and Chesapeake and Ohio system and connections.
Authors: Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company -- J.W. Clement Co. --
Matthews-Northrup Company
1 map : col. ; 60 x 103 cm.
Covers region roughly bounded by Wisconsin, Maine, Missouri, and Virginia.
In Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company.
Fifty-eighth annual report ... December 31, 1935
Richmond, Va.?: The Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company?, 1936?] at end.
5A 7267 (1935 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

East (U.S.) - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Railroads
Covers region roughly bounded by Illinois, New York,
Tennessee, and North Carolina.
Inset (21 x 16 cm.): Norfolk & Western Ry. coal field.
In Norfolk and Western Railway Company.
Fortieth annual report ... December 31, 1935
Roanoke, Va.?: Norfolk and Western Railway
Company?, 1936?] at end.
5A 7267 (1935 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

24343
East (U.S.) - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Cuba - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
United States - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map ; 64 x 47 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair tour map : eastern United States.
Date from RMcN AE 181 ms. index.
Panel no. Q.3538.
Inset (11 x 21 cm.): Cuba.
Map on verso (64 x 47 cm.): Sinclair tour map : western United States.
Panel art: Sinclair dinosaur.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(RNewberry Library).
RMcN AE 181.24 (PrCt)

24344
East (U.S.) - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Cuba - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
United States - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map ; col. ; 65 x 47 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair tour map : eastern United States.
Plate no. Q.3538.
Inset (11 x 21 cm.): Cuba.
Date from RMcN AE 185 ms. index.
Map on verso (65 x 47 cm.): Sinclair tour map : western United States.
Panel art: Dinosaur.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 185.75 (PrCt)
Includes maps covering Connecticut, Delaware, Florida, Indiana, Maryland, Massachusetts, Michigan, New Jersey, New York, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, Virginia, and West Virginia.

All sheets include state pictorial maps on verso. Panel art: color illustration of car on rural road driving toward a wooden fort.

2 copies of Pennsylvania map; RMcN Clients 3321 includes editor's pencil marks. Map filed next to cloth-backed sleeve marked "1935 Sun Oil"; map sleeve made from older map and assigned call no. RMcN Clients 3312.


RMcN Clients 3313-3322 (PrCt)

East (U.S.) - Maps - 1935 - Road maps

[American Automobile Association road maps of the eastern United States]. Washington, D.C.

American Automobile Association, [1935?].


5 maps : col. ; folded to 23 x 10 cm. or smaller

Collective title supplied by cataloger.

"Issued annually--next edition Spring, 1936" -- All sheets.

All sheets include plate number beginning "30 ... "


RMcN Clients 5030-5034 (PrCt)

24347

East (U.S.) - Maps - 1935 - Road maps

[Amoco (American Oil Company) road maps of the eastern United States] / American Oil Co.

Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1935?].

Authors: American Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

5 maps : col. ; on sheets 51 x 68 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.

Collective title supplied by cataloger.

All sheets include plate numbers beginning with "Q"


All sheets include map on verso (28 x 44): Amoco auto road map of United States. Panel art: "American Amoco gas" logo over slogan "The sign of greater values."


RMcN Clients 2645 (PrCt)

24348

East (U.S.) - Maps - 1935 - Road maps

United States - Maps - 1935 - Road maps


The Texaco national road reports' trip map : eastern [United States] ... Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1935].

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : 93 x 63 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Texaco trip map : eastern United States.

Date from RMcN 185 ms. index.

Plate no. 3506.

Inset (25 x 19 cm.): Maritime Provinces.

Maps on verso (62 x 93 cm.): Texaco trip map : United States -- Pan-American Highway, Mexico -- Cuba.

Panel art: Texaco logo.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 185.79 (PrCt)

East (U.S.) - Maps - 1935 - Road maps

West (U.S.) - Maps - 1935 - Road maps

United States - Maps - 1935 - Road maps

Cuba - Maps - 1935 - Road maps


Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 64 x 47 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Sinclair tour map : Eastern United States.

Plate no. Q.3538

Inset (11 x 21 cm.): Cuba.

Map on verso (64 x 47 cm.): Sinclair tour map : Western United States.

Panel art: black and white illustration of dinosaur.


RMcN Clients 2645 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

24350  East (U.S.) - Maps - 1936 - Railroads<>>>Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company - Maps - 1936<>>>Wall maps<>>>Railroads - Maps
Map showing Chesapeake and Ohio Railway and Chesapeake and Ohio system and connections. 1936. Buffalo, N.Y. J.W. Clement Co., Matthews-Northrup Works, 1936 [i.e. 1937?]. Authors: Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company -- J.W. Clement Co. -- Matthews-Northrup Company
1 map : col. ; 60 x 103 cm.
Covers region roughly bounded by Wisconsin, Maine, Missouri, and Virginia. In Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company. Fifty-ninth annual report ... December 31, 1936 [Richmond, Va.? : The Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company?, 1937?] at end.
5A 7267 (1936 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

1 map : col. ; 53 x 79 cm.
5A 7267 (1936 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

1 atlas ([1]-26, [2], 2A-50A, [3], 27-50 p. : maps, ill.) ; on sheets 23 x 21 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.

1 map ; 64 x 47 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair tour map : eastern United States.
Date from RMcN AE 181 ms. index.
Panel no. R.3528.
Inset (11 x 21 cm.): Cuba.
Map on verso (64 x 47 cm.): Sinclair tour map : western United States.
Panel art: Sinclair sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 181.26 (PrCt)

1 map ; 65 x 47 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair tour map : eastern United States.
Date from RMcN AE 133 ms. index.
Plate no. R.3528.
Inset (11 x 22 cm.): Cuba.
Map on verso (64 x 47 cm.): Sinclair tour map : western United States.
Panel art: Sinclair sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 185.101 (PrCt)

1 map ; 65 x 47 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair tour map : eastern United States.
Date from RMcN AE 133 ms. index.
Plate no. R.3528.
Inset (11 x 22 cm.): Cuba.
Map on verso (64 x 47 cm.): Sinclair tour map : western United States.
Panel art: Sinclair sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 185.101 (PrCt)

1 map ; 65 x 47 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair tour map : eastern United States.
Date from RMcN AE 133 ms. index.
Plate no. R.3528.
Inset (11 x 22 cm.): Cuba.
Map on verso (64 x 47 cm.): Sinclair tour map : western United States.
Panel art: Sinclair sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 185.101 (PrCt)

1 map ; 65 x 47 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair tour map : eastern United States.
Date from RMcN AE 133 ms. index.
Plate no. R.3528.
Inset (11 x 22 cm.): Cuba.
Map on verso (64 x 47 cm.): Sinclair tour map : western United States.
Panel art: Sinclair sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 185.101 (PrCt)
9. East (U.S.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Maps on verso (31 x 47 cm. and smaller):
- Ashland Refining Company ... road map of eastern United States -- Cincinnati -- Columbus -- Huntington -- Lexington -- Southern Florida.
- Panel art: Circular map of the Ashland, Ky. region; Old Gold and Penn-Pepper oil cans.
- Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 185.93 (PrCt)

24358

10. East (U.S.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

- Authors: Lincoln Refining Co. (Robinson, Ill.) -- Ohio Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
- 1 map : col. ; 60 x 78 cm. on sheet 68 x 81 cm.
- Panel art: Outline of the four states, Linco sign.
- Verso includes maps of twelve cities and: Linco road map of United States. Plate no. R.3512.
- Glued back-to-back with RMcN AE 026.7X.
- Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 26.7X-A (PrCt)

24359

11. East (U.S.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

The Texaco Touring Service trip map of the United States ... eastern section ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1936].
- Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
- 1 map : 93 x 63 cm.
- Panel title.
- Added title: Texaco trip map of the United States : eastern section.
- Date from RMcN 185 ms. index.
- Plate no. R.3506.
- Inset (25 x 19 cm.): Maritime Provinces.
- Maps on verso (62 x 93 cm.): Texaco trip map : United States -- Pan-American Highway, Mexico -- Cuba.
- Panel art: Texaco logo.
- Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 185.83 (PrCt)

24360

12. East (U.S.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

- Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Gallup Map Company -- American Colortype Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
- 5 maps : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
- Collective title supplied by cataloger.
- Added titles on all maps except New Jersey and Ohio include "1936 official road map."
- "Litho in U.S.A. by American Colortype Company, Clifton, N.J."
- Includes maps covering Kentucky, Missouri, New Jersey, North Carolina, Ohio, South Carolina, and Tennessee.
- All sheets include map on verso (22 x 34 cm.):
  - Gulf mileage map of the United States.
  - Panel art: Gulf sign over cars on road.
  - Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
- Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 5072-5076 (PrCt)

24358
Maps showing scheduled routes flown by the Great Silver Fleet: Eastern Air Lines ... division of North American Aviation, Inc.: passengers, U.S. mail, express. Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1937?].
Plate no. S.
Date from RMcN AE 193 ms. index.
Strip maps on verso (22 x 5 cm. and smaller): Richmond to New Orleans -- Chicago to Richmond -- Richmond to Jacksonville -- Jacksonville to Miami.
RMcN AE 193.22 (PrCt)

Map showing Chesapeake and Ohio Railway and Chesapeake and Ohio system and connections. 1937. Buffalo, N.Y.: J.W. Clement Co., Matthews-Northrup Works, 1937 [i.e. 1938?].
Authors: Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company -- J.W. Clement Co. -- Matthews-Northrup Company
1 map: col. ; 60 x 103 cm.
Covers region roughly bounded by Wisconsin, Maine, Missouri, and Virginia.
In Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company. Sixtieth annual report ... December 31, 1937 [Richmond, Va.? : The Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company?, 1938?] at end.
5A 7267 (1937 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

24364 East (U.S.) - Maps - 1937 - Railroads - Norfolk and Western Railway Company - Maps - 1937 - Kentucky - Maps - 1937 - Coal mines and mining
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

mines and mining - Kentucky - Maps - 1937
Norfolk and Western Railway and connections. December, 1937. New York : Rand, McNally & Company, 1937 [i.e. 1938?].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Norfolk and Western Railway Company
1 map : col ; 54 x 78 cm.
Roughly bounded by Illinois, New York, Tennessee, and North Carolina.
Inset (21 x 16 cm.): Norfolk & Western Ry. coal field.
In Norfolk and Western Railway Company.
Forty-second annual report ... December 31, 1937 [Roanoke, Va.?; Norfolk and Western Railway Company?, 1938?] at end.
5A 7267 (1937 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

24367 East (U.S.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Cuba - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 65 x 47 cm.
Panel title
Added title: Sinclair tour map : eastern United States
Date from RMcN AE 177 ms. index.
Plate no. S.3506.
Inset (25 x 19 cm.): Maritime Provinces.
Maps on verso (62 x 93 cm.): Texaco trip map : United States -- Pan-American Highway, Mexico -- Cuba.
Panel art: Texaco logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 185.112 (PrCt)

24368 East (U.S.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
New York (State) - Maps - 1937 - Pictorial maps
Pennsylvania) - Maps - 1937 - Pictorial maps
Pictorial maps - New York (State) - 1937
Pictorial maps - Pennsylvania - 1937
Road maps - Pictorial maps
Sunoco road maps of the northeastern United States]. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1937?].
Authors: Sunoco (Firm) -- Sun Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
3 maps : col ; folded to 18 x 10 cm.
Collective title supplied by cataloger.
All sheets include panel title beginning "Road map & historical guide ..."
All sheets include plate numbers including letter "S".
New York and Pennsylvania sheets include pictorial state maps on verso.
Panel art: color illustration of the sun surrounded by illustrations of U.S. monuments; Sunoco logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 181.27 (PrCt)

24366 East (U.S.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Cuba - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
United States - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 64 x 47 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair tour map : eastern United States.
Date from RMcN AE 181 ms. index.
Panel no. S.3528.

Inset (11 x 21 cm.): Cuba.
Map on verso (64 x 47 cm.): Sinclair tour map : western United States.
Panel art: Sinclair serviceman assisting woman motorist and child.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 181.27 (PrCt)
24369  East (U.S.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps

[Amoco (American Oil Company) road maps of the eastern United States] / American Oil Co.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1937].
Authors: American Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
4 maps : col. ; on sheets 75 x 71 cm. and smaller, folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Collective title supplied by cataloger.
All sheets include plate numbers beginning with “S”
Panel art: "American Amoco gas" logo over illustrations of a fir tree and a palm tree, with the slogan "From Maine to Florida."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2875-2878 (PrCt)

24370  East (U.S.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps

Points of interest in the land of Pepper gasolines. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1937].
Authors: Ashland (Firm) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 55 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Panel art: Circular map of the Ashland, Ky. region; Old Gold and Penn-Pepper oil cans.
Added title: Ashland Oil & Refining Company ... auto road map of Indiana, Ohio, Kentucky, West Virginia. Plate no. S.3676.
Verso includes four city maps and: Ashland Oil & Refining Company ... auto road map of eastern United States. Plate no. S.3611. Includes inset of southern Florida.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 185.108 (PrCt)

24372  East (U.S.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps

Road map of eastern United States. San Francisco, Calif. California State Automobile Association, [1937].
Authors: California State Automobile Association -- American Automobile Association -- Erickson, active 1937 -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 84 x 54 cm., folded to 22 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Tentatively dated 1937 based on the handstamps "Received from Erickson Oct 1-1937, Rand McNally & Co. by CH." and "Copyrighted."
Panel art: combined California State Automobile Association and AAA logo; photo of CSAA building.
Editor’s copy; directional arrows in blue pencil.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 5045 (PrCt)

24373  East (U.S.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps

Authors: Ashland (Firm) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Ashland Oil & Refining Company ... auto road map of Indiana, Ohio, Kentucky, West Virginia.
Date from RMcN AE 185 ms. index.
Plate no. S.3676.
Maps on verso (31 x 47 cm. and smaller): Ashland Oil & Refining Company ... auto road map of eastern United States -- Cincinnati -- Columbus -- Huntington -- Lexington -- Southern Florida.
Panel art: Circular map of the Ashland, Ky. region; Old Gold and Penn-Pepper oil cans.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 185.108 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

24374 East (U.S.) - Maps - 1938-Railroads>>>Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company - Maps - 1938-Wall maps>>>Railroads - Maps
Map showing Chesapeake and Ohio Railway and Chesapeake and Ohio system and connections. 1938. Buffalo, N.Y. J.W. Clement Co., Matthews-Northrup Works, 1938 [i.e. 1939?]. Authors: Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company -- J.W. Clement Co. -- Matthews-Northrup Company 1 map : col ; 60 x 103 cm.
Covers region roughly bounded by Wisconsin, Maine, Missouri, and Virginia. In Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company. Sixty-first annual report ... December 31, 1938 [Richmond, Va.?: The Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company?, 1939?] at end. 5A 7267 (1938 vol. [1]) (PrCt)


Panel title. Added title: Tour map : Sinclair : eastern United States Date from RMcN AE 180 ms. index. Plate no. T. 3538 Inset (11 x 21 cm.): Cuba Map on verso (64 x 47 cm.): Tour map : Sinclair : western United States Panel art: Man in car saying "I like the way Sinclair dealers treat me!" Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library). RMcN AE 180.120 (PrCt)


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
East (U.S.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

24379  Eastern and central United States interstate road map... Esso Marketers. New York City: General Drafting Co., Inc., [1938].
Authors: Esso Standard Oil Company -- General Drafting Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map: col.; 54 x 78 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Happy motoring in the eastern states. Map on verso (54 x 78 cm): Happy motoring in the central states.
Panel art: Esso logo.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 18 1938 Rand McNally & Co. ..."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 168.71 (PrCt)

24380  Points of interest in the land of Pepper gasolines.
Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1938].
Authors: Ashland (Firm) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map: col.; 47 x 55 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Panel art: Circular map of the Ashland, Ky. region; Old Gold and Penn-Pepper oil cans.
Added title: Ashland Oil & Refining Company ... auto road map of Indiana, Ohio, Kentucky, West Virginia. Plate no. T.3676.
Verso includes four city maps and: Ashland Oil & Refining Company ... auto road map of eastern United States. Plate no. T.3611. Includes inset of southern Florida.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 38.24 (PrCt)

24381  Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia road map: Cities Service... Chicago: H.M. Gousha Company, [1938].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map: col.; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Cities Service invites you to tour Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, W. Virginia.
Date from RMcN AE 156 ms. index.
Plate no. 304-J.C./11-L
Map on verso (28 x 44 cm.): Cities Service road map of the United States.
Panel art: Cities Service sign, car on winding road.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 18 1938 ... ."

24382  The Texaco Touring Service large scale trip map of United States... Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1938].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map: 93 x 75 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco trip map of the [eastern] United States.
Date from RMcN AE 181 ms. index.
Panel no. T. 3856.
Inset (9 x 15 cm. and smaller): St. Louis and vicinity -- New York and vicinity -- Chicago and vicinity -- Cleveland and vicinity -- Detroit and vicinity -- Kansas City ... and vicinity -- Minneapolis St. Paul and vicinity.
Maps on verso (93 x 75 cm. and smaller): [Western United States] -- Seattle and vicinity -- Portland and vicinity -- Salt Lake City and vicinity -- San Francisco, Oakland and vicinity -- Southern Texas -- Denver and vicinity -- Los Angeles and vicinity.
Panel art: Texaco logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 181.28 (PrCt)

24383  Map showing Chesapeake and Ohio Railway and the central states.
Chesapeake and Ohio system and connections. 18. Buffalo, N.Y. J.W. Clement Co., Matthews-Northrup Works, 1939 [i.e. 1940].
Authors: Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company -- J.W. Clement Co. -- Matthews-Northrup Company.
1 map : col. ; 60 x 103 cm.
Covers region roughly bounded by Wisconsin, Maine, Missouri, and Virginia.
Issued to accompany Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company. Sixty-second annual report ...
December 31, 1939 [Richmond, Va.? : The Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company?, 1940?].
Misbound with Chicago and Eastern Illinois Railway Company. Eighteenth annual report ...
December 31, 1939 [Chicago?: Chicago and Eastern Illinois Railroad Company?, 1940?],
following p. 40.
5A 7267 (1939 vol. [1]) (PrCt)
24387 East (U.S.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
<<>>New York Region - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
<<>>New York World's Fair (1939-1940) - Access routes - Maps
<<>>Holland Tunnel (New York, N.Y.) - Maps - 1939<<>>Road maps
Main routes going to the New York World's Fair.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1939].
Authors: Ohio. Bureau of Bridges -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library) -- Ohio. State Bridge Commission SEE Ohio. Bureau of Bridges
-- State Bridge Commission of Ohio (Cincinnati, Ohio) SEE Ohio. Bureau of Bridges
1 map : col. ; 21 x 29 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Main routes to New York shown in red / issued by the State Bridge Commission of Ohio
Date from RMcN 185 ms. index.
Plates no. 1-297.
Inset (6 x 8 cm.): Toledo.
"Governor John W. Bricker invites you to the Ohio Bldg. when you visit the fair."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMCN AE 185.128 (PrCt)
24388 East (U.S.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
<<>>Florida - Maps - 1947 - Road maps - Pictorial maps
<<>>Pictorial maps - Florida - 1947 - Road maps
<<>>Cuba - Maps - 1947 - Road maps - Pictorial maps - Cuba - 1947 - Road maps
<<>>Pictorial maps
[Gulf Oil info-maps of the eastern United States].
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1939?].
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
3 maps : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Collective title supplied by cataloger.
All maps bear plate numbers including letter U.
Includes maps covering Connecticut, Maine, Massachusetts, North Carolina, Rhode Island, and South Carolina.
Panel art: Cars on curving road beneath Gulf sign in foreground.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMCN Clients 930-932 (PrCt)
24389 East (U.S.) - Maps - 1940-1949 - Airways
<<>>Airways - East (U.S.) - Maps - 1940-1949
<<>>Pennsylvania Central Airlines - Maps - 1940-1949
<<>>Strip maps
Souvenir maps : Pennsylvania-Central Airlines.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [194-?].
Authors: Pennsylvania Central Airlines -- Gulf Oil

Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company --
Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 37 cm. on sheet 46 x 71 cm.,
folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.
"Copyright by Rand McNally & Company,
Chicago."

Pictorial map of Pennsylvania Central Airlines
routes.
Includes 12 strip maps (43 x 12 cm. and smaller):
Pittsburgh-Knoxville -- Knoxville-Birmingham --
Pittsburgh-Washington-Baltimore --
Washington-Norfolk -- Pittsburgh-Detroit --
Chicago-Grand Rapids --Detroit-Milwaukee --
Grand Rapids-Traverse City --
Washington-Buffalo -- Pittsburgh-Erie-Buffalo --
Panel art: PCA airplane and logo; Gulf logo.
"Customer: Gulf Oil Corp.: 100M $3,975.00 :
Oct. 1941" -- editor's manuscript note on front
panel.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25.

RMcN Airlines 4C 11 (PrCt)
24390

East (U.S.) - Maps - 1940 -
Airways <> Airways - East (U.S.) - Maps -
1940 <> Eastern Air Lines, inc. - Maps -
1940 <> Road maps <> Strip
maps <> Aeronautical charts
Souvenir map: the Great Silver Fleet : Eastern
Air Lines. [S.l.] : Rand McNally & Company,
c11940.
Authors: Eastern Air Lines, inc. -- Gulf Oil
Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company --
Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([10] p. : 17 col. maps) ; 24 x 21 cm.
Cover title.
"Copyright 1940 by Rand McNally ..."
Contents of strip maps (each 20 x 7 cm.):
Chicago-Louisville -- Louisville-Atlanta --
Atlanta-Jacksonville -- Jacksonville-Miami -- New
York-Richmond -- Richmond-Charleston --
Charleston-Jacksonville -- Richmond-Charlotte --
Charlotte-Atlanta -- Atlanta-New Orleans -- New
Orleans-Beaumont -- Beaumont-San Antonio --
Houston-Brownsville -- Atlanta-Tampa --
Memphis-Montgomery --
Montgomery-Tallahassee.
Includes summary map of Eastern Air routes (19
x 18 cm.) with Gulf Oil logo: Way of the Great
Silver Fleet : Eastern Air Lines : connecting
airlines
Panel art: Gulf fuel truck next to airplane; planes
in flight.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 191.2 (PrCt)
24391

East (U.S.) - Maps - 1940
Railroads <> Chesapeake and Ohio Railway
Company - Maps - 1940 <> Wall
maps <> Railroads - Maps
Map showing Chesapeake and Ohio Railway and
Chesapeake and Ohio system and connections.
1940. Buffalo, N.Y. J.W. Clement Co.,
Matthews-Northrup Works, 1940 [i.e. 1941?].
Authors: Chesapeake and Ohio Railway
Company -- J.W. Clement Co. --
Matthews-Northrup Company
1 map : col. ; 60 x 103 cm.
Covers region roughly bounded by Wisconsin,
Maine, Missouri, and Virginia.
Issued to accompany Chesapeake and Ohio
Railway Company. Sixty-third annual report ...
December 31, 1940 [Richmond, Va.? : The
Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company?,
1941?].
Mislbound with Chicago and Eastern Illinois
Railway Company. Nineteenth annual report ...
December 31, 1940 [Chicago?: Chicago and
Eastern Illinois Railroad Company?, 1941?] at
end.
5A 7267 (1940 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

East (U.S.) - Maps - 1940 -
Railroads <> Norfolk and Western Railway
Company - Maps - 1940 <> Kentucky - Maps -
1940 - Coal mines and mining <> Coal
mines and mining - Kentucky - Maps -
1940 <> Virginia - Maps - 1940 - Coal mines
and mining <> Coal mines and mining -
Virginia - Maps - 1940 <> West Virginia -
Maps - 1940 - Coal mines and
mining <> Coal mines and mining - West
Virginia - Maps - 1940 <> Railroads - Maps
Norfolk and Western Railway and connections.
December 31, 1940. New York : Rand McNally &
Company, 1940 [i.e. 1941?].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Norfolk
and Western Railway Company
1 map : col. ; 54 x 79 cm.
Roughly bounded by Illinois, New York,
Tennessee, and North Carolina.
Inset (21 x 16 cm.): Norfolk & Western Ry. coal
field.
In Norfolk and Western Railway Company.
Forty-fifth annual report ... December 31, 1940
[Roanoke, Va.? : Norfolk and Western Railway
Company?, 1941?] at end.
5A 7267 (1940 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

East (U.S.) - Maps - 1940 -
Railroads <> Norfolk and Western Railway
Company - Maps - 1940 <> Kentucky - Maps -
1940 - Coal mines and mining <> Coal
mines and mining - Kentucky - Maps -
1940 <> Virginia - Maps - 1940 - Coal mines
and mining <> Coal mines and mining -
Virginia - Maps - 1940 <> West Virginia -
Maps - 1940 - Coal mines and
mining <> Coal mines and mining - West
Virginia - Maps - 1940 <> Railroads - Maps
Norfolk and Western Railway and connections.
December 31, 1940. New York : Rand McNally &
Company, 1940 [i.e. 1941?].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Norfolk
and Western Railway Company
1 map : col. ; 54 x 79 cm.
Roughly bounded by Illinois, New York,
Tennessee, and North Carolina.
Inset (21 x 16 cm.): Norfolk & Western Ry. coal
field.
In Norfolk and Western Railway Company.
Forty-fifth annual report ... December 31, 1940
[Roanoke, Va.? : Norfolk and Western Railway
Company?, 1941?] at end.
5A 7267 (1940 vol. [2]) (PrCt)
Company, 1940 [i.e. 1942?].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Norfolk and Western Railway Company
1 map : col ; 54 x 79 cm.
Roughly bounded by Illinois, New York, Tennessee, and North Carolina.
Inset (21 x 16 cm.): Norfolk & Western Ry. coal field.
In Norfolk and Western Railway Company.
Forty-sixth annual report ... December 31, 1941
[Roanoke, Va.? : Norfolk and Western Railway Company?, 1942?] at end.
5A 7267 (1941 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

24396

East (U.S.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Amoco streamlined strip map : East to Middle West with connecting routes (self-routing) / American Oil Company. [Chicago? Rand McNally & Co., 1940?].
Authors: American Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Nebraska Library)
1 atlas ([1], 2-19, [1] p.) : 14 col. maps ; 19 x 18 cm., folded to 19 x 9 cm.
Cover title.
Maps copyrighted by Rand McNally and Company.
Includes several maps with code numbers beginning with "V".
Text and maps printed back-to-back on 5 sheets (each 19 x 36 cm.), stapled and folded to 19 x 9 cm.
Panel art: boy yelling, hand cupped to mouth, "Go the Amoco way" and "American Amoco Gas" logo.
Includes index map at front.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Nebraska Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2881 (PrCt)

24397

East (U.S.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Amoco streamlined strip map : east to middle west with connecting routes (self-routing) : Amoco American gas ... American Oil Company. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1940].
Authors: Amoco Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Nebraska Library)
1 atlas ([1], 2-19, [1] p.) : strip maps ; on sheet 37 x 99 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Self-routing Amoco streamlined strip map from east to the middle west with connecting routes.
Date from RMcN AE 180 ms. index.
Apparently a printer's proof of a 20-page road atlas; printed on both sides of one sheet; designed to be folded, trimmed, and bound.
Panel art: Amoco logo and shouting boy.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Nebraska Library).
RMcN AE 180.156 (PrCt)
24401 East (U.S.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
 Southern States - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
 Highway map : southeastern section of the United States / compliments of Standard Oil Company of Indiana. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1941?].
 Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
 1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
 Panel title.
 Covers most of the eastern United States.
 Panel art: cars, gas pumps, and "Standard Service" sign.
 Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
 Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
 Gousha Clients 3988 (PrCt)

24402 East (U.S.) - Maps - 1942 - Airways
 Eastern Air Lines, Inc. - Maps - 1942 - Pictorial maps
 Authors: Eastern Air Lines, Inc. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
 1 atlas (1[2] p. : 19 col. maps) ; 23 x 21 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
 Cover title.
 Pictorial map on p. [1] (17 x 18 cm.): Route of the great silver fleet ... [with Gulf Oil logo]
 Strip map contents (each 20 x 7 cm.):
 Cover art: Eastern Air Lines planes in flight; back cover advertising for Gulf Oil products.
 Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
 Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25.
 RMcN Airlines 4C 48 (PrCt)

24403 East (U.S.) - Maps - 1942 -
Airways - East (U.S.) - Maps - 1942
Pennsylvania Central Airlines - Maps - 1942
Strip maps - Aeronautical charts
Maps : in the 14th year of operating experience serving the capitals of industry / Pennsylvania Central Airlines. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1942?].
Authors: Pennsylvania Central Airlines -- Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
9 strip maps : col.; 43 x 12 cm. and smaller, on sheet 46 x 61 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"©Rand McNally & Company, Chicago."
Panel title.
Contents of strip maps:
- Pittsburgh-Washington-Baltimore
- Washington-Norfolk -- Pittsburgh-Detroit
- Chicago-Grand Rapids -- Detroit-Milwaukee
- Washington-Buffalo -- Pittsburgh-Buffalo
Verso includes untitled pictorial map of Pennsylvania Central routes in the eastern U.S.; comprised of route lines connecting aerial photographs of major cities (44 x 49 cm.)
Panel art: Pennsylvania Central Airlines logo; advertising for Gulf Oil.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25.
RMcN Airlines 4C 12 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Norfolk and Western Railway Company
1 map : col.; 54 x 79 cm.
Roughly bounded by Illinois, New York, Tennessee, and North Carolina.
Inset (21 x 16 cm.): Norfolk & Western Ry. coal field.
In Norfolk and Western Railway Company. Forty-seventh annual report ... December 31, 1942 [Roanoke, Va.?]: Norfolk and Western Railway Company?, 1943?] at end.
5A 7267 (1942 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

East (U.S.) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps - East (U.S.) - Maps - 1942 - Pictorial maps - Pictorial maps - East (U.S.) - 1942 - East (U.S.) - Maps - 1942 - Fishing - Fishing - East (U.S.) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps - Pictorial maps [Richfield Oil Corporation road maps of the eastern United States]. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1942?].
Authors: Richfield Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
6 maps : col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Collective title supplied by cataloger.
All sheets include plate numbers beginning with "X".
Includes maps covering Delaware, District of Columbia, eastern United States, Maine, Maryland, New Hampshire, New Jersey, North Carolina, Ohio, South Carolina, Vermont, Virginia, West Virginia.
All sheets include separate pictorial and fishing maps (with exception of the regional map of the eastern U.S. and Ohio).
Panel art: Richfield flying eagle logo and airborne squadron of either Douglas B-23 Dragon or Douglas A-20 Havoc airplanes (stylized twin engine bombers).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2283-2288 (PrCt)

Authors: American Oil Company -- Rand McNally

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([1], 2-19, [1] p.) : 12 col. maps ; 19 x 18 cm., folded to 19 x 9 cm.
Cover title.
Maps copyrighted by Rand McNally and Co.
Includes several maps with code numbers beginning with "X".
Text and maps printed back-to-back on 5 sheets (each 19 x 36 cm.), stapled and folded to 19 x 9 cm.
Includes index map at front.
Cover art: sign with text "best route to savings : American Amoco gas" over slogan "go the Amoco way."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3A Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
RMcN Clients 2918 (PrCt)

East (U.S.) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Motoring guide : southeastern section of the United States / Lion Oil Refining Company, El Dorado, Arkansas. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1942?].
Authors: Lion Oil Refining Co. (El Dorado, Ark.) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Covers most of the eastern United States.
Panel art: Lion sign, line of marching cartoon mechanics, and slogan "Lion dealers are eager to help solve your travel problems."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4479 (PrCt)

East (U.S.) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Authors: Skelly Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Covers most of the eastern United States.
Panel art: Skelly sign, stars and profiles of cars.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4609 (PrCt)

East (U.S.) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Highway map : southeastern section of the United States / compliments of Standard Oil Company of Indiana. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1942?].
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Covers most of the eastern United States.
Panel art: cars, gas pumps, "Standard Service" sign, and statement "help national defense, conserve paper ...".
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4635 (PrCt)

East (U.S.) - Maps - 1943 - Railroads
[Route map of the Chesapeake and Ohio Railway], [Richmond, Va? A. Petruccelli, 1943?].
Authors: Petruccelli, Antonio -- Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company -- George Washington Railroad SEE Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company
1 map : col. ; 22 x 43 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Illustration of sleeping kitten at upper left.
Covers region roughly bounded by Illinois, New York, Kentucky, and Virginia.
In Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company.
Sixty-fifth annual report ... 1942 (Richmond, Va.: [The Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company?, 1943?] p. [28-29].
5A 7267 (1942 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

East (U.S.) - Maps - 1944 - Railroads
Authors: Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company -- Geffen, Dunn & Co. (New York, N.Y.)
1 map : col. ; 29 x 44 cm.
Bottom margin trimmed away.
Covers region roughly bounded by Illinois, New York, Kentucky, and Virginia.
In Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company. 66th annual report ... December 31, 1943 (New York: Geffen, Dunn & Co., [1944?] p. [30-31].
5A 7267 (1943 vol. [1]) (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)


In Norfolk and Western Railway Company. Forty-ninth annual report ... December 31, 1944 [Roanoke, Va.? : Norfolk and Western Railway Company?, 1945?] at end.

5A 7267 (1944 vol. [2]) (PrCt)


In Norfolk and Western Railway Company. Fiftieth annual report ... December 31, 1945 [Roanoke, Va.? : Norfolk and Western Railway Company?, 1946?] at end.

5A 7267 (1945 vol. [2]) (PrCt)


1 atlas ([12] p. : 10 col. maps) ; 23 x 21 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm. Cover title.

The airline changed its name from Pennsylvania Central Airlines to Capital Airlines in 1947.


RMcN Airlines 4C 66 (PrCt)


5A 7267 (1944 vol. [1]) (PrCt)


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Virginia - Maps - 1946
Railroads - Maps
Norfolk and Western Railway and connections.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Norfolk and Western Railway Company
1 map : col ; 54 x 80 cm.
Roughly bounded by Illinois, New York, Tennessee, and North Carolina.
Inset (21 x 16 cm.): Norfolk & Western RY. coal field.
In Norfolk and Western Railway Company.
Fifty-first annual report ... December 31, 1946 [Roanoke, Va.?: Norfolk and Western Railway Company?, 1947?] at end.
5A 7267 (1946 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

East (U.S.) - Maps - 1946 - Railroads
Nordwest and Western Railway Company - Maps - 1946 - Kentucky - Maps
Norfolk and Western Railway and connections.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Norfolk and Western Railway Company
1 map : col ; 54 x 80 cm.
Roughly bounded by Illinois, New York, Tennessee, and North Carolina.
Inset (21 x 16 cm.): Norfolk & Western RY. coal field.
In Norfolk and Western Railway Company.
Fifty-second annual report ... December 31, 1947 [Roanoke, Va.?: Norfolk and Western Railway Company?, 1948?] at end.
5A 7267 (1947 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

East (U.S.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Northeastern States - Maps - 1946 - Road maps - Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1946 - Road maps - Road maps
Road map of the northeastern United States / Keystone Automobile Club ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1946?].
Authors: Keystone Automobile Club -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col ; 62 x 83 cm., folded to 22 x 11 cm. Panel title.
Added title: Rand McNally road map : northeastern United States [and eastern Canada].
Plate no. 6-4200-3.
Inset map (16 x 17 cm.): Maritime Provinces. Panel art: Keystone Automobile Club logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1571 (PrCt)

East (U.S.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Southern States - Maps - 1946 - Road maps - Road maps
Tour southeastern United States with Skelly : see America now / courtesy of Skelly Oil Company, U.S.A. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1946.
Authors: Skelly Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Covers most of the eastern United States.
Panel art: Skelly sign, stars and profiles of cars.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

24423 East (U.S.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps<<><>><>Southern States - Maps - 1946 - Road maps<<><>><>Road maps
Highway map : southeastern United States ... / compliments of Standard Oil Company (Indiana).
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1946?].
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Covers most of the eastern United States.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Authors: Eastern Air Lines, inc. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([16] p. : 24 col. maps) ; 23 x 21 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Cover title.
"Copyright 1947, by Eastern Air Lines, Inc." -- p. 2
"© R McN & Co." -- on maps.
Strip map contents(23 x 21 cm. and smaller): The routes of the great silver fleet [in North America]
Detroit-Charleston -- Charleston-Savannah --
Richmond-Charlotte -- Charlotte-Atlanta --
Atlanta-New Orleans -- New Orleans-Beaumont,
Port Arthur -- Beaumont, Port Arthur-San Antonio --
Houston-Brownsville -- Chicago-Louisville --
Louisville-Atlanta -- Atlanta-Jacksonville --
Atlanta-Tampa -- Tampa-Miami -- St. Louis-Louisville --
Louisville-Washington -- Evansville-Muscle Shoals --
Memphis-Montgomery --
Montgomery-Tallahassee.
Includes summary map of Eastern Air routes (23 x 21 cm.) : The routes of the Great Silver Fleet.
Cover art: Eastern Air Lines logo among clouds.

Directories - 1947<<><>><>Map folding -
Specimens - 1947<<><>><>Road maps
Pick Hotels road map : covering eastern United States, central United States ... / Albert Pick Hotels.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1947].
Authors: Albert Pick Hotels (Firm) -- Rand McNally and Company.

Title: Ashland road map of eastern United States.

Date: 1947.

Maps: Includes directory of Pick Hotels and map folding directions.

Panel title.

Added title: Pick Hotels road map : eastern United States.

Date from RMcN AE 188 ms. index.

Plate no. 73785 V (1).

Insets (18 x 16 cm. and 14 x 12 cm.): Maritime Provinces -- Southern Florida.

Maps on verso (79 x 56 cm. and smaller): Pick Hotels road map : central United States -- Lower Rio Grande Valley -- Main routes in Mexico.

Includes directory of Pick Hotels and map folding directions.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection.

RMcN AE 188.21 (PrCt)

---

East (U.S.) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps

Map of tri state area : Ohio, Kentucky, West Virginia.

Added title: Road map of Indiana, Ohio, Kentucky, West Virginia.

Date from RMcN AE 188 ms. index.

Plate no. 7-3676-1.

Maps on verso (31 x 47 cm. and 9 x 8 cm.):

Ashland road map of eastern United States -- Southern Florida.

Panel art: Photograph of cars on mountain road.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection.

RMcN AE 188.29 (PrCt)

---

East (U.S.) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps

Map of tri state area : Ohio, Kentucky, West Virginia.

Added title: Road map of Indiana, Ohio, Kentucky, West Virginia.

Date from RMcN AE 188 ms. index.

Plate no. 7-3676-1.

Maps on verso (31 x 47 cm. and 9 x 8 cm.):

Ashland road map of eastern United States -- Southern Florida.

Panel art: Photograph of cars on mountain road.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection.

RMcN AE 188.29 (PrCt)

---

East (U.S.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps

Map of tri state area : Ohio, Kentucky, West Virginia.

Added title: Road map of Indiana, Ohio, Kentucky, West Virginia.

Date from RMcN AE 188 ms. index.

Plate no. 7-3676-1.

Maps on verso (31 x 47 cm. and 9 x 8 cm.):

Ashland road map of eastern United States -- Southern Florida.

Panel art: Photograph of cars on mountain road.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection.

RMcN AE 188.29 (PrCt)

---

East (U.S.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps

Map of tri state area : Ohio, Kentucky, West Virginia.

Added title: Road map of Indiana, Ohio, Kentucky, West Virginia.

Date from RMcN AE 188 ms. index.

Plate no. 7-3676-1.

Maps on verso (31 x 47 cm. and 9 x 8 cm.):

Ashland road map of eastern United States -- Southern Florida.

Panel art: Photograph of cars on mountain road.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection.

RMcN AE 188.29 (PrCt)

---

East (U.S.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps

Map of tri state area : Ohio, Kentucky, West Virginia.

Added title: Road map of Indiana, Ohio, Kentucky, West Virginia.

Date from RMcN AE 188 ms. index.

Plate no. 7-3676-1.

Maps on verso (31 x 47 cm. and 9 x 8 cm.):

Ashland road map of eastern United States -- Southern Florida.

Panel art: Photograph of cars on mountain road.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection.

RMcN AE 188.29 (PrCt)

---

East (U.S.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps

Map of tri state area : Ohio, Kentucky, West Virginia.

Added title: Road map of Indiana, Ohio, Kentucky, West Virginia.

Date from RMcN AE 188 ms. index.

Plate no. 7-3676-1.

Maps on verso (31 x 47 cm. and 9 x 8 cm.):

Ashland road map of eastern United States -- Southern Florida.

Panel art: Photograph of cars on mountain road.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection.

RMcN AE 188.29 (PrCt)
East (U.S.) - Maps - 1948 - Road
maps<>>>Road maps
[Newberry Library]
5A 7267 (1948 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

24432

East (U.S.) - Maps - 1948 - Road
maps<>>>Ashland products travel map of tri-state area:
Ohio, Kentucky, West Virginia. Chicago : Rand McNally &
Company, [1948].
Authors: Ashland (Firm) -- Rand McNally and
Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry
Library)
1 map : col. ; 61 x 40 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Ashland road map of Kentucky, West
Virginia.
Date from RMcN AE 182 ms index
Plate no. 483743.
Maps on verso (31 x 47 cm. and 9 x 8 cm.):
Ashland road map of eastern United States --
Southern Florida.
Panel art: Cars on winding road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 182.5 (PrCt)

24435

East (U.S.) - Maps - 1948 - Road
maps<>>>Road maps
[Newberry Library]
5A 7267 (1948 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

24432

East (U.S.) - Maps - 1948 - Road
maps<>>>Road maps
[Newberry Library]
5A 7267 (1948 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

24435

East (U.S.) - Maps - 1948 - Road
maps<>>>Road maps
[Newberry Library]
5A 7267 (1948 vol. [2]) (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

RMcN AE 182.4 (PrCt)

24437 East (U.S.) - Maps - 1949 - Road maps

[Great Plains - Maps - 1949 - Road maps]
[Midwest - Maps - 1949 - Road maps]
[United States - Maps - 1949 - Road maps]
[Delaware River (N.Y.-Del. and N.J.) - Maps - 1949 - Wall maps]

Road maps


Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 70 x 105 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Texaco trip map of eastern United States.

Date from RMcN AE 178 ms. index.

Includes table of "gasoline taxes ... corrected to 21st March, 1949."

Plate no. 494627.

Insets (27 x 19 cm. and smaller): Florida Peninsula -- Northern & eastern Maine -- Delaware River crossings.

Maps on verso (70 x 105 cm. and 11 x 12 cm.):

Texaco trip map of central United States -- [Map of Texas-Mexico border].

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 178.10 (PrCt)

24440 East (U.S.) - Maps - 1950 - Railroads

Norfolk and Western Railway Company - Maps - 1950


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Norfolk and Western Railway Company

1 map : col. ; 54 x 80 cm.

Roughly bounded by Illinois, New York, Tennessee, and North Carolina.

Inset (21 x 16 cm.): Norfolk & Western Ry. coal field.

In Norfolk and Western Railway Company.

Fifty-fifth annual report ... December 31, 1950 [Roanoke, Va.?: Norfolk and Western Railway Company?, 1951?] at end.

5A 7267 (1950 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

24441 East (U.S.) - Maps - 1950 - Railroads

Norfolk and Western Railway Company - Maps - 1950


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Norfolk and Western Railway Company

1 map : col. ; 54 x 80 cm.

Roughly bounded by Illinois, New York, Tennessee, and North Carolina.

Inset (21 x 16 cm.): Norfolk & Western Ry. coal field.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
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Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)


[Richfield Oil Corporation road maps of the eastern United States]. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1955?].
Authors: Richfield Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
4 maps : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Collective title supplied by cataloger.
All sheets include plate numbers beginning with either "5-46" or "56".
Includes maps covering Delaware, Maryland, New York City, New York State, Pennsylvania, West Virginia, and Washington D.C.
Panel art: Richfield sign over bird's-eye view of rural road and cars.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2296-2299 (PrCr)

24458  East (U.S.) - Maps - 1956 - Railroads <<>> Norfolk and Western Railway Company - Maps - 1956 <<>> Railroads - Maps Norfolk and Western Railway and principal connections. [Roanoke, Va.? Norfolk and Western Railway Company?, 1956?].
Authors: Norfolk and Western Railway Company 1 map : col. ; 28 x 43 cm.
Roughly bounded by Illinois, Massachusetts, Louisiana, and Florida.
In Norfolk and Western Railway Company.
5A 7267 (1955 vol. [2]) (PrCr)


[Richfield Oil Corporation road maps of the eastern United States]. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1956?].
Authors: Richfield Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
4 maps : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Collective title supplied by cataloger.
All sheets include plate numbers beginning with "6-51", "6-52" or "56".
Includes maps covering Delaware, Florida, Maryland, Miami, Miami Beach, southeastern United States, Virginia, Washington D.C., and West Virginia.
Panel art: Richfield sign over bird's-eye view of rural road and cars.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2300-2303 (PrCr)

24460  East (U.S.) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps <<>> Ohio - Maps - 1956 - Road maps <<>> Road maps

Authors: Standard Oil Company (Ohio) -- Sohio Petroleum Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. : 88 x 89 cm.
Added title: Road map of Ohio and neighboring states.
Date from RMcN AE 116 ms. index.
Plate no. 6-5502V-1
Panel art: Outline map of the eastern U.S.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 116.21X (PrCr)

Authors: Eastern Air Lines, inc. -- General Drafting Company -- Avis, Inc.
1 atlas (15, [1] p. : 10 col. maps) ; 21 x 21 cm., folded to 21 x 11 cm.
Cover title.
"© 1957, General Drafting Co., Inc., Convent Station, N.J." -- p. 2-3
Panel art: Jet on tarmac with Avis car rental agents assisting passengers.
map3C G3706 .P62 1957 .E2 (PrCr)


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Esso Standard Oil Company -- General Drafting Company
1 map : col. ; 85 x 61 cm., folded to 15 x 22 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Life in colonial America from the landing at Jamestown to the Revolution.
"© MCMLVII, General Drafting Co., Inc., Convent Station, N.J."
"Prepared for exclusive distribution by the service station dealers of Esso Standard Oil Company."
Facsimiles of antiquarian maps by Andrew Dury, James Lyne, John Smith, John White, and others
on verso with supplied facsimile titles (22 x 26 cm. or smaller): Mississippi River Valley map
Panel art: Aerial illustration of Jamestown Park keyed to directory.
map4C G3706.A5 1957 .E8 (PrCt)

24463 East (U.S.) - Maps - 1957 - Railroads<<<Road maps Norfolk and Western Railway Company - Maps - 1957<<<Railroads - Maps Norfolk and Western Railway and principal connections. [Roanoke, Va.? Norfolk and Western Railway Company?, 1957?].
Authors: Norfolk and Western Railway Company
1 map : col ; 28 x 43 cm.
Summary route map.
Roughly bounded by Illinois, Massachusetts, Louisiana, and Florida.
In Norfolk and Western Railway Company. 1956 annual report [Roanoke, Va.?; Norfolk and Western Railway Company?, 1957?] p. [14-15].
5A 7267 (1956 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
5 maps : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Collective title supplied by cataloger.
Maps bear plate numbers that begin with "7" or "57".
Includes maps covering Cuba, Florida, Georgia, Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, Missouri, and Ohio.
Includes pictorial maps of Florida and Cuba.
Panel art varies.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1070-1074 (PrCt)

24465 East (U.S.) - Maps - 1957 - Road maps<<<Road maps [Sinclair Oil Corporation road maps of the eastern United States]. [Chicago] : Rand McNally & Company, [1957?].
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
5 maps : col. ; on sheets 74 x 47 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Collective title supplied by cataloger.
All sheets include plate numbers beginning with "7" or "57".
Includes maps covering Delaware, Maryland, Missouri, New Jersey, New York, Virginia, West Virginia, and Wisconsin.
Panel art: Sinclair logo, gas station, and motto "see America's scenic wonders with Sinclair ...
RMcN Clients 2773, 2776 editor's copies (?:) ms.
annotations in colored inks; blue arrow and "alternate scenic route" handstamps.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2773-2777 (PrCt)

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
3 maps : col. ; folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Collective title supplied by cataloger.
All added titles begin "Texaco touring map of ... "
All plate numbers begin "8 - ... "
Includes maps covering Delaware, Maryland, Michigan, North Carolina, South Carolina, Virginia, and West Virginia.
Panel art: Gas station above Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3791-3793 (PrCt)

Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally
(PrCt)
and Company -- Gulf Service Station (Pensacola, Fla.) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
7 maps : col. ; folded to 24 x 12 cm.
Collective title supplied by cataloger.
All maps bear plate numbers that begin with 8.
Includes pictorial maps of Cuba and Florida.
Some maps indicate Gulf locations.
Blank "Gulf Tourguide Bureau ... Atlanta" postcard with handstamp "Gulf Service Station, Navy Blvd. & Gulf Bch. Hwy., Pensacola, Florida" laid in map of Georgia and the Carolinas (RMcN Clients 1090).
Panel art: Bird's eye view of Gulf service station; waterfront and cityscape at night (Florida map only).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1090-1096

Authors: Norfolk and Western Railway Company
1 map : col. ; 11 x 16 cm.
Summary route map.
Roughly bounded by Illinois, Massachusetts, Louisiana, and Florida.
5A 7267 (1958 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

24470 East (U.S.) - Maps - 1959 - Railroads>>Norfolk and Western Railway Company - Maps - 1959>>Railroads - Maps Norfolk and Western Railway and principal connections. [Roanoke, Va.? Norfolk and Western Railway Company?, 1959?].
Authors: Norfolk and Western Railway Company
1 map : col. ; 11 x 16 cm.
Summary route map.
Roughly bounded by Illinois, Massachusetts, Louisiana, and Florida.
In Norfolk and Western Railway Company. Annual report, 1958 [Roanoke, Va.? Norfolk and Western Railway Company?, 1959?] on back cover.
5A 7267 (1956 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Authors: Northeast Airlines, Inc. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 109 x 46 cm., on sheet 61 x 46 cm., folded to 10 x 23 cm.
Panel title.
"Copyright by Rand McNally & Co."
Covers northeastern U.S.; verso continues southward to Florida.
Back panel no. 2NEA760-150
Panel art: airplane and city skyline (on verso, vacationers on beach and Avis rental car ad.).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25.
RMcN Airlines 4C 51 (PrCt)

Road maps - Louisville (Ky.) - Maps - 1960


24477 East (U.S.) - Maps - 1961 - Railroads - New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad - Maps -
Authors: Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company 1 map : col. ; 20 x 29 cm. Summary route map roughly bordered by Wisconsin, New York, Kentucky and Virginia. On verso: Highlights in the early growth of the Chesapeake and Ohio Railway. In Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company. 1959 annual report [Cleveland, Ohio?: Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company?, 1960?] inside back cover. 5A 7267 (1959 vol. [1]) (PrCt)
1961 Railroad - Maps
Authors: New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad
1 map : col. ; 12 x 26 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Roughly bounded by Minnesota, New York, Tennessee, and North Carolina.
5A 7267 (1960 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

24478 East (U.S.) - Maps - 1961 - Road maps
Norfolk and Western Railway Company - Maps - 1961 - Road maps
Route of the N & W : Norfolk and Western Railway and connections. [Roanoke, Va.? Norfolk and Western Railway Company?, 1961?].
Authors: Norfolk and Western Railway Company
1 map : 29 x 44 cm.
Color-coded to show 5 industrial areas.
In Norfolk and Western Railway Company. 1960 annual report [Roanoke, Va.? Norfolk and Western Railway Company?, 1961?] p. [12-13].
5A 7267 (1960 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

24479 East (U.S.) - Maps - 1961 - Road maps
Norfolk and Western Railway Company - Maps - 1961 - Road maps
[Summary route map of the Norfolk and Western Railway]. [Roanoke, Va.? Norfolk and Western Railway Company?, 1961?].
Authors: Norfolk and Western Railway Company
1 map : 12 x 21 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Accompanying text on p. 18 describes merger of the New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad, Wabash Railroad Company, and 'Sandusky Lines': Plans for system expansion.
Roughly bounded by Minnesota, New York, Kansas, and North Carolina.
5A 7267 (1960 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

24480 East (U.S.) - Maps - 1961 - Road maps
Cent a Grade Service : 9 grades of gasoline only one cent between grades. [Chicago] : Rand McNally & Company, [1961?].
Authors: Cent a Grade Service -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
5 maps : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm. and smaller
Panel title common to all 5 maps.
"Copyright by Rand McNally & Company"
"1-575612-12" - Delaware map, "1-5600-12" -Connecticut map.
Includes maps covering Connecticut, Delaware, Maryland, Massachusetts, Michigan, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, Virginia, and West Virginia.
Panel art: Red text with "Cent a Grade" logo enclosed in a circle.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 414-418 (PrCt)

24481 East (U.S.) - Maps - 1962 - Road maps
United States Highway 50 - Maps - 1962 - Road maps
Authors: Travelmats (Firm)
2 maps ; on sheet 26 x 36 cm.
Issued as a placemat, with scalloped edges.
Lists of "Recommended stops between Villa Ridge, Missouri & Hillsboro, Ohio" and "between Cincinnati, Ohio & Washington, D.C." are keyed to maps.
Printed in brown ink.
"862 B II."
map1F G3701 .P2 1963 .T7, Hwy. 50 (PrCt)

24482 East (U.S.) - Maps - 1963 - Road maps
Northeastern States - Maps - 1963 - Road maps
Southern States - Maps - 1963 - Road maps
Authors: Humble Oil and Refining Company (Incorporated in Del.) -- General Drafting Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 50 x 84 cm., folded to 22 x 11 cm. Panel title.
"Humble Oil & Refining Company" -- back panel
Added title: Northeast United States
"Issued April 1963."
Inset (9 x 13 cm. and 18 x 14 cm.): Maritime Provinces ... -- Principal routes through metropolitan New York area.
Maps on verso (60 x 71 cm. and 7 x 8 cm.): Southeast United States -- [Florida continuation].
Panel art: Illustration of a family looking at Ocean Waves.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 731 (PrCt)

24483 East (U.S.) - Maps - 1963 - Road maps
Northeastern States - Maps - 1963 - Road maps
Southeastern States - Maps - 1963 - Road maps
American Oil Company. [Chicago?] : Rand ...
East (U.S.) - Maps - 1964 - Road maps
24484 East (U.S.) - Maps - 1963 - Road maps
24485 East (U.S.) - Maps - 1964 - Airways
24486 East (U.S.) - Maps - 1964 - Airways

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
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Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 1114-1117 (PrCt)


Authors: Atlantic Richfield Co. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

10 maps : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Collective title supplied by cataloger.

8 maps copyrighted 1966; 2 copyrighted 1967.

Includes maps covering Boston, Buffalo, Chesapeake, Cleveland, Hampton, Miami, Newport News, Newark, Niagara Falls, Norfolk, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Portsmouth, Rochester, Saint Petersburg, and Tampa.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 249-258 (PrCt)


Authors: Atlantic Richfield Co. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

12 maps : col. ; folded to 24 x 11 cm.

Collective title supplied by cataloger.


Includes pictorial maps of Florida and Puerto Rico.

Panel art: Illustration of road and Gulf service station; Florida's panel art varies.

All maps, except for eastern United States, include Library of Congress copyright

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
handstamps and certificate numbers.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1141-1152 (PrCt)

24493 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office
-- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 61 x 87 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Rand McNally road map : northeastern United States
Plate no. 666215-6.
Panel art: Pure Oil Co. sign and Firebird gas logo; motto "Discover America best by car."
Bears two Library of Congress copyright handstamps.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2242 (PrCt)

24494 East (U.S.) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps
Authors: Texaco, inc. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office
-- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
11 maps : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Collective title supplied by cataloger.
Includes maps covering Connecticut, Delaware, Florida, Georgia, Indiana, Kentucky, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, New York, North Carolina, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, South Carolina, Tennessee, Vermont, Virginia, and West Virginia.
Panel art: color photos of iconic state scenes and slogan "trust your car to the man who wears the [Texaco] star."
Some sheets handstamped with Library of Congress copyright certificate numbers.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3866-3878 (PrCt)

24495 East (U.S.) - Maps - 1967 - Road maps
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- R.R. Donnelley and Sons Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
4 maps : col. ; folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Collective title supplied by cataloger.
"Copyright 1967 by R.R. Donnelley & Sons Company." -- All sheets
All sheets include four-digit plate numbers ending "67," followed by a letter.
Includes maps covering the eastern United States, New Jersey, New York, and Pennsylvania.
Panel art: Shell logo and color photo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2450-2453 (PrCt)

24496 East (U.S.) - Maps - 1967 - Road maps
Authors: Texaco, inc. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office
-- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
9 maps : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Collective title supplied by cataloger.
All sheets include plate numbers beginning "67 ...
Includes maps covering Connecticut, Delaware, Florida, Illinois, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New York, North Carolina, Ohio, Rhode Island, South Carolina, Vermont, Virginia, and West Virginia.
Panel art: color photos of iconic state scenes and slogan "trust your car to the man who wears the [Texaco] star."
Some sheets handstamped with Library of Congress copyright certificate numbers.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3895-3903 (PrCt)

24497 East (U.S.) - Maps - 1968 - Cities and towns - Road maps
Authors: Atlantic Richfield Co. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
11 maps : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Collective title supplied by cataloger.
Includes maps covering Baltimore, Boston, Buffalo, Chesapeake, Cleveland, Hampton, Miami, Newport News, Niagara Falls, Norfolk,

RMcN Clients 267-277 (PrCt)


RMcN Clients 1428 (PrCt)


RMcN Clients 732 (PrCt)


RMcN Clients 334-338 (PrCt)


folio Gousha atlas 1973 .E2 (PrCt)

24502 East (U.S.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps-<>>Road maps [Boron Oil Company state road maps of the eastern United States]. [Chicago?] : Rand
24504 East (U.S.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps

Authors: Texaco, Inc. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
17 maps : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Collective title supplied by cataloger.
“1975 Edition” -- All sheets
All sheets include numbers beginning "75 "
Panel art: Illustration of attendant filling up sports car at Texaco station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection.
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3497 (PrCt)

24505 East (U.S.) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps

Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 61 x 88 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm. and smaller
“1976 edition”
Panel title.
Added title: Northeastern United States
Plate no. 766215
Maps on verso (61 x 68 cm. and smaller): Southeastern United States -- Memphis - Atlanta -- New Orleans -- Jacksonville -- Tampa, St. Petersburg -- Miami.
Panel art: Color photos of boat dock and road leading to farm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3134 (PrCt)
Southeastern United States -- Memphis -- Atlanta
-- New Orleans -- Jacksonvillle --
Tampa-St.Petersburg -- Miami -- United States : featuring transcontinental mileage and driving
time.
Panel art: U.S. flag outline map of eastern United
States; colonial flags; Boron logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 309 (PrCt)

24507 East (U.S.) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps
[Boron Oil Company state road maps of the
eastern United States] / [Chicago?] : Rand
Authors: Boron Oil Company -- Rand McNally
and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
8 maps : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"1976 edition." -- on each map
Collective title supplied by cataloger.
Includes maps covering Delaware, Detroit,
Indiana, Kentucky, Maryland, Michigan, Ohio,
Pennsylvania, Pittsburgh, Tennessee, Virginia,
and West Virginia.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Panel art: Stylized bird's-eye view of rural 2-lane
highway; Boron logo.
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 320-327 (PrCt)

24508 East (U.S.) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps
[Wall maps
Eastern United States / Texaco. [Chicago?] : Rand
Authors: Texaco, inc. -- Rand McNally and
Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry
Library)
1 map, both sides : col. ; 122 x 66 cm., folded to
23 x 11 cm.
"1976 Edition"
Panel title.
Added titles: Northeastern United States --
Southeastern United States.
Plate no. 766215-29.
Insets (18 x 15 cm. and smaller): Chicago &
vicinity -- Around Lake Superior -- Maritime
Provinces -- Detroit & vicinity -- Cleveland &
vicinity -- St. Louis & vicinity -- Boston --
Buffalo-Niagara Falls -- Philadelphia & vicinity --
Washington D.C.-Baltimore -- New York & vicinity
-- Hampton Roads area.
Maps on verso (61 x 66 cm. and smaller):
Southeastern United States -- Memphis -- Atlanta
-- New Orleans -- Jacksonville -- Tampa-St.Petersburg -- Miami.
Panel art: Pictorial map of eastern U.S.; photo of
coast.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 310 (PrCt)

24510 East (U.S.) - Maps - 1979 - Road maps
[Boron Oil Company state road maps of the
eastern United States] / [Chicago?] : Rand
McNally & Co, [1979?].
Authors: Boron Oil Company -- Rand McNally
and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
5 maps : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Collective title supplied by cataloger.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
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Each sheet includes plate numbers beginning with 79; for example, plate no. 796743-14 (map of Indiana).
Includes maps covering Indiana, Kentucky, Michigan, Pennsylvania, Pittsburgh, and Tennessee.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Panel art: Boron gas station and logo.
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 328-332 (PrCt)

24514 Easter Island - Description and travel - 1991
Authors: Young, Louise B.
5 p. : photos and map

24515 Easter Island - Description and travel - 2001
Authors: Wyels, Joyce Gregory
8 p. : photos
Travel Vertical File G9665 .E635 2001 .W9 (PrCt)

24516 Easter Island - Geomorphology - 1984
Authors: Sullivan, Walter
1 p. : map and photo

24517 Easter Island - Maps - 1798<<>>Easter Island - Pictorial works - 1798<<>>Easter Island - Geography - 1786
Plan and views of Easter Isle, on the same scale / Neele sc. [London] : I. Stockdale, 1798.
Authors: Neele -- Bernizet, Mr. Geographical memoir on Easter Isle (1786) -- La Pérouse, Jean-François de Galaup, comte de, 1741-1788. The Voyage of La Pérouse round the world, in the years 1785, 1786, 1787, and 1788 ... (1798) -- Stockdale, John, 1749?-1814 -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library).
1 map ; 17 x 11 cm.
'Published August 29, 1798, by I. Stockdale, Piccadilly.'
Includes 4 coastal profile views (1 x 10 cm. and smaller).
Sites identified with alphabetic letters keyed to accompanying 'Geographical memoir on Easter Isle, by Mr. Bernizet, Geographical Engineer,' dated 'April 18, 1786' (p. 248-260).
In La Pérouse, Jean-François de Galaup, comte de. The Voyage of La Pérouse round the world, in the years 1785, 1786, 1787, and 1788 ... (London : J. Stockdale, 1798) v. 2, between p. 248-249.
Duplicate copy: Ayer 123 .L17 1798a
Graff 2397 v. 2, between p. 248-249 (PrCt)

24513 Eastburn, Benjamin, 1695-1741. Map of the Counties of New Castle, Kent and Sussex
Upon the Delaware (1737)<<>>Noxon, Thomas, 1698-1743
Authors: Dann, John C.
BHC 1878 Vert 1446 (PrCt)
24518 Eastern Hemisphere - Pictorial works - 1798
Natives and monuments of Easter Island / Sansom sculp. [London : J. Stockdale, 1798].
Authors: Sansom -- La Pérouse, Jean-François de Galaup, comte de, 1741-1788. The Voyage of La Pérouse round the world, in the years 1785, 1786, 1787, and 1788 ... (1798) -- Stockdale, John, 1749?-1814 -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 view ; 12 x 18 cm.
Foreground includes natives in local costume.
In La Pérouse, Jean-François de Galaup, comte de. The Voyage of La Pérouse round the world, in the years 1785, 1786, 1787, and 1788 ... (London : J. Stockdale, 1798) v. 1, between p. 70-71.
Duplicate copy: Ayer 123 .L17 1798a
Graff 2397 v. 1, between p. 70-71 (Pr Ct)

24519 Eastern Hemisphere - Sovereignty - 1849
Easter I. drifting toward, and away from, Chile .
Authors: Schumacher, Edward
1 p. : map and photo
Travel Vertical File G9665 .E635F3 1984 .S3 (Pr Ct)

24520 Eastern Desert (Egypt) - Maps - 1859 - Geology - Eastern Desert (Egypt) - Maps - 1859
Authors: Lepsius, Richard, 1810-1884 -- Kiepert, Heinrich, 1818-1899 -- Gottberg, E. de -- Monecke, C., 19th cent.
1 map : col. ; 65 x 62 cm.
Scale 1:500,000.
In Lepsius, Richard. Denkmaeler aus Aegypten und Aethiopien (Berlin, 1849-1859) v. 1, plate 4.
Inset : Das Thal von Hamamat mit den Ruinen.
M1141
oversize F 0271.49 v. 1, plate 4 (Pr Ct)

Orbis veteribus notus. London : Laurie & Whittle, MDCCLXIII [1763, i.e. 1799].
Authors: Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d', 1697-1782 -- Laurie & Whittle -- Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d', 1697-1782. A Complete body of ancient geography ... (1799) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; hand col.; 55 x 74 cm.
In: Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d'. A Complete body of ancient geography ... (London : R. Laurie and J. Whittle, 1799).
Verso handstamped '3.
oversize Ayer 135 .K6 1773 pl. [38] (Pr Ct)

Authors: Lavoisne, C. V. -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- M. Carey & Son -- Lavoisne, C. V. A Complete genealogical, historical, chronological and geographical atlas ... (1820) 1 map : hand col.; 23 x 23 cm.
In: Lavoisne, C. V. A Complete genealogical, historical, chronological and geographical atlas ... (Philadelphia : Published by M. Carey and Son ; printed by T.H. Palmer ... , 1820) map [2A]. One of two eastern hemisphere maps on engraved plate 'No. 6.'
oversize F 006 .48 pl. 2A (Pr Ct)

Authors: Lavoisne, C. V. -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- M. Carey & Son -- Gros, C. -- Lavoisne, C. V. A Complete genealogical, historical, chronological and geographical atlas ... (1820) 1 map : hand col.; 23 x 23 cm.
In: Lavoisne, C. V. A Complete genealogical, historical, chronological and geographical atlas ... (Philadelphia : Published by M. Carey and Son ; printed by T.H. Palmer ... , 1820) map [2B]. The second of two eastern hemisphere maps on printed plate 'No. 6.'
oversize F 006 .48 pl. 2B (Pr Ct)

Chart of the world as known to the ancients on Mercator's scale. Philadelphia : M. Carey and Sons, 1821.
Authors: Lavoisne, C. V. -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Gros, C. -- Lavoisne, C. V. A Complete genealogical, historical, chronological and geographical atlas ... (1821) 1 map : hand col.; 23 x 23 cm.
In: Lavoisne, C. V. A Complete genealogical, historical, chronological and geographical atlas ... (Philadelphia : Published by M. Carey and Son ; printed by T.H. Palmer ... , 1821) pl. [2A]. One of two eastern hemisphere maps on engraved plate 'No. 6.'
Case oversize G1030 .L4 1821 pl. 2A (Pr Ct)
24527 Eastern Hemisphere - Area measurement - Islands - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1840 Eastern Hemisphere - Area measurement - Ocean - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1840 Eastern Hemisphere - Area measurement - Lakes - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1840 Eastern Hemisphere - Area measurement - Mounts - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1851 Eastern Hemisphere - Area measurement - Mountains - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1851
A Comparative view of the island seas and principal lakes in the Eastern Hemisphere.
London : Mr. Bull, [ca. 1840].
Authors: Starling, Thomas -- Bull and Churton -- Bull, Mr., fl. ca. 1840 -- Perkins and Bacon -- Starling, Thomas. The Royal cabinet atlas ... [ca. 1840]
1 chart : hand col. ; 14 x 8 cm.
In: Starling, Thomas. The Royal cabinet atlas ... (London : Bull and Churton, [ca. 1840]) 'Pl. V' [i.e. 3].
map3C 5 map [3] (PrCt)

Theatrum historicum ad annum Christi quadingentesimiu in quo tu[m] imperii romani tu[m] barbarorum circumcincientiu[m] seatus ob oculos ponitur pars orientalis
. Amstelodami [i.e. Amsterdam] : I. Cóvens & C. Mortier, [1741?].
Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Covens et Mortier -- L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726. Atlas nouveau, contenant toutes les parties du monde ... [1741?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 59 cm.
Inset (18 cm. in diam.): Supplementum theatro historico.
Added title, upper margin: Theatrum historicum pars orientalis.
Continued on adjacent sheet: Theatrum historicum pars orientalis.
In: L'Isle, Guillaume de. Atlas nouveau, contenant toutes les parties du monde ... (Amsterdam : J. Covens & C. Mortier, [1741?]) v. 2, pl. [61]
oversize Ayer 135 .L695 1741 v. 2, pl. [61] (PrCt)

Theatrum historicum ad annum Christi quadingentesimiu[m] in quo tu[m] imperii romani tu[m] barbarorum circumcincientiu[m] seatus ob oculos ponitur pars orientalis
. Amstelodami [i.e. Amsterdam] : I. Cóvens & C. Mortier, [1741?].
Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Covens et Mortier -- L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726. Atlas nouveau, contenant toutes les parties du monde ... [1741?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 59 cm.
Inset (18 cm. in diam.). Supplementum theatro historico.
Added title, upper margin: Theatrum historicum pars orientalis.
Continued on previous sheet: Theatrum historicum pars orientalis.
Includes 6 lines of manuscript notes in bottom margin dated 1840.
In: L'Isle, Guillaume de. Atlas nouveau, contenant toutes les parties du monde ... (Amsterdam : J. Covens & C. Mortier, [1741?]) v. 2, pl. [62]
oversize Ayer 135 .L695 1741 v. 2, pl. [62] (PrCt)
24530 Eastern Hemisphere - History, Ancient - Maps - 1714
Orbis veteribus not tabula nova / auctore Guillelmo Dell'Isle ... ; Deroser sculp. Parisiis [Paris] : apud auctorem ... le Quay de l'Horloge, M.D.CXIV [1714].
Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Desrosiers, F. -- L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726.
[Collection of maps of the world] [1732?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; hand col. ; 48 cm. in diam., on sheet 51 x 66 cm.
In composite atlas without title page: L'Isle, Guillaume de. [Collection of maps of the world. Paris : s.n., 1732?], [plate 1].
Number "1" in ms. on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
VAULT Baskes oversize G1015 .L57 1700, [plate 1] (PrCt)

24531 Eastern Hemisphere - History, Ancient - Maps - 1714
Orbis veteribus not tabula nova / auctore Guillelmo Dell'Isle ... ; Deroser sculp. Parisiis [Paris] : apud auctorem ... le Quay de l'Horloge, M.D.CXIV [1714].
Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Desrosiers, F. -- L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726.
[Collection of maps of the world] [1732?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; hand col. ; 48 cm. in diam., on sheet 51 x 66 cm.
In composite atlas without title page: L'Isle, Guillaume de. [Collection of maps of the world. Paris : s.n., 1732?], [plate 1].
Number "1" in ms. on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
VAULT Baskes oversize G1015 .L57 1700, [plate 1] (PrCt)

24532 Eastern Hemisphere - History, Ancient - Maps - 1841
The World as known to the ancients. [Boston : J. W. Wilkins & R. B. Carter, 1841?].
Authors: Bradford, T. G. (Thomas Gamaliel), 1802-1887 -- Bradford, T. G. (Thomas Gamaliel), 1802-1887.
A Comprehensive atlas ... (1835, [i.e. 1841?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 18 x 24 cm.
folio Ayer 135 .B75 1835 pl. 60, p. 169 (PrCt)

24533 Eastern Hemisphere - Maps - 1511 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Carte d'un portulan manuscrit exécuté en 1511.
[Paris] : E. Paul, L. Huard & Guillemin, [18--].
Authors: Maggiolo, Vesconte, fl. 1504-1549 -- Heredia y Livermore, Ricardo, conde de Benhavis -- E. Paul, L. Huard & Guillemin -- Bibliothèque Ricardo Heredia, no. 2848
1 map ; 23 x 32 cm. fold. to 29 cm.
Reproduction of 1511 manuscript portolan chart of the eastern hemisphere, including only Europe and Africa.
Series: Bibliothèque Ricardo Heredia, no. 2848
Ayer 133.5 .M188 1511 18-- (NLO)

24534 Eastern Hemisphere - Maps - 1599 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Authors: Gijsbertszoon, Evert, fl. 1599-1601 -- Bibliothèque nationale (France). Res Ge AA 569 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1599 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France BN Res Ge AA 569 (PrCt)

24535 Eastern Hemisphere - Maps - 1599 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Europe et Afrique occidental. [19--].
Authors: Gijsbertszoon, Evert, fl. 1599-1601 -- Bibliothèque nationale (France). Res Ge D 7897 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1599 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France BN Res Ge D 7897 (PrCt)

24536 Eastern Hemisphere - Maps - 1600 - Manuscripts
[Map of the Eastern Hemisphere]. [ca. 1600].
Ayer MS 612 map 1
1 ms. map : hand col. ; 232 mm. in diam.
Forms part of an anonymous Turkish manuscript in Arabic (sometimes attributed to Kâtip Çelebi) detailing the discovery, exploration, and colonial history of America: Tarih-i Yeni Dünya, el-musembe be hadis-i nev (Ayer MS 612,

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
following folio [33]).
Uniform title of host manuscript: Tarih-i Hind-i garbi.
Scale not determined.
Oriented with north at bottom.
Relief shown pictorially.
Pen-and-ink and watercolor (blue, green, red, gold, white).
Entire manuscript translated in Thomas D. Goodrich, The Ottoman Turks and the New World: a study of Tarih-i Hind-i garbi and sixteenth-century Ottoman Americana (Wiesbaden: Otto Harrassowitz, 1990); the map's place names are translated on p. 409-418.
Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 17
Forms part of both the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection and the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library).
Available as photographic transparency; Spec. Coll. Image Index.

VAULT Ayer MS 612 map 1 (NLO)

24537 Eastern Hemisphere - Maps - 1610 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts -
Facsimiles>>Nautical charts - Eastern Hemisphere - Maps - 1610 - Manuscripts -
Facsimiles>>Manuscript maps -
Facsimiles>>Nautical charts
[Portolan of Europe and Africa], [19--].
Authors: Janss, Harmen -- Bibliothèque nationale (France). Res Ge B 1129
-- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1610 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France BN Res Ge B 1129 (Pr.Ct)

24538 Eastern Hemisphere - Maps - 1710
Der alte Welt Begriff...Africa, Europa, Asia warinnen der Erste Meridian nach Frantzofischer art gezogen. Augsburg : Gabriel Bodenehr, 1710.
Authors: Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. -- Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. Atlas curieux -- oder, Neuer und compendieuser atlas 1710 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand. col.; 11 cm. in diam., on sheet 20 x 17 cm.
In: Bodenehr, Gabriel. Atlas curieux; oder, Neuer und compendieuser atlas ... [(Augsburg : Gabriel Bodenehr, 1710?)] pl. [3B]. Engraved plate no. '3'.
Ayer 135 .B6 pl. 3B (Pr.Ct)

24540 Eastern Hemisphere - Maps - 1720
Hemisphere oriental. Amsterdam : J. Covens et C. Mortier, 1720 [i.e 1741?].
Authors: L’Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Condé, Johannes, 1711-1781 -- Covens et Mortier -- L’Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726. Atlas nouveau, contenant toutes les parties du monde ... [1741?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 47 cm. in diam., on sheet 55 x 67 cm.
In: L’Isle, Guillaume de. Atlas nouveau, contenant toutes les parties du monde ... (Amsterdam : J. Covens & C. Mortier, [1741?]) v. 1, pl. [4].

24541 Eastern Hemisphere - Maps - 1724
Authors: L’Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Delahaye, Jean-Baptiste-Henri, d. ca. 1755 -- Académie des sciences (France) -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
III:A7
1 map : hand col.; 1 hemisphere 48 cm. in diam., on sheet 53 x 65 cm.
2583
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G5670 1724 .L5 (Pr.Ct)

24542 Eastern Hemisphere - Maps - 1724
Authors: L’Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Delahaye, Jean-Baptiste-Henri, d. ca. 1755 -- Académie royale des sciences (France) -- L’Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726. [Collection of maps of the world] [1732?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 48 cm. in diam., on sheet 51 x 66 cm.
In composite atlas without title page: L’Isle, Guillaume de. [Collection of maps of the world. Paris : s.n., 1732?], [plate 3].
Number “3” in ms. on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
VAULT Baskes oversize G1015 .L57 1700, [plate 3] (PrCt)

24543 Eastern Hemisphere - Maps - 1730
[Map of the Eastern Hemisphere].
[Constantinople (Istanbul) : Ibrahim, 1730].
Authors: Tarih-i Hind-i garbi (1730) -- Tarih-i Yeni Dûnya, el-musembe ha hadis-i nev (1730) -- Tarih al-Hind el-gharbi (1730) -- Kâtip Çelebi, 1609-1657 -- Ibrahim, 18th cent. -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 16 cm. in diam.
Title and placenames in Turkish.
Text sometimes attributed to Kâtip Çelebi.
In: [Tarih al-Hind el-gharbi]. [Constantinople : Ibrahim, 1730].
Duplicate copy: VAULT Ayer 107 .M9 1730 [copy 1]
VAULT Ayer 107 .M9 1730 [copy 2, map 3] (PrCt)

24544 Eastern Hemisphere - Maps - 1753
Nieuwe kaart van het Oostelykste Deel der weerd, dienende tot aanwijzing van de scheepstogten der Nederlanderen naar Oostindie ... Te Amsterdam : by Is. Tirion, 1753.
Authors: Tirion, Isaak -- Tirion, Isaak. Nieuwe en beknopte hand-atlas ... (1748 [i.e. 1769?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 31 x 34 cm.
Verso numbered "No 2" in manuscript.
In: Tirion, Isaak. Nieuwe en beknopte hand-atlas ... (Amsterdam : Isaak Tirion, 1744 [i.e. 1769?]), plate [2].

24545 Eastern Hemisphere - Maps - 1782
Eastern Hemisphere / engrav'd by S. J. Neele.
Authors: Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Stackhouse, Thomas, 1756-1836 -- Stackhouse, Thomas, 1756-1836. An Universal atlas : being a set of maps, to illustrate ancient and modern geography ... (1782) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 34 cm. in diam., on sheet 52 x 42 cm.
In: Stackhouse, Thomas. A New universal atlas : consisting of a complete set of maps ... (London : Printed for the proprietor, Mrs. Stackhouse ... and sold by T. Longman [and 7 others], 1785), plate 3.
Hand stamped with oversize "3" at upper right.
oversize Ayer 135 .S77 1782, plate 3 (PrCt)

24546 Eastern Hemisphere - Maps - 1783
Eastern Hemisphere / engrav'd by S. J. Neele.
Authors: Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Stackhouse, Thomas, 1756-1836 -- Stackhouse, Thomas, 1756-1836. A New universal atlas : consisting of a complete set of maps ... (1785) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 34 cm. in diam., on sheet 52 x 42 cm.
In: Stackhouse, Thomas. A New universal atlas : consisting of a complete set of maps ... (London : Printed for the proprietor, Mrs. Stackhouse ... and sold by T. Longman [and 7 others], 1785), plate 3.
Engraved oversize "3" at upper right.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .S82 1785, plate 3 (PrCt)

24547 Eastern Hemisphere - Maps - 1786
Hémisphère oriental ou de l'ancien monde / publié sous les auspices de Monseigneur Louis Philippe Duc d'Orléans ... par le Sr. d'Anville ... MDCCCLXI ... chés l'autr. ... ; G. de la Haye.
1 map : hand col. ; 60 cm. in diam., on sheet 72 x 66 cm.
"Revu et augmenté des nouvelles découvertes, en 1786, par M. Barbié du Bocage."
In composite atlas without title page: Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d'. [Atlas général] [Paris : s.n., ca. 1786], [plate 2].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1019 .A598 1786, [plate 2] (PrCt)

24548 Eastern Hemisphere - Maps - 1800 - Ancient
Il mondo noto Agli antichi. Rome : Calcografia camerale, 1798 [i.e. 1801].
1 map : hand col. ; 32 x 46 cm.
oversize Ayer 135 .C33 1792 v. 3 pl. 43 (PrCt)

24549 Eastern Hemisphere - Maps - 1802
Eastern Hemisphere. 1802 [i.e. 1816?].

24550 Eastern Hemisphere - Maps - 1802
*Eastern Hemisphere.* London : W. Faden, 1802 [i.e. 1817].
Authors: Faden, William, 1749-1836 -- Faden, William, 1749-1836. [General atlas] [1817?]
1 map : hand col. ; 57 cm. diam., on sheet 59 x 78 cm.
Map dated 1802; verso handstamped '1.'
*oversize Ayer 135 .G32 1775 v. 1, pl. [1] (PrCt)*

24551 Eastern Hemisphere - Maps - 1812
*Eastern Hemisphere.* London : Cadell & Davies [et al], 1812 [i.e. 1815].
Authors: Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826 -- Hebert, Lewis, fl. 1809-1838 -- Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Cadell & Davies -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826. A Modern atlas : from the latest and best authorities ... (1815) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 49 cm. in diam., on sheet 59 x 87 cm.
Drawn under the direction of Mr. Pinkerton by L. Hebert.'

Running title: Pinkerton's modern atlas.
*oversize Ayer 135 .P6 1815 pl. [2] (PrCt)*

24552 Eastern Hemisphere - Maps - 1812<>>>Map projection - Mercator - 1812<>>>Mercator projection (Cartography)
*The World on Mercator's projection, eastern part.* London : Cadell & Davies [et al], 1812 [i.e. 1815].
Authors: Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826 -- Hebert, Lewis, fl. 1809-1838 -- Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Cadell & Davies -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826. A Modern atlas : from the latest and best authorities ... (1815) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 68 x 50 cm.
Drawn under the direction of Mr. Pinkerton by L. Hebert.'

Running title in upper margin: Pinkerton's modern atlas.
*oversize Ayer 135 .P6 1815 pl. [61] (PrCt)*

24553 Eastern Hemisphere - Maps - 1813
Authors: Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Neele, George -- Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824. Neele's general atlas : consisting of a complete set of maps compiled from the best authorities ... (1814 [i.e. 1815]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 22 cm. in diam.
In: Neele, Samuel John and George. Neele's general atlas : consisting of a complete set of maps compiled from the best authorities, and including all the new discoveries (London : [Samuel and George Neele] ; Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme, and Brown ; Cadell & Davies, 1814 [i.e. 1815]), [plate 3].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Engraved no. III at upper right.
*Baskes folio G1019 .N4 1814, [plate 3] (PrCt)*

24554 Eastern Hemisphere - Maps - 1815
Authors: Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1817?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 48 cm. in diam., on sheet 54 x 64 cm.
Includes routes of Cook, Gore, and Vancouver. Printed paste-on label 'No. 4' at upper right.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
*Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1817, map 4 (NLO)*

24555 Eastern Hemisphere - Maps - 1818
*Eastern Hemisphere / drawn under the direction of Mr. Pinkerton by L. Hebert ; Neele sculp. 352 Strand. Philada.* [Philadelphia] : Published by Dobson, [1818].
Authors: Hebert, Lewis, fl. 1809-1838 -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826 -- Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Dobson, Thomas, 1751-1823 -- Thomas Dobson and Son -- Pinkerton, John,
1758-1826. A Modern atlas: from the latest and best authorities exhibiting the various divisions of the world ... (1818)
1 map: hand col.; 49 cm. in diam., on sheet 53 x 78 cm.
Running title: Pinkerton's modern atlas
In: Pinkerton, John. A Modern atlas: from the latest and best authorities exhibiting the various divisions of the world ... (Philadelphia: Thomas Dobson & Son, 1818), plate [2]
Case oversize G1019 .P56 1818, plate [2] (PrCt)

24556 Eastern Hemisphere - Maps - 1818
The World on Mercators Projection: eastern part / drawn under the direction of Mr. Pinkerton by L. Hebert; Neele sculp. 352 Strand. Philada.
[Philadelphia]: Published by Dobson, [1818].
Authors: Hebert, Lewis, fl. 1809-1838 -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826 -- Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Dobson, Thomas, 1751-1823 -- Thomas Dobson and Son -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826. A Modern atlas: from the latest and best authorities exhibiting the various divisions of the world ... (1818)
1 map: hand col.; 69 x 50 cm.
Running title: Pinkerton's modern atlas
In: Pinkerton, John. A Modern atlas: from the latest and best authorities exhibiting the various divisions of the world ... (Philadelphia: Thomas Dobson & Son, 1818), plate [59]
Case oversize G1019 .P56 1818, plate [59] (PrCt)

24557 Eastern Hemisphere - Maps - 1821
Eastern Hemisphere / Neele sc. London.
[Edinburgh]: Drawn and engraved for Thomson's New general atlas, [1821?].
Authors: Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas: consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1821?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: hand col.; 48 cm. in diam., on sheet 72 x 53 cm.
Includes routes of Cook, Gore, and Vancouver.
In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas: consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (Edinburgh: London; Dublin: John Thomson and Company; Baldwin, Craddock, and Joy; John Cumming, 1817, [i.e. 1821?]) map 4.
Printed paste-on label 'No. 4' on verso.
Oversize Ayer 135 .T4 1817 map 4 (PrCt)

24558 Eastern Hemisphere - Maps - 1822<--->Voyages around the world - Maps - 1768-1791
Eastern Hemisphere. [Edinburgh]: Drawn and engraved for Thomson's New general atlas, [1822?].
Authors: Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas: consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1822?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: hand col.; 49 cm. in diam., on sheet 53 x 69 cm.
Includes routes of Cook, Gore, La Perouse, and Vancouver, variously dated 1768-1791.
Engraved 'No. 4' at lower right.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1821, v. 1, map 4 (NLO)

24559 Eastern Hemisphere - Maps - 1826
Eastern Hemisphere. Philadelphia: A. Finley, [1826].
Authors: Finley, A. (Anthony) -- Young & Delleker -- Finley, A. (Anthony). A New general atlas, comprising a complete set of maps, representing the grand divisions of the globe ... (1826)
1 map: hand col.; 21 cm. diam., on sheet 35 x 27 cm.
In: Finley, Anthony. A New general atlas, comprising a complete set of maps, representing the grand divisions of the globe ... (Philadelphia: A. Finley, 1826) pl. 2.
Case folio G1019 .F5 1826 pl. 2 (PrCt)

24560 Eastern Hemisphere - Maps - 1829<--->Voyages around the world - Maps - 1768-1791
Eastern Hemisphere. [Edinburgh]: Drawn and engraved for Thomson's New General Atlas, [1829?].
Authors: Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas: consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (1829) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: hand col.; 48 cm. in diam., on sheet 70 x 54 cm.
Includes routes of Cook, Gore, La Perouse, and Vancouver, variously dated 1768-1791.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Engraved no. '4' at lower right.
Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1829 map 4 (NLO)

24561 Eastern Hemisphere - Maps - 1831
Eastern hemisphere. [Edinburgh: John Hamilton and others, 1831?].
Authors: Lizars, Daniel, 1760-1812 -- Hamilton, John, fl. 1831 -- Lizars, Daniel, 1760-1812. The Edinburgh geographical and historical atlas ... [1831?]
1 map: hand col.; 44 cm. in diam., on sheet 47 x 56 cm.

In: Lizars, Daniel. The Edinburgh geographical and historical atlas ... (Edinburgh [etc.]: John Hamilton [and others, 1831?]) pl. [2].

Engraved plate no. "II."

**oversize G 10 .514 pl. [2] (PrCt)**

### 24562

**Eastern Hemisphere - Maps - 1833**

*Eastern Hemisphere / Young & Delleker sc.*

Philada. [Philadelphia]: A. Finley, [1833].

Authors: Young & Delleker -- Finley, A. (Anthony) -- Finley, A. (Anthony). A New general atlas ... (1833) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map: hand col.; 21 cm. in diam., on sheet 36 x 28 cm.

In: Finley, Anthony. A New general atlas: comprising a complete set of maps, representing the grand divisions of the globe ... (Philadelphia: Anthony Finley, 1833), plate 2.

Sheet corner numbered 2.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes folio G1019 .F5 1833, plate 2 (PrCt)**

### 24563

**Eastern Hemisphere - Maps - 1838<<>>Map printing - Intaglio with letterpress - Maps - 1838**


Authors: Azzi, Evangelista, 1793-1848 -- Soltilii, P. -- Scaramuzza, S. -- Studio Toschi -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Toschi Studio SEE Studio Toschi

1 map: hand col.; 2,066 mm. in diam. (neat line), on 6 sheets 810 x 1,142 mm. or smaller "Approvato e adottato per l'istruzione pubblica dei Ducati di Parma ... 1837"

Possibly issued with map of the western hemisphere; Tooley's Dictionary of mapmakers (rev. ed., 1999) notes the publication of Evangelista Azzi's Emisfero occidentale e orientale (Parma, 1835).

Intaglio map overprinted with several wood types (or stereotypes from wood).

Title printed from oversize type above graticule at top; authorship statements and imprint (intaglio) appear below graticule at bottom.


Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

a64

**Novacco 6F 12 (PrCt)**

### 24564

**Eastern Hemisphere - Maps - 1841**


Authors: Bradford, T. G. (Thomas Gamaliel), 1802-1887 -- Bradford, T. G. (Thomas Gamaliel), 1802-1887. A Comprehensive atlas ... (1835, [i.e. 1841?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map: col.; 19 x 19 cm.


**folio Ayer 135 .B75 1835 pl. 56, p. 135 (PrCt)**

### 24565

**Eastern Hemisphere - Maps - 1844**


Authors: Chapman and Hall -- J. & C. Walker (Firm) -- Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (Great Britain) -- Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (Great Britain).

Maps of the Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (1844) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map: hand col.; 32 cm. in diam., on sheet 41 x 34 cm.

Title in upper margin.


### 24566

**Eastern Hemisphere - Maps - 1845<<>>Paris (France) - Pictorial works - 1845<<>>London (England) - Pictorial works - 1845<<>>Athens (Greece) - Pictorial works - 1845**

*Eastern Hemisphere.* [New York: H.S. Tanner, 1845].

Authors: Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858. A New general atlas, comprising a complete set of maps ... (1845)

1 map: hand col.; 21 cm. in diam. on sheet 40 x 32 cm.

Inset views (6 x 8 cm. and smaller); Paris -- London -- New-Castle, Naples -- Athens.

In: Tanner, Henry Schenck. A New general atlas, comprising a complete set of maps ... (New York: Tanner's Geographical Establishment, 1845) map [2].

**oversize G 10 .622 map [2] (PrCt)**

### 24567

**Eastern Hemisphere - Maps - 1851**


Authors: Rapkin, J. -- Tallis, John, 1817-1876 -- Warren, H., fl. 1851 -- Rogers, J., fl. 1851 -- Martin, Robert Montgomery, 1803?-1868. Tallis's illustrated atlas, and modern history of the world ... (1851)

1 map: hand col.; 23 cm. in diam., on sheet 27 x 37 cm.

Margins include regional pictorial vignettes of animals and people.

**oversize G 10 .514 pl. [2] (PrCt)**
In: Martin, Robert Montgomery. Tallis's illustrated atlas, and modern history of the world ... (London ; New York : J. Tallis, 1851) pl. [3a].
folio G1019 .M197 1851 pl. [3a] (PrCt)

24568 Eastern Hemisphere - Maps - 1855
Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's atlas of the world ... (1855-1856)
1 map : hand col. ; 33 cm. dia
oversize G 10 .185 v.2, pl. 8 (PrCt)

24569 Eastern Hemisphere - Maps - 1857
Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's general atlas ... (1857)
1 map : hand col. ; 33 cm. dia
oversize G 10 .188 pl. 2 (PrCt)

24570 Eastern Hemisphere - Maps - 1857
Eastern Hemisphere - Geography - 1857
The Diamond atlas : with descriptions of all countries, exhibiting their actual and comparative extent, and their present political divisions, founded on the most recent discoveries and rectifications. The Eastern Hemisphere / by Charles W. Morse. New York : Samuel N. Gaston, 1857, c1856.
1 atlas (242 p., [31 leaves of plates) : 32 hand col. maps ; 20 cm.
Cover title: Morse and Gaston's diamond atlas. Oriental
Engraved half t.p.; signed: S.F. Baker.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Printed in double columns.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Full text of another copy available online via HathiTrust Digital Library (accessed November 2013):
http://hdl.handle.net/2027/njp.32101032264739
References: Phillips 824
Baskes G1780 .M67 1857 (NLO)

24571 Eastern Hemisphere - Maps - 1883
Rivers - Area measurement - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1883
Mountains - Area measurement - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1883
Eastern Hemisphere. [Chicago : George F. Cram, 1883].
Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928. Cram's unrivaled family atlas of the world (1883)
1 map : col. ; 23 cm. in diam., on sheet 35 x 28 cm.
Anonymous map without imprint.
Margins include comparative diagrams of rivers and mountains.
In: Cram, George Franklin. Cram's unrivaled family atlas of the world (Chicago : Geo.F. Cram, c1883), p. 11.
folio G1019 .G463 1883b, p. 11 (PrCt)

24572 Eastern Hemisphere - Maps - 1936
Map projection - Globular - 1936
Globular projection (Cartography)
Authors: Blair, R. Baxter -- Denoyer-Geppert Company -- Denoyer, L. P. (Levinus Philippus), 1875-1964 -- Southern Illinois University at Carbondale
1 map : col., mounted on cloth and wooden rollers ; 106 cm. in diam., on sheet 169 x 111 cm.
"Edition 1936."
"Equatorial scale 300 miles to the inch (approximately 1:18,000,000)."
"Globular projection."
Sheet corners include 4 variant and untitled insets of the Northern Hemisphere (each 24 cm. in diam.)
Relief shown with hachures.
"This is Map J7. It is published also without names as Map J7u."
Series: Denoyer-Geppert series ; Map J7
Detached from bottom roller.
Gift of Southern Illinois University at Carbondale, 2011.
maproll G5670 1936 .B5 (PrCt)

24573 Eastern Hemisphere - Maps - 1954
Wall maps
Die Östlichen Erdeteile / Dr. Hermann Haack.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Globe / designed by Kenneth S. Fagg for Rand McNally and Company. [Geo of a color photograph of the eastern half of: Rand Bible verse printed beneath reduced reproduction 46 cm.
1 poster : col. photo reproduction ; on sheet 61 x 100 cm.
"4/54" -- At upper right.
"Verlag K1-Mdl der DDR Nr. 998. Druck: K 134 4/53 1500" -- At bottom left.
Scale 1:10,000,000.
Color relief shown pictorially and with hachures; includes spot heights and soundings; ocean currents identified with arrows.
"Printed in Germany" -- Handstamp at bottom left.
Gift of Southern Illinois University, 2011.
map G5670 1954 .H3 (PrCt)

24574 Eastern Hemisphere - Maps - 1960 - Maps, Physical
map1F G5671.C2 1960 R3 (PrCt)

24575 Eastern Hemisphere - Maps - 1964 - Relief models


1 map : col. ; 52 x 39 cm.

Published in 1947 to commemorate the fiftieth anniversary of the founding of the Tilghman Packing Company.

Inset: Tilghman Island, home of Tilghman Brands.

**map2F G3842 .E2S1 1947 T8 (PrCt)**

24579 **Eastern States - Maps - 1823**

*United States*.

**Authors:** A. Constable and Co., 1823.

 bonded atlas constructed from the latest authorities ... (1823) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 20 x 24 cm.

In: Arrowsmith, Aaron. A New general atlas constructed from the latest authorities ... Exhibiting the boundaries and divisions, also the chains of mountains and other geographical features of all the known countries in the world (Edinburgh ; London : A. Constable & Co., 1823), pl. 50.

**Case folio Ayer 135 .A65 1823 pl. 50 (PrCt)**

24580 **Eastern States - Maps - 1826**

*United States*.

**Authors:** Finley, A. (Anthony) -- Young & Delleker -- Finley, A. (Anthony).

A New general atlas, comprising a complete set of maps, representing the grand divisions of the globe ... (1826) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 28 x 21 cm.

In: Finley, Anthony. A New general atlas comprising a complete set of maps, representing the grand divisions of the globe ... (Philadelphia : A. Finley, 1826) pl. 6.

**Case folio G1019 .F5 1826 pl. 6 (PrCt)**

24581 **Eastern Townships (Québec) - Maps - 1881**

Landowners<<>>Québec (Province) - Maps - 1881

Landowners<<>>Missisquoi (Québec) - Maps - 1881

Landowners<<>>Brome (Québec : County) - Maps - 1881

Landowners<<>>Huntingdon (Québec) - Maps - 1881

Landowners<<>>Stanstead (Québec : County) - Maps - 1881

Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps


**Authors:** H. Belden & Co. -- H. Belden & Co. Illustrated atlas of the Dominion of Canada (1881) -- Cumming, Ross, 1919 -- Richardson, Bond & Wright (Owen Sound, Ont.)

1 atlas (88 p. illus., maps, ports.) ; 46 cm. Facsimile reprint of Illustrated atlas of the Dominion of Canada (Toronto: H. Belden & Co., 1881).

Cover title: Historical atlas of Quebec eastern townships, Ontario [i.e. Québec]. Covers Missisquoi, Brome, Huntingdon and Stanstead Counties in Québec. Material not directly related to Quebec has been omitted. Sketches from the Belden Lanark and Bruce atlases which belong to Quebec, but were left out of the Eastern Township atlas, have been added. 'Reprint edition, 1972'; printed by Richardson, Bond & Wright (Owen Sound, Ont.)

Historical sketch of the eastern townships and s. western Quebec' p. 3-22.

**map6C 35 (NLO)**

24582 **Eastland County (Tex.) - Maps - 1879**

Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps


**Authors:** United States. General Land Office -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps on microfiche 1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.

Size of original: 16.5 x 21 in. Scale 1:133,320.

Originally published 1879.


**Microfiche 583, no. 959 (PrCt)**

24583 **Eastland County (Tex.) - Maps - 1889-1896**

Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps


**Authors:** United States. General Land Office -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps on microfiche 1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.


**Microfiche 583, no. 961 (PrCt)**

24584 **Eastland County (Tex.) - Maps - 1890-1899**

Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps


**Authors:** Stakemann, M. -- Texas & Pacific Railway -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps on microfiche 1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.

Size of original: 19.5 x 14.5 in. Scale 1:133,320.
Includes indexes.  
Series: Family maps  
ISBN 1420303589  
Local History Ref F572.E2 B69 2006 (NLO)  

24587  
Eaton County (Mich.) - Maps - 1860 -  
Landowners<<>>Counties -  
Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps  
Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps  
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.  
Size of original: 6 parts; 4 are 23 x 18 in. each and 2 are 23 x 18.5 in. each. Scale: 1:63,360.  
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:  
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps  
19th and early 20th century land ownership maps  
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.  
Size of original: 6 parts; 4 are 23 x 18 in. each and 2 are 23 x 18.5 in. each. Scale: 1:63,360.  
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:  
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps  
19th and early 20th century land ownership maps  
24588  
Eaton County (Mich.) - Maps -  
1880<<>>Counties - Maps  
Authors: D.W. Ensign & Co.  
1 map : hand col. ; 23 x 19 cm.  
Scale [ca. 1:225,000].  
Karpinski 514.  
F 90143 .246 bet. p. 8-9 (PrCt)  

24589  
Eaton County (Mich.) - Maps - 1961 -  
Landowners<<>>Counties -  
Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps  
Authors: County Plat & Directory Co. -- Barry & Eaton Mutual Insurance Co. (Charlotte, Mich.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 atlas (52 p.) : 18 maps ; 28 cm.  
Cover title.  
Includes advertisements, business and farmer directories, and index.  
Scale not given.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.  

24590  
Eau Claire County (Wis.) - Maps - 1800-1899 -  
Landowners<<>>Counties -  
Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps  
Family maps of Eau Claire County, Wisconsin :  
"Family maps of Eau Claire County, Wisconsin : with homesteads, roads, waterways, towns, cemeteries, railroads, and more."  
Eau Claire County (Wis.)  

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.  
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
with homesteads, roads, waterways, towns, cemeteries, railroads, and more. Norman, Okla.
Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960--Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)
228 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
1st ed.
'Deluxe edition.'
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).
'3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.'
Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).
Includes indexes.
Series: Family maps
ISBN 1420304399 ; 9781420304398
Local History Ref F587.E2 B69 2006 (NLO)

24593 Ebenzeer (Ga.) - Maps - 1758
Plan of the town Ebenzeer and its fort.
Wormsloe, Ga., 1849.
Authors: De Brahm, John Gerar William, 1717-approximately 1799 -- Boynton, George W., -1884 -- Wymberley-Jones, George, pub. 1 map ; 27 x 20 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:4,950] from graphic scale graduated in feet.
Oriented with north at right.
Case F 867.22 opp. p. 24 (PrCt)

A Colored plan of the town Ebenzeer and its fort, surveyed about 1770, by W.G. de Brahm, surveyor-general. [19--].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1770 manuscript.
folio Ayer 136 .H91 1907 ser. 1, v. 2, pl. 9 (PrCt)

24595 Ebernburg (Germany) - Maps - 1696 - Fortification
Ebréboug petite ville forte, du Palatinat, située au conflant du Ruisseau d'Alexem, dans le Nau ... [Paris : De Fer, 1696].
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Ferr, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes -- avec leurs fortifications ... (1695-1696)
1 map ; 21 x 27 cm.
In: Fer, Nicolas de. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes; avec leurs fortifications ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, 1695-1696) pt. 8, map [162].
Manuscript '(13)' at upper right.
Case folio U 26. 293 pt. 8, map [162] (PrCt)
Ebrébourg petite ville forte du Palatinat ... Paris : De Fer, [1713?].

In: Fer, Nicolas de. Introduction à la fortification ... [1713?] 1 map ; 18 x 25 cm.

For later state of this map, see Case folio U 26 .292.

For earlier version of this map, engraved on different plate, see Case folio U 26 .293.

Ebrébourg petite ville forte du Palatinat ... Paris : De Fer, [1713?].

In: Fer, Nicolas de. Introduction à la fortification ... [1713?] 1 map ; 18 x 25 cm.

For later state of this map, see Case folio U 26 .292.

For earlier version of this map, engraved on different plate, see Case folio U 26 .293.

Scale not given.


LC Card Number: 76697122

Case oversize F 4595 .528 v. 39 (NLO)

Ecclesiastical geography - Historical geography - Maps - 1905 Ecclesiastical geography - Maps - 1905 Atlases, German - 1905 Historical atlases


18 p., 12 folded leaves of plates : 12 col. maps ; 28 cm.

Maps by Wagner & Debes.

Publisher’s printed papers over boards. 'Berichtigungen' sheet pasted onto front endpaper.

Includes bibliographical references and index.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

LC Card Number: map67001063

Baskes folio G1046.E4 H4 1905 (NLO)


Authors: Littell, Franklin Hamlin -- Hausman, Emanuel -- Karta (Firm) -- Macmillan & Co.

1 atlas (176 p. : ill., col. maps) ; 30 cm.

Includes index.

79-38705.

ISBN 0025731408


18 p., 12 folded leaves of plates : 12 col. maps ; 28 cm.

Maps by Wagner & Debes.

Publisher’s printed papers over boards. 'Berichtigungen' sheet pasted onto front endpaper.

Includes bibliographical references and index.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

LC Card Number: map67001063

Baskes folio G1046.E4 H4 1905 (NLO)


Authors: Sidney E. Morse & Co. -- Morse, Sidney E. (Sidney Edwards), 1794-1871 -- New York observer (New York, N.Y.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (18 leaves) : 18 maps ; 29 x 33 cm

Cover title.

Date from Phillips.

"Gratuitously and exclusively for the subscribers to the New York Observer."

Includes Indian Territory map showing Minnesota Territory and surrounding region.

Relief shown by hachures.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Phillips 182

Baskes folio BV2045 .S53 1848 (NLO)


Authors: Dahl, Edward H.

In the Archivist (Public Archives of Canada) 12, No.1 (Jan.-Feb. 1985) p.3: maps.

BHC 1189

Vert 814 (PrCt)


Missionary atlas : showing the foreign mission fields of the Methodist Episcopal Church. New York : Methodist Episcopal Church Board of Foreign Missions, 1909.

Authors: Methodist Episcopal Church. Board of Foreign Missions -- Matthews-Northrup Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (14 p., 31 leaves of plates) : 31 col. maps ; 23 cm.

'The Matthews-Northrup Works, Buffalo, N.Y.'--on maps.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes BV2045 .M4 1909 (NLO)


Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1610 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 15 x 47 cm. on sheet 41 x 54 cm.

View derived from a drawing supplied by Joris Hoefnagel; see R.A. Skelton's Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.


Authors: Commission internationale d'histoire ecclésiastique comparée -- International committee of historical sciences. Commission internationale d'histoire ecclésiastique comparée

v. ; 24 cm.

Text in German.


LC Card Number: 68136936

lower case g 07 .44 (NLO)

Ecclesiastical geography - Maps<<>>Ecclesiastical cartography SEE Ecclesiastical geography - [Place] - Maps

Bibliography

Ecclesiastical cartography in America. 1964.

Authors: Gaustad, Edwin S. (Edwin Scott)


Vert 401 (PrCt)

Ecclesiastical geography - Maps - Exhibitions - Catalogs<<>>Exhibitions - Catalogs - University of Texas at Arlington. Library. Special Collections Division - Map collections - Exhibitions - Catalogs

Mapping the sacred : belief and religion in the history of cartography ; an exhibition in conjunction with the 2006 Virginia Garrett Biennial Lectures on the History of Cartography, Virginia Garrett Cartographic History Library; October 6, 2006 through December 2006.

[Arlington, Tex. : University of Texas at Arlington Library, 2006].

Authors: Huseman, Ben W. -- University of Texas at Arlington. Libraries. Special Collections Division

47 p. : ill., col. maps, charts ; 28 cm.

Gallery guide by Ben W. Huseman.

'Sixth floor, Special Collections, the University of Texas at Arlington Library,'

Includes bibliographical references (p.[4]).

Contents: Cosmography and the sacred vision -- Thematic maps and charts of religion -- Sacred imagery in a profane world -- Maps of Holy Lands -- Clerical cartographers -- Missions on maps -- Summary.

folio GA195.A74 H87 2006 (NLO)

Ecija (Spain) - Pictorial works - 1567

Ecijia. [Cologne : s.n.], 1567 [i.e. ca. 1620].

Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Hoefnagel, Joris, 1542-1601 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 view : hand col. ; 15 x 47 cm. on sheet 41 x 54 cm.

View derived from a drawing supplied by Joris Hoefnagel; see R.A. Skelton’s Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.
On same sheet with: Barcino, que vulgo Barcelona dicitur, vrbs est apud Hispanos ... .
Latin letterpress text on verso under added titles: Barcino -- Astir sive Astigis, vulgo Eciia.

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 1, pl. 5 (PrCt)

Eckernförde (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1620

Ekelenfordan antiquam Holsatiae ad oceanum peninsulare oppidum. [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Rantzau, Henrik, 1526-1598 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : hand col. ; 35 x 47 cm.
Forwarded to Braun and Hogenberg by Henrik Rantzau; see R.A. Skelton’s Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.
Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Ekelenfordan.

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 5, pl. 31 (PrCt)

Eckernförde (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1657

Ekelenfordan. [Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657].
Authors: Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664 -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Illustriorvm principiumque urbium septentrionalium Europae tabulae [1657] -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Theatrum urbium (1657)
1 view : hand col. ; 35 x 47 cm.
Title and cartouche altered; see V.d. Krogt. Includes seal of city of Eckernförde.
Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Ekelenfordan.
In: Jansson, Jan. Illustriorvm principiumque urbium septentrionalium Europae tabulae, v. 1, [plate 23].
Issued in volume 1 of 8 in Jansson’s townbook atlases, collectively known as the Theatrum urbium (Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657).

Case oversize G 117 .452, v. 1, [plate 23] (PrCt)

Authors: Haft, Adele J.

BHC 2412

Vert 1963 (PrCt)

Econo Lodge (Williamsburg, Va.) - Maps - 1970

Authors: Econo Lodge
1 leaflet (3-fold) : col. photos, map ; fold. to 23 x 10 cm

Travel Vertical File G3884 .W5 1970 .E2 (PrCt)

Econo Lodge (Williamsburg, Va.) - Maps - 1878-1897<<>>France - Economic Maps - 1870-1799

Authors: Foncin, Miriem

BHC 1746

Vert 1328 (PrCt)

Econo Lodge (Williamsburg, Va.) - Pictorial works - 1928

Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928. Cram’s unrivaled family atlas of the world (1883)
5 diagrams : col. ; on sheet 35 x 28 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Anonymous and without imprint.
Contents: National debt -- Money circulation -- Army and navy (number of men) -- Commerce (net tonage) -- Accumulated wealth.
In: Cram, George Franklin. Cram’s unrivaled family atlas of the world (Chicago : Geo.F. Cram, c1883), p. 18.

folio G1019 .G463 1883b, p. 18 (PrCt)

Econo Lodge (Williamsburg, Va.) - Maps - 1878-1897<<>>France - Economics - 1878-1897


SEE E. Plon et cie

1 atlas ([76] p., xx folded leaves of plates) : col. ill., 6 col. maps ; 32 cm.
Maps and illustrations by L. Sonnet and Imp. Becquet.
Publisher’s paper covered boards.
Scales differ.

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Inscription: Ch. A. Dana, Esqre., from Mr. Menier, member of the French House of Deputies, New York, Feb. 8, 1879, Léon Chotteau.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1046.G1 M46 1878 (NLO)

24617 Economics - Maps - 1889Atlases, British - 1889

Atlas of commercial geography illustrating the general facts of physical, economic and statistical geography, on which international commerce depends. Cambridge, Eng. Cambridge University Press, 1889.

Authors: Bartholomew, J. G. (John George), 1860-1920 -- Cambridge University Press
References: Phillips 69; OCLC 6703375; Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 97.

folio H 7001 .07 (NLO)

24618 Economics - Maps - 1895Atlases, German - 1895


Gotha : Justus Perthes, 1895.

Authors: Langhans, Paul, 1867 -- Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Lacking p. 15-16; p. 13-14 duplicated.
Text on inside front and back cover.
Publisher's advertisements on back cover.
Publisher's paper covered boards.
Scales differ.
Illegible owner's inscription on t.p.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1046.G1 L36 1895 (NLO)

24619 Economics - Maps - 1907Atlases, British - 1907


Authors: Bartholomew, J. G. (John George), 1860-1920 -- Edinburgh Geographical Institute -- George Newnes, Limited
1 atlas (various pagings) : maps, tables, diagrs. ; 39 cm.
"Compiled from the latest official returns at the Edinburgh Geographical Institute and edited by J.G. Bartholomew."

References: Phillips 70; Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 98; OCLC 275383.
folio H 7001 .08 (NLO)

24620 Economics - Maps - 1911Atlases, British - 1911


1 v. : 55 maps ; 272 x 228 mm.
intro: L.W.Lyde; sgd Prov: Carl O. Sauer
Cf. Phillips 03360
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

PrCt

24621 Economics - Maps - 1914Atlases, British - 1914


1 atlas (lxvi p., 1 l. : 64 (i.e. 82) col. maps, tables, diagrs.) ; 29 cm.
Introduction by L.W. Lyde.
References: Phillips 4121; Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 142; OCLC 4753788.

H 3100 .1 (NLO)

24622 Economics - Maps - 1937Atlases, British - 1937


1 atlas (xii, 64 p. incl. 136 maps (part col.): diagrs.) ; 29 cm.
8th ed.
Introduction by L.W. Lyde.
References: Phillips 5425; OCLC 1369292.

folio H 3100 .103 (NLO)

24623 Economics - Maps - 1951Atlases, French - 1951


Authors: Larousse (Firm) -- Chardonnet, Jean, 1913 -- Librairie Larousse SEE Larousse (Firm)
1 atlas (xix, 1A-25E (i.e. 64) col. maps (part fold.) 46, 41 p.) ; 50 cm.
"Publie sous la direction de Jean Chardonnet."
In French, English and Spanish.
Text on verso of most maps.

LC Card Number map52000685

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Phillips 7463.
oversize G 10 .484 (NLO)

Authors: Oxford University Press -- Economist Intelligence Unit (Great Britain)
1 atlas : 50 maps ; 27 cm.
Edited by the Economist Intelligence Unit (Great Britain).
Phillips 5450.
H 3100 .649 (NLO)

Authors: Oxford University Press -- Economist Intelligence Unit (Great Britain) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 50 maps ; 27 cm.
Edited by the Economist Intelligence Unit (Great Britain).
Phillips 5450.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

24626 Economics - Maps - 1956<<>>Atlases, British - 1956 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Economist -- Oxford University Press
1 atlas (2 v. in 1) ; 26 cm.
Edited by staff of the Economist.
H 7001 .254 (NLO)

24627 Economics - Maps - 1959<<>>Atlases, British - 1959
Authors: Oxford University Press -- Economist Intelligence Unit (Great Britain) -- Campbell, Eila M. J. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 50 maps ; 262 x 195 mm.
2nd ed.
Previous owner: Eila M.J. Campbell
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Authors: Ginsburg, Norton Sydney -- University of Chicago. Press
1 atlas ; 25 cm.
folio H 3100 .342 (NLO)

Authors: Oxford University Press -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ; 257 x 192 mm.
2nd ed.
Alexander, Guide to atlases 1360; Lock, Modern maps and atlases 440.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

24630 Economics - Maps - 1972<<>>Atlases, British - 1972
Authors: Oxford University Press -- Jones, D. B. (David Brian) -- Economist Intelligence Unit (Great Britain). Oxford economic atlas of the world
1 atlas (viii, 239 p. col. maps.) ; 39 cm.
'Prepared by the Cartographic Department of the Clarendon Press.'
Previous editions prepared by the Economist Intelligence Unit.
Includes gazetteer and statistical supplement.
72-1382
LC Card Number: 72169337
ISBN 0198941064
map5C 4 (NLO)

Authors: Freeman, Michael J., 1950-- Aldcroft, Derek Howard -- Simon and Schuster, inc. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (xv, 167 p. : ill., 68 maps) ; 25 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 166-167).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 90026501
ISBN 0130507415 ; 9780130507419
Baskes HC59 .F734 1991 (NLO)

24632 Ecuador - Economic conditions - 1992
1 p

24633 Ecuador - Economic conditions - 1992
Authors: Marks, Russell E. -- Falk, Pamela S.
1 p
Travel Vertical File G5301 .G1 1984 .M3 (PrCt)

24634  Ecuador - Indian reservations - 1992
Authors: Brooke, James
1 p. : map

Travel Vertical File G5301 .E1 1992 .B7 (PrCt)

24635  Ecuador - Indian reservations - 1992
Authors: Yarbro, Stan
2 p.


24636  Ecuador - Maps - 1860 - Administrative and political divisions
Mapa para aclar el apéndice a la Geografía de la República del Ecuador. [Valparaíso : Imprenta y librería del Mercurio, de S. Tornero y Ca., 1860].
1 map ; 24 x 35 cm. folding to 23 x 14 cm.
In Villavicencio, Manuel, Geografía de la república del Ecuador. Apéndice (Valparaíso: Impr. y librería del Mercurio, de S. Tornero y Ca., 1860), at end.
Scale ca. 1:4,800,000;
Shows boundaries at various times of gobiernos, presidencias, comandancias, & obspados.
Stamps of John Crerar Library and Newberry Library on verso.
Ayer 1269 E3 V72 1858, app. [map] (PrCt)

Travel Vertical File G5301 .E1 1992 .V7 (PrCt)

24637  Ecuador - Maps - 1907
Authors: Lopez, Felicisimo -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 28 cm.
C:TWolf
Phillips 02763
Ayer 135 L82 1907 (NLO)

24638  Ecuador - Maps - 1938 (Provisional Heading)
Pequeno atlas geográgico del Ecuador.
Guayaquil : Morales, 1938.
Authors: Morales y Eloy, Juan -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 30 maps ; 233 x 173 mm.
Phillips 18360
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Travel Vertical File G5301 .E1 1992 .B7 (PrCt)

24639  Ecuador - Maps - 1942

Historical geography - Maps -
1942<<<Ecuador - Maps - Collections
Ecuador, atlas histórico-geográfico; Quito, los orígenes, el reino, la Audiencia y Presidencia, la República. Quito : Ministerio de Relaciones Exteriores, 1942.
Authors: Morales y Eloy, Juan -- Ecuador. Ministerio de Relaciones Exteriores -- Istituto geografico De Agostini
1 atlas ([2] leaves, 96 leaves of maps (chiefly col.)) ; 46 x 31 cm.
Includes reproductions of a number of early maps.
Notes on versos of some maps.
'Impreso en Italia en el Instituto Geografico De Agostini de Novara.'
Phillips 18357
LC Card Number map49000107
16869
ICN76
map6C 88 (NLO)

24640  Ecuador - Maps -1868
Ecuador / [Central Intelligence Agency].
Authors: United States. Central Intelligence Agency -- Magnus, Albert R.
1 map : col. ; on sheet 35 x 48 cm.
Scale 1:2,500,000.
Relief shown by shading and spot heights.
In lower left margin: 58054 9-68.
Includes inset of "Galapagos Islands (Archipiélago de Colón)," and 3 ancillary maps: Population. -- Economic activity. -- Vegetation.
map4F G3200 1967 .U5, Ecuador (PrCt)

24641  Ecuador - Maps - 1992
Authors: Davila, Violeta Jaramillo de -- Ecuador I. G. M. -- Edimpres -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 31 maps ; 211 x 281 mm.
8th ed.
C:EcuadorInstGeogMilit
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Travel Vertical File G5301 .E1 1992 .V7 (PrCt)

24642  Ecuador - Maps - 1994
Authors: Pena Novoa, Jaime -- Libresa -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 29 maps ; 317 x 220 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Travel Vertical File G5301 .E1 1992 .V7 (PrCt)

Authors: Insight guides -- APA Publications

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
The First three English books on America, 1521-1576. &c. by Richard Eden from the writings, maps, &c. of Pietro Martire ... Sebastian Münster ... Sebastian Cabot ... : with extracts, &c. from the works of other Spanish, Italian, and German writers of the time / edited by Edward Arber. Birmingham ; Edinburgh : Turnbull & Spears, 1885.


xlviii, 408 p. ; 29 cm.

Contents: The first English book on America: Of the newe landes and of ye people founde by the messengers of the Kyng of Portyngale, named Emanuel. Of the X dyuers nacyons crystened. Of Pope John and his landes and of the costely keyes and wonders molodyes that in that land is.

<Antwerp? 1511>. The life and labours of Richard Eden. -- The second English book on America. A treatise of the newe India, with other newe founde landes and ilandes, aswell eastwarde as westwarde, as they are knowne and found in these oure dayes, after the desciption of Sebastian Munster in his boke of vniversall Cosmographie ... Translated out of Latin into Englishe. By Rycharde Eden. <London. 1553> -- The third English book on America: The decades of the newe worlde or west India, conteynynge the navigations and conquestes of the Spanyardes, with the particular description of the moste ryches and large landes and ilandes lately founde in the west Ocean perteynyng to the inheritance of the kynge of Spayne ... Wrytten in the Latine tongue by Peter Martyr of Angleria, and translated into Englysshe by Rycharde Eden. Londini, in aedibus G. Powell. Anno 1555.

With reprints of original title pages. Preface contains an account of the earliest English voyages to America. Half-title "Richard Eden’s contributions to our literature" ... prefixed to his compilations. Index of personal names and names of places chiefly outside Europe.

Includes index.

Duplicate copy: G 801 .04

References: Thacher, II, p. 3 (Americana)

LC Card Number: 02007702

Ayer 7 .A75 1885 (NLO)


Authors: Sauthier, Claude Joseph -- Historic Urban Plans (Firm) -- Map Library (British Library)

1 map : 40 x 50 cm.

Facsimile of 1769 original; ’reproduced ... from a manuscript in the Map Room of the British
Illinois : 1870, 1894, 1910
Index to the three in one atlas of Edgar County,
Maps<<>>Landowners
Edgar County (Ill.)
Library, 1994]. iii, 111 leaves ; 29 cm.
[folio
1894, 1910 [Paris, Ill. : Edgar County Genealogy
three in o
Illinois... (Philadelphia: Warner & Higgins, 1870)
Facsimile reprints of 3 atlases bound
3 atlases in 1 v. : maps ; 36 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Facsimile reprints of 3 atlases bound into 1
volume: Atlas of Edgar County and the State of Illinois ...
(Philadelphia: Warner & Higgins, 1870)
-- Plat book of Edgar County, Illinois (Chicago:
American Atlas Company, 1894) -- Standard
atlas of Edgar County, Illinois (Chicago: Geo. A.
Ogle & Co., 1910).
Spine title: Atlas of Edgar County and the State
of Illinois, 1870.
Reproduced from original atlases in the the
Edgar County Historical Society.
Landowner names in all 3 atlases indexed by:
Hamilton, Lee H. and Linda Cary. Index to the
three in one atlas of Edgar County, Illinois : 1870,
1894, 1910 [Paris, Ill. : Edgar County Genealogy
Library, 1994]. iii, 111 leaves ; 29 cm. [folio
folio G1408.E2 A76 1870a (NLO)
24652 Edgar County (Ill.) - Maps - 1870-1910 -
Landowners<<>>Illinois - Maps -
1870<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners -
Maps
[Combined facsimile atlases of Edgar County,
Illinois, 1870, 1894, and 1910]. Evansville, Ind.
Unigraphic, 1974.
Authors: Warner & Higgins. Atlas of Edgar
County and the State of Illinois ... (1870) --
County, Illinois (1894) -- Geo. A. Ogle & Co.
Standard atlas of Edgar County, Illinois (1910) --
Unigraphic (Evansville, Ind.) -- Unigraphic
(Evansville, Ind.) [Combined facsimile atlases of
Edgar County, Illinois, 1870, 1894, and 1910]
(1974) -- Edgar County Historical Society
3 atlases in 1 v. : maps ; 36 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Facsimile reprints of 3 atlases bound into 1
volume: Atlas of Edgar County and the State of Illinois ...
(Philadelphia: Warner & Higgins, 1870)
-- Plat book of Edgar County, Illinois (Chicago:
American Atlas Company, 1894) -- Standard
atlas of Edgar County, Illinois (Chicago: Geo. A.
Ogle & Co., 1910).
Spine title: Atlas of Edgar County and the State
of Illinois, 1870.
Reproduced from original atlases in the the
Edgar County Historical Society.
Landowner names in all 3 atlases indexed by:
Hamilton, Lee H. and Linda Cary. Index to the
three in one atlas of Edgar County, Illinois : 1870,
1894, 1910 [Paris, Ill. : Edgar County Genealogy
Library, 1994]. iii, 111 leaves ; 29 cm. [folio
folio G1408.E2 A76 1870a (NLO)
24652 Edgar County (Ill.) - Maps - 1870-1910 -
Landowners - Indexes<<>>Counties -
Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
Index to the three in one atlas of Edgar County,
County Genealogy Library, 1994].
Authors: Hamilton, Lee H. (Lee Hybarger), 1928-
-- Cary, Linda Perkinson -- Edgar County
Genealogy Library
iii, 111 leaves ; 29 cm.
Index to: [Combined facsimile atlases of Edgar
County, Illinois, 1870, 1894, and 1910]
(Evansville, Ind.: Unigraphic, 1974) [folio
G1408.E2 A76 1870a]
Caption title: Name index to 1870, 1894, & 1910
Edgar Co., Illinois atlas.
'Alphabetical listing of all names which appear on
the township and/or town maps for each year.
The names are followed by section number(s) for
each township. The next column is the page
number of the map where the name can be
found, and the last column is the township
abbreviation ... This Index is an important
research tool since the 1890 Census was
destroyed'--P. i.
In light blue binder.
folio F 547.E25 H33 1994 (NLO)
24653 Edgar County (Ill.) - Maps - 1870 -
Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners -
Maps [Edgar County (Ill.) - 1870: LC G&M land
ownership maps on microfiche]. [Washington,
D.C.] : LC G&M Division, [1983?].
Authors: Warner & Higgins -- Library of
Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC
G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 6 parts; 4 are 27 x 20.5 in. each
and 2 are 27 x 22 in. each. Scale 1:36,205.
Originally published Philadelphia: Warner &
Higgins, 1870.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing
19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map
Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
[Washington, D.C. : Library of Congress,
Geography and Map Division, 1983?].
Microfiche 583, no. 111 (PrCt)
24654 Edgartown (Mass.) - Pictorial works - 1886
Edgartown, Duke's County, Martha's Vineyard ...
Authors: Geo. H. Walker & Co. -- Historic Urban
Plans (Firm)
1 birds-eye-view ; 29 x 53 cm.
Facsimile of original published Boston: G.H.
Walker & Co., 1886.
Margins includes vignettes of buildings.
Includes references: A-Z.
394
map4F G3764.E3A3 1886 W3 1976 (PrCt)
24655 Edgefield County (S.C.) - Maps - 1825 -
Landowners<<>>McCormick County (S.C.) - Maps -
1825 - Landowners<<>>Greenwood
County (S.C.) - Maps - 1825 -
Landowners<<>>Saluda County (S.C.) - Maps
Latin letterpress text on verso under title:
Edenbyrgcvm.
Issued in volume of 8 in Jansson's townbook atlases, collectively known as The Theatrvm urbium (Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657).

**Case oversize G 117 .452, v. 1, [plate 11] (PrCt)**

24662 Edinburgh (Scotland) - Maps - 1792
Authors: Andrews, John, 1736-1809 -- Andrews, John, 1736-1809. A Collection of plans of the most capital cities of ... Europe and ... the world [1792?] -- Stockdale, John, 1749?-1814
1 map : 18 x 30 cm.

**Case folio G 13 .036 pl. 2 (PrCt)**

24663 Edinburgh (Scotland) - Maps - 1834-Edinburgh Castle (Edinburgh, Scotland) - Maps - 1834 - Pictorial works
* Edinburgh. [London] : Chapman and Hall, 1834 [i.e.1844].
1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 39 cm.
‘With the permission of Messrs. Laing and Forbes from their large Plan’
‘Drawn by W.B. Clarke archt.’
‘Engraved by E. Turrell.’
Inset view (6 x 6 cm.): Edinburgh Castle.
Bottom margin includes elevation drawings of prominent buildings.

**oversize Ayer 135 .S67 1844 v. 2, pl. [176] (PrCt)**

24664 Edinburgh (Scotland) - Maps - 1840

Authors: Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- Brown, John (Engraver) -- Dymoke, Edmund
Lionel Wells -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
2nd ed.
One map by J. Brown.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
No. 1 of 4 titles bound together.
In a volume of 4 titles bound together.
Armorial bookplate: Edmund Lionel Wells Dymoke.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes DA890.E3 B53 1840 (NLO)**

24665 Edinburgh (Scotland) - Maps - 1840 - Pictorial works
* Edinburgh. [Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, 1840].
Authors: Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846 -- Lea & Blanchard -- Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (1840)
1 view ; 4 x 10 cm.
In: Murray, Hugh. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, successors to Carey & Co., for George W. Gorton, 1840) v. 1, p. 416.
Wax engraving.

**G 11 .607 v. 1, p. 416 (PrCt)**

24666 Edinburgh (Scotland) - Maps - 1855
Authors: Bartholomew, John, 1831-1893 -- Lizzars, W. H. (William Home), 1788-1859 -- John Bartholomew and Son
1 map : 23 x 27 cm. on sheet 44 x 59 cm.
Facsimile of original published [ca. 1855]. Vignettes in margins.

**map2F G5774.E3 1855 B3 1970 (PrCt)**

24667 Edinburgh (Scotland) - Maps - 1872-Peterhead (Scotland) - Maps - 1872 - Harbors-Aberdeen (Scotland) - Maps - 1872- Dundee (Scotland) - Maps - 1872 - Firth of (Scotland) - Maps - 1872
Authors: Bartholomew, John, 1831-1893 -- Fullarton & Co. -- A. Fullarton & Co. The Royal illustrated atlas of modern geography [1872?]
5 maps : col. ; 23 x 29 cm. and smaller, on sheet 48 x 32 cm.
Collective title at lower right.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
24668 **Edinburgh (Scotland) - Maps - 1890**

*Edinburghshire: sheet 2.* [198-].

Authors: Great Britain. Ordnance Survey
1 map ; 61 x 91 cm.
Facsimile of original published Southampton, Eng.: Ordnance Survey, 1890.
Scale 1:10,560.
84-71736
map6F G5774.E3 1890 G7 198- (PrCt)

24669 **Edinburgh (Scotland) - Maps - 1892**

*Pocket guide to Edinburgh.* Edinburgh : Bartholomew, 1892.
Authors: John Bartholomew & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 9 maps
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)** (PrCt)

24670 **Edinburgh (Scotland) - Maps - 1923-1924**

*A Pictorial and descriptive guide to Edinburgh and its environs : with three street plans, map of the district, and plans of the castle, St. Giles’s cathedral, etc.* London : Ward, Lock & Co., [1923 or 1924].
Authors: Ward, Lock and Company, ltd. -- Ward Lock guides -- John Bartholomew and Son -- Butler & Tanner Ltd. -- Walker, P. G. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
7th ed., rev.
Publication date from binder's instructions.
Cover title: Edinburgh
Maps by John Bartholomew & Son.
Printed by Butler & Tanner.
'Sixty illustrations'
Includes index, advertisements and business directories.
Series title from cover.
Series: Ward Lock & Co.'s illustrated guide books
; Ward Lock guides.
Owner's inscription: Please return to P.G. Walker, 212 Gladstone Street, Bradford.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
**Baskes G153 .W3 Edinburgh (1923) (NLO)**

24671 **Edinburgh (Scotland) - Maps - 1940**

*A Pictorial and descriptive guide to Edinburgh : with motor tours to Roslin, the Forth Bridge, Melrose, Abbotsford, Linlithgow, Stirling, etc.* London : Ward, Lock & Co., [1940?].
Authors: Ward, Lock and Company, ltd. -- Ward Lock guides -- Ward Lock & Co.'s illustrated guide books
83 p. : maps, ill. ; 16 cm.
Series: The Blue guides -- Blue guide.
LC Card Number: 55017794
G 433 .6 (NLO)
24675 Edinburgh (Scotland) - Maps - 1964
Authors: Geographical Association. Edinburgh Branch -- City Litho Co. (Edinburgh, Scotland) -- Campbell, Elia M. J. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([5], 39 p.) : ill., 30 maps ; 25 x 38 cm. Cover title.
"Printed by the City Litho Co., Montgomery Street, Edinburgh."--P. [2], first sequence. Scales differ.
Form part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: map65001065
Baskes folio G1829.E2 G4 1964 (NLO)

24676 Edinburgh (Scotland) - Maps - 1988
Authors: Automobile Association (Great Britain) -- Sheldrick, Betty -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 11 maps
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

24677 Edinburgh (Scotland) - Maps - 1929
Authors: Cowan, William, 1851-1929 -- Watson, Charles Brodie Boog
136 p. : front. (port.) ; 24 cm.
Series: Edinburgh collection: catalogues, 1
Formerly lower case g 10433 .19
'First edition printed in 'The book of the Old Edinburgh club', vol. XII, 1923, under the title 'The maps of Edinburgh, 1544-1851'.
LC Card Number: 33022701
Map Ref Z6027.E3 C8 1932 (NLO)

24678 Edinburgh (Scotland) - Pictorial works - 1544 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Authors: British Library. Manuscript. Cotton Augustus I. ii. 56 -- Bannatyne Club (Edinburgh, Scotland)
1 view : hand col. ; 28 x 44 cm.
Lithographic redrawing of MS British Library Cotton Augustus I. ii. 56.
In: The Bannatyne miscellany; containing original papers and tracts, chiefly relating to the history and literature of Scotland (Edinburgh: Bannatyne Club, 1827), v. 19, opp. p. 184 [Y 1244 .07 v. 19].

Edinburgh (Scotland) - Pictorial works - 1785<<>>Stirling (Stirling, Scotland) - Pictorial works - 1785<<>>Aberdeen (Scotland) - Pictorial works - 1785<<>>Glasgow (Scotland) - Pictorial works - 1785<<>>Fortrose (Scotland) - Pictorial works - 1785<<>>Channery Town (Scotland) - Pictorial works - 1785<<>>Edinburgh Castle (Edinburgh, Scotland) - Pictorial works - 1785<<>>St. Andrews (Scotland) - Pictorial works - 1785<<>>Dunottar Castle (Scotland) - Pictorial works - 1785<<>>Bass Rock (Scotland) - Pictorial works - 1785<<>>Montrose (Scotland) - Pictorial works - 1785 Views of the principal towns and castles in Scotland: for Mr. Tindal's continuation of Mr. Rapin's history. [London: s.n., ca. 1785?]. Authors: Rapin de Thoyras, M. [Maps and plans of Tindal's continuation of Rapin's History of England] [1785-1789?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 11 views; 9 x 23 cm. and smaller on sheet 43 x 48 cm. Title in bottom margin. Contents: Edinburgh -- Stirling -- Aberdeen -- Sterling Castle -- Glasgow -- Channery Town in Ross -- Edinburgh Castle -- St. Andrews -- Dunotyr Castle in Merns -- The Bass -- Montrose. In: Rapin de Thoyras, M. [Maps and plans of Tindal's continuation of Rapin's History of England] [London: John Harrison?, 1785-1789?].

oversize Ayer 135 .T5 1732 map [3] (PrCt)


VAULT folio Ayer 135 .C8 1689 pl. 63 (PrCt)

Edisto River (S.C.) - Maps - 1780 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript

Sketch of the harbour of North Edisto, 2d March 1780. [197-?]. Authors: Faden, William, 1749-1836 -- Faden map collection 1 map; on sheet 64 x 46 cm. Reduced photocopy of anonymous manuscript compiled in 1780; reproduced from original in the Faden collection (no. 47) at the Library of Congress. Scale of original [ca. 1:63,360]. Oriented with north toward the upper right. Depths shown by soundings. Series: Faden collection; 47 Cf. OCLC 5564636

map2F G3912.N6P5 1780 S5 197- (PrCt)


Edmonton (Alta.) - Maps - 1979 - Road maps - Edmonton Region (Alta.) - Maps - 1979 - Road maps - Proofs (Printing) - 1979 - Specimens - Road maps Edmonton: complete map of city and suburbs
including points of interest / Rolph-McNally.
Authors: Rolph-McNally Limited -- Melnyk
Drafting Service Ltd. -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 67 x 73 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"1979 edition."
Panel title.
Added title: Edmonton and vicinity.
"Published by Rolph McNally Limited, Toronto."
"© Melnyk Drafting Service Ltd., 1971."
Printer's proof (?) ; verso blank.
Panel art: Color photo of downtown Edmonton.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2353 (PrCt)

24687 Edmonton (Alta.) - Maps - 1992 - Road maps
Allmaps StreetFinder : Edmonton & region, St.
Albert, Sherwood Park, Fort Saskatchewan.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Allmaps
Canada Limited -- Rand McNally and Company.
StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 atlas (55 p.) : col. maps ; 7 x 5 cm.
Cover title.
$4.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 088640729X
RMcN StrFdr 1992 .E35 (PrCt)

24688 Edward Stanford Ltd. - Map industry and trade - England - History - Stanfords (Firm)
SEE Edward Stanford Ltd.
The Mapmakers : a history of Stanfords / Peter
Authors: Whitfield, Peter, 1947- -- Stanfords
(Firm) SEE Edward Stanford Ltd.
128 p. : ill. (some col.) ; 21 x 27 cm.
Includes index.
ISBN 1902579755 ; 9781902579757
Z326 .W458 2003 (NLO)

24689 Edwards County (Ill.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners - Counties - Maps
Family maps of Edwards County, Illinois : with
homesteads, roads, waterways, towns, cemeteries, railroads, and more / by Gregory A.
Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960- -- Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)
174 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
1st ed.
'Deluxe edition.'
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or
similar land patents, as recorded on the database
of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal
Bureau of Land Management
(www.glorecords.blm.gov).
'3 maps per township: homesteads & other land
patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.'
Includes maps showing county location within
state, surrounding counties, congressional
townsships within the county, cities and towns
within the county, and county cemeteries. There
is also an index of surnames for county patents
(with parcel-counts for each surname), and a
surname/township index (with parcel-counts for
each surname by township).
Includes indexes.
Series: Family maps
ISBN 1420307363 ; 9781420307368
Local History Ref F547.E3 B69 2007 (NLO)

**VAULT Ayer MS 289 map 2 (NLO)**

24691 Edwards County (Ill.) - Maps - 1822 - Counties - Maps

24692 Edwards County (Ill.) - Maps - 1891 - Landowners - Counties - Maps

24693 Edwards County (Ill.) - Maps - 1907 - Landowners - Counties - Maps

24694 Edwards County (Ill.) - Maps - 1919 - Landowners - Counties - Maps

24695 Edwards County (Tex.) - Maps - 1893 - Landowners - Counties - Maps


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
24697 Edwards, James E. Trigonometrical Land Chart, 1800
Authors: Bartlett, Alan -- International Map Collectors' Society
In IMCoS Map Fair & Exhibition 1987, p.36-37: map..
BHC 1251
Vert 870 (PrCt)

24698 Edwardsville (Ill.) - Maps - 1959 - Road maps
Street map of Edwardsville, Illinois / issued by Edwardsville Intelligencer ; supplied by Edwardsville, Illinois Chamber of Commerce.
Edwardsville, Ill. Flagg & Corlew, c1959.
Authors: Edwardsville Intelligencer (Ill.) -- Chamber of Commerce (Edwardsville, Ill.) -- Flagg & Corlew (Edwardsville, Ill.) -- Edwardsville (Ill.). Chamber of Commerce SEE Chamber of Commerce (Edwardsville, Ill.)
1 map ; 55 x 51 cm.
Includes street index and note about "proposed site of Southern Illinois University branch."
map4F G4104.E43P2 1959 .E3 (PrCt)

24699 Effigy Mounds National Monument (Iowa) - Tourism - 1973
Effigy Mounds National Monument : Iowa.
Authors: National Park Service
1 leaflet (6-fold) ; photos, ills, map ; fold. to 24 x 10 cm

24700 Effingham County (Ill.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners - Maps
Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960- -- Arphax Pub. Co. (Normal, Okla.)
258 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
1st ed.
'Deluxe edition. Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov). "3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads." Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname by township). Includes indexes. Series: Family maps
ISBN 1420304690 ; 9781420304695
Local History Ref F547.E4 B69 2007 (NLO)

24701 Effingham County (Ill.) - Maps - 1949 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps
Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Effingham County Farm Bureau (Ill.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([34] p.) : 15 maps ; 22 x 28 cm.
Cover title.
"Sponsored by the Effingham County Farm Bureau."--Cover.
Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Scale not given.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G4103.E4G46 1949 .R58 (NLO)

24702 Effingham County (Ill.) - Maps - 1980 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps
Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Effingham County Farm Bureau (Ill.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (44 p.) : 27 maps ; 28 cm.
Rev. 1980.
Cover title.
Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Includes index to owners and business directory.
Scale [1:50,688].
Township maps of scale 1 1/4 in. to 1 mile.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 81675382

24703 Eger (Hungary) - History - Siege, 1552
Rervm ad agriam anno M.D.LII gestarum, breuis narratio Ioan. Sambuci. [Basileae : H. Petri, 1574].
Authors: Zsámboki, János, 1531-1584 -- Schardius, Simon 1535-1573. Historicivm opvs in qvatvor tomos divismv 1574 p. 1717-1730 ; 33 cm.
References: Karrow, Mapmakers of the 16th Century 65/C.
Case F 47 .78, v. 2, p. 1717-1730 (NLO)

24704 Eger (Hungary) - Maps - 1689

VAULT folio Ayer 135 .C8 1689 pl. 42 (PrCt)

24705 Eger (Hungary) - Pictorial works - 1552<<<Egrana (Hungary) SEE Eger (Hungary)<<Woodcuts


VAULT folio Ayer 7 .M8 1552, p. 796-797 (PrCt)

24706 Eger (Hungary) - Pictorial works - 1567 - Fortification<<<Erlau (Germany) SEE Eger (Hungary)<<Agría (Hungary) SEE Eger (Hungary)

**Agría, forzezza nel paese di Ongheria ... Venetia [Venice : Bolognino Zaltieri], 1567 [i.e. 1569].** Authors: Ballino, Giulio, d. ca. 1592 -- Zenoi, Domenico, fl. 1560-1580 -- Ballino, Giulio, d. ca. 1592. De' disegni delle più illustri città, et fortezze del mondo ... (1569) -- Zaltieri, Bolognino, fl. 1555-1576 1 view ; 20 x 28 cm. View of the fortifications of Eger (previously known as Erlau, Germany). Letterpress text on verso. In: Ballino, Giulio. De' disegni delle più illustri città, et fortezze del mondo ... (Venice: Bolognino Zaltieri, 1569), plate [23].

VAULT Case folio G 117 .06, plate [23] (PrCt)

24707 Eger (Hungary) - Pictorial works - 1617


Case oversize G 117 .452, v. 2, [plate 1] (PrCt)

_L'Egypte antico._ Rome : Calcografia camerale, 1798 [i.e. 1801].
Authors: Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824 -- Calcografia camerale (Rome, Italy) -- Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824. Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (1792-1801) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 33 cm.
Map dated 1800.

oversize Ayer 135 .C33 1792 v. 3 pl. 48 (PrCt)


_Ancient Egypt._ London : Chapman and Hall, 1831 [i.e.1844].
Authors: Chapman and Hall -- J. & C. Walker (Firm) -- Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (Great Britain) -- Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (Great Britain).
Maps of the Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (1844) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 31 cm.

oversize Ayer 135 .S67 1844 v. 2, pl. [121] (PrCt)


Authors: Long, George, 1800-1879 -- J. & C. Walker (Firm) -- Baldwin & Cradock -- Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (Great Britain) -- Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (Great Britain). A Series of maps, modern and ancient (1829-1831)
1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 29 cm.
By G. Long, prof. Greek, Lond. Universy.'
Issued, with another map, in paper cover with letterpress text at bottom: No. 11 containing:
Ancient Egypt. Modern ditto.

oversize G 1001 .82 fasicule 11, map [1] (PrCt)


Authors: Baines, John, 1946 -- Málek, Jaromír -- Stonehenge Press -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (240 p. : ill. (chiefly col.), 33 col. maps) ; 31 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 231-232) and index.
Map on endpapers.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 90023074
ISBN 0867065508 (trade) : 9780867065503 (trade) ; 0867065516 (lib. bdg.) ; 9780867065510 (lib. bdg.)

Baskes folio DT56.9 .B33 1991 (NLO)

24730 Egypt - Maps - 1540 >> Woodcuts

_Tabvla Africae III._ [Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1540].
Authors: Ptolemy, active 2nd century -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Ptolemy, active 2nd century.
Geographia (1540) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. woodcut ; 25 x 32 cm., mounted on backing sheet 31 x 38 cm.
Letterpress title above woodcut map with letterpress place names.
Letterpress no. 15 and text on verso: Aegyptvm Marmaricam et Cyrenaicam, continet haec tertia Africae tabula ...
Forms part of an incomplete copy of Sebastian Münster's 1540 edition of Ptolemy's Geography (lacking intervening pages of text between maps).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copies (complete with full text,
24731 Egypt - Maps - 1552<<>>Nile River Valley - Maps - 1552<<>>Woodcuts
Aegyptvs. [Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552].
Authors: Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552. Cosmographiae uniuersalis ... (1552) -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : woodcut ; 18 x 16 cm., on sheet 32 x 21 cm.
Title in uppercase lettering at center of map.
In: Münster, Sebastian. Cosmographiae uniuersalis ... (Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552), p. 1127.
VAULT folio Ayer 7 .M8 1552, p. 1127 (PrCt)

24732 Egypt - Maps - 1566
Authors: Forlani, Paolo -- [Italian assembled-to-order atlas] [ca. 1575?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 249 x 332 mm. (neat line)
Manuscript note on verso: Egypto a fo 1.
In: [Italian assembled-to-order atlas] [Venice?: s.n., ca. 1575?], plate [40].
Woodward 49.
Tooley 193.
Duplicate copy: Novacco 4F 407.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .L2 1575 AI, plate [40] (PrCt)

24733 Egypt - Maps - 1566
Authors: Forlani, Paolo -- Lange, Otto, 1879-1944 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 250 x 332 mm. (neat line), 266 x 347 mm. (plate mark)
Manuscript '262' at upper right; binding stub on verso.
Woodward 49.
Tooley 193.
Ex Lange.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Duplicate copy: VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .L2 1575 AI pl. [40].
h12
Novacco 4F 407 (PrCt)

24734 Egypt - Maps - 1570
La Nova et copiosa descrizione di tvtto l'Egitto l'anno M.D. LXX. [Venice? s.n.], M.D. LXX [1570].
Authors: Forlani, Paolo -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 248 x 325 mm. (neat line), 262 x 340 mm. (plate mark)
Anonymous map derived from Paolo Forlani's 1566 map; see Novacco 4F 407.
Duplicate copy (lacking watermark): Novacco 4F 407.5.
Woodward 89.
Tooley 194.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
h12.5
Novacco 2F 244 (PrCt)

24735 Egypt - Maps - 1570
La Nova et copiosa descrizione di tvtto l'Egitto l'anno M.D. LXX. [Venice? s.n.], M.D. LXX [1570].
Authors: Forlani, Paolo -- Sotheby's (Firm) -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 246 x 322 mm. (neat line), 260 x 337 mm. (plate mark)
Anonymous map derived from Paolo Forlani's 1566 map; see Novacco 4F 407.
Lacks watermark.
Duplicate copy (with watermark): Novacco 2F 244.
Acquired 14 Dec. 2000 in Sotheby's sale no. L00720 (London, Bond Street); see The Travel sale: books, maps, atlases ... and topographical pictures (London: Sotheby's, 2000) lot no. 267; see Map Info File for Novacco 2F 29.5.
Woodward 89.
Tooley 194.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
h12.7
Novacco 4F 407.5 (PrCt)

24736 Egypt - Maps - 1625
Authors: Purchas, Samuel, 1577?-1626 -- Hondius, Jodocus, 1563-1612 -- Purchas, Samuel, 1577?-1626. Purchas his pilgrimes
24737 Egypt - Maps - 1626


Authors: Purchas, Samuel, 1577?--1626 -- Hondius, Jodocus, 1563-1612 -- Purchas, Samuel, 1577?--1626. Purchas his pilgrimes (1626) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : copper engraving ; 13.8 x 17.8 cm. on sheet 32 x 21 cm.


VAULT Ayer 110 .P9 1626, p. 831 (PrCt)

24738 Egypt - Maps - 1700

*Nova Aegypti tabula*. [Amsterdam : Frederik de Wit, ca. 1700?].

Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Wit, Frederik de. Atlas [ca. 1700?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 42 x 51 cm.

Oriented with north at left.

In: Wit, Frederik de, Atlas (Amsterdam : bij Frederick de Wit in de Calverstraet bij den Dam inde Witte Paskaelt. [ca. 1700?]) no. [86].

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .W8 A no. [86] (PrCt)

24739 Egypt - Maps - 1753

*Carte de l’Egypte ancienne et moderne / dressée sur celle du R.P. Sicard et autres ... par le Sr. Robert de Vaugondy ... ; Haussard*. [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy], 1753.

Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Sicard, Claude, 1677-1726 -- Haussard, Elisabeth -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1758?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 63 x 45 cm.


"Egypte" -- oversize letterpress title stamped on verso.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1757, [plate 101] (PrCt)

24740 Egypt - Maps - 1753

*Carte de l’Egypte ancienne et moderne / dressée sur celle du R.P. Sicard et autres ... par le Sr. Robert de Vaugondy ... ; Haussard*. [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy], 1753.

Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Sicard, Claude, 1677-1726 -- Haussard, Elisabeth -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1790?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 63 x 45 cm.

In: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles. Atlas universel / par M. Robert ... et par M. Robert de Vaugondy son fils ... (A Paris : Chez De la Marche, géographe, rue du Foin St. Jacques, Collège de Me. Gervais, 1757, [i.e. 1790?]), [plate 101].

"101" -- oversize letterpress number stamped on verso.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1790, [plate 101] (PrCt)

24741 Egypt - Maps - 1765

*Egypte nommée dans le pays Missir / par le Sr. d’Anville ... ; Haussard*. [Paris : M DCC LXV [1765]].


1 map on composite sheet ; 68 x 41 cm.

Upper right margin: P 218 I.

Printed from 2 plates.

In composite atlas without title page: Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d’. À Venise [Venice] : par P. Santini ; Chez M. Remondini, 1779.

Authors: Sicard, Claude, 1677-1726 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Santini, P. --

From the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1019 .A59 1766, [plate 8] (PrCt)

24742 Egypt - Maps - 1779

*Carte de l’Egypte ancienne et moderne / dressée sur celle du R. P. Sicard et autres ... par le Robert de Vaugondy, À Venise [Venice] ; par P. Santini ; Chez M. Remondini, 1779.*

Authors: Sicard, Claude, 1677-1726 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Santini, P. --

From the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1019 .A59 1786, [plate 34] (PrCt)
Remondini, Guiseppe Antonio, 1747-1811 -- Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (1784 [i.e. 1807]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 62 x 44 cm.
In: Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (Venice : par P. Santini, rue Ste. Justine, chez M. Remondini, 1784 [i.e. 1807]), v. 2, no. "P. II. 41"
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .S4 1807, v. 2, no. 41 (PrCt)

24743 Egypt - Maps - 1786<<>>Egypt - Historical geography - Maps - 1786
Antient and modern Egypt / by Samuel Dunn.
London : Printed for Robt. Sayer ... as the Act directs, 10 June, 1786.
Authors: Dunn, Samuel, -1794 -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Dunn, Samuel, -1794. A New atlas of the mundane system ... [1789?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 44 x 31 cm., on sheet 57 x 47 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:2,250,000]
Relief shown pictorially and by hachures.
Prime meridian: Ferro.
In: Dunn, Samuel. A New atlas of the mundane system, or, Of geography and cosmography ... (London : Printed for Robert Sayer and Co., [1789?]), [plate 35].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .D86 1789 [plate 35] (NLO)

24744 Egypt - Maps - 1794<<>>Egypt - Historical geography - Maps - 1794
Antient and modern Egypt / by Samuel Dunn.
London : Laurie & Whittle, 1794.
Authors: Dunn, Samuel, -1794 -- Laurie & Whittle -- Dunn, Samuel, -1794. A New atlas of the mundane system ... (1800) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 44 x 31 cm., on sheet 59 x 47 cm.
"Published by Laurie & Whittle, 53 Fleet Street, London, as the Act directs, 12th May 1794."
Scale [ca. 1:2,250,000]
Relief shown pictorially and by hachures.
Prime meridian: Ferro.
In: Dunn, Samuel. New atlas of the mundane system, or, Of geography and cosmography ... (London : Printed and published by Robert Laurie and James Whittle ... (successors to the late Mr. Robert Sayer), 1800), [plate 35].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .D86 1800 [plate 35] (NLO)

24745 Egypt - Maps - 1798

L'Egitto antico e moderno delineato sulle ultime osservazioni. Rome : Calcografia camerale, 1798 [i.e. 1801].
Authors: Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824 -- Calcografia camerale (Rome, Italy) -- Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824. Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (1792-1801) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 43 x 30 cm.
Map dated 1798.
oversize Ayer 135 .C33 1792 v. 3 pl. 13 (PrCt)

24746 Egypt - Maps - 1798<<>>Napoleon I, Emperor of the French, 1769-1821 - Egyptian campaign, 1798-1799 - Maps
Map of Egypt, drawn from the latest authorities, and intended to illustrate the military operations of General Bonaparte. [London : J. Carpenter, and Co., 1798].
Authors: British military library, or, Journal -- J. Carpenter and Co., publisher, London 1 map ; 46 x 27 cm. fold. to 21 x 26 cm.
In British military library, or, Journal no. 2 (November 1798), opposite p. 80.
Scale ca. 1:1,950,000.
Very closely trimmed at top and bottom, with possible loss of publisher's or engraver's imprint. Includes table of ancient and modern placenames.
Case U 007 .131, v. 1, opposite p. 80 (PrCt)

Description de l'Egypte : atlas geographique.
Paris : Panckoucke, 1826.
Authors: Jacotin, Pierre, 1765-1827 -- Dépôt de la guerre (France) -- France. Armée -- France. Commission des monuments de l'Égypte. La Description de l'Egypte (1809-1828) -- Panckoucke, C. L. F. (Charles Louis Fleury), 1780-1844 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 50 maps ; 682 x 548 mm.
2nd ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Carte topographique de l'Égypte et de plusieurs parties des pays limitrophes ... Paris : [Dépôt de la guerre?, 1828?].

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Jacotin, Pierre, 1765-1827 -- Dépôt de la guerre (France) -- France. Armée -- France. Commission des monuments de l’Égypte. La Description de l’Égypte (1809-1828) -- Institut d’Égypte (1798-1801) -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas : 48 maps ; 110 x 73 cm.

‘Construite par M. Jacotin, Colonel au Corps des Ingénieurs-Geographes Militaires ...’

‘Gravée au Dépôt de la guerre.’

Scale 1:100,000.

Includes index map to 47 topographic sheets.


Cl. g 71 .51
Cl. OCLC 3712750.

Two copies; shelved in 4th floor stacks, west end of aisle 6, on bottom two shelves (Dec. 2006). An uncataloged duplicate copy forms part of the Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library); duplicate shelved in so-called 'Egyptian Cabinet' opposite the Special Collections service desk (Dec. 2006).

Case oversize G 71 .31 [copies 1 and 2] (NLO)


Authors: Jacotin, Pierre, 1765-1827 -- Dépôt de la guerre (France) -- France. Armée -- France. Commission des monuments de l’Égypte. La Description de l’Égypte (1809-1828) -- Institut d’Égypte (1798-1801) -- Institut d’Égypte (1918-) -- Aliksandrina (Library) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 computer optical disc : col. ; 4 3/4 in.

Title from disc surface.

Digitized version of the 11 plate volumes, 9 text volumes, and index volume of the printed report by more than 150 scholars and scientists from L’Institut d’Égypte, who accompanied Napoleon Bonaparte in 1798 on a French military expedition to study Egyptian artifacts. Presented in collaboration with L’Institut d’Égypte.

System requirements: PC with Pentium 3 Processor (700 MHz); 128 MB RAM; Windows 2000/XP; DVD-ROM drive.

Scientific expeditions --Egypt.

Work in French, interface and printed instruction sheet in French or English.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

CD-ROM DT46 .D47 2004 (NLO)


Authors: Enouy, Joseph Christopher -- Institut français d’archéologie orientale du Caire -- Laurie & Whittle -- Laurie & Whittle. A New and elegant imperial sheet atlas comprehending general and particular maps of every part of the world ... [1801?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Scientific Institute at Cairo SEE Institut français d’archéologie orientale du Caire -- Egypt. Scientific Institute at Cairo SEE Institut français d’archéologie orientale du Caire -- Cairo (Egypt). Scientific Institute SEE Institut français d’archéologie orientale du Caire

1 map : hand col. ; 62 x 44 cm.

In Robert Laurie and James Whittle. A New and elegant imperial sheet atlas comprehending general and particular maps of every part of the world ... (London : printed and published by R. Laurie and J. Whittle, 1800 [i.e. 1801?]) no. 44. Stamped "44" on verso.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .R63 1801 no. 44 (NLO)

24751 Egypt - Maps - 1802 Egypt. [London] : Cadell and Davies [et al], 1802 [i.e. 1807].

Authors: Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826 -- Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Lowry, fl. 1802-1807 -- Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d’, 1697-1782 -- Cadell & Davies -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826. Modern geography ... (1807) 1 map ; 25 x 20 cm.

From D’Anville.

‘Published March. 1st, 1802 ...’


folio G 11 .693 v. 3, opp. p. 833 (PrCt)

24752 Egypt - Maps - 1802-1814 Lower Egypt and the adjacent deserts, with part of Palestine ... MDCCCLII. London : W. Faden, 1814 [i.e. 1817?].


‘Second edition Jany. 1st. 1814.’


oversize G 10 .282 pl. 50 (PrCt)

24753 Egypt - Maps - 1802<<>>Napoleon I, Emperor of the French, 1769-1821 - Egyptian
campaign, 1798-1799 - Maps
Voyage dans la Basse et la Haute Égypte, pendant les campagnes de Bonaparte, en 1798 et 1799 ... Atlas. [Paris : s.n., 1802].
Authors: Denon, Vivant, 1747-1825
1 atlas ([4] p. front., CX pl.) ; 53 cm.
Imperfect: pl. I wanting.
oversize G 71 .22 (NLO)

24757 Egypt - Maps - 1813<<>>Nile River Valley - Maps - 1813
Authors: Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Neele, George -- Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824. Neele's general atlas : consisting of a complete set of maps compiled from the best authorities ... (1814 [i.e. 1815]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 27 x 21 cm.
In: Neele, Samuel John and George. Neele's general atlas : consisting of a complete set of maps compiled from the best authorities, and including all the new discoveries (London : [Samuel and George Neele] ; Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme, and Brown ; Cadell & Davies, 1814 [i.e. 1815]), [plate 50].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Engraved no. XXXIV at upper right.
Baskes folio G1019 .N4 1814, [plate 50] (PrCt)

24758 Egypt - Maps - 1813<<>>Nile River Valley - Maps - 1813
Egypt. London : Cadell & Davies [et al], 1813 [i.e. 1815].
Authors: Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826 -- Hebert, Lewis, fl. 1809-1838 -- Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Cadell & Davies -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826. A Modern atlas : from the latest and best authorities ... (1815) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 68 x 48 cm.
Drawn under the direction of Mr. Pinkerton by L. Hebert.'
Running title in upper margin: Pinkerton's modern atlas.
oversize Ayer 135 .C3 1811 pl. 45 (PrCt)

24759 Egypt - Maps - 1818<<>>Nile River Valley - Maps - 1818
Egypt / drawn under the direction of Mr. Pinkerton by L. Hebert ; Neele sculp. 352 Strand. Philada. [Philadelphia] : Published by Dobson, [1818].
Authors: Hebert, Lewis, fl. 1809-1838 -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826 -- Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Dobson, Thomas, 1751-1823 -- Thomas Dobson and Son -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826. A Modern atlas : from the latest and best authorities exhibiting the various divisions of the world ... (1818)
1 map : hand col. ; 68 x 49 cm.
Running title: Pinkerton's modern atlas
In: Pinkerton, John. A Modern atlas : from the

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Egypt - Maps - 1823


Authors: Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1790--1823 -- Hall, Sidney -- Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823. A New general atlas constructed from the latest authorities ... (1823) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 20 x 25 cm.

In: Arrowsmith, Aaron. A New general atlas constructed from the latest authorities ... Exhibiting the boundaries and divisions, also the chains of mountains and other geographical features of all the known countries in the world (Edinburgh ; London : A. Constable & Co., 1823), pl. 35.

folio Ayer 135 .A65 1823 pl. 46 (PrCt)

Egypt - Maps - 1825

Arabian Peninsula - Maps - 1825

Egypt. [Philadelphia ; New York etc. Samuel F. Bradford and Murray, Fairman and Co., Peter A. Mesier etc., 1825?].


1 map ; 38 x 23 cm.


Ayer 135 .R29 plate [34] (PrCt)

Egypt - Maps - 1826

Egypt. Philadelphia : A. Finley, [1826].

Authors: Finley, A. (Anthony) -- Young & Delleker -- Finley, A. (Anthony). A New general atlas, comprising a complete set of maps, representing the grand divisions of the globe ... (1826)

1 map ; hand col. ; 28 x 21 cm.

In: Finley, Anthony. A New general atlas, comprising a complete set of maps, representing the grand divisions of the globe ... (Philadelphia : A. Finley, 1826) pl. 58.

Case folio G1019 .F5 1826 pl. 58 (PrCt)

Egypt - Maps - 1831

Egypt. Edinburgh : D. Lizards, [1831?].

Authors: Lizards, Daniel, 1760-1812 -- Hamilton, John, fl. 1831 -- Lizards, Daniel, 1760-1812. The political divisions of the various countries of the political divisions of the various countries of the political divisions of the various countries of the

Edinburgh geographical and historical atlas ... [1831?]

1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 38 cm.

In: Lizards, Daniel. The Edinburgh geographical and historical atlas ... (Edinburgh [etc.] : John Hamilton [and others, 1831?]) pl. 48.

Engraved plate no. 'XLVII.

oversize G 10.514 pl. [48] (PrCt)

Egypt - Maps - 1831

Nile River Valley - Maps - 1831

Egypt. London : Chapman and Hall, 1831 [i.e.1844].


1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 28 cm.


oversize Ayer 135 .S67 1844 v. 2, pl. [122] (PrCt)

Egypt - Maps - 1831

Nile River Valley - Maps - 1831


Authors: Long, George, 1800-1879 -- J. & C. Walker (Firm) -- Baldwin & Cradock -- Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (Great Britain) -- Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (Great Britain). A Series of maps, modern and ancient (1829-1831)

1 map : hand col. ; 35 x 29 cm.

By G. Long, prof. Greek. Lond. Universy.' Untitled continuation inset at lower left (9 x 11 cm.).


Issued, with another map, in paper cover with letterpress text at bottom: No. 11 containing: Ancient Egypt. Modern ditto.

oversize G 1001 .82 fascicle 11, map [2] (PrCt)

Egypt - Maps - 1832

Nile River Valley - Maps - 1832


Authors: Arrowsmith, John, 1790-1873 -- Arrowsmith, John, 1790-1873. The London atlas of universal geography ... [1837] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 59 x 50 cm.

Engraved no. "26" at upper right.

In: Arrowsmith, John. [The London atlas of universal geography : exhibiting the physical & political divisions of the various countries of the

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
24767 Egypt - Maps - 1833<<>>Nile River Valley - Maps - 1833
Egypt / Young & Delleker sc. Philada.
[Philadelphia] : A. Finley, [1833].
Authors: Young & Delleker -- Finley, A. (Anthony) -- Finley, A. (Anthony). A New general atlas ... (1833) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 14 x 8 cm.
In: Finley, Anthony. A New general atlas : comprising a complete set of maps, representing the grand divisions of the globe ... (Philadelphia : Anthony Finley, 1833), plate 59.
Sheet corner numbered 59.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .F5 1833, plate 59 (PrCt)

1 v.
Reprint of original published 1837.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

24769 Egypt - Maps - 1840
Map of Egypt. [Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, 1840].
Authors: Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846 -- Lea & Blanchard -- Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (1840)
1 map ; 18 x 11 cm.
Keyed to dozens of references on p.537.
In: Murray, Hugh. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, successors to Carey & Co., for George W. Gorton, 1840) v. 2, p. 536.
Wax engraving.
G 11 .607 v. 2, p. 536 (PrCt)

24770 Egypt - Maps - 1840
Egypt. London : Mr. Bull, [ca. 1840].
Authors: Starling, Thomas -- Bull and Churton -- Bull, Mr., fl. ca. 1840 -- Perkins and Bacon -- Starling, Thomas. The Royal cabinet atlas ... [ca. 1840]
1 map : hand col. ; 14 x 8 cm.
In: Starling, Thomas. The Royal cabinet atlas ... (London : Bull and Churton, [ca. 1840]) 'Pl.
LXXIV' [i.e. 39].
map3C 5 map [39] (PrCt)

24771 Egypt - Maps - 1841
Authors: Bradford, T. G. (Thomas Gamaliel), 1802-1887 -- Bradford, T. G. (Thomas Gamaliel), 1802-1887. A Comprehensive atlas ... (1835, [i.e. 1841?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 25 x 19 cm.
folio Ayer 135 .B75 1835 pl. 43, p. 106 (PrCt)

Authors: Archer, Joshua, fl. 1833-1866 -- Grattan & Gilbert -- Mudie, Robert, 1777-1842. Gilbert's modern atlas of the earth ... (1841) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 27 x 22 cm.
Running title at bottom left: Gilbert's modern atlas
In: Mudie, Robert. Gilbert's modern atlas of the earth ... (London : Grattan and Gilbert, [1841?]), [plate 39].
Printed no. 39 at bottom center.
Baskes folio G1019 .M83 1841, [plate 39] (PrCt)

24773 Egypt - Maps - 1845<<>>Nile River Valley - Maps - 1845
Egypt &c. [Philadelphia : Carey & Hart, 1845].
Authors: Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Carey & Hart -- Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858. A New universal atlas ... (1845)
1 map : hand col. ; 35 x 29 cm.
Inset (11 x 9 cm.): Nubia.
In: Tanner, Henry Schenck. A New universal atlas ... (Philadelphia : Carey & Hart, 1845) map '69.'
Case oversize G1019 .T2 1845 map 69 (PrCt)

24774 Egypt - Maps - 1845<<>>Nile River Valley - Maps - 1845
Egypt. [New York : H.S. Tanner, 1845].
Authors: Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858. A New general atlas, comprising a complete set of maps ... (1845)
1 map : hand col. ; 27 x 21 cm.
In: Tanner, Henry Schenck. A New general atlas, comprising a complete set of maps ... (New York : Tanner's Geographical Establishment, 1845) map '27'.
oversize G 10 .622 map 27 (PrCt)
24775 **Egypt - Maps - 1847-1852>Nile River Valley - Maps - 1847-1852**

*Hand-book for travellers in Egypt: including descriptions of the course of the Nile to the second cataract, Alexandria, Cairo, the pyramids, and Thebes, the overland transit to India, the peninsula of Mount Sinai, the oases, &c.*: being a new edition, corrected and condensed, of "Modern Egypt and Thebes" / by Sir Gardner Wilkinson. London ; Paris ; Malta ; John Murray ; Galignani ; Stassin & Xavier ; Muir, 1847 [i.e. 1852?].


Cover title: Murray's hand-book, Egypt


Includes index and errata.

"Murray's hand-book advertiser, 1852": 24 p. at end.

Series: [Murray's handbooks for travellers] -- Murray's handbooks for travellers.

Series statement from publisher's advertisement on front endpapers.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray's handbooks for travellers, 187

LC Card Number: 05008440

*Baskes* G153 .M97 no. 187 (1847) (NLO)

24776 **Egypt - Maps - 1847<>Nile River Valley - Maps - 1847<>Sudan - Maps - 1847**

*Egypt &c. [Philadelphia : S. Augustus Mitchell, 1847].*

Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868. A New universal atlas containing maps of the various empires, kingdoms, states, and republics of the world ... (1847)

1 map : hand col. ; 35 x 29 cm.

Continuation inset (11 x 8 cm.): Nubia.

Includes notes explaining place names.

In: Mitchell, S. Augustus. A New universal atlas containing maps of the various empires, kingdoms, states, and republics of the world ... (Philadelphia : S. Augustus Mitchell, 1847) pl. [70].

Printed plate no. '69' lined out and replaced with manuscript '70.

*oversize G 10 .579 pl. [70] (PrCt)*

24777 **Egypt - Maps - 1850<>Nile River Valley - Maps - 1850<>Sudan - Maps - 1850**

*Egypt &c. [Philadelphia] : Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co. 1850 [i.e. 1852].*

Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co. -- Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868. Mitchell, S. Augustus. New universal atlas ... (1852)

1 map : hand col. ; 35 x 29 cm.

Entered according to act of Congress in ... 1850 by Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co. ...


Inset (11 x 8 cm.): Nubia.


*oversize G1019 .N49 1852 pl. 72 (PrCt)*


Authors: Rapkin, J. -- Tallis, John, 1817-1876 -- J. & F. Tallis (Firm) -- Allen, John Baylis, 1803-1876 -- Marchant, J., fl. 1851 -- Martin, Robert Montgomery, 1803?-1868. Tallis's illustrated atlas, and modern history of the world ... (1851)

1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 22 cm.


In: Martin, Robert Montgomery. Tallis's illustrated atlas, and modern history of the world ... (London ; New York ; J. Tallis, 1851) pl. [60].

*folio G1019 .M197 1851 pl. [60] (PrCt)*


*Egypt and Arabia Petraea. London [i.e. New York] : Chapman and Hall [i.e. Harper & Brothers, 1853].*

Authors: Lowry, Joseph Wilson, 1803-1879 -- Harper & Brothers -- Chapman and Hall -- Lowry, Joseph Wilson, 1803-1879. Lowry's Universal atlas constructed and engraved from the most recent authorities (1853)

1 map : col. ; 21 x 48 cm.

In: Lowry, Joseph Wilson. Lowry's Universal atlas constructed and engraved from the most recent authorities (New York : Harper and Brothers, 1853) pl. [49].

Printed plate nos. 'C,' '73' and '40.

*folio G 10 .525 pl. [49] (PrCt)*

24780 **Egypt - Maps - 1859**

*General-Karte von Aegypten und der Sinai*

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Halbinsel. [197-].
Authors: Linant de Bellefonds, Maurice Adolphe, 1800-1883 -- Kiepert, Heinrich, 1818-1899 -- Sulzer, J. -- Monecke, C., 19th cent. -- Olms (Georg) Verlag, Hildesheim
1 map : col. ; 67 x 53 cm.
Scale 1:1,500,000.
M1092
oversize G 8300 1859 L5 197- (PrCt)

Egypt - Maps - 1859
Karte von Aegypten und der Sinai Halbinsel.
Berlin, 1859.
1 map : col. ; 67 x 53 cm.
Scale 1:1,500,000.
In Lepsius, Richard. Denkmaeler aus Aegypten und Aethiopien (Berlin, 1849-1859) v. 1, plate 2. M1137
oversize F 0271.49 v. 1, plate 2 (PrCt)

Egypt - Maps - 1861
Authors: Johnston, Alexander Keith, 1804-1871 -- W. & A.K. Johnston Limited -- William Blackwood and Sons -- Johnston, Alexander Keith, 1804-1871. The Royal atlas of modern geography ... (1861)
1 map : col. ; 56 x 43 cm.
Running title: Keith Johnston's general atlas.
oversize G 10 .456, map 39 (PrCt)

Egypt - Maps - 1867-1869
A Handbook for travellers in Egypt : including descriptions of the course of the Nile to the second cataract, Alexandria, Cairo, the pyramids, and Thebes, the overland transit to India, the peninsula of Mount Siani, the oases, &c. : condensed from 'Modern Egypt and Thebes' / by I. Gardner Wilkinson. London ; Paris ; Malta ; John Murray ; Galignani ; Stassin & Xavier ; Muir, 1867 [i.e 1869].
New ed., with corrections and add.
Cover title: Murray's hand-book, Egypt
Spine title: Hand-book for Egypt
Folded map at end engraved by J. & C. Walker. Includes index.
"Notes and corrections, to 1869": 8 p., second sequence.
Publisher's advertisements on endpapers and "Murray's handbook advertiser, 1869", 68 p. at end.
Series: [Murray's handbooks for travellers] -- Murray's handbooks for travellers.
References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray's handbooks for travellers, 189
Bookseller's label: Augs. Webster and Stockley, 60 Picadilly W.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .M97 no. 189 (1869) (NLO)

Egypt - Maps - 1873
Authors: John Murray (Firm) -- Murray's handbooks for travellers -- Eaton, Fred. A. (Frederick Alexis)
1 v.
4th ed.
Lister, W.B.C. A Bibliography of Murray's handbooks for travellers and biographies of authors, editors, revisers and principal contributors (Dereham: Dereham Books, 1993) no. 190.
G 71 .6 (NLO)

Egypt - Maps - 1874
Physical
Sinai (Egypt) - Maps - 1874 - Maps, Physical
Palestine - Maps - 1874 - Maps, Physical
Israel - Maps - 1874 - Maps, Physical
Jerusalem - Maps - 1875
Wall maps
A Landscape map of Egypt, Sinaiic Peninsula, Palestine, from the survey of the French expedition; the official report of the Sinai-survey under Sir Henry James ... the notes of E.H. Palmer & C.F.T. Drake and of the former and Capt. Warren ... The Palestine par is from various English and other recent surveys. Prof. H.S.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Osborn ... editor, Lyman Coleman associate edr. Important map notes by the editors accompany the map ... Philadelphia: J.L. Smith, 1874.
1 map : col. ; 118 x 166 cm. fold. to 44 x 33 cm. Printed using 'Osborn's Process' by American Photo-Lithographic Company, New York.
Scale not given.
Verso signed 'E.W. Blatchford.'
noversize G 1061 .64 (NLO)

24787 Egypt - Maps - 1878
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Dulau & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 16 maps, 29 city plans
1st ed.
Includes advertising dated 1882 and priced in marks.
Condition: Fair.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

24788 Egypt - Maps - 1880 Nile River Valley
A Handbook for travellers in Lower and Upper Egypt : including descriptions of the course of the Nile through Egypt and Nubia, Alexandria, Cairo, the pyramids, Thebes, the Suez Canal, the peninsula of Mount Sinai, the oases, the Fyoom, etc. London ; Paris ; Malta ; Cairo : John Murray ; Galignani ; Boyveau ; Muir ; Robertson, 1875.
Authors: Eaton, Fred. A. (Frederick Alexis) -- John Murray (Firm) -- Murray's handbooks for travellers -- A. and W. Galignani (Firm) -- Boyveau (Firm) -- Wilkinson, John Gardner, 1797-1875. Modern Egypt and Thebes -- Threlfall, T. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
5th ed., rev. on the spot.
Cover title: Murray's hand-book, Egypt
Spine title: Hand-book for Egypt
Imperfect; issued with 7 (?) maps, but this copy lacks 5 (?) maps.
"The original Handbook for Egypt was a reprint of Sir Gardner Wilkinson's learned and exhaustive work, 'Modern Egypt and Thebes' ..."--P. [v]. Includes index.
Publisher's advertisements on endpapers and "Handbook advertiser, 1875", 72 p. at end.
Full text of another copy (but not the maps?) available online via Google Books (accessed January 2013):
http://books.google.com/books?id=MOgTAAAAIAJ
Series: [Murray's handbooks for travellers] -- Murray's handbooks for travellers.
Former owner's signature: T. Threlfall.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray's handbooks for travellers, 191
Baskes G153 .M97 no. 191 (1875) (NLO)

24789 Egypt - Maps - 1881
Authors: Meyers Reisebücher -- Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Roger S.
Egypt - Maps - 1885
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Dulau & Co.
1 v. : 46 plates
2nd ed.
A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher, 1832-1900, no. E246.
G 71.0609 (NLO)

Egypt - Maps - 1885
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Dulau & Co.
-- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 16 maps, 30 city plans
2nd ed.
A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher, 1832-1900, no. E246.
Includes advertising dated 1885 and priced in marks.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Egypt - Maps - 1885
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Dulau & Co.
-- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 16 maps, 30 city plans
2nd ed.
A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher, 1832-1900, no. E246.
Includes advertising dated 1885 and priced in marks.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Egypt - Maps - 1885
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Dulau & Co.
-- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 16 maps, 30 city plans
2nd ed.
A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher, 1832-1900, no. E246.
Includes advertising dated 1885 and priced in marks.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Egypt - Maps - 1885
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Dulau & Co.
-- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 16 maps, 30 city plans
2nd ed.
A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher, 1832-1900, no. E246.
Includes advertising dated 1885 and priced in marks.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Egypt - Maps - 1885
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Dulau & Co.
-- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 16 maps, 30 city plans
2nd ed.
A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher, 1832-1900, no. E246.
Includes advertising dated 1885 and priced in marks.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Egypt - Maps - 1885
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Dulau & Co.
-- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 16 maps, 30 city plans
2nd ed.
A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher, 1832-1900, no. E246.
Includes advertising dated 1885 and priced in marks.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Egypt - Maps - 1885
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Dulau & Co.
-- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 16 maps, 30 city plans
2nd ed.
A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher, 1832-1900, no. E246.
Includes advertising dated 1885 and priced in marks.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Egypt - Maps - 1885
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Dulau & Co.
-- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 16 maps, 30 city plans
2nd ed.
A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher, 1832-1900, no. E246.
Includes advertising dated 1885 and priced in marks.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

1 v. : 28 maps ; 15 cm.
2nd ed.
2dJahrgang 1889/1890
Hauenstein, W. Wegweiser durch Meyers
Reisebücher, 1862-1936 : Bibliographie
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

24796 Egypt - Maps - 1891<>Nile River Valley - Maps - 1891
A Handbook for travellers in lower and upper Egypt : including descriptions of the course of the Nile through Egypt and Nubia, Alexandria, Cairo, the pyramids, Thebes, the first and second cataracts, the Suez Canal, the peninsula of Mount Sinai, the oases, the Fayum, &c. : in two parts. London ; Paris ; Malta ; Cairo : John Murray ; Galignani ; Boyveau ; Critien ; Watson ; Livadas, 1891.
Authors: Chapman, J. C. -- John Murray (Firm) -- Murray's handbooks for travellers -- Weller, Edward, -1884 -- Edward Stanford Ltd. -- A. and W. Galignani (Firm) -- Boyveau (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Cover title: Murray's hand-book, Egypt
Spine title: Hand-book for Egypt
Folded map in pocket.
"Thirty-three maps, plans, etc."
Includes index.
Publisher's advertisements on end papers and "Murray's handbook advertiser, 1891-1892 ...", 52 p. at end.
Series: [Murray's handbooks for travellers] -- Murray's handbooks for travellers.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray's handbooks for travellers, 194
Baskets G153 .M97 no. 194 (1891) (NLO)

24797 Egypt - Maps - 1891<>Nubia - Maps - 1891
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm)
1 v. : 11 maps, 26 city plans
1st ed.
G 71 .06 v. 2 (NLO)

24798 Egypt - Maps - 1892
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm)
2 v. : 37 plates
1st ed.
G 71 .061 (NLO)

24799 Egypt - Maps - 1892
Egypt part second: Upper Egypt. Leipzig ; London : K. Baedeker ; Dulau, 1892.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Ebers -- Dumichen -- A. Dulau & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 11 maps, 26 city plans
1st ed.
Edited by Ebers and Dumichen.
Includes advertising dated 1894 and priced in dollars.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

24800 Egypt - Maps - 1894 - Archaeology<>Archeology - Egypt - Maps - 1894<>Egypt - Historical geography - Maps - 1894<>Historical atlases
Authors: Egypt Exploration Fund
1 v. : 8 map plates ; 28 cm.
Phillips 03239
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 1155
G 71001 .26 (NLO)

24801 Egypt - Maps - 1894<>Sinai (Egypt) - Maps - 1894
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm)
2 v. : 22 maps, 24 city plans, 7 views
3rd ed.
This copy lacking v. 2?
G 71 .06 (NLO)

24802 Egypt - Maps - 1895
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm)
2 v. : 47 plates
3rd ed.
G 71 .061 (NLO)

24803 Egypt - Maps - 1895
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Ebers, Georg,

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1837-1898 -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 14 maps, 33 city plans
3rd ed.
Edited by G. Ebers.
Includes advertising dated 1895 and priced in dollars.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

24806 Egypt - Maps - 1897
Aegypten. Leipzig : Bibliographisches Institut, 1895.
Authors: Meyers Reisebücher -- Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 22 maps
3rd ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

24807 Egypt - Maps - 1898
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 10 plates
4th ed.
A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher, 1832-1900, no. D489.
Includes advertising dated 1899 and priced in marks.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

24808 Egypt - Maps - 1900
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 22 maps
4th ed.
A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher, 1832-1900, no. D489.
Includes advertising dated 1899 and priced in marks.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

24804 Egypt - Maps - 1895
Aegypten. Leipzig : Bibliographisches Institut, 1895.
Authors: Meyers Reisebücher -- Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 22 maps
3rd ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

A Handbook for travellers in lower and upper Egypt : including descriptions of the course of the Nile through Egypt and Nubia, Alexandria, Cairo, the pyramids, Thebes, the first and second cataracts, Dongola, the Suez Canal, the peninsula of Mount Sinai, the oases, the Fayyum, &c. / edited by Mary Brodrick ; with the assistance of Prof. Sayce and Capt. H.G. Lyons.
London ; Cairo : John Murray ; G.G. Zacharia : Ch. Livadas ; Ch. Hornstein, 1896 [i.e. 1898].
1 v. (various pagings) : ill., 27 maps (chiefly col.), plans ; 18 cm.
9th ed., re-written.
Cover title: Murray’s hand-book, Egypt
Spine title: Hand-book for Egypt
Maps by J. Bartholomew and Stanford’s Geographical Est.
Map on front endpapers.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
"Addenda, 1897-1898": iii p., second sequence.
Publisher's advertisements on endpapers and "Murray’s handbook advertiser, 1896-1897 ...":

**Baskes G153 .M97 no. 196 (1900) (NLO)**

24812 **Egypt - Maps - 1905**<br>**Thebes (Egypt : Extinct city) - Maps - 1905**


Authors: Collection des guides-Joanne -- Benedite, Georges -- Thuillier, Louis -- Hachette (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

3 v. : ill., 122 maps and plans (some folded, some col.); 17 cm.


Originally published in 1900. Laid in: 2 col. illustrations, and brochure from Grand-Hôtel (Luxor) with Plan de Thèbes. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes G153 .C65 Egypte (1905) (NLO)**

24813 **Egypt - Maps - 1907**<br>**Nile River Valley - 1907**<br>**Sudan - Maps - 1907**

Egypt & the Sudan. London : Murray, 1907.

Authors: John Murray (Firm) -- Murray's handbooks for travellers

1 v. : 58 maps 11th ed.

Lister, W.B.C. A Bibliography of Murray's handbooks for travellers and biographies of authors, editors, revisers and principal contributors (Dereham: Dereham Books, 1993) no. 197.

**G 71 .601 (NLO)**

24814 **Egypt - Maps - 1907**<br>**Nile River Valley - Maps - 1907**

The Nile : notes for travellers in Egypt / by E.A. Wallis Budge. London ; Cairo : Thos. Cook & Son (Egypt), Ltd., 1907.

Authors: Budge, E. A. Wallis (Ernest Alfred Wallis), Sir, 1857-1934 -- W. & A.K. Johnston Limited -- Thomas Cook Ltd. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
10th ed.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Several maps by W. & A.K. Johnston.
"With maps, plans of temples, and numerous illustrations."
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 11001552
Baskes DT45 .B83 1907 (NLO)

24815 Egypt - Maps - 1907<<>>Nile River Valley - Maps - 1907<<>>Sudan - Maps - 1907
11th ed., rev., largely re-written, and augm.
Cover title: Murray's handbook, Egypt & the Sudan
Spine title: Handbook for Egypt and the Sudan
"The original Hand-book for travellers in Egypt (1847) was a reprint of Sir T. [sic] Gardner Wilkinson's learned and exhaustive work, Modern Egypt and Thebes ...."--P. [v].
Imperfect; this copy lacking folded map in pocket.
Maps by Stanford's Geographical Est.
"With 58 maps and plans."
Publisher's advertisements on endpapers and "Murray's handbook advertiser, 1907-1809 ...", 40 p. at end.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Series: [Murray's handbooks for travellers] -- Murray's handbooks for travellers.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray's handbooks for travellers, 197
Baskes G153 .M97 no. 197 (1907) (NLO)

24816 Egypt - Maps - 1908
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm)
1 v. : 100 plates
6th ed.
G 71.062 (NLO)

24817 Egypt - Maps - 1908<<>>Sudan (Region) - Maps - 1908
Egypt and the Sudan. Leipzig ; London ; New York : K. Baedeker ; Dulau ; Scribner's, 1908.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Dulau & Co. -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 24 maps, 76 city plans
6th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1908 and priced in marks.
Condition: Fair.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

24818 Egypt - Maps - 1908<<>>Sudan (Region) - Maps - 1908
Egypt and the Sudan. Leipzig ; London ; New York : K. Baedeker ; Dulau ; Scribner's, 1908.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Dulau & Co. -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 24 maps, 76 city plans
6th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1908 and priced in marks.
Condition: Fair.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

24819 Egypt - Maps - 1908<<>>Sudan (Region) - Maps - 1908
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Ollendorff, Paul -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 37 maps, 65 city plans
3rd ed.
Includes advertising dated 1910 and priced in marks.
Condition: Fair.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

24820 Egypt - Maps - 1909
Authors: Meyers Reisebücher -- Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 42 maps
5th ed.
1911
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)
24821 Egypt - Maps - 1909<<<<Sudan - Maps - 1909
Authors: Macmillan & Co. -- Macmillan guide -- Edward Stanford Ltd. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Cover title: Egypt and the Südân
Series: Macmillan's guides.
Includes advertising dated 1910 and priced in shillings.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

http://catalog.hathitrust.org/api/volumes/oclc/8459189.html
LC Card Number: agr13001814
Baskes G153 .C66 Egypt, Sudan (1911) (NLO)

24822 Egypt - Maps - 1910<<<<Sudan (Region) - Maps - 1910
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 97 plates 6th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1910 and priced in marks.
Condition: Fair.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

http://catalog.hathitrust.org/api/volumes/oclc/8459189.html
LC Card Number: agr13001814
Baskes G153 .M33 Egypt, Sudan (1909) (NLO)

24823 Egypt - Maps - 1911<<<<Sudan - Maps - 1911
Cover title: Cook's handbook for Egypt and the Südân
Spine title: Cook’s Egypt and the Sûdân
Printed by Harrison and Sons.
Folded map in pocket
Includes index.
Series: Cook’s handbooks.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Online version of another copy (but not all maps) available via HathiTrust Digital Library (accessed September 2011):

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
24827 Egypt - Maps - 1928 >>> Sudan (Region) - Maps - 1928
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 21 maps, 85 city plans
8th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1930 and priced in marks.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

24828 Egypt - Maps - 1929
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm)
1 v. : 106 plates
8th ed.
G 71.0622 (NLO)

24829 Egypt - Maps - 1929 >>> Sudan (Region) - Maps - 1929
Egypt and the Sudan. Leipzig ; London ; New York : K. Baedeker ; George Allen & Unwin ; Scribner's, 1929.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- George Allen & Unwin -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 106 plates
8th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1929 and priced in shillings.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

24830 Egypt - Maps - 1929 >>> Sudan (Region) - Maps - 1929
Egypt and the Sudan. Leipzig ; London ; New York : K. Baedeker ; George Allen & Unwin ; Scribner's, 1929.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- George Allen & Unwin -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 106 plates
8th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1937.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

24831 Egypt - Maps - 1939 >>> Nile River Valley - Maps - 1939
The Land of Egypt / by Robin Fedden (H. Romilly Fedden) ; illustrated from photographs by A. Costa and others. London : B.T. Batsford Ltd., 1939.
Authors: Fedden, Robin, 1908-1977 -- Costa, A., fl. 1939 -- Batsford, Brian Cook -- B.T. Batsford Ltd. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
viii, 120 p., [80] p. of plates : ill. (some col.), maps ; 23 cm.
"First published, April 1939."
Maps on lining-papers.
Includes bibliographical references (p. vii) and index.
In original, color illustrated dust jacket by Brian Cook.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Online version of another copy available via the HathiTrust Digital Library (accessed August 2011):
http://catalog.hathitrust.org/api/volumes/oclc/1283912.html
LC Card Number: 40001342
Baskes DT55 .F328 1939 (NLO)

24832 Egypt - Maps - 1948 >>> Egypt - Pictorial works - 1948
Egypt and how to see it : a pictorial and descriptive guide to Egypt with 23 illustrations. Cairo : Éditions universitaires d'Egypte, [1948?].
Authors: Francis, René -- Editions universitaires d'Égypte -- Aiello M. -- M., Aiello -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
vii, 236 p., [31] leaves of plates : ill., 2 maps (1 col.) ; 18 cm.
Preface signed: R. Francis.
"... the inauguration during the present year, 1948, of the great Water Power Station ..." -- P. 142.
Maps by Aiello M.
Folded maps pasted to inside front and back cover.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes DT45 .F73 1948 (NLO)

Authors: Baud, Marcelle, b. 1890 -- Parisot, Magdelaine, 1909- -- Hachette (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
cxxv, 559 p. : ill., 62 maps and plans (some folded, some col.) : 17 cm.
[Nouv. éd. / établie par Marcelle Baud et Magdelaine Parisot].
Map on endpaper.
Includes bibliographical references (p. cxvii-cxxi) and index.
Books -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
191 p. : ill. (some col.), maps, plans ; 28 cm.
Rev. ed.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 186) and index.
Series: Great ages of man.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number 65028872
Baskets folio DT60 .C38 1978 (NLO)

24845 Egypt - Maps - 1990
Egypt. [Basingstoke, England? ; New York?] :
Baedeker Stuttgart ; Automobile Association ;
Jarrold ; Prentice-Hall, 1990.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Baedeker
Stuttgart -- Automobile Association (Great Britain)
-- Jarrold and Sons -- Prentice-Hall, inc. -- Roger
S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 69 plates
4th ed.
Issued in partnership with the Automobile
Association (tall format); cf. A. Hinrichsen,
277.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

24846 Egypt - Maps - 1991
Authors: Nelles guides -- Nelles Verlag -- Roger
S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 21 maps
1st ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

24847 Egypt - Maps - Bibliography
Ägypten im europäischen Kartenbild vom 17.
Authors: Linke, Max
In Petermanns geographische Mitteilungen 114
(1970): 229-237, maps..
Bibliography of 75 items.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

24848 Egypt - Tourism - 1998
Epic Egypt / by Thurston Clarke, photographed
by Michael Melford. New York : Travel-Holiday,
Authors: Clarke, Thurston -- Melford, Michael
(PrCt)

24849 Ehrenberg, Herman, 1816-1866
The maps, plans, and sketches of Herman
Ehrenberg. 1977.
Authors: Rose, Diane M. T.
In Prologue, v.9, no.3 (Fall 1977), p.162-170.
maps.
BHC 202
Vert 516 (PrCt)

24850 Ehrenbreitstein (Koblenz, Germany) - Maps -
1840 - Pictorial works
Ehrenbreitstein. [Philadelphia : Lea and
Blanchard, 1840].
Authors: Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846 -- Lea &
Blanchard -- Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846. The
Encyclopaedia of geography ... (1840)
1 view ; 4 x 8 cm.
In: Murray, Hugh. The Encyclopaedia of

G 11.607 v. 2, p. 108 (Pr Ct)

24851 Eichstätt Region (Germany) - Maps - 1730<<>>Eichstätt (Germany) - Maps - 1730 - Pictorial works

Eigentliche Verzeichnung der Gegend und Prospecten...Aichstaedt. Nuremberg, 1730.

Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:115

1 map : hand col.; 47 x 55 cm.

Includes inset view and 2 building elevations.

2359 Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:115 (Pr Ct)

24852 Eichstätt Region (Germany) - Maps - 1745<<>>Eichstätt (Germany) - Maps - 1745 - Pictorial works

S. R. I. principatus et episcopatus Eistettensis cum omnibus ... Nuremberg : Homann Erben, [ca. 1745].

Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Homann Erben (Firm) -- Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724. Atlas novus terrarum orbis [ca. 1745] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col.; 47 x 56 cm.

In: Homann, Johann Baptist. Atlas novus terrarum orbis (Nuremberg : [Homann Erben, ca. 1745]), [plate 73].

Inset (11 x 25 cm.): Prospect der Hoch Fürstl. Bischofflichen Haupt und Residenz Stadt Eichstett samt de Schloss St. Wilibaldsburg.

Manuscript 'No. 73' and '75' on verso.

oversize Ayer 135 .H7 1730, [plate 73] (Pr Ct)

24853 Eifel (Germany) - Maps - 1552<<>>Rhineland-Palatinate (Germany) - Maps - 1552<<>>Rhein River Valley - Maps - 1552<<>>Moselle River Valley - Maps - 1552<<>>Eifel (Germany) SEE Eifel (Germany)<<Woodcuts

Eifelia. [Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552].

Authors: Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552. Cosmographiae universalis ... (1552) -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : woodcut; 25 x 16 cm., on sheet 32 x 40 cm.

Map of the Eifel region in Germany; details the Rhine River Valley between Ingelheim am Rhein and Düsseldorf, and the Mosel River Valley between Koblenz and Trier.

Oriented with north at bottom.

In: Münster, Sebastian. Cosmographiae universalis ... (Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552), p. 395 [i.e. 495].


VAULT folio Ayer 7 .M8 1552, p. 395 [i.e. 495] (Pr Ct)


Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag -- Karl Thiemig AG -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

175 p. : 2 maps (some folded); 17 cm.

Map on inside front cover.

Folded map in pocket.

Includes index.

Series: Grieben-Reiseführer ; Bd. 28

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 28 (1957) (NLO)


Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag -- Karl Thiemig AG -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Thiemig (Karl ) AG SEE Karl Thiemig AG

186 p. : 2 maps; 17 cm.

Map inside front cover.

Folded map in pocket.

Includes index.

Series: Grieben-Reiseführer ; Bd. 28

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 28 (1967) (NLO)


Authors: Chicago (Ill.), Bureau of Engineering -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map; 38 x 56 cm.


Scale ca. 1:792.

Cross-section above map shows boat in river.

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

map4F G4104 .C6P24 1887 C6, no. 1 (Pr Ct)
24857  

**Eisenach (Germany) - Maps - 1910-1911**

**Wartburg (Eisenach, Germany)** - Maps - 1910-1911


Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag -- Piltz, Ernst -- Goldschmidt, Albert -- Schultz-Riesenberg, W. -- Kraatz, Leopold -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

60 p., [2] leaves of plates : 3 maps (some folded, some col.) ; 16 cm.

8. Aufl. / neu bearbeitet von Ernst Piltz.

Maps lithographed by Leopold Kraatz. Includes index.

Series: Grieben-Reiseführer ; Bd. 83.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 83 (1910-1911) (NLO)**

---

24858  

**Eisenhower National Historic Site**

**Gettysburg, Pa.** - 1985


Authors: National Park Service

1 leaflet (4-fold) : col. photos, view ; 22 x 10 cm


---

24859  

**Eisenstadt (Austria) - Pictorial works - 1617**

*Eisenstadivm vulgo Eisnstat in vitlimis finibus Austrie ...* [Cologne : s.n.], 1617 [i.e. ca. 1620].

Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Hoefnagel, Jacob, 1573?--approximately 1632 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 view : hand col. ; 18 x 46 cm.

Derived from view by Joris Hoefnagel; redrawn in 1617 by Jacob Hoefnagel; see R.A. Skelton's Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.

On same sheet with: Mannersdorf.

Latin letterpress text on verso under titles:

Eisenstadivm -- Manersdorfivm.


**VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 4, pl. 22**

---

24860  

**Eisenstadt (Austria) - Pictorial works - 1617**

*Eisenstadivm vulgo Eisnstat, in vltimis finibus Austria inferioris ciuitas / Communicauit Georgius Houfnaglius depictum à filio Iacabo.* [Amsterdæm : Jan Jansson], 1617 [i.e. 1657].

Authors: Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664 -- Hoefnagel, Joris, 1542-1601 -- Hoefnagel, Jacob, 1573?--approximately 1632 -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Urbium totius Germaniae superiorius illustriorum clariorumque tabulae ... Pars posterior [i.e. prior] (1657) -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Theatrum urbium (1657)

1 view : hand col. ; 19 x 46 cm.

On same sheet with: Mannersdorf.

Latin letterpress text on verso under section titles: Eisenstadivm -- Manersdorfivm.

In: Jansson, Jan. Urbium totius Germaniae superiorius illustriorum clariorumque tabulae ... Pars posterior [i.e. prior] 1657, [plate 41].


**Case oversize G 117 .452, v. 2, [plate 41]**

(PrCt)

---

24861  

**Eisleben (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1620**

*Eislebia comitats Mansfeldiae opp.* [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].

Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541--Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 view : hand col. ; 18 x 46 cm.

Anonymous view.

Added title at top in uppercase lettering: Eisleben.

On same sheet with: Tvbinga.

Latin letterpress text on verso under titles: Eislebia -- Tvbinga.


**VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 4, pl. 40**

(PrCt)

---

24862  

**Eisleben (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1657**

*Eislebia comitats Mansfeldiae opp.* [Amsterdæm : Jan Jansson, 1657].

Authors: Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664 -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Urbium totius Germaniae superiorius illustriorum clariorumque tabulae ... Pars posterior [i.e. prior] (1657) -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Theatrum urbium (1657)

1 view : hand col. ; 18 x 47 cm.

Added title: Eisleben.

On same sheet with: Tvbinga.

Latin letterpress text on verso under section titles: Eislebia -- Tubinga.

In: Jansson, Jan. Urbium totius Germaniae superiorius illustriorum clariorumque tabulae ... Pars posterior [i.e. prior] 1657, [plate 42].


**Case oversize G 117 .452, v. 2, [plate 42]**

(PrCt)

---

24863  

**Ekeren, Battle of, Ekeren, Belgium, 1703 - Maps - Antwerp Region (Belgium) - 1703**

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Military operationsSpanish Succession, War of, 1701-1714 - Maps

Eckeren a village in the Netherlands, in Brabant, in the country of Ryem, at which the Confederates were attacked by ye French, 30 June, 1703. [London? Knapton, ca. 1740?]


1 map ; 36 x 46 cm.

Added title in bottom margin: Plan of the Battle of Eckeren.

'For Mr. Tindal's continuation of Mr. Rapin's history of England.'


folio F 45 .7341 v. [6] map [34] (PrCt)

24864 Ekeren , Battle of, Ekeren, Belgium, 1703 - Maps - 1703 - Military operationsSpanish Succession, War of, 1701-1714 - Maps - Eckeren (Belgium) SEE Ekeren (Belgium) Eckeren a village in the Netherlands, in Brabant, in the country of Ryem, at which the Confederates were attacked by ye French, 30 June, 1703. [London : s.n., ca. 1785?]


1 map ; 36 x 46 cm.

Added title in bottom margin: Plan of the Battle of Eckeren.

'For Mr. Tindal's continuation of Mr. Rapin's history of England.'


oversize Ayer 135 .T5 1732 map [66] (PrCt)

24865 Ekeren, Battle of, Ekeren, Belgium, 1703 - Maps - Ekeren (Belgium) - Maps - 1703 - Spanish Succession, War of, 1701-1714 - Maps - Obdam, Jacob van Wassenaer, 1645-1714 - Eeckeren, Battle of, Eckeren, Belgium, 1703 SEE Ekeren, Battle of, Ekeren, Belgium, 1703

1703 - Wilmerdonck, Battle of, Wilmerdonck, Belgium, 1703 SEE Ekeren, Battle of, Ekeren, Belgium, 1703


Details troop positions during the Battle of Ekeren in the War of Spanish Succession.

Remnants of binding stub on verso.

Koeman v. 2, p. 110, Fri 1, no. 27.

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Sack map4F G6014.E4S1 1703 .F7 (PrCt)

24866 Ekhinadhes Islands (Greece) - Maps - 1528 - Ionian Islands (Greece) - Maps - 1528 - Echinades Islands (Greece) SEE Ekhinadhes Islands (Greece) - Cuzolari Island (Greece) SEE Ekhinadhes Islands (Greece) - Diluchio Island (Greece) SEE Ekhinadhes Islands (Greece) - Woodcuts [Map of the Ekhinadhes Islands in the Ionian Sea]. [Venice : Nicolò Zoppino, 1528].

Authors: Bordon, Benedetto, 1450 - Zoppino, Nicolò, fl. 1508-1544 -- Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530. Libro di Benedetto Bordon : nel qual si ragiona de tutte l'isole del mondo ... (1528)

1 map ; woodcut ; within printed borders 8 x 14 cm., on sheet 31 x 21 cm.

Title supplied by cataloger.

Two of the Ekhinadhes islands are identified as Cuzolari and Diluchio.

In: Bordon, Benedetto. Libro di Benedetto Bordon : nel qual si ragiona de tutte l'isole del mondo ... (Venice : Nicolò Zoppino, 1528), folio XXXVI.


Case folio G 117 .108, folio XXXVI (PrCt)


Authors: Punnett Brothers -- Inch, Shelley -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps on microfiche.

1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.

Size of original: 3 sheets, 2 are 39.5 x 27 in. each, and 1 is 39.5 x 24.5 in. Scale 1:66,000.

Originally published Placerville, Calif.: Shelley

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
El Dorado - Maps - 1599<<>>Geographical myths - Maps - 1599<<>>Geographical myths
SEE ALSO El Dorado
Mafia o del Dorado. [Franckfurt am Mayn : Erasmo Kempfien, in Verlegung Leunii Hulsi Wittibe, 1612].
Authors: Raleigh, Walter, Sir, 1552?-1618.
1 view ; 10.2 x 14.0 cm.
Reference: Cf. Church catalogue, no. 275, pl. 3. VAULT Ayer 110 .H9 1608, v. 1, pt. 5, p. 6 (PrCt)

Microfiche 583, no. 963 (PrCt)

El Paso (Tex.) - Maps - 1884 - Pictorial works
Authors: Koch, Augustus, fl. 1871-1880 -- El Paso County Historical Society
1 view : col. ; 39 x 55 cm.
Facsimile of original published 1884.
Accompanied by note about Augustus Koch (1 leaf ; 22 x 18 cm.)
82-64655
319
map4F G4034.E6A3 1884 .K6 1982 (PrCt)

Enjoy delightful days on sunlit trails near El Paso Texas, land of sunshine and romance : where to go, what to see : an authentic historic & scenic guide. El Paso, Tex. published and distributed by El Paso Chamber of Commerce, [ca. 1930?]. Authors: El Paso Chamber of Commerce (Tex.) -- Boone, E. L. (Elmer L.), 1881-1952 1 booklet (32 p. : 3 maps, 1 aerial photo, ill.) ; folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Cover title.
Imprint from inside front cover.
Includes mileage tables and driving directions for 19 tour routes to regional attractions, photos, and descriptive text.
Map contents (inside front cover, p. [3-4], inside back cover ; 22 x 19 cm. and smaller): Use this map to guide you about El Paso and Juarez.
Includes references 1-67 -- Here's how to reach El Paso on federal aid highways ... U.S. 80, 70 and 90 ... -- El Paso is the center of a scenic and historic southwest.
Aerial photo (14 x 19 cm.) on p. 9-10: El Paso.
Panel art: Desert scene with car on road; signed "E.L. Boone."
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011). Accession no. 2002100101
Road map4C G4034.E6P2 1930 .E4 (PrCt)

El Paso (Tex.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps<<>>El Paso Region (Tex.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: cityscape.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3610 (PrCt)

El Paso (Tex.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps<<>>El Paso Region (Tex.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
El Paso street and vicinity maps. At your service: Standard Stations and Standard Oil dealers.
Chicago: H.M. Gousha Co., c1940.
Authors: Standard Oil Company of Texas -- H.M. Gousha Company
(NEWBURY LIBRARY)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: cityscape.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4667 (PrCt)

24874 El Paso (Tex.) - Maps - 1944 - Road maps<>>El Paso Region (Tex.) - Maps - 1944 - Road maps<>>Road maps
El Paso and vicinity. Chicago: H.M. Gousha Co., [1944?].
Authors: El Paso Chamber of Commerce (Tex.) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Lea, Tom, 1907-2001
-- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 31 x 78 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Map of El Paso and vicinity.
"Copyright by El Paso Chamber of Commerce."
Plate no.: R-9.
Maps on verso (42 x 38 cm. and 21 x 18 cm.):
Street map of El Paso -- Downtown El Paso.
Panel art: 2 illustrations signed "Tom Lea", one including an untitled work of a Spanish
conquistador and a cowboy & cowgirl on horseback, the other titled "Building Guadalupe
Mission, 1659. El Paso del Norte."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4667 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 62 x 90 cm.
New, Nuevas."
Bilingual, English & Spanish.
$9.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-97180-8
RMcN StrFdr 1996 .E43 (PrCt)

24876 El Paso (Tex.) - Maps - 2000 - Road maps<>>El Paso County (Tex.) - Maps - 2000 - Road maps<>>Road maps<>>Counties - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (80 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
$12.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN StrFdr 2000 .E43 (PrCt)

24877 El Paso (Tex.) - Maps - 2002 - Road maps<>>El Paso Region (Tex.) - Maps - 2002 - Road maps<>>Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (191, 104 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
$16.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-95629-9
RMcN StrFdr 2002 .E43 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (57, 2-22 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
$16.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-99962-1
RMcN StrFdr 2004 .E43 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (various p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
"3rd edition" -- front cover.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
$16.95

Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528999621
RMcN StrFdr 2004 .E43a (PrCt)

24884 El Paso (Texas) - Maps - 1878
Authors: Rock, Miles -- Geographical Surveys West of the 100th Meridian (U.S.) -- Floyd, F. W.
1 map ; 22 x 16 cm.
Reduced photocopy (slightly trimmed at top) of map in the MS journal of Miles Rock in the National Archives (RG 77, entry 386).
Shows area around central plaza (now San Jacinto Square), with 'built parts shaded, August 1878.' Includes location of the 'Meteorological station.'
Signed 'Miles Rock, astronomer; F. W. Floyd, meteorologist.
map1F G4034.E5 1878 R6 1978 (PrCt)

24885 El Paso (Texas) - Maps - 1878
[Victinity of El Paso, Texas]. [El Paso, Texas, 1878].
Authors: Rock, Miles -- Geographical Surveys West of the 100th Meridian (U.S.)
1 map ; 18 x 20 cm.
Full-size photocopy of map in the MS journal of Miles Rock in the National Archives (RG 77, entry 386).
Shows approximate area between modern Canutillo in northwest and Fort Bliss in the east. A small diagram shows the location of the Mexican Boundary Commission astronomical station in relation to the church tower in El Paso, Mexico (now Cuidad Juarez).
Signed 'Miles Rock, astronomer; F. W. Floyd, meteorologist.
map1F G4034.E5A1 1878 R6 1978 (PrCt)

24886 El Paso (Texas) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. EasyFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; fold. to 24 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Uniform title: EasyFinder
Laminated.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
ISBN 0528987798
RMcN Road Map 2004 EIPTX (PrCt)

24887 El Salvador - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Panama Canal (Panama) - Maps - 1947
Road maps
Esso Mapa de la Republica de El Salvador /
El Salvador - Maps - 1966 - Road maps
San Salvador (El Salvador) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps
Santa Ana (El Salvador) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps
San Miguel (El Salvador) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps
Central America - Maps - 1966 - Road maps
Authors: Texaco, inc. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 44 x 61 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"1975 Edition."
Panel title.
Plate no. 756407-10
Insets (14 x 28 cm. and smaller): San Salvador -- Santa Ana -- San Miguel.
Map on verso (42 x 59 cm.): Central America.
Panel art: color photo of the Monument to the Divine Savior of the World
In English and Spanish.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3969 (PrCt)

El Salvador - Maps - 1975 - Road maps
San Salvador (El Salvador) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps
Santa Ana (El Salvador) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps
San Miguel (El Salvador) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps
Central America - Maps - 1975 - Road maps
El Salvador, America Central / Texaco.
Authors: Texaco, inc. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 31 x 61 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"1975 Edition."
Panel title.
Plate no. 676407-3
Insets (14 x 28 cm. and smaller): San Salvador -- Santa Ana -- San Miguel.
Map on verso (42 x 59 cm.): Central America.
Panel art: color photo of "Carretera litoral" in English and Spanish.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3881 (PrCt)
24892 Elba (Italy) - Maps - 1566
Ilba, siue Ilva insula, est in mari tusco, continet distans mill X passuum, et nascuntur minerales, metalli, bene munita, et forti situ impetui turcarum resistit. [S.l. s.n., ca. 1565].
Authors: Ludwig Rosenthal's Antiquariat -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 250 x 178 mm. (neat line), 309 x 206 mm. (plate mark)
Oriented with north at left.
Binding stub on verso.
Ex Rosenthal.
d24
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Novacco 2F 112 (PrCt)

24893 Elba (Italy) - Maps - 1566
Ilba suie Ilva, insula, est in mari Tusco, continet distans mill X pasuum, et nascuntur minerales, metalli, bene munita, et forti situ impetui turcarum resistit. [Venice : s.n., ca. 1566].
Authors: Forlani, Paolo -- Lange, Otto, 1879-1944 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 265 x 199 mm. (neat line), 270 x 203 mm. (plate mark)
Attributed to Paolo Forlani and dated ca. 1566 in Woodward 50.
Tooley 196.
Bella and Bella, Cartografia rara ... dalla collezione Franco Novacco (1986) p. 48, no. 40.
Woodward notes that Tooley 196 and Cartografia rara incorrectly refer to Almagià, Monumenta Italia cartographica (1929) p. 22 and plate XXVI (5).
Oriented with north at left.
Manuscript ‘59’ in upper right.
Ex Lange.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
d23
Novacco 2F 111 (PrCt)

24894 Elba (Italy) - Maps - 1704
L'Isle d'Elbe. Amsterdam, 1704.
Authors: Blaeu, Joan, 1569-1673 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I.260
1 map : hand col. ; 38 x 49 cm.
Koeman B1 85 (14); re-engraving of B1 35A (56).
2100
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6712.E4 1725 C6 (PrCt)

24895 Elba (Italy) - Maps - 1725
L'Isle d'Elbe. Amsterdam, [ca. 1725].
Authors: Covens et Mortier -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I.253
1 map : hand col. ; 20 x 25 cm. on sheet 53 x 64 cm.
2078
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6712.E4 1725 C6 (PrCt)

24896 Elba (Italy) - Maps - 1977<<>>Tuscan Archipelago (Italy) - Maps - 1977<<>>Elba (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1977<<>>Tuscan Archipelago (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1977
Authors: Travellers' guide -- Serpell, Christopher -- Serpell, Jean -- Lammer, Alfred -- Landau, Janet -- Jonathan Cape (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Cape (Jonathan), firm, London SEE Jonathan Cape (Firm)
255 p. : ill. 3 maps ; 18 cm.
Cover title: Travellers' guide to Elba & the Tuscan Archipelago
Maps by Janet Landau.
Includes index.
Series: Travellers’ guide
Bibliography: p. 249.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 77372269
ISBN 0224013521 ; 9780224013529
Baskes G153 .T7 Elba (1977) (NLO)

24897 Elba - Pictorial works - 1694<<>>Porto Azzurro (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1694
Authors: Beaulieu, Sébastien de Pontault, ca. 1612-1674 -- Beaulieu, Sébastien de Pontault, ca. 1612-1674. Les Glorieuses conquestes de Louis le Grand [1694?]?
1 map ; 41 x 50 cm.
Case oversize G 10307 .08 pl. 9 (PrCt)

24898 Elbe-Ostsee Canal (Germany) - Maps - 1576<<>>Inland Navigation - Germany - Mecklenburg Region - Maps - 1576<<>>Mecklenburg (Germany : Region) -
Inland Navigation - Maps - 1576
*Karte des Tilemann Stella von 1576.* [Schwerin : Mecklenburgische Jahrbücher, 1899].
Authors: Stella, Tilemann, 1525-1589 -- Stuhr, Friedrich -- Mecklenburgische Jahrbücher 1 map ; 38 x 14 cm. on sheet 42 x 32 cm.
Photocopy of facsimile map accompanying Friedrich Stuhr, 'Der Elbe-Ostsee Kanal zwischen Dömitz und Wismar' Mecklenburgische Jahrbücher 64 (1899); on same page with Stella's 1582 map of the same area.
Detail (redrawn) of Stella's 1576 manuscript map entitled Amplissimis et prudentissimis inctlyeae reipublicae Lundenbur: ... (Karrow 72/11).
Shows the route of the canal, designed by Stella, connecting the North Sea at Wismar with the Elbe River at Dömitz.
map2F G6082.M4P53 1582 S7 1899 (PrCt)

24901 Elbe River (Czech Republic and Germany) - Maps - 1710 - Mouth
*Gluckstatt mitt dero Gegend Westwerth und von daar die Elbe Vollend...sampt dem Hamburgischen Ampt Ritzbutter.* Augsburg : Gabriel Bodenehr, 1710.
Authors: Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. -- Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. Atlas curieux -- oder, Neuer und compendieuser atlas 1710 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 14 x 31 cm.
In: Bodenehr, Gabriel. Atlas curieux; oder, Neuer und compendieuser atlas ... ([Augsburg : Gabriel Bodenehr, 1710?]) pl. [92]. Engraved plate no. '95.'
Ayer 135 .B6 pl. 92 (PrCt)

24902 Elbe River (Czech Republic and Germany) - Maps - 1710 - Mouth
*Hamburg mitt dero Gegend Westwerts die Elbe hinunter zu fahren bis Gluckstadt.* Augsburg : Gabriel Bodenehr, 1710.
Authors: Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. -- Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. Atlas curieux -- oder, Neuer und compendieuser atlas 1710 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 14 x 28 cm.
In: Bodenehr, Gabriel. Atlas curieux; oder, Neuer und compendieuser atlas ... ([Augsburg : Gabriel Bodenehr, 1710?]) pl. [91]. Engraved plate no. '94.'
Ayer 135 .B6 pl. 91 (PrCt)

24903 Elbe River (Czech Republic and Germany) - Maps - 1710 - Mouth
*Hamburg Region (Germany) - Maps - 1720
Eine Accurate charte von der Elbe-Strohm ... Amsterdam, [ca. 1720].
Authors: Himmerich, Johann, fl. 1700 -- Schenk, Pieter, ca. 1698-1775 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:341 1 map : hand col. ; 22 x 114 cm. on sheet 53 x 63 cm.
2576
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:341 (PrCt)

24904 Elbe River (Czech Republic and Germany) - Maps - 1720 - Mouth
*Hamburg Region (Germany) - Maps - 1720
Emporia Hamburghum. Manuscript '18' at upper left; remnants of binding stub on verso.
Forms part of the Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Schenk, Pieter, ca. 1698-1775 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:342 1 map : hand col. ; 22 x 114 cm. on sheet 53 x 63 cm. Inset views (9 x 35 cm. and 8 x 10 cm.): [City of Elblag] -- [Cross section of fortification wall].

Contents: Acknowledgments

In: Jansson, Jan. Illustriorvm principumque urbiun septentrionalium Europae tabulae, v. 1, [plate 37].

Issued in volume1 of 8 in Jansson's townbook atlases, collectively known as the Theatrum urbiun (Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657).


Case oversize G 117 .452, v. 1, [plate 37] (PrCt)

Election Districts - United States - Maps - 1790-1899 - Cities and towns

24908

Election Districts - United States - Maps - 1790-1899 - Cities and towns

24905

Elbe River Valley (Czech Republic and Germany) - Maps - 1680

Albis fluvius Germaniae celebris ... descriptus. Amsterdam, [ca. 1680].

Authors: Aveele, Jan van den, 1655-1722 -- Schenk & Valck, Amsterdam -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:340 1 map : hand col. ; 18 x 96 cm. on sheet 53 x 62 cm.

Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.

24906

Elbe Sandstone Rocks (Czech Republic and Germany) - Maps - 1900-Saxon Switzerland (Germany) - Maps - 1900


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

24907

Elblag (Poland) - Pictorial works - 1657-Elbing (Poland) SEE Elblag (Poland) Elbing. [Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657].

Authors: Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664 -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Illustriorvm principumque urbiun septentrialium Europae tabulae [1657] -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Theatrum urbiun (1657) 1 view : hand col. ; 34 x 52 cm. Inset views (9 x 35 cm. and 8 x 10 cm.): [City of Elblag] -- [Cross section of fortification wall].

Includes references A-I, K-U, and W-Z.

Includes royal and city seals.

Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Elbinga.

In: Jansson, Jan. Illustriorvm principumque urbiun septentrialium Europae tabulae, v. 1, [plate 37].

Overhead assets

Request and cite items by complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

Electronic surveillance - Maps-Remote sensing - Maps-Privacy, Right of - Maps-Cartography


Authors: Monmonier, Mark S. -- University of Chicago. Press

x, 239 p. : ill., maps ; 22 cm.

Contents: Acknowledgments -- Maps that watch -- Overhead assets -- Eyes on the farm -- Tender technology, and tactics -- Weather eyes -- Wire...
loops and traffic cams -- Crime watch -- Keeping track -- Addresses, geocoding, and dataveillance -- Case clusters and terrorist threats -- Epilogue : Locational privacy as a basic right.
Includes bibliographical references p. [177]-227) and index.
Publisher description, contributor biographical information, and table of contents available on Library of Congress website (accessed Oct. 2012):
http://catdir.loc.gov/catdir/description/uchi052/200
24912
http://catdir.loc.gov/catdir/bios/uchi051/20020218
24.html --
http://catdir.loc.gov/catdir/toc/fy037/2002018124. html
LC Card Number: 2002018124
ISBN 0226534278 (cloth : alk. paper) ;
9780226534275 (cloth : alk. paper)
TK7882.E2 M65 2002 (NLO)

24913 Elephant (Ont. : County) - Maps - 1877 -
Landowners<<>>Counties -
Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
Illustrated historical atlas of the county of Elgin,
Ont. [Port Elgin, Ont. Cumming, 1972].
Authors: H.R. Page & Co. -- Cumming, Ross, 1919- -- Richardson, Bond & Wright (Owen Sound, Ont.)
1 atlas (xxviii, 58 p. illus., maps, ports.) ; 46 cm. Facsimile of original published Toronto: H. R. Page, 1877.
[Offset ed.]
Cover title: Historical atlas of Elgin County, Ontario; illustrated.
Printed by Richardson, Bond & Wright, Owen Sound, Ont.
Cf. Phillips 10415.
map6C 13 (NLO)

24914 Elisée, Jean François Copel, 1726-1783. Carta Corografica.
Authors: Algranati, Gina -- Archivio storico per le provincie Napoletane
Pp. 358-373
In Archivio storico per le provincie Napoletane, Nuova serie, 21 (1935): 358-373.
Not at Newberry Library (Dec. 2009) (PrCt)

24915 Elizabeth City County (Va.) - Maps - 1892 -
Landowners<<>>Hampton (Va.) - Maps - 1892 -
Landowners<<>>Counties -
Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
[Elizabeth City County (Va.) - 1892: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche]. [Washington, D.C.] : LC G&M Division, [1893?].
Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Microfiche 583, no. 1248 (PrCt)

24916 Elizabeth I, Queen of England, 1533-1603 -
Map use
Was Elizabeth I interested in maps -- and did it...

Elizabeth (N.J.) - Pictorial works - 1956 - Railroads<<>>Hackensack Meadowlands (N.J.) - Pictorial works - 1956 - Railroads<<>>Central Railroad of New Jersey - Pictorial works - 1956 - Railroads<<>>Maps Aerial view of Elizabeth, N.J. meadowland fronting on Newark Bay ... [New York? Central Railroad Company of New Jersey?], 1956?]. Authors: Central Railroad of New Jersey 1 view ; 14 x 33 cm. Caption title.


Elizabeth Region (N.J.) - Maps - 1951 - Railroads<<>>Central Railroad Company of New Jersey - Maps - 1949<<>>Railroads - Maps JCL's Elizabeth central district has everything for industry ... [New York? Central Railroad Company of New Jersey?, 1951?]. Authors: Central Railroad of New Jersey 1 map ; 29 x 15 cm. Promotional map showing two railroad lines and U.S. Highway 1 in the region surrounding Elizabeth, N.J.; Elizabeth, Newark, Newark airport, and New York shown pictorially. In Central Railroad of New Jersey. Annual report for the year ending December 31, 1950 [New York?: Central Railroad Company of New Jersey?, 1951?] inside back cover. 5A 7267 (1950 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Elkhart County (Ind.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - 
Landowners<<>Counties - 
Maps<<>Landowners - Maps 
Family maps of Elkhart County, Indiana : with homesteads, roads, waterways, towns, cemeteries, railroads, and more. Norman, Okla. Arphax Pub. Co., 2005. Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960- -- Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.) 218 p. : maps ; 28 cm. 1st ed. 'Deluxe edition.' Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov). '3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.' Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township). Includes indexes. ISBN 1420301098 
Local History Ref F532.E4 B69 2005 (NLO) 

Elkhart County (Ind.) - Maps - 1861 - 
Landowners<<>Counties - 
Maps<<>Landowners - Maps 
Microfiche 583, no. 742 (PrCt) 

Elkhart County (Ind.) - Maps - 1874 - 
Landowners<<>Counties - 
Maps<<>Landowners - Maps 

Elkhart County (Ind.) - Maps - 1887 - 
Landowners<<>Counties - 
Maps<<>Landowners - Maps 
Microfiche 583, no. 772 (PrCt) 

Elkhart County (Pa.) - Maps - 1855 - 
Landowners<<>Counties - 
Maps<<>Landowners - Maps 
Microfiche 583, no. 741 (PrCt)
Elkhart County (Ind.) - Maps - 1965 - Landowners - Counts - Maps
Authors: Bourquin, F. (Frederick), b. 1808
oversize F 895266 .439 (NLO)

Elkhart County (Ind.) - Maps - 1970 - Amish - LaGrange County (Ind.) - Maps
Amish - Mennonites SEE ALSO
Amish - Counties - Maps
Authors: Gingerich, Eli E., 1915 - Cross, Harold E. -- Gingerich, Eli E. Indiana Amish directory: Elkhart and LaGrange counties (1970) 67 maps ; on sheets 28 x 21 cm.
In Gingerich, Eli E. and Harold E. Cross. Indiana Amish directory : Elkhart and LaGrange counties (Baltimore, Md.: Div. of Medical Genetics, Dept. of Medicine, Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine, 1970). Scale of most maps 1:37,000.
Maps show locations and names of Amish residents in 37 Old Order Amish church districts.
folio D 656 .339 [maps] (PrCt)

Elkhart County (Ind.) - Maps - 1985 - Landowners - Counts - Maps
Maps of Elkhart County Ind. [Chicago] : Rand McNally, 1912.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Baker & Co. (Indianapolis, Ind.) -- Chicago Historical Society
1 map : col. ; 67 x 51 cm.
Hand-stamped "Baker & Co., Indianapolis."
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.
CHS Coll., Map no. 386 (PrCt)

Elkhart County (Ind.) - Maps - 1965 - Landowners - Counts - Maps
Plat book of Elkhart County, Indiana. Rockford, Ill. Published by W.W. Hixson & Co., [1928?].
Authors: W.W. Hixson & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([16] leaves) : 16 maps ; 22 x 28 cm.
Cover title.
Scale not given.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 12776

Elkhart County (Ind.) - Maps - 1965 - Landowners - Counts - Maps
Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (47 p.) : ill., 18 maps ; 28 cm. + map (54 x 40 cm. folded to 27 x 20 cm.)
Cover title.
Scale [1:50,688]. 1 1/4 in. to 1 mile.
Includes business and government directories, and index to owners.
Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Soil survey map folded and attached to inside back cover.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G4093.E4G46 1965 .R58 (NLO)

Elkhart County (Ind.) - Maps - 1970 - Amish - LaGrange County (Ind.) - Maps
Amish - Indiana - Maps
Amish - Old Order Amish SEE
Amish - Mennonites SEE ALSO
Amish - Counties - Maps
Authors: Gingerich, Eli E., 1915 - Cross, Harold E. -- Gingerich, Eli E. Indiana Amish directory: Elkhart and LaGrange counties (1970) 67 maps ; on sheets 28 x 21 cm.
In Gingerich, Eli E. and Harold E. Cross. Indiana Amish directory : Elkhart and LaGrange counties (Baltimore, Md.: Div. of Medical Genetics, Dept. of Medicine, Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine, 1970). Scale of most maps 1:37,000.
Maps show locations and names of Amish residents in 37 Old Order Amish church districts.
folio D 656 .339 [maps] (PrCt)

Elkhart County (Ind.) - Maps - 1985 - Landowners - Counts - Maps
Maps of Elkhart County Ind. [Chicago] : Rand McNally, 1912.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Baker & Co. (Indianapolis, Ind.) -- Chicago Historical Society
1 map : col. ; 67 x 51 cm.
Hand-stamped "Baker & Co., Indianapolis."
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.
CHS Coll., Map no. 386 (PrCt)

Elkhart County (Ind.) - Pictorial works - 1960 - Railroad yards - Pictorial works - 1960 - Railroad yards - Railroads - Maps
Authors: New York Central Railroad Company
1 view ; 7 x 15 cm.
Caption title.
Photograph.
5A 7267 (1959 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Elkhart County (Ind.) - Pictorial works - 1854 - Pacific railroads - Explorations and surveys - Pictorial works - 1854 - Railroads - Maps
Goshoot Passage : showing 65 miles of the proposed line of railroad ... 1854.
Authors: Egloffstein, F. W., 1824 - Schumann, C., fl. 1854-1855 -- United States Pacific Railroad Expeditions and Surveys -- Pacific Railroad Reports, v. 11, pt. 2, no. 5 -- United States. Congress
1 view ; 13 x 76 cm.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Detached from Pacific Railroad Reports, v. 11, pt. 2, no. 5
Uniform title: Pacific Railroad Reports
map4F G4051.P3 1853 .U5 v. 11, pt. 2, no. 5 (PrCt)

24937 Elko County (Nev.) - Maps - 1894 - Landowners - Pictorial works
Authors: McClellan, E. C. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 15.5 x 17.5 in. Scale: 1:600,000. Originally published 1894.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Microfiche 583, no. 422 (PrCt)

24938 Elko County (Nev.) - Maps - 1960 - Road maps
[Hunter's map, Elko County Nevada / compliments Stockmen's Hotel. [Elko, Nev.?] : Stockmen's Hotel, [ca. 1960].
Authors: Stockmen's Hotel (Elko, Nev.)
1 map ; 41 x 48 cm. fold. to 23 x 11 cm.
Cover title.
Shows roads, railroads, and "hunting district boundaries."
On verso, photographs and information about the Stockmen's Hotel.
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).
Accession # 2008100251.
Road map4C G4353 .E4E63 1960 .S7 (PrCt)

24939 Elko (Nev.) - Pictorial works - 1959 - Railroad Stations
[Photograph of new Western Pacific Railroad depot and division offices at Elko, Nevada]. [San Francisco? Western Pacific Railroad Company?, 1959?].
Authors: Western Pacific Railroad Company
1 view ; 11 x 17 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.

5A 7267 (1958 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

24940 Ellesmere Island (Nunavut) - Maps - 1922
Authors: Craig, J. D. -- Canada. Dept. of the Interior. -- Great Britain. Hydrographic Office -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 20 x 44 cm.
"From rough sketch by J. D. Craig -- 21-8-22.'
"Northwest Territories and Yukon Branch. Department of the Interior, Ottawa. 25-3-1924.'
Photostatic reproduction of map in the Hydrographic Dept., Admiralty.
Handstamped information reproduced in photostat: Hydrographic Depart[ent]. Admiralty.
Original document. 22 Apr. 1924. [oval, 3 x 5 cm.].
Fitzgerald polar map 142 (PrCt)

24941 Ellesmere Island (Nunavut) - Maps - 1940
Authors: Wright, J. W. -- Hamilton, R. A. -- Royal Geographical Society (Great Britain) -- Geographical Journal -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 42 x 26 cm.
Scale 1:500,000.
"Published by the Royal Geographical Society.'
Upper right margin: The Geographical Journal, April, 1940.
Fitzgerald polar map 148 (PrCt)

24942 Ellington Stone - La Salle, Robert Cavelier, sieur de, 1643-1687
The Ellington stome. 2007.
Authors: Illinois Transportation Archaeological Research Program -- University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. Ancient Technology and Archaeological Materials Program -- ITARP SEE Illinois Transportation Archaeological Research Program
3 leaves : photographs ; 28 cm.
Printout from website of the Illinois Transportation Archaeological Research Program (accessed March 13, 2007):
http://www.itarp.uiuc.edu/atam/ellington.html
Original stone held by the Quincy Museum.
BHC 1805
Vert 1374 no. 2 (PrCt)

24943 Ellington Stone - La Salle, Robert Cavelier, sieur de, 1643-1687
The Ellington stone. 1988.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Authors: Politsch, Leroy J.
5 leaves; photograph; 28 cm.
Photocopies of typescript.
Original stone held by the Quincy Museum.
BHC 1805
Vert 1374 no. 1 (PrCt)

24944 Elliott (N.D.) - Maps - 1884 - Real property
Dakota & Great Southern Railway - Maps - 1884-1944
Railroads - Maps
Map of the town of Elliott. [S.I. s.n., 1884].
Authors: Dyer, J. E. -- Dakota & Great Southern Railway -- Dyer, J. E. Dakota : the observations of a tenderfoot (1884) -- Fargo Republican Steam Printing House (North Dakota) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map; 15 x 12 cm.
Unsigned cadastral map showing lots for sale adjacent to the proposed Dakota & Great Southern Railway.
In Dyer, J. E. Dakota : the observations of a tenderfoot ([Fargo, N.D. : Fargo Republican Steam Printing House], 1884) p. [88].
Graff 1192 p. [88] (PrCt)

24945 Ellis County (Tex.) - Maps - 1879 - Landowners - Counties - Maps
Landowners - Counties - Maps
Authors: Texas. General Land Office -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 18.5 x 22.5 in. Scale 1:133,320.
Originally compiled 1879.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 964 (PrCt)

24946 Ellis County (Tex.) - Maps - 1889 - Landowners - Counties - Maps
Landowners - Counties - Maps
1 map; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: Blueprint, 38.5 x 46 in. Scale 1:66,660. Originally compiled 1889.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps

24947 Elmhurst (III.) - Maps - 1920
Elmhurst, Illinois. Building zone map. [S.I. s.n., ca. 1920?].
Authors: Hancock, Edwin -- Wonders, Darius, fl. 1944 -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map; 86 x 77 cm.
‘Edwin Hancock, engineer.’
‘Git '44 Darius [?] Wonders, Chicago’ -- ms. note in pencil.
No scale.
Primarily a cadastral map; includes a few landowner names.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Map G 10896 .263 (NLO)

24948 Elmina (Ghana) - Pictorial works - 1626
Mina. [Frankfurt am Meyn : In Verlegung der Hulsischen bey Hartmanno Palthenio, 1626].
Authors: Braun, Samuel, 1580-1668 -- Braun, Samuel, 1580-1668. Die neuntzehende Schiffarth inhaltendt Fünff Schiffarthen Samuel Brauns Burgers und Wund Artzt zu Basel ... in Africam und dessen Provincien Congo ... (1626) -- Hulsius, Levinus, d. 1606. [Sammlung von sechs und zwanzig Schifffarten] (1608-1650)
1 view; 11.5 x 15.4 cm. (plate mark 12.2 x 15.0 cm)
In Braun, Samuel, Die neuntzehende Schiffarth inhaltendt Fünff Schiffarthen Samuel Brauns Burgers und Wund Artzt zu Basel ... in Africam und dessen Provincien Congo ... (Frankfurt am Meyn : in Verlegung der Hulsischen bey Hartmanno Palthenio, 1626), opp. p. 48.
In upper right corner: * fol. 48.
VAULT Ayer 110 .H9 1608, v. 3, pt. 19, p. 48 (PrCt)

24949 Ely (England) - Historical geography - Maps - 1476-1492
Ely (England) - Geography, Medieval - Maps - 1476-1492
Authors: Holton-Krayenbuhl, Anne -- Cambridgeshire Records Society
xii, 248 p.: maps, facsimils.; 25 cm.
Parallel Latin texts with English translation; introduction and notes in English.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 225-228) and index.
Series: Cambridgeshire Records Society ; v. 20 -- Cambridgeshire Records Society (Series) ; v. 20.
ISBN 9780904323221 ; 0904323226
DA690.E4 T67 2011 (NLO)

24950 Embroidered maps (Cross-stitch) - Exhibitions - Catalogs
Embroidered maps (Cross-stitch) - Exhibitions - Catalogs

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
- Exhibitions - Catalogs

Authors: Witney Antiques -- Jarrett, Joy -- Jarrett, Stephen -- Scott, Rebecca [56] p.: col. ill., 1 geneal. table, maps; 28 cm.
Catalog of an exhibition at Witney Antiques (96-100 Corn Street, Witney, Oxfordshire, England) of 39 map samplers, embroidered by young girls from all strata of society between 1778 and 1914. Samplers include maps of England and Wales, county maps, maps of Spain, Ireland, Palestine, France, Europe, Northern and Southern Hemisphere maps, and Double Hemisphere World maps.
ISBN 0954331338

folio NK9143 .S255 2005 (NLO)

24951 Emde (Germany) - Maps - 1620
Emvda, vulgo Embden urbs Frisiae orientalis primaria. [Cologne: s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: hand col.; 34 x 48 cm.
Anonymous map.
Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Embdena.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135.B8 1573, v. 2, pl. 32 (PrCt)

24952 Emde (Germany) - Maps - 1657
Emvda, vulgo Embden urbs Frisiae orientalis primaria. [Amsterdam: Jan Jansson, 1657].
Authors: Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664 -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Urbium totius Germaniae superius illustriorum clariorumque tabulae ...
Pars posterior [i.e. prior] (1657) -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Theatrum urbiom (1657)
1 map: hand col.; 34 x 47 cm.
Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Embdena.
In: Jansson, Jan. Urbium totius Germaniae superius illustriorum clariorumque tabulae ...
Pars posterior [i.e. prior] 1657, [plate 43].
Issued in volume [2] of 8 in Jansson's townbook atlases, collectively known as the Theatrum urbiom (Amsterdam: Jan Jansson, 1657).
Case oversize G 117.452, v. 2, [plate 43] (PrCt)

24953 Emde (Germany) - Maps - 1657
Emda vulgo Embden. [Amsterdam: Jan Jansson, 1657].
Authors: Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664 -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Urbium totius Germaniae superius illustriorum clariorumque tabulae ...
Pars posterior [i.e. prior] (1657) -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Theatrum urbiom (1657)
1 map: hand col.; 40 x 50 cm.
Includes references 1-19.
Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Embdena.
In: Jansson, Jan. Urbium totius Germaniae superius illustriorum clariorumque tabulae ...
Pars posterior [i.e. prior] 1657, [plate 44].
Issued in volume [2] of 8 in Jansson's townbook atlases, collectively known as the Theatrum urbiom (Amsterdam: Jan Jansson, 1657).
Case oversize G 117.452, v. 2, [plate 44] (PrCt)

24954 Emilia (Italy) - Maps - 1957<<>>Romagna (Italy) - Maps - 1957
Authors: Touring club italiano -- Guida d'Italia del T.C.I. -- Antonio Vallardi (Firm) -- Bertarelli, L. V. (Luigi Vittorio), 1859-1926 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
768 p., [25] leaves of plates (some folded): 67 maps and plans (some folded, some col.); 16 cm.
4. ed.
Maps by Antonio Vallardi.
Maps on lining papers.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 692-704) and indexes.
Original dust jacket.
Series: Guida d'Italia del Touring club italiano
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes DG416.C742 E6 1957 (NLO)

24955 Emilia (Italy) - Maps - 1971<<>>Romagna (Italy) - Maps - 1971
Authors: Touring club italiano -- Guida d'Italia del T.C.I. -- Antonio Vallardi (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
787 p., [29] leaves of plates (some folded): 57 maps and plans (some folded, some col.); 17 cm.
4th ed. has title: Emilia e Romagna.
Maps by Antonio Vallardi.
Maps on lining papers.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 716-727) and indexes.
Emilia-Romagna (Italy) - Maps - 1593
Parmae ac Plaisantiae amoenissimae dvcatvs typus elegans et acuratvs nunc[ue] ante hac editus / Ioannes à Deutecum f. [Antwerp : s.n., 1593].
Authors: Doetcam, Jan van -- Jode, Gerard de, 1509-1591 -- Wierix, Antonie, -1604 -- Jode, Gerard de, 1509-1591. Specvlvm orbis terrarvm (1593)
1 map : hand col. ; 25 x 49 cm., on sheet 42 x 55 cm.
Printed on same sheet as two other maps: Marcae Anconitanae sev Picoeni agri chorographicus ; Vera et fidelis descriptio comitatus Zarae et Sebenici Latin letterpress text on verso (fol. 22, sig. Y): Parmae et Plaisantiae dvcatvs ...
Engraving attributed to Antonie Wierix.
In: Jode, Gerard de. Specvlvm orbis terrarvm (Antwerp : A. Coninx, 1593), map [22 A].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .J9 1593, map [22 A] (PrCt)

Emilia-Romagna (Italy) - Maps - 1602
Authors: Schenk & Valck, Amsterdam -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:154
1 map ; 37 x 46 cm.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map2F G6713.E5 1710 .S3 (PrCt)

Emilia-Romagna (Italy) - Maps - 1717
Duché de Modene de Regio et de Carpi. Paris, [ca. 1717].
Authors: Nolin, Jean Baptiste, 1648-1708 -- Alberti, Leandro, 1479-1552 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:154
1 map : hand col. ; 23 x 28 cm. on sheet 53 x 63 cm.
2126
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6713.E5 1717 N6 (PrCt)

Emilia-Romagna (Italy) - Maps - 1725
Authors: Dinovo, Gironimo, fl. 1602 -- Schoel, Hendrik van, fl. 1557-1602 -- De Landau, Horace, barone, 1824-1903 -- Finaly, Madame, d. 1938 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 384 x 516 mm. (neat line), 393 x 519 mm. (plate mark).
Dedication at lower left: All illmo. et mmo. signre. Cardinal San Giorgio ... io ho disegnato questo stato di Ferrara ... Gironimo Dinouo.
Most detailed for the cities of Ferrara and Bologna; includes references 1-21 for Ferrara. Relief shown pictorially.
Manuscript '61' at upper right and '60' at bottom right; 'geografie diverse gia viste' on verso.
Ex De Landau; ex Finaly.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
d25
Novacco 4F 300 (PrCt)

Emilia-Romagna (Italy) - Maps - 1602<<=>Bologna (Italy) - Maps - 1602
Authors: Dinovo, Gironimo, fl. 1602 -- Schoel, Hendrik van, fl. 1557-1602 -- De Landau, Horace, barone, 1824-1903 -- Finaly, Madame, d. 1938 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 384 x 516 mm. (neat line), 393 x 519 mm. (plate mark).
Dedication at lower left: All illmo. et mmo. signre. Cardinal San Giorgio ... io ho disegnato questo stato di Ferrara ... Gironimo Dinouo.
Most detailed for the cities of Ferrara and Bologna; includes references 1-21 for Ferrara. Relief shown pictorially.
Manuscript '61' at upper right and '60' at bottom right; 'geografie diverse gia viste' on verso.
Ex De Landau; ex Finaly.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
d25
Novacco 4F 300 (PrCt)

Emilia-Romagna (Italy) - Maps - 1740
Ducatus Parmensis et Placentinus. [Augsburg] : Matthaei Seutteri, [ca. 1740?].
Authors: Seutter, Albrecht Carl, 1722-1762 -- Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756 -- Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756. [A Collection of Seutter maps] [1726-1773]
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 54 cm.
'A. C. Seutter del. e. sculps.' Forms part of a made-to-order composite atlas chiefly comprised of undated maps issued ca. 1734-ca. 1744.
Case oversize G 1007 .81 pl. [25] (PrCt)

Emilia-Romagna (Italy) - Maps - 1740
Ducatus Mutinensis Regiensis et Carpiensis ... [Augsburg] : Matthaeus Seutter, [ca. 1744].
Authors: Seutter, Albrecht Carl, 1722-1762 -- Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756 -- Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756. [A Collection of Seutter maps] (Augsburg [and Paris]: M. Seutter [et al], 1726-1773) plate [25].
Case oversize G 1007 .81 pl. [25] (PrCt)
maps] [1726-1773]
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 55 cm.
'Albrecht Carl Seutter Seutter del. e. sculp.'
Forms part of a made-to-order composite atlas chiefly comprised of undated maps issued ca. 1734-ca. 1744.
Case oversize G 1007 .81 pl. [26] (PrCt)

24964 Eminönü (Istanbul, Turkey) - Description and travel - 1971<<<Istanbul (Turkey). Eminönü SEE Eminönü (Istanbul, Turkey)<<<<Saray (Istanbul, Turkey) SEE Eminönü (Istanbul, Turkey)<<<<Serai (Istanbul, Turkey) SEE Eminönü (Istanbul, Turkey)<<<<Grand Harem (Istanbul, Turkey) SEE Eminönü (Istanbul, Turkey)
Authors: Time, inc.
1 p. : photo ; 28 cm.
The Grand Harem is a part of Topkapi Palace.
Travel Vertical File G7434 .I8:2T5 1971 .T5 (PrCt)

24965 Emmendingen, Battle of, Emmendingen, Germany, 1796 - Maps - 1839
Carte pour l'intelligence des combats qui ont eu lieu sur l'Elz à Fribourg au Mois d'Octobre 1796 / Bielaerds, ft. [Paris] : Libraire Militaire de Petit, [1839].
Authors: Bielaerds, J.-B. -- Jomini, Antoine Henri, baron de, 1779-1869. Atlas pour servir à l'intelligence de l'Histoire critique et militaire des guerres de la révolution (1839) -- Petit, J.-B.
1 map : hand col. ; 27 x 40 cm.
Relief shown by hachures.
Positions of French and Austrian troops indicated by colors.
Scale "2 lieues de 25 au dégré" = 8.7 cm.
At upper right: Pl. XVIII.
Case oversize F 393 .457, pl. 18 (PrCt)

24966 Emmius, Ubbo, 1547-1625<<<Cartography - Ostfriesland (Germany) - History
Authors: Aden, Menno
Ostfriesland, Aurich. 1966, 3 p. 11-14, 1 map.
Cited in Imago Mundi annual bibliography.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

24967 Emmius, Ubbo, 1547-1625<<<Cartography - Ostfriesland (Germany) - History
Authors: Lang, Arend W., 1909-1981
35 p., [1] folded leaf (plate) : map ; 21 cm.

24968 Emmius, Ubbo, 1547-1625<<<Fabriicus, David, 1564-1617<<<Cartography - Friesland (Netherlands) - History<<<Cartography - Ostfriesland (Germany) - History
Authors: Aden, Menno
Cited in Imago Mundi annual bibliography.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

24969 Empire Spring (Saratoga Springs, N.Y.) - Pictorial works - 1882<<<Saratoga Springs (N.Y.) - Pictorial works - 1882 - Mineral water industry<<<Saratoga Springs (N.Y.) - Pictorial works - 1882 - Springs<<<Mineral water industry - Saratoga Springs (N.Y.) - Pictorial works - 1882 - Springs - Saratoga Springs (N.Y.) - Pictorial works - 1882
Authors: Taintor, Charles Newhall, 1840-1920 -- Taintor, Charles Newhall, 1840-1920. Saratoga illustrated : the visitor's guide to Saratoga Springs ... (1882) -- Taintor Brothers, Merrill & Co.
1 view : wood engraving ; image 7 x 12 cm., on sheet 11 x 18 cm.
Wood engraved view of a pagoda built around a mineral spring adjacent to a two-story building, and groups of pedestrians in the foreground, all near the intersection of Excelsior and High Rock Avenues and the latter-day site of the Van Raalte knitting mill in Saratoga Springs, N.Y.
Approximate coordinates: (W 73°46'39"/N 43°05'18")
G 85178 .8, opposite p. 48 (NLO)

24970 Ems River Estuary (Germany and Netherlands) - 1740 - Mouth - Nautical charts<<<Nautical charts - Ems River Estuary (Germany and Netherlands) - 1740 - Mouth
A Chart of the Eems, of Old West Eems and the East Eems ; A Chart of the Flie and part of Ameland Gat. [London : William Mount and Thomas Page, 1740].
2 maps; on sheet 46 x 59 cm.
Map at left oriented with north at bottom; includes 36 references.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Map at right oriented with north at bottom left; includes 5 references.
In: The English pilot : The second part : Describing the sea-coasts in the whole northern navigation ... the north coast of England and Scotland ... the sea-coast of Flanders ... Norway ... Russia ... and Nova Zembla, as far as the Tartarian Sea ... The sea-coasts of Sweden ... in the Baltic-Sea (London : William Mount and Thomas Page, 1740), [plate 10]. Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger): English Pilot. Part 2 (1740) Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1793 .E552 1740, [plate 10] (PrCt)

24971 Éms River Estuary (Germany and Netherlands) - 1749 - Mouth - Nautical charts
Nautical charts - Éms River Estuary (Germany and Netherlands) - 1749 - Mouth
A Chart of the Eems, of Old West Eems and the East Eems : A Chart of the Flie and part of Ameland Gat. [London : W. and J. Mount, and T. Page, 1749]. Authors: W. and J. Mount, and T. Page (Firm), fl. 1748-1755 -- English Pilot. Part 2 (1749) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 2 maps; on sheet 45 x 58 cm. Map at left oriented with north at bottom; includes 36 references. Map at right oriented with north at bottom left; includes 5 references.
In: The English pilot. The second part. Describing the sea-coasts ... in the whole northern navigation ... Describing the north coast of England and Scotland ... Orkney, Shetland, Lewis, Farro, Iceland, ... Flanders, Zealnd, Holland, Germany, Denmark, Norway, Finland, Lapland, Russia, ... Waigats, and Nova Zembla, ... Tartarian Sea, ... Greenland, Trinity-Island, Cherry Island, Hope-Island, ... Sweden, East-Finnland, Lyfland, Prussia, Pomerania, &c. with ... the Baltic-Sea (London : W. and J. Mount, and T. Page, 1749) following p. 24. Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger): English Pilot. Part 2 (1749) oversize Ayer 135 .E55 1749 following p. 24 (PrCt)

24972 Éms River (Germany and Netherlands) - Maps - 1642 - Mouth - Nautical charts
Nautical charts - Éms River (Germany and Netherlands) - 1642 - Mouth
Pascaerte en beschryvinghe van de seer vermaerde Riviere Ooster ende Wester Eems ... = Carte et description marine du tres-renommé Fleuve Eems ... [Amsterdam? s.n.], MDCXLII

[1642]. Authors: Faber, Martin, 1587?-1648 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
III.X22 -- Fabro, Martino, 1587-1648 SEE Faber, Martin, 1587?-1648
1 map ; 42 x 54 cm. Title at upper left. Added title at left center: Hydrographica et accurata descriptio celeberrimi Fluminis Orientalis et Occidentalis Amasi ... Auct. Martino Fabro Senat. Reip. Embd. Extensive sailing directions at upper right: Aen wijsinghe om de oude Eems soo nieuwlijks betonnet, te Vatten, aen te Soecken en in te Seylen ... Oriented with north at bottom. Includes references A-I, K-T, and V-Z, and key to various non-alphabetic symbols. Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
References: Lang, Wilhelm. 'Martin Faber's map of the Ems Mouth' in Imago Mundi 9 (1952): 79-82; map photo.
Sack map4F G6082.E3 1642 .F3 (PrCt)

24973 Émsland (Germany) - Maps - 1680 - Dollart (Netherlands and Germany) - Maps - 1680

24974 Émsland (Germany) - Maps - 1680 - Münster Region (Germany) - Maps - 1680
Comitatus Bentheim et Steinfurt. Amsterdam, [ca. 1680]. Authors: Westenberg, Johann -- Schenk & Valck, Amsterdam -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:245 1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 48 cm. 2483 Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack. Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
24975 Emsland (Germany) - Maps - 1680<<>>Münster Region (Germany) - Maps - 1680
Comitatus Bentheimensis nova descriptio. Amsterdam, [ca. 1680].
Authors: Westenberg, Johann -- Schenk & Valck.
Amsterdam -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:246
1 map : hand col. ; 37 X 50 cm.
2484
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:245 (PrCt)

24976 Emsland (Germany) - Maps - 1697<<>>Bremen (Germany : Duchy) - Maps - 1697<<>>Groningen (Netherlands : Province) - Maps - 1697
Frisia orientalis. Amsterdam, [ca. 1697].
Authors: Allard, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:240
1 map : hand col. ; 44 x 54 cm.
Added title: Nova tabula totius Frisiae orientalis emendata.
Koeman [Al. 34].
2478
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:246 (PrCt)

24977 Emsland (Germany) - Maps - 1700<<>>Bremen (Germany : Duchy) - Maps - 1700<<>>Groningen (Netherlands : Province) - Maps - 1700
Oost-Frise, ou le comte d'Emden ... Paris, [ca. 1700].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III: M19
1 map : hand col. ; 41 x 54 cm.
3385
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6323.E4 1700 J3 (PrCt)

24978 Emsland (Germany) - Maps - 1725<<>>Osnabruck (Germany : Gebietseinheit) - Maps - 1725<<>>Münster
Region (Germany) - Maps - 1725
Basse partie de l'Evescher de Munster. Amsterdam, [ca. 1725].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Covens et Mortier -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III: H14
1 map ; 40 x 54 cm.
3198
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6323.E4 1725 C6 (PrCt)

24979 Emsland (Germany) - Maps - 1737<<>>Bremen (Germany : Duchy) - Maps - 1737<<>>Groningen (Netherlands : Province) - Maps - 1737
Oost-Frise, ou le comte d'Emden ... Amsterdam, [ca. 1737].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- R. & J. Ottens -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:241
1 map : hand col. ; 41 x 54 cm.
2479
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:241 (PrCt)

24980 Encyclopaedia Britannica - Maps - 2006<<>>Atlases - 2006
Authors: Encyclopaedia Britannica, inc. [26] leaves : [36] leaves of plates (col. maps) ; 28 cm.
Material presented at a meeting at the EB offices during the lead-up to the city-wide Festival of Maps (2007); "Special guests Marvin Bolt, Robert Karow [sic], and Mark Rattin. Attending from EB: William Bowe, Executive V.P. and General Counsel; Michael Nutter, Senior Map Editor; Tom Panelas, Director of Communications; Theodore Pappas, Executive Editor."
The color plates are from a PowerPoint presented at the meeting.
Contents: Encyclopaedia Britannica online thematic maps. -- Encyclopaedia Britannica Micropaedia maps. -- Encyclopaedia Britannica Macropaedia maps [lists]. -- The Encyclopaedia Britannica Map Collection [PowerPoint].
Vert 3008 (PrCt)

24981 Encyclopedias and dictionaries - 1797-1801<<>>Atlases, British - 1797-1801
Encyclopaedia britannica; or, A dictionary of arts, sciences, and miscellaneous literature.
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Edinburgh : A. Bell and C. Macfarquhar, 1797.
Authors: Bell, Andrew, 1726-1809 -- Macfarquhar, Colin, 1745?-1793 -- Gleig, George, 1753-1840 -- Bonar, Thomas -- Encyclopaedia Britannica (1797) -- Encyclopaedia Britannica, inc.
18 v. : ill. ; 28 cm. + supplement (2 v. ; 28 cm.)
3'd. ed. ... greatly improved. Illustrated with five hundred and forty two copperplates.'
Vols 1-12 edited by G. Macfarquhar; v. 13-18, by G. Gleig.

Encyclopedias and dictionaries - 1798 Atlases - 1798
Encyclopaedia; or, A dictionary of arts, sciences, and miscellaneous literature ... Philadelphia :
Printed by Thomas Dobson, 1798.
Authors: Dobson, Thomas, 1751-1823 -- Encyclopaedia Britannica (1798) -- Encyclopaedia Britannica, inc.
18 v. : front., plates , maps, plans, tables diagrs. ; 27 cm.
"The first American edition ... greatly improved" of the Encyclopaedia Britannica, including the preface to the English ed.
Issued in parts, 1790-1797.
Title-pages of the volumes, printed after completion of the work, are all dated 1798.
Imperfect: a few plates wanting.
Maps also cataloged separately.
A 2 .254 (NLO)

Encyclopedias and dictionaries - 1859 Atlases - 1859
Beeton’s dictionary of universal information : comprising geography, history, biography, mythology, Bible knowledge, chronology, with the pronunciation of every proper name. London : S.O. Beeton, [1859?].
Authors: Beeton, Samuel Orchart, 1831-1877 -- Sherer, John -- Brooks, Vincent -- Becker, Lewis -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
2 v. : ill., 14 maps ; 22 cm.
By Samuel O. Beeton and John Sherer. Cf. BM v. 13, column 1180.
Maps by Vincent Brooks and Lewis Becker.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes AE5 .B44 1859 (NLO)

Encyclopedias and dictionaries - 1885 Atlases - 1885
Johnson’s new general cyclopaedia and copper-plate hand-atlas of the world : compiled and illustrated, being specially adapted for daily use in the family, school, and office / editors in-chief Frederick A.P. Barnard [and] Arnold Guyot ... ; with contributions from eminent scholars in the United States and Europe. New York : A.J. Johnson & Co., 1885.
2 v. : ill., 66 col. maps ; 29 cm.
Laid in: To our subscribers ...
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Full text of another copy available online via HathiTrust Digital Library (October 2011): http://catalog.hathitrust.org/api/volumes/oclc/15670165.html
References: Phillips 926
Baskes folio AE6 .J64 1885 (NLO)

Encyclopedias and dictionaries - 1891 Atlases - 1891
Johnson’s American cyclopaedia and atlas of the world : scientific, historical, biographical and statistical, illustrated with a large number of engravings, colored maps, charts and diagrams, making a complete library in one volume / compiled and edited by J.R. Johnson, assisted by eminent specialists in each department. Chicago : Webster’s Dictionary Pub. Co., 1891.
Authors: Johnson, J. R. -- Webster’s Dictionary Publishing Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
536 p. : ill. (some col.), 61 maps (some col.), plans ; 28 cm.
Includes index.
Red cloth binding with black decoration.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio AE6 .J64 1891 (NLO)

Encyclopedias and dictionaries - 1912 Atlases, British - 1912
Authors: Pears (A. & F.) Limited -- George Philip & Son -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 30 maps ; 177 x 128 mm.
Maps by George Philip & Son.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Encyclopedias and dictionaries - Early works to 1800
Margarita philosophica, rationalis, moralis

Encyclopedias and dictionaries -

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Reisch, Gregor, d. 1525 -- Fine, Oronce, 1494-1555
This edition edited by Oronce Fine, whose preface is dated 1523.
References: Karrow, Mapmakers of the 16th Century, 27/P.
Not at Newberry Library (Aug. 2012) (PrCt)

Vert 210 (PrCt)

24989 L'Enfant, Pierre Charles, 1754-1825. Plan of the city Intended for the permanent seat of government, (1791)---Cartography - Washington (D.C.) - History
The Delineation of a grand plan. 1979.
BHC 226
Vert 500 (PrCt)

24990 Engadine (Switzerland) - Maps - 1907
Authors: Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- Musson, Spencer C. -- Lewis, John Hardwicke, 1841-1927 -- Oliver and Boyd (Edinburgh, Scotland) -- Baskes, Julie -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Oliver & Boyd (Edinburgh, Scotland) SEE Oliver and Boyd (Edinburgh, Scotland)
'Published September 1907.'
Printed by Oliver and Boyd, Edinburgh.
Includes index.
Series: Black’s smaller series of beautiful books Formerly owned by Julie Baskes. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 08021791
Baskes G153 .B553 Upper Engadine (1907) (NLO)

24991 Engadine (Switzerland) - Maps - 1910-1911---Davos (Switzerland) - Maps - 1910-1911
2. neu bearb. Aufl. [2nd ed.]
'Mit zwei Karten.'
Maps lithographed by Leopold Kraatz. Includes index.
Series: Griebens Reiseführer ; Bd. 116
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 116 (1910-1911) (NLO)

24992 Engineering Drawings - Cataloging---Cataloging of maps
A Retrieval system for engineering drawings. 1979.
Authors: Tenopir, Carol From Spec. Libs. 70 (Feb. 1979): 91-96
Vert 487 (PrCt)

Authors: Kline, Ronald R. p. 194-201
Ayer Modern MS Karrow, box 3, folder 29, no. 2 (PrCt)

24994 England - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. - Coasts - 1693---Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. - England - Coasts - 1693---Scotland - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. - Coasts - 1693---Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. - Scotland - Coasts - 1693
[Coastal elevation profiles from central England to Aberdeen in Scotland]. [London : s.n., 1693].
Authors: Collins, Greenville, fl. 1669-1698 -- Collins, Greenville, fl. 1669-1698. Great Britain’s coasting-pilot ... (1693) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
15 coastal profiles ; 4 x 28 cm. and smaller, on sheet 51 x 30 cm.
Anonymous engraving; title supplied by cataloger.
Includes 15 coastal profiles in 12 vertical panels, covering scattered regions between Dunwich in Suffolk to Aberdeen in Scotland.
In: Collins, Greenville. Great Britain’s coasting-pilot ... (London : Printed by Freeman Collins, and are to be sold by Richard Mount, 1693), part 2, [plate 45]

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Anonymous engraving; title expanded by cataloger.
Includes 15 coastal profiles in 12 vertical panels, covering scattered regions between Dunwich in Suffolk to Aberdeen in Scotland.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1811.P5 C6 1693, part 2, [plate 45] (PrCt)

---

**24995**

*England - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. - Coasts - 1693***

Anonymous engraving; title expanded by cataloger.
Includes 2 vertical panels of coastal profiles. Left half includes 12 profiles from Walmer Castle in Kent to Dartmouth in Devon; right half includes 13 profiles from Dartmouth to Milford-Haven in Wales.

In: Collins, Greenville. Great Britain’s coasting-pilot ... (London : Printed by Freeman Collins, and are to be sold by Richard Mount, 1693), part 2, [plate 26]
Engraved no. 39 at upper right; ms. no. 26 on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1811.P5 C6 1693, part 2, [plate 26] (PrCt)

---

**24996**

*England - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. - Coasts - 1749***

[Coastal elevation profiles from central England to Aberdeen in Scotland]. [London : s.n., 1749].
Authors: Collins, Greenville, fl. 1669-1698 -- Collins, Greenville, fl. 1669-1698. Great Britain’s coasting-pilot ... (1749) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
15 coastal profiles ; 4 x 28 cm. and smaller, on sheet 51 x 30 cm.
Anonymous engraving; title supplied by cataloger.

---

**24997**

*England - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. - Coasts - 1749***

How these several lands show at sea : [coastal elevation profiles of southern England and Wales]. [London : s.n., 1749].
Authors: Collins, Greenville, fl. 1669-1698 -- Collins, Greenville, fl. 1669-1698. Great Britain’s coasting-pilot ... (1749) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
25 coastal profiles ; 5 x 28 cm. and smaller, on sheet 51 x 60 cm.
Anonymous engraving; title expanded by cataloger.
Includes 2 vertical panels of coastal profiles. Left half includes 12 profiles from Walmer Castle in Kent to Dartmouth in Devon; right half includes 13 profiles from Dartmouth to Milford-Haven in Wales.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1811.P5 C6 1749, [plate 29] (PrCt)

---

**24998**

*England - Archaeology - Iron Age***

Authors: Great Britain. Ordnance Survey
1 map : col. ; 82 x 103 cm.
Scale 1:625,000 or about ten miles to one inch.
Added title: Southern Britain in the iron age.
Relief shown by hypsometric tints.

---

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

A Chart for the Newcastle trade : describing the sea coasts of England from the South Foreland to New-Castle ... London : Sold by R. Mount and T. Page on Great Tower Hill, [1740].
Authors: R. Mount and T. Page (Firm), fl. 1698-1712 -- Mount, Richard, d. 1722 -- Page, Thomas, d. 1762 -- English Pilot. Part 2 (1740) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 50 x 100 cm., on composite sheet 55 x 109 cm.
Oriented with north at right.
Insets (21 x 43 cm. and smaller): A Chart of Yarmouth Sands -- The River Tine and coast from Sunderland to Blyth -- Harwich and Hanford Water.
In: The English pilot : The second part : Describing the sea-coasts ... in the whole northern navigation ... the north coast of England and Scotland ... the sea-coast of Flanders ... Norway ... Russia ... and Nova Zembla, as far as the Tartarian Sea ... The sea-coasts of Sweden ... in the Baltic-Sea (London : William Mount and Thomas Page, 1740), [plate 6].
Printed from 2 plates on 2 sheets joined to form 1 composite sheet.
Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger): English Pilot. Part 2 (1740)
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1793 .E552 1740, [plate 6] (PrCt)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Document Metadata</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Authors: R. Mount and T. Page (Firm), fl.</td>
<td>England, Eastern -1790 - Coasts - Nautical charts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oriented with north at right.</td>
<td>Printed from 2 plates on 2 sheets joined to form 1 composite sheet.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In: The English pilot. The second part. Describing the sea-coasts ... in the whole northern navigation ... Describing the north coast of England and Scotland, ... Orkney, Shetland, Lewis, Farro, Iceland, ... Flanders, Zealander, Holland, Germany, Denmark, Norway, Finland, Lapland, Russia, ... Waigats, and Nova Zembla, ... Tartarian Sea, ... Greenland, Trinity-Island, Cherry Island, Hope-Island, ... Sweden, East-Finland, Lyfand, Prussia, Pomerania, &amp;c. with ... the Baltic-Sea (London : W. and J. Mount, and T. Page, 1749) following p. 8.</td>
<td>Baskes oversize G1793 .E55 1758, [plate 2] (PrCt)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A New chart of the Newcastle trade describing the sea coast of England from the South Forelands to Newcastle ... / J. Mynde sc. [London] : Sold by W. &amp; I. Mount, T. &amp; T. Page on Tower Hill, [1790].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authors: Mynde, J., fl. 1740-1770 -- Major, Captain John, fl. 18th cent. -- Mount, William, d. 1789 -- Mount, John, d. 1786 -- Page, Thomas, d. 1781 -- Page, Thomas, d. 1762 -- English Pilot. Part 1 (1790) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)</td>
<td>1 map; 50 x 102 cm., on composite sheet 57 x 113 cm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oriented with north at right.</td>
<td>Printed from 2 plates on 2 sheets joined to form 1 composite sheet.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In: The English pilot for the southern navigation : describing the sea-coasts, capes, headlands, bays, roads, harbours, rivers and ports : together with the soundings, sands, rocks and dangers, on the coasts of England, Scotland, Ireland, Holland, Flanders, Spain, Portugal, to the Streights-Mouth; with the coasts of Barbary, and off to the Canary, Madeira, Cape de Verde and Western-Islands (London : Printed for Mount and Davidson, on Tower-Hill, 1790), [plate 2].</td>
<td>Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Printed from 2 plates on 2 sheets joined to form 1 composite sheet.</td>
<td>Baskes oversize G1793 .E55 1790, [plate 2] (PrCt)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>England, Eastern -1790 - Coasts - Nautical charts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Angliae orae maritimae inter Primoutham et Portlandiam simul et praecipuor portum, vera effigies et delineatio = Beschrijvinghe der Zee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25007</td>
<td>England, Eastern -1583 - Coasts - Nautical charts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Angliae orae maritimae inter Primoutham et Portlandiam simul et praecipuor portum, vera effigies et delineatio = Beschrijvinghe der Zee</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Custen van Engelandt, tusschen Pleijmouen en Porthlandt ... [Leiden : F. Raphelengius ; C. Claez], 1583 [i.e. 1588].
Authors: Waghenaer, Lucas Janszoon, 1534 or 5-1606. Speculum nauticum super navigatione maris Occidentalis confectum, continens omnes oras maritimas Galliae, Hispaniae et praecipuarum partium Angliae (1588) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 32 x 50 cm.
Includes coastal profiles.
Descriptive text on verso (p. 25).

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .W13 1588 map [26] (PrCt)

A Correct chart of the sea coasts of England, Flanders and Holland ... London : Sold by W. & I. Mount & T. Page on Tower Hill, [1758].
Authors: W. and J. Mount, T. and T. Page (Firm), fl. ca. 1753-1755 -- English Pilot. Part 1 (1758) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 44 x 55 cm.
In: The English pilot, for the southern navigation ... on the coast of England, Scotland, Ireland, Holland, Flanders, Spain, Portugal, to the Streight’s-Mouth; with the coasts of Barbary, and off to the Canary, Madeira, Cape de Verde and Western-Islands (London : Printed for W. and J. Mount, T. Page and Son, on Tower-Hill, 1758), [plate 4].
Baskes oversize G1793 .E55 1758, [plate 4] (PrCt)

A Correct chart of the sea coasts of England, Flanders and Holland ... London : Sold by I. Mount & T. Page on Tower Hill, [1790].
Authors: Mount, John, d. 1786 -- Page, Thomas, d. 1781 -- Jno. Mount and Tho. Page, for the southern navigation ... on the coast of England, Scotland, Ireland, Flanders and Holland ... (London : Printed for W. and J. Mount, T. Page on Tower Hill, 1790), [1790] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 31 x 49 cm.
Shows coast between Blakeney and Scarborough.
Includes coastal profile.
Oriented with north at lower right.
Text on verso (p. III) under heading: An exact description of the coasts and channels of Linne, Hull, Filey, Scarborough, ... .
1 map ; 44 x 55 cm.
In: The English pilot for the southern navigation : describing the sea-coasts, capes, headlands, bays, roads, harbours, rivers and ports : together with the soundings, sands, rocks and dangers, on the coasts of England, Scotland, Ireland, Holland, Flanders, Spain, Portugal, to the Streight's-Mouth; with the coasts of Barbary, and off to the Canary, Madeira, Cape de Verde and Western-Islands (London : Printed for Mount and Davidson, on Tower-Hill, 1790), [plate 7].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1793 .E55 1790, [plate 7] (PrCt)

Authors: J. & C. Walker (Firm) -- Baldwin & Cradock -- Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (Great Britain) -- Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (Great Britain). A Series of maps, modern and ancient (1829-1831) 1 map : hand col. ; 27 x 35 cm.
Covers east central England.
Issued, with another map, in paper cover with letterpress text at bottom: No. 8 containing: The Kingdom of the Netherlands. England, no. III.
oversize G1001 .82 fascicle 8, map [2] (PrCt)

Authors: Jones, Sydney R. (Sydney Robert), 1881- -- Studio Publications -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
272 p. : ill., maps ; 26 cm.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number a 56002094
Baskes DA630 .J593 1954 (NLO)

25014 England - Estate maps - 1600-1620<<<<Estate maps - England - 1600-1620
BHC 2551
Vert 2091 (PrCt)

25015 England - Geography - 1744<<<<England - Maps - 1744

25016 England - Geography<<<<Davies, Arthur - Bibliography
Authors: Gregory, K. J. (Kenneth John) -- Ravenhill, W. L. D. -- Davies, Arthur -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
xviii, 264 p., 14 plates : ill., maps, port. ; 25 cm.
Includes bibliographical references.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
ISBN 0900771240
Baskes DA631 .E9 (NLO)

25017 England - Geography<<<<England - Historical geography
208 p. : ill., maps ; 29 cm.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
ISBN 0874711843
Baskes folio GF551 .B34 1973 (NLO)

25018 England - Geography<<<<England - Historical geography
208 p. illus. 28 cm.
Bibliography: p. 205.
ISBN 0715357565
5A 9101 (NLO)

Authors: Treasure Houses -- Kodak
1 leaflet (6-fold) : col. photos, map ; fold. to 22 x 10 cm
Travel Vertical File G5751 .E644 1991 .T7 (PrCt)

xiv, 316 p. : maps ; 24 cm.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
LC Card Number: 76026141
ISBN 0521221226 ; 9780521221221 ; 0521291445 (pbk.); 9780521291446 (pbk.)
DA600 .D362 1976 (NLO)

Authors: Reynolds, Thomas -- Roberts, P., fl. 1799 -- Antoninus, Augustus
1 map : hand col. ; 38 x 35 cm.
In Reynold's Iter Britanniarum ; or, that part of the itinerary of Antoninus which relates to Britain (Cambridge, 1799), facing t.p. [F 0245 .44].
Show Roman road network ca. 1699.
Engraved “33” at upper left.
F 0245 .44, opp. t.p. (PrCt)

Authors: Great Britain. Ordnance Survey
24 p. 2 fold. maps (incl. front.) ; 23 cm.
On cover: ... A Map of XVII century England with description, chronological tables, and a map of London circa 1660. Scale: 16 miles to one inch ... LC Card Number: 31020130
G 1045 .367 (NLO)

Authors: Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Stackhouse, Thomas, 1756-1836 -- Stackhouse, Thomas, 1756-1836.
An Universal atlas : being a set of maps, to illustrate ancient and modern geography ... (1782) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 39 x 39 cm.
In: Stackhouse, Thomas. An Universal atlas : being a set of maps, to illustrate ancient and modern geography ... (London : Printed for the author, and sold by Ashby and Neele ... [et al], 1782 [i.e. 1783?]), plate 33.
Hand stamped with oversize “33” at upper left.
oversize Ayer 135 .S77 1782, plate 33 (PrCt)

Britannia antiqua / engrav'd by S. Neele. [London] : Published by T. Stackhouse, June 1st 1783.
Authors: Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Stackhouse, Thomas, 1756-1836 -- Stackhouse, Thomas, 1756-1836.
A New universal atlas : consisting of a complete set of maps ... (1785)=Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 39 x 39 cm.
"Published by T. Stackhouse June 1st 1783" -- Bottom margin.
"Publish'd by T. Stackhouse Decr. 1st 1782" -- Beneath title.
In: Stackhouse, Thomas. A New universal atlas : consisting of a complete set of maps ... (London : Printed for the proprietor, Mrs. Stackhouse ... and sold by T. Longman [and 7 others], 1785), plate 33.
Engraved “33” at upper left.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .S82 1785, plate 33 (PrCt)

Authors: Houzé, Antoine Philippe -- Duménil, P. -- Houzé, Antoine Philippe.
Atlas universel historique et géographique (1839-1841) -- Tibbe, Paul -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

1 atlas (vii, [1] p., x leaves of plates) : 10 hand col. maps ; 35 cm.
Running title on maps: Atlas historique et géographique de l'Angleterre
One of 9 sections, each sold separately and later published together under title: Atlas universel historique et géographique; cf. Quérard.
This copy bound with 4 other sections of the Atlas universel historique et géographique, variously published 1839-1841.
Scale [ca. 4,400,000].
Bookplate: Ex libris Paul Tibbe.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Quérard, J.M. Litt. française 19. s., v. 4, p. 325
Baskes folio G1911.S1 H68 1841 (NLO)

25026 England - Historical geography - Maps - 1883
Historical atlases
Authors: Pearson, Charles Henry, 1830-1894 -- George Bell & Sons
1 atlas (xii p. : 70 maps) ; 45 cm.
‘3d ed. rev.’
LC Card Number: 01003683
oversize G 1045 .66 (NLO)

25027 England - Historical geography - Maps - 1983
Authors: Conduit, Brian -- Constable -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.
1st ed.
OCLC 11826401.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCr)

25028 England - Historical geography - Maps - 2006
8 v. : ill. (chiefly col.), maps (chiefly col.) ; 25 cm.
Offers a description of why the countryside of England looks the way it does in contemporary times. It covers the geology, archaeology and history of each area and what effects each has had on the landscape.
Includes bibliographical references and indexes.
ISBN 0007155700 (v. 1) ; 9780007155705 (v. 1) ; 0007155719 (v. 2) ; 9780007155712 (v. 2) ; 0007155727 (v. 3) ; 9780007155729 (v. 3) ; 0007155735 (v. 4) ; 9780007155736 (v. 4) ; 0007155751 (v. 6) ; 9780007155750 (v. 6) ; 000715576X (v. 7) ; 9780007155767 (v. 7) ; 0007155778 (v. 8) ; 9780007155774 (v. 8) ; 0007155743 (v. 5) ; 9780007155743 (v. 5)
DA600 .E54 2006 (NLO)

25029 England - Historical geography - Maps - 900-1250
Great Britain - Historical geography - Maps - 900-1250
England - Planning - History - 900-1250
Land settlement patterns - England - History - 900-1250
Authors: Roberts, Brian K.
xvi, 336 p. : ill., maps ; 26 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [313]-324) and indexes.
LC Card Number: 2009275060
ISBN 9781842172377 ; 1842172379
GF551 .R628 2006 (NLO)

25030 England - History, Ancient - 1794
Britanniae antiquae tabula geographica ex aevi Romani monumentis . London : Laurie & Whittle, 1794 [i.e.1799].
Authors: Horsley, John, 1675-1732 -- Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d', 1697-1782 -- Laurie & Whittle -- Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d', 1697-1782. A Complete body of ancient geography ... (1799) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; hand col. ; 53 x 48 cm.
In: Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d'. A Complete body of ancient geography ... (London : R. Laurie and J. Whittle, 1799).
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Verso handstamped '10.
oversize Ayer 135 .K6 1773 pl. [45] (PrCt)

25031 England - History, Ancient - Maps -
1658 Wales - History, Ancient - Maps -
1658 Itinerarium Antonini - Maps -
1658 Roads, Roman - England - Maps -
1658 Geography, Ancient - England - Maps -
1658 Rome - Maps - 1658 Road maps -
1658 Road maps
Itinerarium Antonini per Britannias : Tabula geographicâ Anglico-Latina / W. Hollar sculp.
[London : s.n., 1658].
Authors: Hollar, Wenceslaus, 1607-1677 -- Burton, William, 1609-1657 -- Antoninus, Augustus
1 map ; 25 x 33 cm.
In Burton's A Commentary on Antoninus his itinerary or journeys of the Roman Empire, so far as it concerneth Britain (London, 1658), facing p. b2 verso [Case folio F 4512 .13].
Case folio F 4512 .13 (PrCt)

25032 England - History, Ancient - Maps -
1709 Wales - History, Ancient - Maps -
1709 Itinerarium Antonini - Maps -
1709 Roads, Roman - England - Maps -
1709 Geography, Ancient - England - Maps -
1709 Rome - Maps - 1709 Road maps -
1709 Road maps
Authors: Antoninus, Augustus -- Gale, Roger, 1672-1744 -- Gale, Thomas, 1635?-1702 -- Atkins, Maurice -- Cook, Joseph -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Edited by Roger Gale. Cf. ESCT T90299
Uniform title: Itinerarium Antonini.
Lacking folded plate
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Verso of p. 151 is blank.
"Anonymi Ravennatis Britanniae chordraphia" (p. [139]-151) has separate t.p.
Publisher's advertisements p. [13]-[17] at end.
Bookplate: Joseph Cook.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: ESCT T90299

Baskes DA145 .I8 1709 (NLO)

25033 England - History, Ancient - Maps -
1834 Wales - History, Ancient - Maps -
1834 Ancient Britain I. London : Chapman and Hall, 1834 [i.e.1844].
Authors: Chapman and Hall -- J. & C. Walker (Firm) -- Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (Great Britain) -- Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (Great Britain).
Maps of the Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (1844) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 27 cm.
oversize Ayer 135 .S67 1844 v. 1, pl. [26] (PrCt)

25034 England - Manuscript maps - Bibliography -
1789-1840 - Catalogs Wales - Manuscript maps - Bibliography -
1789-1840 - Catalogs Great Britain. Ordnance Survey - Bibliography -
1789-1840 - Catalogs Manuscript maps - England - Bibliography -
1789-1840 - Catalogs Manuscript maps - Wales - Bibliography -
1789-1840 - Catalogs Map Library (British Library) - Catalogs
Authors: Hodson, Yolande -- Campbell, Tony -- Map Library (British Library)
154 p. : map ; 30 cm. + 1 index map (folded in pocket)
Index map outlines county boundaries in black and Ordnance Survey boundaries in red.
Includes Ordnance surveyors' drawings-Index of places (23 leaves), OSD Fiche headers (8 leaves), bibliographical references and indexes.
Formerly folio Z6027.G7 H66 1989
LC Card Number: 91123012
ISBN 0862571014
Map Ref folio Z6027.G7 H66 1989 (NLO)

25035 England - Map Collections
Vert 1975 (PrCt)

25036 England - Maps - 1250 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles Scotland - Maps - 1250 -
Manuscripts - Facsimiles

Figurata Angiae delineatio, cum parte Scotiae.

[19--].


1 map

Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1250 manuscript.

MapPhoto England BL Cotton Ms. Claudius, D. VI fol. 8.b. (PrCt)

25037

England - Maps - 1573-1588

Angliae regni florentissimi nova descriptio / avctore Hvmfredo Llhyd Denbygiense. [Antwerp : Christophe Plantin], 1573 [i.e. 1588].


In: Ortelius, Abraham. "Parergon, sive, Veteris geographiae aliqvot tabvlae", part of the historica

terrarum ... (London ; J. Norton, 1606), [plate 154].

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1606, [plate 154] (PrCt)

25039

England - Maps - 1579

Anglia. 1971.

Authors: Saxton, Christopher, b. 1542? -- Ryther, Augustine -- Taylowe, Ltd., Maidenhead, Eng. -- Map Library (British Library). Maps C.7.c.1

1 map : col. ; 42 x 49 cm.


Includes index.

M1101

map4F G5750 1579 .S2 1971 (PrCt)

25040

England - Maps - 1579

An Atlas of England and Wales; the maps of Christopher Saxton, engraved 1574-1579.

[London : British Museum ; printed by Emery Walker Ltd., 1936].


SEE Emery Walker Limited


Hand-colored facsimile of original published [London: s.n., 1579]; reproduced from original in the British Library (Maps C.7.C.I)
Maps issued separately, 1933-1935.
Imperfect; lacking title page, introduction and bibliographical references by Edward Lynam.
LC Card Number: map48000571
Phillips 8110.
**Case oversize G 1045 .783 (NLO)**

**25041 England - Maps - 1579<<<>>Wales - Maps - 1579**
Authors: Saxton, Christopher, b. 1542? -- Hogenberg, Remy, 1536-1587 -- Ryther, Augustine -- Hartley, Leonard Lawrie, 1816-1883
1 atlas ([1] p., 35 hand col. maps, 84 coats-of-arms on 1 leaf) ; 44 cm.
Issued without title page.
Frontispiece portrait of Elizabeth I dated 1579; maps variously dated 1574-1579.
Maps compiled by Christopher Saxton and engraved by Remy Hogenberg, Augustine Ryther and others.
Inserted: mounted table for Yorkshire.
Bookplate of Leonard L. Hartley, esq.
According to Chubb, The printed maps in the atlases of Great Britain and Ireland, 1927 (p. [3]-6) the various impressions of this first edition are to be distinguished by their watermarks.
Those in this copy vary, for the most part bunch of grapes differing somewhat in detail; four of the maps have entirely different watermark from those described by Chubb.
Phillips 2913.
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 2035.
VAULT Case oversize G 1045 .78 (NLO)

**25042 England - Maps - 1583<<<>>Wales - Maps - 1583<<<>>Saxton, Christopher, b. 1542?**
*Britannia Insvlarvm, 1583*
*Saxton's survey of England and Wales : with a facsimile of Saxton's wall-map of 1583.*
Amsterdam : Nico Israel, 1974.
1 atlas (26, [1] p., 21 maps : map) ; 50 x 34 cm.
Facsimile of Saxton, Christopher. Britannia insvlarvm (London, 1583); probably engraved by Augustine Ryther.
Reproduced from original in the British Library. Edited by R.A. Skelton and J.B. Harley.
Includes a list of Saxton's maps.
Bibliography: p. [23].
**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)**

**25044 England - Maps - 1600-1699<<<>>Wales - Maps - 1600-1699**
Authors: Speed, John, 1552?-1629 -- Taylor, E. G. R. (Eva Germaine Rimington), 1879-1966 -- Penguin (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 40 maps ; 184 x 126 mm.
Facsimile.
Phillips 8113
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)**

Authors: Vrients, Jan Baptista, 1552
1 map : hand col. ; 42 x 55 cm.
Includes family tree, dated 1605, of the English royal family between William the Conqueror and James I at right.
Table of place names at bottom left.
Printed no. 12 and English letterpress text on verso beginning: Of England. The south part of
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Iland of Brittaine ... .
In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatrum orbis terrarum ...
(London : J. Norton, 1606), [plate 12].
Digital image of a duplicate or variant edition available on Marcel P.R. van den Broecke's Cartographica Neerlandica website (accessed June 2012):

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1606, [plate 12] (PrCt)


Authors: Camden, William, 1551 & J. Norton, 1610. 

[Maps of York, Shrewsbury, Lancaster, and view of Richmond]. [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Hondius, Jodocus, 1563-1612 -- Speed, John, 1552?-1629 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
3 maps and 1 view : hand col. ; 16 x 14 cm. and smaller on sheet 41 x 54 cm.
Contents: Yorke -- Shrowesbry -- Lancaster -- Richmond [view].
Maps include references.
Side margins include vignettes of natives and others in local costume.
Latin letterpress text on verso under titles:
Eboracvm -- Rich mondia -- Lan c astria - Sarisb r ia.
In: Braun, Georg and Franz Hogenberg. Civitates orbis terrarum [Cologne: Pieter von Brachel?, ca. 1620] v. 6, plate 2
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 6, pl. 2 (PrCt)

25048  England - Maps - 1625

Authors: Purchas, Samuel, 1577?-1626 -- Hondius, Jodocus, 1563-1612 -- Purchas, Samuel, 1577?-1626. Purchas his pilgrimes (1625) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : copper engraving ; 12.5 x 17.2 cm. on sheet 32 x 21 cm.

VAULT Ayer 110 .P9 1625, v. 4, p. 1980 (PrCt)

25049  England - Maps - 1625

Authors: Purchas, Samuel, 1577?-1626 -- Hondius, Jodocus, 1563-1612 -- Purchas, Samuel, 1577?-1626. Purchas his pilgrimes (1625) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : copper engraving ; 12.5 x 17.2 cm. on sheet 32 x 21 cm.

VAULT Ayer 110 .P9 1625, v. 4, p. 1980 (PrCt)

25050  England - Maps - 1627<<<<Wales - Maps - 1627<<<<Speed, John, 1552?-1629. England, Wales, Scotland and Ireland described and abridged (1627)

Authors: Speed, John, 1552?-1629 -- Taylor, E. G. R. (Eva Germaine Rimington), 1879-1966
31 p., 40 p. of co.
31 p., 40 p. of col. maps. 19 cm.
'TIntroduced and described by E.G.R. Taylor.'
Series: King Penguin books, 61
With dust jacket.
To Collection Services for cataloging, Sept. 2006 (PrCt)

25051  England - Maps - 1644<<<<Wales - Maps - 1644

The Kingdome of England & principality of Wales : exactly described whith every sheere & the small townes in every one of them : in six mappes, portable for every man's pocket ... : useful for all commanders for quarteringe of souldiers ... . London : Sold by Thomas Ienner at the South entrance of ye Exchange, 1644.
Authors: Hollar, Wenceslaus, 1607-1677 -- Jennen, Thomas, fl. 1618-1673 -- Duignan, W. H. 1 atlas ([1], [6] leaves) : 6 folded maps : 42 x 50 or smaller, folded to 22 x 8 cm.
Contents: (from t.p.) The first beginning in Scotland & one sheere in England,
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Northumberland, & so to Newcastle -- The second hath his head at Newcastle & extendeth itselfe, all Durham, Westmoreland, Cumberland, Yorkshire, Lancashire & part of Lincoln Shire -- The third hath Norfolke, Suffolke, Cambridge, Bedford, Hartford, Buckingham, Oxford, Northampton, Warwicke, Huntingdon, Leicester & Rutland, parte of Lincolne, Nottingham, Darby, Glocester, Barkeshire & Essex -- The fourth map runnes itselfe all Shropshire, Cheshire, Stafford, Woster, Heriford, most of Wales, Anglesey & part of Pembroke Shire -- The fift [sic] map houldeth the south of Wales & Gloster, Somerset, Dorset, Deuon & Cornwall, part of Wiltshire -- The sixth mappe containes Kent, Southsex, Surrey, Middlesex, Barke, & Hampshire, part of Essex & Wiltshire, the small prikes boundeth euery shire. Wing (2nd ed.) H2447
Engraved t.p.
Bookplate of W.H. Duignan.
Scale 1:380,160
Phillips 2914.
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 2040. Case G 1045 .42 (NLO)

25054 England - Maps - 1646
Authors: Speed, John, 1552?-1629 -- Saxton, Christopher, b. 1542? -- Goos, Abraham -- Legate, John, d. 1658 -- Humble, William, 1612-1686 -- Speed, John, 1552?-1629. A Prospect of the most famous parts of the world ... together with ... Great Britaines empire (1646) 1 map ; 37 x 50 cm. on sheet 42 x 54 cm. Margins include portraits of natives in local costume.
Letterpress text on verso (p. 5-6) under the following heading: The Type of the florishing kingdome of England ... .
In: Speed, John. A Prospect of the most famous parts of the world ... together with ... Great Britaines empire (London : Printed by John Legatt, for William Humble, 1646) map [25].
Case oversize G 117 .82 map [25] (PrCt)

25055 England - Maps - 1654
Provinces d'west autrefois royaume d'Westsex ... Paris : chez l'auteur, 1654 [i.e. 1659?].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Mariette, Pierre, 1603-1657 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (1658 [i.e. 1659?]) 1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 52 cm. Covers southwestern England between 49-53° N.
In: Sanson, Nicolas. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (Paris : Pierre Mariette, 1658 [i.e. 1659?]) v. 1, pl. [26]. VAULT Case oversize G1015 .S35 1658 v. 1, pl. [26] (PrCt)

25056 England - Maps - 1657 - Cities and towns
[Maps of York, Shrewsbury, Lancaster, and view of Richmond]. [Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657].
Authors: Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664 -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Illustriorvm principimque urbiunm septentriionialium Europae tabulae [1657] -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Theatrum urbium (1657)
3 maps and 1 view : hand col. ; 16 x 16 cm. and smaller on sheet 49 x 58 cm. Contents: Yorke -- Shrowesbvry -- Lancaster -- Richmond [view]. Side margins include vignettes of natives and others in local costume.
Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Eboracvm.
In: Jansson, Jan. Illustriorvm principimque urbiunm septentriionialium Europae tabulae, v. 1, [plate 10]. Issued in volume1 of 8 in Jansson’s townbook atlases, collectively known as the Theatrum
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urbium (Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657).
References: Krogt, Peter van der. Koeman’s
Atlantes Neerlandici, vol. IV-1 (2010), p. 281 and
vol. IV-2.2 (2010), p. 1571
Case oversize G 111.452, v. 1, [plate 10]
(PrCt)

25057 England - Maps - 1658
Ancien royaume de Northumberland aujourd'hui
provinces de nort ... Paris : chez l'auteur, 1658
[i.e. 1659?].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 --
Mariette, Pierre, 1603-1657 -- Sanson, Nicolas,
1600-1667. Cartes generales de toutes les
parties du monde ... (1658 [i.e. 1659?])
1 map : hand col. ; 37 x 49 cm.
Covers northern England between 53-56° N.
In: Sanson, Nicolas. Cartes generales de toutes
les parties du monde ... (Paris : Pierre Mariette,
1658 [i.e. 1659?]) v. 1, pl. [23]
VAULT Case oversize G1015 .S35 1658 v. 1,
pl. [23] (PrCt)

25058 England - Maps - 1675 - Road
maps<>Wales - Maps - 1675 - Road
maps<>Great Britain - Maps - 1675 - Road
maps<>Road maps
Britannia, volume the first. Or, An illustration of
the kingdom of England and dominion of Wales:
by a geographical and historical description of the
principal roads thereof / by John Ogilby, esq. London : Printed by the
author, 1675.
Authors: Ogilby, John, 1600-1676
1 atlas (15 p. l., 200 p. pl., maps) ; 42 x 28 cm.
No more published.
Added t-p., engr.
Imperfect: last leaf of “Table” wanting.
Title in red and black; marginal notes; head
pieces; initials.
References: STC II, O 168
LC Card Number: 02030296
Case oversize G 45005 .638 (NLO)

25059 England - Maps - 1675 - Road
maps<>Wales - Maps - 1675 - Road
maps<>Great Britain - Maps - 1675 - Road
maps<>Road maps
Britannia, volume the first, or, An illustration of
the kingdom of England and dominion of Wales :
by a geographical and historical description of the
principal roads thereof / by John Ogilby. London : A.
Duckham & Co. Ltd., 1939.
Authors: Ogilby, John, 1600-1676 -- Alexander
Duckham & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 atlas (6, 100 p.) : 101 col. maps ; 25 x 32 cm.
Reduced facsimile of original edition published:
London : John Ogilby, 1675.
Added illustrated title page: Britannia vol. I, or, An
illustration of [the] kingdom of England and
dominion of Wales by a geographical & historical
description of the principal roads
"Actually admeasured and delineated in a
century of whole-sheet copper-sculps,
accommodated with the ichnography of the several
cities and capital towns, and compleated by an
accurate account of the more remarkable
passages of antiquity, together with a novel
discourse of the present state."
No more published.
Relief shown pictorially.
Scales differ.
Ms notes: Published by Alexander Duckham &
Co. Ltd. London. Distributed Dec 1939 in limited
numbers to private friends. “Entire remaining
stocks & plates destroyed when Duckham
House, London was bombed in 1941. Only single
museum copies remain.” (Letter from A.D.
8/1/65.) “Probably more scarce than originals.”
Newspaper clipping on John Ogilby tipped in:
Antiques by Timothy Giles with ms note: Sunday
Times 13/11/66.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
References: Cf. Chubb 100; Cf. Phillips 2907
Baskes folio G1815 .O35 1675a (NLO)

25060 England - Maps - 1675 - Road
maps<>Wales - Maps - 1675 - Road
maps<>Great Britain - Maps - 1675 - Road
maps<>Road maps
Ogilby’s road maps of England and Wales from
Osprey, c1971.
Authors: Ogilby, John, 1600-1676 -- Cleeve --
Osprey -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (unpaged) : ill., 100 maps ; 40 cm.
Facsimile of: Britannia, volume the first, or, An
illustration of the kingdom of England and
dominion of Wales. London : Printed by the
author, 1675.
Edited by Cleeve (?)
Relief shown pictorially.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
References: Cf. Chubb 102
LC Card Number: 73160944
ISBN 0850450349 ; 9780850450347
Baskes oversize G1815 .O35 1675ab (NLO)

25061 England - Maps - 1675 - Road
maps<>Wales - Maps - 1675 - Road
maps<>Great Britain - Maps - 1675 - Road
maps<>Road maps
Britannia. London, 1675. With an introduction by
J.B. Harley. Amsterdam : Theatrum Orbis

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
England - Maps - 1676 - Road maps

25062

Wales - Maps - 1676 - Road maps
Playing card maps - 1676
Road maps

Authors: Morden, Robert, d. 1703 -- Margary, Harry
55 cards : 55 maps ;10 x 7 cm. in box
'Each card bears a small map of either an English or a Welsh county and information about the county depicted.'
'This ... pack of cards ... forms a small atlas of England and Wales. As such, it is the first atlas to indicate roads.'
Accompanied by explanatory sheet.

England - Maps - 1676 - Road maps

25063

Wales - Maps - 1676 - Road maps
Playing card maps - 1676
Road maps

Authors: Morden, Robert, d. 1703 -- Margary, Harry -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 53 maps ; 100 x 65 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

England - Maps - 1676 - Road maps

25064

Wales - Maps - 1679 - Road maps
Great Britain - Maps - 1679 - Road maps
Mr. Ogilby's pocket book of roads, with the computed & measured distances and the distinction of market and post townes. London :
Printed for the Author, 1679.
Authors: Ogilby, John, 1600-1676 -- Morgan, William, -1690 -- Ogilby, John, 1600-1676. A New map of the kingdom of England & domain of Wales, whereon are projected all ye principal roads ... [1679] -- Hickman, J. L. -- Schumann, H. [13], 27 p. : map ; 21 x 9 cm.
"The 3rd impression. To which is added more roads and remarkable places omitted in the former, allsoe a table for the ready, finding any road & the distance from London, by William Morgan ... ."
Undated map inside back cover (36 x 48 cm. fold. to 20 x 7 cm.): A New map of the kingdom of England & domain of Wales, whereon are projected all ye principal roads ... / by John Ogilby.
Text first published under title "Mr. Ogilby's tables of his measr'd roads" as an epitome to his Britannia (1676); revised by William Morgan and reprinted in later editions up to 1794.
Red morocco covers.
Back endleaf signed "J.L. [?] Hickman"
Acquired 1974 from H. Schumann AG, Zürich; order no.16256.
Wing O-177a.
OCLC 17635486

England - Maps - 1680 - Occidentalior regni Angliae districtus ...

25065

Amsterdam, [ca. 1680].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Cövens et Mortier -- Aveele, Jan van den, 1655-1722 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:J18
1 map ; 56 x 95 cm.
Added title: Orientalior districtus regni Angliae ....
3164
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G5750 1680 .W5 (PrCt)

England - Maps - 1680 - Road maps

25066

Wales - Maps - 1680 - Road maps

25067

Wales - Maps - 1680
26071  England - Maps - 1693 - Coasts - Nautical charts
Scotland - Maps - 1693 - Coasts - Nautical charts - Belgium - Maps - 1693 - Coasts - Nautical charts
North Sea - Maps - 1693 - Nautical charts
Nautical charts
[Map of the eastern coasts of England and Scotland from Dungeness to the Firth of Forth: including the coast of Belgium]. [London: s.n., 1693].
Authors: Collins, Greenvile, fl. 1669-1698 -- Delavall, Ralph, Sir, d. 1707 -- Collins, Greenvile, fl. 1669-1698.
Great Britain's coasting-pilot ... (1693) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map; 43 x 57 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Includes dedication to "Sr. Ralph Delaval, Kt. Vice Admiral ... by Capt. Greenvile Collins ... ". Oriented with north at right.
In: Collins, Greenvile. Great Britain's coasting-pilot ... (London: Printed by Freeman Collins, and are to be sold by Richard Mount, 1693), part 2, [plate 27].
Engraved letter B at upper left; ms. no. 27 on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1811.P5 C6 1693, part 2, [plate 27] (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Inset (15 x 64 cm.): The River Thames from London to the buoy of the Noure.
Includes dedication to "the Master and Wardens of the Trinity House of Deptford Strond ... by Capt. G. Collins".
Oriented with north at right.
Printed on 2 sheets from 2 plates.
In: Collins, Greenville. Great Britain's coasting-pilot ... (London: Printed by Freeman Collins, and are to be sold by Richard Mount, 1693), part 2, [plate 29]
Engraved no. 2 in top margin at center; ms. no. 29 on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1811.P5 C6 1693, part 2, [plate 29] (PrCt)

25075 England - Maps - 1698
England - Maps - 1698
Angliae regnum tam in septem antique Anglo-Saxonum regna. Amsterdam, [ca. 1698].
Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Schenk, Peter, 1660-1718 or 9 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:J15
1 map : 55 x 48 cm.
3157
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G5750 1698 .V5 (PrCt)

25076 England - Maps - 1698 - Road maps
England - Maps - 1698 - Road maps
Le Royaume d'Angleterre divise en plusieurs parties subdivisees en comtez ou shireries d'Angleterre.
In counterfeit edition of: Sanson, Nicolas. Atlas nouveau : contenant toutes les parties du monde (Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : H. Jaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], 1692 [i.e. 1695?]) pl. [8].
Map dated 1693.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .S19 1692 pl. [8] (PrCt)

25077 England - Maps - 1700
England - Maps - 1700
Le Royaume d'Angleterre divise en plusieurs parties subdivisees en comtez ou shireries. Paris, [ca. 1700].
Authors: Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1701 -- Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Schenk, Peter, 1660-1718 or 9 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:J15
1 map : 55 x 47 cm.
3157
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G5750 1700 .C6 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
25079 England - Maps - 1700
Le Royaume d'Angleterre, distingué en ses provinces. Paris, [ca. 1700].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Johan Gabriel Sack
Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:J16
1 map ; 74 x 57 cm.
3158
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map6F G5750 1700 .S2 (PrCt)

25080 England - Maps - 1700<<>>East Anglia (England) - Maps - 1700
Orientalior districtus regni Angliae ... [Amsterdam] : F. de Wit, [ca. 1700?].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Wit, Frederik de. Atlas [ca. 1700?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; hand col. ; 58 x 48 cm.
In: Wit, Frederik de. Atlas (Amsterdam : bij Frederik de Wit in de Calverstraet bij den Dam inde Witte Paskaert. [ca. 1700?]) no. [99].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .W8 A no. [99] (PrCt)

25081 England - Maps - 1700<<>>Wales - Maps - 1700
Accuratissima Angliae regni et Walliae principatus descriprio ... Amstelodami
[Amsterdam] : Fredericum de Witt, [ca. 1700?].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Wit, Frederik de. Atlas [ca. 1700?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; hand col. ; 57 x 48 cm.
In: Wit, Frederik de. Atlas (Amsterdam : bij Frederik de Wit in de Calverstraet bij den Dam inde Witte Paskaert. [ca. 1700?]) no. [96].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .W8 A no. [96] (PrCt)

Occidentalior regni Angliae districtus ... Amstelodami [Amsterdam] : F. de Wit, [ca. 1700?].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Wit, Frederik de. Atlas [ca. 1700?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; hand col. ; 58 x 50 cm.
In: Wit, Frederik de. Atlas (Amsterdam : bij Frederik de Wit in de Calverstraet bij den Dam inde Witte Paskaert. [ca. 1700?]) no. [98].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .W8 A no. [98] (PrCt)

25083 England - Maps - 1701
Authors: Morden, Robert, d. 1703 -- Morden Cockerill S -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 56 maps ; 197 x 125 mm.
1st ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
References: Skelton 123
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

25084 England - Maps - 1704 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Morden, Robert, d. 1703 -- Jogsh, John, d. 1729 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 54 maps ; 200 x 245 mm.
2nd ed.
Skelton125
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

25085 England - Maps - 1710
Regnum Angliae, sive pars Australis Magnae Britanniae. Amsterdam, [ca. 1710].
Authors: Valck, G. (Gerard), 1651 or 2 -- Valck, Leonard, 1675-1746 -- Johan Gabriel Sack
Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:J12
1 map ; 46 x 57 cm.
3161 rev
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G5750 1710 .V3 (PrCt)

25086 England - Maps - 1715
Authors: Blome, Richard, d. 1705 -- Speed, John, 1552?-1629 -- Taylor, Thomas, fl. 1670-1730 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 41 maps ; 242 x 165 mm.
Hodson139;[Skelton104;Chubb136
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Phillips 2912
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

A Map exhibiting the dark shadow of the moon over England and other parts of Europe : in the five great solar eclipses, of the years 1715, 1724, 1737, 1748, and 1764. London : Printed for Robert Sayer ... as the Act directs, July 1st 1787.
Authors: Dunn, Samuel, -1794 -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Dunn, Samuel, -1794. A New atlas of the mundane system ... [1789?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; hand col. ; 30 x 30 cm., on sheet 47 x 57 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:5,500,000]

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
In: Dunn, Samuel. A New atlas of the mundane system, or, Of geography and cosmography ... (London : Printed for Robert Sayer and Co., [1789?]), [plate H].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .D86 1789 [plate H] (NLO)

A Map exhibiting the dark shadow of the moon over England and other parts of Europe : in the five great solar eclipses, of the years 1715, 1724, 1737, 1748, and 1764. London : Laurie & Whittle, 1794.
Authors: Dunn, Samuel, -1794 -- Laurie & Whittle -- Dunn, Samuel, -1794. A New atlas of the mundane system ... (1800) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 30 cm., on sheet 47 x 59 cm.
"London: published by Laurie & Whittle, no. 53 Fleet Street, as the Act directs 12th May, 1794."
Scale [ca. 1:5,500,000]
Prime meridian: London.
In: Dunn, Samuel. New atlas of the mundane system, or, Of geography and cosmography ... (London : Printed and published by Robert Laurie and James Whittle ... (successors to the late Mr. Robert Sayer), 1800), [plate H]
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .D86 1800 [plate H] (NLO)

25089 England - Maps - 1719 - Road maps
Authors: Gardner, Thomas -- Tonson, Jacob, 1656?-1736 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. : 100 maps ; 194 x 162 mm.
Fordham18;Chubb137
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

25090 England - Maps - 1719 - Road maps - Wales - Maps - 1719 - Road maps - Great Britain - Maps - 1719 - Road maps - Road maps - Strip maps
An Actual survey of all the principal roads of England and Wales : described by one hundred maps from copper plates on which are delineated all the cities, towns, villages, churches, houses and places of note throughout each road : as also directions to the curious traveller what is worth observing throughout his journey : the whole described in the most easy and intelligible manner. London : Printed for and sold by J. Senex, at the Globe in Salisbury Court, [1719].
Authors: Senex, John, -1740 -- Ogilby, John, 1600-1676 -- Chandos, James Brydges, Duke of, 1674-1744 -- Enys, John Davies
1 atlas (2 v. ((8) p., 54 leaves of plates; [4] p., 55-100 leaves of plates)) : 100 maps ; 21 x 26 cm.
Imprint in v. 2 gives publication date 1719.
"First perform’d and publish’d by John Ogilby, Esq; and now proved, very much corrected, and made portable by John Senex ; in two volumes."
A revision of Itinerarium Angliae, or A book of roads ... of England and ... Wales / John Ogilby and W. Morgan. London, 1675.
"I. Senex sculpt."--Plate 25.
Strip maps arranged in segmented scrolls, 6 or 7 to a page, on 100 engraved plates.
Scale [ca. 1:126,720. 1 in. to 2 miles].
Includes indexes of place names (1 at the beginning of each vol.).
Relief and points of interest shown pictorially.
Shows cities, towns, villages, churches, and other notable places and includes travel directions.
Dedicated to James Brydges, Duke of Chandos. Gathered in 2s with vertical chain lines.
Bookplate of John Davies Enys.
73-8749
ICN74
map3C 6 (PrCt)

25091 England - Maps - 1720 - Road maps - Wales - Maps - 1720 - Road maps - Great Britain - Maps - 1720 - Road maps - Road maps
Britannia depicta or, Ogilby improved. Newcastle upon Tyne : Graham, 1970.
Authors: Ogilby, John, 1600-1676 -- Bowen, Emanuel, -1767 -- Owen, John, of the Middle Temple -- Bowles, Thomas, -1767 -- Graham (Firm) 16, [6], 273 p. of maps, facsims., coats of arms ; 23 cm.
Derived from John Ogilby's Britannia. Maps engraved by Emanuel Bowen.
Text compiled by John Owen.
Added title: Britannia; Ogilby improved.
Bibliography: p. 16.
OCLC 126789.
ISBN 0900409894
4A 13990 (NLO)

25092 England - Maps - 1720 - Road maps - Wales - Maps - 1720 - Road maps - Great Britain - Maps - 1720 - Road maps - Road maps
Britannia depicta; or, Ogilby improv'd; being a correct copy of Mr. Ogilby's Actual survey of all
ye direct & principal cross roads in England and Wales; wherein are exactly delineated & engraved, all ye cities, towns, villages, churches, seats &c. situate on or near the roads ... And to render this work universally usefull ... are added ... 1. A full & particular description & account of all the cities, borough-towns, towns-corporate &c. their arms ... &c. with suitable remarks on all places of note drawn from the best historians and antiquaries, by Ino. Owen ... Lastly particular & correct maps of all ye counties of South Britain: with a summary description of each county ... By Eman. Bowen engraver. London : Printed for & sold by T. Bowles & E. Bowen, 1720.

Authors: Ogilby, John, 1600--1676 -- Owen, John, of the Middle Temple -- Bowen, Emanuel, -1767 -- Bowles, Thomas, -1767
1 atlas (73 p.) : ill., 273 maps, coats of arms) ; 21 cm.

Two versions of Ogilby's original work, both in folio, were issued in 1675, the "Britannia, volume the first" containing both text and maps, and the "Itinerarium Angliae" from which the main portion of the text is omitted. Later, beginning in 1719, various works containing reductions of the maps were issued, among them the "Britannia depicta" of which this is the first edition. cf. Sir Herbert George Fordham. John Ogilby (1600-1676) his Britannia, and the British itineraries of the eighteenth century. London, 1925.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).

References: Phillips 5203; Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 2043; Chubb 147; Hodson 149a; Thrower 174

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)


Authors: Ogilby, John, 1600-1676 -- Owen, John, of the Middle Temple -- Bowen, Emanuel, -1767 -- Harley, J. B. (John Brian) -- Graham, Frank -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 atlas : 273 maps ; 224 x 149 mm.
Facsimile of original published 1720
Foreward by Brian Harley.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

25095 England - Maps - 1720 - Road maps<<>>Wales - Maps - 1720 - Road maps<<>>Great Britain - Maps - 1720 - Road maps<<>>Road maps A New Mapp of South Britain or England and Wales. London, [ca. 1720].

Authors: Knight, William, fl. 1710-1740 -- Adams, John, fl. 1680 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:J17
1 map ; 56 x 54 cm.
Derived from Adams, John. Angliae totius tabula (ca. 1680).
3170
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G5751.P2 1720 K5 (PrCt)

25096 England - Maps - 1721 A New map of England from the latest observations. [London : s.n., 1721].

1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 58 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:1,400,000].
From his New general atlas (London, 1721).

**map4F G5750 1721 .S4 (PrCt)**

### 25097 England - Maps - 1721

A New map of England from the latest observations / by John Senex. [London : s.n., 1721].

**Authors:** Senex, John, -1740 -- Devonshire, William Cavendish, Duke of, 1672-1729 -- Senex, John d. 1740. A New general atlas containing a geographical and historical account of all the empires kingdoms and other dominions of the world 1721 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 58 cm.

Includes dedication to "William Duke of Devonshire".

In: Senex, John. A New general atlas : containing a geographical and historical account of all the empires, kingdoms, and other dominions of the world ... (London : Daniel Browne [and 8 others], 1721), v. 2, opposite p. 185.

**oversize Ayer 135 .S5 1721 v. 2, opposite p. 185 (PrCt)**

### 25098 England - Maps - 1724

A Set of fifty new and correct maps of England and Wales, &c. : with the great roads and principal cross-roads, &c. shewing the computed miles from town to town ... all, except two, composed and done by Herman Moll. Leeds : Old Hall Press, [1993].

**Authors:** Moll, Herman, -1732 -- Old Hall Press 1 atlas : ill., maps (some fold.) ; 25 x 35 cm.


"This book has been printed from engraved plates ... in an edition of 500 copies of which this is number 133."--Colophon.

Scales differ.

**folio G1815 .M64 1993 (NLO)**

### 25099 England - Maps - 1725

Regni Angliae et Walliae principatus tabula. Amsterdam, [ca. 1725].

**Authors:** Côvens et Mortier -- Allard, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709 -- Tiedeman, Philip, 1657-1705 -- Gouwen, Gilliam van der -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:J11 1 map ; 49 x 58 cm.

3162 Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**Sack map4F G5750 1725 .A4 (PrCt)**

### 25100 England - Maps - 1725

Accuratissima Angliae regni et Walliae principatus descriptio. Amsterdam, [ca. 1725].

**Authors:** Wit, Frederik de -- Côvens et Mortier -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:J13 1 map ; 56 x 47 cm.

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**Sack map4F G5750 1725 .W5 (PrCt)**

### 25101 England - Maps - 1728

A Draught of the River Humber -- The Road and pier of Hartlepool -- The River Tyne from Tynemouth to Newcastle -- The Road and harbour of Scarborough -- A Draught of Burlington bay and pier -- A Draught of Harwich.

In: [Harris, John et al.] Atlas maritimus & commercialis ... (1728) plat 9.

**oversize Ayer 135 .A83 1728 pl. 9 (PrCt)**
25103 England - Maps - 1730 - Road maps <<>> Wales - Maps - 1730 - Road maps <<>> Great Britain - Maps - 1730 - Road maps <<>> Road maps Britannia depicta or Ogilby improved. London: T. Bowles, 1730. Authors: Ogilby, John, 1600-1676 -- Owen, John, of the Middle Temple -- Bowen, Emanuel, -1767 -- Bowles, Thomas, -1767 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 atlas : 273 maps ; 224 x 148 mm. 4th ed. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. References: Chubb 151; Hodson 156; Phillips 8092 Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

25104 England - Maps - 1731 (Provisional Heading) Magna Britannia. London: Nutt, 1731. Authors: Morden, Robert, d. 1703 -- Moll, Herman, -1732 -- Nutt -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 6 v. : 49 maps ; 233 x 185 mm. Hodson128;Chubb127 Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes). Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

25105 England - Maps - 1736 - Road maps <<>> Wales - Maps - 1736 - Road maps <<>> Great Britain - Maps - 1736 - Road maps <<>> Road maps Britannia depicta or Ogilby improved. London: T. Bowles, 1736. Authors: Ogilby, John, 1600-1676 -- Owen, John, of the Middle Temple -- Bowen, Emanuel, -1767 -- Bowles, Thomas, -1767 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 atlas : 273 maps ; 205 x 147 mm. 4th ed. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. References: Fordham 19; Hodson 159; Chubb 153; Phillips 2908 Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)


25110 England - Maps - 1742 <<>> Wales - Maps - 1742 Chorographia Britanniae, or, A new set of maps of all the counties in England and Wales: to which are prefixed the following general maps ... : to the whole is added an alphabetical index of all...
England - Maps - 1745
Magnae Britanniae pars meridionalis, in quae regnum Angliae tam in septem antiqua Anglo-Saxonum regna ... Nuremberg : Homann Erben, [ca. 1745].
Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Homann Erben (Firm) -- Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724. Atlas novus terrarum orbis [ca. 1745] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; hand col. ; 56 x 47 cm.
In: Homann, Johann Baptist. Atlas novus terrarum orbis (Nuremberg : [Homann Erben, ca. 1745]). [plate 20].
Manuscript 'No. 20' and '21' on verso.

 oversize Ayer 135 .H7 1730, [plate 20] (PrCt)

England - Maps - 1745 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Badeslade, Thomas, fl. 1712-1741 -- Toms, W. H. (William Henry), ca. 1700-ca. 1750 -- Hitch & Toms -- Roger S. Baskes Collection

 oversize Ayer 135 .L6 1742 pl. 9 (PrCt)


oversize Ayer 135 .L6 1742 pl. 9 (PrCt)

England - Maps - 1745<<>>Wales - Maps - 1745
Le Royaume d'Angleterre divisé en comtez et baronies. Paris : Le Rouge, 1745 [i.e. 1748?].
Authors: Le Rouge, Georges-Louis -- Le Rouge, Georges-Louis. Recueil contenant des cartes nouvelles ... (1742 [i.e. 1748?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; hand col. ; 56 x 47 cm.
In: Le Rouge, Georges-Louis. Recueil contenant des cartes nouvelles ... (Paris : chez le Sr. Le Rouge, 1742 [i.e. 1748?]) .
Manuscript '9' on verso.

 oversize Ayer 135 .L6 1742 pl. 9 (PrCt)


oversize Ayer 135 .L6 1742 pl. 9 (PrCt)


oversize Ayer 135 .L6 1742 pl. 9 (PrCt)

England - Maps - 1745<<>>Wales - Maps - 1745
A Map of England and Wales from the latest and best observations : for Mr. Tindal's continuation of Mr. Rapin's history. [London : Knapton, 1745?].

 oversize Ayer 135 .L6 1742 pl. 9 (PrCt)

England (1732-1747)
1 map ; 45 x 37 cm.
'Rout of ye rebels from Edinburg to Darby 1745.'


England - Maps - 1747<<>>Wales - Maps - 1747
A New and very accurate map of South Britain or England and Wales. London : W. Innys et al, 1747.
Authors: Bowen, Emanuel, -1767 -- Innys, William, d. 1756 -- Bowen, Emanuel, -1767. A Complete system of geography ... (1747) 1 map ; 33 x 41 cm.
In: Bowen, Emanuel. A Complete system of geography : being a description of ... the known world (London : Printed for William Innys, etc., 1747) v. 1, pl. 5.

Case oversize G114 .B68 1747 v. 1, pl. 5 (PrCt)


[Map of the eastern coasts of England and Scotland from Dungeness to the Firth of Forth : including the coast of Belgium]. [London : s.n., 1749].
Authors: Collins, Greenvile, fl. 1669-1698 -- Harris, John, active 1680-1739 or 1740 -- Delavall, Ralph, Sir, d. 1707 -- Collins, Greenvile, fl. 1669-1698. Great Britain's coasting-pilot ... (1749) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 43 x 56 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger. Includes dedication to "Sr. Ralph Delaval, Kt. Vice Admirall ... by Capt. Greenvile Collins ... ". Oriented with north at right.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.


Baskes oversize G1811.P5 C6 1749, [plate 31] (PrCt)


oversize Ayer 135 .L6 1742 pl. 9 (PrCt)
requests items by
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Bowles, 1753.
Authors: Ogilby, John, 1600-1676 -- Owen, John, of the Middle Temple -- Bowen, Emanuel, -1767 -- Bowles, Thomas, -1767 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library).
1 atlas : 273 hand col. maps ; 210 x 150 mm.
4th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
References: Hodson 162; Phillips 8094
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Authors: Senex, John, -1740 -- Bowles, Thomas, -1767 -- John Bowles and Son -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Senex, John, -1740. The Universal geographer ... [1764?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map on 2 sheets : hand col. ; 93 x 64 cm.
Dates from publishers' dates of operation.
Scale [ca. 1:1,200,000]
Relief shown pictorially.
Prime meridian: London.
Two sheet mounted together as one.
Illustrated title cartouche; sea decorated with ships.
In: Senex, John. The Universal geographer ... (London : Printed for Robert Sayer, [1764?]), plate [8].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .S45 1764, plate [8] (NLO)

25124 England - Maps - 1759 - Road maps>>Road maps
Authors: Senex, John, -1740 -- Ogilby, John, 1600-1676 -- Bowles, John, 1701-1779 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library).
1 v. : 101 maps ; 180 x 232 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
References: Fordham 18
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

25125 England - Maps - 1763
Authors: Martin, Benjamin, 1705-1782 -- Owen, W. -- Bowen, Emanuel, -1767 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library).
2 v. : 43 maps ; 212 x 135 mm.
Maps by Emanuel Bowen.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
References: Hodson 230 (V1, 1759)
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

25126 England - Maps - 1764 - Road maps<<Wales - Maps - 1764 - Road maps<<Great Britain - Maps - 1764 - Road maps<<Road maps
Britannia depicta or Ogilby improved. London : C. Bowles, 1764.
Authors: Ogilby, John, 1600-1676 -- Owen, John, of the Middle Temple -- Bowen, Emanuel, -1767 -- Bowles, Carington, 1724-1793 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library).
1 atlas : 273 maps ; 210 x 168 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
References: Hodson 164; Phillips 2910
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

25127 England - Maps - 1765 - Road maps<<Wales - Maps - 1765 - Road maps<<Great Britain - Maps - 1765 - Road maps<<Road maps
The Traveller's pocket-book, or, Ogilby and Morgan's book of the roads : improved and amended, in a method never before attempted : containing, I. An alphabetical list of all the cities, towns, and remarkable villages ... II. The distances in measured miles from London to all the cities, towns, and remarkable villages in England and Wales ..., and an account of such noblemen and gentlemen's seats as lie near the road side, III. The cross-roads in England and Wales, IV. A whole sheet map of the roads in England and Wales, fitted to bind with the book, V. The post-master general's account of the nights that post-letters are dispatched to the several trading towns, and the expense of sending a letter or packet by express to any part of the kingdom, VI. A list of the fairs in England and Wales, regulated according to the new style. London : Printed for J. Brotherton, J. Buckland, H. Woodfall, J. Rivington, R. Baldwin, S. Crowder, P. Stevens, B. Law, C. Corbet, T. Caslon, R. Withy, and C. and R. Ware, 1765.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
vi, 34 p., 196 columns, 197-282 p.; 13 cm.
The 3rd ed., corr. / with many additional cross roads.
Imperfect; lacking map.
An abridgment, largely reworked, of Ogilby's "Britannia," first published in 1676 as "Mr. Ogilby's tables," then as "Mr. Ogilby's pocket book of roads," then as "Ogilby's and Morgan's pocket book of the roads," then as "The traveller's pocket-book."
"Price 1 s. 6 d. bound."
Former owner's signature: George Ashby.
Illegible owner's inscription dated 1802.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: ESTC, T134010
Baskes DA650 .O35 1765 (NLO)

25128 England - Maps - 1766<<>>Wales - Maps - 1766
England and Wales drawn from all the surveys which have hitherto been made of particular counties ... for a traveling map through South Britain / by I. Bayly, engr[aver]. London : Printed for John Bowles at the Black Horse in Cornhill, & Carington Bowles in St. Pauls Church Yard, [1766 or earlier?].
1 map : hand col.; 56 x 47 cm.
In a composite atlas bound together without title page: Bowles, John. [Bowles's universal atlas]. [London : John Bowles ; Carington Bowles, 1711-1766], map [8].
Manuscript notes and plate number 8 added in ink by previous owner.
Case oversize G1015 .B68 1766 map [8] (PrCt)

25129 England - Maps - 1766<<>>Wales - Maps - 1766
Ellis’s English atlas, or, A compleat chorography of England and Wales : in fifty-four maps, containing more particulars than any other collection of the same kind : the whole calculated for the use of travellers, academies, and of all those who desire to improve in the knowledge of their country : from the latest surveys of the several counties, with the addition of four maps, viz. of the rivers of England and Wales, of twenty-five miles of the country round London, of the island of Jersey, and of Guernsey, Sark, Alderney, and Burhou / engraved by and under the direction of J. Ellis. London : Printed for Carington Bowles ... and Robert Sayer ..., 1766.
1 atlas ([2], 54 p.) : 54 maps (some folded) ; 23 x 29 cm.
Maps engraved by J. Ellis and W. Palmer.
The maps are very similar in designed, repeating the same errors, as those by Kitchin in England illustrated. Cf. Whitaker: The Harold Whitaker Collection ... Univ. of Leeds, 1947, p. 50.
The maps in this issue are printed on both sides of the paper.
Scales differ.
Owner's label: John Leveson Gorven [?], 1780.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
References: Phillips 8118; Shirley, Maps in the British Library. T.Ell-1b; Chubb 227a
Baskes folio G1810 .E45 1766 (NLO)

25130 England - Maps - 1769<<>>Wales - Maps - 1769
Nieuwe kaart van 't zuider gedeelte van Groot Britannie behelzende het Koningryk Engeland : volgens de laatste waarnemingen in het licht gebracht. te Amsterdam : by Isaak Tirion, [1769?].
Authors: Tirion, Isaak -- Tirion, Isaak. Nieuw en beknopte hand-atlas ... (1748 [i.e. 1769?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 32 x 36 cm.
Verso numbered "No 14" in manuscript.
In: Tirion, Isaak. Nieuw en beknopte hand-atlas ... (Amsterdam : Isaak Tirion, 1744 [i.e. 1769?]), plate [14].
Case oversize Ayer 135 .T55 1744, plate [14] (PrCt)

2 v.: ill. (some folded), 54 maps (some folded); 37 cm.
Includes maps by Thomas Kitchen and Thomas Read.
Title vignette.
Printed in double columns.
"Directions to the binder for placing the cuts" and "List of subscribers" [4] p. at end of v. 2.
Originally issued in 80 parts. Cf. ESTC.
A prospectus was issued in early 1769. Cf. ESTC.
Extra-illustrated with numerous engraved views and maps of various locations in Great Britain. Former owner’s annotations throughout. Former owner’s inscription: Ra. Spearman 1869[?]. Former owner’s inscription: The gift of Ralph Spearman of Eachwick Hall Esquire, to his godson Robert Reay Hunter March 25th 1815 being Easter Even. Armorial bookplate (unidentified) with motto: Caute Arripe Rectum. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library. References: Hodson 203; Chubb 236; ESTC T110454 LC Card Number: 03001379

25132 England - Maps - 1773<<>>Wales - Maps - 1773

25133 England - Maps - 1774

25134 England - Maps - 1778

25135 England - Maps - 1778<<>>Wales - Maps - 1778

25136 England - Maps - 1782<<>>Wales - Maps - 1782

25137 England - Maps - 1783<<>>Wales - Maps - 1783
Present Britain / grav'd by S. Neele. [London] : Publish'd by T. Stackhouse, June 1st 1783. Authors: Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Stackhouse, Thomas, 1756-1836 -- Stackhouse, Thomas, 1756-1836. A New universal atlas : consisting of a complete set of maps ... (1785)/=RogeR S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 39 x 39 cm. In: Stackhouse, Thomas. A New universal atlas : consisting of a complete set of maps ... (London : Printed for the proprietor, Mrs. Stackhouse ... and sold by T. Longman [and 7 others], 1785), plate 34.
Engraved "34" at upper right.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .S82 1785, plate 34 (PrCt)

25138	England - Maps - 1784 - Road maps

Authors: Hogg, Alexander, active 1778--1788 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 1 map ; 180 x 123 mm.
6th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

25139	England - Maps - 1785 - England

A Map of England and Wales from the latest and best observations: for Mr. Tindal's continuation of Mr. Rapin's history. [London: s.n., ca. 1785?].
Authors: Paterson, Daniel -- Carnan, Thomas, -1788 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 1 map ; 45 x 37 cm.
In: Rapin de Thoyras, M. [Maps and plans of Tindal's continuation of Rapin's History of England] [1785-1789?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 45 x 37 cm.
oversize Ayer 135 .T5 1732 map [1] (PrCt)


Authors: Morden, Robert, d. 1703 -- Turpin, H. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 51 maps ; 114 x 85 mm.
(of52playingcards);nd; Hodson273; King, 117
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)


Authors: Boswell, Henry -- Kitchin, Thomas, 1718-1784 -- Hogg, Alexander, active 1778-1819 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ; 398 x 250 mm.
nd; E.T. Kitchin
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

25142	England - Maps - 1788 - Wales - Maps - 1788

A New and compendious map of England and Wales: wherein all the great, direct and cross roads are carefully inserted / compiled from the modern surveys by Thomas Jefferys and revised, corrected, and improved by Samuel Dunn.
London: Printed for Robert Sayer ... as the Act directs, Jany. 1st 1788.
Authors: Dunn, Sam,uel, -1794 -- Jefferys, Thomas, -1771 -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Dunn, Samuel, -1794. A New atlas of the mundane system ... [1789?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 55 x 45 cm, on sheet 57 x 47 cm.
Scale: 1:1,369,000
Prime meridian: London.
In: Dunn, Samuel. A New atlas of the mundane system, or, Of geography and cosmography ... (London: Printed for Robert Sayer and Co., [1789?]), no. 7.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .D86 1789 [plate 5] (NLO)


England and Wales drawn from the most accurate surveys ... / made by members of the Royal Society, & others ... [and] corrected and improved by John Rocque ... [London]: Printed for Robt. Sayer. [1788?].
Authors: Rocque, John, -1772 -- Royal Society (Great Britain) -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Kitchin, Thomas, 1718-1784. A General atlas, describing the whole universe: being a complete collection of the most approved maps extant ... [1788?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 115 x 97 cm., on 2 composite sheets
Inset (5 x 13 cm.): [Isles of Scilly].
In: Kitchin, Thomas. A General atlas, describing the whole universe: being a complete collection of the most approved maps extant ... (London: Printed for Robert Sayer, [1788?]), no. 6-7.
Printed from 4 plates on 4 sheets joined to form 2 composite and adjacent sheets; northern half stamped "6" on verso; southern half stamped "7" on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .K57 1788, [plates 6-7] (NLO)

25144	England - Maps - 1790

Authors: Aikin, John, 1747-1822
1 v.
2nd ed.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Invasion; or John Bull, bombarding the


Authors: Gillray, James, 1756-1815. The works of James Gillray [Supplement] (1849?)/=Schoeberth, John/=Humphrey, H. 1 map ; 33 x 24 cm.
In Gillray, James, The works of James Gillray, from the original plates, with the addition of many subjects not before collected [Supplement] [London, 1849?], pl. 32.
A political cartoon.
On same sheet with "Presentation of the Mahometan credentials."
Reference: Catalogue of Political and Personal Satires preserved in the Department of Prints and Drawings in the British Museum / by Mary Dorothy George, v. 7, no. 8346.
Digital image of colored copy available on Cartophila website (accessed Jan. 2010):
http://cartophila.com/blog/images2009/johnbullbombarding.jpg

Case oversize W 01 .G4002, suppl., pl. 32 (PrCt)

England - Maps - 1793<<>>Wales - Maps - 1793
Authors: Cary, John, approximately 1754-1835 -- White, James F.
Spine title: English atlas.
"Published as the act directs Jany. 1st. 1793."
Dedicated to Thomas, Lord Lieutenant Weymouth, Baron Thynne of Warminster.
Note on South Britain map: "NB The stars prefixed to the towns denote the number of members returned to Parliament."
Includes lists of seats and views for county maps, subscribers, market and borough towns with market days and distances from London, principal post and sub-post towns with their receiving houses and arrival and departure times.
Bookplate: James F. White
References: Phillips 5207; Brit. Mus. Cat. of printed maps, charts and plans; Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 2049
Case folio G 1045 .15 (NLO)

England - Maps - 1794<<>>Wales - Maps - 1794
A New and compendious map of England and Wales : wherein all the great, direct and cross roads are carefully inserted / compiled from the modern surveys by Thomas Jefferys and revised, corrected, and improved by Samuel Dunn.
London : Laurie & Whittle, 1794.
Authors: Dunn, Samuel, -1794 -- Jefferys, Thomas, -1771 -- Laurie & Whittle -- Dunn, Samuel, -1794. A New atlas of the mundane system ... (1800) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
England - Maps - 1794>><>Wales - Maps - 1794
A New and compendious map of England and Wales ... / by Thomas Jefferys ... and revised ... by Samuel Dunn, mathematician. London : Laurie & Whittle, 12th May 1794.
Authors: Jefferys, Thomas, -1771 -- Dunn, Samuel, -1794 -- Laurie & Whittle -- Laurie & Whittle. A New and elegant imperial sheet atlas comprehending general and particular maps of every part of the world ... [1801?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 54 x 44 cm.
In Robert Laurie and James Whittle. A New and elegant imperial sheet atlas comprehending general and particular maps of every part of the world ... (London : printed and published by R. Laurie and J. Whittle, 1800 [i.e. 1801?]) no. 4 Engraved "5" on recto; stamped "4" on verso. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .R63 1801 no. 4 (NLO)

England - Maps - 1795
Authors: Aikin, John, 1747 -- Aikin, John, 1747-1822 -- Johnson, Joseph, 1738-1809 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 43 maps ; 204 x 130 mm.
3rd ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
References: Chubb 300; Beresiner 7a
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

England - Maps - 1795<<<>Wales - Maps - 1795
Authors: Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824 -- Calcografia camerale (Rome, Italy) -- Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824. Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (1792-1801) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 43 cm.
In: Cassini, Giovanni Maria. Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (Rome : Presso la Calcogr. camerale, 1792-1801) v. 2 pl. 49.
Map dated 1795.

**England - Maps - 1795**<ref>Wales - Maps - 1795</ref>


Authors: Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824 -- Calcolografia camerele (Rome, Italy) -- Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824. Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (1792-1801) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 43 cm.


Map dated 1795.

**England - Maps - 1796**<ref>Wales - Maps - 1796</ref>


Authors: Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Guthrie, William, 1708-1770 -- Doolittle, Amos, 1754-1832 -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839. Carey's General atlas ... (1796)

1 map ; 34 x 32 cm.

In: Carey, Mathew. Carey's General atlas ... (Philadelphia : M. Carey, 1796) pl. [7].

**Case folio G1019.C25 1796 pl. 7 (Pr Ct)**

**England - Maps - 1797**

England / A. Bell sculpt. [Edinburgh : s.n., 1797].

Authors: Bell, Andrew, 1726-1809 -- Encyclopaedia Britannica (1797) -- Encyclopaedia Britannica, inc.

1 map ; 18 x 19 cm.

In: Encyclopaedia britannica; or, A dictionary of arts, sciences, and miscellaneous literature (Edinburgh : A. Bell and C. Macfarquhar, 1797) v. 6, opposite p. 586.

Engraved 'Plate CLXXXI.'

**folio A 21 .2583 v. 6, opposite p. 586 (Pr Ct)**

**England - Maps - 1798**


Authors: Scot, Robert, 1744?-1823 -- Encyclopaedia -- or, A dictionary of arts sciences and miscellaneous literature 1798 -- Encyclopaedia Britannica (1798)

1 map ; 16 x 18 cm.

In: An American edition of the Encyclopaedia Britannica, issued as: Encyclopaedia; or, A dictionary of arts, sciences, and miscellaneous literature ... (Philadelphia : Thomas Dobson, 1798) v. 6, opposite p. 582.

Engraved 'Plate CLXXXI.'

**folio A 2 .254 v. 6, opposite p. 582 (Pr Ct)**

**England - Maps - 1798**<ref>Road maps</ref><ref>Wales - Maps - 1798</ref><ref>British Isles - Maps - 1798</ref><ref>Road maps</ref>

Cary's new itinerary, or, An accurate delineation of the great roads, both direct and cross, throughout England and Wales : with many of the principal roads in Scotland / from an actual admeasurement made by command of His Majesty's postmaster general, for official purposes under the direction and inspection of Thomas Hasker ... by John Cary ... to which are added, at the end of each route, the names of those inns which supply post horses and carriages, accompanied with a most extensive selection of noblemen & gentlemen's seats, a list of the packet boats, and their time of sailing, copious indexes, &c., &c. London : Printed for John Cary, 1798.

Authors: Cary, John, approximately 1754-1835 -- Hasker, Thomas -- = Cary, John, approximately 1754-1835. A Map of England & Wales with part of Scotland ... (1798) -- Adair, William, 18th cent. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)


Includes folded map: A Map of England & Wales with part of Scotland : on which are laid down the whole of the roads described by Cary's new itinerary.

Text printed in double columns within line border. Engraved t.p. and dedication page.

Publisher's advertisements [2] p. at end.

Includes indexes.

Armorial bookplate of William Adair, Esqr. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.


LC Card Number: 22018369

**Baskes DA625 .C33 1798 (NLO)**

**England - Maps - 1799**<ref>Isles of Scilly (England) - Maps - 1799</ref><ref>Wall maps</ref>

Nouvelle carte du royaume d'Angleterre et de la principauté de Galles ... / par Thomas Kitchin ... ; gravée par J. Bonatti. À Venise [Venice] : Chez Joseph Remondini & fils, 1799.

Authors: Kitchin, Thomas, 1718-1784 -- Bonatti, J., fl. 1803 -- Remondini, Giuseppe Antonio, 1747-1811 -- Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (1784 [i.e. 1807?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 115 x 97 cm., on 4 sheets each 53 x 74 cm.

Printed from 4 plates on 4 adjacent sheets.

Inset (5 x 14 cm.): [Scilly Isles].

In: Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (Venice : par P. Remondini, Giuseppe Antonio, 1747-1811 -- Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (1784 [i.e. 1807?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 115 x 97 cm., on 4 sheets each 53 x 74 cm.

Printed from 4 plates on 4 adjacent sheets.

Inset (5 x 14 cm.): [Scilly Isles].

In: Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (Venice : par P. Remondini, Giuseppe Antonio, 1747-1811 -- Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (1784 [i.e. 1807?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 115 x 97 cm., on 4 sheets each 53 x 74 cm.

Printed from 4 plates on 4 adjacent sheets.
Santini, rue Ste. Justine, chez M. Remondini, 1784 [i.e. 1807?]), v. 1, no. [41 A]
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .S4 1807, v. 1, no. [41 A] (PrCt)

25161 England - Maps - 1800-1899 -
Tithes>>>Wales - Maps - 1800-1899 -
Tithes>>>Tithes - England - Maps -
1800-1899>>>Tithes - Wales - Maps -
1800-1899>>>England - Maps - 1800-1899 -
Ecclesiastical geography>>>Wales - Maps -
1800-1899 - Ecclesiastical
geography>>>Ecclesiastical geography -
England - Maps - 1800-1899>>>Ecclesiastical
geography - Wales - Maps - 1800-1899
Authors: Kain, R. J. P. (Roger J. P.) -- Cambridge
University Press
1 atlas ; 28 cm.
folio G1816 E423 K3 1986 (NLO)

25162 England - Maps - 1802 - Road
maps>>>Wales - Maps - 1802 - Road
maps>>>Road maps
A Map of England & Wales with a part of
Scotland : on which are laid down the whole of
the roads described in Cary's New itinerary,
Authors: Cary, John, approximately 1754-1835 --
Cary, John, approximately 1754-1835. Cary's
new itinerary, or, An accurate delineation of the
great roads, both direct and cross, throughout
England and Wales (1802) -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 34 x 32 cm.
Detached from: Cary, John, ca. 1754-1835.
Cary's new itinerary, or, An accurate delineation of the
great roads, both direct and cross, throughout
England and Wales (London: Printed
for John Cary, 1802) [Baskes DA 625 .C333
1802]
Includes references: England, 1-40; Wales, 1-12.
Although engraved on one sheet, the surface is
split into six panels to facilitate binding and
folding.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the
Newberry Library.
map2F G5751 .P2 1802 .C3, no. 2 (PrCt)

25164 England - Maps - 1802<<<Wales - Maps -
1802
England and Wales. [London] : Cadell and
Davies [et al], 1802 [i.e. 1807].
Authors: Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826 --
Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Lowry, fl.
1802-1807 -- Cadell & Davies -- Pinkerton, John,
1758-1826. Modern geography ... (1807)
1 map ; 25 x 20 cm.
Arrowsmith direxit."
'Published March 1st, 1802 ... .'
In: Pinkerton, John. Modern geography, a
description of the empires, kingdoms, states, and
colonies ... (London : T. Cadell and W. Davies ;
Longman, Hurst, Rees, and Orme, 1807), 'Vol. 1
page 35.
folio G 11 .693 v. 1, opp. p. [35] (PrCt)

25165 England - Maps - 1803
England delineated. London : Jos. Johnson,
1803.
Authors: Aikin, John, 1747-1822 -- Johnson,
Joseph, 1738-1809 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 v. : 43 maps ; 198 x 130 mm.
5th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet
by R. Baskes).
References: Chubb 307
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

25166 England - Maps - 1803 -
Agriculture>>>Agriculture - England - Maps -
1803
Cartes, planches et tableaux de
L'agriculture-pratique des différentes parties de
l'Angleterre / par M. Marshal. A Paris ; Pères :
Chez Gide, libraire, quai Malaquais, no. 1220,
près la rue des SS. ; Chez Levrault, frères, même
quai, au coin de la rue des Petits-Augustins, an
XI, 1803.
Authors: Marshall, Mr. (William), 1745-1818 --

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
"De l'imprimerie de H.L. Perronneau."
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes S455 .M37 1803 (NLO)

25167 England - Maps - 1803 - Road maps<<>>Wales - Maps - 1803 - Road maps<<>>British Isles - Maps - 1803 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Cary's British traveller, or, An abridged edition of his New itinerary : containing the whole of the roads direct and cross throughout England and Wales with many of the principal roads in Scotland as described in his larger work from an actual admeasurement ... / under the direction and inspection of Thomas Hasker ... by John Cary ... London : Printed for J. Cary ... and sold by Scatcherd and Letterman ..., Symonds, Hurst, and Badcock ..., Ostell ..., Richardsons ..., and Champante and Whitrow ..., 1803.
Includes folded map: A Map of England & Wales with part of Scotland on which are laid down the whole of the roads described in Cary's new itinerary.
"Calculated for the use of those travellers by whom the gentlemen's seats may not be considered essential ..."
S. Gosnell, Printer, Little Queen Street, Holborn."--T.p. verso.
Includes indexes.
Text printed in double columns and in line border. Publisher's advertisements p. [85]-[88] and [1] p. at end.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Fordham, H.G. John Cary, p. 74
Baskes DA625 .C334 1803 (NLO)

25168 England - Maps - 1804
Maps of the several counties & shires in England.
London : Darton & Harvey, 1804.
Authors: Baker, B. (Benjamin), fl. 1766-1824 -- Darton & Harvey (London, England) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. : 46 maps ; 210 x 285 mm. noTp; Carroll53

25170 England - Maps - 1804<<>>Wales - Maps - 1804
Authors: Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823. A New and elegant general atlas comprising all the new discoveries, to the present time ... (1804) -- John Conrad & Co. -- Jones -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 25 x 20 cm.
In: Arrowsmith, Aaron. A New and elegant general atlas comprising all the new discoveries, to the present time ... (Philadelphia [etc.] : J. Conrad & Co. [and others], 1804) pl. 4
Ayer 135 .A65 1804 pl. 4 (PrCT)

25171 England - Maps - 1804<<>>Wales - Maps - 1804
Smith's New English atlas, being a complete set of county maps, divided into hundreds, on which are delineated all the direct and cross roads, part of which are from actual measurement, cities, towns, and most considerable villages, parks, gentlemen's seats, rivers, and navigable canals: preceded by a general map of England and Wales on which the principal roads are carefully described, for the purpose of facilitating the connexion of the respective maps. The whole accompanied by an index villaris, containing upwards of forty thousand names of places mentioned in the work, with reference to their situation. London : C. Smith, 1804.
Authors: Smith, Charles, fl. 1799-1852 1 atlas (2 p. l., 53, [1] p. 46 double col. maps) ; 54 x 37 cm.
[1st ed.?]
Chubb 311.
Phillips 5200.
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 2050.
LC Card Number: map46000396
oversize G 10449 .82 (NLO)

25172 England - Maps - 1804<<>>Wales - Maps - 1804
Smith's New English atlas, being a complete set

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
of county maps, divided into hundreds, on which are delineated all the direct and cross roads, part of which are from actual measurement, cities, towns, and most considerable villages, parks, gentlemen’s seats, rivers, and navigable canals: preceded by a general map of England and Wales on which the principal roads are carefully described, for the purpose of facilitating the connexion of the respective maps. The whole accompanied by an index villariss, containing upwards of forty thousand names of places mentioned in the work, with reference to their situation. London: C. Smith, 1804.

Authors: Smith, Charles, fl. 1799-1852 -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (2 p. l., 53, [1] p. 46 double col. maps) ; 54 x 37 cm.
[1st ed.?
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection.
Chubb 311.
Phillips 5200.
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 2050.
LC Card Number: map46000396
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

England - Maps - 1805-1873 - Topographic maps
Authors: Great Britain. Ordnance Survey -- Harley, J. B. (John Brian). The Old series Ordnance Survey maps of England and Wales ...
97 maps ; on sheets 76 x 101 cm. fold. in covers 20 x 12 cm. in 4 boxes.
Facsimiles of maps originally published 1805-1873.
'Cartographical notes' by J.B. Harley at bottom of each sheet.
Scale 1:63,360.
[shelved separately as folio G1810 .O4].
map4C 1 (PrCt)

England - Maps - 1806 - Road maps
Cary’s new itinerary, or, An accurate delineation of the great roads, both direct and cross, throughout England and Wales : with many of the principal roads in Scotland / from an actual admeasurement by John Cary ... under the direction and inspection of Thomas Hasker ... London: Printed for J. Cary, 1806.

"Printed by S. Gosnell, Little Queen Street."--P. 918.
"Publications by J. Cary."--P. [914]-918.
Text printed in double columns and line border. Engraved t.p. and dedication page.
"Addenda to the cross roads."--Column 833-836. Includes indexes.
Errata: p. 908.
Two copies.
Copy 1 inscribed "Wm. Robertson, 2. Aug. 1823"; includes folded map: A New map of England and Wales adapted to Cary’s new itinerary shewing the whole of the roads direct & cross contained in that work.
Copy 2 incomplete, lacking folded map.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Fordham, H.G. John Cary, p. 64
Baskets DA625 .C333 1806 [copies 1 and 2] (NLO)

England - Maps - 1807 - Coasts - Nautical charts
1 map : hand col. ; 59 x 58 cm.
In: Faden, William [and others]. [General atlas of modern geography ... ] [1775-1816]. 9 v. ; 35 cm.
References: Fordham, H.G. John Cary, p. 64
Ayler 135 .G32 1775 v. 1, pl. 15 (PrCt)
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 128 x 100 cm. on 2 sheets
In: Faden, William [and others]. [General atlas of modern geography : a collection of large scale maps and charts of all parts of the world]
([London, etc. : W. Faden, etc., 1775-1816]) v. 1, pl. 5 and 6.
Imprint on map: [Northern plate only]
London...BOWLES & CARVER...1808
Bound in atlas as adjacent sheets: title from northern sheet. Northern sheet handstamped '5' and southern sheet handstamped '5'.
Includes inset (6 x 13 cm.): Isles of Scilly [on sheet 6].
oversize Ayer 135.G32 1775 v. 1, pl. 5-6 (PrCt)

25177 England - Maps - 1808<<>>British Isles - Maps - 1808
Authors: Dugdale, Thomas -- Neele -- Robins, Jas.---- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
4 v. ; 270 x 220 mm.
Maps engraved by Neele.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
References: Chubb 363; Beresiner 108a
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

25178 England - Maps - 1808<<>>Wales - Maps - 1808
England and Wales, divided into counties & military districts. London : I. Luffman, 1808 [i.e. 1816?].
Authors: Luffman, J. (John), 1756-1846 -- Luffman, J. (John), 1756-1846. Select plans of cities, harbours, forts, &c ... [1816?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 18 x 24 cm.
Includes references 1-12.
In: Luffman, John. Select plans of cities, harbours, forts, &c ... (London: Luffman, [1816?]), plate [22].
folio Ayer 135.L94 1816 pl. 22 (PrCt)

25179 England - Maps - 1808<<>>Wales - Maps - 1808
Authors: Smith, Charles, fl. 1799-1852 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 46 maps ; 553 x 373 mm.
2nd ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

25180 England - Maps - 1809
Authors: Andrews, John, 1736-1809 -- Stockdale, John, 1749?-1814 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 19 maps ; 490 x 344 mm.
coverlabel,1810;(1796-98;Cary,1805)

Phillips 8124
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Authors: Cole, G. -- Roper, John, 1771-approximately 1810 -- Brian Stevens Historic Prints
1 atlas ([2] leaves, [23] maps) ; 29 cm.
Includes facsimiles of maps drawn by G. Cole and engraved by J. Roper; first issued in The British atlas: comprising a complete set of county maps, of England and Wales ... (London: Printed for Vernon, Hood, and Sharpe [et al], 1810.
'These plans were first engraved ... for The British atlas issued in 1810 in conjunction with The Beauties of England and Wales.'
72-2760
ISBN 0950135402
map4C 3 (NLO)

25182 England - Maps - 1810 - Road maps<<>>Wales - Maps - 1810 - Road maps<<>>British Isles - Maps - 1810 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Cary’s new itinerary, or, An accurate delineation of the great roads both direct and cross, throughout England and Wales : with many of the principal roads in Scotland / from an actual measurement by John Cary made by command of his Majesty’s Postmaster General, for official purposes, under the direction and inspection of Thomas Hasker ... London : Printed for J. Cary ..., 1810.
Authors: Cary, John, approximately 1754-1835 -- Gosnell, Samuel -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
"S. Gosnell, printer, Little Queen Street, London."--P.936.
Map contents: New map of England and Wales adapted to Cary’s new itinerary shewing the whole of the roads direct & cross contained in that work -- Environments of London -- Environments of Bath -- Environments of Brighton -- Environments of Margate and Ramsgate.
Engraved t.p. and dedication page.
Includes indexes.
Text in double columns and line border.
Errata: p. 936.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes DA625.C333 1810 (NLO)
England - Maps - 1811
Authors: Cary, John, approximately 1754-1835 -- Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824.
Title: Rogers S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map on 4 sheets : hand col. ; 56 x 44 cm. Title from northeastern sheet.
Inset (2 x 6 cm.) on southwestern sheet: Isles of Scilly.
In: Neele, Samuel John and George. Neele's general atlas : consisting of a complete set of maps compiled from the best authorities, and including all the new discoveries (London : Samuel and George Neele ; Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme, and Brown ; Cadell & Davies, 1814 [i.e. 1815]), [plates 8-11].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Engraved nos. VIIia-VIIId at upper right.
Baskes folio G1019 .N4 1814, [plates 8-11] (PrCt)

England - Maps - 1814
Authors: Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Bower, J. (John) -- Johnson & Warner -- Cary, Mathew, 1760-1839. A General atlas, being a collection of maps of the world and quarters ... (1814) 1 map : hand col. ; 18 x 20 cm.
In: Carey, Mathew. A General atlas, being a collection of maps of the world and quarters ... (Philadelphia : Published by M. Carey, and Johnson & Warner, 1814) pl. [40].
Ayer 135 .C27 1814 pl. 40 (PrCt)

England - Maps - 1814
Authors: Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (1817?) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 61 x 51 cm.
Printed paste-on label 'No. 12' at upper left.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Digital image of another copy available on the David Rumsey Map Collection website (accessed Feb. 2010):
http://www.davidrumsey.com/luna/servlet/detail/RUMSEY~8~1~28333~1120762
Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1817, map 12 (NLO)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

25188  England - Maps - 1814

_England / Neele sculpt. Strand London._


Authors: Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1821?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col.; 60 x 51 cm.

In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (Edinburgh ; London ; Dublin : John Thomson and Company ; Baldwin, Craddock, and Joy ; John Cumming, 1817, [i.e. 1821?]) map 12.

Printed paste-on label 'No. 12' on verso.

_oversize Ayer 135 .T4 1817 map 12 (PrCt)

25189  England - Maps - 1815 - Road maps

Wales - Maps - 1815 - Road maps

British Isles - Maps - 1815 - Road maps

Road maps

Cary's new itinerary, or, An accurate delineation of the great roads, both direct and cross throughout England and Wales : with many of the principal roads in Scotland / from an actual admeasurement by John Cary : made by command of His Majesty's postmaster general for official purposes ; under the direction and inspection of Thomas Hasker ... London : Printed for J. Cary, 1815.

Authors: Cary, John, approximately 1754-1835 -- Hasker, Thomas -- Gosnell, Samuel -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)


"S. Gosnell, Printer, Little Queen Street, London."--P. 946.


Engraved t.p.and dedication.

Includes indexes.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).

Duplicate copy: G 45006 .15


_Baskets DA625 .C333 1815 (NLO)_

25190  England - Maps - 1816

_England - Maps - 1816

_England - Counties - Maps

_English topography, or, A series of historical and statistical descriptions of the several counties of England and Wales : accompanied by a map of each county / by the author of Historical and descriptive delineations of London and Westminster, the counties of Salop, Stafford, Somerset, etc. London : Printed for Baldwin, Craddock, and Joy, 1816.


1 atlas (17, [154] p., [58] leaves of plates) : 58 hand col. maps ; 36 cm.

Other title: Beauties of England and Wales.


Maps dated: 1803-1809.

Relief shown by hachures.

Scales differ.

Bookplate: Frederick J.O. Montagu.

Former owner's inscription: Andrew Montagu, Bakewell.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Full text of another copy (lacking maps) available on Google Books (accessed May 2013):

http://books.google.com/books?id=gTQJAAAAA

AAJ

References: Chubb 353

_Baskets folio G1815 .N54 1816 (NLO)_

25191  England - Maps - 1816

_Manuscripts - Manuscript maps

_Provisional Heading

_English county atlas. 1816.

Authors: Jefferson, Mary -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 ms. atlas Manuscript.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

_Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)_

25192  England - Maps - 1817 - Road maps

_Wales - Maps - 1817 - Road maps

_British Isles - Maps - 1817 - Road maps

_Road maps

Cary's new itinerary, or, An accurate delineation of the great roads, both direct and cross throughout England and Wales : with many of the principal roads in Scotland / from an actual measurement by John Cary, made by command of His Majesty's Postmaster General, for official purposes, under the direction and inspection of Thomas Hasker ... London : Printed for J. Cary, 1817.

Authors: Cary, John, approximately 1754-1835 -- Gosnell, Samuel -- Roger S. Baskes Collection

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Baskes G1811.P2 C38 1817 (NLO)

25194 England - Maps - 1817<<>>Wales - Maps - 1817

Authors: Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Hall, Sidney -- Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823. A New general atlas constructed from the latest authorities ... (1823) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 25 x 20 cm.
In: Arrowsmith, Aaron. A New general atlas constructed from the latest authorities ... Exhibiting the boundaries and divisions, also the chains of mountains and other geographical features of all the known countries in the world (Edinburgh ; London : A. Constable & Co., 1823), pl. 5
folio Ayer 135 .A65 1823 pl. 5 (PrCt)

25195 England - Maps - 1818

Authors: Aikin, John -- Baldwin, Cradock, and Joy -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. : 1 map ; 233 x 150 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

25196 England - Maps - 1818<<>>Wales - Maps - 1818

Authors: Smith, Charles, fl. 1799-1852 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 atlas : 46 maps ; 550 x 374 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

25197 England - Maps - 1819

Martin’s sportman’s almanack, kalender, and traveller’s guide, for 1819 : containing ample directions for shooting, coursing, hunting, fishing, and gardening, after the most approved systems, matured by experience, and sanctioned by that celebrated sportman, Major P. Hawker; with correct tables of useful things; lists of guns, fishing-tackle, and bow and arrow makers ; a series of maps of every county in England ...
Title vignette.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes GV605 .M3 1819 (NLO)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Place of Publication</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>25198</td>
<td><strong>England - Maps - 1819 - Road maps</strong></td>
<td>Lavoisne, C. V.</td>
<td>Philadelphia</td>
<td>1820</td>
<td>A Complete genealogical, historical, chronological and geographical atlas ... (1820) 1 map : hand col., 36 x 31 cm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25199</td>
<td><strong>England - Maps - 1819 - Road maps</strong></td>
<td>Cary, John, approximately 1754-1835</td>
<td>J. Cary, 1819</td>
<td></td>
<td>England and Wales; divided into circuits, with many of the principal roads direct and cross contained in that work -- Isle of Wight -- Environs of London -- Environs of Bath -- Environs of Brighton -- Evrons of the lakes -- Environs of Cheltenham and Malvern -- Map of the mail road from London to Dublin improved under the direction of the Parliamentary Commissioners.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25200</td>
<td><strong>England - Maps - 1820 - Counties</strong></td>
<td>Wallis, J., printer -- Ellis, G. -- Roger S. Baskets Collection</td>
<td>London</td>
<td>1820</td>
<td>Map contents: New map of England and Wales adapted to Cary's new itinerary showing the whole of the roads direct and cross contained in that work -- Isle of Wight -- Environs of London -- Environs of Bath -- Environs of Brighton -- Evrons of the lakes -- Environs of Cheltenham and Malvern -- Map of the mail road from London to Dublin improved under the direction of the Parliamentary Commissioners.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25203</td>
<td><strong>England - Maps - 1821 - Road maps</strong></td>
<td>Cary, John, approximately 1754-1835</td>
<td>J. Cary, 1819</td>
<td></td>
<td>England and Wales; divided into circuits and counties, with the principal high roads. Philadelphia : M. Carey and Sons, 1821. Authors: Lavoisne, C. V. -- Carey, Mathew, -- Aspin, Jehoshaphat, active 18th century-19th century --</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Case oversize G1030 .L4 1821 pl. 9 (PrCt)

25205 England - Maps - 1822

Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1821, v. 1, map 12, part 2 (NLO)


Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1821, v. 1, map 12, part 1 (NLO)


Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)


Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Library</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
New British atlas : containing a complete set of county maps, on which are delineated all the principal cross roads, cities, towns, & most considerable villages, parks, rivers, navigable canals & railways : preceded by general maps of England, Ireland, Scotland, north & south Wales : the whole carefully revised & corrected to the year, 1829. London : Published by Henry Teesdale & Co., [1829].
SEE Henry Teesdale & Co.
1 atlas ([46] leaves of plates (5 folded)) : 46 hand col. maps ; 48 cm.
Cover title (gold stamped leather label):
Teesdale's British atlas, 1829
One map engraved by Dower.
Engraved title page signed: T. Barnett.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Inscription: ... Abbey Road, St. Johns Wood, 1830.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1815 .H46 1829 (NLO)

25218  England - Maps - 1829<<>>Holyhead (Wales) - Pictorial works - 1829<<>>Anglesey (Wales) - Pictorial works - 1829
Authors: Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (1829) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 59 cm.
Inset view (9 x 13 cm.) : The Rope bridge between the islands of Holyhead and Anglesea.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Engraved no. '12. Part 1' at upper right.
Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1829 map 12, part 1 (NLO)

England [I-V]. London : Chapman and Hall, 1830-1838 [i.e.1844].
Authors: Chapman and Hall -- J. & C. Walker (Firm) -- Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (Great Britain) -- Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (Great Britain).
Maps of the Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (1844) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; on 5 sheets each 41 x 34 cm. Sheets titled separately and variously dated 1830-1838. Covers England and Wales.
Inset maps (8 x 7 cm. and 5 x 8 cm.) : [Sheet I. Isle of Man -- [Sheet IV. Scilly Isa.]
oversize Ayer 135 .S67 1844 v. 1, pl. [17-21] (PrCt)

An Atlas of the English counties : divided into hundreds, &c, containing the rivers, roads, parks, parishes, &c in each : exhibiting the whole of the inland navigation, rail roads, &c, and accompanied with maps of England, Ireland, Scotland, and Wales / projected on the basis of the trigonometrical survey by order of the Honble. the Board of Ordnance under the superintendence of T.L. Murray ; Hoare & Reeves sc. London : T.L. Murray, 1830.
Authors: Murray, T. Laurie -- Great Britain. Board of Ordnance -- Hoare & Reeves -- Weston Library -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([1] leaf, [44] leaves of plates (4 folded)) : 44 maps (43 hand col., 4 folded) ; 49 cm.
Publication information from bottom margin of maps: London. Published May 1st, 1830, by T.L. Murray, 19, Adam Street, Adelphi.
Engraved title page
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Chubb 419
Baskes oversize G1815 .M87 1830 (NLO)

25221  England - Maps - 1831
Authors: Lizars, Daniel, 1760-1812 -- Hamilton, John, fl. 1831 -- Lizars, Daniel, 1760-1812. The Edinburgh geographical and historical atlas ...
1 map : hand col. ; 78 x 52 cm. on 2 sheets.

Title from northern plate.

Added title, upper margin of southern sheet:

South part of England.

In: Lizars, Daniel. The Edinburgh geographical and historical atlas ... [Edinburgh [etc.]: John Hamilton (and others, 1831?) pl. [7-8].

Engraved plate nos. 'X' and 'XI.

oversize G 10 .514 pl. [7-8] (PrCt)


1 atlas : 48 maps ; 483 x 387 mm.

Maps by R. Rowe and C. Smith.

References: Chubb 411; Black 50

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

25223 England - Maps - 1831>>>Names, Geographical - England>>>Gazetteers


Authors: Lewis, Samuel, d. 1865 -- Starling, Thomas -- Creighton, R. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

4 v. : 43 maps ; 277 x 227 mm.

1st ed.

C:RCreighton;E:Starling&Walker;Chubb430

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

25224 England - Maps - 1831>>>Wales - Maps - 1831


Authors: Smith, Charles, fl. 1799-1852 -- Gardner -- Pickett -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas : 43 maps ; 222 x 164 mm.

E:Gardner,Pickett

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)


"Ordered to be printed 27th March 1832.".

Preface and most reports signed by John George Shaw-Lefevre.

Maps by Robert Kearsley Dawson, engraved by J. Gardner, lithographed by R. Martin and Charles Ingreay.

"(117.)."

Original printed blue paper-covered boards.

Armorial bookplate of Charles Home Lloyd Fitzwilliams (motto: Vive ut vivas).

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Cf. Kingsley 99

Baskes folio JN558 .G74 1832 (NLO)


1 atlas : 48 maps ; 380 x 265 mm.

Previously owned by C. Stephenson.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

References: Chubb 412; cf. Phillips 2898

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

25227 England - Maps - 1832>>>Wales - Maps - 1832


Authors: Arrowsmith, John, 1790-1873 -- Arrowsmith, John, 1790-1873. The London atlas of universal geography ... [1837] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 60 x 49 cm.

Engraved no. "4" at upper right.

In: Arrowsmith, John. [The London atlas of universal geography : exhibiting the physical & political divisions of the various countries of the world, constructed from original materials] [London : J. Arrowsmith, 1837], map 4.

Baskes oversize G1019 .A778 1837, map 4 (NLO)


Authors: Cobbett, William -- Roger S. Baskes
England - Maps - 1833<<>>Wales - Maps - 1833

Authors: Young & Delleker -- Finley, A. (Anthony) -- Finley, A. (Anthony). A New general atlas ... (1833) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 47 maps ; 660 x 440 mm.
Engraved no. "5" at upper right.
In: Arrowsmith, John. [The London atlas of universal geography : exhibiting the physical & political divisions of the various countries of the world, constructed from original materials] [London : J. Arrowsmith, 1837], map 5.
Baskes oversize G1019 .A778 1837, map 5 (NLO)

England - Maps - 1835 (Provisional Heading)

London : S. Lewis, 1835.
Authors: Lewis, Samuel, d. 1865 -- Creighton, R. -- J. & C. Walker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 116 maps ; 330 x 260 mm.
C:RCreighton;E:J&CWalker;Chubb464
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (Pr Ct)

England - Maps - 1835<<>>Wales - Maps - 1835

Authors: Smith, Charles, fl. 1799-1852 -- Wyld, James, 1790-1836 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 47 maps ; 550 x 380 mm.
Proc:LawSoc;Chubb316
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (Pr Ct)

England - Maps - 1836<<>>Wales - Maps - 1836


Inland navigation of England & Wales / Maps by Thomas Moule 1836. Monmouth : B. Stevens, [1871?].
Authors: Moule, Thomas, 1784-1851 -- Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (Great Britain) -- Stevens, B.
"Notes from Thomas Moule's English Atlas, 1836 ... Article from The Penny Cyclopaedia, 1836."
Includes bibliographical references (p. [4]).
5A 6589 (NLO)

England - Maps - 1837<<>>Counties - Maps

Authors: Moule, Thomas, 1784-1851 -- Schmoller -- Dower, John, active 1838-1846? -- Virtue, George, 1793?--1868 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

England with its canals and railways. [London] : Chapman and Hall, 1837 [i.e.1844].
Authors: Chapman and Hall -- J. & C. Walker (Firm) -- Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (Great Britain) -- Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (Great Britain).
Maps of the Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (1844) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 38 x 31 cm.

oversize Ayer 135 .S67 1844 v. 1, pl. [16] (PrCt)

England - Maps - 1838 - Counties - Maps

Authors: Moule, Thomas, 1784-1851 -- Virtue, George, 1793?-1868
2 v. : maps ; 28 cm.
References: Phillips 2926

G 45 .59 (NLO)

England - Maps - 1838 - Wales - Maps - 1838

Authors: J. & C. Walker (Firm) -- Longman -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 47 maps ; 422 x 350 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
References: Chubb 476a; Smith LVI (2); Cf. Phillips 8131

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

England - Maps - 1838 - Counties - Maps

A Complete county atlas of England & Wales : containing forty four superior maps : with all the improvements, projected or completed : divided into hundreds, with the district divisions, and other local arrangements effected by the Reform Bill. London : Published by James Duncan, 1838.
Authors: Duncan, J. (James) -- Hoare & Reeves -- Coates & Farmer -- Ebden, Wm. -- Kemble, Charles, 1819-1874 -- Stanford, Eric J. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([2] leaves (1 folded), [44] folded leaves of plates) : 44 maps ; 42 cm.
Cover title: County atlas, 44 maps
Maps engraved by Hoare & Reeves; one published by Coates & Farmer.
"Price two guineaus, plain--four guineas, coloured."
Scales differ.
Relief shown by hachures.

Former owner’s inscription: Charles Kemble, Wadham College, Oxford, 27 May, 1840.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Chubb 455

Baskes oversize G1815 .D86 1838 (NLO)

England - Maps - 1840

Authors: Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846 -- Lea and Blanchard -- Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (1840) 1 map ; 11 x 16 cm.
Keyed to dozens of references on p.315.

In: Murray, Hugh. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, successors to Carey & Co., for George W. Gorton, 1840) v. 1, p. 316.

Wax engraving.

G 11 .607 v. 1, p. 316 (PrCt)

England - Maps - 1840 - Road maps - Wales - Maps - 1840 - Road maps - Road maps

Leigh’s new pocket road-book of England and Wales : containing an account of all the direct, cross, and rail roads, a description of every principal town and remarkable place, with the curiosities, manufactures, commerce, population, inns, &c. : to which are added pleasure tours to the most picturesque parts of the country, with a new and correct list of mail-coach routes. London : Leigh & Co., 421 Strand, 1840.
Authors: Leigh, Samuel -- Hall, Sidney -- Neele, James -- Adlard, Charles -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
8th ed.
Cover title: Leigh’s road book of England & Wales

Folded, color map of England and Wales engraved by Neele; map of Flintshire engraved by Sy. Hall.
"Printed by C. Adlard, Bartholomew Close"--T.p. verso.

"Table of the price of posting, shewing the charges usually made for a pair of horses," p. [ii].
Green leather over boards; green cloth spine; cover gold-stamped: Leigh’s road book of...
England & Wales.
Added engraved, illustrated t.p. signed: Sy. Hall, sculpt.
Publisher's advertisements, 10 p. at end.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
References: Chubb 381
Baskes DA650 L45 1840 (NLO)

25242 England - Maps - 1840<<>>Wales - Maps - 1840
1 map : hand col. ; 23 x 18 cm.
Case G1019 .B95 1840 pl. 3 (PrCt)

25243 England - Maps - 1840<<>>Wales - Maps - 1840
Authors: Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846 -- Lea & Blanchard -- Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (1840)
1 map : 11 x 16 cm.
Keyed to dozens of references on p.318.
In: Murray, Hugh. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, successors to Carey & Co., for George W. Gorton, 1840) v. 1, p. 317.
Wax engraving.
G 11 .607 v. 1, p. 317 (PrCt)

25244 England - Maps - 1840<<>>Wales - Maps - 1840
England & Wales. London : Mr. Bull, [ca. 1840].
Authors: Starling, Thomas -- Bull and Churton -- Bull, Mr., fl. ca. 1840 -- Perkins and Bacon -- Starling, Thomas. The Royal cabinet atlas ... [ca. 1840]
1 map : hand col. ; 14 x 8 cm.
In: Starling, Thomas. The Royal cabinet atlas ... (London : Bull and Churton, [ca. 1840]) 'Pl. XVI' [i.e. 11].
map3C 5 map [11] (PrCt)

Journal of the Statistical Society of London (1849)
1 map ; 24 x 20 cm.
Shows by graduated tints 'the proportion of inhabitants to 100 acres.'
In upper right margin: Moral statistics of England and Wales by Mr. Fletcher.
map4C G5751 .E1 1849 .F6, pl. I (PrCt)

25246 England - Maps - 1841<<>>Wales - Maps - 1841
Authors: Archer, Joshua, fl. 1833-1866 -- Grattan & Gilbert -- Mudie, Robert, 1777-1842. Gilbert's modern atlas of the earth ... (1841) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 28 x 24 cm.
Running title at bottom left: Gilbert's modern atlas In: Mudie, Robert. Gilbert's modern atlas of the earth ... (London : Grattan and Gilbert, [1841?]), [plate 5].
Printed no. 10 at upper left.
Baskes folio G1019 .M83 1841, [plate 5] (PrCt)

Journal of the Statistical Society of London (1849)
1 map ; 24 x 19 cm.
Uses graduated tints.
In upper right margin: Moral statistics of England and Wales by Mr. Fletcher.
map4C G5751 .E1 1849 .F6, pl. III (PrCt)

Real property in proportion to the population in
Uses graduated tints.
In upper right margin: Moral statistics of England and Wales by Mr. Fletcher.
map4C G5751 .E1 1849 .F6, pl. V (PrCt)

25249  
England - Maps - 1842-1847 -  
Crime<<>>Wales - Maps - 1842-1847 -  
Crime<<>>Felonies SEE  
Crime<<>>Misdemeanors SEE  
Crime<<>>Social problems SEE ALSO  
Crime<<>>Criminal justice, Administration of SEE ALSO Crime<<>>Crinimology SEE ALSO Crime  
Crime  
Crime in England & Wales, as indicated by the criminal commitments of males to assizes & quarter sessions, 1842-1847. [London] : Standige & Co. Litho., 36 Old Jewry, [1849].
Uses graduated tints.
In upper right margin: Moral statistics of England and Wales by Mr. Fletcher.
map4C G5751 .E1 1849 .F6, pl. VIII (PrCt)

25251  
England - Maps - 1842-1847 -  
Crime<<>>Wales - Maps - 1842-1847 -  
Uses graduated tints.
In upper right margin: Moral statistics of England and Wales by Mr. Fletcher.
map4C G5751 .E1 1849 .F6, pl. VI* (PrCt)
In upper right margin: Moral statistics of England and Wales by Mr. Fletcher.


New road map of England with all the lines of railway, canals &c. &c. Edinburgh ; London ; Dublin ; W.H. Lizars ; Samuel Highley, 32 Fleet Street ; W. Curry Junr. & Co., 1842.


1 map : col., dissected and mounted on cloth ; 79 x 53 cm., folded to 16 x 11 cm.

Cover title: England with the railways

Scale [ca. 1:982,143]

Coordinates: (W 6°20'--E 2°00'/N 56°30'--N 49°40').

Includes list of railway lines.

Bookplate of Edward Francis Curry.

G 1045 .62 (NLO)

England - Maps - 1842 - Wales - Maps - 1842


Authors: Lewis, Samuel, d. 1865 -- Creighton, R. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 58 maps ; 315 x 250 mm.

5th ed.

Chubb434

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

England - Maps - 1843 - Geology

Geological map of England and Wales. [London] : Chapman and Hall, 1843 [i.e.1844].


1 map : hand col. ; 37 x 31 cm.

'Arranged by Roderick Impey Murchinson ...'.

'S.P. Woodward del.'

'Cola. by T. Malby.'


oversize Ayer 135 .S67 1844 v. 1, pl. [15] (PrCt)

England - Maps - 1844 - Literacy

Ignorance in England & Wales, as indicated by the men's signatures by marks in the marriage registers, 1844. [London] : Standige & Co. Litho., 36, Old Jewry, [1849].

Authors: Fletcher, Joseph, 1813-1852 -- Standige & Co. -- Fletcher, Joseph, 1813-1852.


1 map ; 24 x 19 cm.


Uses graduated tints.

In upper right margin: Moral statistics of England and Wales by Mr. Fletcher.


map4C G5751 .E1 1849 .F6, pl. IV (PrCt)

Savings accounts<<>>Wales


Uses graduated tints.

In upper right margin: Moral statistics of England and Wales by Mr. Fletcher.

map4C G5751 .E1 1849 .F6, pl. XI (PrCt)


Uses graduated tints.

In upper right margin: Moral statistics of England and Wales by Mr. Fletcher.

map4C G5751 .E1 1849 .F6, pl. VI (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

25263 England - Maps - 1845<<>>Liverpool Region (England) - Maps - 1845<<>>London Region (England) - Maps - 1845

England. [New York : H.S. Tanner, 1845].
Authors: Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858. A New general atlas, comprising a complete set of maps ... (1845)
1 map: hand col.; 27 x 21 cm.
Insets (6 x 9 and 8 x 9 cm.): Environs of Liverpool -- Environs of London.
In: Tanner, Henry Schenck. A New general atlas, comprising a complete set of maps ... (New York : Tanner's Geographical Establishment, 1845)
map [4].

oversize G 10 .622 map [4] (PrCt)

25264 England - Maps - 1845<<>>Wales - Maps - 1845<<>>Counties - Maps

County atlas of England & Wales (23 of 25 parts) . London : Grattan & Gilbert, 1845.
Authors: Gilbert, James, active 1832-1833 -- Fisher & Son -- Fisher -- Becker, Francis Paul -- Grattan & Gilbert -- Archer, J. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 43 maps ; 420 x 345 mm.
(o48);E:JArcher&FPB
111
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)


England. [Philadelphia : Carey & Hart, 1845].
Authors: Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Carey & Hart -- Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858. A New universal atlas ... (1845)
1 map : hand col.; 37 x 30 cm.
Insets (11 x 10 cm. and smaller): Environs of London -- Environs of Liverpool -- Scilly Ids.
In: Tanner, Henry Schenck. A New universal atlas ... (Philadelphia : Carey & Hart, 1845) map '44.'

Case oversize G1019 .T2 1845 map 44 (PrCt)


Fisher's county atlas of England and Wales : compiled from authentic surveys, and corrected to the present time : with a topographical and statistical description of each county under the heads of situation and extent, ancient and modern history, physical features, climate, rivers, their rise and course, fisheries, canals, principal coach-roads, railways, chalybeate and other springs, woods and forests, scenery lakes and meres, trade and commerce, geology, mines and minerals, agriculture and rural economy, ecclesiastical divisions, political divisions, population from the census of 1841, general statistics, seats of the nobility and gentry, antiquities and curiosities, places conferring titles, eminent natives, chief cities, boroughs, and market-towns, members returned to Parliament, markets and fair, distances of places from London and from each other, &c. &c. London : Fisher, Son, & Co., [1846?].
Authors: Fisher, Son, & Co. -- Archer, J. -- Grattan & Gilbert -- Gilbert, James, active 1832-1833 -- F.P. Becker & Co. -- Becker, Francis Paul -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([2], 96 p., [48] leaves of plates (3 folded)) : 48 hand col. maps ; 39 cm.
Maps dated: 1842-1846.
Maps by J. Archer, Grattan & Gilbert, James Gilbert, and F.P. Becker & Co.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Chubb 504
Baskes folio G1815 .F57 1846 (NLO)

25267 England - Maps - 1846<<>>Wales - Maps - 1846 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Archer, Joshua, fl. 1833-1866 -- Dugdale -- Tallis, John, 1817-1876 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 59 maps ; 222 x 152 mm.
56cos;HodsonHerts106(iii);noText
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

25268 England - Maps - 1847<<>>Counties - Maps

Authors: Moule, Thomas, 1784-1851 -- Hume & Smollett -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 30 maps ; 282 x 220 mm.
bound1877?
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)


Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Mitchell, S. Augustus

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
(Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868. A New universal atlas containing maps of the various empires, kingdoms, states, and republics of the world ... (1847)
1 map ; hand col. : 27 x 35 cm.
In: Mitchell, S. Augustus. A New universal atlas containing maps of the various empires, kingdoms, states, and republics of the world ... (Philadelphia : S. Augustus Mitchell, 1847) pl. [45].
Printed plate no. '44' lined out and replaced with manuscript '45.
oversize G 10 .579 pl. [45] (PrCt)

25270 England - Maps - 1847<<>>Wales - Maps - 1847
Authors: Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- Black’s guide books -- Bartholomew, John, 1805-1861 -- Hall, Sidney -- John Bartholomew & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
[1st ed.?] Maps by J. Bartholomew and S. Hall.
Series: Black’s guide books.
Series statement from publisher advertisements.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Authors: Slater, Isaac, 1803-1883
1 map : col. ; 66 x 51 cm.
Detached from Slater, Isaac. Royal national and commercial directory and topography (Manchester,England, 1850) [oHF5158.S53 1850].
map4F G5741.P1 1848 S6 (PrCt)

Hobson’s fox-hunting atlas : containing separate maps of every county in England, and the three ridings of Yorkshire : comprising forty-two maps, showing the roads, railways, canals, parks, etc. etc. / compiled from the maps of the Board of Ordnance, and other surveys, by J. & C. Walker. London : Published by J. and C. Walker, [ca. 1850].
1 atlas : 42 maps ; 369 x 250 mm.
Includes index.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
References: Phillips 2903; Chubb 532; Smith LVI (9)
Baskes folio G1816.E63 H63 1850 (NLO)

Map of England. [Philadelphia] : Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co. 1850 [i.e. 1852].
New universal atlas ... (1852)
1 map : hand col. ; 37 x 30 cm.
Entered according to act of Congress in ... 1850 by Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co. ... .
Authors: Blanchard, E. L. (Edward L.), 1820-1889 -- Dower, John, active 1838-1846? -- Adams, William James, active 1841-1874 -- Croker, John -- Dr. Williams's Library -- H.S. Smith & Son -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Williams's Library SEE Dr. Williams's Library -- Smith (H.S.) & Son SEE H.S. Smith & Son
Baskes G1816.E63 H63 1850 (NLO)

25274 England - Maps - 1851<<>>Isle of Wight (England) - Maps - 1851
Adams’s descriptive guide to the watering places of England and companion to the coast / by E.L. Blanchard. London : Published by W.J. Adams, 1851.
Authors: Blanchard, E. L. (Edward L.), 1820-1889 -- Dower, John, active 1838-1846? -- Adams, William James, active 1841-1874 -- Croker, John -- Dr. Williams's Library -- H.S. Smith & Son -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Williams's Library SEE Dr. Williams's Library -- Smith (H.S.) & Son SEE H.S. Smith & Son
Baskes folio G1816.E63 H63 1850 (NLO)
Maps engraved by I. Dower.  
Includes index.  
Advertisements: [18] p. at end.  
Stamp: Williams's Library, Cheltenham.  
Embosed stamp: H.S. Smith & Son, London.  
Former owner's signature (erased): J. Wyld.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.  
Full text of another copy (but not the maps) available online via HathiTrust Digital Library (accessed October 2013):  
http://hdl.handle.net/2027/uc2.arl13960/5f5b5b0

**Baskes DA665 .B53 1851 (NLO)**

**England - Maps - 1851<<<>>Wales - Maps - 1851**

To Her Most Excellent Majesty Queen Victoria and to Her Royal Highness the duchess of Kent, this British atlas : comprising separate maps of every county in England : each riding in Yorkshire and North & South Wales, showing the roads, railways, canals, parks, boundaries of boroughs &c. / compiled from the maps of the Board of Ordnance and other trigonometrical surveys, is, with their gracious premiss most respectfully dedicated by their very humble & devoted servants, J. & C. Walker. [London] : Published by Longman, Rees & Co. ; And J. & C. Walker ; Sold by J. Wyld, 1851, 1851.  
Authors: J. & C. Walker (Firm) -- Great Britain.  
Board of Ordnance -- Wyld, James, 1790-1836 -- Longman, Rees, and Co. -- Smith, W. Garner -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 atlas ([55] folded leaves of plates) : 49 hand col. maps ; 37 cm.  
Cover title: Walker's British atlas  
Folded engraved title page.  
Bookseller statement on a paper label pasted to title page.  
Relief shown by hachures.  
Scales differ.  
Half bound leather and green ribbon embossed cloth over boards with gold-stamped leather cover title label.  
Former owner's signature: W. Garner Smith.  
Former owner's drawings, including profile studies and a series of captioned images of a man and woman, throughout.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.  
References: Cf. Phillips 8133  
**Baskes folio G1815 .J13 1851 (NLO)**

**England - Maps - 1855<<<>>Wales - Maps - 1855**

Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's atlas of the world ... (1855-1856)  
1 map : hand col. ; 58 x 39 cm.  
Inset map, 5 x 7 cm.: Scilly Isles. One sheet with two printed plate numbers 'No. 2' and 'No. 3.'  
**oversize G 10 .185 v.2, pl. 12 (PrCt)**

**England - Maps - 1855<<<>>Wales - Maps - 1855**

Authors: Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- Black's guide books -- Bartholomew, John, 1805-1861 -- Hall, Sidney -- Schenk & McFarlane -- John Bartholomew & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
xxvii, 544 p., [33] leaves of plates (some folded) : ill., 27 maps (some folded). ; 18 cm.  
3rd ed. greatly enl. and improved.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.  
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Maps by J. Bartholomew, S. Hall, and Schenk & McFarlane.
Series: Black's guide books.
Series statement from publisher advertisements.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

25280 England - Maps - 1856<<>>Wales - Maps - 1856
Authors: Hall, Sidney -- Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- Smith, M. Rebecca, fl. 1856
1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 37 cm., folded in covers to 14 x 9 cm.
Cover title: Black's travelling map of England "Price 2s 6d" -- front cover.
Sectioned and mounted on cloth.
Inscription inside front cover: "M. Rebecca [?] D. Smith brought [i.e. bought?] at Sout[h] Hampton July 14th, 1856."
G 1045 .101 (NLO)

25281 England - Maps - 1857
Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's general atlas ... (1857)
1 map : hand col. ; 60 x 39 cm.
In: Colton, George Woolworth. Colton's general atlas : containing one hundred and seventy steel plate maps and plans, on one hundred imperial folio sheets (New York ; London : J.H. Colton ; Trübner, 1857), pl. [62]. Inset map, 5 x 7 cm.: Scilly Isles. One sheet with two printed plate numbers 'No. 67' and 'No. 68.' Map copyrighted 1855.
oversize G 10 .188 pl. 62 (PrCt)

Authors: Cruchley, G. F. -- Great Britain.
Ordnance Survey -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Cruchley, George Frederick SEE Cruchley, G. F.
5 maps : col. ; each 54 x 68 cm., folded to 19 x 11 cm.
Incomplete: Newberry holds only sheets numbers 1, 10, 16, 20, 21.
'Engraved on sixty-five sheets and planned upon a scale of two miles to an inch.'
Title from inside front cover.
'Additions to 1854.' --Nos. 1 and 16.
Scale 1:126,720

25283 England - Maps - 1858
Authors: Barclay, James, Curate of Edmonton -- Moule, Thomas, 1784-1851 -- Woodward, B. B. -- Virtue, J. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 70 maps ; 285 x 230 mm.
Edited by B.B. Woodward.
Includes maps by Thomas Moule.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
References: Smith 38
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Hobson's fox-hunting atlas : containing separate maps of every county in England, and the three ridings of Yorkshire : comprising forty-two maps, showing the roads, railways, canals, parks, etc., etc. / compiled from the maps of the Board of Ordnance, and other surveys, by J. & C. Walker. London : Published by J. and C. Walker, [1860?].
Authors: Hobson, William Colling -- Great Britain.
1 atlas ([2] leaves, 42 folded leaves of plates) : 42 hand col. maps ; 38 cm.
Includes index.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Former owner’s ms. annotations of "different packs hunted with" and "packs seen" on t.p. verso.
Images of fox hunting, newspaper clipping on John Peel, and image of man in suit pasted to end papers.
Armorial bookplate: Charles Wilson Randolph. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1816.E63 H63 1860 (NLO)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

---

Authors: Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884 -- Johnson & Browning -- Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884. Johnson's new illustrated (steel plate) family atlas ... (1860)
1 map : hand col. ; 61 x 42 cm.
Inset (5 x 7 cm.): Scilly Isles.
In: Johnson, Alvin Jewett. Johnson's new illustrated (steel plate) family atlas ... (New York : Johnson and Browning, 1860) plates '65' and '66.

---

25286
England - Maps - 1861<<>>Wales - Maps - 1861

Black's picturesque tourist and road and railway guide book through England and Wales : with a general travelling map ; charts of roads, railroads, and interesting localities; engraved views of picturesque scenery; and a comprehensive general index, embracing a list of hotels and inns. Edinburgh : Adam and Charles Black, 1861.
Authors: Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- Black’s guide books -- Bartholomew, John, 1805-1861 -- Hall, Sidney -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
xxviii, 544, 36 p., [45] leaves of plates (some folded) : ill., 28 maps (some folded) ; 18 cm.
Spine title: Black’s picturesque tourist of England and Wales
Maps by J. Bartholomew and S. Hall.
Series: Black’s guide books.
Series statement from cover.
Advertisements: 36 p. at end.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.


---

25287
England - Maps - 1861<<>>Wales - Maps - 1861

Authors: Johnston, Alexander Keith, 1804-1871 -- W. & A.K. Johnston Limited -- William Blackwood and Sons -- Johnston, Alexander Keith, 1804-1871. The Royal atlas of modern geography ... (1861)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 56 cm.
Partly hand colored.
Running title: Keith Johnston’s general atlas.
In: Johnston, Alexander Keith. The Royal atlas of modern geography : exhibiting, in a series of entirely original and authentic maps ... (Edinburgh and London : William Blackwood and Sons, 1861), map 5.

oversize G 10 .456, map 5 (PrCt)

---

25288
England - Maps - 1861<<>>Wales - Maps - 1861<<>>Isles of Scilly (England) - Maps -

1861<<>>Scilly Isles (England) SEE Isles of Scilly (England)

Authors: Johnston, Alexander Keith, 1804-1871 -- W. & A.K. Johnston Limited -- William Blackwood and Sons -- Johnston, Alexander Keith, 1804-1871. The Royal atlas of modern geography ... (1861)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 60 cm.
Inset (6 x 9 cm.): Scilly Islands and Lands End Partly hand colored.
Running title: Keith Johnston’s general atlas.

oversize G 10 .456, map 6 (PrCt)

---

25289

The English counties : with all the railroads accurately laid down, and the boundaries coloured : also general maps of Scotland, Ireland, and Wales / by Sidney Hall. London : Chapman and Hall, [1862?].
Authors: Hall, Sidney -- Lowry, Joseph Wilson, 1803-1879 -- Chapman and Hall -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([2] leaves, [50] folded leaves of plates) : 52 hand col. maps ; 37 cm.
One map engraved by J. Wilson Lowry.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1815 .H34 1862 (NLO)

---

25290
England - Maps - 1863<<>>Wales - Maps - 1863

Black’s guide to England and Wales : containing a general travelling map, charts of roads, railroads, and interesting localities, views of scenery, and a comprehensive list of hotels. Edinburgh : Adam and Charles Black, 1863.
Authors: Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- Black’s guide books -- Bartholomew, John, 1805-1861 -- John Bartholomew & Co. -- Hall, Sidney -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
xviii, 544, 36 p., [49] leaves of plates (some folded) : ill., 32 maps (some folded) ; 19 cm.
Series: Black’s guide books.
Series statement from cover.
Advertisements: 36 p. at end.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

25291 England - Maps - 1864 Wales - Maps - 1864
Fascimile reprint of original published as Black's guide to England and Wales. [London]: Adam and Charles Black, 1864.
Maps by J. Bartholomew and Sidney Hall.
At head of title: Victorian travellers guide to 19th century England and Wales.
Uniform title: Black's guide to England and Wales.
Series: Black's guide books.
Original edition part of series: Black's guide books.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
ISBN 0946495696; 9780946495696
Baskes G153 .B55a England Wales (1864a) (NLO)

25292 England - Maps - 1864 Wales - Maps - 1864 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- Bartholomew -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v.: 15 maps; 520 x 750 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Authors: Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- Hall, Sidney -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map: hand col., dissected and mounted on linen; 80 x 62 cm., folded in cover 16 x 12 cm.
Cover title: Black's road & railway travelling map of England.
Scale [ca. 1:920,000]
Coordinates: (W 5°50'-E 2°00'/N 56°10'-N 49°40').
Relief shown by hachures.
Inset: Scilly Isles.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

25294 England - Maps - 1866 Wales - Maps - 1866 Wall maps
England and Wales / by W. Hughes, F.R.G.S. London & Liverpool: George Philip & Son, [1866].
Authors: Hughes, William, 1817-1876 -- Hughes, William, 1817-1876. Grand atlas universel: ou collection de cartes nouvelles ... (1866) -- George Philip & Son 1 map: col.; 100 x 59 cm., on 2 sheets each 55 x 70 cm.
Title from upper right of "north sheet."
Added title from top margin of "south sheet": England & Wales.
Insets (7 x 9 cm. and 9 x 13 cm.): The Scilly Islands -- Environs of London:
In: Hughes, William. Grand atlas universel: ou collection de cartes nouvelles ... (Paris; Leipzig; London: J. Rothschild; G. Philip and Son, 1866), plate 6-7.
No. "6" and "7" printed on versos.
oversize G 10 .42, plate 6-7 (PrCt)

25295 England - Maps - 1867 Wales - Maps - 1867
Black's guide to England and Wales: containing plans of all the principal cities, charts, maps, and views and a list of hotels. Edinburgh: Adam and Charles Black, 1867.
Maps by J. Bartholomew and S. Hall.
Series: Black's guide books.
Series statement from cover.
Advertisements: 48 p. at end.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

25296 England - Maps - 1867 Wales - Maps - 1867
Authors: Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884 -- Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884. Johnson's new illustrated family atlas of the world ... (1869) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map: hand col.; 54 x 39 cm.
"Entered according to act of Congress in the year
1867, by A.J. Johnson in the Clerk's Office of the District Court of the United States for the Southern District of New York."
In: Johnson, Alvin Jewett. Johnson's new illustrated family atlas of the world ... (New York : A.J. Johnson, publisher, 1869), [plate 41]
Sheet corners numbered 81 and 82.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1019 .J5 1869, [plate 41] (PrCt)

25297 England - Maps - 1868<<>>Wales - Maps - 1868
The Imperial map of England & Wales according to the Ordnance Survey, with the latest additions; shewing clearly every feature of the country, railways and their stations, roads, canals ... &c. &c. ... London : A. Fullarton, [1867?].
1 atlas ([4] p., 15, 16a-16c double sheets) ; 56 cm.
Scale: 1:253,440; 4 miles to the inch.
A wall map, printed in sections, and bound in atlas form.
Cf. OCLC 25841647.

oversize G 1045 .07 (NLO)

25298 England - Maps - 1868<<>>Wales - Maps - 1868
Authors: Bartholomew, John, 1831-1893 -- Great Britain. Ordnance Survey -- A. Fullarton & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 18 maps ; 285 x 195 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
References: Smith 23-1
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

25299 England - Maps - 1870-1879
Authors: Bartholomew, John, 1831-1893 -- George Philip & Son -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (42 p., 40 folded leaves of plates) : 40 col. maps ; 19 cm.
Cover title: Philips' handy atlas of the counties of England
Spine title: Philips' county atlas
On maps: George Philip & Son, London & Liverpool.
"New edition with index"--Spine.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G1815 .B37 1870z (NLO)

25300 England - Maps - 1870<<>>Wales - Maps - 1870
Authors: Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- Black's guide books -- Bartholomew, John, 1805-1861 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
xxiv, 544, 104 p., [52] leaves of plates (some folded) : ill., 42 maps (some folded) ; 19 cm.
Series: Black's guide books.
Series statement from publisher's advertisements.
Advertisements: 104 p. at end.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Authors: Swantston, George H. -- A. Fullarton & Co. -- A. Fullarton & Co. The Royal illustrated atlas of modern geography [1872?]
1 map : col. ; 54 x 44 cm.
"Engd. by G.H. Swantston, Edinr".
Inset (4 x 6 cm.): Scilly Islands.
Printed plate no. "XXV" at bottom right and pasted on verso.
Case oversize G1019 .A38 1872, plate [25] (PrCt)

England - Maps - 1873
Authors: Bartholomew, John, 1831-1893 -- George Philip & Son -- W.H. Smith & Son -- Johnston, R. M. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (40 folded leaves of plates) : 40 col. maps ; 19 cm.
Relief shown by hachures.
Publisher's advertisements on lining papers.
Scales differ.

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes G1815 .B37 1873 (NLO)**

25303 *England - Maps - 1874*<ref>Wales - Maps - 1874</ref>

*To Her Most Excellent Majesty Queen Victoria and Her Royal Highness duchess of Kent, this British atlas : comprising separate maps of every county in England : each riding in Yorkshire and North & South Wales, showing the roads, railways, canals, parks, boundaries of boroughs &c. / compiled from the maps of the Board of Ordnance and other trigonometrical surveys, is, with their gracious permission most respectfully dedicated by their very humble & devoted servants, J. & C. Walker. [London] : Published by Longman & Co., 39 Paternoster Row : And J. & C. Walker, 37 Castle Street, Holborn, 1874 .

Authors: J. & C. Walker (Firm) -- Great Britain. Board of Ordnance -- Longman & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)


Cover title: Walker's British atlas

Scales differ.

Relief shown by hachures.

Folded engraved title page.

Includes extra illustrated maps.

Bound in: illustration of man on throne in blue robes; 16 maps; 1 plan.

Newspaper clipping of star in Perseus constellation pasted to inside front cover.

Half bound leather and red cloth over boards with gold-stamped leather cover title label.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).

References: Chubb 563

**Baskes folio G1815 .J13 1874 (NLO)**

25304 *England - Maps - 1875*<ref>Jigsaw puzzle maps</ref><ref>Wales - Maps - 1875</ref><ref>Jigsaw puzzle maps</ref><ref>Jigsaw puzzle maps</ref><ref>Jigsaw puzzle maps</ref><ref>Jigsaw puzzle maps</ref>


Authors: Peacock, W. (William), active 1778-1802 -- George Philip & Son -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 61 x 48 cm. cut into 99 pieces, in wooden box 28 x 24 x 6 cm.

Title from paper label mounted on cover of box.

Map proper has title 'England and Wales' and imprint 'George Philip & Son London & Liverpool.'

Puzzle pieces are mounted on thin wood and numbered on verso in pencil.

Pencil inscription inside cover of box:  L. M. Cheesman from Papa & Mamma, Jany. 19th 1876.

Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection


Authors: Bartholomew, John, 1831-1893 -- George Philip & Son -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (42 p., 40 folded leaves of plates) : 40 col. maps ; 19 cm.

New and rev. ed.

Spine title: Philips' county atlas

"With a consulting index."

Relief shown by hachures.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes G1815 .B37 1876 (NLO)**

25306 *England - Maps - 1876*<ref>Counties - Maps</ref>

*Philips' atlas of the counties of England, reduced from the Ordnance Survey ... London : George Philip & Son, 1876.

Authors: George Philip & Son -- Weller, Edward, -1884 -- Bartholomew, John, 1831-1893 -- Great Britain. Ordnance Survey -- Bartholomew

1 atlas (folio)

"New edition, with a complete consulting index by John Bartholomew ..." References: Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 2059

**G 1045 .68 (NLO)**

25307 *England - Maps - 1878*<ref>Names, Geographical - England - 1878</ref><ref>Gazetteers</ref>


Authors: George Philip & Son -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. (various pagings), [1] folded leaf of plates : maps (some col., some folded) ; 17 cm.

Cover title: Counties of England, their geography and history

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes DA640 .G46 1878 (NLO)**


Authors: Bartholomew, John, 1831-1893 -- George Philip & Son -- Matthews, Rose -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (42 p., 43 [i.e. 44] folded leaves of plates) : 44 col. maps ; 19 cm.

Spine title: Philips' county atlas

Includes index.

Relief shown by hachures.

Scales differ.

Inscription: Rose Matthews, from A.K., July 1939.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1815 .B37 1880 (NLO)

England and its railways. London : George Philip & Son, [188-?].
Authors: George Philip & Son -- Johnson, J. H. (John Hugh), fl. 1854-1870
1 map : col., mounted on muslin ; 25 x 21 in., folded in clip-case, 18 cm.
Scale 1 in. = 18 miles.
Gilded: Philips' series of maps for travellers.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1815 .B37 1883 (NLO)

25310  England - Maps - 1882
Authors: Bartholomew, John, 1831-1893 -- George Philip & Son -- Dowse, Richard -- McGee, William -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (47 p., 43 [i.e. 44] folded leaves of plates) : 44 col. maps ; 19 cm.
New and enl. ed.
Spine title: Philips' county atlas of England
Relief shown by hachures.
"With consulting index."
Scales differ.
Bookplate: Richard Dowse, P.C.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1815 .B37 1882 (NLO)

25311  England - Maps - 1883
Philips' atlas of the counties of England : including maps of the Channel Islands and the Isle of Man : reduced from the Ordnance Survey.
London ; Liverpool : George Philip and Son, 1883.
Authors: George Philip & Son -- Bartholomew, John, 1831-1893 -- Weller, Edward, -1884 -- Hughes, William, 1817-1876 -- Great Britain, Ordnance Survey -- Minnesota Historical Society -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([4], 106 p., [1], 48 leaves of plates) : 49 folded, col. maps ; 39 cm.
New ed. / with a complete consulting index by John Bartholomew.
Maps colored to represent Parliamentary divisions and burroughs.
Relief shown by hachures.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Bookplate of the Minnesota Historical Society.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1815.F7 G46 1883 (NLO)

25312  England - Maps - 1883<<<Wales - Maps - 1883
Authors: Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- Black's guide books -- Bartholomew, John, 1805-1861 -- John Bartholomew & Co. -- Allen, Addison -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
xxiv, 544, 108 p., [56] leaves of plates (some folded) : 56 maps (some folded) ; 19 cm.
13th ed.
Spine title: Black's picturesque tourist of England
Series: Black's guide books.
Maps by J. Bartholomew.
Series statement from publisher's advertisements.
Advertisements: 108 p. at end.
Includes index.
Owner's inscription: Addison Allen, Aug 6, 1925.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

25313  England - Maps - 1883<<<Wales - Maps - 1883
England & Wales. Chicago : Geo. F. Cram, [1883].
Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928. Cram's unrivalled family atlas of the world (1883)
1 map : col. ; 28 x 23 cm.
folio G1019 .G463 1883b, p. 96 (PrCt)

25314  England - Maps - 1884
Authors: Bartholomew, John, 1831-1893 -- George Philip & Son -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (47 p., 43 [i.e. 44] folded leaves of plates) : 44 col. maps ; 19 cm.
New and enl. ed.
Spine title: Philips' county atlas of England
Relief shown by hachures.
"With consulting index."
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1815 .B37 1884 (NLO)

25315  England - Maps - 1884<<<Wales - Maps - 1884
Authors: Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- Black's guide books -- Bartholomew, John, 1805-1861 -- John Bartholomew & Co. -- Allen, Addison -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
xxiv, 544, 108 p., [56] leaves of plates (some folded) : 56 maps (some folded) ; 19 cm.
13th ed.
Spine title: Black's picturesque tourist of England
Series: Black's guide books.
Maps by J. Bartholomew.
Series statement from publisher's advertisements.
Advertisements: 108 p. at end.
Includes index.
Owner's inscription: Addison Allen, Aug 6, 1925.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Letts's popular county atlas : being a complete series of maps delineating the whole surface of England and Wales, with special and original features and a copious index of 18,000 names. London : Letts, Son & Co., 1884.
Authors: Letts, Son & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([4], 34 p., [47] folded leaves of plates) : 47 col. maps ; 37 cm.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 2929; Hodson Herts 103F
Baskes folio G1815 .L48 1884 (NLO)

25316 England - Maps - 1885 - Administrative and political divisions
Philips' handy atlas of the counties of England : including maps of North and South Wales, the Channel Islands, and the Isle of Man : reduced from the Ordnance Survey and colourd to shew the new parliamentary divisions, according to the Redistribution Bill, 1885. London : George Philip & Son, 1885.
Authors: George Philip & Son -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (4, 47 p., 43 [i.e. 44] folded leaves of plates) : 44 col. maps ; 19 cm.
New and rev. ed.
Spine title: Philips' county atlas of England
On maps: George Philip & Son, London & Liverpool.
"Special edition, shewing the new parliamentary divisions"--Cover.
"With consulting index."
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1815 .B37 1885 (NLO)

25317 England - Maps - 1885-1886 Wales - Maps - 1885
Authors: Bartholomew, John, 1831-1893 -- Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- Adam and Charles Black (Firm). Black's general atlas of the world ... (1885)
1 map : col. ; 54 x 41 cm.
In: Adam and Charles Black. Black's general atlas of the world : embracing the latest discoveries, new boundaries, and other changes, accompanied by introductory letterpress and index (Edinburgh : Adam and Charles Black, 1885), plates 9-10.
oversize G1019 .B63 1885, plates 9-10 (PrCl)

25318 England - Maps - 1885-1887 Wales - Maps - 1885
Authors: Stanford, Edward, 1827-1904 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 89 maps ; 222 x 147 mm.
Carroll 138
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

25319 England - Maps - 1886-1887 Wales - Maps - 1886
Authors: Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- Black's guide books -- Bartholomew, John, 1805-1861 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
xxiv, 544, 116 p., [54] leaves of plates (some folded) : 54 maps (some folded) ; 19 cm.
14th ed.
Spine title: Black's picturesque tourist of England
Maps by J. Bartholomew.
Series: Black's guide books.
Series statement from publisher's advertisements.
Advertisements: 116 p. at end.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

25320 England - Maps - 1887-1904 Wales - Maps - 1887
Philips' handy atlas of the counties of England : including maps of north & south Wales, the Channel Islands, and the Isle of Man : reduced from the Ordnance Survey, and coloured to shew the new parliamentary divisions, according to the Redistribution Bill, 1885. London : George Philip & Son, 1887.
Authors: George Philip & Son -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (4, 47, [4] p., 43 [i.e. 44] folded leaves of plates) : 44 col. maps ; 19 cm.
New and rev. ed., with consulting index.
Includes index.
Publisher's advertisements: [4] p. at end.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1815 .B37 1887 (NLO)

Authors: Letts, Son & Co. -- J. & C. Walker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 47 maps ; 360 x 242 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

(PrCt)

Lett's popular county atlas : being a complete series of maps delineating the whole surface of England and Wales, with special and original features, and a copious index of 13,000 names.
London : Mason and Payne, 1887.
Authors: Letts, Son & Co. -- Mason & Payne -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([4], 34 p., 47 folded leaves of plates) : 47 col. maps ; 37 cm.
Cover title: Lett's popular county atlas of England and Wales
Maps chiefly published by Letts, Son & Co.
Includes index.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1815 .L48 1887 (NLO)

25323 England - Maps - 1887<<>>Wales - maps - 1887<<>>Isles of Scilly (England) - Maps - 1887
England & Wales. [Chicago : George F. Cram, 1887].
Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928. Cram's standard American atlas of the world (1887) 1 map : col. ; 39 x 27 cm.
'Engraved expressly for the Standard World Atlas.'
Inset (3 x 4 cm.): Scilly Islands.
Case oversize G1019 .G455 1887, p. 260 (PrCt)

25324 England - Maps - 1887<<>>Wales - Maps - 1887 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Bartholomew, John -- Walker, J. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 16 maps ; 151 x 108 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Philips' handy atlas of the counties of England : including maps of North & South Wales, the Channel Islands, and the Isle of Man : reduced from the Ordnance Survey and coloured to shew the new parliamentary divisions, according to the Redistribution Bill, 1885. London : George Philip & Son, 1888.
Authors: George Philip & Son -- Crosby, Eleanor Davis, b. 1845 -- Crosby, J. B. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (4, 47 p., [i.e. 44] folded leaves of plates) : 44 col. maps ; 19 cm.
New and rev. ed.
On maps: George Philip & Son, London & Liverpool.
"With consulting index."
Relief shown by hachures.
Bookplate: The library of Mrs. William Sumner Crosby, Brookline, Massachusetts, book 225.
Former owner's signature: J.B. Crosby.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Scales differ.
Baskes G1815 .B37 1888 (NLO)

England and Wales. [Chicago : Rand, McNally & Co., 1888].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company. Rand, McNally & Co.'s improved indexed business atlas and shipper's guide ... (1888) -- Rand McNally and Company. Commercial atlas (1888) 1 map : col. ; 48 x 33 cm.
Added title in right margin: Rand, McNally & Co.'s England.
Continuation inset (6 x 8 cm.): Scilly Islands and Lands End.
In Rand, McNally & Co.'s improved indexed business atlas and shipper's guide ... (Chicago: Rand McNally, 1888) p. 566-567.
Uniform atlas title: Commercial atlas.
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .C7 1888, p. 566-567 (PrCt)

25327 England - Maps - 1888<<>>Wales - Maps - 1888 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Bartholomew, John -- Walker, J. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 16 maps ; 151 x 106 mm.
3rd ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

25328 England - Maps - 1889
Philips' atlas of the counties of England : including maps of North & South Wales, the Channel Islands, and the Isle of Man. London ; Liverpool : George Philip and Son, [1889?].
Authors: George Philip & Son -- Great Britain. Ordnance Survey -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([4], 106 p., [1], 48 leaves of plates) : 49 folded, col. maps ; 39 cm.
New and rev. ed. / with a complete consulting index.
"Special edition, shewing new Parliamentary divisions--Cover.
Maps show new divisions based on the Local Government Act 1888.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Relief shown by hachures.
Includes index.
Publisher’s half-binding of red cloth and red leather over boards.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
References: Smith 41.3

**Baskes folio G1816.F7 G46 1889 (NLO)**

25331 **England - Maps - 1891<<>>Nile River Valley - Maps - 1891**

*Philips’ handy atlas of the counties of England : including maps of the North & South Wales, the Channel Islands, and the Isle of Man*. London : George Philip & Son, 1891.

Authors: George Philip & Son -- Edward Stanford Ltd. Nile to Wady Halfa, part 2 [1891?] -- Mybrea, T. Farland -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (4, 47 p., 43 [i.e. 44] folded leaves of plates) : 44 col. maps ; 19 cm.

New and rev. ed.
Spine title: Philips’ county atlas of England Relief shown by hachures.
On maps: George Philip & Son, London & Liverpool.

"With consulting index."
Scales differ.
Owner’s inscription: [T. F?]arland Mybrea, Blounds Court.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes G1815 .B37 1891 (NLO)**

25332 **England - Maps - 1892**

*Philips’ handy atlas of the counties of England : including maps of the North & South Wales, the Channel Islands, and the Isle of Man*. London : George Philip & Son, 1892.

Authors: George Philip & Son -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (4, 47 p., 43 [i.e. 44] folded leaves of plates) : 44 col. maps ; 19 cm.

New and rev. ed.

"With consulting index."
Relief shown by hachures.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
**Baskes G1815 .B37 1892 (NLO)**

25335

**England - Maps - 1892<<<<<<<<Wales - Maps - 1892**

Authors: Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- Bartholomew, John, 1831-1893 -- Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- Edinburgh Geographical Society -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (xiv, 47 p., 64 plates) : 64 col. maps ; 22 cm.
'The Edinburgh Geographical Society'--on maps. Index.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
**Baskes G1810 .B53 1892 (NLO)**

25336


Philip's handy atlas of the counties of England : including maps of North and South Wales, the Channel Islands, the Isle of Man, and plans on an enlarged scale of the environs of six important towns. London ; Liverpool : George Philip & Son ; Philip, Son & Nephew, 1898.
Authors: George Philip & Son -- Philip, Son & Nephew -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (4, 58 p., 47 [i.e. 48] folded leaves of plates) : 48 col. maps ; 19 cm.
New and enl. ed., shewing every railway station in England and Wales.
Spine title: Phillips’ county atlas of England
On maps: George Philip & Son, London & Liverpool.
"With consulting index."
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
**Baskes G1815 .B37 1898 (NLO)**

25337


Authors: Phelps, William Lyon, 1865-1943 -- Ginn and Company -- Matthews-Northrup Company
1 map : col. ; 27 x 21 cm.
Scale 1 inch to 42 statute miles.
Relief shown by hachures.
Printed by the Matthews-Northrup Co., Buffalo, N.Y.
LC Card Number: map05000042
83815 U.S. Copyright Office
**folio X 998 .68 (NLO)**

25338

**England - Maps - 1899<<<<<<Wales - Maps - 1899**


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1 atlas (xii, 72 p., 70 leaves of plates (69 folded)) : 70 maps (chiefly col.) ; 37 cm.
Maps engraved by John Bartholomew & Co.; one map compiled by F. Bosse.
Imperfect; issued with 77 (?) maps, but this copy lacking plates 51, 52, 56, 60-64
Relief shown by hachures and gradient and bathymetric tints, depths shown by soundings.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1815 .R69 1899 (NLO)

25339 England - Maps - 1899>>>Wales - Maps - 1899

1 atlas (20 v.) : ill., 70 maps (69 folded, col.) ; 39 cm.
Cover title: Royal atlas of England & Wales Maps by John Bartholomew & Co.
From Ordnance Survey; see Carroll, p. 324
Issued unbound in 20 parts in printed paper wrappers; extent of atlas when bound: xii, 72 p., 70 leaves of plates (69 folded).
Advertisements on wrappers dated 1899.
Includes index.
Relief shown by gradient and bathymetric tints and hachures; depths shown by soundings.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1815 .R69 1899b (NLO)

25340 England - Maps - 1900

Authors: Cook, Joel, 1842-1910 -- Henry T. Coates & Co. -- Gilbo & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
2 v. : ill., 1 folded col. map ; 22 cm.
'Illustrated.'
Each plate accompanied by guard sheet with descriptive letterpress.
Photogravures by Gilbo & Co.
Vol. 2 includes folded map.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

LC Card Number: 99003751
2 complete copies (2 v. each) [?]; acq. no. 1857 in blue and gilt cloth binding and dust jacket [?];

acq. no. 1858 in red and gilt cloth binding [?]

Baskes DA625 .C774 1900 (NLO)

25341 England - Maps - 1900-1909>>>Wales - Maps - 1900-1909

Philips' handy county atlas of England & Wales : a series of detailed county maps : with consulting index / edited by George Philip. London ; Liverpool : George Philip & Son ; Philip, Son & Nephew, [190-?].
Authors: Philip, George, 1870-1937 -- George Philip & Son -- Philip, Son & Nephew -- London Geographical Institute -- Rutherford, H. J. P. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (23, 74 p., 66 [i.e. 128] p. of plates) : 66 col. maps ; 19 cm.
Cover title: Philips' handy county atlases : England & Wales
Spine title: Handy atlas of England & Wales
Publisher's limp red cloth binding; price printed on cover: 2/6 net.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Other editions published under title: Philips' handy administrative atlas of England and Wales.
Stamp: HJP Rutherford.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G1816.F7 P55 1900z (NLO)

25342 England - Maps - 1900-1909>>>Wales - Maps - 1900-1909>>>Road maps

Bartholomew's 'half-inch to mile' map of England & Wales. Edinburgh : John Bartholomew & Son, [190-].
37 maps : col. ; each 54 x 67 cm. folded to 18 x 11 cm.
Filed in original leather carrying case.
Accession no. 91030401NL.

temp map4C G5750 190- .B3 (PrCt)

25343 England - Maps - 1900>>>Wales - Maps - 1900

1 atlas : 70 maps ; 375 x 260 mm.

LC Card Number: 99003751
2 complete copies (2 v. each) [?]; acq. no. 1857 in blue and gilt cloth binding and dust jacket [?];
England - Maps - 1901

Baskes folio G1816.F7 P55 1909 (NLO)

England - Maps - 1903 - Wales - Maps - 1903

LC Card Number: map05000011

Baskes oversize G1815 .S87 1903 (NLO)

England - Maps - 1901 - Administrative and political divisions - Wales - Maps - 1901 - Administrative and political divisions
Philips' handy atlas of the counties of England: including maps of North and South Wales, the Channel Islands, the Isle of Man, and plans on an enlarged scale of the environs of six important towns. London; Liverpool: George Philip & Son; Philip, Son & Nephew, [1901?]. Authors: George Philip & Son -- Philip, Son & Nephew -- London Geographical Institute -- Richardson, J., Reverend -- Cecil, Margaret -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 atlas (4, 58 p., 47 [i.e. 48] folded leaves of plates) : 48 col. maps ; 19 cm. New and ench. ed., shewing every railway station in England and Wales. Spine title: Philips' county atlas of England Relief shown by hachures. Scales differ. Inscription: To the Right Honble. the Lady Margaret Cecil, with the Revd. J. Richardson's best good wishes, 30th October 1905. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library. Maps by George Philip & Son Ltd. and the London Geographical Institute.

Baskes G1815 .B37 1901 (NLO)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Bicycle trails - England - Maps - 1910

Bicycle trails - Wales - Maps - 1910

Road maps

Bartholomew's "half-inch to mile" map of England and Wales / [the Edinburgh Geographical Institute ; John Bartholomew & Co.]. Edinburgh : J. Bartholomew, [1910?].

Authors: John Bartholomew & Co. -- Edinburgh Geographical Institute -- Great Britain. Ordnance Survey -- Cyclists' Touring Club -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

37 maps : col., mounted on cloth ; 68 x 85 cm. or smaller, folded in cover to 19 x 10 cm.

Incomplete; lacking sheet numbers s 1-3, 11, and 33-34.

Title from inside front cover.

Cover title: Bartholomew's new reduced survey for tourists & cyclists.

"Reduced by permission from the Ordnance Survey with special local revision to date of publication."

"Roads revised by the Cyclists' Touring Club."

Scale 1:126,720.

Description based on sheet 4.

Relief shown by contours, gradient tints, and spot heights; depths shown by isolines.

Includes index to sheets.


2 copies of sheet 15.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G5751.E635 s126 J64 (NLO)

England - Maps - 1912-1915 - Road maps


Authors: Great Britain. Ordnance Survey

40 maps : col. ; on sheets 54 x 79 cm. folded to 18 x 10 cm. in box 20 x 25 x 11 cm.

Collective title supplied by cataloger; each sheet bears unique title on recto, e.g. Lake District. Individual printed title panels pasted on versos, e.g. Ordnance Survey road map of Lake District. Numbered 1-40 and keyed to index map, also pasted on versos.

Scale 1:126,720. "1/2 inch to 1 mile."

Reduced from one inch maps published 1899-1913; partly revised.

Published under the direction of Sir Charles Close, director general.

Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 2063

Case G 1045 .37 (NLO)

England - Maps - 1913 - Road maps


Authors: Inglis, Harry R. G., d. 1939 -- Gall & Inglis -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 15 maps ; 155 x 94 mm.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

25362 England - Maps - 1923 - Road maps

*Route guide and atlas of West of England.*
London: Geographia, 1923.
Authors: Geographia Ltd. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 23 maps ; 153 x 98 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

25363 England - Maps - 1923 - Road maps

Authors: Inglis, Harry R. G., d. 1939 -- Gall & Inglis -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 24 maps ; 156 x 90 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

25364 England - Maps - 1924

lxxvi, 632 p., [95] leaves of plates (some folded) : 81 maps and plans (some folded, some col.) ; 16 cm.
2nd ed., 2nd impression.
Cover title: Muirhead's England
'81 maps and plans.'
Maps on endpapers.
Includes bibliographical references (p. liii-liv) and index.
Series: The blue guides -- Blue guide.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .B58 England (1924) (NLO)

25365 England - Maps - 1924

lxxvi, 632 p., [77] leaves of plates (some folded) : 81 maps and plans (some folded, some col.) ; 16 cm.
2nd ed.
Cover title: Muirhead’s England
'81 maps and plans.'
Maps on endpapers.
Includes bibliographical references (p. liii-liv) and index.
Series: The blue guides -- Blue guide.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .B58 England (1924) (NLO)

25366 England - Maps - 1924 - Ecclesiastical geography

Authors: Little guides -- Wade, Joseph Henry, 1861- -- Methuen & Co. -- Jarrold and Sons -- Bristow, Leslie Beaconsfield -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Printed by Jarrold and Sons.
Map inside front cover.
Includes index.
Series: Little guides.
Armorial bookplate: Leslie Beaconsfield Bristow. Eastbourne, Sussex.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Full text of another copy available online via HathiTrust Digital Library (accessed April 2011): http://catalog.hathitrust.org/api/volumes/oclc/6235203.html
LC Card Number: 25005985
Baskes G153 .L58 Cathedral Cities (1924) (NLO)

25367 England - Maps - 1924 - Scotland - Maps - 1924

Authors: Great Britain. Ordnance Survey -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 44 maps ; 354 x 395 mm.
QtrInch, England & Scotland; Ph8136

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1 atlas ([68] p., 65 [i.e. 128] p. of plates) : 65 col. maps : 19 cm.
Spine title: Philips’ county atlas, England and Wales
On maps: London Geographical Institute.
"Corrigenda to maps": p. [68].
Includes indexes.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes DA650 .P73 1930 (NLO)

25375 England - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Authors: Prioleau, John, 1882-
1954 -- Garside, John -- William Morrow and Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
244 p. ; ill., maps ; 19 cm.
Rev. and enlarged ed.
"An informal and intimate guide to the highways and byways of England. Designed primarily for the roadfarer on foot or by motor who is in search of signposts to those beauties and curiosities which lie off the beaten track. With 68 line drawings, maps and head and tail pieces."--Dust jacket.
Map on lining papers.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes DA650 .P73 1930 (NLO)

25376 England - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Authors: Bacon, G. W. (George Washington), 1830-1921
2 maps on 1 sheet : col. ; 76 x 101 cm. fold. to 26 x 12 cm.
Cover title.
Title in upper center: Bacon's motoring map of England & Wales (South street).
On cover: No. 1. Two maps in one (reversible).
map4C G5751 .P2 1930 .B3 (PrCt)

25377 England - Maps - 1934 - Archaeology
Authors: Cox, R. Hippsley -- Collins, W. W. (William Wiehe), b. 1862 -- Methuen & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
xi, 196 p. : ill., 110 maps ; 22 cm.
4th ed.
'With 24 illustrations by W.W. Collins, R.I. and 9 maps in colour, and 101 plans.'
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes DA630 .M65 1936 (NLO)

25378 England - Maps - 1935 - Administrative and political divisions
Philips’ handy administrative atlas of England & Wales : a series of detailed county maps showing local government and parliamentary divisions : with statistics of county boroughs, municipal boroughs, urban districts, rural districts, parliamentary boroughs and divisions, and lists of the new assessment areas, together with a chapter on the administration of England and Wales and consulting index / edited by George Philip. London ; Liverpool : George Philip & Son ; Philip, Son & Nephew, [ca. 1935].
Authors: Philip, George, 1870-1937 -- George Philip & Son -- Philip, Son & Nephew -- London Geographical Institute -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (vi, 30, 34, 74 p., 65 [i.e. 128] p. of plates) : 65 col. maps ; 19 cm.
Cover title: Philips' handy administrative atlas, England & Wales
Includes statistics from the 1931 census, errata, and index.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1816.F7 P55 1935 (NLO)

25379 England - Maps - 1936
Authors: Morton, H. V. (Henry Vollam), 1892-1979 -- Taylor, Alfred E., active 1920-1940 -- Methuen & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Map on endpapers and jacket illustration by Alfred E. Taylor.
"First published June 2nd 1927."
Includes index.
Original color illustrated dust jacket.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes DA630 .M65 1936 (NLO)

25380 England - Maps - 1936 - Abbeys
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
England - Maps - 1936

Abbeys - England - History - Middle Ages

Church architecture - England - Maps - 1936

Convents SEE ALSO

Abbeys SEE ALSO Monasteries

The English abbey : its life and work in the Middle Ages by F.H. Crossley ; with a foreword by W. Ormsby-Gore ; illustrated by photographs by the author and others, and by drawings by Brian Cook. New York ; London : Charles Scribner's Sons ; B.T. Batsford, 1936.


xiv, 114 p., [104] p. of plates : ill. (2 col.), map, plans (2 folded) ; 22 cm.


Plans on lining papers.

"A list of the more important remains of abbeys, arranged under counties"; p. xi-xiv.

Includes bibliographical references (p. 106-107) and index.

Dust jacket designed by Brian Cook and printed using the Jean Berté process.

Series: The English countryside series -- English countryside series.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

LC Card Number: 36027226

Baskes DA660 .C76 1936 (NLO)

25383 England - Maps - 1939

Wales - Maps - 1939


Authors: Bartholomew, John, 1890-1962 -- John Bartholomew and Son -- Edinburgh Geographical Institute -- Great Britain. Ordnance Survey -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 atlas (xii, 24 p., 81 folded leaves of plates) : 85 col. maps ; 46 cm.

2nd ed. / rev. and prepared under the direction of John Bartholomew.

Maps by Edinburgh Geographical Institute

Partly based on Ordnance Survey maps?

Sectional maps at scale 1:126,720.

Relief shown by contours and gradient and bathymetric tints; depths shown by soundings.

Includes bibliographical references (p. viii -xi) and index.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Phillips 8139

Baskes oversize G185 .S87 1939 (NLO)

25384 England - Maps - 1940-1949


Authors: Turner, W. J. (Walter James), 1889-1946 -- Britain in pictures : omnibus -- Britain in pictures -- Hastings House (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v.

Ed:WJT;2dPrtg

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCr)

25385 England - Maps - 1940

Military maps SEE Stephen Austin and Sons

lxxv, 643 p., [90] p. of plates (some folded) : 90 maps (chiefly folded col.), plans (some folded, some col.) ; 16 cm.

4th ed.

Spine title: Muirhead's England '90 maps and plans.'

Maps by Emery Walker Ltd., John Bartholomew & Son, and Ordnance Survey.

Printed by Stephen Austin and Sons.

Maps on endpapers.

Includes bibliographical references (p. I-lii) and index.

Series: The blue guides -- Blue guide.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Duplicate copy: DA650 .E53 1939

LC Card Number: 39022774

Baskes G153 .B58 England (1939) (NLO)
1940 Military geography - England - Maps
- 1940 World War, 1939-1945 - Maps
Authors: Germany. Heer. Abteilung für Kriegskarten- und Vermessungswesen. IV. Mil.-Geo. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
At head of title: Nur für den Dienstgebrauch!
"Zu Mappe C"--Cover.
"Abgeschlossen am 30. August 1940.
Prepared for the invasion of Great Britain by the German Army during World War II.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 43002076
Baskes DA663 .B75 no. 48 (1943) (NLO)

25388

Authors: Rodgers, John, 1906- -- Face of Britain -- B.T. Batsford Ltd. -- Rantanen, Walter J. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
vii, 184 p., [104] p. of plates : ill. (some col.), 2 maps ; 22 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 175-178) and index.
Maps on lining papers.
Illustrated bookplate of Walter J. Rantanen.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes DA667 .R63 1948 (NLO)

25389

England - Maps - 1947 - Rivers
Authors: Eyre, Frank, 1910- -- Face of Britain -- William Collins Sons and Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
"With 8 plates in colour and 19 illustrations in black and white."
Includes bibliographical references (p. 178) at end.
Series: Britain in pictures ; [84] -- The British people in pictures -- British people in pictures ; 84 -- British people in pictures.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Carney, M. Britain in pictures, 48
Baskes DA630 .B75 no. 84 (1947) (NLO)

25390

England - Maps - 1948 - Guidebooks
Authors: Laughlin, Clara E. (Clara Elizabeth), 1873-1941 -- Houghton, Mifflin and Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.
2nd ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.  
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)  
(PrCt)

25391  England - Maps - 1950

lxxii, 656 p. : 72 maps and plans (some col., some folded) ; 16 cm.  
5th ed.  
Spine title: Muirhead's England  
Maps by John Bartholomew & Son and Ordnance Survey.  
Maps on endpapers.  
Includes bibliographical references (p. xlv-xlvii) and index.  
Series: The blue guides -- Blue guide.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.  
Duplicate copy: G 45 .5981  
LC Card Number: 50014075  

25392  England - Maps - 1950 - Guidebooks

Authors: Jones, Sydney R. (Sydney Robert), 1881- -- Studio Publications -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
272 p. : ill., maps ; 26 cm.  
Includes index.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.  
LC Card Number 51001113  
Baskes DA630 .J594 1950 (NLO)

25393  England - Maps - 1957

lxxii, 634 p. [63] p. of plates (some folded) : 74 maps (some folded, some col.), plans (some folded) ; 16 cm.  
6th ed.  
Spine title: Muirhead's England '74 maps and plans.'  
Includes bibliographical references (p. xlv-xlvi) and index.  
Maps by Ordnance Survey and John Bartholomew & Son.  
Maps on endpapers.  
Series: The blue guides -- Blue guide.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.  
Duplicate copy: G 45 .5981  
LC Card Number: 58003926  

25394  England - Maps - 1960 - Description and Travel

Authors: Morton, H. V. (Henry Vollam), 1892-1979 -- Dodd, Mead & Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 v. : 26 maps  
2nd ed.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.  
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)  
(PrCt)

25395  England - Maps - 1961

Authors: Everyman guides -- Kent, Wm. -- John Bartholomew & Co. -- W.W. Norton & Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 v. : 26 maps  
Edition: A1  
Ed:Freeman  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.  
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)  
(PrCt)

25396  England - Maps - 1961

Authors: Everyman guides -- Piehler, H. A. -- John Bartholomew & Co. -- W.W. Norton & Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 v. : 17 maps  
Edition: A1  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.  
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)  
(PrCt)


Parish boundaries of England and Wales, with dates of commencement of registers.  
45 hand col. maps on sheets 44 x 34 cm.  
Scales vary.  
Area coverage complete in 45 sheets.  
Bound together in alphabetical order, by counties.  
70-1945/1582  
map6C 4  
(PrCt)

25398  England - Maps - 1964 - Agriculture<<>>Wales

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.  
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

- Maps - 1964 - Agriculture
  England - Maps - 1964
- Maps - 1964
  Authors: Coppock, J. T. -- Faber and Faber -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
  1 v. : 205 maps ; 255 x 195 mm.
  Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
  Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

25403
England - Maps - 1966 - Canals and Rivers
  Authors: Rolt, L. T. C., 1910-1974 -- Kelley, A. M. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
  1 v.

25404
England - Maps - 1972
  Authors: Muirhead, Findlay, 1860-1935 -- Blue guide -- Rossiter, Stuart -- Ernest Benn Ltd. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
  1 v. : 81 map plates
  8th ed.
  Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
  Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) (PrCt)

25405
England - Maps - 1972
  Authors: Rossiter, Stuart -- Blue guide -- Ernest Benn Ltd. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Wilson, Bernard E. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
  703 p. : 81 maps and plans (some col., some folded) ; 20 cm.
  8th ed.
  Series: The blue guides -- Blue guide.
  Owner's mark: B.E. Wilson, Chicago.
  Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
  LC Card Number: 72010331
  ISBN 0510000029 ; 9780510000028 ; 0510000037 (pbk.) ; 9780510000035 (pbk.)

25406
England - Maps - 1974 - Language and languages
  Authors: Orton, Harold, 1898-1975 -- Wright, Nathalia -- Seminar Press
  xv, 302 p. : chiefly ill. ; 29 cm.
  Includes index.
  Bibliography: p. 32-33.
  LC Card Number: 74010331
  ISBN 0127856080
  5A 9590 (NLO)

25407
England - Maps - 1974 - Road maps
  Authors: Automobile Association (Great Britain) -- Beach, Russell
  363, xi, 42 p. : col. ill., col. maps ; 31 cm.
  Edited by Russell Beach.
  OCLC 5455123.
  folio GV1025 .E58 A93 (NLO)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

25417 England - Maps - 1991 - Cities and towns
Authors: Souden, David -- George Philip & Son -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
192 p. : ill., 14 maps ; 22 cm.
Includes index.
Contents: Bakewell -- Kendal -- King's Lynn -- Richmond -- Rye -- Sherborne -- Warwick.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 91227097
ISBN 0540012076 ; 9780540012077
Baskes DA650 .S675 1991 (NLO)

25418 England - Maps - 1995
767 p., 9 p. of plates : ill., 48 maps and plans (some col., some folded) ; 20 cm.
11th ed.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [5]-6) and index.
Series: Blue guide
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
ISBN 0393313409 (U.S.) ; 9780393313406 (U.S.) ; 0713638745 (U.K.) ; 9780713638745 (U.K.)

25419 England - Maps - Administrative and political divisions - 1839
Wales - Maps - Administrative and political divisions - 1839
A Map of England & Wales, divided into counties, parliamentary divisions and dioceses : shewing the principal roads, railways, rivers & canals, and the seats of the nobility and gentry with the distance of each town from the General Post Office, London. London : S. Lewis & Co., 1839.
1 map in 4 pt. : hand-col., each pt. dissected into 35 sections, mounted on linen ; 106 x 89 cm. folded in leather covers 22 x 14 cm.
Title taken from N.-E. division section. Relief shown by hachures and shading. County borders hand-colored in pink, yellow, turquoise; parks in green.
Map of S.-W. division contains table showing the distances by sea from the principal ports of England; map of N.-W. division includes "View of General Post Office, London, from which the distances to the several cities & towns have been measured", engraved by Henry Griffiths after a drawing by Thomas Allom; and map of S.-E. division shows extent of dioceses 'as determined by an Act of the 6th and 7th of William IV, c. 77.' There is a table of the dioceses of Canterbury, York, Sodor & Man, describing their boundaries and coats of arms.
Newberry Library has S.-W., N.-W., and S.-E. division maps only.
Dark green leather covers, with gold-stamped ornamental border on upper and lower covers; gold-stamped leaf ornaments on spine, above and below gold-stamped title 'Lewis' map of England and Wales'.
Prime meridian: Greenwich.
Scale 1:316,800.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G5750 1839 .G7 (NLO)

25420 England - Maps - Collections, 1500-1699
Counties - Maps - England - Collections, 1500-1699
Royal Geographical Society (Great Britain) - Map collections
Facsimiles of 16th- and 17th-century maps in the Royal Geographical Society (Great Britain).
Includes introduction and notes by Edward Heawood and index.
E321
ICN75rev
map4F 5750 (PrCt)

25421 England - Maps - Collections
Wales - Maps - Collections
Counties - Maps - Wales - Collections
Royal Geographical Society (Great Britain) - Map collections
Authors: Heawood, Edward, 1863-1949 -- Royal Geographical Society (Great Britain)
1 v. : 21 map plates
References: Phillips 8089: Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 2033

**25422 England - Names, Geographical - 1649<>British Isles - Maps - 1649<>Gazetteers**

*Booke of the names of all the hundred. London: T. Jenner, 1649.*

Authors: Jenner, Thomas, fl. 1618-1673 -- Langeren, Jacob van -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 37 maps ; 130 x 70 mm.

1st ed.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

References: Skelton 62

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

**25423 England - Names, Geographical - 1657<>British Isles - Maps - 1657<>Gazetteers**


Authors: Jenner, Thomas, fl. 1618-1673 -- Langeren, Jacob van -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Van Langeren, Jacob SEE Langeren, Jacob van -- VanLangeren, Jacob SEE Langeren, Jacob van 1 v. : 40 maps ; 190 x 142 mm.

Maps engraved by Jacob van Langeren.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

References: Cf. Phillips 5203a; Skelton 62

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

**25424 England - Names, Geographical - 1657<>British Isles - Maps - 1657<>Gazetteers**


Authors: Jenner, Thomas, fl. 1618-1673 -- M. S., fl. 1657 -- S., M., fl. 1657 -- Langeren, Jacob van 197 [i.e. 196] p. : maps, 4 fold. tables ; 18 cm. Lacking three tables; replaced in photostat (negative)

With reproduction of engraved t.p. of the 1643 edition: A direction for the English traveller ... [London] Are to be sold by Thomas Jenner ... 1643. Jacob van Langeren sculp: Bookplate of J.D.

Case G 45005 .1 (NLO)

**25425 England - Names, Geographical - 1668<>British Isles - Maps - 1668<>Gazetteers**


Authors: Jenner, Thomas, fl. 1618-1673 -- Langeren, Jacob van -- Hodson, D. (Donald) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 40 maps ; 187 x 133 mm.

Previously owned by D. Hodson.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

References: Skelton 87

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)


Authors: Wilson, John M. (John Marius) -- Bartholomew, John, 1831-1893 -- A. Fullarton & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

2 v. : ill., 38 col. maps ; 27 cm.

Maps by John Bartholomew.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio DA640 .W5 1872 (NLO)


Authors: Wilson, John M. (John Marius) -- Bartholomew, John, 1831-1893 -- A. Fullarton & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 270 x 192 mm.

Incomplete: lacking vol. 2.


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)


*The Carde of the north coaste of England from Whitbye vnto Coket Ile. [Amsterdam : Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, 1666].* Authors: Wagenaer, Lucas Janszoon, 1534 or 5-1606 -- Wagenaer, Lucas Janszoon, 1534 or 5-1606. The Mariners mirrour (1588) -- Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, Ltd. 1 map ; 31 x 49 cm.

Details the northeastern coast of England between Robin Hood's Bay and Warkworth. Includes coastal profiles.

Oriented with north at lower right.

Text on verso (p. IIII) under heading: An exact description of the northernmost of England, where the river of Newcastle is ... .

In facsimile edition of atlas originally published in 1588.
Map Ref oversize G1025 .T37 ser. 3, v. 2, map [26] (PrCt)

25429 England, North East - Maps - 1588 - Coasts - Nautical charts
England, North East - 1588 - Coasts
Nautical charts Caerte der Noord custe va[n] Engelant, beginnende van Robinhodes baij tot Cocket Eijland ... = Orae maritimae Angliae inter sinum Robenhodes, et Conquettam insulam diligentissima descriptio. [Leiden : F. Raphelengius ; C. Claesz, 1588].
Authors: Waghenaer, Lucas Janszoon, 1534 or 5-1606 -- Doetecam, Jan van -- Raphelengius, Franciscus, 1539-1597 -- Claesz, Cornelis, ca. 1546-1609 -- Waghenaer, Lucas Janszoon, 1534 or 5-1606. Speculum nauticum super navigatione maris Occidentalis confectum, continens omnes oras maritimas Galliae, Hispaniae et praecipuarum partium Angliae (1588) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 32 x 50 cm.
Includes coastal profiles.
Oriented with north at lower right.
Descriptive text on verso (p. 26).
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .W13 1588 map [27] (PrCt)

Tractus regni Angliae septentrion in quo Ducatus Eboracensis ... / per F. de Wit Amstel. Amstel.
[Amsterdam] : F. de Wit, [ca. 1700?].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Wit, Frederik de. Atlas [ca. 1700?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 58 cm.
In: Wit, Frederik de. Atlas (Amsterdam : bij Frederik de Wit in de Calverstraet bij den Dam inde Witte Paskaar. [ca. 1700?]) no. [97].
For later (?) state of the map, bearing the imprint of Cóvens et Mortier, see Sack map4F G5750 1720 .W5
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .W8 A no. [97] (PrCt)

Tractus regni Angliae septentrion in quo Ducatus Eboracensis ... / per F. de Wit Amstel. Amstel.
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Cóvens et Mortier -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:J19
1 map ; 47 x 57 cm.
For earlier (?) state of the map, lacking Cóvens et Mortier imprint, see VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .W8 A no. [97]
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G5750 1720 .W5 (PrCt)

25432 England, Northern - Maps - 1811 - Scotland - Maps - 1811
England : northern part. London : Cadell & Davies [et al], 1811 [i.e. 1815].
Authors: Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826 -- Hebert, Lewis, fl. 1809-1838 -- Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Cadell & Davies -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826. A Modern atlas : from the latest and best authorities ... (1815) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 70 cm.
Drawn under the direction of Mr. Pinkerton by L. Herbert.'
Running title in upper margin: Pinkerton's modern atlas.
oversize Ayer 135 .P6 1815 pl. [8] (PrCt)

25433 England, Northern - Maps - 1818
England : northern part / drawn under the direction of Mr. Pinkerton by L. Hebert ; Neele sculpt. 352 Strand. Philada. [Philadelphia] : Published by Dobson, [1818].
Authors: Hebert, Lewis, fl. 1809-1838 -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826 -- Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Dobson, Thomas, 1751-1823 -- Thomas Dobson and Son -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826. A Modern atlas : from the latest and best authorities exhibiting the various divisions of the world ... (1818)
1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 69 cm.
Running title: Pinkerton's modern atlas
In: Pinkerton, John. A Modern atlas : from the latest and best authorities exhibiting the various divisions of the world ... (Philadelphia : Thomas Dobson & Son, 1818), plate [8].
Case oversize G1019 .P56 1818, plate [8] (PrCt)

25434 England, Northern - Maps - 1831 - Isle of Man - Maps - 1831
Authors: J. & C. Walker (Firm) -- Baldwin & Cradock -- Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (Great Britain) -- Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (Great Britain). A
Series of maps, modern and ancient (1829-1831)
1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 33 cm.
Covers northern England.
Inset (7 x 7 cm.): Isle of Man.
In: Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge.
A Series of maps, modern and ancient (London : Baldwin & Cradock, 1829-1831) fascicle 12, map [1].
Issued, with another map, in paper cover with letterpress text at bottom: No. 12, containing: England, part 1. France, in Departments, part 3.
oversize G 1001 .82 fascicle 12, map [1] (PrCt)

Authors: Ormsby-Gore, William George Arthur, 1885-1964 -- H.M. Stationery Office -- Ellis, Charles Grant -- Ellis, Gretchen -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Cover title: Ancient monuments : volume I, northern England
Includes bibliographical references (p. [1] at end) and index.
Series: Illustrated regional guides to ancient monuments under the ownership or guardianship of His Majesty's Office of Works ; v. 1 -- Illustrated regional guides to ancient monuments ; v. 1.
Illustrated bookplate: Charles Grant Ellis.
Former owner’s label: Gretchen Ellis.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes DA670.N73 O76 1936 (NLO)

25436 England, Northern - Maps - 1951
The Lakes to Tynesside / with a portrait by Sid Chaplin. London : Published for the Festival of Britain Office [by] Collins, 1951.
Authors: Chaplin, Sid -- Festival of Britain (1951) -- About Britain -- Geographical Projects (Firm) -- William Collins Sons and Co. -- Brewers' Society (London, England) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
92 p. : ill. (some col.), maps ; 22 cm.
Maps by Geographical Projects, Ltd.
'A short reading list' : p. 92.
'The About Britain guides are sponsored by the Brewer's society as their contribution to the Festival of Britain 1951.' --Inside front cover.
Series: About Britain ; no. 10
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes DA11 .A2 1951 no. 10 (NLO)

Authors: King, Angela
maps.
BHC 1317
Vert 901 (PrCt)

Authors: Taunt, Henry -- Brown, Bryan -- Routledge & Kegan Paul -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
xviii, [142] p. : chiefly ill., maps, ports. ; 27 cm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
ISBN 0710005571 ; 9780710005571
Baskes TR652 .T38 1980 (NLO)

25439 England - Pictorial works - 1933 - Priestley, J. B. (John Boynton), 1894- - Journeys, 1933
Authors: Priestley, J. B. (John Boynton), 1894- -- University of Chicago. Press -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 80 photos
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Buck, Samuel, 1696-1779 -- Buck, Nathaniel
Authors: Buck, Samuel, 1696-1779 -- Buck, Nathaniel -- Hyde, Ralph -- Pavilion Books -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
224 p. : 83 views ; 29 x 37 cm.
Includes facsimiles of city views compiled ca. 1719-ca.1753
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

A Prospect of Wales, or a Description of that Principall Island in Britaine : containing: ... the Seasons and other Observations. London: for J. Roberts, 1738.
Authors: Baskes, Roger S.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
works - Collections, 1728-1753 - Cities and towns
Cities and towns - Wales - Pictorial works - Collections, 1728-1753 - Buck, Samuel, 1696-1779 - Buck, Nathaniel
A Prospect of Britain : the town panoramas of Samuel and Nathaniel Buck / Ralph Hyde.
Authors: Buck, Samuel, 1696-1779 -- Buck, Nathaniel -- Hyde, Ralph -- Pavilion Books
224 p. : 83 views ; 29 x 37 cm.
Includes facsimiles of city views compiled ca. 1719-ca.1753
Includes bibliographical references and index.
ISBN 1857931424
folio NE962.C5 B93 1994 (NLO)

25442 England - Social problems - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1890 - England - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1890 - Salvation Army - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1890 - Poor - Great Britain - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1890 - Agricultural colonies - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1890 - Unemployed - Great Britain - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1890
[London] : Salvation Army, Litho., 98 & 100 Clerkenwell Road, 1890.
Authors: Booth, William, 1829 -- Salvation Army -- Review of reviews (1890)
1 map : col. ; 35.4 x 26.4 cm. (to outside border)
on sheet 43 x 28 cm.
Detached from Review of reviews 2, no. 11 (Nov. 1890): opp. p. 492.
In upper right corner: Supplement to The Review of Reviews, November 1890.
In bottom margin: Key to the chart [2 cols. of 9 lines each].
Charts the progress of 'victims of vice and poverty' drowning in a raging sea at the bottom of the map, through the Salvation lighthouse, 'the City Colony' and 'he Farm colony,' to 'the Colony across the sea.'
map1F G5751 .E625 1890 .B6 (PrCt)

25445 England, South East - Maps - 1583 - Coasts - Nautical charts
England, South East - 1583 - Coasts - Nautical charts
The Sea coasts of England, betweene the Isle of Wight & Douer ... [Amsterdam : Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, 1966].
Authors: Waghenaea, Lucas Janszoon, 1534 or 5-1606 -- Bry, Theodor de, 1528-1598 -- Waghenaea, Lucas Janszoon, 1534 or 5-1606. The Mariners mirrour (1588) -- Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, Ltd.
1 map ; 32 x 49 cm.
Includes coastal profiles.
Text on verso (p. 22) under heading: A perfect description of the sea coasts betweene the Isle of Wight and Douver.
England, South East - Maps - 1588 - Coasts - Nautical charts

The Sea coasts betwene Douer & Orfordnes ... [Amsterdam : Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, 1666].
Authors: Wagenaer, Lucas Janszoon, 1534 or 5-1606 -- Wagenaer, Lucas Janszoon, 1534 or 5-1606. The Mariners mirror (1588) -- Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, Ltd.
1 map ; 31 x 49 cm.
Shows coast between Dover and Orford.
Includes coastal profiles.
Oriented with north at right.
Text on verso (p. I) under heading: A perfect description and portrayal of the chiefest part of England viz. of Thames ... .

Map Ref oversize G1025 .T37 ser. 3, v. 2, map [22] (PrCt)

England, South East - Maps - 1588 - Coasts - Nautical charts

De Zee Custen tusschen Douere en. Orfordts nesse ... = Orae maritimae inter Doveryum et Ortoltissam ubi Tamesis celeberrimus Londini fluvius, una cum vadis arenosis, vera effigies et delineatio. [Leiden : F. Raphelengius ; C. Claesz, 1588].
Authors: Wagghenaer, Lucas Janszoon, 1534 or 5-1606 -- Doetecam, Jan van -- Raphelengius, Franciscus, 1539-1597 -- Claesz, Cornelis, ca. 1546-1609 -- Wagghenaer, Lucas Janszoon, 1534 or 5-1606. Speculum nauticum super navigatione maris Occidentalis confectum, continens omnes oras maritimas Galliae, Hispaniae et praecipuarum partium Angliae (1588) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 31 x 50 cm.
Includes coastal profiles.
Oriented with north at right.
Descriptive text on verso (p. 23).

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .W13 1588 map [24] (PrCt)
25451 **England, South East - Maps - 1951**
**Home Counties (England) SEE England, South East**
92 p. : ill. (some col.), maps ; 22 cm.
Maps by Geographical Projects, Ltd.
A short reading list: p. 92.
The About Britain guides are sponsored by the Brewer's society as their contribution to the Festival of Britain 1951.'--Inside front cover.
Series: About Britain ; no. 3
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
**Baskes DA11 .A2 1951 no. 3 (NLO)**

25452 **England, Southern - Maps - 1792 - Road maps**
Authors: Robertson, Archibald, fl. 1792 -- Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Robertson, Archibald, fl. 1792. Topographical survey of the great road from London to Bath and Bristol (1792) -- Stevens, Brian
1 atlas ([2], 12 leaves : 1 illus., maps) ; 29 cm.
Facsimiles of 'maps ... published in 1792 by Archibald Robertson to supplement his Topographical survey of the great road from London to Bath and Bristol.'
LC Card Number: 72177259
ISBN 0950135410
5A 6590 (NLO)

25453 **England, Southern - Maps - 1792 - Road maps**
Authors: Robertson, Archibald, fl. 1792 -- Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
2 v. : 11 maps ; 240 x 155 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)** (PrCt)

25455 **England, Southern - Maps - 1918**
*England : southern part / drawn under the direction of Mr. Pinkerton by L. Herbert.* London : Published by Dobson, [1918].
Authors: Hebert, Lewis, fl. 1809-1838 -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826 -- Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Dobson, Thomas, 1751-1823 -- Thomas Dobson and Son -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826. A Modern atlas : from the latest and best authorities exhibiting the various divisions of the world ... (1918)
1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 69 cm.
Running title: Pinkerton's modern atlas
In: Pinkerton, John. A Modern atlas : from the latest and best authorities ... (London : Printed by T. Bensley for T. Cadell and W. Davies and Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme and Brown, 1815), pl. [7].
**Case oversize Ayer 135 .P6 1815 pl. [7] (PrCt)**

25456 **England, Southern - Maps - 1920 - Roads**
*The Royal Blue route. Bournemouth : Elliott Bros... [1920s].*
Authors: Elliott Bros. (Bournemouth)
1 map : col. ; 18 x 73 cm. on sheet 44 x 76 cm. fold. to 23 x 14 cm.
Title from map proper; folded title: Safety first tours.
Shows routes of the "Royal Blue" tour busses south of Bristol, Marlborough, Windsor, and London.
Descriptions of tours and advertisements around map and on verso.
Acquisition #2008100251.
**map4C G5752.S72P2 1920 .E5 (PrCt)**

25457 **England, Southern - Maps - 1936-1937 - Historic sites**
*England, Southern - Maps - 1936-1937 - Archaeology*
25463  **Englewood (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1966 - Land Use**<br>**Land Use - Englewood (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1966**<br>*Central Englewood conservation project: Illustrative site plan*. Chicago: Dept. of Urban Renewal, 1966.<br>Authors: Chicago (Ill.). Department of Urban Renewal -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)<br>1 map: col.; on sheet 73 x 55 cm.<br>Shows land use and building footprints in area bounded by Union Ave. and Morgan St., W. 61st St. and W. 66th St.<br>Includes notes on ‘Objectives’ and ‘Major elements of the urban renewal plan.’<br>Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).<br>map4F G4104.C6:2E5 1966 C6 (PrCt)

25464  **Englewood (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1967 - Land Use**<br>**Land Use - Englewood (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1967**<br>*Southeast Englewood conservation project*. Chicago: Dept. of Urban Renewal, 1967.<br>Authors: Chicago (Ill.). Department of Urban Renewal -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)<br>1 map: col.; on sheet 73 x 55 cm.<br>Shows land use and building footprints in area bounded by Dan Ryan Expressway, Chicago & Western Indiana R.R. tracks, Marquette Rd., and W. 75th St.<br>Includes notes on ‘Objectives’ and ‘Community goals.’<br>Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).<br>map4F G4104.C6:2E5 1967 C6 (PrCt)


25466  **English Cartography - 1650 to 1750**<br>*English cartography, 1650 to 1750: a summary*. [1977?].<br>Authors: Woodward, David, 1942-2004<br>30, [9], 16 leaves; 28 cm.
confectum, continens omnes oras maritimae
galliae, hispaniae et praecipuarum partium
angiae (Leiden : inde Plantijnsche druckerie
by Francoys van Ravelengien, voor Cornelis Claess
... 1588) map [4].

(PrCt)

25470 English Channel - Maps - 1588 - Nautical
charts(Nautical charts - English Channel -
1588>Dover, Strait of - Maps - 1588-
Nautical charts - Dover, Strait of - 1588>
Nautical charts

A Description of the coastes of Flandres &
Picardie beginning from Neweport unto Depee ...
[Amsterdam : Theatrum Orbis Terrarium, 1666].
Authors: Waghenaer, Lucas Janszoon, 1534 or
5-1606 - Waghenaer, Lucas Janszoon, 1534 or
5-1606. The Mariners mirrour (1588) -- Theatrum
Orbis Terrarium, Ltd.
1 map ; 31 x 49 cm.
Includes coastal profiles.
Oriented with north at bottom left.
Text on verso (p. 4) under heading: A perfect
description of the sea coasts of Flanders ... .
In facsimile edition of atlas originally published
1588: Waghenaer, Lucas Janszoon. The
London 1588 (Amsterdam : Theatrum Orbis
Terrarium, 1966) map [4]
Map Ref oversize G1025 .T37 ser. 3, v. 2, map
[4] (PrCt)

25471 English Channel - Maps - 1653 - Nautical
charts(Nautical charts - English Channel -
1653>Nautical charts
[Navigation chart of the English Channel].
[London, 1653].
Authors: Jenner, Thomas, fl. 1618-1673 --
Simons, Matthew, d. 1654
1 map ; 21 x 31 cm.
In A description & plat of the sea coastes
of England, from London, up all the river ... Thames,
all along the coasts to ... the Orchades, and
Hilland (London: M. Simons for Tho: Jenner,
1653), opp. p. 38.
Scale ca. 1:2,300,000.
VAULT Ayer 151. C7 1653, opp. p. 38 (PrCt)

25472 English Channel - Maps - 1682 - Nautical
charts(Nautical charts - English Channel -
1682>Nautical charts

Manica, Gallis La Manche, et Belgis Het Canaal,
pars oceani inter Angliam et Galliam. Amsterdam
: C. Allard, [1682?].
Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Allard,
Carel, 1648-ca. 1709 -- Allard, Carel, 1648-ca.
1709. Atlas minor sive tabulæe geographicae ...
[1682?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry
Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 56 cm.
In: Allard, Carel. Atlas minor sive tabulæe
geographicae proecipuorum regnorum regionum,
insulaurum, provinciarum, etc. (Amsterdam : C.
Allard, 1682?) pl. 38.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135. A4 A pl. 38 (PrCt)

25473 English Channel - Maps - 1692 - Nautical
charts(Nautical charts - English Channel -
1692>Dover, Strait of - Maps - 1692-
Nautical charts - Dover, Strait of - 1692>
Nautical charts

Carte de la Manche faite par order du roy ... Paris
[i.e. Amsterdam] : Hubert Jaillot [i.e. P. Mortier],
1692 [i.e. 1696].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Mortier,
Pierre -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 --
Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. [Atlas nouveau
contenant toutes les parties du monde ... ] (1696)
1 map : hand col. ; 57 x 79 cm.
In: Sanson, Nicolas. [Atlas nouveau contenant
toutes les parties du monde ... ] (Amsterdam :
Pierre Mortier, 1696) v. 1, map [8].
Forms part of atlas published by P. Mortier in
Amsterdam; chiefly comprised of maps bearing
the counterfeit imprint of H. Jaillot in Paris.
Case oversize G 1007 .78 v. 1, map [8] (PrCt)

25474 English Channel - Maps - 1693 - Coasts-
Nautical charts(Nautical charts - English Channel -
1693 - Coasts<Nautical charts - English
Channel -
1693-Brest (France) - Maps - 1693 - Harbors-
Nautical charts

[English Channel -- Southwest Peninsula to
Brest, Straits of Dover] / I. Harris sculp. [London
: s.n.], 1693.
Authors: Collins, Greenvile, fl. 1669-1698 --
Harris, John, active 1680-1739 or 1740 -- Great
Britain. Admiralty -- Collins, Greenvile, fl.
1669-1698. Great Britain's coasting-pilot ... (1693)
-- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry
Library) -- Office of Lord High Admiral of England
SEE Great Britain. Admiralty
1 map : 59 x 135 cm., on composite sheet 62 x
138 cm.
Untitled nautical chart.
Dedication at lower right to "Lords
Commissioners for executing the Office of Lord
High Admiral of England ... presented by Capt.
Greenvile Collins."
Title supplied by C. Verner, "Captain Collins'
coasting pilot: a cartobibliographical analysis" in
Map Collectors' Circle. Map Collectors' series,
Inset (18 x 23 cm.): Brest Harbour.
Printed on 3 sheets from 3 plates.
In: Collins, Greenvile. Great Britain's
coasting-pilot ... (London : Printed by Freeman
Collins, and are to be sold by Richard Mount,
1693), part 1, [plate 6]
Engraved nos. 5 and 7 at bottom; ms. no. 6 on
verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1811.P5 C6 1693, part 1,
[plate 6] (PrCt)
1693<<>>Gravelines (France), Battle of, 1558 - Pictorial works - 1693<<>>Armada, 1588 - Pictorial works - 1693<<>>Nautical charts [English Channel from Pembrokeshire to South Brittany]. [London : s.n., 1693?].
1 map : 47 x 60 cm.
Untitled nautical chart.
Dedication at top center: To the right honourable Admirall Killigrew [!] this chart of the Chanell is humbly dedicated ... by Capt. Collins.
Title supplied by: Verner, C. "Captain Co
humbly dedicated ... by Capt. Collins.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume
Added title, upper margin: Nova oceani britannici vulgo canalis tabula ...
In counterfeit edition of: Jaillot, Alexis Hubert. Atlas minor ad usum serenissimi burgundiae ductis ... (Amsterdam : Pieter Mortier, ca. 1700) no. [9].
Manuscript '9' at upper right.

A New and correct draught of the Channell between England and France ... London [i.e. Amsterdam : Theatrum Orbis Terrarum Ltd.], 1701 [i.e. 1707].
1 map : 44 x 85 cm.
Dedicated to Clowdisley Shovell.
Insets (23 x 29 cm. and smaller): Scilly Islands -- Plymouth Sound -- Isle of Wight -- St. Malo -- [Mouth of the river Thames and the coasts of Essex and Kent].
Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger): English Pilot. Part 3 (1703)
Map Ref oversize G1025 .T37 ser. 5, v. 3, following p. 4 (PrCt)

25477 English Channel - Maps - 1702 - Nautical charts<<>>Nautical charts - English Channel -...

A Large chart of the channell between England and France ... [London] : Richard Mount and Thomas Page, 1702.
Authors: Halley, Edmond, 1656-1742 -- Mount, Richard, d. 1722 -- Page, Thomas, d. 1733 -- Gascoyne, Joel, b. 1650 -- Seller, John, fl. 1658-1698 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- English Pilot. Part 1 [1702?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 60 x 135 cm. on 3 sheets
Title from western sheet; central and eastern sheets untitled.
On eastern sheet: Advertisement. In this Channell Dracht, the smaller figures are the depth in fathoms ... .
Dedication on central sheet: To the Rt. Honble. the Master Wardens ... of ye Trinity-House ... Richard Mount.
Insets, central sheet (11 x 13 cm. and 12 x 14 cm.): Falmouth Harbour -- Plymouth Harbour.
Inset, eastern sheet (20 x 45 cm.): Isle of Wight.
Title from English pilot. First book. First part. Describing the sea-coasts, capes, head-lands, bays, roads, harbours, rivers and ports together with the soundings, sands, rocks and dangers in the southern navigation upon the coasts of England, Holland, France, Ireland, Spain, Portugal ... (London : Published by John Seller ... ; Printed by George Larkin ...), 1690 [i.e.1702?]) pl. [8].
Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger): English Pilot. Part 1 [1702?]
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .E55 1690 [pt. 1], pl. [8] (PrCt)

La Manche, ou le Canal, entre la France et l'Angleterre a l'usage de monseigneur le Duc de Bourgogne / par ... H. Jaillot. Amsterdam : Chez P. Mortier, [ca. 1710?].
Authors: Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632? -- Mortier, Pierre -- Louis, Dauphin of France, 1661-1711 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:X10 1 map ; 49 x 58 cm.
Title from cartouche at bottom right. Added title in upper margin: Nova Oceani Britannici, vulgo Canalis, tabula ... . Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G9112.E5P5 1710 .J3 (PrCt)

25483 English Channel - Maps - 1728 - Nautical charts - Nautical charts - English Channel - Maps - 1728 - Nautical charts
A New and correct chart of the Channel. [London : J. Knapton et al., 1728].
Authors: Harris, John, 1667?-1719 -- Knapton, James, -1738 -- Harris, John, 1667?-1719. Atlas maritimus & commercialis ... (1728) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 51 x 116 cm. on 2 adjacent sheets
Title from eastern sheet. In: [Harris, John et al.], 1728) plates '6' and '7.'
oversize Ayer 135 .A83 1728 pl. 6-7 (PrCt)

25484 English Channel - Maps - 1740 - Nautical charts - Nautical charts - English Channel - 1740 - Isles of Scilly (England) - Maps - 1740 - Falmouth (England) - Maps - 1740 -

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Harbors

Plymouth Sound (England)
Maps - 1740
Isle of Wight (England)
Maps - 1740
Nautical charts
A Correct chart of the English Channel from No[rth] Foreland to Lands End ... for Mr. Tindal’s continuation of Mr. Rapin’s history. [London? Knapton, ca. 1740?]
1 map ; 37 x 46 cm.
Insets (10 x 16 cm. and smaller): Isles of Scilly -- Falmouth Haven -- Plymouth Sound -- Isle of Wight and ye adjacent harbours.

25487

English Channel - Maps - 1749 - Nautical charts
Plymouth Sound (England)
Maps - 1749
Nautical charts
A New and correct chart of the channel between England & France ... as observ’d by the learned Dr. Halley. London : Sold by Page & Mount on Tower Hill, [1749?].
1 map ; 64 x 100 cm., on composite sheet 65 x 105 cm.
Insets (21 x 25 cm. and 13 x 36 cm.): A Correct draught of Plymouth Sound, Catt Water and Ham Owse -- A New draught of the Isle of Wight. Printed on 2 sheets from 2 plates.
In: Collins, Greenvile. Great Britain’s coasting-pilot ... (London : Printed by William and John Mount and Thomas Page, 1749), [plate 33].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1811.P5 C6 1749, [plate 33] (PrCt).

25488

English Channel - Maps - 1750 - Nautical charts
Normandy (France)
Maps - 1750
Coasts
England, Southern - Maps - 1750 - Coasts
Nautical charts
1 map ; 47 x 56 cm.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

25489

English Channel - Maps - 1750 - Nautical charts
English Channel - Maps - 1750
Nautical charts
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
25491 English Channel - Maps - 1766 - Nautical charts

A Correct chart of the channel between England & France ... Dublin: [Jane Grierson, 1766].


1 map : 48 x 86 cm.

Printed by Geo. Grierson ... .

Insets (13 x 21 cm. and 11 x 16 cm.): Isle of Wight -- Scilly Islands.

In: The English pilot. Part 1, describing the coasts ... in the southern navigation upon the coasts of England, Scotland, Ireland, Holland, Flanders, Spain, Portugal ... (Dublin: Jane Grierson, 1766) opposite p. 31.


oversize Ayer 135 .E55 1766 opp. p. 31 (PrCt)

25492 English Channel - Maps - 1775 - Nautical charts

A Chart of the British Channel : comprehending the southern coasts ... London : Robert Sayer, 1775 [i.e. 1780].

Authors: Jefferys, Thomas, -1771 -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Robert Sayer and John Bennett (Firm) -- Jefferys, Thomas, d. 1771. The West-India atlas ... (1780) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : 50 x 62 cm.

Map dated 1775.

Engraved letter 'A' at upper right.


VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .J46 1780 pl. [1] (PrCt)

25493 English Channel - Maps - 1775 - Nautical charts

A Chart of the British Channel : comprehending the southern coasts ... London : Robert Sayer [i.e. R Sayer and J. Bennett], 1775 [i.e. 1778].

Authors: Jefferys, Thomas, -1771 -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Robert Sayer and John Bennett (Firm). Neptune occidental : a pilot for the West-Indies ... (1778) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : 50 x 62 cm.

In: Robert Sayer and John Bennett (Firm). Neptune occidental : a pilot for the West-Indies ... (London : R. Sayer and J. Bennett, 1778); engraved letter 'A' at upper right; verso handstamped 'I.'

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .N44 1778 pl. 1 (PrCt)

25494 English Channel - Maps - 1785 - Nautical charts

A Chart of the British Channel : comprehending the southern coasts ... London : Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : 50 x 62 cm.

In: Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .N44 1778 pl. 1 (PrCt)
A Correct chart of the English Channel from North Foreland to Lands End ... for Mr. Tindal's continuation of Mr. Rapin's history. [London : s.n., ca. 1785?].
1 map ; 37 x 46 cm.
Insets (10 x 16 cm. and smaller): Isles of Scilly -- Falmouth Haven -- Plymouth Sound -- Isle of Wight and ye adjacent harbours.
oversize Ayer 135 .T5 1732 map [19] (PrCt)

25495

English Channel - Maps - 1790 - Coasts - Nautical charts
Nautical charts - English Channel - 1790 - Coasts-Nautical charts
A New chart of the British Channel extending from North Foreland to Scilly Isles &c. ... / collected from accurate surveys ... by Capt. Edmd. Halley. London : Sold by I. Mount and T. Page on Tower Hill, [1790].
1 map ; 43 x 85 cm., on composite sheet 48 x 89 cm.
Includes coastal profiles.
In: The English pilot for the southern navigation : describing the sea-coasts, capes, headlands, bays, roads, harbours, rivers and ports : together with the soundings, sands, rocks and dangers, on the coasts of England, Scotland, Ireland, Holland, Flanders, Spain, Portugal, to the Streight's-Mouth; with the coasts of Barbary, and off to the Canary, Madeira, Cape de Verde and Western-Islands (London : Printed for Mount and Davidson, on Tower-Hill, 1790), [plate 10].
Printed from 2 plates on 2 sheets joined to form 1 composite sheet.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1793 .E55 1790, [plate 10] (PrCt)

25496

English Channel - Maps - 1794 - Nautical charts
Biscay, Bay of (France and Spain) - Maps - 1794 - Nautical charts
Nautical charts - English Channel - Maps - 1794
Nautical charts - Biscay, Bay of (France and Spain) - Maps - 1794
A Chart of the British Channel and the Bay of Biscay, with part of the North Sea, and the entrance of St. George's Channel. London : W. Faden, MDCCXCIV [1794, i.e. 1817?].
[General atlas] [1817?]
1 map : hand col.; 50 x 87 cm.
Beneath map cartouche: 3d. edition, MDCCXCIV.
Handstamped '11.'
oversize G 10 .282 pl. 11 (PrCt)

25497

The Channel pilot : comprehending the harbours, bays, and roads in the British Channel, with the English and French coasts, from the Thames mouth to the Bay of Biscay, including the North Sea, from observations and actual surveys / by John Stephenson and George Burn, ... and other experienced navigators ... London : Printed and published by Robert Laurie and James Whittle, (successors to the late Mr. Robert Sayer), 1795.
Authors: Stephenson, John, fl. 1786-1800 -- Burn, George -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Avery, Joseph -- Cook, James, fl. 1779 -- Collins, Christopher, fl. 1781-1802 -- Grosvenor, James -- Hammond, John, Captain -- Ross, John, fl. 1789 -- Dobree, Nicholas -- Wigzell, George -- Laurie & Whittle -- Jackson, Robert, fl. 1798 -- Inglis, Charles Dickson -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([2] p., 27 folded leaves of plates) : 26 folded maps ; 56 cm.
Includes maps by John Hammond, John Ross, James Cook, Capt. Dobree, Joseph Avery, Christoper Collins, and James Grosvenor.
Some maps engraved by George Wigzell.
Bathymetry shown by soundings; relief on land shown by hachures and pictorially.
With some navigational notes.
Includes volvelle of tides for the British Channel, German Sea, and Bay of Biscay.
Scales differ.
Inscription in two hands: Robt. Jackson, 1798, left to C.D. Inglis, Midshipman, H.M.S. Amphitrite, July 1852.
Book-label: Charles Dickson Inglis, Captain, Royal Navy.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: ESTC T220785; Cf. Phillips 3986

Baskes oversize G1811.P5 S74 1795 (NLO)

25498 English Channel - Maps - 1800 - Nautical charts

A Chart of the British Channel comprehending the southern coasts of England and Wales... / by Thomas Jeffery's... London : Laurie & Whittle, 12th May 1800.

Authors: Jefferys, Thomas, -1771 -- Laurie & Whittle -- Laurie & Whittle. A New and elegant imperial sheet atlas comprehending general and particular maps of every part of the world ... [1801?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 51 x 62 cm.

In Robert Laurie and James Whittle. A New and elegant imperial sheet atlas comprehending general and particular maps of every part of the world ... (London : printed and published by R. Laurie and J. Whittle, 1800 [i.e. 1801?]) no. 8. Stamped "8" on verso.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .R63 1801 no. 8 (NLO)

25499 English Channel - Maps - 1804 - Nautical charts

A Chart of the English Channel extending from Dover to the isles of Scilly and from Calais to the Bay of Brest... 1804 [i.e. 1816?].


1 map : hand col. ; 78 x 165 cm.


Imprint on map: London...Faden...1804

Verso handstamped '10.'

oversize Ayer 135 .G32 1775 v. 1, pl. 14 (PrCl)

25500 English Channel - Maps - 1814


Authors: J. & G. Menzies -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1817?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 52 x 64 cm.

Printed paste-on label 'No. 14' at upper left.

In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ...

(Edinburgh ; London ; Dublin ; George Ramsay for John Thomson and Company [et al, 1817?]), map 14.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Digital image of another copy available on the David Rumsey Map Collection website (accessed Feb. 2010):

http://www.davidrumsey.com/luna/servlet/detail/RUMSEY~8~1~28335~1120764

Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1817, map 14 (NLO)

25502 English Channel - Maps - 1822


Authors: Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1822?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 51 x 65 cm.

In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ...

(Edinburgh ; London ; Dublin : John Thomson and Company ; Baldwin, Craddock, and Joy ; John Cumming, 1817, [i.e. 1821?]) map 14.

Printed paste-on label 'No. 14' on verso.

oversize Ayer 135 .T4 1817 map 14 (PrCl)

25503 English Channel - Maps - 1829

Saint Michael's Mount (England : Island) - Pictorial works - 1822


Authors: Thomoson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1822?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ...

(Edinburgh ; London ; Dublin : Printed by G. Ramsay and Co. for J. Thomson and Co. ; Baldwin, Craddock and Joy ; John Cumming, 1821 [i.e. 1822?]), v. 1, map 14.

Inset map (9 x 20 cm.): The Breakwater at Cherbourg.

Inset view (9 x 19 cm.): East view of St. Michael's Mount, Cornwall.

Engraved ‘14’ at upper right.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1821, v. 1, map 14 (NLO)
Authors: Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (1829) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 51 x 65 cm.
Inset map (9 x 20 cm.): The Breakwater at Cherbourg.
Inset view (9 x 19 cm.): East view of St. Michael's Mount, Cornwall.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Engraved no. '14' at upper right.
**Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1829 map 14 (NLO)**

**25504 English Channel - Maps - 1913 - Trade routes - Trade routes - English Channel - Maps - 1913**

*The English Channel.* [London] : George Philip & Son, Ltd. ; The London Geographical Institute, [1913].
Authors: George Philip & Son -- London Geographical Institute -- Philip, George, 1870-1937. Philips' mercantile marine atlas : a series of 35 plates ... with ... distances between ports ... (1913)
1 map : col. ; 44 x 66 cm.
Identifies trade routes and distances, e.g.
"Southampton to Havre 105 [nautical miles]."
In: Philip, George. Philips' mercantile marine atlas : a series of 35 plates ... with ... distances between ports ... (London ; Liverpool : G. Philip & Son, Ltd. ; The London Geographical Institute ; Philip, Son & Nephew, 1913), plate 3.
**oversize H 7001 .68, plate 3 (PrCt)**

**25505 English Channel - Shipping 1987**

*English Channel : world's busiest sea lane.*
Authors: Christian Science Monitor
1 p
From: Christian Science monitor (9 mar. 1987). 

**25506 English Fiction - 1949 - England in Literature - 1949**

Authors: Face of Britain -- Walbank, F. A. -- B.T. Batsford Ltd. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection

(Newberry Library)
1 v.
1st ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)**

**25507 English imprints - Union lists - Early printed books - Bibliography - Union lists - Incunabula - Bibliography - Union lists - Union catalogs - Great Britain - Union catalogs - United States**

3 v. ; 32 cm.
Title on spine: Short-title catalogue of English books, 1475-1640.
**Case Ref Z2002 .P77 1976a (NLO)**

**25508 English language - Dictionaries - 1811 - Atlases, British - 1811**

*Complete & universal English dictionary.*
Authors: Barclay, James, Curate of Edmonton -- Nuttall, Fisher & Dixon -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 27 maps ; 272 x 217 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)**

**25509 English language - Dictionaries - 1909 - Names, Geographical - 1909 - Atlases - 1909 - Gazetteers**

Authors: Morris, Charles, 1833-1922 -- Scull, E. M. -- Wood, F. W. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
X, 614, 64 p. : col. ill., 63 col. maps ; 24 cm.
"Comprising under one alphabetical arrangement the definition of words, the proper division of words into syllables, the pronunciation of words, the parts of speech of words, the capitalization of
words, synonyms and antonyms ... with an appendix containing foreign words and phrases, Christian names of men and women, names of persons and places, and words and phrases frequently alluded to, abbreviations, the words adopted by the Simplified Spelling Board, etc. The complete atlas of the world printed in colors and a pronouncing gazetteer.

"A pronouncing gazetteer of the world"; p. 551-614.


Publisher's illustrated cloth binding.


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes PE1625.M67 1909 (NLO)

25510 English language - Dictionaries - 1952


cxxxi, 3214, 146, 105 p. : ill. (part col.), ports. (part col.) ; 31 cm.


"A reference history of the United States of America and of Canada, including the States and Provinces" (146 p.) has special t.p.

Formerly folio X 992 .9645

LC Card Number: 52001747

Map Ref folio PE1625 .W3 1952 (NLO)

25511 English language - England - Maps - 1979

England - Maps - 1979


Authors: Kolb, Eduard
1 v. ; 41 cm.

oversize PE1705 .K6 (NLO)

25512 English language - Maps - 1863

Conversation and Phrase Books

French Language - Maps - 1863

Conversation and Phrase Books

German Language - Maps - 1863

Conversation and Phrase Books

Italian Language - Maps - 1863


Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.
16th ed.

English, French, German, Italian.

Rebacked.


Condition: Good.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

25513 English language - Maps - 1886

Conversation and Phrase Books

French Language - Maps - 1886

Conversation and Phrase Books

German Language - Maps - 1886

Conversation and Phrase Books

Italian Language - Maps - 1886


Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Dulau & Co.
-- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.

In English, French, German, and Italian.

Includes advertising dated 1886 and priced in marks.

Stereotyped.


Condition: Fair.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

25514 English language - Maps - 1889

Conversation and Phrase Books

French Language - Maps - 1889

Conversation and Phrase Books

German Language - Maps - 1889

Conversation and Phrase Books

Italian Language - Maps - 1889


Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Dulau & Co.
-- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.

In English, French, German, and Italian.

Includes advertising dated 1898 and priced in dollars.

Stereotyped.


Condition: Excellent.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

25515 English language - Maps - 1889

Conversation and Phrase Books

French Language - Maps - 1889

Conversation and Phrase Books

German Language - Maps - 1889

Conversation and Phrase Books

Italian Language - Maps - 1889


Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Dulau & Co.
-- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.
In English, French, German, and Italian.
Includes advertising dated 1903 and priced in dollars.
Stereotyped.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

25516 English Language - Textbooks For Foreign Speakers, German - Maps - 1912
Authors: Metoula-Sprachführer (Series) -- Brendel, W. -- Langenscheidt, G. -- Langenscheidt (Firm) -- Blattner, Karl -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 3 maps
16th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

25517 English Pilot. Part 3 (1703) -
Bibliography->Thornton, John, d. 1706 - Maps - Bibliography
Authors: Cook, Andrew S. -- International Conference on the History of Cartography (9th : 1981 : Pisa, Italy, etc.)
11p. maps.
Paper delivered IX Int. Conf. on Hist. of Cart., Italy, 1981.

Vert 545 (PrCt)

25518 English Pilot. Part 4 -
Authors: Verner, Coolie -- English Pilot. Part 4 -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library)
Bibliography: p. 87-[88].
LC Card Number: map58000004
Ayer 290 .V531 1960 (NLO)

25519 Engravers, American - Biography - Dictionaries
American engravers [list, with dates of activity]. 1907.
Authors: Stauffer, David McNeely, 1845-1913

Engraving, lithography and map publishing. 1855.
Authors: Commerce, railroads, and manufactures of Chicago (1855) -- Daily Democratic Press -- Democratic Press Job and Book Steam Printing Office
p. 52-53
Photocopies from: Commerce, railroads, and manufactures of Chicago (1855) p. 52-53.
Originally published in Daily Democratic Press.
BHC 1135 and 1491
Vert 1086, no. 1 (PrCt)

25521 Engravers, American - Dictionaries->Maryland - Engravers
Authors: McCauley, Lois Booth
xvi, 259 p. : ill., maps, views ; 29cm.
Names of Maryland printmakers': p. 227-236.
Bibliography: p. 243-249.
Indexed.
map4C 96 (PrCt)

25522 Engravers, British - 1900
Glossary of engravers, British or at work in Great Britain, up to the end of the 19th century. 1971.
Authors: Hughes, Therle
BHC 197
Vert 513 (PrCt)

25523 Engravers - Dictionaries
Dictionnaire des graveurs anciens et modernes depuis l'origine de la gravure. Bruxelles : J.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Ermens, 1791.
Authors: Basan, François, 1723-1797 --
Newberry Library. John M. Wing Foundation
2 v. ; 18 cm.
Nouv. éd., augmentée d'un volume de
supplement, & d'une table alphabétique des
maitres.
Supplement has title: Supplement au dictionnaire
des graveurs anciens et modernes.
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the
Newberry Library.
Wing Z 4122 .078 (NLO)

25524 Engravers, English<>Engraving - England -
Catalogs
Engraving in England in the sixteenth &
seventeenth centuries; a descriptive catalogue
with introductions / Arthur M. Hind. Cambridge :
Authors: Hind, Arthur Mayger, 1880-1957 --
Corbett, Margery -- Norton, Michael, 1917- --
Newberry Library. John M. Wing Foundation
3 v. : maps, ill. ; 26cm.
Contents: pt. 1. The Tudor period.--pt. 2. The
reign of James I.--pt. 3. The reign of Charles I,
compiled from the notes of the late A.M. Hind by
M. Corbett & M. Norton.
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the
Newberry Library.
Wing Z 4162845 .406 (NLO)

25525 Engravers - Germany
Der Deutsche peintre-graveur, oder, Die
deutschen maler als kupferstecher nach ihrem
leben und ihren werken : von dem letzten drittel
des 16. jahrhunderts bis zum schluss des 18.
ahrhunderts, und in anschluss an Bartsch's
Peintre-graveur, an Robert-Dumesnil's und
Prosper Baudicour's Französischen
peintre-graveur / von A. Andresen, unter
mitwirkung von R. Weigel ... Leipzig : A. Danz,
1872-1878.
Authors: Andresen, Andreas, 1828-1871 --
Weigel, Rudolph, 1804-1867 -- Newberry Library.
John M. Wing Foundation
5 v. ; 25 cm.
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the
Newberry Library.
Wing Z 41244 .036 (NLO)

25526 Engravers, Italian<>Engraving
Early Italian engraving : a critical catalogue ...
London : For M. Knoedler & Co. by Bernard
Quaritch, 1938.
Authors: Hind, Arthur Mayger, 1880-1957
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

25527 Engravers' marks -
Dictionaries<>Monograms -
Dictionaries<>Artists' marks -
Dictionaries<>Cartographers - Biography -
Dictionaries
Die Monogrammisten und diejenigen bekannten
und unbekannten Künstler aller Schulen, welche
sich zur Bezeichnung ihrer Werke eines
figürlichen Zeichens, der Initialen des Namens,
der Abbreviatur desselben & c. bedient haben ... :
ein für sich bestehendes Werk, aber zugleich
auch Ergänzung und Abschluß des neuen
allgemeinen Künstlerlexicons, und Supplement
den bekannten Werken von A. Bartsch,
Robert-Dumesnil, C. Le Blanc, F. Brulliot, J.
Heller, u.s.w. / bearbeitet von G.K. Nagler.
Authors: Nagler, G. K. (Georg Kaspar),
1801-1866 -- Andresen, Andreas, 1828-1871 --
Clauss, C. (Carl)
5 v. ; ill. ; 24 cm.
Reprint of original published published Munich :
G. Franz, 1858-1920.
Vols. 4-5: bearbeitet von G.K. Nagler, A.
Andresen und C. Clauss.
Index to the monograms used by artists and
gravers, with short biographical notes.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Formerly Map Ref N45 .N2 2002
LC Card Number: 2001044992
ISBN 1578983509 (cloth : acid-free paper)
N45 .N2 2002 (NLO)

25528 Engravers' Marks -
Dictionaries<>Monograms -
Dictionaries<>Artists' Marks -
Dictionaries<>Cartographers - Biography -
Dictionaries
Die Monogrammisten und diejenigen bekannten
und unbekannten Künstler aller Schulen ...
Authors: Nagler, G. K. (Georg Kaspar),
1801-1866
5 v. ; ill., facsimis ; 24 cm. + general index (1920).
Bibliography included in 'Einleitung.'
LC Card Number: 21010155
W 0105 .61 (NLO)

25529 Engravers - Netherlands<>Engravers, Dutch
Biographisch woordenboek van noord
nederlandsche graveurs, uitgegeven door
beheerders van het Wallerfonds en bewerkt door
dr. W.R. Juynboll ...
Authors: Juynboll, Willem Rudolf, 1903-
Waller, François Gerard, 1867-1957
Dr. W.R. Juynboll ...
"S'Gravenhage : M. Nijhoff, 1938.
Authors: Waller, François Gerard, 1867-1934 --
Juynboll, Willem Rudolf, 1903-
xix, 551 p. ; front., 60 ports., fold. geneal. tables ;
26 cm.
Includes bibliographical references.
'Addenda' (2 pages) laid in.
Formerly W 8046 .953
LC Card Number: 2001044992
Map Ref NE667 .W3 1938 (NLO)
25530 **Engraving**
*Der Landkartenkupferstich*. 1968.
Authors: Oberli, Alfred -- Newberry Library.
John M. Wing Foundation
In Schweizerisches Gutenbergmuseum. v. 54
(1968), p. 82-86. illus.
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.
Wing Z 008.08 v. 54 (PrCt)

25531 **Engraving - 1600-1699**
Seventeenth century copper engraving for maps.
1971.
Authors: Woodward, David, 1942-2004 --
11 p. ; 28 cm.
Vert 2143 (PrCt)

25532 **Engraving - 1820-1850**
Time and cost of copperplate engraving
Authors: Dörflinger, Johannes -- International Conference on the History of Cartography (9th : 1981 : Pisa, Italy, etc.)
1 leaf ; 30 cm.
Vert 550, no.4 (PrCt)

25533 **Engraving 1912**
Map engraving. [Cambridge, Mass. Printing Art, 1912].
Authors: Benedict, George
Pp. 205-18
From McMurtrie printing index in Newberry Library.
The Newberry run of this journal starts in 1925; not examined.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

25534 **Engraving - Catalogs**
Copperplates - Catalogs
*La Chaligraphie du Louvre : catalogue général.*
Paris : Musées Nationaux, 1933.
Authors: Angoulvent, P.-J. (Paul-J.), 1899-1976 --
Musée du Louvre. Chalographie
601 p. ; 19 cm.
Includes indexes to subjects, authors, engravers, personal names, and place names.
The section on 'Topographie' (pp. 324-30) includes 41 maps of Paris and 75 maps of France and its regions.
NE55.F7 P36 1933 (NLO)

25535 **Engraving, Dutch**
Flemish -- Engravers - Netherlands -- Engravers - Flanders

---

Dutch and Flemish engravings, engravings, and woodcuts. ca. 1450-1700. Amsterdam [etc.] : M. Hertzberger [et al], 1949-.
Authors: Hollstein, F. W. H.
v. <1-31; 35-59 pt. 1; 60 pt.2-61 pt.3; 62 pt.4; 63-69> ; ill. ; 28 cm.
Not at Newberry (May 2006)?
By F.W.H. Hollstein et al.
Variant title of some volumes: Hollstein's Dutch and Flemish etchings, engravings, and woodcuts ca. 1450-1700.
Imprints vary.
Includes bibliographies.
Contents: v. 1.
Abry-Berchem.--v. 2. Berckheyde-Bodding.--v. 3.
Boekhorst-Brueghel.--v. 4. Brun-Coques.--v. 5.
Cornelisz.-Dou.--v. 6. Doufet-Floris.--v. 7.
Monogrammists of the 16th and 17th century.--v. 14.
Meer-Ossenbeeck.--v. 15. Van Ostade-De Passe.--v. 16. DePasse (continued).--v. 17.
Andries Pauli (Pauwels) to Johannes Rem.--v. 18.
Constantijn Daniel van Renesse to Geraert van Ryssen.--v. 23.
François Schillemans to J. Seuler.--v. 27.
Christoffel Van Sichem I to Herman Specht.--v. 28.
Louis Spirinx to M. Suys.--v. 29.
Samuel de Swaef to Jan Thesing.--v. 30.
Cornelis Anthonisz T(h)eunissen to Johannes den Uyl.--v. 31.
Jan van der Vaart to Gerard Valck.--v. 35.
Adriaen van de Venne to Johannes Verkolje I.--v. 36.
Claudius Vermeulen to Paulus Willemsz van Vianen.--v. 37.
David Vinck(e)boons to Hendrik Visjager.--v. 38.
Claes Jansz Visscher to Claes Claesz Visscher II (Nicolaes Visscher II). Text.--v. 39.
Cornelis de Visscher, Cornelis Visscher, Hendrick Jansz Visscher, Lambert Visscher.--v. 41.
Johannes de Visscher to Robert van Voerst.--v. 42.
Alexander Voet I to Anthonie de Vos.--v. 43.
Lucas Vorsterman I.v. 44-46.
Maarten de Vos. (3 v.)--v. 47-48.
Vredeman de Vries (2 v.)--v. 50.
Antoni Waterlooo.--v. 52.
Nicolaus de Wees to Hendrick Winter.--v. 53.
Frederick de Wit to Lieven de Witte.--v. 54.
Gaspar Adriaensz. van Wittel to Moyses van Wtenbrouck.--v. 55.
Joachim Wtewael to Frans van den Wyngaerde.--v. 56-57.
Reinier Zeeman (2 v.)--v. 58.
Wyngaerden to Anthony van Zylvelt, pt. 1. --v. 59-69.
The Wierix family (11 v.)
OCLC 8532176
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

25536 **Engraving**
Italian Cartography - Renaissance
The evidence of offsets in renaissance Italian maps and prints. 1991.

---

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Woodward, David. 1942-2004
From Print Quarterly 8, no.3 (Sept. 1991):
235-251. maps, ills.
BHC 2622
Vert 2159 (PrCt)

25537 Engraving<<>>John Bartholomew and Son
Last engravers at Bartholomew & Son. 1997.
Authors: Bartholomew, John Christopher, 1923-
--John Bartholomew and Son
1 p.
Posting to MAPHIST, 19 Feb. 1997
Vert 2157 (PrCt)

25538 Engraving<<>>Nautical charts, English -
1951-1981<<>>Nautical charts
Chart engraving at the Hydrographic Department.
Authors: Cooney, Roy J.L.
From Cartographic Journal 23 (Dec. 1986) 91-98:
ills.
BHC 1155
Vert 767 (PrCt)

25539 Engraving - United States - History<<>>United
States - Maps - Bibliography
An Exhibition of maps engraved within the
present limits of the United States, mostly prior to
library, 1933.
Authors: William L. Clements Library
15 p. : illus. (maps) ; 27 cm.
Title vignette.
"500 copies printed."
F 80 .57, no. 20 (NLO)

25540 Engraving - United States<<>>Simson, R., fl.
1683<<>>Reid, John, d. 1723. A Map of
Raritan River<<>>Cartography - Perth Amboy
(N.J.) - History<<>>Map printing - Engravings
- Maps - History<<>>Engravings
The Earliest copper engraving executed in the
Authors: Walsh, Charles Harper, 1857-1912
p. 54-72
In Columbia historical society. Records ... Washington, 1912. 231/2 cm. v. 15, p. 54-72, pl.
3 (fascim.) Read before the Society March 21,
1911. The engraving represents a map of the
Raritan river and was executed by R. Simson in
1683, from a drawing by John Reid.
F 859 .18, v. 15, p. 54-72 (PrCt)

Enkhuizen (Netherlands) - Maps - 1620
La Ville d'Enchvse située en la Comté d'Hollande ...
[Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 --
Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 --
Civilites orbis terrarum -- Wagenaeren, Lucas
Janszoon, 1534 or 5-1606 -- Edward E. Ayer
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 35 x 44 cm.
Derived from a 1577 print by Lucas Janszoon
Wagenaer; see R.A. Skelton's Introduction to
the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.
Includes references 1-41 under heading: Die
stadt Enchinsjen.
Latin letterpress text on verso under title:
Enkhysa.
In: Braun, Georg and Franz Hogenberg. Civitates
orbis terrarum [Cologne: Pieter von Brachel?, ca.
1620] v. 3, plate 30
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 3, pl. 30
(PrCt)

25542 Enkhuizen (Netherlands) - Maps - 1720 -
Harbors<<>>Enkhuizen (Netherlands) - Maps -
1720<<>>Enkhuizen (Netherlands) - Pictorial
works - 1720
Nieuwe afteekening van alle de banken,
canaalen, tonnen en dieptens. Gelegeen voor de
stad Enkhuysen in de Zuyder Zee. Waar in
aengewezen word, hoedanig men, uyt de stad
nae de vuur toren door het Voor Land gevoeglyk
kan maken een nieuwe zee haven / aan ...
borgerm.ren en regeerders der gemelde stad ...
opgedraagen door P.E. inv. ; getekent door lan
Belkmeer. Amsterdam : Gerard van Keulen,
[1720?].
Authors: Belkmee, Jan -- Keulen, Gerard van --
E., P. -- Het groote tafereel der dwaasheid (1720)
1 map ; 50 x 59 cm.
In: Het groote tafereel der dwaasheid,
verteoonende de opkomst, voortgang en
ondergang der actie, bubbel en windnegotie, in
Vrankryk, Engeland, en de Nederlanden,
gepleegt in den jaare MDCCXX (Amsterdam?,
1720), pl. [61].
Inset: Verbeelding van de mond van de Nieuwe
Haven.
Includes references, 1-19, A-B.
319 (Keu 45 (8) [276]), p 379, nr. 276.
oversize H 8139.49, pl. 61 (PrCt)

25543 Enns (Austria) - Pictorial works - 1617
Enns Austraie civitas superiorem ab inferiore
duiident. [Cologne : s.n.], 1617 [i.e. ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 --
Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 --
Civilites orbis terrarum -- Hoefnagel, Joris,
1542-1601 -- Hoefnagel, Jacob,
1573?-approximately 1632 -- Edward E. Ayer
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : hand col.; 32 x 48 cm.
Derived from view by Joris Hoefnagel; redrawn in
1617 by Jacob Hoefnagel; see R.A. Skelton's
Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates
orbis terrarum.
Latin letterpress text on verso under title:
Lavreacvm.
In: Braun, Georg and Franz Hogenberg. Civitates
orbis terrarum [Cologne: Pieter von Brachel?, ca.
1620] v. 6, plate 23
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 6, pl. 23
(PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
25547  **Entre Douro e Minho (Portugal) - Maps - 1958**
- Pictorial maps
- Douro Litoral (Portugal)
- Maps - 1958 - Pictorial maps
- Minho (Portugal)
- Maps - 1958 - Pictorial maps
- Pictorial maps - Entre Douro e Minho (Portugal)
- 1958 - Pictorial maps - Douro Litoral (Portugal)
- 1958 - Pictorial maps - Minho (Portugal)
- 1958 - Road maps
- Pictorial maps

**Entre Douro e Minho / Real Vinícola. Lisboa**

Authors: Real Companhia Vinícòla do Norte de Portugal -- Lito Amorim (Lisbon, Portugal) -- Real Vinícola, firm, Portugal SEE Real Companhia Vinícola do Norte de Portugal -- Real Companhia Velha, firm, Portugal SEE Real Companhia Vinícola do Norte de Portugal -- Amorin Lito (Lisbon, Portugal) SEE Lito Amorin (Lisbon, Portugal)

1 map : col. ; 60 x 43 cm., folded to 11 x 22 cm.

Panel title on verso: Portugal "Lito Amorin--Lisboa--10.000 EX.--10-1958" -- At bottom right.

Pictorial map of the province of Entre Douro e Minho in northeastern Portugal.

Scale [ca. 1:216,000.] Approximate coordinates: (W 8°59'00"--W 8°05'00"N 42°16'00"--N 41°00'00")

Verso includes B&W photos of Real Vinícola vineyards and production facilities.

Accession no. McNally 2012081750

map4C G6693.E5A5 1958 .R4 (PrCt)

25548  **Enns (Austria) - Pictorial works - 1617**

*Ensis Austriae civitatis superiorem ab inferiori diuidens / Communicavit Georgius Houfnaglius depictum à filio Iacobo, anno 1617. [Amsterdam : Jan Jansson], 1617 [i.e. 1657].*

Authors: Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664 -- Hoefnagle, Joris, 1542-1601 -- Hoefhagel, Jacob 1573 approximately 1632 -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664.

Urbium totius Germaniae superiouris illustriorum clariormque tabulae ... Pars posterior [i.e. prior] (1657) -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. *Theatrum urbium* (1657)

1 view : hand col. ; 32 x 48 cm.

Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Lavreacvm vulgo Ens

In: Jansson, Jan. *Urbium totius Germaniae superiouris illustriorum clariormque tabulae ... Pars posterior [i.e. prior]* (1657), [plate 68].


References: Krogt, Peter van der. *Koeman's urbium* (Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657).

1 view : hand col. ; 32 x 48 cm.

Case oversize G 117 .452, v. 2, [plate 68]

Approximate coordinates: (W 8°59'00"--W 8°05'00"N 42°16'00"--N 41°00'00")

Verso includes B&W photos of Real Vinícola vineyards and production facilities.

Accession no. McNally 2012081750

map4C G6693.E5A5 1958 .R4 (PrCt)

25549  **Environmental Mapping**


Authors: Green, Danielle

In Illinois GIS & Mapnotes 13, Fall, 1995: 38,39. map.

BHC 2647

Vert 2178 (PrCt)

25550  **Erekleion (Greece) - Pictorial works - 1620**

*Candia* . [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].

Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Reuwich, Erhard, fl. 1483-1486 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 view : hand col. ; 17 x 48 cm.

View of Hérakleion (or Erekleion) on Crete
derived from a 1486 woodcut by Erhard Reuwich; see R.A. Skelton’s Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.

On same sheet with: La Cita de Corphv.

Latin letterpress text on verso under titles:

Candia -- Corphv.


VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 2, pl. 53 (PrCt)

25551  Erath County (Tex.) - Maps - 1879 - Landowners<<<Counties - Maps<<<Landowners - Maps


Authors: Texas. General Land Office -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps

1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.

Size of original: 25.5 x 22 in. Scale 1:133,320.

Originally compiled 1879.


Microfiche 583, no. 966 (PrCt)

25552  Erath County (Tex.) - Maps - 1896 - Landowners<<<Counties - Maps<<<Landowners - Maps


1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.

Size of original: Blueprint, 2 parts, 23.5 x 41.5 in. each. Scale 1:66,660. Originally compiled Austin, Tex.: U.S. General Land Office, 1896.


Microfiche 583, no. 967 (PrCt)

25553  Erebus Bay (N.W.T.) - Maps - 1925


Authors: Great Britain. Hydrographic Office -- J. D. Potter Ltd. -- J. & C. Walker (Firm) -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 48 x 63 cm.

Added title: Arctic Sea: Barrow Strait.

'Made according to Act of Parliament at the Hydrographic Office of the Admiralty, Novr. 27th, 1854. Sold by J. D. Potter, agent for the Admiralty charts, 145 Minories.

'Small corrections - IV - 76 - 1925 - (XI-18).'

Profile of Erebus Bay, lower left (3 x 18 cm.).


Upper right: 362.25.

Handstamped 'Increase 50%'

Fitzgerald polar map 143 (PrCt)

25554  Erfurt (Germany : Bezirke) - Maps - 1716<<Suhl (Germany : Bezirke) - Maps - 1716

Principatus Isenacensis ... Nuremberg, [ca. 1716].

Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Johann Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:279

1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 54 cm.

Phillips 5966 [68].

2517

Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johann Gabriel Sack.

Forms part of the Johann Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:279 (PrCt)

25555  Erfurt (Germany) - Maps - 1657

Erfordia. Erfurt. [Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657].

Authors: Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664 -- Jan, 1588-1664. Urbium totius Germaniae superius illustriorum clariorumque tabulae ... Pars posterior [i.e. prior] (1657) -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Theatrum urbium (1657)

1 map : hand col. ; 39 x 51 cm.

Includes references 1-54.

Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Erfordia.

In: Jansson, Jan. Urbium totius Germaniae superius illustriorum clariorumque tabulae ... Pars posterior [i.e. prior] 1657, [plate 45].

Issued in volume [2] of 8 in Jansson's townbook atlases, collectively known as the Theatrum urbium (Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657).


Case oversize G 117 .452, v. 2, [plate 45] (PrCt)

25556  Erfurt (Germany) - Maps - 1905<<Erfurt Region (Germany) - Maps - 1905

Illustrierter Führer durch Erfurt und Umgebung / herausgegeben von Leo Woerl ; mit einem Plane der Stadt, einer Karte der Umgebung und 10 Illustrationen. Leipzig : Woerl's
Erfurt Region (Germany) - Maps - 1717

Erfurt Region (Germany) - Maps - 1717 - Pictorial works
**Nova territorii Erfordien[sis] ... descriptio.**
Nuremberg, 1717.
Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Zollmann, Phillip Heinrich -- Johan Gabriel Sack
Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:282
1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 56 cm.
Phillips 5966 [69].
Inset: Die Stadt Erfurt.
2520
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

VAULT oversize Sack maps G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:282 (PrCt)

---

Erfurt Region (Germany) - Maps - 1745

Erfurt Region (Germany) - Maps - 1745 - Pictorial works
**Nova territorii Erfordien in suas praefecturas accurate divisi descriptio cui accedit Erfordiae urbis exterior facies et prospectus ...** Nuremberg : Homann Erben, [ca. 1745].
Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Homann Erben (Firm) -- Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724. Atlas novus terrarum orbis [ca. 1745] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 56 cm.
In: Homann, Johann Baptist. Atlas novus terrarum orbis (Nuremberg : [Homann Erben, ca. 1745]). [plate 83].
Inset (7 x 31 cm.): Die Stadt Erfurt.
Manuscript ‘No. 86’ and ‘88’ on verso.

oversize Ayer 135 .H7 1730, [plate 83] (PrCt)

---

Erie Canal (N.Y.) - At Buffalo - Maps -
1822 Black Rock (Buffalo, N.Y.) - Maps - 1822 - Canals Buffalo (N.Y.) - Maps - 1822 - Canals Niagara River (N.Y. and Ont.) - At Buffalo (N.Y.) - Maps - 1822

Map of a part of the Niagara River and plan of the proposed harbour at Black Rock. Albany, N.Y., 1822.


1 map ; 19 x 31 cm.

In Black Rock Harbor Company. Documents, relating to the western termination of the Erie canal (Black Rock, N.Y. ; printed by L.G. Hoffman, 1822) opposite title page.

M1363

Graff 5304 opp. t.p. (PrCt)

25563 Erie Canal (N.Y.) - Maps - 1820 Erie Canal (N.Y.) - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1820 Canals - New York (State) - Maps - 1820 Inland navigation - Northeastern States - Maps - 1820 Inland navigation New York (State) - Maps - 1820


Authors: Cordier, J. (Joseph), 1775-1849 -- Didot, Firmin, 1764-1836 -- Cordier, J. (Joseph), 1775-1849. Histoire de la navigation intérieure, et particulièrement de celle des États-Unis d'Amérique ... (1820)

1 map ; 14 x 56 cm., on sheet 21 x 71 cm., folded to 21 x 12 cm.

Title from upper margin.

Added title within neat line: Profil du grand canal occidental du Lac Érié a la Rivière Hudson.

Scale [ca. 1:800,000].

Coordinates: (W 79°04'--W 73°41'/N 43°26'--N 42°29').

Includes 2 elevation profiles and 1 distance table (24 x 166 cm. and smaller): A profile of the extent of the levels and of the places and lifts of the locks between Lake Erie and the Hudson -- A profile of the southern route west of the Genesee River -- Distances from Albany.

Detached from: New York Corresponding Association for the Promotion of Internal Improvements. Public documents, relating to the New-York canals, which are to connect the western and northern lakes, with the Atlantic Ocean; with an introduction (New-York : W.A. Mercein, printer, no 93, Gold-Street, 1821), opposite title page [H 61. 622].

Digital image of another copy available on New York Public Library Digital Gallery (accessed March 2012):

http://digitalgallery.nypl.org/nypldigital/id?434777

References: OCLC 46795228.

545 map8F G3802.E44 1821 .N4 (NLO)

25564 Erie Canal (N.Y.) - Pictorial works - 1828 -- Rochester (N.Y.) - Pictorial works - 1828

Ansicht des Erie-Canals über den Genessee-Fluss in Rochester. [Weimar? s.n., 1828].


1 view ; 8 x 15 cm., on sheet 14 x 24 cm.

At upper right: pag. 127


Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Erie County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1839

1 map : hand col. ; 44 x 37 cm.
In Burr, David H. and Simeon De Witt. An Atlas of the State of New York : containing a map of the State and of the several counties (New York: David H. Burr, 1829; republished Ithaca: Stone and Clark, 1839) pl. [49]. Map dated 1829 and 1839; engraved 'No. 50.'
Case oversize G 10851 .13 pl. 49 (Pr.Ct)

Erie County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1854

Landowners<><>Counties - Maps<><>Landowners - Maps
1 map : on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Microfiche 583, no. 493 (Pr.Ct)

Erie County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1866

Landowners<><>Counties - Maps<><>Landowners - Maps
1 atlas (83 [i.e. 101] p.) : ill., 42 p. of maps ; 41 cm.
Facsimile of original published Philadelphia: Stone and Stewart,1866; 'no. 234 of 300 copies.' Scale of most township maps [ca. 1:45,000] not '1 1/2 inches to the mile.' Versos of maps are blank.
Includes business directories.
Cf. Phillips 2225.
72-2426
ICN74
LC Card Number: 87174440

Erie County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1880

Landowners<><>Counties - Maps<><>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Beers, F. W. (Frederick W.) -- Whipporwill Publications -- Western New York Genealogical Society
1 atlas (183, 94 p. : ill., maps) ; 35 cm.
"The reproduction ... has been made possible through the sponsorship of the Western New York Genealogical Society, Inc. ..."
References: Cf. Phillips 2226
folio G1253.E6 B4 1985 (NLO)

Erie County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1909

Landowners<><>Counties - Maps<><>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Century Map Company
1 atlas (153 p. : col. maps) ; 59 cm.
Scales vary.
Business directory: p.[115]-133.
Farm directory: p.[134]-139.
References: Phillips 4924.
75-17729
oversize G1253.E6 C4 1909 (NLO)

Erie County (Ohio) - Maps - 1865

Landowners<><>Counties - Maps<><>Landowners - Maps
1 map : on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Microfiche 583, no. 618 (Pr.Ct)

Erie County (Ohio) - Maps - 1874

Landowners<><>Counties - Maps<><>Landowners - Maps
Combination atlas map of Erie County, Ohio / compiled, drawn and published from personal examinations and surveys by Stewart & Page.

Microfiche 583, no. 618 (Pr.Ct)
Evansville, Ind. Unigraphic, 1980.
Authors: Stewart & Page (Philadelphia, Pa.) -- Unigraphic (Evansville, Ind.)
1 atlas (xix, 72, 27 p.: ill., maps) ; 36 cm.
Reprint of the 1874 ed. published by Stewart & Page, Philadelphia.
Index of names, 27 p.
folio G1398.E7 57 1980 (NLO)

25573

Erie County (Pa.) - Maps - 1855 - Landowners - Cities - Maps
[Manuscript. 1 map -- Service hydrographique. Bibliothèque. B 4044]
Erie, Lake (N.Y. and Ont.) - Maps - 1688 - Iroquois Indians - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Le Lac Ontario avec les lieux circonvoisins & particulièrement les cinq nations Iroquoises. L'année 1688. [19--].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1688 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France BSH B 4044-48 (PrCt)

25576

Erie County (Pa.) - Maps - 1855 - Landowners - Cities - Maps
[Manuscript. 1 map -- Service hydrographique. Bibliothèque. B 4044]
Erie, Lake (N.Y. and Ont.) - Maps - 1688 - Iroquois Indians - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Le Lac Ontario avec les lieux circonvoisins & particulièrement les cinq nations Iroquoises. L'année 1688. [19--].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1688 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France BSH B 4044-64 (PrCt)

25577

Erie County (Pa.) - Maps - 1855 - Landowners - Cities - Maps
[Manuscript. 1 map -- Service hydrographique. Bibliothèque. B 4044]
Erie, Lake (N.Y. and Ont.) - Maps - 1688 - Iroquois Indians - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Le Lac Ontario avec les lieux circonvoisins & particulièrement les cinq nations Iroquoises. L'année 1688. [19--].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1752 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France BSH B 4044-69 (PrCt)

25578

Erie, Lake (N.Y. and Ont.) - Maps - 1688 - Iroquois Indians - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Gemeentearchief
1 map : col. ; 31 x 37 cm
Colored photostat (reduced) of 1791 manuscript map in the Gemeentearchief.
Covers western Lake Erie, southeastern Michigan, southern Ontario, and northern Ohio.
5147
map2F G3312.E7 1791 A9 1984 (PrCt)

25579

Erie, Lake - Pictorial works
-1849-1854 - Ontario, Lake (N.Y. and Ont.) - Pictorial works -1849-1854 - Niagara River (N.Y. and Ont.) - Pictorial works

-1849-1854<br>Saguenay River (Québec) - Pictorial works -1849-1854<br>Saint Lawrence River - Pictorial works -1849-1854<br>Descriptive and historical view of the seven mile mirror of the lakes, Niagara, St. Lawrence, and Saguenay Rivers: embracing the entire range of border scenery of the United States and Canadian shores from Lake Erie to the Atlantic. New York: Baker, Godwin, 1854. Authors: Burr, William, b. 1810 -- Perham, Josiah, 1803-1868 -- Baker & Godwin 48 p. : map ; 22 cm. Cover title: Perham's pictorial voyage, known as the seven mile mirror to Canadian, American frontier and the Saguenay. Uniform title: Descriptive and historical view of Burr's moving mirror of the lakes, Niagara, St. Lawrence, and Saguenay Rivers Reissue by Josiah Perham of: Descriptive and historical view of Burr's moving mirror of the lakes, Niagara, St. Lawrence, and Saguenay Rivers. Boston: Dutton & Wentworth, 1850. Published to accompany one of the biggest and most influential tourist attractions in the eastern United States and Canada between 1849 and 1854: Burr's 'Moving Panorama' or 'Seven Mile Mirror' of the waterways between Niagara Falls and the upper reaches of the Saguenay. Case F1013 .B96 1854 (NLO)


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153.G75 Bd. 40 (1922) (NLO)

25592 Erzgebirge (Czech Republic and Germany) -
Maps - 1929<>Vogtland (Germany) - Maps -
1929<>Czech Republic - Maps - 1929
Erzgebirge, Vogtland und Nordwestboehmen.
Leipzig : Bibliographisches Institut, 1929.
Authors: Meyers Reisebücher --
Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 19 maps
3rd ed.
paper
Hauenstein, W. Wegweiser durch Meyers
Reisebücher, 1862-1936 : Bibliographie
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

25593 Erzgebirge (Czech Republic and Germany) -
Maps - 1931<>Vogtland (Germany) - Maps -
1931
Erzgebirge und Vogtland : mit Anhang,
Wintersport und Angaben für Automobilisten.
Berlin : Grieben-Verlag ; A. Goldschmidt,
1931.
Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag
-- Goldschmidt, Albert -- Kraatz, Leopold -- Roger
S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
maps (some col., some folded) ; 16 cm.
12. Aufl. [12th ed.]
Cover title: Erzgebirge 1931
'Mit 11 Karten.'
Maps lithographed by Leopold Kraatz.
'Sucher,' for use with map, in pocket.
Advertisements: ix p. at end.
Includes index.
Series: Grieben-Reiseführer : Bd. 40
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153.G75 Bd. 40 (1931) (NLO)

25594 Escambia County (Ala.) - Maps - 1800-1899 -
Landowners -<>Counties -
Maps<>Landowners - Maps
Family maps of Escambia County, Alabama :
with homesteads, roads, waterways, towns,
cemeteries, railroads, and more. Norman, Okla.
Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960-
-- Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)
328 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
1st ed.
'Deluxe edition.'
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or
similar land patents, as recorded on the database
of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal
Bureau of Land Management
(www.glorecords.blm.gov).

3 maps per township: homesteads & other land
patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.'
Includes maps showing county location within
state, surrounding counties, congressional
townships within the county, cities and towns
within the county, and county cemeteries. There
is also an index of surnames for county patents
(with parcel-counts for each surname), and a
surname/township index (with parcel-counts for
each surname by township).
Includes indexes.
Series: Family maps
ISBN 142030447X ; 9781420304473
Local History Ref F332.E7 B69 2006 (NLO)

25595 Escape maps<<<Cloth maps<<<World War,
1939-1945 - Maps<<<Evansion maps SEE
Escape maps
Wall tiles and free parking: escape and evasion
maps of World War II. [2000?].
Authors: Hall, Debbie -- MapForum.Com 4
[2000?]
Paper printout of article published on electronic
journal MapForum.Com, issue 4 [2000?]
(accessed March 2012):
http://www.mapforum.com/04/escape.htm
Includes bibliography of 7 sources on escape
maps.
Vert 2279 (PrCt)

25596 Escher Von der Linth, Hans Conrad,
1767-1823<<<Switzerland - Pictorial works -
Collections, 1780-1822 - Manuscripts -
Facsimiles<<<Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Hans Conrad Escher von der Linth, Ansicht
und Panaramen der Schweiz : Die Ansichten
Authors: Solar, Gustav -- Escher von der Linth,
Hans Konrad, 1767-1823 -- Hösli, Jost -- Atlantis,
pub.
367, [1] p. : illus., ports., col. views (part fold) ; 31
cm.
Facsimile reproductions of manuscripts compiled
1780-1822.
'Herausgegeben von Gustav Solar.'
'Text von Gustav Solar und Jost Hösli.'
Scale not given.
15656
ICN76
map4C 82 (NLO)

25597 Schwege (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1620
Eschwege. [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 --
Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 --
 Civitates orbis terrarum -- Edward E. Ayer
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : hand col. ; 14 x 48 cm.
Anonymous view.
On same sheet with: Fritzlar.
Latin letterpress text on verso under titles:

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
25598 Eschwege (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1567
Eschwege. [Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657].
Authors: Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664 -- Janssone, Jan, 1588-1664. Urbium totius Germaniae superiorus illustriorum clariorumque tabulae ...

Pars posterior [i.e. prior] (1657) -- Janssone, Jan, 1588-1664. Theatrum urbium (1657)
1 view : hand col. ; 34 x 48 cm.

On same sheet with: Fritzlar.

Latin letterpress text on verso under section titles: Eschwege -- Frislaria.

In: Janssone, Jan. Urbium totius Germaniae superiorus illustriorum clariorumque tabulae ...

Pars posterior [i.e. prior] 1657, [plate 46].

Issued in volume [2] of 8 in Jansson's townbook atlases, collectively known as the Theatrum urbium (Amsterdam : Jan Janssone, 1657).

References: Krogt, Peter van der. Koema urbium (Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657).

1588. Parergon, sive, Veteris svperiorus illustriorum clariorumque tabulae ...

In: Jansson, Jan. Urbium totius Germaniae superiorus illustriorum clariorumque tabulae ...

Pars posterior [i.e. prior] 1657, [plate 46].

Issued in volume [2] of 8 in Jansson's townbook atlases, collectively known as the Theatrum urbium (Amsterdam : Jan Janssone, 1657).

References: Krogt, Peter van der. Koema urbium (Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657).

25599 Escorial - Pictorial works - 1591-1606
San Lorenzo del Escorial (Spain) - Pictorial works - 1591-1606

Senographia totivs fabricae S. Lavrentii in Escoriali / Ab. Ortelius evulgatbat. [London : John Norton], 1591 [i.e.1606].

Authors: Ortelius, Abraham, 1527--1597, engraved by the Flemish artist Pierre Peret (1555-c. 1625) who lived in Spain and was a disciple of Gerard de Jode." -- From Marcel P.R. van den Broecke's Cartographica Neerlandica website, which includes a digital image of another copy of the map (accessed September 2012); see http://www.orteliusmaps.com/book/ort233.html

MAPS: Valetta (Malta) -- Pictorial works - 1584


1 view : hand col. ; 34 x 48 cm.

Includes laudatory poem to Spanish monarch Philip II composed by "Michaelis vander Hagen."
In: Ortelius, Abraham. "Parergon, sive, Veteris geographiae aliqvot tabvlae", part of the historical atlas section of Ortelius’s Theatrum orbis terrarum ... (London : J. Norton, 1606), [plate 158].

Signature "XL" and English letterpress text on verso beginning: The Kings Monastery of Saint Laurence, for Friars of the Order of Saint Hierome, in Escuriall in Spaine ... .
Reproduces 11 maps (1581-1806) including a redrawing of 64 sheets of the Honigmann and Vogelsang map of 1803-06 (Scale 1:5,000). 19044 ICN76 map7C 19 (NLO)

**Essen (Germany) - Historical geography - Maps - 1975<>Essen (Germany) - Maps - Collections<>Essen (Germany) - Maps - 1803-1806<>Cartography - Essen (Germany) - History<>Historical atlases**


Authors: Bonczek, Willi -- Essen (Germany).

Stadtvermessungsamt -- Honigmann, Ehrenfried -- Vogelsang -- Verlag Richard Bacht

1 atlas (211 p. : ill., maps (chiefly col.)) ; 38 cm. Includes bibliographies.


26408 ICN77 folio G1924.E8 B6 1975 (NLO)

---

**Essen (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1620**

Civitatis Essensis exactiss. descript. [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].

Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 view : hand col. ; 19 x 42 cm. Anonymous

Added title at top in uppercase lettering: Essend. On same sheet with: Civitatis Werdenae exactiss. descript.

Latin letterpress text on verso under titles:

Werdena -- Essendia.

In: Braun, Georg and Franz Hogenberg. Civitates

---

Form part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.

Form parts of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:232 (PrCt)

---

Form parts of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.

Form parts of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:237 (PrCt)

---

Form parts of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.

Form parts of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:239 (PrCt)

---

Form parts of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.

Form parts of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:239 (PrCt)

---

Form parts of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.

Form parts of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:239 (PrCt)

---

Form parts of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.

Form parts of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:239 (PrCt)
Essex, Arthur Capel, Earl of, 1631-1683 - Murder - Charts, diagrams, etc.<br>Rye House Plot, 1683 - Charts, diagrams, etc.<br>Criminal investigation - Maps - 1689 - Charts, diagrams, etc.<br>[Plan of the room in which the Earl of Essex was murdered]. [London] : s.n., 1689.<br>Authors: Ferguson, Robert, d. 1714 -- Speke, Hugh, 1656-1724? -- Braddon, Laurence, d. 1724 -- Ferguson, Robert, d. 1714. Inquiry into, and detection of the barbarous murder of the late Earl of Essex (1689)<br>1 diagram<br>In: [Ferguson, Robert]. Inquiry into, and detection of the barbarous murder of the late Earl of Essex ([London: s.n.], 1689), at end. Attributed to Ferguson by Wing and NUC pre-1956 imprints. Sometimes attributed to H. Speke and to L. Braddon. Cf. BM and DNB. Binder's title: English political pamphlets, 1648-1693 (24 v. in 1). Shows location of the body, the murder weapon, etc. Includes 11 lines of references. Scale [ca. 3/8 inch = 1 foot].

Case folio J 5454 .265, at end (PrCt)


Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 2 parts, 29.5 x 60 in. each. Scale: 1:20,000. Originally published New York: Baker & Tilden, 1859.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Microfiche 583, no. 447 (PrCt)

25616 Essex County (N.J.) - Maps - 1874 - Landowners<<> Counties - Maps<<> Landowners - Maps
[Essex County (N.J.) - 1874: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche], [Washington, D.C.] : LC G&M Division, [1893?].
Authors: Hughes, Matthew -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 6 sheets; 4 are 20.5 x 29.5 in. each and 2 are 21.5 x 29.5 in. each. Scale: 1:14,400. Originally published Orange, N. J.: Matthew Hughes, 1874.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Microfiche 583, no. 448 (PrCt)

25617 Essex County (N.J.) - Maps - 1877 - Landowners<<> Counties - Maps<<> Landowners - Maps
Authors: Mirick, W. A. -- Schaeffer, J. S. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Microfiche 583, no. 449 (PrCt)

Authors: Robinson, E. (Elisha) -- Mueller, A. H. (August H.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([55] leaves of plates) : 27 double col. maps ; 58 cm.
A. H. Mueller, lithographer.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Phillips 2196

25619 Essex County (N.J.) - Maps - 1929 - Road maps<<>New York Region - Maps - 1929 - Road maps<<>Road maps<<> Counties - Maps
Authors: Essex County (N.J.). Board of Chosen Freeholders -- General Drafting Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 61 x 52 cm., folded to 16 x 10 cm. Panel title.
Added title: Road map of Essex County, New Jersey.
“Prepared for public distribution by Road Committee of the Board of Chosen Freeholders."
"Copyright, General Drafting Co., Inc. 6 Church St., N.Y."
Maps on verso (30 x 26 cm. and 15 x 8 cm.): Metropolitan New Jersey motor roads -- New Jersey state highways.
Panel art: Essex county seal.
Handstamped “Copyrighted” and “Received from [blank] Feb 15 1937 Rand McNally & Co. by CH.”
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb 2011).
RMcN Clients 5068 (PrCt)

25620 Essex County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1839<<> Counties - Maps
Authors: Burr, David H., 1803-1875 -- Simeon, 1756-1834 -- Rawdon, Clark & Co. -- Burr, David H., 1803-1875. An Atlas of the State of New York ... (1839)
1 map : hand col. ; 55 x 44 cm.
In Burr, David H. and Simeon De Witt. An Atlas of the State of New York : containing a map of the State and of the several counties (New York: David H. Burr, 1829; republished ithaca: Stone and Clark, 1839) pl. [21]. Map dated 1829 and 1839; engraved 'No. 22.'
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
the roads actually surveyed & measured ... London, [ca. 1700].

Authors: Morden, Robert, d. 1703 -- Pask, Joseph, fl. 1680-1700 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:J24

1 map : hand col.; 55 x 75 cm.

3174

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Sack map6F G5753.E7 1700 M6 (PrCt)


-- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 42 x 52 cm.

Insets (10 x 8 cm. and 8 x 20 cm.): The Gore -- The River of Thames.

Oriented with north at right.

In: The English pilot. First book. First part. Describing the sea-coasts, capes, head-lands, bays, roads, harbours, rivers and ports together with the soundings, sands, rocks and dangers in the southern navigation upon the coasts of England, Holland, France, Ireland, Spain, Portugal ... (London : Published by John Seller ... ; Printed by George Larkin ... ; 1690 [i.e.1702?]})

pal. [1].

Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger): English Pilot. Part 1 [1702?]

VAULT oversize Ayer 135.E55 1690 [pt. 1], pl.

[1] (PrCt)


Authors: Chapman, John, surveyor -- André, Peter -- Emmison, F. G. (Frederick George), 1907- -- Margary, Harry -- Phillimore & Co. 1 map ; on 25 sheets 54 x 71 cm. + introd. and index map (2 sheets)

Facsimile of original published London: John Chapman and Peter André, 1777.

Scale [ca. 1:31,680].

Includes 'list of subscribers' on sheet 20.

Insets: A Plan of Colchester [23 x 17 cm. on sheet 4]. -- Harwich Harbour [23 x 17 cm. on sheet 5].

70-823

ICN78

map4F G5753.E7 1777.C45 (PrCt)


Cover title: Murray's hand-book, eastern counties
By R.J. King. Cf. Lister.
Folded map in pocket.
"With map and plans."
Publisher's advertisements on endpapers and
"Murray's handbook advertiser, 1871", 64 p. at end.
Includes bibliographical references, index, and errata.
Series: [Murray's handbooks for travellers] --
Murray's handbooks for travellers.
Bound in red Morocco.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Full text of another copy (but not all the maps)
available online via HathiTrust Digital Library
(accessed February 2013):
http://hdl.handle.net/2027/nypl.33433071357754
References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray's handbooks for
travellers, 391
LC Card Number: 03005383
Baskes G153 .M97 no. 391 (1875) (NLO)

25634 Essex (England) - Maps - 1886<<>>Suffolk
(England) - Maps - 1886<<>>Norfolk (England)
- Maps - 1886
The Eastern counties : their watering places,
cathedral cities, and other places of interest,
together with the approaches from London / by
C.S. Ward ; maps and plans by J. Bartholomew.
Authors: Ward, Charles Slegg -- Thorough guide
series -- Bartholomew, John, 1831-1893 -- A.
Dulau & Co. -- Zwoferny, E. W. -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. (various pagings) : 10 hand col. maps and
plans (chiefly folded) ; 17 cm.
2nd ed., rev.
Spine title: Ward’s eastern counties
Index map on lining paper.
"Thorough guide advertiser": 48 p. at end.
Includes index.
Series: Thorough guide series ; 6
Publisher's red cloth binding.
Owner's signature: E.M. [Zwoferny?].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .T56 Eastern Counties (1886)
(NLO)

25635 Essex (England) - Maps - 1892<<>>Suffolk
(England) - Maps - 1892<<>>Norfolk (England)
- Maps - 1892
The Eastern counties : with a practical section on
the rivers and broads / by C.S. Ward ; twenty-one
maps and plans by J. Bartholomew.
Authors: Ward, Charles Slegg -- Thorough guide
series -- Bartholomew, John, 1831-1893 -- A.
Dulau & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 x, 144, 96 p., [21] leaves of plates (chiefly folded):
21 maps and plans (some hand col.) ; 17 cm.
Col. index map on lining paper.
Includes index.
Imperfect: lacking p. 93-96 of "Thorough guide
advertiser"
Series: Thorough guide series ; 6
Publisher's red cloth binding.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .T56 Eastern Counties (1892)
(NLO)

25636 Essex (England) - Maps - 1892<<>>Suffolk
(England) - Maps - 1892<<>>Norfolk (England)
- Maps - 1892
Essex, Suffolk, Norfolk & Cambridgeshire.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

**The Eastern counties : with a practical section on the rivers and brooks / by C.S. Ward ; edited by W. Baxter ; eighteen maps and plans by J. Bartholomew.**


1 v. (various pagers) : 18 maps and plans (some folded, some col.) ; 17 cm.

6th ed.

"John Bartholomew & Co."--On maps.

Map of Ipswich engraved by Walker & Cockerell.

Index map on lining paper.

"Thorough guide advertiser": 48 p. at end.

Includes index.

Series: Thorough guide series ; 6

Publisher's red cloth binding.

Illegible inscription, dated 2/6/30, on front flyleaf.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes G153 .T56 Eastern Counties (1902) (NLO)**

Essex (England) - Maps - 1930

*Essex / by J. Charles Cox ; revised by Philip M. Johnston.*


Authors: Cox, J. Charles (John Charles), 1843-1919 -- Johnston, Philip M. (Philip Mainwaring), 1865- -- Little guides -- John Bartholomew and Son -- Methuen & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

xii, 312 p. ; [33] leaves of plates (1 folded) : ill., 2 maps (some col.) ; 16 cm.


"With 32 illustrations and 2 maps."

Map of Essex by John Bartholomew & Son.

Map on lining paper.

Includes index.

Series: The little guides

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes G153 .T56 Eastern Counties (1902) (NLO)**
25642  **Essex (England) - Maps - 1952**


Map by John Bartholomew & Son.

Includes index.

Publisher's color illustrated dust jacket.

Series: The little guides

Foreword by E. Lynam

Catalogue of maps in the Essex Record Office, Essex (England)

Map collections

Maps

Catalogs

History

Authors: Emmison, F. G. (Frederick George), Chelmsford, England : Essex County Council, 1947-1968.

Authorities: Essex Business Centre -- Estate Publications (Tenterden, Kent) -- Great Britain.

Ordnance Survey

1 map : col. ; 42 x 30 cm

map1F G5753.ES1090.1990 .E8 (PrCt)

25643  **Essex (England) - Maps - 1990**


Authors: Essex Business Centre -- Estate Publications (Tenterden, Kent) -- Great Britain.

Ordnance Survey

1 map : col. ; 42 x 30 cm

map1F G5753.ES1090.1990 .E8 (PrCt)


Authorities: Emmison, F. G. (Frederick George), 1907- -- Essex Record Office -- Essex (England). County Council -- Lynam, Edward -- Wallis, Helen

4 v. : maps, ill. ; 29 cm.

Extent of 1947 volume: xx, 106 p. : maps (part col., 1 fold. in pocket) ; 29 cm.

1st Suppl. published 1952 (53 p. : ill. ; 29 cm.)

2nd Suppl. published 1964 (iv, 52 p. 29 cm.)

3rd Suppl. published 1968 (iv, 34 p. ; 29 cm.)

foreword by Helen Wallis.

Series: Essex Record Office publications ; nos. 3, 16, 39, and 47

Duplicate copies: lower case folio f 1045 .274 1st Suppl. -- lower case folio f 1045 .274 2nd Suppl.

lower case folio g 1045 .274 [and 1st-3rd Supplements] (NLO)

25645  **Essex (Ont. : County) - Maps - 1881 - Landowners>>Kent (Ont. : County) - Maps -**

1881 - Landowners>>Counties - Maps>>Landowners - Maps


Authors: H. Belden & Co. -- H. Belden & Co.

Illustrated atlas of the Dominion of Canada.

Essex supplement (1881) -- H. Belden & Co.

Illustrated atlas of the Dominion of Canada.


1 atlas (112 p. : ill., maps, ports.) ; 45 cm.


'Reprint ed."

'Edward Phelps, Ross Cumming, editors.'

Cover title: Historical atlas of Essex & Kent Counties, Ontario, illustrated.

'This atlas reprint includes all the local material in the original editions. General material not relating to Essex and Kent has been deleted'--Foreword.

Atlases of Kent County and Essex County originally issued separately 1880, 1881 in Toronto by the H. Belden & Co.

Includes historical and biographical sketches and county directories for 1884.

73-556

ICN74

Vert 893  (PrCt)

25646  **Estate Maps - England - 1600-1840**


Authors: Fletcher, David -- International Conference on the History of Cartography (14th : 1991 : Uppsala and Stockholm)

2 leaves : map ; 30 cm.

Paper prepared for the Int. Conf. on the Hist. of Cartog., 14th, Uppsala and Stockholm, 1991

Vert 893 (PrCt)

25647  **Estate maps - Exhibitions - Catalogs>>Real property - Maps - Exhibitions<<>>Newberry Library - Exhibitions**


Authors: Buisseret, David -- Kenneth Nebenzahl, Jr., lectures in the history of cartography -- Hermon Dunlap Smith Center for the History of Cartography

vi, 37 p. : ill., facsims., maps ; 18 x 23 cm.

"A cartographic exhibit at the Newberry Library on the occasion of the ninth series of Kenneth Nebenzahl, Jr., lectures in the history of cartography."

Includes 13 entries; this copy annotated in pencil with Newberry call numbers.

Duplicate copies: GA109.5.B85 1988 -- Ref
Estate Maps - Great Britain - 1550-1850
Surveyors, English - 1550-1850
Authors: Eden, Peter -- International Conference on the History of Cartography (10th : 1983 : Dublin)
9 leaves; 30cm.
Paper read at Int'l Conf. on Hist. of Cartog. 10th, Dublin, 1983.
Vert 884 (PrCt)

Estate maps - History
Real property - Maps - History
"The essays published here were first delivered in the ninth series of Kenneth Nebenzahl, Jr., Lectures in the History of Cartography, held at the Newberry Library, Chicago, in November 1988." -- p. xi references (p. 169-177) and index.
Formerly GA109.5 .R87 1996
See also 1988 exhibit catalog; Buisseret, David.
LC Card Number: 95030609
ISBN 0226079902 (alk. paper)
Map Ref GA109.5 .R87 1996 (NLO)

Estate plans - England - 1600-1699 - Photographs
England - Maps - Collections, 1600-1699 - Estate plans - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Hilda Marchant Research Photographs. [Chicago, ca.1990].
52 col. slides (2 x 2 in.), various color and black and white prints (5 x 7 in. and 8 x 10 in.), and negatives (2 x 2 in. and 4 x 5 in.) ; in 10 plastic bags, in box
Illustrations collected for an essay Ms. Marchant was preparing on some aspect of English estate plans; shortly before her death, she apparently destroyed the MS, but gave these photographs to the Newberry (see Mapline 84/85 [Fall 1998]: 21).
The photographs are overall and detail shots of plans in the West Sussex Record Office, Chichester; Hertfordshire County Record Office, Hertford; Kent Archives Office, Maidstone; East Sussex Record Office, Lewes; Cambridge Record Office, Cambridge; Essex Record Office, Chelmsford; Croome Estate Trust, Worcester; the PRO in Kew; and the Newberry Library.
map4C G5751.G46 16-- M3 199- (PrCt)

Estonia - Economic conditions - 1993
Authors: Sneider, Daniel 1 p : col. photo, map
Travel Vertical File G7031 .G1 1993 .S6 (PrCt)

Estonia - Economic conditions - 1996
Authors: Ingwerson, Marshall 2 p : col photo, map
Travel Vertical File G7031 .G1 1996 .I5 (PrCt)

Estonia - Government - 1992
Authors: Estonian American National Council 36 p : ill., map ; 28 cm

Estonia - International relations - 1983
Authors: Schmemann, Serge 1 p : photo
Travel Vertical File G7031 .F5 1983 .S3 (PrCt)

Estonia - Manners and customs - 1986
Authors: Taubman, Philip 1 p : photo
Travel Vertical File G7031 .E622 1986 .T3 (PrCt)
Nautical charts

A Dilligent description of the sea coastes of Lyffland ... [Amsterdam : Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, 1666].

Authors: Waghenaer, Lucas Janszoon, 1534 or 5-1606 -- Waghenaer, Lucas Janszoon, 1534 or 5-1606. The Mariners mirrour (1588) -- Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, Ltd.

1 map ; 32 x 50 cm.

Details the coast of northern Estonia.
Includes coastal profiles.
Oriented with north at bottom.
Text on verso (p. XIII) under heading: A perfect description of Lifland abovt Revel and Moonsound ... .


Map Ref oversize Ayer 135 .W13 1588 map [37] (PrCt)

25659 Estonia - Maps - 1925

Eesti statistile album, V1: territoire & population. Tallinn : Riigi Statistika, 1925.

Authors: Schmidt, V. -- Riigi Statistika -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 29 maps ; 372 x 368 mm.

Estonia

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

25660 Estremadura (Portugal) - Maps - 1583 - Coasts

Zee Caerte van Portugal; Daer inne begrepen de vermaerde Coopstadt van Lisboen S. Vues ... = Chartae maritimae Portugaliae et celebris Emporij Lisbon S. Vbalis ... [Leiden : F. Raphelengius ; C. Claesz, 1588].

Authors: Waghenaer, Lucas Janszoon, 1534 or 5-1606 -- Doetecam, Jan van -- Raphelengius, Franciscus, 1539-1597 -- Claesz, Cornelis, ca. 1546-1609 -- Waghenaer, Lucas Janszoon, 1534 or 5-1606. Speculum nauticum super navigacione maris Occidentalis confectum, continens omnes oras maritimas Galliae, Hispaniae et praecipuam partium Angliae (1588) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 33 x 51 cm.

Includes coastal profiles.
Oriented with north at lower left.
Descriptive text on verso (p. 36).

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .W13 1588 map [37] (PrCt)


Authors: Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824 -- Calcografia camerale (Rome, Italy) -- Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824. Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (1792-1801) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 43 x 30 cm.

Map dated 1795.

oversize Ayer 135 .C33 1792 v. 2 pl. 62 (PrCt)

25661 Estremadura (Portugal) - Maps - 1588 - Coasts - Nautical charts

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .W13 1588 map [17] (PrCt)
Coasts---Nautical charts
The Sea mappe of Portugal wherein are situated the most famous mart towne of Lisbone & St. Vues ... [Amsterdam : Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, 1666].
Authors: Wagheenaer, Lucas Janszoon, 1534 or 1560--1606 -- Bry, Theodor de, 1528-1598 -- Wagheenaer, Lucas Janszoon, 1534 or 1560.
The Mariners mirrour (1588) -- Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, Ltd.
1 map ; 32 x 49 cm.
Includes coastal profiles.
Oriented with north at left.
Text on verso (p. 17) under heading: A perfect description of the sea coasts of the most notable part of Portugal.
Map Ref oversize G1025 .T37 ser. 3, v. 2, map [17] (PrCt)

25665 Esztergom (Hungary) - Pictorial works - 1595<<>>Gran (Hungary) SEE Esztergom (Hungary)<<>>Strigonium (Hungary) SEE Esztergom (Hungary)
Strigonivm. Gran. [Cologne : s.n., 1595 [i.e. ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Hoefnagel, Joris, 1542-1601 -- Hoefnagel, Jacob, 1573?-approximately 1632 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : hand col. ; 17 x 52 cm.
Based on 1595 view by Joris Hoefnagel; forwarded to Braun and Hogenberb by Jacob Hoefnagel; see R.A. Skelton's Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum. Includes references M-Q.
On same sheet with another view with same title. Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Strigonivm Gran.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 5, pl. 57 (PrCt)

25666 Ethiopia - Crafts - 1977
Authors: Chicago Public Library Cultural Center -- United Nations Association
1 booklet (4 p) : ills ; 22 cm
"The exhibit depicts the customs, culture, and everyday life in Ethiopia. Co-sponsored by The Program of African Studies, Northwestern University and The United Nations Association of Illinois and Greater Chicago."

25667 Ethiopia - Historical geography - Maps - 1558<<>>Prester John (Legendary

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
**Character** Historical atlases


Authors: Alvares, Francisco, d. ca. 1540 -- Ramusio, Giovanni Battista, 1485-1557 -- Plantin, Christophe, approximately 1520-1589 -- William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library)

[16], 341 leaves : ill. (plans) ; 15 cm. (8vo)

Translation of v.1 of: _Navigations et viaggi / Giovanni Battista Ramusio_, but originally published in Portuguese as: _Verdadera informaçam das terras do Preste Joam / Francisco Alvares_.

Forms part of the William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library).

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

25668 **Ethiopia - Maps - 1741**<br>**Africa, Northeast - Maps - 1741**


Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Sanuto, Livio, 1520-1576 -- Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Delamarche, Charles François, 1740-1817. Atlas général : contenant le détail des quatre parties du monde [1798?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 39 X 49 cm.

Scale [ca. 1:2,550,000].

Relief shown pictorially.


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .A77 1798, [ptie 2], [plate 44] (NLO)

25669 **Ethiopia - Maps - 1774**<br>**Sudan - Maps - 1774**<br>**Africa, Northeast - Maps - 1774**

_A Map of Abyssinia and Nubia._ London : R. Sayer and John Bennett, 1778.

Authors: Dunn, Samuel, -1794 -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Robert Sayer and John Bennett (Firm) -- Dunn, Samuel, -1794. A New atlas of the mundane system ... (1778) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 28 x 39 cm.

In: Dunn, Samuel. A New atlas of the mundane system ... (London : R. Sayer and J. Bennett, 1778), pl. 36. Title page dated 1778; map dated 1774.

Oversize Ayer 135 .D85 1778 pl. 36 (PrCt)

25670 **Ethiopia - Maps - 1786**<br>**Africa, Northeast - Maps - 1786**

_A Map of Abyssinia and Nubia / by Samuel Dunn._ London : Printed for Robt. Sayer ... as the Act directs, 10th June, 1786.

Authors: Dunn, Samuel, -1794 -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Dunn, Samuel, -1794. A New atlas of the mundane system ... [1789?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 29 x 40 cm., on sheet 57 x 57 cm.

Scale [ca. 1:7,500,000]

Relief shown pictorially.

Prime meridian: Ferro.

In: Dunn, Samuel. A New atlas of the mundane system, or, Of geography and cosmography ... (London : Printed for Robert Sayer and Co., [1789?]), [plate 36].

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .D86 1789 [plate 36] (NLO)

25671 **Ethiopia - Maps - 1794**<br>**Sudan - Maps - 1794**<br>**Africa, Northeast - Maps - 1794**

_A Map of Abyssinia and Nubia / by Samuel Dunn._ London : Laurie & Whittle, 1794.

Authors: Dunn, Samuel, -1794 -- Laurie & Whittle -- Dunn, Samuel, -1794. A New atlas of the mundane system ... (1800) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 29 x 40 cm., on sheet 47 x 59 cm.

"Published by Laurie & Whittle, 53 Fleet Street, London, as the Act directs, 12th May, 1794."

Scale [ca. 1:7,500,000]

Relief shown pictorially.

Prime meridian: Ferro.

In: Dunn, Samuel. New atlas of the mundane system, or, Of geography and cosmography (London : Printed and published by Robert Laurie and James Whittle ... (successors to the late Mr. Robert Sayer), 1800), [plate 36].

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .D86 1800 [plate 36] (NLO)

25672 **Ethiopia - Maps - 1816** (Provisional Heading)

_Voyage en Abyssinie._ Paris : Dabo, 1816.

Authors: Salt, Henry -- Henry, Pierre François, 1759-1833 -- Dabo -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 8 maps ; 230 x 302 mm.

Translated by P.F.Henry;

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

25673 **Ethiopia - Maps - 1818**<br>**Sudan - Maps - 1818**

_REQUEST AND CITE ITEMS BY THE COMPLETE CALL NUMBER FORMING THE LAST LINE OF EACH CATALOG ENTRY._

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
### Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

**Abissinia, Nubia &c. / drawn under the direction of Mr. Pinkerton by L. Hebert ; Neele sculpt. 352 Strand. Philada. [Philadelphia] : Published by Dobson, [1818].**  
Authors: Hebert, Lewis, fl. 1809-1838 -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826 -- Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Dobson, Thomas, 1751-1823 -- Thomas Dobson and Son -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826. A Modern atlas : from the latest and best authorities exhibiting the various divisions of the world ... (1818)  
1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 69 cm.  
Running title: Pinkerton's modern atlas  
In: Pinkerton, John. A Modern atlas : from the latest and best authorities exhibiting the various divisions of the world ... (Philadelphia : Thomas Dobson & Son, 1818), plate [55]  
**Case oversize G1019 .P56 1818, plate [55] (PrCt)**


---

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Document Title</th>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Etna, Mount (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1552</td>
<td>folio G1034.E1 S65 (NLO)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Etna, Mount (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1797</td>
<td>folio A 21 .2583 v. 7, opposite p. 2</td>
<td>(PrCt)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Etna, Mount (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1798</td>
<td>folio A 2 .254 v. 7, opposite p. 2</td>
<td>(PrCt)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Etzlaub, Erhart, 1460-?1546. Dass ist der Rom Weg von meylen zu meylen mit puncten verzeychnet von eyner stat zu der andern durch deutschte lantt ca. 1500</td>
<td>folio G1034.E1 S65 (NLO)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Euboea Island (Greece) - Maps - 1528

[Map of Euboea Island and adjacent coast of Greece]: [Venice? Nicolò Zoppino, 1528].

Authors: Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530. -- Zoppino, Nicolò, fl. 1508-1544. -- Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530. Libro di Benedetto Bordone: nel qual si ragiona de tutte l'isole del mondo ... (1528)

1 map: woodcut; within printed borders 14 x 33 cm., on sheet 31 x 41 cm.

Title supplied by cataloger.

Identifies multiple sites, including "Negroponte" on the island and "Athene" and "Macedonia" on the Greek mainland.

Oriented with north at bottom right.

In: Bordon, Benedetto. Libro di Benedetto Bordone: nel qual si ragiona de tutte l'isole del mondo ... (Venice: Nicolò Zoppino, 1528), folio LXIII.


Case folio G 117 .108, folio LXIII (PrCt)


Authors: Follett Publishing Company -- Southern Illinois University at Carbondale

1 map: col.; mounted on cloth and wooden rollers; 152 x 157 cm.

"Denoyer-Geppert Company, Chicago, sole American agents."

Wall map of Europe and Asia, including the north eastern coast of Africa.

Scale 1:7,500,000.

Relief shown by spot heights and gradient tints.

"Lambert's azimuthal projection."

Series: Wenschow-Reliefmap ; Map RL 23s

"Cartocraft trade mark, Denoyer-Geppert Co. ... Chicago ... " -- Adhesive label at bottom right.

Gift of Southern Illinois University, 2011.

References: OCLC 224465007

maproll G5691.C2 1960z .W4 (PrCt)

Eurasia - Maps - 2005 - Maps, Outline and base


Authors: Karl Wenschow GmbH.

1 map : col., on sheet 74 x 59 cm.

Scale ca. 1:41,184,00 or "one inch -- about 650 miles."

"Projection: Bonne."

Printer's proof, with color bars in right margin.

Date added by rubber stamp: Sep 30 1968.

On same sheet with their "Europe : graphic-relief map."


map2F G5701 .C2 1968z .F6 (PrCt)
Eure-et-Loir (France) - Maps - 1896

Authors: Joanne, Adolphe Laurent, 1813-1881 -- Erhard (Firm) -- Dufrénoy (Firm) -- Lahure, A. (Alexis), 1849-1929 -- Hachette (Firm) -- Bowdoin College. Library -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)
5e éd.
Cover title: Géographie d'Eure-et-Loir
Map by Erhard and Dufrénoy.
Printed by Lahure.
Former owner: Bowdoin College Library.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection at the Newberry Library.

Europe - Air transportation - 1970

Authors: Lufthansa
1 sheet : col. ills, photos, map ; fold to 21 x 10 cm

Travel Vertical File G5701 .P6 1970 .L9 (PrCt)

Europe, Central - Historical geography - Maps - 1641

Germany antiqua. Paris : chez M. Tavernier ; chez Pierre Mariette, 1641 [i.e.1659?].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Tavernier, Melchior, d. 1641 -- Mariette, Pierre, 1603-1657 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667.
Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (Paris : Pierre Mariette, 1658 [i.e. 1659?]) v. 1, pl. [117]
1 map : hand col. ; 41 x 53 cm.
In: Sanson, Nicolas. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (Paris : Pierre Mariette, 1658 [i.e. 1659?]) v. 1, pl. [117]
VAULT Case oversize G1015 .S35 1658 v. 1, pl. [117] (PrCt)

Europe, Central - Maps - 1695

L'Empire d'Allemagne divisible en tous ses estats. Amsterdam, [ca. 1695].
Authors: Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Broen, Joannes de, 1649-1730 -- R. & J. Ottens -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : 57 x 60 cm.
2247
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Eure (France) - Maps - 1896

Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Somer, J. -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). Ill:G156
1 map : 41 x 52 cm.
2770
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Europe - Automobile driving - 1964

Authors: Caltex Petroleum Corporation
1 booklet (32 p) : ills (some col.), map ; 24 x 10 cm

Travel Vertical File G5701 .P1 1964 .C3 (PrCt)

Europe, Central - Historical geography - Maps - 1641

Germany antiqua. Paris : chez M. Tavernier ; chez Pierre Mariette, 1641 [i.e.1659?].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Tavernier, Melchior, d. 1641 -- Mariette, Pierre, 1603-1657 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667.
Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (Paris : Pierre Mariette, 1658 [i.e. 1659?]) v. 1, pl. [117]
VAULT Case oversize G1015 .S35 1658 v. 1, pl. [117] (PrCt)
VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:4 (PrCt)

25701 Europe, Central - Maps - 1697<<>>Germany - Maps - 1697<<>>Benelux Countries - Maps - 1697
Nova et denuo correcta Germaniae tabula.
Amsterdam, [ca. 1697].
Authors: Allard, Carel. 1648-ca. 1709 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:1
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 55 cm.
Cf. Koeman v. 1 p. 33 [A1. 40].
2244
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2, no. II:1 (PrCt)

25702 Europe, Central - Maps - 1701<<>>Germany - Maps - 1701<<>>Benelux Countries - Maps - 1701
Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de. 1675-1726 -- Liebaux, Jean Baptiste -- Brahe, Tycho, 1546-1601 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:5
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 61 cm.
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
2248
VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:5 (PrCt)

Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de. 1675-1726 -- Brahe, Tycho, 1546-1601 -- Kepler, Johannes, 1571-1630 -- Snellius, Willebrord, 1580-1626 -- Zeiller, Martin, 1589-1661 -- Académie royale des sciences (France) -- Liebaux, Jean Baptiste -- L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726. [Collection of maps of the world] [1732?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 61 cm.
Engraved text within and beneath cartouche erased from copperplate.
In composite atlas without title page: L'Isle, Guillaume de. [Collection of maps of the world. Paris : s.n., 1732?], [plate 37].
Number "37" in ms. on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
VAULT Baskes oversize G1015 .L57 1700, [plate 37] (PrCt)

25704 Europe, Central - Maps - 1710
Regni Borussiae et electoratus Brandenburgici ... Amsterdam, [ca. 1710].
Authors: Schenk, Peter, 1660-1718 or 9 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:318
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 60 cm.
2558
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:318 (PrCt)

Amsterdam, [ca. 1720].
Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649 -- Schenk, Pieter, ca. 1698-1775 -- Gowen, Gilliam van der -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:11
1 map : hand col. ; 56 x 71 cm.
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
2254
VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:11 (PrCt)

25706 Europe, Central - Maps - 1725
Partie du royaume de Boheme. Amsterdam, [ca. 1725].
Authors: Cóvens et Mortier -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:82-83
1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 113 cm., on 2 sheets each 53 x 63 cm.
Added title: Theatre de la guerre en Baviere &c. 2323
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
- Germany - Maps - 1742
Carte d'Allemagne et d'Italie contenant la succession de l'Empereur Charles VI ... Paris : Le Rouge, 1742 [i.e. 1748?].
Authors: Le Rouge, Georges-Louis -- Le Rouge, Georges-Louis. Recueil contenant des cartes nouvelles ... (1742 [i.e. 1748?]!) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 55 cm.
In: Le Rouge, Georges-Louis. Recueil contenant des cartes nouvelles ... (Paris : chez le Sr. Le Rouge, 1742 [i.e. 1748?]).
Manuscript '68' on verso.
oversize Ayer 135 .L6 1742 pl. 71 (PrCt)

25714 Europe, Central - Maps - 1747-1796
A New & accurate map of the south east part of Germany. London : W. Innys et al, 1747.
Authors: Bowen, Emanuel, -1767 -- Innys, William, d. 1756 -- Bowen, Emanuel, -1767. A Complete system of geography ... (1747) 1 map ; 31 x 21 cm.
In: Bowen, Emanuel. A Complete system of geography : being a description of ... the known world (London : Printed for William Innys, etc., 1747) v. 1, pl. [14].
Case oversize G114 .B68 1747 v. 1, pl. 14 (PrCt)

25715 Europe, Central - Maps - 1748 - Ecclesiastical geography
Europe Central -1748<>Germany - Maps - 1748 - Ecclesiastical geography
L'Allemagne ecclesiastique divisée par archevêchés, évêchés, préaltures, & c. Paris : Le Rouge, [1748?].
Authors: Le Rouge, Georges-Louis -- Le Rouge, Georges-Louis. Recueil contenant des cartes nouvelles ... (1742 [i.e. 1748?]!) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 54 cm.
In: Le Rouge, Georges-Louis. Recueil contenant des cartes nouvelles ... (Paris : chez le Sr. Le Rouge, 1742 [i.e. 1748?]).
Manuscript '70' on verso.
oversize Ayer 135 .L6 1742 pl. 70 (PrCt)

25716 Europe, Central - Maps - 1748 - Religions
Religions - Europe Central -1748<>Germany - Maps - 1748 - Religions
L'Allemagne par religions où l'on distingue les provinces Catholiques, Luthériennes et Calvinistes. Paris : Le Rouge, [1748?].
Authors: Le Rouge, Georges-Louis -- Le Rouge, Georges-Louis. Recueil contenant des cartes nouvelles ... (1742 [i.e. 1748?]!) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 54 cm.
In: Le Rouge, Georges-Louis. Recueil contenant des cartes nouvelles ... (Paris : chez le Sr. Le Rouge, 1742 [i.e. 1748?]).
Manuscript '71' on verso.
oversize Ayer 135 .L6 1742 pl. 71 (PrCt)

25717 Europe, Central - Maps - 1796-1800
The Empire of Germany with the 13 cantons of Switzerland from the best authorities. Philadelphia : M. Carey, 1796.
Authors: Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Guthrie, William, 1708-1770 -- Scott, J. T. (Joseph T.) -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839. Carey's General atlas ... (1796) 1 map ; 41 x 40 cm.
Case folio G1019.C25 1796 pl. 11 (PrCt)

25718 Europe, Central - Maps - 1800-1814
A Reduced map of the empire of Germany ... Italy ... London, 1800.
Authors: Chauchard, Captain -- Stockdale, John, 1749?-1814 -- Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Stockdale, John, 1749?-1814. A Geographical, historical, and political description of the empire of Germany, Holland, the Netherlands, Switzerland, Prussia, Italy, Sicily, Corsica, and Sardinia ... (1800) 1 map ; 134 x 83 cm. on 3 sheets.
In: Stockdale, John. A Geographical, historical, and political description of the empire of Germany, Holland, the Netherlands, Switzerland, Prussia, Italy, Sicily, Corsica, and Sardinia ... (London : Printed forJohn Stockdale, 1800), plates 1-3, opposite p. 33, 89, and 119.
M246 folio G 30 .333 pl.1-3, opp. p. 33, 89, and 119 (PrCt)

25719 Europe, Central - Maps - 1804-1823
The Empire of Germany with the thirteen cantons of Switzerland from the best authorities. Philadelphia : Mathew Carey, 1804.
Authors: Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Scott, J. T. (Joseph T.) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839. Carey's General atlas ... (1804) 1 map ; 41 x 40 cm.
In: Carey, Mathew. Carey's General atlas ... (Philadelphia : Published by Mathew Carey, April 24th, 1804) pl. 11.
oversize Ayer 135 .C27 1804 pl. 11 (PrCt)

25720 Europe, Central - Maps - 1804-1839
Authors: Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823. A New and

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
25721 Europe, Central - Maps - 1816<>>>Germany - Maps - 1816
Map of the central states of Europe ... 1815. 1816
[i.e. 1816?].
1 map : hand col. ; 122 x 132 cm. on 4 sheets
In: Faden, William [and others]. [General atlas of modern geography: a collection of large scale maps and charts of all parts of the world] (London, etc.: W. Faden, etc., 1775-1816) v. 1, pl. [85-88].
Imprint on map: London ... W. Faden ... 1816.
Versos not handstamped.
oversize Ayer 135 .G32 1775 v. 1, pl. 85-88 (PrCt)

25722 Europe, Central - Maps - 1821-1893 - Topographic maps<>>>Topographic maps
Scale of original maps 1:200,000 or 3.16 miles to 1 inch.
Prime meridian: Ferro.
Title from index map 'Übersichtsblatt.'
This set includes 143 maps revised by the Prussia Landesaufnahme in 1859-1880.
Other titles: Reymann's Karte von Central-Europa -- Special-Karte von Central-Europa.
'Fortgesetzt durch C. W. v. Oesfeld ; königl. Preuss. Oberstlieut. u. Director des trigonometrischen Bureau's und F. Handtke.'
To Collection Services for cataloging, Mar. 2006 (PrCt)

25723 Europe, Central - Maps - 1826
Germany. Philadelphia : A. Finley, [1826].
Authors: Finley, A. (Anthony) -- Young & Delleker -- Finley, A. (Anthony). A New general atlas, comprising a complete set of maps, representing the grand divisions of the globe ... (1826) 1 map : hand col. ; 21 x 28 cm.
In: Finley, Anthony. A New general atlas, comprising a complete set of maps, representing the grand divisions of the globe ... (Philadelphia : A. Finley, 1826) pl. 42.
Case folio G1019 .F5 1826 pl. 42 (PrCt)
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.

**Baskes folio G1881.C5 L46 1841 [no. 1 of 2] (NLO)**

**25726**

**Europe, Central - Maps - 1853>>>Germany - Maps - 1853**

*Prussia and German states.* London [i.e. New York] : Chapman and Hall [i.e. Harper & Brothers, 1853].

Authors: Lowry, Joseph Wilson, 1803-1879 -- Harper & Brothers -- Chapman and Hall -- Lowry, Joseph Wilson, 1803-1879. Lowry's Universal atlas constructed and engraved from the most recent authorities (1853)

1 map : col. ; 21 x 28 cm.

In: Lowry, Joseph Wilson. Lowry's Universal atlas constructed and engraved from the most recent authorities (New York : Harper & Brothers, 1853) pl. [18].

Printed plate nos. 'C', '27' and '32.'

**G 10 .525 pl. [18] (PrCt)**

**25727**


*Post- und Eisenbahn-Reise-Karte von Central Europa nach F. Handtke's Post- und Reise-Karte.*

Glogau : C. Flemming, [1887].

Authors: Franz, J. -- Handtke, F. (Friedrich), 1815-1879. Post- und Reise-Karte -- Carl Flemming (Firm)

1 map : 63 x 80 cm. fold. to 19 x 11 cm.

Scale not given.

**G 10308 .314 (NLO)**

**25728**

**Europe, Central - Maps - 1912>>>Germany - Maps - 1912>>>Oberbayern (Germany) - Maps - 1912>>>Tyrol (Austria) - Maps - 1912**

*Wie reist man in Oberbayern und Tirol??* : ein Buch zum Lust- und Plannachen / von Karl Kinzel.

Schwerin (Meckl.) : Verlag von Fr. Bahn, 1912.

Authors: Kinzel, Karl, 1849-1935 -- Kahle, H. -- Friedrich Bahn Verlag -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Bahn (Friedrich) Verlag SEE Friedrich Bahn Verlag -- Bahn (Fr.)

Verlag SEE Friedrich Bahn Verlag


Spine title: Oberbayern und Tirol

"Mit 7 Bildern, sechs Stadtplänen, zwei Grundrissen und einer Karte."

Folded col. map in pocket at end.

Includes index.

Publisher’s illustrated binding.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes DAW1008 .K56 1912 (NLO)**

**25729**

**Europe, Central - Maps - 1929 - Road maps>>>Germany - Maps - 1929 - Road maps>>>Road maps**


Authors: Kremling, Ernst -- JRO-Verlag -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- J.R.O. Verlag SEE JRO-Verlag

1 v. : 210 maps ; 181 x 119 mm.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)**

**25730**


*Europe centrale.* Paris : Hachette, 1934-

Authors: Monmarché, Marcel, 1872-1945 -- Dumas-Vorzet, Ed. (Eduard) -- DELAUNE, E. -- Guides bleus -- Hachette (Firm) -- Great Britain.

War Office -- Great Britain. Ministry of Defence -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

2 v. : 68 maps and plans (some folded, some col.) ; 16 cm.

Maps by E. Dumas-Vorzet and E. Delaune.

Contents: v.1. Bavière, Autriche -- v.2. Tchécoslovaquie, Hongrie, Yougoslavie

Preface signed: Marcel Monmarché.

Maps on lining-papers.

Includes indexes.

Series: Guides bleus

Owners stamps, v. 2: War Office Library; Ministry of Defence Library Services.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

LC Card Number: 37019173

**Baskes G153 .G84 Europe Centrale (1934) (NLO)**

**25731**


*Europe Centrale, II : Tchecoslovaquie, Hungrie.*

Paris : Hachette, 1937-

Authors: Guides bleus -- Monmarché, Marcel, 1872-1945 -- Hachette (Firm) -- Great Britain.

War Office -- Great Britain. Ministry of Defence -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 37 maps ; 16 cm.

1st ed.

V2EuropeCentrale;exLibWarOff

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)**

**25732**


For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Loose-leaf, unpaged.
Very full descriptions of 300 numbered entries, including reproductions of title cartouches, for maps of Germany and its parts. Issued in parts, only three have appeared, none since 1988; ceased publication?
Series: Veröffentlichungen zur Geschichte der Kartographie : Reihe A
Formerly folio Z6027.G3 S3
LC Card Number: 80497599
ISBN 3921985005 (pt. 1)
Map Ref folio Z6027.G3 S3 (NLO)

Europe, Central - Maps - Bibliography - 1984<<>>Germany - Maps - Bibliography - 1984<<>>Nordost-Bibliothek Lüneburg (Germany) - Map collections - Catalogs<<>>Map collections - Germany - Catalogs
Authors: Müller, Jobst-Heinrich -- Waechter, Barbara
At head of title: Nordost-Bibliothek Lüneburg
Reproduces the card catalog; includes several indexes.
Series: Bestandskatalog der Nordost-Bibliothek Lüneburg ; n.F., Bd. 1
Formerly folio Z6028 .N67 1984
LC Card Number: 86120541
ISBN 3922296270 (Deut. Bibl.)
Map Ref folio Z6028 .N67 1984 (NLO)

Europe - Cities and towns - Maps - 1572-1617<<>>Europe - Cities and towns - Pictorial works - 1572-1617<<>>Atlases, German - 1572-1617
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541--Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Goss, John, 1947----Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 60 maps ; 40 cm.
Facsimiles of maps and views; comprised of selections from 6 volumes originally published Cologne, 1572-1617.
Uniform title: Civitates orbis terrarum. Edited by John Goss.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .C5 1992 (PrCt)

Europe - Cities and towns - Maps - 1572-1617<<>>Europe - Cities and towns - Pictorial works - 1572-1617<<>>Atlases, German - 1572-1617
Braun & Hogenberg's The city maps of Europe :
a selection of 16th century town plans & views.
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 --
Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 --
Civitates orbis terrarum -- Goss, John, 1947 --
Studio Editions -- Hogenberg, Franz, d. 1590?
SEE Hogenberg, Franz, d. 1590?
1 atlas (128 p. : col. maps, plans, views) ; 39 cm.
Facsimiles of maps and views; comprised of
selections from 6 volumes originally published
Cologne, 1572-1617.
Uniform title: Civitates orbis terrarum.
Edited by John Goss.
Bibliography: p. 128.
ISBN 1851707328
folio G1028 .B733 1991 (NLO)

25738
Europe - Cities and towns - Maps - 1981 -
Guidebooks
Turn right at the fountain. New York : Holt,
Authors: Oakes, George W. -- Chapman, A. --
Holt, Rinehart, and Winston, inc. -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.
3rd ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

25739
Europe - Cities and towns - Pictorial works -
1569<<>>Cities and towns - Europe - Pictorial
works - 1569<<>>Europe - Cities and towns -
Maps - 1569<<>>Atlases, Italian - 1569
De' disegni delle piu illustri città, et fortezze del
mondo. Parte I. la quale ne contiene cinquanta ...
Venegia [Venice] : Appresso Bolognino
Zaltieri, M D LXIX [1569].
Authors: Ballino, Giulio, d. ca. 1592 -- Zaltieri,
Bolognino, fl. 1555-1576 -- N. G. V. R.
1 atlas ([4] p. : 53 plates (views and maps)) ; 30
cm.
Text on verso of most plates.
Printer's device on t.p.
No more published.
Contemporary binding stamped: N. G. V. R.
Maps also cataloged separately.
References: Phillips 5387
32990
NL 35-4585
VAULT Case folio G 117 .06 (NLO)

25740
Europe - Clothing and dress - Pictorial works -
1606<<>>Holy Roman Empire - Clothing and
dress - Pictorial works - 1606<<>>Clothing and
dress - Europe - Pictorial works -
1606<<>>Clothing and dress - Holy Roman
Empire - Pictorial works - 1606<<>>Kings and
rulers - Clothing and dress - Pictorial works -
1606<<>>Nobility - Clothing and dress -
Europe - Pictorial works - 1606<<>>Electors

(Kurfürsten) - Clothing and dress - Pictorial
works - 1606
Ordines Sacri Romani Imp. ab Ottone III instituti /
Gerard de Jode exc. ; Anton Wierinx fe. [London :
John Norton, 1606].
Authors: Jode, Gerard de, 1509-1591 -- Wierix,
Antonie, -1604 -- Vierts, Jan Baptista,
1552-1612 -- Otto III, Holy Roman Emperor,
980-1002 -- Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598.
Parergon, sive, Veteris geographiae aliqvot
tabvlae (1606) -- Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598.
Theatrum orbis terrarum ... (1606) -- Norton,
John, -1612 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection
(Newberry Library) -- Wierinx, Anton, 16th cent.
SEE Wierix, Antonie, -1604
1 illustration : hand col. : 76 x 52 cm. on 2
adjacent sheets (each 38 x 53 cm.)
Printed from 2 plates on 2 sheets.
Title from head of top sheet; artist and engraver
names from bottom sheet.
Added title from caption in bottom margin of
bottom sheet, comprised of 8 lines of explanatory
text: Otho III Saxoniea Dux, Othonis II filius, a
princibus Germanis, Imperator Romae dictus ...
In: Orteliuss, Abraham. "Parergon, sive, Veteris
geoapiae aliqvot tabvlae", part of the historical
atlas section of Ortelius's Theatrum orbis
terrarum ... (London : J. Norton, 1606), [plates
151-152].
Signature "xxxviiij" ("xx" in manuscript) and
English letterpress text on verso of top sheet,
beginning: "Of the first foundation and order of
the Germane Empire in the west. The first table.
After that Ivlivs Caesar ... ".
Signature "xxxviiij" ["xx" and "j" in manuscript]
and English letterpress text on verso of bottom
sheet, beginning: "Of the foundation and order of
the Germane Empire in the west. The second
mappe. Otto the fourth ... ".
"Cartographic sources: this plate is the first of a
pair, made by Gerard de Jode (as is indicated on
the next plate). These two plates first appeared in
the 1593 edition of the Speculum Orbis Terræ,
and were later acquired by Vierts, who included
them in the Theatrum from 1603L onwards. They
represent the dignitaries entitled to choose
German Emperors, as instituted to end the
turmoil and quarrelling that occurred after the
death of Charles the Great, by Otto IV and the
Pope. This plate shows left of the Emperor the
highest ranking officials, three ecclesiastical and
four lay dignitaries. The second rank consists of
four dukes and four marquises, the third of 8
counts. Further ranks are depicted on the sequel
plate, Ort 202. The copper plate used for printing
this view has been preserved in the
Plantin-Moretus museum in Antwerp." -- From
Marcel P.R. van den Broecke's Cartographica
Neerlandica website, which includes a digital
image of another copy of the top half (accessed
August 2012); see

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Digital image of the bottom half (accessed August 2012):
Reference: Broecke, Ortelius atlas maps (1996),
p. 253 and 254.

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1606, [plates 151-152] (PrCt)

25741 Europe - Coasts - 1580-1589<<<<Dutch
cartography - History - 1580-1589
A Dutch manuscript rutter: an Unique portrait of
the European coasts in the late sixteenth century.
Authors: Schilder, Günter
BHC 1777
Vert 1357 (PrCt)

25742 Europe - Colonies - Maps - 1906<<<<Atlases,
German - 1906
Territoriale entwicklung der Europaischen
Authors: Supan, Alexander 1847-1920 -- Justus
Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 52 maps ; 268 x 182 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

25743 Europe, Eastern - Geography - 1969
1969.
Authors: Pounds, Norman John Greville -- Roger
S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
xx, 912 p. ; ill., maps ; 23 cm.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Series: Geographies for advanced study.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes HC244 .P68 1969b (NLO)

25744 Europe, Eastern - Geography - Congresses -
1969
Eastern Europe : essays in geographical
Authors: Conference on East-Central and
Southeast European Geography (1969 :
University of Texas at Austin) -- Hoffman, George
Walter, 1914- -- University of Texas at Austin --
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
xxviii, 502 p. : maps ; 23 cm.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Held April 18-20, 1969.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes HC244 .C594 1969 (NLO)

25745 Europe, Eastern - Historical geography - Maps
- 1655
Germano-Sarmatia in qua populi maiores Venedi,
et Aestiaei, Peucini, et Bastarnae ... [Paris :
Pierre Mariette]. 1655 [i.e.1659?].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Somer,
J. -- Mariette, Pierre, 1603-1657 -- Sanson,
Nicolas, 1600-1667. Cartes generales de toutes
les parties du monde ... (1658 [i.e. 1659?])
1 map : hand col. ; 35 x 54 cm.
In: Sanson, Nicolas. Cartes generales de toutes
les parties du monde ... (Paris : Pierre Mariette,
1658 [i.e. 1659?]) v. 1, pl. [118]
VAULT Case oversize G1015 .S35 1658 v. 1,
pl. [118] (PrCt)

25746 Europe, Eastern - Historical geography - Maps
- 1700<<<<Europe, Eastern - Maps -
1700<<<<Balkan Peninsula - Historical
geography - Maps - 1700<<<<Balkan
Peninsula - Maps - 1700
A New map of present Poland, Hungary,
Walachia, Moldavia, Little Tarytary, &c. : shewing
their principal divisions, chief cities, towns, rivers,
Authors: Cole, Benj. -- William, Duke of
Gloucester, 1689-1700 -- Wells, Edward,
1667-1727. A New sett of maps both of antient
and present geography ... (1700) -- Edward E.
Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 36 x 50 cm.
“Dedicated to his highness William Duke of
Gloucester.”
In: Wells, Edward. A New sett of maps both of
antient and present geography ... (Oxford :
Printed at the Theater, 1700), plate [24]
Ms. note on verso: Yr. obliged [?]
oversize Ayer 135 .W4 1700, plate [24] (PrCt)

25747 Europe, Eastern - Historical geography - Maps
- 1993<<<<Europe, Central - Historical
geography - Maps - 1993
Historical atlas of East Central Europe / Paul
Robert Magocsi ; cartographic design by
Geoffrey J. Matthews. Seattle ; London :
Authors: Magocsi, Paul R. -- Matthews, Geoffrey
J. -- University of Washington Press/=/University
of Toronto Press -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 atlas (xiii, 218 p.) : 72 col. maps ; 31 cm.
Covers ‘the lands between the linguistic frontier
of German- and Italian-speaking peoples on the
west and the political boundaries of the former
Soviet Union on the east ... roughly the territory
between 10°E and 35°E longitude ... from about
400 C.E. (common era) to the present’--Intro.
‘Treated in depth are the Poles, Czechs, Slovaks,
Hungarians, Romanians, Yugoslav peoples,
Albanians, Bulgarian, and Greeks’--Foreword.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Series: History of East Central Europe ; v. 1
Scales differ.
‘Published in Canada by University of Toronto
Press’--P. iv.
References: Black, 171
LC Card Number: 93013783
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
ISBN 0295972483

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

25750

Europe, Eastern - International relations - 1985
Chips off the Bloc : Shultz goes calling in Eastern Europe / by Ellie McGrath. Time, 1985.
Authors: McGrath, Ellie.

Travel Vertical File G6966 .F5 1985 .M3 (PrCt)

25751

Europe, Eastern - Maps - 1680-<><>Poland - Maps - 1680-<><>Lithuania - Maps - 1680
Reipublicae et status generalis Poloniae ... Amsterdam, [ca. 1680].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Ill:O1
1 map : 47 x 54 cm.
Copy 2 of 2.
Copy 1: Sack map4F oG6965 1680 .W5 copy 1.
3277
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6965 1680 .W5 copy 2 (PrCt)

25752

Europe, Eastern - Maps - 1680-<><>Lithuania - Maps - 1680
Reipublicae et status generalis Poloniae. Amsterdam, [ca. 1680].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Ill:O2
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 54 cm.
Copy 1 of 2.
Copy 2: Sack map4F oG6965 1680 .W5 copy 2.
3276
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6965 1680 .W5 copy 1 (PrCt)

25753

Europe, Eastern - Maps - 1683
Poland subdivided according to the extent of its several parts... London : Berry, 1689.
1 map : col. ; 53 x 85 cm.
Added title: The territories of the crown of Poland... .
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B48 1680 pl. 27 (PrCt)

25754

Europe, Eastern - Maps - 1700-<><>Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1700
Authors: Cole, Benj. -- William, Duke of Gloucester, 1689-1700 -- Wells, Edward, 1667-1727. A New set of maps both of antient and present geography ... (1700) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 35 x 49 cm.
"Dedicated to his highness William Duke of Gloucester."
Inset (10 x 15 cm.): A Draught of the north parts of Europe according to the erroneous opinion of
some of the ancients.
In: Wells, Edward. A New sett of maps both of
antient and present geography ... (Oxford :
Printed at the Theater, 1700), plate [23]

25755 Europe, Eastern - Maps - 1700<<>>Poland - Maps - 1700<<>>Lithuania - Maps - 1700

Estat de la couronne de Pologne. [Amsterdam] :
H. JaiIott [i.e. Pieter Mortier], 1694 [i.e. ca. 1700].
Authors: JaIott, Alexis Hubert, 1632?--1712 --
Mortier, Pierre -- JaiIott, Alexis Hubert,
1632?--1712. Atlas minor ad usum sereIisimi
burgundiae ducis ... [ca. 1700]) -- Edward E. Ayer
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 59 cm.
Added title, upper margin: Tabula regni Poloniae,
ducatus Lithuaniae, &c.
In counterfeit edition of: JaiIott, Alexis Hubert.
Atlas minor ad usum sereIisimi burgundiae
ducis ... ([Amsterdam : Pieter Mortier, ca. 1700]) no.
[28].
Manuscript '28' in upper right.
For the 1730 state of the plate, see Sack map4F
oG6965 1692 .J3 state 1730.
Pastoureau, JaiIott I [36].
4297

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .J25 1693 no. [28]

(PrCt)

25756 Europe, Eastern - Maps - 1703<<>>Hungary - Maps - 1703

Hungaria and Sclavonia. [London : s.n., 1703].
Authors: Seller, John, fl. 1658-1698 -- Seller,
John, fl. 1658-1698. A New system of geography :
designed in a most plain and easie method ... (1703)
1 map ; 11 x 13 cm.
Anonymous map in Seller, John. A New system of
gography : designed in a most plain and easie method ...
(London : Jeremiah Seller ;
Charles Price ; John Senex, 1703) map [26].
Manuscript 'gg' in lower right.
Case 3A 1704 map [26] (PrCt)


Carle de la Hongrie et des pays qui en
dependoient autrefois ... rectifiez par les
observations du Cte. Marsilii et quelques autres /
pur Guillaume De l'Isle ... ; graved par Li?baux le
fils. A Paris : chez l'auteur sur le Quai de
l'Horloge ... , 1703 .
Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 --
Marsili, Luigi Ferdinando, 1658-1730 -- Liebaux,
Henri, d. 1752 -- Simonneau, Charles, 1645-1728 --
Renard, Louis -- L'Isle, Guillaume de,
1675-1726. [Collection of maps of the world]
[1732?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry
Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 45 x 65 cm.

"Se trouye a Amsterdam chez Louis Renard
libraire prez de la" and "C. Simonneau ... sculp."
partly erased from copperplate at bottom right.
In composite atlas without title page: L'Isle,
Guillaume de. [Collection of maps of the world.
Paris : s.n. , 1732?], [plate 57].
Number "57" in ms. on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
VAULT Baskes oversize G1015 .L57 1700,
[plate 57] (PrCt)

25758 Europe, Eastern - Maps - 1703<<>>Romania - Maps - 1703

The North part of Turky in Europe : Transilvania,
Moldavia, Walachia, Bessarabie. [London : s.n.,
1703].
Authors: Seller, John, fl. 1658-1698 -- Seller,
John, fl. 1658-1698. A New system of geography :
designed in a most plain and easie method ... (1703)
1 map ; 11 x 14 cm.
Anonymous map in Seller, John. A New system of
gography : designed in a most plain and easie method ...
(London : Jeremiah Seller ;
Charles Price ; John Senex, 1703) map [28].
Manuscript 'ii' in lower right.
Case 3A 1704 map [28] (PrCt)

25759 Europe, Eastern - Maps - 1710<<>>Poland - Maps - 1710<<>>Lithuania - Maps - 1710

Regnum Poloniae ... Amsterdam, [ca. 1710].
Authors: Valck, G. (Gerard), 1651 or 2
Valck, Leonard, 1675-1746 -- Johan Gabriel Sack
Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:O9
1 map ; 46 x 58 cm.
3284
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map
Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6965 1710 .V3 (PrCt)

25760 Europe, Eastern - Maps - 1710<<>>Poland - Maps - 1710<<>>Lithuania - Maps - 1710

Tabula nova totius regni Poloniae ... 
Amstelodami [Amsterdam] : Nicolaum Visscher
[i.e. Elizabeth Visscher], [1710?].
Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1600-1667 --
Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 --
Visscher, Nicolaes, 1600-1667 --
Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702. Atlas minor ... [1710?] -- Edward E.
Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 40 x 54 cm.
In: Visscher, Nicolaes. Atlas minor ...
(Amstelodami [Amsterdam] : ex officina Nicolai Visscher [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher], [1710?]) map [9].
Manuscript '12' at upper right.
Ca. 1680 state of the plate; issued ca. 1710.
For the ca. 1720 state of the plate, see Sack
map4F oG6965 1680 .V5 state 1720.
Koeman, Visscher [212].
4296

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .V8 1700 map [9]
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalog Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>25762</td>
<td>Europe, Eastern - Maps 1720&lt;&gt;Poland - Maps 1720&lt;&gt;Lithuania - Maps 1720 Tabula nova totius regni Poloniae ... Amsterdam, [ca. 1720]. Authors: Schenk, Pieter, ca. 1698-1775 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:O7 1 map ; 40 x 54 cm. Ca. 1720 state of the plate. For the ca. 1680 state of the plate, see Ayer *+135 V8 1700 no. [12]. Cf. Koeman, Visscher [212]. Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). Sack map 4F G6965 1680 .V5 state 1720 (PrCt)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25767</td>
<td>Europe, Eastern - Maps 1734&lt;&gt;Poland - Maps 1734&lt;&gt;Lithuania - Maps 1734 Regni Poloniae magnique ducat. Lithuaniae nova et exacta tabula ... Nuremberg : Homann Erben, [ca. 1745]. Authors: Keizer, Jacob, fl. 1706-1750 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 47 x 59 cm. Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). Sack map 4F G6965 1734 .L5 (PrCt)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Homann Erben (Firm) -- Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724. Atlas novus terrarum orbis (ca. 1745) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library).

1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 55 cm.

In: Homann, Johann Baptist. Atlas novus terrarum orbis (Nuremberg : [Homann Erben, ca. 1745]), [plate 160].

Map dated 1739.
Manuscript '162' and '164' on verso.

**oversize Ayer 135 .H7 1730, [plate 160] (PrCt)**

**25770**

Europe, Eastern · Maps - 1760<<<Russia - Maps - 1760<<<Wall maps

Troisième partie de la carte d'Europe contenant le midi de la Russie, la Pologne et la Hongrie, la Turquie ... / publiee sous les auspices de Monsieur Louis Philippe d'Orléans ... par le Sr. d'Anville ... ; De la Haye ; H. Gravelot inv. ; P. P. Choffard sculp. [Paris] : Sr. d'Anville, MDCCCLX [1760].


1 map on 2 sheets : hand col. ; 103 x 83 cm. Title cartouche on northern sheet; signed by the engraver "De la Haye" on southern sheet.
Bound as adjacent sheets in composite atlas without title page: Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d'. [Atlas général] [Paris : s.n., ca. 1786?], [plates 7-8].

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes oversize G1019 .A598 1786, [plates 7-8] (PrCt)**

**25771**


Authors: Lavoisne, C. V. -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- M. Carey & Son -- Kneass, William, 1780-1840 -- Young & Delleker -- Lavoisne, C. V. A Complete genealogical, historical, chronological and geographical atlas ... (1820) 1 map : hand col. ; 29 x 28 cm.

In: Lavoisne, C. V. A Complete genealogical, historical, chronological and geographical atlas ... (Philadelphia : Published by M. Carey and Son; printed by T.H. Palmer ..., 1820) map [18].

Printed plate 'No. 55.'

**oversize F 006 .48 pl. 18 (PrCt)**

**25772**


Map of Poland, Prussia, and Hungary indicating the places rendered celebrated by sieges and battles. Philadelphia : M. Carey and Sons, 1821.

Authors: Lavoisne, C. V. -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Kneass, William, 1780-1840 -- Young & Delleker -- Lavoisne, C. V. A Complete genealogical, historical, chronological, and geographical atlas ... (1821) 1 map : hand col. ; 29 x 28 cm.

In: Lavoisne, C. V. A Complete genealogical, historical, chronological, and geographical atlas ... (Philadelphia : M. Carey and Sons, 1821) pl. [18], Printed plate 'No. 55.'

Added title: Geographical and statistical map of Poland.

**Case oversize G1030 .L4 1821 pl. 18 (PrCt)**

**25773**

Europe, Eastern · Maps - 1913 - Harbors - Harbors - Europe, Eastern - Maps - 1913

Eastern European ports and waterways. [London] : George Philip & Son, Ltd. ; The London Geographical Institute, [1913].

Authors: George Philip & Son -- London Geographical Institute -- Philip, George, 1870-1937. Philips' mercantile marine atlas : a series of 35 plates ... with ... distances between ports ... (1913) 1 map : col. ; 44 x 31 cm.

Identifies trade routes and distances, e.g. "Constantinople to Port Said 791 [nautical miles]."

In: Philip, George. Philips' mercantile marine atlas : a series of 35 plates ... with ... distances between ports ... (London : Liverpool : G. Philip & Son, ltd. ; The London Geographical Institute ; Philip, Son & Nephew, 1913), plate 7.

**oversize H 7001 .68, plate 7 (PrCt)**

**25774**


Deutsch-österreichisch-russischer kriegsschauplatz ... Gotha : J. Perthes, [1915].

Authors: Langhans, Paul, 1867-1932 -- Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Steier, Adolf, 1775-1836

1 map : 71 x 85 cm. fold. to 37 cm.

'Auf grund von karten aus Stielers hand-atlas.'

Scale: 1:1,200,000.

'Die deutschen, österreichisch-ungarischen und russischen grenzländer mit angabe der strategisch wichtigen flussläufe, der strategischen eisenbahnen, der russischen...
heerstrassen, der russischen aufmarschlinien gegen die westgrenze und des russischen aufmarschraums, der russischen fort- und umwallungs-festungen und ihrer bestreichungsräume, der russischen luftschiffhallen ... usw.'

folio F 1006 .48 no. 3 (NLO)

25779 Europe - Economic conditions - 1991
Authors: Kaslow, Amy
1 p : col photos

25780 Europe - Geography - 1762

25781 Europe - Geography - 1762

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Greenland, Sweden, Russia and Poland -- v. 2.
Hungary, Transylvania, Sclavonia, Dalmatia,
Turkey in Europe, Portugal, Spain and France --
v. 3. Italy, Sardinia, Naples, Sicily, England,
Wales, Scotland, Ireland, United Netherlands,
and Swisserland -- v. 4. Part of Germany, viz.,
Bohemia, Moravia, Lusatia, Austria, Burgundy,
Westphalia, and the circle of the Rhine -- v. 5.
Part of Germand, viz., circles of the Upper-Rhine,
Swabia, Franconia, and Upper-Saxony -- v. 6. In
Germany, part of Braudenburg, Pomerania, the
circles of Upper-Saxony, Swabia, Franconia, and
the county of Glatz.
"To the author's introductory discourse are added
three essays relative to the subject."
Head- and tail-pieces.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Bookplate: Lane Seminary Library
Bookplate: Library of Lane Seminary Affiliated
with The Presbyterian Theological Seminary,
Chicago.
Forms part of the McCormick Theological
Seminary Collection at the Newberry Library.

D900 .B87213 1762 (NLO)

25782

Europe - Geography - 1800<<>>Names,
Geographical - Europe - 1800<<>>Europe -
Maps - 1800<<>>Europe - Maps - 1800 - Cities
and towns<<>>Cities and towns - Europe -
Maps - 1800<<>>Atlases, British -
1800<<>>Gazetteers
A Geographical, historical, and political
description of the empire of Germany, Holland,
the Netherlands, Switzerland, Prussia, Italy,
Sicily, Corsica, and Sardinia : with a gazetteer of
reference to the principal places in those
countries : compiled and translated from the
German : to which are added, Statistical tables of
all the states of Europe, translated from the
German of J.G. Boetticher, with a supplementary
table, showing the changes since the
commencement of the present war : dedicated to
Their Majesties and the royal family. London :
Printed for John Stockdale, 1800.
Authors: Stockdale, John, 1749?-1814 --
Chauchard, Captain -- Neele, Samuel John,
1758-1824 -- Andrews, John, 1736-1809 --
Playfair, William, 1759-1823 -- Jäger, Wolfgang,
1734-1795. Geographisch-historisch-statistisches
Zeitungs-Lexikon -- Boetticher, J. G. (Jakob
Gottlieb), 1754-1792 -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
leaves of plates (5 folded) : 28 maps ; 30 cm.
Maps by Chauchard (cf. Preface); engraved by
"... from which it is principally translated and
compiled, as is the gazetteer of reference, almost
entirely from Ja?ger's Lexicon ..."--P. 7-8, first
sequence.
"Illustrated with twenty-four plates, and a large
three-sheet post map of Germany, Holland, Italy,
&c."
Separate t.p.: Statistical tables : exhibiting a view
of all the states of Europe : showing with the
greatest accuracy, their population, military and
marine strength, revenue and expenditure, form
of government, with their seas, rivers, and
mountains, climate, soil, and productions, division
of each country, chief towns, situation, number of
houses and inhabitants, historical occurrences,
&c. / translated from the German of J.G.
Boetticher ; with a supplementary table,
containing the changes since the publication of
the original work, by William Playfair.
Publisher's advertisements: [8] p. at end.
Subscription lists, p. [15]-32, *33-*39 at
beginning.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copy: folio G 30 .333
References: Phillips 7791
LC Card Number: 03010436
Baskes folio D900 .G45 1800 (NLO)

Europe - Geography - 1800<<>>Names,
Geographical - Europe - 1800<<>>Europe -
Maps - 1800<<>>Europe - Maps - 1800 - Cities
and towns<<>>Cities and towns - Europe -
Maps - 1800<<>>Atlases, British -
1800<<>>Gazetteers
A Geographical, historical, and political
description of the empire of Germany, Holland,
the Netherlands, Switzerland, Prussia, Italy,
Sicily, Corsica, and Sardinia : with a gazetteer of
reference to the principal places in those
countries : compiled and translated from the
German : to which are added, Statistical tables of
all the states of Europe, translated from the
German of J.G. Boetticher, with a supplementary
table, showing the changes since the
commencement of the present war : dedicated to
Their Majesties and the royal family. London :
Printed for John Stockdale, 1800.
Authors: Stockdale, John, 1749?-1814 --
Chauchard, Captain -- Neele, Samuel John,
1758-1824 -- Andrews, John, 1736-1809 --
Playfair, William, 1759-1823 -- Jäger, Wolfgang,
1734-1795. Geographisch-historisch-statistisches
Zeitungs-Lexikon -- Boetticher, J. G. (Jakob
Gottlieb), 1754-1792
leaves of plates (5 folded) : 28 maps ; 30 cm.
Maps by Chauchard (cf. Preface); engraved by
"... from which it is principally translated and
compiled, as is the gazetteer of reference, almost
entirely from Jäger's Lexicon ..."--P. 7-8, first
sequence.
"Illustrated with twenty-four plates, and a large
three-sheet post map of Germany, Holland, Italy,
&c."
the greatest accuracy, their population, military
and marine strength, revenue and expenditure,
form of government, with their seas, rivers, and
mountains, climate, soil, and productions, division
of each country, chief towns, situation, number of
houses and inhabitants, historical occurrences,
&c. / translated from the German of J.G.
Boetticher ; with a supplementary table,
containing the changes since the publication of
the original work, by William Playfair.
Publisher's advertisements: [8] p. at end.
Subscription lists. p. [15]-32, *33-*39 at
beginning.
Maps also cataloged separately.
Duplicate copy: Baskes folio D900 .G45 1800
References: Phillips 7791
LC Card Number: 03010436
Baskes G 30 .333 (NLO)

25784 Europe - Geography - 1894<<<<America -
Geography - 1894<<<<Europe -
1894<<<<Europe - Maps - 1894<<<<America -
Maps - 1894<<<<Atlases, French - 1894
Géographie de l’Europe et de l’Amérique :
rédigée conformément aux programmes de
l’enseignement secondaire moderne (classe de
cinquième) / par F. Schrader et L. Gallouédac.
Authors: Schrader, Franz, 1844-1924 --
Gallouédac, L. (Louis), 1864 -- Perrin, Maurice,
fl. 1884-1892. -- Giffault, E. -- Huot -- Hachette
(Firm) -- Carrère, Alfred -- Godail, Julian -- Roger
S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
434 p. : ill., 99 maps (some col.) ; 18 cm.
Cover title: Géographie générale, l’Europe,
l’Amérique
Maps by E. Giffault and Mce. Perrin.
"Ouvrage contenant de nombreuses cartes en
noir et en couleurs."
Includes bibliographical references.
Former owner’s inscription: Vendre par l’éleve
Carrère, Alfred à l’élevé Godail, Julian, octobre
1896.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes G126 .G357 1926 (NLO)

25786 Europe - Geography - 1936<<<<Europe -
Geography and Ethnology - 1936<<<<Cartography
and politics - 1936<<<<Ethnology and Geography
- 1936<<<<Political geography - Maps - 1936
Environment and nation : geographical factors in
the cultural and political history of Europe.
Authors: Taylor, Thomas Griffith, 1880-1963 --
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
571 p. : ill., maps ; 24 cm.
Sequel to the author’s Environment and race.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes GN320 .T38 1936 (NLO)

25787 Europe - Geography - 1946<<<<Europe -
Maps - 1946<<<<Europe - Maps - 1937
L’Europe : classe de quatrième et 2e année des
eoëufs primaires supérieures / Étienne Baron.
Authors: Baron, Étienne -- Boudy, Claudette --
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
(4 folded) ; 21 cm.
2e éd.
‘Troisième édition’--Cover.
Spine title: L’Europe : classe de quatrième : 2e
année des E.P.S.
‘Programme du 30 aout 1937, No. 284’
Includes additional map, not listed in contents:
L’Europe en 1937.
Ms. annotations in red ink on map, Structure de
l’Europe.
Owner’s inscription: Claudette Boudy, Collège
moderne de jeunes filles.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes G126 .B37 1946 (NLO)

25788 Europe - Geography - 1950
A Geography of Europe / Jean Gottman. New
Authors: Gottmann, Jean
25 cm.
Contents: pt. 1. The general features of Europe.
The physical pattern -- Man’s organization of
space -- The utilization of resources -- pt. 2.
Western Europe. The personality of Western
Europe -- The Scandinavian countries -- The
British Isles -- The Benelux countries -- France --
Switzerland -- pt. 3. Central Europe. The tidal
lands of Europe -- Finland -- Germany -- Poland
and Czechoslovakia : link and buffer -- Countries
4. Mediterranean Europe. Three peninsulas and
many islands -- Spain and Portugal -- Italy -- The
Balkan peninsula -- pt. 5. Eastern Europe : the
Soviet Union. Russia in Europe -- The marginal
Soviet republics -- The great-Russian area -- pt.
6. Conclusion. The duality and the unity of

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Europe.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 663-670) and index.
LC Card Number: 50008226
D907 .G6 1950 (NLO)

25789 Europe - Geography
Europe - Cities and towns - Geography
Authors: Houston, J. M. (James Macintosh), 1922 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
271 p. : ill., maps ; 23 cm.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes HN373 .H68 (NLO)

25790 Europe - Guidebooks - 1928
Authors: Griebens-Reiseführer -- Griebens-Verlag -- Goldschmidt, Albert -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
332, 18 p. ; 16 cm.
Does not include maps.
Advertisements: 18 p. at end.
Includes index.
Series: Griebens Reiseführer ; Bd. 1
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 1 (1928) (NLO)

25791 Europe - Historical geography - Maps - 0800-0899
A Map of Europe for the illustration of King Alfred's Anglo-Saxon translation of Croisius. [London, 1781].
1 map : 23 x 26 cm.
'Engraved by J.Bayly.'
In 'Othere's voyage, and the geography of the ninth century illustrated'; forms part of Barrington, Daines. Miscellanies (London : Printed by J. Nichols, sold by B. White ... , 1781) following p. 468.
Case folio AC7 .B3 1781 following p. 468 (PrCt)

25792 Europe - Historical geography - Maps - 1492-1649
Parallela geographiae veteris et novae / auctore Philippo Brietio ... Parisiis [Paris] : Sumptibus Sebastiani Cramoisy ... et Gabrieliis Cramoisy ..., 1648-1649.
Authors: Briet, Philippe, 1601-1668 -- Cramoisy, Sébastien -- Cramoisy, Grote, 1831-1903 -- Grote, G. --
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
2, 542 p. : ill., pl., 19 maps (some fold.), facsim. ; 24 cm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copies: F 09 .644 ser. 2, v. 9 -- Ayer 110 .R68 1881
LC Card Number: g 01002472
Baskes D20 .R8 (NLO)

25793 Europe - Historical geography - Maps - 1595-1606
Evropam, sive Celtiacm veteran / sic describere conabar Abrah. Ortelius. [London : John Norton], 1595 [i.e. 1606].
1 map : hand col. ; 34 x 46 cm.
Includes dedication to "Nicolaao Roccoinio" at bottom left.
In: Ortelius, Abraham. "Parergon, sive, Veteris geographiae aliquot tabvlae", part of the historical atlas section of Ortelius's Theatrvm orbis terrarum ... (London : J. Norton, 1606), [plate 123].
Signature "viij" and English letterpress text on verso beginning: Evrope. In the diuision of the world . . .
"Cartographic sources: possibly derived to some extent from Ortelius' own two sheet map of the Roman empire, which appeared in 1571. Further, this map is based on classical sources, such as Sallustius, Plinius, Herodotus, Strabo and Dionysius." -- From Marcel P.R. van den Broecke's Cartographica Neerlandica website, which includes a digital image of another copy of the map (accessed August 2012); see http://www.orteliusmaps.com/book/ort189.html
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1606, [plate 123] (PrCt)
25795  Europe - Historical geography - Maps - 1650
Evropa vetvs. Lvtetiae Parisiorvm [Paris] : apud Petrum Mariette, 1650 [i.e.1659?].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Peyrounin, A. -- Mariette, Pierre, 1603-1657 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (1658 [i.e. 1659?])
1 map : hand col. ; 38 x 54 cm.
In: Sanson, Nicolas. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (Paris : Pierre Mariette, 1658 [i.e. 1659?]) v. 1, pl. [109]
VAULT Case oversize G1015 .S35 1658 v. 1, pl. [109] (PrCt)

25796  Europe - Historical geography - Maps - 1650
Evropa vetvs / Ex conatib., geographicus N. Sanson ... ; A Peyrounin sculp. Lvtetiae Parisiorvm [Paris] : apud Petrum Mariette, 1650.
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Peyrounin, A. -- Mariette, Pierre, 1603-1657 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. [Assembled-to-order atlas of historical maps of Europe] [1658?] -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). IV:A1
1 map : hand col. ; 38 x 54 cm.
In: Sanson, Nicolas. [Assembled-to-order historical maps of Europe] [Paris : N. Sanson and P. Mariette?, 1658?] no. [1]. Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
VAULT Case oversize G1015 .S35 1658 v. 1, pl. [109]

25797  Europe - Historical geography - Maps - 1658
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Mariette, Pierre, 1603-1657 -- Peyrounin, A. -- Tavernier, Melchior, d. 1641 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ...
VAULT Ayer 7 .B85 1648 (NLO)

25798  Europe - Historical geography - Maps - 1700<<>>Europe - Maps - 1700
A New map of Europe : according to its ancient general divisions and names of its countries together with their chief cities, rivers, mountains, &c. / M. Burg. sculp. [Oxford : s.n., 1700].
Authors: Burghers, M. -- William, Duke of Gloucester, 1689-1700 -- Wells, Edward, 1667-1727. A New sett of maps both of antient and present geography ... (1700) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 48 cm. "Dedicated to his highness William Duke of Gloucester."

25799  Europe - Historical geography - Maps - 1707<<>>Europe - Maps - 1707
Authors: Moll, Herman, -1732 -- Rhodes, H., fl. 1708 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 4 maps ; 203 x 130 mm. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

25800  Europe - Historical geography - Maps - 1771<<>>Europe - Maps - 1771
Germania, France, Italie, Espagne, Isles Britanniques : dans un age intermédiaire de l’ancienne géographie et de la moderne / par le
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
25805

Europe - Historical geography - Maps - 1838

Europe - Maps - 1838

Maps - 1838

Ethnology

Europe - Maps - 1838


Authors: Desjardins, Constant -- Häufler, J. -- Müller, H. F. (Heinrich Friedrich), 1779-1848 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (12 folded leaves of plates) : 12 folded maps (some hand colored) ; 50 cm.

Cover title.


Date from title page of part 1.


Maps surrounded by explanatory text.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Atlantes Austriaci, Desj A/I (1838)

Baskes oversize G1795 .D47 1838 (NLO)

25807

Europe - Historical geography - Maps - 1855

Europe - Maps - 1855

Maps - 1855

Napoleonic Wars, 1800-1815

Maps - 1855

Anglo-French War, 1793-1802

Maps - 1855

First Coalition, War of the, 1792-1797

Maps - 1855

Second Coalition, War of the, 1798-1801

Maps - 1855

Military art and science - Maps - 1855

Military history - Europe - Maps - 1855

Atlas to Alison's History of Europe / constructed and arranged under the direction of Sir Archibald Alison by Alex. Keith Johnston; with a concise vocabulary of military and marine terms.


History of Europe from the commencement of the French Revolution in 1789 to the restoration of the Bourbons in 1815 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (16 p., [1], 108 leaves of plates) : ill., col. maps ; 19 x 26 cm.


Maps hand colored in outline, or keyed to calvary, infantry, and artillery positions.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: OCLC 9495147; Cf. Phillips 7686.

Baskes G1796.R1 J64 1855 (NLO)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

zur mittleren und neueren geschichte ... / mit erläuterndem text. Berlin : Dietrich Reimer, 1877.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Phillips 2796

25809 Europe - Historical geography - Maps - 1880<< historical geography of Europe. Paris : Armand Dietrich, 1892
Authors: Hertslet, Edward, Sir, 1824-1892 -- Great Britain. Her Majesty's Stationery Office -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 27 maps ; 258 x 170 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes KZ626 1875 (NLO)

Authors: Freeman, Edward Augustus, 1823-1892 -- Wellr, Edward, -1884 -- Longman -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
2 v. : 65 maps ; 225 x 156 mm.
1st ed.
Cartography by Edward Wellr.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
References: Cf. Phillips 3967; Lock, Modern maps and atlases 120; Black p. 57
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Authors: Freeman, Edward Augustus, 1823-1892 -- Lefebvre, Gustave -- Lavisse, Ernest, 1842-1922 -- Armand Colin (Firm) -- Lahure, A. (Alexis), 1849-1929 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
2 v. (664; [8], [75] p.) : 73 col. maps (2 folded) ; 29 cm.
Translation (by Gustave Lefebvre) of: The historical geography of Europe.
Uniform title: Historical geography of Europe. French
'Imprimerie A. Lahure, rue de Fleurus, 9 à Paris.'
Cf. Table des cartes.
'Toutes les notices placées au bas de ces cartes sont spéciales à l'édition française.'
Seven maps added to those from English edition atlas. Cf. Avant-propos and Table des cartes, foot-note.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Baskes folio D21.5 .F73 1886 (NLO)

Authors: Hertslet, Edward, Sir, 1824-1902 -- Great Britain. Her Majesty's Stationery Office -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 27 maps ; 258 x 170 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes KZ626 1875 (NLO)

1 atlas (v, 46 p., 32 folded leaves of plates) : 50 maps (chiefly col., some folded) ; 27 cm.
Maps by Bormay & Co.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Former owner's inscription: Curtis H. Walker.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1796.S1 D69 1908 (NLO)

Authors: Freeman, Edward Augustus, 1823-1892 -- Lefebvre, Gustave -- Lavisse, Ernest, 1842-1922 -- Armand Colin (Firm) -- Lahure, A. (Alexis), 1849-1929 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
2 v. (664; [8], [75] p.) : 73 col. maps (2 folded) ; 29 cm.
Translation (by Gustave Lefebvre) of: The historical geography of Europe.
Uniform title: Historical geography of Europe. French
'Imprimerie A. Lahure, rue de Fleurus, 9 à Paris.'
Cf. Table des cartes.
'Toutes les notices placées au bas de ces cartes sont spéciales à l'édition française.'
Seven maps added to those from English edition atlas. Cf. Avant-propos and Table des cartes, foot-note.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Baskes folio D21.5 .F73 1886 (NLO)
25815 Europe - Historical geography - Maps - 1910-1919

Europe - Historical geography - Maps - 1910-1919


Authors: William Collins Sons and Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- William Collins Sons and Co. The Collegiate atlas ... [191-?]

1 map : col. ; 15 x 21 cm.

In: William Collins Sons and Co. The Collegiate atlas : consisting of forty-four maps of modern geography, embracing all the latest discoveries and changes in boundaries and eighteen maps of historical geography, with copious index (Glasgow, London, and Edinburgh : William Collins, Sons, & Company, [191-?]), [plate 41].

Printed plate numbers "40" and "41" on thumb index at right.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1019 .C625 1910z, [plate 41] (PrCt)

25818 Europe - Historical geography - Maps - 1910-1919


Authors: William Collins Sons and Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- William Collins Sons and Co. The Collegiate atlas ... [191-?]

1 map : col. ; 15 x 22 cm.

In: William Collins Sons and Co. The Collegiate atlas : consisting of forty-four maps of modern geography, embracing all the latest discoveries and changes in boundaries and eighteen maps of historical geography, with copious index (Glasgow, London, and Edinburgh : William Collins, Sons, & Company, [191-?]), [plate 39].

Printed plate numbers "38" and "39" on thumb index at right.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1019 .C625 1910z, [plate 39] (PrCt)
1 map : col. ; 15 x 22 cm.
In: William Collins Sons and Co. The Collegiate atlas : consisting of forty-four maps of modern geography, embracing all the latest discoveries and changes in boundaries and eighteen maps of historical geography, with copious index (Glasgow, London, and Edinburgh : William Collins, Sons, & Company, [191-?]). [plate] 42. Printed plate numbers "42" and "43" on thumb index at right.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .C625 1910z, [plate] 42

25820

Europe - Historical geography - Maps - 1910-1919
Authors: William Collins Sons and Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- William Collins Sons and Co. The Collegiate atlas ... [191-?]
1 map : col. ; 16 x 21 cm.
In: William Collins Sons and Co. The Collegiate atlas : consisting of forty-four maps of modern geography, embracing all the latest discoveries and changes in boundaries and eighteen maps of historical geography, with copious index (Glasgow, London, and Edinburgh : William Collins, Sons, & Company, [191-?]). [plate] 44. Printed plate numbers "44" and "45" on thumb index at right.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .C625 1910z, [plate] 44

25821

Europe - Historical geography - Maps - 1910-1919
Europe from the abdication of Napoleon Bonaparte 1815.
Authors: William Collins Sons and Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- William Collins Sons and Co. The Collegiate atlas ... [191-?]
1 map : col. ; 14 x 21 cm.
In: William Collins Sons and Co. The Collegiate atlas : consisting of forty-four maps of modern geography, embracing all the latest discoveries and changes in boundaries and eighteen maps of historical geography, with copious index (Glasgow, London, and Edinburgh : William Collins, Sons, & Company, [191-?]). [plate] 45. Printed plate numbers "44" and "45" on thumb index at right.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .C625 1910z, [plate] 45

25822

Europe - Historical geography - Maps - 1910-1919
Authors: William Collins Sons and Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- William Collins Sons and Co. The Collegiate atlas ... [191-?]
1 map : col. ; 15 x 21 cm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .C625 1910z, [plate] 46

25823

Europe - Historical geography - Maps - 1915
An Historical atlas of modern Europe from 1789 to 1914, with an historical and explanatory text by C. Grant Robertson ... and J.G. Bartholomew ... London, New York [etc.] : Oxford University Press (H. Milford), 1915.
1 atlas (24 p. 36 col. maps) ; 37 cm.
'Bibliography of historical and geographical works': p. 6.
LC Card Number: map16000005
Phillips 5161.
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 1933.
G 10301 .7 (NLO)

25824

Europe - Historical geography - Maps - 1916
2 p. l., 277 p. : front., illus. (incl. ports.), 22 maps ; 19 cm.
'Buckley eng. Chicago'--on map 'Europe in 1815.'
Series: The lake history stories.
Inscription: For James Maloney 'Red Cross Contest' L. Kinneman 1918.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

LC Card Number: 16006002
Baskes D104 .B4 1916 (NLO)

25825  Europe - Historical geography - Maps - 1924<<>>Historical atlases

25826  Europe - Historical geography - Maps - 1926<<>>Europe - Maps - 1926<<>>Historical atlases
Atlas of European history / by Earle W. Dow ... New York : H. Holt and Co., [1926]. Authors: Dow, Earle W. (Earle Wilbur), 1868-1946 -- Henry Holt and Company 1 atlas (46 p., 32 (i.e. 50) maps on 64 leaves) ; 27 cm. 5A 2193 (NLO)

25827  Europe - Historical geography - Maps - 1931

25828  Europe - Historical geography - Maps - 1935<<>>Europe - Maps - 1935<<>>Historical atlases


25830  Europe - Historical geography - Maps - 1937<<>>World history - Maps - 1937<<>>Atlases - 1937<<>>Historical atlases

25831  Europe - Historical geography - Maps - 1944<<>>Europe - Maps - 1944<<>>Historical atlases

25832  Europe - Historical geography - Maps - 1957

25833  Europe - Historical geography - Maps - 1957<<>>Historical atlases
The Viking conquests advance 565 The Frankish Kingdom beyond the Mediterranean Mediterranean rise of Rome rise of Greece Contents: 900 BC the first states 1430 The Hundred Years' War -- 1466 The age of the new monarchies -- 1493 The later Middle Ages -- 1530 The Habsburg Ascendancy -- 1572 The wars of religion -- 1618 The eve of the thirty years' war -- 1648 The peace of Westphalia -- 1683 The siege of Vienna -- 1699 The ascendancy of France -- 1721 The rise of Russia -- 1789 The French Revolution -- 1797 The rise of Napoleon -- 1812 Napoleonic Europe -- 1815 The treaty of Vienna -- 1861 The unification of Italy -- 1871 The unification of Germany -- 1885 Imperial Europe -- 1914 The eve of the First World War -- 1925 The aftermath of the First World War -- 1940 The Nazi conquests -- 1942 Hitler's Europe -- 1949 Cold War Europe -- 1993 The collapse of communism. Includes bibliographical references (p. 192) and index.

Scale not given.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

LC Card Number: 95106731
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

The eve of the Mongol invasions -- 1270 The high Middle Ages -- 1328 The consolidation of England -- 1382 The Ottoman advance -- 1430 The Hundred Years' War -- 1466 The age of the new monarchies -- 1493 The later Middle Ages -- 1530 The Habsburg Ascendancy -- 1572 The wars of religion -- 1618 The eve of the thirty years' war -- 1648 The peace of Westphalia -- 1683 The siege of Vienna -- 1699 The
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Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

and geographical atlas ... (1820)  
1 map : hand col. ; 27 x 37 cm.  
In: Lavoisne, C. V. A Complete genealogical,  
historical, chronological and geographical atlas ...  
(Philadelphia : Published by M. Carey and Son ;  
printed by T.H. Palmer ..., 1820) map [6]. Printed  
plate 'No. 22.'  
Added title: Geographical and historical map of  
the incursions of the barbarians.  
Historical map of the Roman Empire to 476 A.D.  

oversize F 006 .48 pl. 6 (PrCt)

25850  
Europe - History, Ancient - Maps -  
1705<><>Africa, North - History, Ancient -  
Maps - 1705<><>Rome - History, Ancient -  
Maps - 1705<><>Western Hemisphere - Maps -  
1705<><>America - Maps - 1705<><>Europe -  
Maps - 1705<><>Africa, North - Maps -  
1705<><>Map printing - Engravings - Maps -  
1705<><>Engravings  
Theatrum historicum ad annum Christi  
quadringentisim. in quo tum Imperii Romani tu.  
Barbarorum circumincolentiu. status ob oculos  
ponitur pars orientalis / autore Guillelmo Del  
'Isle ... ; Des Rosiers sculp.  

Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 --  
Desrosiers, F. -- Renard, Louis -- L'Isle,  
Guillaume de, 1675-1726. [Collection of maps of  
the world] [1732?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection  
(Newberry Library)  
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 65 cm.  
Inset of the eastern hemisphere (18 cm. in  
diam.): Supplementum theatru historico / se  
trouve a Amsterdam chez L. Renard libraire prez  
de la Bourse. Inset imprint partially erased from  
copperplate.  
In composite atlas without title page: L'Isle,  
Guillaume de. [Collection of maps of the world.  
Paris : s.n., 1732?], [plate 52].  
Number "52" in ms. on verso.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at  
the Newberry Library.  

VAULT Baskes oversize G1015 .L57 1700,  
[plate 52] (PrCt)

25852  
Europe - History, Ancient - Maps -  
1737<><>Middle East - History, Ancient -  
Maps - 1737<><>Greece - History, Ancient -  
Maps - 1737<><>Eastern Hemisphere -  
History, Ancient - Maps - 1737  
Carte pour servir a la lecture de l'histoire  
ancienne des Egyptiens, ... Paris : Robert [i.e.  
Jaillot], 1737.  
Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 --  
Le Tellier, fl. 1737-1743 -- Rollin, Charles,  
1661-1741 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 --  
Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712. [Atlas  
françois] (1700 [i.e. 1737?]) -- Edward E. Ayer  
Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 128 cm. on 2 adjacent  
sheets  
Added titles, upper margins of adjacent sheets:  
Partie occidentale de la carte des anciennes  
monarchies ... -- Partie orientale de la carte des  
anciennes monarchies ...  
Insets (20 x 22 cm. and 22 x 23 cm.): Supplement  
pour la Grece -- Supplement pour l'Asie et  
Afrique.  
In: Jaillot, Alexis Hubert. [Atlas francais] (Paris :  
Jaillot, 1700 [i.e. 1737?] pl. [32-33].  
Map dated 1737.  
Manuscript titles on versos of adjacent sheets:  
'1e. Feuille des anciennes monarchies -- 2e.  
Feuille des anciennes monarchies.  
Versos numbered '36' and '37.'  

VAULT Ayer 135 .J25 1700 pl. [32-33]  
(PrCt)

25851  
Europe - History, Ancient - Maps -  
1705<><>Middle East - History, Ancient -  
Maps - 1705<><>Rome - History, Ancient -  
Maps - 1705<><>Europe - Maps -  
1705<><>Middle East - Maps -  
1705<><>Eastern Hemisphere - Maps -  
1705<><>Map printing - Engravings - Maps -  
1705<><>Engravings  
Theatrum historicum ad annum Christi  
quadringentisim. in quo tu. Imperii Romani tu.  
Barbarorum circumincolentiu. status ob oculos  
ponitur pars orientalis / autore Guillelmo Del  
'Isle ... ; Des Rosiers sculp.  

Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 --  
Desrosiers, F. -- Renard, Louis -- L'Isle,  
Guillaume de, 1675-1726. [Collection of maps of  
the world] [1732?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection  
(Newberry Library)  
1 map : hand col. ; 27 x 37 cm.  
In: Lavoisne, C. V. A Complete genealogical,  
historical, chronological and geographical atlas ...  
(Philadelphia : Published by M. Carey and Son ;  
printed by T.H. Palmer ..., 1820) map [6]. Printed  
plate 'No. 22.'  
Added title: Geographical and historical map of  
the incursions of the barbarians.  
Historical map of the Roman Empire to 476 A.D.  

oversize F 006 .48 pl. 6 (PrCt)

25853  
Europe - History, Ancient - Maps -  
1752<><>Europe - Maps -  
1752<><>Charlemagne, Emperor, 742-814  
Imperium Caroli Magni : occidentis imperatoris  
complectens Galliam, Marcam, Hispanicam,  
Baleares insulas, Corsicam, Italiam ... / autore D.  
Robert de Vaugondy ... [Paris : Robert de  
Vaugondy], 1752.  
Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Didier, 1723-1786 --  
Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas  
universel (1757 [i.e. 1758?]) -- Roger S. Baskes  

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .J25 1700 pl. [32-33]  
(PrCt)

25853  
Europe - History, Ancient - Maps -  
1752<><>Europe - Maps -  
1752<><>Charlemagne, Emperor, 742-814  
Imperium Caroli Magni : occidentis imperatoris  
complectens Galliam, Marcam, Hispanicam,  
Baleares insulas, Corsicam, Italiam ... / autore D.  
Robert de Vaugondy ... [Paris : Robert de  
Vaugondy], 1752.  
Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Didier, 1723-1786 --  
Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas  
universel (1757 [i.e. 1758?]) -- Roger S. Baskes  

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .J25 1700 pl. [32-33]  
(PrCt)
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 54 cm.
"Carol Magni Imperium" -- oversize letterpress title stamped on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1790, [plate 12] (PrCt)

Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Didier, 1723-1786 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1790?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 54 cm.
In: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles. Atlas universel / par M. Robert ... et par M. Robert de Vaugondy son fils ... (A Paris : Chez de la Marche, géographe, rue du Foin St. Jacques, Collège de Me. Gervais, 1757, [i.e. 1790?]), [plate 11].
"12" -- oversize letterpress number stamped on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1790, [plate 11] (PrCt)

Authors: Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826 -- Finley, A. (Anthony) -- Finley, A. (Anthony). Atlas classica, or, Select maps of ancient geography (1831) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 18 x 27 cm.
In: Finley, Anthony. Atlas classica, or, Select maps of ancient geography : both sacred and profane (Philadelphia : Anthony Finley, 1831), [plate 10].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .F5 1833, [plate 10] (PrCt)

Europe - History, Ancient - Maps - 1840<>>Eratosthenes Europe according to Eratosthenes. [Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, 1840].
Authors: Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846 -- Eratosthenes -- Lea & Blanchard -- Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (1840)
1 map ; 11 x 18 cm.
Keyed to dozens of references on p.40.
In: Murray, Hugh. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, successors to Carey & Co., for George W. Gorton, 1840) v. 1, p. 41.
Wax engraving.
G 11 .607 v. 1, p. 41 (PrCt)

Authors: Spruner von Merz, Karl, 1803-1892 -- Menke, Th. (Theodor), 1819-1892 -- Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (42 p. : 90 double maps) ; 40 x 26 cm. 3rd ed.
Espenhorst 2.8.1.2.II.3 ; Black 43, 64 Phillips 148.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Authors: Spruner von Merz, Karl, 1803-1892 -- Menke, Th. (Theodor), 1819-1892 -- Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (42 p. : 90 double maps) ; 40 x 26 cm. 3rd ed.
Espenhorst 2.8.1.2.II.3 ; Black 43, 64 Phillips 148.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)
References: Black, Maps and history
1 atlas : 50 maps ; 305 x 242 mm.
Collection (Newberry Library)
Authors: Soviet Union. Glavnoe upravlenie
USSR, 1960.
Atlas of history of the middle
Russian ages
1960
Europe - History, Ancient - Maps -
1890-1899 Carthage (Extinct city) -
History, Ancient - Maps - 1890-1899 - Rome
- History, Ancient - Maps - 1890-1899 - Wall maps
Western Europe under the Romans. New York : Colton, [189-?].
Authors: G.W. & C.B. Colton & Co.
1 map ; 134 x 91 cm.
Scale 1:2,027,520; 32 English statute miles to the inch.
Insets: The Roman wall of Hadrian -- Vicinity of Carthage -- Harbors of Carthage.
Series: Colton's educational maps (larger series)
maproll G 1002 .19 (NLO)

Europe - History, Ancient - Maps -
1924 Historical atlases
Early European history / by Hutton Webster.
Authors: Webster, Hutton, 1875 --
Matthews-Northrup Company -- D.C. Heath and Company -- Thomas, Vera Lorraine -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Heath (D.C.) and Co. SEE D.C. Heath and Company
xxxi, 681 p., [52] leaves of plates (5 folded) : ill. (some col.), 82 maps and plans (some col.) ; 21 cm.
Rev. ed.
Imperfect: lacking 4 plates: facing p. 144, 280, 290, and 294; p. 263 torn with loss of text.
Includes bibliographical references (p. xxi-xxx) and index.
Maps by M.-N. Works, Buffalo, N.Y.
Some maps hand colored.
LC Card Number: 24030517
Owner's inscription: Vera Lorraine Thomas, Cropsey, Illinois.
Ms. annotations throughout.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes D103 .W4 1924 (NLO)

Europe - History, Ancient - Maps -
1960 Russia - History, Ancient - Maps -
1960 History, Ancient - Maps -
1960 Middle Ages - Maps -
1960 Atlases, German - 1960 Atlases, Russian - 1960
Authors: Soviet Union. Glavnoe upravlenie geodezii i kartografii -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 50 maps ; 305 x 242 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
References: Black, Maps and history (1997), p. 157

Europe - History, Ancient - Maps -
1972 Middle Ages - Maps -
1972 Historical atlases
1 v. : 32 maps ; 290 x 227 mm.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Scales differ.
Series: The atlas of world history
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 72178600
Baskes folio G1034 .M19 1972 (NLO)

Europe - History, Ancient - Maps -
1979 Historical atlases
Authors: Platt, Colin -- Macmillan & Co.
256 p. : ill. (some col.), maps ; 29 cm.
Includes index.
81-53342
folio CB351 .P55 (NLO)

Europe - History, Ancient - Maps -
1980 Historical atlases
Authors: Adams, Brian -- Clapham, Frances M. -- Longman (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (61 p. : col. ill., 29 col. maps) ; 33 cm.
Cover title: Illustrated atlas of the world in the Middle Ages
Illustrations on lining papers.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio CB351 .A85 1980 (NLO)

Europe - History, Military - Maps -
Bibliography Europe - Military Cartography - Maps - Bibliography
Reduced p.1 atlas (59 map plates) ; 31 x 21 cm.

1527 Walter, 1530 Brambilla, Ambrosio, fl. 1581

Varekamp, 1974.


E 5 .M34533 (NLO)

Europe - History - Spanish Succession, War of, 1701-1714 - Maps

Marlborough, John Churchill, Duke of, 1650-1722 - Campaigns

Atlas to the Memoirs of John, duke of Marlborough : containing maps and plans illustrative of the campaigns, fac-simile autographs, armorial bearings, etc. London : Boll and Daldy, 1865.

Authors: Coxe, William, 1747--1828 -- Marlborough, John Churchill, Duke of, 1650-1722 -- Boll and Daldy (Firm)

4 l., front. (port.) plates, maps (part fold.) plans (part fold.) facsims. 29 cm.

OCLC 1873623.

E 5 .M34533 (NLO)

Europe - History - World War, 1939-1945 - Maps

African region - History - World War, 1939-1945 - Maps

Mediterranean region - World War, 1939-1945 - Maps


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Chicago tribune (May 19, 1940) -- Feay, Mary

1 map : col. ; 39 x 55 cm.

Detached from: Chicago Sunday Tribune (May 19, 1940), part 7, p. 1.

Title, from upper margin, has been trimmed off; map proper has no title.

Shows Europe, Mediterranean, and North Africa.

Gift of Mary Feay, 2011.

map2F G6800 G6800 1940 .R3 (PrCt)

Europe - Manuscripts - Maps - Collections, 1571 - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles


Authors: Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594 -- Brambilla, Ambrosio, fl. 1581-1602 -- Ghim, Walter, 1530-1611 -- Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598 -- Varekamp, Thomas S.

1 atlas (59 map plates) ; 31 x 21 cm.

Reduced photocopy of a made-to-order atlas (ca. 1571) consisting of manuscript maps in Mercator's hand of Lombardy and the Tirol; parts of his wall maps of Europe, 1554; of the British Isles, 1564; and of the world, 1569; an Italian view of Ancona, signed 'A.B.', and 30 printed maps from Ortelius, Abraham. Theatrum orbis terrarum.

Photocopy lacks Ortelius maps.


5A 3794, plate VI (PrCt)
Europe - Maps - 1501 - Road maps

maps<<<Germany - Maps - 1500 - Road maps


Authors: Etzlaub, Erhart, 1460?-1546 -- Glockendon, Georg, d. 1514 -- British Museum.

Six early printed maps, selected from those exhibited at the British museum on the occasion of the International Geographical Congress, 1928 -- Glockendon, Jörg, d. 1514 SEE Glockendon, Georg, d. 1514
1 map ; 36 x 28 cm.

Facsimile of woodcut map by Erhart Etzlaub, originally printed [Nuremberg: Georg Glockendon?, 1500?].

Oriented with north at bottom.

Reproduced in: British Museum. Six early printed maps, selected from those exhibited at the British museum on the occasion of the International Geographical Congress, 1928 (London: British Museum, 1928), map no. 1

References: Tony Campbell, The Earliest printed maps, 1472-1500 (1987), nos. 6-7, p. 59-69


oversize Ayer 136 .B86 1928 map no. 1 (PrCt)

Europe - Maps - 1500 - Road maps

maps<<<Germany - Maps - 1500 - Road maps


Authors: Etzlaub, Erhart, 1460?-1546 -- Glockendon, Georg, d. 1514 -- Krüger, Herbert, 1905-.

Des Nürnberger Meisters Erhard Etzlaub älteste Strassenkarten von Deutschland (Kallmünz/Opf : M. Lassleben, 1958), plate V, folded in pocket inside back cover.

1 map ; 34 x 27 cm., folded to 16 x 11 cm.

Facsimile of woodcut map by Erhart Etzlaub, originally printed Nuremberg: Georg Glockendon, 1501.

Oriented with north at bottom.


References: Tony Campbell, The Earliest printed maps, 1472-1500 (1987), nos. 6-7, p. 59-69

5A 3794, plate IV (PrCt)

Europe - Maps - 1501 - Road maps

maps<<<Germany - Maps - 1501 - Road maps


Authors: Etzlaub, Erhart, 1460?-1546 -- Glockendon, Georg, d. 1514 -- Krüger, Herbert, 1905-.

Des Nürnberg Meisters Erhard Etzlaub älteste Strassenkarten von Deutschland (Kallmünz/Opf : M. Lassleben, 1958), plate IV, folded in pocket inside back cover.

Oriented with north at bottom.


References: Tony Campbell, The Earliest printed maps, 1472-1500 (1987), nos. 6-7, p. 59-69

5A 3794, plate IV (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Germanie descriptie (1512) mit der Deutschlandkarte des Erhard Etzlaub von 1512 / Hrsg., übersetzt und kommentiert von Karl Langosch (Darmstadt : Wissenschaftliche Buchgesellschaft, 1960) inside back cover. F 47 .182, inside back cover (PrCt)


Europe - Maps - 1548
Authors: Salamanca, Antonio, d. 1562 -- Bibliothèque nationale (France)
1 map ; 39 x 51 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:3,750,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
Prime meridian: [Ferro].
Shows Europe from the Adriatic to the North and Baltic Seas and from Switzerland to the Black Sea.
Obtained in exchange with the Bibliothèque Nationale (Paris); handstamped 'Bibliotheque du Roy' and 'Exchange.'
Tooley 248.
ICN73.
map2F 5700 (PrCt)

Europe - Maps - 1552
Moderna Evropae descriptio. [Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552].
Authors: Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552. Cosmographiae universalis ... (1552) -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : woodcut ; 23 x 35 cm.
Letterpress title above woodcut map with letterpress place names.
Oriented with north at bottom.
Letterpress 3 and text on verso: Evropae generalis descriptio secundum omnes praecipuas regiones.
In: Münster, Sebastian. Cosmographiae universalis ... (Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552), [plate 3].

Same woodcut issued with variant letterpress titles in different editions of Münster's Cosmographia and in Münster's editions of Ptolemy's Geographia; see Karrow p. 421.
VAULT folio Ayer 7 .M8 1552, p. 40 (PrCt)

Europe - Maps - 1556
Totivs Evropae descriptio / Luca Bertelli formis. [Venice : Bolognino Zaltieri, fl. 1567-1570].
Authors: Bertelli, Luca -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 161 x 206 mm. (neat line), on sheet remargined to 283 x 354 mm.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
References: H.A.M. van der Heidjen, De Oudste gedrukte kaarten van Europa p. 69-70, no. 19; includes photo.
b9 Novacco 2F 18 (PrCt)

Europe - Maps - 1559
Authors: Prunes, Mateus, fl. 1553-1559 -- Wolter, John Amadeus, 1925- -- Library of Congress
1 map : col. ; 92 x 63 cm.
Facsimile of 1559 manuscript in the Library of Congress.
Scale [ca. 1:7,000,000].
With notes by John A. Wolter (2p.) in Map Information File.
4165rev
map6F G5701.P5 1559 1981 (PrCt)

Europe - Maps - 1559
Nautical charts, Manuscript - Facsimiles
Authors: Prunes, Mateus, fl. 1553-1559 -- Wolter, John Amadeus, 1925- -- Library of Congress
1 map : col. ; 92 x 63 cm.
Facsimile of 1559 manuscript in the Library of Congress.
Scale [ca. 1:7,000,000].
With notes by John A. Wolter (2p.) in Map Information File.
4165rev
map6F G5701.P5 1559 1981 (PrCt)

Europe - Maps - 1567
Totivs Evropae descriptio / Luca Bertelli formis. [Venice : Bolognino Zaltieri, fl. 1567-1570].
Authors: Bertelli, Luca -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 161 x 206 mm. (neat line), on sheet remargined to 283 x 354 mm.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
References: H.A.M. van der Heidjen, De Oudste gedrukte kaarten van Europa p. 69-70, no. 19; includes photo.
b9 Novacco 2F 18 (PrCt)

Europe - Maps - 1567
[Map of Europe]. [Venice : Bolognino Zaltieri], 1567 [i.e. 1569].
Authors: Ballino, Giulio, d. ca. 1592 -- Olgiati, Girolamo, fl. 1563-1570 -- Ballino, Giulio, d. ca. 1592. De' disegni delle più illustri città, et fortezze del mondo ... (1569) -- Zaltieri, Bolognino, fl. 1555-1576
1 map ; 10 x 14 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Note to reader at bottom: A’benigni lettori ... Girolamo Olgiato 1567.
In: Ballino, Giulio. De’ disegni delle più illustri città, et fortezze del mondo ... (Venice: Bolognino Zaltieri, 1569), plate [53].
VAULT Case folio G 117 .06, plate [53] (PrCt)

Europe - Maps - 1568
Europe - Maps - 1568
Authors: Prunes, Mateus, fl. 1553-1559 -- Wolter, John Amadeus, 1925- -- Library of Congress
1 map : col. ; 92 x 63 cm.
Facsimile of 1559 manuscript in the Library of Congress.
Scale [ca. 1:7,000,000].
With notes by John A. Wolter (2p.) in Map Information File.
4165rev
map6F G5701.P5 1559 1981 (PrCt)
Authors: Camocio, Giovanni Francesco, 16th cent. -- Franco Novacco Map Collection

1 map ; 267 x 375 mm. (neat line), 278 x 382 mm. (plate mark), on sheet 348 x 466 mm. Camocio's name incompletely removed from plate.

Possibly an etching.

For earlier state of the plate, cf. H.A.M. van der Heijden, De Oudste gedrukte kaarten van Europa p. 78-79, no. 23; includes photo.

Cf. Tooley 33.

Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

b11

Novacco 2F 19 (PrCt)


Authors: Zenoi, Domenico, fl. 1560-1580 -- Camocio, Giovanni Francesco, 16th cent. -- Geronimo, Donato, 16th cent. -- Camocio, Giovanni Francesco, 16th cent. [Isole famose porti, fortezze, e terre maritime sottoposte alla Ser.ma Sig.ri di Venetia ad altri principi christiani, et al Sig.or Turco] (1574?) -- lieronimo, Donato, 16th cent. SEE Geronimo, Donato, 16th cent. -- Hieronimo, Donato, 16th cent. SEE Geronimo, Donato, 16th cent. -- Donato, lieronimo, 16th cent. SEE Geronimo, Donato, 16th cent. -- Donato, Geronimo, 16th cent. SEE Geronimo, Donato, 16th cent. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library).

1 map ; 12 x 16 cm., on sheet 21 x 28 cm.

Title supplied by cataloger.

Dedication: Al nobile gionanetto M. Donato del Magco. M. lieronimo stopa nobile Veronese... Havendo io nobilissimo Signor mio intagliato l'Europa in forma picciola ... MDL XVIII ...

[signed] Dominico Zeno ... In atlas lacking title page: Camocio, Giovanni Francesco. [Isole famose porti, fortezze, e terre maritime sottoposte alla Ser.ma Sig.ri di Venetia ad altri principi christiani, et al Sig.or Turco, nouame[n]te poste in luce] [Venice? : Alla libraria del segno di S. Marco? ; G.F. Camocio?, 1574?], [plate 1].

Manuscript no. 1 at upper right.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

VAULT Baskes folio G1955 .C3 1574, [plate 1] (PrCt)


Authors: Camocio, Giovanni Francesco, 16th cent. -- Barbolani, Federigo, d. 1582 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 461 x 382 mm. (neat line), 481 x 397 mm. (plate mark)

Incomplete copy of an untitled 2-sheet map of Europe; Newberry holds eastern half only.

Sixteen lines descriptive text at upper right: All'ilimo. sigir. il sigir. Fedrigo Barbolani di Conti di Monteaguto ... Essendo. l'Europa menor, più bella, et più nobile ...

A complete copy of the map is described and reproduced in H.A.M. v.d. Heijden, De Oudste gedrukte kaarten van Europa (Alphen aan den Rijn: Canaletto, 1992) p. 82, no. 25.

Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

b14

Novacco 4F 367 (PrCt)


1 map ; 34 x 46 cm.

In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatrvm orbis terrarvm (Antwerp : A.C. Diesth, 1570), [plate 5].

Derived from earlier work by Olaus Magnus and Gerhard Mercator; see Karrow.

Engraved by Franz Hogenberg; see Karrow, p. 5.

Printed no. 5 and Latin letterpress text on verso beginning: Evropa. Evropa vnde hoc nomen acceperit ...

Duplicate copy: VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1570


References: Karrow, Mapmakers of the sixteenth century (1993), p. 5; Broecke, Ortelius atlas maps (1996), p. 44

VAULT Case oversize G 1007 .64, [plate 5] (PrCt)


Authors: Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594 -- Watelet, Marcel -- Akerman, James R.

1 atlas (1 portfolio (92 p., [17] folded leaves of plates)) ; col. ill., col. maps ; 41 cm.

Added title: Atlas of Europe.

Scales differ.

Translation of: Gerardi Mercatoris Atlas Europae

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
25891 Europe - Maps - 1571

Europe, Europa ; Primae et potissimeae terrae terrae partis recens descriptio ... / Caspare Vopelio Medebach mathematico autore; ghedruckt Thahnwerpen ... by my Bernaerdt va[n] de[n] Putte figuersnyder an. 1572. [Wolfenbüttel : Herzog August-Bibliothek, 2008?].

Authors: Vopell, Caspar, 1511

Facsimile of map originally published in 1572 (cf. Karrow, Mapmakers of the Sixteenth Century, 56/38).

Accompanied by descriptive text by Arthur Dürst [Vert 2163].

temp map2F G5700 1572 .M4 1998 (PrCt)

25892 Europe - Maps - 1571

Europe ; Historial geography - Maps - 1571

Aeneae Sylvii Piccolominei Senensis, qvi post adepvm pontificatvm Pivs eivs nominis secvndvs appellatus est, opera quae extant omnia, nunc demum post corrupissimas editiones summa diligentia castigata & in unum corpus redacta, demum post corruptissimas æditiones summa appellatus est,

Heijden, H.A.M. van der. De Oudste gedrukte kaarten van Europa no. 27.

Woodward 94.

Tooley 39.

b15

Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Novacco 4F 91 (PrCt)

25893 Europe - Maps - 1572

Europa ; Historial geography - Maps - 1572

Europae descriptio emendata anno M.D.LXXII.


Authors: Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594 -- Verlag Cartographica Helvetica

1 map ; 135 x 161 cm. on 15 sheets 50 x 38 cm.

Facsimile of map originally published in 1572 (cf. Karrow, Mapmakers of the Sixteenth Century, 56/38).

Accompanied by descriptive text by Arthur Dürst [Vert 2163].

map1F G5700 1572 .V952 2008 (PrCt)

25895 Europe - Maps - 1572 - Cities and towns - Index Maps

Europe ; Cities and towns - Index Maps.

Bibliothek, 2008?]

Vorwort von A. Fauser und T. Seifert


Eytzinger, Michael, d. 1598 SEE Eytzinger, Michael, d. 1598.

Vorwort von A. Fauser und T. Seifert


Authors: Wright, Sharon K.

Hogenburg

Orbis Terrarum by Georg Braun and Franz Hogenburg.

1540 or 1622. Civitates Orbis Terrarum - Index Maps

Location of bastion-fortified cities in the Civitates Orbis Terrarum by Georg Braun and Franz Hogenburg. [198-].

Authors: Wright, Sharon K. -- Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590

maps on 7 sheets

map6F G5704.A1 198- .W7 (PrCt)

25896 Europe - Maps - 1579

Europe ; Cities and towns - Index Maps

Europe, Europa ; Cities and towns - Index Maps.

Bibliothek, 2008?]

Vorwort von A. Fauser und T. Seifert


Eytzinger, Michael, d. 1598 SEE Eytzinger, Michael, d. 1598.

Eytzinger, Michael, d. 1598 SEE Eytzinger, Michael, d. 1598.

Vorwort von A. Fauser und T. Seifert


Authors: Eytzinger, Michael, d. 1598

Michael, d. 1598 SEE Eytzinger, Michael, d. 1598.

Vorwort von A. Fauser und T. Seifert


Authors: Vopell, Caspar, 1511-1561 -- Putte, Bernard van den, 1528-1580 -- Herzog August-Bibliothek

map1F G5700 1572 .V952 2008 (PrCt)

25897 Europe - Maps - 1579

Europe ; Cities and towns - Index Maps

Europe, Europa ; Cities and towns - Index Maps.

Bibliothek, 2008?]

Vorwort von A. Fauser und T. Seifert


Eytzinger, Michael, d. 1598 SEE Eytzinger, Michael, d. 1598.

Vorwort von A. Fauser und T. Seifert


Authors: Wright, Sharon K.

Hogenburg

Orbis Terrarum by Georg Braun and Franz Hogenburg.

1540 or 1541-1622. Civitates Orbis Terrarum - Index Maps

Location of bastion-fortified cities in the Civitates Orbis Terrarum by Georg Braun and Franz Hogenburg. [198-].

Authors: Wright, Sharon K. -- Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590

maps on 7 sheets

map6F G5704.A1 198- .W7 (PrCt)
Baskes folio G1792 .E8 1965 (NLO)

Europe - Maps - 1579 - Road maps

25897 Europe - Maps - 1579 - Road maps

25897 Europe - Maps - 1579 - Road maps

25900 Europe - Maps - 1584-1585 - Nautical charts

25900 Europe - Maps - 1584-1585 - Nautical charts

25901 Europe - Maps - 1588

Evropae. [Antwerp : Christophe Plantin, 1588]. Authors: Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598 -- Olaus Magnus, Archbishop of Uppsala, 1490-1557 -- Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594 -- Plantin,
Christophe, approximately 1520-1589 -- Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598. Theatro de la tierra vniversal (1588) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 33 x 46 cm.
In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatro de la tierra vniversal (Antwerp : Christophe Plantin, 1588), [plate 2].
Derived from earlier work by Olaus Magnus and Gerhard Mercator; see Karrow.
Printed no. 2 and Spanish letterpress text on verso beginning: Evropa. Evropa de donde aya tomodo este nombre ...
Digital image of a duplicate or variant edition available on Marcel P.R. van den Broecke’s Cartographica Neerlandica website (accessed Dec. 2011):

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1588, [plate 2] (PrCt)

Europe - Maps - 1588 - Nautical charts
A Generall carde, & description of the sea coastes of Europa ...
[Amsterdam : Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, 1666].

Authors: Waghenaer, Lucas Janszoon, 1534 or 5-1606 -- Plantijnssche Drukkerij -- Raphaelenguys, Franciscus, 1539-1597 -- Claesz, Cornelis, ca. 1546-1609 -- Doetecam, Jan van -- Plantijn, Christophe, approximately 1520-1589 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Aurigarius, Lucas Johannes, 1534 or 5-1606 SEE Waghenaer, Lucas Janszoon, 1534 or 5-1606 -- Ravelengien, Franciscus, 1539-1597 SEE Raphaelenguys, Franciscus, 1539-1597 -- Claeszoon, Cornelis, ca. 1546-1609 SEE Claesz, Cornelis, ca. 1546-1609
1 atlas (2 parts in 1 v. : [8], 36 p., 22 [i.e. 23] leaves, [4] p., 24-46 leaves ; ill., 47 maps) ; 42 cm.

Edition: Op nieuws door den auctoor [...] seer ghecorrigeert ende verbeteret, soo wel inde gheschriften als inde Caerten ...
At head of title: Pars prima. "Het tweede deel" has separate t.-p.
Maps engraved by Joannes van Doetecum.
Most maps include insets of coastal profiles.
Letterpress text in Dutch on versos of engraved maps.
Maps also cataloged separately.
35381
ICN 56-2848

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .W13 1588 (NLO)

Europe - Maps - 1588 - Nautical charts
The Mariners mirrour (1588) -- Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, Ltd.
1 map ; 53 x 38 cm.
Text on verso (p. 1) under heading: A description and povrtraict of the greatest parte of the sea coastes of Evropa.


Map Ref oversize G1025 .T37 ser. 3, v. 2, map [1] (PrCt)

Europe - Maps - 1588 - Nautical charts
A Generall carde, & description of the sea coastes of Europa ...
[Amsterdam : Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, 1666].

Authors: Waghenaer, Lucas Janszoon, 1534 or 5-1606 -- Plantijnssche Drukkerij -- Raphaelenguys, Franciscus, 1539-1597 -- Claesz, Cornelis, ca. 1546-1609 -- Doetecam, Jan van -- Plantijn, Christophe, approximately 1520-1589 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Aurigarius, Lucas Johannes, 1534 or 5-1606 SEE Waghenaer, Lucas Janszoon, 1534 or 5-1606 -- Ravelengien, Franciscus, 1539-1597 SEE Raphaelenguys, Franciscus, 1539-1597 -- Claeszoon, Cornelis, ca. 1546-1609 SEE Claesz, Cornelis, ca. 1546-1609
1 atlas (2 parts in 1 v. : [8], 36 p., 22 [i.e. 23] leaves, [4] p., 24-46 leaves ; ill., 47 maps) ; 42 cm.

Edition: Op nieuws door den auctoor [...] seer ghecorrigeert ende verbeteret, soo wel inde gheschriften als inde Caerten ...
At head of title: Pars prima. "Het tweede deel" has separate t.-p.
Maps engraved by Joannes van Doetecum.
Most maps include insets of coastal profiles.
Letterpress text in Dutch on versos of engraved maps.
Maps also cataloged separately.
35381
ICN 56-2848

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .W13 1588 (NLO)

Includes maps variously credited to Theodor de Bry, Jodocus Hondius, Johannes Rutlinger, and Augustine Ryther. Includes separate title page for 'The Second part of the mariner's mirror ... ' Most maps include insets of coastal profiles. Introduction to the English facsimile ed. by R.A. Skelton. Reproduced from original in the W.A. Engelbrecht Collection at the Maritime Museum 'Prins Hendrik', Rotterdam. Bibliography: p. xi. Series: Theatrum Orbis Terrarum series of atlases in facsimile, 2d ser., v.3


Europe - Maps - 1595

Intro: Koeman oversize Ayer 135.5 H77 1595 1967 (NLO)

Europe - Maps - 1595
Evropa, ad magnae Europae descripionem, Rumoldi Mercatoris F. cura edita ... ; Duisburgi Cluorum typis aeneis. Duisburg, [ca. 1595]. Authors: Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594 -- Mercator, Rumold, ca. 1545-1599 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)

Novacco 2F 20 (PrCt)

Europe - Maps - 1597<>>>Map printing - Woodcuts - Maps - 1597<>>>Woodcuts Europa. Das erste bewonhaffitge und färnembste Dritte theil des Erdreichts mit etzlichen anstossenden Lenzern ... / beschrieben Durch M. Caspar Vopelli von Medebach Mathema. Cöllen...
25910

European - Maps - 1605
Nautical charts - Europe - 1608
Pilot guides - Europe - Maps - 1608
Vollvelles - 1608
Nautical charts


Authors: Blaauw, Willem Janszoon, 1571-1638 -- Waghenaeer, Lucas Janszoon, 1534 or 5-1606 -- Brahe, Tycho, 1546-1601 -- Heyns, Zacharias, 1566-1638 -- Hooft, P. C. (Pieter Corneliszoon), 1581-1647

1 atlas ([8], 52; [2], 116 [i.e. 120] p., [38] leaves of plates; [2], 127 [i.e. 132] p., [42] leaves of plates) : ill., 41 maps ; 27 x 30 cm. (fol.) Separate title pages for "Eerste boeck" and "Tweede boeck."

"Hier zijn byghevoeght (benefens eene onderwyssinge in de conste der Zeevaert) nieuwe tafelen van der Zonnen declinatie, gheeraken uyt de observatien van Tycho Brahe, ende gherecht op de Meridiaen van Amsterdam. Midsgaders nieuwe tafelen ende onderwyssinge van't recht ghebruyck der Noordsterre ende andere vaste Sterren alle Zeevarende luyden te nut ghedaen."

First edition of the first atlas published by Blaauw, the second pilot guide ever published, preceded only by Waghenaeer's Thresoorder Zeevaert of 1592.

Includes 41 engraved nautical maps (39 of which are double plates), illustrations, 2 with vollvelles (p. 21 and 28 of pt. 1), and numerous woodcut coastal profiles.


Contents: Corte ende clare Inleydinghe tot het verstant van de hemelsche sphaera -- Eerste boeck van't Licht der zee-vaert -- Tweede boeck van't Licht der zee-vaert. Imperfect: title page, frontispiece, and last printed leaf are fascimiles. For additional information, consult the Special Collections Info File.

Pasteover text corrections in pt. 2, p. 21 and 50; and pt. 3, p. 49.

Latin names of stars supplied in ms. on p. 14-16 of pt. 1; ms. notation on p. 9 of pt. 2: "Hier volght
de caarte no. 2,” other small ms. notations throughout.
Initials; side notes; tail-pieces; gothic type in two columns.
Contemporary vellum binding, with spine title in contemporary manuscript: “Jansoon Navigationij.”
References: Koeman, C. Atlantes neerlandici. M. B1 1
VAULT Case folio G1793 .B53 1608 (NLO)

1 atlas (xiii, [60], 114, 118 p. illus., maps (41 fold.) port.) ; 27 x 31 cm.
Facsimile reprint of Blaeu, Willem Janszoon. The Light of navigation ... of the West, North and East Seas ... by VVilliam johnson. At Amsterdam, Printed by VWilliam johnson, dwelling upon the Water, by the Old Bridge, at the Signe of the Golden Sondyal, anno 1612.
Presumably reproduced from originals in the British Library and in the collection of W.A. Engelbrecht, Rotterdam.
Facsimile imprint from printed paste-on attached to Theatrum Orbis Terrarum series half-title page.
The paste-on obscures variant imprint of Amsterdam : N. Israel ; Meridian Publishing Co., 1964.
Bibliography: p. xiii.
Formerly oversize Ayer 136 .T37 1963 ser. 1 v. 6
LC Card Number: map66000277
Map Ref oversize G1025 .T37 ser. 1, v. 6 (NLO)

25914 Europe - Maps - 1614
Authors: Keere, Pieter van den, 1571-ca. 1646 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 345 x 458 mm. (neat line), 434 x 564 mm. (plate mark)
Bounded by decorative border with European city views and figures in national costumes.
Schilder, Monumenta cartographica Neerlandica v. 4, p. 295 and note 255.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
b22
Novacco 4F 92 (PrCt)

25915 Europe - Maps - 1620 - Cities and towns - Cities and towns - Europe - 1620 - Cagliari (Italy) - Maps - 1620 - Malta - Maps - 1620 - Rhodes (Greece) - Pictorial works - 1620 - Famagusta (Cyprus) - Pictorial works - 1620 [Maps of Cagliari, Malta, Rhodes, and Famagusta]. [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Valvassori, Giovanni Andrea, fl. 1510-1572 -- Camocio, Giovanni Francesco, 16th cent. -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
4 maps : hand col. ; 16 x 23 cm. each on sheet 41 x 54 cm.
Contents: Calaris, Sardiniae ... [derived from a 1550 woodcut by Sebastian Münster] -- Malta, olim Melita ... [derived from an anonymous French engraving] -- Rhodvs, Mediterranei maris ... [derived from a 1522 woodcut by Giovanni Andrea Vavasore] -- Famagvsta, ciuitas Cÿpri ... [derived from ca. 1568 print by Giovanni Francesco Camocio].
For more information see R.A. Skelton's Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.
Latin letterpress text on verso under titles: Calaris -- Malta -- Rhodvs -- Famagvsta.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 1, pl. 50 (PrCt)

25916 Europe - Maps - 1623
Authors: Doglioni, Giovanni Nicolò, 1548 -- Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598 -- Sarzina, G. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 32 maps ; 230 x 165 mm.
Ortelius/Galle;ShirleyW309A,GB381a
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

25917 Europe - Maps - 1625
Authors: Purchas, Samuel, 1577-1626 -- Hondius, Jodocus, 1563-1612 -- Purchas,
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

3 v.: maps, folded geneal. tables; 14 cm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Pt. II, lib. IV of v. 2 and all of v. 3 paged continuously. 'Casparis Contareni ... De republica Venetorum'--Vol. 3, p. 1007-1096.

**Baskes D406 .M47 1636 (NLO)**

---

**25922**

**Europe - Maps - 1638**

*Nova Evropae descriptio / Auctore I. Hondio ; Ex officina et summibus Joannis Janssonij.*
Amstelodami, Amsterdam, [1638?].

**Authors:** Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664 -- Hondius, Jodocus, 1563-1612 -- Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594 -- Hondius, Hendrik, 1597-1651 -- Franco Novacco

**Map Collection (Newberry Library)**

1 map; 353 x 455 mm. (neat line), 407 x 545 mm. (plate mark)
Koeman, Me 69 [168*].

b23

Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**Novacco 4F 93 (PrCl)**

---

**25923**

**Europe - Maps - 1643 - Nautical charts**

*The Sea-beacon (1643)*

**Authors:** Blaeu, Willem Janszoon, 1571-1638

**Map Ref oversize G1025 .T37 ser. 6, v. 3 (NLO)**
Case oversize G1793 .G37 1649 (NLO)

25925  Europe - Maps - 1652
Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1618-1679 -- Visscher, Claes Jansz., 1586 or 7-1652 -- Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 35 x 47 cm.
Margins include insets of Amsterdam, Prague, Rome, Antwerp, Seville, Paris, London, Danzig (Gdansk), Stockholm, Hamburg, and vignettes of natives in local costume.
Forms part of the Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Visscher 39 (PrCt)


25935  Cities and towns<<Cities and towns - Italy - Pictorial works - 1657<<Atlases, Dutch - 1657<<Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1657<<Engravings
Authors: Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664 -- Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Blaeu, Joan, 1596-1673 -- Blaeu, Cornelis, 1610-1648 -- Baerle, Caspar van, 1584-1648 -- Slijtzenhorst, Arend van, active 1654 -- Zeiller, Martin, 1589-1661 -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1 atlas (8 v.: approximately 500 hand col. maps and views): 51 cm.

Uniform title: Theatrum urbium

Jan Jansson’s townbooks are collectively known as the Theatrum urbium, and are chiefly reissues or revisions of copperplate prints earlier published in multiple editions of Braun and Hogenberg’s Civitates orbis terraram (1572 and later); see Peter van der Krogt, Koeman’s Atlantes Neerlandici, vol. IV (2010), p. 262-288. Includes maps variously associated with Adolf, Duke of Schleswig-Holstein-Gottorp, J. Adolphi, N. Aginelli, Albrecht V, Duke of Bavaria, C. van Baerle, C. Blaeu, J. Blaeu, T. Brahe, King Christian III of Denmark and Norway, King Christian IV of Denmark and Norway, King Frederick I of Bohemia, King Frederick II of Germany, and Joseph Strutt; anonymous armorial bookplate (Virtute non verbis) of Francis Thomas Incl and M. Zeiller.

Includes bookplates of Bibliotheca Lindesiana and Joseph Strutt; anonymous armorial bookplate (Virtute non verbis) of Francis Thomas Fitzmaurice, 3rd Earl of Kerry; and handstamp of Bibliotheca Heberiana.


Binder’s errors in volumes 2 and 3; both letterpress title pages include "... pars posterior" Volume 2 should be "pars prior"; volume 3 title page includes printed paste-on label "posterior" covering printed work "prior." -- See Krogt, Peter van der. Koeman’s Atlantes Neerlandici, vol. IV-1 (2010), p. 272 and p. 275.

Variant title for volume 7 covering Italy (cited in Karrow's Mapmakers of the 16th Century): Theatrum celebrorvm urbiurum Italicæ Title-vignettes and added engraved title pages in color.

Binder’s error: title pages of [v. 2-3] interchanged. Maps and views in volumes 1-2 (only) also cataloged separately.


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Two general and 32 sectional maps of Europe. Johannem Stridbeck Iunr calcograph ... and colophon: Augustae Vindelicorum : Apud Bey Johann Stridbeck, Jüng., Küpferstechern ...

geogrca. descriptio : Europa zû bequemen

Added engraved t.p.: Provinciarum Europae

cm. --

Stridbeck, Johann, 1640

Authors: Bodenehr, Johann Georg, 1631

Kupfferstechern, [1679].

Augsburg : Bey Hans Georg Bodenehr, Aussfüder darinn gelegnen Reiche ... und ...

Vorbericht, und kurtzen Entwurff der Grentzen ... zutreffenden Tabellen vorgestellet : sambt einem bequemen Gebrauch in 32 auffeinander Handels Staats Europa mit angreintzenden Welt

Europe

oversize F 3924.37 (NLO)

25934 Europe - Maps - 1680
Nova et accurata totius Europae descriptio. Amsterdam : Justus Danckerts, [ca. 1680].


1 map : col. ; 47 x 56 cm.

In: Danckerts, Justus. Atlas (Amsterdam : J. Danckers, [ca. 1680]) pl. [5]. Ms. no. '6' in upper right.

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .D48 1680 pl. 2 (PrCt)

25935 Europe - Maps - 1680
Nova et accurata totius Europae descriptio. Amsterdam. [ca. 1680].


1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 56 cm.

In: Danckerts, Justus. Atlas (Amsterdam : J. Danckers, [ca. 1680]) pl. [1]. Ms. no. '2' in upper right.

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .D18 pl. 5 (PrCt)

25936 Europe - Maps - 1680 - Geography - Tables
Geographical tables of the divisions of Europe. London : Berry, 1689.

Authors: Berry, William, fl. 1669-1708 -- Berry, William, fl. 1669-1708. [A Collection of maps of the world] [1680-1689] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

Map dated 1680.

Cf. Phillips 3442.

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .D48 1680 pl. 2 (PrCt)

25933 Europe - Maps - 1680
Europe divided into its principal states ... London : Berry, 1689.

Authors: Berry, William, fl. 1669-1708 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Berry, William, fl. 1669-1708. [A Collection of maps of the world] [1680-1689] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 53 x 87 cm.

Added title: Europe divided into its principal parts... .


Map dated 1680.

Cf. Phillips 3442.

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B63 1680 (NLO)

25932 Europe - Maps - 1679
Provinciarum Europae geographica descriptio : Europa mit angreintzenden Welt-Theilen, denen Staats-, Kriegs- und Gelehrten Personen : auch Handsel- und Reisenden Leuthen zu sonderbar bequemen Gebrauch in 32 auffeinander zutreffenden Tabellen vorgestellet : samet einem Vorbericht, und kurzten Entwurt der Grentzen ... der darinnen gelegnen Reiche ... und ...


Authors: Bodenehr, Johann Georg, 1631-1703 -- Stridbeck, Johann, 1640-1716 -- Benedikt, Jiebel -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas ([22], [28] p., [3], 32, [1] folded leaves of plates) : ill., 34 maps (chiefly hand col.) ; 18 x 8 cm.

Added engraved t.p.: Provinciarum Europae geogrca. descriptio : Europa zü bequemen Gebrauch in 32 Tabellen vorgestellet. -- Aügsbürg :

Bey Johann Stridbeck, Jüng., Küpferstechern ...

Final plate includes illustration, 10 bar scales, and colophon: Augustae Vindelicorum : Apud Johannem Stridbeck lurn caligraph ... Two general and 32 sectional maps of Europe.

Scale [ca. 1:10,000,000].


Includes index.

Text in German.

Sectional maps measure 18 x 15 cm.

Owner's inscription: Jiebel Benedikt ... 1902. Partly illegible stamp from Immenstadt, Germany. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: A.E. Nordenskiöld coll., 25; Shirely, R. Maps in the atlases of the British Library, T.Bod-3a; VD 17 23:336081K

VAULT Baskes G1793 .B63 1679 (NLO)


Authors: Grimoard, Philippe-Henri, comte de, 1753-1815 -- Beaurain, Jean, chevalier de, 1696-1771

2 p., [i]-viii, [1]-217 [1]p. ; 43 cm. + atlas (24 maps ; 43 cm.)

A few copies published with the name of the author on title page, but discontented with the part censored, he issued the rest under the name de Beaurain; cf. Querard, La France litteraire.

OCLC 2829612.

K 530

NL 39-3443

oversize F 3924.37 (NLO)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 table; 57 x 45 cm.
Cf. Phillips 3442. Table imprint date 1680.

VAULT oversize Ayer 135.B48 1680 pl. B

25937
Europe - Maps - 1682
Nova et accurate divisa in regna et regiones praecipuas Europae descriptio. Amsterdam: C. Allard, [1682?].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Allard, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709 -- Allard, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709.
Atlas minor sive tabulæ geographicæ ... [1682?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 48 x 57 cm.
In: Allard, Carel. Atlas minor sive tabulae geographicæ praecipuorum regnorum regionum, insularum, provincialium, etc. (Amsterdam: C. Allard, 1682?) pl. 2.

VAULT oversize Ayer 135.A4 A pl. 2

25938
Europe - Maps - 1688
Nova et accurate divisa in regna et regiones praecipuas Europae descriptio / per F. de Witt. [Amsterdam: Frederik de Wit, 1688?].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Wit, Frederik de. [Atlas] [1688?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: hand col.; 47 x 56 cm.
"Amstelodami cum privilegio D.D. ordin.
Hollandiae Westfrisiaeque.""
Scale [ca. 1:8,500,000].
Relief shown pictorially. Prime meridian: Ferro.
In: Wit, Frederik de. [Atlas] (Amsterdam: Frederik de Wit [1688?]), [plate 5].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .W47 1688, [plate 5] (NLO)

25939
Europe - Maps - 1689
Europe - Maps - 1689 - Cities and towns
Citta, fortezze, isole, e porti principale dell' Europa, in pianta, et in eluation, descritte, e publicate ad uso dell' Academia cosmografica degli argonauti / dal padre maestro Coronelli ... [Venice]: Si uende da D. Padouani, 1689.
1 atlas (197 leaves: ill., maps, plans); 38 cm.
Some maps are signed by Giovanni Domenico Rossi, and Giovanni Giacomo Rossi.
Some maps issued in Coronelli's Atlante veneto, 1695-[1697].
Includes a few maps of countries of the western hemisphere, Louisiana, West Indies, Amazon River.
The plan of Naples in two parts is signed by Gioj. Iacomo de Rossi and has date of 1649.
Maps also cataloged separately.
References: Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 252
Ayer 6451.
NL 32-4916.

VAULT folio Ayer 135.C8 1689

25940
Europe - Maps - 1690 - Cities and towns - Fortification
Europe - Maps - 1690 - Fortification (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.: 18 maps; 232 x 306 mm.
1st ed.
Pastoureau Fer IXA(a)
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

25941
Europe - Maps - 1694 - Cities and towns - Fortification
Europe - Maps - 1694 - Cities and towns
Europe - Maps - 1694 - Fortification
Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1694

Les Forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes; avec leurs fortifications, dessinées par les meilleurs ingénieurs ... Seconde partie. Paris: chez l'auteur, 1694.
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Les Forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes -- avec leurs fortifications, dessinées par les meilleurs ingénieurs Seconde partie 1694
1 atlas (9 maps, ill.); 29 x 39 cm.
Incomplete?; lacking part 1.
Maps also cataloged separately.
These maps also issued in: Fer, Nicolas de. Les Forces de l'Europe ... (Paris: l'auteur, 1695-1696); see Case folio U 26 .293.
Later versions of these maps (re-engraved on different plates) were issued in Fer, Nicolas de. Introduction a la fortification ... (Paris, editions of
25944 Europe - Maps - 1695<>Wall maps

L'Europe, ou tout les points principaux sont placez sur les observations de Mrs: de l'Academie des Sciences / Par N. de Fer ; H. van Loon sculp. ; N. Guerard inv. et fecit. A Paris : chez l'auteur ... 1695.

Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Loon, H. V. (Herman van) -- Guérard, Nicolas, ca.1648-1719 -- Académie des sciences (France) -- Destombes, Marcel, 1905-1983 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 738 x 978 mm. (neat line), on composite sheet 892 x 1,174 mm. (pasted over)

Title from cartouche.

Added title in oversize lettering in upper margin: L'Europe divisee selon l'etendue de ses principales parties ...

Margins include pictorial vignettes with notes on European ethnic groups and colored manuscript borders; mounted on cloth.

Issued to accompany Nicolas de Fer's L'Asie, ou tout les points principaux ... (Paris, 1696) [Novacco map8F 9], his L'Afrique, ou tout les points principaux ... (Paris, 1698) [Novacco map8F 10], and his L'Amerique divisee selon l'etendue de ses principales parties (Paris, 1705) [Novacco map8F 2].

Ex Destombes.

Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

m1 Novacco 8F 3 (PrCt)

25945 Europe - Maps - 1696

L'Europe divisee suivant l'estendue de ses principaux estats ... Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : H. Jaillot [i.e. P. Mortier], 1696.

Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. [Atlas nouveau contenant toutes les parties du monde ... ] (1696)

1 map : hand col. ; 53 x 86 cm.

Added title, upper margin: L'Europe distinguee suivant l'estendue de ses principales parties ...

In: Sanson, Nicolas. [Atlas nouveau contenant toutes les parties du monde ... ] (Amsterdam : Pierre Mortier, 1696) v. 1, map [2].

Forms part of atlas published by P. Mortier in Amsterdam; chiefly comprised of maps bearing the counterfeit imprint of H. Jaillot in Paris.

Case oversize G 1007 .78 v. 1, map [2] (PrCt)

25946 Europe - Maps - 1700

A New map of Europe : according to the present general divisions and names of its countries together with their capital cities, chief rivers, mountains, &c. / M. Burg. sculp. [Oxford : s.n., 1700].

Authors: Burghers, M. -- William, Duke of Gloucester, 1689-1700 -- Wells, Edward, 1667-1727. A New sett of maps both of antient and present geography ... (1700) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 49 cm.
"Dedicated to his highness William Duke of Gloucester."
In: Wells, Edward. A New sett of maps both of antient and present geography ... (Oxford : Printed at the Theater, 1700), plate [4] (PrCt)

25947 Europe - Maps - 1700
L’Europe diviseé en ses principaux estats, subdivisés en leurs provinces ... Parisiis [i.e. Amsterdam] : H. Iaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], 1694 [i.e. ca. 1700].
Authors: Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712. Atlas minor ad usum serenissimi burgundiae ducis ... ([ca. 1700]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 59 cm.
Added title, upper margin: Nova Europae descriptio, in regna & regiones praecupias divisae ...
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Wit, Frederik de. Atlas [ca. 1700]? -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 56 cm.
In: Wit, Frederik de. Atlas (Amsterdam : bij Frederick de Wit in de Calverstraet bij den Dam inde Witte Paskaert. [ca. 1700]?)) no. [5].

25948 Europe - Maps - 1700
Nova et accuraté divisa in regna et regiones praecipuas Europae. Amstelodami [Amsterdam] : F. de Witt, [ca. 1700]?
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Wit, Frederik de. Atlas [ca. 1700]? -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 56 cm.
In: Wit, Frederik de. Atlas (Amsterdam : bij Frederick de Wit in de Calverstraet bij den Dam inde Witte Paskaert. [ca. 1700]?)) no. [5].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135.W8 A no. [5] (PrCt)

25949 Europe - Maps - 1701
Europe. [London : T. Childe, 1701].
Authors: Moll, Herman, -1732 -- Childe, Timothy -- Moll, Herman, -1732. A System of geography -- or, A new & accurate description of the earth 1701
1 map : 16 x 18 cm.

25950 Europe - Maps - 1703
Europe. [London : s.n., 1703].
Authors: Seller, John, fl. 1658-1698 -- Seller, John, fl. 1658-1698. A New system of geography : designed in a most plain and easie method ... (1703)
1 map : 11 x 13 cm.
Anonymous map in Seller, John. A New system of geography : designed in a most plain and easie method ... (London : Jeremiah Seller ; Charles Price ; John Senex, 1703) map [8]. Manuscript 'k' in lower right.
Case 3A 1704 map [8] (PrCt)

25951 Europe - Maps - 1703 - Coasts - Nautical charts
A Chart of the sea coast from England to the Streights. London [i.e. Amsterdam : Theatrum Orbis Terrarum Ltd., 1970].
Authors: Thornton, John, 1641-1708 -- English Pilot. Part 3 (1703) -- Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, Ltd.
1 map ; 43 x 54 cm.
Inclusions (8 x 21 cm. and smaller): [Lisbon harbor] -- [Bordeaux region and mouth of the Gironde river].
Oriented with north at right.
Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger): English Pilot. Part 3 (1703)
Map Ref oversize G1025 .T37 ser. 5, v. 3, following p. 6 (PrCt)

25952 Europe - Maps - 1704 - Wars
Authors: Nicholson, John, d. ca. 1717 -- Moll, Herman, -1732 -- Morden, Robert, d. 1703 -- Eachard -- Ballard, S. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 7 maps ; 162 x 110 mm.
Maps by R. Morden and H. Moll (fr Eachard)
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

25953 Europe - Maps - 1708
Authors: Moll, Herman, -1732 -- Nicholson, John, d. ca. 1717 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas: 23 hand col. maps; 227 x 337 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

25954 Europe - Maps - 1708 - Coasts - Nautical charts
Cartes marines à l'usage des armées du roy de la Grande Bretagne...
Augsburg: Gabriel Bodenehr, 1710.
Authors: Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. --

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .N44 1693 (NLO)

25955 Europe - Maps - 1710
Europae compendiosa representatio; Vorstellung Europae sampt dessen fornehmenbst Theil und Ungenungen.
Augsburg: Gabriel Bodenehr, 1710.
Authors: Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. --

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B6 pl. 5 (PrCt)

25956 Europe - Maps - 1710
Europa in praecipius ipsius partes distributa observationes academiae regiae scieniarum et exquisitisimam tabulas...[Amsterdam: Elizabeth Visscher, 1710?].
Authors: Halma, François, 1653-1722 -- Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Baptist, J., 17th cent. --

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .V8 1700 map [2] (PrCt)

25957 Europe - Maps - 1710
Succession, War of, 1701-1714 - Maps

Schouw-tonneel des oorlogs, veereld in 48 nieuwe geographische land-carten ... opeen nieuwe manier tot nut en gemak geschikt voor alle officiers en ryzigers...

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .V8 1700 map [2] (PrCt)

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)
Europe - Maps - 1712 - Ecclesiastical geography


Mediolani [Milan : Ambrosii Ramellati], 1712.


1 atlas ([2], 10, [2] p., 58 [i.e. 63], [63] leaves of plates (some folded)) : 63 maps (some folded) ; 26 x 40 cm. (4to)

Uniform title: Chorographica descriptio provinciarum. 1712


Atlas of the locations of the convents of the Capuchins (a faction of reformed Franciscans recognized in 1628).

Folding map of Europe, followed by 57 maps of individual countries, provinces, etc., each preceded by numbered leaf with letterpress title and description within decorative woodcut border. Half bound in vellum with decorative paper over boards. Scales differ.


Stamp: Bibliotheca Patrum Capucinorum, Marathon, Wis.

Forms part of the Catholic Theological Union (Newberry Library).

Cataloged and conserved as part of the Sister Ann Ida Gannon Initiative at the Newberry Library, 2010.

References: Capuchins. Lexicon Capuccinum (Rome, 1951) [D 71135 .144, p. 841-842]; Ilarino, da Milano Bib. dei Frati Minori Cappuccini di Lombardia, 1535-1900, 1044; Gieben, Il primo atlante Cappuccino, n. 5 [Vert 937, no. 2]; NUC pre-1956, v. 94, p. 598; NC 0123311

Case oversize G1793 .G37 1712 (NLO)

Europe - Maps - 1712 - Spanish Succession

Theatrum bellicum incipiens a Carolo III, [Amsterdam : Schenk, 1712] [i.e. 1713?].

Authors: Schenk, Peter, 1660-1718 or 9 -- Riviere & Son

1 v. ; 17 cm. Includes 162 maps and views mostly relating to the War of the Spanish Succession. Bound in one volume by Riviere & Son; manuscript title-page supplied. 58-2148

ICN 58-4326

Case F 4052.792 (NLO)

Europe - Maps - 1713 - Cities and towns - Fortification

Introduction à la fortification / dediée à Monseigneur le Duc de Bourgogne par son tres humble seruiteur de Fer. Paris : Chez l’auteur, [1713?].

Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Loon, H. V. (Herman van) -- Inselin, C. -- Gournay, C. --
Loisel, L. -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Introduction à la fortification ... [1713?] 1 atlas : 188 plates (chiefly maps) ; 29 x 39 cm. Tentative date of publication based on latest dated map in the volume: Landau, ville assiégée et fortifiée d'une nouvelle maniere ... A Paris, chez l'auteur le Sr. de Fer ..., 1713 [map 113]. Maps and plates dated between 1679 and 1713, most dated 1705. Engravings by H. van Loon, C. Inselin, C. Gournary, and L. Loisel. Leaves variously numbered. Scales differ. Relief is shown pictorially and by hachures. Engraved title page. Five plans not listed in the table of contents inserted between l. [69] and [70], and two others at the end preceding the "Table geographique". Also includes 'Liste, table ou catalogue des ouvrages ... de N. de Fer.' Maps also cataloged separately. Variant states of these plates, with engraved numbers, issued in Fer, Nicolas de. Introduction à la fortification ... (Paris: J.F. Benard, [1723]); see Case folio U 26 .292. Earlier versions of these maps, engraved on different plates, issued in Fer, Nicolas de. Les Forces de l'Europe ... (Paris, editions of 1694 and 1695-1696); see Case folio U 26 .2929 and Case folio U 26 .293. 51-1786 ICN 52-403

Case oversize U 26 .2919 (NLO)

25964

Europe - Maps - 1722-1723 - Road maps

L'Europe divisée suivant l'estendue de ses principaux estats ... Paris : H. Jaillot, 1718 [i.e. 1737?]. Authors: Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?--1712 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Cordier, Robert (Engraver) -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?--1712. [Atlas français] (1700 [i.e. 1737?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 45 x 63 cm. In: Jaillot, Alexis Hubert. [Atlas français] (Paris : Jaillot, 1700 [i.e. 1737?]?) pl. [1]. Map dated 1718. Manuscript title 'Europe' and no. '1' on verso. VAULT oversize Ayer 135.J25 1700 pl. [1] (PrCt)

25962

Europe - Maps - 1718


25963

Europe - Maps - 1721

The Gentlemans pocket companion for travelling into foreign parts ... [London : s.n., 1721]. Authors: Senex, John, -1740 -- Wilson, Henry, 1673-1741 -- Molyneux, Samuel, fl. 1721 -- Senex, John, -1740. A New general atlas : containing a geographical and historical account of all the empires, kingdoms, and other dominions of the world ... (1721) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 55 cm.
9 folded maps ; 18 cm.
Includes maps engraved by Sutton Nicholls.
Map contents: Europe in general -- England -- France -- Spain and Portugal -- Italy -- Flanders & Holland -- Germany -- Turky -- Denmark & part of Sweden.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
References: Phillips 5173
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Loon, H. V. (Herman van) -- Inselin, C. -- Starckman, P. -- Gournay, C. -- Loisel, L. -- Bénard, J. F. (Jacques François)
1 atlas [194] leaves of plates : ill., maps, plans ; 27 x 40 cm.
Date taken from "Table des forces de l'Europe"; maps dated between 1677 and 1723, most dated 1705.
Relief shown pictorially and with hachures.
Engraved title page.
Leaves variously numbered.
Plans of the fortifications of various European cities and towns.
Imperfect: title page and several plates mutilated, mended.
Variant states of these plates, lacking engraved numbers, issued in Fer, Nicolas de. Introduction à la fortification ... (Paris: l'auteur, [ca. 1713]); see Case oversize U 26 .2919.
Earlier versions of these maps, engraved on different plates, issued in Fer, Nicolas de. Les Forces de l'Europe ... (Paris, editions of 1694 and 1695-1696); see Case folio U 26 .2929 and Case folio U 26 .293.
Two plates, Ath, are numbered 72; one unnumbered plate, Quebec, not listed in the "Table", is inserted between plates 193 and 194.
Map of Quebec dated 1705, not listed in the "Table" is inserted between plates 193 and 194. Engraved leaves of explanatory text follow plates 3, 5-6, 8.
Four selected maps also cataloged separately (as of July 2011).
Scales differ.
46-1140
ICN 46-3023
Case folio U 26 .292 (NLO)

25967 Europe - Maps - 1724

Carte d’Europe dressé en 1720 pour l’usage du roy sur les itineraires anciens et moderne et sur les routiers de mer assujetti aux observations astronomiques / par Guillaume Delisle ... A Paris : chez l'auteur, Quay de l'Horloge ..., May 1724.
Authors: L’Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- L’Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726. [Collection of maps of the world] [1732?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 59 cm.
In composite atlas without title page: L’Isle, Guillaume de. [Collection of maps of the world. Paris : s.n., 1732?], [plate 7].
Number "7" in ms. on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
VAULT Baskes oversize G1015 .L57 1700, [plate 7] (PrCt)

A Description of the passage of the shadow of the moon over Europe, as it may be expected May 11th 1724 in the evening. [London] : Engrav’d and sold by John Senex, [1724].
Authors: Halley, Edmond, 1656-1742 -- Senex, John, -1740
1 map : 32 x 42 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:4175,000].
Prime meridian: [London].
Includes a five-line note on the eclipse at the bottom of the map.
12114.
ICN74.

map2F 5701.B1 (PrCt)

25969 Europe - Maps - 1725< считают более значимой> Europe, Eastern - Ca 1725
L’Europe. Amsterdam, [ca. 1725].
Authors: L’Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Covens et Mortier -- Académie des sciences (France) -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). Ill:B21
1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 57 cm.
Added title: Nova Europa descripicio... . 2603
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Sack map4F G5700 1725 .L5 (PrCt)

25970 Europe - Maps - 1733
Nieuwe kaart van Europa na de alderlaatste ondernomen int licht gebracht / J. Keyser get. en gesn. 1733. te Amsterdam : by Isaak Tirion, 1733.
Authors: Tirion, Isaak -- Keizer, Jacob, fl. 1706-1750 -- Tirion, Isaak. Nieuwe en beknopte hand-atlas ... (1748 [i.e. 1769?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Keizer, J. (Jacob), fl. 1706-1750 SEE Keizer, Jacob, fl. 1706-1750

Europe - Maps - 1724

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
25971 **Europe - Maps - 1734**

*Europa christiani orbis domina in sua imperia regna et status / exacte divisa per Ioahan Baptist. Homann ... Norimbergae [Nuremberg : Homann, 1734 or later].*  
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 57 cm.  
In: Homann, Johann Baptist. Kleiner Atlas scholasticus von sechs und zwanzig charten (Leipzig ; Nuremberg : Johann Friedrich Gleditsch ; Johann Baptist Homann, [1734 or later]). [plate 2].

**VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .H7 1734, [plate 2] (PrCt)**

25972 **Europe - Maps - 1739**

*Carte d'Europe . Amsterdam : J. Covens et C. Mortier, 1739 [i.e. 1741?].*  
Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1720 -- Condet, Johannes, 1711-1781 -- Covens et Mortier -- L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726. Atlas nouveau, contenant toutes les parties du monde ... [1741?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 58 cm.  
Added title, upper margin; Europa accurate in imperia, regina, status & populos. ...  
In: L'Isle, Guillaume de. Atlas nouveau, contenant toutes les parties du monde ... (Amsterdam : J. Covens & C. Mortier, [1741?]) v. 1, pl. [6].


25973 **Europe - Maps - 1740**

Authors: Seutter, Matthias, 1678-1756 -- Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756. Atlas novus sive tabulæ geographicæ totius orbis faciem, partes, imperia, regna et provincias exhibentes [1740?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 56 cm.  
"Cum gratia et privil. S.R.I. Vicariat[us], in partib. Rheni, Sueviae, et juris Franconici."

Scale [ca. 1:10,000,000].  
In: Seutter, Matthaeus. Atlas novus sive tabulæ geographicæ totius orbis faciem, partes, imperia, regna et provincias exhibentes (Augsburg : [Seutter], 1740?), plate [3].  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.  

25974 **Europe - Maps - 1740**

*Europa : religionis Christianæ morum et pacis ac belli artium cultu omnium terrarum orbis partium praestantiss. / iuxta recentissima exemplaria*  
Portraits engraved by T. Jefferys and J. Basire.  
Maps by Emanuel Bowen, N. Bellin, and G. Smith.  
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.  
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Europe - Maps - 1758 - Coasts - Nautical charts

A Chart of the sea coast from England to the Streights.

Authors: T. Page and W. Mount (Firm), fl. ca.1729-1733 -- English Pilot. Part 1 (1758) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 44 x 57 cm.
Coastal chart of southwestern England, western France, Spain and Portugal.
Oriented with north at left.
Inset (14 x 22 cm.): The Harbour of Cadiz.
In: The English pilot, for the southern navigation ... on the coast of England, Scotland, Ireland, Holland, Flanders, Spain, Portugal, to the Streight’s-Mouth; with the coasts of Barbary, and off to the Canary, Madeira, Cape de Verde and Western-Islands (London : Printed for W. and J. Mount, T. Page and Son, on Tower-Hill, 1758), [plate 22].
Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger):
English Pilot. Part 1 (1758)
Baskes oversize G1793 .E55 1758, [plate 22] (PrCt)

Europe - Maps - 1758 - Iceland - Maps - 1758 - Wall maps

Seconde partie de la carte d'Europe contenant la Danemark et la Norwege, la Suède et la Russie ... / publiée sous les auspices de Monseigneur Louis Philippe d'Orléans ... par le Sr. d'Anville ... ; Gravé par G. De la Haye ; H. Gravelot inv. ; N. Le Mire sculp. [Paris] : Sr. d'Anville, MDCCCLVIII [1758].
1 map on 2 sheets : hand col. ; 69 x 101 cm.
Title cartouche on eastern sheet.
Inset on western sheet (14 x 19 cm.): Islande. Bound as adjacent sheets in composite atlas without title page: Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d'. [Atlas général] [Paris : s.n., ca. 1786?], [plates 5-6].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1019 .A598 1786, [plates 5-6] (PrCt)

Europe - Maps - 1764

A New map of Europe, divided into its empires, kingdoms, states and republics : drawn from the most approved geographers / with great improvements from the Sieurs d'Anville & Robert. London : Printed for Robt. Sayer ..., [1764?].
Authors: Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d', 1697-1782 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Senex, John, 1740. The Universal geographer ... [1764?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map on two sheets : hand col. ; 55 x 92 cm.
25992 Europe - Maps - 1766
A New and accurate map of Europe ... / by Eman. Bowen. [London : s.n., 1766].
Authors: Bowen, Emanuel, -1767 --Bowen, Emanuel, -1767. The Maps and charts to The modern part of the universal history (1766) -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 31 x 21 cm.
In: Bowen, Emanuel. The Maps and charts to The modern part of the universal history / [with maps by Emanuel Bowen and Thomas Kitchin] (London : Printed for T. Osborne [et al.], 1766), [plate 3].
Manuscript no. "3" at upper right.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskets oversize G1015 .S45 1764, plate [3]
(NLO)

25993 Europe - Maps - 1766
A Map of Europe divided into its empires, kingdoms &c. / by J. Palaiaret with several improvements & additions from D'Anville & Robert by L. Delarochette. London : Printed for John Bowles at the Black Horse in Cornhil, & Carrington Bowles next the Chapter House in St. Pauls Church Yard, [1766 or earlier?].
1 map ; hand col. ; 47 x 55 cm.
In a composite atlas bound together without title page: Bowles, John. [Bowles's universal atlas]. [London : John Bowles ; Carrington Bowles, 1711-1766], map [2].
Manuscript notes and plate number 2 added in ink by previous owner.
Case oversize G1015 .B68 1766 map [2] (PrCt)

25994 Europe - Maps - 1766 - Coasts - Nautical charts - Cadiz (Spain) - Maps - 1766 - Harbors - Nautical charts
A Chart of the sea coast from England to the Streights. Dublin : Jane Grierson, [1766].
Authors: Grierson, Jane, fl. 1766 -- Barlow, James S., fl. ca. 1733-1767 -- English Pilot. Part 1 (1766) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 43 x 55 cm.
Oriented with north at left.
Inset (14 x 21 cm.): The Harbour of Cadiz.
In: The English pilot. Part 1, describing the coasts ... in the southern navigation upon the coasts of England, Scotland, Ireland, Holland, Flanders, Spain, Portugal ... (Dublin: Jane Grierson, 1766) following title page.
oversize Ayer 135 .E55 1766 following t.p. (PrCt)

25995 Europe - Maps - 1772
L'Europe pour la Concorde de la géographie des différents âges. [Paris : Chez les Frères Estienne, 1772].
Authors: Pluche, Noël Antoine, 1688-1761 --Lattré, Jean -- Frères Estienne (Firm) -- Pluche, Noël Antoine, 1688-1761. Concorde de la géographie des différens âges (1772)
1 map ; 13 x 20 cm.
G 11 .698 opp. p. 129 (PrCt)

25996 Europe - Maps - 1772
A New and accurate map of Europe : divided into its empires ... London : Robt. Sayer, 1772 [i.e. 1773].
Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Kitchin, Thomas, 1718-1784 -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Kitchin, Thomas, 1718-1784. A General atlas describing the whole universe ... (1773) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 99 x 102 cm. on 2 composite sheets
Printed on 4 sheets with separate titles: Northern states, including the British Islands ... -- Eastern part of the northern states ... -- Western Mediterranean Sea with the coasts of Spain ... -- Eastern Mediterranean Sea with the coasts ... .
In: Kitchin, Thomas. A General atlas describing the whole universe ... (London : Robert Sayer, 1773); versos handstamped '3' and '4'.
Bound with: Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d'. A Complete body of ancient geography ... (London : R. Laurie and J. Whittle, 1799).
oversize Ayer 135 .K6 1773 pl. 3-4 (PrCt)
Europe - Maps - 1787

*Europe divided into its empires, kingdoms, states, republics, &ca.* / by Thos. Kitchin ...

London: Published by Robt. Sayer, Fleet Street, Jan'y. 1st 1787.

Authors: Kitchin, Thomas, 1718-1784 -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Kitchin, Thomas, 1718-1784. A General atlas, describing the whole universe: being a complete collection of the most approved maps extant ... [1788?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map: hand col.; 100 x 104 cm., on 2 composite sheets

Added titles from margins: Western part of the northern states ... -- Eastern part of the northern states ... -- Western part of the Mediterranean Sea ... -- Eastern part of the Mediterranean Sea ... .

In: Kitchin, Thomas. A General atlas, describing the whole universe: being a complete collection of the most approved maps extant ... (London: Printed for Robert Sayer, [1788?]), no. 3-4.

Right and left margins include tables and accompanying text.

Printed from 4 plates on 4 sheets joined to form 2 composite and adjacent sheets; northern half stamped "3" on verso; southern half stamped "4" on verso.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .K57 1788, [plates 3-4] (NLO)

---

Europe - Maps - 1787

*Relations des principaux siéges faits ou soutenus...* (London: Presso la Calcografia camerale, 1792).

Authors: Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824 -- Calcografia camerale (Rome, Italy) -- Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824. Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (1792-1801) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map: hand col.; 30 x 43 cm.


Map dated 1788.

oversize Ayer 135 .C33 1792 v. 1 pl. 14 (PrCt)

---

Europe - Maps - 1789-1799

*Napoleonic Wars, 1800-1815 - Maps* - Napoleon I, Emperor of the French, 1769-1821


Relations des principaux siéges faits ou soutenus... (Rome: Presso la Calzografia camerale, 1792-1801) v. 1 pl. 14.

Map dated 1788.

oversize Ayer 135 .C33 1792 v. 1 pl. 14 (PrCt)
en Europe par les armées françaises depuis 1792 / rédigées par MM. les officiers généraux et supérieurs du Corps impérial du génie qui en ont conduit l'attaque ou la défense ; précédées d'un précis historique et chronologique des guerres de la France depuis 1792 jusqu'au traité de Presbourg en 1806, par V.D. Musset-Pathay.

Paris : Magimel, 1806.


vi, 586 p.; 31 cm. + 1 atlas (xx [i.e. xxil] leaves of plates: 21 maps (some hand col.); 27 x 38 cm.)

"L'impression de ce recueil fut arrêtée par Napoléon, qui les éloges accordés à Moreau avaient choqué"--Nouvelle biographie générale, t. 37, col. 36.

Maps by Fiel, Vandelincourt, Fachot, and Madron; engraved by Adam.

Covers up to 1797 only.


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Digital version of other copies of the atlas and text available online via HathiTrust Digital Library (accessed November 2013):

http://hdl.handle.net/2027/mdp.39015068479412

http://hdl.handle.net/2027/mdp.39015068479420

References: Nouvelle biographie générale, t. 37, col. 36-37

LC Card Number: 04008851

Baskes oversize G1793 .E55 1790, [plate 25] (Pr.Ct)

---

Europe - Maps - 1790 - Coasts - Nautical charts
---


A Correct chart of the coast of Portugal & Barbarea from C. Finisterra to C. Baydor with the Canarie Isles. London: Sold by Willm. Mount & Thos. Page on Tower Hill, [1790].


1 map; 46 x 57 cm.

"Humbly dedicated to Robert Godscall of Weston, Esqr. by his obliged servant C. Price."

Oriented with north at right.

Insets (13 x 15 cm. and 9 x 11 cm.): Lisbon Harbour -- Gallicie.

In: The English pilot for the southern navigation: describing the sea-coasts, capes, headlands, bays, roads, harbours, rivers and ports: together with the soundings, sands, rocks and dangers, on the coasts of England, Scotland, Ireland, Holland, Flanders, Spain, Portugal, to the Streight’s-Mouth; with the coasts of Barbary, and off to the Canary, Madeira, Cape de Verde and Western-Islands (London: Printed for Mount and Davidson, on Tower-Hill, 1790), [plate 25]. Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger): English Pilot. Part 1 (1790)

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1793 .E55 1790, [plate 25] (Pr.Ct)

---

Europe - Maps - 1792 - Cities and towns
---

Europe - Maps - 1792 - Cities and towns - Europe - Maps - 1792 - Cities and towns - Europe - Maps - 1792 - Atlases, British - 1792

A Collection of plans of the most capital cities of every empire, kingdom, republic and electorate in Europe and some remarkable cities in the other three parts of the world; with a description of their most remarkable buildings, trade, situation, extent, &c., &c. Selected from the best authorities from actual surveys. [London? J. Stockdale?, 1792?].

---

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Authors: Andrews, John, 1736-1809 -- Stockdale, John, 1749?-1814 -- Charlett, J. Newport

1 atlas (3 p.l., 140 p. : fold. maps) ; 24 x 19 cm.

Imperfect: wanting all text except 2 leaves of index; t.p. replaced by photostat from copy at Library of Congress.

Armoirial bookplate of J. Newport Charlett.

Double engraved title page.

Maps also cataloged separately.

LC Card Number: 22007166

48-543

Case folio G 13 .036 (NLO)

Europe - Maps - 1793

A New & accurate map of Europe : drawn from the best authorities / by Thos. Bowren. [London : s.n., 1793?].

Authors: Bowen, Thomas, -1790 -- Bankes, Thomas, b. 1744. A New and authentic system of universal geography, antient and modern: including all the late important discoveries made by the English ... [1793?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 32 x 41 cm.

Scale [ca. 1:13,000,000].

Prime meridian: London.

Relief shown pictorially.

In: Bankes, Thomas. A New and authentic system of universal geography, antient and modern: including all the late important discoveries made by the English ... (London : Printed for C. Cooke ... [et al., 1793?]), between p. 576-[577].

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.


Europe - Maps - 1794

Europe divided into its principal states / by Samuel Dunn. London : Laurie & Whittle, 1794.

Authors: Dunn, Samuel, -1794 -- Laurie & Whittle -- Dunn, Samuel, -1794. A New atlas of the mundane system ... (1800) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; hand col. ; 30 x 44 cm., on sheet 47 x 59 cm.

"London: published by Laurie & Whittle, 53 Fleet Street, as the Act directs 12th May 1794."

Scale [ca. 1:12,000,000]

Relief shown pictorially.

Prime meridian: Ferro.

In: Dunn, Samuel. New atlas of the mundane system, or, Of geography and cosmography ... (London : Printed and published by Robert Laurie and James Whittle ... (successors to the late Mr. Robert Sayer), 1800), [plate 3] Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .D86 1800 [plate 3] (NLO)

Europe - Maps - 1795

Flags - 1795<<>>Wall maps

Europe divided into its empires, kingdoms, states, republics, &c. / by Thos. Kitchin ... with many additions and improvements from the latest surveys and observations of Mr. D'Anville. London : Published by Laurie & Whittle, no. 53, Fleet Street, 12th May 1795.

Authors: Kitchin, Thomas, 1718-1784 -- Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d', 1697-1782 -- Laurie & Whittle -- Kitchin, Thomas, 1718-1784.

A General atlas describing the whole universe ... (1795) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; hand col. ; 99 x 104 cm., on 2 composite sheets each 55 x 128 cm.
Title cartouche and imprint on northwestern sheet.
Added titles from margins: Western part of the northern states ... -- Eastern part of the northern states ... -- Western part of the Mediterranean Sea ... -- Eastern part of the Mediterranean Sea ...
Bottom margin includes national flags of many countries.
In: Kitchin, Thomas. A General atlas describing the whole universe ... (London : Printed and published by Robert Laurie and James Whittle, no. 53 Fleet Street, 1795), [plates 3-4].
Printed from 4 plates on 4 sheets joined to form 2 composite and adjacent sheets; northern half stamped "3" on verso; southern half stamped "4" on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
**Baskes oversize G1015 .K57 1795, [plates 3-4]**

**26017 Europe - Maps - 1796**

*An accurate map of Europe from the best authorities.* Philadelphia : M. Carey, 1796.
Authors: Hill, Samuel, 1766?-1804 -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Guthrie, William, 1708-1770 -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839.
Carey's General atlas ... (1796)
1 map : hand col. ; 33 x 35 cm.
In: Carey, Mathew. Carey's General atlas ... (Philadelphia : M. Carey, 1796) pl. [3].
**Case folio G1019 .C25 1796 pl. 3 (PrCt)**

**26018 Europe - Maps - 1797**

*Europe / A. Bell sculp.* [Edinburgh : s.n., 1797].
Authors: Bell, Andrew, 1726 ...
Europe / Creed sculp. [Philadelphia : s.n., 1798].
Authors: Creed, William, fl. 1792-1798 -- Encyclopaedia -- or, A dictionary of arts sciences, and miscellaneous literature 1798 -- Encyclopaedia Britannica (1798)
1 map : 14 x 19 cm.
In an American edition of the Encyclopaedia Britannica, issued as: Encyclopaedia; or, A dictionary of arts, sciences, and miscellaneous literature ... (Philadelphia : Thomas Dobson, 1798) v. 7, opposite p. 40.
Engraved 'Plate CLXXXVIII.'
**A 2 .254 v. 7, opposite p. 40 (PrCt)**

**26019 Europe - Maps - 1797**

1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 58 cm., on sheet 54 x 75 cm.
**26022 Europe - Maps - 1802**

*Europe.* [London] : Cadell and Davies [et al], 1802 [i.e. 1807].
Authors: Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826 -- Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Lowry, fl.

Scale [ca. 1:10,000,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
Prime meridians: Ferro and Isle de Fer.
Includes table outlining the political divisions of Europe.
In composite world atlas possibly compiled and published by Charles François Delamarche: Atlas général : contenant le détail des quatre parties du monde [Paris? : s.n., 1798?], [ptie 1], [plate 2].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
**Baskes oversize G1015 .L555 1801, [plate 3]**

Scale [ca. 1:8,750,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
Prime meridians: Ferro and Isle de Fer.
Includes table outlining the political divisions of Europe.
In composite world atlas possibly compiled and published by Charles François Delamarche: Atlas général : contenant le détail des quatre parties du monde [Paris? : s.n., 1798?], [ptie 1], [plate 2].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
**Baskes oversize G1015 .A77 1798, [ptie 1], [plate 2] (NLO)**

**26020 Europe - Maps - 1798**

*Europe / Creed sculp.* [Philadelphia : s.n., 1798].
Authors: Creed, William, fl. 1792-1798 -- Encyclopaedia -- or, A dictionary of arts sciences, and miscellaneous literature 1798 -- Encyclopaedia Britannica (1798)
1 map : 14 x 19 cm.
In an American edition of the Encyclopaedia Britannica, issued as: Encyclopaedia; or, A dictionary of arts, sciences, and miscellaneous literature ... (Philadelphia : Thomas Dobson, 1798) v. 7, opposite p. 40.
Engraved 'Plate CLXXXVIII.'
**A 2 .254 v. 7, opposite p. 40 (PrCt)**

**26021 Europe - Maps - 1800<<>>Ob, Gulf of (Russia) - Maps - 1800**

Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1700-1783 -- Dezauche, Jean Claude, active 1770-1824 -- L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726. Atlas géographique des quatre parties du monde [1801?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 60 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:8,750,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
Prime meridians: Ferro and Isle de Fer.
Inset of portion of Gulf of Ob and environs.
In: L'Isle, Guillaume de. Atlas géographique des quatre parties du monde (Paris : Chez Dezauche, [1801?]), [plate 3].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
**Baskes oversize G1015 .L555 1801, [plate 3] (NLO)**

---

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1802-1807 -- Cadell & Davies -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826. Modern geography ... (1807) 1 map ; 24 x 20 cm. Arrowsmith direxit. 'From Arrowsmith's 4 sheet map of Europe.' 'Published March 1st, 1802 ... .'

26023 Europe - Maps - 1804
Europe. Philadelphia : J. Conrad & Co., 1804. Authors: Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823. A New and elegant general atlas comprising all the new discoveries, to the present time ... (1804) -- John Conrad & Co. -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 19 x 24 cm. In: Arrowsmith, Aaron. A New and elegant general atlas comprising all the new discoveries, to the present time ... (Philadelphia [etc.] : J. Conrad & Co. [and others], 1804)pl. 2 Ayer 135 .A65 1804 pl. 2 (PrCt)

26024 Europe - Maps - 1804
An Accurate map of Europe from the best authorities. Philadelphia : Mathew Carey, 1804. Authors: Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839. Carey's General atlas ... (1804) 1 map ; 32 x 36 cm. In: Carey, Mathew. Carey's General atlas ... (Philadelphia : Published by Mathew Carey, April 24th, 1804) pl. [3]. oversize Ayer 135 .C27 1804 pl. 3 (PrCt)

26025 Europe - Maps - 1805
Neuer hand und staats atlas von Europa. Leipzig : J.E. Lange, 1805. Authors: Lange , J. E. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 atlas : 17 maps ; 372 x 258 mm. (1806);wA4290&A4291 Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes). Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

26026 Europe - Maps - 1806


26028 Europe - maps - 1807
L’Europe divisée en ses principaux etats suivant les nouvelles observations astronomiques / par le Sr. Janvier, geographe. A Venise [Venice] : par François Santini ; chez Mr. Remondini, [1807?]. Authors: Janvier, Jean Denis -- Santini, Francesco -- Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (1784 [i.e. 1807?]) -- Remondini, Guiseppe Antonio, 1747-1811 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; hand col. ; 46 x 62 cm. In: Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (Venice : par P. Santini, rue Ste. Justine, chez M. Remondini, Paris, 1807). 1 map ; 24 x 36 cm. Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
26029 Europe - Maps - 1807-1816 - Road maps
Atlas portatif et itinéraire de l'Europe : pour servir d'intelligence au guide des voyageurs dans cette partie du monde, et y suivre le théâtre de toutes les guerres : composé de cinq grandes cartes enluminées. A Paris : Chez Hyacinthe Langlois, libraire, rue de Seine, faubourg Saint-Germain, n° 6, 1807 [i.e. 1816]?
Authors: Langlois, Hyacinthe -- Choizeau -- Poirson, J. B. (Jean Baptiste), 1760-1831 -- Semen, jeune -- Bibliothek Hammer (Stockholm, Sweden) -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library) -- Hammer Bibliothek (Stockholm, Sweden) SEE Bibliothek Hammer (Stockholm, Sweden) -- Semens, jeune SEE Semen, jeune
Maps by Choizeau, J.B. Poirson, Semen, and H. Langlois.
"Carte routiere de la France" hand colored in outline
Scales differ.
Illustrated bookplate: angel holding hammer in chariot drawn by two horses; text at lower left: Bibli. Hammer, Stockholm; motto at lower right: En avant, toujours en avant.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskets oversize G1759 .C53 1807 (NLO)

26030 Europe - Maps - 1807-Turkey - Maps - 1807
Atlas de la partie méridionale de l'Europe : dressé sur la méridienne de Paris et composé de 54 feuilles qui pouvant se réunir, forment à la même échelle, l'ensemble de la carte la plus détaillée qui ait encore paru des différents etats qu'elle comprend / par P.G. Chanlaire. Paris : Chez l'auteur, 1807.
Authors: Chanlare, P.-G. (Pierre-Grégoire), 1758-1817 -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([53] folded leaves of plates) : 54 maps (chiefly folded, chiefly hand col.) ; 56 cm.
Spine title: Chanlaire's atlas
Includes index map on t.p.
Relief shown by hachures.
Marbled paper over boards half-bound in brown leather with gold-stamped spine table:
Chanlaire's atlas.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskets oversize G1015 .S4 1807, v. 1, no. 3 (Pr.Ct)

26031 Europe - Maps - 1810
Nouvelle charte generale it detaillee de l'Europe. 1810 [i.e. 1816]?
1 map : hand col. ; 93 x 122 cm.
In: Faden, William [and others]. [General atlas of modern geography : a collection of large scale maps and charts of all parts of the world] ([London, etc. : W. Faden, etc., 1775-1816]) v. 1, pl. 4.
Imprint on map: A Paris [no date]
Verso handstamped "4."
oversize Ayer 135 .G32 1775 v. 1, pl. 4 (Pr.Ct)

26032 Europe - Maps - 1810-1819 - Maps - Distances- Europe - Maps - 1810-1819
Tableaux des distances de Paris aux principales villes de France et aux capitalea des pays étrangers, donnant en même tems les distances intermédiaires. [Paris? s.n., 181?]?
Authors: Collin, Etienne, 1790-1852 -- Collin, Etienne, 1790-1852. Carte pour servir à l'intelligence des tableaux de distance, de Paris aux principales villes de l'Europe [181-?]?
16 leaves : hand col. tables, 1 map ; 50 cm.
Cover title: Tableaux routiers
Language: In French, with some text in English, German and Italian.
Title from caption on leaf 2.
Includes map: Carte pour servir à l'intelligence des tableaux de distance, de Paris aux principales villes de l'Europe.
"Gravé par E. Collin"--Tables; "Gravé par Collin fils ainé"--Map.
Probably to be classed as Case oversize HE248 .T33 1810z
2008110350 on order (NLO)

26033 Europe - Maps - 1810 - Postal service-France - Maps - 1810
Postal service-France - Europe - Maps - 1810

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1810


1 map ; 61 x 80 cm., mounted on linen and folded to 19 x 12 cm. in slipcase.

Originally bound with Postes impériales : état général des postes et relais de l'empire français (Paris : De l'Imprimerie impériale, 1810); the map has been removed but is stored in the same drop-spine box as the book.

Coverage extends from Rotterdam and Breslau on the north, to Barcelona and Naples on the south, and to Vienna on the east.

List of the departemens of France and Italy at lower left.

The accompanying volume contains a list of the posts, with their frequencies, and an index to towns.

Case HE6982 .A5 1810 [map] (PrCt)

26036 Europe - Maps - 1811 - Postal service
France - Maps - 1811 - Postal service
Postal service - Europe - Maps - 1811
Postal service - France - Maps - 1811
Wall maps
Carte des routes de postes de l'Empire français du Royaume d'Italie et de la Confédération du Rhin / dressée par ordre du Conseil d'Administration des Postes aux Chevaux ; gravé par P.A.F. Tardieu graveur des Postes impériales. [Paris : Conseil d'Administration des Postes aux Chevaux], 1811.

Authors: Tardieu, Pierre Antoine, 1784-1869 -- France. Direction générale des postes

1 map ; 125 x 165 cm., folded to quarto (4o) in slipcase.

2006120851 on order (NLO)

26037 Europe - Maps - 1812


Authors: Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750--1763 -- Ralph, William -- Brookes, R. (Richard), active 1721-1763 -- Johnson & Warner -- Brookes, R. (Richard), active 1721-1763. Brookes's General gazetteer improved, or, A new and compendious geographical dictionary ... (1812)

1 map ; 18 x 23 cm.

In: Brookes, Richard. Brookes's General gazetteer improved, or, A new and compendious geographical dictionary ... (Philadelphia : Johnson and Warner, 1812) pl. [6], opp. p. EUR-EXE.

G 005 .119 pl. 6 (PrCt)

26038 Europe - Maps - 1813

Nouvelle carte d'Europe où sont tracées les principales routes des divers états qui la composent / dressée par Hérisson, élève de Mr. Bonne. Paris : Chez Basset, rue St. Jaques no. 64, 1813.

Authors: Hérisson, Eustache, 1759--1794 -- Bonne, Rigobert, 1727-1794 -- Basset, Paul-André, fl. 1785-1819

1 map ; 59 x 88 cm., mounted on linen and fold. to 32 x 32 cm.

Scale ca. 1:7,500,000.

The post-Congress of Vienna boundaries of France, Italy, and the Netherlands have been added with rather crudely-drawn orange lines.

"Deposée à la direction générale de l'imprimerie et de la Librairie."

map5C G3200 1813 .H3 map 1 (Europe) (NLO)

26039 Europe - Maps - 1813


Authors: Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Neele, George -- Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824. Neele's general atlas : consisting of a complete set of maps compiled from the best authorities ... (1814 [i.e. 1815]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 27 x 22 cm.
In: Neele, Samuel John and George. Neele's general atlas: consisting of a complete set of maps compiled from the best authorities, and including all the new discoveries (London: [Samuel and George Neele]; Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme, and Brown; Cadell & Davies, 1814 [i.e. 1815]), [plate 6].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Engraved no. VI at upper right.

**Baskes folio G1019 .N4 1814, [plate 6] (PrCt)**

### 26040 Europe - Maps - 1814

**Europe.** Philadelphia : M. Carey, and Johnson & Warner, 1814.

Authors: Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Johnson & Warner -- W.R. -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839.
A General atlas, being a collection of maps of the world and quarters ... (1814)
1 map : hand col. ; 18 x 24 cm.
In: Carey, Mathew. A General atlas, being a collection of maps of the world and quarters ... (Philadelphia : Published by M. Carey, and Johnson & Warner, 1814) pl. [34].
From Arrowsmith's 4 sheet map of Europe.

**Ayer 135 .C27 1814 pl. 34 (PrCt)**

### 26041 Europe - Maps - 1814

**Europe.** London : Cadell & Davies [et al], 1814 [i.e. 1815].

Authors: Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826 -- Hebert, Lewis, fl. 1809-1838 -- Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Cadell & Davies -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826. A Modern atlas : from the latest and best authorities ... (1815) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 50 x 68 cm.
Drawn under the direction of Mr. Pinkerton by L. Herbert.' Running title in upper margin: Pinkerton's modern atlas.

**oversize Ayer 135 .P6 1815 pl. 5 [PrCt]**

### 26042 Europe - Maps - 1816

**Carte encyprotype de l'Europe réduite de celle sur 4 feuilles de même auteur ... / par H. Brué, ingénieur-géographe de S.A. Royale.** Paris : Chez Desray ; Chez Goujon, 1816.

Authors: Brué, Adrien Hubert, 1786-1832 -- Desray, Jacques -- Goujon, Jean, fl. ca. 1793-1826 -- Brué, Adrien Hubert, 1786-1832. Grand atlas universel, ou collection de cartes encyprotypées, générales et détaillées des cinq parties du monde ... (1816) -- Charles X, King of France, 1757-1836
1 map : hand col. ; 55 x 74 cm.

"Dédiée & présenté à Monsieur [le Comte d'Artois]."
"Atlas universel no. 6" -- top right margin.
In: Brué, Adrien Hubert. Grand atlas universel, ou collection de cartes encyprotypées, générales et détaillées des cinq parties du monde ... (Paris : Chez Desray, 1816), plate 6.

**Case oversize G1019 .B866 1816, plate 6 (PrCt)**

### 26043 Europe - Maps - 1816<<>>Wall maps

**Carte encyprotype de l'Europe ... / par H. Brué, ingénieur-géographe de S.A. Royale.** Paris : Chez Desray ; Chez Goujon, 1816.

Authors: Brué, Adrien Hubert, 1786-1832 -- Desray, Jacques -- Goujon, Jean, fl. ca. 1793-1826 -- Brué, Adrien Hubert, 1786-1832. Grand atlas universel, ou collection de cartes encyprotypées, générales et détaillées des cinq parties du monde ... (1816) -- Charles X, King of France, 1757-1836
1 map : hand col. ; 110 x 148 cm. on 4 sheets
Title from top left sheet. "Dédiée et présenté à Monsieur [le Comte d'Artois]."
"Europe 1ère. [- 4e.] feuille" and "Atlas universel no. 7 [- 10]" in upper right margins.
In: Brué, Adrien Hubert. Grand atlas universel, ou collection de cartes encyprotypées, générales et détaillées des cinq parties du monde ... (Paris : Chez Desray, 1816), plates 7-10.

**Case oversize G1019 .B866 1816, plates 7-10 (PrCt)**

### 26044 Europe - Maps - 1816<<>>Wall maps


Authors: Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1817?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 100 x 121 cm., folded to 54 x 34 cm.
Title from cartouche at bottom right. Added title in upper margin: A Map of Europe with the political divisions after the Peace of Paris and Congress of Vienna.
Printed from 4 plates on 4 sheets; trimmed and joined to form 2 adjacent folded sheets.
Printed paste-on label 'No. 34' at upper left.
In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (Edinburgh ; London ; Dublin : George Ramsay for John Thomson and Company [et al, 1817?]), map 34.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at

**Case oversize Ayer 135 .N4 1814, plate 6 (PrCt)**
the Newberry Library.
Digital image of another copy available on the
David Rumsey Map Collection website (accessed
Feb. 2010):
http://www.davidrumsey.com/luna/servlet/detail/R
UMSEY-8-1-28357-1120786
Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1817, map 34
(NLO)

26045 Europe - Maps - 1817
Europe. Edinburgh : A. Constable and Co., 1817
[i.e. 1823].
Authors: Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Hall,
Sidney -- Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823. A New
general atlas constructed from the latest
authorities ... (1823) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map ; 20 x 25 cm.
In: Arrowsmith, Aaron. A New general atlas
constructed from the latest authorities ...
Exhibiting the boundaries and divisions, also the
chains of mountains and other geographical
features of all the known countries in the world
(Edinburgh ; London : A. Constable & Co., 1823),
pl. 3
folio Ayer 135 .A65 1823 pl. 3 (PrCt)

26046 Europe - Maps - 1817
Europe, exhibiting its principal states &c. London :
W. Faden, 1817.
Authors: Faden, William, 1749-1836 -- Palmer,
W. (William), 1739-1812 -- Faden, William,
1749-1836. [General atlas] [1817?]
1 map : hand col. ; 50 x 64 cm.
In: Faden, William. [General atlas] ([London :
Faden, 1817]).
Map dated 1817; verso handstamped '6.'
oversize G 10 .282 pl. 6 (PrCt)

26047 Europe - Maps - 1817
Europe / J. & G. Menzies sculpt. [Edinburgh :
s.n., 1817?].
Authors: J. & G. Menzies -- Thomson, John, 19th
cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New
general atlas : consisting of a series of
geographical designs ... [1817?] -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 44 x 51 cm.
Engraved 'No. 8' at upper right.
In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas :
consisting of a series of geographical designs ...
(Edinburgh ; London ; Dublin : George Ramsay
for John Thomson and Company [et al, 1817?]),
map 8.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Digital image of another copy available on the
David Rumsey Map Collection website (accessed
Feb. 2010):
http://www.davidrumsey.com/luna/servlet/detail/R
UMSEY-8-1-28329-1120758
Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1817, map 8 (NLO)

26048 Europe - Maps - 1817 - Road maps

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Europe - Maps - 1822<--Wall maps

26057 Europe - Maps - 1822<--Wall maps

Europe after the Congress of Vienna. [Edinburgh] : Drawn and engraved for Thomson's New general atlas, [1822]?

Authors: Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1822?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 102 x 124 cm. on 4 sheets
Title from cartouche at bottom right.
Added title in upper margin: A Map of Europe with the political divisions after the Peace of Paris and Congress of Vienna.
Four adjacent sheets printed from four plates.
In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (Edinburgh ; London ; Dublin : Printed by G. Ramsay and Co. for J. Thomson and Co. ; Baldwin, Cradock and Joy ; John Cumming, 1821 [i.e. 1822?] ), v. 1, map 34.
Engraved 'No. 34' at upper left.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1821, v. 1, map 34 (NLO)

Europe - Maps - 1825

26058 Europe - Maps - 1825

Europe. [New Haven, Mass. S.E. Morse, 1825].

Authors: Morse, Sidney E. (Sidney Edwards), 1794-1871 -- N. & S.S. Jocelyn (Firm) -- Morse, Sidney E. (Sidney Edwards), 1794-1871. A New universal atlas of the world, on an approved plan ... (1825)

1 map : hand col. ; 21 x 25 cm.
In: Morse, Sidney E. A New universal atlas of the world, on an approved plan ... (New Haven [Mass.] : N. & S.S. Jocelyn, 1825) pl. [17]

folio G 1083 .595 pl. [17] (PrCt)

Europe - Maps - 1825

26059 Europe - Maps - 1825

Europe. [Philadelphia ; New York etc. Samuel F. Bradford and Murray, Fairman and Co., Peter A. Mesier etc., 1825?].


1 map : 23 x 27 cm.


Europe - Maps - 1826

26060 Europe - Maps - 1826

Europe. Philadelphia : A. Finley, [1826].

Authors: Finley, A. (Anthony) -- Young & Delleker

-- Finley, A. (Anthony). A New general atlas, comprising a complete set of maps, representing the grand divisions of the globe ... (1826)

1 map : hand col. ; 21 x 28 cm.
In: Finley, Anthony. A New general atlas, comprising a complete set of maps, representing the grand divisions of the globe ... (Philadelphia : A. Finley, 1826) pl. 34.

Case folio G1019 .F5 1826 pl. 34 (PrCt)

Europe - Maps - 1829

26061 Europe - Maps - 1829

Europe. Philadelphia : H.S. Tanner, [1826?].

Authors: Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858. A New American atlas containing maps of the several states of the North American union ... (1823, [i.e. 1826?])

1 map : hand col. ; 45 x 51 cm.
Running title in upper margin: American atlas.
In: Tanner, Henry Schenck. A New American atlas containing maps of the several states of the North American union ... (Philadelphia : H.S. Tanner, 1823, [i.e. 1826?] ) map 2.

Case oversize G1200 .T3 1823 map [2] (PrCt)

Europe - Maps - 1829

26062 Europe - Maps - 1829


Authors: Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (1829) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 58 cm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1829 map 8 (NLO)

Europe - Maps - 1829<--Wall maps

26063 Europe - Maps - 1829<--Wall maps

Europe after the Congress of Vienna. [Edinburgh] : Drawn and engraved for Thomson's New General Atlas, [1829?].

Authors: Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (1829) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 101 x 125 cm. on 4 sheets
Title from cartouche at bottom right.
Added title in upper margin: A Map of Europe with the political divisions after the Peace of Paris and Congress of Vienna.
Four adjacent sheets printed from four plates.
In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (Edinburgh ; London ; Dublin : Printed by H. & J. Pillans, for John Thomson ; Baldwin & Cradock ; John Cumming, 1829), map 34.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1829 map 34 (NLO)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
the Newberry Library.
Engraved no. '34' at upper left.
Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1829 map 34 (NLO)

26064 Europe - Maps - 1831
Europe exhibiting its present political divisions.
[Edinburgh : John Hamilton and others, 1831?].
Authors: Lizars, Daniel, 1760-1812 -- Hamilton, John, fl. 1831 -- Lizars, Daniel, 1760-1812. The Edinburgh geographical and historical atlas ... [1831?]
1 map : hand col. ; 77 x 90 cm. on 2 sheets
Title from southern sheet; no title on northern sheet.
In: Lizars, Daniel. The Edinburgh geographical and historical atlas ... (Edinburgh [etc.] : John Hamilton and others, 1831?) pl. [4-5].
Engraved plate no. 'V' on northern sheet.
oversize G 10 .514 pl. [4-5] (PrCt)

26065 Europe - Maps - 1831
Geographical & statistical map of Europe, adapted to Woodbridge's geography. [Hartford, Conn. Beach & Beckwith], 1831 [i.e. 1835].
Authors: Woodbridge, William C. (William Channing), 1794-1845 -- Beach & Beckwith -- Woodbridge, William C. (William Channing), 1794-1845. Modern atlas ... (1835)
1 map : hand col. ; 21 x 27 cm.
'Entered according to act of Congress, in the year 1831, by William C. Woodbridge, in ... Connecticut.'
Case folio G 10 .979 map [9] (PrCt)

26066 Europe - Maps - 1831
Geographical & statistical map of Europe, adapted to Woodbridge's geography. [Hartford : Oliver D. Cooke & Co.], 1831 [i.e. 1833].
Authors: Woodbridge, William C. (William Channing), 1794-1845 -- Cooke, Oliver Dudley, 1766-1833 -- Woodbridge, William C. (William Channing), 1794-1845. Modern atlas, on a new plan ... (1833)
1 map : hand col. ; 21 x 27 cm.
'Entered according to act of Congress, in the year 1831, by William C. Woodbridge, in ... Connecticut.'
In: Woodbridge, William C. Modern atlas, on a new plan ... (Hartford, Conn. : Oliver D. Cooke & Co., 1833) map [7].
Case folio G 10 .978 map [7] (PrCt)

26067 Europe - Maps - 1832
Authors: Arrowsmith, John, 1790-1873 -- Arrowsmith, John, 1790-1873. The London atlas of universal geography ... [1837] -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 59 cm.
Engraved no. "3" at bottom right.
In: Arrowsmith, John. [The London atlas of universal geography : exhibiting the physical & political divisions of the various countries of the world, constructed from original materials] [London : J. Arrowsmith, 1837], map 3.
Baskes oversize G1019 .A778 1837, map 3 (NLO)

26068 Europe - Maps - 1832<<>>Europe, Central - Maps - 1832
Map of central Europe comprising Great Britian, Holland, and Belgium ... [Hartford, Conn. Beach & Beckwith], 1832 [i.e. 1835].
Authors: Woodbridge, William C. (William Channing), 1794-1845 -- Beach & Beckwith -- Woodbridge, William C. (William Channing), 1794-1845. Modern atlas ... (1835)
1 map : hand col. ; 28 x 45 cm.
'Entered according to act of Congress, in the year 1832, by William C. Woodbridge, in ... Connecticut.'
Case folio G 10 .979 map [10] (PrCt)

26069 Europe - Maps - 1832<<>>Europe, Central - Maps - 1832
Modern atlas : on a new plan, to accompany the system of universal geography / by William Channing Woodbridge (Hartford [Conn.] : Beach & Beckwith, 1835) map [9].
Case folio G 10 .979 map [9] (PrCt)

26070 Europe - Maps - 1833
Authors: Young & Delleker -- Finley, A. (Anthony) -- Finley, A. (Anthony). A New general atlas ... (1833) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 21 x 28 cm.
In: Finley, Anthony. A New general atlas : comprising a complete set of maps, representing the grand divisions of the globe ... (Philadelphia : Anthony Finley, 1833), plate 35.
Sheet corner numbered 35.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1019 .F5 1833, plate 35 (Pr Ct)

26071 Europe - Maps - 1833 - Road maps

Nouvel atlas portatif et itinéraire de l'Europe : pour servir d'intelligence a la XIe édition du Guide des voyageurs dans cette partie du monde : composé de sept grandes cartes enluminées.

Paris : Hyacinthe Langlois père, éditeur, rue de Bussy, n°. 16, 1833.


Half title: Nouvel atlas itinéraire de l’Europe


Scales differ.

Companion atlas to Heinrich August Ottokar Reichard’s Guide des voyageurs en Europe.


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G1795 .A86 1833 (NLO)

26072 Europe - Maps - 1836

Europe. [London] : Chapman and Hall, 1836 [i.e.1844].

Authors: Chapman and Hall -- J. & C. Walker (Firm) -- Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (Great Britain) -- Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (Great Britain).

Maps of the Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (1844) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 32 x 38 cm.

In: Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge.


oversize Ayer 135 .S67 1844 v. 1, pl. [13] (Pr Ct)

26073 Europe - Maps - 1837


Authors: Streit, Friedrich Wilhelm, 1772-1839 -- Natorff, W. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas : 82 maps ; 281 x 353 mm.

1st ed.

Phillips 2789

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (Pr Ct)

26074 Europe - Maps - 1838

Europe. [Poughkeepsie : William Wilson], 1838.

Authors: Willetts, Jacob, 1785-1860 -- Stiles, Sherman & Smith -- Potter & Wilson -- Willetts, Jacob, 1785-1860. Willetts’ Atlas to accompany the New and improved school geography ... [1838]

1 map : hand col. ; 21 x 27 cm.

In: Willetts, Jacob. Willetts’ Atlas to accompany the New and improved school geography ... (Poughkeepsie, N.Y. : William Wilson, [1838]) map no. 5.

‘Engraved by S. Stiles Sherman & Smith’ and ‘entered according to act of Congress in the year 1838 by Potter & Wilson in the ... Southern District of New York.’

Scale ca. 1: 20,000,000.

folio G 10 .976, no. 5 (Pr Ct)

26075 Europe - Maps - 1840


1 map : hand col. ; 18 x 24 cm.


Case G1019 .B95 1840 pl. 2 (Pr Ct)

26076 Europe - Maps - 1840

Map of Europe : east part. [Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, 1840].

Authors: Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846 -- Lea & Blanchard -- Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (1840) 1 map : 17 x 11 cm.

Keyed to dozens of references on p.289.

In: Murray, Hugh. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, successors to Carey & Co., for George W. Gorton, 1840) v. 1, p. 287.

Wax engraving.

G 11 .607 v. 1, p. 287 (Pr Ct)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Europe - Maps - 1847 - Ethnology - Europe - Maps - 1847
Ethnographische karte von Europa Auf F.v. Stülpnagel's geogr. zeichnung, zusammengestellt von HBgs ... im märz 1845; im stich vollendet november 1846 ... Gotha : J. Perthes, 1847.
Authors: Berghaus, Heinrich Karl Wilhelm, 1797-1884 -- Stülpnagel, F. von -- Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany)
1 map ; 66 x 83 cm. fold. to 19 x 16 cm. in slipcase
Scale 1:6,000,000.
Bonaparte 2009 (NLO)

Carte des langues parlées en Europe. [Paris : Lemercier], 1848.
Authors: Argenson, Charles Marc René de Voyer, marquis D', 1796-1862 -- Imprimerie Lemercier et cie -- Longuet
1 map ; 41 x 63 cm. fold. to 21 x 13 cm.
Scale not given.
Binder's title: Europe ethnographique.
Label of Longuet, Paris, mounted on verso.
In case.
Bonaparte 1524 (NLO)

Europe - Maps - 1851
Authors: Rapkin, J. -- Tallis, John, 1817-1876 -- J. & F. Tallis (Firm) -- Marchant, J., fl. 1851 -- Rogers, J., fl. 1851 -- Martin, Robert Montgomery, 1803?-1868. Tallis's illustrated atlas, and modern history of the world ... (1851)
1 map : hand col. ; 23 x 30 cm.
In: Martin, Robert Montgomery. Tallis's illustrated atlas, and modern history of the world ... (London ; New York : J. Tallis, 1851) pl. [4].

Overland route to India. London & New York : John Tallis & Company, [1851].
Authors: Rapkin, J. -- Tallis, John, 1817-1876 -- Warren, H., fl. 1851 -- Kernot, J. H., fl. 1851 -- Martin, Robert Montgomery, 1803?-1868. Tallis's illustrated atlas, and modern history of the world ... (1851)
2 maps : hand col. ; each 15 x 22 cm., on sheet 36 x 27 cm.
Map of routes to Europe printed above its southeastern continuation to the Indian subcontinent.
Colored to show the 'Mail Steam Packet,' 'The Marseilles Overland,' 'The German Overland,' and 'The Euphrates' routes.
In: Martin, Robert Montgomery. Tallis's illustrated atlas, and modern history of the world ... (London ; New York : J. Tallis, 1851) pl. [28].
folio G1019 .M197 1851 pl. [28] (PrCt)

Europe - Maps - 1852
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co. -- Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868. Mitchell, S. Augustus. New universal atlas ... (1852)
1 map : hand col. ; 27 x 35 cm.
In: Mitchell, S. Augustus. New universal atlas ... (Philadelphia : Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co., 1852) pl. '45.
oversize G1019 .N49 1852 pl. 45 (PrCt)

Europe - Maps - 1853
Authors: Lowry, Joseph Wilson, 1803-1879 -- Harper & Brothers -- Chapman and Hall -- Lowry, Joseph Wilson, 1803-1879. Lowry's Universal atlas constructed and engraved from the most recent authorities (1853)
1 map : col. ; 20 x 27 cm.
In: Lowry, Joseph Wilson. Lowry's Universal atlas constructed and engraved from the most recent authorities (New York : Harper and Brothers, 1853) pl. [3].
Printed plate nos. 'A', '5' and '41.
folio G 10 .525 pl. [3] (PrCt)

Europe - Maps - 1854

Authors: John Murray (Firm) -- Murray's handbooks for travellers -- J. & C. Walker (Firm) -- A. and W. Galignani and Co. -- Stassin et Xavier (Paris, France) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)


10th ed., corr.

Cover title: Murray's hand-book, northern Germany

Maps engraved by J. & C. Walker.

Publisher's advertisements on endpapers and 32 p. at end.

Series: [Murray's handbooks for travellers] -- Murray's handbooks for travellers.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray's handbooks for travellers, 18

Baskes G153 .M97 no. 18 (1854) (NLO)

26099

Europe - Maps - 1857


Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's general atlas ... (1857)

1 map : hand col. ; 29 x 36 cm.


oversize G 10 .188 pl. 61 (PrCt)

26100

Europe - Maps - 1857

Europe - Railroads - Timetables


Authors: Bradshaw's railway guides -- Bradshaw, George, 1801-1853 -- Adams, William James, active 1841-1874 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 2 maps

No. 117 in a periodical series whose title varies.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

26101

Europe - Maps - 1858


Authors: John Murray (Firm) -- Murray's handbooks for travellers -- J. & C. Walker (Firm) -- Stassin et Xavier (Paris, France) -- A. and W. Galignani and Co. -- Kirk, Louis J. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)


Cover title: Murray's hand-book, northern Germany

Spine title: Hand-book for travellers on the continent

Maps engraved by J. & C. Walker.

Includes index.

Publisher's advertisements on endpapers and 34 p. at end.

Series: [Murray's handbooks for travellers] -- Murray's handbooks for travellers.


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray's handbooks for travellers, 19

Baskes G153 .M97 no. 19 (1856) (NLO)

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

26104 Europe - Maps - 1860

A Handbook for travellers on the continent : being a guide to Holland, Belgium, Prussia, northern Germany, and the Rhine from Holland to Switzerland : with map and plans. London ; Paris


Authors: John Murray (Firm) -- Murray's handbooks for travellers -- Gunn, Charles Haines -- J. & C. Walker (Firm) -- Stassin et Xavier (Paris, France) -- A. and W. Galignani and Co. -- Candler, John W. -- Atkinson, Mary E. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)


12th ed., corr.

Cover title: Murray's hand-book, northern Germany

Spine title: Hand-book for travellers on the continent


Maps engraved by J. & C. Walker.

Includes index.

Publisher’s advertisements on endpapers.

Series: [Murray’s handbooks for travellers] -- Murray’s handbooks for travellers.

Series statement from publisher’s advertisement.

LC Card Number: 2011657011

Former owner's signature: A.C. MacLean.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray's handbooks for travellers, 20

Baskes G153 .M97 no. 20 (1858) (NLO)

26105 Europe - Maps - 1860


Authors: Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884 -- Johnson & Browning -- Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884. Johnson's new illustrated (steel plate) family atlas ... (1860)

1 map : hand col. ; 41 x 58 cm.

In: Johnson, Alvin Jewett. Johnson's new illustrated Europe : John Murray ; A. and W. Galignani and Co. ; Stassin et Xavier, 1860.

Purchased in Paris July 3, 1863.


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray's handbooks for travellers, 21

Baskes G153 .M97 no. 21 (1860) (NLO)

26106 Europe - Maps - 1860

Europe - Historical geography - Maps - 1860


Authors: Dussieux, L. (Louis), 1815-1894 -- Marlier, Charles-Bonaparte, b. 1798 -- Hébert, A., 19th cent. -- Hébert, Mary, 19th cent. -- Mabbona, Blanche -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Lecoffre (Jacques) et cie; SEE Jacques Lecoffre et cie


"Atlas général par L. Dussieux" -- On maps.

Maps dated 1845-1860 and engraved by Marlier.

"Enseignement classique, classe de troisième." Errata slip pasted to t.p. verso.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Scales differ.
Former owner’s inscription: A. Hébert (I) (15 octobre 1862).
Former owner’s inscription: Mary Hébert 30 octobre 1866.
Former owner’s inscription: Blanche Mabbona ...
Paris 1878.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1019 .J5 1869, [plate 40] (PrCt)

26107 Europe - Maps - 1860 - Postal service
Europe - Maps - 1860 - Road maps
Germany - Maps - 1860 - Postal service
Germany - Maps - 1860 - Road maps
Postal service - Europe - Maps - 1860
Postal service - Germany - Maps - 1860
Road maps
Post- und reise-karte von Deutschland und einem theile der angrenzenden länder nach den besten hülßmitteln neu bearbeitet. [Wesel, Germany : A. Bagel], 1860.
Authors: Bagel, A. (August), d. 1881
1 map : col. ; 51 x 66 cm. fold. to 18 x 12 cm.
Imprint from original paper cover with added title: Neue post- und reisekarte von Deutschland und einem theile der angrenzenden länder.
Scale not given.
G 1047 .62 (NLO)

26108 Europe - Maps - 1861
Authors: Johnston, Alexander Keith, 1804-1871 -- W. & A.K. Johnston Limited -- William Blackwood and Sons -- Johnston, Alexander Keith, 1804-1871. The Royal atlas of modern geography ... (1861)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 56 cm.
Partly hand colored.
Running title: Keith Johnston’s general atlas.
In: Johnston, Alexander Keith. The Royal atlas of modern geography : exhibiting, in a series of entirely original and authentic maps ... (Edinburgh and London : William Blackwood and Sons, 1861), map 3.
oversize G 10 .456, map 3 (PrCt)

26109 Europe - Maps - 1864
Authors: Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884 -- Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884
Johnson's new illustrated family atlas of the world ... (1869) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 39 x 55 cm.
"Entered according to act of Congress in the year 1864, by A.J. Johnson in the Clerk's Office of the District Court of the United States for the Southern District of New York."
In: Johnson, Alvin Jewett. Johnson’s new illustrated family atlas of the world ... (New York : A.J. Johnson, publisher, 1869), [plate 40]
Sheet corners numbered 79 and 80.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1019 .J5 1869, [plate 40] (PrCt)

26110 Europe - Maps - 1866
Europe / by J. Bartholomew, F.R.G.S. London & Liverpool : George Philip & Son, [1866].
Authors: Bartholomew, John, 1831-1893 -- Hughes, William, 1817-1876. Grand atlas universel : ou collection de cartes nouvelles ... (1866) -- George Philip & Son
1 map : col. ; 50 x 60 cm.
In: Hughes, William. Grand atlas universel : ou collection de cartes nouvelles ... (Paris ; Leipzig ; London : J. Rothschild ; G. Philip and Son, 1866), plate 3.
No. “3” printed on verso.
oversize G 10 .42, plate 3 (PrCt)

26111 Europe - Maps - 1867
Europe - Maps - 1867 - Railroads - Timetables
Railroads - Maps
Bradshaw’s continental railway, steam transit, and general guide, for travellers through Europe. London : W.J. Adams, 1867.
Authors: Bradshaw, George, 1801-1863 -- Adams, William James, active 1841-1874 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 4 maps
No. 239 in a periodical series whose title varies.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

26112 Europe - Maps - 1868
Stormont Medical Library -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
16th ed., corr.
Cover title: Murray’s hand-book, northern Germany
Spine title: Hand-book for travellers on the

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

continent
Maps by J. & C. Walker and Edward Weller.
Includes index and erratum.
"Murray's handbook advertiser, 1869": 68 p. at end.
Issued with 18 maps (?) , but this copy imperfect;
lacking folded map at end
Series: [Murray's handbooks for travellers] --
Murray's handbooks for travellers.
Stamp: C.C. Seabrook, M.D.
Bookplate: Stormont Medical Library. Kansas
State Library. This book donated by Mrs. C.C.
Seabrook, Burlingame, Kansas, in loving memory
of her husband, doctor C.C. Seabrook.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray's handbooks
for travellers, 25
Baskes G153 .M97 no. 25 (1868) (NLO)

26113 Europe - Maps - 1869 - Anthropomorphic maps
Anthropomorphic maps - Europe - Maps - 1869 - Map printing - Chromolithographs - Maps - 1869 - Chromolithographs - Maps,
Anthropomorphic SEE Anthropomorphic maps - Maps - Specimens
Geographical fun, or, Humorous outlines of various countries. London : Hodder and Stoughton, 1869.
Authors: Harvey, William, 1796-1866 --
Lancaster, Lilian -- Aleph (pseudonym) -- Vincent
Brooks, Day & Son -- Hodder and Stoughton --
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 12 maps ; 276 x 235 mm.
1st ed.
Illustrations chromolithographed by Vincent
Brooks, Day & Son.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Cf. OCLC 11916546.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

26114 Europe - Maps - 1869 - Anthropomorphic Maps
Anthropomorphic maps - Europe - Maps - 1869 (Provisional
Heading) - Anthropomorphism - Maps - Specimens
Geographical fun, or, Humorous outlines of various countries. Witney, Oxon., Eng.
Authors: Harvey, William, 1796-1866 --
Lancaster, Lilian -- Aleph (pseudonym) -- Vincent
Brooks, Day & Son -- Hodder and Stoughton --
Wychwood Editions -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
Facsimile of original published London: Hodder
and Stoughton, 1869.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
OCLC 25074488.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

26115 Europe - Maps - 1871
Appleton's European guide book : illustrated,
including England, Scotland, and Ireland, France,
Belgium, Holland, Northern and Southern
Germany, Switzerland, Italy, Spain and Portugal,
Russia, Denmark, Norway, and Sweden. London ;
New York : Longmans, Green, Reader, and
Dyer ; D. Appleton and Co., 1871.
Authors: D. Appleton and Company -- Malby &
Sons -- Regnier et Dourdet (firm) -- Longmans,
Green, Reader, and Dyer -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
736, [12], 156 p., [29] leaves of plates : ill., 29
maps (some folded) ; 19 cm.
Spine title: Appleton's illustrated European guide
book
Maps by Malby & Sons, Imprimerie Regnier, and
D. Appleton & Co.
"Containing a map of Europe, and nine other
maps, with plans of 21 of the principal cities, and
125 engravings."
Includes bibliographical references (p. 24-27) and
index.
Maps in pocket at end.
Advertisements, 156 p. at end.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Full text of another copy available on HathiTrust
Digital Library (accessed July 2011):
http://catalog.hathitrust.org/api/volumes/oclc/83910824.html

Baskes D909 .A65 1871 (NLO)

26116 Europe - Maps - 1871
A Handbook for travellers on the continent : being
a guide to Holland, Belgium, Prussia, northern
Germany, and the Rhine from Holland to
Switzerland : with map and plans. London ;
Paris ; Leipzig ; New York : John Murray ;
A. & W. Galignani and Co. ; Xavier and Boyveau ;
Brockhaus : Wiley, 1871.
Authors: John Murray (Firm) -- Murray's
handbooks for travellers -- Weller, Edward, -1884
-- J. & C. Walker (Firm) -- A. and W. Galignani
and Co. -- Xavier & Boyveau (Firm) -- F.A.
Brockhaus Verlag Leipzig -- John Wiley & Son --
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
xl, 606, 80 p., [22] leaves of plates (20 folded) :
27 maps (some col.), plans ; 18 cm.
17th ed., corr.
Cover title: Murray's hand-book, northern
Germany
Spine title: Hand-book for travellers on the
continent
Maps by Edward Weller.
Includes index.
"Murray's handbook advertiser, 1873": 80 p. at end.
Series: [Murray's handbooks for travellers] --
Murray's handbooks for travellers.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.


References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray's handbooks for travellers, 26

Baskes G153 .M97 no. 26 (1871) (NLO)

26117 Europe - Maps - 1871<<<<France - Maps - 1871<<<<Franco-Prussian War, 1870-1871 - Maps<<<<Wall maps


Authors: Edward Stanford Ltd. -- Stanford, Edward, 1827-1904 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map on 17 sheets : color ; 148 x 237 cm, sheets 56 x 44 cm

"Prepared from government surveys by Stanford's Geographical Estbt., 6 & 7 Charing Cross."

Scale approximately 1:325,000

Coordinates: (W 1°30'--E 8°35'/N 50°45'--N 46°35').

Relief shown by hachures.

Shows international and administrative boundaries, railroads, and roads in portions of France, Netherlands, Belgium, Germany, and Switzerland.

Accompanied by index map.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G5700 1870 .E39 (NLO)

26118 Europe - Maps - 1872

Appleton's European guide book : illustrated, including England, Scotland, and Ireland, France Belgium, Holland, Northern and Southern Germany, Switzerland, Italy, Spain and Portugal, Russia, Denmark, Norway, and Sweden. London ; New York : Longmans, Green, Reader and Dyer ; D. Appleton and Co., c1872.

Authors: D. Appleton and Company -- Malby & Sons -- Regnier et Dourdet (firm) -- G.W. Bacon & Co. -- Longmans, Green, Reader, and Dyer -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)


Imperfect; issued with 39 (?) maps, bith this copy lacking 1 map.

Spine title: Appleton's illustrated European guide book

Maps by Malby & Sons, Imprimerie Regnier, and Bacon?

Includes bibliographical references (p. 25-27) and index.

Advertisements, 172 p. at end.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes D909 .A65 1872 (NLO)

26119 Europe - Maps - 1872


Authors: Swantston, George H. -- A. Fullarton & Co. -- A. Fullarton & Co. The Royal illustrated atlas of modern geography [1872?]

1 map : col. ; 42 x 52 cm.

"Engd. G.H. Swantston, Edinr."


Printed plate no. "IV" at upper right and pasted on verso.

Case oversize G1019 .A38 1872, plate [4] (PrCt)

26120 Europe - Maps - 1873-1874<<<<Germany, Northern - Maps - 1873-1874

Handbook for travellers on the continent. London ; Paris ; Leipzig ; New York : John Murray ; Galignani and Co. ; Vve. Boyveau ; Brockhaus ; Wiley, [1873-1874].


1 v. : ill., 25 maps and plans (some col.) ; 18 cm.

18th. ed., corr.

Date of publication from Lister.

Issued in 2 parts, but this copy imperfect; lacking part 1 (?) ; part 2 issued with 26 maps (?), but this copy lacking maps facing p. 547 and from back pocket.

Spine title: Hand-book for travellers on the continent


Maps by Edward Weller.


Includes index.

"Handbook advertiser, 1875": pt. 2, 72 p. at end.

Series: [Murray's handbooks for travellers] -- Murray's handbooks for travellers.

Pt. 2 Armorial bookplate: Andrew Oliver.

Pt. 2 Embossed bookseller's stamp: H.W. Keay,
26121 Europe - Maps - 1875 - Description and Travel
Authors: Taylor, Bayard, ed. -- D. Appleton and
Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
3 v.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

26122 Europe - Maps - 1880-1889 - Guidebooks
Palmer's European guide. Glasgow : Anchor
Lines, [188-?].
Authors: Henderson Brothers -- Anchor Lines --
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

26123 Europe - Maps - 1880 - Foreign
 correspondents<<>>Foreign correspondents -
 Europe - Maps - 1880<<>>Chicago record -
Foreign correspondents - Maps -
1880<<>>Newspaper maps - Europe - 1880
[Map of Europe and showing locations of
Chicago Record correspondents]. Chicago :
Chicago Record, [ca. 1880?].
Authors: Heubach, Emil -- Chicago record
1 map : col. ; 37 x 52 cm.
'Drawn for the Chicago Record by Emil Heubach.'
Untitled map with text in cartouche at bottom
right: The Chicago Record has a special staff
 correspondent in every city indicated on this map
by a red dot ... .
Text on verso: The Chicago Record's conception
of its province ... .
Mounted on cloth.
map2F G5701.P97 1880 H4 (PrCt)

26124 Europe - Maps - 1880 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Bouret, Charles -- Emrik & Binger --
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 12 maps
nd;+P:Paris;E:Emrik&Binger
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

26125 Europe - Maps - 1881
Satchel guide to Europe. Boston : Houghton
Mifflin, 1881.
Authors: Satchel guides -- Rolfe, W. J. (William
James), 1827-1910 -- Houghton, Mifflin and
Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 v. : 3 maps
10th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

26126 Europe - Maps - 1881 - Cities and
towns<<>>Cities and towns - Europe - Maps -
1881 (Provisional Heading)
Plans of cities and towns of continental Europe.
Authors: Bradshaw, George, 1801-1853 --
Adams, William James, active 1841-1874 --
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 28 maps
Phillips 7637
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

26127 Europe - Maps - 1882
The Index guide to travel and art-study in Europe :
a compendium of geographical, historical, and
artistic information for the use of Americans :
alphabetically arranged / by Lafayette C. Loomis,
Authors: Loomis, Lafayette Charles, 1824-1905 --
Charles Scribner's Sons -- Howard, R. B., active
1882 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
xx, 631 pages, 15 unnumbered leaves of plates
(chiefly folded) : illustrations, maps, plans ; 18 cm
"With plans and catalogues of the chief art
galleries, tables of routes, maps, and 160
illustrations."
Contents: Part I. Art, scenery, history, legends
and myths -- Part II. Catalogue of the noted
works of art in the principal galleries of central
Europe -- Part III. Routes.
Previous owner's inscription, frontispiece verso:
R.B. Howard, presented by the author, June
1/82.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 03009296
Baskes D909 .L66 1882 (NLO)

26128 Europe - Maps - 1883
Europe / Benedict, sc. Chicago : Geo. F. Cram,
[1883].
Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 --
Benedict, 19th cent. -- Cram, George Franklin,
1841-1928. Cram's unrivaled family atlas of the
world (1883)
1 map : col. ; 28 x 39 cm.
"Benedict, sc."
In: Cram, George Franklin. Cram's unrivaled
family atlas of the world (Chicago : Geo.F. Cram,
c1883), p. 94-95.
folio G1019 .G463 1883b, p. 94-95 (PrCt)

26129 Europe - Maps - 1883
Appleton's European guide book for English-speaking travellers: to which is appended a vocabulary of travel-talk, in English, German, French, and Italian, a hotel list, and "specialties of European cities". New York: D. Appleton and Co., 1883.
2 v. : ill., 46 maps (some folded) ; 17 cm.
19th ed. completely rev. and corr.
Maps by J. Bartholomew, G.W. Bacon & Co., Malby & Sons, and F. Dangerfield.
Initials; head-pieces.
Printed in double columns.
Includes index.
Stamp: Property of C.H. Yates.
Pt. 2 Ms. notes: Couriers - Paris - Garcia; Grenada - Garrabaldi; Malaga - Jacob Lobo; Seville - Sevaral; Madrid - Constantine; Cordoba -; Marseilles - Louis.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G153 .D37 Europe (1883) (NLO)

Europe - Maps - 1885
Authors: Bartholomew, John, 1831-1893 -- Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- Adam and Charles Black (Firm). Black's general atlas of the world ... (1885)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 53 cm.
In: Adam and Charles Black. Black's general atlas of the world : embracing the latest discoveries, new boundaries, and other changes, accompanied by introductory letterpress and index (Edinburgh : Adam and Charles Black, 1885), plate 8.

oversize G1019 .B63 1885, plate 8 (PrCt)

Authors: Hott, James William, 1844-1902 -- United Brethren Publishing House -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Includes indexes.
Inscribed by author.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G490 .H68 1886 (NLO)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Includes index.
Series: Dokumente zur Eisenbahngeschichte ; Bd. 27
Scale not given.
LC Card Number: 84215746
ISBN 3921426278
G1796.P3 N47 1984 (NLO)

26135 Europe - Maps - 1887
Europe. [Chicago : George F. Cram, 1887].
Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928. Cram’s standard American atlas of the world (1887) 1 map : col. ; 40 x 53 cm.
Case oversize G1019 .G455 1887, p. 258-259 (PrCt)

26136 Europe - Maps - 1888
Europe. [Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., 1888].
Added title in upper margin: Rand, McNally & Co.’s Europe.
In Rand, McNally & Co.’s improved indexed business atlas and shipper’s guide ... (Chicago: Rand McNally, 1888) p. 564-565.
Uniform atlas title: Commercial atlas.
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcn atlas .C7 1888, p. 564-565 (PrCt)

26137 Europe - Maps - 1889 - Postal service - Europe - Maps - 1889 - Road maps - Germany - Maps - 1889 - Postal service - Germany - Maps - 1889 - Postal service - Europe - Maps - 1889 - Postal service - Germany - Maps - 1889 - Road maps
Post- & Reise-Karte von Deutschland und den nachbar Staaten. Glogau : C. Flemming, [1889].
Authors: Kunsch, H. -- Handtke, F. (Friedrich), 1815-1879 -- Carl Flemming (Firm)
1 map : col. ; 63 x 73 cm.
‘Nach F. Handtke’s Post-u.-Reise-Karte reducirt von H. Kunsch. [45. Aufl.]’
Scale [ca. 1:2,150,000].
Issued folded in covers with title: Reise-Karte von Deutschland, der Schweiz, den Niederlander und Belgien, nebst Teilen der angrenzenden Länder ... 41004
ICN75rev
map6F 5701.P8 (PrCt)

26138 Europe - Maps - 1890 - Railroads - Roads - Maps
Authors: Andriveau-Goujon, E. (Eugène), 1832-1897 -- Andriveau-Goujon, J.
1 map : 49 x 65 cm. fold to 18 x 13 cm.
H 6630 .16 (NLO)

26139 Europe - Maps - 1891 - Guidebooks
Authors: Satchel guides -- Rolfe, W. J. (William James), 1827-1910 -- Houghton, Mifflin and Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.
20th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

1 atlas ([2] leaves, [23] leaves of plates (1 folded)) : 11 maps (some col.) ; 32 cm.
Maps printed by Th. Bannwarth.
Issued with 12 (?) maps, but this copy imperfect; lacks map 2 (leaves 4-5).
Publisher’s illustrated cloth binding.
Scales differ.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1796.Q3 P4 1892 (NLO)

26145  
Europe - Maps - 1897
Europe - Maps - 1897 - Europe - Maps - 1897 - Railroads - Timetables - Railroads - Maps
Bradshaw's continental railway, steam transit, and general guide, for travellers through Europe.
London : W.J. Adams, 1897.
Authors: Bradshaw's railway guides -- Bradshaw, George, 1801-1853 -- Adams, William James, active 1841-1874 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 2 maps
No. 602 in a periodical series whose title varies.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

26146  
Europe - Maps - 1897
"Preface to the second edition" dated: January 1, 1897.
Cover title: Guide through Central-Europe and Italy : with the compliments of the North-German Lloyd Bremen
Maps by Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig; one map by Lith Ruegg. & Schaufelberger.
"Printed by Emil Billig Nachf."
Includes indexes.
Publisher's col. illustrated cloth binding.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes D909 .G845 1897 (NLO)

26147  
Europe - Maps - 1898
Europe - Maps - 1898 - Railroads - Maps - 1898 - Railroads - Maps
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
26150  Europe - Maps - 1900 - Religions

Religions
Europe - Maps - 1900  Ethnology
Ethnology
Europe - Maps - 1900
Karte der verbreitungsgebiete der religionen in Europa, nebst angabe der sitze der römischund grieisch-katholischen erbbisthümer, bisthümer abteien, der evangelischen, reformierten un anglikanischen, sowie der grieisch-orientalischen und mohamedanischen geistl. oberbehörden ... Wien [Vienna] : G. Freytag & Berndt, [ca. 1900]?
Authors: Hickmann, Anton Leo, 1834-1906 -- Freytag und Berndt -- Freytag & Berndt SEE Freytag und Berndt -- G. Freytag & Berndt SEE Freytag und Berndt 1 map ; 65 x 81 cm. fold. to 25 x 19 cm.
Scale 1:7,500,000.
With insets.

B 806 .4 (NLO)

26153  Europe - Maps - 1901 - Atlases, German - 1901 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Bismarck, Otto -- Herrose, H. -- Roger

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
26154

**Europe - Maps - 1902**

Authors: Carpenter, Frank G. (Frank George), 1855-1924 -- Bradley & Poates -- L.L. Poates
Engr’g Co. -- American Book Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
456 p. : ill., 12 col. maps ; 19 cm.
Maps by Bradley & Poates and L.L. Poates.
Includes index.
Series: Carpenter’s geographical reader
Publisher’s illustrated gray cloth over boards.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Full text of another copy available online via HathiTrust Digital Library (accessed September 2013):
http://hdl.handle.net/2027/uc2.arK:/13960/t3416wj
5t
LC Card Number: 02009822
Baskes D980 .C37 1902 (NLO)

26155

**Europe - Maps - 1902-1910 - Road maps**

*Ayer, Edward Everett, 1841-1927 - Travels, ca.1902-1910***

*Ayer, Edward Everett, 1841-1927 - Travel - Maps***

Authors: Ayer, Edward Everett, 1841-1927
36 maps ; col. ; 102 x 72 cm. and smaller; fold. to 19 x 113 cm. and smaller.
Scales vary, 1:100,000 - 1:1,500,000.
All sheets sectioned and mounted on linen.
Sheets 1-35 follow numbering of the publisher A. Taride; later sheets numbered by Newberry to follow that sequence.
Formerly the property of Edward E. Ayer; some sheets are inscribed by him and annotated to show his routes (cf. Frank C. Lockwood, The Life of Edward E. Ayer [Chicago: McClurg, 1929], pp. 133-154 and Emma B. Ayer, A Motor flight through Algeria and Tunisia [Chicago: McClurg, 1911]).
map4C G5696.P2 1902 A9 (PrCt)

26156

**Europe - Maps - 1902 - Maps, Outline and base**

*Leete's exercise outline maps : Europe* [1902].
Authors: Leete, C. H. (Charles Henry), 1857-1936
1 map
Base map intended for student exercises in geography or cartography.
map4F G5701.A1 1902 .L4 (PrCt)

26157

**Europe - Maps - 1905**

Authors: Satchel guides -- Rolfe, W. J. (William James), 1827-1910 -- Houghton, Mifflin and Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 5 maps
34th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

26158

**Europe - Maps - 1905**

*Ocean travel - Maps - 1905* ***

*Cunard Steamship Company, ltd. - Maps - 1905***

*Cunard Line handbook. To the Mediterranean, Adriatic, and the continent of Europe ...
Liverpool : Turner and Dunnett, 1905.
Authors: Cunard Steamship Company, ltd. -- Thomas Cook Ltd. -- W. & A.K. Johnston Limited -- Turner and Dunnett -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
xii, 179 p., [17] leaves of plates (some folded) : ill., 18 maps ; 15 x 21 cm.
Cover title: Cunard Line handbook : Mediterranean, Adriatic, and the continent of Europe
Running title: Cunard handbook "December 1905."
Imperfect: p. 3-4, 21-22, 35-36, 41-44, 75-76, 79-80, 113-114, 117-118, 125-126, 137-140, 143-144 damaged with loss of text.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes D909 .C86 1905 (NLO)

26159

**Europe - Maps - 1905**

*Hamburg American Line - Maps - 1905***

[Guide through Germany, Austria-Hungary, Switzerland, Italy, France, Belgium, Holland, the United Kingdom, Spain, Portugal, &c. : souvenir of the Hamburg-American Line]. [Berlin : J. Hermann Herz, 1905?].

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Authors: Hamburg American Line -- Herz, J. Hermann -- Preuss -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
943 p., [23] leaves of plates (some folded) : ill. (some col.), 24 maps (some col.) ; 18 cm.
Cover title: Guide through Europe
Newberry's copy lacks t.p. and all up to p. 5; title and publisher from 1903 edition.
First published in 1900 under title: Guide through Germany, Austria-Hungary, Switzerland, Italy, France, Belgium, Holland and England.
Advertisements on lining papers and interspersed.
Includes index.
Publisher's red cloth binding; advertisements on spine and back cover.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes D909 .G85 1905 (NLO)

Europe - Maps - 1906
Authors: Guerber, H. A. (Hélène Adeline), d. 1929 -- Dodd, Mead & Company -- University Press (Cambridge, Mass.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
xvi, 527 p., [67] p. of plates : ill., 16 maps (col., folded) ; 17 cm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Europe - Maps - 1906
Authors: Guerber, H. A. (Hélene Adeline), d. 1929 -- Dodd, Mead & Company -- University Press (Cambridge, Mass.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
xvi, 527 p., [67] p. of plates : ill., 16 maps (col., folded) ; 17 cm.
Maps by Dodd, Mead and Co.
Printed by the University Press.
Includes bibliographical references.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Full text of another copy (but not maps) available at HathiTrust Digital Library (accessed July 2011):
http://catalog.hathitrust.org/api/volumes/oclc/3599659.html
LC Card Number: 06009631
Baskes D909 .G86 1906 (NLO)

Europe - Maps - 1906
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Globe Series (Rand McNally) -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 119 x 97 cm.
Relief shown by hachures and spot heights.
Backed with cloth and mounted on wooden rollers.
In bottom right corner, within border: Copyright, 1903, by Rand, McNally & Co. Copyright, 1894, by Rand, McNally & Co. In bottom right corner, beneath border: Copyright, 1906, by Rand, McNally & Co.
Series: Globe Series.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
artifacts cage RMcN maproll 2 : 2. 1 (PrCt)

Europe - Maps - 1908
Authors: Queen newspaper -- Edward Stanford Ltd. -- Hornsby, M. -- Cox, Horace -- Pain, F. Tennant=Coddington -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : ill., 16 maps ; 19 cm.
"A guide to home and foreign resorts."
Compiled by M. Hornsby.
Published annually between 1904-1927/1928; none published 1915-1918.
Incomplete Newberry holdings (Feb. 2010): 1908 issue only.
Maps by Stanford’s Geographical Establishment.
Advertisements interspersed.
Includes index to advertisers.
Continued by: Queen travel book
Other title: Queen, the lady’s newspaper and court chronicle.
Owner’s signature: Coddington.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .Q84 (NLO)

Europe - Maps - 1908
Authors: Rolfe, W. J. (William James), 1827--1910 -- Satchel guides -- Houghton, Mifflin and Company
308 p. : maps ; 16 cm.
1st ed. for 1909; [37th annual ed.]
Issued serially by various publishers between 1872-[1914?].
Case D909 .S2 [37th ed.] (NLO)

Europe - Maps - 1908
Ocean travel - Maps - 1908
Hamburg American Line - Maps - 1908
Packetfahrt-Actien-Gesellschaft - Maps - 1908
Hamburg-Americanische Packetfahrt-Actien-Gesellschaft SEE ALSO Hamburg American Line
Hamburg American Line SEE ALSO Hamburg-Amerikanische Packetfahrt-Actien-Gesellschaft
Guide through Germany, Austria-Hungary,
Switzerland, Italy, France, Belgium, Holland, The United Kingdom, Scandinavia, Spain, Portugal, &c. : souvenir of the Hamburg-American Line. Berlin : Published by J. Hermann Herz, 1908.

805 p., [25] leaves of plates (some folded) : ill. (some col.), 22 maps (some col., some folded) ; 18 cm.
9th ed.
Cover title: Guide through Europe
Other title: Guide through Germany, Austria-Hungary, Switzerland, Italy, France, Belgium, Holland and England.
Publisher's illustrated red cloth binding.
Originally published under title: Guide through Germany, Austria-Hungary, Switzerland, Italy, France, Belgium, Holland and England.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes D909 .G85 1908 (NLO)

Europe - Maps - 1908 - Railroads - Maps

In Rolfe, W. J. A Satchel guide for the vacation tourist in Europe (Boston: Houghton, Mifflin, 1908), in pocket at front.
Scale 1:5,448,960 or '86 miles to 1 inch.' Gift of Louis Krupp, 2009.

To Collection Services for cataloging, 9 Feb. 2009 (PrCt)

Authors: Satchel guides -- Rolfe, W. J. (William James), 1827-1910 -- John Bartholomew & Co. -- Houghton, Mifflin and Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 6 maps 38th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Europe - Maps - 1909 - Atlastes, German - 1909 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Bismarck, Otto -- Herrose, H. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

2 v. : 22 maps ; 264 x 214 mm.
4th ed.
v2:3e
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Europe - Maps - 1910-1919

Authors: William Collins Sons and Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- William Collins Sons and Co. The Collegiate atlas ... [191-?]
1 map : col. ; 23 x 30 cm.
"Europe" in oversize manuscript lettering on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1019 .C625 1910z, [plate] 3 (PrCt)
&c. / souvenir of the Hamburg-Amerika Linie.
Berlin : J. Hermann Herz, 1912.
Authors: Hamburg-American Line --
Hamburg-Amerikanische
Packetfahrt-Actien-Gesellschaft -- Pharus-Verlag
-- Kartographisches Institut H. Amend
-- Kartographisches Institut Beske -- Herz, J.
Hermann -- Bibliotheca Patrum Capucinorum
(Marathon, Wis.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library) -- Amend (H.)
Kartographisches Institut SEE Kartographisches
Institut H. Amend -- Beske Kartographisches
Institut SEE Kartographisches Institut Beske --
Hamburg-American Line SEE ALSO
Hamburg-Americanische
Packetfahrt-Actien-Gesellschaft
Hamburg-Americanische
Packetfahrt-Actien-Gesellschaft SEE ALSO
Hamburg-American Line
887 [i.e. 934] p., [1] leaf of plates : ill., 17 maps
(chiefly col.) ; 18 cm.
[13th ed.]
Maps by Pharus-Verlag, Kart. Inst. H. Amend and
Includes index.
Stamp: Bibliotheca Patrum Capucinorum
Marathon, Wis.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes D909 .G85 1912 (NLO)

26177 Europe - Maps - 1912 - Road
maps<>>>Algeria - Maps - 1912 - Road
maps<>>>Tunisia - Maps - 1912 - Road
maps<>>>Ayer, Edward Everett, 1841-1927 -
Travel - Maps<>>>Road maps
Main automobile routes of the British isles,
central Europe, Algeria and Tunisia / by G. W.
Beadel ; and G. F. Freeborn. Paris : H. Barrère,
Editeur-Geographe, [1912].
Authors: Beadel, G. W. -- Freeborn, G. F. --
Barrère, Henry -- Barrère, H. (Henry) SEE
Barrère, Henry
1 map : col. ; 102 x 83 cm., sectioned, backed
with linen and fold. in leather covers 28 x 19 cm.
Scale 1:2,500,000.
Shows four classes of roads, international
borders, and mountain passes.
Date from catalog of the Bibliothèque nationale
de France :
http://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb407292197
Title and author's names also stamped in gold on
front cover.
Annotated in ink and colored pencil by Edward E.
Ayer, to document his numerous automobile trips
in Europe and North Africa.
Forms part of Record Group No. 2, Subgroup 15
(Board of Trustees, Personal Papers), Newberry
Library Archives.
Another group of Ayer's annotated road maps is
Case Archives 02/15/02, Box 9, Folder 83

26178 Europe - Maps - 1913
Satchel guide to Europe. London : Gay &
Hancock, 1913.
Authors: Satchel guides -- Rolfe, W. J. (William
James), 1827-1910 -- John Bartholomew & Co. --
Gay & Hancock -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 v. : 6 maps
42nd ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

26179 Europe - Maps - 1913<>>>Europe - Maps -
1913 - Road maps<>>>Road maps
Best motor routes through Europe. New York :
McBride, Nast, 1913.
Authors: Webber, George D. -- McBride, Nast --
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 15 maps
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

26180 Europe - Maps - 1914
Atlas zum Kriegsschauplatz 1914 : 18 Karten aus
Meyers Konversations-Lexikon. Leipzig und Wien
[Vienna] : Verlag des Bibliographischen Instituts,
1914.
Authors: Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig --
Meyers Konversations-Lexikon. Selections
(1914) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry
Library)
1 atlas (18 leaves of plates (some folded)) : 18
col. maps (some folded) ; 25 x 33 cm.
Cover title.
On maps: Bibliographisches Institut in Leipzig.
Some maps have text on verso.
Contents: Europa -- Ostpreussen und russisches
Grenzgebiet -- Westrussland -- Russische
Ostseeprovinzen -- Europa?isches Russland --
Ungarn, Galizien und Bukowina -- Bosnien,
Dalmatien, Serbien, Montenegro -- Rumänien
und russisches Grenzgebiet -- Elsass-Lothringen
-- Frankreich, Übersicht -- Frankreich,
Nordöstlicher Teil -- Paris, Umgebung -- Belgien
und Niederlande -- Die Nordsee und England --
Länder des Mittelmeers -- Weltverkehrskarte und
Kolonien -- Deutsche Kolonien -- Garnisonkarte
von Mitteleuropa.
Publisher's paper wrapper.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst 3.5.1.4
Baskes folio G1795 .B53 1914 (NLO)

26181 Europe - Maps - 1914
The Complete pocket-guide to Europe / by
Edmund C. Stedman ; edited by Thomas L.
Europe - Maps - 1914: Atlases, Turkish - 1914 (Provisional Heading) Scandinavia, Switzerland, Europe & Spain. Istanbul, 1914. Authors: Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. : 4 maps ; 172 x 100 mm. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Europe - Maps - 1914: World War, 1914-1918 - Campaigns - Europe - Maps Kriegsschauplätze Europas. Dreiebund gegen dreierband ... Gotha : J. Perthes, [1914]. Authors: Langhans, Paul, 1867-1952 -- Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Stieler, Adolf, 1775-1836 -- Vogel, C. (Carl), 1828-1897 -- Domann, B. (Bruno) 1 map ; 75 x 85 cm. folded to 37 cm. 'Auf grund von karten aus Stielers hand-atlas von C. Vogel u. B. Domann.' Scale: 1:5,000,000. 'Karte der gegenwärtigen staatengliederung Europas mit angabe der strategischen ebenehaken, der land- und seefestungen, der französischen und russischen aufmarschlinien in die aufmarschräume der offensivarmeen, der unterseekäbel und dockhäfen usw.' Inset: Plan der zufahrt nach St. Petersbourg mit dem Kriegs hafen kronstadt. Scale: 1:400,000. Insets: Das nördlichen Rumänien (die Moldau) mit der grenze gegen Russland (1:1,500,000); Plan von Athen und dem Piräus (1:150,000); Die befestigungen des Bosporus oder der strasse von Konstantinopel (1:500,000); Plan von Konstantinopel dem Goldenen Horn (1:150,000); Die befestigungen der Dardanellen (Hellespont) (1:500,000) folio F 1006 .48 no. 1 (NLO)

and Examiner, 1919.
Authors: Chicago Herald and Examiner
1 map : col. ; 43 x 36 cm.
Includes inset maps of Western Pacific and
Africa.
'The compliments of Chicago Herald and Examiner.'
'For use as wall map, mount on cloth and tack
round molding at top and bottom.'
map2F G5700 1919 C5 (PrCt)

Authors: Great Britain. Her Majesty's Stationery Office -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 2 maps ; 338 x 212 mm.
maps:Danzig, Schleswig
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Authors: Ed. J. Burrow & Co. -- Edward Stanford Ltd. -- Berry, D. W. (Dean Walter), 1904- -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)
[8], viii, 442 p., [18] leaves of plates (chiefly folded) : 29 maps (some col.) ; 17 cm.
"29 maps & plans" by Stanford's Geographical Establishment.
Includes index.
Publisher's blue cloth binding.
Owner's inscription: Dean W. Berry, Prospect, South Australia, 10.2.27.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes D909 .E3 1920 (NLO)

Authors: Bartholomew, John -- Dent, J. M. (Joseph Malaby), 1849-1926 -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 88 maps ; 173 x 111 mm.
2nd ed.
Everyman's Library
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

26191 Europe - Maps - 1923 - Maps, Physical

Authors: Jastrow, Morris, Jr., 1861-1921 -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 wall map : col., mounted on cloth ; 110 x 154 cm., folded to 29 x 23 cm.
"Second edition."
Includes international boundaries for 1914 and 1924.
Cover title from spine: Jastrow language maps of Europe.
"Scale 1:4,500,000. Seventy miles to one inch."
Coordinates: (W 35°-E 85°/N 75°--N 25°)
Relief shown with contour lines and spot heights.
Conic projection.
Sectioned into 28 panels, mounted on cloth, and folded to 29 x 23 cm. in hardback covers.
Includes 3 metal eyelets for hanging.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
References: OCLC 41291355
map5C G5701.E3 1924 .J3 (PrCt)

Authors: Charaira (Firm) -- Cartes Taride (Firm) -- Brentano's (Firm)
1 map : col., mounted on cloth : 80 x 94 cm., folded to 23 x 17 cm.
Dated '8-1924' at bottom right; numbered 'R. 24' at bottom left.
'Echelle du 4.200.000 e'
Inset (16 x 13 cm.): Asie Mineure : Égypte, Arabie, etc.
Printed paste-on label on verso: Europe centrale.
Échelle du 1 / 3.500.000 e [sic]
Handstamp on verso: Brentano's Paris
map4C G5700 1924 .C5 (PrCt)

Authors: Guerber, H. A. (Hélène Adeline), d. 1929 -- L.L. Poates Engr’g Co. -- Dodd, Mead & Company
1 v. : 17 map plates
G 01.373 (NLO)
26195 Europe - Maps - 1925
1 v. : 7 maps
45th ed.
(o18)
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

26196 Europe - Maps - 1926
1 v. : 8 maps
46th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

26197 Europe - Maps - 1926
Authors: Stedman, Edmund Clarence, 1833-1908 -- Stedman, Thomas Lathrop, 1853-1938 -- Robert M. McBride & Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Cover title: Stedman's complete pocket guide to Europe
Issued with 8 maps, but this copy imperfect: lacking folded map in pocket
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 26012359
Baskes D909 .S938 1926 (NLO)

26198 Europe - Maps - 1926 <<> Atlas - Germany - 1926 <<> Playing card maps - 1926
Authors: Ullstein GmbH -- Berliner Morgenpost -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (1 deck of 52 playing cards) : 52 col. maps ; 87 mm x 101 mm.
Publication information from Espenhorst.
Other title: Berliner Morgenpost.
Relief shown by shading and gradient and bathymetric tints.
Statistical information and receipt for weekly subscription payment for Berliner Morgenpost on verso of each card.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst, J. Petermann's planet, v. 1, p. 548
Baskes G1019 .U45 1926 (NLO)

26199 Europe - Maps - 1927
Satchel guide to Europe. London : Gay & Hancock, 1927.
1 v. : 8 maps
47th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

26200 Europe - Maps - 1928
Authors: Ed. J. Burrow & Co. -- Edward Stanford Ltd. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
x, 440 p., [18] leaves of plates (some folded) : 30 maps (some col., some folded) ; 17 cm.
2nd ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 29013567
Baskes D909 .E3 1928 (NLO)

26201 Europe - Maps - 1928
Authors: Rolfe, W. J. (William James), 1827-1910 -- Crockett, William Day, 1869-1930 -- Satchel guides -- Houghton, Mifflin and Company
xv, 1 p., 440 p., [18] leaves of plates (some folded) : 30 maps (some col., some folded) ; 17 cm.
48th ed. (1928); formerly G 30.754
Issued serially by various publishers between 1872-[1914?].
Case D909 .S2 [48th ed.] (NLO)

26202 Europe - Maps - 1928
1 v. : 8 maps
48th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

26203 Europe - Maps - 1928 - Boundaries - Newspaper maps - 1928 Spoils of war: the colorings and shadings in this map show at a glance the territory that has changed hands since the Great war ... / basic map copyright by Rand, McNally & Co. Chicago : Chicago Tribune, 1928.
Authors: Chicago tribune -- Rand McNally and Company -- Huening, Frank T., 1875-1965 1 map : col. ; 45 x 34 cm. Detached from: Chicago Sunday tribune (30 September 1928), Picture section, p. [1]. Title from text in lower margin. Inset shows Kamerun (former German East Africa).
"Preserve this page; this is the most valuable map of Europe that can be had today."
From the collection of Frank T. Huening (gift, 2010).
map2F G5700 1928 .C5 (PrCt)

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

26205 Europe - Maps - 1929 - Road maps Road maps Routes d'Europe. Lausanne, Switzerland : Luginbuhl, [1929?]. Authors: Luginbuhl, G. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. : 45 maps ; 240 x 138 mm. nd
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

26206 Europe - Maps - 1930-1939 - Petroleum industry and trade - Europe - Maps - 1930-1939 - Socony-Vacuum Oil Company - Maps - 1930-1939 - Headquarters Road maps [Map of Vacuum Oil Company locations in Europe]. [S.l. s.n., 193-?]. Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : col. ; 16 x 24 cm. Title supplied by cataloger. Incomplete; trimmed on all sides; mounted on backing sheet; backing obscures printed content on verso.
"Gargoyle lubricating oils are marketed in every civilized country in the world. In 25 countries of Europe there are over 100 offices of Vacuum Oil Companies." -- cartouche at upper right. Previously bound with a collection of pictorial maps in binders labeled "Points of Interest."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 190.28 (PrCt)


Authors: Swiss Touring Club -- Wagner, O. R. -- Hallwag AG -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. : 205 maps 8th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

26209 Europe - Maps - 1935 - Statistics - Statistics - Charts, diagrams, etc. - Europe - 1935-1936 - Statistical maps Europa in Zahlen. Berlin : Chromoersatzkarton-Verband G.m.b.H., [1935?]. Authors: Chromoersatzkarton Verband 2 maps : col. ; 11 x 11 cm. printed on cardstock and mounted back to back with rotating disc in between The maps, titled Nord-Europa and Süd-Europa, show the flags of the countries and have holes punched in them through which various statistical information can be read off the rotating disc. The data presented are area; population (currently, 1900, and 1800); number of radios per 1000 population; time compared to 12:00 in...
Germany; number of cities over 100,000
population; number of inhabitants per car;
number of cars per 1000 population; number
of airplanes; number of freighters; hectares of
meadow and pasture, cultivated land, and woods.

Deutsches Reich und Nachbargebiete, mit den
Reichsautobahnen. Hannover : Continental
Caoutchouc-Compagnie G.M.B.H., [1938].
Authors: Continental-Caoutchouc- und
Gutta-Percha-Co., Hannover -- Schor, Dalte --
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([10], 140 p., 66 leaves of plates) : ill.
(some col.), 65 folded col. maps ; 26 cm.
"Continental Reiseführer."
Earlier editions published under title: Continental
Atlas für Kraftfahrer.
Date from Phillips 8615.
Scale 1:500,000.
Relief shown by shading and spot elevations.
64 maps are on double leaves.
Index map preceding numbered plates shows
distribution of plates covering the whole of
Germany.
Former owner: Dalte[?] Schor.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection
at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 8615
Baskes G1911.P2 C67 1938 (NLO)

26210 Europe - Maps - 1936

Satchel guide to Europe. Boston : Houghton
Mifflin, 1936.
Authors: Satchel guides -- Rolfe, W. J. (William
James), 1827-1910 -- Crockett, William Day,
1869-1930 -- John Bartholomew & Co. --
Houghton, Mifflin and Company -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 8 maps
53rd ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

26211 Europe - Maps - 1936 - Newspaper maps - 1936

Awaiting the hour! [map of Europe] / Roland.
Chicago : Chicago Tribune, 1936.
Authors: Roland, Raymond Merritt, 1900-1976 --
Chicago tribune (1936) -- Shaw, Frances Wells,
1872-1937 -- Fey, Mary
1 map : col. ; 39 x 48 cm.
"Europe is awaiting the hour! Statesmen of every
country shown in this map realize that war with all
its terrors is close at hand. ... War stalks the
continent again!"
Detached from: Chicago Sunday Tribune (29
November 1936); part 7, p. 1.
"Graphic Section."
Gift of Mary Fey, 2011.
map4F G5700 1936 .R6 (PrCt)

Authors: Fodor, Eugene, 1905- -- Fodor's travel
guides -- Edward Stanford Ltd. -- Southern
Railway (Great Britain) -- Houghton, Mifflin and
Company -- Fodor's Travel Publications, Inc. --
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
lvi, 1422 p. : 2 col. maps (folded) ; 22 cm.
[3d ed.]
Maps by Edward Stanford Ltd. and Southern
Railway.
First edition published in 1936 under title: 1936 ... on the continent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes D909 .F6 1938 (NLO)

26213 Europe - Maps - 1938 - Road maps - Germany - Maps - 1938 - Road maps - Road maps

Der Grosse Conti-Atlas für Kraftfahrer :
Europe - Maps - 1940-1945

26216


Germany and the invasion fronts / produced under the direction of Alexander Gross. New York : Geographia Map Co., [1940].

Authors: Gross, Alexander, 1879-1958 -- Geographia Map Company

1 map : col. ; 64 x 99 cm. fold. to 24 x 21 cm.

Panel title: War map of Germany and the invasion fronts.

Does not show military sites or troop movements.

List of "Timely Geographia publications" on back panel.

"35 cents."

map4F G5701 .S7 1941 .G4 (PrCt)

26217


Richfield European news map : edited as of April 18, 1940. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1940].

Authors: Richfield Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company

1 map : col. ; 47 x 60 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Richfield news map of Europe.

Plate no. 90123456

Maps on verso (22 x31 cm. or smaller): Europe : air mileage distances -- Popular map of the world -- Rand McNally map of Western Europe : war zone -- Europe in 1914 -- Europe in 1921 -- Rand McNally map of Near East.

Issued folded to 26 x 23 cm.

map4F G5701 .S7 1940 .R5 (PrCt)

26218

Europe - Maps - 1941-1945 - Middle East - Maps - 1941

Europe and the Middle East. London : Royal Geographical Society, 1941.


British Council

1 map: col.; 58 x 91 cm. fold. in covers 32 x 17 cm.

Relief show by contours and hypsometric tints.

'Colgravure by Harrison & Sons Ltd. London.'


ICN76

map4C 100 (PrCt)

26219


War map of the Russian-German front. New York, N.Y. Geographia Map Company, [1941].

Authors: Geographia Map Company -- Gross, Alexander, 1879-1958 -- Szántó, Károly, 1915-1941

1 map: col.; 63 x 49 cm.

On verso: Europe, areas occupied or dominated by Axis powers.

Inset: Russia to Iran, Afghanistan and India.

Cover illustration by Károly Szántó.

map4F G5701 .S7 1941 .G4 (PrCt)

26220


Daily Telegraph war map of the Russian Front. 1941.

Authors: Daily telegraph (London, England)

1 map

temp map6F G5701 .S7 1941 .D3 (PrCt)

26221


Richfield world-wide news map : with Western Hemisphere defense map. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1941].

Authors: Richfield Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company

1 map : col.; 50 x 68 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Richfield news map of Europe

'Edited as of April 9, 1941.'

Insets (9 x 23 cm. and 13 x 23 cm.): Northern Scandinavia -- South England and adjacent continental area.

Maps on verso (25 x 46 cm. and smaller): Europe air mileage distances -- Map of the Far East -- Map of the Balkans.

Issued folded to 27 x 24 cm.

map4F G5701 .S7 1941 .R5 (PrCt)

26222

Europe - Maps - 1942-1945 - World War II (1939-1945) - Maps - 1942

Sears Silvertone radio European war map / compliments of Sears Roebuck and Co. Chicago : Rand McNally & co., [1942?].


1 map : col.; 64 x 47 cm. fold. to 23 x 10 cm.

Panel title.

Scale 1:8,870,000 or "1 inch = 140 statute miles;" (W25°-E70°/N75°-35°).

Red overprinting on "Rand McNally standard map of Europe" shows "capitals of present countries" and "1914 boundaries."

Plate no. at bottom right: 90123456.

Ancillary maps on verso: Europe in 1921.

1921-1945 boundaries.

Plate no. at bottom right: 90123456.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Cover panel includes advertisement "Keep posted with a Silvertone radio!," rubber stamps of "Sears, Roebuck and Co. Dubuque, Iowa" and "Jack Taylor at Sears phone 4985," signature of Dewey Hunter and date 1942.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

map4F G5701 .S86 1942 .R3 (PrCt)

Authors: C.S. Hammond & Company -- Perret, fl. ca. 1943
5 maps: back to back, col. ; 50 x 59 cm. and smaller, on sheet 52 x 69 cm. fold. to 26 x 18 cm.
Panel title.
Contents: Hammond's map of the Mediterranean, Europe, and northern Africa -- The war in the Pacific -- The Solomon Islands, the Bismarck Archipelago and eastern New Guinea -- Alaska: illustrating its remarkable strategic position -- The world.
Margin includes flags of the United Nations, U.S., Great Britain, U.S.S.R., Axis Powers, Germany, Italy, and Japan designed to be cut out and "stuck into the map ... to indicate military movements."
Panel art: battle scene with planes in flight, artillery gun, and tank.
Scales vary.
map4C G5701 .S7 1943 .H3 (PrCt)

Authors: General Drafting Company -- Esso Standard Oil Company -- General Drafting Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col. ; 56 x 55 cm., on sheet 58 x 84 cm.
Includes panel title: Esso war map II: featuring the World Island; Fortress Europe.
Includes 4 columns of text on 'The Geography of world warfare' and ancillary map 'Boundary changes in Central Europe since 1938.'
Map is strictly geographical; shows no information about battles or troop movements. In lower right corner of map, '843' (i.e. August 1943).
Apparently intended to be issued with the 'World Island' map on the back and folded to 20 x 14 cm.; this (proof?) copy has a blank back and is unfolded.
Forms part of the General Drafting Collection (Newberry Library).
map4G G3201 .S7 1942 G4, map 2, state 43/08, recto (PrCt)

[World War II map calendar]. Chicago, Ill. H.M. Gousha Company, [1944?].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
2 maps: col. ; 49 x 49 cm. each, attached to backing sheet 105 x 52 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Map contents: Map of Asiatic and Pacific combat areas -- Map of European combat areas.
Plate nos. "R-6-603-S" and "R-604-S."
Attached to sheet designed as backing for annual calendar.
Calendar intended to be stapled onto or printed within printed border at bottom of sheet.
Apparently a printer's proof or dummy; lacking calendar.
2 copies.
Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Company Collection (Newberry Library).
map6F G7401.S7 1944 .G68 [copies 1 and 2] (PrCt)

Authors: Rajchman, Marthe -- Harrison, Richard Edes -- William Morrow and Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (120 p.): 59 maps; 22 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 118) and index.
Scales differ.
Previously owned by Richard E. Harrison?
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 7655
LC Card Number: map44000170
Baskes G1796.G1 R35 1944 (NLO)

Authors: C.S. Hammond & Company
1 map : col. ; 63 x 75 cm.
Scale ca. 1:9,000,000.
Inset: Invasion coasts [North Sea and English Channel].
Map includes cutout flags meant to be attached to pins to 'indicate military movements, battle scenes and military occupied areas.'
Copyright by C.S. Hammond & Co., N.Y.
For letter relating to distribution of map, see NL Map Info. File.
Gift, Geographic Society of Chicago, 1994.
map6F G3201 .S7 1944 H3, map 1 (PrCt)

26228

Europe - Maps - 1944
- World maps - 1944
- World War, 1939-1945 - Maps - 1944
Authors: General Drafting Company -- Esso Standard Oil Company -- General Drafting Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 56 x 55 cm., on sheet 58 x 84 cm.
Includes panel title: Esso war map II : featuring the World Island; Fortress Europe : Invasion edition.
Includes 4 columns of text on 'The Geography of world warfare' and ancillary map 'Boundary changes in Central Europe since 1938.'
In lower right corner of map, '844' (i.e. August 1944).
Map on verso (56 x 81 cm.): Esso war map : the World island.
Both maps are strictly geographical; neither shows information about battles or troop movements.
Issued folded to 20 x 14 cm.
Forms part of the General Drafting Collection (Newberry Library).
map4F G3201 .S7 1944 G4 (PrCt)

26229

Europe - Maps - 1944
- World War, 1939-1945 - Maps - 1944
- Proofs (Printing) - 1944 - Specimens
Authors: General Drafting Company -- Esso Standard Oil Company -- General Drafting Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 56 x 55 cm., on sheet 58 x 84 cm.
Includes panel title: Esso war map II : featuring the World Island; Fortress Europe : Invasion edition.
Includes 4 columns of text on 'The Geography of world warfare' and ancillary map 'Boundary changes in Central Europe since 1938.'
Map is strictly geographical; shows no information about battles or troop movements.
In lower right corner of map, '844' (i.e. August 1944).
Apparently intended to be issued with the 'World Island' map on the back and folded to 20 x 14 cm.; this (proof?) copy has a blank back and is unfolded.
For complete copy of both maps see Map4F G3201 .S7 1944 G4 (PrCt)
Forms part of the General Drafting Collection (Newberry Library).
map4F G3201 .S7 1942 G4, map 2a, state 44/08, recto (PrCt)

26230

Europe - Maps - 1944
- World War, 1939-1945
- Maps - 1944
- Pacific Ocean - Maps - 1944
- World War, 1939-1945
- Mediterranean Region - Maps - 1944
- World War, 1939-1945
- Mediterranean Region - Maps - 1944
- Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Rand McNally map of the European battle areas.
Does not identify battle sites or army movements.
Date from RMcN AE 191 ms index.
Maps on verso (31 x 48 cm. and 27 x 31 cm.):
Rand McNally map of the Mediterranean lands -- Rand McNally map of the Far East.
Includes table of territorial changes dated September 18, 1931 to January 31, 1944.
Panel art: Beach invasion scene with tank and ships.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 191.9 (PrCt)

26231

Europe - Maps - 1944
- World War II (1939-1945)
- Maps - 1944
- Road maps
Map of European combat areas. Chicago, Ill. H.M. Gousha Company, [1944?].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 49 x 49 cm.
Plate no. R-604-S.
Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Company Collection (Newberry Library).
map4F G5701.G3 1944 .G4 (PrCt)

26232

Europe - Maps - 1946
- Waterways
- Europe - Maps - 1946 - Canals
- Europe - Maps - 1946
Europe : navigable inland waterways / Department of State, Division of Map Intelligence and Cartography. Washington, D.C. U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey, 1946.
Authors: United States. Dept. of State. Division of Map Intelligence and Cartography -- General Drafting Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 86 cm.
Scale 1:6,000,000.
Insets: Europe : international waterways.
1:12,000,000. -- Northwest Central Europe.
1:3,000,000. Keyed to list of canals and waterways, 1-169. Overprinting indicates waterways and depth of channels.

In lower right corner: No.10110.

With rubber stamp "Please return to Compilation Dept. File, General Drafting Co., Inc., 21 West St. New York 6, N.Y." and date in red "6-12-47." Forms part of the General Drafting Collection (Newberry Library).

map4F G5701 .P53 1946 .U5 (PrCt)


Authors: Congress for Jewish Culture -- National Yiddish Book Center (U.S.) -- World Congress for Jewish Culture SEE Congress for Jewish Culture/=Alveltehker Yidisher kultur-kongres SEE Congress for Jewish Culture/=Asociación Pro Cultura Judía SEE Congress for Jewish Culture/=Kultur-kongres SEE Congress for Jewish Culture

2 maps : col. ; 17 x 23 cm.

Maps found by the National Yiddish Book Center in a storage area at the Congress for Jewish Culture in New York (cf. note by Robert Shilkret, 'Yiddish maps found' in Map Collector 64 (1993): 54, which accompanies the maps).

Gift of Roger S. Baskes.

map1F G5670 1947 C6 (PrCt)

26234 Europe - Maps - 1947 - Guidebooks


1 v.

1st ed.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)


1 map : col., mounted on cloth and wooden rollers ; 89 x 118 cm.

Scale 1:7,500,000: (W40°--E100°/N70°--N10°).

Series: Wenschow Reliefkarte.

Relief shown by shading, gradient tints, and spot heights; depths shown by gradient tints.

"Genehmigt OMGUS Berlin, 16.4.47."

"Druck: Mandruck München Theodor Dietz."

With rubber stamp "Made in Germany" and paste-on label "Mounted and sold by Denoyer-Geppert Company, Chicago."

Gift of Southern Illinois University, 2011.

maproll G5700 1947 .W4 (PrCt)


Authors: Air France -- Editions Blondel La Rougery -- Guerra, Vínó -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

[8], [4] p. : 5 col. maps (folded) ; 19 cm.

Cover title.

Place of publication and publisher from inside back cover.

Includes 5 strip maps printed back-to-back; these detail the airway between Paris and Bucharest (scale 1:500,000, each 10 x 97 cm., on 3 sheets, folded to 18 x 12 cm.); margins include pictorial vignettes of landmarks.

Cover art: arrow, compass rose, motto "fleche d'orient, and flying horse logo superimposed over map of Europe signed Vínó [?]. Guerra "223,C.6.A.F." -- back cover.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25.

folio RMcN Airlines 4C 19 (PrCt)


Authors: Air France -- Editions Blondel La Rougery -- Boucher, Cl. Pierre -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Blondel la Rougery SEE Editions Blondel La Rougery

1 strip map : both sides, col. ; 116 x 5 cm., folded to 15 x 10 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Ligne Paris-Stockholm.


Strip map printed on both sides; recto shows routes from Paris to Brussels, Brussels to Hamburg, and Hamburg past Fehmarn; verso continues route to Copenhagen, and route from Copenhagen to Stockholm.

Extensive notes in French.
Panel art: Air France logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25.
RMcN Airlines 4C 28 (PrCt)

26238 Europe - Maps - 1950 - Road maps
Planning map of European motor routes / published by International Travel Department, American Automobile Association ... New York, N.Y. ... Washington, D.C. American Automobile Association, [ca. 1950?].
Authors: American Automobile Association -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 79 x 58 cm., folded to 21 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Planning map of principal European motor routes.
Plate no. 4240-1.
"H.E.F" -- At bottom right.
Verso blank.
Panel art: American Automobile Association logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4901 (PrCt)

26239 Europe - Maps - 1952 - Propaganda maps
Russia - Maps - 1952 - Propaganda maps - 1952
Cartography and politics - Maps - 1952
Political geography - Maps - 1952
Europe from Moscow. [Chicago : Time, inc., 1952].
Authors: Chapin, R. M. -- Time, inc.
1 map : col. ; 21 x 21 cm.
In Time: the weekly magazine v. 59, no. 10 (March 10, 1952), p. [39].
Propaganda map, oriented with north at right, showing the spread of Communism in shades of red, from Russia westward to Europe; accompanied by text in bottom margin detailing how 'the Soviet Union has gobbled up its neighbors.'
http://www.newberry.org/smith/slidesets/vs1.html
A 51 .91, v. 59, no. 10 (March 10, 1952), p. [39] (PrCt)

26240 Europe - Maps - 1952 - Road maps
Germany - Maps - 1952 - Road maps
Hannover : Continental Gummi-Werke Aktiengesellschaft, [1952].
Authors: Continental Gummi-Werke -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([14], [1], 18, 67, [1], 14, [1], 87, [1], 124 p.) : ill. (some col.), 44 col. maps ; 26 cm.
"Continental Reiseführer."--On cover.
Running title: Continental-Atlas
Date from Phillips 8638
Index maps preceding numbered pages shows distribution of plates covering Germany and Europe.
Travel-related advertisements, 124 p. at end.
Includes index.
Relief shown by shading, hachures, and spot elevations.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 8638
Baskes G1796.P2 C66 1952 (NLO)

26241 Europe - Maps - 1953 - Economics
Economics - Europe - Maps - 1953
Map projection - Albers
Albers projection
(Cartography) - Wall maps
Economic map of Europe = Carte economique de l'Europe = Wirtschaftskarte von Europa / by W. William-Olsson in collaboration with ... [15 others]. Stockholm : Generalstabens litografiska anstalts förlag, 1953.
Authors: William-Olsson, William Frits, 1902--
1 map : col., mounted on cloth and wooden rollers ; 124 x 160 cm.
Scale 1:3,250,000
"Albers' projection."
Insets (21 x 10 cm. and 21 x 26 cm.): English industrial districts -- Industrial districts in northern France, Belgium, Netherlands, and western Germany.
"Cartocraft trade mark, Denoyer-Geppert Co. ... Chicago ... " -- Adhesive label at bottom right.
Gift of Southern Illinois University, 2011.
maproll G5701.G1 1953 .04 (PrCt)

26242 Europe - Maps - 1953 - Road maps
AAA Europa touring : complete motoring guide of Europe : containing maps and general information on motoring conditions in all European countries. Bern : Hallwag, 1953.
Authors: American Automobile Association -- Hallwag AG
1 atlas (378 p. : col. maps) ; 26 cm.
"Printed in English, French and German."
map4C G5701.P2 1953 .A4 (PrCt)

26243 Europe - Maps - 1954 - Airways - Pictorial

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

Air France : cartes itinéraires Dunlop :
1 map: col.; 69 x 54 cm., fold. to 25 x 11 cm.
"Itinéraire Dunlop. Édition no. 12, Juin 1954" -- at bottom of title panel.
Added title: Carte Dunlop : itinéraires Air France :
Europe, Afrique du nord.
Verso includes 29 numbered strip maps detailing Air France routes in Europe and northern Africa.
Panel art: Air France logo, plane flying out of cloud, Itinéraire Dunlop logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25.
RMcN Airlines 4C 29 (PrCt)

Europe - Maps - 1954 - Wall maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Commonwealth series (Rand McNally) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 140 x 99 cm.
Scale: 1:8,000,000
Relief shown by hachures and spot heights.
In bottom left corner, within border '11R54;' in bottom left corner, in red, below border 'No. 300 CW Political.'
Series: Commonwealth series.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Two copies.
artifacts cage RMcN maproll 1 : 8. 1 (PrCt)

Europe - Maps - 1955 - Road maps

Authors: American Automobile Association
International Travel Dept. -- Hallwag AG
1 v. (various pagings) : ill., 138 col. maps (1 fold.) ; 26 cm.
Spine Title: Europa touring atlas.
One folded map laid in.
GV1025 .E8 E87 1955 (NLO)

Europe - Maps - 1956 - Maps, Physical - Map projection - Equal area conic - 1956 - Equal area conic projection (Cartography) - Wall maps

Authors: Karl Wenschow GmbH. -- Denoyer-Geppert Company -- Southern Illinois University at Carbondale
1 map: col., mounted on cloth and wooden rollers ; 156 x 160 cm.
Title from top margin.
"Denoyer-Geppert Company sole American agents."
Scale 1:3,000,000.
Equal-area conic projection.
Relief shown by shading and hypsometric tints.
Series: Denoyer-Geppert relief-like series ; map RL2s.
Gift of Southern Illinois University, 2011.
maproll G5700 1956 .W4 (PrCt)

Europe - Maps - 1956 - Maps, Physical - Map projection - Equal area conic - 1956 - Equal area conic projection (Cartography) - Wall maps

Authors: Karl Wenschow GmbH. -- Denoyer-Geppert Company -- Southern Illinois University at Carbondale
1 map: col., mounted on cloth and wooden rollers ; 160 x 162 cm.
Title from top margin.
Added title from bottom margin: Europe.
"Denoyer-Geppert Company sole American agents."
Scale 1:3,000,000.
Equal-area conic projection.
Relief shown by shading and hypsometric tints.
Series: Wenschow relief-like ; map RL2s
Relief-like Europe
"Cartocraft, Denoyer-Geppert Co. ... 5235 Ravenswood Ave. ... Chicago 40 U.S.A." -- Adhesive label at bottom right.
Gift of Southern Illinois University, 2011.
maproll G5700 1956 .W46 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 109 x 157 cm.
Shows relief by shading and hypsometric tints.
Bottom right: 12-56
Series: Rand McNally Centennial Series.
Mounted on metal rollers.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

26249 Europe - Maps - 1957 - Road maps (Provisional Heading)<---Road maps
Authors: Kümmerly + Frey -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 70 maps ; 230 x 142 mm.
nd
Phillips 7772
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

26250 Europe - Maps - 1959 - Road maps<---Road maps
Authors: Hallwag AG -- American Automobile Association -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 155 maps ; 258 x 158 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

26251 Europe - Maps - 1960 - Maps, Physical
Landforms of Europe. 1960.
Authors: Raisz, Erwin, 1893-1968
1 map : col. ; 28 x 44 cm.
73-9946
M1077
map1F G5701.C2 1960 R3 (PrCt)

26252 Europe - Maps - 1960 - Maps, Physical
Authors: Raisz, Erwin, 1893-1968 -- Rand McNally and Company
1 map : col. ; 31 x 52 cm.
© Rand McNally & Company, Chicago.’
Insets: Physiographic provinces. -- Europe during the Ice Age.
map2F G5701.C2 1960 R3a (PrCt)

26253 Europe - Maps - 1960 - Road maps<---Road maps
Authors: Hallwag AG
744 p. : ill., maps (some col.) ; 26 cm.
OCLC 3557425.
GV1025 .A2 E78 1960 (NLO)

26254 Europe - Maps - 1960<---Wall maps

26255 Europe - Maps - 1962 - Road maps<---Europe - Maps - 1962 - Road maps<---Road maps
Authors: Continental Gummi-Werke -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (537 p.) : ill. (some col.), 154 col. maps (some folded) ; 26 cm.
German, English, and French in parallel columns. Relief shown by shading and spot elevations. Maps on endpapers show distribution of plates covering Germany and Europe. Includes index.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1796.P2 C66 1962 (NLO)

Authors: Haack, Hermann, 1872- -- Haelfke, Fritz -- Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Wiking Druckerei GmbH -- Southern Illinois University at Carbondale
1 map : col., mounted on cloth and wooden rollers ; 202 x 146 cm.
"Wiking Druckerei GmbH, Darmstadt."
Scale 1:3,000,000
Coordinates: (W25°/E70°/N30°).
Gift of Southern Illinois University, 2011.
maproll G5701.G1 1963 .H3 (PrCt)

26257 Europe - Maps - 1963 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 25 maps ; 35 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .E7 1963 (PrCt)

26258 Europe - Maps - 1963 - Road maps<---Wall maps<---Road maps

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally
GmbH -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry
Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 102 x 77 cm., folded to
22 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"Copyright © 1963 by Rand McNally GmbH ...
Printed in U.S.A. ..."
Panel art: view of Gulf service station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
 Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
 RMcN Clients 1110 (PrCt)

26259  Europe - Maps - 1963 - Road maps<<>>Wall maps<<>>Road maps
Road map of Europe / published by National
Automobile Club ... [Chicago?] : published by
National Automobile Club, c1963.
Authors: National Automobile Club -- Rand
McNally GmbH -- Rand McNally and Company --
Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 122 x 88 cm., folded to
22 x 11 cm.
"Copyright © 1963 by Rand McNally GmbH ...
Printed in U.S.A." -- at bottom left.
Panel title.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
 Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
 RMcN Clients 1741 (PrCt)

26260  Europe - Maps - 1963 - Travel
[Northern Europe]. Chicago : Rand McNally and
Authors: AFIA -- Rand McNally and Company --
Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 61 x 78 cm. fold. to 21 x 12 cm.
Folded title: Tour Europe with AFIA.
On verso: [Southern Europe].
Inset mileage chart and multilingual legend in top
left.
American Foreign Insurance Association claims
representatives in European countries listed in
right margin.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
 RMcN map6F G 6910 1963 A4 (PrCt)

26261  Europe - Maps - 1964
An atlas of European affairs / text by Norman
J.G. Pounds ; maps by Robert C. Kingsbury. New
Authors: Pounds, Norman John Greville --
Kingsbury, Robert C. -- Frederick A. Praeger, Inc.
-- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (vii, 135 p.) : 58 maps ; 21 cm.
Includes index.
Series: Praeger series of world-affairs atlases --
Books that matter -- Praeger paperbacks.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
 LC Card Number: map64000004
 Baskes G1795 .P6 1964 (NLO)

Europa - Maps - 1964 - Airways<<>>Airways -
Europe - Maps - 1964<<>>World maps - 1964 -
Airways<<>>Airways - Maps -
1964<<>>British European Airways
Corporation - Maps - 1964<<>>British
Overseas Airways Corporation - Maps -
1964<<>>Aeronautical charts
BEA : about your flight = votre vol = ihr flug.
[London?] : British European Airways
Corporation, [1964?].
Authors: British European Airways Corporation --
Norbury Printers Limited -- Douglas Merritt
Associates -- British Overseas Airways
Corporation. All over the world BOAC takes good

care of you [1964?] -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library) -- BEA see British European
Airways Corporation -- B.E.A. see British
European Airways Corporation -- Merritt
(Douglas) Associates SEE Douglas Merritt
Associates
Cover title.
"Printed in United Kingdom by Norbury Printers
Limited Manchester and London. Designed by
Douglas Merritt Associates.
BEA/2670/1000M/1163/Form No.T.754."
Date of publication from page [4] at end, an
advertisement and world map of British Overseas
Airways Corporation routes dated "in service
from 1964" (10 x 24 cm.). All over the world
BOAC takes good care of you.
Six maps on pages 15-24 show BEA air routes in
Europe and the Mediterranean region (26 x 38
cm. and smaller).
Cover art: Photo of airplane wing and jet engine
flying over mountains.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
 Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25.
 folio RMcN Airlines 4C 22 (PrCt)

26262  Europe - Maps - 1965 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Europe : road map = Europa : Autokarte, carte
automobile. [Netherlands?] : Rand McNally
GmbH, c1965.
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally
GmbH -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office --
Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 102 x 77 cm., folded to
22 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"Copyright © 1965 by Rand McNally GmbH ...
Printed in the Netherlands ...
Handstamps: Register of Copyrights, Library of
Congress, Washington D.C., certificate no. F 3
[and F 4].

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Panel art: view of Gulf service station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
**RMcN Clients 1112 (PrCt)**

26264 **Europe - Maps - 1965<<<Wall maps**

Europe. Chicago : Rand McNally and Company,
[1965].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 157 x 186 cm.
Shows land and water features, relief shown by shading and hypsometric tints.
Bottom right: 9 N 65.
Special: Randmark V.
Bears Library of Congress stamp.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
**artifacts cage RMcN maproll 3 : 6. 3 (PrCt)**


Authors: Pan American Airways Corporation -- Nagel Publishers -- Métropolitain de Paris -- Cartographie Nagel SEE Nagel Publishers -- Paris Metro (Subway) SEE Métropolitain de Paris
1 atlas (254 p. : col. maps (some folded)) ; 16 cm.
Maps by "Cartographie Nagel"
Printed in Switzerland.
Includes fold-out street maps of Athens, Amsterdam, The Hague, Istanbul, Lisbon, Monaco, Moscow, Paris, Prague, and Rotterdam (24 x 32 cm. and smaller); railroad map of Russia; and map of the Paris Metro.
OCLC 3754491
**map3C G5701.P2 1966 .P3 (PrCt)**

26266 **Europe - Maps - 1966 - Road maps<<<Road maps**

1 map : col. ; 61 x 78 cm., folded to 22 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title in small print at bottom left: Northern Europe.

Map on verso (61 x 87 cm.): Southern Europe
Panel art: Cartoon of tourists in bus signed “J. Veno.”
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
**RMcN Clients 4205 (PrCt)**

26267 **Europe - Maps - 1966 - Road maps<<<Road maps**

Authors: Ravenstein Geographische Verlagsanstalt und Druckerei -- Heinz Fleischmann KG -- Rand McNally and Company
-- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (80 p.) : col. maps ; 38 cm.
Cover title: Auto atlas Europa = Europe road atlas.
Imprint from last page.
"Distributed exclusively in the United States by Rand McNally & Company" and "$4.95" -- front cover.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
**folio RMcN atlas .A796 1966 (PrCt)**

26268 **Europe - Maps - 1966<<<Wall maps**

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ;110 x 158 cm.
Shows land and water features; relief shown by shading and hypsometric tints.
Bottom right: 3R66.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
**artifacts cage RMcN maproll 2 : 5. 1 (PrCt)**

26269 **Europe - Maps - 1967-1969 - Road maps<<<Road maps**

Authors: American Automobile Association -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally GmbH -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
15 maps : col. ; folded to 22 x 11 cm.
Collective title supplied by cataloger.
Contents (from panel titles): AAA planning map of Europe -- AAA map of central Europe ... -- AAA map of France -- AAA map of Great Britain -- AAA map of Italy -- AAA map of Scandinavia -- AAA map of Spain and Portugal.
Includes 1967 and 1968 editions of all maps;
includes the 1969 ed. of the AAA planning map of
Europe.
Some maps bear imprint of Rand McNally in Chicago; others bear imprint of Rand McNally GmbH in Stuttgart.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 47-61 (PrCt)

26270 Europe - Maps - 1967 - Road maps
1 map : both sides, col. ; 122 x 87 cm. on sheet 65 x 91 cm., folded to 22 x 11 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Includes blank title panel (for overprinting?).
"Copyright © by Rand McNally G. m. b. H.
Printed in U.S.A."
Editor's copy; includes manuscript title added in red pencil: Planning map of Europe. Not. AAA material.
Northern Europe continued on verso.
Inset on verso (17 x 26 cm.): Europe [relief map]
Panel art: international road signs
Forms part of a collection of stock editions of Rand McNally road maps, some apparently issued as sales samples and / or printer's proofs for prospective commercial clients.
Uniform series title (established by cataloger):
Stock road maps
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (April 2010).
RMcN Stock 199 (PrCt)

26271 Europe - Maps - 1968 - Cities and towns
Authors: Oakes, George W. -- Holt, Rinehart, and Winston, inc. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.
2nd ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

26272 Europe - Maps - 1968 - Maps, Physical

26273 Europe - Maps - 1969 - Architecture, Romanesque
Authors: Nebolsine, George (George A.) -- Cooper, Robyn -- G.P. Putnam's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
272 p. : ill., 20 maps ; 26 cm.
1st ed.
Contents: 1. The sources and development of Romanesque art. Early Christian art in the West, and the antique tradition -- Byzantium and the West -- Eastern influences -- The influence of the art of the invasions -- Celtic and Anglo-Saxon art to 850 -- The Carolingian revival -- Europe at the millennium -- Romanesque -- 2. Romanesque Europe. Italy and Dalmatia -- Germany, Switzerland, Austria, Holland and Belgium -- France -- Spain and Portugal -- The British Isles -- Scandinavia.
Illustrations on lining papers.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 79077551
Baskes N6280 .N4 1969 (NLO)

26274 Europe - Maps - 1970 - Airways
Transatlantic : jet age clipper route map : Pan American, world's most experienced airline. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Company, [ca. 1970?].
Authors: Pan American World Airways, Inc. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 46 x 61 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"... [O]ne of a six-part series."
"Copyright by Rand McNally & Company."
Covers Europe and western Russia.
Insets (8 x 9 cm. and 6 x 9 cm.): Iceland -- Santa
Maria.
Maps on verso (23 x 61 cm. and smaller): [Pan
American routes in North America] -- Pan
American Airways system [world map] --
Newfoundland -- Bermuda Islands.
Relief shown pictorially and with shading.
Panel art: earth as seen from outer space.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25.
RMcN Airlines 4C 57 (PrCt)

26275 Europe - Maps - 1970 - Road maps>>>Road maps
Rand McNally road atlas of Europe. Chicago :
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally GmbH -- Mondadori und Rand McNally
GmbH -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry
Library)
1 atlas (96 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
"Prepared by Rand McNally GMBH: Stuttgart,
Germany."
"Printed in the Netherlands."
Includes index.
Cover art: photo of castle.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .R625 1970 copy 1 (PrCt)

26276 Europe - Maps - 1970 - Road maps>>>Road maps
Rand McNally road atlas of Europe. Chicago :
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally GmbH -- Mondadori und Rand McNally
GmbH -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry
Library)
1 atlas (96 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
"Prepared by Rand McNally GMBH: Stuttgart,
Germany."
"Printed in the Netherlands."
Includes index.
"$1.95" -- front cover.
Cover art: photo of castle.
Stamped "Rand McNally Library" -- front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .R625 1970 copy 2 (PrCt)

26277 Europe - Maps - 1971 -
Economics>>>Economics - Europe - Maps -
1971 (Provisional Heading)
Oxford regional economic atlas: western Europe.
Authors: Oxford University Press
1 v. : 96 map plates ; 27 cm.

G1081 G1 08 1971 (NLO)
26278 Europe - Maps - 1971 - Road maps
Authors: Hallwag AG -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 124 maps ; 260 x 160 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

26279 Europe - Maps - 1971 - Road maps>>>Road maps
Rand McNally road atlas of Europe. Chicago :
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally GmbH -- Mondadori und Rand McNally
GmbH -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry
Library)
1 atlas (96 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
"Prepared by Rand McNally GMBH: Stuttgart,
Germany."
"Printed in the U.S.A."
Includes index.
"$2.95" -- front cover.
Cover art: photo of castle.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .R625 1971 copy 1 (PrCt)

26280 Europe - Maps - 1971 - Road maps>>>Road maps
Rand McNally road atlas of Europe. Chicago :
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally GmbH -- Mondadori und Rand McNally
GmbH -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry
Library)
1 atlas (96 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
"Prepared by Rand McNally GMBH: Stuttgart,
Germany."
"Printed in the U.S.A."
Includes index.
"$2.95" -- front cover.
Cover art: photo of castle.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .R625 1971 copy 2 (PrCt)

26281 Europe - Maps - 1971 - Road maps>>>Road maps
Rand McNally road atlas of Europe. Chicago :
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally GmbH -- Mondadori und Rand McNally
GmbH -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry
Library)
1 atlas (96 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
"Prepared by Rand McNally GMBH: Stuttgart,
Germany."

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Caxton Publishing Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 18 maps ; 38 cm.
Dj.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .R625 1973 copy 1 (PrCt)

Europe - Maps - 1973 - Road maps
Authors: Haupka & Co. -- Farberweke Hoechst AG
Distributed by Farberweke Hoechst AG.
Legend in English, French, and German.
Scale of maps 1:500,000 and 1:5,000,000.
Includes index.
G1911.P2 H37 1973 (NLO)

Europe - Maps - 1973 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Mondadori und Rand McNally GmbH -- Rand McNally GmbH -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (104 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
"Prepared by Mondadori & McNally GmbH: Stuttgart, Germany."
"Printed in the U.S.A."
Includes index.
"$2.95" -- front cover.
Cover art: photo of castle in oval frame.

Europe - Maps - 1973 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Mondadori und Rand McNally GmbH -- Rand McNally GmbH -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (128 p.) : col. ill., col. maps ; 31 cm.
Scales differ.
Text on lining papers.
Includes index.
ISBN 0851526454 (J. Bartholomew);
0723217254 (F. Warne)
To Collection Services for cataloging, April 2011 (PrCt)

Europe - Maps - 1974 - Economics
Authors: Gower Economic Publications -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 50 maps ; 291 x 214 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Europe - Maps - 1974 - Climate, charts, diagrams, etc. - 1974
Authors: Powers, Edward -- Mason & Lipscomb -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
xiv, 434 p. : ill., maps ; 24 cm.
"Over 250 maps, city weather charts, and tables"--Dust jacket.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 7400522
ISBN 0884050769 ; 9780884050766
Baskes QC989.A1 P68 1974 (NLO)

Europe - Maps - 1974 - Guidebooks
Authors: Horizon Guide -- American Heritage Publishing Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Cf. OCLC 948001.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

26297 Europe - Maps - 1974 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 18 maps ; 38 cm.
D.j.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .R625 1974 copy 2 (PrCt)

26298 Europe - Maps - 1974 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Mondadori und Rand McNally GmbH -- Rand McNally GmbH -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (104 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
"Prepared by Mondadori & McNally GmbH: Stuttgart, Germany."
"Printed in the U.S.A."
Includes index.
"$2.95" -- front cover.
Cover art: photo of ancient ruins.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 528893599
folio RMcN atlas .R625 1974 copy 1 (PrCt)

26299 Europe - Maps - 1974 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Mondadori und Rand McNally GmbH -- Rand McNally GmbH -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (104 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
"Prepared by Mondadori & McNally GmbH: Stuttgart, Germany."
"Printed in the U.S.A."
Includes index.
"$2.95" -- front cover.
Cover art: photo of ancient ruins.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 528893599
folio RMcN atlas .R625 1974 copy 1 (PrCt)

26301 Europe - Maps - 1977 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Mondadori und Rand McNally GmbH -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (112 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
"$3.95" -- front cover.
Includes index.
Cover art: photo of Neuschwanstein castle, Germany.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528890778
folio RMcN atlas .R625 1977 copy 1 (PrCt)

26302 Europe - Maps - 1977 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Mondadori und Rand McNally GmbH -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (112 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
Includes index.
Cover art: pictorial map of Europe.
No ISBN .
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .R625 1977 copy 2 (PrCt)

26303 Europe - Maps - 1978 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (112 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
"$4.95" -- front cover.
Includes index.
Cover art: photo of village in Switzerland.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 52889059X
folio RMcN atlas .R625 1978 copy 1 (PrCt)

26304 Europe - Maps - 1978 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (104 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
"$3.95" -- front cover.
Includes index.
Cover art: four photos around outline map of Europe.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 52889160X
folio RMcN atlas .R625 1976 (PrCt)
maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (112 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
"$4.95" -- front cover.
Includes index.
Cover art: photo of village in Switzerland.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 52889059X
folio RMcN atlas .R625 1978 copy 2 (PrCt)

Europe - Maps - 1979 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (112 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
"$4.95" -- front cover.
Includes index.
Cover art: photo of Mont St. Michel, France.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 528891111
folio RMcN atlas .R625 1979 copy 1 (PrCt)

Europe - Maps - 1979 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (112 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
"$4.95" -- front cover.
Includes index.
Cover art: photo of Geiranger Fjord, Norway.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 528891502
folio RMcN atlas .R625 1980 (PrCt)

Europe - Maps - 1980 - Road maps
Authors: Yeaden, David -- Harper & Row, Publishers -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
296 p. ill., maps ; 24 cm.
1st ed.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 80008222
ISBN 0060147792 ; 9780060147792 ; 0060908386 (pbk.) ; 9780060908386 (pbk.)
Baskes D974 .Y4 1981 (NLO)

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Roman Europe - Historical geography - Maps - 1981 - Road maps


Authors: Sitwell, N. H. H. -- St. Martin's Press -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

26312 Europe - Maps - 1982 - Road maps


Authors: Rand McNally & Company -- Hallwag AG -- William Collins Sons and Co. -- Graficas Reunidas, S.A. (Madrid, Spain) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (105 p.) : col. maps ; 39 cm.

Title and imprint inside front cover.

Maps by Hallwag AG; "c1982 Wm. Collins Sons ... ." "$5.95" -- front cover.

Includes index.

Cover art: outline map of Europe and photo of Rouen, France.

Hand-stamped copyright copy.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

ISBN 528843206

folio RMcN atlas .R62 1982 (PrCt)


Atlas linguarum Europae : ALE. Assen : Van Gorcum, 1983-

Authors: Alinei, Mario -- Krujišen, Joep -- Van Gorcum (Firm)

1 atlas (in 2 b.) ; 24-48 cm.

'Sous la rédaction de Mario Alinei ... [et al.] ; Joep Krujišen, secrétaire de la rédaction.'

Each part consists of an atlas vol. and a corresponding vol. of text.

English, French, and German.


oversize G1797.21 E3 A8 1983 (NLO)

26314 Europe - Maps - 1983 - Road maps


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (112 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.

"Revised, 1983." "$5.95" -- front cover.

Includes index.


References: OCLC 10632372

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

ISBN 528249703

folio RMcN atlas .R625 1983 copy 1 (PrCt)

26315 Europe - Maps - 1983 - Road maps


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (112 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.

"Revised, 1983." "$5.95" -- front cover.

Includes index.

Cover art: outline map of Europe and photo of Rouen, France.

Hand-stamped copyright copy.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

ISBN 528894900

folio RMcN atlas .R625 1983 copy 2 (PrCt)

26316 Europe - Maps - 1983 - Road maps


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (112 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.

"Revised, 1983." "$5.95" -- front cover.

Includes index.

Cover art: outline map of Europe and photo of Rouen, France.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

ISBN 528894900

folio RMcN atlas .R625 1983 copy 3 (PrCt)

26317 Europe - Maps - 1983 - Road maps


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (112 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.

"Revised, 1984." "$5.95" -- front cover.

Includes index.


References: OCLC 10632372

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

ISBN 0528895206

folio RMcN atlas .R625 1984 (PrCt)

26318 Europe - Maps - 1984 - Road maps


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Hallwag
Cover art: photo of the Roman Colosseum.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528896202
folio RMcN atlas .R62 1986 copy 1 (PrCt)

26325 Europe - Maps - 1986 - Road maps
Rand McNally road atlas & city guide of Europe.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Hallwag AG -- William Collins Sons and Co. -- Petty & Sons ltd. (Leeds, Eng.) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (105 p.) : col. maps ; 39 cm.
Title and imprint inside front cover.
Maps by Hallwag AG; "c1986 Wm. Collins Sons ... "; "$12.95" -- front cover.
Includes index.
Cover art: photo of the Arch de Triumph.
Hand-stamped "Editorial library, Standard Educational Corp."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528897209
folio RMcN atlas .R62 1986 copy 2 (PrCt)

26326 Europe - Maps - 1986 - Road maps
Rand McNally road atlas of Europe.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (112 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
"$6.95" -- front cover.
Includes index.
Cover art: photo of Lake Geneva, Switzerland.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528896199
folio RMcN atlas .R625 1986 (PrCt)

26327 Europe - Maps - 1988
Travel atlas Europe.
Authors: American Map Corporation -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 79 maps ; 224 x 130 mm.
1st ed.
C:RVReise&Verkehrsvverlag
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

26328 Europe - Maps - 1988 (Provisional Heading)
Concise atlas of Europe.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 115 maps ; 21 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .C73 1988 (PrCt)

26329 Europe - Maps - 1990 - Magic
- Maps - 1990 - Witchcraft
- Maps - 1990 - Signs and symbols
- Europe - Maps - 1990 - Heretics, Christian
- Signs and symbols - Europe - Maps - 1990
Atlas of secret Europe : a guide to sites of magic and mystery.
Authors: Walker, Charles, 1937- -- Dorset Press -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (192 p. : ill. (some col.), col. maps) ; 31 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 188) and index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
ISBN 0880295244
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

26330 Europe - Maps - 1990 - Magic
- Maps - 1990 - Witchcraft
- Maps - 1990 - Signs and symbols
- Europe - Maps - 1990 - Heretics, Christian
- Signs and symbols - Europe - Maps - 1990
Atlas of secret Europe : a guide to sites of magic and mystery.
Authors: Walker, Charles, 1937- -- Dorset Press
-- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (192 p. : ill. (some col.), col. maps) ; 31 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 188) and index.
ISBN 0880295244
folio BF1434.E9 W3 1990 (NLO)

26331 Europe - Maps - 1990 - Road maps
RAC motoring atlas Europe.
Authors: Royal Automobile Club (Great Britain) -- Recta Foldex (Firm) -- Curtis, W. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Foldex Recta SEE Recta Foldex (Firm)
1 atlas : 203 maps ; 260 x 162 mm.
Maps by Recta Foldex.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

26332 Europe - Maps - 1990 - Wall maps
Europe.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 104 x 123 cm.
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Shows land and water features, relief shown by shading and hypsometric tints.
Bottom right: 90-89876 Reorder #12142
Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Series: RandMark IV.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

26334 Europe - Maps - 1991 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 104 x 123 cm.
Bottom right: 90-89876 Reorder #12142
Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (112 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
"1991 printing."
"$9.95" -- front cover.
Includes index.
Cover art: photo of Borg Castle, Denmark.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528805428
folio RMcN atlas .R625 1991 (PrCt)

26335 Europe - Maps - 1992 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (112 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
"1992 printing."
"$9.95" -- front cover.
Includes index.
Cover art: photo of Dolomites, Italy.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528810286
folio RMcN atlas .R625 1992 (PrCt)

26336 Europe - Maps - 1993 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Hallwag AG -- William Collins Sons and Co. -- Bartholomew (Firm) -- HarperCollins (Firm) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (145 p.) : col. maps ; 39 cm.
Title and imprint inside front cover.
"Updated. $19.95" -- front cover.
Includes index.
Cover art: photo of Lake Geneva, Switzerland.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528810928
folio RMcN atlas .R625 1993 (PrCt)

26337 Europe - Maps - 1994 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (112 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
"Updated" and "$11.95" on front cover.
Includes index.
Cover art: photo of Costa Blanca, Spain.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528811819
folio RMcN atlas .R625 1994 (PrCt)

26338 Europe - Maps - 1995 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (112 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
"Updated" and "$11.95" on front cover.
Includes index.
Cover art: photo of windmill in Kinderdijk, Netherlands.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528811819
folio RMcN atlas .R625 1995 (PrCt)
Hoffmann-Feer, Die Typographie im Dienste der Landkarte, p. 3-56.
The map of Fribourg [sheet 13] is apparently not a Haas imprint, but was produced through a combination of intaglio and letterpress printing, and has therefore been included in this collection. "Provenance: Collection Didot"--from dealer's description in the Newberry Library Map Information File.
For information about a French language version of the map of Sicily [sheet 1], see the Newberry Library Map Information File.
91112615NL
map4F G5701.A1 1777 H3 (NLO)

Caption title.
English-language periodical advocating Germany’s political and war aims; scattered issues include propaganda maps.
Irregular publication history: [Vol. 1, no. 1] (Aug. 16, 1939); ceased with: v. 3, no. 20 (June 7, 1941).
References: Monmonier, How to lie with maps, 2d ed. (1996)
LC Card Number: 40006076 ; sn 85066152
folio J 12047 .334 (NLO)

Europe - Maps - Collections - Catalogs Borri, Roberto, 1954- - Map collections - Catalogs
Authors: Borri, Roberto, 1954- 177 p. : maps (some col.) ; 31 x 34 cm. Includes bibliographical references (p. 167-173) and index.
Series: Collana Grandi libri.
ISBN 8880681826
folio GA781 .B67 2001 (NLO)

Europe - Maps - Exhibitions - Catalogs Cartography - Europe - Exhibitions - Catalogs
On cover: Ministero degli affari esteri; OCSE, Kazakhstan 2010.
folio G1792 .A53 2010 (NLO)

Europe - Maps - Exhibitions - Catalogs Maps - Exhibitions - Catalogs

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Formerly Z6028 .B91
LC Card Number: 32030879
Map Ref Z6028 .B91 (NLO)

26350 Europe - Mas - 1989 - Road maps
Authors: Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Hamlyn (Firm) --
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ; 85 maps
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

26351 Europe, Northern - Maps -
1561<>Scandinavia - Maps -
1561<>Greenland - Maps - 1561
Septentrionalivm partivm nova tabula. [Venice : s.n., 1561 or later].
Authors: Ruscelli, Girolamo, d. ca. 1565 --
Ptolemy, active 2nd century -- Valgrisi, Vincenzo,
fl. 1540-1572 -- Ziletti, Giordano, 16th cent. --
Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 267 x 375 mm. (neat line), 278 x 382 mm. (plate mark)
Title in upper margin.
Verso blank.
Also issued, with letterpress text on verso, in various editions of Ptolemy's Geographia, edited
by Girolamo Ruscelli and published in Venice by Venice by
Vincenzo Valgrisi or Giordano Ziletti between 1561-1574; cf. duplicate copies in: VAULT Ayer 6
.P9 1564a, VAULT Ayer 6 .P9 1564b, VAULT
Ayer 6 .P9 1574, Case Y 642 .P894 and Case Y
642 .P8941.
F. Borroni Salvadori, Carte, piante e stampe
storiche delle raccolte Lafreriane della Biblioteca
Tooley 45.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map
Collection (Newberry Library).
b6 Novacco 2F 210 (PrCt)

26352 Europe, Northern - Maps -
1572<>Scandinavia - Maps -
1572<>Greenland - Maps - 1572
[Carta marina et descriptio septentrionalivm
terrarvm]. Romae [Rome] : Antonii Lafreri, M D
LXII [1572].
Authors: Olaus, Magnus, Archbishop of Uppsala,
1490-1557 -- Lafrey, Antoine, 1512-1577 --
Bibliothèque nationale (France) -- Franco
Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library) --
Magnus, Olaus, Abp. of Uppsala, 1490-1557
SEE Olaus, Magnus, Archbishop of Uppsala,
1490-1557 -- Olaus, Magnus Gothus, Archbishop
of Uppsala, 1490-1557 SEE Olaus, Magnus,
Archbishop of Uppsala, 1490-1557 -- Magnus,
Olaus, 1490-1557 SEE Olaus, Magnus,

Archbishop of Uppsala, 1490-1557 -- Magni,
Olaus, 1490-1557 SEE Olaus, Magnus,
Archbishop of Uppsala, 1490-1557 -- Olaus
Magni, Archbishop of Uppsala, 1490-1557
SEE Olaus, Magnus, Archbishop of Uppsala,
1490-1557 -- Mansso, Olof, 1490-1557 SEE
Olaus, Magnus, Archbishop of Uppsala,
1490-1557 -- Magno, Oloa, 1490-1557 SEE
Olaus, Magnus, Archbishop of Uppsala,
1490-1557
1 map ; 520 x 780 mm. (neat line), on composite
sheet remargined to 561 x 835 mm.
Title from the Olaus Magnus 9-sheet map
published in Venice in 1539, from which this map
was copied.
Scale [ca. 1:3,470,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
Prime meridian: [Ferro].
Includes a long note addressed to 'Geographiae
stvdioso' and an inset: [Grvntlandie pars].
Printed from 2 plates on 2 sheets.
Stamped 'Bibliotheque Nationale' and 'Echange.'
Manuscript '88' in upper left; '89' in upper right;
binding stub and manuscript '87' and '90' on
verso
For colored facsimile see Map4F G6910 1572 M3
Karrow 53/1.6
F. Borroni Salvadori, Carte, piante e stampe
storiche delle raccolte Lafreriane della Biblioteca
nazionale di Firenze (1980) p. 34, no. 94.
Tooley no.44.
Previously shelved as: Map 4F 6910.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map
Collection (Newberry Library).
8a

Novacco 6F 36.5 (PrCt)

26353 Europe, Northern - Maps - 1695<>Germany -
Maps - 1695
L’Empire d’Allemagne, distingué suivant
l’estendue de tous les estats, principautés, et
souverainetés ... Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : H.
Jaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], [1695?].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Jaillot,
Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Mortier, Pierre --
Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. Atlas nouveau :
contenant toutes les parties du monde (1692 [i.e.
1695?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry
Library)
1 map ; hand col.; 54 x 86 cm.
Added title, upper margin: L’Empire d’Allemagne,
ou sont distingué les estats de la Mson.
d’Austeèriche ... .
In counterfeit edition of: Sanson, Nicolas. Atlas
nouveau : contenant toutes les parties du monde
(Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : H. Jaillot [i.e. Pieter
Mortier], 1692 [i.e. 1695?]) pl. [32].
Map dated 1692.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .S19 1692 pl. [32]
(PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
26354 \textbf{Europe, Northern - Maps - 1728 - Coasts - Nautical charts} \textbf{Europe, Northern - Maps - 1728 - Coasts} \textbf{Nautical charts} 

\textit{A General chart from England to Russia including the Baltic Sea.} [London : J. Knapton et al., 1728].

Authors: Harris, John, 1667?-1719 -- Knapton, James, -1738 -- Harris, John, 1667?-1719. Atlas maritimus & commercialis ... (1728) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 48 x 57 cm.

In: [Harris, John et al.] Atlas maritimus & commercialis ... (London : Printed for James and John Knapton [et al.], 1728) plate '18.

\textit{oversize Ayer 135 .A83 1728 pl. 18 (PrCt)}

26355 \textbf{Europe, Northern - Maps - 1728 - Coasts - Nautical charts} \textbf{Europe, Northern - Maps - 1728 - Coasts} \textbf{Nautical charts} 

\textit{Norwegian Sea - Maps - 1728} \textbf{Nautical charts} \textit{North Sea - Maps - 1728} \textbf{Nautical charts} 

\textit{A Draught of the Northern Navigation according to Mercator's projection.} [London : J. Knapton et al., 1728].

Authors: Harris, John, 1667?-1719 -- Knapton, James, -1738 -- Harris, John, 1667?-1719. Atlas maritimus & commercialis ... (1728) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 46 x 55 cm.

In: [Harris, John et al.] Atlas maritimus & commercialis ... (London : Printed for James and John Knapton [et al.], 1728) plate '14.

\textit{oversize Ayer 135 .A83 1728 pl. 14 (PrCt)}

26356 \textbf{Europe, Northern - Maps - 1728 - Coasts - Nautical charts} \textbf{Europe, Northern - Maps - 1728 - Coasts} \textbf{Sound, the (Denmark and Sweden)} \textbf{Nautical charts} 

\textit{The River Dvina} \textbf{Nautical charts} \textit{The German Ocean and Baltic Sea, with the coast of England, Scotland, Holland, Norway.} \textbf{Nautical charts} 

[London : J. Knapton et al., 1728].

Authors: Harris, John, 1667?-1719 -- Knapton, James, -1738 -- Harris, John, 1667?-1719. Atlas maritimus & commercialis ... (1728) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 95 x 145 cm. on 3 sheets

Title from plate 13; no sheet titles on plates 19 and 20.

Insets on plate 20 (31 x 19 cm. and smaller): A Chart of the Sound -- A Map of the rivers Elbe and Weser -- The River Dvina and the harbour of Archangel.


\textit{oversize Ayer 135 .A83 1728 pl. 13, 19 and 20 (PrCt)}

26357 \textbf{Europe, Northern - Maps - 1802} \textbf{Russia - Maps - 1802} \textbf{Travels in Poland, Russia, Sweden, and Denmark} \textbf{Nautical charts} 


\textit{Maps} \textbf{Letterpress printing - Maps - 1875} \textbf{Letterpress printing - Maps - 1875} \textbf{Letterpress printing - Maps - 1875} \textbf{Letterpress printing - Maps - 1875}

\textit{Europe, Northern - Maps - 1785 - Telegraph lines} \textbf{Telegraph lines} \textbf{Europe, Northern - Maps - 1875} \textbf{Map printing - Letterpress printing - Maps - 1875} \textbf{Letterpress printing - Maps - 1875}

[\textit{Telegraph lines in North Central Europe, a portion of a larger map.}] [London : Wyman & Sons, 1875].

Authors: Mahlau, A.=Printing times and lithographer (1875) -- Wyman & Sons -- Newberry Library. John M. Wing Foundation
1 map ; 27 x 20 cm.

In Printing times and lithographer n.s. 1, no. 6 (June 15, 1875): opp. p. 129.

Illustrates an anonymous article on "Typometry," quoting extensively from Mahlau's description of his process, which used movable types throughout, including for the water-shading.

Mahlau is described as a "master printer, of Frankfurt" who devised his syst...
Thuillier, Louis -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
16, 48, xx, 298, 156 p. : 49 maps and plans
(some col., some folded) ; 16 cm.
Spine title: Allemagne du nord, Danemark, Suède, Norvège
Maps printed by Dufrénoy.
Advertisements: 16 p. at beginning, 156 p. at end, and endpapers.
'Index alfabétique'--P. [15]-48 (second sequence).
Series: Collection des guides-Joanne
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153.C65 Allemagne Nord (1910) (NLO)

26360 Europe, Northern - Maps - 1913 - Harbors<<>>Harbors - Europe, Northern - Maps - 1913
North European ports. [London] : George Philip & Son, Ltd. ; The London Geographical Institute, [1913].
Authors: George Philip & Son -- London Geographical Institute -- Philip, George, 1870-1937. Philips' mercantile marine atlas : a series of 35 plates ... with ... distances between ports ... (1913)
1 map : col. ; 31 x 43 cm.
Identifies trade routes and distances, e.g. "Leith to Archangel 1824 [nautical miles]."
Inset (5 x 4 cm.): Archangel.
In: Philip, George. Philips' mercantile marine atlas : a series of 35 plates ... with ... distances between ports ... (London ; Liverpool : G. Philip & Son, ltd. : The London Geographical Institute ; Philip, Son & Nephew, 1913), plate 7A.
oversize H 7001 .68, plate 7A (PrCt)

26361 Europe - Pictorial works - 1619 - Cities and towns<<>>Cities and towns - Europe - Pictorial works - 1619
Præcipuarum urbiwm Germaniae Superioris iconissmi & effigies, graphice delineatae.
[Unterschneidheim : W. Uhl, 1972].
Reprint of original published Amsterdam: J. Jansson, 1519 [i.e. 1619].
Cover title: Städbilder.
Illustrations attributed to Pieter van den Keere (cf. foreword and Thieme-Becker).
The illustrations first appeared in Commentariorum rerum Germanicarum libritres, 1616, by Petrus Bertius.
73-5642
ICN 73
D915 .K43 1972 (NLO)

26362 Europe - Politics and government - Charts,
inde Witte Paskaert. [ca. 1700?]) no. [37].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .W8 A no. [37]
(PrCt)

26369 Europe, West - 1728 - Coasts - Nautical charts
Nautical charts - Europe, West - Maps - 1728 - Coasts
A Globular chart shewing the errors of the plain, and the deficiencies of mercators sailing and discovering the true navigation according to the globe. [London : J. Knapton et al., 1728].
Authors: Harris, John, 1667?--1719 -- Senex, John, -1740 -- Wilson, Henry, 1673-1741 -- Halley, Edmond, 1656-1742 -- Merry, John, fl. 1728 -- Parker, Samuel, active 1719-1751 -- Knapton, James, -1738 -- Harris, John, 1667?-1719. Atlas maritimus & commercialis ...
(1728) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 98 x 59 cm. on 2 adjacent sheets
Title from northern sheet, plate 23.
Includes dedication to Lord Parker.
In: [Harris, John et al.] Atlas maritimus & commercialis ... (London : Printed for James and John Knapton [et al.], 1728) plate '23' and '24.
oversize Ayer 135 .A83 1728 pl. 22-24 (PrCt)

26370 Europe, Western - Maps - 1542
La Vera descrizione, di tutta la Francia & la Spagna & la Fiandria ... M.D.LIIII. [S.l. s.n.], 1542.
Authors: Vico, Enea, 1523-1567 -- E. V. -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 372 x 477 mm. (neat line), on sheet remargined to 449 x 533 mm.
'... L'ano MDXLII E. V.'
Attributed to Enea Vico.
Cf. Tooley 207.
b1
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Novacco 4F 131 (PrCt)

26371 Europe, Western - Maps - 1554
La Vera descrizione, di tutta la Francia, & la Spagna & la Fiandria ... M.D.LIII. [S.l. s.n.], 1554.
Authors: Vico, Enea, 1523-1567 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; on sheet 366 x 478 mm.
Based on 1542 map attributed to Enea Vico.
Tooley 207.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
b72.5
Novacco 2F 75 (PrCt)

26372 Europe, Western - Maps - 1554
La Vera descrizione, di tutta la Francia, & la Spagna & la Fiandria ... M.D.LIII. [S.l. s.n.], 1554.
Authors: Vico, Enea, 1523-1567 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; on sheet 362 x 478 mm., remargined to 448 x 505 mm.
Based on 1542 map attributed to Enea Vico.
Tooley 207.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
b2
Novacco 4F 132 (PrCt)

26373 Europe, Western - Maps - 1626 - Road maps
Authors: Hondius, Jodocus, 1594 or 5-1629 -- Keere, Pieter van den, 1571-ca. 1646 -- Rijksuniversiteit te Leiden. Bibliotheek Bibliotheca Thyssiana -- Caert-Thresoor...
1 map ; 32 x 36 cm.
Facsimile of original map (Amsterdam: Hondius, 1626) in the Bibliotheca Thysiana of Leiden University Library.
Issued as a supplement to Caert-Thresoor 11, no. 2 (1992).
map2F G5721.P2 1626 H6 1992 (PrCt)

26374 Europe, Western - Maps - 1702 - Coasts - Nautical charts - Europe, Western - Maps - 1702 - Coasts - Garonne River (Spain and France) - Maps - 1702 - Mouth - Nautical charts - Garonne River (Spain and France) - Maps - 1702 - Mouth - Cadiz Bay (Spain) - Maps - 1702 - Nautical charts - Cadiz Bay (Spain) - Maps - 1702-Tagus River (Spain and Portugal) - Maps - 1702 - Mouth - Nautical charts - Tagus River (Spain and Portugal) - Maps - 1702 - Mouth - Sado River (Portugal) - Maps - 1702 - Mouth - Nautical charts - Sado River (Portugal) - Maps - 1702 - Mouth - Nautical charts

A Sea chart describing the British Chanel, Bay of Biscaya, Galissia, Portugal, Spain, & the straits mouth ... [London : John Seller, 1702?].
1 map : 42 x 53 cm.
Oriented with north at left.
Insets (9 x 16 cm. and smaller): [Cadiz Bay] -- [mouth of Tagus River] -- [mouth of Sado River].
In: The English pilot. First book. First part. Describing the sea-coasts, capes, head-lands, bays, roads, harbours, rivers and ports together with the soundings, sands, rocks and dangers in the southern navigation upon the coasts of England, Holland, France, Ireland, Spain, Portugal ... (London : Published by John Seller ... ; Printed by George Larkin ... , 1690 [i.e. 1702?]) pl. [18].
Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger): English Pilot. Part 1 [1702?]
VAULT oversize Ayer 135.E55 1690 [pt. 1], pl. [18] (PrCt)

26375 Europe, Western - Maps - 1813 - Italy - Maps - 1813

The French empire and the kingdom of Italy with part of the Confederation of the Rhine. London : W. Faden, 1813 [i.e. 1817?].
1 map : hand col. ; 45 x 62 cm.
26379 Eutin (Germany) - Maps - 1657
Oitinense oppidulum et arx episcopi Lubecensis sedes. [Amsterdam : Jan Janssen, 1657].
1 map : hand col.; 17 x 49 cm.
"Auspicijs Christierni III, a Johanne Ranzoiou Lubecensis ad Oitunum fugati et caesi"
On same sheet with: Delineatio ciuitatis Tonderensis.
Includes episcopal seals of Archbishop Adolphi and Bishop Holle and seal of the city of Eutin.
Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Oitinvm.
In: Jansson, Jan. Illustriorvm principiumque urbiwm septentriorium Europae tabulae, v. 1, [plate 27].
Issued in volume 1 of 8 in Jansson's townbook atlases, collectively known as the Theatrum urbium (Amsterdam: Jan Janssen, 1657).
References: Krogt, Peter van der. Koeman's Atlantes Neerlandici, vol. IV (PrCt)
Map collections
For comments on the map see Report, pp. 74-75.
Fitzgerald folio G850 1910 .D43 1923, map VIII (PrCt)

26382 Evans, John, 1770-1799
John Evans, explorer and surveyor. 1930-1931.
Authors: Nasatir, Abraham Phineas, 1904-1991
p. 219-608
In Missouri historical review. v. 25 (1930-31), p. 219-239, 432-460, 585-608. Parts II and III comprise 'Documents relating to John Evans.'
F 884 .005, v. 25, p. 219-608 (PrCt)

26383 Evans, Lewis, 1700?-1756
Authors: Klinefelter, Walter, 1899-
Transactions of the American Philosophical Society (1971)
p. 3-65: map.; 30 cm.
In: Transactions of the American Philosophical Society, New Series, v. 61, pt. 7 (1971), p. 3-65
6A 916, n.s. v. 61, pt. 7 (PrCt)

26384 Evans, Lewis, 1700?-1756. A Map of the Middle British Colonies in America, 1776<<>>Pownall, Thomas, 1722-1805<<>>Almon, John, 1737-1805<<>>Barry, Amelia Evans
Authors: Rea, Robert Right -- Newberry Library.
John M. Wing Foundation
p. 7-16
In Indiana Quarterly for bookmen. v. 5 (1949), p. 7-16
Discusses the London, 1776 publication of Lewis Evans' Map of the middle British colonies. Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.
Wing Z 007 .405, v. 5, p. 7-16 (PrCt)

Lewis Evans, his map of the middle British colonies in America; a comparative account of eighteen different editions published between 1755 and 1814 together with some notes descriptive of his earlier map of 1749. London : H. Stevens, Son and Stiles, 1924.
Authors: Stevens, Henry Newton, 1855-1930
xi, 58 p.: 6 maps (folded), ill., ; 26 cm.
3d ed. (being a reissue of the second) with some additional notes on a 2nd ed. of the map of 1749
Evans, Lewis, 1700?-1756<<>>Middle Atlantic States - Maps - Collections, 1732-1756
Lewis Evans, by Lawrence Henry Gipson; to which is added Evans' 'A brief account of Pennsylvania, together with facsimiles of his Geographical, historical, political, philosophical, and mechanical essays, numbers I and II ... Also facsimiles of Evans' maps. Philadelphia : The Historical Society of Pennsylvania, 1939.
Authors: Gipson, Lawrence Henry, 1880- -- Evans, Lewis, 1700?-1756. Geographical, historical, political, philosophical and mechanical essays (1755) -- Evans, Lewis, 1700?-1756. Brief account of Pennsylvania (1753) -- Historical Society of Pennsylvania -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
8 leaves, 246 p. : 5 maps (4 fold.), front. (fold. map) ; 31 cm.
'As to ... 'A brief account of Pennsylvania' which is presented herewith, two copies of this are in existence, neither of which is the original manuscript: the so-called George Fox copy, belonging to the Historical society of Pennsylvania, and the Du Simitière copy, possessed by the Library company of Philadelphia ... The text of the Fox copy has been followed.'--Pref.
Includes facsimiles of 5 maps originally published 1732-1756.
LC Card Number: 40000519
Ayer 133 .E9 G51 1939 (NLO)

Evans (Ill.) - Maps - 1870
Plat showing Evanston, its north and south environs, the university grounds, etc. Chicago, 1870.
Authors: Land Owner -- Baker & Co. (Chicago, Ill.) -- J.M. Wing & Co. -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 54 x 41 cm.
Detached from The Land Owner 2 (Chicago: J.M. Wing and Co., 1870) bet. p. 112-113 [Case Wing +H94.005].
Wood engraving. 5184
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
map4F G4104.E8 1850 T5 2004 (PrCt)

Evans (Ill.) - Maps - 1876 - Landowners-<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
Map of Evanston, Cook County, Illinois : compiled and drawn from latest records and actual surveys and published / by Theodore Reese, civil engineer and surveyor. Chicago : Merchant's Lithographing Company, [1876?].
Authors: Reese, Theodore -- Merchant's Lithographing Company (Chicago, Ill.) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.
Apparently the earliest separate map of the town. Shows numbers and dimensions of lots; some
landowner's name in outlying areas.
Held by Northwestern University.
Digital image on Northwestern University website
(accessed July 2009):
http://www.library.northwestern.edu/libraries-collec-
tions/evanston-campus/university-archives/histor-
ic-map-evanston
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library).
hhttp://www.library.northwestern.edu/archives/
exhibits/map/index.html (PrCt)

26390 Evanston (Ill.) - Maps - 1883
Town of Evanston, Co[ok County, Illinois].
Chicago : Published by L. M. Snyder & Co.,
c1883.
Authors: L.M. Snyder & Co. -- Chicago Region
Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 59 x 36 cm.
Scale ca. [1:15,840 or 4 inches = 1 mile].
Cover title: Synder's map of Evanston.
Includes pencilled annotations including new
streets in secs. 29, 30, & 32.
Detached from covers missing from this copy (18
x 11 cm.).
Pieces missing at upper right corner (7.5 x 9.5
cm.) and bottom center (15.5 x 8.5 cm.)
Not in Midwest Map Catalog.
Acc. no. 2008100850.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library).
map4F G4104 .E8 1883 .S6 (PrCt)

26391 Evanston (Ill.) - Maps - 1895
Landowners<--Counties -
Maps<--Landowners - Maps
Map of the city of Evanston, Cook County,
Illinois. [ca. 1895].
Authors: Hayne, William J. -- Hitt, Isaac R. & Co.
-- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry
Library)
1 map : col. ; 84 x 79 cm.
Includes manuscript notes and references 1-14.
Cf. Cobb 4-1194.
rev86
4173
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library).
map6F G4104 .E8G46 1895 H3 (PrCt)

26392 Evanston (Ill.) - Maps - 1930 - Real
property<--Evanston (Ill.) - Maps - 1930 -
Railroads, Proposed<--Wall maps
[Cadastral map of Evanston, Illinois]. [Chicago?] : s.n.,
[ca.1930].
Authors: Rand McNally Collection (Newberry
Library)
1 map : blueprint ; 88 x 149 cm.
At bottom center: Sect. 23 T.41 N. R13 SW 1/4
Sheet 3.
Two sheets mounted on cloth; wooden rollers.
Includes notes A-R and A-D in bottom margin;
dated through 1930.
Bounded by Oakton and Main Streets between
Crawford and Benneton Avenues.
Manuscript annotations show proposed railroad
lines.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
artifacts cage RMcN maproll 3 : 2. 3, no. 1
(PrCt)

26393 Evanston (Ill.) - Maps - 1931 - Taxation
of personal property - Index maps<--Taxation
of personal property - Evanston (Ill.) - Maps -
1931 - Index maps
City of Evanston, Cook County, Illinois, 1931 /  
County Assessor's Office, Map Department.
[Chicago] : County Assessor's Office, 1931.
Authors: Cook County (Ill.). Assessor's Office --
Kass, Georg L. -- Lellandel, David -- Cook
County (Ill.). Assessor's Office. Cook County
personal property assessment for 1931 --
Jacobs, J.L. (Jacob Louis), 1885- -- Chicago
Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 19 x 17 cm.
"Georg L. Kass, map draftsman. [Signed] David
Lellandel [?], supervisor."
Index map keyed to 14 separate personal
property tax district lists.
Each numbered list is arranged alphabetically by
personal names, and includes street addresses
and assessed personal property tax value in
dollars.
In: Cook County (Ill.). Office of Assessor. Cook
County personal property assessment for 1931
[for "Country Towns"] ([Chicago : Cook County
Assessor's Office, 1931?]), inside front cover.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library).
folio H 81896 .195 [Country Towns, 1931],
inside front cover (PrCt)
Evanvsille (Ind.) - Maps - 1969 - Road
maps<--Evansville Region (Ind.) - Maps -
1969 - Road maps <--Road maps
Evansville / Standard Oil, division American Oil
Company. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Co.,
c1969.
Authors: Standard Oil Company -- American Oil
Company -- Rand McNally and Company --
Tempo Designs, Inc. -- Library of Congress.
Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 55 x 88 cm., folded to 23
x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Evansville street map.
"Effective April, 1969."
"This map published by Tempo Designs, Inc.
Lincolnwood, Illinois 60646"
Plate no. 696720-1.
Insets (15 x 22 cm. and 14 x 14 cm.): Evansville
and vicinity -- Downtown Evansville.
Panel art: Standard flaming torch sign and slogan
"as you travel, ask us"; outline of Indiana.
1 map : both sides, col ; 55 x 88 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Evansville street map.
"Effective April, 1970."
Plate no. 706721-2.
Insets (15 x 22 cm. and 14 x 14 cm.): Evansville and vicinity -- Downtown Evansville.
Panel art: Standard flaming torch sign and slogan "as you travel, ask us"; outline of Indiana.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3226 (PrCt)

26396 Eventide (Calif.) - Pictorial works - 1869
The Teams at Eventide, California / Pearson sc. [?]. [London] : Day & Son, Lith. , [1869].
1 view ; 9 x 10 cm.
Engraver's name obscured at bottom right.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copy: Ayer 128.5 .B4 1860

26397 Everest, Mount (China and Nepal) - Altitudes - 1987
Authors: Wilford, John Noble
2 p. : map, photos

26398 Everest, Mount (China and Nepal) - Altitudes - 1987
Authors: Wilford, John Noble
1 p. : map
Travel Vertical File G7822 .E8C2 1987 .W5a (PrCt)

26399 Everest, Mount (China and Nepal) - Altitudes - 1994
Authors: Reuters
1 p.

26400 Everest, Mount (China and Nepal) - Altitudes - 1999
Authors: Killian, Michael
4 p 28 cm.
From: Chicago tribune (14 Nov. 1999).

Authors: Associated Press
1 p.
Travel Vertical File G7822 .E8 1978 .A8 (PrCt)

Authors: New York Times Company
1 p : 2 photos

26403 Everest, Mount (China and Nepal) - Description and travel - 1995
Women mountaineers - 1995
Hargreaves, Alison
Authors: Ballard, Jim
1 p : photo
Photograph of Alison Hargreaves, the first woman to climb Mt. Everest unaided and without oxygen.
Travel Vertical File G7822 .E8 1995 .B3 (PrCt)

26404 Everglades (Fla.) - Conservation of natural resources - 1979
Authors: Cahn, Robert
1 p : photo
From: Christian Science monitor (15 June 1982).
Travel Vertical File G3932 .E89G3 1982 .C3 (PrCt)

26405 Everglades (Fla.) - Conservation of natural resources - 1983
Authors: Gruson, Kerry
1 p : map
Travel Vertical File G3932 .E89G3 1983 .G7 (PrCt)

26406 Everglades (Fla.) - Conservation of natural resources - 1985
Authors: Nelson, Gaylord, 1916-2005
1 p : ill

26407 Everglades (Fla.) - Conservation of natural resources - 1985
Authors: Osterlund, Peter
2 p : map
Travel Vertical File G3932 .E89G3 1985 .O8 (PrCt)

26408 Everglades (Fla.) - Conservation of natural resources - 1986
Authors: Moreau, Ron
3 p : col photos, map
Travel Vertical File G3932 .E89G3 1986 .M6 (PrCt)

26409 Everglades (Fla.) - Conservation of natural resources - 1986
Authors: Shabecoff, Philip
1 p : photo, map
From: New York times (19).
Travel Vertical File G3932 .E89G3 1986 .S5 (PrCt)

26410 Everglades (Fla.) - Conservation of natural resources - 1993
Facing a deadline to save the Everglades / by Philip Elmer-Dewitt. Time, 1993.
Authors: Elmer-Dewitt, Philip
2 p : photos (some col.)

26411 Everglades (Fla.) - Flood control - 1983
Authors: Gruson, Kerry
1 p : photos, map
Travel Vertical File G3932 .E89N22 1983 .G7 (PrCt)

26412 Everglades (Fla.) - Tribes - 1979
Mikasuki Indians - 1979
Indians of North America - Maps
Authors: Press, Robert M -- Matheny, R. Norman -- Christian Science Monitor (1979)
1 p : photos
Travel Vertical File G3932 .E89E1 1979 .P7 (PrCt)

26413 Everglades (Fla.) - Water - Pollution - 1993
Everglades (Fla.) - Conservation of natural resources - 1993
Authors: Chicago Tribune
1 p
From: Chicago tribune (14 July 1993).

26414 Everglades (Fla.) - Wildlife conservation - 1979
Authors: Press, Robert M. -- Matheny, R. Norman
1 p : photos

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

From: Christian Science monitor (27 Nov. 1979).
Travel Vertical File G3932 .E89D5 1979 .P7 (PrCt)

26415 Everglades (Fla.) - Wildlife conservation - 1985
Authors: Lyons, Richard D.
2 p. : ill, photos
Travel Vertical File G3932 .E9E635 1984 .S7 (PrCt)

26422 Everglades National Park (Fla.) - Maps - 1969
Authors: Truesdell, William G.
64 p. : ill., 28 maps ; 23 cm.
ISBN 0870241192.
To Collection Services for cataloging, Dec. 2010 (PrCt)

26423 Everglades National Park (Fla.) - Physical sciences - 2000
Authors: National Park Service Public Affairs Office
2 p.

26424 Everglades National Park (Fla.) - Salinity - 1993
Authors: Barley, George
2 p.

26425 Everglades National Park (Fla.) - Tourism - 1985
Authors: National Park Service
1 sheet : ills, col. photos, map ; fold. to 21 x 10 cm

26426 Eversholt (England) - Real property<<>>Houghton Regis (England) - Real property<<>>Eversholt (England) - Maps - 1762 - Real property<<>>Houghton Regis (England) - Maps - 1762 - Real property<<>>Wall maps
...The Strip map of Eversholt, 1764, with notes on the strip map of Houghton Regis, 1762 ...
Bedford : Bedfordshire historical record society, 1936.
Authors: Fowler, G. Herbert (George Herbert), 1861-1940 -- Bedfordshire historical record society
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Includes map, 76 x 101 cm. Caption title. Map bound in separate volume.
F 45903 .085, v. 2, pt. 4, p.37-55 and map (PrCt)

26427  Ewing (N.J.) - Township - Maps - 1882 -
Landowners<->Landowners - Maps
Authors: Breou (Forsey) & Co. -- Ewing Township Historic Preservation Society
1 map ; 59 x 74 cm.
Facsimile of original published 1882.
74-10829
M273
map4F G3813.M4:3E9 1882 B7 1973 (PrCt)

26428  Exeter (England) - Maps - 1620
Civitas Exoniae (vulgo Excester) vsrs primaria in comitav Devoniae. [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541--Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 --
Civitates orbis terrarum -- Hogenberg, Remy, 1536-1587 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; hand col. ; 31 x 40 cm.
Based on 1587 engraving by Remy Hogenberg; see R.A. Skelton’s Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 6, pl. 1 (PrCt)

26429  Exeter (England) - Maps - 1657
Civitas Exoniae (vulgo Excester) vsrs primaria in Comitav Devoniae. [Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657].
Authors: Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664 -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Illustriovm pricipiumque urbium septentrionalium Europae tabulae [1657] --
Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Theatrum urbium (1657)
1 map ; hand col. ; 32 x 40 cm.
Case oversize G 117 .452, v. 1, [plate 2] (PrCt)

26430  Exeter (England) - Maps - 1922-1923<->Devon (England) - Maps - 1922-1923
A Pictorial and descriptive guide to Exeter and the South Devon watering-places from the Axe to the Teign: six maps and plans. London: Ward, Lock & Co., [1922 or 1923].
Authors: Ward, Lock and Company, ltd. -- Ward Lock guides -- John Bartholomew and Son -- Butler & Tanner Ltd. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. (various pagings, [30] leaves of plates (4 folded)) : ill., 5 maps (4 col. folded), 1 plan ; 17 cm.
Publication date from binder's instructions. Cover title: Exeter and South-east Devon 'Upwards of fifty illustrations'
Maps by John Bartholomew & Son.
Printed by Butler & Tanner.
Series title from cover.
Includes indexes, advertisements and business directories.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .W3 Exeter (1922) (NLO)

26431  Exeter (England) - Maps - Bibliography
Authors: Constable, K. M. -- Report & transactions of the Devonshire Association for the Advancement of Science, Literature and Art --
In Report & transactions of the Devonshire Association for the Advancement of Science, Literature and Art 64 (1933): 453-473.
F 45926 .22, v. 65, p. 453-473 (PrCt)

This Mappe properly apperteyneth to the 33 chap. of Nombres. [Geneva : R. Hall, 1560].
Authors: Hall, Rowland, d. 1563 -- Bible. English. 1560
1 map ; 157 x 210 mm.
Title below map: This Mappe declareth the way, which the Israelites went for the space of fourtie yer es from Egypt through the wildernes of Arabia ...
Reproduced in Catherine Delano-Smith and Elizabeth Morley Ingram, Maps in Bibles, 1500-1600 (1991), fig. 20.
Historical map showing the Exodus. Photocopy in Info. file for Case C 22.560.
VAULT Case C 22.560, map 1 (PrCt)

26433  Exodus - Maps - 1660<->Bible - Geography -

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)


Perigrinatien of Veertich-iargie reyse : der kinderen Israëls uyt Egypten, door de Roode Zee : ende de Woestijne, tot in't beloofde landt Canaan, met groote verbeteringe van nieuws geteekent en uitgegeeven / door Nicolaus Visscher ; A. van den Broeck fecit. [Amsteldam : Weduwe wylen Paulus Aertsz van Ravesteyn, 1660].

Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1618-1679 -- Broeck, Abraham van den, 1616 or 1617-1688 -- Biblia : dat is: de gantsche H. Schrifture (1660) 1 map ; 32 x 50 cm. fold. to 43 x 21 cm.

In: Biblia : dat is: de gantsche H. Schrifture, vervattende alle de Canonijcke Boecken des Ouden en des Nieuwen Testaments (Amsteldam: Gedruckt by de Weduwe wylen Paulus Aertsz van Ravesteyn, 1660), Ouden testaments, after fol. 74.

In lower right corner: 3.

Letterpress text on verso: Een korte verklaringe der Geographische Beschrijvinge, mitsgaders den Tocht der Israeltiten, uyt Egypten in't Landt van Belooften [2 p.].

Much foxed.


Case oversize C 23 .2532, Ouden testaments, after fol. 74 (PrCl)

26435


Perigrinatie of Veertich-iargie Reyse der Kinderen Israëls uyt Egypten door de Roode Zee, en de woestyne tot in 't Beloofted Landt Canaan / met groote verbeteringe van nieuws geteekent en uitgegeven door HKeur en MDoornick. [Dordrecht ; Amsterdam : Hendrick en Jacob Keur ; Marcus Doornick, 1686].

Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1618-1679 -- Santen, Dirck Jansz van, 1633 or 1638-1708 -- Biblia : dat is, De gantsche H. Schrifture (1686) -- Keur, Hendrik -- Keur, Jacob -- Doornik, Marcus Willemsz.

1 map : hand col. ; 35.1 x 46.2 cm.

In: Biblia : dat is, De gantsche H. Schrifture (Dordrecht: by Hendrick and Jacob Keur ; Amsterdam : by Marcus Doornick, 1686), Ouden testament, after fol. 74.

After a map by Nicolaes Visscher.


At lower right, just within neat line: 4.

Letterpress text on verso: Korte beschrijvinge van der reyse der kinderen Israëls... [2 p.].


VAULT Case oversize C 23 .2532, Ouden testament, after fol. 74 (PrCl)

26434


Perigrinatio of Veertich-iarege Reyse der Kinderen Israëls uyt Egypten door de Roode Zee en de woestyn, tot in 't Beloofted Landt Canaan / met groote verbeteringe van nieuws geteekent en uitgegeven door HKeur en MDoornick. [Dordrecht ; Amsterdam : Hendrick en Jacob Keur ; Marcus Doornick, 1686].


26436


A Map, or figure, to shew somewhat of the two

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
and fortyeth years journeying of the children of Israel from the House of Bondage, under Pharaoh in Egypt, to Canaan, the promised Land. [London : Printed for S. Clark, 1710].


1 map : woodcut ; 8 x 10 cm.


26444 Expo 67 (Montréal, Québec) - Maps - 1967<<<Montréal (Québec) - Maps - 1967 - Fairs

Vert 1116 (PrCt)


Authors: Maure, F. Vázquez From Geographical Magazine 47 (1975): 761-767. BHC 1783 Vert 821 (PrCt)


Authors: Kelsey, Harry From The Western Historical Quarterly 17 (1986): 145-164. map. BHC 1525

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)


Authors: International Cartography Ltd. -- Expo 67 (Montréal, Québec) [12] p. : col. maps, most folding ; 29 cm.

Scale of principal maps ca. 1:2,920.

French and English.

Title from cover.

Covers included in pagination.

Maps by International Cartography Ltd., Montréal.

Includes indices, keys to buildings.

Map ca 1:8,400 shows transportation routes.


map4C G3454 .Q48 1967 I5 (PrCt)

26445

Expo 67 (Montréal, Québec) - Maps - 1967 - Montreal Region (Québec) - Maps - 1967 - Road maps - Universal and International Exhibition of 1967 (Montréal, Québec) SEE Expo 67 (Montréal, Québec) - Exposition canadienne universelle et internationale (1967 : Montréal, Québec) SEE Expo 67 (Montréal, Québec) - Road maps


Authors: Shell Oil Company -- Rolph-Clark-Stone Limited -- Expo 67 (Montréal, Québec) -- Universal and International Exhibition of 1967 (Montréal, Québec) SEE Expo 67 (Montréal, Québec) -- Exposition canadienne universelle et internationale (1967 : Montréal, Québec) SEE Expo 67 (Montréal, Que'bec)

1 map : col. ; 30 x 58 cm., folded to 16 x 9 cm.

Panel title.

French and English.

Maps on verso (20 x 26 cm. and 20 x 23 cm.): Montréal : carte des environs = district map -- Montréal : centre de la ville = downtown.

Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).

Road map4C G3454.M8:2E9 1967 .S5 (PrCt)

26446

Expo '88 (Brisbane, Qld.) - Maps - Brisbane (Qld.) - Maps - 1988 - Maps for the blind - 1988 - Map printing - Embossing (Printing) - Maps - 1988 - Embossing (Printing) - World Expo of Brisbane 1988 SEE Expo '88 (Brisbane, Qld.) - World Expo '88 SEE Expo '88 (Brisbane, Qld.) - Brisbane World Expo '88 SEE Expo '88 (Brisbane, Qld.)


Authors: Queensland. Dept. of Mapping and Surveying -- Expo '88 (Brisbane, Qld.) -- World Expo of Brisbane 1988 SEE Expo '88 (Brisbane, Qld.) -- World Expo '88 SEE Expo '88 (Brisbane, Qld.) -- Sunmap (Agency : Queensland) SEE Queensland. Dept. of Mapping and Surveying

1 map ; on 4 sheets 30 x 42 cm.

"Sunmap."

Embossed map on one side, standard map on reverse.

5035

map2F G8964 .B7 : 2W6 1988 S9 (PrCt)

26447

Extended Stay Hotels - 2000 - Fort Lauderdale ( Fla. ) - Tourism - 2000

Extended Stay America famous road warriors.


Authors: Extended Stay Hotels -- ESA Services, Inc. (Fort Lauderdale, Fla.) SEE Extended Stay Hotels

1 leaflet (4-fold) : col. map and photos

Includes illustrations with captions alluding to Robin Hood, Lady Godiva, and George Washington.

Includes map showing locations of Extended Stay hotels in the U.S. (6 x 10 cm.)

Travel Vertical File G3934 .F6E655 2000 .E8 (PrCt)

26448

Faber, Martin, 1587-1648 - Ems River Estuary (Germany and Netherlands) - Maps - 1642


Authors: Lang, Arend W., 1909


Authors: Lang, Arend W., 1909

Series: Nordseeküste ; Heft 3.

Cover title: Martin Faber's Seekarte der Emsmündung von 1642.

Includes bibliographical references.

GA875.O82 N67 no.3 (NLO)

26449

Fabricius, David, 1564-1617

Beiträge zu David Fabricius: Frisiae Orientalis - Descriptio, Emden 1589. 1622.

Authors: Aden, Menno

Ostfriesland, Leer/Ostfriesland. 4, 1962. p. 23-30, 1m., 1sk.-m, lit..

Cited in Imago Mundi annual bibliography.

Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

26450

Fabyan's Forest Preserve (Kane County, Ill.) - Pictorial works - 1920 - Fabyan, George - Homes and haunts - Pictorial works - 1920 - Kane County (Ill.) - Pictorial works - 1920 - Forest Reserves - Fabyan's Forest Preserve (Kane County, Ill.) - 1920


Authors: Adams -- Fabyan Museum -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 view ; 36 x 64 cm.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.


Vert 172 (PrCt)

Vert 2000 (PrCt)
26458 Faeroe Islands - Description and travel - 1877
The edge of Europe. [S.l.] : Natural History, 1877.
Authors: West, John F. -- Sprin, Michael
Pp. 41-47 : photos ; 28 cm.
Travel Vertical File G6925 1977 .W4 (PrCt)

26459 Faeroe Islands - Description and travel - 1887
Facts about Denmark : the Faroe Islands.
Copenhagen : Royal Danish Ministry of Foreign
Affairs, Press and Cultural Relations Department, 1977.
Authors: Denmark. Udenrigsministeriet --
Denmark. Ministry of Foreign Affairs SEE
1 booklet (23 p.) : photos (part col.), col. map ; 21 cm.
Travel Vertical File G6925 1977 .D4 (PrCt)

26460 Fairfax County (Va.) - Maps - 1861 -
Landowners<<>>Counties -
Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
[Fairfax County (Va.) - 1861: LC G&M land
ownership maps on microfiche]. [Washington,
D.C.] : LC G&M Division, [1983?].
Authors: Corbett, W. F. -- Library of Congress.
Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division
land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 11 x 15 in. Originally published
1861. Only covers part of the county.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing
19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map
Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
[Washington, D.C. : Library of Congress,
Geography and Map Division, 1983?].
Microfiche 583, no. 1210 (PrCt)

26461 Fairfax County (Va.) - Maps - 1861 -
Landowners - Manuscripts -
Facsimiles<<>>Manuscript maps -
Facsimiles<<>>Counties -
Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
[Fairfax County (Va.) - 1861: LC G&M land
ownership maps on microfiche]. [Washington,
D.C.] : LC G&M Division, [1983?].
Authors: Mead, E. F. -- Library of Congress.
Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division
land ownership maps
1 map : on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: Manuscript, 38 x 38.5 in. Scale
1:28,160. Originally compiled 1861. Only covers
part of the county.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing
19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map
Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
[Washington, D.C. : Library of Congress,
Geography and Map Division, 1983?].
Microfiche 583, no. 1250 (PrCt)

26462 Fairfax County (Va.) - Maps - 1864 -
Landowners - Manuscripts -
Facsimiles<<>>Manuscript maps -
Facsimiles<<>>Counties -

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Maps - Landowners - Maps


Fairfield District, South Carolina. [Baltimore : F. Lucas Jr.], 1825.

Fairfield County (Conn.) - Maps - 1856 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps

Fairfield County (Conn.) - Maps - 1858 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps
[Fairfield County (Conn.) - 1858: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche]. [Washington, D.C.]: LC G&M Division, [1983?].

Fairfield County (Conn.) - Maps - 1997 - Road maps - Counties - Maps
Fairfield County StreetFinder. [Skokie, Ill.]: Rand McNally, 1997.

Fairfield County (Conn.) - Maps - 2000 - Road maps - Counties - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
26472 Fairfield County (Ohio) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners-<-->Counties - Maps-<-->Landowners - Maps
Section maps with entrymen on lands in Fairfield Co., Ohio / L. Richard Kocher. [Columbus, Ohio : Woolkoch Pub.], 1994.
Authors: Kocher, L. Richard -- Woolkoch Pub. (Columbus, Ohio)
2 v. : maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
Information extracted from the original handwritten land tract books retained by the State of Ohio, Auditors Land Office in Columbus, Ohio.
Includes index.
LC Card Number: 94239873
folio F497.F15 K64 1994 (NLO)

26473 Fairfield County (Ohio) - Maps - 1848 - Landowners-<-->Counties - Maps-<-->Landowners - Maps
Authors: Towsen, James W. -- Caffee, Robert H. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Microfiche 583, no. 619 (PrCt)

26474 Fairfield County (Ohio) - Maps - 1875 - Landowners - Maps - 1875<-->Fairfield County (Ohio) - Maps - 1875 - Pictorial works<-->Counties - Maps<-->Landowners - Maps
Combination atlas map of Fairfield County, Ohio ... Detroit : Gale Research Co., 1967.
Authors: Everts, L. H. (Louis H.) -- Gale Research Co. -- Scott, Beulah Mohart. Index of Combination atlas map of Fairfield County, Ohio, 1875 ...
1 atlas (108 p. : ill., maps, ports) ; 45 cm.
Facsimile of original published Philadelphia, 1875.
Scale of township maps 1:31,680; 2 inches to the mile.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Accompanied by Scott, Beulah Mohart. Index of Combination atlas map of Fairfield County, Ohio, 1875 ... S.I.: s.n., 1968. 37 leaves ; 29 cm. Index shelved as Map6C 45 Index.

Phillips 16409.
73-5294
IGN74

map6C 45 (NLO)

Authors: Wolfe, John N. -- Shaw & Cunningham
-- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 42.5 x 40 in. Scale: 1:42,240.
Originally published Lancaster, Ohio: Shaw & Cunningham, 1889.

Microfiche 583, no. 620 (PrCt)

Authors: Elkin, Wm. B. -- Elkin, B. E. -- Smith, J. L. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 17.5 x 24 in. Scale: 1:126,720.
Originally published Philadelphia: J.L. Smith, 1876.

Microfiche 583, no. 836 (PrCt)


Map of Fairmount Park : to accompany Westcott's guide book to Philadelphia / drawn by

1 map ; 49 x 29 cm.
"Tho's Hunter, lith. Phila."

Scale [1:19,200]. "Scale: 1600 ft. to 1 inch."
Coordinates: (W 75°13'49"--W 75°10'23"/N 40°02'34"--N 39°57'39")
Details railways and major roads leading to Philadelphia's Centennial Exhibition of 1876. Continuation inset (24 x 8 cm.): The Wissahickon Section from the Caves to Chestnut Hill.

Digital version of another copy available on the Internet Archive (accessed April 2013): http://archive.org/stream/officialguideboo00west#
page/n10/mode/1up

598
map4F G3824.P5 1876 .W4 no. 1 (NLO)

26478 Fairmount Park (Philadelphia, Pa.) - Pictorial works - 1828-<->Philadelphia (Pa.) - Pictorial works - 1828

1 view ; 9 x 18 cm., on sheet 15 x 23 cm.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Graff 279 v. 1, between p. 216-217 (PrCt)

26479 Falkland Islands - Discovery and Exploration [Early accounts and maps of the Falkland Islands]. [198-?].
In The Manifest [James Ford Bell Library] (198-?): [1-4], maps.
BHC 1844
Vert 1413 (PrCt)

26480 Falkland Islands - Maps - 1769-<->Magellan, Strait of (Chile and Argentina) - Maps - 1769
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26488

Falls of the Ohio (Ky. and Ind.) - Maps - 1811 - Nautical charts - Ohio River - Maps - 1811 - Nautical charts - Falls of the Ohio (Ky. and Ind.) - 1811 - Inland navigation - Ohio River - Maps - 1811


26490

Falls of the Ohio (Ky. and Ind.) - Maps - 1818

Falls of Ohio. [London : s.n., 1818].

Authors: Melish, John, 1771-1822 -- Badge, T., fl. 1815 -- Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme, and Brown -- Cuming, John, fl. 1818

1 map ; 16 x 11 cm.

In Melish, John. Travels through the United States of America, in the years 1806 & 1807, and 1809, 1810, & 1811 ... (London : Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme & Brown ; Dublin : John Cuming, 1818) opposite p. 472.

Scale ca. 1:63,360.

Oriented with north to the left.

Case G 875 .191, p. 107 (PrCt)

26489

Falls of the Ohio (Ky. and Ind.) - Maps - 1817 - Nautical charts - Ohio River - Maps - 1817 - Nautical charts - Falls of the Ohio (Ky. and Ind.) - 1817 - Inland navigation - Ohio River - Maps - 1817

Falls of Ohio. [Pittsburgh : Cramer, Spear, & Eichbaum, 1817].

Authors: Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813 -- Cramer, Spear, and Eichbaum -- Zadok, 1773-1813. The Navigator : containing directions for navigating the Monongahela, Allegheny, Ohio, and Mississippi rivers (1817) 1 map : wood engraving ; 10 x 18 cm.

Running title: Navigator

Unsigned map without imprint.

Scale [ca. 1:97,500]

Coordinates: (W 85°49'46"--W 85°42'30"/N 38°18'06"--N 38°14'26")

Nautical chart of a section of the Ohio River in the region around Louisville, Shippingport, Jeffersonville, and Clarksville in Kentucky and Indiana.


Accompanying text on p. 108 details preferred navigation routes through Corn, Goose, Rock Harbor, and Sandy Islands, numbered as 61-64 on the chart.

Wood engraving with letterpress place names.


Case G 875 .1906 pl. 11 (PrCl)

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Authors: Brooks, J. (Jared) -- American state papers -- United States. Congress -- Gales & Seaton -- Brooks, Jared, fl. 1806 SEE Brooks, J. (Jared)

1 map ; on sheet 48 x 58 cm.

Title adapted from contents note at center of map.

Contents (2 maps and 2 elevation profiles, 31 x 46 cm. and smaller): No. 1 is a plan of the rapids of Ohio, at low water, showing the islands, rocks, sands, currents, shores, and the route of the canal -- No. 2. Profile of the ground the whole course of the canal -- No. 3. Scale of the action of the water over the obstruction -- No. 4. Plan of waterworks, as they may be arranged at the foot of the canal.

Includes extensive descriptive text.

Scale [ca. 1:26,000].

Coordinates: (W 85°50'00"--W 85°42'30"/N 38°13'30"--N 38°14'40")

Oriented with north at upper left.

Compiled for U.S. 10th Congress, 2nd Session, 1808-1809.


Issued folded to 31 x 17 cm.

Digital image of another copy available on the Library of Congress American Memory website (accessed April 2012): http://1.usa.gov/1hFMym

Reduced facsimile of this map published in 1957 as Keepsake no. 4 of the University of Kentucky Library Associates; see OCLC 36043466.

References: Koepp, U.S. Serial Set (1806 map) -- Melish, John Goodman, 1806); see OCLC 79647405 as Keepsake no. 4 of the University of Kentucky Library Associates; see OCLC 36043466.


Case G 875 .191, p. 107 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Falls of the Ohio (Ky. and Ind.) - Maps - 1818
Nautical charts - Ohio River - Maps - 1818
Nautical charts - Falls of the Ohio (Ky. and Ind.) - 1818
Inland navigation - Ohio River - Maps - 1818
Authors: Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813 -- Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813. The Navigator : containing directions for navigating the Ohio River from Pittsburgh to its confluence with the Mississippi (1824)
1 map ; 10 x 18 cm.
In: Cramer, Zadok. The Ohio navigator : containing directions for navigating the Ohio River from Pittsburgh to its confluence with the Mississippi (Pittsburgh : Cramer & Spear, 1824) pl. [10], p. 43.
Case G 894 .64 pl. 10 (PrCt)

Falls of the Ohio (Ky. and Ind.) - Maps - 1825
Nautical charts - Ohio River - Maps - 1825
Nautical charts - Falls of the Ohio (Ky. and Ind.) - 1825
Inland navigation - Ohio River - Maps - 1825
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- Woodruff, William, fl. 1814-1832 -- Morgan, Lodge, and Fisher -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1825)
1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River, and of the Mississippi from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico (Cincinnati : Morgan, Lodge and Fisher, 1825) pl. [1], opp. t.p.
Case G 894 .198 pl. 1 (PrCt)

Falls of the Ohio (Ky. and Ind.) - Maps - 1829
Nautical charts - Ohio River - Maps - 1829
Nautical charts - Falls of the Ohio (Ky. and Ind.) - 1829
Inland navigation - Ohio River - Maps - 1829
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- Woodruff, William, fl. 1814-1832 -- N. & G. Guilford (Firm) -- M'Calla, John -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1829)
1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River, and of the Mississippi from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico ... (Cincinnati : N. & G. Guilford, 1829) pl. [18], opp. p. 38.
Case G 894 .2 pl. 18 (PrCt)

Falls of the Ohio (Ky. and Ind.) - Maps - 1832
Nautical charts - Ohio River - Maps - 1832
Nautical charts - Falls of the Ohio (Ky. and Ind.) - 1832
Inland navigation - Ohio River - Maps - 1832
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- N. & G. Guilford
26498 Falls of the Ohio (Ky. and Ind.) - Maps - 1841 - Nautical charts
- Ohio River - Maps - 1841 - Nautical charts - Falls of the Ohio (Ky. and Ind.) - 1841 - Nautical charts - Ohio River - 1841 - Falls of Ohio - Ohio River - Maps - 1841
Falls of Ohio. Cincinnati : George Conclin, 1841. Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- N. & G. Guilford (Firm) -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1841) 1 map ; 20 x 10 cm. In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River, and of the Mississippi, from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico ... (Cincinnati : George Conclin, and Co., 1832) pl. [17], p. [52].
Ayer 138.C8 1841 pl. 17 (PrCt)

26499 Falls of the Ohio (Ky. and Ind.) - Maps - 1841 - Nautical charts
- Ohio River - Maps - 1841 - Nautical charts - Falls of the Ohio (Ky. and Ind.) - 1841 - Nautical charts - Ohio River - 1841 - Falls of Ohio - Ohio River - Maps - 1841
Falls of Ohio. Cincinnati : George Conclin, 1841. Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- Conclin, George -- Ross, Charles, Captain -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1841) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 20 x 10 cm. In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River and of the Mississippi, from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico ... (Cincinnati : George Conclin, 1841) pl. [15], p. [53].
Ayer 138.C8 1841 pl. 15 (PrCt)

26500 Falls of the Ohio (Ky. and Ind.) - Maps - 1841 - Nautical charts
- Ohio River - Maps - 1841 - Nautical charts - Falls of the Ohio (Ky. and Ind.) - 1841 - Nautical charts - Ohio River - 1841 - Falls of Ohio - Ohio River - Maps - 1841
Falls of Ohio. Cincinnati, 1841. Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- Conclin, George -- Ross, Charles, Captain -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1841) 1 map ; 20 x 10 cm. In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River and of the Mississippi, from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico ... (Cincinnati : George Conclin, 1841) pl. [15], p. [53].
Case G 894.201 pl. 15 (PrCt)

26501 Falls of the Ohio (Ky. and Ind.) - Pilot guides - 1817 - Ohio River - Pilot guides - 1817 - Pilot guides - Falls of the Ohio (Ky. and Ind.) - 1817 - Pilot guides - Ohio River - 1817 - Inland navigation - Ohio River - 1817

26502 Falmouth (Mass.) - Maps - 2010 - Tourist maps
Falmouth Region (England) - Maps - 1693 - Coasts - Nautical charts
Helford River Estuary (England) - Maps - 1693 - Nautical charts
Nautical charts - Falmouth Region (England) - 1693 - Coasts
Nautical charts - Falmouth Region (England) - 1693

Falmouth. [London : s.n., 1693].
Authors: Collins, Greeneville, fl. 1669-1698 -- Killigrew, Peter, Sir, 1593 or 4-1668 -- Collins, Greeneville, fl. 1669-1698. Great Britain's coasting-pilot ... (1693) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 45 x 56 cm.
Includes dedication to "Sr. Peter Killigrew, Baronet ... presented by Capt. Greeneville Collins."
Inset (11 x 19 cm.): Helford Sound
Includes coastal profiles.
In: Collins, Greeneville. Great Britain's coasting-pilot ... (London : Printed by Freeman Collins, and are to be sold by Richard Mount, 1693), part 1, [plate 10]
Engraved no. 18 at upper left; ms. no. 10 on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1811.P5 C6 1693, part 1, [plate 10] (PrCt)

Falmouth Region (England) - Maps - 1749 - Coasts - Nautical charts
Helford River Estuary (England) - Maps - 1749 - Nautical charts
Nautical charts - Falmouth Region (England) - 1749 - Coasts
Nautical charts - Falmouth Region (England) - 1749

Falmouth. [London : s.n., 1749].
Authors: Collins, Greeneville, fl. 1669-1698 -- Killigrew, Peter, Sir, 1593 or 4-1668 -- Collins, Greeneville, fl. 1669-1698. Great Britain's coasting-pilot ... (1749) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 45 x 56 cm.
Includes dedication to "Sr. Peter Killigrew, Baronet ... presented by Capt. Greeneville Collins."
Inset (11 x 19 cm.): Helford Sound
Includes coastal profiles.
Engraved no. 18 at upper left.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
a million people perished between 1845-52: a geographical perspective
Mapping the people: the growth and distribution of the population
The potato: root of the famine.

The Great Hunger: The longue durée
imperial Britain and colonial Ireland
The colonial dimensions of the Great Irish Famine
British relief measures
The operation of the Poor Law during the famine

The largest amount of good: Quaker relief efforts
Born astride a grave: the geography of the dead.

The workhouse: The creation of the workhouse system
Classify, confine, discipline and punish
Wallingford: A microgeography of the workhouse system during the famine
Ulster workhouses: ideological geometry and conflict.

Population decline and social transformations
Mortality and the Great Famine: Variations in vulnerability
Understanding where and why the people died
Medical relief and the Great Famine: Emigration to North America
in the era of the Great Famine
The cities and towns of Ireland, 1841-51
The roles of cities and towns during the Great Famine
The impact of the Great Famine on the able-bodied men
The landed classes during the Great Irish Famine
Connacht: the province of Connacht and the Great Famine
Leinster: the province of Leinster
Ulster: the province of Ulster and the Great Famine
Munster: the province of Munster and the Great Famine

Witnessing: the famine: The Great Famine in Gaelic manuscripts
Asenath Nicholson's Irish journeys
Thomas Carlyle and famine Ireland
Le pays classique de la famine: France and the Great Irish Famine.

The scattering: Exodus from Ireland
Patterns of emigration
Liverpool and the Great Irish Famine
Irish Famine refugees and the emergence of Glasgow
Celtic Football Club
Black '47 and Toronto, Canada
The famine and New York City
The Great Famine and Australia
Week after week, the eviction and the exodus:
Ireland and Moreton Bay, 1848-52

Legacy: Land reform in post-famine Ireland
Legacy and loss: The Great Silence and its aftermath
Famine and the Irish diaspora.

Remembering the Famine: The folklore of the famine
Searchas an Drochshaol
Sites of memory
The Big House
Famine memory
Strookstown Park House
Mapping the Great Famine in Irish art
Literature and the famine.

Hunger and famine today:
The Great Famine and today's famines
Food security, food poverty, food sovereignty:
moving beyond labels to a world of change?
Fighting world hunger in the twenty-first century.

Includes bibliographical references (p. 679-704) and index.

Summary: The Great Irish Famine is the most pivotal event in modern Irish history, with implications that cannot be underestimated. Over a million people perished between 1845-1852.
Landowners>>Counties - Maps>>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Pressler, Chas. W. -- Legg -- Texas.
General Land Office -- Library of Congress.
Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: Blueprint, 39.5 x 35 in. Originally compiled 1892; traced 1901.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 970 (PrCt)

26514 Fano (Italy) - Maps - 1569 - Fortification
Disegno uero della cita et fortezza di Fano nella marca d'Ancona. [Venice : Bolognino Zaltieri, 1569].
Authors: Ballino, Giulio, d. ca. 1592 -- Ballino, Giulio, d. ca. 1592. De' disegni delle piu illustri città, et fortezze del mondo ... (1569) -- Zaltieri, Bolognino, fl. 1555-1576
1 map ; 20 x 28 cm.
Letterpress text on verso.
In: Ballino, Giulio. De' disegni delle piu illustri città, et fortezze del mondo ... (Venice: Bolognino Zaltieri, 1569), plate [35].
VAULT Case folio G 117 .06, plate [35] (PrCt)

26515 Faribault County (Minn.) - Maps - 1886 - Landowners>>North West Publishing Co.
Plat book of Faribault County, Minnesota (1886) - Indexes>>Counties - Maps>>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Finnell, Arthur Louis -- North West Publishing Co. Plat book of Faribault County, Minnesota (1886) -- Minnesota Genealogical Society
1 atlas (56 p.) : maps ; 28 cm.
Scale [1:31,680], 2 in. to the mile.
Running title: MGS index to 1886 Faribault County plat maps.
LC Card Number: 91135288
folio G1428.F3 F5 1990 (NLO)

26516 Faribault County (Minn.) - Maps - 1955 - Landowners>>Counties - Maps>>Landowners - Maps
Atlas of Faribault County, Minnesota : containing plats of each township, a county road map, a rural directory of farmers, a farm numbering system and other features / compiled and published by the Thomas O. Nelson Co. Fergus Falls, Minn. Thomas O. Nelson Co., [1955].
1 atlas ([8], 20, [14] p.) : 153 maps ; 34 cm.
"The contents of this atlas have been compiled from information procured from available sources, and is believed to be accurate from data of record on the 20th day of January, 1955 ..."
Scale [ca. 1:45,000].
Includes index to owners.
Advertisements interspersed.
Accompanied by: Atlas of the state of Minnesota: containing a map of each county in the state, a listing of the cities and towns of the state, with their locations, and other features. Fergus Falls, Minn. : Thomas O. Nelson Co., c1954. 1 atlas ([3], 147 p.) : maps ; 34 cm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

26517 Faribault County (Minn.) - Maps - 1962 - Landowners>>Counties - Maps>>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Directory Service Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (44 p.) : 21 maps ; 25 cm.
Cover title.
Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Includes index to farmers.
Scale not given.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

26518 Faribault County (Minn.) - Maps - 1964 - Landowners>>Counties - Maps>>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Directory Service Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (48 p.) : 21 maps ; 25 cm.
Cover title.
Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Includes index to farmers.
Scale not given.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

26519 Farmer, John, 1798-1859<<>>Farmer, Silas, 1839-1902<<>>Farmer, Arthur John,
1876<>Farmer family<>Map industry and trade - United States - History - 1825-1914<>Map publishing - United States - History - 1825-1914

Authors: Streeter, Floyd Benjamin, 1888-1956 -- American collector (1927) -- Newberry Library.

John M. Wing Foundation
p. 57-59 ; 25 cm.

On the Farmer family, active in map publishing from 1825 to 1914.

Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.

Wing Z 48 .001, v. 4, p. 57-59 (PrCl)

26520 Farne Islands (England) - Maps - 1610

*Speed's map of the Farne Islands.* [London : J.B. Nichols and son, 1852].
Authors: Speed, John, 1552?--Raine, James, 1791-1858. The History and antiquities of North Durham (1852)
1 map : wood engraving ; 7.5 x 8.0 cm.
Facsimile of map originally published 1610.
Title and commentary in text on same page.


oversize F 45927 .73, p. 361 (PrCl)

26521 Faroe Islands - Maps - 1806

*Chart of the Faeroe Islands ... 1806. 1806 [i.e. 1816]*?
1 map ; hand col . : 68 x 46 cm.
In: Faden, William [and others]. [General atlas of modern geography : a collection of large scale maps and charts of all parts of the world] ([London, etc. : W. Faden, etc., 1775-1816]) v. 2, pl. [20].

Imprint on map: London: Republished by W. Faden ... Augt. 12th, 1806.
Verso handstamped '16'.


Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960- -- Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)
254 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
1st ed.
'Deluxe edition.'

Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).

'3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.'

Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).

Includes indexes.

Series: Family maps
ISBN 1420300636

Local History Ref F417.F3 B69 2005 (NLO)


Authors: Library of Congress. Hotchkiss map collection. No. 34 -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: Manuscript, 25 x 17.5 in. Scale 1:26,720. Originally compiled [186-?]. Only covers part of the county.

Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps: Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps


Microfiche 583, no. 1259 (PrCl)


Authors: Dwight, C. S. -- Confederate States of America. Army -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: Photocopy (negative), 2 parts, 19.5 x 17 in. each. Originally compiled [186-?].
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps: Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps


Microfiche 583, no. 1252 (PrCl)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Bodega y Cuadra, Juan de la, [1908?].

exploración de California a que es destinada se encontraron precisas para seguir la relación

Remedios alias la Favorita [technical drawing]:

compró, la fragata Nuestra Sra de los Remedios alias la Favorita [technical drawing]:

Plano que demuestra el estado en que se encontraron las obras de la Fragata de Su Majestad que quedó la Fragata de Su Majestad tras de su carena.

Nuestra Sra de los Remedios alias la Favorita despues de su carena.

la Nación (Mexico) -- Newby Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 311

2 technical drawings: hand col., cloth; 543 x 757 mm--572 x 761 mm.


Sheet 1 includes text on materials and construction (33 lines incl. title); both sheets contain 2 diagrams each (1 end view and 1 side view).

Tracings of 1777 manuscripts by Juan de la Bodega y Cuadra made by Irving B. Richman (1908?). Original mss. in the Archivo General de la Nación, Mexico City. Attributed to Bodega in the Archivo's Catálogo de ilustraciones v.7 (1979) pp. 32-3 nos. 3196 and 3197.

'Dicha carena se ha hecho desde quinze de septiembre de mil setecientos, setenta y siete, hasta el freinta de noviembre de d[ic]ho año.'--sheet 1.

Scale [ca. 1:48]. 'Escala de 25 pies modernos de Burgos.'

Title from sheet 1.

Title, sheet 2: Plano que demuestra el estado en que quedó la Fragata de Su Majestad Nuestra Sra de los Remedios alias la Favorita después de su carena.

Above neatline, upper right, sheet 2: Lam[in]a 5. Pen-and-ink (black) and watercolor (grey).

Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newby Library).

Ayer ms map proj 94

VAULT drawer Ayer MS map 311 (NLO)

Fayette County (III.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners - Manuscripts


Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960-


368 p. : maps ; 28 cm.

1st ed. 'Deluxe edition.'

Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).

'3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.' Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional


No. 33 -- Confederate States of America. Army -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps on microfiche

1863: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche

-- Library of Congress. Hotchkiss map collection.


No. 33 -- Confederate States of America. Army -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps on microfiche

1863: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche

-- Library of Congress. Hotchkiss map collection.


1 m. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps on microfiche.


Microfiche 583, no. 1288 (PrCt)


Authors: Bodega y Cuadra, Juan de la, 1743-1794 -- Segurola, Francisco -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newby Library) -- Irving B. Richman Manuscript Map Collection (Newby Library) -- Archivo General de la Nación (Mexico) -- Newby Library.

Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 311

2 technical drawings: hand col., cloth; 543 x 757 mm--572 x 761 mm.


Sheet 1 includes text on materials and construction (33 lines incl. title); both sheets contain 2 diagrams each (1 end view and 1 side view).

Tracings of 1777 manuscripts by Juan de la Bodega y Cuadra made by Irving B. Richman (1908?). Original mss. in the Archivo General de la Nación, Mexico City. Attributed to Bodega in the Archivo's Catálogo de ilustraciones v.7 (1979) pp. 32-3 nos. 3196 and 3197.

'Dicha carena se ha hecho desde quinze de septiembre de mil setecientos, setenta y siete, hasta el freinta de noviembre de d[ic]ho año.'--sheet 1.

Scale [ca. 1:48]. 'Escala de 25 pies modernos de Burgos.'

Title from sheet 1.

Title, sheet 2: Plano que demuestra el estado en que quedó la Fragata de Su Majestad Nuestra Sra de los Remedios alias la Favorita después de su carena.

Above neatline, upper right, sheet 2: Lam[in]a 5. Pen-and-ink (black) and watercolor (grey).

Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newby Library).

Ayer ms map proj 94

VAULT drawer Ayer MS map 311 (NLO)


Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960-


368 p. : maps ; 28 cm.

1st ed. 'Deluxe edition.'

Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).

'3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.' Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional
townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township). Includes indexes.

Series: Family maps
ISBN 142030772X ; 9781420307726
Local History Ref F547.F35 B69 2007 (NLO)

26529  **Fayette County (Ill.) - Maps - 1915 - Landowners<< Counties - Maps<< Landowners - Maps**


Authors: Geo. A. Ogle & Co.
107, xxiii p. (p. 7-[85] maps part col.) plates, maps, illus., ports. 46 cm.
folios F 89631 .642 (NLO)

26530  **Fayette County (Ill.) - Maps - 1964 - Landowners<< Counties - Maps<< Landowners - Maps**


Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Vandalia Leader-Union -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (45 p.) : 22 maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
"Sponsored by the Vandalia Leader-Union."
Includes index to owners, and business and government directories.
Scale [1:50,688], 1 1/4 in. to 1 mile.
Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: map65000149
Baskes folio G4103.F3G46 1964 .R58 (NLO)

26531  **Fayette County (Ill.) - Maps - 1976 - Landowners<< Counties - Maps<< Landowners - Maps**


Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Fayette County Farm Bureau (Ill.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (44 p.) : 24 maps ; 28 cm.
Rev. 1976.
Cover title.
Includes index to owners and business directory.
Scale [1:50,688], 1 1/4 in. to 1 mile.
Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G4103.F3G46 1976 .R58 (NLO)

26532  **Fayette County (Ill.) - Maps - 1981 - Landowners<< Counties - Maps<< Landowners - Maps**


Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (46 p.) : 24 maps (1 col.) ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
Includes index to owners and business directory.
Scale [1:50,688], 1 1/4 in. to 1 mile.
Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 81675383

26533  **Fayette County (Ill.) - Maps - 1983 - Landowners<< Counties - Maps<< Landowners - Maps**


Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Fayette County Farm Bureau (Ill.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (46 p.) : 23 maps (1 col.) ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
Includes index to owners and business directory.
Scale [1:50,688], 1 1/4 in. to 1 mile.
Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 84675607
Baskes folio G4103.F3G46 1983 .R58 (NLO)

26534  **Fayette County (Ind.) - Maps - 1875 - Landowners<< Counties - Maps<< Landowners - Maps**

*An Illustrated historical atlas of Fayette Co., Indiana.* Evansville, Ind. Unigraphic, 1877.

Authors: Higgins, Belden & Company -- Unigraphic (Evansville, Ind.)
78-37564
folios G1403.F3 H47 1875a (NLO)

26535  **Fayette County (Ky.) - Maps - 1861 - Landowners<< Counties - Maps<< Landowners - Maps**


Authors: Hewitt (E.A. and G.W.) -- Smith, Gallup & Co. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.

---
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>26536</td>
<td><em>Fayette County (Ky.) - Maps - 1891 - Landowners</em></td>
<td>Facsimile of a 1799 manuscript cadastral map detailing property in latter-day Fayette County (Ky.) and signed by Alexander McLean, deputy to Surveyor General John Luken. Detached from Pennsylvania archives. Appendix to 3d ser., v. 1-10.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26540</td>
<td><em>Fayette County (Pa.) - Maps - 1875 - Real property - Manuscripts</em></td>
<td>Facsimile of a 1785 manuscript cadastral map detailing property of John McCulloch and others in latter-day Fayette County (Pa.) and signed by Alexander McLean, deputy to Surveyor General John Luken. Detached from Pennsylvania archives. Appendix to 3d ser., v. 1-10.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26537</td>
<td><em>Fayette County (Ohio) - Maps - 1977 - Landowners</em></td>
<td>Facsimile of a 1784 manuscript cadastral map detailing property in the counties of Monongahela, Youghiogeni &amp; Ohio ... [Harrisburg, Pa.? State Printer?, 1894?].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26541</td>
<td><em>Fayette County (Pa.) - Maps - 1858 - Landowners</em></td>
<td>Facsimile of a 1785 manuscript cadastral map detailing property in latter-day Fayette County (Pa.) and signed by Alexander McLean, deputy to Surveyor General John Luken. Detached from Pennsylvania archives. Appendix to 3d ser., v. 1-10.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26538</td>
<td><em>Fayette County (Pa.) - Maps - 1700-1799</em></td>
<td>Facsimile of a 1785 manuscript cadastral map detailing property in latter-day Fayette County (Pa.) and signed by Alexander McLean, deputy to Surveyor General John Luken. Detached from Pennsylvania archives. Appendix to 3d ser., v. 1-10.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Microfiche 583, no. 746 (PrCt)

26542 Fayette County (Pa.) - Maps - 1858 - Landowners<><>Counties - Maps<><>Landowners - Maps
Authors: McLaughlin & Kinter -- Barker, William J. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 2 parts, 29 x 37.5 in. each. Scale 1:65,000. Originally published Philadelphia: Wm. J. Barker, 1858.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Microfiche 583, no. 747 (PrCt)

Authors: G.M. Hopkins & Co. -- Busch, Edward, fl. 1872-1887 -- Bookmark (Firm) -- Harriss, Helen L. Index to the 1872 atlas of Fayette County, Pennsylvania (1882) -- Western Pennsylvania Genealogical Society 1 atlas (65 p. : maps) ; 43 cm.
LC Card Number: 79689680
References: Cf. Phillips 2452
oversize G1263.F3 H63 1974 (NLO)

26544 Fayette County (Pa.) - Maps - 1865<><>Counties - Maps
Authors: South West Pennsylvania Genealogical Service
map4F G 3823.F3G46 1865 .H6 1981 (PrCt)

[Plats of townships in Fayette County Pennsylvania, showing original property lines, land ownership, dates of surveys, patents, warrants, etc.]. Harrisburg, Pa. Department of Internal Affairs, 1917-1923.
Authors: Campbell, John H. -- Pennsylvania. Dept. of Internal Affairs 10 maps ; on sheets 96 x 109 cm. (or smaller). Scales vary.
Blueprints.
map6F 3823.F3 (PrCt)

26548 Fayette County (Pa.) - Maps - History - 1742-1850 - Manuscripts<><>Manuscript maps
Historical map showing country surrounding Brownsville, Pa. : Map #2 / Orion C. George. Canonsburg, Pa., January 1934.
Authors: George, Orion C., fl. 1933-1934 -- Mayer, Brantz, 1809-1879. Tah-gah-jute, or Logan, and Captain Michael Cresap (1851) 1 manuscript map : col. ; 27 x 36 cm. fold. to 22 x 14 cm.
In Mayer, Brantz, Tah-gah-jute, or Logan, and

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Case F517 .M48 1851, at end, map 2 (PrCt)

26549  Fayette County (Tex.) - Maps - 1879 - Landowners-Counties - Maps-Landowners - Maps
Authors: Texas. General Land Office -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 18.5 x 21.5 in. Scale 1:133,320.
Originally compiled 1879.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 971 (PrCt)

Keyed to references A-I and K-Q in cartouche at right.
In: Münster, Sebastian. Cosmographiae uniuersalis ... (Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552), p. 525.
VAULT folio Ayer 7 .M8 1552, p. 525 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- NAVTEQ (Firm) -- Rand McNally and Company.
Street guide -- Rand McNally and Company.
StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (various paginatons) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
"1st edition" and "new title" -- front cover
Cover title: Fayetteville, Springdale & Rogers street guide : including Bentonville
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
"$14.95" -- back cover
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528866753
RMcN StrFdr 2008 .F39 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
United States - Illinois - Rockford
[Brief sketch of the life of Duncan Ferguson, 1810-1882, of Glasgow, Scotland and Rockford, Ill.]. [Rockford, Ill. Rockford Morning Star, 1903].
Authors: Rockford Morning Star -- Rockford Morning Star. Rockford to-day : historical, descriptive, biographical (1903)
1 p. ; 28 cm.
In: Rockford Morning Star (publisher). Rockford to-day : historical, descriptive, biographical (Rockford, Ill. -- Clark Company Press, 1903), available online at the Internet Archive website (accessed Dec. 2009) : http://bit.ly/8g02dA
Vert 626, no. 2 (PrCt)

26558 Fermanagh (Northern Ireland) - Maps - 1685 Fermanagh County. [London : Francis Lamb, 1685].
1 map ; 10 x 14 cm.
In: Petty, William. A Geographical description of ye kingdom of Ireland ... (London: Francis Lamb, [1685]) pl. [22].
Engraved plate number '18'.
Case G 1042 .668 pl. [22] (PrCt)

Authors: Turner, Brian S., 1946- -- Turner Circle (Firm)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 52 cm., folded to 20 x 17 cm.
Copyright: Brian S. Turner - text and map.
Scale [1:160,934].
Includes text, ill., and list of the top hundred surnames in County Fermanagh.
ISBN 0954364600
2005121350 on order (NLO)

26560 Fernandina (Fla.) - Maps - 1812 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<<Amelia Island (Fla.) - Maps - 1812 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<<Campbell, Hugh G. (Hugh George), 1760-1820<<<Mathews, George, 1739-1812<<<López, Justo, Captain<<<Manuscript maps - Facsimiles Plano del ataque de Fernandina el 17 de Marzo de 1812. [1913].
1 photostat : map ; 80 x 133 mm.
Reduced photostat produced 1913 from 1812 manuscript map by George J.F. Clarke; reproduced from original in the Archivo General de Indias.
Case folio G 117 .108, folio LXXI (PrCt)

26557 Ferguson, Duncan, 1810-1882<<<Surveyors -

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

26561 Ferrara (Italy) - Maps - 1602 Ferrara / riuista dal S. Giuseppe Capocacia ; Matteo Florimi formis. [Siena?] : Matteo Florimi, [ca. 1602]. Authors: Capocacia, Giuseppe -- Florimi, Matteo -- De Landau, Horace, barone, 1824-1903 -- Finaly, Madame, d. 1938 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 401 x 516 mm. (plate mark), on sheet 407 x 523 mm. Title from oversize and uppercase lettering at top center. Added title at bottom left: La Cita di Ferrara e situata per latitudine g. 43 per longitudine gradi 33. Keyed to references 1-93. Relief shown pictorially. For similar map printed by Giovanni Orlando in 1602 from a different plate lacking key to references, see Novacco 4F 218.


26562 Ferrara (Italy) - Maps - 1602 Ferrara / ... Gerolamo di Nouo ; riuista dil S. Giuseppe Capocacia. Roma [Rome] : Ioannes Orlandi formis, 1602. Authors: Novo, Gerolamo di -- Capocacia, Giuseppe -- Orlando, Giovanni, fl. 1590-1640 -- Leo S. Olschki (Firm) -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; on sheet 409 x 560 mm. Title from oversize and uppercase lettering at top right. Added title at bottom left: La Cita di Ferrara e situata per latitudine g. 41 per longitudine gradi 33. Dedication at lower left: '... il Sr. Card[ina]le S. Giorgio ... a di 29 di Gennaro1598 ... humilmo. seruitore Gerolamo di Nouo.' Lacking key to 93 numbered sites. Relief shown pictorially. For similar map by printed by Matteo Florimi from a different plate including a key to references, see Novacco 2F 116. Cf. Bella and Bella, Cartografia rara ... dalla collezione Franco Novacco (1986) p. 53, no. 45. Ex Olschki. Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library). f11

26563 Ferrara (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1552<<>>Woodcuts [View of Ferrara, Italy]. [Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552]. Authors: Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552. Cosmographiae universalis ... (1552) -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 view : woodcut ; 8 x 6 cm., on sheet 32 x 21 cm. Title supplied by cataloger. Added letterpress title above woodcut: Ferraria In: Münster, Sebastian. Cosmographiae universalis (Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552), p. 187. Possibly an inaccurate view, since some of the woodcuts in this volume were used for more than one town.

VAULT folio Ayer 7.M8 1552, p. 187 (PrCt)


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1780
"Nouvelle carte du territoire de Polesine ... À Venise [Venice] ; par P. Santini ; chez Mr. Remondini, 1780.
Authors: Santini, P. -- Remondini, Guiseppe Antonio, 1747-1811 -- Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (1784 [i.e. 1807?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 45 x 60 cm.
In: Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (Venice : par P. Santini, rue Ste. Justine, chez M. Remondini, 1784 [i.e. 1807?]), v. 2, no. "P. II. 11"
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .S4 1807, v. 2, no. 11 (PrCt)

26569
Ferraris, Josef Johann, Graf, 1726-1814 - Congresses--Cartography - Benelux Countries - History - 1700-1799
Authors: Ferraris, Josef-Johann-Franz, 1726-1814 -- Crédit communal de Belgique 317 p., [29] leaves of plates (4 fold.) : ill. (some col.), facsims., maps, port., ; 24 cm.
Added title: De Cartografie in de 18de eeuw en het werk van Graaf de Ferraris English, French or German; introductory material in French and Dutch.
Includes bibliographical references.
Series: Collection Histoire Pro Civitate : Série in -8 ; no 54.
GA101.2 .C32 1976 (NLO)

26570
Ferrol del Caudillo (Spain) - Maps - 1816 - Harbors--La Coruna (Spain) - Maps - 1816 - Harbors--Ferrol Bay (Spain) - Maps - 1816 - Nautical charts--Ferral Bay (Spain) - Maps - 1816--Nautical charts--Ferrol and Corunna. London : I. Luffman, [1816?].
Authors: Luffman, J. (John), 1756-1846 -- Luffman, J. (John), 1756-1846. Select plans of cities, harbours, forts, &c ... [1816?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 21 x 18 cm.
In: Luffman, John. Select plans of cities, harbours, forts, &c ... (London: Luffman, [1816?]), plate [18].
folio Ayer 135 .L94 1816 pl. [18] (PrCt)

26571
Ferry County (Wash.) - Maps - 1979--Wall maps--Counties - Maps
26572  

You are here : looking at a map of the cultural and scientific organizations that will part of Chicago's Festival of Maps ... November 2007-July 2008. Chicago : Rand McNally, 2007. 
1 map : col. ; 49 x 69 cm., folded to 21 x 12 cm. 
Panel title. 
Opposite panel title: Map : Festival of Maps, Chicago. 
Added title on verso: You are here : Festival of Maps, Chicago. 
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library). 
map4C G4104.C6 2007 .R3 (PrCt) 

26573  
**Festung Marienberg (Würzburg, Germany) - Pictorial works - 1552 - Marienberg Fortress (Würzburg, Germany) SEE Festung Marienberg (Würzburg, Germany) - Woodcuts [View of Marienberg Fortress, Würzburg, Germany]. [Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552].** 
Authors: Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552. Cosmographiae uniueralis ... (1552) -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 
-- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 
1 view : woodcut ; 10 x 11 cm., on sheet 32 x 21 cm. 
Title supplied by cataloger. 
In: Münster, Sebastian. Cosmographiae uniueralis ... (Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552), p. 664. 
Possibly an inaccurate view, since some of the woodcuts in this volume were used for more than one town. 
VAULT folio Ayer 7 .M8 1552, p. 664 (PrCt) 

26574  
Fort Phil Kearny [] and vicinity. [New York : Harper & Brothers, 1886]. 
Authors: Dunn, Jacob Platt, 1855-1924. 
Massacres of the mountains : a history of the Indian wars of the far west (1886) -- Harper & Brothers -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library) 
1 map ; 10 x 15 cm. 
Includes references A-H to the Fetterman Fight (or Fort Phil Kearny Massacre) of 1866. 
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library. 
Duplicate copies: Ayer 4A 967 -- F 807 .24 
Graff 1181 p. [493] (PrCt) 

26575  
**Fichtelgebirge (Germany and Czech Republic) - Maps - 1888 - Franconia (Germany) - Maps - 1888** 
Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag -- Wittmann, P. -- Liebenow, Johannes Wilhelm, 1822-1897 -- Goldschmidt, Albert -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 
Maps by W. Liebenow. 
Folded map in pocket. 
Advertisements: 4 p. at end. 
Includes index. 
Series: Grieben's Reise-Bibliothek ; Bd. 35 
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library. 
Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 35 (1888) (NLO) 

26576  
**Fichtelgebirge (Germany and Czech Republic)**

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. 
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag -- Kraatz, Leopold -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)


13., neu bearb. Aufl. [13th ed.]

Cover title: Fichtelgebirge, fränkische u. Nürnberger Schweiz

'Mit vier Karten.'

Maps lithographed by Leopold Kraatz.
Includes index.

Series: Giebrens Reiseführer ; Bd. 35 (1904)


19., neu bearb. Aufl. [19th ed.]

Cover title: Das Fichtelgebirge und die fränkische Schweiz

'Mit 10 Karten.'

Maps lithographed by Leopold Kraatz.
Includes index.

Series: Giebrens Reiseführer ; Bd. 35 (1905)


Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag -- Karl Thiemig AG -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

264 p.: 2 maps (some col., some folded) ; 17 cm.

Map inside front cover.

Folded map in pocket.

Includes index.

Series: Grieben-Reiseführer, Bd. 35

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 35 (1957) (NLO)

Fife (Scotland) - Maps - 1654
The Sherifdome of Fyfe. [198-].

Authors: Blaeu, Joan, 1596-1673

1 map


temp map 4F G5773.F5 1654 .B5 198-.J6 (PrCt)

Fifeshire (Scotland) - Maps - 1654
The Sherifdome of Fyfe. [198-].

Authors: Blaeu, Joan, 1596-1673

1 map


temp map 4F G5773.F5 1654 .B5 198-.J6 (PrCt)

Fifeshire (Scotland) - Maps - 1654
The Sherifdome of Fyfe. [198-].

Authors: Blaeu, Joan, 1596-1673

1 map


temp map 4F G5773.F5 1654 .B5 198-.J6 (PrCt)

Fifeshire (Scotland) - Maps - 1654
The Sherifdome of Fyfe. [198-].

Authors: Blaeu, Joan, 1596-1673

1 map


temp map 4F G5773.F5 1654 .B5 198-.J6 (PrCt)

Fifeshire (Scotland) - Maps - 1654
The Sherifdome of Fyfe. [198-].

Authors: Blaeu, Joan, 1596-1673

1 map


temp map 4F G5773.F5 1654 .B5 198-.J6 (PrCt)
26583 Figueira da Foz (Portugal) - Maps - 1857-1865
Authors: Pereira da Silva, Francisco Maria -- Imprensa Nacional de Lisboa -- William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 5 fold. maps ; 44 cm.
Cover title.
Published to accompany his Relatorio das obras publicas para melhoramento da barra e porto da Figueira. 1865.
Scale not given.
Forms part of the William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library).
oversize Greenlee 4802 .F47 P43 1865 (NLO)

26584 Fiji - Maps - 1875-1875
Fiji Islands / map done by the Typographic Etching Company. [London : Wyman & Sons, 1875].
Authors: Typographic Etching Company -- Printing times and lithographer (1875) -- Wyman & Sons -- Newberry Library. John M. Wing Foundation
1 map ; 8.7 x 8.4 cm.
In: Printing times and lithographer n.s. 1, no. 6 (June 15, 1875): p. 129.
Illustrates an anonymous article on "Typometry."
The printing method is apparently wax engraving.
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.
Wing Z 007 .746, n.s., v. 1, p. 129 (PrCt)

26585 Fiji - Maps - 1908
Authors: Edward Stanford Ltd. -- Guillemand, F. H. H. (Francis Henry Hill), 1852-1933 -- Guillemand, F. H. H. (Francis Henry Hill), 1852-1933. Australasia : Malaysia and the Pacific archipelagoes ... (1908)
1 map : col. ; 25 x 30 cm.
Scale ca.1:1,925,000.
map2F G8950 1908 .S7, no. 15 (PrCt)

26586 Fiji - Maps - Bibliography
Authors: Green, Mason S., 1948-xix, 69 p. ; ill. ; 24cm.
Bibliography: p. 67-68.
Series: Occasional paper - Western Association of Map Libraries ; no. 5
Formerly Z6027.F48 G73 LC Card Number: 78024066
Map Ref Z6027.F48 G73 (NLO)

26587 Filakovo (Slovakia) - Maps - 1689 - Pictorial works - Filleck (Slovakia) SEE Filakovo (Slovakia)
Authors: Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718 -- Padoani, Domenico, fl. 1689 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718. Citta, fortezze, isole, e porti principale dell' Europa ... (1689)
1 map ; 13 x 17 cm.
In: Coronelli, Vincenzo. Citta, fortezze, isole, e porti principale dell' Europa, in pianti, et in eluatione, descritte, e publicate ad uso dell' Academia cosmografica degli argonauti ([Venice] : Domenico Padoani, 1689) pl. [40]. Engraved plate '105.' One of four plates printed on same sheet, opening [40].
VAULT folio Ayer 135 .C8 1689 pl. 40 (PrCt)

26588 Fillmore County (Minn.) - 1958 - Maps - Soil surveys - Fillmore County (Minn.) - 1958 - Maps - Counties - Maps
"Issued August 1958"--Cover.
Scale 1:20,000.
Series statement on top margin of text: Soil...
survey series; 1954, no. 1
Includes bibliographical references.
Map on back cover.
Former owner’s signature: Art Maloney.
Forms part of the Roger S. Basket Collection at the Newberry Library.


26592 Fillmore County (Neb.) - Maps - 1905 - Landowners-<->Counties - Maps-<->Landowners - Maps

Standard atlas of Fillmore County, Nebraska: including a plat book of the villages, cities and townships of the county ... Chicago : Alden Publishing Co., 1905.

Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Basket Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G4143.F5G46 1977 .R58 (NLO)

26593 Fillmore County (Neb.) - Maps - 1918 - Landowners-<->Counties - Maps-<->Landowners - Maps


Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Basket Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G4143.F5G46 1977 .R58 (NLO)

26594 Filsen (Germany) - Maps - Agriculture - History-<->Filsen (Germany) - Maps - Economics - History-<->Filsen (Germany) - Maps - History-<->Economics - Filsen (Germany) - Maps - History-<->Rhineland (Germany) - Historical geography - Maps - 1982-<->Historical atlases


Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Basket Collection at the Newberry Library.


26595 Fillson, John, approximately 1747-1788. This map of Kentucke (1784)
The Filson map re-examined / by Kenneth Nebenzahl. 1991.

Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Basket Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G4143.F5G46 1977 .R58 (NLO)
26596  Filson, John, approximately 1747-1788. This map of Kentucky (1784)
Existing copies of the 1784 Filson map. 1954.
Authors: Schmidt, Martin F. -- Filson Club history quarterly
p. 55-57
BHC 2244
Vert 1711 (Pr.Ct)

26597  Filson, John, approximately 1747-1788. This map of Kentucky (1784)<>>Fitzroy, Alexander, fl. 1786. The Discovery, purchase, and settlement of the country of Kentuckie, in North America ... (1786)<>>Kentucky - Maps - 1784<>>Kentucky - Maps - 1784 - Landowners<>>Fayette County (Ky.) - Maps - 1784 - Landowners<>>Jefferson County (Ky.) - Maps - 1784 - Landowners<>>Counties - Maps<>>Landowners - Maps
The Association of Filson’s maps with Fitzroy’s Kentuckie. 1931.
Authors: Martin, Lawrence, 1880-1955 -- Jillson, Willard Rouse, 1890- The Kentuckie country : an historical exposition of land interest in Kentucky prior to 1790 (1931) -- John Filson, approximately 1747-1788. This Map of Kentuckie, drawn from actual observations ... (1784) -- Fitzroy, Alexander, fl. 1786. The Discovery, purchase, and settlement of the country of Kentuckie, in North America ... (1786) p. 45-59 ; 21 cm.
Folded map (a facsimile of ‘This map of Kentucke, drawn from actual observations ... By ... John Filson ... Philad Engrav’d by Henry D. Pursell, & printed by T. Rook, for the author 1784’) laid in.
With facsimile reproduction of ‘The Discovery, purchase, and settlement of the country of Kentuckie, in North America ... By Alexander Fitzroy. London: Printed by H. Goldney, 1784.’ (p. 31-43).
F 883 .448 p. 45-59 (Pr.Ct)

26598  Filson, John, approximately 1747-1788. This map of Kentucky (1784)<<>>Kentucky - Maps - 1784<<>>Kentucky - Maps - 1784 - Landowners<<>>Fayette County (Ky.) - Maps - 1784 - Landowners<<>>Jefferson County (Ky.) - Maps - 1784 - Landowners<<>>Lincoln County (Ky.) - Maps - 1784 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners
Filson’s history and map of Kentucky. [Louisville, Ky. Filson Club, 1934].
Authors: Thruston, R. C. Ballard -- Filson Club history quarterly -- Thruston, Rogers Clark Ballard, 1858- SEE Thruston, R. C. Ballard p. 1-38 ; 22 cm.
Pages 1-16 comment on the history; p. 17-34 detail the map.
Includes a table showing differences between state of the map, and sections on manuscript copies and paper and water marks.
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 305.
F 883 .004, v. 8, p. 1-38 (Pr.Ct)

26599 Fine Arts Park (Minneapolis, Minn.) - 1989
Authors: Lamb, Gregory M.
1 p. : col. photos

26600 Fine, Oronce, 1494-1555
XI. Oronzio Finoe, [Vatican City : Biblioteca apostolica vaticana]. 1948].
Duplicate copy (reduced photocopies): Vert 3069, no. 7.
oversize Ayer 135.5 A44 1948, p. 20-21 (Pr.Ct)

26601 Fine, Oronce, 1494-1555
Authors: Brun, Robert, 1896-1978 -- Arts et métiers graphiques (1934) -- Newberry Library.
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3070, no. 8.
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.
Wing folio Z 007 .042, v. 41, p. 51-57 (Pr.Ct)

26602 Fine, Oronce, 1494-1555
Maquettes d'éditions d'Oronce Finé. [Amsterdam : Menno Hertzberger, 1966].

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)


Photocopies from: Studia bibliographica in honorem Herman de La Fontaine Verwey / [under the editorship of S. van der Woude] (Amsterdam: Menno Hertzberger, 1966), p. 36-42.

Vert 3070, no. 7 (PrCt)

26603 Fine, Oronce, 1494-1555

Oronce Fine. [Paris : Letouzey et Ané, 1933-]. Authors: Hamon, Philippe, 1961 -- -- Dictionnaire de biographie française (1933-) columns 1370-1371 ; 27 cm.

In: Dictionnaire de biographie française 13 (1975), columns 1370-1371.

Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3070, no. 4. Ref CT143.D5, v. 13, columns 1370-1371 (PrCt)

26604 Fine, Oronce, 1494-1555

[Notes on Oronce Fine]. [Chicago, 198-?]. Authors: Karrow, Robert W.

1 file folder : 25 x 30 cm.

Bibliographical notes, photocopies of maps, correspondence, and drafts used in the preparation of the chapter on Oronce Fine in: Karrow, Mapmakers of the sixteenth century and their maps (1993).

Vert 3071 (PrCt)

26605 Fine, Oronce, 1494-1555

Caput XXXIV. De Orontio Finaeo. [Parisiis : Apud E. Martini & J. Boudot, 1682].

Authors: Launoy, Jean de, 1603-1678 -- Launoy, Jean de, 1603-1678. Academia Parisiensis illustrata p. 678-681 ; 29 cm.


26606 Fine, Oronce, 1494-1555


Errata slip tipped in.

Includes bibliographical references and index.

LC Card Number: 2010399242


26607 Fine, Oronce, 1494-1555


26608 Fine, Oronce, 1494-1555

Oronce Fine et non Finé. [Paris : Charavay, 1856-1860].


26609 Fine, Oronce, 1494-1555


Authors: Ross, Richard Peter -- Ross, Richard Peter. Studies on Oronce Finé (1971) leaves 8-30


Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3068, no. 1. Microfilm 699, leaves 8-30 (NLO)

26610 Fine, Oronce, 1494-1555

Atlastes, French - 1890

De Orontio Finaeo gallico geographo... Paris : E. Leroux, 1890.

Authors: Gallois, Lucien Louis Joseph, 1857-1941 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Entry Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3069, no. 2.
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.
Wing folio Z 3112 .371 1928, p. 107-109 (PrCt)

26620 Fine, Oronce, 1494-1555. Nova totius Galliae descriptio (1525)
Vert 3070, no. 1 (PrCt)

26621 Fine, Oronce, 1494-1555. Nova et integra universi orbis descriptio (1531)
Authors: Karrow, Robert W.
Typescript; cited as 'forthcoming' in Karrow's Mapmakers of the 16th Century, the work was never, in fact, published.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

26622 Fine, Oronce, 1494-1555. Nova et integra universi orbis descriptio, 1531
The Oronteus Finaeus map. 1980.
Authors: Lunde, Paul
BHC 2060
Vert 784 (PrCt)

26623 Fine, Oronce, 1494-1555. Nova et integra universi orbis descriptio (1531)
Étude sur deux cartes d'Oronce Finé de 1531 et 1536. [Paris : La Société, 1923].
Authors: Langlois, Charles Victor, 1863-1929 -- Journal de la Société des Américanistes de Paris (1923) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3069, no. 3.
Ayer 2 .S674, n.s. v. 15, p. 83-97 (PrCt)

26624 Fine, Oronce, 1494-1555. Nova totius Galliae descriptio (1525)
How did Oronce Fine draw his large map of France? [Amsterdam : N. Israel, 1970].
Authors: Dainville, François de -- Imago mundi (1970) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
p. 49-55 : 3 maps, ill. ; 30 cm.
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3069, no. 4.
Map Ref folio GA1 .I6, v. 24, p. 49-55 (PrCt)

26625 Fine, Oronce, 1494-1555. Nova totius Galliae descriptio (1525)

26626 Finger Lakes Region (N.Y.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company of New York -- Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- General Drafting Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 45 x 53 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Motoring in the Finger Lakes region. Pictorial map on verso (45 x 31 cm.): Sights to see and things to do in the Finger Lakes region of New York State.
RMcN AE 169.8A (PrCt)

26627 Finger Lakes Region (N.Y.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company of New York -- Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- General Drafting Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col ; 45 x 52 cm., folded to 24 x 12 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Motoring in the Finger Lakes region, you will find ... Pictorial map on verso (45 x 31 cm.): Sights to
see and things to do in the Finger Lakes region of New York State.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3019 (PrCt)

26628


Authors: Standard Oil Company of New York -- Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- General Drafting Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 45 x 53 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Motoring in the Finger Lakes region.
Pictorial map on verso (45 x 31 cm.): Sights to see and things to do in the Finger Lakes region of New York State.
Panel art: Socony sign.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 18 1938 Rand McNally & Co. ..."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 168.78 (PrCt)

26629


Het wsterse ofte Oosterste deel van de Oosterzee, beslooten tegens Ruslandt, Lijfflandt, Oost Finlandt ... Der Narva en Wyburch ... = Partis exterioris maris orientalis, inter Russiam, Livoniam et Finnicamarchia compaechensae ... Nervae et WilburgumZee Caerte van Portugal; Daer inne begrepen de vermaerde Coopstade van LISBONE S. Vues ... = Charta maritima Portugalliae et celebris Emporij Lisbon S. Vbalis ... [Leiden : F. Raphelengius ; C. Claesz], 1583 [i.e. 1588].
Authors: Waghaenaer, Lucas Janszoon, 1534 or 1566 -- Doetecam, Jan van -- Raphelengius, Franciscus, 1539-1597 -- Claesz, Cornelis, ca. 1546-1609 -- Waghaenaer, Lucas Janszoon, 1534 or 5-1606. Speculum nauticum super navigatione maris Occidentalis confectum, continens omnes oras maritimae Galliae, Hispaniae et praecipuarum partium Angliae (1588) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 32 x 51 cm.
Oriented with north at lower left.
Descriptive text on verso (p. 35).

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .W13 1588 map [36] (PrCt)

26630


The Outtermost or the farthestte parte of the Easterne Sea eastwardly ... inclosed with in the coastes of east Finland, Rusland, & Lyffland ... [Amsterdam : Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, 1966].
Authors: Waghaenaer, Lucas Janszoon, 1534 or 5-1606 -- Waghaenaer, Lucas Janszoon, 1534 or 5-1606. The Mariniers mirrour (1588) -- Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, Ltd.
1 map ; 33 x 51 cm.
Oriented with north at bottom left.
Text on verso (p. XII) under heading: A plaine description of the sea coastes between Weiburgh and the Narue ...

Map Ref oversize G1025 .T37 ser. 3, v. 2, map [34] (PrCt)

26631

Finland - Maps - 1703

1 map : hand col. ; 41 x 55 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:875,000].
Relief shown pictorially.

Baskes oversize G1015 .A77 1798, [ptie 1], [plate 34] (NLO)

26632

Finland - Maps - 1710

Nova Tabula Magni Ducatus Finlandiae.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

26650 Finland - Maps - 1927

26651 Finland - Maps - 1929

26652 Finland - Maps - 1948

26653 Finland - Maps - 1950

26654 Finland - Maps - 1960

26655 Finland - Maps - 1961

26656 Finland - Maps - 1967

26657 Finland - Maps - 1969

26658 Finland - Maps - 1992

26659 Finland - Maps - Collections

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Finmark fylke (Norway) - Maps - 1749 - Coasts - Nautical charts

Authors: Sanson, Guillaume -- Delamarche, Charles François, 1740-1817. Atlas général : contenant le détail des quatre parties du monde [1798?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 39 x 57 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:875,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1793 .E552 1740, [plate 23] (PrCt)

Finmark fylke (Norway) - Maps - 1749 - Coasts - Nautical charts

The Coast of Finmark from Dronthe to Tromsownd. [London : W. and J. Mount, and T. Page, 1749].
1 map ; 42 x 52 cm.
Oriented with north at lower left.
In: The English pilot : The second part : Describing the sea-coasts ... in the whole northern navigation ... Describing the north coast of England and Scotland ... the sea-coast of Flanders ... Norway ... Russia ... and Nova Zembla, as far as the Tartarian Sea ... The sea-coasts of Sweden ... in the Baltick-Sea (London : William Mount and Thomas Page, 1740), [plate 22].


Baskes oversize G1793 .E552 1740, [plate 22] (PrCt)
with ... the Baltick-Sea (London : W. and J. Mount, and T. Page, 1749) following p. 48
Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger):
English Pilot. Part 2 (1749)
oversize Ayer 135 .E55 1749 following p. 48 (Pr Ct)

26665
Finmark fylke (Norway) - Maps - 1749 - Coasts - Nautical charts
Norway - Maps - 1749 - Coasts - Nautical charts - Finnmark fylke (Norway) - 1749 - Coasts
Nautical charts - Norway - 1749 - Coasts
A Chart of Finmarck from Sanien to North Point. [London : W. and J. Mount, and T. Page, 1749],
Authors: W. and J. Mount, and T. Page (Firm), fl. 1748-1755 -- English Pilot. Part 2 (1749) --
Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map; 42 x 52 cm.
Oriented with north at lower left.
In: The English pilot. The second part. Describing the sea-coasts ... in the whole northern navigation ... Describing the north coast of England and Scotland, ... Orkney, Shetland, Lewis, Faro, Iceland, ... Flanders, Zealand, Holland, Germany, Denmark, Norway, Finland, Lapland, Russia, ... Waigats, and Nova Zembla, ... Tartarian Sea, ... Greenland, Trinity-Island, Cherry Island, Hope-Island, ... Sweden, East-Finland, Lyfland, Prussia, Pomerania, &c.
with ... the Baltick-Sea (London : W. and J. Mount, and T. Page, 1749) opposite p. 49
Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger):
English Pilot. Part 2 (1749)
oversize Ayer 135 .E55 1749 opp. p. 49 (Pr Ct)

26666
Finmark fylke (Norway) - Maps - 1861 - Ethnology
Ethnology
 SEE Finnmark fylke (Norway) - Maps - 1861
Finnmark (Norway)
SEE Finnmark fylke (Norway)
Ethnographisk kart over Finmarken ... Udgivet af Videnskabsselskabet i Christiania, med bidrag af Oplysningensvaesenets fond. [Christiania (Oslo), Norway : C. Schwenzens Lith. Off. ], 1861,
Authors: Friis, J. A. (Jens Andreas), 1821-1896 -- C. Schwenzens Lith. Off. (Oslo, Norway) --
5 maps; 86 x 62 cm. fold. to 22 x 13 cm. in case (23 x 14 cm.)
Scale not given.
In case, lettered: Finmark.
Phillips 3092
Bonaparte 143 (NLO)

26667
Fire risk assessment - Boston (Mass.) - Maps - History
Boston (Mass.) - Maps - Fire risk assessment - History
Sanborn Map Company
Authors: Sauder, Robert A. -- Journal of Geography 79, no.6 (November 1980)
p. 204-213, map
From: Journal of Geography 79, no.6 (November 1980): 204-213, map.
BHC 1757
Vert 1339 (Pr Ct)

26668
Fire risk assessment - British Columbia - Maps - Bibliography
British Columbia - Maps - Fire risk assessment - Bibliography
Fire insurance plans of British Columbia municipalities : a checklist / compiled by Frances Woodward ; with the assistance of Robert J. Hayward. [Vancouver, B.C. Triul], 1974,
Authors: Woodward, Frances M., 1938- -- Hayward, Robert J.
23 p. ; 28 cm.
Formerly folio Z6026.I7 W6
Map Ref folio Z6026.I7 W6 (NLO)

26669
Fire risk assessment - Canada - Maps - Bibliography
Canada - Maps - Fire risk assessment - Bibliography
Authors: Dubreuil, Lorraine -- Woods, Cheryl A. -- Association of Canadian Map Libraries and Archives
xvi, 500 p. . ill. (some col.), col. map ; 28 cm.
Series: Occasional papers of the Association of Canadian Map Libraries and Archives ; no. 6.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 483-484) and index.
LC Card Number: 2004463604
ISBN 0969506260 : 9780969506270
folio Z6026.I7 D83 2002 (NLO)

26670
Fire risk assessment - Canada - Maps - Bibliography
Canada - Maps - Fire risk assessment - Bibliography
Authors: Fortin, Marcel, 1967-- Dubreuil, Lorraine -- Woods, Cheryl A. -- Association of Canadian Map Libraries and Archives
ii, 107 p. : maps, plans ; 28 cm.
Includes bibliographical references: p. 107.
Includes index.
Series: Occasional papers of the Association of Canadian Map Libraries and Archives ; no. 5
Formerly folio Z6026.I7 F67 1995
LC Card Number: cn 95900096
ISBN 0969506260
Map Ref folio Z6026.I7 F67 1995 (NLO)

26671
Fire risk assessment - Canada - Maps - Bibliography
Canada - Maps - Fire risk assessment - Bibliography
Fire risk assessment - Maps -

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Document Title</th>
<th>Authors/Editors</th>
<th>Publisher/Publication Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Iowa - Map collections</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catalogs=Sanborn Map Company</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bibliography</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iowa state &amp; county atlases [in the State</td>
<td>Authors: State Historical Society of Iowa</td>
<td>26680 Fire risk assessment - Maps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electrostatic copy of typescript.</td>
<td>Provides short-title entries for 156 atlases.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A list of 'Fire maps' appears on p. [7].</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vert 302 (PrCt)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26679 Fire risk assessment - Maps</td>
<td>Technology of fire insurance and guide to fire insurance surveying / by John</td>
<td>26683 Fire risk assessment - United States - Maps - Fire risk assessment - Bibliography=Fire risk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>xiv, 616 p. : ill. ; 22 cm.</td>
<td>America - Maps - Fire risk assessment - Bibliography=Canada - Maps - Fire risk assessment -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HGG7771 .H6 (NLO)</td>
<td></td>
<td>assessment - Bibliography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26680 Fire risk assessment - Maps</td>
<td>Fire insurance maps as primary historic records.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1984.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Authors: Shkurkin, Vlad</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BHC 2277</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vert 1744 (PrCt)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26681 Fire risk assessment - Maps - United States🔍Sanborn Map Company</td>
<td>Description and utilization of the Sanborn map.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Authors: Sanborn Map Company</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>16 p. : ill., maps ; 28 cm.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Photocopy.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vert 2215 (PrCt)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mexico - Maps - Fire risk assessment - Bibliography=Canada - Maps - Fire risk</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>assessment - Bibliography=North America - Cities and towns - Maps - Bibliography</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Unlocking urban secrets--the Sanborn fire insurance maps. 1990.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Authors: Cobb, David A., 1945-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BHC 1627</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vert 1213 (PrCt)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26685 Fischer, Joseph, 1858-1944. Clavdii Ptolemaei Geographiae codex Vrbinas graecvs 82 (1932)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Newbery Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

26686
Fisher County (Tex.) - Maps - 1870-1879 - Landowners-<>-Counties - Maps-<>-Landowners - Maps

Microfiche 583, no. 972 (PrCt)

26687
Fisher County (Tex.) - Maps - 1880 - Landowners-<>-Counties - Maps-<>-Landowners - Maps

Microfiche 583, no. 973 (PrCt)

26688
Flagler County (Fla.) - Maps - 2009 - Road maps-<>-Volusia County (Fla.) - Maps - 2009
- Road maps-<>-Daytona Beach (Fla.) - Maps - 2009 - Road maps-<>-Counties - Maps

ISBN 0528873806
RMcN StrFdr 2009 .F52 (PrCt)

26689
Flags - 1863
Authors: Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884 -- Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884 Johnson's new illustrated family atlas of the world ... (1869) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 illustration : hand col. ; 40 x 55 cm., on sheet 46 x 68 cm.
"Entered according to act of Congress in the year 1863 [?], by A.J. Johnson in the Clerk's Office of the District Court of the United States for the Southern District of New York."
In: Johnson, Alvin Jewett. Johnson's new illustrated family atlas of the world ... (1869) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 illustration : hand col. ; 40 x 55 cm., on sheet 46 x 68 cm.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1019 .J5 1869, [plate 2] (PrCt)

26690
Flags - 1913
Flags - national and mercantile. [London] : G. Philip & Son, Ltd. ; The London Geographical Institute, [1913].
Authors: George Philip & Son -- London Geographical Institute -- Philip, George, 1870-1937. Philips' mercantile marine atlas : a series of 35 plates ... with ... distances between ports ... (1913) 1 illustration : col. ; on 2 sheets each 53 x 38 cm. Contents: Flags of the British Empire -- European flags -- American flags -- Asiatic & African flags -- Signals for pilots -- International code symbols. In: Philip, George. Philips' mercantile marine atlas : a series of 35 plates ... with ... distances between ports ... (London ; Liverpool : G. Philip & Son, Ltd. ; The London Geographical Institute ; Philip, Son & Nephew, 1913), plates I-II. oversize H 7001 .68, plates I-II (PrCt)

26691
Flanders (Belgium) - Maps - 1555
Flandriae recens exactaq. descriptio / Michaelis Tramezini formis ; Ex Ponificis max ac Veneti senatus in proximum decenium priuilegio.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Flanders (Belgium) - Maps - 1593

Exactissima Flandriae descriptio ... / Domenicus Veneto Venetus excidebat. Venetijs MDLVII.

Authors: Zenoi, Domenico, fl. 1560

Venice : Zenoi, 1559.

Zenoi Venetus excidebat. Venetijs MDLVII. (1593)

1 map ; 397 x 475 mm. (neat line), on sheet 369 x 520 mm.

Title from cartouche at bottom right.

Latin letterpress text on verso (fol. 49, sig. Dddd): Flandriae comitatvs ...

Engraving attributed to Antonie Wierix.

In: Jode, Gerard de. Specvlvm orbis terrarvm (Antwerp : A. Coninx, 1593), map [81].

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .J9 1593, map [81] (PrCt)

Flanders (Belgium) - Maps - 1634<<>>Sluis (Zeeland, Netherlands) - Maps - 1634 - Fortification

Caerte van t'Vyre synde een gedeelte en lidt van Vlaenderen ... [Amsterdam] : C.J. Visscher et H. Hondius excud., [1634].

Authors: Visscher, Claes Jansz., 1586 or 7-1652 -- Hondius, 1563-1612 -- Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 38 x 42 cm.

Date from Koeman, C. Atlantes Neerlandici (1612-1695), v. 12: [1634]), no. (245).

Inset map (12 x 20 cm.) with references 1-12: Sluys.

Binding stub on verso.

Forms part of the Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Visscher 40 (PrCt)

Flanders (Belgium) - Maps - 1667. Atlas

Le Comité de Flandre divisé en ses chastelleries, et balliages ... [Amsterdam] : joignant les Grands Augustins aux deux Globes [i.e. Pieter Mortier], [1695?].

Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. Atlas nouveau : contenant toutes les parties du monde (1692 [i.e. 1695?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Flanders (Belgium) - Maps - 1696-1723

A Map of the County of Flanders / by William de l'Isle ... London : Sold by John Senex ..., [1723?].
Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Senex, John, -1740 -- Senex, John, -1740. The Universal geographer ... [1764?].

Flanders (Belgium) - Maps - 1710

Flandriae comitatus pars australis in castellaniam insulanam ... Amsterdam : ex officina Nicolai Visscher [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher, 1710?].
Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Visscher, Elizabeth, fl. 1702-1726 -- Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702. Atlas minor ... [1710?].

Flanders (Belgium) - Maps - 1720

Le Comté de Flandres divisé en ses chastellenies, baillages, &c. Le franc de Bruges et le pays de Waes / dédié au Roy par ... Hubert Jaillot Geographe de la Majte. [Paris : s.n.], 1720.
Authors: Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?--1712 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Louis XIV, King of France, 1638-1715 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:M53
1 map ; 57 x 81 cm.
Added titles in upper margin: Partie occidentale du Comté de Flandre -- Partie orientale du Comté de Flandre.
Includes dedication 'au Roy'.

Flanders (Belgium) - Maps - 1726

Authors: Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594 -- Deventer, Jacob van, d. 1575 -- Koeman, C. (Cornelis), 1918. Gewestkaarten van de Nederlanden door Jacob van Deventer, 1536-1545 (1994)
1 map ; 83 x 117 cm. on 9 sheets 38 x 49 cm.

26703 Flanders - Maps - 1552<<>>Woodcuts
Flãdern. [Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552].
Authors: Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552. Cosmographiae universalis ... (1552) -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : woodcut ; 12 x 15 cm., on sheet 32 x 21 cm.
Title in oversize Gothic font at center of map
Added letterpress title above woodcut: De comitatu Flandriæ
In: Münster, Sebastian. Cosmographiae universalis ... (Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552), p. 115.
References: Mickwitz and Miekkavaara, A.E. Nordenskiöld collection in the Helsinki University Library (1979-1995), v. 2, p. 80; Karrow, Mapmakers of the sixteenth century (1993), p. 6 and 381; Broecke, Ortelius atlas maps (1996), p. 120.
VAULT folio Ayer 7 .M8 1552, [plate 17] (PrCt)

26704 Flanders - Maps - 1570
1 map ; 49 cm. in diam., on sheet 41 x 54 cm.
In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatrum orbis terrarum (Antwerp : A.C. Diesth, 1570), [plate 17].
Oval map.
Oriented with north at upper right.
Engraved by Franz Hogenberg; see Karrow, p. 5.
Printed no. 17 and Latin letterpress text on verso beginning: Flandria. Tractum Europæe extremum Britannicae insulae obiectum ...
Duplicate copy: VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1570
References: Karrow, Mapmakers of the sixteenth century (1993), p. 6 and 381; Broecke, Ortelius atlas maps (1996), p. 120.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1588, [plate 38] (PrCt)

26706 Flanders - Maps - 1590-1606<<>>Walcheren (Netherlands) - Maps - 1590-1606
Flandriae comitats descriptio / ad autographum Gerardus Mercatoris, in hanc formulam contrahebat parerga[que] addebat; Ab Ortelius. [London : John Norton], 1590 [i.e. 1606].
Authors: Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594 -- Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598 -- Dampetra, Guidonus, d.1304 -- Norton, John, -1612 -- Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598. Theatrum orbis terrarum ... (1606) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 48 cm.
In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatrum orbis terrarum ... (London : J. Norton, 1606), [plate 42].
Includes inset of Walcheren and northwest Flanders (9 x 17 cm.): Facies huius tractus sub Guidone Dampetra, Flandri[a]e comite. qui obijt anno MCCC.III.
Printed no. 42 and English letterpress text on verso beginning: Flanders. The extreme part of Europe ... .
Verso includes manuscript numbers "43,44,45" following printed p. 42.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1606, [plate 42] (PrCt)

26705 Flanders - Maps - 1588
Flandria / Gerardus Mercator Rupelmundanus descrebemat. [Antwerp : Christophe Plantin, 1588].
1 map : hand col. ; 48 cm. in diam., on sheet 46 x 62 cm.
Oriented with north at upper right.
In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatro de la tierra universal (Antwerp : Christophe Plantin, 1588), [plate 38].
Printed no. 38 and Spanish letterpress text on verso beginning: Flandes. Al postrer trecho de Europa ... .
References: Karrow, Mapmakers of the sixteenth century (1993), p. 22 and 381; Broecke, Ortelius atlas maps (1996), p. 120.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1588, [plate 38] (PrCt)

26707 Flanders - Maps - 1633
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Caerte van t'Vyre synde een gedeelte van Vlaanderen ... [Amsterdam] : Claes Ianss. Visscher, 1633.
Authors: Visscher, Claes Jansz., 1586 or 7-1652
-- Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 38 x 42 cm.
Forms part of the Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Koeman, C. Atlantes Neerlandici (1967-1985), v. 3, p. 159, Vis 1 A, no. 22.
Visscher 41 (PrCt)

Flanders - Maps - 1633
Comitatus Flandriae St. Francisco de Campetie.
Amsterdam : Claes Janss. Visscher, [1633].
Authors: Visscher, Claes Jansz., 1586 or 7-1652
-- Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; hand col. ; 35 x 47 cm.
Margins include insets of Ghent, Bruges, Ostende, Sluis, Ypres, Dunkerque, 'Grevelingen', 'Rysel', Douai, Tournai, Aalst, and Hulst and vignettes of natives in local costume, and of the Duke and Duchess of Flanders.
Manuscript '71' on verso.
Forms part of the Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Visscher 42 (PrCt)

Flanders - Maps - 1652
Authors: Visscher, Claes Jansz., 1586 or 7-1652
-- Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 34 x 48 cm.
Margins include insets of Ghent, Bruges, Ostende, Sluis, Ypres, Dunkerque, 'Grevelingen', 'Rysel', Douai, Tournai, Aalst, and Hulst and vignettes of natives in local costume, and of the Duke and Duchess of Flanders.
Selected place names underlined in manuscript.
Binding stub on verso.
Forms part of the Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Visscher 43 (PrCt)

Flanders - Maps - 1668 - Cities and towns
Cities and towns - Flanders - Maps

Flanders - Maps - 1680
Comitatus Flandriae tabula, in lucem edita.
Amsterdam, [ca. 1680].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Danckerts, Justus, 1635-1701 -- Danckerts, Justus, 1635-1701.
Atlas [ca. 1680] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 45 x 56 cm.
In: Danckerts, Justus. Atlas (Amsterdam : J. Danckers, [ca. 1680]) pl. [57]. Ms. no. '59' in upper right.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .D18 A pl. 57 (PrCt)

Flanders - Maps - 1682
Novissima Flandriae comitatus tabula cum omnibus praefecturis, etc. et suis adjacentis provinciis. Amsterdam : C. Allard, [1682].
Authors: Danckerts, Theodore, 1663-ca.1727 -- Allard, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709 -- Allard, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709.
Atlas minor sive tabulæ geographicæ ... [1682?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 49 x 57 cm.
In: Allard, Carel. Atlas minor sive tabulæ geographicæ proecipuorum regnorum regionum, insularum, provinciarum, etc. (Amsterdam : C. Allard, 1682?) pl. 63.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .A14 A pl. 63 (PrCt)
subiecta quam vicina territoria. Amsterdam: C. Allard, [1682?].
Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Allard, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709 -- Allard, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709. Atlas minor sive tabulæ geographicae ... [1682?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 46 x 54 cm.
In: Allard, Carel. Atlas minor sive tabulæ geographicae proecipuorum regnorum regionum, insularum, protoncarum, etc. (Amsterdam: C. Allard, 1682?)) pl. 64.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .A4 A pl. 64 (PrCt)

26719 Flanders - Maps - 1696
Le Comté de Flandre. Paris, 1696.
Authors: Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632? - 1712 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:M54
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 60 cm.
Added title: Comitatus Flandriae.
3416
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6012.F5 1696 N6 (PrCt)

26720 Flanders - Maps - 1696 - Names,
Geographical<<>>>Flanders - Maps - 1696 - Cities and towns<<>>>Cities and towns - Flanders - Maps - 1696<<>>>Names,
Geographical - Flanders - Maps - 1696<<>>>Gazetteers
Le Comté de Flandre divisé en ses chartelleries ... Paris [i.e. Amsterdam: P. Mortier], 1696.
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632? - 1712 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. [Atlas nouveau contenant toutes les parties du monde ...] (1696) 1 map : hand col ; 57 x 82 cm.
Added titles in upper margin: Partie occidental de comté de Flandre -- Partie oriental du comté de Flandre.
Accompanied by 4 leaves of city and town plans, each leaf bearing separate collective titles: 1. 1 Flandre Espagnole [map 22] -- 2. 2 Pour la carte de la Flandre [map 23] -- 3. 3 Pour la carte de la Flandre ... [map 24] -- 4. 4 Pour la carte de la Flandre [map 25].
Also accompanied, on the previous leaf, by: Table alphabetique des villes ... de Flandre.
In: Sanson, Nicolas. [Atlas nouveau contenant toutes les parties du monde ...] (Amsterdam: P. Mortier, 1696) v. 2, map [26].

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Forms part of atlas published by P. Mortier in Amsterdam; chiefly comprised of maps bearing the counterfeit imprint of H. Jaillot in Paris.

Case oversize G 1007 .78 v. 2, map [26] (PrCt)

26721 Flanders - Maps - 1698
Flandriae comitatus. Amsterdam, [ca. 1698]. Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Gouwen, Gilliam van der -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:M67 1 map ; 47 x 57 cm.

3430
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6012.F5 1698 V5 (PrCt)

26722 Flanders - Maps - 1700
Comitatus Flandriae universe in ditiones peculiares distinctae tabula nova & accuratissima. [Amsterdam : Frederik de Wit, ca. 1700?]. Authors: La Feuille, Jacques de, 1668-1719 -- Wit, Frederik de -- Wit, Frederik de. Atlas [ca. 1700?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; hand col. ; 51 x 60 cm.

In: Wit, Frederik de. Atlas (Amsterdam : bij Frederick de Wit in de Calverstraet bij den Dam inde Witte Paskaert. [ca. 1700?]) no. [121].

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .W8 A no. [121] (PrCt)

26723 Flanders - Maps - 1700
Novissima et accuratissima comitatus Flandriae tabula. Amsterdam, [ca. 1700]. Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Mortier, Pierre -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:M56 1 map ; hand col. ; 49 x 58 cm.

3417
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6012.F5 1700 M6 (PrCt)

26724 Flanders - Maps - 1700<<>>Nord (France : Dept.) - Maps - 1700
Le Comté de Flandre, divisé en ses chastelleries, bailliages ... Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : H. Jaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], 1696 [i.e. ca. 1700]. Authors: Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712. Atlas minor ad usum serenissimi burgundiae ducis ... [ca. 1700]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; hand col. ; 48 x 61 cm.

Added title, upper margin: Comitatus Flandriae tam orient. quam occid. ....
In counterfeit edition of: Jaillot, Alexis Hubert. Atlas minor ad usum serenissimi burgundiae ducis ... ([Amsterdam : Pieter Mortier, ca. 1700]) no. [22].

Manuscript '22' at upper right.

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .J25 1693 no. [22] (PrCt)

26725 Flanders - Maps - 1700<<>>Zealand-Flanders (Netherlands) - Maps - 1700<<>>Zeeuwsvch-Vlaanderen (Netherlands) SEE Zealand-Flanders (Netherlands)
Flandriae comitatus pars Batava tam in ejusdem subjacenta quam vicina territoria. [Amsterdam : Frederik de Wit, ca. 1700?]. Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Wit, Frederik de -- Wit, Frederik de. Atlas [ca. 1700?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; hand col. ; 47 x 54 cm.

Title in upper margin.
In: Wit, Frederik de. Atlas (Amsterdam : bij Frederick de Wit in de Calverstraet bij den Dam inde Witte Paskaert. [ca. 1700?]) no. [122].

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .W8 A no. [122] (PrCt)

26726 Flanders - Maps - 1704

3419 rev
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6012.F5 1704 L5 (PrCt)

26727 Flanders - Maps - 1704<<>>Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1704<<>>Engravings
Carte du comté de Flandre dressée sur differens morceaux levez sur lieux fixez par les observations astronomiques / par Guillaume De l'Isle ... ; gravé par Liebaut, le fils. A Paris : chez l'auteur sur le Quai de l'Horloge ...., MDCCIII [1704].

Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Liebaut, Henri, d. 1752 -- L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726. [Collection of maps of the world] [1732?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Liebaux, Henri, d. 1752 SEE Liebaux, Henri, d. 1752 -- Liebaut, le fils, d. 1752 SEE Liebaux, Henri, d. 1752 1 map ; hand col. ; 49 x 65 cm.

Partial line of engraved text within cartouche erased from copperplate.
In composite atlas without title page: L'Isle, Guillaume de. [Collection of maps of the world. Paris : s.n. : 1732?], [plate 33]. Number "33" in ms. on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
VAULT Baskes oversize G1015 .L57 1700, [plate 33] (PrCt)

26728 Flanders - Maps - 1705
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**Sack map4F G6012.F5 1720 S3b (PrCt)**

**26737 Flanders - Maps - 1720<<><>Zeeland (Netherlands) - Maps - 1720**

*Flandriae comitatus pars Septentrionalis.*

Amsterdam, [ca. 1720].

Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Schenk, Pieter, ca. 1698-1775 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III: M76 1 map ; 46 x 55 cm.

3432 rev

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**Sack map4F G6012.F5 1720 S3a (PrCt)**

**26738 Flanders - Maps - 1740**

*Comitatus Flandriae descriptio per observationes ... Augustae Vindelicorum [Augsburg] : Tobiae Conradi Lotter, [ca. 1740]?

Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Lotter, Tobias Conrad, 1717-1777 -- Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756. [A Collection of Seutter maps] [1726-1773] 1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 61 cm.

'... Per G. de L'Isle correcta nunc impensis Tobiae Conradi Lotter ... .'

Based on Guillaume de L'Isle's map of 1704; cf. Sack map4F G6012.F5 1704 L5.

Forms part of a made-to-order composite atlas chiefly comprised of undated maps issued ca. 1734-ca. 1744.

In: Seutter, Matthaeus. [A Collection of Seutter maps] [Augsburg [and Paris]; M. Seutter [et al], 1726-1773] plate [12].

**Case oversize G 1007 .81 pl. [12] (PrCt)**

**26741 Flanders - Maps - 1741**

*Carte du comté de Flandre dressée sur differens morceaux ... Amsterdam : J. Covens et C. Mortier, [1741?].

Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Covens and Mortier -- L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726. Atlas nouveau, contenant toutes les parties du monde ... [1741?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 61 cm.

In: L'Isle, Guillaume de. Atlas nouveau, contenant toutes les parties du monde ... (Amsterdam : J. Covens & C. Mortier, [1741?]) v. 1, pl. [39].

Based on Guillaume de L'Isle's map of 1704 (see Sack map4F G6012.F5 1704 L5).

Koeman, C&M 8, pl. (39).

Cl. Phillips 4257 v. 4 no. 88

5118 oversize Ayer 135 .L695 1741 v. 1, pl. [39] (PrCt)


Authors: Le Rouge, Georges-Louis -- Le Rouge, Georges-Louis Recueil contenant des cartes nouvelles -- Weston Library -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas ([2] leaves, [53] leaves of plates (some folded)) : 53 maps (hand col.) ; 55 cm.

Title and imprint from ca. 1741. Inserted as t.p. is engraved t.p. from Le Rouge's earlier work: Recueil contenant des cartes nouvelles : dressées sur des morceaux levés sur les lieux et des mémoires les plus nouveaux ... -- A Paris : Par et chez le Sr. Le Rouge ..., 1742. Maps dated 1743-1753.

Scales differ.


Former owner: G.B.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes oversize G1861.F5S5 L4 1754 (NLO)**

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
26743 Flanders - Maps - 1745
Comitatus Flandriae in omnes ejusdem subjacentes ditiones ... Nuremberg : Homann Erben, [ca. 1745].
Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Homann Erben (Firm) -- Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724. Atlas novus terrarum orbis [ca. 1745] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 47 x 56 cm.
In: Homann, Johann Baptist. Atlas novus terrarum orbis (Nuremberg : [Homann Erben, ca. 1745]), [plate 50].
Manuscript 'No. 30' and '31' on verso.
oversize Ayer 135 .G32 1757, [plate 50] (PrCt)

26747 Flanders - Maps - 1789 Brabant (Belgium) - Maps - 1789 Zeeland (Netherlands : Province) - Maps - 1789
A Map of the frontiers of the emperor and the Dutch in Flanders and Brabant ... 1789 [i.e. 1816?].
1 map : hand col.; 61 x 92 cm.
In: Faden, William [and others]. [General atlas of modern geography : a collection of large scale maps and charts of all parts of the world] ([London, etc. : W. Faden, etc., 1775-1816]) v. 1, pl. [55].
Imprint on map: London ... Wm. Faden ... 1789. Verso handstamped '38.'
oversize Ayer 135 .G32 1775 v. 1, pl. 55 (PrCt)

26748 Flanders - Maps - 1793 Coasts France - Maps - 1793 Coasts
Authors: Faden, William, 1749-1836 -- Baker, B. (Benjamin), fl. 1766-1824 -- Faden, William, 1749-1836. Le Petit Neptune français -- or, French coasting pilot for the coast of Flanders Channel Bay of Biscay and Mediterranean 1793 1 map : 18 x 24 cm.
In: Faden, William. Le Petit Neptune français; or, French coasting pilot, for the coast of Flanders, Channel, Bay of Biscay, and Mediterranean ... (London : W. Faden, 1793). 'Plate 2.'
map4C 123 pl. 2 (PrCt)

The March of Lord Moira's Army, to join the main body of the British forces, upon the continent, in 1794. London : I. Luffman, [1816?].
Authors: Luffman, J. (John), 1756-1846 -- Luffman, J. (John), 1756-1846. Select plans of cities, harbours, forts, &c ... [1816?] -- Edward E.
Ayler Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 19 x 25 cm.
Map of Lord Moira's army's march through the
Flanders region.
In: Luffman, John. Select plans of cities, harbours, forts, &c ... (London: Luffman, [1816?]),
plate [48].
folio Ayer 135 .L94 1816 pl. [48] (PrCt)

Flanders - Maps - 1931 - Language and
languages - Dialect-atlas van Zuid-Cost-Vlaanderen.
Antwerpen [Antwerp] : De Sikkkel, [1931].
Authors: Blancquaert, E. (Edgard), 1894- --
Vangassen, Hendrik Frans, 1896- -- De Sikkel
1 atlas (xxv, [1 p], 520 numb l. : 150 fold. maps) ;
in 2 portfolios each 38 cm.
Text mimeographed.
Phillips 7953.
folio X 978 .11 v. 2 (NLO)

Flanders - Maps - 1935 - Language and
languages - Dialect atlas van Nord-Oost Vlaanderen.
Authors: Blancquaert, E. (Edgard), 1894- --
De Sikkel
1 atlas in 2 v. : 150 fold. maps ; 36 cm.
'Met den steun van de Universitaire stichting.'
Phillips 7952.
folio X 978 .11 v. 3 (NLO)

Flathead Indian Reservation (Mont.) - Tourism -
2000
Confederated Salish and Kootenai tribes
Flathead Reservation, Montana : a people of
vision. Pablo, Mont. Confederated Salish and
Kootenai Tribes, [ca. 2000].
Authors: Confederated Salish and Kootenai
Tribes
1 sheet : col. photos, map ; fold to 23 x11 cm
(PrCt)

Flathead Indian Reservation (Mont.) - Tourism -
2000
Walk through time...with the original caretakers of
this land. Pablo, Mont. Native Ed-ventures, [ca.
2000].
Authors: Native Ed-ventures
1 leaflet (3-fold) : col photos, map ; fold to 23 x 11
cm
(PrCt)

Flathead River Valley (B.C. and Mont.) - Maps -
1846 - Flathead Lake (Mont.) - Maps -
1846 - Smet, Pierre-Jean de, 1801-1873 -
Travel, 1846 - Maps - Tête-Plate River
Valley (B.C. and Mont.) SEE Flathead River
Valley (B.C. and Mont.) - Tête-Plate Lake
(Mont.) SEE Flathead Lake (Mont.)
Nouvelle carte des sources de la Riviere
Tête-Plate / dresée par le R.P. De Smet de la
Compagnie de Jésus ; Ed. Vande Steene. Gand
Schelden, 1846.
Authors: Smet, Pierre-Jean de, 1801-1873 --
Vande Steene, Ed. -- Smet, Pierre-Jean de,
1801-1873. Missions de l’Orégon et voyages aux
montagnes Rocheuses, aux sources de la
Colombie, de l’Athabasca et du Sascatshawin, en
1845-46 (1848) -- Jesuits -- Schelden, van der,
Veeve -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western
Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 13 x 20 cm., on sheet folded to 19 x 10
cm.
In Smet, Pierre-Jean de. Missions de l’Orégon et
voyages aux montagnes Rocheuses, aux
sources de la Colombie, de l’Athabasca et du
Sascatshawin, in 1845-46 (Ghent : Veeve
Vander Schelden, [1848]) between p. 144-145.
Oriented with north at left.
Relief shown pictorially.
Details Smet's travel route.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of
Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Graff 3827 between p. 144-145 (PrCt)

Flathead River Valley (B.C. and Mont.) - Maps -
1846 - Flathead Lake (Mont.) - Maps -
1846 - Smet, Pierre-Jean de, 1801-1873 -
Travel, 1846 - Maps - Bronnen der Rivier Tête-
Plate / gemaakt door
P.-J. De Smet ; Ed. Vande Steene. Gand [Ghent,
Belgium] : imp. & lith. de Ve. Vander Schelden,
1846.
Authors: Vande Steene, Ed. -- Smet, Pierre-Jean
de, 1801-1873 -- Smet, Pierre-Jean de,
1801-1873. Missions van den Orégon en reizen
naer de Rotsbergen en de bronnen der
Colombia, de Athabasca en Sascatshawin, in
1845-46 (1849) -- Jesuits -- Schelden, van der,
Veeve -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western
Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 13 x 20 cm., on sheet folded to 18 x 11
cm.
In Smet, Pierre-Jean de. Missien van den Orégon
en reizen naer de Rotsbergen en de bronnen der
Colombia, der Athabasca en Sascatshawin, in
1845-46 (1849) -- Jesuits -- Schelden, van der,
Veeve -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western
Americana at the Newberry Library.
Graff 3825 between p. 160-161 (PrCt)

Flensburg (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1620
Flensbvrgvm. [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 --
Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 --

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Flinders, Matthew, 1774-1814 - Biography
Authors: Ritchie, G. S. (George Stephen), 1914-Reprinted from the Journal of Navigation 27, no.3, (July 1974): 283-297. map, ills..
BHC 1638
Vert 1224 (PrCt)

26760
Flinders, Matthew, 1774-1814 - Biography
Authors: Ritchie, G. S. (George Stephen), 1914-Reprinted from the Journal of Navigation 27, no.3, (July 1974): 283-297. map, ills..
BHC 1638
Vert 1224 (PrCt)

26761
Flintshire (Wales) - Maps - 1610<<<<St. Asaph (Wales) - Maps - 1610<<<<Flint (Wales) - Maps - 1610<<<<St. Winifred's Well (Wales) - Pictorial works - 1610
Flint-Shire. [London] : John Sudbury and George Humble [i.e. J. Legate and W. Humble], 1610 [i.e. 1646].
Authors: Speed, John, 1552?-1629 -- Hondius, Jodocus, 1563-1612 -- Sudbury, John -- Humble, George, d. 1640 -- Legate, John, d. 1658 -- Humble, William, 1612-1686 -- Speed, John, 1552?-1629. A Prospect of the most famous parts of the world... together with... Great Brittaines empire (1646)
1 map ; 37 x 50 cm. on sheet 42 x 54 cm.
Inset view (10 x 12 cm.) : St. Winifrids Well.
Letterpress text on verso (p. 121-122) under the following heading: Flint-Shire.
In: Speed, John. A Prospect of the most famous parts of the world... together with... Great Brittaines empire (London : Printed by John Legatt, for William Humble, 1646) map [81].
Case oversize G 117 .82 map [81] (PrCt)

26762
Flintshire (Wales) - Maps - 1676<<<<St. Asaph (Wales) - Maps - 1676<<<<Flint (Wales) - Maps - 1676<<<<St. Winifred's Well (Wales) - Pictorial works - 1676
Flint-Shire . [London] : Thomas Bassett ... and Richard Chiswell, [1676].
Authors: Speed, John, 1552?-1629 -- Bassett, Thomas -- Chiswell, Richard -- Speed, John, 1552?-1629. The Theatre of the Empire of Great-Britain ... (1676) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 37 x 50 cm. on sheet 42 x 55 cm.
Inset view (10 x 12 cm.) : St. Winifrids Well.
Letterpress text on verso (p. 121-122) under the following heading: Flint-Shire.
In: Speed, John. The Theatre of the Empire of Great-Britain ... (1676) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 37 x 50 cm. on sheet 42 x 55 cm.
Inset view (10 x 12 cm.) : St. Winifrids Well.
Letterpress text on verso (p. 121-122) under the following heading: Flint-Shire.
In: Speed, John. The Theatre of the Empire of Great-Britain ... (1676) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 37 x 50 cm. on sheet 42 x 55 cm.
Inset view (10 x 12 cm.) : St. Winifrids Well.
Letterpress text on verso (p. 121-122) under the following heading: Flint-Shire.
In: Speed, John. The Theatre of the Empire of Great-Britain ... (1676) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 37 x 50 cm. on sheet 42 x 55 cm.
Inset view (10 x 12 cm.) : St. Winifrids Well.
Great-Britain ... (London : Printed for T. Bassett and R. Chiswell, 1676) map [60].

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .S7 1676 map [60] (PrCt)

26763 Floating islands - Bibliography<<>>Isolarios (Island books) - Bibliography<<>>Islands - Bibliography<<>>Names, Geographical - Islands<<>>Gazetteers
"This book is a unique treasury of information about one of nature's marvels: floating islands. It bibliography contains more than 1,500 citations of books and articles in 20 languages on the subject. The entries are annotated and cross-referenced, and there are both thematic and geographic indices. All aspects of floating islands are addressed." -- Publisher description accessed on Library of Congress website (March 2012):
http://catdir.loc.gov/catdir/enhancements/fy0630/2004093899-d.html
Partial contents: Introduction -- Acknowledgments -- Munz's Exercitatio academica, text and translation -- Emendations to the Latin text -- Notes -- Global bibliography on floating islands -- Thematic indices to the bibliography -- Geographical index to the bibliography -- Appendices. Gazetteer of floating islands not described in print ; Bibliography of early accounts of new volcanic islands -- Illustrations.
G.C. Munz's Exercitatio academica de insulis natantibus is in Latin with English translation on facing pages.
LC Card Number: 2004093899
ISBN 0975542400 ; 9780975542408
Z6004.185 V36 2004 (NLO)

26766 Florence County (Wis.) - Maps - 2004 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Florence County Board of Supervisors (Wis.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (48 p.) : 20 col. maps ; 28 cm.
11th ed.
Cover title.
Copyright date from maps.
Includes business and government directories and indexes.
Scale [1:56,320]. 1 1/8 in. = 1 mile.
Shows federal, state and county lands located within parks, forests, wildlife areas, and wilderness areas.
Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 2007631168
Baskes folio G4123.F5G46 2004 .R58 (NLO)

Authors: Tesi, Mario -- Biblioteca medicea laurenziana -- International Conference on the History of Cartography (9th : 1981 : Pisa, Italy, etc.)
vi, 111 p., 40 p. of plates (some col.) : maps ; 24 cm.
"Questo catalogo si pubblica... in occasione della IX Conferenza Internazionale di Storia della Cartografia" - verso of t.p.
"Biblioteca Medicea Laurenziana, Firenze" - at head of title.
Includes index.
Bibliography: p. 63-64.
Formerly Z6028 .T48
Map Ref Z6028 .T48 (NLO)

26768 Florence (Italy) - Maps - 1552 - Pictorial maps<<>>Florence (Italy) - Pictorial works -
1552 | Pictorial maps - Florence (Italy) - 1552 | Pictorial maps
Florentia nobilissima Hethruriae ciuitas, deformata ad nostra tempora / I. C. [Jacob Clauser]. [Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552].
Authors: Clauser, Jacob, 16th cent. -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552. Cosmographie uniuersalis ... (1552) -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : woodcut ; 22 x 36 cm., on sheet 32 x 40 cm.
Letterpress title above woodcut view with letterpress place names.
Added title at top center of map: Die stat Florentz.
Buildings shown pictorially.
Letterpress 191 and text on verso: Civitas Florentina, Hetrvscorvm metropolis ...
VAULT folio Ayer 7 .M8 1552, p. 192-193 (PrCt)

26769

Florence (Italy) - Maps - 1584
Authors: Buonignori, Stefano, d. 1589 -- Billocardus, Bonata -- Istituto geografico militare (Italy) -- Del Badia, Jodoco, 1842-. Pianta topografica della città di Firenze (1899) -- Badia, Jodoco del, 1842- SEE Del Badia, Jodoco, 1842-1 map : 63 x 69 cm.
Facsimile of original published as Nova pvylcherrima civitatis topographia accvratissime delineata / D. Stefani formis ; Bonata. Billocardus orifex in[c.?] flo. 1584. -- [Florence?]. 1584.
Scale not computed.
ICN78 map6F G6714.F6 1584 B6 (PrCt)

26770

Florence (Italy) - Maps - 1600<<>Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1600<<>Engravings
Firenza / Matteo Florimi for. in Siena. Siena : Matteo Florimi, [ca. 1600].
Authors: Florimi, Matteo -- De Landau, Horace, barone, 1824-1903 -- Finlay, Madame, d. 1938 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 400 x 496 mm. (neat line), on sheet 410 x 525 mm.
Florimi's name at bottom right.
Includes references 1-17 at left and 1-228 at bottom right.
Relief shown pictorially.
Binding stub and manuscript '74' on verso.
Adapted for Frederik de Wit's ca. 1700 map; see Novacco 4F 220.
Ex De Landau; ex Finaly.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
I21 Novacco 4F 220 (PrCt)

26771

Florence (Italy) - Maps - 1700
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 431 x 514 mm. (neat line), on composite sheet 521 x 814 mm.
Printed from 2 plates on 2 sheets.
Includes references 1-17 at upper left and 1-228 at bottom right.
Side margins include a total of ten views in Florence.
Relief shown pictorially.
Manuscript numbers '252' and '62' on recto; '253', '254', and '257' on verso.
'Florens' and 'Met de voornaamite Gebouwen' --manuscript titles, in red ink, of items detached from verso.
Derived from Matteo Florimi's map of ca. 1600; see Novacco 2F 117.
G. Boffito and A. Mori, Piante e vedute di Firenze (1926) p. 70-71.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
I21 Novacco 2F 117 (PrCt)
Florence (Italy) - Maps - 1840 - Pictorial works
Florence. [Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, 1840].
Authors: Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846 -- Lea & Blanchard -- Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (1840) 1 view ; 3 x 7 cm.
Wax engraving.
G 11 .607 v. 2, p. 37 (PrCt)

Florence (Italy) - Maps - 1845
Nouveau guide de Florence, ou, Description historique, artistique et critique de la ville et de ses environs / par Frédéric Fantozzi ; traduit de l'italien par Mme. H.G. d'Estre. Florence : Chez Joseph Ducci, [1845?].
Errata, p. [771].
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes DG732 .N68 1845 (NLO)

Florence (Italy) - Maps - 1846-1896 - Florence Region (Italy) - Maps - 1848 - Tuscany (Italy) - Maps - 1848
Nouveau guide de Florence et de ses environs : y compris la Vallombrosa, Alvernia et Camaldoli, avec la description de la Galerie des statues et de celle du Palais Pitti, du Cabinet de Physique, etc., etc. : orné de vues et de statues, du plan de la ville et de la carte de la Toscane. Florence : Chez Gaspard Ricci, libraire, 1848.
Authors: Borghi, A. B. -- Balatri, E. -- Ricci, Gaspard -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Neueberry Library)
Nouv. éd., augm. et corr.
Cover title: Nouveau guide, ou description, de Florence et de ses environs
Spine title: Nouveau guide complet de Florence
Maps by A.B. Borghi and E. Balatri.
Errata sheet, p. [295].
Includes indexes.
Bound in original paper-covered boards.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes DG732 .N68 1848 (NLO)

Florence (Italy) - Maps - 1867
Murray's handbook of Florence and its environs : with plans of the city and public galleries. London ; Florence : John Murray ; Edward Goodban, 1867.
Authors: John Murray (Firm) -- Murray's handbooks for travellers -- Edward Goodban (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) xiii, 126, 64 p., [1] folded leaf of plates : 1 map, plans ; 18 cm.
[4th ed.]
Edition statement from Lister.
Cover title: Murray's hand-book, Florence
Includes index.
Publisher's advertisements on endpapers and "Murray's handbook advertiser, 1867", 64 p. at end.
Series: [Murray's handbooks for travellers] -- Murray's handbooks for travellers.
Bookseller's label: Edward Goodban, Florence.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray's handbooks for travellers, 152
Baskes G153 .M97 no. 152 (1867) (NLO)

Florence (Italy) - Maps - 1896-
Florence Region (Italy) - Maps - 1896
2nd ed.
Cover title: Riviera and Florence
T.p. states 'one map and four plans,' but table of contents indicates numbers actually present.
'Chateau d'If': 8 p. at end.
Includes index.
Issued and bound with: The Riviera, or, The coast from Marseilles to Leghorn ... London :
Maps by J. Bartholomew.
Series: Black’s guide books.
Series statement from publisher advertisements.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes G153 .B55 Riviera (1896) no. 2 (NLO)**

**26778 Florence (Italy) - Maps - 1897**

New ed. / rev. and compared with the latest authorities by Maria Hornor Lansdale.
"Copyright...by Henry T. Coates & Co. -- T.p. verso.
Photogravures by W.H. Gilbo, New York.
Each plate accompanied by guard sheet with descriptive letterpress.
Includes index.
Gilt cloth binding and dust jacket.
Former owner’s inscription: To Charles W. Stronger, with Christmas greetings. From his friend, E.L., 1913.'
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 04029904 04029904

**Baskes DG737 .Y8 1897 (NLO)**

**26779 Florence (Italy) - Maps - 1902<<>>Florence (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1902**

The Story of Florence / by Edmund G. Gardner ; with 40 illustrations by Nelly Eri chsen and many reproductions from the works of Florentine painters & sculptor. London : J.M. Dent, 1902.
[4th ed.]
"Chronological index of architects, sculptors and painters": p. 424-429.
Series statements: Mediaeval towns -- Mediaeval town series
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes DG734 .G37 1902 (NLO)**

**26780 Florence (Italy) - Maps - 1902<<>>Florence Region (Italy) - Maps - 1902**

"With about 180 illustrations and 12 maps and the author's portrait."
Imperfect: missing folded map in pocket
"Preface to the fourth edition" dated 1908.
"All authorized copies bear the author's signature." -- T.p. verso.
Newberry copy signed by author
Includes indexes.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes DG732 .G7 1908 (NLO)**

**26782 Florence (Italy) - Maps - 1910**

5th ed., rev. and enl.
Introduction to the 4th ed. dated: 1908.
"All authorized copies bear the author's signature" -- T.p. verso.
Maps by Fiechter.
handbooks.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .C66 Florence (1926) (NLO)

26792 Florence (Italy) - Maps - 1937 Florence Region (Italy) - Maps - 1937
Authors: Bertarelli, L. V. (Luigi Vittorio), 1859-1926 -- Guida d'Italia del T.C.I. -- Corbellini, P. (Pietro) -- Antonio Vallardi (Firm) -- Società editrice fiorentina -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
3a ed.
Maps by P. Corbellini and A. Vallardi.
"Con 3 carte geografiche, 2 piante di città, 22 piante di edifici e di antichità e 10 stemmi."
Map of Florence by the Società editrice fiorentina laid in.
Map on front lining papers.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 408-413) and indexes.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 41040460
Baskes DG416.C742 F5 1937 (NLO)

26793 Florence (Italy) - Maps - 1950 Florence Region (Italy) - Maps - 1950
Authors: Touring club italiano -- Guida d'Italia del T.C.I. -- Antonio Vallardi (Firm) -- Bertarelli, L. V. (Luigi Vittorio), 1859-1926 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
398 p., [4] leaves of plates (some folded) : 37 col. maps and plans (some folded) ; 16 cm. 4. ed.
Maps by Antonio Vallardi.
Maps on lining papers.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 357-362) and indexes.
Series: Guida d'Italia del T.C.I.
Dust jacket.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes DG416.C742 F5 1950 (NLO)

26794 Florence (Italy) - Maps - 1952
Wonders of Florence : the churches, the palaces, the treasures of art : a handbook for students and travellers, with 826 illustrations and a genealogical table of the Medici family / by Joseph Fattorusso. Florence : Giuseppe Fattorusso, c1952.
Authors: Fattorusso, Giuseppe -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
26797 Florence (Italy) - Maps - 1991
Authors: Macadam, Alta -- Blue guide -- Flower, John, 1929- -- Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- W.W. Norton & Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

272 p., 16 p. of plates : ill., geneal. table, 9 maps and plans (chiefly folded, col.) ; 20 cm.
5th ed.
Includes indexes.
Series: Blue guide
Owner's inscription: N. Baldwin.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
ISBN 0393307549 (U.S.) ; 9780393307542 (U.S.)

26798 Florence (Italy) - Maps - 1995
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Automobile Association (Great Britain) -- Macmillan Travel -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 2 maps, 23 city plans
4th ed.
Edition statement on cover: 2e.
Issued in partnership with the Automobile Association (short format); cf. A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher, 1832-1990, p. 277.
Cover price: $17.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

26799 Florence (Italy) - Maps - Bibliography<<<Florence (Italy) - Pictorial works - Bibliography<<<Florence (Italy) - Maps - Collections<<<Florence (Italy) - Pictorial works - Collections
Authors: Boffito, Giuseppe, 1869-1944 -- Mori, Attilio, 1865-1937 -- Multigrafica -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ; 257 x 183 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

26800 Florence (Italy) - Maps - Bibliography<<<Florence (Italy) - Pictorial works - Bibliography<<<Florence (Italy) - Maps - Collections<<<Florence (Italy) - Pictorial works - Collections
Authors: Boffito, Giuseppe, 1869-1944 -- Mori, Attilio, 1865-1937 -- Tipografia Giuntina
xxx, 174 p., [21] leaves of plates (13 fold.) ; views, maps ; 26 cm.
On cover: Firenze nelle vedute e pianta.
'Origine e sviluppo della cartografia cittadina': p. [ix]-xxx; 'Catalogo cronologico e ragionato delle vedute e piane di Firenze': p. [1]-138.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [viii]) and...
index.
lower case g 35305 .107 (NLO)

Florence (Italy) Museums - Maps - 1991

Authors: Florence (Italy). Uffici di Informazione Turistica
1 p : map ; 28 cm
Travel Vertical File G6714 .F5E655 1991 .U3 (PrCt)

Florence (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1471-1482

Florenza. [Strassburg : J.H.Ed. Heitz, 1933].
1 view ; 13 x 30 cm.
Photographic reproduction (reduced from 58.5 x 131.5 cm.) of original (dated ca. 1471-1482) in the Staatliche Museen zu Berlin--Preussischer Kulturbesitz. Kupferstichkabinett--Sammlung der Zeichnungen und Druckgraphik.
The so-called 'chain map,' attributed to Francesco Rosselli.

Case folio W 8014 .25, v. 79 [view] (PrCt)

Florence (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1480<->Rosselli, Francesco di Lorenzo, 1445-1513

Authors: Ettlinger, Leopold D. (Leopold David), fl. 1568-1617 ; Claude Gilhofer
160 mm. (plate mark)
Imprint and references 1-60 in margin. 258 x 438 mm. (neat line), 315 x 441 mm. (plate mark)
Printed from 3 plates on 3 sheets.
Imprint and references 1-60 in bottom margin. 258 x 438 mm. (neat line), 315 x 441 mm. (plate mark)

Case folio W 007 .41, v. 94, p. 160-167 (PrCt)

Florence (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1569

Florenza. [Venice : Bolognino Zaltieri, 1569].
Authors: Ballino, Giulio, d. ca. 1592 -- Ballino, Giulio, d. ca. 1592. De' disegni delle più illustri città, et fortezze del mondo ... (1569) -- Zaltieri, Bolognino, fl. 1555-1576
1 view ; 17 x 29 cm.
Includes references 1-60.
Letterpress text on verso.
In: Ballino, Giulio. De' disegni delle più illustri città, et fortezze del mondo ... (Venice: Bolognino Zaltieri, 1569), plate [30]

VAULT Case folio G 117 .06, plate [30] (PrCt)

Florence (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1601

Authors: Houve, Paul de la, approximately 1575-1668 -- Università di Firenze. Dipartimento di storia dell'architettura e restauro delle strutture architettoniche -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view ; on composite sheet 433 x 1,286 mm.
Added title at lower right: Florentia, olim fluentia, super Arno flumine posita ....
Printed from 3 plates on 3 sheets.
Apparently derived from anonymous view printed ca.1570 and held by the history of architecture department at the University of Florence. See D. Mazzotta, Firenze: l'immagine urbana dal XIV al XIX secolo (1998), p.17, no. 34 and 35.
Adapted for Braun and Hogenberg's version issued in Civitates orbis terrarum (Cologne, 1612-1617)); see VAULT oversize Case G117 .119 v. 1, opening 44.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
14
Novacco 6F 28 (PrCt)

Florence (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1602

Authors: Duchetti, Claudio, fl. 1554-1585 -- Orlandi, Giovanni, fl. 1590-1640 -- Gilhofer & Ranschburg (Vienna, Austria) -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view ; 258 x 438 mm. (neat line), 315 x 441 mm. (plate mark)
G. Boffito and A. Mori, Piante e vedute di Firenze (1926) p. 39, [41], and 53.
Bella and Bella, Cartografia rara ... dalla collezione Franco Novacco (1986) p. 56, no. 48, state 2.
Cl. Tooley 206.
Ex Gilhofer.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
12
Novacco 4F 219 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
26814 Florida - Cartography - History
Authors: Karpinski, Louis Charles, 1878-1956
p. 289-310 : maps
In Print connoisseur 7-9 (Oct.-Dec. 1929):
289-310.
From McMurtrie printing index in Newberry Library; not examined.
Held by John Crerar Library, University of Chicago [NE 1 .P73]
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

26815 Florida - Historical geography - Maps - 1931
Historical map of Florida. [Tallahassee, Fla.?] ;
St. Augustine, Fla. Florida State Department of Agriculture ; The Record Company, 1931.
Authors: Florida. Dept. of Agriculture -- Wentworth, Theodore Thomas, 1898-.
Historical reproductions -- Edward E. Ayer Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 66 x 73 cm., on sheet 68 x 76 cm.
From T.T. Wentworth's Historical reproductions. Includes table of historical dates concerning Florida.
Scale not given.
Ayer p133 .F63 1931 (NLO)

26816 Florida Keys (Fla.) - Maps - 1742 - Manuscripts - Facsimilies
Plano de los Cayos de la Florida. 1742. [19--].
Authors: Liguera, Juan de -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1742 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto Spain BN Min. For. Aff. (PrCt)

26817 Florida Keys (Fla.) - Maps - 1743 - Manuscripts - Facsimilies
Authors: Alaña, José Xavier de -- Spain.
Ministerio de la Guerra. LM 8a-1a-a,128 -- Cartografía de ultramar (1949)
1 map ; 20 x 19 cm.
In Cartografía de ultramar (Madrid, Impr. de Servicio Geográfico del Ejército, 1949- ), v. 2, pl. 52.
Photostatic reproduction of original manuscript in Servicio Geográfico del Ejército, Madrid, where it has the shelfmark LM - 8a - 1a - a, 128.
A description of the map (supplying the title and attribution above, presumably from the verso) and complete list of toponyms are in the accompanying text volume, pp. 294-95.
folio Ayer 135 .S73 1949, v. 2, pl. 52 (PrCt)

26818 Florida Keys (Fla.) - Maps - 1743 - Manuscripts - Facsimilies
Mapa de los Cayos de los Martíres o de la Florida. [19--].
Authors: Archivo General de Indias. 58-2-10 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1743 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto Spain AGI 58-2-10 (PrCt)

26819 Florida Keys (Fla.) - Maps - 1765 - Manuscripts - Facsimilies
A Sketch of the arbours near Cape Florida with some account of the Harbours, etc. [ca.1765?]. [19--].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1765 manuscript.

26820 Florida Keys (Fla.) - Maps - 1770-1779 - Manuscripts - Facsimilies
Plano de la Sonda de las Tortugas, Cayos de este nombre, y los que les siguen hasta Cabeza de los Martíres [177?-]. [19--].
Authors: P., A. D. -- Instituto Hidrográfico de la Marina (Spain). S.H.M. 9a-4a,106 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of manuscript compiled 177-?
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto Span SHM 9a-4a,106 (PrCt)

26821 Florida Keys (Fla.) - Maps - 1990 - Nautical charts
Waterproof chart #33 : Upper Florida Keys (2 sides), Punta Gorda, Fla. International Sailing
Authors: International Sailing Supply, Inc. -- United States. National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration -- Decker, Ron
2 maps : both sides, col., plastic ; each 88 x 59 cm.
"This waterproof chart is a reproduction of portions of N.O.A.A. Chart #11462 [and 11451, 11452, 11442, & 11451]."
Coverage extends from Biscayne Bay west to No Name Key.
"Corrections and changes ... have been posted thru ... Jan. 01, 1990.
Relief shown by contours and spot heights;
depths by contours and soundings in feet.
Includes Loran C information.
Scale ca. [5000 feet = 20.1 cm]
Includes six untitled insets.
Gift of Ron Decker, 2009.
map6F G3932 .F5P5 1990 .I5 (PrCt)

26822 Florida - Maps - 1591<<<<Cuba - Maps - 1591
Floridae Americae provinciae recens & exactissima descriptio auctorè Iacobo le Moyne cui cognomen de Morgues, qui Laudonierum, altera Gallorum in eam prouinciam navigat[ione comit][us] est, atque adhibitis aliquid militibus ob pericula, regionis illius interi[or]a & maritima diligentiissimè lustrauit, & exactissimè dimensus est, obseruata etiam singulorum fluminum inter se distantia, ut ispemet redux Carolo .IX. Galliarum regi, demonstrauit. [Frankfurt am Main : de Bry , 1591].
Authors: Le Moyne de Morgues, Jacques, d. 1588 -- Bry, Theodor de, 1528-1598. India occidentalis (1590-1602)
1 map ; 36 x 46 cm.
In Le Moyne's Brevis narratio eorum quae in Florida Americae provincia Gallis acciderunt ...
1591.
Forms part of Bry, Theodor de. [India occidentalis] (Frankfurt am Main: de Bry, 1590-1602).
Full margins, deckled edges top and bottom; paper shows discoloration from text block.
VAULT Ayer 110 B9 1590b, v. 2, before p. 1 (PrCt)

26824 Florida - Maps - 1591<<<<Cuba - Maps - 1591
Floridae Americae provinciae recens & exactissima descriptio auctorè Iacobo le Moyne cui cognomen de Morgues, qui Laudonierum, altera Gallorum in eam prouinciam navigat[ione comit][us] est, atque adhibitis aliquid militibus ob pericula, regionis illius interi[or]a & maritima diligentiissimè lustrauit, & exactissimè dimensus est, obseruata etiam singulorum fluminum inter se distantia, ut ispemet redux Carolo .IX. Galliarum regi, demonstrauit. [Frankfurt am Main : de Bry , 1591].
Authors: Le Moyne de Morgues, Jacques, d. 1588 -- Bry, Theodor de, 1528-1598. India occidentalis (1590-1634)
1 map ; 36 x 46 cm.
In Le Moyne's Brevis narratio eorum quae in Florida Americae provincia Gallis acciderunt ...
1591.
Issued in part 2 of Bry, Theodor de. [India occidentalis] (Frankfurt am Main: de Bry, 1590-1617).
Backed with Japanese tissue.
Irregular piece (ca. 13 x 30 mm.) missing from left border 21 mm. up from lower corner; small lacunae at folds, part of serif of A in 'Apalatci' missing.
VAULT Ayer 110 B9 1590a, v. 2, facing p. 30 (PrCt)

26823 Florida - Maps - 1591<<<<Cuba - Maps - 1591
Floridae Americae provinciae recens & exactissima descriptio auctorè Iacobo le Moyne cui cognomen de Morgues, qui Laudonierum, altera Gallorum in eam prouinciam navigat[ione comit][us] est, atque adhibitis aliquid militibus ob pericula, regionis illius interi[or]a & maritima diligentiissimè lustrauit, & exactissimè dimensus est, obseruata etiam singulorum fluminum inter se distantia, ut ispemet redux Carolo .IX.

Galliarum regi, demonstrauit. [Frankfurt am Main : de Bry , 1591].
Authors: Le Moyne de Morgues, Jacques, d. 1588 -- Bry, Theodor de, 1528-1598. India occidentalis (1590-1617)
1 map ; 36 x 46 cm.
In Le Moyne's Brevis narratio eorum quae in Florida Americae provincia Gallis acciderunt ...
1591.
Issued in part 2 of Bry, Theodor de. [India occidentalis] (Frankfurt am Main: de Bry, 1590-1617).
Backed with Japanese tissue.
Irregular piece (ca. 13 x 30 mm.) missing from left border 21 mm. up from lower corner; small lacunae at folds, part of serif of A in 'Apalatci' missing.
VAULT Ayer 110 B9 1590b, v. 2, before p. 1 (PrCt)

26825 Florida - Maps - 1591<<<<Cuba - Maps - 1591
Floridae Americae provinciae recens & exactissima descriptio auctorè Iacobo le Moyne...
cui cognomen de Morgues, qui Laudonierum, altera Gallorum in eam provinciam navigatione comitatus est, atque adhibitis aliquot militia ob pericula, regionis illius interiora & maritima diligentissimè lustrauit, & exactissimè dimension est, obseruata etiam singularum fluminum inter se distantia, ut ipsemet redux Carolo IX. Galliarum regi, demonstrauit. [Frankfurt am Main : de Bry, 1591].

Authors: Le Moyne de Morgues, Jacques, d. 1588 -- Bry, Theodor de, 1528-1598. India occidentalis (1591) 1 map ; 36 x 46 cm.

In Le Moyne's Brevis narratio eorum quae in Floridae Americae provincia Gallis acciderunt ... 1591.

Issued in part 2 of Bry, Theodor de. [India occidentalis] (Frankfurt am Main: de Bry, 1591). Trimmed closely all around with loss of half of right border; unlike other copies, does not fold up along bottom edge.

Top border weakly printed, with ca. 11 cm. at upper left and top of crown missing.


VAULT Ayer 110 B9 1590d, v. 2, before p. 1

26827 Florida - Maps - 1591<<<Cuba - Maps - 1591

Floridae Americae provinciae recens & exactissima descriptio auctore Iacobo le Moyn cui cognomen de Morgues, qui Laudonierum, altera Gallorum in eam provinciam navigatione comitatus est, atque adhibitis aliquot militia ob pericula, regionis illius interiora & maritima diligentissimè lustrauit, & exactissimè dimension est, obseruata etiam singularum fluminum inter se distantia, ut ipsemet redux Carolo IX. Galliarum regi, demonstrauit. [Frankfurt am Main : de Bry, 1591].

Authors: Le Moyne de Morgues, Jacques, d. 1588 -- Bry, Theodor de, 1528-1598. India occidentalis (1591-1630) 1 map ; 36 x 46 cm.

In Le Moyne's Der ander Theil der newlich erfundenen Landschaft Americae, von dreyen Schiffahrten so die Franszen in Florida...gethan, 1591.

Issued in part 2 of the German ed. of Bry, Theodor de. [India occidentalis] (Frankfurt am Main: de Bry, 1591-1630). Backed with linen, borders complete, good impression, paper rather yellowed.


VAULT Ayer 110 B9 1597c, v. 2, facing Aiii verso


Mapa de la Florida y Laguna de Maimi donde ha de hacer un fuerte. [19--].

Authors: Archivo General de Indias. 155-7-7 (7) -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map

Photostatic reproduction of 17th-century manuscript.

Torres Lanzas, Pedro. Relación descriptiva de los mapas, planos, & de México y Florida existentes en el Archivo General de Indias (Sevilla, 1900):94,71-72

Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

MapPhoto Spain AGI 155-7-7 (7)
1 map; 19 x 29 cm.
Photostatic reproduction of original manuscript in Servicio Histórico del Ejército, Madrid.
The date is from the reproduction of the same map, with a complete list of toponyms, in Cartografía de ultramar (Madrid, Imp. de Servicio Geográfico del Ejército, 1949-), v. 2, pp. 285-86, pl. 48 [folio Ayer 135 S73 1949].
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

MapPhoto Spain Guerra J 9a-2a-a,10 (PrCt)

Authors: France. Service hydrographique.
Archives. 140-1-16 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 18th-century manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

MapPhoto France ASH 140-1-16 (PrCt)

Authors: Instituto Hidrográfico de la Marina (Spain). S.H.M. 9a-1a,50 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 18th-century manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

MapPhoto Spain S.H.M. 9a-1a,50 (PrCt)

Authors: Bibliothèque nationale (France). Ge DD 2987-8793 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 18th-century manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

MapPhoto France BN Ge DD 2987-8793 (PrCt)

26836 Florida - Maps - 1742 - Coasts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Georgia - Maps - 1742 - Coasts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles - [Mapa de la costa de la Florida desde el Cabo Canabal salir de la Canal de Bahama hasta

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
la Carolina con sus barras y fondos de ellas y el terreno usurpado por los Ingleses. [19--].
Authors: Spain. Ministerio de la Guerra. J 9a-2a-a,8 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Cartografía de ultramar (1949)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of manuscript map dated 1742 in Cartografía de Ultramar.
The map is also reproduced, with a complete list of toponyms, in Cartografía de ultramar (Madrid, Impr. de Servicio Geográfico del Ejército, 1949- ), v. 2, pp. 289-91, pl. 50 [folio Ayer 135 S73 1949].
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

MapPhoto Spain Guerra J 9a-2a-a,8 (PrCl)

Florida - Maps - 1763
An Account of the first discovery, and natural history of Florida : with a particular detail of the several expeditions and descents made on that coast. London: Printed for T. Jefferys, 1763.
Authors: Roberts, William, active 1763 --

26837
Florida - Maps - 1742 - Coasts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles Manuscrits maps - Facsimiles Plano de la costa de la Florida desde cayo Biscaino hasta Sn. Agustin de la Florida / levantado y delineado por Juan de Liguera Antayo, piloto de la Rl. armada Aob. de 1742.
[19--].
Authors: Guera Antayo, Juan de la -- Spain. Ministerio de la Guerra. J 9a-2a-a,9 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Cartografía de ultramar (1949)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of original manuscript in Servicio Geográfico del Ejército, Madrid, where it has the shelfmark J 9a-2a-a,9.
The map is also reproduced, with a complete list of toponyms, in Cartografía de ultramar (Madrid, Impr. de Servicio Geográfico del Ejército, 1949- ), v. 2, pp. 292-93, pl. 51 [folio Ayer 135 S73 1949].
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

MapPhoto Spain Guerra J 9a-2a-a,9 (PrCl)

26838
Florida - Maps - 1760 - Coasts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles Cubas - Maps - 1760 - Coasts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles Bahamas - Maps - 1760 - Coasts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles Manuscrits maps - Facsimiles Mapa que comprehende parte de la Isla de Cuba, sonde de la Fortugys y Canal de Bahama... 1760. [19--].
Authors: Instituto Hidrográfico de la Marina (Spain). S.H.M. 9a-2a,58 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1760 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

MapPhoto Spain S.H.M. 9a-2a,58 (PrCl)
Florida - Maps - 1777 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

Sketch of the country between the river Alatamaha and Musqueta Inlet, containing part of Georgia and East Florida, laid down from information on a scale of eight miles to an inch. N.B.: From St. Mary's to Smirna is taken from a plan of the deceased Mr. [Hurd?]. [ca. 1960].

Authors: Hurd, Mr. -- Helen H. Tanner Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; on sheet 59 x 36 cm.
Negative photostat of MS map, location of original unknown; this copy has note on verso giving the date as ca. 1777 and the source of the photostat as the Georgia Surveyor General Department.
Inset: Plan of the town & harbour of Augustine.
map4F G3930 1777 S5 1960 (PrCt)

Florida - Maps - 1778 - Road maps - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

A Map of the road from Pensacola in W. Florida to St. Augustine in east Florida. From a survey made by order of late Hon. Col. John Stuart ... Superintendent of Indian Affairs, Southern District, in 1778. By Joseph Purcell. With an Itinerary along the roads from Pensacola towards St. Augustine, and General remarks. [19--].

1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1778 manuscript.

Florida - Maps - 1778 - Coasts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

Descripción hidrográfica de la parte de la costa de la Florida occidental, desde punta larga hasta el cabo de St. Blas ... [19--].

Authors: Evia, Jose de -- Spain. Ministerio de la Guerra. J 9a-2a-a,6 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1783 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto Spain Guerra J 9a-2a-a,6 (PrCt)

Florida - Maps - 1786 - Coasts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

[Florida peninsula and northern coast of Cuba] [19--].

Authors: Instituto Hidrográfico de la Marina (Spain). S.H.M. 9a-2a,108 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1786 manuscript.
Includes 6 profile views.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto Spain S.H.M. 9a-2a,108 (PrCt)

Florida - Maps - 1794


Authors: Morse, Jedidiah, 1761-1826 -- Stockdale, John, 1749?-1814 -- Morse, Jedidiah, 1761-1826. The American geography -- or, A view of the present situation of the United States of America 1794 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 16 x 23 cm.
In: Morse, Jedidiah. The American geography; or, A view of the present situation of the United States of America ... (London : J. Stockdale, 1794) opposite p. 565.
Ayer 109.5 .M7 1794 opp. p. 565 (PrCt)

Florida - Maps - 1794 - Coasts

Plano Reducido que contiene la costa de la Florida ... la Havana año 1794. [19--].

Authors: Romans, Bernard, ca. 1720-ca. 1784 -- Instituto Hidrográfico de la Marina (Spain).
S.H.M. 9a-2a,55 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1794 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto Spain S.H.M. 9a-2a,55 (PrCt)
Florida - Maps - 1821

Authors: Darby, William, 1775-1854 -- Palmer, Thomas H., 1782-1861 -- Edward E. Ayer
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 44 x 38 cm.
... March 21st, 1821.'
Scale [1:2,150,000]; (W 11040'--W 2000'/N 32000'--N 22050')
Insets (11 x 11 cm. and smaller): Mobile Bay -- Pensacola Bay -- Espiritu Santo Bay.
In Darby, William. Memoir on the geography, and natural and civil history of Florida: attended by a map of that country, connected with the adjacent places; and an appendix, containing the Treaty of Cession, and other papers relative to the subject (Philadelphia: Printed by T.H. Palmer, 1821), opposite title page. vii, 92 p. : fold. map ; 24 cm.
[Ayer 160.5 F6 D2 1821]
 Cf. OCLC 1594587.
Ayer 160.5 F6 D2 1821 opp. t.p. (PrCt)

Florida - Maps - 1822

1 map : hand col. ; 28 x 24 cm. Engraved title within neatline.
Added letterpress title in uppercase and oversize lettering, top margin: Geographical, statistical, and historical map of Florida
In: H.C. Carey and I. Lea (Firm). A Complete historical, chronological, and geographical American atlas ... (Philadelphia : London ; Leipzig ; Paris : H.C. Carey & I. Lea ; John Miller ; Bossange Freres, 1827) pl. [32]. Sheet 'No. 37.'
oversize Ayer 135 .C268 1827 pl. 32 (PrCt)

Florida - Maps - 1823

Map of Florida. Philadelphia : H.S. Tanner, 1823 [i.e. 1826?] .
Authors: Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858. A New American atlas containing maps of the several states of the North American union ... (1823, [i.e. 1826?])
1 map : hand col. ; 67 x 51 cm. Running title in upper margin: American atlas. Continuation inset (14 x 25 cm.).: West part of Florida.
In: Tanner, Henry Schenck. A New American atlas containing maps of the several states of the North American union ... (Philadelphia : H.S. Tanner, 1823, [i.e. 1826?]) map [18].
Case oversize G1200 .T3 1823 map [18] (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Maps - 1833<-> Pensacola (Fla.) - Maps - 1833
Florida / Young & Delleker sc. Philadelphia : A. Finley, [1833].
Authors: Young & Delleker -- Finley, A. (Anthony) -- Finley, A. (Anthony). A New general atlas ... (1833) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 28 x 23 cm.
Insets (8 x 8 cm. and 7 x 11 cm.): Plan of Tallahassee -- Plan of Pensacola.
In: Finley, Anthony. A New general atlas : comprising a complete set of maps, representing the grand divisions of the globe ... (Philadelphia : Anthony Finley, 1833), plate 31.
Sheet corner numbered 31.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .F5 1833, plate 31 (PrCt)

Authors: Bowen & Co.
1 map
2 sheets. Detached from unidentified text; 'Mil. Aff. No. 138 Vol. VII b [and c].'
Title, sheet 2: Camp Izard on the Ouitlachooche River, Feb. 29, 1836.
temp map2F G3931.S1 1836 .B6 (PrCt)

1 map : 87 x 52 cm., folded to 24 cm.
'Compiled by order of the Hon. Joel R. Poinsett under the direction of Col. J.J. Abert, U.S. Topt. Engineer, from reconnaissances of the officers of the U.S. Army by Wash. Hood.'
'W.J. Stone Sc.'
Scale [ca. 1:728,640]
Coordinates: (W 83°--W 80°/N 30°--N 25°).
Relief shown by hachures.
Shows forts, battle locations, and U.S. lines of attack.
Listed as map [107] in A collection of maps, charts, drawings ... Published by order of Congress, 1843. --cf. Phillips 1384.
Ayer 133 .U565 1838 (NLO)

Authors: Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Carey & Hart -- Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858. A New universal atlas ... (1845)
1 map : hand col. ; 32 x 26 cm.
'Entered according to act of Congress, in the year 1839 by H. S. Tanner ...'
Inset (11 x 9 cm. and smaller): Pensacola -- Tallahassee -- Harbour of St. Augustine.
In: Tanner, Henry Schenck. A New universal atlas ... (Philadelphia : Carey & Hart, 1845) map '21.'
Case oversize G1019 .T2 1845 map 21 (PrCt)

Florida - Maps - 1840-1842 - Maps

Florida East - 1840. [ca.1960].
Authors: Mackay, John, d. 1846 -- Blake, Jacob Edmund, d. 1846 -- United States. Congress. Senate -- Monthly Chronicle (Boston, 1840-1842) -- Helen H. Tanner Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 43 x 58 cm.
Photostatic copy (lacking title) of north half of map of Florida, from Fort Floyd in Georgia on the north to Fort Dade at about 28°45' N. Lat. on the south, and west to about Chattahoochee in the Panhandle.
Identification from label on back of map: Florida East -- 1840, by Captain John Mackay and Lt. J. E. Blake and published by the order of the Senate of the U. S. for the Monthly Chronicle.
Thayer, successor to Moore, Boston. (From Nat. Arch. Record Group 77, part of L247-4). Copy from th4e Georgia Surveyor General Department. Removed from the Helen H. Tanner Papers.
map4F G3930 1840 M3 1960 (PrCt)

Florida - Maps - 1841

Authors: Bradford, T. G. (Thomas Gamaliel), 1802-1887 -- Bradford, T. G. (Thomas Gamaliel), 1802-1887. A Comprehensive atlas ... (1835, [i.e. 1841?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 25 x 19 cm.
folio Ayer 135 .B75 1835 pl. 12, p. 41 (PrCt)

Florida - Maps - 1845 - Surveys

A Plat exhibiting the state of the surveys in the state of Florida. 1845.
1 map : 47 x 65 cm.
Detached from U.S. 29th Congress, 1st session, 1845-1846. Senate Document 16 [Serial Set 472].
M1024
map4F G3701.B5 1845 U5 no. 14 (PrCt)

Florida - Maps - 1845-1846 - Wall maps

1 map : 105 x 101 cm.
Detached from U.S. 30th Congress, 1st session, 1847-1848. Senate Document 2, after p. 72. Scale [ca. 1:725,000]; (W 87°00'--W 80°30'/N 31°00'--N 24°30').
Insets: Key West, as surveyed February 1829 by Wm. A. Whitehead. -- Mouths of the Suwanee River and the Cedar Keys, showing the western terminus of the proposed rail road, from Lt. Blake's map. -- General map of part of Florida included between Cedar Keys and St. John's River, from Lt. Blake's map.
Comprehensive map showing public land survey grid, rivers, lakes, coastal islands, woodlands, marsh, Indian settlements, forts, and trails.
Reference: Koepp, Carto-bibliography of maps, 504 (30-1) S.exdoc. 2, map 2.
Florida - Maps - 1847

Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co. -- Morin, A. C. -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 33 x 26 cm., folded to 12 x 8 cm. in case 13 x 9 cm.

Cover title: Florida
Entered according to act of Congress, in the year 1850, by Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co. in the clerk's office of the District court of the eastern district of Pennsylvania.

Scale [ca. 1:2,915,000]
Coordinates (W 87°50'--W 79°30' / N 32°00'--N 23°20')

Prime meridian: Washington, D.C.
Includes mileage table for various water routes.
Includes 'Routes of the Army during the Seminole War.'

Ornamental border.
Insets: Pensacola, Tallahassee, Harbour of St. Augustine.


Ayer p133 .M678f 1852 (NLO)

Florida - Maps - 1855

Florida Keys (Fla.) - Maps - 1855

Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's atlas of the world ... (1855-1856)
1 map : hand col. ; 35 x 28 cm.

In: Colton, George Woolworth. Colton's atlas of the world : illustrating physical and political geography (New York ; London ; J.H. Colton ; Trübner, 1855-1856) v. 1, pl. [26]. Inset map, 8 x 14 cm.: Plan of the Florida Keys. Printed plate 'No. 30.'

oversize G 10 .185 pl. 21 (PrCt)

Florida - Maps - 1856


Military map of the peninsula of Florida south of Tampa Bay / compiled from the latest and most reliable authorities by Lieut. J.C. Ives, Top. Engineers, under the general direction of Capt. A.A. Humphreys, Top. Engineers, by order of the Hon. Jefferson Davis, Secretary of War, April 1856 ; engraved on stone by Konrad Huber.

Authors: Ives, J. C. -- Huber, Konrad, engraver --

Ayer p133 .U59f 1851 (NLO)

Florida - Maps - 1857

A Plat exhibiting the state of the surveys in the State of Florida. St. Augustine : Surveyor General's Office, 1851.
1 map ; 55 x 62 cm., folded to 24 cm.

'B.A. Putnam. surr. general.'
Scale: 1:1,140,480; 18 miles to 1 inch.

Ayer 133 .U59f 1851 (NLO)

Florida - Maps - 1858

Pensacola (Fla.) - Maps - 1858 - Harbors

A new universal atlas containing maps of the various empires, kingdoms, states, and republics of the world ... (1858)
1 map ; hand col. ; 33 x 26 cm.

In: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Burroughs, H. N. -- Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868. A New universal atlas containing maps of the various empires, kingdoms, states, and republics of the world ... (Philadelphia : S. Augustus Mitchell, 1847) pl. '21.'

oversize G1019 .N49 1858 pl. 21 (PrCt)
1 map ; 106 x 82 cm., folded to 22 x 12 cm. + accompanying text (42 p. ; 24 cm.)
Compiled for use by the United States Army during the 3rd Seminole War, 1855-1858.
Shows forts, battlegrounds, Seminole Indian settlements, wagon roads, trails, and topographic features; includes text and table of latitudes and longitudes; does not show troop locations or movements.
Scale: 1:400,000.
Coordinates: (W 83°10'--W 79°45'/N 28°10'--N 24°15').
This copy bound with accompanying text: Memoir to accompany a military map of the peninsula of Florida, south of Tampa Bay / compiled by Lieut. J.C. Ives ... under the general direction of Capt. A.A. Humphreys ... by order of the Hon. Jefferson Davis, Secretary of War, April, 1856. New York : M.B. Wynkoop, printer, 1856. 42 p. ; 24 cm.
Reduced reprint of the map published in 1911, forming part of 62nd Congress, 1st session, Senate miscellaneous document 89, opposite p. 70 (Serial Set 6108) [Govt. 6108]
LC Card Number: 03028350
G 872 .45 (NLO)

26879
Florida - Maps - 1857 - Florida Keys (Fla.) - Maps - 1857
Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's general atlas ... (1857)
1 map : hand col. ; 29 x 36 cm.
oversize G 10 .188 pl. 28 (PrCt)

26880
Map of the state of Florida : showing the progress of the surveys, accompanying annual report of the Surveyor General for 1857. Philad[elphi]a : Wagner & M'Guigan's Lith., 4 Franklin Place, [1858].
House
1 map ; 64 x 58 cm.
Scale: ca. 1:1,140,480, or "18 miles to an inch." Shows hydrology, status of surveys, camps, forts, and coastal features.
With engraved signature of John Westcott, "Approved, October 1st, 1857."
Reference: Koepp 945 (35-1) H.exdoc. 2, map 5.
map4F G3931 .B5 1857 .U5 (PrCt)

26881
Florida - Maps - 1859 - Florida Keys (Fla.) - Maps - 1859
Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's atlas of America ... (1859) -- Johnson & Browning
1 map : hand col. ; 28 x 36 cm.
In: Colton George Woolworth. Colton's atlas of America, illustrating the physical and political geography of North and South America and the West India islands (New York : J.H. Colton and Co., 1859), pl. [26]. Inset map, 8 x 14 cm.: Plan of the Florida Keys. Printed plate 'No. 30.' Map copyrighted 1855.
Case oversize G1100 .C6 1859 pl. 26 (PrCt)

26882
Florida - Maps - 1860 - Florida Keys (Fla.) - Maps - 1860
Authors: Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1901 -- Johnson & Browning -- Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884. Johnson's new illustrated (steel plate) family atlas ... (1860)
1 map : hand col. ; 29 x 36 cm.
Continuation inset (8 x 13 cm.): Plan of the Florida Keys.
In: Johnson, Alvin Jewett. Johnson's new illustrated (steel plate) family atlas ... (New York : Johnson and Browning, 1860) plate '36.'
oversize G 10 .454 pl. 36 (PrCt)

26883
'Scale 18 miles to an inch.'
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.
CHS Coll., Map no. 456 (PrCt)

Florida - Maps - 1863
Florida Keys (Fla.) - Maps - 1863
Authors: Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884 -- Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884
Johnson's new illustrated family atlas of the world ... (1869) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 26 x 34 cm.
"Entered according to act of Congress in the year 1863, by A.J. Johnson in the Clerk's Office of the District Court of the United States for the Southern District of New York."
Inset (6 x 13 cm.): Florida Keys.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1019 .J5 1869, [plate 24] (PrCt)

Florida - Maps - 1864
Railroads - Maps
Drew's new map of the state of Florida : showing the progress of the U.S. Surveys, the completed & projected railroads, the different railroad stations and growing railroad towns. Jacksonville, Fla. C. Drew, 1870.
Authors: Drew, Columbus, 1820-1891 -- Bien, Julius, 1826-1909 -- Chicago Historical Society
1 map : hand col. ; 59 x 61 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:140,480]
OCLC 8447437
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.
CHS Coll., Map no. 457 (PrCt)

Florida - Maps - 1884
Real property -- Disston, Hamilton, 1844-1896
Florida Land and Improvement Purchase : Hamilton Disston's purchase : 4,000,000 acres : showing area in which lands have been selected.
Phila. F. Bourquin Lith., [1881?].
Authors: Bourquin, F. (Frederick), b. 1808 -- Florida Land and Improvement Co. -- Disston, Hamilton, 1844-1896
2 maps on 1 sheet : col. ; 78 x 63 cm.
Scale not given.
Description of counties including products, soil, climate, etc., on back of map.
Inset: Hamilton Disston's purchase. Issued folded to 22 x 13 cm.
Map G 10872 .305 (NLO)

Florida - Maps - 1888
Authors: Fisk & Co. -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1883) opposite p. 478
1 map : col. ; 29 x 22 cm.
Inset (6 x 9 cm.): [Florida panhandle]
Baskes oversize G1019 .G463 1883b, p. 59 (PrCt)

Florida - Maps - 1889
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1883)
1 map : col. ; 17 x 12 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Continuation inset (5 x 5 cm.): Western end of Florida.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1883) opposite p. 478
H 668 .703 (1883) opp. p. 478 (PrCt)

Florida - Maps - 1884
Advertising maps - 1884
Map of the state of Florida to accompany the Florida annual for 1884. New York : Munroe, [1884?].
Authors: Munroe, C. K., firm, publishers, New York -- Fisk & Co. -- Florida annual
1 map : 55 x 55 cm. fold. 20 cm.
"Fisk & Co. engr's. N.Y."
Sent to dealers to be used for advertising purposes.
No scale given.
G 10872 .6 (NLO)

Florida - Maps - 1884
Railroads - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1884)


---

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Includes county maps. "The right and title to 'The Florida annual', of which four editions have been published, has been purchased, and the present handbook is designed to preserve its best features in a new form."--Note. Includes index. Publisher's red cloth binding. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

26898 Florida - Maps - 1898 Wall maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 110 x 80 cm. ; folded in covers to 18 x 11 cm.
"Approximate scale, ten miles to one inch."
Inset (36 x 42 cm.): Northwestern portion of Florida.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
map3C G3930 1898 .R3 (Pr.Ct)

26897 Florida - Maps - 1899 Orlando Region (Fla.) - Maps - 1899 - Railroads - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm.
Title in upper margin. 'Rand, McNally & Co. ... 1899.' -- at bottom center.
Rand, McNally & Co.'s new business atlas map of Florida. Copyright, 1898 ... Copyright, 1895 ... ' -- at bottom center.
Includes key to railroads numbered 1-54 (with gaps in numbering).
Insets (14 x 22 cm. and 17 x 26 cm.): Map showing parts of Lake, Orange and Volusia counties -- Southern portion of Florida
[continuation inset].
Issued folded in accompanying index (42 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand, McNally & Co.'s indexed county and township pocket map and shippers' guide of Florida. Chicago and New York : Rand, McNally & Co., c1899.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
map4F G3931.P3 1899 .R3 (Pr.Ct)

26899 Florida - Maps - 1899 - Railroads - Maps
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1899)
1 map : col. ; 26 x 19 cm.
Title in right margin.
Added title in right margin: Poor's manual--Railroad map of the United States, 1899.
Inset (7 x 10 cm.): Western part of Florida.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1899) between p. 462-463 H 668 .703 (1899) bet. p. 462-463 (Pr.Ct)

26900 Florida - Maps - 1900-1960 - Topographic maps
Florida, 15 minute series (topographic).
Authors: Geological Survey (U.S.) ca. 39 maps : col. ; on sheets 45 x 33 cm. fold. to 18 x 27 cm.
Scale 1:62,500.
Dates of publication vary.
Moffat lists 41 maps before 1940.
Coverage is not complete at this scale; see index map in box 42.
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisles 42 and 43 (July 2012).
Reference: Moffat, Riley. Map index to topographic quadrangles of the United States, 1882-1940 (Santa Cruz, Calif.: Western Association of Map Libraries, 1986)
map6C G3700 19-- .U5, box 42 (Pr.Ct)

26901 Florida - Maps - 1900-1960 - Topographic maps
Florida, 7.5 minute series (topographic).
Authors: Geological Survey (U.S.) ca. 1344 maps : col. ; on sheets 54 x 44 cm. fold. to 17 x 28 cm.
Scale 1:24,000.
Dates of publication vary.
According to USGS, coverage at this scale complete in 1037 maps.
Coverage may not be complete at this scale; see index map in box 42.
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisles 42 and 43 (July 2012).
map6C G3700 19-- .U5, boxes 42-45 (Pr.Ct)
Florida - Maps - 1903 - Railroads - Maps
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1903)
1 map : col. ; 26 x 20 cm.
Title in right margin.
Added title in right margin: Poor's manual -- Railroad map of the United States, 1903.
Inset (7 x 10 cm.): Western part of Florida.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1903) between p. 256-257
H 668 .703 (1903) bet. p. 256-257 (Pr.Ct)
Florida - Maps - 1913 -Railroads

1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
Plate no. 1-13.
Inset (21 x 28 cm.): Southern portion of Florida [continuation inset].
Includes key to railroads numbered 1-152 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Florida railroads.
Issued folded in accompanying index (38 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally & Co.'s indexed county and township pocket map and shippers' guide of Florida. Chicago and New York : Rand McNally & Co., c1913.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
'Copied righted Rand McNally & Co. April 19, 1913' -- in ms. on verso of title page.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
*R McN Shippers Guide 4C 156 (PrCt)

Florida - Maps - 1916 -Railroads

1 map : col. ; 64 x 47 cm.
Plate no. 1-13.
Inset (21 x 28 cm.): Southern portion of Florida [continuation inset].
Includes key to railroads numbered 1-152 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Florida railroads.
Issued folded in accompanying index (38 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally & Co.'s indexed county and township pocket map and shippers' guide of Florida. Chicago and New York : Rand McNally & Co., c1913.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
'Copied righted Rand McNally & Co. April 19, 1913' -- in ms. on verso of title page.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
*R McN Shippers Guide 4C 157 (PrCt)

Florida - Maps - 1917 - Railroads

A New sectional map of Florida : April 1916 / issued by the Department of Agriculture. Buffalo, N.Y. by Wm. P. Northrup, 1913 [i.e. 1916].
Authors: Florida. Dept. of Agriculture -- Northrup, Wm. P., fl. 1913 -- Western Illinois University.
Map and Geography Library -- John V. Bergen Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 110 x 79 cm.
Scale [1:633,600]. 10 miles to 1 in. Includes key to railroads and table of 1915 population statistics. Inset (27 x 42 cm.): Western part of Florida. Mounted on cloth and wooden rollers. Handstamp on verso: Map and Geography Library, Western Illinois University. Forms part of the John V. Bergen Collection (Newberry Library). 

Maproll G3931 .P3 1916 .F5 (PrCt)  

26922 Florida - Maps - 1919 - Railroads


1 map: col.; 47 x 65 cm. Plate no. 237D. Inset (21 x 28 cm.): Southern portion of Florida [continuation inset]. Includes key to railroads numbered 1-150 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Florida railroads. 

On verso: Florida automobile road map. 1 map: col.; 47 x 65 cm. Plate no. 609C. 'National Highways Association roads used by permission.' Issued folded in accompanying index (44 p.; 17 cm.). 

RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 160 (PrCt)  

26923 Florida - Maps - 1919 - Railroads


4 p.; 17 cm. Imperfect; lacking folded map. Editor's copy; many index entries marked in red pencil. Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library). Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008). 

RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 159 (PrCt)  

26924 Florida - Maps - 1920-1929 - Road maps

On verso: Florida automobile road map. 1 map : railroads.  
Includes key to railroads numbered 1-150 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Florida railroads.  
On verso: Florida automobile road map. 1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm. Plate no. : 609E.  
'National Highways Association roads used by permission.'  
Issued folded in accompanying index (45 p. ; 17 cm.).  
Uniform title: Shippers guide.  
Handstamp on cover: Register of copyrights.  
Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.  
Dated '3/26/21' and 'Pub. 3/23/21' in ms. on cover.  
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).  
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).  
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 163 (PrCt)

Florida - Maps - 1920 - Railroads>>>Florida - Maps - 1920 - Road maps>>>Road maps>>>Railroads - Maps  
Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.  
Plate no. 237E.  
Inset (21 x 28 cm.): Southern portion of Florida [continuation inset].  
Includes key to railroads numbered 1-150 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Florida railroads.  
On verso: Florida automobile road map. 1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm. Plate no. : 609E.  
'National Highways Association roads used by permission.'  
Issued folded in accompanying index (45 p. ; 17 cm.).  
Uniform title: Shippers guide.  
Handstamp on cover: Register of copyrights.  
Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.  
Dated '2/13/20' in ms. on cover.  
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).  
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).  
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 162 (PrCt)

Florida - Maps - 1921 - Railroads>>>Florida - Maps - 1921 - Road maps>>>Road maps>>>Railroads - Maps  
Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.  
The Rand McNally new commercial atlas map of Florida' -- at bottom.  
Plate no. 237F.  
Inset (21 x 28 cm.): Southern portion of Florida [continuation inset].  
Includes key to railroads numbered 1-150 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Florida railroads.  
On verso: Florida automobile road map. 1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm. Plate no.: 1017G.  
Issued folded in accompanying index (40 p. ; 17 cm.).  
Uniform title: Shippers guide.  
Handstamp on cover: Register of copyrights.  
Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.  
Dated '5/16/22' in ms. on cover.  
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).  
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).  
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 164 (PrCt)

Florida - Maps - 1922 - Railroads>>>Florida - Maps - 1922 - Road maps>>>Road maps>>>Railroads - Maps  
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map : col. ; on sheet 87 x 68 cm.  
Scale. [ca. 1:965,000].  
Coordinates: (W 87°37' - W 80°00'; N 31°00' - N 24°30')  
Keyed to 12 named highways and highway sign

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)
Florida - Maps - 1922 - Road maps<<>>Southern States - Maps - 1922 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; on sheet 86 x 68 cm.
Keyed to 12 named road signs.
Scale [ca. 1:929,000].
Includes continuation inset of the Florida panhandle and an inset of Cuba.
Keyed to 22 named road signs. Scale. [ca. 1:1,241,000].
Issued with accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto trails map : district no. 21 : Mississippi, eastern Louisiana, Alabama, Georgia, southern South Carolina, Florida (Chicago and New York: Rand McNally, 1921).
[52] p. : maps, ill. ; 19 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally official auto trails map : Florida, Georgia, Alabama, Mississippi, eastern Louisiana, southern South Carolina : district no. 21.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
The maps are labeled 1922 while the index is for 1921.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 97 (PrCt)

Florida - Maps - 1922 - Road maps<<>>Southern States - Maps - 1922 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; on sheet 87 x 68 cm.
Keyed to 12 named road signs.
Scale [ca. 1:929,000].
Includes continuation inset of the Florida panhandle and an inset of Cuba.
Keyed to 22 named road signs. Scale. [ca. 1:1,241,000].
Issued with accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto trails map : district no. 21 : Mississippi, eastern Louisiana, Alabama, Georgia, southern South Carolina, Florida (Chicago and New York: Rand McNally, 1921).
[52] p. : maps, ill. ; 19 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally official auto trails map : Florida, Georgia, Alabama, Mississippi, eastern Louisiana, southern South Carolina : district no. 21.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
The maps are labeled 1922 while the index is for 1921.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 75 (PrCt)
Florida - Maps - 1922 - Road maps

1 map: col.; 82 x 63 cm. on sheet 87 x 68 cm.
Keyed to 14 named road signs.
Scale [ca. 1:922,000].
Includes continuation inset of the Florida panhandle and an inset of Cuba.
Keyed to 25 named road signs. Scale. [ca. 1:1,241,000].

Issued with accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto trails map: district no. 21: Mississippi, eastern Louisiana, Alabama.
Georgia, southern South Carolina, Florida (Chicago and New York: Rand McNally, 1921).
[52] p. : maps, ill.; 19 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally official auto trails map: Florida, Georgia, Alabama, Mississippi, eastern Louisiana, southern South Carolina: district no. 21.
Cover art (1 panel, O, B, BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
The maps are labeled 1922 while the index is for 1921.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).

RMcN Auto Trails 4C 76 (PrCt)
Florida - Maps - 1924 - Railroads
1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm.
'The Rand McNally new commercial atlas map of Florida' -- at bottom.
Plate no. 9H23.
Inset (21 x 28 cm.): Southern portion of Florida (continuation inset).
Includes key to railroads numbered 1-150 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Florida railroads.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Florida. 1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm. Plate no.: 1017G.
Issued folded in accompanying index (40 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Florida. Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1924.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Handstamp on cover: Register of copyrights.
Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.
Dated '3/14/23' in ms. on cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 166 (PrCt)

Florida - Maps - 1925
1 map : col. ; 98 x 97 cm., folded in covers to 18 x 11 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally new sectional map of Florida.
Plate no.: 8 R 25
"Approximate scale12 miles -- 1 inch."
Includes index of counties, cities, and towns.
Includes key to Florida electric rail lines.
Detached from cover; separated into 2 pieces.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
map3C G3930 1925 .R3 (PrCt)

Florida - Maps - 1925 - Railroads
1 map : col. ; 64 x 47 cm.
Plate no. 7R25.
Inset (16 x 24 cm.): [Florida panhandle : continuation inset].
Includes key to railroads numbered 1-150 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Florida railroads.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Florida. 1 map : col. ; 64 x 47 cm. Includes key to 9 named 'principal trails in Florida'.
Issued folded in accompanying index (44 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Florida. San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1925.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Handstamp on cover: Register of copyrights.
Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.
Dated '8/25/25' in ms. on cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 167 (PrCt)
|       | - Road maps | 1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm. Plate no. 7P24. | 1 map : col. ; 81 x 63 on sheet 88 x 73 cm. 5th edition. * |
|       | | Inset (21 x 28 cm.): Southern portion of Florida ... [continuation inset]. | Keyed to 14 named road signs. |
|       | | Includes key to railroads numbered 1-150 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Florida railroads. | Scale [ca. 1:901,000]. |
|       | | On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Florida. 1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm. Plate no.: 2N24. Includes key to 9 named 'principal trails in Florida'. | Plate no. H-9; indicates a 1926 map, at variance with the index. |
|       | | Issued folded in accompanying index (42 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Florida. San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1925. | Includes continuation inset of the Florida panhandle. |
|       | Florida - Maps - 1925 - Road maps | RMcN Auto Trails 4C 146 (PrCt) |

26941 Florida - Maps - 1925 - Road maps


1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.

Plate no. 7R25.

Inset (16 x 24 cm.): [Florida panhandle : continuation inset].

Includes key to railroads numbered 1-150 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Florida railroads.

On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Florida. 1 map : col. ; 64 x 47 cm. Includes key to 9 named 'principal trails in Florida'.

Issued folded in accompanying index (44 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Florida. San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1925.

Uniform title: Shippers guide.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 167.5 (PrCt)

26942 Florida - Maps - 1925 - Road maps


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 81 x 63 on sheet 88 x 72 cm. 4th edition.

Keyed to 14 named road signs.

Scale [ca. 1:901,000].


RMcN Auto Trails 4C 146 (PrCt)

26943 Florida - Maps - 1925 - Road maps


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 167.5 (PrCt)
26946 Florida - Maps - 1926 - Railroads
1 map : col. ; 64 x 47 cm.
Plate no. 11R25.
Inset (16 x 24 cm.): [Florida panhandle : continuation inset].
Includes key to railroads numbered 1-150 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Florida railroads.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Florida. 1 map : col. ; 64 x 47 cm. Includes key to 9 named 'principal trails in Florida'.
Issued folded in accompanying index (44 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists’ and shippers’ guide of Florida. San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1926.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 170 (PrCt)

26947 Florida - Maps - 1926 - Railroads
1 map : col. ; 64 x 47 cm.
Plate no. 11R25.
Inset (16 x 24 cm.): [Florida panhandle : continuation inset].
Includes key to railroads numbered 1-150 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Florida railroads.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Florida. 1 map : col. ; 64 x 47 cm. Includes key to 9 named 'principal trails in Florida'.
Issued folded in accompanying index (44 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists’ and shippers’ guide of Florida. San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1926.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 170 (PrCt)
Florida - Maps - 1926 - Road maps

Rand McNally official auto road map : Florida.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [1926?].

Form part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 243 (PrCt)

Florida - Maps - 1926 - Road maps

Rand McNally official auto road map : Florida.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [1926?].

Form part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 244 (PrCt)

Florida - Maps - 1926 - Road maps

Rand McNally official auto road map : Florida.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [1926?].

Form part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 171 (PrCt)

Florida - Maps - 1926 - Road maps

Rand McNally official auto road map : Florida.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [1926?].

Form part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 171 (PrCt)

Florida - Maps - 1926 - Road maps

Rand McNally official auto road map : Florida.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [1926?].

Form part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 244 (PrCt)

Florida - Maps - 1926 - Road maps

Rand McNally official auto road map : Florida.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [1926?].

Form part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 244 (PrCt)

RMcN AE 17.5 (PrCt)

26954 Florida - Maps - 1927 - Road maps

Map no. 13 : automobile roads in Florida ... Gulf. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1927].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Gulf Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title. Title from map proper: Gulf Refining Co. official road map no. 13 : Florida (Plate no. A).
On verso, insets of 4 cities.
Cover (1 panel, O,B): Roadster with couple speeding uphill, Gulf gasoline logo.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 0, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 14 (PrCt)

26955 Florida - Maps - 1928 - Road maps

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Gulf Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title. Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 52 (PrCt)

26956 Florida - Maps - 1928 - Road maps

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Pan American Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title. Distribution: NL 1, LC 0, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 72 (PrCt)

26957 Florida - Maps - 1928 - Road maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 43 cm. on sheet 69 x 46 cm. 7th edition.

Plate no. J-18. Includes insets of western Florida and Miami-Key West region.
Verso blank.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 17.6 (PrCt)


44 p. : 3 maps (2 folded) ; 24 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally standard indexed map with air trails : Florida
Uniform title: Air trails Folded map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back to back, col. ; each 64 x 47 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm., inside back cover, scale 1:1,140,500): Rand McNally standard map of Florida. Plate no. 7R28. Includes key to railroads -- Rand McNally standard map of Florida with air trails. Plate nos. "12N28" and "7R28". Both folding maps include inset of western Florida (16 x 23 cm.) Accompanying index includes "airport directory", "aids to navigation", and "elements of practical air navigation" by William E. Johnson, (p. 32-44). Index also includes map (15 x 20 cm., on p. 32-33): Rand McNally airway map : United States. Includes "key to [commercial] air lines." Cover art: Airplane flying above passenger train. "50¢" - printed on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (October 2010).

RMcN Air Trails 4C 10 (PrCt)

26959 Florida - Maps - 1929 - Road maps - East (U.S.) - Maps - 1929 - Road maps

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 53 cm. on sheet 71 x 56 cm. Added title: Texaco road map: 1929: Florida. Includes insets of Tampa, Jacksonville, Miami and western Florida.
Verso includes insets of six cities and: Texaco road map: 1929: eastern United States. Includes

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
inset of southern Florida.
Attached to 1930 Texaco map of Florida [RMcN AE 017.8 (2 of 2)].
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 17.8 (1 of 2) (PrCt)**

26960 **Florida - Maps - 1929 - Road maps**

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Firestone Tire and Rubber Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 0, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
**Gousha Clients 132 (PrCt)**

26961 **Florida - Maps - 1929 - Road maps**

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Gulf Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 2.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
**Gousha Clients 168 (PrCt)**

26962 **Florida - Maps - 1929 - Road maps**

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Pan American Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
**Gousha Clients 221 (PrCt)**

26963 **Florida - Maps - 1929 - Road maps**

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
**Gousha Clients 240 (PrCt)**

26964 **Florida - Maps - 1930-1939 - Railroads**

*Florida - Maps - 1930-1939 - Aeronautical charts - Florida - Maps - 1930-1939 - Road maps***

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 47 on sheet 69 x 50 cm.
Plate nos. 7R29 and 1:09S.
Includes inset of western Florida.
Keyed to railroads in red.
Includes inset of western Florida.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 17.36 (PrCt)**

26965 **Florida - Maps - 1930 - Outline maps**

Gandy Bridge (Hillsborough County, Fla.) - Pictorial works - Florida - Maps - 1930 - Road maps

Gandy Bridge [: outline map of Florida showing bridge location between St. Petersburg and Tampa]. [S.l. s.n., ca. 1930].
Authors: Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 6 x 5 cm.
Title expanded by cataloger.
Incomplete and lacking imprint; trimmed from unidentified text.
Includes view of the bridge (2 cm. in diam.) and prominent number "4."
Mounted on backing sheet; verso includes descriptive text obscured by backing.
Previously bound with a collection of pictorial maps in binders labeled "Points of Interest."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 190.46 E (PrCt)**

26966 **Florida - Maps - 1930 - Railroads**

Authors: Matthews-Northrup Company -- La Salle Extension University -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 23 x 16 cm.
Inset (7 x 5 cm.): Bahama Islands.
In: Atlas of traffic maps (Chicago: La Salle Extension University, 1930) p. 144.
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
**folio RMcN atlas .A73 1930 p. 144 (PrCt)**

26967 **Florida - Maps - 1930 - Road maps**

Cuba - Maps - 1930 - Road maps - Atlantic Coastal Highway - 1930 - Maps - 1930 - Road maps

Florida - Maps - 1930 - Road maps

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
26968 Florida - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Florida. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1930].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 321 (PrCt)

26969 Florida - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Gulf Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 364 (PrCt)

26970 Florida - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Pan American Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

26971 Florida - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 402 (PrCt)

26972 Florida - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 53 cm. on sheet 71 x 57 cm.
Includes insets of Tampa, Jacksonville, Miami and western Florida.
Verso blank.
Attached to 1929 Texaco map of Florida [RMcN AE 017.8 (1 of 2)].
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 17.8 (2 of 2) (PrCt)

26973 Florida - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Opaline Motor Oil -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 28 cm. on sheet 46 x 61 cm.
Includes insets of western Florida and four cities.
On verso: Sinclair territorial road map of the southeastern states. Plate no. L. Includes inset of southern Florida.
Annotated 'R-1930 FLA. Jr. Sinclair.'
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 17.7 (PrCt)

26974 Florida - Maps - 1931 - Florida - Maps - 1931 - Railroads
26977 Florida - Maps - 1931 - Road maps

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Pan American Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 527 (PrCt)

26978 Florida - Maps - 1931 - Road maps

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 543 (PrCt)

26979 Florida - Maps - 1931 - Road maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 577 (PrCt)

26980 Florida - Maps - 1931 - Road maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 501 (PrCt)

26981 Florida - Maps - 1931 - Road maps

Official road map of Florida. Published by Florida Oil and Gas Corporation. Chicago: H.M. Gousha Co., 1931.
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 581 (PrCt)
26983 Florida - Maps - 1932 - Road maps<<>>East (U.S.) - Maps - 1932 - Road maps<<>>Road maps

*State Road Department, Tallahassee, Florida.*
Tallahassee, Fla. Florida State Road Department, [1931].
Authors: Florida. State Road Department -- General Drafting Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; on sheet trimmed to 46 x 74 cm. Incomplete; northern half trimmed away.
Date from RMcN AE 179 ms. index. "Copyright, General Drafting Co., Inc." Includes "mileage tables for principal state roads" in Florida.
Maps on verso (44 x 73 cm. and 11 x 13 cm.): Principal highway routes of the United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 179.21 (PrCt)

26984 Florida - Maps - 1932 - Road maps<<>>Georgia - Maps - 1932 - Road maps<<>>Road maps

*State Road Department, Tallahassee, Florida.* Includes insets of western Florida, Cuba, and ten cities.
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- Rand McNally & Company, 1932.
1 map : col. ; 48 x 33 cm.
Plate no. N-7-P.
Includes insets of western Florida, Cuba, and ten cities.
On verso: Cities Service road map of southeastern United States. Includes insets of southeastern states.
Florida, Georgia. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1932].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : on sheet trimmed to 46 x 74 cm.
Includes inset of western Florida. Verso includes inset of western Florida.
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 628 (PrCt)

26985 Florida - Maps - 1932 - Road maps<<>>Road maps

*State Road Department, Tallahassee, Florida.* Includes insets of western Florida.
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Pan American Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 44 x 28 cm. on sheet 46 x 31 cm.
Includes inset of western Florida. Verso includes inset of western Florida.
Listed on AE index as 'Sr.'
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 676 (PrCt)

26986 Florida - Maps - 1932 - Road maps<<>>Road maps

*State Road Department, Tallahassee, Florida.* Includes insets of western Florida, Cuba, and ten cities.
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil Company -- Lee, Robert E., fl. 1933 -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : on sheet trimmed to 46 x 74 cm.
Includes inset of western Florida. Verso includes inset of western Florida.
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 676 (PrCt)
Florida - Maps - 1932 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Sinclair Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 733 (PrCt)

Florida - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Authors: Producers and Refiners Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 38 cm. on sheet 56 x 71 cm.
Added title: Cities Service road map of Florida.
Plate no. O-7-P.
Includes inset of western Florida and Cuba.
On verso: Cities Service road map of southeastern United States. Plate no. O-7-P.
Includes insets of Jacksonville, Tampa and Miami.
Listed on AE index as ‘Sr.’
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 17.17 (PrCt)

Florida - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Florida, Georgia - Maps - 1933
Florida. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1933].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- ‘=Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 822 (PrCt)

Florida - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- Koolmotor Gasolene -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 48 x 33 cm. on sheet 56 x 71 cm.
Added title: Cities Service road map of Florida.
Plate no. O-7-P.
Includes insets of western Florida, Cuba, and ten cities.
On verso: Cities Service road map of southeastern United States. Plate no. O.
Includes insets of Jacksonville, Tampa and Miami.
Listed on AE index as ‘Sr.’
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 186.39 (PrCt)
Panel art: Shell logo, license plates, woman driving convertible car, dog, signed by artist "Robert E. Lee."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 913 (PrCt)

26995 Florida - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 42 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Added title: Sinclair 1933 official road map: Florida. Plate no. 12. 07M.
Includes insets of western Florida and Cuba.
On verso: Sinclair pictorial United States.
Listed on AE index as 'Sr.'
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 17.19 (PrCt)

26996 Florida - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
United States - Maps - 1933 - Pictorial maps
Pictorial maps United States - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 42 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Added title: Sinclair 1933 official road map: Florida. Plate no. 12. 07M.
Includes insets of western Florida and Cuba.
On verso: Sinclair pictorial United States.
Listed as 'Sr.' on AE index.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 17.25 (1 of 2) (PrCt)

26997 Florida - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
East (U.S.) - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Road maps Florida - Maps - 1934 - Pictorial maps
Pictorial maps Florida - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Road map & historical guide : Florida ... Sunoco ... Sun Oil Company. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1934].
Authors: Sunoco (Firm) -- Sun Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 53 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sunoco auto road map of Florida.
Dated from RMcN AE 194 ms. index.
Plate no. 3478 P.

27000 Florida - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Georgia - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

Insets (17 x 27 cm. and smaller): Western Florida -- Jacksonville -- Miami -- Tampa.
Maps on verso (51 x 53 cm. and 30 x 27 cm.): Historical, pictorial, points of interest map of Florida --- Sunoco auto road map of eastern United States.
Panel art: Car on highway surrounded by historical scenes.
Previously bound with a collection of pictorial maps in binders labeled "Points of Interest."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 194.24 (PrCt)

Florida - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
East (U.S.) - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- Koolmotor Gasolene -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 48 x 33 cm. on sheet 56 x 71 cm.
Added title: Cities Service road map of Florida.
Plate nos. P-7-P and C. S. O. 1934.
Includes insets of western Florida, Cuba, and ten cities.
Includes insets of Jacksonville, Tampa and Miami.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 17.21 (PrCt)

Florida - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Florida - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Pictorial maps
Authors: Sun Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 42 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Added title: Sunoco auto road map of Florida.
Plate no. 3478 P.
Includes insets of Jacksonville, Miami, Tampa and western Florida.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 17.26 (PrCt)

Florida - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Georgia - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Florida - Maps - 1935 - Road maps

27010 Florida - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Travel Florida with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1935?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1311 (PrCt)

27011 Florida - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 38 cm. on sheet 81 x 45 cm.
Includes insets of western Florida and Cuba.
Verso includes maps of ten cities.
Listed on AE index as 'Sr.'
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 17.29 (PrCt)

27012 Florida - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 38 cm. on sheet 82 x 45 cm.
Includes insets of western Florida and Cuba.
Verso includes maps of ten cities.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 17.33 (PrCt)

27008 Florida - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Road map & historical guide : Florida ... Sunoco - Maps - 1935 - Pictorial maps
Road maps - Florida - Maps - 1935<<>>East (U.S.) - Maps - 1935 - Road maps<<>>Pictorial maps
Road map & historical guide : Florida ... Sunoco. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1935].
Authors: Sun Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 53 cm. on sheet 71 x 56 cm.
Added title: Sunoco auto road map of Florida.
Plate no. Q.3478.
Includes insets of Jacksonville, Miami, Tampa and western Florida.
Annotated 'Q-35.'
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 17.32 (PrCt)
27014 Florida - Maps - 1935 - Road maps

Authors: Shell Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 57 x 38 cm. on sheet 61 x 46 cm.
Includes insets of western Florida and Cuba.
Annotated '1935.'
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 17.34 (PrCt)

27015 Florida - Maps - 1935 - Road maps

Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Includes insets of western Florida and Cuba.
Listed as 'Sr.' on AE index.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 17.31 (PrCt)

27016 Florida - Maps - 1935 - Road maps

Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Added title: Sinclair official road map: Florida.
Plate no. 7.
Includes insets of western Florida and Cuba.
Annotated 'Q-35.'
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 17.35 (PrCt)

27017 Florida - Maps - 1935 - Road maps - Southern States - Maps - 1935 - Road maps

Authors: H. M Gousha Company -- Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1264 (PrCt)


Florida East Coast Railway : Flagler system, the St. Augustine route. [Saint Augustine, Fla.? Florida East Coast Railway, 1936?].
Authors: Florida East Coast Railway -- Florida East Coast Railway. Florida east coast [1936?]
1 map : col. ; 23 x 12 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:3,640,000]
Coordinates: (W 83°41'--W 77°17'/N 30°49'--N 22°58').
map4C G3831.P3 1936 .F5 p. 6 (NLO)

27019 Florida - Maps - 1936 - Road maps - Cuba - Maps - 1936 - Road maps - Southern States - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 48 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Cities Service invites you to tour Florida.
Plate no. 318-8.S.C. - J-3
Insets (9 x 22 cm. and smaller): Western Florida -- Jacksonville -- Miami -- Tampa -- Republic of Cuba.
Map on verso (48 x 43 cm.): Cities Service invites you to tour southeastern United States.
Panel art: Cities Service logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 157.6A (PrCt)

27020 Florida - Maps - 1936 - Road maps - Cuba - Maps - 1936 - Road maps - United States - Maps - 1936 - Road maps - Road maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Helck, Peter, 1893-1988 -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm., on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Panel title.
Added title on map: Sinclair road map : Florida.
Florida - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

**Travel Florida with Conoco**

*every Conoco station is a branch of the Conoco Travel Bureau.*

Chicago: H.M. Gousha Company, [1936].

*Authors:* Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

**1 map:** col. ; 58 x 38 cm.

**Panel title.**

**Added title:** Conoco ... official road map : Florida

Date from RMcN AE 193 ms. index.

**Plate no. J-2**

**Insets (30 x 14 cm. and 8 x 18 cm.):** Western Florida -- Republic of Cuba.

**Maps on verso (43 x 28 cm. and smaller):**

Conoco ... official road map : eastern United States -- Tampa -- Havana -- Jacksonville -- Miami.

Panel art: Conoco logo over outline of North America.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 158.15 (PrCt)**

Petersburg and Clearwater area -- Western part of Florida -- Jacksonville -- Miami.

Map on verso (25 x 28): Main roads to Middle Atlantic and Gulf States.

Panel art: Two automobiles.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 169.6 (PrCl)**

Florida - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

*Road map & historical guide : Florida ... Sunoco ... Sun Oil Company.*

Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1936].

*Authors:* Sunoco (Firm) -- Sun Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Bodeen, George H. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

**1 map:** col. ; 68 x 53 cm.

**Panel title.**

**Added title:** Sunoco auto road map of Florida.

Date from RMcN AE 193 ms. index.

**Plate no. R. 3478**

**Insets (17 x 27 cm. and smaller):** Western Florida

Maps on verso (49 x 53 cm. and 29 x 26 cm.):

Sunoco [pictorial] map of Florida -- Sunoco auto road map of eastern United States -- Florida.

Panel art: Images of horseback rider, wagon, horsedrawn carriage, and car on road; signed "Geo H. Bodeen."

Previously bound with a collection of pictorial maps in binders labeled "Points of Interest."

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 193.8 (PrCt)**

Florida - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

*Travel Florida with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau.*

Chicago: H.M. Gousha Co., [1936?].

*Authors:* Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

**1 map:** col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

**Panel title.**

**Panel art:** Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

**Gousha Clients 1602 (PrCl)**
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1702 (PrCt)

27026 Florida - Maps - 1936 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Includes insets of western Florida and Cuba.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 17.9X (PrCt)

27027 Florida - Maps - 1936 - Road maps<<>>Southern States - Maps - 1936 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Cities Service logo and "serves a nation" slogan.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1557 (PrCt)

27028 Florida - Maps - 1937 - Road maps<<>>Cuba - Maps - 1937 - Road maps<<>>Southern States - Maps - 1937 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 48 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Cities Service invites you to tour Florida.
Plate no. 318 - S.C. 12-K
Insets (9 x 22 cm. and smaller): Western Florida -- Jacksonville -- Miami -- Tampa -- Republic of Cuba.
Maps on verso (48 x 43 cm. and smaller): Cities Service invites you to tour southeastern United States.
Panel art: Cities Service sign, car and outline of the United States.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jun 3 -1937 .... "
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 157.9 (PrCt)

27029 Florida - Maps - 1937 - Road maps<<>>East (U.S.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Travel Florida with Conoco : every Conoco station is a branch of the Conoco Travel Bureau.
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1937].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 38 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Conoco ... official road map : Florida Date from RMcN AE 158 ms. index.
Plate no. 10-K
Insets (30 x 14 cm. and 8 x 18 cm.): Western Florida -- Republic of Cuba.
Maps on verso (43 x 28 cm. and smaller): Conoco ... official road map : eastern United States -- Tampa -- Havana -- Jacksonville -- Miami.
Panel art: Conoco logo over outline of North America.
Handstamped "1937" and "copyrighted".
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 158.17A (PrCt)

27030 Florida - Maps - 1937 - Road maps<<>>Florida - Maps - 1937 - Pictorial maps<<>>Pictorial maps - Florida - 1937<<>>Road maps<<>>Pictorial maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company of Kentucky -- General Drafting Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 59 x 44 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: 1937 Standard Oil road map : Florida ...
Insets (16 x 16 cm. and smaller): Tampa, St. Petersburg and Clearwater area -- Jacksonville -- Miami -- Western part of Florida.
Map on verso (27 x 28): Florida highlights [pictorial map].
Panel art: Photograph montage of places of interest..
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jun 1 - 1937 Rand McNally & Co. .... "
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 169.17A (PrCt)
Florida - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
- Maps - 1937 - Pictorial maps
- Florida - Maps - 1937 - East (U.S.) - Road maps
- Pictorial maps
- Florida - Maps - 1937 - Pictorial maps
- East (U.S.) - Road maps
- Pictorial maps
- Florida - Maps - 1937 - Pictorial maps
- Road maps
- Pictorial maps
- Road map & historical guide: Florida ... Sunoco.
- Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1937].
- Authors: Sun Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
- 1 map : col.; 68 x 53 cm.
- Added title: Sunoco auto road map of Florida.
- Plate no. R.3478.
- Includes insets of Jacksonville, Miami, Tampa and western Florida.
- Annotated 'R-36.'
- Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
- RMcN AE 193.13 (PrCt)

Florida - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
- Maps - 1937 - Pictorial maps
- Florida - Maps - 1947 - Southern States - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
- Pictorial maps
- Cuba - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
- Pictorial maps
- Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
- 1 map : col.; 64 x 42 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
- Panel title.
- Plate no. S. 3621
- Added title: Gulf road map of Florida.
- Insets (11 x 19 cm. and 12 x 23 cm.): Cuba -- Western Florida.
- Maps on verso (42 x 58 cm. and smaller): Road map of Virginia, Kentucky, Tennessee, North Carolina, South Carolina, Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia, Florida -- Southern Florida -- Tampa, St. Petersburg and vicinity.
- Panel art: Cars on curving road beneath Gulf sign in foreground.
- Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
- Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
- RMcN Clients 917 (PrCt)

Florida - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
- Maps - 1937 - Pictorial maps
- Florida - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
- Pictorial maps
- Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
- 1 map : col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
- Panel title.
- Panel art: Map of United States, car, Cities Service sign and "serves a nation" slogan.
- Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
- Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Handstamped 'Apr 12 1937.'
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 17.8X (PrCt)

27041 Florida - Maps - 1937 - Road maps<<<>Southern States - Maps - 1937<<<>Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm. on sheet 92 x 45 cm.
Added title: Gulf road map of Florida. Plate no. S.3621.
Includes insets of western Florida and Cuba. Verso includes map of the Tampa-St. Petersburg region and: Gulf road map of Virginia, Kentucky, Tennessee, North Carolina, South Carolina, Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia, Florida. Includes inset of southern Florida. Plate no. S.3727.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 17.8A (PrCt)

27042 Florida - Maps - 1938 - Pictorial maps<<<>Pictorial maps - Florida - 1938<<<>Saint Petersburg Region (Fla.) - Maps - 1938 - Pictorial maps<<<>Pictorial maps - Saint Petersburg Region (Fla.) - 1938<<<>Tampa Region (Fla.) - 1938 - Pictorial maps<<<>Pictorial maps - Tampa Region (Fla.) - 1938<<<>Sarasota Region (Fla.) - Maps - 1938 - Pictorial maps<<<>Pictorial maps - Sarasota Region (Fla.) - 1938<<<>Saint Petersburg (Fla.) - Maps -1938 - Road maps<<<>Tampa (Fla.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps<<<>West Palm Beach Region (Fla.) - Maps - 1938 - Pictorial
Covers the St. Petersburg and Sarasota regions in western Florida.

Date from RMcN AE 190 ms. index.

Plate no. T. 3781.

Insets (9 x 9 cm. each): Downtown St. Petersburg -- Downtown Tampa.

Maps on verso (48 x 42 cm. and smaller): [West Palm Beach and Miami regions] -- Jacksonville -- West Palm Beach -- Miami.

Panel art: Gulf logo; palm trees by ocean; boat and water skier.

Previously bound with a collection of pictorial maps in binders labeled "Points of Interest."

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 190.4 (PrCt)

27044 Florida - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Cuba - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Florida : official AAA road map. Washington, D.C. American Automobile Association, [1938?].

Authors: American Automobile Association

1 map : col. ; 58 x 36 cm., folded to 10 x 21 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: AAA official road map : Florida "Issued annually -- next edition Sept. 1939."

Scale: "One inch equals approximately 16 miles."

Place no. 3022-J

Insets (17 x 23 cm. or smaller): [Florida panhandle] -- [West Indies] -- St. Petersburg -- Miami Fla. and vicinity.

Maps on verso (19 x 39 cm. and smaller): Official AAA road map : Cuba -- Daytona Beach -- West Palm Beach.

Panel art: AAA logo

Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).

Road map4C G3931.P2 1938 .A4 (PrCt)

27045 Florida - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Cuba - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Shell road map : Florida ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1938].

Authors: Shell Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 58 x 38 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Shell official road map of Florida.

Date from RMcN AE 164 ms. index.

Plate nos. "319-J. 10-L" and "12-L 1938-1"

Insets (20 x 9 cm. and smaller): Western Florida -- Jacksonville -- Miami -- Tampa, St. Petersburg vicinity -- Republic of Cuba.

Map on verso (29 x 44 cm.): Legend : United States mileage and driving time along main transcontinental highways.

Panel art: Shell logo.

Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 19 1938 ... ."

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 164.7 (PrCt)
27046 Florida - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Florida road map ... Sunoco. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1938].
Authors: Sun Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 52 cm. on sheet 71 x 56 cm.
Added title: Auto road map of Florida. Plate no. T.3891.
Includes inset of western Florida.
Verso includes insets of four cities and: Auto road map of eastern United States. Plate no. T.3860.
Annotated 'T-38.'
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 17.4X (PrCt)

27047 Florida - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Florida road map ... Sunoco. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1938?].
Authors: Sun Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 52 cm. on sheet 71 x 56 cm.
Includes inset of western Florida.
Verso includes insets of four cities and: Auto road map of eastern United States. Plate no. T.3860.
Annotated 'T-38.'
Verso plate no. coded for 1938; recto plate no. coded for 1939.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 17.17A (PrCt)

27048 Florida - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Florida road map ... Sunoco. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1938].
Authors: Sun Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 52 cm. on sheet 71 x 56 cm.
Added title: Auto road map of Florida. Plate no. T.3891.
Includes inset of western Florida.
Verso includes insets of four cities and: Auto road map of eastern United States. Plate no. T.3860.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 17.4X (PrCt)

27049 Florida - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 50 x 67 cm. on sheet 54 x 71 cm.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Florida. Plate no. T.3808.
Includes inset maps of the Tampa-St. Petersburg region, Jacksonville, Miami and Cuba.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 17.14A (PrCt)

27050 Florida - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 50 x 67 cm. on sheet 54 x 71 cm.
Panel no. 12-38.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Florida. Plate no. (3) T.3808.
Includes inset maps of the Tampa-St. Petersburg region, Jacksonville, Miami and Cuba.
Annotated 'T-38.'
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 17.15A (PrCt)

27051 Florida - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 50 x 67 cm. on sheet 54 x 71 cm.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Florida. Plate no. T.3808.
Includes inset maps of the Tampa-St. Petersburg region, Jacksonville, Miami and Cuba.
Handstamped 'Feb 28 1938.'
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 17.5X (PrCt)
Authors: Standard Oil Company of Kentucky -- General Drafting Company -- Reed, fl. 1938 -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Insets (18 x 18 cm. and smaller): Tampa, St. Petersburg, Clearwater -- Western part of Florida -- Jacksonville -- Miami.
Pictorial map on verso (27 x 28 cm.): Glamorous Florida.
Panel art: photographs of leisure activities.
Handstamped "received ... Sep 6 1938 Rand McNally & Co. by Reed."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 168.6 (PrCt)

Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 98 x 42 cm. on sheet 102 x 46 cm.
Panel art: pictorial map of state.
Added title: Florida. Plate no. T.3841A.
Margin includes tables listing fish and wildlife shown pictorially on map.
Verso includes pictorial maps of six cities, Cuba and western Florida.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 17.20A (PrCt)

Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: car driving through hills, Cities Service sign.
Gousha Clients 3055 (PrCt)

Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 98 x 42 cm. on sheet 102 x 46 cm.
Panel art: palm tree, ship, and building.
Added title: Florida. Plate no. T.3841A.
Margin includes tables listing fish and wildlife shown pictorially on map.
Verso includes pictorial maps of six cities, Cuba and western Florida.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 17.18A (PrCt)

Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 98 x 42 cm. on sheet 102 x 46 cm.
Panel art: pictorial map of state.
Added title: Florida. Plate no. T.3841A.
Margin includes tables listing fish and wildlife shown pictorially on map.
Verso includes pictorial maps of six cities, Cuba and western Florida.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 156.5 (PrCt)

27057 Florida - Maps - 1938 - Road maps Florida - Maps - 1938 - Pictorial maps Travel Florida with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1938?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco
Florida - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 47 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Plate no. T.3621.
Includes insets of western Florida and Cuba.
Verso blank.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
*RMcN AE 17.2X (PrCt)*

27063

Florida - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

**Florida info-map : Gulf.** Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1938].
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm. on sheet 92 x 46 cm.
Added title: Gulf road map of Florida. Plate no. T.3621.
Includes insets of western Florida and Cuba.
Verso blank.
AE index and verso map indicate a 1937 date while recto map plate no. signifies a 1938 date.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
*RMcN AE 17.11A (PrCt)*

27064

Florida - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

**Florida : Sinclair road map.** Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1938].
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 47 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Includes insets of western Florida and Cuba.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
*RMcN AE 17.21A (PrCt)*
1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm. on sheet 92 x 45 cm.
Added title: Gulf road map of Florida. Plate no. T.3621.
Includes insets of western Florida and Cuba.
Verso includes map of the Tampa-St. Petersburg region (plate no. S.) and: Gulf road map of Virginia, Kentucky, Tennessee, North Carolina, South Carolina, Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia, Florida. Includes inset of southern Florida. Plate no. S.3727.
Recto plate no. indicates 1938; verso plate no. indicates 1937.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 17.1X (PrCt)

27065 Florida - Maps - 1939 - Road maps</>Cuba - Maps - 1939 - Road maps</>Road maps
Shell road map : Florida ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1939].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 38 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell official road map of Florida. Date from RMcN AE 165 ms. index.
Plate nos. "1319-J. 12-M" and "12-M 1939-1"
Insets (20 x 9 cm. and smaller.): Western Florida -- Jacksonville -- Miami -- Tampa, St. Petersburg vicinity -- Republic of Cuba.
Map on verso (29 x 44 cm.): Legend : United States mileage and driving time along main transcontinental highways.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 17 1939 ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 165.7 (PrCt)

27066 Florida - Maps - 1939 - Road maps</>East (U.S.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps</>Road maps
Travel Florida with Conoco : every Conoco station is a branch of the Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1939].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 38 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Conoco ... official road map : Florida Date from RMcN AE 159 ms. index.
Plate no. 316-J.C. 12-M
Insets (30 x 14 cm. and smaller): Western Florida -- Tampa, St. Petersburg vicinity -- Republic of Cuba.
Maps on verso (43 x 28 cm. and smaller):
Conoco ... official road map : eastern United States -- Tampa -- Havana -- Jacksonville -- Miami.
Panel art: Conoco logo over outline of North America.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Aug 17 1939 ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 158.7A (PrCt)

27067 Florida - Maps - 1939 - Road maps</>East (U.S.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps</>Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 50 x 67 cm. on sheet 54 x 71cm.
Panel no. 5-39.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Florida. Plate no. U.3808.
Includes inset maps of three cities, Cuba, and the Florida Keys.
Includes inset of southern Florida.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 18.24 (PrCt)

27068 Florida - Maps - 1939 - Road maps</>East (U.S.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps</>Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 50 x 67 cm. on sheet 54 x 71cm.
Panel no. 10-39.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Florida. Plate no. U.3808.
Includes inset maps of three cities, Cuba, and the Florida Keys.
Includes inset of southern Florida.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 18.26 (PrCt)

27069 Florida - Maps - 1939 - Road maps</>Road maps
Florida road map / Cities Service. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1939?].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"Tourist edition."
Panel title.
Panel art: road leading to a Cities Service gas station and sign; slogan "buy at this sign."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)
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Florida - Maps - 1940 - Road maps

27077

Gousha Clients 3865 (PrCt)

Florida - Maps - 1940 - Road maps

Texaco touring map: Florida with sectional map of adjoining states. Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1940].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 50 x 67 cm. on sheet 54 x 71 cm.
Panel no. 4-40.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Florida. Plate no. V.3808.
Includes inset maps of three cities, Cuba, and the Florida Keys.
On verso: Texaco sectional trip map [of eastern U.S.]. Plate no. V.3900(C).
Includes inset of southern Florida.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 18.27 (PrCt)

Authors: Sun Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 68 x 53 cm. on sheet 72 x 56 cm.
Added title: Auto road map of Florida. Plate no. V.3891.
Includes insets of Tampa-St. Petersburg region, Jacksonville and western Florida.
Verso includes maps of Daytona Beach, Miami and West Palm Beach and: Historical-scenic map of Florida. Plate no. V.4076. -- Auto road map of eastern United States. Plate no. V.4007.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 18.30 (PrCt)

Florida road map and historical scenic guide / Sunoco. Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1940(?)].
Authors: Sunoco (Firm) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Bodeen, George H. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 68 x 52 cm., folded to 18 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Auto road map of Florida. Plate no. V.3891.

Insets (13 x 26 cm. or smaller): Tampa, St. Petersburg -- Jacksonville -- Florida (western section).
Maps on verso (54 x 35 cm. and smaller): Auto road map of eastern United States -- Historical-scenic map of Florida -- Daytona Beach -- Miami -- West Palm Beach.
Panel art: car on rural road; urban scenes; signed "G H B" (George H. Bodeen).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Clients 3332 (PrCt)

Florida road map / Cities Service. Chicago: H.M. Gousha Co., [1940(?)].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: road with cars, Cities Service sign and gas station attendant; slogan "helpful service wherever you go!"
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3710 (PrCt)
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: car, Cities Service sign and infant dressed as a gas station attendant; slogans "start every trip at your Cities Service dealer's" and "help give your car an extra year of youth."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 3711 (PrCt)

27083 Florida - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm. on sheet 68 x 50 cm.
Plate no. V.3621.
Includes insets of western Florida and Cuba.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 18.31 (PrCt)

27084 Florida - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Florida: Sinclair H-C Gasoline road map.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1940].
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Added title: Road map: Sinclair: Florida. Plate no. V.3621.
Includes insets of western Florida and Cuba.
Panel annotated 'V-40.'
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 18.29 (PrCt)

27085 Florida - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Florida : Sinclair H-C Gasoline road map.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1940].
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Added title: Road map: Sinclair: Florida. Plate no. V.3621.
Includes insets of western Florida and Cuba.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 18.33 (PrCt)

27086 Florida - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Florida - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Shell map of Florida and Cuba. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1941?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: Florida.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 4214 (PrCt)

27087 Florida - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Florida - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Texaco touring map : Florida with sectional map of adjoining states. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1941].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 50 x 67 cm. on sheet 54 x 71 cm.
Panel no. A-41.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Florida. Plate no. V.3808.
Includes inset maps of three cities, Cuba, and the Florida Keys.
On verso: Texaco sectional trip map [of eastern U.S.], Plate no. W.4102 (C).
Includes inset of southern Florida.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 18.34 (PrCt)

27088 Florida - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Florida - Maps - 1941 - Pictorial maps
Authors: Sun Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 53 cm. on sheet 71 x 56 cm.
Includes insets of the Tampa-St. Petersburg region, Jacksonville and western Florida.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 18.38 (PrCt)

27089 Florida - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Florida - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
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Florida - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Florida road map / Cities Service. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1941?].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: car, Cities Service sign and infant dressed as a gas station attendant; slogan "start every trip at your Cities Service dealer's."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4549 (PrCt)

Florida - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 47 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Plate no. W.3621.
Includes insets of western Florida and Cuba.
Annotated 'W-41.'
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 18.39 (PrCt)

Florida - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm. on sheet 68 x 50 cm.
Includes insets of western Florida and Cuba.
Verso includes maps of five city regions.
Panel annotated 'W-411.'
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 18.37 (PrCt)

Florida - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Shell map of Florida and Cuba. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1942?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: Florida.
Panel art: Shell logo, statement "all points of military interest have been removed voluntarily from this map and index" and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4549 (PrCt)

Florida - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Florida - Maps - 1942 - Pictorial maps
Florida road map / Cities Service. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1941?].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: car, Cities Service sign and infant dressed as a gas station attendant; slogan "start every trip at your Cities Service dealer's."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4549 (PrCt)
Florida - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company of Kentucky -- General Drafting Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 48 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm. Panel title.
Added title: 1942 Standard Oil road map of Florida.
"Copyright 1941, General Drafting Co. ... "
Insets (15 x 21 cm. and smaller): Miami and vicinity -- Tampa, St. Petersburg and vicinity -- Western part of Florida -- Jacksonville.
Pictorial map on verso (43 x 48 cm.): Pictorial guide to Florida.
Panel art: black and white photograph of palm trees on Lake Worth by West Palm Beach; KYSO logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3275 (PrCt)

Florida - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Florida road map / Cities Service Oils ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1942].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- Rand McNally & Company, [1942].
1 map : col. ; 68 x 53 cm. on sheet 71 x 56 cm. Added title: Florida. Plate no. X. 3891.
Includes insets of Tampa-St. Petersburg region, Jacksonville and western Florida.
Verso includes maps of Daytona Beach, Miami and West Palm Beach and: Historical-pictorial map of Florida. Plate no. 4076. -- Eastern United States. Plate no. X.4200.
Annotated '42.'
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 18.1.A (PrCt)

Florida - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 98 x 42 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm. Panel title.
Plate no. X.3841 A
Maps on verso (21 x 47 cm. and smaller): Florida : western section -- Jacksonville -- St. Petersburg, Tampa and vicinity -- Orlando and vicinity -- West Palm Beach, Palm Beach -- Miami -- Miami Beach -- Cuba.
Panel art: Waterfront and cityscape at night.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 951 (PrCt)

Florida - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Authors: Sun Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 53 cm. on sheet 71 x 56 cm. Added title: Florida. Plate no. X. 3891.
Includes insets of Tampa-St. Petersburg region, Jacksonville and western Florida.
Verso includes maps of Daytona Beach, Miami and West Palm Beach and: Historical-pictorial map of Florida. Plate no. 4076. -- Eastern United States. Plate no. X.4200.
Annotated '42.'
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 18.1.A (PrCt)
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
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Florida - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Authors: American Oil Company -- Amoco Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Panel no. A.O.C. 546
Added title: American Amoco gas road map of Florida Plate no. 6-453621V.
Includes insets of western Florida and Cuba.
Verso includes maps of five cities and: American Amoco gas road map of United States. Plate no. 464089
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Florida - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Florida / Cities Service. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1946?].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Cities Service gas station, various cartoon images, and slogan "Cities Service dealers help make every trip a treat."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4727 (PrCt)

Florida - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm. on sheet 68 x 50 cm.
Plate no. 6-453621V-1.
Includes insets of western Florida and Cuba.
Annotated '46.'
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Florida - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Added title: Sinclair: Florida. Plate no. 6-453621V-1.
Includes insets of western Florida and Cuba.
Verso includes numbered pictorial views keyed to Florida map and insets of five cities.
Annotated '46.'
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Florida - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Added title: Sinclair: Florida. Plate no. 6-453621V-4.
Includes insets of western Florida and Cuba.
Verso includes numbered pictorial views keyed to Florida map and insets of five cities.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Florida - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm. on sheet 68 x 50 cm.
Added title: Sinclair: Florida. Plate no. 6-453621V-2.
Includes insets of western Florida and Cuba.
Verso includes numbered pictorial views keyed to Florida map and insets of five cities.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Florida - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Shell map of Florida and Cuba. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1947?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "U", indicating 1947 publication.
Panel art: Shell logo slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5174 (PrCt)

Florida - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Florida - Maps - 1947 - Pictorial maps
Florida - Maps - 1947 - Pictorial maps:
Florida - Maps - 1947 - Fishes:
Florida - Maps - 1947:
Florida - Cities and towns - Maps - 1947:
Pictorial maps - Florida - Cities and towns - Maps - 1947:
Animals:
Cuba - Maps - 1947 - Pictorial maps:
Road maps:
Pictorial maps Florida info-map:
Gulf:
Comments:
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 98 x 42 cm. on sheet 102 x 46 cm.
Form S. P. 1815.
Panel art: pictorial view of harbor.
Added title: Florida. Plate no. 7-413841-8.
Margin includes tables listing fish and wildlife shown pictorially on map.
Verso includes pictorial maps of six cities, Cuba and western Florida.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 18.25A (PrCt)

Florida - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Florida / Cities Service:
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1947].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Cities Service gas station, various cartoon images, and slogan "Cities Service dealers help make every trip a treat."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5035 (PrCt)

Florida - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Travel Florida with Conoco:
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1947].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "U", indicating 1947 publication.
Panel art: family standing in front of car and statement "for long trips ask ... about Touraide."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5078 (PrCt)

Florida - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Florida road map and pictorial sight-seeing guide:
Sinclair: H-C gasoline:
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1947].
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm. on sheet 68 x 50 cm.
Added title: Sinclair: Florida. Plate no.473621V.
Includes insets of western Florida and Cuba.
Verso includes numbered pictorial views keyed to Florida map and insets of five cities.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 18.22A (PrCt)

Florida - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Florida and southeastern states:
Pure Oil trip map:
Compliments of your Pure Oil dealer:
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1947].
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 72 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Florida. Date from RMcN AE 188 ms. index.
Plate no. 473704.
Map on verso (57 x 72 cm.): Southeastern United States:
Alabama, Georgia, Mississippi, North Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessee, Virginia.
Panel art: cartoon of family in convertible car;
Pure logo
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 188.25 (PrCt)

Florida - Maps - 1948 - Railroads
Map of the Florida East Coast Railway:
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1948].
Authors: Florida East Coast Railway -- Flagler System -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 48 on sheet 68 x 52 cm.
9-'48' in lower right hand corner.
Shows railways, canals, and steamship and air

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
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routes to the Caribbean.
Includes inset of northwest Florida.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 18.29A (PrCt)**

27119 Florida - Maps - 1948 - Road maps<>Cuba - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
**Shell map of Florida and Cuba.** Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
**Gousha Clients 5446 (PrCt)**

Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 98 x 42 cm. on sheet 102 x 46 cm.
Form S. P. 1815.
Panel art: pictorial view of harbor.
Added title: Florida. Plate no. 483841A.
Margin includes tables listing fish and wildlife shown pictorially on map.
Verso includes pictorial maps of six cities, Cuba and western Florida.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 18.31A (PrCt)**

Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Magnolia Petroleum Company -- General Petroleum Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Socony-Vacuum Oil Company.
Cruising guide -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 82 x 56 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Coastline cruising guide:
Jacksonville, Fla. to Apalachee Bay, Fla.
Uniform title: Cruising guide.
Insets (32 x 18 cm. and 22 x 10 cm.): Biscayne Bay -- Bimini Islands.
Date from RMcN AE 174 ms. index.
Plate nos. "9-4807-1" and "9M311"
Includes pictorial vignettes of lighthouses, lightships and other aids to navigation.
Maps on verso (82 x 37 cm. and smaller):
Coastwide cruising guide: Cape Charles, Va. to St. Johns River, Fla. featuring the intracoastal waterway -- Norfolk harbor -- Morehead City harbor -- Georgetown harbor -- Brunswick harbor.
Panel art: Mobilgas marine station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 174.16 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Plate no. 9-493621V-2.
Includes insets of western Florida and Cuba.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 18.5B (PrCt)

Florida - Maps - 1949 - Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Panel no. 49.
Includes insets of western Florida and Cuba.
Verso includes numbered pictorial views keyed to Florida map and insets of five cities.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 18.4B (PrCt)

Florida - Maps - 1949 - Road maps
Florida and south eastern states ... Pure ... trip map. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1949].
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 64 cm. on sheet 68 x 75 cm.
Panel no. 49-A.
Added title: Florida. Plate no. 9-473704-3.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 18.3B (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
34 p. : 2 col. maps on 1 sheet (folded) ; 24 cm. "1950 edition."
Cover title: Rand McNally pocket maps : Florida : complete indexed reference map ... [and] highway map
Uniform title: Pocket maps
Folded map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back to back, col. ; 64 x 47 cm. and 65 x 47 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of Florida. Plate no. 90123. Includes key to railroads and inset maps of northwestern Florida, Jacksonville, Tampa Bay, and Miami (18 x 20 cm. and smaller). -- Rand McNally road map : Florida. Plate no. 0-493621V-4. Includes inset maps of Cuba and western Florida (14 x 27 cm. and 12 x 24 cm.)
Cover art: Cars on road alongside passenger train.
"75c" -- printed on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Pocket 4C 38 (PrCt)

Florida - Maps - 1950 - East (U.S.) - Maps - 1950 - Road maps
Authors: Sun Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 56 x 44 cm. on sheet 58 x 46 cm.
Incomplete: panel title, southern half of state map, and plate number trimmed off.
Includes inset of western Florida.
On verso: Eastern United States. Plate no.

RMcN AE 18.7B (PrCt)


RMcN AE 18.8B (PrCt)


RMcN AE 18.11B (PrCt)


27136 Florida - Maps - 1951 - Road maps\textemdash>\textemdash>Miami (Fla.) - Maps - 1951 - Road maps\textemdash>\textemdash>Miami Beach (Fla.) - Maps - 1951 - Road maps\textemdash>\textemdash>Miami Region (Fla.) - Maps - 1951 - Road maps\textemdash>\textemdash>Florida - Maps - 1951 - Pictorial maps\textemdash>\textemdash>Pictorial maps - Florida - Maps - 1951\textemdash>\textemdash>\textemdash>Road maps\textemdash>\textemdash>Pictorial maps Pure Oil dealers welcome you to Florida : street maps of Miami and Miami Beach. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1951]. Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library). 1 map : col. ; 64 x 71 cm., folded to 23 x 13 cm. Panel title. Added title: Florida. Plate no. 1-473704-9. Insets (16 x 14 cm. and smaller): Tampa, St. Petersburg -- Pesacola -- Tallahassee -- Jacksonville -- West Palm Beach -- Miami, Ft. Lauderdale. Maps on verso (65 x 50 cm. and 17 x 10 cm.): Street map of Miami, Miami Beach ... -- Flagler-Tamiami section and adjacent area. Panel art: Pure Oil Company logo and pictorial map of Florida. Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library). Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011). RMcN Clients 2211 (PrCt)


Florida - Maps - 1951 - Road maps
Florida and southeastern states ... Pure ... trip map. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1951].
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 64 cm. on sheet 68 x 75 cm. Panel no. 51-A.
Recto date coded 1950, verso date coded 1951.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 18.19B (PrCt)

Florida - Maps - 1952
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 98 x 42 cm. on sheet 102 x 46 cm. Form S. P. 1815.
Added title: Florida. Plate no. 2-483841A-10.
Margin includes tables listing fish and wildlife shown pictorially on map.
Verso includes pictorial maps of the St. Petersburg-Tampa region, western Florida, Cuba and: Southeastern United States. Plate no. 2-513785V-1. Includes an inset of southern Florida, -- Florida, western section. Plate no. 2-513841B-1.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 18.23B (PrCt)

Florida - Maps - 1952 - Railroads
Florida ... Amoco. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1952].
Authors: American Oil Company -- Amoco Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm. on sheet 68 x 50 cm. Panel no. A.O.C. 151.
Added title: American Amoco gas road map of Florida Plate no. 1-493621V-5.
Includes insets of western Florida and Cuba.
Verso includes maps of five cities and: American Amoco gas road map of United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 18.25B (PrCt)

Florida - Maps - 1952 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm. Plate no. 2-493621V-6.
Includes insets of western Florida and Cuba.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Florida - Maps - 1952 - Road maps

Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 64 x 47 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.


Incorporates insets of western Florida and Cuba.

Verso includes maps of eight cities and: Sinclair: United States. Plate no. 525118.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 18.21B (PrCt)

Florida - Maps - 1952 - Road maps

Author: American Oil Company

1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.

Panel no. AOC 52.


Incorporates insets of western Florida and Cuba.

Verso includes maps of seven cities and: Florida: Plate no. 52-302. -- Miami, Miami Beach Fl. and vicinity. Plate no. 52-36.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 18.26B (PrCt)

Florida - Maps - 1953 - Road maps

Author: Richfield Oil Corporation

1 map : col. ; 76 x 54 cm., on sheet folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Road map of Florida.

Plate no. 3-493621V-10.

Insets (12 x 23 cm. and 11 x 20 cm.): Florida (western section) -- Cuba.

Maps on verso (32 x 23 cm. and smaller):

Tampa, St. Petersburg, Fla. and vicinity -- Miami, Miami Beach, Fla. and vicinity -- Jacksonville -- Ft. Lauderdale -- Pensacola -- Lakeland -- Orlando -- Palm Beach, West Palm Beach -- Tallahassee.

Panel art: "American Amoco gas" sign, "stop at the sign of greater values" slogan, and illustration of Amoco gas station.


Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 2924 (PrCt)

Florida - Maps - 1954 - Road maps

Author: Richfield Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Ride with Richfield in Florida.

Plate no. 4-493621V-11

Insets (11 x 20 cm. and 12 x 23 cm.): Cuba -- Florida (western section).

Maps on verso (43 x 48 cm. and smaller): Ride with Richfield in southeastern United States -- Jacksonville, Fla. -- Daytona Beach, Fla. -- Southern Florida -- Miami, Miami Beach, Fla.

Panel art: Richfield sign over bird's-eye view of rural road and cars.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 2295 (PrCt)

Florida - Maps - 1956 - Road maps

Author: Pure Oil Company

1 map : col. ; 64 x 71 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Road map of Florida.

Plate no. 3-493621V-10.

Insets (12 x 23 cm. and 11 x 20 cm.): Florida (western section) -- Cuba.

Maps on verso (32 x 23 cm. and smaller):

Tampa, St. Petersburg, Fla. and vicinity -- Miami, Miami Beach, Fla. and vicinity -- Jacksonville -- Ft. Lauderdale -- Pensacola -- Lakeland -- Orlando -- Palm Beach, West Palm Beach -- Tallahassee.

Panel art: "American Amoco gas" sign, "stop at the sign of greater values" slogan, and illustration of Amoco gas station.


Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 2924 (PrCt)

Florida - Maps - 1954 - Road maps

Author: Richfield Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Ride with Richfield in Florida.

Plate no. 4-493621V-11

Insets (11 x 20 cm. and 12 x 23 cm.): Cuba -- Florida (western section).

Maps on verso (43 x 48 cm. and smaller): Ride with Richfield in southeastern United States -- Jacksonville, Fla. -- Daytona Beach, Fla. -- Southern Florida -- Miami, Miami Beach, Fla.

Panel art: Richfield sign over bird's-eye view of rural road and cars.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 2295 (PrCt)
Lauderdale.
Maps on verso (65 x 50 cm. and 17 x 10 cm.):
Street map of Miami, Miami Beach ... --
Flagler-Tamiami section and adjacent area.
Panel art: Pure Oil Company logo and pictorial
map of Florida.
Handstamp on title panel: Dec 19 1955.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2216 (PrCt)

27150 Florida - Maps - 1960 - Road maps
Florida official road map. [Tallahassee, Fla.?] :
State Road Department of Florida,
Photogrammetric Division, [1960?], c1959.
Authors: Florida. State Road Department --
Florida. State Road Department.
Photogrammetric Division -- Robinsons, Inc. --
Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 62 x 72 cm., folded to 21 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: 1960 official Florida road map.
"Litho in U.S.A. by Robinsons, Inc., Tallahassee,
Robinsons Color Process."
Insets (32 x 18 cm. or smaller): Orlando area --
Pensacola area -- Jacksonville area -- Tampa-St.
Petersburg area -- Downtown Tallahassee --
Bradenton-Sarasota area -- West Palm Beach-Ft.
Lauderdale-Miami area.
Color photos and illustrations of activities and
places on verso.
Panel art: Color photo of people on beach with
palm trees; cartoon toucan sitting on branch.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4907 (PrCt)

27151 Florida - Maps - 1962 - Railroad maps
Rand McNally Florida pocket map. San Francisco
; Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally &
Company, c1962.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally and Company. Pocket maps -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
40 p. : 2 col. maps on 1 sheet (folded) ; 24 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally Florida pocket
reference map [and] detailed highway map
Uniform title: Pocket maps
"2 maps" -- front cover.
Map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back to back,
col. ; 64 x 47 cm. and 64 x 43 cm., folded to 23 x
11 cm., inside back cover); Rand McNally
standard map of Florida. Includes key to railroads
and inset maps of northwestern Florida,
Jacksonville, Tampa Bay, and Miami (18 x 20
cm. and smaller). -- Florida : Rand McNally road
map. Plate no. 2-575611-18. Includes inset maps
of western Florida, Tampa and St. Petersburg,
and Puerto Rico (15 x 25 cm. and smaller).
Cover art: stylized and labeled map symbols (e.g.
"elevations", "points of interest", "air facilities",
etc.) "$1.50" -- printed on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Jan. 2010).
RMcN Pocket 4C 41 (PrCt)

27152 Florida - Maps - 1962 - Railroad maps
Rand McNally Florida pocket map. San Francisco
; Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally &
Company, c1962.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally and Company. Pocket maps -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
40 p. : 2 col. maps on 1 sheet (folded) ; 24 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally Florida pocket
reference map [and] detailed highway map
Uniform title: Pocket maps
"2 maps" -- front cover.
Map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back to back,
col. ; 64 x 47 cm. and 64 x 43 cm., folded to 23 x
11 cm., inside back cover); Rand McNally
standard map of Florida. Includes key to railroads
and inset maps of northwestern Florida,
Jacksonville, Tampa Bay, and Miami (18 x 20
cm. and smaller). -- Florida : Rand McNally road
map. Plate no. 2-575611-18. Includes inset maps
of western Florida, Tampa and St. Petersburg,
and Puerto Rico (15 x 25 cm. and smaller).
Cover art: stylized and labeled map symbols (e.g.
"elevations", "points of interest", "air facilities",
etc.) "$1.50" -- printed on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Jan. 2010).
RMcN Pocket 4C 41 (PrCt)
first American to travel into space in 1961.

Printer's imprint in lower right corner: Brewton Co. - Orlando.

Text, 'sponsoring contributors,' ills., and ancillary map "The 'see-level' Route" on verso.

Filled in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).

Road map map4C G3931 .P2 1962 H5 (PrCt)


1 atlas (52 p. : col. ill., maps) ; 37 cm. + 1 col. map (ill. ; 62 x 76 cm. folded to 21 x 19 cm.)

Folded map in pocket, with title 'Official 1964 Florida State Road Department Map.'

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Phillips 11802.

Baskes folio G1315 .R3 1964 (NLO)

27155 Florida - Maps - 1964 Florida - Maps - 1964 - Road maps Road maps Counties - Maps


1 atlas (52 p. : col. ill., maps) ; 37 cm. + 1 col. map (ill. ; 62 x 76 cm. folded to 21 x 19 cm.)

Folded map in pocket, with title 'Official 1964 Florida State Road Department Map.'

Phillips 11802.

73-8848

ICN74

map5C 9 (PrCt)

27156 Florida - Maps - 1967 Florida - Maps - 1967 - Road maps Road maps

Official 1967 Florida State Road Department vacation map. [Tallahassee, Fla.?] : State Road Department of Florida, Photogrammetric Division, c1967.

Authors: Florida. State Road Department -- Florida. State Road Department.

Photogrammetric Division -- Hillsboro Printing & Litho. Company (Tampa, Fla.) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 61 x 72 cm., folded to 21 x 10 cm.

Panel title.


"Hillsboro Ptg. & Litho. Co., Tampa, Florida."

Insets (53 x 18 cm. or smaller): Orlando area -- Downtown Tallahassee -- Pensacola area -- Jacksonville area -- Tampa-St. Petersburg area -- Cape Kennedy area -- Bradenton-Sarasota area -- West Palm Beach-Ft. Lauderdale-Miami area.

29 color photos of activities and places on verso.

Panel art: Color photo of family feeding a fish to a pelican.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 2970 (PrCt)


Authors: American Oil Company -- Diversified Map Corporation -- Tempo Designs, Inc. -- Artcraft Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : both sides, col. ; 46 x 40 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.

"Cartographic revisions by Artcraft Company, Quincy, Illinois."

Map bears additional imprint of Tempo Designs, Inc., Chicago, Illinois.

"April 1971" -- Back panel.

Insets (11 x 19 cm. and smaller): [Florida panhandle] -- The West Indies location map -- Bermuda -- Tallahassee.

Maps on verso (26 x 16 cm. and smaller): Miami and metropolitan area -- Tampa, St. Petersburg -- Jacksonville.

Panel art: Outline of Florida and "American" gas logo.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 2970 (PrCt)

27158 Florida - Maps - 1972 Florida - Maps - 1972 - Road maps Road maps


Authors: Florida. Department of Transportation -- Florida. Department of Commerce -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 67 x 73 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.

"1972 edition A."

Panel title.

Added title: Official road map : Florida.

"Published by the Florida Department of Transportation in cooperation with the Florida Department of Commerce ... Tallahassee ..."

"© The H.M. Gousha Company ... San Jose, Calif."

Plate no. 12-TT-594-J.

Insets (22 x 18 cm. and smaller): Miami and vicinity -- Jacksonville -- Tampa, St. Petersburg district -- St. Augustine -- Pensacola -- Tallahassee -- Gainesville -- Orlando -- West Palm Beach, Palm Beach -- Fort Lauderdale -- John F. Kennedy Space Center.
Florida - Maps - 1973-1974 - Road maps

Authors: Florida. Department of Transportation -- Florida. Department of Commerce -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Southeastern Printing Co. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 67 x 73 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm. Panel title.
Added title: Official road map : Florida
"Published by the Florida Department of Transportation in cooperation with the Florida Department of Commerce ... Tallahassee ..."
© The H.M. Gousha Company ... San Jose, Calif."
"Litho by Southeastern [Printing Co.], Stuart, FL 33494"
Plate no. 8-VV-594-J.
Insets (22 x 18 cm. and smaller): Miami and vicinity -- Pensacola -- Tallahassee -- Gainesville -- West Palm Beach, Palm Beach -- Fort Lauderdale, Hollywood -- Tampa, St. Petersburg district -- Jacksonville -- Orlando and vicinity -- John F. Kennedy Space Center -- St. Augustine.
10 color photos of activities and places on verso.
Panel art: Color photo of body of water and trees.
2 copies.
RMcN Clients 4911 handstamped "Received Sep 15 1975, Rand McNally & Co. Road Map Research."
RMcN Clients 4912 handstamped "Jul 30 1974."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4911-4912 (PrCt)

Florida - Maps - 1974 - Road maps

Authors: Wood, Roland, 1935 -- Fernald, Edward A. -- Trend Publications -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (119 p.) : ill., 100 col. maps ; 32 cm. Utilizing data compiled for the U.S. Census of Agriculture (1969) and the U.S. Census of Population (1970), the atlas provides a rational outline of Florida's cultural and physical resources, including a section on the characteristics of Florida's population; sections on water, economic activity, transportation, tourism, employment, Indian tribes, political boundaries, historical maps; and a final section on the availability and scales of topographic maps and aerial photography of the state.
Bibliography: p. 115-119.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
ISBN 0882510282
Baskes folio G1315 .W6 1974 (NLO)

Florida - Maps - 1975 - Road maps

Authors: Deltona Corporation -- Mackle Company (Firm) -- Mackle Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 44 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm. "1974 Edition."
Panel title.
Added title: Florida.
Plate no. 746610-9
Margin includes numbered pictorial vignettes and notes keyed to map sites.
Insets (each 13 x 25 cm, and 14 x 8 cm.): Florida (western section) -- John F. Kennedy Space Center.
Maps on verso (45 x 16 cm. and smaller): West Palm Beach, Miami area -- Daytona Beach -- Orlando -- Tallahassee -- Walt Disney World, Orlando area -- Tampa, St. Petersburg -- Jacksonville.
Panel art: road signs.
Forms part of a collection of stock editions of Rand McNally road maps, some apparently issued as sales samples and / or printer's proofs for prospective commercial clients.
Uniform series title (established by cataloger): Stock road maps
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (April 2010).
RMcN Stock 63 (PrCt)

Florida - Maps - 1975 - Real property development

Authors: Deltona Corporation -- Mackle Brothers (Firm) -- Mackle Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 44 cm., folded to 24 x 11 cm. Panel title.
At head of panel title: Deltona
Added title: Florida
"Copyright © by Rand McNally & Co. 1975 edition."
Highlights planned communities developed by
the Deltona Corporation, the Mackle Brothers, and the Mackle Company.
Plate no. 756610-10
Insets of regions around named developments (13 x 22 cm. and smaller): Sunny Hills -- St. Augustine Shores -- Deltona -- Sunny Hills -- Marion Oaks -- Citrus Springs -- Spring Hill -- Pine Ridge - Marco Island.
Panel art: Color photo of sunset; Deltona logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 652 (PrCt)

Florida Turnpike and the avenues to adventure in Florida's 12 great regions. Tallahassee, Fla. Florida Department of Transportation, [ca. 1975?].
Authors: Florida. Department of Transportation -- Florida. Department of Transportation. Toll Facilities Bureau -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 54 x 45 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
"For further information, Florida Department of Transportation, Toll Facilities Bureau ... Tallahassee ..."
"Map not to scale."
Maps on verso (23 x 19 cm. and smaller):
[Florida interstate system from Ft. Pierce to Miami Beach] -- Orlando and vicinity -- Golden Glades Interchange-Miami -- Wildwood to Atlanta via I-75.
Panel art: Color pictorial map of Florida (16 x 10 cm.).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4909 (PrCt)

1 map : col. ; 66 x 44 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"1976 Edition."
Panel title.
Added title: Florida.
Plate no. 766610-11
Margin includes numbered pictorial vignettes and notes keyed to map sites.
Insets (each 13 x 25 cm. and 14 x 8 cm.): Florida (western section) -- John F. Kennedy Space Center.
Maps on verso (45 x 16 cm. and smaller): West Palm Beach, Miami area -- Daytona Beach -- Orlando -- Tallahassee -- Walt Disney World, Orlando area -- Tampa, St. Petersburg -- Jacksonville.
Panel art: road signs.
Forms part of a collection of stock editions of Rand McNally road maps, some apparently issued as sales samples and / or printer's proofs for prospective commercial clients.
Uniform series title (established by cataloger): Stock road maps
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (April 2010).
RMcN Stock 64 (PrCt)

1 map : col. ; 65 x 44 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Florida.
Plate no. 776610-12.
Pictorial vignettes in margin keyed to numbered sites on the map.
Insets (13 x 25 cm. and 13 x 8 cm.): Florida (western section) -- John F. Kennedy Space Center.
Maps on verso (45 x 16 cm. and smaller): West Palm Beach, Miami area -- Florida [Ryder truck] terminals -- Daytona Beach -- Orlando -- Tallahassee -- Walt Disney World, Orlando area -- Tampa, St. Petersburg -- Jacksonville.
Panel art: Illustration of a Ryder System truck with Ryder Blue Chip Service logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2335 (PrCt)

27166 Florida - Maps - 1981
Authors: Fernald, Edward A. -- Raisz, Erwin, 1893-1968 -- Dunkle, John R. -- Florida State University Foundation -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (xi, 276 p.) : ill. (some col.), 197 col. maps ; 31 cm.
'Edited by Edward A. Fernald.'

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Contents: Natural environment -- Population --
History and culture -- Economy -- Recreation and tourism -- Transportation and Communication -- Planning, energy, and Florida's future -- Selected statistics.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Coordinates: (W 88°.-W 80°/N 31°--N 24°).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cl. OCLC 8000329.
ISBN 0960670807

Baskes folio G1315 .A83 1981 (NLO)

27167 Florida - Maps - 1991 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (102 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
$14.95
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528902857
RMcN atlas .F6 1991 (PrCt)

27168 Florida - Maps - 1995
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Automobile Association (Great Britain) -- Macmillan Travel -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 27 plates
2nd ed.
Issued in partnership with the Automobile Association (short format); cf. A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher, 1832-1990, p. 277.
Cover price: $24.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

27169 Florida - Maps - 1995 - Road maps
Gousha Florida road atlas and visitor's guide.
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- O'Dell, Edward P. -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (40 p. : col. maps) ; 28 cm.
Cover title: Gousha Florida road atlas
"© 1995" -- back cover.
"Design: Edward P. O'Dell."
"U.S. $6.95 / Can. $9.00" -- front cover.
Cover art: color photo of sunset, sea, bird, and palm trees.
Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Company Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34, Range 7 (May 2010).
ISBN 067188834X
Gousha map6C 95.2 (PrCt)

27170 Florida - Maps - 1997 - Road maps - Pictorial maps
Florida - Maps - 1997 - Road maps
Florida - Maps - 1997 - Road maps
Florida - Maps - 1997 - Road maps
Authors: Thompson, Wickham -- Hoffmaster (Firm)
1 map : col. ; on sheet 25 x 36 cm.
Includes illustration signed 'Wickham Thompson.'
© Hoffmaster® 1997
Pictorial road map map printed on restaurant placemat with scalloped edges.
Plate no.: #901ECO-6
map1F G3931.A5 1997 .T5 (PrCt)

27171 Florida - Maps - 2005 - Road maps
Florida EasyFinder : Highways & interstates.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. EasyFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; fold. to 24 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Uniform title: EasyFinder Laminated.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
ISBN 0528856073
RMcN Road Map 2005 Flori (PrCt)

27172 Florida - Maps - 2007 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- NAVTEQ (Firm) -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
"1st edition" and "new title" -- front cover.
"$24.95" -- back cover
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528859277
RMcN StrFdr 2007 .F5 (PrCt)

27173 Florida - Maps - 2008
Rand McNally Florida desk map. [Skokie, Ill.] : Rand McNally and Company, [2008?].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
2 maps : col. ; 36 x 36 cm.on sheet 43 x 56 cm.
Side 1, political map. Side 2, physical map.
 Insets: Economic activities. -- Native American groups. -- Population density. -- Precipitation.

27174 Florida - Maps - Bibliography

27175 Florida - Maps - Bibliography
Toward a cartobibliography of Florida before 1784 : with references to their locations in Florida libraries and major libraries in the United States / by Josephine Paula Roehrig. [Tallahassee : s.n., 1955]. Authors: Roehrig, Josephine Paula ii, 122 leaves : 28 cm. Thesis (M.S.)--Florida State University. Includes bibliographical references (leaves 117-122). Formerly lower case folio g 10872 .755 Map Ref folio Z6027.U52 F6 1955a (NLO)

27176 Florida, Straits of - Maps - 1761 - Nautical charts--Nautical charts - Florida, Straits of - 1761--Cayman Islands - Maps - 1761 - Nautical charts--Nautical charts - Cayman Islands - 1761--West Indies - Maps - 1761 - Nautical charts--Nautical charts - West Indies - 1761--Nautical charts An Accurate draught of the Gulph Passage from Jamaica, with the West end of Cuba &c. London : The Author [i.e. R. Sayer and J. Bennett], 1761 [i.e. 1778]. Authors: Bishop, Robert, fl. 1761-1796 -- Great Britain. Admiralty -- Robert Sayer and John Bennett (Firm). Neptune occidentali : a pilot for the West-Indies ... (1778) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : 69 x 98 cm. 'Published by the Author May 20, 1761 according to act of Parliament and sold at the Jamaica Coffee House in St, Michaels Alley, Cornhill, London.' 'N.B. for farther particulars see my printed book of directions for Sailing th'o the Gulph Passage.' Inset (16 x 33 cm.) : [Cayman Islands]. Profile (7 x 3 cm.) : Thus appears the high land of Cuba ... In: Robert Sayer and John Bennett (Firm). Neptune occidentali : a pilot for the West-Indies ... (London : R. Sayer and J. Bennett, 1778); verso handstamped '11.' VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .N44 1778 pl. 11 (PrCt)


Microfiche 583, no. 90 (PrCt)


Microfiche 583, no. 144 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Floyd County (Ind.) - Maps - 1882 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps
[Floyd County (Ind.) - 1882: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche], [Washington, D.C. : LC G&M Division, [1983?]].
Authors: Mount, John, d. 1786

Floyd County (Ky.) - Maps - 1880 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps
[Floyd County (Ky.) - 1880: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche], [Washington, D.C. : LC G&M Division, [1983?]].
Authors: W. and J. Mount, T. and T. Page (Firm), fl. ca. 1753-1755 -- English Pilot. Part 3 (1753) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

Floyd County (Tex.) - Maps - 1892 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps
[Floyd County (Tex.) - 1892: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche], [Washington, D.C. : LC G&M Division, [1983?]].
Authors: Texas. General Land Office -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 17.5 x 19.5 in. Originally compiled 1891.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 975 (Pr.Ct)

Foça (Turkey) - Maps - 1753 - Harbors - Nautical charts - Foça (Turkey) - 1753 - Harbors - Foça (Turkey) - Nautical charts
A Description of the islands and roads before Fogia Nova. [London : W. and J. Mount, T. and T. Page, 1753].
Authors: W. and J. Mount, T. and T. Page (Firm), fl. ca. 1753-1755 -- English Pilot. Part 3 (1753) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 12 x 24 cm.
Oriented with north at lower left.
Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger): English Pilot. Part 3 (1753)
oversize Ayer 135 .E55 17535 p. 76 (Pr.Ct)

Foça (Turkey) - Maps - 1771 - Harbors - Nautical charts - Foça (Turkey) - 1771 - Harbors - Foça (Turkey) - Nautical charts - Woodcuts
A Description of the islands and roads before Fogia Nova. [London : J. Mount and T. Page, 1771].
Authors: Mount, John, d. 1786 -- Page, Thomas, d. 1781 -- English Pilot. Part 3 (1771) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : woodcut ; 11 x 24 cm. on sheet 47 x 30 cm.
Letterpress title of woodcut map.
Letterpress text at top of sheet (p. 76): A Description of the road of Fogia Nova and Xio.
Oriented with north at lower left.
In: The English pilot : Part III : Describing the sea-coasts ... in the whole Mediterranean Sea (London : Printed for J. Mount, and T. Page, on Tower-Hill, 1771), [plate 51]
Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger): English Pilot. Part 3 (1771)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Manuscripts

Nautical charts

America)

charts

Fonseca, Gulf of

(Mexico)

Coast (Central America)

Maps - 1794 -

Manuscripts

Pacific Coast (Mexico)

1794 - Harbors -

Manuscripts

Pacific Coast (Central America)

1794 - Harbors -

Manuscripts

Manuscript maps

Nautical charts

Carta esferica que comprende el Golfo de Fonseca ó de Amapala : situado en el Mar del Sur ... 1794.


Possibly compiled by ship’s pilot Juan Pantoja y Arriaga.

Removed from manuscript journal chronicling the 1794 Spanish naval expedition commanded by Salvador Meléndez y Bruna: Diario del viaje al puerto del Realejo para reconocer y levantar planos del troso de costa comprendido entre el puerto de Acapulco y el surgidero de Sonsonate (Ayer MS 1135).

Coastal chart of the Gulf of Fonseca keyed to place name references A-Z and a-s. On sheet containing ancillary maps of ports and anchorages between Puerto Escondido (Oaxaca, Mexico) and Sonsonate (El Salvador).

Scale [ca. 1:315,000].

Prime meridian: San Blas, Mexico.

Insets (173 x 160 mm. or smaller): Puerto Escondido -- Ensenada de Los Angeles -- Puerto de Sacrificios -- Puerto de Aguatulco -- Surgidero de Ayutla -- Surgidero de Las Salinas -- Surgidero de Teguantepeque -- Surgidero de Sonsonate.

Handstamped in lower right: Coleccion de D. Ml. Rico y Sinobas. 10.

Pen-and-ink and wash; on sheet 513 x 708 mm. folded and bound inside back cover.

Forms part of both the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection and the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library).

Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 252. Ayer ms map proj 97

VAULT drawer Ayer MS 1135 map 2 (NLO)

Fontainebleau (France) - Pictorial works - 1620

Portrait de la Maison Royale de Fontaine Belleau.

[Cologne : s.n., i.e. ca. 1620].

Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Francine, Alexandre, d.
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).

3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.

Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).

Includes indexes.

Series: Family maps
ISBN 1420308084 ; 9781420308082
Local History Ref F547.F7 B69 2007 (NLO)

Ford County (Ill.) - Maps - 1884-1916 - Landowners - Counties -
Maps - Landowners - Maps
Historical atlas of Ford County (1884) -- Lake City Publishing. 1892 portrait and biographical record of Ford County (1892) -- Geo. A. Ogle & Co.
4 atlases and 1 directory in 1 v. (various pagings: ill., maps) ; 35 cm.
'A combined reprint of the 1876 atlas of Illinois by Warner and Beers (Ford Co. information only); 1884 historical atlas of Ford County by J.H. Beers; 1892 portrait and biographical record of Ford County by Lake City Publishing; 1916 standard atlas of Ford County by Geo. A. Ogle; and the 1916 standard atlas of Ford County by Geo. A. Ogle.'
Includes indexes.

Folio G1408.F6 F67 1992 (NLO)

Ford County (Ill.) - Maps - 1901 - Landowners - Counties -
Maps - Landowners - Maps
Authors: Geo. A. Ogle & Co. -- Winnetka Public Library -- Ford County Historical Society (Ford County, Ill.) -- Unigraphic (Evansville, Ind.)
1 atlas ([3]-75 p. : 18 maps, ports.) ; 36 cm.
Scale of township maps [ca. 1:50,000] not '2 inches to 1 mile.'
Versos of most leaves blank.
'The reproduction ... made possible through the sponsorship of the Ford County Historical Society, Paxton, Illinois.'

Spine title: Combined atlases of Ford County, Illinois 1884, 1901, 1916
LC Card Number: 2002623219 9943867922572
ICN76
map5C 54 (NLO)
27207  Ford County (Ill.) - Maps - 1916 - 
Landowners<<> Counties - 
Maps<<>Landowners - Maps
[Evansville, Ind. Unigraphic, 1916].
Authors: Geo. A. Ogle & Co. -- Winnetka Public Library -- Ford County Historical Society (Ford County, Ill.) -- Unigraphic (Evansville, Ind.)
1 atlas ([3]-79 p. : 18 maps, ports., views) ; 36 cm.
Scale of township maps [ca. 1:50,000] not '2 inches to 1 mile.'
Versos of most leaves blank.
'The reproduction ... made possible through the sponsorship of the Ford County Historical Society, Paxton, Illinois.'
Spine title: Combined atlases of Ford County, Illinois 1884, 1901, 1916
22572
ICN76
map5C 54 (NLO)

27208  Ford County (Ill.) - Maps - 1956 - 
Landowners<<> Counties - 
Maps<<>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Ford County Farm Bureau (Ill.) -- Becker, Marjorie E. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (39 p.) : 17 maps ; 22 x 28 cm.
Cover title.
"Sponsored by Ford County Farm Bureau."
Scale [1:50,688]. 1 1/4 in. = 1mi.
Coordinates: (W 88°28'--W 87°56'/N 41°--N 40°24')
Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Former owner: Marjorie E. Becker, Gibson City, Ill.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

27209  Ford County (Ill.) - Maps - 1961-1963 - 
Landowners<<> Counties - 
Maps<<>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Ford County Farm Bureau (Ill.) -- University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. Agricultural Experiment Station. Soil survey map, Ford County (1961) -- Evans, Earl T. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (44 p.) : 19 maps (1 folded) ; 22 x 29 cm.
[1961 ed.]
Cover title.
"Sponsored and distributed by the Ford County Farm Bureau ... Melvin, Illinois."--Cover.
Includes index to owners and business directory.
Scale [1:50,688].
Township maps of scale 1 1/4 in. to 1 mile.
Folded map pasted to inside back cover: Soil survey map, Ford County / prepared by Agricultural Experiment Station ... University of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois.
Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Former owner: Earl T. Evans, Roberts, Ill.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

27210  Ford County (Ill.) - Maps - 1966 - 
Landowners<<> Counties - 
Maps<<>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. Agricultural Experiment Station. Soil association areas of Ford County (1966) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (43 p.) : ill. 18 maps ; 28 cm. + 1 map (54 x 40 cm. folded to 27 x 20 cm.)
Cover title.
Scale [1:50,688]. 1 1/4 in. to 1 mile.
Includes business and government directories, and index to owners.
Folded map inside back cover (54 x 40 cm. folded to 27 x 20 cm.): Soil association areas of Ford County / prepared by Agricultural Experiment Station. Urbana, Ill. : University of Illinois
Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

27211  Fordham, Sir Herbert George, 1854-1929. 
Ships on maps (1927)
Authors: Brindly, Harold Hulme, 1865
In Mariner's mirror. vol. 13 , p. 194.
U 507.55 v. 13 (PrCt)

27212  Forest County (Pa.) - Maps - 1864 - 
Landowners<<> Counties - 
Maps<<>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Gillespie, D. C. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 35 x 27 in. Originally published Brookville, Pa.: D.C. Gillespie, [1864].

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Microfiche 583, no. 748 (PrCt)

Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Microfiche 583, no. 749 (PrCt)

Forest Lake Park (Palmer, Mass.) - Pictorial works - 1904<->Chicopee River (Mass.) - Pictorial works - 1904<->Hampden County (Mass.) - Pictorial works - 1904<->Hampshire County (Mass.) - Pictorial works - 1904<->Ware River (Mass.)
SEE Chicopee River (Mass.)
Scenes between Ware and Palmer [Massachusetts]. [Boston : R.H. Derrah, 1904].
Authors: Derrah, Robert H. -- Derrah, Robert H. By trolley through western New England (1904) 4 views (photoreproductions) ; on sheet 18 x 12 cm.
Photoreproductions of 4 scenic photographs of Hampden and Hampshire Counties in western Massachusetts.
Letterpress title from bottom margin.
Contents: Ware River [i.e. Chicopee River] -- Pavillion-Forest Lake -- Forest Lake Park -- The approach to Forest Lake from Ware. Summary coordinates (all views): (W 72°12'12"--W 72°13'35"/N 42°16'00"--N 42°08'50")

Forest Maps - France<->France - Forest Maps
Authors: Hervé, Roger, 1904-1997

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
LXXIII. Année 1960. 28p.
Cited in Imago Mundi annual bibliogaphy.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

27219 Forgeries - Detection
Authors: Price, Cheryl A.
p. 299-304
Vert 481 (PrCt)

27220 Forgeries - Detection>>>Newberry Library.
Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 5<<<Newberry Library. Manuscript map.
Ayer MS map 6<<<Newberry Library.
Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 7<<<Newberry Library. Manuscript map.
Ayer MS map 9
Could these Italian maps be fakes? 1994.
Authors: Woodward, David, 1942-
Map Collector 67 (Summer 1994))
p. 2-10 : maps
Reprinted from the Map Collector 67 (Summer, 1994): 2-10 : maps.
BHC 1909
Vert 1475 (PrCt)

27221 Forlani, Paolo
Authors: Woodward, David, 1942-
From Imago Mundi 44 (1992): 45-64..
maps, ills..
BHC 2225
Vert 1694 (PrCt)

27222 Forlani, Paolo - Bibliography>>>Publishers and publishing - Italy - 1500-1599>>>Italian cartography - 1500-1599 - Maps - Bibliography
Authors: Woodward, David, 1942-
-- Hermon Dunlap Smith Center for the History of Cartography -- Newberry Library
xi, 60 p. : ill, maps : 28 cm.
Series: Hermon Dunlap Smith Center for the History of Cartography occasional publication ; no. 4
Includes indexes.
Formerly Map Ref folio Z6022 .W66 1990
ISBN 0911028439 (pbk.)
Map Ref folio GA101 .O33 no.4 (NLO)

27223 Forlani, Paolo. Disegno del discoperto della Nova Franza (ca. 1565)<<<Zaltieri, Bolognino, fl. 1555-1576
Authors: Woodward, David, 1942-
maps, ills..
BHC 2226

Vert 1695 (PrCt)

27224 Forlì (Italy : Province) - Maps - 1704<<<Ravenna (Italy : Province) - Maps - 1704
La Romagne. Amsterdam, 1704.
Authors: Blaeu, Joan, 1596-
-- Covens et Mortier -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:210
1 map : hand col. ; 37 x 48 cm.
Koeman B1 88 (82).
2200
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6713.E5:3F6 1704 B6 (PrCt)

27225 Forma urbis Romae,
0205-0208<<<Cartography - Rome (Italy) - History, Ancient<<<Roman cartography - Rome (Italy) - History, Ancient
Authors: Meneghini, Roberto -- Santangeli Valenzani, Riccardo
212 p. : ill. (some col.) ; 29 cm.
Text in Italian or English.
Proceedings of a conference held in Rome in 2004.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [201]-212).
Series: Bullettino della Commissione archeologica comunale di Roma. Supplementi ; 15
ISBN 8882654052 ; 9788882654054
folio DG66.5 .F67 2006 (NLO)

27226 Forma urbis Romae,
0205-0208<<<Cartography - Rome (Italy) - History, Ancient<<<Roman cartography - Rome (Italy) - History, Ancient
The Historical function of the Forma Urbis Romae. 1993.
Authors: Taub, Liba -- International Conference on the History of Cartography (15th : 1993 : Chicago)
Paper prepared for Int. Conf. on the Hist. of Cartog. (15th), Chicago, 1993.
Vert 1310 (PrCt)

27227 Forrest County (Miss.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners<<<Counties - Maps<<<Landowners - Maps
Family maps of Forrest County, Mississippi : with homesteads, roads, waterways, towns, cemeteries, railroads, and more. Norman, Okla.
Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960-
Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)
188 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
1st ed.
‘Deluxe edition.’
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Forrest, Nathan Bedford, 1821-1877 - Maps-United States - History - Civil War, 1861-1865 - Maps

Authors: Cockrell, Monroe F. (Monroe Fullerson), b. 1884 -- Wyeth, John Allan, 1845-1922. Life of General Nathan Bedford Forrest -- Ring, Emery L. 1 map : blueprint ; 68 x 68 cm.
'Prepared by Monroe F. Cockrell ; drawn by Emery L. King, September 18, 1941.'
'Copyright - Monroe F. Cockrell, V.M.I. 1907.'
Scale 1˝ = 14 miles.
map G 10834 .183 (NLO)


Albany Fort or Fort Frederick on a scale of 20 feet to an inch. 1741.
Authors: Colquhoun, Alexander, Lieut. -- Mante, Thomas, fl. 1772 -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library. Manuscript map. VAULT Ayer folio 183 M2 1772 ms map 3
1 ms. map ; on sheet 212 x 358 mm.
Scale [1:240].
Pen-and-ink and pencil.

Ayer ms map proj 98.
VAULT Ayer 183 M2 1772 ms map 3 (NLO)

Fort Albany (N.Y.) - Maps - 1765-Albany (N.Y.) - Maps - 1765 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

The First design of a stone fort for the plan of Albany in America. With profile upon the prickt Line i.k. of the old Fort, called the Fort of Orange. [19--].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1675 manuscript.


The Second design of a stone Fort in the City of Albany in America. [19--].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1675 manuscript.


A Plan of the Fort of Albany; drawn in 1695, by John Miller. [19--].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1695 manuscript.
[Harrow, Engand: Fleming, 1909-1912].
folio Ayer 136 .H91 1909 ser. 2, v. 1, pl. 41
(PrCt)

27233 Fort Albany (N.Y.) - Maps - 1756-1757
Albany (N.Y.) - Maps - 1756-1757 - Fortification
Manuscripts - Facsimiles - United States - History - French and Indian War, 1755-1763
Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
A Colored plan of the city of Albany, showing the several works and buildings made there in the years 1756 and 57. [19-].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1756-1757 manuscript
In: Hulbert, Archer Butler. The Crown Collection of photographs of American maps. Series 1
[Cleveland, Ohio: Arthur H. Clark Co., 1907].
folio Ayer 136 .H91 1907 ser. 1, v. 2, pl. 39
(PrCt)

27234 Fort Albany (N.Y.) - Maps - 1756-1757
Albany (N.Y.) - Maps - 1756 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - United States - History - French and Indian War, 1755-1763 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
A Plan and section of the bastion of Albany.
[19-].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1756 manuscript.
[Harrow, Engand: Fleming, 1909-1912].
folio Ayer 136 .H91 1909 ser. 2, v. 1, pl. 8
(PrCt)

A Colored plan, section, and view of 'Fort Frederick at Albany', drawn by Thomas Sowers, engr., 1756. [19-].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1756 manuscript.
In: Hulbert, Archer Butler. The Crown Collection of photographs of American maps. Series 1
[Cleveland, Ohio: Arthur H. Clark Co., 1907].
folio Ayer 136 .H91 1907 ser. 1, v. 2, pl. 40
(PrCt)

27236 Fort Anne (Annapolis Royal, N.S.) - Maps - 1708 - Manuscripts - Annapolis Royal (N.S.) - Maps - 1708 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Manuscript maps
Plan de la moitie du Fort du Port Royal de l'Acadie en letat qu'il a ete mis la presente annee 1708. 1708.
Authors: Cartes Marines Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 30, sheet 92
1 ms. map : hand col. ; 529 x 328 mm.
Shows Fort Anne in Port Royal (later renamed Annapolis Royal); keyed to 22 variously lettered and numbered references. Apparently made in response to English naval raid of 1707.
Scale not determined.
Pen-and-ink and watercolor (green, grey, brown, yellow, red); mounted on cloth.
Sheet 92 of 115 (i.e. 117; includes sheets 71A and 106A) numbered leaves in the Cartes Marines Manuscript Map Collection, detailing French colonial interests worldwide, ca. 1640-ca. 1726.
Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Ayer ms map proj 03
Digital image available as part of the Newberry Library's Great Lakes Digital Collection via the CARLI Digital Collections website (accessed Nov. 2010):
http://collections.carli.illinois.edu/u?/nby_grlakes, 1052
VAULT drawer Ayer MS map 30 sheet 92 (NLO)

27237 Fort Assumption (Ill.) - Maps - 1736 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Assumption Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1736 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Shelby County (Ill.) - Maps - 1736 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Carte particulière des routes faute du fort de l'Assomption au Chicachachats. [19-].
Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1736 manuscript. Shows trails in the Fort Assumption, Illinois region in 1736. Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

27238
Fort Augusta (Sunbury, Pa.) - Maps - 1756 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles Sunbury (Pa.) - Maps - 1756 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
A Plan of Fort Augusta, on the Susquehanna River, at the junction of the north and west branches; drawn about 1756. [19-].
1 map
folio Ayer 136 .H91 1907 ser. 1, v. 2, pl. 28 (PrCt)

27239
Fort Augusta (Sunbury, Pa.) - Maps - 1756 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles Sunbury (Pa.) - Maps - 1756 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Profil coupe par une face d'un bastion de Fort Augusta. [19-].
1 map
folio Ayer 136 .H91 1907 ser. 1, v. 2, pl. 29 (PrCt)

27240
Fort Augusta (Sunbury, Pa.) - Maps - 1756 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles Sunbury (Pa.) - Maps - 1756 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Plan du Fort Augusta. [19-].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1756 manuscript by Elias Meyer, lieut. in the Royal American regiment.
folio Ayer 136 .H91 1909 ser. 2, v. 1, pl. 29 (PrCt)

27241
Fort Balise (La.) - Maps - 1726 - Manuscripts Mississippi River Delta (La.) - Maps - 1726 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Manuscript maps
Plan du fort de l'isle de la Balise : ou l'on à marqué tres exactement les ouvrages qui sont faits ex ceux qui restent a faire, par des coulers differentes, avec une explicacion de la solidité de sont terrein, et de chaque chose, par lettres alphabetiques et chiffres, et relatif au procés verbal qui en a été fait pour la seconde fois en consequence. [ca. 1726].
Scale [ca. 1:387]. 'Echelle de 25 toises' [= 126 mm.]
Sheet 83 of 115 (i.e. 117; includes sheets 71A and 106A) numbered leaves in the Cartes Marines Manuscript Map Collection, detailing French colonial interests worldwide, ca. 1640-ca. 1726. Oriented with north at lower right. Pen-and-ink and watercolor (green, brown, yellow, blue, red); mounted on cloth. Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 185
Variously associated with Bernard Devergés,
27242

Fort Barrington (Ga.) - Maps - 1770 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Fort Howe (Ga.) - Maps - 1770 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

A Colored view and plan of Fort Barrington, surveyed about 1770, by W.G. de Brahm, surveyor-general. [19-].

Authors: De Brahm, John Gerar William, 1717-approximately 1799 -- Hulbert, Archer Butler, 1873-1933 -- Hulbert, Archer Butler, 1873-1933.

Fort Barrington later renamed Fort Howe. 


Fort Barrington later renamed Fort Howe.

folio Ayer 136 .H91 1909 ser. 2, v. 1, pl. 38 (PrCt)

27244

Fort Barrington (Ga.) - Maps - 1772 - Fort Howe (Ga.) - Maps - 1772

The Environs of Fort Barrington [1772]. Wormsloe, Ga., 1849.

Authors: De Brahm, John Gerar William, 1717-approximately 1799 -- Boynton, George W., -1884 -- Wymberley-Jones, George, pub. 1 map ; 28 x 21 cm.


Scale [ca. 1:6,450].

Oriented with north at upper right.

Fort Barrington later renamed Fort Howe.

Case F 867.22 bet. p. 44-45 (PrCt)

27245

Fort Barrington (Ga.) - Maps - 1772 - Fort Howe (Ga.) - Maps - 1772

Plan and view of Fort Barrington, consisting of a wooden tower, bastionee, and four wooden caponieres, all built of renching timber [1772]. Wormsloe, Ga., 1849.

Authors: De Brahm, John Gerar William, 1717-approximately 1799 -- Boynton, George W., -1884 -- Wymberley-Jones, George, pub. 1 map ; 30 x 19 cm.


Scale [ca. 1:252].

Includes key to 11 locations within the fort.

Fort Barrington later renamed Fort Howe.

Case F 867.22 bet. p. 44-45 (PrCt)

27246

Fort Bedford (Pa.) - Maps - 1756 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

A Colored plan of Fort Bedford, on the Juniata Creek. [19-].


1 map

Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1756 manuscript.


folio Ayer 136 .H91 1907 ser. 1, v. 2, pl. 30 (PrCt)
Authors: Texas. General Land Office -- Blau, F. G. -- Atlas of Historical County Boundaries Project (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 51 x 55 cm.
Photocopy of manuscript map.
Shows land ownership.
With annotations by, and from the files of the Atlas of Historical County Boundaries Project, the Newberry Library.
map4F G4033 .F65 1882 .T4 1980 (PrCt)

Authors: Stanley, John Mix, 1814-1872 -- Sarony, Major & Knapp Lith. -- United States Pacific Railroad Expeditions and Surveys -- Pacific Railroad Reports, v. 12, pt. 1, pl. 24 -- United States. Congress
1 view : col. ; 16 x 2 cm.
In Pacific Railroad Reports, v. 12, pt. 1, pl. 24, opposite p. 101 [Serial Set 1054].
Uniform title: Pacific Railroad Reports
Govt. 1054 pt.1, pl. 24, opp. p. 101 (PrCt)

Authors: Stanley, John Mix, 1814-1872 -- Sarony, Major & Knapp Lith. -- Williams, Loren L., 1828-1881. Journal (1851-1880) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 view : col. ; 15 x 23 cm.
Printed view detached from unidentified source, trimmed, and pasted into: Williams, Loren L. Journal v. 4, opening [119].
Forms part of Williams's manuscript journals, chroncling his life in Oregon between 1851-1880.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
VAULT folio Graff 4683 v. 4, opening [119] (PrCt)

27250  Fort Benton (Mont.) - Pictorial works - 1886 Fort Benton. [New York : Harper & Brothers, 1886].
Authors: Dunn, Jacob Piatt, 1855-1924.
Massacres of the mountains : a history of the Indian wars of the far west (1886) -- Harper & Brothers -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 view ; 9 x 10 cm.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copies: Ayer 4A 967 -- F 807 .24 Graff 1181 p. [529] (PrCt)

27251  Fort Bourbon (Martinique) - Maps - 1776 - Manuscripts Fort-De-France (Martinique) - Maps - 1776 - Manuscripts Plan du Fort Bourbon de la Martinique. Pour designer les ouvrages faits au mois de juillet 1776, et ceux qui restent encore a faire. [19-].
Authors: Bibliothèque nationale (France). Ge D 1859 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1776 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France BN Ge D 1859 (PrCt)

2 maps ; 7 x 13 cm. and 11 x 18 cm., on sheet 38 x 26 cm., folded to 22 x 12 cm.
"Headqrs. Dept. of the Platte. Engineer Office. Ft. Omaha, Neb. Jany. 26 / 81 ... W.S. Stanton, Captain of Engineers ... " -- endorsement at bottom right.
"S. Ex. 20, 2, 47" -- at bottom left.
Township maps, drawn at different scales, detailing the Forth Bridger military reservation (forming part of latter-day Uinta County in southwestern Wyoming); apparently derived from U.S. General Land Office surveys.
Identifies route of the Union Pacific Railway.
In United States. War Dept. Message from the President of the United States, transmitting a communication from the Secretary of War, relating to abandoned military reservations, and renewing his former recommendation for legislation which will provide for the disposal of such reservations no longer needed [Washington..."
27254 Fort Brown (Brownsville, Tex.) - Pictorial works - 1846 - Brownsville (Tex.) - Pictorial works - 1846 - Fortification
Fort Brown. [New York : s.n., 1907].
Authors: Jarvis, Nathan S. -- Jarvis, Nathan S. An Army surgeon’s notes of frontier service, 1833-48 (1906-1907) -- Journal of the Military Service Institution of the United States -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 view ; 8 x 13 cm.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Graff 2200 p. [6] (PrCt)

27255 Fort Bruce (Roseau, Dominica) - Maps - 1778 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Roseau (Dominica) - Maps - 1778 - Fortification - Maps - 1778 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscrypts - Facsimiles
Plan du Morne Bruce Isle de la Dominique. [19--].
Authors: Bibliothèque nationale (France). Gé C 1140 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1778 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France BN Ge C 1140 (PrCt)

27256 Fort Buford (Fort, N.D.) - Maps - 1846 - Maps - 1873
Authors: North Dakota. State Historical Society
1 map : 1 sheet : photos, maps ; fold. to 22 x 10 cm

27257 Fort Bull (N.Y.), Battle of, 1756 - Maps - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscrypts - Facsimiles
Plan du Fort Bull situé par 43o30' de latitude Septentrionale, sur les frontieres de la nouvelle Angleterre et de la nouvelle France, pris d'assaut par les François a midy le 27 mars 1756. [19--].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1756 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France BSH C 4044-19 (PrCt)

27258 Fort Bull (N.Y.) - Maps - 1755 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscrypts - Facsimiles - Fort Wood Creek (N.Y.)
A Plan for a military post on Wood Creek, at the junction of the Cannada Creek ... [19--].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1755 manuscript possibly compiled by William Eyre.

27259 Fort Cheze (Roseau, Dominica) - Maps - 1778 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Roseau (Dominica) - Maps - 1778 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Dominica -
27260  Fort Collins (Colo.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps
Fort Collins EasyFinder: Local street detail.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection.
Description: 1 map: col.; fold. to 24 x 11 cm.
Uniform title: EasyFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection.
ISSN 0528956361
RMcN Road Map 2005 ForCO (PrCt)

27261  Fort Concho Region (Tex.) - Maps - 1872 - Manuscripts
Fort Chadbourne Region (Tex.) - Maps - 1872 - Manuscripts
Tom Green County (Tex.) - Maps - 1872 - Manuscripts
Coke County (Tex.) - Maps - 1872 - Manuscripts
Counties - Maps
[Map of the Fort Concho and Fort Chadbourne regions in west central Texas]. 1872.
Authors: Hoffman, J. D. -- Grierson, Benjamin Henry, 1826-1911 -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Description: 1 map: col.; fold. to 30 x 42 cm.
Uniform title: Fort Chadbourne Region (Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library).

27263  Fort Confederation (Ala.) - Maps - 1765 - Manuscripts
Facsimiles
Plan de la Batterie de la Cheze située en l'isle de la Dominique, au sud du Roseau sur la rive droite de la Rivière Canary... [19-].
Authors: Bibliothèque nationale (France). Ge C 1141 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Description: 1 map: col.; hand col.; 177 x 268 mm.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection.

27262  Fort Confederation (Ala.) - Maps - 1736 - Manuscripts
Sumter County (Ala.) - Maps - 1736 - Manuscripts
Facsimiles
Authors: DuPont de Montigny -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Description: 1 map: col.; 35 x 37 cm.
Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library).

MapInfo. File.
Relief shown pictorially.
Oriented with north at left.
Scale not given.
Note on verso: No. 10, page 257
Pen-and-ink and watercolor (green, yellow, gray, brown).
Forms part of both the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection and the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library).

27264  Fort Confederation (Ala.) - Maps - 1765 - Manuscripts
Facsimiles
Plan of Fort Tombeckee. [19-].
Authors: DuPont de Montigny -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Description: 1 map: col.; 35 x 37 cm.
Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library).
27264 Fort Constitution (N.H.) - Maps - 1699 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>>New Castle (N.H.) - Maps - 1699 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles

Fort William and Mary upon Newcastle Island at the entrance of Piscataqua River in the Province of Novo Hampshire ... by J. Dudley [1699]. [19--].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1699 manuscript.
Shows Fort William and Mary, later known as Fort Constitution.
folio Ayer 136 .H91 1914 ser. 3, v. 4, pl. 208-209 (PrCt)

27265 Fort Constitution (N.H.) - Maps - 1699 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>>New Castle (N.H.) - Maps - 1699 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles

The Fort upon Great Island in Piscataqua River ; An Explanation on the prospect draft of Fort William and Mary on Piscataqua River in the Province of Neu-Hampshir on the continent of America. 1699. [19--].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1699 manuscript.
Shows Fort William and Mary, later known as Fort Constitution.
folio Ayer 136 .H91 1914 ser. 3, v. 4, pl. 210-211 (PrCt)

27266 Fort Constitution (N.H.) - Maps - 1699 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>>New Castle (N.H.) - Maps - 1699 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles

Sketch map of Great Island or New Castle Island, showing plan of town and fort, etc. 1699. [19--].
Authors: Hulbert, Archer Butler, 1873-1933 -- Hulbert, Archer Butler, 1873-1933. The Crown Collection of photographs of American maps --
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1699 manuscript.
Shows Fort William and Mary, later known as Fort Constitution.
folio Ayer 136 .H91 1914 ser. 3, v. 4, pl. 208-209 (PrCt)


Prospect draft of Her Majesty’s Fort William and Mary. [19--].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1700 manuscript.
Shows Fort William and Mary, later known as Fort Constitution.
folio Ayer 136 .H91 1907 ser. 1, v. 4, pl. 30 (PrCt)

27268 Fort Constitution (N.H.) - Maps - 1705 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>>New Castle (N.H.) - Maps - 1705 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles

A Colored plan of ‘Her Majesty’s Fort William and Mary, on Piscataqua River, America, 1705’. [19--].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1705 manuscript.
Shows Fort William and Mary, later known as Fort Constitution.
folio Ayer 136 .H91 1907 ser. 1, v. 4, pl. 30 (PrCt)

27269 Fort Constitution (N.H.) - Maps - 1705 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>>New Castle (N.H.) - Maps - 1705 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles

A colored plan of Fort Constitution, N.H. [1705].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1705 manuscript.
Shows Fort William and Mary, later known as Fort Constitution.
folio Ayer 136 .H91 1907 ser. 1, v. 4, pl. 31-32 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
maps - Facsimiles

The Profil upon the prickt lyne G. H. belonging to the Fort William and Mary on Piscataqua River, America, 1705. [19--].
Cat.No.8 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1705 manuscript.
Shows Fort William and Mary, later known as Fort Constitution.
folio Ayer 136 .H91 1914 ser. 3, v. 4, pl. 216 (PrCt)

27270 Fort Cumberland (Cumberland, Md.) - Maps - 1755 - Manuscripts<<<<United States - History - French and Indian War, 1755-1763 - Manuscripts<<<<Manuscript maps
Fort Cumberland built by 3 indept. compys. in winter 1754. [1755?].
Manuscript map. Crown Collection no. cxxii. 39 1 ms. map : on sheet 288 x 180 mm
Plan of Fort Cumberland situated on Will's Creek in northwestern Maryland, on the north branch of the Potomac River. Numbers on plan keyed to 12 references.
'Encamp[m]ent of the 44th & 48th Regts., 3 Indep. Compys. & 4 Virginia Rangers with Genl. Braddock, May 1755.'
Scale not given.
Oriented to the west.
Pen-and-ink and pencil.
Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Ayer ms map proj 98
VAULT Ayer 183 M2 1772 ms map 2 (NLO)

27271 Fort Cumberland (Cumberland, Md.) - Maps - 1755 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<<<Cumberland (Md.) - Maps - 1755 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<<<United States - History - French and Indian War, 1755-1763 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<<<Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
A Plan of Fort Cumberland, on Will's Creek and Potomack River, woth a view of the store houses belonging to the Ohio Company on the other side of the river, and shewing where the Virginia troops were encamped, 12 Feb., 1755. [19--].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1755 manuscript.
Cf. Ayer *183 M2 1772 ms. maps 1 & 2.
folio Ayer 136 .H91 1907 ser. 1, v. 2, pl. 19 (PrCt)

27272 Fort Cumberland (Cumberland, Md.) - Maps - 1755 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<<<Cumberland (Md.) - Maps - 1755 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<<<United States - History - French and Indian War, 1755-1763 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<<<Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
A Plan of the fort and barracks at Mount Pleasant (Fort Cumberland), in Maryland. [19--].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1755 manuscript.
Cf. Ayer *183 M2 1772 ms. maps 1 & 2.
folio Ayer 136 .H91 1907 ser. 1, v. 2, pl. 20 (PrCt)

27273 Fort Cumberland (N.B.) - Maps - 1755 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<<<Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
A 'Plan of Fort Cumberland in Nova Scotia ... received with Mr. Engineer Brewse's letter, dated ...


### Fort Cumberland (N.B.) - Pictorial works - 1755 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

**Facade of photographs of American maps. Series 2**

A 'View of the French Fort at Bea Sejour, 1755,' on the river Mesaguiche; with plan and section. [19--].


Photostatic reproduction of 1755 manuscript.


### Fort Cummings (N.M.) - Pictorial works - 1869

Fort Cummings and Cooke's Peak. [London : Chapman and Hall, 1869].

Authors: Bell, William Abraham -- Bell, William Abraham. New tracks in North America : a journal of travel and adventure whilst engaged in the survey for a southern railroad to the Pacific Ocean during 1867-8 (1869) -- Chapman and Hall -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 view ; 8 x 10 cm.


**Graff 246 v. 2, p. 20 (PrCt)**
1 map : on sheet 14 x 24 cm.
Anonymous map without imprint.
Keyed to text on p. 110-111, which notes that the map was "drawn from a survey made by N. Hansen, Esq. of Illinois, and myself [Lewis C. Beck], in 1820"; includes references a, b, C-I, K and L.
"Scale of [200] feet" = 41 mm.
"P.1." -- at upper left.
Duplicate copies: VAULT Ruggles 22 -- Graff 224
A later edition of this map was issued in: Wild, J.C. The Valley of the Mississippi : illustrated in a series of views / edited by Lewis Foulk Thomas, no. 4 (October 1841) [VAULT folio Ayer 160.5 .M76 W66 1841, plate [XIV A], opposite p. 66]
VAULT Ayer 138 .B3 1823, between p. 110-111 (PrCt)

27280
Fort de Chartres Site (Ill.) - Maps - 1820
Plan of Fort Chartres on the Mississippi. [Albany, N.Y. C.R. and G. Webster, 1823].
Gazetteer of the states of Illinois and Missouri (1823) -- Webster, Charles Richard, 1781-1834 -- Webster, George, 1762-1823 -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map ; on sheet 14 x 24 cm.
Anonymous map without imprint.
Keyed to text on p. 110-111, which notes that the map was "drawn from a survey made by N. Hansen, Esq. of Illinois, and myself [Lewis C. Beck], in 1820"; includes references a, b, C-I, K and L.
"Scale of [200] feet" = 41 mm.
"P.1." -- at upper left.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copies: VAULT Ruggles 22 -- VAULT Ayer 138 .B3 1823
A later edition of this map was issued in: Wild, J.C. The Valley of the Mississippi : illustrated in a series of views / edited by Lewis Foulk Thomas, no. 4 (October 1841) [VAULT folio Ayer 160.5 .M76 W66 1841, plate [XIV A], opposite p. 66]
Graff 224, between p. 110-111 (PrCt)

27281
Fort de Chartres Site (Ill.) - Maps - 1820
Plan of Fort Chartres. [Saint Louis, Mo. John Caspar Wild, 1841].
The Valley of the Mississippi : illustrated in a series of views (1841-1842) -- Thomas, Lewis Foulk, 1808-1868 -- Republican Printing Office (Saint Louis, Mo.) -- Chambers and Knapp (Saint Louis, Mo.) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Hanson, N. (Nicholas), fl. 1820 SEE Hansen, N. (Nicholas), fl. 1820
1 map ; 20 x 12 cm. (neat line), on sheet 27 x 22 cm.
"The above is from a survey by Dr. Beck & N. Hanson Esqr. of Illinois in 1820."
Map lacks imprint; includes references A-I, K, and L.
"Scale of [200] feet" = 40 mm.
In: Wild, J.C. The Valley of the Mississippi : illustrated in a series of views / edited by Lewis Foulk Thomas, no. 4 (October 1841), plate [XIV A], opposite p. 66.
Accompanied by descriptive text (p. [63]-[66]).
The 9-part series was published in Saint Louis between 1841-1842 by the artist John Caspar Wild at the Republican Printing Office, and printed by Chambers and Knapp.
Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library).
Duplicate copies: folio Graff 4127 -- Ayer 160.5 .M76 W66 1948 (facsimile reprint)

Fort de Chartres Site (Ill.) - Maps - 1820
1 map ; approx. 15 x 15 cm., on sheet approx. 24 x 14 cm.
Includes references A-I, K, and L.
Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library).
Exhibited in "French Canadians in the Midwest", as part of the Newberry Library Spotlight Exhibition Series, January 11 - March 12, 2011; checklist of exhibit items available on Newberry website (accessed Feb. 2011):
Ayer 160.9 .F35 1876, no. 12 [map] (PrCt)

**Fort de Chartres Site (Ill.) - Pictorial works - 1841<>Fort Chartres (Ill.) SEE Fort de Chartres Site (Ill.)**

Ruin of Fort Chartres. [Saint Louis, Mo. John Caspar Wild, 1841].

1 view ; 12 x 19 cm.
Anonymous view without imprint.
"Copyright secured according to act of Congress."


Accompanied by descriptive text (p. [63]-66). The 9-part series was published in Saint Louis between 1841-1842 by the artist John Caspar Wild at the Republican Printing Office, and printed by Chambers and Knapp.

Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library).
Duplicate copies: folio Graft 4127 -- Ayer 160.5 .M76 W66 1948 (facsimile reprint)

VAULT folio Ayer 160.5 .M76 W66 1841, plate XIV, between p. 62-[63] (PrCt)

**Fort-De-France Bay (Martinique) - Maps - 1733**

Authors: Popple, Henry, d. 1743

1 map ; 14 x 16 cm.
Inset on facsimile of Popple, Henry. Map of the British Empire in America... (London, 1733).

Map4F 3300 sht. 16 (PrCt)

**Fort-De-France Bay (Martinique) - Maps - 1827**

-Nautical charts-<>Nautical charts - Fort-De-France Bay (Martinique) - Maps - 1827<>Nautical charts

Plan de la baie du Fort-Royal (île de la Martinique). Levée en 1824 par m. Monnier ... Secondé par m. Le Bourguignon Duperré ... [Paris] : Dépôt générale de la marine, 1827.
Authors: Monnier, P. -- Le Bourguignon-Duperré -- France. Dépôt des cartes et plans de la marine -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 61 x 88 cm.
Scale 1:14,763; about 375 meters to an inch.
Listed as map no. 6 in Monnier, P. [Atlas de la Martinique. 1827-31]--cf. Phillips 2718.
Ayer p133 .M74 1827 (NLO)

**Fort-De-France (Martinique) - Maps - 1700**

-Nautical charts - Manu scripts<>Nautical charts - Fort-De-France (Martinique) - Maps - 1700 - Manuscripts<>Manuscript maps<>Nautical charts

Plan de la ville et citadelle du Fort Royal de l'île de la Martinique: située par 14 degrés, 30: minutes nord. [ca. 1700].
Authors: Cartes Marines Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 30, sheet 62

1 ms. map : hand col. ; 509 x 697 mm.
Town plan and nautical chart showing Fort-de-France (previously Fort Royal) on Martinique; includes drawings of 4 ships at bay.
Accompanied by pictorial view on adjacent sheet (Ayer MS map 30, sheet 63).

Scale [ca. 1:2,870]. 'Echelle de 100 toises' [= 68 mm.]
Oriented with north at upper left.
Relief shown with hachures and shading; depths shown with soundings.
Pen-and-ink and watercolor (green, grey, red, brown, yellow); mounted on cloth.
Sheet 62 of 117 in the Cartes Marines Manuscript Map Collection, detailing French colonial interests worldwide, ca. 1640-ca. 1726. Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 72
Ayer ms map proj 00
Digital image available as part of the Newberry Library's Great Lakes Digital Collection via the CARLI Digital Collections website (accessed Nov. 2010):
http://collections.carli.illinois.edu/u?/nby_grlakes,959
VAULT drawer Ayer MS map 30 sheet 62 (NLO)

**Fort-De-France (Martinique) - Maps - 1700**

-Pictorial works - Manuscripts<>Blénac, Charles de Bourbon, Comte De, 1622-1696<>Heros (Ship) - Pictorial works - 1700 - Manuscripts<>Manuscript maps
Veüe et perspective du Fort Royal de la Martinique et d’une partie des côtes de la ditte isle. [ca. 1700].
Authors: Cartes Marines Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 30, sheet 63

1 ms. view : hand col. ; 416 x 781 mm.
Shows Fort-De-France (previously Fort Royal) on Martinique, as seen from the southwest. Includes drawings of many ships and boats on the bay, including one marked 'B' keyed to note at bottom: B. Salut des vaisseaux marchands au vaisseau du Roy le Heros, commandé par Mr. le Comte de Blénac, Gouverneur des isles françaises sous le
vent. Accompanied by town plan and nautical chart on adjacent sheet (Ayer MS map 30, sheet 62).
Not drawn to scale.
Pen-and-ink and watercolor (green, blue, brown, yellow, red); mounted on cloth.
Sheet 63 of 117 in the Cartes Marines
Manuscript Map Collection, detailing French colonial interests worldwide, ca. 1640-ca. 1726.
Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 72.
Ayer ms map proj 00
Digital image available as part of the Newberry Library's Great Lakes Digital Collection via the CARLI Digital Collections website (accessed Nov. 2010):
http://collections.carli.illinois.edu/u?/nby_grlakes, 958
VAULT drawer Ayer MS map 30 sheet 63 (NLO)

Fort-De-France (Martinique) - Maps - 1760 - Nautical charts
Fort-De-France (Martinique) - Maps - 1760 - Nautical charts
Plan of the town and citadel of Fort Royal, the capital of Martinico, with the bay of Cul de Sac Royal. London, 1760.
Authors: Caylus, Charles, chevalier de, 1698-1750 -- Jefferys, Thomas, -1771
1 map ; 31 x 36 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:59,500].
Relief shown by hachures; soundings in fathoms.
Inset: Port du Carenage.
F 80.45 pt. 2, opp. p. 146 (PrCt)

Fort-De-France (Martinique) - Pictorial works - 1776 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Veue du Fort Royal de la Martinique. [19--].
Authors: Bibliothèque nationale (France). Ge D 7849 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1776 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France BN Ge D 7849 (PrCt)

Fort de la Reine (Roseau, Dominica) - Maps - 1778 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Roseau (Dominica) - Maps - 1778 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Dominica - Maps - 1778 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Plan du Fort de La Reine au Roseau Ile de la Dominique, avec les augmentations qui y ont ete faites depuis la prise de l'Isle lesquelles
consistent principalment, en un fosse fraise servant de chemin couvert qui fait tout le tour de fort. [19--].
Authors: Bibliothèque nationale (France). Ge C 1139 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1778 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France BN Ge C 1139 (PrCt)

Fort Dearborn (Ill.) - Maps - 1818 - Manuscripts - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1818 - Manuscripts
U.S. government map of 1818 : copied from a map in the Topographical Bureau. [1818?].
Documents relating to the organization of the Illinois Central Rail-road Company (1818-1860) -- Wills, John A. -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 ms. map : tracing paper ; 46 x 30 cm.
Added title in oversize lettering: Chicago "Scale of 200 yards to an inch."
Tracing made ca. 1855 from manuscript map dated 1818; ink (blue and brown) and pencil.
One of six Chicago maps variously dated 1818-1855 and detached from a collection of various documents related to the suit of George C. Bates against the Illinois Central Railroad; collected and bound together in one volume by John A. Wills, attorney for Bates.
The documents are collectively titled and cataloged by the first item in the volume: Illinois Central Railroad Company. Documents relating to the organization of the Illinois Central Rail-road Company (New York : G. Scott Roe, stationer and printer, 1855) [Graff 2082].
Digital image available as part of the Newberry Library's Great Lakes Digital Collection via the CARLI Digital Collections website (accessed Nov. 2007):
http://collections.carli.illinois.edu/cgi-bin/getimage.exe?CISOROOT=/nby_grlakes&CISOPTR=1817
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
VAULT drawer Graff 4301 (NLO)

Map of the mouth Chicago River Illinois with plan of the proposed piers for improving the harbour / drawn by F. Harrison Junr. Assist. Civil Engineer
Facsimiles<<>>Shorelines - Chicago (III.) - Maps - 1830 - Manuscripts
Facsimiles<<>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Map of the mouth of Chicago River drawn by F. Harrison, Jr., Asst. U.S. Civil Engineer ... Chicago : A.T. Andreas, 1884.
Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Howard, William, fl. 1830
SEE Howard, W. (William)
1 ms. map ; on sheet 381 x 490 mm.
Shows footprints of Fort Dearborn and other buildings, including those of 'Dr. Wolcott' and 'Mr. Bailey.'
Scale [1: 1,800], 'Scale 50 yards to one inch.'
Tracing made ca. 1855 from manuscript map compiled from surveys undertaken in 1824 and 1830; see Bates.
Pen-and-ink and wash on tracing paper;
annotated in pencil with measurements to the shore-line.
One of six Chicago maps variously dated 1818-1855 and detached from a collection of various documents related to the suit of George C. Bates against the Illinois Central Railroad;
collected and bound together in one volume by John A. Wills, attorney for Bates.
The documents are collectively titled and cataloged by the first item in the volume: Illinois Central Railroad Company. Documents relating to the organization of the Illinois Central Rail-road Company (New York : G. Scott Roe, stationer and printer, 1855) [Graff 2082].
Digital image available as part of the Newberry Library's Great Lakes Digital Collection via the CARLI Digital Collections website (accessed Nov. 2007): http://collections.carli.illinois.edu/cgi-bin/getimage.exe?CISOROOT=/nby_grlakes&CISOPTR=692
References: References: Newberry Library. The
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
VAULT drawer Graff 1800 (NLO)

Fort Dearborn (III.) - Maps - 1830 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>>Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1830 - Harbors - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>>Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1830 - Shorelines - Manuscripts -

27293

Fort Dearborn (III.) - Maps - 1830 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>>Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1830 - Harbors - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>>Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1830 - Shorelines - Manuscripts -

27294

Fort Dearborn (III.) - Pictorial works - 1804<<>>Pictorial works - Fort Dearborn (III.) - 1804<<>>Chicago (III.) - Pictorial works - 1804<<>>Pictorial works - Chicago (III.) - 1804
Old Fort Dearborn, erected in 1804 / Dillingham. [Chicago : J. Gager and Co. for Chicago Mechanics' Institute, 1857].
Authors: Kinzie, John H., Mrs., 1806-1870 -- Dillingham, John, E., fl. 1855-1862 -- Chicago magazine : the West as it is (1857) -- Gager, John, 19th cent. -- Chicago Mechanics' Institute -- Rudy Lamont Ruggles Collection (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Kinzie, Juliette Augusta Magill, 1806-1870 SEE Kinzie, John H., Mrs., 1806-1870
1 view ; 6 x 10 cm., on sheet 15 x 24 cm.
'... Such was the old fort previous to 1812. Through the kindness of Mrs. J.H. Kinzie, who furnished the sketch, we are enabled to present a view of this fort as it appeared previous to that year.' -- text above view.
In: Chicago magazine : the West as it is ([Chicago : J. Gager and Co. for Chicago Mechanics' Institute], 1857), v. 1 no. 1 (March 1857) p. 24
Scattered issues of this periodical include assorted views and maps; some are cataloged separately.
Duplicate copies: VAULT Ruggles 58 -- VAULT Ayer 1 .C5 1857
Entire periodical reproduced on the University of Michigan's Making of America website (accessed...
Fort Dearborn (III) - Pictorial works - 1898. Chicago : Cushing, Thomas & Co, 1880. (Newberry Library). 

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).  

VAULT Ruggles 59, v. 1 no. 1 (March 1857) p. 24 (PrCt)
27300  Fort Dearborn (Ill.) - Pictorial works -
1856<>>>Pictorial works - Fort Dearborn (Ill.) -
1856
Old Fort Dearborn with surroundings in 1856.
Chicago : R. Blanchard, [1893?].
Authors: Blanchard, Rufus, 1821-1904 --
Blanchard, Rufus, 1821-1904. Historical atlas of
the United States [1893?] -- Chicago Region Map
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : col. ; 20 x 32 cm.
Pasted inside portfolio flap of: Blanchard, Rufus.
Historical atlas of the United States (Chicago,
[1893?]?).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library).

27302  Fort Dearborn (Ill.) - Pictorial works -
1857<>>>Pictorial works - Fort Dearborn (Ill.) -
1857
Fort Dearborn : erected in 1816 : view from the
north-west . [Chicago : J. Gager and Co. for Chicago
Mechanics' Institute, 1857].
Authors: Chicago magazine : the West as it is
(1857) -- Gager, John, 19th cent. -- Chicago
Mechanics' Institute -- Rudy Lamont Ruggles
Collection (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer
Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region
Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view ; 8 x 17 cm., on sheet 15 x 24 cm.
Accompanying text notes that the fort was torn
down in 1856.

27303  Fort Defiance (Ariz.) - Pictorial works -
1886<>>>Pictorial works - Fort Defiance (Ariz.) -
1886
Fort Defiance . [New York : Harper & Brothers,
1886].
Authors: Dunn, Jacob Piatt, 1855-1924.
Massacres of the mountains : a history of the
Indian wars of the far west (1886) -- Harper &
Brothers -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western
Americana (Newberry Library)
1 view ; 8 x 15 cm.
In Dunn, Jacob Piatt. Massacres of the
mountains : a history of the Indian wars of the far
[259]
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copies: Ayer 4A 967 -- F 807 .24
Graff 1181 p. [259] (PrCt)

27304 Fort Detroit (Detroit, Mich.) - Maps - 1780 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Fort Detroit (Mich.) - Maps - 1780 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
SEE Fort Detroit (Detroi, Mich.)
Negative photocopy of 1780 manuscript in the Library of Congress.
Koerner, Detroit and vicinity, no. 15.
ICN73
73-7646
map2F 4114.D4 (PrCt)

1 map : col. ; 56 x 38 cm., folded to 20 x 12 cm. Includes 'JMS' [?], date '18/2/82', and 'S. Ex. 20, 2, 47' at bottom left.
Township map apparently derived from U.S. General Land Office surveys: colored to show the boundaries of the Fort Dodge military reservation and lands held in trust for Osage Indians in latter-day Ford County, Kansas; includes route and depot grounds of the Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway.
In United States. War Dept. Message from the President of the United States, transmitting a communication from the Secretary of War, relating to abandoned military reservations, and renewing his former recommendation for legislation which will provide for the disposal of such reservations no longer needed [Washington : Govt. Print. Off., 1882] at end.
Series: Senate executive document (United States. Congress. Senate) ; 47th Congress, 2nd session, no. 20.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Graff 4441 [map 3 of 3] (PrCt)

27306 Fort Dodge (Iowa) - Maps - 1871 - Real property
Fort Dodge. Webster County, iowa. Chicago, 1871.
Authors: Sargent & Yeoman -- Land Owner -- Baker & Co. (Chicago, Ill.) -- J.M. Wing & Co.
1 map : col. ; 54 x 41 cm.
Detached from The Land Owner 3 (Chicago: J.M. Wing and Co., 1871) bet. p. 214-215. [Case Wing +H94.005].
Inset 'Outline map of the state of Iowa' shows railroad lines to and from Fort Dodge [8 x 13 cm.].
Wood engraving.
MMC 8-0498
5195
map4F G3704.A1 1869 L3 sht. 16 (PrCt)

27307 Fort Dodge (Kan.) - Maps - 1868
U.S. military reservation at Fort Dodge, Kansas. Dodge City, Kan. Cultural Heritage and Arts Center, [197-?].
Authors: Jackson, Henry, fl. 1863-1901 -- Page, Alfred S. -- Cultural Heritage and Arts Center -- United States. Adjutant-General's Office
1 map ; 51 x 38 cm.
77-33845
2013
map2F G4204.D6 1868 J3 197- (PrCt)

27308 Fort Dodge (Kan.) - Maps - 1877
Ground plan of Fort Dodge, Kansas. Dodge City, Kan. Cultural Heritage and Arts Center, [197-?].
Authors: Cultural Heritage and Arts Center
1 map ; 38 x 51 cm.
Redrawn facsimile of 1877 map; cf. OCLC 13587387.
77-33844
2012
map2F G4204.D6 1877 C9 197- (PrCt)

27309 Fort Duquesne (Pa.) - Maps - 1754 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Pittsburgh (Pa.) - Maps - 1754 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
United States - History - French and Indian War, 1755-1763 -
Manuscripts - Facsimiles

Fort Duquesne (Pa.) - Maps - 1754 - Manuscripts

A plan of Fort de Quesne (now Pittsburg), at the junction of Ohio and the Monongahela; drawn before the fort was quite finished. [19--].


1 map

Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1754 manuscript. Cf. Ayer '183 M2 1772 ms map 5.

Cf. Schwartz, French and Indian War p. 28 fig. 16.


folio Ayer 136 .H91 1907 ser. 1, v. 2, pl. 21 (PrCt)

27310

Fort Duquesne (Pa.) - Maps - 1754 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Fortification - Manuscripts - United States - History - French and Indian War, 1755-1763 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

Fort de Quesne. [1754?] .


1 ms. map ; on sheet 285 x 232 mm.


Plan of Fort Duquesne compiled in 1754 by prisoner of war Capt. Robert Stobo and smuggled to Virginia Lieut. Govr. Robert Dinwiddie. Inserted adjacent to text describing the 1758 British capture of the site later to become Fort Pitt and Pittsburgh. Includes 'Profile of the wall' (53 x 42 mm.) and 'References' A-M keyed to the plan.

One of seven manuscript maps and plans inserted by Lieut. Alexander Colquhoun into his copy of: Mante, Thomas, fl. 1772. The History of the late war in North-America, and the islands of the West-Indies (London : Printed for W. Strahan and T. Cadell, 1772), following p. 158.

Scale [ca. 1:530] 'Scale of [160] feet' [= 92 mm.] Pen-and-ink.


Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 214. Ayer ms map proj 98

VAULT Ayer 183 M2 1772 ms map 5 (NLO)

27311

Fort Duquesnes (Pa.) - Maps - 1755 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Pittsburgh (Pa.) - Maps - 1755 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

Plan du Fort Duquesnes et de les environs. [19--].

Authors: Chaussegros de Léry, Gaspard, 1682-1756 -- France. Ministère des colonies. No. 552 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map

Photostatic reproduction of 1755 manuscript.

Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

MapPhoto France MC No. 552 (PrCt)

27312

Fort Duquesnes (Pa.) - Maps - 1758 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Pittsburgh (Pa.) - Maps - 1758 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

A Colored 'plan of Fort Du Quesne (now Pittsburg), as it was before it was demolished, 1758', drawn by J.C. Pleydell. [19--].


1 map

Photostatic reproduction of 1758 manuscript.


folio Ayer 136 .H91 1907 ser. 1, v. 2, pl. 22 (PrCt)

27313

Fort Edmonton (Edmonton, Alta.) - Pictorial works - 1886 - Edmonton (Alta.) - Pictorial works - 1886


Authors: Dunn, Jacob Piatt, 1855-1924. Massacres of the mountains : a history of the Indian wars of the far west (1886) -- Harper & Brothers -- Everett D. Graft Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)

1 view ; 11 x 18 cm.

Fort Edward (N.Y.) - Maps - 1755 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

A 'Plan of Fort Edward' : ... designed to contain a garrison of 400 men; there is one magazine for powder, and the necessary barracks and storehouses are now a building; William Eyre, eng., Nov. 13th 1755. [19--].
Photostatic reproduction of 1755 manuscript.
For manuscript variant at Newberry Library, see Ayer *183 M2 1772 ms. map 4.

Fort Edward (N.Y.) - Maps - 1758 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

A Colored 'plan of Fort Edward,' shewing what was built up to the summer of 1756, and what remained to be done. [19--].
Photostatic reproduction of 1758 manuscript.

Fort Edward (N.Y.) - Maps - 1758 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

A Colored plan of Fort Edward, drawn, in 1758, by Capt. Thos. Abercrombie. [19--].
Photostatic reproduction of 1758 manuscript.

Fort Edward (N.Y.) - Maps - 1755 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

A 'Sketch of Fort Edward and the proposed improvements;' drawn about 1758. [19--].
Photostatic reproduction of 1758 manuscript.
maps - Facsimiles
A Colored plan or 'Rapport of the Fort Edward with a dessein of a chemincœuvre, a larger ditch, a sluice, and a detached work of the large Island, with remarq of the Fort and his defence'. [19--].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1758 manuscript.
folio Ayer 136.H91 1907 ser. 1, v. 3, pl. 29 B (PrCt)

27324 Fort Edward Region (N.Y.) - Maps - 1755 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Authors: Eyre, William, fl. 1755 -- Colquhoun, Alexander, Lieut -- Mante, Thomas, fl. 1772 -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library.
Manuscript map. VAULT Ayer folio 183 M2 1772 ms map 4 -- Map Library (British Library).
Manuscript map. Crown Collection no. cxxi. 55. 1 ms. map : hand col. ; on sheet 285 x 232 mm Map of the region around Fort Edward on the upper Hudson River in twentieth century Washington County, New York; not a detailed fortification plan. Inserted prior to text and printed maps describing the 1755 British campaign in upper New York against French forces, resulting in the Battle of Lake George. 'This work is so situate, as not to be nearer than 600 yards of any ground higher, than that which it stands on; all within that distance is either on a level with it, or lower. This fort is designed to contain a garrison of 400 men. There is one magazine for powder, & the necessary barracks, and store houses are now a building. [Signed] Wm. Eyre, eng.'
One of seven manuscript maps and plans inserted by Lieut. Alexander Colquhoun into his copy of: Mante, Thomas, fl. 1772. The history of the late war in North-America, and the islands of the West-Indies (London : Printed for W. Strahan and T. Cadell, 1772), following p. 32.
Scale [ca. 1: 6,980] 'Scale of 600 yards' [= 82 mm.]
Relief shown with hachures.
Pen- and-ink; fort outlined in red crayon.
Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 216.
Ayer ms map proj 98
VAULT Ayer 183 M2 1772 ms map 4 (NLO)

27325
Fort Edward Region (N.Y.) - Maps - 1756 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
A Colored 'plan of environs of Fort Edward; drawn about 1756. [19--].
1 map
folio Ayer 136 .H91 1909 ser. 2, v .1, pl. 13 (PrCt)

27326
Fort Edward Region (N.Y.) - Maps - 1758 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
A Colored 'plan of Fort Edward, with environs; drawn about 1758. [19--].
1 map
folio Ayer 136 .H91 1907 ser. 1, v .3, pl. 23 (PrCt)

27327
Fort Fred Steele (Wyo.) - Maps - 1873
Sketch of Ft. Fred Steele, Wyoming ... 1873.
1 map ; 11 x 10 cm. with 5 other maps on sheet 30 x 40 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:18,900].
Govt. W 8.5:2 pl. 4, after p. 490 (PrCt)

27328
Fort Frederick (Me.) - Maps - 1705 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Pemaquid (Me.) - Maps - 1705 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Pemaquid Fort (Me.) SEE Fort Frederick (Me.)
Pemaquid Fort in the Province of Main in America : Profile of Pemaquid Fort. J. Redknap, 1705. [19--].
2 maps on one sheet
folio Ayer 136 .H91 1914 ser. 3, v .3, pl. 165-166 (PrCt)

27329
Fort Frontenac (Ont. : Fort) - Maps - 1685 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Fort de Frontenac ou Katarakouy. 13 Nov. 1685. [19--].
Authors: France. Ministère des colonies. No. 522 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1685 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France MC No. 522 (PrCt)

27330
Fort Frontenac (Ont. : Fort) - Maps - 1720 - Indians - Manuscripts
Plan du Fort Frontenac ou Cataracouy. [ca. 1720].
Authors: Chaussegros de Léry, Gaspard, 1662-1756 -- Cartes Marines Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1720 manuscript.
Details Fort Frontenac (previously the Indian village of Cataracouy), later to become the site of Kingston in Ontario. Includes the footprints of the fort and its well, gardens, outbuildings, stone kiln, adjacent Indian cabins, and a pictorial drawing (45 x 110 mm.): Elevation des cabannes sauvages.
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Scale [ca. 1:332]. 'Echelle de 30 toises' [= 176 mm.]
Sheet 108 of 115 (i.e. 117; includes sheets 71A and 106A) numbered leaves in the Cartes Marines Manuscript Map Collection, detailing French colonial interests worldwide, ca. 1640-ca. 1726.
Pen-and-ink and watercolor (green, grey, brown, red, yellow); mounted on cloth.
Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Ayer ms map proj 03 Digital image available as part of the Newberry Library’s Great Lakes Digital Collection via the CARLI Digital Collections website (accessed Nov. 2010):
http://collections.carli.illinois.edu/u?/nby_grlakes, 1080
VAULT drawer Ayer MS map 30 sheet 108 (NLO)

1 map ; 35 x 49
Facsimile of 1720 manuscript at the Newberry Library [Ayer MS map 30, sheet 108].
temp map4F G3464.K5:2F6 1720 P1985 C3 (Pr Ct)

27332 Fort Garland (Colo.) - Pictorial works - 1879 - Map printing - Wood engravings - Pictorial works - 1879 - Railroads - Maps - Wood engravings
Authors: Dalziel, John, 1822-1869 -- Smart, Stephen F. Colorado tourist and illustrated guide via the "Golden belt route" ... (1879) -- Kansas Pacific Railway Company -- Ramsey, Millett & Hudson -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 view : wood engraving ; 10 x 15 cm.
In: Smart, Stephen F. Colorado tourist and illustrated guide via the "Golden Belt Route": the great wheat and corn producing region extending from the Missouri River through central Kansas and Colorado (which is traversed by the Kansas Pacific railway) to the Rocky Mountain resorts (Kansas City: Published by the Kansas Pacific Railway; Ramsey, Millett & Hudson, 1879), p. 34.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Graff 3818, p. 34 (Pr Ct)

27333 Fort Garry (Man.) - Pictorial works - 1845 - Lower Fort Garry National Historic Site (Man.) - Pictorial works - 1845 - Winnipeg (Man.) - Pictorial works - 1845
1 view : hand col. ; 25 x 36 cm.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library. Duplicate copy: VAULT Ayer 160.5. W5 W28 1848
Digital image of another copy available on the Government of Canada's Canadian Military History website (accessed August 2009):

27334 Fort George (Ga.) - Maps - 1761 - Cockspur Island (Ga.) - Maps - 1761
Plan and profile of Fort George, on Coxpur Island [1761]. Wormsloe, Ga., 1849.
Authors: De Brahm, John Gerar William, 1717-approximately 1799 -- Boynton, George W., -1884 -- Wymerley-Jones, George, pub.
1 map ; 32 x 19 cm.
Facsimile of map originally published [1761]; facsimile issued in De Brahm, John Gerar William. History of the province of Georgia (Wormsloe, Ga., 1849) between p. 44-45.
Scale [ca. 1:610]. Oriented with north at right. Includes a key to the fort and a north-south profile.
Case F 867.22 bet. p. 44-45 (Pr Ct)

27335 Fort George (Ga.) - Maps - 1764 - Pictorial works - Manuscripts - Cockspur Island (Ga.) - Maps - 1764 - Fortification - Pictorial works - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
View of Cockspur Fort at the entrance of Savanna River in Georgia Decr. 1764. 1845. 1848.
Authors: Balding & Mansell (firm), Wisbech -- Map Library (British Library). Mss.
Photocopy of ca. 1773 manuscript forming part of the Faden map collection (no. 95) at the Library of Congress. Scale [ca. 1:330]. Oriented with north to the bottom. Includes index to buildings. LC Maps of North America, 1750-1789, no. 1139. Available through the Library of Congress website as a raster image (January 2005): http://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g3804n.ar113900
Series: [Faden map collection ; 95]
map2F 3804.N4.4 (PrCt)

1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1770 manuscript.

27341 Fort King George (Ga.) - Maps - 1722 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
A Plan of King George's Fort at Allatamaha, South Carolina [now Georgia]. Latitude 31o12' North. [ca. 1722]. [19--].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1722 manuscript.

27342 Fort King George (Ga.) - Maps - 1722 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
The Ischnography or plan of Fort King George [1722]. [19--].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1722 manuscript.

27343 Fort King George (Ga.) - Maps - 1722 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Sketch plan of Fort King George in Georgia [ca. 1722]. [19--].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1722 manuscript.

27344 Fort King George (Ga.) - Maps - 1722 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Plan of Fort King George and part of the Alatamaha River. With an abstract of the journal of the voyage from Fort George in South Carolina to St. Simon's Island and Barr in the 'Elizabeth' Sloop, Captain Sollard, Commander [ca. 1722]. [19--].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1722 manuscript.

Site of Forts Kipp and Stewart on the Missouri in Dawson Co., Mont. [S.l. s.n., 1898].
Authors: Missouri. Railroad and Warehouse Commissioners -- Coues, Elliott, 1842-1899 -- Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.) -- Larpenteur, Charles, 1807-1872. Forty years a fur trader on the upper Missouri ... (1898) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map ; on sheet 23 x 16 cm.
Partial facsimile reproduction of unidentified map adapted by Elliott Coues 'From Mo. R. Comm. Sheet LXI, 1894.' Identifies forts, the 'Devils Elbow' in the Missouri River, Fort Peck Indian Reservation, and the Great Northern Railway in latter-day Roosevelt...
Fort La Présentation (N.Y.) - Maps - 1752 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Ogdensburg (N.Y.) - Maps - 1752 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Elevation du Fort de la Présentation par Paul La Brosse en l'année 1752. [19-].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1752 manuscript. Includes view of the fort. Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Fort Laramie (Wyo.) - Pictorial works - 1876 - Railroad - Maps - Old fur traders' store, Fort Laramie. Chi. [Chicago]: Sears Bros., [1876]. Authors: Sears Brothers (Firm : Chicago, Ill.) -- Curley, Edwin A. Glittering gold. The true story of the Black Hills (1876) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 view : wood engraving ; 9 x 14 cm.

Fort Lauderdale (Fla.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps - Fort Lauderdale and vicinity / American Oil Company. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Co., c1969.
1 map : both sides, col. ; 123 x 44 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"1975 edition."
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

1 map : both sides, col. ; 123 x 44 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"Effective April, 1969" -- Back panel. "Published by Tempo Designs, Inc., Lincolnwood, Illinois 60646"

Fort Lauderdale (Fla.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps - Fort Lauderdale Region (Fla.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps - Fort Lauderdale and vicinity / American Oil Company. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Co., 1974.
Authors: Amoco Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Tempo Designs, Inc. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 123 x 44 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"1974 edition."
Panel title. Added title: Fort Lauderdale and vicinity. Also bears imprint of Tempo Designs, Inc. of Chicago, Illinois.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Identifies Amoco service station locations.
Plate no. 746813-4.
Insets (31 x 10 cm. and 10 x 17 cm.): West Palm Beach to Miami area -- Coral Springs.
Panel art: "American" gas logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2981 (PrCt)

27353 Fort Lauderdale (Fla.) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps Wall maps

Rand McNally map of Fort Lauderdale.
1 map : both sides, col. ; 123 x 44 cm., on sheet 84 x 46 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"1976 Edition."
Panel title. Added title: Fort Lauderdale and vicinity.
Plate no. 746813-4
South side of city continued on verso.
Inset (10 x 17 cm.): Coral Springs.
Map on verso (31 x 10 cm.): West Palm Beach to Miami area.
Panel art: road signs.
Forms part of a collection of stock editions of Rand McNally road maps, some apparently issued as sales samples and / or printer's proofs for prospective commercial clients.
Uniform series title (established by cataloger): Stock road maps
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (April 2010).
RMcN Stock 65 (PrCt)

27352 Fort Lauderdale (Fla.) - Maps - 1977 - Road maps Fort Lauderdale Region (Fla.) - Maps - 1977 - Road maps Wall maps

Authors: Texaco, inc. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map, both sides : col. ; 122 x 44 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Plate no. 776813-5.
Insets (30 x 10 cm. and 10 x 17 cm.): West Palm Beach to Miami area -- Coral Springs.
Panel art: Color photographs of American scenes.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4034 (PrCt)

27354 Fort Lauderdale (Fla.) - Maps - 1985 - Road maps Fort Lauderdale Region (Fla.) - Maps - 1985 - Road maps Wall maps

Authors: Landmark Banking Corporation (Florida) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 123 x 44 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Plate no. 786813-6
Insets (30 x 10 cm. and 9 x 16 cm.): West Palm Beach to Miami area -- Coral Springs.
Panel art: Color photo of two people boating.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4187 (PrCt)

27355 Fort Lauderdale (Fla.) - Maps - 1990 - Road maps Broward County (Fla.) - Maps - 1990 - Road maps Wall maps Counties - Maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (xx, 59 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title: StreetFinder : Fort Lauderdale. $9.95 Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528850652
RMcN StrFdr 1985 .F65 (PrCt)
1710—Ludwigs Feste - Maps -
1710—Haguenau Region (France) - Maps -
1710—Baden-Baden (Germany) - Maps -
1710
Fort Louis mitt der Gegend auff 6 Stunden.
Augsburg : Gabriel Bodenehr, 1710.
Authors: Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. -- Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. Atlas curieux -- oder, Neuer und compendieuser atlas 1710 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 14 x 24 cm.
In: Bodenehr, Gabriel. Atlas curieux; oder, Neuer und compendieuser atlas ... ([Augsburg : Gabriel Bodenehr, 1710?] pl. [85]. Engraved plate no. '88.'
Ayer 135 .B6 pl. 85 (PrCt)

27362
Fort MacArthur (Calif.) - Maps - 1888 -
Manuscripts—San Pedro (Los Angeles, Calif.) - Maps - 1888 - Fortification -
Manuscripts—Manuscript maps
Fractional township no. 5 south range, no. 13 west, San Bernadino meridian. [ca. 1888].
Authors: Grierson, Benjamin Henry, 1826-1911 -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS 3039 map 8 1 ms. map : cloth ; 305 x 305 mm.
Unsigned cadastral plat of military reservation established 1888 and designated 1914 as the site of Fort MacArthur in San Pedro (Los Angeles, California). Includes eleven lines of boundary notes.
Scale not given.
Pen-and-ink on cloth.
Ayer ms map proj 97
VAULT drawer Ayer MS 3039 map 8 (NLO)

27363
Fort Magebiguedeue (Me.) -1780 -
Manuscripts - Facsimilies—Penobscot River (Me.) - 1780 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimilies—Manuscript maps -
Facsimilies
Plan du Fort de Magebiguedeue, et sa position entre la riviere de ce nom, et celle de Pennobscot ... le 17. Mai 1780. [19--].
Authors: Mutton, fl. 1780 -- France. Service hydrographique. Archives. 135-3-12 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map Photostatic reproduction of 1780 manuscript. Includes inset with fortification details.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France ASH 135-3-12 (PrCt)

27364
Fort Mailad (Philippines) - Maps - 1862 -
Manuscripts—Manuscript maps
Rec[no]c[imiento del fuerte de Mailad . 1862.
Authors: Burriel, Juan Nepomuceno -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library.
Manuscript map. Ayer MS 1306 map 20 1 ms. map : hand col., cloth ; 101 x 89 mm. on sheet 324 x 228 mm.
Shows Fort Mailad on the Mailad River in the Philippine province of Davao. Identifies fort, kitchens, houses of non-Christian natives, and road to Digos. Forms part of colonel Juan Nepomuceno Burriel's manuscript Ytinerario de la escursión hecha á Mindanao y Joló (Ayer MS 1306), describing the Spanish army expedition of 1862.
Scale 1:5,000. 'Escala 1/5,000.'
Pen-and-ink (black, blue, green, red) and pencil. Relief shown by form lines.
Bound between leaves 183-184.
Accompanied on the previous leaf by a view dated December 28, 1862: Fuerte de Mailad en el distrito de Davao. Includes inset map: Croquis del fuerte de Mailad (66 x 48 mm.).
Forms part of both the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection and the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library).
Lietz, P.S. Calendar of Philippine documents Ayer Coll., 306
Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 295 and 296.
Butler, R.L. Check list mss. Ayer Coll., 1306.
Blair & Robertson. Philippine Islands (1903 ed.), v. 53 p. 400.
Ayer ms map proj 94
VAULT Ayer MS 1306 map 20 (NLO)

27365
Fort Marcy (N.M.) - Maps - 1873—Santa Fe (N.M.) - Maps - 1873 - Fortification
Military reservation (Santa Fé) New Mexico ... 1873.
Authors: U.S. Geographical Surveys West of the 100th Meridian -- Wheeler, George M. (George Montague), 1842-1905. Report upon United States Geographical Surveys West of the One Hundredth Meridian (1875-1889) 1 map ; 11 x 10 cm. on sheet 30 x 40 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:3,775].
Govt. W 8.5:2 pl. 6, opp. p. 491 (PrCt)

27366
Fort Marcy (N.M.) - Pictorial works -
1848—Cathedral of San Francisco de Asis (Santa Fe, N.M.) - Pictorial works -
1848—Santa Fe (N.M.) - Pictorial works -
1848—Parroquia de Santa Fe (N.M.) SEE Cathedral of San Francisco de Asis (Santa Fe,
Fort Matanzas (Fla.)

N.M.)
Fort Marcy and the Parroquia Santa Fé.
Authors: C.B. Graham's Lith. -- Hulbert, Archer Butler.

Fort Matanzas (Fla.)


[Ayer MS 257].


Forms part of U.S. Serial Set 517 in series: 30th Congress, 1st session ; Ex. doc. no. 41 -- Ex. doc. (United States. Congress. House) ; 30th Congress, 1st session, no. 41.

Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library. Duplicate copies: Govt. 517 and Ayer 128.3 U5h 1848

Graff 1249 between p. 754 [i.e. 454]-455 (PrCt)

Fort Maurepas (Ocean Springs, Miss.) - Maps - 1700-1799 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Ocean Springs (Miss.) - Maps - 1700-1799 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles Plan du Fort de Maurepas a la coste meridionale de la Floride. [19--].

Authors: France. Ministère des colonies. No. 3 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map

Photoostatic reproduction of 18th-century manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

MapPhoto France MC No. 3 (PrCt)


Ayer MS 257 map 4

1 ms. map : hand col. ; 164 x 215 mm.
Map of the region around Fort Maurepas (also known as Fort Biloxi) on the eastern shore of Biloxi Bay as it appeared ca. 1720; later the site of Ocean Springs in Jackson County, Mississippi. Keyed to 12 references, including the government house, troop barracks, and land concessions.
No. 4 of 23 maps and drawings detached and bound together, from: Dumont de Montigny. Mémoire de Lxx Dxx Officiere Ingenieur, contenant les evenemens qui se sont passées à la Louisiane depuis 1715 jusqu’a present [1747] [Ayer MS 257].

Note on verso: No. 4, page 69.


**VAULT oversize Ayer MS 257 map 4 (NLO)**

**27371** Fort Michilimackinac (Mackinaw City, Mich.) - Maps - 1766-1769 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<>Fort Michilimackinac (Mackinaw City, Mich.) - Pictorial works - 1766<>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles<>Cartography - Fort Michilimackinac (Mackinaw City, Mich.) - 1766-1769


Press

12 p. : 2 maps, 1 view ; 31 cm.

Cover title: Old Fort Michilimackinac at Mackinaw City, Michigan. Includes 2 manuscript map facsimiles and 1 view:

Magra, Perkins, Lieut.* Sketch of the Fort at Michilimackinac [1766]. 1 map : col. ; on sheet 21 x 30 cm. -- Nordberg, John, Lieut. [Manuscript plan of Fort Michilimackinac, 1769]. 1 map ; on sheet 22 x 33 cm. -- McCoy, Raymond. Old Fort Michilimackinac about 1766 : based on Lieut. Magra's map in General Gage papers, W.L. Clements Library. 1 view ; 26 x 38 cm.

BHC 1646

*Vert 1231 (PrCt)*

**27372** Fort Michilimackinac (Mich.) - Tourism - 1980

*Fort Michilimackinac: Historic Park. Mackinaw City, Mich. Mackinac Island State Park Commission, [ca. 1980].* Authors: Mackinac Island State Park Commission 1 leaflet (3-fold) : col. ills, maps ; fold. to 22 x 10 cm


*The Course of Delaware River from Philadelphia to Chester, with the several forts and stackadoes raised by the rebels, and the attacks made by His Majesty's land and sea forces.* [London] : W. Faden, 1779.


Shows positions in the fall of 1777. Insets: A plan of Fort Mifflin on Mud Island, with the attacks made by the Kings troops and vessels -- Profile and plan of the sunk frames or chevaux de frize which formed the stackadoes in the river.

Includes "List of the rebel fleet.' Detached from: Faden, William, [Atlas of battle plans, ca. 1783], no. 19. The atlas was previously owned by British general Sir Henry Clinton.

*map4F 3701.S3.19 (PrCt)*

**27374** Fort Miller (N.Y.) - Maps - 1759 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles

*A Colored 'plan of Fort Miller and the environs on the west side of Hudson's River', 1759.* [19-].


Photostatic reproduction of 1759 manuscript.


*folio Ayer 136 .H91 1907 ser. 1, v. 3, pl. 19 (PrCt)*

**27375** Fort Miller (N.Y.) - Maps - 1759 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles

*A 'Plan of Fort Miller, with its barracks'. [19-]. *


Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1759 manuscript.


*folio Ayer 136 .H91 1907 ser. 1, v. 3, pl. 20 (PrCt)*

**27376** Fort Mont Royal (Traben-Trarbach, Germany)


27379  Fort Myers ( Fla.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps - Road maps
RMcN Road Map 2005 ForMFL (PrCt)

27380  Fort Nassau (Curaçao) - Maps - 1671 - Fort Nassau (Brazil) - Maps - 1671
Arx Nassovii. [London : John Ogilby, 1671]. Authors: Ogilby, John, 1600-1676 -- Ogilby, John, 1600-1676. America : being the latest, and most accurate description of the New World ... (1671) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 view ; 28 x 35 cm. View of unidentified fort, possibly on the island of Curaçao or on the coast of Brazil. Includes references A - E. Sailing scene in foreground. In: Ogilby, John. America : being the latest, and most accurate description of the New World ... (London : Printed by the author, 1671) following p. 608. VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O3 1671 following p. 608 (PrCt)

27381  Fort Nassau (Ghana) - Pictorial works - 1626

27382  Fort Ontario (N.Y.) - Maps - 1749 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Fort Oswego (Oswego, N.Y.) - Maps - 1749 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
RMcN Road Map 2005 ForMFL (PrCt)
Fort Ontario (N.Y.) - Maps - 1756 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

A Plan of Oswego, at the mouth of the river Onondaga, on Lake Ontario, shewing the positions of Fort Ontario and Fort Oswego; drawn about 1756. [19--].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1756 manuscript; possibly compiled by Thomas Abercrombie.
folio Ayer 136 .H91 1907 ser. 1, v. 3, pl. 8 (PrCt)

Fort Ontario (N.Y.) - Maps - 1760 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

A Colored 'plan of Oswego and forts, shewing the state of that garrison as it was the 28th May, 1756, done for Thomas Pownall, Esq.' [19--].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1756 manuscript.

Fort Ontario (N.Y.) - Maps - 1756 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

Plan de la Riviere et des forts de Choueguen relatif à la reconnaissance que j'en ay fait le 25 Juillet 1756. [19--].
Authors: Comepee, D., fl. 1756 -- France. Ministère des colonies. No. 534 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1756 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France MC No. 537 (PrCt)

Fort Ontario (N.Y.) - Maps - 1756 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

A Colored 'plan of Fort Ontario, with the several alterations and additional works proposed by the chief engineer; drawn about 1760, by Wm. Brasier. [19--].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1760 manuscript.
Manuscripts
Fort Ontario (N.Y.) - Maps - 1760 - Facsimiles
Oswego (N.Y.) - Maps - 1760 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
A Colored 'plan of the ground designed to be fortified at Oswego being a scheme for the pentagonal Fort Ontario ... [19--].
Authors: British Library. Crown 121:89 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1760 manuscript.
Map Photo England BL Crown 121:89 (PrCt)

Fort Ontario (N.Y.) - Maps - 1760 - Facsimiles
Oswego (N.Y.) - Maps - 1760 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
A Colored 'plan of Fort Ontario and its environs, surveyed by Thomas Sowers, engineer, 1760; drawn by W. Brasier at Fort Ontario, 9th August, 1760. [19--].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1760 manuscript.
folio Ayer 136 .H91 1907 ser. 1, v. 3, pl. 11-12 (PrCt)

Fort Ontario (N.Y.) - Maps - 1763 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Oswego (N.Y.) - Maps - 1763 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
A Colored 'plan of Fort Ontario, shewing such parts of the works as are finished, and what as yet remains to be done to compleat the fort; drawn, and signed, by Thomas Sowers, engineer, 1763. [19--].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1763 manuscript.
folio Ayer 136 .H91 1907 ser. 2, v. 3, pl. 3-4 (PrCt)

Fort Oswego (Oswego, N.Y.) - Maps - 1757 - Facsimiles - Facsimiles
A Colored 'plan of Oswego, with projected fort for to contain 500 Men; drawn by W. Brasier, at Albany, 29th May, 1759. [19--].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1757 manuscript.
folio Ayer 136 .H91 1907 ser. 1, v. 3, pl. 13 (PrCt)

27396 Fort Panmure (Miss.) - Maps - 1727 - Land grants - Manuscripts - Natchez (Miss.) - Maps - 1727 - Land grants - Manuscripts - Land grants - Fort Panmure (Miss.) - Maps - 1727 - Manuscripts - Natchez (Miss.) - Maps - 1727 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Manuscript maps - Fort Panmure (Miss.) - SEE ALSO Natchez (Miss.) SEE ALSO Fort Panmure (Miss.) SEE Fort Rosalie (Miss.) SEE Fort Panmure (Miss.) Carte du Fort Rozalie des Natches francois avec ses dependances et village des sauvages. [1747]. Authors: Dumont de Montigny -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS 257 map 9 -- France. Ministère de la guerre. Archives historiques. Manuscript map. Guerre. Etat-Major 7C 211 -- Archives nationales (France). Manuscript map. A.N. N° no.1² 1 ms. map : hand col. ; 335 x 445 mm. Map of Fort Panmure (also known as Fort Rosalie) and the Natchez, Mississippi region as it appeared ca. 1727, two years before settlers were massacred by local Indians. Shows prominent buildings, farms, land concessions, 2 roads, cultivated fields, a mission, and a Natchez Indian village; keyed to 16 references.


27398 Fort Panmure (Miss.) - Maps - 1770 - Natchez (Miss.) - Maps - 1770 Plan of Fort Rosalia / Thos. Kitchin sculp. [London : J. Nourse, 1770]. Authors: Kitchin, Thomas, 1718-1784 -- Pittman,
27399  Fort Peck Region (Mont.) - Maps - 1893 - Mil...
27404 Fort Querqueville (France) - Maps - 1799 Cherbourg (France) - Fortifications - Maps - 1799
Plan of Fort Querqueville near Cherbourg, built according to the principles of the modern art of fortification. [London : J. Carpenter, 1799].
Authors: British military library, or, Journal -- J. Carpenter and Co., publisher, London
1 map ; 18 x 23 cm.
In British military library, or, Journal no. 11 (August 1799), opposite p. 424.
In lower margin: Military Journal No. 11.
Case U 007. 131, v. 1, opposite p. 424 (PrCt)

27405 Fort Ross (Calif.) - Pictorial works - 1842-1843 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Facsimiles
Ross: the Russian colonial head station and fort in California now abandoned ... [San Francisco: Grabhorn Press, 1945].
1 view ; 20 x 32 cm., on sheet folded to 32 x 23 cm.
Photo-reproduction of 1842-1843 manuscript view.
Original manuscript held by the Bancroft Library. Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copy: folio Graff 4548 folio Graff 4549 between p. 80-81 (PrCt)

27406 Fort Saco (Me.) - Maps - 1699 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles Biddeford (Me.) - Maps - 1699 -
Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Plan of Saco Fort. Also the Prospect of Saco Fort. 1699. [19-].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1699 manuscript.

Plan des environs du fort St. Frederic ... 1739. [19-].
Authors: Archives nationales (France). C11 A126 no.57 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1739 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Map Photo France AN C11 A126, no. 57 (PrCt)

Crown Point deserted by the French. [1759?].
Authors: Colquhoun, Alexander, Lieut -- Mante, Thomas, fl. 1772 -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer 183 M2 1772 ms map
1 ms. map : hand col. ; on sheet 229 x 345 mm. Shows Fort Saint Frederic on Lake Champlain, New York as abandoned by French to British forces in July 1759. British additions to the fort, later renamed Crown Point, outlined in red crayon.
Title and following note from verso: Plan of the works begun by Genl. Amh[erst,] and road made to Ticonderoga.
One of seven manuscript maps and plans inserted by Lieut. Alexander Colquhoun into his copy of: Mante, Thomas, fl. 1772. The history of the late war in North-America, and the islands of the West-Indies (London : Printed for W. Strahan and T. Cadell, 1772), following p. 204.
Scale not given.
Pen-and-ink.
Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 220.
Ayer ms map proj 98
VAULT folio Ayer 183 M2 1772 ms map 6 (NLO)

27409  

27411  
Fort San Marcos de Apalache (Saint Marks, Fla.) - Maps - 1800 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Encenada y entrada del Río de Apalache. [1913].

27412  
Marcos de Apalache, Saint Marks, Fla. in 1800].


Ayer MS 1076 map

1 photocopy : map ; on sheet 275 x 209 mm.

Rough sketch map included in letter dated June 19, 1800 by Spanish military officer Don Manuel García to Vicente Folch, governor of Florida. García's letter and map outline the order of battle to be taken by ships against Fort San Marcos de Apalache, successfully recaptured on June 23 from Seminole and Creek Indians led by the adventurer William Augustus Bowles. Legend includes names of ships.

Negative blueline print produced 1915 from 1800 manuscript map in the Archivo Nacional de Cuba concerning the politics, defense, and administration of the Spanish colonies of Cuba, Florida, and Louisiana, 1770-1830 (Ayer MS 1076 v. 9 p. 65).

Scale not determined. 'Escala de una milla de 60 en grado.'

Oriented with south at top.

Forms part of both the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection and the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library).

Ayer ms map proj 97

Ayer MS 1076 map (NLO)

27413


Plano de la reconquista del Fuerte de S[an] Marcos de Apalache por el teniente Coronel D[o]n Vicente Folch y Juan, Gobernador de Panzacola, en 23 de Junio de 1800. [1913].


1 map : hand col. ; 291 x 1378 mm

Manila á 1o. de enero, de 1770. Note Scale [ca. 1:720].

Shows new fortifications and improvements overlayed on earlier works at Fort Santiago in Manila; includes key to various structures. On verso in pencil: '11.100', '51-C-35'; and 'S' followed by illegible word beginning with 'GI[?]' (possibly a surname) 'Manila'.

Pen-and-ink (black, red), watercolor (various colors), and pencil.

Accompanies Kelly's manuscript Perfiles de una porcion de la plaza de Manila [1770?].

Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library). Related to another Kelly manuscript in the Archivo General de Indias (Seville) with similar title and date. Cf. Pedro Torres Lanzas' Relacion descriptiva de los mapas, planos, etc., de Filipinas (1897) no. 59; partial facsimile in Blair & Robertson's Philippine Islands (1903) v. 51 p. [29].

Robertson, Philippine Islands (1903) v. 53 p. 49.

Ayer ms map proj 94
VAULT drawer Ayer MS map 315 (NLO)

27415 Fort Santiago (Manila, Philippines) - Maps - 1770 - Manuscript maps-Manila (Philippines) - Maps - 1770 - Fortification - Manuscript maps

*Profiles de una porcion de la plaza de Manila. (1770?)*.

Authors: Kelly, Dionisio -- Marquez, Feliciano -- Archivo General de Indias -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 316
1 ms. map : hand col. ; 313 x 913 mm.
Incorrectly attributed to Feliciano Marquez in C. Quirino’s Philippine cartography (1963) p. 97.
Shows 5 profiles of fortifications in Fort Santiago in Manila within neatline of above dimensions; includes key giving August 1, 1769 as beginning date of construction.
Scale [ca. 1:162].

Accompanies Dionisio Kelly’s manuscript Plano de una porcion de la plaza de Manila (1770).
Related to another Kelly manuscript in the Archivo General de Indias (Seville) with similar title and date. Cf. Pedro Torres Lanzas’ Relacion descriptiva de los mapas, planos, etc., de Filipinas (1897) no. 60; partial facsimile in Blair & Robertson’s Philippine Islands (1903) v. 51 p. 29.

Pen-and-ink (black, red), watercolor (various colors), and pencil.
Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Ayer ms map proj 94
VAULT drawer Ayer MS map 316 (NLO)

27416 Fort Selden (N.M.) - Maps - 1886 - Manuscript maps

*Fort Selden, N.M. [1886].*

Authors: Grierson, Benjamin Henry, 1826-1911 -- United States. Army. Military Division of the Missouri -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 3039 map 4
1 ms. map : cloth ; 164 x 101 mm.

Manuscript plan of Fort Selden, a post in the U.S. Army. Military Division of the Missouri; located in the twentieth century county of Doña Ana, New Mexico. Includes key numbered 1-23.

Scale [ca. 1:3,660]. Bar scale: 400 ft. [= 34 mm.] Pen-and-ink on cloth.
Accompanied, in the next folder, by an unsigned two page description of the region dated 1886.
Revision of map titled Plan of Fort Selden, N.M. in: Outline descriptions of the posts in the Military Division of the Missouri, commanded by Lieutenant General P.H. Sheridan (Chicago: Military Division of the Missouri, 1876).

Ayer ms map proj 97
VAULT Ayer MS 3039 map 4 (NLO)

27417 Fort Selden Region (N.M.) - Maps - 1886 - Manuscripts-Doña Ana County (N.M.) - Maps - 1886 - Manuscripts-Manuscript maps

*Military reservation of Fort Selden, N.M. [1886].*

Ayer MS 3039 map 5
1 ms. map : cloth ; 81 x 82 mm.

Manuscript map of the Fort Selden region in the twentieth century county of Doña Ana, New Mexico.


Scale [ca. 1:80,000]. Bar scale: 3 miles [= 61 mm.]
Relief shown by contour lines.
Pen-and-ink on cloth.
Accompanied, in the next folder, by an unsigned two page description of the area dated 1886.
Revision of map of same title compiled from 1870 survey by U.S. Corps of Engineers 2nd Lieut. J.B. Mackal and engraved by Vitzthum in: Outline descriptions of the posts in the Military Division of the Missouri, commanded by Lieutenant General P.H. Sheridan (Chicago: Military Division of the Missouri, 1876).

Ayer ms map proj 97
VAULT Ayer MS 3039 map 5 (NLO)

27418 Fort Sheridan (Ill.) - History - 1970

1 p : map, ill ; 28 cm

27419  Fort Smith (Ark.) - Pictorial works - 1853 - Pacific railroads - Explorations and surveys - Pictorial works - 1853 - Railroads - Maps
1 view : col. ; 17 x 24 cm.
In Pacific Railroad Reports, v. 3, pt. 1, pl. 2 [Serial Set 760].
Uniform title: Pacific Railroad Reports
Govt. 760 pt. 1, pl. 2, opp. p. 5 (PrCt)

27420  Fort Smith (Ark.) - Pictorial works - 1859
Authors: Marcy, Randolph Barnes, 1812-1887 -- Harper & Brothers -- Marcy, Randolph Barnes, 1812-1887. The Prairie traveler (1859) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 view ; 8 x 11 cm.
Anonymous view without imprint.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Graff 2676, frontispiece (PrCt)

27421  Fort Snelling (Minn.) - Pictorial works - 1833
Old Fort Snelling, 1833 / By Dr. Jarvis. [New York : s.n., 1906].
Authors: Jarvis, Nathan S. -- Jarvis, Nathan S. An Army surgeon's notes of frontier service, 1833-48 (1906-1907) -- Journal of the Military Service Institution of the United States -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 view ; 11 x 20 cm.
'A facsimile of drawing.'
In Jarvis, Nathan S. An Army surgeon's notes of frontier service, 1833-48. [New York : s.n., 1906].
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Graff 2200 p. [4] (PrCt)

27422  Fort St. Andrews (Ga.) - Maps - 1700-1799 - Cumberland Island (Ga.) - Maps - 1700-1799 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Facsimiles
'Plan d'une petite fort pour l'isle de St. Andre', or Cumberland Island. [19--].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 18th-century manuscript.
folio Ayer 136 .H91 1907 ser. 1, v. 2, pl. 12 (PrCt)

27423  Fort St. Louis (D'Iberville, Miss.) - Maps - 1720 - Fortification - Manuscripts - D'Iberville (Miss.) - Maps - 1720 - Land Grants - Manuscripts - Land Grants - D'Iberville (Miss.) - Maps - 1720 - Maps - Manuscript maps
Fort St. Louis ou Nouveau Biloxy, 3me eablisement. [1747].
Ayer MS 257 map 5
1 ms. map : hand col. ; 168 x 224 mm.
Map of Fort St. Louis as it appeared ca. 1720, on the western shore of Biloxi Bay, near the later site of D'Iberville in Harrison County, Mississippi. Identifies Compagnie des Indes buildings and land concessions; keyed to references 1-12.
No. 5 of 23 maps and drawings detached and bound together, from: Dumont de Montigny. Memoire de Lxx Dxx Officiere Ingenieur, contenant les evenemens qui se sont passés à la Louisiane depuis 1715 jusqu'a present [1747] [Ayer MS 257].
Oriented with north at right.
Scale not given.
Note on verso: No. 5, page 105.
Pen-and-ink and watercolor (green, yellow). Forms part of both the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection and the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library).
Ms. memoire adapted by Jean Baptiste Le Mascrlier and published as Dumont de Montigny, Mémoires historiques sur la Louisiane. Paris: C.J.B. Bauche, 1753.
Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 201. Ayer ms map proj 98
VAULT oversize Ayer MS 257 map 5 (NLO)

27424  Fort St. Louis (Kahnawake, Québec ) - Maps - 1752 - Manuscripts - Kahnawake (Québec ) - Maps - 1752 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Jesuits - Kahnawake (Québec) - Maps - 1752 - Missions - Manuscripts - Indians - Kahnawake (Québec) - Maps - 1752 - Missions

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Manuscripts - Iroquois Indians - Kahnawake (Québec) - Maps - 1752 - Missions - Manuscripts

Manuscripts - Kahnawake (Québec) - Maps - 1752 - Manuscripts

Manuscript Map Collection and the Edward E. Ayer Collections, C.A.

List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 211.

Another variant copy of the map forms part of a complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Plan du Fort St. Claude des Yasous ... construit par le Sr. D. pour la concession de Mr. Le Blanc et ses associés en 1722. [19--].

Authors: Dumont de Montigny -- France. Service hydrographique. Bibliothèque. C 4044-64 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map

Photostatic reproduction of anonymous 1722 manuscript map, possibly derived from earlier work by Dumont de Montigny.

Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

MapPhoto France BSH C 4044-64 (PrCt)

27425 Fort St. Peter (Miss.) - Maps - 1722 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles


Plan du Fort St. Claude des Yasous ... [19--].


1 map

Photostatic reproduction of anonymous 1722 manuscript map, possibly derived from earlier work by Dumont de Montigny.

Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

MapPhoto France BSH C 4044-65 (PrCt)

27427 Fort St. Peter (Miss.) - Maps - 1722 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles


18th cent. - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles

Plan du Fort St. Claude des Yasous ... construit par le Sr. D. pour la concession de Mr. Le Blanc et ses associés en 1722. [19--].

Authors: Dumont de Montigny -- France. Service hydrographique. Bibliothèque. C 4044-64 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map

Photostatic reproduction of anonymous 1722 manuscript map, possibly derived from earlier work by Dumont de Montigny.

Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

MapPhoto France BSH C 4044-64 (PrCt)

27428 Fort St. Peter (Miss.) - Maps - 1722 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles


Manuscript maps - Facsimiles

Plan du Fort St. Claude des Yasous ... construit par le Sr. D. pour la concession de Mr. Le Blanc et ses associés en 1722. [19--].

Authors: Dumont de Montigny -- France. Service hydrographique. Bibliothèque. C 4044-64 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map

Photostatic reproduction of anonymous 1722 manuscript map, possibly derived from earlier work by Dumont de Montigny.

Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

MapPhoto France BSH C 4044-64 (PrCt)
provincial Louisiana, and later became part of Warren County, Mississippi, about 12 miles northeast of Vicksburg on the Yazoo River. Keyed to 20 references, including details of the fort, named land concessions, and slave quarters. The settlement was abandoned by the French following the massacre of settlers in 1729 by local Indians. No. 6 of 23 maps and drawings detached and bound together, from Dumont de Montigny. Memoire de Lxx Dxx Officiere Ingenieur, contenant les evenemens qu't se sont passez à la Louisiane depuis 1715 jusqu'a present [1747]. [Ayer MS 257]. Scale [ca. 1:2.920] 'Echelle de 300 pieds' [= 33 mm.].


Ayer ms map proj 98
VAULT oversize Ayer MS 257 map 6 (NLO)

Fort Stanton (N.M.) - Pictorial works - 1900
United States Marine Hospital (Fort Stanton, N.M.) - Pictorial works - 1900
Bird's-eye view of the United States Marine Hospital Service Sanitarium at Fort Stanton, New Mexico / J. Ross Thomas, del. 1900. [Washington : G.P.O., 1903]. Authors: Thomas, J. Ross -- Norris Peters Co. 1 view ; 19 x 36 cm.
In United States. Dept. of the Interior, Annual reports of the Department of the Interior for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1903 : miscellaneous reports, Part III, Governor of New Mexico (Washington, 1903), at end, no. 3. 'The Norris Peters Co. photo-litho, Washington, D.C.'
For associated report, see pp. 417-23.

To Collection Services for cataloging, Mar. 2008 (PrCt)

Fort Stanwix (Rome, N.Y.) - Maps - 1758
Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Plan of Fort Stanwix, built at the Onnida station, 1758. [19-].
1 map

Fort Stanwix (Rome, N.Y.) - Maps - 1759
Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Plan of Fort Stanwix, built at Oneida station, by provincial troops, in 1758. [19-].
1 map

Fort Stanwix (Rome, N.Y.) - Maps - 1759
- Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Plan of Fort Stanwix, shewing what works were done at that post from July to December, 1759. [19-].
1 map

Fort Stanwix (Rome, N.Y.) - Maps - 1764
- Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
A Sketch of Fort Stanwix with its buildings and outworks, 19 November, 1764. [19-].

A colored plan of the Fort of Ticonderoga and environs, at the head of Lake Champlain, Nov. 1759 ... [19-].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1759 manuscript.
MapPhoto England BL Crown 121:106 (PrCt)

27436  Fort Ticonderoga (N.Y.) - Maps - 1759 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Ticonderoga (N.Y.) - Maps - 1759 - Facsimiles - United States - History - French and Indian War, 1755-1763 - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles

A colored plan of the Fort of Ticonderoga and environs, at the head of Lake Champlain, Nov., 1759; shewing those parts of the water-edge that has not been surveyed by Lieut. Bream, Asst. Engineer; the groen by Wm. Brasier. [19-].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1759 manuscript.
Variant or duplicate copy: MapPhoto Eng BL Crown 121:106 folio Ayer 136 .H91 1907 s. 1, v. 3, pl. 46 (PrCt)

27437  Fort Totten (N.D.) - Pictorial works - 1884 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Peck, W. S., fl. 1884 - Homes and haunts - Pictorial works - 1884- Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles

1 view ; 13 x 27 cm., on sheet 22 x 28 cm.
Facsimile reprint of manuscript drawing of the trading post in Fort Totten, North Dakota.
Fort Union (N.M.) - Pictorial works - 1886
Old Fort Union. [New York : Harper & Brothers, 1886].
Authors: Dunn, Jacob Platt, 1855-1924. Massacres of the mountains : a history of the Indian wars of the far west (1886) -- Harper & Brothers -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 view ; 9 x 16 cm.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library. Duplicate copies: Ayer 4A 967 -- F 807 .24
Graff 1181 p. [405] (PrCt)

Fort Union Trading Post National Historic Site (N.D. and Mont.) - Pictorial works - 1864 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Fort Union, 1864. [S.l. s.n., 1898].
Authors: Larpen, Charles, 1807-1872. Forty years a fur trader on the upper Missouri ... (1898) -- Coues, Elliott, 1842-1899 -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 view ; 8 x 14 cm.
Reproduction of manuscript drawing 'hitherto unpublished.'
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Graff 2404 v. 1, between p. 68-69 (PrCt)

Fort Union Trading Post National Historic Site (N.D. and Mont.) - Tourism - 1975
Authors: National Park Service
1 sheet : photos, maps ; fold. to 15 x 9 cm
Travel Vertical File G4172.F6 1975 .N3 (PrCt)

Fort Vancouver (Wash.) - Pictorial works - 1845<>Vancouver (Wash.) - Pictorial works - 1845<>Indians - North America - Tombs - Pictorial works - 1845<>Indians of North America - Maps
2 views : hand col. ; each 19 x 30 cm., on sheet 54 x 37 cm.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library. Duplicate copy: VAULT Ayer 160.5. W5 W28 1848
Digital image of another copy available on the Beinecke Library's Illustrating Traveller exhibition website at Yale University (accessed August 2009):
http://www.library.yale.edu/beinecke/spirit2.htm
VAULT oversize Graff 4543, plate [7] (PrCt)
These operations were a part of the siege of Fort Sumter and Wagner between July 13th & Sept. 7th, 1863. By Maj. T.B. Brooks, A.D.C. & assist. engrs. [S.l.?] : Published by permission of Gen'l Gillmore at the U.S. Coast Survey Office, [1863?].

Authors: Brooks, T. B. (Thomas Benton), 1836-1900 -- United States Coast Survey -- Gillmore, Quincy Adams, 1825-1888

1 map ; 40 x 30 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:6,750].
Fort Sumter is not shown on map; ms. notes and sketches added.
These operations were a part of the siege of Charleston harbor in 1863.

Printed view detached from unidentified source, trimmed, and pasted into: Williams, Loren L. Journal v. 2, between p. [101]-102.
Forms part of Williams's manuscript journals, chronicling his life in Oregon between 1851-1880. Pen-and-ink and watercolor.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
VAULT folio Graff 4683 v. 2, between p. [101]-102 (PrCt)

27447 Fort Walla Walla Walla (Wash.) - Pictorial works - 1886
Authors: Stanley, John Mix, 1814-1872 -- Sarony, Major & Knapp Lith. -- Williams, Loren L., 1828-1881. Journal (1851-1880) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 view : col. ; 15 x 23 cm.
Forms part of Williams's manuscript journals, chronicling his life in Oregon between 1851-1880. Pen-and-ink and watercolor.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
VAULT folio Graff 4683 v. 3, opening [24] (PrCt)
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col ; 88 x 55 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Standard Fort Wayne street map.
Plate no. 6710.
Insets (13 x 16 cm.): Fort Wayne and vicinity.
Panel art: Standard flaming torch sign and slogan "as you travel, ask us"; outline of Indiana.
Handstamp on title panel: Dec. 20 1967
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3215 (PrCt)

1 map : both sides, col ; 88 x 55 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.
"1975 edition"
Panel title.
Added title: Fort Wayne street map.
Keyed to directory of 27 Standard gas stations.
Plate no. 73-6710-5
Inset (13 x 16 cm.): Fort Wayne and vicinity.
Panel art: Standard flaming torch logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3226 (PrCt)

27458 Fort Wayne (Ind.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps<>Fort Wayne Region (Ind.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps<>Standard Oil Company - Maps - 1975<>Road maps
Fort Wayne street map and directory ... 1975 / Standard Oil Division of Amoco Oil Company. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Co., 1975.
1 map : both sides, col ; 88 x 55 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"1975 edition"
Panel title.
Added title: Fort Wayne street map.
Keyed to directory of 27 Standard gas stations.
Plate no. 73-6710-3
Inset (13 x 16 cm.): Fort Wayne and vicinity.
Panel art: Standard flaming torch logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3243 (PrCt)
Authors: Standard Oil Company -- Amoco Oil Company -- Fort Wayne, Indiana, Chamber of Commerce -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 88 x 55 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"1976 Edition"
Panel title.
Added title: Fort Wayne street map.
"Front cover photo courtesy of Chamber of Commerce of Fort Wayne."
Keyed to directory of 22 Standard gas stations.
Plate no. 73-6710-5.
Inset (13 x 16 cm.): Fort Wayne and vicinity.
Panel art: color photograph of downtown Fort Wayne, Standard flaming torch logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN StrFdr 2000 .F68 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (96 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
$12.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-99901-X
RMcN StrFdr 2000 .F68 (PrCt)

$14.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-99901-X
RMcN StrFdr 2004 .F68 (PrCt)

1 atlas (various pagings.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
"2nd edition" -- front cover.
$14.95
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 052899901X
RMcN StrFdr 2004 .F68a (PrCt)

1 atlas (various pagings.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
"3rd edition" -- front cover.
$14.95.
Cover not dated.
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-85876-9
RMcN StrFdr 2006 .F68 (PrCt)

1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1757 manuscript.
A Colored plan of the environs of Fort William Henry, on Lake George, shewing the proceedings of the siege by the French under M. Montcalm [in August, 1757]. [19-].
Authors: British Library. Crown 121:108.1 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1757 manuscript.
. Fort William Henry is modern Lake George
Map Photo England BL Crown 121:108.1 (PrCt)

A Plan of the fort in New York; drawn in 1695, by John Miller. [19-].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1695 manuscript.
folio Ayer 136 .H91 1909 ser. 2, v. 1, pl. 42 (PrCt)

A 'Plan of Fort William Henry and camp at Lake George,' shewing the attack made upon the camp by French and Indians, on the 8th Sept., 1755; drawn by William Eyre, Engineer. [19-].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1755 manuscript.

A 'Plan of Fort William Henry and camp at Lake George,' shewing the attack by the French troops and Canadians, 8 Sept., 1755. [19-].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1755 manuscript.
folio Ayer 136 .H91 1907 ser. 1, v. 3, pl. 33 (PrCt)

A 'Plan of Fort William Henry', drawn by Wm. Eyre, about 1755. [19-].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1755 manuscript.
folio Ayer 136 .H91 1907 ser. 1, v. 3, pl. 34 (PrCt)

27470 Fort William Henry (N.Y.) - Maps - 1755 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - United States - History - French and Indian War, 1755-1763 - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Authors: Heath, Joseph -- Eyre, William, fl. 1755 -- Faden, William, 1749-1836 -- Faden map collection
1 map ; on sheet 46 x 63 cm.
Reduced photostatic reproduction of 1755 manuscript; no. 22 of the Faden Map Collection
A Colored 'plan of Fort William Henry,' with 'Colonel Gridly's Hornwork;' drawn about 1756. [19--].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1756 manuscript possibly compiled by Thomas Abercrombie.
folio Ayer 136 .H91 1909 ser. 2, v. 1, pl. 27 (PrCt)

A Colored 'plan of Fort William Henry,' intended to be built at Fort William Henry;' drawn about 1756. [19--].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1756 manuscript possibly compiled by Thomas Abercrombie.
folio Ayer 136 .H91 1909 ser. 2, v. 1, pl. 28 (PrCt)

A 'Plan of Fort William Henry, with a design to strengthen that part the most liable to be attacked with taking possession of the rising ground to the west, by stone redoubt, with casemates, bomb-proof, etc., drawn [by Wm. Eyre] about 1756. [19--].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1756 manuscript.
Fort William Henry is modern Lake George
folio Ayer 136 .H91 1907 ser. 1, v. 3, pl. 35 (PrCt)

A Colored plan of Fort William Henry on Lake George, and the attack thereon; drawn in 1758, by Capt. Th. Abercrombie. [19--].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1758 manuscript.
folio Ayer 136 .H91 1907 ser. 1, v. 3, pl. 29 C (PrCt)

Hertz Rent a Car map of Fort Worth and vicinity. [Chicago] : Rand McNally & Company, [1959?].
Authors: Hertz Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 33 x 35 cm., folded to 22 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Fort Worth and vicinity
Plate no. R. L. 59 S 111.
Inset (14 x 12 cm.): Central Fort Worth
Identifies Hertz office locations.
Panel art: Car on highway ramp; cityscape in the

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

at the Library of Congress.
Scale of original [ca. 1:4,800].
Includes descriptive index to military positions.
LC Maps of North America, 1750-1789, no. 1121
map2F 3701.S26.3 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

background.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1381 (PrCt)

27476 Fort Worth Region (Tex.) - Maps - 1961 - Road maps
StreetFinder Fort Worth & vicinity. Skokie, Ill.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company.
StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (176 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
On p. 698: Copyright certificate #TX 3-422-090.
$16.95

Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-91799-4
RMcN StrFdr 1991 .F69 (PrCt)

27479 Fort Worth Region (Tex.) - Maps - 1991 - Road maps
StreetFinder Fort Worth & vicinity. Skokie, Ill.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company.
StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (176 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
$15.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-91292-5
RMcN StrFdr 1994 .F69 (PrCt)

27480 Fort Worth Region (Tex.) - Maps - 1996 - Road maps
StreetFinder Fort Worth & vicinity. Skokie, Ill.
Rand McNally, 1996.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company.
StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (176 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
$15.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN StrFdr 1996 .F69 (PrCt)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 60 x 70 cm., on sheet 46 x 74 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"1976 Edition."
Panel title.
Added title: Fort Worth street map.
Plate no. 743908-V2N-11
Inset (9 x 12 cm.): Downtown Fort Worth.
Map on verso (19 x 35 cm.): Dallas-Fort Worth and vicinity.
Panel art: road signs.
Forms part of a collection of stock editions of Rand McNally road maps, some apparently issued as sales samples and / or printer's proofs for prospective commercial clients.
Uniform series title (established by cataloger): Stock road maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company.
Stock road maps -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 60 x 70 cm., on sheet 46 x 74 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Fort Worth street map.
Plate no. 773908-V2N-12
Inset (9 x 12 cm.): Downtown Fort Worth.
Map on verso (19 x 35 cm.): Dallas-Fort Worth and vicinity.
Panel art: color photo of city landscape within road design.
Forms part of a collection of stock editions of Rand McNally road maps, some apparently issued as sales samples and / or printer's proofs for prospective commercial clients.
Uniform series title (established by cataloger): Stock road maps

Fort Worth (Tex.) - Maps - 2001 - Road maps - Tarrant County (Tex.) - Maps - 2001 - Road maps - Road maps - Counties - Maps
Fort Worth, Tarrant County & vicinity
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company.
StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (78-523 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
$19.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
ISBN 0-528-99093-4

Fort Worth (Tex.) - Maps - 2002 - Road maps - Tarrant County (Tex.) - Maps - 2002 - Road maps - Road maps - Counties - Maps
Fort Worth, Tarrant County & vicinity
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company.
StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (78-433, 80 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Date on cover: 2003.
$24.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
1 atlas (78-434, 80 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Date on cover: 2003.
$24.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-995685
RMcN StrFdr 2005 .F69 (PrCt)

27496 Fort Worth (Tex.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps<<>>Fort Worth Region (Tex.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps<<>>Tarrant County (Tex.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps<<>>Counts - Maps
Fort Worth, Tarrant County & vicinity
StreetFinder. [Skokie, Ill.] : Rand McNally, 2005.
1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Cover dated 2005; "©2004" -- title page.
$24.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
"Not filed ... 9/2004"--partly legible editor's (?) manuscript note on title page.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528995685
RMcN StrFdr 2005 .F69 (PrCt)

27497 Fort Worth (Tex.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps<<>>Tarrant County (Tex.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps<<>>Dallas County (Tex.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps<<>>Denton County (Tex.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps<<>>Counts - Maps
1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Cover dated 2006, but received by the Newberry Library in 2005.
$24.95.
On cover: 2156 new streets & updates.
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528857452
RMcN StrFdr 2006 .F69 (PrCt)

Fort Worth street guide: including Tarrant County and portions of Denton and Dallas counties.
1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Cover dated 2007.
On cover: 494 new streets & updates since previous edition.
$24.95.
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528873237
RMcN StrFdr 2008 .F69 (PrCt)

The Lost antique maps of Texas. v. 2, Fort Worth & Tarrant County [electronic resource], [Fort Worth, Tex.?] : Electric Books Collection, c2009.
Authors: Electric Books (Firm)
1 computer optical disc ; 4 3/4 in.
Ed. 2.
Title from opening screen.
"Version v2e2.1.5"
System requirements: No installation required. Runs on all Windows XP & Vista computers.
"Historic 19th & 20th century Fort Worth & Tarrant County maps & views including CBD, aerial, road, rail, transit, plat & special maps."--Disc.
"New ‘Flip book’ format."
Fully linked table of contents and index.
Publisher's description available on the Electric Books website (accessed Oct. 2010):
http://www.lectricbooks.com/index_files/AMoFW2.htm
Gift, Publisher, 2009.
CD-ROM G1374.F7S1 L57 2009 (NLO)

27502 Fort Worth (Tex.) - Pictorial works - 1891
Perspective map of Fort Worth, Tex. 1891.
Authors: American Publishing Co. (New York, N.Y.) -- Historic Urban Plans (Firm)
1 birds-eye view : col. ; 35 x 68 cm.
Facsimile of original published 1891.
419
map4F G4034.F7A3 1891 A4 1971 (PrCt)

27503 Fort Worth (Tex.) - Pictorial works - 1950<Railroads - Maps
[Aerial photograph of downtown Fort Worth, Tex.] . [Dallas? Texas & Pacific Railway?, 1950?].
Authors: Texas & Pacific Railway
1 view ; 17 x 22 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
In Texas & Pacific Railway. 78th annual report for
the year 1949 [Dallas?: Texas & Pacific Railway?, 1950?] p. 12.
5A 7267 (1949 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

27504 Fort Worth (Tex.) - Pictorial works
1956<>Railroads - Maps
[Aerial photograph of downtown Fort Worth, Texas at night]. [Dallas? Texas & Pacific Railway?, 1956?].
Authors: Texas & Pacific Railway
1 view ; 22 x 30 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
In Texas & Pacific Railway. 84th annual report for the year ended December 31, 1955 [Dallas?: Texas & Pacific Railway?, 1956?] p. [8].
5A 7267 (1955 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Plate no.III : plans of York and Prince of Wales’s Forts. [London : s.n., 1752].
Authors: Robson, Joseph -- Jefferys, Thomas, -1771 -- Robson, Joseph. An Account of six years residence in Hudson’s-Bay from 1733 to 1736, and 1744 to 1747 (1752) -- Payne, John, d. 1787 -- Bouquet, J. -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
2 maps ; 11 x 11 cm. and 13 x 9 cm., on sheet 40 x 49 cm., folded to 16 x 11 cm.
Two of four maps engraved by Thomas Jeffereys on the same copperplate.
"To face page 30" -- binder’s instructions at upper right.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Graff 3532, opposite p. 9 (PrCt)

27506 Fort York (Man.) - Maps - 1783 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<>York Factory (Man.) - Maps - 1783 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Plan du Fort d’York ... 1783. [19--].
Authors: Mansuy -- France. Ministère des colonies. No. 557 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1783 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France MC No. 557 (PrCt)

27507 Fortaleza (Brazil) - Maps - 1671 - Pictorial works

27508 Fort, Firth of (Scotland) - Maps - 1693 - Coasts - Nautical charts<>Edinburgh Region (Scotland) - Maps - 1693 - Coasts - Nautical charts<>Firth of (Scotland) - 1693 - Coasts<>Nautical charts - Edinburgh Region (Scotland) - 1693 - Coasts<>Firth of Fort (Scotland) SEE Firth of (Scotland)<><>Nautical charts
[Nautical chart of the Firth of Forth, Scotland] / I. Collins sc. [London : s.n., 1693].
Authors: Collins, Greenvile, fl. 1669-1698 -- Collins, James, fl. 1693 -- Perth, James Drummond, Earl of, 1648-1716 -- Collins, Greenvile, fl. 1669-1698. Great Britain’s coasting-pilot ... (1693) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- James, Earl of Perth SEE Perth, James Drummond, Earl of, 1648-1716
1 map ; 45 x 54 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Includes dedication to "Iames Earle of Perth by Capt. Greenvile Collins ... ."
Inset (13 x 20 cm.) [Southeastern extension including St. Aab’s Head, Haymouth, and Barwick]
In: Collins, Greenvile. Great Britain’s coasting-pilot ... (London : Printed by Freeman Collins, and are to be sold by Richard Mount, 1693), part 2, [plate 38]
Engraved letter N at upper left; ms. no. 38 verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1811.P5 C6 1693, part 2, [plate 38] (PrCt)

27509 Firth, Firth of (Scotland) - Maps - 1730<>Falkirk, Battle of, Falkirk, Scotland, 1746 - Maps
Authors: Adair, John, ca. 1650-1722 -- Cooper, Richard, d. 1764 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)

Siara. [London : John Ogilby, 1671].
Authors: Ogilby, John, 1600-1676 -- Ogilby, John, 1600-1676. America : being the latest, and most accurate description of the New World ... (1671) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view ; 29 x 35 cm.
Includes references A-E in lower margin.
Plate number '2' engraved in reverse at lower left.
In: Ogilby, John. America : being the latest, and most accurate description of the New World ... (London : Printed by the author, 1671) opposite p. 517.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O3 1671 opposite p. 517 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

1 map : 298 x 690 (neat line), 307 x 700 mm. (plate mark)
Attributed to John Adair in Royal Scottish
Geographical Society. The Early maps of
Includes 29 lines of text below title.
Includes manuscript annotation in French
illustrating the Battle of Falkirk (1746); mounted
on canvas.
In manuscript on verso: Forth (cours de la rivierre
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map
Collection (Newberry Library).
For digital image of copy at the National Library
of Scotland (accessed Nov. 2007 ; shelfmark
EMS.s.738(4)), see
http://www.nls.uk/digitallibrary/map/early/coasts.c
fm?id=192

133
Novacco 2F 70 (PrCt)

27510
Forth, Firth of (Scotland) - Maps - 1749 -
Coasts - Nautical charts<<>>Edinburgh
Region (Scotland) - Maps - 1749 - Coasts -
Nautical charts<<>>Nautical charts - Forth,
Firth of (Scotland) - 1749 -
Coasts<<>>Nautical charts - Edinburgh
Region (Scotland) - 1749 -
Coasts<<>>Nautical charts

[Nautical chart of the Firth of Forth, Scotland] / I.
Collins sc. [London : s.n., 1749].
Authors: Collins, Greenville, fl. 1669-1698 --
Collins, James, fl. 1693 -- Perth, James
Drummond, Earl of, fl. 1648-1716 -- Collins,
Greenville, fl. 1669-1698. Great Britain’s
coasting-pilot ... (1749) -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 45 x 54 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Inset (13 x 20 cm.): [Southeastern extension
including St. Aab’s Head, Haymouth,
and Barwick]
Includes dedication to “James Earle of Perth by
Capt. Greenville Collins ... ”.
In: Collins, Greenville. Great Britain’s
coasting-pilot ... (London : Printed by William and
John Mount and Thomas Page, 1749), [plate 41].
Engraved letter N at upper left.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
References: C. Verner, “Captain Collins’ coasting
pilot : a cartobibliographical analysis” in Map
Collectors’ Circle. Map Collectors’ series, no. 58
Baskes oversize G1811.P5 C6 1749, [plate 41]
(PrCt)

27512
Forth, Firth of (Scotland) - Maps - 1766 -
Coasts - Nautical charts<<>>Nautical charts -
Firth, Firth of - Maps - 1766 -
Coasts<<>>Scotland - Maps - 1766 - Coasts -
Nautical charts<<>>Nautical charts - Scotland
- Maps - 1766 - Coasts<<>>Nautical charts
A Large chart describing the sands, shoes, depth
of water, and anchorage on the east coast of
Scotland ats North Britain. Dublin : Printed and
sold by Geo. Grierson ...[i.e. Jane Grierson ,
1766].
Authors: Marr, John, 17th cent. -- Barlow, James
S., fl. ca. 1733-1767 -- Grierson, George, -1753 --
Grierson, Jane, fl. 1766 -- English Pilot. Part 1
(1766) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry
Library)
1 map : 49 x 56 cm.
James Barlow’s name mutilated at bottom right.
Oriented with north at right.
In: The English pilot. Part 1, describing the coasts ...
in the southern navigation upon the coasts of
England, Scotland, Ireland, Holland, Flanders,
Spain, Portugal ... (Dublin: Jane Grierson, 1766)
following p. 10.
Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger):
English Pilot. Part 1 (1766)
oversize Ayer 135 .E55 1766 following p. 10
(PrCt)

27513
Fortification - Maps - 1689<<>>Atlases, British
- 1689 (Provisional Heading)

Request and cite items by
the complete call number forming
the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Fortification

27514

Fortification - Maps - 1702
Military geography - Maps - 1702
Mediterranean Sea - Maps - 1702
Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (France) - Maps - 1702
Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (Spain) - Maps - 1702
Nautical charts - Mediterranean Sea - 1702
Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (France) - 1702
Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (Spain) - 1702
Atlases, Dutch - 1702
Nautical charts

Les Forces de l'Europe, Asie, Afrique et Amerique, ou description des principales villes, avec leurs fortifications : dessignées par les meilleurs ingenieurs, particulierement celles qui sont sous la domination de la France, dont les plans ont esté levez par Monsieur de Vauban, avec la description de tous les instrumens servans à la fortification, à l’attaque & deffense des places, ensemble ceux qui servent pour l'artillerie, des magasins, la maniere de dresser un camp devant une ville assiegee, &c. et ornées de plusieurs superbes edifices ouvrage necessaire pour toutes sortes de personnes / le tout mis en ordre par les soins de Pierre Mortier. Amsterdam : Pierre Mortier, sur le Vygendam, [1702].

Authors: Mortier, Pierre -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas in 14 parts (273, [2], [40] plates (some folded)) : ill., 436 maps and plans; 32 x 39 cm.
Date from Koeman.

Parts 13 and 14 are a sea atlas: Les Costes de France et d'Espagne, sur l'océan & sur la mer Mediterranée &c. avec leurs fortifications. Contains 38 lettered plates, and 2 not lettered. Title pages in red and black (some included in numbering). Most parts have added engraved title pages of original Nicolas de Fer edition. Plans of the fortifications of various cities and towns.

French with some Dutch.

This copy bound in 2 vols.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Phillips, 537; Koeman, C. Atlantes Neerlandici, Mor 2; Shirley, R. Maps in the atlases, T. Mort 5a; Pastoureau, M. Atlas français, Fer IXH

Baskes folio G1046.R4 M67 1702 (NLO)

27515

Fortification - Problems, exercises, etc. - Maps - 1700-1799
Manuscripts - Military engineering - Maps - 1700-1799

Plans - Manuscripts
Military maps
1700-1799
Problems, exercises, etc. - Manuscripts - Maps
Military SEE Military maps

Plan pour servir à expliquer la fortification irreguliere et la construction des citadelles : la figure ABCDEFG represente une simple muraille qui servoit d'enceinte à la place que l'on à fortifiee. [17-].

Authors: Weinreb and Douwma
1 ms. : map ; 45 x 70 cm.

18th-century map of an unidentified and idealized fortified city, apparently intended for the instruction of military cadets or engineers. 'Echelle de 200 toises' = 96 mm.

Relief shown pictorially and with shading.

Pen-and-ink and watercolor (green, grey, red, blue).

Purchased in 1978; see Weinreb & Douwma catalog 20/92; acc. no. 42649

VAULT drawer MS map4F G9900 17--.P6 (PrCt)

27516

Fortifications - Plans - 1800


Authors: British military library, or, Journal -- J. Carpenter and Co., publisher, London -- Jones & Smith
1 plan ; 18 x 22 cm.

In British military library, or, Journal no. 18 (March 1800), opposite p. 216.

In lower margin: Military Journal No. 18.

The plan (hypothetical) is keyed to references in the text, a-p.


Case U 007 .131, v. 2, opposite p. 216 (PrCt)

27517

Fortifications - Plans - 1800

A Circular redoubt containing 24 toises of interior diameter, on the reverse side of whose parapet 48 lines or faces, forming re-entering or salient angles, may be fired from / Jones & Smith, sculpt., Pentonville. [London : J. Carpenter, 1800].

Authors: British military library, or, Journal -- J. Carpenter and Co., publisher, London -- Jones & Smith
1 plan ; 23 x 19 cm.


In lower margin: Military Journal No. 18.

Accompanied by “A Circular redoubt, containing twenty-four toises of interior diameter; on the reverse side of whose parapet forty-eight lines or faces, forming re-entering or salient angles, may be fired from,” pp. 210-212.

Case U 007 .131, v. 2, opposite p. 210 (PrCt)

27518

Fortymile River Valley (Alaska and Yukon) - Maps - 1895 - Gold mines and mining

Gold mines and mining -
Authors: Lake, D. J. -- Warner, A. -- Stone & Titus -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 6 parts; 4 are 17 x 26.5 each and 2 are 18.5 x 26.5 in. each. Scale 1:50,688.
Microfiche 583, no. 146 (PrCt)

27521 Four Corners Monument - Description - 1987
Four Corners Monument. [S.I. s.n., ca. 1987].
1 p.
Travel Vertical File G4302 .F6 1987 .F6 (PrCt)

27522 Four Corners Region - Description and travel - 1980 - Cortez (Colo.) - Maps - 1980
Welcome to Colorado's Mesa Verde country : enjoy the scenic attractions of the Four Corners area through circle trips. Cortez, Colo. Cortez Lodger's Tax Committee and the City of Cortez, [ca. 1980].
Authors: Cortez (Colo.) -- Cortez Lodger's Tax Committee
1 sheet : illus., map ; fold to 15 x 22 cm.
Travel Vertical File G4302 .F6 1980 .C6 (PrCt)

27523 Fournier, Maurice. Carta Generale Della Nova Italia, ca. 1816 - Bonaparte, Joseph, 1768-1844
Authors: Karrow, Robert W.
2p.
Report on map showing Bonapartist colony in Alabama offered for sale to Newberry Library, 1992..
BHC 2188
Vert 1661 (PrCt)

27524 Fox Fort (Illinois) - Carte du fort ou les Renards ... 1731 - Chaussegros de Léry, Gaspard-Joseph, 1682-1756. Blocus du Fort des Savuages Renards ... 1730
The 1730 Fox fort : A recently discovered map throws new light on its siege and location. 1980.
Authors: Peyser, Joseph L., 1925-.
Pp. 201-213 : maps, illus. ; 24 cm.
Vert 2188, no. 1 (PrCt)

Chart of the Atlantic Ocean, with the British, French & Spanish settlements in North America and the West Indies, as also on the coast of Africa [in 1762]. [London] : T. Jefferys, [1764?].
Authors: Jefferys, Thomas, -1771 -- Streeter, Thomas W. (Thomas Winthrop), 1883-1965 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 53 x 72 cm.
Scale not given.
Includes 2 paste-on overlays of North America showing claims of French in 1756 and in 1761 (each 28 x 37 cm.).
Bookplate of T.W. Streeter.
Filed in oversize box labelled 'Ayer and Greenlee Broadsides' in vault aisle 51 (Dec. 2005).
VAULT oversize Ayer 133 .J4 1764a (NLO)

Authors: Fisquet, Honoré Jean Pierre, 1818-1883 -- Abel Pilon et cie -- Lorsignol, G. -- Le Vasseur, A. =A. Le Vasseur (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 13 hand col. maps (some folded) ; 38 x 45 cm.
Publication date from Phillips and Tooley’s dict. of mapmakers.
Cover title: Grand atlas de la France
Issued in 2 volumes with 106 maps, but this copy incomplete; lacking volume 1.
“Célébrités de la France classés par département et par ordre alphabétique”: ptie. 2, 106 p. at end.
Includes bibliographical references.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Illustrated gold stamped green cloth over boards; gold stamped cover title: Grand atlas de la France.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1840.F57 1878 (NLO)

27526 France - Aerial photographs - 1764<<>>Aerial photographs - France - 1764<<>>France - Pictorial works - 1972<<>>Pictorial works - France - 1972
318 p. : ill. (some col.) ; 32 cm.
"159 aerial photographs in colour and black and white by Alain Perceval; 34 aerial photographs in black and white by Yan ... [et al.]"
Translated from the French of La France by Roger Greaves.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
LC Card Number: 72170614
ISBN 0393043649 ; 9780393043648
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

27527 France. Armée. Service Géographique - History - 1938
Authors: France. Ministère de la guerre
IV + 198 p. 109 pl. qo.
Cited in Imago Mundi annual bibliography.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

27528 France - Cities and towns - Maps - Bibliography - 1686-1747<<>>Yale University. Library - Map Collections
Collection of 55 original plans and survey maps of French border towns between 1686 and 1747. 1991.
Authors: McCorkle, Barbara B.
2 leaves with cover letter ; 28 cm.
Xerox copy of typescript.
BHC 2198
Vert 1671 (PrCt)

Authors: Reclus, Onésime, 1837-1916 --
27531 France - Colonies - Maps - 1887-1889<<>>France - Maps - 1887-1889
Authors: Reclus, Onésime, 1837-1916 --
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Hachette (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Librairie Hachette SEE Hachette (Firm)
1 atlas (2 v. : ill., maps) ; 30 cm.
Incomplete; issued in 2 volumes, but Newberry lacking v. 1 (July 2007).
Vol. 2 includes 18 maps.
Contents: t. 1. En France -- t. 2. Nos colonies.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)**

Authors: Pollacchi, P. (Paul), 1862- -- L'Illustration (Firm) : Paris, France -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 55 maps ; 410 x 325 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)**

Authors: Grandidier, G. (Guillaume), 1873-1957 -- Académie des sciences (France) -- Société d'éditions géographiques, maritimes et coloniales
1 atlas (loose-leaf) : ill., 39 map plates ; 56 cm.
"Publié sous la direction de G. Grandidier."
Issued in parts.
Phillips 8391.
Atlasmes in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 2146.
**oversize G 10390 .36 (NLO)**

27534 **France - Court and courtiers - 1500-1599**
The *Court of France in the sixteenth century.*
Boston : J. Knight, 1896.
Authors: Jackson, Catherine Charlotte, Lady, d. 1891 -- Knight, J. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
2 v. ; 21 cm.
goldCloth&dj
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)**

27535 **France - Court and courtiers - 1589-1595**
Authors: Jackson, Catherine Charlotte, Lady, d. 1891 -- L.C. Page and Company -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
2 v. ; 21 cm.
goldCloth&dj
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)**

27536 **France - Court and Courtiers - Maps - 1328-1589>>>France - History - House of Valois, 1328-1589**
The *Last of the Valois, and accession of Henri of Navarre.*
Boston : L. C. Page, 1897.
Authors: Jackson, Catherine Charlotte, Lady, d. 1891 -- L.C. Page and Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
2 v. ; 21 cm.
goldCloth&dj
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)**

27537 **France - Court and Courtiers - Maps - 1814-1848**
The *Court of the Tuileries, from the restoration to the flight of Louis Philippe.*
Boston : L. C. Page, 1897.
Authors: Jackson, Catherine Charlotte, Lady, d. 1891 -- L.C. Page and Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
2 v. ; 21 cm.
goldCloth&dj
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)**

27538 **France - Geography**
*La Personnalité géographique de la France.*
Authors: Vidal de La Blache, Paul, 1845-1918 -- Fleure, H. J. (Herbert John), 1877-1969 -- Lavisse, E.
Histoire de France depuis les origines jusqu'à la Révolution -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
xxvi, 60 p. : maps ; 19 cm.
First published 1941; reprinted 1946 and 1952.
"The text of this edition of 'La personnalité géographique de la France' is reproduced from the first volume of E. Lavisse, 'Histoire de France', p. 7-54"--Verso of t.p.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
**Baskes DC20.7 .V54 1952 (NLO)**

27539 **France - Geography - 1825>>>France - Description and travel - 1825>>>France - Maps - 1825**
*Panorama géographique français, ou, Les mille et une beautés de la géographie de France :
contenant la description de toutes les villes et principaux endoits de la France, avec leur...*
origine, étymologie, productions, curiosités, et les
noms des hommes célèbres qui les ont illustrés,
etc. etc. : orné de quatre-vingt-sept cartes et de
quatre-vingt-six vues des villes chefs-lieux de
doute le plus grand
intérêt pour les Français, de la plus grande utilité
pour les étrangers qui voyagent en France, et
très propre à être mis dans les mains de la
jeunesse / par une société de géographes. Paris :
Librairie d'éducation de A. J. Sanson,
Palais-Royal, galerie de Bois, no 250, 1825.
Authors: Société de Géographes -- Sanson, A. J.
-- Hosse, S. -- Duchâtel -- Chauviteau, T. --
Institution Pellassy de l'Ousle -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
[180] p., [87] leaves of plates : ill., 87 maps (1
hand col.) ; 21 cm.
Engravings by S. Hosse and Duchâtel.
Title vignette.
[179]-[180].
Book-label: Ex libris T. Chauviteau.
Stamp: Institution Pellassy de l'Ousle.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskets DC27 .P36 1825 (NLO)

27540 France - Geography - 1835-1836 France -
Maps - 1835-1836 France - Maps -
1835-1836 Statistics France - Maps -
1835-1836 Algeria - Maps -
1842 Belgium - Maps -
1835-1836 Statistical maps
Nouvelle géographie et statistique de la France,
Alger et la Belgique : suivie d'un traité sur le
monde entier : ornée de 90 cartes approuvée de
l'Université / par J. Henry. Tours : Rivaux et
Corbin, lithographes-editeurs, [1839].
Authors: Henry, Jacques, fl. 1835-1842 --
Clément, A. -- They, A. -- Quetin, V. -- Rivaux,
Auguste -- Rivaux et Corbin -- Corbin, Alexandre
-- Henry, Jacques, fl. 1835-1842. Histoire de
France -- Fayolle, Denis -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library) -- Rivaux & Corbin
(Tours, France) SEE Rivaux et Corbin
92 maps ; 41 cm.
"4e éd. / revue, corrigée et augmentée par
l'auteur."
Imprint date from cover.
Maps and illustrations by A. Clément, A. They, V.
Quetin, and A. Rivaux.
Map of each department surrounded by
representative illustrations; descriptive text in
margins.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Cover title: Atlas de la France
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskets oversize G1840 .H46 1839 (NLO)

27542 France - Geography - 1842 France - Maps -
1842 France - Maps - 1842
Statistics France - Maps -
1842 Algeria - Maps - 1842 Belgium -
1842 Argentina - Marc-Marie de Voyer,
comte d', 1877-1915 Statistical maps
Nouvelle géographie et statistique de la France,
Alger et la Belgique : suivie d'un traité sur le
monde entier : ornée de 90 cartes approuvée de
l'Université / par J. Henry. [Paris s.n.], 1842.
Authors: Henry, Jacques, fl. 1835-1842 --
Clément, A. -- Normand, Charles Pierre Joseph,
1765-1840 -- They, A. -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
90 maps ; 39 cm.
Includes map dated 1836: Les cinq parties du
monde / par J. Henry, chef d'institution et
imprimeur-lithographe à Châtellerault.
Maps and illustrations lithographed by A.
Clément, Charles Normand, and A. They.
Map of each department surrounded by
representative illustrations; descriptive text in
margins.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskets folio G1840 .H46 1835 (NLO)

27541 France - Geography - 1839 France - Maps -
1839 Statistics France - Maps -
1839 Algeria - Maps - 1839 Belgium -
1839 Statistical maps
Nouvelle géographie et statistique de la France,
Alger et la Belgique : suivie d'un traité sur le
monde entier : ornée de 95 cartes approuvée de
l'Université / par J. Henry. Tours : Rivaux et
Corbin, lithographes-editeurs, [1839].
Authors: Henry, Jacques, fl. 1835-1842 --
Clément, A. -- They, A. -- Quetin, V. -- Rivaux,
Auguste -- Rivaux et Corbin -- Corbin, Alexandre
-- Henry, Jacques, fl. 1835-1842. Histoire de
France -- Fayolle, Denis -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library) -- Rivaux & Corbin
(Tours, France) SEE Rivaux and Corbin
92 maps ; 41 cm.
"4e éd. / revue, corrigée et augmentée par
l'auteur."
Imprint date from cover.
Maps and illustrations by A. Clément, A. They, V.
Quetin, and A. Rivaux.
Map of each department surrounded by
representative illustrations; descriptive text in
margins.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Cover title: Atlas de la France
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskets oversize G1840 .H46 1839 (NLO)
Henry.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copy (complete with 91 maps; table of the departments of France and names of celebrated men from each place written in ms. on inside front cover; stamped "Denis Fayolle à Charroux"; obituary for Pierre-Marc-Marie de Voyer, Count of Argenson laid in): Baskes oversize G1840 .H46 1842 [copy 2 of 2]

Baskes oversize G1840 .H46 1842 [copy 1 of 2] (NLO)

27543
France - Geography - 1900-1999 - Study and Teaching
Authors: Centre national de la recherche scientifique (France) -- Baillière, J. B. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
333 p. ; 24 cm.
Ouvrage publié avec le concours du Centre national de la recherche scientifique.'
At head of title: L'information géographique ...
prente ... 'Achevé d'imprimer ... le 2 juillet 1956
...'--Colophon.
Includes bibliographies.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G76.5.F7 G34 (NLO)

27544
Authors: Kaepelin, Paul -- Hatier (Firm) -- Josserand -- Deléage -- Stauffer, L. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Hatier, A., Firm (Paris, France) SEE Hatier (Firm) -- Librairie Hatier SEE Hatier (Firm)
75 p. : ill., 35 col. maps ; 28 cm.
Caption title.
Cover title: Géographie : cours moyen et supérieur (certificat d'études--2e partie) : la France--les colonies : les cinq parties du monde.
'Avec la collaboration de MM. Josserand & Deléage, inspecteurs de l'Enseignement primaire'--Cover.
'Édition augmentée de résumés'--Cover.
Includes exercises.
Owner's inscription: L. Stauffer.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G126.K34 1920 (NLO)

27545
France - Historical geography - Maps - 0987
Authors: Wilkinson, Robert, d. ca. 1825
1 map : hand col. ; 22 x 28 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:4,960,000].
Inset table lists Roman imperial names for regions in Gaul.
Inset map: Batavorium insulae plenior descriptio [5 x 9 cm.]
Gift 90
map1F G5831.S2 (NLO)

27546
France - Historical geography - Maps - 1590-1606<<>>Caesar, Julius<<>>France - Maps - 1590-1606
Galliae vetvs descriptio / ad Iulij Caesaris commentaria / ex conatibus geographicis Abrah. Ortelij. [London : John Norton], 1590 [i.e. 1606].
Parergon, sive, Veteris geographiae aliqvot tabvlae (1606) -- Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598. Theatrum orbis terrarum ... (1606) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 34 x 42 cm.
Includes dedication to "Domino D. Laevino Torrentio" at bottom left.
In: Ortelius, Abraham. "Parergon, sive, Veteris geographiae aliqvot tabvlae", part of the historical atlas section of Ortelius's Theatrum orbis terrarum ... (London : J. Norton, 1606), [plate 127].
Signature "xiiij" and English letterpress text on verso beginning: Ileus Caesars Gallia: that is, France, as it stood in Iulius Caesars time. So I intitle this mappe ....
"Cartographic sources: made by Ortelius on the basis of ancient information from Cæsar's De Bello Gallico." -- From Marcel P.R. van den Broecke's Cartographica Neerlandica website, which includes a digital image of another copy of the map (accessed August 2012); see http://www.orteliusmaps.com/book/ort194.html
VAULT oversize Ayer 135.O7 1606, [plate 127] (PrCt)

27547
France - Historical geography - Maps - 1594-1606<<>>France - Maps - 1594-1606
Galliae veteris descriptio / ex conatibus geographicis Abrah. Ortelij. [London : John Norton], 1594 [i.e. 1606].
Parergon, sive, Veteris geographiae aliqvot tabvlae (1606) -- Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598. Theatrum orbis terrarum ... (1606) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Diltf,
Philips 4260.


Duplicate copy: VAULT Case oversize G1015 Collection (Newberry Library).

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map

Historical geography

1700

A New map of ancient Gaul or Gallia Transalpina : shewing the divisions thereof by Augustus Caesar together with its principal people, cities, towns, rivers, mountains, &c. / R. Spofforth sculp. [Oxford : s.n., 1700].

Authors: Spofforth, R. -- William, Duke of Gloucester, 1689-1700 -- Wells, Edward, 1667-1727. A New set of maps both of antient and present geography ... (1700) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 34 x 48 cm.

"Dedicated to his highness William Duke of Gloucester."

Inset (8 x 10 cm.): Gallia divided according to Iulius Caesar's commentaries

In: Wells, Edward. A New set of maps both of antient and present geography ... (Oxford: Printed at the Theater, 1700), plate [7]

oversize Ayer 135 .W4 1700, plate [7] (PrCt)

27551

France - Historical geography - Maps - 1760

Gallia antiqua ex aevi Romani monumentis ... / auctor d'Anville ... Venetiis [Venice] : apud Francm. Santini ; chez Mr. Remondini, MDCCLX [1760].

Authors: Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d', Groenendael, Edwardo van der Dilft

1 map ; 47 x 56 cm.

In: Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les meillures cartes anciennes et modernes (1760)

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .W4 1760, pl. [116] (PrCt)

27552

France - Historical geography - Maps - 1782


Authors: Stockhouse, Thomas, 1756-1836 -- Stockhouse, Thomas, 1756-1836. An Universal atlas : being a set of maps, to illustrate ancient and modern geography ... (1782) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 36 x 36 cm.

Hand stamped with oversize "20" at upper left.

oversize Ayer 135 .S77 1782, plate 20 (PrCt)
27553 France - Historical geography - Maps - 1783<<>><>France - Maps - 1783
Authors: Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Stackhouse, Thomas, 1756-1836 -- Stackhouse, Thomas, 1756-1836. A New universal atlas : consisting of a complete set of maps ... (1785)/=Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 36 cm.
Engraved without attribution by Samuel John Neele.
In: Stackhouse, Thomas. A New universal atlas : consisting of a complete set of maps ... (London : Printed for the proprietor, Mrs. Stackhouse ... and sold by T. Longman [and 7 others], 1785), plate 20.
Engraved "20" at upper left.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .S82 1785, plate 20 (PrCt)

27554 France - Historical geography - Maps - 1800-1965<<>><>Historical atlases
Authors: Armand Colin (Firm)
1 atlas (233 p. : maps (some fol.)) ; 24 cm.
Bibliography: p. 218-221.
One folding map inserted.
Series: Collection U. Série 'Histoire contemporaine'
LC Card Number: map67000922
G1841.S1 A8 1966 (NLO)

27555 France - Historical geography - Maps - 1839<<>><>France - Maps - 1839<<>><>Historical atlases
Authors: Houzé, Antoine Philippe -- Duménil, P. -- Imprimerie de Terzuo -- Sirabry, J. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Terzuo Imprimerie SEE Imprimerie de Terzuo 1 atlas (VII p., XXX leaves (2 folded)) : 30 hand col. maps. (2 folded) ; 33 cm.
Spine title: Atelas
'Imprimerie de Terzuo, rue Madame, No. 30''--P. [II].
Scale [ca. 1:6,367,933] Approx. 36.4 lieues communes de France per inch.
Owner's stamp: J. Sirabry Comre., a?
Montbeliard.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1841.S1 H68 1839 (NLO)

27556 France - Historical geography - Maps - 1840-1843<<>><>France - Maps - 1840-1843<<>><>Historical atlases
1 atlas ([24] folded leaves of plates) : 33 hand col. maps ; 22 cm.
Spine title: Atlas : France
Series title on spine: L'Univ. pittor.
Series: [L'Univers pittoresque] -- Univers (Paris, France)
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: BN, t. 90, col. 1249; NUC pre-1956, v. 321, p. 492, NL 0178329
Baskes DC17 .L42 1840 (NLO)

27557 France - Historical geography - Maps - 1857<<>><>France - Maps - 1857<<>><>Historical atlases
Authors: Duruy, Victor, 1811 -- Chamerot (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Duruy, Victor, 1811-1894 SEE Duruy, Victor, 1811-1894
Chronologie de l'Atlas historique de la France (1849) -- Imp. Delamain et Sarazin -- Imprimerie Delamain et Sarazin SEE Imp. Delamain et Sarazin -- Delamain et Sarazin -- Imp Sarazin SEE Imp. Delamain et Sarazin
1 atlas (15 folded leaves of plates) : 15 hand col. maps ; 35 cm.
Maps engraved by George, printed by Imp. Delamain et Sarazin.
Companion volume to: Chronologie de l'Atlas historique de la France.
Title vignette.
Scales differ.
Some maps have additional hand coloring by former owner.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1841.S1 D87 1849 (NLO)

Authors: Longnon, Auguste H. -- Hachette (Firm)
1 atlas. : 15 map plates ; 55 cm.
Phillips 2957.
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 2153.
oversize G 103901 .5 (NLO)

Authors: William Collins Sons and Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- William Collins Sons and Co. The Collegiate atlas ...
[191-?]
1 map : col. ; 21 x 15 cm.
In: William Collins Sons and Co. The Collegiate atlas: consisting of forty-four maps of modern geography, embracing all the latest discoveries and changes in boundaries and eighteen maps of historical geography, with copious index (Glasgow, London, and Edinburgh : William Collins, Sons, & Company, [191-?]), [plate 36].
Printed plate numbers "36" and "37" on thumb index at right.
"France (Historical) Roman Empire in 4th Century" in oversize manuscript lettering on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .C625 1910z, [plate 36] (PrCt)

Authors: Robb, Graham, 1958- -- W.W. Norton & Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1st American ed.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 395-427) and indexes.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 2007018529
ISBN 9780393059731 ; 0393059731
Baskes DC20.5 .R63 2007 (NLO)

Authors: Colortext Publications Inc. -- Walker, A. H. -- Vogeler, W. E. -- General Drafting Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 26 x 35 cm.
Pictorial map.
Includes col. ill. and table of 'distinguished citizens born in Paris.'
'Border design and decorations from 17th century Louis Quinze tapestries and 18th century Robert de Cotte ornaments.'
Shows 'German farthest advance' in World War I.
Drawing of cave paintings at St. Yrieix circled in red pencil.
Barely legible above Colortext imprint: A. H. Walker - W. E. Vogeler[?].
map2F G5831 .A5 1936 C6 (PrCt)

Authors: Duvotena'y, Th. (Thunot), 1796-1875 -- Dyroynet, Ch. -- Thiers, Adolphe, 1797-1877 -- Furne (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 33 maps ; 265 x 200 mm.
C:TheodoreDuvotenay;E:ChasDyonnet
Phillips 5221
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Authors: Duvotena'y, Th. (Thunot), 1796-1875 -- Dyroynet, Ch. -- Thiers, Adolphe, 1797-1877 -- Furne, Jouvet et Cie -- Thiers, Marie-Joseph-Louis-Adolphe, 1797-1877 SEE Thiers, Adolphe, 1797-1877
1 atlas ([2] leaves, 32 leaves of plates (folded maps)) ; 30 cm.
'Dressé par Th. Duvotenay ; gravé par Ch. Dyroynet.'
Case folio DC151 .D88 1880 (NLO)

History - Revolution, 1789-1799 SEE France - History - 1789-1799

Atlas des campagnes de la Révolution française, de m. A. Thiers, dressée par Th.
Duvotenay. -- Gravé par Ch. Dyonnet. Paris : Furne, Jouvet et Cie., [1880?]. Authors: Duvotenay, Th. (Thunot), 1796-1875 -- Dyonnet, Ch. -- Thiers, Adolphe, 1797-1877 -- Furne, Jouvet et Cie
1 atlas (2 p. l., 32 double maps and double plans) : 29 x 24 cm.
LC Card Number 08011569
F 393 .8728 (NLO)

27565
France - History, Ancient - Maps - 1585 - Caesar, Julius
Uniform title: Works. 1585
Variant titles: Bellum Afric. -- Bellum Hispaniense.
Includes: De bello Alexandrinum, De bello Africano, and De bello Hispaniensi, attributed to Aulus Hirtius and to others, and Veterum Galliae locorum, populorum, urbium, montium ac fluviorum alphabetica descripctio by Raimundus Marlianus.
Includes supplemental commentaries and notes and indexes.
Printer's device on t.p., title within architectural border, initials.
Former owner: Northamptonshire Libraries.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Adams, C71
Index Aureliensis 128.815
Voet, L. Plantin press, 857
Baskes PA6235 .A2 1585 (NLO)

27566
Gallia vetus ex. C. Iulii Caesaris descripta / ex conatibus geographic N. Sanson ... [Paris? Pierre Mariette?], 1649. Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Louis XIV, King of France, 1638-1715
IV:A8
1 map ; 37 x 47 cm.
Includes dedication to 'Ludovico Borbonio ... regni Franciae ... .'
In Sanson, Nicolas. [Assembled-to-order atlas of historical maps of Europe] [Paris : N. Sanson and P. Mariette?, 1658?] no. [8]. Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Duplicate copy: VAULT Case oversize G1015 .S35 1658 v. 1, pl. [115]
Sack map6C G5701.S1 1658 .S3 no. [8] (PrCt)

27567
Uniform title: Works. 1685
Variant titles: Bellum Africun -- Bellum Hispaniense.
Engraved t.p.
Includes index, the commentaries ascribed to Hirtius, 'De Galliae divisione Aldi Manutii ... Commentarius' (p. 434-436) and 'Nomenclator geographicus ... è Thesauro geographico Abrahimi Orteli' (p. 437-456).
Former owner: John Lovatt, 1717.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes PA6235 .A2 1685 (NLO)

27569
- 1700-1750 Gaul (France : Roman Province) SEE France


Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Louis XIV, King of France, 1638-1715 -- Delamarche, Charles François, 1740-1806. Atlas général : contenant le détail des quatre parties du monde [1798?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 37 x 46 cm.
"Serenissimo et invictissimo principi Ludovico Borbonio, principi Condæo, primo regiae stirpis principi, primo regni Franciae, Pari, &c. geographicam hanc Galliae antiquae tabulam offert, dedicat, consecrat, N. Sanson d’Abbavillaeu ..."

Scale [ca. 1:3,600,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .A77 1798, [ptie 2], [plate 62] (NLO)

Authors: Moll, Herman, -1732 -- Moll, Herman, -1732. Thirty two new and accurate maps of the geography of the ancients ... (1726)
1 map ; 14 x 22 cm.
In: Moll, Herman. Thirty two new and accurate maps of the geography of the ancients, as contained in the Greek and Latin classics ... (London : H. Moll ; T. Bowles ; J. Bowles, 1726) pl. '22.

Case G 1002 .586 pl. 22 (PrCt)

Uniform title: Works. 1739
Contents (maps): Gallia vetus -- Italiae antiquae delineatio auctore Philippo Cluverio --


Authors: Caesar, Julius -- Cellarius, Christoph, 1638-1707 -- Hirtius, Aulus. Bellum Alexandrinum (1722) -- Oppius, C., 1st cent. B.C. -- Weidmann, Maurice Georg -- Rutini, Carl -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
"Editio quarta reusa." [4th ed.]
Variant titles: Bellum Africum -- Bellum Hispaniense.

Uniform title: Works. 1722
Partial contents: (maps) Gallia Transalpina C. Iulii Caesaris temporibus -- Italia -- Macedon, Epirus et Thessalia cum finitimis -- Bellorum Alexandrinid et Pontici conspectus -- Conspectus locorum belli Africani -- [Spain]
Title vignette, t.p. in red and black, headpieces, tailpiece, initial.
Includes index.
Bound in vellum over boards.
Former owner: Carl Rutinii (?], 1729.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes PA6235 .A2 1722 (NLO)
Conspetus locorum belli Africani.
"Item indices locorum, rerumque & verborum utilissimae."
T.p. in red and black.
Title vignette; head- and tail-pieces; initials.
Includes index.
Includes commentaries ascribed to Hirtius.
Partial contents (text): C. Juli Caesaris
commentarium de bello Gallico --
Commentarium de bello Gallico liber octavus / scriptore A. Hirtio Pansa -- C. Juli Caesaris
commentarium de bello Civili -- A. Hirtii Pansae
commentarium de bello Alexandrinno -- A. Hirtii
Pansae commentarium de bello Hispaniensis -- C. Juli Caesaris fragmenta.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes PA6235 .A2 1739 (NLO)

27577 France - History, Ancient - Maps - 1760
*Gallica antiqua ex aevi Romanorum monumentis eruta*...
London : Laurie & Whittle, MDCCCLX [1760, i.e. 1799].
Authors: Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d', 1697-1782 -- Laurie & Whittle -- Anville, Jean
Baptiste Bourguignon d', 1697-1782. A Complete
body of ancient geography ... (1799) -- Edward E.
Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 53 cm.
In: Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d'. A
Complete body of ancient geography ... (London :
R. Laurie and J. Whittle, 1799).
Bound with: Kitchin, Thomas. A General atlas
describing the whole universe ... (London :
Robert Sayer, 1773).
Verso handstamped '4.
*oversize Ayer 135 .K6 1773 pl. [39] (PrCt)*

27578 France - History, Ancient - Maps - 1760
*Gallica antiqua ex aevi Romanorum monumentis eruta* ...
Paris : Chez les auteurs, quay de l'Horloge du Palais, Boudet libraire imprimeur du roi, ruè St.
Jacques, 1757 [i.e. 1758?], [plate 6].
"Gallica" -- oversize letterpress title stamped on
verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1757, [plate 6]
(PrCt)

27576 France - History, Ancient - Maps - 1760

27575 France - History, Ancient - Maps - 1750
*Gallica Antiqua in provincias et populos divisa,
geographicis Sansonum conatibus ... / ab Aeg.*

27574 France - History, Ancient - Maps - 1743
*Gallica Antiqua in provincias et populos divisa,
geographicis Sansonum conatibus ... / ab Aeg.*
the Newberry Library.

Baskes PA6235 .K45 1897 (NLO)

27585  France - History, Ancient - Maps - 1898<<>><Rome - History, Ancient - Maps - 1898<<><Caesar, Julius
C. Julii Caesaris Commentarii De bello Gallico / zum Schulgebrauch mit Anmerkungen herausgegeben von Prof. Hermann Rheinhard.
Stuttgart : Verlag von Paul Neff, 1898.
Authors: Caesar, Julius -- Rheinhard, Hermann -- Bohnert, Friedrich -- Concordia University (River Forest, Ill.) -- Concordia University (River Forest, Ill.) Collection (Newberry Library)
Uniform title: De bello Gallico. 1899
Latin text of De bello Gallico, with introduction and notes in German.
Includes indexes.
Stamp: Klinck Memorial Library Concordia College, River Forest, IL.
Forms part of the Concordia University (River Forest, Ill.) Collection (Newberry Library).
Cataloged and conserved as part of the Sister Ann Ida Gannon Initiative at the Newberry Library.

PA6235 .R54 1889 (NLO)

Boston : Ginn & Co., c1898.
Authors: Caesar, Julius -- Greenough, J. B. (James Bradstreet), 1833-1901 -- D’Ooge, Benjamin L. (Benjamin Leonard), b. 1860 -- Daniell, M. Grant (Moses Grant), 1836-1909 -- Allen, William Francis, 1830-1899 -- Allen, Joseph Henry, 1820-1898 -- Ginn and Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Publisher’s binding with decorative blind stamping and gold stamped spine title: New Caesar with vocabulary.
Uniform title: De bello Gallico
English and Latin.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes PA6235 .G7 1898 (NLO)

27587  France - History, Ancient - Maps - 1907<<>><Rome - History, Ancient - Maps - 1907<<><Caesar, Julius<<>><Historical atlases
‘A revision of the edition by C.M. Lowe, Ph.D. and J.T. Ewing, M.A.’
English and Latin
Uniform title: De bello Gallico. 1907
Includes bibliographical references (p. 38-39) and index.
Series: Lake classical series
Former owner: Robert McClelland.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

LC Card Number: 07020966
Baskes PA6235 .W3 1907 (NLO)

Authors: Caesar, Julius -- Long, Frederick Percy, b. 1868 -- Darbishire, Bernhard Vernon, fl. 1895-1920 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Uniform title: De bello Gallico. English. 1907
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

LC Card Number: 12017577
Baskes DC62.C2 L6 1911 (NLO)

27589  France - History, Ancient - Maps - 1918<<>><Rome - History, Ancient - Maps - 1918<<><Caesar, Julius
Authors: Caesar, Julius -- D’Ooge, Benjamin L. (Benjamin Leonard), b. 1860 -- Eastman, Frederick C. (Frederick Carlos) -- Ginn and Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
lxviii, 481, 128 p., [23] leaves of plates : ill. (some col.), maps (some folded, some col.) ; 19 cm.
Uniform title: De bello Gallico. Selections. 1918
English and Latin.
Includes grammatical index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

LC Card Number: 85017816
Baskes DC62.C2 L6 1918 (NLO)
LC Card Number: 41030928
Baskes PA6235 .D6 1918 (NLO)

LC Card Number: 20017605
Baskes PA6236 .B4 1920 (NLO)

Not at Newberry Library (Dec. 2009) (PrCt)

Issued in a case. Includes bibliographical references. Cont:73
IGN74
map6C 67 (NLO)

1 v. : 13 maps ; 200 x 130 mm.
7th ed.
Tr:MartinBladen
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes PA6235 .A2 1750 (NLO)

1 v. : 3 maps ; 220 x 140 mm.
C:ThosConder
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes PA6235 .A2 1780 (NLO)

2 v. in 1 : 15 maps ; 192 x 140 mm. Edited by Ernst Reiss and Arthur L. Janes. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

oversize G 10307 .423 (NLO)

In upper right corner: Pl. I.
Case oversize F 393 .457, map 1 (PrCt)


Authors: Clason Map Co. -- McPhee and McGinnity Co. (Denver, Colo.) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 63 x 80 cm.
Complimentary issue by McPhee and McGinnity Co., Denver.
Scale 1:633600 about 10 statute miles to an inch.
Includes 9 insets: The main fortresses of the western battle front.

Ayer p133 .C614 1918m Chaves (NLO)

Authors: Martellus Germanus, Henricus, d.1496 -- Biblioteca nazionale centrale di Firenze. Cl. xiii, 16, f. 98v-99r -- Kreuer, Werner, 1933 -- Institute für Geographie der Universität GH Essen
1 map : col. ; 54 x 80 cm.
Facsimile of a 1490 manuscript in the Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale, Florence.
ISBN 3-623-00483-9
temp map6F G3201.A 1999 K7, no. 5 (PrCt)

27600 France - Maps - 1540 -< Woodcuts Tabvla Evropae Ill. [Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1540].
Authors: Ptolemy, active 2nd century -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Ptolemy, active 2nd century.
Geographia (1540) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. woodcut ; 25 x 32 cm., mounted on backing sheet 31 x 38 cm.
Letterpress title above woodcut map with letterpress place names.
Letterpress no. 5 and text on verso: Gallia tercia Evropae tabvla, continet Gallias ... Forms part of an incomplete copy of Sebastian Münster's 1540 edition of Ptolemy's Geography (lacking intervening pages of text between maps). Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Karrow, Mapmakers of the 16th cent., p. 422; Shirley, T.Ptol-8a

VAULT Baskes folio G1005 1540, [plate 5] (PrCt)

Authors: Ptolemy, active 2nd century -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Ptolemy, active 2nd century.
Geographia (1540) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. woodcut ; 25 x 33 cm., mounted on backing sheet 31 x 38 cm.
Letterpress title above woodcut map with letterpress place names.
Letterpress no. 32 and text on verso: Gallia. Galliam sic dictam pvtant ... Forms part of an incomplete copy of Sebastian Münster's 1540 edition of Ptolemy's Geography (lacking intervening pages of text between maps). Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Same woodcut issued with variant letterpress titles in different editions of Münster's Cosmographia and in Münster's editions of Ptolemy's Geographia; see Karrow p. 421.
References: Karrow, Mapmakers of the 16th cent., p. 423; Shirley, T.Ptol-8a

VAULT Baskes folio G1005 1540, [plate 32] (PrCt)

27602 France - Maps - 1552 -< Woodcuts Galliae regionis nova descriptio. [Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552].
Authors: Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552. Cosmographiae uniuserialis ... (1552) -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : woodcut ; 25 x 33 cm.
Letterpress title above woodcut map with letterpress place names.
Letterpress 5 and text on verso: Galliae florentissimvm regnum, haec tabula lector ... .
In: Münster, Sebastian. Cosmographiae uniuserialis ... (Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552), [plate 5].
Same woodcut issued with variant letterpress titles in different editions of Münster's Cosmographia and in Münster's editions of
Ptolemy's Geographia; see Karrow p. 421.

**VAULT folio Ayer 7 .M8 1552, [plate 5] (PrCt)**

27603 **France - Maps - 1552<>Woodcuts**

*De Gallia et eius situ ...* [Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552].
Authors: Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552. Cosmographiae uniuersalis ... (1552) -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : woodcut ; 8 x 14 cm., on sheet 32 x 21 cm.
Letterpress title above woodcut map with letterpress place names.
In: Münster, Sebastian. Cosmographiae uniuersalis ... (Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552), p. 75.

**VAULT folio Ayer 7 .M8 1552, p. 75 (PrCt)**

27604 **France - Maps - 1558**

*Totivs Galliae descriptio cum parte Angliae, Germaniae, Flandriae, Brabantiae, Italiae, Romam usque / Pyrhro Ligorio Neap. auctore ; Romae M.D.LVIII. Michaelis Tramezini formis ... ; Sebastianus a Regibus Clodiensi incidebat.*
Rome, 1558.
Authors: Ligorio, Pirro, ca. 1513-1583 -- Tramezzino, Michele, d. 1579 -- Re, Sebastiano di, fl. 1550-1560 -- Fine, Orontio F. Delph. -- Leo S. Olschki (Firm) -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 369 x 498 mm. (neat line), on sheet remargined to 445 x 533 mm. Based on Oronce Fine's map.
Karrow 27/3.8 and 51/5.
Ex Olschki.
b73a
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**Novacco 4F 133 (PrCt)**

27605 **France - Maps - 1563**

*La Franca / In Venetia apresso Gioan Francesco Camotio al segno della piramide M.D.LXIII.*
Venice, 1563.
Authors: Camocio, Giovanni Francesco, 16th cent. -- Forlani, Paolo -- Francis Roux-Devillas (Firm) -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 377 x 369 mm. (neat line), on sheet 525 x 399 mm.
Engraving attributed to Paolo Forlani. Ms. '22' in upper right corner.
Tooley 216.
Woodward 20.01.

**VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .L2 1575 Al, plate [16] (PrCt)**

27606 **France - Maps - 1563**

*Totivs Galliae descriptio, cum parte Angliae, Germaniae, Flandriae, Brabantiae, Italiae, Romam usque / Orontio F. Delph. auctore ; Venetis ad signum, bibliothecae, divi marci, Dominicus Zenoi, Venetus excidebat MDLXIII.*
Venice, 1563.
Authors: Fine, Oronce, 1494-1555 -- Zenoi, Domenico, fl. 1560-1580 -- Francis Roux-Devillas (Firm) -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 261 x 502 mm. (neat line), 276 x 513 mm. (plate mark), on composite sheet 486 x 749 mm. Derived from map by Oronce Fine.
Karrow 27/3.9.
Tooley 210.
Ex Roux-Devillas.
b76
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**Novacco 2F 76 (PrCt)**

27607 **France - Maps - 1566**

*Totivs Galliae exactissima descriptio / ... Paulus Forlani, Veronensis S. D. Venetis [Venice] : ex aeneis formis Bolognini Zalterij, M.D.LXVI [1566].*
Authors: Forlani, Paolo -- Zalteri, Bolognino, fl. 1555-1576 -- Fine, Oronce, 1494-1555 -- Radici, Marco Antonio, 16th cent. -- [Italian assembled-to-order atlas] [ca. 1575?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 444 x 610 mm. (neat line), on composite sheet
 Derived from map by Oronce Fine.
Title from oversize uppercase lettering at top. In: [Italian assembled-to-order atlas] [Venice?: s.n., ca. 1575?], plate [16].
Cartouche at upper right contains 41 lines of text. Includes dedication to 'Marco Antonio Radici'. Printed from 2 plates on 2 sheets. In manuscript on verso: a Francia fa[r?]. Duplicate copy: Novacco 4F 135
Tooley 211.
Woodward 51.
Karrow 27/3.11.

**VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .L2 1575 Al, plate [16] (PrCt)**

27608 **France - Maps - 1566**

*Totivs Galliae exactissima descriptio / ... Paulus Forlani, Veronensis S. D. Venetis [Venice] : ex aeneis formis Bolognini Zalterij, M.D.LXVI [1566].
Authors: Forlani, Paolo -- Zalteri, Bolognino, fl. 1555-1576 -- Fine, Oronce, 1494-1555 -- Radici, Marco Antonio, 16th cent. -- Lange, Otto,
27609  France - Maps - 1570


1 map ; 32 x 49 cm.

In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatrvm orbis terrarvm (Antwerp : A.C. Diesth, 1570), [plate 9].

Engraved by Franz Hogenberg; see Karrow, p. 5.

Printed no. 9 and Latin letterpress text on verso beginning: Gallia. Qvicqvid terrarum à Rheno per Oceanum ...

Duplicate copy: VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .L2 1575 Al pl. [16].

Engraving attributed to Antonie Wierix.

In: Jode, Gerard de. Specvlvm orbis terrarvm (1593) 1 map : hand col. ; 29 x 43 cm., on sheet 42 x 55 cm.

Latin letterpress text on verso (fol. 23, sig. Z): Gallia ...

Digital image of a duplicate or variant edition available on Marcel P.R. van den Broecke's Cartographica Neerlandica website (accessed Feb. 2012):


VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1588, [plate 20] (Pr.Ct)

27612  France - Maps - 1593

Galliae amplissimi regni tabula. [Antwerp : s.n., 1593?].

Authors: Jode, Gerard de, 1509-1591 -- Wierix, Antonie, -1604 -- Jode, Gerard de, 1509-1591. Specvlvm orbis terrarvm (1593)

1 map : hand col. ; 33 x 48 cm.

In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatro de la tierra universal (Antwerp : Christophe Plantin, 1588) [plate 20].

Printed no. 20 and Spanish letterpress text on verso beginning: Gallia. Toda la tierra que se comprehende d'el Rin ...

Digital image of another copy available on Marcel P.R. van den Broecke's Cartographica Neerlandica website (accessed Feb. 2012):


VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .J9 1593, map [23] (Pr.Ct)

27613  France - Maps - 1594<<>>Bouguereau, Maurice, -1596. Le Théâtre françois (1594)


Authors: Bouguereau, Maurice, -1596 -- Tavernier, Melchior, d. 1641 -- Dainville, François de -- British Library -- Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, Ltd. -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 atlas (xvi, [90] p. illus., 19 maps (16 fold.) port) ; 45 cm.

Facsimile of original published Tours, 1594;

reproduced from original at the British Library.

Maps engraved by M. Tavernier.

In Latin with introduction in English and French by F. de Dainville.

Bibliography: p. xvi.

Series: Theatrum Orbis Terrarum series of atlases in facsimile, 2d ser., v. 5.


Formerly oversize Ayer 136 .T37 1963 ser. 2 v. 5 Map Ref oversize G1025 .T37 ser. 2, v. 5 (NLO)

27614  France - Maps - 1594<<>>Bouguereau,
Maurice, -1596. Le Théatre françois (1594)
Authors: Bouguereau, Maurice, -1596 -- Tavernier, Melchior, d. 1641 -- Dainville, François de -- British Library -- Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, Ltd. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (xvi, [90] p. illus., 19 maps (16 fold.) port) ; 45 cm.
Facsimile of original published Tours, 1594; reproduced from original at the British Library. Maps engraved by M. Tavernier.
In Latin with introduction in English and French by F. de Dainville.
Bibliography: p. xvi.
Series: Theatrum Orbis Terrarum series of atlases in facsimile, 2d ser., v. 5.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

27618 France - Maps - 1606
In: Ortelius, Abraham. "Parergon, sive, Veteris geographiae aliquot tabvlae", part of the historical atlas section of Ortelius's Theatrum orbis terrarum ... (London : J. Norton, 1606), [plate 156].
Manuscript signature "XLiiij" and English letterpress text on verso beginning: "France. France (or Gallia, as the Latines ... ".
"Cartographic sources: Petrus Plancius (1552-1622) made a map of France, engraved by the van Deutecums, and published by Vrients in 1592. That map is closely followed on the present plate (Meurer p. 215)." -- From Marcel P.R. van den Broecke's Cartographica Neerlandica website, which includes a digital image of another copy of the map (accessed September 2012); see http://www.orteliusmaps.com/book/ort36.html
References: Broecke, Ortelius atlas maps (1996), p. 77; not in Karrow.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1606, [plate 156] (PrCt)

Digital image of a duplicate or variant edition available on Marcel P.R. van den Broecke's Cartographica Neerlandica website (accessed June 2012):
http://www.orteliusmaps.com/book/ort34.html

27615 France - Maps - 1600-1899 - Postal Service>>>Postal Service - France - Maps - 1600-1899>>>France - Maps - 1600-1899 - Road maps>>>Road maps
Authors: Arbellot, Guy
181 p. : ill., maps ; 30 cm.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Series: L'Amateur de cartes.
folio GA863.6 A73 1992 (NLO)

27616 France - Maps - 1603
Deliciae Galliae. Frankfurt : S. Latomus, 1603.
Authors: Quad, Matthias, 1557-1613 -- Latomus, S. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 32 maps ; 159 x 204 mm.
MeurerQua9
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

27617 France - Maps - 1606
Galliae regni potentiss. nova descriptio / Ioanne Ioliveto auctore. [London : John Norton, 1606].
Authors: Jolivet, Jean, fl. 1544-1560 -- Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598 -- Norton, John, -1612 -- Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598. Theatrum orbis terrarum ... (1606) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 32 x 49 cm.
Printed no. 21 and English letterpress text on verso beginning: France. All that tract of land from the river of Rhene ... .
In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatrum orbis terrarum ... (London : J. Norton, 1606), [plate 21].

In Des Rues, François. Description contenant toutes les singularitez de plus celebres villes et places remarquables du royaume de France [Rouen : David Guelffroy, 1611?].
Authors: Desrues, François, ca. 1575-1633 -- Cavias, Petrus -- Guelffroy, David
1 map : woodcut ; 86 x 123 mm.
In Des Rues, François. Description contenant toutes les singularitez de plus celebres villes et places remarquables du royaume de France (Rouen : David Guelffroy, [1611?]), p. 7.
Title from letterpress on facing page.
Engraver's name in Pyrennees illegible: Petrus [Cavias f. (?)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
**Case DC24 .D47 [map] (PrCt)**

27620  
**France - Maps - 1620 - Cities and towns>>Cities and towns - France - Maps - 1620>>Charleville (Ardennes, France) - Maps - 1620>>Landrecies (France) - Maps - 1620>>Avesnes (France) - Maps - 1620>>Beaumont (Belgium) - Maps - 1620 [Maps of Charleville, Landrecies and Avesnes, France and Beaumont, Belgium]. [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].**

Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Deventer, Jacob van, d. 1575 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

4 maps : hand col. ; 17 x 23 cm. and smaller on sheet 41 x 54 cm.

Derived from drawings by Jacob van Deventer; see R.A. Skelton’s Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.

Contents: Carlomontivm ... -- Landrecivm ... -- Aveniae ... -- Bellomontivm ... .

Latin letterpress text on verso under titles: Carlomontivm -- Landrecivm -- Aveniae -- Bellomontivm.


**VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 3, pl. 26 (PrCt)**

27621  
**France - Maps - 1624 - Ecclesiastical geography>>Ecclesiastical geography - France - Maps - 1624**

**Carte ecclesiastique contenant la description des archevesches et eveches du Royaume de France : et principauties adiacentes appartenants a legiste gallicane avec des addresses suffisantes pour lusage de la dicte carte, et les noms tant anciens que modernes de ce quest represente en ycelle le tout dedie a messiers de l'eglise de France.**

[Valence?] : J. de Beins, 1624.

Authors: Beins, Jean de, 1577-1615 -- Empereur, H.

1 map : hand col. ; 42 x 55 cm.

Scale [ca. 1:1,300,000].

Inset index with explanatory text: Table des archevesches et eveches ... .

Place names in French and Latin.

Latin dedication to the French clergy in upper left cartouche with Latinized name of Valence.

Line in lower right corner (apparently earlier Empereur imprint) has been largely obliterated. See Francois de Dainville, Cartes anciennes de l'eglise de France (Paris, 1956), p. 34-35.

90-104107

**map4F G5831.E423 1624 .B6 (NLO)**

27622  
**France - Maps - 1625**


Authors: Purchas, Samuel, 1577?-1626 -- Hondius, Jodocus, 1563-1612 -- Purchas, Samuel, 1577?-1626. Purchas his pilgrimes (1625) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : copper engraving ; 14.3 x 18.8 cm. on sheet 32 x 21 cm.


Letterpress "Hondivs his Map of France," meant to be above the engraved plate, is actually printed over the map border.


27623  
**France - Maps - 1626**

**France revised and augmented, the attires of the French and situations of their cheifest cities ...**

[London] : Geor. Humble [i.e J. Legate and W. Humble], 1626 [i.e. 1646].

Authors: Speed, John, 1552?-1629 -- Gryp, Dirck -- Humble, George, d. 1640 -- Legate, John, d. 1658 -- Humble, William, 1612-1686 -- Speed, John, 1552?-1629. A Prospect of the most famous parts of the world ... together with ... Great Britaines empire (1646)

1 map ; 35 x 44 cm. on sheet 42 x 54 cm.

Insets (3 x 6 cm. each): Angiers -- Poictiers -- Orleans -- Paris -- Roan -- Rochelle -- Bordeaux -- Calis.

Margins include portraits of natives in local costume.

Letterpress text on verso (p. 19-20) under the following heading: The description of France.

In: Speed, John. A Prospect of the most famous parts of the world ... together with ... Great Britaines empire (London: Printed by John Legatt, for William Humble, 1646) map [10].

**Case oversize G 117 .82 map [10] (PrCt)**

27624  
**France - Maps - 1626-1631**

**Theatre geographique du royaume de France : contenant les cartes & descriptions particulieres des provinces d'iceluy : oeuure nouuellement mis en lumiere, avec vne table, oú sont les noms de toutes les cartes de chascune desdites provinces.**

A Paris : Chez la veufue Iean Le Clerc, ruë Sainct Iean de Latran, à la Sallemandre royalle, MDCXXVI [1626].

Authors: Le Clerc, Jean, 1560-1600 -- Bompar, Pierre-Jean-de -- Bouguereau, Maurice, -1596 -- Beins, Jean de, 1577-1651 -- Fabert, Abraham, 1560?-1638 -- Fayen, Jean, 1530?-1616 -- Roan -- Rochelle -- Bordeaux -- Calis.

Margins include portraits of natives in local costume.

Letterpress text on verso under the following heading: The description of France.

In: Speed, John. A Prospect of the most famous parts of the world ... together with ... Great Britaines empire (London: Printed by John Legatt, for William Humble, 1646) map [10].

**Case oversize G 117 .82 map [10] (PrCt)**
Tarde, Jean, 1561-1636 -- Templeux, Damien de, -1620 -- Vrients, Jan Baptista, 1552-1612 -- Blanchin, Jean, approximately 1594-- Hondius, Jodocus, 1563-1612 -- Picart, H. (Hugues), 1587-1662 or 1664 -- Picquet, Jean, active 17th century -- Rogiers, Salomon -- Tavernier, Gabriel, 1566-1616 -- Le Clerc, Frémine, active 1622-1632 -- Bouguereau, Maurice, -1596.

Theatre francais -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (2 unnumbered leaves, 47 unnumbered folded leaves of plates) : 52 maps ; 42 cm. Issued with 49 maps, but table of contents in this copy annotated in manuscript to include 3 additional maps from the 1631 edition (Leclerc F) listed in Pastoureau for a total of 52 maps on 50 sheets. The volume otherwise matches the contents of the 1626 edition (Leclerc E) described by Pastoureau.

Maps by Jean Le Clerc, Jean de Beins, Pierre-Jean de Bompar, Maurice Bouguereau, Jean Chaumeau, Abraham Fabert, Jean Fayen, Francois van den Hoeye, Jean Jubirien, Mathias Mareschal, Nicolas de Nicolay, Guillaume Postel, Pierre Rogier, Gabriele Simeoni, Jean Surhon, Jean Tarde, Damien de Temples, and Jan Baptista Vrients; engraved by Jean Blanchin, Jodocus Hondius, H. Picard, Jean Picquet, Salomon Rogiers, and Gabriel Tavernier.

Several maps printed from plates used in Maurice Bouguereau's Le theatre francais. See Pastoureau, page 295. Relief shown pictorially. In French and Latin. Title vignette (royal arms of France). Scales differ. Bound in contemporary vellum over boards; shelf mark written in manuscript on paper label: 2312 U D. Pencil drawings by former owner of a nude couple reclining on a bed on verso of first 2 maps. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Pastoureau, page 295.

Maps by Jean Le Clerc, Jean de Beins, Pierre-Jean de Bompar, Maurice Bouguereau, Jean Chaumeau, Abraham Fabert, Jean Fayen, Francois van den Hoeye, Jean Jubirien, Mathias Mareschal, Nicolas de Nicolay, Guillaume Postel, Pierre Rogier, Gabriele Simeoni, Jean Surhon, Jean Tarde, Damien de Temples, and Jan Baptista Vrients; engraved by Jean Blanchin, Jodocus Hondius, H. Picard, Jean Picquet, Salomon Rogiers, and Gabriel Tavernier.

Several maps printed from plates used in Maurice Bouguereau’s Le theatre francais. See Pastoureau, page 295. Relief shown pictorially. In French and Latin. Title vignette (royal arms of France). Scales differ. Bound in contemporary vellum over boards; shelf mark written in manuscript on paper label: 2312 U D. Pencil drawings by former owner of a nude couple reclining on a bed on verso of first 2 maps. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.


Most maps originally published by Maurice Bouguereau in his Theatre Francois ... (Tours, 1594): cf. Pastoureau p.81-82. Added title: Theatre geographique du royaume de France. 'Les descriptions par escriv ont esté recueilles & dressés par Gabriel Michel de la Roche-maillet Angeuin, ancien aduocat au Parlement & au Conseil priué de sa Majesté.'

References: Phillips 8452; Pastoureau, Atlas Francais p.291-301.

27626 France - Maps - 1632 - Postal Service<>>>Postal Service - France - Maps - 1632

Carte geographique des postes qui tauersent la France. Paris : Melchior Tavernier, 1632 [i.e. 1659?].

Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Tavernier, Melchior, d. 1641 -- Mariette, Pierre, 1603-1657 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667.

Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (1658 [i.e. 1659?]): cf. Pastoureau p.81-82.

1 map : hand col. ; 40 x 52 cm. Dedication cartouche blank at bottom left. In: Sanson, Nicolas. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (Paris : Pierre Mariette, 1658 [i.e. 1659?]) v. 1, pl. [35].

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

27627 France - Maps - 1633 (Provisional Heading)

Cartes generales provinces de France & Espagne. Paris : S. Cramoisy, 1633.

Authors: Tassin, Christophe Nicolas, d. 1660 -- Mabre-Cramoisy, Sébastien -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 66 maps ; 155 x 210 mm.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

27628 France - Maps - 1633<>>>Spain - Maps - 1633<>>>Portugal - Maps - 1633


Authors: Tassin, Christophe Nicolas, d. 1660 -- Lochom, Michel van, 1601-1647

1 atlas ([4], 57, [1], 58-68 leaves of plates, 25, [3]p.) : 68 maps (1 fold.) ; 15 x 20 cm. (8o)

Signatures (text portion): A-C^8 D^2 Dv(2) blank. Note Av(1) signed Av(2) Dv(1) signed with letter reversed.

Variant titles: Cartes generales des royaumes d'Espagne -- Cartes generales de toutes les provinces de France et d'Espagne.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

‘Carte de Brie’ (map 22) is type B in Pastoureau, p. 618.

Letter ‘s’ in ‘Castilia noua’ (map 68) corrected--compare with reversed ‘s’ in Newberry Library Microfilm 1004 (film of Library of Congress copy).

Pastoureau, M. Atlas Francais, Tassin III Ac [p.444].

Phillips, 8453.

Manuscript note inside front cover: La Chapelle Chasteno. Contemporary (?) vellum binding with manuscript writing in brown ink on front cover (illegible) and spine (‘Tassin / Cartes de France et Espagne’).

Binding reinforced by printer’s waste from unidentified text. Previous ownership stamp on title page, with word ‘dones’, largely obscured with paper label.

86-96166

VAULT Case G1838 .T3 1633 (NLO)

27630 France - Maps - 1636

Cosmographia : Gallia. Amsterdam : Blaeu, 1636.

Authors: Merula, Paulus, 1558-1607 -- Blaeu, Joan, 1596-1673 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 25 maps ; 135 x 82 mm.

Part of Baskes DG406 .M47 1636 ?

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

27631 France - Maps - 1636 - Cities and towns (Provisional Heading)


Authors: Tassin, Christophe Nicolas, d. 1660 -- Tavernier, Melchior, d. 1641 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

2 v. : 413 maps ; 180 x 250 mm.

(of416):PastoureauVIIBa&VIIIBa

Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).

Cf. Phillips 02949

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)


Les Plans et profils de toutes les principales villes et lieux considerables de France : ensemble les cartes generales de chacune province, & les particulieres de chaque gouvernement d’icelles.


Authors: Tassin, Christophe Nicolas, d. 1660 -- Cramoisy, Sébastien Mabre SEE Mabre -- Rodriguez Zorilla, J. Juaquin -- Cramoisy, Sébastien Mabre SEE Mabre-Cramoisy, Sébastien -- Cramoysi, Sébastien Mabre SEE Mabre-Cramoisy, Sébastien

1 atlas (44 p., [232] leaves of plates : chiefly maps, plans ; 19 x 25 cm. (4to)

Separate engraved t.p. for plates: Seconde partie, plans et profilz des principales villes & lieux considerables de France.

Scales vary.

Contemporary vellum binding.

Pastoureau, M. Atlas Francais, Tassin VIII Bc p.[465].

Includes maps, city plans, and views of the following regions in separately numbered sections: Bearn, Beauce, Bourges, Burgundy, Dauphiné, Foix, Guyenne, Languedoc, Loire, Poitou, and Provence. Most sections preceded by engraved half title pages and tables of

References: Pastoureau, M. Atlas français, Tassin V Ac

VAULT Baskes oversize G1838 .T28 1634 (NLO)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
27633 France - Maps - 1637-1646<Europe - Maps - 1637-1646<Atlases, French - 1637-1646
Les Cartes generales de toutes les provinces de France royaumes et provinces de l'Europe. [Paris : s.n.], 1637 [i.e. 1646?]. Authors: Tassin, Christophe Nicolas, d. 1660 -- Berey, Nicolas, 1606-1665 -- Alegre, I. -- Boisseau, Jean, fl. 1637-1658 -- Fer, Antoine de -- Hondius, Jodocus, 1563-1612 -- Le Clerc, Jean, 1560-1621 or 1622 -- Mariette, Pierre, 1603-1657 -- LeClerc, Jean, 1560-1621 or 1622 SEE Le Clerc, Jean, 1560-1621 or 1622 1 atlas ([161] leaves) : 77 double maps, 3 double tables ; 42 cm. (fol.) Engraved title page pasted on leaf [1]. Imprint statement removed from t.p.(probably at time of issue) and covered over with printed decorative strip.
Several sequences of ms foliation,ink and pencil; some maps with printed numbers.
Gaps in the foliation and the presence of stubs suggest some maps are missing.
A composite atlas based on the third edition of Tassin's Cartes generales, 1637; assembled no earlier than 1646, the date on the final map in this copy. Various dates between 1637 and 1646 also present. Cf. Special Collections Info. File. Additional maps and material by Jodocus Hondius, Ioannes le Clerc, Jean Boisseau, and I. Allegre.
Responsibility for the assembling of this copy attributed to the partnership of Antoine de Fer and Nicolas Berey or Pierre Mariette, cf. Special Collections Info. File and Pastoureau. Contemporary vellum binding.
References: Pastoureau, M. Atlas Français, p. 437f; Cf. Phillips 8453

27634 France - Maps - 1640 ( Provisional Heading)
Authors: Tassin, Christophe Nicolas, d. 1660 -- Bertius, Petrus, 1565-1629 -- Berey, Nicolas, 1606-1665 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 69 maps ; 420 x 305 mm.
(1643);Pastoureau IIC
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Phillips 4023
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (Pr Ct)

27635 France - Maps - 1641 - Rivers
Carte des rivieres de la France, curieusement recherchee. Paris : chez P. Mariette, 1641 [i.e. 1659?]. Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Mariette, Pierre, 1603-1657 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (1658 [i.e. 1659?]) 1 map : hand col.; 41 x 51 cm.
In: Sanson, Nicolas. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (Paris : Pierre Mariette, 1658 [i.e. 1659?]) v. 1, pl. [34]
VAULT Case oversize G1015 .S35 1658 v. 1, pl. [34] (Pr Ct)

27636 France - Maps - 1643
Carte generale du royaume de France. Paris : chez M. Tauernier; chez P. Mariette, 1643 [i.e. 1659?]. Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Tavernier, Melchior, d. 1641 -- Mariette, Pierre, 1603-1657 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (1658 [i.e. 1659?]) 1 map : hand col.; 40 x 52 cm.
In: Sanson, Nicolas. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (Paris : Pierre Mariette, 1658 [i.e. 1659?]) v. 1, pl. [33]
VAULT Case oversize G1015 .S35 1658 v. 1, pl. [33] (Pr Ct)

27637 France - Maps - 1646
Authors: Boisseau, Jean, fl. 1637-1658 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. : 4 maps ; 223 x 180 mm.
+6pls
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (Pr Ct)

27638 France - Maps - 1649<Atlases, Dutch - 1649 ( Provisional Heading)
Itinerarium Galliae. Amsterdam : Janssonius, 1649.
Authors: Sincerus, Jodocus -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 22 maps ; 131 x 78 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (Pr Ct)

Microfilm, positive, of copy in the Regenstein

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Library, University of Chicago (Rare Books G1315 1655).
Title within scroll border in colors; maps of the provinces of France and Spain preceded by special title page.
Contents: Tresor de cartes enrichy d'explications tres-vtiles, povr instruire tant en la cosmographie et geographie, qu'en la conduite des armées, & logements des gens de guerre -- Description des royaumes, estats, repvbliques, et principavvez de l'Europe -- Cartes generales des provinces de France -- La geographie royalle -- Cartes generales.
On same reel with Claude Chastillon's Topographie françois (1655) Gift, David Buisseret, 2010.
To Collection Services for cataloging, Feb. 2010 (PrCt)

27640 France - Maps - 1655<--Spain - Maps - 1655
(Provisional Heading)
Carte generale de la geographie [sic] royalle.
Authors: Tassin, Christophe Nicolas, d. 1660 -- Berey, Nicolas, 1606-1665 [1], 40, [2] leaves, [17], 2-68 leaves of plates (maps) ; 20 x 27 cm.
Photocopy made in 1981 from the original at the University of Chicago Libraries. G1015 T37 C35 1655 (NLO)

Cartes particulières de la France suivant l'ordre des provinces ecclésiastiques des dioceses de ses archeveschés et evesches jusques a l'estendue de l'ancienne Gaule : distingués en leurs archidiaconné & doyennés ruraux, où tous les chapitres, abbayes, prieurés, commanderies & paroisses sont exactement remarqués : la Celtique ou Tome I & la Belgique ou Tome II. A Paris : Chez l'auteur, aux galleries du Louvre, & chez Pierre Mariette, rue S. Jacques, à l'Esperance, 1676 [i.e. 1679?].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Sanson, Guillaume -- Somer, J. -- Lalleman, N. -- Cordier, Louis, -1711 -- Cordier, Robert (Engraver) -- Mariette, Pierre, 1634-1716 -- Mariette, Pierre, 1603-1657 -- Langlois, Nicolas, 1640-1703 -- Sanson, Guillaume. Evesché du Puy, le Velay (1670) -- Sanson, Guillaume. Archevesché d'Alby, diocese d'Alby (1679) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Maps dated 1656-1679.
Maps engraved by J. Somer, N. Lalleman, L. Cordier, and R. Cordier; three maps published by N. Langlois.
A collection of ecclesiastical maps originally published by Nicolas and Guillaume Sanson between 1656 and 1676. Cf. Pastoureau.
Includes printed tables of contents (p. [3]-[4]), the first listing 62 maps and the second listing 48. Those marked with an asterisk were never published or published under a different title. Cf. Pastoureau.
Tables of contents struck out in contemporary manuscript and annotated with the phrase: Cette table n'est pas juste; numbers on verso of maps and additional table reflecting actual contents (bound in at end) written in the same hand. Includes two maps not listed in tables of contents or in Pastoureau: Evesché du Puy, le Velay : l'un des vingt deux dioceses du Languedoc / dressé sur plusieurs memoires par le sr. Sanson. A Paris : Chez P. Mariette, sur St. Iacques a l'Esperance, 1670 -- Archevesché d'Alby, diocese d'Alby / dressé sur plusieurs memoires par le sr. Sanson. A Paris : Chez l'auteur aux galleries du Louvre, 1679.
Contemporary full cat's paw calf binding; gold stamped leather spine label: Cartes de la France. In French and Latin. Relief shown pictorially.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Pastoureau, M. Atlas français, Sanson VI; Phillips 4017
Baskes oversize G1802.G3E423 S26 1679 (NLO)

27642 France - Maps - 1657 - Cities and towns<--Cities and towns - France - Maps - 1657
Authors: Merian, Matthaeus, 1593-1650 -- Zeiller, Martin, 1589-1661 -- Merian, G. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
13 v. in 4 : 266 maps ; 325 x 215 mm.
text:MartinZeiller
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

27643 France - Maps - 1659 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Duval, P. (Pierre), 1619-1682 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 34 maps ; 150 x 86 mm.
1st ed.
PastoureauXA:+1658tp
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)
France - Maps - 1660
Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1618-1679 -- Louis XIV, King of France, 1638-1715 -- Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 35 x 45 cm.
Includes dedication to 'Lodovico XIII.'
Margins include insets of Paris, Rouen, Orleans, Tours, Nantes, Angers, Poitiers, Bourges, Bordeaux, Lyon, Marseille, La Rochelle, Noyon and Calais and vignettes of French social classes in local costume.
Insets bear subtitles in manuscript.
Binding stub on verso.
Forms part of the Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library).

France - Maps - 1660 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Cnobbart, Michiel -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 341 maps ; 167 x 97 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

France - Maps - 1667
Authors: Duval, P. (Pierre), 1619-1682 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 34 maps ; 153 x 92 mm. 1677?
Cf. Phillips 02986
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

France - Maps - 1676
France revised and augmented, the attires of the French and situations of their chiefest cities ... [London] : Thomas Bassett ... and Richard Chiswell, [1676].
Authors: Speed, John, 1552?-1629 -- Bassett, Thomas -- Chiswell, Richard -- Speed, John, 1552?-1629. The Theatre of the Empire of Great-Britain ... (1676) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 35 x 44 cm. on sheet 42 x 55 cm.
Insets (3 x 6 cm. each): Angiers -- Poitiers -- Orleans -- Paris -- Roan -- Rochelle -- Bordeaux -- Calis.
Margins include portraits of natives in local costume.
Letterpress text on verso (p. 23-24 [i.e. 19-20]) under the following heading: The description of France.
In: Speed, John. The Theatre of the Empire of Great-Britain ... (London : Printed for T. Bassett and R. Chiswell, 1676) map [78].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .S7 1667 map [78] (PrCt)

France - Maps - 1680
Accuratissima Galliae tabula, vulgo Royaume de France. Amsterdam : Justus Danckerts, [ca. 1680].
1 map ; 48 x 56 cm.
In: Danckerts, Justus. Atlas (Amsterdam : J. Danckers, [ca. 1680]) pl. [8]. Ms. no. '9' in upper right.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .D18 pl. 8 (PrCt)

France - Maps - 1680 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Duval, P. (Pierre), 1619-1682 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 34 maps ; 167 x 97 mm.
PastoureauxD
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

France - Maps - 1682
Galliae seu Franciae tabula. Amsterdam : C. Allard, [1682?]?
Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Allard, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709 -- Allard, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709. Atlas minor sive tabulæ geographicæ ... [1682?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 45 x 56 cm.
In: Allard, Carel. Atlas minor sive tabulæ geographicæ proecipuorum regnorum regionum, insularum, provinciarum, etc. (Amsterdam : C. Allard, 1682?) pl. 33.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .A4 A pl. 33 (PrCt)

France - Maps - 1684
Authors: Duval, P. (Pierre), 1619-1682 --
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map; on 4 sheets each 39 x 49 cm.
In Duval, Pierre. Cartes de géographie, les plus nouvelles et les plus fideles ... (Paris, 1679).
Map issued as four separate sheets with separate titles. Cf. Sack map oG5830 1684 .D9
Copy 1 for an assembled copy in which sheet titles are cropped and obscured.
Sheet titles: Le Royaume d'Aquitaine -- Le Royaume de Bourgogne et d'Arles -- Le Royaume de la France Orientale ... Austrasie -- Le Royaume de la France Occidentale ... Neustrie.
Copy 2 of 2.
Pastoureau, Duval II, [79-82].
4263
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .D9 1679 no. [35-38] (PrCt)

27653 France - Maps - 1684
Authors: Duval, P. (Pierre), 1619-1682 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
III:G1
1 map: hand col.; 72 x 96 cm.
Printed on four sheets joined to form one.
Assembled copy in which sheet titles are cropped and obscured.
Sheet titles: Le Royaume d'Aquitaine -- Le Royaume de Bourgogne et d'Arles -- Le Royaume de la France Orientale ... Austrasie -- Le Royaume de la France Occidentale ... Neustrie.
Copy 1 of 2.
Copy 2: Ayer *135 D9 1679 no. [35-38].
Pastoureau, Duval II, [79-82].
3253
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map6F G5830 1684 .D9 copy 1 (PrCt)

27654 France - Maps - 1688
Accuratissima Galliae tabula Gallis vulgo dicta le royaume de France : divisa tam in praefecturas generales quam in provincias separatas cum regionibus aquisitis / per Frederickum de Wit. Amstelodami [Amsterdam] : Ex officina Frederici de Wit, [1688?].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Wit, Frederik de. [Atlas] [1688?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map: hand col.; 48 x 56 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:2,400,000]
Relief shown pictorially.
Prime meridian: Ferro.
In: Wit, Frederik de. [Atlas] (Amsterdam: Frederick de Wit [1688?]), [plate 7].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .W47 1688, [plate 7] (NLO)

27655 France - Maps - 1689
The Kingdom of France distinguished according to the extent of all its provinces and conquests... London: Berry, 1689.
1 map: col.; 53 x 86 cm.
Added title: The kingdom of France divided into all its provinces....
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B48 1680 pl. 9 (PrCt)

27656 France - Maps - 1689<>Map printing - Woodcuts - Maps - 1689<>Woodcuts
Authors: Riegel, Christoph -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Riegels, Christoff SEE Riegel, Christoph [8], 1095, [17] p., [117] leaves of plates (some folded): 117 maps and ill.; 15 cm. (12mo)
Illustrated engr. half-title, folded.
Pages 171, 528, and 885 misnumbered 172, 428, and 857, respectively.
Tail-pieces; initials.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes DC24 .A87 1689 (NLO)

27657 France - Maps - 1695
Le Royaume de France, distingue suivant l'estendue de toutes ses provinces, et ses acquisitions ... Paris [i.e. Amsterdam]: H. Jaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], [1695?].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?--1712 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. Atlas nouveau : contenant toutes les parties du monde (1692 [i.e. 1695?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map: hand col.; 55 x 87 cm.
In counterfeit edition of: Sanson, Nicolas. Atlas nouveau : contenant toutes les parties du monde (Paris [i.e. Amsterdam]: H. Jaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], 1692 [i.e. 1695?]) pl. [15].
Added title, upper margin: Le royaume de France divisé en toutes ses provinces, comprises sous douze gouvernements généraux ....
Map dated 1692.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
France - Maps - 1695 - Coasts - Nautical charts


Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (2 v.) : ill., 39 maps and plans ; 29 x 39 cm.

Tome 1 has added engraved t.p.
Relief shown pictorially.
Title pages in red and black.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
References: Shirley, R. Maps in the atlases, by R. Baskes).

France - Maps - 1695 - Road maps

Carte particulière des postes de France. Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : Chez H. Jaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], [1695?].

Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. Atlas nouveau : contenant toutes les parties du monde (1692 [i.e. 1695?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 65 x 60 cm.
In counterfeit edition of: Sanson, Nicolas. Atlas nouveau : contenant toutes les parties du monde (Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : H. Jaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], 1692 [i.e. 1695?]) pl. [25].
Map dated 1693.

France - Maps - 1695 - Postal Service

Carte particulière des postes de France. Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : Chez H. Jaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], [1695?].

Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. Atlas nouveau : contenant toutes les parties du monde (1692 [i.e. 1695?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 65 x 60 cm.
In counterfeit edition of: Sanson, Nicolas. Atlas nouveau : contenant toutes les parties du monde (Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : H. Jaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], 1692 [i.e. 1695?]) pl. [25].
Map dated 1693.

France - Maps - 1695 - Pilot guides

Carte particuliere des postes de France.

Les Generalitez de Montauban et de Toulouse / par ... Hubert jaillot ... A Paris : chez l’auteur le Sr. Jaillot ... 1695.

Authors: Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G31
1 map : hand col. ; 88 x 124 cm.
Covers southwestern France.
Printed from 4 plates on 4 sheets trimmed and joined to form composite sheet.

Sheet titles: Le Donazan, le pays de Saul, le Fenouillades ... -- Les Eselections de Comenge, d’Estarac ... -- Le Eselection of Millan, de Rodez, de Villefranche ... -- L’Eslection of Lomagne, partie de celles d’Armagnac ...

References: Pastoureau, Jaillot II, [29-32].
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
4361 and 4361a

France - Maps - 1696 - Names, Geographical

Le Royume de France distingué suivant l’estendue toutes ses provinces ... Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : H. Jaillot [i.e. P. Mortier], 1696.

Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. [Atlas nouveau contenant toutes les parties du monde ... ] (1696)
1 map : hand col. ; 54 x 87 cm.
Added title, upper margin: Le Royume de France divisé en toutes ses provinces ... .
Accompanied, on the previous leaf, by: Table alphabétique de tous les mots qui sont sur la carte intitulée le royaume de France.
In: Sanson, Nicolas. [Atlas nouveau contenant toutes les parties du monde ... ] (Amsterdam : Pierre Mortier, 1696) v. 1, map [12].
Forms part of atlas published by P. Mortier in Amsterdam; chiefly comprised of maps bearing the counterfeit imprint of H. Jaillot in Paris.

France - Maps - 1696 - Postal Service

Carte particulière des postes de France. Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : Chez H. Jaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], [1695?].

Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. [Atlas nouveau contenant toutes les parties du monde ... ] (1696)
1 map : hand col. ; 60 x 65 cm.
In: Sanson, Nicolas. [Atlas nouveau contenant toutes les parties du monde ... ] (Amsterdam : Pierre Mortier, 1696) v. 2, map [2].
Forms part of atlas published by P. Mortier in Amsterdam; chiefly comprised of maps bearing the counterfeit imprint of H. Jaillot in Paris.
27663 France - Maps - 1699

Delices de la France. Amsterdam: P. Mortier, 1699.
Authors: Alquie, Francois-Savinien d', 17th cent. -- Mortier, Pierre -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
2 v.: 49 maps
Ghost or duplicate record for Baskes DC24 .A47 1699?
Delete from map catalog?
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

27664 France - Maps - 1699

2 v. ([16], 348, [2]; [4], 328, [12] p.) : ill. (some folded), 49 maps and plans (some folded); 16 cm.
Binder's title: Delices de France.
Each vol. has added engraved t.p.
"Avec figures."
Title vignettes; head- and tail-pieces.
"Au reliure, pour placer les figures."--T. 1, p. [349]--[350].
Publisher's advertisement at end of t. 2.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Baskes DC24 .A47 1699 (NLO)

27665 France - Maps - 1700

Le Royaume de France divisé en toutes ses provinces et les acquisitions. Parisiis [i.e. Amsterdam] : H. Jaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], 1694 [i.e. ca. 1700].
Authors: Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712. Atlas minor ad usum serenissimi burgundiae ducis ... [ca. 1700]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: hand col.; 48 x 60 cm.
Added title, upper margin: Galliae regnum in omnes suas provincias accurate divisum ...
In counterfeit edition of: Jaillot, Alexis Hubert. Atlas minor ad usum serenissimi burgundiae ducis ... ([Amsterdam : Pieter Mortier, ca. 1700]) no. [13].
Manuscript '13' at upper right.
VAULT Baskes G1838 .S87 1700 (NLO)

27668 France - Maps - 1700
A New map of France shewing its principal divisions, chief [sic] cities, townes, ports, rivers, mountains, etc. / R. Spofforth sculp. [Oxford : s.n., 1700].
1 map : hand col. ; 35 x 49 cm.
"Dedicated to his highness William Duke of Gloucester."
Detached from Wells' A New sett of maps, both of antient and present geography (Oxford, 1700), plate [8].
Duplicate copy (uncolored): oversize Ayer 135 .W4 1700, plate [8]

map4F G5830 1700 .W4 (PrCt)

27673 France - Maps - 1702 - Coasts - Nautical charts
The Sea coast of France from Ushent to Olane. London : Sold by R. Mount at the Postern on Great Tower Hill, [1702?].
1 map ; 44 x 53 cm.
Oriented with north at left.
Inset (15 x 23 and 11 x 31 cm.): Brest Harbour -- The River Loire from Saille to Nantes.

In: The English pilot. First book. First part. Describing the sea-coasts, capes, head-lands, bays, roads, harbours, rivers and ports together with the soundings, sands, rocks and dangers in the southern navigation upon the coasts of England, Holland, France, Ireland, Spain, Portugal ... (London : Published by John Seller ... ; Printed by George Larkin ... , 1690 [i.e.1702?] pl. [19].
Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger): English Pilot. Part 1 [1702?]

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .E55 1690 [pt. 1], pl. [19] (PrCt)

27674 France - Maps - 1702 - Coasts - Nautical charts
The Sea coast of France from Olone to Cape Machiacaca in Biscay. London : Sold by R. Mount at the Postern on Great Tower Hill, [1702?].
1 map ; 44 x 54 cm.
Oriented with north at left.
Inset (18 x 54 cm.): The River of Bordeaux.
In: The English pilot. First book. First part. Describing the sea-coasts, capes, head-lands, bays, roads, harbours, rivers and ports together with the soundings, sands, rocks and dangers in the southern navigation upon the coasts of England, Holland, France, Ireland, Spain, Portugal ... (London : Published by John Seller ... ; Printed by George Larkin ... , 1690 [i.e.1702?] pl. [20].
Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger): English Pilot. Part 1 [1702?]

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .E55 1690 [pt. 1], pl. [20] (PrCt)
27675 France - Maps - 1703
La France. Paris, 1703.
Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G14
1 map : hand col. ; 44 x 60 cm.
3259
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G5830 1703 .L5 (PrCt)

27676 France - Maps - 1703
France. [London : s.n. , 1703].
Authors: Seller, John, fl. 1658-1698 -- Seller, John, fl. 1658-1698. A New system of geography : designed in a most plain and easie method ... (1703)
1 map ; 11 x 13 cm.
Anonymous map in Seller, John. A New system of geography : designed in a most plain and easie method ... (London : Jeremiah Seller ; Charles Price ; John Senex, 1703) map [16].
Manuscript 't' (?) in lower right.
Case 3A 1704 map [16] (PrCt)

27677 France - Maps - 1705-1716<==France - Pictorial works - 1705-1716<==Ille-de-France (France) - Maps - 1705-1716
Les Beautés de la France / par N. de Fer, geographe de Sa Majesté catholique et de Monsieur le Dauphin. Paris : Chez l'auteur dans l'Isle du Palais sur le quay de l'Orloge a la Sphere royale, 1708 [i.e. 1716?].
1 atlas ([50] leaves of plates (chiefly folded)) : ill., 31 maps and plans ; 36 cm.
Engravings by H. van Loon, P. Starckman, A. Coquart, and C. Inselin and variously dated 1705-1716.
Engraved t.p. decorated with the arms of the king of Spain and the French Dauphin and De Fer's trademark sphere.
Consists of plates, still bearing their original numbering, from De Fer's "L'atlas curieux".
Scales differ.
Armoirial bookplate: James Whatman, Esqr., Vinters, Kent.
Bookplate: Ex libris Hardy Amies.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Pastoureau, M. Atlas français, Fer IVA
Baskes folio G1838 .F47 1708 (NLO)

27678 France - Maps - 1707
Pars inferior principatus Languedoc, Provinciae, Delphinatus. Amsterdam, 1707.
Authors: Schenk, Peter, 1660-1718 or 9 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G28
1 map ; 45 x 57 cm.
Covers southeastern France only.
3264
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G5832.S59 1707 S3 (PrCt)

27679 France - Maps - 1708
Carte nouvelle du royaume de France. Hague, 1708.
Authors: Husson, Pierre, 1678-1733 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G10
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 51 cm.
Added title: Galliae regnum in omnes suas provincias.
3244
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G5830 1708 .H8 (PrCt)

27680 France - Maps - 1709
Carte de l'etendue de la juridiction de la Cour des Aydes ... Paris, 1709.
Authors: Nolin, Jean Baptiste, 1648-1708 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G168
1 map : hand col. ; 39 x 36 cm.
Covers northwestern France.
2750
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G5832.N61 1709 N6 (PrCt)

27681 France - Maps - 1710
Compendiosa Galliae sive Franciae representaatio ; Franckreich mit Angrankenden Länderen. Augsburg : Gabriel Bodenehr, 1710.
Authors: Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. -- Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. Atlas curieux -- or, Neuer und compendieuser atlas 1710 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 12 x 22 cm.
In: Bodenehr, Gabriel. Atlas curieux; oder, Neuer und compendieuser atlas ... ([Augsburg : Gabriel Bodenehr, 1710?]) pl. [12]. Engraved plate no. '13.'
Ayer 135 .B6 pl. 12 (PrCt)

27682 France - Maps - 1710
Galliae seu Franciae tabula, qua omnes provinciae, viae angariae, et aliae res notatus dignae ... [Amsterdam] : Nicolaum Visser [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher, 1710?].
Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Visscher, Elizabeth, fl. 1702-1726 -- Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702. Atlas minor ... [1710?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 56 x 71 cm.
In: Visscher, Nicolaes. Atlas minor ... (Amstaeladami [Amsterdam] : ex officina Nicolai Visscher [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher], [1710?]) map

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
27683 France - Maps - 1710<>>>Belgium - Maps - 1710

_Area bella gerentium in Gallia, et Belgio ..._ Amsterdam, [ca. 1710].

Authors: Valck, G. (Gerard), 1651 or 2-1726 -- Valck, Leonard, 1675-1746 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G188 1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 59 cm.

Covers northern France and southern Belgium. 2768

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

_Sack map4F G5832.N6 1710 V3 (PrCt)_

27684 France - Maps - 1710 - Road maps <>>>Road maps

_Reise Carte von Paris nach Lion._ Augsburg : Gabriel Bodenehr, 1710.

Authors: Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. -- Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. Atlas curieux -- oder, Neuer und compendieuser atlas 1710 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 16 x 12 cm.

In: Bodenehr, Gabriel, Atlas curieux; oder, Neuer und compendieuser atlas ... ([Augsburg : Gabriel Bodenehr, 1710?]) pl. [13A].

_Ayer 135 .B6 pl. 13A (PrCt)_

27685 France - Maps - 1710 - Road maps <>>>Road maps

_Reise Karte von Lion nach Marsilien und weiter bis Nizza._ Augsburg : Gabriel Bodenehr, 1710.

Authors: Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. -- Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. Atlas curieux -- oder, Neuer und compendieuser atlas 1710 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 15 x 11 cm.

In: Bodenehr, Gabriel, Atlas curieux; oder, Neuer und compendieuser atlas ... ([Augsburg : Gabriel Bodenehr, 1710?]) pl. [13B]. Engraved plate no. '14.'

_Ayer 135 .B6 pl. 13B (PrCt)_

27686 France - Maps - 1713

_La France_. Paris, 1713 .

Authors: Inselin, C. -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G11 1 map : hand col. ; 59 x 83 cm.

Includes historical note and a description of the divisions of France.

3256

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

_Sack map6F G5830 1713 .J5 (PrCt)_

27687 France - Maps - 1715

_Accuratissima Galliae tabula Gallis vulgo dicta le royaume de France._ Amsterdam, [ca. 1715].

Authors: Ottens, Joachim, 1663-1722 -- Wit, Frederik de -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G5 1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 57 cm.

3243

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

_Sack map4F G5830 1715 .O8 (PrCt)_

27688 France - Maps - 1715 - Coasts - Nautical charts<<<<<Atlantic Coast (France) - Maps - 1715 - Coasts - Nautical charts<<<<<Nautical charts - France - 1715 - Coasts<<<Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (France) - 1715<<<Nautical charts

_The Sea-coasts of France from Calais to Bayone : described in fifteen large charts, surveyed and printed by order of the French king : from the original, done at Paris, and the remarks explained in English, and published for the use of His Majesty's Royal Navy._ London : Printed for William Mount and Thomas Page on Tower Hill, [ca. 1715].

Authors: Mount, William, d. 1769 -- Page, Thomas, d. 1733 -- Mount, Richard, d. 1722 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 atlas ([1] leaf, 15 folded leaves of plates : 15 maps) ; 51 cm.

"Re-engravings, reduced in size, from the charts in the French Neptune of 1693"--Shirley.


Publication date from National Maritime Museum catalogue, Shirley.

Other titles: Neptune françois -- French Neptune. Title page trimmed and mounted; binding errors: map no. 1 bound at end, map no. 12 bound after map no. 13

Relief shown pictorially; depths shown by soundings.

Scales differ.

Royal arms engraved at head of title.

Manuscript ink drawing of coastal scene bound in at end.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: National Maritime Museum catalogue, 404; Shirley. R. Maps in the atlases of the British Library, M. M&P-12a

_Baskes oversize G1838 .M68 1715 (NLO)_

27689 France - Maps - 1719<<<<Atlases, French - 1719


Authors: Menard, Antoine -- Chiquet, J. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. : 15 maps ; 210 x 282 mm.

Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).

Phillips 5224

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

_Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)_
27690  France - Maps - 1719 - Road maps
A New map of France showing the roads and post stages thorough that kingdom: as also the errors of Sanson’s map compared with ye survey made by order of ye late French king ... / revised by I. Senex. [London : s.n.], 1719.
Authors: Senex, John, -1740 -- Sanson -- Stair, John Dalrymple, Earl of, 1673-1747 -- Senex, John, -1740. A New general atlas: containing a geographical and historical account of all the empires, kingdoms, and other dominions of the world ... (1721) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: hand col.; 50 x 56 cm.
Includes dedication to the “Earl of Stairs” (John Dalrymple, Earl of Stair).
Continuation inset (4 x 9 cm.): [Catalonia].
In: Senex, John. A New general atlas: containing a geographical and historical account of all the empires, kingdoms, and other dominions of the world ... (London : Daniel Browne [and 8 others], 1721), v. 1, opposite p. 132.
oversize Ayer 135 .S5 1721 v. 1, opposite p. 132 (PrCt)

27691 France - Maps - 1720
Totius regni Galliae sive Franciae tabula novissime revisa, multis que in locis augmentata. Nuremberg, [ca. 1720].
Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663 -- Johann Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G2
1 map: hand col.; 48 x 56 cm.
Portrait of Louis XV in title cartouche dates map 1714-1730.
Arms of the twelve regional governors at upper left.
For the first state of this map, see Map4F oG5830 1702 .H6 (PrCt).
3239
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G5830 1720 .H6 (PrCt)

27692 France - Maps - 1721
La France. Amsterdam: I. Covens & C. Mortier, 1721 [i.e. 1741?].
Authors: L’Isle, Guillaume de, 1675 -- Covens et Mortier -- Stemmers, Jan, fl. 1695-1734 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G4
1 map: hand col.; 44 x 58 cm.
Added title, upper margin: Nova regni Galliae in omnes suas provincias accuratè divisa delineatio.
1, pl. [13].
Copy 2 of 2.
Copy 1: Sack map4F oG5830 1721 .L5 copy 1. 
oversize Ayer 135 .L695 1741 v. 1, pl. [13] (PrCt)

27693 France - Maps - 1721
La France. Amsterdam, 1721.
Authors: L’Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Covens et Mortier -- Stemmers, Jan, fl. 1695-1734 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G4
1 map: hand col.; 44 x 58 cm.
Added title: Nova regni Galliae in omnes suas provincias accuratè divisa delineatio.
Copy 1 of 2.
Copy 2: Ayer +135 L695 1741 v. 1, no. [13]. 3242
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G5830 1721 .L5 copy 1 (PrCt)

27694 France - Maps - 1721
Authors: L’Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- L’Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726. [Collection of maps of the world] [1732?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: hand col.; 49 x 60 cm.
In composite atlas without title page: L’Isle, Guillaume de. [Collection of maps of the world]. Paris: s.n., 1732?, [plate 9].
Number “9” in ms. on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
VAULT Baskes oversize G1015 .L57 1700, [plate 9] (PrCt)

27695 France - Maps - 1721
Authors: Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Caso, Eugene Albert -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G8
1 map: hand col.; 101 x 24 cm.
Accompanied by ‘Table alphabetique des gouvermens, provinces, contrées, villes...’ by Caso (56 x 80 cm.).
3262
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map8F G5830 1721 .J3 (PrCt)

27696 France - Maps - 1721
A New map of France agreeable to the observations of the Royal Academy at Paris. [London : s.n., 1721].
Authors: Senex, John, -1740 -- Carnarvon, John Brydges, Marquess of, 1702-1727 -- Senex, John, -1740. A New general atlas: containing a geographical and historical account of all the
... (1721) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G5830 1721 .L5 copy 1 (PrCt)
empires, kingdoms, and other dominions of the world ... (1721) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : hand col.; 44 x 57 cm.
Includes dedication to "John Lord Marquiss of Carnarvon by ... John Senex."
In: Senex, John. A New general atlas : containing a geographical and historical account of all the empires, kingdoms, and other dominions of the world ... (London : Daniel Browne [and 8 others], 1721), v. 1, opposite p. 133.

**France - Maps - 1721 - Postal Service**

*La France divisée par provinces.* Paris, 1721.
Authors: Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Cordier, Robert (Engraver) -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G3
1 map : hand col.; 50 x 64 cm.
Pastoureau, Jaillot II, [157].
3240
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**Sack map4F G5831.P8 1718 J3 state 2 (PrCt)**

**France - Maps - 1722 (Provisional Heading)**

Authors: LeGras, Theodore -- Baillieul, Nicolas -- Baillieul, Marie -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library).
2 v. : 15 maps; 170 x 100 mm.
Mapss engraved by N. and Marie Baillieul.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)** (PrCt)

**France - Maps - 1725**

*Le Gouvernement du la Guienne & Gascogne ...* Amsterdam, [ca. 1725].
Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675 -- Académie des sciences (France) -- Cövens et Mortier -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G121
1 map : hand col.; 45 x 57 cm.
Covers southwestern France.
2743
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**Sack map4F G5832.S61 1725 L5 (PrCt)**

**France - Maps - 1725**

*Le Royaume de France divisé en toutes ses provinces comprises sous douze gouvernements generals ... / par le Sr. Sanson ; présenté a Monseigneur le Dauphin par ... Hubert Jaillot.*
Amsterdam : I. Cövens et C. Mortier, [ca. 1725?].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Cövens et Mortier -- Louis XIV, King of France, 1638-1715 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**III:G7**
1 map : hand col.; 98 x 118 cm.
Title and imprint from cartouche at lower left.
Title repeated through 'provinces' in upper margin.
Added title at upper right: Galliae Regnum in omnes suas provincias accuraté divisum.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
3254 rev

**Sack map8F G5830 1725 .J3 (PrCt)**

**France - Maps - 1725**

*Nouvissimam hanc tabulam Aquitaniae et Vasconiae ...* Amsterdam, [ca. 1700].
Authors: Witsen, Nicolaas, 1641-1717 -- Valck, G. (Gerard), 1651 or 2-1726 -- Hooghe, Romeyn de, 1645-1708 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**III:G124**
1 map; 54 x 42 cm.
Covers southwestern France only.
Koeman v. 3 p. 137 [9].
2746
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**Sack map4F G5832.S61 1700 W5 (PrCt)**

**France - Maps - 1726 - Postal Service**

Authors: Pastoureau, Jaillot II, [173].
3258
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**Sack map4F G5831.P8 1726 .J3 (PrCt)**

**France - Maps - 1726**

*Novissimam hanc tabulam Aquitaniae et Vasconiae ...* Amsterdam, [ca. 1700].
Authors: Witsen, Nicolaas, 1641-1717 -- Valck, G. (Gerard), 1651 or 2-1726 -- Hooghe, Romeyn de, 1645-1708 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**III:G124**
1 map; 54 x 42 cm.
Covers southwestern France only.
Koeman v. 3 p. 137 [9].
2746
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**Sack map4F G5832.S61 1700 W5 (PrCt)**

**France - Maps - 1730**

*La Carte nouvelle de la France ses conquetes, ses acquisitions et ses bornes.* Amsterdam, [ca. 1730].

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1730].
Authors: R. & J. Ottens -- Fer, Nicolas de.
1646-1720 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G15
1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 58 cm.
Added titles: Nieuwe Caarte van Vrankryk met desselts Conquesten -- Galliae tabula, qua omnes provinciae et viae angiariae peraccurate ostenduntur.
At upper right: Per N. de Fer 170-?
3245
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G5830 1730 .08 (PrCt)

27706 France - Maps - 1730 - Harbors (Provisional Heading)
Recueil plans des ports & rades de Mediterranee.
Marseille : L. Bremond, 1730.
Authors: Michelot, Henri -- Bremond, Laurent. fl. ca. 1727-ca. 1730 -- Starckman, P. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 37 maps ; 205 x 288 mm.
E: PSTarckman
Phillips 7861
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

27707 France - Maps - 1732
La FranCce. [Paris, ca. 1776].
Authors: Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d', 1697-1782 -- Delahaye, Jean-Baptiste-Henri. d. ca. 1755 -- Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d', 1697-1782. [Atlas, ca. 1776]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 29 x 35 cm.
oversize Ayer 135 .A6 1727 pl. 18 (PrCt)

27708 France - Maps - 1733
Gouvernement general de Guineen et Gascongne ... Paris, 1733.
Authors: Jaillot, Bernard-Antoine. d. 1749 -- Académie des sciences (France) -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G120
1 map : hand col. ; 79 x 90 cm.
Covers southwestern France.
2742 rev
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map6F G5832.S61 1733 J3 (PrCt)

27709 France - Maps - 1734
Totius regn Galliae sive Franciae tabula ... / a loh. Bapt. Homanno ... Noribergae [Nuremberg : Homann , 1734 or later].
1 map : hand col. : 47 x 57 cm.
In: Homann, Johann Baptist. Kleiner Atlas scholasticus von sechs und zwantzig charten (Leipzig : Nuremberg : Johann Friedrich Gleditsch ; Johann Baptist Homann, [1734 or later]), [plate 7].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .H7 1734, [plate 7] (PrCt)

27710 France - Maps - 1734
Le Royaume de France : fait conforme aux cartes, impremées, et manuscrites, desinezee dans la situation des lieux et conferées avec les itineraires anciens et modernes / aux depens de Matthieu Seutter ... a Augsburg. Augsburg :
[Seutter], 1734.
Authors: Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756 -- Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756. Atlas novus sive tabulae geographicae totius orbis faciemi, partes, imperia, regna et provincias exhibentes [1740?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 56 cm.
"Description du Royaume de France presentée au Roy le 1. Janvier 1734 ..."--Upper right corner of map.
Scale [ca. 1:2,600,000].
Bar scale in lieues comunes de France.
"Avec privilege du Vicariat du St. Empire Romain dans les endroits de Suabe et de la lirisdic. de Franc."
In: Seutter, Matthaeus. Atlas novus sive tabulae geographicae totius orbis faciemi, partes, imperia, regna et provincias exhibentes (Augsburg :
[Seutter], 1740?), plate [9]
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
VAULT Baskes oversize G1015 .S48 1740, plate [9] (NLO)

27711 France - Maps - 1735 - Arc Measures<<Arc Measures - France - Maps - 1735 - Triangulation<<Triangulation - France - Maps - 1735<<Earth, Figure SEE ALSO Arc Measures<<Geodesy SEE ALSO Arc Measures
Carte de France ou sont marquez les triangles qui ont servi a determine la meridiene de Paris.
Paris, [ca. 1735].
Authors: Berey, Charles Amadeus de, Jr. -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G6
1 map : 23 x 24 cm.
3241
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G5831.B3 1735 B4 (PrCt)

27712 France - Maps - 1736 - Ecclesiastical Geography<<Ecclesiastical Geography - France - Maps - 1736

At upper right: Description. Du royaume de France presentée au Roy le 1. janvier 1734 ... . Forms part of a made-to-order composite atlas chiefly comprised of undated maps issued ca. 1734-ca. 1744.

**Case oversize G 1007 .81 pl. [6] (PrCt)**

**27717 France - Maps - 1740**

_Parefectura Lugdunensis generalis_ ...
Amsterdam, [ca. 1740].
1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 58 cm.
Covers southwestern France.
Phillips 3490 no. 18.

2741 Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**Sack map4F G5832.S61 1740 V3 (PrCt)**

**27718 France - Maps - 1741**

_Regni Galliae seu Franciae et Navarvae ..._
Nuremberg, 1741.
Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Homann Erben (Firm)
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 56 cm.
Added title: Carte de France dressée par Guillaume de l'Isle ...
Gift '84

**map4F G5830 1741 L5 (PrCt)**

**27719 France - Maps - 1741**

_Regni Galliae seu Franciae et Navarvae tabula geographic in usum elementorum geographiae Schazianorum accomodata per Homannianos Heredes 1741 ... Norimb. [Nuremberg] : Homannianos Heredes, A. 1741_.
Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Schatz, Johann Jakob, 1726-1804 -- Homann Erben (Firm) -- Homann Erben (Firm). Major atlas scholaristic ex triginta sex generalibus et specialibus mappis Homannianis ... [1776?] -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 55 cm.
Added title in top margin: Carte de France / dressee par Guillaume de L'Isle et accomodée pars les Heritiers d Homann a l'instruction de la jeunesse Norimb. 1741
In: Homann Erben (Firm). Major atlas scholaristic ex triginta sex generalibus et specialibus mappis Homannianis ... [Nuremberg : Homannianis Heredibus, 1776?], [plate 20]
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskets oversize G1015 .H66 1776, [plate 20] (PrCt)**

**27720 France - Maps - 1745**

_Le Royaume de France fait conforme aux cartes ..._ [Augsberg] : Matthieu Seutter, [ca. 1740?].
Authors: Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756 -- Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756. [A Collection of Seutter maps] [1726-1773]
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 55 cm.

**27721 France - Maps - 1740**

_A New and correct map of France._ [London : Knapton, ca. 1740?].
1 map ; 28 x 37 cm.
At upper left: To be placed at the end of Rapins Hist. Vol I.


**27714 France - Maps - 1740**

_A Map of France with the dominions appertaining thereto ... for Mr. Tindal's continuation of Mr. Rapin's history._ [London : Knapton, ca. 1740?].
1 map ; 37 x 48 cm.

La France divisée par gouvernements et par provinces ... Paris : Le Rouge, 1745 [i.e. 1748?].


1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 62 cm.
In: Le Rouge, Georges-Louis. Recueil contenant des cartes nouvelles ... (Paris : chez le Sr. Le Rouge, 1742 [i.e. 1748?]) .
Manuscript '57' on verso.

oversize Ayer 135 .L6 1742 pl. 57 (PrCt)

---


Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1758?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 58 cm.

"France" -- oversize letterpress title stamped on verso.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1757, [plate 25] (PrCt)

---


Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1758?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 58 cm.

"France" -- oversize letterpress title stamped on verso.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1757, [plate 25] (PrCt)

---

La France divisée par gouvernements et par provinces ... Paris : Le Rouge, 1745 [i.e. 1748?].


1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 62 cm.
In: Le Rouge, Georges-Louis. Recueil contenant des cartes nouvelles ... (Paris : chez le Sr. Le Rouge, 1742 [i.e. 1748?]) .
Manuscript '57' on verso.

oversize Ayer 135 .L6 1742 pl. 57 (PrCt)
universel (1757 [i.e. 1790?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 47 x 58 cm.
In: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles. Atlas universel / par M. Robert ... et par M. Robert de Vaugondy son fils ... (A Paris : Chez De la Marche, géographe, rue du Foin St. Jacques, Collège de Me. Gervais, 1757, [i.e. 1790?]), [plate 24].
"25" -- oversize letterpress number stamped on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015.R598 1790, [plate 24] (PrCt)

27727 France - Maps - 1751
Authors: Cassini, César-François, 1714-1784 -- Julien, R. J. (Roche Joseph) -- Cassini, César-François, 1714-1784. Carte de France ... (1751) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
2 v. in 1 : 42 maps ; 332 x 261 mm.
(25+17)
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

27728 France - Maps - 1751 - Fortification
Authors: Julien, R. J. (Roche Joseph) -- Cassini, César-François, 1714-1784. Carte de France ... (1751) -- Daumont, Jean-François
1 atlas : ill., 42 maps (chiefly hand col.), plans ; bound in covers 34 x 49 cm.
Contents: Carte de France [index map] : reduitte sur celle de XXIV feuilles pour servir à les assembler, 1751 -- Carte de France divisée en XXXI gouvernements militaires et en ses provinces / dressée ... et mise au jour par Mr. Cassini de Thury, de l'Acadmie. royle. des sciences -- Plans et descriptions des principales places de guerre et villes maritimes des frontieres du royaume.
Includes indexes. Relief shown pictorially. Scales differ. See also variant edition (Carte de France dated 1758; index map dated 1754; maps and plates folded): Baskes folio G1838.J8 1751
References: Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 2185; Cf. Phillips 2972
LC Card Number: 2004630016
oversize G 1039.15 (NLO)

27729 France - Maps - 1751<Wall maps
Authors: Longchamp, S. G. -- Janvier, Jean

Denis -- Nolin, Jean Baptiste, 1686-1762 -- Du Tralage, Jean Nicolas, d. 1699 -- Janvier, Jean, fl. 1746-1790 SEE Janvier, Jean Denis
1 map : hand col.; 94 x 127 cm + 13 cm. engraved border strips with portraits of kings. Includes J.B. Nolin's advertisement for 'Tillemon' 's (i.e. J.N. Du Trallage's) 'Description du Royaume de France ...'.
Four sheets, mounted on muslin.
maproll G5830 1751 .L6 (PrCt)

27730 France - Maps - 1753 - Coasts - Nautical charts
The Sea coast of Languedoc, Provence, and part of Italy; from Cape Dragon to Cape Delle Melle. [London : W. and J. Mount, T. and T. Page, 1753].
Authors: W. and J. Mount, T. and T. Page (Firm), fl. ca. 1753-1755 -- English Pilot. Part 3 (1753) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 41 x 53 cm.
Inset (10 x 17 cm.): The Bay of Toulon.
Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger): English Pilot. Part 3 (1753)
oversize Ayer 135.E55 1753 following p. 24 (PrCt)

27731 France - Maps - 1757
Nieuwe en naukeurige kaart van het zuidelykste gedeelte van Frankryk na de laatste waarnemingen van de Fransche Academie. Amsterdam : by Isaak Tirion, 1757.
Authors: Tirion, Isaac -- Académie des sciences (France) -- Tirion, Isak. Nieuwe en beknopte hand-atlas ... (1748 [i.e. 1769?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 24 x 45 cm.
Verso numbered "N 71" in manuscript.
In: Tirion, Isak. Nieuwe en beknopte hand-atlas ... (Amsterdam : Isaak Tirion, 1744 [i.e. 1769?]), plate [69].
oversize Ayer 135.T55 1744, plate [69] (PrCt)

27732 France - Maps - 1757
Nieuwe en naukeurige kaart van het noordelykste gedeelte van Frankryk na de laatste waarnemingen van de Fransche Academie. Amsterdam : by Isaak Tirion, 1757.
Authors: Tirion, Isak -- Académie française -- Tirion, Isak. Nieuwe en beknopte hand-atlas ... (1748 [i.e. 1769?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 31 x 46 cm.
Verse numbered "N 70" in manuscript.

In: Tirion, Isaak. Nieuwe en beknopte hand-atlas ... (Amsterdam : Isaak Tirion, 1744 [i.e. 1769?]), plate [68].

Oversize Ayer 135 .T55 1744, plate [68] (PrCt)

27733 France - Maps - 1757-1789 - Topographic maps

Carte de France [microform]: levée par ordre du Roy. [Santa Cruz, Calif. Western Association of Map Libraries, 1987].

Authors: Cassini, César-François, 1714-1784 -- Andrieuve-Goujon, J. -- Western Association of Map Libraries -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division

175 maps on 181 microfiches ; 11 x 15 cm.


Running title on fiche: LC G&M Carte de France 1:86,000.

Scale of originals 1:86,400.

Relief shown by hachures.

'Gravé par C. Aldring ... J. A. Aveline ... R. Brunet ... N. Chalmandrier ... H. Desfontaines ... Dupain ... Durand ... Foin ... Le Roy le jeune ... J. Seguin.'

Sheets mounted in sections on cloth backing, filed in boxes 21 x 9 cm.

Some sheets annotated in brown, some in red.

Inclu

Also folded in box: Nouveau tableau pour servir a l'assemblage des feuilles de la carte de France par Cassine et de celle des Pays-bas par Ferraris.

Bookplate of J. Andrieuve Goujon, ICN

Microfiche 825 (NLO)

27734 France - Maps - 1757 - Coasts (Provisional Heading)


Authors: Le Rouge, Georges-Louis -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 52 maps ; 245 x 200 mm.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

27735 France - Maps - 1758 - Coasts - Nautical charts

The Sea coast of France from Ushent to Olone. London : Sold by R. Mount at the postern on Great Tower Hill, [1758].

Authors: Mount, Richard, d. 1722 -- English Pilot. Part 1 (1758) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 34 x 54 cm.

Oriented with north at upper left.

Insets (15 x 23 cm. and 11 x 31 cm.): Brest Harbour -- The River Loire from Sailie to Nantes.

In: The English pilot, for the southern navigation ... on the coast of England, Scotland, Ireland, Holland, Flanders, Spain, Portugal, to the Streight's-Mouth; with the coasts of Barbary, and off to the Canary, Madeira, Cape de Verde and Western-Islands (London : Printed for W. and J. Mount, T. Page and Son, on Tower-Hill, 1758), [plate 16].


Baskes oversize G1793 .E55 1758, [plate 16] (PrCt)

27736 France - Maps - 1758 - Coasts - Nautical charts

The Sea coasts of France from Olone to Cape Machiacaca in Biscay. London : Sold by W. & I. Mount and T. Page on Towerhill, [1758].


1 map ; 38 x 54 cm.

Oriented with north at left.

Inset (17 x 54 cm.): The River of Bordeaux.

In: The English pilot, for the southern navigation ... on the coast of England, Scotland, Ireland, Holland, Flanders, Spain, Portugal, to the Streight's-Mouth; with the coasts of Barbary, and off to the Canary, Madeira, Cape de Verde and Western-Islands (London : Printed for W. and J. Mount, T. Page and Son, on Tower-Hill, 1758), [plate 17].


Baskes oversize G1793 .E55 1758, [plate 17] (PrCt)

27737 France - Maps - 1758 - Fortification

Atlas géographique et militaire de la France : divisé en deux parties. Paris : Chez R.J. Julien, a l'hôtel de Soubise, 1751 [i.e. 1758?].

Authors: Julien, R. J. (Roche Joseph) -- Cassini, César-François, 1714-1784. Carte de France ... (1758) -- Daumont, Jean-Francois -- Du Verdier de Vauprivas -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas ([49] folded leaves of plates) ; ill., 42 maps (chiefly hand col.), plans ; 34 cm.

Contents: Carte de France [index map] : redoute sur celle de XXIV feuilles pour servir a les assembler, 1754 -- Carte de France divisée en
XXXI gouvernements militaires et en ses provinces / dressée ... et mise au jour par Mr. Cassini de Thury, de l`Académie. royale. des sciences. A Paris : Chez le Sr. Daumont, md. d`estampes, rue St. Martin près St. Julien, la porte cochere en face du Bureau des Tapisseries, 1758 -- Plans et descriptions des principales places de guerre et villes maritimes des frontieres du royame. Includes indexes. Relief shown pictorially. Scales differ. Armorial bookplate (motto: Mont-Joye St. Denis, peur ne mal); B.B. du chau. du Verdier de Vauprivas, roi d`armes de France. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library. See also variant edition (Carte de France and index map dated 1751; maps and plates unfolded, mounted on linen, and bound in covers 34 x 49 cm.): oversize G 1039. 15 References: Phillips 2972; Cf. Atlases in libraries LC Card Number: 2004633016 Baskes folio G1838 .J8 1751 (NLO) 27739 France - Maps - 1758 - Postal service Postal service - France - Maps - 1758 Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1758 Engravings Carte du royaume de France ou sont tracées exactement les routes postes / par le Sr. Robert ... ; M. Che. Haussard sculp. [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy], 1758. Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Haussard, Catherine -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1790?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col.; 46 x 50 cm. In: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles. Atlas universel / par M. Robert ... et par M. Robert de Vaugondy son fils ... (A Paris : Chez De La Marche, géographe, rue du Foin St. Jacques, Collège de Me. Gervais, 1757, [i.e. 1790?]), [plate 23]. "24" -- oversize letterpress number stamped on verso. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library. For earlier version of the map, on different plate with engraver's name "M. Che. Haussard", see Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1757, [plate 24] (PrCt) Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1790, [plate 23] (PrCt) 27740 France - Maps - 1761 - Coasts - Nautical charts Atlantic Coast (France) - Maps - 1761 - Nautical charts Mediterranean Coast (France) - Maps - 1761 - Nautical charts Nautical charts - France - 1761 - Coasts - Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (France) - 1761 - Nautical charts Mediterranean Coast (France) - 1761 - Pilot guides - France - 1761 - Nautical charts Le Petit Neptune françois, or, The French coasting pilot : being a particular description of the bays, roads, rocks, sands, land-marks, depths of water, bearings and distances from place to place, the setting and flowing of the tides, on the coast of France : with latitude, longitude, and tides / translated from the Petit flambeau de la mer of Du Bocage ; with large improvements from the great Neptune françois, Bellin, Belidor, &c. in which the courses and distances are ascertained, from the astronomical observations of the Royal Academy of Science at Paris, illustrated with seventy views of the different appearances of land, and thirty new charts ; ... engraved by Thomas Jefferys. London : Printed for T. Jefferys, 1761. Authors: Jefferys, Thomas, -1771 -- Du Bocage, Georges Boissaye, 1626-1696 -- Montagu, James, 1752-1794 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 atlas ([2], iv, [4], 96, 8 [i.e. 6] p., [32] folded leaves of plates) : ill., 32 folded maps ; 25 cm. An adaptation and translation of "Le petit flambeau de la mer" by Georges Boissaye Du Bocage. Includes index. Relief shown pictorially and by hachures. Depths shown by soundings. Error in pagination: number 5 and 6 are omitted from the pagination of the index. Scales differ. Armorial bookplate of Capt. J. Montagu signed: WH.
27741 France - Maps - 1764 (Provisional Heading) France - Maps - 1761 - Fortification - Nautical charts
Petit tableau de France ou cartes geographique.
Paris : Lattre, 1764.
Authors: Bonne, Rigobert, 1727-1794 -- Butard -- Lattré, Jean -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 28 maps ; 126 x 89 mm.
wBonne:Descrip geog abregee France
Phillips 2989
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

27742 France - Maps - 1764 (Provisional Heading) France - Maps - 1761 - Harbors - Nautical charts
Atlas maritime de toutes les costes de France.
Paris : Lattre, 1762.
Authors: Bonne, Rigobert, 1727-1794 -- Lattré, Jean -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 35 maps ; 139 x 93 mm.
Phillips 2988
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

27743 France - Maps - 1764 (Provisional Heading) France - Maps - 1761 - Harbors - Nautical charts
Atlas historique de France ancienne & moderne.
Paris : Desnos, 1765.
Authors: Desnos, Louis-Charles, 1725-1805 -- Michel -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 19 maps ; 280 x 220 mm.
Phillips 2991
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

27744 France - Maps - 1764 (Provisional Heading) France - Maps - 1761 - Coasts (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Desnos, Louis-Charles, 1725-1805 -- Michel -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 18 maps ; 274 x 214 mm.
Phillips 2992
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

27745 France - Maps - 1765 (Provisional Heading) France - Maps - 1761 - Coasts (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Desnos, Louis-Charles, 1725-1805 -- Michel -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 19 maps ; 280 x 220 mm.
Phillips 2993
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)
(Newberry Library)
1 v. : 59 maps ; 282 x 220 mm.
Black,24
Phillips 2959
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

27748 France - Maps - 1766 - Brest (France) - Maps - 1766 - Harbors - Toulon (France) - Maps - 1766 - Harbors
A New and accurate map of France with it's acquisitions ... / by Eman. Bowen. [London : s.n., 1766].
Authors: Bowen, Emanuel, -1767 -- Bowen, Emanuel, -1767. The Maps and charts to The modern part of the universal history (1766) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 35 x 43 cm.
Insets (7 x 8 cm. and 6 x 11 cm.): The Harbour of Brest -- The City and port of Toulon.
In: Bowen, Emanuel. The Maps and charts to The modern part of the universal history / [with maps by Emanuel Bowen and Thomas Kitchin] (London : Printed for T. Osborne [et al.], 1766), [plate 13].
Manuscript nos. "XIII" at upper right and "13" on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskets oversize G1015 .M3 1766, [plate 13] (NLO)

The Sea coast of France from Ushent to Olone. Dublin : Jane Grierson, [1766].
Authors: Barlow, James S., fl. ca. 1733-1767 -- Grierson, Jane, fl. 1766 -- English Pilot. Part 1 (1766) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 44 x 52 cm.
J.B. n." [i.e. James Barlow?] at bottom left.
Oriented with north at upper left.
Insets (15 x 22 and 11 x 30 cm.): Brest Harbour -- The River Loire from Saille to Nantes.
In: The English pilot. Part 1, describing the coasts ... in the southern navigation upon the coasts of England, Scotland, Ireland, Holland, Flanders, Spain, Portugal ... (Dublin: Jane Grierson, 1766) following p. 62.
Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger):
English Pilot. Part 1 (1766)
oversize Ayer 135 .E55 1766 following p. 62 (PrCt)

27750 France - Maps - 1766 - Coasts - Nautical charts - France - Maps - 1766 - Coasts - Gironde Estuary (France) - Maps - 1766 - Nautical charts - Gironde Estuary (France) - Maps - 1766 - River of Bordeaux Estuary (France) SEE Gironde Estuary (France) - Maps - 1766 - River of Bordeaux Estuary (France) SEE Gironde Estuary (France) - Maps - 1766 - Nautical charts
The Sea coasts of France from Olone to Cape Machiaacaca in Biscay. Dublin : [Jane Grierson, 1766].
Authors: Grierson, George, -1753 -- Grierson, Jane, fl. 1766 -- English Pilot. Part 1 (1766) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 44 x 53 cm.
By George Grierson ...
Oriented with north at left.
Inset (18 x 54 cm.): The River of Bordeaux.
In: The English pilot. Part 1, describing the coasts ... in the southern navigation upon the coasts of England, Scotland, Ireland, Holland, Flanders, Spain, Portugal ... (Dublin: Jane Grierson, 1766) following p. 74.
Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger):
English Pilot. Part 1 (1766)
oversize Ayer 135 .E55 1766 following p. 74 (PrCt)

27751 France - Maps - 1766 - Postal service - France - Maps - 1766
A New map of France, in which the post stages are exactly express'd, with the number of leagues from place to place / by John Rocque, 1766 ; T. Kitchin sculp. London : J. Rocque ; A. Dury ; Carington Bowles, 1766.
"Sold by J. Rocque, Chorographer to His Royal Highness, the Prince of Wales, near Old Round Court in the Strand, 1766. According to Act of Parliament[en], and A. Dury in Dukes Court, St. Martins Lane and Carington Bowles, printseller, next the Chapter House in St. Pauls Church Yard."
In a composite atlas bound together without title page: Bowles, John. [Bowles's universal atlas]. [London : John Bowles ; Carington Bowles, 1711-1766], map [13].
Manuscript plate number 13 added in ink at upper right by previous owner.
Case oversize G1015 .B68 1766 map [13] (PrCt)

27752 France - Maps - 1766 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rizzi-Zannoni, Giovanni Antonio,
Authors: Desnos, Louis-Charles, 1725-1805 -- Brion de la Tour, Louis, -1823 -- Michel -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 52 maps ; 300 x 223 mm.
3rd ed.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
Anonymous and undated manuscript atlas of road maps, showing the route from Paris to Brittany via the towns of Dreux and Allençon. The atlas is in the style of those produced by the office of Ponts et Chaussées under the direction of Daniel-Charles Trudaine and Jean-Rodolphe Perronet and, like them, is neither signed nor dated (cf. Georges Reverdy, Atlas historique des routes de France [Paris, 1986], pp. 91-92, 102-103). Each of the 90 double-page maps in the atlas represents a segment of the road between Paris and Brittany, with the route including 31 cities, beginning with the Chaillot area of Paris, the Parisian suburbs of Auteuil, Bellevue, Sèvre, and Versailles, and continuing on through Houdan, Marolles, Dreux, St.-Rémy, Tillieres, Allençon, and Laval. The final map shows the border between the Généralité de Tours and Bretagne, near the Forêt du Pertre. Color and size of lines indicate whether roads are paved, gravelled, or completely unsurfsed; and tiny clusters of houses and churches drawn in the margins represent towns along the way, with distances from Paris, given in "toises". Possible date suggested by Auvergne grapes watermark, present in printed works from 1753-1763. Title within ornamental cartouche of acanthus leaves and flowers in gray watercolor; lightly ruled in pencil. Maps, within double-ruled black borders, are finely drawn in great detail, and hand-colored with watercolors in shades of green, brown, beige, blue, and red; open fields, forests, and chateau gardens are especially well-represented in pictorial form. Includes alphabetical index of important towns on the Paris-Bretagne route. Watermark is a simple stem of grapes; countermarks contain paper-maker's name, grade of paper ("Fin"), and mill location ("Auvergne"), followed by initial year of production ("1742"--some marks dated "1748"). Cf. W.A. Churchill, Watermarks in paper (Amsterdam 1935), nos. 477-478. Contemporary binding of olive-green morocco, with ornate gold-stamped borders of lilies, acanthus leaves, and diced ornaments, and shell-shaped corner fleurons; gilt-stamped fleur-de-lis in spine panels, and gilt spine title "Routte de Paris en Bret."; rose-pink watered silk front and back endpapers and pastedowns; inner gilt dentelles; all edges gilt. Additional information in Map Info. File. VAULT Case MS 5312 (NLO)
France - Maps - 1771 (Provisional Heading)

**Etrennes utiles ou indicateur fidele.** Paris : Desnos, 1771.
Authors: Desnos, Louis-Charles, 1725-1805 -- Dezauche -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 150 maps ; 113 x 68 mm.
E:Dezauche
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
**Baskes oversize G1956.P5 E5 1771, [plate 21] (PrCt)**

France - Maps - 1772 (Provisional Heading)

**Indicateur fidele ou guide des voyageurs.** Paris : Desnos, 1772.
Authors: Desnos, Louis-Charles, 1725-1805 -- Dezauche -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 158 maps ; 125 x 68 mm.
E:Dezauche
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
**Baskes oversize G1015 .K57 1773, [plate 14] (NLO)**

France - Maps - 1772 (Provisional Heading)

**L'Indicateur fidele ou guide des voyageurs.** Paris : Desnos, 1772.
Authors: Desnos, Louis-Charles, 1725-1805 -- Dezauche -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 19 maps ; 289 x 223 mm.
4th ed. (1772, excXIV, 1771)
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).

**Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)**

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (Pr Ct)

27771 France - Maps - 1773 >> Corsica (France) - Maps - 1773
La France divisée suivant ses provinces, ou gouvernemens militaires / par le Sr. Robert de Vaugondy, géographe ord. du roi ... 1773 ; Arrivet inv. & sculp. A Paris : Chés l'auteur, quai de l'Horloge du Palais près le Pont neuf, 1773.
1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 66 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:2,300,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
Inset: Isle de Corse. Scale [ca. 1:1,700,000].
Includes table outlining administrative divisions of France.
In composite world atlas possibly compiled and published by Charles Francois Delamarche: Atlas général : contenant le détail des quatre parties du monde [Paris? : s.n., 1798?], [ptie 1], [plate 58].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .A77 1798, [ptie 1], [plate 58] (NLO)

27772 France - Maps - 1773 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Desnos, Louis-Charles, 1725-1805 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 158 maps ; 116 x 68 mm.
elaborate Tooling
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (Pr Ct)

27773 France - Maps - 1773 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Desnos, Louis-Charles, 1725-1805 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 158 maps ; 116 x 68 mm.
prov1774
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (Pr Ct)

27774 France - Maps - 1774
France, divided into military governments.
Authors: Dunn, Samuel, -1794 -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Robert Sayer and John Bennett (Firm) -- Dunn, Samuel, -1794. A New atlas of the mundane system ... (1778) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 29 x 42 cm.
In: Dunn, Samuel. A New atlas of the mundane system ... (London : R. Sayer and J. Bennett, 1778), pl. 16. Title page dated 1778; map dated 1774.
oversize Ayer 135 .D85 1778 pl. 16 (Pr Ct)

27775 France - Maps - 1774 - Coasts - Nautical charts >> Atlantic Coast (France) - Maps - 1774 - Nautical charts >> Mediterranean Coast (France) - Maps - 1774 - Nautical charts >> Nautical charts - France - 1774 - Coasts >> Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (France) - 1774 >> Nautical charts - Mediterranean Coast (France) - 1774 >> Pilot guides - France - 1774 >> Nautical charts
Le Petit Neptune Francois, or, The French coasting pilot : being a particular description of the bays, roads, rocks, sands, land-marks, depths of water, bearings, and distances from place to place, and the setting and flowing of the tides, on the coast of France with tables of latitude, longitude, and tides / translated from the Petit flambeau de la mer of Du Bocage ; with improvements from the Neptune Francois, Bellin, Belidor, &c. ; in which the courses and distances are ascertained, from the astronomical observations of the Royal Academy of Sciences at Paris ; illustrated with seventy views of the different appearance of land and thirty new charts ... ; engraved by the late Thomas Jefferys. London : Printed for Faden and Jefferys, 1774 .
1 atlas ([2], vi, [4], 96, 8 [i.e. 6] p., [32] folded leaves of plates) : ill., 32 maps ; 25 cm.
2nd ed.
An adaptation and translation of "Le petit flambeau de la mer" by Georges Boissaye Du Bocage.
Includes index.
Relief shown pictorially and by hachures. Depths shown by soundings.
Error in pagination: number 5 and 6 are omitted from the pagination of the index.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1838 .P48 1774 (NLO)

French Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
charts

A Description of the maritime parts of France : containing a particular account of all the fortified towns, forts, harbours, bays, and rivers, with their tides, currents, soundings, shoals, &c. : also of all manufactures, and articles of commerce, and of the most remarkable invasions, sieges, and sea-fights, which have happened on or near that coast : illustrated with charts of the sea-coast, and plans of all the fortified places on it : collected from the best authorities / engraved by the late Tho. Jefferys ; to which are prefixed, a glossary, and plans of the several parts of fortifications, on two plates, to explain the terms made use of in the work.
London : Printed for Faden and Jefferys, geographer to the king, the corner of St. Martin’s Lane, Charing-Cross, 1774.
Authors: Jefferys, Thomas, -1771 -- Faden, William, 1749-1836 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
[2], 2, [2], 4, 10, 505, [1] p. ; 29 x 42 cm. + 1 atlas (II, LXXXIV [i.e. LXXXV] leaves of plates (1 folded) : ill., 87 maps, plans ; 28 x 42 cm.)
The 2nd ed.
Printed in double columns.
"List of the charts, plans, &c. exhibited in this work, with our authorities for them": p. [3]-4, fourth sequence.
Many plates in atlas are misnumbered.
Errata at end.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Contemporary half bound red leather, marbled papers over boards; gold stamped spine title: French ports.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
References: ESTC, T146750
Phillips 4021
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Baskes oversize DC25 .J44 1774 (NLO)

France - Maps - 1775
Authors: Desnos, Louis-Charles, 1725-1805 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 48 maps ; 120 x 69 mm.
Phillips 8455
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

France - Maps - 1775 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Desnos, Louis-Charles, 1725-1805 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 158 maps ; 120 x 65 mm.
color;morocco
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

France - Maps - 1775 - Road maps
Paris Metropolitan Area (France) - Maps - 1775 - Road maps
Ile-de-France (France) - Maps - 1775 - Road maps
Reims Region (France) - Maps - 1775 - Road maps
Reims (France) - Maps - 1775 - Road maps

Description historique et topographique de la grande route de Paris à Reims : avec le plan de cette dernière ville orné d'allégories. Paris : Chez Vente, libraire ... et Vignon, marchand de cartes géographiques, 1775.
Authors: Coutans, G. (Guillaume), b. 1724 -- Vente -- Vignon -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (22 [i.e. 50] leaves (1 folded)) : 23 maps ; 26 cm.
'Dédiee et présentée au roi.'
Folded map attached to last leaf: Plan de la ville de Reims.
Scale not given.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 85675176
Baskes G1838 .C64 1775 (NLO)

France - Maps - 1776 (Provisional Heading)
Atlas itineraire, portatif, de la Europe: France.
Paris : Brion, 1776.
Authors: Brion de la Tour, Louis, 1725-1794 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 61 maps ; 195 x 147 mm.
-1777
Phillips 8427
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

France - Maps - 1776 (Provisional Heading)
Conducteur Francais: atlas itineraire portatif.
Paris : Ribou, 1776.
Authors: Denis, Louis, 1725-1794 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 24 maps ; 200 x 130 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

France - Maps - 1780
La France divisée en provinces et en généralités / dont le plan est celui de l'ancienne Gaule du Sr. d'Anville ... ; gravé par Guill. De-la-Haye. A Paris : chez l'auteur, aux Galeries du Louvre, MDCCLXXX [1780].
Authors: Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d', 1697-1782 -- Haye, G. de la -- Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d', 1697-1782. [Atlas général] [ca. 1786?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 42 x 57 cm.
In composite atlas without title page: Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d'. [Atlas général]
France - Maps - 1780


1 map ; 21 x 31 cm.  
"Liv. III. IV. X. XIII. &C." -- At upper left.  
"No. 19." -- At upper right.


Forms part of the William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library).

Greenlee 4891 .B71 1780 [map 20] (PrCt)

France - Maps - 1780


Atlas et description minéralogiques de la France. =Guettard, Jean Etienne, 1715-1786 : Chez Didot l'aîné, rue Pavée Saint André-des-Ars ; Desnos, libraire, rue Saint-Jacques ; Alexandre Jombert jeune, libraire, rue Dauphine, près du Pont-Neuf, 1780.


Entrepris par ordre du Roi par MM. Guettel & Monnet ; publiés par M. Monnet, d'après ses nouveaux voyages.

Remainder of title: Premiere partie, comprenant le Beauvaisis, la Picardie, le Boulonnais, la Flandre fran caise, le Soissonnais, la Lorraine allemande, une partie de la Lorraine française, le pays Messin, & une partie de la Champagne. Contains 32 double-page engraved maps, ten of which have outlines in color; maps also include spot distribution symbols, and geological cross-sections. Six were produced by Lavoisier and Guettard; 15 were begun by Lavoisier and Guettard, but completed by Monnet; and 10 were produced by Monnet alone.

Some maps signed by engravers Boutrois and Dupain-Triel, those of the latter dated 1766 and 1770.

For background on Lavoisier's role on the mapping expeditions, commissioned by state mining secretary Henri Bertin, which he and Guettard began in 1767, cf. Dictionary of scientific biography, v. VIII, p. 68. Includes indexes.


Signatures: a-c⁶ A-3G⁶ chi²(-chi²) ; [$1 signed].  

Title vignette; head- and tail-pieces; keywords in side margins; notes at foot of p.  

Contemporary mottled calf, triple gilt-rulled; raised bands on spine, elaborately gold-stamped with red morocco spine title label.


BN 65:1097  
BM 94:8  
Brunet 2:1796  
Grasse 3-4:175  

For additional information, consult the Special Collections Info File.

99100102NL/JFC

VAULT Case folio G1838 .G84 1780 (NLO)

France - Maps - 1780 (Provisional Heading)


Authors: Desnos, Louis-Charles, 1725-1805 -- Michel -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 20 maps ; 285 x 204 mm.

-1780

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

France - Maps - 1780 (Provisional Heading)


Authors: Desnos, Louis-Charles, 1725-1805 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 158 maps ; 115 x 67 mm. color;tableVilles;morocco

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

France - Maps - 1781

Carte de France / dressée pour l'usage du roy par feu Guillaume Delisle, premier géographe de Sa Majesté, de l'Académie rle. des sciences ; et augmentée en 1764 par Philippe Buache, son gendre ; revue en 1781. A Paris : Ou elle se distribue avec les ouvrages géog. des 2 auteurs, rue des Noyers, 1781.

Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Buache, Philippe, 1700-1773 -- Dezauche, Jean Claude, active 1770-1824 -- L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726. Atlas géographique des quatre

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

parties du monde [1785?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 61 cm.
"Revu et corrigé en 1779, a Paris, rue des Noyers, avec privee."
Scale [ca. 1:2,000,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
Inset of the Bering Strait.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .L565 1785, [plate 4] (NLO)

27788 France - Maps - 1782
Authors: Stackhouse, Thomas, 1756-1836 -- Stackhouse, Thomas, 1756-1836. An Universal atlas: being a set of maps, to illustrate ancient and modern geography ... (1782) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 36 cm.
In: Stackhouse, Thomas. An Universal atlas: being a set of maps, to illustrate ancient and modern geography ...(London : Printed for the author, and sold by Ashby and Neele ... [et al], 1782 [i.e. 1783?]), plate 21.
Hand stamped with oversize "21" at upper left.
oversize Ayer 135 .S77 1782, plate 21 (PrCt)

27789 France - Maps - 1783
Authors: Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Stackhouse, Thomas, 1756-1836 -- Stackhouse, Thomas, 1756-1836. A New universal atlas: consisting of a complete set of maps ... (1785)="Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 36 cm.
Engraved without attribution by Samuel John Neele.
In: Stackhouse, Thomas. A New universal atlas: consisting of a complete set of maps ... (London : Printed for the proprietor, Mrs. Stackhouse ... and sold by T. Longman [and 7 others], 1785), plate 21.
Engraved "21" at upper right.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .S82 1785, plate 21 (PrCt)

27790 France - Maps - 1784
Authors: Janvier, Jean Denis -- Lattré, Jean -- Choffard, Pierre-Philippe, 1730-1809 -- Lattré, Jean. Atlas geographical : contenant la mappemonde et les quatre parties avec les différents états (1784) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 65 x 45 cm.
At base of cartouche: P.P. Choffard fecit.
Scale [ca. 1:2,200,000] "Table des Provinces de France" in upper right corner.
"Avec privelège du Roi."
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
27793 France - Maps - 1785 (Provisional Heading)
 Nouvel itineraire general, Indicateur fidele. Paris :
 Desnos, 1785.
 Authors: Desnos, Louis-Charles, 1725-1805 --
 Rizzi-Zannoni, Giovanni Antonio, 1736-1814 --
 Michel -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry
 Library)
 2 v. in 1 : 45 maps ; 283 x 226 mm.
 5th ed.
 25 Itineraire(1782); 20 Indicateur(1785)
 Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet
 by R. Baskes).
 Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
 Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
 (PrCt)

27794 France - Maps - 1785 (Provisional Heading)
 Etrennes utiles ou indicateur fidele. Paris :
 Desnos, 1785.
 Authors: Desnos, Louis-Charles, 1725-1805 --
 Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
 1 v. : 158 maps ; 116 x 68 mm.
 color; morocco
 Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
 Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
 (PrCt)

27795 France - Maps - 1786
 France divided into military governments / by
 Samuel Dunn. London : Printed for Robt. Sayer ...
 as the Act directs, 10 June 1786.
 Authors: Dunn, Samuel, -1794 -- Sayer, Robert,
 1725-1794 -- Dunn, Samuel, -1794. A New atlas
 of the mundane system ... [1789?] -- Roger S.
 Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
 1 map : hand col. ; 29 x 42 cm., on sheet 47 x 57
 cm.
 Scale [ca. 1:3,500,000]
 Relief shown pictorially.
 Prime meridian: Ferro.
 In: Dunn, Samuel. A New atlas of the mundane
 system, or, Of geography and cosmography ...
 (London : Printed for Robert Sayer and Co.,
 [1789?]), [plate 16].
 Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
 the Newberry Library.
 Baskes oversize G1015 .D86 1789 [plate 16]

27797 France - Maps - 1789-1824 - Military
 geography
 Légendes pour l'atlas des guerres de la Rénovation.
 (Paris : Anselin et Pochard, 1824?).
 Authors: Jomini, Antoine Henri, baron de,
 1779-1869 -- Baratte, A. L. J. -- Blondeau,
 1817-1869. Histoire critique et militaire des
 guerres de la Révolution / par le lieutenant général Jomini.
 Maps by A. L. J. Baratte, Blondeau, Jean-Baptiste, b. 1757
 -- Nyon, Jean-Luc, d. 1799 -- Orgiazzii, J. A. (A.
 Alexis) -- Rousseau, Joachim -- Sauvé -- Vicsq, J.
 M. -- Winzberger, Karl -- Zertahelli, Leonhard, fl.
 1780-1852 -- Anselin, Augustine-Édouard-Gabriel,
 b. 1786 -- Pochard, Edme-Eugène-Auguste
 Marie -- Jomini, Antoine Henri, baron de,
 1779-1869. Histoire critique et militaire des
 guerres de la Révolution -- Roger S. Baskes
 Collection (Newberry Library)
 1 atlas (58 p., XXXVI [i.e. XL] leaves of plates
 chiefly folded) : maps (chiefly hand col.) ; 44
 cm.
 Caption title; without title page, as issued?
 Probably issued in installments to accompany:
 Histoire critique et militaire des guerres de la
 Révolution / par le lieutenant général Jomini.
 Maps by A. L. J. Baratte, Blondeau, Jean-Baptiste
 Guyard, Nyon l'aîné, J. A. Orgiazzii, Joachim
 Rousseau, Sauvé, J. M. Vicsq, Karl Winzberger,
 and Leonhard Zertahelli.
 Legend preceding maps provides detailed
 description of battles.
 This copy lacks p. 39-58, plates VIII bis, XX, and
 all after plate XXVI.
 Half bound marbled papers over boards, brown
 leather spine with gold stamped label: Atlas sept an
 revolution.
 No. 2 of 2 in a volume of 2 titles bound together
 Scales differ.
 Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
 the Newberry Library.
 References: Phillips 7711
 Baskes oversize G1881.S5 L44 1810z (NLO)

France - Maps - 1789 - Administrative and
 political divisions
 Carte du royaume de France en 1789. Paris :
 I.G.N., 1889.
 Authors: Hesseln, Robert de -- Institut
 géographique national (France)
 1 map : col. ; 63 x 70 cm., on sheet 74 x 96 cm.
 Facsimile of original published [Paris? : s.n.,
 1789?].
 Alternate title at head of legend: Carte du
Royaume de France en 1789 : description détaillée du royaume divisé en ses gouvernements généraux et provinces principales. Scale [ca. 1:1,580,000]. 'Carte établie par l'Institut géographique national pour commémorer le bicentenaire de la Révolution française. Le fond utilisé est celui de la carte de France par De Hesseln, Censeur royal ... .

Includes notes, directory of 'Gouvernements des provinces de France,' Corsica inset, province coats-of-arms, and col. ill. of ships. Original boundary symbols rev. by IGN to condition of 1789. Paris meridian.
NL91052401
map6F G5831.F7 1789 H4 1989 (NLO)

27802 France - Maps - 1790
1 map : hand col. ; 51 x 60 cm.
oversize G 10 .282 pl. 15 (PrCt)

27803 France - Maps - 1790
1 map : hand col. ; 51 x 60 cm.
In: Faden, William [and others]. [General atlas of modern geography : a collection of large scale maps and charts of all parts of the world] ([London, etc. : W. Faden, etc., 1775-1816]) v. 1, pl. [57]. Imprint on map: London ... 1790 ... Wm. Faden. Verso handstamped ‘40.’
oversize Ayer 135 .G32 1775 v. 1, pl. 57 (PrCt)

27801 France - Maps - 1790 - Administrative and political divisions
Le Royaume de France divisé en 83 départements, suivant les décrets de l'Assemblée Nationale des 15 Janvier, 16 et 26 Fevrier 1790 ... / par C. E. Delamarche successeur de M. de Vaugondy ... [Paris : Charles François Delamarche], 1790. Authors: Delamarche, Charles François, 1740-1817 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1790?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 58 cm.
In: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles. Atlas universel / par M. Robert ... et par M. Robert de Vaugondy son fils ... (A Paris : Chez De la Marche, géographe, rue du Foin St. Jacques, Collège de Me. Gervais, 1757, [i.e. 1790?]). [plate 25]. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1790, [plate 25] (PrCt)

27800 France - Maps - 1790 - Coasts - Nautical charts
1 map ; 34 x 54 cm. Insets (15 x 23 cm. and 11 x 31 cm.): Brest Harbour -- The River Loire from Saille to Nantes. In: The English pilot for the southern navigation : describing the sea-coasts, capes, headlands, bays, roads, harbours, rivers and ports : together with the soundings, sands, rocks and dangers, on the coasts of England, Scotland, Ireland, Holland, Flanders, Spain, Portugal, to the Streight’s-Mouth; with the coasts of Barbary, and off to the Canary, Madeira, Cape de Verde and Western-Islands (London : Printed for Mount and Davidson, on Tower-Hill, 1790), [plate 19]. Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger): English Pilot. Part 1 (1790)
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1793 .E55 1790, [plate 19] (PrCt)

27800 France - Maps - 1790 - Coasts - Nautical charts
1 map ; 37 x 54 cm. Oriented with north at left. Inset (14 x 54 cm.): The River of Bordeaux. In: The English pilot for the southern navigation : describing the sea-coasts, capes, headlands, bays, roads, harbours, rivers and ports : together with the soundings, sands, rocks and dangers, on the coasts of England, Scotland, Ireland, Holland, Flanders, Spain, Portugal, to the
Stright’s-Mouth; with the coasts of Barbary, and off to the Canary, Madeira, Cape de Verde and Western-Islands (London : Printed for Mount and Davidson, on Tower-Hill, 1790), [plate 20].


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1793 .E55 1790, [plate 20] (PrCt)

27804 France - Maps - 1790

1790 - Administrative and political divisions

Pyrénées-Orientales (France) - Maps - 1790


Authors: Desnos, Louis-Charles, 1725-1805 -- Brion de la Tour, Louis, -1823 -- Desnos, Louis-Charles, 1725-1805. Département des Pyrénées Orientales ... (1790) -- Starckman, P. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas ([17] folded leaves of plates) : 16 hand col. maps ; 34 cm.

Running title: Description historique et politique de la France : leçon methodique et élémentaire des cartes also by Brion de la Tour and P. Starckman. Descriptive letterpress text pasted in left and right margins of all maps except the last. Additional folded map bound in at end: Département des Pyrénées Orientales : divisé en trois districts : chef-lieux Perpignan, Ceret, Prades : suivant les decrets de l’Assemblée nationale, sanctionnés par le roi / corrigé et augmenté sur les nouvelles observations de l’Academie royale des sciences. -- A Paris : Chez Desnos ..., 1790

Two blank bills of lading from Antibes, France pasted to inside covers.

Scales differ.

Bound with: Brion de la Tour, Louis. Atlas général et élémentaire ... (Paris : Rue St. Jacques au Globe, 1786 [i.e. 1792])

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).

References: Shirley, R. Maps in the atlases of the British Library, T.Desn-6b

Baskes folio G1015 .B77 1792 (NLO)

27805 France - Maps - 1790 (Provisional Heading)


Authors: Desnos, Louis-Charles, 1725-1805 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 158 maps ; 119 x 68 mm.

nd:no privilege du Roi;color

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

27806 France - Maps - 1791


Authors: Desnos, Louis-Charles, 1725-1805 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas : 84 maps ; 285 x 228 mm.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

27807 France - Maps - 1791 - Administrative and political divisions

Corsica (France) - Maps - 1791


Authors: Mondhare et Jean

1 map : hand col. ; 65 x 90 cm., sectioned, mounted on cloth, and folded in original slip case to 23 x 13 cm.

Slip case title: France par 83 départements.

Inset (11 x 16 cm.): Département de l’Isle de Corse.

Includes table: Noms des départements avec les noms des provinces qu’ils occupoient ci devant.

map4C G5830 1791 .M6 (PrCt)

27808 France - Maps - 1792 (Provisional Heading)


1 v. : 81 maps ; 221 x 283 mm.

wPrecisElmNouvGeogFrance Phillips 2995

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

27809 France - Maps - 1793

A New and accurate map of France : from the latest improvements and regulated by astronomical observations / T. Bowen sculp. [London : s.n., 1793?].

Authors: Bowen, Thomas, -1790 -- Bankes, Thomas, b. 1744. A New and authentic system of universal geography, antient and modern : including all the late important discoveries made by the English ... [1793?] -- Roger S. Baskes

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 18 x 27 cm.
"Engraved for Banke's new system of
gEOGRAPHY Published by royal authority."
Scale [ca. 1:6,000,000].
Prime meridian: London.
Relief shown pictorially.
In: Banke's, Thomas. A New and authentic
system of universal geography, antient and
modern : including all the late important
discoveries made by the English ... (London :
Printed for C. Cooke ... [et al., 1793?] ), between
p. 846-847.
Engraved number "60" at bottom right.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection at
the Newberry Library.

846-847 (NLO)

27810 France - Maps - 1793
Atlas des quatre-vingt-quatre départemens de la
République française : destiné aux
administrateurs, négociants, gens d'affaires, et a
ceux qui étudient la géographie de la France / 
par une société de géographes sous l'inspection
du C. Mentelle. Paris : Rue des Marais, Bureau
des révolutions de Paris, Faubourg
Saint-Germain, no. 20, 1793.
Authors: France. Bureau des révolutions de Paris
-- Mentelle, C. -- Roger S. Baskets Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([2] leaves, 84 leaves of plates) : 84 hand
col. maps ; 15 x 22 cm.
Bound in uncovered boards.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection at
the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 79689718
Baskets G1838 .F73 1793 (NLO)

27811 France - Maps - 1793 - Coasts
8th chart of the coast of France including the
entrance of the channel and the coast of
Brittany...1st part. London : W. Faden, 1793 .
Authors: Faden, William, 1749-1836 -- Bourne,
Ebenezer -- Faden, William, 1749-1836. Le Petit
Neptune français -- or, French coasting pilot for
the coast of Flanders Channel Bay of Biscay and
Mediterranean 1793
1 map ; 22 x 32 cm.
In: Faden, William. Le Petit Neptune français; or,
French coasting pilot, for the coast of Flanders,
Channel, Bay of Biscay, and Mediterranean ...
(London : W. Faden, 1793). 'Plate 13.'

map4C 123 pl. 13 (PrCt)

27812 France - Maps - 1793 - Coasts
10th chart of the coast of France, from St. Giles
to the entrance of the Gironde, or river of
Authors: Faden, William, 1749-1836 -- Faden,
William, 1749-1836. Le Petit Neptune français --
or, French coasting pilot for the coast of Flanders
Channel Bay of Biscay and Mediterranean 1793
1 map ; 22 x 25 cm.
In: Faden, William. Le Petit Neptune français; or,
French coasting pilot, for the coast of Flanders,
Channel, Bay of Biscay, and Mediterranean ...
(London : W. Faden, 1793). 'Plate 18.'

map4C 123 pl. 18 (PrCt)

27813 France - Maps - 1793 - Coasts
11th chart of the coast of France, from Royan to
Contis, with the river of Bordeaux. London : W.
Faden, 1793.
Authors: Faden, William, 1749-1836 -- Faden,
William, 1749-1836. Le Petit Neptune français --
or, French coasting pilot for the coast of Flanders
Channel Bay of Biscay and Mediterranean 1793
1 map ; 27 x 19 cm.
In: Faden, William. Le Petit Neptune français; or,
French coasting pilot, for the coast of Flanders,
Channel, Bay of Biscay, and Mediterranean ...
(London : W. Faden, 1793). 'Plate 21.'

map4C 123 pl. 21 (PrCt)

27814 France - Maps - 1793 - Coasts
13th chart of the coast of France, in the
Authors: Faden, William, 1749-1836 -- Faden,
William, 1749-1836. Le Petit Neptune français --
or, French coasting pilot for the coast of Flanders
Channel Bay of Biscay and Mediterranean 1793
1 map ; 21 x 29 cm.
In: Faden, William. Le Petit Neptune français; or,
French coasting pilot, for the coast of Flanders,
Channel, Bay of Biscay, and Mediterranean ...
(London : W. Faden, 1793). 'Plate 25.'

map4C 123 pl. 25 (PrCt)

27815 France - Maps - 1793 - Coasts
14th chart of the coast of France, from Port
Vendre to the Petit Rhone. London : W. Faden,
1793.
Authors: Faden, William, 1749-1836 -- Faden,
William, 1749-1836. Le Petit Neptune français --
or, French coasting pilot for the coast of Flanders
Channel Bay of Biscay and Mediterranean 1793
1 map ; 25 x 21 cm.
In: Faden, William. Le Petit Neptune français; or,
French coasting pilot, for the coast of Flanders,
Channel, Bay of Biscay, and Mediterranean ...
(London : W. Faden, 1793). 'Plate 26.'

map4C 123 pl. 26 (PrCt)

27816 France - Maps - 1793 - Coasts
15th chart of the coast of France, from
Aiguesmortes to Bregançon. London : W. Faden,
1793.
Authors: Faden, William, 1749-1836 -- Faden,
William, 1749-1836. Le Petit Neptune français --
or, French coasting pilot for the coast of Flanders
Channel Bay of Biscay and Mediterranean 1793
1 map ; 20 x 27 cm.
In: Faden, William. Le Petit Neptune français; or,
French coasting pilot, for the coast of Flanders,
Channel, Bay of Biscay, and Mediterranean ...

map4C 123 pl. 19 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

(Maps)

27817 France - Maps - 1793 - Coasts
16th chart of the coast of France, from the Isles d'Hyeres to the River Var, with part of the coast of Italy. London : W. Faden, 1793.
Authors: Faden, William, 1749-1836 -- Faden, William, 1749-1836. Le Petit Neptune français -- or, French coasting pilot for the coast of Flanders Channel Bay of Biscay and Mediterranean 1793 1 map ; 20 x 27 cm.
In: Faden, William. Le Petit Neptune français; or, French coasting pilot, for the coast of Flanders, Channel, Bay of Biscay, and Mediterranean ... (London : W. Faden, 1793). ‘Plate 11.’

27818 France - Maps - 1793 - Coasts
Authors: Faden, William, 1749-1836 -- Faden, William, 1749-1836. Le Petit Neptune français -- or, French coasting pilot for the coast of Flanders Channel Bay of Biscay and Mediterranean 1793 1 map ; 19 x 27 cm.
In: Faden, William. Le Petit Neptune français; or, French coasting pilot, for the coast of Flanders, Channel, Bay of Biscay, and Mediterranean ... (London : W. Faden, 1793). ‘Plate 4.’

27819 France - Maps - 1793 - Coasts
Authors: Faden, William, 1749-1836 -- Faden, William, 1749-1836. Le Petit Neptune français -- or, French coasting pilot for the coast of Flanders Channel Bay of Biscay and Mediterranean 1793 1 map ; 17 x 23 cm.
In: Faden, William. Le Petit Neptune français; or, French coasting pilot, for the coast of Flanders, Channel, Bay of Biscay, and Mediterranean ... (London : W. Faden, 1793). ‘Plate 5.’

27820 France - Maps - 1793 - Coasts
6th chart of the coast of France, from Neville to the Iles de Brehat, with Jersey and Guernsey. London : W. Faden, 1793.
Authors: Faden, William, 1749-1836 -- Faden, William, 1749-1836. Le Petit Neptune français -- or, French coasting pilot for the coast of Flanders Channel Bay of Biscay and Mediterranean 1793 1 map ; 26 x 20 cm.
In: Faden, William. Le Petit Neptune français; or, French coasting pilot, for the coast of Flanders, Channel, Bay of Biscay, and Mediterranean ... (London : W. Faden, 1793). ‘Plate 7.’

27821 France - Maps - 1793 - Coasts
7th chart of the coast of France, from the Isles deBrehat to Port Louis. London : W. Faden, 1793.
Authors: Faden, William, 1749-1836 -- Faden, William, 1749-1836. Le Petit Neptune français -- or, French coasting pilot for the coast of Flanders Channel Bay of Biscay and Mediterranean 1793 1 map ; 24 x 29 cm.
In: Faden, William. Le Petit Neptune français; or, French coasting pilot, for the coast of Flanders, Channel, Bay of Biscay, and Mediterranean ... (London : W. Faden, 1793). ‘Plate 11.’

27822 France - Maps - 1793 - Coasts
Authors: Faden, William, 1749-1836 -- Faden, William, 1749-1836. Le Petit Neptune français -- or, French coasting pilot for the coast of Flanders Channel Bay of Biscay and Mediterranean 1793 1 map ; 19 x 25 cm.
In: Faden, William. Le Petit Neptune français; or, French coasting pilot, for the coast of Flanders, Channel, Bay of Biscay, and Mediterranean ... (London : W. Faden, 1793). ‘Plate 15.’

Authors: Faden, William, 1749-1836 -- Faden, William, 1749-1836. Le Petit Neptune français -- or, French coasting pilot for the coast of Flanders Channel Bay of Biscay and Mediterranean 1793 3 sheets ; each 27 x 38 cm.
In: Faden, William. Le Petit Neptune français; or, French coasting pilot, for the coast of Flanders, Channel, Bay of Biscay, and Mediterranean ... (London : W. Faden, 1793), at end. Numbered plates XL, XLI, and XLII.
Each sheet includes multiple profiles individually titled, within engraved borders 22 x 17 cm.

27824 France - Maps - 1793 - Coasts <<>> Biscay, Bay of (France and Spain) - Maps - 1793
Authors: Faden, William, 1749-1836 -- Faden, William, 1749-1836. Le Petit Neptune français -- or, French coasting pilot for the coast of Flanders Channel Bay of Biscay and Mediterranean 1793 1 map ; 20 x 29 cm.
In: Faden, William. Le Petit Neptune français; or, French coasting pilot, for the coast of Flanders, Channel, Bay of Biscay, and Mediterranean ... (London : W. Faden, 1793). ‘Plate 23.’

27825 France - Maps - 1793 - Coasts <<>> English Channel - Maps - 1793 - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. <<>> Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. - English Channel - Maps -
27826 France - Maps - 1793 - Coasts - Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (France) - Maps - 1793 - Nautical charts - Mediterranean Coast (France) - Maps - 1793 - Nautical charts - Mediterranean Coast (Italy) - Maps - 1793 - Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (France) - 1793 - Nautical charts - Mediterranean Coast (France) - 1793 - Nautical charts - Mediterranean Coast (Italy) - 1793 - Pilot guides - France - 1793 - Nautical charts

Le Petit Neptune français; or, French coasting pilot, for the coast of Flanders, Channel, Bay of Biscay, and Mediterranean. To which is added the coast of Italy from the river Var to Orbitello; with the Gulf of Naples, and the island of Corsica. London: Printed for W. Faden, 1793. Authors: Faden, William, 1749-1836 -- Baker, B. (Benjamin), fl. 1766-1804 -- Bourne, Ebenezer -- Foot, T. (Thomas) -- Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Palmer, W. (William), 1739-1812


Maps also cataloged separately.

LC Card Number: 72177714

27827 France - Maps - 1793 - Coasts - Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (France) - Maps - 1793 - Nautical charts - Mediterranean Coast (France) - Maps - 1793 - Nautical charts - Mediterranean Coast (Italy) - Maps - 1793 - Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (France) - 1793 - Nautical charts - Mediterranean Coast (France) - 1793 - Nautical charts - Mediterranean Coast (Italy) - 1793 - Pilot guides - France - 1793 - Nautical charts

Le petit Neptune français, or, The French coasting pilot, for the coast of Flanders, Channel, Bay of Biscay, and Mediterranean: to which is added, the coast of Italy from the river Var to Orbitello, with the Gulf of Naples, and the island of Corsica: illustrated with charts, plans, &c. London: Printed for W. Faden, 1793. Authors: Faden, William, 1749-1836 -- Baker, B. (Benjamin), fl. 1766-1804 -- Healy, C. R. A. -- Cranay, H. M. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection

(Newberry Library)

Maps engraved by B. Baker.

Includes index.

Relief shown pictorially and by hachures. Depths shown by soundings.

Scales differ.


Former owner: H. M. Cranay[?]

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Phillips 5154; NMM 321

Baskes folio G1838 .P49 1793 (NLO)

27828 France - Maps - 1793 - First Coalition, War of the, 1792-1797 - Maps


(Newberry Library)

1 atlas (2 volumes) : 12 hand colored maps ; 32 cm.
Engraved by Carl Jäck.

Scale approximately 1:415,000

Coordinates: (E 1°50'14"--E 8°16'46"
N 51°40'00"--N 47°15'00"

Relief shown by hachures.

Prime meridian: Ferro.

Two bibliographic volumes in one physical volume.

Armorial bookplate: Ex libris Constanter

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1838 .S68 1793 (NLO)
France - Maps - 1793 - Rivers
Potamographia Gallica or a chart of the coasts and rivers of France. London : W. Faden, 1793.
Authors: Faden, William, 1749-1836 -- Baker, B. (Benjamin), fl. 1766-1824 -- Faden, William, 1749-1836. Le Petit Neptune français -- or, French coasting pilot for the coast of Flanders Channel Bay of Biscay and Mediterranean 1793
1 map ; 22 x 25 cm.
In: Faden, William. Le Petit Neptune français ; or, French coasting pilot for the coast of Flanders, Channel, Bay of Biscay, and Mediterranean ... (London : W. Faden, 1793). 'Plate I.'

France - Maps - 1794
France divided into military governments / by Samuel Dunn. London : Laurie & Whittle, 1794.
Authors: Dunn, Samuel, -1794 -- Laurie & Whittle -- Dunn, Samuel, -1794. A New atlas of the mundane system ... (1800) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 29 x 42 cm., on sheet 47 x 59 cm.
"Published by Laurie & Whittle, 53 Fleet Street, London as the Act directs, 12th May, 1794."
Scale [ca. 1:3,500,000]
Relief shown pictorially.
Prime meridian: Ferro.
In: Dunn, Samuel. New atlas of the mundane system, or, Of geography and cosmography ... (London : Printed and published by Robert Laurie and James Whittle ... (successors to the late Mr. Robert Sayer), 1800), [plate 16b] Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .D86 1800 [plate 16b] (NLO)

France - Maps - 1794
A New atlas of France : comprising maps of the eighty-three departments, beautifully engraved and coloured, each department being divided into its several districts and cantons : also two general maps of France, exhibiting that country both in its former and present divisions : to which is added a general alphabetical index of all the cities, towns, and villages, with the districts and departments to which they belong. London : Printed for John Wallis, at his map warehouse, no. 16, Ludgate-street, 1794.
Authors: Wallis, John, active 1798-1815 -- Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([4], 50, [1] p., [2], 83 leaves of plates) : 85 hand col. maps ; 23 x 29 cm.
Maps engraved by Neele.
Binder's title: French atlas. Includes index.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips, 8460 ; Shirley, R. Maps in the atlases of the British Library, T.Wall 1a LC Card Number: 2004630598
Baskes folio G1838 .W35 1794 (NLO)

France - Maps - 1794 - Administrative and political divisions
A New map of France divided into eighty three departments : according to the decree of the National Assembly in 1790. London : Laurie & Whittle, No. 53 Fleet Street, 12th May 1794.
Authors: Laurie & Whittle -- Kitchin, Thomas, 1718-1784. A General atlas describing the whole universe ... (1795) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 51 x 57 cm.
In: Kitchin, Thomas. A General atlas describing the whole universe ... (London : Printed and published by Robert Laurie and James Whittle, no. 53 Fleet Street, 1795), [plate 14]. Number "14" stamped on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .K57 1795, [plate 14] (NLO)

France - Maps - 1794 - Administrative and political divisions
A New map of France divided into eighty three departments : according to the decree of the National Assembly in 1790. London : Laurie & Whittle, 12th May 1794.
Authors: Laurie & Whittle -- Laurie & Whittle. A

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
New and elegant imperial sheet atlas comprehending general and particular maps of every part of the world ... [1801?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 55 cm.
In Robert Laurie and James Whittle. A New and elegant imperial sheet atlas comprehending general and particular maps of every part of the world ... (London : printed and published by R. Laurie and J. Whittle, 1800 [i.e. 1801?]) no. 13. Stamped "13" on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .R63 1801 no. 13 (NLO)

Printed from movable type.
Forms sheet 172 of [Collection of military maps detailing 18th- and 19th-century battles and campaigns in Europe].
4197 map4F G5701.S5A 1970 M5 (PrCt) no.172

27837 France - Maps - 1794 - Postal service<<>>Postal service - France - Maps - 1794 A New map of the kingdom of France divided into its governments with all the post roads : according to the latest description published by order of the post-master general. London : Laurie & Whittle, 12th May 1794.
Authors: Laurie & Whittle -- Laurie & Whittle. A New and elegant imperial sheet atlas comprehending general and particular maps of every part of the world ... [1801?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 45 x 46 cm.
In Robert Laurie and James Whittle. A New and elegant imperial sheet atlas comprehending general and particular maps of every part of the world ... (London : printed and published by R. Laurie and J. Whittle, 1800 [i.e. 1801?]) no. 12. Stamped "12" on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Baskes oversize G1015 .R63 1801 no. 12 (NLO)

Authors: Société de géographie (France) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 86 maps ; 200 x 128 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Authors: Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839. Carey's General atlas ... (1796)
1 map ; 31 x 35 cm.
In: Carey, Mathew. Carey's General atlas ... (Philadelphia : M. Carey, 1796) pl. [12].
Case folio G1019.C25 1796 pl. 12 (PrCt)

27841 France - Maps - 1797 France / A. Bell sculpit. [Edinburgh : s.n., 1797].
Authors: Bell, Andrew, 1726-1809 -- Encyclopaedia Britannica (1797) -- Encyclopaedia Britannica, inc.
1 map : 17 x 20 cm.
In Encyclopaedia britannica; or, A dictionary of arts, sciences, and miscellaneous literature (Edinburgh : A. Bell and C. Macfarquhar, 1797) v. 7, opposite p. 444.
Engraved "Plate CCII." folio A 21 .2583 v. 7, opposite p. 444 (PrCt)

Authors: Cassini, Gios. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824 -- Calcografia camerale (Rome, Italy) -- Cassini, Gios. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824. Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
France - Maps - 1799
The South eastern part of France which includes Roussillon-Languedoc, with a great portion of Rouergue and Avergogne-Provence-Dauphiné, and the whole frontier of Italy. 1799 [i.e. 1816?].
1 map : hand col. ; 52 x 75 cm
In: Faden, William [and others]. [General atlas of modern geography : a collection of large scale maps and charts of all parts of the world] ([London, etc. : W. Faden, etc., 1775-1816]) v. 1, pl. [61].
Imprint on map: London ... Willm. Faden ... 1799. Verso hand stamped '43.'
oversize Ayer 135 .G32 1775 v. 1, pl. 61 (PrCt)

France - Maps - 1799 - Coasts - Nautical charts
Authors: Golenischev -- Russian Navy -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 25 maps ; 634 x 500 mm.
ed:LGolenischev-Kutuzov
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

France - Maps - 1799 - Maps, Physical
Carte de la France: où l'on a essayé de donner la configuration de son territoire par une nouvelle méthode de nivellements ... Paris, 1799.
Authors: DuPain-Triel, Jean Louis, 1722-1805 -- Delamarche, Charles François, 1740-1817 -- Dien, J. B. -- Dien, Charles, l'aîné
1 map : 49 x 55 cm.
Designed to be colored in green, red and yellow; this copy uncolored.
Includes profile: Tableau comparatif de différents points de la France.

France - Maps - 1800
Carte de la France, comprenant la détermination de toutes les municipalités. Paris, [1800].
Authors: Capitaine, Louis -- Belleyme, Pierre de, 1747-1819
1 map ; 297 x 291 cm. in 15 sections + index map, fold. in 3 cases 22 x 16 cm.
'Divisée en départemens, en arrondissements communaux, et en cantons. Indiquant ... sièges des cours imple... 
Serves as an index map to the 180 sheet Carte de la France.
73-8384
ICN74
map4C 34 (PrCt)
French - Maps - 1803 - Administrative and political divisions
Carte de la France divisée en 109 départements : avec les pays conquis en deça du Rhin &c ... d'après la Paix Universelle du 1802 ... / par le Citn. Poiron, ingénieur géographe, 1803 ; gravée, et écrite par J. Bonatti. [Venise : Santini ; chez Mr. Remondini], 1803.
Authors: Poiron, Citn., fl. 1803 -- Bonatti, J., fl. 1803 -- Santini, P. -- Remondini, Guissepe Antonio, 1747-1811 -- Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (1784 [i.e. 1807?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 51 cm.
Inset (12 x 6 cm.): Departements de Corse.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

France - Maps - 1803 - Administrative and political divisions
Atlas géographique et statistique de la France : divisé en cent huit départements, dont les cartes respectives, placées en regard d'un texte très-détailé, ont été exécutées sous la direction du Cen. Brion père, géographe. A Paris : De l'imprimerie d'Hacquart, rue Git-le-cœur : chez l'éditeur, Brion fils ... , Debray, libraire ... , Fuchs, libraire ... , [1803].
Each unnumbered map is bound opposite the text which describes it; pages with text are numbered continuously in Roman numerals.
Includes maps of Piedmont, "réunie à la France par le Sénatus-Consulte du 24 fructidor an X [i.e. 1802]." -- P. i, third sequence.
"Additions et corrections" on final page.
"Sources et autorités" : p. [5].
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1840 .B75 1803 (NLO)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
27862 France - Maps - 1805 - Coasts - Nautical charts -<Atlantic Coast (France) - Maps - 1805 - Nautical charts -<Mediterranean Coast (France) - Maps - 1805 - Nautical charts -<Mediterranean Coast (Italy) - Maps - 1805 - Nautical charts -<Nautical charts - France - 1805 - Coasts -<Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (France) - 1805 - Nautical charts - Mediterranean Coast (France) - 1805 - Nautical charts - Mediterranean Coast (Italy) - 1805 - Pilot guides - France - 1805 - Nautical charts

Le Petit Neptune français, or, The French coasting pilot : for the coast of Flanders (Belgium), Channel, the Bay of Biscay, and Mediterranean : to which is added, the coast of Italy from the river Var to Cape Spartivento, with the North Coast of Sicily, and the Island of Corsica : illustrated with forty charts and plans. London : Printed by William Bulmer and Co., for W. Faden, 1805.


1 atlas (xx, 188 p., x1 folded leaves of plates) : ill., 32 maps ; 28 cm.

3rd ed. / carefully rev. and augm., by J.F. Dessiou, Master, of the Royal Navy.


Relief shown by hachures. Depths shown by soundings.

"(Two Guineas in Boards)"

Includes index.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Phillips 3988; NMM 322

Baskes folio G1838 .P49 1805 (NLO)


Carte botanique de France : Pour la 3e. edition de la Flore Française / par A. G. Dezauche fils, Ingénieure hydrographe de la marine, An 13 (1805) [Paris], 1805.


1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 59 cm. fold. to 22 x 12 cm.

In Lamarck and Condolle's Florae fraçaise, ou, Descriptions succinctes de toutes les plantes qui croissent naturellement en France (Paris: Desray, 1815), v. 2, opposite p. 600.

'Explication de la Carte botanique de la France,' v.2, pp. v-xii.

Scale [ca. 1:2,400,000].

Relief indicated by hachures and spot heights. Diagonal lines indicate the northern limits of vines, corn, and olives; five botanical regions are designated by colors.


Case N 339 .78, v. 2, opposite p. 600 (PrCt)

France - Maps - 1806 - Administrative and political divisions -<Atlases, French - 1806 Gouvernements français. France? s.n., 1806?].


Atlas universel de géographie physique et politique, ancienne et moderne (1806) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas ([33] leaves of plates (6 folded)) : 33 maps (32 hand col.) ; 41 x 54 cm.

Cover title.


Atlas factice comprised of maps of France and its provinces possibly from: Atlas universel de
Paris : Chez les auteurs, P.G Chanlaire et E. Mentelle, an XIV [1806].
Title stenciled on cover; table of historical provinces of France and their subdivisions stenciled and written in ms. on cover and inside cover; "Tableau des provinces avec les départements qui y correspondent" in ms. on inside cover.
Maps engraved by P.F. Tardieu, André, L. Aubert, Dubuisson, Herault, and Ph. Macquet.
Relief shown pictorially and by hachures. Prime meridians: Paris and Ferro.
Scales differ. Coordinates: (W 5°27'--E 9°52'/N 51°16'--N 41°15').
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Cf. Phillips 3539

Baskes oversize G1840 .M46 1806 (NLO)
27865 France - Maps - 1806<<>>Corsica (France) - Maps - 1806<<>>Wall maps
A Correct map of France, according to the divisions, into metropolitan circles, departments, & districts ... 1806 [i.e. 1816].
[General atlas of modern geography ... ]
[1775-1816] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 116 x 114 cm. on 2 sheets. 'From a reduced copy of Monsr. Cassini's large map ...'.
In: Faden, William [and others]. [General atlas of modern geography : a collection of large scale maps and charts of all parts of the world]
[(London, etc. : W. Faden, etc., 1775-1816)] v. 1, pl. [58-59].
Includes inset of Corsica, 20 x 10 cm.
Imprint on map: London ... Wm. Faden ... 1806. Verso handstamped '41.'

oversize Ayer 135 .G32 1775 v. 1, pl. 58-59 (PrCt)

27866 France - Maps - 1806 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Chanlaire, P.-G. (Pierre-Grégoire), 1758-1817 -- Tardieu -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 33 maps ; 410 x 536 mm.
E:PFTardieu
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

27867 France - Maps - 1807
Le Royaume de France divisé par gouvernemens militaire / dressée ... par le Sr. Janvier, geographe. A Venise [Venice] : par P. Santini ; chez Mr. Remondini, [1807]?
Authors: Janvier, Jean Denis -- Santini, P. -- Remondini, Giuseppe Antonio, 1747-1811 -- Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (1784 [i.e. 1807?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 45 x 63 cm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .S4 1807, v. 1, no. 11 (PrCt)

27868 France - Maps - 1809<<>>Corsica (France) - Maps - 1809
France. London : Cadell & Davies [et al], 1809 [i.e. 1815].
Authors: Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826 -- Hebert, Lewis, fl. 1809-1838 -- Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Cadell & Davies -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826. A Modern atlas : from the latest and best authorities ... (1815) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 68 cm.
Drawn under the direction of Mr. Pinkerton by L. Herbert.' Running title in upper margin: Pinkerton's modern atlas.
Inset (10 x 7 cm.): Island of Corsica.


27869 France - Maps - 1810
1 atlas : 112 maps ; 615 x 480 mm.
E:d'Houdan,PF Tardieu
Phillips 4024
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

27870 France - Maps - 1810-1812
1 map : hand col. ; 366 x 387 cm. on 21 sheets.
Imperfect: lacks title page; title and imprint from Phillips 4024.
Engraved by D'Houdan and P.F. Tardieu.
Variant title, in manuscript, sheet 1: Atlas national
de France contenant la topographie de tous les
departements.
Scale [1:259,000].
Relief shown with hachures.
Atlas issued in 2 volumes with approximately 108
plates.
In this copy, printed atlas sheets have been
trimmed, pasted, and mounted on cloth to form 1
map of France in 21 sheets, accompanied by a
manuscript index sheet, and 3 separate and
untrimmed maps.
Plates 83-85 (sheets 22-24), bearing dual imprint
of P.G. Chanlaire and 'la veuve Dumez': Île de
Corse -- Département de la Seine -- Département
du Mont Blanc.
Printed label on verso of ms. index sheet:
Magasin de cartes geographiques d'Artaria &
Compagnie, à Vienne, Rûe Kohlmarkt no. 1219.
Outlying sheets of France include manuscript
map neat line, border, and gratificule extended
from printed sections.
All sheets sectioned and folded to 25 x 21 cm. in
3 contemporary slipcases.

27873 France - Maps - 1813
France in provinces and departments / Neele
1813.
Authors: Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 --
Neele, George -- Neele, Samuel John,
1758-1824. Neele's general atlas : consisting of a
complete set of maps compiled from the best
authorities ... (1814 [i.e. 1815]) -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 22 x 27 cm.
Inset (4 x 3 cm.): Island of Corsica
In: Neele, Samuel John and George. Neele's
general atlas : consisting of a complete set of
maps compiled from the best authorities, and
including all the new discoveries (London :
[Samuel and George Neele] : Longman, Hurst,
Rees, Orme, and Brown ; Cadell & Davies, 1814
[i.e. 1815]), [plate 26].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Engraved no. XVIII at bottom right.
Baskes folio G1019 .N4 1814, [plate 26] (PrCt)

27874 France - Maps - 1814
France &c. Philadelphia : M. Carey, and Johnson
& Warner, 1814.
Authors: Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 --
Bellevyme, Pierre de, 1747-1819 -- Johnson & Warner --
Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) --
Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839. A General atlas,
being a collection of maps of the world and
quarters ... (1814)
1 map : hand col. ; 18 x 24 cm.
In: Carey, Mathew. A General atlas, being a
collection of maps of the world and quarters ...
(Philadelphia : Published by M. Carey, and
Johnson & Warner, 1814) pl. [45].
Reduction of Pierre de Bellevyme's 4 sheet map of
France.
Inset: Corsica
Ayer 135 .C27 1814 pl. 45 (PrCt)

27875 France - Maps - 1814
France / Hewitt sculp. Queen Str. Bloomsby.
London. [Edinburgh] : Drawn & engraved for
John Thomson & Cos. New general atlas, 12
August 1814.
Authors: Hewitt, N. R. -- Thomson, John, 19th
cent. -- John Thomson & Co. -- Thomson, John,
19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a
series of geographical designs ... [1817?] --
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 55 cm.
Engraved 'No. 21' at upper right.
In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas :
consisting of a series of geographical designs ...
(Edinburgh ; London ; Dublin : George Ramsay
for John Thomson and Company [et al, 1817]),
map 21.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1817, map 21 (NLO)

27876 France - Maps - 1814 - Administrative and political divisions
Authors: Kirkwood, James, 1745?-1827 -- Thomson & Co. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1821?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 55 cm.
In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (Edinburgh ; London ; Dublin : John Thomson and Company ; Baldwin, Craddock, and Joy ; John Cumming, 1817, [i.e. 1821?]) map 22.
Printed paste-on label 'No. 22' on verso.
oversize Ayer 135 .T4 1817 map 22 (PrCt)

27877 France - Maps - 1814 - Administrative and political divisions
France in provinces / Kirkwood sculpt. [Edinburgh : Drawn & engraved for Thomson's New general atlas ... ], August 1814.
Authors: Kirkwood, James, 1745?-1827 -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1817?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 55 cm.
Imprint at bottom damaged and incomplete.
Printed paste-on label 'No. 22' at upper right.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Digital image of another copy available on the David Rumsey Map Collection website (accessed Feb. 2010):
http://www.davidrumsey.com/luna/servlet/detail/RUMSEY--8-1-28349~1120772
Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1817, map 22 (NLO)

27878 France - Maps - 1814 - Corsica (France) - Maps - 1814
Authors: Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Neele, George -- Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824. Neele's general atlas : consisting of a complete set of maps compiled from the best authorities ... (1814 [i.e. 1815]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map on 2 sheets : hand col. ; 41 x 54 cm. Inset (8 x 5 cm.): Island of Corsica.
Title, imprint, and engraver's transcription from eastern sheet.
Imprint from western sheet: Published April 1, 1814 by S. & G. Neele, Strand. Neele sc. Strand.
In: Neele, Samuel John and George. Neele's general atlas : consisting of a complete set of maps compiled from the best authorities, and including all the new discoveries (London : [Samuel and George Neele] ; Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme, and Brown ; Cadell & Davies, 1814 [i.e. 1815]), [plates 27-28].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Engraved nos. XVIII a-XVIII b. at upper left.
Baskes folio G1019 .N4 1814, [plates 27-28] (PrCt)

27879 France - Maps - 1815 - Administrative and political divisions
Authors: Chanlaire, P.-G. (Pierre-Grégoire), 1758-1817 -- Dumez, veuve -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([47] leaves of plates (1 folded)) : 47 hand col. maps ; 30 cm.
Other title: Atlas statistique de la France Newberry's copy lacking t.p.? Title from spine labels.
Place of publication and publisher from imprint on maps; some maps also published by Veuve Dumez.
Two maps of France, divided into provinces and departments respectively, followed by 45 maps of individual departments.
Maps of France show the 86 departments in which it was divided after the end of the Napoleonic Wars in 1815.
Includes maps of departments comprised of Belgian lands annexed to France in 1795, which were reunified with Belgium in 1815.
Relief shown pictorially.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1841.F7 C53 1815 (NLO)

A Map of the country between Brussels & Paris, where the military operations took place in the campaign of 1815 : shewing also the line of march pursued by the allies in their advance upon Paris / drawn & engraved by Sy. Hall. London : Henry Colburn, 1817.
Authors: Hall, Sidney -- Colburn, Henry, d. 1855 -- Mudford, William, 1782-1848. An historical account of the campaign in the Netherlands (1817)
1 map ; 45 x 28 cm.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Rouse, James, fl. 1815-1827 -- Colburn, Henry, d. 1855 -- Mudford, William, 1782-1848.
An historical account of the campaign in the Netherlands (1817)
1 map : hand col. ; 52 x 78 cm.
The map, a copper engraving in line and aquatint, is entirely printed in green ink.
The Rouse imprint appears just below the battle scene which frames the title, and it is unclear whether he is responsible for the map proper or only this decoration.
Case folio DC242 .M94, after p. [xx] (PrCt)

27882 France - Maps - 1815<<Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1815<<Belgium - Maps - 1815<<Luxembourg - Maps - 1815
A Map of the northern part of France, with the United Netherlands ... London : W. Faden, 1815 [i.e. 1817?].
Authors: Faden, William, 1749-1836 -- Faden, William, 1749-1836. [General atlas] [1817?]
1 map : hand col. ; 52 x 28 cm.
Map dated 1815; verso handstamped '17.'
Covers northern France, the Rhine River valley, Belgium, and Luxembourg.
oversize G 10 .282 pl. 18 (PrCt)

27883 France - Maps - 1816
The Kingdom of France describing the new units according to the Treaty of Paris, November 20th 1815. London : W. Faden, 1816 [i.e. 1817?].
Authors: Faden, William, 1749-1836 -- Faden, William, 1749-1836. [General atlas] [1817?]
1 map : hand col. ; 51 x 60 cm.
Map dated 1816; verso handstamped '16.'
Includes inset of Corsica (9 x 6 cm.).
oversize G 10 .282 pl. 17 (PrCt)

27884 France - Maps - 1816<<France - Maps - 1816 - Road maps<<Road maps
Carte routiere de la France. [Paris], 1816.
Authors: France. Conseil général des ponts and chaussées -- Collin, Charles Étienne -- Picquet, Charles
1 map : 157 x 182 cm. in 6 sections, fold. in slipcase 33 x 25 cm.

27885 France - Maps - 1817<<Corsica (France) - Maps - 1817
Carte topographique, minéralogique et statistique de la France : réduite de celle de Cassini, à la échelle de 1/388,800 1 lig. pr. 450 t.) : rectifiée d'après les nouvelles observations astronomiques, les levés du cadastre, les travaux des ponts et chaussées, des mines &ca. / dressée et dessinée par Alexis Donnet, ingénieur-géographe, attaché au cadastre de la France, élève de Bacler-Dalbe ; gravée par R. Wahl, Dandeleux et Malo, élèves du Dépôt général de la guerre ; la lettre gravée par Ase. Pelicier. À Paris : Chez Hyacinthe Langlois, libraire-géographe et éditeur, rue de Seine Saint Germain, no. 12, 1817.
1 map on 24 sheets : hand col. ; sheets 55 x 79 cm + 1 index map
Donnet, Alexis.
Scale 1:388,800
Coordinates: (W 5°08' - E 8°19'/N 51°05' - N 42°05').
Relief shown by hachures.
Inset: XVIlème. divon. mre. ile et département de Corse. Scale [ca. 1:395,000].
Includes table: Tableau statistique et administratif de la France.
Accompanied by index map: Tableau d’assemblage de la Carte de France, re?duite de Cassini, en 24 feuilles par A. Donnet.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Cf. Phillips 2996
Baskes oversize G5830 1817 .D66 (NLO)

27886 France - Maps - 1818
Authors: Brué, Adrien Hubert, 1786-1827 -- Goujon, 1818.
Scale [ca. 1:870,000].
Slipcase title: Karte von Frankreich.
Relief shown by hachures.
Prime meridian: [Paris].
Most roads are numbered.
Engraver's imprint from British Museum catalog; trimmed from this copy?
Embosed seal of bookseller 'Ch. Picquet' below title.
73-8385
ICN73
map5C 19 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

1 map on 4 sheets : hand col., dissected and mounted on cloth ; 111 x 138 cm. on sheets 60 x 82 cm., folded to 22 x 14 cm. 'Janvier 1818. Augmentée par l'auteur en Juin 1818.'
Scale [ca. 1:955,000]
Inset: Corse.
Relief indicated by hachures.
'Tableau des divisions mítaires.'
Sheets numbered in upper right hand corner.
In a box of folded maps (variously dated 1818-1822) bearing title: Atlas par H. Brué.
Bookplate of A.H. DeGeo
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Collective Baskes acquisition no. for all sheets in box: A3287
Cf. Phillips 3546
Baskes G3200 svar .B7 no. 7-10 (NLO)

27887 France - Maps - 1818<<>>Corsica (France) - Maps - 1818
France / drawn under the direction of Mr. Pinkerton by L. Hebert ; Neele sculp. 352 Strand. Philadelphia ; New York : Published by Bradford & Inskeep, Philadelphia, Inskeep & Bradford, New-York and Moses Thomas, Philadelphia, [1818].
Authors: Hebert, Lewis, fl. 1809-1838 -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826 -- Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Charles, H. -- Thomas Moses, 1787-1865 -- Bradford and Inskeep -- Inskeep and Bradford -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826. A Modern atlas : from the latest and best authorities exhibiting the various divisions of the world ... (1818)
1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 68 cm.
Running title: Pinkerton's modern atlas
"Printed by H. Charles."
Inset (10 x 7 cm.) : Island of Corsica
In: Pinkerton, John. A Modern atlas : from the latest and best authorities exhibiting the various divisions of the world ... (Philadelphia : Thomas Dobson & Son, 1818), plate [13]
Case oversize G1019 .P56 1818, plate [13] (PrCt)

27888 France - Maps - 1820
Authors: Lavoisne, C. V. -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Gros, C. -- Paguenaud, E. -- Kneass, William, 1780-1840 -- Young & Delleker -- Lavoisne, C. V. A Complete genealogical, historical, chronological and geographical atlas ... (1820)
1 map : hand col. ; 28 x 31 cm.
In: Lavoisne, C. V. A Complete genealogical, historical, chronological and geographical atlas ... (Philadelphia : M. Carey and Son ; printed by T.H. Palmer ..., 1820) map [13].
Printed plate 'No. 38.'
Added title: Geographical and historical map of France.
oversize F 006 .48 pl. 13 (PrCt)

27889 France - Maps - 1820<<>>France - Historical geography - Maps - 1820
Map of France divided into governments, indicating the places rendered celebrated by battles and sieges. Philada. [Philadelphia] : M. Carey & Son, 1820.
Authors: Lavoisne, C. V. -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- M. Carey & Son -- Gros, C. -- Yeager, Joseph, approximately 1792-1859 -- Lavoisne, C. V. A Complete genealogical, historical, chronological and geographical atlas ... (1820)
1 map : hand col. ; 31 x 33 cm.
In: Lavoisne, C. V. A Complete genealogical, historical, chronological and geographical atlas ... (Philadelphia : Published by M. Carey and Son ; printed by T.H. Palmer ..., 1820) map [12].
Printed plate 'No. 37.'
Added title: Geographical and statistical map of France.
oversize F 006 .48 pl. 12 (PrCt)

27890 France - Maps - 1821
France / Engd. by Kirkwood & Son Edinr. Edinburgh : s.n., [1821?].
Authors: Kirkwood & Sons -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1821?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 59 cm.
In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (Edinburgh ; London ; Dublin : John Thomson and Company ; Baldwin, Craddock, and Joy ; John Cumming, 1817, [i.e. 1821?]) map 21.
Printed paste-on label 'No. 21' on verso.
oversize Ayer 135 .T4 1817 map 21 (PrCt)

27891 France - Maps - 1821
New map of France, conformable to the Treaty of Paris, 1815; with the Netherlands, Switzerland and part of Italy &c. Philadelphia : M. Carey and Sons, 1821.
Authors: Lavoisne, C. V. -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Gros, C. -- Paguenaud, E. -- Kneass, William, 1780-1840 -- Young & Delleker -- Lavoisne, C. V. A Complete genealogical, historical, chronological, and geographical atlas ... (1821)
1 map : hand col. ; 28 x 31 cm.
In: Lavoisne, C. V. A Complete genealogical, historical, chronological, and geographical atlas ... (Philadelphia : M. Carey and Sons, 1821) pl.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
27892 France - Maps - 1821 Map of France, divided into governments indicating the places rendered celebrated by battles or sieges. Philadelphia : M. Carey and Sons, 1821.
Authors: Lavoisne, C. V. -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Gros, C. -- Yeager, Joseph, approximately 1792-1859 -- Lavoisne, C. V. A Complete genealogical, historical, chronological, and geographical atlas ... (1821)
1 map : hand col. ; 31 x 33 cm.
In: Lavoisne, C. V. A Complete genealogical, historical, chronological, and geographical atlas ... (Philadelphia : M. Carey and Sons, 1821) pl. [12]. Printed plate 'No. 37.'
Added title: Geographical and statistical map of France. Case oversize G1030 .L4 1821 pl. 12 (PrCl)

Authors: Hewitt, N. R. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1822?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 56 cm.
In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (Edinburgh ; London ; Dublin : Printed by G. Ramsay and Co. for J. Thomson and Co. ; Baldwin, Cradock and Joy ; John Cumming, 1821 [i.e. 1822?]), v. 1, map 21.
Engraved 'No. 21' at upper right.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1821, v. 1, map 22 (NLO)

Authors: Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1822?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 55 cm.
In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (Edinburgh ; London ; Dublin : Printed by G. Ramsay and Co. for J. Thomson and Co. ; Baldwin, Cradock and Joy ; John Cumming, 1821 [i.e. 1822?]), v. 1, map 22.

27895 France - Maps - 1823 Atlas portatif et complet du royaume de France : contenant les quatre-vingt-six cartes des départemens, précédées d'une carte générale : avec un texte en regard de chacune d'elles, comprenant, 1o. La description des principales villes, de leurs antiquités, les curiosités naturelles et industrielles qui s'y trouvent, 2o. Des détails précieux sur la nature du sol et de ses produits, soit végétaux, soit minéraux, l'agriculture, les manufactures, les rivières, les canaux et les principaux sites, 3o. L'indication des tribunaux, du nombre d'habitans, des distances des différentes villes entr'élles, etc., etc. : l'ouvrage est terminé par un index alphabétique des noms des villes, bourgs et communes dont il est parlé dans le texte, avec la désignation du département : ouvrage entièrement neuf, utile et indispensable pour le voyageur, étranger ou national, curieux ou négociant / par Xer. Girard, ex-géographe des postes, et Roger l'aîné, auteurs-propriétaires. Paris : Chez Dondey-Dupré père et fils, imprimeurs-libraires, rue Saint-Louis, no. 46, au Marais, 1823.
Authors: Girard, Xavier, fl. 1820-1841 -- Roger, l'aîné -- Vicq, J. M. -- Vicq, Mlle. -- Dondey-Dupré père et fils -- Knobel -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (viii., [178], 32 p., [87] leaves of plates (2 folded)) : 87 hand col. maps : 21 cm.
Errata, p. 31-32 at end.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Full cat's paw leather; gold-stamped spine decoration.
Illustrated bookplate: Knobel, member of the National Book League.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1840 .G57 1823 (NLO)

Authors: Didot, Firmin, 1764-1836 -- Langlois, Joseph -- Barbé du Bocage, Jean Denis, 1760-1825
8 maps ; each 36 x 39 cm. on 8 sheets
The eight sheets illustrate various stages in this relief printing process. Eight runs through the press were required, Beginning with blue, then red, brown, dark and light green, yellow, and finally, two runs of black. Each color is associated with a different run through the press. The process was labor-intensive and required the use of hand-edged copper plates. The final result was a map with fine, detailed relief.
with a different order of information.
Based on: La Carte des Ponts-et-Chaussées.
At bottom of finished map: Explication du système établi par Firmin Didot.
Accompanied by a copy of a letter of patent (3 leaves) dated 1823.
Scale [ca. 1:3,000,000].
Relief shown by a combination of hachures and layer coloring.

**map2F 5830.1 (PrCt)**

**27897 France - Maps - 1823**

- **Map printing - Miscellaneous relief - Maps - 1823**

Authors: Didot, Firmin, 1764-1836 -- Langlois, Joseph -- Barbié du Bocage, Jean-Denis, 1760-1825
9 maps: col.; each 35 x 35 cm. + photocopy of patent (3 leaves; 40 x 28 cm. and smaller)
Sheets illustrate various stages in this relief printing process. Eight runs through the press were required, beginning with blue, then red, brown, dark and light green, yellow, and finally, two runs of black. Each color is associated with a different order of information.
Includes two copies of the final map, with slight color variations.
Based on: La Carte des Ponts-et-Chaussées.
At bottom of finished map: Explication du système établi par Firmin Didot.
Accompanied by a copy of a letter of patent (3 leaves) dated 1823.
Scale [ca. 1:3,000,000].
Relief shown by a combination of hachures and layer coloring.

**map4F G5830 1823 D5 (PrCt)**

**27898 France - Maps - 1825**

*France. [New Haven, Mass.]: N. & S.S. Jocelyn, [1825].*
Authors: Morse, Sidney E. (Sidney Edwards), 1794-1871 -- N. & S.S. Jocelyn (Firm) -- Morse, Sidney E. (Sidney Edwards), 1794-1871. A New universal atlas of the world, on an approved plan ... (1825)
1 map: hand col.; 20 x 24 cm.
In: Morse, Sidney E. A New universal atlas of the world, on an approved plan ... (New Haven [Mass.]: N. & S.S. Jocelyn, 1825) pl. [23]

**folio G 1083 .595 pl. [23] (PrCt)**

**27899 France - Maps - 1825**

*France. [Philadelphia; New York etc. Samuel F. Bradford and Murray, Fairman and Co.; Peter A. Mesier etc., 1825?].*
1 map; 23 x 24 cm.

**map15 .R29 plate [14] (PrCt)**

**27900 France - Maps - 1826**

*France, in Departments. Philadelphia: A. Finley, [1826].*
Authors: Finley, A. (Anthony) -- Young & Delleker -- Finley, A. (Anthony). A New general atlas, comprising a complete set of maps, representing the grand divisions of the globe ... (1826)
1 map: hand col.; 21 x 28 cm.
In: Finley, Anthony. A New general atlas, comprising a complete set of maps, representing the grand divisions of the globe ... (Philadelphia: A. Finley, 1826) pl. 45.

**Case folio G1019 .F5 1826 pl. 45 (PrCt)**

**27901 France - Maps - 1826 - Road maps**

*(Provisional Heading)*

Authors: Perrot, A. M. (Aristide Michel), 1793-1879 -- Ponthieu -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.: 113 maps; 172 x 103 mm.
E:Malo
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

**27902 France - Maps - 1827**

*Nouvel atlas de la Royaume de France. Paris: Duprat Duverger, 1827.*
Authors: Perrot, A. M. (Aristide Michel), 1793-1879 -- Aupick, J. -- Duprat Duverger -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.: 98 maps; 392 x 446 mm.
E:Malo
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

**27903 France - Maps - 1828 (Provisional Heading)**

Authors: Gouyon St Cyr, Laurent -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.: 17 maps; 550 x 750 mm.
Phillips 2967
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
27904 **France - Maps - 1829**


Authors: Richard (pseud.), 1793-1851 -- Hocquart, Edouard Auguste Patrice, 1787-1870 -- Audin, M. (Jean Marie Vincent), 1793-1851 -- Roger S. Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1829 map 22

Engraved no. '22' at upper right. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. *Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)* (PrCt)

27905 **France - Maps - 1829**


Authors: Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (1829) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 56 cm.


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library. Engraved no. '21' at upper right. *Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1829 map 21 (NLO)*

27906 **France - Maps - 1829 - Administrative and political divisions**


Authors: Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (1829) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 56 cm.


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library. Engraved no. '22' at upper right. *Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1829 map 22 (NLO)*

27907 **France - Maps - 1830-1831**

*France II-[III].* London : Chapman and Hall, 1830-1831 [i.e.1844].


27908 **France - Maps - 1831**

*France in provinces.* [London] : Chapman and Hall, 1831 [i.e.1844].

Authors: Key, Thomas Hewitt, 1799-1875 -- Chapman and Hall -- J. & C. Walker (Firm) -- Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (Great Britain) -- Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (Great Britain). Maps of the Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (1844) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 29 x 31 cm. 'By T. Hewett Key, M.A. Prof. Latin Univ. Lond.'


27909 **France - Maps - 1831**

*France in provinces.* Edinburgh : D. Lizars, [1831?].

Authors: Lizars, Daniel, 1760-1812 -- Hamilton, John, fl. 1831 -- Lizars, Daniel, 1760-1812. The Edinburgh geographical and historical atlas ... [1831?] 1 map : hand col. ; 35 x 42 cm.

In: Lizars, Daniel. The Edinburgh geographical and historical atlas ... (Edinburgh [etc.] : John Hamilton [and others, 1831?]) pl. [30]. Engraved plate no. 'XXXV. *oversize G 10 .514 pl. [30] (PrCt)*

27910 **France - Maps - 1831**

*France in departments.* Edinburgh : D. Lizars, [1831?].

Authors: Lizars, Daniel, 1760-1812 -- Hamilton, John, fl. 1831 -- Lizars, Daniel, 1760-1812. The Edinburgh geographical and historical atlas ... [1831?] 1 map : hand col. ; 35 x 42 cm. Inset (7 x 5 cm.): Corsica.

In: Lizars, Daniel. The Edinburgh geographical and historical atlas ... [Edinburgh [etc.] : John Hamilton [and others, 1831?]) pl. [31]. Engraved plate no. 'XXXVI. *oversize G 10 .514 pl. [31] (PrCt)*

27911 **France - Maps - 1832-1879 - Topographic maps**

*Nouvelle carte topographique de la France.* Paris : Dépôt de la Guerre, 1832-1879.
27912 France - Maps - 1833
Authors: Young & Delleker -- Finley, A. (Anthony) -- Finley, A. (Anthony).
A New general atlas ... (1833) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 22 x 28 cm.
In: Finley, Anthony. A New general atlas : comprising a complete set of maps, representing the
grand divisions of the globe ... (Philadelphia : Anthony Finley, 1833), plate 46.
Sheet corner numbered 46.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1019 .F5 1833, plate 46 (PrCt)

27913 France - Maps - 1833
Authors: Monin, Charles V., active 1828-1878 -- Alès, 1797-1878 -- Blaisot, Antoine Bara, 1794-1876 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Alès, Auguste François, 1797-1878 SEE Alès, 1797-1878
1 atlas ([96] leaves of plates) : ill., 96 maps ; 25 x 33 cm.
Added engraved t.p.: Petit atlas national des 86 départements de la France et de ses colonies
Binder's title: Atlas de la France.
"Cartes publiées à 10 centimes par Blaisot, Galerie Vivienne, no. 49."--On maps.
Additional map, also published by Blaisot and engraved by Alès, bound in: Artr. [i.e. Arrondissement] de Rouen (Seine inférieure), no. 4; at head of map: Petit atlas national des arrondissements de la France.
Each map includes brief statistical summary of the region.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1840 .M66 1833 (NLO)

27914 France - Maps - 1834
Corsica (France) - Maps - 1834
Authors: Arrowsmith, John, 1790-1873 -- Arrowsmith, John, 1790-1873. The London atlas of universal geography ... [1837] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 59 x 51 cm.
Insets (13 x 11 cm. and 9 x 6 cm.): Sketch of France divided into provinces -- Corsica.
Engraved no. "11" at upper right.
In: Arrowsmith, John. [The London atlas of universal geography : exhibiting the physical &
political divisions of the various countries of the world, constructed from original materials]
[London : J. Arrowsmith, 1837], map 11.

Baskes oversize G1019 .A778 1837, map 11 (NLO)

27915 France - Maps - 1834
Authors: Depping, G.-B. (Georges-Bernard), 1784-1853 -- Ledoux, Étienne -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
6 v. : 87 maps ; 160 x 110 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

27916 France - Maps - 1835
France - Colonies - Maps - 1835
Authors: Monin, Charles V., active 1828-1878 -- Alès, 1797-1878 -- Binet, publisher -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([2] leaves, 94, [3] leaves of plates (1 folded)) : ill., 93 maps (1 hand col.) ; 26 x 33 cm.
Cover title: Petit atlas national des 86 départements de la France et de ses colonies
Issued with 97 (?) maps, buth this copy imperfect: lacking 4 maps.
Hand colored, folded map of France tipped in at beginning.
Engraved title page.
This copy bound with: Monin, Charles V. Atlas universel des cinq parties du monde (Paris : Binet, 1836).
Contemporary quarter binding with gold stamped green leather spine and worn marbled papers
over boards; each title bound inverted to the other with publisher's paper title labels pasted to
front and back covers.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .M649 1836 (NLO)

27921 **France - Maps - 1838<><>Algeria - Maps - 1838**

* Nouvel atlas communal de la France ; en 90 feuilles : dédié à la Chambre des députés : contenant une carte générale comparative, celle de l’Algérie, et une carte particulière pour chaque département, (toutes à la même échelle et de même format) ... / dressé par Charle ; exécuté sous la direction de M. Letronne. Paris : Chez l’éditeur, quai Voltaire, no. 15 ; Et chez les principaux libraires de Paris, des départements et de l’étranger, 1838.

* Authors: Charle, J. B. L. (Jean Baptiste Louis) -- Letronné, L. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (1 portfolio) : 88 maps (chiefly hand col.) ; 48 cm.

Cover title.
Scale 1:600,000
Coordinates: (W 5°27’--E 9°52’/N 51°16’--N 41°15’).
Relief shown by hachures, shading, and pictorially.
Imperfect; this copy lacking 3 maps and bottom half of map of Aisne
Original publisher’s blue paper over boards; printed paper label.
Includes manuscript annotations.
Additional trimmed copy of the map of Calvados, possibly from a later edition, laid in.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1840 .C43 1838 (NLO)

27917 **France - Maps - 1835<><>Paris (France) - Maps - 1835**

* Francia [?]. [Naples : Luigi Galanti?], 1835.

* Authors: Galanti, Luigi -- Galanti, Luigi. Atlante di geografia moderna ... (1834-1836 [i.e. 1847?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 32 x 41 cm.

Last three letters in title illegible.
Inset (8 x 11 cm.): Planta di Parigi
In: Galanti, Luigi. Atlante di geografia moderna ... (1834-1836 [i.e. 1847?]). [Naples : Luigi Galanti?], 1835.

1 map : hand col. ; 32 x 41 cm.

Reference: Phillips 4026

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Each map includes brief statistical summary of 1840.
France - Maps - 1845

1 atlas ([100] leaves) : 98 hand col. maps ; 39 x 58 cm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Cf. Phillips 3000

Baskes G1840 .L48 1845 (NLO)
1 map : hand col. ; 37 x 31 cm.
Insets (9 x 12 cm. and 7 x 12 cm.): Environ of Paris -- Corsica.
In: Tanner, Henry Schenck. A New universal atlas ... (Philadelphia : Carey & Hart, 1845) map '47.'

Case oversize G1019 .T2 1845 map 47 (PrCt)

27937

France - Maps - 1847 - Language and languages
Authors: Berghaus, Heinrich Karl Wilhelm, 1797-1884 -- Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany)
1 map ; 30 x 35 cm. fold. to 19 x 14 cm. in slipcase
'Berghaus' Physikal. atlas. 8. abtheilung: Ethnographie no. 11.'
Bonaparte 3176 (NLO)

27938

France - Maps - 1847 - Paris Metropolitan Area (France) - Maps - 1847 - Ile-de-France (France) - Maps - 1847 - Corsica (France) - Maps - 1847
France. [Philadelphia : S. Augustus Mitchell, 1847].
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868. A New universal atlas containing maps of the various empires, kingdoms, states, and republics of the world ... (1847)
1 map ; hand col. ; 37 x 31 cm.
Insets (9 x 12 cm. and 12 x 7 cm.): Environ of Paris -- Corsica.
In: Mitchell, S. Augustus. A New universal atlas containing maps of the various empires, kingdoms, states, and republics of the world ... (Philadelphia : S. Augustus Mitchell, 1847) pl. [48].
Printed plate no. '47' lined out and replaced with manuscript '48.
oversize G 10 .579 pl. [48] (PrCt)

27939

France - Maps - 1849 - Postal service - France - Maps - 1849
Postal service. [Philadelphia : Augte. Logerot, 1849].
Authors: Fremin, A. R., active approximately 1810-approximately 1860 -- Logerot, A. (Auguste)
1 map : hand col. ; 58 x 74 cm. folded to 16 x 10 cm.
At head of title "Annee 1849."

27940

France - Maps - 1851
Authors: Rapkin, J. -- Tallis, John, 1817-1876 -- Wray, J., fl. 1851 -- Rogers, J., fl. 1851 -- Martin, Robert Montgomery, 1803?-1868. Tallis's illustrated atlas, and modern history of the world ... (1851)
1 map : hand col. ; 22 x 30 cm.
Inset views (5 x 7 cm. and smaller): The Bridge of Toulouse -- Garden of the Palace Royal -- Palace of Fountainebleu -- Calais Harbour.
In: Martin, Robert Montgomery. Tallis's illustrated atlas, and modern history of the world ... (London ; New York : J. Tallis, 1851) pl. [10].
folio G1019 .M197 1851 pl. [10] (PrCt)

27941

France - Maps - 1852-1864 - Topographic maps
Carte de la France a l'échelle de I pour 320,000 [microform]. [Santa Cruz, Calif. Western Association of Map Libraries, 1987].
Authors: Dépôt de la guerre (France) -- Western Association of Map Libraries -- Library of Congress
33 maps on 38 microfiches ; 11 x 15 cm.
'Dressée au Dépôt de la guerre d'après La carte topographique au 80,000, levée par les officiers du Corps d'état-major.'
Title from sheet 5.
Running title on fiche: LC G&M Carte de France 1:320,000.
Slip case title: Carte de France.
Scale 1:320,000.
Coverage: W 5°--E 9°/N 51°--N 42°
Relief shown by hachures.
Original sheets (53 x 83 cm.) segmented and mounted on linen backing.
Sheet 32 includes 'Tableau d'assemblage.'
Microfiche 826 (NLO)

27942

France - Maps - 1852 - Paris Metropolitan Area (France) - Maps - 1852 - Ile-de-France (France) - Maps - 1852 - Corsica (France) - Maps - 1852
France. [Philadelphia : Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co. 1852]
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel...
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co. -- Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868. Mitchell, S. Augustus. New universal atlas ... (1852)
1 map : hand col. ; 37 x 31 cm.
Insets (9 x 12 cm. and 12 x 7 cm.): Environns de Paris -- Corsica.
In: Mitchell, S. Augustus. New universal atlas ... (Philadelphia : Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co., 1852) pl. '49.

oversize G1019 .N49 1852 pl. 49 (PrCt)

27943 France - Maps - 1852 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Dépôt de la guerre (France) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 32 maps ; 670 x 530 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

27944 France - Maps - 1853
France in departments. London [i.e. New York] : Chapman and Hall [i.e. Harper & Brothers, 1853].
Authors: Lowry, Joseph Wilson, 1803-1879 -- Harper & Brothers -- Chapman and Hall -- Lowry, Joseph Wilson, 1803-1879. Lowry's Universal atlas constructed and engraved from the most recent authorities (1853)
1 map : col. ; 56 x 42 cm. on 2 sheets
Title from the southern sheet.
Added titles from bottom margins: France, N.W. -- France, N.E. -- France, S.W.
In: Lowry, Joseph Wilson. Lowry's Universal atlas constructed and engraved from the most recent authorities (New York : Harper and Brothers, 1853) pl. [9-10].
Sheets variously numbered 'D', '12' through '15', and '25' through '28'.

folio G 10 .525 pl. [9-10] (PrCt)

27945 France - Maps - 1853
France in provinces. London [i.e. New York] : Chapman and Hall [i.e. Harper & Brothers, 1853].
Authors: Lowry, Joseph Wilson, 1803-1879 -- Harper & Brothers -- Chapman and Hall -- Lowry, Joseph Wilson, 1803-1879. Lowry's Universal atlas constructed and engraved from the most recent authorities (1853)
1 map : col. ; 28 x 21 cm.
In: Lowry, Joseph Wilson. Lowry's Universal atlas constructed and engraved from the most recent authorities (New York : Harper and Brothers, 1853) pl. [8].
Printed plate nos. 'C', '11' and '9'.

folio G 10 .525 pl. [8] (PrCt)

27946 France - Maps - 1854
Authors: Bradshaw's railway guides -- Bradshaw, George, 1801-1853 -- Adams, William James, active 1841-1874 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 17 maps
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

27947 France - Maps - 1854 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Bazin,Francois & Felix Cadet -- Erhard Bros. (Firm) -- Delalain -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 28 maps ; 394 x 267 mm.
E:Erhard
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

27948 France - Maps - 1855
Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's atlas of the world ... (1855-1856)
1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 29 cm.
In: Colton, George Woolworth. Colton's atlas of the world : illustrating physical and political geography (New York ; London : J.H. Colton ; Trübner, 1855-1856) v. 2, pl. [16]. Inset map, 7 x 5 cm.: Corsica. Printed plate 'No. 7'.

oversize G 10 .185 v.2, pl. 16 (PrCt)

27949 France - Maps - 1855<=>Paris Metropolitan Area (France) - Maps - 1855<=>Ile-de-France (France) - Maps - 1855<=>Corsica (France) - Maps - 1855<=>Algeria - Maps - 1857
Carte topographique, minéralogique et statistique de la France : réduite de celle de Cassini à l'échelle de 1/388,800 (1 lig. pr. 450t.) : éctifier d'après les nouvelles observations astronomiques, les levés du cadastre, les travaux des ponts et chaussées, des mines, du Dépôt de la guerre, &ca. / dressée et dessinée par Alexis Donnet, ingénieur-géographe, attaché au cadastre de la France, élève de Bacler des ponts et chaussées, des mines, du Dépôt de la guerre, &ca. / dressée et dessinée par Alexis Donnet, ingénieur-géographe, attaché au cadastre de la France, élève de Bacler &c. de l'Algerie, année 1857

E:Erhard
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
27950

**France - Maps - 1857**


Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolsworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's general atlas ... (1857)

1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 29 cm.

In: Colton, George Woolworth. Colton's general atlas : containing one hundred and seventy steel plate maps and plans, on one hundred imperial folio sheets (New York ; London : J.H. Colton ; Trübner, 1857), pl. [66]. Inset map, 7 x 5 cm.: Corsica. Printed plate 'No. 72.' Map copyrighted 1855.

**oversize G 10 .188 pl. 66 (PrCt)**

27951

**France - Maps - 1858**


1 atlas ([4] p., 89 [i.e. 103] folded leaves of plates) : 103 folded hand col. maps ; 29 cm.

Running title: Atlas de la France illustrée

Publication date and "Sous la direction de V.A. Malte-Brun" from BM maps, v. 6, 220.

Most recent date on maps: 1854.

Maps engraved by "chez Erhard."

Relief shown by hachures and shading.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: BM maps, v. 6, 220.

**Baskes oversize G1840 .D84 1858 (NLO)**

27952

**France - Maps - 1858**

*A Handbook for travellers in France : being a guide to Norway, Brittany, the rivers Seine, Loire, Rhône, and Garonne, the French Alps, Dauphiné, Provence, and the Pyrenees : their railways and roads : with maps. London ; Paris : John Murray ; A. & W. Galignani ; Stassin and Xavier, 1858.*

Authors: Murray, John, 1808-1892 -- John Murray (Firm) -- Murray's handbooks for travellers -- J. & C. Walker (Firm) -- A. and W. Galignani (Firm) -- Stassin et Xavier (Paris, France) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)


Cover title: Murray's hand-book, France

By John Murray III. Cf. Lister.

Issued with 5 maps, but this copy incomplete; lacking folded map of France.

Maps by J. & C. Walker.

"With an account of the island of Corsica."

Includes index.

"Murray's handbook advertiser, 1858": 36 p. at end.

Tipped in: Map of France, shewing the districts of the British & Foreign Bible Society.

Series: [Murray's handbooks for travellers] -- Murray's handbooks for travellers.

Series statement from publisher's advertisements on front endpapers.

Bookseller's label: Spong's, Biggleswade.

Former owner's inscription: John N. Foster, St. Andrews, Biggleswade, in Rouen, 1858.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Full text of another copy (but not the maps?) available on Google Books (accessed December 2012):

http://books.google.com/books?id=0-hMAAAAMAAJ

References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray's handbooks for travellers, 159

**Baskes G153 .M97 no. 159 (1858) (NLO)**

27953

**France - Maps - 1859<> France - Colonies - Maps - 1859**

*Grand atlas communal de l'empire français : contenant une carte générale comparative de la France, celle de l'Algérie, comprenant toutes les colonies françaises dans les diverses parties du monde, une carte spéciale pour chaque département (toutes a la même échelle et du même format) ... / dressé par Charle ; exécuté sous la direction du savant M. Letronne ; approuvé et recommandé par le Conseil de l'Instruction publique. Paris : Eugéne Pick, 1859 .*

Authors: Charle, J. B. L. (Jean Baptiste Louis), 1800-1889 -- Imprimerie Goyer -- Leatronné, L. -- Grand librairie napoléonienne historique des arts & de l'industrie (Paris, France) -- Pick, Eugène, fl. 1859 -- Roger Barba, Gustave...
S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Goyer
Imprimerie SEE Imprimerie Goyer
5e éd., rev. et corr. avec soin.
Running title: Nouvel atlas communal de la France
Maps printed by Goyer and L. Letronne; one published by Grand librairie napoléonienne historique des arts & de l'industrie.
Relief shown by hachures.
Quarter bound dark green ribbon-embossed cloth.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1840 .C43 1859 (NLO)

27954

France - Maps - 1859 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Thiers, Adolphe, 1797-1877 -- Dufour, A.-H. (Auguste-Henri), 1798-1865 -- Dyonnet, Ch. -- Paulin Lheureux -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 73 maps ; 437 x 290 mm.
of(66)+C:Duvotenay;E:Dyonnet
Phillips 2982
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

27955

France - Maps - 1859 - Railroads
SEE Lahure, Charles
1 atlas ([8], 96 p., [8] leaves of plates) : 8 hand col. maps ; 28 cm.
'Typographie de Ch. Lahure et Cie.'--Half t.p. verso.
Inscribed by author to Monsieur Jacquier.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1046.P3 J63 1859 (NLO)

27956

France - Maps - 1860
Authors: Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884 -- Johnson & Browning -- Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884. Johnson's new illustrated (steel plate) family atlas ... (1860)
1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 32 cm.
Inset (7 x 5 cm.) : Corsica.
In: Johnson, Alvin Jewett. Johnson's new illustrated (steel plate) family atlas ... (New York : Johnson and Browning, 1860) plate '69.
oversize G 10 .454 pl. 69 (PrCl)

27957

France - Maps - 1860 - Europe - Maps - 1860 - Railroads
Authors: Imprimerie Chaix -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (88, [2] p., 88 [i.e. 89] leaves of plates) : 89 hand col. maps (1 folded) ; 43 cm.
Date from Phillips.
Maps engraved by Rainaud, Ch. Dyonnet, L. Grenier, Leclercq, Ch. -- Orgiazzi, Aléixix -- Blondeau, E. -- Doornick -- Decorbie -- Rainaud -- Aubrée, Armand -- Havard, Gustave -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
References: Phillips 5227
Baskes oversize G1840 .D84 1860 (NLO)

27958

France - Maps - 1861 - Europe - Maps - 1860 - Railroads
Authors: Imprimerie Chaix -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 17 maps ; 707 x 500 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

27959

France - Maps - 1861 - Ile-de-France (France) - Maps - 1861 - Paris Metropolitan Area (France) - Maps - 1861 - Corsica (France) - Maps - 1861
Authors: Johnston, Alexander Keith, 1804-1871 -- W. & A.K. Johnston Limited -- William Blackwood
and Sons -- Johnston, Alexander Keith, 1804-1871. The Royal atlas of modern geography ... (1861)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 56 cm.
Insets (13 x 12 cm. and smaller): France in provinces with their principal subdivisions
previous to 1789 -- Department of the Seine on enlarged scale showing the environs of Paris --
Corse (Corsica).
Partly hand colored.
Running title: Keith Johnston's general atlas.
In: Johnston, Alexander Keith. The Royal atlas of modern geography : exhibiting, in a series of
entirely original and authentic maps ... (Edinburgh and London : William Blackwood and Sons, 1861), map 10.
oversize G 10 .456, map 10 (PrCt)

France - Maps - 1862 Pyrenees - Maps - 1862
Authors: Joanne, Adolphe Laurent, 1813-1881 --
Collection des guides-Joanne -- Hachette (Firm)
1 v. : 16 map plates
Bonaparte 3029 (NLO)

France - Maps - 1864
Nouvel atlas des départements et des communes :
avec texte descriptif et historique indiquant,
d'après les documents officiels, les divisions
physiques et administratives, les produits
naturels et industriels, les noms, par ordre
alphabétique et par cantons, des communes de
departement / par A. Le Béalle. Paris :
Librairie classique et administrative de Paul
Dupont, 1864.
Authors: Le Béalle, A. (Alexandre) -- Dupont,
Paul-François, 1796-1879 -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library) -- LeBéalle, A.
(Alexandre) SEE Le Béalle, A. (Alexandre)
1 atlas (ca. 400 p., [9] folded leaves of plates) :
95 hand col. maps ; 28 cm.
At head of title: Géographie générale de la
France
Cover title: Nouvel atlas de des départements et
communes de la France
Spine title: Atlas de la France
Added title page: Nouvel atlas de la France
Running title on most maps: Atlas classique de la
France
"Géographie physique ... , géographie politique ...
, géographie itinéraire."
Maps lithographed by Paul Dupont.
"Il a été publié une édition de cet Atlas sous le
titre de: Cartes et Cartes-esquisse des
départements de la France, destinées au premier
enseignement de la géographie."--Footnote to pref.
Scales differ.
Publisher’s blue cloth binding.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.

France - Maps - 1864-1865
A Handbook for travellers in France : being a
guide to Normandy, Brittany, the rivers Seine,
Loire, Rhône, and Garonne, the French Alps,
Dauphiné, the Pyrenees, Provence, and Nice,
&c. &c. &c. : leurs railways and roads : with maps
Galignani and Co. : Xavier, 1864 [i.e. 1865].
Authors: John Murray (Firm) -- Murray's
handbooks for travellers -- J. & C. Walker (Firm)
-- A. and W. Galignani (Firm) -- Xavier (Firm) --
Philips, C. J. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
xxxiii, [3], 628, 72 p., [10] leaves of plates (8
folded) : 12 maps ; 18 cm.
Cover title: Murray's hand-book, France
Maps by J. & C. Walker.
Includes index.
"Corrections, Handbook of France, 1865": p. [3],
second sequence.
"Murray's handbook advertiser, 1865": 72 p. at end.
Issued with 14 (?) maps, but this copy imperfect.
Lacking maps facing p. 386 and 501; p. 71-72 at
end torn with loss of text.
Additional map from later edition bound in: Map
of the Pyrenees from Vallée d'Aspe to Vallée
d'Aran.
Series: [Murray's handbooks] -- Murray's
handbooks for travellers.
Series statement from publisher's advertisements
on front endpapers.
Embossed stamp: Booksellers, Stone and
Hartley, Banbury.
Former owner's inscription: C.J. Philips, Oxford,
1922.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Full text of another copy (but not all maps?)
available online via Hathi Trust Digital Library
(accessed December 2012):
http://hdl.handle.net/2027/hvd.hnnsiz
References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray's handbooks
for travellers, 162
Baskes G153 .L4 1864 (NLO)

France - Maps - 1865 Spain - Maps -
1865 Portugal - Maps - 1865 Corsica
(France) - Maps - 1865 Gibraltar - Maps -
1865
Johnson's France, Spain and Portugal . New
York : A.J. Johnson, 1865.
Authors: Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884
-- Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884
Johnson's new illustrated family atlas of the world
... (1869) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 55 x 39 cm.
*Entered according to act of Congress in the year
1865, by A.J. Johnson in the Clerk's Office of the

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Atlas national illustré de la France                                | G10 .42, plate 12 (PrCT) | Atlas national illustré de la France as divided into departments / by W. Hughes, F.R.G.S. | London : J. Rothschild ; G. Philip and Son, 1866), [plate 43]

**France - Maps - 1866**

- Administrative and political divisions
- Corsica (France)
- Railroads


**France - Maps - 1867**


**France - Maps - 1876**

- Avertissement" is signed: G. Vapereau.
- "Les cartes des départements de ce nouvel Atlas... ont été publiées successivement, pendant les années 1863 et 1864."--Avertissement.

**France - Maps - 1873**

- John Murray (Firm) -- Xavier & Boyveau, 1869.

**France - Maps - 1889**

- With maps and plans of towns.
- Includes index.
"Murray's handbook advertiser, 1869": 68 p. at end.
Series: [Murray's handbooks for travellers] -- Murray's handbooks for travellers.
Former owner's label: Anna Maria D. Neave.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray's handbooks for travellers, 164

Baskes folio G1840 .V836 1870 (NLO)

France - Maps - 1870 - Colonies - Atlases, French - 1870
La France et ses colonies : atlas illustré cent cinq cartes ... / par M. Vuillemin ; texte ... par Ernest Poirée. Paris : J. Migeon, libraire-éditeur, Rue du chemin des plantes, 1870.

Authors: Vuillemin, A. (Alexandre), b. 1812 -- Poirée, Ernest -- Migeon, J. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas [(ca. 220) leaves] : ill., 105 col. maps (1 folded) ; 36 cm.

Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1840 .V836 1870 (NLO)


Authors: Swanston, George H. -- A. Fullarton & Co. -- A. Fullarton & Co. The Royal illustrated atlas of modern geography [1872?]
1 map : col. ; 43 x 51 cm.

Insets (10 x 16 cm. and smaller): Algeria (Africa) -- French Guiana (S. America) -- St. Marie Id. -- Bourbon (Indian Ocean) -- Guadeloupe and Marie Galante (West Indies) -- Martinique (West Indies) -- Corse (Corsica).


Printed plate no. "XLIV" in upper corners and pasted on verso.

Case oversize G1019 .A38 1872, plate [44] (PrCt)

France - Maps - 1873 - Alsace (France) - Maps - 1873 - Lorraine (France) - Maps - 1873


Authors: Mears, T. Lambert (Thomas Lambert), 1839-1918 -- John Murray (Firm) -- Murray's handbooks for travellers -- Weller, Edward, -1884 -- J. & C. Walker (Firm) -- Boyveau, J., veuve -- A. and W. Galignani (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 18 maps (some col.) ; 18 cm.
Incomplete; issued in 2 parts, but this copy lacking part 2.

Spine title: Hand-book for France
Other title: Part 1 cover title: Murray's hand-book, France
Part 2 not issued with title page. Cf. Lister.
Edited by T.L. Mears. Cf. Lister.
Maps by Edward Weller and J. & C. Walker.
"With maps and plans of towns."
Includes indexes.
Series: [Murray's handbooks for travellers] --

Baskes folio G1841.R1 M37 1872 (NLO)
Murray's handbooks for travellers.
Former owner's signature: H.[?] Lord.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Full text of another copy of part 1 (but not all maps?) available on Google Maps:
http://books.google.com/books?id=ot4xAQAAMAAJ
References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray's handbooks for travellers, 1873
Baskes G153 .M97 no. 165 (1873) (NLO)

27972 France - Maps - 1873 - Postal service
Postal service - France - Maps - 1873
France - Maps - 1873 - Road maps
France - Maps - 1873 - Railroads
Paris Metropolitan Area (France) - Maps - 1873
Ile-de-France (France) - Maps - 1873
Corsica (France) - Maps - 1873
Algeria - Maps - 1873
Road maps - Railroads - Maps
Nouvelle carte physique et routière la France.
Authors: Fremin, A. R., active approximately 1810-1860 -- Logerot, A. (Auguste)
1 map : hand col. ; 62 x 88 cm. folded to 18 x 10 cm.
In original boards with cover title: Carte routière de la France à l'usage des voyageurs.
Insets (13 x 20 cm. and smaller): Environ de Paris dans un rayon de 65 kilomètres -- [Corse] -- Algérie ou Afrique française.
map3C G5831.P8 1873 F7 (PrCt)

27973 France - Maps - 1873 - Topographic maps
Sarthe (France) - Maps - 1873
Topographic maps
Authors: Joanne, Adolphe Laurent, 1813-1881 -- Erhard (Firm) -- Hachette (Firm) -- Imp. Simon Raçon et Comp. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (190 leaves) : 95 col. maps ; 40 cm.
Date of publication from cover.
Cover title: Atlas topographique de la France
Running title: France par Adolphe Joanne
Maps signed: Gravé chez Erhard, 12, n Duguay-Trouin; Libraire Hachette et Cie. à Paris.
"95 cartes réduites d'après les cartes de l'état-major"--Cover
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Untitled map without imprint laid in: [Topographic map of Sarthe Dept., 1873?]
Armorial bookplate (motto: Res sans fe) of d'Aiguy.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 3005
Baskes oversize G1840 .J63 1873 (NLO)

27974 France - Maps - 1875
France - Maps - 1875 - Colonies (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Levasseur, Emile, 1828-1911 -- Librairie Delagrange -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 60 maps ; 190 x 120 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

27975 France - Maps - 1875 - Jigsaw puzzle maps
Jigsaw puzzle maps - France - 1875
Playing card games - Specimens - 1875
Map printing - Chromolithographs - Maps - 1875
Chromolithographs
Fifty chromolith cards of departements. [ca. 1875?].
Authors: Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 50 maps
Jigsaw puzzles or playing cards?
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

27976 France - Maps - 1875 - Railroads
Railroads - Maps
Atlas de poche des chemins de fer Francais.
Marseille : Gayer, 1875.
Authors: Clavier, Guide -- Gayer -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 94 maps ; 150 x 100 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

27977 France - Maps - 1877-1878
2 v. : 37 maps (some col.) ; 18 cm.
14th ed., rev.
Spine title: Hand-book for France
Part 2 cover title: Murray's hand-book, central, southern & eastern France
Edited by T.L. Mears. Cf. Lister.
Maps by Edward Weller and J. & C. Walker.
Folded map in pocket of pt. 1.
"With maps and plans of towns."
Contents: pt. 1: Containing Artois, Picardy, Normandy, Brittany, the Seine and Loire, the Garonne, Bordeaux, Limousin, Gascony, the

Publisher’s advertisements on endpapers.


Series: [Murray’s handbooks for travellers] -- Murray’s handbooks for travellers.


References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray’s handbooks for travellers. 1877.

This copy in Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt).

Baskes folio G1840 .F39 1877 (NLO)

27978 France - Maps - 1877<<>>France - Colonies - Maps - 1877


1 atlas (500 p., [115] leaves of plates) : 114 maps (chiefly hand col., some folded) ; 33 cm.

Half title: Atlas national avec la géographie de la France & de ses colonies

Title on added engraved t.p.: Atlas des 86 départements de la France et de ses colonies "F. de La Brugère" is a pseudonym of Arthème Fayard. Cf. BN.

"Contenant en plus 111 cartes géographiques gravées sur acier dressées par Vuillemin, Lacoste, Monin; gravées par Ales, Lorsignol, Lacouchy, sous la direction de F. de La Brugère. En plus, une carte céléste, une carte des environs de Paris, imprimée à quatre couleurs, une grande carte de France (prime), mesurant 1 m. 30 sur 1 mètre, et un très-beau titre artistique. En tout, 115 cartes tirées à part."

Printed by Imprimerie moderne.


This copy incomplete; lacking folded map of France (issued with 115 maps?)

Scales differ.

Bookplate: Ex libris Paul Tibbe.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: BN, L, column 288

Baskes folio G1840 .F39 1877 (NLO)


Authors: Levasseur, Emile, 1828-1911 -- Périgot, Charles, 1828-1885 -- Librairie Delagrave -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 27 maps ; 190 x 125 mm.

wChPerigot Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

27980 France - Maps - 1877<<>>Provence (France) - Maps - 1877<<>>Maritime Alps (France and Italy) - Maps - 1877<<>>Corsica (France) - Maps - 1877<<>>Alpes Maritimes (France and Italy) SEE Maritime Alps (France and Italy)<<>>Alpes, Western SEE Maritime Alps (France and Italy)<<>>Mountains - France SEE ALSO Maritime Alps (France and Italy)<<>>Mountains - Italy SEE ALSO Maritime Alps (France and Italy)


xxxv, 590, 8 p. : 19 maps (some folded col.) ; 18 cm.

Cover title: France : Provence-Corse, Alpes maritimes


Includes bibliographical references (p. [xxvii]-xxxv) and index.

Publisher’s advertisements: 8 p. at end.

Series: Collection des guides-Joanne

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
27981 France - Maps - 1878
Authors: Fisquet, Honoré Jean Pierre, 1818-1883 -- Lorsignol, G. -- A. Le Vasseur (Firm) -- Abel Plion et cie -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
2 v. : 106 maps ; 373 x 454 mm.
Maps by Abel Plion; engraved by G. Lorsignol.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
References: Phillips 3006
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

27982 France - Maps - 1878
La France et ses colonies. [Paris? J. Migeon?, 1878?].
1 atlas ([103] leaves, [105] leaves of plates (some folded)) : ill., 105 hand col. maps (some folded), ports. ; 36 cm.
Lacking title page; title supplied by cataloger.
Spine title: Atlas Migeon
Most recent date on plates is 1878.
Publication information from other editions.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1840 .V836 1878 (NLO)

27983 France - Maps - 1879-1881
1 v. : 17 maps (some col.) ; 18 cm.
Issued in 2 parts, but this copy incomplete; lacking part 1 and folded pocket map in part 2.

27984 France - Maps - 1879 - Administrative and political divisions
Petit atlas départemental de la France : contenant 86 cartes des départements de la France, 3 cartes des provinces de l'Algérie, 12 cartes des colonies françaises, 1 carte d'assemblage des départements de la France.
Authors: Hachette (Firm) -- Imprimerie de É. Martinet -- T=Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Imprimerie Émile Martinet SEE Imprimerie de É. Martinet -- Imprimerie Martinet (Émile) Imprimerie SEE Imprimerie de É. Martinet
1 atlas (103 p.) : 101 hand col. maps ; 20 cm.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .M97 no. 168 (1879) (NLO)

27985 France - Maps - 1880 - Military
1 v. : 17 maps (some col.) ; 18 cm.
Issued in 2 parts, but this copy incomplete; lacking part 1 and folded pocket map in part 2.
Normandy, Brittany, Pyrenees, &c.

Parts 1 and 2 both lacking folded pocket map.

"Handbook advertiser, 1884-85": pt. 2, 64 p. at end.

Series: [Murray’s handbooks for travellers] -- Murray’s handbooks for travellers.

Former owner’s inscription (part 1): E.P. Hawls, March, 1883.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray’s handbooks for travellers, 169

Baskes G153 .M97 no. 169 (1882) (NLO)

Maps engraved by Erhard and J. Geisendörfer; printed by Imp. Lemercier et cie.

"Typ. de E. Bourges, imprimeur de l’École d’application d’artillerie et du génie. Cours d’art militaire.

Maps by Edward Weller and J. & C. Walker.

Spencer Holland. Cf. Lister.

References: Cf. Phillips 2822

Baskes folio G1841.R1 M37 1880 (NLO)

27986

France - Maps - 1880 (Provisional Heading)

Geographie militaire: atlas relatif a la France. 1880.

Authors: France -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 121 maps ; 307 x 241 mm.

nd

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

27987

France - Maps - 1882-1884


2 v. : 39 maps (some col.) ; 18 cm.

16th ed.

Spine title: Hand-book for France


Part 2 cover title: Murray’s hand-book, central, southern & eastern France

Edited by H.W. Pullen and M. Betham Edwards, with contributions from G.J. Ribton-Turner and Spencer Holland. Cf. Lister.

Maps by Edward Weller and J. & C. Walker.

"With maps and plans of towns."

Issued with 41 (?) maps, but this copy imperfect; parts 1 and 2 both lacking folded pocket map.

Contents: pt. 1. Containing Artois, Picardy, Normandy, Brittany, the Seine and Loire, the Garonne, Bordeaux, Limousin, Gascony, the Pyrenees, &c. &c. -- pt. 2. Containing Artois, French Flanders, Champagne, (Lorraine, Alsace) and the Vosges, Burgundy, the Morvan, Lyons, Marseilles, and the Rhone. Franche-Comté and the Jura, Dauphiné, the French Alps, Provence and Nice.

Includes indexes.

Publisher’s advertisements on endpapers.


"Handbook advertiser, 1884-85": pt. 2, 64 p. at end.

Series: [Murray’s handbooks for travellers] -- Murray’s handbooks for travellers.

Former owner’s inscription (part 1): E.P. Hawls, March, 1883.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray’s handbooks for travellers, 169

Baskes G153 .M97 no. 169 (1882) (NLO)

27988

France - Maps - 1883

France. Chicago : Geo. F. Cram, [1883].

Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Crum, George Franklin, 1841-1928. Cram’s unrivaled family atlas of the world (1883)

1 map : col. ; 24 x 29 cm.


folio G1019 .G463 1883b, p. 102 (PrCt)

27989

France - Maps - 1883

Watersheds<<>>Europe - Maps - 1883 - Watersheds<<>>Watersheds - Europe - Maps - 1883

Bassins des grands fleuves de la France et de l’Europe : d’après les documents les plus autorisés / Par A. Vuillemin ... Paris : Imprimerie et Librarie classiques, Maison Jules Delalain et fils, Delalain frères successeurs, [1883?].


Scales differ.

At head of title: Atlas de L’Europe physique.

Preface dated Septembre 1882; maps dates 1880-1883.

"Grave par Erhard"--on maps

Laid in map: Europe de 1815 à 1866 par M.Mrs. Drioux et Ch. Leroy.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray’s handbooks for travellers, 169

Baskes folio G1841.R1 M37 1880 (NLO)
the Newberry Library.

**Baskes folio G1841.C315 V5 1883 (NLO)**

27990 **France - Maps - 1884<><>France - Maps - 1884 - Colonies<><>Atlases, French - 1884**


1 atlas ([196] p., [104] leaves of plates (some folded)) : ill., 104 hand col. maps, ports. ; 37 cm.

Spine title: Atlas Migeon


Relief shown by hachures.

Scales differ.

Laid in: postcard from La cartothèque, Louvre des antiquaires. Dated Paris, le 16 mai 1885.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Cf. Phillips 3007

**Baskes folio G1840 .V836 1884 (NLO)**

27993 **France - Maps - 1885<><>Germany - Maps - 1885**


Authors: Malte-Brun, Victor Adolphe, 1816-1889 -- Erhard Bros. (Firm) -- Rouff, J. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

2 v. in 1 : 228 maps ; 280 x 211 mm.

Ordnance to the new atlas of France and Germany (Edinburgh : Adam and Charles Black, 1885), plate 14.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)** (PrCt)


Authors: Marga, Anatole Alexandre, 1843- -- Berger-Levrault

5 v. : 31 cm. + atlas

References: Phillips 2822

U 205 .55 (NLO)

27995 **France - Maps - 1886**

Midi de France. Leipzig ; Paris : K. Baedeker ; Paul Ollendorff, 1886.

Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Ollendorff, Paul -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 11 maps, 17 city plans, 1 view

1st ed.


Includes advertising dated 1888 and priced in marks.

Condition: Good.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)** (PrCt)

27996 **France - Maps - 1887**

France. [Chicago : George F. Cram, 1887].

Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 --
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928. Cram's standard American atlas of the world (1887) 1 map : col. ; 26 x 39 cm. 'Engraved expressly for the Standard World Atlas.'
Inset (6 x 3 cm.): Corsica.

Case oversize G1019 .G455 1887, p. 267 (PrCt)

27997 France - Maps - 1888<>Paris (France) - Maps - 1888
France. [Chicago : Rand, McNally & Co., 1888].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company. Rand, McNally & Co.'s improved indexed business atlas and shipper's guide ... (1888) -- Rand McNally and Company. Commercial atlas (1888)
1 map : col. ; 32 x 48 cm.
Added title in upper margin: Rand, McNally & Co.'s France.
Insets (12 x 17 cm. and 7 x 4 cm.): Plan of the city of Paris - Corse (Corsica).
In Rand, McNally & Co.'s improved indexed business atlas and shipper's guide ... (Chicago: Rand McNally, 1888) p. 574-575.
Uniform atlas title: Commercial atlas.
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

oversize RMcN atlas .C7 1888, p. 574-575 (PrCt)

27998 France - Maps - 1889
Centre de la France. Leipzig ; Paris : K. Baedeker ; Paul Ollendorff, 1889.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Ollendorff, Paul -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 5 maps, 14 city plans
3rd ed.
Includes advertising dated 1891 and priced in marks.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

27999 France - Maps - 1889
Midi de France . Leipzig ; Paris : K. Baedeker ; Paul Ollendorff, 1889.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Ollendorff, Paul -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 14 maps, 11 city plans, 1 view
3rd ed.
Includes advertising dated 1889 and priced in marks.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

28000 France - Maps - 1889

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

Authors: Morieu, E. -- Perrin, Maurice, fl.
1 atlas (87 leaves, 26 p.) : 87 col. maps ; 29 cm.
Maps lithographed by Lemercier et Cie.
"Suivi d’un tableau des distances kilométriques des principales villes et du prix des places des chemins de fer."
Relief shown by shading.
Scales differ.
Bookplate: Le livre seul vraiment sait faire de nous des sages, c'est un trésor précieux pour chacun a tout age. Ex libris Schneider-Del moy. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1840 .M67 1898 (NLO)

28001 France - Maps - 1890
1 v. : 28 maps (some col.) ; 18 cm.
Issued in 2 parts, but this copy incomplete; lacking part 2 and folded pocket map in part 1.
Spine title: Hand-book for France
"With maps and plans of towns."
Contents: pt. 1. Containing Artois, Picardy, Normandy, Brittany, the Seine and Loire, the Garonne, Bordeaux, Limousin, Gascony, the Pyrenees, &c. &c. -- pt. 2. Containing Artois, French Flanders, Champagne, (Lorraine, Alsace) and the Vosges, Burgundy, the Morvan, Lyons, marseilles, and the Rhone. Franche-Comté and the Jura, Dauphiné, the French Alps, Provence and Nice.
Includes indexes.
Publisher's advertisements on end papers and "Murray's handbook advertiser, 1890-1891 ...", pt. 1, 48 p. at end.
Series: [Murray's handbooks for travellers] -- Murray's handbooks for travellers.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library. ?Text me this call number
References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray's handbooks for travellers, 170

Baskes G153 .M97 no. 170 (1890) (NLO)

28002 France - Maps - 1890 - Railroads<<>>Europe - Maps - 1890 - Railroads - Maps
Authors: Imprimerie Chaix -- Imprimerie et librairie centrales des chemins de fer -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chaix (A.) Imprimerie SEE Imprimerie Chaix
"Il parait une carte tous les trois mois depuis 1885." --Preface.
Title printed in black and red.
Title and text printed in single lined border.
Title vignette.
Original publisher's binding with gold-stamped cover title and illustration.
Stamp: Bibliotheque grand central belge.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1841.P33 I47 1890 (NLO)

28003 France - Maps - 1892
Centre de la France. Leipzig ; Paris : K. Baedeker ; Paul Ollendorff, 1892.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Ollendorff, Paul -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 6 maps, 16 city plans
4th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1893 and priced in marks.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

28004 France - Maps - 1892
A Handbook for travellers in France. London ; Paris : John Murray ; Galignani and Co. ; Boyveau, 1892.
Walker (Firm) -- A. and W. Galignani (Firm) -- Boyveau (Firm) -- Slate, George -- Martin, Clarence Henry Kennett, 1872-1948 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
2 v. : 59 maps (chiefly col) ; 18 cm.
18th ed., rev.
Spine title: Hand-book for France
Part 2 cover title: Murray's hand-book, central, southern & eastern France
Revised by H.W. Pullen. Cf. Lister.
Folded maps in pockets.
"With maps and plans of towns."
Contents: pt. I. Containing Artois, Picardy, Normandy, Brittany, the Seine and Loire, the Garonne, Bordeaux, Limousin, Gascony, the Pyrenees, &c., &c. -- pt. 2. Containing Artois, French Flanders, Champagne (Lorraine, Alsace) and the Vosges, Burgundy, the Morvan, Lyons, Marseilles and the Rhône, Franche-Comté and the Jura, Dauphiné, the French Alps, Provence and Nice.
Includes indexes.
Publisher's advertisements on endpapers.
"Murray's handbook advertiser, 1897-1898 ...":
pt. 1, 54 p. at end.
"Murray's handbook advertiser, 1898-1899 ...":
pt. 2, 52 p. at end.
Series: [Murray's handbooks for travellers] -- Murray's handbooks for travellers.
Part 1: Former owner's inscription: George Slate, 1898.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray's handbooks for travellers, 171
LC Card Number: 03029535

Baskes G153 .M97 no. 171 (1892) (NLO)

28005 France - Maps - 1895
Authors: Vogel, C. (Carl), 1828-1897 -- Eberhardt, H. -- Weiler, Wilhelm -- Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Balch, fl. 1895 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col., dissection and mounted on linen ; 65 x 80 cm., folded in cover 19 x 12 cm. + 1 index (90 p. ; 12 cm.)
"Revidirt 1894, Ausg. 1895"--Bottom margin.
"Stieler's Hand-Atlas"--Top margin.
Scale [1:1,500,000]
Coordinates: (W 5°08'--E 9°33'/N 51°05'--N 41°20').
Relief shown by hachures.
Prime meridians: Paris and Greenwich.
Inset: Paris und Umgebung. Scale 1:150,000 --
Corse, Corsica. Scale 1:1,500,000.
Originally published in 4 sheets.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst, J. Petermann’s planet, v. 1, p. 437-438

**Baskes G5830 1895 .V64 (NLO)**

**28006 France - Maps - 1895 - Bicycle**

**trailsSEE Bicycle trails - France - Maps - 1895SEE French - Maps - 1895 - Road mapsSEE Road maps**

Guides du cycliste en France : de Paris à Bordeaux, Bayonne et La Rochelle / J. Bertot.
Authors: Bertot, Jean -- Guides Bertot -- Boudet, G. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

xxviii, 131 p., [22] leaves of plates : ill., 50 maps ; 16 cm.
Spine title: Paris-Bordeaux
Series: Guides Bertot
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Includes index.

**Baskes GV1046.F7 B47 1895 (NLO)**

**28007 France - Maps - 1897SEE Geography - France - 1897**

Authors: Dubois, Marcel, 1856-1916 -- Sieurin, Ernest-Dieudonné -- Masson (Firm) -- Imprimerie Crété -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (7, 40 p.) : 40 maps ; 29 cm.
3e éd.
Half title: Cartes d’étude : France
'40 cartes et 200 cartons.'
Publisher’s advertisements: half t.p. verso and t.p. verso.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes folio G1840 .D83 1897 (NLO)**

**28008 France - Maps - 1899-1900 - Bicycle**

**trailsSEE Bicycle trails - France - Maps - 1899-1900SEE Corsica (France) - Maps - 1899-1900 - Bicycle trailsSEE Corsica (France) - Maps - 1899-1900 - Algeria - Maps - 1900 - Bicycle trailsSEE Algeria - Maps - 1900 - Road mapsSEE Bike trails SEE Bicycle TrailsSEE Cycling paths SEE Bicycle**

Authors: Cyclists' Touring Club -- Goodworth, W. G. Waller -- Edward Stanford Ltd. -- Shipton -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

2 v. : 2 maps (folded), ill. ; 19 cm.
3d ed.
Contents: v. 1. North, east and south-east.--v. 2. North-west, west and south-west.
Vol. 1 dated 1900; v. 2 dated 1899.
Folded maps in pockets at front of each volume. Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes DC16 .C9 1899 (NLO)**


Authors: Gilliéron, Jules, 1854-1924 -- Edmont, Ed. (Edmond), 1849-1926 -- Champion, H.
1 atlas in 35 parts.
Incomplete: maps no. 1911B wanting.
Issued in 35 parts.
Phillips 4020.
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 2156.
oversize X 758 .34 (NLO)


Authors: Cartes Taride (Firm) -- Imprimerie Monrocoq -- Union vélocipédique de France -- Bretnano's (Firm) -- Librairie Ackermann -- Ayer, Edward Everett, 1841-1927
20 maps ; col. ; 89 x 91 cm. and smaller; fold. to 19 x 13 cm. and smaller.
Scale 1:250,000.
Sheet 13 has title: Grande carte de la Vendée à l'usage des cyclistes et automobiles.
Sheet 22 has title: Carte des Pyrénées (section ouest).
Many sheets have note: Dressée avec le concours du personnel consulaire de l'Union Vélocipédique de France.
Some sheets stamped "Brentano's ... Paris;" sheet 1, copy 2 stamped "Librarie Ackermann."
All sheets were the property of Edward E. Ayer; shts. 3, 7, 11, 12, 14-19 have annotations in Ayer's hand, including, in several cases, routes followed.

map4C G5696.P2 1902 A9, shts. 1-22 (PrCt)

28011 France - Maps - 1904 - Guidebooks
Authors: Cook, Joel, 1842-1910 -- Henry T. Coates & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
2 v. ; 21 cm.
giltCloth&dj
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Authors: Thomas, Antoine
1 v.
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 2158 X 758 .341 (NLO)

28013 France - Maps - 1905 - Ecclesiastical geography <<Ecclesiastical geography - France - Maps - 1905
Authors: Beaunier, Benedictine monk, 1676-1737 -- Pousielgue, Charles
v. ; 25 cm.
'Par Dom Beaunier... ' [et al.]
Imprint varies.

28014 France - Maps - 1907 - Road maps
Belgium - Maps - 1907 - Road maps
Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1907 - Road maps
Europe - Maps - 1907 - Road maps
Bibliography - 1907 - Automobile travel - Europe - Guidebooks - 1907 - Road maps
Authors: Millton, Francis -- McManus, Blanche, b. 1869 -- L.C. Page and Company -- Watkins, Paul, b. 1864
x, 381 p., [37] leaves of plates ; ill. (some col.), fold. maps ; 22 cm.
"A list of European map and road books": p. 369-374.
Includes index.
Illustrated end-papers.
Another copy available online from the Internet Archive website (accessed June 2011):
http://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gdc/sced0001.00206573223
LC Card Number: 07021289
Case D921 .M3 1907 (NLO)

28015 France - Maps 1908 - Road maps
Europe - Maps 1908 - Road maps
Western - Maps 1908 - Road maps
Africa, North - Maps 1908 - Road maps
Algeria - Maps 1908 - Road maps
Tunisia - Maps 1908 - Road maps
*Automobile travel - Europe - Guidebooks - 1908 - Automobile travel - Africa, North - Guidebooks - 1908 - Road maps
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

935 p. : ill., maps ; 18 cm.
5e éd. rev. et aug.
Cover title.
"C.C. & G.P. Co. H."
"Offert gracieusement aux touristes en automobile"-- Cover.
Includes index and advertisements.
Acquisition #2008100251.

Case DC16 .G84 1908 (NLO)

28016 France - Maps - 1909
Authors: Michelin guides -- Michelin green guides
-- Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 324 maps
1st ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

28017 France - Maps - 1910-1919
France in departments. Glasgow & London :
William Collins, Sons, & Co., Limited, [191-?].
Authors: William Collins Sons and Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) --
William Collins Sons and Co. The Collegiate atlas
... [191-?]
1 map : col. ; 24 x 29 cm.
Inset (6 x 6 cm.): Sketch map of provinces
In: William Collins Sons and Co. The Collegiate atlas: consisting of forty-four maps of modern
geography, embracing all the latest discoveries
and changes in boundaries and eighteen maps of
historical geography, with copious index
(Glasgow, London, and Edinburgh : William
Printed plate number repeated on thumb index at
right.
"France" in oversize manuscript lettering on
verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1019 .C625 1910z, [plate] 11
(PrCt)

28018 France - Maps - 1913
Frankreich in 4 Blättern / von C. Vogel ; berichtet
von H. Kehnert ; gestochen von H. Eberhardt u.
W. Weiler. Gotha : Justus Perthes, [1913].
Authors: Vogel, C. (Carl), 1828-1897 -- Kehnert,
H -- Eberhardt, H. -- Weiler, Wilhelm -- Stieler,
Adolf, 1775-1836 -- Stieler, Adolf, 1775-1836.
Stieler's hand-atlas -- Justus Perthes (Firm :
Gotha, Germany) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col., dissected and mounted on linen ; 66
x 81 cm, folded in cover 19 x 12 cm + 1 index (97
p. ; 12 cm)
Edition: Sonderausg. aufgezogen in Buchform
mit Namenverzeichnis
Edition statement from title page of
accompanying index.

Cover title: Karte von Frankreich : mit
Namenverzeichnis aus Stielers Hand Atlas
Other titles: Karte von Frankreich in 4 Blättern --
Stieler's Hand-Atlas.
Scale 1:1,500,000
Coordinates: (W 5°27'--E 9°52'/N 51°16'--N
42°03').
In lower left margin: 1913.
In upper right margin: Stieler's Hand-Atlas No. 28.
Relief shown by hachures and shading.
Insets: Paris und Umgebung. Scale 1:150,000 --
Corse, Corsica. Scale 1:1,500,000.
Accompanied by index: Karte von Frankreich in 4
Blättern.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.

References: Espenhorst, J. Andree, Stieler,
Meyer & Co., p. 155, 2,8.3
Baskes G5830 1913 .V64 (NLO)

28019 France - Maps - 1913<<<<France - Colonies - Maps - 1913
Atlas de la plus grande France : géographique,
économique, politique, départemental, colonial :
accompagnées de 160 pages de notices
illustrées de cartes, plans, schémas, coupes et
diagrammes : ouvrage formant le complément
naturel de l'Atlas pittoresque de la France, publié
sous les auspices de la Société de géographie /
Authors: Reclus, Onésime, 1837-1916 -- Attinger
frères (Paris, France) -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (160 p., 160 p. of plates : ill., 160 maps
(chiefly col.)) ; 35 cm.
Maps are shown to illustrate population,
industries, production, commerce, transportation,
wealth, vegetation, geology, colonies and many
other subjects.
Many small maps in text.
Contains two maps of Paris.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.

Phillips 5229
Baskes folio G1840 .R4 1913 (NLO)

28020 France - Maps - 1914 - Colonies<<<<France -
Colonies - Maps - 1914<<<<Atlases, French -
1914
Atlas des colonies françaises / dressé par ordre
du Ministère des colonies par Paul Pelet. Paris :
Librairie Armand Colin, [1914?].
Authors: Pelet, Paul -- France. Ministère des
colonies -- Létot, Eugene -- Dufrénoy (Firm) --
Hansen, Jules, 1849-1931 -- Oehrli, Ch. --
Simon, A. (Engraver) -- Armand Colin (Firm) --
Newark Public Library -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (iv, 74, 27 p., 27 leaves of plates (26
folded)) : 27 col. maps ; 43 cm.
Maps dated 1898-1914.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Includes bibliographical references, index, and errata.
Relief shown by hachures and spot heights; depths shown by soundings.
Scales differ.
Bookplate and stamp: Free Public Library of Newark, New Jersey.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 5217

**Baskes oversize G1841.F33 P45 1914 (NLO)**

**28021**

**France - Maps 1914 - Road maps Europe, Western - Maps 1914 - Road maps Africa, North - Maps 1914 - Road maps Algeria - Maps 1914 - Road maps Tunisia - Maps 1914 - Road maps Automobile travel - Europe - Guidebooks 1914 Automobile travel - Africa, North - Guidebooks 1914 Road maps**

Authors: Continental société anonyme de caoutchouc manufacturé
Continental-Caoutchouc und Gutta-Percha-Co., Hannover -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (viii p., 33 [i.e. 34] folded leaves of plates) ; 34 col. maps ; 21 cm.
Cover title: Atlas routier Continental pour les touristes en automobile
Spine title: Atlas Continental
Index map preceding numbered plates shows distribution of plates covering the whole of France and parts of England, Belgium, Spain, Switzerland, Germany, Italy, and North Africa. Relief shown by spot elevations; depths shown by bathymetric tints and soundings.
"Explanation" in French, English, German, Spanish, Dutch, and Italian.
Original publisher's red cloth binding with spine title: Atlas Continental.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes G1841.P2 A85 1914 (NLO)**

**28022**

Authors: Langhans, Paul, 1867-1952 -- Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Stieler, Adolf, 1775-1836

1 map : 82 x 71 cm. fold. to 37 cm.
'Auf grundlage der karten aus Stielers hand-atlas.'
Scale 1:1,200,000.
'Karte der französischen ostgrenze von Dünkirchen bis Nizza mit angabe der strategischen eisenbahnen, der französischen und belgischen festungen ... der französischen aufmarschlinien gegen die ostgrenzen, der französischen aufmarschräume, der strategisch wichtigen flussläufe, der französischen luftschiffhallen und flugstützpunkte usw. '

28023

**France - Maps - 1919**

Authors: Michelin guides -- Michelin green guides -- Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 330 maps ; 20 cm.
16th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)**

**28024**

**France - Maps - 1920**

*De Paris à la Manche et à l’océan : réseaux de l’état et d’Orléans / publié sous la direction de Marcel Monmarché ; rédigé par A. Dudeffand.*
Authors: Monmarché, Marcel, 1872-1945 -- Beauvais, Gaston -- Guides bleus -- Hermann, L., active 1906-1939 -- Dufrénoy (Firm) -- Hachette (Firm) -- Macmillan & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
xxxviii, 481 p., [31] leaves of plates (chiefly folded) : 99 maps and plans (some col.) ; 16 cm.
Cover title: France ouest
"Rédigé par M. Gaston Beauvais"--P. [ii].
Maps by L. Hermann et Imp. Dufrénoy.
"32 cartes et 67 plans."
Maps on lining papers.
Includes index.
Series: Les guides bleus. La France en 4 volumes -- Guides bleus.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes G153 .G84 France Ouest (1920) (NLO)**

**28025**

**France - Maps - 1920**

*De Paris au Rhin et à la Mer du Nord : réseaux du Nord et de l’est / publié sous la direction de Marcel Monmarché ; rédigé par A. Dudeffand.*
Authors: Monmarché, Marcel, 1872-1945 -- Dudeffand, A. -- Hermann, L., active 1906-1939 -- Guides bleus -- Hachette (Firm) -- Payot (Firm : Lausanne, Switzerland) -- Watson, Emily S. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
xxv, 704 p. : 88 maps and plans (some col., some folded), plans ; 16 cm.
Cover title: France : nord & est
'34 cartes et 54 plans.'
Maps by L. Hermann.
Includes index.
Maps on endpapers.
Series: Guides bleus.
Bookseller’s label: Librairie Payot & Cie ... Lausanne.
Owner's inscription: Emily S. Watson ... 1923.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes G153 .G84 France Nord Est (1920) (NLO)**

**28026 France - Maps - 1920>>>France - Colonies - Maps - 1920**


Authors: Reclus, Onésime, 1837-1916 -- Attinger frères (Paris, France) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (164 p., 164 p. of plates : ill., maps (chiefly col.)) ; 35 cm.
Maps are shown to illustrate population, industries, production, commerce, transportation, wealth, vegetation, geology, colonies and many other subjects.
Many small maps in text.
Contains two maps of Paris.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
**Baskes folio G1840 .R4 1920 (NLO)**

**28027 France - Maps - 1920 - Harbors**

Atlas des grands ports Français. Paris :
Authors: Association Grands Ports Français -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas : 10 maps ; 460 x 364 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)**

**28028 France - Maps - 1921**

Le Nord : Picardie, Artois, Flandre / publié sous la direction de Marcel Monmarché. Paris :
Hachette, 1921.
Authors: Monmarché, Marcel, 1872-1945 -- Hermann, L., active 1906-1939 -- Guides bleus -- Hachette (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

xxxix, 483 p., [32] leaves of plates (some folded) : ill., 68 maps and plans (some folded, some col.) ; 16 cm.
Maps by L. Hermann.
Imperfect: missing 1(of 2) folded maps from pocket.
Map on endpaper
Includes index.
Series: Guides bleus
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
**Baskes G153 .G84 France Nord (1921) (NLO)**

**28029 France - Maps - 1921**

Authors: Monmarché, Marcel, 1872-1945 -- Tillion, Lucien -- Hermann, L., active 1906-1939 -- Thuillier, Louis -- Bonnesseur, Ch. -- Guides bleus -- Hachette (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
xxxi, 502 p. : 96 maps (some col., some folded) ; 16 cm.
Cover title: France : centre & sud
'41 cartes et 55 plans.'
Maps by L. Hermann, L. Thuillier, and Ch. Bonnesseur.
Map on endpaper.
Includes index.
Series: Guides bleus
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 76455873
**Baskes G153 .G84 France Centre Sud, (1921) (NLO)**

**28030 France - Maps - 1921 (Provisional Heading)**

Geographie universelle. 1921.
Authors: Deka, Pates Alimentaires -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 56 maps ; 274 x 290 mm.
(of128)cards in Liebig album
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)**

**28031 France - Maps - 1923**

Authors: Monmarché, Marcel, 1872-1945 -- Lheureux, Lucien -- Hermann, L., active 1906-1939 -- Thuillier, Louis -- Guides bleus -- Hachette (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
xxxix, 486 p. : 94 maps and plans (some col., some folded) ; 17 cm.
Cover title: France : Centre et Sud
Maps by L. Hermann and L. Thuillier.
Map on endpaper.
Includes index.
Palmer Tyres; versos have full page ads for various products, including De Havilland Moth airplanes and Castrol Motor Oil.

Loose-leaf; maps are lithographed on heavy stock, have rounded corners, and are secured by a brass fastener.


Maps by L. Hermann.

Signed Marcel Monmarché.

'Édition ... révisée par ... Th. Vettard.'


Authors: Monmarché, Marcel, 1872-1945 -- Hermann, L., active 1906-1939 -- Rabin, A. -- Guides bleus -- Hachette (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

Ixxi, 559 p. : 73 maps and plans (some col., some folded) ; 16 cm.

Maps by L. Hermann and A. Rabin.

Includes bibliographical references (p. [xliii]-xlvi) and index.

Map on endpaper, folded map in pocket.

Series: Guides bleus

Bookseller’s label: Hachette 50.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G153 .G84 France Nord (1931) (NLO)

28041  
France - Maps - 1931


Authors: Monmarché, Marcel, 1872-1945 -- Vettard, Th. -- Hermann, L., active 1906-1939 -- Guides bleus -- Hachette (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

Il, 566 p. : 99 maps and plans (some col., some folded) ; 16 cm.

Cover title: France en quatre volumes : par le chemin de fer avec indications routières : ouest. Préface, signed Marcel Monmarché.

Maps by L. Hermann.

Map on endpaper.

Includes index.

Series: Guides bleus

Bookseller’s label: Hachette 50f.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G153 .G84 France Ouest (1931) (NLO)

28042  
France - Maps - 1933 - Jigsaw puzzle maps

A Jig-saw map of France. 1933.

Authors: Ferguson, Paul

In Newsletter (Trinity College Dublin) 23 (Spring 1933) [4]: ills.

BHC 1659

Vert 1244 (PrCt)

28043  
France - Maps - 1934


Authors: Clark, Sydney, 1890-1975 -- Ten pound series -- Spiegel, Doris, 1901- -- Nicholson & Watson (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

248 p. : ill., folded map ; 18 cm.

[1st ed.?]

Series: Ten Pounds Series

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1952. Authors: Monmarché, Georges, 1900- -- Guides bleus -- Hachette (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

3rd ed.

Cover title: Nagel's France travel guide

'115 pages of plans in black, a plan of Paris in colour, and a large road map of France.'

Map on lining papers.

Includes index.

Series: Nagel travel guide series

Dust jacket.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G153 .G84 France (1956) (NLO)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

28060 France - Maps - 1963
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Baedeker Stuttgart -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 32 plates
4th ed.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

28061 France - Maps - 1968
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Baedeker Stuttgart -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 32 plates
6th ed.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

28062 France - Maps - 1968
France / preface by Pierre Mendes-France.
Authors: Nagel travel guide series -- Nagel Publishers -- Cowles Education Corporation --
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
5th ed.
Imperfect: 2 folded maps missing.
'115 pages of plans in black and white, 1 plan of Paris in colour, 1 large road map of France.'
'Translated from French to English by professor William H. Parker.'--T.p. verso.
Sole distributor in the United States of America and Canada: Cowles Education Corporation, New York.
Map on lining papers.
Includes index.
Series: Nagel's encyclopedia-guide
Dust jacket.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 78432166
Baskes G153 .N341 France (1968) (NLO)

28063 France - Maps - 1968
France / [Central Intelligence Agency].
Authors: United States. Central Intelligence

28064 France - Maps - 1971
Authors: Ambrière, Francis, 1907- -- Guides bleus -- Hachette (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
xciii, 1333 p. : 212 col. maps (1 folded) ; 20 cm.
Maps on endpapers.
Includes index.
Series: Guides bleus
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 86153020
ISBN 2010128591 ; 9782010128592
Baskes G153 .G84 France (1971) (NLO)

28065 France - Maps - 1975 - Description and Travel
Authors: Hess, John L. -- Chapman, Harold -- Quadrangle -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.
photos:HaroldChapman
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

28066 France - Maps - 1977 - Road maps
La France à votre table : the gastronomic routes of France / [edited on behalf of SOPEXA with the assistance of the National Federation of Regional Committees ... and of the National Committees for French Wines ; map section ... compiled ... [by] Manufacture Francaise des Pneumatiques Michelin]. [Paris] : Le Carrousel Publicité, 1977.
Authors: Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Société pour l'expansion des ventes des produits agricoles et alimentaires -- Carrousel Publicité -- Comité national des vins de France -- SOPEXA SEE
Société pour l'expansion des ventes des produits agricoles et alimentaires -- Society for the Promotion of Sales of Food and Agricultural Products SEE Société pour l'expansion des ventes des produits agricoles et alimentaires -- National Committee for French Wines SEE

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Comité national des vins de France
1 v. (35 p.) : col. ill., 17 col. maps in 2 sections each ; sections 28 x 26 cm. folded to 28 x 13 cm.
Statements of responsibility taken from colophon.
Text in English.
Relief shown by shading.
Photographs by D. Chenot et al.
To Collection Services for cataloging, Nov. 2010 (PrCt)

28067 France - Maps - 1983
Authors: Nagel travel guide series -- Wagret, Paul -- Hogarth, James -- Nagel Publishers -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1245 p., [1] folded leaf of plates : 122 maps (some col., some folded) ; 16 cm.
'120 maps and plans in black and white, 2 maps and plans in colour,'
'The preparation of this new edition was supervised by M. Paul Wagret ; English version by James Hogarth.'--T.p. verso
Map on lining papers.
Includes index.
Series: Nagel's encyclopedia-guide
Dust jacket.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 92128871
ISBN 0517565374 ; 0517565366 (pbk.)
LC Card Number: 86675268

Authors: Oberthur (Firm)
1 atlas (996 p.) : col. ill., col. maps ; 27 cm.
Includes city maps, a small map of the Paris Metro, individual département indexes, and extensive place name index (p. 918-996).
Scales differ.
Formerly G1844.21.P8 O3 1984
Map Ref G1844.21.P8 O3 1984 (NLO)

28069 France - Maps - 1985
Authors: Delpal, Jacques Louis -- Phaidon cultural guide -- Babel Translations (Firm) -- Guides couleurs Delpal -- Guide Nathan -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
800 p. : col. ill., 20 maps ; 20 cm.
'Originally published simultaneously in French as Guide Nathan, France and in German as Knaurs Kulturführer in Farbe, Frankreich.'--T.p. verso.
Includes index.
Series: Phaidon cultural guide.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 84026337
ISBN 0133305805 ; 9780133305807
Baskes N6841 .D4513 1985 (NLO)

28070 France - Maps - 1987
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Baedeker Stuttgart -- Automobile Association (Great Britain) -- Jarrold and Sons -- Prentice-Hall, inc. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 61 plates
1st ed.
Issued in partnership with the Automobile Association (tall format); cf. A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher, 1832-1990, p. 277.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

28071 France - Maps - 1987 Road maps
Authors: Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Crown Publishers
1 atlas (xvi, 336, [1]) : 175 col. maps ; 31 cm.
Scale 1:200,000.
Legend and distance charts on lining papers.
'Michelin touring services.'
Includes index and city plans (p. 270-[337]).
References: Cf. Phillips 8447; Lock 201
LC Card Number: 86675268
ISBN 0517565374 ; 0517565366 (pbk.)
Map Ref G1844.21.P2 M57 1987b (NLO)

28072 France - Maps - 1987 Road maps
Authors: Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Crown Publishers -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (xvi, 336, [1]) : 175 col. maps ; 31 cm.
Scale 1:200,000.
Legend and distance charts on lining papers.
'Michelin touring services.'
Includes index and city plans (p. 270-[337]).
References: Cf. Phillips 8447; Lock, Modern maps and atlases 201
LC Card Number: 86675268
ISBN 0517565374 ; 0517565366 (pbk.)
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)
28073 France - Maps - 1987 - Wine and wine making
France - Maps - 1987 - Wine districts
Wineries - Wine and wine making - France - Maps - 1987
Wine districts - France - Maps - 1987
Wineries - France - Maps - 1987

Authors: Johnson, Hugh, 1939- -- Duijker, Hubrecht -- Simon and Schuster, inc.
1 atlas (280 p. : col. ill., col. maps) ; 30 cm.
Includes index.
LC Card Number: 87004582
ISBN 0671642324 ; 9780671642327
folio TP553 .J64 1987 (NLO)

28074 France - Maps - 1988 - Camping
Camping - France - Maps - 1988
Road maps
Authors: Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
313 p. : ill. (some col.), 121 col. maps ; 26 cm.
32e éd.
Publication information from cover.
In French with some English, German, and Dutch.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Gift; Book Fair
Baskes GV191.48.F7 C36 1988 (NLO)

28075 France - Maps - 1989 - Guidebooks
Authors: Langenscheidt (Firm) -- Gnuva, Paul -- Langenscheidt self-guided series -- Polyglott Verlag -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

28076 France - Maps - 1991
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Baedeker Stuttgart -- Automobile Association (Great Britain) -- Jarrold and Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 61 plates
4th ed.
Issued in partnership with the Automobile Association (tall format); cf. A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher, 1832-1990, p. 277.
Cover price: $17.95.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

28077 France - Maps - 1991 - Culture
France - Maps - 1991
Civilization
240 p. : ill. (chiefly col.), 45 col. maps, ports. (some col.) ; 31 cm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 225) and index.
Maps on lining papers.
ISBN 081602619X ; 9780816026197
Baskes folio DC33 .A74 1991 (NLO)

28078 France - Maps - 1991 - Culture
France - Maps - 1991
Civilization
1 atlas (240 p.) : col. ill., col. maps ; 31 cm.
"Planned and produced by Andromeda Oxford Ltd ... Abingdon, Oxfordshire, England"--Verso of half-title.
Includes chronological table, bibliographical references, glossary, and index.
ISBN 081602619X
To Collection Services for cataloging, August 2010 (PrCt)

28079 France - Maps - 1991
Authors: Michelin green guides -- Tourist guide -- Michelin Tyre PLC -- Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Kotz -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1st ed.
Cover title.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 281) and index.
Former owner's signature: Kotz.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
ISBN 2067014919 ; 9782067014916

28080 France - Maps - 1991 - Road maps
RAC motoring atlas France. London : RAC
28081 France - Maps - 1994<>Road maps
Authors: Michelin green guides -- Tourist guide -- Michelin Tyre PLC -- Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Kotz -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
2nd ed.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 415) and index.
Cover title.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
ISBN 2061491022 ; 9782061491027

28082 France - Maps - 2000<>Road maps
Authors: Michelin green guides -- Michelin Travel Publications (Firm) -- Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Kotz -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Includes bibliographical references (p. 415) and index.
Series: The green guide -- Michelin green guides.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
ISBN 2060000696 (pbk.) ; 9782060000695 (pbk.)

28083 France - Maps - Cities and towns - Bibliography - 1850<>Cities and towns - France - Maps - Bibliography - 1850<>Archives nationales (France) - Map collections - Catalogs
Authors: Archives nationales (France) -- Hébert-Boitel, Monique -- Le Moël, Michel -- Rochat-Hollard, Claude-France -- Thirion, Jacques
3 v. : ill., maps ; 26 cm.
Incomplete; issued in 4 vol., but Newberry lacking v. 4 (as of Dec. 2008)
Vol. 1 has imprint: Imprimerie Nationale.
Vols. 2-3 have imprint: S.E.V.P.E.N.
Formerly Z5944.F7 F7 1958
Map Ref Z6027.F7 F74 1958 (NLO)

28084 France - Maps - Cities and towns - History<>Cities and towns - France - History - Maps
Authors: Higounet, Charles -- Marquette, Jean-Bernard -- Wolff, Philippe, 1913- -- Centre de recherches sur l’occupation du sol et le peuplement dans le Midi de la France.
1 atlas (<46 > portfolios) : ill., col. maps ; 44 cm.
'Sous la direction de Ch. Higounet, J.-B. Marquette et Ph. Wolff.'
[Par le Centre de recherches sur l’occupation du sol et le peuplement de l’Université de Bordeaux III (E.R.A. 433)]
'Types de villes, avec notice sur leur développement topographique, des origines au début du XIe siècle'--Portfolios.
Scale 1:2,500.
No vols. or nos. on atlases; processed with only publication dates-—for towns covered see 'contents' below.
Includes bibliographies.
ISBN 2222031621 (Auch)

Description contenant toutes les singularitez de
plus celebres villes et places remarquables du royaume de France. Rouen : David Geuffroy, [1611?].

Authors: Desrues, François, ca. 1575-1633 -- Geuffroy, David
352 p. : 6 maps and 18 town views (woodcuts) ; 17 cm.
All maps and views are woodcuts and are individually cataloged.

Case DC24.D47 [map] (PrCt)

28086 France - Maps - Collections, 1619-1641

[Theatre geographique du royaume de France : contenant les cartes & descriptions parti-culieres des provinces d'iceluy... ] Par j. Le Clerc, [1619-1641].

Authors: Le Clerc, Jean, 1560-1621 or 1622 -- Bouguereau, Maurice, -1596
35 maps ; 44 x 50 cm. ea. or smaller on sheets
52 x 44 cm. ea. or smaller.
Incomplete: Consists of sheets from various editions of Le Clerc's atlas.
Added title: Theatre geographique du royaume de France.

Title and range of atlas edition dates based on Pastoureau, p. 295-301.
Most of the maps were originally published by Maurice Bouguereau in his Theatre Francois... (Tours, 1594); cf. Pastoureau, Atlas Francais p. 81-82 and p. 295-301. Phillips, 8452 References.


LC Card Number 77555680
ISBN 2717712941
Map Ref folio Z6027.F8 V37 (NLO)

28088 France. Marine - Handbooks, manuals, etc. France. Marine - Officers - Education

- History - 17th century
- Navigation - Instruction and study - France - 17th century

Authors: Thoubeau, Claude Joachim, 1653-1728 -- Dainville, François de
Pp. 323-338 ; 26 cm.
Reprints Thoubeau's Mémoire of 1692.
Vert 134, no. 3 (PrCt)

France. Marine - History, Naval - Sources

Atlas, French - 1700-1899

Naval Historical geography - Maps - Collections

[Materials for a history of the French marine : comprising texts, both printed and manuscript, maps, plans of fortresses, diagrams showing naval actions, and engravings and cuts of vessels and of places in all parts of the world where the French marine has been engaged]. [18-].

Authors: Carles, Paul, 1825-1896 -- French Marine Collection (Newberry Library)
ca. 6,000 pages of manuscript text , ca. 4,000 manuscript and printed graphic items (chiefly maps) ; variously housed in 20 bound volumes, 20 map drawers, and 44 oversize boxes
The French Marine Collection was donated to the Newberry Library by the Huntington Library, probably in 1924. For library correspondence and an outline of Carles' life and classification scheme, see a bound folio of these items (ca. 30 leaves, 20 blank) shelved with the oversize boxes.

28090 France, Northeaster - Maps - 1817
Authors: Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Hall, Sidney -- Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823. A New general atlas constructed from the latest authorities ... (1823) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 20 x 25 cm.
In: Arrowsmith, Aaron. A New general atlas constructed from the latest authorities ... Exhibiting the boundaries and divisions, also the chains of mountains and other geographical features of all the known countries in the world (Edinburgh ; London : A. Constable & Co., 1823), pl. 10.
folio Ayer 135 .A65 1823 pl. 10 (PrCt)

28091 France, Northern - Maps - 1710
Carte géographique qui contient, le theatre de la guerre ... = Geographische kaart, waar in kan na gesien worden ... [Amsterdam] : chez la veve de Nicolaus Visscher [Elizabeth Visscher, 1710?].
Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Visscher, Elizabeth, fl. 1702-1726 -- Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702. Atlas minor ... [1710?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 42 x 54 cm.
Title in upper margin.
In: Visscher, Nicolaes. Atlas minor ... (Amstelaedami [Amsterdam] : ex officina Nicolai Visscher [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher], [1710?]) map [68].
Manuscript '70' in upper right.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .V8 1700 map [68] (PrCt)

28092 France, Northern - Maps - 1794
La Francia delineati sulle ultime osservazioni, secondo foglio. Rome : Calcografia camerale, 1797.
Authors: Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824 -- Calcografia camerale (Rome, Italy) -- Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824. Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (1792-1801) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 43 cm.
Map dated 1794.
oversize Ayer 135 .C33 1792 v. 2 pl. 13 & 15 (PrCt)

28093 France, Northern - Maps - 1796
A Map of the seat of war in France with the country divided into its several departments. Philadelphia : M. Carey, 1796.
Carey's General atlas ... (1796) 1 map ; 16 x 25 cm.
In: Carey, Mathew. Carey's General atlas ... (Philadelphia : M. Carey, 1796) pl. [13].
Case folio G1019.C25 1796 pl. 13 (PrCt)

28094 France, Northern - Maps - 1804<>Belgium - Maps - 1804
A Map of the seat of war in France with the country divided into its several departments. Philadelphia : Mathew Carey, 1804.
Authors: Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Barker, W. (William), fl. 1795-1803 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839. Carey's General atlas ... (1804) 1 map ; 16 x 25 cm.
In: Carey, Mathew. Carey's General atlas ... (Philadelphia : Published by Mathew Carey, April 24th, 1804) pl. 13.
oversize Ayer 135 .C27 1804 pl. 13 (PrCt)

28095 France, Northern - Maps - 1830<>France - Maps - 1830
Authors: J. & C. Walker (Firm) -- Baldwin & Cradock -- Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (Great Britain) -- Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (Great Britain). A Series of maps, modern and ancient (1829-1831) 1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 34 cm.
Covers northwestern France.
Issued, with another map, in paper cover with letterpress text at bottom: No. 10 containing: France, in Departments, part 1. Ditto ditto part 2. oversize G 1001 .82 fascicule 10, map [1] (PrCt)

28096 France, Northern - Maps - 1830<>France - Maps - 1830
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)


Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

28103 France, Northern - Maps - 1894
1 v. : 36 plates
2nd ed.
G 39.06 (NLO)

28104 France, Northern - Maps - 1894
1 v. : 9 maps, 27 city plans
2nd ed.
Includes advertising dated 1896 and priced in marks.
Condition: Fair.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

28105 France, Northern - Maps - 1895
1 v. : 10 maps, 22 city plans
5th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1896 and priced in marks.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

28106 France, Northern - Maps - 1895
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher, 1832-1990, no. F179.
1 v. : 8 maps, 22 city plans
5th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1896 and priced in marks.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

28107 France, Northern - Maps - 1898
1 v. : 10 maps, 22 city plans
6th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1899 and priced in dollars.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

28108 France, Northern - Maps - 1898
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher, 1832-1990, no. F175a.
1 v. : 10 maps, 22 city plans
6th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1899 and priced in dollars.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

28109 France, Northern - Maps - 1899
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher, 1832-1990, no. F117.
1 v. : 10 maps, 22 city plans
3rd ed.
Includes advertising dated 1899 and priced in dollars.
Condition: Fair.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

28110 France, Northern - Maps - 1899
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher, 1832-1990, no. E117.
Includes advertising dated 1899 and priced in dollars.
Condition: Fair.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

28111 France, Northern - Maps - 1899
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher, 1832-1990, no. E117.
Includes advertising dated 1899 and priced in dollars.
Condition: Fair.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Northern France. Leipzig ; London : K. Baedeker ; Dulau, 1899.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Dulau & Co.
-- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 10 maps, 34 city plans
3rd ed.
Includes advertising dated 1903 and priced in marks.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

28116 France, Northern - Maps - 1905
Northern France. Leipzig ; London ; New York : K. Baedeker ; Dulau ; Scribner's, 1905.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Dulau & Co.
-- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 53 plates
4th ed.
G 39.0602 (NLO)

France, Northern - Maps - 1899
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 10 maps, 15 city plans
6th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1899 and priced in marks.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

28117 France, Northern - Maps - 1905
Northern France. Leipzig ; London : K. Baedeker ; Dulau ; Scribner's, 1905.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Dulau & Co.
-- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 13 maps, 40 city plans
4th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1905 and priced in marks.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

28118 France, Northern - Maps - 1905
Northern France. Leipzig ; London : K. Baedeker ; Dulau ; Scribner's, 1905.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Dulau & Co.
-- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 13 maps, 40 city plans
4th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1905 and priced in marks.
Condition: Worn.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

28119 France, Northern - Maps - 1905
Northern France. Leipzig ; London : K. Baedeker ; Dulau ; Scribner's, 1905.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Dulau & Co.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

-- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 13 maps, 40 city plans
4th ed.
A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher, 1832-1900, no. E118.
Includes advertising dated 1907 and priced in marks.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

28120 France, Northern - Maps - 1905
Northern France, Leipzig ; London ; New York : K. Baedeker ; Dulau ; Scribner's, 1905.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Dulau & Co.
-- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 13 maps, 40 city plans
4th ed.
A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher, 1832-1900, no. E118.
Includes advertising dated 1907 and priced in dollars.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

28121 France, Northern - Maps - 1908
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Ollendorff, Paul
-- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 12 maps, 30 city plans
8th ed.
A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher, 1832-1900, no. F177.
Includes advertising dated 1909 and priced in marks.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

28122 France, Northern - Maps - 1908
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Ollendorff, Paul
-- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 11 maps, 33 city plans
8th ed.
A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher, 1832-1900, no. F182.
Includes advertising dated 1908 and priced in marks.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

28123 France, Northern - Maps - 1908
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Ollendorff, Paul
-- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 11 maps, 33 city plans
8th ed.
A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher, 1832-1900, no. F182.
Includes advertising dated 1911 and priced in marks.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

28124 France, Northern - Maps - 1908
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Ollendorff, Paul
-- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 11 maps, 33 city plans
8th ed.
Dust jacket.
A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher, 1832-1900, no. F182.
Includes advertising dated 1912 and priced in marks.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

28125 France, Northern - Maps - 1909
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm)
-- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 71 plates
5th ed.
G 39.0603 (NLO)

28126 France, Northern - Maps - 1909
Northern France, Leipzig ; London ; New York : K. Baedeker ; Dulau ; Scribner's, 1909.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Dulau & Co.
-- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 16 maps, 55 city plans
5th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1909 and priced in dollars.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

28127 France, Northern - Maps - 1909
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- George Allen & Unwin -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 16 maps, 55 city plans
5th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1909 and priced in dollars.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 v. : 16 maps, 55 city plans  
5th ed.  
Includes advertising dated 1930 and priced in shillings.  
Condition: Good.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.  
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)  
(PrCt)

28128 France, Northern - Maps - 1909  
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- T. Fisher Unwin (Firm) -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 v. : 16 maps, 55 city plans  
5th ed.  
Includes advertising dated 1911 and priced in dollars.  
Condition: Fair.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.  
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)  
(PrCt)

28129 France, Northern - Maps - 1909  
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- T. Fisher Unwin (Firm) -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 v. : 16 maps, 55 city plans  
5th ed.  
Includes advertising dated 1913 and priced in dollars.  
Condition: Fair.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.  
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)  
(PrCt)

28130 France, Northern - Maps - 1909  
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- T. Fisher Unwin (Firm) -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 v. : 16 maps, 55 city plans  
5th ed.  
Includes advertising dated 1925 and priced in shillings.  
Condition: Excellent.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.  
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)  
(PrCt)

28131 France, Northern - Maps - 1913  
Northern France. Leipzig ; London ; New York : K. Baedeker ; T. Fisher Unwin ; Scribner's, 1913.  
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Ollendorff, Paul -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 v. : 12 maps, 38 city plans  
9th ed.  
Includes advertising dated 1914 and priced in marks.  
Condition: Excellent.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.  
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)  
(PrCt)

28132 France, Northern - Maps - 1914  
Authors: Collection des guides-Joanne -- Bolzé, R. -- Hermann, L., active 1906-1939 -- Rabin, A. -- Hachette (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
xix, 480 p. : maps and plans (some col., some folded) ; 16 cm.  
4e éd.  
Spine title: Nord : Ardenne  
Maps by L. Hermann, R. Bolzé; engraved by A. Rabin.  
Includes 2 folded maps in pocket.  
Includes index.  
Series: Collection des guides-Joanne  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.  
LC Card Number: 20002481  
Baskes G153 .C65 Nord (1914) (NLO)

28133 France, Northern - Maps - 1919  
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Depôt Général pour la France -- Agence Générale de Libraire et des publications -- Ollendorff, Paul -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 v. : 12 maps, 33 city plans  
9th ed.  
Includes advertising dated 1919.  
Condition: Excellent.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.  
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)  
(PrCt)

28134 France, Northern - Maps - 1919  
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- T. Fisher Unwin (Firm) -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 v. : 16 maps, 55 city plans  
5th ed.  
Includes advertising dated 1925 and priced in shillings.  
Condition: Excellent.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.  
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)  
(PrCt)

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Includes advertising dated 1919 and priced in shillings.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

28135 France, Northern - Maps - 1922

North-eastern France / edited by Findlay
Muirhead and Marcel Monmarché. London ; Paris
: Macmillan ; Librairie Hachette, 1922.
Authors: Muirhead, Findlay, 1860-1935 --
Monmarché, Marcel, 1872-1945 -- Blue guide --
Hermann, L., active 1906-1939 -- John
Bartholomew and Son -- Dufrénoy (Firm) --
Macmillan & Co. -- Hachette (Firm) -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
ixvi, 351 p.: 55 maps and plans (some folded, some col.) ; 16 cm.
Cover title: Muirhead’s North-eastern France
'55 maps and plans.'
Maps by John Bartholomew & Son, L. Hermann,
printed by Dufrénoy.
Maps on lining-papers and endpapers.
Includes bibliographical references (p. Ivii-lviii)
and index.
Series: The blue guides -- Blue guide.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copy: G 39 .6
LC Card Number: 22026978
Baskes G153 .B58 France North-eastern
(1922) (NLO)

28137 France, Northern - Maps - 1926

North-western France / edited by Findlay
Muirhead and Marcel Monmarché. London ; Paris
: Macmillan ; Librairie Hachette, 1926.
Authors: Muirhead, Findlay, 1860-1935 --
Monmarché, Marcel, 1872-1945 -- Blue guide --
Hermann, L., active 1906-1939 -- John
Bartholomew and Son -- Macmillan & Co. --
Hachette (Firm) -- Dufrénoy (Firm) -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
xlvi, 392 p. [56] leaves of plates (some folded) :
44 maps (chiefly folded col.) ; 16 cm.
Cover title: Muirhead’s North-western France
'44 maps and plans. Second impression.'
Maps by L. Hermann and John Bartholomew &
Son; printed by Dufrénoy.
Map on endpapers.
Includes bibliographical references (p. xxxiii-xxxiv)
and index.
Series: The blue guides -- Blue guide.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copy (missing March 2008): G 39 .601
LC Card Number: 26014264
Baskes G153 .B58 France Northwestern
(1926) (NLO)

28138 France, Northern - Maps - 1930

North-eastern France / edited by Findlay
Muirhead and Marcel Monmarché. London ; Paris
: Macmillan ; Librairie Hachette, 1930.
Authors: Muirhead, Findlay, 1860-1935 --
Monmarché, Marcel, 1872-1945 -- Blue guide --
Hermann, L., active 1906-1939 -- John
Bartholomew and Son -- Dufrénoy (Firm) --
Macmillan & Co. -- Hachette (Firm) -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
ix, 362, 24 p.: 78 maps (chiefly col., some folded) ; 16 cm.
2nd ed.
Spine title: Muirhead’s north-eastern France
'With a complete atlas of north-eastern France
and 54 other maps and plans.'
Maps by L. Hermann and John Bartholomew &
Son, printed by Dufrénoy.
Maps on endpapers.
Includes bibliographical references (p. Ivii-ix)
and index.
Series: The blue guides -- Blue guide.
Dust jacket.
Bookseller’s label: W.H. Smith & Son ... Paris.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copy: G 39 .601
LC Card Number: 30012129
Baskes G153 .B58 France North-eastern
(1930) (NLO)

28139 France, Northern - Maps - 1932

28140 France, Northern - Maps - 1932
North-western France / edited by Findlay
2nd ed.
Spine title: Muirhead’s North-western France 'With a complete atlas of north-western France and 40 other maps and plans,' Maps by L. Hermann and printed by Dufreney.
Maps on endpapers.
Includes bibliographical references (p. xxi-xxv) and index.
Series: The blue guides -- Blue guide.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copy: G 39 .602
LC Card Number: 3205478
Baskes G153 .B58 France Northwestern (1932) (NLO)

28141 France, Northern - Maps - 1958
North-western France / edited by L. Russell
3rd ed.
Spine title: Muirhead’s North-western France 'With a complete atlas and 37 other maps and plans.'
Maps by John Bartholomew & Son and McLagan & Cumming.
Includes map on endpapers.
Includes bibliographical references (p. xxxv-xxxvi) and index.
Series: The blue guides -- Blue guide.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copy: G 39 .6035
LC Card Number: 58034820

28142 France, Northern - Maps - 1963>>Paris (France) - Maps - 1963
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

28143 France, Northern - Maps - 1972>>Nord-Pas-de-Calais (France) - Maps - 1972>>Champagne-Ardenne (France) - Maps - 1972>>Picardy (France) - Maps - 1972
Authors: Guides verts Michelin -- Michelin green guides -- Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 178 p. : ill. (some col.), 77 col. maps, col. plans, ports. : 26 x 12 cm.
2e éd.
Cover title.
Includes bibliographical references (inside back cover) and index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G86 Nord-Pas-de-Calais (1972) (NLO)

Authors: Guides verts Michelin -- Michelin green guides -- Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 186 p. : ill. (some col.), col. maps, col. plans, ports. : 26 x 12 cm.
6e éd.
Cover title.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 34) and index.
Map on back cover.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

28145 France, Northwestern - Maps - 1817
France, N.W. part. Edinburgh : A. Constable and Co., 1817 [i.e. 1823]. Authors: Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Hall,
Sidney -- Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823. A New general atlas constructed from the latest authorities ... (1823) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 20 x 25 cm.
In: Arrowsmith, Aaron. A New general atlas constructed from the latest authorities ... Exhibiting the boundaries and divisions, also the chains of mountains and other geographical features of all the known countries in the world (Edinburgh ; London : A. Constable & Co., 1823), pl. 9.

folio Ayer 135 .A65 1823 pl. 9 (PrCt)

Géographie. Atlas généraux [&] Cartes particulières. [19-?].
9 leaves ; 30 cm.
Excerpts (pp.335-37, 339-42, 361-65) from Ms catalog of the library.

BHC 1331
Vert 938 (PrCt)

28147 France - Pictorial works - 1552<<>Woodcuts [Unidentified river view in France]. [Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552].
Authors: Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552. Cosmographiae uniuerisalis ... (1552) -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : woodcut ; 6 x 14 cm., on sheet 32 x 21 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Possibly an inaccurate view, since some of the woodcuts in this volume were used for more than one town.

VAULT folio Ayer 7 .M8 1552, p. 101 (PrCt)

28148 France - Pictorial works - 1620 - Cities and towns<<>Citis and towns - France - Pictorial works - 1620<<>Wissersembourg (France) - Pictorial works - 1620<<>Rouffach (France) - Pictorial works - 1620<<>Colmar (France) - Pictorial works - 1620<<>Baden-Baden (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1620
[Views of Wissembourg, Rouffach, and Colmar, France, and Baden-Baden, Germany]. [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
4 views : hand col. ; 16 x 25 cm. and smaller on sheet 41 x 54 cm.
Derived from 1550 woodcuts by Sebastian Münster; see R.A. Skelton's Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 2, pl. 36 (PrCt)

28149 France - Pictorial works - 1655 - Cities and towns<<>Citis and towns - France - Pictorial works - 1655<<>Architecture - France - Pictorial works - 1655<<>Palaces - France - Pictorial works - 1655<<>Castles - France - Pictorial works - 1655
Authors: Chastillon, Claude, 1559 or 60 -- Boisseau, Jean, fl. 1637-1658 -- Boissevin, Louis -- British Library. Maps 25. c. 13. -- Buisseret, David
1 atlas
Microfilm, positive, of copy in the British Library. The third edition, with additions by Jean Boisseau, of a work first published in 1641.

To Collection Services for cataloging, Feb. 2010 (PrCt)

28150 France. Service hydrographique. Bibliothèque - Map Collections - Catalogs
[Inventory of maps in fonds B4040, cartons 66, 67, & 69 in Archives de la Marine, Vincennes]. [198-].
Authors: France. Service hydrographique.
Bibliothèque
8 leaves ; 30 cm.
Photocopy of MS inventory.

Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

28151 France. Service hydrographique - Map collections - Catalogs<<>France. Dépôt des cartes et plans de la marine - Map collections -

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
28155 France, Southeastern - Maps - 1817
France, S.E. part. Edinburgh : A. Constable and Co., 1817 [i.e. 1823].
Authors: Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Hall, Sidney -- Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823. A New general atlas constructed from the latest authorities ... (1823) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 20 x 25 cm.
In: Arrowsmith, Aaron. A New general atlas constructed from the latest authorities ... Exhibiting the boundaries and divisions, also the chains of mountains and other geographical features of all the known countries in the world (Edinburgh ; London : A. Constable & Co., 1823), pl. 12.
folio Ayer 135 .A65 1823 pl. 12 (PrCt)

28156 France, Southern - Maps - 1710
Nouvelle carte geographique de la partie meridionale de France: contenant le gouvernement de Guienne et Gascogne, le Lyonnais ... Amsterdam : Nicolas Visscher [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher, 1710?].
Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Ruyter, Baltasar, 18th cent. -- Visscher, Elizabeth, fl. 1702-1726 -- Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702. Atlas minor ... [1710?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; hand col. ; 45 x 76 cm.
Title in upper margin. Covers southern France.
In: Visscher, Nicolaes. Atlas minor ... (Amstelaedami [Amsterdam] : ex officina Nicolai Visscher [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher], [1710?]) map [80].
Manuscript ‘82’ in upper right.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .V8 1700 map [80] (PrCt)

28157 France, Southern - Maps - 1741<<>>Béarn (France) - Maps - 1741
Carte du Bearn de la Bigorre de l'Armagnac et des pays ... Amsterdam : Jean Cóvens et Corneille Mortier, [1741?].
Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Cóvens and Mortier -- L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726. Atlas nouveau, contenant toutes les parties du monde ... [1741?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; hand col. ; 47 x 63 cm.
Title in upper margin. Continued northward on previous sheet: Carte du Bordelais du Perigord et des provinces voisines ...
In: L'Isle, Guillaume de. Atlas nouveau,
contenant toutes les parties du monde ... (Amsterdam : J. Covens & C. Mortier, [1741?] v. 1, pl. [31].

**28158 France, Southern - Maps - 1741<<<>Périgord (France) - Maps - 1741**

*Carte du Bordelois du Perigord et des provinces voisines ...* Amsterdaml : Jean Cövens et Corneille Mortier, [1741?].

Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Cövens et Mortier -- L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726. Atlas nouveau, contenant toutes les parties du monde ... [1741?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 61 cm.

Title in upper margin. Continued southward on adjacent sheet : Carte du Bearn de la Bigorre ...

In: L'Isle, Guillaume de. Atlas nouveau, contenant toutes les parties du monde ... (Amsterdam : J. Covens & C. Mortier, [1741?]) v. 1, pl. [30].

**28159 France, Southern - Maps - 1794**

*La Francia delineati sulle ultime osservazioni, primo foglio.* Rome : Calcografia camerale, 1797.

Authors: Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824 -- Calcografia camerale (Rome, Italy) -- Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824. Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (1792-1801) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 43 cm.


Map dated 1794.

**28160 France, Southern - Maps - 1831<<<>France - Maps - 1831**


Authors: J. & C. Walker (Firm) -- Baldwin & Cradock -- Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (Great Britain) -- Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (Great Britain). A Series of maps, modern and ancient (1829-1831) 1 map : hand col. ; 27 x 41 cm.

Covers southern France.


Issued, with another map, in paper cover with letterpress text at bottom: No. 12, containing: England, part 1. France, in Departments, part 3.

**28161 France, Southern - Maps - 1887**

*Südfrankreich.* Leipzig : Bibliographisches Institut, 1887.

Authors: Gsell-Fels, Th. (Theodor), 1818-1898 -- Meyers Reisebücher -- Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 53 maps

3rd ed.


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. 

**28162 France, Southern - Maps - 1891**

*Southern France.* Leipzig ; London : K. Baedeker ; Dulau, 1891.

Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Dulau & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 14 maps, 19 city plans

1st ed.

A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher, 1832-1990, no. E120.

Includes advertising dated 1892 and priced in marks.

Condition: Good.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

**28163 France, Southern - Maps - 1895**

*South-Eastern France.* Leipzig ; London : K. Baedeker, 1895.

Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm)

1 v. : 26 plates

2nd ed.


G 39.061 (NLO)

**28164 France, Southern - Maps - 1895**

*South-Eastern France.* Leipzig ; London : K. Baedeker ; Dulau, 1895.

Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Dulau & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 13 maps, 12 city plans, 1 view

2nd ed.


Includes advertising dated 1895 and priced in marks.

Condition: Excellent.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
28166 France, Southern - Maps - 1895
South-Western France. Leipzig; London: K. Baedeker; Dulau, 1895.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Dulau & Co.
-- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.: 10 maps, 13 city plans
2nd ed.
Includes advertising dated 1895 and priced in dollars.
Condition: Fair.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

28167 France, Southern - Maps - 1898
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.: 15 maps, 14 city plans, 1 view
3rd ed.
Includes advertising dated 1898 and priced in dollars.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

28168 France, Southern - Maps - 1898
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.: 15 maps, 14 city plans, 1 view
3rd ed.
Includes advertising dated 1898 and priced in dollars.
Condition: Fair.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

28169 France, Southern - Maps - 1898
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.: 15 maps, 14 city plans, 1 view
3rd ed.
Includes advertising dated 1898 and priced in dollars.
Condition: Fair.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)
28177 France, Southern - Maps - 1914
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm)
1 v. : 22 plates
5th ed.
A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher, 1832-1900, no. E126.
G 39.0631 (NLO)

28178 France, Southern - Maps - 1914
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- T. Fisher Unwin (Firm) -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 42 maps, 63 city plans, 1 view
6th ed.
A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher, 1832-1900, no. E126.
Includes advertising dated 1914 and priced in dollars.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

28179 France, Southern - Maps - 1914
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- T. Fisher Unwin (Firm) -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 42 maps, 63 city plans, 1 view
6th ed.
A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher, 1832-1900, no. E126.
Includes advertising dated 1915 and priced in shillings.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

28180 France, Southern - Maps - 1914
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- T. Fisher Unwin (Firm) -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 42 maps, 63 city plans, 1 view
6th ed.
A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher, 1832-1900, no. E126.
Includes advertising dated 1915 and priced in shillings.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)
Includes advertising dated 1919 and priced in shillings.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

28181 France, Southern - Maps - 1926
1 v. : 96 maps
1st ed.
Includes advertising dated 1930.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

28182 France, Southern - Maps - 1926
Southern France : with a complete atlas and 72 other maps and plans / edited by Findlay Muirhead and Marcel Monmarché. London ; Paris : Macmillan ; Librairie Hachette, 1926.
Cover title: Muirhead’s Southern France
Half title: Southern France with Corsica
Maps by L. Hermann, Fr. Schrader, E. Ardoine, L. Villedary, L. Thuillier, Médebielle, John Bartholomew & Son, and Institut Cartographique de Paris; printed by Dufrénoy.
Maps on endpapers.
Includes bibliographical references (p. xxi-xxii) and index.
Series: The blue guides -- Blue guide.
Bookseller’s label: Brentano’s ... Paris.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copy: G 39 .603
LC Card Number: 26003353
Baskes G153 .B58 France Southern (1926) (NLO)

28183 France, Southern - Maps - 1931
Authors: Woerl, Leo, 1843-1918 -- Woerl’s Reisebücherverlag -- Woerl's Reisehandbücher -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Edition: 2. Aufl
Cover title: Südenfrankreich
Series: Woerl's Reisehandbücher.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .W64 Südenfrankreich (1931) (NLO)

28184 France, Southern - Maps - 1954
1 v. : 73 map plates
2nd ed.
Ed:DFacaros&MPauls
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

28185 France, Southern - Maps - 1994
Authors: Cadogan guides -- Facaros, Dana -- Pauls, Michael -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 24 maps
2nd ed.
Ed:DFacaros&MPauls
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

28186 France, Southwest - Maps - 1700-1770 - Guyenne (France) - Maps - 1700-1770 - Gascony (France) - Maps - 1700-1770 - Gouvernement de La Guyenne & Gascogne. [Amsterdam : Fredericum de Wit, ca. 1700?].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 43 x 57 cm.
In: Wit, Frederik de. Atlas [ca. 1700?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 43 x 57 cm.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .W8 A no. [14] (PrCt)

28187 France, Southwest - Maps - 1895
South of France, west-half : including the winter resorts of Pau, Arcachon, Biarritz & Amélie, the health-restoring spas in the Pyrenees, the sea-bathing stations on the Bay of Biscay and islands, the highlands and ravines in the centre of France, the claret-wine vineyards of Médoc, with eighteen maps and nine plans / C.B. Black. London : Adam and Charles Black, 1895.
Authors: Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- Black’s guide books -- Black, C. B. (Charles Bertram), d. 1906 -- Bartholomew, John, 1805-1861 -- John Bartholomew & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
**Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)**

28188 **France, Southwest - Maps - 1909**

*South of France, west-half: including the winter resorts of Pau, Arcachon, Biarritz & Amélie, the health-restoring spas in the Pyrenees, the sea-bathing stations on the Bay of Biscay and islands, the highlands and ravines in the centre of France, the claret-wine vineyards of Médoc, with eighteen maps, nine plans, and eight illustrations / C.B. Black.* London: Adam and Charles Black, 1909.

Authors: Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- Black's guide books -- Black, C. B. (Charles Bertram), d. 1906 -- Bartholomew, John, 1805-1861 -- John Bartholomew & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

xx., 11, 253 p., [33] leaves of plates (some fold.) ; ill., 26 maps (some col., some folded) ; 18 cm.

8th ed.

Maps by J. Bartholomew.

Although t.p. states 'eighteen maps and nine plans,' table of contents includes twenty-six maps.

Map indicated in table of contents at p. 193 is at p. 139.

Includes index.

Series: Black's guide books.

Series statement from publisher advertisements.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes G153 .B55 South France, West (1895) (NLO)**


Authors: Cassini, César-François, 1714-1784 -- Desaint, Jean, d. 1776 -- Maraldi, J. D. (Jean Dominique), 1709-1788.

Nouvelle carte qui comprend les principaux triangles qui servent de fondement à la description géométrique de la France (1744) -- Heuilland, Guillaume d', d. ca. 1770 -- Aubin -- Fordham, Herbert George, Slr, 1854-1929 -- Sather, C.


Chiefly tables.

Includes map: Nouvelle carte qui comprend les principaux triangles qui servent de fondement à la description géométrique de la France / levée par ordre du roy par Messrs. Maraldi & Cassini de Thury, de l'Academie Royale des Sciences année 1744 ; tracé d'après les Mesures, et gravé par Dheuilland ; Aubin scripsit.

Includes bibliographical references.


Bookplates of George Fordham and C. Sather.

LC Card Number: 2001560728

**Case G110.F73 C37 1783 (NLO)**

28191 **France, Western - Maps - 1875<<<Garonne River Valley (France) - Maps - 1875<<<Garonne River Valley (Spain and France) - Maps - 1875 Itinéraire général de la France : de la Loire à la Garonne : avec 26 cartes et 10 plans / par Adolphe Joanne. Paris : Librarie Hachette, 1875.**


xxxviii., 742 p. : 36 maps (chiefly folded, some col.) ; 18 cm.

[2e éd.]

Cover title: France de la Loire à la Garonne

Maps by A.H. Dufour, Auguste Thiollet, and L. Thuillier; engraved by Primaut-Rousset, F. Lefèvre, Langevin and Erhard; printed by Monrocq and Dufrénoy

Includes bibliographical references

(p.[xxviv]-xxxxiv) and index.

Series: Collection des guides-Joanne

---

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes G153.C65 Loire (1875) (NLO)**

**28192 Franche-Comté (France) - Maps - 1593**

*Sabaudiae ducatvs, sev Narbonensis Galliae partis, vera Germanaque delineatio / Ioannes à Deutecum, Lucas à Deuteucum, fecerunt.*

[Antwerp : s.n., 1593?].

Authors: Deoetcam, Jan van -- Deoetchem, Lucas van, 16th cent. -- Jode, Gerard de, 1509-1591 -- Wierix, Antonie, - 1604 -- Jode, Gerard de, 1509-1591.

Speculum orbis terrarum (1593)

1 map : hand col. ; 34 x 21 cm., on sheet 42 x 55 cm.

Printed from same plate on same sheet as another map: Typus corographicus Veromanduae partis Galliae Belgiae

Latin letterpress text on verso: Limania ... Engraving attributed to Antonie Wierix.

In: Jode, Gerard de. Speculum orbis terrarum (Antwerp : s.n., 1593?).

**VAULT oversize Ayer 135.J9 1593, map [27 A] (PrCt)**

**28193 Franche-Comte (France) - Maps - 1692**

*La Franche Comté divisée en trois grands bailliages ...* Paris, 1692.

Authors: Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G69

1 map ; 77 x 53 cm.

Added title: Le Comté de Bourgogne, ou la Franche Comté... .

2669

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**Sack map6F G5832.F7 1692 J3 (PrCt)**

**28194 Franche-Comté (France) - Maps - 1695**

*La Franche Comté divisée en trois grands bailliages ...* Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : Hubert Jaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], [1695?].

Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667.

Atlas nouveau : contenant toutes les parties du monde (1692 [i.e. 1695?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library).

1 map : hand col. ; 78 x 54 cm.

Added title, upper margin: Le comté de Bourgogne, ou la Franche Comté, divisée en trois grands bailliages ... .

In counterfeit edition of: Sanson, Nicolas. Atlas nouveau : contenant toutes les parties du monde (Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : H. Jaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], 1692 [i.e. 1695?]) pl. [26].

Map dated 1692.

**VAULT oversize Ayer 135.S19 1692 pl. [26] (PrCt)**

**28195 Franche Comte (France) - Maps - 1696**

*Sequani.* Paris, 1696.

Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Somer, J. -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G142

1 map : hand col. ; 39 x 47 cm.

Added title: Partie des archidconnes de Favernay. .

2696

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**Sack map4F G5833.F7 1696 S2 (PrCt)**

**28196 Franche-Comté (France) - Maps - 1696 - Cities and towns<<>>Cities and towns - Franche-Comté (France) - Maps - 1696**

*Pour la carte de la Franche Compte.* [Amsterdam : P. Mortier, 1696].

Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. [Atlas nouveau contenant toutes les parties du monde ... ] (1696) 8 maps ; on sheet 63 x 50 cm.

Collective title in upper margin.


Issued to accompany a map of Franché-Comté lacking in this atlas.

In: Sanson, Nicolas. [Atlas nouveau contenant toutes les parties du monde ... ] (Amsterdam : Pierre Mortier, 1696) v. 2, map [3].

Forms part of atlas published by P. Mortier in Amsterdam; chiefly comprised of maps bearing the counterfeit imprint of H. Jaillot in Paris.

**Case oversize G 1007 .78 v. 2, map [3] (PrCt)**

**28197 Franche Comte (France) - Maps - 1708**

*Le Comté de Bourgogne dit Franche-Comté ...* Paris, 1708.

Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646 -- Bernard, Jean-Frédéric, d. 1752 -- Starckman, P. -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G53

1 map ; 65 x 59 cm.

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

2652

**Sack map4F G5833.F7 1708 F4 (PrCt)**

**28198 Franche-Comté (France) - Maps - 1745**

*Comitatus Burgundiae tam in primarias ejus praefecturas ...* Nuremberg : Homann Erben, ca. [1745].


1 map ; hand col. ; 56 x 47 cm.

In: Homann, Johann Baptist. Atlas novus terrarum orbis (Nuremberg : [Homann Erben, ca.
Franche-Comté (France) - Maps - 1749
Partie septentrionale du Comté de Bourgogne ou Franche-Comté ... / par le Sr. Robert ... ; h [?] E. Haussard sculp. [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy], 1749.
Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Didier, 1723-1786 -- Haussard, Elisabeth -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1758?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 55 cm.
"Franche-Comté Septale." -- oversize letterpress title stamped on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
**Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1757, [plate 42] (PrCt)**

Franche-Comté (France) - Maps - 1749
Partie meridionale du Comté de Bourgogne ou Franche-Comté ... / par le Sr. Robert ... ; h [?] E. Haussard sculp. [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy], 1749.
Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Didier, 1723-1786 -- Haussard, Elisabeth -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1790?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 45 x 56 cm.
In: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles. Atlas universel / par M. Robert ... et par M. Robert de Vaugondy son fils ... (A Paris : Chez De la Marche, géographe, rue du Foin St. Jacques, Collège de Me. Gervais, 1757, [i.e. 1790?]), [plate 43].
"43" -- oversize letterpress number stamped on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
**Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1790, [plate 43] (PrCt)**

Franche-Comté (France) - Maps - 1888
Itinéraire général de la France : Franche-Comté et Jura : 5 cartes et 3 plans / par Paul Joanne.
Authors: Joanne, Paul, 1847-1922 -- Thuiller, Louis -- Hachette (Firm) -- Correvon -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
60, xlvi, 384, 104 p. : 8 maps (some folded col.) ; 18 cm.
Advertisements: 60 p. at beginning, 104 p. at end.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [xliv]-xlvi) and index.
Series: Collection des guides-Joanne
Inscribed by author to: M. Correvon.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
**Baskes G153 .C65 Franche Comte (1888) (NLO)***
Includes bibliographical references (p. [iii]-iv) and index.

Series: Guides bleus

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Map on endpaper.

Baskes G153 .G84 Franche Comte (1949) (NLO)

28205

Franchère, Gabriel, 1786-1863. Relation D'Un
Voyage A La Cote Du Nord-Ouest
[On Gabriel Franchère's Relation d'un voyage à
la côte du Nord-ouest de l'Amérique
septentrionale...and the acquisition of a copy by

Authors: Dunn, James Taylor

From Minnesota History 42 (1970): 70-72, port.,
illus.

Vert 45 (PrCt)

28206

Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library) - Catalogs
- Newberry Library - Map Collections - Bibliography -
Catalogs
- Novacco, Franco, 1904-1998 - Map collections - Bibliography -
Catalogs - Italian Cartography - 1500-1599 -
Maps - Collections
- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library) SEE Franco
Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library) [Franco Novacco map
collection catalog]. [1967?].

Authors: Newberry Library -- Franco Novacco

Concordance: Novacco catalog numbers to call numbers [2008?] -- Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library) SEE Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library) [136] leaves (various foliations) ; 34 cm.

Title supplied by cataloger.

Unpublished checklist of 756 maps published 1486-1858; includes many 16th-century Italian maps; extensively annotated in pencil.

Collection purchased by the Newberry Library in 1967 in Bern, Switzerland from Franco Novacco of Venice; for more information see Vert 919, no. 2.


http://www.biblioserver.com/newberry/index.php?
m=search&id=&fertype=data&q=franco%20novacco%20map%20collection

See also the author, subject and classified Novacco shelflists in Special Collections.

Maps reproduced on microfilm and photocopies (ca. 2000 leaves in 9 volumes) [Map Ready Reference]

For published catalog of another map collection amassed by Novacco, with duplicate copies of many of the maps at the Newberry, see Cartografia rara : antiche carte geografiche, topografiche e storiche dalla collezione Franco Novacco / schede a cura di Valeria e Piero Bella (Pero, Milano. Italia: Cromorama, [1986?]) [Map Ref folio G1025 .C36 1986]

Map Ref folio Z6028 .N4834 (NLO)

28207

Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library) - Facsimiles

Authors: Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Novacco, Franco, 1904-1998

4 v. (ca. 1000 leaves) ; 756 maps ; in portfolios each 29 x 43 cm.

Photocopies (from microfilm) of 756 maps published 1486-1858; includes many 16th-century Italian maps.

Reproduced by the Newberry Library Photoduplication Dept. (Chicago, 198-?).

For another set of photocopies (produced at larger scales), see map6C G3201.A 198- .N6 (PrCt)

Original collection purchased by the Newberry Library in 1967 in Bern, Switzerland from Franco Novacco of Venice.

Original maps separately cataloged in the online Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (accessed July 2009):

http://www.biblioserver.com/newberry/index.php?
m=search&id=&fertype=data&q=franco%20novacco%20map%20collection

Map Ref oversize GA197.N68 F73 1980z (NLO)

28208

Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library) - Facsimiles

Authors: Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Novacco, Franco, 1904-1998

5 v. (ca. 2000 leaves) ; 756 maps ; in portfolios each 29 x 43 cm.
Photocopies (from microfilm) of 756 maps published 1486-1858; includes many 16th-century Italian maps.
Reproduced by the Newberry Library Photoduplication Dept. (Chicago, 198-?).
Accompanied by paper identification labels with photographic scale bars (used during microfilming).
For another set of photocopies (produced at smaller scales), see Map Ref oversize GA197.N68 F73 1980z
Original collection purchased by the Newberry Library in 1967 in Bern, Switzerland from Franco Novacco of Venice.
Original maps separately cataloged in the online Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (accessed July 2009):
map6C G3201.A 198- N6 (PrCt)

28209
Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library) - Provenance
Franco Novacco, France, 1904-1998 - Map collections - Provenance
Provenance
Provenance of Novacco Map Collection : acquired by the Newberry Library in 1967. [1967].
Typescript of notes based on telephone interviews with Chicago bookseller Kenneth Nebenzahl in 2004.
The collection was purchased by Nebenzahl for the Newberry Library in 1967 in Bern Switzerland from Franco Novacco of Venice, through his agent the bookseller Carla Marzoli, proprietor of La Bibliofila in Milan.
Vert 919, no. 2 (PrCt)

28210
Franco-Prussian War, 1870-1871 - Maps >> Europe - Maps - 1870
Authors: Hachette (Firm) -- Baster & Vieillemard (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Cover title.
Imperfect: lacking col. map of Central Europe.
Some maps lithographed by Baster & Vieillemard.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1795 .A85 1870 (NLO)

28211
Franco-Prussian War, 1870-1871 - Maps >> France - Historical geography - Maps - 1866-1870 - Historical atlases
Authors: Stone, F. Gleadowe, b. 1857 -- K. Paul, Trench & Co.
1 p. l., xviii p., 1 l., 174 p., 1 l. : 23 maps and diagrs. (partly fold. and col.) ; 23 cm.
OCLC 5996192
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 1955 U 23 .84 (NLO)

28212
Franco-Prussian War, 1870-1871 - Maps >> France - Maps - 1870
Atlas de la défense nationale cartographique
Authors: Joanne, Adolphe Laurent, 1813-1881 -- Erhard Schièble, Georges, 1821-1880 -- Monrocq frères éditeurs -- Hachette (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Maps by Erhard and Imp. Monrocq.
Relief shown by hachures.
Publisher’s yellow paper covers.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 2969
Baskes folio G1841.S56 A85 1870 (NLO)

28213
Franco-Prussian War, 1870-1871 - Maps >> France - Maps - 1870
Topographical map of the seat of the war in Europe ... New York : E. Steiger, 1870.
Authors: Schedler, J. -- Steiger, E., fl. 1870 -- American Photo-Lithographic Company
1 map : col. ; 37 x 64 cm. fold. to 24 cm.
"Reproduced, from original drawings compiled from the latest and most authentic sources by J. Schedler."
"By the American Photo-Lithographic Co. (Osborne's Process)"
Does not show troop movements.
Scale not given.
Insets (10 x 15 cm. and smaller): Metz -- Paris -- Strasbourg.
Issued in paper cover with accompanying text.
F 3951 .79 (NLO)
Franconia (Germany) - Maps - 1570
Münster Region (Germany) - Maps - 1570 - Ecclesiastical geography
Franconia (vulgo Franckenlant)
Münster Region (Germany)
Ecclesiastical geography

Franconia, nobilissim. Germaniae ducatus.
[Antwerp : s.n., 1593?].
Authors: Jode, Gerard de, 1509
Engraving attributed to Antonie Wierix.
In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatrum orbis terrarum (1593)
1 map : hand col.; 33 x 44 cm.
Latin letterpress text on verso (fol. 30, sig. Hhh):
Francia orientalis ...
Engraving attributed to Antonie Wierix.
In: Jode, Gerard de. Speculum orbis terrarum
(1593)
(1606)
Franconia (vulgo Franckenlant)
Münster Region (Germany)
Ecclesiastical geography
2 maps : hand col.; each 37 x 25 cm., on sheet 45 x 56 cm.
In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatrum orbis terrarum ...
(1606)
Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
Digital image of another copy available on Marcel P.R. van den Broecke's Cartographica
Neerlandica website (accessed March 2012):
http://www.orteliusmaps.com/book/ort100.html
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .J9 1593, map [62]
(PrCt)

Franconia (Germany) - Maps - 1593
Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1593 - Ecclesiastical geography
Franconia, nobilissim. Germaniae ducatus.
[Antwerp : s.n., 1593?].
Authors: Jode, Gerard de, 1509
Engraving attributed to Antonie Wierix.
In: Jode, Gerard de. Speculum orbis terrarum
(1593)
(1606)
Franconia (vulgo Franckenlant)
Münster Region (Germany)
Ecclesiastical geography
2 maps : hand col.; each 37 x 25 cm., on sheet 45 x 56 cm.
In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatrum orbis terrarum ...
(1606)
Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
Digital image of another copy available on Marcel P.R. van den Broecke's Cartographica
Neerlandica website (accessed March 2012):
http://www.orteliusmaps.com/book/ort100.html
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .J9 1593, map [62]
(PrCt)

Franconia (Germany) - Maps - 1598
Münster Region (Germany) - Maps - 1598 - Ecclesiastical geography
Franconia (vulgo Franckenlant)
Münster Region (Germany)
Ecclesiastical geography
2 maps : hand col.; each 37 x 25 cm., on sheet 45 x 56 cm.
In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatrum orbis terrarum ...
(1606)
Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
Digital image of another copy available on Marcel P.R. van den Broecke's Cartographica
Neerlandica website (accessed March 2012):
http://www.orteliusmaps.com/book/ort100.html
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .J9 1593, map [62]
(PrCt)
Franconia (Germany) - Maps - 1680
*Circulus Franconicus, in quo sunt episcopatus Wurtzburg, Bamberg et Aichstet.* Amsterdam, [ca. 1680].
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 56 cm.

*VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .D18 A pl. 15 (PrCt)*

Franconia (Germany) - Maps - 1695
*Le Cercle de Francoine subdivisé en tous les estats ...* Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : Chez H. Jaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], 1695?
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. Atlas nouveau : contenant toutes les parties du monde (1692 [i.e. 1695?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 51 x 84 cm.
Added title, upper margin: Le Cercle de Franconie ou sont les eveschés ... .
In counterfeit edition of: Sanson, Nicolas. *Atlas nouveau contenant toutes les parties du monde ...* (Amsterdam : Pierre Mortier, 1696) v. 1, map [40].
Forms part of atlas published by P. Mortier in Amsterdam; chiefly comprised of maps bearing the counterfeit imprint of H. Jaillot in Paris.
*Case oversize G 1007 .781 v. 1, map [40] (PrCt)*

Franconia (Germany) - Maps - 1700
*Circulus Franconicus in quo sunt episcopatus Wurtzburg, Bamberg et Aichstet ...* Amsterdam, [ca. 1700].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Mortier, Pierre -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:H46
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 57 cm.
State 2 of the plate.
State 1: VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .W8 A no. [53]
State 3: Sack *map8C oG5700 1740 .S2 II:105. 3233 rev
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
*Sack map4F G6297.F7 1680 W5 state 2 (PrCt)*

Franconia (Germany) - Maps - 1700
*Circulus Franconicus in quo sunt episcopatus Wurtzburg, Bamberg et Aichstet ...* Amstelodami [Amsterdam] : F. de Wit, [ca. 1700?].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Wit, Frederik de. Atlas [ca. 1700?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 57 cm.
In: Wit, Frederik de. Atlas (Amsterdam : bij Frederick de Wit in de Calverstraet bij den Dam inde Witte Paskaert. [ca. 1700?]) no. [53].
State 1 of the plate.
State 2: Sack map4F oG6297.F7 1680 W5 state 2.
State 3: Sack *map8C oG5700 1740 .S2 II:105. 4257
*VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .W8 A no. [53] (PrCt)*
Franconia (Germany) - Maps - 1700
Circuli Franconiae pars orientalitis. Nuremberg, [ca. 1700].
Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 --
Johann Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:106
1 map : hand col. ; 54 x 47 cm.
Added title: Untere und Mindere Theil des gantzen Hochlöbl: Fränkischen Craisses... .
Duplicate copy: Nack *map8C oG5700 1740 .S2
no. II:106.
Phillips 4257 v.2, no. 66.
3232 rev
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6297.F7 1700 H6 copy 1 (PrCt)

Franconia (Germany) - Maps - 1700
Le Cercle de Franconie subdivisé en tous les estats qui le compose. Paris : Jaillot, 1703 [i.e. 1737?].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Cordier, Robert (Engraver) -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 --
Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712. [Atlas français] (1700 [i.e. 1737?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 45 x 63 cm.
In: Jaillot, Alexis Hubert. [Atlas français] (Paris : Jaillot, 1700 [i.e. 1737?]) pl. [15].
Map dated 1703.
Manuscript title 'Cercle de Franconie' and no. '14' on verso.

Franconia (Germany) - Maps - 1710
Circuli Franconiae pars orientalis et Potior novissimè delineata... Norimbergae [i.e. Amsterdam] : Io. Bapt. Homann [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher, 1710?].
Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 --
1 map : hand col. ; 54 x 47 cm.
Added title in upper margin: Oberer und Gröster Theil des gantzen Hochlöbl: Fränkischen Craisses... .
In: Visscher, Nikolaes. Atlas minor... (Amsterdam) : ex officina Nicolai Visscher [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher], [1710?] map [32].
Manuscript '35' at bottom right.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .V8 1700 map [32] (PrCt)

Franconia (Germany) - Maps - 1710
Nova atque exacta Franconiae tabula... Amsterdam, [ca. 1710].
Authors: Schenk, Peter, 1660-1718 or 9 --
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
II:103
1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 55 cm.
2346
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2
no. II:103 (PrCt)

Franconia (Germany) - Maps - 1710
Circulus Franconicus... Amsterdam, [ca. 1710].
Authors: Valck, G. (Gerard), 1660-1726 --
II:104
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 57 cm.
2347
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2
no. II:104 (PrCt)

Franconia (Germany) - Maps - 1724
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756. [A Collection of Seutter maps] [1726-1773]
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 56 cm.
Inset (8 x 6 cm.); [Erbach region].
Forms part of a made-to-order composite atlas chiefly comprised of undated maps issued ca. 1734-ca. 1744.

Case oversize G 1007 .81 pl. [48] (PrCt)

28244 Franconia (Germany) - Maps - 1743
Partie orientale du cercle de Franconie ... Paris : Le Rouge, 1743 [i.e. 174?].
Authors: Le Rouge, Georges-Louis -- Le Rouge, Georges-Louis. Recueil contenant des cartes nouvelles ... (1742 [i.e. 1748?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 54 x 47 cm.
Added title in upper margin: Partie de la Franconie contenant les eveches de Bamberg, de Wurtzbourg, et d'Aigstet ...
In: Le Rouge, Georges-Louis. Recueil contenant des cartes nouvelles ... (Paris : chez le Sr. Le Rouge, 1742 [i.e. 1748?]).
Manuscript '79' on verso.

oversize Ayer 135 .L6 1742 pl. 79 (PrCt)

28245 Franconia (Germany) - Maps - 1745
Electoratus Moguntinus ut et Palatin : infer. Hassiae & fluminis moeni aliqua pars ...
[Nuremberg : Homann Erben, ca. 1745].
Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Homann Erben (Firm) -- Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724. Atlas novus terrarum orbis [ca. 1745] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 54 x 47 cm.
Added title above upper margin: Anderer und Mindere Theil des gantzen Hochlöbl Fränckischen Craisses ...
In: Homann, Johann Baptist. Atlas novus terrarum orbis [Nuremberg : Homann Erben, ca. 1745]). [plate 78].
Manuscript 'No. 79' and '81' on verso.

oversize Ayer 135 .H7 1730, [plate 78] (PrCt)

28246 Franconia (Germany) - Maps - 1745 - Names, Geographical
Circuli Francioniae pars Orientalis et Potior novissime delineata ... Nuremberg : Homann Erben, [ca. 1745].
Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Homann Erben (Firm) -- Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724. Atlas novus terrarum orbis [ca. 1745] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 54 x 47 cm.
Added title above upper margin: Erster und Gröster Theil des gantzen Hochlöbl. Fränckischen Craisses ...

In: Homann, Johann Baptist. Atlas novus terrarum orbis [Nuremberg : Homann Erben, ca. 1745)]. [plate 77].
Accompanied, on previous sheet, by letterpress index of place names: Register in der Landcharte des Fraenkiischen Craises ... .
Manuscript 'No. 78' and '80' on verso.

oversize Ayer 135 .H7 1730, [plate 77] (PrCt)

Franconia (Germany) - Maps -
1745-Würzburg (Germany) - Maps - 1745
Ducatus Franciae Orientalis seu Sac. Rom. Imperij principatus et episcopatus Herbipolensis vulgo Wurtzburgensis ... Nuremberg : Homann Erben, [ca. 1745].
Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Homann Erben (Firm) -- Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724. Atlas novus terrarum orbis [ca. 1745] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 54 cm.
In: Homann, Johann Baptist. Atlas novus terrarum orbis [Nuremberg : Homann Erben, ca. 1745]). [plate 71].
Map shows lower Franconia.
Manuscript 'No. 71' and '73' on verso.

oversize Ayer 135 .H7 1730, [plate 71] (PrCt)

28248 Franconia (Germany) - Maps - 1752
Cercle de Franconie qui comprend les evéchés de Wurtzbourg ... / par le Sr. Robert ... ; [H]aussard sculp. [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy], 1752.
Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Haussard, Elisabeth -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1758?]) -- Robert S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 55 cm.
In: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles. Atlas universel (Paris : Chez les auteurs, quay de l'Horloge du Palais, Boudet libraire imprimeur du roi, rue St. Jacques, 1757 [i.e. 1758?]). [plate 65].

"Franconie" -- oversize letterpress title stamped on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1757, [plate 65] (PrCt)

28249 Franconia (Germany) - Maps - 1752
Cercle de Franconie qui comprend les evéchés de Wurtzbourg ... / par le Sr. Robert ... ; Haussard sculp. [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy], 1752.
Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Haussard, Elisabeth -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1758?]) -- Robert S. Baskes Collection (Newberry

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Franconia (Germany) - Maps - 1797
Authors: Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824 -- Calcografia camerale (Rome, Italy) -- Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824. Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (1792-1801) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: hand col.; 30 x 43 cm.
In: Cassini, Giovanni Maria. Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (Rome: Presso la Calcogr. camerale, 1792-1801) v. 2 pl. 41.
Map dated 1797.

Franconia (Germany) - Maps - 1811
A New map of the circle of Franconia, from the latest authorities. London: J. Cary, 1811.
Authors: Cary, John, approximately 1754-1835 -- =Cary, John, approximately 1754-1835. Cary's New universal atlas ... (1811 [i.e. 1812?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: hand col.; 44 x 50 cm.
In: Cary, John. Cary's New universal atlas, containing distinct maps of all the principal states and kingdoms throughout the world (London: Printed for J. Cary, 1811 [i.e. 1812?] pl. [23].
Printed paste-on no. 26.

Franconia (Germany) - Maps - 1831
Franconia. Edinburgh: D. Lizzars, [1831?].
Authors: Lizzars, Daniel, 1760-1812 -- Hamilton, John, fl. 1831 -- Lizzars, Daniel, 1760-1812. The Edinburgh geographical and historical atlas ... [1831?]
1 map: hand col.; 42 x 48 cm.
In: Lizzars, Daniel. The Edinburgh geographical and historical atlas ... (Edinburgh [etc.]: John Hamilton [and others, 1831?]) pl. [22].
Engraved plate no. 'XXVI.

Franconia (Germany) - Maps - 1913
Authors: Meyers Reisebücher -- Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: hand col.; 47 x 53 cm.
In: Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (Venise: par P. Santini, rue Ste. Justine, chez M. Remondini, 1784 [i.e. 1807?]), v. 1, no. "P.I. 31"
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .S4 1807, v. 1, no. 31 (PrCt)
Franconia (Germany) - Maps - 1921
Authors: Meyers Reisebücher -- Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 26 maps
3rd ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Franconia (Germany) - Maps - 1928
Authors: Meyers Reisebücher -- Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 27 maps
4th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Franconia (Germany) - Maps - 1929
Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag -- Goldschmidt, Albert -- Kraatz, Leopold -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
6. Aufl. [6th ed.]
'Mit 9 Karten und Plänen.'
Maps lithographed by Leopold Kraatz.
Advertisements: 8 p. at end.
Includes index.
Series: Grieben-Reiseführer ; Bd. 120
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 120 (1929) (NLO)

Franconia (Germany) - Maps - 1932
Authors: Meyers Reisebücher -- Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 27 maps
5th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Franconia (Germany) - Maps - 1962
Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag -- Karl Thiemig AG -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
177 p. : 2 maps (some col., some folded) ; 17 cm.
Map inside front cover.
Folded map in pocket.
Includes index.
Grieben-Reiseführer ; Bd. 120
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 120 (1962) (NLO)

Franeker (Netherlands) - Maps - 1620
Francihcer, nobili[m] homo...n, in Frisia occidentali... [Cologne : s.n.], ca. 1620.
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Deventer, Jacob van, d. 1575 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 19 cm.
Derived from a drawing by Jacob van Deventer; see R.A. Skelton’s Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.
Added title at top in uppercase lettering: Franicker.
On same sheet with: Lewardvm, occidentalis Frisiae opp. 1580.
Latin letterpress text on verso under titles: Levdardvm -- Franicheria.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 3, pl. 36 (PrCt)

Frankenberg (Hesse, Germany) - Pictorial works - 1620
Francenbergvm, vel,vt alij, Hassiae opp. [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Edward E. Ayer

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : hand col. ; 30 x 49 cm.
Anonymous view.
Added title at top: Francoburghum.
Latin letterpress text on verso under title:
Francoburgvm.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 3, pl. 38 (PrCt)

28264
Frankenberg (Hesse, Germany) - Pictorial works - 1657
Francoburgvm, vel, vt alij, Francoburgum Hassiae opp. [Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657].
Authors: Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664 -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Urbium totius Germaniae svperiorus illustriorum clariorumque tabulae ... Pars posterior [i.e. prior] (1657) -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Theatrum urbium (1657)
1 view : hand col. ; 30 x 49 cm.
Latin letterpress text on verso under title:
Francoburgvm.
In: Jansson, Jan. Urbium totius Germaniae svperiorus illustriorum clariorumque tabulae ... Pars posterior [i.e. prior] 1657, [plate 48].
Issued in volume [2] of 8 in Jansson's townbook atlases, collectively known as the Theatrum urbium (Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657).
References: Krogt, Peter van der. Koeman's atlasenes, collectively known as the Theatrum urbium (Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657).
Case oversize G 117 .452, v. 2, [plate 48] (PrCt)

28265
Frankenthal (Germany) - Maps - 1689
Authors: Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1736 -- Padoani, Domenico, fl. 1689 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1736. Città, fortezze, isole, e porti principale dell'Europa ... (1689)
1 map : 27 x 44 cm.
In: Coronelli, Vincenzo. Città, fortezze, isole, e porti principale dell'Europa, in pianti, et in eluatione, descritte, e publicate ad uso dell'Academia cosmografica degli argonauti (Venice : Domenico Padoani, 1689) pl. [32].
Case oversize G 894 .2 pl. 15 (PrCt)

28266
Frankenthal (Rhineland-Palatinate, Germany) - Pictorial works - 1552<<>>Erkenbertruine (Augustinian monastery : Frankenthal, Germany) - Pictorial works - 1552<<>>Woodcuts
[View of Frankenthal, Germany]. [Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552].
Authors: Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552. Cosmographiae uniuersalis ... (1552) -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : woodcut ; 6 x 8 cm., on sheet 32 x 21 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Added letterpress title above woodcut:
Frankenthal monasterium.
In: Münster, Sebastian. Cosmographiae uniuersalis ... (Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552), p. 477
Possibly an inaccurate view, since some of the woodcuts in this volume were used for more than one town.
VAULT folio Ayer 7 .M8 1552, p. 477 (PrCt)

28267
Frankenwald (Germany) - Maps - 1929
Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag -- Goldschmidt, Albert -- Kraatz, Leopold -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
63 p., [1] folded leaf of plates : 3 maps (some col., some folded) ; 16 cm.
6. Aufl. [6th ed.]
'Mit 3 Karten.'
Maps lithographed by Leopold Kraatz.
Includes index.
Series: Grieben-Reiseführer ; Bd. 95
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 95 (1929) (NLO)

28268
Frankfort (Ky.) - Maps - 1829 - Pictorial works
Frankfort, Ky. from the hills of Benson Creek. Cincinnati : N. & G. Guilford, 1829.
Authors: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1829)
Frankfort, Ky. from the hills of Benson Creek ... (1829) pl. [15], opp. p. 35.
Case G 894 .2 pl. 15 (PrCt)

28269
Frankfurt am Main (Germany) - Maps - 1549-1552 - Pictorial maps<<>>Frankfurt am Main (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1549-1552<<>>Pictorial maps<<>>Woodcuts
Die Stat Fra[n]kfurt / MH [Hiob Magdeburg]. [Basel : Heinrich Petri], 1549 [i.e.1552].
Authors: Magdeburg, Hiob, 16th cent. -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552. Cosmographiae uniuersalis ... (1552) -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 25 x 40 cm., on sheet 33 x 40 cm.
Added letterpress title above woodcut:
Franckofordianae ciuitatis situs & figura, qualem hoc Christi anno 1549 habet.
Keyed to references A-I, K, M-P, R-T, V, X, Y and
Frankfurt am Main (Germany) - Maps - 1620

Francofordiana unica est in Francia orientali ciuitas ... [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].

Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Faber, Konrad, ca. 1500-1552 or 3 -- Graf, Hans, fl. 1552 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

Map derived from a 1552 woodcut by Conrad Faber and Hans Grave; see R.A. Skelton's Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.

Added title in uppercase lettering: Civitas Francofortiana ad Moenum.

Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Francofortiana ad Moenum.


Case oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 1, pl. 35 (Pr.Ct)

Frankfurt am Main (Germany) - Maps - 1657

Francofordiana unica est in Francia orientali ciuitas ... [Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657].

Authors: Jansson, Jan, 1558-1664 -- Jansson, Jan, 1558-1664. Urbium totius Germaniae superiorius illustriorum clariorumque tabulae ... Pars posterior [i.e. prior] (1657) -- Jansson, Jan, 1558-1664. Theatrum urbium (1657)

1 map : hand col. ; 40 x 51 cm.

Added title at top in Fraktur lettering: Frantfurt.

Oriented with north at bottom.

Includes references 1-35.

Latin letterpress text on verso: Francofortvm Ad Moenvm.

In: Jansson, Jan. Urbium totius Germaniae superiorius illustriorum clariorumque tabulae ...

Pars posterior [i.e. prior] 1657, [plate 50].

Issued in volume [2] of 8 in Jansson's townbook atlases, collectively known as the Theatrum urbium (Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657).


Case oversize G 117 .452, v. 2, [plate 50] (Pr.Ct)

Frankfurt am Main (Germany) - Maps - 1695 - Fortification

Francofort sur le Mein. [Paris : De Fer, 1695].

Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646 -- Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes -- avec leurs fortifications ... (1695-1696)

1 map ; 21 x 27 cm.

In: Fer, Nicolas de. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes; avec leurs fortifications ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, 1695-1696) pt. 5, map [88].

Manuscript '(11)' at upper right.

Case folio U 26. 293 pt. 5, map [88] (Pr.Ct)

Frankfurt am Main (Germany) - Maps - 1695 - Pictorial works


Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Historic Urban Plans (Firm)

1 birds-eye-view ; 40 x 50 cm.

Facsimile of original published 1695.

References: 1-35. 481

map4F G6299.F65A3 1695 W5 1969 (Pr.Ct)

Frankfurt am Main (Germany) - Maps - 1713 - Fortification

Francofort sur le Main ... Paris : De Fer, [1713?].

Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Introduction à la fortification ... [1713?]

1 map ; 20 x 27 cm.

In: Fer, Nicolas de. Introduction à la fortification ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, [1713?]) map [100].

Map dated 1705.

For later state of this map, with engraved plate

Case oversize G 117 .452, v. 2, [plate 49] (Pr.Ct)
number, see Case folio U 26 .292.
For earlier version of this map, engraved on different plate, see Case folio U 26 .293.
Case oversize U 26 .2919 map [100] (PrCt)

28276 Frankfurt am Main (Germany) - Maps - 1837<<>>Frankfurt am Main (Germany) - Maps - 1837 - Pictorial works
Frankfurt (Frankfurt) (Am Mayn). [London] : Chapman and Hall, 1837 [i.e.1844].
Authors: Clarke, W. B. -- Nicholson, T. E. -- Chapman and Hall -- Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (Great Britain) -- Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (Great Britain).
Maps of the Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (1844) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 38 cm.
'Drawn by W.B. Clarke Archt.'
'Engraved by T.E. Nicholson.'
Inset view (4 x 38 cm.): View of Frankfurt from Sachsenhausen.
In: Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge.
oversize Ayer 135 .S67 1844 v. 2, pl. [179] (PrCt)

28277 Frankfurt am Main (Germany) - Maps - 1867 Illustrirter General-Plan von Frankfurt a/M. 1980.
Authors: Ravenstein, Friedrich August, 1809-1881 -- Ravenstein, Ludwig, 1838-1915 -- Ludwig Ravenstein (Firm) -- Historischer Museum (Frankfurt am Main)
1 map : col. ; 29 x 34 cm. on sheet 54 x 76 cm.
Facsimile of original published in Frankfurt am Main, 1867
Includes references 1-149 and views of 38 buildings.
84-68361
map6F G6299.F65 1867 .R3 1980 (PrCt)

28278 Frankfurt am Main (Germany) - Maps - 1907<<>>Frankfurt am Main Region (Germany) - Maps - 1907
Authors: Woerl, Leo, 1843-1918 -- Woerl's Reisebücherverlag -- Woerl's Reisehandbücher -- Gaebler, Eduard, 1842-1911 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Date of publication from cover.
Maps by Eduard Gaebler.
Series: Woerl's Reisehandbücher.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .W64 Frankfurt (1907) (NLO)

28279 Frankfurt am Main (Germany) - Maps - 1912-1913<<>>Taunus (Germany) - Maps - 1912-1913
Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag -- Goldschmidt, Albert -- Kraatz, Leopold -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
'Sonderabdruck aus der 28. Auflage des Führers 'Der Rhein.''
'Mit 3 Karten.'
Maps lithographed by Leopold Kraatz.
Includes index.
Series: Griebens Reiseführer ; Bd. 31
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 31 (1912-1913) (NLO)

28280 Frankfurt am Main (Germany) - Maps - 1951 Frankfurt am main
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 1 map, 7 city plans
1st ed.
Includes advertising dated 1953 and priced in marks.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

28281 Frankfurt am Main (Germany) - Maps - 1951 - Guidebooks<<>>Taunus (Germany) - Maps - 1951 - Guidebooks
Frankfurt & the Taunus. [Freiburg im Breisgau?] : K. Baedeker ; George Allen & Unwin ; Macmillan, 1951.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- George Allen & Unwin -- Macmillan & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.
1st ed.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

28282 Frankfurt am Main (Germany) - Maps - 1952<<>>Taunus (Germany) - Maps - 1952
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 1 map, 8 city plans
2nd ed.
Includes advertising dated 1953 and priced in marks.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Frankfurt am Main (Germany) - Maps - 1953 - Guidebooks Таунус (Germany) - Maps - 1953 - Guidebooks
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm)
1 v.
2d ed.
DD 901.F74 K37 1953 (NLO)

Frankfurt am Main (Germany) - Maps - 1953 - Taunus (Germany) - Maps - 1953
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- George Allen & Unwin -- Macmillan, 1953.
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 1 map, 7 city plans
2nd ed.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Frankfurt am Main (Germany) - Maps - 1960 - Taunus (Germany) - Maps - 1960
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- George Allen & Unwin -- Macmillan & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 2 maps, 12 city plans
3rd ed.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Frankfurt am Main (Germany) - Maps - 1964 - Frankfurt am Main Region (Germany) - Maps - 1964
Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag -- Karl Thiemig AG -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
200 p. : ill., 2 maps (some col., some folded) ; 17 cm.
Cover title: Frankfurt am Main und Umgebung
Map inside front cover.
Folded map in pocket.
Includes index.
Series: Grieben-Reiseführer ; Bd. 31
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153.G75 Bd. 31 (1964) (NLO)

Frankfurt am Main (Germany) - Maps - 1985
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Automobile Association (Great Britain) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 20 plates
1st ed.
Issued in partnership with the Automobile Association (short format); cf. A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reiseführer, 1832-1990, p. 277.
Cover price: $12.95.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Frankfurt am Main (Germany) - Maps - 1987
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Baedeker Stuttgart -- Automobile Association (Great Britain) -- Jarrold and Sons -- Prentice-Hall, inc. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 20 plates
Edition statement on cover: Revised ed.
Issued in partnership with the Automobile Association (short format); cf. A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reiseführer, 1832-1990, p. 277.
Cover price: $10.95.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Frankfurt am Main (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1567
Franckfort. Venetia [Venice : Bolognino Zaltieri], M D LXVI [1567, i.e. 1569].
Authors: Ballino, Giulio, d. ca. 1592 -- Ballino, Giulio, d. ca. 1592.
De' disegni delle piu illustri città, et fortezze del mondo ... (1569) -- Zaltieri, Bolognino, fl. 1555-1576
1 view ; 16 x 27 cm.
Title in uppercase lettering at top.
Added title in bottom margin: Il Uero disegno e ritrato di Franckfort ...
Includes references 1-24.
Letterpress text on verso.
In: Ballino, Giulio. De' disegni delle piu illustri città, et fortezze del mondo ... (Venice: Bolognino Zaltieri, 1569), plate [16]
VAULT Case folio G 117 .06, plate [16] (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

1664
*Novam hanc Territorii Francofortensis tabulam.*
Amsterdam, 1664.
Authors: Blaeu, Joan, 1596-1673 -- Blaeu, Cornelis, 1610-1648
1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 56 cm. (plate mark)
From Blaeu, Joan. Grooten atlas (Amsterdam, 1664) v. 2, no. 26.
Scale ca. 1:80,000.
Title on verso: 't Gebiedt der Stadt Franckfurt aen den Mein.
Shows area within about an 8 mile radius of Frankfurt.
Map surrounded by allegorical figures and coats of arms.
Dedication to the governors signed 'Johan. et. Cornel. Blaeu.'
Greenlee
ICN73
map 4F 6084.F71A1 (PrCt)

28294
**Frankfurt am Main Region (Germany) - Maps - 1710**
*Franckfurt mit der Gegend auf 2 Stund.* Augsburg : Gabriel Bodenehr, 1710.
Authors: Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. -- Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. Atlas curieux -- oder, Neuer und compendieuser atlas 1710 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 14 x 20 cm.
In: Bodenehr, Gabriel. Atlas curieux; oder, Neuer und compendieuser atlas ... (Augsburg : Gabriel Bodenehr, 1710?)) pl. [82]. Engraved plate no. '85.'
Ayer 135 .B6 pl. 82 (PrCt)

28295
**Frankfurt am Main Region (Germany) - Maps - 1713 - Fortification**
*Les Environs de Francfort.* Paris : De Fer, [1713?].
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Loon, H. V. (Herman van) -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Introduction à la fortification ... [1713?]
1 map : 18 x 25 cm.
In: Fer, Nicolas de. Introduction à la fortification ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, [1713?]) map [99].
Map dated 1705.
For later state of this map, with engraved plate number, see Case folio U 26 .292.
For earlier version of this map, engraved on different plate, see Case folio U 26 .293.
Case oversize U 26 .2919 map [99] (PrCt)

28296
**Frankfurt am Main Region (Germany) - Maps - 1716<<>><><>Frankfurt am Main (Germany) - Maps - 1716 - Pictorial works**
*Abbildung der Keysrl: Freyen-Reichs-Wahl-und-Handelstatt Franckfurt am Main mit ihrem Gebiet...* Nuremberg, [ca. 1716].
Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:188
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 57 cm.
Phillips 5966 [89].
2406
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.

28292
**Frankfurt am Main Region (Germany) - Maps - 1695 - Fortification**
*Les Environ de Francfort.* [Paris : De Fer, 1695].
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes -- avec leurs fortifications ... (1695-1696)
1 map ; 19 x 25 cm.
In: Fer, Nicolas de. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes; avec leurs fortifications ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, 1695-1696) pt. 5, map [89].
Manuscript '(12)' at upper right.
*Case folio U 26. 293 pt. 5, map [89] (PrCt)*

28293
**Frankfurt am Main Region (Germany) - Maps - 1700<<>><><>Darmstadt Region (Germany) - Maps - 1700**
*Moguntinorum tam archiepiscopatus ...* Amsterdam, [ca. 1700].
Authors: Valck, G. (Gerard), 1651 or 2-1726 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:184
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

28297 Frankfurt am Main Region (Germany) - Maps - 1720
Abbildung der Weil-Berühmten Keyserlichen-Frey-Reychs-Wahl-und-Handel-statt Franckfur am Main... Amsterdam, [ca. 1720].
Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Schenk, Pieter, ca. 1698-1775 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:169
1 map : hand col.; 44 x 56 cm.
2407
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:168 (PrCt)

28298 Frankfurt am Main Region (Germany) - Maps - 1720
Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Schenk, Pieter, ca. 1698-1775 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:Y26
1 map : 44 x 55 cm.
3090
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6299.F65 1720 V5 (PrCt)

28299 Frankfurt am Main Region (Germany) - Maps - 1720
Moguntini archiepiscopat' et electoratus ... Amsterdam, [ca. 1720].
Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Schenk, Pieter, ca. 1698-1775 -- Gouwen, Gilliam van der -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:185
1 map : hand col.; 45 x 57 cm.
2424
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:185 (PrCt)

28300 Frankfurt am Main Region (Germany) - Maps - 1725
Archiepiscopatus et electoratus Moguntini ...

Amsterdam, [ca. 1725].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Cóvens et Mortier -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:183bis
1 map : hand col.; 47 x 58 cm.
2422
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:183bis (PrCt)

28301 Frankfurt am Main Region (Germany) - Maps - 1745<<>>Frankfurt am Main - Maps - 1745 - Pictorial works
Abbildung der Keylsr. Freyen-ReichoWahl-und-Handelstatt Franckfur am Mayn mit ihrem gebiet und Gräntzen vorgestelt ... Nuremberg : Homann Erben, [ca. 1745].
Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Homann Erben (Firm) -- Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724. Atlas novus terrarum orbis [ca. 1745] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 48 x 57 cm.
In: Homann, Johann Bapt. Atlas novus terrarum orbis (Nuremberg : [Homann Erben, ca. 1745]), [plate 74].
Inset (13 x 32 cm.): [View of Frankfurt].
Manuscript 'No. 74' and '76' on verso.
oversize Ayer 135 .H7 1730, [plate 74] (PrCt)

28302 Frankfurt an der Oder (Germany) - Maps - Bibliography
Series: Veröffentlichungen aus den Archiven Preussischer Kulturbesitz : Bd. 15
Includes indexes.
GA880 .F7 F7 1978 (NLO)

28303 Frankfurt an der Oder (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1548-1552<<>>Woodcuts
Franckfur at der Oder / R. M. D. [Rudolf Manuel Deutsch] anno dni. 1548. [Basel : Heinrich Petri], 1548 [i.e. 1552].
Authors: Manuel, Hans Rudolf, 1525-1571 -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552. Cosmographiae uniuersalis ... (1552) -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : woodcut; 21 x 29 cm., on sheet 32 x 40 cm.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Frankfurt an der Oder (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1620

Civitas Francfordiensis in marchionatu Brandeburgensi ... [Cologne: s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : hand col. ; 14 x 22 cm. on sheet 41 x 54 cm.
View derived from a 1550 woodcut by Sebastian Münster; see R.A. Skelton's Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.
On same sheet with: Wittenberga, Saxoniae oppid. vniuersali litterarum studio celebre -- Wismaria, natura loci populi frequentia, et aedificij in ducatu Megapolensi ... -- Rostochivm, Megapolensis ducatus vrbvs nominis celebritate ...
Latin letterpress text on verso under titles: Wittenberga -- Francfirdua ad Oderam -- Wismaria --Rostochivm.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 1, pl. 27 (PrCt)


Battle of Franklin, Tenn., Nov. 30, 1864. [Chicago? M.F. Cockrell, 1945?].
Authors: Cockrell, Monroe F. (Monroe Fullerson), b. 1884 -- Johnson, Gordon
1 map : photocopy ; 52 x 47 cm.
'Outline in part from 'O.R.' plate 135-C, drawn by Gordon Johnson, May 7, 1945.'
Includes'References.'
Scale [ca. 1:10,500]. Scale: 500 yards to 1 13/16 inches.
Relief shown by hachures.
Accompanied by blue print (5 leaves, 28 cm.) showing the federal defense alignment, and the confederate alignment, with 'sources'.
Transfer line print.
Similar to citation in LC Civil War maps (2nd ed.)

Franklin, Benjamin, 1706-1790 - Cartography - Gulf Stream - History

Authors: Danforth, Susan L. -- International Conference on the History of Cartography (9th : 1981 : Pisa, Italy, etc.)
1 leaf.
Abstract of paper presented at IX Int.'l. Conf. on the Hist of Cart., Italy 1981.
Vert 552, no.5 (PrCt)

Franklin County (Ga.) - Maps - 1910 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps

Family maps of Franklin County, Georgia : with homesteads, roads, waterways, towns, cemeteries, railroads, and more. Norman, Okla.
Authors: Conger, D.
1 map ; 50 x 44 cm.
Facsimile of original published 1910.
map4F G3923.F7G46 1910 C6 197- (PrCt)

Franklin County (Ill.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps

Family maps of Franklin County, Illinois : with homesteads or other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.
Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries.
There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).
Includes indexes.
Series: Family maps
ISBN 142030058X
Local History Ref F547.F78 B69 2005 (NLO)
28310 Franklin County (Ill.) - Maps - 1937 - Landowners<>Counties - Maps<>Landowners - Maps
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 1652.

28311 Franklin County (Ill.) - Maps - 1957 - Landowners<>Counties - Maps<>Landowners - Maps

28312 Franklin County (Ill.) - Maps - 1964 - Landowners<>Counties - Maps<>Landowners - Maps

28313 Franklin County (Ill.) - Maps - 1974 - Landowners<>Counties - Maps<>Landowners - Maps

28314 Franklin County (Ill.) - Maps - 1977 - Landowners<>Counties - Maps<>Landowners - Maps

28315 Franklin County (Ind.) - Maps - 1882 - Landowners<>Counties - Maps<>Landowners - Maps

Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 4 parts, 21 x 21.5 in. each. Scale 1:38,500. Originally published Vienna, Ill.: Guy Beaman, 1900.

Microfiche 583, no. 113 (PrCr)

Franklin County plat book / drawn by Darrell Dudley. [Illinois? s.n., 1957?].
Authors: Dudley, Darrell -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([26] p.) : 13 maps ; 25 x 36 cm.
Cover title.
Scale of township maps [ca. 1:52,000].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 12240.
LC Card Number: map52001135
Baskes folio G4103.F7G46 1937 .H5 (NLO)

Franklin County (Ill.) plat book / drawn by Darrell Dudley. [Illinois? s.n., 1957?].
Authors: Dudley, Darrell -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([26] p.) : 13 maps ; 25 x 36 cm.
Cover title.
Date of publication from advertisement on p. [4]: Stotlar-Herrin Lumber Co., 1906-1957.
"Taken from the official tax books of Franklin County."
Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Scale not given.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G4103.F7G46 1957 .D8 (NLO)

Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Franklin County 4-H Federation (Ill.) -- Wasson, Rex -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (33 p.) : 15 maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
'Sponsored by Franklin County 4-H Federation.' Includes index to owners and business and local government directories.

Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Franklin County 4-H Federation (Ill.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (32 p.) : 15 maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
'Sponsored by Franklin County 4-H Federation -- Cover.'
Scale [ca. 1:50,688]. 1 1/4 in. to 1 mile.
Includes index to owners.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G4103.F7G46 1974 .R58 (NLO)

Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Franklin County 4-H Federation (Ill.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (32 p.) : 14 maps ; 28 cm.
Rev. 1977.
Cover title.
'Sponsored by Franklin County 4-H Federation.' Includes index to owners.
Scale [1:50,688]. 1 1/4 in. to 1 mile.
Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G4103.F7G46 1977 .R58 (NLO)

Atlas of Franklin Co., Indiana, to which are added various general maps, history, statistics, illustrations, etc. ... Chicago : J.H. Beers & Co., 1882.
Authors: J.H. Beers & Co. -- J.H. Beers & Co.
1 atlas (121, [4], p. plates, illus., ports., maps) ; 45 cm.
Bibliography included in preface.
'Personal sketches': p. 107-118.
Phillips 1605.
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 1652.
oversize G 10895 .082 (NLO)
Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township). Includes indexes.

Series: Family maps
ISBN 1420304208
Local History Ref F347.F7 B69 2006 (NLO)

Franklin County (Mo.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps

Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960-
-- Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)
400 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
1st ed.
'Deluxe edition.'
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).

'3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.'
Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township). Includes indexes.
ISBN 1420301438
Local History Ref F472.F6 B69 2005 (NLO)

Franklin County (Mo.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps

1 map : hand col. ; 62 x 40 cm.
In Burr, David H. and Simeon De Witt. An Atlas of the State of New York : containing a map of the State and of the several counties (New York: David H. Burr, 1829; republished Ithaca: Stone and Clark, 1839) pl. [23]. Map dated 1829 and 1839; engraved 'No. 24.'
Case oversize G 10851 .13 pl. 23 (PrCt)

Franklin County (Mass.) - Maps - 1858 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps

Authors: Walling, Henry Francis, 1825-1888 -- Smith & Ingraham -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 2 parts, 25.5 x 61 in. each. Scale: 1:47,520. Originally published Boston and New York: Smith & Ingraham, 1858.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 311 (PrCt)

Franklin County (Mass.) - Maps - 1858 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps

Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).

'3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.'
Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).
Includes indexes.
ISBN 1420301438
Local History Ref F347.F7 B69 2006 (NLO)

Franklin County (Mass.) - Maps - 1858 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps

Map of Franklin County, Massachusetts, in the State of Massachusetts, with its counties, cities, towns, villages, cemeteries, railroads, and cities; to which are added the maps of the several counties (New York: David H. Burr, 1829; republished Ithaca: Stone and Clark, 1839) pl. [23]. Map dated 1829 and 1839; engraved 'No. 24.'
Case oversize G 10851 .13 pl. 23 (PrCt)

Franklin County (Mass.) - Maps - 1858 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps

Authors: Walling, Henry Francis, 1825-1888 -- Smith & Ingraham -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 2 parts, 25.5 x 61 in. each. Scale: 1:47,520. Originally published Boston and New York: Smith & Ingraham, 1858.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 311 (PrCt)
1853 Counties - Maps
Map of the county of Franklin. 1853.
Authors: Hough, Franklin Benjamin, 1822-1885 -- Pease, Richard H., 1813-1869
1 map ; 63 x 42 cm.
Also published in Hough, Franklin Benjamin.
History of St. Lawrence and Franklin counties, New York (Albany, 1853).
At lower left: F.B. Hough collection, NYSL.
M1053
map4F G3803.F7 1853 H6 (PrCt)

28322 Franklin County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1858 - Landowners - Counties - Maps
Authors: Taintor, Dawson & Co. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Microfiche 583, no. 496 (PrCt)

28323 Franklin County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1876 - Landowners - Counties - Maps
Authors: Beers, D. G. (Daniel G.) -- Wehle, Martin
1 v. : 42 cm.
Phillips 15878.
oversize G1253.F7 B38 1876x (NLO)

28324 Franklin County (Ohio) - Maps - 1856 - Landowners - Counties - Maps
Authors: Graham, John -- Foote, R. C., Jr. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Microfiche 583, no. 623 (PrCt)

28325 Franklin County (Ohio) - Maps - 1872 - Landowners - Columbus (Ohio) - Maps - 1872 Counties - Landowners - Maps
Caldwell's atlas of Franklin Co. and of the city of Columbus, Ohio ... [Evansville, Ind. Unigraphic, 1873].
1 atlas - [6], 8-95 [i.e.75] p., [8] l. : ill., 43 p. of maps) ; 37 cm.
'Reproduction .. made possible though the sponsorship of the Northwest Franklin Historical Society'--p. [2].
Scale of township maps [ca. 1:46,000] not '2 inches to the mile.'
'Historical Sketch of Franklin county': p [5-6].
Cf. Phillips 2376.
73-7288
IGN74
map5C 17 (NLO)

28326 Franklin County (Ohio) - Maps - 1883 - Landowners - Counties - Maps
Caldwell's atlas of Franklin Co. and of the city of Columbus, Ohio ... [Evansville, Ind. Unigraphic, 1883].
Authors: Marble, R. R. -- Brand (G. J.) & Co. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Microfiche 583, no. 622 (PrCt)
Originally published 1895.
Microfiche 583, no. 624 (PrCt)

Microfiche 583, no. 751 (PrCt)

Microfiche 583, no. 975 (PrCt)

Authors: Pressler, Chas. W. -- Wynne, Amos -- Texas. General Land Office -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm. Size of original: Blueprint, 35.5 x 14 in. Scale 1:66,660. Originally compiled 1897; traced 1899.


Microfiche 583, no. 977 (PrCt)

Microfiche 583, no. 1187 (PrCt)

Microfiche 583, no. 253 (PrCt)

Authors: R.C. Booth Enterprises -- Ryken Eng. Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Cover title: Plat book of Franklin County, Iowa, 1981
'Available at Franklin County Auditor's Office'--Cover.
Includes index to owners and tenants.
Scale not given.
Owner's mark: Ryken Engr., Ackley.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G4153.F7G46 1981 .R13 (NLO)

28334 Franklinville (Ky.) - Maps - 1795
Plan of Franklinville, in Mason County, Kentucky.
London, 1795.
Authors: Winterbotham, William, 1763-1829 --
Russell, John, active 1733-1795 -- Ridgway,
James -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 17 x 12 cm.
In Winterbotham, William. An Historical, geographical, commercial, and philosophical view of the American United States and of the European settlements in America and the West-Indies (London: J. Ridgway [et al], 1795) v. 3, opposite p. 144.
Scale [ca. 1:20,000].
ICN73
Ayer 105.9 W7 1795 v. 3, opp. p. 144 (PrCt)

28335 Franquelin, Jean Baptiste Louis, b. 1653 - Biography
Franquelin, mapmaker. 1943 .
Authors: Delanglez, Jean, 1896-1949
p. 29-74 : map
In Mid-America 25 (1943): 29-74, map.
Includes a list of 26 maps made by Franquelin.
F 896 .004, v. 25, p. 29-74 (PrCt)

28336 Franquelin, Jean Baptiste Louis, b. 1653 - Maps - Bibliography
Authors: Charbonneau, André
Vert 349 (PrCt)

28337 Frascati Region (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1620 - >Roma (Italy : Province) - Pictorial works - 1620
Frascati / Disegnato e dato in luce da Matteo Greter Todesco in Roma MDCXX ... . Rome , 1620.
Authors: Greuter, Matthäus, ca. 1566-1638 --
C.E. Rappaport (Firm) -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view ; 1,457 x 514 mm. (neat line) on 3 sheets 370 x 500 mm. (plate mark) or smaller.
Title from oversize lettering at center; statement of authority and imprint at bottom.
Dedication at bottom: Al Molto ... Monr. Pignatelli ... . E fatta celebre la cittá de Frascati ... .
Letters A-H keyed to local churches.
Highlights prominent estates and palaces,
including 'Villa Borghesia', 'Cappucini', 'Mondragone', and 'Belpoggio, villa del Sr. Duca de Ceri.'
Ex Rappaport.
e47
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Novacco 2F 118 (PrCt)

28338 Fraser River (B.C.) - Maps - 1859
Sketch of the upper part of the Fraser River from Langley to Yale. 1984.
Authors: Mayne, Lieut. -- Historical Map Society of British Columbia
1 map

Authors: North, Margaret E. A. -- Dunn, M. W. -- Teversham, J. M. -- Canada. Lands Directorate
1 map : col. ; 56 x 85 cm. fold. to 46 x 57 cm.
Issued with ACML Bulletin 48 (1983), which includes an article by M. E. A. North on the making of the map [folio oGA193 .C3 A93].
Scale 1:50,000; (W 123°15'--W 122°45'/N 49°15'--N 49°00').
map6F G3512.F7D2 1880 N6 (PrCt)

28340 Frederick County (Md.) - Maps - 1858 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps
[Frederick County (Md.) - 1858: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche]; [Washington, D.C.] : LC G&M Division , [1893?].
Authors: Bond, Isaac -- Library of Congress.
Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map : on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 45 x 34.5 in. Scale: 1:63,360.
Originally published 1858.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 292 (PrCt)

28341 Frederick County (Md.) - Maps - 1860 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps
[Frederick County (Md.) - 1860: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche]; [Washington, D.C.] : LC G&M Division , [1893?].
Authors: Bond, Isaac -- Library of Congress.
Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 292 (PrCt)
land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 45 x 34.5 in. Scale: 1:63,360.
Originally published [1860].
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing
19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 1293 (PrCt)

Frederick County (Md.) - Maps - 1864 - Landowners - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps
[Frederick County (Md.) - 1864: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche], [Washington, D.C.] : LC G&M Division, [1983?].
No. 43 -- Confederate States of America. Army -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: Manuscript, 17 x 19 in. Scale 1:126,720. Originally compiled 1864. Only covers part of the county.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps: Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 1289 (PrCt)

Frederick County (Md.) - Maps - 1964 - Road maps - Road maps - Counties - Maps
Authors: Maryland. Dept. of Transportation
1 map : col. ; 58 x 43 cm.
Insert: Frederick.
temp map4F G3843.A 1964-1985 M3 map 10 (PrCt)

Frederick County (Va.) - Maps - 1809 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps
Authors: Varle, Charles -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 33.5 x 24.5 in. Scale 1:136,000. Originally published 1809.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps: Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division.
28348 Fredericton (N.B.) - Pictorial works - 1882
City of Fredericton, N.B. 1979.
Authors: Hubly, Alexander, M. -- Bailey (O.H.) and Co., Boston -- Non-entity Press
1 birds-eye view ; 49 x 68 cm.
Facsimile of original published 1882; includes vignettes of buildings and references 1-79.
488
map6F G3434.F7 A3 1882 .H8 1979 (PrCt)

28349 Freeborn County (Minn.) - Maps - 1878 -
Landowners<<>Counties -
Maps<<>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Warner & Foote -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 3 parts, 16 x 51 in., 16.5 x 51 in. and 17.5 x 51 in. Scale: 1: 36,205. Originally published Red Wing, Minn. and Philadelphia: Warner & Foote, 1878.
Microfiche 583, no. 372 (PrCt)

28350 Freeborn County (Minn.) - Maps - 1895 -
Landowners<<>Counties -
Maps<<>Landowners - Maps
Plat book of Freeborn County, Minnesota.
Authors: Union Publishing Company (Philadelphia, Pa.) -- Ballet & Volk (Firm) -- Bourquin, F. (Frederick), b. 1808
55 p. : maps ; 46 cm.
73-7816
oversize G1428.F7 U5 1895 (NLO)

28351 Freeland Mine (Clear Creek County, Colo.) -
Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. -
1880<<>Clear Creek County (Colo.) -
Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1880 -
Mines and mineral resources<<>Mineral
resources - Clear Creek County (Colo.) - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1880 -
Map printing - Wood engravings -
Maps - 1880<<>United Freeland Mine (Clear Creek County, Colo.) SEE Freeland Mine (Clear Creek County, Colo.)<<>Wood engravings
Longitudinal section on the dip of the Freeland Mine, Trail Creek Mining District, Clear Creek Co.

28352 Freeport Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1857 -
Railroads<<>Railroads - Maps
Map of the present & prospective railroad connections of the city of Freeport, Illinois.
Freeport, Ill. Boss & Burrows, [1857?].
Authors: Boss and Burrows, pub. -- Gemmell, John -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 21 x 30 cm.
"J. Gemmel, Chicago."
In: The Present advantages and future prospects of the city of Freeport, Ill. (Freeport: Boss & Burrows, 1857).
Scale [ca. 1:1,050,000].
Graff 3358 [map] (PrCt)

28353 Freiberg (Germany) - History - 1762 -
Maps<<>Fribervich (Germany) SEE Freiberg (Germany)<<>Vriberch (Germany) SEE Freiberg (Germany)<<>Freyberg (Germany)
SEE Freiberg (Germany)<<>Freyberg (Germany)
Authors: British military library, or, Journal no. 9 -- J. Carpenter and Co., publisher, London
1 map ; 15 x 21 cm.
In British military library, or, Journal no. 7 (April 1799), opposite p. 248.
In lower margin: Military Journal No. 7.
Accompanied by "Account of the battle of Freyberg [29 Oct. 1762], by a Prussian officer, who was in the action: Illustrated by an engraved plan, drawn on the spot."
p. 247-256.
Case U 007 .131, v. 1, opposite p. 248 (PrCt)

28354 Freiberg (Germany) - Maps - 1620
Fribergvm Misinae. [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; hand col. ; 33 x 45 cm.
Derived from a 1550 woodcut by Sebastian Münster; see R.A. Skelton’s Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum. Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Friburgvm Misnæa. Printed ‘38’ overwritten with manuscript ‘39’ on verso.


**Case oversize U 26 .2919 map [110] (PrCt)**

---

**28358**

**Freiburg Im Breisgau (Germany) - Maps - 1695 - Fortification**

*Fribourg, est une ville forte capitale du Brisgaw ...* (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, [1695]).

Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Les forces de l’Europe, ou, Description des principales villes -- avec leurs fortifications ... (1695-1696) pt. 5, map [83].

Manuscript ‘(6)’ at upper right.

**Case folio U 26. 293 pt. 5, map [83] (PrCt)**

---

**28359**

**Freiburg Im Breisgau (Germany) - Maps - 1695 - Pictorial works**

*Fribourg.* [Paris : De Fer, 1695].

Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Les forces de l’Europe, ou, Description des principales villes -- avec leurs fortifications ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, 1695-1696) pt. 5, map [84].

Manuscript ‘(7)’ at upper right.

**Case folio U 26. 293 pt. 5, map [84] (PrCt)**

---

**28360**

**Freiburg Im Breisgau (Germany) - Maps - 1730**

*Nieuwe en naukeurige aftekening van Freiburg.*

Amsterdam, [ca. 1730].

Authors: Ottens, Aaltje Fredericks, ca.1665 -- R. & J. Otens -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:Y27 1 map ; 42 x 55 cm.

Added title: Nouveaux plan et environs de la ville & chateau de Fribourg.

References: A-L, 1-4. 3091

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**Sack map4F G6299.F7 1730 O8 (PrCt)**

---

**28361**

**Freiburg im Breisgau (Germany) - Maps - 1922**


Berlin : A. Goldschmidt, 1922.


2. Aufl. [2nd ed.]

‘Mit 3 Karten.’

---

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Maps lithographed by Leopold Kraatz. Advertisements: iii p. at end. Includes index. Series: Griebens Reiseführer ; Bd. 188 Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library. Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 188 (1922) (NLO)


28364 Freie Öffentliche Bibliothek Dresden-Plauen - Map Collections - 1904<>Cataloging of maps - 1904<>Dresden (Germany). Freie Öffentliche Bibliothek Dresden-Plauen SEE Freie Öffentliche Bibliothek Dresden-Plauen<>Ruge, Sophus, 1831-1903 Die Landkartenbestände der königlichen öffentlichen Bibliothek zu Dresden. Leipzig : O. Harrassowitz, 1904. Authors: Hantzsch, Viktor, 1868-1910 vi, 146 p. ; 24 cm. Series: Beiheft zum Zentralblatt für Bibliothekswesen, 28. Cataloging began in 1891, with cards filed in geographical arrangement and alphabetically. They used a pre-printed form designed by Sophus Ruge, which included an accurate transcription of the title, in line with the Preussischen Instruktionen of 1899. This main entry card was then filed alphabetically according to a geographical classification of the world devised by Johann Michael Franke in 1768. The “alphabetical catalog” was an index, on smaller cards, to names associated with a map. Concludes with a sample printed catalog of 686 items, arranged according to the geographical system, to give an overview of the Dresden collections. Z 007 .191, no. 28 (NLO)


28367 Fremont County (Iowa) - Maps - 1920-1921 - Landowners-<>Counties - Maps-<>Landowners - Maps Atlas of Fremont County, Iowa, containing maps of the townships of the county : maps of state, United States and world : farmers directory,
28368 Fremond County (Iowa) - Maps - 1980 - Landowners<-- Counties - Maps<-- Landowners - Maps
Authors: Directory Service Company
1 atlas (40 p.) : 17 maps ; 25 cm.
Scale not given.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

28369 French cartography - America - Exhibitions - Catalogs<-- California State University, Fullerton - Map collections - Exhibitions
Authors: Boswell, Roy V., 1894- - California State University, Fullerton. Collection for the History of Cartography
24 p. : ill., maps ; 25 cm.
Series: Publication of the Collection for the History of Cartography, California State University, Fullerton ; no. 7
BHC 1431
Vert 1031 (PrCt)

1 map ; 43 x 52 cm.
Inset (14 x 14 cm.) : Mouth of the River Suriname.
In: The Fourth part of the general English pilot. Describing the ... east-coast of America : from Greenland to the River Amazones ... (London : Printed by I. Dawks, for Jer. Seller, and Cha. Price at the Hermitage-Stairs in Wapping, 1703) pl. [19].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .E55 1690 [pt. 4], pl. [19] (PrCt)

28371 French Guiana - Maps - 1729
Carte de la Guiane francaise ou du gouvernement de Calenie ... / Par le Sr. d'Anville ... Septembre 1729 ; Delahaye sculpsit. [Paris] : Anville, 1729.
Authors: Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d', 1697-1782 -- Haye, G. de la -- Labat, Jean Baptiste, 1663-1738 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 300 x 303 mm. (neat line), mounted on sheet 542 x 405 mm. Phillips 572 no. [15].
A close copy of this map, lacking Delahaye's name but including 'Tom. IV, p. 1', was issued in the Dutch edition of Labat's book published in Amsterdam: Aux dépens de la Compagnie, 1731 (Ayer 1269 G7 L11 1731 v.4, opp. p. 1). m17
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Novacco 4F 87 (PrCt)

28372 French Guiana - Maps - 1729<-- Amapá (Brazil : State) - Maps - 1729
Carte de la Guiane Francoise... [Paris , ca. 1776].
Authors: Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d', 1697-1782 -- Delahaye, Jean-Baptiste-Henri, d. ca. 1755 -- Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d', 1697-1782. [Atlas, ca. 1776]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 31 x 31 cm.
oversize Ayer 135 .A6 1727 pl. 28 (PrCt)

28373 French Guiana - Maps - 1760<-- Cayenne Island (French Guiana) - Maps - 1760
The Island and colony of Cayenne, subject to the French, on the continent of South America. London, 1760.
Authors: Jefferys, Thomas, -1771
1 map ; 37 x 45 cm.
In Jefferys, Thomas. The Natural and civil history of the French dominions in North and South America (London: Printed for T. Jefferys, 1760)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
pt. 2, opposite p. 194.
Scale [ca. 1:157,500].
Relief shown by hachures; soundings in fathoms.
Prime meridian: Ferro.
Shows location of sugar works and coffee and annatto (roucou) plantations.

F 80.45 pt. 2, opp. p. 194 (PrCt)

28374 French Guiana - Maps - 1780 Suriname - Maps - 1780
1 map ; 31 x 23 cm.
"Liv. XII. et XIII." -- At upper left.
"No. 32." -- At upper right.
Forms part of the William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library).
Greenlee 4891 .B71 1780 [map 33] (PrCt)

28375 French Guiana - Maps - 1814
Carte géographo-géologique de la Guyane française. Dressée sur les relevés de mr. Leblond ... par Poisson ... (1814). [Paris? J.B. Poisson?, 1814?].
Authors: Poisson, J. B. (Jean Baptiste), 1760-1831 -- Leblond, Jean-Baptiste, 1747-1815 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 60 x 46 cm.
Scale 1:767,323; 5 French leagues to an inch. Two insets.
Ayer p133 .P75 1814 (NLO)

Dictionary for the pocket : French and English, English and French both divisions on same page / by John Bellows ; masculine and feminine words shown by distinguishing types conjugations of all the verbs liaison marked in French, and part to aid pronunciation together with tables & maps revised by Alexandre Beljame ... ; proofs read by John Sibree. London ; New York : Kegan Paul, Trench and Trübner & Co. ; Henry Holt, 1896.
2nd ed.
At head of title: Sixty-eighth thousand
Cover title: Dictionnaire de poche Spine Title: Bellows French and English dictionary
Brown leather; wallet edge binding with gold stamping on cover and spine; gilt edges.
Printed in double columns within red line border.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes PC2640 .B45 1896 (NLO)

[Partial catalog of maps accompanying materials for a history of the French marine : index cards / by Paul Carles]. [19--].
1 v. (ca. 300 leaves) ; 32 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Photocopies of ca. 2,400 index card (8 cards per leaf); includes additions of Newberry Library index cards through 1919 at the end.
Unpublished index of manuscript maps, tracings, views, engravings and printed maps, issued individually and in atlases. The map collection was compiled and indexed as part of Paul Carles’ Materials for a history of the French marine : comprising texts, both printed and manuscript, maps, plans of fortresses, diagrams showing naval actions, and engravings and cuts of vessels and of places in all parts of the world where the French marine had been engaged. The map collection was compiled and indexed as part of the French Marine Collection, which comprises about 6,000 pages of manuscript text and 4,000 manuscript and printed graphic items, variously housed in 20 bound volumes, 20 map drawers, and 44 oversize boxes (cataloged as Case G 100 .3). The entire collection was donated to the Newberry Library by Edward E. Ayer in 1903. He purchased it from Librairie Chadenet. For library correspondence and an outline of Carles’ life and classification scheme, see a bound folio of these items (ca. 30 leaves, 20 blank) in the collection.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
'About 1,500 entries... There are 4,000 maps, sketches & drawings.' --leaf [3].
The collection is variously shelved in oversize boxes in aisle 2 of the 4th-floor stacks; within the
4th-floor map cases; and as octavo volumes in the 3rd-floor stacks (Nov. 2005).
1,000 consecutively numbered maps can be
located in the French Marine Map Collection in Special Collections by using this catalog. 3,000
additional graphic pieces are scattered throughout
oversize boxes and in map drawers labeled
'Empire 3 (1812-1816)', 'Spain & Portugal',
'Crimea', and 'Baltic Sea'. Includes 18th- and
19th-century maps detached from atlases and other printed works, as well as tracings and ms.
maps and diagrams compiled by Carles.
For library correspondence and an outline of
Carles' life and classification scheme, see a
bound folio of these items (ca. 30 leaves, 20
blank) shelved with the oversize boxes.
Map Ref folio Z 6028 . N4853a (NLO)

28378  Fresne-Canaye, Philippe du
Le Voyage du Levant de Philippe du
Authors: Hauser, Henri, 1866-1946
Recueil de voyages et de documents pour servir
à l'histoire de la géographie depuis le XIIIe
jusqu'à la fin du XVIe siècle, vol. 16.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

28379  Fresno (Calif.) - Maps - 1948 - Road
maps<<>>Road maps
Fresno city map : Union Oil Company. Chicago :
Rand McNally & Company, [1948].
Authors: Union Oil Company of California -- Rand
McNally and Company -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 50 x 33 cm. on sheet 53 x 36 cm.
Added title: Fresno street map. Plate no. 484506.
Verso includes inset of downtown Fresno (plate
no. 484507) and birds-eye view of Fresno.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 10.3X (PrCt)

28380  Fresno (Calif.) - Maps - 1952 - Road
maps<<>>Road maps
Fresno city map : Union Oil Company. Chicago :
Rand McNally & Company, [1952].
Authors: Union Oil Company of California -- Rand
McNally and Company -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 50 x 33 cm. on sheet 54 x 36 cm.
Added title: Fresno street map. Plate no. 524506.
Verso includes insets of King's Canyon and
Sequoia (plate no. 2-50-89) and Yosemite (plate
no. 2-50-88) national parks and west central
California (plate no. 2-503629V-2).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 10.21 (PrCt)

28381  Fresno (Calif.) - Maps - 1953 - Road
maps<<>>Kings Canyon National Park (Calif.)
- Maps - 1953 - Road maps<<>>Sequoia
National Park (Calif.) - Maps - 1953 - Road
maps<<>>Yosemite National Park (Calif.) - Maps
- 1953 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Fresno city map / Union Oil Company. Chicago :
Rand McNally & Company, [1953?].
Authors: Union Oil Company of California -- Rand
McNally and Company -- Library of Congress.
Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col ; 51 x 33 cm., folded to 18 x 9 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Fresno street map.
Plate no. 534506.
Maps on verso (19 x 16 cm. and smaller): Kings
Canyon and Sequoia National Parks -- Yosemite
National Park -- Fresno, Stockton, Yosemite,
Kings Canyon and Sequoia region.
Panel art: Illustration of busy city intersection with
76 Union logo and "Price 25¢"
Handstamp: Register of Copyrights, Library of
Congress, Washington, D.C., certificate no.
15917.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4467 (PrCt)

28382  Fresno (Calif.) - Maps - 1956 - Road
maps<<>>Kings Canyon National Park (Calif.)
- Maps - 1956 - Road maps<<>>Sequoia
National Park (Calif.) - Maps - 1956 - Road
maps<<>>Yosemite National Park (Calif.) - Maps
- 1956 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Fresno city map / Union Oil Company. Chicago :
Rand McNally & Company, [1956?].
Authors: Union Oil Company of California -- Rand
McNally and Company -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 33 cm., folded to 18 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Fresno street map.
Plate no. 564506.
Maps on verso (19 x 16 cm. and smaller): Kings
Canyon and Sequoia National Parks -- Yosemite
National Park -- Fresno, Stockton, Yosemite,
Kings Canyon and Sequoia region.
Panel art: Illustration of busy city intersection with
76 Union logo and "Price 25¢"
Handstamp: Register of Copyrights, Library of
Congress, Washington, D.C., certificate no.
15917.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4467 (PrCt)
Authors: Union Oil Company of California -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 51 x 33 cm., folded to 18 x 9 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Fresno street map.

Issued for the Union Oil Company of California.

Plate no. 574506.

Maps on verso (19 x 16 cm. and smaller): Kings Canyon and Sequoia National Parks -- Yosemite National Park -- Fresno, Stockton, Yosemite, Kings Canyon and Sequoia region.

Panel art: 3 illustrations (car driving through mountains, city scene, and a Union 76 gas station).

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 4489 (PrCt)


Authors: Union Oil Company of California -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress.

Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : both sides, col. ; 75 x 60 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Added titles: Fresno street map (northern section) -- Fresno street map (southern section).

Issued for the Union Oil Company of California.

Plate no. 666103N-3.

Inset (13 x 18 cm.): Yosemite, Kings Canyon and Sequoia National Parks region.

Panel art: 76 Union sign against night sky.


Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 4511 (PrCt)

Fresno (Calif.) - Maps - 1968 - Road maps

Yosemite National Park (Calif.) - Maps - 1968 - Road maps

Kings Canyon National Park (Calif.) - Maps - 1968 - Road maps

Sequoia National Park (Calif.) - Maps - 1968 - Road maps


Authors: Union Oil Company of California -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress.

Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : both sides, col. ; 75 x 60 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Added titles: Fresno street map (northern section) -- Fresno street map (southern section).

Issued for the Union Oil Company of California.

Plate no. 686103N-5.

Inset (13 x 18 cm.): Yosemite, Kings Canyon and Sequoia National Parks region.

Panel art: 76 Union sign against night sky.

Includes three certificate no. handstamps from the Register of Copyrights, Library of Congress, Washington, D.C.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 4561 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Added titles: Fresno street map (northern section) -- Fresno street map (southern section).
Plate no. 696103N-6.
Inset (13 x 18 cm.): Yosemite, Kings Canyon and Sequoia National Parks region.
Panel art: 76 Union sign and slogan "When you're looking for someone to look after you, look up to 76."
Includes two Library of Congress Copyright Office handstamps and certificate nos.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4582 (PrCt)

Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 76 x 61 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added titles: Street map of Fresno (northern section) -- Street map of Fresno (southern section).
Plate no. 706103N-7.
Inset (13 x 18 cm.): Yosemite, Kings Canyon, and Sequoia National Parks region.
Panel art: Gray and red illustration of a Phillips 66 service station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1997 (PrCt)

Authors: Union Oil Company of California -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress.
Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 75 x 60 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added titles: Fresno street map (northern section) -- Fresno street map (southern section).
Issued for the Union Oil Company of California.
Plate no. 706103N-7.
Inset (13 x 18 cm.): Yosemite, Kings Canyon and Sequoia National Parks region.
Panel art: 76 logo and slogan "Drive in. Get in the spirit of 76."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4594 (PrCt)

Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 86 x 61 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.
"1975 Edition"
Panel title.
Added titles: Phillips 66 street map of Fresno (northern section) -- Phillips 66 street map of Fresno (southern section).
Plate no.736103N-9
Inset (13 x 18 cm.): Yosemite, Kings Canyon and Sequoia national parks region.
Panel art: illustration of goose flying over mountain landscape.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2029 (PrCt)

StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (8, 956 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Date on cover: 2003.
$12.95
Uniform titles: StreetFinder -- Street guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-95710-4
RMcN StrFdr 2003 .F77 (PrCt)
Hertz Rent a Car map of Fresno and vicinity.
Authors: Hertz Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- W.H. Wilton, inc. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 27 x 25 cm., folded to 22 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Main streets : Fresno "Copyright, W.H. Wilton, Inc."
Includes illustration of car with "1960" on the front license plate.
Map on verso (14 x 17 cm.): Downtown Fresno.
[Plate no.] R. L. 60 S 87.
Identifies Hertz office locations.
Panel art: Car on highway ramp; cityscape in the background.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1382 (PrCt)

28393 Friant Dam (Calif.) - Pictorial works - 1953<<<Railroads - Maps
[Aerial photograph of Friant Dam near Fresno, Calif.]. [San Francisco? Southern Pacific Company?, 1953?].
Authors: Southern Pacific Railroad Company
1 view ; 14 x 21 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
In Southern Pacific Railroad Company.
Sixty-ninth annual report ... December 31, 1952
5A 7267 (1952 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

28394 Fribourg (Switzerland) - Pictorial works - 1552<<<Woodcuts
[View of Fribourg, Switzerland]. [Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552].
Authors: Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552. Cosmographiae uniusiversalis ... (1552) -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : woodcut ; 6 x 7 cm., on sheet 32 x 21 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Added letterpress title above woodcut: De ciuitate Friburgensi situ apud Nuitones ...
In: Münster, Sebastian. Cosmographiae uniusiversalis ... (Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552), p. 375.
Possibly an inaccurate view, since some of the woodcuts in this volume were used for more than one town.
VAULT folio Ayer 7 .M8 1552, p. 375 (PrCt)

28395 Friedrichroda (Germany) - Maps - 1909<<<Friedrichroda Region (Germany) - Maps - 1909
Authors: Perthes neue Reiseführer -- Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 5 maps
4th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

28396 Friedrichroda (Germany) - Maps - 1926<<<Friedrichroda Region (Germany) - Maps - 1926
Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag -- Goldschmidt, Albert -- Kraatz, Leopold -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
7. Aufl. [7th ed.]
"Mit drei Karten und einem Panorama."
Maps lithographed by Leopold Kraatz.
Map on inside front cover.
Includes index.
Series: Griebens Reiseführer ; Bd. 112 Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 112 (1926) (NLO)

28397 Fries, Lorenz, ca. 1490-1531
[Notes on Lorenz Fries]. [Chicago, 198-?].
Authors: Karrow, Robert W.
1 file folder ; 25 x 30 cm.
Bibliographical notes, photocopies of maps, correspondence, and drafts used in the preparation of the chapter on Lorenz Fries in:
Karrow, Mapmakers of the sixteenth century and their maps (1993).
Vert 3075 (PrCt)

28398 Fries, Lorenz, ca. 1490-1531
Laurent Fries de Colmar, médecin, astrologue, géographe à Strasbourg et à Metz. [Nancy : Editions Berger-Levrault, 1890].
Authors: Schmidt, Charles, 1812-1895 -- Annales de l'Est (1890)
p. 523-575 ; 24 cm.
Vert 3074, no. 4 (PrCt)

28399 Fries, Lorenz, ca. 1490-1531
Authors: Sommer, Horst -- Centaurus (1965)
p. 128-140 ; 25 cm.
Vert 3074, no. 7 (PrCt)
28400 Fries, Lorenz, ca. 1490-1531
Authors: Sudhoff, Karl, 1853-1938 -- Allgemeine deutsche Biographie (1967-1971) p. 770-775 ; 24 cm.
Reprint of volume originally published in 1904.
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3074, no. 5.
Ref CT1053 .A52, v. 49, p. 770-775 (PrCt)

28401 Fries, Lorenz, ca. 1490-1531 - Bibliography
Authors: Benzing, Josef -- Philobiblon (1962) -- Newberry Library. John M. Wing Foundation p. 121-140
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3074, no. 2.
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.
Wing Z 007 .695, v. 2, 121-140 (PrCt)

28402 Fries, Lorenz, ca. 1490-1531. Carta marina (1525)
Fragments of the 'Carta Marina' by Laurentius Fries, 1524. [s'Gravenhage : Mouton & Co., 1959].
Authors: Bagrow, Leo -- Imago mundi (1959) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) p. 111-112
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3074, no. 6.
Map Ref folio GA1 .I6, v. 14, p. 111-112 (PrCt)

28403 Fries, Lorenz, ca. 1490-1531. Carta marina, 1525
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3074, no. 3.
Map Ref folio GA1 .I6, v. 41, p. 124-132 (PrCt)

28404 Fries, Lorenz, ca. 1490-1531. Carta marina (1530)<<>>Fries, Lorenz, ca. 1490-1531. Auslegung der mercarthen oder cartha marina (1527)
Authors: Fries, Lorenz, ca. 1490-1531 [56] p., [1] fold. leaf of plates : ill. ; 28 cm. + portfolio (12 leaves : maps ; 59 x 46 cm.)
Cover title.
Includes original title page: Auslegung der mercarthen oder cartha marina.
Portfolio title: Carta marina navigatoria.
Facsimile reprint of 1527 ed. of the Auslegung and the 1530 ed. of the Carta marina navigatoria.
Not at Newberry Library (Sept. 2012) (PrCt)

28405 Fries, Lorenz, ca. 1490-1531. Tabula moderna alterius hemisphaerii (1525)?<<>>Fries, Lorenz, ca. 1490-1531<<>>Ptolemy, active 2nd century. Geographia (1525)<<>>Pacific Ocean - Cartography - History - 1500-1599
Tabula moderna alterius hemisphaerii : the oldest surviving map of the Pacific? / Frederik Muller. 2012.
Authors: Muller, Frederik, active 1972-- The Globe (2012) -- Australian and New Zealand Map Society -- Karrow, Robert W.
78 p. : maps, ill. : 30 cm. + 1 facsimile map (35 x 48 cm., folded to 21 x 30 cm.)
Description and analysis of previously unreCORd manuscript map of the Pacific Ocean, acquired by the author in 2009, arguing that it was compiled, but not published, by Lorenz Fries for Johann Huttich's edition of Ptolemy's Geographia (Strasbourg : J. Grüninger and A. Koburger, 1525).
Issued with full-size (?) facsimile of the Pacific map (laied in); duplicate copy of map filed as map4F G9230 1525 .F7 2012.
Duplicate copy (inscribed by the author to Robert Karrow of the Newberry Library): Vert 2125 folio Z673 .G563, no. 71 (PrCt)

28406 Fries, Lorenz, ca. 1490-1531. Uslegung der mercarthen oder cartha marina (1527)
Uslegung der mercarthen oder cartha marina. [Unterschneidheim, Ger. Walter Uhl, 1972].
Authors: Fries, Lorenz, ca. 1490-1531 -- Fries, Lorenz, ca. 1490-1531. Auslegung der Carta marina (1972) [56] p. : ill. ; 21 cm.
Facsimile reprint of 1527 ed. of the Auslegung.
Vert 3074, no.1 (PrCt)

28407 Friesland (Germany) - Maps - 1624<<>>Emden (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1624
Typus Frisiae orientalis à Dullarto ... expresso authore Ubbone. [Amsterdam] : C. J. Visscher, 1624.
Authors: Visscher, Claes Jansz., 1586 or 7-1624 -- Emden, Ubbo, 1547-1625 -- Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 38 x 49 cm.
Inset view (14 x 14 cm.): Emden.
Remnants of binding stub on verso.
Forms part of the Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library).
'A reissue of the map appearing in some copies of Kaerius' Germania Inferior, 1617. This in turn was a cut-down reissue of Ubbo Emmius' map of 1595. Visscher has extended the plan of Emden and its cartouche upwards and has made other additions to the plate,as for example including the
Visscher 37 (PrCt)

28408 Friesland (Netherlands) - 1740 - Coasts
Nautical charts
Authors: Mount, William, d. 1769 -- Page, Thomas, d. 1762 -- English Pilot. Part 2 (1740) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 42 x 52 cm.
Oriented with north at bottom.
Includes 53 references.
In: The English pilot : The second part : Describing the sea-coasts ... in the whole northern navigation ... the north coast of England and Scotland ... the sea-coast of Flanders ... Norway ... Russia ... and Nova Zambia, as far as the Tartarian Sea ... The sea-coasts of Sweden ... in the Baltick-Sea (London : William Mount and Thomas Page, 1740), [plate 11].
Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger):
English Pilot. Part 2 (1740)
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1793 .E552 1740, [plate 11] (PrCt)

28409 Friesland (Netherlands) - 1749 - Coasts
Nautical charts
1 map ; 42 x 52 cm.
Oriented with north at bottom.
Includes 53 references.
In: The English pilot : The second part : Describing the sea-coasts ... in the whole northern navigation ... Describing the north coast of England and Scotland, ... Orkney, Shetland, Lewis, Farro, Iceland, ... Flanders, Zealend, Holland, Germany, Denmark, Norway, Finland, Lapland, Russia, ... Waigats, and Nova Zembia, ... Tartarian Sea, ... Greenland, Trinity-Island, Cherry Island, Hope-Island, ... Sweden, East-Finland, Lyfland, Prussia, Pomerania, &c. with ... the Baltick-Sea (London : W. and J. Mount, and T. Page, 1749) opposite p. 25.
Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger):
English Pilot. Part 2 (1749)

28411 Friesland (Netherlands) - 1566
Authors: Tramezzino, Michele, d. 1579 -- Bos, Jacob, fl. 1551-1577 -- Woodward, David, 1942-2004 -- Ludwig Rosenthal's Antiquariat -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 477 x 375 mm. (neat line), on sheet remargined to 550 x 457 mm.
'Ex pontificis Max ac Veneti senatus in proximum decemniun privilegio.'
Infinity symbol used in place of "M" in date.
Bottom margin includes manuscript bar scale and notes in pencil, possibly by David Woodward.
Van der Heijden, Oude Kaarten der Nederlanden, 1548-1794, p. 34-35, Table 2, plate 36.
Karrow 25/8.3.
Tooley 218.
Ex Rosenthal
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
b77 Novacco 4F 145 (PrCt)

28412 Friesland (Netherlands) - 1568-1570
Authors: Deventer, Jacob van, d. 1575 -- Gilhofer & Ranschburg (Vienna, Austria) -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 466 x 371 mm. (neat line), on sheet remargined to 581 x 455 mm.
Infinity symbol used in place of "M" in date.
Ex Gilhofer.
References: Karrow 25/8.5; Tooley 221.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
b78 Novacco 4F 142 (PrCt)
Friesland (Netherlands) - Maps - 1568-1588
Oost ende West Vrieslands beschrijvinghe. Vtrivsque Frisiorvm regionis noviss descriptio, 1568. [Antwerp : Christophe Plantin], 1568 [i.e. 1588].
Authors: Ortelius, Abraham, 1527 -- Deventer, Jacob van, d. 1575 -- Plantin, Christophe, approximately 1520-1589 -- Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598. Theatro de la tierra universal (1588) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 34 x 50 cm.
Derived from earlier work by Jacob van Deventer; see Karrow.
Oriented with north at upper right.
In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatro de la tierra universal (1588) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 34 x 50 cm.
Digital image of a duplicate or variant edition available on Marcel P.R. van den Broecke's Cartographica Neerlandica website (accessed Feb. 2012):
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1588, [plate 20] (PrCt)

28415
Friesland (Netherlands) - Maps - 1579-1588
Oost ende West Vrieslands beschrijvinghe. Vtrivsque Frisiorvm regionis noviss descriptio, 1568. [Antwerp : Christophe Plantin], 1568 [i.e. 1588].
Authors: Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598 -- Deventer, Jacob van, d. 1575 -- Plantin, Christophe, approximately 1520-1589 -- Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598. Theatro de la tierra universal (1588) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 34 x 50 cm.
Derived from earlier work by Jacob van Deventer; see Karrow.
Oriented with north at upper right.
In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatro orbis terrarum ... (London : J. Norton, 1606), [plate 48].
Printed no. 48 and English letterpress text on verso beginning: Friesland. That the Frisij, a most ancient nation ....
Digital image of a duplicate or variant edition available on Marcel P.R. van den Broecke's Cartographica Neerlandica website (accessed July. 2012):
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1588, [plate 48] (PrCt)
Friesland (Netherlands) - Maps - 1588
Frisiae orientalis descriptio / løes Florianus describ. [Antwerp : Christophe Plantin, 1588].
SEE Florianaus, Johannes, 1522-1585 -- Blommaerts, Jan, 1522-1585 SEE Florianaus, Johannes, 1522-1585
1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 42 cm.
Oriented with north at upper right.
In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatro de la tierra vniversal (Antwerp : Christophe Plantin, 1588), [plate 43].
Printed no. 43 and Spanish letterpress text on verso beginning: Frisia la oriental. Cosa clara es que antiquamente ...
Digital image of a duplicate or variant edition available on Marcel P.R. van den Broecke’s Cartographica Neerlandica website (accessed Feb. 2012):
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1606, [plate 49] (PrCt)

Friesland (Netherlands) - Maps - 1606
Frisia orientalis / Joannes Florianus describ. [London: John Norton, 1606].
Theatro orbis terrarum ... (1606) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 37 x 49 cm.
Inset (15 x 15 cm.): Riderae portionis facies, ante inundationem, qui postea sinus maris factus ests. Incidit haec inundatio circa annum 1277. Decembris 25.
Printed no. 50 and English letterpress text on verso beginning: East Friesland. That the Frisij, did not in former times ...
Digital image of a duplicate or variant edition available on Marcel P.R. van den Broecke’s Cartographica Neerlandica website (accessed July 2012):
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1606, [plate 50] (PrCt)

Friesland (Netherlands) - Maps - 1642
Tabula Frisiae, Groninghae et Territory Embdensis ... Amsterdam : Nicolao Iohannide Piscatore, 1642.
Authors: Visscher, Claes Jansz., 1586 or 7, 1642.
-- Goos, Abraham -- Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 36 x 54 cm.
Margins include insets of Leeuwarden, Dokkum, Franeker, Bolsward, Sneek, Elst, Sloten, Harlingen, Workum, Hindeloopen, Staveren, Groningen, Emmen, and corners contain vignettes of natives in local costume. Manuscript "22" in upper right. Forms part of the Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Visscher 45 (PrCt)

28421 Friesland (Netherlands) - Maps - 1680

Tabula comitatus Frisiae. Amsterdam, ca. 1680.
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 56 cm.
In: Danckerts, Justus. Atlas (Amsterdam : J. Danckers, [ca. 1680]) pl. [49]. Ms. no. '51' in upper right.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .S19 1692 pl. [51].

Map dated 1692.

Pierre -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. [Atlas nouveau contenant toutes les parties du monde ... ] (1696) 1 map : hand col ; 42 x 55 cm.

Accompanied, on the previous leaf by: Table alphabétique des noms de villes ... d'Ouest-Frise. In: Sanson, Nicolas. [Atlas nouveau contenant toutes les parties du monde ... ] (Amsterdam : Pierre Mortier, 1696) v. 1, map [11].
Forms part of atlas published by P. Mortier in Amsterdam; chiefly comprised of maps bearing the counterfeit imprint of H. Jaillot in Paris.

Case oversize G 1007 .781 v. 1, map [11] (PrCt)

28425 Friesland (Netherlands) - Maps - 1700

Tabula comitatus Frisiae. Amstelodami. [Amsterdam] : Frederico de Wit, [ca. 1700?].
Authors: Schotanus à Sterringa, Bernardus, approximately 1640-- Wit, Frederik de -- Wit, Frederik de. Atlas [ca. 1700?]? -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 57 cm.
Inset (6 x 9 cm): De Noordt Zee [islands].
In: Wit, Frederik de. Atlas (Amsterdam : bij Frederick de Wit in de Calverstraet bij den Dam inde Witte Paskaert. [ca. 1700?]) no. [105].

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .W8 A no. [105] (PrCt)

28426 Friesland (Netherlands) - Maps - 1710

Dominii Frisiae tabula, inter Flevum et Lavicum. [Amsterdam] : Nicolai Visscher [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher, 1710?].
Authors: Schotanus à Sterringa, Bernardus, approximately 1640-- Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Visscher, Elizabeth, fl. 1702-1726 -- Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702. Atlas minor ... [1710?]? -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 55 cm.
Inset (5 x 8 cm): De Nordt Zee [islands].
In: Visscher, Nicolaes. Atlas minor ... (Amstelaeamdi [Amsterdam] : ex officina Nicolai Visscher [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher], [1710?]?) map [43].
Manuscript '45' in upper right.

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .V8 1700 map [43] (PrCt)

28427 Friesland (Netherlands) - Maps - 1718

Frisiae dominium vernacule Friesland. Leeuwarden, 1718.
Authors: Halma, François, 1653-1722 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
III:M15
1 map ; 51 x 58 cm.
Inset: Friesse Eilanden. 3387
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6003.F7 1718 H3 (PrCt)

28428 Friesland (Netherlands) - Maps -
1718 Friesland (Netherlands) - Maps - 1718 - Historical Geography

Uitbeelding der heerlijkheid Friesland : zoo in 't algemeen, als in haare XXX bijzondere grietenijen. [Leeuwarden] : Uitgegeeven door François Halma, 1718.

Authors: Schotanus à Sterringa, Bernardus, approximately 1640 -- Alting, Menso, 1541-1612 -- Broen, Gerrit de -- Halma, François, 1653-1722 -- Hilarides, Johannes, approximately 1648-1726 -- Folkema, Jacob, 1692-1767 -- Haven, G. van der

1 atlas ([84] leaves) : coats of arms, 39 maps ; 54 cm. (fol.)


Most maps revised to show name and address of the publisher François Halma; cf. Koeman.

Many of the maps were issued later by R. & J. Ottens, in v. 2 of a 4 v. atlas factice: Atlas : eerst[-vierde] deel. 'T Amsterdaam : By Reinier & Isoua Ottens, kaart en boek verkopers op de Nieuwendyk in de Warel-v Kaart, [ca. 1750].

Earlier states of the Alting maps, with engraved plate numbers and without letterpress marginal text, were published in: Alting, Menso. Mensonis Alting Descriptio, secundum antiquos, agri Batavi & Frisii. Amstaeladami : Apud H. Wetstenium, 1697-1701.

Added engraved t.p.: Uitbeeldinge der heerlijkheit Friesland. Designed by G. van der Haven and engraved by Jacob Folkema.

Maps mounted on stubs along center fold. Poetry by Johann Hilarides on t.p. verso.

Seven maps by Menso Alting, leaves [72]-[84], show historical geography of Friesland; engraved by Gerrit de Broen; margins include letterpress translations of placenames from Latin to Dutch. Bound in contemporary mottled calf, gilt-stamped with central and border decoration.


5 C6a (PrCt)

VAULT Case oversize G1863.F7 S3 1718a (NLO)

28430 Friesland (Netherlands) - Maps - 1725

La Seigneurie d'Ouest-Frise, ou Frise Occidentale. Amsterdam, [ca. 1725].

Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Cóvens et Mortier -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:M16

1 map ; 41 x 54 cm.

3388

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Sack map4F G6003.F7 1725 C6b (PrCt)

28431 Friesland (Netherlands) - Maps - 1769

Tabula comitatus Frisiae. Amsterdam, [ca. 1725].

Authors: Schotanus à Sterringa, Bernardus, approximately 1640 -- Wit, Frederik de -- Cóvens et Mortier -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:M14

1 map ; hand col. ; 46 x 55 cm.

3383

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Sack map4F G6003.F7 1725 C6a (PrCt)

28432 Friesland (Netherlands) - Maps - 1769

Authors: Schotanus à Sterringa, Bernardus, approximately 1640 -- Alting, Menso, 1541-1612 -- Halma, François, 1653-1722 -- Kalma, J. J. -- Hilarides, Johannes, approximately 1648-1726 -- Broen, Gerrit de -- Haven, G. van der -- Folkema, Jacob, 1692-1767 -- De Tille (Leeuwarden, Netherlands) -- Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, Ltd. -- Koeman, C. (Cornelis), 1918 -- Tibbe, Paul -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)


Imprint and series statements from colophon.

"... voorzien van een inleiding door Prof. Dr. Ir. C. Koeman en een bio-bibliografische beschrijving door Ds. J.J. Kalma"--Colophon.

Some maps engraved by Gerrit de Broen.

Added title page designed by G. van der Haven and engraved by Jacob Folkema.

"Op de uitbeeldinge van Friesland" on title page verso; signed: Joh. Hilarides.

Added title page: Uitbeeldinge der heerlijkheit Friesland

In Dutch; place names in Dutch and Latin in margins of maps by Menso Alting.

Includes bibliographical references (p. 14-16).

Series: Fryske Akademy ; nr. 362 -- Varia Frisica -- Theatrum Orbis Terrarum -- Fryske Akademy (Series) ; nr. 362 -- Varia Frisica -- Theatrum Orbis Terrarum series of atlases in facsimile.

Scales differ.

Bookplate of Paul Tibbe.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Cf. Phillips 3088

Baskes oversize G1863.F7 S3 1718a (NLO)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Friesland met de zee ten westen in haar stroemen en Zanden ... / F. Ottens ...
[Amsterdam : Isaak Tirion, 1769?].
Authors: Tirion, Isaak -- Ottens, Frederik -- Tirion, Isaak. Nieuwe en beknopte hand-atlas ... (1748 [i.e. 1769?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 32 x 42 cm.
Verso numbered “N 66” in manuscript.
In: Tirion, Isaak. Nieuwe en beknopte hand-atlas ... (Amsterdam : Isaak Tirion, 1744 [i.e. 1769?]), plate [64].
oversize Ayer 135 .T55 1744, plate [64] (PrCt)

28433

Friis, Herman Ralph, 1905-1989<<>Alonso, Patricia, D.1989<>Kelsay, Laura E. - Bibliography
Herman Ralph Friis; Patricia Alonso; In memoriam Laura E. Kelsay, 1907-1986. 1990.
Authors: Grim, Ronald E.
BHC 1341
Vert 948 (PrCt)

28434

Frikes (Ithaca Island, Greece) - Pictorial works - 1807<>Port Frichies (Greece) SEE Frikes (Ithaca Island, Greece)<>Frichies, Port (Greece) SEE Frikes (Ithaca Island, Greece) Port Frichies / Tomkins & Richards sculp. [London] : Longman, Hurst, Rees & Orme, 1807.
Authors: Tomkens, Peltro William, 1760--1807.
BHC 1341
Vert 948 (PrCt)

28435

Authors: Texas. General Land Office -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 20.5 x 20 in. Scale 1:133,320. Originally compiled 1879.
Microfiche 583, no. 978 (PrCt)

28436

Size of original: Blueprint, 2 parts, 22 x 41.5 in. each. Scale 1:66,660. Originally compiled 1893; traced 1935.
Microfiche 583, no. 979 (PrCt)

28437

Frisland (Imaginary place) - Maps - 1560<>Imaginary places - Maps - 1560<>Greenland - Maps - 1560<>Frisland (Imaginary place) SEE Frisland (Imaginary place)
Frisland. [Venice? or Rome? s.n., ca. 1560?].
Authors: Zeno, Niccolò, 1515--1565 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 245 x 178 mm. (neat line), on sheet 248 x 187 mm.
Anonymous map of imaginary island, possibly derived from the writings of Niccolò Zeno and his 1558 map of Greenland and the North Atlantic; cf. Karrow 85.1.
Title from uppercase and oversize lettering centered on the island.
Blank cartouche at upper right (35 x 39 mm.)
Coastal city of 'Sorand' identified in uppercase lettering at bottom center.
References: Tooley 222.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
b179
Novacco 2F 83 (PrCt)

28438

Fritzlar (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1620 Fritzlar. [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : hand col. ; 15 x 48 cm.
Anonymous view.
On same sheet with: Eschwega -- Frislaria.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 3, pl. 39 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
28439 Fritzlar (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1657
Fritzlar. [Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657].
Authors: Janssen, Jan, 1588-1664 -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Urbium totius Germaniae superius illustriorum clariorurnque tabulae ... Pars posterior [i.e. prior] (1657) -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Theatrum urbium (1657)
1 view : hand col. ; 16 x 48 cm.
On same sheet with: Eschwege.
Latin letterpress text on verso under section titles: Eschweg -- Frislaria.
In: Janssen, Jan. Urbium totius Germaniae superius illustriorum clariorurnque tabulae ... Pars posterior [i.e. prior] 1657, [plate 46].
References: Krog, Peter van der. Koeman's superiorus illustriorum clariorumque tabulae ... In: Jansson, Jan. Urbium totius Germaniae superius illustriorum clariorurnque tabulae ... Pars posterior [i.e. prior] 1657, [plate 46].
Attributed to Paolo Forlani; see Woodward 05.03.

28440 Friuli (Italy) - Maps - 1563
Nova descriptio del Friulii. [Venice] : Apud Ioannem Franciscum Camocium, M D LXIII [1563].
Authors: Forlani, Paolo -- Camocio, Giovanni Francesco, 16th cent. -- Lange, Otto, 1879-1944 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 280 x 392 mm. (neat line), 284 x 396 mm. (plate mark).
Attributed to Paolo Forlani; see Woodward 05.03.

28441 Friuli (Italy) - Maps - 1563
La Nova descrittione di tutta la patria del Friuli / diligentissimamente esposta per M. Pyrrho Ligio Napolitano ... ; Sebastiano di Re da Chioggia intagliaua in rame. Roma [Rome] : con le forme di M. Michele Tramezzino, M.D.LXIII [1564, i.e. 1563].
Authors: Ligorio, Pirro, ca. 1513-1583 -- Tramezzino, Michele, d. 1579 -- Re, Sebastiano di, fl. 1550-1560 -- Gilhofer & Ranschburg (Vienna, Austria) -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 401 x 685 mm. (neat line), on sheet remargined to 458 x 748 mm.
Final 'I' in Roman numeral date apparently added in manuscript.
Relief shown pictorially.
Manuscript "40" on verso.
Almagià, Monumenta Italia cartographica (1929) p. 29, no. XXXIII.
Almagià, Monumenta cartographica vaticana II (1948) p. 45.
Karrow 51/12.
Tooley 230.
Ex Gilhofer.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

28442 Friuli (Italy) - Maps - 1564
Nova descriptio del Friulii. [Venice] : Paulo Forlano Veronese f., M.D. LXIV [1564].
Authors: Forlani, Paolo -- Gilhofer & Ranschburg (Vienna, Austria) -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 279 x 383 mm. (neat line), 286 x 393 mm. (plate mark).

28443 Friuli (Italy) - Maps - 1564
Nova descriptio del Friulii. [Venice] : Paulo Forlano Veronese f., M.D. LXIV [1564].
Authors: Forlani, Paolo -- Italian
Friuli (Italy) - Maps - Exhibitions -

Authors: Donazzolo Cristante, Cristina


Includes bibliography references (p. 129-131) and index.

Friuli Venezia Giulia (Italy) - Maps - 1695

Partie du cercle d'Austriche, ou sont les duchés de Stirie, de Carniole, et autres ... Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : Chez H. Jaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], [1695?].

Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1687. Atlas nouveau : contenant toutes les parties du monde (1692 [i.e. 1695?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 52 x 85 cm.

Added title, upper margin: Partie du cercle d'Austriche, ou sont les duchés de Stirie, de Carniole, de Carniole, ou sont compris ... . In counterfeit edition of: Sanson, Nicolas. Atlas nouveau : contenant toutes les parties du monde (Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : H. Jaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], 1692 [i.e. 1695?] pl. [78].

Map dated 1692.

Friuli Venezia Giulia (Italy) - Maps - 1752

Le Frioul. Amsterdam, [ca. 1725].

Authors: Blaeu, Joan, 1596-1673 -- Covens et Mortier -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:185

1 map : hand col. ; 39 x 48 cm.

Cf. Koeman B1 87 (61).

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Sack map 4F G6713.F7 1725 B6 (PrCt)
Includes bibliographical references (p. 419-433) and indexes.
Series: Guida d’Italia del T.C.I.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number 66099988
Baskes DG416.C742 F7 1963 (NLO)

28453 Frobisher Bay (N.W.T.) - Maps - 1675
Forbissers Straet. [Hamburg, 1675].
Authors: Settle, Dionyse -- Wichman, F.
1 map ; 41 x 65 mm. on sheet 19 x 14 cm.
In Settle's I.N.J. Historia navigationis Martini Forbisseri angli praetoris sive capitanei, A.C.
1577 (Hamburg: Sumptibus Joh. Naumannii & Georgi Wolffii, 1675), front.
Above the map is a fanciful view (13 x 13 cm.) of
Eskimos with kayaks, titled 'Navigation à
Forbisero A. 1577...' and signed 'F. Wichman sc.'
To right of map, an engraving of a unicorn with a
note that it is copied from Breydenbach's jouney
to the Holy Lands.
VAULT Ayer 116 .F6 S4 1675, front. (PrCt)

28454 Frontenac County (Ont.) -
Directories - Lennox and Addington (Ont.) -
Illustrated Historical Atlas of the Counties of
Frontenac, Lennox & Addington Ont.
Name and place index to illustrated historical
atlas of the counties of Frontenac, Lennox &
Authors: Hazelgrove, A. R.
Compiled by A. R. Hazelgrove [2], vi, 59p. 22cm.
Index for atlas originally published by J. H.
Meacham & Co., 1878
map4C 50 (PrCt)

28455 Frontenac (Ont.) - 1878 - Landowners -
Indexes - Lennox and Addington (Ont.) -
Maps - 1878 - Landowners - Indexes - J.H.
Meachan & Company. Illustrated Historical
Atlas of the Counties of Frontenac, Lennox
and Addexes
- Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps
Name and place index to illustrated historical
atlas of the counties of Frontenac, Lennox &
Addington, Ontario. Kingston, Ont. A. R.
Authors: Hazelgrove, A. R. (Allan Ronald), 1912-
1880-1885
[2], vi, 59 p. ; 22 cm.
Index to atlas published Toronto: J.H. Meacham
& Co., 1878; atlas shelved as oversize
oG1148.F7 M4 1878.
74-11579
ICN74
rev 91
G1148.F7 M4 1878 Index (NLO)

28456 Frontenac (Ont.) - Maps - 1878 -
Landowners - Lennox and Addington (Ont.) -
Maps - 1878 -
Landowners - Counties -
Maps - Landowners - Maps
Illustrated historical atlas of the counties of
Frontenac, Lennox and Addington, Ontario.
Authors: J.H. Meacham & Company -- Allen, C.
R., fl. 1880-1885 -- Bourquin, F. (Frederick), b.
1808 -- Worley & Bracher -- Hazelgrove, A. R.
(Allan Ronald), 1912-
109 p. : maps (part col.), illus., ports. ; in post
binder 58 x 83 cm.
Shows land ownership.
Indexed by Hazelgrove, A.R. Name and place
index to illustrated historical atlas of...Frontenac,
Lennox and Addington...(Kingston, Ont., 1973)
[G1148.F7 M4 1878 Index].
Maps from actual surveys by C. R. Allen.
Originally issued in 46 cm. binding.
Atlas disassembled and deacidified; sheets
encapsulated in mylar and mounted into post
binder.
Phillips 03671a
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 1323
Previously cataloged as + G 10826.56.
rev 91
oversize G1148.F7 M4 1878 (NLO)

28457 Fronteras (Sonora, Mexico) - Maps - 1768 -
Fortification - Manuscripts -
Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Plano del presidio de Fronteras dependiente de la
Govenacion de Sonora situado en 31 grad. y
17 min. de latitud boreal y 2550 y 24' de longitud
desde el Meridiano de Tenerife. Drawn by
Joseph de Urrutia. [19--].
Authors: Urrutia, José de, 1728-1800 -- British
Library. Add. Ms. 17662 f -- Edward E. Ayer
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1768 manuscript.
MapPhoto England BL Add. Ms. 17662 f (PrCt)

28458 Frutaz, Amato Pietro. Le Piante Di Roma -
Cartography - Rome (Italy) -
History
Rome was not mapped in a day [book review].
[1963?].
Authors: Skelton, R. A. (Raleigh Ashlin),
1906-1970
Photocopy from Times Literary Supplement
(1963?).
Vert 431 (PrCt)

28459 Fuentes fantasy - Maps - 1779 -
North Pacific Ocean - Maps - 1779 -
Northwest Passage - Maps - 1779 -
Arctic regions - Maps - 1779 -
Fuentes, Bartolomé de, active 17th century -
Voyage, 1640 - Fonte, Barthelemi de, 17th cent. SEE Fuentes,
Bartolomé de, active 17th century -
Fonte fantasy SEE Fuentes fantasy
Carte generale des decouvertes de l'Amiral de

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Carte d'Amérique = La America. Cracow, Poland
: Kórnik Library of Polish Academy of Sciences, [199-].
Authors: Cloute, Jean Baptiste Louis, l'Abbé, 1730- -- Fuentes, Bartolomé de, active 17th century -- Biblioteka Kórnicka
1 map : col. ; 65 x 88 cm.
Facsimile of original published in 1785; reproduced from original the Kórnik Library of the Polish Academy of Sciences.
Inset: Nouvelle découvertes faite à l'ouest, et au nord ouest du Canada par les russes en 1731, avec celle que sirent l'amiral de Fonte et Bernada, son capitaine.
Includes 20 scenes along the border showing European and Native American interactions with captions in French and Spanish.

temp map6F G3290 1785 .C5 199- P6 (PrCt)

Fuentes fantasy - Maps - 1793<<>>North Pacific Ocean - Maps - 1793<<>>Northwest Passage - Maps - 1793<<>>Arctic regions - Maps - 1793<<>>Ferrer Maldonado, Lorenzo, d. 1625 - Voyage, 1598<<>>Fuentes, Bartolomé de, active 17th century - Voyage, 1640
Chart on Mercators projection exhibiting the tracks of Maldonado and De Fonte in 1598 and 1640, compared with the modern discoveries. [London] : Willm. Goldson, 1793.
Authors: Goldson, William -- Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Fuentes, Bartolomé de, active 17th century -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 41 x 50 cm.
In Goldson's Observations on the passage between the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans (Portsmouth, 1793), facing t.p.
Shows area between 210° and 280° E. Long. (80° - 150° W. Long.) and 45° - 75° N. Lat.
Ayer 110 G5 1793, opp. t.p. (PrCt)

28462
A Large draught of the coast of China from Amoye to Chusan with ye harbour of Amoye at large. London [i.e. Amsterdam : Theatrum Orbis Terrarum Ltd., 1970].
Authors: Thornton, John, 1641-1708 -- English Pilot. Part 3 (1703) -- Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, Ltd.
1 map ; 43 x 54 cm.
Oriented with north at left.
Covers the coast of China between 23-30° 15´ N.
Inset (29 x 22 cm.): A Large draught of the Harbour of Amoye.
Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger):
English Pilot. Part 3 (1703)
Map Ref oversize G1025 .T37 ser. 5, v. 3, following p. 78 (PrCt)

28463
A Large draught of the coast of China from Amoye to Chusan with ye harbour of Amoye at large. [London : W. and J. Mount and T. Page, 1748].
Authors: W. and J. Mount, and T. Page (Firm), fl. 1748-1755 -- English Pilot. Part 3 (1748) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 54 x 45 cm.
Oriented with north at left.
Covers the coast of China between 24-30° N. Inset (30 x 20 cm.): A Large draught of the harbour of Amoye.
In: The English pilot. The third book, Describing the sea-costs ... shewing ... the East-Indies, and all over the Oriental Ocean ... (London : W. and J. Mount and T. Page, 1748) opposite p. 57.

Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger): English Pilot. Part 3 (1748)

oversize Ayer 135 .E55 1748 opp. p. 57 (PrCt)

28464 Fukuoka (Japan) - Description and travel - 1985
Authors: Starbuck, Stephen
Pp. 84-85 ; 29 cm.
From: Discovery 13, no. 11 (Nov. 1985): 84-85.
Travel Vertical File G7964 .F54E635 1985 .S7 (PrCt)

28465 Fulda (Germany : Landkreis) - Maps - 1574-1588<<<>>Waldeck (Hesse, Germany) - Maps - 1575-1588<<<>>Waldeck (Grafschaft) - Maps - 1575-1588<<<>>Waldeck Region (Germany) - Maps - 1575-1588
Bvchaviae, siue Fuldensis ditiones typvs / Wolfgango Regnwill auctore ; Waldecenssis comitats descripctio accuratissima / Iustus Moers describ. [Antwerp : Christophe Plantin], 1574-1575 [i.e. 1588].
Theatro de la tierra vniversal (1588) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Regnwill, Wolfgang, fl. 1574-1582 SEE Reckwill, Wolfgang, fl. 1574-1582 -- Regerwyl, Wolfgang, fl. 1574-1582 SEE Reckwill, Wolfgang, fl. 1574-1582
2 maps : hand col. ; each 30 x 21 cm., on sheet 45 x 56 cm.
First map dated 1574; second map dated 1575.
In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatro orbis terrarum ... (London : J. Norton, 1606), [plate 57].
Printed no. 57 and English letterpress text on verso beginning: Bvchavia or Bvchonia. In this province standeth ...
Digital image of a duplicate or variant edition available on Marcel P.R. van den Broecke's Cartographica Neerlandica website (accessed July 2012):
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1606, [plate 57] (PrCt)

28466 Fulda (Germany : Landkreis) - Maps - 1574-1560<<<>>Waldeck (Hesse, Germany) - Maps - 1575-1606<<<>>Waldeck (Grafschaft) - Maps - 1575-1606<<<>>Waldeck Region (Germany) - Maps - 1575-1606
Bvchaviae, siue Fuldensis ditiones typvs / Wolfgango Regnwill auctore ; Waldecenssis comitats descripctio accuratissima / Iustus Moers describ. [London : John Norton], 1574-1575 [i.e. 1606].
2 maps : hand col. ; each 30 x 21 cm., on sheet 45 x 56 cm.
First map dated 1574; second map dated 1575.
In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatro orbis terrarum ... (London : J. Norton, 1606), [plate 57].
Printed no. 57 and English letterpress text on verso beginning: Bvchavia or Bvchonia. In this province standeth ...
Digital image of a duplicate or variant edition available on Marcel P.R. van den Broecke's Cartographica Neerlandica website (accessed July 2012):
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1606, [plate 57] (PrCt)

28467 Fulda (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1552<<<>>Woodcuts
[View of Fulda, Germany] / C. S. [Christoph Stimmer] ; R. M. D. [Rudolf Manuel Deutsch].
[Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552].
Authors: Stimmer, Christoph, 16th cent. -- Manuel, Hans Rudolf, 1525-1571 -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552. Cosmographiae universalis ... (1552) -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : woodcut ; 11 x 38 cm., on sheet 32 x 40 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Added letterpress title above woodcut: Fuldensis ciuitas et celeberrimae abbatiae ...
In: Münster, Sebastian. Cosmographiae universalis ... (Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552), p. 710-711.
Printed on same sheet as another city view: Erdfurt
Letterpress 709 and text on verso: Ciuitas Erfordiensis, itemque ciuitas Fuldensis ...
VAULT folio Ayer 7 .M8 1552, p. 710-711 (PrCt)

Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960--Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)

302 p. : maps ; 28 cm.

1st ed.

'Deluxe edition.'

Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).

'3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.'

Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).

Includes indexes.

Series: Family maps

ISBN 1420307479 ; 9781420307481 ; 1420307487 ; 9781420307481

Local History Ref F417.F8 B69 2007 (NLO)

---

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

eiusdem imago. [Cologne: s.n., ca. 1620].

Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection

(Newberry Library)

View derived from a 1550 woodcut by Sebastian Münster; see R.A. Skelton's Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.

On same sheet with: Weimaria nobile Thuringiae opp. illust. Saxoniae dvcvm sedes -- lena Thuringiae vrbs, cum propter Musas ... -- Erdfordia, magnifica atq[ue] celeberrima Thuringorum vrbs -- Gotha, percelebri murorum ambitu, propugnaculis, formis planis ... .

Latin letterpress text on verso under titles:

Weimaria -- Erdordia -- Iena -- Gotha -- Fulda.

In: Braun, Georg and Franz Hogenberg, Civitates orbis terrarum [Cologne: Pieter von Brachel?, ca. 1620] v. 1, plate 25

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 1, pl. 25 (PrCt)

---

28469 Fulda Region (Germany) - Maps - 1745

S. R. I. principatui Fuldensis in Buchonia cum adjacentibus quibusdam regionibus adumbratus ...

Nuremberg : Homann Erben, [ca. 1745].

Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Homann Erben (Firm) -- Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724. Atlas novus terrarum orbis

[ca. 1745] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection

(Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 55 cm.

In: Homann, Johann Baptist. Atlas novus terrarum orbis [Nuremberg : [Homann Erben, ca. 1745]], [plate 82].

Manuscript 'No. 83' and '85' on verso.

oversize Ayer 135 .H7 1730, [plate 82] (PrCt)

---

28470 Fulham (England) - Maps - 1853 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles


Authors: Maclure, John Maclachlan -- Ward, R. A. H. -- Fulham and Hammersmith Historical Society -- Fulham Library

1 map ; 70 x 47 cm. + text (5, [1] p. ; 25 cm.)

Redrawn facsimile (reduced) of 1853 manuscript in the Fulham Library.

Scale [ca. 1:6,336] not '3 chains to an inch.'

Accompanied by notes by R.A.H. Ward.

16358

ICN78

map4F G5754.F8 1853 M3 (PrCt)

---


Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960--Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)

382 p. : maps ; 28 cm.

1st ed.

'Deluxe edition.'

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).

‘3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.’

Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).

Includes indexes.

Series: Family maps
ISBN 1420308963 ; 9781420308969
Local History Ref F547.F8 B69 2008 (NLO)

### 28475 Fulton County (III.) - Maps - 1860 - Railroads - Manuscripts

**Fulton County (Ill.) - Maps - 1860 - Railroads - Manuscripts
- Peoria & Hannibal Railroad - Maps - 1860 - Manuscripts
- Mississippi & Wabash Railroad - Maps - 1860 - Manuscripts
- Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company - Maps - 1860 - Manuscripts
- Map showing the proposed alteration of the Peoria & Hannibal Rail Road. (ca. 1860?).

Authors: Peoria & Hannibal Railroad -- Mississippi & Wabash Railroad -- Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company

1 ms. map : hand col. ; linen : on sheet 47 x 95 cm.

Covers much of Fulton County in west central Illinois; includes a section of the Mississippi & Wabash Railroad.

Oriented with north at upper right.

Relief shown with hachures.

Pen-and-ink (black, red) on linen.

Removed from a bundle of Hannibal Rail Road documents in the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company archives; see Jackson and Curtis, Guide to the Burlington Archives in the Newberry Library (1949) p. 306, no. 8 P2.3.

map6F G4103.F8P3 1860 .C5 sheet 2 of 2 (PrCt)

### 28476 Fulton County (III.) - Maps - 1871 - Landowners

**Fulton County (Ill.) - Maps - 1871 - Counties - Maps
- Illinois - Maps - 1871
- Counties - Maps


Authors: Andreas, Lyter & Co. -- Chicago Lithographing Co.

128 p. : plates, ports, maps ; 45 cm.

Imperfect; this copy lacks title page; see OCLC 6872343.

Binder’s title: Atlas map of Fulton County, Ill. Maps bear imprint of Chicago Lithographing Co.

Scale of township maps [ca. 1:31,600]

County coordinates: (W 90°26’–W 89°53’/N 40°43’–N 40°11’).

Includes double-page map of Illinois; damaged, with some loss of title and geographic detail.

Some pages numbered as leaves; most of the alternate pages blank.

oversize F 89635 .05 (NLO)

### 28477 Fulton County (III.) - Maps - 1895 - Landowners

**Fulton County (Ill.) - Maps - 1895 - Counties - Maps
- Landowners - Maps


Authors: American Atlas Company (1894-1901)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

-- Geo. A. Ogle & Co. -- Fulton County Historical and Genealogical Society (Ill.)
1 atlas (94 [i.e. 96], viii p.) : ill., maps, ports. ; 32 cm.
'Compiled & published by American Atlas Co., Geo A. Ogle & Co. propr.'
Cover title: Standard atlas of Fulton County, Illinois, 1895.
Scale [ca. 1:50,000]; town maps at larger scales.
'Historical directory of Fulton County, Illinois': p. 81-83.
folio G1408 .F8 A5 1983 (NLO)

28481 Fulton County (Ind.) - Maps - 1883 - Landowners--Counties - Maps--Landowners - Maps
Combination atlas map of Fulton County, Indiana / compiled, drawn and published from personal examinations and surveys by A.L. Kingman. [Chicago?] : A.L. Kingman, 1883.
Authors: Kingman, A. L. -- Kingman Brothers -- Helm, Thomas B.
On cover: Kingman Bro's.
Cover title: New historical atlas of Fulton Co., Indiana.
County and township histories and biographical sketches by T.B. Helm.
Scales vary.
oversize G1403.F8 K5 1883 (NLO)

28478 Fulton County (Ill.) - Maps - 1917--Counties - Maps
Authors: Standard Map Company -- Prairie Farmer Publishing Company
1 map : col. ; 37 x 30 cm.
92040304NL
map2F G4103.F8 1917 .S8 (NLO)

28479 Fulton County (Ill.) - Maps - 1966 - Landowners--Counties - Maps--Landowners - Maps
Fulton County, Indiana : official farm plat book and directory. LaPorte, Ind. County Plat and Directory Co., [1966?].
Authors: County Plat & Directory Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (23 p.) : 12 maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
Includes business directory and indexes.
'Price $7.50.'
Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Scale not given.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G4093.F8G46 1966 .C6 (NLO)

28480 Fulton County (Ill.) - Maps - 1979 - Landowners--Counties - Maps--Landowners - Maps
Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Fulton County 4-H Federation (Fulton County, Ill.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (66 p.) : 30 maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
'Sponsored by Fulton County 4-H Federation.'
Includes indexes.

28483 Fulton County (Ind.) - Maps - 1907 - Landowners--Indexes--Geo. A. Ogle & Co.
Standard Atlas of Fulton County, Indiana (1907) - Indexes--Counties - Maps--Landowners - Maps
Authors: Scott, Beulah Mohart -- Geo. A. Ogle & Co.
37 p. ; 30 cm.
Index only; Newberry lacks atlas (as of June 2004).
folio F 89533 .841 (NLO)

28484 Fulton County (Ind.) - Maps - 1969 -
Landowners-Pulaski County (Ind.) - Maps - 1969 - Landowners-Pulaski County (Ind.) - Maps

.microfiche 583, no. 497 (PrCt)

Fulton County (Ohio) - Maps - 1850-1859 - Landowners-Pulaski County (Ind.) - Maps - 1850-1859 - Landowners-Pulaski County (Ind.) - Maps

28486 Fulton County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1856 - Landowners-N.Y. - Maps

.Fulton County Historical Society, 1903.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

1 atlas ([1]-51 [1] p., 6l. incl. col. maps) ; 44 cm.
Phillips 2377.
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 1781.
G 10892.37 (NLO)

28490 Fulton County (Pa.) - Maps - 1873 -
Landowners-<->Counties -
Maps-<->Landowners - Maps
[Fulton County (Pa.) - 1873: LC G&M land
ownership maps on microfiche], [Washington,
D.C.] : LC G&M Division, [1983?].
Authors: A. Pomeroy & Co.--Library of
Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC
G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 2 parts, 49.5 x 22.5 in. each.
Scale: 1:39,600. Originally published
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing
19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map
Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
[Washington, D.C.: Library of Congress,
Geography and Map Division, 1983?].
Microfiche 583, no. 752 (PrCt)

28491 Fulton County (Pa.) - Maps - 1873 -
Landowners-<->Counties -
Maps-<->Landowners - Maps
Map of Fulton Co. Pennsylvania. [Evansville, Ind.:
Unigraphic, 1977].
Authors: A. Pomeroy & Co.--Worley & Bracher
--Bourquin, F. (Frederick), b. 1808--Unigraphic
(Evansville, Ind.)--Unigraphic (Evansville, Ind.)
Atlas and map collection of Fulton Co., Bedford,
and Somerset, Pennsylvania [1977]
1 map ; on 30 sheets each 35 x 28 cm.
Facsimile of original published 1873.
Issued in: Atlas and map collection of Fulton Co.,
Bedford, and Somerset Counties, Pa. [Evansville,
Ind.: Unigraphic, 1977].
Includes 10 insets.
Spine title: Maps and atlases of Fulton, Bedford,
and Somerset Counties, Pa.
77-34470
78-325428
M1343
folio G1260.A8 1977 [no. 6 of 6] (PrCt)

28492 Fulton County (Pa.) - Maps - 1916 -
Landowners-<->Counties -
Maps-<->Landowners - Maps
Atlas of Fulton County Pennsylvania. [Evansville,
Ind. Unigraphic, 1977].
Authors: Plessinger, Frank P.--Taylor, Francis
M.--Unigraphic (Evansville, Ind.) --Unigraphic
(Evansville, Ind.) Atlas and map collection of
Fulton Co., Bedford, and Somerset, Pennsylvania
[1977]
31p. : maps ; 36 cm.
Facsimile of original published 1916.
Indexed and issued in: Atlas and map collection
of Fulton Co., Bedford, and Somerset Counties,
Pa. [Evansville, Ind.: Unigraphic, 1977].
Spine title: Maps and atlases of Fulton, Bedford,
and Somerset Counties, Pa.
77-34470
78-325428
M1344
folio G1260.A8 1977 [no. 3 of 6] (PrCt)

28493 Fundy, Bay of - Maps - 1755 - Nautical charts -
Manuscripts - Facsimiles<->Nautical charts -
Fundy, Bay of - Manuscripts -
Facsimiles<->Manuscript maps -
Facsimiles<->Nautical charts
A Chart of the Bay of Fundy; drawn in 1755.
[19--].
Authors: Hulbert, Archer Butler, 1873-1933 --
Hulbert, Archer Butler, 1873-1933. The Crown
Collection of photographs of American maps --
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1755 manuscript.
In: Hulbert, Archer Butler. The Crown Collection
of photographs of American maps. Series 2
[Harlow, Engand: Fleming, 1909-1912].
(PrCt)

28494 Fundy, Bay of - Maps - 1784 - Landowners -
Manuscripts - Facsimiles<->Manuscript maps -
Facsimiles<->Landowners - Maps
'Plan of the town of Belle Vieu, situated on the
East side Beaver Harbour, in the district of
Passamaquoddy, projected and laid out under the
orders and directions of H.E. Governor Parr,
for the loylists, by Charles Morris,
Surveyor-General, 1784; Transmitted by
Governor Parr, in June, 1785.' [19--].
Authors: Morris, Charles, fl. 1749-1765 -- Parr,
John, 1725-1791 -- Hulbert, Archer Butler,
1873-1933 -- Hulbert, Archer Butler, 1873-1933.
The Crown Collection of photographs of
American maps -- British Library. Crown 119:54
-- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1784 manuscript.
In: Hulbert, Archer Butler. The Crown Collection
of photographs of American maps. Series 2
[Harlow, Engand: Fleming, 1909-1912].
folio Ayer 136.H91 1909 ser. 2, v. 3, pl. 9
(PrCt)

28495 Fundy, Bay of - Maps - 1784 - Nautical charts -
Manuscripts - Facsimiles<->Nautical charts -
Fundy, Bay of - Manuscripts -
Facsimiles<->Manuscript maps -
Facsimiles<->Nautical charts
A Colored 'Draught of the upper part of the Bay
of Fundy; surveyed in the year 1784, by Charles
Morris, by order of Colonel Mascarene,' the
surroundings marked; drawn by Matthew Dixon,
engineer. [19--].
Authors: Morris, Charles, fl. 1749-1765 -- Dixon,
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1784 manuscript.
folio Ayer 136 .H91 1909 ser. 2, v. 4, pl. 45 (PrCt)

28496
Furness (England) - Maps - 1748
A Map of the liberty of Furness in the County of Lancaster / as surveyed by Wm. Brasier, 1748 & copied by T. Richardson, 1772 ; W. Darling fect. [London : J. Nichols and Son, 1809].
Authors: Brasier, William -- Richardson, Thomas -- Darling, William. fl. 1765-1794 -- J. Nichols and Son -- Gough, Richard, 1735-1809. Description of the Beauchamp Chapel (1809)
1 map ; 41 x 32 cm.
Scale ca. 1:127,000.
Relief shown by hachures and hill symbols.
At lower left, engraving of "A Roman British tripodal brass vessel...." F 0245 .620, v. 4, after p. 130 (PrCt)

28497
Furniture - England - 1660-1820
Authors: Beard, Geoffrey W. -- Bloomsbury Books -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

28498
Fyn (Denmark) - Maps - 1680
Nova et accurata descriptio totius Fioniae vulgo Funen. Amsterdam, [ca. 1680].
Authors: Schenk & Valck, Amsterdam -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
III:Q26
1 map ; 38 x 49 cm.
3305
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6922.F9 1680 S3 (PrCt)

28499
Fyns amt (Denmark) - Maps - 1588 - Coasts - Nautical charts - Fyns amt (Denmark) - Maps - 1588 - Coasts
A Carde of the Beldt, with all the sea coastes, bounds, and site of the countries called Laland, vnsto Stevens head. [Amsterdam : Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, 1666].
Authors: Wagenaer, Lucas Janszoon, 1534 or 5-1606 -- Wagenaer, Lucas Janszoon, 1534 or 5-1606. The Mariners mirrour (1588) -- Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, Ltd.
1 map ; 33 x 52 cm.
Includes coastal profiles.
Oriented with north at right.
Text on verso (p. XIX) under heading: A perfect description of the Belt ... betweene Lalands Riff and Stephens Head.
Map Ref oversize G1025 .T37 ser. 3, v. 2, map [41] (PrCt)

28500
Fyns amt (Denmark) - Maps - 1588 - Coasts - Nautical charts - Fyns amt (Denmark) - Maps - 1588 - Coasts
Mappa fluminis dicti vulgo Beldt; cum omnibus Littoralibus oris, Limittibus, situq. terrarum vulgo dectorum Lalandiae usq. ad Stephani caput = Caerte vanden Beldt ... van[n] Lalandt tot Stevens hooft. [Leiden : F. Raphelengius ; C. Claesz, 1588].
Authors: Wagenaer, Lucas Janszoon, 1534 or 5-1606 -- Doetecam, Jan van -- Raphelengius, Franciscus, 1539-1597 -- Claez, Cornelis, ca. 1546-1609 -- Wagenaer, Lucas Janszoon, 1534 or 5-1606. Speculum nauticum super navigatione maris Occidentalis confectum, continens omnes oras maritimas Galliae, Hispaniae et praecipuarum partium Angliae (1588) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 33 x 53 cm.
Includes coastal profiles.
Oriented with north at right.
Descriptive text on verso (p. 42).

28501
G.W. Bacon & Co. - 1924 - Mapping printing - 1924
The Making of maps : an important application of lithography. [London : British & colonial printer and stationer, 1924].
Authors: Newberry Library. John M. Wing Foundation p. 123 ; 37 cm.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalog Entry</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>28502 Gabarus Bay (N.S.) - Maps - 1740-1749 - Manuscrits - Facsimiles &lt;&gt; Louisbourg (N.S.) - Maps - 1740-1749 - Manuscrits - Facsimiles</td>
<td>Plan de la ville du port de Louisbourg, de ses batteries, etc. (19-). Authors: France. Service hydrographique. Archives. 131-11-6 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map Photostatic reproduction of manuscript compiled 174-?. Includes seven insets of views and fortification plans. Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library). MapPhoto France ASH 131-11-6 (PrCt)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 28505 Gaeta, Gulf of (Italy) - Maps - 1710 <> Naples Region (Italy) - Maps - 1710 | *Die Gegend zwischen Napoli und Gaeta.* Augsburg : Gabriel Bodenehr, 1710. Authors: Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. -- Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. Atlas curieux
28508 Gage County (Neb.) - Maps - 1906 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps

Standard atlas of Gage County, Nebraska : including a plat book of the villages, cities and townships of the county, map of the state, United States and world, patron's directory, reference business directory and departments devoted to general information ... / compiled and published by Geo. A. Ogle & Co. Chicago : Geo. A. Ogle, 1906.

Authors: Geo. A. Ogle & Co. -- Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- George F. Cram Company

-- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 14 x 25 cm.

In: Bodenehr, Gabriel. Atlas curieus; oder, Neuer und compendieuser atlas ... ([Augsburg : Gabriel Bodenehr, 1710?]) pl. [51]. Engraved plate no. '52.'

Ayer 135 .B6 pl. 51 (PrCt)

28509 Gaiba, Lake (Bolivia and Brazil) - Maps - 1901 - Lake Gaiba (Bolivia and Brazil) SEE Gaiba, Lake (Bolivia and Brazil)

Gaiba, Lake (Bolivia and Brazil) SEE Gaiba, Lake (Bolivia and Brazil)

Mapa de la laguna Gaiba con puerto Quijarro ... [La Paz, Bolivia? H. Bolland?], 1901.

Authors: Bolland, H., fl. 1901

1 map : col. ; 44 x 33 cm. fold. to 31 x 24 cm.

Scale: 1:50,000.

One of 11 folded plates bound without title page in composite atlas with spine title: Maps of Bolivia [Various places: various publishers, 1901-1906]

folio G 10997 .55 (NLO)

28510 Galapagos Islands - Maps - 1685 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles

A Description of the Islands of Galapagos, delineated ... according to ... William Ambrise Cowley. 1685. [19--].

Authors: Hacke, William -- Cowley, William Ambrosia -- British Library. Add. Ms. 5414, art.27

-- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map

Photostatic reproduction of 1685 manuscript.

MapPhoto England BL Add. Ms. 5414, art.27 (PrCt)

28511 Galapagos Islands - Maps - 1700-1799 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles

A Chart of La Dominica, St. Christina, St. Pedro, La Magdalena, and Hood's Islands, with views of headlands. [19--].


1 map

Photostatic reproduction of 18th-century.


folio Ayer 136 .H91 1909 ser. 2, v. 5, pl. 27-28 (PrCt)
Galapagos Islands - Maps - 1793-1794

Nautical charts - Manuscripts

Galapagos Islands - Maps - 1793-1794

Manuscripts

Rattler (Ship) - Voyage, 1793-1794 - Manuscript maps

Colnett, James, 1755?-1806 - Travel, 1793-1794 - Manuscript maps

Nautical charts

Galapagos Islands

1 map ; 31 x 19 cm.

In: Harris, John. Navigantium atque itinerantium bibliotheca. Or, A complete collection of voyages and travels (1744-1748)

1 map ; 74 x 55 cm., folded to 32 x 25 cm.

Shows route of the merchant ship Rattler to and from the Galapagos Islands (a twentieth century possession of Ecuador); includes soundings.

In: Colnett, James. A Voyage to the south Atlantic and round Cape Horn into the Pacific Ocean ... (1798) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 265 x 373 mm. on 2 sheets

Shows route of the merchant ship Rattler to and from the Galapagos Islands (a twentieth century possession of Ecuador); includes soundings.

Forms part of British naval officer James Colnett's 1794 manuscript Voyage for whaling and discovery round C. Horn into the Pacific Oceans (Ayer MS 3047 p. [378-379]).

Text compiled by William Combe from Captain Colnett's notes and published as A Voyage to the south Atlantic and round Cape Horn into the Pacific Ocean ... (London : Printed for the author by W. Bennett, 1798) [folio Graff 812]; cf. Dict. Nat. Biog., under Combe.

Title from prominent lettering.

Relief shown by shading and hachures.

Prime meridian: Greenwich.

Pen-and-ink and wash (gray).

Companioned, on p. [349], [381], [383], and [385], by island views.

Forms part of both the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection and the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library).

For printed edition of Colnett's text and maps (published 1798), see folio Graff 812.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Galena (Ill.)

Visit historic Galena in northwestern Illinois : an exciting experience for young and old alike


Authors: Galena Chamber of Commerce

10

1976. Galena, Ill. Galena Chamber of Commerce, an exciting experience for young and old alike

Authors: Galena Chamber of Commerce

28517

Galata Kulesi (Istanbul, Turkey) SEE Galata Tower (Istanbul, Turkey)


Authors: New York Times Company

1 p.; 10 x 4 cm.


Travel Vertical File G7434 .I8:2G3 1968 .N4 (PrCt)

28518


Galbraith's railway mail service maps. Chicago: Robinson & Smith, printers, c1897 [i.e. 197?-?].

Authors: Galbraith, Frank H. -- Robinson & Smith, printers (Chicago, Ill.) -- Library of Congress

1 broadside; 46 x 65 cm. + 1 pictorial map 36 x 22 cm.

Photocopy (8 leaves 22 x 36 cm.) of orig. in Lib. of Cong.

Vert 450 (PrCt)

28519

Galena (Ill.) - Description and travel - 1976 <> Galena (Ill.) - Maps - 1976

Visit historic Galena in northwestern Illinois: an exciting experience for young and old alike.


Authors: Galena Chamber of Commerce

1 sheet: col. ill., map; 45 x 38 cm. fold. to 23 x 10 cm.


28520

Galena (Ill.) - Maps - 1974 -

Landowners <> Counties - Maps <> Landowners - Maps

Galena, Ill.: a panorama of architectural history. [Galena, Ill.? Chamber of Commerce?], 1974.

Authors: La Rue, Robert E. -- Galena (Ill.) Chamber of Commerce

1 map; 85 x 85 cm.

Scale [ca. 1:3,650].

Includes names of homeowners and tour itinerary.

Indexed.

ICN75

map6F 4104.G3 (PrCt)

28521

Galicia, Eastern (Ukraine) - Maps - 1787 <> Lvivska oblast (Ukraine) - Maps - 1787 <> Ternopilska oblast (Ukraine) - Maps - 1787

Carte des deux cercles de Brody et Brzecczany = Karte deren zween Kreisen von Brody und Brzeczany. [Vienna: Char. et Fred. Bargum et comp., 1787?].

Authors: Maire, François Joseph, b. 1738 -- Carl und Friedrich Bargum (Firm) -- Maire, François Joseph, b. 1738. Atlas des roiaumes de Galicie et de Lodomerie ... (1787?) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map: hand col.; 58 x 42 cm.

Covers parts of Lviv and Ternopil Oblasts in Eastern Galicia (Ukraine).

Scale [ca. 1:340,000].

French and German.

Relief shown pictorially and by hachures. In: Maire, François Joseph. Atlas des roiaumes de Galicie et de Lodomerie ... (Vienna: Char. et Fred. Bargum et comp., 1787[7]), [map 8].

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G1952.G3 M35 1787, [map 8] (NLO)

28522

Galicia, Eastern (Ukraine) - Maps - 1803


1 map: hand col., mounted on linen; 45 x 57 cm, folded to 25 x 13 cm.

Scale [ca. 1:530,000].

Coordinates: (E 22°30'--E 26°15'/N 50°24'--N 48°16').

Covers Eastern Galicia in Ukraine.

Prime meridian: Ferro.

Relief shown by hachures.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

German and French.
In: Liesganig, Joseph [Galicie occidentale & orientale] (Vienna : Im Verlage des Kunst und Industrie Comptoir’s, 1803), [Ost], Blatt 3. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G6522.G3 1803 .L54, [Ost], Blatt 3 (PrCt)

28523 Galicia, Eastern (Ukraine) - Maps - 1803<->Bukovina (Romania and Ukraine) - Maps - 1803
1 map : hand col., mounted on linen ; 45 x 57 cm, folded to 25 x 13 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:530,000]
Coordinates: (E 24°05’--E 26°30’/N 49°12’--N 47°04’).
Covers portion of Eastern Galicia and Bukovina in Ukraine and Romania.
Relief shown by hachures.
Prime meridian: Ferro.
German and French.
In: Liesganig, Joseph [Galicie occidentale & orientale] (Vienna : Im Verlage des Kunst und Industrie Comptoir’s, 1803), [Ost], Blatt 4. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G6522.G3 1803 .L54, [Ost], Blatt 4 (PrCt)

28524 Galicia (Poland and Ukraine) - Maps - 1787
Authors: Maire, François Joseph, b. 1738 -- Carl und Friedrich Bargum (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Bargum (Carl and Friedrich), publishers, Vienna SEE Carl und Friedrich Bargum (Firm)
1 atlas ([11] folded leaves of plates) : 10 hand col. maps ; on sheets 66 x 48 cm. and 48 x 66 cm., folded to 24 x 19 cm.
Publication date of 1787 from Atlantes Austriaci; date on title page: 178.
Publication date on title page completed in ms.: 178[0].
Issued with 11 maps, but this copy incomplete; lacking general map [map 1].
Scale of general map ca. 1:850,000; scale of all other maps ca. 1:340,000.
Relief shown pictorially and by hachures.
French and German.
Engraved title page.
Unbound (as issued?)
Maps also cataloged separately.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Atlantes Austriaci, p. 56-57, Mai A (1787)

Relief shown pictorially.
Baskes oversize G1015 .A77 1798, [ptie 1], [plate 42] (NLO)

Galicia (Poland and Ukraine) - Maps - 1787
Authors: Maire, François Joseph, b. 1738 -- Carl und Friedrich Bargum (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Bargum (Carl and Friedrich), publishers, Vienna SEE Carl und Friedrich Bargum (Firm)
1 atlas ([11] folded leaves of plates) : 10 hand col. maps ; on sheets 66 x 48 cm. and 48 x 66 cm., folded to 24 x 19 cm.
Publication date of 1787 from Atlantes Austriaci; date on title page: 178.
Publication date on title page completed in ms.: 178[0].
Issued with 11 maps, but this copy incomplete; lacking general map [map 1].
Scale of general map ca. 1:850,000; scale of all other maps ca. 1:340,000.
Relief shown pictorially and by hachures.
French and German.
Engraved title page.
Unbound (as issued?)
Maps also cataloged separately.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Atlantes Austriaci, p. 56-57, Mai A (1787)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
28526 Galicia (Poland and Ukraine) - Maps - 1803
1 map: hand col., mounted on linen; 46 x 57 cm, folded to 25 x 13 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:530,000].
Coordinates: (E 21°55'--E 25°10'/N 51°24'--N 49°16').
Covers portion of Galicia near the border of Poland and Ukraine.
Relief shown by hachures.
Prime meridian: Ferro.
German and French.
In: Liesganig, Joseph [Galicie occidentale & orientale] (Vienna: Im Verlage des Kunst und Industrie Comptoir’s, 1803), [Ost], Blatt 2.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

28527 Galicia (Poland and Ukraine) - Maps - 1803
[Galicie occidentale & orientale], Wien [Vienna]: Im Verlage des Kunst und Industrie Comptoir’s, 1803.
7 maps: hand col., mounted on linen; 45 x 57 cm. or smaller, folded to 25 x 13 cm.
Collective title from Tooley’s dict. of mapmakers.
Primary authorship attributed to Joseph Liesganig. Cf. Tooley’s dict. of mapmakers.
After maps by Liesganig, Metzburg, and Rizzi-Zannoni; includes maps drawn or engraved by Karl Müller and Anton Benedict.
Scale [ca. 1:530,000].
Prime meridian: Ferro.
Relief shown by hachures.
German and French.
Maps also cataloged separately.
Folded in contemporary paper-covered slipcase with handwritten paper label.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

28528 Galicia (Poland and Ukraine) - Maps - 1803
1 map: hand col., mounted on linen; 45 x 56 cm, folded to 25 x 13 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:530,000].
Coordinates: (E 19°05'--E 21°25'/N 51°05'--N 48°55').
Covers portion of Galicia roughly corresponding to modern-day Malopolska, Poland.
Relief shown by hachures.
Prime meridian: Ferro.
German and French.
In: Liesganig, Joseph [Galicie occidentale & orientale] (Vienna: Im Verlage des Kunst und Industrie Comptoir’s, 1803), [Ost], Blatt 1.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

28529 Galicia (Poland and Ukraine) - Maps - 1803
Malopolska (Poland) - Maps - 1803
1 map: hand col., mounted on linen; 45 x 56 cm, folded to 25 x 13 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:530,000].
Coordinates: (E 19°05'--E 21°25'/N 51°05'--N 48°55').
Covers portion of Galicia roughly corresponding to modern-day Malopolska, Poland.
Relief shown by hachures.
Prime meridian: Ferro.
German and French.
In: Liesganig, Joseph [Galicie occidentale & orientale] (Vienna: Im Verlage des Kunst und Industrie Comptoir’s, 1803), [Ost], Blatt 1.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

28530 Galicia (Spain : Region) - Maps - 1606
1 map : hand col. ; 35 x 46 cm.
Includes dedication to "Don Pedro Fernandez de Castro y Andrade, conde de Lemos."
Manuscript signature "XLiiij" and English letterpress text on verso beginning: "Galizia, a kingdom of Spaine. The kingdom of Galizia is bounded ... ".
"Cartographic sources: Fernando Ojea (1568-1615) made a manuscript map which Vrients obtained (Meurer p. 210)." -- From Marcel P.R. van den Broecke's Cartographica Neerlandica website, which includes a digital image of another copy of the map (accessed September 2012); see http://www.orteliusmaps.com/book/ort32.html
VAULT oversize Ayer 135.O7 1606, [plate 155] (PrCt)

28531 Galicia (Spain : Region) - Maps - 1680
Gallaecia regnum. Amsterdam, [ca. 1680].
Authors: Schenk & Valck, Amsterdam -- Ojea, Hernando, ca. 1560-1615 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:45
1 map : hand col. ; 35 x 46 cm. 2173
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6562.G3 1680 O4 (PrCt)

28532 Galicia (Spain : Region) - Maps - 1704-1708
Asturias (Spain) - Maps - 1704
Authors: Mendez Silva, Rodrigo, 1598-1675 -- Nolin, Jean Baptiste, 1648-1708 -- Rousseau, T., fl. 1704 -- Louis XIV, King of France, 1638-1715 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:R4
1 map : hand col. ; 42 x 71 cm.
Printed from 2 plates on 2 sheets.
Three columns of text at upper left.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6563.G3 1704 .M4 (PrCt)

28533 Galicia (Spain : Region) - Maps - 1794-1824
Asturias (Spain) - Maps - 1794
Authors: Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824 -- Calcografia camerale (Rome, Italy) -- Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824. Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (1792-1801) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 43 cm.
In: Cassini, Giovanni Maria. Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (Rome : Presso la Calcografia cameralle, 1792-1801) v. 2 pl. 11.
Map dated 1794.
oversize Ayer 135.C33 1792 v. 2 pl. 11 (PrCt)

Galleria delle carte geografiche (Vatican)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1938 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map ; 380 x 519 mm. (neat line), 387 x 525
mm. (plate mark)
Imprint and statement of authority in dedication at
bottom right: Al Molto ... Signor. Flamininio
Caracciolo ...
Monogram of Natale Bonifacio (NBF) at lower
left; see Nagler, Die Monogrammisten, v. 4, p.
738, no. 2342.
References 1-29 at lower left.
Relief shown pictorially.
Oriented with north at bottom left.
Damaged, crudely repaired, and mounted on
backing sheet.
A. Fauser, Repertorium älter topographie (1978),
v. 1, p 245, no. 4424.
Bella and Bella, Cartografia rara ... dalla
Illegible and oval-shaped ownership stamp on
verso.
Adapted for Braun and Hogenberg's version
issued in Civitates orbis terrarum (Cologne,
[1612-1617]); see Case ++G117.119 v. 5,
opening 67.
Ex De Landau; ex Finaly.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map
Collection (Newberry Library).

28542 Gallipoli (Italy) - Maps - 1620

Gallipolischips<<>>Nautical charts
(PrCt)
1 map : hand col. ; 37 x 51 cm.
Based on 1591 engraving associated with
Giambattista Crispi and Natale Bonifacio; see
R.A. Skelton’s Introduction to the 1980 facets. ed.
of Civitates orbis terrarum.
Includes references 1-19.
Latin letterpress text on verso under title:
Gallipolischips<<>>Nautical charts
In: Braun, Georg and Franz Hogenberg. Civitates
orbis terrarum [Cologne: Pieter von Brachel?], ca.
1620] v. 5, plate 67
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 5, pl. 67

28543 Gallipoli (Italy) - Maps - 1753 - Harbors -
Nautical charts<<>>Nautical charts - Gallipoli
(PrCt)
1753 - Harbors<<>>Brindisi (Italy) -
Maps - 1753 - Harbors -
Nautical charts<<>>Nautical charts - Brindisi (Italy) -
1753 - Harbors<<>>Nautical charts
The Haven and city of Gallipoli ; The Haven of
Brundisi. [London : W. and J. Mount, T. and T.
Page, 1753].
Authors: W. and J. Mount, T. and T. Page (Firm),
fl. ca. 1753-1755 -- English Pilot. Part 3 (1753) --

Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
2 maps ; 15 x 19 cm. and 23 x 19 cm., on sheet
46 x 26 cm.
In: The English pilot. Part III. Describing the
sea-coasts, capes, head-lands, bays, roads,
harbours, rivers and ports ... in the whole
Mediterranean Sea ... (London : Printed for W.
and J. Mount, T. and T. Page, on Tower-Hill,
1753) p. 41. Running title: A description of the sea-coast of Italy.
Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger):
English Pilot. Part 3 (1753)
oversize Ayer 135 .E55 1753 p. 41 (PrCt)

28544 Gallipoli (Italy) - Maps - 1771 - Harbors -
Nautical charts<<>>Nautical charts - Gallipoli
(PrCt)
1771 - Harbors<<>>Brindisi (Italy) -
Maps - 1771 - Harbors -
Nautical charts<<>>Nautical charts - Brindisi (Italy) -
1771 - Harbors<<>>Nautical charts<<>>Woodcuts
The Haven and city of Gallipoli ; The Haven of
Brundisi. [London : J. Mount and T. Page, 1771].
Authors: Mount, John, d. 1786 -- Page, Thomas,
d. 1781 -- English Pilot. Part 3 (1771) -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
2 maps : woodcuts ; 13 x 16 cm. and 22 x 15
cm., on sheet 47 x 30 cm.
Woodcut maps printed beneath letterpress text
(p. 41): A Description of the sea-coast of Italy.
In: The English pilot : Part III : Describing the
sea-coasts ... in the whole Mediterranean Sea
(London : Printed for J. Mount, and T. Page, on
Tower-Hill, 1771), [plate 34]
Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger):
English Pilot. Part 3 (1771)
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1956.P5 E5 1771, [plate 34]
(PrCt)

28545 Gallipoli (Turkey) - Maps - 1753 - Harbors -
Nautical charts<<>>Nautical charts - Gallipoli
(PrCt)
1753 - Harbors<<>>Nautical charts
Galipoli (Turkey)
(London : W. and J. Mount, T. and T.
Page, 1753).
Authors: W. and J. Mount, T. and T. Page (Firm),
fl. ca. 1753-1755 -- English Pilot. Part 3 (1753) --
Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 5 x 21 cm.
In: The English pilot. Part III. Describing the
sea-coasts, capes, head-lands, bays, roads,
harbours, rivers and ports ... in the whole
Mediterranean Sea ... (London : Printed for W.
and J. Mount, T. and T. Page, on Tower-Hill,
Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger):
English Pilot. Part 3 (1753)
oversize Ayer 135 .E55 1753 p. 71 (PrCt)
28551  Gallup Region (N. M.) - Maps - 1903 - Coal

28550  Gallup (N.M.) - Indians of North America - 1936 - Indians of North America - Maps
Gallup, New Mexico - The Indian Capital - invokes you to the Inter-tribal Indian Ceremonial : Gallup, New Mexico - August 26, 27, and 28, 1936.
Gallup, N.M. Masons, 1936.
Authors: Masons -- McKinley
1 leaflet (3-fold) ; photos ; fold to 23 x 11 cm
Cover illustration signed "McKinley".
Travel Vertical File G4324 .G2E1 1936 .M3 (PrCt)

28549  Galloway (Scotland) - Maps - 1924 - Carrick (Scotland)
1 v. : 1 map
12mo;C:Stanford
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

28548  Gallo, Rodolfo, 1881-1964 - Bibliography
Bibliografia di Rodolfo Gallo ... redatta, con l'aiuto di Marina Gallo, da Lucia Casanova Bellodi .
1964.
Authors: Bellodi, Lucia Casanova -- Gallo, Marina
Photocopy.
Vert 2224 (PrCt)

28547  Gallo, Rodolfo, 1881-1964
Rodolfo Gallo . 1964.
Authors: Mariacher, Giovanni
Vert 2224 (PrCt)

Descripción exacta del Lago de San Bernardo y del de Todos los Santos que nuevamente se halló este año de 1690. [19-].
Authors: Archivo General de Indias. 61-6-21(3) -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1690 manuscript.
Inset: Mapa del Víaxe que el año 1690 hizo el Gobernador Alonso de Leon desde Cauahua hasta la Carolina, provincia habilitada de Texas y otras naciones al nordeste de la Nueva España.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto Spain AGI 61-6-21(3) (PrCt)

Plano de la Bahía de Arcókissas situado su entrada en los 29°41' latitude norte y 278°28' de longitud ... 1785. [19-].
Authors: Evia, Jose de -- Spain. Ministerio de la Guerra. L.9a-2a-a,7 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1785 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto Spain Guerra J 9a-2a-a,7 (PrCt)

28554  Galveston County (Tex.) - Maps - 1879 - Landowners - Counties -
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Maps<>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Texas. General Land Office -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche
Size of original: 15.5 x 23.5 in. Scale 1:133,320.
Originally compiled Austin, Tex.: U.S. General Land Office, 1892.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 983 (PrCt)

28555 Galveston County (Tex.) - Maps - 1891 - Landowners<>Counties - Maps<>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Island City Abstract & Loan Co. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 23 x 31 in. Scale 1:120,000.
Originally published 1891.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 981 (PrCt)

28556 Galveston County (Tex.) - Maps - 1891 - Landowners<>Counties - Maps<>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Pressler, Chas. W. -- Woodland, Jas. L. -- Texas. General Land Office -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: Blueprint, 36 x 51.5 in. Originally compiled 1891; traced 1935.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 982 (PrCt)

28557 Galveston County (Tex.) - Maps - 1892 - Landowners<>Counties - Maps<>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Texas. General Land Office -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 15.5 x 23.5 in. Scale 1:133,320.
Originally compiled Austin, Tex.: U.S. General Land Office, 1892.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 983 (PrCt)

28558 Galveston Island (Tex.) - Maps - 1893
Galveston Island. [Galveston, Tex.? Clarke & Courts?, 1893?].
Authors: Clarke & Courts, Galveston
1 map ; 28 x 54 cm. fold. to. 24 x 16 cm.
Scale not given.
Bound with their Map of Galveston and vicinity (c1893).
G 10877 .2 (NLO)

28559 Galveston Region (Tex.) - Maps - 1893 - Railroads<>Railroads - Maps
Map of Galveston and vicinity, embracing the counties of Brazoria, Galveston, Chambers, Jefferson, Harris, Fort Bend and Liberty, and also portions of Austin, Waller, Wharton and Matagorda ... [Galveston, Tex. Clarke & Courts?], 1893.
Authors: Clarke & Courts, Galveston
1 map ; 43 x 55 cm. fold. to 24 x 16 cm.
Scale 1:335280; 25 miles to 12 cm.
Bound with their Galveston Island [1893?].
G 10877 .2 (NLO)

28560 Galveston (Tex.) - Maps - 1845<>Galveston (Tex.) - Maps - 1845 - Harbors
1 map ; 56 x 75 cm. fold. to. 24 x 16 cm.
Scale not given.
Facsimile of original published New York: G. & W. Endicott, 1845; 'reproduced from an engraving in the Library of Congress. This is number 31 of an edition limited to 500 copies,'
Scale [ca.1:97,250] not '600 feet to an inch.'
Oriented with north at upper right.
Includes list of references.
Inset (17 x 19 cm.): Chart of Galveston Bar and harbor.
Soundings shown in feet. Scale [ca. 1:97,500].
Includes list of references.
73-7369
ICN73
map 4F 4034.G25 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
28561 Galveston (Tex.) - Maps - 1928 - Road maps>>Road maps
*Reduced facsimile of original 'reduced from the
i. Neptune Gallery (Dublin, Ireland)
Authors: Larkin, William
C1989.
Connaught in Ireland ... (London: Francis Lamb,
In: Petty, William. A geographical description of
1 map ; 10 x 18 cm.
Ireland ... [1685]) pl. [30].
Scale ca. [1:135 000]
Facsimile printed at the Ordnance Survey,
Dublin; 'reproduced from originals made available
by the Neptune Gallery, Dublin... '
Scale [ca. 1:135 000]
Panel title: Visitors' guide, Galveston, Texas :
points of interest and amusements, traffic rules,
map of city, business directory / compliments of
Galveston Auto Protective Assn. and advertisers.
Scale ca. [1:21,000].
Three columns of advertisers on either side of
map; additional ads and photos on verso.
map1F G4034 .G2P2 1928 C3 (PrCt)

28562 Galveston (Tex.) - Maps - 1952 -
Railroads>>Chicago, Rock Island and
Pacific Railway Company - Maps -
1952>>Railroads - Maps
[Map of Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific
Railway lines through Galveston]. [Chicago?
Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway
Company?, 1952?].
Authors: Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific
Railway Company
1 map ; 6 x 10 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
White line drawing on black background.
In Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway
Company, 1951 : annual report for the year
ending December 31, 1951 [Chicago?: Chicago,
Rock Island and Pacific Railway Company?,
1952?] p. [14].
5A 7267 (1951 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

28563 Galway (Ireland : County) - Maps - 1685
Gallway County. [London : Francis Lamb, 1685].
Authors: Petty, William, Sir, 1623
Lamb, Francis -- Petty, William, Sir, 1623-1687.
A geographical description of ye kingdom of
Ireland ... [1685]
1 map ; 10 x 18 cm.
In: Petty, William. A geographical description of
ye kingdom of Ireland ... (London: Francis Lamb,
[1685]) pl. [30].
Engraved plate number '25).
Case G 1042 .668 pl. [30] (PrCt)

28564 Galway (Ireland : County) - Maps -
1819>>Wall maps
*A Map of the county of Galway, in the province of
Connought in Ireland ... Dublin : Phoenix Maps,
c1989.
Authors: Larkin, William -- Neele & Son --
Phoenix Maps (Firm) -- Ordnance Survey
(Ireland) -- Neptune Gallery (Dublin, Ireland)
1 map ; 76 x 112 cm. on 2 sheets each 101 x 62
cm.
Reduced facsimile of original 'reduced from the
large map [published 1819] on 16 sheets from
actual survey by William Larkin. Engraved by S. I.
née & Son, 352 Strand, London, [1819 or
1820?]
Panel title: William Larkin's map of Count
Galway, 1819.
Date supplied on facsimile by Phoenix Maps (on
panel title) not present on original version or in
reproduction of original title: cf. British Museum,
Catalogue of printed maps (v.6 col.492), which
lists original publication date as [1820?].
Facsimile printed at the Ordnance Survey,
Dublin; 'reproduced from originals made available
by the Neptune Gallery, Dublin... '
Scale [ca. 1:135 000]
Panel title: Will
iam Larkin's map of County
Galway, 1819.

28565 Games, Geographical - Maps -
1839>>Geography - 1839>>Atlases,
British - 1839
Court game of geography. London : W. & H.
Rock, 1839.
Authors: Hodges, Charles -- Rock (W. & H.) --
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 52 maps ; 102 x 69 mm.
handcoloredPlayingcards&text;KingMini,165
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

28566 Games, Geographical - Maps - 1941>>Word
games - 1941>>Atlases,
German>>Germany - Maps - 1941 - Games,
Geographical>>Games, Geographical -
Germany - Maps - 1941
Rätselatlas / von W. Bobzin. Berlin-Lichterfelde :
Drei Kegel Verlag, [1941?].
Authors: Bobzin, Wilhelm -- Drei Kegel Verlag --
Oestergaard, Paul, 1900-1972 -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (3 volumes) : 36 maps ; 32 cm.
Geographical word game in which the player fills
in the names of cities and other places on blank
maps.
Shows Nazi Germany.
Relief shown pictorially.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1046.A9 B63 1941 (NLO)

28567 Ganado, Albert - Bibliography
Select bibliography of the published writings of
[10p.; port.; 28cm.
Reprinted from Liber Amicorum: Essays on Art,
Includes index.
Series: Griebens Reiseführer ; Bd. 167
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 167 (1926) (NLO)

Garda, Lake (Italy) - Maps - 1931 - Verona (Italy) - Maps - 1931 - Brescia (Italy) - Maps - 1931
Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag -- Goldschmidt, Albert -- Kraatz, Leopold -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
4. Aufl. [4th ed.]
'Mit 8 Karten.'
Maps lithographed by Leopold Kraatz.
Advertisements: viii p. at end.
Includes index.
Series: Griebens Reiseführer ; Bd. 167
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 167 (1931) (NLO)

Garden of the Gods (Colorado Springs, Colo.) - Description and travel - 1960-1969

Garden State Parkway (N.J.) - Maps - 1965 - New Jersey - Maps - 1965 - Road maps - Strip maps
Garden State Parkway map / New Jersey Highway Authority ... Woodbridge, New Jersey ... Convent Station, N.J. General Drafting Co., Inc., 1965.
Authors: New Jersey Highway Authority -- General Drafting Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
5 maps : col. ; on sheet 61 x 47 cm., folded to 24 x 11 cm.
"16th edition, 1965"
Panel title.
Panel art: Map of New Jersey (12 x 6 cm.) and Garden State Parkway logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
28575 Gare Centrale (Montréal, Québec) - Pictorial works - 1944 Canadian National Railways - Pictorial works - 1944 Railroads - Maps Central Station, Montréal. [Montréal? Canadian National Railways?, 1944?]. Authors: Canadian National Railways 1 view ; 12 x 17 cm. In Canadian National Railways. Annual report ... for the year ended 31st December, 1943 [Montréal?: Canadian National Railways?, 1944?] on front cover. 5A 7267 (1943 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

28577 Gare Centrale (Montréal, Québec) - Pictorial works - 1953 Montréal (Québec) - Pictorial works - 1953 - Railroad stations Canadian National Railways - Pictorial works - 1953 - Railroad stations Railroads - Maps Viaduct completed to support new tracks into Central Station from south. This view shows the extended parking plaza and the Lagauchetiere street roadway ... [in Montréal]. [Montréal? Canadian National Railways?, 1953?]. Authors: Canadian National Railways 1 view ; 18 x 22 cm. Photograph. In Canadian National Railways. 1952 annual report [Montréal?: Canadian National Railways?, 1953?] p. 16. 5A 7267 (1952 vol. [1]) (PrCt)


28581 Garmisch Partenkirchen (Germany) - Maps - 1914 Alps, Bavarian (Germany) - Maps -
28582 Garmisch Partenkirchen (Germany) - Maps - 1925<<>>Alps, Bavarian (Germany) - Maps - 1925
Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag -- Goldschmidt, Albert -- Kraatz, Leopold -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
'Mit drei Karten.'
Maps lithographed by Leopold Kraatz.
Includes index.
Series: Griebens Reiseführer ; Bd. 165
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 165 (1914) (NLO)

28583 Garmisch Partenkirchen (Germany) - Maps - 1929<<>>Zugspitze (Germany) - Maps - 1929<<>>Zugspitze Region (Austria and Germany) - Maps - 1929<<>>Mittenwald (Germany) - Maps - 1929
Authors: Woerl, Leo, 1843-1918 -- Woerl's Reisebuchverlag -- Woerl's Reisehandbücher -- Niggl, Alfred -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Cover title: Garmisch-Partenkirchen Zugspitze Mittenwald Forward dated: 1929.
Includes index.

28584 Garmisch Partenkirchen (Germany) - Maps - 1955<<>>Alps, Bavarian (Germany) - Maps - 1955<<>>Oberbayern (Germany) - Maps - 1955
Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag -- Karl Thiemig AG -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
138 p. : 2 maps (some col., some folded) ; 17 cm.
Map inside front cover.
Folded map in pocket.
Includes index.
Series: Griebens Reiseführer ; Bd. 165
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 165 (1955) (NLO)

28585 Garmisch-Partenkirchen (Germany) - Sports - 1951
Authors: Garmisch-Partenkirchen (Germany) 1 leaflet (4-fold) : map ; fold. to 21 x 12 cm
Travel Vertical File G6299 .G2E63 1951 .G3 (PrCt)

28586 Garmisch-Partenkirchen (Germany) - Tourism - 1950
Authors: Adam, A.
1 sheet : photos, maps ; fold. to 25 x 10 cm
Designed as self-mailer.
Travel Vertical File G6299 .G2 1950 .A3 (PrCt)

Authors: Maryland. Dept. of Transportation 62 x 55 cm.
temp map4F G3843.A 1964-1985 M3 map 11 (PrCt)

28588 Garrett, Jenkins, 1914-2010
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Authors: Madigan, Tim -- Star-Telegram
Printout from Star-Telegram website posted
Thursday, Jan. 28, 2010 :
http://www.star-telegram.com/obituaries/story/1931447.html
Vert 2300, no. 4 (PrCt)

28589 Garrett, Virginia - Maps

Collections University of Texas at Arlington. Libraries. Special Collections Division - Exhibitions Cartography - History - Exhibitions Libraries - Special collections - Cartography Mexico, Gulf of - Maps

Authors: Saxon, Gerald D. -- Goodwin, Katherine R. -- University of Texas at Arlington. Libraries. Special Collections Division
32 p. : ill., maps ; 14 x 20 cm.
Exhibition runs "October 1, 1997 - March 15, 1998" and shows 57 maps.
"The Garrett Collection encompasses approximately 900 maps dating from Europe's early contact with the New World in the early 1500s and extending into the early 20th century. The maps include world, hemisphere, regional, Republic of Texas, and state views, as well as a few specialized county and city views. With the exception of the county and city maps, most of the other maps share one common attribute--they depict the Gulf of Mexico."--P. 4.
Includes cartobibliographical references: (p. 30-32).
GA195.A74 G35 1997 (NLO)

28590 Garrison Dam (N.D.) - Pictorial works - 1959

Roads - Maps

1 view; 13 x 17 cm.
Aerial photograph.
5A 7267 (1958 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

28591 Gary (Ind.) - Maps - 1922 - Real property

Acropolis (Athens, Greece) - Maps - 1925 - Manuscripts Manuscript maps

N. W. 1/4 sec. 28 T. 36 N. R. 8 W. [Gary, Indiana]. [S.l. s.n., 1922?].
Authors: Oakley, Horace Sweeney, 1861-1929
1 map ; on sheet 82 x 73 cm.
Anonymous cadastral map of Gary, Indiana detached from unidentified atlas, plate no. 'Q915.' Includes revision dates ranging between 1914-1922 at bottom left.
'Scale 1 inch = 100 ft.'
Bounded by 37th Ave., 41st Ave., Grant St., and Harrison St.
Oriented with north at right.
Blueline print.
Manuscript map of the Acropolis in Athens, Greece (ca. 1925?) drawn in red ink and red crayon upon the face of the printed map; ms. no. '915' in red crayon on verso.
Removed from the papers of Newberry Library trustee Horace S. Oakley.
map6F G4094.G3G46 1922 .G3 (PrCt)

28592 Gary (Ind.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps

Gary Region (Ind.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps Road maps Map of the city of Gary and vicinity. Gary, Ind. Gary Blue Print , [ca.1940]?
Authors: Gary Blue Print (Gary, Ind.) -- Jacobsens Inc. (Gary, Ind.) -- Chicago Historical Society
1 map ; 39 x 51 cm.
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.
CHS Coll., Map no. 397 (PrCt)

28593 Gary (Ind.) - Maps - 1956 - Election districts

Authors: Brownsten, Samuel E. -- Lake County (Ind.). Surveyor -- Chicago Historical Society
1 map ; 22 x 30 cm.
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.
2 copies.
CHS Coll., Map no. 398 and 399 (PrCt)

28594 Gasconade County (Mo.) - Maps - 1875

Authors: King, Geo. H. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division
land ownership maps  
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.  
Size of original: 4 parts, 27 x 23 in. each. Scale: 1:48,000. Originally published 1875.  
Microfiche 583, no. 396 (PrCt)

28597 Gascoyne, Joel. A Scheme of the Manor of Great Hasely and Latchford  
Cartography - Great Hasely (England) - History  
Authors: Ravenhill, W. L. D.  
p. 105-111 : maps  
Concerning Gascoyne's MS. 'Scheme of the manor of Great Hasely and Latchford in the parish of Hasely in the county of Oxford.' 5S 171, v. 10, p. 105-111 (PrCt)

28598 Gaspé Peninsula (Québec) - Maps - 1676 - Manuscripts<->Manuscript maps  
Terre du Canada a l'entree de la Riviere de Saint Laurent joignant l'Acadie et a l'ouest de Lisle d'Anticosti. 1676.  
Authors: Chicago Historical Society  
1 ms. map ; 391 x 541 mm.  
Anonymous manuscript 'plan fait en l'anneé 1676', detailing the region around Baie de Gaspé and Mal Baie on the Gaspé Peninsula (Québec). Includes references A-E, G-I, and K-R.  
Buildings shown pictorially.  
 Oriented with north at left.  
Pen-and-ink.  
Mounted on heavy card stock.  
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.  
CHS Coll., Map no. 638 (PrCt)

28599 Gaspé Peninsula (Québec) - Maps - 1930 - Pictorial maps<->Pictorial maps - Gaspé Peninsula (Québec) -1930<->Québec (Province) - Maps - 1930 - Pictorial maps<->Pictorial maps - Québec (Province) -1930<->Road maps<->Pictorial maps [Pictorial map of Gaspé Peninsula, Québec] / [signed] S.H. Maw. [S.I. Department of Highways and Mines (Québec)]?. 1930?.  
Authors: Maw, S. H. -- Québec (Province).  
Tourist Bureau -- Québec (Province). Roads Dept. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map : col. ; 22 x 45 cm.  
Title supplied by cataloger.  
Dated "6/12/30" in manuscript at bottom right.  
Mounted on backing sheet; backing obscures printed content on verso, referring to "Provincial Tourist Bureau" and "Department of Highways and Mines."  
Previously bound with a collection of pictorial maps in binders labeled "Points of Interest."  
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).  
RMcN AE 190.56 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

28610 Gastaldi, Giacomo, approximately 1500-approximately 1565. Disegno dell’Italia seconde la descrizione della geografia di Strabone (1562)
An Historical map by Giacomo Gastaldi.
[Stockholm : Kartografiska Sällskapet, 1948].
Authors: Almagìa, Roberto, 1884-1962 -- Imago mundi (1948) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
In: Geografiska Annaler 30 (1948): 406 ; 24 cm.
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3080, no. 8.
Vert 3080, no. 6 (PrCt)

28611 Gastaldi, Giacomo, approximately 1500-approximately 1565. Il ‘Disegno della geografia moderna ... de la Italia (1561)
Authors: Biasutti, Renato, 1878-1965 From Memorie Geografiche (Firenze: M. Ricci, 1908): 5-66, [1]: maps.
Supplement to Rivista Geografica Italiana 2 no. 4 (1908).
Vert 2024 (PrCt)

28612 Gastaldi, Giacomo, approximately 1500-approximately 1565. Il Vero disegno della seconda parte di Regno di Polonia (1568)<<>>Cartography - Poland - History - 1568
Sulle carte della Polonia di Giacomo Gastaldi / del Roberto Almagià. [Lwów : s.n., 1934].
Vert 3080, no. 1 (PrCt)

28613 Gastaldi, Giacomo, approximately 1500-approximately 1565. Isola della Sicilia (1545)
Intorno alla carta Gastaldina della Sicilia (1545).
[Firenze : La nuova Italia, 1920].
Authors: De Stefano, Francesco, 1892- -- Rivista geografica italiana (1920) -- Stefano, Francesco de, 1892- SEE De Stefano, Francesco, 1892-p. 196-199 ; 25 cm.
Photocopies from: Rivista geografica italiana 27 (1920): 196-199.
Vert 3080, no. 4 (PrCt)

28614 Gastaldi, Giacomo, approximately 1500-approximately 1565. La Vera descrizione di tutta la Vngheria (1546)
[Introduction]. 1939.
Authors: Almagià, Roberto, 1884-1962 In Gastaldi, Jacopo, La carta dei paesi danubiani ... (1546). (Vatican City: Biblioteca apostolica vaticana, 1939).
map8C G5702.D5 1546 G3 1939 (PrCt)

28615 Gastaldi, Giacomo, approximately 1500-approximately 1565. La Vera descrizione di tutta la Vngheria (1546)
Authors: Pál, Hrenkő -- Geodezia és kartográfia (1975) p. 110-121 ; 28 cm.
Vert 3080, no. 6 (PrCt)

28616 Gastaldi, Giacomo, approximately 1500-approximately 1565<<>>Polo, Marco, 1254-1323?
The Influence of the "Travels of Marco Polo" on Jacobo Gastaldi’s maps of Asia. [London : Royal Geographical Society, 1899].
Authors: Nordenskiöld, A. E. (Adolf Erik), 1832-1901 -- Geographical journal (1899) p. 396-406 ; 24 cm.
In: Geographical journal 13 (1899): 396-406.
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3080, no. 8.
G 007 .33, v. 13, p. 396-406 (PrCt)

28617 Gastaldi, Giacomo, approximately 1500-approximately 1565. Totius Illius regionis (1555)
A proposito di una presunta carta dell’Asia anteriore di Giacomo Gastaldi. [Firenze : La nuova Italia, 1962].
Authors: Almagià, Roberto, 1884-1962 -- Rivista geografica italiana (1962)
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

28618 Gastaldi, Giacomo, approximately 1500-approximately 1565. Vera descrizione di tutta la Vngheria (1546)<<>>Hungary - Maps - 1555<<>>Danube River Valley - Maps - 1555
La Carta dei paesi danubiani e delle regioni contermini, di Giacomo Gastaldi (1546) riprodotta dall’unico esemplare conosciuto, conservato nella Biblioteca vaticana, con un commento illustrativo di Roberto Almagià. Città del Vaticano : Biblioteca apostolica vaticana, 1939.
Authors: Gastaldi, Giacomo, approximately 1500-approximately 1565 -- Almagià, Roberto, 1884-1962 -- Biblioteca apostolica vaticana 1 p., l., 5-19 p. : ill. (port.), maps ; 46 x 65 cm.
Photocopy, reduced, including only the full four-sheet map.
Bibliographical foot-notes.
Vert 3079 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
28619  Gasthuis (Breda, Netherlands) - Pictorial works - 1743
Gastuyu / P. De Swart ad viv. del. ; B. F. Immink fec. et sculp. 1743. [s'Gravenhage : Jacobus vanden Kieboom, 1744].
Authors: Swart, Pieter de, 1709-1773 -- Immink, B. F. -- Goor, Thomas Ernst van, 1710-1750.
Beschryvung der stadt en lande van Breda (1744) -- Kieboom, Jacobus van den, fl. 1729-1744
1 view ; 26 x 18 cm.
In Goor, Thomas Ernst van, Beschryvung der stadt en lande van Breda (s'Gravenhage: J. vanden Kieboom, 1744), facing p. 98.
At upper right: Pag. 99.
G 46912 .35, facing p. 98 (PrCt)

28620  Gateway Center (Pittsburgh, Pa.) - Maps - 1956
Gateway Center and the New Golden Triangle of Pittsburgh [Pittsburgh : s.n.? , 1956].
Authors: Pittsburgh (Pa.) -- Chicago Historical Society
1 map : col. ; 17.5 x 15.5 inches
Text in bottom margin.
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.
CHS Coll., Map no. 99 (PrCt)

28621  Gaul - Description and travel - 1000
Gaut - Description and travel - 1000 Switzerland - History - 1000 Switzerland - Description and travel - 1000
Geschriften durch Aegidium von Glarus genant Tschudi, aus dem stammern der alten frey-heren von Flums, seiner zeit gewestregierenden landammann, des eydgnossischen souverainen stands Glaris u. dessen altes -- auf dem schloss Greplang aufbehaltenes original-manuscript von worth zu worth -- und getreuzeit hiermit das erstemahl, dem publico zu lieb, heraus gegeben wird von Johann Jacob Gallati ... Gedruckt zu Costantz : bey J.C. Waibel, 1758.
Authors: Tschudi, Aegidius, 1505-1572 -- Gallati, Johann Jacob
The first printing of Tschudi's Gallia comata, completed in 1572.

Reference: Karrow, Mapmakers of the sixteenth century, 548.
Bonaparte 2162 (NLO)

28622  Gavdhos (Crete) - Maps - 1689
Authors: Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718 -- Padoani, Domenico, fl. 1689 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718. Citta, fortezze, isole, e porti principale dell' Europa ... (1689)
1 map ; 13 x 17 cm.
In: Coronelli, Vincenzo. Citta, fortezze, isole, e porti principale dell' Europa, in pianti, et in eluatione, descritte, e publicate ad uso dell' Academia cosmografica degli argonauti [(Venice : Domenico Padoani, 1689) pl. [72]. Engraved plate '111.' One of four plates printed on the same sheet, opening [72].
VAULT folio Ayer 135 .C8 1689 pl. 72 (PrCt)

28623  Gdansk, Gulf of (Poland and Russia) - Maps - 1588
The Carde of the sea coastes of the land of Prusya ... from Memel vnto Heel. [Amsterdam : Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, 1666].
Authors: Waghenaer, Lucas Janszoon, 1534 or 1539 - 1588 -- Waghenaer, Lucas Janszoon, 1534 or 1560. The Mariners mirrour (1588) -- Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, Ltd.
1 map ; 32 x 50 cm.
Includes coastal profiles.
Oriented with north at bottom left.
Text on verso (p. XVI) under heading: A large description of Prvsland ....
Map Ref oversize G1025 .T37 ser. 3, v. 2, map [38] (PrCt)

28624  Gdansk, Gulf of (Poland and Russia) - Maps - 1588
Gdansk, Gulf of (Poland and Russia) - Maps - 1588 - Nautical charts - Gdansk, Gulf of (Poland and Russia) - Maps - 1588 - Baltic Sea - Maps - 1588 - Nautical charts - Gdansk, Gulf of (Poland and Russia) - Maps - 1588 - Baltic Sea - Maps - 1588 - Nautical charts
De Caerte ofte zee custen van Pruijssen ... vander Memel off tot Heel tho ... = Borussiae cum suis portubus et fluminibus a Memella ad Helam ... [Leiden : F. Raphelengius ; C. Claesz, 1588].
Authors: Waghenaer, Lucas Janszoon, 1534 or 1560 -- Doetecam, Jan van -- Raphelengius, Franciscus, 1539-1597 -- Claesz, Cornelis, ca. 1546-1609. The Mariners mirrour (1588) -- Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, Ltd.
1 map ; 32 x 50 cm.
Includes coastal profiles.
Oriented with north at bottom left.
Text on verso (p. XVI) under heading: A large description of Prvsland ....
Map Ref oversize G1025 .T37 ser. 3, v. 2, map [38] (PrCt)
Gedanvm, Krantio in sua Wandalia Gdanum ...


28629 Gdansk Region (Poland) - Maps - 1700<<<Gdansk Region (Poland) - Pictorial works - 1700<<<Dantzig (Germany) SEE Gdansk (Poland)<<<Dantzig (Germany) SEE Gdansk (Poland) Prospect, Grundris und Gegen der Polnischen vesten Reich und Handels-Stadt Dantzig. Nuremberg, [ca. 1700]. Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:Y25 1 map ; 34 x 57 cm. Inset view: Prospect der Stadt Dantzig. References: 1-8. Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). 3089 Sack map4F G6524.D3 1700 .H6 (PrCt)
Plan de la celebre ville marchande de Dantzig, et de ses environs. Amsterdam, [ca. 1725].
Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Covens et Mortier -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:Y17
1 map ; 41 x 50 cm.
References: 1-10.
3088
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6524.D3 1725 H6 (PrCt)

28631 Geary County (Kan.) - Maps - 1897 - Landowners<<Counts - Maps<<Landowners - Maps
Authors: Mead, H. H. -- Callen, J. B. -- Kyner, Geo. E. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 2 parts, 21.5 x 39.5 in. each. Scale: 1:42,240. Originally published 1897.
Microfiche 583, no. 214 (PrCt)

28632 Geauga County (Ohio) - Maps - 1857 - Landowners<<Counts - Maps<<Landowners - Maps
Authors: Matthews, S. H. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Microfiche 583, no. 628 (PrCt)

28633 Geauga County (Ohio) - Maps - 1857 - Landowners<<Lake County (Ohio) - Maps - 1857 - Landowners<<Counts - Maps<<Landowners - Maps
Authors: S.H. Mathews, Publishers -- Geauga County Genealogical Society (Ohio) -- Lake County Genealogical Society (Ohio)
ix. 57 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title: 1857 landowners' maps -- Geauga & Lake Counties, Ohio, indexed.
Added title: 1857 landowners' maps, Geauga & Lake Counties, Ohio.
'Indexed by Geauga County Genealogical Society and Lake County Genealogical Society.'
folio G1398.G4 M3 1985 (NLO)

Peter Gedda's maritime atlas of the Baltic, 1695-1705.
Authors: Ehrensvård, Ulla -- International Conference on the History of Cartography (6th : 1975 : Greenwich)
6 leaves ; 30 cm.
Paper presented at Int. Conf. on Hist. of Cartog. 6th, Greenwich, 1975.
Vert 883 (PrCt)

28635 Gelderland (Netherlands) - Maps - 1556
Gelriae Cliviae liliae nec non aliarum regionum adiacentium nova descriptio. Venice, 1556.
Authors: Deventer, Jacob van, d. 1575 -- Tramezzino, Michele, d. 1579 -- Bos, Jacob, fl. 1551-1577
1 map ; 49 x 38 cm.
Based on van Deveneter's map of 1543; cf. Karrow 25/7.2.
Stamped at lower right 'Bibliotheque du Roi' and 'Echange no. 2012.'
5039
map2F G6003.G4 1556 D4 (PrCt)

28636 Gelderland (Netherlands) - Maps - 1556
Authors: Drebber, Cornelius Jacobszoon, 1572-1633 -- Historic Urban Plans (Firm)
1 birds-eye view ; 49 x 61 cm.
Facsimile of original published 1597.
Includes references.
483
map4F G6004.A4A3 1556 D7 1966 (PrCt)

28637 Gelderland (Netherlands) - Maps - 1564
Authors: Sgroethen, Christian, 1532-1608 -- Houve, Paul de la, approximately 1575-1668 -- La Houve, Paul de, ca. 1575-1668 SEE Houve, Paul de la, ca. 1575-1668
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

1 map ; 45 x 48 cm.
Facsimile, at a reduced size, of a 1564 map first published in 1601. The article by Bert van 't Hoff, 'Christiaan Sgroten's kaart van Gelderland c. 1564 (1601)’ in Bijdragen en Mededeelingen 66 (1957): 212-220 is intended to serve as an introduction to this facsimile. [Vert 3174, no. 6].

Not at Newberry Library (Dec. 2012) (PrCt)

28638 Gelderland (Netherlands) - Maps - 1566
Gelriae Cliviae Ivlae nec non aliasrm region adiacentivm / per Iacobvm Davent. Belgam descriptio ; Romae [M]DLXVI. Rome : [s.n.], 1566.
Authors: Deventer, Jacob van, d. 1575 -- Forlani, Paolo -- Gilhofer & Ranschburg (Vienna, Austria) -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 477 x 366 mm. (neat line), on sheet remargined to 653 x 496 mm.
Infinity symbol used in place of 'M' in date.
Attributed to Forlani in Woodward 21.03.
Manuscript numbers '66' (upper right) and '67' (lower right); '69' on verso.
Verso also bears illegible oval handstamp.
Karrow 25/7.4
Tooley 235.
Ex Gilhofer.
b81
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Novacco 4F 144 (PrCt)

28639 Gelderland (Netherlands) - Maps - 1566
Gelriae Cliviae Ivlae nec non aliasrm region adiacentivm nova descriptio / Michaelis Tramezini formsis ; Ex pontificis max ac Venetii senatus in proximum decemniun privilegio [M]DLVIII ; lac. Bossius Belgia in aes incidebat. [Venice?], 1558.
Authors: Tramezzino, Michele, d. 1579 -- Bos, Jacob, fl. 1551-1577 -- Gilhofer & Ranschburg (Vienna, Austria) -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 486 x 377 mm. (neat line), on sheet remargined to 567 x 444 mm.
Infinity symbol used in place of 'M' in date.
Karrow 25/7.2.
Tooley 232.
Van der Heijden, Oude Kaarten der Nederlanden, 1548-1794, p. 34-35, Tabel 2, plate 35.
Ex Gilhofer.
b80
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Novacco 4F 143 (PrCt)

28640 Gelderland (Netherlands) - Maps - 1570
1 map ; 36 x 49 cm.
In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatrvm orbis terrarvm (Antwerp : A.C. Diesth, 1570), [plate 15].
Engraved by Franz Hogenberg; see Karrow, p. 5.
Printed no. 15 and Latin letterpress text on verso beginning: Geldria. Geldria antiquorum sicamborum ...
Duplicate copy: VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1570

VAULT Case oversize G 1007 .64, [plate 15] (PrCt)

28641 Gelderland (Netherlands) - Maps - 1588<<<->Cleave (Duchy) - Maps - 1588
Gelriae, Cliviae, finitimarvmqve locorvm verissima descriptio / Christiano Schrot auctore.
[Antwerp : Christophe Plantin, 1588],
Authors: Sgrooten, Christian, ca.1525-1603 -- Plantin, Christophe, approximately 1520-1589 -- Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598. Theatro de la tierra vniversal (1588) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; hand col. ; 36 x 48 cm.
In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatro d la tierra vniversal (Antwerp : Christophe Plantin, 1588), [plate 32].
Printed no. 32 and Spanish letterpress text on verso beginning: Geldria o Geldres ...

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1588, [plate 32] (PrCt)

28642 Gelderland (Netherlands) - Maps - 1593
Geldria. Antuerpeiae [Antwerp] : Gerardus de lode, nouomagensis, [1593]?
Authors: Tramezzino, Michele, d. 1579 -- Doetecam, Jan van -- Doetechum, Lucas van, 16th cent. -- Jode, Gerard de, 1509-1591 -- Wierix, Antonie, -1604 -- Jode, Gerard de, 1509-1591. Specvlvm orbis terrarvm (1593)
1 map ; hand col. ; 36 x 48 cm.
Note to the reader beneath tittle: En tibi, amice
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For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
lector, nobilis ille clarusq, ducatus Geldiae ... per Mich. Tramesim castigatior. "Ioannes à Duetcu[m], Lucas à Duetcum fecerunt"
Oriented with north at right.
Latin letterpress text on verso (fol. 44, sig. Yyy): Geldiae dvcatvs, tabvla ...
Engraving attributed to Antonie Wierix.
In: Jode, Gerard de. Specvlvm orbis terrarvm (Antwerp : A. Coninx, 1593), map [75].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1593, map [75] (PrCt)

28643

Gelderland (Netherlands) - Maps - 1606<<>>Cleve (Duchy) - Maps - 1606
Gelriae, Cliviae, finitimuorvmqve locorvm verissima deciptio / Christiano Schrot auctore. [London : John Norton, 1606].
Theatrum orbis terrarum ... (1606) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 49 cm.
Printed no. 36 and English letterpress text on verso beginning: Gvelderland. Gvelderland and the seat ....
In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatrum orbis terrarum ... (London : J. Norton, 1606), [plate 36].
Digital image of a duplicate or variant edition available on Marcel P.R. van den Broecke's Cartographica Neerlandica website (accessed July 2012):
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1606, [plate 36] (PrCt)

28644

Gelderland (Netherlands) - Maps - 1624 - Military operations<<>>Arnhem Region (Netherlands) - Maps - 1624 - Military operations<<>>Zutphen Region (Netherlands) - Maps - 1624 - Military operations<<>>Hendrik, Graf, fl. 1624
Vastelaevonts tocht. [Amsterdam] : Claes Iansz Visscher, 1624.
Authors: Visscher, Claes Jansz., 1586 or 7-1652 -- Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 16 x 30 cm., on sheet 28 x 32 cm.
Engraved map detailing military operations in Gelderland between Arnhem and Zutphen.
Includes marginal views (6 x 30 cm. and smaller), three above and one below the map: Het moedich aenkomen des Vÿants voor Aernhem -- Die den spangjaer goet vertrouwt siet hier waer op dat hy bouwt -- De vlucht tot Ede, van Gr. Hendrick en. syn volck -- Den op-tocht der Batavieren, om haer Vyant ofte Kieren.
Publisher's name from accompanying letterpress text (on sheet 17 x 31 cm.) : Cort verhael van des Wyants tocht ind deluwe / als mede in Groeningelant 't Jaer 1624 ... gedruckt by Claes Iansz Visscher.
Manuscript '99 at lower right of letterpress sheet. Forms part of the Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Visscher 48 (PrCt)

28645

Gelderland (Netherlands) - Maps - 1634<<>>Zutphen Region (Netherlands) - Maps - 1634<<>>Zutphen (Netherlands) - Maps - 1634
Comitatus Zutphania. [Amsterdam] : C. J. Visscher excud., [1634?].
Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1618-1679 -- Visscher, Claes Jansz., 1586 or 7-1652 -- Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 36 x 48 cm.
Includes portrait of natives in local costume and inset map (13 x 15 cm.): Zutphen.
'A reissue of the map in Kaerius' Germania Inferior, 1617 with alterations. The view of Zutphen has been replaced by a ground plan, roads have been added, and the towns of Zutphen, Breedoot and Groll are now shown in plan,'--Campbell, Tony. Claes Jansz. Visscher : a hundred maps described (1968), p. 24, no. 100. Manuscript '37" in upper right.
Forms part of the Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Visscher 123 (PrCt)

28646

Gelderland (Netherlands) - Maps - 1634<<>>Zutphen Region (Netherlands) - Maps - 1634<<>>Zutphen (Netherlands) - Maps - 1634
Comitatus Zutphania. [Amsterdam] : C. J. Visscher excud., [1634?].
Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1618-1679 -- Visscher, Claes Jansz., 1586 or 7-1652 -- Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 36 x 48 cm.
Includes portrait of natives in local costume and inset map (13 x 15 cm.): Zutphen.
'A reissue of the map in Kaerius' Germania Inferior, 1617 with alterations. The view of Zutphen has been replaced by a ground plan, roads have been added, and the towns of Zutphen, Breedooft and Groll are now shown in plan.'--Campbell, Tony. Claes Jansz. Visscher : a hundred maps described (1968), p. 24, no. 100. Remnants of binding stub and manuscript '82' on verso.
Forms part of the Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Duplicate copy (uncolored): Visscher 123.
Gelderland (Netherlands) - Maps - 1654
Gelderland (Netherlands) - Historical geography - Maps - 1654

XIV boeken van de Geldersse geschiedenissen van't begin af vervolghd tot aan de afzweerhgh des konincy van Spanien; waer van't eerste deel verhandel h g de landbeschrijvingh. Getrocken meerendeels uyt de Latynsse wer; ken van den Heer Ich. Isacus Pontanus; doch doorgaens veranderd, verbeterd, ende met meer dan drie honderd nieuwe hoofd-stucken, en andere noodelyke byvoeghsels, allesins vergroot. Door Arend van Slichtenhorst. Arnhem : I. van Biesen, 1654.

Authors: Pontanus, Johannes Isacius, 1571-1639 -- Slichtenhorst, Arend van, active 1654 -- Biesen, I. van -- Touge, Th. de
1 p. l., 596, [24] p. illus., double maps (1 fold.) 31 cm.
Other title: Veertien boeken van de Geldersse geschiedenissen.
Title enclosed in ornamental border.
Case F 4694 .7 (NLO)

Gelderland (Netherlands) - Maps - 1680
Zutphen Region (Netherlands) - Maps - 1680

Guilder Hollandois ou la Veluwe, la Betuwe et le Comté de Zutph[en] dans le Duché de Gueldre ... par le S. Sanson. A Paris : Chez H. Iaillot, [ca. 1680]?

Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:M34
1 map ; 55 x 75 cm.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6003.G4 1680 .S2 (PrCt)

Gelderland (Netherlands) - Maps - 1680
Zutphen Region (Netherlands) - Maps - 1680

Ducatus Geldriae, et comitatus Zutphaniae ... Amsterdam, [ca. 1680].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Danckerts, Justus, 1635-1701 -- Danckerts, Justus, 1635-1701.
Atlas [ca. 1680] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; hand col. ; 45 x 54 cm.
In: Danckerts, Justus. Atlas (Amsterdam : J. Danckers, [ca. 1680]) pl. [52]. Ms. no. '54' in upper right.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .D18 A pl. 52 (PrCt)
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Wageningen, and vignettes of natives in local costume.
Oriented with north at upper right.
Manuscript '8' at upper right and remnants of binding stub on verso.
Forms part of the Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Hollstein, F. W. H. Dutch and Flemish etchings, engravings, and woodcuts, ca. 1450-1700 (1949-), no. (236).
Duplicate copy (uncolored): Visscher 46

Visscher 47 (PrCt)

28653 Gelderland (Netherlands) - Maps - 1695<->Utrecht (Netherlands : Province) - Maps - 1695
La Veluwe, la Betuwe et le comte de Zutphen dans le duché de Gueldre ... Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : H. Jaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], [1695]?
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667.
Atlas nouveau : contenant toutes les parties du monde (1692 [i.e. 1695?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 57 cm.
In: Wit, Frederik de. Atlas (Amsterdam : bij Frederick de Wit in de Calverstraet bij den Dam inde Witte Paskaert. [ca. 1700?] no. [108].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .W8 A no. [108] (PrCt)

La Veluwe, la Betuwe et le comte de Zutphei[n] dans le duché de Gueldre ... Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : H. Jaillot [i.e. P. Mortier], [1696].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667.
Atlas nouveau contenant toutes les parties du monde ... ] (1696) 1 map : hand col. ; 56 x 75 cm.
Accompanied, on the previous leaf by: Table alphabetique des noms de villes, villages ... de la Veluwe, la Betuwe, etc.
In: Sanson, Nicolas. [Atlas nouveau contenant toutes les parties du monde ... ] (Amsterdam : Pierre Mortier, 1696) v. 1, map [4].
Forms part of atlas published by P. Mortier in Amsterdam; chiefly comprised of maps bearing the counterfeit imprint of H. Jaillot in Paris.
Case oversize G 1007 .781 v. 1, map [4] (PrCt)

28655 Gelderland (Netherlands) - Maps - 1700
Ducatus Geldriae, et comitatus Zutphaniae, tabula. Amsterdam : Frederik de Wit, [ca. 1700?].
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 55 cm.
Oriented with north to the right.
In: Wit, Frederik de. Atlas (Amsterdam : bij Frederick de Wit in de Calverstraet bij den Dam inde Witte Paskaert. [ca. 1700?] no. [108].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .W8 A no. [108] (PrCt)

28656 Gelderland (Netherlands) - Maps - 1700
Tetrachia ducatus Geldiae Neomagensis. Amstelodami [Amsterdam] : F. de Wit, [ca. 1700?].
1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 57 cm.
In: Wit, Frederik de. Atlas (Amsterdam : bij Frederick de Wit in de Calverstraet bij den Dam inde Witte Paskaert. [ca. 1700?] no. [110].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .W8 A no. [110] (PrCt)

28657 Gelderland (Netherlands) - Maps - 1700<->Limburg (Netherlands) - Maps - 1700
Tetrachia ducatus Geldiae Ruremondana sive Hispanica. Amstelodami [Amsterdam] : F. de Wit, [ca. 1700?].
1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 60 cm.
Oriented with north at bottom right.
In: Wit, Frederik de. Atlas (Amsterdam : bij Frederick de Wit in de Calverstraet bij den Dam inde Witte Paskaert. [ca. 1700?] no. [111].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .W8 A no. [111] (PrCt)

28658 Gelderland (Netherlands) - Maps - 1700<->Veluwe (Netherlands) - Maps - 1700
Ducatus Geldriae tetrachia Arnhemiensis sive Velavia. Amsterdam : F. de Wit, [ca. 1700?].
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 57 cm.
Oriented with north to right.
In: Wit, Frederik de. Atlas (Amsterdam : bij Frederick de Wit in de Calverstraet bij den Dam inde Witte Paskaert. [ca. 1700?] no. [109].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .W8 A no. [109] (PrCt)

28659 Gelderland (Netherlands) - Maps - 1700<->Zutphen (Netherlands) - Maps - 1700<->IJssel River Valley (Netherlands) - Maps - 1700
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Comitatus Zutphaniae et flvminis Isvlae nova delineatio. Amsterdam : Fredrick de Wit, [ca. 1700?].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Wit, Frederik de. Atlas [ca. 1700?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 50 x 57 cm.
Oriented with north at right.
In: Wit, Frederik de. Atlas (Amsterdam : bij Frederik de Wit in de Calverstraet bij den Dam inde Witte Paskaert. [ca. 1700?]) no. [112].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .W8 A no. [112] (PrCt)

28660 Gelderland (Netherlands) - Maps - 1710 <<< Limburg (Netherlands) - Maps - 1710 <<< Zutphen Region (Netherlands) - Maps - 1710
Ducatus Geldriae et Zutphaenae comitatus. [Amsterdam] : Nicolaum Visscher [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher, 1710?]?
Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Visscher, Elizabeth, fl. 1702-1726 -- Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702. Atlas minor ... [1710?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 45 x 55 cm.
Oriented with north at right.
In: Visscher, Nicolaes. Atlas minor ... (Amstelaedami [Amsterdam] : ex officina Nicolai Visscher [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher], [1710?]) map [46].
Manuscript '48' in upper right.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .V8 1700 map [46] (PrCt)

28661 Gelderland (Netherlands) - Maps - 1710 <<< Zutphen Region (Netherlands) - Maps - 1710
Novissima comitatus Zutphaenae totiusq. fluminis isulae descriptio. [Amsterdam] : Nic. Visscher [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher, 1710?]?
Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Visscher, Elizabeth, fl. 1702-1726 -- Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702. Atlas minor ... [1710?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 45 x 55 cm.
In: Visscher, Nicolaes. Atlas minor ... (Amstelaedami [Amsterdam] : ex officina Nicolai Visscher [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher], [1710?]) map [45].
Manuscript '47' in upper right.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .V8 1700 map [45] (PrCt)

28662 Gelderland (Netherlands) - Maps - 1715 <<< North Brabant (Netherlands) - Maps - 1715
Ducatus Geldriae nova tabula. Amsterdam, [ca. 1715].
Authors: Ottens, Joachim, 1663-1722 -- Allard, Abraham, ca. 1676-1725 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:M35
1 map ; 58 x 48 cm.

28663 Gelderland (Netherlands) - Maps - 1725 <<< North Brabant (Netherlands) - Maps - 1725
Ducatus Geldriae tetrachia Arnemiensis sive Velavia. Amsterdam, [ca. 1725].
Authors: Cövens et Mortier -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:M38
1 map ; 46 x 56 cm.
3410
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6003.G4 1725 C6b (PrCt)

28664 Gelderland (Netherlands) - Maps - 1725 <<< North Brabant (Netherlands) - Maps - 1725
Tetrachia ducatus Geldriae Neomagensis. Amsterdam, [ca. 1725].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de. Atlas (Amsterdam : bij Frederik de Wit in de Calverstraet bij den Dam inde Witte Paskaert. [ca. 1725?]) no. [112].
Frederick de Wit in de Calverstraet bij den Dam
In: Wit, Frederik de. Atlas (Amsterdam : bij Frederik de Wit in de Calverstraet bij den Dam inde Witte Paskaert. [ca. 1725?]) no. [112].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .V8 A no. [112] (PrCt)

28665 Gelderland (Netherlands) - Maps - 1740
Ducatus Geldriae nova tabula in tetrachias Noviomagi, Arnhemii, Ruremondae ac Zutphaniae ... [Augsburg] : Matthaeo Seuttero, [ca. 1740?].
Authors: Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756 -- Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756. [A Collection of Seutter maps] [1726-1773]
1 map : hand col. ; 54 x 49 cm.
Forms part of a made-to-order composite atlas chiefly comprised of undated maps issued ca. 1734-ca. 1744.
Case oversize G 1007 .81 pl. [18] (PrCt)

28666 Gelderland (Netherlands) - Maps - 1740
Nieuwe kaart der Provincie van Gelderland / J. Keizer fecit 1740. te Amsterdam : by Isaak Tirion, 1740...
Authors: Tirion, Isaak -- Keyser, J. (Jacob), fl. 1706-1750 SEE Keizer, Jacob, fl. 1706-1750 -- Tirion, Isaak. Nieuwe en beknopte hand-atlas ... (1748 [i.e. 1769?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 32 x 37 cm.
Verso numbered "N 37" in manuscript.
In: Tirion, Isaak. Nieuwe en beknopte hand-atlas ... (Amsterdam : Isaak Tirion, 1744 [i.e. 1769?])
oversize Ayer 135 .T55 1744, plate [37] (PrCt)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalog Entry</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Geminus, Thomas, d. 1562**  
*Thomas Geminus, query no. 6: who was Thomas Geminus?* [New York: H. Schuman, 1946].  
Authors: Fisch, Max Harold, 1900- -- Journal of the history of medicine and allied sciences (1946) p. 338; 25 cm.  
Vert 3082, no. 9 (PrCt) |
| **Geminus, Thomas, d. 1562**  
Authors: Garland, Herbert, 1885- -- Bookman's journal & print collector (1920) p. 8-9: ill.; 27 cm.  
Vert 3082, no. 4 (PrCt) |
| **Geminus, Thomas, d. 1562**  
*Notes on Thomas Geminus*. [Chicago, 198-?].  
Authors: Karrow, Robert W.  
1 file folder; 25 x 30 cm.  
Bibliographical notes, photocopies of maps and drafts used in the preparation of the chapter on Thomas Geminus in: Karrow, Mapmakers of the sixteenth century and their maps (1993).  
Vert 3083 (PrCt) |
| **Geminus, Thomas, d. 1562**  
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3082, no. 5.  
Ref Q141 .D5, v. 5, p. 347-349 (PrCt) |
| **Geminus, Thomas, d. 1562**  
*Geminus, Thomas, d. 1562*<<>>Cole, Humphrey, ca. 1530-1591<<>>Astrolabes<<>>Elizabeth I, Queen of England, 1533-1603 - Knowledge and learning  
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3082, no. 11.  
F 02 .005, v. 86, p. 65-72 (PrCt) |
| **Geminus, Thomas, d. 1562** - Engravings - Catalogs  
Includes a catalogue of his engraved works.  
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3082, no. 6.  
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.  
Wing Z 4162845 .406, v. 1, p. 39-58 (PrCt) |
| **Geminus, Thomas, d. 1562**<<>>Lambert, Thomas, d.1562 SEE Geminus, Thomas, d. 1562<<>>Lambrechts, Thomas, d. 1562 SEE Geminus, Thomas, d. 1562  
*Thomas Lambert ou Lambrechts, dit Gemi*ni. [Bruxelles: H. Thiry-Van Buggenhoudt, 1866- ].  
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3019, no. 1.  
Ref CT1163 .A2, v. 31, columns 386-395 (PrCt) |
| **Geminus, Thomas, d. 1562**<<>>Motter, Johannes<<>>Danfrie, Philippe, ca. 1531-1606<<>>Observatoire royal de Belgique - Collections<<>>Astronomical instruments Quatre instruments anciennes de l'observatoire royal de Belgique / H. Michel. [Bruxelles: F. Hayez, 1937].  
Photocopies from: Ciel et terre 53, no. 5 (1937): 129-134.  
Vert 3082, no. 3 (PrCt) |
| **Geminus, Thomas, d. 1562**<<>>Sutton, Henry, ca. 1624-1665<<>>Astrolabes<<>>Elizabeth I, Queen of England, 1533-1603 - Knowledge and learning  
In: Archaeologia 86 (1936): 101-103.  
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3082, no. 10.  
F 02 .005, v. 86, p. 101-103 (PrCt) |
| **Geminus, Thomas, d. 1562**<<>>Vesalius, Andreas, 1514-1564<<>>Udall, Nicholas, 1505-1556<<>>Human anatomy - Early works to 1800  
Authors: O'Malley, Charles Donald -- Geminus, Thomas, d. 1562.  
Compendiosa totius anatome delineatio (1569) p. [1]-39: 28 cm. |
28684 Gemma, Frisius, 1508-1555
Authors: Dörflinger, Johannes -- Coronelli World
League of Friends of the Globe, International
symposium, 4th, Kraków, 1972
Abstract of paper delivered at
Coronelli-Weltbundes der Globusfreunde,
International symposium, 4th, Kraków, 1972.
Vert 203 no.7 (PrCt)

28685 Gemma, Frisius, 1508-1555
Gemma Frisius. [Leiden : A. W. Sijthoff,
1911-1937].
Authors: Fruytier, J. -- Molhuysen, P. C. (Philip
Christiaan), 1870-1944. Nieuw Nederlandsch
biografisch woordenboek (1911-1937)
p. 556-557 ; 26 cm.
In: Molhuysen, Philip Christiaan. Nieuw
Nederlandsch biografisch woordenboek (Leiden :
A. W. Sijthoff, 1911-1937), v. 6, p. 556-557.
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3076, no. 3.
Ref CT1143 .M7, v. 6, p. 556-557 (PrCt)

28686 Gemma, Frisius, 1508-1555
[Notes on Gemma Frisius]. [Chicago, 198-?].
Authors: Kish, George.
1 file folder ; 25 x 30 cm.
Bibliographical notes, photocopies, and drafts
used in the preparation of the chapter on Gemma
Frisius in: Kish, Mapmakers of the sixteenth
Vert 3078 (PrCt)

28687 Gemma, Frisius, 1508-1555
Reiner Gemma Frisius. [New York : Scribner,
1970-1980].
Authors: Kish, George.
1 file folder ; 25 x 30 cm.
Bibliographical notes, photocopies, and drafts
used in the preparation of the chapter on Gemma
Frisius in: Kish, Mapmakers of the sixteenth
Vert 3078 (PrCt)

28688 Gemma, Frisius, 1508-1555
Medicina, mensura, mathematica; the life and
works of Gemma Frisius, 1508-1555 / by George
Kish. Minneapolis : The Associates of the James
Ford Bell Collection, 1967.
Authors: Kish, George. -- James Ford Bell
Collection. Associates -- Edward E. Ayer
Collection (Newberry Library)
17 p. ; 20 cm.
Series: The James Ford Bell Lectures, no. 4.
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3077, no. 3.
Ayer 247 .G32 K61 1967 (NLO)

28689 Gemma, Frisius, 1508-1555
Note sur Gemma Frisius. [Bruxelles : La Société,
1956].
Authors: Smet, Antoine de -- Bulletin de la
Société royale belge de géographie (1956)
p. 81-97 ; 24 cm.
Photocopy from: Bulletin de la Société royale
Vert 3076, no. 4. (PrCt)

28690 Gemma, Frisius, 1508-1555
Gemma Frisius. [Brussel : Koninklijke Vlaamse
Academie van België, 1944].
Authors: Smet, Antoine de -- Nationa
biografisch woordenboek (1964-1983)
columns 315-331 ; 28 cm.
In: Nationaal biografisch woordenboek (Brussel:
Koninklijke Vlaamse Academiën van België,
1964-1983), v. 6, columns 315-331.
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3076, no. 10.
Ref CT1163 .N37, v. 6, columns 315-331 (PrCt)

28691 Gemma, Frisius, 1508-1555
Gemma cosmographer [and] Gemma geographer &
mathematician. [Louvain : Bibliothèque de
l'Université, Bureaux du Recueil, Ch. Vystpryust,
1951-1955].
Authors: Vocht, Henry de.
1 file folder ; 25 x 30 cm.
Bibliographical notes, photocopies, and drafts
used in the preparation of the chapter on Gemma
Frisius in: Vocht, Historie der foundation and the rise
of the Collegium Trilingue (1951-1955)
p. 542-565 ; 26 cm.
In: Vocht, Henry de. History of the foundation and the
rise of the Collegium Trilingue (Louvain:
Bibliothèque de l'Université, Bureaux du Recueil,
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3077, no. 5.
I 7465 .5393, v. 2, p. 542-565 (PrCt)

28692 Gemma, Frisius, 1508-1555<<Copernicus,
Nicolaus, 1473-1543
Gemma Frisius et Nicolas Copernici.
[Wien : Coronelli-Weltbund der Globusfreunde,
1973].
Authors: Smet, Antoine de -- Globusfreund
(1973)
p. 72-80 ; 21 cm.
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3076, no. 7.
Map Ref GA101 .G56, v. 21/23, p. 72-80 (PrCt)

28693 Gemma, Frisius, 1508-1555<<Copernicus,
Nicolaus, 1473-1543<<Frisius, Gemma,
1508-1555 SEE Gemma, Frisius, 1508-1555
Gemma Frisius et Nicolas Copernici [in French].
1972.
Authors: Smet, Antoine de -- Coronelli World
League of Friends of the Globe, International
symposium, 4th, Kraków, 1972
1 [p].
Abstract of paper delivered at
Coronelli-Weltbundes der Globusfreunde,
International symposium, 4th, Kraków, 1972.
Vert 204 no.9 (PrCt)

28694 Gemma, Frisius, 1508-1555<<Heliocentric
astrology<<Copernican theory SEE
Heliocentric astrology<<Copernican
heliocentrism SEE Heliocentric
astronomy<<Heliocentrism SEE Heliocentric
astrology
Authors: McColley, Grant -- Isis (1937) -- Isis (1937)
p. 322-325 ; 25 cm.
L 007 .42, v. 26, p. 322-325 (PrCt)

28695 Gemma, Frisius, 1508-1555<<<<Longitude - 1530<<<<Triangulation - 1533
Gemma Frisius, his method of determining mifferences of longitude by transporting timepieces (1530) and his treatise on triangulation (1533). [Philadelphia [etc.] : Publication and Editorial Office, Dept. of History and Sociology of Science, University of Pennsylvania [etc.], 1935].
Authors: Pogo, Alexander, b. 1893 -- Isis (1935)
p. 469-505 ; port., ill, diagrams
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3076, no. 2.
L 007 .42, v. 22, p. 469-505 (PrCt)

28696 Gemma, Frisius, 1508-1555<<<<Longitude - 1555
The Maner of fyndynge the longitude of regions by divers wayes after the description of Gemma Phrysius. [Londini : In aedibus Guilhelmi Powell, 1555].
Authors: Eden, Richard, 1521?-1576 -- Eden, Richard, 1521?-1576. The Decades of the Newe Worlde, or West India (1555) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
folios 360-361 ; 19 cm.
In: Eden, Richard. The Decades of the Newe Worlde, or West India (Londini : In aedibus Guilhelmi Powell, 1555), folios 360-361.
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3077, no. 2.
VAULT Ayer 110 .E2 1555, folios 360-361 (PrCt)

28697 Gemma, Frisius, 1508-1555. [Terrestrial globe] (1537?)
Authors: Dörflinger, Johannes -- Globusfreund (1973)
p. 81-89 ; 21 cm.
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3076, no. 1.
Map Ref GA101 .G56, v. 21/23, p. 81-99 (PrCt)

28698 Gemma, Frisius, 1508-1555. [Terrestrial globe] (1537?)
Authors: Haardt, Robert, 1884-1962 -- Imago mundi (1952) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
p. 109-110 ; 28 cm.
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3076, no. 8.
Map Ref folio GA1 .I6, v. 9, p. 109-110 (PrCt)
maps - United States - History - 1925-1980
Road maps
Development and change in oil company road maps produced by General Drafting Company, 1925-1980 / by Angela Ng Cangelosi. [S.l. s.n., 2003?].
Authors: Cangelosi, Angela Ng ix, 101 leaves ; 28 cm.
Photocopy of thesis (M.A.)--California State University, Long Beach, 2002.
Includes bibliographical references (leaves 95-101).
folio GA407.G46 C36 2002 (NLO)

28704 General Drafting Company - History - 1914-1981
General Drafting Company - Bibliography - 1914-1981
General Drafting Company - Records and correspondence - 1914-1981
Map industry and trade - United States - History - 1914-1981
Map printing - United States - Statistics - 1914-1981
Exxon Company
U.S.A.
Esso Standard Oil Company
Enco
Standard Oil Company of New York
Humble Oil & Refining Company
Socony-Vacuum Oil Company
Kentucky
KYSO see Standard Oil Company of Kentucky
Energy Company see Enco
ENCO Energy Company see Enco
Statistical maps
Authors: General Drafting Company -- Rodman, P. C. -- General Drafting Collection (Newberry Library)
[95] p ; 28 cm.
Title from p. [2]
"Book updated through December 1980.
Photocopy of unpublished statistical and historical summary compiled for internal use at General Drafting Company, and covering the period 1914-1981 ; p. [1] includes distribution list with the names of 7 General Drafting employees. Various sections include travel service inquiry statistics (numbers of inquiries, billings, annual percentage change, and unit costs) for Standard Oil Company and affiliated companies, including Esso, Humble, Socony (Standard Oil Company of New York), Socony-Vacuum, Kyso (Standard Oil Company of Kentucky), Enco (Energy Company), and Exxon.
"History of items produced by Sales Department 1914-present" (p. [67-95]) includes short-title list of General Drafting maps issued to 1981, with the names of dozens of other clients, and print run statistics for dozens of maps and other publications.
Forms part of the General Drafting Collection (Newberry Library).
Vert 2246, no. 4 (PrCt)

28705 General Drafting Company
Lindberg, Otto G., 1886-1968
Exxon Company
U.S.A.
United States - Road maps - 1900-1985
Road maps
Getting from here to there. 1985.
Authors: Dunbar, Ernest -- Exxon Company U.S.A. The Lamp 65, no. 3 (January 1985) p. 12-15
BHC 1240
Vert 864, no. 1 (PrCt)

28706 General Drafting Company
Lindberg, Otto G., 1886-1968
Portraits
General Drafting Co. marks 50th anniversary. Morristown, N.J. Morris County's Daily Record, 1959.
1 leaf : port. ; 43 x 28 cm.
Photocopy of article in Morris County's Daily Record 60, no. 135 (2 Dec. 1959): 12.
Includes photograph of Otto G. Lindberg, founder of the firm.
Vert 2246, no. 2 (PrCt)

28707 General Drafting Company
United States - Road maps - 1900-1959
Road maps
General Drafting marks 50th year; issues souvenir book about maps. [1959?].
Authors: General Drafting Company -- General Drafting Company. Sphere no. 6 [1959?] p. 1 and 4 : ill., photos, maps ; 22 x 29 cm.
Partial and reduced photocopies from Sphere no. 6 (Convent Station, N.J: General Drafting Co.): 1, 4, maps, ill.
Vert 2246, no. 3 (PrCt)

28708 General John Logan Monument (Chicago, Ill.)
Maps - 1896
Logan, John Alexander, 1826-1886
Monuments - Maps - 1896
Sketch for location of Logan Monument on the front / by D. H. Burnham. [Chicago : D. H. Burnham], 1896.
Authors: Burnham, Daniel Hudson, 1846-1912 -- Chicago (Ill.). South Park Commissioners -- Frederick Law Olmsted National Historic Site (Brookline, Mass.) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 13 x 27 cm. on sheet 44 x 34 cm.
Full size reproduction of original drawing, "Courtesy of the National Park Service, Frederick Law Olmsted National Historic Site."
Above title: Chicago, Ill. South Park Commission.
General Map of the New Settlement Called Transylvania

An Unusual map of the early West. 1975.
Authors: Fraas, Elizabeth
Another copy, from Journal of Genealogy (September 1978): 30-32. map.
BHC 2053
Vert 695 (PrCt)

Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960- -- Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)
258 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
1st ed.
'Deluxe edition.'
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).
'3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.'
Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).
Includes indexes.
Series: Family maps
ISBN 1420303708
Local History Ref F572.G3 B69 2006 (NLO)

Authors: Pettibone, Darwin A., 1827-1894 -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 38 x 49 in. Scale: 1: 100,000.
Originally published Bridgeport Center, Mich.: D. A. Pettibone, 1858. Only covers part of the county.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 353 (PrCt)

Genesee County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1839 - Wyoming County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1839 - Counties - Maps
1 map : hand col. ; 42 x 32 cm.
Case oversize G 10851 .13 pl. 46 (PrCt)

Genesee County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1854 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 36.5 x 51 in. Scale: 1:41,500.
Originally published Philadelphia: John E. Gillette, 1854.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 498 (PrCt)

Genesee County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1866 - Wyoming County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1866 - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps
Authors: Beers, S. N. -- Beers, D. G. (Daniel G.) -- Stone & Stewart -- Wehle, Martin -- Gates-Chili News
1 atlas ([ii], 4, 9-95 [i.e. 93] p.) : ill., 42 p. of maps ; 41 cm.
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Genesee County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1876 - Landowners - Counties - Maps


Baskes oversize G3803.G4G46 1876.E9 (NLO)

Genesee Region (N.Y.) - Maps - Bibliography - Finger Lakes Region (N.Y.) - Maps - Bibliography - New York (State) - Maps - Bibliography


Microfiche 583, no. 328 (PrCt)


Geneva (Ill.) - Description and travel - 1992


Geneva, Lake (Switzerland and France) - Maps - 1635

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

28722 Geneva (Switzerland) - Maps - 1695 - Fortification Geneve ville capitale d'une republique de meme nom ... [Paris : De Fer, 1695]. Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes -- avec leurs fortifications ... (1695-1696) 1 map ; 20 x 27 cm. In: Fer, Nicolas de. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes -- avec leurs fortifications ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, 1695-1696) pl. 2, map [22]. Manuscript '13' at upper right. Case folio U 26. 293 pl. 2, map [22] (PrCt)

28723 Geneva (Switzerland) - Maps - 1713 - Fortification Geneve ville capitale d'une republique de meme nom ... Paris : De Fer, [1713?]. Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Introduction à la fortification ... [1713?] 1 map ; 20 x 28 cm. In: Fer, Nicolas de. Introduction à la fortification ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, [1713?]) map [125]. For later state of this map, with engraved plate number, see Case folio U 26. 292. For earlier version of this map, engraved on different plate, see Case folio U 26. 293. Case oversize U 26. 2919 map [125] (PrCt)


Wax engraving.
G 11 .607 v. 2, p. 66 (PrCt)

28727 Geneva (Switzerland) - Maps - 1841<--Geneva Region (Switzerland) - Maps - 1841<--Geneva (Switzerland) - Maps - 1841 - Pictorial works
Geneva. (Genève), London : [Chapman and Hall], 1841 [i.e.1844].
Authors: Davies, Benjamin Rees -- Chapman and Hall -- Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (Great Britain) -- Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (Great Britain).
Maps of the Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (1844) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 29 x 38 cm.
'Engraved by B.R. Davies.'
Inset (8 x 8 cm.): Environ of Geneva.
Inset view (6 x 17 cm.): View of Geneva.

oversize Ayer 135 .S67 1844 v. 2, pl. [180] (PrCt)

28728 Geneva (Switzerland) - Maps - 1908<--Geneva (Switzerland : Canton) - Maps - 1908
Authors: Piccioni, Paul -- Librairie Atar (Geneva, Switzerland) -- Atar Librairie (Geneva, Switzerland) SEE Librairie Atar (Geneva, Switzerland)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 58 cm., folded in covers to 19 x 12 cm.
Cover title: Plan de Genève / edité par la Librairie Atar ...
Side and bottom margins include index to 'noms des rues et places.'
Inset (17 x 19 cm.): Canton de Genève
map3C G6044.G3 1908 .P5 (PrCt)

28729 Geneva (Switzerland) - Pictorial works - 1552<--Woodcuts
Claisimæae ciuitatis Geneensis situs & figuratio, latusque eius meridianum. [Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552].
Authors: Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552. Cosmographiae universalis ... (1552) -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : woodcut ; 16 x 35 cm., on sheet 32 x 40 cm.
Letterpress title above woodcut view with letterpress place names.
Added title in oversize Gothic font at top center: Genf.
Letterpress 97 and text on verso: Civitas Genevësis apvd allobрогes populos ... In: Münster, Sebastian. Cosmographiae universalis ... (Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552), p. 98-99.
VAULT folio Ayer 7 .M8 1552, p. 98-99 (PrCt)

28730 Geneva (Switzerland) - Pictorial works - 1567<--Geneva (Switzerland) SEE Geneva (Switzerland)
Vedendo quanto il mondo sia hoggi di curioso veder it sito e forma di Ginevra ... In Venetia] : alla librarìa della Colona [i.e. Bolognino Zaltieri], M.D. LXVII [1567, i.e. 1569].
Authors: Ballino, Giulio, d. ca. 1592 -- Ballino, Giulio, d. ca. 1592. De' disegni delle più illustri città, et fortezze del mondo ... (1569) -- Zaltieri, Bolognino, fl. 1555-1576
1 view ; 15 x 25 cm.
Includes references A-E, G-I, and K-O.
Letterpress text on verso.
In: Ballino, Giulio. De' disegni delle più illustri città, et fortezze del mondo ... (Venice: Bolognino Zaltieri, 1569), plate [1].
VAULT Case folio G 117 .06, plate [1] (PrCt)

28731 Geneva (Switzerland) - Tourism - 1950
Geneva Switzerland. [Geneva, Switzerland, ca.1950s].
1 sheet : photos (some col.), col. ills ; fold. to 22 x 11 cm

28732 Genep (Netherlands) - History - Siege, 1641 - Maps<--Genep (Netherlands) - Maps - 1641<--Frederick Henry, Prince of Orange, 1584-1647
... Arcis Gennippens oppugnatae atque expugnatae tabulam ... [Amsterdam] : C.J. Visscher excudit, 1641.
Authors: Visscher, Claes Jansz., 1586 or 7-1652 -- Visscher, Nicolaes, 1618-1679 -- Frederick Henry, Prince of Orange, 1584-1647 -- Renaudus, fl. 1641 -- Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 40 x 52 cm., on composite sheet 59 x 58 cm.
Title from dedication in upper right: Nobilissimis ac praepotentibus ... Henrico Frederico, Principi Auarium ... Engraved map of the 1641 siege of Genep.
Letterpress text at bottom: Korte verklaringe, mitsgaders de Asbeeldinge van't Leger van Sijn Hooghheydt den Prince van Orangien voor't... Genneper Huys ... t'Amsterdam, by Claes Iansz Visscher. Anno 1641.
Oriented with north at lower right.
Remnants of binding stub on verso.
Forms part of the Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Variant copy (uncolored): Visscher 050.
Campbell, Tony. Claes Jansz. Visscher : a

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
hundred maps described (1968), p. 16, no. 38.
Hollstein, F. W. H. Dutch and Flemish etchings, engravings, and woodcuts, ca. 1450-1700
(1949-), no. (92).

**28733**

**Gennep (Netherlands) - History - Siege, 1641 - Maps<<>>Gennep (Netherlands) - Maps - 1641<<>>Frederick Henry, Prince of Orange, 1584-1647<<>>Limburg (Netherlands) - Maps - 1641<<>>Gennep (Netherlands) - Maps - 1641 - Fortification

... Arcis Gennippens impressae atque expugnatae tabulam ...
[Amsterdam]: C.J. Visscher excudit, 1641.
Authors: Visscher, Claes Jansz., 1586 or 7-1652 -- Visscher, Nicolaes, 1618-1679 -- Frederick Henry, Prince of Orange, 1584-1647 -- Renaudus, fl. 1641 -- Visscher, Claes Jansz., 1586 or 7-1652. Genneper-Huys aldus by den Spangiaert gefortificeert (1641) -- Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map; 40 x 67 cm., mounted on sheet 49 x 74 cm.
Title from dedication in upper right: Nobilissimis ac praepotentibus Henrico Frederico, Principi Araisiorum ... . Engraved map of the 1641 siege of Gennep.
Oriented with north at lower right.
Mounted next to separately printed western continuation of the map (25 x 15 cm.) printed above an untitled inset of Limburg (15 x 14 cm.) bearing imprint 'Gedruckt bÿ Claes Ianss Visscher.'
Continuation and inset printed from separate plate.
Also mounted with another separately printed map (19 x 15 cm.); pasted and folded above the continuation, and bearing title: Genneper-Huys aldus by den Spangiaert gefortificeert.
Letterpress text on verso of composite sheet:
Brief declaration & description du camp de Son Altesse, le Prince d'Orenge, devant la maison de Gennep ... . En Amsterdam, chez Nicolas Ianssen Visscher ... 1641.
Forms part of the Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**28734**

**Gennep (Netherlands) - History - Siege, 1641 - Pictorial works<<>>Gennep (Netherlands) - Pictorial works - 1645
*De Stadt Gennep; T'Huys te Gennep.*
[Amsterdam]: C.J. Visscher, 1645.
Authors: Visscher, Claes Jansz., 1586 or 7-1652 -- Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library)
2 views; each 19 x 52 cm., on sheet 49 x 58 cm.
Hollstein, F. W. H. Dutch and Flemish etchings, engravings, and woodcuts, ca. 1450-1700 (1949-), no. 91.
Forms part of the Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**28735**

**Genoa (Duchy) - Maps - 1700<<>>Liguria (Italy) - Maps - 1700<<>>Piedmont (Italy) - Maps - 1700<<>>Lombardy (Italy) - Maps - 1700
La Republique de Genes, la principaute de Piemont, le Montferrat, et partie du duche de Milan.
Paris, [ca. 1700].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:156
1 map; hand col.; 49 x 70 cm.
Covers northwestern Italy.
3056
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**Sack map6F G6712.N61 1700 S2 (PrCt)**

**28736**

**Genoa (Duchy) - Maps - 1720<<>>Genoa (Italy) - Maps - 1720 - Pictorial works
Status reipublicae Genuensis. Amsterdam, [ca. 1720].
Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:158
1 map; hand col.; 47 x 54 cm.
Covers northwestern Italy.
Includes references 1-25.
2229
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**Sack map4F G6712.N61 1720 H6 (PrCt)**

**28737**

**Genoa (Duchy) - Maps - 1725
Status reipublicae Genuensis. Amsterdam, [ca. 1725].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Cövens et Mortier -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:155
1 map; hand col.; 48 x 55 cm.
Covers northwestern Italy.
Cf. Koeman Wit [62].
2109
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
28738 Genoa (Italy) - Maps - 1581

Authors: Duchetti, Claudio, fl. 1554-1585 -- Brambilla, Ambrosio, fl. 1581-1602 -- De Landau, Horace, barone, 1824-1903 -- Finaly, Madame, d. 1938 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 378 x 546 mm. (neat line), 408 x 548 mm. (plate mark)
Relief shown pictorially.
Keyed to references 1-58 in bottom margin.
Binding stub and manuscript '721' on verso.
Tooley 243.
Ex De Landau; ex Finaly.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Novacco 4F 223 (PrCt)

28739 Genoa (Italy) - Maps - 1689 - Pictorial works

Authors: Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1600-1718 -- Rossi, Domenico de, 1647-1719 -- Rossi, Giacomo Giovanni de -- Padoani, Domenico, fl. 1689 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718. Citta, fortezze, isole, e porti principale dell' Europa ... (1689) 1 map ; 32 x 43 cm.

VAULT folio Ayer 135 .C8 1689 pl. 4 (PrCt)

28740 Genoa (Italy) - Maps - 1689 - Pictorial works

Authors: Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1600-1718 -- Rossi, Domenico de, 1647-1719 -- Rossi, Giacomo Giovanni de -- Padoani, Domenico, fl. 1689 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718. Citta, fortezze, isole, e porti principale dell' Europa ... (1689) 1 map ; 32 x 43 cm.

VAULT folio Ayer 135 .C8 1689 pl. 3 (PrCt)

28741 Genoa (Italy) - Maps - 1695<<>>Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1695<<>>Engravings

L'Iconographie de la ville de Gennes. [Genoa?], 1695.
Authors: Lespine, Lodovico de -- Bertin, F., -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:Y32
1 map ; 41 x 55 cm., on sheet 43 x 63 cm.
Title from cartouche.
Added title at bottom of map: Genua muro altero recincta an. Dni. 1632 - et ut Videtur nunc 1695. Printed onto 1 sheet from 4 separate plates containing, respectively: map, title cartouche, Genoa coat-of-arms with Lespine's imprint, and key to numbered references 1-37.
Verso bears proof state of same map bearing added title above through '"...1632'; printed solely from map plate, lacking subsequent 1695 imprint. Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

3086 Sack map4F G6714.G4 1695 L4 (PrCt)

28742 Genoa (Italy) - Maps - 1696 - Fortification

Genes, ditte la superbe fameux port sur la Mer Mediterranee ... [Paris : De Fer, 1696].
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes ... (1695-1696) 1 map 20 x 27 cm.
In: Fer, Nicolas de. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes; avec leurs fortifications ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, 1695-1696) pt. 8, map [150] Manuscript '(1)' at upper right.

Case folio U 26. 293 pt. 8, map [150] (PrCt)

28743 Genoa (Italy) - Maps - 1713 - Fortification

Genes, ditte la superbe fameux port sur la Mer Mediterranée ... [Paris : De Fer, [1713]].
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Loon, H. V. (Herman van) -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Introduction à la fortification ... [1713?] 1 map ; 17 x 28 cm.
In: Fer, Nicolas de. Introduction à la fortification ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, [1713?]) map [143]. Map dated 1705.
For later state of this map, with engraved plate number, see Case folio U 26 .292.
For earlier version of this map, engraved on different plate, see Case folio U 26 .293.

Case oversize U 26 .2919 map [143] (PrCt)

28744 Genoa (Italy) - Maps - 1744 - Harbors<<>>Genoa (Italy) SEE Genoa (Italy)

Plan du port de Genes. [Amsterdam : Hendrik de Leth, 1744].
28746

**Genoa (Italy) - Maps - 1792**


Authors: Andrews, John, 1736-1809 -- Andrews, John, 1736-1809. A Collection of plans of the various capitals of Europe and ... the world [1792?] -- Stockdale, John, 1749?-1814 1 map ; 18 x 25 cm.


**Case folio G 13 .036 pl. 11 (PrCt)**

**28747**

**Genoa (Italy) - Maps - 1793 - Harbors - Nautical charts**


Authors: Faden, William, 1749-1836 -- Foot, T. (Thomas) -- Faden, William, 1749-1836. Le Petit Neptune français -- or, French coasting pilot for the coast of Flanders Channel Bay of Biscay and Mediterranean 1793 1 map ; 21 x 32 cm.

In: Faden, William. Le Petit Neptune français; or, French coasting pilot, for the coast of Flanders, Channel, Bay of Biscay, and Mediterranean ... (London : W. Faden, 1793). 'Plate 34.'

Cover Genoa and the the western coast of Italy.

Includes inset view (13 x 7 cm.): The Light house.

**mapC 123 pl. 34 (PrCt)**

**28748**

**Genoa (Italy) - Maps - 1800**


Authors: Stockdale, John, 1749?-1814 -- Stockdale, John, 1749?-1814. A Geographical, historical, and political description of the empire of Germany, Holland, the Netherlands, Switzerland, Prussia, Italy, Sicily, Corsica, and Sardinia ... (1800) 1 map ; 18 x 27 cm.

Includes 'References' 1-59.

In: Stockdale, John. A Geographical, historical, and political description of the empire of Germany, Holland, the Netherlands, Switzerland, Prussia, Italy, Sicily, Corsica, and Sardinia ... (London : Printed for John Stockdale, 1800) plate 13, opposite p. 198.

**M255 folio G 30 .333 pl. 13, opp. p. 198 (PrCt)**

**28749**

**Genoa (Italy) - Maps - 1836 - Fortification**

*Genoa. (Genova.) (Gènes.) ([London?] : Chapman & Hall, 1836 [i.e.1844].

Authors: Clarke, W. B. -- Davies, Benjamin Rees -- Chapman and Hall -- Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (Great Britain) -- Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (Great Britain). Maps of the Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (1844) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 29 x 38 cm.

'Drawn by W.B. Clarke.'

'Engraved by B.R. Davies.'

In: Chapman & Hall, 1836 [i.e.1844].

Includes 'References' 1-25.

Manuscript 'No. 46' and '47' on verso.

**oversize Ayer 135 .H7 1730, [plate 46] (PrCt)**

---

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Knowledge (London : Chapman and Hall, 1844) v. 2, plate [181].
Goldschmidt, 1932.

oversize Ayer 135 .S67 1844 v. 2, pl. [181] (PrCt)

28750 Genoa (Italy) - Maps - 1840 - Pictorial works

Genoa. [Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, 1840].
Authors: Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846 -- Lea & Blanchard -- Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846.
The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (1840)
1 view ; 3 x 7 cm.
In: Murray, Hugh. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, successors to Carey & Co., for George W. Gorton, 1840) v. 2, p. 42.
Wax engraving.
G 11 .607 v. 2, p. 42 (PrCt)

28751 Genoa (Italy) - Maps - 1908<<Genoa Region (Italy) - Maps - 1908<<Riviera (Italy) - Maps - 1908<<Genua (Italy) SEE Genoa (Italy)<<Genova (Italy) SEE Genoa (Italy) Illustrierter Führer durch Genua und längs der Riviera von Nizza bis Spezia / herausgegeben von Leo Woerl. Leipzig : Woerl's Reisebücherverlag, [1908?].
Authors: Woerl, Leo, 1843-1918 -- Woerl's Reisebücherverlag -- Woerl's Reisehandbücher -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)
Forward dated: 1908.
Includes index.
Edition: 4 Aufl.
Series: Woerl's Reisehandbücher.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskets G153 .W64 Genua (1908) (NLO)

28752 Genoa (Italy) - Maps - 1910<<Riviera (Italy) - Maps - 1910<<Riviera (France) - Maps - 1910

Authors: Fratelli Treves (Firm) -- Guide Treves -- Treves Fratelli (Firm) SEE Fratelli Treves (Firm)
152, [8] p., [34] leaves of plates (2 folded) : ill., 2 col. maps ; 16 cm.
"Con 2 incisioni e la pianta topografica di Genova."
Includes index.
Publisher's advertisements on endpapers and [8] p. at end.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskets G153 .G83 Genova (1910) (NLO)

28753 Genoa (Italy) - Maps - 1932<<Pegli (Italy) - Maps - 1932<<Nervi (Italy) - Maps - 1932

Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag -- Goldschmidt, Albert -- Kraatz, Leopold -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)
'Mit 8 Karten.'
Maps lithographed by Leopold Kraatz.
Map on inside front cover.
Advertisements: viii p. at end.
Includes index.
Series: Grieben-Reiseführer ; Bd. 175
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskets G153 .G75 Bd. 175 (1932) (NLO)

28754 Genoa (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1560

Genova / Apud Ioannem Fr[m?]. Camocium. [Venice : s.n., ca. 1560?].
Authors: Camocio, Giovanni Francesco, 16th cent. -- De Landau, Horace, barone, 1824-1903 -- Finaly, Madame, d. 1938 -- Franco Novacco
Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 230 x 405 mm. (neat line), on sheet remargined to 353 x 549 mm.
Relief shown pictorially.
Bottom margin includes references *, A-I, M-T, V, X-Z, & K and L.
Ex De Landau; ex Finaly.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
f16
Novacco 4F 222 (PrCt)

28755 Genoa (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1569

Genova. [Venice : Bolognino Zaltieri, 1569].
Authors: Ballino, Giulio, d. ca. 1592 -- Ballino, Giulio, d. ca. 1592.
De' disegni delle piu illustri città, et fortezze del mondo ... (1569) -- Zaltieri, Bolognino, fl. 1555-1576
1 view ; 16 x 28 cm.
Includes references 1-25.
Letterpress text on verso.
In: Ballino, Giulio. De' disegni delle piu illustri città, et fortezze del mondo ... (Venice: Bolognino Zaltieri, 1569), plate [38].
VAULT Case folio G 117 .06, plate [38] (PrCt)

28756 Genoa (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1573

Authors: Lafréry, Antoine, 1512-1588 -- Gratiani, Paolo, d. 1579.
Petri de, fl. 1560 -- Pietro de, fl. 1560
Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 birds-eye-view ; 41 x 55.6 cm.
'Petri de Nobilibus formis. Romae apud Antonium Lafrerÿ MDLXXXIII.'
Scale varies.
Parts of top and bottom neat lines trimmed away ; small piece missing at TR.
'A Paolo Gratiano questia' [BRc]
Includes references 1-58.
'H.R. Ae 1625 pag. 5' [in ms., TL] ; numbered 24

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
28760

Gentry County (Mo.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners\rightarrow Counties - Maps\rightarrow Landowners - Maps
Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960- -- Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)
192 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
1st ed.
'Deluxe edition.'

Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).
‘3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.’ Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).
Includes indexes.
Series: Family maps
ISBN 1420303643
Local History Ref F472.G4 B69 2006 (NLO)

28761

Geobibline (Czech Geographical Bibliography Online)\rightarrow Czech Republic - Geography - Bibliography - Electronic information resources - 2013\rightarrow Slovakia - Geography - Bibliography - Electronic information resources - 2013\rightarrow Cartography - Czech Republic - Bibliography - Electronic information resources - 2013\rightarrow Czech Geographical Bibliography Online SEE Geobibline (Czech Geographical Bibliography Online)

Geobibline: the Czech Geographical Bibliography Online. [2013?].
Authors: Geobibline (Czech Geographical Bibliography Online) -- Czech Geographical Bibliography Online SEE Geobibline (Czech Geographical Bibliography Online) -- Novotná, Eva
1 flyr. (2 p.) : col. ill. ; on sheet 21 x 30 cm., folded to 21 x 10 cm.
Introduction to searching the website published by Library of the Geographical Sciences, Faculty of Science, and the Computer Centre at Charles University in Prague; Masaryk University in Brno; and J. E. Purkyne University in Usti nad Labem (accessed July 2013): http://www.geobibline.cz/
The Geobibline database includes over 175,000 bibliographic references and links to digital reproductions of books, maps, series, journal and proceeding articles, electronic sources, and university theses from 1510 to present-day.
Gift 2013, Eva Novotná.
Vert 272 no. 3 (Pr Ct)

28758

Genoa (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1620
Genova ligurum domina atque regina ciuitas Italiae ... [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Camocio, Giovanni Francesco, 16th cent. -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : hand col. ; 16 x 47 cm.
View derived from a ca.1591 print by Giovanni Francesco Camocio; see R.A. Skelton's Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.
Added title in uppercase lettering: Genova.
On same sheet with: Florentia vrbs est insignis Hetruriae ... .
Latin letterpress text on verso under titles: Genova -- Florentia.
In: Braun, Georg and Franz Hogenberg. Civitates orbis terrarum. [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620] v. 1, plate 44
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 1, pl. 44 (Pr Ct)

28759

Gentilcore, R. Louis, 1924-. Ontario's history in maps (1984) - Reviews
Ontario's history in maps: review article.
Gentilcore, R. Louis, 1924- -- R.A. Skelton's introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum -- Giovanni Francesco Camocio; see R.A. Skelton's introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.
1 view : hand col. ; 16 x 47 cm.
View derived from a ca.1591 print by Giovanni Francesco Camocio; see R.A. Skelton's Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.
Added title in uppercase lettering: Genova.
On same sheet with: Florentia vrbs est insignis Hetruriae ... .
Latin letterpress text on verso under titles: Genova -- Florentia.
In: Braun, Georg and Franz Hogenberg. Civitates orbis terrarum. [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620] v. 1, plate 44
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 1, pl. 44 (Pr Ct)

28757

Genoa (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1620
Genova ligurum domina atque regina ciuitas Italiae ... [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Camocio, Giovanni Francesco, 16th cent. -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : hand col. ; 16 x 47 cm.
View derived from a ca.1591 print by Giovanni Francesco Camocio; see R.A. Skelton's Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.
Added title in uppercase lettering: Genova.
On same sheet with: Florentia vrbs est insignis Hetruriae ... .
Latin letterpress text on verso under titles: Genova -- Florentia.
In: Braun, Georg and Franz Hogenberg. Civitates orbis terrarum. [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620] v. 1, plate 44
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 1, pl. 44 (Pr Ct)
28763  Geodesy
Geodesy for map librarians. 1983.
Authors:  Sebert, Louis Mason, 1916-2002
From Assoc. of Canadian Map Libraries, Bulletin 48 (Sept. 83): 41-43; 49 Dec. 83): 5-9; 50 (Mar. 84): 8-13, 51 (Jun 84): 24-29; 52(Sept. 84): 49-57...
BHC 2260
Vert 1727 (PrCt)

28764  Geodesy
Authors: Smith, James R. (James Raymond), 1935-
xii, 151 p. : ill. ; 28 cm.
Bibliography: p. 137-140.
Includes index.
ISBN 0910845336
folio QB281 .S65 1988 (NLO)

28765  Geodesy - 1876
Geodesy, 1876.
Authors: All the Year Round p. 136-139
Photocopy of article in: All the year round n.s 36 (2 April 1876): 136-139.
A popular account.
Ayer Modern MS Karrow, box 2, folder 15, no. 1 (PrCt)

28766  Geodesy - 1909<<>>Isostasy - 1909<<>>World maps - 1909 - Geodesy
Geodesy: the figure of the earth and isostasy from measurements in the United States.
Authors: Hayford, John Fillmore, 1868-1925 -- U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 178 p. : ill., charts, 5 maps ; 30 cm.
At head of title: Department of commerce and labor. Coast and geodetic survey. O.H. Tittmann, superintendent.
Incomplete; lacking map no. 15.
Issued also as Special publication no. 82, U.S. Coast and geodetic survey.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 09035666
Baskes folio QB283 .U5 1909 Suppl. (NLO)

28767  Geodesy - 1910<<>>Isostasy - 1910<<>>World maps - 1910 - Geodesy
Authors: Hayford, John Fillmore, 1868-1925 -- U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Coast and Geodetic Survey (U.S.) SEE U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey 80 p. : charts, 6 fold. maps. ; 30 cm.
Supplement to: U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey. Geodesy: the figure of the earth and isostasy from measurements in the United States.
Maps 2-6 in pocket at end.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 10035666
Baskes folio QB283 .U5 1909 Suppl. (NLO)

28768  Geodesy - 1912<<>>Isostasy - 1912<<>>Gravity - 1912<<>>World maps - 1912 - Geodesy
Geodesy: the effect of topography and isostatic compensation upon the intensity of gravity.
Includes index.
Series: Special publication, no. 10
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio QB331 .U58 1912 (NLO)

28769  Geodesy - Algeria - 1873
Geodetic Operations in Algeria . 1873.
Authors: Van Nostrand's engineering magazine -- Nature p. 22-23
Reprinted from 'Nature.'
About operations by Captain Perrier and M. Versigny to connect triangulations in North Africa with those in France and Spain.
Ayer Modern MS Karrow, box 2, folder 15, no. 2 (PrCt)

28770  Geodesy - History
The Figure of the earth up to 1750. 1987.
Authors: Smith, J. R., fl. 1873 -- International Map Collectors' Society In IMCoS Map Fair & Exhibition 1987, p.29-35: maps, ills.
BHC 1250
Vert 870 (PrCt)

28771  Geodesy - History - 1927
Geodesy: A Brief historical sketch. 1927.
Authors: Mathieson, John p. 328-347
Photocopy of article in: Scottish geographical...
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item Number</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
and Geodetic Survey showing the progress of the work during the fiscal year ending with ...
Continued by: U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey.
Annual report of the director, United States Coast and Geodetic Survey to the Secretary of Commerce for the fiscal year ended ...
Fiscal year ends June 30.
Available on NOAA Central Library website (August 2007):
http://docs.lib.noaa.gov/rescue/cgs/data%5Frescue/cgs/data%5Fannual%5Freports.html;
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: sn 87030396
Baskes folio QB296 .U5 (NLO)

Annual report of the superintendent, Coast and Geodetic Survey to the Secretary of Commerce and Labor for the fiscal year ended ...
8 v. : ill., 132 maps, charts ; 23 cm.
Continues: U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey.
Report of the superintendent of the U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey showing the progress of the work during the fiscal year ending with ...
Continued by: U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey.
Annual report of the director, United States Coast and Geodetic Survey to the Secretary of Commerce for the fiscal year ended ...
Vols. for 1912/13-1918/19 have title: Annual report of the superintendent, United States Coast and Geodetic Survey to the Secretary of Commerce for the fiscal year ended ...
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Full text available via Internet from the NOAA Central Library website (accessed May 2007):
http://purl.access.gpo.gov/GPO/LPS70062
LC Card Number: sn 87030396
Baskes folio QB296 .U5 (NLO)

28781 Geographers - 1700-1799
Authors: Cappon, Lester Jesse, 1900-1981
Reprinted from the Proceedings of the American Antiquarian Society (October 1971) [F 028 .0305].
Vert 133 (PrCt)

28782 Geographers - 1791 - Portraits<<<<Astronomers - 1791 - Portraits Celestial and Terrestrial Studies; Astronomy, Geography. London : Carrington Bowles, 2 May 1791.
Authors: Bowles, Carrington, 1724-1793 -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library)
1 engraved sheet : hand col. ; 43.5 x 35 cm. (plate mark)
An engraved border sheet, apparently intended to have additional matter printed in, or pasted over, blank spaces. Portraits and illustrations surround sheet: at top left, orrery and man looking through telescope; top right, waywiser, surveyors with chain, man measuring on map; right border, portraits of Raleigh and Cook; left border, portraits of Archimedes and Newton. Open space in middle of sheet about 24 x 20 cm. In bottom border, oval cartouche (empty) surmounted by compass and supported by figures of an astronomer and a geographer. Engraved at upper right corner: No. 38.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Condition: Hinged in mat, slightly wrinkled, fine. Purchased from Old Print Shop, Jan. 1974, for $150. Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection. Previous location: C-unboxed AMcN III PC 3970 (PrCt)

Authors: Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718 -- Armao, Ermanno, 1887-67 p.; 22 cm.
Z6002 .C6 (NLO)

28784 Geographers - Bio-bibliography Cartographers - Bio-bibliography Historians of cartography - Bio-bibliography
Authors: Freeman, Thomas Walter -- Oughton, Marguerita -- Pinchemel, Philippe -- International Geographical Union. Commission on the History of Geographical Thought
v. : ill.; 28 cm.
folio Z6001.G42 G67 (NLO)

28785 Geographers, German - Biography
Authors: Dickinson, Robert Eric, 1905- -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G99 .D5 1969b (NLO)

28786 Geographers - Portraits Cartographers - Portraits
Authors: Tooley, R. V. (Ronald Vere), 1898-1986 -- Map Collectors' Circle -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
2 v. : chiefly ports ; 25 cm.
Series: Map collector's series ; no. 104-105
Duplicate copy: Map Ref Z6003 .M3 nos. 104, 105

28787 Geographers - Soviet Union - Biography Geographers - Russia - Biography
Authors: Shabad, Theodore -- Harris, Chauncy D. (Chauncy Dennison), 1914-2003 -- American Geographical Society of New York
ii, p. 153-366 ; 26 cm.
"Special issue."
Published in cooperation with American Geographical Society.
Also paginated 61-274.
To Collection Services for cataloging, Dec. 2010 (PrCt)

28788 Geographic Information Systems
A Link between cartographic theory and mapping practice: the nearest neighbor statistic. 1970.
Authors: Morrison, Joel L.
BHC 1858 Vert 1426 (PrCt)

28789 Geographic Information Systems
Cartographers of a world of data. 1989.
Authors: Steinberg, Don
From PC/Computing (Nov. 1989): 112,114-118. maps..
BHC 2289 Vert 1844 (PrCt)

28790 Geographic Information Systems
Bidimensional regression : a computer program. c1977.
Authors: Tobler, Waldo R. (Waldo Rudolph), 1930- [2], 72 p. : ill. ; 28 cm.
Xerox copy of typescript.
BHC 2359 Vert 1911 (PrCt)

28791 Geographic Information Systems
Chapter 1.1: surveying multidimensional measurement. [1977 or later].
Authors: Tobler, Waldo R. (Waldo Rudolph), 1930- 9 p. ; 29 cm.
Photocopies from an unidentified text; includes references dated to 1977.
Vert 1904 (PrCt)

28792 Geographic information systems - 1997 Remote sensing - 1997

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
28794 Geographic information systems - Congresses

Geographic information systems and libraries : patrons, maps, and spatial information / edited by Linda C. Smith, Myke Gluck. [Urbana] : Graduate School of Library and Information Science, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, 1996.

Authors: Smith, Linda C. -- Gluck, Myke -- Clinic on Library Applications of Data Processing (32nd : 1995 : University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign)
240 p. : ill., maps ; 24 cm.

Includes bibliographical references and index.
LC Card Number: 97146815
ISBN 0878450971 (acid-free paper) ; 9780878450978 (acid-free paper)
G70.212 .G4455 1996 (NLO)

28795 Geographic information systems - 2012


Authors: Lin, Hui, 1954- -- Batty, Michael -- ESRI Press
vi, 350 p. : ill. (some col.), maps (some col.) ; 26 cm.

Esri Press ed.

Contents: Online virtual environments and Web 2.0 technologies -- Virtual cities and virtual landscapes -- User interfaces, public participation and GeoVisualization -- Constructing mobile and networked virtual geographic environments -- Mobility and dynamics in visualization.

Includes bibliographical references and index.

ISBN 9781589483187 ; 1589483189
2013013050 on order (NLO)

28796 Geographic information systems - Libraries - Special collections - Geographic information systems - United States


Authors: Association of Research Libraries -- Davie, D. Kevin
37 p. ; 28 cm.

'March 1999.'

'Systems and Procedures Exchange Center.'

Includes bibliographical references (p. 35-37).
Accompanied by SPEC flyer 238.
Series: SPEC kit, 238
LC Card Number: 00266375
folio Z671 .S64 no. 238 (NLO)

28797 Geographic Information Systems - Land Office Records - Geographic Information Systems

Integrating 19th-century land office records and a geographic information system. 1995.

Authors: Schroeder, Erich K.
From Illinois GIS & Mapnotes (Fall, 1995): 12-17.
28804 Geographical Perception
Authors: Wood, Denis
36 leaves.
Vert 447 (PrCt)

28805 Geographical perception - 2006
Includes bibliographical references (p. 285-333) and index.
LC Card Number 96030294
Contributor biographical information and publisher description on Library of Congress website (March 2006):
http://www.loc.gov/catdir/bios/ucal051/96030294.html --
http://www.loc.gov/catdir/description/ucal042/96030294.html
ISBN 0520207424 (alk. paper) ; 0520207432 (pbk. : alk. paper)
G71.5 .L48 1997 (NLO)

28806 Geographical perception - 2008
Human geography - 2008
Maps in art
Authors: Cosgrove, Denis E.
Spine title: Geography & vision
Contents: Geography and vision -- Extra-terrestrial geography -- Gardening the Renaissance world -- Mapping Arcadia -- Measures of America -- Wilderness, habitable earth and the nation -- The morphological eye -- Ruskin’s European visions -- Moving maps -- Carto-city -- Seeing the Pacific -- Seeing the equator.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 219-248) and index.
Series: International library of human geography ; 12.
Contributor biographical information, publisher description, and table of contents available on Library of Congress website (accessed June 2011):
http://catdir.loc.gov/catdir/enhancements/fy0837/2008298288-b.html --
http://catdir.loc.gov/catdir/enhancements/fy0837/2008298288-d.html --

28800 Geographical Perception
How to get there from here: a methodology for the comparison of cognitive maps. 1975.
Authors: Buttenfield, Barbara Pfeil
Vert 360 (PrCt)

28801 Geographical perception
Authors: Gould, Peter, 1932-- White, Rodney, 1943-- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
204 p. : ill., maps ; 20 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 193-197) and index.
Series: Pelican geography and environmental studies -- Pelican books
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copy: 4A 18342
LC Card Number: 74176062
ISBN 014021688X
Baskes G71.5 .G68 1974 (NLO)

28802 Geographical perception
Authors: Stein, Howard F. -- Niederland, William G., 1904--xxiii, 252 p. : ill. ; 23 cm.
Bibliography: p. 227-244.
Includes index.
ISBN 0806122323
G71.5 .M36 1989 (NLO)

28803 Geographical Perception
Authors: Tobler, Waldo R. (Waldo Rudolph), 1930-


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
7, 3 leaves : 28 cm.
Photocopy of typescript dated 17 November 1949.
'List of maps in the numbered series in the Cartographic Records Branch, National Archives' on last three leaves includes 'Published maps' and 'Manuscript, unpublished maps.'

Ayer Modern MS Karrow, box 3, folder 29, no. 10 (PrCt)

Geographical Surveys West of the 100th Meridian (U.S.)
Geological surveys - United States - 1871-1879
Authors: Guth, Peter L.
p. 57-65

Ayer Modern MS Karrow, box 3, folder 26, no. 13 (PrCt)

Geographical Surveys West of the 100th Meridian (U.S.) - Juvenile fiction - 1882
Authors: Rideing, William H. (William Henry), 1853-1918
p. 118-119, 330-331
Photocopies from Rideing's book, with notes on other pages containing specific references to the Wheeler Survey, to which Rideing was attached as a journalist.

Ayer Modern MS Karrow, box 2, folder 19, no. 1 (PrCt)

Geographical Surveys West of the 100th Meridian (U.S.) - Wheeler, George Montague, 1842-1905. Progress-Report upon Geographical and Geological Explorations...
(1874) - Reviews
Authors: Overland monthly (San Francisco, Calif.)
p. 110-111
Photocopy from: Overland monthly 15 (July 1875): 110-111.

Ayer Modern MS Karrow, box 2, folder 15, no. 9 (PrCt)

Geography - 100-1199 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Atlases - 1000-1199 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Maps - Facsimiles
Authors: Ptolemy, active 2nd century. Mss. (Cod. vat. lat. 5698) -- Ptolemy, active 2nd century. Mss. (Cod. vat. Urb. graec. 83) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
2 v. in 4. : maps (part double) ; 35 cm. (vol. [II] pt. II: 75 cm.)
Facsimile of a 12th-century (?)manuscript of 111 leaves (an earlier pagination not including the blank guard leaf ("vorsteckblatt") enumerates 110 leaves).
In the manuscript (Urbinas 82) the map of the world is inserted in book 7, and the 26 maps of Europe, Asia and Africa are with book 8; in the facsimile, the maps form a separate volume. Written in double columns on both sides of leaf. The maps are produced in the exact size of the original; the text on a slightly reduced scale.
VAULT Ayer 6 .P9 1932f (NLO)

Geography - 1200-1399 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Atlases - 1000-1199 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Maps - Facsimiles
Ptolemy, active 2nd century. Geographia

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Ptolemy, active 2nd century.
Geographia -- Stückelberger, Alfred, 1935- -- Grasshoff, Gerd -- Mittenhuber, Florian -- Schwabe Verlag
1 atlas (2 v. (1018 p.) : ill., col. maps) ; 25 cm. + 1 CD-ROM
Uniform title: Geographia.
The Greek text was established by collating five manuscripts of the 13th and 14th centuries.
Includes bibliographical references and indexes.
The reconstituted maps, with their accompanying texts, are in v. 2, pp. 742-907.
The CD-ROM is a searchable database of all names and the coordinates of the locations contained in Ptolemy's work.
ISBN 3796521487
Ayer G87 .P845 2006 (NLO)

Geographia
1 atlas ([216] p.) : col. ill., 27 col. maps ; 46 cm. Facsimile of 15th-century manuscript at the University of Valencia (Ms. codex no. 1895). Translated from Greek to Latin by Jacopo D'Angelo. Rubricated throughout.
Ayer oversize G1005 14-- .A4 1983 (NLO)

Geographia
Authors: Ptolemy, active 2nd century -- Pagani, Lelio -- Biblioteca nazionale (Naples, Italy).
Manuscript. Codex Lat. VF 32 -- Naples (Italy).
Biblioteca nazionale SEE Biblioteca nazionale (Naples, Italy) -- Biblioteca nazionale di Napoli SEE Biblioteca nazionale (Naples, Italy) -- Biblioteca nazionale "Vittorio Emanuele III" SEE Biblioteca nazionale (Naples, Italy) -- Biblioteca borbonica SEE Biblioteca nazionale (Naples, Italy) -- National Library of Naples SEE Biblioteca nazionale (Naples, Italy)
"Die hier wiedergegebenen Tafeln sind Faksimile-Reproduktionen der 27 Landkarten aus dem Kodex Lat. v.f. 32, der Cosmographia des Ptolemäus, der in der Bibliothek Nazionale in heapel aufbemahrt wird."
"Die originalausgabe erschien in Italian in der Reihe Collana di Cartografia Antica." Bibliography : p.[10].
Case oversize G1005 14-- .P314 1977 (NLO)

Geography - 1409 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Atlases, Italian - 1409 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Map - Facsimiles - Ptolemy, active 2nd century. Geographia - Italian Atlases SEE Atlases, Italian
Géographie de Ptolémée. Paris : Catala frères, [1926?].

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.


**Geography - 1477<>>>Atlases, Italian - 1477<>>>Ptolemy, active 2nd century.**

**Geographia (1477)<>>>Münzer, Hieronymus, d. 1508 - Library**


Title from cover of facsimile.

Imprint from title page of accompanying essay.


Facsimile of original published Bologna, 1477; reproduced from original at the Pierpont Morgan Library. Imprint from paste-on labels on half-title page and verso of title page, replacing original imprint of Amsterdam: N. Israel; Meridian Publishing Co., 1963.

Maps in the 1477 ed. might have been edited by Taddeo Crivelli; see R.A. Skelton's 'Bibliographical note' on p. v-ix.

Uniform title: Geographia.

Series: Theatrum Orbis Terrarum series of atlases in facsimile, 1. ser., v. 1

Errata slip inserted.

Cf. Phillips 5912.

Formerly oversize Ayer 136. T37 1963 ser. 1 v. 1

LC Card Number: map64000353

Map Ref oversize G1025 .T37 ser. 1, v. 1 (NLO)


Geography - 1478 Atlases, Italian - 1478 Ptolemy, active 2nd century.

**Geographia (1478)**

*Cosmographia. Roma. 1478. With an introd. by R.A. Skelton.*

Amsterdam: Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, 1966.

Authors: Ptolemy, active 2nd century --

Calderino, Domizio, 1447-1478 -- Gemistus Plethon, George, active 15th century -- D'Angelo,

Conrad Sweynheim, responsible, with Arnold Pannartz, for introducing printing into Italy.

Sweynheim worked on the maps from 1474 until his death in 1477. --Campbell, Earliest printed maps, p. 132

Uniform title: Geographia.


Includes untitled Ptolemaic world map in conic projection (Shirley, Mapping of the world, no. 4). Each of the 27 maps appears on two separate leaves facing each other and printed on only one side.

Signatures: [a-d8·10 e-g8 h10 i-o8 p6]/ Collation from BM 15th cent.

In Lilly Library copy all leaves stubbed and those of the text decorated with binder's rolls at juncture of stubs and leaves; inner border of leaf [1v] in gold; leaf [2r] with four borders in gold and illuminated capital and decorations.

For detailed description of the maps, see Tony Campbell, The earliest printed maps 1472-1500, 1987, p.131.

Text in double columns except that on leaf [1v].

References: C.E. Armstrong, Copies of Ptolemy's Geography in American libraries (1962) no. 3; Phillips 5913; Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 507; OCLC 36520701; Goff P-1083; Hain 13537; BM 15th cent., IV, p. 78 (IC.18252); Sabin 66470; BN cat. des incun., P-683; Rhodes, Oxford Colleges 1479; Proctor 3613; BSB-Ink P-858; ISTC ip01083000; Bodleian Library 15th cent., P-527; LC Incun. 1478; Campbell, Earliest printed maps, 121-147

LCCN: 65-58844

Exhibited at the Newberry Library as part of Ptolemy's geography and Renaissance mapmakers (November 3, 2007-February 16, 2008).

**VAULT oversize Ayer 6 P9 1478 (NLO)**

---

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)**

**PrCt**

---

**Map Ref oversize G1025 .T37 ser. 2, v. 6 (NLO)**

**VAULT oversize Ayer 6 .P9 B5 1480a (NLO)**

**Geography - 1482<<<<Atlases, German - 1482<<<<Map printing - Woodcuts - Maps - 1482<<<<Woodcuts**

*Cosmographia.* [Ulm, Germany : Lienhart Hol, 1482].

Authors: Ptolemy, active 2nd century -- Nicolaus Germanus, 15th cent. -- D'Angelo, Jacopo -- Schnitzer, Johann -- Hol, Lienhart -- Ptolemy, active 2nd century. Geographia -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

[140] p., [64] leaves : ill., 32 maps (woodcuts) ; 44 cm. (fol.)

Based on a manuscript edited and with maps by Nicolaus Germanus; Latin translation by Jacopo d'Angelo.

At the top of the first map is a woodcut inscription: *Incultum est per Iohanne[m]* Schnitzer de Arm[ss]heim

Title and imprint from Goff and ISTC.

Uniform title: Geographia.


The first edition of Ptolemy printed in Germany and the first edition in which woodcut maps appear.

The maps, double, except for the last, are on separate sheets, most of them with a descriptive text printed on the back within woodcut borders; these texts are known in several variants. Woodcuts: [4] diagrams, initials, [32] maps. 'Maps ... redrawn, corrected and improved ... by Nicolaus Donis [i.e. Nicolaus Germanus] ... [who] also added the five modern maps, one of which contains the first printed representation of Greenland, laid down as a peninsula of northern Europe under the name of Engronelant.' --Sabin, 66472.

'This version of Ptolemy's Cosmographia was the first to include the accompanying text on the verso of the map concerned ... Since the map sheets appear to have been gathered up for binding in a random manner, the setting of the text cannot be used for establishing a chronological sequence of copies ...' --Campbell,
Earliest printed maps, p. 136.
Cf. Hain, BM 15th cent., and Sabin for information on variants.
Signatures: a10 b-g h121 + 32 sheets of two leaves each not forming part of gatherings.
Pref. on fol. a1r begins: Beatissimo Patri Pavlo Secvndo Pontifici Maximo; Beatissimo Patri Paulo Secundo Pontifici Maximo; Incipit: [N]on me fugit, beatissimae patr ...; Non me fugit, beatissimae pater ...; Header on fol. a2r, col. 1, line 26: Clavdii Ptholomei Cosmographi liber primvs hec habet; Clavdii Ptholomei Cosmographi liber primus hec habet; Incipit on fol. a2r, col. 2, line 23: Cladii [sic] Ptolomei viri Alexandrini Cosmographiae liber primvs incipit; Clavdii Ptolomei viri Alexandrini Cosmographiae liber primus incipit.
The other Newberry copy differs by having the last leaf (recto) printed from type; cf. VAULT oversize Ayer 6. P9 1482b.

References: C.E. Armstrong, Copies of Ptolemy's Geography in American libraries (1962) no. 6; OCLC 35015317; Phillips 353; Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 510; Goff P-1084; ISTC ip01084000; BM 15th cent., II, p. 538 (IC.9306); Hain-Copinger *13539; Bodleian Library 15th cent., P-528; Copinger 4976; Sabin 66472; BSB-Ink P-859; Winsor, Bibliography of Ptolemy's Geography, p. 5-6; Klebs 812.5; Sajó–Soltész 2863; IGI 8183; LD 3840; Madsen 3416; Ohly-Sack 2428; Rhodes, Oxford Colleges, 1480; Proctor 2556; Campbell, Earliest printed maps, 179-210; LCCN: 48-42060.

Exhibited at the Newberry Library as part of Ptolemy's geography and Renaissance mapmakers (November 3, 2007-February 16, 2008).

VAULT oversize Ayer 6. P9 1482a (NLO)

28856 Geography - 1482 Atlas; German - 1482 Map printing - Woodcuts - Maps - 1482 Woodcuts Cosmographia. [Ulm, Germany : Lienhart Hol, 1482].


Based on a manuscript edited and with maps by Nicolaus Germanus; Latin translation by Jacopo d'Angelo.

At the top of the first map is a woodcut inscription: Inciput est per Iohannes[m]

Schnitzer de Arm[ss]heim

Title and imprint from Goff and ISTC.

Uniform title: Geographia.

Colophon: Clavdii Ptolomei viri Alexandrini Cosmographie octavvs et vltrvmvs liber explicit


The first edition of Ptolemy printed in Germany and the first edition in which woodcut maps appear.

The maps, double, except for the last, are on separate sheets, most of them with a descriptive text printed on the back within woodcut borders; these texts are known in several variants.

Woodcuts: [4] diagrams, initials, [32] maps. 'Maps ... redrawn, corrected and improved ... by Nicolaus Donis [i.e. Nicolaus Germanus] ... [who] also added the five modern maps, one of which contains the first printed representation of Greenland, laid down as a peninsula of northern Europe under the name of Engronelant.'--Sabin, 66472.

'This version of Ptolemy's Cosmographia was the first to include the accompanying text on the verso of the map concerned ... Since the map sheets appear to have been gathered up for binding in a random manner, the setting of the text cannot be used for establishing a chronological sequence of copies ...'--Campbell, Earliest printed maps, p. 136.

Cf. Hain, BM 15th cent., and Sabin for information on variants.

Signatures: a10 b-g h121 + 32 sheets of two leaves each not forming part of gatherings.
Pref. on fol. a1r begins: Beatissimo Patri Pavlo Secvndo Pontifici Maximo; Beatissimo Patri Paulo Secundo Pontifici Maximo; Incipit: [N]on me fugit, beatissimae patr ...; Non me fugit, beatissimae pater ...; Header on fol. a2r, col. 1, line 26: Clavdii Ptholomei Cosmographi liber primvs hec habet; Clavdii Ptholomei Cosmographi liber primus hec habet; Incipit on fol. a2r, col. 2, line 23: Cladii [sic] Ptolomei viri Alexandrini Cosmographiae liber primvs incipit; Clavdii Ptolomei viri Alexandrini Cosmographie liber primus incipit.

This copy differs from the other Newberry copy by having the last leaf (recto) printed from type; cf. VAULT oversize Ayer 6. P9 1482a

References: C.E. Armstrong, Copies of Ptolemy's Geography in American libraries (1962) no. 6; OCLC 35015317; Phillips 353; Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 510; Goff P-1084; ISTC ip01084000; BM 15th cent., II, p. 538 (IC.9306); Hain-Copinger *13539; Bodleian Library 15th cent., P-528; Copinger 4976; Sabin 66472; BSB-Ink P-859; Winsor, Bibliography of Ptolemy's Geography, p. 5-6; Klebs 812.5; Sajó–Soltész 2863; IGI 8183; LD 3840; Madsen 3416; Ohly-Sack 2428; Rhodes, Oxford Colleges, 1480; Proctor 2556; Campbell, Earliest printed maps, 179-210; LCCN: 48-42060.

Exhibited at the Newberry Library as part of
### 28857 Geoffrey - 1482

**Atlases, German - 1482**

**Ptolemy, active 2nd century.**

**Geographia (1482)**


Bibliography: p. xi.

The original is a Latin translation by Jacopo d'Angelo, and was edited by Nicolaus Germanus. At the top of the first map is a woodcut inscription: 'Insculptum est per Iohanne[m] Schnitzer de Arm[ss]heim.' Series: *Theatrum Orbis Terrarum* series of atlases in facsimile, 1st ser., v. 2.

Formerly Map6C 10 72-1281

**Map Ref oversize G1025 .T37 ser. 1, v. 2 (NLO)**

### 28859 Geography - 1486

**Atlases, German - 1486**

**Cosmographia. [Ulm, Germany : Johann Reger for Justus de Albano, 1486].**

Authors: Ptolemy, active 2nd century -- Nicolaus Germanus, 15th cent. -- D'Angelo, Jacopo -- Schnitzer, Johann -- Reger, Johann, fl. 1486-1499 -- Albano, Justus de, fl. 1486 -- Ptolemy, active 2nd century. *Geographia* -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) [140] l. : diagrs. and 32 col. double maps ; 44 x 29 cm. (fol.) Based on a manuscript edited and with maps by Nicolaus Germanus; translated by Jacobus Angelus.

Colophon: Impressvm Vlme opera rt expensis Ivsti de Albano de Venetiis per provisorem svvm Johannem Reger. anno. Domini. M.CCCC.-LXXVVI.

Uniform title: *Geographia*. The first map is signed 'Jnsculptum est per Johanne. Schnitter de Armszheim.' Most of the woodcut maps, which were printed from the same blocks as those of the Ulm, 1482 edition (q.v), have descriptive text printed on the recto of the first leaf. Includes 'De locis ac mirabilibvs mvndi. Et primo de tribvs orbis partlbvs.'

References: C.E. Armstrong, *Copies of Ptolemy's Geography in American libraries* (1962) no. 7; Phillips 354; *Atlases in libraries of Chicago* (1936) no. 512; Hain-Copinger 13540; BMC, II, 540.1C.9403; Sabin 66473; Polain 3283; Proctor 2580; OCLC 80694053

Exhibited at the Newberry Library as part of Ptolemy's geography and Renaissance mapmakers (November 3, 2007-February 16, 2008).

**VAULT oversize Ayer 6 .P9 1486b (NLO)**

### 28860 Geography - 1490

**Atlases, Italian - 1490**

**[Cosmographia]. [Rome : Petrus de Turre, 1490].**


Facsimile of original published Florence, 1482; reproduced from original in the British Library.

Uniform title: *Geographia*

Bibliography: p. xiii.

Series: *Theatrum Orbis Terrarum* series of atlases in facsimile, 3d ser., v. 4

Formerly 7A 64

LC Card Number: map67000428

**Map Ref oversize G1025 .T37 ser. 3, v. 4 (NLO)**

---

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Geography - 1498 Atlases, German - 1498

Cosmographia siue de situ orbis : undated. c. 1498 / edited by Hermolaus Barbarus. Northridge


Uniform title: De chorographia

"This incunabulum is printed in facsimile as part of the dedication ceremonies for the Delmar T. Oviatt Library, October 24, 1973." - t.p.

Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.

Wing PA6512 .A2 1498a (NLO)

Geography - 1507 - Atlasses, Italian - 1507 - World maps - 1507

In hoc operae hacque continetur Geographia CL. Ptolemaei a plurimis uris uriosq[j]ue linguae doctiss. emendata: & cum archetypo graeco ab ipsis collata. [Rome : Bernardinus Venetus de Vitalibus, 1507].

Authors: Ptolemy, active 2nd century -- Marcus, de Benevento -- Cotta, Giovanni, 1480 or 2-1510 -- Ruysch, Johannes, d. 1533. Universalior cogniti orbis tabvla ex recentivs confecta observationi [1507] -- D'Angelo, Jacopo -- Reger, Johann, fl. 1486-1499 -- Ptolemy, active 2nd century. Geographia -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Costa, Joannes, 1480 or 2-1510 SEE Cotta, Giovanni, 1480 or 2-1510 -- Beneventano, Marco SEE Marcus, de Benevento -- Venetus de Vitalibus SEE Marcus, de Benevento

[128] leaves, [66] leaves of plates : ill., [33] double page maps ; 43 cm. (fol.)

A new ed. of Jacopo d'Angelo's translation, with the addition of six new maps, and the Tractatum de tribus orbis partibus, [20] leaves at end.

Colophon on leaf O7 recto: Explicit Planisphaerium Ptholemaei recognitum diligentissime a Marco Beneuentano Monacho Caelenistorum ... cum multis additionibus Rom[aj]e nouiter impressum per Bernardinum[m] Venetu[m] de Vitalibus. Expel[n]sis Eua[n]gelista Tosino Brixiano bibliopola ... Die. VIII. Septe[m]br. M.D.VII.

Uniform title: Geographia.

Includes the world map by Johannes Ruysch, not found in all copies, in the third state (see Shirley 25).

Copper engraved maps, numerous woodcut diagrams in the text; full p. woodcut 'Sphaero in plano' on N1 recto; ornamental initials.


Text in double columns, except for signature O; side notes, capital spaces, no catchwords or foliation.

'Schemata cum demonstrationibus suis correcta a Marco monacho Caelenisto Beneuentano: & Ioanne Cota Veronensi mathematicis consultissimis, ... Sex tabulae notier co[n]flectae vz Hispaniae: Galliae: Liouiae: Germa[n]iae:

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

NORTH AMERICAN LOCATIONS: CSmH, CtY, DLC, ICN, KU, MiU-C, MnU, NIC, NJP, PPAmP, RPJC.

NL 33-1537

VAULT oversize Ayer 6 .P9 1507 (NLO)

28863 Geography - 1508<Atlases, Italian - 1508<World maps - 1507

In hoc opere haec continentur Geographiae CL. Phoelmaei a plurimis urbis utriusque linguae doctiss. emendata & cum archetypo graeco ab ipsis collata ... [Rome : Bernardinus Venetus de Vitalibus, 1508]; Authors: Ptolemy, active 2nd century -- Marcus, de Benevento -- Cotta, Giovanni, 1480 or 2-1510 -- Ruysch, Johannes, d. 1533. Univerialor cogniti orbis tabvula ex recentibus confecta observationi [1508] -- D'Angelo, Jacopo -- Reger, Johann, fl. 1486-1499 -- Ptolemy, active 2nd century. Geographia -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Beneventanus, Marcus SEE Marcus, de Benevento -- Cotta, Johannes, 1480 or 2-1510 SEE Cotta, Giovanni, 1480 or 2-1510 122 l., 34 maps on 68 l., 20 l. diagrs. ; 43 cm.

Revised and edited by Marcus Beneventanus and Joannes Cotta; translated by Jacobus Angelus; includes world map by Johannes Ruysch.

Uniform title: Geographia.

Bookseller's dedication, dated Aug. 13, 1508. Colophon dated Sept. 8, 1507: Noutier impressum per Bernardinum Venetum de Vitalibus, Expesis Euangelista Tosino ... Bibliopola The first edition of Ptolemy to contain a description of the New World. The twenty-seven maps of the ancient world were printed from the copper plates (used for the 1478 and 1490 Rome editions, q.v.) which were begun by Conrad Swynheym and completed by Arnoldus Bucinck. The six modern maps and the Ruysch map are also copper engravings. Ruysch's world map, Universialor cogniti orbis tabvula ex recentibus confecta observationi, was considered the first map to show the New World for nearly 400 years; cf. Swan, B.F. "The Ruysch map of the world (1507-1508)" in Bibliographical Society of America. The Papers of the Bibliographical Society of America v. 45 (1951): 219-236 [Z 008 .085 v. 45]

Includes Johann Regeir's Registrum alphabeticum.

References: C.E. Armstrong, Copies of Ptolemy's Geography in American libraries (1962) no. 10; Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 515; Sabin 66476; JCB, 1919, I, 47; Brunet, IV, 954; Phillips 357; Proctor 12097; OCLC 35765117 and 4244605.

NORTH AMERICAN LOCATIONS: ICN, InU, NN.

Exhibited at the Newberry Library as part of Ptolemy's geography and Renaissance mapmakers (November 3, 2007-February 16, 2008).

VAULT oversize Ayer 6 .P9 1508 (NLO)

28864 Geography - 1511<Atlases, Italian - 1511


Edited and with maps by Bernardo Silvano; Latin version of Jacopo D'Angelo. Uniform title: Geographia. Title page printed in red, with text and maps printed in red and black; text printed in double columns.


Title page hand stamped: British Museum sale duplicate 1787.

Includes hand colored initials.

Duplicate copy, with variant binding, and without hand colored initials: VAULT oversize Ayer 6 .P9 1511a

References: C.E. Armstrong, Copies of Ptolemy's Geography in American libraries (1962) no. 11; Phillips 358; OCLC 35837619; Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 516; Sabin 66477; Brunet, IV, 954; Phillips 357; Proctor 12097; OCLC 35765117 and 4244605.

NORTH AMERICAN LOCATIONS: ICN, InU, NN.

Exhibited at the Newberry Library as part of Ptolemy's geography and Renaissance mapmakers (November 3, 2007-February 16, 2008).

VAULT oversize Ayer 6 .P9 1511b (NLO)

28865 Geography - 1511<Atlases, Italian - 1511<Ptolemy, active 2nd century. Geographia (1511)


1 atlas (xi p., facsimil.: [185] p. col., maps); 44 cm.
Facsimile of original published Venice: J. Pencio, 1511.
Edited and with maps by Bernardo Silvano; Latin version of Jacopo D'Angelo.
"Distributed in the U.S.A. by Rand McNally, Chicago ... [and] in Great Britain ... by George Philip & Son, Limited, London."
In red and black.
Bibliography: p. xi.
Uniform title: Geographia. Italian
Series: Theatrum Orbis Terrarum series of atlases in facsimile, 5th ser., v. 1
Formerly Map6C 17
72-1281
ICN 72 rev
LC Card Number: map7653756
Map Ref oversize G1025 .T37 ser. 5, v. 1 (NLO)

28867 Geography - 1511Atlases, French - 1513
Claudii Ptolemei viri Alexandrini Mathematicae disciplinarum disciplinae et philosophiae Geographiae opus nouissima traductione e Graecorum archetypis castigatissime pressum, c[a]eteris ante lucubratorum multis pr[a]eestantius.
[Strasbourg : J. Schott, 1513].

28867 Geography - 1511Woodcuts
Claudii Ptolemei viri Alexandrini Liber geographiae cum tabulis et universali figura: et cum additione locorum quae a recentioribus reperta sunt diligenti cura emendatus et impressus. [Venice: J. Pencio, 1511].
Authors: Ptolemy, active 2nd century -- Silvani, Bernardo -- Pencio, Jacopo, fl. 1486-1530 -- D'Angelo, Jacopo -- Ptolemy, active 2nd century.
Edited and with maps by Bernardo Silvano; Latin version of Jacopo D'Angelo.
Uniform title: Geographia.

28867 VAULT oversize Ayer 6 .P9 1511a (NLO)

VAULT oversize Ayer 6 .P9 1513 (NLO)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Geography - 1513


1 atlas (xxii, [369] p. : ill., maps (part fold., part col.)) ; 46 cm.


Includes introduction: Skelton, R. A.

Bibliographical note, p. v-xx.

Uniform title: Geography

Series: Theatrum Orbis Terrarum series of atlases in facsimile, 2d ser., v. 4

Formerly Map6C 46

LC Card Number: map66000857

Map Ref oversize G1025 .T37 ser. 2, v. 4 (NLO)

Geography - 1518

Pomponii Melae Hispani, Libri de situ orbis tres / adiectis Ioachimi Vadiani Helvetii in eodem scholios ; addita quaedae in geographia[m] catechesi & epistola Vadiani ad Agricola[m] digna lectu ; cum indice summam omnia compлект[e]nte. [Vienna : J. Singriener, 1518].

Authors: Mela, Pomponius -- Ptolemy, active 2nd century -- Singriener, Johann, d. 1545 -- Vadianus, Joachim, 1484-1551 -- Alantssee, Lucas, d. 1523 -- Ptolemy, active 2nd century.

Geographia -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Narodna in univerziteta knjiznica v Ljubljani. Manuscript maps [23], 132 [i.e. 133], [2] leaves (last leaf blank) : 26 manuscript maps ; 32 cm. (fol.)

Colophon: Impressus est Pomponius Viennae Pannoniae : Expensis Lucas Alantse ... per Ioannem Singrenium ... mense Maio, anni. M.D. XVIII.

Uniform titles: De chorographia -- Geographia

Printed edition of Mela's work with 26 manuscript Ptolemaic maps; ms. maps described in separate catalog record.

Title within pictorial woodcut border.

Printer's mark on verso of last leaf.

Number 79 repeated in foliation.

Includes index.

Imprint from colophon.

Publisher's device below colophon.

Stevens-Ayer bookplate.

Contemporary binding, in case made by W. Pratt.

Duplicate copy (without ms. maps): Case Y 672 .M60511

Another copy of Mela's printed book with manuscript maps is held by Narodna in
28871 Geography - 1518
Pomponius Melae Hispani, Libri de situ orbis tres / adiectis loachimis Vadiani Helvetii in eodem scholis ; addita quo[u]e in geographia[m] cactesi & epistola Vadiani ad Agricola[m] digna lectu ; cum indice summamim omnia complecte(n)te. [Vienna : J. Singriener, 1518].
Authors: Pomponius, active 2nd century.
References: Alden, J.E. European Americana, 1518/6; Sabin 63956; Thacher, II, p. 31 (Americana)
LC Card Number: 07021135
VAULT Ayer 6 .P9 M5 1518 (NLO)

28872 Geography - 1520
Ptolemaeus auctvs restittvvs, emaculatvs. Cvm tabvlis veteribvs ac novis. [Strasbourg : J. Schott, 1520].
Authors: Ptolemy, active 2nd century -- Übelin, Georg, 15th/16th cent. -- Schott, Johann, 1477-1548 -- Ptolemy, active 2nd century.
References: C.E. Armstrong, Copies of Ptolemy's Geography in American libraries (1962) no. 14; Phillips 360; Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 521; Adams P-2220; Sabin 66480; Sanz, Ptolemy, p. 149; OCLC 36139602 (and others).
VAULT oversize Ayer 6 .P9 1520 (NLO)
28874 Geography - 1522 Atlases, French - 1522 World maps - 1522

Clavdii Ptolemaei Alexandrini mathematicorum principis opus geographiae nouiter castigatu[m] & emaculatu[n]ibus ... necnon cu[m] tabularum in dorso iucunda explanatione ...

[Strasbourg : J. Grüninger, 1522].

Authors: Ptolemy, active 2nd century -- Fries, Lorenz, ca. 1490-1531 -- Waldseemüller, Martin, 1470-1521? -- Grüninger, Johann, d. 1532? -- D'Angelo, Jacopo -- Ptolemy, active 2nd century.

Geographia -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Grüninger, Johann, d. 1532 SEE Grüninger, Johann, d. 1532? -- Gruening, Johann, d. 1532 SEE Grüninger, Johann, d. 1532?

194 leaves : 50 maps ; 41 cm.

Edited by Lorenz Fries; maps by Martin Waldseemüller (translated by Fries).

Colophon: Ioannes Grieninger cius Argentorat[n] opera et expensis proprio opus insigne, greis notulis excepit, Laudabilq[ue]

28876 'Hec bona mente Laure[n]tius Phrisius ... in lucem iussit prodire ...

'Traductum J. Angelius.'

Uniform title: Geographia.

The first of the Ptolemy editions to contain a world map bearing the name 'America.'

Woodcut maps.

Preface by Thomas D. Avevparivs.

References: C.E. Armstrong, Copies of Ptolemy's Geography in American libraries (1962) no. 15; BAV no. 117; Sabin 66481; Phillips 361; Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 522.

Exhibited at the Newberry Library as part of the first map in a Ptolemy in which the name America is used.

Many woodcut borders; descriptive text on back of maps.

References: C.E. Armstrong, Copies of Ptolemy's Geography in American libraries (1962) no. 16; Sabin 66482; Phillips 362; Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 523; OCLC 11425441

VAULT folio Ayer 6 .P9 1525 (NLO)

Geography - 1533

Klaudii Ptolemaei Alexandrini philosophou en tois melista pepadeumenou, peri tes geographias biblia oto, meta pases akrbeias entypothena = Claudi Ptolemaei Alexandrini philosophou cum primis eruditi, De geographia libri octo, summa cum vigilantia excusi. [Basel : H. Froben and N. Episcopius], 1533.


4 p. l., 542, 1 l. : ill., diagrs. ; 22 cm.

Colophon: Etypothe en Basileia par'Ieronymo to Episkopio, 1533.

Uniform title: Geographia

Contains a dedicatory letter from Erasmus to Theobald Fettich, who owned the manuscript used for the printing of this first edition of the Greek text; Erasmus is usually credited with having edited the work, but it is unlikely that he did so.

First part of title romanized from the Greek; text chiefly in Greek with Latin dedication.

Issued without maps.

Signatures: pi4, a-z4, A-Z4, 2a-2y4.

Printer's mark on t.p. and p. [544].

References: C.E. Armstrong, Copies of Ptolemy's Geography in American libraries (1962) no. 17; Phillips 363; Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 524; Adams; P2222; Thacher.; II, p. 43 (Americana); OCLC 20471393

LCCN: 2004-718951

VAULT folio Ayer 6 .P9 1533 (NLO)
28877 **Geography - 1535<<<<Atlases, French - 1535**


212 l. : 50 maps, diagrs. ; 44 cm.

Edited by Michael Servetus and translated by Willibald Pirckheimer; maps by Martin Waldseemüller, reduced by Lorenz Fries.

Uniform title: Geographia

Woodcut maps.

Ornamental borders ascribed to Hans Holbein and Urs Graf of Basel.


Duplicate copy: VAULT oversize Ayer 6 .P9 1535

VAULT oversize Ayer 6 .P9 1535a (NLO)

28879 **Geography - 1538<<<<Atlases, Swiss - 1538<<<<Map printing - Woodcuts - Maps - 1538<<<<Swiss Atlases SEE Atlases, Swiss<<<<Woodcuts**


20 maps (woodcuts) ; 32 cm. (fol.)

Uniform title: Polyhistor

Includes text by Solinus and Mela, commentary by Sebastian Münster, and a vita of Solinus by Joannes Camers.

Printer from colophon.

The scholia are printed in italics.

Title vignette; initials.

Errors in pagination: 40, 111 wrongly numbered 26, 103.

Last leaf blank.

Includes index.

Half bound in leather with decorative color paste paper.

Former owner: A.E. Nordensköld.

Stamp of V.A. Krylov.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).

References: BM STC German, 1455-1600, p. 818; Grässe, VI, p. 431; Shirley, R. Maps in the atlases, G.Sol-Ta; Thacher, II, p.47 (Americana); Winsor, J. Bib. of Pomponius Mela, Solinus, Vadianus, and Apianus, in: Narrative and critical hist. of America, 2, 184; Wagner, H.R. Bartography of the Northwest coast of Amer. to the year 1800, v.1, p. 9; Mickwitz, A.M. A.E. Nordensköld coll. in the Helsinki Univ. Lib., v. 2, p. 283; Karrow 58Q

LC Card Number: 32006143

VAULT Baskes folio G113 .S7 1538 (NLO)
Wechelum, 1540.

Grebelius conuenit. Rursum epistola Vadiani ... ad repetita ... in quibus aestimandis ... Ioanni sunt.

Ioachimi Vadiani ... auctioribus factis ... Adiecta accuratissime emendati, vna cum commentarijs Geography

Graesse, VI, 506

Adams, 1904

VD16 S9

Duplicate copy (with bookplate of Samuel Latham Barlow): Case folio Y 672 .M6054

VAULT folio Ayer 7 .S7 1520 (NLO)

Geography - 1540<<<<Atlases, Swiss - 1540<<<<Woodcuts


Uniform title: Polyhistor

Includes text by Solinus and Mela, a vita of Solinus by Joannes Cameris, and a commentary and twenty woodcut maps by Sebastian Münster.

References: Karrow, Mapmakers of the 16th Century, 58/Q.

VAULT Baskes folio G113 .S7 1538 (NLO)

Geography - 1539<<<<Atlases, German - 1539<<<<Woodcuts


Authors: Strabo -- Guarino, Veronese, 1374-1460 -- Tifernate, Gregorio, 1414-ca. 1462 -- Heresbach, Conrad, 1496-1576 -- Gemusaeus, Hieronymus, 1505-1543 -- Walder, Johann, d. 1541?

[88], 549, [24] p. ; 34 cm. (fol.)

Title within ornamental border; initials; ornamental bands.

Uniform title: Geography. Latin. 1539

Includes index.

VD16 S9

Adams, 1904

Græsse, VI, 506

LC Card Number: 42027709

Case folio G87 .S87 1539 (NLO)

Geography - 1540

Pomponij Melae De orbis situ libri tres, accuratissime emendati, vna cum commentarjis Ioachimi Vadiani ... auctioribus factis ... Adiecta sunt ... loca aliquot ex Vadiani commentarjis ... repetita ... in quibus aestimandis ... Ioanni Camertsi ... cum Ioachimo Vadiano non admodum conuenit. Rursum epistola Vadiani ... ad Rudolphum Agricolam, etc. / [edited by C. Grebelius]. Parisijs [Paris] : Apud Christianum Wechelum, 1540.


196 p. ; 31 cm.

Uniform title: De chorographia

Printer's mark on t.-p.

Imperfect: "ioachamvs Vadianvs Helvetivs candido lectori"; "Loca aliquot ex Pomponianis commentarijs repetita ... "; and "ioachimi Vadiani ... ad Rudolphum Agricolam Rhetum epistola ... ": additus eiusdem Camertsi index, tum literarum ordine, tum rerum notabiliu[m] copia perco[m]modus studiosis, 1520.

Duplicate copy (with bookplate of Samuel Latham Mitchell Barlow): Case folio Y 672 .M6054

VAULT folio Ayer 7 .S7 1520 (NLO)

Geography - 1540<<<<Atlases, Swiss - 1540<<<<Woodcuts


Authors: Ptolemy, active 2nd century -- Bronchorst, Jan van, 1494-1570 -- Ruremundanus, Joannes, fl. 1540 -- Ptolemy, active 2nd century. Geography -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Noviomagl, Joannis, 1494-1570 SEE Bronchorst, Jan van, 1494-1570 -- Brookhorst, Jan van, 1494-1570 SEE Bronchorst, Jan van, 1494-1570

5 p. l., 388 p., 50 l. : ill. (woodcuts) ; 15 cm.

Latin version of Ptolemy's Geographia by Jan van Bronchorst.

Uniform title: Geographia

Issued without maps.

Includes index.

References: C.E. Armstrong, Copies of Ptolemy's Geography in American libraries (1962) no. 20; Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 526; Adams P2225; BM STC German, 1455

LCCN: 97187392

VAULT Ayer 6 .P9 1540a (NLO)

Geography - 1540<<<<Atlases, Swiss - 1540<<<<Geography, Ancient - Maps - 1540<<<<Map printing - Woodcuts - Maps - 1540<<<<Historical atlases<<<<Woodcuts

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Geographia universalis : vetus et nova / complectens Claudii Ptolemaei Alexandrini enarrationis libros VIII. Quorum primus nova translatione Pirckheimeri et accessione commentarioli illustrior quâm hactenus fuerit, redditus est ... Succedunt tabulae Ptolemaicae, opera Sebastiani Munsteri nouo paratae modo. His adiectae sunt plurimae nouae tabulae ...

Authors: Ptolemy, active 2nd century -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Pirckheimer, Willibald, 1470-1530 -- Holbein, Hans, 1497-1543 -- Graf, Urs, ca. 1485-ca. 1527 -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Ptolemy, active 2nd century.

Geographia (1540) -- Rzewuski, Waclaw

Seweryn, 1784-1831 -- Wunschwitz, Gottfried

Daniel, Freiherr von -- Burg Kreuzenstein (Austria) -- Cossmann, Alfred, 1870-1951 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 48 hand col. woodcut maps ; 32 x 39 cm.

This copy incomplete; lacking title page and comprised soley of 48 woodcut maps with descriptive letterpress text on versos; lacking intervening pages of letterpress text.

Maps all trimmed and mounted on backing sheets 31 x 38 cm.

Uniform title: Geographia.

Ornamental borders ascribed to Hans Holbein and Urs Graf of Basel.

Maps and text borders are elaborately hand colored (possibly in 1713?), some with gold.

Several inscriptions of "Godefridi Daniellis Liber Baroni de Wunschwitz ... 1713."

Owner's inscriptions: "Comte Wenceslas Severin Rzewuski ... 1807"; "Gennzinger"; illegible inscription dated 1836; illegible inscription dated 1871.

Illustrated bookplate by A. Cossmann and inscription dated 1878 of Bibliotheca Kreuzensteiniana.

Two ms. leaves with bibliographical information in German tipped into front.

Some woodcuts issued with variant letterpress titles in different editions of Münster's Cosmographia and Münster's editions of Ptolemy's Geography; see Karrow p. 421.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Maps also cataloged separately.

Duplicate copies (complete with full text, uncolored): VAULT Case folio Y 642 .P895 -- VAULT folio Ayer 6 .P9 1540b (NLO)


References: Karrow, Mapmakers of the 16th cent., p. 421-425; Shirley, T.Ptol-8a; C.E. Armstrong, Copies of Ptolemy's Geography in American libraries (1962) no. 21; Sabin, 66484; Phillips, 365; Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 527.

VAULT Baskes folio G1005 1540 (NLO)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Ptolemy, active 2nd century. Geographia --

Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) --

Petrum, Heinrich, 1508-1579 SEE Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579
Edited and with maps by Sebastian Münster.
Uniform title: Geographia.
Colophon: Basileae apvd Henricvm Petrvm mense Martio, an. M. D. XLII.
Descriptive text on back of each map.
Initials.
Paging begins with 'liber' II.
References: C.E. Armstrong, Copies of Ptolemy's Geography in American libraries (1962) no. 24;
Sabin 66486; Phillips 367; Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 530; OCLC 3639698; Karrow 58/R+
Exhibited at the Newberry Library as part of Ptolemy's geography and Renaissance mapmakers (November 3, 2007-February 16, 2008).

VAULT oversize Ayer 6 .P9 1541 (NLO)

Geography - 1542 Atlases, Swiss - 1542

Geographia univerals : vetus et nova / complectens Clavdii Ptolemaei Alexandrini enarrationis libros VIII. Quorum primus noua translatione Pirckheimeri et accessione commentarioi illiustri quarum hactenus fuerit, redidtus est ... Succedunt tabulae Ptolemaicæ, opera Sebastani Munsteri nouo paratæ modo. His adiectæ sunt plurimæ nouæ tabulæ ... Basileae [Basel] : apvd Henricvmb Petrvm mense Martio, an. M. D. XLII.

Edited and with maps by Sebastian Münster.
Uniform title: Geographia.
Colophon: Basileae apvd Henricvm Petrvm mense Martio, an. M. D. XLII.
Descriptive text on back of each map.
Initials.
Paging begins with 'liber' II.
References: C.E. Armstrong, Copies of Ptolemy's Geography in American libraries (1962) no. 24;
Sabin 66486; Phillips 367; Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 530; OCLC 3639698; Karrow 58/R+
Exhibited at the Newberry Library as part of Ptolemy's geography and Renaissance mapmakers (November 3, 2007-February 16, 2008).

VAULT folio Ayer 6 .P9 1542 (NLO)

Geography - 1542 Atlases, Swiss - 1542

Geographia univerals : vetus et nova / complectens Clavdii Ptolemaei Alexandrini enarrationis libros VIII. Quorum primus noua translatione Pirckheimeri et accessione commentarioi illiustri quarum hactenus fuerit, redidtus est ... Succedunt tabulae Ptolemaicæ, opera Sebastani Munsteri nouo paratæ modo. His adiectæ sunt plurimæ nouæ tabulæ ... Basileae [Basel] : apvd Henricvmb Petrvm, [1542].

Edited and with maps by Sebastian Münster.
Uniform title: Geographia.
Colophon: Basileae apvd Henricvmb Petrvm mense Martio, an. M. D. XLII.
Descriptive text on back of each map.
Initials.
Paging begins with 'liber' II.
References: C.E. Armstrong, Copies of Ptolemy's Geography in American libraries (1962) no. 24;
Sabin 66486; Phillips 367; Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 530; OCLC 3639698; Karrow 58/R+
Exhibited at the Newberry Library as part of Ptolemy's geography and Renaissance mapmakers (November 3, 2007-February 16, 2008).
Contains life of Solinus, by Joannes Camers (p. [43x377]28894)

[79x43]Contains life of Solinus, by Joannes Camers (p.

[43x377]79x43]Colophon: Basileae apud Michaelem Ising. M.D.

[79x89]Uniform title: Polyhistor

[79x101]maps ; 33 cm. (fol.)

[79x112](Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

[56]28894


Authors: Boemus, Joannes, ca. 1485-1535 -- Ziegler, Jacob, 1480-1549 -- Maximilian, of Transylvania, fl. 1522 -- Steels, Joannes, 16th cent. -- Gottfried, Rudolf -- Gottfried, Marion -- Caillon, Johanne -- Caillon, Gilber -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

123, [21] leaves ; 18 cm. (8vo)

Includes the epistle of Maximilianus Transylvanus, which describes the voyage of Magellan. Cf. Harrisse, H. Americana (additions). Last leaf torn with loss of text.

Alum-tawed skin over boards; blind stamped images of religious figures around central panel of acorns on front and back covers; binding dated: 1550.

Former owners: Johanne Caillon, Gilber Caillon, [?] Beraud, and Michelo[?] Chavannes.

Bookplate: Ex libris Marionae et Rudolfi Gottfried.

References: Harrisse, H. Americana (additions), 136; Leclerc, C. Bibliotheca Americana, 69; Palau y Dulcet (2. ed.), 31246; Cox, E.G.

Travel, v. 1, p. 70; Index Aureliensis, t. 4, p. 420

VAULT Ayer GT70 .B73 1542 (NLO)

C. Ivlii Solini polyhistor, rervm toto orbe memorabilivm thesaurus locupletissimus. : hvic C. Ivlii Solini polyhistor, rerum toto orbe memoriabilivm thesaurus locupletissimus. : hvic C. Ivlii Solini polyhistor, rerum toto orbe memoriabilivm thesaurus locupletissimus. : hvic C. Ivlii Solini polyhistor, rerum toto orbe memoriabilivm thesaurus locupletissimus. : hvic C. Ivlii Solini polyhistor, rerum toto orbe memoriabilivm thesaurus locupletissimus. : hvic C. Ivlii Solini polyhistor, rerum toto orbe memoriabilivm thesaurus locupletissimus. : hvic C. Ivlii Solini polyhistor, rerum toto orbe memoriabilivm thesaurus locupletissimus. : hvic C. Ivlii Solini polyhistor, rerum toto orbe memoriabilivm thesaurus locupletissimus. : hvic

Includes index.


VAULT Ayer 7 .S7 1543 (NLO)

Geography - 1543


Authors: Solinus, C. Julius, 3rd cent. -- Mela, Pomponius -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Oliver, Pedro Juan, 16th cent. -- Camers, Joannes, 1447-1546 -- Isingrin, M. (Michael), 1500-1557 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)


Uniform title: Polyhistor

Colophon: Basileae apud Michaelem Ising. M.D. XLIII.

Contains life of Solinus, by Joannes Camers (p. [3-4], 1st group).

Text by Solinus covers p. [1]-144, 2nd group, 2 folded maps, with preface on p. [20], 1st group; text by Mela covers p. 147-229, with preface on p. [145]-146.

Folded map accompanying p. 144 shows territory to the east of Asia marked "Terra incognita", considered to represent the Northwest coast of North America. Wagner (in discussing the 1538 edition), however, questions this opinion and holds that it might represent Japan instead. The text on p. 144 refers to it [in translation] as "... extreme coast, as has been explored in our time by men."

A reprint of the 1538 ed. of Solinus and Mela, with the same maps, but has in addition the commentaries of Petrus Olivarius. Contains the earliest known map with indication of the western coast of North America with the inscription "Terra incognita."

Originally published under title: Iulii Solini De situ et memorabilibus orbis capitula. Venice, 1473.

Consists of text, by Solinus and Mela, and commentary, by Sebastian Münster and Pedro Juan Oliver (the latter printed in italics).

Printer’s device, signed: Palma Ising on t.p. and last page.

Initials, side notes.

Text in columns.

Page 175 misnumbered 157, 191 as 181.

Plates (maps) unnumbered.

Includes index.


VAULT Ayer 7 .S7 1543 (NLO)

Geography - 1545

Geographia vniuersalis, vetus et noua / complectens Claudii Ptolemaei Alexandrini enarrationis libros VIII : quorum primus noua translatione Pirckheimeri & accessione commentariori illustrior quam hactenus fuerit, redditis est ... : addita sunt insuper scholia : succedunt tabulae Ptolemaicae, opera Sebastiani Munsteri nouo paratae modo : his adiectae sunt plurimae nouae tabulae : ultimo annexum est compendium geographicas descriptionis ... præfixus est quoq[ue] uniuerso operi index ... Basileae [Basel] : Per Henrichvm Petrvm, 1545.

Authors: Ptolemy, active 2nd century -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Pirckheimer, Willibald, 1470-1530 -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Ptolemy, active 2nd century.

Geographia -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

[56], 195, [1] p., 54 folded leaves of plates : ill., 54 maps ; 32 cm. (fol.)

Edited and with maps by Sebastian Münster (from woodblocks used for 1540 ed.)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Third edition of Münster's Ptolemy, with 6 new maps.--Cf. Phillips 368.
Uniform title: Geographia.
Initials; printer's device, p. [1] at the end.
Text in double columns.
Pagination error: p. 69 incorrectly numbered 96.
Descriptive text on reverse of each map.
Includes index.
Duplicate copy: VAULT folio Ayer 6 .P9 1545a
References: C.E. Armstrong, Copies of Ptolemy's Geography in American libraries (1962) no. 25; Sabin 66487; Phillips 368; Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 531
Exhibited at the Newberry Library as part of Ptolemy's geography and Renaissance mapmakers (November 3, 2007-February 16, 2008).
VAULT folio Ayer 6 .P9 1545a (NLO)

28897

Geography - 1548

Geographia vniuersalis, vetus et noua / complectens Claudii Ptolomeei Alexandrini enarrationis libros VIII : quorum primus noua translatione Pirckheimeri & accessione commentariolli illustrior quàm hactenus fuerit, redditus est ... : addita sunt insuper scholia ... : succedunt tabulae Ptolemaicae, opera Sebastani Munsterti nouo parattae modo : his adiectae sunt plurimae nouae tabulae : ultimo annexum est compendium geographicae descriptionis : ... : praefixus est quoq[ue] uniuerso operi index ... Basileae [Basel] : Per Henrichum Petrum, 1545.
Authors: Ptolemy, active 2nd century -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Pirckheimer, Willibald, 1470-1530 -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Sanches, R., former owner -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
[56], 195. [1] p., 54 folded leaves of plates : ill., maps ; 32 cm. (fol.)
Edited and with maps by Sebastian Münster (from woodblocks used for 1540 ed.)
Third edition of Münster's Ptolemy, with 6 new maps.--Cf. Phillips 368.
Uniform title: Geographia.
Initials; printer’s device, p. [1] at the end.
Text in double columns.
Pagination error: p. 69 incorrectly numbered 96.
Descriptive text on reverse of each map.
Includes index.
Contemporary full leather binding, gold stamped spine.
Duplicate copy: VAULT folio Ayer 6 .P9 1545a
References: Karrow, Mapmakers of the 16th Century, 58/T, p. 427-429.; C.E. Armstrong, Copies of Ptolemy's Geography in American libraries (1962) no. 25; Sabin 66487; Phillips 368; Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 531
Exhibited at the Newberry Library as part of Ptolemy's geography and Renaissance mapmakers (November 3, 2007-February 16,
Giovanni Battista, active 16th century --
Bascarini, Niccolò, fl. 1541-1554 -- Ptolemy,
active 2nd century. Geographia -- Edward E.
Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
408 leaves : 60 maps ; 18 cm.
First Italian edition of Ptolemy's Geographia, with
maps by Giacomo Gastaldi, and translation by
Pietro Andrea Mattioli.

Colophon [at end of part 1]: In Venetia ...
Giouabattista Pedrezano ... stampato per Nicolo
Bascarini ... 1547, del mese di ottobre.

Title concludes: Con l'aggiunta d'infiniti nomi moderni, di città, province, Castella, et altri
luoghi, fatta co grandissima diligenza da esso meser Iacopo Gastaldo, il che innissun altro
Ptolemeo si ritroua. Opera ueramente non memo utile che necessaria.

Uniform title: Geographia.

Previous owners: Lindesiana, H.N. Stevens, and
H. Vignaud.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Duplicate copy (1 of 2 copies in Baskes Collection?) sold to A. Cookson?
References: C.E. Armstrong, Münster's Geography in American libraries (1962) no. 28;
Sabin 66502; Phillips 369; Atlases in libraries of
Chicago (1936) no. 532; Novotny 34; Mortimer,
R. Italian 16th cent. 404; Brunet IV: 956; OCLC
36572079

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

28900

Geography - 1550<<>>Atlases, Swiss - 1550<<>>Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552.
Cosmographei (1550)
Cosmographia / Sebastian Münster ; with an
introduction by R. Oehme. Amsterdam :
Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, 1968.
Authors: Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 --
Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Oehme, Ruthardt,
1901 -- Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, Ltd.
xxvii, mcccxxiii, [79] p. : ill., maps and city views
(3 fold.), facsims. ; 35 cm.
Facsimile reprint of original published Basel:
Heinrich Petri, 1550.
Series: Mirror of the world. First series, v. 5
LC Card Number: 76366944
folio G113 .M75 1550a (NLO)

28901

Geography - 1550<<>>Atlases, Swiss - 1550<<>>Woodcuts.
Cosmographiae universalis lib. VI : in quibus, iuxta certioris fidei scriptorum traditionem
describuntur, omni[m] habilitalis orbis partiu[m] situs ...
Authors: Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 --
Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection
(Newberry Library) -- Muenster, Sebastian,
1489-1552 SEE Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552
-- Munsteri, Sebastiani, 1489-1552 SEE Münster,
(woodcuts) ; 35 cm. (fol.)
Incomplete: lacking 12 maps.
Colophon: Basileae apud Henrichum Petri,
mente martio, anno salvtis 1550.
Latin translation from the German of
Cosmographia.
Includes portrait of author.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
References: Karrow 58/Va; Burmeister 87; Alden, J.E. European Americana, 550/27; Harrisse, H. Americana, 300; Sabin 51379; Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 533

Ayer 491

VAULT folio Ayer 7 .M8 1550 (NLO)

28902 Geography - 1552 Atlases, Swiss - 1552

Geographiae / Claudii Ptolemaei Alexandrini, philosophi ac mathematici ... libri viii, partim à Bilibaldo Pirckheimero translati ac ... illustrati, partim ... emendati atque ... restituti ; his accesserunt Scholia ... indices ... Conradi Lycosthenis ... tabulae novae ... per Sebastianum Munsterum ... [Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552].

Authors: Ptolemy, active 2nd century -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Pirckheimer, Willibald, 1470-1530 -- Holbein, Hans, 1497-1543 -- Lykosthenes, Konrad, 1518-1561 -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Ptolemy, active 2nd century.

Geographia -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

107 leaves, 195 p. : ill., 54 maps; 33 cm.

Edited and with maps by Sebastian Münster.

'The fourth edition of Münster's Ptolemy, with an additional treatise and enlarged indexes'--Cf. Sabin.

Colophon: Basileae ex Officina Henrichi Petri, mense Martio, anno M. D. LII.

Ornamental borders ascribed to Hans Holbein.

Uniform title: Geographia.


Text in double columns; 50 lines per column. Includes index.

Differences in printing and decoration in the descriptions for plates 7, 9, 11, 21-27; cf. duplicate copy: VAULT folio Ayer 6 P9 1552a.

References: C.E. Armstrong, Copies of Ptolemy's Geography in American libraries (1962) no. 29; Phillips 370; Sabin 66488; Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 535.

VAULT folio Ayer 6 .P9 1552a (NLO)

Geography - 1552 Atlases, Swiss - 1552 Cities and towns - Maps - Cities and towns - Pictorial works - Map printing - Woodcuts - Maps - Woodcuts


Authors: Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Bocksberger, Johann Melchior, d. 1587 -- Clauser, Jacob, 16th cent. -- Coriolanus, Joachim Theodor -- Pemmerlin, Sebast. -- Frig, Ludwig -- Graf, Urs, ca. 1485-ca. 1527 -- Hoffmann, Martin, d. 1530 or 31 -- Hofreuter, Kaspar, 16th cent. -- Holzmüller, Heinrich, 16th cent. -- Johann V, of Isenburg-Grenzau, ca. 1507-1556 -- Kandel, David, d. 1587 -- Magdeburg, Hiob, 16th cent. -- Manuel, Hans Rudolf, 1525-1571 -- Maurer, Christoph, fl. ca. 1552? -- Schäufelin, Hans, ca. 1480-ca. 1539 -- Stimmer, Tobias, 16th cent. -- Stimmer, Tobias, 16th cent. -- B., M., 16th cent. -- M. B., 16th cent. -- D., H. S., 16th cent. -- H. S. D., 16th cent. -- F., H., 16th cent. -- H. F., 16th cent. -- P. V., 16th cent. -- P. F., 16th cent. -- G., I., 16th cent. -- G., M., 16th cent. -- M. G., 16th cent. -- O., F., 16th cent. -- F. O., 16th cent. -- R., D., 16th cent.

VAULT folio Ayer 6 .P9 1552 (NLO)

28903 Geography - 1552 Atlases, Swiss - 1552

Geographiae / Claudii Ptolemaei Alexandrini, philosophi ac mathematici ... libri viii, partim à Bilibaldo Pirckheimero translati ac ... illustrati, partim ... emendati atque ... restituti ; his accesserunt Scholia ... indices ... Conradi Lycosthenis ... tabulae novae ... per Sebastianum Munsterum ... [Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552].

Authors: Ptolemy, active 2nd century -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Pirckheimer, Willibald, 1470-1530 -- Holbein, Hans, 1497-1543 -- Lykosthenes, Konrad, 1518-1561 -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Ptolemy, active 2nd century.

Geographia -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

107 leaves, 195 p. : ill., 54 maps; 33 cm.

Edited and with maps by Sebastian Münster.

'The fourth edition of Münster's Ptolemy, with an additional treatise and enlarged indexes'--Cf. Sabin.

Colophon: Basileae ex Officina Henrichi Petri, mense Martio, anno M. D. LII.

Ornamental borders ascribed to Hans Holbein.

Uniform title: Geographia.


Text in double columns; 50 lines per column. Includes index.

Differences in printing and decoration in the descriptions for plates 7, 9, 11, 21-27; cf. duplicate copy: VAULT folio Ayer 6 P9 1552a.

References: C.E. Armstrong, Copies of Ptolemy's Geography in American libraries (1962) no. 29; Phillips 370; Sabin 66488; Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 535.

VAULT folio Ayer 6 .P9 1552a (NLO)
Christoph, fl. ca. 1552?

1552? SEE Maurer, Christoph, 16th cent.

Deutsch, Hans Rudolf, 1525

Manuel Deutsch, Hans Rudolf, 1525

Deutsch, Ludwig Frig (LF), Urs Graf, Martin Hoffmann, Kaspar Hofreuter (KH), Heinrich Holzmüller (HH), David Kandel (DK), Hiob Magdeburg (HM), Hans Rudolf Manuel [Deutsch] (HRM or HRMD), Johann V. of Isenberg-Grenzau, Christoph Maurer (CM), Sebast. Pemmerlin, Hans Schäufelein (HS), Christoph Stimmer (CS), and Tobias Stimmer (TS). Other woodcuts signed with unidentified engravers' monograms: MB, HSD, HF, PVF, IG, MG, FO, DR, MHV, GS, and WS; see Mickwitz and Miekkavaara, A.E. Nordenskiöld collection in the Helsinki University Library (1979-1995), v. 2, p. 82-83.

Some woodcuts signed with engravers' monograms by Hans Bocksberger (HB), Joachim Theodor Coriolanus (ITC or ITCF), Jacob Clauser (IC or CI), R.M. Deutsch, Ludwig Frig (LF), Urs Graf, Martin Hoffmann, Kaspar Hofreuter (KH), Heinrich Holzmüller (HH), David Kandel (DK), Hiob Magdeburg (HM), Hans Rudolf Manuel [Deutsch] (HRM or HRMD), Johann V. of Isenberg-Grenzau, Christoph Maurer (CM), Sebast. Pemmerlin, Hans Schäufelein (HS), Christoph Stimmer (CS), and Tobias Stimmer (TS). Other woodcuts signed with unidentified engravers' monograms: MB, HSD, HF, PVF, IG, MG, FO, DR, MHV, GS, and WS; see Mickwitz and Miekkavaara, A.E. Nordenskiöld collection in the Helsinki University Library (1979-1995), v. 2, p. 82-83.

Some woodcuts signed with engravers' monograms by Hans Bocksberger (HB), Joachim Theodor Coriolanus (ITC or ITCF), Jacob Clauser (IC or CI), R.M. Deutsch, Ludwig Frig (LF), Urs Graf, Martin Hoffmann, Kaspar Hofreuter (KH), Heinrich Holzmüller (HH), David Kandel (DK), Hiob Magdeburg (HM), Hans Rudolf Manuel [Deutsch] (HRM or HRMD), Johann V. of Isenberg-Grenzau, Christoph Maurer (CM), Sebast. Pemmerlin, Hans Schäufelein (HS), Christoph Stimmer (CS), and Tobias Stimmer (TS). Other woodcuts signed with unidentified engravers' monograms: MB, HSD, HF, PVF, IG, MG, FO, DR, MHV, GS, and WS; see Mickwitz and Miekkavaara, A.E. Nordenskiöld collection in the Helsinki University Library (1979-1995), v. 2, p. 82-83.

Some woodcuts signed with engravers' monograms by Hans Bocksberger (HB), Joachim Theodor Coriolanus (ITC or ITCF), Jacob Clauser (IC or CI), R.M. Deutsch, Ludwig Frig (LF), Urs Graf, Martin Hoffmann, Kaspar Hofreuter (KH), Heinrich Holzmüller (HH), David Kandel (DK), Hiob Magdeburg (HM), Hans Rudolf Manuel [Deutsch] (HRM or HRMD), Johann V. of Isenberg-Grenzau, Christoph Maurer (CM), Sebast. Pemmerlin, Hans Schäufelein (HS), Christoph Stimmer (CS), and Tobias Stimmer (TS). Other woodcuts signed with unidentified engravers' monograms: MB, HSD, HF, PVF, IG, MG, FO, DR, MHV, GS, and WS; see Mickwitz and Miekkavaara, A.E. Nordenskiöld collection in the Helsinki University Library (1979-1995), v. 2, p. 82-83.

Some woodcuts signed with engravers' monograms by Hans Bocksberger (HB), Joachim Theodor Coriolanus (ITC or ITCF), Jacob Clauser (IC or CI), R.M. Deutsch, Ludwig Frig (LF), Urs Graf, Martin Hoffmann, Kaspar Hofreuter (KH), Heinrich Holzmüller (HH), David Kandel (DK), Hiob Magdeburg (HM), Hans Rudolf Manuel [Deutsch] (HRM or HRMD), Johann V. of Isenberg-Grenzau, Christoph Maurer (CM), Sebast. Pemmerlin, Hans Schäufelein (HS), Christoph Stimmer (CS), and Tobias Stimmer (TS). Other woodcuts signed with unidentified engravers' monograms: MB, HSD, HF, PVF, IG, MG, FO, DR, MHV, GS, and WS; see Mickwitz and Miekkavaara, A.E. Nordenskiöld collection in the Helsinki University Library (1979-1995), v. 2, p. 82-83.

Some woodcuts signed with engravers' monograms by Hans Bocksberger (HB), Joachim Theodor Coriolanus (ITC or ITCF), Jacob Clauser (IC or CI), R.M. Deutsch, Ludwig Frig (LF), Urs Graf, Martin Hoffmann, Kaspar Hofreuter (KH), Heinrich Holzmüller (HH), David Kandel (DK), Hiob Magdeburg (HM), Hans Rudolf Manuel [Deutsch] (HRM or HRMD), Johann V. of Isenberg-Grenzau, Christoph Maurer (CM), Sebast. Pemmerlin, Hans Schäufelein (HS), Christoph Stimmer (CS), and Tobias Stimmer (TS). Other woodcuts signed with unidentified engravers' monograms: MB, HSD, HF, PVF, IG, MG, FO, DR, MHV, GS, and WS; see Mickwitz and Miekkavaara, A.E. Nordenskiöld collection in the Helsinki University Library (1979-1995), v. 2, p. 82-83.
Xx in four, Yy in two, AA-BB in twos, CC in eight, DD in four, EE-FF in eights, GG in four, HH-KK in eights, LL in four, MM-QQ in eights, RR in four, SS-ZZ, Aaa-Fff in eights, Ggg in six, Hhh in eight.


Pagination irregular: the three folding views comprise eight pages each (not four as numbered in the second and third: 615-618, 681-684); the first folding view, and two leaves with sig. X2 and X3 (between p. 480 and 481) are unpaged, the actual number of pages this being 1182 instead of 1162.

Selected maps and city plans and views also cataloged separately.


VAULT folio Ayer 7 .M8 1552 (NLO)

28905 Geography - 1556

Dos libros de cosmographia compuestos nueuamente por Hieronymo Giraua Tarragones.

Milan : iuan Antonio Castellon y maestro Christoual Caron, 1556.

Authors: Girava, Gerónimo, d. 1556


The folded "mappa mundi", reproduced on a larger scale from C. Vopell's map, is wanting in the present edition. cf. Nordenskiöld's Facsimile-atlas, pl. 45.

Description of "Indiaò Nvevo mvndo": p. 186-242. VAULT Ayer 7 G5 1556 (NLO)

28906 Geography - 1560


Authors: Honter, Johannes, 1498-1549 -- Richard, J., fl. 1560 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 13 maps ; 168 x 105 mm.

Geography text.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).

References: Shirley W86; Karrow 41/E Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

28907 Geography - 1561

La Geografia di Claudio Tolomeo Alessandrinor / nuouamente tradotta di Greco in Italiano, da Girolamo Ruscelli ; con Esposizioni del...
mondo; et con nuove & bellissime figure in istampe di rame, ove, oltre alle XXVI antiche di Tolomeo, se ne son’aggiunte XXXVI altre delle moderne; con la carta da nauicare, & col modo d’intenderla, & d’adoperarla; aggiuntoui un pieno discorso di M. Giuseppe Moleti matematico; nel quale si dichiarano tutti i termini & le regole appartenenti alla Geografia; et con una nuova & copiosa tavola di nomi antichi, dichiarati coi nomi moderni, & con molte altre cose utilissime & necessarie, che ciascuno leggendo potrà conoscere. In Venetia [Venice]: Appresso Vincenzo Valgrisi, 1561.

Authors: Ptolemy, active 2nd century -- Ruscelli, Girolamo, d. ca. 1565 -- Sanuto, Giulio, 1540-1580 -- Sanuto, Livio, 1520-1576 -- Moleti, Giuseppe, 1531-1588 -- Valgrisi, Vincenzo, fl. 1540-1572 -- Ptolemy, active 2nd century.

Geography
4 p. l., 358 p., 47 p.: 64 maps; 23 cm.

Translated and edited by Girolamo Ruscelli, with maps by Giulio and Livio Sanuto.

'A new and important edition, with a new series of maps ... The 64 double page copperplate maps were partly based on those of Jacopo Gastaldo in the edition of 1548, but are on a somewhat larger scale.'--Sabin.

'Esposizioni et introduzioni universali di Ieronimo Ruscelli sopra tutta la Geografia di Tolomeo' (56 p.) and 'Discorso universale di M. Giuseppe Moleti' (47 p.) have separate title pages. Registers on p. [359] and on last leaf of 'Tavola.' Includes index.

Letterpress text on versos of engraved maps.


References: C.E. Armstrong, Copies of Ptolemy's Geography in American libraries (1962) no. 31; Sabin 66489; Phillips 372; Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 539; OCLC 10111549


Exhibited at the Newberry Library as part of Ptolemy's geography and Renaissance mapmakers (November 3, 2007-February 16, 2008).

VAULT Ayer 6 .P9 1562 (NLO)

Geography - 1562<<>. Atlases, Italian - 1562


Authors: Boemus, Ioannes, ca. 1485-1535 -- Steels, Janoens, 16th cent. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Stelsii, Joannes, 16th cent. SEE Steels, Janoens, 16th cent. -- Steelsii, Joannes, 16th cent. SEE Steels, Joannes, 16th cent.

486, [40] p.; 13 cm. (12mo)

Signatures: A-Z² Y¹² (-Y12).

Title vignette (printer's device).

Initials.

Includes index.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

28910

Geography - 1562<<>. Atlases, Italian - 1562

Olim a Bilbaldo Pircheimerio translatata, at nunc multis codicibus graecis collata ... redacta a Iosepho Moletio Mathematico. Addita sunt in primum, et septimum librum amplissima eiusdem commentaria ... Adsunt LXIII tabulae XXVII nempe antique, et relique noue ... Venetii [Venice]: apud Vincentvm Valgrivsimvm, 1562.

Authors: Ptolemy, active 2nd century -- Moleti, Giuseppe, 1531-1588 -- Sanuto, Giulio, 1540-1580 -- Sanuto, Livio, 1520-1576 -- Ruscelli, Girolamo, d. ca. 1565 -- Pircheimer, Willibald, 1470-1530 -- Ptolemy, active 2nd century.

Geography -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
4 p. l., 112, 286 p., 1 l.; 64 maps; 23 cm.

Edited by Giuseppe Moleti; maps by Giulio and Livio Sanuto.

Uniform title: Geographia.

Printer's device on title-page.

References: C.E. Armstrong, Copies of Ptolemy's Geography in American libraries (1962) no. 31; Sabin 66489; Phillips 372; Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 539; OCLC 10111549


Exhibited at the Newberry Library as part of Ptolemy's geography and Renaissance mapmakers (November 3, 2007-February 16, 2008).

VAULT Ayer 6 .P9 1562 (NLO)

Geography - 1562<<>. Ethnology - 1562

28911

Geography - 1562<<>. Atlases, Italian - 1562

Olim a Bilbaldo Pircheimerio translatata, at nunc multis codicibus graecis collata ... redacta a Iosepho Moletio Mathematico.Addita sunt in primum, et septimum librum amplissima eiusdem commentaria ... Adsunt LXIII tabulae XXVII nempe antique, et relique noue ... Venetii [Venice]: apud Vincentvm Valgrivsimvm, 1562.

Authors: Ptolemy, active 2nd century -- Moleti, Giuseppe, 1531-1588 -- Sanuto, Giulio, 1540-1580 -- Sanuto, Livio, 1520-1576 -- Ruscelli, Girolamo, d. ca. 1565 -- Pircheimer, Willibald, 1470-1530 -- Ptolemy, active 2nd century.

Geography -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
4 p. l., 112, 286 p., 1 l.; 64 maps; 23 cm.

Edited by Giuseppe Moleti; maps by Giulio and Livio Sanuto.

Uniform title: Geographia.

Printer's device on title-page.

References: C.E. Armstrong, Copies of Ptolemy's Geography in American libraries (1962) no. 31; Sabin 66489; Phillips 372; Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 539; OCLC 10111549


Exhibited at the Newberry Library as part of Ptolemy's geography and Renaissance mapmakers (November 3, 2007-February 16, 2008).

VAULT Ayer 6 .P9 1562 (NLO)
28915 Geography - 1574<<<<Atlases, Italian - 1574
La Geografia ... tr. ... da M. Giero. Ruscelli & hora in questa nuoua ed. da M. Gio Malombra ricorretta & purgata d'ifiniti errori ... Con l'esposizioni del Rvscelli ... Et con vn discorso di M. Giuseppe Moleto ... Venetia [Venice] : G. Ziletti, 1574.
Authors: Ptolemy, active 2nd century -- Ruscelli, Girolamo, d. ca. 1565 -- Malombra, Gio. (Giovanni) -- Gastaldi, Giacomo, approximately 1500-approximately 1565 -- Moleti, Giuseppe, 1531-1588 -- Ziletti, Giordano, 16th cent. -- Ptolemy, active 2nd century. Geography -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 408 leaves : 65 maps, ill. ; 22 cm.
Uniform title: Geographia
References: C.E. Armstrong, Copies of Ptolemy's Geography in American libraries (1962) no. 34; Sabin 66505; Phillips 380; Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 547; Stevens 52; Nord 220; 2JW436
ICN 71
Case Y 642 .P8941 (NLO)

28918 Geography - 1575<<<<Atlases - 1575
(Provisional Heading)<<<<Woodcuts
La Cosmographie universelle / d'André Thevet cosmographe du roy ; illustree de diverses figures des choses plus remarquables veuves par l'auteur & incogneuës de noz anciens & modernes. A Paris : Chez P. L'Huilier, 1575.
First edition.
Printer’s mark on t.-p.
Head-pieces; initials.
"Dans la 4e partie il est donné une description exacte de l'Amérique avec des figures bizarres représ. des cannibales."--Graesse, Trésor de livres.
LC Card Number: 10019561
Case folio G 117 .88 (NLO)

28919 Geography - 1575<<<<Atlases, French - 1575
La Cosmographie universelle de tovt le monde.
En laquelle, suivant les auteurs plus dignes de foy, sont au vray descriptes toutes les parties habitables, & non habitables de la terre, & de la mer ... Et encor l'origine, noms ou appellations tant modernes qu'anciennes, & description de...
Geography - 1578

28921

Geography - 1578

28922

Geography - 1578

28920

Geography - 1578

28923

Geography - 1578

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)
### 28924

**Geography - 1584**

*Atlases, German - 1584*

*Cl Ptolemaei Alexandrini Geographiae libri octo : recognitiam diligenter emendati cum tabulis geographicis ad mentem auctoris restitutis ac emendatis, per Gerardum Mercatorem ...*  
[Cologne : Gottfried von Kempen, 1584].

**Authors:** Ptolemy, active 2nd century -- Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594 -- Kempen, Gottfried von, fl. 1576-1598 -- Ptolemy, active 2nd century.

**Geographia -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)**

[76] l. : 28 maps ; 40 cm.

Maps edited by Gerhard Mercator.

**Colophon:** Coloniae Agrippinae typus Godefridi Kempen, anno 1584.

Uniform title: Geographia. Includes many manuscript diagrams and notes.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

**References:** C.E. Armstrong, Copies of Ptolemy's Geography in American libraries (1962) no. 35; Sabin 66490; Phillips 384; Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 554; Koeman Me 1; Stevens 53 Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

### 28925

**Geography - 1589**

*Discoveries in geography - 1589*

*Voyages and travels - 1589*

*Drake, Francis, Sir, 1540?-1596*

*The Principall nauigations, voiages, and discoueries of the English nation : made by sea or ouer land to the most remote and farthest distant quarters of the earth at any time within the compasse of these 1500 yeeres : deuided into three seuerall parts ... the first containing the personall trauels of the English vnto ludea, Syria, Arabia ... the second comprehending the worthy discoueries of the English towards the north and northeast by sea as of Lapland ... the third and last including the English valiant attempts in searching almost all the corners of the vaste and new world of America ... : whereunto is added the last most renowned English nauigation, round about the whole globe of the Earth / by Richard Hakluyt ...* Imprinted at London : By George Bishop and Ralph Newberie, deputies to Christopher Barker, printer to the Queenes most excellent maiestie, 1589.

**Authors:** Hakluyt, Richard, 1552?-1616 -- Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598 -- Bishop, George, d. 1611 -- Newbery, Ralph, d. 1604 -- Barker, Christopher, 1529-1599 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberie, Ralph, d. 1604 SEE Newbery, Ralph, d. 1604
d. 1604 SEE Newbery, Ralph, d. 1604


Uniform title: Principall navigations, voiages, and discoveries of the English nation.

Includes Abraham Ortelius's unsigned world map Typus orbis terrarvm [Antwerp, 1589?] (cataloged separately).

This copy lacks the original impression of Sir Jerome Bowes' account, 'The ambassage of Sir Hierome Bowes to the emperour of Moscovie 1583', p. 491-505, and contains the corrected cancel only, 'A briefe discourse of the voyage of Sir Jerome Bowes ... in the yeer 1582: and printed this second time, according to the true copie I receiued of a gentleman that went in the same voyage, for the correction of the errours in the former impression', p. 491-501. Between p. 643 and 644, six leaves are inserted without pagination and containing 'The Famous voyage of Sir Francis Drake into the South Sea, and there hence about the whole globe of the earth, begun in the yeere ... 1577'. cf. Cat. of the Huth lib., Cat. of the Church library by Cole, no. 139, and Brit. mus. Catalogue.

This copy (Ayer) contains 'The ambassage of Sir Hierome Bowes to the emperour of Moscoui 1583' as originally published, consequently sig. Xx of the second part consists of six leaves, and pp. 503-505 are not omitted in the paging as in the corrected impression.

Of the six leaves containing 'The famous voyage of Sir Francis Drake ...' the margins have all been extended.

Some contents are translations accompanied by original texts. Mandeville's travels (p. 24-79) in Latin only.


Numerous errors in paging.

Includes index.

**References:** Kraus, H.P. Sir Francis Drake, no.
28927 Geography - 1596<<<Atlases, Italian - 1596
Geographiae universae tum veteris tum novae absolutissimum opus duobus voluminibus distinctum, in quorum priore habentur CI.
Ptolmaei Pelsiensis Geographicae enarrationis libri octo, quorum primus, qui praecipua ipsius facultatis olim completit, commentariis uberrimis illustratus est a Io. Antonio Magino Patavino / in secundo volumine insunt Cl.
Ptolmaei antiquae orbis tabulae XXVII ... et tab[a]e XXXVII recentiores ... auctore eodem Io. Ptolemaei antiquae orbis XXVII ... et Patavino / in secundo volumine insunt Cl.
Authors: Ptolemy, active 2nd century; Boemus, Joannes, ca. 1485; Wytfliet, Corneille Louanii [Louvain] : tijpis Iohannis Bogardi, 1597.
Includes world map; Universalis orbis mores, leges et ritus. 1596
Colophon: Omnium gentium mores, leges et ritus. 1596
Title vignette (printer's device, cf. EDIT 16); initialis.
Last leaf blank.
Includes index.
In limp vellum.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: EDIT 16 (online), 6538; Adams, B2272; Index Aureliensis, 120.969; BM STC Italian, 1465-1600, p. 113
Baskes GT70 .B73 1596 (NLO)

28928 Geography - 1596<<<Ethnology - 1596
Orbis terrarum epitome in qua mores, leges, ritus omnium gentium / per Ioannem Boemum Aubanum Teutonicum ex multis clarissimis scriptoribus collecti continentur, vna cum Henrici Farnesij Eburonis I.C. & artis orationiae Regij interpretatione ; castigatione, & censura: reumque admirabilium additamentis, hoc item eius accedit ; elogium ad illustrissimum Didacum Salazar supremum cancellarium ; quaestiones de sui cognitione, suae de homine, symbolis tamquam allegoricos legibus solutae. Papiae [Pavia] : Apud Andream Vianum, 1596.
Authors: Boemus, Joannes, ca. 1485-1535 -- Farnese, Enrico, d. 1619 -- Viani, Andrea, fl. 1589-1612 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) [22], 390 [i.e. 380], [22] p. ; 17 cm. (8vo)
Uniform title: Omnium gentium mores, leges et ritus. 1596
Colophon: Papiae, Apud Andream Vianum, 1595.
Title vignette (printer's device, cf. EDIT 16); initials.
Includes world map: Universalis orbis descriptio (1590).
Printer's mark on last leaf.
Ayer 7 .M9 1590 (NLO)

28929 Geography - 1597<<<Atlases, Belgian - 1597<<<America - Maps - 1597<<<Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1597
Authors: Wytfliet, Corneille -- Bogard, Jean, d. ca. 1634 -- Ptolemy, active 2nd century.
Geographia -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Bogard, Johannis SEE Bogard, Jean, d. ca. 1634.
Second issue of the 1597 edition; includes 6 lines of errata on p. [192]

28926 Geography - 1590<<<Atlases, German - 1590<<<World maps - 1590
Opusculvm geographicvm rarvm, totivs eivs negotii rationem : mira indvstria et brevitate opera fact[ur]a ... pt[or]vanni / in secundo volumine insunt Cl.
Authors: Ptolemy, active 2nd century; Magino; maps engraved by Girolamo Porro; Edited and with maps by Giovanni Antonio Karera SEE Galignani Heirs (Firm) -- Giovanni Antonio, 1555 ca. 1600, p. 113
Title vignette (printer's device, cf. EDIT 16); uniform title: Geographia.
Last leaf blank.
Includes world map: Universalis orbis descriptio
Printer's mark on last leaf.
VAULT Ayer 110 .H2 1589 (NLO)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Uniform title: Geographia

[The maps] are entirely devoted to America, and constitute the earliest general American atlas.'--J. Winsor. A bibliog. of Ptolemy's Geography. 1884, p. 35.'

Also other editions with the same maps to 1615, cf. Koeman 1967-85, 3:219-20.


References: JCB Lib. cat., pre-1675, 1:357; Alden, J.E. European Americana, 597/71-72; Sabin 105696 (v. 29); Koeman Wyt 1A; Phillips 1140; Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 1238; OCLC 62492421

LCCN: 53-5464

VAULT folio Ayer 6 P9 .W9 1597 (NLO)

Geography - 1597<<<<Atlases, Belgian - 1597<<<<America - Maps - 1597<<<<Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1597


Authors: Wytfliet, Corneille -- Bogard, Jean, d. ca. 1634 -- Ptolemy, active 2nd century. Geography -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) [6], 104 p. : 19 maps ; 31 cm.

First issue of the 1597 edition; includes 12 lines of errata on p. 104.

Uniform title: Geographia

[The maps] are entirely devoted to America, and constitute the earliest general American atlas.'--J. Winsor. A bibliog. of Ptolemy's Geography. 1884, p. 35.'

Also other editions with the same maps to 1615, cf. Koeman 1967-85, 3:219-20.


References: JCB Lib. cat., pre-1675, 1:357; Alden, J.E. European Americana, 597/71-72; Sabin 105696 (v. 29); Koeman Wyt 1A; Phillips 1140; Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 1238; OCLC 62492421

LCCN: 53-5464

VAULT folio Ayer 6 P9 .W9 1597a (NLO)

Geography - 1597<<<<Atlases, Belgian - 1597<<<<America - Maps - 1597<<<<Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1597


Authors: Ptolemy, active 2nd century -- Wytfliet, Corneille -- Ptolemy, active 2nd century.

Geographia -- Skelton, R. A. (Raleigh Ashlin), 1906-1970 -- Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, Ltd. -- Israel, Nico -- Meridian Publishing Co. (Amsterdam, Netherlands) -- Chamonal, Maurice

1 atlas (xii, 104 p. : 19 folded maps) ; 31 cm. Facsimile of original published Louvain, 1597; reproduced from copy belonging to Maurice Chamonal of La Ferté-sous-Jouarre, France.

Uniform title: Geographia

Includes R.A. Skelton's 'Bibliographical note' on p. v-xii.

Bibliography: p.x-xii.

Series: Theatrum Orbis Terrarum series of atlases in facsimile, 1st ser., v. 5

References: Cf. Phillips 1140.

Formerly Map4C 14 72-1281

LC Card Number: map65000082

Map Ref oversize G1025 .T37 ser. 1, v. 5 (NLO)

Geography - 1597<<<<Atlases, German - 1597

Geographiae vniuersae tum veteris, tum nouae absolutissimum opus, duobus voluminibus distinctum / In quorum priore habentur Cl. Ptolemaei Pelusiensis Geographicae enarrationis libri octo: Quorum primus ... commentarioris vberemis illustratus est `a Io. Antonio Magino Patavino. In secundo volumine insunt Cl. Ptolemaei, antiquae orbis tabulae XXVII. ad priscas historias intelligendas summ`e necessariae. Et tabulae XXXVII. recentiores ... Vn a cum ipsarum tabularum copiosissimis expositionibus, ... Auctore eodem Io. Ant. Magino Patavino, ... In celeberrima Agrippinensi


Authors: Ptolemy, active 2nd century -- Magini, Giovanni Antonio, 1555-1617 -- Porro, Girolamo, 1520-1604 -- Keschedt, Peter, d. 1607 -- Ptolemy, active 2nd century. Geography -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 2 v. in 1 : diagrs., 64 maps ; 24 cm.

Second edition of Magini's Ptolemy; maps engraved by Girolamo Porro.

This copy issued without colophon.

Uniform title: Geographia

Separate engraved title page for volume 2: Geographiae Cl. Ptolemaei pars secunda.

Engraved title page, initials, head and tail pieces and side notes.

Both volumes include indexes.

This copy and a second copy (Greenlee 4890 .P97 1597) contain unique printer's errors in the placement of maps, cf. volume 2, folios 10 and 11. Third copy (VAULT Ayer 6 .P9 1597c) was printed correctly. Fourth copy (VAULT Ayer 6 .P9 1597b) includes colophon in volume 2.

References: C.E. Armstrong, Copies of Ptolemy's Geography in American libraries (1962) no. 38; Phillips 404; Sabin 66493; Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 566

VAULT Ayer 6 .P9 1597a (NLO)

Geography - 1597<<<<Atlases, German - 1597

Geographiae vniuersae tum veteris, tum nouae absolutissimum opus, duobus voluminibus

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
distinctum / In quorum priore habentur Cl.
Ptolemaei Pelusiensis Geographicae enarrationis
libri octo: Quorum primus ... commentariis
vberrimis illustratus est a lo. Antonio Magino
Patavino. In secundo volume insunt Cl.
Ptolemaei, antiquae orbis tabulae XXVII. ad
priscas historias intelligendas summ' e
necessariae. Et tabulae XXXVII. recentiores ...
Vn a cum ipsarum tabularum copiosissimis
expositionibus, ... Auctore eodem Io. Ant. Magino
Patavino, ... In celeberrima Agrippinensium
Colonia [Cologne] : Excudebat Petrus Keschedt,
1597.
Authors: Ptolemy, active 2nd century. Geographia --
William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry
Library)
2 v. in 1 : 57 maps ; 24 cm.
Second edition of Magini's Ptolemy; maps
engraved by Girolamo Porro.
This copy issued without colophon.
Uniform title: Geographia
Separate engraved title page for volume 2:
Geographiae Cl. Ptolemaei pars secunda.
Engraved title page, initials, head and tail pieces
and side notes.
Both volumes include indexes.
Imperfect; lacking leaves 11-14 and 20-21 in
volume 2; includes 57 instead of 64 maps
present in three other Newberry copies (VAULT
Ayer 6 P9 1597a, VAULT Ayer 6 P9 1597b and
VAULT Ayer 6 P9 1597c)
Forms part of the William B. Greenlee Collection
(Newberry Library).
References: C.E. Armstrong, Copies of Ptolemy's
Geography in American libraries (1962) no. 38;
Phillips 404; Sabin 66493; Atlases in libraries of
Chicago (1936) no. 566
Greenlee 4890 .P97 1597 (NLO)

Geography - 1597 Atlasses, German - 1597
Geographiae vniuerae tum veteris, tum nouae
absolutissimum opus, duobus voluminibus
distinctum / In quorum priore habentur Cl.
Ptolemaei Pelusiensis Geographicae enarrationis
libri octo: Quorum primus ... commentariis
vberrimis illustratus est a lo. Antonio Magino
Patavino. In secundo volume insunt Cl.
Ptolemaei, antiquae orbis tabulae XXVII. ad
priscas historias intelligendas summ' e
necessariae. Et tabulae XXXVII. recentiores ...
Vn a cum ipsarum tabularum copiosissimis
expositionibus, ... Auctore eodem Io. Ant. Magino
Patavino, ... In celeberrima Agrippinensium
Colonia [Cologne] : Excudebat Petrus Keschedt,
1597.
Authors: Ptolemy, active 2nd century. Geographia --
William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry
Library)
2 v. in 1 : 57 maps ; 24 cm.
Second edition of Magini's Ptolemy; maps
engraved by Girolamo Porro.
This copy issued without colophon.
Uniform title: Geographia
Separate engraved title page for volume 2:
Geographiae Cl. Ptolemaei pars secunda.
Engraved title page, initials, head and tail pieces
and side notes.
Both volumes include indexes.
Imperfect; lacking leaves 11-14 and 20-21 in
volume 2; includes 57 instead of 64 maps
present in three other Newberry copies (VAULT
Ayer 6 P9 1597a, VAULT Ayer 6 P9 1597b and
VAULT Ayer 6 P9 1597c)
Forms part of the William B. Greenlee Collection
(Newberry Library).
References: C.E. Armstrong, Copies of Ptolemy's
Geography in American libraries (1962) no. 38;
Phillips 404; Sabin 66493; Atlases in libraries of
Chicago (1936) no. 566
Greenlee 4890 .P97 1597 (NLO)

Geography - 1597 Atlasses, German - 1597
Geographiae vniuerae tum veteris, tum nouae
absolutissimum opus, duobus voluminibus
distinctum / In quorum priore habentur Cl.
Ptolemaei Pelusiensis Geographicae enarrationis
libri octo: Quorum primus ... commentariis
vberrimis illustratus est a lo. Antonio Magino
Patavino. In secundo volume insunt Cl.
Ptolemaei, antiquae orbis tabulae XXVII. ad
priscas historias intelligendas summ' e
necessariae. Et tabulae XXXVII. recentiores ...
Vn a cum ipsarum tabularum copiosissimis
expositionibus, ... Auctore eodem Io. Ant. Magino
Patavino, ... In celeberrima Agrippinensium
Colonia [Cologne] : Excudebat Petrus Keschedt,
1597.
Authors: Ptolemy, active 2nd century. Geographia --
William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry
Library)
2 v. in 1 : 57 maps ; 24 cm.
Second edition of Magini's Ptolemy; maps
engraved by Girolamo Porro.
This copy issued without colophon.
Uniform title: Geographia
Separate engraved title page for volume 2:
Geographiae Cl. Ptolemaei pars secunda.
Engraved title page, initials, head and tail pieces
and side notes.
Both volumes include indexes.
Imperfect; lacking leaves 11-14 and 20-21 in
volume 2; includes 57 instead of 64 maps
present in three other Newberry copies (VAULT
Ayer 6 P9 1597a, VAULT Ayer 6 P9 1597b and
VAULT Ayer 6 P9 1597c)
Forms part of the William B. Greenlee Collection
(Newberry Library).
References: C.E. Armstrong, Copies of Ptolemy's
Geography in American libraries (1962) no. 38;
Phillips 404; Sabin 66493; Atlases in libraries of
Chicago (1936) no. 566
Greenlee 4890 .P97 1597 (NLO)
28936 Geography - 1598 Atlases, Italian - 1598
435 leaves : 69 map plates ; 25 cm.
The fourth edition of Ruscelli's Ptolemy, revised, enlarged, and edited by Giuseppe Rosaccio"--Sabin.
Uniform title: Geographia
'Descrittione della geografia vniuersale ... con discorsi fatti da Gioseppe Rosaccio ...' on 144 leaves.
'Esposizioni, et introdutioni vniuersali di Girolamo Ruscelli sopra la Geografia di Claudio Tolomeo Alessandrino' on 28 leaves at the end, with a separate t.p.
Includes indexes.
A later issue has t.p. dated 1599.
References: C.E. Armstrong, Copies of Ptolemy's Geography in American libraries (1962) no. 40; Sabin 66507; Phillips 409; Thacher II, p. 40 (Americana); Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 572; OCLC 56086299
LCCN: 2004-573061
VAULT Ayer 6.P9 1598a (NLO)

28937 Geography - 1598 Atlases, Italian - 1598
2 v. in 1. : ill., 64 maps ; 31 cm.
Unique title: Geographia.
Bound by W. Pratt; Stevens-Ayer bookplate.
References: C.E. Armstrong, Copies of Ptolemy's Geography in American libraries (1962) no. 39; Sabin 66506; Phillips 405; Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 571; Nord 226.
VAULT folio Ayer 6.P9 1598b (NLO)

28938 Geography - 1598 Atlases, Italian - 1598
Geografia di Claudio Tolomeo Alessandrino / tradotta di Greco nell'idioma volgare Italiana da Girolamo Ruscelli ; et hora nuouamente ampliata da Gioseffo Rosaccio, con varie annotationi, & esposizioni, & tauole di rame ... ; et vna geografia vniuersale del medesimo, separata da quella di Tolomeo ... ; et vna breue descrittione di tutta la terra, distinta in quattro libri ... ; con due indici copiosissimi di tutto quello, che di notabile si contiene nell'opera. In Venetia [Venice] :
Appresso gli heredi di Melchior Sessa, 1598.
Authors: Ptolemy, active 2nd century -- Rosaccio, Giuseppe, approximately 1530-approximately 1620 -- Ruscelli, Girolamo, d. ca. 1565 -- Heredi di Melchior Sessa -- Ptolemy, active 2nd century. Geographia -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
395 leaves ; 69 map plates ; 25 cm.
The fourth edition of Ruscelli's Ptolemy, revised, enlarged, and edited by Giuseppe Rosaccio"--Sabin.
Uniform title: Geographia
'Descrittione della geografia vniuersale ... con discorsi fatti da Gioseppe Rosaccio ...' on 144 leaves.
'Esposizioni, et introdutioni vniuersali di Girolamo Ruscelli sopra la Geografia di Claudio Tolomeo Alessandrino' on 28 leaves at the end, with a separate t.p.
Includes indexes.
A later issue has t.p. dated 1599.
References: C.E. Armstrong, Copies of Ptolemy's Geography in American libraries (1962) no. 40; Sabin 66507; Phillips 409; Thacher II, p. 40 (Americana); Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 572; OCLC 56086299
LCCN: 2004-573061
VAULT Ayer 6.P9 1598a (NLO)

28939 Geography - 1599 Atlases, German - 1599
Enchiridion cosmographicum: dass ist, ein handtbüchlin, der gantzen welt gelegenheit also kurz vnd nach nottrufft volkommenlich begreiffende, wie solches andere berhümbte cosmographi, als Munsterus, Ortelius, Wagener, Boterus, &c. vor dieser zeit der lenge nach beschrieben : Darauss man nicht allein die form vnd gestalt des erdbodems, sonder auch seine abtheilung, jedes landes art, sitte, gegen, fruchtbarkeit, reuieren, getheirde, einwohner, vnd andere dergleichen eygenschafften mit lust vnd vnd nutz erlehhnen kan. Dem ... teutschen leser ... in alsoldches format gestellet / durch Mattheis Quaden, kupfferstecher. Gedruckt zu Cölln am Rhein : Bey W. Lützenkirchen, 1599.
Authors: Quad, Matthias, 1557-1613 -- Lützenkirchen, Wilhelm, 1586-1613
6 p. l., 266 (i.e. 258) p., 3 leaves : ill., 5 folded maps ; 19 cm.
Title in red and black; title vignette.
Paging irregular.
2008042550 on order (NLO)
"Quad's writings and cartographic work": p. xxix-xxxiv.
Bibliography: p. xxxix.
References: Burden 133; Cf. Phillips 411
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

28944 Geography - 1600<Atlases, German - 1600<Europe - Maps - 1600<Quad, Mathias, 1557-1613
Geographisch Handbuch : Cologne 1600 / With an introd. by/Mit einer Einführung von Wilhelm Bonacker. Amsterd. : Theatrum Orbis
Terarum, 1969 [i.e. 1970].
Authors: Quad, Mathias, 1557-1613 --
Bussemacher, Johann, fl. 1580-1613 --
Bonacker, Wilhelm -- Theatrum Orbis Terrarum,
Ltd. -- Rand McNally and Company -- George
Philip & Son
xxix, 332 p. : illus., 28 cm.
Facsimile of original published Cologne: J.
Bussemacher, 1600.
Includes introduction by William Bonacker.
"Published in the U.S.A. by Rand McNally &
Company, Chicago. Distributed in Great Britain ...
by George Philip & Son Limited, London."
"Quad's writings and cartographic work": p. xxix-xxxiv.
Bibliography: p. xxxix.
Series: Theatrum Orbis Terrarum series of
atlases in facsimile, 4th ser., v. 6.
References: Burden 133; Cf. Phillips 411
Formerly Map4C 2
72-1281
Map Ref oversize G1025 .T37 ser. 4, v. 6 (NLO)

28945 Geography - 1602<Atlases, Italian - 1602
Le Relationi vniversali / di Giovanni Botero
Benese, diuise in quattro patri ; con le figure, &
due copiosissime taulo. In Venetia [Venice] :
Appresso Nicolò Polo, e Compagni, MDCII
[1602].
Authors: Botero, Giovanni, 1540-1617 -- Polo,
Niccolò, active 1592-1614 -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
4 volumes in 1 ([32], 240 pages, [4] leaves of
plates; [22], 152 pages; 183, [9] pages; [16], 79
pages) : 4 maps ; 21 cm (4to.)
"Nuouamente ristampate, & corrette."
Uniform title: Relationi universalis
Parts 2-4 each have separate title page.
Contents: Nella prima parte si contiene la
descrittione dell' Europa, dell' Asia, e dell' Africa
... Et si tratta del continente del Mondo Nuouo. Et
dell' isole ... -- Nella seconda, si dá contezza de' 
maggiori precipui del mondo ... -- Nella terza, si
tratta ancor de' popoli d'ogni credenza ... -- Nella
quarta, si tratta delle superstizion in che viueuano
già le genti del Mondo Nuouo ...
Includes indexes.

28947 Geography - 1605<Atlases, Dutch - 1605
Claudii Ptolemaei Alexandrini Geographiae libri
octo Graeco-Latini : latiniè primum recogniti &
emendati, cum tabulis geographicis ad mentem
auctoris restitutis per Gerardum Mercatorem: iam
verò ad Graeca & Latina exemplaria à Petro
Montano iterum recogniti, et pluribus locis
castigati. Adjecta insuper ab eodem nomina
recentia et aequivalentia ex varijs auctoris
veteribus et recentiorib. magna cura collecta, in
gratiam et usum geographiae studiosorum.
[Amsterdam] : Sumptibus Cornelij Nicolai &
Iudoci Hondij Amsterodammi, 1605.
Authors: Ptolemy, active 2nd century --
Montanus, Petrus, 1595?-1638 -- Bertius, Petrus,
1565-1629 -- Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1600
-- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590
-- Claesz, Cornelis, ca. 1546-1609 -- Hondius,
Jodocus, 1563-1612 -- Pirckheimer, Willibald,
1470-1530 -- Ptolemy, active 2nd century
Geographia -- Edward E. Ayer Collection
(Newberry Library) -- Nicolai, Cornelis, ca.
1546-1609 SEE Claesz, Cornelis, ca. 1546-1609
-- Nicholay, Cornelis, ca. 1546-1609 SEE Claesz,
Cornelis, ca. 1546-1609
6 leaves, 215 p., 87 leaves : 28 hand col. maps ;
41 cm.
Edited by Petrus Montanus and Petrus Bertius;
maps by Gerhard Mercator.
Descriptive text on versos of most of the maps,
which are printed from the original Mercator
plates of 1578, purchased by Hondius after
Mercator's death.
Uniform title: Geographia.
Greek and Latin in parallel columns.
Engraved title page.
Title within an architectural border.
Portrait of Mercator engraved by Franz
Hogenberg.
Includes indexes.
Variant copies at Newberry bear different
imprints; cf. VAULT oversize Ayer 6 .P9 1605a
and VAULT oversize Ayer 6 .P9 1605b
References: C.E. Armstrong, Copies of Ptolemy's
Geography in American libraries (1962) no. 579; OCLC 68268455
Exhibited at the Newberry Library as part of
Ptolemy's geography and Renaissance
mapmakers (November 3, 2007
Ptolemy's geography and Renaissance
mapmakers (November 3, 2007
References: C.E. Armstrong, Copies of Ptolemy's
Geography in American libraries (1962) no. 579; OCLC 68268455
Exhibited at the Newberry Library as part of
Ptolemy's geography and Renaissance
mapmakers (November 3, 2007
References: C.E. Armstrong, Copies of Ptolemy's
Geography in American libraries (1962) no. 579; OCLC 68268455
Exhibited at the Newberry Library as part of
Ptolemy's geography and Renaissance
mapmakers (November 3, 2007


Authors: Ptolemy, active 2nd century

Cornelio Nicolai, in cujus officina prostant [Cologne] : e[m]s, 1608.

Title: Geographia.

Greek and Latin in parallel columns.

Engraved title page.

Portrait of Mercator engraved by Franz Hogenberg.

Includes indexes.


References: C.E. Armstrong, Copies of Ptolemy's Geography in American libraries (1962) no. 42; Sabin 66494; Phillips 421; Atlasses in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 581

VAULT oversize Ayer 6 .P9 1605b (NLO)

Geography - 1608 Atlases, German - 1608

Geographiae univ ersae tvm veteris, tvm novae absolvitissvm opus duobus voluminibus distinctum, in quorum priore habentur Cl. Ptolemaei ... Geographicae enarrationis libri octo: Quorum primus ... commentar ijs ... illustratus est à Ioan. Antonio Magino ... In secundo volumine insunt Cl. Ptolemaei, antiquae orbis tabulae XXVII. ... Et tabulae XXXVII. rectiores ... Vnà cum ipsarum tabularam ... expositionibus / Auctore eodem Ioan. Ant. Magino ... In celeberrima Agrippinensivm Colonia [Cologne]: excvdebat Petrvs Keschedt, 1608.

Authors: Ptolemy, active 2nd century -- Magini, Giovanni Antonio, 1555-1617 -- Porro, Girolamo, 1520-1604 -- Pirckheimer, Willibald, 1470-1530 -- Keschedt, Peter, d. 1607 -- Ptolemy, active 2nd century.

Geographia -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

2 v. in 1 : diagrs., 64 maps ; 21 cm.


Translated by W. Pirckheimer; maps engraved by G. Porro.

Uniform title: Geographia.

Engraved title pages; head and tail pieces; initials.

References: C.E. Armstrong, Copies of Ptolemy's Geography in American libraries (1962) no. 43; Sabin 66495; Phillips 5921; Atlasses in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 586

VAULT oversize Ayer 6 .P9 1608 (NLO)
Facsimiles
Road maps
Historical atlases

Geography - 1617
Atlases, Dutch - 1617

Geography, Ancient - Maps - 300
Road maps - Manuscripts
Facsimiles - Geography, Ancient - 300
Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Peutinger table
Facsimiles - Itinerarium Antonini
Facsimiles - Road maps
Historical atlases

Theatrum geographiae veteris, duobus tomis distinctum, edente Petro Bertio Bevero.

[Ams]telodami [i.e. Amsterdam and Leiden], ex officinâ Iudoci Hondiij, 1618.

305 leaves: diags., 44 maps; 45 cm.
Edited by Petrus Bertius; maps by Gerhard Mercator.
Letterpress title page.
Imprint from added title page (engraved).
Added title (engraved title page): Theatri geographiae veteris

Uniform title: Geographia

Includes the text of Ptolemy's Geographia in Greek with parallel Latin translation; as well as annotations by Gerard Mercator, the Itinerarium Antonini, the Itinerarium Burdigalense, and the Peutinger Table, with notes by Abraham Ortelius and Marcus Welser.

Printed at Leiden by Isaac Elsevier.

Added engraved title page for volume 2 bears a publication date of 1619.

For variant issue, lacking imprint on engraved title page, see VAULT oversize Ayer 6 .P9 1618a

Geography - 1618
Atlases, Dutch - 1618
Rome - History, Ancient - Maps - 300
Road maps - Manuscripts
Facsimiles - Geography, Ancient - 300
Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Peutinger table
Facsimiles - Itinerarium Antonini
Facsimiles - Road maps
Historical atlases

Geography - 1618
Atlases, Dutch - 1618
Rome - History, Ancient - Maps - 300
Road maps - Manuscripts
Facsimiles - Geography, Ancient - 300
Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Peutinger table
Facsimiles - Itinerarium Antonini
Facsimiles - Road maps
Historical atlases

Theatrum geographiae veteris, duobus tomis distinctum, edente Petro Bertio Bevero.

[Amsterdam and Leiden]. J. Hondius, 1618.

305 leaves: diags., 44 maps; 45 cm.
Edited by Petrus Bertius; maps by Gerhard Mercator.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
suis Isaacvs Elsevirvs, sumptibus ludoci Hondii. 
Anno M D C XVIII 
Letterpress title page. 
Added title (engraved title page): Theatri geographiae veteris 
Uniform title: Geographia 
Includes the text of Ptolemy's Geographia in Greek with parallel Latin translation; as well as annotations by Gerard Mercator, the Itinerarium Antonini, the Itinerarium Burdigalense, and the Peutinger Table, with notes by Abraham Ortelius and Marcus Welser. 
Printed in Leiden by Isaac Elsevier. 
Includes manuscript map appended to the engraved facsimile of the Peutinger Table: Scheda posterior; ms. cataloged separately. 
References: C.E. Armstrong, Copies of Ptolemy's Geography in American libraries (1962) no. 46; Sabin 66497; Phillips 433; Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 591; OCLC 6631152 
Exhibited at the Newberry Library as part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Giunti (I.), printer, Venice SEE Heredi di Lucantonio Giunta -- Giunti (Firm : Venice, Italy) SEE Heredi di Lucantonio Giunta [8], 800, [36], 264 p., [4] folded leaves of plates : 4 folded maps ; 23 cm. (4to) 
Uniform title: Relationi universali 
Imperfect: lacking "Della ragion di Stato" 264 p. at end. 
Includes index. 
Head- and tail-pieces; initials. 
Binder's error: pages 295-296 bound before 293-294 and pages 299-300 bound before 297-298. 
Full leather binding with intertwined letters "AV" stamped in gold on front cover. 
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library. 
References: Burden 258; Sabin 6807 
Baskes G120 .B7 1640 (NLO) 

Geography - 1640<<<<Atlases, Italian - 1640 
Uniform title: Relationi universali 
Imperfect: lacking "Della ragion di Stato" 264 p. at end. 
Includes index. 
Head- and tail-pieces; initials. 
Binder's error: pages 295-296 bound before 293-294 and pages 299-300 bound before 297-298. 
Full leather binding with intertwined letters "AV" stamped in gold on front cover. 
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library. 
References: Burden 258; Sabin 6807 
Baskes G120 .B7 1640 (NLO) 

Geography - 1641<<<<Atlases, German - 1641 
Introductio in universam geographiam. 
Brunswick : G. Muller, 1641. 
Authors: Clüver, Philipp, 1580-1622 -- Gruber, Balthusar -- Buno, Conrad -- Buno, Johannes, 1617-1697 -- Muller, G., 17th cent. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Buno, Johannes, 1617-1697 SEE Buno, Johannes, 1617-1697 SEE Buno, Johannes, 1617-1697 SEE Buno, Johannes, 1617-1697 SEE Buno, Johannes, 1617-1697 SEE Buno, Johannes, 1617-1697 SEE Buno, Johannes, 1617-1697 
1 v. : 33 maps ; 191 x 163 mm. 
1st ed. 
Maps engraved by Conrad Buno. 
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. 
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes). 
References: Phillips 4256; Shirley W356, Br 507; Black, Maps and history (1997) p.11
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

28957 Geography - 1652 Atlases, British - 1652
Authors: Heylyn, Peter, 1600-1662 -- Seile, Henry -- Heylyn, Peter, 1600-1662 SEE Heylyn, Peter, 1600-1662
1 v. : 3 map plates ; 36 cm.
Case folio F 09.4 (NLO)

28958 Geography - 1657 Atlases, British - 1657
Authors: Heylyn, Peter, 1600-1662 -- Seile, Henry
1 v. : 4 map plates ; 35 cm.
2nd ed.
Case folio G114 .H61 1657 (NLO)

28959 Geography - 1659 Atlases, Italian - 1659
Relationi vniuersali / di Giovanni Botero Benese ; diuise in quattro parti ; arricchite di molte cose rare, e memorabili, con l'vltima mano dell'auttore ; accresciutoiu varie osseruazioni di Girolamo Brusoni sopra le medesime relationi vniuersali, con le notitie de gli affari più rileuanti di stato, et di religione di questo secolo, et aggiuntoui la Ragione di stato del medesimo Botero. In Venetia [Venice] : Per li Bertani, M.DC.LIX [1659].
Authors: Botero, Giovanni, 1540-[1659].
1 v. : 4 map plates ; 24 cm (4to)
Vellum over boards.
Title vignette (printer’s device); head- and tail-pieces; initials. Includes index.
Uniform title: Relationi universali
Former owner’s inscription: Saceodota Giovanni Rota Rossi 1842[?]
Former owner’s inscription: Comporis Jesu Brisci[?] ex libris Joannis Conadini Rectoris pontis nos[?].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Burden 149
Baskes G120 .B7 1659 (NLO)

28960 Geography - 1660 Atlases, Italian - 1660
Dell’ Hercole e studio geografico ... Nel quale si descrive generalmente il globo terrestre secondo l’essere, che riceuette dalla natura; secondo le formalità, che gli hà dato l’intendimento humano; & secondo il ripartimento dello stato presente, datioli dalla guerra, e dalla pace. Con una prefatione, che serve d'introduttione per l'intelligenza, ut uso di quest’opera; vna tauola metodica de’ capi del discorso; e due indici, vno de nomi antichi, e latini, e l’altro de’ nomi moderni, secondo la ortografa più vsata, ut riceuuta nelle provincie, delle quali si ragiona ...
In Roma [Rome] : nella stamperia di Vitale Mascardi ..., M. D.C. LX. [1660].
Authors: Nicolosi, Giovanni Battista, 1610-1670 -- Mascardi, Vitale -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
2 v. (text [18], 414, [39] p. and atlas [3 leaves, 6 maps on 22 sheets]) ; 43 cm.
First edition.
Engraved half title (volume 1 only): Hercole di Giov. Battista Nicolosi.
Imprint, volume 2: In Roma, appresso l’avtore, M. D.C. LX. [1660].
Maps also cataloged separately.
References: Phillips 467.
31574-75
ICN 52-1399
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .N65 1660 (NLO)

28961 Geography - 1668 Atlases, British - 1668
Authors: Heylyn, Peter, 1600-1662 -- Seile, Anne -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 1 map ; 30 cm.
Ayer 7 H4 1668 (NLO)

28962 Geography - 1669 Atlases, British - 1669
Authors: Heylyn, Peter, 1600-1662 -- Seile, Anne -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 4 map plates ; 36 cm.
Ayer 7 H4 1669 (NLO)

28963 Geography - 1670 Atlases, British - 1670
Authors: Heylyn, Peter, 1600-1662 -- Seile, Henry -- Chetwind, Philip -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 4 maps ; 330 x 220 mm.
6th ed.
C:HSeile;NMM353;Sab31655
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

28964 Geography - 1670 Meteorology - 1670 Science - 1670

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Geography - 1693

Introduction à la géographie : où sont la géographie astronomique, qui explique la correspondance du globe terrestre avec la sphère, la géographie naturelle qui donne les divisions de toutes les parties de la terre & de l'eau, suivant qu'elles sont distribuées par grandes parties & regions, ou qu'elles sont différentes & naturellement divisées les unes des autres, la géographie historique, qui considere la terre par les états souverains, par l'étendu des religions, et par l'étendu des principales langues / par le Sieur Sanson d'Abbeville ... A Paris :

Chez la veuve Mabre Cramoys, 1693.

Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Mabre Cramoisy, veuve -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Mabre Cramoisy, veuve SEE Mabre Cramoisy, veuve -- Cramoisy, Mabre, veuve SEE Mabre Cramoisy, veuve -- Cramoisy, Mabre, veuve SEE Mabre Cramoisy, veuve

[14], 256 [i.e. 236] p. : ill. ; 17 cm.

Added engraved t.p.

Brown leather quarter binding with marbled papers and gold-stamped title on spine:

Geographie.

Does not include maps.

Title in red and black.

Includes index.

Page 236 wrongly numbered 256.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Duplicate copy: VAULT Ayer 7 .S19 1693

Baskes G114 .S26 1693 (NLO)
Cockerill, 1693.
Authors: Morden, Robert, d. 1703 -- Morden & Cockerill -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 78 maps ; 203 x 167 mm.
3rd ed.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Phillips 4268
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

28982 Geography - 1699<<>>Atlases, French - 1699
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Sanson, Guillaume -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
2 v. in 1 : 6 maps ; 165 x 100 mm.
2nd ed.
Includes 48 p. catalog.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

28983 Geography - 1700-1799 - Manuscripts<<>>Atlases,French - 1700-1799 - Manuscripts<<>>Manuscript maps
Della geographia. [Italy, 17--?].
Authors: Landry, Gabrielle -- Bonnart, H. -- Rousseau, 18th cent. -- Newberry Library. John M. Wing Foundation
[154] p. 2 fold. tables, 9 plates (including 7 folded maps) ; 23 cm.
Italian manuscript in verse (including the tables) interleaved with 8 engraved maps printed in French (7 signed "Gab. Landry ex." and 1 signed "H. Bonnart").
Includes maps of the world, Europe, Spain (signed "Rousseau fecit"), France, Germany & central Europe, Germany, Asia, Africa, and America.
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.
Wing MS ZW 7351.01d (NLO)

28984 Geography - 1700 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Eachard, Laurence -- Moll, Herman, -1732 -- Nicholson -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 4 maps ; 150 x 90 mm.
5th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

28985 Geography - 1701
Johann Hübners ... Kurtze Fragen aus der neuen und alten Geographie auf die Friedens-Schlüsse zu Ryswyck und Carlowitz gegründet, und mit
Geography - 1701 Atlases, British - 1701
A System of geography; or, a new & accurate description of the earth in all its empires, kingdoms and states. Illustrated with history and topography, and maps of every country ... by Hermann Moll ... London : Timothy Child, 1701.
Authors: Moll, Hermann, fl. 1732 -- Falconer, Robert, fl. 1700 -- Luysts, Jan, 1655-1721 -- Gucht, Michael van der, 1660-1725 -- Child, Timothy
1 atlas (2 parts in 1 v.): 41 maps; 31 cm.
References: Phillips 536.
LC Card Number: 07040361
211633
Case folio G 117 .58 (NLO)

Geography - 1701 Historical atlases
Authors: Clüver, Philipp, 1580-1622 -- Broeoelet, Willem, active 1692-1719 -- Bertius, Petrus, 1565-1629. Breviarii totius orbis terrarum (1701) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
[12], 355, [83] p., [41] folded leaves of plates; 36 maps (engravings); 14 cm. (12mo)
Uniform title: Introductio in universam geographiam
Engraved t.p.; plates are mostly maps, a few tables.
"Breviarium totius orbis terrarum ... auctore Petro Bertio"; p. [301]-355; "Series Romanorum imperatorum"; p. [1]-[5] (3rd sequence)
Includes index.
Originally published: Leiden, 1624.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Burden 335
LC Card Number: 25014159
Baskes G120 .CS87 1701 (NLO)

Geography - 1704 Atlases, British - 1704
Authors: Gordon, Patrick, fl. 1700 -- Morden, Robert, d. 1703 -- Sprint, Samuel, d. 1707 -- Sprint, John, d. 1729 -- Nicholson, John, d. ca. 1717 -- Burroughs, Samuel, fl. 1677-1707 -- Bell, Andrew, d. 1720? -- Smith, Ralph, fl. 1707-1718 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
4th ed., corr., and somewhat enl.
Half-title: The geographical grammar.
Binder's title: Gordon's geographical grammar.
Maps by Robt. Morden.
Map of England hand colored in outline.
Title page in red and black.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
References: Sabin 27991; Shirley, R. Maps in the atlases of the British Library, T.Gord-1
Baskes G121 .G68 1704 (NLO)
Geography - 1706 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Seller, John, fl. 1658-1698 -- Senex, John, -1740 -- Price, Charles, fl. 1700-1707 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.: 4 maps ; 156 x 97 mm.
CatalogSeller&Price:allEngrPls
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Geography - 1708 Atlases, British - 1708
*Geography anatomiz'd, or, The geographical grammar : being a short and exact analysis of the whole body of modern geography, after a new and curious method ... : collected from the best authors, and illustrated with divers maps / by Pat. Gordon, M.A.F.R.S. London : Printed for John Nicholson, John Sprint, and S. Burroughs ... , Andr. Bell ... , and R. Smith ... 1708.
Half-title: The geographical grammar.
Binder's title: Gordon's grammar.
Maps by Robt. Morden.
Title page in red and black.
'Advertisement to the bookbinder,' p. 428.
'Books printed for John Nicholson and John Sprint in Little Britain, Andrew Bell and Ralph Smith near the Royal Exchange in Cornhill,' p. [429-432].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G121 .G68 1708 (NLO)

Geography - 1709 Europe - Description and travel - 1709 Asia - Description and travel - 1709 America - Description and travel - 1709 Africa - Description and travel - 1709 Atlases, British - 1709
*The Compleat geographer: or, The chorography and topography of all the known parts of the earth. To which is premis'd an introduction to geography, and a natural history of the earth and the elements ... The whole containing the substance of at least an hundred and fifty books of modern travels, faithfully abstracted ... To which are added maps of every country ... most engrav'd by Herman Moll.* London: Printed for Awnsham and John Churchill, at the Black-Swan in Pater-noster-Row. And Timothy Childe, at the White-Hart, at the west-end of St. Paul's Church-yard, 1709.
2 v. in 1 : front., ill., maps (1 folded) ; 35 cm.
The 3rd ed. .... Volume 2 has title: Thesaurus geographicus: or, The compleat geographer, part the second. Being the chorography, topography, and history of Asia, Africa and America ... The third edition very much enlarg'd.
Bookplate of Sr. Godfrey Copley, bar.
Forms part of the William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library).
Greenlee 4890 .C73 1709 (NLO)

Geography - 1713 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Eachard, Laurence -- Moll, Herman, -1732 -- Nicholson -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.: 4 maps ; 153 x 90 mm.
8th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Geography - 1718
*Methode pour étudier la géographie.* Paris, 1718.
Authors: Lenglet Dufresnoy, Nicolas, 1674-1755 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
4 v. ; 17 cm.
Ayer 290 .L485 1718 (NLO)

Geography - 1723 (Provisional Heading)
*Compleat geographer.* London: Knapton & Knaplock, 1723.
Authors: Moll, Herman, --1732 -- Welsh, Howard E., 1917-1990 -- Knapton & Knaplock -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.: 44 maps ; 351 x 235 mm.
4th ed.
prov:Welsh;maps=A1762
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Cf. Phillips 03481
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Geography - 1725-1731 (Provisional Heading)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Geography - 1725 &lt;&lt;&gt;&gt; Atlases, British - 1725 &lt;&lt;&gt;&gt; North America - Maps - 1725 &lt;&lt;&gt;&gt; South America - Maps - 1725</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Geography - 1725 <<>> Atlases, British - 1725 <<>> North America - Maps - 1725**

*Geography anatomiz'd, or, The geographical grammar: being a short and exact analysis of the whole body of modern geography, after a new and curious method...*: collected from the best authors, and illustrated with divers maps / by Pat. Gordon, M.A.F.R.S. London: Printed for J. and A. Knapton, R. Knaplock, J. and B. Sprint, [and 7 others], 1725.


1 v. : maps ; 20 cm.

Bookplate of William Brooks Greenlee.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library)


Half-title: The geographical grammar.

Title page in red and black.

'Advertisement to the bookbinder,' p. 416.

Former owner: M.A.P. Thompson.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G121 .G68 1728 (NLO)

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Geography - 1728 &lt;&lt;&gt;&gt; Atlases, British - 1738</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baskes G121 .G68 1728 (NLO)</td>
<td>Geography - 1728 &lt;&lt;&gt;&gt; Atlases, British - 1738</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Authors: Dionysius Periegetes -- Wells, Edward -- Knaplock, H. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 16 maps ; 198 x 125 mm.

5th ed.

Edited by Edward Wells.

Includes maps illustrating ancient history.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).

References: Nord 954

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Geography - 1729 &lt;&lt;&gt;&gt; Atlases, French - 1729</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baskes G121 .G68 1725 (NLO)</td>
<td>Geography - 1729 &lt;&lt;&gt;&gt; Atlases, French - 1729</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Authors: BUFFIER, CLAUDE -- GIFFART, PIERRE FRANCOIS, b. 1677 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 18 maps ; 169 x 100 mm.

4th ed.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Geography - 1730 &lt;&lt;&gt;&gt; Atlases, British - 1730 &lt;&lt;&gt;&gt; North America - Maps - 1730 &lt;&lt;&gt;&gt; South America - Maps - 1730</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baskes G121 .G68 1725 (NLO)</td>
<td>Geography - 1730 &lt;&lt;&gt;&gt; Atlases, British - 1730 &lt;&lt;&gt;&gt; North America - Maps - 1730 &lt;&lt;&gt;&gt; South America - Maps - 1730</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Geography anatomiz'd, or, The geographical grammar: being a short and exact analysis of the whole body of modern geography, after a new and curious method...*: collected from the best authors, and illustrated with divers maps / by Pat. Gordon, M.A.F.R.S. London: Printed for J. and A. Knapton, R. Knaplock, J. and B. Sprint, [and 7 others], 1728.


11th ed., corr., and somewhat enl. / and a set of new maps, by Mr. Senex.

Imperfect; issued with maps lacking in this copy; p. 55-57, 62-63 wrongly numbered; page nos. 113-122, 161-168 omitted; page nos. 137-138, 145-152, 177-184 repeated.


Half-title: The geographical grammar.

Title page in red and black.

'Advertisement to the bookbinder,' p. 416.

Former owner: M.A.P. Thompson.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G121 .G68 1728 (NLO)

---

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
**Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)**

*authors, and illustrated with divers maps / by Pat. Gordon. London: Printed for J. and J. Knapton, R. Knaplock, D. Midwinter, ... [and 7 others], 1730.*


Half-title: The geographical grammar.

Binder's title: Gordon's geography.

Includes maps of North and South America.

'The geographical grammar.' p. 416. Title page in red and black.

Page nos. 113-122, 161-168 omitted; page nos. 145-152, 177-184 repeated; p. 179 wrongly numbered 176

Ownership stamps: The St. Augustine Historical Society Library; St. Augustine Institute of Science and Historical Society.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).

References: Sabin 27991

**Baskes G121 .G68 1730 (NLO)**

---

**29004 Geography - 1733<<<Atlases, Dutch - 1733 Nouvelle geographie. Hague: Isaac Beauregard, 1733.**

Authors: Martineau du Plessis, Dionys -- Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594 -- Delacroix -- Cloppenburg -- Sauzet -- Beauregard, Isaac -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 3 v. : 38 maps ; 162 x 105 mm.

Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)**

---


Authors: Hederich, Benjamin, 1675-1748 -- Nicolai, Christoph Gottlieb -- Busch, George Paul, d. 1756 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) [16], 512, [16] p., [9] leaves of plates (some folded) : ill., 6 maps (folded), coats of arms ; 18 cm. (8°)


'Corrigenda' and 'Notanda' on recto of last leaf.

Includes bibliographical references (p. [14]-[15] of first section) and index.


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Contemporary vellum binding.

---

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
29006  Geography - 1735<<<Atlases, Italian - 1735

Metodo per istudiarla e geografia. Venice : S. Coleti, 1735.
Authors: Martineau du Plessis, Dionys -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Lenget du Fresnoy, Nicolas, 1674-1755 -- Coleti, S. -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)
5 v. in 3 : 6 maps ; 195 x 160 mm.
Maps by N. Sanson and Lenget du Fresnoy.

Geography text.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskets).
References: Cf. Phillips 4197
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

29007  Geography - 1737<<<Atlases, Austrian - 1737

Einleitung in die alte & neuere geographia. Vienna : Hoedl, 1737.
Authors: Jesuits -- Hoedl, Leopold Joseph -- Kurkboeck, Gregori -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 37 maps ; 200 x 136 mm.
Anonymous Jesuit work?
Printed by Gregori Kurkboeck

Geography text.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

29008  Geography - 1737<<<Atlases, British - 1737<<<North America - Maps - 1737<<<South America - Maps - 1737

Geography anatomiz'd, or, The geographical grammar : being a short and exact analysis of the whole body of modern geography, after a new and curious method ... : collected from the best authors, and illustrated with divers maps / by Pat. Gordon, M.A.F.R.S. London : Printed for J. and P. Knapton, D. Midwinter, A. Bettesworth and C. Hitch, ... [and 7 others], 1737.

15th ed., corr., and somewhat enl. / and a set of new maps, by Mr. Senex.
Half-title: The geographical grammar.
Includes: A supplement to Gordon's grammar : being a table of the situation, latitude, and longitude of the most material places in the world ...
29012

Geography - 1739

Names, Geographical - 1739

Gazetteers


Authors: Chiusole, Antonio, 1679-1755 -- William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library)

3 v. ([8] leaves, 1366 p.) ; 19 cm.

Forms part of the William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library).

Greenlee 3A 178 (NLO)

29013

Geography - 1741

Atlases, British - 1741

Geography anatomiz’d : or, the geographical grammar / being a short and exact analysis of the whole body of modern geography, after a new and curious method ; Collected from the best authors, and illustrated with divers maps. London : D. Midwinter, A. Ward, 1741.

Authors: Gordon, Patrick, fl. 1700 -- Senex, John, -1740 -- Midwinter, D. (Daniel), d. 1757 -- Ward, Aaron, d. 1747

[22], 432 p. : maps ; 21 cm.

The 17th ed., corrected, and somewhat enlarged; and a set of new maps / by Mr. Senex.

G 117 .35 (NLO)

29014

Geography - 1742

France - Geography - 1742

Atlases, French - 1742


Authors: Lenglet Dufresnoy, Nicolas, 1674 -1755

7 v. in 8 : ill., folding maps ; 17 cm.

3. éd.

Vols. 1 and 7:1742; v. 2-6:1741.

Pages 333-542 of v. 1, pt. 1 bound with v. 1, pt. 2.

Catalogue des meilleures cartes géographiques: p. 3-252 (v. 1, Part 2).

Includes bibliographical references (p. 335-520 (v. 1, part 2)).

Includes indexes.

Headpieces and initials.

LC Card Number: 03005326

G 117 .499 (NLO)

29016

Geography - 1743

Atlases, French - 1743


Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Sampson, N. (Nicolas), 1626-1648 -- Sanson, Guillaume -- Sanson, Adrien -- Moulart-Sanson, Pierre, d. 1730 -- Delahaye, Jean-Baptiste-Henri, d. ca. 1755 -- Le Gras, Théodore, d. 1759 -- Cailleau, André, d. 1751 -- Robinot, Jean-Antoine -- Hériant, J. F. -- Desaint & Saillant -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

2 v. ([10], xcviij,136 [i.e. 236], [23]; [12], 362, [26]

p.) : folded ill., 5 folded maps ; 17 cm.

Maps by the Srs. Sanson, engraved by J.B.H. Delahaye.

Binder’s title: Geographie.

Vol. 1 covers world geography; vol. 2 covers the geography of France.

Includes bibliographical references and indexes. Title pages in red and black.

Head- and tail-pieces. "Le prix est de 30 sols broche", & de 40 relié.


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G114 .G68 1742 (NLO)
4. éd. / revue, corrigée & augmentée par Mr. Robert.

Binder's title: Geogra de Sanson.

'Privilege du Roy' (p. xxvi) identifies Nicolas Sanson le père as principal author with contributions by Nicolas le fils, Guillaume, Adrien, and Pierre Moullart-Sanson.

'Fautes survenues dans l'impression,' p. [477-478].

'Catalogue des cartes et tables générales de la géographie ... par les Srs Sanson & Robert,' p. 437-476.

Includes 'Problèmes pour calculer les eclipses' (p. 395-414), and index.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes G114 .S26 1743 (NLO)**

**29017 Geography - 1744-1746<<<Atlases, British - 1744-1746**

Modern history, or, The present state of all nations : describing their respective situations, persons, habits, and buildings, manners, laws and customs ... plants, animals, and minerals / by Mr. Salmon ; illustrated with cuts and maps ... by Herman Moll. London : Printed for T. Longman ... [and 5 others], 1744-1746.

Authors: Salmon, Thomas, 1679-1767 -- Moll, Herman, -1732 -- Longman, Thomas, 1699-1755 -- Byrne, W. Allison -- Strangeways, W. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)


3rd ed., with considerable additions and improvements ... also the history and revolutions of each country, brought down to the present time.

Other title: Salmon's modern history

Each volume includes index.

Some maps and plates in v. 1 hand colored.

Vol. 1 has bookseller's stamp of W. Allison Byrne, 5 Park Lane, Leeds.

Vol. 2 has armorial bookplate of H. Strangeways.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).

References: Sabin 75826

LC Card Number: 05038256

**Baskes folio G114 .S17 1744 (NLO)**

**29018 Geography - 1747<<<Atlases, British - 1747**

A Complete system of geography : being a description of all the countries, islands, cities, chief towns, harbours, lakes, and rivers, mountains, mines, &c. of the known world : shewing the situation, extent, and boundaries of the several empires, kingdoms, republics, principalities, provinces, &c. their climate, soil, and produce, their principal buildings, manufactures, and trade, their government, policy, religion, manners, and customs, and the distance and bearing of all the principal towns from one another : including the most material revolutions and changes that have happen'd in every state, either by conquest or treaties, and comprehending whatever is curious and remarkable in the works of art or nature ... / the whole illustrated with seventy maps by Emanuel Bowen ... London : Printed for William Innys, etc., 1747.


Imperfect; maps 8 (Scotland) and 66 (Jamaica) are missing from this copy.

'This work, extracted from several hundred books of travel and history, is brought down to the present time; preserving all that is useful in the fourth and last edition of the Complete geographer, published under the name of Herman Moll, &c.'

'An introduction to the system of geography': v. 1, p. i-viii, signed: S. Bolton.

'A natural history of the elements ... being a translation of the Scientia naturalis of Mr. Le Clerc, printed in the last edition of this geography': p. ix-xviii.


Includes index.

Maps also cataloged separately.

Previously shelved as oversize G 11 .11

References: Phillips 603.

**Case oversize G114 .B68 1747 (NLO)**

**29019 Geography - 1747 - Dictionaries<<<Names, Geographical - 1747<<<Gazetteers**

Dictionnaire geographique portatif, ou, Description de tous les royaumes, provinces, villes, patriarchats, évêchés, duchés, comtés, marquisats, villes impériales et anseaticques, ports, forteresses, citadelles, et autres lieu's considérables des quatre parties du monde ... / traduit de l'anglois sur la treiziéme edition de Laurent Echard, avec des additions & des corrections considérables, par Monsieur Vosgien ... A Paris : Chez Didot ..., MDCCXLVII [1747].

Authors: Vosgien, 1709-1765 -- Echard, Laurence, 1670-1730 -- Bruzen de La Martinière, Antoine Augustin, 1662-1746 -- Didot, François, 1689-1757 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. (xvi, [496] p.) ; 18 cm (8vo).

Published as a translation of Laurence Echard's The gazetteer's, or, newsman's interpreter, but is actually an abridgement of Bruzen de La Martinière's dictionary. Cf. Quéréard.

'Privilege du roi': p. xiii-xiv.
Geography - 1747 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Bowen, Emanuel, -1767 -- Inns.
William, d. 1756 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
2 v. : 73 maps ; 423 x 275 mm.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Phillips 603
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCl)

Geography - 1749<<>>Atlases, British - 1749<<>>Historical geography - Maps<<>>World history - Maps - 1749<<>>Historical atlases
A New geographical and historical grammar : wherein the geographical part is truly modern : and the present state of the several kingdoms of the world is so interspersed, as to render the study of geography both entertaining and instructive ... : together with an account of the air, soil, produce, traffic, curiosities, arms, religion, language, universities, bishoprics, manners, customs, habits, and coins, in use in the several kingdoms and states described / by Mr. Salmon.
First edition.--Sabin 75827.
'Illustrated with a set of twenty-two maps of the several countries, drawn, by the direction of Mr. Salmon, and engraved by Mr. Jefferys.'
'The artificial sphere' delineated by S. Wale.
Title in red and black.
'Directions to the binder for placing the maps.'--P. [566].
Includes index.
Imperfect: 'The artificial sphere' bound facing t.p. rather than after first leaf of the introd.
Rebound in modern half binding of brown leather and marbled papers; gold-stamped title on spine: Geographical and historical grammar.
Owner's inscription: William F. Curtis, 1859.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
References: Sabin 75827; Kp 58,154

Baskes G114 .W5 1751 (NLO)

Geography - 1752-1753<<>>Atlases, British - 1752-1753
The Universal traveller, or, A compleat description of the several nations of the world / by Mr. Salmon.
[1st ed.?]
Spine title: Salmon's universal traveller 'Illustrated, with charts and maps, prospects of the sea coasts, harbours and towns: cuts of the habits of the several people, and of the most remarkable animals and vegetables.'--T.p. v. 1.
'Brought down to the present time and illustrated with a great variety of maps and cuts.'--T.p. v. 2.
Includes index.
Bookplate: C.J. Fletcher, Dale Park.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
References: Shirley, R. Maps in the atlases, G.Salm-5a; Sabin 75829
LC Card Number: 05038257
Baskes folio G114 .S19 1752 (NLO)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Authors: Cowley, John Lodge, 1719-1797 -- Bowen, Emanuel, -1767 -- Hübner, Johann, 1668-1731 -- Cox, T. -- Roger S. Baskes

Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 33 maps ; 174 x 105 mm.
4th ed.
Maps engraved by E. Bowen.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

29025 Geography - 1754<>>>Atlases, British - 1754

Author's: Salmon, Thomas, 1679 -- Historical geography -- Maps

Geography anatomiz'd, or, The geographical grammar : being a short and exact analysis of the whole body of modern geography, after a new and curious method ... / by Pat. Gordon, M.A.F.R.S. London : Printed for J. and P. Knapton, J. Brotherton, J. Clarke, ... [and 10 others], 1754.
Authors: Gordon, Patrick, fl. 1700 -- Bowen, Emanuel, -1767 -- Rollos, G., active 1754-1789 -- Bowen, Thomas, -1790 -- John and Paul Knapton (Firm) -- Brotherton, James, d. 1775 -- Clarke, J., fl. 1754 -- Tamos, Richard, fl. 1762 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
20th ed., corr. and inlarged / with a new set of maps, engraved on a larger scale, by Emanuel Bowen.
Maps engraved by G. Rollos and Thos. Bowen.

Directions to the binder for placing the maps.--20th prelim. page.
Includes: A supplement to Gordon’s grammar : being a table of the situation, latitude, and longitude of the most material places on the globe ...

Title page in red and black.

Owner’s inscription: Richard Tamos, 1762.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Shirely, R. Maps in the atlases of the British Library, T.Gord-4a

LC Card Number: 42001430
Baskes G121 .G68 1754 (NLO)

29028 Geography - 1758<>>>Atlases, British - 1758

A New and easy introduction to the study of geography, by way of question and answer : principally designed for the use of schools : in two parts, containing, I. an explication of the sphere, or of all such terms as are any ways requisite for the right understanding of the terraqueous globe, II. a general description of all the most remarkable countries throughout the world, of their respective situations, extents, divisions, cities, rivers, soils, commodities, curiosities, archbishopricks, bishopricks, universities, customs, forms of government, and religion, &c. : to which is added a larger and more complete set of maps than is contained in the London edition : likewise a compendious dictionary of the most common names of ancient geography, explained by those which they now bear : as also, an alphabetical index of the principal places that are mentioned throughout the work / written originally in High Dutch by the late celebrated Mr. Hübner ; and now faithfully translated, with additions and improvements. Dublin : Printed for P. Wilson, and J. Exshaw, in Dame-Street, 1758.
Authors: Hübner, Johann, 1668-1731 -- Cowley, John Lodge, 1719-1797 -- Jefferys, Thomas, -1771 -- Pomarede, Daniel, 18th cent. -- Ridge, John -- Wilson, Peter, 1720?-1802 -- Exshaw,

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
John, d. 1776 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

5th ed. / carefully rev. and corr. by J. Cowley, geographer to His Majesty.


"... [T]he editors of this Dublin edition... have substituted a larger and more complete set [of maps], engraved from the copies of Mr. Jefferys, geographer to His Royal Highness the Prince of Wales. To this set they have added, a map of the British and French settlements in North-America ...":-T.p. verso.

Includes index.

Armorial bookplate (motto: Endure futur) : Earl of Crawfurd.

Former owner’s signature: Lord Lindsay.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G125 .H8313 1758 (NLO)

29029

Geography - 1759 ----> Atlases, British - 1759 ----> Historical geography - Maps ----> Historical atlases

A New geographical and historical grammar : wherein the geographical part is truly modern : and the present state of the several kingdoms of the world is so interspersed, as to render the study of geography both entertaining and instructive ... : together with an account of the air, soil, produce, traffic, curiosities, arms, religion, language, universities, bishopricks, manners, customs, habits, and coins, in use in the several kingdoms and states described / by Mr. Salmon.

London : Printed for William Johnston ... ; and P. Davey and B. Law ..., 1758.


6th ed., with very great additions and improvements.

'Illustrated with a set of twenty-three new maps of the several countries, drawn by the direction of Mr. Salmon, and engraved by Mr. Jeffreys.'

Rebound in modern red buckram; gold-stamped title on spine: Salmon’s geography. 'The artificial sphere' delineated by S. Wale.

'Directions to the binder for placing the maps,' p. [656].

Title in red and black. Includes index.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Shirley, R. Maps in the atlases of the British Library. G.Salm-2d

Baskes G121 .S26 1758 (NLO)

29030

Geography - 1759-1760 ----> Names, Geographical - 1759-1760 ----> Gazetteers ----> Atlases, British - 1759-1760

A New geographical dictionary : containing a full and accurate account of the several parts of the known world, as it is divided into continents, islands, oceans, seas, rivers, lakes, &c. : the situation, extent, and boundaries, of all the empires, kingdoms, states, provinces &c. in Europe, Asia, Africa, and America : their constitutions, revenues, forces, climate, soil, produce, manufactures, trade, commerce, cities, chief towns, universities, curious structures, ruins, antiquities, mountains, mines, animals, vegetables, minerals : together with the religion, learning, policy, manners, and customs, of the inhabitants : to which is prefixed, an introductory dissertation, explaining the figure and motion of the earth, the use of the globes, and doctrine of the sphere, in order to render the science of geography easy and intelligible to the meanest capacity : Illustrated with a new and accurate set of maps of all the parts of the known world, making a compleat atlas, the dresses of the inhabitants, and a great variety of plans and perspective views of the principal cities, towns, harbours, structures, ruins, and other places of antiquity.

London : Printed for J. Coote, at the King's Arms in Pater-noster Row : And sold by all booksellers, stationers, and news-carriers, in Great-Britain and Ireland, 1759-1760.


2 v. (unpaged) : ill., 44 maps ; 37 cm.

By John Barrow. Cf. ESTC.

Maps engraved by G. Rollos, F. Aveline, Prinald, J. Gibson, and I. Hilton.


Printed in double columns.

Title pages printed in red and black.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: ESTC, T39856; McCorkle 66

Baskes folio G101 .B37 1759 (NLO)

29031

Geography - 1759 ----> Atlases, British - 1759

A New guide to geography : containing, I. The necessary, preliminary geographical definitions, II. A particular account, in an easy and methodical manner, of the several parts of the geography.
known world ... III. The names and correspondence of ancient and modern geography ... IV. Remarks and observations on the present state of affairs in North America, with a table of contents to the whole. London: Printed for G. Keith, at the Bible and Crown in Grace-church-street, 1759.

Authors: Gibson, J. (John), active 1750-1792 -- Keith, George, d. 1782 -- Hucknell, John -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
The 3rd ed., improved.
Maps signed: I. Gibson sculp.
"Lately published for the use of schools and sold by G. Keith at the Bible and Crown in Gracechurch-Street": p. [iii]-[iv].
Imperfect: lacking frontispiece Head- and tail-pieces.
Owner's inscription: John Hucknell, his book, September the 14th, 1773.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G121 .N49 1759 (NLO)


Authors: Johannes Nicolai -- Holberg, Ludvig, 1684-1754 -- Thiele, J. R. -- Borup, T. L. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 7 v. : 30 maps ; 210 x 180 mm.
Library of Congress: P(V4-7):JRTThiele;(1759-1791)
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Geography - 1760 Atlases, British - 1760 Geography anatomized, or, The geographical grammar: being a short and exact analysis of the whole body of modern geography, after a new and curious method ... : collected from the best authors, and illustrated with divers maps / by Pat. Gordon, M.A. F.R.S. Dublin: Printed for Jane Grierson, in Dame-street, 1760.

Authors: Gordon, Patrick, fl. 1700 -- Senex, John, -1740 -- Grierson, Jane, fl. 1766 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) [16], 414 p., [17] leaves of plates : 15 maps ; 21 cm.
20th ed., corr., and enl. / and a set of new maps, by Mr. Senex.
Imperfect; issued with 17 (?) maps, but this copy lacking world map and map of Europe.
Includes: A supplement to Gordon's grammar: being a table of the situation, latitude, and longitude of the most material places in the world ...
Rebound in modern brown buckram.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

References: Bonar Law SG57(ii)
Baskes G121 .G68 1760 (NLO)

Geography - 1760 Atlases, British - 1760 A New geographical and historical grammar: wherein the geographical part is truly modern, and the present state of the several kingdoms of the world is so interspersed, as to render the study of geography both entertaining and instructive ... together with an account of the air, soil, produce, traffic, curiosities, arms, religion, language, universities, bishopricks, manners, customs, habits, and coins in use in the several kingdoms and states described / by Mr. Salmon. London: Printed for W. Johnston in Ludgate Street: H. Woodfall: J. Hinton: R. Baldwin: W. Strahan: J. Richardson: B. Law: And S. Crowder and Co., 1760.

7th ed., with very great additions and improvements.
Title page printed in black and red.
"Directions to the binder for placing the maps"--P. [16] at end.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: ESTC N20271
Baskes G121 .S26 1760b (NLO)

Geography - 1763 Dictionaries Atlases, British - 1763 Dictionaries Names, Geographic - 1763 Gazetteers Dictionnaire géographique portatif, ou, Description des royaumes, provinces, villes, patriarchats, évêchés, duchés, comtés, marquisats, villes impériales et anseatiques, ports, forteresses, citadelles, et autres lieux considérables des quatre parties du monde ... Paris: Chez la Veuve Didot, Libraire, Quai des Augustins, à la Bible d'or, 1763.

Authors: Vosgien, 1709-1765 -- Echard, Laurence, 1670?-1730 -- Bruzen de La Martinière, Antoine Augustin, 1662-1746 -- Didot, Veuve, fl. 1763 -- R.C.G.F. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- La Martinière, Antoine Augustin Bruzen de, 1662-1746 SEE Bruzen de La Martinière, Antoine Augustin, 1662-1746 SEE Bruzen de La Martinière, Antoine Augustin, 1662-1746
Geography - 1764<<<<Atlases, British - 1764<<<<Historical geography - Maps<<<<World history - Maps - 1764<<<<Historical atlases

A New geographical and historical grammar: wherein the geographical part is truly modern: and the present state of the several kingdoms of the world is so interspersed as to render the study of geography both entertaining and instructive ...: together with an account of the air, soil, produce, traffic, curiosities, arms, religion, language, universities, bishopricks, manners, customs, habits, and coins, in use in the several kingdoms and states described / by Mr. Salmon. London: printed for W. Johnston in Ludgate-Street, H. Woodfall, J. Hinton [and 7 others], 1764.


9th ed., with very great additions and improvements to the present time.

Added title page: New geographical grammar illustrated with a set of twenty-three new maps of the several countries, drawn by the direction of Mr. Salmon, and engraved by Mr. Jeffreys.'

Title in red and black. Includes index.

Former owner: Andrew Badin.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).

References: Sabin 75828; Shirley, R. Maps in the atlases of the British Library, G.Salm-3a

Baskes G121 .S26 1764 (NLO)

Geography - 1766<<<<Atlases, British - 1766<<<<Volvelles - 1766

A View of the earth: being a short, but comprehensive system of modern geography ... addressed to the young gentlemen and ladies of Great Britain and Ireland. London: Printed for S. Crowder, in Pater-noster-Row; and S. Gamidge, in Worcester, 1766.


The second edition, with additions and improvements

Contents (from t.p.): A description of the figure, size, motion &c. of the earth ... -- II. Such geographical definitions schemes, and descriptions, as form a necessary introduction to this branch of learning -- III. The situation and extent of the several kingdoms, and nations in each quarter ... -- IV. An account of the several

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
islands, trade, commodities, religions, number of inhabitants, principal mountains, and rivers in the world ... -- V. The explanation and use of a new set of maps, annex'd to the several quarters ... -- VI. A new and curious geographical clock ... .

Signatures: A-N².

T.p. in red and black.

Volvell of geographical clock, p. 27.


Case folio G121 .T7 1766 (NLO)

29040 Geography - 1768 Atlasses, Swedish - 1768 (Provisional Heading)


Authors: Jonge, Nicolai -- Pelt, F. C. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 4 maps ; 175 x 115 mm.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

(PrCt)

29041 Geography - 1770 Atlasses, British - 1770

The Youth's geographical grammar : containing, geographical definitions ; problems on the terrestrial globe, and a description of the situations, dimensions, boundaries, divisions, capes, rivers, harbours, mountains, islands, climates, productions and manufactures of all the countries in the known world, together with an account of the religion professed, and from of government established in each of them : to which is added I. An alphabetical index of kingdoms, states, and most considerable islands ... II. An alphabetical index of cities, market-towns &c ... / by Stephen Addington. London : Printed for, and sold by the author and J. Buckland, 1770.

Authors: Addington, Stephen, 1729-1796 -- Kitchin, Thomas, 1718-1784 -- Buckland, James, 1710 or 11-1790 -- Stephens, James M. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)


Issued with 8 maps, but this copy incomplete; lacking map of Europe.

On maps: by T. Kitchin.

"Directions to the Binder" -- P. [1] at end.

Includes index.

Former owner: James M. Stephens.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: ESTC, N48461

Baskes G125 .A33 1770 (NLO)

29042 Geography - 1770 Atlasses, British - 1770

A New geographical, historical and commercial grammar : and present state of the several kingdoms of the world ... : with a table of the coins of all nations, and their value in English money. London : Printed for J. Knox, at No. 148, near Somerset-House, in the Strand, 1770.

Authors: Guthrie, William, 1708-1770 -- Knox, John, 1720-1790 -- Kitchin, Thomas, 1718-1784 -- Moidore -- Bullock, W. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

viii, xlii, 296 p., [20] leaves of plates (some folded) : ill., charts, 18 maps ; 22 cm. (8vo) [1st ed.?]

'Of this popular grammar, Knox, the bookseller is said to be the real compiler.' -- Watt. Bibliotheca Britannica, 1824, v. 1, p. 452. Contents: (from t.p.) I. The figures, motions, and distances of the planets, according to the Newtonian system, and the latest observations -- II. A general view of the earth, considered as a planet, with several useful geographical definitions and problems -- III. The grand divisions of the globe into land and water, continents and islands -- IV. The situation and extent of empires, kingdoms, states, provinces, and colonies -- V. Their climate, air, soil, vegetable productions, metals, minerals, natural curiosities, seas, rivers, bays, capes, promontories, and lakes -- VI. The birds and beasts peculiar to each country -- VII. Observations on the changes that have been any where observed upon the face of nature since the most early periods of history -- VIII. The history and origin of nations, their forms of government, religion, laws, revenues, taxes, naval and military strength -- IX. The genius, manners, customs, and habits of the people -- X. Their language, learning, arts, sciences, manufactures, and commerce -- XI. The chief cities, structures, ruins, and artificial curiosities -- XII. The longitude, latitude, bearings, and distances of principal places from London.

(maps) The World -- Europe -- Sweden, Denmark, Norway, and Finland -- Russia or Muscovy in Europe -- Scotland -- England -- Ireland -- France -- Germany -- Poland, Lithuania, and Prussia -- Spain and Portugal -- Italy -- Asia -- East Indies -- Africa -- North America -- West Indies -- South America.

Other editions issued under titles: A system of modern geography, A new system of modern geography, and A universal geography.

Shirley, R. Maps in the atlases, T.Guth-1a

Table of coins has ms addition: Moidore 27 shillings.

Owner's inscription: W. Bullock.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G114 .G9 1770 (NLO)

29043 Geography - 1770 Historical & geo description of British Empire.

London : W. Lane, 1770.

Authors: Entick, John -- Kitchin, Thomas, 1718-1784 -- Lane, W. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 8 maps ; 210 x 133 mm.

onlyV4;C:TKitchin;Sabin22668;Buck20

Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Geography - 1771
A New geographical, historical, and commercial grammar: and present state of the several kingdoms of the world ...: with a table of the coins of all nations, and their value in English money. London: Printed for J. Knox, at no. 148, near Somerset-House, in the Strand, 1771.
'The third edition, improved and enlarged.'
'Of this popular grammar, Knox, the bookseller is said to be the real compiler.' --Watt, Bibliotheca Britannica. 1824, v. I. p. 452.
Contents: (from t.p.) I. The figures, motions, and distances of the planets, according to the Newtonian system, and the latest observations -- II. A general view of the earth, considered as a planet, with several useful geographical definitions and problems -- III. The grand divisions of the globe into land and water, continents and islands -- IV. The situation and extent of empires, kingdoms, states, provinces, and colonies -- V. Their climate, air, soil, vegetable productions, metals, minerals, natural curiosities, seas, rivers, bays, capes, promontories, and lakes -- VI. The birds and beasts peculiar to each country -- VII. Observations on the changes that have been any where observed upon the face of nature since the most early periods of history -- VIII. The history and origin of nations, their forms of government, religion, laws, revenues, taxes, naval and military strength -- IX. The genius, manners, customs, and habits of the people -- X. Their language, learning, arts, sciences, manufactures, and commerce -- XI. The chief cities, structures, ruins, and artificial curiosities -- XII. The longitude, latitude, bearings, and distances of principal places from London -- XIII. A general index.
(maps) The world -- Europe -- Sweden, Denmark, Norway, and Finland -- Russia or Muscovy in Europe -- Scotland -- England -- Ireland -- France -- Germany -- Poland, Lithuania and Prussia -- Spain and Portugal -- Italy -- Hungary & c with Turky [sic] in Europe -- Asia -- East Indies -- Africa -- North America -- West Indies -- South America.
Shirley, R. Maps in the atlases, T.Guth-1b
Other editions issued under titles: A system of modern geography, A new system of modern geography, and A universal geography.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Geography - 1772

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
A New and universal geographical grammar, or, A complete system of geography: containing the ancient and present state of all the empires, kingdoms, states and republics in the known world ... with a new and complete set of maps ... in two volumes. London: Printed for G. Robinson and T. Evans, 1772.

Authors: Jones, Edward, of Bromley -- Kitchin, Thomas, 1718-1784 -- Bowen, Thomas, -1790 -- Robinson, G. G. (George G.) -- Evans, Thomas, 1739-1803 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

2 v. ill., 16 maps ; 21 cm. (8vo)

'By E. Jones, teacher of classics and geography, at Bromley, in Kent.'


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G114 .J6 1772 (NLO)

Geography - 1774 Atlases, British - 1774


Authors: Pluche, Noël Antoine, 1688-1761 -- Thuillier, Pierre, 1683-1768 -- Lattré, Jean -- Frères Estienne (Firm) -- Aimé, Laurence


Edited by P. Thuillier.

Includes maps engraved by Jean Lattré.

Inscription on title page: Laurence Aimé [?].

Maps also cataloged separately.

First edition 1764.

49-1490

G 11 .698 (NLO)

Geography - 1773 Atlases - 1773

A New and complete geographical dictionary: containing a full and accurate description of the several parts of the known world, as divided into continents, islands, oceans, seas, rivers, lakes & c. the situation, extent, and boundaries of all the empires, kingdoms, provinces, states and c. in Europe, Asia, Africa, and America ... / by Frederick Watson and several other gentlemen.

London: Printed for the Authors and sold by G. Kearsly ..., 1773.

Authors: Watson, Frederic -- Kitchin, Thomas, 1718-1784 -- Rollos, G., active 1754-1789 -- Bowen, Thomas, -1790 -- Kearsley, George, d. 1790 -- Schuyler, Anthony Hunter -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

iv, [ca. 684] p., [50] leaves of plates (some folded) : ill., 18 maps (some folded) ; 36 cm.

Maps by Thomas Bowen, G. Rollos, and Thomas Kitchin.

Includes 5 views.

"A brief introduction to the scientific parts of geography." -- P. [1]-[4].

"Directions to the binder" : p. [4].

Frontispiece and world map torn; lacking 1 plate.

Title page in black and red.

Printed in double columns

Former owner: Anthony Hunter Schuyler.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: ESTC T174286

Baskes folio G101 .W38 1773 (NLO)
Spain and Portugal -- Italy -- Hungary with Turky
[sic in Europe -- Asia -- East Indies -- Africa --
North America -- West Indies -- South America.
Other editions issued under titles: A system of
modern geography, A new system of modern
geography, and A universal geography.
Shirley, R. Maps in the atlases, T.Guth-1c
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.

**Baskes G114 .G9 1774 (NLO)**

29051

**Geography - 1775**

*Principios geograficos : aplicados al uso de los
mapas.* Madrid : Por D. Joaquin Ibarra, 1775.

Authors: López de Vargas Machuca, Tomás,
1731-1802 -- Ibarra y Marín, Joaquín, 1725-1785
(8vo)

Includes bibliographical references.
Signatures: *8 A-P8
Contemporary vellum binding.
References: Palau, 140375

**Case G121 .L85 1775 (NLO)**

29052

**Geography - 1777<<>>Atlases, British - 1777**

*A New geographical, historical, and commercial
grammar : and present state of the several
kingsoms of the world ...* London : Printed for
John Knox, Edward and Charles Dilly, and
George Robinson, 1777.

Authors: Guthrie, William, 1708-1770 -- Knox,
John, 1720-1790 -- Ferguson, James, 1710-1776
-- Kitchin, Thomas, 1718-1784 -- Dilly, Charles,
1739-1807 -- Dilly, E. (Edward), 1732-1779 --
Robinson, G. G. (George G.) -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
8, [7]-766 p., [21] leaves of plates (some folded) : ill.,
charts, 19 maps ; 22 cm. (8vo)

'A new edition, improved and enlarged' [i.e. 5th
ed. ?]

'Of this popular grammar, Knox, the bookseller is
said to be the real compiler.' --Watt. Bibliotheca
britannica, 1824, v. 1, p. 452.

Incomplete; issued with 19 maps, but lacking:
The world -- Turkey.

Damaged maps: England -- Ireland.
Contents: (from t.p.) I. The figures, motions, and
distances of the planets, according to the
Newtonian system, and the latest observations
-- II. A general view of the earth, considered as a
planet, with several useful geographical
definitions and problems -- III. The grand
divisions of the globe into land and water,
continents and islands -- IV. The situation and
extent of empires, kingdoms, states, provinces,
and colonies -- V. Their climate, air, soil,
vegetable productions, metals, minerals, natural
curiosities, seas, rivers, bays, capes,
promontories, and lakes -- VI. The birds and
beasts peculiar to each country -- VII.
Observations on the changes that have been any
where observed upon the face of nature since the
most early periods of history -- VIII. The history
and origin of nations, their forms of government,
religion, laws, revenues, taxes, naval and military
strength -- IX. The genius, manners, customs,
and habits of the people -- X. Their language,
learning, arts, sciences, manufactures, and
commerce -- XI. The chief cities, structures,
ruins, and artificial curiosities -- XII. The
longitude, latitude, bearings, and distances of
principal places from London. -- To which are
added. I. A geographical Index, with the names of
places alphabetically arranged. -- II. A table of
the coins of all nations, and their value in English
money. -- III. A chronological table of remarkable
events from the creation to the present time.
(maps) The world -- Europe -- Sweden, Denmark,
Norway, and Finland -- Russia or Muscovy in
Europe -- Scotland -- England -- Ireland -- France
-- Germany -- Poland, Lithuania and Prussia --
Spain and Portugal -- Italy -- Turkey in Europe
-- Asia -- East Indies -- Africa -- North America
-- West Indies -- South America.
Other editions issued under titles: A system of
modern geography, A new system of modern
geography, and A universal geography.
Shirley, R. Maps in the atlases, T.Guth-1d
Buck, S.J. Travel, 22
Rumsey 2910
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.

**Baskes G114 .G9 1777 (NLO)**

29053

**Geography - 1777<<>>Atlases, Dutch - 1778**

*Geographische oefening : schetzende de
geheele aardykskunde in XXII landkaartjes, naar
de nieuwste ontdekkingen gemaakt, en
opgeheeld by wyze van vragen en antwoorden :
zeer nuttig voor de leerlingen en allerlei
beminnaren van de geographie. Te Amsteldam :
By de erven van F. Houttuyn, 1778.

Authors: Erven Frans Houttuyn -- Sepp,
Christiaan, -1775 -- Prinsen, P. J. -- Broeck, J.
van den, active 1817 -- Vermeulen, Monsieur --
Krevelt, Abraham van, active 1772-1784 -- Roger
S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
6 unnumbered pages, 190, 16 unnumbered
pages, xxii folded leaves of plates : 22 hand
colored maps ; 16 cm
Edition: Vierde druk.
Maps engraved by C. Sepp.
Includes index.

Includes questions for the student.
Title page printed in red and black.
Directions to the bookbinder, unnumbered page
15 at end.
Former owner’s inscription, partially crossed out:
Hic liber debetur mihi ... 1778.
Former owner’s inscription: J. van den Broeck,
anno 1817.

Former owner’s inscription: Monsieur Vermeulen,
rue du pont d’Austerlitz ... Faubourg St. Antoine,
Paris.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
1770-1800 -- Dilly, Charles, 1739-1807 -- Robinson, G. G. (George G.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
'A new edition, with great additions and improvements.' [i.e. 1st ed. of larger format?]
'The astronomical part by James Ferguson ; illustrated with a set of large maps, engraved by Mr. Kitchin ...'
'Of this popular grammar, Knox, the bookseller is said to be the real compiler.' --Watt. Bibliotheca britannica, 1824, v. 1, p. 452.
Contents: (from t.p.) I. The figures, motions, and distances of the planets, according to the Newtonian system, and the latest observations -- II. A general view of the earth, considered as a planet, with several useful geographical definitions and problems -- III. The grand divisions of the globe into land and water, continents and islands -- IV. The situation and extent of empires, kingdoms, states, provinces, and colonies -- V. Their climate, air, soil, vegetable productions, metals, minerals, natural curiosities, seas, rivers, bays, capes, promontories, and lakes -- VI. The birds and beasts peculiar to each country -- VII. Observations on the changes that have been any where observed upon the face of nature since the most early periods of history -- VIII. The history and origin of nations, their forms of government, religion, laws, revenues, taxes, naval and military strength -- IX. The genius, manners, customs, and habits of the people -- X. Their language, learning, arts, sciences, manufactures, and commerce -- XI. The chief cities, structures, ruins, and artificial curiosities -- XII. The longitude, latitude, bearings, and distances of principal places from London. -- To which are added. I. A geographical Index, with the names of places alphabetically arranged. -- II. A table of the coins of all nations, and their value in English money. -- III. A chronological table of remarkable events from the creation to the present time. (maps) A new map of the world / by Thos. Kitchin -- Europe / by Thos. Kitchin -- Sweden, Denmark, Norway and Finland / corrected and improved by J. Barber -- Russia, or Muscovy in Europe / corrected and improv'd by J. Barber geogr. -- Scotland with the roads from the latest surveys / by Thos. Kitchin -- England and Wales from the latest surveys / Thos Kitchin sculp. -- Ireland with the roads from the latest surveys / by Thos. Kitchin -- France with the Netherlands / corrected and improved by John Barber geogr. -- Germany with the Seven United Provinces / by Thos. Kitchin-- Poland / corrected and improved by John Barber -- Spain and Portugal / by Thos. Kitchin -- Italy / by John Barber, geogr. -- Turkey in Europe, & Hungary / corrected and improved by J. Barber, geogr. -- Asia / by Thos. Kitchin -- East Indies / by Thos. Kitchin -- Africa / by Thos. Kitchin -- North America / by Thos. Kitchin -- British dominions in America / by Thos. Kitchin -- The West Indies / drawn and engraved from the most approv'd maps and charts by Thos. Kitchin -- South America / by Thos. Kitchin Various maps by Kitchin are found in editions up to 1787. From 1794 onwards (and perhaps earlier) new maps appear principally by John Russell followed in 1799 by maps with other engraver's signatures.' -- Shirley. Maps in Atlases, T.Guth-1a.
Baskes folio G114 .G9 1780 (NLO)

Geography - 1781-1789<<>>Children's literature, Dutch - 1781-1789<<>>Atlases, Dutch - 1781-1789
Geschenk voor de jeugd. Te Amsterdam : By Johannes Allart, 1781-1789.
2 v. in 1 : 5 hand col. maps ; 16 m.
Issued in 6 volumes, but this copy incomplete; Newberry holds only deel 3 and 4, bound in 1 v. (June 2010)
Deel 1: 1781; d. 2: 1783; d. 3-d. 5: 1784; d. 6: 1789.
Each book is divided into two parts; 2nd part has half title: Mengelwerk.
Includes poems, fables, stories, and dialogues concerning arts and sciences.
Engravings by Rein Vinkeles and J. Buys. Title vignettes.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes PZ12 .M37 1781 (NLO)

Geography - 1781<<>>Atlases, Dutch - 1781
Geographisch hand-boekje voor de jeugd : met fraaie afgezette kaartjes. Te Amsterdam : Bij Willem Holtrop, 1781.
Authors: Holtrop, W. (Willem), 1751-1835 -- Jagen, Jan van -- Behrens, F. H. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
hand col. maps (folded) ; 17 cm.
Edition: 2e. dr.
Maps engraved by J. van Jagen.
"Bericht aan den binder."--P.[1] at end.
"Bij de Uitgeever deezes zijn, onder anderen, ook
Includes index.
Former Ownership History:    Stamp: F.H.
Behrens, Amsterdam, no. 03173.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes G125 .G44 1781 (NLO)

29061 Geography - 1782-1785 Atlases, British - 1782-1785

The Geographical magazine : or, A new,
copious, compleat and universal system of
geography ... / With a concise history of each
country, from the earliest periods ... By William
Frederick Martyn, assisted by the voluntary
communications of several gentlemen of
distinction resident in the different countries.
London : Printed for Harrison, [1782]-1783, [i.e.
1785?].
Authors: Martyn, William Frederick -- Bayly, J. --
Harrison -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry
Library)
2 v. : ill., 30 maps (part fold.) ; 29 cm.
Vol. 2 has date 1783 stamped on the t.-p., but
some of the plates in both volumes are dated
1785.
Maps by J. Bayly, geographer.
The plates are engraved.
Contents: v. 1. Asia and Africa.--v. 2. Europe and
America.
Duplicate copy: folio Ayer 7 .M19 1782
References: Shirley, G.Mrt-1a; Sabin 44927
LC Card Number: 65059600

29062 Geography - 1782-1785 Atlases, British - 1782-1785

The Geographical magazine : or, A new,
copious, compleat and universal system of
geography ... / With a concise history of each
country, from the earliest periods ... By William
Frederick Martyn, assisted by the voluntary
communications of several gentlemen of
distinction resident in the different countries.
London : Printed for Harrison, [1782]-1783, [i.e.
1785?].
Authors: Martyn, William Frederick -- Bayly, J. --
Harrison -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
2 v. : ill., 30 maps (part fold.) ; 29 cm.
Vol. 2 has date 1783 stamped on the t.-p., but
some of the plates in both volumes are dated
1785.
Maps by J. Bayly, geographer.
The plates are engraved.
Contents: v. 1. Asia and Africa.--v. 2. Europe and
America.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copy: folio Ayer 7 .M19 1782
References: Shirley, G.Mrt-1a; Sabin 44927
LC Card Number: 65059600
Baskes folio G114 .M35 (NLO)
Wales -- Ireland -- France -- Germany -- Poland
Lithuania and Prussia -- Spain and Portugal --
Italy -- Turky [sic] in Europe & Hungary -- Asia --
East Indies -- Africa -- North America -- West
Indies -- South America.

Other editions issued under titles: A system of
modern geography, A new system of modern
geography, and A universal geography.

Sabin 29327
Owner's inscription: Richard M. Cooper's Book.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.

Baskes G114 .G9 1782 (NLO)

Geography - 1782

Atlasses, British - 1782

Historical geography -
Maps-> World history - Maps - 1782

New universal geographical grammar. Edinburgh :
J. Spotiswood, 1782.
Authors: Salmon, Thomas, 1679-1767 -- Tytler,
James, 1745-1804 -- Spotiswoode, James --
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 20 maps ; 215 x 138 mm.
2nd ed.
Edited by J. Tytler.
of22
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
References: Shirley, Rodney W. Maps in the
atlases of The British Library (2004) G.Salm-4d
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

Geography - 1782

Atlasses, French - 1782

Methode abregee & facile pour geographie:
Crozat. Lyon : Bernuset, 1782.
Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Didier, 1723-1786
-- Crozat -- Bernuset -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 17 maps ; 170 x 100 mm.
-1750
Geography text.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

Geography - 1783

Atlasses, British - 1783

A New geographical, historical, and commercial
grammar : and present state of the several
kingsoms of the world. London : Printed for
Charles Dilly, in the Poultry ; and George
Robinson, in Pater-noster Row, 1783.
Authors: Guthrie, William, 1708-1770 -- Knox,
John, 1720-1790 -- Ferguson, James, 1710-1776
-- Kitchin, Thomas, 1718-1784 -- Dilly, Charles,
1739-1807 -- Robinson, G. G. (George G.) --
Hooker, J. -- Hartford Theological Seminary --
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
10, [7]-848 p., [19] leaves of plates (some folded)
: ill., charts, 19 hand col. maps ; 22 cm. (8vo
'The eight edition, with great additions and
improvements.'
'Of this popular grammar, Knox, the bookseller is
said to be the real compiler.' --Watt. Bibliotheca
brittanica, 1824, v. 1, p. 452.
Contents: (from t.p.) I. The figures, motions, and
distances of the planets, according to the
Newtonian system, and the latest observations --
II. A general view of the earth, considered as a
planet, with several useful geographical
definitions and problems -- III. The grand
divisions of the globe into land and water,
continents and islands -- IV. The situation
and extent of empires, kingdoms, states, provinces,
and colonies -- V. Their climate, air, soil,
vegetable productions, metals, minerals, natural
curiosities, seas, rivers, bays, capes,
promontories, and lakes -- VI. The birds and
beasts peculiar to each country -- VII.
Observations on the changes that have been any
where observed upon the face of nature since the
most early periods of history -- VIII. The history
and origin of nations, their forms of government,
religion, laws, revenues, taxes, naval and military
strength -- IX. The genius, manners, customs,
and habits of the people -- X. Their language,
learning, arts, sciences, manufactures, and
commerce -- XI. The chief cities, structures,
rains, and artificial curiosities -- XII. The
longitude, latitude, bearings, and distances of
principal places from London. -- To which are
added. I. A geographical Index, with the names of
places alphabetically arranged. -- II. A table of
the coins of all nations, and their value in English
money. -- III. A chronological table of remarkable
events from the creation to the present time.
(maps) The world -- Europe -- Sweden, Denmark
& Norway -- Russia or Muscovy in Europe --
Scotland -- England and Wales -- Ireland --
France -- Germany -- Poland Lithuania and
Prussia -- Spain and Portugal -- Italy -- Turky [sic]
in Europe & Hungary -- Asia -- East Indies --
Africa -- North America -- West Indies -- South
America.
Maps and plates hand colored.
Owner's stamps: J. Hooker and Hartford
Theological Seminary.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.

Baskes G114 .G9 1783 (NLO)

Geography - 1783

Atlasses, Dutch - 1783

Geographische oefening : schetzende de
geheele aardrykskund in XXII. landkaartjes, naar
de nieuweste ontdekkingen gemaakt en
opgeheeldt by wyze van vragen en antwoorden :
zeer nuttig voor de leerlingen en allerlei
beminnaren van de geographie. Te Amsteldam :
By de Erven van F. Houttuyn, 1783.
Authors: Erven Frans Houttuyn -- Krevelt,
Abraham van, active 1772-1784 -- Prinsen, P. J.
-- Tibbe, Paul -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library) -- Houttuyn, Erven van F.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
This is another edition of 'A new geographical and historical grammar.'—cf. ESTC T69013.
Maps engraved by T. Jeffreys.'Map of the United States in North America . . .
according to the Treaty of 1783' by Thos. Kitchin and published by T. Cadell.'[T]he history of the various countries . . . is continued to the year 1785, including a full
account of the new discoveries, and illustrated with maps and other plates, elegantly executed.'
'Directions to the binder for placing the maps and plates,' p. 770.
Catalog of 'books . . . printed for A. Strahan and T. Cadell, in the Strand, 1788': 16 p. at end.
Rebound in brown buckram with gold-stamped title on spine: Salmon's geography.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
References: Shirley, R. Maps in the atlases of the British Library, G.Salm-3f; ESTC T69013
Baskes G121 .S26 1785 (NLO)

29074

Geography - 1785<<>>Atlases, French - 1785
Concorde de la géographie des différens âges / ouvrage posthume de M. Pluche. A Paris : Chez
Froullé, libraire, 1785.
Authors: Pluche, Noël Antoine, 1688-1761 -- Thuiller, Pierre, 1683-1768 -- Lattré, Jean --
Froullé, Jacques-François, 1734?-1794 -- Château de Malesherbes (Loiret, France) --
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Edited by P. Thuillier.
Maps by Jean Lattré.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Stamp: Château de Malesherbes, Loirot
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G121 .P68 1785 (NLO)

29075

Geography - 1785 - Dictionaries<<>>Names, Geographical - 1785<<>>Gazetteers
Authors: Vosgien, 1709-1765 -- Libraires associés (Paris, France)
1 v. ; 20 cm.
Case G101 .L34 1785 (NLO)

29076

Geography - 1787<<>>Atlases, British - 1787
A New geographical, historical, and commercial grammar : and present state of the several
kingdoms of the world . . . London : Printed for Charles Dilly, in the Poultry; and G.G.J. and J.
Robinson, in Pater-noster Row, 1787.
Authors: Guthrie, William, 1708-1770 -- Knox, John, 1720-1790 -- Ferguson, James, 1710-1776
-- Kitchin, Thomas, 1718-1784 -- Dilly, Charles, 1739-1807 -- G. G. and J. Robinson (Paternoster
Row, London, England) -- Roger S. Baskes

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
A View of the earth : being a short but comprehensive system of modern geography ... : to which is added, a description of the terrestrial globe ... : addressed to the young gentlemen and ladies of Great Britain and Ireland / by the Reverend R. Turner ... London : Printed for S. Crowder, 1787.


4th ed. / with many additions and improvements ...

Running title: Short system of modern geography

Maps engraved by J. Gibson and T.K. Powell.

Volvelle of geographical clock, p. 30.

Exercises on use of globes, p. 34-41.

Owner's inscription dated November 23, 1793 crossed out.

Inscription in brown ink, illegible.

Owner's stamp, p. 50: Harvington Hall.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).

References: BM, 242:603; NUC pre-1956, 605:253

Baskes folio G114 .G9 1787 (NLO)
curiosities, seas, rivers, bays, capes, promontories, and lakes -- VI. The birds and beasts peculiar to each country -- VII. Observations on the changes that have been any where observed upon the face of nature since the most early periods of history -- VIII. The history and origin of nations, their forms of government, religion, laws, revenues, taxes, naval and military strength -- IX. The genius, manners, customs, and habits of the people -- X. Their language, learning, arts, sciences, manufactures, and commerce -- XI. The chief cities, structures, ruins, and artificial curiosities -- XII. The longitude, latitude, bearings, and distances of principal places from London. -- To which are added. I. A geographical Index, with the names of places alphabetically arranged. -- II. A table of the coins of all nations, and their value in English money. -- III. A chronological table of remarkable events from the creation to the present time. (maps) The world -- Europe -- Sweden, Denmark & Norway -- Russia or Muscovy in Europe -- Scotland -- England and Wales -- Ireland -- France -- Germany and the Netherlands -- Poland Lithuania and Prussia -- Spain and Portugal -- Italy -- Turkey in Europe & Hungary -- Asia -- East Indies -- Africa -- A general map of North America -- West Indies -- South America -- A chart of the world shewing the latest discoveries.

"Various maps by Kitchin are found in editions up to 1787. From 1794 onwards (and perhaps earlier) new maps appear principally by John Russell followed in 1799 by maps with other engraver's signatures." --Shirley. Maps in atlases, T.Guth-1a.

Other editions issued under titles: A system of modern geography, A new system of modern geography, and A universal geography.

Owner's inscription: J. [?] Nicholson 1790.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes G114 .G9 1788 (NLO)**

**Geography - 1788 - Atlases, British - 1788**


Authors: Walker, John, 1759-1830 -- Jackson, Robert, publisher of Dublin -- Phillips, James, bookseller -- Crukshank, Joseph, 1746?-1836 -- Thomas, George, fl. 1793 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)


Brown leather binding with spine title: Walkers Geography.

Owner's inscription: George Thomas 1793.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes G125 .W25 1788 (NLO)**

*Geography - 1789 - Atlases, British - 1789*

An Improved system of modern geography, or, A geographical, historical, and commercial grammar: containing the ancient and present state of all the empires, kingdoms, states, and republics in the known world...: to which are added, I. a geographical index..., II. a table of the coins of all nations and their value in English money, III. a chronological table of remarkable events from the creation to the present time / originally compiled by William Guthrie... Dublin : Printed by John Chambers..., 1789.

Authors: Guthrie, William, 1708-1770 -- Chambers, John, fl. 1775-1798 -- Royal Irish Academy -- New Albany Theological Seminary -- McCormick Theological Seminary of the Presbyterian Church -- McCormick Theological Seminary -- McCormick Theological Seminary Collection (Newberry Library)


A new ed. / considerably enl. and corr., inscribed, by permission, to the Royal Irish Academy.

This copy imperfect: lacking maps.

At head of title: Chamber's edition.

Uniform title:[New geographical, historical, and commercial grammar]

Most editions published under title: A new geographical, historical, and commercial grammar.

Also issued in 32 parts.

Binder's title: Guthrie's geography

"Directions for placing the maps and plates": p. xiv.

"Subscribers names": p. [vii]-xiv.

Includes index.

Contents: I. The figures, motions, and distances of the planets, according to the Newtonian system and the latest observations -- II. A general view of the earth considered as a planet, with several useful geographical definitions and problems -- III. The grand divisions of the globe into land and water, continents and islands -- IV. The situation and extent of empires, kingdoms, states, provinces, and colonies -- V. Their climate, air, soil, vegetable productions, metals, minerals, natural curiosities, seas, rivers, bays, capes, promontories, and lakes -- VI. The birds and beasts peculiar to each country -- VII. Observations on the changes that have been observed upon the face of nature since the earlies periods of history -- VII. The history and origin of nations, their forms of government, religion, laws, revenues, taxes, naval and military strength -- IX. The genius, manners, customs, and habits of the people -- X. Their language, learning, arts, sciences, manufactures and commerce -- XI. The chief cities, structures, ruins, and artificial curiosities -- XII. The longitude, latitude, bearings, and distances of principal places from London.
Bookplate: The Virginia Library, McCormick Theological Seminary Collection of the Presbyterian Church, Chicago.
Forms part of the McCormick Theological Seminary Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Geography - 1789**

**Atlasses, British - 1789**

Volveles - 1789

A New and easy introduction to universal geography: in a series of letters to a youth at school: describing the figure, motions, and dimension of the earth, the different seasons of the year, the situation and extent of the several empires, kingdoms, states, and provinces, their government, customs, religion, manners, and the characters of the reigning sovereigns / by the Rev. R. Turner, Jun. ; illustrated with copper-plates, and a new set of maps, drawn and engraved by the best artists, on purpose for this work. London: Printed for S. Crowder, 1789.


Maps dated 1784 and 1788.

Plates captioned: Engraved for Bankes’s New system of geography. Illustrated with two sheet maps ... To which is added, a geographical clock.

Maps drawn by Richard Turner and engraved by Garnet Terry.

Volvele of geographical clock, facing p. 27.

Binder’s instructions, p. [xii].

Bookseller’s advertisements, p. [ii, vi].

Owner’s inscription: Mary Biglan.

Includes ms. annotations in pencil throughout.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes oversize G114 .B36 1789 Book 4 (NLO)**

**Geography - 1789**

**United States - Maps - 1789**

**Northeastern States - Maps - 1789**

**Southern States - Maps - 1789**

The American geography; or, A view of the present situation of the United States of America. Containing astronomical geography. Geographical definitions. Discovery, and general description of America ... Particular descriptions of the thirteen United States, and of Kentucky, the western territory and Vermont ... Illustrated with two sheet maps ... To which is added, a concise abridgment of the geography of the British, Spanish, French and Dutch dominions in America, and the West Indies--of Europe, Asia and Africa. By Jedidiah Morse. Elizabeth Town [Elizabethtown, N.J.] : Printed by Shepard Kollock, for the author, 1789.

Authors: Morse, Jedidiah, 1761-1826 -- Kollock, Shepard, 1750-1839 -- Edwards, Jonathan, 1745-1801 -- Hoyt, Mary

Maps dated 1784 and 1788.

Imperfect: One leaf at end wanting.

Author’s presentation copy to Jonathan Edwards (1745-1801)

Bookplate of Mary Hoyt.

LC Card Number: 01024778

**Case G 633 .5968 (NLO)**

**Geography - 1790**

**Atlasses, British - 1790**

A New, royal, authentic and complete system of universal geography. Book IV, America, including the new discoveries on the continent and islands off the coast. [London : C. Cooke, 1789?].

Authors: Bankes, Thomas, b. 1744 -- Bowen, Thomas, -1790 -- Grignon, Charles, 1717-1810 -- Grainger, W. -- Cooke, Charles, fl. 1789-1817 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

Maps dated 1784 and 1788.

Plates captioned: Engraved for Bankes’s New system of geography. Published by royal authority.

Maps by Thomas Bowen; other plates engraved by Grignon, W. Grainger and others.

Includes maps of the United States and West Indies.

Signatures: 6A-6U. Leaf 6I signed 6I.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes oversize G114 .G9 1789 (NLO)**

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Russell followed (earlier) new maps appear principally by John Kitchin, 1718-1784 -- Dilly, Charles, 1739-1807 -- G. G. J. and J. Robinson (Paternoster-Row, London, England) 10, 2, 928 p., [24] leaves of plates (some folded) : ill., charts, 22 maps ; 22 cm. (8vo) 'The twelfth edition, corrected.' Of this popular grammar, Knox, the bookseller is said to be the real compiler.' --Watt. Bibliotheca britannica, 1824, v. 1, p. 452. Imperfect; lacking map: The world. Contents: (from t.p.) I. The figures, motions, and distances of the planets, according to the Newtonian system, and the latest observations -- II. A general view of the earth, considered as a planet, with several useful geographical definitions and problems -- III. The grand divisions of the globe into land and water, continents and islands -- IV. The situation and extent of empires, kingdoms, states, provinces, and colonies -- V. Their climate, air, soil, vegetable productions, metals, minerals, natural curiosities, seas, rivers, bays, capes, promontories, and lakes -- VI. The birds and beasts peculiar to each country -- VII. Observations on the changes that have been any where observed upon the face of nature since the most early periods of history -- VIII. The history and origin of nations, their forms of government, religion, laws, revenues, taxes, naval and military strength -- IX. The genius, manners, customs, and habits of the people -- X. Their language, learning, arts, sciences, manufactures, and commerce -- XI. The chief cities, structures, ruins, and artificial curiosities -- XII. The longitude, latitude, bearings, and distances of principal places from London. -- To which are added. I. A geographical Index, with the names of places alphabetically arranged. -- II. A table of the coins of all nations, and their value in English money. -- III. A chronological table of remarkable events from the creation to the present time. (maps) The world -- Europe -- Sweden, Denmark & Norway -- Russia or Muscovy in Europe -- Scotland -- England and Wales -- Ireland -- France -- The Seven United Provinces, & Netherlands / T. Conder, sculpt. -- Germany and the Netherlands -- Poland Lithuania and Prussia -- Switzerland, with its subjects, & allies -- Spain and Portugal -- Italy -- Turkey in Europe & Hungary -- Asia -- East Indies -- Africa -- A general map of North America -- West Indies -- South America -- A chart of the world shewing the latest discoveries of Capt. Cook. Page 636 misnumbered 536. Pages 449-464 missing. Pages 927-928 damaged. Previously shelved as 4A 13899 'Various maps by Kitchin are found in editions up to 1787. From 1794 onwards (and perhaps earlier) new maps appear principally by John Russell followed in 1799 by maps with other engraver's signatures.' --Shirley. Maps in atlases, T.Guth-1a. Other editions issued under titles: A system of modern geography, A new system of modern geography, and A universal geography. Case G114 .G9 1790 (NLO) 29086 Geography - 1790<<<<Atlases, British - 1790 A New geographical, historical, and commercial grammar : and present state of the several kingdoms of the world ... London : Printed for Charles Dilly, in the Poultry; and G.G.J. and J. Robinson, in Pater-noster Row, 1790. Authors: Guthrie, William, 1708-1770 -- Knox, John, 1720-1790 -- Ferguson, James, 1710-1776 -- Kitchin, Thomas, 1718-1784 -- Dilly, Charles, 1739-1807 -- G. G. J. and J. Robinson (Paternoster-Row, London, England) -- Ludler, Arthur E. -- Kilty, John -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 10, 2, 928 p., [22] leaves of plates (some folded) : ill., charts, 20 maps ; 22 cm. (8vo) 'The twelfth edition, corrected and improved.' Of this popular grammar, Knox, the bookseller is said to be the real compiler.'-- Watt, Bibliotheca britannica, 1824, v. 1, p. 452. Imperfect; missing pages 449-464. Contents: (from t.p.) I. The figures, motions, and distances of the planets, according to the Newtonian system, and the latest observations -- II. A general view of the earth, considered as a planet, with several useful geographical definitions and problems -- III. The grand divisions of the globe into land and water, continents and islands -- IV. The situation and extent of empires, kingdoms, states, provinces, and colonies -- V. Their climate, air, soil, vegetable productions, metals, minerals, natural curiosities, seas, rivers, bays, capes, promontories, and lakes -- VI. The birds and beasts peculiar to each country -- VII. Observations on the changes that have been any where observed upon the face of nature since the most early periods of history -- VIII. The history and origin of nations, their forms of government, religion, laws, revenues, taxes, naval and military strength -- IX. The genius, manners, customs, and habits of the people -- X. Their language, learning, arts, sciences, manufactures, and commerce -- XI. The chief cities, structures, ruins, and artificial curiosities -- XII. The longitude, latitude, bearings, and distances of principal places from London. -- To which are added. I. A geographical Index, with the names of places alphabetically arranged. -- II. A table of the coins of all nations, and their value in English money. -- III. A chronological table of remarkable events from the creation to the present time. (maps) The world -- Europe -- Sweden, Denmark & Norway -- Russia or Muscovy in Europe -- Scotland -- England and Wales -- Ireland -- France -- The Seven United Provinces, & Netherlands / T. Conder, sculpt. -- Germany and
the Netherlands -- Poland Lithuania and Prussia
-- Switzerland, with its subjects, & allies -- Spain
and Portugal -- Italy -- Turkey in Europe &
Hungary -- East Indies -- Africa -- A general map
of North America -- West Indies -- South
America.

Various maps by Kitchin are found in editions up
to 1787. From 1794 onwards (and perhaps
earlier) new maps appear principally by John
Russell followed in 1799 by maps with other
engraver's signatures.' -- Shirley. Maps in
Atlases, T.Guth-1a.

Other editions issued under titles: A system of
modern geography, A new system of modern
graphy, and A universal geography.

Some ms. annotations.

Owner's inscriptions by Arthur E. Ludler and
members of the Kitty family (John, William,
Richard).

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.

Baskes G114 .G9 1790b (NLO)

---

29087 Geography - 1790 - Dictionaries
Geographical - 1790 - Eastern Hemisphere -
Maps - 1759 - Gazetteers

Dictionnaire géographique-portatif, ou,
Description des royaumes, provinces, villes,
evêchés, duchés, comtés, marquisats, villes
impériales, ports, forteresses, et autres lieux
considérables des quatre parties du monde :
dans lequel on indique en quels royaumes,
provinces, et contrées ces lieux se trouvent, les
princes dont ils dépendent, les rivieres, baies,
mers, montagnes, etc. sur lesquelles ils sont
situés, leur distance, en lieues françaises, des
places remarquables des environs, avec leur
longitude et leur latitude, selon les meilleures
observations, la date des sieges que les villes ont
soutenus & des batailles qui en portent le nom,
les grands hommes qu'elles ont produits, etc. / 
traduit de l'anglais, sur la treizième édition de
Laurent Eschard ; avec des additions et des
corrections considérables, par M. Vosgien. Paris :
Chez les Libraires Associés, 1790.

Authors: Vosgien, 1709-1765 -- Echard,
Laurence, 1670?-1730 -- Bruzen de La
Martinière, Antoine Augustin, 1662-1746 --
Libraires associés (Paris, France) -- Froidevaux
-- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
folded maps ; 18 cm.

'Nouvelle éd., revue, corrigée, et augmentée de
la nouvelle division de la France, de la
région ancienne, et d'une explication des
termes de marine et de navigation.'

'Cinquième édition ... de ce petit Dictionnaire

'Prix, relié, 8 livres.'

'Avec approbation, et privilege du Roi.'

Published as a translation of Laurence Echard's
The gazetteer's, or, newsman's interpreter, but is

actually an abridgement of Bruzen de la

Map of Europe dated 1759.

Imperfect: map of Eastern Hemisphere torn,
portion missing.

Owner's mark: Froidevaux.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.

Baskes G101 .V6 1790 (NLO)

---

29088 Geography - 1790 (Provisional Heading)

Elements of geography. Philadelphia : John
M’Culloch, 1790.

Authors: Workman, Benjamin -- M’Culloch, John,
1754-1824 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 v. : 6 maps ; 135 x 85 mm.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

(PrCt)

---

29089 Geography - 1790 (Provisional Heading)

United States - Geography - 1790 - Atlases - 1790

Geography made easy: being an abridgment of
the American geography. Containing
astronomical geography; discovery mid general
description of America; general view of the
United States; particular accounts of the thirteen
United States of America ... To which is added, a
geographical account of the European
settlements in America; and of Europe, Asia and
Africa. Illustrated with eight neat maps and cuts,
newly engraved. Boston : Printed by I. Thomas &

Authors: Morse, Jedidiah, 1761--1826 -- Doolittle,
Amos, 1754-1832 -- Thomas & Andrews --
Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
322 p. : 8 maps ; 18 cm.

2d ed.

Some maps signed by the engraver Amos
Doolittle.

Ayer 109.5 .M7 1790 (NLO)

---

29090 Geography - 1791 (Provisional Heading)

Atlasses, British - 1791

A New and easy introduction to universal
geography : in a series of letters to a youth at
school: describing the figure, motions and
dimensions of the earth, the different seasons of
the year, the situation and extent of the several
empires, kingdoms, states, and provinces, their
government, customs, religion, manners and
characters of the reigning sovereigns / by the
Rev. R. Turner, Jun. ; ... ; illustrated with
copper-plates, and a new set of pocket maps,
drawn and engraved by the best artists, on
purpose for the work. Dublin : Printed by P.
Byrne, 1791.

Authors: Turner, R. (Richard), 17--1788 --
Byrne, Patrick, 1741?-1814 -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
cm.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
5th ed., considerably enl.
Caption title: Easy introduction to geography
Includes problems and exercises for the student.
Maps measure 13 x 9 cm.
Advertisement, p. [v].
Binder's instructions, p. [256].
Dedication page: To the young noblemen and
gentlemen educated at Loughborough-house
School, these elements of geography are
dedicated and devoted by their affectionate
friend, R. Turner, Loughborough-house, March 1,
1786.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
References: Shirley, R. Maps in the atlases of the
British Library, T.Turn-4a
Baskes G125 .T87 1791 (NLO)

29091 Geography - 1791<<<<Geography - United
States - 1791<<<<United States - Map - 1791
Geography made easy. [Boston? Samuel Hall?,
1791].
Authors: Morse, Jedidiah, 1761-1826 -- Hall,
Samuel, 1740-1807 -- Pratt, James -- Martin M.
Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 6 maps ; 18 cm.
3d ed.
Lacks title page.
Date from A1v
Signed "James Pratt."
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 5909.
Cassidy M7 G4 [1791] (PrCt)

29092 Geography - 1791<<<<Geography - United
States - 1791<<<<United States - Map - 1791
Geography made easy : being an abridgement of
the American geography, containing astronomical
geography, discovery and general description of
America, general view of the United States,
particular accounts of the thirteen United States
of America, in regard to their boundaries, extent,
rivers, lakes, mountains, productions, population,
character, government, trade, manufactures,
curiosities, history, &c. : to which is added, a
geographical account of the European
settlements in America, and of Europe, Asia and
Africa : illustrated with eight neat maps and cuts,
newly engraved : calculated particularly for the
use and improvement of schools in the United
States of America / by Jedidiah Morse, A.M.
Boston : Printed by Samuel Hall, no. 53, Cornhill,
1791.
Authors: Morse, Jedidiah, 1761-1826 -- Hall,
Samuel, 1740-1807 -- Skinner, Cotton -- Skinner,
Sophie -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry
Library)
Map of the United States torn, missing most of
map.
"Directions to the bookbinder for placing the
maps"--P. [iv].
Inscription: Baby[?] Skinners book, March 21st,
1794.
Former owner's inscription: Cotton Skinners
book, bought June 20th, 1794, price 5/4, New
York ...
Former owner's inscription: Sophie Skinner's
book, given her by her father, December, 17th
1814, price 66 cents.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet
by R. Baskes).
References: Rumsey2747
LC Card Number: 18006487
Baskes G125 .M83 1791 (NLO)

29093 Geography - 1792<<<<Atlases, British - 1792
A New geographical, historical, and commercial
grammar : and present state of the several
kingdoms of the world ... London : Printed for
Charles Dilly, in the Poultry; and G. G. J. and J.
Robinson, in Pater-noster Row, 1792.
Authors: Guthrie, William, 1708-1770 -- Knox,
John, 1720-1790 -- Ferguson, James, 1710-1776
-- Kitchin, Thomas, 1718-1784 -- Dilly, Charles,
1739-1807 -- Gibson, J. (John), active 1750-1792
-- G. G. J. and J. Robinson (Pater-noster-Row,
London, England) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library) -- Robinson (G. G. J. and J.)
J. and J. Robinson (Pater-noster-Row, London,
England)
10, [2], 928 p., [25] leaves of plates (some folded)
: ill., charts, 23 maps ; 22 cm. (8vo)
'The thirteenth edition, corrected.'
"Of this popular grammar, Knox, the bookseller, is
said to be the real compiler."--Watt, Bibliotheca
britannica, 1824, v. 1, p. 452.
Contents: (from t.p.) I. The figures, motions, and
distances of the planets, according to the
Newtonian system, and the latest observations --
II. A general view of the earth, considered as a
planet, with several useful geographical
definitions and problems -- III. The grand
divisions of the globe into land and water,
continents and islands -- IV. The situation and
extent of empires, kingdoms, states, provinces,
and colonies -- V. Their climate, air, soil,
vegetable productions, metals, minerals, natural
curiosities, seas, rivers, bays, capes,
promontories, and lakes -- VI. The birds and
beasts peculiar to each country -- VII.
Observations on the changes that have been any
where observed upon the face of nature since the
most early periods of history -- VIII. The history
and origin of nations, their forms of government,
religion, laws, revenues, taxes, naval and military
strength -- IX. The genius, manners, customs,
and habits of the people -- X. Their language,
learning, arts, sciences, manufactures, and
commerce -- XI. The chief cities, structures,
ruins, and artificial curiosities -- XII. The longitude, latitude, bearings, and distances of principal places from London. -- To which are added. I. A geographical index, with the names of places alphabetically arranged. -- II. A table of the coins of all nations, and their value in English money. -- III. A chronological table of remarkable events from the creation to the present time.


Various maps by Kitchin are found in editions up to 1787. From 1794 onwards (and perhaps earlier) new maps appear principally by John Russell followed in 1799 by maps with other engraver’s signatures.’ --Shirley. Maps in atlases, T.Guth-1a.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes G114 .G9 1792 (NLO)**

---

**Baskes G114 .G9 1792 (NLO)**

---


---

29095

**Geography - 1793<<<Atlases, British - 1793<<<Cook, James, 1728-1779**

A New and authentic system of universal geography, antient and modern : including all the late important discoveries made by the English, and other celebrated navigators of various nations, in the different hemispheres : ... and containing a genuine history and description of the whole world, as consisting of empires, kingdoms, states, republics, provinces, continents, islands, oceans &c. ... likewise containing ... Captain Cook’s voyages round the world : ... the whole forming a complete collection of voyages and travels / by the Rev. Thomas Bankes ..., Edward Warren Blake, Esq., Alexander Cook, Esq. and Thomas Lloyd ; embellished with near two hundred beautiful engravings, consisting of views, antiquities, customs, ceremonies, &c, together with whole sheet maps, plans, charts, &c. ... London : Printed for C. Cooke ... and sold by the booksellers of Bath, Bristol ... and by all other booksellers in England, Scotland, and Ireland, [1793]?

1793 -- Sparrow, S., fl. ca. 1793 -- Tooke, fl. ca. 1793 -- Goldar, John, 1729-1795 -- Goodnight, fl. ca. 1793 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
[2], 990, [2] p., [114] leaves of plates (some folded) : ill., 22 maps (some folded), 17 views ; 41 cm. (fol.)
Uniform title: System of universal geography
Running title: A New, royal, and authentic system of universal geography
Plates captioned: Engraved for Bankes's New system of geography.
Signatures: A-11R²S².
Title of original ed., published 1787 or later (with royal licence issued 1787) by C. Cooke's predecessor J. Cooke (d. 1810): A new, royal, authentic and complete system of universal geography ... ; by Bankes, Blake and Cook. The royal licence in this issue is undated.
Other issues have title: A Modern, authentic and complete system of universal geography ...; issued in 90 parts (nos.)?
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
22 maps and 17 selected views also cataloged separately in the map catalog; maps only cataloged in main online catalog (September 2011).
Baskes oversize G115 .B36 1793 (NLO)

29097 Geography - 1793<<<>United States - Geography - 1793<<<>Atlasses - 1793<<<>Africa - Maps - 1793<<<>Hungary - Maps - 1793 The American universal geography, or, A view of the present state of all the empires, kingdoms, states, and republics in the known world, and of the United States of America in particular ; in two parts ... to which are added, an improved catalogue of names of places, and their geographical situation, alphabetically arranged, an enlarged chronological table of remarkable events, from the creation to the present time, and a list of ancient and modern learned and eminent men, in America, as well as Europe : the whole comprehending a complete and improved system of modern geography, calculated for americans : illustrated with maps of the countries described / by Jedidiah Morse. Boston ; Worcester ; New York ; Philadelphia ; Charleston : Isaiah Thomas ; Ebenezer T. Andrews ; Berry, Rogers and Berry ; H. and P. Rice ; W.P. Young, 1793.
2 v. : ill., 11 maps ; 22 cm.
Spine title: Morse's universal geography
Part 2 has imprint: Printed at Boston : By Young and Etheridge, for the author and Thomas and Andrews ... , 1793.
Includes bibliographical references.
Additional map of Hungary with Turkey in Europe tipped in (part 2, to face p. 220).
Map of Africa to face (part 2, p. [485]) torn with part missing.
"Directions to the bookbinder for placing the maps, &c."--Pt. 1. p. [16] at beginning.
Fully bound leather over boards with gold-stamped, red leather spine label: Morse's universal geography.
Inscription: Elizabeth & Julia Burge from aunt Rebecca Shaw.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Full text of another copy available online via the Internet Archive (accessed August 2013):
http://www.archive.org/stream/americanuniversal01mors#page/n7/mode/2up
http://archive.org/stream/americanuniversa00mors#page/n3/mode/2up
References: Sabin 50926; Buck 41; Walsh 26
LC Card Number: 05028132
Baskes G121 .M67 1793 (NLO)

Authors: Guthrie, William, 1708-1770 -- Dilly, Charles, 1739-1807 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 215 x 135 mm.
14th ed.
Does not include maps.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G114 .G9 1794 (NLO)

29099 Geography - 1794-1795<<<>Historical geography - Maps<<<>World history - Maps - 1794-1795<<<>History, Ancient - Maps -
29101 Geography - 1794

A New geographical, historical, and commercial geography / by Jedidiah Morse, A.M.

London: Printed for J. Stockdale, 1794.


"A new ed., rev., cor., and greatly enl. ..."

Half title page: The History of America, or, The geography of the United States &c. Includes maps variously compiled by Allen, Cooke, Filson, Harrison (Sr. and Jr.), Morse, Mutow, Purcell, and Roper.

Front endleaf signed 'William Gordon.'

Bibliography: p. 715.

Maps also cataloged separately.

Another edition, published in London, 1794, has slight variation in title and 3 maps only.

References: Sabin 50924; Phillips 1361; Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 1454.

LC Card Number: 03020641

Ayer 1598

Ayer 109.5 .M7 1794 (NLO)

29102 Geography - 1794

A New geographical, historical, and commercial geography / by Jedidiah Morse, A.M.

London: Printed for J. Stockdale, 1794.


"A new ed., rev., cor., and greatly enl. ..."

Half title page: The History of America, or, The geography of the United States &c. Includes maps variously compiled by Allen, Cooke, Filson, Harrison (Sr. and Jr.), Morse, Mutow, Purcell, and Roper.

Front endleaf signed 'William Gordon.'

Bibliography: p. 715.

Maps also cataloged separately.

Another edition, published in London, 1794, has slight variation in title and 3 maps only.

References: Sabin 50924; Phillips 1361; Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 1454.

LC Card Number: 03020641

Ayer 1598

Ayer 109.5 .M7 1794 (NLO)
29103 Geography - 1795 Atlases - 1795

Guthrie's new system of modern geography.
Philadelphia: M. Carey, 1795.
Authors: Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Guthrie, William, 1708-1770 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection

2 v. in 3 : 43 maps ; 275 x 215 mm.
V1,Feb94,V2,Apr95;mapsInterspersed
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

29104 Geography - 1795 Atlases, British - 1795

Guthrie's universal geography improved: being a new system of modern geography or, a geographical, historical, and commercial grammar and present state of all of the several kingdoms of the world ... illustrated with a set of large and accurate maps. London: Printed for the Proprietors, and sold by all booksellers in town and country, 1795.
Authors: Guthrie, William, 1708-1770 -- Knox, John, 1720-1790 -- Ferguson, James, 1710-1776 -- Herschell, William, Sir, 1738-1822 -- Cary, John, approximately 1754-1835 -- Conder, Thomas, 1746 or 1747 -- Dilly, Charles, 1739-1807 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection

viii, 956 p., [25] leaves of plates (some folded) : 24 maps ; 28 cm. (4to)
'A new edition, enlarged, corrected and improved, with great additions' [i.e. 6th ed.?]
'Of this popular grammar, Knox, the bookseller is said to be the real compiler.'--Watt. Bibliotheca britannica, 1824, v. 1, p. 452.
'The astronomical part, including the latest discoveries of James Ferguson ... Dr. Herschell and other eminent astronomers.'
Remainder of title: 'Being enriched with the most recent discoveries of the latest voyagers and travellers. The historical part comprising the latest and most important occurrences and events, particularly the revolutions in France, Sweden, Poland, &c.'

Contents: (from t.p.) I. The figures, motions, and distances of the planets, according to the Newtonian system, and the latest observations -- II. A general view of the earth, considered as a planet, with several useful geographical definitions and problems -- III. The grand divisions of the globe into land and water, continents and islands -- IV. The situation and extent of empires, kingdoms, states, provinces, and colonies -- V. Their climate, air, soil, vegetable productions, metals, minerals, natural curiosities, seas, rivers, bays, capes, promontories, and lakes -- VI. The birds and beasts peculiar to each country -- VII. Observations on the changes that have been any where observed upon the face of nature since the most early periods of history -- VIII. The history and origin of nations, their forms of government, religion, laws, revenues, taxes, naval and military strength -- IX. The genius, manners, customs, and habits of the people -- X. Their language, learning, arts, sciences, manufactures, and commerce -- XI. The chief cities, structures, ruins, and artificial curiosities -- XII. The longitude, latitude, bearings, and distances of principal places from London. -- To which are added. I. A new and copious geographical Index, with the names of places alphabetically arranged. -- II. A new genealogical table and account of all the sovereigns of the world. -- III. A chronological table of remarkable events from the creation to the present time.
(maps) The world in three sections ... -- A new and accurate chart of the discoveries of Captn. Cook & other later circumnavigators ... / T. Condor sculpt. -- An accurate map of Asia -- A map of the empire of China / J. Cary sculpt. -- The East Indies / J. Cary sc. -- A map of Africa -- Part of North America containing Canada, the north parts of New England and New York, with Nova Scotia and Newfoundland -- Part of North America comprehending the course of the Ohio, New England, New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Maryland, Virginia, Carolina & Georgia -- The West Indies -- A map of South America -- A map of Europe -- The northern states of Europe, including Denmark, Norway, Sweden, Russia, Prussia & Holland / J. Cary sc. -- The Russian Empire in Europe and Asia / J. Cary sc. -- A new and correct map of Scotland ... -- A new and correct map of England & Wales -- A new and correct map of Ireland ... A new & accurate map of the Seven United Provinces -- A new and accurate map of the Netherlands -- Germany divided into circles / J. Cary sculp. -- Poland shewing the claims of Austria, Russia & Prussia / J. Carey sculp. -- An accurate map of the Kingdoms of Spain and Portugal / J. Cary sculp. -- An accurate map of Italy / J. Carey sc. -- Turkey in Europe / J.Cary sc -- An accurate map of France / J. Cary sc.
Other editions issued under titles: A new geographical, historical, and commercial grammar, A geographical, historical, and commercial grammar, A system of modern geography, A new system of modern geography, and A universal geography.
Additional information about other editions in: Buck, S.J. Travel, 22 and Sabin, 29327. Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G114 .G9 1795b (NLO)

29105 Geography - 1795 Atlases, British - 1795

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)
A New geographical, historical, and commercial grammar: and present state of the several kingdoms of the world ... by William Guthrie ...; the astronomical part by James Ferguson ...; to which have been added the late discoveries of Dr. Herschel ...; illustrated with a correct set of maps ... London: Printed for Charles Dilly, in the Poultry; and G.G. and J. Robinson, in Paternoster Row, 1795.


xiv, [4], 971 p., [26] leaves of plates (some folded) : ill., charts, 25 maps ; 24 cm. (8vo)
'The fifteenth edition, corrected and considerably enlarged.'

'Of this popular grammar, Knox, the bookseller is said to be the real compiler.' --Watt. Bibliotheca Britannica, 1824, v. 1, p. 452.

Bookseller's advertisements for Ogilvy and Speare: [8] pages at the end.

Imperfect; lacking map: The world.

Contents: (from t.p.) I. The figures, motions, and distances of the planets, according to the Newtonian system, and the latest observations -- II. A general view of the earth, considered as a planet, with several useful geographical definitions and problems -- III. The grand divisions of the globe into land and water, continents and islands -- IV. The situation and extent of empires, kingdoms, states, provinces, and colonies -- V. Their climate, air, soil, vegetable productions, metals, minerals, natural curiosities, seas, rivers, bays, capes, promontories, and lakes -- VI. The birds and beasts peculiar to each country -- VII. Observations on the changes that have been any where observed upon the face of nature since the most early periods of history -- VIII. The history and origin of nations, their forms of government, religion, laws, revenues, taxes, naval and military strength -- IX. The genius, manners, customs, and habits of the people -- X. Their language, learning, arts, sciences, manufactures, and commerce -- XI. The chief cities, structures, ruins, and artificial curiosities -- XII. The longitude, latitude, bearings, and distances of principal places from London. -- To which are added. I. A geographical Index, with the names of places alphabetically arranged. -- II. A table of the coins of all nations, and their value in English money. -- III. A chronological table of remarkable events from the creation to the present time. (maps) The world -- Europe / Russell del. et sculp. -- Sweden, Denmark, Norway, and Finland / Russell del. et sculp. -- Northern part of Russia, or, Muscovy in Europe -- Southern part of Russia, or, Muscovy, in Europe -- Scotland / Russell del. et sculp. -- England and Wales / Russell delin. et sculp. -- Ireland / Russell del. et sculp. -- France divided into circles and departments / Russell del. et sculp. -- The Seven United Provinces / Russell del. et sculp. -- Netherlands -- Germany / B. Baker -- Poland shewing the claims of Russia, Prussia & Austria -- Switzerland with its subjects and allies -- Spain and Portugal / Russell delin. et sculp. -- Italy / Russell del. et sculp. -- Turkey in Europe and Hungary / Russell sculp. -- Asia / Russell sculp. -- Hindostan or India / Africa -- Russell delin. et sculp. -- A general map of North America / Russell delin. et sculp. -- The United States of America, according to the Treaty of Peace of 1784 / Russell del. et sculp. -- West Indies / Russell delin. et sculp. -- South America / Russell del. et sculp. -- Chart of the world on Mercators projection / B. Baker sculp.

Various maps by Kitchin are found in editions up to 1787. From 1794 onwards (and perhaps earlier) new maps appear principally by John Russell followed in 1799 by maps with other engraver's signatures.' -- Shirley. Maps in Atlases, T.Guth-1a.

Other editions issued under titles: A system of modern geography, A new system of modern geography, and A universal geography. Owner's inscription: Noah Clark Willam (?) Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G114 .G9 1795 (NLO)

29106

Geography - 1795<<<<Atlases, British - 1795

Elements of geography and of natural and civil history ... London: Printed and sold by Darton and Harvey ; Sold also by H.D. Symonds, Vernor and Hood, and C.D. Piguenit, 1795.


[16], 516 [i.e. 616] p., [27] folding leaves of plates : 4 ill., 23 maps ; 22 cm. (8vo)
2nd ed.
'Engraved for Walker's Geography'--on maps.

Contents: (from t. p.) I. The order of the spheres -- II. The economy of the sublunary works of creation, inanimate and living -- III. Picturesque and general sketches of the different parts of the earth, and the varied appearances and manners of it's [sic] inhabitants -- IV. The rise, revolution, and fall of the principal empires of the world -- V. Changes through different ages in the manners of mankind -- VI, VII, VIII, IX. Description of the different quarters of the world, Europe, Asia, Africa, and America. Their divisions into countries, provinces, &c. Their climates, soils, animals, plants, minerals, mountains, rivers, lakes, canals, commerce, manufactures,
curiosities, schools, learning, literati, religious professions, language, government, history, &c. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Shirley, R. Maps in the atlases. T.Walk-1
Baskes G112 .W25 1795 (NLO)

29107 Geography - 1795 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Morse, Jedidiah, 1761-1826 -- Thomas & Andrews -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 2 maps ; 135 x 88 mm.
1st ed.
Sabin50935;Walsh35;prov:LadockAllen
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

29108 Geography - 1795 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Smith, Charles -- WaylandL -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 6 maps ; 143 x 83 mm.
Walsh36
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

29109 Geography - 1796Atlases, British - 1796

2 v. (xii, [4], 448 ; [2], 449-971, [1] p. (last p. blank)) : ill., charts, maps ; 22 cm. (8vo)
 Imperfect; lacking maps and plates. 'The sixteenth edition, corrected, and considerably enlarged.'

'Of this popular grammar, Knox, the bookseller is said to be the real compiler.' --Watt. Bibliotheca Britannica, 1824, v. 1, p. 452.
Contents: (from t.p.) I. The figures, motions, and distances of the planets, according to the Newtonian system, and the latest observations -- II. A general view of the earth, considered as a planet, with several useful geographical definitions and problems -- III. The grand divisions of the globe into land and water, continents and islands -- IV. The situation and extent of empires, kingdoms, states, provinces, and colonies -- V. Their climate, air, soil, vegetable productions, metals, minerals, natural curiosities, seas, rivers, bays, capes, promontories, and lakes -- VI. The birds and beasts peculiar to each country -- VII. Observations on the changes that have been any where observed upon the face of nature since the most early periods of history -- VIII. The history and origin of nations, their forms of government, religion, laws, revenues, taxes, naval and military strength -- IX. The genius, manners, customs, and habits of the people -- X. Their language, learning, arts, sciences, manufactures, and commerce -- XI. The chief cities, structures, ruins, and artificial curiosities -- XII. The longitude, latitude, bearings, and distances of principal places from London. -- To which are added. I. A geographical Index, with the names of places alphabetically arranged. -- II. A table of the coins of all nations, and their value in English money. -- III. A chronological table of remarkable events from the creation to the present time. (maps, from binder's instructions) The world -- Europe -- Denmark, Sweden, and Norway -- Russia in Europe -- Scotland -- England and Wales -- Ireland -- France -- Seven United Provinces and Netherlands -- Germany -- Poland, Lithuania, and Prussia -- Switzerland -- Spain and Portugal -- Italy -- Turkey in Europe, and Hungary -- Asia -- East Indies -- Africa -- North America -- West Indies -- South America -- Chart of the world.

Various maps by Kitchin are found in editions up to 1787. From 1794 onwards (and perhaps earlier) new maps appear principally by John Russell followed in 1799 by maps with other engraver's signatures.' -- Shirley. Maps in Atlases, T.Guth-1a.

Other editions issued under titles: A system of modern geography. A new system of modern geography, and A universal geography. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G114 .G9 1796 (NLO)

Geography - 1796United States - Geography - 1796Atlases - 1796

Geography made easy : being an abridgment of the American universal geography : containing astronomical geography, discovery and general description of America, general view of the United States, particular accounts of the United States of America, and of all the kingdoms, states, and republics in the known world, in regard to their boundaries, extent, rivers, lakes, mountains, productions, population, character, government, trade, manufactures, curiosities, history, &c. : to which is added, an improved chronological table of remarkable events, from the creation to the present time : illustrated with maps of the countries described : calculated particularly for the use and improvement of schools and academies in the United States of
The American universal geography, or, A view of the present state of all the empires, kingdoms, states, and republics in the known world; and of the United States of America in particular: in two parts ... to which are added, an improved catalogue of names of places, and their geographical situation, alphabetically arranged, an enlarged charonological table of remarkable events, from the creation to the present time, a list of ancient and modern learned andeminent men, and a table of all the monies of the world, reduced to the federal currency: the whole comprehending a complete and improved system of modern geography, calculated for Americans: illustrated with twenty-eight maps and charts / by Jedidiah Morse. Boston; Worcester; New York; Philadelphia; Baltimore: Isaiah Thomas and Ebenezer T. Andrews; S. Campbell; M. Carey; Thomas, Andrews & Butler, June, 1796.


3rd ed., corr. and considerably enl. / the introduction rev. and amended by Samuel Webber


5th ed. / corr. by the author. Issued with 8 (?) maps, but this copy lacks map facing title page. One map engraved by Doolittle.

"Directions to the bookbinder for placing the maps"--P. iv. Include bibliographical references.


Includes bibliographical references. "Directions to the bookbinder for placing the maps, &c."--Pt. 1, p. [16] at beginning. Fully bound leather over boards with gold-stamped, green leather spine label: Morse's universal geography. Former owner's signature: Sam Bradstreet. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library. Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).

Full text of another copy available of Part 1 online via the Internet Archive (accessed August 2013): http://archive.org/stream/americanuniversa01innors#page/n9/mode/2up

References: Evans 30827; Walsh 44; Howes M842; Buck 35; Sabin 50936 LC Card Number: 18006486

Baskes G125 .M83 1796 (NLO)

29111 Geography - 1796 United States - Geography - 1796 Atlases - 1796 The American universal geography; or, A view of the present state of all the empires, kingdoms, states, and republics in the known world ... Part II, containing an improved geographical description of the eastern continent and islands. Boston : Isaiah Thomas and Ebenezer T. Andrews, June 1796.

Authors: Morse, Jedidiah, 1761-1826 -- Thomas & Andrews -- Thomas, Isaiah, 1749-1831 -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library) iv, 692 p. : 10 fold. maps ; 22 cm.

Second edition of this volume. Condition: Some maps torn at folds, part of map of Poland missing. Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection. Previous location: C-unboxed

AMcN III PC 3910 (PrCt)

29112 Geography - 1796 United States - Geography - 1796 Atlases - 1796 The American universal geography, or, A view of the present state of all the empires, kingdoms, states, and republics in the known world, and of the United States of America in particular: in two parts ... to which are added, an improved catalogue of names of places, and their geographical situation, alphabetically arranged,
situation of cities, especially of such as have been distinguished by memorable events: with an abridgment of the fabulous history of mythology of the Greeks: to which is prefixed, an historical account of the progress and improvements of astronomy and geography from the earliest periods to the time of Sir Isaac Newton...: designed chiefly to connect the study of classical learning with that of general knowledge / by Alexander Adam. London; Edinburgh: Printed by A. Strahan, Printers-Street, for T. Cadell Jun. and W. Davies, and W. Creech, 1802.

Authors: Adam, Alexander, 1741-1809 -- Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Strahan, Andrew, d. 1831 -- Cadell, Thomas, 1773-1836 -- Davies, William, d. 1820 -- Creech, William, 1745-1815 -- Cadell & Davies -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

The 3rd ed. corr. / to which is added, a geographical index, containing the Latin names of the principal countries, cities, rivers, and mountains, mentioned in the Greek and Roman classics, with the modern names subjoined. "Illustrated with maps" engraved by Neele; published 1797 by Cadell & Davies.

Includes index.


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G115 .A19 1802 (NLO)

29114 Geography - 1797<<<Atlases, British - 1797

Geography for youth: or a plain and easy introduction to the science of geography for the use of young gentleman and ladies... London: Printed for W. Lowndes, 1797.

Authors: Lowndes, W. (William) -- Cary, John, approximately 1754-1835 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
xii, 384, [4] p.: ill., 12 hand col. maps (folded); 18 cm. (12 mo)

'A new ed., considerably enl., corr. and improved.'

Maps engraved by J. Cary; hand colored in outline; Map of Russia and Europe dated 1795;

Map of Scotland dated 1789.

'Illustrated by copper plates.' -- t.p.

'Geographical questions'--p. 362-368.

Publisher's advertisement on last 4 pages.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).

Baskes G125 .G46 1797 (NLO)


A Summary of geography and history: both ancient and modern... with an abridgment of the fabulous history or mythology of the Greeks: to which is prefixed, an historical account of the progress and improvements of astronomy and geography... to the time of Sir Isaac Newton... designed chiefly to connect the study of classical learning with that of general knowledge. London: Printed for A. Strahan, and T. Cadell jun. and W. Davies, 1797.

Authors: Adam, Alexander, 1741-1809 -- Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Strahan, Andrew, d. 1831 -- Cadell & Davies -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
xii, 858 p., [14] leaves of plates: 13 maps, 22 cm. (8vo)

'The 2d ed., corr., to which is added, a geographical index, containing the Latin names of the principal countries, cities, rivers, and mountains mentioned in the Greek and Roman classics; with the modern names subjoined;
Geography, 1797 (Provisional Heading)
*Plain system of geography.* Edinburgh: Mundell, 1797.
Authors: Lloyd, Evan -- Mundell -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 10 maps ; 175 x 114 mm.
Maps engraved by Neele; published 1797 by Cadell & Davies.
'A geographical index ... being a supplement to the Summary of ancient and modern geography ... by Alexander Adam' [144] p. at end.
Armillary bookplate (motto: Fax Mentis Honesta Gloria Consilio Non Impetu) of Agnew Bart. of Lochnaw.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Shirley, R. Maps in the atlases, G.Adam-1c Agee 23

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)** (PrCt)

Geography - 1798
Authors: Morse, Jedidiah, 1761-1826 -- Thomas & Andrews -- Woods, Betsy -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 2 maps ; 143 x 95 mm.
3rd ed.
Sabin50935;Walsh54;prov:BetsyWoods

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)** (PrCt)

Geography - 1798
*A New geographical, historical, and commercial grammar: and present state of the several kingdoms of the world ...* London: Printed for Charles Dilly, in the Poultry; and G.G. and J. Robinson, in Paternoster Row, 1798.
xii, [4], 1019, [1] p. (last p. blank), [28] leaves of plates (some folded) : ill., charts, 27 maps ; 22 cm. (8vo)
'The seventeenth edition, corrected, and considerably enlarged.'
'Of this popular grammar, Knox, the bookseller is said to be the real compiler.' -- Watt. Bibliotheca britannica, 1824, v. 1, p. 452.
Imperfect; lacking map: The world.
Contents: (from t.p.) I. The figures, motions, and distances of the planets, according to the Newtonian system, and the latest observations -- II. A general view of the earth, considered as a planet, with several useful geographical definitions and problems -- III. The grand divisions of the globe into land and water, continents and islands -- IV. The situation and extent of empires, kingdoms, states, provinces, and colonies -- V. Their climate, air, soil, vegetable productions, metals, minerals, natural curiosities, seas, rivers, bays, capes, promontories, and lakes -- VI. The birds and beasts peculiar to each country -- VII. Observations on the changes that have been any where observed upon the face of nature since the most early periods of history -- VIII. The history and origin of nations, their forms of government, religion, laws, revenues, taxes, naval and military strength -- IX. The genius, manners, customs, and habits of the people -- X. Their language, learning, arts, sciences, manufactures, and commerce -- XI. The chief cities, structures, ruins, and artificial curiosities -- XII. The longitude, latitude, bearings, and distances of principal places from London. -- To which are added. I. A geographical Index, with the names of places alphabetically arranged. -- II. A table of the coins of all nations, and their value in English money. -- III. A chronological table of remarkable events from the creation to the present time.
(maps) The world -- Chart of the world on Mercators projection -- Europe / Russell del et sculpt. -- Sweden, Denmark, Norway and Finland -- Southern part of Russia or Muscovy in Europe -- Northern part of Russia or Muscovy in Europe -- Scotland -- England and Wales / Russell delin et sculpt. -- Ireland -- France divided into military governments / Russell sculpt. -- France divided into circles and departments -- The Seven United Provinces -- Netherlands -- Germany -- Poland / Russell del et sculpt. --
Switzerland, with its subjects, & allies -- Spain and Portugal -- Italy -- Turkey in Europe & Hungary -- Asia -- Hindostan, or India -- Africa -- British Colonies in North America / J.C. Russell sculpt. -- A general map of North America -- The United States of America, according to the Treaty of Peace of 1784 / Russell del et scult. -- West Indies / Russell delinet sculpt.-- South America / Russell del et scult.

Various maps by Kitchin are found in editions up to 1787. From 1794 onwards (and perhaps earlier) new maps appear principally by John Russell followed in 1799 by maps with other engraver's signatures.' -- Shirley. Maps in Atlases, T.Guth-1a.

Other editions issued under titles: A system of modern geography, A new system of modern geography, and A universal geography. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G114 .G9 1798 (NLO)

29121 Geography - 1798 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Payne, John -- Rollinson, William, 1762-1842 -- Hardie, Jas. -- Low, J. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 4 maps ; 225 x 140 mm.
E:Rollinson;ed;JasHardie
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

29122 Geography - 1798 United States - Geography - 1798 World maps - 1798 North America - Maps - 1798 Geography made easy : being an abridgment of the American universal geography : containing astronomical geography, discovery and general description of America, general view of the United States, particular accounts of the United States of America, and all the kingdoms, states, and republics in the known world, in regard to their boundaries, extent, rivers, lakes, mountains, productions, population, character, government, trade, manufactures, curiosities, history, &c. : to which is added, an improved chronological table of remarkable events, from the creation to the present time : illustrated with a map of the world, and a map of North America : calculated particularly for the use and improvement of schools and academies in the United States of America / by Jedidiah Morse. Boston : Worcester ; New York ; Albany ; Philadelphia ; Baltimore : I. Thomas and E.T. Andrews ; I. Thomas ; S. Campbell ; Thomas, Andrews & Penniman ; M. Carey ; Thomas, Andrews & Butler, 1798.
6th ed. / corr. by the author.
Includes bibliographical references.
"Directions to the bookbinder for placing the maps"--P. iv.
Former owner's signature: Eliza P. Gray.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Evans 34146; Walsh 55
LC Card Number: 34036300
Baskes G125 .M83 1798 (NLO)

Geography - 1799 Atlases, British - 1799
[A New geographical, historical and commercial grammar : and present state of the several kingdoms of the world ... to which have been added the late discoveries of Dr. Herschell, and other eminent astronomers : illustrated with a correct set of maps]. [Montrose, Scotland : Printed for Da. Buchanan, 1799].
iv, [4], 1066 p., [18] leaves of plates (folded) : ill., charts, 17 maps (col.) ; 22 cm.
[15th ed., corrected, and greatly enl.]
Title, statements of responsibility, edition, and publication supplied from OCLC record.
'Of this popular grammar, Knox, the bookseller is said to be the real compiler.' --Watt. Bibliotheca britannica, 1824, v. 1, p. 452.
Imperfect; lacking t-p.; map of Asia damaged, most missing.
Contents: (maps) An accurate map of Europe -- Sweden, Denmark, Norway and Finland -- Map of Russia / engraved for the New System of Universal Geography, engraved for D. Ogilvy & Son, Holburn, 1799 -- A new map of Scotland ... 1798 / engraved for D. Ogilvy & Son, Holburn -- England and Wales / engraved for D. Ogilvy & Son, Holburn -- A correct map of Ireland ... 1798 / engraved for D. Ogilvy & Son, Holburn -- A new and accurate map of France, divided into departments with the Netherlands, part of Germany &c, comprehending the present seat of war / engraved for D. Ogilvy & Son, Holburn -- A correct map of the world with the latest discoveries, 1799 -- The Seven United Provinces / Engraved for the General Magazine, 1795 -- Germany / engraved for D. Ogilvy & Son, Holburn -- A new map of Spain and Portugal ... 1795 / engraved for D. Ogilvy & Son, Holburn -- Italy / engraved for D. Ogilvy & Son, Holburn -- Modern chart of the Cisalpine Republic and maritime
Austria -- A new map of Asia ... 1799 -- Indostan / published by R. Morison & Son, Perth, Octr. 7th, 1798 -- A new map of Africa ... 1799 -- An accurate map of North America with the new discoveries, 1799 / engraved for D. Ogilvy & Son, Holburn -- A correct map of South America with the latest discoveries, 1799.

Other editions issued under titles: A geographical, historical, and commercial grammar, A system of modern geography, A new system of modern geography, and A universal geography.

Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G114 .G9 1799 (NLO)


Authors: Hassenfratz, J. H. (Jean-Henri), 1755-1827 -- Librairie économique (Paris, France) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

viij, 387, [1] p., 8 folded leaves of plates : ill., 7 maps (folded) ; 18 cm. (12mo)

Includes index.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G125 .H37 1799 (NLO)


Authors: Dwight, Nathaniel, 1770-1831 -- Hudson & Goodwin -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. ; 17 cm.

4th ed.

4th Conn. ed.; sig. 'Amos Pope.'

Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.

Cassidy inv. # 3141.

Cassidy D8 S9 C8 1800a (PrCt)


Authors: Dwight, Nathaniel, 1770-1831 -- Hudson & Goodwin -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. ; 17 cm.

4th ed.

4th Conn. ed.; sig. 'Amariah Smith.'

Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.

Cassidy inv. # 4708.

Cassidy D8 S9 1800b (PrCt)


xii, [4], 1056 p., [27] leaves of plates (some folded) : ill., charts, 26 maps ; 22 cm. (8vo)

'The eighteenth edition, corrected, and considerably enlarged.'

'The astronomical part by James Ferguson ... ; to which have been added the late discoveries of Dr. Herschel ... ; illustrated with a corrected set of maps ... .'

'Of this popular grammar, Knox, the bookseller is said to be the real compiler.' --Watt. Bibliotheca Britannica, 1824, v. 1, p. 452.

Imperfect, includes damaged maps: England and Wales; Africa.

Contents: (from t.p.) I. The figures, motions, and distances of the planets, according to the Newtonian system, and the latest observations -- II. A general view of the earth, considered as a planet, with several useful geographical definitions and problems -- III. The grand divisions of the globe into land and water, continents and islands -- IV. The situation and extent of empires, kingdoms, states, provinces, and colonies -- V. Their climate, air, soil, vegetable productions, metals, minerals, natural curiosities, seas, rivers, bays, capes, promontories, and lakes -- VI. The birds and beasts peculiar to each country -- VII. Observations on the changes that have been any where observed upon the face of nature since the most early periods of history -- VIII. The history and origin of nations, their forms of government, religion, laws, revenues, taxes, naval and military strength -- IX. The genius, manners, customs, and habits of the people -- X. Their language, learning, arts, sciences, manufactures, and commerce -- XI. The chief cities, structures, ruins, and artificial curiosities -- XII. The longitude, latitude, bearings, and distances of principal places from London. -- To which are added. I. A geographical Index, with the names of places alphabetically arranged. -- II. A table of the coins of all nations, and their value in English money. -- III. A chronological table of remarkable events from the creation to the present time.

Contents: (maps) Map of the world / engraved by B. Baker -- Chart of the world on Mercators projection -- Europe / Russell del. et sculpt. --
Sweden, Denmark, Norway, and Finland -- Southern part of Russia, or, Muscovy in Europe -- Northern part of Russia, or, Muscovy in Europe -- Scotland -- England and Wales / Russell delin. et sculpt. -- Ireland -- France divided into military governments -- France divided into circles and departments -- Netherlands -- The Seven United Provinces -- Germany -- Poland / J. Russell del. et sculpt. -- Switzerland with its subjects & allies -- Spain and Portugal -- Italy -- Turkey in Europe and Hungary -- Asia -- Hindostan or India -- Africa / Russell delin. et sculpt. -- A general map of North America -- The United States of America according to the Treaty of Peace of 1784 / Russell del. et sculpt. -- West Indies / Russell delin. et sculpt. -- South America.

Shirley, R. Maps in the atlases, T.Guth-4e Various maps by Kitchin are found in editions up to 1787. From 1794 onwards (and perhaps earlier) new maps appear principally by John Russell followed in 1799 by maps with other engraver's signatures.' -- Shirley. Maps in Atlases, T.Guth-1a.

Other editions issued under titles: A system of modern geography, A new system of modern geography, and A universal geography.

Owner's inscriptions of Tho. Holdrich (1801), William Gary Barton (Shelton, Norfolk, 1862) and C.W. Barton (Harleston, Norfolk). Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G114 .G9 1800 (NLO)

29129

Geography - 1800<<<<Atlases, British - 1800

Elements of geography, and of natural and civil history ... / by John Walker. London : Printed for Darton and Harvey ; Longman and Rees ; H.D. Symonds ; Vernor and Hood ; J. Walker ; J. Cuthell ; J. Scatcherd ; Lackington ; Allen and Co. ; Otridge and Son ; R. Faulder ; R. Lea ; Ogilvy and Son ; C. Law ; T. Hurst ; J. Wright ; Crosby and Letterman ; J. Wallis ; West and Hughes, 1800


Binding error: P. 613-616 bound between p. [2]-[3], second sequence.

"Directions to the binder"--P.I [4], second sequence.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G125 .W25 1800 (NLO)

29130

Geography - 1800<<<<Atlases, French - 1800

Methode abregee & facile pour geographie: Crozat. Lyon : Robert & Gauthier, 1800

Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Didier, 1723-1786 -- Crozat -- Robert & Gauthier -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 17 maps ; 178 x 106 mm. -1750

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

29131

Geography - 1800<<<<United States - Geography - 1800<<<<North America - Maps - 1800

Geography made easy : being an abridgment of the American universal geography : containing astronomical geography, discovery and general description of America, general view of the United States, particular accounts of the United States of America, and all the kingdoms, states and republics in the known world, in regard to their boundaries, extent, rivers, lakes, mountains, productions, population, character, government, trade, manufactures, curiosities, history, &c. : to which is added, an improved chronological table of remarkable events, from the creation to the present time : illustrated with a map of the world.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

29132 Geography - 1801
System of geography of the world. Elizabethtown: Evert Duyckinck, 1801. Authors: Dwight, Nathaniel, 1770-1831 -- Duyckinck, Evert, 1764-1833 -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v.; 17 cm. 1st ed. 'First N. J. ed.' Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library. Cassidy inv. # 5443. Cassidy D8 S9 1801 (PrCt)

29133 Geography - 1801
System of geography of the world. Boston: West & Greenleaf, 1801. Authors: Dwight, Nathaniel, 1770-1831 -- West & Greenleaf -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v.; 17 cm. 6th ed. Sig. 'Benj. Johnson.' Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library. Cassidy inv. # 4071. Cassidy D8 S9 1801a (PrCt)

29134 Geography - 1801
System of geography of the world. Boston: West & Greenleaf, 1801. Authors: Dwight, Nathaniel, 1770-1831 -- West & Greenleaf -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v.; 17 cm. 6th ed. Stamped 'Duplicate A.G.W.' Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library. Cassidy inv. # 4458. Cassidy D8 S9 1801b (PrCt)

29135 Geography - 1801
Elements of geography. Boston: Thomas & Andrews, 1801. Authors: Morse, Jedidiah, 1761-1826 -- Thomas & Andrews -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v.; 1 map; 141 x 91 mm. 4th ed. USmap(of2) Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

29136 Geography - 1801<br />Atlases, British - 1801
A New geographical, historical, and commercial grammar: and present state of the several kingdoms of the world ... / by William Guthrie ... The astronomical part by James Ferguson ... to which have been added the late discoveries of Dr. Herschel ... London: Printed for G.G. and J. Robinson ... and J. Mawman, 1801. Authors: Guthrie, William, 1708-1770 -- Knox, John, 1720-1790 -- Ferguson, James, 1710-1776 -- Mawman, Joseph, 1759-1827 -- G. G. and J. Robinson (Paternoster Row, London, England) -- Holdrich, Tho., fl. 1801 -- Barton, William Gary, fl. 1862 -- Barton, C. W. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) xii, [4], 1056 p., [27] leaves of plates (some folded): ill., charts, 26 hand col. maps; 23 cm. The 19th ed., cor. and considerably enl. "Illustrated with a correct set of maps." "Of this popular grammar, Knox, the bookseller is said to be the real compiler." --Watt. Bibliotheca britannica, 1824, v. 1, p. 452. Various maps by Kitchin are found in editions up to 1787. From 1794 onwards (and perhaps earlier) new maps appear principally by John Russell followed in 1799 by maps with other engraver’s signatures." -- Shirley. Maps in Atlases, T. Guth-1a. Other editions issued under titles: A system of modern geography, A new system of modern geography, and A universal geography. Map contents: Chart of the world on Mercator’s projection -- Europe -- Sweden, Denmark, Norway, and Finland -- Southern part of Russia, or, Muscovy in Europe -- Northern part of Russia, or, Muscovy in Europe -- Scotland -- England and Wales -- Ireland -- France divided into circles and departments -- France divided into military governments -- Netherlands -- The Seven United Provinces -- Germany -- Poland -- Switzerland with its subjects & allies -- Spain and Portugal -- Italy -- Turkey in Europe and Hungary -- Asia -- Hindostan or India -- Africa -- A general map of North America -- British Colonies in North America.
29137  

Geography - 1802


Authors: Morse, Jedidiah, 1761-1826 -- Thomas & Andrews -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)

v. ; 18 cm.

8th ed.

Sig. 'Lydia Dean.'

Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.

Cassidy inv. # 3140.

Cassidy M7 G4 1802a (PrCt)

29138  

Geography - 1802


Authors: Morse, Jedidiah, 1761-1826 -- Thomas & Andrews -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)

v. ; 18 cm.

8th ed.

Sig. 'Ann Orr.'

Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.

Cassidy inv. # 5373.

Cassidy M7 G4 1802b (PrCt)

29139  

Geography - 1802


Authors: Morse, Jedidiah, 1761-1826 -- Thomas & Andrews -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)

v. ; 18 cm.

8th ed.

Sig. 'Joseph Suratt.'

Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.

Cassidy inv. # 5790.

Cassidy M7 G4 1802c (PrCt)

29140  

Geography - 1802


Authors: Morse, Jedidiah, 1761-1826 -- Thomas & Andrews -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)

v. ; 18 cm.

8th ed.

Sig. 'Samuel Straw.'

Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.

Cassidy inv. # 6035.

Cassidy M7 G4 1802d (PrCt)
29142 Geography - 1802-1808 Discoveries in geography - 1808 South America - Maps - 1808

Taschenbuch der reisen, oder, Unterhaltsende darstellung der entdeckungen des 18ten jahrhunderts in rücksicht der länder, menschen und productenkunde / Für jede klasse von lesern, von E.A.W. von Zimmermann ... für das jahr ... Leipzig : G. Fleischer d. jüng., [1802-1808 or later?].


Naturhistorische bemerkungen. Taschenbuch zur verbreitung geographischer kenntnisse, by J.G. Sommer, includes in subtitle of v. 1-5 'Zugleich als fortlaufende ergänzung zu Zimmermanns Taschenbuch der reisen.'


Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library).

Partial duplicate copy: Baskes G136 .Z76

Newberry holdings incomplete (as of September 2008), and scattered between 2 runs shelved as Baskes G136 .Z76 and Ayer 138 .Z73

Ayer 138 .Z73 holdings: Jahrg. 3 (1804), Jahrg. 4 (1805 : 2 variant editions), Jahrg. 6 (1807), Jahrg. 7 (1808)

Baskes G136 .Z76 holdings: Jahrg. 7 (1808) With Charte von Süd America

LC Card Number: 02027532

Ayer 138 .Z73 (NLO)

29143 Geography - 1802 Atlases, British - 1802

Modern geography : a description of the empires, kingdoms, states, and colonies, with the oceans, seas, and isles, in all parts of the world : including the most recent discoveries, and political alterations : digested on a new plan / by John Pinkerton ; the astronomical introduction by the Rev. S. Vince ; with numerous maps, drawn under the direction, and with the latest improvements, of Arrowsmith, and engraved by Lowry ; to the whole are added, a catalogue of the best maps, and books of travels and voyages, in all languages : and an ample index ; in two volumes. London : Printed by A. Strahan, Printers Street for T. Cadell Jun. and W. Davies, Strand, and T.N. Longman and O. Rees, Paternoster-Row, 1802.


Includes maps by Aaron Arrowsmith and maps engraved by Wilson Lowry.

Includes bibliographical references and index. Includes errata.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Ferguson, J.A. Australia, 359; Sabin, 62959

Baskes folio G115 .P65 1802 (NLO)

29144 Geography - 1802 Atlases, British - 1802

A New and authentic universal system of geography, or, A complete modern history and description of the whole world, from the earliest period of intelligence, to the present time : containing new histories ... embellished with a correct set of maps ... London : Printed for Alex. Hogg & Co. at King's Arms, No. 16, Paternoster-Row : by M. Allen, Paternoster-Row, [1802?].


xl, 612 [ie. 412] p., [44] leaves of plates (some folded) : 26 maps ; 22 cm. (8vo)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
By W. H. Portlock ... assisted by W. Guthrie, J.W. Perks, Michael Adams.'
'To be completed in only Fourteen Weekly Numbers, and may be had by one or more at a Time, price 1s. each, or the whole bound and Lettered, price 16s.'
Pages 376 - 412 misnumbered as 576 - 612.
Authors: Morse, Jedidiah, 1761-1826 -- Parish, Elijah, 1762-1825 -- Harris, Cyrus, active 1796 -- Gridley, Richard, 1711-1796 -- Thomas & Andrews -- Adams, A. -- Etheridge, Samuel, 1771-1817 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
"Designed as a second volume, to the American gazetteer."
"Illustrated with eighteen maps."
Issued with 17 (?) maps, but this copy imperfect, lacking original map of Egypt (replaced by photocopy).
Maps by C. Harris, Gridley, Thomas & Andrews, and A. Adams.
Printed in double columns.
"List of subscribers": p. [5]-[24].
"Directions to the binder": p. [24].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Full text of another copy available online via HathiTrust Digital Library (accessed August 2013):
http://hdl.handle.net/2027/yale.39002032279235
References: Sabin 50923; Walsh 80; Howes M839
LC Card Number: 05034842
Baskes G102 .M87 1802 (NLO)

Geography - 1802>> Atlasses, Dutch - 1802
Authors: Sazerac, P. -- Elwe, Jan Barend -- Roomsch-Katholieke Centraal Bureau voor Onderwijs en Opvoeding -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Edition: 5e druk.
French and Dutch in parallel columns.
Publisher's advertisement, p. 60 and [4] p.at end.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G125 .S39 1802 (NLO)

Geography - 1802>> Atlases, Italian - 1802
Authors: Buffier, Claude -- Jacquier, F. -- Rossi, G. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 20 maps ; 158 x 86 mm.
Edited by F. Jacquier.
Geography text.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)


The 3rd ed. / improved and adapted to the modern divisions of Europe, and illustrated with copperplates and maps.

Includes volvele: A geographical clock, which will shew the hour of the day in several parts of the world at the same time.

"A table of the longitude and latitude of some of the principal places of the earth": p. [205]-207.

Former owner’s signature: J.H. Gray.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G133 .N49 1804 (NLO)

Geography - 1804


6 v. ; 21 cm. + 1 atlas (18 p., xii leaves of plates (some folded) : 42 maps (chiefly hand col.) ; 33 cm.)

Translation of: Modern geography.


Errata on verso of half titles pages.

Includes index.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G115 .P5614 1804 (NLO)

Geography - 1804


Authors: Fenning, Daniel -- Johnson, J. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 7 maps ; 176 x 110 mm.

8th ed.

Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Geography - 1804

System of geography of the world. Hartford : Hudson & Goodwin, 1805.

Authors: Dwight, Nathaniel, 1770-1831 -- Hudson & Goodwin -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. ; 17 cm.

6th ed.

6th Conn. ed.; sig. ‘Selden Clark.’

Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.

Cassidy inv. # 5396.
Cassidy D8 S9 1805 (PrCt)

29157  Geography - 1805
System of geography of the world. Northampton : ButlerS&E, 1805.
Authors: Dwight, Nathaniel, 1770-1831 -- Simeon & Elihu Butler (Firm) -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 17 cm.
1st ed.
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 3962.
Cassidy D8 S9 1805a (PrCt)

29158  Geography - 1805
System of geography of the world. Northampton : ButlerS&E, 1805.
Authors: Dwight, Nathaniel, 1770-1831 -- Simeon & Elihu Butler (Firm) -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 17 cm.
2d ed.
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 5943.
Cassidy D8 S9 1805b (PrCt)

29159  Geography - 1805
Modern geography : a description of the empires, kingdoms, states, and colonies, with the oceans, seas, and isles, in all parts of the world, including the most recent discoveries, and political alterations : digested on a new plan / by John Pinkerton ; the astronomical introduction by S. Vince ; with numerous maps, drawn under the direction, and with the latest improvements, of Arrowsmith, and engraved by the first American artists ; to the whole are added, a catalogue of the best maps, and books of travels and voyage, in all languages, and an ample index.
Philadelphia ; Baltimore ; Washington City ; Petersburg ; Norfolk ; New-York ; Albany ; Richmond ; Charleston, S.C. J. Conrad & Co. ; M. & J. Conrad & Co. ; Rapin, Conrad & Co. ; Somervell & Conrad ; Bonsal, Conrad & Co. ; Bernard Dornin ; Whiting, Bachus, & Whiting ; Samuel Pleasants ; New-Haven ; Beeres & Howe ; Crow & Querry, 1804.
Authors: Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826 -- Vince, Samuel, 1749-1821 -- Barton, Benjamin Smith, 1766-1815 -- Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- John Conrad & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
2 v. (clxiv, 504; 698 p.) : ill. ; 24 cm.
"The article America, corrected and considerably enlarged, by Dr. Barton, of Philadelphia ..."--Vol. 2 t.p.
Includes bibliographical references (v. 2, p. [617]-634) and index.
No maps.

Former owner’s signature in v. 1: Mr. Richard Pears
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Full text of another copy available online via HathiTrust Digital Library (accessed August 2013): http://hdl.handle.net/2027/uc1.b3510744 -- http://hdl.handle.net/2027/uc1.b3510745
References: Shaw & Shoemaker 7051; Sabin 62959
LC Card Number: 05041054
Baskes G115 .P56 1804 (NLO)

29160  Geography - 1805<<>>Atlases - 1805
Authors: Davies, Benjamin Rees -- Johnson, J. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 7 maps ; 185 x 113 mm.
1st ed.
(o8f)
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
References: Walsh 99
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

29161  Geography - 1805<<>>Atlases, British - 1805
A New geographical, historical, and commercial grammar : and present state of the several kingdoms of the world. Montrose [Scotland] :
Printed by D. Buchanan, and sold by Mundell & Son, Edinburgh; W. Coke, Leith; and by J. & A. Duncan, Glasgow, 1805.
vi, 1025 p., [26] leaves of plates (some folded) : ill, charts, 25 maps ; 22 cm. (8vo)
'The eighteenth edition, corrected and greatly enlarged.'
'The astronomical part by James Ferguson ... : to which have been added the late discoveries of Dr. Herschell ... ; illustrated with a correct set of maps.'
'Of this popular grammar, Knox, the bookseller is said to be the real compiler.' --Watt. Bibliotheca britannica, 1824, v. 1, p. 452.
Contents: (from t.p.) I. The figures, motions, and distances of the planets, according to the Newtonian system, and the latest observations -- II. A general view of the earth, considered as a planet, with several useful geographical definitions and problems -- III. The grand divisions of the globe into land and water, continents and islands -- IV. The situation and extent of empires, kingdoms, states, provinces, and colonies -- V. Their climate, air, soil,
vegetable productions, metals, minerals, natural curiosities, seas, rivers, bays, capes, promontories, and lakes -- VI. The birds and beasts peculiar to each country -- VII.

Observations on the changes that have been any where observed upon the face of nature since the most early periods of history -- VIII. The history and origin of nations, their forms of government, religion, laws, revenues, taxes, naval and military strength -- IX. The genius, manners, customs, and habits of the people -- X. Their language, learning, arts, sciences, manufactures, and commerce -- XI. The chief cities, structures, ruins, and artificial curiosities -- XII. The longitude, latitude, bearings, and distances of principal places from London. -- To which are added. I. A geographical Index, with the names of places alphabetically arranged. -- II. A table of the coins of all nations, and their value in English money. -- III. A chronological table of remarkable events from the creation to the present time.


Other editions issued under titles: A geographical, historical, and commercial grammar, A system of modern geography, A new system of modern geography, and A universal geography.

Owner's inscriptions: 'William Liner's book bought in Carlisle price $5.00 January 5th, 1811' and [illegible name and date] 1900.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection at the Newberry Library.

LC Card Number 17015414

Baskets G114 .G9 1805b (NLO)
Muscovy in Europe -- England and Wales --
Scotland -- Ireland -- The Seven United
Provinces -- Netherlands -- Germany -- Poland --
Switzerland, with its subjects, & allies -- Spain
and Portugal -- Italy -- Turkey in Europe &
Hungary -- Asia / J. Russell del et sculp. --
Hindostan, or India -- Africa -- A general map of
North America -- British Colonies, in North
America -- The United States of America,
according to the Treaty of Peace of 1784 -- West
Indies -- South America.

Various maps by Kitchin are found in editions up
to 1787. From 1794 onwards (and perhaps
earlier) new maps appear principally by John
Russell followed in 1799 by maps with other
engraver's signatures. -- Shirley. Maps in
Atlases, T. Guth-1a.

Other editions issued under titles: A
geographical, historical, and commercial
grammar, A system of modern geography, A new
system of modern geography, and A universal
geography.

Owner's inscriptions: 'John Boy's Pret. £1: 19s: 4
d1/2p' and [illegible word] Monroe N. Y.'
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.

Baskes G114 .G9 1805 (NLO)

29163 Geography - 1805<<<Atlases, British - 1805
A New geographical, historical, and commercial
grammar : and present state of the several
kingdoms of the world / by William Guthrie ... ;
the astronomical part by James Ferguson ... ;
to which have been added the late discoveries of
Dr. Herschell ... ; illustrated with a correct set of
maps. [Montrose] [Scotland] ; Edinburgh ; Leith ;
Glasgow : D. Buchanan ; Mundell & Son ; W.
Coke ; J. & A. Duncan, 1805.

Authors: Knox, John, 1720-1790 -- Guthrie,
William, 1708-1770 -- Ferguson, James,
1710-1776 -- Herschel, William, Sir, 1738-1822 --
Buchanan, David, fl. 1776-1800 -- Neele, Samuel
John, 1758-1824 -- Lizards, Daniel, 1760-1812 --
Kirkwood & Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
vi, 1025 p., [26] leaves of plates (some folded) : ill,
charts, 25 maps ; 22 cm. (8vo)
The Eighteenth edition, corrected and greatly
enlarged.

Contents (from title page): I. The figures,
motions, and distances of the planets, according
to the Newtonian system, and the latest
observations -- II. A general view of the earth,
considered as a planet, with several useful
geographical definitions and problems -- III. The
grand divisions of the globe into land and water,
continents and islands -- IV. The situation and
extent of empires, kingdoms, states, provinces,
and colonies -- V. Their climate, air, soil,
vegetable productions, metals, minerals, natural
curiosities, seas, rivers, bays, capes, promontories,
and lakes -- VI. The birds and
beasts peculiar to each country -- VII.
Observations on the changes that have been any
where observed upon the face of nature since the
most early periods of history -- VIII. The history
and origin of nations, their forms of government,
religion, laws, revenues, taxes, naval and military
strength -- IX. The genius, manners, customs,
and habits of the people -- X. Their language,
learning, arts, sciences, manufactures, and
commerce -- XI. The chief cities, structures,
ruins, and artificial curiosities -- XII. The
longitude, latitude, bearings, and distances of
principal places from London. -- To which are
added. I. A geographical Index, with the names of
places alphabetically arranged. -- II. A table of
the coins of all nations, and their value in English
money. -- III. A chronological table of remarkable
events from the creation to the present time.

Partial Contents: (maps) World / Kirkwood
& Sons -- Europe ... 1805 -- A map of Sweden
Norway and Denmark / Neele sculp. -- Northern
part of Russia in Europe -- The southern part
of Russia in Europe -- A map of Scotland -- A
map of England & Wales ... 1801 / Neele sculp. --
A map of Ireland -- A map of France with its late
acquisitions / Neele sculp. -- The Seven United
Provinces -- Netherlands -- A map of Germany --
A map of Poland / Neele sculp. -- Switzerland / S.
I. Neele -- A map of Spain & Portugal / Neele
sculp. -- A map of Italy -- A map of Turkey in
Europe with Hungary / Neele sculp. -- Asia / engd.
for Guthries Geogy., D. Lizzlies sculp. --
East Indies / engd. for Guthrie's Geography by
Kirkwood & Sons -- Africa / Kirkwood & Sons --
North America / Kirkwood & Sons -- British
America / S. I. Neele sculp. -- United States / S.
I. Neele sculp. -- West Indies / engd. for
Guthrie's Geography by Kirkwood & Sons --
South America / engd. for Guthrie's Geography
by Kirkwood & Sons.

"Of this popular grammar, Knox, the bookseller
is said to be the real compiler." --Watt. Bibliotheca
britannica, 1824, v. 1, p. 452.

Other editions issued under titles: A
geographical, historical, and commercial
grammar, A system of modern geography, A new
system of modern geography, and A universal
geography.

Owner's inscriptions: "William Liner's book
bought in Carlisle price $5.00 January 5th, 1811"
and [illegible name and date] 1900.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.

LC Card Number: 17015414

Baskes G114 .G9 1805b (NLO)

29164 Geography - 1805<<<Atlases, British - 1805
A System of geography, or, A descriptive,
historical, and philosophical view of the several
quarters of the world : and of the various
empires, kingdoms, and republics which they
contain: particularly, detailing those alterations

Request and cite items by
the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
which have been introduced by the recent revolutions: with an appendix... Glasgow:
Printed by Niven, Napier and Khull, Trongate:
For W. and D. Brownlie, booksellers, 1805.
Authors: Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 --
Neele, George -- Monvelet, F. M. -- Stevenson,
Andrew, fl. 1828 -- Niven, Napier and Khull,
printers -- W. and D. Brownlie, booksellers --
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) --
Brownlie (W. and D.), booksellers SEE W. and D.
Brownlie, booksellers
4 v.: 23 plates, 22 [i.e. 13?] maps (folded); 22
cm.
'By a literary society.'
Maps and plates engraved by Neele.
Some maps dated 1802 and 1803.
V. 1 owner's inscription: F.M. Monvelet, Quebec
1810.
V. 3 owner's inscription: Andrew Stevenson,
Bridgeton, January 19th 1828.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
V. 1 with 5 maps; v. 2 with 4 maps; v. 3 with 4
maps.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes G115 .S97 1805 (NLO)

Geography - 1805Atlases, British - 1805
Geography on a popular plan for use of schools.
Authors: Phillips, R. (Richard), Sir, 1767-1840 --
Phillips, R. (Richard), Sir, 1767-1840 -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.: 8 maps; 180 x 117 mm.
2nd ed.
C:Neele, Russell
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

Geography - 1805Atlases, British - 1805
Elements of geography, and of natural and civil
history... London: Printed for J. Walker... [and
18 others], 1805.
Authors: Walker, John, 1759-1830 -- Smith,
Thomas, 1775 or 6-1830 -- Darton, William,
1781-1854 -- Darton & Harvey (London, England)
-- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
x, [6], 671 p., [26] fold. leaves of plates: 4 fold.
ill., 22 fold. maps (some col.); 21 cm.
4th ed., carefully rev. and enl. by the Rev.
Thomas Smith.
'Engraved for Walker's Geography'--on plates.
Maps engraved by W. Darton, jun.
Contents: (from t.p.) pt. I. The order of the
spheres.--pt. II. The economy of the sublunary
works of creation, inanimate and living.--pt. III.
Picturesque and general sketches of the different
parts of the earth, and the varied appearances
and manners of its inhabitants.--pt. IV. The rise,
revolution, and fall of the principal empires of the
world.--pt. V. Changes through different ages in
the manners of mankind.--pts. VI, VII, VIII, IX.
Description of the different quarter of the world.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes G125 .W25 1805 (NLO)

Geography - 1805Atlases, British - 1805
An Easy grammar of geography: intended as a
companion and introduction to the Geography on
a popular plan for schools and young persons, by
the same author: with maps / by the Rev. J.
Goldsmith. London: Printed for Richard Phillips,
No. 6, Bridge Street, Blackfriars, and to be had of
all booksellers, with a full allowance to schools,
1805.
Authors: Phillips, R. (Richard), Sir, 1767-1840 --
Russell, J. C. -- Gillet, Thomas -- Phillips, R.
(Richard), Sir, 1767-1840. Geography on a
popular plan (1805) -- Edmundy, M. Sam. --
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
vi, 144 p., [8] leaves of plates (some folded): ill.,
7 folded maps; 15 cm.
Maps by J.C. Russell.
"T. Gillet, Salisbury Square."
"Price 2s. 6d. bound."
Geographic clock with volvelle as frontispiece.
Includes problems and exercises.
Former owner's signature: M. Sam. Edmundy[?].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes G125 .P536 1805 (NLO)

Geography - 1805Atlases, French - 1805
Abrégé de la géographie moderne: rédigé sur un
nouveau plan / par J. Pinkerton; traduit de
l'anglais, avec des augmentations tirées de la
traduction française; accompagné de l'extrait
des dernières découvertes d'après les voyages
plus récents; orné de neuf belles cartes; revues
et corrigées par J.P. Buache, de l'Institut national
de France; ouvrage adopté par la Commission
de l'instruction publique, et destiné pour
l'enseignement des lycées et écoles secondaires.
Paris: Paris: Dentu, imprimeur-libraire, An XIII -
1805.
Authors: Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826 -- Buache,
Jean-Nicolas, 1741-1825 -- Walckenaer, C. A.
(Charles Athanase), 1771-1852 -- Dentu, J. G.
(Jean-Gabriel), 1770-1840 -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
xxi, [1], 780 p., [9] leaves of folded plates: 9 maps
(hand col., folded); 21 cm.
Uniform title: Modern geography. French
Translated by C.A. Walckenaer.
Includes index.
Torn t.p. with partial loss of text
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes G115 .P6514 1805 (NLO)

Geography - 1805 (Provisional Heading)
Elements of geography. Philadelphia: John


Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

M'Culloch, 1805.
Authors: Workman, Benjamin -- M'Culloch, John, 1754-1824 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 6 maps ; 147 x 94 mm.
11th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

29170
Geography - 1805>>>United States - Geography - 1805>>>Atlases - 1805
The American universal geography, or, A view of the present state of all the empires, kingdoms, states, and republicks in the known world, and of the United States of America in particular : in two parts ... to which are added, an improved catalogue of names of places, and their geographical situation, alphabetically arrange, an enlarged chronological table, of remarkable events from the creation to the present time, a list of ancient and modern learned and eminent men, and a table of all the monies of the world, reduced to federal currency : the whole comprehending a complete and improved system of modern geography, calculated for Americans : illustrated with six maps, and accompanied by A new and elegant general atlas of the world, containing (in a separate volume) sixty-three maps, and comprising all the new discoveries to the present time / by Jedidiah Morse. Boston ; Worcester : J.T. Buckingham ; Thomas & Andrews, August, 1805-September, 1805.
2 v. : 6 maps ; 23 cm.
5th ed., corr. and improved.
"Fourth edition of this volume"--Part 2 title page.
Spine title: Morse's universal geography
"Part first. The introduction revised by Samuel Webber"--Pt.1 t.p.
Maps by E.G. Gridley, Marshall, and Scoles.
Map of Asia to face torn and missing half of map (part 2, p. 381).
Includes bibliographical references and index.
"Directions to the book-binder for placing the maps"--Pt. 1, p. [16].
Fully bound leather over boards with gold-stamped, black leather spine label: Morse's universal geography.
Former owner's signature: William Wells.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Part 1: Full text of another copy available online via HathiTrust Digital Library (accessed August 2013):
http://hdl.handle.net/2027/uc1.31822031034648
References: Sabin 50926; Buck 41;Walsh 101
LC Card Number: 05036659
Baskes G121 .M67 1805 (NLO)

29171
Geography - 1805>>>United States - Geography - 1805>>>Atlases - 1805
A Geographical dictionary of the United States of North America : containing a general description of each state, and of each the population, number of acres, soil, productions, natural curiosities, various climates, &c. : also a description of the rivers, lakes, mineral springs, mountains, manufactures, trade and commerce : with a succinct account of Indiana, and upper and lower Louisiana territories : likewise, the population of each county, township, and those towns in the union, the population of which has been ascertained by the census of eighteen hundred : to which will be added, a description of more than one thousand places, not noticed in any former geographical work : embellished with a handsome map of the United States / by Joseph Scott. Philadelphia : Printed by A. Bartram, for Thomas Armstrong, proprietor, 1805.
Authors: Scott, Joseph (Geographer) -- Ralph, William -- Bartram, Archibald, 1774?-1808 -- Armstrong, Thomas, 1765?-1842 -- Bushwaw, A. C., junior -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Map engraved by William Ralph.
Printed in double columns.
Errata at end.
Former owner's inscription: A.C. Bushwaw Jr. Dayton, Ohio, Nov. 6th, 1898.
Bookseller's label: T. Palmer, variety store.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 02006795
Baskes E154 .S36 1805b (NLO)

Geography - 1806
System of geography of the world. Northampton : ButlerS&E, 1806.
Authors: Dwight, Nathaniel, 1770-1831 -- Simeon & Elihu Butler (Firm) -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 17 cm.
3d ed.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
29173 Geography - 1806
System of geography of the world. Northampton : Butler & E., 1806.
Authors: Dwight, Nathaniel, 1770-1831 -- Simeon & Elihu Butler (Firm) -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 17 cm.
3d ed.
3d Northampton ed., May 1806; sig. 'Sally Abercrombie.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 4911.
Cassidy D8 S9 1806b (PrCt)

29174 Geography - 1806
Geography for children, or, A short and easy method of teaching and learning geography : divided principally for the use of schools ... : divided into lessons, in the form of question and answer, with a new general map of the world, the spheres, and also a list of maps necessary for children / translated from the French of Abbot Lenglet du Fresnoy. London : Printed for J. Johnson ; Longman, Hurst, Rees, and Orme : J. Mawman : and J. Harris, 1806.
22nd ed.
'Printed by E. Hemsted, Great New Street, Fetter Lane.'--T.p. verso.
'A catalogue of books, composed for the use of parents and tutors, children and young persons, printed for J. Johnson'--P. [138].
Illustrated bookplate of Dudrea & Sumner Parker depicting the Cloisters, their home near Baltimore, Md.
Blind stamp: The Cloisters, Dudrea & Sumner Parker Collection.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: NUC pre-1956, 326:186; Moon, M. J. Harris's books, 480 (2)
Baskes G125 .L5513 1806 (NLO)

29175 Geography - 1806
Authors: Morse, Jedidiah, 1761-1826 -- Thomas & Andrews -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 18 cm.
10th ed.
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 5906.
Cassidy M7 G4 1806a (PrCt)

29176 Geography - 1806
Authors: Morse, Jedidiah, 1761-1826 -- Thomas & Andrews -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 18 cm.
10th ed.
'March 1806,' sig. 'William Clark.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 4072.
Cassidy M7 G4 1806b (PrCt)

29177 Geography - 1806
Authors: Morse, Jedidiah, 1761-1826 -- Thomas & Andrews -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 18 cm.
10th ed.
'March 1806,' sig. 'Amasa Drake.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 5035.
Cassidy M7 G4 1806c (PrCt)

29178 Geography - 1806
Authors: Kirkwood, James, 1745?-1827 -- Scott -- Hill, Peter, bookseller -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 6 maps ; 180 x 110 mm.
3rd ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

29179 Geography - 1806
Modern geography : a description of the empires, kingdoms, states, and colonies; with the oceans, seas, and isles, in all parts of the world ... / by John Pinkerton ; the astronomical introduction by the Rev. S. Vince ; carefully abridged from the larger work in two volumes, quarto ; with maps drawn under the direction and with the latest improvements of Arrowsmith. London : Printed for T. Cadell and W. Davies, and Longman, Hurst, Rees, and Orme, 1806.
Authors: Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826 --

Baskes G115 .P65 1806 (NLO)

29180 Geography - 1806<<<<Atlases, British - 1806<<<<Volvelles - 1806


29181 Geography - 1806 (Provisional Heading)

Geography made easy. Boston : Thomas & Andrews, 1806. Authors: Morse, Jedidiah, 1761-1826 -- Thomas & Andrews -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. : 1 map ; 171 x 114 mm. 10th ed. (of2);Walsh115 Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

29182 Geography - 1807

System of geography of the world. Hartford : Hudson & Goodwin, 1807. Authors: Dwight, Nathaniel, 1770-1831 -- Hudson & Goodwin -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. ; 17 cm. 7th ed. 7th Conn. ed. Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library. Cassidy inv. # 4854. Cassidy D8 S9 1807 (PrCt)

29183 Geography - 1807

System of geography of the world. Northampton : ButlerS&E, 1807. Authors: Dwight, Nathaniel, 1770-1831 -- Simeon & Elihu Butler (Firm) -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. ; 17 cm. 4th ed. 4th Northampton ed., November 1807. Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library. Cassidy inv. # 5375. Cassidy D8 S9 1807 (PrCt)

29184 Geography - 1807


29185 Geography - 1807


29186 Geography - 1807

'September 1807,' on endpapers: '6/9, you.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 5747.
**Cassidy M7 G4 1807c (PrCt)**

**29187 Geography - 1807**
*Compendious system of universal geography.*
Newburyport: Thomas & Whipple, 1807.
Authors: Parish, Elijah, 1762-1825 -- Thomas & Whipple -- Emery, Rufus -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : ill. ; 18 cm.
Sig. 'Rufus Emery.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 5447.
**Cassidy P37 C6 1807b (PrCt)**

**29188 Geography - 1807**
*Compendious system of universal geography.*
Newburyport: Thomas & Whipple, 1807.
Authors: Parish, Elijah, 1762-1825 -- Thomas & Whipple -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : ill. ; 18 cm.
Prt. navigation problems on endpapers.
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 3253.
**Cassidy P37 C6 1807a (PrCt)**

**29190 Geography - 1807**
*Guthrie's geographical grammar in miniature: containing the present state of the several kingdoms of the world...*
Montrose [Scotland]: Printed by D. Buchanan, for Wilson & Spence booksellers, York, 1807.
The first edition.
'Of this popular grammar, Knox, the bookseller is said to be the real compiler.' --Watt. Bibliotheca britannica, 1824, v. 1, p. 452.
'The astronomical part by James Ferguson ... ; to which have been added the late discoveries of Dr. Herschell ... ; illustrated with a correct set of maps.'
Maps engraved by D. Lizars.
'... The object of the editors in the present publication, is to compress all the useful information which their 8vo. edition of Guthrie's Grammar contains, within narrow limits, and to give it a more neat and portable form ...'--From advertisement on t.p. verso.
Contents: (from t.p.) I. The figures, motions, and distances of the planets, according to the Newtonian system, and the latest observations -- II. A general view of the earth, considered as a planet, with several useful geographical definitions and problems -- III. The grand divisions of the globe into land and water, continents and islands -- IV. The situation and extent of empires, kingdoms, states, provinces, and colonies -- V. Their climate, air, soil, vegetable productions, metals, minerals, natural curiosities, seas, rivers, bays, capes, promontories, and lakes -- VI. The birds and beasts peculiar to each country -- VII. Observations on the changes that have been any where observed upon the face of nature since the most early periods of history -- VIII. The history and origin of nations, their forms of government, religion, laws, revenues, taxes, naval and military strength -- IX. The genius, manners, customs, and habits of the people -- X. Their language, learning, arts, sciences, manufactures, and commerce -- XI. The chief cities, structures, ruins, and artificial curiosities -- XII. The longitude, latitude, bearings, and distances of principal places from London. (maps) Chart of the world -- Sweden, Denmark & Norway -- Dominions of Russia -- Great Britain and Ireland -- France -- United Provinces -- Netherlands -- German Empire and Switzerland -- Prussia and Poland -- Spain and Portugal -- Italy -- East Indies -- States of America. Other editions issued under titles: A new geographical, historical, and commercial grammar, A geographical, historical, and commercial grammar, A system of modern geography, A new system of modern geography, and A universal geography. Owner's inscription: S. Denholm Young.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
**Baskes G114 .G9 1807 (NLO)**

**29191 Geography - 1807**
*Easy grammar of geography.* Boston : W. Norman, 1807.
Authors: Phillips, R. (Richard), Sir, 1767-1840 -- Norman, William, d. 1807 -- A. G. W. -- W., A. G. -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : ill. ; 18 cm.
1st ed.
Stamped "Duplicate A.G.W."
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 7222.
**Cassidy G55 E2 1807d (PrCt)**
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Norman, William, d. 1807 -- Lovett, Joanna -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : ills. ; 18 cm.
1st ed.
Sig. 'Joanna Lovett.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 4115.
Cassidy G55 E2 1807b (PrCt)

29192 Geography - 1807 Atlases, British - 1807
Authors: Phillips, R. (Richard), Sir, 1767-1840 -- Norman, William, d. 1807 -- Phillips, Steven, Jr. -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : ills. ; 18 cm.
1st ed.
Sig. 'Stephen Phillips Junr.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 3619.
Cassidy G55 E2 1807a (PrCt)

29193 Geography - 1807 Atlases, British - 1807
Authors: Phillips, R. (Richard), Sir, 1767-1840 -- Norman, William, d. 1807 -- Pope, H. N. -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : ills. ; 18 cm.
1st ed.
Sig. 'H. N. Pope.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 5446.
Cassidy G55 E2 1807c (PrCt)

29194 Geography - 1807 Atlases, British - 1807
Modern geography, a description of the empires, kingdoms, states, and colonies with the oceans, seas, and isles in all parts of the world including the most recent discoveries, and political alterations, digested on a new plan. By John Pinkerton ; the astronomical introduction by S. Vince ; with numerous maps, revised by the author. To the whole are added a Catalogue of the best maps, and books of travels and voyages, in all languages, and an ample index. London : T. Cadell and W. Davies ; Longman, Hurst, Rees, and Orme, 1807.
Authors: Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826 -- Vince, Samuel, 1749-1821 -- Cadell & Davies -- Longman, Hurst, Rees, and Orme -- Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Lowry, fl. 1802-1807 -- Dobbie, Nicholas -- Donnelly, Ross, fl. 1797 -- Roy, William, 1726-1790 -- Pontoppidan, Erich, 1698-1764 -- Cruz Cano y Olmedilla, Juan de la, d. 1790
3 v. (ill., diagrs. (part. fold.), 51 maps (part. fold.) ; 29 cm.
"A new edition, greatly enlarged."
Includes maps variously credited to Anville, Arrowsmith, Barrow, Belizeyme, Bosovich, Chauchard, Cooper, Cruz Cano y Olmedilla, Dobbree, Donelly, Duhalde, Ferraris, Hermelin, Islenyev, mapmaker identified only as 'J.P.', Kaempfer, King, Lowry, Malaspina, Pontippidan, Rizzi-Zannoni, Sepp, Longman & Rees, Roy, and Weiss.
Contents: v. 1. Europe -- v. 2. Asia -- v. 3 America and Africa.
Maps also cataloged separately.
C 251
ICN 43-2255
folio G 11 .693 (NLO)

29195 Geography - 1807 Atlases, French - 1807
Encyclopédie des jeunes gens, ou, Mémorial raisonné : de ce qu'il y a d'utile et d'intéressant dans les connoissances humaines / réfondue entièrement et considérablement augmentée par Moustalon, auteur du Lycée de la jeunesse ; enrichie de six cartes géographiques, une mappemonde et de 18 autres planches très-bien gravées. A Paris : A la Librairie économique, rue de la Harpe, n°. 94, ancien collège d'Harcourt, 1807.
Authors: Moustalon -- Garsault, François A. de (François Alexandre), 1693-1778 -- Blondeau, 18th/19th cent. -- Picquet, Pierre, b. 1780 -- Tardieu, P. F. (Pierre François), 1757-1822 -- Librairie économique (Paris, France) -- Ertborn, Joseph van -- College n. d'Anvers -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
2 v. : ill. (some folded), 7 maps (some folded) ; 21 cm.
Nouv. éd.
Based on a work by François A. de Garsault, with significant changes and additions. Cf. preface.
Maps engraved by Blondeau, Pierre Picquet, and A.F. Tardieu.
Includes indexes.
Former owner's signature: Joseph van Ertborn.
Stamp: Biblioth. du college n. d'Anvers.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes AE25 .M68 1807 (NLO)

29196 Geography - 1807 Atlases, Italian - 1807
Authors: Jacquier, F. -- Buffier, Claude -- Pasquali, V. -- Fenvo, Modesto -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 21 maps ; 168 x 100 mm.
Edited by F. Jacquier; includes maps engraved by V. Pasquali.
Geography text.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)
29197 Geography - 1807 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Blomfield, E. (Ezekiel), 1778-1818 -- Barlow -- Brightly & K. -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
2 v. : 21 maps ; 270 x 210 mm.
C:Barlow;Sabini5973
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)**
(PrCt)

29198 Geography - 1807 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Morse, Jedidiah, 1761-1826 -- Thomas & Andrews -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 v. : 2 maps ; 178 x 110 mm.
11th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)**
(PrCt)

29199 Geography - 1808
*Rudiments of geography.* Troy, N.Y. Wright, Goodenow & Stockwell, 1808.
Authors: Hubbard, John, 1759-1810 -- Wright, Goodenow & Stockwell -- Martin M. Cassidy
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 16 cm.
4th ed.
Full leather cover.
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 4062.
**Cassidy H82 R8 1808 (PrCt)**

29200 Geography - 1808
*Guthrie's geographical grammar in miniature : containing the present state of the several kingdoms of the world ...* Montrose [Scotland] : Printed by D. Buchanan for the booksellers in London, Edinburgh, and Glasgow, 1808.
Authors: Guthrie, William, 1708-1770 -- Knox, John, 1720-1790 -- Ferguson, James, 1710-1776 -- Herschel, William, Sir, 1738-1822 -- Buchanan, David, fl. 1776-1800 -- Lizards, Daniel, 1760-1812 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
'The second edition.'
'Of this popular grammar, Knox, the bookseller is said to be the real compiler.' -- Watt. *Bibliotheca britannica*, 1824, v. 1, p. 452.
'The astronomical part by James Ferguson ... ; to which have been added the late discoveries of Dr. Herschell ... ; illustrated with a correct set of maps.'
'... The object of the editors in the present publication, is to compress all the useful information which their 8vo. edition of Guthrie's Grammar contains, within narrow limits, and to give it a more neat and portable form ...' -- From advertisement on t.p. verso.
Contents: (from t.p.) I. The figures, motions, and distances of the planets, according to the Newtonian system, and the latest observations -- II. A general view of the earth, considered as a planet, with several useful geographical definitions and problems -- III. The grand divisions of the globe into land and water, continents and islands -- IV. The situation and extent of empires, kingdoms, states, provinces, and colonies -- V. Their climate, air, soil, vegetable productions, metals, minerals, natural curiosities, seas, rivers, bays, capes, promontories, and lakes -- VI. The birds and beasts peculiar to each country -- VII. Observations on the changes that have been any where observed upon the face of nature since the most early periods of history -- VIII. The history and origin of nations, their forms of government, religion, laws, revenues, taxes, naval and military strength -- IX. The genius, manners, customs, and habits of the people -- X. Their language, learning, arts, sciences, manufactures, and commerce -- XI. The chief cities, structures, ruins, and artificial curiosities -- XII. The longitude, latitude, bearings, and distances of principal places from London.
(maps) [Chart of the world] -- Sweden, Denmark & Norway / D. Lizars, sculpt. -- Dominions of Russia / D. Lizars, sculpt. -- Great Britain and Ireland -- France -- United Provinces -- Netherlands -- German Empire and Switzerland -- Prussia and Poland -- Spain and Portugal / D. Lizars, sculpt. -- Italy -- East Indies / D. Lizars, sculpt. -- States of America.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
*Baskes G114 .G9 1808b (NLO)*

29201 Geography - 1808
*Atlasses, British - 1808* A *New geographical, historical, and commercial grammar : and present state of the several kingdoms of the world ...* London : Printed for J. Johnson, F. and C. Rivington, J. Walker ... [and 13 others], 1808.
Geography - 1808

A New historical and commercial system of geography: containing a comprehensive history and description of the present state of all the kingdoms of the world: including the most recent discoveries of the latest voyagers and travellers: the whole forming a complete guide to geography, astronomy, the use of the globes, maps, &c.: to which are added a new and copious geographical index, with the names and places alphabetically arranged and a genealogical table of all the sovereigns of the world: the whole compiled from the best authorities and embellished with maps and superb engravings. Manchester [England]: Printed and sold by S. Russell, 125 Deansgate, 1808.

Authors: Pass, C. -- Russell, S.
Maps engraved by C. Paas.
Includes index.


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Netherlands -- Germany divided in its circles -- A map of Spain & Portugal drawn from the best authorities -- An accurate map of Italy -- A new map of France -- An accurate map of Asia -- A map of Africa from the best of authorities -- A correct map of North America -- The West Indies from the best authorities -- A map of South America from the best authorities.

Case folio G115 .N45 1808 (NLO)

29203 Geography - 1808<<<<Atlases, British - 1808<<<<Volvelles - 1808

A New and easy introduction to universal geography: in a series of letters to a youth at school describing the figure, motions, and dimensions of the earth; the different seasons of the year; the situation and extent of the several empires, kingdoms, states, and provinces; their government, customs, religion, manners, and the characters of the reigning sovereigns / by the Rev. R. Turner; illustrated with copper-plates, and a new set of maps ... to which is added a large map of the world, on which are delineated the different tracks of Captain Cook's ship in his three voyages round the world: also a plate of the terrestrial globe, and a plate of a new and curious geographical clock. London: Printed for J. Johnson, F.C. and J. Rivington, G. Wilkie and J. Robinson, Scatcherd and Letterman, Longman, Hurst, Rees, and Orme, C. Law, and J. Mawman, 1808.


13th ed. / improved and considerably enl. Issued with 26 maps but this copy imperfect; lacking map of the world facing title page. "Collins, printer, Sarum"--P. 259 [i.e. 295]. "Direction to the binders, for placing the maps, etc." p. ix.


Former owner's inscription: G. Dixon, August 20, 1811.

Former owner's inscription: Samuel Perry ... 1902.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G125 .T87 1808 (NLO)

29204 Geography - 1809<<<<Atlases - 1809

A New geographical, historical, and commercial grammar: and present state of the several kingdoms of the world ... Philadelphia: Published by Johnson & Warner, and for sale at their book stores in Philadelphia and Richmond Virginia, 1809.


'The first American edition improved.' 'Of this popular grammar, Knox, the bookseller is said to be the real compiler.' --Watt. Bibliotheca britannica, 1824, v. 1, p. 452.

'The astronomical part by James Ferguson ... ; to which have been added, the late discoveries of Dr. Herschel, and other eminent astronomers: illustrated with twenty-five correct maps.' 'Brown & Merritt, Printers, 24 Church Alley.'--V. 1, p. 536, v. 1 and v. 2, p. 496.

'From Arrowsmith's Map ... '--On maps: The world, Europe, Asia, Africa, North America. 'From Belleymes 4 Sheet Map France'--On map 'France &c.' 'From Olmedilla corrected by altron.obs. of Malespin'--On map 'South America.' Spine title: Guthrie's geography.

Includes index.

Contents: (from t.p.) 1. The figures, motions, and distances of the planets, according to the Newtonian system, and the latest observations -- 2. A general view of the earth, considered as a planet, with several useful geographical definitions and problems -- 3. The grand divisions of the globe into land and water, continents and islands -- 4. The situation and extent of empires, kingdoms, states, provinces, and colonies -- 5. Their climate, air, soil, vegetable productions, metals, minerals, natural curiosities, seas, rivers, bays, capes, promontories, and lakes -- 6. The birds and beasts peculiar to each country -- 7. Observations on the changes that have been any where observed upon the face of nature since the most early periods of history -- 8. The history and origin of nations, their forms of government, religion, laws, revenues, taxes, naval and military strength -- 9. The genius, manners, customs, and habits of the people -- 10. Their language, learning, arts, sciences, manufactures, and commerce -- 11. The chief cities, structures, ruins, and artificial curiosities -- 12. The longitude, latitude, bearings, and distances of principal places from London. To which are added, a geographical index, with the names of
places alphabetically arranged. 2. A table of the
coins of all nations. 3. A chronological table of
remarkable events, from the creation to the
present time
(maps) v. 1 The world / W. Ralph, sculp. --
Europe / W. R. sc. -- Sweden, Denmark, Norway
and Finland / Bower sculp. -- Southern part of
Russia or Muscovy in Europe -- Northern part of
Russia or Muscovy in Europe / John Bower sc. --
England and Wales / Bower sc. -- Scotland --
Ireland -- France &c -- Netherlands -- The Seven
United Provinces / J. Bower -- Germany / John
Bower sculp. -- Poland -- Switzerland with its
subjects and allies -- Spain and Portugal / Bower
-- v. 2 Chart of the world on Mercators projection
-- Italy -- Turkey in Europe and Hungary -- Asia --
Hindostan or India -- Africa / W. Kneass sc. --
South America / engrav'd by W. Kneass -- North
America / W.R. sc. -- A map of the United States
and part of Louisiana / eng. by Wm. Kneass --
West Indies / W. R. sc.
Vol.1 includes 16 maps; vol. 2 includes 9 maps.
In this copy, the map 'Chart of the world on
Mercator's projection' is bound before
introduction of v. 1 rather than v. 2.
Owner's inscriptions by W. J Huntington (1851) on
verso of map of Poland and t.p. of volume II.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Other editions issued under titles: A
geographical, historical, and commercial
grammar, A system of modern geography, A new
system of modern geography, and A universal
geography.
Shaw & Shoemaker 17691
Sabin 29327
Walsh J. Maps 126
Buck, S.J. Travel 22
Baskes G114 .G9 1809 copy 2 of 2 (NLO)

29205 Geography - 1809<<>>Atlases - 1809
A New geographical, historical, and commercial
grammar : and present state of the several
kingdoms of the world ... Philadelphia :
Published by Johnson & Warner, and for sale at
their book stores in Philadelphia and Richmond
Virginia, 1809.
Authors: Guthrie, William, 1708-1770 -- Knox,
John, 1720-1790 -- Ferguson, James, 1710-1776
-- Herschel, William, Sir, 1738-1822 --
Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Belleyme,
Pierre de, 1747-1819 -- Ralph, William -- Bower,
J. (John) -- Kneass, William, 1780-1840 --
Warner, Benjamin, 1786-1821 -- Johnson &
Warner -- Brown & Merritt -- Cruz Cano y
Olmedilla, Juan de la, d. 1790 -- Malaspina,
Alessandro, 1754-1809 -- Kreider, Gottlieb J. --
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
2 v. ([7], 556 p., [16] leaves of plates (some
folded); [4], 496 p.,[10] leaves of plates (folded)) : 
25 maps ; 22 cm.
'The first American edition improved.'

'Of this popular grammar, Knox, the bookseller is
said to be the real compiler.' --Watt. Bibliotheca
britannica, 1824, v. 1, p. 452.
'The astronomical part by James Ferguson ... ; to
which have been added, the late discoveries of
Dr. Herschel, and other eminent astronomers ;
illustrated with twenty-five correct maps.'
'Brown & Merritt, Printers, 24 Church Alley.'--V. 1,
p. 536, v. 1 and v. 2, p. 496.
'From Arrowsmith's Map ... '-On maps: The
world, Europe, Asia, Africa, North America.
'From Belleymes 4 Sheet Map France'-On map
'France &c.'
'From Olmadilla corrected by altron.obs. of
Malespinn'-On map 'South America.'
Spine title: Guthrie's geography.
Includes index.
Contents: (from t.p.): 1. The figures, motions, and
distances of the planets, according to the
Newtonian system, and the latest observations
2. A general view of the earth, considered as a
planet, with several useful geographical
definitions and problems -- 3. The grand divisions
of the globe into land and water, continents and
islands -- 4. The situation and extent of empires,
kings, states, provinces, and colonies -- 5.
Their climate, air, soil, vegetable productions,
metals, minerals, natural curiosities, seas, rivers,
bays, capes, promontories, and lakes -- 6. The
birds and beasts peculiar to each country -- 7.
Observations on the changes that have been any
where observed upon the face of nature since the
most early periods of history -- 8. The history and
origin of nations, their forms of government,
religion, laws, revenues, taxes, naval and military
strength -- 9. The genius, manners, customs, and
habits of the people -- 10. Their language,
learning, arts, sciences, manufactures, and
commerce -- 11. The chief cities, structures,
rains, and artificial curiosities -- 12. The
longitude, latitude, bearings, and distances of
principal places from London. to which are
added, a geographical index, with the names of
places alphabetically arranged. 2. A table of the
coins of all nations. 3. A chronological table of
remarkable events, from the creation to the
present time
(maps) v. 1 The world / W. Ralph, sculp. --
Europe / W. R. sc. -- Sweden, Denmark, Norway
and Finland / Bower sculp. -- Southern part of
Russia or Muscovy in Europe -- Northern part of
Russia or Muscovy in Europe / John Bower sc. --
England and Wales / Bower sc. -- Scotland --
Ireland -- France &c -- Netherlands -- The Seven
United Provinces / J. Bower -- Germany / John
Bower sculp. -- Poland -- Switzerland with its
subjects and allies -- Spain and Portugal / Bower
-- v. 2 Chart of the world on Mercators projection
-- Italy -- Turkey in Europe and Hungary -- Asia --
Hindostan or India -- Africa / W. Kneass sc. --
South America / engrav'd by W. Kneass -- North
America / W.R. sc. -- A map of the United States
and part of Louisiana / eng. by Wm. Kneass -- West Indies / W. R. sc.
Vol.1 includes 15 maps; vol. 2 includes 10 maps.
Owner’s inscription: Gottlieb J. Kreider wrote
June 20th 1828.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Other editions issued under titles: A
geographical, historical, and commercial
grammar, A system of modern geography, A new
system of modern geography, and A universal
graphy.
Shaw & Shoemaker 17691
Sabin 29327
Walsh J. Maps 126
Buck, S.J. Travel 22
Baskes G114 .E54 1809 (NLO)

29206 Geography - 1809<<<Atlases, British - 1809
A System of modern geography : containing the
present state of the kingdoms of the world,
illustrated with a correct set of maps / by William
Enfield ... ; assisted by eminent professional
Authors: Enfield, William, 1741-1797 -- Barlow --
Tegg, Thomas, 1776-1845 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
maps ; 15 cm.
Added title page: Geography
Binder’s title: Enfield’s geography.
Maps engraved by Barlow.
Added engraved t.p.
Printed in double columns.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes G115 .E54 1809 (NLO)

29207 Geography - 1809<<<Historical geography -
Maps<<<World history - Maps -
1809<<<History, Ancient - Maps -
1809<<<Geography, Ancient - Maps -
1809<<<Atlases, British - 1809<<<Historical
atlases
A Summary of geography and history : both
ancient and modern : containing an account of the
political state, and principal revolutions of the
most illustrious nations in ancient and modern
times ... London : Printed for Cadell and Davies ...
[and 12 others], 1809.
Authors: Adam, Alexander, 1741-1809 -- Neele,
Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Cadell & Davies --
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
xii, 858 p., [14] fold. leaves of plates : 13 maps ;
22 cm.
‘4th ed. cor., to which is added a geographical
index, containing the Latin names ... mentioned in the
Greek and Roman classics ... illustrated
with maps.’
Maps engraved by Neele; published 1797 by
Cadell & Davies.
‘A geographical index ... being a supplement to
the Summary of ancient and modern geography ...
by Alexander Adam’ [144] p. at end.
Includes index.
Partial contents: (from maps) Orbis vetribus
notus -- An accurate map of Europe -- A new
map of Asia -- A new map of Africa -- A map of
America with the latest discoveries -- Orbis
Romanus -- Britannia antiqua -- Gallia antiqua --
Italia antiqua -- Graeciae antiquae -- Asiae
quaevulgo minor dicturet Syriae -- Palaestina --
Aegyptus antiqua.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes G115 .A19 1809 (NLO)

29208 Geography - 1809 (Provisional Heading)
Elements of geography. Philadelphia :
M'CullochJ, 1809.
Authors: Workman, Benjamin -- M'Culloch, John,
1754-1824 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 v. : 7 maps ; 147 x 94 mm.
13th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

29209 Geography - 1809<<<United States -
Geography - 1809
Geography made easy. Boston : Thomas &
Andrews. 1809.
Authors: Morse, Jedidiah, 1761-1826 -- Thomas
& Andrews -- Adams, Philip S. -- Martin M.
Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 18 cm.
13th ed.
Sig. ‘Philip S. Adams.’
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 4642.
Cassidy M7 G4 1809 (PrCt)

29210 Geography - 1809<<<United States -
Geography - 1809<<<World maps -
1809<<<North America - Maps - 1809
Geography made easy : being an abridgment of
the American universal geography : to which are
prefixed the Elements of geography : for the use
of schools and academies in the United States of
America / by Jedidiah Morse. Boston : Published
by Thomas & Andrews ... no. 45 Newbury-Street
... ; J.T. Buckingham, printer, 1809.
Authors: Morse, Jedidiah, 1761-1826 -- Thomas
& Andrews -- Buckingham, Joseph T. (Joseph
Tinker), 1779-1861 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
13th ed.
"Illustrated with a map of the world and a map of
North-America."
Includes bibliographical references.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes G125 .M83 1809 (NLO)**

**29211 Geography - 1809>>>United States - Maps - 1809>>>World maps - 1809**

*General geography, and rudiments of useful knowledge: in nine sections ... illustrated with an elegant improved plate of the solar system, a map of the world, of the United States, and several engravings on wood, digested on a new plan, and designed for the use of schools / by H. G. Spafford.* Hudson: Printed by Croswell & Frary, 1809.

Authors: Spafford, Horatio Gates, 1778-1832 -- Fairman, Gideon, 1774-1827 -- Croswell & Frary -- Fairman, Gideon, 1774-1827. United States, or, Fredon (1809) -- Vaneton, Levi, d. 1796 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)


Includes world map and map with title: United States, or, Fredon.

Maps engraved by G. Fairman.

"List of the post-offices in the United States": p. 345-360.

Former owner's inscription: Levi Vaneton. His book Stee[?] not this book, for fear of sham, for in it, you will find the oners[?] name.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Shaw & Shoemaker, 18665; Rumsey 2505

LC Card Number: 15022492

**Baskes G125 .S63 1809 (NLO)**

**29212 Geography - 1810**

*New system of modern geography.* Newburyport : Thomas & Whipple, 1810.

Authors: Parish, Elijah, 1762-1825 -- Thomas & Whipple -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 1 map ; 18 cm.

1st ed.

Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.

Cassidy inv. # 4065.

**Cassidy P37 N46 1810 (PrCt)**

**29213 Geography - 1810>>>Atlases, British - 1810**

*Modern and authentic system of universal geography*: containing an accurate and entertaining description of Europe, Asia, Africa, and America ... being a complete and universal history and description of the whole world, as divided into empires, kingdoms, states, republics, & c ... likewise a particular description of the inhabitants ... including interesting narratives from all the navigators that have made new discoveries ... likewise copious accounts from the most celebrated travellers ... forming a complete collection of voyages and travels ... London : Printed for C. Cooke by J. Adlard, [1810?].


2 v. : ill., front., 25 fold. maps ; 27 cm.

Imprint date from BM 43:614.

Vol. 2 printed by Brimmer & Co.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes G115 .C7 1810 (NLO)**

**29214 Geography - 1810>>>Atlases, British - 1810**


Authors: Phillips, R. (Richard), Sir, 1767-1840

1 v. ; 15 cm.

**G 11 .68 (NLO)**

**29215 Geography - 1810>>>Atlases, British - 1810**

*Easy introduction to geography and the use of globes: in a series of letters to a youth at school: describing the figure, motions, and dimensions of the earth, the different seasons of the year, the situation and extent of the several empires, kingdoms, states, and provinces, their government, customs, religion, manners, and the characters of the reigning sovereigns / by the Rev. R. Turner, Jun. ... ; illustrated with copper-plates, and a new set of maps, drawn and engraved by the best artists, on purpose for this work, to which is added, a large map of the world, in which are delineated ... Captain Cook's ... voyages ... also a plate of the terrestrial globe, and a ... geographical clock.* London : Printed for F., C. and J. Rivington, G. Wilkie and J. Robinson ... [and 6 others], 1810.

Authors: Turner, R. (Richard), 1753-1810 -- Adlard, James -- Brodie, Dowding and Luxford -- Rigg -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)


14th ed., improved and considerably enl.

Incomplete; issued with 22 maps, but this copy lacking world map; numerous loose pages.

Caption title: Easy introduction to geography Printed by Brodie, Dowding and Luxford.
Questions for the student at end of chapters.  
Binder’s instructions, p. [vii].  
Volvelle of geographical clock, facing p. 34.  
Owner’s inscriptions by [Rigg?].  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.  
**Baskes G125 .T87 1810 (NLO)**

**29217 Geography - 1810 Atlasses, German - 1810**  
Authors: Galletti, Johann Georg August, 1750-1828 -- Hartleben, K. A. (Konrad Adolf), 1778-1863 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
‘Mit 20 General - und Spezialkarten’  
Added engraved t.p.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.  
References: EspenhorstPP,451  
**Baskes oversize G115 .G16 1810 (NLO)**

**29218 Geography - 1810 Atlasses, Italian - 1810**  
Authors: Guthrie, William, 1708-1770 -- Pietro, Marco di -- Destefanis, Giovanni Giuseppe -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
[14], 724 p. : ill., charts, 6 maps (some folded) ; 22 cm.  
‘2a. ed. italiana’  
Maps signed: Mco. di Pietro.  
Uniform title: New geographical, historical, and commercial grammar. Italian. 1810  
‘Con sette carte geografiche colorite e diverse tavole.’  
Includes index.  
Partial contents: (maps) Mappamondo o carta generale della terra -- Carta di Europa -- Asia -- Africa -- America settentrionale -- America meridionale.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.  
**Baskes G114 .G916 1810 (NLO)**

**29219 Geography - 1810 (Provisional Heading)**  
Authors: Gibson, Archibald -- Neele -- Wilkes, J. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
3 v. : 29 maps ; 221 x 140 mm.  
C:Neele  
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.  
**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)**

**29220 Geography - 1811 System of geography of the world. Northampton : 'Butler,Simeon', 1811.**  
Authors: Dwight, Nathaniel, 1770-1831 -- Butler, Simeon, 1770-1847 -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 v. ; 17 cm.  
5th ed.  
5th Northampton ed., sig. 'Agnes Law.'  
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.  
Cassidy inv. # 5907.  
**Cassidy D8 S9 1811 (PrCt)**

**29221 Geography - 1811 Atlasses, British - 1811**  
*A System of modern geography, or, A geographical, historical, and commercial grammar : and present state of the several kingdoms of the world : ... to which are added, I. A geographical index, with the names of places alphabetically arranged, II. A table of the coins of all nations, and their value in English money, III. A chronological table of remarkable events from the creation to the present time / by William Guthrie, Esq. : the astronomical part by James Ferguson ; to which have been added, the late discoveries of Dr. Herschel and other eminent astronomers. London : Printed for F., C. and J. Rivington ; Wilkie and Robinson ; J. Walker ... [and 23 others], 1811.*  
[8], [1115 p., [29] folded leaves of plates : ill. ; 28 hand col. maps ; 28 cm.  
The 7th ed., corr. and greatly enl.  
"Of this popular grammar, Knox, the bookseller is said to be the real compiler."--Watt, R. Bibliotheca britannica, I, p. 452.  
Maps by J. Russell, Russell junior, and J.C. Russell.  
Contents (from title page): The figures, motions, and distances of the planets, according to the Newtonian system, and the latest observations -- II. A general view of the earth, considered as a planet, with several useful geographical definitions and problems -- III. The grand divisions of the globe into land and water, continents and islands -- IV. The situation and extent of empires, kingdoms, states, provinces, and colonies -- V. Their climate, air, soil,
vegetable productions, metals, minerals, natural curiosities, seas, rivers, bays, capes, promontories, and lakes -- VI. The birds and beasts peculiar to each country -- VII.

Observations on the changes that have been any where observed upon the face of nature since the most early periods of history -- VIII. The history and origin of nations, their forms of government, religion, laws, revenues, taxes, naval and military strength -- IX. The genius, manners, customs, and habits of the people -- X. Their language, learning, arts, sciences, manufactures, and commerce -- XI. The chief cities, structures, ruins, and artificial curiosities -- XII. The longitude, latitude, bearings, and distances of principal places from London.

"Directions for placing the maps": p. [2] second sequence.

Includes index.

Originally published under title: A new geographical, historical, and commercial grammar. Also published under titles: A new system of modern geography; A universal geography.

Bound for Richard Gregory; three quarter bound brown leather and decorative papers over boards; marbled endpapers and foreedges; gold stamped spine title: Guthrie’s geography.


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G114 .G9 1811 (NLO)


Authors: Phillips, R. (Richard), Sir, 1767-1840 -- Norman, John, 1748?-1817 -- Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. : ill. ; 18 cm.

2d ed.

Ex lib. Essex Inst.

Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.

Cassidy inv. # 4787. Cassidy G55 E2 1811b (PrCt)

29225 Geography - 1811 Atlases, British - 1811 Modern geography : a description of the empires, kingdoms, states, and colonies ; with the oceans, seas, and isles, in all parts of the world : including the most recent discoveries and political alterations, digested on a new plan / by John Pinkerton ; the astronomical introduction by M. La Croix ; translated by John Pond ; carefully abridged from the larger work in two volumes, quarto. London : Printed for T. Cadell and W. Davies and Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme and Brown, 1811.

Authors: Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826 -- Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Chauchard, Captain -- Nicolle de La Croix, abbé, 1704-1760 -- Pond, John, 1767-1836 -- Cadell & Davies -- Longman, Hurst, Rees, and Orme -- Strahan and Preston -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

xx, xcix, 834 p., [17] folded leaves of plates : 15 maps (folded) ; 23 cm.

3rd ed. / rev. and enl. by the author.

Maps by A. Arrowsmith (and C.A. Chauchard?). Printed by Strahan and Preston.

Includes index.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G115 .P65 1811 (NLO)


Authors: Phillips, R. (Richard), Sir, 1767-1840 -- Norman, John, 1748?-1817 -- Essex Institute -- Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. : ill. ; 18 cm.

2d ed.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

Baskes G125 .M83 1811 (NLO)

Geography - 1811 - Dictionaries<<>>Names, Geographical - 1811<<>>Atlases, French - 1811<<>>Gazetteers


Baskes G102 .V6 1811 (NLO)

Geography - 1811<<>>United States - Geography - 1811<<>>World maps - 1811<<>>North America - Maps - 1811


Baskes G125 .M83 1811 (NLO)


Cassidy M7 G4 1811 (PrCt)


Geography - 1812

System of geography of the world. Northampton : 'Butler,Simeon', 1812. Authors: Dwight, Nathaniel, 1770-- Butler, Simeon, 1770-1847 -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. ; 17 cm. 6th ed. 6th Northampton ed. Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library. Cassidy inv. # 4114. 

Cassidy D8 S9 1812a (PrCt)

Geography - 1812

The figures, motions, and definitions and problems of the planets, according to the Newtonian system, and the latest observations of the distances of the planets, according to the ephemerides of 1794. From 1794 onwards (and perhaps earlier) new maps appear principally by John Russell followed in 1799 by maps with other engraver's signatures. The astronomical part by James Ferguson ... ; to which have been added the late discoveries of Dr. Herschel ... ; illustrated with a correct set of maps ... .'

'Of this popular grammar, Knox, the bookseller is said to be the real compiler.' --Watt. Bibliotheca Britannica, 1824, v. 1, p. 452.

Contents: (from t.p.) I. The figures, motions, and distances of the planets, according to the Newtonian system, and the latest observations -- II. A general view of the earth, considered as a planet, with several useful geographical definitions and problems -- III. The grand divisions of the globe into land and water, continents and islands -- IV. The situation and extent of empires, kingdoms, states, provinces, and colonies -- V. Their climate, air, soil, vegetable productions, metals, minerals, natural curiosities, seas, rivers, bays, capes, promontories, and lakes -- VI. The birds and beasts peculiar to each country -- VII. Observations on the changes that have been any where observed upon the face of nature since the most early periods of history -- VIII. The history and origin of nations, their forms of government, religion, laws, revenues, taxes, naval and military strength -- IX. The genius, manners, customs, and habits of the people -- X. Their language, learning, arts, sciences, manufactures, and commerce -- XI. The chief cities, structures, ruins, and artificial curiosities -- XII. The longitude, latitude, bearings, and distances of principal places from London. -- To which are added. I. A geographical Index, with the names of places alphabetically arranged. -- II. A table of the coins of all nations, and their value in English money. -- III. A chronological table of remarkable events from the creation to the present time.

Contents: (from t.p.) I. The figures, motions, and distances of the planets, according to the Newtonian system, and the latest observations -- II. A general view of the earth, considered as a planet, with several useful geographical definitions and problems -- III. The grand divisions of the globe into land and water, continents and islands -- IV. The situation and extent of empires, kingdoms, states, provinces, and colonies -- V. Their climate, air, soil, vegetable productions, metals, minerals, natural curiosities, seas, rivers, bays, capes, promontories, and lakes -- VI. The birds and beasts peculiar to each country -- VII. Observations on the changes that have been any where observed upon the face of nature since the most early periods of history -- VIII. The history and origin of nations, their forms of government, religion, laws, revenues, taxes, naval and military strength -- IX. The genius, manners, customs, and habits of the people -- X. Their language, learning, arts, sciences, manufactures, and commerce -- XI. The chief cities, structures, ruins, and artificial curiosities -- XII. The longitude, latitude, bearings, and distances of principal places from London. -- To which are added. I. A geographical Index, with the names of places alphabetically arranged. -- II. A table of the coins of all nations, and their value in English money. -- III. A chronological table of remarkable events from the creation to the present time. Contents: (maps) Map of the world -- Chart of the world / J. Russell del et sculp. -- Europe / J. Russell del et sculp. -- Denmark / J. Russell del et sculp. -- Sweden and Norway / J. Russell del et sculp. -- Russian Empire / J. Russell del et sculp. -- England and Wales / J. Russell del et sculp. -- Scotland / J. Russell del et sculp. -- Ireland / J. Russell del et sculp. France divided into military governments / J. Russell del et sculp. -- France divided into circles and departments -- Netherlands / J. Russell del et sculp. -- The Seven United Provinces / J. Russell del et sculp. -- Germany / J. Russell del et sculp. -- Austria / J. Russell del et sculp. -- Poland / J. Russell del et sculp. -- Switzerland / J. Russell delin et sculp. -- Spain and Portugal / J. Russell del et sculp. -- Turkey in Europe and part of Austria / J. Russell del et sculp. -- Asia / J. Russell del et sculp. -- Hindoostan, or India / J. Russell del et sculp. -- China / J. Russell del et sculp. -- Africa / J. Russell del et sculp. -- North America / J. Russell delin et sculp. -- British Colonies, in North America / J. Russell del et sculp. -- States of America / J. Russell del et sculp. -- West Indies / J. Russell del et sculp. -- South America / J. Russell del et sculp. Various maps by Kitchin are found in editions up to 1787. From 1794 onwards (and perhaps earlier) new maps appear principally by John Russell followed in 1799 by maps with other engraver's signatures. -- Shirley. Maps in Atlases, T.Guth 1a.

Other editions issued under titles: A geographical, historical, and commercial grammar, A system of modern geography, A new system of modern geography, and A universal geography.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Duplicate copy: Ayer 138 .G98 1812

LC Card Number 17015414

Baskes G114 .G9 1812 (NLO)

29236 Geography - 1812 ( Provisional Heading)


Authors: Morse, Jedidiah, 1761-1826 -- Thomas & Andrews -- Roger S. Baskes Collection

( Newberry Library)

1 v. : 2 maps ; 175 x 110 mm.

15th ed.

HowesM842;Buck35;Walsh152

Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

29237 Geography - 1812<<>>United States - Geography - 1812<<>>Atlases - 1812

The American universal geography, or, A view of the present state of all the kingdoms, states, and colonies in the known world : in two volumes ... to which are added, an abridgement of the last census of the United States, a chronological table of remarkable events from the creation to this time, an improved list of ancient and modern learned and eminent men, and a copious index to the whole work : the whole comprehending a complete system of modern geography :

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
accompanied by A new and elegant general atlas of the world, containing (in a separate quarto volume) sixty three maps, comprising, as far as they could be obtained, all the latest discoveries to the present time / by Jedidiah Morse. Boston : Thomas & Andrews ; J.T. Buckingham, printer, May, 1812.


6th ed. / arr. on a new plan, and improved in every part by a laborious examination of most of the late respectable voyages and travels, in Europe and Asia, by a free use of the information in the abridgement of Pinkerton’s excellent geography, and by the admirable statistical tables of Hassel

Spine title: Morse’s universal geography
Maps by Doolittle, Hooker, and Arrowsmith.
Issued with 6 (?) maps but this copy imperfect, lacking map to face volume 1 title page.

Volume 2 printed by Greenough and Stebbins.
Cf. t.p.

Errata at end of v. 2.
Includes bibliographical references and indexes. Fully bound leather over boards with gold-stamped, red leather spine label: Morse’s universal geography.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Full text of another copy available online via Google Books (accessed August 2013):
http://books.google.com/books?id=Xz8NAQAAIAAJ
http://books.google.com/books?id=6XA9AAAAYA
References: Shaw & Shoemaker, 29374
Baskes G125 .N53 1813 (NLO)

29239 Geography - 1813
An Elementary treatise of geography: containing a concise description of the different countries of the world: compiled from the best modern travels: also, a compendious view of the solar system: for the use of schools / by F. Nichols. Philadelphia: Printed for Francis Nichols; William Fry, printer, 1813, c1811.


Includes questions and exercises for the student. Includes bibliographical references and errata.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Shaw & Shoemaker, 29374
Baskes G125 .N53 1813 (NLO)

29240 Geography - 1813
Elements of geography, or, an extensive abridgment thereof: exhibiting a view of the natural and artificial features of the various divisions of the earth: and embracing those branches of the statistics, most intimately connected with geographical science; illustrated with maps. Boston: Published by Bradford and Read, No.58 Cornhill, 1813.


‘By Rodolphus Dickinson.’
‘Monroe & Francis, printers.’
‘Accompanied with a new and extensive introduction comprising the astronomical and other subjects preliminary to the study of geography. By E. Hoyt.’

World map published by Cummings & Hilliard, Boston, T. Wightman sc.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copy: Case G121 .D55 1813
Geography - 1813

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G121 .D55 1813b (NLO)

Geography - 1813

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G125 .G895 1813 (NLO)

Geography - 1813

Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.

Cassidy A3 G4 1814 (PrCt)

Geography - 1813

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Baskes G102 .V6 1813 (NLO)
Includes index.
Owner’s inscription: Peter Perrin, M.D. Abby Street, Galway.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Ferguson, J.A. Australia (addenda),
637b
Baskes G115 .E56 1816 (NLO)

Geography - 1814
A Compendious and complete system of modern geography, or, A view of the present state of the world : being a faithful abridgement of the American universal geography, (edition of 1812) with corrections and additions made from information since recieved / by Jedidiah Morse. Boston ; New York ; Philadelphia : Thomas and Andrews ; Eastburn, Kirk, & Co. ; M. Carey ; Joseph T. Buckingham, printer, Jan. 1814.
Uniform title: American geography. Selections Maps engraved by A. Doolittle. "Illustrated by a representation of the solar system, and six maps of the principal divisions of the globe."
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Former owner’s inscription: T. Gallaudet, Morristown, New Jersey.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Full text of another copy available online via HathiTrust Digital Library (accessed August 2013):
http://hdl.handle.net/2027/uc2.ark:/13960/t5z60rg

29255 Geography - 1814
Authors: Parish, Elijah, 1762-1825 -- Little, E. 1 v. : 18 cm.
G 11 .658 (NLO)
of Dr. Herschel, and other eminent astronomers, in illustration of the work: with statistical tables, concluding with an alphabetical index to the geography, and a chronology of remarkable events from the earliest periods of history to the present time / the whole superintended and revised by John Evans and Archibald Forbes; in two volumes. London; Glasgow: Printed for Thomas Tegg, Cheapside; S.A. Oddy, Ivy-Lane; J. Haddon, Tabernacle-walk; R. Evans, Spital-fields; also, J. Dick, 142 High-Street; T. Nelson; and S. M’Ewan, Edinburgh; Edward Klatt and Co.; and Mrs. Robinson, Glasgow; and all other booksellers, &c., 1814.


A new ed., considerably enl.

Date from added title page (v. 1): New geographical grammar

Spine title: Evans & Forbes’s geography

Maps published by James Cundee (some in 1809?) and engraved by Neele.

"Plummer and Brewis, printers, Love-Lane, Eastcheap."

Issued with 20 maps, but this copy lacks map of Hindostan (v. II).

"... Comprehending a copious and accurate description of the ancient and modern state of Europe, Asia, Africa, and America: with the situation, extent, and population of their islands, peninsulas, isthmuses, capes, mountains, oceans, gulfs, bays, lakes, and rivers: also a delineation of their clime, air, soil, vegetable productions, metals, minerals, natural and artificial curiosities: a correct historical account of the former and present state of the polity, revenues, arts, sciences, manufactures, and commerce, in the several empires, kingdoms, states, and colonies: the genius, customs, manners, religion, general character, and pursuits of the respective inhabitants ..."

Includes index.

"Directions for placing the maps," p. [xii].

Half binding of marbled paper and brown leather; label gold-stamped on spine: Evans & Forbes’s geography.

Stamp: J. Kelly, binder, 15 Gower Place.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G115 .M83 1814b (NLO)

29257 Geography - 1814<<<<United States - Geography - 1814<<<<World maps - 1814<<<<North America - Maps - 1814


17th ed., and 5th of this new abridgement.

Includes questions for the student.

"Illustrated with a map of the world, and a map of North-America."

Includes bibliographical references.

Former owner’s inscription: Julia Babcock’s book.

Former owner’s inscription: The property of Joseph Babcock.

Former owner’s inscription: The property of Rawson Babcock.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newbury Library.

Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).

Full text of another copy (but not the maps) available online via Google Books (accessed August 2013):

http://books.google.com/books?id=qoNJAAAJAIA

LC Card Number: 02018636

Baskes G125 .M83 1814b (NLO)

29258 Geography - 1815

Introduction to ancient & modern geography. Boston: Cummings & Hilliard, 1815.

Authors: Cummings, J. A. (Jacob Abbot), 1772-1820 -- Cummings and Hilliard -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v.; 17 cm.
3d ed.

Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 4585.
Cassidy C8 IS 1815a (PrCt)

29259 Geography - 1815
Introduction to ancient & modern geography.
Boston : Cummings & Hilliard, 1815.
Authors: Cummings, J. A. (Jacob Abbot), 1772-1820 -- Cummings and Hilliard -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 17 cm.
3d ed.
Ex lib. Essex Inst.
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 4852.
Cassidy C8 IS 1815b (PrCt)

29260 Geography - 1815
Introduction to ancient & modern geography.
Boston : Cummings & Hilliard, 1815.
Authors: Cummings, J. A. (Jacob Abbot), 1772-1820 -- Cummings and Hilliard -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 17 cm.
3d ed.
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 4950.
Cassidy C8 IS 1815c (PrCt)

29261 Geography - 1815
An Easy grammar of geography : for the use of schools, upon Goldsmith's much approved plan : illustrated with an atlas of seven maps, bound separately / by Jacob Willetts. Poughkeepsie : Published by P. Potter, 1815.
Authors: Willetts, Jacob, 1785-1860 -- Phillips, R. (Richard), Sir, 1767-1840 -- Potter, Paraclete, 1784-1858 -- Grosman, Benjamin -- Hornbuk, Jacob B. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
3rd ed.
Includes questions and exercises for the student.
Former owner's inscription: Benjamin Grosman, 1839.
Former owner's signature: Jacob B. Hornbuk[?]. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Full text of another copy available online via HathiTrust Digital Library. (accessed July 2013): http://hdl.handle.net/2027/nyp.33433003345224
Baskes G125 .W7 1815 (NLO)

29262 Geography - 1815>>>Atlases - 1815
Authors: Cummings, J. A. (Jacob Abbot), 1772-1820 -- Cummings and Hilliard -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 12 maps ; 30 cm.
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 5454.
folio Cassidy C8 S3 1815 (PrCt)

Geography - 1815<<<Atlases - 1815
A New geographical, historical and commercial grammar : and present state of the several kingdoms of the world ... Philadelphia : Published by Johnson & Warner, and for sale at their book stores in Philadelphia, and Richmond Virginia, 1815.
2 v. ([8], 607 p., [19] leaves of plates (some folded); [4], 603 p. [9] leaves of plates (folded)) : 27 maps (some hand col.) ; 22 cm.
'The second American edition improved.'
'Of this popular grammar, Knox, the bookseller is said to be the real compiler.' --Watt. Bibliotheca britannica, 1824, v. 1, p. 452.'
'The astronomical part by James Ferguson ... , to which have been added the late discoveries of Dr. Herschel, and other eminent astronomers ; illustrated with twenty-eight correct maps.'
'W. Brown, Printer, Philadelphia.' --V. 2, p. 603.'
Vol.1 includes 18 maps; vol. 2 includes 9 maps. Contents: (from t.p.) 1. The figures, motions, and distances of the planets, according to the Newtonian system, and the latest observations -- 2. A general view of the earth, considered as a planet, with several useful geographical definitions and problems -- 3. The grand divisions of the globe into land and water, continents and islands -- 4. The situation and extent of empires, kingdoms, states, provinces, and colonies -- 5. Their climate, air, soil, vegetable productions, metals, minerals, natural curiosities, seas, rivers, bays, capes, promontories, and lakes -- 6. The birds and beasts peculiar to each country -- 7. Observations on the changes that have been any where observed upon the face of nature since the most early periods of history -- 8. The history and origin of nations, their forms of government, religion, laws, revenues, taxes, naval and military strength, orders of knighthood, &c -- 9. The genius, manners, customs, and habits of the people -- 10. Their language, learning, arts, sciences, manufactures, and commerce -- 11. The chief cities, structures, ruins, and artificial curiosities -- 12. The longitude, latitude, bearings, and distances of principal places from London. -- To which are added. 1. A geographical Index, with the names of places alphabetically arranged.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
-- 2. A chronological table of remarkable events from the creation to the present time. -- 3. A list of men of learning and science.

(maps) v. 1 The world / W. Ralph, sculp. -- Chart of the world on Mercators projection -- Europe / W. R. sc. -- Sweden, Denmark, Norway and Finland / Bower sculp. -- Southern part of Russia or Muscovy in Europe -- Northern part of Russia or Muscovy in Europe / John Bower sc. -- Scotland -- Ireland -- France &c -- Netherlands -- The Seven United Provinces / J. Bower -- Germany / John Bower sculp. -- Poland -- Switzerland with its subjects and allies -- Spain and Portugal / Bower -- Italy -- Turkey in Europe and Hungary -- v. 2 Asia -- Hindostan or India -- Africa / W. Kneass sc. -- North America / W.R. sc. -- The eastern states and part of Canada -- The middle states and Western Territories of the United States including the seat of the Western War, 1812 -- The southern states and Mississippi Territory -- The Northwestern Territories of the United States -- West Indies / W. R. sc. -- South America / engrav'd by W. Kneass. Owner's inscription: T. G. Cole

Ms. annotations and drawings on endsheets of v. 2.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Other editions issued under titles: A geographical, historical and commercial grammar. A system of modern geography, A new system of modern geography, and A universal geography.

Shaw & Shoemaker, 34834

Sabin 29327

Baskes G114 .G9 1815 (NLO)

Geography - 1815 (Provisional Heading)


Authors: Davies, Benjamin Rees -- Johnson&Warner -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 6 maps ; 182 x 112 mm.

4th ed.

Walsh175;Rumsey2908

Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Geography - 1815 (Provisional Heading)


Authors: Lewis, Samuel, 1753 or 1754-1822 -- Seymour -- Parker, Edw. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 6 maps ; 148 x 95 mm.

E:JHSeymour;Walsh,176

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Geography - 1816

Geography made easy. Troy, N.Y. Parker & Bliss, 1816.

Authors: Morse, Jedidiah, 1761-1826 -- Parker & Bliss -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. ; 18 cm.

16th ed.

'Second Troy, from the 16th Boston ed.'

Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.

Cassidy inv. # 4063.

Cassidy M7 G4 1816b (PrCt)

Geography - 1816


Authors: Workman, Benjamin -- M'Carty, William, 1788?--1861 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 7 maps ; 140 x 90 mm.

16th ed.

(o8)

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Geography - 1816


392 p., 14 [i.e. 15] folded leaves of plates : 15 hand col. maps ; 22 cm.

Maps by Hérisson, Semen, Semen jeune, and Glot.

"De l'Imprimerie de Crapelet"--Colophon.

"Nota. On a cité dans le texte, en tête de chaque article, les cartes de l'atlas en 51 cartes."

"Avis au relieur, pour placer les 15 cartes dans le
Geography - 1818 ( Provisional Heading)  

Authors: Workman, Benjamin -- McCarty, Wm. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 v. : 1 map ; 150 x 98 mm.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.  
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)  
(PrCt)
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1 v. : 1 map ; 150 x 98 mm.
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Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)  
(PrCt)
Sig. 'Marietta Turner.'

Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.

Cassidy inv. # 5924.

Cassidy D8 S9 1817d (PrCt)

29278 Geography - 1817


Authors: Dwight, Nathaniel, 1770-1831 -- Butler, Simeon, 1770-1847 -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v.; 18 cm.

Sig. 'D. H. Lippincott.'

Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.

Cassidy inv. # 10005.

Cassidy D8 S9 1817d (PrCt)

29277 Geography - 1817


Authors: Dwight, Nathaniel, 1770-1831 -- Butler, Simeon, 1770-1847 -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v.; 18 cm.

Sig. 'D. H. Lippincott.'

Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.

Cassidy inv. # 4909.

Cassidy D8 S9 1817b (PrCt)

29281 Geography - 1817 - Dictionaries


Authors: Picket, Albert -- Picket, J. W. -- Stout, J. D. -- Smith, Danl. D. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v.; 7 maps; 215 x 141 mm.

2nd ed.

Maps engraved by J.D. Stout

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Walsh 206

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

29280 Geography - 1817

Geographische oefeningen, of, Leerboek der aardrijkskunde: met XX genommerde kaarten, naar de nieuwste ontdekkingen en volgens de tegenwoordige verdeling der landen, opgemaakt uit de beste schriften en nieuwste landkaarten / door P.J. Prinsen, directeur en onderwijzer van het koninglych institut ter aankweeking van schoolonderwijzers, te Haarlem. Te Amsterdam: Bij Johannes van der Hey, 1817.

Authors: Prinsen, Pieter Johannes, 1777-1854 -- Baarsel, C. van (Cornellius) -- Hey, Johannes van der -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Baarsel, Cornelis van, 1761-1826 SEE Baarsel, C. van (Cornellius)

[4], 305 pages, [22] folded leaves of plates: hand colored illustrations, 21 hand colored maps; 16 cm.

Edition: Tweede druk.

One map engraved by C. van Baarsel.

Includes questions and exercises for the student.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G102 .V6 1817 (NLO)

29282 Geography - 1818

Geography or a description of the world. Boston: Lincoln & Edmands, 1818.

Authors: Adams, Daniel, 1773-1864 -- Lincoln & Edmands -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v.; ill.; xx cm.

3d ed.

Sig. 'Mary Knight.'

Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.

Cassidy inv. # 4494.

Cassidy A3 G4 1818a (PrCt)

29283 Geography - 1818

Geography or a description of the world. Boston: Lincoln & Edmands, 1818.
Authors: Adams, Daniel, 1773-1864 -- Lincoln & Edmands -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : ills. ; xx cm.
3d ed.
Stamped 'Horace Harlow.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 7216.
Cassidy A3 G4 1818b (PrCt)

Geography - 1818
Introduction to ancient & modern geography.
Boston : Cummings & Hilliard, 1818.
Authors: Cummings, J. A. (Jacob Abbot), 1772-1820 -- Cummings and Hilliard -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 17 cm.
6th ed.
Sig. 'A. Abercrombie.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 3453.
Cassidy C8 I5 1818a (PrCt)

Geography - 1818
Introduction to ancient & modern geography.
Boston : Cummings & Hilliard, 1818.
Authors: Cummings, J. A. (Jacob Abbot), 1772-1820 -- Cummings and Hilliard -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 17 cm.
6th ed.
Inscr. 'Amen' on back fly leaf.
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 3595.
Cassidy C8 I5 1818b (PrCt)

Geography - 1818
Introduction to ancient & modern geography.
Boston : Cummings & Hilliard, 1818.
Authors: Cummings, J. A. (Jacob Abbot), 1772-1820 -- Cummings and Hilliard -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 17 cm.
6th ed.
Sig. 'E. B.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 4112.
Cassidy C8 I5 1818c (PrCt)

Geography - 1818
Introduction to ancient & modern geography.
Boston : Cummings & Hilliard, 1818.
Authors: Cummings, J. A. (Jacob Abbot), 1772-1820 -- Cummings and Hilliard -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 17 cm.
6th ed.
Sig. 'Joseph Phippen.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 4646.
Cassidy C8 I5 1818d (PrCt)

Geography - 1818
Introduction to ancient & modern geography.
Boston : Cummings & Hilliard, 1818.
Authors: Cummings, J. A. (Jacob Abbot), 1772-1820 -- Cummings and Hilliard -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 17 cm.
6th ed.
Sig. 'Lucy Sherman.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 5611.
Cassidy C8 I5 1818e (PrCt)

Geography - 1818
An Introduction to ancient and modern geography, on the plan of Goldsmith and Guy: comprising rules for projecting maps, with an atlas / by J. A. Cummings. Boston : Cummings and Hilliard, 1818.
Authors: Cummings, J. A. (Jacob Abbot), 1772-1820 -- Cummings and Hilliard -- Swazey, Harriet D. -- Swazey, Sally -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library)
xx, 316 p. ; 17 cm.
Sixth edition.
Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection.
To Collection Services for cataloging, June 2011 (PrCt)

Geography - 1818
Authors: Morse, Jedidiah, 1761-1826 -- Thomas & Andrews -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 18 cm.
19th ed.
'Sept. 1818;' sig. 'Abby Smith.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 4493.
Cassidy M7 G4 1818a (PrCt)

Geography - 1818
Authors: Morse, Jedidiah, 1761-1826 -- Thomas & Andrews -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 18 cm.
19th ed.
'Sept. 1818;' sig. 'John ... Fayette.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 4498[bis].
Cassidy M7 G4 1818b (PrCt)
29292 Geography - 1818 Atlases - 1818
5th ed.
Imperfect: lacking maps.
Ownership mark: James E.B. Finley.
References: Shaw & Shoemaker, 46810
Case G125 .W7 1818 (NLO)

29293 Geography - 1818 Atlases, German - 1818 Europe - Maps - 1818
Authors: Galletti, Johann Georg August, 1750-1828 -- Champion, J.N. -- Hartleben, K. A. (Konrad Adolf), 1778-1863 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
108 p.,[21] leaves of plates: 21 hand col. maps ; 26 x 41 cm.
Cover title: I. G. A. Galletti's Allgemeine Weltkunde
Laid in: Hand colored map of Europe.
'Mit ein und zwanzig General - und Specialkarten.'
'Gestochen von J. N. Champion I.G.' -- on most maps.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G115 .G16 1818 (NLO)

29294 Geography - 1818 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Cummings, J. A. (Jacob Abbot), 1772-1820 -- Bowen, A. -- Cummings and Hilliard -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 7 maps ; 144 x 132 mm.
1st ed.
C:AbelBowen;Walsh212
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

29295 Geography - 1818 United States - Geography - 1818 World maps - 1818 North America - Maps - 1818
Geography made easy: being an abridgement of the American universal geography: to which are prefixed Elements of geography: for the use of schools and academies in the United States of America / by Jedidiah Morse. Boston ; New York ; Philadelphia : Thomas & Andrews ; West and Richardson ; S. Wood and Sons ; M. Carey ; Ezra Lincoln, printer, Sept. 1818.
Authors: Morse, Jedidiah, 1761-1826 -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826 -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Lincoln, Ezra, 1789-1850 -- Thomas & Andrews -- West & Richardson -- Samuel Wood & Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Wood (Samuel) & Sons
19th ed., and 7th of this new abridgement.
One map engraved by Trott.
Includes exercises for the student.
"Illustrated by maps of the world, and of North-America. Also, by a separate atlas of nine select maps. To which is added a list of questions, to relieve the labors of the instructor and guide the inquiries of the pupil."
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Full text of another copy available online via HathiTrust Ditigal Library. (accessed August 2013):
http://hdl.handle.net/2027/hvd.32044097021984
References: Walsh 216
Baskes G125 .M63 1818 (NLO)

Geography - 1818 World maps - 1818 Panama, Isthmus of (Panama) - Pictorial works - 1818 Suez (Egypt) - Pictorial works - 1818
A Geographical description of the world: intended as an accompaniment to the map of the world on Mercator's projection / by John Melish . Philadelphia : Published by John Melish and Samuel Harrison, 1818.
Authors: Melish, John, 1771-1822 -- Harrison, Samuel, 1789-1818 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Frontispiece map signed: Saml. Harrison sct., Published 1st. Sepr. 1816 by J. Melish ... Improved to 1818.
Map contents: Map of the world from the latest discoveries -- View of the Isthmus of Darien -- View of the Isthmus of Suez and Delta.
Publisher's advertisements p. [277]-280.
Errata, p. [xiv].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Walsh 215; Buck 123; Ristow 188; Shaw & Shoemaker 44792

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
LC Card Number: 32035432
Baskes G125 .M55 1818 (NLO)

29297 Geography - 1819
Geography or a description of the world. Boston : Lincoln & Edmands, 1819.
Authors: Adams, Daniel, 1773-1864 -- Lincoln & Edmands -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : ills. ; 18 cm.
4th ed.
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 4064.
Cassidy A3 G4 1819 (PrCt)

29298 Geography - 1819
Authors: Guthrie, William, 1708-1770 -- Knox, J. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 230 x 148 mm.
23rd ed.
Does not include maps.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

29299 Geography - 1819
Geography made easy. Utica, N.Y. W. Williams, 1819.
Authors: Morse, Jedidiah, 1761-1826 -- Williams, William, 1787-1850 -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; xx cm.
20th ed.
'July 1819,' sig. 'James Blacklidge.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 4063.
Cassidy M7 G4 1819 (PrCt)

29300 Geography - 1819
Authors: Worcester, Joseph E. (Joseph Emerson), 1784-1865 -- Swan, Timothy, 1758-1842 -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 18 cm.
1st ed.
Sig. 'H. O. Stone.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 4585.
Cassidy W67 E4 1819a (PrCt)

29301 Geography - 1819
Authors: Worcester, Joseph E. (Joseph Emerson), 1784-1865 -- Swan, Timothy, 1758-1842 -- Essex Institute -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 18 cm.
1st ed.
Ex lib. Essex Inst.
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 5619.
Cassidy W67 E4 1819d (PrCt)

29302 Geography - 1819
Authors: Worcester, Joseph E. (Joseph Emerson), 1784-1865 -- Swan, Timothy, 1758-1842 -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 18 cm.
1st ed.
Sig. 'Betsey Fairbanks.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 5371.
Cassidy W67 E4 1819c (PrCt)

29303 Geography - 1819
Authors: Worcester, Joseph E. (Joseph Emerson), 1784-1865 -- Swan, Timothy, 1758-1842 -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 18 cm.
1st ed.
Stamped 'Duplicate A.C.W.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 5119.
Cassidy W67 E4 1819b (PrCt)

29304 Geography - 1819
Authors: Worcester, Joseph E. (Joseph Emerson), 1784-1865 -- Swan, Timothy, 1758-1842 -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 19 cm.
1st ed.
Stumbled 'Duplicate A.C.W.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 5119.
Cassidy W67 E4 1819b (PrCt)

29305 Geography - 1819
A Grammar of general geography : for the use of schools and young persons : intended as a companion and introduction to the 'Popular
divisions of the globe into land and water, definitions and problems

II. A general view of the Newtonian system, and the latest observations

Contents: (from t.p.) I. The figures, motions, and distances of the planets, according to the Newtonian system, and the latest observations -- II. A general view of the earth, considered as a planet, with several useful geographical definitions and problems -- III. The grand divisions of the globe into land and water, continents and islands -- IV. The situation and extent of empires, kingdoms, states, provinces, and colonies -- V. Their climate, air, soil, vegetable productions, metals, minerals, natural curiosities, seas, rivers, bays, capes, promontories, and lakes -- VI. The birds and beasts peculiar to each country -- VII. Observations on the changes that have been any where observed upon the face of nature since the most early periods of history -- VIII. The history and origin of nations, their forms of government, religion, laws, revenues, taxes, naval and military strength -- IX. The genius, manners, customs, and habits of the people -- X. Their language, learning, arts, sciences, manufactures, and commerce -- XI. The chief cities, structures, ruins, and artificial curiosities -- To which are added. I. A geographical Index, with the names of places alphabetically arranged, and their latitudes and longitudes -- II. A table of the coins of all nations, and their value in English money -- III. A chronological table of remarkable events from the creation to the present time and, -- IV. An obituary of eminent and illustrious persons, of every age and nation.

Contents: (maps, from binder's instructions) The sphere -- Europe -- Denmark -- Sweden and Norway -- Russia in Europe -- England and Wales -- Scotland -- Ireland -- France -- Netherlands -- Germany, northern part -- Germany, southern part -- Switzerland -- Spain and Portugal -- Italy -- Turkey -- Asia -- Persia -- Russian Empire in Asia -- Hindoostan -- Africa -- North America -- United States -- Hindoostan -- South America.

Various maps by Kitchin are found in editions up to 1787. From 1794 onwards (and perhaps earlier) new maps appear principally by John Russell followed in 1799 by maps with other engraver's signatures. -- Shirley. Maps in Atlases, T.Guth-1a.


Owner's inscription: F. Fillingham 1825.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G114 .G9 1819 (NLO)

29307 Geography - 1819<<<<Atlases, British - 1819


Authors: Kelly, Thomas -- Findlay, A. (Alexander), 1790-1870 -- Kelly, C. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

2 v. : 31 maps ; 275 x 222 mm.

Maps by Alexander Findlay.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

29308 Geography - 1819 - Dictionaries>>>Names, Geographical - 1819<<<Atlases, French - 1819<<<Gazetteers
Nouveau dictionnaire géographique, ou, Description de toutes les parties du monde, par Vosgien. Paris : Menard et Desene; Ledentu, 1819.
'Dernière éd., entièrement refondue, et corrigée ... / Par Ant. Caillot ...'
One of the numerous reeditions of Ladvacot's Dictionnaire géographique portatif, 1747.
'Cet ouvrage ... donné comme une traduction de l'anglais de Laurant Échard, est un abrégé du Dictionnaire géographique de La Martinière'--Nouv. biog. gén., t. 28, p. 647.
'Imprimerie de Demonville'--verso of half-title page.
'Gravé par E. Collins'--on maps of North and South America.
Bookplate and ownership stamps of The Free Library of Philadelphia.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G102 .V6 1819 (NLO)

29309 Geography - 1819 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Cummings, J. A. (Jacob Abbot), 1772-1820 -- Bowen, A. -- Cummings and Hilliard -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 7 maps ; 147 x 134 mm.
2nd ed.
C:AbelBowen;Walsh224
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

29310 Geography - 1819>>>United States - Geography - 1819<<<Atlases - 1819
The American universal geography, or, A view of the present state of all the kingdoms, states and colonies in the known world : in two volumes ... the whole comprehending a complete system of modern geography : accompanied by a general atlas of the world, containing sixty-three maps, by Arrowsmith and Lewis / by Jedediah Morse. Charlestown [Mass.] ; Boston ; Charlestown [S.C.] ; New York ; Albany ; Utica ; Philadelphia ; Baltimore ; Savannah : Lincoln & Edwards ; S.T. Armstrong ; West, Richardson & Lord ; G. Clarke ; S. Wood & Sons ; Collins & Hannay ; J. Eastburn & Co. ; Websters and Skinners ; Seward & Williams ; M. Carey & Son ; W.W. Woodward ; Cushing & Jewett ; F. Lucas ; S.C. & J. Schenck ; S. Etheridge, printer, 1819.
2 v. : 6 maps ; 23 cm.
7th ed.
Spine title: Morse's universal geography
"Directions to the binder for placing the maps"--At end of v. 1.
Fully bound leather over boards with gold-stamped, red leather spine label: Morse's universal geography.
Stamp: William Stickney jun.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Full text of another copy available online via Google Books (accessed August 2013): http://books.google.com/books?id=8kANAQAAIAJ --
http://books.google.com/books?id=qEENAAQAAIAJ
References: Shaw & Shoemaker 48764; Sabin 50926; Walsh 227
LC Card Number: 05036658
Baskes G121 .M67 1819 (NLO)

29311 Geography - 1820
Authors: Cummings, J. A. (Jacob Abbot), 1772-1820 -- Cummings and Hilliard -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 17 cm.
7th ed.
Stamped 'Duplicate A.G.W.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at
Of this popular grammar, Knox, the bookseller is
said to be the real compiler.' --Watt. Bibliotheca
britannica, 1824, v. 1, p. 452.
'The astronomical part by James Ferguson ... ; to
which have been added, the late discoveries of
Dr. Herschell, and other eminent astronomers;
accompanied with twenty-one correct maps.'
Contents: (from t.p.) 1. The figures, motions, and
distances of the planets, according to the
Newtonian system, and the latest observations --
2. A general view of the earth, considered as a
planet, with several useful geographical
definitions and problems -- 3. The grand division
of the globe into land and water, continents, and
islands -- 4. The situation and extent of empires,
kings, states, provinces, and colonies -- 5.
Their climate, air, soil, vegetable productions,
metals, minerals, natural curiosities, seas, rivers,
bays, capes, promontories, and lakes -- 6. The
birds and beasts peculiar to each country -- 7.
Observations on the changes that have been any
where observed upon the face of nature since the
most early periods of history -- 8. The history and
origin of nations, their forms of government,
religion, laws, revenues, taxes, naval and military
strength, orders of knighthood, &c. -- 9. The
genius, manners, customs, and habits of the
people -- 10. Their language, learning, arts,
sciences, manufactures, and commerce -- 11.
The chief cities, structures, ruins, and artificial
curiosities -- To which are added. 1. A
geographical Index, with the names of places
alphabetically arranged. -- 2. A chronological
table of remarkable events from the creation to
the present time. -- 3. A list of men of learning
and science.
Other editions issued under titles: A new
geographical, historical, and commercial
grammar, A geographical, historical, and
commercial grammar, A system of modern
geography, and A new system of modern
geography.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes G114 .G9 1820 (NLO)
by James H. Young, and embellished with numerous fine engravings.
Publisher's illustrated binding; publisher's advertisements on back cover.
Former owner's signature: M. B. Mudge. Danners Center, Mass.
Includes manuscript poem warning against theft of the book.
Bookseller's label: Presented by J.L. Hammett, agent for publishers. Office 37 and 39 Brattle St., Boston.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G125 .W34 1865 (NLO)

29317 Geography - 1820<<>>United States - Geography - 1820
Geography made easy : being a new abridgement of the American Universal geography, on an improved plan : containing general views with questions : and accompanied with a new atlas, adapted to the work / by Jedidiah Morse and Sidney Edwards Morse.
Boston : Published by Richardson & Lord, 75 Cornhill ; J.H.A. Frost, printer, Congress-Street, October, 1820.
Authors: Morse, Jedidiah, 1761-1826 -- Morse, Sidney E. (Sidney Edwards), 1794-1871 -- Richardson & Lord -- Frost, John H. A., 1794- -- Downs, Caroline -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 368 p. ; 18 cm.
Include questions and exercises for the student.
Includes errata.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G125 .M83 1820 (NLO)

29318 Geography - 1821
Introduction to ancient and modern geography.
Boston; Cambridge : Cummings and Hilliard ; Hilliard & Metcalf, 1821.
Authors: Cummings, J. A. (Jacob Abbot), 1772-1820 -- Cummings and Hilliard -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. ; 17 cm.
8th ed.
With stamp of F. E. Wells and signature of B. Scott on free endpaper.
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Gift, Newberry Book Fair, 2006.
Cassidy C8 I5 1821e (PrCt)

29319 Geography - 1821
Introduction to ancient & modern geography.
Boston : Cummings&Hilliard, 1821.
Authors: Cummings, J. A. (Jacob Abbot), 1772-1820 -- Cummings and Hilliard -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. ; 17 cm.
8th ed.
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 4913.
Cassidy C8 I5 1821a (PrCt)

29320 Geography - 1821
Introduction to ancient & modern geography.
Boston : Cummings&Hilliard, 1821.
Authors: Cummings, J. A. (Jacob Abbot), 1772-1820 -- Cummings and Hilliard -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. ; 17 cm.
8th ed.
Sig. 'Elisha Nettleton.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 5435.
Cassidy C8 I5 1821b (PrCt)

29321 Geography - 1821
Introduction to ancient & modern geography.
Boston : Cummings&Hilliard, 1821.
Authors: Cummings, J. A. (Jacob Abbot), 1772-1820 -- Cummings and Hilliard -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. ; 17 cm.
8th ed.
Full leather; sig. 'Charles Baker.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 7224.
Cassidy C8 I5 1821c (PrCt)

29322 Geography - 1821
Introduction to ancient & modern geography.
Boston : Cummings&Hilliard, 1821.
Authors: Cummings, J. A. (Jacob Abbot), 1772-1820 -- Cummings and Hilliard -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. ; 17 cm.
8th ed.
Ex. lib. Dillon Cady.
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 7744.
Cassidy C8 I5 1821d (PrCt)

29323 Geography - 1821<<>>Atlases, French - 1821
Authors: Hérisson, Eustache, 1759-1798 -- Lallemand, J. B. L. -- Semens, jeune -- Lale, J. D. -- Glot, C. B., active 1777-1806 -- Semens (Firm) -- Desray,
Theological Seminary of the Presbyterian Church

Owner's inscription: Caroline Hurges ... [?]

Includes index.

"Jonathan Howe, Printer, Boston."

Remarque: De l'imprimerie de Didot le jeune, rue des Maçons-Sorbonne, no 13.

Maps by Hérisson, Semens jeune, Lale, and Glot.

"Nota. On a cité dans le texte, en tête de chaque article, les cartes de l'atlas en 51 cartes."

"Avis au relieur, pour placer les 15 cartes dans le volume": p. [iv].

Errata: p. 558

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 5448.

**Cassidy W67 E4 1822b (PrCt)**

29330  **Geography - 1822**

*Elements of geography ancient & modern.*

Boston : Cummings & Hilliard, 1822.

Authors: Worcester, Joseph E. (Joseph Emerson), 1784-1865 -- Cummings and Hilliard -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 18 cm.
2d ed.
Sig. 'Jesse Adams.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 3391.

**Cassidy W67 E4 1822a (PrCt)**

29331  **Geography - 1822**

*Geography for schools adapted to an atlas.*

Providence : Bliss & White, 1822.

Authors: Drury, Luke -- Bliss & White -- Miller & Hutchens -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 40 maps ; 272 x 225 mm.
Printed by Miller & Hutchens
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
References: Phillips 279

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

29332  **Geography - 1822**

*Atlas - 1822*


'Mit fünf und zwanzig General- und Specialkarten.'
'Gestochen von J. N. Champion I.G.' -- on most maps.
'Sc. Fr. Karacs'-- on some maps
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G115 .G16 1822 (NLO)

29333  **Geography - 1822**

*Great Britain - Colonies - Maps - 1822**

*The British Empire in 1822 : being a popular grammar of British geography in the four quarters of the world : with seven maps and one hundred views / by the Rev. J. Goldsmith.*


vi, 308 [i.e. 302], 36 p., [43] leaves of plates (6 folded) ill., 7 maps (4 folded) ; 15 cm.
12th ed.

Running title: British geography
Maps by Neele & Son.
'W. Lewis, Printer, 21, Finch-Lane, Cornhill'--P. 36 at end.
Lyrics by Hood pasted to recto of map of United Kingdom.
Some maps dated 1820.
'Price 5s. 6d. in red'
Dedication page: To George the Fourth, Sovereign ... this condensed view of the state of his dominions on his accession to the throne ...
'Second part, or continuation of the same author's Grammar of general geography'--P. [iii].
'Questions for the exercise of the pupil'--P. 291-308.
Publisher's catalog: 36 p. at end.
Two maps hand colored by former owner: England & Wales, Scotland.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G125 .P537 1822 (NLO)

29334  **Geography - 1822**

*First lessons in geography & astronomy.*

Boston : Cummings & Hilliard, 1822.

Authors: Cummings, J. A. (Jacob Abbot), 1772-1820 -- Bowen, A. -- Cummings and Hilliard -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 7 maps ; 150 x 133 mm.

3rd ed.
C:AbelBowen;Buck85
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

29335  **Geography - 1822**

*World maps - 1822*

*A Geographical description of the world : intended as an accompaniment to the map of the world / by John Melish.*

Philadelphia : Published by the author, 1822.

Authors: Melish, John, 1771-1822 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
A new ed., greatly improved.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Imperfect: lacking 2 maps.
"Errata": p. [2], second sequence.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Shoemaker 9457
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

**Geography - 1823**

**Geography or a description of the world.** Boston: Lincoln & Edmands, 1823.
Authors: Adams, Daniel, 1773-1864 -- Lincoln & Edmands -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : ill. ; 18 cm.
7th ed.
Sig. 'Luther Kinne.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 9007.

**Cassidy A3 G4 1823 (PrCt)**

**Geography - 1823**

**Introduction to ancient & modern geography.** Boston: Cummings & Hilliard, 1823.
Authors: Cummings, J. A. (Jacob Abbot), 1772-1820 -- Cummings and Hilliard -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 17 cm.
9th ed.
Sig. 'Lucy Coburn.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 4007.

**Cassidy C8 I5 1823a (PrCt)**

**Geography - 1823**

**Introduction to ancient & modern geography.** Boston: Cummings & Hilliard, 1823.
Authors: Cummings, J. A. (Jacob Abbot), 1772-1820 -- Cummings and Hilliard -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 18 cm.
9th ed.
Sig. 'Joseph Williams.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Cassidy C8 I5 1823b (PrCt)**

**Geography - 1823**

**A System of geography for the use of schools: on a new and perfectly easy plan, in which the European boundaries are stated, as settled by the Peace of Paris, November 1815: with maps / by J. Bigland.** Derby: London: Printed by and for Henry Mozley, Brook-street; and for G. Cowie and Co., 1823.
6th ed. / in which are inserted the discoveries of Captain Parry in the Arctic regions, etc. etc. Maps engraved by Sidney Hall.
Publisher's catalog: [4] p. at end.
Includes questions and problems for the student.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes G125 .M55 1822 (NLO)**

**Guy's school geography, on a new and easy plan: comprising not only a complete general description, but much topographical information in a well-digested order ... expressly adapted to every age and capacity, and to every class of learners, both in ladies’ and gentlemen’s schools / by Joseph Guy.** London: Printed for Baldwin and Cradock, [1823?].
13th ed., corr. to the present time.
Running title: Guy's geography.
Maps engraved by Russell & Son.
Includes 'Problems to be solved on the terrestrial globe' and 'Questions ... on the map of the world' (p. 148-169).
Publisher’s catalog: [4] p. at end.
Owner’s inscription: R. Rickman.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes G125 .B44 1823 (NLO)**

**Mr. Butler's outline maps to geo & biog exercises.** London: J. Harris, 1829.
Authors: Butler, William -- Hewitt, N. R. -- Harris, John, 1756-1846 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 9 maps ; 210 x 264 mm.
E.Hewitt
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

29343 Geography - 1823 Atlases, Dutch - 1823
De aarde, beschouwd in haren natuurlijken toestand en verdeeling, door zeeën, rivieren, meiren, bergen en woestijnen, benevens derzelver doelmatige strekking / N.G. van Kampen. Haarlem : F. Bohn, 1823.
Authors: Kampen, N. G. van -- Bohn, Erven F. -- Baarsel, C. van (Cornelius) -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)
2 v. : 6 maps
2nd ed.
Maps by Erven F. Bohn; engraved by C. van Baarsel.
Geography text.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection.
References: OCLC 63982411
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

29344 Geography - 1823 Dictionaries Names, Geographical - 1823 Atlases, French - 1823 Gazetteers
Nouveau dictionnaire géographique, ou, Description de toutes les parties du monde. Paris : Chez André, 1823.
'Dernière éd.; soigneusement revue, corrigée et augmentée, avec les changements politiques ... enrichie de sept Cartes Géographies, et ornée des Pavillons coloriés des principales Puissances Maritimes.'
'De l'Imprimerie d'Elisée Aubanel'--p. 684.
Bookseller's label of Librairie de Thibaud-Landriot.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskets G102 .V6 1823 (NLO)

29345 Geography - 1823 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Cummings, J. A. (Jacob Abbot), 1772-1820 -- Cummings and Hilliard -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 7 maps ; 145 x 134 mm.
4th ed.
C: Abel Bowen
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

29346 Geography - 1824
A New system of geography, ancient and modern : for the use of schools : accompanied with an atlas, adapted to the work / by Jedidiah Morse and Sidney Edwards Morse. Boston : Published by Richardson & Lord, 75 Cornhill ; J.H.A. Frost, printer, Congress-Street, 1824, c1822.
Authors: Morse, Jedidiah, 1761-1826 -- Morse, Sidney E. (Sidney Edwards), 1794-1871 -- Morse, Jedidiah, 1761-1826. Modern atlas adapted to Morse's new school geography -- Frost, John H. A., 1794- -- Richardson & Lord -- Geographic Society of Chicago -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)
360 p. ; 18 cm.
24th ed.
Includes questions and exercises for the student.
Stamp: The Geographic Society of Chicago.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection at the Newberry Library.
Full text of another copy available online via HathiTrust Digital Library (accessed August 2013):
http://hdl.handle.net/2027/nyp.33433067332530
Baskets G125 .M85 1824 (NLO)

29347 Geography - 1824
Authors: Morse, Sidney E. (Sidney Edwards), 1794-1871 -- Richardson & Lord -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 18 cm.
24th ed.
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 4898.
Cassidy M75 N46 1824a (PrCt)

29348 Geography - 1824
Authors: Morse, Sidney E. (Sidney Edwards), 1794-1871 -- Richardson & Lord -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 18 cm.
24th ed.
Sig. 'Lucy Allen.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 5436.
Cassidy M75 N46 1824b (PrCt)

29349 Geography - 1824
Authors: Morse, Sidney E. (Sidney Edwards), 1794-1871 -- Richardson & Lord -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 18 cm.
24th ed.
Sig. 'Richard Burnham.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 5566.
Cassidy M75 N46 1824c (PrCt)

29350 Geography - 1824

Authors: Morse, Sidney E. (Sidney Edwards), 1794-1871 -- Richardson & Lord -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 18 cm.
24th ed.
Pp. 315-22 loose.
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 5617.

Cassidy M75 N46 1824d (PrCt)

29351 Geography - 1824

Authors: Worcester, Joseph E. (Joseph Emerson), 1784-1865 -- Cummings and Hilliard -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 18 cm.
'Stereotype ed.;' sig. 'Eliza ....'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 5617.

Cassidy W6 E4 1824a (PrCt)

29352 Geography - 1824

Authors: Worcester, Joseph E. (Joseph Emerson), 1784-1865 -- Cummings and Hilliard -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 18 cm.
'Stereotype ed.;' advert.tipped in before t.p.
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 5792.

Cassidy W6 E4 1824b (PrCt)

29353 Geography - 1824 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Woodbridge, William C. (William Channing), 1794-1845 -- Willard, Emma, 1787-1870 -- Cooke, Oliver Dudley, 1766-1833 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
2 v. in 1 : 8 maps ; 187 x 113 mm.
1st ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

29354 Geography - 1825

Geography or a description of the world. Boston : Lincoln & Edmunds, 1825.
Authors: Adams, Daniel, 1773-1864 -- Lincoln & Edmunds -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : ills. ; 18 cm.
8th ed.
Sig. 'Edward H. Bissel.'

Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 8322.

Cassidy A3 G4 1825 (PrCt)

29355 Geography - 1825

Authors: Cummings, J. A. (Jacob Abbot), 1772-1820 -- Cummings and Hilliard -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 18 cm.
10th ed.
Marbled covers.
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 135.

Cassidy C8 I5 1825a (PrCt)

29356 Geography - 1825

Authors: Morse, Jedidiah, 1761-1826 -- Doolittle, Amos, 1754-1832 -- Howe, Henry, 1816-1893 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 2 maps ; 145 x 95 mm.
6th ed.
+2pls:Sabin50935
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

29357 Geography - 1825

Authors: Woodbridge, William C. (William Channing), 1794-1845 -- Oliver D. Cooke & Co. -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 15 cm.
5th ed.
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 4116.

Cassidy W6 R8 1825a (PrCt)

29358 Geography - 1825

Authors: Woodbridge, William C. (William Channing), 1794-1845 -- Oliver D. Cooke & Co. -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 15 cm.
5th ed.
Sig.'Samuel P. (Harriss?)'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 7245.

Cassidy W6 R8 1825b (PrCt)

29359 Geography - 1825

Authors: Worcester, Joseph E. (Joseph Emerson), 1784-1845.
Boston : Cummings & Hilliard, 1825.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
29360  Geography - 1825
Elements of geography ancient & modern.
Boston : Cummings & Hilliard, 1825.
Authors: Worcester, Joseph E. (Joseph Emerson), 1784-1865 -- Cummings and Hilliard -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 19 cm.
'Stereotype ed.' sig. 'G. H. Ballou.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 5563.
Cassidy W67 E4 1825b (PrCt)

29361  Geography - 1825
Elements of geography ancient & modern.
Boston : Cummings & Hilliard, 1825.
Authors: Worcester, Joseph E. (Joseph Emerson), 1784-1865 -- Cummings and Hilliard -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 19 cm.
'Stereotype ed.' sig. 'Samuel Leighton.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 5941.
Cassidy W67 E4 1825c (PrCt)

29362  Geography - 1825-1826
Introduction to ancient & modern geography.
New York : Collins & Hannay, 1825 [i.e. 1826?].
Authors: Cummings, J. A. (Jacob Abbot), 1772-1820 -- Collins & Hannay -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 18 cm.
10th ed.
Printed cover dated 1826.
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 3639.
Cassidy C8 IS 1825b (PrCt)

29363  Geography - 1825<<<<Atlases - 1825
Authors: Cummings, J. A. (Jacob Abbot), 1772-1820 -- Collins & Hannay -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 7 maps ; 144 x 130 mm.
cover:1826
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

29364  Geography - 1825<<<<Atlases, British - 1825
Geography and history : selected by a lady, for the use of her own children. London : Printed for G.B. Whittaker ... [and 11 others], 1825.
14th ed., enl., and illustrated with maps.
Preface signed: E.R.
"Printed by R. Gilbert ..."--P. 384.
Directions to binder on p. ix.
Bookplate: Emily Fitz Roy Palmer.
Owner's inscription: E.F. Palmer, August 1878.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G125 .L33 1825 (NLO)

Geography - 1825<<<<Games, Geographical - Maps - 1825<<<<Atlases, British - 1825
Authors: Gaultier, abbé (Aloisius Edouard Camille), 1746?-1818 -- Aspin, Jehoshaphat, active 18th century-19th century -- Harris, John, 1756-1846 -- J. Harris and Son -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Harris (John) and Son, publishers, London, 19th cent.
SEE J. Harris and Son
A New ed., with numerous emendations and additions, and an entirely new set of maps.
Maps published by J. Harris and Son.
"As a necessary Appendage to the First Game, a Set of coloured Maps is subjoined. And another Set, containing merely the outlines of Kingdoms and Provinces with the Course of Rivers, Situation of Principal towns, Islands, Mountains, &c. Also, A Set of Counters, having the Names of Kingdoms, Provinces, Islands, Seas, Rivers, &c. marked on them, by which the Pupils may themselves explain and point out their Situation on the Map, can be furnished."
Contents: The first part, containing The game of simple geography, for teaching the names and situations of the different countries and places of the earth -- The second part, containing A concise treatise on the artificial sphere -- The third part, containing A geographical game, illustrative of ancient and modern history. Scales differ.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library. 
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).

References: Phillips 4127; cf. Phillips 94; Shirley, T.Gaul-1; Osborne Coll., I, p. 220; Moon, M. J. Harris’s books, 306(6)

Baskes oversize G133.G27 C73 1825 (NLO)

29366 Geography - 1825 (Provisional Heading)
First lessons in geography & astronomy.
Canandaigua : BemisJD, 1825.
Authors: Cummings, J. A. (Jacob Abbot), 1772-1820 -- BemisJD -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 7 maps ; 142 x 130 mm.
5th ed.
sterotypeEd
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

29367 Geography - 1826
Outlines of modern geography : on a new plan, carefully adapted to youth : with numerous engravings of cities, manners, costumes, and curiosities : accompanied by an atlas / by Charles A. Goodrich. Brattleborough [Vt.] ; Boston ; Philadelphia ; Baltimore ; Holbrook & Fessenden ; Richardson & Lord ; M'Carty & Davis ; Cushing & Jewett, c1826.
Authors: Goodrich, Charles A. (Charles Augustus), 1790-1862 -- Conner, James, 1798-- Holbrook & Fessenden -- Richardson & Lord -- M'Carty & Davis -- Cushing & Jewett -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
252 p. ; ill. ; 16 cm.
"Stereotyped by Jas. Conner, New-York."
Includes questions and exercises for the student.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G125 .G64 1826 (NLO)

29368 Geography - 1826
Authors: Morse, Sidney E. (Sidney Edwards), 1794-1871 -- Richardson & Lord -- Gilman, Lydia
-- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 18 cm.
25th ed.
Sig.'Lydia Gilman.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 5060.
Cassidy M75 N46 1826a (PrCt)

29369 Geography - 1826
Authors: Morse, Sidney E. (Sidney Edwards), 1794-1871 -- Richardson & Lord -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 17 cm.
25th ed.
Sig. 'Mary A. Ward.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 5739.
Cassidy M75 N46 1826b (PrCt)

29370 Geography - 1826
Authors: Morse, Sidney E. (Sidney Edwards), 1794-1871 -- Richardson & Lord -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 17 cm.
25th ed.
Signed 'J. B. Wetherby, 1885.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 7670.
Cassidy M75 N46 1826c (PrCt)

29371 Geography - 1826
Authors: Willetts, Jacob, 1785-1860 -- Potter, Paraclete, 1784-1858 -- Conner, James, 1798-- Stockwell, Jane A. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
197 p. ; ill. ; 15 cm.
13th ed.
Running title: Easy grammar of geography
At head of title: Willetts’ geography
"Sterotyped by James Conner, New-York."
Includes questions for the student.
Imperfect: lacking p. 63-70
Former owner's inscription: Jane A. Stockwell, August 23d, 1832.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G125 .W69 1826 (NLO)

29372 Geography - 1826
Biblomappe, ou, Livre-cartes : leçons de chronologie et de géographie / rédigées d’après les plans de M.B. (J.-Ch.), par une Société d’hommes de lettres et de savans géographes,
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

sous la direction et la vérification ... de M. Dannou ... de M. Eyriés ... de M. Perrot ... Paris : Chez Renard, 1826-1827.
4 v. in 3 : 64 hand col. maps ; 21 x 24 cm.
Maps by A.M. Perrot and dated 1824-1827; engraved by Frères Malo and Desbuissons, Rue de Noyers No. 8.
Map plates numbered 1-37 (v.1) and 38-61 (v.2). Maps no. 15-17 duplicated with different coloring at end of v.2.
'3e partie. Troisième et dernier degré. 2e, 3e, 4e,5e et 6e sections. Asie, Afrique, Amériques, Océanie.'--v. 2 t.p.
'Chronologie historique et géographique, par MM. Année et Vivien'--v. 3 t.p.
'Tables chronologiques de l'histoire universelle. Tableaux complémentaires de la chronologie historique et géographique, par M. Vivien.'--v. 4 t.p.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskets D11 .B35 1826 (NLO)

Geography - 1826 (Provisional Heading)
First lessons in geography & astronomy.
Hallowell : Glazier, 1826.
Authors: Cummings, J. A. (Jacob Abbot), 1772-1820 -- Glazier, Willard W., 1841-1905 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 7 maps ; 143 x 134 mm.
ImprovedEd
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Geography - 1826 (Provisional Heading)
First lessons in geography & astronomy.
Bellows Falls : Cutler and Co., 1826.
Authors: Cummings, J. A. (Jacob Abbot), 1772-1820 -- Cutler and Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 7 maps ; 141 x 131 mm.
5th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Geography - 1826 (Provisional Heading)
First lessons in geography & astronomy.
Lincoln & Edmands, 1827.
Authors: Adams, Daniel, 1773-1864 -- Lincoln & Edmands -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : ills. ; 18 cm.
10th ed.
Sig. 'Payne.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 4954.
Cassidy A3 G4 1827a (PrCt)

Geography - 1827
Geography or a description of the world. Boston : Lincoln & Edmands, 1827.
Authors: Adams, Daniel, 1773-1864 -- Lincoln & Edmands -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : maps ; 17 x 13 cm.
10th ed.
Sig. 'Jordan.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 5565.
Cassidy A3 G4 1827b (PrCt)

Geography - 1827
Easy introduction to the study of geography.
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Smiley, Thomas T. (Thomas Tucker), d.
1879 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry
Library)
1 v. ; 147 x 92 mm.
5th ed.
Does not include maps.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

29381 Geography - 1827
Universal geography. Hartford, Conn. Oliver D.
Cooke & Co., 1827.
Authors: Woodbridge, William C. (William
Channing), 1794-1845 -- Willard, Emma,
1787-1870 -- Cooke, Oliver Dudley, 1766-1833 --
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
2 v. in 1 : 8 maps ; 187 x 114 mm.
[2nd ed.?]
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

29382 Geography - 1827
Universal geography (2Vin1). Hartford :
CookeOD, 1827.
Authors: Woodbridge, William C. (William
Channing), 1794-1845 -- Willard, Emma,
1787-1870 -- Oliver D. Cooke & Co. -- Martin M.
Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 19 cm.
2d ed.
Sig. 'M. L. Comstock.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 4616.
Cassidy W6 U5 1827a (PrCt)

29383 Geography - 1827
Universal geography (2Vin1). Hartford :
CookeOD, 1827.
Authors: Woodbridge, William C. (William
Channing), 1794-1845 -- Willard, Emma,
1787-1870 -- Oliver D. Cooke & Co. -- Martin M.
Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 19 cm.
2d ed.
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 4709.
Cassidy W6 U5 1827b (PrCt)

29384 Geography - 1827
A Geographical, historical, and commercial
grammar : exhibiting the present state of the
Cuthell, Longman and Co. ... [and 23 others],
1827.
Authors: Guthrie, William, 1708-1770 -- Knox,
John, 1720-1790 -- Ferguson, James, 1710-1776
-- Neele, James -- Neele, Josiah -- Mawman,
Joseph, 1759-1827 -- C. & J. Rivington -- Cuthell,
John -- Longman & Co. -- Lewis, Elizabeth, fl.
1832-1836 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library) -- Rivington (C. & J. ) SEE C.
& J. Rivington
[iii-xiv, [2], 928 p., XXX, [1] leaves of plates
(some folded) : ill., charts, 31 maps ; 22 cm.
'The twenty-fourth edition, studiously revised and
carefully corrected.'
'... The astronomical part by James Ferguson ...
; illustrated with a new and correct set of maps.'
'Of this popular grammar, Knox, the bookseller is
said to be the real compiler.' --Watt. Bibliotheca
britannica, 1824, v. 1, p. 452.
Maps published by J. Mawman & other
proprietors, May 1st, 1827.
Map plate numbers irregular, map of Austria
numbered XI*.
Contents: (from t.p.) I. The figures, motions, and
distances of the planets, according to the
Newtonian system, and the latest observations
II. A general view of the earth, considered as a
planet, with several useful geographical
definitions and problems -- III. The grand
divisions of the globe into land and water,
continents and islands -- IV. The situation and
extent of empires, kingdoms, states, provinces,
and colonies -- V. Their climate, air, soil,
vegetable productions, metals, minerals, natural
curiosities, seas, rivers, bays, capes,
promontories, and lakes -- VI. The birds and
beasts peculiar to each country -- VII.
Observations on the changes that have been any
where observed upon the face of nature since the
most early periods of history -- VIII. The history
and origin of nations, their forms of government,
religion, laws, revenues, taxes, naval and military
strength -- IX. The genius, manners, customs,
and habits of the people -- X. Their language,
learning, arts, sciences, manufactures, and
commerce -- XI. The chief cities, structures,
rains, and artificial curiosities -- To which are
added. I. A geographical Index, with the names of
places alphabetically arranged, and their latitudes
and longitudes -- II. A table of the coins of all
nations, and their value in English money -- III. A
chronological table of remarkable events from the
creation to the present time and, -- IV. An
obituary of eminent and illustrious persons, of
every age and nation.
Contents: (maps) I. The world / engraved on steel
Jas. & Josih. Neele -- II. Europe / Neeles' -- III.
Denmark / Jas. & Josih. Neele -- IV. Sweden and
Norway / Jas. & Josih. Neele -- V. Russia in
Europe / Jas. & Josih. Neele -- VI. England / 
Neeles -- II. Scotland / Jas. & Josih. Neele -- VIII.
Ireland / Neeles -- IX. France / Jas. & Josih.
Neele -- X. Netherlands / Neeles' -- XI. Germany,
north part / Jas. & Josih. Neele -- XI* Austria /
Neele's -- XII. Switzerland / Neeles -- XIII. Spain
& Portugal / Jas. & Josih. Neele -- XIV. Italy / Jas.
& Josih. Neele -- XV. Turkey in Europe / Neele's
-- XVI. Asia / Jas. & Josih. Neele -- XVII. Turkey

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
in Asia / Jas. & Josih. Neele -- [unnumbered]
LC Card Number 05036670

Baskes G114 .G9 1827 (NLO)

29387 Geography - 1828

29388 Geography - 1828
Baskes G125 .M85 1828 (NLO)

29389 Geography - 1828
New system of geography. New York : Collins & Hannay, 1828. Authors: Morse, Sidney E. (Sidney Edwards), 1794-1871 -- Collins & Hannay -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. ; 17 cm. 26th ed. Sig. 'Silvina Chester.' Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library. Cassidy inv. # 4857.
Cassidy M75 N46 1828a (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

1794-1871 -- Collins & Hannay -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 17 cm.
26th ed.
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 4113.

Cassidy M75 N46 1828b (PrCt)

29391 Geography - 1828
Authors: Morse, Sidney E. (Sidney Edwards), 1794-1871 -- Richardson & Lord -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 17 cm.
26th ed.
Sig. 'John Till.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 7239.
Cassidy M75 N46 1828c (PrCt)

29392 Geography - 1828
Authors: Morse, Sidney E. (Sidney Edwards), 1794-1871 -- Richardson & Lord -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 18 cm.
26th ed.
Sig. 'Henry Bacheider.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 3598.
Cassidy M75 N46 1828d (PrCt)

29393 Geography - 1828
Authors: Morse, Sidney E. (Sidney Edwards), 1794-1871 -- Richardson & Lord -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 18 cm.
26th ed.
Sig. 'John D. Childs.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 5117.
Cassidy M75 N46 1828e (PrCt)

29394 Geography - 1828
Authors: Woodbridge, William C. (William Channing), 1794-1845 -- Oliver D. Cooke & Co. -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 15 cm.
8th ed.
Sig. 'William ... 1825.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 4951.

Cassidy W6 R8 1828 (PrCt)

29395 Geography - 1828
Authors: Worcester, Joseph E. (Joseph Emerson), 1784-1865 -- Hilliard, Gray, Little, and Wilkins -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 15 cm.
Sig. 'J. K. R.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 4915.
Cassidy W67 E6 1828a (PrCt)

29396 Geography - 1828
Authors: Worcester, Joseph E. (Joseph Emerson), 1784-1865 -- Hilliard, Gray, Little, and Wilkins -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 15 cm.
Sig. 'S. H. Worcester.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 5738.
Cassidy W67 E6 1828b (PrCt)

29397 Geography - 1828<<>>Atlases, British - 1828
xii, 740, [4], 12 p., [35] leaves of plates (some folded) : ill., 10 folded maps ; 19 cm.
New ed.
Imperfect: issued with 11 maps, but this copy missing map of Europe; front cover detached, pages loose.
Spine title: Goldsmith's popular geography
Maps engraved by Sidney Hall and Thomson.
Some maps dated 1808-1823.
'Directions for drawing maps'--P. 726-739.
'Globular method of constructing maps as practised by Mr. Arrowsmith'--Plate facing p. 726.
Publisher's advertisements: pasted to inside front and back covers, and catalog (12 p. at end)
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G125 .P534 1828 (NLO)

29398 Geography - 1828<<>>Atlases, British - 1828<<>>Volveles - 1828
A Grammar of general geography : for the use of
schools and young persons: with maps and engravings / by the Revd. J. Goldsmith. London: Longman, Rees, Orme, Brown and Green, [1828?].


New ed., corr. and modernized. Publication date from publisher's advertisements inside front cover.

Imprint on world map: 1827.

Cover title: Goldsmith's grammar of geography

Maps drawn and engraved by Sidney Hall.


Geographic clock with volvelle as frontispiece.

Includes problems and exercises.

‘Price 3/6 Bound’

Publisher's advertisements: p. 5-6. p. [1] at end, and attached to inside front cover.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G102 .V62 1828 (NLO)

29401 Geography - 1829

Practical system of modern geography. Hartford: RobinsonDF, 1829.

Authors: Olney, J. (Jesse), 1798-1872 -- Robinson, David F., 1801-1862 -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v.; 15 cm.

2d ed.

Pencilled list of hardware on back fly leaf.

Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.

Cassidy inv. # 3973.

Cassidy W6 U5 1829a (PrCt)

29402 Geography - 1829

Universal geography (2Vin1). Hartford: CookeOD, 1829.

Authors: Woodbridge, William C. (William Channing), 1794-1845 -- Willard, Emma, 1787-1870 -- Oliver D. Cooke & Co. -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v.; 19 cm.

3d ed.

Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.

Cassidy inv. # 3265.

Cassidy W6 U5 1829a (PrCt)

29403 Geography - 1829

Universal geography (2Vin1). Hartford: CookeOD, 1829.

Authors: Woodbridge, William C. (William Channing), 1794-1845 -- Willard, Emma, 1787-1870 -- Oliver D. Cooke & Co. -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v.; 19 cm.

3d ed.

Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.

Cassidy inv. # 3265.

Cassidy W6 U5 1829a (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Cassidy inv. # 5393.
Cassidy W6 US 1829b (PrCt)

29407 Geography - 1829
Peter Parley’s method of telling about geography to children : with nine maps and 75 engravings; principally for the use of schools. Hartford : F. J. Huntington, c1829.
Authors: Goodrich, Samuel G. (Samuel Griswold), 1793-1860 -- Huntington, Francis Junius, 1802-1878 -- Dollinger, Mary A. -- McNally, Andrew, 1836-1904 -- Rodier, Bunt -- Mapes, Carl Herbert, 1900- -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library)
120 p. : ill., 9 maps ; 14 cm.
Cover title: Peter Parley’s geography for children
Running title: Geography for children
Copyright statement names Goodrich.
Frontispiece and verso are included in pagination.
Publisher’s advertisement on back cover.
Inscribed on front endpaper: Mary A. Dollinger.
In original printed cardboard covers, with contemporary protective cloth jacket stiched on. Former owner: Mary A. Dollinger.
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 4492.
Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)

29408 Geography - 1829 Atlases - 1829
Authors: Woodbridge, William C. (William Channing), 1794-1845 -- Willard, Emma, 1787-1870 -- Cooke, Oliver Dudley, 1766-1833 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
2 v. in 1: 8 maps ; 190 x 117 mm.
3rd ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

29409 Geography - 1830
Outlines of modern geography : on a new plan carefully adapted to youth : with numerous engravings of cities, manners, costumes, and curiosities : accompanied by an atlas / by Charles A. Goodrich. Boston ; Philadelphia ; Baltimore ; Concord, N.H. Richardson, Lord & Holbrook ; M'Carty & Davis ; Cushing & Sons ; Hoag & Atwood, 1830, c1826.
Authors: Goodrich, Charles A. (Charles Augustus), 1790-1862 -- Conner, James, 1798- -- Richardson, Lord & Holbrook -- M'Carty & Davis -- Cushing & Sons -- Hoag & Atwood -- Mervill, Mary Ann -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
252 p. : ill. ; 16 cm.
"Stereotyped by Jas. Conner, New-York."
Includes questions and exercises for the student. Former owner’s inscription: Mary Ann Mervill, 1838.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Full text of another copy available online via HathiTrust Digital Library (accessed August 2013): http://hdl.handle.net/2027/hvd.hn6psu
Baskes G125 .G64 1830 (NLO)

29410 Geography - 1830
Practical system of modern geography. Hartford : RobinsonDF, 1830.
Authors: Olney, J. (Jesse), 1798-1872 -- Robinson, David F., 1801?-1862 -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; xx cm.
4th ed.
Sig. ‘Betsey P. (Sower?)’
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 4492.
Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)

29411 Geography - 1830
Authors: Emmons, C. (Carl Herbert), 1800- -- Mervill, Mary Ann -- Rogers, Samuel W. -- Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
4 v. ; xx cm.
6th ed.
Sig. ‘Miss J. Mervill’
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 4789.
Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Robinson, David F., 1801?
Authors: Olney, J. (Jesse), 1798-1872 --
Robinson, David F., 1801?-1862 -- Martin M.
Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; xx cm.
4th ed.
Sig. 'William Aaron Draper.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 5398.
Cassidy O4 P7 1830b (PrCt)

29417
Geography - 1830 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Hale, Nathan -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 60 maps ; 187 x 120 mm.
Rumsey2701
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

29418
Geography - 1830 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Pinnock, William, 1782-1843 -- Hall, Sidney -- Poole & Edwards -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 17 maps ; 150 x 98 mm.
C:SidneyHall,7maps;+movingClock&9views
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

29419
Geography - 1830 (Provisional Heading)
The World displayed in its history and geography : embracing a history of the world from the creation to the present day : with general views of the politics, religion, military and naval affairs, art, literature, manners, customs, and society, of ancient as well as modern nations / by Royal Robbins ; to which is added an outline of modern geography. New York : W.W. Reed & Co., 1830.
Authors: Robbins, Royal, 1787-1861 -- Hall, William W. Reed & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
2 v. in 1 (228; 508 [i.e. 408] p., [24] leaves of plates) ; ill. ; 20 cm.
"A system of modern geography, exhibiting the present state of the various nations on the globe"--P. [397]-508. Plate [23] largely torn out.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes D21 .R63 1830 (NLO)

Geography - 1831
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Authors: Ash, Thomas T. -- Roger S. Baskets
Collection (Newberry Library)
23 p. : hand col. ill. ; 18 cm.
Publisher's printed orange paper binding.
Inscription: Edmund, Rich and Rose, Bethlehem,
Pa., Sept. 10, 1837.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskets G133 .E54 1831 (NLO)

29421 Geography - 1831
*Rudiments of geography.* Hartford : CookeOD,
1831.
Authors: Woodbridge, William C. (William
Channing), 1794-1845 -- Oliver D. Cooke & Co. --
Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 15 cm.
14th ed.
Part of fr. cover torn off board.
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 7223.
*Cassidy W6 R8 1831a* (PrCt)

29422 Geography - 1831
*Rudiments of geography.* Hartford : CookeOD,
1831.
Authors: Woodbridge, William C. (William
Channing), 1794-1845 -- Oliver D. Cooke & Co. --
Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 15 cm.
14th ed.
Part of fr. cover torn off board.
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 7223.
*Cassidy W6 R8 1831b* (PrCt)

29423 Geography - 1831
*Universal geography (2Vin1).* Hartford :
CookeOD, 1831.
Authors: Woodbridge, William C. (William
Channing), 1794-1845 -- Willard, Emma,
1787-1870 -- Oliver D. Cooke & Co. -- Martin M.
Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 19 cm.
4th ed.
Ex lib. 'Henry Ziegler.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 4110.
*Cassidy W6 U5 1831* (PrCt)

29424 Geography - 1831<<<<Atlases - 1831
*New & improved school atlas.* Hartford :
RobinsonDF, 1831.
Authors: Olney, J. (Jesse), 1798-1872 --
Robinson, David F., 1801?-1862 -- Martin M.
Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 11 maps ; 30 cm.
Sig. 'Anderson Squier.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 3635.
*folio Cassidy O4 N4 1831* (PrCt)

29425 Geography - 1831<<<<Atlases - 1831
*First book of geography / by Samuel
Worcester.* Boston ; New York : Crocker and
Brewster ; Jonathan Leavitt, 1831.
Authors: Worcester, Samuel, 1793-1844 --
Crocker & Brewster -- Leavitt, Jonathan,
1797?-1852 -- Roger S. Baskets Collection
(Newberry Library)
80 p. : ill., 8 maps ; 15 cm.
2nd ed., with improvements.
Includes questions and exercises for the student.
Publisher's printed blue paper binding.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection at
the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 05028536
*Baskets G125 .W865 1831* (NLO)

29426 Geography - 1832
*A System of universal geography : popular and
scientific : comprising a physical, political, and
statistical account of the world and its various
divisions : embracing numerous sketches from
recent travels, and illustrated by engravings of
manners, costumes, curiosities, cities, edifices,
remarkable animals, fruits, trees, and plants / by
S.G. Goodrich.* Philadelphia : Published by Key,
Mielke & Biddle, 1832.
Authors: Goodrich, Samuel G. (Samuel
Griswold), 1793-1860 -- Key, Mielke & Biddle --
Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)
920 p. : ill. ; 24 cm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Full text of another copy available via HathiTrust
Digital Library (accessed November 2013):
http://hdl.handle.net/2027/nyp.33433000
560833
*Baskets G121 .G67 1832* (NLO)

29427 Geography - 1832
*Practical system of modern geography.* Hartford :
RobinsonDF, 1832.
Authors: Olney, J. (Jesse), 1798-1872 --
Robinson, David F., 1801?-1862 -- Martin M.
Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 16 cm.
8th ed.
Sig. 'Ann J. Tucker.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 4117.
*Cassidy O4 P7 1832a* (PrCt)

29428 Geography - 1832
*Practical system of modern geography.* Hartford :
RobinsonDF, 1832.
Authors: Olney, J. (Jesse), 1798-1872 --
Robinson, David F., 1801?-1862 -- Martin M.
Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 16 cm.
8th ed.
*Cassidy O4 P7 1832b* (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
V. fine cond.; sig. 'Philo T. Platt.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 7217.
**Cassidy O4 P7 1832b (PrCt)**

**29429 Geography - 1832**

*Practical system of modern geography.* Hartford : RobinsonDF, 1832.
Authors: Olney, J. (Jesse), 1798-1872 -- Robinson, David F., 1801-1862 -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 16 cm.
11th ed.
Sig. 'Jarel Gould Jr.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 4855.
**Cassidy O4 P7 1832c (PrCt)**

**29430 Geography - 1832**

*Rudiments of geography.* Hartford : CookeOD, 1832.
Authors: Woodbridge, William C. (William Channing), 1794-1845 -- Oliver D. Cooke & Co. -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 15 cm.
16th ed.
V. fine cond.
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 4264.
**Cassidy W6 R8 1832 (PrCt)**

**29431 Geography - 1832**

*Atlases, French - 1832*

*A brege de la geographie de Crozat.* Paris : Delarue, 1832.
Authors: Crozat -- Buçcellos -- Delarue -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 6 maps ; 180 x 108 mm.
Edited by Buçcellos.
Geography text.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

**29432 Geography - 1832**

*Hawaii - Census, 1831*<comp[Hawaiian language - Texts]*He hoikehonua, he mea ia e hoakaka'i i ke ano o ka honua nei, a me na mea maiuna iho : ua unuhi ia noloko mai o ka hoikehonua. Oahu : Na na Missionari, 1832.*
xi, 204 p. ; 18 cm.
Includes the first census of the Hawaiian Islands, undertaken by the American Mission in December 1831. Cf. Forbes.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Hawaiian Language Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cataloged and conserved as part of the Sister Ann Ida Gannon Initiative at the Newberry Library.
References: Newberry Library. Hawaiian Language, 299; Forbes, David W. Hawaiian national bibliography, 1780-1900, 813; Judd, B. Hawaiian language imprints, 75
**Ayer G125 .W8415 1832 (NLO)**

**29433 Geography - 1833**

*A system of universal geography, popular and scientific / comprising a physical, political, and statistical account of the world and its various divisions : embracing numerous sketches from recent travels.* [Boston : C. Hendee, 1833].
Authors: Goodrich, Samuel G. (Samuel Griswold), 1793-1860 -- McCormick Theological Seminary Collection (Newberry Library)
xvi, [9]-975 p. ; ill. ; 24 cm.
[2d ed.]
Title page lacking, title and imprint from OCLC record.
Preface signed 'Boston, 1833'.
Half-title: Goodrich's universal geography.
'A brief commercial dictionary' : p. [965]-[965]
Bookplate: The Virginia Library, McCormick Theological Seminary of the Presbyterian Church, Chicago.
Forms part of the McCormick Theological Seminary Collection at the Newberry Library.
**G121 .G67 1833 (NLO)**

**29434 Geography - 1833**

*Universal geography, or, A description of all the parts of the world, on a new plan, according to the great natural divisions of the globe : accompanied with analytical, synoptical, and elementary tables / b M. Malte-Brun ; improved by the addition of the most recent information, derived from various sources. Boston : Wells and Lilly, 1824-1831.*
Authors: Malte-Brun, Conrad, 1775-1826 -- Wells and Lilly -- E. Bliss and E. White (Firm) -- White, Gallaher, & White -- Lilly & Wait -- Tibbits, C. N. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Bliss (E.) and E. White (Firm) SEE E. Bliss and E. White (Firm) SEE E. Bliss and E. White (Firm) 1 v. ; 25 cm.
Issued in 8 v., but this copy incomplete?; this copy includes only v. 8, part 3?
Cover title: System of geography

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Includes questions for the student.
Former owner’s signature: Sarah A. Prichard.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes G125 .H86 1833 (NLO)**

**Geography - 1833****<**** Atlases - 1833**

*American universal geography, for schools and academies* : on the principles of analysis and comparison : illustrated by copperplate and stereotype maps / by Rev. J.L. Blake, A.M.

*Author of Geography for children ; First book in astronomy ; First book in natural philosophy, and other works on education.*

Baltimore ; Boston ; Concord, N.H. ; Hartford, Conn. ; Hallowell, Maine ; New York ; Philadelphia ; Albany ; Cincinnati ; Mobile, Ala. ; Montgomery, Ala.


2nd ed.

Caption and running title: Universal geography for schools.

"Published by Russell, Odiorne, & Co."--Foot of first plate.

Massachusetts copyright 1833 by Russell, Odiorne, & Co.

"Illustrated by copperplate and stereotype maps."


Plates signed by "H. Morse sc."

Textual illustrations engraved on wood.

Imperfect: lacking Map of the British Isles.

Includes study questions.

"Directions to the binder."--Verso of t.p.

Bookplate: Presented by Alice J. Monk.

Handstamp: Framingham Historical & Natural

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Geography - 1833 Atlases, British - 1833
A System of geography, on a new and easy plan: from the latest and best authorities: including also the elements of astronomy, an account of the solar system, a variety of problems to be solved by the terrestrial and celestial globes, and a pronouncing vocabulary, containing all the names of places which occur in the text: for the use of schools and private students / by Thomas Ewing ... Edinburgh : London : Oliver and Boyd ... ; Simpkin & Marshall, 1833.
Authors: Ewing, Thomas -- J. & G. Menzies -- Oliver and Boyd (Edinburgh, Scotland) -- Simpkin and Marshall -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 9 maps ; 185 x 115 mm.
14th ed., carefully rev. and enl.
Spine title: Ewing’s geography and astronomy
Binder’s title: Ewing’s geography and astronomy.
"Engraved ... by J. & G. Menzies, Edinburgh."--On maps.
"Direction to the binder," p. [8].
"List of Mr. Ewing’s other publications," p. [331]-336.
Publisher’s advertisement pasted to inside back cover.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G125 .E95 1833 (NLO)

Geography - 1833 Atlases, French - 1833
Authors: Crozat -- Hocquart, Edouard Auguste Patrice, 1787-1870 -- Foris -- Moronval, J. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 7 maps ; 178 x 104 mm.
E:Hocquart;ed:Foris
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Geography - 1833 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Ewing, Thomas -- J. & G. Menzies -- Oliver and Boyd (Edinburgh, Scotland) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 9 maps ; 185 x 115 mm.
14th ed.
C:J&GMenzies,243Am
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Geography - 1833 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Woodbridge, William C. (William Channing), 1794-1845 -- Willard, Emma, 1787-1870 -- Cooke, Oliver Dudley, 1766-1833 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
2 v. in 1 : 8 maps ; 192 x 120 mm.
5th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Geography - 1834
Geography or a description of the world. Boston : Lincoln & Edmands, 1834.
Authors: Adams, Daniel, 1773-1822 -- Lincoln & Edmands -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : ill. ; 19 cm.
15th ed.
Sig. 'John Groffe.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 3972.
Cassidy A3 G4 1834 (PrCt)

Geography - 1834
A System of modern geography: for schools, academies, and families, designed to answer the two-fold purpose of a correct guide to the student, and of a geographical reading book: containing preliminary explanations and exercises on the map, and comprising above 150 descriptive pieces or lessons, succeeded by appropriate questions, and exhibiting the most prominent natural features and chief productions of the five grand divisions of the globe, and of its respective countries, together with the varieties of the human species, and the distinguishing characteristics, the languages, manners and customs, government and religion, of the several nations: illustrated by a variety of cuts and tables, and an atlas / by Nathaniel G. Huntington. Hartford : Published by E. Huntington & Co., 1834.
Authors: Huntington, Nathaniel G. (Nathaniel Gilbert), 1785-1848 -- E. Huntington & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
304 p. : ill. ; 17 cm.
Includes questions for the student.
Publisher’s illustrated paper over boards.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G125 .H86 1834 (NLO)
29445 Geography - 1834 Atlases - 1834
Authors: Brinsmade, H. N. (Horatio Nelson), Hartford: Published by H.F. Sumner & Co., 1834.
Vol. 1 has added t.p. and ill. by S. Davenport.
In four volumes"--T.p. of v. 1-4.
Supplement"--T.p. of v. 5.
Vol. 1 has added t.p. and ill. by S. Davenport.
Bookplate of Thomas Jones.
Binder's label: Robert Seton, stationer and bookbinder to the King, the Mound, Edinburgh.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 05035250
Baskes G102 .W94 1834 (NLO)

29446 Geography - 1834 Atlases - 1834
Authors: Malte-Brun, Conrad, 1775-1826 -- Boynton, George W., -1844 -- Samuel Walker & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : maps, views ; 147 x 95 mm.
1st ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

29447 Geography - 1834 Atlases, British - 1834
Authors: Pinnock, William, 1782-1843 -- Hall, Sidney -- Holdsworth & Hall -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : maps, views ; 147 x 95 mm.
2nd ed.
Includes maps by Sidney Hall, 9 views, and a moving clock.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

29448 Geography - 1834 Atlases, British - 1834
Authors: Roberts , George -- Starling, Thomas -- Whittaker -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 12 maps ; 183 x 113 mm.
C:TStarling
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

29449 Geography - 1834 Dictionaries Names, Geographical - 1834 Atlases, French - 1834 Gazetteers
Nouveau dictionnaire géographique universel : contenant une description détaillée des royaumes, empires, états, contrées, villes, bourgs, villages, fleuves, rivières, mers, îles, lacs et montagnes du globe ... Paris : Belin-Mandar, 1834.
Authors: Vosgien, 1709-1765 -- Roujoux, P. G. (Prudence Guillaume), baron de, 1779-1836 -- Belin-Mandar -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
8e ed. ; rev. et corr.
Title from added t.p.: Dictionnaire géographique de Vosgien.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Cassidy O4 P7 1835 (PrCt)

29457

Geography - 1835
Elements of geography ancient & modern.
Boston : Hilliard, Gray, 1835.
Authors: Worcester, Joseph E. (Joseph Emerson), 1784-1865 -- Hilliard, Gray & Co. -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 19 cm.
'New ed.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 5706.

Cassidy W67 E4 1835 (PrCt)

29456

Geography - 1835 Atlases, British - 1835
Authors: Tomlins, F. G. (Frederick Guest), 1804-1867 -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826 -- Guthrie, William, 1708-1770 -- J. & C. Walker (Firm) -- Mayhew, Isaac, and Co. -- The Penny National Library ... geography & gazetteer atlas (1833) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
xi, 1067 p. : 34 fold. maps ; 25 cm.
'Compiled and arranged by F.G. Tomlins ...'
Maps engraved by J & C. Walker.
'The Penny National Library ... Geography & Gazetteer Atlas 1833 ...'--on maps.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 05041058
Baskes G115 .T65 1835 (NLO)

29457

Geography - 1835 - Dictionaries Names, Geographical - 1835 Atlases, British - 1835 Gazetteers
A Universal gazetteer, or, Geographical dictionary of the world : founded on the works of Brookes and Walker with the addition of several thousand names not to be found in any other work, the latitude and longitude throughout, and the relative distances most carefully examined. London : Longman and Co. ... [ and 41 others], 1835.
1 v. (unpagd), [9] leaves of plates (folded) : 9 maps ; 22 cm.

'London: Published by Geo. B. Whittaker, and other proprietors, Sept. 1st, 1826'--On map of the world.
'London: Published Feby. 1st, 1831 by T. Cadell & other proprietors'--On maps.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G102.L35 1835 (NLO)

29458

Geography - 1835 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Stewart, Alexander, 1781-1862 -- Wright, A. -- Oliver and Boyd (Edinburgh, Scotland) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 9 maps ; 152 x 98 mm.
5th ed.
C&E:AWright
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)(PrCt)

29459

Geography - 1836
A System of school geography : chiefly derived from Malte-Brun, and arranged according to the inductive plan of instruction. Hartford : F.J. Huntington [etc.], 1836.
Authors: Goodrich, Samuel G. (Samuel Griswold), 1793-1860 -- F.J. Huntington and Co. -- Martinson, George -- Pickering, James F. 288 p. : ill. ; 17 cm.
11th ed.
Printed by George Martinson.
Cover and half-title: The Malte-Brun school geography.
Title vignette (publisher's device) on t.p.
Owner's inscription: James F. Pickering.
Publisher's binding.
LC Card Number 27006017
G125 .G65 1836 (NLO)

29460

Geography - 1836
Authors: Goodrich, Samuel G. (Samuel Griswold), 1793-1860 -- Malte-Brun, Conrad, 1775-1826 -- F.J. Huntington and Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
288 p. : ill. ; 17 cm.
12th ed.
Cover title: Malte-Brun school geography : illustrated by numerous original engravings and

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
an atlas of twenty-one maps, charts and tables
Includes questions for the student.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes G125 .G65 1836b (NLO)

29461 Geography - 1836
System of modern geography. Hartford : White,
Hutchison & Dwier, 1836.
Authors: Huntington, Nathaniel G. (Nathaniel
Gilbert), 1785-1848 -- White, Hutchison & Dwier
-- Oberlin, Ann -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 17 cm.
7th ed.
Sig. 'Ann Oberlin.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 7246.
Cassidy H86 S9 1836 (PrCt)

29462 Geography - 1837
Practical system of modern geography. New York :
Robinson&Pratt, 1837.
Authors: Olney, J. (Jesse), 1798-1872 --
Robinson & Pratt -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 v. ; xx cm.
25th ed.
Sig. 'Mary A. Stockwell.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 4042.
Cassidy O4 P7 1837 (PrCt)

29463 Geography - 1837
The World as it is : containing a view of the
present condition of its principal nations ... with
anecdotes of distinguished characters, and
numerous engravings / by Samuel Perkins. [New
Haven?] : Thomas Belknap, 1837.
Authors: Perkins, Samuel, 1767-1850 -- Belknap,
Thomas -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
map ; 19 cm.
2nd ed.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes G121 .P44 1837 (NLO)

29464 Geography - 1837
Smith's geography on the productive system.
Authors: Smith, Roswell Chamberlain, 1797-1875
-- Marshall, W. -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 17 cm.
T.p. wanting, imprint from cover.
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 3596.
Cassidy S6 G4 1837 (PrCt)

29465 Geography - 1837<<>>Atlases - 1837
Easy introduction to the study of geography.
Authors: Smiley, Thomas T. (Thomas Tucker), d.
1879 -- Grigg, Elliot & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 11 maps ; 153 x 98 mm.
35th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

29466 Geography - 1837<<>>Atlases, British -
1837<<>>Texas - Maps - 1837
Manual de geografia : con varios mapas y tablas,
según el estado político-económico de todos los
países del mundo / por J. de Alcala. Londres
[London] : En casa de Ackermann y Compa.,
1837.
Authors: Alcala, J. de -- Bartlett, fl. ca. 1837 --
Ackermann and Co. -- Vizetelly, Branston and
Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
hand col. maps (some folded) ; 16 cm.
Spine title: Geografia moderna
"Vizetelly, Branston and Co., printers"--T.p.
verso.
Some maps signed: Bartlett sculpt.
Includes map of Texas?
Title vignette.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes G121 .A53 1837 (NLO)

29467 Geography - 1837<<>>Atlases, German -
1837<<>>Atlases - 1837
Handbuch der neuesten Erdbeschreibung / von
G. Brückner ; mit einer menge Tabellen,
erklärender Figuren in Holzschnitten, in Stahl
gestochener Charten, und einem alphabetisch
gedruckten Register. Hildburghausen, Germany :
Druck und Verlag des Bibliographischen Instituts,
1837.
Authors: Meyer, Joseph, 1796-1856 -- Brückner,
Georg, 1800-1881 -- Radefeld, Carl Christian
Franz, 1788-1874 -- Renner, L. -- Metzroth, C.
(Carl), 1824-1875 -- Sporer, F. -- Schleifmann, H.
-- Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig --
Cumberland University -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library) -- Brueckner,
Georg, 1800-1881 SEE Brückner, Georg,
1800-1881
(most hand col.) ; 20 cm.
Half title: Brückner’s Handbuch der neuesten
Erdbeschreibung
Some maps drawn by Haupt. Radefeld, C.
Metzroth, and Leut. Renner; some maps
engraved by H. Schleifmann, and F. Sporer.
Includes index.
Espenhorst notes maps for 1835 and 1836
editions from "Atlas zum Handgebrauche für die
gesamte Erdbeschreibung," also known as

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Geography - 1839
Authors: Olney, J. (Jesse), 1798-1872 -- Robinson & Pratt -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 17 cm.
32d ed.
Sig. 'George W. Sanderson.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 4526.
Cassidy O4 P7 1839b (PrCt)

Geography - 1839
Geography on the productive system : for schools, academies, and families : accompanied by a large and valuable atlas / by Roswell C. Smith. Hartford : Daniel Burgess & Co. ; Spalding and Storrs, 1839, c1836.
Authors: Smith, Roswell Chamberlain, 1797-1875 -- Daniel Burgess & Co. -- Spalding & Storrs -- Case, Tiffany, and Burnham -- Kelley, Charles E. -- Bickford, John D. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
274 p. : ill., 2 maps ; 17 cm.
Rev. and improved.
At head of title: Smith’s geography.
"Case, Tiffany, & Burnham, Printers, Pearl Street, Hartford, Conn."--T.p. verso.
Atlas published separately under title: Smith’s atlas, designed to accompany the geography.
Includes questions and exercises for the student.
Former owner’s inscription: Charles E. Kelley.
Former owner: John D. Bickford.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Checklist Amer. imprints, 58585
Baskes G125 .GS59 1839 (NLO)

Geography - 1839
Authors: Stewart, Alexander, 1781-1862 -- Wright, A. -- Oliver and Boyd (Edinburgh, Scotland) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
29480

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
29481 Geography - 1840
The World as it is : containing a view of the present condition of its principal nations ... with anecdotes of distinguished characters and numerous engravings / by Samuel Perkins. [New Haven?] : Thomas Belknap, 1840.
Authors: Perkins, Samuel, 1767-1850 -- Belknap, Thomas -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
5th ed.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G121 .P44 1840 (NLO)

29482 Geography - 1840
Smith's geography on the productive system.
Hartford : Spalding & Storrs, 1840.
Authors: Smith, Roswell Chamberlain, 1797-1875 -- Spalding & Storrs -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 17 cm.
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 4270.
Cassidy S6 G4 1840 (PrCt)

29483 Geography - 1840
Authors: Soulice, Théodore -- Delloye, H.-L. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 2 maps ; 142 x 88 mm.
6th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

29484 Geography - 1840 Atlases - 1840
A Pictorial geography of the world : comprising a system of universal geography, popular and scientific, including a physical, political, and statistical account of the earth and its various divisions, with numerous sketches from recent travels, and illustrated by more than one thousand engravings, of manners, costumes, curiosities, cities, edifices, ruins, beasts, birds, fishes, reptiles, trees, plants, fruits, &c., with a copious index, answering the purpose of a gazetteer / by S.G. Goodrich. Boston : Otis, Broaders, and Company, 1840.
2 v. (1008 p.) : ill., maps ; 28 cm.
3rd ed.
With an added illustrated t.p., signed: W. Croome, del. A. Hartwell, sc.
"Cambridge: stereotyped and printed by Folsom, Wells, and Thurston, printers to the University."--T.p. verso.
Vol. 2 has only engraved t.p.
"The first edition of this work was published in 1831, but being found imperfect, was revised ... the new edition was mainly prepared by T.S. Bradford [i.e. T.G. Bradford]?"--Samuel G. Goodrich, Recollections of a lifetime (1856), v. 2, p. 538.
Includes index.
Former owner: Wallace Gallaher.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G121 .G64 1840 (NLO)

29485 Geography - 1840 Atlases, British - 1840
Authors: Pinnock, William, 1782-1860 -- Russell -- Gibbs, G. F. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
One map engraved by Russell.
Includes questions and exercises for the student.
"Continued to the year MDCCXLV."
"Thirty-fourth thousand."
Publisher's advertisements, [4] p. at end: List of elementary works by W. Pinnock.
Series: Pinnock's made easy series.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G125 .P56 1847 (NLO)

29486 Geography - 1840 Atlases, British - 1840
Pinnock's catechism of universal geography.
London : Whittaker, 1840.
Authors: Pinnock, William, 1782-1843 -- Whittaker -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 8 maps ; 142 x 90 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

29487 Geography - 1840 Atlases, Czech - 1840
Johann Georg August Galletti's ... Allgemeine weltkunde, oder Encyklopädie für geographie, statistik und staatengeschichte ... Pesth [ Pest] : Konrad Adolph Hartleben, 1840.
Authors: Galletti, Johann Georg August, 1750-1828 -- Cannabich, J. G. Fr. (Johann Günther Friedrich), 1777-1859 -- Meynert, Hermann -- Huber, D. -- Biller, Franz -- Stein, C.
Except for the U.S. map, all maps and selected illustrations also cataloged separately.

N 372

LC Card Number: 32013832

G 11 .607 (NLO)

29489

Geography - 1840

World maps - 1840

British Isles - Maps - 1840


Authors: William and Robert Chambers -- Allen, Meggy -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

64 p., [1] leaf of plates : ill., 2 maps ; 17 cm.

At head of t.p.: Chambers's educational course-edited by W. and R. Chambers.

Series: Chamber's educational course.

Former owner: Meggy Allen.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G125 .G45 1840 (NLO)

29490

Geography - 1841


Authors: Olney, J. (Jesse), 1798-1872 -- Robinson & Pratt -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. ; xx cm.

35th ed.

Sig. 'Wm. Stephens.'

Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.

Cassidy inv. # 4120.

Cassidy O4 P7 1841 (PrCt)

29491

Geography - 1841


Authors: Smith, Roswell Chamberlain, 1797-1875 -- Paine, John -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. ; 17 cm.

Sig. 'Betsey H. Bemis.'

Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.

Cassidy inv. # 7002.

Cassidy S6 G4 1841 (PrCt)

29492

Geography - 1841

Outlines of geography and history. Philadelphia : Hogan & Thompson, 1841.

Authors: Emerson, Frederick -- Hogan & Thompson -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 11 maps ; 174 x 118 mm.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

29493 Geography - 1841 Atlases - 1841
A Pictorial geography of the world : comprising a
system of universal geography, popular and
scientific, including a physical, political, and
statistical account of the earth and its various
divisions, with numerous sketches from recent
travels, and illustrated by more than one
thousand engravings, of manners, costumes, curiosities, cities, edifices, ruins, beasts, birds,
fishes, reptiles, trees, plants, fruits, &c., with a
copious index, answering the purpose of a
gazetteer / by S.G. Goodrich. Boston : Published
by C.D. Strong, 1841, c1840.
Authors: Goodrich, Samuel G. (Samuel
Griswold), 1793-1860 -- Bradford, T. G. (Thomas
Gamaliel), 1802-1887 -- Croome, William,
1790-1860 -- Hartwell, Alonzo, 1805-1873 --
Strong, Charles D. -- Harris, Andrew F., fl. 1848
-- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
2 v. (1008 p.) : ill., 22 maps ; 27 cm.
10th ed., of 1000 each
Added illustrated t.p.; signed: W. Croome, del. A.
Hartwell, sc.
Spine title: Goodrich's pictorial geography
Vol. 2 has only engraved t.p.
"The first edition of this work was published in
1831, but being found imperfect, was revised ...
the new edition was mainly prepared by T.S.
Bradford [i.e. T.G. Bradford?]" --Samuel G.
Goodrich, Recollections of a lifetime (1856), v. 2,
p. 538.
Includes index.
Bound in full leather with spine title: Goodrich's pictorial geography.
Owner's inscription: Andrew F. Harris book bot.
Jan. 25, 1848.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes G121 .G64 1841 (NLO)

29494 Geography - 1841 Atlases, German - 1841
Der kleine Geograph, oder, Hand-Atlas für
Elementarschulen / herausgegeben von P. J.
Beumer. Wesel : Verlag, Druck und Lithographie
von Johann Bagel, [1841].
Authors: Bagel, Johann, d. 1843 -- Beumer, P. J.
(Philipp Jakob), 1809-1885 -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
maps ; 14 x 18 cm.
Edition: 2., sehr verb. Aufl.
"Vorwort" dated: 1841.
Relief shown by hachures.
Publisher's blue printed paper wrappers.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst 61.2
Baskes G1019 .B258 1841 (NLO)

29495 Geography - 1841 Cartography -
Problems, exercises, etc. - 1841 Map
drawing - Handbooks, manuals, etc. -
1841 Cartography - Handbooks, manuals,
etc. - 1841
An Abridgment of Geographical exercises, for
practical examinations on maps : written for the
junior department of the New-York high schools,
and adopted by the Public School Society :
accompanied by an atlas of fourteen maps / by
Joseph C. Hart. New York : Published by Samuel
S. & William Wood, [18417].
Authors: Hart, Joseph C., -1855 -- Samuel S. &
William Wood (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library) -- Wood (Samuel
S. & William), firm SEE Samuel S. & William
Wood (Firm)
107 p. : ill.; 16 cm.
20th ed., improved.
Uniform title: Geographical exercises. Selections
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes G131 .H37 1841 (NLO)

29496 Geography - 1841 Hawaiian language -
Texts
He vahi hoikehonua he mea ia e hoakaka'i ke
ano o ka honua nei. Oahu, Honolulu : Pai
Palapala Katolika, 1842.
Authors: Catholic Press (Hawaii) -- Remy, Jules,
1826-1893 -- Edward E. Ayer Hawaiian
Language Collection (Newberry Library)
52 pages ; 14 cm
At head of title: V.C.J.S.
English title in Forbes: A geography, something
describing the form of the earth.
Former owner's signature: Jules Remy.
Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Hawaiian
Language Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cataloged and conserved as part of the Sister
Ann Ida Gannon Initiative at the Newberry
Library.
References: Newberry Library. Hawaiian
Language, 295; Forbes, David W. Hawaiian
national bibliography, 1780-1900, 1347; Judd, B.
Hawaiian language imprints, 249
Ayer G125 .V34 1842 (NLO)

29497 Geography - 1841 System of geography
System of geography. Edinburgh : A. Fullarton,
1841.
Authors: Bell , James -- Gray, R. Scott -- A.
Fullarton & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
2 v. : 18 maps ; 220 x 144 mm.
E:Gray,RScott
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

29498 Geography - 1842
Practical system of modern geography. New York
: Robinson & Pratt, 1842 .
Authors: Olney, J. (Jesse), 1798-1872 --

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
29499 Geography - 1842
Authors: Olney, J. (Jesse), 1798-1872 -- Robinson & Pratt -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; xx cm.
38th ed.
Sig. 'Mary A. Tower.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 1087.
Cassidy O4 P7 1842a (PrCt)

29500 Geography - 1842
ii, 164 p. : ill. ; 18 cm.
Does not include maps.
"Printed by J. S. Folds, Son, and Patton."--T.p. verso.
Includes questions and problems for the student.
Publisher's advertisements on endpapers.
Former owner's inscription: Edward Fry Bristol.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G125 .S85 1842 (NLO)

29501 Geography - 1842
Authors: Worcester, Joseph E. (Joseph Emerson), 1784-1865 -- Williams, David H., fl. 1830-1842 -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 19 cm.
'Rev. & impr. ed.;' ex lib. Willis O. Underwood.
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 4645.
Cassidy W67 E4 1842 (PrCt)

29502 Geography - 1842
Authors: Clark, Noah B. -- White -- Dwier -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 11 maps ; 137 x 120 mm.
9th ed.
origP:White,Dwier
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

29503 Geography - 1842
Authors: Guy, J. (John) -- Chabot, Charles, 1815-1882 -- Allman, Thomas, 1792-1870 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 6 maps ; 135 x 90 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

29504 Geography - 1842
Authors: Phillips, R. (Richard), Sir, 1767-1840 -- Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846 -- Hall, Sidney -- Spottiswoode, Andrew -- Longman, Brown, Green, and Longmans -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Publication date from p. [1] of publisher's catalog.
Cover title: Goldsmith's grammar of geography Maps engraved by S. Hall. 'Printed by A. Spottiswoode, New-street-Square'--P. 230.
Geographical clock with volvelle as frontispiece. Publisher's advertisements on front paste down and publisher's catalog, 16 p. at end.
Includes problems and exercises.
'Price 3/6 Bound'
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G125 .P536 1842b (NLO)

29505 Geography - 1842
A Grammar of geography : for the use of schools : with maps and illustrations / by the Rev. J. Goldsmith ; improved and enlarged by the Rev. G.N. Wright. London ; Glasgow ; Dublin : Printed for William Tegg & Co. ; Griffin & Co. ; Cumming & Ferguson, [ca. 1842].
Authors: Phillips, R. (Richard), Sir, 1767-1840 -- Wright, G. N. (George Newenham), 1797-1877 -- Shury, James -- Sharpe, Charles William, 1818-1899 -- Haddon, John -- William Tegg and Co. -- Tegg, William, 1816-1895 -- Griffin & Co. (Glasgow, Scotland) -- Cumming & Ferguson --


Cover title: Goldsmith's grammar of geography
Maps engraved by J. Shury, illustrations engraved by Sharpe.

'J. Haddon, Castle Street, Finsbury'--P. 242.

Includes extra pages 143*--144* and 145*--146*.

Geographic clock as volvelle facing p. iv.

Publisher's catalog: [2] p. at end.

Includes problems and exercises.

Engraved title page.

Owner's signature: Mast'r Wilkey.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G125 .P536 1842 (NLO)

29506

Geography - 1843

School geography: system of modern geography.
Philadelphia : ThomasCowperthwait, 1843.

Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co. -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : ill. ; 17 cm.

1st ed.

Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.

Cassidy inv. # 7748.

Cassidy M5 S34 1843 (PrCt)

29507

Geography - 1843

Smith's geography on the productive system.
Hartford : J. Paine, 1843.

Authors: Smith, Roswell Chamberlain, 1797-1875 -- Paine, John -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. ; 17 cm.

Label of Francis Putnam.

Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.

Cassidy inv. # 4496.

Cassidy S6 G4 1843 (PrCt)

29508

Geography - 1843---Atlases - 1843

Peter Parley's method of telling about geography to children : with nine maps and seventy-five engravings : principally for the use of schools.
New-York : Huntington and Savage, 1843.

Authors: Goodrich, Samuel G. (Samuel Griswold), 1793-1860 -- Huntington and Savage -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

120 pages : illustrations, 9 maps ; 14 cm

Cover title: Peter Parley's geography for children

Running title: Geography for children

Copyright statement names Goodrich.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G133 .G59 1843 (NLO)

29509

Geography - 1843---Atlases, British - 1843

A Geographical, historical, and commercial grammar in miniature : exhibiting the present state of the world ... London : Printed for Thomas Tegg, 73 Cheapside, and R. Griffin and Co., Glasgow, 1843.


[iv], 824 p., [8] leaves of plates (folded) : 7 maps ; 15 cm.

'A new edition revised, greatly enlarged, and brought down to the end of 1842, by R. A. Davenport.'

'By William Guthrie ; the astronmical part by James Ferguson ...'

Spine title: Guthrie's geography in miniature by Davenport.

'Of this popular grammar, Knox, the bookseller is said to be the real compiler.' --Watt. Bibliotheca britannica, 1824, v. 1, p. 452.

Maps engraved by J. Shury.

'London: Balne Brothers, Printers, Gracechurch Street'--On t.p. verso.

'... The diminutive size of the Miniature Guthrie may perhaps suggest the idea that it is an abridgment of the octavo edition. This, however, is not the case, it being, in fact, an expansion of it: the octavo contains 900 pages; this edition, if it were printed in the same manner as that, would extend to between 1200 and 1300 pages ...'--From advertisement on [iii-iv.]

Other editions issued under titles: A new geographical, historical, and commercial grammar, A geographical, historical, and commercial grammar, A system of modern geography, A new system of modern geography, and A universal geography.

Includes index.

Contents: (from t.p.) I. An account of the earth, considered as a planet, with geographical definitions and problems -- II. A general view of the planetary system -- III. A description of the varieties of the human race, and a sketch of the various religions -- IV. The grand divisions of the globe into land and water, continents and islands -- V. The situation and extent of empires, kingdoms, states, and colonies -- VI. Their climate, air, soil, vegetable and mineral productions, natural curiosities, seas, rivers, and lakes -- VII. Observations on the changes that have been remarked upon the face of nature since the most early period -- VIII. The history and origin of nations, their forms of...
government, religion, laws, revenues, taxes, naval and military strength -- IX. The genius, manners, customs, and habits of the people -- X. Their language, learning, arts, sciences, manufactures, and commerce -- XI. The chief cities, structures, ruins, and artificial curiosities. -- To which are added, I. A geographical index, with the names of places alphabetically arranged, and their latitudes and longitudes. -- II. A table of the coins, and their value in English money. -- III. A chronological table of remarkable events from the creation to the present time. IV. An obituary of eminent an illustrious persons, of every age and nation.


Owner's label: J. Draper. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G114 .G9 1843 (NLO)

29510 Geography - 1843 Atlases, British - 1843
Guthrie's geographical grammar in miniature.
London : T. Tegg, 1843.
Authors: Guthrie, William, 1708-1770 -- Shury, J. -- Davenport, R. A. (Richard Alfred), 1777?-1852 -- Tegg, Thomas, 1776-1845 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 8 maps ; 150 x 102 mm.
E:JShury;ed:RADavenport
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G114 .G9 1843 (NLO)

29511 Geography - 1843 Atlases, British - 1843
Guy's school geography, on a new and easy plan: comprising not only a complete general description, but much topographical information, in a well digested order ... expressly adapted to every age and capacity, and to every class of learners, both in ladies' and gentlemen's schools / by Joseph Guy. London : Cradock and Co., 1843.
Authors: Guy, Joseph, 1784-1867 -- G.W. Russell & Son (Firm) -- Cradock & Co. -- Stewart, Elinor -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
16th ed., enl. and thoroughly corr.
Running title: Guy's geography
Maps engraved by Russell & Son.
Imperfect: lacking part of map of Europe
Includes 'Problems to be solved on the terrestrial globe' and 'Questions ... on the map of the world' (p. 172-193).
Publisher's catalog: [4] p. at end.
Owner's inscription: Elinor Stewart.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G125 .G895 1843 (NLO)

29512 Geography - 1843 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Mitchel, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 14 maps ; 154 x 130 mm.
1st ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

29513 Geography - 1843 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Stewart, Alexander, 1781-1862 -- Wright, A. -- Oliver and Boyd (Edinburgh, Scotland) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 9 maps ; 153 x 100 mm.
7th ed.
C&E:AWright
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

29514 Geography - 1843 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Stewart, Alexander, 1781-1862 -- Wright, A. -- Oliver and Boyd (Edinburgh, Scotland) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 9 maps ; 153 x 100 mm.
7th ed.
C&E:AWright
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

29515 Geography - 1844
Authors: Mitchel, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co. -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : i11s. ; 17 cm.
1st ed.
Inscr.: 'Man can gain nothing by telling lies.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.

Cassidy M5 S34 1844a (PrCt)

29516 Geography - 1844
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co. -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : i11s. ; 17 cm.
Geography - 1844
Smith's geography on the productive system.
Authors: Smith, Roswell Chamberlain, 1797-1875
-- Paine, John -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 17 cm.
Frt. paper cover torn off board.
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 10004.
Cassidy W6 M6 1844 (PrCt)

29520 Geography - 1844
System of geography for use of schools. New
Authors: Morse, Sidney E. (Sidney Edwards),
1794-1871 -- Harper & Brothers -- Martin M.
Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 49 maps ; 31 cm.
Fr. cov. stitched together.
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 7597.
folio Cassidy M75 S9 1844 (PrCt)

29521 Geography - 1844
Descriptive geography. London : J.W. Parker,
1844.
Authors: Society for Promoting Christian
Knowledge (Great Britain) -- Parker, J. W. --
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 6 maps ; 141 x 94 mm.
Instructor's v. 5.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)
the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 5115.

Cassidy M5 S34 1845b (PrCt)

29526 Geography - 1845
Practical system of modern geography. New York : Pratt & Woodford, 1845.
Authors: Olney, J. (Jesse), 1798-1872 -- Pratt, Woodford & Co. -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 17 cm.
48th ed.
Front board replaced with one in full leather.
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 7220.

Cassidy O4 P7 1845 (PrCt)

29527 Geography - 1845
Authors: Smith, Roswell Chamberlain, 1797-1875 -- Paine and Burgess -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 17 cm.
Ex lib. North-West Boys' School.
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 4121.

Cassidy S6 G4 1845 (PrCt)

29528 Geography - 1845
Authors: Woodbridge, William C. (William Channing), 1794-1845 -- Belknap & Hamersley -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 17 cm.
2d ed.
Sig. 'Sam Nichols.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 4548.

Cassidy W6 M6 1845 (PrCt)

29529 Geography - 1845 Altases - 1845
Peter Parley's geography for beginners : with eighteen maps and one hundred and fifty engravings. New York : Huntington and Savage, 1845, c1844.
Authors: Goodrich, Samuel G. (Samuel Griswold), 1793-1860 -- Huntington and Savage -- Boston Type and Stereotype Foundry -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
160 p. : ill., 18 maps ; 15 cm.
Cover title: Parley's new geography
Copyright statement names Samuel G. Goodrich.
"Stereotyped at the Boston Type and Stereotyped Foundry." -- Title page verso.
Includes questions and problems for the student.
Added engraved title page.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G133 .G595 1845 (NLO)

29530 Geography - 1845 Atlases - 1845
A Pictorial geography of the world : comprising a system of universal geography, popular and scientific, including a physical, political, and statistical account of the earth and its various divisions, with numerous sketches from recent travels, and illustrated by more than one thousand engravings of manners, costumes, curiosities, cities, edifices, ruins, beasts, birds, fishes, reptiles, trees, plants, fruits, &c., with a copious index, answering the purpose of a gazetteer / by S.G. Goodrich. Boston : Published by C.D. Strong, 1845, c1840.
1008 p. : ill., 22 maps ; 27 cm.
13th ed., of 1000 each
Bound in full leather with spine title: Goodrich's pictorial geography.
With an added illustrated t.p., signed: W. Croome, del. A. Hartwell, sc.
"The first edition of this work was published in 1831, but being found imperfect, was revised ... the new edition was mainly prepared by T.S. Bradford [i.e. T.G. Bradford?]." -- Samuel G. Goodrich, Recollections of a lifetime (1856), v. 2, p. 538.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G121 .G64 1845 (NLO)

29531 Geography - 1845 Atlases - 1845
A National geography, for schools : illustrated by 220 engravings, and 33 maps : with a globe map on a new plan / by S.G. Goodrich. New York : Published by Huntington & Savage : C.A. Alvord, printer, 1845.
Authors: Goodrich, Samuel G. (Samuel Griswold), 1793-1860 -- Clark (Engraver) -- Huntington and Savage -- Alvord, Corydon A., approximately 1812-1874 -- Geographic Society of Chicago -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Maps engraved by Clark.
Includes questions and exercises for the student.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Stamp: The Geographic Society of Chicago, 1927.
LC Card Number: 05027719

Baskes folio G125 .G645 1845 (NLO)

29532 Geography - 1845 Atlases - 1845
Authors: Goodrich, Samuel G. (Samuel Griswold), 1793-1860 -- C.A. Alvord, printer, 1845.
Authors: Goodrich, Samuel G. (Samuel Griswold), 1793-1860 -- C.A. Alvord, printer, 1845.
Griswold), 1793-1860 -- Clark (Engraver) --
Huntington and Savage -- Alvord, Corydon A.,
approximately 1812-1874 -- Martin M. Cassidy
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 29 cm.
Title page in black & red.
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 5061.

29536 Geography - 1845 Atlasses, British - 1845

Geography for children, on a perfectly easy plan:
adapted for the use of schools and private
families / by John Guy. London : T. Allman,
1845.
Authors: Guy, J. (John) -- Chabot, Charles,
1815-1882 -- Allman, T. J. -- Mayo, W., fl. 1845 --
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
10th ed.
Cover title: John Guy’s geography
Running title: John Guy’s geography for children
Frontispiece map by Chabot.
Includes questions and exercises for the student.
Publisher’s binding.
Partial page of publisher’s catalog tipped in:
Simpkin, Marshall, and Co.’s select list of school
books.
Owner’s inscription: W. Mayo, April 19, 1845.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes G125 .P75 1845 (NLO)

29537 Geography - 1845 Atlasses, Dutch - 1845

A System of geography for the use of schools:
illustrated with more than fifty cerographic maps
and numerous wood-cut engravings / by Sidney
E. Morse. New York : Harper & Brothers, 1845,
c1844.
Authors: Morse, Sidney E. (Sidney Edwards),
1794-1871 -- Harper -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
72 p. : ill., 49 maps ; 32 cm.
On cover: Morse’s school geography illustrated
with geographic maps.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet
by R. Baskes).
Baskes folio G125 .M86 1845 (NLO)

29538 Geography - 1845 Hawaii - Geography -
1845 Hawaiian language - Texts

He hoikehonua, he mea ia e hoakaka’ai ke ano o
ka honua nei, a me na mea maluna iho / ua
unuhiiia noloko mai o ka hoikehonua a W.C.
Woodbridge. Oahu : Mea Pai Palapala a na
Missionari, 1845.
Authors: Woodbridge, William C. (William
Channing), 1794-1845 -- Richards, William,
1793-1847 -- Whitney, Samuel, 1793-1845 --
Mission Press (Hawaii) -- Remy, Jules,
1826-1893 -- Edward E. Ayer Hawaiian
Language Collection (Newberry Library)
vii, 197 p. ; ill. ; 19 cm.
Uniform title: Rudiments of geography. Hawaiian
English title in Forbes: A geography, something
describing the form of the earth, and things on it.
Translated from the geography of W.C.
Woodbridge.
Translated by Samuel Whitney (cf. Forbes,
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>G125 .F69 1845 (NLO)</td>
<td>Geography - 1846</td>
<td>Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M5 P7 1846a (PrCt)</td>
<td>Primary geography. Philadelphia : Thomas Cowperthwait, 1846. Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Thomas, Cowperthwait &amp; Co. -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. ; 15 cm. Green spine; sig. 'Elmer F. Hinnershitz.' Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library. Cassidy inv. # 3915.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M5 P7 1846c (PrCt)</td>
<td>Primary geography. Philadelphia : Thomas Cowperthwait, 1846. Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Thomas, Cowperthwait &amp; Co. -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. ; 15 cm. Green spine; sig. 'Lydia Osgood.' Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library. Cassidy inv. # 4526.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Geography - 1846
Authors: Smith, Roswell Chamberlain, 1797-1875 -- Daniel Burgess & Co. -- Stiles, Sherman & Smith -- Sherman & Smith -- Paine, John -- Paine and Burgess -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
72 p. : ill., 20 maps (chiefly col.) ; 31 cm
Cover title: Smith's quarto geography
Maps by Daniel Burgess, Stiles, Sherman & Smith, Sherman & Smith, and John Paine.
Includes questions and exercises for the student.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 05028485
Baskes folio G125 .S595 1846 (NLO)

Geography - 1846
Authors: Warren, William, 1806-1879 -- Boynton, George W., -1884 -- Hyde, Lord & Duren -- Simmons, Martin -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Cover title: Warren's system of geography
Maps engraved by G.W. Boynton.
Includes questions and exercises for the student.
Illustrated publisher's binding; publisher's advertisements on back cover.
Former owner's signature: Martin Simmons.
Former owners' signatures and handwriting samples in several hands, some dated 1851.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G125 .W38 1846 (NLO)

Geography - 1846
Geography generalized, or, An introduction to the study of geography on the principles of classification and comparison, with maps and illustrations, and an introduction to astronomy / by Robert Sullivan. Dublin ; London ; Edinburgh : William Curry, Jun., and Company ; Longman, Brown, Green, and Longmans ; Fraser & Co., 1846.
v, 288 p. : ill., 10 maps ; 17 cm.
6th ed., enl. and improved.
Cover title: Sullivan’s geography generalized
Frontispiece map of Western and Eastern hemispheres engraved by J. Kirkwood.
"Printed by Alexander Thom, 87, Abbey-street, Dublin"--T.p. verso.
Publisher's advertisements pasted to front paste-down: Improved school books, by Professor Sullivan.
Includes questions and problems for the student.
Includes index.
Series: Improved school books / by Professor Sullivan
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G125 .S85 1846 (NLO)

Geography - 1846
Authors: Marietti, Giacinto -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Edition: Ed. 5a con aggiunte e correzioni.
Includes questions for students.
Title vignette.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G125 .E54 1846 (NLO)

Geography - 1846
Nouveau dictionnaire géographique universel : contenant une description détaillée des royaumes, empires, états, contrées, villes, bourgs, villages, fleuves, rivieres, mers, iles, lacs et montagnes du globe ... Limoges : Barbou Frères, 1846.
Authors: Vosgien, (Prudence Guillaume), baron de, 1779-1836 -- Barbou Frères -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Ladvocat, Jean Baptiste, 1709-1765 SEE Vosgien, 1709-1765
[8], 694 p., [12] leaves of plates (some folded) : ill., 7 maps ; 22 cm.
Half-title.
'Rédigé sur un plan nouveau par M. le Chevalier de Roujoux.'
Maps dated 1830-1834.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G102 .V6 1846 (NLO)

Geography - 1846
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Thomas, Cowperthwait
29563 Geography - 1847
*Smith's geography on the productive system.*
New York : Paine & Burgess, 1847.
Authors: Smith, Roswell Chamberlain, 1797-1875
-- Paine and Burgess -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 17 cm.
Sig. 'Isaac Daniels.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 5120.
*Cassidy S6 G4 1847 (PrCt)*

29564 Geography - 1847
*Modern school geography.*
Hartford : Belknap & Hamersley, 1847.
Authors: Woodbridge, William C. (William Channing), 1794-1845 -- Belknap & Hamersley -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 17 cm.
5th ed.
Ex lib. Essex Inst.
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 3961.
*Cassidy W6 M6 1847 (PrCt)*

29565 Geography - 1847
*System of geography for use of schools.*
Authors: Morse, Sidney E. (Sidney Edwards), 1794-1871 -- Harper & Brothers -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 49 maps ; 31 cm.
Sig. 'Mary H. Ecton.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 7586.
*folio Cassidy M75 S9 1847 (PrCt)*

29566 Geography - 1847
*Smith's quarto or second book in geography.*
New York : Cady & Burgess, 1847.
Authors: Smith, Roswell Chamberlain, 1797-1875
-- Cady & Burgess -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 22 maps ; 303 x 245 mm.
7th ed.
(1839-1847); cover 1848
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

29567 Geography - 1847
*Elements of geography, on a new plan: rendered plain and amusing, for preparatory schools and family instruction ... / by Ingram Cobbin.*
Authors: Cobbin, Ingram, 1777-1851 -- Hall, Sidney -- Ward and Co. (London, England) -- Bailey, M. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
vi, 118 p., [10] leaves of plates (some folded) : ill., 8 maps ; 15 cm.
Geography - 1847
Authors: Phillips, R. (Richard), Sir, 1767-1840 -- Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846 -- Hall, Sidney -- Longman, Brown, Green, and Longmans -- Spottiswoodes and Shaw -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Publication date from publisher’s catalog (16 p. at end).
Cover title: Goldsmith’s grammar of geography
Imperfect: volvelle missing.
Maps engraved by S. Hall.
'Spottiswoode and Shaw, New-street-Square'--P. 230
'Price 3/6 Bound'
Includes questions and exercises for the student.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

29572 Geography - 1848
A National geography, for schools : illustrated by 220 engravings, and 60 maps : with a globe map on a new plan / by S.G. Goodrich. New York : Published by Huntington and Savage, 1848, c1845.
Authors: Goodrich, Samuel G. (Samuel Griswold), 1793-1860 -- Boynton, George W., -1884 -- Clark (Engraver) -- Butler, Joline J. -- Huntington and Savage -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
112 p. : ill., 18 maps ; 26 cm.
Improved ed.
Cover title: Goodrich’s national geography
Maps by G.W. Boynton, Clark, and J.J. Butler.
Includes questions and exercises for the student.
Imperfect; lacking p. 15-16, 21-36, and 39-62; lacking globe map in pocket.
Includes index.
Some maps hand colored in outline by former owner[?].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Sabin 27922
LC Card Number:05027717

Baskes G125 .G645 1848 (NLO)

29572 Geography - 1848

Practical system of modern geography. New York : Pratt&Woodford, 1848.
Authors: Olney, J. (Jesse), 1798-1872 -- Pratt, Woodford & Co. -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; xx cm.
56th ed.
Sig. 'Jane Gary.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 4643.

Cassidy O4 P7 1848 (PrCt)

29574 Geography - 1848

A System of geography for the use of schools : illustrated with more than fifty cerographic maps and numerous wood-cut engravings / by Sidney E. Morse. New York : Harper & Brothers, 1848, c1844.
Authors: Morse, Sidney E. (Sidney Edwards), 1794-1871 -- Harper & Brothers -- Roger S.
29578

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
72 p. : ill., 50 maps ; 32 cm.
On cover: Morse’s school geography illustrated with geographic maps.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).

Baskes folio G125 .M86 1849 (NLO)

29579

Geography - 1848

Authors: Smith, Roswell Chamberlain, 1797-1875 -- Cady & Burgess -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 20 maps ; 160 x 128 mm.
7th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

(PrCt)

29580

Geography - 1849

Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co. -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : ills. ; 17 cm.
3d ed.
Inscrip.: 'Jeff. Girl's Gramm. School.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.

Cassidy inv. # 3020.

Cassidy M5 S34 1849a (PrCt)

29581

Geography - 1849

Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co. -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 14 maps ; 17 cm.
2d ed.
Sig. 'Charles Findley.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.

Cassidy inv. # 4459.

Cassidy M5 P7 1849 (PrCt)

29579

Geography - 1849

Authors: Morse, Sidney E. (Sidney Edwards), 1794-1871 -- Harper & Brothers -- Wilson, Sophia F. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
72 p. : ill., 53 col. maps ; 32 cm.
Cover title: Morse’s school geography : illustrated with cerographic maps
Publisher’s illustrated paper covered boards; publisher’s advertisement on back cover.
Former owner’s signature: Sophia F. Wilson.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G125 .M86 1849 (NLO)

29580

Geography - 1849

Modern geography : for use of schools, academies, etc. on a new plan : by which the acquisition of geographical knowledge is greatly facilitated : illustrated with maps and numerous engravings / by R.M. Smith. Philadelphia : Grigg, Elliot & Co., 1849, c1848.
Authors: Smith, R. M. (Richard McAllister), 1819-1870 -- Brightly, Henry A., approximately 1791--1870 -- Grigg, Elliot & Co. -- Leese, Daniel Webster -- Runck, Jesse H. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
80 p. : ill., 17 maps (chiefly hand col.) ; 31 cm
Cover title: Smith’s new common school geography
Maps by H.A. Brightly.
Includes questions and exercises for the student.
Printed in double columns.
Former owner’s inscription: Daniel Webster Leese’s property.
Former owner’s signature: Jesse H. Runck.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 05028487

Baskes folio G125 .S597 1849 (NLO)

29581

Geography - 1849

160 p. : ill., 19 maps (chiefly col.) ; 16 cm.
Includes questions and exercises for the student.
"Illustrated with eighteen maps and upwards of

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
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one hundred beautiful engravings.”
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G125 .S58 1849 (NLO)

29582 Geography - 1849 Atlases, British - 1849
Authors: Hughes, William, 1817-1876 -- Longman, Brown, and Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 8 maps ; 179 x 112 mm.
1st ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

29583 Geography - 1849 Atlases, British - 1849
Geography generalized, or, An introduction to the study of geography on the principles of classification and comparison, with maps and illustrations, and an introduction to astronomy / by Robert Sullivan. Dublin : William Curry ; Alexander Thom, Jun., 1849.
Cover title: Sullivan’s geography generalized
Frontispiece map of Western and Eastern hemispheres drawn and engraved by W. & A.K. Johnston.
Stamp: By grant from the committee of Council on Education.
Includes questions and problems for the student.
Publisher’s advertisement pasted on lining paper: Improved school books, by Professor Sullivan.
Publisher’s binding.
Owner’s inscription: Gift, Ivan Diehle, 7-4-61.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G125 .S85 1849 (NLO)

29584 Geography - 1849 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Woodbridge, William C. (William Channing), 1794-1845 -- Belknap & Hamersley -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 6 maps ; 180 x 115 mm.
7th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

29585 Geography - 1850
Authors: Goodrich, Samuel G. (Samuel Griswold), 1793-1860 -- Huntington and Savage

--- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 27 cm.
T.p. and maps in black & red.
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 7746.
Cassidy G6 N3 1850 (PrCt)

29586 Geography - 1850
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co. -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 17 cm.
2d ed.
Sig. 'Hartwell Morse.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 6037.
Cassidy M5 P7 1850 (PrCt)

29587 Geography - 1850
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co. -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : ills. ; 17 cm.
3d ed.
Lacks t.p.; sig. 'Noar Merrill.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 4497.
Cassidy M5 S34 [1850] (PrCt)

29588 Geography - 1850
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co. -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 32 cm.
Sig. 'Ellen H. Tapley.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 4258.
folio Cassidy M5 I5 1850 (PrCt)

29589 Geography - 1850 Atlases - 1850
Peter Parley’s geography for beginners : with eighteen maps and one hundred and fifty engravings. New York ; Cincinnati ; Huntington and Savage ; Mason and Law ; H.W. Derby & Company, 1850, c1844.
Authors: Goodrich, Samuel G. (Samuel Griswold), 1793-1860 -- Huntington and Savage -- Mason and Law -- H.W. Derby & Co. -- Chall, Lizzie -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
160 p. : ill., 19 hand col. maps ; 16 cm.
Cover title: Parley's new geography
Includes questions and exercises for the student.
Added engraved t.p.
Former owner's signature: Lizzie Chall[?]
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G125 .G646 1850 (NLO)

29590 Geography - 1850 Atlases - 1850
Authors: Bliss, Sylvester -- Jewett, John Punchard, 1814-1884 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 14 maps ; 282 x 239 mm.
4th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

29591 Geography - 1850 Atlases - 1850
Authors: Mattison, Hiram, 1811-1868 -- Huntington and Savage -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 16 maps ; 168 x 112 mm.
8th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

29592 Geography - 1850 Atlases - 1850
Authors: Morse, Sidney E. (Sidney Edwards), 1794-1871 -- Harper & Brothers -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 49 maps ; 31 cm.
Sig. ‘Charles Clark.’
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 5452.
folio Cassidy M75 S9 1850 (PrCt)

29593 Geography - 1850 Atlases, Austrian - 1850 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Baljian, I. H. Alexander V -- Monastery of St. Mary -- Mekhitarist Congregation -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 5 maps ; 182 x 112 mm.
of Mekhitarist Congregation
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

29594 Geography - 1850 Atlases, British - 1850
A Universal geography, in four parts : historical, mathematical, physical, and political / by Thomas Milner. London : Religious Tract Society, [1850].
Authors: Milner, Thomas, d. 1882 -- Petermann, A. (August), 1822-1878 -- Gover, Edward -- Religious Tract Society (Great Britain) -- Eliot, Richard -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Preface and maps dated 1850.
Illustrated by ten maps, with diagrams and sections.
Maps constructed by Augustus Petermann; orographical and hydrographical maps of the world engraved by Edwd. Gover.
Imperfect: issued with 10 maps, but this copy lacking map of Europe
Publisher’s advertisement: [1] p. at end.
Publisher’s binding.
Owner’s inscription: Richard Eliot.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G115 .M5 1850 (NLO)

29595 Geography - 1850 Atlases, British - 1850
Complete system of geography. Edinburgh : Scottish School Book Association, [ca. 1850?].
Authors: Scottish School Book Association (Edinburgh) -- William Whyte & Co. -- Brown, J. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 9 maps ; 186 x 114 mm.
Includes maps engraved by J. Brown.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

29596 Geography - 1850 Geography - Poetry - 1850 Arithmetic - Poetry - 1850
The Poetical geography, designed to accompany outline maps or school atlases : to which are added the rules of arithmetic in rhyme / by George Van Waters. Cincinnati : [s.n.], 1850, c1849.
Authors: Van Waters, George -- Rhodes, Jane, Miss -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
72 p. : ill. ; 23 cm.
Cover title: Poetical geography, with the rules of arithmetic in verse
"Sold by subscription, and not to be obtained at any bookstore in the U.S."--Cover.
Printed in double columns.
Former owner’s inscription: Miss Jane Rhodes book.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G125 .V36 1850 (NLO)

29597 Geography - 1850 (Provisional Heading)
Outlines of physical geography. London : Longman Brown, 1850.
Authors: Hughes, William, 1817-1876 -- Longman, Brown, and Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 8 maps ; 171 x 109 mm.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
2nd ed.

Author: Edw Hughes; C: Wm Hughes

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

29598 Geography - 1850 (Provisional Heading) Primary geography. Philadelphia: Thomas Cowperthwait, 1850.

Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v.: 14 maps; 175 x 150 mm.

2nd ed.

Kp419: Hudson240 Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskets).

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

29599 Geography - 1850 (Provisional Heading) Smith's quarto or second book in geography. New York: Cady & Burgess, 1850.

Authors: Smith, Roswell Chamberlain, 1797-1875 -- Cady & Burgess -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v.: 22 maps; 303 x 243 mm.

13th ed.

(1839-1847) Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)


Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co. -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v.: ill.; 17 cm.

3d ed.

Sig. 'Adela R...[illeg.]'

Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.

Cassidy inv. # 4118.

Cassidy M5 S34 1851 (PrCt)


Authors: Smith, Roswell Chamberlain, 1797-1875 -- Cady & Burgess -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v.; 17 cm.

12th ed.

Sig. 'Charlotte F. Gibson.'

Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.

Cassidy inv. # 4524.

Cassidy S6 F5 1851 (PrCt)


Authors: Garrigue, Rudolph -- Heck, G. -- Weber, Ph. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v.: 42 maps; 238 x 305 mm.

Maps by G. Heck and Ph. Weber.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

29603 Geography - 1851 Atlases - 1851 A Pictorial geography of the world: comprising a system of universal geography, popular and scientific, including a physical, political, and statistical account of the earth and its various divisions, with numerous sketches from recent travels, and illustrated by more than one thousand engravings of manners, costumes, curiosities, cities, edifices, ruins, beasts, birds, fishes, reptiles, trees, plants, fruits, &c., with a copious index, answering the purpose of a gazetteer / by S.G. Goodrich. Boston: Published by C.D. Strong, 1851, c1840.


1008 p.: ill.; 22 maps; 27 cm.

19th ed., 100 each.

With an added illustrated t.p., signed: W. Croome, del. A. Hartwell, sc.

"The first edition of this work was published in 1831, but being found imperfect, was revised ... the new edition was mainly prepared by T.S. Bradford [i.e. T.G. Bradford?]." --Samuel G. Goodrich, Recollections of a lifetime (1856), v. 2, p. 538.

Bound in full leather with spine title: Goodrich's pictorial geography.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G121 .G64 1851 (NLO)


Authors: Mather, J. H. (Joseph Higgins), 1789-1819 -- O.D. Case & Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v.: 8 maps; 171 x 110 mm.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)


Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co.

13th ed.

(1839-1847)

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)
29606 Geography - 1851 Atlases - 1851 Intermediate or secondary geography. Philadelphia: Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co., 1851. Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v.: 40 maps; 306 x 254 mm. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

29607 Geography - 1851 Atlases - 1851 System of geography for use of schools. New York: Harper, 1851. Authors: Morse, Sidney E. (Sidney Edwards), 1794-1871 -- Harper & Brothers -- Cooper, F. I. S. -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v.: 49 maps; 31 cm. Sig. "[F.I.?] S. Cooper." Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library. Cassidy inv. # 7747. folio Cassidy M75 S9 1851 (PrCt)


29609 Geography - 1851 Atlases, British - 1851 Easy lessons on geography. London: Wright Simpkin, 1851. Authors: Hutchinson, James -- Day & Son -- Wright Simpkin -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v.: 6 maps; 142 x 97 mm. 11th ed. E:Day&son,lith Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)


29612 Geography - 1851 Atlases, French - 1851 Abrege de geographie commerciale et historique. Tours: A. Mame, 1851. Authors: F. P. B. -- B., F. P. -- Mame (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v.: 6 maps; 178 x 104 mm. 27th ed. Geography text. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

29613 Geography - 1851 Geography - Poetry - 1851 Arithmetic - Poetry - 1851

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
The Poetical geography : designed to accompany outline maps or school atlases : to which are added the rules of arithmetic in rhyme / by George Van Waters. Cincinnati : Sold by agents only, 1851, c1849.
Authors: Van Waters, George -- Thompson, Nancy, Mrs. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
80 p. : ill., 1 map ; 23 cm.
"Sold by subscription, and not to be obtained at any bookstore in the U.S."--Cover.
Printed in double columns.
Publisher's illustrated paper binding.
Former owner's inscription: Mrs. Nancy Thompson book.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G125 .V36 1851 (NLO)

Geography - 1851<<<<Hawaii - Geography - 1851<<<<Hawaiian language - Texts
He vahi hoikehonua he mea ia e hoakaka'i i ke ano o ka honua nei. Honolulu : Pai Palapala Katolika, 1851.
Authors: Catholic Press (Hawaii) -- Edward E. Ayer Hawaiian Language Collection (Newberry Library)
52 p. ; 14 cm.
At head of title: VCJS.
English title in Forbes: A geography, a treatise explaining what this earth looks like.
Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Hawaiian Language Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cataloged and conserved as part of the Sister Ann Ida Gannon Initiative at the Newberry Library.
References: Forbes, D.W. Hawaiian national bib., 1818; Newberry Library, Hawaiian Language, 296; Forbes, David W. Hawaiian national bibliography, 1780-1900, 1818; Judd, B. Hawaiian language imprints, 309
Ayer G125 .V34 1851 (NLO)

Geography - 1852<<<<Atlases - 1852
Authors: Goodrich, Samuel G. (Samuel Griswold), 1793-1860 -- Savage, George -- Huntington and Savage -- Savage, George -- Mason and Law -- Crane, Ormond J. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
71 pages : illustrations (some color), 52 maps (chiefly color) ; 27 cm
Cover title: Goodrich's new national geography
Includes questions and exercises for the student.
Includes index.
Publisher's illustrated paper over boards.

Former owner's inscription: Ormond J. Cranes book ... 1853.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G125 .G645 1852 (NLO)

Geography - 1852<<<<Atlases - 1852
Intermediate or secondary geography.
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 40 maps ; 315 x 252 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Geography - 1852<<<<Atlases - 1852
Smith's quarto or second book in geography.
New York : D. Burgess, 1852.
Authors: Smith, Roswell Chamberlain, 1797-1875 -- Cady & Burgess -- Daniel Burgess & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 24 maps ; 298 x 246 mm.
22nd ed.
(1839-1851), Cady&Burgess
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Geography - 1852<<<<Atlases - 1852
Smith's quarto or second book in geography.
New York : Cady & Burgess, 1852.
Authors: Smith, Roswell Chamberlain, 1797-1875 -- Cady & Burgess -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 25 maps ; 30 cm.
21st ed.
Sig. "E. R. Benton."
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 3130.
folio Cassidy S6 Q3 1852 (PrCt)

Geography - 1852<<<<Atlases, British - 1852
Authors: Phillips, R. (Richard), Sir, 1767-1840 -- Hughes, Edward, headmaster of the Royal Naval Lower School, Greenwich Hospital -- Hall, Sidney -- Adlard, Henry -- Longman, Brown, Green, and Longmans -- Spottiswoodes and Shaw -- Handley, Fanny -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
viii, 335, [1], 16 p., [25] leaves of plates (some folded) : ill., 11 folded maps (1 hand col.) ; 18 cm.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Cover title: Goldsmith’s grammar of geography
Imperfect: missing volvelle.
Maps engraved by S. Hall; illustrations engraved by H. Adlard.
'Spottiswoode and Shaw, New-street-Square'--P. [1] preceding publisher's catalog (16 p. at end)
Incorporates problems and exercises.
'Price 3/6 Bound'
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G125 .P536 1852 (NLO)

29620 Geography - 1852 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Stewart, Alexander, 1781-1862 -- Wright, A. -- Oliver and Boyd (Edinburgh, Scotland) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 10 maps
10th ed.
C&E:AWright
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

29621 Geography - 1853
School geography: A system of geography, comprising a description of the present state of the world and its five great divisions: America, Europe, Asia, Africa, and Oceanica: with their several empires, kingdoms, states, territories, etc. ... accompanied by an atlas containing thirty-two maps, drawn and engraved expressly for the work / by S. Augustus Mitchell. Philadelphia : ThomasCowperthwait, 1853, c1852.
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Daniel Burgess & Co. -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 17 cm.
3rd ed.
Sig.'William P. Andrews.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 5122.
Cassidy S6 F5 1853 (PrCt)

29622 Geography - 1853
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co. -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 17 cm.
3rd ed.
Sig.'John W. Kling.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 3030.
Cassidy M5 S34 1853 (PrCt)

29623 Geography - 1853
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co. -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 20 cm.
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 10009.
Cassidy M5 A5 1853 (PrCt)

29624 Geography - 1853
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co. -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 32 cm.
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 5041.
Cassidy M5 I5 1853 (PrCt)

29625 Geography - 1853
Authors: Smith, Roswell Chamberlain, 1797-1875 -- Daniel Burgess & Co. -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 17 cm.
19th ed.
Sig.'William P. Andrews.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 5122.
Cassidy S6 F5 1853 (PrCt)

29626 Geography - 1853
Authors: Woodbridge, William C. (William Channing), 1794-1845 -- Hamersley, W. J. -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 17 cm.
10th ed.
Cloth jacket sewed on.
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 4539.
Cassidy W6 M6 1853 (PrCt)

29627 Geography - 1853
Authors: Bliss, Sylvester -- Jewett, John
Punchard, 1814-1884 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 14 maps ; 274 x 230 mm.
8th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

29628 Geography - 1853
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
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Hartford : O.D. Case, 1853.
1 v. : 8 maps ; 165 x 109 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

29633 Geography - 1853<<<<Atlases - 1853
Authors: Smith, Roswell Chamberlain, 1797-1875 -- Daniel Burgess & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library).
1 v. : 20 maps ; 172 x 136 mm. 18th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

29629 Geography - 1853<<<<Atlases - 1853
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co.
1 v. : 17 cm. 4th ed.
G 11 .584 (NLO)

29630 Geography - 1853<<<<Atlases - 1853
Authors: Morse, Sidney E. (Sidney Edwards), 1794-1871 -- Harper & Brothers -- Hyatt, Thomas Burroughs -- Rapelye, Lydia Louisa -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library).
72 p. : ill., 48 maps ; 32 cm.
Cover title: Morse's school geography illustrated with geographic maps.
Owner's inscriptions: 'Thomas Burroughs Hyatt, Newtown, Long Island, 1853' and 'Lydia Louisa Rapelye, Astoria, Long Island.'
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Baskes folio G125 .M86 1853 (NLO)

29631 Geography - 1853<<<<Atlases - 1853
Olney's quarto geography. New York : PrattWoodford, 1853.
Authors: Olney, J. (Jesse), 1798-1872 -- Pratt, Woodford & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library).
1 v. : 27 maps ; 300 x 243 mm. 13th ed.
nd:msDate
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

29635 Geography - 1853<<<<Atlases - 1853
Guy's school geography, on a new and easy plan : comprising not only a complete general description, but much topographical information, in a well digested order ... expressly adapted to every age and capacity, and to every class of learners, both in ladies' and gentlemen's schools / by Joseph Guy. London : Cradock and Co., 1853.
Cover title: Guy's geography 'Illustrated with seven new maps, finely engraved

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
by Becker.'
Includes 'Problems to be solved on the terrestrial
globe' and 'Questions ... on the map of the world'
(p. 172-193).
Publisher's catalog: [4] p. at end.
Publisher's binding.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes G125 .G895 1853 (NLO)

29636 Geography - 1853 Atlases, British - 1853
The Illustrated London geography / by Joseph
Guy. London : [s.n.], 1853.
Authors: Guy, Joseph, 1784-1867 -- Jarman,
Richard (Engraver) -- Robson, Levey, and
Franklyn (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
viii, 140 p. : ill., 10 hand col. maps ; 22 cm.
2nd ed.
Maps signed: R. Jarman.
"Printed by Robson, Levey, and Franklyn."--P.
140.
Publisher's cloth binding.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes G125 .G897 1853 (NLO)

29637 Geography - 1853 Atlases, British - 1853
Goldsmith's grammar of geography : for the use
of schools : illustrated with maps / corrected and
improved by W.S. Kenny. London : Printed for T.
Allman, 42, Holborn Hill, 1853.
Authors: Phillips, R. (Richard), Sir, 1767-1840 --
Kenny, W. S. (William Stopford), 1788-1867 --
Allman, Thomas, 1792-1870 -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
iv, 158 p., [8] leaves of plates : ill., 6 maps ; 15
cm.
Added engraved title page: Grammar of
geography : for the use of schools & young
persons : with maps, &c.
Includes problems and exercises.
Imperfect: missing numerous pages and plates.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes G125 .P536 1853 (NLO)

29638 Geography - 1853 Europe - Maps - 1853
Kurzgefasste Geographie nebst einem Abriss
der biblischen Geographie : für die Hand der
Stuttgart : Verlag von Lubrecht & Comp., 1853.
Authors: Wörle, Johann Georg Christian --
Lubrecht & Co. -- Schalk, Adolph W. -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
von Europa.
Owner's inscription: This book belong to Master
Adolph W. Schalk given to him in 1853.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes G125 .W87 1853 (NLO)

29639 Geography - 1853 Historical geography -
1853 Historical geography - Maps -
1853 World history - Maps -
1853 Atlases - 1853 Historical atlases
A Comprehensive geography and history, ancient
and modern / by S.G. Goodrich. New York :
George Savage, 1853, c1850.
Authors: Goodrich, Samuel G. (Samuel
Griswold), 1793-1860 -- Lossing & Barritt -- G.W.
Boynton & Co. -- Savage, George -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
272 p. : ill., 79 hand col. maps ; 27 cm.
Rev. ed.
Cover title: Goodrich's comprehensive geography
& history, ancient & modern
Half title: World as it is and as it has been
Maps engraved by Boynton.
Illustrated engraved t.p. and half t.p., signed:
Lossing-Barritt.
Includes questions and exercises for the student
and index.
Bookseller's label: Taylor & Maury, booksellers &
stationers ... Washington City.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 78213914
Baskes G121 .G675 1853 (NLO)

29640 Geography - 1853 (Provisional Heading)
Primary geography. Philadelphia :
ThomasCowperthwait, 1853.
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel
Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Thomas, Cowperthwait
& Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry
Library)
1 v. : 14 maps ; 171 x 143 mm.
3rd ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

29641 Geography - 1853 (Provisional Heading)
Intermediate or secondary geography.
Philadelphia : ThomasCowperthwait, 1853.
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel
Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Thomas, Cowperthwait
& Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry
Library)
1 v. : 43 maps ; 315 x 255 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

29642 Geography - 1853 (Provisional Heading)
Universal geography. Hartford : W.J. Hamersley,
1853.
Authors: Woodbridge, William C. (William
Channing), 1794-1845 -- Willard, Emma,
1787-1870 -- Hamersley, W. J. -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
2 v. in 1 ; 200 x 132 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

29643 Geography - 1854
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Cowperthwait, Desilver & Butler -- MacGregor, Alfred -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. : maps, ill. ; 17 cm.
4th ed.
Signed by previous owner 'Alfred MacGregor.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 4953. Cassidy M5 A5 1854 (PrCt)

29647 Geography - 1854
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Cowperthwait, Desilver & Butler -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. ; 31 cm.
Math. calculations on endpapers.
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 3492. folio Cassidy M5 I5 1854 (PrCt)

29648 Geography - 1854
Authors: Monteith, James -- A.S. Barnes & Co. -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. ; 21 cm.
3d ed.
Sig. 'Amos Brown.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 4901. Cassidy M6 Y6 1854 (PrCt)

29649 Geography - 1854
Authors: Smith, Roswell Chamberlain, 1797-1875 -- Daniel Burgess & Co. -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. ; 17 cm.
21st ed.
Sig. 'George W. Baker.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 8472. Cassidy S6 F5 1854 (PrCt)

29650 Geography - 1854<<>>Atlases - 1854
Authors: Bliss, Sylvester -- Jewett, John Punchard, 1814-1884 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. : 14 maps ; 264 x 232 mm.
9th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

29651 Geography - 1854<<>>Atlases - 1854
A System of geography for the use of schools / by Sidney E. Morse ; illustrated with more than fifty cerographic maps and numerous wood-cut engravings. New York : Harper, 1854.
Authors: Morse, Sidney E. (Sidney Edwards), 1794-1871 -- Harper & Brothers -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
72 p. : ill., 48 maps (some col.) : 32 cm.  
On cover: Morse's school geography illustrated with geographic maps.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.  
Baskes folio G125 .M86 1854 (NLO)

29652 Geography - 1854<<<<Atlases - 1854  
The World : geographical, historical, and statistical : containing a description of the several continents, empires, republics, kingdoms, and islands of the globe, exhibiting the peculiarities of their physical aspect, mountains, rivers, lakes, climate, productive and manufacturing resources, commerce, chief towns, government, education, general history, etc. / by Charles C. Savage. New York : Ensign, Bridgman, & Fanning, 1854.  
Authors: Savage, Charles C., 1820-1907 -- Phelps, Humphrey, active 19th century -- Ensign, Bridgman & Fanning -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
500 p. : ill., 62 maps ; 24 cm.  
On cover: All nations in great brotherhood brought together by steam & telegraph.  
"Illustrated with engravings and maps of countries, states, and cities."  
Folded, hand-col. map pasted to inside back cover.  
Includes index.  
Publisher's illustrated cloth binding.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.  
Baskes G121 .S38 1854 (NLO)

29653 Geography - 1854<<<<Atlases - 1854  
Authors: Smith, Roswell Chamberlain, 1797-1875 -- Daniel Burgess & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 v. : 20 maps ; 165 x 142 mm.  
23rd ed.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.  
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

29654 Geography - 1854<<<<Atlases, Czech - 1854  
Johann Georg August Galletti's ... Allgemeine weltkunde, oder Encyklopädie für geographie, statistik und staatengeschichte ... Pest [Budapest] ; Wein [Vienna] ; Leipzig : Hartleben's, 1854.  
Edition: 11 durchaus umgearbeitet Aufl., / ... von Dr. F. H. Ungewitter und Dr. Hermann Meynert.  
Maps engraved by Franz Biller and Dominick Biller in Wein.  
In double columns.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.  
Baskes GB55 .C37 1855 (NLO)

29655 Geography - 1854 (Provisional Heading)  
First geography. London : Cradock, [1854?].  
Authors: Guy, Joseph, 1784-1867 -- Cradock -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 v. : 6 maps ; 161 x 103 mm.  
6th ed.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.  
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

29656 Geography - 1854 (Provisional Heading)  
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Cowperthwait, Desilver & Butler -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 v. : 14 maps ; 172 x 143 mm.  
3rd ed.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.  
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

29657 Geography - 1855  
Elements of physical and political geography : designed as a text book for schools and academies and intended to convey just ideas of the form and structure of the earth, the principal phenomena affecting its outer crust, the distribution of plants, animals, and man upon its surface, together with its present political divisions / by Cornelius S. Cartée ; illustrated by wood engravings. Boston : Hickling, Swan, and Brown, 1855.  
Authors: Cartée, Cornelius S. (Cornelius Sowle), 1806-1885 -- Hickling, Swan, and Brown -- Boston Stereotype Foundry -- Holiday, Charles -- Hudson, May Louise -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
Spine title: Elements of geography "Stereotyped at the Boston Stereotype Foundry."  
Includes questions and exercises for the student.  
Publisher's quarter binding of brown cloth and blue leather on spine, gold-stamped: Elements of geography; publisher's advertisements on endpapers.  
Bookplate: Private library of Chas. Holiday.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.  
Digital version of another copy available via Internet Archive (accessed October 2011): http://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gd/scd0001.00297260479  
LC Card Number: 06015696  
Baskes folio G115 .G16 1854 (NLO)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.  
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Cornell, S. S. (Sophia S.) -- D. Appleton and Company -- Parsons, Mary Maria -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
96 p. : ill., 11 maps (chiefly hand col., 1 folded) ; 23 cm.
Includes questions and exercises for the student.
Series: Systematic series of school geographies.
Publisher's illustrated paper over boards; publisher's advertisements on back cover.
Former owner's signature: Mary Maria Parsons.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G125 .C776 1855 (NLO)

29670 Geography - 1855 Atlases - 1855
Authors: Morse, Sidney E. (Sidney Edwards), 1794-1871 -- Harper & Brothers -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
72 p. : 54 col. maps ; 32 cm.
Cover title: Morse's school geography; illustrated with geographic maps.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Baskes folio G125 .M86 1855 (NLO)

29671 Geography - 1855 Atlases - 1855
The World : geographical, historical, and statistical : containing a description of the several continents, empires, republics, kingdoms, and islands of the globe, exhibiting the peculiarities of their physical aspect, mountains, rivers, lakes, climate, productive and manufacturing resources, commerce, chief towns, government, education, general history, etc. / by Charles C. Savage. New York : Ensign, Bridgman, & Fanning, 1855.
Authors: Savage, Charles C., 1820-1907 -- Phelps, Humphrey, active 19th century -- Ensign, Bridgman & Fanning -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
500 p. : ill., 62 maps ; 24 cm.
On cover: All nations in great brotherhood brought together by steam & telegraph "Illustrated with engravings and maps of countries, states, and cities."
Folded, hand-col. map pasted to inside back cover.
Includes index.
Publisher's illustrated cloth binding.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Buck 511
Baskes G1121 .S38 1855 (NLO)

29672 Geography - 1855 Atlases - 1855
Authors: Smith, Roswell Chamberlain, 1797-1875 -- Daniel Burgess & Co. -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 26 maps ; 30 cm.
34th ed.
Sig. 'Abbott (Kingman?)'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 4278.
folio Cassidy S6 Q3 1855 (PrCr)

29673 Geography - 1855 Atlases - 1855
Authors: Smith, Roswell Chamberlain, 1797-1875 -- Daniel Burgess & Co. -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 24 maps ; 30 cm.
Sig. 'M. G. Cole.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 3655.
folio Cassidy S6 A8 1855 (PrCr)

29674 Geography - 1855 Atlases - 1855
Authors: Stowe, Harriet Beecher -- Phillips & Sampson -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 v. : 12 maps ; 172 x 138 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

Geography - 1855 Atlases, British - 1855

Authors: Guy, J. (John) -- Allman, T. J. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
42nd ed.
Cover title: John Guy's geography
Running title: John Guy's geography for children
Includes questions and exercises for the student.
Publisher's binding.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G125 .G89 1855 (NLO)

Geography - 1855 Atlases, British - 1855

Authors: Parley, Peter -- William Tegg and Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Caption title: Peter Parley's grammar of modern geography
Running title: Parley's grammar of modern geography
"With maps and engravings."
Imperfect: lacking p. xi-xii
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G125 .P37 1855 (NLO)

Geography - 1855 Atlases, British - 1855

Authors: Phillips, R. (Richard), Sir, 1767-1840 -- Hughes, Edward, headmaster of the Royal Naval Lower School, Greenwich Hospital -- Hall, Sidney -- Adlard, Henry -- Longman, Brown, Green, and Longmans -- Spottiswoode & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
'New edition'--Cover.
Cover title: Goldsmith's Grammar of geography
Maps engraved by S. Hall; illustrations engraved
by H. Adlard.
Engraved title page.
'Price 3/6 Bound'
'Printed by Spottiswoode & Co.,
Geographic clock with volvelle as frontispiece.
Includes problems and exercises.
Numerous loose pages and plates.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G125 .P536 1855 (NLO)

Geography - 1856

Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Fitch, George W. (George William) -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; xx cm.
Sig. 'Augusta Howard.'
Inclucds index.
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy C65 M6 1856b (PrCt)

Geography - 1856

Cornell's high school geography : forming part third of a systematic series of school geographies, comprising a description of the world : arranged with special reference to the wants and capacities of pupils in the senior classes of public and private schools : embellished by numerous engravings, and accompanied by a large and complete atlas, drawn and engraved expressly for this work / by S.S. Cornell. New York : D. Appleton & Co., c1856.
Authors: Cornell, S. S. (Sophia S.) -- D. Appleton and Company -- Dunn, James -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

405 p. : ill. ; 20 cm.

No maps.

Publisher's illustrated paper over boards.

Bookplate: The property of James Dunn, Tooele City, Utah.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G125 .C774 1856 (NLO)

29681 Geography - 1856
Authors: Cornell, S. S. (Sophia S.) -- D. Appleton and Company -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 28 cm.

Sig. 'Fannie James' on tipped-in advert.

Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 4924.

folio Cassidy C67 I5 1856a (PrCt)

29682 Geography - 1856
Authors: Cornell, S. S. (Sophia S.) -- D. Appleton and Company -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 28 cm.

Ex lib. 'Rural Seminary.'

Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 4928.

folio Cassidy C67 I5 1856b (PrCt)

29683 Geography - 1856
Authors: Cornell, S. S. (Sophia S.) -- D. Appleton and Company -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 28 cm.

Good cond., advert. tipped in.

Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 4956.

folio Cassidy C67 I5 1856c (PrCt)

29684 Geography - 1856
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- H. Cowperthwait & Co. -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : iills. ; 17 cm.

4th ed.

Sig. 'A. L. Faulkner.'

Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 7214.

Cassidy M5 S34 1856a (PrCt)

29685 Geography - 1856
Authors: Smith, Roswell Chamberlain, 1797-1875 -- Daniel Burgess & Co. -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 17 cm.

Sig. '… Peck.'

Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 5445.

Cassidy S6 G4 1856 (PrCt)

29687 Geography - 1856<<Atlas - 1856
Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Fitch, George W. (George William) -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 40 maps ; 25 cm.

Covers wanting.

Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 4155.

Cassidy C65 I5 1856 (PrCt)

29688 Geography - 1856<<Atlas - 1856
Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Fitch, George W. (George William) -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 40 maps ; 25 cm.

Covers wanting.

Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 4155.

Cassidy C65 M6 1856a (PrCt)

29689 Geography - 1856<<Atlas - 1856
Authors: Cornell, S. S. (Sophia S.) -- Dower,
29690  
**Geography - 1856***


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

LC Card Number: 05027754

_Baskes G125 .F5 1856 (NLO)_

29691  
**Geography - 1856***


Maps dated 1855.

Published's advertisements: p. [226]-[228].

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

LC Card Number: 33033832

_Baskes GB55 .F4 1856 (NLO)_

29692  
**Geography - 1856***


**Authors:** Smith, Roswell Chamberlain, 1797-1875 -- Daniel Burgess & Co. -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library).

1 v. : 26 maps ; 30 cm.

41st ed.

Sig. 'Louisa L. Prince.'

Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.

Cassidy inv. # 5411.

folio Cassidy S6 Q3 1856a (PrCt)

29693  
**Geography - 1856***


**Authors:** Smith, Roswell Chamberlain, 1797-1875 -- Daniel Burgess & Co. -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library).

1 v. : 26 maps ; 30 cm.

T.p., pp. 83ff. wanting; checkerboard on frt. pastedown.

Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.

Cassidy inv. # 5109.

folio Cassidy S6 Q3 1856b (PrCt)

29694  
**Geography - 1856***

_A Improved system of geography / by Francis McNally ; designed for schools, academies and seminaries._ New York: Published by A.S. Barnes & Co. ... [and 7 others], 1856, c1855.

**Authors:** McNally, Francis -- Wells, Jacob -- Sherman, George E., b. 1810 or 11 -- Smith, Thomas B., 19th cent. electrotyper -- Wood, George W. -- A.S. Barnes & Co. -- Fisher, Richard Swainson. Dinsmore's complete map of the railroads & canals in the United States and Canada (1856) -- Dinsmore & Co. -- Concordia University (River Forest, Ill.) -- Concordia University (River Forest, Ill.) Collection (Newberry Library).

Maps drawn by J. Wells and engraved by Geo. E. Sherman.

"Electrotyped by Thomas B. Smith ... printed by George W. Wood ..."--T.p. verso

Folded map pasted in at beginning: Dinsmore's complete map of the railroads & canals in the United States and Canada / carefully compiled from authentic sources by Richard S. Fisher ; to accompany the American rail road & stem navigation guide. New-York: Published by Dinsmore & Company, 1856.

Series: National geographical series ; no. 3.

Publisher's illustrated paper over boards; publisher's advertisements on back cover.

Forms part of the Concordia University (River Forest, Ill.) Collection (Newberry Library).

folio G127 .M49 1856 (NLO)
continued and completed by William Hughes.
Authors: Maunder, Samuel, 1785-1849 -- Hughes, William, 1817-1876 -- Hall, Sidney -- Adlard, Henry -- Longman, Brown, Green, Longmans, & Roberts -- Watson, Sidney -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
x, 924 p. : ill., 7 maps ; 18 cm.
Maps engraved by S. Hall, plates engraved by H. Adlard.
Owner's inscription: Sidney Watson, the gift of his father, Christmas 1856.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G115 .H8 1856 (NLO)

29700 Geography - 1857
Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Fitch, George W. (George William) -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 25 cm.
Sig. 'Thomas B. Paige.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 5412.
Cassidy C65 M6 1857b (PrCt)

29701 Geography - 1857
Authors: Cornell, S. S. (Sophia S.) -- D. Appleton and Company -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 19 cm.
Stamped 'Duplicate A.G.W.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 4109.
Cassidy C67 H5 1857a (PrCt)

29702 Geography - 1857
Authors: Cornell, S. S. (Sophia S.) -- D. Appleton and Company -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; xx cm.
Sig. 'Mary Terley.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 4528.
Cassidy C67 H5 1857b (PrCt)

29703 Geography - 1857
Authors: Cornell, S. S. (Sophia S.) -- D. Appleton and Company -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; xx cm.
Sig. 'Katie Darlington.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 7523.
Cassidy C67 I5 1857 (PrCt)

29704 Geography - 1857
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- H. Cowperthwait & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 11 maps ; 158 x 100 mm.
C&E:AWright
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

29705 Geography - 1857
Authors: Stewart, Alexander, 1781-1849 -- Wright, A. -- Oliver and Boyd (Edinburgh, Scotland) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 16 maps ; 196 x 163 mm.
4th ed.
Cassidy C67 I5 1857 (PrCt)

29706 Geography - 1857
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Cowperthwait, Hulings, 1801-1873 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 11 maps ; 158 x 100 mm.
4th ed.
C&E:AWright
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

29707 Geography - 1857
Intermediate or secondary geography.
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Cowperthwait, Hulings, 1801-1873 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 42 maps ; 313 x 254 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

29708 Geography - 1857
Authors: Smith, Roswell Chamberlain, 1797-1875 -- Ivison, Phinney & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 20 maps ; 169 x 141 mm.
29th ed.
Requests and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)
1 v. : ill. ; 17 cm.
4th ed.
Sig. 'Wyatt Chamberlin.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 5932.
Cassidy M6 S34 1857a (PrCt)

29705 Geography - 1857
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- H. Cowperthwait & Co. -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 40 maps ; xx cm
-- 1800
Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1857 .
Modern school geography
Geography
Cassidy inv. # 5944.
the Newberry Library.
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at "Susan Jhonson [sic]."
Lacks t.p., pp. at end missing & damaged; sig. 'Edwin C. Fenn.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 4456.
Cassidy M6 IS 1857 (PrCt)

29706 Geography - 1857
Authors: Monteith, James -- A.S. Barnes & Co. -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 22 cm.
Sig. 'Edwin C. Fenn.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 4456.
Cassidy M6 IS 1857 (PrCt)

29707 Geography - 1857
Authors: Smith, Roswell Chamberlain, 1797-1875 -- J.B. Lippincott & Co. -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 17 cm.
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 5944.
Cassidy S6 G4 1857 (PrCt)

29708 Geography - 1857Atlases - 1857
Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Fitch, George W. (George William) -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 40 maps ; xx cm.
Lacks t.p., pp. at end missing & damaged; sig. 'Susan Jhonson [sic].'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 4711.
Cassidy C65 M6 1857a (PrCt)

29709 Geography - 1857Atlases - 1857
Authors: Cornell, S. S. (Sophia S.) -- D. Appleton and Company -- Fen, A. L. -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 23 cm.
Sig. 'A. L. Fen.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 4457.
Cassidy C67 P7 1857e (PrCt)

29710 Geography - 1857Atlases - 1857
Authors: Cornell, S. S. (Sophia S.) -- D. Appleton and Company -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 22 cm.
P. 37 torn in half.
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 3116.
Cassidy C67 P7 1857a (PrCt)

29711 Geography - 1857Atlases - 1857
Authors: Cornell, S. S. (Sophia S.) -- D. Appleton and Company -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 22 cm.
P. 37 torn in half.
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 4041.
Cassidy C67 P7 1857d (PrCt)

29712 Geography - 1857Atlases - 1857
Authors: Cornell, S. S. (Sophia S.) -- D. Appleton and Company -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 22 cm.
Sig. 'Walter Allen.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 4041.
Cassidy C67 P7 1857d (PrCt)

29713 Geography - 1857Atlases - 1857
Authors: Cornell, S. S. (Sophia S.) -- D. Appleton and Company -- Rickey, Mallory & Co. -- Hamer, Laura -- Hamer, Lizzie -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
[3], 6-98 p. : ill., 17 maps (chiefly hand col., 1 folded) ; 23 cm.
Rev. ed.
Includes questions and exercises for the student. Series: Systematic series of school geographies. Publisher's illustrated paper over boards; publisher's advertisements on back cover. Former owner's signature: Laura Hamer.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Former owner’s signature: Lizzie Hamer.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes)
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
References: Kp 447; Hudson 339
Baskes G125 .C776 1857 (NLO)

29714 Geography - 1857 Atlases - 1857
Authors: Cornell, S. S. (Sophia S.) -- D. Appleton and Company -- Wilkinson, S. L. -- Martin M.
Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. ; 22 cm.
Label of ‘S. L. Wilkinson.’
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 3765.
Cassidy C67 P7 1857c (PrCt)

29715 Geography - 1857 Atlases - 1857
Authors: Hart, Joseph C. -- Ivison -- Stout, Charles B. -- Ivison, Phinney & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. : 16 maps ; 180 x 120 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

29716 Geography - 1857 Atlases - 1857
Authors: McNally, Francis -- A.S. Barnes & Co. -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 31 cm.
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 3654.
folio Cassidy M25 I4 1857 (PrCt)

29717 Geography - 1857 Atlases - 1857
Authors: Morse, Sidney E. (Sidney Edwards), 1794-1871 -- Harper & Brothers -- Martin M.
Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. : 48 maps ; 31 cm.
Sig. ’Sarah Ella Treat.’
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 3822.
folio Cassidy M75 S9 1857 (PrCt)

29718 Geography - 1857 Atlases - 1857
A System of geography, for the use of schools ; illustrated with more than fifty cerographic maps, and numerous wood-cut engravings / By Sidney E. Morse. A.M. New York : Harper & Brothers, 1857, c1844.

Authors: Morse, Sidney E. (Sidney Edwards), 1794-1871 -- Harper & Brothers -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 72 p. : ill. ; 39 maps ; 32 cm.
Cover title: Morse’s school geography ; illustrated with geographic maps.
Cover dated 1856?
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G125 .M86 1857 (NLO)

29719 Geography - 1857 Atlases - 1857
41st ed.
"Revised edition, with new census"--Cover.
Cover title: Smith’s quarto geography Maps by Stiles, Sherman & Smith and Daniel Burgess & Co.
Includes questions and exercises for the student.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).

References: Hudson 306
Baskes folio G125 .S595 1857 (NLO)

Geography - 1857 Atlases - 1857
Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1857
- Manuscripts

The Common-school geography : an elementary treatise on mathematical, physical, and political geography : for the use of schools ; illustrated by many copper-plate and electrotyped maps, and embellished with numerous fine engravings / the whole prepared under the directions of D.M. Warren ; the maps by James H. Young. Philadelphia : H. Cowperthwait & Co., 1857.
Cover title: Warren’s common-school geography "Most of the text has been written by Mr. Arthur Sumner ..."--P. [3].

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Some maps engraved by E. Yeager.
"Printed by E.E. Jones."--T.p. verso.
Ms. map of mid-Atlantic states [1857 or later?] laid-in and signed: Helen A. Sweetser.
Publisher's illustrated paper covered boards; publisher's advertisements on back cover.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G127 .W34 1857 (NLO)

29724 Geography - 1857 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1866 -- Cowperthwait, Hulings, 1801-1873 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 16 maps ; 193 x 161 mm.
4th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

29726 Geography - 1858

*First steps in geography.* New York : Appleton, 1858.
Authors: Cornell, S. S. (Sophia S.) -- D. Appleton and Company -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 17 cm.
Half of back cover missing; inscr. 'From Aunt Sophy.'

Authors: Stewart, Alexander, 1781-1862 -- Wright, A. -- Oliver and Boyd (Edinburgh, Scotland) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 11 maps ; 157 x 100 mm.
16th ed.
C&E:AWright

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

29725 Geography - 1857

**Atlases, British - 1857**
**System of modern geography.** Edinburgh : Oliver&Boyd, 1857.
Authors: Reid, Hugo -- Wright, A. -- Oliver and Boyd (Edinburgh, Scotland) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 7 maps ; 171 x 110 mm.
3rd ed.
C:AWright

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 5374.

Cassidy C67 F5 1858b (PrCt)

29727 Geography - 1858
Authors: Cornell, S. S. (Sophia S.) -- D. Appleton and Company -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 28 cm.
Sig. 'Abbie Bigelow.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 7516.

folio Cassidy C67 I5 1858 (PrCt)

29728 Geography - 1858
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- H. Cowperthwait & Co. -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : ills. ; 17 cm.
4th ed.
Sig. 'Bill Johnson.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 8473.

Cassidy M5 S34 1858 (PrCt)

29729 Geography - 1858
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- H. Cowperthwait & Co. -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 19 cm.
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 5609.

'Map of the territories and Texas & California' and 'Questions on the map of the Western Territories' exhibited at the Newberry Library as part of Mapping Manifest Destiny: Chicago and the American West (November 3, 2007-February 16, 2008).

Cassidy M5 P7 1858 (PrCt)

29730 Geography - 1858
Authors: Warren, D. M. (David M.), 1820-1861 -- H. Cowperthwait & Co. -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 30 cm.
Inscr. 'Dr. J. P. Fessenden.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 4379.

folio Cassidy W3 C6 1858 (PrCt)

29731 Geography - 1858 Atlases - 1858
First steps in geography. New York : Appleton, 1858.
Authors: Cornell, S. S. (Sophia S.) -- D. Appleton and Company -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 18 maps ; 17 cm.
Stamped 'E. J. Rathbun.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 5946.

Cassidy C67 F5 1858c (PrCt)

29732 Geography - 1858 Atlases - 1858
First steps in geography. New York : Appleton, 1858.
Authors: Cornell, S. S. (Sophia S.) -- D. Appleton and Company -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library) -- Cornell, S. S. (Sarah S.) SEE Cornell, S. S. (Sophia S.) -- Cornell, Sarah Sophia SEE Cornell, S. S. (Sophia S.)
1 v. : 18 maps ; 17 cm.
Sig. 'Lizzie Hallet.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 4900.

Cassidy C67 F5 1858a (PrCt)

29733 Geography - 1858 Atlases - 1858
In original buff, pictorial paper-covered boards.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G125 .F5 1858 (NLO)

29734 Geography - 1858 Atlases - 1858
Authors: Monteith, James -- Edmonds, C. -- Wells, J., 19th cent. -- Graff -- Richardson & Cox -- Sower, Barnes & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
112 p. : ill., 20 hand col. maps ; 22 cm.
Rev. ed.
Cover title: Monteith's manual of geography Maps by C. Edmonds, Richardson & Cox, J. Wells, and Graff.
Series: National geographical series ; no. 3 "Monteith and McNally's series"--Cover.
Publisher's illustrated paper over boards.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G125 .M62 1858 (NLO)

29735 Geography - 1858 Atlases - 1858

A System of geography, for the use of schools: illustrated with more than fifty cerographic maps, and numerous wood-cut engravings / by Sidney E. Morse. New York : Harper & Brothers, 1858, c1844.

Authors: Morse, Sidney E. (Sidney Edwards), 1794-1871 -- Harper & Brothers -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

72 p. : ill., 48 col. maps ; 32 cm.

On cover: Morse's school geography, illustrated with cerographic maps.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).

Baskes folio G125 .M6 1858 (NLO)

29736 Geography - 1858 Atlases - 1858


Authors: Smith, Roswell Chamberlain, 1797-1875 -- J.B. Lippincott & Co. -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 24 maps ; 30 cm.

Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.

Cassidy inv. # 5021.

folio Cassidy S6 A8 1858 (PrCt)

29737 Geography - 1858 Atlases, British - 1858


Authors: Stewart, Alexander, 1781-1862 -- Wright, A. -- Oliver and Boyd (Edinburgh, Scotland) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 11 maps ; 160 x 100 mm.

17th ed.

Includes maps by A. Wright.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

29738 Geography - 1858 Atlases, British - 1858

Geography generalized, or, An introduction to the study of geography on the principles of classification and comparison, with maps and illustrations, and an introduction to astronomy / by Robert Sullivan. Dublin : Marcus and John Sullivan ; Alex. Thom, 1858.


320 p. ; 2 leaves of plates : ill, 10 maps ; 17 cm.


Cover title: Sullivan's geography generalized Publisher's advertisements on lining papers:

Improved school books, by Professor Sullivan. Frontispiece map of Western and Eastern hemispheres drawn and engraved by W. & A.K. Johnston.

Includes questions and problems for the student. Publisher's binding.

Owner's inscription: H. Darle, Sept. 13th, 1858.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G125 .S8 1858 (NLO)

29739 Geography - 1859


Authors: Cornell, S. S. (Sophia S.) -- D. Appleton and Company -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. ; 19 cm.

Sig. "Katharine Phillips."

Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.

Cassidy inv. # 4111.

Cassidy C67 H5 1859 (PrCt)

29740 Geography - 1859


Authors: Smith, Roswell Chamberlain, 1797-1875 -- J.B. Lippincott & Co. -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. ; 17 cm.

29th ed.

'Aunt Georgia's Geog. '

Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.

Cassidy inv. # 7241.

Cassidy S6 F5 1859 (PrCt)

29741 Geography - 1859


Authors: Warren, D. M. (David M.), 1820-1861 -- H. Cowperthwait & Co. -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. ; 30 cm.

Sig. "Francine L. Carleton."

Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.

Cassidy inv. # 3825.

folio Cassidy W3 C6 1859 (PrCt)

29742 Geography - 1859 Atlases - 1859


Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Fitch, George W. (George William) -- Ivison, Phinney & Co. -- Hall, Fannie A. -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 40 maps ; 25 cm.

Sig. "Fannie A. Hill."

Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.

Cassidy inv. # 3257.

Cassidy C65 M6 1859 (PrCt)
Geography - 1859 Atlases - 1859
Authors: Cornell, S. S. (Sophia S.).

Geography - 1859 Atlases - 1859
Colton & Fitch’s introductory school geography : illustrated with twenty maps and numerous engravings / by George W. Fitch ; maps on a new and uniform system of scales, constructed expressly for this work by G. Wollworth Colton. New York ; Chicago : Ivison & Phinney, etc., 1859.
Authors: Fitch, George W. (George William). Colton, G. Woolworth."
Geography - 1859

Youth's manual of geography : combined with history and astronomy : designed for the use of the junior and intermediate classes in public and private schools ; by James Monteith. New York : A.S. Barnes & H.L. Burr, 1859, c1853.
Authors: Monteith, James -- Barnes & Burr -- Kulrich, Elizabeth -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
170 p. : ill., 15 hand col. maps ; 21 cm.
Series: National geographical series.
Series statement from cover.
Includes questions for the student.
Publisher's illustrated paper covered boards; publisher's advertisement on back cover
Former owner's signature: Elizabeth Kulrich.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Geography - 1859

Authors: Monteith, James -- McNally, Francis -- Sower Barnes & Co. -- Smith, Thomas B., 19th cent. electrotyper -- Wood, George W. -- Loose, James S. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
61 p. : ill., 14 hand col. maps (1 folded) ; 23 cm.
Cover title: Introduction to Monteith's manual of geography
On cover: Monteith's and McNally's series.
Series: National geographical series ; no. 2.
"Electrotypied by Thomas B. Smith, 84 Beckman-street."--T.p. verso.
Includes questions and exercises for the student.
Publisher's illustrated paper covered boards; publisher's advertisements on back cover
Former owner's inscription: Mr. James S. Loose's, December 14, 1/60 [i.e. 1860], school no. 5, W.G.L.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Geography - 1859

A System of physical geography : containing a description of the natural features of the land and water, the phenomena of the atmosphere, and the distribution of vegetable and animal life : to which is added, a treatise on the physical geography of the United States / by D.M. Warren ; the whole embellished by numerous engravings, and illustrated by several copper-plate and electrotyped maps and charts, drawn expressly for the work by James H. Young. Philadelphia : H. Cowperthwait & Co., 1859, c1856.
Cover title: Warren's physical geography
Some maps engraved by E. Yeager.
Series: Warren's series of geographies.
Includes questions for the student.
Publisher's illustrated paper covered boards; publisher's advertisements on back cover
Former owner's inscription: Raymond [Nyes?], Haverhill, Mass.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
4th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

29753 Geography - 1860
Authors: Cornell, S. S. (Sophia S.) -- D. Appleton and Company -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 19 cm.
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 4617.
Cassidy C65 H5 1860 (PrCt)

29754 Geography - 1860
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- E.H. Butler & Co. -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : ills. ; 17 cm.
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 5379.
Cassidy M5 S34 1860 (PrCt)

29755 Geography - 1860
Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Fitch, George W. (George William) -- Ivison, Phinney & Co. -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 20 maps ; 21 cm.
Fine cond., bndg. intact.
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 6090.
Cassidy C65 I5 1860a (PrCt)

29756 Geography - 1860
Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Fitch, George W. (George William) -- Ivison, Phinney & Co. -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 20 maps ; 21 cm.
Bndg. cracked; sig. 'S. G. Wilder.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 6038.
Cassidy C65 I5 1860b (PrCt)

29757 Geography - 1860
Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Fitch, George W. (George William) -- Ivison, Phinney & Co. -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 40 maps ; 24 cm.
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 5821.
Cassidy C65 M6 1860a (PrCt)

29758 Geography - 1860
Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Fitch, George W. (George William) -- Ivison, Phinney & Co. -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 40 maps ; 24 cm.
Sig. 'Carrie Hammond.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 6036.
Cassidy C65 M6 1860b (PrCt)

29759 Geography - 1860
Colton and Fitch's modern school geography : illustrated by forty maps and numerous engravings. New York ; Chicago : Ivison, Phinney, B
Authors: Fitch, George W. (George William) -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Ivison, Phinney, Blakeman & Co. -- S.C. Griggs & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
134 p. : illus., 40 col. maps, 25 cm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G125 .F5 1860 (NLO)

29760 Geography - 1860
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- E.H. Butler & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 43 maps ; 310 x 248 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

29761 Geography - 1860
Authors: Olney, J. (Jesse), 1798-1872 -- Pratt, Oakley & Company -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 20 maps ; 31 cm.
Water damage to fr. cover.
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 3011.
folio Cassidy O4 A8 1860 (PrCt)

29762 Geography - 1860
Authors: Smith, Roswell Chamberlain, 1797-1875

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
29763 Geography - 1860<<<<Atlases - 1860
Smith's new geography : containing map questions interspersed with such facts as an observing tourist would notice, which are followed by a concise text and explanatory notes : based on a combination of the analytical, synthetical and comparative systems, designed to be simple and concise, but not dry, philosophical, yet practical : for the use of common schools in the United States and Canada / by Roswell C. Smith. Philadelphia : J.B. Lippincott and Co., 1860. Authors: Smith, Roswell Chamberlain, 1797-1875 -- J.B. Lippincott & Co. -- Roger S. Basks Collection (Newberry Library) 92 p. : ill., 61 hand col. maps ; 35 cm Includes questions and exercises for the student. "Over one hundred maps. The whole forming a convenient and ready-made manual for families, counting-houses, and travelers."
Forms part of the Roger S. Basks Collection at the Newberry Library. Full text of another copy available via HathiTrust Digital Library (accessed October 2013): http://hdl.handle.net/2027/nyp.33433000032049
Basks folio G125 .S594 1860 (NLO)

29764 Geography - 1860<<<<Atlases - 1860
Basks folio G125 .W34 1860 (NLO)

29765 Geography - 1860<<<<Atlases - 1865
Cassidy C65 P7 1860 (PrCt)

29766 Geography - 1860<<<<Atlases, British - 1860
Forms part of the Roger S. Basks Collection at the Newberry Library.
Basks GB55 .B54 1860 (NLO)

29767 Geography - 1860<<<<Atlases, British - 1860
Basks G115 .M5 1860 (NLO)

29768 Geography - 1860<<<<Atlases, German - 1860
Die Erde, ihr Kleid, ihre Rinde und ihr Inneres :...
88 p. : ill., 18 maps (chiefly col.) ; 22 cm.
Cover title: Warren's primary geography Questions for the student at end each chapter. Publisher's advertisements on back cover. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G125 .G37 1860 (NLO)

29770 Geography - 1860 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- E.H. Butler & Co. -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 16 maps ; 190 x 160 mm.
4th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

29771 Geography - 1861
Authors: Cornell, S. S. (Sophia S.) -- D. Appleton and Company -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 28 cm.
Back cover missing, census of 1860 tipped in; sig. 'Lizzie E. Abbott.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 3719.
folio Cassidy C67 G7 1861a (PrCt)

29772 Geography - 1861
Authors: Cornell, S. S. (Sophia S.) -- D. Appleton and Company -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 28 cm.
Sig. 'William Reiner.' Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 4609.
folio Cassidy C67 G7 1861 (PrCt)

29773 Geography - 1861
Authors: Cornell, S. S. (Sophia S.) -- D. Appleton and Company -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 19 cm.
Sig. 'Baxter Bordwell.' Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 4495.
Cassidy C67 H5 1861 (PrCt)

29774 Geography - 1861
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- E.H. Butler & Co. -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : ills. ; 17 cm.
Sig. 'Phebe Andrews.' Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 7000.
Cassidy M5 S34 1861 (PrCt)

29775 Geography - 1861
Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Fitch, George W. (George William) -- Ivison, Phinney & Co. -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 40 maps ; xx cm.
Sig. 'J. S. Parsons, Esq.' Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 3256.
Cassidy C65 M6 1861 (PrCt)

29776 Geography - 1861
Authors: Monteith, James -- Sower Barnes & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
62 p. : ill., 12 hand col. maps ; 18 cm.
Includes questions for students.
Series: National geographical series ; no. 1. Illustrated t.p.
Publisher’s illustrated paper covered boards; publisher’s advertisement on back cover.
Former owner’s inscription: The geography in which I gave dear Lane & Frankie their first lessons in Lewisburg, Pa., 1860. [signed] Mother. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G127 .M76 1861 (NLO)

29777 Geography - 1861 Atlases - 1861

Authors: Monteith, James -- Sower Barnes & Co. -- Smith, Thomas B., 19th cent. electrotype -- Wood, George W. -- Shaw, Walter L. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
112 p. : ill., 19 hand col. maps ; 24 cm.
Rev. ed.
Includes exercises and questions for students. Publisher's illustrated paper covered boards; publisher's advertisement on back cover. Former owner: Walter L. Shaw.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G125 .M62 1861 (NLO)

29778 Geography - 1861 Atlases - 1861

Authors: Morse, Sidney E. (Sidney Edwards), 1794-1871 -- Harper & Brothers -- Geakles, Adelia F. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
72 p. : ill., 48 col. maps ; 32 cm.
On cover: Morse's school geography illustrated with geographic maps.
In triple columns.
Handwritten list of the counties of New Brunswick on leaf before t.p.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G125 .M86 1861 (NLO)

29779 Geography - 1861 Atlases - 1861

A System of physical geography : containing a description of the natural features of the land and water, the phenomena of the atmosphere, and the distribution of vegetable and animal life : to which is added a treatise on the physical geography of the United States : the whole embellished by numerous engravings, and illustrated by twenty copper-plate and electrotyped maps and charts / by D.M. Warren. Philadelphia : H. Cowperthwait & Co., 1861, c1859.
"Rev. ed."
Includes questions for the student. Series: Warren's series of geographies. Publisher's illustrated paper covered boards; publisher's advertisement on back cover.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
References: Hudson 334

Baskes folio GB55 .W36 1861 (NLO)

29780 Geography - 1861 Atlases, British - 1861

Authors: Hughes, William, 1817-1875 -- Longman & Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 6 maps ; 178 x 113 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

29781 Geography - 1861 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Camp, David N. (David Nelson), 1820-1916 -- Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Sherwood -- O.D. Case & Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 11 maps ; 233 x 186 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Cf. OCLC 27056763.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

29782 Geography - 1861 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- E.H. Butler & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 20 maps ; 222 x 185 mm.
cover:1860
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

29783 Geography - 1862

Authors: Allen, Fordyce A. -- J.B. Lippincott & Co. -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 24 cm.
Soft covers.
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 4861.
Cassidy A4 P7 1862a (PrCt)

29784 Geography - 1862
1 v. : 20 maps ; 21 cm.
1800
Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), IvisonPhinney, 1862.
Introduction to manual of geography
Geography
Cassidy M6 I5 1862c (PrCt)
Cassidy inv. # 4860.
the Newberry Library.
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Tan covers, sig. 'Austin Tiffany.'
1 v. : 40 maps ; 24 cm.
Collection (Newberry Library) -- 1800
Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), Ivison, Phinney & Co. -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
Cassidy inv. # 4265.
Cassidy C65 M6 1862b (PrCt)

29785 Geography - 1862
Authors: Monteith, James -- Barnes & Burr -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 22 cm.
Sig. 'Daniel A. Kern.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 3032.
Cassidy M6 I5 1862b (PrCt)

29786 Geography - 1862 Atlases - 1862
Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Fitch, George W. (George William) -- Ivison, Phinney & Co. -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 16 maps ; 19 cm.
E. M. E.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 4612.
Cassidy C65 P7 1862 (PrCt)

29787 Geography - 1862 Atlases - 1862
Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Fitch, George W. (George William) -- Ivison, Phinney & Co. -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 20 maps ; 21 cm.
Embossed on t.p. 'Tewkesbury & Brothers.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 6051.
Cassidy C65 I5 1862 (PrCt)

29788 Geography - 1862 Atlases - 1862
Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Fitch, George W. (George William) -- Ivison, Phinney & Co. -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 40 maps ; 24 cm.
Tan covers.
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 102.
Cassidy C65 M6 1862a (PrCt)

29789 Geography - 1862 Atlases - 1862
Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Fitch, George W. (George William) -- Ivison, Phinney & Co. -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 40 maps ; 25 cm.
Green covers; sig. 'Stephan Hoit.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 4860.
Cassidy C65 M6 1862b (PrCt)

29790 Geography - 1862 Atlases - 1862
Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Fitch, George W. (George William) -- Ivison, Phinney & Co. -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 40 maps ; 25 cm.
Tan covers, sig. 'Austin Tiffany.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 4860.
Cassidy C65 M6 1862c (PrCt)

29791 Geography - 1862 Atlases - 1862
 Cornell's grammar-school geography : forming a part of a Systematic series of school geographies : embracing an extended course and adapted to pupils of the higher classes in public and private schools / by S.S. Cornell. New York : D. Appleton and Company, 1862, c1858.
108 p. : ill., 40 hand col. maps (some folded) ; 29 cm.
Some maps drawn by J. Wells.
Includes questions and exercises for the student. Series: Systematic series of school geographies. Publisher's illustrated paper over boards; publisher's advertisements on back cover.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
(PrCt)

29799 Geography - 1863
Authors: Cornell, S. S. (Sophia S.) -- D. Appleton and Company -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 28 cm.
Census of 1860 tipped in (reddish paper).
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 5604.

folio Cassidy C67 G7 1863b (PrCt)

29800 Geography - 1863
Authors: Cornell, S. S. (Sophia S.) -- D. Appleton and Company -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 19 cm.
Yellow endpapers.
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 5613.

Cassidy C67 H5 1863 (PrCt)

29801 Geography - 1863
Authors: J.H. Colton & Co. -- Morgan, Charles Carroll, 1832-- -- Ivison, Phinney & Co. -- S.C. Griggs & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
vi, 588 p. : ill. ; 20 cm.
Incomplete; issued with atlas volume, lacking with this copy.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 05025229
Baskes G125 .J42 1863 (NLO)

29802 Geography - 1863
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- E.H. Butler & Co. -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 31 cm.
Sig. ‘Jane W. Hooker.’
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 3661.

folio Cassidy M5 N42 1863 (PrCt)

29803 Geography - 1863
Primary geography. Philadelphia: Cowperthwait, 1863.
Authors: Warren, D. M. (David M.), 1820-1861 -- Cowperthwait & Co. -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 22 cm.
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 7552.

Cassidy W3 P7 1863 (PrCt)

29804 Geography - 1863<->Atlases - 1863
Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Fitch, George W. (George William) -- Ivison, Phinney & Co. -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 20 maps ; 21 cm.
Compass work on fr. endpaper.
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 5797.

Cassidy C65 I5 1863a (PrCt)

29805 Geography - 1863<->Atlases - 1863
Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Fitch, George W. (George William) -- Ivison, Phinney & Co. -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 20 maps ; 21 cm.
Sig. ‘Fred. Coe….’
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 3807.

Cassidy C65 I5 1863b (PrCt)

29806 Geography - 1863<->Atlases - 1863
Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Fitch, George W. (George William) -- Ivison, Phinney & Co. -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 40 maps ; 25 cm.
Sig. ‘Sadie Reed.’
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 4070.

Cassidy C65 M6 1863a (PrCt)

29807 Geography - 1863<->Atlases - 1863
Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Fitch, George W. (George William) -- Ivison, Phinney & Co. -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 40 maps ; 25 cm.
Sig. ‘Lemuel LeBaron.’
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 5795.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
29815 Geography - 1864
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- E.H. Butler & Co. -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. ; 24 cm.
Clippings pasted on t.p.
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 4867.
Cassidy M6 M3 1864a (PrCt)

29816 Geography - 1864
Authors: Monteith, James -- Barnes & Burr -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. ; 24 cm.
Sig. 'Florence Gosnay.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 4903.
Cassidy M6 M3 1864b (PrCt)

29817 Geography - 1864
Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Fitch, George W. (George William) -- Ivison, Phinney & Co. -- Brockway, Ethel -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. ; 40 maps ; 24 cm.
Sig. 'Ethel Brockway.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 3863.
Cassidy C65 M6 1864a (PrCt)

29819 Geography - 1864
Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Fitch, George W. (George William) -- Ivison, Phinney & Co. -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. ; 40 maps ; 25 cm.
Sig. 'Sarah Roberts.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 5607.
Cassidy C65 M6 1864b (PrCt)

29820 Geography - 1864
Cornell’s grammar-school geography : forming a part of a Systematic series of school geographies : embracing an extended course and adapted to pupils of the higher classes in public and private schools / by S.S. Cornell. New York : D. Appleton and Company, 1864, c1858.
Some maps drawn by J. Wells.
Includes questions and exercises for the student.
Series: Systematic series of school geographies. Publisher’s illustrated paper over boards; publisher's advertisements on back cover.
Embossed stamp: J.F. Walker & Co., dealers in books, music, stationary, &c., No. 8 Main St., Great Falls, N.H.
Former owner’s inscription: Charles E. Hanson, Berwick, Maine.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G125 .C772 1864 (NLO)

29821 Geography - 1864
Series: Colton’s geographical series--no. 1
In contemporary binding of illustrated paper over boards, publishers advertisements on back cover.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 18000459

Baskes G125 .C7 1864 (NLO)

29825 **Geography - 1864>>Atlases - 1864**

Authors: Shaw, Benjamin F. (Benjamin Franklin), 1832-1980 -- Allen, Fordyce A. -- J.B. Lippincott & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
114 p. : ill., 46 maps (chiefly col.) ; 34 cm.
Includes questions and exercises for the student.
Series: Lippincott's geographical series.
Publisher's illustrated paper over boards.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Rumsey 3322
Baskes folio G125 .S53 1864 (NLO)

29826 **Geography - 1864>>Atlases - 1864**

Smith's new geography : containing map questions interspersed with such facts as an observing tourist would notice, which are followed by a concise text and explanatory notes : based on a combination of the analytical, synthetical and comparative systems : designed to be simple and concise, but not dry, philosophical. yet practical : for the use of common schools in the United States and Canada / by Roswell C. Smith, A.M., author of various school books. Philadelphia : Lippincott, 1864.
Authors: Smith, Roswell Chamberlain, 1797-1875 -- J.B. Lippincott & Co. -- Libbey, William, 1855-1927 -- Clark University (Worcester, Mass.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
92 pages : illustrations, maps (chiefly hand colored) ; 35 cm.
"Over one hundred maps. The whole forming a convenient and ready manual for families, counting-houses, and travellers."
Includes questions and exercises for the student.
Publisher's illustrated paper over boards.
Illustrated bookplate: Ex libris William Libbey.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Hudson 338; Cf. Phillips 4347
Baskes folio G125 .S594 1864 (NLO)

29827 **Geography - 1864>>Atlases - 1864**

Authors: Stewart, K. J. (Kensley John) -- George Philip & Son -- Randolph, J. W. -- Newberry Library. John M. Wing Foundation
viii, 223 p. : ill., 10 folded maps (incl. front.) ; 18 cm.

29832 Geography - 1865 Atlases - 1865

29833 Geography - 1865 Atlases - 1865

29834 Geography - 1865 Atlases - 1865
Includes questions and exercises for the student.
Series: Systematic series of school geographies.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References (?): Kp 445; Hudson 355
Baskes folio G125 .C77 1865 (NLO)

29835 Geography - 1865 Atlases - 1865

First lessons in geography : on the plan of object teaching : designed for beginners / by James Monteith. New York : Chicago ; Cincinnati ; St. Louis ; Barnes & Burr ; George Sherwood ; Rickey & Carroll ; Keith & Woods, 1865, c1862.
68 p. : ill., 12 hand col. maps ; 18 cm.
Cover title: Monteith's first lessons in geography
"Electrotyped by Smith & McDougal, 82 & 84 Beckman St."--T.p. verso.
"Printed by George Wood, Dutch St."--T.p. verso.
Includes questions for students.
Series: National geographical series ; no. 1
Publisher's illustrated paper covered boards; publisher's advertisement on back cover.
Former owner's signature: Jesse Parsell.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G127 .M76 1865 (NLO)

29836 Geography - 1865 Atlases - 1865 Dummies (Bookselling) - 1865 Specimens

Universal geography : being a description of all parts of the world, with analytical, synoptical, and elementary tables / by M. Malte-Brun ; with additions and corrections by James G. Percival.
1 atlas (various pagings) : ill., 17 hand col. maps ; 30 cm.
New ed. / containing recent geographical discoveries, changes in political geography, and other valuable additions ; compiled from the late French editions of Malte-Brun, by MM. Huot and Lavallée, and the most recent American authorities.
Spine title: Malte-Brun's geography
Bookseller's dummy containing selected text, illustrations, maps, advertisement for the book;
[16] ruled p. for sales representative to record names.
Translation of: Précis de la géographie universelle.
Maps and plates engraved by Illman & Pilbrow; H. Morse; R. Carpenter; Carter, Andrews & Co.; D.G. Thompson; G. Boynton; F. O. Freeman; and A.C. Warren.
"Beautifully illustrated with steel engravings and fine colored maps."
Includes bibliographical references.
Publisher's black cloth binding with gold-stamped illustration and spine title: Malte-Brun's geography.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Laid in: Slip from L.B. Thoms & Co., Cincinnati, Ohio, Wholesale and retail dealers in carpets, oil cloths, curtains and window shades.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .M14513 1865b (NLO)

29837 Geography - 1865 Atlases, British - 1865

Authors: Bohn, Henry G. (Henry George), 1796-1884 -- Bell & Daldy
1 v. : 52 maps ; 18 cm.
G 11 .106 (NLO)

29838 Geography - 1865 Atlases, British - 1865

Authors: Guy, J. (John) -- Allman, T. J. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
60th ed., enl. and improved.
Cover title: John Guy's geography
Running title: John Guy's geography
Includes questions and exercises for the student.
Publisher's advertisements on lining papers.
Publisher's red leather binding with blind-stamped floral motif.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G125 .G89 1865 (NLO)

29839 Geography - 1865 (Provisional Heading)

Primary geography. Philadelphia : ButlerEH, 1865.
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- E.H. Butler & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 16 maps ; 190 x 158 mm.
4th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)
29840 Geography - 1866
Authors: Cornell, S. S. (Sophia S.) -- D. Appleton and Company -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 28 cm.
Sig. 'Fannie Little.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 3123.
folio Cassidy C67 G7 1866a (PrCt)

29841 Geography - 1866
Authors: Cornell, S. S. (Sophia S.) -- D. Appleton and Company -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 28 cm.
Sig. 'Hattie LaDuke.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 10001.
folio Cassidy C67 G7 1866b (PrCt)

29842 Geography - 1866
Cornell's high school geography : forming part third of a systematic series of school geographies, comprising a description of the world : arranged with special reference to the wants and capacities of pupils in the senior classes of public and private schools : embellished by numerous engravings and accompanied by a large and complete atlas, drawn and engraved expressly for this work / by S.S. Cornell. New York : D. Appleton & Co., 1866, c1856.
Authors: Cornell, S. S. (Sophia S.) -- D. Appleton and Company -- Norton, Loillie M. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
405 p. : ill. ; 19 cm.
No maps.
Publisher’s illustrated paper over boards.
Former owner’s signature: Loillie M. Norton.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 19011282
Baskes G125 .C774 1866 (NLO)

29843 Geography - 1866<<<<Atlases - 1866
Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Fitch, George W. (George William) -- Ivison, Phinney, Blakeman & Co. -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 16 maps ; 19 cm.
Sig. 'Will W. Meader.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 6091.
Cassidy C65 P7 1866 (PrCt)

29844 Geography - 1866<<<<Atlases - 1866
Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Fitch, George W. (George William) -- Ivison, Phinney, Blakeman & Co. -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 40 maps ; 24 cm.
Inscr. 'Steal not this book, for fear of life…'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 3128.
Cassidy C65 M6 1866 (PrCt)

29845 Geography - 1866<<<<Atlases - 1866
Authors: Fitch, George W. (George William) -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Ivison, Phinney, Blakeman & Co. -- S.C. Griggs & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
[5]-98 p. : illus., 20 col. maps, 22 cm.
'Rev. ed., with the latest population statistics.'
'By George W. Fitch ; maps ... by G. Woolworth Colton.'
Series: American educational series
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G125 .F52 1866 (NLO)

29846 Geography - 1866<<<<Atlases - 1866
Authors: Fitch, George W. (George William) -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Morgan, Charles Carroll, 1832- -- Ivison, Blakeman, Taylor & Co. -- S.C. Griggs & Co. -- Scott, Mary C. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
134 p. : illus., 40 col. maps, 25 cm.
'By George W. Fitch ; maps ... by George Woolworth Colton.'
'Revised and corrected according to the latest information by Charles Carroll Morgan.'
Owner’s inscription: Mary C. Scott, N. Strafford, N.H.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G125 .F52 1866 (NLO)

29847 Geography - 1866<<<<Atlases - 1866
Authors: McNally, Francis -- A.S. Barnes & Co. -- Richards, Henry C. -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Geography - 1866
Authors: McNally, Francis -- Wells, Jacob -- Stuart, Oliver J. -- A.S. Barnes & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 34 maps ; 313 x 256 mm.
Includes maps by J. Wells and O.J. Stuart.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
References: Kp 450; Hudson 365
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

Geography - 1866
Authors: Monteith, James -- A.S. Barnes & Co. -- Smith & McDougal -- Wood, George W. -- White, Haiden -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
112 p. : ill., 19 hand col. maps ; 24 cm.
Rev. ed.
Cover title: Monteith’s manual of geography
Series: National geographical series ; no. 3.
On cover: Monteith and McNally’s series.
Includes exercises and questions for the student.
Publisher’s illustrated paper covered boards; publisher’s advertisement on back cover.
Former owner’s inscription: Haiden White’s book.
Maps engraved by S. Hall, plates engraved by H. Adlard.
Maps engraved by S. Hall, plates engraved by H. Adlard.
Maps engraved by S. Hall, plates engraved by H. Adlard.

Geography - 1866
Monteith’s physical and intermediate geography : in two parts : Part I. Geography taught as a science, written and illustrated on the plan of object learning ; Part II. Local and civil geography, containing maps remarkable for their clearness, an improved system of map exercises, and a pronouncing vocabulary of geographical names / by James Monteith. New York : Published by A.S. Barnes & Co., 1866.
91 p. : ill., 26 maps (chiefly hand col.) ; 29 cm.
"Illustrations engraved on wood by J.H. Richardson"--T.p. verso.
"Electrotyped by Smith & McDougal"--T.p. verso.
"Printed by George W. Wood"--T.p. verso.
Includes questions and exercises for the student.
Publisher’s illustrated paper over boards.
Series: National geographical series ; no 4.
Imperfect; this copy lacking all after p. 88.
Former owner’s signature: Joseph G. Winemiller.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Geography - 1866
Treasury of geography, physical, historical, descriptive, and political : containing a succinct account of every country in the world / designed and commenced by the late Samuel Maunder ; continued and completed by William Hughes. London : Longman, Green, Reader, and Dyer, 1866.
Authors: Maunder, Samuel, 1785-1849 -- Hughes, William, 1817-1876 -- Hall, Sidney -- Adlard, Henry -- Longman, Green, Reader, and Dyer -- Frost Free Library (Marlborough, N.H.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
892, 32 p. : ill., 7 maps ; 18 cm.
‘New ed.’
Maps engraved by S. Hall, plates engraved by H. Adlard.
Maps engraved by S. Hall, plates engraved by H. Adlard.
Maps engraved by S. Hall, plates engraved by H. Adlard.

Geography - 1866
116 p. : ill., 58 maps (chiefly hand col., 1 folded) ; 37 cm.
"Karten und Bilder aus der galvanotypischen Anstalt von A. Mauch in Stuttgart"--Frontispiece.
Includes questions and exercises for the student.
Folded map at end, showing rail lines in Central Europe and Great Britain, designed and drawn by C. Baur.
Publisher’s paper covered boards.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
**Baskes folio G125 .L36 1866 (NLO)**

**29853**  
**Geography - 1866 (Provisional Heading)**  
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- E.H. Butler & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 23 maps ; 307 x 243 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)** (PrCt)

**29854**  
**Geography - 1867**  
Authors: Cornell, S. S. (Sophia S.) -- D. Appleton and Company -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 28 cm.
Boy reading map on cover.
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 5110.
**folio Cassidy C67 G7 1867 (PrCt)**

**29855**  
**Geography - 1867**  
Authors: Cornell, S. S. (Sophia S.) -- D. Appleton and Company -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 28 cm.
Class around globe on cover; sig. ‘H. B. Earl.’
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 7406.
**folio Cassidy C67 I5 1867a (PrCt)**

**29856**  
**Geography - 1867**  
Authors: Cornell, S. S. (Sophia S.) -- D. Appleton and Company -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 28 cm.
Class around globe on cover; sig. ‘H. B. Earl.’
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 7679.
**folio Cassidy C67 I5 1867b (PrCt)**

**29857**  
**Geography - 1867**  
Authors: Guyot, A. (Arnold), 1807-1884 -- Scribner, Charles, 1821-1871 -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; xx cm.
Cover: Teacher's ed., 1866.
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 4445.
**Cassidy G9 C6 1867a (PrCt)**

**29858**  
**Geography - 1867**  
Authors: Guyot, A. (Arnold), 1807-1884 -- Scribner, Charles, 1821-1871 -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; xx cm.
Cover dated 1867.
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 5917.
**Cassidy G9 C6 1867b (PrCt)**

**29859**  
**Geography - 1867**  
*Geography / by a Lady for the use of children*. London : Houlston and Sons, [1867].
Authors: Lady -- Houlston & Sons -- J. and W. Rider -- Downs, Margaret A. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Rider (J. and W.), printers SEE J. and W. Rider
viii, 100 p. ; ill. ; 15 cm.
Date from preface.
Includes questions for the student.
Publisher’s gold-stamped cloth binding.
Former owner: Margaret A. Downs.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
**Baskes G125 .L328 1867 (NLO)**

**29860**  
**Geography - 1867<>Atlases - 1867**  
Authors: Cornell, S. S. (Sophia S.) -- D. Appleton and Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
[3], 8-100 p. ; ill., 21 maps (chiefly hand col., 1 folded) ; 23 cm.
Rev. ed.
"New edition"--Cover.
Includes questions and exercises for the student.
Series: Systematic series of school geographies.
Publisher’s illustrated paper over boards; publisher’s advertisements on back cover.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Kp 447
LC Card Number: 05027744
**Baskes G125 .C776 1867 (NLO)**

**29861**  
**Geography - 1867<>Atlases - 1867**  
*Colton & Fitch’s primer of geography : illustrated by 16 maps and numerous engravings*. New York...
vi, 112 p. : ill., 16 maps ; 31 cm.
'By George W. Fitch.'
'Revised, with notes, additions and amendments, by Alphonso J. Robinson.'
'Changed to quarto form, with questions on the maps, and an article on the physical geography of the United States by Charles Carroll Morgan.'
'Entered according to Act of Congress in the year 1860 by J.H. Colton ...'--on maps.
Cover title: 'Colton's outlines of physical geography'
Illustrated with numerous maps and engravings.'
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio GB55 .F4 1867 (NLO)

Authors: Monteith, James -- McNally, Francis -- A.S. Barnes & Co. -- Wood, George W. -- Smith & McDougall -- Burns, Emma -- Maher, Mary -- Maher, Eddie -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
112 p. : ill., 22 hand col. maps (1 folded) ; 23 cm.
Rev. ed.
Half-title: Monteith's manual of geography : combined with history and astronomy
On cover: Monteith and McNally's series.
"Electrotyped by Smith & McDougal, 82 & 84 Beckman-street."--T.p. verso.
Series: National geographical series ; no. 3.
Includes exercises and lessons for the student.
Front and back covers worn on Newberry copy, with loss of most text.
Former owners' signatures: Emma Burns -- Mary Maher -- Eddie Maher.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G125 .M62 1867 (NLO)
Includes exercises and questions for the student. Publisher’s illustrated paper covered boards; publisher’s advertisements on back cover. Former owner’s signature: Julie Gilman. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes G125 .M6 1867 (NLO)**

**29867 Geography - 1867 Atlases - 1867**  
Authors: Monteith, James -- A.S. Barnes & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 68 p. : ill., 13 hand col. maps, port.; 18 cm.  
Cover title: Monteith’s first lessons in geography. Includes questions for the student.  
Series: National geographical series ; no. 1. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes G127 .M76 1867 (NLO)**

**29868 Geography - 1867 Atlases - 1867**  
*Monteith’s physical and intermediate geography : in two parts : Part I, Geography taught as a science, written and illustrated on the plan of object teaching. Part II, Local and civil geography, containing maps remarkable for their clearness, an improved system of map exercises, and a pronouncing vocabulary of geographical names / by James Monteith.* New York : A.S. Barnes and Co., 1867, c1866.  
"Electrotyped by Smith & McDougal, 82 & 84 Beckman Street."--T.p. verso.  
"Illustrations engraved on wood by J.H. Richardson."--T.p. verso.  
Includes questions and exercises for the student. Includes index. Publisher’s paper covered boards; publisher’s advertisement on back cover. Former owner: Harvey Haring. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes folio GB55 .M77 1867 (NLO)**

**29869 Geography - 1867 Atlases - 1867 Map drawing - Handbooks, manuals, etc. - 1867**  
*Cartography - Handbooks, manuals, etc. - 1867*  
Cover title: Warren’s common-school geography. "The new maps have been prepared under the direct supervision of Mr. James H. Young ... The treatise on map-drawing, by Mr. E.A. Apgar ..."--P. 3. Some maps engraved by E. Yeager. Includes questions for the student.  

**Baskes folio G125 .W34 1867 (NLO)**

**29870 Geography - 1867 (Provisional Heading)**  
*Elements of physical geography.* Philadelphia : ButlerEH, 1867.  
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Atwood, John M., approximately 1818 -- Brocklesby -- E.H. Butler & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. : 13 maps ; 317 x 253 mm.  
C:JMA:Atwood;ed:JohnBrocklesby Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)**

**29871 Geography - 1867 (Provisional Heading)**  
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- E.H. Butler & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. : 14 maps ; 178 x 140 mm. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)**

**29872 Geography - 1867 (Provisional Heading)**  
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- E.H. Butler & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. : 23 maps ; 307 x 248 mm. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)**

**29873 Geography - 1868**  
*Elementary geography.* New York :
ScribnerArmstrong, 1868.
Authors: Guyot, A. (Arnold), 1807-1884 -- Scribner, Armstrong, and Company -- Martin M.
Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 23 cm.
V. good cond., unmarked.
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 4453.

Geography - 1868
Authors: Guyot, A. (Arnold), 1807-1884 -- Scribner, Armstrong, and Company -- Martin M.
Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 25 cm.
Sig. 'Lydia Nivek.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 4905.

Geography - 1868
Authors: Guyot, A. (Arnold), 1807-1884 -- Scribner, Armstrong, and Company -- Martin M.
Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 25 cm.
Stamped on t.p. 'William P. Whittemore.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 4142.

Common Geography
Cassidy G9 C6 1868b (PrCt)

Geography - 1868
Authors: Guyot, A. (Arnold), 1807-1884 -- Scribner, Charles, 1821-1871 -- Martin M.
Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; xx cm.
Teacher's ed.; sig. 'Isabella Stone.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 7240.

Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- E.H. Butler & Co., -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : ills. ; 17 cm.
Sig. 'Emma C. Rhinehart.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 4260.

Authors: Guyot, A. (Arnold), 1807-1884 -- Scribner, Charles, 1821-1871 -- Martin M.
Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; xx cm.
Teacher's ed.
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 4799.

Intermediate geography
Cassidy G9 C6 1868b (PrCt)

Authors: Guyot, A. (Arnold), 1807-1884 -- Scribner, Charles, 1821-1871 -- Martin M.
Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; xx cm.
Teacher's ed.; sig. 'Isabella Stone.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 7240.

Common-school geography
Cassidy G9 C6 1868b (PrCt)
Cassidy C65 M6 1868 (PrCt)

29883 Geography - 1868<<Atlases - 1868
Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Ivison, Phinney, Blakeman & Co. -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 22 maps ; 32 cm.
Sig. 'Lizzie C. Kent.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 3756.

folio Cassidy C64 C6 1868 (PrCt)

29884 Geography - 1868<<Atlases - 1868
Authors: Cornell, S. S. (Sophia S.) -- D. Appleton and Company -- Beach, Charles L. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
72 p. : ill., 18 hand col. maps ; 18 cm.
Uniform title: First steps in geography Publisher’s illustrated binding.
Former owner’s inscription: Charles L. Beach, Whitewater, Wisconsin.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G125 .C77 1868 (NLO)

29885 Geography - 1868<<Atlases - 1868
Authors: Cornell, S. S. (Sophia S.) -- D. Appleton and Company -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 28 cm.
Plain cover; t.p. stamped 'City of Brooklyn.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 4535.

folio Cassidy C67 G7 1868a (PrCt)

29886 Geography - 1868<<Atlases - 1868
Authors: Cornell, S. S. (Sophia S.) -- D. Appleton and Company -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 28 cm.
Illus. cover; sig. 'Leroy White.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 7554.

folio Cassidy C67 G7 1868b (PrCt)

29887 Geography - 1868<<Atlases - 1868
Authors: Cornell, S. S. (Sophia S.) -- D. Appleton and Company -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 28 cm.

Sig. 'Agnes Sheldon.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 4647.

folio Cassidy C67 I5 1868a (PrCt)

29888 Geography - 1868<<Atlases - 1868
Authors: Cornell, S. S. (Sophia S.) -- D. Appleton and Company -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 28 cm.
Sig. 'E. M. Woodward.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 4717.

folio Cassidy C67 I5 1868b (PrCt)

29889 Geography - 1868<<Atlases - 1868
Cornell’s grammar-school geography : forming a part of a Systematic series of school geographies : embracing an extended course and adapted to pupils in the higher classes in public and private schools / by S.S. Cornell. New York : D. Appleton and Company, 1868, c1858.
108 p. : ill., 50 maps (chiefly hand col., some folded) ; 29 cm.
Some maps drawn by J. Wells.
Includes questions and exercises for the student.
Series: Systematic series of school geographies.
Former owner’s inscription: Joseph C. Fish Jr., Falmouth, Mass.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G125 .C77 1868 (NLO)

29890 Geography - 1868<<Atlases - 1868
104 p. : ill., 22 col. maps ; 31 cm.
'Illustrated by numerous engravings and twenty-two maps, drawn on a uniform system of scales, expressly for this work by G. Woolworth Colton.'
Owner’s inscription: Oren A. Fuller, West Appleton, Maine, Dec. 11th, 1874.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015

the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G125 .J2 1868 (NLO)

29891 Geography - 1868 Atlases - 1868

Authors: McNally, Francis -- Monteith, James -- Wells, Jacob -- Sherman, George E., b. 1810 or 11 -- A.S. Barnes & Co. -- Smith & McDougal -- Wood, George W. -- Paissier, C., Miss -- Parker, Hattie -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
110 p. : ill., 35 hand col. maps (1 folded) ; 31 cm.
Cover title: McNally's system of geography : for schools academies and seminaries
On cover: Monteith and McNally's series.
Series: National geographical series ; no. 5.
Most maps drawn by J. Wells and engraved by Geo. E. Sherman.
"Electrotyped by Smith & McDougal, 82 & 84 Beckman Street."--T.p. verso.
Includes questions for the student.
Publisher's illustrated paper covered boards; publisher's advertisement on back cover.
Former owner's inscription: Miss [Cu ..?] Paissier, Canandaigua, NY.
Former owner: Hattie Parker.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G127 .M49 1868 (NLO)

29892 Geography - 1868 Atlases - 1868

92 p. : ill., 24 hand col. maps ; 30 cm.
"Illustrations engraved on wood by J.H. Richardson."--T.p. verso.
"Electrotyped by Smith & McDougal, 82 & 84 Beckman Street."--T.p. verso.
Series: National geographical series ; no. 4.
Includes questions and exercises for the student.
Includes index.
Publisher's paper covered boards; publisher's advertisement on back cover.
Former owner's inscription: E.C. Herrick,
Brockport, N.Y.
Former owner's inscription: Preston M. Cook, Brooklyn, N.Y.
Former owner: Willie Packer.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G655 .M77 1868 (NLO)

29893 Geography - 1868 Atlases - 1868

Authors: Monteith, James -- A.S. Barnes & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
124 p. : ill., col. 23 maps ; 24 cm.
Rev. ed.
Cover title: Monteith's manual of geography
Series: National geographical series.
Includes questions for the student.
Front and back cover on Newberry's copy worn.
Former owner's inscription: Hastings, 1868.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G125 .M62 1868 (NLO)

29894 Geography - 1868 Atlases - 1868

68 p. : ill., 12 maps ; 18 cm.
Includes questions and exercises.
Series: National geographical series ; no. 1.
In contemporary binding of illustrated paper over boards, publishers advertisements on back cover.
Bookseller's label: Wm. Huston & Co., Druggists & Bookseller's, Main Street, Uniontown, Pa.
Former owners' signatures: Jonah Deearth -- Albert Hostetler -- Nannie Hostetler -- Emma Deearth.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G127 .M76 1868

29895 Geography - 1868 Atlases - 1868

92 p. : ill., 24 hand col. maps ; 30 cm.
"Illustrations engraved on wood by J.H. Richardson."--T.p. verso.
"Electrotyped by Smith & McDougal, 82 & 84 Beckman Street."--T.p. verso.
Series: National geographical series ; no. 4.
Includes questions and exercises for the student.
Includes index.
Publisher's paper covered boards; publisher's advertisement on back cover.
Former owner's inscription: E.C. Herrick,
Brockport, N.Y.
Former owner's inscription: Preston M. Cook, Brooklyn, N.Y.
Former owner: Willie Packer.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G655 .M77 1868 (NLO)
science, written and illustrated on the plan of
object teaching. Part II, Local and civil
geography, containing maps remarkable for their
clarriness, an improved system of map exercises,
and a pronouncing vocabulary of geographical
names / by James Monteith. New York : A.S.
Barnes & Co., 1868, 1866.
Authors: Monteith, James -- Smith & McDougal --
Wood, George W. -- Richardson, J. H. -- A.S.
Barnes & Co. -- Packer, Willie -- Herrick, E.C. --
Cook, Preston M. -- Roger S. Baskets Collection
(Newberry Library)
92 p. : ill., 24 hand col. maps ; 30 cm.
"Electrotyped by Smith & McDougal, 82 & 84
Beckman Street."--T.p. verso.
"Printed by George W. Wood, 51 John
Street."--T.p. verso.
"Illustrations engraved on wood by J.H.
Richardson."--T.p. verso.
Series: National geographical series ; no. 4.
Includes questions and exercises for the student.
Includes index.
Publisher’s paper covered boards; publisher’s
advertisements on back cover.
Former owner’s inscription: E.C. Herrick,
Brockport, N.Y.
Former owner’s inscription: Preston M. Cook,
Brooklyn, N.Y.
Former owner: Willie Packer.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio GB55 .M77 1868 (NLO)

29897 Geography - 1868<<<<Atlases - 1868<<<<Map
drawing - Handbooks, manuals, etc. -
1868<<<<Cartography - Handbooks, manuals,
etc. - 1868
The Common-school geography : an elementary
treatise on mathematical, physical, and political
teraphy / by D.M. Warren. Philadelphia :
Cowperthwait & Co., 1868, c1866.
Authors: Warren, D. M. (David M.), 1820-1861
-- Young, J. H. (James Hamilton) -- Apgar, E. A.
(Ellis A.), d. 1905 -- Yeager, E. (Edward) --
Cowperthwait & Co. -- Cowperthwait, Hulings,
1801-1873 -- Walken, C. E. -- Roger S. Baskets
Collection (Newberry Library)
cm.
Last rev. ed.
Cover title: Warren's common-school geography
"The new maps have been prepared by under
the direction of Mr. James H. Young ... The
Treatise on Map-drawing, by Mr. E.A. Apgar
..."--P. 3.
Some maps engraved by E. Yeager.
Includes questions for the student.
Series: Warren's series of geographies.
Series statement from p. 2.
Publisher’s illustrated paper covered boards;
publisher's advertisements on back cover.
Former owner: C.E. Walken.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G125 .W34 1868 (NLO)

29898 Geography - 1868<<<<Atlases, British - 1868
Dictionary of geography. London : Ward & Lock,
1868.
Authors: Beeton, Samuel Orchart, 1831-1877
-- Dower, John, active 1838-1846? -- Ward & Lock
-- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 12 maps ; 200 x 130 mm.
Includes maps by John Dower.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

29899 Geography - 1868 (Provisional Heading)
Common-school geography. New York :
Scribner, 1868.
Authors: Guyot, A. (Arnold), 1807-1884. --
Sandoz, E. -- Scribner -- Roger S. Baskets
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 25 maps ; 305 x 247 mm.
C:ESandoz:tp:1867
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

29900 Geography - 1868 (Provisional Heading)
First lessons in geography. Philadelphia :
ButlerEH, 1868.
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel
Augustus), 1792-1868 -- E.H. Butler & Co. --

Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 14 maps ; 178 x 140 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

29901 Geography - 1869
Authors: Cornell, S. S. (Sophia S.) -- D. Appleton and Company -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 28 cm.
Sig. 'Florence Colley.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 5410.
folio Cassidy C67 G7 1869 (PrCt)

29902 Geography - 1869
Authors: Cornell, S. S. (Sophia S.) -- D. Appleton and Company -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 28 cm.
Sig. 'W. Bostick.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 7422.
folio Cassidy C67 I5 1869 (PrCt)

29903 Geography - 1869
Authors: Guyot, A. (Arnold), 1807-1884 -- Scribner, Charles, 1821-1871 -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 29 cm.
Sig. 'Doris Griffin.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 4920.
folio Cassidy G9 I5 1869a (PrCt)

29904 Geography - 1869
Authors: Guyot, A. (Arnold), 1807-1884 -- Scribner, Charles, 1821-1871 -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 29 cm.
Corner broken off back cover.
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 5406.
folio Cassidy G9 I5 1869b (PrCt)

29905 Geography - 1869
Authors: Guyot, A. (Arnold), 1807-1884 -- Scribner, Charles, 1821-1871 -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 29 cm.
Sig. 'Flora Gordon.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 5908.
folio Cassidy G9 I5 1869c (PrCt)

29906 Geography - 1869
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- E.H. Butler & Co. -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 31 cm.
Conn. ed., sig. 'Alma Horlick.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 3986.
folio Cassidy M5 N42 C8 1869a (PrCt)

29907 Geography - 1869
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- E.H. Butler & Co. -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 31 cm.
Conn. ed.
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 5752.
folio Cassidy M5 N42 1869b (PrCt)

29908 Geography - 1869
Authors: Monteith, James -- A.S. Barnes & Co. -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 22 cm.
Sig. 'Mary McLoughlin.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 4141.
Cassidy M6 I5 1869 (PrCt)

29909 Geography - 1869
Authors: Monteith, James -- A.S. Barnes & Co. -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; xx cm.
Water damage to covers.
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 4550.
Cassidy M6 P4 1869 (PrCt)

29910 Geography - 1869
Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Fitch, George W. (George William) -- Ivison, Phinney, Blakeman & Co. -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

1 v. : 20 maps ; 21 cm.
Sig. 'F. O. Smith.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at
the Newberry Library.

Cassidy inv. # 3135.

Cassidy C65 I5 1869 (PrCt)

29911 Geography - 1869 Atlases - 1869
Outlines of physical geography. New York :
Chicago : Ivison, Phinney, Blakeman & Co. ;
Authors: Fitch, George W. (George William) --
Robinson, Alphonso J. -- Morgan, Charles
Carroll, 1832 -- J.H. Colton & Co. -- Colton, J. H.
(Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Ivison, Phinney,
Blakeman & Co. -- S.C. Griggs & Co. -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
vi, 112 p. : ill., 16 maps ; 30 cm.

'By George W. Fitch'
'Revised with notes, additions, and amendments,
by Alphonso J. Robinson.'
'Changed to quarto form, with questions on the
maps and an article on the physical geography of
the United States, by Charles Carroll Morgan.'
'Entered according to Act of Congress in the year
1860 by J.H. Colton ...'--on maps.
Cover title: J. H. Colton's Outlines of physical
geography
Cover has 1867 publication date.
'Illustrated with numerous maps and engravings.'
Numerous pencil annotations.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio GB55 .F4 1869 (NLO)

29912 Geography - 1869 Atlases - 1869
Improved system of geography for schools. New
York : A.S. Barnes, 1869.
Authors: McNally, Francis -- A.S. Barnes & Co. --
Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 31 cm.
Sig. '.... Wyllie.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # ?.

folio Cassidy M25 I4 1869b (PrCt)

29913 Geography - 1869 Atlases - 1869
Improved system of geography for schools. New
York : A.S. Barnes, 1869.
Authors: McNally, Francis -- A.S. Barnes & Co. --
Pollock, S. D., Dr. -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 31 cm.
Label of Dr. S.D.Pollock.
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 3306.

folio Cassidy M25 I4 1869a (PrCt)

29914 Geography - 1869 Atlases - 1869
An Improved system of geography : designed for
schools, academies and seminaries / by Francis
McNally. New York ; Boston : A.S. Barnes and
Co. ; Woolworth, Ainsworth & Co., 1869, c1866.
Authors: McNally, Francis -- Wells, Jacob --
Sherman, George E., b. 1810 or 11 -- Stuart,
Oliver J. -- Smith & McDougal -- Wood, George
W. -- A.S. Barnes & Co. -- Woolworth, Ainsworth
& Company -- Purdy, Theresa Augustina --
Green, Sarah L. -- Clark, Thomas, fl. 1869 --
Theall, Carrie N. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
110, 12 p. : ill., 35 hand col. maps (1 folded) ; 32 cm.
Rev. ed.
Cover title: McNally's system of geography : for
schools, academies and seminaries
On cover: Edition with map drawing.
On cover: Monteith & McNally's series.
Most maps drawn by J. Wells and engraved by
Geo. E. Sherman.
"Electrotyped by Smith & McDougal, 84 Beckman St."--T.p. verso.
"Printed by George W. Wood, 2 Dutch St."--T.p. verso.
Series: National geographical series.
"Map drawing": 12 p. at end.
Includes questions for the student.
Publisher's illustrated paper covered boards;
publisher's advertisement on back cover.
Former owner's inscription: Property of Theresa
Augustina Purdy, Webster, Monroe Co., N.Y.,
1870.
Former owners' signature: Sarah L. Green --
Thomas Clark -- Mrs. [Larina Arnser?] -- Miss
Carrie N. Theall
Former owner: Mrs. Sylvester.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
References: Hudson 382

Baskes folio G127 .M49 1869 (NLO)

29915 Geography - 1869 Atlases - 1869
New primary geography. Philadelphia : ButlerEH,
1869.
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel
Augustus), 1792-1868 -- E.H. Butler & Co. --
Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 20 maps ; 22 cm.
Sig. 'Willia Abercrombie Gilbert.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 3810.

Cassidy M5 N44 1869 (PrCt)

29916 Geography - 1869 Atlases - 1869
Manual of geography. New York : A.S. Barnes,
1869.
Authors: Monteith, James -- A.S. Barnes & Co. --
Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 14 maps ; 24 cm.
Sig. 'Alexandria Mo...[illeg.]
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 3811.

Cassidy M6 M3 1869 (PrCt)
29917 Geography - 1869 Atlases 1869
1 v. : maps ; 30 cm.
New England. ed
Signed "Herbert W. Marshall."
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 3124.
folio Cassidy W3 C6 1869 (PrCr)

29918 Geography - 1869 Atlases 1869
An Elementary treatise on physical geography : to which is added a brief description of the physical phenomena of the United States / by D.M. Warren ; revised by A. von Steinwehr. Philadelphia : Cowperthwait & Co., c1869.
Cover title: Warren's new physical geography Maps by A. von Steinwehr; some maps engraved by H. Lindenkohl.
Includes questions for the student.
Series: Warren's series of geographies.
Series statement from p. 2.
Publisher's paper covered boards; publisher's advertisements on back cover.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio GB55 .W34 1869 (NLO)

29919 Geography - 1869 Atlases - 1869
108 p. : ill., 33 hand col. maps ; 30 cm.
Last rev. ed.
Cover title: Warren's common-school geography "The new maps have been prepared under the direct supervision of Mr. James H. Young."--P. 3.
Some maps engraved by E. Yeager.
Former Ownership History:
Publisher's illustrated paper covered boards; publisher's advertisements on back cover.
Bookplate: Ex-libris William Libbey.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Kp 431; Hudson 384
Baskes folio G125 .W34 1869 (NLO)

29920 Geography - 1869 Atlases - 1869 Pohnpeian language - Texts
24 p. : ill., maps ; 19 cm.
Language: Pohnpeian.
Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Hawaiian Language Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cataloged and conserved as part of the Sister Ann Ida Gannon Initiative at the Newberry Library.
References: Newberry Library. Hawaiian Language, 267a
Not in Forbes, David W. Hawaiian national bibliography, 1780-1900.
Not in Judd, B. Hawaiian language imprints.
Ayer G125.P48 1869 (NLO)

29921 Geography - 1869 Atlases, British - 1869
Guy's school geography, on a new and easy plan : comprising not only a complete general description, but much topographical information, in a well digested order ... expressly adapted to every age and capacity, and to every class of learners, both in ladies' and gentlemen's schools, to which is now added a chapter on physical geography / by Joseph Guy. London : Whittaker, 1869.
Authors: Guy, Joseph, 1874-1867 -- Becker, Francis Paul -- Cradock & Co. -- Whittaker -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library).
viii, 244 p., [7] leaves of plates (6 folded) ; 7 maps ; 16 cm.
Includes 'Problems to be solved on the terrestrial globe' and 'Questions ... on the map of the world' (p. 206-227).
Publisher's binding.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G125 .G895 1869 (NLO)

29922 Geography - 1869 Marquesan language - Texts
He hamani haait e fenua. Honolulu : Patua e te Papa Havaii, 1869.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Language: Marquesan.
Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Hawaiian Language Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Newberry Library. Hawaiian Language, 173a
Not in Forbes, David W. Hawaiian national bibliography, 1870-1900.
Not in Judd, B. Hawaiian language imprints. Ayer G125 .H35 1869 (NLO)

29923 Geography - 1869 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Guyot, A. (Arnold), 1807-1884 -- Scribner -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. : 3 maps ; 249 x 204 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

29924 Geography - 1870
Publisher's advertisements, [2] p. at end, and on lining papers.
Publisher's illustrated paper covered boards; publisher's advertisements on back cover.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G125 .C774 1870 (NLO)

29925 Geography - 1870
Authors: Guyot, A. (Arnold), 1807-1884 -- Scribner, Armstrong, and Company -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. ; 31 cm.
Vermont ed.
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 5016.
folio Cassidy G9 IS 1870 (PrCt)

29926 Geography - 1870
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- E.H. Butler & Co. -- Lamb, Mollie -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. ; ill. ; 17 cm.
Sig. 'J. A. Torrey.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 4551.
folio Cassidy G9 IS 1870 (PrCt)

29927 Geography - 1870
Authors: Monteith, James -- A.S. Barnes & Co. -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. ; 22 cm.
Sig. 'Willie U. Chapin.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 5452.
Cassidy M6 M3 1870 (PrCt)

29928 Geography - 1870
Authors: Monteith, James -- A.S. Barnes & Co. -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. ; 24 cm.
Lacks t.p.
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 7433.
Cassidy M6 M3 1870 (PrCt)

29929 Geography - 1870
Authors: Steinwehr, A. von (Adolph), 1822-1877

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Series: Systematic series of school geographies. Publisher’s illustrated paper over boards; publisher’s advertisements on back cover.
Bookseller’s label: Levering & Son, booksellers and stationers, Lafayette, Ind.
Former owner’s inscription: Charles L. Robosson, Lafayette, Ind., Sept. 11th, 1871.
Label: The University of Illinois Library.
Stamp: University of Illinois Library, Sep. 27, 1919.
Laid-in: 1 sheet of former owner’s completed homework.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G125 .C772 1870 (NLO)

29943 Geography - 1870 Atlases - 1870
Authors: Steinwehr, A. von (Adolph), 1822-1877 -- Brinton, Daniel Garrison, 1837-1899 -- Wilson, Hinkle & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.: 18 maps ; 320 x 265 mm.
nd,2Dakotas
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

29944 Geography - 1870 Atlases - 1870
Authors: Steinwehr, A. von (Adolph), 1822-1877 -- Jewett & Chandler -- Wilson, Hinkle & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.: 24 maps ; 321 x 265 mm.
Maps by Jewett & Chandler; rebacked.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

29945 Geography - 1870 Atlases - 1870
Authors: Steinwehr, A. von (Adolph), 1822-1877 -- Lindenkohl, H. (Henry) -- Wilson, Hinkle & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.: 24 maps ; 320 x 265 mm.
E:HLindenkohl;Kp46
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

29946 Geography - 1870 Atlases - 1870
Map drawing - Handbooks, manuals, etc. - 1870 Cartography - Handbooks, manuals, etc. - 1870
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
108 p. : ill., 33 maps (chiefly hand col., 1 folded) ;
31 cm.
Last rev. ed.
Cover title: Warren's common-school geography
"The new maps have been prepared under the direction of Mr. James H. Young ... The Treatise
on map-drawing, by Mr. E.A. Apgar ..." -- P. 3.
"Commercial map of the world," engraved by E. Yeager.
Includes questions for the student.
Series: Warren's series of geographies
Publisher’s illustrated paper covered boards;
publisher’s advertisements on back cover.
Bookplate: Coatesville School District.
Former owner’s signature: Anna Russell.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G125 .W34 1870 (NLO)

29947 Geography - 1870 Atlas, British - 1870
Authors: Valentine, L. -- Frederick Warne (Firm)
-- Dower, John, active 1838-1846? -- Stanford,
Edward, 1827-1904 -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 16 maps ; 209 x 134 mm.
nd:C:JohnDower,EdwStanford
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

29948 Geography - 1870 Provisional Heading
Intermediate geography. New York : Scribner
Armstrong, 1870.
Authors: Guyot, A. (Arnold), 1807-1884 --
Scribner, Armstrong, and Company -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 313 x 253 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

29949 Geography - 1871
Grammar school geography. New York : Appleton,
1871.
Authors: Cornell, S. S. (Sophia S.) -- D. Appleton
and Company -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 28 cm.
Sig. 'Emma S. Hill.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 6054.
folio Cassidy C67 I5 1871 (PrCt)

29951 Geography - 1871
Authors: Guyot, A. (Arnold), 1807-1884 --
Scribner, Armstrong, and Company -- Martin M.
Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; xx cm.
Sig. 'Dana Bigbee.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 7596.
Cassidy G9 C6 1871 (PrCt)

29952 Geography - 1871
Intermediate geography. New York : Scribner,
1871.
Authors: Guyot, A. (Arnold), 1807-1884 --
Scribner, Armstrong, and Company -- Martin M.
Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 31 cm.
Sig. 'Board of Education.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 5450.
folio Cassidy G9 I5 1871 (PrCt)

29953 Geography - 1871
Common-school geography. Philadelphia :
Cowperthwait & Co., 1871.
Authors: Warren, D. M. (David M.), 1820-1861 --
Cowperthwait & Co. -- Martin M. Cassidy
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 30 cm.
N. Engl. ed.; sig. 'Leonard P. Sayles.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 3763.
folio Cassidy W3 C6 1871 (PrCt)

29954 Geography - 1871
Common-school geography. Philadelphia :
Cowperthwait & Co., 1871.
Authors: Warren, D. M. (David M.), 1820-1861 --
Cowperthwait & Co. -- Martin M. Cassidy
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 30 cm.
Census of 1870, on green paper, tipped in at
back; sig. 'William S. Darlington.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 7524.
folio Cassidy W3 C6 1871 (PrCt)

29955 Geography - 1871 Atlas - 1871
Authors: Cornell, S. S. (Sophia S.) -- D. Appleton
and Company -- Anthony, Sarah -- Martin M.
Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 22 cm.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
29956 Geography - 1871Atlases - 1871
Authors: Cornell, S. S. (Sophia S.) -- D. Appleton and Company -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 v.; 22 cm.
V. good cond., unmarked.
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 5920.
Cassidy C67 P7 1871a (PrCt)

29957 Geography - 1871Atlases - 1871
Authors: Cornell, S. S. (Sophia S.) -- D. Appleton and Company -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 v.; 22 cm.
Unmarked.
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 6098.
Cassidy C67 P7 1871c (PrCt)

29958 Geography - 1871Atlases - 1871
Authors: Cornell, S. S. (Sophia S.) -- D. Appleton and Company -- Streeter, Ecca -- Martin M.
Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.; 23 cm.
Sig. 'Ecca Streeter.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 4154.
Cassidy C67 P7 1871d (PrCt)

29959 Geography - 1871Atlases - 1871
Cornell's primary geography ; forming part first of a Systematic series of school geographies / by
Authors: Cornell, S. S. (Sophia S.) -- D. Appleton and Company -- Young, Lessie B. -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
[3], 8-100 p.; ill., 21 maps (chiefly col., 1 folded); 23 cm.
Rev. ed.
"New edition"--Cover.
Includes questions and exercises for the student.
Publisher's illustrated paper over boards; publisher's advertisements on back cover (dated 1872?).
Series: Systematic series of school geographies.
Former owner's inscription: Lessie B. Young, Nov. 22d., 1873.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G125 .C776 1871 (NLO)

29960 Geography - 1871Atlases - 1871
Cornell's physical geography: accompanied with nineteen pages of maps, a great variety of
map-questions, and one hundred and thirty diagrams and pictorial illustrations, and
embracing a detailed description of the physical features of the United States / by S. S. Cornell.
Authors: Cornell, S. S. (Sophia S.) -- Steinwehr, A. von (Adolph), 1822-1877 -- D. Appleton and
Company -- Nelson, Sara G. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
104 p.; ill., 13 maps (chiefly col., some folded); 29 cm.
Most maps by A. von Steinwehr.
Includes questions and exercises for the student.
Series: Cornell's geographical series
Systematic series of school geographies.
Series statement from back cover.
Other titles from series published with series title:
Systematic series of school geographies.
Publisher's illustrated paper over boards; publisher's advertisements on back cover.
Former owner's inscription: Sara G. Nelson, first prize for spelling, Tompkins Co. Teach. Inst.,
Sept. 27, 1871.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio GB55 .C67 1871 (NLO)

29961 Geography - 1871Atlases - 1871
An Improved system of geography : designed for schools, academies and seminaries / by Francis
Authors: McNally, Francis -- Wells, Jacob -- Sherman, George E., b. 1810 or 11 -- Stuart,
Oliver J. -- A. S. Barnes & Co. -- Bucklin, Francis -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
110, 12 p.; ill., 33 hand col. maps (1 folded); 31 cm.
Rev. ed.
Cover title: McNally's system of geography
On cover: Edition with map drawing.
Most maps drawn by J. Wells and engraved by Geo. E. Sherman.
On cover: Monteith and McNally's series.
Series: National geographical series.
Includes questions for the student.
"Map drawing": 12 p. at end.
Publisher's illustrated paper covered boards; publisher's advertisement on back cover.
Former owner's inscription: Francis Bucklin, Westphalia, Clinton County, Michigan, Sept. 18,
1871.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G127 .M49 1871 (NLO)

29962 Geography - 1871Atlases - 1871


Geography - 1871


Geography - 1872

Our world: first lessons in geography for children. Boston : Ginn, 1872. Authors: Hall, Mary L. (Mary Lucy) -- Ginn and Company -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. ; 22 cm. Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library. Cassidy inv. # 7649. Cassidy H27 O9 1872a (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

(Editors) (Newberry Library)
1 v.; 22 cm.
Ex lib. Willis O. Underwood.
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 8319.
Cassidy H27 O9 1872b (PrCt)

29972 Geography - 1872
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- E.H. Butler & Co. -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.; 20 cm.
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy M5 A5 1872 (PrCt)

29973 Geography - 1872
Authors: Warren, D. M. (David M.), 1820-1861 -- Cowperthwait & Co. -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.; 30 cm.
N. Engl. ed.; sig. 'Annie M. Potter.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 3491.
folio Cassidy W3 C6 N38 1872a (PrCt)

29974 Geography - 1872
Authors: Warren, D. M. (David M.), 1820-1861 -- Cowperthwait & Co. -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.; 30 cm.
N. Engl. ed.; sig. 'Geo. Everett.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 4921.
folio Cassidy W3 C6 1872b (PrCt)

29975 Geography - 1872 Atlases - 1872
Authors: Brocklesby, John -- Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Atwood, John M., approximately 1818- -- E.H. Butler & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.; 13 maps; 310 x 251 mm.
5th book of series; edited by John Brocklesby.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

29976 Geography - 1872 Atlases - 1872
Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Sheldon & Company (New York, N.Y.) -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.; 18 maps; 24 cm.
Sig. 'N. J. Merwin.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 3517.
Cassidy C64 N42 1872 (PrCt)

29977 Geography - 1872 Atlases - 1872
Authors: Cornell, S. S. (Sophia S.) -- D. Appleton and Company -- Holowell, Edward -- Holowell, Henry C. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
100 p.; ill., 22 maps (chiefly col., some folded); 28 cm.
Includes questions and exercises for the student. Publisher's illustrated paper covered boards; publisher's advertisements on back cover.
Series: Systematic series of school geographies.
Former owner's inscription: Edward Holowell, Preston, Conn., Dec. 14th, 1876.
Former owner's inscription: Henry C. Holowell, Preston, Conn.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 05027739
Baskes folio G126 .C775 1872 (NLO)

29978 Geography - 1872 Atlases - 1872
Authors: Cornell, S. S. (Sophia S.) -- D. Appleton and Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
96 p.; ill., 26 maps (chiefly col.); 29 cm.
Includes questions and exercises for the student. Publisher's illustrated paper over boards.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G125 .C775 1868 (NLO)

29979 Geography - 1872 Atlases - 1872
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Sig. 'Willie Hill.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 3826.
folio Cassidy C64 C6 1873 (PrCt)

29987 Geography - 1873
Authors: Cornell, S. S. (Sophia S.) -- D. Appleton
and Company -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 29 cm.
Sig. 'Alonzo W. Sarles.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 7640.
folio Cassidy C67 I5 1873 (PrCt)

29988 Geography - 1873
Authors: Guyot, A. (Arnold), 1807-1884 -- Scribner, Armstrong, and Company -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 32 cm.
Sig. 'Mary H. Mott.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 4274.
folio Cassidy G9 I5 1873 (PrCt)

29989 Geography - 1873
Authors: Guyot, A. (Arnold), 1807-1884 -- Scribner, Armstrong, and Company -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 25 cm.
Sig. 'James A. Howard.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 3337.
folio Cassidy G9 I5 1873 (PrCt)

29990 Geography - 1873
Authors: Hall, Mary L. (Mary Lucy) -- Ginn and Company -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 22 cm.
Sig. 'E. Perkins.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 4801.
folio Cassidy H27 O9 1873 (PrCt)

29991 Geography - 1873
Authors: Hall, Mary L. (Mary Lucy) -- Ginn and Company -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 30 cm.
Sig. 'Stephen Beal.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 5756.
folio Cassidy H27 O93 1873a (PrCt)

29992 Geography - 1873
Authors: Hall, Mary L. (Mary Lucy) -- Ginn and Company -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 30 cm.
Sig. 'I.M.Hall.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 5918.
folio Cassidy H27 O93 1873b (PrCt)

29993 Geography - 1873
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- J.H. Butler & Co. -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 31 cm.
Conn. ed.; cover 'E.H.Butler'; sig. 'Stephen Monroe.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 7751.
folio Cassidy M5 N42 1873 (PrCt)

29994 Geography - 1873
Authors: Warren, D. M. (David M.), 1820-1861 -- Cowperthwait & Co. -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 30 cm.
N. Engl. ed.; sig. 'Emma L. Pratt.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 5127.
folio Cassidy W3 C6 1873 (PrCt)

29995 Geography - 1873
Authors: Warren, D. M. (David M.), 1820-1861 -- Cowperthwait & Co. -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 30 cm.
N. Engl. ed.; sig. 'Emma L. Pratt.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 5127.
folio Cassidy W3 C6 1873 (PrCt)
Cassidy in the Newberry Library.
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 7669.
Cassidy W3 N44 1873 (PrCt)

29997 Geography - 1873
Authors: Warren, D. M. (David M.), 1820-1861 -- Cowperthwait & Co. -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 24 cm.
Sig. 'Willie W. Pratt.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 7745.
Cassidy W3 N44 1873b (PrCt)

29998 Geography - 1873
Colton's new introductory geography: illustrated by numerous engravings, and eighteen maps, drawn expressly for this work. New York: Sheldon & Co., 1873.
85 p. : illus., 18 col. maps ; 24 cm.
'Fisk & Russell N.Y.'--on maps.
Uniform title: New introductory geography
Series: Colton's new series
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G126 .C7 1873 (NLO)

29999 Geography - 1873
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- E.H. Butler & Co. -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 20 maps ; 22 cm.
Ex lib. Willis O. Underwood.
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 4262.
Cassidy M5 N44 1873 (PrCt)

30000 Geography - 1873
Authors: Monteith, James -- A.S. Barnes & Co. -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 17 cm.
Sig. 'Douglass Burnett.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 4119.
Cassidy M6 F5 1873 (PrCt)

30001 Geography - 1873
Authors: Monteith, James -- A.S. Barnes & Co. -- Master, Miss -- Kerr, Willie -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
124 p. : ill., 23 hand col. maps (1 folded) ; 24 cm.
Rev. ed.
Cover title: Monteith's manual of geography
Series: National geographical series.
On cover: Edition with map drawing.
Includes questions for the student.
Publisher's illustrated paper covered boards; advertisements on back cover.
Former owner's inscription: Miss Master, Willie Kerr, Marksboro, N.J., Feb. 6, '74.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G125 .M62 1873 (NLO)

30002 Geography - 1873
Authors: Monteith, James -- A.S. Barnes & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Cover title: Introduction to Monteith's manual of geography
On cover: Monteith and McNally's series.
Series: National geographical series.
Publisher's advertisements, [1] p. at the end.
Includes exercises and questions for the student.
Publisher's illustrated paper covered boards; publisher's advertisement on back cover.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G125 .M6 1873 (NLO)

30003 Geography - 1873
Authors: Monteith, James -- A.S. Barnes & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Map of Constantinople (i.e. Istanbul) pasted to inside of back cover by previous owner.
Publisher's illustrated paper covered boards; Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Tipped-in at the end: Monteith's globe: the earth's surface represented in segments from which each pupil can make a globe.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Includes questions for the student.

Baskes folio G127 .M8 1873 (NLO)

30004 **Geography - 1873**<br><br>Atlases, British - 1873


Authors: Guy, J. (John) -- Montague, Charles, 1819-1885 -- Allman, T. J. -- Clines, Edith J. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)


90th ed., enl. and improved.

Cover title: John Guy’s geography

Running title: John Guy’s geography for children

Frontispiece map of the world engraved by C. Montague.

Publisher’s advertisements on lining papers.

Includes questions and exercises for the student.

Publisher’s binding.

Owners’ inscriptions: Edith J. Clines; Mrs. J. He[wes?] Nov. 18th, 1873.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G125 .G89 1873 (NLO)

30005 **Geography - 1873**<br><br>Atlases, British - 1873

*Physical geography : for use in science classes and higher and middle class schools / by John Macturk.* New York : G.P. Putnam’s Sons, [1873].

Authors: Macturk, John -- Bartholomew, John, 1831-1893 -- G.P. Putnam’s Sons -- Burns, H., fl. 1882 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)


Preface dated January 1873.

Maps by J. Bartholomew.

Includes questions and exercises for the student and index.

Series: Putnam’s elementary science series

Publisher’s green cloth binding.

Binding error: cover attached upside down

Owner’s inscription: H. Burns, June 24th, 1882.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G126 .H63 1873 (NLO)

30006 **Geography - 1873**<br><br>Atlases, Canadian - 1873

*Easy lessons in general geography : with maps and illustrations / by J. George Hodgins.* Montreal : John Lovell, 1873, c1863.


78 p. : ill., 29 hand col. maps ; 21 cm.

"Being introductory to 'Lovell’s general geography.'"

Maps drawn by T.C. Scoble, A.E. Craham, and F.N. Boxer; maps engraved by Fisk & Russell and Schönberg & Co.

On cover: Toronto, Adam Miller, 11 Wellington Street, west.

Includes questions and exercises for the student.

Series: Lovell’s series of school-books -- Lovell’s series of school books. Publisher’s illustrated paper covered boards; publisher’s advertisements on back cover.

Former owner: Jonathan Pyke.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G126 .H3 1873 (NLO)

30007 **Geography - 1873**<br><br>Atlases, Swedish - 1873

*Lärobok i allman geografi (V2).* Stockholm : BonnierA, 1873.

Authors: Erslev, Ed. (Edvard), 1824-1892 -- Bonnier, Adolf -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 20 maps ; 206 x 143 mm.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

30008 **Geography - 1873**<br><br>Atlases, French - 1873

*Earth - 1873*<br><br>*Physical geography - 1873*<br><br>*Atlases, French - 1873*


573 p., XXIV [i.e. XXIII] leaves of plates : 253 maps (some col., some folded), ill. ; 24 cm.

"Illustrated by two hundred and thirty maps inserted in the text, and twenty-three page maps printed in colors."

Maps engraved by Erhard, drawn by A. Vuillemin.

Translation of: La terre, description des phénomènes de la vie du globe.

Plate XXIII, "Atoll Ari," misnumbered XXIV.

Publisher’s green cloth binding with gold-stamped illustration.

Includes bibliographical references and index.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Digital version of another copy available on Google Books website (accessed June 2011): http://books.google.com/books?id=dS0gYFxcgGgC

Baskes GB53 .R43 1873 (NLO)

30009 **Geography - 1873 (Provisional Heading)**

*Physical geography.* New York : Scribner
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Edition</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>30010</td>
<td>Geography - 1873 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>Philadelphia : Ginn, 1873</td>
<td>Hall, Mary L. (Mary Lucy) --</td>
<td>1 v. : 23 maps ; 304 x 257 mm.</td>
<td>Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30013</td>
<td>Geography - 1874</td>
<td>Stockholm : P.A. Norstedt &amp;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30015</td>
<td>Geography - 1874</td>
<td>New York : A.S. Barnes, 1874</td>
<td>Monteith, James -- A.S. Barnes &amp; Co. --</td>
<td></td>
<td>Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library. Cassidy inv. # 4652. Cassidy G9 G7 1874 (PrCt)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30016</td>
<td>Geography - 1874</td>
<td>New York : A.S. Barnes, 1874</td>
<td>Monteith, James -- A.S. Barnes &amp; Co. --</td>
<td></td>
<td>Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library. Cassidy inv. # 5959. Cassidy M6 E4 1874b (PrCt)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30017</td>
<td>Geography - 1874</td>
<td>New York : A.S. Barnes, 1874</td>
<td>Monteith, James -- A.S. Barnes &amp; Co. --</td>
<td></td>
<td>Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library. Cassidy inv. # 4907. Cassidy M6 E4 1874a (PrCt)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30018</td>
<td>Geography - 1874</td>
<td>Philadelphia :</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library. Cassidy inv. # 7667. Cassidy M6 M3 1874 (PrCt)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: The Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015) provides information on a variety of geographic and cartographic works, including atlases and maps, with details such as call numbers, publishers, authors, dates, and physical characteristics. Each entry includes information on the location of the items within the library collections.
Cowperthwait & Co., 1874.
Authors: Warren, D. M. (David M.), 1820-1861 -- Cowperthwait & Co. -- Martin M. Cassidy
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 31 cm.
Sig. 'I. W. L.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 5940.
folio Cassidy W3 B7 1874 (PrCt)

30019 Geography - 1874
Authors: Warren, D. M. (David M.), 1820-1861 -- Cowperthwait & Co. -- Martin M. Cassidy
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 30 cm.
N. Engl. ed.; sig. 'J. C. Stewart.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 2241.
folio Cassidy W3 C6 1874 (PrCt)

30020 Geography - 1874 Atlases - 1874
Authors: Cornell, S. S. (Sophia S.) -- D. Appleton and Company -- Martin M. Cassidy
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 28 cm.
Sig. 'E. Arnold.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 4682.
folio Cassidy C67 I5 1874a (PrCt)

30021 Geography - 1874 Atlases - 1874
Authors: Cornell, S. S. (Sophia S.) -- D. Appleton and Company -- Martin M. Cassidy
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 22 maps ; 29 cm.
Sig. 'Ruthetta Murphy.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 3223.
folio Cassidy C67 I5 1874c (PrCt)

30022 Geography - 1874 Atlases - 1874
Authors: Cornell, S. S. (Sophia S.) -- D. Appleton and Company -- Pratt -- Martin M. Cassidy
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 28 cm.
Sig. 'Pratt.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 4957.
folio Cassidy C67 I5 1874b (PrCt)

30023 Geography - 1874 Atlases - 1874
Colton's common school geography : illustrated by numerous engravings and twenty-two study maps, drawn expressly for this work, and specially adapted to the wants of the class-room ; to which are added two full-paged railroad maps, showing the chief routes of travel, and a complete series of ten commercial and reference maps of the United States. New York : Sheldon and Company, 1874, c1872.

Authors: Cornell, S. S. (Sophia S.) -- D. Appleton and Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
100 p. : ill., 22 maps (chiefly col., some folded) ; 29 cm.
Rev. ed.
"New edition"--Cover.
Series: Systematic series of school geographies. Includes questions and exercises for the student. Publisher's illustrated paper over boards; publisher's advertisements on back cover. Ms. annotations by several hands. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library. Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
References (?): Kp 445a ; Hudson 418
Baskes folio G126 .C775 1874 (NLO)

Geography - 1874 Atlases - 1874

First lessons in geography. Philadelphia : J.H. Butler, 1874. Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- J.H. Butler & Co. -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. : 14 maps ; 18 cm. Sig. 'Mary T. H. Disney.' Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library. Cassidy inv. # 4589. Cassidy M5 F5 1874 (PrCt)

Geography - 1874 Atlases - 1874


Geography - 1874 Atlases - 1874


Geography - 1874 Atlases - 1874


1874 Atlases - 1874

Map drawing - Handbooks, manuals, etc. - 1874

Cartography - Handbooks, manuals, etc. - 1874

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
(Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 28 cm.
Child's drawing of Merrimac & Monitor on frt. pastedown.
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 7750.
**folio Cassidy C67 G7 1875 (PrCt)**

30037 Geography - 1875
*Our world II: lessons in geography.* Boston : Ginn, 1875.
Authors: Hall, Mary L. (Mary Lucy) -- Ginn and Company -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 30 cm.
Sig. 'L.M.P.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 3967.
**folio Cassidy H27 O93 1875a (PrCt)**

30038 Geography - 1875
*Our world II: lessons in geography.* Boston : Ginn, 1875.
Authors: Hall, Mary L. (Mary Lucy) -- Ginn and Company -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 30 cm.
Sig. 'Henry Williamson.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 5763.
**folio Cassidy H27 O93 1875b (PrCt)**

30039 Geography - 1875
Authors: Monteith, James -- A.S. Barnes & Co. -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 23 cm.
Rubbings of penny on t.p.
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 4156.
**folio Cassidy S9 E4 1875 (PrCt)**

30040 Geography - 1875
Authors: Swinton, William, 1833-1892 -- Ivison, Blakeman, Taylor & Co. -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 27 cm.
Sig. 'S. S. Lancaster.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 4156.
**folio Cassidy S9 E4 1875 (PrCt)**

30041 Geography - 1875
Authors: Warren, D. M. (David M.), 1820-1861 -- Cowperthwait & Co. -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 31 cm.
Sig. 'Frank Herdato.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
30042 Geography - 1875
Authors: Warren, D. M. (David M.), 1820-1861 -- Cowperthwait & Co. -- Martin M. Cassidy
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.; 30 cm.
N. Engl. ed.
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 7647.
folio Cassidy W3 C6 1875 (PrCt)

30043 Geography - 1875
Authors: Warren, D. M. (David M.), 1820-1861 -- Cowperthwait & Co. -- Martin M. Cassidy
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.; 30 cm.
Label of W. D. McLean.
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 4552.
folio Cassidy W3 C6 1875 (PrCt)

30044 Geography - 1875-1876<<Atlases - 1875-1876
Primary school geography - Problems, exercises, etc. - Maps - 1875-1876
Cartography - Handbooks, manuals, etc. - 1875-1876
Elementary course in geography: designed for primary and intermediate grades, and as a complete shorter course / by William Swinton.
Authors: Swinton, William, 1833-1892 -- Apgar, A. C. (Austin Craig), 1838-1908 -- Apgar, E. A. (Ellis A.), d. 1905 -- Ivison, Blakeman, Taylor & Co. -- Russell & Struthers -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
[4], 140 p.; ill., 26 maps (chiefly col.); 28 cm.
Cover title: Swinton's elementary geography
Several maps dated: c1876.
Series: Swinton's geographies ; 1.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G127 .S957 1876 (NLO)

30045 Geography - 1875<<Atlases - 1875
Colton's new introductory geography: illustrated with numerous maps and engravings and eighteen maps drawn expressly for this work. St. Paul [Minn.]: D.D. Merrill, 1875.
85 p.; ill., 18 col. maps; 24 cm.
New and improved ed.: containing preliminary development lessons
'Fisk & Russell, N.Y.'--on maps.
Uniform title: New introductory geography
Owner's inscription: Berth Brum, Chanhasfen, Minn. Feb. 11, 1880.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G126 .C7 1875 (NLO)

30046 Geography - 1875<<Atlases - 1875
Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Sheldon & Company (New York, N.Y.) -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.; 18 maps; 24 cm.
Sig. 'Eva Wiley.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 7405.
Cassidy C64 N42 1875 (PrCt)

30047 Geography - 1875<<Atlases - 1875
Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Sheldon & Company (New York, N.Y.) -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.; 18 maps; 235 x 192 mm.
Sig. 'Henry Lasher.'
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

30048 Geography - 1875<<Atlases - 1875
Authors: Cornell, S. S. (Sophia S.) -- D. Appleton and Company -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.; 22 cm.
Sig. 'Henry Lasher.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 5112.
Cassidy C67 P7 1875 (PrCt)

30049 Geography - 1875<<Atlases - 1875
Authors: Cornell, S. S. (Sophia S.) -- D. Appleton and Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
[3], 8-99 p.; ill., 21 maps (chiefly hand col.), 1
30050 Geography - 1875 Atlases - 1875
Authors: Hall, Mary L. (Mary Lucy) -- Ginn and Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.: 23 maps ; 306 x 258 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. 

30051 Geography - 1875 Atlases - 1875
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- J.H. Butler & Co. -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.: 20 maps ; 22 cm.
Inscr. 'Jan 29 187(8?)'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library. 

30052 Geography - 1875 Atlases - 1875
Authors: Monteith, James -- Russell & Struthers -- Concordia University (River Forest, Ill.) -- Concordia University (River Forest, Ill.) Collection (Newberry Library)
68 p.: ill., hand col. maps ; 18 cm.
Cover title: Monteith's first lessons in geography
Maps engraved by Russell & Struthers.
Includes questions and exercises for the student.
Publisher's illustrated paper over boards; publisher's advertisement on back cover.
Series: National geographical series.

30053 Geography - 1875 Atlases - 1875
An elementary treatise on physical geography: to which is added a brief description of the physical phenomena of the United States / by D.M. Warren; revised by A. von Steinwehr. Philadelphia: Cowperthwait & Co., c1873.
116 p.: ill., 19 maps (chiefly hand col.) ; 32 cm.
Cover title: Warren's new physical geography
Maps by A. von Steinwehr; some maps engraved by H. Lindenkohl.
Includes questions for the student.
Series: Warren's series of geographies.
Publisher's illustrated paper covered boards; publisher's advertisement on back cover.
Former owner's inscription: Hattie Jones, Maple Rapids, Michigan.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

30054 Geography - 1875 Atlases - 1875
Colton's common school geography: illustrated by numerous engravings and twenty-two study maps, drawn expressly for this work, and specially adapted to the wants of the class-room; to which are added two full-page railroad maps, showing the chief routes of travel, and a complete series of twelve commercial and reference maps of the United States. New York: Sheldon and Company, 1875.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Geography - 1875<<>>Atlases, British - 1875

Treasury of geography, physical, historical, descriptive, and political : containing a succinct account of every country in the world ... / by William Hughes. London : Longman, Green, & Co., 1875.

Authors: Hughes, William, 1817-1876 -- Hall, Sidney -- Adlard, Henry -- Longmans, Green, and Co. -- Sudory, Joseph A. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

[8], 892 p., [24] leaves of plates (some folded) : 16 ill., 8 maps ; 17 cm.

New ed.

Maps engraved by S. Hall, plates engraved by H. Adlard.


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G115 .H8 1875 (NLO)

Geography - 1875 (Provisional Heading)


Authors: Gill, George -- Simpkin and Marshall -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 6 maps ; 160 x 102 mm.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Geography - 1875 (Provisional Heading)


Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Atwood, John M., approximately 1818-- -- J.H. Butler & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 23 maps ; 310 x 248 mm.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Geography - 1875 (Provisional Heading)


Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- J.H. Butler & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 20 maps ; 218 x 184 mm.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Geography - 1875 Atlases - 1875<<>>Map drawing - Handbooks, manuals, etc. - 1875<<>>Cartography - Handbooks, manuals, etc. - 1875


114 p. : ill., 33 hand col. maps ; 31 cm.

Last rev. ed.

Cover title: Warren's common-school geography

"The new maps have been prepared under the direct supervision of Mr. James H. Young,"--P. [3].

Some maps engraved by E. Yeager.

"A system of map-drawing," by E. A. and A.C. Apgar, p. [97]-[104].

Includes questions for the student.

Series: Warren's series of geographies.

Series statement from p. 2.

Publisher's illustrated paper covered boards; publisher's advertisements on back cover.


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G125 .W34 1875 (NLO)

Geography - 1876


Authors: Harper & Brothers -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. ; 31 cm.

Mass. ed.

Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.

Cassidy inv. # 10003.

folio Cassidy H3 S3 1876 (PrCt)

Geography - 1876


Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- J.H. Butler & Co. -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. ; 31 cm.

Sig. 'Susie (Krafft?)'

Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.

Cassidy inv. # 6056.

folio Cassidy M5 N42 1876 (PrCt)
Geography - 1876
Authors: Warren, D. M. (David M.), 1820-1861 -- Cowperthwait & Co. -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 23 cm.
Sig. 'Anna A. F. Fenn.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 4454.
Cassidy W3 N44 1876 (PrCt)

30066
Geography - 1876
Cornell's physical geography : accompanied with nineteen pages of maps, a great variety of map-questions, and one hundred and thirty diagrams and pictorial illustrations, and embracing a detailed description of the physical features of the United States / by S.S. Cornell.
New York : D. Appleton and Company, 1876, c1870.
Authors: Cornell, S. S. (Sophia S.) -- Steinwehr, A. von (Adolph), 1822-1877 -- D. Appleton and Company -- Noble, Harvey W. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
104 p. : ill., 13 maps (chiefly col., some folded) ; 29 cm.
Series statement from back cover.
Other titles from series published with series title:
Systematic series of school geographies.
Most maps by A. von Steinwehr.
Includes questions and exercises for the student.
Series: Cornell's geographical series -- Systematic series of school geographies.
Publisher's illustrated paper over boards; publisher's advertisements on back cover.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 06022110
Baskes folio GB55 .F52 1876 (NLO)

30067
Geography - 1876
Authors: Fitch, George W. (George William) -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Sheldon & Company (New York, N.Y.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
[5]-98 p. : illus., 20 col. maps, 22 cm.
'Rev. ed., with the latest population statistics.'
'By George W. Fitch ; maps ... by G. Woolworth Colton.'
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio GB55 .C67 1876 (NLO)
Publisher's illustrated paper covered boards. 

Former owners' inscriptions: Louise Challand, 1875. -- Louis Frederick [Kuchnle?] 

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library. 

Baskes G126 .M64 1876 (NLO) 

30070 Geography - 1876>>>Atlases - 1876 

Comprehensive geography no. 1: first lessons. 

New York : P. O'Shea, 1876. 

Authors: O'Shea, P. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 

1 v. : 16 maps ; 178 x 134 mm. 

C:Russell&Struthers 

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. 

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt) 

30071 Geography - 1876>>>Atlases - 1876 


SEE ALSO Cowperthwait & Co. SEE ALSO Cowperthwait, Hulings, 1801-1873 


Cover title: Warren's brief course in geography. 

"The maps have been drawn with great care by Mr. E.A. Apgar ... The text and questions have been written by Mr. Arthur Sumner." -- P. 3. 

Publisher's paper covered boards; publisher's advertisements on back cover. 

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library. 

G127 .B79 1876 (NLO) 

30072 Geography - 1876>>>Atlases - 1876 

Excelsior geography no. 3. New York : Sadlier, 1876. 

Authors: William H. Sadlier, Inc. -- Drew, Maggie -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library) 

1 v. : 31 cm. 

Sig. 'Maggie Drew.' 

Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library. 

Cassidy inv. # 4275. 

folio Cassidy S22 E9 1876 (PrCt) 

30073 Geography - 1876>>>Atlases - 1876 


Authors: William H. Sadlier, Inc. -- Rathsam, Maggie -- O'Sullivan, Edmund M. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 

62 p. : ill., col. maps (1 folded) ; 22 cm. 

Publisher's illustrated paper covered boards. 

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library. 

Baskes G126 .S234 1876 (NLO) 

30074 Geography - 1876>>>Atlases - 1876 


'Published for the Dakota Mission.' 

Title and maps in English; text in Dakota (Santee dialect). 

Uniform title: Elementary geography for primary classes. Dakota. 1876. 


Some maps engraved by Rae Smith. 

'Makoce wowapi wakan kin en cajeyatapi kin = Geography of Bible lands.' -- 4 p. at end. 

Printed in double columns. 

References: Checklist of North and Middle American Indian linguistics, Dakota 80; Pilling, J.C. Bib. of the Siouan languages, p. 65; Sabin, 71338 


Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer North and Middle American Indian Linguistics Collection at the Newberry Library. 

LC Card Number:05028501 

Ayer PM1021 .G89 1876 (NLO) 

30075 Geography - 1876>>>Atlases - 1876 

Cartography - Problems, exercises, etc. - Maps - Map drawing - Handbooks, manuals, etc. - World maps - 1876 


Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library. 

C:Russell&Struthers 

Former owner: Maggie Rathsam. 

Former owner's inscription: Edmund [M.? O'Sullivan]?. 

LC Card Number: 05028501 

Baskes G126 .S234 1876 (NLO) 

30076 Geography - 1876>>>Atlases - 1876 

Handbooks, manuals, etc. - United States - Maps - World maps - 1876 


Requests and cites items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. 

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Cowperthwait & Co., 1876, c1872.  
Authors: Warren, D. M. (David M.), 1820-1861 --  
Young, J. H. (James Hamilton) -- Apgar, A. C.  
(Austin Craig), 1838-1908 -- Apgar, E. A. (Ellis  
A.), d. 1905 -- Holmes, W. W. Commercial map  
of the United States ... (1876) -- Yeager, E.  
(Edward). Commercial map of the world ... (1876)  
-- Cowperthwait & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes  
Collection (Newberry Library)  
114 p. : ill., 33 hand col. maps ; 31 cm.  
"Last revised ed."  
Cover title: Warren's common-school geography  
"The new maps have been prepared under the  
direct supervision of Mr. James H. Young  
..."--P.[3].  
"A system of map-drawing," by E.A. and A.C.  
Apgar. p. [97]-[104].  
"Commercial map of the United States ...," drawn  
and engraved by W.W. Holmes; "Commercial  
map of the world ...," engraved by E. Yeager.  
Includes questions and exercises for the student.  
Publisher's illustrated paper covered boards;  
publisher's advertisements on back cover.  
Series: Warren's series of geographies.  
Former owner's inscription: Herbert Davis,  
Rockdale.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at  
the Newberry Library.  
Baskes folio G126 .C7818 1876 (NLO)

30078 Geography - 1876 (Provisional Heading)  
New primary geography. Philadelphia : J.H.  
Butler & Co., 1876.  
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel  
Augustus), 1792-1868 -- J.H. Butler & Co. --  
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 v. : 20 maps ; 220 x 184 mm.  
PennsylvaniaEd  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.  
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)  
(PrCt)

30079 Geography - 1877  
Common school geography. New York : Sheldon,  
1877.  
Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins),  
1800-1893 -- Sheldon & Company (New York,  
N.Y.) -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry  
Library)  
1 v. : 31 cm.  
Conn. ed.; sig. 'Anna Kennedy.'  
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at  
the Newberry Library.  
Cassidy inv. # 6089.  
folio Cassidy C64 C6 1877 (PrCt)

30080 Geography - 1877  
Intermediate geography. New York : Appleton,  
1877.  
Authors: Cornell, S. S. (Sophia S.) -- D. Appleton  
and Company -- Bell, Nena -- Bell, May --  
Cornell, S. S. (Sophia S.) Geography of the state  
of Maryland. (1876) -- Roger S. Baskes  
Collection (Newberry Library)  
100, vi p. : ill., 22 maps (some col., some folded)  
; 29 cm.  
Rev. ed.  
Series: Systematic series of school geographies.  
"New edition"--Cover.  
"A geography of the state of Maryland : designed  
for schools and intended to accompany Cornell's  
graham school and intermediate geographies :  
with a new map of the state carefully engraved  
expressly for this work," vi p. at end.  
Includes questions and exercises for the student.  
Publisher's illustrated paper over boards;  
publisher's advertisements on back cover.  
Former owner's inscription: Miss May & Nena  
Bells book, 1878.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at  
the Newberry Library.  
Baskes folio G126 .C775 1876 (NLO)

30077 Geography - 1876 Atlases, French - 1876

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.  
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Includes questions and exercises for the student. Publisher's illustrated cloth binding.
Bookplate: Students' Library Concordia Teachers' College River Forest, Ill.
Inscription: Concordia Teachers College Training School.
Forms part of the Concordia University (River Forest, Ill.) Collection (Newberry Library).
Cataloged and conserved as part of the Sister Ann Ida Gannon Initiative at the Newberry Library.
G127 .H2771877 (NLO)

30090 Geography - 1877 Atlases - 1877
Authors: Harper & Brothers -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 23 cm.
Oilcloth over covers.
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 4802.
Cassidy H3 I5 1877a (PrCt)

30091 Geography - 1877 Atlases - 1877
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- J.H. Butler & Co. -- Hildenbrand, Laura V. -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 14 maps ; 18 cm.
Sig. 'Laura V. Hildenbrand.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 3040.
Cassidy M5 F5 1877 (PrCt)

30092 Geography - 1877 Atlases - 1877
Authors: Monteith, James -- A.S. Barnes & Co. -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 13 maps ; 24 cm.
Date from mapmaking suppl.; sig. 'Charles Buell.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 4591.
Cassidy M6 M3 1877a (PrCt)

30093 Geography - 1877 Atlases - 1877
Authors: Monteith, James -- A.S. Barnes & Co. -- Cope, Ida M. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

30094 Geography - 1877 Atlases - 1877
Problems, exercises, etc. - 1877 Cartography - Problems, exercises, etc. - 1877 Cartography - Handbooks, manuals, etc. - 1877 Map drawing - Handbooks, manuals, etc. - 1877
Authors: Monteith, James -- A.S. Barnes & Co. -- Cope, Ida M. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
(Newberry Library) 
Cover title: Introduction to Monteith’s manual of geography 
Includes questions and exercises for the student. 
"Comparative area and map-drawing on a uniform scale": [3] p. at end. 
Series: National geographical series ; no. 2. 
Publisher’s illustrated paper over boards. 
Former owner’s inscription: Ida M. Cope, Smithfield, Ohio. 
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library. 
Baskes G125 .M6 1877 (NLO) 

30099 Geography - 1877<<>Atlases - 1877<<>Illinois - Geography - 1877<<>Illinois - Maps - 1877<<>Map drawing - 
Handbooks, manuals, etc. - 1877<<>Cartography - Handbooks, manuals, etc. - 1877 
Warren’s common-school geography. 
Philadelphia : Cowperthwait & Co., 1877, c1872. 
Collection (Newberry Library) 
114 p. : ill., 33 hand col. maps ; 30 cm. 
New England ed. 
"A system of map-drawing," by E.A. and A.C. Apgar, p. [97]-[104]. 
Includes questions for the student. 
Series: Warren’s series of geographies. 
Series statement from t.p. verso. 
Publisher’s paper covered boards; publisher’s advertisement on back cover. 
Former owner’s inscription: Henry P. Blaisdell, North Bangor, Maine. 
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library. 
Baskes folio G125 .W34 1877 (NLO) 

30100 Geography - 1877<<>Atlases - 1877<<>Illinois - Geography - 1877<<>Illinois - Maps - 1877 
126, 12 p. : ill., maps (chiefly col., ) ; 32 cm. 
Illinois ed. 
Edition statement from cover. 
Some maps engraved by H. Chandler, and 
Jewett & Chandler; map of Illinois engraved by Rand McNally & Co. 
Includes, with separate t.p.: Geography of Illinois : a supplement to the Eclectic series of geographies / by E.C. Hewett. 
Series: The eclectic series of geographies -- Eclectic series of geographies. 
Publisher’s paper covered boards. 
Stamp: Emil Ulbricht. 
Former owner’s signature: Wilhelm B[...?], 1884. 
Forms part of the Concordia University (River Forest, Ill.) Collection (Newberry Library). 
Cataloged and conserved as part of the Sister Ann Ida Gannon Initiative at the Newberry Library. 
Baskes folio G127 .S74 1877 (NLO) 

30101 Geography - 1877<<>Atlases - 1877<<>Illinois - Geography - 1877<<>Wisconsin - Maps - 1877 
1 v. ; 32 cm. 
Wisc. ed. 
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library. 
Cassidy inv. # 101. 
folio Cassidy S7 S3 1877 (PrCt) 

30102 Geography - 1877<<>Atlases - 1877<<>New York (State) - Geography - 1877<<>New York (State) - Maps - 1877 
Authors: Monteith, James -- A.S. Barnes & Co. -- Robinson, Hettie P. -- Monteith, James. 
Geography of New York (1877) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 
At head of title: The independent course. 
On cover: Monteith’s independent course. 
"Geography of New York.”: 6, [1] p. at end; map of New York hand col. 
Originally published under title: Monteith’s comprehensive geography. 
Includes questions for the student. 
Publisher’s illustrated paper covered boards. 
Former owner: Hettie P. Robinson. 
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library. 
Baskes folio G127 .M8 1877 (NLO) 
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1877

*Lovell's general geography: for the use of schools, with numerous maps, illustrations, and brief tabular views* / by J. George Hodgins.


Authors: Hodgins, J. George (John George), 1821-1912 -- Lovell, John, 1810-1893 -- Ontario.

Dept. of Education -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

104 p. : ill. (some col.), 49 hand col. maps ; 28 cm.

Rev. ed. / with entirely new maps and additional illustrations.

"Authorized by the Council of Public Instruction for Ontario."

Includes questions for the student.

Series: Lovell’s series of school-books -- Lovell’s series of school books.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G127 .H64 1877 (NLO)

30104 Geography - 1877 (Provisional Heading)


Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- J.H. Butler & Co. -- Van Antwerp, Bragg & Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 20 maps ; 217 x 185 mm.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

30105 Geography - 1877 (Provisional Heading)


1 v. : 322 x 265 mm.

MarylandEd

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

30106 Geography - 1878


Authors: Cornell, S. S. (Sophia S.) -- D. Appleton and Company -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. ; 28 cm.

Sig. 'Lulie Belden.'

Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.

Cassidy inv. # 3968.

folio Cassidy C67 I5 1878a (PrCt)

30107 Geography - 1878


Authors: Cornell, S. S. (Sophia S.) -- D. Appleton and Company -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. ; 28 cm.

Sig. 'Alice Doe.'

Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.

Cassidy inv. # 6052.

folio Cassidy C67 I5 1878b (PrCt)

30108 Geography - 1878

*Our world II: lessons in geography.* Boston : Ginn, 1878.

Authors: Hall, Mary L. (Mary Lucy) -- Ginn and Company -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. ; 30 cm.

Sig. 'Amelia Sprague.'

Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.

Cassidy inv. # 5106.

folio Cassidy H27 O93 1878 (PrCt)

30109 Geography - 1878


Authors: Harper & Brothers -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. ; 31 cm.

N. Engl. ed.; sig. 'B. Keniston.'

Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.

Cassidy inv. # 3823.

folio Cassidy H3 S3 1878b (PrCt)

30110 Geography - 1878


Authors: Harper & Brothers -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. ; 31 cm.

N. Engl. ed.; sig. 'George F. Murdock.'

Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.

Cassidy inv. # 3827.

folio Cassidy H3 S3 1878c (PrCt)

30111 Geography - 1878


Authors: Harper & Brothers -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. ; 31 cm.

N. Engl. ed.; sig. 'George F. Murdock.'

Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.

Cassidy inv. # 3827.

folio Cassidy H3 S3 1878c (PrCt)

30112 Geography - 1878


Authors: Monteith, James -- A.S. Barnes & Co. -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. ; 31 cm.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)
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Ivison, Blakeman, Taylor, and Company, 1878, c1875.
Authors: Swinton, William, 1833-1892 -- Apgar, A. C. (Austin Craig), 1838-1908 -- Apgar, E. A. (Ellis A.), d. 1905 -- Ivison, Blakeman, Taylor & Co. -- Starr, Georgia -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
iv, [2], 141 p. : ill., 28 maps (chiefly col., some folded) ; 31 cm.
Cover title: Swinton’s complete course in geography
“A system of map-drawing,” by E.A. and A.C. Apgar, p. 130-137.
Includes questions and exercises for the student.
Series: Swinton’s geographies.
Publisher’s illustrated paper over boards.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G127 .S95 1878 (NLO)

Geography - 1878 <Atlases - 1878 <Cartography - Problems, exercises, etc. - Maps - 1878 <Map drawing - Handbooks, manuals, etc. - 1878 <Cartography - Handbooks, manuals, etc. - 1878
Authors: Swinton, William, 1833-1892 -- Apgar, A. C. (Austin Craig), 1838-1908 -- Apgar, E. A. (Ellis A.), d. 1905 -- Ivison, Blakeman, Taylor & Co. -- Hart, Elmer T. -- Martin M. Cassidy
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 31 cm.
Stamped Elmer T. Hart.
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 5107.
folio Cassidy S9 C6 1878 (Pr.Ct)

Geography - 1878 <Atlases - 1878 <Illinois - Geography - 1877 <Illinois - Maps - 1877
Authors: Monteith, James -- A.S. Barnes & Co. -- Monteith, James. Special geography of Illinois (1877)=Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
104, 6 p. : ill., 49 maps (chiefly col., some folded) ; 32 cm.
[Illinois ed.]
Edition statement from cover.
Population statistics to 1878 (p. [4], 1st sequence).
At head of title: The independent course.
On cover: Monteith’s independent course.
Originally published under title: Monteith’s comprehensive geography.
Includes questions for the student.
Publisher’s illustrated paper covered boards.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G127 .M8 1878b (NLO)

Geography - 1878 <Atlases - 1878 <New Hampshire - Geography - 1878 <New Hampshire - Maps - 1878
Authors: Monteith, James -- A.S. Barnes & Co. -- Browne, Edmund K. -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
104, 6 p. : ill., 49 maps (chiefly col., some folded) ; 32 cm.
Table of U.S. presidents (p. [4], 1st sequence)
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lists up to Rutherford B. Hayes, inaugurated in 1877.
At head of title: The independent course.
On cover: Monteith's independent course.
"Special geography of the state of New Hampshire: a supplement to Monteith's comprehensive geography." c1878, by James Monteith: 6 p. at end.
Originally published under title: Monteith's comprehensive geography.
Includes questions for the student.
Publisher's illustrated paper covered boards.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G127.M8 1878 (NLO)

Geography - 1878 Atlases - Pennsylvania - Geography - 1878
Colton's common school geography: illustrated by numerous engravings and twenty-two study maps, drawn expressly for this work, and especially adapted to the wants of the class-room: to which are added two full-paged railroad maps, showing the chief routes of travel and a complete series of twelve commercial and reference maps of the United States. New York: Sheldon and Co., 1878, c1877.

Pennsylvania ed.

Includes A Geography of Pennsylvania, prepared by Charles R. Coffin: 16 p. at end.
Series: Colton's new series of geographies
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G127.J2 1878 (NLO)

Geography - 1878 Atlases - Pennsylvania - Geography - 1878


Cover title: Warren's brief course in geography
"The maps have been drawn with great care by Mr. E.A. Apgar ... The text and questions have been written by Mr. Arthur Sumner."--P. 3.

Baskes folio G127.B79 1878 (NLO)

Geography - 1878 New England - Geography - 1878 Atlases - Pennsylvania - Geography - 1878 Cartography - Problems, exercises, etc. - Maps - 1878 Map drawing - Handbooks, manuals, etc. - 1878 Cartography - Handbooks, manuals, etc. - 1878


"New England ed."
Imperfect; lacks p. 27-30.

Some maps engraved by E. Yeager.
"A system of map-drawing," by E.A. and A.C. Apgar, p. [97]-[104].
Includes questions for the student.
Series: Warren's series of geographies.
Publisher's illustrated paper covered boards; publisher's advertisements on back cover.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G125.W34 1878 (NLO)

Geography - 1878 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Canada Publishing Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. : 19 maps ; 243 x 206 mm.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Geography - 1878 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Maury, Matthew Fontaine, 1806-1873 -- Northrup -- Wells, Jacob -- University Publishing Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. : 312 x 252 mm.

VirginiaEd
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Geography - 1879
North and South Dakota listed as states and Wyoming listed as a territory on p. 35. Includes questions for the student. Publisher’s illustrated paper covered boards; publisher’s advertisements on back cover. Former owner’s inscription: Ma[rten?] Reggie Morhou[s?], Saranac Lake, N.Y. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library. Baskes G127 .S97 1890 (NLO)

Geography - 1879 Atlases - 1879

Authors: Guyot, A. (Arnold), 1807-1884 -- Scribner, Charles, 1821-1871 -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; xx cm.
Mass. ed.; sig. 'Joseph Nickerson.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 3530.
**Cassidy G9 N42 1879 (PrCt)**

**30137** Geography - 1879 Atlases - 1879

Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Sheldon & Company (New York, N.Y.) -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 18 maps ; 24 cm.
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 4868.
**Cassidy C64 N42 1879 (PrCt)**

**30138** Geography - 1879 Atlases - 1879

Authors: Harper & Brothers -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 23 cm.
V. good cond.
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 4713.
**Cassidy H3 IS 1879a (PrCt)**

**30139** Geography - 1879 Atlases - 1879

Authors: Harper & Brothers -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 23 cm.
Sig. 'Randall Goodnough.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 7665.
**Cassidy H3 IS 1879b (PrCt)**

**30140** Geography - 1879 Atlases - 1879

Authors: Swinton, William, 1833-1892 -- American Book Company -- Russell & Struthers -- Ivison, Blakeman, Taylor & Co. -- Seufert, Anthony -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
vi. 90 p. : ill., 27 maps (chiefly col., some folded) ; 23 cm.
Cover title: Swinton’s primary geography
Some maps by Russell & Struthers. Includes questions for the student. Publisher’s illustrated paper covered boards; publisher’s advertisements on back cover. Pages 55-56 cut, with loss to illustration and
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map.
Former owner’s inscription: Anthony Seufert, Lanham Md., #112 C St. N.E., Washington, D.C.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G127 .S97 1879 (NLO)
30141 Geography - 1879 Atlases - 1879
Authors: Swinton, William, 1833-1892 -- Ivison, Blakeman, Taylor & Co. -- Martenis, Ella -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
iv, [2], 141 p. : ill., 2 (of 28) maps (chiefly col., some folded) ; 31 cm.
Cover title: Swinton’s Complete course in geography
Includes questions and exercises for the student.
Series: Swinton’s geographies.
Publisher’s illustrated paper over boards.
Former owner: Ella Martenis.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G127 .S95 1879 (NLO)

30142 Geography - 1879 Atlases - 1879
88 p. : ill., hand col. 18 maps ; 24 cm.
Cover title: Warren’s new primary geography "Westcott & Thomson, stereotypers and electrotypers, Philada."--T.p. verso.
Includes questions for the student.
Originally published under title: A primary geography.
Publisher’s paper covered boards; publisher’s advertisements on back cover.
Former owner’s inscription: Isa M. Greyer, Winthrop School, Boston, Mass.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G125 .W37 1879 (NLO)

30143 Geography - 1879 Atlases - 1879
Authors: Cornell, S. S. (Sophia S.) -- D. Appleton and Company -- Green, John H., fl. 1885 -- Keller, Marion -- Robb, Duncan M. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
102, [2], vi p. : ill., 22 maps (chiefly col., some folded) ; 29 cm.
Rev. ed.
"New edition"--Cover.
"A geography of the state of Maryland: designed for schools and intended to accompany Cornell’s grammar school and intermediate geographies: with a new map of the state carefully engraved for this work," vi p. at end.
Publisher’s advertisements, [2] p. 2nd sequence.
Publisher’s illustrated paper over boards.
Includes questions and exercises for the student.
Series: Systematic series of school geographies.
Partial loss of p. 85-86
Stamp: 47,000 volumes, largest new and second hand book store south, Duncan M. Robb, 84 West Fayette St., Baltimore, Md.
Former owner’s inscription: John H. Green, Orangeville, Pa., 1885 May 5th; John H. Green, Baltimore, Maryland.
Former owner’s inscription: Marion Keller, Orangeville.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G128 .C775 1879 (NLO)

30144 Geography - 1879 Atlases - 1879
Ohio: Geography - 1879
Colton’s common school geography: illustrated by numerous engravings and twenty-two study maps, drawn expressly for this work, and specially adapted to the wants of the class-room: to which are added two full-paged railroad maps, showing the chief routes of travel, and a complete series of twelve commercial and reference maps of the United States. New York: Sheldon and Co., 1879, c1877.
134, 13 p. : ill., 38 col. maps ; 32 cm.
Ohio ed.
Includes A School geography of the state of Ohio: 13 p. at end.
Series: Colton’s new series of geographies
Owner’s inscription: Elmer E. Eyster, Hubbard, Bought January 13th 1880.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G127 .J2 1879 (NLO)
Geography - 1879<<>>Atlases, British - 1879

Geography generalized, or, An introduction to the study of geography on the principles of classification and comparison, with maps and illustrations / by Robert Sullivan. Dublin : Sullivan, Brothers ; Alexander Thom, 1879.


Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

438 p. : ill, maps ; 17 cm.

59th ed. / edited by Samuel Haughton

Publisher’s binding with blind stamp on cover: 

Doctor Sullivan’s series of improved school books.

Includes questions and problems for the student and index.

Owner’s inscription: Chaderton, Jan. 1884.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G125 .S85 1879 (NLO)

Scales differ.

Former owner: G. W. Naismith.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G1019 .G398 1879 (NLO)

Geography - 1879<<>>Atlases, Canadian - 1879


104 p. : ill., 30 col. maps (some folded) ; 23 cm.

"Authorized by the Honorable Minister of Education, Ontario."

Some maps engraved by Russell & Struthers.

Includes questions for the student.

Includes index.

Publisher’s brown cloth binding.

Series: Lovell’s series of school books -- Lovell’s series of school books.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Another copy available online via the Internet Archive website (accessed Nov. 2010): http://www.archive.org/details/lovellsint79west00 mont

Baskes G126 .L69 1879 (NLO)


Commercial map of the world (1879) -- Curtis, Lottie R. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

iii, 114, 34 p. : ill., 33 maps (some hand col.) ; 31 cm.

"New England ed."

"Commercial map of the United States," drawn
Includes questions for the student.
Series: Warren’s series of geographies
Publisher’s illustrated paper covered boards; publisher’s advertisements on back cover.
Former owner’s inscription: Lottie R. Curtis, 1879, 1st class.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G125 .W34 1879 (NLO)

30150 Geography - 1879 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Canada Publishing Company -- Bartholomew -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 25 maps ; 223 x 185 mm.
5th ed. C:JBartholomew
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

30151 Geography - 1879 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Hughes, William, 1817-1876 -- Longman -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 4 maps ; 170 x 112 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

30152 Geography - 1879 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Maury, Matthew Fontaine, 1806-1873 -- Northrup -- Wells, Jacob -- University Publishing Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 312 x 252 mm.
VirginiaEd
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

30153 Geography - 1879 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Atwood, John M., approximately 1818-- -- J.H. Butler & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 311 x 249 mm.
KansasEd
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

30154 Geography - 1879 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- J.H. Butler & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 14 maps ; 176 x 141 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

30155 Geography - 1879 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- J.H. Butler & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 20 maps ; 228 x 191 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

30156 Geography - 1880
Authors: Guyot, A. (Arnold), 1807-1884 -- Ivison, Blakeman, Taylor & Co. -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 33 cm.
Sig. 'L. G. Gould.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 8325.
folio Cassidy G9 G7 1880 (PrCt)

30157 Geography - 1880
Authors: Harper & Brothers -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 31 cm.
N. Engl. ed.; sig. 'Frank C. Badger.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 4158.
folio Cassidy H3 S3 1880 (PrCt)

30158 Geography - 1880
Authors: Harper & Brothers -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 31 cm.
New York ed.; sig. 'Josephine Lent.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 5022.
folio Cassidy H3 S3 1880 (PrCt)

30159 Geography - 1880
Authors: Steinwehr, A. von (Adolph), 1822--1877 -- Van Antwerp, Bragg & Company -- Martin M.
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Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.; 32 cm.
Maine ed., date from suppl.; sig. 'Leona Guptill.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 5023.

**folio Cassidy S7 IS [1880] (PrCt)**

**30160 Geography - 1880**
Authors: Steinwehr, A. von (Adolph), 1822-1877 -- Van Antwerp, Bragg & Company -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.; 32 cm.
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 4659.

**folio Cassidy S7 S3 1880 (PrCt)**

**30161 Geography - 1880**
Authors: Steinwehr, A. von (Adolph), 1822-1877 -- Van Antwerp, Bragg & Company -- Newby, C. F. -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.; 32 cm.
Ind. ed.; sig. 'C. F. Newby.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 4511.

**folio Cassidy S7 S3 1880 (PrCt)**

**30162 Geography - 1880**
Authors: Warren, D. M. (David M.), 1820-1861 -- Cowperthwait & Co. -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.; 31 cm.
Half of t.p., pp. 1-14 wanting; sig. 'John Candless.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 3755.

**folio Cassidy W3 B7 1880a (PrCt)**

**30163 Geography - 1880**
Authors: Warren, D. M. (David M.), 1820-1861 -- Cowperthwait & Co. -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.; 31 cm.
Sig. 'Emma Wuterich.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 5916.

**folio Cassidy W3 B7 1880b (PrCt)**

**30164 Geography - 1880**
Authors: Warren, D. M. (David M.), 1820-1861 -- Cowperthwait & Co. -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.; 31 cm.
Sig. 'Agnes Goodman.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 8321.

**folio Cassidy W3 B7 1880c (PrCt)**

**30165 Geography - 1880**
Authors: Warren, D. M. (David M.), 1820-1861 -- Cowperthwait & Co. -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.; 30 cm.
N. Engl. ed.
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 4449.

**folio Cassidy W3 C6 1880 (PrCt)**

**30166 Geography - 1880**
Authors: Warren, D. M. (David M.), 1820-1861 -- Cowperthwait & Co. -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.; 24 cm.
Sig. 'Louisa Leonard.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 4069.

**Cassidy W3 N44 1880 (PrCt)**

**30167 Geography - 1880-1889<--Atlases - 1880-1889**
*Sadlier’s excelsior introduction to geography : designed for junior classes / by a Catholic teacher. New York : William H. Sadlier, [188-?].*
Authors: William H. Sadlier, Inc. -- Concordia University (River Forest, Ill.) -- Concordia University (River Forest, Ill.) Collection (Newberry Library)
67 p.; ill., maps (chiefly col.); 24 cm.
Includes questions and exercises for the student.
Publisher's illustrated paper over boards.
Bookplate: Students' Library Concordia Teachers' College River Forest, Ill.
Inscription: Concordia Teachers College Training School.
Forms part of the Concordia University (River Forest, Ill.) Collection (Newberry Library).
Cataloged and conserved as part of the Sister Ann Ida Gannon Initiative at the Newberry Library.

**G126 .S234 1880z (NLO)**

**30168 Geography - 1880<--Atlases - 1880**
Authors: D. Appleton and Company -- American Book Company -- Union Free School -- Martin M.
Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 17 maps ; 23 cm.
Stamped 'Union Free School.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 5912.
Cassidy A6 E4 1880 (PrCt)

30169 Geography - 1880<<<<Atlases - 1880
Authors: D. Appleton and Company -- Esslinger, F. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
108 p. : ill., 17 maps (some col.) ; 24 cm.
Cover title: Appletons' standard elementary geography
Series: Appletons' standard elementary geographies
Former owner: F. Esslinger ... Baltimore, Md.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 05028211
Baskes G126 .D2 1880 (NLO)

30170 Geography - 1880<<<<Atlases - 1880
Authors: Harper & Brothers -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 23 cm.
Sig. 'Alice H. Smith,'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 5796.
Cassidy H3 I5 1880a (PrCt)

30171 Geography - 1880<<<<Atlases - 1880
Authors: Harper & Brothers -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 23 cm.
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 7659.
Cassidy H3 I5 1880b (PrCt)

30172 Geography - 1880<<<<Atlases - 1880
88 p. : ill., 18 hand col. maps ; 24 cm.
Cover title: Warren's new primary geography
Imperfect: Lacking p. 41-42; Chile cut-out in map of South America (p. 67)
"Westcott & Thomson, stereotypers and electrotypers, Philada."--T.p. verso

30173 Geography - 1880<<<<Atlases - 1880
Sadlier's excelsior geography. Number two : in which the science is made interesting by means of pictures, maps, charts, diagrams, and map-drawing : adapted to the intermediate classes in schools and academies / by a Catholic teacher. New York : William H. Sadlier, c1880.
Authors: William H. Sadlier, Inc. -- Karst, John, 1836-1922 -- Russell & Struthers -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
111 p. : ill., 30 maps (chiefly col.) ; 25 cm.
Includes questions and exercises for the student.
Series: Sadlier's excelsior series of geographies ; no. 2.
Publisher's advertisements on lining papers.
Publisher's illustrated binding.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G127 .S23 1880 (NLO)

30174 Geography - 1880<<<<Atlases - 1880
Sadlier's excelsior geography. Number three : in which the science is made interesting by means of pictures, maps, charts, diagrams, and map-drawing : adapted to the intermediate classes in schools and academies / by a Catholic teacher. New York : William H. Sadlier, c1880.
Authors: William H. Sadlier, Inc. -- Karst, John, 1836-1922 -- Russell & Struthers -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
111 p. : ill., 30 maps (chiefly col.) ; 25 cm.
Includes questions and exercises for the student.
Series: Sadlier's excelsior series of geographies ; no. 3.
Publisher's advertisements on lining papers.
Publisher's illustrated binding.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G127 .S24 1880 (NLO)

30175 Geography - 1880<<<<Atlases - 1880
Includes questions for the student.
Originally published under title: A primary geography.
Publisher's paper covered boards; publisher's advertisement on back cover.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G127 .S95 1880 (NLO)
1880<<>>Connecticut - Geography - 1880
Colton’s common school geography: illustrated by numerous engravings and twenty-two study maps, drawn expressly for this work, and specially adapted to the wants of the class-room; to which are added two full-paged railroad maps, showing the chief routes of travel, also an edition with a complete series of fifteen commercial and reference maps of the United States. New York: Sheldon and Company. 1880.
Includes A Common school geography of the state of Connecticut, by I.N. Carleton: 7 p. at end. Series: Colton’s new series of school geographies Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G127 .M8 1880 (NLO)

30176 Geography - 1880<<>>Atlases - 1880<<>>Maryland - Geography - 1880<<>>Maryland - Maps - 1880
"New edition"--Cover.
"A geography of the state of Maryland: designed for schools and intended to accompany Cornell’s grammar school and intermediate geographies: with a new map of the state carefully engraved expressly for this work," vi p. at end.
Map of Maryland hand colored. Publisher’s advertisements, p. [3]-[4], 2nd sequence.
Includes questions and exercises for the student. Series: Systematic series of school geographies. Publisher’s illustrated paper over boards; publisher’s advertisements on back cover. Formed part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G126 .C775 1880 (NLO)

30177 Geography - 1880<<>>Middle West - Geography - 1880<<>>Middle West - Maps - 1880
Baskes folio G127 .S96 1880 (NLO)

Edition statement from cover.
"Special geography of New England: a supplement to Monteith’s comprehensive geography." c1878, by James Monteith: 30 p. at end.
At head of title: The independent course. On cover: Monteith’s independent course. Population statistics (p. [4], 1st sequence) to 1880. Originally published under title: Monteith’s comprehensive geography. Includes questions for the student. Publisher’s illustrated paper coverd boards. Two copies; copy 1 includes former owners’ inscriptions “F.W. Dickens, East Lamoine, Maine, Nov. 30, 1880” and "Edw. W. Murch, Jan. [...?]", Ellsworth, Maine”; copy 2 includes inscription “Lettie A. Hatch, Tamworth Iron Works, N.H.” Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G127 .M8 1880 [copies 1 and 2] (NLO)

30179 Geography - 1880<<>>Atlases - 1880<<>>Ohio - Geography - 1880
Colton’s common school geography: illustrated by numerous engravings and twenty-two study maps, drawn expressly for this work, and specially adapted to the wants of the class-room, to which are added two full-paged railroad maps, showing the chief routes of travel, also an edition with a complete series of fifteen commercial and reference maps of the United States. New York: Chicago: Sheldon and Co., [1883], c1880. Authors: J.H. Colton & Co. -- Colton, J. H.
30187 Geography - 1881

Authors: Swinton, William, 1833-1892 -- American Book Company -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 31 cm.
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 4929.

folio Cassidy S9 G7 [1881]b (PrCt)

30188 Geography - 1881

Authors: Warren, D. M. (David M.), 1820-1861 -- Cowperthwait & Co. -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 31 cm.
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 3131.

folio Cassidy W3 B7 1881 (PrCt)

30189 Geography - 1881

Authors: Warren, D. M. (David M.), 1820-1861 -- Cowperthwait & Co. -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 24 cm.
Sig. 'Valeria B. Willower.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 7008.

Cassidy W3 N44 1881 (PrCt)

30190 Geography - 1881

Colton's new introductory geography; illustrated with numerous engravings and eighteen maps drawn expressly for this work. New York: Sheldon & Co., 1881.
85 p. : ill., 18 maps ; 24 cm.
'New and improved ed.: containing preliminary development lessons.'
Uniform title: New introductory geography
Series: Colton's new series
In contemporary binding of illustrated paper over boards; publisher's advertisements on back cover.
Owner's inscription: Ray William Conant.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G126 .C7 1881 (NLO)

30191 Geography - 1881

Illustrated hand-book of geography. Chicago:
Geo. F. Cram, c1881.
Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Diamond ed.
Cover title: Cram's illustrated hand book of geography
"Official census of the United States for 1880, by counties": p. 149-161.
Publisher's advertisements: p. 162-164.
Publisher's blue cloth binding.
Inscription: Mark Hoagberg, Mpls. Minn.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G122 .C73 1881 (NLO)

30192 Geography - 1881

Authors: D. Appleton and Company -- D. Appleton and Company -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 37 maps ; 31 cm.
Adv. for Patton's Natural Resources tipped in at back.
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 8001.

folio Cassidy A6 H5 1881 (PrCt)

30193 Geography - 1881

Authors: Harper & Brothers -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 14 maps ; 228 x 190 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

30194 Geography - 1881

Authors: Houston, Edwin J. (Edwin James), 1847-1914 -- Eldredge & Brother -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 10 maps ; 262 x 200 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

30195 Geography - 1881

Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- J.H. Butler & Co. -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 14 maps ; 18 cm.
Sig. 'Charlie Hill.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 8005.

Cassidy M5 F5 1881 (PrCt)
Geography - 1881 Atlases - 1881
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- J.H. Butler & Co. -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.; 22 cm.
Lacks covers; sig. 'James Shields.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 3079.

Cassidy M5 N44 1881a (PrCt)

Geography - 1881 Atlases - 1881
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- J.H. Butler & Co. -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.; 20 maps; 23 cm.
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 6058.

Cassidy M5 N44 1881b (PrCt)

Geography - 1881 Atlases - 1881
Authors: Swinton, William, 1833-1892 -- Ivison, Blakeman, Taylor & Co. -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.; 30 cm.
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 3762.

folio Cassidy S9 G7 1881a (PrCt)

Geography - 1881 Atlases - 1881
Authors: Swinton, William, 1833-1892 -- Ivison, Blakeman, Taylor & Co. -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.; 31 cm.
Includes questions and exercises for the student.
Series: Swinton's geographies.
Publisher's decorative brown cloth binding; title stamped on cover: Elementary geography.
Stamp: Clay F. Tuttle, Burlington, Pa.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

Former owner: Kathryn A. Tuttle.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G127 .S95 1881 (NLO)

Geography - 1881 Atlases - 1881
Cartography - Problems, exercises, etc. - Maps - 1881
Map drawing - Handbooks, manuals, etc. - 1881
Authors: Swinton, William, 1833-1892 -- Apgar, A. C. (Austin Craig), 1838-1908 -- Apgar, E. A. (Ellis A.), d. 1905 -- Ivison, Blakeman, Taylor & Co. -- Schroeder, Mollie -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
iv. [2], 141 p. : ill., 28 maps (chiefly col., some folded) ; 30 cm.
Cover title Swinton's complete course in geography
"A system of map-drawing," by E.A. and A.C. Apgar, p. 130-137.
Includes questions and exercises for the student.
Series: Swinton's geographies.
Publisher's illustrated paper over boards.
Former owner: Mollie Schroeder.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G127 .S95 1881 (NLO)

Geography - 1881 Atlases - 1881
Cartography - Problems, exercises, etc. - Maps - 1881
Map drawing - Handbooks, manuals, etc. - 1881
Complete course in geography. New York : Ivison, Blakeman, Taylor, and Company, [1881?].
Authors: Swinton, William, 1833-1892 -- Apgar, A. C. (Austin Craig), 1838-1908 -- Apgar, E. A. (Ellis A.), d. 1905 -- Ivison, Blakeman, Taylor & Co. -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.; 31 cm.
Cop. 1875, includes 1880 census.
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 5605.

folio Cassidy S9 C6 [1881] (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Sheldon & Company (New York, N.Y.) -- Bailey, Chas. -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 31 cm.

Signed "Chas. Bailey" by previous owner.
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 3754.

**folio Cassidy C64 C6 1881 (PrCt)**

**30203 Geography - 1881<<<<Atlases - 1881<<<<Illinois - Geography - 1881**
Colton’s common school geography : illustrated by numerous engravings and twenty-two study maps, drawn expressly for this work, and specially adapted to the wants of the class-room : to which are added two full-paged railroad maps, showing the chief routes of travel, and a complete series of twelve commercial and reference maps of the United States. New York : Sheldon and Company, 1881.
140, 11 pages : illustrations, 40 color maps ; 32 cm
Edition and series statements from cover.
Maps engraved by Russell & Struthers and Fisk & See.
Includes questions and exercises for the student.
"A geography of the state of Illinois ... by Edwin C. Hewett": 11 pages at end.
Publisher’s illustrated paper over boards.
Series: Colton’s new series -- Colton’s new series of geographies.
Former owner’s inscription: Dr. F.H. Payne, East Berkeley, California.
Former owner’s inscription: Y. Ota ... Japanese Mission, Oakland, Cal.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes folio G127 .J2 1881 (NLO)**

Authors: Swinton, William, 1833--1892 -- Apgar, E. A. (Ellis A.), d. 1905 -- Apgar, A. C. (Austin Craig), 1838-1908 -- Ivison, Blakeman, Taylor & Co. -- Concordia University (River Forest, Ill.) -- Concordia University (River Forest, Ill.) Collection (Newberry Library)
118, 33 p. : ill., col. maps ; 32 cm.
"East Central States"--Cover.
Publisher’s decorative red cloth binding.
Bookplate: Students’ Library, Concordia Teachers’ College, River Forest, Ill.
Forms part of the Concordia University (River Forest, Ill.) Collection (Newberry Library).
Cataloged and conserved as part of the Sister Ann Ida Gannon Initiative at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes folio G127 .S96 1881b (NLO)**

Authors: Swinton, William, 1833-1892 -- Ivison, Blakeman, Taylor & Co. -- Apgar, E. A. (Ellis A.),
Inscription inside front cover: "1887. Geo. Hardy. $1.25."
Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection.
*folio* G127 .S73 1881 (NLO)

30209  **Geography - 1881**<>>>Indiana - Geography - 1881<>>>Map drawing - 1881<>>>Indiana - Maps - 1881<>>>Atlases 1881

*Intermediate geography: eclectic series #2.*
1 v. : 20 maps ; 322 x 265 mm.
Indiana ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

30210  **Geography - 1881 (Provisional Heading)**

*School geography: eclectic series #3.*
Cincinnati : Van Antwerp Bragg, 1881.
1 v. : 31 cm.
OhioEd
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

30211  **Geography - 1882**

Authors: Harper & Brothers -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 31 cm.
N. Engl. ed.
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 4447.
*folio* Cassidy H3 S3 1882 (PrCt)

30212  **Geography - 1882**

Authors: Swinton, William, 1833-1892 -- American Book Company -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 23 cm.
Sig. 'Florence M. McElroy.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 3959.
*Cassidy S9 IS 1882a (PrCt)

30213  **Geography - 1882**

Authors: Swinton, William, 1833-1892 -- Ivison, Blakeman & Company -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 23 cm.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

30214 Geography - 1882Atlases - 1882
Cornell's physical geography: accompanied with nineteen pages of maps, a great variety of map-questions, and one hundred and thirty diagrams and pictorial illustrations, and embracing a detailed description of the physical features of the United States / by S.S. Cornell. New York: D. Appleton and Company, 1882, c1870.
104 p. : ill., 13 maps (chiefly col., some folded) ; 29 cm.
Other titles from series published with series title: Systematic series of school geographies; "Cornell's physical geography" is listed as part of the series.
Series: [Systematic series of school geographies] -- Systematic series of school geographies. Most maps by A. von Steinwehr. Includes questions and exercises for the student. Publisher's illustrated paper covered boards; publisher's advertisements on back cover.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

30217 Geography - 1882Atlases - 1882
Colton's common school geography: illustrated by numerous engravings and twenty-two study maps, drawn expressly for this work, and especially adapted to the wants of the class-room: to which are added two full-paged railroad maps, showing the chief routes of travel and a complete series of fifteen commercial and reference maps of the United States. New York: Chicago: Sheldon and Company, [1882?].
140 p. : ill., 38 col. maps ; 31 cm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

30218 Geography - 1882Atlases - 1882
Authors: Guyot, A. (Arnold), 1807-1884 -- Porter, Jesse M. -- Cornell School (Grand Crossing, Cook County, Ill.) -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library)
91 p. : ill., col. maps ; 30 cm.
Series: Guyot's Geographical Series.
Pencilled note on back paste-down endpaper: Jessie M. Porter, Grand Crossing, Cornell Sc(hool), Cook Co., Ill. Condition: Shaken, worn, pages loose at end, dog-eared; overall poor.
Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection. Previous location: B-3.
AMcN III PC 510 (PrCt)

30219 Geography - 1882Atlases - 1882
Authors: McNally, Francis -- Monteith, James --

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Frost, S. T. -- Wells, Jacob -- Stuart, Oliver J. --
A.S. Barnes & Co. -- Martin M. Cassidy
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 31 cm.
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 5040.
folio Cassidy M25 S9 1882 (PrCt)

30220 Geography - 1882Atlases - 1882
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- E.H. Butler & Co. --
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 24 maps ; 318 x 248 mm.
Pennsylvania ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

30221 Geography - 1882Atlases - 1882
Authors: Scribner, Charles, 1821-1871 -- Guyot, A. (Arnold), 1807-1884 -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 14 maps ; 190 x 135 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

30222 Geography - 1882Atlases - 1882
Pennsylvania - Geography -
1882Atlases - Pennsylvania - Maps -
1882Cartography - Problems, exercises, etc. - Maps - 1882Map drawing -
Handbooks, manuals, etc. -
1882Cartography - Handbooks, manuals, etc. - 1882World maps - 1882
Warren's common-school geography.
Authors: Warren, D. M. (David M.), 1820-1861 --
Gamble, W. H. (William H.) -- Yeager, E. (Edward) -- Apgar, A. C. (Austin Craig),
1838-1908 -- Apgar, E. A. (Ellis A.), d. 1905 --
Cowperthwait & Co. -- Keims' School (Montgomery County, Pa.) -- Schmearer, Willie E. --
Scheffey's Book-store -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
114, 16 p. : ill., 33 col. maps (1 folded, chiefly hand col.) : 31 cm.
"Pennsylvania", drawn and engraved by W.H. Gamble; "Commercial map of the world,"
engraved by E. Yeager.
"A geography of Pennsylvania," 16 p. at the end.
"A system of map-drawing," by E.A. and A.C. Apgar, p. [97]-[104].
Includes questions for the student.
Series: Warren's series of geographies.
Publisher's illustrated paper covered boards;
publisher's advertisements on back cover.
Former owner's inscription: Willie E. Schmearer,

30223 Geography - 1882Atlases - 1882
Commerce - 1882Atlases, British - 1882
Whitehall geographical reader, sixth standard.
Authors: Gill, George -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 7 maps ; 170 x 116 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

30224 Geography - 1882Atlases, British - 1882
A Compendium of modern geography : political, physical, and mathematical : with a chapter on
the ancient geography of Palestine, outlines of astronomy and of geology, a glossary of
geographical names, descriptive and
pronouncing tables, questions for examination,
etc. ... / by the Rev. Alexander Stewart.
Edinburgh ; London : Oliver and Boyd ; Simpkin, Marshall, and Co., 1882.
Authors: Stewart, Alexander, 1781-1862 --
Bartholomew, John, 1831-1893 -- W. & A.K. Johnston Limited -- Wright, A. -- Oliver and Boyd
(Edinburgh, Scotland) -- Richardson, M. J., Miss
-- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
col. maps ; 18 cm. 32nd ed., rev.
Spine title: Stewart's modern geography
"With eleven maps."
Maps by J. Bartholomew and W. & A.K.
Johnston.
Advertisements on lining papers and 24 p. at
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalog Entry</th>
<th>Geographical Area</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>30226</td>
<td>Geography - 1882</td>
<td>Manua of Geography</td>
<td>Maury, Matthew Fontaine</td>
<td>University Publishing Co.</td>
<td>Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30228</td>
<td>Geography - 1883</td>
<td>Introduction to Manual of Geography</td>
<td>Monteith, James</td>
<td>American Book Co.</td>
<td>Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30229</td>
<td>Geography - 1883</td>
<td>Elementary Geography: Independent Course</td>
<td>Monteith, James</td>
<td>A.S. Barnes</td>
<td>Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30230</td>
<td>Geography - 1883</td>
<td>Elementary Geography: Independent Course</td>
<td>Monteith, James</td>
<td>A.S. Barnes</td>
<td>Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30231</td>
<td>Geography - 1883</td>
<td>Eclectic Complete Geography</td>
<td>Steinwehr, A. von</td>
<td>Van Antwerp &amp; Bragg</td>
<td>Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30232</td>
<td>Geography - 1883</td>
<td>Eclectic Complete Geography</td>
<td>Steinwehr, A. von</td>
<td>Van Antwerp &amp; Bragg</td>
<td>Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30233</td>
<td>Geography - 1883</td>
<td>Common School Geography</td>
<td>Warren, D. M.</td>
<td>Cowperthwait &amp; Co.</td>
<td>Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30234</td>
<td>Geography - 1883</td>
<td>Brief Course in Geography</td>
<td>Warren, D. M.</td>
<td>Cowperthwait &amp; Co.</td>
<td>Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Cassidy inv. # 4958.
folio Cassidy W3 C6 1883 (PrCt)

30236 Geography - 1883<br>Atlases - 1883
Colton's new introductory geography: illustrated with numerous engravings and eighteen maps drawn expressly for this work. New York: Sheldon & Co., [1883].
Authors: Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Sheldon & Company (New York, N.Y.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
85 p.: ill., 18 maps; 24 cm.
New and improved ed.: containing preliminary development lessons.
Publication date from publisher's binding patented 15th May 1883.
Uniform title: New introductory geography
Series: Colton's new series
Lacking p. 85.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G126 .C7 1883 (NLO)

30237 Geography - 1883<br>Atlases - 1883
Authors: D. Appleton and Company -- D. Appleton and Company -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.: 37 maps; 31 cm.
Date from Penna. suppl.; Adv. for Patton's Natural Resources tipped in at back. Sig. 'Elmer E. Moyer.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
folio Cassidy A6 H5 1883 (PrCt)

30238 Geography - 1883<br>Atlases - 1883
Authors: Harper & Brothers -- Brown, Maggie -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.: 23 cm.
Sig. 'Maggie Brown.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 4590.
Cassidy H3 I5 1883a (PrCt)

30239 Geography - 1883<br>Atlases - 1883
Authors: Harper & Brothers -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.: 23 cm.
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 7663.
Cassidy H3 I5 1883b (PrCt)

30240 Geography - 1883<br>Atlases - 1883
Authors: Maury, Matthew Fontaine, 1806-1873 -- Wells, Jacob -- University Publishing Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.: 21 maps; 290 x 205 mm.
Maps by J. Wells.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

30241 Geography - 1883<br>Atlases - 1883<br>Cartography - Problems, exercises, etc. - Maps - 1883<br>Map drawing - Handbooks, manuals, etc. - 1883
A Complete course in geography: physical industrial, and political: with a special geography for each state / by William Swinton. New York: Ivison, Blakeman, Taylor, and Company, [1883?].
Authors: Swinton, William, 1833-1892 -- Apgar, A. C. (Austin Craig), 1838-1908 -- Apgar, E. A. (Ellis A.), d. 1905 -- Ivison, Blakeman, Taylor & Co. -- Heard, M. F. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
iv., [2], 141 p.: ill., 28 maps (chiefly col., some folded); 30 cm.
Cover title: Swinton's complete course in geography
"A system of map-drawing," by E.A. and A.C. Apgar, p. 130-137.
Includes questions and exercises for the student.
Series: Swinton's geographies.
Publisher's illustrated paper over boards.
Former owner's inscription: M.F. Heard, Ovid, Clinton Co., Mich., U.S.A.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G127 .S95 1883 (NLO)

30242 Geography - 1883<br>Atlases - 1883<br>New England - Geography - 1883<br>Maps - 1883<br>Map drawing - Handbooks, manuals, etc. - 1883<br>Cartography - Handbooks, manuals, etc. - 1883
[New England ed.]
Cover title: Warren's brief course in geography
Publisher's illustrated paper covered boards;
The maps have been drawn with great care by Mr. E.A. Apgar ... text and questions have been written by Mr. Arthur Sumner."--P. 3.
"A system of map-drawing," by E.A. and A.C. Apgar, p. [81]-[88].
Includes questions and exercises for the student.
Series: Warren’s series of geographies.
Former owner’s inscription: Frank W. Keene, Easthampton, Mass., April 8, 1884, 1885, Union Grammar School, Miss Rosa Searle, teacher.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G127 .B79 1883 (NLO)

30243 Geography - 1883<>>>Atlases, British - 1883
Geography for children, on a perfectly easy plan : adapted for the use of schools and private families / by John Guy. London : Allman and Son, 1883.
Authors: Guy, J. (John) -- Montague, Charles, 1819-1885 -- Allman & Son -- Crocton, A., fl. 1885 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
New ed., enl. and improved.
Cover title: John Guy’s geography
Running title: John Guy’s geography for children
Frontispiece map of the world engraved by C. Montague.
Includes questions and exercises for the student.
Publisher’s advertisements on lining papers.
Publisher’s red cloth binding with blind-stamped floral motif.
Owners’ inscriptions: Miss A. Crocton, 1885.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Baskes G125 .G89 1883 (NLO)

30246 Geography - 1883 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Steinwehr, A. von (Adolph), 1822-1877 -- American Book Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 21 maps ; 245 x 196 mm.
C:MatthewsNorthrup
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Baskes G127 .J2 1883b (NLO)

30247 Geography - 1883 (Provisional Heading)
1 v. : 50 maps ; 335 x 272 mm.
(of20,extraillus);NewEngEd;C:RussellHinman
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Baskes G127 .G89 1883 (NLO)

30248 Geography - 1883 (Provisional Heading)
1 v. : 29 maps ; 331 x 272 mm.
C:MatthewsNorthrup
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

30249 Geography - 1884
Authors: Harper & Brothers -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 31 cm.
N. Engl. ed.; sig. 'John H. Schofield.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 8160.
folio Cassidy H3 S3 1884 (PrCt)

30250 Geography - 1884
Authors: Warren, D. M. (David M.), 1820-1861 -- Cowperthwait & Co. -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 31 cm.
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 5105.
folio Cassidy W3 B7 1884 (PrCt)

30251 Geography - 1884 Atlases - 1884
Authors: Houston, Edwin J. (Edwin James), 1847-1914 -- Eldredge & Brother -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 10 maps ; 262 x 200 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

30252 Geography - 1884 Atlases - 1884
Authors: Monteith, James -- A.S. Barnes & Co. -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.
Sig.'Harry S. Coe.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 4547.
Cassidy M6 F5 1884 (PrCt)

30253 Geography - 1884 Atlases - 1884
Authors: Warren, D. M. (David M.), 1820-1861 -- Cowperthwait & Co. -- Westcott & Thomson -- Ashmead, Henry Buckley -- Hiscom, Mary -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
88 p. : ill., 18 hand col. maps ; 24 cm.
Cover title: Warren's new primary geography
Lacks p. 39-40.
"Westcott & Thomson, stereotypers and electrotypers, Philada."--T.p. verso.
"Since the last general revision of Warren's Primary Geography ... it has been found necessary to renew the electrotype plates from which it is printed ... with the exception of the alterations made necessary by the progress of geographical discovery and by recent political changes, the present book is identical, page by page, with the previous edition"--P. [3]. Includes questions for the student.
Publisher's paper covered boards; publisher's advertisements on back cover.
Previous ed. published under title: A primary geography.
Former owner's inscription: Mary Hiscom, Hinsdale, N.H.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G125 .W37 1884 (NLO)

30254 Geography - 1884 Atlases - 1884 Maryland - Geography - 1884 Maryland - Maps - 1884
Authors: Cornell, S. S. (Sophia S.) -- D. Appleton and Company -- Shipley, Irene A. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
102, [2], vi p. : ill., 26 maps (chiefly col.) ; 29 cm.
Rev. ed.
"Maryland edition"--Cover.
Includes questions and exercises for the student.
"A geography of the state of Maryland, designed for schools and intended to accompany Cornell's grammar school and intermediate geographies": vi p. at end.Series: Systematic series of school geographies
Publisher's illustrated paper over boards.
Former owner's signature: Irene A. Shipley.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G127 .C775 1884 (NLO)

Authors: Monteith, James -- A.S. Barnes & Co. -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; xx cm.
New Engl. ed., maps of Me. & N.H. dated 1884; sig. 'H. Hathie Brown.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 4720.
Cassidy M6 C6 1884 (PrCt)
30261 Geography - 1884 - Pictorial works<<>>Atlases, British - 1884
'By Rev. Thomas Milner, M.A., author of 'The gallery of nature' &c.'
Engraved t.p. in v. 1; text within double-ruled black borders; ornamental initials, tail-pieces. Paged continuously.
Set contains 36 double-page colored maps of countries of the world, engraved by J. Bartholomew of Edinburgh, six maps bound into the front of each of the six volumes.
Includes [24] steel-engraved plates (frontispiece, and three additional plates in each of six volumes) illustrating scenes and landmarks of the cities of the world. signed by many different artists and engravers, such as photographer Francis Frith, H. Warren, G.F. Sargent, G. Greatbach, J. Godfrey, E.P. Brandard, J. Stephenson, and E.J. Roberts; plates separated with guard sheets; numerous black-and-white illustrations throughout text.
Includes index.
Royal blue cloth boards with bevelled edges; upper board stamped in black and gold, containing a large gilt centerpiece: a seated woman, holding scrolls and compass, and resting her left arm on a globe, on a black background, encircled by a semi-circle of gold stars; corner illustrations in blue on black diamonds, encircled with wavy gold lines; gold-stamped spine title, ornamented with gold compass points above, and two gold serpents below, entwined around drawings depicting five continents: Europe, Asia, Africa, America, and Australia; all edges gilt; light yellow endpapers.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

30262 Geography - 1884 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- E.H. Butler & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 20 maps ; 225 x 190 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

30263 Geography - 1885
Authors: Monteith, James -- A.S. Barnes & Co. -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 14 cm.
Col. concentric circles inside fr. cover.
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 5935.
Cassidy M6 M3 1885a (PrCt)

30264 Geography - 1885
Authors: Monteith, James -- A.S. Barnes & Co. -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 14 cm.
Sig. 'Morris Palmer.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 4922.
folio Cassidy W3 C6 1885 (PrCt)

30265 Geography - 1885
Authors: Warren, D. M. (David M.), 1820-1861 -- Cowperthwait & Co. -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 30 cm.
N. Engl. ed.; t.p. stuck to fr. cover; sig. 'Warren Martin.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 8161.
Cassidy W3 N44 1885 (PrCt)

30266 Geography - 1885
Authors: Warren, D. M. (David M.), 1820-1861 -- Cowperthwait & Co. -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 24 cm.
Clipping on drawbridges pasted inside fr. cover.
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 1861.
Cassidy W3 N44 1885 (PrCt)

30267 Geography - 1885<<>>Atlases - 1885
Authors: Harper & Brothers -- Emma, fl. 1887 --

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Geography - 1885 Atlases - 1885

30268 **Geography - 1885 Atlases - 1885**
Authors: Harper & Brothers -- Loverin, Guy -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. ; 23 cm.
Sig. 'Guy Loverin.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 7660.
**Cassidy H3 IS 1885b (PrCt)**

30269 **Geography - 1885 Atlases - 1885**
Authors: Houston, Edwin J. (Edwin James), 1847-1914 -- Eldredge & Brother -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. : 10 maps ; 262 x 200 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)**

30270 **Geography - 1885 Atlases - 1885**
Physical geography / by M.F. Maury ; revised by Mytton Maury. New York : University Publishing Company, 1885, c1883.
Authors: Maury, Matthew Fontaine, 1806-1873 -- Maury, Mytton -- Wells, Jacob -- Stuart, Oliver J. -- Weller, Edward. --Hare, J. K. -- Struthers, Servoss & Co. -- University Publishing Company -- Simon, Wm. -- Concordia University (River Forest, Ill.) -- Concordia University (River Forest, Ill.) Collection (Newberry Library) 130 p. : ill., maps (some hand col.) ; 29 cm.
Rev. ed.
Cover title: Maury's revised physical geography
Some maps drawn by J. Wells; some maps engraved by Struther's, Servoss & Co., J.K. Hare, and O.J. Stuart.
Includes index.
Series: Maury's geographical series -- Maury's geographies.
Publisher's green cloth binding.
Former owner: Students' Library, Concordia Teacher's College, River Forest, Ill.
Forms part of the Concordia University (River Forest, Ill.) Collection (Newberry Library).
Cata
GB55 .M38 1885 (NLO)

30271 **Geography - 1885 Atlases - 1885**
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

30272 **Geography - 1885 Atlases - 1885**
Authors: Monteith, James -- American Book Company -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. ; 24 cm.
T.p. stamped 'Examination copy.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 4710.
**Cassidy M6 B34 1885a (PrCt)**

30273 **Geography - 1885 Atlases - 1885**
Rev. ed.
Series: National geographical series.
On cover: Monteith’s geographical series.
Maps on lining papers.
Includes questions for the student.
Publisher's advertisement, [1] p. at the end. Publisher's paper covered boards.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
**Baskes G125 .M62 1885 (NLO)**

30274 **Geography - 1885 Atlases - 1885**
Authors: Monteith, James -- A.S. Barnes & Co. -- Concordia University (River Forest, Ill.) -- Concordia University (River Forest, Ill.) Collection (Newberry Library) 96 p. : ill., maps (chiefly col.) ; 25 cm.
Publisher's decorative yellow cloth binding.
Forms part of the Concordia University (River Forest, Ill.) Collection (Newberry Library).
Cataloged and conserved as part of the Sister Ann Ida Gannon Initiative at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 05027538
G127 .M7 1885 (NLO)
New physical geography for grammar and high schools, and colleges / by James Monteith. New York ; Chicago : A.S. Barnes & Company, c1885.
Authors: Monteith, James -- A.S. Barnes & Co. -- Marsh, Doris J. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
144 p. : ill., 13 maps (some col.) ; 25 cm.
Includes exercises for the student.
Publisher’s green cloth binding.
Former owner: Doris J. Marsh.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes GB55 .M793 1885 (NLO)

Geography - 1885<<<<Atlases - 1885
New physical geography for grammar and high schools, and colleges / by James Monteith. New York ; Chicago : A.S. Barnes & Company, c1885.
Authors: Monteith, James -- A.S. Barnes & Co. -- Marsh, Doris J. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
144 p. : ill., 13 maps (some col.) ; 25 cm.
Includes exercises for the student.
Publisher’s green cloth binding.
Former owner: Doris J. Marsh.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes GB55 .M793 1885 (NLO)

Geography - 1885<<<<Atlases - 1885
Barnes’s elementary geography. New York : A.S. Barnes, 1885.
Authors: Monteith, James -- A.S. Barnes & Co. -- Povie, Clara A. -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 15 maps ; 25 cm.
Sig. ‘Clara A. Povie.’
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 5822.
Cassidy M6 B34 1885b (PrCt)

Geography - 1885<<<<Atlases - 1885
Michigan - Geography -
1885<<<<Wisconsin - Geography -
1885<<<<Michigan - Maps -
1885<<<<Wisconsin - Maps - 1885
Authors: Cornell, S. S. (Sophia S.) -- D. Appleton and Company -- Dawson, Emerson -- Peregrine, Connie -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
102, [2], xii p. : ill., 24 maps (chiefly col., some folded) ; 28 cm.
Rev. ed.
"Western edition"--Cover.
"Geography of Michigan," and "Geography of Wisconsin," xii p. at end.
Publisher’s advertisements, [2] p., 2nd sequence.
Includes questions and exercises for the student.
Series: Systematic series of school geographies.
Publisher’s illustrated paper over boards.
Former owner’s inscription: Emerson Dawson, Brooks, Iowa.
Former owner’s inscription: Connie Peregrine, Brooks, Iowa.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G126 .C775 1885 (NLO)

Geography - 1885<<<<Atlases, British - 1885
Authors: Cornwell, James -- Johnson, T. H. -- Dower, John, active 1838-1846? -- Simpkin and Marshall -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 28 maps ; 174 x 114 mm.
Maps by T.H. Johnson and J. Dower.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Geography - 1885<<<<Atlases, Italian - 1885
Authors: Valle, Pietro -- G. Barbèra (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Barbèra (G.), firm SEE G. Barbèra (Firm) iv, 71 p. : ill., 7 maps (chiefly col.) ; 23 cm.
2a ed. / rivista e aumentata dall’autore.
Publisher’s illustrated binding; publisher’s advertisement on back.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G126 .V36 1885 (NLO)

Geography - 1885 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Guyot, A. (Arnold), 1807-1884 -- Ivison, Blakeman & Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 24 maps ; 310 x 250 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Geography - 1885 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Atwood, John M., approximately 1818-- -- E.H. Butler & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 24 maps ; 320 x 250 mm.
PennsylvaniaEd
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

30283 Geography - 1885 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Sheldon & Company (New York, N.Y.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 14 maps ; 180 x 146 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

30284 Geography - 1885 (Provisional Heading)
1 v. : 20 maps ; 324 x 265 mm.
KansasEd:nd,1884popKansas
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Authors: Monteith, James -- A.S. Barnes & Co. -- Norton, Henry Brace, 1836-1885. Geography of the Pacific coast region (1885) -- Monteith, James. Monteith’s geography of Idaho territory (1886) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
141, [26] p. : ill., 44 maps (chiefly col., 2 folded) ; 32 cm.
[Pacific coast ed.]
Edition statement from cover.
Includes with separate t.p.: Geography of the Pacific coast region / prepared by H.B. Norton. c1886.
Includes with separate t.p.: Monteith’s geography of Idaho territory : a supplement to the comprehensive geography.
Includes questions and exercises for the student.
Publisher’s yellow cloth binding.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G127 .M67 1885 (NLO)

30286 Geography - 1886
Authors: Harper & Brothers -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 31 cm.
N. Engl. ed.; sig. ‘Eliza Hall.’

Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 4650.
folio Cassidy H3 S3 N38 1886a (PrCt)

30287 Geography - 1886
Authors: Harper & Brothers -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 31 cm.
N. Engl. ed.; sig. ‘Eugene Minott.’
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 4797.
folio Cassidy H3 S3 1886b (PrCt)

30288 Geography - 1886
Authors: Warren, D. M. (David M.), 1820-1861 -- Cowperthwait & Co. -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 24 cm.
Sig. ‘Harry M. Hall.’
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 4906.
Cassidy W3 N44 1886a (PrCt)

30289 Geography - 1886
Authors: Warren, D. M. (David M.), 1820-1861 -- Cowperthwait & Co. -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 24 cm.
Sig. ‘Herbert C. Field.’
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 7675.
Cassidy W3 N44 1886b (PrCt)

30290 Geography - 1886
Authors: Warren, D. M. (David M.), 1820-1861 -- Cowperthwait & Co. -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 24 cm.
Inscr. ‘City Property.’
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 7676.
Cassidy W3 N44 1886c (PrCt)

30291 Geography - 1886
Authors: Warren, D. M. (David M.), 1820-1861 -- E.H. Butler & Co. -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 31 cm.
Penna. ed.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library. 
Cassidy inv. # 3039. 
folio Cassidy W3 B7 1886 (PrCt) 

30292 Geography - 1886Atlases - 1886 
Authors: Fisher, Gilman C. -- New England -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 
1 v. : 15 maps ; 228 x 151 mm. 
2nd ed. 
Inscr 
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. 
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt) 

30293 Geography - 1886Atlases - 1886 
Authors: Hall, Mary L. (Mary Lucy) -- Ginn and Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 
1 v. : 8 maps ; 220 x 182 mm. 
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. 
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt) 

30294 Geography - 1886Atlases - 1886 
Authors: Harper & Brothers -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library) 
1 v. ; 23 cm. 
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library. 
Cassidy inv. # 7614. 
Cassidy H3 I5 1886 (PrCt) 

30295 Geography - 1886Atlases - 1886 
Krone's paragon series of map drawing books E. New York : Krone Brothers, 1886. 
Authors: Krone Brothers -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 
1 v. : 7 maps ; 251 x 214 mm. 
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. 
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt) 

30296 Geography - 1886Atlases - 1886 
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- E.H. Butler & Co. -- Ulrich, Edward -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library) 
1 v. ; 24 cm. 
Penna. ed.; sig. ‘Edward Ulrich.’ 
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library. 
Cassidy inv. # 7582. 
Cassidy M5 N44 1886 (PrCt) 

30297 Geography - 1886Atlases - 1886 
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Struthers, Servoss & Co. -- E.H. Butler & Co. -- Concordia University (River Forest, Ill.) -- Concordia University (River Forest, Ill.) Collection (Newberry Library) 
114 p. : ill., 20 maps (chiefly col.), ports. ; 24 cm. 
At head of title: Mitchell's new primary geography 
Two maps engraved by Struthers, Servoss & Co. 
Includes questions and exercises for the student. 
Series: Mitchell's series of geographies ; 2 -- Mitchell's new geographies ; 2. 
Publisher's printed brown cloth binding. 
Bookplate: Students' Library Concordia Teachers' College 
Inscription: Concordia Teachers College Training School. 
Forms part of the Concordia University (River Forest, Ill.) Collection (Newberry Library). 
Cataloged and conserved as part of the Sister Ann Ida Gannon Initiative at the Newberry Library. 
G127 .M58 1886 (NLO) 

30298 Geography - 1886Atlases - 1886 
Authors: Warren, D. M. (David M.), 1820-1861 -- Cowperthwait & Co. -- Cowperthwait, Hulings, 1801-1873 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 
88 p. ; ill., 18 col. maps ; 24 cm. 
Cover title: Warren's primary geography 
Imperfect: Lacking p. 15-16, 21-22, 25-26, 73-74, 83-84; pages 11-12, 35-36, 51-52, 57-58, 63-64 cut, with loss of text. 
Includes questions for the student. 
Publisher's red cloth binding. 
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library. 
LC Card Number: 05028550 
Baskes G125 .W37 1886 (NLO) 

30299 Geography - 1886Atlases - 1886 
Authors: Monteith, James -- A.S. Barnes and Co. -- Rogers, Bina -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 
[68], [68a]-68f, 69-140 p. : ill., 38 maps (chiefly col., 2 folded) ; 32 cm. 
[Illinois ed.] 
Edition statement from cover. 
"Special geography of Illinois": p. [68a]-68f. 

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. 
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Includes questions and exercises for the student. Publisher’s yellow cloth binding. Former owner’s inscription: Bina Rogers, Sep. 13th, ’86.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G127 .M67 1886 (NLO)


Baskes folio G125 .W34 1886 (NLO)

30301 Geography - 1886 (Provisional Heading) Gill’s imperial geography. London : GillG, 1886. Authors: Gill, George -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. : 67 maps ; 185 x 131 mm. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)


folio Cassidy W3 C6 1887 (PrCt)


Cassidy W3 N44 1887 (PrCt)


Baskes folio G127 .S233 1889 (NLO)


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Includes population data from 1890 U.S. census and Almanach de Gotha from 1891.
"A special geography of the New England states," 34 p. at the end.
"A system of map-drawing," by E.A. and A.C. Apgar, p. 119-123.
Includes questions for the student.
Series: Warren's series of geographies.
Publisher's red cloth binding.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes folio GB55 .W34 1892 (NLO)**

**30307 Geography - 1887<Atlases - 1887**

Cornell's physical geography : accompanied with nineteen pages of maps, a great variety of map questions, and one hundred and thirty diagrams and pictorial illustrations, and embracing a detailed description of the physical features of the United States / by S.S. Cornell. New York : D. Appleton and Company, 1887, c1870.

Authors: Cornell, S. S. (Sophia S.) -- Steinwehr, A. von (Adolph), 1822-1877 -- D. Appleton and Company -- Hirner, Marnie -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

104 p. : ill., 13 maps (chiefly col., some folded) ; 29 cm.

Other titles from series published with series title: Systematic series of school geographies; "Cornell's physical geography" is listed as part of the series.

Most maps by A. von Steinwehr.

Includes questions and exercises for the student.

Publisher's illustrated paper over boards; publisher's advertisements on back cover.


Former owner's inscription: Marnie Hirner, Saugatuck, Michigan.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes folio GB55 .C67 1887 (NLO)**

**30308 Geography - 1887<Atlases - 1887**


Authors: Fisher, Gilman C. -- New England -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 4 maps ; 229 x 146 mm.

3rd ed.

Inscr

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)**

(PrCt)

**30309 Geography - 1887<Atlases - 1887**


Authors: Harper & Brothers -- Kutscher, W. -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. ; 23 cm.

Sig. 'W. Kutscher.'

Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.

Cassidy inv. # 7666.

**Cassidy H3 I5 1887b (PrCt)**

**30310 Geography - 1887<Atlases - 1887**


Authors: Harper & Brothers -- Watson, Robert M. -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. ; 23 cm.

Sig. 'Robert M. Watson.'

Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.

Cassidy inv. # 3003.

**Cassidy H3 I5 1887a (PrCt)**

**30311 Geography - 1887<Atlases - 1887**


Authors: Maury, Matthew Fontaine, 1806-1873 -- Maury, Mytton -- Wells, Jacob -- Stuart, Oliver J. -- Hare, J. K. -- Weller, Edward, -1884 -- Struthers, Servoss & Co. -- University Publishing Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

130 p. : ill., 27 maps (some hand col., some folded) ; 29 cm.

Rev. ed.

Cover title: Maury's physical geography

Some maps by J. Wells.


Includes index.

Series: Maury's geographies, new series -- Maury's geographies.

Publisher's illustrated green cloth binding.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Full text of another copy available online via HathiTrust Digital Library (accessed May 2012): http://catalog.hathitrust.org/api/volumes/oclc/31314389.html

**Baskes folio GB55 .M38 1887 (NLO)**

**30312 Geography - 1887<Atlases - 1887**


Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- E.H. Butler & Co. -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 20 maps ; 24 cm.

Penna. ed.; sig. 'J. A. Brown.'

Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.

Cassidy inv. # 3041.

**Cassidy M5 N44 1887 (PrCt)**

**30313 Geography - 1887<Atlases - 1887**


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- E.H. Butler & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 14 maps ; 181 x 145 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

30317 Geography - 1887>>>>>>Pennsylvania - Geography - 1887>>>>>>Atlases - 1887
Pennsylvania ed.
Edition statement from cover.
Includes questions and exercises for the student. "Geography of Pennsylvania ... by Jacques W. Redway": 11 p. at end.
Series: Butler’s geographical series
Stamp: Property of Lower Mahanoy School District.
Former owner’s inscription: Harry Radle, Blasser’s School.
Laid in: white ribbon with green text "Larrah."
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G127 .R42 1887 (NLO)

30318 Geography - 1887 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Harper & Brothers -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 37 maps ; 314 x 255 mm.
edNewEngland
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

30319 Geography - 1887 (Provisional Heading)
Elements of physical geography. Philadelphia : ButlerEH, 1887.
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Atwood, John M., approximately 1818- -- Brocklesby -- E.H. Butler & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 13 maps ; 318 x 254 mm.
WestVirginiaEd
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (Pr.Ct)

30320 Geography - 1887 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Atwood, John M., approximately 1818- -- E. H. Butler & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 24 maps ; 320 x 248 mm.
PennsylvaniaEd
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (Pr.Ct)

30321 Geography - 1887 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Steinwehr, A. von (Adolph), 1822- -- Van Antwerp, Bragg & Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas
OhioEd
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (Pr.Ct)

30322 Geography - 1888
Authors: Hall, Mary L. (Mary Lucy) -- Ginn and Company -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 22 cm.
Sig. 'Willie J. Powers.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 7221.
Cassidy H27 O9 1888 (Pr.Ct)

30323 Geography - 1888
Authors: Redway, Jacques W. (Jacques Wardlaw), 1849-1942 -- E. H. Butler & Co. -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; xx cm.
N. Engl. ed., date from suppl.; stamped 'W. H. H. Bryant.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 5126.
Cassidy R5 B8 1888 (Pr.Ct)

30324 Geography - 1888
Authors: Redway, Jacques W. (Jacques Wardlaw), 1849-1942 -- E. H. Butler & Co. -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; xx cm.
Penna. ed.; sig. 'Myrtle E. Hege.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at

the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 3026.
Cassidy R5 B8 1888 (Pr.Ct)

30325 Geography - 1888Atlases - 1888
Authors: Cornell, S. S. (Sophia S.) -- D. Appleton and Company -- Mittelback, A. W. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
104 p. : ill., 22 col. maps (some folded) ; 31 cm.
New ed.
Includes questions and exercises for the student. Publisher's decorative paper over boards; publisher's advertisements on back cover.
Series: Systematic series of school geographies.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G126 .C775 1888 (NLO)

30326 Geography - 1888Atlases - 1888
Authors: Fisher, Gilman C. -- New England -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 5 maps ; 227 x 149 mm.
4th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (Pr.Ct)

30327 Geography - 1888Atlases - 1888
Authors: Frye, Alex Everett, 1859-1936 -- Ginn and Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 10 maps ; 189 x 128 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (Pr.Ct)

30328 Geography - 1888Atlases - 1888
Authors: Harper & Brothers -- Chandler, Leslie -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 23 cm.
Sig. 'Leslie Chandler.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 7664.
Cassidy H3 I5 1888 (Pr.Ct)

30329 Geography - 1888Atlases, Canadian - 1888
Authors: John Lovell & Son -- Lovell, John, 1810-1893 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Lovell (John) & Son SEE John Lovell & Son
50 p. : ill., 17 col. maps ; 18 cm.
"Being introductory to Lovell's 'Intermediate geography.'"
Series: Lovell's series of school books -- Lovell's series of school books.
Series statement from cover.
Includes questions for the student.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Publisher's illustrated paper covered boards.
Baskes G126 .L68 1888 (NLO)

30330 Geography - 1888 Illinois - Geography - 1888 Atlases - 1888
Authors: Redway, Jacques W. (Jacques Wardlaw), 1849-1942 -- E.H. Butler & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 27 maps ; 322 x 260 mm.
Illinois ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

30331 Geography - 1888 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Harper & Brothers -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 33 maps ; 315 x 260 mm.
edWI,Mi,Il,IN&Ohio
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

30332 Geography - 1888 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Hinman, Russell, 1853-1912 -- Van Antwerp, Bragg & Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 30 maps ; 194 x 139 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

30333 Geography - 1888 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Atwood, John M., approximately 1818- -- E.H. Butler & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 24 maps ; 320 x 251 mm.
PennsylvaniaEd
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

30334 Geography - 1888 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Niles, Sanford -- D.D. Merrill (Firm : Saint Paul, Minn.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 11 maps ; 240 x 200 mm.
8th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

30335 Geography - 1889
Authors: Baker, W. G. (William George) -- Educational Publishing Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
104 p. : ill. ; 18 cm.
Rev. ed.
Does not include maps?
Includes exercises for the student.
Publisher's illustrated paper covered boards.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G126 .B35 1889 (NLO)

30336 Geography - 1889
Authors: Monteith, James -- American Book Company -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 24 cm.
Sig. 'John M. Leahy.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 5957.
Cassidy M6 E4 1889 (PrCt)

30337 Geography - 1889
Authors: Monteith, James -- A.S. Barnes & Co. -- American Book Company -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; xx cm.
Paper covers; sig. 'Maude Hupper.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 8320.
Cassidy M6 B3 1889 (PrCt)

30338 Geography - 1889
Authors: Niles, Sanford -- Willett, C. W. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Indiana School Book -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 35 maps ; 310 x 264 mm.
+P:CWWillett;Rumsey336;rebound
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
Series: National geographical series.
Publisher's paper covered boards.
Former owner's signature: Clifton Colguhouse.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G127 .M76 1889 (NLO)

30344 Geography - 1889 Atlases - 1889

Authors: Niles, Sanford -- Willett, C. W. -- Indiana School Book -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 v.: 10 maps ; 238 x 198 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

30345 Geography - 1889 Atlases - 1889

Authors: OShea, P. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.: 26 maps ; 252 x 193 mm.
8th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

30346 Geography - 1889 Atlases - 1889

Authors: Redway, Jacques W. (Jacques Wardlaw), 1849-1942 -- Hinman, Russell, 1853-1912 -- American Book Company -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.: 31 cm.
N. Engl. ed.
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. #: 4648.

G Cassidy R5 N3 1898 (PrCt)

30347 Geography - 1889 Atlases - 1889

New York (State) - Geography - 1889 New York (State) - Maps - 1889

Authors: Monteith, James -- A.S. Barnes & Co. -- Monteith, James. Special geography of New York (1889) -- Hagadorn, Norman -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
[New York ed.]
Edition statement from cover.
Cover title: Monteith's comprehensive geography At head of title: The independent course.
"Complete topical reviews in geography": 11 p. at end.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
30348 Geography - 1889 Atlases, Spanish - 1889
Authors: Paluzie, Esteban, 1806-1873 -- Paluzie, Faustino, 1833-1901 -- Saltor, Juan T. Flaquer -- Saltor, María Flaquer -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Imperfect: lacking portion of map of Spain Publisher’s binding of paper-covered boards; color illustration on cover.
Title within ornamental border.
Includes questions and answers for the student.
"Publicaciones de Faustino Paluzie, calle de la Disputación, 421-423, Barcelona": 20 p. at end. Former owners: Juan T. Flaquer Saltor, María Flaquer Saltor.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G133 .P35 1889 (NLO)

Authors: Foncin, Pierre François Charles, 1841-1916 -- Capiomont, E. -- Armand Colin (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Colin (Armand) (Firm) SEE Armand Colin (Firm) -- Librairie Armand Colin SEE Armand Colin (Firm) -- A. Colin (Firm) SEE Armand Colin (Firm)
Scales differ.
Laid in: 7 regional maps of France drawn by former owner.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .F66 1889 (NLO)

30350 Geography - 1889 Provisional Heading
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Atwood, John M., approximately 1818 -- E.H. Butler & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 25 maps ; 318 x 254 mm.
C:JMAtwood;ConnecticutEd
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

30351 Geography - 1889 Provisional Heading
Authors: Silver Burdett Company -- Dunton, L. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 12 maps ; 190 x 129 mm.
ed:LarkinDunton
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

30352 Geography - 1890
Authors: E.H. Butler & Co. -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 31 cm.
Sig. ‘Raymond G. Post.’
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 10100.
folio Cassidy B8 O5 1890 (PrCt)

30353 Geography - 1890
Authors: Harper & Brothers -- American Book Company -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 31 cm.
New York ed., date supplied (cop. 1885); sig. ‘Edith M. Cleland.’
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 3312.
folio Cassidy H3 S3 1890 (PrCt)

30354 Geography - 1890
Authors: Harper & Brothers -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 31 cm.
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 4721.
folio Cassidy H3 S3 1890 (PrCt)

30355 Geography - 1890 Atlases - 1890
Authors: Cornell, S. S. (Sophia S.) -- American Book Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
95 p. : ill., 21 maps (chiefly col., 1 folded) ; 23 cm.
New ed.
Lists Wyoming, Montana, and Idaho as states on p. 95.
Includes questions and exercises for the student.
Series: Systematic series of school geographies.
Publisher’s illustrated paper over boards; publisher’s advertisements on back cover.
Former owner’s inscription: William-Jennings Percey, Bennington, Vermont, January 2, 1895.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G127 .M8 1890 (NLO)

30358 Geography - 1890 Atlases - 1890
Authors: Swinton, William, 1833-1892 -- American Book Company -- Ivison, Blakeman & Company -- Morhous, Martin Reggie -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
v. 90 p. : ill., 27 maps (chiefly col., some folded) ; 23 cm.
Cover title: Swinton’s primary geography "From the press of Ivison, Blakeman & Company."
North and South Dakota listed as states and Wyoming listed as a territory on p. 35.
Includes questions for the student.
Publisher’s illustrated paper covered boards; publisher’s advertisements on back cover.
Former owner’s inscription: Ma[tin?] Reggie Morhou[s?], Saranac Lake, N.Y.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G127 .S97 1890 (NLO)

30359 Geography - 1890 Atlases - 1890 California - Maps - 1890
Elementary geography. Sacramento : California, 1890.
Authors: California Board of Education -- California -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
iv, 90 p. : ill., 27 maps (chiefly col., some folded) ; 23 cm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

30360 Geography - 1890 Atlases - 1890 Cartography - Problems, exercises, etc. - Maps - 1890 Map drawing - Handbooks, manuals, etc. - 1890
v. [2], 141 p. : ill., 28 maps (chiefly col., some folded) ; 30 cm.
Cover title: Swinton’s complete course in geography
North and South Dakota described as states, p. 70.
"A system of map-drawing," by E.A. and A.C. Apgar, p. 130-137.
Includes questions and exercises for the student.
Series: Swinton’s geographies.

Authors: Monteith, James -- American Book Company -- A.S. Barnes & Co. -- Gillett, Hattie -- Easton, Lena -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
104, 11 p. : ill., 49 maps (chiefly col., some folded) ; 32 cm.
[General ed.]
Edition statement from cover.
Cover title: Monteith's comprehensive geography “Record of recent discoveries and events” (p. [4], 1st sequence) lists new states to 1890.
"From the press of A.S. Barnes & Co."
At head of title: The independent course.
"Complete topical reviews in geography." c1887 by James Monteith: 11 p. at end.
Originally published under title: Monteith’s comprehensive geography.
Includes questions for the student.
Publisher’s blue cloth binding.
Former owner’s inscription: Miss Hattie Gillett, W. Clarksfield.
Former owner: Lena Easton.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G127 .M8 1890 (NLO)
Publisher’s illustrated paper over boards.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G127 .S95 1890 (NLO)

Cover title: Appletons standard higher geography "Accompanied with numerous engravings ... political maps ... physical maps ... and with a commercial map of the world, displaying the chief exports ... steamer routes ... submarine cable-lines, etc."
"The New England states."--30 p. at end. Includes 1890 census.
Includes index.
Series: Appleton’s American standard geography.
Former owner: Miss Alice Hodge.
Inscription: Property of the town of Jaffrey.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G127 .D103 1890 (NLO)

30362 Geography - 1890 Atlases, British - 1890 Geography generalised, or, An introduction to the study of geography on the principles of classification and comparison, with maps and illustrations / by Robert Sullivan ; edited by Samuel Haughton. Dublin : Sullivan, Brothers ; Alex. Thom, 1890.
77th ed., rev.
Publisher’s binding with blind stamp on cover: Doctor Sullivan’s series of improved school books.
Twelve maps hand colored in outline and engraved by W. & A.K. Johnston.
Includes questions and problems for the student.
Publisher’s advertisements on lining papers for Sullivan’s series of school books.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G125 .S85 1890 (NLO)

Authors: Petermann, A. (August), 1822-1878 -- Supan, Alexander, 1847-1920 -- Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. : 21 maps ; 282 x 237 mm.
Edited by A. Supan.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

30364 Geography - 1890 (Provisional Heading) New intermediate geography. Philadelphia : ButlerEH, 1890.
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Atwood, John M., approximately 1818 -- E.H. Butler & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. : 25 maps ; 317 x 253 mm.
C:JMAthow;RhodelsEd
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

30365 Geography - 1890 (Provisional Heading) First lessons in geography. Philadelphia : ButlerEH, 1890.
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- E.H. Butler & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. : 14 maps ; 180 x 148 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- E.H. Butler & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. : 20 maps ; 235 x 198 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

C:Jewett&Chandle
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1 v. ; 31 cm.
N. J. & Penna., ed., date from suppl.
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 449.

foio Cassidy S9 G7 [1891] (PrCt)

30377 Geography - 1891<<>>Atlases - 1891
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- E.H. Butler & Co. --
Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 14 maps ; 18 cm.
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 3834.
Cassidy M5 F5 1891 (PrCt)

30378 Geography - 1891<<>>Atlases - 1891
New primary geography. Philadelphia : ButlerEH, [1891].
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- E.H. Butler & Co. --
Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 20 maps ; 24 cm.
Penna. ed., incl. 1890 census data; sig. "Fannie O. Hutton.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 3034.
Cassidy M5 N44 [1891] (PrCt)

30379 Geography - 1891<<>>Atlases - 1891
Authors: Morton, Eliza Happy -- Potter, J. E. --
Johnson, B. F. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 37 maps ; 313 x 260 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

30380 Geography - 1891<<>>Atlases - 1891<<>>New York (State) - Geography - 1891<<>>New York (State) - Maps - 1891
Authors: Monteith, James -- A.S. Barnes & Co. --
American Book Company -- Clark, Addie R. --
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
141, 10, 8 p. ; ill. (some col.), 38 maps (chiefly col., some folded) ; 32 cm.
[Edition for New York]
Edition statement from cover.
"Record of recent discoveries and events" (p. [4], 1st sequence) lists new territories to 1890.
"Monteith's complete topical reviews": 10 p. at end.
"New York", c1891: 8 p. at end
Includes questions for the student.
Publisher's yellow cloth binding.

Former owner’s inscription: Addie R. Clark, Jordan, N.Y.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G127 .M67 1891 (NLO)

30381 Geography - 1891<<>>Atlases - 1891<<>>Ohio - Maps - 1891<<>>Ohio - Geography - 1891
Sadlier's excelsior geography. Number two: in which the science is made interesting by means of pictures, maps, charts, diagrams, and map-drawing: adapted to the intermediate classes in schools and academies / by a Catholic teacher. New York : William H. Sadlier, c1891.
Authors: William H. Sadlier, Inc. -- Monteith, James -- Karst, John, 1836-1922 --
Matthews-Northrup Company -- Russell & Struthers -- William H. Sadlier, Inc. -- Iglar, Paulina -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
111, 6 p. : ill., 31 maps (chiefly col.) ; 25 cm.
Maps by James Monteith; John Karst; Matthews, Northrup, & Co.; and Russell & Struthers.
"Special geography of Ohio, to accompany Sadlier's excelsior geography, no. 2": 6 p. at end. Includes questions and exercises for the student.
Series: [Sadlier's excelsior series of geographies ; no. 2] -- Sadlier's excelsior series of geographies ; no. 2.
Publisher's illustrated binding.
Former owner's signature: Paulina Iglar[?].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G127 .S23 1891 (NLO)


**Baskes folio G127 .S96 1891 [copies 1 and 2] (NLO)**

30386 **Geography - 1892**


**Cassidy S9 E4 [1892]b (PrCt)**

30387 **Geography - 1892**


**Cassidy S9 E4 [1892]a (PrCt)**

30388 **Geography - 1892**


**folio Cassidy W3 B7 1892 (PrCt)**

30389 **Geography - 1892<<>>Atlases - 1892**


**folio Cassidy A6 H5 1892 (PrCt)**

30390 **Geography - 1892<<>>Atlases - 1892**

1 v. : 7 maps ; 230 x 151 mm.
8th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

**30391** Geography - 1892 Atlases - 1892
*Our world : first lessons in geography for children.* Boston : Ginn, 1892.
Authors: Hall, Mary L. (Mary Lucy) -- Ginn and Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 v. : 13 maps ; 183 x 133 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

**30392** Geography - 1892 Atlases - 1892
*Practical work in geography for the use of teachers and advanced pupils : being a guide for the young teacher in teaching preparatory, elementary and advanced work in geography, showing what to teach and what to omit from the text books / by Henry McCormick.* Chicago : A. Flanagan, 1892, c1885.
Authors: McCormick, Henry, 1837-- Flanagan, A. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
12 ed., rev.
Pages 269-270 torn, with loss of text.
Includes index.
Publisher’s advertisements, [3] p. at end.
Publisher’s binding.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G126 .M45 1892 (NLO)

**30393** Geography - 1892 Atlases - 1892
*Cartography - Problems, exercises, etc. - Maps - 1892 Map drawing - Handbooks, manuals, etc.* - 1892
Authors: Swinton, William, 1833-1892 -- Apgar, A. C. (Austin Craig), 1838-1908 -- Apgar, E. A. (Ellis A.), d. 1905 -- American Book Company -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 v. : 31 maps ; 31 cm.
Cop. 1875, includes 1880 census, Apgar maps in suppl. dated 'l.92.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 5761.
folio Cassidy S9 C6 [1892] (PrCt)

**30394** Geography - 1892 Atlases - 1892
*Cartography - Problems, exercises, etc. - Maps - 1892 Map drawing - Handbooks, manuals, etc.* - 1892
*Elementos de geografia.* Guatemala : E. Goubaud, 1892.
Authors: D. Appleton and Company -- Saravia, S. A. -- Goubaud, E. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 v. : 17 maps ; 176 x 142 mm.
2nd ed.
Edited by S.A. Saravia.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

**30395** Geography - 1892 Atlases, British - 1892
Authors: Calkin, John Burgess -- Nelson, T. -- McMillan -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 v. : 18 maps ; 190 x 160 mm.
& P: McMillan, St. John, New Brunswick
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

**30396** Geography - 1892 Atlases, Guatemalan - 1892
Authors: Hugues, Luigi, 1836-1913 -- Loescher, Ermanno -- Bona, Vincenzo -- Galgano, Renato -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
8a. ed. / diligentemente riveduta.
Includes questions for the student.
"Con 103 figure nel testo."
Publisher's advertisements, [2] p. at the end. Includes bibliographical references. Former owner’s signature: Renato Galgano. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G126 .H4 1892 (NLO)

30398 Geography - 1892 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Atwood, John M., approximately 1818 -- E.H. Butler & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 24 maps ; 316 x 253 mm
nd;WestVirginiaEd,cpyrt1891
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

30399 Geography - 1892 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Atwood, John M., approximately 1818 -- E.H. Butler & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 24 maps ; 316 x 253 mm
nd;WestVirginiaEd,cpyrt1891
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

30400 Geography - 1892 (Provisional Heading)

Elements of physical geography. Philadelphia : ButlerEH, 1892.
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Sheldon & Company (New York, N.Y.) -- E.H. Butler & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 13 maps ; 314 x 247 mm
nd;Cover:NewPhysGeog,ButlerSheldon
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

30401 Geography - 1892 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Sheldon & Company (New York, N.Y.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 45 maps ; 315 x 254 mm
Maps by R.D. Servoss
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

30402 Geography - 1892 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Steinwehr, A. von (Adolph), 1822-
1899 -- Brinton, Daniel Garrison, 1837-1899 -- American Book Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 324 x 265 mm.
OhioEd;nd,1890census
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

30403 Geography - 1893

Authors: Calkin, John Burgess -- Nelson, T. -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
viii, 119 p. : xx cm.
Sig. 'Manfred C. Oxley.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 7584.
Cassidy C34 S3 1893 (PrCt)

30404 Geography - 1893

viii, 119 p. : 36 maps ; 22 cm.
2nd ed., rev.
"Typo. Etching Co. sc."--On maps
Owner's inscription: F. Holland, Lockers Park, Hemel Hempstead.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G129 .S66 1893 (NLO)

30405 Geography - 1893 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: California. Board of Education -- Servoss, R. D. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 45 maps ; 315 x 254 mm.
Maps by R.D. Servoss
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
30406 **Geography - 1893 (Provisional Heading)**  
Authors: Canada Publishing Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 v. : 22 maps ; 245 x 210 mm.  
incomplete  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.  
**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)**

30407 **Geography - 1893 (Provisional Heading)**  
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Atwood, John M., approximately 1818-- -- E.H. Butler & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 v. : 24 maps ; 314 x 250 mm.  
nd;1890census;PennsylvaniaEd  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.  
**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)**

30408 **Geography - 1894**  
Authors: Long, C. C. -- American Book Company -- Concordia University (River Forest, Ill.) -- Concordia University (River Forest, Ill.) Collection (Newberry Library)  
142 p. : ill., 3 maps ; 19 cm.  
Includes questions and exercises for the student.  
Publisher’s illustrated paper over boards.  
Bookplate: Students’ Library Concordia Teachers’ College River Forest, Ill.  
Former owner’s signature: Edgar.  
Former owner’s signature: Wm. Simon.  
Forms part of the Concordia University (River Forest, Ill.) Collection (Newberry Library).  
Cataloged and conserved as part of the Sister Ann Ida Gannon Initiative at the Newberry Library.  
Full text of another copy available available online via HathiTrust Digital Library (accessed February 2013):  
http://hdl.handle.net/2027/uc2.arK:13960/t4nk39 36r  
LC Card Number: 05027308  
G126 .L66 1894 (NLO)

30409 **Geography - 1894**  
Authors: Long, C. C. -- American Book Company -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 v. : 19 cm.  
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.  
Cassidy inv. # 7686.  
**Cassidy L65 H6 1894 (PrCt)**

30410 **Geography - 1894**  
*[Primary school geography]*. [Chicago : RandMcNally, 1894 or later].  
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 v. ; 24 cm.  
Cover title.  
Lacking title page.  
Maps copyrighted 1894.  
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.  
**Cassidy R3 P7 1894 (PrCt)**

30411 **Geography - 1894**  
*New method of geography.* West Unity : Diebel, 1894.  
Authors: Diebel, J. H. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 v. : 11 maps ; 197 x 136 mm.  
Maps copyrighted 1894.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.  
**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)**

30412 **Geography - 1894**  
Authors: Maury, Matthew Fontaine, 1806--1873 -- University Publishing Company -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 v. ; 23 cm.  
Stamped ‘John L. Houghton.’  
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.  
Cassidy inv. # 7677.  
**Cassidy M38 E4 1894 (PrCt)**

30413 **Geography - 1894**  
Authors: Morton, Eliza Happy -- Potter, J. E. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 v. : 6 maps ; 257 x 212 mm.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.  
**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)**

30414 **Geography - 1894**  
Authors: Comba, Eugenio -- Roggero, G. -- Ravasio, P. -- Paravia (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
"34a ed. interamente riv. / per la parte geografica da Cap. G. Roggero e per la parte storica dal Prof. P. Ravasio, arricchita di carte geografiche e numerose incisioni, e corredata di circa duecento esercizi di applicazione."  
"Operetta proposta come libro di testo da molti
Consiglì Provinciali Scolastici e adottata per le Scuole Italiane all’estro.
Includes index.
Series: Biblioteca di scienze fisiche, matematiche e naturali.
Publisher’s advertisements, [2] p. at end.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes G126 .C76 1894 (NLO)**

**Geography - 1894 (Provisional Heading)**

- **Egypt - Geography - 1894**
- **Egypt - Maps - 1894**
- **Atlases, French - 1894**

*Cours élémentaire de géographie* : à l’usage des écoles égyptiennes / par H. Lemonnier, F. Schrader and Marcel Dubois ; avec la collaboration ... de A. Bernard. Paris ; Le Caire : Hachette et cie ; R. Kuster et co., 1894.
Authors: Lemonnier, Henry, 1842-1936 -- Bernard, Augustin -- Schrader, Franz, 1844-1924 -- Dubois, Marcel, 1856-1916 -- Perrin, Maurice, fl. 1884-1892 -- Perron, C. -- Chesneau, Marius -- Bonneseur, Ch. -- Erhard (Firm) -- Hachette (Firm) -- R. Kuster (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Kuster (R.), firm SEE R. Kuster (Firm)
130 p. : ill. ; 36 cm. Maps by Mce. Perrin, C. Perron, Chesneau, Ch. Bonneseur, and Erhard frères. Former owner’s inscription in French and Arabic; Mourhamed ou Mouhammed Malidy ... dans troisième année ... de ecole [illegible] dans Égypte dans année le 1895 ... Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes folio G127 .L46 1894 (NLO)**

**Geography - 1894 (Provisional Heading)**

- **Gill's imperial geography. London : GillG, 1894**

Authors: Gill, George -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 108 maps ; 186 x 135 mm.
36th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)**

**Geography - 1894 (Provisional Heading)**

Authors: Harper & Brothers -- American Book Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 32 maps ; 312 x 258 mm.
edl.owa & Missouri
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)**

**Geography - 1894 (Provisional Heading)**

Authors: Harper & Brothers -- American Book Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 32 maps ; 314 x 260 mm.
edMinnesota & Dakota
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)**

30419 **Geography - 1894 (Provisional Heading)**

*Primary school geography. Chicago : Rand McNally, 1894.*
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 18 maps ; 240 x 200 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)**

30420 **Geography - 1895**

*Complete geography. Boston : Ginn, 1895.*
Authors: Frye, Alex Everett, 1859-1936 -- Ginn and Company -- Adams High School -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 32 cm.
Stamped ‘Adams High School.’
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.

Cassidy inv. # 8000.

**folio Cassidy F7 C6 1895 (PrCt)**

30421 **Geography - 1895**

*Primary geography. Boston : Ginn, 1895.*
Authors: Frye, Alex Everett, 1859-1936 -- Ginn and Company -- Adams High School -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 25 cm.
New Eng. ed.; sig. ‘Marion E. Wentworth.’
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.

Cassidy inv. # 7860.

**Cassidy F7 P7 1895 (PrCt)**

30422 **Geography - 1895**

Authors: Monteith, James -- A.S. Barnes & Co. -- American Book Company -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; xx cm.
iowa & Mo. ed., date from suppl.; sig. 'Fred Bristol.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.

Cassidy inv. # 9375.

**Cassidy M6 B3 1895 (PrCt)**

30423 **Geography - 1895**

Authors: Frye, Alex Everett, 1859-1936 -- Bradley & Poates -- Ginn and Company
vi, 184 p. ; ill., maps (chiefly col.) ; 32 cm.
General ed.
Cover title: Frye’s complete geography
LC Card Number: 05028236
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalog Entry</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 30429 | **Geography - 1895<<>>Kansas - Geography - 1895<<>>Kansas - Maps - 1895<<>>Atlases - 1895**<br>Rand McNally grammar school geography.<br>Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., 1895.<br>---
| 30426 | **Geography - 1895<<>>Atlases - 1895**<br>Grammar school geography. Chicago : Rand McNally, 1895.<br>Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Hershman, Charles -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)<br>1 v. : 31 cm.<br>---
| 30430 | **Geography - 1895<<>>New England - Geography - 1895<<>>Atlases - 1895<<>>New England - Maps - 1895**<br>The Rand-McNally grammar school geography : illustrated with diagrams, colored maps and engravings, prepared expressly for this work.<br>Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, c1895.<br>---

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
by Mrs. R.V. Sauvin, Brimfield, Mass.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G127 .R36 1895 (NLO)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Wales, A. L. -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 31 cm.
N. Engl. ed.; sig. 'A.L. Wales.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 4272.
folio Cassidy R3 G7 1895 (PrCt)

Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Atwood, John M., approximately 1818 -- American Book Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 27 maps ; 315 x 250 mm.
PennsylvaniaEd
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Authors: Frye, Alex Everett, 1859-1936 -- Ginn and Company -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 32 cm.
Penna. ed.
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 3013.
folio Cassidy F7 C6 1896 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 24 cm.
Penna. ed.
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 1092.
Cassidy R3 E4 1896 (PrCt)

Authors: Steinwehr, A. von (Adolph), 1822-1877 -- American Book Company -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 33 cm.
Middle States ed.
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 3048.
folio Cassidy S7 E3 1896 (PrCt)

Authors: Tarbell, H. S. (Horace Sumner), 1838-1904 -- Werner School Book Company -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 23 cm.
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 7581.
Cassidy T3 W44 1896 (PrCt)

Ed. for Ohio, Indiana, and Illinois.
Edition statement from cover.
Includes population statistics for 1900.
Maps of Ohio and Indiana engraved by Bradley & Poates.
"Accompanied with numerous engravings ... political maps ... physical maps ... and with a commercial map of the world, displaying the chief exports ... steamer routes ... submarine cable-lines, etc."
Includes index.
With: Geography of Ohio / by E.E. White; Geography of Indiana / by Charles Redway Dryer; Geography of Illinois / by C.W. Rolfe;
Cover title: Appletons' standard higher geography Series: Appletons’ American standard geographies.
Publisher’s decorative green cloth binding with title: Appleton’s standard higher geography.
Former owner: Students’ Library, Concordia Teachers’ College, River Forest, Ill.
Forms part of the Concordia University (River Forest, Ill.) Collection (Newberry Library).
Cataloged and conserved as part of the Sister Ann Ida Gannon Initiative at the Newberry Library.
forms part of the Concordia University (River Forest, Ill.) Collection (Newberry Library).
Cataloged and conserved as part of the Sister Ann Ida Gannon Initiative at the Newberry Library.
GB55 .H68 1896 (NLO)

30442 Geography - 1896 Atlases - 1896
Authors: Monteith, James -- American Book Company -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 24 cm.
Adv. for 'Aids in Geography' inside fr. cov.
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 7674.
Cassidy M6 B34 1896 (PrCt)

30443 Geography - 1896 Atlases - 1896
Authors: Monteith, James -- A.S. Barnes & Co. -- American Book Company -- New School District -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : maps
N.J. & Penna. ed.
Former owner: Newton School District.
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 3042.
Cassidy M6 B3 1896 (PrCt)

30444 Geography - 1896 Atlases - 1896
Authors: Tarbell, H. S. (Horace Sumner), 1838-1904 -- Tarbell, Martha -- Williams, True -- Matthews-Northrup Company -- Werner School Book Company -- Tarbell, H. S. (Horace Sumner), 1838-1904. The Werner grammar school geography (1896) -- Normal School (Westfield, Mass.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : ill., 43 maps (chiefly col., some folded) ; 32 cm.
Issued in 2 volumes, but this copy incomplete, lacking volume 1 [Text].
Cover title of volume 2: Werner grammar school geography, part II : the world in map and picture Contents of both volumes: Pt. I [Text] -- Pt. II The world in map and picture.
"The drawings for the illustrations were prepared by Mr. True Williams, ... Miss Martha Tarbell has selected the illustrations of the book from many sources ... The maps were engraved by The Matthews-Northrup Company ..."--P. 3.
Stamp: Property of Normal School, Westfield,
Forms part of the Concordia University (River Forest, Ill.) Collection (Newberry Library). Cataloged and conserved as part of the Sister Ann Ida Gannon Initiative at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G127 .M67 1896b (NLO)

Geography - 1896 Atlases - 1896


Authors: Monteith, James -- A.S. Barnes & Co.- American Book Company -- Miller, Howard S. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 141, 11, 8 p. : ill., 38 maps (chiefly col., some folded) ; 32 cm.

[Edition for New York]
Edition statement from cover.
"Record of recent discoveries and events" (p.4, 1st sequence) lists new states to 1896.
"New York": 8 p. at end.
"Monteith's complete topical reviews": 11 p. at end.
Includes questions for the student.
Pages 1-2 (including t.p.), 55-56, cut, with loss of text.
Publisher's advertisement on front pastedown.
Publisher's yellow cloth binding.
Former owner's inscription: Howard S. Miller, farmer, N.Y., Sept. 7th, 1897.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G127 .M67 1896 (NLO)

Geography - 1896 Atlases - 1896

Sadlier's excelsior geography : number one, on the plan of object-teaching / designed for beginners by a Catholic teacher. New York : Wm. H. Sadlier, c1896.


71 p. : ill., 12 col. maps ; 18 cm.
"The maps, with certain illustrations and portion of the text in Monteith's "First lessons in geography," have, by permission, been incorporated in the present work."--P. [5].
Includes questions for the student.
Publisher's illustrated paper over boards.
Former owner: Barbara Wood.

Baskes G126 .S23 1896 (NLO)

Geography - 1896 Atlases - 1896


Authors: Monteith, James -- A.S. Barnes & Co.-- American Book Company -- Concordia University (River Forest, Ill.) -- Concordia University (River Forest, Ill.) Collection (Newberry Library) 141, 20 p. : ill., maps (some col., folded) ; 32 cm. Ed. for Ohio, Indiana, Illinois.

Geography of Ohio, Indiana, and Illinois, copyright 1896.
Includes questions for the student.
Publisher’s decorative yellow cloth binding.
Bookplate: Students' Library, Concordia Teachers' College, River Forest, Ill.
Forms part of the Concordia University (River Forest, Ill.) Collection (Newberry Library).
the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G127 .S96 1896 (NLO)

30450 Geography - 1897 Atlases, Egyptian -
Maps - 1896 (Provisional Heading)
Anthology of geography, part I. Cairo, 1896.
Authors: Ali, Ismail -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 v. : 10 maps ; 280 x 200 mm.
In Arabic.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

30451 Geography - 1896 West (U.S.) -
Geography - 1896 Pacific States -
Geography - 1896 Atlases -
Pennsylvania ed.; 'Woodward & Tiernan Printing Co., Third
dition, Dec. 1897.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection
at the Newberry Library.

30452 Geography - 1897
Elementary geography. Chicago : Rand McNally,
1897.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Martin
M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 24 cm.
Wash. ed.; sig. 'Zuma Lyson.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 5960.
Cassidy R3 P7 1897 (PrCt)

30455 Geography - 1897
Elementary geography. Chicago : Rand McNally,
1897.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company --
Woodward & Tiernan Printing Co. -- Martin M.
Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 24 cm.
Mo. ed.; 'Woodward & Tiernan Printing Co., Third
dition, Dec. 1897.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection
at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 3808.
Cassidy R3 E4 1897 (PrCt)

30453 Geography - 1897
Primary school geography. Chicago :
Rand McNally, 1897.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Martin
M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 24 cm.
Pennsylvania ed., east half of Pennsylvania map wanting.
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 1091.
Cassidy R3 P7 1897 (PrCt)

30454 Geography - 1897
Primary school geography. Chicago :
Rand McNally, 1897.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Martin
M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 24 cm.
Wash. ed.; sig. 'Zuma Lyson.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 5960.
Cassidy R3 P7 1897 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Geography - 1897 Atlases - 1897
Authors: Redway, Jacques W. (Jacques Wardlaw), 1849-1942 -- Bradley & Poates -- American Book Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 260 x 212 mm.
Maps by Bradley & Poates.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

Geography - 1897 Atlases, Egyptian - Maps - 1897 (Provisional Heading)
Geography. Cairo, 1897.
Authors: Ali, Ismail -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 44 maps ; 280 x 200 mm.
In Arabic.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

Geography - 1897 New England - Geography - 1897 Atlases - 1897 Cartography - Problems, exercises, etc. - Maps - 1897 Map drawing - Handbooks, manuals, etc. - 1897 Cartography - Handbooks, manuals, etc. - 1897
133, 34 p. : ill., 36 maps (some hand col., folded) ; 31 cm.
"Rev. ed."
Includes population data from the 1890 U.S. census and 1896 Almanach de Gotha.
On some maps: A. Durin, del.; Struther's, Servoss & Co., engr's., N.Y.
"Copyright 1897, by Cowperthwait & Co."--T.p. verso.
A system of map-drawing," by E.A. and A.C.
Apgar, p. 119-[123].
Series: Warren's series of geographies
Publisher's red cloth binding.
Bookplate: Property of the town of Smithfield; lists rules for teachers and pupils.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G125 .W34 1897 (NLO)

Geography - 1897 Pennsylvania - Geography - 1897 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1897 Atlases - 1897
Grammar school geography. Chicago : Rand McNally, 1897.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 31 cm.
Penna. ed. map of Penna. wanting.
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 3907.
folio Cassidy R3 G7 1897 (PrCt)

Geography - 1898
Authors: Frye, Alex Everett, 1859-1936 -- Ginn and Company -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 32 cm.
New Eng. ed.
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 7595.
folio Cassidy F7 C6 1898 (PrCt)

Geography - 1898
Authors: Monteith, James -- American Book Company -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 32 cm.
New Engl. ed. date from suppl.; stamped 'Town of Southbridge, Mass.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 5455.
folio Cassidy M6 B3 1898 (PrCt)

Geography - 1898
Authors: Steinwehr, A. von (Adolph), 1822-1877 -- American Book Company -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 33 cm.
Ohio ed., date from suppl.
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 4508.
folio Cassidy S7 E3 [1898] (PrCt)

Geography - 1898 Atlases - 1898
Practical geography for common schools :


117 p. : ill., maps (chiefly col.) ; 32 cm.

Preface signed: A.L. Graebner.

Maps by Rand McNally & Co.

Publisher's illustrated brown cloth binding.

Former owner: Wm. Simon.

Former owner: Students' Library, Concordia Teachers' College, River Forest, Ill.

Forms part of the Concordia University (River Forest, Ill.) Collection (Newberry Library).

Cataloged and conserved as part of the Sister Ann Ida Gannon Initiative at the Newberry Library.

folio G127 .R43 1898 (NLO)

30467 Geography - 1899 Atlases - 1899


Authors: Houston, Edwin J. (Edwin James), 1847-1914 -- Eldredge & Brother -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 10 maps ; 262 x 200 mm.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

30468 Geography - 1899 Atlases - 1899


Authors: Morton, Eliza Happy -- Potter, J. E. -- Columbia Book -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 39 maps ; 314 x 260 mm.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

30469 Geography - 1899 Atlases - 1899


Authors: Redway, Jacques W. (Jacques Wardlaw), 1849-1942 -- Hinman, Russell, 1853-1912 -- American Book Company -- Farquhar, E. Y. -- Bradley & Poates -- Concordia University (River Forest, Ill.) -- Concordia University (River Forest, Ill.) Collection (Newberry Library)

160 p. : ill., maps (chiefly col.) ; 32 cm.

Most maps drawn by E.Y. Farquhar and engraved by Bradley & Poates.

Includes index.

Series: The natural geographies -- Natural geographies.

Publisher's decorative brown cloth binding.

Former owner: Students' Library, Concordia Teachers' College, River Forest, Ill.

Forms part of the Concordia University (River Forest, Ill.) Collection (Newberry Library).

Cataloged and conserved as part of the Sister Ann Ida Gannon Initiative at the Newberry Library.

LC Card Number: 05028502

folio G127 .R43 1898 (NLO)

30470 Geography - 1899 (Provisional Heading)


Authors: Davis, William Morris, 1850-1934 -- Ginn and Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 20 maps ; 194 x 136 mm.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

30471 Geography - 1899


Authors: Frye, Alex Everett, 1859-1936 -- Ginn and Company -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 26 cm.

Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.

Cassidy inv. # 4527.

Cassidy F7 I5 1899 (PrCt)

30472 Geography - 1899


Authors: Frye, Alex Everett, 1859-1936 -- Ginn and Company -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library) -- Frye, Alexis Everett SEE Frye, Alex Everett, 1859-1936

1 v. : 32 cm.

Ind. ed.; sig. 'Roy Carlisle.'

Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.

Cassidy inv. # 4512.

folio Cassidy F7 A3 1899 (PrCt)

30473 Geography - 1899-1901

New England - Geography - 1899-1901

- New England - Maps - 1899-1901

- Atlases - 1899-1901

Complete geography. Chicago : Werner, [1901], c1899.

Authors: Tarbell, H. S. (Horace Sumner), 1838-1904 -- Werner School Book Company -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : maps ; 32 cm.

N. Engl. ed., cop. 1899, includes 1900 census.

Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 5762.
folio Cassidy T3 C6 [1901] (Pr Ct)

30474 Geography - 1899+++Atlases - 1899
Authors: Frye, Alex Everett, 1859-1936 -- Ginn and Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 83 maps ; 315 x 257 mm.
New York ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (Pr Ct)

30475 Geography - 1899+++Atlases - 1899
Saint Lawrence Seaway - Maps - 1952+++Newspaper maps - 1952+++U.S.-Canadian Seaway SEE Saint Lawrence Seaway
152 p. : ill., 42 maps (chiefly col., some folded) ; 33 cm.
Some maps by Matthews-Northrup Co.; some maps engraved by Bradley & Poates, or L. Poates.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 3).
Series: Tarbells’ geographical series -- Tarbell’s geographical series.
Stamp: Bacon Memorial Public Library.
Stamp: Wyandotte Historical Society.
Publisher’s cloth binding.
Illustrations on front pastedown; publisher’s advertisements on rear pastedown.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 00000018
Baskes folio G127 .T37 1899 (NLO)

30476 Geography - 1899+++Atlases, French - 1899+++Turkey - Maps - 1899
1 atlas (57 p.) : ill., 25 maps (chiefly col.) ; 28 cm.
Publisher’s advertisements: p. [2] and back cover.
Scales differ.
Owner’s stamp: Frères Maristes, Adana.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .D2 1899 (NLO)

30477 Geography - 1899+++Atlases, German - 1899
Authors: Ferdinand Hirt (Firm) -- Gehlmann -- Sendlitz, Lw. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 66 maps ; 225 x 151 mm.
23rd ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (Pr Ct)

30478 Geography - 1899+++Geography - History - 1899+++Atlases, British - 1899
The Evolution of geography : a sketch of the rise and progress of geographical knowledge from the earliest times to the first circumnavigation of the globe. London : E. Stanford, 1899.
Authors: Keane, John -- Owen, Glyn D. T. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
xv, 159 p. : ill., 19 maps (part fold.) ; 21 cm.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copies: G 004 .46 -- lower case g .46
Baskes G62 .K25 (NLO)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 29 maps ; 31 cm.
N. Engl. ed.
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 8162.

30480 Geography - 1900
Authors: Frye, Alex Everett, 1859-1936 -- Ginn and Company -- Reid, Alpha M. -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 32 cm.
Ind. ed.; sig. 'Alpha M. Reid.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 5902.

30481 Geography - 1900
Morton's elementary geography. New York : Butler Sheldon, 1900.
Authors: Morton, Eliza Happy -- Butler, Sheldon -- Tuttle, Lizzie -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 v. : 27 cm.
Sig. 'Lizzie Tuttle.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 4917.

30482 Geography - 1900
Morton's elementary geography. New York : Butler Sheldon, 1900.
Authors: Morton, Eliza Happy -- Butler Sheldon -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 30 maps ; 262 x 212 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

30483 Geography - 1900
Authors: Frye, Alex Everett, 1859-1936 -- Ginn and Company -- Reid, Alpha M. -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 32 cm.
Ind. ed.; sig. 'Alpha M. Reid.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 5902.

30484 Geography - 1900
Authors: King , Charles F. -- Lee & Shepard -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 13 maps ; 198 x 135 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

30485 Geography - 1901
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 24 cm.
Penna. ed.
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 3036.

30486 Geography - 1901
Primary school geography. Chicago : Rand McNally, 1901.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 24 cm.
Penna. ed.; sig. 'Sue Sollenberger.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 3035.

30487 Geography - 1901
Authors: Houston, Edwin J. (Edwin James), 1847-1914 -- Eldredge & Brother -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 10 maps ; 262 x 200 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

30488 Geography - 1901
Authors: Morton, Eliza Happy -- American Book Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 51 maps ; 320 x 260 mm.
New England ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

30489 Geography - 1901
Authors: Redway, Jacques W. (Jacques Wardlaw), 1849-1942 -- Hinman, Russell, 1853-1912 -- American Book Company --
McLaren, Grace -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. ; 31 cm.  
N.Y. ed.; sig. 'Grace McLaren.'  
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.  
Cassidy inv. # 9376.  
**folio Cassidy R5 N3 1901 (PrCt)**

30490 Geography - 1901<<>>Atlases - 1901  
Authors: Redway, Jacques W. (Jacques Wardlaw), 1849-1942 -- Hinman, Russell, 1853-1912 -- American Book Company -- Redey, Ernest -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. ; 31 cm.  
Minn. & Dakotas ed.; sig. 'Ernest Reedy.'  
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.  
Cassidy inv. # 3293.  
**folio Cassidy R5 N3 1901 (PrCt)**

30491 Geography - 1901<<>>Atlases, French - 1901  
*Atlas-géographie, ou, Nouveau manuel de géographie générale : ... comprenant la description physique, politique et économique des cinq parties du monde / par F.T.D. Lyon ; Paris : Emmanuel Vitte, 1901.*  
4e ed., soigneusement revue et mise a jour.  
At head of title: Enseignement primaire et secondaire.  
'136 pages de texte, 45 cartes polychrome et 16 gravures.'  
Maps by A. Eugène Drevon and Pierre Raoul.  
'Fernique & Fils, PH. sc.'--on maps.  
Scales differ.  
Owner's inscription: Jeanne Couillaut, Octobre 1901.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.  
**Baskes folio G127 .R43 1901b (NLO)**

30492 Geography - 1901<<>>Geography - New York (State) - 1901<<>>Atlases - 1901  
Ed. for New York.  
Edition statement from cover.  
Maps by E.Y. Farquhar, Bradley & Poates Engr’s., L.L. Poates, and Matthews Northrup Co. Imperfect; p. 25-28 and [131]-132 have sections cut out with some loss of text.  
Includes questions and exercises for the student.  
Includes index.  
Series: The natural geographies -- Natural geographies.  
Former owner’s signature: Helen Stearns.  
Former owner’s signature: Charles Harold Stearns.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.  
**Baskes folio G127 .R43 1901 (NLO)**

30493 Geography - 1901<<>>Missouri - Geography - 1901<<>>Iowa - Geography - 1901<<>>Atlases - 1901  
Ed. for Missouri and Iowa.  
Edition statement from cover.  
Maps by Bradley & Poates Engr’s, E.Y. Farquhar, L.L. Poates Engr., and the Matthews Northrup Co.  
Includes questions and exercises for the student.  
Includes index.  
Series: The natural geographies -- Natural geographies.  
Publisher’s decorative brown cloth binding.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.  
2 copies.  
Copy 1 includes map of Panama on p. iii, first sequence; includes former owner’s inscription "Louise Schmedhans, Ireton, Iowa, age 12, 1912."  
Copy 2 is a variant edition without map of Panama; includes former owner’s inscription "Property of Julia B. Sallies[?]"  
**Baskes folio G127 .R43 1901 [copies 1 and 2] (NLO)**

30494 Geography - 1901<<>>New York (State) - Geography - 1901<<>>New York (State) - Maps - 1901<<>>Atlases - 1901  
Includes questions and exercises for the student.  
Includes index.  
Series: The natural geographies -- Natural geographies.  
Publisher’s decorative brown cloth binding.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.  
**Baskes folio G127 .R43 1901 (NLO)**

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.  
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
144 p. : ill., 33 maps (some col., folded) ; 32 cm.

"Rev. ed."

"Since the publication of the earliest edition of Warren's physical geography, the first popular treatise on the subject issued in this country ... again it has become necessary to revise the work ..."--Preface.


Includes questions for the student.

Includes index.

Publisher's decorative beige cloth binding.

Former owner's signature: Jannetta Den Hartog.

Former owner's inscription: R

Index.

Maps by E.Y. Farquhar, Bradly & Poates.

On cover: Michigan & Wisconsin.

[Ed. for Michigan and Wisconsin?]}

On cover: Michigan & Wisconsin.

Cover title: Roddy's complete geography

Maps by E.Y. Farquhar, Bradley & Poates, and L.L. Poates.

"Geography of Michigan" by C.T. McFarlane: pages 1-9 at end.

"Geography of Wisconsin" by Rueben G. Thwaites: pages 10-16 at end. Includes questions and exercises for the student. Includes index.

Former owner's inscription: Roma Manie, St.

Simons School, Ludington, Mich.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
30508 Geography - 1903 Atlases - 1903

Authors: Maury, Matthew Fontaine, 1806-1873 -- Maury, Mytton -- University Publishing Company -- Loehner, Martin -- Wahlers, Fred

Concordia University (River Forest, Ill.) -- Concordia University (River Forest, Ill.) Collection (Newberry Library)
130, 4 p. : ill., maps (some col.) ; 29 cm.
Rev. ed.
Revised by Mytton Muray. cf. 1892 edition.
Cover title: Maury’s physical geography
Includes index.
Series: Maury’s geographies.
Publisher’s decorative green cloth binding.
Ms. annotations throughout.
Former owner’s signature: Fred Wahlers.
Former owner’s signature: Martin Loehner.
Forms part of the Concordia University (River Forest, Ill.) Collection (Newberry Library).
Cataloged and conserved as part of the Sister Ann Ida Gannon Initiative at the Newberry Library.
GB55 .M38 1903 (NLO)

30509 Geography - 1903 Atlases - 1903 New York (State) - Geography - 1903 Atlases - 1903 New York (State) - Maps - 1903

Authors: Monteith, James -- A.S. Barnes & Co. -- American Book Company -- Evans, Fred R. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
141, 11, 12 p. : ill., 38 maps (chiefly col., some folded) ; 32 cm.
[Edition for New York]
Edition statement from cover.
"The state of New York": 12 p. at end.
"Geographical bulletin" (p. [3]-[4], 1st sequence) discusses Panama’s secession from Columbia in 1903.
"Complete topical reviews in geography": 11p. at end.
Includes questions for the student.
Publisher’s tan cloth binding.
Former owner’s signature: Fred R. Evans.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G127 .M67 1903 (NLO)

30510 Geography - 1903 Atlases, German - 1903

Authors: Oestergaard, Peter J., active 1903-1937 -- Neuer Allgemeiner Verlag -- Deutsche Buch- und Kunstdruckerei (Berlin) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Suggested date of publication from Espenhorst.
Printed by Deutsche Buch- und Kunstdruckerei. Includes indexes.
Publisher’s illustrated blue cloth binding.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst, J. Petermann’s planet, II, p. 885-886
Baskes folio G122 .O37 1903 (NLO)

30511 Geography - 1903 Commerce - Maps - 1903 Atlases - 1903

Authors: Redway, Jacques W. (Jacques Wardlaw), 1849-1942 -- Scribner & Co.
1 v. ; 20 cm.
H 7002 .74 (NLO)

30512 Geography - 1903 Commerce - Maps - 1903 Atlases - 1903

Maps by R.D. Servoss and J.W. Redway.
Includes index.
Originally published under title: A commercial geography.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Digital version of another copy available on the HathiTrust Digital Library website (accessed Sept. 2010):
http://hdl.handle.net/2027/uc1.b4498724
LC Card Number: 03014949
Baskes HF1025 .T55 1903 (NLO)

30513 Geography - 1903 (Provisional Heading)

Pocket gazetteer. London : Asprey, 1903.
Authors: Bartholomew, John -- Asprey -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 9 maps ; 126 x 85 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

30514 Geography - 1904 - Dictionaries - Names, Geographical - 1904 - Gazetteteers

Glossary of geographical and topographical terms and of words of frequent occurrence in the composition of such terms and of place-names. London : E. Stanford, 1904.
Authors: Knox, Alexander, 1849- xi, 432 p. ; 20 cm.
Half-title: Stanford’s compendium of geography

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
and travel (supplementary volume [v.13]).
Series title also at head of t.-p.
G 11 .83 v. 13 (NLO)

30515 Geography - 1905 Atlases - 1905
Authors: Gore, James Howard -- Albrecht, Franklin J. -- Atlas Relief Map Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 15 maps ; 274 x 217 mm.
Maps by Franklin J. Albrecht.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

30516 Geography - 1905 Atlases, French - 1905
Authors: Foncin, Pierre Francois Charles, 1841-1916 -- Armand Colin (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 88 maps ; 265 x 203 mm.
Geography text.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

30517 Geography - 1906 Atlases - 1906
First steps in geography / by Alexis Everett Frye.
Boston : Ginn & Company, c1906.
Authors: Frye, Alex Everett, 1859-1936 -- Ginn and Company -- Biebelhausen, Marie -- Concordia University (River Forest, Ill.) -- Concordia University (River Forest, Ill.) Collection (Newberry Library)
viii, 170, viii p. : ill., maps (some col.) ; 27 cm.
Cover title: Frye's first steps in geography
Includes index.
Publisher's illustrated green cloth binding.
Former owner: Marie Biebelhausen.
Forms part of the Concordia University (River Forest, Ill.) Collection (Newberry Library).
Cataloged and conserved as part of the Sister Ann Ida Gannon Initiative at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 06018063
G127 .F95 1906 (NLO)

30518 Geography - 1906 Atlases - 1906
Authors: Maury, Matthew Fontaine, 1806-1873 -- American Book Company -- Clugston, John -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 31 cm.
Penna. & N.J. ed.; sig. 'John Clugston.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 3043.
folio Cassidy M38 N4 P4 1906a (PrCt)

30519 Geography - 1906 Atlases - 1906
Authors: Maury, Matthew Fontaine, 1806-1873 -- University Publishing Company -- Burkinshaw, William -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 24 cm.
Sig. 'William Burkinshaw.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 7678.
folio Cassidy M38 E4 1906 (PrCt)

30520 Geography - 1906 Atlases - 1906
Authors: Maury, Matthew Fontaine, 1806-1873 -- University Publishing Company -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 31 cm.
Penna. & N.J. ed.
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # ?.
folio Cassidy M38 N4 1906b (PrCt)

30521 Geography - 1906 Atlases - 1906
1 v. : 128 maps ; 211 x 164 mm.
Maps by Matthews-Northrup and E. E. Howell.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

30522 Geography - 1906 Atlases - 1906
Arkansas - Geography - 1906 Arkansas - Maps - 1906
Authors: Maury, Matthew Fontaine, 1806-1873 -- American Book Company
134, vii, 33, [1], [ix]-xii, 16 p. : ill. (1 col.), maps (some col.) ; 31 cm.
Rev. ed.
"Arkansas ed."--Cover.
Cover title: Maury's manual of geography.
Originally published in 1870. Many later revisions were issued, some as special "state editions" with an added section on a particular state.
Includes indexes.
folio G127.M46 A8 1906 (NLO)

30523 Geography - 1907 Atlases - 1907
Authors: Concordia Publishing House -- Gräbner,
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

A. L. (Augustus Lawrence), 1849-1904 -- Rand McNally and Company -- Concordia Publishing House -- Eifrig, Elsa -- Concordia University (River Forest, Ill.) -- Concordia University (River Forest, Ill.) Collection (Newberry Library)
119 p. : ill., maps (chiefly col.) ; 32 cm.
Rev. 1907.
Preface signed: A.L. Graebner.
Maps by Rand McNally & Co.
Publisher's illustrated brown cloth binding.
Former owner: Elsa Eifrig.
Bookplate: Students' Library Concordia Teachers' College, River Forest, Ill.
Forms part of the Concordia University (River Forest, Ill.) Collection (Newberry Library).
Cataloged and conserved as part of the Sister Ann Ida Gannon Initiative at the Newberry Library.

folio G127 .C66 1907 (NLO)

30524 Geography - 1907<<<<Atlases - 1907
Authors: King, Charles F. -- Matthews-Northrup Company -- Scribner & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 24 maps ; 266 x 220 mm.
Kansas ed.
Maps by Matthews-Northrup Company.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

30525 Geography - 1907<<<<Atlases - 1907
Authors: Maury, Matthew Fontaine, 1806-1873 -- American Book Company -- Concordia University (River Forest, Ill.) -- Concordia University (River Forest, Ill.) Collection (Newberry Library)
138 p. : ill. (some col.), col. maps ; 26 cm.
Uniform title: New elements of geography
Publisher's cloth binding over boards.
Bookplate: Students' Library Concordia Teachers' College River Forest, ILL.
Forms part of the Concordia University (River Forest, Ill.) Collection (Newberry Library).
Cataloged and conserved as part of the Sister Ann Ida Gannon Initiative at the Newberry Library.

LC Card Number: 07020874
G127 .M4575 1907 (NLO)

30526 Geography - 1907<<<<Atlases - 1907
Authors: Maury, Matthew Fontaine, 1806-1873 -- American Book Company -- Kelly, E. -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 26 cm.
Sig. 'E. Kelly.'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.

Cassidy inv. # 7602.
Cassidy M38 N4 1907b (PrCt)

30527 Geography - 1907<<<<Atlases - 1907
Authors: Maury, Matthew Fontaine, 1806-1873 -- American Book Company -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 26 cm.
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 3031.
Cassidy M38 N4 1907a (PrCt)

30528 Geography - 1907<<<<Atlases - 1907
Authors: Redway, Jacques W. (Jacques Wardlaw), 1849-1942 -- Hinman, Russell, 1853-1912 -- Farquhar, E. Y. -- L.L. Poates Engr'g Co. -- American Book Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 44 maps ; 320 x 258 mm.
Ohio,IN&ILSupp
Geography text.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

2 v. : ill., 95 maps (chiefly col.) ; 32 cm.
Ed. for New England.
Edition statement from cover of part 1.
Maps by E.Y. Farquhar, Bradley & Poates, and L.L. Poates.
"Geography of Maine" by W.W. Stetson;
"Geography of New Hampshire" by L.J. Rundlett;
"Geography of Vermont"; "Geography of Massachusetts" by J.C. Lyford; "Geography of Rhode Island;" "Geography of Connecticut": Part 1, 32 p. at end.
Includes questions and exercises for the student.
Includes indexes.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
30530 Geography - 1908
Home geography and world relations (2Vin1).
Chicago : Rand McNally, 1908.
Authors: Dodge, Richard Elwood, 1868-1952 --
Rand McNally and Company -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 26 cm.
'Sig. 'Elizabeth Ann Al'
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 2921.
Cassidy D6 H6 1908 (PrCt)

30531 Geography - 1908 Atlases, British - 1908 Historical geography - Maps World history - Maps - 1908 Historical atlases
Authors: Johnston, Keith, 1844-1879 -- Keane, A. H. (Augustus Henry), 1833-1912 -- Edward Stanford Ltd.
xi p., 1 l., 491 p. : illus., 20 maps : 21 cm.
'By Keith Johnston ... Maps and illustrations.'
Includes index.
Series: The London geographical series
LC Card Number: 09017142
G 11 .45 (NLO)

30532 Geography - 1908 Atlases, British - 1908 Historical geography - Maps World history - Maps - 1908 Historical atlases
Authors: Johnston, Keith, 1844-1879 -- Keane, A. H. (Augustus Henry), 1833-1912 -- Edward Stanford Ltd. -- Robinson, Edward Van Dyke --
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
xi p., 1 l., 491 p. : illus., 20 maps : 21 cm.
'By Keith Johnston ... Maps and illustrations.'
Includes index.
Series: The London geographical series
Bookplate: From the Library of Edward Vany Dyke Robinson.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 09017142
Baskes G115 .J64 1908 (NLO)

30533 Geography - 1908 Atlases, Swedish - 1908 (Provisional Heading)
Folkskolans geografi. Stockholm :
Norstedt&Soners, 1908.
Authors: Carlson, Ernst -- Dalstrom -- Lidman --
Norstedts förlag -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 20 maps ; 233 x 171 mm.
Cf. OCLC 3981588.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

30534 Geography - 1908 Atlantic - 1908 Historical geography - Maps World history - Maps - 1908 Historical atlases
Authors: Redway, Jacques W. (Jacques Wardlaw), 1849-1942 -- Hinman, Russell, 1853-1912 -- Farquhar, E. Y. -- L.L. Poates Engr’g Co. -- American Book Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 317 x 256 mm.
Oklahoma ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Authors: Foncin, Pierre François Charles, 1841-1916 -- Armand Colin (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 28 maps ; 264 x 205 mm.
172nd ed.
nd
Geography text.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

30536 Geography - 1909
Authors: Davis, William Morris, 1850-1934 --
Johnson, Douglas William -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
777 p. : ill. ; 21 cm.
'An unabridged republication of the 1909 edition.'
Contents: 
Inductive study of the content of geography -- The progress of geography in the schools -- The physical geography of the lands -- The teaching of geography -- The extension of physical geography in elementary teaching -- Geography in grammar and primary schools -- Physical geography in the high school -- The need of geography in the university -- Physical geography as a university study -- Methods and models in geographical teaching -- Practical exercises in physical geography -- Field work in physical geography -- The geographical cycle -- Complications of the geographical cycle -- The geographical cycle in the arid climate -- Plains of marine and sub-aerial denudation -- The Penelope -- Base-level, grade, and penelope -- The rivers and valleys of Pennsylvannia -- The
rivers of northern New Jersey with notes on the classification of rivers in general -- River terraces in New England -- The Seine, the Meuse, and the Moselle -- The sculpture of mountains by glaciers -- Glacial erosion in France, Switzerland, and Norway -- The outline of Cape Cod -- The mountain ranges of the Great Basin.

**Baskes G59 .D3 1954 (NLO)**


**Baskes G103 .G46 1910 (NLO)**


**G126 .D63 1910 (NLO)**


**Baskes G126 .G46 1910 (NLO)**

30543 Geography - 1911-1912 Atlases - 1911-1912
Benziger's advanced geography : for the use of Catholic schools. New York : Benziger Brothers, [1912], c1911.
Authors: Benziger Brothers -- Stallman, Murwin -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
"Wisconsin edition."--On cover.
16 p. at end: Wisconsin supplement; copyright 1912.
Includes questions for students.
Includes index.
Owner's inscription: Murwin Stallman, Burlington, Wis.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G127 .D63 1912 (NLO)

30548 Geography - 1912
Authors: Holbrook, Florence V. G. Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection. Previous location: C-unboxed
AMcN III PC 3940 (PrCt)

333, xx, 32 p. : ill., maps (some col.) ; 26 cm.
Illinois ed.
Edition statement from cover.
"Revised 1912"--T.p. verso.
The geography of Illinois, by J. Paul Goode, 32 p. at end.
Includes index.
Series: Dodges geographical series.
Contents: pt.1 The principles of geography -- pt.2 Comparative geography of the continents.
Publisher's tan cloth binding.
Former owner's signature: Walter Berndt.
Forms part of the Concordia University (River Forest, Ill.) Collection (Newberry Library).
Cataloged and conserved as part of the Sister Ann Ida Gannon Initiative at the Newberry Library.
G126 .D63 1912 (NLO)
30550 Geography - 1912<<>>Atlases, Dutch - 1912
Aardrijkskundige platen-atlas. Amsterdam : S.L. van Looy, 1912.
Authors: Moerkerken, P. H. van -- P. Noordhoff (Firm) -- Looy, S. L. van -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 328 x 220 mm.
2nd ed.
Does not include maps.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

30551 Geography - 1912<<>>Atlases, Italian - 1912<<>>Italy - Maps - 1912
Testo-atlante di geografia : con numerose illustrazioni e letture geografiche / Assunto Mori. Torino [Turin] : G.B. Paravia ec., [1912?].
Authors: Mori, Assunto -- Locchi, Domenico -- Paravia (Firm) -- Nani-Longhi (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. (fasc. 2 of 3) : ill., 42 maps (chiefly col.) ; 24 cm.
Incomplete; issued in 3 volumes, but this copy lacking Fasc. 1 and 3.
"3a ed., 5 rist. ad uso della 2o classe delle scuole tecniche e complementari aggiornata co dati statistici."
Date of publication from the Bulletin of the American Geographical Society.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Bulletin of the American Geographical Society, 1913, XLV:1, p. 145
Baskets G126 .M67 1912 (PrCt)

2. éd., rev. et augm. avec 272 gravures et cartes dans le texte ou hors texte (dont 66 nouvelles)
Bibliographical foot-notes.
LC Card Number: 12023441
Q 17 .12 (NLO)

30553 Geography - 1912<<>>Great Lakes Region (North America) - 1912 - Maps - Glacial landforms<<>>Great Lakes Region (North America) - 1912 - Maps - Glacial lakes<<>>Glacial landforms - Great Lakes Region (North America) - 1912 -
Maps<>>Glacial lakes - Great Lakes Region (North America) - 1912 - Maps
616 pages, 7 numbered folded leaves of plates : illustrations, diagrams, maps (7 folded color) ; 20 cm
Questions for the student and bibliographic references at end of each chapter.
Includes index (pages 603-616).
Pages 400-407 form part of the Newberry Library's Mapping Movement and in American History and Culture website, discussing the development of glacial lakes and landforms in the Great Lakes region beneath sectional running title: Modification of land surfaces; includes 8 maps and 3 illustrations (8 x 10 cm and smaller).
Series: American science series
Full digital reproduction of another copy available via the Internet Archive:
https://archive.org/stream/elementsgeograp00unkngoog#page/n3/mode/2up
Gift 2013, Gerald A. Danzer.
GB55 .S25 1912 (NLO)

30554 Geography - 1913<<>>Atlases - 1913
Authors: Maury, Matthew Fontaine, 1806-1873 -- American Book Company 138 p. : ill. (some col.), col. maps ; 26 cm.
Uniform title: New elements of geography. 1913
Includes index.
G127 .M4575 1913 (NLO)

30555 Geography - 1913<<>>Atlases - 1913
Authors: Roddy, H. Justin (Henry Justin), 1856-1943 -- American Book Company -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 32 cm.
N.J. & Penna. ed.
Forms part of the Martin M. Cassidy Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cassidy inv. # 3016.

144, 16 p. : ill., 38 maps (chiefly col.) ; 32 cm.
[Ed. for Pennsylvania & New Jersey]
Cover title: Roddy’s complete geography
On cover: New Jersey and Pennsylvania.
"Geography of Pennsylvania" by Martin G. Brumbaugh: p. 1-10 at end.
"Geography of New Jersey" by Vernon L. Davey: p. 11-16 at end.
Includes questions and exercises for the student.
Includes index.
Bookplate: Lebanon Independent Borough School District.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G127 .R63 1913 (nlo)

Geography - 1913<<<<Atlases - 1913

158, xxviii, 10 pages : illustrations, 84 maps (some color) ; 32 cm.
[Edition for Minnesota]
"General edition"--Cover.
Maps by E.Y. Farquhar, Bradley & Poates, and L.L. Poates.
"Geography of Minnesota" by C.W.G. Hyde: pages 1-10 at end.
Includes questions and exercises for the student.
Includes index.
Series: The natural geographies -- Natural geographies.
Bookplate: Independent District of St. Louis Park, Hennepin County.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G127 .R45 1913 (NLO)

30558 Geography - 1914<<<<Atlases - 1914

Authors: Dodge, Richard Elwood, 1868-1952 -- Rand McNally and Company -- Concordia University (River Forest, Ill.) -- Concordia University (River Forest, Ill.) Collection (Newberry Library)
71 p. : ill., maps (some col.) ; 26 cm.
"Revised, 1914"--T.p. verso.
At head of title: Dodge’s geography by grades, book 1
Includes index.
Series: Dodge’s geographical series.
Publisher’s tan cloth binding.
Forms part of the Concordia University (River Forest, Ill.) Collection (Newberry Library).
Cataloged and conserved as part of the Sister Ann Ida Gannon Initiative at the Newberry Library.

GF33 .D63 1914 (NLO)

30559 Geography - 1915<<<<Atlases - 1915<<<<New York (State) - Geography - 1915<<<<New York (State) - Maps - 1915

126, xxxii p. : ill., maps (some col.) ; 26 cm.
Syllabus ed.
Edition statement from cover.
"Revised to 1915"--T.p. verso.
Some maps engraved by L.L. Poates.
"Geography of New York state," i-xxviii p. at end.
Includes index.
Series: The natural geographies
Publisher’s tan cloth binding.
Forms part of the Concordia University (River Forest, Ill.) Collection (Newberry Library).
Cataloged and conserved as part of the Sister Ann Ida Gannon Initiative at the Newberry Library.

G126 .R43 1915 (NLO)
MATTHEWS-NORTHRUP WORKS - AMERICAN BOOK COMPANY -- ROGER S. BASKES COLLECTION

NEW YORK : AMERICAN BOOK COMPANY, 1916.

1 V. : 134 MAPS ; 260 X 205 MM.

WISCONSIN ED.

MAPS BY MATTHEWS-NORTHRUP.

FORMS PART OF THE ROGER S. BASKES COLLECTION.

NOT AT NEWBERRY LIBRARY (PENDING DONATION)

(PRCT)

30561 Geography - 1916<>Atlases - 1916


AUTHORS: Roddy, H. Justin (Henry Justin), 1856-1943 -- American Book Company -- Jones, Albert L. -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)

1 V. : 26 CM.

SIG: "ALBERT L. JONES."

FORMS PART OF THE MARTIN M. CASSIDY COLLECTION AT THE NEWBERRY LIBRARY.

CASSIDY INV. # 3024.

CASSIDY R6 E4 1916 (PRCT)

30562 Geography - 1916<>Atlases, German - 1916


AUTHORS: Fischer, Heinrich, 1861-1924 -- Velhagen & Klasing (Firm)

1 V. : 20 MAP PLATES ; 23 CM.

F 001 .298 (NLO)

30563 Geography - 1917<>Atlases - 1917


AUTHORS: Frye, Alex Everett, 1859-1936 -- Ginn and Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 V. : 70 MAPS ; 315 X 255 MM.

FORMS PART OF THE ROGER S. BASKES COLLECTION.

NOT AT NEWBERRY LIBRARY (PENDING DONATION)

(PRCT)

30564 Geography - 1917<>Atlases, Spanish - 1917


43 P. : ILL. (1 COL.), 13 MAPS (CHIEFLY COL.) ; 19 X 23 CM.

8A ED.

"PRIMER GRADO PARA USO DE LAS CLASES ELEMENTALES."

MAPS ENGRAVED BY A. FERNIQUE.

FORMS PART OF THE ROGER S. BASKES COLLECTION AT THE NEWBERRY LIBRARY.

BASKES G126 .G34 1917 (NLO)

30565 Geography - 1919<>Atlases - 1919


1 V. : 124 MAPS ; 240 X 193 MM.

MAPS BY WILLIAMS ENGRAVING, NY; KANSAS SUPPL.

FORMS PART OF THE ROGER S. BASKES COLLECTION.

NOT AT NEWBERRY LIBRARY (PENDING DONATION)

(PRCT)

30566 Geography - 1920<>Atlases - 1920


1 V. : 134 MAPS ; 260 X 205 MM.

MAPS BY MATTHEWS-NORTHRUP.

FORMS PART OF THE ROGER S. BASKES COLLECTION.

NOT AT NEWBERRY LIBRARY (PENDING DONATION)

(PRCT)

30567 Geography - 1920<>Atlases - 1920


AUTHORS: Brigham, Albert Perry, 1855-1932 -- McFarlane, Charles T., 1872- -- Matthews-Northrup Works -- American Book Company -- Concordia University (River Forest, III.) -- Concordia University (River Forest, Ill.) Collection (Newberry Library)

vi. 266 P. : ILL. (SOME COL.), MAPS (SOME COL.) ; 26 CM.

REV. ED.

SEVERAL MAPS ENGRAVED BY MATTHEWS-NORTHRUP WORKS.

INCLUDES BIBLIOGRAPHICAL REFERENCES (P. 257-258) AND INDEX.

PUBLISHER'S ILLUSTRATED BROWN CLOTH BINDING.

FORMS PART OF THE CONCORDIA UNIVERSITY (RIVER FOREST, III.) COLLECTION.

CATALOGED AND CONSERVED AS PART OF THE SISTER ANN IDA GANNON INITIATIVE AT THE NEWBERRY LIBRARY.

G127 .B823 1920 (NLO)


xvi. 648 P. : ILL. 77 MAPS ; 22 CM.

TRANSLATION OF: La géographie humaine.
Salvatella. Europa politica [1924?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Maps by F. Neddermann.
"Illustrada con más de 100 grabados y 22 mapas en colores."
"Grado medio."
Publisher's color illustrated paper over boards.
Scales differ.
Laid in map "Europa politica" by Salvatella.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes G126 .B36 1924 (NLO)**

**30575 Geography - 1925**

Authors: Brunhes, Jean, 1869-1930 -- Campbell, Eila M. J. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
3 v. : ill., maps (some fold.) ; 26 cm.
3. éd.
Uniform title: Géographie humaine.
Includes bibliographical footnotes.
Language: In French.
Vol. I-II paged continuously.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
**Baskes GF31 .B7 1925 (NLO)**

**30576 Geography - 1925**

xxv, 388 p.: ill., maps ; 25 cm.
Translation of *La terre et l'évolution humaine.*
'Translated by E. G. Mountford and J. H. Paxton.' -- T.p. verso.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [369]-370) and index.
Series: History of civilization (Kegan Paul, Trench, Trubner & Co.).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
**Baskes HM106 .F45 1925 (NLO)**

**30577 Geography - 1925**

xxv, 388 p.: ill., maps ; 25 cm.
Translation of *Terre et l'évolution humaine.*
'Translated by E. G. Mountford and J. H. Paxton.' -- T.p. verso.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [369]-370) and index.
Series: History of civilization (Kegan Paul, Trench, Trubner & Co.).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
**Baskes G126 .G356 1926 (NLO)**

**30581 Geography - 1930**


---

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Fry, G.C. (George Cecil) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
7th ed.
'This book is ... intended ... for the middle and upper forms of schools, and for students whose standard of work is approximately that of London matriculation'--P. v.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes GA130 .F78 1930 (NLO)

30582 Geography - 1931 Atlas - 1931
Authors: Brigham, Albert Perry, 1855-1932 -- McFarlane, Charles T., 1872- --
Matthews-Northrup Works -- American Book Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
v. : 134 maps ; 260 x 204 mm.
Illinois ed.
Maps by Matthews-Northrup.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

30583 Geography - 1931 Atlas - 1931
Authors: Brigham, Albert Perry, 1855-1932 -- McFarlane, Charles T., 1872- --
Matthews-Northrup Works -- American Book Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
v. : 134 maps ; 260 x 204 mm.
Illinois ed.
Maps by Matthews-Northrup.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

30584 Geography - 1932
A Regional geography for higher certificate and intermediate courses. London ; New York : Longmans, Green, 1932-.
Authors: Stamp, L. Dudley (Laurence Dudley), 1892-1966 -- Campbell, Eila M. J. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
v. : ill., maps ; 23 cm.
2nd ed.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes HF1025 .S733 1932 (NLO)

30585 Geography - 1934 Atlases - 1934
Authors: Brigham, Albert Perry, 1855-1932 -- McFarlane, Charles T., 1872- --
Matthews-Northrup Works -- American Book Company -- Ridgley, Douglas C. (Douglas Clay), b. 1868. Geography of Illinois (1934) -- Concordia University (River Forest, Ill.) -- Concordia University (River Forest, Ill.) Collection (Newberry Library)
v. 426, xxxii p. : ill. (some col.), maps (some col.) ; 26 cm.
Rev. ed.
"Geography of Illinois by Douglas C. Ridgley": xxxii p. at end.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 411) and index.
Publisher's illustrated blue cloth binding.
Forms part of the Concordia University (River Forest, Ill.) Collection (Newberry Library).
Cataloged and conserved as part of the Sister Ann Ida Gannon Initiative at the Newberry Library.
G127 .B824 1934 (NLO)

30586 Geography - 1934 Atlases, French - 1934
Authors: Colin, Elicio, 1874- -- Fraysse, Antonin -- Foncin, Pierre François Charles, 1841-1916 -- Armand Colin (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
v. : 121 p., 21 maps (chiefly col.) ; 27 cm.
Nouv. éd. entièrement refondue et conforme aux nouveaux programmes.
Cover title.
At head of title: Cours de géographie Foncin
Publisher's binding; publisher's advertisements on rear cover.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G127 .C64 1934 (NLO)

30587 Geography - 1935 Atlases, French - 1935
Authors: Gallouédec, L. (Louis), 1864- -- Maurette, F. (Fernand), 1878-1937 -- Ozouf, R.
1944 Economics - Belgium - Maps - 1944 Atlases, Belgian - 1944
Economie géographique. Brussels, 1944.
Authors: Duchesne, Laurent
1 v. ; 25 cm.
H 3100 .223 (NLO)

Geography - 1945 Cartography - 1945 Air-age globalization - Maps - 1945
Geography of an air age. London : Royal Institute of International Affairs, [1945].
Authors: Taylor, E. G. R. (Eva Germaine Rimington), 1879-1966 -- Cummings, A. J. (Arthur John), b. 1885 -- Royal Institute of International Affairs -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
55 p. : ill., maps ; 19 cm.
"First published 1945"--Verso of t.p.
Annotations throughout, possibly by former owner A.J. Cummings, whose name appears on p. 55, with date Oct. 27, 1947.
Series: "Looking Forward" Pamphlets ; no. 4.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G115 .T38 1945 (NLO)

Geography - 1947
Authors: Arden-Close, Charles Frederick, Sir, 1865-1952 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
179 p. : maps ; 19 cm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G56 .A7 (NLO)

Geography - 1947
Authors: Brunhes, Jean, 1869-1930 -- Brunhes Delamarre, Mariel J.- -- Deffontaines, Pierre, 1894- -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
xvi, 365 p., 40 p. of plates : ill., maps, plans ; 24 cm.
'Deuxième édition, augmentée d'une bibliographie annexe.'
'Édition abrégée mise au point par M. Jean-Brunhes Delamarre et Pierre Deffontaines ; 40 cartes, 117 photographies hors-texte.'
Uniform title: Géographie humaine.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 335-353) and index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G51 .C2 (NLO)

Geography - 1944 Atlases, Spanish - 1944
Authors: Ballester y Castell, Rafael, 1872-1931 -- Dalmau Carles (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 43 maps ; 320 x 250 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCl)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

30604

Geography - 1951

A Child's geography of the world / by V.M. Hillyer; revised by Edward G. Huey; with many maps and illustrations by Mary Sherwood Wright Jones.
Authors: Hillyer, V. M. (Virgil Mores), 1875-1931 -- Huey, E. G. (Edward Greene), 1899-1959 -- Wright, Mary Sherwood -- Appleton-Century-Crofts, inc. -- Concordia University (River Forest, Ill.) -- Concordia University (River Forest, Ill.) Collection (Newberry Library)
451 p. : ill., maps ; 22 cm.
[Rev. ed.]
Edition statement from spine.

Includes index.
Publisher’s yellow cloth binding.
Embossed stamp: Concordia College Library, River Forest, Illinois.
Forms part of the Concordia University (River Forest, Ill.) Collection (Newberry Library).
Cataloged and conserved as part of the Sister Ann Ida Gannon Initiative at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 51006329
G133 .B37 1951 (NLO)

30605

Geography - 1952

Authors: Brunhes, Jean, 1869-1930 -- Brunhes Delamarre, Jean -- Deffontaines, Pierre, 1894- -- Row, Ernest F. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Includes bibliographical references (p. 233-239) and indexes.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes GF31 .B73 1952 (NLO)

30606

Geography - 1955

222 p. : maps ; 22 cm.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G73 .G35 (NLO)

30607

Geography - 1956

Economies - Maps - 1956

Atlas, French - 1956

Authors: Meynier, André, 1901- -- Perpillou, Aimé -- François, Louis, 1904- -- Mangin, Robert -- Demangeon, Albert, 1872-1940 -- Hachette (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
[Nouv. éd.]
Edition statement from cover.
Cover title: Géographie : classes de philosophie, mathématiques et sciences expérimentales
Running title: Principales puissances du monde
Series statements: Classiques Hachette -- Cours de géographie A. Demangeon -- Cours Demangeon
Includes bibliographical references.
Includes publisher’s advertisements on lining papers and back cover.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 49024054
Baskes G126 .D466 1948 (NLO)

30608

Geography - 1958

Authors: Wooldridge, Sidney William -- East, W. Gordon (William Gordon), 1902-1998 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
186 p. : maps ; 19 cm.
Rev. and enl.:
Includes bibliographical references (p. 177-180) and index.
Series: Hutchinson university library. Geography.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G70 .W6 1958 (NLO)
Geography - 1958 Atlases, French - 1958
Authors: Pinardel, François -- Éditions de l'École (Paris, France) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
6e éd.
Cover title: Géographie-atlas : classe de sixième : cours complémentaires 'No. 366'
Publisher’s advertisements: p. [2].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G126 .P56 1958 (NLO)

Geography - 1960 Geography - Pictorial works - 1960
Authors: Grolier Society -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
7 v. : ill. (some col.) : 25 cm.
Maps on lining papers.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 59005014
Baskes G138 .L36 1960 (NLO)

Authors: Walker, J. Hubert -- Campbell, Eila M. J. -- Arnold, E. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 55 maps ; 252 x 190 mm.
2nd ed.
Previous owner: E.M.J. Campbell.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Authors: Bunge, William, 1928-- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
210 p. : ill. ; 25 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [199]-208).
Contents: A geographic methodology -- Metacartography -- A measure of shape -- Descriptive mathematics -- Toward a general theory of movement -- Experimental and theoretical central place -- Distance, nearness, and geometry.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes GA23 .B86 1962 (NLO)

Authors: Taylor, Thomas Griffith, 1880-1963 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
x, 674 p., [16] p. of plates (1 folded) : ill., maps ; 23 cm.
3d ed., enl.
Added title: Geography in the 20th century. Includes bibliographical references and index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G99 .G46 1965 (NLO)

Authors: Dainville, François de -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
'Les sources': p. xiii-xvii.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copy: G 07.21
ISBN 2708406779
Baskes GA231 .D3 (NLO)

Authors: Rogi´c, Veljko -- Zagreb : 'Skolska knjiga', 1964.
Series: Šoljiski udzbenici za gimnaziju, 4. razred.
xxvi, 326 p. : ill., maps ; 21 cm.
Fourth level geography textbook for high school.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes GB275 .R65 1964 (NLO)

Authors: East, W. Gordon (William Gordon), 1902-1998 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
ix, 203 p. : maps ; 20 cm.
Edition: [Rev. and enl.].
Includes 'Reading list': p. 197-200.
Includes index.
Series: The Norton library ; N419.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
ISBN 0393004198
Baskes G141 .E2 1967 (NLO)

30617 Geography - 1967 - Dictionaries
A Dictionary of geography : definitions and
explanations of terms used in physical
Authors: Moore, W. G. (Wilfred George), 1907 --
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
246 p. : ill., maps ; 22 cm.
Rev. and enl.'.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes G103 .M65 1967 (NLO)

30618 Geography - 1967 - Methodology
Manchester University Press ; New York : Barnes
Authors: Freeman, Thomas Walter -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
22 cm.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes G70 .F7 1967 (NLO)

30619 Geography - 1969
Essai sur l'évolution de la géographie humaine.
Authors: Claval, Paul -- Campbell, Eila M. J. --
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
162 p. ; 25 cm.
2. éd.
Series statements: Cahiers de géographie de
Besançon, no 12 -- Annales littéraires de
l'Université de Besançon, v. 67.
Ownership stamp of Professor E[ila] M.J.
Campbell, Birkbeck College, London.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes GF31 .C63 1969 (NLO)

30620 Geography - 1972
Geography : a modern synthesis. New York :
Authors: Haggett, Peter -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
xx, 483 p. : ill. ; 24 cm.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
ISBN 006042575X
Baskes G128 .H3 (NLO)

30621 Geography - 1973
Studies in human geography. London :
Heinemann Educational for the Social Science
Authors: Chisholm, Michael, 1931 -- Rodgers,
Brian -- Social Science Research Council (Great
Britain) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
ix, 305 p. : ill., maps ; 23 cm.
Includes bibliographical references.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
ISBN 0435351656 ; 0435351664 (pbk.)
Baskes GF8 .S78 1973 (NLO)

30622 Geography - 1973 - Political
aspects<<>>Political geography - 1973
The Significance of territory. Charlottesville :
Authors: Gottmann, Jean -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
x, 169 p. : maps ; 25 cm.
Other title: Page-Barbour lectures.
Expanded version of the Page-Barbour lectures of
1971.Includes bibliographical references and
index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
ISBN 0813904137
Baskes JC319 .G66 (NLO)

30623 Geography - 1974
Political, historical and regional geography. Milton
Authors: Learmonth, A. T. A. (Andrew Thomas
Amos), 1916 -- Rowley, Gwyn, 1938-- -- Mills,
Dennis -- Godson, Vida -- Open University --
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
111 p. : ill. (some col.), maps ; 30 cm.
Uniform title: New trends in geography. Block IV,
Units 13-15, Political, historical and regional
geography.
At head of title: Social Sciences: a second level
course. New trends in geography. Units 13-15
prepared by the course team.
Includes bibliographies.
Contents: Introduction to Block IV -- Unit 13.
Scale in political geography--macro and micro / Andrew Learmonth (part one), Gwyn Rowley
(part two) -- Unit 14. Has historical geography
changed? / Dennis Mills -- Unit 15. Regional
geography to regional analysis / Andrew
Learmonth (part one), Vida Godson (part two).
'This text forms part of the correspondence
element of an Open University Second Level
Course'--Verso of t.p.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
ISBN 0335015336
Baskes JC319 .G66 (NLO)

30624 Geography - 1975
Human geography : evolution or revolution?
Authors: Chisholm, Michael, 1931 -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
207 p. : ill., maps ; 20 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [183]-199) and index.
Series: Pelican geography and environmental studies.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
ISBN 0140218831
Baskes GF21 .C48 (NLO)

Geography - 1976
Authors: Bowen, E. G. (Emrys George), 1900- -- Bowen, E. G. (Emrys George), 1900-. Works. Selections -- Carter, Harold -- Davies, Wayne Kenneth David -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Includes bibliographical references (p. x-xxi).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
ISBN 0850883512
Baskes GF557 .B68 (NLO)

Geography - 1976 -
Dictionaries<><>Cartography - 1976
Authors: Lock, Clara Beatrice Muriel, 1914- -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
762 p. ; 23 cm.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
ISBN 0208015221
Baskes GF41 .R82 1989 (NLO)

Geography - 1980
Authors: Brown, E. H. (Eric Herbert) -- Royal Geographical Society (Great Britain) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
x, 302 p. ; 24 cm.
Includes bibliographies.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
ISBN 0198740964
Baskes G62 .G47 (NLO)

Geography - 1987<><>Names, Geographical - 1987<><>Gazetteers
Authors: Reader's Digest Association -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
735 p. : ill. (some col.), maps ; 29 cm.
1st ed.
LC Card Number: 87670034
ISBN 0276398262 ; 9780276398261
folio G63 .G85 1987 (NLO)

Geography - 1989
Authors: Rubenstein, James M. -- Bacon, Robert S. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
xxvii, 506 p. : ill. (some col.), col. maps ; 27 cm.
2nd ed.
1st ed. written by James M. Rubenstein and Robert S. Bacon.
Includes bibliographies and index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
ISBN 0675209501
Baskes GF41 .R82 1989 (NLO)

Geography - 1990
Authors: Wheeler, Jesse H. -- Kostbade, J. Trenton -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
50 leaves : maps ; 28 cm.
'Saunders Map-Pak is a testing device designed for students.... The authors have removed certain labels from the maps....'--Preface.
Series: Saunders golden sunburst series.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
ISBN 0030333385
Baskes folio G128 .W48 1990 (NLO)

Geography - 1990
Authors: Wheeler, Jesse H. -- Kostbade, J. Trenton -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Includes bibliographical references (p. 1-38, 2nd group) and index.
Maps on lining papers.
Series: Saunders golden sunburst series.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
ISBN 0030053714
Baskes folio G128 .W48 1990 (NLO)

The Real world : understanding the modern world through the new geography / general editor, Bruce Marshall ; principal writer, Philip Boys.
Authors: Geo Abstracts Ltd. -- University of East Anglia -- Geographical abstracts. D: Social geography and cartography -- Geo abstracts. D, Social geography and cartography
17 v. ; 22 cm.
Frequency: 6 no. a year
LC Card Numbers: 73640150, 73640151, and 75641325
ISSN 03051927
GF1 .G45 (NLO)

30640 Geography - Addresses, Essays, Lectures
Authors: Stamp, Laurence Dudley, Sir, 1898-1960 -- Wooldridge, Sidney William -- London School of Economics and Political Science
xiv, 351p. illus., maps. 24cm.
Essay reprint series.
Bibliographical footnotes.
4A 14050 (NLO)

30641 Geography, Ancient
Authors: Thomson, J. Oliver (James Oliver) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G84 .M39 1813 (NLO)

30642 Geography, Ancient - 1781
Cosmography - 1781
Mela, Pomponius - Bibliography
Authors: Mela, Pomponius -- Reinoldius, Joannes. Gronovius, Abraham, 1695-1775 -- Kapp, Johann, 1739-1817 -- Vierling, Johann Gottfried -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
[18], 227 p. ; 18 cm.
Uniform title: De chorographia. 1781.
Does not include maps.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes PA6512 .A2 1781 (NLO)

30643 Geography, Ancient - 1813
A View of ancient geography and ancient history: two volumes in one ... / calculated for the use of seminaries, &c. by Robert Mayo. Philadelphia: Published and sold by John F. Watson ; A. Fagan, printer, 1813.
Authors: Mayo, Robert, 1784-1864 -- Watson, John F. (John Fanning), 1779-1860 -- Smith, L. J. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
2 v. in 1 (vi, 197; 115 p.) ; 23 cm.
Includes questions for the student.
"Accompanied with an atlas of ten select maps, coloured, viz. Terra veteribus nota, Romanum Imperium, Orientis tabula, Graecia antiqua, Italia antiqua, places recorded in the five books of Moses (three maps in one), the land of Moriah or Jerusalem and the adjacent country, and state of nations at the Christian aera, with a chronological chart of history and biography, coloured." Includes errata.

Former owner's inscription: L.J. Smith, 1835.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Full text of another copy available online via HathiTrust Digital Library (accessed July 2013): http://hdl.handle.net/2027/nyp.33433000469217
LC Card Number: 03010450
Baskes G84 .M39 1813 (NLO)

30644 Geography, Ancient - Continents
Der Erdteilbegriff in der antiken Geographie = [The conception of continents in ancient geography]. [Wiesbaden : F. Steiner, 1933].
Authors: Uhden, Richard -- Geographische Zeitschrift
Pp. 278-291
Not at Newberry Library (Dec. 2009) (PrCt)

30645 Geography, Ancient - Dictionaries - 1725
Cities and towns, Ancient - 1725
Authors: Stephanos, ho Byzantios, 6th cent. -- Gronovius, Jacobus, 1645-1716 -- Pinedo, Thomas de -- Wetstein, Rudolf -- Wetstein, Gerard, 1680-1755 -- Wetstein, Rudolf, active 1701-1736 -- Presbyterian Theological Seminary, Chicago -- Lane Theological Seminary -- McCormick Theological Seminary -- McCormick Theological Seminary Collection (Newberry Library)
[20], 800, [84] p. ; 33 cm. (fol.)
Running title: Stephani Byzantii De urbis et populis
Uniform title: [De urbis et. 1725]
Latin and Greek in parallel columns.
The Fragmentum Stephani and the Collationes Jacobi Gronovii each with a separate title page.
Title page printed in red and black; title vignette; initials; head- and tail-pieces.
Errata: p. [83] last sequence.
Includes indexes.
Bookplate: Lane Seminary Library.
Bookplate: Lane Seminary Library Affiliated with McCormick Theological Seminary, Chicago.
Bookplate: Library of Lane Seminary Affiliated with The Presbyterian Theological Seminary, Chicago.
Forms part of the McCormick Theological Seminary Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Hoffmann, S.F.W. Bibliographisches Lexicon der Griechen, 3:442
BM, 229:566
Case folio PA4435 .S6 1725 (NLO)

30646 Geography, Ancient - Early maps
Geography of Claudius Ptolemy / translated into English and edited by Edward Luther Stevenson,
based upon Greek and Latin manuscripts and
important late fifteenth and early sixteenth
century printed editions, including reproductions
of the maps from the Ebner manuscripts, ca.
1460; with an introduction by Professor Joseph
Library, 1932.
Authors: Ptolemy, active 2nd century.
Geographia. English -- Nicolaus Germanus, 15th
cent. -- Stevenson, Edward Luther, 1858-1944 --
New York Public Library -- Edward E. Ayer
Collection (Newberry Library)
xxvi, 167 p., 1 l. : ill., 29 double facsim. (maps)
diagrs. ; 43 cm.
Other Title: Codex Ebnerianus.
Engraved title vignette.
Descriptive text, within illuminated borders,
accompanies the maps, in part adjoining the
maps in the margins, in part on the versos.
The Codex Ebnerianus now belongs to the New
York Public Library. It is a copy of the Geography
prepared by Donnus Nicolaus Germanus (also
"Donis Nicolaus" or "Nicolaus Donis" in certain
earlier reference works, by misconstruction or
misinterpretation of the name in manuscripts?)
To the 27 maps from this manuscript here given
in full size reproductions, 2 other maps have
been added: the Ruysch map in the 1508 printed
edition of Ptolemy's Geography, and the New
World map in the 1522 printed edition. cf.
Preface.
"Two hundred and fifty copies of this book have
been printed on Charing handmade paper at the
New York public library. Designed by John
Archer and printed under his supervision.
Collotypes by Max Jaffe of Vienna. This is copy
number 154."
VAULT Ayer 6 .P9 1932a (NLO)

30647 Geography, Ancient - Maps -
1595<<<<History, Ancient - Maps -
1595<<<<Atlases, Belgian - 1595
Authors: Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598.
Parergon (1595) -- Ortelius, Abraham,
1527-1598. Theatrum orbis terrarum (1595) --
Osher Map Library -- Pomegranate -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 13 maps
Calendar with color facsimiles of maps issued in
the 1595 edition of Ortelius's Parergon;
reproduced from original in the Osher Map
Library.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

30648 Geography, Ancient - Maps -
1601<<<<History, Ancient - Maps -
1601<<<<Atlases, Belgian - 1601
Parergon: sive veteris geographiae aligvot
tablvae. Lector s. ad nostram orbis terrarum
descriptionem habe sequentes tabulas : quas in
gratiam priscae tam sacrae quam profanae
historiae decreueram ... historiae ocvlvs
geographia. [Antwerp : Officina Plantiniana? ; Jan
Moretus?, 1601?].
Authors: Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598.
Parergon (1601) -- Ortelius, Abraham,
1527-1598. Theatrum orbis terrarum (1601) --
Moretus, Jan, 1576-1618 -- Plantijnsche Drukkerij
-- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry
Library)
1 atlas ([8] p., 29 maps, 2 views) ; 50 cm.
Disbound and incomplete copy of the Parergon,
possibly detached from the 1601 edition of
Abraham Ortelius's Theatrum orbis terrarum
(Antwerp : Officina Plantiniana ; J. Moretus,
1601?); cf. OCLC 42666557.
Woodcut title page.
'Ad Abrahamvm Ortelivm ... Michaelis
Vander-Hagen Antverpianvi epigrama ... ' --title
page verso:
Poem 'Omnatissimo vero D. Abrahamo Ortelio ... '
signed 'Coloniae Agripp. pridie kal. Ian. M. D.
LXVIII. A. Graphaevs.'
Maps and views bear Latin text and signatures
i-iii, vii, ix-xi, xiii-xv, and xvii-xxxiv (some
numbers include ms. additions); lacking v, vi, vii,
xii, and xvi.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map
Collection (Newberry Library); not in Novacco
checklist (1967).
References: Cf. Karrow 1/H - 1/H.2; Cf. Koeman
Ort 46 and Ort 46.
Novacco 2F 250 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

1624 History, Ancient - Maps -
1624 Atlases, Belgian - 1624
Abrahami Ortelii theatris orbis terrarvm parergon ;
... Antwerp : Ex Officina Plantiniana, 1624.
Authors: Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598.
Parergon (1624) -- Moretus, Balthasar, 1574-1641 -- Plantijnische Drukkerij -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (39 maps) ; 447 x 295 mm.
Karrow 1/H.2
Koeman Ort 46
Phillips 49
Black 9
With Baskes atlas acquisition no. A2588
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Phillips 5643
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

30650 Geography, Ancient - Maps -
1624 History, Ancient - Maps -
1624 Atlases, Belgian -
1624 Historical atlases
Abrahami Ortelii theatris orbis terrarvm parergon ;
sive Veteris geographiae tabvlae, commentarijs
geographicis et historicis illustratae. Antverpiae
Authors: Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598.
Parergon (1624) -- Moretus, Balthasar, 1574-1641 -- Llwyd, Humphrey, 1527-1568 --
Plantijnische Drukkerij -- Edward E. Ayer
Collection (Newberry Library) -- Officina
Plantiniana see Plantijnische Drukkerij
1 atlas (102 l., 32 p., 2 l. ill.) ; 47 cm.
"Edition novissima, tabulis aliquot aucta, et varie
emendata atque innovata, ovra et stvdio
Balthasaris Moreti."
"Nominaclator Pltomeaicvs, omnia locorvm
vocabvla qvæ in Ptolemaei geographia occvrrvnt
complectens" (28 p.), and "Hvmfredi Lhvyd de
Mona drvidvm insvla et armamentario romano
epistola" (p. 29-32) at end.
Engraved t.-p.
Insets in maps 1, 6 and 8 relate to America.
Karrow 1/H.2
Koeman Ort 46
Phillips 49
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 48
Ayer 6791
NL 32-6462
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1624 (NLO)

30651 Geography, Ancient - Maps -
1769 Historical geography - Maps -
1769 Atlases, French -
1769 Historical atlases
Géographie ancienne abrégée / par M. d'Anville.
Authors: Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d',
1697-1782 -- Merlin, Joseph, 1718-1783 -- Roger
S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
iv p., 248 columns, p. 249-265, [9] leaves of
plates : 8 maps ; 53 cm.
Maps tipped in.
Title vignette; initials; head- and tail-pieces.
Printed in double columns.
"Errata": p. 265.
Includes indexes.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G84 .A68 1769 (NLO)

30652 Geography, Ancient - Maps -
1775 History, Ancient - Maps -
1775 Atlases, British - 1775 Historical geography,
Ancient - Maps - 1775 Historical atlases
Geographia antiqua delineata, or, Antient
geography : exhibited in a set of thirty-one maps,
comprehending all the several states of Greece,
and the numerous parts of the Roman Empire,
contained in the Greek and Latin classics ..., to
which is added, a map of the places mentioned in
the Old and New Testaments : the whole
containing several hundred places not laid down
in former publications, with their numerous errors
rectified / by Sol. Bolton and engraved by the late
Thomas Jefferyse. London : Printed for R. Sayer
and J. Bennett, 1775.
Authors: Bolton, Solomon, d. ca. 1768 -- Jefferys,
Thomas, -1771 -- Robert Sayer and John Bennett
(Firm) -- Orbison, James H. (James Henry) --
Jefferson College (Canonsburg, Pa.) -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([31] folded leaves of plates) : 31 folded
maps ; 24 cm.
"Designed for the use of schools."
Relief shown pictorially.
Scales differ.
Imperfect: lacking half of map "The Roman
Empire at its highest State, in the Reign of
Trajan"
Former owner's inscription: James H. Orbison,
Jefferson College Canonsburg.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
References: ESTC T184974; Shirley, R. Maps in
the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1033 .B65 1775 (NLO)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Several empires, kingdoms, and provinces, their geography: exhibiting I. a short and comprehensive system of classical geography, exhibiting I. a description of the several empires, kingdoms, and provinces, their cities, towns, rivers, and mountains, mentioned in the Greek and Latin classics. Homer, Virgil, Xenophon, Caesar, Livy, Herodotus, &c. II. an accurate abridgment of the whole Aeneid of Virgil, and Odyssey of Homer, in a geographical description of the voyages of Aeneas and Ulysses, with the travels and voyages of St. Paul: adapted for the use of schools: illustrated with a new set of maps, corrected from the best ancient historians and geographers / by the Rev. R. Turner; with a recommendatory preface by John Evans. London: Printed by J. Cundee, Ivy Lane, for T. Hurst, Paternoster Row, 1801.

Authors: Turner, R. (Richard), 1753-1788 -- Evans, John, 1767-1827 -- Kitchin, Thomas, 1718-1784 -- Cundee, J. (James) -- Hurst, Thomas -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

Baskes G86.B87 1801 (NLO)


Binder's instructions, p. 116. Originally published as: View of the earth: as far as it was known to the ancients. London: J. Dodsley, 1779.

Uniform title: View of the earth: as far as it was known to the ancients. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G86.B87 1801 (NLO)


Binder's instructions, p. 116. Originally published as: View of the earth: as far as it was known to the ancients. London: J. Dodsley, 1779.

Uniform title: View of the earth: as far as it was known to the ancients. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G86.B87 1801 (NLO)


Binder's instructions, p. 116. Originally published as: View of the earth: as far as it was known to the ancients. London: J. Dodsley, 1779.

Uniform title: View of the earth: as far as it was known to the ancients. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G86.B87 1801 (NLO)


Binder's instructions, p. 116. Originally published as: View of the earth: as far as it was known to the ancients. London: J. Dodsley, 1779.

Uniform title: View of the earth: as far as it was known to the ancients. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G86.B87 1801 (NLO)


Binder's instructions, p. 116. Originally published as: View of the earth: as far as it was known to the ancients. London: J. Dodsley, 1779.

Uniform title: View of the earth: as far as it was known to the ancients. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G86.B87 1801 (NLO)
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes). Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. 

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)** (PrCt) 

30659 **Geography, Ancient - Maps - 1822<>History, Ancient - Maps - 1822<>Atlases - 1822<>Historical atlases**

*Ancient atlas adapted to Morse’s new school geography.* Boston : Published according to an act of Congress by Richardson & Lord ; Printed by J. H. A. Frost, 1822.


New system of geography, ancient and modern -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 

1 atlas ([6] leaves of plates) : 5 maps ; 31 cm. [1st ed.?]

Cover title. 

'Engraved for Morse’s School Geography'--on some maps. 

Maps engraved by A. Daggett and J.V.N. Throop. 

Booksellers label on inside front cover: Sold at Norman’s store of books and stationary ... Warren Street, Hudson ... Scales differ. 

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library. 

Baskes folio G1019 .M72 1922 (NLO) 

30660 Geography, Ancient - Maps - 1825<>History, Ancient - Maps - 1825<>Atlases, British - 1825<>Herodotus<>Historical atlases


1 atlas ([22] leaves of plates, 16 p. : 21 fold. maps ; 22 cm. 


Relief shown by hachures. 

'Illustrations to the Second book of Herodotus'-- 16 p. of descriptive notes at the end. 

Label of Ward Circulating Library, Stratford on Avon on inside front cover. 

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library. 

Baskes G1033 .M213 1825 (NLO) 

30661 Geography, Ancient - Maps - 1825<>History, Ancient - Maps - 1825<>Atlases, Dutch - 1825<>Historical atlases


Authors: Vieth, Gerhard Ulrich Anton, 1763-1836 -- Veelwaard, Daniel, 1766-1851 -- Funke, C. P. (Carl Philip), 1752-1807 -- Boekeren, W. van -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 

1 atlas (14 p., xii [i.e. 13] leaves of plates) : 13 hand col. maps ; 21 x 25 cm. 

Edition: 2. druk. 


"Di. Veelwaar Junior, sculp."--On maps. 

Title and text in Dutch; maps in Latin. 

"Met nieuw geteekende en gegraveerde kaarten en verbeterde tafelen." Scales differ. 

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library. 

References: Koeman Vie 2 

Baskes G1033 .V54 1825 (NLO) 

30662 Geography, Ancient - Maps - 1825<>History, Ancient - Maps - 1825<>Atlases, German - 1825<>Historical atlases


Authors: Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 

1 atlas (9 [i.e. 12] leaves of plates) : 11 hand col. maps ; 20 x 26 cm. 

Edition: 3. Aufl. 

In German and Latin. Scales differ. 

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library. 

Baskes G1033 .S38 1825 (NLO) 

30663 Geography, Ancient - Maps - 1826<>History, Ancient - Maps - 1826<>Atlases, British - 1826<>Livy. Ab urbe condita<>Historical atlases

*Maps and plans, illustrative of Livy : containing Hannibal's expedition, Spain, Cisalpine Gaul,
central Italy, Italy and Sicily, Mysia and Lydia, vicinity of Rome, plan of Rome, battle at the Caunide Forks, passage of the Rhone, battle at the Trebia, battle of Thrasimenes, battle of Cannae, plan of Syracuse, siege of Syracuse, battle at the Metaurus, battle of Zama, plan of Sparta, battle of Cynocephalae, battle of Magnesia -- etc., etc. Oxford [England] :
Published by J. Vincent, [1826].
1 atlas ([33] leaves) ; ill., 22 maps ; 23 cm. Engraved t.p.
‘G. & J. Neele, Sc., 352 Strand.’
Scales vary.
Relief shown by hachures.
Most maps are double plates.
Publisher's advertisement ([4] p.) tipped in at front.
Ownership marks: P.E. Hughes, Queens College, Oxford, Apr. 29, 1872; T.L. [?], Apr. 12, 1837; B. Leesmith, 1879.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1033 .M2 1826 (NLO)

1827<<>Historical atlases
1 v. : 9 maps ; 181 x 110 mm.
C:Sidney Hall
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Geography, Ancient - Maps - 1830-1839<<>Historical atlases
Authors: Butler, Samuel, 1774-1839 -- Hall, Sidney -- Longman & Co. -- Spotiswoodes and Shaw -- Bromfield, J.C. Coley -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (xxii leaves of plates, ii, 32 p.) : 22 hand col. maps ; 16 cm.
Imperfect; lacks t.p.; title from other editions.
Cover title: Dr. Butler's atlas of ancient geography
Publisher's information from maps.
Printed by Spotiswoode and Shaw.
Maps engraved by S. Hall
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Bookplate: Captain J.C. Coley Bromfield, (late) Royal Artillery, Military Knight.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1033 .B8 1830z (NLO)

Geography, Ancient - Maps - 1830-1840<<>Historical atlases
The Geographical system of Herodotus : examined and explained, by a comparison with those of other ancient authors, and with modern geography : in the course of the work are introduced dissertations on the itinerary stade of the Greeks, the expedition of Darius Hystaspes to Scythia, the position and remains of ancient Babylon, the alluvions of the Nile, and canals of Suez, the oasis and temple of Jupiter Ammon, the ancient circumnavigation of Africa, and other subjects of history and geography : the whole explained by eleven maps adapted to the different subjects, and accompanied with a complete index / by James Rennell. London : C.J.G. & F. Rivington, 1830.
Authors: Rennell, James, 1742-1830 -- Herodotus -- Cardon, Anthony, 1772-1813 -- Walker, John, 1759-1830 -- Jones & Smith -- C. J. G. & F. Rivington -- Roger S. Baskes
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Collection (Newberry Library)
2 v., [12] leaves of plates (11 folded) : 11 maps, port. ; 23 cm.
2nd ed., rev.
Spine title: Rennell’s geography of Herodotus
Maps by J. Walker and Jones & Smith.
Frontispiece port. signed: Drawn by Scott.
Engraved by A. Cardon.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Digital version of another copy of the text (but not maps) available on Google Books (accessed November 2012); vol. 1: http://books.google.com/books?id=enQ-AAAAcAAJ ; vol. 2: http://books.google.com/books?id=6C0waiOScrEC
References: NMM 714
LC Card Number: 05006224
Baskes G87.H5 R4 1830 (NLO)

30667 Geography, Ancient - Maps - 1830 Atlases, Dutch - 1830 Historical atlases
Authors: Vieth, Gerhard Ulrich Anton, 1763-1836
Funke, C. P. (Carl Philip), 1752-1823
Veelwaard, Daniel, 1766-1851 -- Boekeren, W. van -- Tibbe, Paul -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Van Boekeren, W. SEE Boekeren, W. van
1 atlas (14 p., xiv leaves of plates) : 14 hand col. maps ; 22 x 25 cm.
Edition: 3. druk.
Uniform title: Atlas der alten Welt. Dutch. 1830
Title page in Dutch; maps in Latin.
"Dl. Veelwaard Junior, sculp."--On maps.
"Met nieuw gegraveerde kaarten en verbeterde tafelen."
Paper cover boards with publisher’s printed paper label on cover.
Scales differ.
Bookplate of Paul Tibbe.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)
Baskes G1033 .B8 1838 (NLO)

Authors: Murphy, William, b. 1800 -- Oliver and Boyd (Edinburgh, Scotland) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 21 maps ; 141 x 109 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
References: Black, Maps and history (1997), p. 30
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

30669 Geography, Ancient - Maps - 1838 History, Ancient - Maps - 1838 Atlases - 1838 Historical atlases
Authors: Butler, Samuel, 1774-1839 -- Carey, Lea & Blanchard
1 atlas
References: Phillips 8 G1033 .B8 1838 (NLO)

30670 Geography, Ancient - Maps - 1838 History, Ancient - Maps - 1838 Atlases, British - 1838 Historical atlases
An Atlas of ancient geography : for the use of King's College School / by Aaron Arrowsmith. London : Published by S. Arrowsmith, Soho Square ; B. Fellowes, bookseller and publisher ... Ludgate Street, 1838.
Authors: Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Arrowsmith, Samuel, -1839 -- Fellowes, B. -- King's College School -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([2], 19 leaves (some folded)) : 19 folded hand col. maps ; 22 cm.
Spine title: Ancient geography
Ms. annotations in ink on back of some maps.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Black, J. Maps and history, 28
Baskes G1033 .A77 1838 (NLO)

30671 Geography, Ancient - Maps - 1839 History, Ancient - Maps - 1839 Atlases - 1839 Historical atlases
Authors: Butler, Samuel, 1774-1839 -- Hamm, Phineas Eldridge, 1799-1861 -- Lea & Blanchard -- Carey & Lea -- Howe, J. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([3], xxi folded leaves of plates, 3-34 p.) : 21 folded hand col. maps ; 23 cm.
Cover title: Dr. Butler’s atlas of ancient geography
"Author of Modern and antient geography for the use of schools."
'Stereotyped by J. Howe.'
'Published by Carey & Lea, Philida.'--On maps.
Maps hand colored in outline.
Maps engraved by P.E. Hamm.
Includes index.
Scales differ.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Former owner’s inscriptions front endpapers and verso of map iv.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 9

Baskes G1033 .B8 1839 (NLO)

30672 Geography, Ancient - Maps -
1842<<<<History, Ancient - Maps -
1842<<<<Historical geography -
Maps<<<<World history - Maps -
1842<<<<Atlases, French - 1842
<<<<Historical atlases

Atlas de géographie historique universelle.


Authors: Duruy, Victor, 1811-1894 -- Giroux -- Ramboz -- Chamerot (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Maps engraved by Giroux and Ramboz.
Relief shown by hachures.

Publisher’s printed paper over boards; publisher’s advertisements on back cover.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G1030 .D87 1842

30675 Geography, Ancient - Maps -
1843<<<<History, Ancient - Maps -
1843<<<<Atlases - 1843<<<<Historical atlases


Authors: Butler, Samuel, 1774-1839 -- Howe, J. -- Hamm, Phineas Eldridge, 1799-1861 -- Yeager, Joseph, approximately 1792-1859 -- Lea & Blanchard -- Hodges, Sebastian -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([3], xxi folded leaves of plates, 3-34 p.) : 21 hand col. maps ; 23 cm.
Cover title: Dr. Butler’s atlas of ancient geography

'Stereotyped by J. Howe.'
Maps engraved by P.E. Hamm and J. Yeager.
Includes index.
Scales differ.

Former owner’s inscription: Sebastian Hodges.
Ms. annotations throughout.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 11
LC Card Number: 02029104

Baskes G1033 .B8 1844 (NLO)

30676 Geography, Ancient - Maps -
1844<<<<History, Ancient - Maps -
1844<<<<Atlases - 1844<<<<Historical atlases

An Atlas of antient geography / compiled from original authorities for the use of schools / by S. Arrowsmith. London : Published by John Arrowsmith, 10 Soho Square ; Sold also by E. Williams, Fleet Street, and by Whittaker & Co., Ave Maria Lane, 1844.

Authors: Arrowsmith, Samuel, -1839 -- Arrowsmith, John, 1790-1873 -- Williams, E. -- Whittaker & Co. -- Spotiswoode & Co. -- Clark, Geor., fl. 1846 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([1] p., 26 folded leaves, [2], 66 p.) : 26 hand col. maps (folded) ; 23 cm.
Some maps dated 1840.

'Printed by A. & R. Spotiswoode, New-Street-Square'--P. 66.
'Price 12s.'--Cover.
Includes indexes.
Scales differ.
Owner’s inscription: Geor. Clark, 1846.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G1033 .A773 1844 (NLO)

30677 Geography, Ancient - Maps -
1845<<<<History, Ancient - Maps -
1845<<<<Atlases, British - 1845<<<<Historical atlases

Maps and plans illustrative of Thucydides ... Oxford ; London : J. Vincent ; Whittaker Treacher and Arnot, Simpkin and Marshall, and Sherwood Gilbert and Piper, [1845?].

Authors: Vincent, J. -- Thucydides -- Neele, ...
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

2nd ed.
Engraved by J. and J. and G.J. Neele.
Scales differ.
Relief shown by hachures.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G1003 .M2 1845 (NLO)

30677 Geography, Ancient - Maps -
1845<>History, Ancient - Maps -
1845<>Atlases, German -
1845<>Historical atlases
Authors: Arnz, J. -- Berghaus, J. P. -- Wierdeman, H.R. -- Tibbe, Paul -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (16 leaves of plates) : 16 col. maps ; 27 cm.
7. Aufl. [7th ed.]
Title page in German; maps in Latin.
Lith. v. J. P. Berghaus'--on some maps.
Scales differ.
Owner's inscription: H.R. Wierdeman.
Bookplate of Paul Tibbe.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G1019 .A66 1845 (NLO)

30678 Geography, Ancient - Maps -
1850<>History, Ancient - Maps -
1850<>Atlases, German -
1850<>Historical atlases
1 atlas ([22] leaves of plates) : 21 maps (some hand col.) ; 31 x 46 cm.
Text in German; most maps in Latin.
Scales differ.
Bookplate: Ex libris L.F. Dammers.
Bookplate: Ex libris Paul Tibbe.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1033 .S53 1850 (NLO)

30679 Geography, Ancient - Maps -
1851<>History, Ancient - Maps -
1851<>Atlases, German -
1851<>Historical atlases
Atlas der alten Welt . Weimarer : Geographisches Institut, 1851.
Authors: Kiepert, Heinrich, 1818-1899 -- Geographisches Institut (Weimar, Thuringia, Germany) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 16 maps ; 232 x 293 mm.
9th ed.
Espenhorst 1.7.1.1.9;wA5479
Includes maps illustrating ancient history.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

30680 Geography, Ancient - Maps -
1852<>History, Ancient - Maps -
1852<>Atlases, German -
1852<>Historical atlases
Authors: Möller, J. H. (Johann Heinrich), 1792-1867 -- Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Lalanne, Paul -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
[23rd ed.]
‘Editio vicesima tertia auctior et emendator’
In German and Latin.
Publisher’s advertisement ‘Atlanten im Verlag von Justus Perthes in Gotha’ pasted on inside back cover.
Scales differ.
Owner’s inscription: Paul Lalanne [?] 1863.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst
2.8.1.1.2.23;ed:JHMoeller
Baskes folio G1033 .O73 1852 (NLO)

30681 Geography, Ancient - Maps -
1853<>History, Ancient - Maps -
1853<>Atlases, British -
1853<>Historical atlases
The School and college atlas of ancient and modern geography : consisting of twenty-five maps, from the best authorities / by William...
Murphy. Edinburgh; London; Dublin: Printed for the author and sold by Sutherland & Knox; Simpkin, Marshall & Co.; J. M'Glashan, 1853.

Authors: Murphy, William, b. 1800 -- Sutherland and Knox -- Simpkin, Marshall and Co. -- McGlashan, James, d. 1858 -- M'Glashan, James, d. 1858 SEE McGlashan, James, d. 1858 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (25 folded leaves of plates) : 25 hand col. maps ; 21 cm.

2nd ed.

Cover title: Murphy's school & college atlas of ancient & modern geography

Place names in Latin and English.

Advertisements on lining papers.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G1019 .M87 1853 (NLO)

30682 Geography, Ancient - Maps - 1855<<<<History, Ancient - Maps - 1843<<<<Atlases - 1855<<<<Historical atlases


1 atlas ([3], xxiv leaves of plates, 33 p.) ; 21 folded col. maps ; 23 cm.

Cover title: Dr. Butler's atlas of ancient geography

'Author of Modern and antient geography for the use of schools.'

'Stereotyped by J. Howe.'

Maps engraved by P.E. Hamm.

Scales differ.

Former owner’s inscription: W.G. Harrison, 1857-8 ; John Carle Harrison.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Includes index.

References: Phillips 4092

Baskes G1033.B8 1855 (NLO)

30683 Geography, Ancient - Maps - 1858<<<<History, Ancient - Maps - 1858<<<<Atlases, German - 1858<<<<Historical atlases


Authors: Kiepert, Heinrich, 1818-1899 -- Geographisches Institut (Weimar, Thuringia, Germany) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (32 p., [16] leaves of plates) : 16 hand col. maps ; 27 x 34 cm.


Cover title: H. Kiepert's Historisch-geographischer Atlas der altern Welt

Publisher’s printed paper wrapper with cover title: H. Kiepert’s Historisch-geographischer Atlas der altern Welt

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Espenhorst 1.7.1.1.12

Baskes folio G1033.K547 1858 (NLO)

30684 Geography, Ancient - Maps - 1861<<<<History, Ancient - Maps - 1861<<<<Historical atlases


Authors: Kiepert, Heinrich, 1818-1899 -- Geographisches Institut (Weimar, Thuringia, Germany) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (30 p., 16 leaves of plates) : 16 col. hand maps ; 24 x 32 cm.


Scales differ.


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Espenhorst 1.7.1.1.14

Baskes folio G1033.K547 1861 (NLO)

30685 Geography, Ancient - Maps - 1865<<<<History, Ancient - Maps - 1865<<<<Atlases, German - 1865<<<<Historical atlases


Authors: Spruner von Merz, Karl, 1803-1892 -- Menke, Th. (Theodor), 1819-1892 -- Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany)

1 atlas (17 p., 31 double maps) ; 38 x 26 cm.

First published in 1850 (2d edition, 1855) as the first part of Spruner's historisch-geographischer hand-atlas, issued in 3 parts, 1846-51. (2d edition, 1854-55)

Imperfect: text wanting.

Phillips 3288.

Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 59.

LC Card Number: 19008451

folio G 1002 .83 (NLO)

30686 Geography, Ancient - Maps - 1867<<<<History, Ancient - Maps - 1867<<<<Atlases, British - 1867<<<<Historical atlases

School atlas of classical geography : comprising,
in twenty-three plates, maps and plans of all the important countries and localities referred to by classical authors, constructed from the best materials, and embodying the results of the most recent investigations / By Alex. Keith Johnston. Edinburgh : London : William Blackwood and Sons, 1867.

Authors: Johnston, Alexander Keith, 1804-1871 -- William Blackwood and Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (26 leaves of plates, 36 p.) ; 23 cm.

A new and enl. ed.

Cover title: Keith Johnston’s school classical atlas

Spine title: Johnston’s classical atlas

With a complete index of places.

Publisher’s advertisements on inside front and back covers.

Engraved and printed in colours by W. & A.K. Johnston.’--on maps

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Black, Maps and history p. 30

Baskes folio G1033 .J6 1867 (NLO)

30687 Geography, Ancient - Maps - 1868 Historical atlases


1 atlas ([1] p., XII leaves of folded plates) ; 12 col. maps ; 37 cm.


Bound with H. Kiepert’s kleiner atlas der neueren geographie für schule und haus. 2e. verm. und verb. Auf. Berlin: Reimer, [1874?]


Scales differ.

Owner’s stamp: Prop. Dr. H.N. Ter Veen, Amsterdam.

Bookplate: Ex Libris Paul Tibbe.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1033 .K54 1869 (NLO)

30689 Geography, Ancient - Maps - 1870 Historical atlases

Philips' school atlas of classical geography / by William Hughes. London : George Philip & Son, [1870?].

Authors: Hughes, William, 1817-1876 -- Philip & Son -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas ([4], 19 p., [18] leaves of plates) ; 18 col. maps ; 28 cm.

New and enl. ed. / with a copious consulting index.

Cover title: Philips’ classical atlas

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G1033 .H87 1870 (NLO)

30690 Geography, Ancient - Maps - 1871 Historical atlases


Maps and history (1997), p. 45; Cf. Phillips 3321

Baskes oversize G1033 .S73 1868 (NLO)
Authors: Voigt, F., fl. 1871 -- Kraatz, Leopold -- Nicolaische Verlagsbuchhandlung -- Effert, A. -- Lindtner, L. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (17 leaves of plates) : 16 hand col. maps ; 24 x 32 cm.
Maps lithographed by L. Kraatz.
Title page in German, maps in Latin. Publisher’s embossed stamp on cover. Publisher’s printed paper wrapper; advertisements on back cover. Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1033 .V65 1871 (NLO)

Authors: Butler, George, 1819-1890 -- Weller, Edward, -1884 -- Longmans, Green, and Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas : 28 maps ; 280 x 178 mm.
Edited by George Butler.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

PrCt

30691 Geography, Ancient - Maps - 1873<<>>History, Ancient - Maps - 1873<<>>Atlases, British - 1873<<>>Historical atlases


Authors: Schmitz, Leonhard, 1807-1890 -- Weller, Edward, -1884 -- William Collins Sons and Co. -- Kibling, Curtis A. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (56, 20 p., 15 folded leaves of plates) : 15 folded col. maps ; 19 cm. 'With copious index.' Publisher’s advertisements on inside covers and fly leaves.


Attached label: Curtis A. Kibling. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G1033 .S36 1877 (NLO)

Authors: Butler, George, 1819-1890 -- Weller, Edward, -1884 -- Longman (Firm) -- D. Appleton and Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (vi, 9 p., 28 [i.e. 27] leaves of plates (1 folded)) : 28 col. maps ; 36 cm. Maps by Edwd. Weller and Longmans & Co. Includes index. Relief shown by hachures. Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1033 .A67 1877 (NLO)

Authors: Schmitz, Leonhard, 1807-1890 -- Weller, Edward, -1884 -- William Collins Sons and Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas : 15 maps ; 280 x 195 mm. Maps by Wm. Collins.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. References: Phillips 5647

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

PrCt

30695 Geography, Ancient - Maps - 1881<<>>History, Ancient - Maps - 1881<<>>Atlases - 1881


Authors: Schmitz, Leonhard, 1807-1890 -- W. Collins & Co. -- G.P. Putnam's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas : 15 maps ; 280 x 195 mm. Maps by Wm. Collins.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. References: Phillips 5647

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

PrCt


The Student’s atlas of ancient & modern geography : with a copious consulting index / edited by William Hughes. London : Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge, [1883?].

Authors: Hughes, William, 1817-1876 -- George Philip & Son -- Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge (Great Britain) -- Storrs, Mary -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (45 p., 40 [i.e. 47] leaves of plates) : 47 folded col. maps ; 28 cm.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
New and enl. ed.
'Published under the direction of the Committee of General Literature and Education appointed by the Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge.'
Maps published by George Philip & Son.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Bookplate: Archdeacons of Lincoln and Stow, examination of pupil teachers and monitors in religious knowledge, this prize was awarde to Mary A. Storrs ... Jan. 4th, 1886.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Cf. Phillips 907
Baskes folio G1019 .S88 1883 (NLO)

30697 Geography, Ancient - Maps - 1885<>History, Ancient - Maps - 1885<>Atlases, Dutch - 1885<>Historical atlases
1 atlas (15 folded leaves of plates) : 14 folded maps (some hand col.) ; 31 cm.
Cover title: Atlas voor de oude geschiedenis
Title vignette.
Maps engraved by W.B. Kuypers.
Publisher's cloth binding with gold stamped title: Atlas voor de oude geschiedenis
Scales differ.
Illegible owner's inscription.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Cf. Phillips 5620; Cf. Espenhorst 2.8.1.1.4.2
Baskes folio G1033 .K32 1888b (NLO)

30700 Geography, Ancient - Maps - 1889<>History, Ancient - Maps - 1889<>Atlases, German - 1889<>Historical atlases
Atlas antiquus. Zwölf karten zur alten geschichte ... Berlin : D. Reimer, [1876?].
Authors: Kiepert, Heinrich, 1818-1899 -- Reimer, Dietrich, 1818-1899 -- Reimer, Dietrich, 1818-1899 SEE ALSO Dietrich Reimer Verlag (Berlin, Germany) -- Riemer, Dietrich, 1818-1899 SEE Reimer, Dietrich, 1818-1899
1 atlas (27 p. : 12 col. maps) ; 37 cm.
[9th ed.?]
Cf. Phillips 4095.
Cf. Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 28.
Baskes folio G 1002 .46 (NLO)

30701 Geography, Ancient - Maps - 1892<>History, Ancient - Maps - 1892<>Atlases - 1892<>Historical atlases
Atlas antiquus : twelve maps of the ancient world
Baskes folio G1033 .K32 1888 (NLO)
Geography, Ancient - Maps - 1893

1 atlas : 12 maps ; 37 cm.
Red cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .A425 1893 (PrCt)

Geography, Ancient - Maps - 1899

1 atlas : 12 maps ; 37 cm.
Tan cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .A425 1898 (PrCt)

Geography, Ancient - Maps - 1899

1 atlas : 12 maps ; 368 x 250 mm.
12th ed.
nd;maps1899,Reimer
Phillips 5622.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)
30707 **Geography, Ancient - Maps - 1900 <> History, Ancient - Maps - 1900 <> Atlases - 1900**

1 atlas: 12 maps; 37 cm.
Dark brown cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

30708 **Geography, Ancient - Maps - 1901 <> History, Ancient - Maps - 1901 <> Atlases, Dutch - 1901 <> Historical atlases**

Authors: Berkum, Anton van, 1858- -- J.B. Wolters (Firm) -- Gebr. Braakensiek (Amsterdam, Netherlands) -- Waldkötter, J. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Braakensiek Gebr., Amsterdam, lithographer SEE Gebr. Braakensiek (Amsterdam, Netherlands)
1 atlas (26 p., xvii, [19] leaves of plates (some folded)) : ill., 17 col. maps; 33 cm.
"79 cartons op 17 kaarten en 148 platen."
"Lith.: Gebr. Braakensiek, Amsterdam."
--On maps.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [10]-26).
Scales differ.
Former owner: J. Waldkötter.
Ms. annotations and sketches throughout.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Koeman Berk A1
Baskes folio G1033.B47 1901 (NLO)

30709 **Geography, Ancient - Maps - 1902 <> History, Ancient - Maps - 1902 <> Atlases, German - 1902**

Authors: Kiepert, Heinrich, 1818-1899 -- Reimer, Dietrich, 1818-1899 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas: 12 maps; 367 x 245 mm.
12th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

30710 **Geography, Ancient - Maps - 1902 <> History, Ancient - Maps - 1902 <> Atlases, German - 1902**

Authors: Kiepert, Heinrich, 1818-1899 -- Reimer, Dietrich, 1818-1899 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas: 12 maps; 372 x 242 mm.
12th ed.

30711 **Geography, Ancient - Maps - 1903 <> History, Ancient - Maps - 1903 <> Atlases, German - 1903**

Authors: Kiepert, Heinrich, 1818-1899 -- Dietrich Reimer Verlag (Berlin, Germany) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas: 12 maps; 37 cm.
Light brown cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

30712 **Geography, Ancient - Maps - 1907 <> History, Ancient - Maps - 1907 <> Atlases, British - 1907**

Authors: Butler, Samuel, 1774-1839 -- Dent, J. M. (Joseph Malaby), 1849-1926 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- J. M. Dent & Sons
1 atlas: 27 maps; 182 x 115 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

30713 **Geography, Ancient - Maps - 1908 <> History, Ancient - Maps - 1908 <> Atlases, British - 1908**

Authors: Reich, Emil -- Macmillan & Co.
1 atlas: 48 maps
Phillips 2794a.
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 1932.
F 3201.74 (NLO)

30714 **Geography, Ancient - Maps - 1920 <> History, Ancient - Maps - 1920 <> Europe - Historical geography -**

Phillips 5623
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)
Muir's Historical Atlas: Ancient, Medieval & Modern


(Newberry Library)

1 atlas (various pagings) : 112 col. maps ; 29 cm.

[6th ed.]

This edition published ... by Book Club Associates by arrangement with George Philip and Son Limited.'--P.[2].

Cover title.


Includes indexes.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

LC Card Number: 79689632

Baskes folio G1030.M85 1976 (NLO)

30717 Geography, Ancient - Maps - 1985

History, Ancient - Maps - 1985

Atlases, British - 1985

Historical atlases


Authors: Talbert, Richard J. A., 1947- -- Croom Helm -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (217 p.) : maps, plans ; 26 cm.

Includes bibliographical references (p. 179-189) and index.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

ISBN 0709924216 (cased) ; 9780709924210 (cased) ; 0709924488 (pbk) ; 9780709924487 (pbk)

Baskes G1033.A833 1985 (NLO)

30718 Geography, Arabic

Geography, Medieval

Islamic Countries - Historical Geography

An Evaluation of the Growth of Geographic Thought in the Muslim World, 800-1450 A.D.


Authors: Pourabbas, Ali Asghar, 1935-

101 p. : maps ; 29 cm.

Thesis (M.A.) - Clark University.

Electrostatic copy.

5A 7810 (NLO)

30719 Geography - Atlases - 1887

Yaggy's Graphic Record of Resources of Nations.

Houston : Lone Star, 1887.

Authors: Yaggy, L. W. -- West -- Lone Star -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 55 maps ; 275 x 212 mm.

Includes maps by Yaggy and West.

Geography text.
Geography - Australia - Dictionaries - Names, Geographical - Australia - Maps - Gazetteers

*Geographical dictionary, or, Gazetteer of the Australian colonies: their physical and political geography: together with a brief notice of all the capitals, principal towns, and villages...* by William Henry Wells. Sydney: W. & F. Ford, 1848.


xv, 438, 15 p., [23] leaves of plates (some folded) : ill., 21 maps (some folded) ; 24 cm.

Maps signed: J. Allan.

Engraved illustrations signed: J. Carmichael.

Includes bibliographical references (p. vii).

Advertisements: 15 p. at end.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes DU90 .W45 1848 (NLO)

Geography - Australia - Dictionaries - Names, Geographical - Australia - Maps - Gazetteers

*Geographical dictionary, or, Gazetteer of the Australian colonies: their physical and political geography: together with a brief notice of all the capitals, principal towns, and villages...* by William Henry Wells. Sydney: W. & F. Ford, 1848.


xv, 438, 15 p., [23] leaves of plates (some folded) : ill., 21 maps (some folded) ; 24 cm.

Maps signed: J. Allan.

Engraved illustrations signed: J. Carmichael.

Includes bibliographical references (p. vii).

Advertisements: 15 p. at end.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes DU90 .W45 1848 (NLO)

Geography - Bible - Bibliography - Maps - Bibliography - Lilly Library (Indiana University, Bloomington) - Map collections - Catalogs

Maps in geographies: a carto-bibliography of maps in twenty-three 18th-century English language geographies in the Lilly Library / by Barbara B. McCorkle. [S.l. s.n., 1977].

Authors: McCorkle, Barbara B. -- Lilly Library (Indiana University, Bloomington)

[68] leaves ; 28 cm.

'This listing has been prepared as a first step in a compilation of a carto-bibliography of all 18th-century English language geographies which contain maps.'

Photocopy of typescript.

Formerly folio Z6022 .M33

Map Ref folio Z6022 .M33 (NLO)

Geography - Bibliography - Latin America - Bibliography - Orient - Bibliography - 1738

*Epitome de la bibliotheca oriental, y occidental, y geografica de Don Antonio de Leon Pinelo... arriado, y enmendado nuevamente, en que se contienen los escritores de las Indias orientales, y occidentales, y reinos convecinos, China, Tartaria, Japon, Persia, Armenia, Etiopia, y otras partes...* Madrid: F. Martinez Abad, 1737-1738.

Authors: León Pinelo, Antonio de, 1590 or 1610 -- Barcelona Carballido y Zúñiga, Andrés González de, 1673-1743 -- Harrisse, Henry, 1829-1910 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

3 v. ; 35 cm.

Paged continuously (irregular).

Enlarged and annotated by A. Gonzalez de Barcia.

All titles in Spanish.

Autograph of Henry Harrisse on fly-leaf of vol. 1.

30722 Geography - Austria - History - Österreichische Geographische Gesellschaft


Authors: Österreichische Geographische Gesellschaft -- Wiche, Konrad -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)


Includes bibliographical references.

Five maps and 1 chart folded in pocket.

Errata slip inserted.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G9 .G325 (NLO)

30723 Geography - Bible - Bibliography - Maps - Bibliography - Lilly Library (Indiana University, Bloomington) - Map collections - Catalogs

Maps in geographies: a carto-bibliography of maps in twenty-three 18th-century English language geographies in the Lilly Library / by Barbara B. McCorkle. [S.l. s.n., 1977].

Authors: McCorkle, Barbara B. -- Lilly Library (Indiana University, Bloomington)

[68] leaves ; 28 cm.

'This listing has been prepared as a first step in a compilation of a carto-bibliography of all 18th-century English language geographies which contain maps.'

Photocopy of typescript.

Formerly folio Z6022 .M33

Map Ref folio Z6022 .M33 (NLO)

Geography - Bibliography - Latin America - Bibliography - Orient - Bibliography - 1738

*Epitome de la bibliotheca oriental, y occidental, y geografica de Don Antonio de Leon Pinelo... arriado, y enmendado nuevamente, en que se contienen los escritores de las Indias orientales, y occidentales, y reinos convecinos, China, Tartaria, Japon, Persia, Armenia, Etiopia, y otras partes...* Madrid: F. Martinez Abad, 1737-1738.

Authors: León Pinelo, Antonio de, 1590 or 1610 -- Barcelona Carballido y Zúñiga, Andrés González de, 1673-1743 -- Harrisse, Henry, 1829-1910 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

3 v. ; 35 cm.

Paged continuously (irregular).

Enlarged and annotated by A. Gonzalez de Barcia.

All titles in Spanish.

Autograph of Henry Harrisse on fly-leaf of vol. 1.
VAULT Ayer 290 .L57 1737 (NLO)

30725 Geography - Bibliography - 1970
Authors: Lewthwaite, Gordon Rowland, 1925- -- Church, Martha. A Basic geographical library -- Price, Edward T. -- Winters, Harold A. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
xx, 214 p.; 23 cm.
'Original ed. compiled and edited by Martha Church, Robert E. Huke [and] Wilbur Zelinsky.'.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes Z6001 .L48 1970 (NLO)

30726 Geography - Bibliography -- Cartography - Bibliography
Authors: Arnim, Helmuth 177 p.; 24 cm.
[1. Aufl.]
Series: Bibliotheca bibliographica Aureliana, 21 lower case g .046 (NLO)

30727 Geography - Bibliography -- Cartography - Bibliography -- Map Use - Bibliography
Authors: Bergen, John Victor, 1930- p. 360-373
Partial contents: Maps and cartography. -- Historical cartography. -- Map appreciation-general. -- Map appreciation-map design. -- Map reading. -- Map types & uses.
Z 5896 .44, v. 56, p. 360-373 (PrCt)

30728 Geography - Bibliography - Catalogs -- Atlases - Bibliography - Catalogs
American geographies and school atlases in the collections of the Newberry Library and Roger S. Baskes: a checklist, including items from the

Authors: Karrow, Robert W. -- Newberry Library -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Martin M. Cassidy Collection (Newberry Library)
40, 40 leaves; 30 cm.
Title from cover, dated "5 August 2004."
Running title in bottom margin: Combined American geographies.
Lists 139 titles published between 1866 and 1942 in Excel spreadsheet printout (unpublished).
Arranged in two sections: by author-title-date, and by date-author-title.
In loose-leaf 3-ring binder.
Map Ref folio Z6028 .N4835 2004 (NLO)

Authors: American Geographical Society of New York. -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
15 v. (xx, 10436 p.): maps; 37 cm.
Classified bibliography of geographical and cartographic literature.
Continued by the monthly Current geographical publications [Ayer 290 .A55].
LC Card Number: 63004923
folio Ayer 290 .A503 1962 (NLO)

30730 Geography - Bibliography of bibliographies -- Cartography - Bibliography of bibliographies -- Geography - United States - Bibliography of bibliographies -- Cartography - United States - Bibliography of bibliographies
Excerpts at sorting out the intricacies and uses of bibliographies, geographical journals, and indexes. Essential first step in a detailed literature search.
Series: University of Chicago, Department of Geography research paper ; no. 179, 206.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copy (part 1 only): Map Ref Z6001
30731 Geography - Bibliography - Periodicals
8 v. ; 24 cm.
Incomplete: Newberry holds v.25/29-v.40.
At head of title: Association de géographes français.
Editor: E. Colin.
Vols. for 1915-19, 1920-21 are combined issues.
Ayer 290 .B571 (NLO)

30732 Geography - Bibliography - Periodicals
8 v. ; 26 cm.
Incomplete: Newberry lacks v. 1, 2 and 6.
Issued as a section of: Annales de géographie.
Vols. for 1891/92-1892/93 have no volume numbering, but constitute v. 1-2.
Continued by: Bibliographie géographique annuelle.
Ayer 290 .B571 (NLO)

30733 Geography - Bibliography - Periodicals
15 v. ; 24 cm.
Incomplete: Newberry holds 11.année(1901)-16.année(1906) and v.9-v.23/24.
Issued as a section of: Annales de géographie.
Editor: L. Ravenneau.
Vols. for 1913-14 are a combined issue.
Ayer 290 .B571 (NLO)

30734 Geography - Bibliography - Periodicals
Bibliographie géographique internationale =
International geographical bibliography. Paris : Laboratoire d'information et de documentation en géographie, Centre national de la recherche scientifique [etc.], [1937-1990]?
54 v. ; 26-30 cm.
Incomplete: Newberry holds only v.41-v.44.
Continues: Bibliographie géographique internationale.
531 Vols. for 1940-44, 1945-46, 1975-76 are combined issues.
At head of title, 1931-76: Association de géographes français.
Vols. for 1945/46 'publiée sous les auspices de L'Union géographique internationale ' (1977- 'et de l'Association de géographes français').
Ayer 290 .B571 (NLO)

30735 Geography - Bibliography<=>Travel - Bibliography<=>Wofford College (Spartanburg, S.C.). Library - Geography Collections - Bibliography
Authors: Anderson, Frank J. -- Wofford College (Spartanburg, S.C.). Library. Special Collections
55 p. ; 29 cm.
Wofford College Library, Special collections checklist no. 2 (1970).
BHC 1045
Vert 611 (Pr.Ct)

30736 Geography - Brazil - 1960<=>Geography - Philosophy - 1960
Authors: Moreira, Eídrose -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
148 p. ; 23 cm.
In Portuguese, with summary in English.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes GF532.B7 M67 1960 (NLO)

30737 Geography, British - 1485-1583<=>Geographers, British - 1485-1583
Authors: Taylor, E. G. R. (Eva Germaine Rimington), 1879-1966 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Reprint of the 1930 ed.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 163-243) and index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G95.T3 1968 (NLO)

30738 Geography, British - 1583-1650
Geography, British - 1583-1650
Bibliography
Late Tudor and early Stuart geography, 1583-1650
Authors: Taylor, E. G. R. (Eva Germaine Rimington), 1879-1966 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Includes 'Bibliography of English geographical literature, 1583-1650' (p. 177-298) and indexes.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G95 .T3 1968 (NLO)

30739 Geography - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1766
Geography - 1766
Geography epitomiz'd / A. G. Dusauzet inv. ; J. Cole sculpt. London : Printed for John Bowles at the Black Horse in Cornhil, and Carington Bowles in St. Pauls Church Yard, [1766 or earlier].
Authors: Dusauzet, A. G. -- Cole, James, active 1725-1745 -- Bowles, John, 1701-1779 -- Bowles, Carington, 1724-1793 -- Bowles, John, 1701-1779. Bowles's universal atlas (1711-1766) 1 diagram, 4 text blocks, and 4 tables ; 26 cm. in diam. and smaller, on sheet 54 x 70 cm.
Case oversize G1015 .B68 1766 map [39] (Pr.Ct)

30740 Geography - Charts, Diagrams, Etc. - Maps - 1893
Climate - Charts, Diagrams, Etc. - Maps - 1893
Earth - Charts, Diagrams, Etc. - Maps - 1893
Solar System - Charts, Diagrams, Etc - Maps - 1893
Yaggy's geographical portfolio. Chicago : [School Supply Co.], 1893.
Authors: Yaggy, L. W. -- School Supply Co. (Chicago, Ill.) -- Yaggy, Levi Walter, ca.1849-1912 SEE Yaggy, L. W.
1 flip chart (12 plates) : col. ; on sheets 61 x 91 cm., mounted in portfolio 69 x 102 x 4 cm.
Author, title, and imprint from plate [1]. Plate [1] damaged; publisher's name may be incomplete.
'Patent applied for & copyrighted by L.W. Yaggy, 1893.'
Two solar system plates at end are constructed of cardboard with moveable discs of celluloid printed in color.
Contents: Yaggy's geographical portfolio [i.e. view of the earth from space] -- Geographical definitions illustrated -- Climatic chart of the world, showing the distribution of the human race and the animal & vegetable kingdoms -- Arctic zone -- Tropical zone -- Temperate zone -- View of nature in ascending regions -- Nature in descending regions -- Geological chart -- Topography of the United States of America -- [Earth and planets with zodiacal signs] -- The earth's orbit showing parallel axes.
For biographical notes about L.W. Yaggy, see the Special Collections information file.
Gift 1995
Case oversize G76 .Y1 1893 (NLO)

30741 Geography - Congresses - 1933
Authors: Ceskoslovenskí geografové, 1933.
Not at Newberry Library (Dec. 2009) (Pr.Ct)

30742 Geography - Congresses - Bibliography
International Geographical Congress
Authors: Kish, George, 1914-
Series: Series of studies of the history of geography ; v.1.
Includes indexes.
Z6001.K55 (NLO)

30743 Geography - Denmark - 1912
Geography - 1912
Denmark - Maps - 1912
Atlases, Danish - 1912
Geography - Dictionaries
Authors: Swayne, James Colin
164 p.; 22 cm.
3d. ed.
LC Card Number: 76003717
ISBN 0837187850
Map Ref G107.9 .S92 1976 (NLO)

Geography - Dictionaries - 1713
Universus terrarum orbis scriptorum calamo delineatus : hoc est auctorum fere omnium, qui de Europae, Asiae, Africae, & Americae regnis ... quovis tempore, & qualibet lingua scripserunt, cvm anno, loco, et forma editionis eorum uberrimus elenchus ... totam veterem, & novam geographiam ordine litterarum dispositam / ... continens. Studio, et labore Alphonsi Laser a Varea ... Indices tres, primus auctorum, secundus notabilium, tertius bibliothecarum Studii, et labore Alphonsi Lasor a Varea ...
Authors: Savonarola, Raffaello, 1680-1748 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
2 v. : ill., plates (some fold.) ; 35 cm.
Title in red and black, with vignette: Frambotti's device (variant form on verso of last leaf, v. 2).
VAULT Ayer 7 .S24 1713 (NLO)

Geography - Dictionaries - 1757
The Modern gazetteer, or, A short view of the several nations of the world : absolutely necessary for rendering the public news, and other historical occurrences, intelligible and entertaining ... / by Mr. Salmon. London:
Printed for S. and E. Ballard ; D. Browne ; C. Hitch and L. Hawes ; J. Hodges ; A. Millar ; John Rivington ; James Rivington and J. Fletcher ; J. Robinson ; R. Baldwin ; W. Johnston ; P. Davey and B. Law ; T. Longman ; and M. Cooper, 1757.
[504] p.; 18 cm.
4th ed., with additions.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: ESTC T138533
Baskes G101 .S25 1757 (NLO)

Geography - Dictionaries - 1759
The Universal gazetteer, or, A description of the several empires, kingdoms, states, provinces, countries, cities, towns, seas, lakes, rivers, mountains, volcanoes, &c., in the known world : together with an account of the extent, produce, revenue, forces, trade, manufactures, religions, &c. of the several countries, and of the battles, sieges, and other transactions that have rendered them remarkable : to which is prefixed, a copious introduction to geography, the whole calculated to explain the occurrences in modern history : illustrated with four large and accurate maps of Europe, Asia, Africa, and America.
Former's owner's signature: C. Olesen.
Publisher's printed paper over boards.
Date from p. [2].
Andreasen & Lachmann.
Maps obviously from some other source, as yet unidentified.
"Maps obviously from some other source, as yet unidentified."--McCorkle B. Carto-bib.
With a preliminary advertisement leaf signed Benj. Martin.
Printed in double columns.
Two copies.
Maps torn or lacking in copy 1 (with owner's inscription: Steaphn. Chase this book was bought of Revd. Jeremi. Condy in Boston, Price 6/8 L.M. Anno. 1765; lacking preliminary advertisement

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
30748 Geography - Dictionaries - 1762 Names, Geographical - 1762 Atlases, British - 1762 Gazetteers

The General gazetteer, or, Compendious geographical dictionary: containing a description of all the empires, kingdoms, states ... in the known world: together with the government ... of the inhabitants ... London: Printed for J. Newbery, in St. Paul's Church-Yard, 1762.

1 v. (unpaged): 8 maps (folded); 22 cm. (8vo)

'Imperfect; issued with 9 maps; world map damaged and mostly missing; lacking map of North America; cf. Shirley.'

'Price seven shillings'


Bookplate and owner's markings of The Free Library of Philadelphia Map Division.

Embossed stamp of Pennsylvania Historical Society.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Shirley, Rodney W. Maps in the atlases of The British Library (2004) G.Brok-1b

LC Card Number: 05035246

Baskes G102 .B87 1766 (NLO)

30750 Geography - Dictionaries - 1773 Names, Geographical - 1773 Atlases, British - 1773 Gazetteers

The General gazetteer, or, Compendious geographical dictionary: containing a description of all the empires, kingdoms, states ... in the known world: together with the government, policy, customs, manners, and religion of the inhabitants ... London: Printed for J. Newbery, R. Baldwin, W. Johnston ... [and 5 others], 1766.


Owner's inscription of Philip Parker Bampton.

Imperfect; issued with 9 maps; world map damaged and mostly missing; lacking map of North America; cf. Shirley.

'Price seven shillings'


Bookplate and owner's markings of The Free Library of Philadelphia Map Division.

Embossed stamp of Pennsylvania Historical Society.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Shirley, Rodney W. Maps in the atlases of The British Library (2004) G.Brok-1b

LC Card Number: 05035246

Baskes G102 .B87 1766 (NLO)

30749 Geography - Dictionaries - 1766 Names, Geographical - 1766 Atlases, British - 1766 Gazetteers

The General gazetteer, or, Compendious geographical dictionary: containing a description of all the empires, kingdoms, states ... in the known world: together with the government, policy, customs, manners, and religion of the inhabitants ... London: Printed for J. Newbery, R. Baldwin, W. Johnston ... [and 5 others], 1766.


1 v. (unpaged): 8 maps (folded); 22 cm. (8vo)

The second edition, with great additions and improvements.'

Maps by Robert and J. Lodge.

This copy imperfect; issued with 9 (?) maps; this copy lacking 6 maps; damage on fore-edge with some loss of text.

Printed in double columns.

"Price seven shillings."


Inscription: Edw. the son of Mawnee ... Davies was baptized Oct. 11th, 1789 as appears in the register of parish of Jordon. Chas. William, curate.

Monogram stamp: H.R.[?].

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: ESTC T122415

Baskes G102 .B87 1773 (NLO)

30751 Geography - Dictionaries - 1778<<<Names, Geographical - 1778<<<Gazetteers

The General gazetteer, or, Compendious geographical dictionary: containing a description of all the empires, kingdoms, states, republics, provinces, cities, chief towns, forts, fortresses, castles, citadels, seas, harbours, bays, rivers, lakes, mountains, capes, and promontories in the known world: together with the government, policy, customs, manners, and religion of the inhabitants, the extent, bounds, and natural productions of each country, and the trade, manufactures and curiosities, of the cities and towns, their longitude, latitude, bearing and distances in English miles from remarkable places, as also, the sieges they have undergone, and the battles fought near them: including an authentic account of the counties, cities, and market-towns in England and Wales, as also the villages, with the days on which the fairs are kept: embellished with nine maps / by R. Brookes.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Shirley, R. Maps in the atlases, G.Brok-1e

Baskes G102 .B87 1782 (NLO)

30753 Geography - Dictionaries - 1786 Names, Geographical - 1786 Atlases, British - 1786 Gazetteers

The General gazetteer, or, Compendious geographical dictionary : containing a description of all the empires, kingdoms, states ... in the known world ... embellished with maps. Dublin : Printed by P. Wogan, no. 23, Old Bridge, 1791.

Authors: Brookes, R. (Richard), active 1721-1763 -- Guthrie, William, 1708-1770 -- Bowen, Emanuel, -1767 -- Wogan, Patrick -- Wheatley, S. -- Jones, E., 18th cent. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. (unpaged) : 8 maps (folded) ; 22 cm. (8vo)

'The seventh edition.'

'Originally compiled by R. Brookes ; revised, corrected, and greatly improved by W. Guthrie, and E. Jones.'

Contents: (maps) The world -- An accurate map of Africa drawn ... by Eman Bowen ... 1747 / S. Wheatley sculpt. -- An accurate map of North America drawn ... by Eman Bowen ... 1747 -- An accurate map of South America drawn ... by Eman Bowen ... 1747 / S. Wheatley sculpt. -- An accurate map of Asia drawn ... by Eman Bowen ... 1747 / S. Wheatley sculpt. -- A map of the roads of England and Wales / publish'd by B. Wogan -- An accurate map of Europe drawn ... by Eman Bowen ...1747 / by S. Wheatley sculpt. -- A new and accurate map of the Kingdom of Ireland.

Illegible owner's inscriptions.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

[Buck 8?]

Baskes G102 .B87 1791b (NLO)

30755 Geography - Dictionaries - 1791 Names, Geographical - 1791 Atlases, British - 1791 Gazetteers

The General gazetteer, or, Compendious geographical dictionary : containing a description of all the empires, kingdoms, states, republics, provinces, cities, chief towns, forts, fortresses, castles, citadels, seas, harbours, bays, rivers, lakes, mountains, capes, and promontories in the known world : together with the government, policy, customs, manners and religion of the inhabitants ... embellished with nine maps.

London : Printed for J.F.C. Rivington, T. Carnan and J. Johnson ... [and 9 others], 1786.

Authors: Brookes, R. (Richard), active 1721-1763 -- Lodge, John, -1796 -- Bowen, Thomas, -1790 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Didier, 1723-1786 -- Rivington, James, 1724-1802 -- Carnan, Thomas, -1788 -- Johnson, Joseph, 1738-1809 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. (unpaged) : 9 maps (folded) ; 22 cm. (8vo)

'The sixth edition, improved, with additions and corrections.'


'(Price seven shillings)'

Contents: (from maps) A map of the world / J. Lodge, sculp. -- An accurate map of Africa drawn from the Sieur Robert ... / J. Lodge sculp. -- An accurate map of North America ... including discoveries of Capt. Cook and other circumnavigators / by T. Bowen -- An accurate map of South America ... / by Thos. Bowen -- A map of Asia from the Sieur Robert ... / J. Lodge sculp. -- A map of England and Wales divided into counties ... / J. Lodge sculp. -- A accurate map of Europe ... / by Thos. Bowen -- An map of France ... / J. Lodge sculp. -- A map of the empire of Germany divided into circles ... / J. Lodge sculp.

Map of Europe damaged.

Shirley, R. Maps in the atlases, G.Brok-1f

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

LC Card Number: 02008368

Baskes G102 .B87 1786 (NLO)

30754 Geography - Dictionaries - 1791 Names, Geographical - 1791 Atlases, British -
1 v. (unpaged) : 6 maps (folded) ; 22 cm. (8vo)
'The seventh edition, improved, with additions and corrections.'
'(Price seven shillings)'

Contents: (from maps) A new map of the world ... 1791 -- A new map of Africa ... 1791 -- A new map of North America ... 1791 / drawn by Arrowsmith -- A new map of South America ... 1791 / Russell sculp. -- A new map of Asia ... 1791 / Russell sculp. -- An accurate map of Europe ... 1791 / Russell sculp.

Duplicate copy: Baskes G102 .B87 1791
G 005 .117 (NLO)

30756 Geography - Dictionaries - 1791<<>>Names, Geographical - 1791<<>>Atlases, British - 1791<<>>Gazetteers
The General gazetteer, or, Compendious geographical dictionary : containing a description of all the empires, kingdoms, states, provinces, cities, towns, forts, seas, harbours, rivers, lakes, mountains, and capes in the known world, with the government, customs, manners, and religion of the inhabitants ... illustrated with maps. London : Printed for B. Law and Son, C. Dilly, J. Johnson ... [and 14 others], 1794.
1 v. (unpaged) : 6 maps (folded) ; 22 cm. (8vo)
'The eighth edition, with considerable additions and improvements.'
Bookseller's advertisements for Ogilvy and Speare: [8] p. at the end.
Contents: (from maps) A new map of the world -- A new map of Africa ... 1791 -- A new map of North America ... 1791 / drawn by Arrowsmith, engrav'd by J. Russell -- A new map of South America ... 1791 / Russell sculp. -- A new map of Asia ... 1791 / Russell sculp. -- An accurate map of Europe ... 1791 / Russell sculp.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G102 .B87 1794 (NLO)

30758 Geography - Dictionaries - 1795<<>>Names, Geographical - 1795<<>>Atlases, British - 1795<<>>Gazetteers
The General gazetteer, or, Compendious geographical dictionary : containing a description of all the empires, kingdoms, states, provinces, cities, towns, forts, seas, harbours, rivers, lakes, mountains, and capes in the known world, with the government, customs, manners, and religion of the inhabitants ... illustrated with maps. London : Printed for B. Law, C. Dilly, J. Johnson ... [and 15 others], 1795.
Authors: Brookes, R. (Richard), active 1721-1763 -- Law, B. (Bedwell), -1798 -- Dilly, Charles, 1739-1807 -- Russell, John, active 1733-1795 -- Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Mufson, Deborah -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. (unpaged) : 6 maps (folded) ; 21 cm. (8vo)
'The ninth edition, with corrections and improvements.'
Contents: (from maps) A new map of the world ... 1791 -- A new map of Africa ... 1791 -- A new map of South America ... 1791 / Russell sculp. -- A new map of North America ... 1791 / drawn by Arrowsmith, engrav'd by J. Russell -- A new map of Asia ... 1791 / Russell sculp. -- An accurate map of Europe ... 1791 / Russell sculp.
Owner's inscription: Deborah Mufson, 1795.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G102 .B87 1795 (NLO)

30757 Geography - Dictionaries - 1794<<>>Names, Geographical - 1794<<>>Atlases, British - 1794<<>>Gazetteers
The General gazetteer, or, Compendious geographical dictionary : containing a description of all the empires, kingdoms, states, provinces, cities, towns, forts, seas, harbours, rivers, lakes, mountains, and capes in the known world, with the government, customs, manners, and religion of the inhabitants ... illustrated with maps. London : Printed for B. Law and Son, C. Dilly, J. Johnson ... [and 14 others], 1794.
1 v. (unpaged) : 6 maps (folded) ; 22 cm. (8vo)
'The seventh edition, improved, with additions and corrections.'
'(Price seven shillings)'

Contents: (from maps) A new map of the world ... 1791 -- A new map of Africa ... 1791 -- A new map of North America ... 1791 / drawn by Arrowsmith -- A new map of South America ... 1791 / Russell sculp. -- A new map of Asia ... 1791 / Russell sculp. -- An accurate map of Europe ... 1791 / Russell sculp.

Previous owners: W. Patteten and W. Christmas.
Duplicate copy: G 005 .117
Baskes G102 .B87 1794 (NLO)
Shirley, Rodney W. Maps in the atlases of The British Library (2004) G.Brok-2a
LC Card Number: 05035244
Baskes G102 .B87 1795 (NLO)

30759 Geography - Dictionaries - 1795>>Names, Geographical - 1795>>Atlases, British - 1795>>Gazetteers
A Compendious geographical dictionary : containing, a concise description of the most remarkable places, ancient and modern, in Europe, Asia, Africa, & America, interspersed with historical anecdotes. To which are added, a chronological table from the creation to the present time; a monthly list of all the fixed fairs in England and Wales; and, a table of the coins of the various nations, and their value in English money. To the whole is prefixed, an introduction, exhibiting a view of the Newtonian system of the planets, etc. London : Printed for W. Peacock, 1795.
Authors: Peacock, W. (William), active 1778-1802
2d ed. Embellished with maps.
3A 1845 (NLO)

30760 Geography - Dictionaries - 1795>>Names, Geographical - 1795>>Atlases, British - 1795>>Gazetteers
Authors: Peacock, W. (William), active 1778-1802 -- Russell, John, active 1733-1795 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 13 maps ; 135 x 90 mm.
1st ed.
Maps by John Russell.
Bound in deluxe red morocco.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (Pr Ct)

30761 Geography - Dictionaries - 1795>>Names, Geographical - 1795>>Atlases, British - 1795>>Gazetteers
A Compendious geographical and historical grammar : exhibiting a brief survey of the terraqueous globe, and shewing, the situation, extent, boundaries, and divisions of the various countries, their chief towns, mountains, rivers, climates, and productions, their governments, revenues, commerce, and their sea and land forces : likewise the religion, language, literature, customs, and manners of the respective inhabitants of the different nations : and also, a concise view of the political history of the several empires, kingdoms, and states. London : Printed for W. Peacock, No. 18, Salisbury Square, 1795.
Authors: Peacock, W. (William), active 1778-1802 -- Russell, John, active 1733-1795 -- Beaudirk, Frederick, Lady -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Maps by John Russell.
"Embellished with maps."
Former owner's signature: Lady Frederick Beaudirk[?].
Former owner's signature: Brett James.
Bound in black morocco.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
LC Card Number: 11013971
Baskes G121 .C67 1795 (NLO)

30762 Geography - Dictionaries - 1795>>Names, Geographical - 1795>>Atlases, British - 1795>>Gazetteers
The Universal gazetteer : being a concise description ... of the nations, kingdoms, states, towns ... &c. in the known world ; the government, manners, and religion of the inhabitants ... of the different countries ... illustrated with a complete set of maps. London : Printed and sold by Darton and Harvey Sold also by H.D. Symonds, Vernor and Hood, and C.D. Piguenit, 1795.
[1st ed. ?]
'Engraved for Walker's Geography'--on maps.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Shirley, R. Maps in the atlases, T.Walk-2a
LC Card Number: 05035227
Baskes G101 .W2 1795 (NLO)

30763 Geography - Dictionaries - 1796>>Names, Geographical - 1796>>Atlases, British - 1796>>Gazetteers
Brookes' General gazetteer abridged : containing a geographical description of the countries, cities, towns, forts, seas, rivers, lakes, mountains, capes, &c. in the known world : with their longitude and latitude, bearings and distances from remarkable places, and the events by which they have been distinguished : illustrated by maps. London : Printed for B. Law, C. Dilly, J. Johnson ... [and 18 others], 1796.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
The General gazetteer, or, Compendious geographical dictionary : containing a description of the empires, kingdoms, states, provinces, cities ... in the known world, with the government, customs, manners, and religion of the inhabitants ; the extent, boundaries, and natural productions of each country ... and the various events by which they have been distinguished, including an account of the counties, cities, boroughs, market-towns, and principal villages, in Great Britain and Ireland ; illustrated by maps. London : Printed for B. Law, C. Dilly, J. Johnson ... [and 18 others], 1797.
Authors: Brookes, R. (Richard), active 1721-1763 -- Law, B. (Bedwell), 1798 -- Dilly, Charles, 1739-1807 -- Heslington, T. -- Wilson, Mary, 19th cent.
1 v. (unpaged): ; 22 cm.
'The tenth edition, with additions and improvements.'
Imperfect; issued with 8 maps, lacking in this copy.
Owner's inscriptions of T. Heslington and Mary Wilson.
Previously shelved as SC 1784
LC Card Number: 32-6172
Case G102 .B87 1797 (NLO)

The New universal gazetteer, or, Modern geographical index : containing a concise description of the empires, kingdoms, cities, towns, seas, rivers &c. &c. &c. in the known world; the government, manners, and religion, of the inhabitants; with the extent, boundaries, produce, revenue, trade, manufactures, &c. of the different countries ; including a full account of the counties, cities, towns, villages, &c. of England and Scotland ; illustrated with six elegant maps. Edinburgh : Printed by David Ramsay, for Bell & Bradfute, J. Dickson, W. Creech, and P. Hill, 1796.
'The second edition with considerable additions and improvements.'
Maps engraved by Neele.
Binder's title: Ramsay's Gazetteer.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G102 .B87 1796 (NLO)
The General gazetteer, or, Compendious geographical dictionary : containing a description of the empires, kingdoms, states, provinces, cities, towns, forts, seas, harbours, rivers, lakes, mountains, capes, &c. in the known world : with the government, customs, manners and religion of the inhabitants : the extent, boundaries and natural productions of each country, the trade, manufactures and curiosities of the cities and towns, their longitude, latitude, bearings and distances in English miles from remarkable places, and the various events by which they have been distinguished : including an account of the counties, cities, boroughs, market-towns and principal villages in Great Britain and Ireland : illustrated by maps. Montrose [Scotland] : Printed by and for D. Buchanan, sold by him & by W. Creech, J. Fairbairn, Edinburgh : J. & A. Duncun, Aberdeen, 1801.


1 v. (unpaged) : 6 maps (folded) ; 22 cm. (8vo)
'The twelfth edition, with considerable additions and improvements.'

'Eng'd. for Brooke's Gazetteer by Kirkwood & Sons.'--on maps.

Contents: (from maps) World -- North America -- South America -- Asia -- Europe -- East Indies -- West Indies.
Ownership inscriptions of [illegible initials]
Hammill dated Sept. 18th, 1828.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

The General gazetteer : being a concise description ... of the nations, kingdoms, towns ... &c. in the known world; the government, manners, and religion of the inhabitants ... of the different countries ... illustrated with fourteen maps. London : Printed for Vernor and Hood ... [and 19 others], 1801.

3rd ed.
'Revised and considerably enlarged and improved by Arthur Kershaw.'
Owner's inscriptions and stamps of David Hazell Botesdale, James Hailstone (1802), W. Gooderham.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

'Engd. for Brooke's Gazetteer by Kirkwood & Sons.'--on t.p. verso.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
London: W. Peacock, 1802.
The 3rd ed.
Maps engraved by John Russell.
"Embellished with maps, including those of Australasia and Polynesia."
Dark blue leather over boards; dentelles; marbled endpapers; all edges gilt; fore-edge painting of a village on a body of water.
Bookplate: Miss Wilkinson, Plas Grono.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G102 .C66 1804 (NLO)

Geographical dictionary, in miniature : containing a concise description of the most remarkable places, ancient and modern, in Europe, Asia, Africa, and America... London: W. Peacock and Sons, 1804.
Authors: W. Peacock & Sons -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library)
Third edition.
Condition: Full red morocco, gilt edges, fore-edge painting of landscape with castle. Some wear and slight cracking of spine, otherwise very fine.
Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection.
AMcN III PC 1780 (PrCt)

Geographical dictionary, in miniature : containing a description of the known world... illustrated with maps.
London: Published by W. Palmer, 22 Bermondsey-street: from the press of D. Buchanan, Montrose, 1806.
Authors: Brookes, R. (Richard), active 1721-1763 -- Neele, George -- Buchanan, David, fl. 1776-1800 -- Browning, J. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
First edition of the "in miniature" abridgment.
Binder's title: Brookes gazetteer
Maps signed: Neele sc. Strand.
Printed in double columns.
Stamp: J. Browning.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Buck 8
Baskes G102 .B872 1804 (NLO)

The General gazetteer; or, Compendious geographical dictionary, in miniature : containing a description of the empires, kingdoms, states, provinces, cities, towns, forts, seas, harbours, rivers, lakes, mountains, capes, &c. in the known world : with the government, customs, manners, and religion of the inhabitants : illustrated by maps / originally written by R. Brookes...
Authors: Brookes, R. (Richard), active 1721-1763 -- Neele, George -- Buchanan, David, fl. 1776-1800 -- Browning, J. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
First edition of the "in miniature" abridgment.
Binder's title: Brookes gazetteer
Maps signed: Neele sc. Strand.
Printed in double columns.
Stamp: J. Browning.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Buck 8
Baskes G102 .B87 1806b (NLO)
Brooke's General gazetteer improved, or, A new and compendious geographical dictionary: containing a description of the empires, kingdoms, states, provinces, cities ... &c. in the known world: with the government, customs, manners, and religion of the inhabitants, the extent, boundaries, and natural productions of each country ... and the various events by which they have been distinguished ... with a succinct account of, at least, seven hundred cities, towns, and villages in the United States ... illustrated by eight maps, neatly executed originally written by R. Brookes. Philadelphia: Published by Jacob Johnson & Co., No. 147 Market Street; John Bioren, printer, 1806.

Authors: Brookes, R. (Richard), active 1721-1763 -- Ralph, William -- Kneass, William, 1780-1840 -- Johnson, Jacob, 1771?-1819 -- Bioren, John, 1773-1835 -- Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Malaspina, Alessandro, 1754-1809 -- Cruz Cano y Olmedilla, Juan de la, d. 1790

1 v. (unpaged) : 8 maps (folded) ; 22 cm. (8vo)

'The first American edition from the latest European, with great additions and improvements in every part.'


From Arrowsmith's Map ... 'on maps: The world, Africa, North America, Asia, Europe. 'From Olmadilla corrected by altron.obs. of Malespin'--on map 'South America.' Buck 8.

Walsh 113.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Duplicate copy: G 005 .118

LC Card Number: 34036284

Baskes G102 .B87 1806 (NLO)
Geography - Dictionaries - 1807 Names, Geographical - 1807 Atlases, British - 1807 Gazetteers

The Universal gazetteer : being a concise description ... of the nations, kingdoms, states, towns ... &c in the known world; the government, manners, and religion of the inhabitants ... of the different countries ... illustrated with fourteen maps. London : Printed for J. Johnson ... [and 20 others], 1807.


4th ed.

'By John Walker ... revised and considerably enlarged and improved by Arthur Kershaw.'

'Engraved for Walker's Geography'--on plates.

Maps engraved by W. Darton, junr.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G102 .W2 1807 (NLO)

Geography - Dictionaries - 1809 Names, Geographical - 1809 Atlases, British - 1809 Gazetteers

The General gazetteer, or, Compendious geographical dictionary : containing a description of the empires, kingdoms, states, provinces, cities ... &c in the known world: with the extent, boundaries, and natural productions of each country; the government, customs, manners, and religion of the inhabitants ... illustrated by eight maps. London : Printed for J. Johnson, Clarke and Sons, R. Baldwin ... [and others], 1809.

Authors: Brookes, R. (Richard), active 1721-1763 -- Baker, B. (Benjamin), fl. 1766-1824 -- Davison, Thomas, d. 1831 -- Johnson, Joseph, 1738-1809 -- Clarke and Sons -- Baldwin, R. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. (unpaged) : 8 maps (folded) : 22 cm.

'The fourteenth edition, with considerable additions and improvements.'


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Buck 8

LC Card Number: 25014167

Baskes G102 .B87 1809 (NLO)

Geography - Dictionaries - 1812 Names, Geographical - 1812 Atlases - 1812 Gazetteers

Brooke's General gazetteer improved, or, A new and compendious geographical dictionary : containing a description of the empires, kingdoms, states, provinces, cities ... &c. in the known world; with the government, customs, manners, and religion of the inhabitants, the extent, boundaries, and natural productions of each country ... and the various events by which they have been distinguished ... with a succinct account of, at least, one thousand cities, towns, and villages in the United States ... illustrated by eight maps, neatly executed. Philadelphia : Published by Johnson and Warner, 1812.

Authors: Brookes, R. (Richard), active 1721-1763 -- Ralph, William -- Kneass, William, 1780-1840 -- Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Malaspina, Alessandro, 1754-1809 -- Cruz Cano y Olmedilla, Juan de la, d. 1790 -- Johnson & Warner

1 v. (unpaged) : 8 maps (folded) ; 22 cm.

'The second American edition, from the latest European, with great additions and improvements in every part.'

Includes appendix 'containing the names of a number of American towns, counties, townships, &c with the numbers of inhabitants in 1810.'

'From Arrowsmith's Map ...'--on maps: The world, Africa, North America, Asia, Europe. 'From Olmedilla corrected by altron.obs. of Malespin'--on map 'South America.'


Maps also cataloged separately.

Duplicate or variant copies: Baskes G102 .B87 1812 and Baskes G102 .B87 1812b

References: Walsh, J. Maps 148; Karpinski 36; Buck, S.J. 8

LC Card Number: 36036245

G 005 .119 (NLO)

Geography - Dictionaries - 1812 Names, Geographical - 1812 Atlases - 1812 Gazetteers

Brooke's General gazetteer improved, or, A new and compendious geographical dictionary : containing a description of the empires, kingdoms, states, provinces, cities ... &c. in the known world; with the government, customs, manners, and religion of the inhabitants, the extent, boundaries, and natural productions of each country ... and the various events by which they have been distinguished ... with a succinct account of, at least, one thousand cities, towns, and villages in the United States ... illustrated by eight maps, neatly executed. Philadelphia : Published by Johnson and Warner, 1812.

Authors: Brookes, R. (Richard), active 1721-1763 -- Ralph, William -- Kneass, William, 1780-1840 -- Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Malaspina, Alessandro, 1754-1809 -- Cruz Cano y Olmedilla, Juan de la, d. 1790 -- Johnson & Warner

1 v. (unpaged) : 8 maps (folded) ; 22 cm.

'The second American edition, from the latest European, with great additions and improvements in every part.'

Includes appendix 'containing the names of a number of American towns, counties, townships, &c with the numbers of inhabitants in 1810.'

'From Arrowsmith's Map ...'--on maps: The world, Africa, North America, Asia, Europe. 'From Olmedilla corrected by altron.obs. of Malespin'--on map 'South America.'


Maps also cataloged separately.

Duplicate or variant copies: Baskes G102 .B87 1812 and Baskes G102 .B87 1812b

References: Walsh, J. Maps 148; Karpinski 36; Buck, S.J. 8

LC Card Number: 36036245

G 005 .119 (NLO)
kings, states, provinces, cities ... &c. in the known world : with the government, customs, manners, and religion of the inhabitants, the extent, boundaries, and natural productions of each country ... and the various events by which they have been distinguished ... with a succinct account of, at least, one thousand cities, towns, and villages in the United States ... illustrated by eight maps, neatly executed. Philadelphia : Published by Johnson and Warner, 1812.

Authors: Brookes, R. (Richard), active 1721-1763
-- Warner, Benjamin, 1786-1821 -- Ralph, William
-- Kneass, William, 1780-1840 -- Arrowsmith,
Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Malaspina, Alessandro,
1754-1809 -- Cruz Cano y Olmedilla, Juan de la,
d. 1790 -- Johnson & Warner -- Bailey, Frederick
E. -- Holmes, R. S. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)

1 v. (unpaged) : 8 maps (folded) ; 22 cm.
'The second American edition, from the latest European, with great additions and improvements in every part.'
'From Arrowsmith's Map ... 'on maps: The world, Africa, North America, Asia, Europe.
'From Olmedilla corrected by altron.obs. of Malaspin' --on map 'South America.'
Includes appendix 'containing the names of a number of American towns, counties, townships, &c with the numbers of inhabitants in 1810.'

Contents: (from maps) The World / W. Ralph sculp.
Africa / W. Kneass sc. -- North America / W.R. sc. -- South America / engrav'd by W.
Kneass sc. -- Asia / Ralph sc. -- Europe / W.R. sc. -- West Indies / W.R. sc. -- A map of the United States and parts of Louisiana / eng. by Wm. Kneass.

Includes 4 additional maps: The Eastern States with part of Canada -- The Northwestern Territories of the United States -- The Southern States and Mississippi Territory -- The Middle States and Western Territories of the United States including the seat of the Western War 1812.

Previous owner: James Garland.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Walsh, J. Maps 148
Karpinski 36
Buck, S.J. 8
Duplicate copies: Baskes G102 .B87 1812b [copy 2 of 2] and G 005 .119

LC Card Number: 36036245

Baskes G102 .B87 1812b [copy 1 of 2] (NLO)

Geography - Dictionaries - 1812

Geography - Dictionaries - 1812

Geographical - 1812

Geographical - 1812

Atlases - 1812

Gazetteers

Brookes's General gazetteer improved, or, A new and comprehensive geographical dictionary : containing a description of the empires, kingdoms, states, provinces, cities ... &c. in the known world : with the government, customs, manners, and religion of the inhabitants, the extent, boundaries, and natural productions of each country ... and the various events by which they have been distinguished ... with a succinct account of, at least, one thousand cities, towns, and villages in the United States ... illustrated by eight maps, neatly executed. Philadelphia : Published by Johnson and Warner, 1812.

Authors: Brookes, R. (Richard), active 1721-1763
-- Warner, Benjamin, 1786-1821 -- Ralph, William
-- Kneass, William, 1780-1840 -- Arrowsmith,
Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Malaspina, Alessandro,
1754-1809 -- Cruz Cano y Olmedilla, Juan de la,
d. 1790 -- Johnson & Warner -- Bailey, Frederick
E. -- Holmes, R. S. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)

extensive geographical works, condensed into a
containing every article in the most recent and
lake, mountain, cape, &c. in the known world:
province, city, town, port, sea, harbour, river,
rivers, lakes, canals, mountains, capes, &c. in the
with their value in English money, and an
introduction exhibiting a view of the Newtonian
system of the planets, &c. London: Printed for
Peacocks and Bampton: Scatcherd and
Letterman: And Longman and Co., 1813.
Authors: Capper, Benjamin Pitts -- Russell, John,
active 1733-1795 -- Peacocks and Bampton --
Scatcherd and Letterman -- Longman & Co. --
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) --
Peacocks & Bampton SEE Peacocks and
Bampton
The 4th ed. / corr. and enl. with the addition of
more than five thousand names of places, by
B.P. Capper.
Maps signed: J. Russell, del. et sculp.
"Embarrassed with nine maps, including those of
Australasia and Poynesia."
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Copy 1 includes 8 maps and Brown leather over
boards with gold-stamped spine title:
Geographical dictionary.
Copy 2 includes 7 maps and red leather over
boards with gold-stamped spine title:
Geographical dictionary.

Brookes' general gazetteer improved, or,
Compendious geographical dictionary in
miniature : containing a description of the
empires, kingdoms, states ... &c. in the known
world : with the extent and boundaries of each
country ... illustrated with several maps.
Baltimore: Published by Joseph Cushing, J.
Robinson, printer, 1815.
Authors: Brookes, R. (Richard), active 1721-1763
-- Bain, J., of Baltimore -- Cushing, Joseph,
1781-1852 -- Robinson, J. -- New Hampshire
Historical Society -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
iv. 500 p. : 5 maps (folded) ; 15 cm.
Lochhead, bookseller, 421 Gallowgate, Glasgow, published by W. Lochhead: Sold also by known world ... illustrated with twenty maps and of the empires, kingdoms, republics ... in the geographical dictionary: containing a description The General gazetteer, or, Compendious Geography geography, or, Compendious geographical dictionary: containing a description of the empires, kingdoms, states, provinces, cities, towns, forts, seas, harbours, rivers, lakes, mountains, capes, &c. in the known world: with the extent, boundaries, and natural productions of each country; the government, customs, manners, and religion of the inhabitants; the trade, manufactures, and curiosities, of the cities and towns, with their longitude and latitude, bearing and distance in English miles from important places; and the remarkable events by which they have been distinguished: illustrated by eight maps. London: Printed for F.C. and J. Davison, Thomas, d. 1831 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. (unpaged): 8 maps (folded); 22 cm. 'The sixteenth edition, with very considerable additions and improvements from the best and most recent authorities.' 'T. Davison, Lombard Street, Whitefriars, London'--on t.p. verso. Contents: (from maps) World -- Africa -- South America -- North American -- Asia -- Europe -- East Indies -- West Indies. Publisher's advertisements: [2] p. at end. "The first American edition, revised and corrected in every part." Authors: Brookes, R. (Richard), active 1721-1763 -- Lochead, W. -- Lochead, T. -- Scott, Robert, 1777-1841 -- Ainslie, John, land-surveyor in Edinburgh -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. (unpaged): 20 maps (folded); 22 cm. 'Third edition, with large additions, brought down to the year 1816.' Based on Brookes' General gazetteer. Contents: (from maps) The world / R. Scott sculpt. -- Africa -- The United States of North America with the British territories according to the treaty of 1783 -- Map of Asia -- Egypt / R. Scott sc. -- England and Wales -- Europe -- France -- Germany -- East Indies / R. Scott -- Ireland -- Italy -- New Mexico, New Spain with the West Indies -- The Seven United Provinces with the Dutch and Austrian Netherlands -- Norway -- The Northern part of Russia in Europe -- Scotland / John Ainslie, geogr. -- Spain ... with the roads -- Sweden -- Turkey in Europe with Hungary. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library. Baskes G102 .B87 1815b (NLO) Geography - Dictionaries - 1815 Names, Geographical - 1815 Atlases, British - 1815 Gazetteers The General gazetteer, or, Compendious geographical dictionary: containing a description of the empires, kingdoms, states, provinces, cities, towns, forts, seas, harbours, rivers, lakes, mountains, capes, &c. in the known world: illustrated by a map of the world. Boston: Published by Melvin Lord, No. 75 Cornhill: T.W. White, printer, 1816. Authors: Brookes, R. (Richard), active 1721-1763 -- Morse, Jedidiah, 1761-1826 -- Lord, Melvin, 1791-1876 -- White, T. W.-- Warley, William -- Free Library of Philadelphia -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) [3]. 408 p., [2] leaves of plates (folded): 2 maps; 15 cm. 'Originally written by R. Brookes, now much improved, and brought down to the present time, under the direction inspection of the Rev. Jedidiah Morse.' Contents: (from maps) The western hemisphere, or New World -- The eastern hemisphere, or Old World. Owner's inscription: Wm. Warley 1817. Bookplate and ownership markings of The Free Library of Philadelphia. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library. Walsh 181. Baskes G102 .B87 1816 (NLO) Geography - Dictionaries - 1816 Names, Geographical - 1816 Atlases, British - 1816 Gazetteers The General gazetteer, or, Compendious geographical dictionary: containing [sic] a...
A General gazetteer or, Compendious geographical dictionary : containing a description of the nations, empires, kingdoms, states, provinces, cities, towns, forts, seas, harbours, rivers, lakes, canals, mountains, capes, &c. in the known world ... illustrated with maps. London : Printed for J. Bumpus, 6 Holburn, Wm. Allason, J. Blacklock ... [and 7 others], 1821.

The General gazetteer, or, Compendious geographical dictionary : containing a description of the nations, empires, kingdoms ... in the known world ... illustrated with maps. London : Printed...
A General gazetteer, or, Compendious geographical dictionary: containing a description of the nations, empires, kingdoms ... in the known world ... illustrated with maps. London: Printed for J. Richardson and Co., G. Offer, J. Sharpe ... [and 7 others], 1824.

Authors: Brookes, R. (Richard), active 1721-1763 -- Neede, Josiah -- Plummer and Brewis -- Tegg, Thomas, 1776-1845 -- Richardson, J., fl. 1827 -- Lynn, Neville, fl. 1907 -- Roger S. Baskes

Collection (Newberry Library)

xvi, 776 p., [8] leaves of plates (folded) ; 7 maps ; 22 cm.

'The fifteenth edition, with considerable additions and improvements.'

'Originally compiled by R. Brookes.'

'Plummer and Brewis, Printers, Love-Lane, Eastcheap.'--on t.p. verso.

'London, Published April 2, 1823 by T. Tegg, 111 Cheapside'--on maps.

Imperfect; issued with 8 maps but lacking: The World.

Partial contents: (from maps) [The world] -- Europe -- Asia -- Africa -- North America -- South America -- East Indies -- West Indies / Neele

Owner's inscription: Neville Lynn, April 9, 1907.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Geography - Dictionaries - 1824

Geographical - 1824

Gazetteers

A General gazetteer, or, Compendious geographical dictionary: containing a description of the nations, empires, kingdoms ... in the known world ... illustrated with maps. London: Printed for J. Richardson and Co., G. Offer, J. Sharpe ... [and 7 others], 1824.

Authors: Brookes, R. (Richard), active 1721-1763 -- Neede, Josiah -- Plummer and Brewis -- Tegg, Thomas, 1776-1845 -- Richardson, J., fl. 1827 -- Sharpe, J., fl. 1827 -- Gordon -- Regina Cleri (Regina, Sask.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

xvi, 776 p., [8] leaves of plates (folded) ; 7 maps ; 22 cm.

'The fifteenth edition, with considerable additions and improvements.'

'Plummer and Brewis, Printers, Love-Lane, Eastcheap.'--on t.p. verso.

'London, Published April 2, 1823 by T. Tegg, 111 Cheapside'--on maps.

Imperfect; issued with 7 maps; lacking world map.

Contents: (from maps) [The world] -- Africa -- North America -- South America -- East Indies -- West Indies / Neeles

Owner's inscription: Gordon.

Ownership stamps: The 'Regina Cleri' 2187 McIntyre Street, Regina, Sask.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Geography - Dictionaries - 1825

Geographical - 1825

Gazetteers

The London general gazetteer, or, Geographical dictionary: containing a description of the various countries, kingdoms, states, cities, towns, mountains, seas, rivers, harbours &c. of the world; an account of the government, customs & religion of the inhabitants; the boundaries and natural productions of each country ... Edinburgh; London: Printed for Archibald Constable; Longman, 1824.

Authors: Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Archibald Constable & Co. -- Constable, Archibald, 1774-1827 -- Longman & Co. -- Hurst, Robinson, and Co. -- Colwell, J. S. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)


'Abridged from the larger work in six volumes.'

'Accompanied by maps constructed by A. Arrowsmith.'

Title vignette.


Owner's inscription: J. S. Colwell.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
boundaries and natural productions of each country, &c. forming a complete body of
geography, physical, political, statistical, and
commercial: in three volumes: accompanied
with twenty-six maps from the latest authorities.
London; Edinburgh: Printed for William Baynes
and Son, Paternoster Row; Sold by Simpkin and
Marshall, Stationers' Court; H.S. Baynes, 1825.
Authors: Brookes, R. (Richard), active 1721-1763
-- Scott, Robert, 1777-1841 -- Baynes, H. S.
(Henry Samuel) -- Baynes and Son (London,
England) -- Simpkin and Marshall -- Johnston, A.
-- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
3 v.: 23 folded maps; 22 cm.
Caption title: General gazetteer, or, Geographical
dictionary
Maps engraved by R. Scott.
Imperfect; issued with 26 maps, but this copy
lacking 3 maps.
Printed in double columns.
Stamp: A. Johnston.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes G102 .L66 1825 (NLO)

30801 Geography - Dictionaries - 1827<<>>Names,
Geographical - 1827<<>>Atlases, British -
1827<<>>Gazetteers
A General gazetteer, or, Compendious
geographical dictionary: containing a description
of the nations, empires, kingdoms, states,
provinces, cities, towns, forts, seas, harbours,
rivers, lakes, canals, mountains, capes, &c. in the
known world: with the extent, boundaries, and
natural productions of each country ... illustrated
with maps. London: Printed for J. Richardson
and Co., G. Offer, J. Sharpe ... [and 6 others],
1827.
Authors: Brookes, R. (Richard), active 1721-1763
-- Richardson, J., fl. 1827 -- Offer, G., fl. 1827 --
Sharpe, J., fl. 1827 -- Tegg, Thomas, 1776-1845
-- Plummer and Brewis -- Maclean, A. F., Capt. --
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
24 cm.
'The fifteenth edition / with considerable additions
and improvements.'
'Plummer and Brewis, Printers, Love-Lane,
Eastcheap'--p. 776.
'London, Published April 2, 1823 by T. Tegg, 111
Cheapsead'--on maps.
Contents: (from maps) World -- Africa -- North
America -- South America -- Asia -- Europe --
East Indies -- West Indies.
Owner's inscription: A. F. Maclean, Capt. 13th
[i illegible word.]s
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes G102 .B87 1827 (NLO)

30802 Geography - Dictionaries - 1827<<>>Names,
Geographical - 1827<<>>Atlases, British -
1827<<>>Gazetteers
Dictionnaire géographique portatif: contenant la
description générale et particulière des cinq
parties du monde connu. Revu avec soin, et
précédé d'un vocabulaire de mots génériques
servant a expliquer le sens des noms
géographiques les plus importants dans les
principales langues / par M. Malte-Brun. Paris:
Chez les Éditeurs, 1827.
Authors: Malte-Brun, Conrad, 1775-1826 --
Friéville, Dr., fl. 1827 -- Vallemont, Félix, fl. 1827
-- Desmadryl, fl. 1827 -- Villain, fl. 1827 --
Gosselin, Charles, 1795-1859 -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
2 v. (xxviii, 938 p., [8] leaves folded leaves of
plates): 8 maps; 15 cm.
'Augmenté de plus de 20,000 articles qui ne se
trouvent dans aucune édition des dictionnaires
dits de vosgien, par M. le Dr. Friéville et M. Félix
Vallemont. Ouvrage entièrement neuf.'
'Imprimerie de Cosson.'
Maps dated 1825.
'Atelie de Desmadryl jne., Lith. de Villain.'-- on
maps.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes G102 .M26 1827 (NLO)
by maps and engravings. London : Printed by C. Baynes ... for George Virtue ..., 1829.
Authors: Virtue, George, 1793?-1868 -- Baynes, C., fl. 1829 -- Bingley, Jas. (James) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

Engraved t.p. has title: The New London universal gazetteer, or, Alphabetical geography: containing a description of the various countries ... harbours, &c. of the world; an account of the population, government, customs ...
Maps engraved by Jas. Bingley.
Binder's title: London Gazetteer.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G102 .B87 1832b (NLO)

H 7005 .52 (NLO)

30808 Geography - Dictionaries - 1832<<>>Names, Geographical - 1832<<>>Atlases, British - 1832<<>>Gazetteers
The London general gazetteer, or, Compendious geographical dictionary: containing a description of the nations, empires, states, provinces, cities ..., of the known world, with the various historical events, by which they have been distinguished ..., illustrated with maps. London ; Glasgow ; Dublin : Printed for T. T. & J. Tegg, 73 Cheapside; R. Griffin and Co. ; J. Cumming, 1832.
Authors: Brookes, R. (Richard), active 1721-1763 -- Marshall, John, 1783-1841 -- Haddon, John -- Tegg, Thomas, 1776-1845 -- Assheton, J. T. -- Shury, James -- William W. Reed & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
'Originally compiled by R. Brookes; the whole re-modelled, and the historical and statistical department brought down to the present period by John Marshall.'
'J. Haddon, Printer, Castle Street, London.'--on t.p. verso.
Maps with publication dates of 1826, 1828 and 1832.
Maps drawn by J. Assheton and engraved by J. Shury.
Partial contents: (from maps) The world -- Asia -- Africa -- Europe North America -- South America.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G102 .B87 1832b (NLO)

30809 Geography - Dictionaries - 1832<<>>Names, Geographical - 1832<<>>Gazetteers
A New universal gazetteer: containing a
A Universal gazetteer, ancient and modern:
found on 'Worcester's Universal Gazetteer' and 'L'Emprières Classical dictionary'...
London: Printed by W. Lewis ... for Isaac, Tuckey, and Co., 1836.
Authors: Tomlins, F. G. (Frederick Guest), 1804-1867 -- Worcester, Joseph E. (Joseph Emerson), 1784-1865 -- Lemprière, John, 1765?-1824 -- Lewis, W. -- Isaac, Tuckey, and Co. -- J. & C. Walker (Firm) -- Penny National Library ... geography & gazetteer atlas (1833) -- Smith, George -- Lawie, William -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
2 v. : 1 folded map ; 26 cm.
Stereotype ed.
Bookplate: George Smith, Maulesbank.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G102 .B87 1836 (NLO)

A new ed., cor. and improved: with an enlarged geographical dictionary: containing a description of the nations, empires, kingdoms, states ... of the known world ... illustrated with two hundred engravings ... New York: Printed for W.W. Reed & Co., 1832.
'Originally compiled by R. Brookes ; the whole re-modelled and the historical and statistical department brought down to the present period by John Marshall.'
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G102 .B87 1832 (NLO)

Authors: McCulloch, J. R. (John Ramsay), 1789-1864 -- Longman, Orme, Brown, Green & Longmans
xvi, 1269, [1], 136 p. : fold. front., ill., fold. maps, fold. plan ; 23 cm.
"A new ed., cor. and improved: with an enlarged supplement."
4A 2349 (NLO)

A new universal gazetteer: containing a description of the principal nations, empires, kingdoms, states ... of the known world ... Philadelphia: Published by W. Marshall & Co., 1839.
'Originally compiled by R. Brookes, M.D. : the

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
whole re-modelled and the historical and statistical department brought down to the present period, by John Marshall, esq.; illustrated with two hundred engravings: with numerous additions by the American editor, including the population of the United States for 1830; a description of the various Indian tribes in North America; and a view of the missionary stations in all parts of the world; and containing a brief dictionary of commerce.'


Binder's title: Brookes' Universal Gazetteer.

Illustrated t-p.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G102 .B87 1839b (NLO)

1839 Names, Geographical - 1839 Atlases, British - 1839 Gazetteers

The London general gazetteer; or, Compendious geographical dictionary: containing a description of the nations, kingdoms, states, provinces, cities, towns, ports, seas, harbours, rivers, lakes, canals, mountains, capes, &c. of the known world ... illustrated with maps. London: Printed for T. Tegg & Son, 73 Cheapside; R. Griffin and Co., Glasgow; Tegg and Co., Dublin; also J. and S.A. Tegg, Sydney and Hobart Town, 1839.

Authors: Brookes, R. (Richard), active 1721-1763 -- Marshall, John, 1783-1841 -- Assheton, J. T. -- Shury, James -- Haddon, John -- Tegg, Thomas, 1776-1845 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)


'New edition.'

'Originally compiled by R. Brookes; the whole re-modelled, and the historical and statistical department brought down to the present period by John Marshall.'

'Printed by J. Haddon, Castle Street, Finsbury.'--t.p. verso.

'London, Published by Thomas Tegg, 73 Cheapside.'--on maps.

Maps drawn by J. Assheton and engraved by J. Shury.

Contents: (from maps) The world -- Europe -- South America -- Africa -- Asia -- North America.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G102 .B87 1839 (NLO)

1842 Names, Geographical - 1842 Atlases, British - 1842 Gazetteers

A General gazetteer, or, Compendious geographical dictionary: containing descriptions of every country in the known world: with their towns, people, natural productions, etc., and the various remarkable events by which they have been distinguished: illustrated by maps / originally compiled by R. Brookes; the whole revised and accounts of all the most recent discoveries, the history, population, statistics etc., added from the latest authorities, and corrected to the present period by A.G. Findlay. London: Thomas Tegg; R. Griffin and Co., 1842.

Authors: Brookes, R. (Richard), active 1721-1763 -- Findlay, Alexander G. -- Tegg, Thomas, 1776-1845 -- R. Griffin & Co. -- Haddon, John -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)


7 pages of publisher's advertisements bound in at beginning.

Printed in double columns.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
adapted to the present condition of the country, been greatly multiplied and extended, and the articles relating to the United States have objects in the various countries, places, and principal natural geographical, statistical, and historical, of the M'Culloch's universal gazetteer: A dictionary, 1843

1843

Geography

M'Culloch's universal gazetteer: A dictionary, more complete than any hitherto published; with numerous maps and plans / by John Thomson. Edinburgh ; Dublin ; Printed by Ballantyne & Hughes for John Thomson & Co., R. Baldwin ; John Cumming ... 1842.


10, 12, [3], 1052 p., [32] leaves of plates (some folded) : 32 maps ; 24 cm.

Publishers' advertisements on first 10 p. with running title 'The New Universal Gazetteer Advertiser'; adsvertisements on next 12 p. with running title 'Gazetteer Advertiser.'

Owners' inscription: A.J. Banfield, 9-10-75.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G102 .T56 1842 (NLO)

Geography - Dictionaries - 1842<<>>Names, Geographical - 1842<<>>Atlases, British - 1842<<>>Gazetteers

The New universal gazetteer and geographical dictionary: more complete than any hitherto published; with numerous maps and plans / by John Thomson. Edinburgh ; Dublin : Printed by Ballantyne & Hughes for John Thomson & Co., R. Baldwin ; John Cumming ... 1842.


10, 12, [3], 1052 p., [32] leaves of plates (some folded) : 32 maps ; 24 cm.

Publishers' advertisements on first 10 p. with running title 'The New Universal Gazetteer Advertiser'; adsvertisements on next 12 p. with running title 'Gazetteer Advertiser.'

Owners' inscription: A.J. Banfield, 9-10-75.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G102 .T56 1842 (NLO)

Geography - Dictionaries - 1842<<>>Names, Geographical - 1842<<>>Atlases - 1842<<>>Gazetteers

M’Culloch’s universal gazetteer: A dictionary, geographical, statistical, and historical, of the various countries, places, and principal natural objects in the world / by J.R. M’Culloch ; in which the articles relating to the United States have been greatly multiplied and extended by Daniel Haskel; Illustrated with seven large maps. New York : Harper & Brothers, 1844-1845.


3 v. : ill., 7 fold. maps ; 25 cm.

Illustrated with seven large maps engraved by Charles Copley, New York.

Bookplate of William Egleston, M.D.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes copy bound in 3 volumes.

Duplicate copy (in 2 v.): G 005 .533

LC Card Number: 26004762

Baskes G102 .M12 1843 (NLO)

Geography - Dictionaries - 1844-1845<<>>Names, Geographical - 1844-1845<<>>Atlases - 1844-1845<<>>Gazetteers

M’Culloch’s universal gazetteer: A dictionary, geographical, statistical, and historical, of the various countries, places, and principal natural objects in the world / by J.R. M’Culloch ; in which the articles relating to the United States have been greatly multiplied and extended by Daniel Haskel; Illustrated with seven large maps. New York : Harper & Brothers, 1844-1845.


2 v. : 7 fold. maps ; 25 cm.

V. 1 with imprint 1845, v. 2 with imprint 1844.

Maps engraved by Charles Copley.

Partial contents: (from maps) The world -- Asia -- Map exhibiting the navigable rivers, the completed and proposed canals and rail-roads of Great Britain and Ireland with the coal field, lighthouses, etc. -- British possessions in North America -- Central America and the West Indies -- Central and Southern Europe with the Mediterranean Sea -- Map of the United States and Texas.


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Sabin 43130; Buck 368

LC Card Number: 06000413

Baskes G102 .M12 1844 (NLO)
geographical dictionary: containing descriptions of every country in the known world, with their towns, people, natural productions, etc., and the various remarkable events by which they have been distinguished, illustrated by maps. London: Printed for Thomas Tegg, 73 Cheapside, and R. Griffin and Co., Glasgow, 1846.

Authors: Brookes, R. (Richard), active 1721-1763 -- Findlay, Alexander G. -- Tegg, Thomas, 1776-1845 -- Haddon, John -- J. Hatchard and Son -- R. Griffin & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Hatchard (J.) and Son SEE J. Hatchard and Son -- R. Griffin & Co. SEE Griffin (R.) & Co.


'Fourth edition.'

'Originally compiled by R. Brookes; the whole revised, and accounts of all the most recent discoveries, the history, population, statistics, etc., added from the latest authorities and corrected to the present period by A.G. Findlay.'

'J. Haddon, Castle Street, Finsbury.'--p. 768.

Maps drawn and engraved by Alexander Findlay.

'London. Published by T. Tegg Cheapside'--on maps.

Contents: (from maps) Western hemisphere -- Eastern hemisphere -- Africa -- North America -- South America -- Asia -- Europe.

Unidentified bookplate with crest.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G102 .B87 1846 (NLO)

30823 Geography - Dictionaries - 1847>>Names, Geographical - 1847>>Gazetteers

A New universal gazetteer: containing a description of the principle nations, empires, kingdoms, states, provinces, cities, towns, ... of the known world: with an account of the extent, boundaries, and natural productions of each country ... / originally compiled by R. Brookes; the whole re-modelled and the historical and statistical department brought down to the present period by John Marshall; illustrated with two hundred engravings; with numerous additions by the American editor, including the population of the United States for 1840, a description of the various Indian tribes in North America; and containing a brief dictionary of commerce, giving an account of all the moneys in the known world, and all the minerals, animals ... throughout the globe. Boston: Phillips & Sampson, 1847, c1839.

Authors: Brookes, R. (Richard), active 1721-1763 -- Marshall, John, 1783-1841 -- Phillips & Sampson -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

816 p. : ill. ; 25 cm.

Spine title: Brookes' universal gazetteer of the world
Printed in double columns.

Revision of: The General gazetteer, or, Compendious geographical dictionary / by R. Brookes.

Publisher's brown cloth binding; gold-stamped on spine: Brookes' universal gazetteer of the world: containing the last census of the U. States, 200 illustrations.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G102 .B87 1847 (NLO)

30824 Geography - Dictionaries - 1854>>Names, Geographical - 1854>>Gazetteers

A General gazetteer in miniature, or, Compendious geographical dictionary: containing descriptions of every country in the known world: with their towns, people, productions, events, etc ... illustrated by maps. London: W. Tegg & Co., 85 Queen-street, Cheapside, 1854.


xii, 862, [2], 69, 3 p., [4] leaves of plates (folded) : 4 maps ; 14 cm.

'New edition.'

'Originally compiled by R. Brooks; the whole revised and corrected and a supplement subjoined, containing the latest history, discoveries, statistics, etc. by A. G. Findlay.'


Bookplate of George John Rhodes.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G102 .B87 1854 (NLO)

30825 Geography - Dictionaries - 1855>>Names, Geographical - 1855>>Atlases - 1855>>Gazetteers


Authors: Smith, J. Calvin (John Calvin) -- McLellan, David, approximately 1825 -- J.C. Smith & Son -- Harper & Brothers -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Smith (J.C.) & Son SEE J.C. Smith & Son


Maps printed for J.C. Smith & Son by D. McLellan.

"Illustrated by seven maps."
Printed in double columns.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
30826 Geography - Dictionaries - 1859<<>>Names, Geographical - 1859<<>>Atlases, British - 1859<<>>Gazetteers
The Library gazetteer, or, Dictionary of descriptive and physical geography ... with an introductory treatise on physical geography ... illustrated by maps and numerous engravings.
London ; Glasgow : Richard Griffin & Co., 1859.
Authors: Bryce, James, 1806-1877 -- R. Griffin and Co. -- Gilmour & Dean (Glasgow, Scotland) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) xlviii, 823 p., [10] fold. leaves of plates : ill., 10 col. maps ; 24 cm. (8vo)
Half-title.
Binder's title: Bryce's library gazetteer.
'Constructed, engraved & printed by Gilmour & Dean, Glasgow.'--on maps.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G102 .B92 1859 (NLO)

30827 Geography - Dictionaries - 1861<<>>Names, Geographical - 1861<<>>Atlases, British - 1861<<>>Gazetteers
A General gazetteer, or, Compendious geographical dictionary : containing a description of every country in the known world ... with an appendix of the population and area of the world, and illustrated by maps. London : William Tegg, 1861.
'New edition.'
'Originally compiled by R. Brookes ; the whole revised, and corrected to the present period, by A.G. Findlay.'
Maps drawn and engraved by Alexander Findlay.
'London. Published by W. Tegg and Co.'--on maps.
Contents: (from maps) Eastern hemisphere -- Western hemisphere -- Africa -- North America -- South America -- Asia -- Europe.
In contemporary binding with publisher's advertisements for W. Tegg on paste downs and endsheets. Binder's ticket for Westleys and Co., London on inside back cover.
Partially unopened.
Bookplate and ownership markings of Okain's Bay Circulating Library.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G102 .B87 1861 (NLO)

30828 Geography - Dictionaries - 1861<<>>Names, Geographical - 1861<<>>Atlases, British - 1861<<>>Gazetteers
Half-title.
Spine title: Bryce's gazetteer
'Constructed, engraved & printed by Gilmour & Dean, Glasgow.'--on maps.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G102 B92 1861 (NLO)

A Dictionary, practical, theoretical, and historical, of commerce and commercial navigation / by J.R. M'Cullough ; with a biographical notice by the editor. London : Longmans, Green, and Co., 1869.
"New ed., rev. and corr. throughout / edited by Hugh G. Reid"
Other title: M'Culloch's commercial dictionary
Folded maps engraved by S. Hall and Edwd. Weller.
Printed in double columns.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes HF1001 .M33 1869 (NLO)

30830 Geography - Dictionaries - 1881<<>>Atlases, British - 1881
Authors: Beeton, Samuel Orchart, 1831-1877 -- Dower, John, active 1838-1846? -- Vincent Brooks, Day & Son -- Ward, Lock, and Co. --
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
6 maps ; 21 cm.
Maps by Vincent, Brooks, Day & Son and Jown
Dower.
Includes three "Tables of the population of the
British nation, 1871 and 1881".
Publisher's advertisements: [24] p. at end.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet
by R. Baskes).
Baskes G102 .B44 1881 (NLO)

30831 Geography - Dictionaries -
1882<<<Commerce - Dictionaries -
1882<<<Harbors - Maps - 1869<<<Cities and
towns - Maps - 1882 - Harbors - Nautical
charts<<<Nautical charts - Cities and towns -
Maps - 1882 - Harbors<<<Atlases, British -
1882<<<Nautical charts
Dictionary of commerce & navigation. London :
Longman, 1882.
Authors: McCulloch, J. R. (John Ramsay),
1789-1864 -- Longman
1 v. : maps ; 23 cm.
H 7005 .53 (NLO)

30832 Geography - Dictionaries<<<Cartography -
Dictionaries
Karten-wörterbuch, eine verdeutschung
dafremsprachiger kartensignatur-bezeichnungen.
Bearbeitet, unter mitwirkung berufener
sprachkenner, von Wilh. Bonacker. Bonn-Bad
Godesberg : Kirschbaum Verlag, 1971.
Authors: Bonacker, Wilhelm
xx p., 276 p. ; 22 cm.
Edition: 2. unveränderte Ausg. (Faksimile-Ausg.)
Includes bibliographical references.
Geographic terms with their German equivalents
in 55 languages (including 22 non-roman scripts).
Faksimile reprint of original published
Berlin-Friedenau : Spiegel Verlag P. Lippa, 1941.
Formerly G 005 .112
Map Ref G108.A2 B6 1971 (NLO)

30833 Geography - Dictionaries - Polyglot
Vocabularium geographicum : Français, Deutsch,
italiano, Nederlands, English, español.
[Luxembourg : Service des publications des
communautés européennes, 1967].
Authors: Quencez, G. (Gabriel) -- Hall, P. --
Huizinga, G. B. W. -- Marchant, E. C. (Ernest
Cecil), 1902- -- Council of Europe. Council for
Cultural Co-operation -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
298 p. ; 22 cm.
At head of title: Council for Cultural Co-operation
of the Council of Europe. Conseil de la
coopération culturelle du Conseil de l'Europe.
Includes index.
Errata sheet laid in.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes G108.A2 Q4 (NLO)

30834 Geography - Europe - 1936<<<Europe - Maps -
1936
L’Europe : moins la France : classe de troisième /
François Pinardel. Paris : Gabriel Beauchesne et
ses fils, 1936.
Authors: Pinardel, François -- Beauchesne,
Gabriel -- Beauchesne (Firm) -- Deberque, G. --
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
(4 folded col.) ; 20 cm.
Series: Nouveau cours de Géographie
(Beauchesne)
Maps printed by G. Deberque, Paris.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes G126 .P56 1936 (NLO)

30835 Geography - France - 1859<<<France -
Historical geography - Maps -
1859<<<France - Maps - 1859<<<Historical
atlases
Géographie historique de la France : atlas
spécial comprenant trente cartes coloriées avec
texte en regard ... : a l'usage des institutions d
le degrés / par J.L. Sanis et Delalleau de
1859].
Authors: Sanis, Jean Léon -- De Bailliencourt,
Delalleau -- Erhard, 1821-1880 -- Gillot, Firmin,
1820-1872 -- Drevet, Xavier -- Larousse et Boyer
-- Sarret, Clovis -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library) -- Bailliencourt, Delalleau de
SEE De Bailliencourt, Delalleau
1 atlas (62, [2] p.) : 30 hand col. maps ; 22 x 26
cm.
Caption title: Cours normal de géographie
historique de la France
Scale not given.
Bookseller's label: Librairie de l'Academie
Xavier Drevet ... Grenoble.
Owner's inscription: Sarret, Clovis ... Institution
Dauphinoise, Isère.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1841.S1 S26 1859 (NLO)

30836 Geography - Hawaii - 1920<<<Hawaii - Maps -
1920
Geography of the Hawaiian Islands. New York :
Authors: Baldwin, Charles W. -- American Book
Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 v. : 11 maps ; 203 x 140 mm.
2nd ed.
Geography text.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Includes bibliographical references and index.

xv, 293 p. : ill., maps ; 24 cm.

Ronald R. Thoma
The American Century / edited by Helena Michie,
Nineteenth
1800
United States
1800
England
1800
geography
2011 (PrCt)

GF13.3.G7 N55 2003 (NLO)

Geography - History -
1800-1951<>>>Geographers - Biography -
1800-1951<>>>Banks, Joseph, Sir,
1743-1820<>>>Humboldt, Alexander von,
1769-1859<>>>Ritter, Carl,
1779-1859<>>>Vidal De La Blache,
Jacques<>>>Richthofen, Ferdinand, Freiherr
von, 1833-1905<>>>Ratzel, Friedrich,
1844-1904<>>>Mackinder, Halford John, Sir,
1861-1947<>>>Bowman, Isaiah, 1878-1950
Modern geographers : an outline of progress in
geography since 1800 A.D. London : Royal
Geographical Society, 1951.

Authors: Crone, G. R. (Gerald Roe) -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

Includes chapters, illustrated with portraits, on Sir
Joseph Banks, Alexander von Humboldt, Karl
Ritter, Vidal de la Blache, Ferdinand von
Richthofen and Friedrich Ratzel, Sir Halford
Mackinder, and Isaiah Bowman.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 54-56).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.

Baskes G99 .C76 1951 (NLO)

Geography - History - 1962<>>>Geography -
1962

Authors: Freeman, Thomas Walter -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
334 p. ; 23 cm.

Includes bibliographical references and index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.

Baskes G99 .F7 1962 (NLO)

Geography - History - 1963<>>>Baker, John
Norman Leonard - Bibliography
The History of geography. Oxford : B. Blackwell,
1963.

Authors: Baker, John Norman Leonard -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
xviii, 266 p. : maps, ports. ; 23 cm.

'List of the published work of J.N.L. Baker': p. [xii]-xv.
Scattered publications of the author, collected by
his students to honor his retirement from the
Bursarship of Jesus College, Oxford.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.

Baskes G96 .B25 1963a (NLO)

Geography - History - 1973<>>>Cartography -
History - 1973
Studia z dziejow geografii i kartografii : Etudes
d'histoire de la géographie et de la cartographie.
27 June to 1 July 2005”

Heidelberg

“The Department of Geography, University of Heidelberg, held its ninth “Hettner Lectures; v. 9.

LC Card Number: 2008386729

ISBN 0674822706

Baskes G80 .S63 (NLO)

Geography - History - 1978


Authors: Kish, George, 1914- -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

xvi, 453 p. : ill. ; 24 cm.

Series: Source books in the history of the sciences.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

ISBN 0674822706

Baskes G80 .S79 (NLO)

Duplicate copy: G 07 .06

the Newberry Library.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at

87.

Series: Monografie z dziejów nauki i techniki ; t. 260 p., [48] p. of plates ; ill., maps (1 folded), port. ; 24 cm.

Authors: Babicz, Józef


Authors: Babicz, Józef -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

550 p. : ill., maps (1 folded), port. ; 24 cm.

Includes bibliographical references and index.

In Polish, English, French, German, or Russian.

Series: Monografie z dziejów nauki i techniki ; t. 87.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Includes indexes.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G126 .T3 1950 (NLO)

30851 Geography - Juvenile Literature
Authors: Taylor, E. G. R. (Eva Germaine Rimington), 1879-1966 -- Campbell, Eila M. J. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
viii, 163 p. : ill., maps ; 21 cm.
Reprinted with minor corrections.
Includes indexes.
GB57-5764.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G126 .T3 1957 (NLO)

Authors: Gantz Brothers -- Adelphi Press -- Oriental Litho Press -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
54 p., [23] leaves of plates (18 folded) : 24 hand col. maps ; 18 cm.
3rd. ed.
One map lithographed by Oriental Litho Press.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes DS485.M27 S46 1861 (NLO)

30853 Geography, Medieval
Authors: Lelewel, Joachi, 1786-1861 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
4 v. : 3 plates (partly fold) maps (partly fold.) ; 23 cm. + atlas of 50 pl. 23 x 37 cm.
Atlas has date 1850.
Duplicate copy: G 114 .49.
Ayer 6 .L4 1852 (NLO)

30854 Geography, Medieval
Authors: Lozovsky, Natalia viii, 182 p. : ill. ; 24 cm.
Series: Recentiore.
Contents: Geographical tradition in the medieval system of knowledge and education -- Exegesis and geographical tradition -- History and geographical tradition -- Studying and teaching geography -- What was early medieval geography?
Includes bibliographical references (p. 161-177) and index.
ISBN 0472111329
G89 .L68 2000 (NLO)

30855 Geography, Medieval - Armenia
Authors: Mzik, Hans von, 1876-1961 129 p. ; 21 cm.
Series: Studien zur armenischen Geschichte, 6.
Includes excerpts from Classical Armenian works: Anania Shirakats’i’s “Haghgs ent’ats’its’ aregakan ew hamarovy ch’ap’uts’,” and various versions of “Ashkhharhats’oyts’,” together with German translation (p. 24-44); also quotes from Classical Greek works.
Includes bibliographical references.
Also available online through Bibliothèque nationale de France.
Not at Newberry Library (Dec. 2009) (PrCt)

30856 Geography, Medieval - Cartography, Medieval - History - World maps - 400-1499 - History
Series: Münstersche Mittelalter-Schriften ; Bd. 53.
Bibliography: p. [335]-351.
Originally presented as author's thesis (doctoral--Westfälische Wilhelms-Universität zu Münster, 1983).
Includes index.
ISBN 3770522583 folio G89.5 A73 1984 (NLO)

30857 Geography, Medieval - Cresques, Abraham, d. 1387. Atlas català - Cosa, Juan de la, d. 1510
Authors: Consejo Superior Geográfico (Spain) -- Corderas Descárrega, José -- Vascáno, Antonio -- Cresques, Abraham, d. 1387. Atlas català -- Cosa, Juan de la, d. 1510 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Contents: Atlas catalán, 1375 / José Corderas Descárrega -- Ensayo biográfico del célebre...
navigante y consumado cosmógrafo Juan de la Cosa y descripción e historia de su famosa carta geográfica / por Antonio Vascáno.

'Madrid, abril 1974.'

In English, French, and Spanish.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

ISBN 8450063922

Baskes folio GA303 1375 .C37 1974 (NLO)


Authors: Hiatt, Alfred


Examines how unknown lands were represented from late antiquity to 1600 - on maps, and in a variety of written texts, including poetry, treatises, political tracts and travel narratives.

Includes bibliographical references (p. 269-289) and indexes.

ISBN 9780712349314 ; 0712349316

GA221 .H53 2008 (NLO)

30859 Geography, Medieval - Italy - Maps - 1917<>Italy - Historical geography - Maps - 1917<>Historical atlases

Atlantino storico d'Italia : in 36 tavole colorate e più di 200 carte e cartine con esteso illustrativo di ciascuna tavola : espressamente compilato per tutte le scuole secondarie, classiche, tecniche, normali, militari e per uso d'ogni persona colta.

Parte II, Medi o evo / A. Ghisleri. Bergamo : Istituto italiano d'arti grafiche, 1917.

Authors: Ghisleri, Arcangelo, 1855-1938 -- Istituto italiano d'arti grafiche (Bergamo, Italy) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (61 p.) : 12 col. maps ; 22 cm.

Edition: 21a ristampa.

Includes index.

Relief shown by hachures.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G1986.S1 G45 1917 (NLO)


Testo-atlante di geografia storica generale e d'Italia in particolare / Arcangelo Ghisleri. Medio evo, per la prima classe liceale, per gli istituti tecnici e per ogni colta persona, coll'aggiunta di due tavole nuove, e con altre tavole rifatte.

Bergamo : Istituto italiano d'arti grafiche, [1895].

Authors: Ghisleri, Arcangelo, 1855-1938 -- Istituto italiano d'arti grafiche (Bergamo, Italy) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (65 p.) : 22 col. maps ; 30 cm.

5a ed.

Preface for the 5th ed. (p. [3]-[4]) dated 1895.

"22 tavole con più di 100 carte e cartine."

Includes index.

Relief shown by hachures.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1034 .G55 1895 (NLO)


Authors: Istituto geografico De Agostini -- Baratta, Mario, 1868-1935 -- Fraccaro, Plinio, 1883-1959 -- Visintin, Luigi -- Minch, Jennifer -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas ([2] p., 20 leaves of plates) : 20 col. maps ; 33 cm.

The editor's name "L. Visintin" taken from cover.

Maps by Istituto geografico De Agostini.

"Copyright 1936 ... Stampato in Italia, 1954"--Title page verso.

"20 tavole, 120 carte e cartine."

Scales differ.

Relief shown by shading and hachures.

Former owner's signature: Jennifer Minch.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1034 .J79 1954 (NLO)
30863 Geography, Medieval - Maps<>Cartography, Medieval - History<>World maps - Collections, 1300-1492 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
The World map, 1300-1492 : the persistence of tradition and transformation / Evelyn Edson.
Baltimore ; Sante Fe, N.M. Johns Hopkins University Press ; Published in association with the Center for American Places, 2007.
Authors: Edson, Evelyn -- Center for American Places
ix, 300 p. : ill., maps ; 25 cm.
Contents: Introduction: Andrea Bianco’s three maps -- The world view of the mappamundi in the thirteenth century -- Marine charts and sailing directions -- Sea chart and mappamundi in the fourteenth century -- Merchants, missionaries, and travel writers -- The recovery of Ptolemy’s Geography -- Fra Mauro : the debate on the map -- The persistence of tradition in fifteenth-century world maps -- The transformation of the world map -- Conclusion: The world map transformed. Includes bibliographical references (p. [277]-292) and index.
LC Card Number: 2006030067
ISBN 9780801885891 (hardcover : alk. paper) ; 0801885892 (hardcover : alk. paper)
GA221 .E38 2007 (NLO)

30864 Geography, Medieval<>Travel, Medieval<>Ships, Medieval<>Greenland - Discovery and exploration - Norse<>North America - Discovery and exploration - Norse
The Frozen echo : Greenland and the exploration of North America, ca. A.D. 1000-1500 / Kirsten A. Seaver.
Authors: Seaver, Kirsten A., 1934- -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
xvi, 407 p. : ill., maps ; 24 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [377]-392) and index.
ISBN 0804725144
Ayer G760 .S43 1996 (NLO)

30865 Geography - Periodicals
Authors: Association of American Geographers
v. : illus., maps ; 26 cm.
G3 .A733 (NLO)

30866 Geography - Periodicals
Boletín de la Sociedad Geográfica Nacional.
[Madrid : Real Sociedad Geográfica, 1932-1936].
Authors: Real Sociedad Geográfica (Spain) -- Sociedad Geográfica, Real SEE Real Sociedad Geográfica (Spain) -- Sociedad Geográfica, Madrid SEE Real Sociedad Geográfica (Spain) -- Sociedad Geográfica Nacional (Spain) SEE Real Sociedad Geográfica (Spain)
v. : ill. ; 24 cm.
Not at Newberry Library (Dec. 2009) (PrCt)

30867 Geography - Periodicals
Anvers, 1877-1960.
Authors: Société royale de géographie d’Anvers 72 v. in 51 : ill., maps, diagrs. ; 25 cm.
Suspended between May 1940 and 1946.
G 008 .827 (NLO)

30868 Geography - Periodicals - Bibliography
Authors: Danske Geografiske Selskab Ofprint from Geografisk Tidsskrift 66 (1967): 91-118.
List of geography periodicals listed by countries.
Vert 44 (PrCt)

30869 Geography - Periodicals - Bibliography
Annotated world list of selected current geographical serials in English, French, and German, including serials in other languages with supplementary use of English or other international languages, by Chauncy D. Harris.
[Chicago : Dept. of Geography, University of Chicago], 1971.
Authors: Harris, Chauncy D. (Chauncy Dennison), 1914-2003
77 p. ; 23 cm.
3d ed., expanded and rev.
lower case g 007 .385 (NLO)

30870 Geography - Periodicals - Bibliography
Annotated world list of selected current geographical serials from 72 countries with a study of serials most cited in geographical bibliographies / by Chauncy D. Harris.
Authors: Harris, Chauncy D. (Chauncy Dennison), 1914-2003
iv, 165 p. ; 25 cm.
4th ed.
Includes index.
Series: Research paper - University of Chicago, Department of Geography ; no. 194
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Formerly Z6021 .H37 1980
LC Card Number: 80017561
ISBN 0890651019
Map Ref Z6021 .H37 1980 (NLO)

30871 Geography - Periodicals - Bibliography
International list of geographical serials.
Compiled by Chauncy D. Harris and Jerome D. Fellmann. With the assistance of Jack A. Licate.
Authors: Harris, Chauncy D. (Chauncy Dennison), 1914-2003 -- Fellman, Jerome Donald, 1926- -- Licate, Jack A.
xxvi, 267 p. ; 23 cm.
Uniform title: Comprehensive checklist of serials of geographic value. Pt. 1
Research paper no. 138)
lower case g 007 .3882 (NLO)

30872 Geography - Periodicals - Cartography - Periodicals
Authors: Association of American Geographers
v.
Vols. 54-55 include abstracts of papers presented at its 60th-61st Annual meeting, 1964-65.
With supplements.
Also available via the World Wide Web to JSTOR, Blackwell Publishers, and OCLC FirstSearch Electronic Collections Online subscribers.
Volumes 1-51 and index reproduced in the reprint edition by Kraus Reprint Corp.
G 007 .08 (NLO)

Authors: Snipe, Ronald H.
347, a1 p. ; 29 cm.
folio G 007 .82 (NLO)

30874 Geography - Periodicals - World maps - Bibliography - CARTOGRAPHY - Periodicals
Selected geographical journals containing lists or reviews of current maps and atlases. 1969.
Authors: Stephenson, Richard W., 1930-
3 leaves : 28 cm.
Photocopy of typescript, May 1969.
BHC 2273
Vert 1828 (PrCt)

30875 Geography - Poetry - Maps in literature - 1828
In original green paper-covered boards;
publisher's advertisement on back cover.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes DA32.9 .S26 1828 (NLO)

30876 Geography - Research - Directories - 1952 - America - Geography - Research - Directories - 1952
Status of research in American geography.
Washington, D.C. The Council, 1952-.
Authors: James, Preston Everett, 1899- -- Jones, Clarence Fielden, 1893-1991 -- National Research Council (U.S.). Division of Geography and Geography -- Campbell, Eila M. J. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
10 v. ; 28 cm.
'Ten reports prepared to evaluate and describe the current status and future potential of research in various fields of American Geography.'
'The coordinators of the study were Preston E. James and Clarence F. Jones.'
Includes bibliographic references.
Contract with the Office of Naval Research.
N7onr-29124.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G73 .N39 1952 (NLO)

30877 Geography - Research - Directories - France - Cartography - Research - Directories - France
[88] leaves ; 30 cm.
Includes index.
folio G64 .E65 1987 (NLO)

30878 Geography - Societies, Etc. - History

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

Authors: Brown, Lawrence A.
BHC 2604
Vert 2141 (PrCt)

30879 Geography, Spanish Geographers, Spanish

Authors: Gaviria, José
76, [1] p. ; 28 cm.
Running title: Cien años de geografía española.
4A 6688 (NLO)

30880 Geography - Statistical Methods - Bibliography Statistical maps

Authors: Greer-Wooten, Bryn
91 p.
Commission on College Geography, Technical paper no. 9.
Vert 144 (PrCt)

30881 Geography - Statistical methods Statistical maps

Authors: Gregory, S.
3d. ed.
Series: Geographies for advanced studies.
Bibliography: p. 252-260.
4A 19002 (NLO)

30882 Geography - Statistical methods Statistical maps

Authors: Hammond, Robert -- McCullagh, Patrick
xx, 364 p. : ill. ; 24 cm.
2d ed.
Includes index.
G70.3 .H35 1978 (NLO)


Authors: Burke, Terence
10 p.
Vert 363 (PrCt)

30884 Geography - Study and Teaching

Authors: Tricart, Jean -- Council of Europe.
Council for Cultural Co-operation -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
112 p. ; 23 cm.

At head of title: Council for Cultural Co-operation of the Council of Europe.
Issued also in French under title: L’Enseignement de la géographie au niveau universitaire.
Series: Education in Europe. Section 1, Higher education and research ; no. 6.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
ISBN 0245597530
Baskes G76.5.E97 T75 1969 (NLO)

30885 Geography - Study and teaching - 1800-1999

Authors: Graves, Norman John
xii, 171 p. : ill., maps ; 24 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 159-168) and index.
Series: Bedford Way papers ; 17.
ISBN 0854736417
G76.5.G7 G73 2001 (NLO)

30886 Geography - Study and teaching - 1903

Boston School Supply Co., 1903, c1884.

Authors: Crocker, Lucretia
xxiv, 170 p. ; 18 cm.
2nd ed.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 69-71).
"Printed at the request of the teachers in attendance."
Advertisements for globes and stands, [9] p. at end.
Publisher's brown cloth binding.
Former owner: Fliedmann.
Forms part of the Concordia University (River Forest, Ill.) Collection (Newberry Library)
G73 .C76 1903 (NLO)

30887 Geography - Study and teaching - 1913

Authors: Dodge, Richard Elwood, 1868-1952 -- Rand McNally and Company -- Kirchwey, Clara Barbara -- Concordia University (River Forest, Ill.) -- Concordia University (River Forest, Ill.) Collection (Newberry Library)
vii, 248 p. ; 19 cm.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Cataloged and conserved as part of the Sister Ann Ida Gannon Initiative at the Newberry Library.
G73 .C76 1913 (NLO)

30888 Geography - Study and teaching - 1952
Operation of the Council of Europe.
Formed also in French under title: L’Operation de la géographie au niveau universitaire.
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
30889 Geography - Study and teaching - 2005
Atlases - 2005

Authors: Gersmehl, Philip -- Guilford Press
ix, 278 p. : ill., maps ; 25 cm. + 1 computer optical disc (4 3/4 in.)
Includes index.
Contributor biographical information available on Library of Congress website (accessed July 2010):
http://www.loc.gov/catdir/enhancements/fy0621/2005001897-b.html
LC Card Number: 2005001897
ISBN 1593851545 (pbk. : acid-free paper) ; 9781593851545 (pbk. : acid-free paper) ; 1593851553 (hardcover : acid-free paper) ; 9781593851552 (hardcover : acid-free paper)
G73 .G47 2005 (NLO)

30891 Geography - Study and teaching - 2005

Map drawing - Study and teaching-Atlas maps - Study and teaching-Atlases - 1869

Key to Guyot's wall maps : geographical teaching : being a complete guide to the use of Guyot's wall maps for schools, containing six maps and diagrams, with full instructions for drawing the maps in accordance with Guyot's system of constructive map drawing. New York : Charles Scribner, 1869, c1867.
Authors: Guyot, A. (Arnold), 1807-1884 -- Scribner, Charles, 1821-1871 -- Concordia University (River Forest, Ill.) -- Concordia University (River Forest, Ill.) Collection (Newberry Library)
Includes index.
Publisher’s printed paper over boards; publisher's advertisement on back cover.
Forms part of the Concordia University (River Forest, Ill.) Collection (Newberry Library).
Cataloged and conserved as part of the Sister Ann Ida Gannon Initiative at the Newberry Library.
G73 .G36 1869 (NLO)


Authors: Cruchley, G. F.
5 maps ; 43 x 33 cm. each on 5 sheets
Added title: New map of the United States -- United States.
Label title, verso of 4 sheets: United States; delineating principal physical features, political divisions, great roads, etc.
Slipcase label title: United States.
Geographic coordinates of each sheet: 100 W--60 W/55 N--20 N.
Possibly intended for teaching geography or map making.
Apparently 3 different lithographs on 5 sheets:
First lithograph shows hydrography, town locations and state boundaries; second lithograph (2 copies) shows same information plus placenames; third lithograph (2 copies, second copy hand colored) shows all previous information plus relief and shading.
Each sheet sectioned, mounted on cloth, and folded to 18 x 23 cm.; stored in original slipcase.
94030303NL
sc map4C G3700 1840 .C7 (NLO)

30893 Geography - Terminology - 1976

30895 Geography - Textbooks - Bibliography - Bibliography - Geography - History - Bibliography

Authors: Dahmann, Donald C. -- National Council for Geographic Education -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
c, 119 p.; 30 cm.
"A Pathways in geography resource publication."
Series: Pathways in geography series; title no. 39.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 2012398308
ISBN 9780981832418 ; 0981832415
Baskes folio G116 .D34 2011 (NLO)

30896 Geography - United States -Bio-bibliography-Geographers - United States - Biography

Authors: Smith, Ben A., 1936- -- Vining, James W. -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
xiv, 312 p.; 25 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [287]-293) and index.
LC Card Number: 2002029897
ISBN 0313323364 (alk. paper)
Ayer Z6004.B6 S65 2003 (NLO)

30897 Geological and Geographical Survey of the Territories (U.S.)

Sketch of the origin and progress of the United States Geological and Geographical Survey of the Territories. [1877?].
Authors: Morgan, Alfred -- Newberry Library.
John M. Wing Foundation
p. 357-365
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.
Wing Z 40745 .51, v. 31, p. 357-365 (PrCt)

30898 Geological Cartography

Authors: Holmes, S. C. A.
Deals with English 'topographic maps, particularly some in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries [which] were on occasions constructed to surprisingly large scales and showed many important details...'.
Abstract.
Vert 290 (PrCt)

30899 Geological Survey of California - 1870

Authors: North American review
p. 228-232
Ayer Modern MS Karrow, box 2, folder 15, no. 14 (PrCt)

30900 Geological Survey of California - 1872

State Geological Survey [California]. 1872.
Authors: Overland monthly (San Francisco, Calif.)
Geological Survey of California - 1874 - State Geological Survey (California)
SEE Geological Survey of California - California
SEE Geological Survey of California - California
SEE Geological Survey of California - California
SEE Geological Survey of California

Authors: Pestana, Harold R.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
30911 Geological Survey (U.S.) - Juvenile fiction
Surveyors - West (U.S.) - Juvenile fiction
Authors: Rol-T-Fly, Francis, 1876-1960 -- Geological Survey (U.S.)
xii, 381 p. : front., 30 pl. ; 21 cm.
To Collection Services for cataloging, Jan. 2011 (PrCt)

30912 Geological Survey (U.S.) - Juvenile fiction
Surveyors - West (U.S.) - Juvenile fiction
Boy Scouts - Juvenile fiction
Authors: Shaler, Robert 160 p. ; 19 cm.
Gift, Robert W. Karrow, 2010.
To Collection Services for cataloging, Jan. 2011 (PrCt)

30913 Geological Survey (U.S.) - Map printing - 1908
Map printing - United States - 1908
p. 75-78 ; 26 cm.
In: Graphic arts and crafts year book (1908): 75-78.
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.
Wing Z 007 .37, v. 2, p. 75-78 (PrCt)

30914 Geological Survey (U.S.) - Yellowstone National Park
Hayden, Ferdinand Vandeveer, 1829-1887

30915 Geological surveys - 1855
Geological surveys, their objects and utility.
Dublin, 1855.
Authors: Dublin University magazine Pp. 679-685 Photocopy from: Dublin University magazine 46 (December 1855): 679-685.
Ayer Modern MS Karrow, box 2, folder 15, no. 5 (PrCt)

30916 Geological surveys - 1874
Geology - Maps - 1874
On the importance of surveying in geology. 1874.
Ayer Modern MS Karrow, box 2, folder 18, no. 9 (PrCt)

30917 Geological surveys - 1874
Geology - Surveys SEE Geological surveys
Ayer Modern MS Karrow, box 2, folder 18, no. 4 (PrCt)

30918 Geological Surveys - United States - 1800-1899
Authors: Hendrickson, Walter B. From Isis 52 (1961): 357-371. BHC 2050
Vert 692 (PrCt)

30919 Geological surveys - United States - 1873
Geological surveys - United States - Pennsylvania - 1873
State geological surveys. 1873.
Ayer Modern MS Karrow, box 2, folder 18, no. 3 (PrCt)

30920 Geological surveys - United States - 1875
Topographical surveying - United States - 1875
Geological Survey of California - 1875
Geographical and geological surveys. 1875.
248 (July 1875): 37-85; 121, no. 249 (October 1875): 270-314.
Ayer Modern MS Karrow, box 3, folder 25, no. 9 (PrCt)

30921  Geological surveys - United States - Massachusetts - 1874
Authors: Overland monthly (San Francisco, Calif.)
p. 573-574
Photocopy from: Overland monthly 12 (June 1874): 573-574.
Ayer Modern MS Karrow, box 2, folder 15, no. 4 (PrCt)

30922  Geological Surveys - United States - New York (State) - 1838
Geological Surveys - United States - Maine - 1838
Geological Surveys. 1838.
Authors: Christian examiner
p. 363-367
Photocopy of part of article in: Christian examiner
24 (July 1838): 363+ [continued beyond p. 367].
Review article covering reports of official
geological surveys in New York and Maine.
Ayer Modern MS Karrow, box 2, folder 15, no. 3 (PrCt)

30923  Geology - Albania - Maps - History
Historical view over geological cartography in Albania. 1995.
Authors: Onuzi, Kujtim -- International
Conference on the History of Cartography (16th : 1995 : Vienna)
7 leaves : 30 cm.
Distributed at Intl Conf. on Hist. of Cart. (16th),
Vert 1752 (PrCt)

30924  Geology - Great Britain - 1946
Landscapes - Great Britain - 1946
Geography - Great Britain - 1946
Great Britain - Maps - 1946
Physical geography - Great Britain - Maps - 1946 - Geology
Authors: Stamp, L. Dudley (Laurence Dudley), 1898-1966 -- Collins
xvi, 255 p. : illus., plates (part. col.), maps ; 23 cm.
Series: The New naturalist; a survey of British
natural history.
"Annotated bibliography": p. 241-244.
To Collection Services for cataloging, April 2011 (PrCt)

30925  Geology - Great Britain - Maps - History
Geology - British Isles - Maps - History
Remarks on the introduction of geological maps. 1876-1877.

Authors: Morton, George Highfield, 1826-1900--Literary and Philosophical Society of
p. 293-301
In: Literary and Philosophical Society of
Liverpool. Proceedings. v. 31 (1876-1877): 293-301.
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the
Newberry Library.
Wing Z 40745 .51, v. 31, p. 293-301 (PrCt)

30926  Geology in literature - American literature - 19th century
The Influence of geology on American literature and thought. 1979.
Authors: Dean, Dennis R.
p. 289-303
Offprint from: Schneer, Cecil J., ed. Two hundred
years of geology in America : proceedings of the
New Hampshire Bicentennial Conference on the
History of Geology (Hanover, N.H. : Published for
University of New Hampshire by University Press
Ayer Modern MS Karrow, box 3, folder 26, no. 6 (PrCt)

30927  Geology - Maps - 1850
Vegetation surveys - Maps - 1850
Animals - Maps - 1850
Meteorology - Maps - 1850
Hydrography - Maps - 1850
Atlases, British - 1850
The Physical atlas of natural phenomena : for the
use of colleges, academies, and families.
Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, 1850.
Authors: Johnston, Alexander Keith, 1804-1871 --
Lea & Blanchard -- William Blackwood and Sons
-- W. & A.K. Johnston Limited -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (122 p., [29] leaves of plates) : illus., 26
maps, tables ; 38 cm.
Maps engraved by W. & A.K. Johnston and
published by William Blackwood & Sons.
Publisher's advertisements at front.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Phillips 227.
Baskes folio G1046.C1 .J64 1850 (NLO)

30928  Geology - Maps - 1854
Vegetation surveys - Maps - 1854
Animals - Maps - 1854
Meteorology - Maps - 1854
Hydrography - Maps - 1854
Atlases, British - 1854
The Physical atlas of natural phenomena.
Edinburgh ; London : William Blackwood and
Sons, 1854.
Authors: Johnston, Alexander Keith, 1804-1871 --
William Blackwood and Sons -- W. & A.K.
Johnston Limited -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
maps : 38 cm.
[2nd ed.?]
'Reduced from the edition in imperial folio for the use of colleges, academies, and families.'
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
D. Smith, 1 MW #5, 60
Baskes folio G1046.C1 .J64 1854 (NLO)

Authors: Johnston, Alexander Keith, 1804-1871 -- William Blackwood and Sons -- W. & A.K. Johnston Limited -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (23 p., 38 leaves of plates) : 1 ill., 18 col. maps ; 28 cm.
New ed. [i.e. 2nd ed.?]
'Engraved and printed in colours by W. & A.K. Johnston, Edinburgh.' --on maps.
Publisher's advertisements on inside front and back covers.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1046.C1 .J642 1858 (NLO)

Authors: Johnston, Alexander Keith, 1804-1871 -- William Blackwood and Sons -- W. & A.K. Johnston Limited -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (42 p., 20 fold. leaves of plates) : 2 ill., 18 col. maps ; 28 cm.
New and enl. ed.
'Engraved and printed in colours by W. & A.K. Johnston, Edinburgh.' --on maps.
Publisher's advertisements on inside front and back covers.
Scales differ.
Bookplate: Cabrillo College Library.

Atlas and handbook of physical geography : from original and authentic materials with analytical index. Edinburgh ; London : W. and A.K. Johnston, [1870?].
Authors: Johnston, Keith, 1844-1879 -- W. & A.K. Johnston Limited -- Wigg, William W. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (31, 249 p.) : 23 col. maps ; 20 cm.
'By Keith Johnston junr.'
Cover title: Keith Johnston's physical geography : handbook and atlas
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Laid in: Science and Art Department of the Committee of Council on Education, Queen's Prize, Obtained by William W. Wigg in the examination of science classes held May 1874.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1046.C1 .J65 1870b (NLO)

Authors: Johnston, Keith, 1844-1879 -- W. & A.K. Johnston Limited -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (24 p.) : 31 col. maps ; 20 cm.
[1st ed.?]
'By Keith Johnston junr. ... with analytical index.'
Cover title: Keith Johnston's physical atlas
Includes index.
Series: Middle class series
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Phillips 230.
Baskes G1046.C1 .J65 1870 (NLO)

Geology - Maps - 1873<<<>Cartography - Handbooks, manuals, etc. - 1873<<<>Map drawing - Handbooks, manuals, etc. - 1873
How to make a geological map. 1873.
Authors: Woodward, Horace B. (Horace Bolingbroke), 1848-1914 -- Popular science review (1873)
p. 26-34 : map
Photocopy from: Popular science review 12 (1873): 26-34; plate 93 (map).
Ayer Modern MS Karrow, box 3, folder 25, no. 10 (PrCt)

Authors: Johnston, Alexander Keith, 1804-1871 -- Johnston, Keith, 1844-1879 -- W. & A.K. Johnston Limited -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (53 p., 20 leaves of plates) : 2 ill., 18 col. maps ; 28 cm.
New and enl. ed.
Some maps signed A.K. Johnston others signed Keith Johnston.
Publisher’s advertisements on inside front and back covers.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1046.C1 .J642 1880 (NLO)

Authors: W. & A.K. Johnston Limited -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (52 p. 24 fold leaves of plates ) : 3 ill., 21 col. maps ; 28 cm.
New and rev. ed.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Phillips 3347
Baskes folio G1046.C1 .J66 1892 (NLO)

30936 Geology - Maps - Bibliography - Catalogs>>>Map collections - Germany - Catalogs
Authors: Kallenbach, Helga viii, 95 p. ; 24 cm.
Includes bibliographical references.
Series: Kartensammlung und Kartendokumentation ; 10
Formerly Z6026.G3 K27

30937 Geology - Maps - Exhibitions - Catalogs>>>Library of Congress - Exhibitions - Catalogs
Authors: Ehrenberg, Ralph E., 1937- -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division.
37p. : map ; 28 cm.
BHC 1124
Vert 735 (PrCt)

30938 Geology - Maps - Exhibitions - Catalogs>>>University of Reading. Library - Map collections - Exhibitions - Catalogs
The History and development of geological cartography: catalogue of the exhibition of geological maps in the University Library, Whiteknights, Reading, in honour of the eightieth birthday of Emeritus Professor H.L. Hawkins, by N.E. Butcher; exhibition opened 28 July 1967 by Mr. R.A. Skelton. Reading : University, 1967.
Authors: Butcher, N. E. -- Hawkins, H. L. -- University of Reading. Library
[14] p. : plate (map) ; 23 cm.
LC Card Number: 76350615
4A 17047 (NLO)

30939 Geology - Maps - History
History of the development of geologic maps. 1943.
Authors: Ireland, Hubert Andrew, 1904-- -- Bulletin of The Geological Society of America (1943)
p. 1227-1280
Electrostatic copy.
BHC 218
Vert 530 (PrCt)

30940 Geology - Maps - History, Ancient>>>Egyptian cartography
Authors: McMahon, David M. -- Earth Sciences History (1992)
p. 9-12 : maps
BHC 1478
Vert 1073 (PrCt)

Authors: Wilford, John Noble -- New York times (Nov. 29, 1988)
1p. : ill. ; 29 cm.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

BHC 2540
Vert 2080 (PrCt)

**30942** Geology - Maps - Symbols - History
- Geology - Symbols - History
- Geology - Maps - History

Mineralogical and geological information on maps before 1830. [1983?].
Authors: Ehrenberg, Ralph E., 1937- --
International Conference on the History of Cartography (10th : 1983 : Dublin)
Paper presented at Int. Conf. on the Hist. of Cart., 10th, Dublin, 1983.
Vert 879 (PrCt)

**30943** Geology - Maps - Symbols
- Geology - Maps
- Geology

Humboldt, Alexander Von, 1769-1859. Essay de pasigraphie
Authors: Beck, Hanno, 1923- -- Forschungen un Fortsritte (1958)
p. 33-39
BHC 1433
Vert 1033 (PrCt)

**30944** Geology - Scotland - Maps - 1833-1875
- Great Britain. Ordnance Survey of Scotland
- Highland and Agricultural Society of Scotland

Authors: Boud, R. C. -- Cartographic journal (1986)
p. 3-26 : maps, charts
From: Cartographic journal 23 (June 1986): 3-26, maps, charts.
BHC 1067
Vert 634 (PrCt)

**30945** Geology, Structural
- Physical geography
- Landscapes

Authors: Lobeck, A. K. (Armin Kohl), 1886-1958 xii, 731 p. : incl. front., illus., diagrs. ; 25 cm.
Bibliography at end of each chapter.
To Collection Services for cataloging, March 2011 (PrCt)

**30946** Geology - United States - Maps - 1800-1899
- Maclure, William - 1763-1840

p. 266-269+.
BHC 2327
Vert 1792 (PrCt)

**30947** Geology - Wyoming - 1878
- Geology - Idaho - 1878
- Geology - Utah - 1878
- Wyoming - Maps - 1878
- Idaho - Maps - 1878
- Geology - Utah - Maps - 1878

Detached from Twelfth annual report of the United States Geological and Geographical Survey of the Territories : a report of the progress of the exploration in Wyoming and Idaho for the year 1878. U.S. 47th Cong., 1st Sess., 1881-82. H. Misc. Doc. 62, pt. 2, at end. Ser. 2057. Scale 1:253,440 or '4 miles to 1 inch' ; (W 112°'00"W 109°30'N 43°'00"-N 41°45''). Relief shown by contours and spot heights. 'Surveyed in 1877.' In lower right margin '56.' Stamped on verso '5.' Koepp XIV, 1: 555.
map6F G4260 1878 .H3, map 20 (PrCt)

**30948** Geology - Wyoming - 1878
- Geology - Idaho - 1878
- Geology - Utah - 1878
- Wyoming - Maps - 1878
- Idaho - Maps - 1878
- Geology - Utah - Maps - 1878

Authors: Peale, A. C. (Albert Charles), 1829-1891 -- St. John, O. H. (Orestes Henry) -- Endlich, Frederick Miller, 1851-1899 -- Hayden, F. V. (Ferdinand Vandeveer), 1829-1887 -- Geological
1 map : col. ; 51 x 91 cm.
Scale [1:506,880]; (W 112°30'--W 107°00'/N 44°15'--N 41°45'). Relief shown by contours and spot heights.
Stamped on verso '2.'
Koeppe XIV, 1: 554.
map6F G4260 1878 .H3, map 18 (PrCt)

30949
Geology - Wyoming - 1878
Geology - Idaho - 1878
Authors: Hayden, F. V. (Ferdinand Vandeveer), 1829-1887 -- Clark, Fred A. -- Geological and Geographical Survey of the Territories (U.S.) -- Julius Bien & Co. -- United States. Congress. House
1 map : col. ; 56 x 81 cm.
Scale [1:253,440 or '4 miles to 1 inch' ; (W 109°30'W 107°00'/N 43°00'--N 41°45'). Relief shown by contours and spot heights.
'Surveyed in 1877.' In lower right margin '57.'
Stamped on verso '3.'
Koeppe XIV, 1: 554-55.
map6F G4260 1878 .H3, map 19 (PrCt)

30951
Geomagnetism - Maps - 1783-1786
World maps - 1783-1786
Geomagnetism
[Cartes des declinaisons et inclinaisons de l'aiguille animantée redigée d'apres la table des observations magnetiques faites par les voyageurs depuis l'annee 1775]. [Paris? Imprimerie royale?, 1783-1786]
Authors: Buffon, Georges Louis Leclerc, comte de, 1707-1788 -- Arago, F. (Francois), 1786-1853 -- Imprimerie royale (France) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- France.
Imprimerie royale SEE Imprimerie royale (France)
1 atlas (4 maps) ; on 8 sheets folded to 25 x 18 cm.
Lacking title page; title supplied by cataloger.
All maps lack author and imprint information.
The first seven maps bear titles similar to: Carte des declinaisons et inclinaisons de l'aiguille aimantée redigée d'apres la table des observations magnetiques faites par les voyageurs depuis l'annee 1775.
Title of eighth map: Carte magnetique des deux hemispheres.
Probably issued as part of Buffon, Georges Louis Leclerc. Histoire naturelle, generale et particuliere, avec la description du Cabinet du roi ... (Paris: De l'Imprimerie royale, 1750-1804). 44 v. ; 26 cm. The atlas may have been issued with volumes [25-29], published 1783-1788: Histoire naturelle des minéraux; cf. OCLC 6371564.
Duplicate copies of three of the maps form part of the Sack Map Collection.
29734
ICN 50-3986
Ayer 135 .C32 178- (NLO)

30952
Geomagnetism - Maps - 1825
World maps - 1825 - Geomagnetism
Carte generale des meridians et des parallèles magnetiques du globe terrestre. [1830].
Authors: Duperrey, Louis Isidore, 1786-1865 -- Tardieu, Ambroise, 1788-1841
1 map ; in two hemispheres, 45 cm. in diam., on sheet 67 x 103 cm.
Includes inset map of magnetic graticule in the Pacific Ocean.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
From Duperrey. Voyage autour du monde... .
Phillips 199 and 2727.
'Partie Physique,' plate E.
At upper right : No.1750.
86-90091
4229
map6F G3201.C93 1825 D8 (PrCt)

30953 Geomagnetism - Maps - 1825>>>World maps - 1825 - Geomagnetism
Carte générale des meridiens et des parallèles magnétiques du globe terrestre. [1830].
Authors: Duperrey, Louis Isidore, 1786-1865 -- Tardieu, Ambroise, 1788-1841 -- Hacq, J. M.
1 map ; 58 x 86 cm.
On Mercator's projection.
At upper right : No.1729.
From Duperrey. Voyage autour du monde... .
Phillips 199 & 2727.
'Partie Physique,' plate D.
86-90091
4230
map6F G3201.C93 1825 D8a (PrCt)

30954 Geomatics - Congresses -1999>>>Surveying - Congresses - 1999
Authors: Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors. Geomatics Division. Conference (1999 : University of Nottingham)
2 v. (96; 95 p.) : ill. (some col.), maps, ports. ; 30 cm.
'Reprinted April 2000.'
Includes bibliographical references.
v. 1. 50th anniversary program.
Seven pages of colored plates included in pagination of v. 1.
ISBN 0854069674 ; 0854069658 (v.1) ; 0854069666 (v.2)
folio TA502 .R68 2000 (NLO)

30955 Geometry - Charts, Diagrams, Etc. - 1792
Authors: Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824 -- Calcografia camerale (Rome, Italy) -- Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824. Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (1792-1801) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 24 cm.
In: Cassini, Giovanni Maria. Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (Rome : Presso la Calcogra. camerale, 1792-1801) v. 1 pl. [A].
oversize Ayer 135 .C33 1792 v. 1 pl. A (PrCt)

xii, 66 p. : illus. (maps) ; 29 cm.
1st ed.
'By Nicholas John Spykman ; edited by Helen R. Nicholl ; with an introduction by Frederick Sherwood Dunn ; maps by J. McA. Smiley.'
Half-title: Institute of International Studies, Yale University.
Inscribed 'To Walter Lippmann from Wm. deKrafft, April 1944.'
With bookplate 'Centerville Public Library, Gift of Walter Lippmann.'
folio JC319 .S62 (NLO)

Authors: Chaliand, Gérard, 1934-- -- Rageau, Jean-Pierre -- Vallet-Petit, Catherine -- Berrett, A. M. -- Harper & Row, Publishers -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Petit, Catherine Vallet SEE Vallet
1 atlas (224 p.) : 163 col. maps ; 18 x 25 cm.
2nd ed., rev. and updated.
Contents: Views of the world -- The geopoliticians -- Cultural factors -- The historical context of the contemporary world -- A world of oceans -- Security perceptions of the United States, the USSR, and regional and middle powers -- Natural constraints -- Economic data -- Population factors -- North-South -- The military balance -- Appendixes.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 224).
Scale not given.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 84048143
ISBN 0060912200 (pbk.) ; 9780060912208 (pbk.) ; 0060153873 (hard) ; 9780060153878 (hard)
Baskes G1046.F1 C513 1985 (NLO)

A Strategic atlas : comparative geopolitics of the...


Rev. and updated, 1st Perennial Library ed.


Contents: View of the world -- The geopoliticians -- Cultural factors -- The historical context of the contemporary world -- A world of oceans -- Security perceptions of the United States, the USSR, and regional and middle powers -- Natural constraints -- Economic data -- Population factors -- North-South -- The military balance -- Appendix.

Includes bibliographical references.

Scale not given.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

LC Card Number 89046081

ISBN 0060551836 ; 9780060551834 ; 0060964340 (pbk.) ; 9780060964344 (pbk.)

Baskes G1046.F1 C513 1990 (NLO)

30959 George C. Marshall Museum and Library (Lexington, Va.) - 1988


Authors: George C. Marshall Foundation 1 sheet : photos, map ; 22 x 11 cm


Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection at the Newberry Library.

Case F548.1 .R36 (1870-1871 ed.), p. 398 (PrCt)


Authors: George F. Cram Company -- Herff Jones, Inc.

1 p. : 2 b-w photos ; 28 cm.

Brief history of map publishing firm founded in Chicago in 1867 by G.F. Cram; merged in 1921 with E.A. Peterson's National Map Company and moved to Indianapolis; later managed by members of the the Douthit family; and sold to Herff Jones, Inc. in 2005.


According to the 1WorldGlobes.Com website (accessed September 14, 2014), "As of the beginning of 2012, the George F. Cram Company's operations have been shut down & all products have been discontinued at this time. This page remains available for infomational reference only":

http://www.1worldglobes.com/1WorldGlobes/cram-globe.htm

Vert 805 no. 2 (PrCt)

30962 George H. Beans Library - Bibliography - 1938


Authors: George H. Beans Library 6 p. : 28 cm.

Photocopy.

Lists and describes publications 1 (1928) through 13 (1938).

Includes list of libraries with complete, or nearly complete, sets.

Vert 593, no. 1 (PrCt)

30963 George H. Beans Library - Bibliography<<>>Tall Tree Library - Bibliography


Printout from the Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog, in series order.


Vert 593, no. 4 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

George Philip & Son - Map printing - 1924 - Map printing - 1924 Map-making by modern methods : a little-known field of printing. [London : British & colonial printer and stationer, 1924]. Authors: Newberry Library, John M. Wing Foundation p. 37-38 : ill. ; 37 cm. In British & colonial printer and stationer 95, no. 3 (July 17, 1924): 37-38. Describes mapmaking as carried out by George Philip and Son, Ltd.; includes a photograph of their stand at the British Empire Exhibition. Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library. Wing Z 007 .1596, v. 95, p. 37-38 (PrCt)


Georges Bank - Maps - Collections, 1524-1850 Cartographic history, 1524-1850. [Cambridge : Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

MIT Press, 1987].
Authors: McCorkle, Barbara B.
p. 10-17 : 11 maps (part. col.) ; 34 x 39 cm.
Offprint of chapter 2 from Richard H. Backus and
map2F G9112.G4A 1887 M3 (PrCt)

30972 Georgetown (Colo.) - Maps - 1873
Sketch of Georgetown, Colorado ... 1873.
Authors: U.S. Geographical Surveys West of the
100th Meridian -- Wheeler, George M. (George
Montague), 1842-1905. Report upon United
States Geographical Surveys West of the One
Hundredth Meridian (1875-1889)
1 map ; 11 x 10 cm. on sheet 30 x 40 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:18,900].
In: Wheeler, George M. Report upon United
States Geographical Surveys West of the One
Hundredth Meridian (Washington, D.C.,
1875-1889).
Govt. W 8.5:2 pl. 6, opp. p. 491 (PrCt)

30973 Georgetown (Colo.) - Pictorial works - 1874
View of Georgetown, Colorado, 1874. Ithaca,
Authors: Glover, Eli S. -- Strobridge & Co.,
lithographers, Cincinnati -- Historic Urban Plans
+Firm
1 birds-eye view : col. ; 34 x 44 cm.
Facsimile of original published 1874.
References: 1-19, A-E.
425
map4F G4314.G4A3 1874 G55 1971 (PrCt)

30974 Georgetown (Colo.) - Pictorial works - 1879
<Map printing - Wood engravings -
Pictorial works - 1879<...>Railroads -
Maps<...>Wood engravings
View of Georgetown [Colorado]. K.C. [Kansas
City] : Banta-Brazel, [1879].
Authors: Banta-Brazel -- Smart, Stephen F.
Colorador tourist and illustrated guide via the
"Golden belt route" ... (1879) -- Kansas Pacific
Railway Company -- Ramsey, Millett & Hudson --
Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana
(Newberry Library)
1 view : wood engraving ; 10 x 12 cm.
In: Smart, Stephen F. Colorado tourist and
illustrated guide via the "Golden Belt Route" : the
great wheat and corn producing region extending
from the Missouri River through central Kansas
and Colorador (which is traversed by the Kansas
Pacific railway) to the Rocky Mountain resorts
(Kansas City : Published by the Kansas Pacific
Railway ; Ramsey, Millett & Hudson, 1879), p. 9.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of
Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Graff 3818, p. 9 (PrCt)

30975 Georgetown County (S.C.) - Maps - 1825 -
Landowners<<Counties -
Maps<<Landowners - Maps
Georgetown District, South Carolina. [Baltimore :
F. Lucas Jr.], 1825.
Authors: Mills, Robert, 1781-1855 -- Hemingway,
William, fl. 1820-1825 -- Tanner, Henry Schenck,
1786-1858 -- Lucas, Fielding, Jr., 1781-1854 --
Mills, Robert, 1781-1855. Atlas of the state of
South Carolina ... [1825] -- Edward E. Ayer
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 66 x 53 cm.
Surveyed by Wm. Hemingway, 1820. Improved
for Mills' atlas, 1825.'
In: Mills, Robert. Atlas of the state of South
Carolina ... (Baltimore : F. Lucas, Jr., [1825]) pl.
[13].

30976 Georgetown (Washington, D.C.) - Pictorial
works - 1855
View of Georgetown D.C. [Ithaca, N.Y. Historic
Urban Plans, 1970].
Authors: Sachse, Edward, 1804-1873 -- Historic
Urban Plans (firm)
1 birds-eye view : col. ; 32 x 49 cm.
Facsimile of original published 1855.
Includes references.
421
map4F G3854.G4A3 1855 S2 197- (PrCt)

30977 Georgia - Boundaries - 1700-1799<...>Indians
of North America - Georgia -
1700-1799<...>Georgia - Historical
Geography<...>Indians of North America -
Maps
Indian boundaries in colonial Georgia. Savannah :
Georgia Historical Society, 1970.
Authors: De Vorsey, Louis
Reprinted from Georgia Historical Quarterly 54,
no. 1 (Spring 1970): 63-78.
Vert 391 (PrCt)

30978 Georgia - Boundaries - History<...>Georgia -
Geography - History
The Story of Georgia's boundaries : a meeting of
history and geography / William J. Morton.
Authors: Morton, William J.
12, 184 p. : ill., maps ; 24 cm.
1st ed.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 161-173)
and index.
Inscribed by the author.
LC Card Number: 2009909130
ISBN 9780984159611 (hardcover) ; 0984159614
(hardcover) ; 9780984159604 (pbk.) ;
0984159608 (pbk.) ; 9780984159628 (ebook) ;
0984159622 (ebook)
F292.B7 M6 2009 (NLO)

30979 Georgia - Cities and towns - Maps -
Bibliography<...>City planning - Georgia -
History
The First one hundred years of town planning in
Authors: Sears, Joan Niles
19, 220 p. : ill. ; 24 cm.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 30980       | **Georgia - Historical geography - Maps - 1526-1866**
|             | **Spanish settlements in Georgia (1526-1866).**
|             | Authors: Jackson, Edwin L. -- McCallister, Reid -- Porter, Mary -- University of Georgia. Carl Vinson Institute of Government -- Southeastern Color Lithographers
|             | Includes index. 1 map : col.; 56 x 41 cm. |
| 30981       | **Georgia - Historical geography - Maps - 1969**
|             | **Historical atlases**
|             | Authors: Georgia College
|             | 22 cm. |
|             | **F 867 .114 (NLO)** |
| 30982       | **Georgia - History - Civil War, 1861-1865 - Maps - 1864**
|             | **Allatoona Pass, Battle of, Ga., 1864 - Maps**
|             | **United States - History - Civil War, 1861-1865 - Maps**
|             | Authors: Johnston, Joseph E. (Joseph Eggleston), 1807-1891. Narrative of military operations, directed, during the late war between the states (1874) -- D. Appleton and Company -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
|             | 1 map ; 16 x 10 cm. |
|             | Anonymous map issued without imprint in Johnston, Joseph E. Narrative of military operations, directed, during the late war between the states (New York : D. Appleton and Co., 1874) between p. 326-327. Shows theater of operations in northwestern Georgia between the Atlanta Campaign of 1864; details region including Dalton, Resaca, Calhoun and Adairsville; does not show troop positions. Duplicate copies: U 2 .455 -- Dawes F 861 .45
|             | **Graff 2227 between p. 326-327 (PrCl)** |
| 30985       | **Georgia - Maps - 1600-1775 - Missions**
|             | **Missions - Georgia - Maps - 1600-1775**
|             | **Georgia - History - Colonial period, ca. 1600-1775 - Maps**
|             | Authors: Lanning, John Tate, 1902- -- Helen H. Tanner Collection (Newberry Library)
|             | 1 map ; 43 x 31 cm. |
|             | **map2F G3921.E424 1935 .L3 1960 (PrCl)** |
| 30986       | **Georgia - Maps - 1758-1972 - Counties**
|             | Authors: Ewing, Katherine W. -- Atlas of Historical County Boundaries Project (Newberry County, 1978). |

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
"Drawn June, 1968, by Katherine W. Ewing (Mrs. Albert, Jr.), Nashville, Tenn., from a tracing of a modern Georgia highway map for county outlines, water courses, county seats, etc.; county formations from the best available and most authoritative sources."

"Amended October, 1972, from data in the 'Official and Statistical Register, 1969-1970,' Georgia Department of Archives and History, Atlanta."

Indexed by presently existing and extinct counties.

From the files of the Atlas of Historical County Boundaries Project, the Newberry Library.

Map4F G3921 .F7S1 1972 .E9 (PrCt)

Georgia - Maps - 1758-1973 - Counties
Creation of Georgia counties presently existing.

Authors: Ewing, Katherine W. -- Precision Color, Inc.

1 map ; on sheet 90 x 59 cm.
Gift '74
Map4F G3921.F7 1973 E8 (PrCt)

Georgia - Maps - 1763 - Indians - Land Tenure
- Manuscripts - Facsimiles
- Indians - Georgia - Maps - 1763 - Land Tenure - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
- Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
- Indians of North America - Maps

Map of part of Georgia between the Savannah and Alabamah ... [19--].


1 map
Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1763 manuscript.
MapPhoto England BL Add. Ms. 14036f (PrCt)

Georgia - Maps - 1763 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
- Manuscript maps - Facsimiles

A Map of the sea coast of Georgia and the inland parts thereof ... [19--].


1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1763 manuscript.
MapPhoto England BL Add. Ms. 14036g (PrCt)

Georgia - Maps - 1769 - Indians - Land Tenure
- Manuscripts - Facsimiles
- Indians - Georgia - Maps - 1769 - Land Tenure - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
- Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
- Indians of North America - Maps

Sketch of the boundary line as it is now mark'd between the aforesaid Province [of Georgia] and the Creek Indian Nation. By Saml. Savery, D. Surveyor, 14th January, 1769. [19-].


1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1769 manuscript.


Georgia - Maps - 1773 - Indian land transfers - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
- Indian land transfers - Georgia - Maps - 1773 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
- Indians - Georgia - Maps - 1773 - Indian land transfers - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
- Creek Indians - Georgia - Land tenure - Maps - 1773 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
- Cherokee Indians - Georgia - Land tenure - Maps - 1773 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
- Georgia - Maps - 1773 - Soils - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
- Georgia - Maps - 1773 - Land cover - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
- Soils - Georgia - Maps - 1773 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
- Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
- Indians of North America - Maps

A Map of the lands ceded to His Majesty by the Creek and Cherokee Indians: at a congress held in Augusta the 1st June 1773 ... [197-].

Authors: Yonge, Philip, fl. 1773 -- Barnard, Edward -- Hammond, LeRoy -- Purcell, Joseph -- Barnard, William -- Georgia. Surveyor General Department

1 map ; 55 x 41 cm., reduced from 108 x 76 cm.
Photocopy of blueprint in Georgia Surveyor General Dept.; location of 1773 manuscript unknown.

Scale [ca. 1:355,000].
Indicates soil types and land cover.
Blake, Pre-nineteenth century maps in the ... Georgia Surveyor General Department, no. 187. Gift '76
ICN78
map2F G3920 1773 .Y6 (PrCt)

Georgia - Maps - 1779

A New and accurate map of the province of Georgia in North America. 1779.

Authors: Universal magazine of knowledge and pleasure

1 map ; 33 x 28 cm.
Detached from Universal Magazine 64 (1779), opposite p. 169.

Scale [ca. 1:650,000].
Relief shown pictorially and by hachures.

map4F G3920 1779 .Y6 (PrCt)
Prime meridian: [London].
Ayer
22591
ICN73
map2F 3920 (PrCt)
30993 Georgia - Maps - 1795
Georgia. [Philadelphia : F. and R. Bailey, 1795].
Authors: Scott, J. T. (Joseph T.) -- Francis & Robert Bailey (Firm) -- Scott, J. T. (Joseph T.)
The United States gazetteer ... (1795)
1 map ; 15 x 18 cm.
Anonymous map without imprint.
In: Scott, Joseph T. The United States gazetteer ... (Philadelphia : Printed by F. and R. Bailey, 1795), opposite column GEO-GEO.
Bar scale of 120 miles = 26 mm.
'Lon. W. from Philada.'
Duplicate copy: Case 5A 277
Case G 833 .8 opposite column GEO-GEO (PrCt)

30994Georgia - Maps - 1796 Southern States - Maps - 1796
Georgia, from the latest authorities. New York : John Reid, [1796].
Authors: Winterbotham, William, 1763-1829 -- Tanner, Benjamin, 1775-1848 -- Reid, John, 1764?-1828 -- Winterbotham, William, 1763-1829. The American atlas containing the following maps ... (1796)
1 map ; 21 x 38 cm. on sheet 50 x 43 cm.
Printed on same sheet with: Map of the Tennessean government formerly part of North Carolina from the latest surveys
In: Winterbotham, William. The American atlas containing the following maps ... (New York : John Reid, 1796) map [18]
Case oversize G 1083 .03 map [18] (PrCt)

30995Georgia - Maps - 1796 Southeastern States SEE Southern States
Georgia, from the latest authorities. Philadelphia : M. Carey, 1796.
Authors: Barker, W. (William), fl. 1795-1803 -- Guthrie, William, 1708-1770 -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839. Carey's General atlas ... (1796)
1 map ; 22 x 39 cm.
In: Carey, Mathew. Carey's General atlas ... (Philadelphia : M. Carey, 1796) pl. [38],
Case folio G1019.C25 1796 pl. 38 (PrCt)

30996Georgia - Maps - 1804
Authors: Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823. A New and elegant general atlas comprising all the new discoveries, to the present time ... (1804) -- John Conrad & Co. -- Lewis, Samuel, 1753 or 1754-1822 -- Fairman, D. -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 20 x 25 cm.
In: Arrowsmith, Aaron. A New and elegant general atlas comprising all the new discoveries, to the present time ... (Philadelphia [etc.] : J. Conrad & Co. [and others], 1804) pl. 49.
Ayer 135 .A65 1804 pl. 49 (PrCt)

30997Georgia - Maps - 1804 SEE Southern States - Maps - 1804
Georgia from the latest authorities. Philadelphia : Mathew Carey, 1804.
Authors: Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Barker, W. (William), fl. 1795-1803 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839. Carey's General atlas ... (1804)
1 map ; 21 x 39 cm.
In: Carey, Mathew. Carey's General atlas ... (Philadelphia : Published by Mathew Carey, April 24th, 1804) pl. 39.
oversize Ayer 135 .C27 1804 pl. 39 (PrCt)

30998Georgia - Maps - 1805 Road maps SEE Federal Road (Ala. and Ga.) - Maps - 1805 SEE Old Federal Road (Ala. and Ga.) SEE Federal Road (Ala. and Ga.). SEE Road maps
Map of the route of the 1805 Cherokee Federal road as shown on the original surveys of the state of Georgia ... / route traced by staff of Georgia Surveyor General Department, October 1969. Atlanta : Georgia Surveyor General Department, 1969.
Authors: Georgia. Surveyor General Department -- Atlas of Historical County Boundaries Project (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 35 x 51 cm.
Photostat.
Title from typed label attached to original Stamp of Georgia Surveyor General Department on verso.
Only shows portion of road between Walker and Hall Counties.
From the files of the Atlas of Historical County Boundaries Project, the Newberry Library.
map2F G3921 .P2 1805 .G3 (PrCt)

30999Georgia - Maps - 1805 Road maps SEE Federal Road (Ala. and Ga.) - Maps - 1805 SEE Road maps
Federal road and Ft. Gains and Ft. Scott. Atlanta : Georgia Surveyor General Department, [1960?].
Authors: Hemperley, Marion R. -- Georgia. Surveyor General Department -- Atlas of Historical County Boundaries Project (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 52 x 42 cm.
Photostat.
"Roads from dist. plats in Ga. Surveyor General Dept., Atlanta, by M. R. Hemperley."
Stamp of Georgia Surveyor General Department on verso.
From the files of the Atlas of Historical County Boundaries Project, the Newberry Library.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
**31001 Georgia - Maps - 1818**


1 map : hand col. ; 28 x 22 cm., on sheet 45 x 56 cm.

Engraved title within neatline. Added letterpress title in uppercase and oversize lettering, top margin: Geographical, statistical, and historical map of Georgia

Scale [ca. 1:2,250,000]. "Scale of [70] miles" = 5 cm.

Coordinates: (W 85°48'00"--W 80°50'00"/N 35°15'00"--N 29°45'00")

Prime meridian: Washington, D.C.

Identifies Cherokee and Lower Creek Indian reservations in western Georgia.

Extensive text in side and bottom margins includes summaries of geography, county population statistics, Indian treaties, state history, and more.

In: H.C. Carey and I. Lea (Firm). A Complete historical, chronological, and geographical American atlas ... (Philadelphia : H.C. Carey and I. Lea, 1822), [map 20].

"No. 25." -- In letterpress at upper right.

Forms part of the William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library).

Digital image of another copy available on the David Rumsey Map Collection website (accessed September 2013):

http://www.davidrumsey.com/luna/servlet/s/f5kb19

References: Schwartz and Ehrenberg, Mapping of America (1980) p. 239

Ayer 133 .S93 1818 (NLO)

Digital image of another copy available on the David Rumsey Map Collection website (accessed October 2013):

http://www.davidrumsey.com/luna/servlet/s/f5kb19

References: Schwartz and Ehrenberg, Mapping of America (1980) p. 239

Ayer 133 .S93 1818 (NLO)

**31002 Georgia - Maps - 1822**


*Map of the state of Georgia / prepared from actual surveys and other documents for Eleazer Early by Daniel Sturges ; engraved by Samuel Harrison*, 1818. Savannah, Ga. ; Philadelphia : Published & sold by Eleazer Early and by John Melish & Samuel Harrison, 1818.

Authors: Sturges, Daniel, -1823 -- Harrison, Samuel, 1789-1818 -- Early, Eleazer -- Melish, John, 1771-1822 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col., sectioned and mounted on cloth ; 111 x 138 cm., folded to 24 cm. in slip case (25 cm.)

Scale [ca. 1:510,000].

Coordinates: (W 87°45'40"--W 80°50'00"/N 35°05'00"--N 29°55'00")

Prime meridian: [Washington, D.C.]

Relief shown pictorially.

Covers Georgia and large sections of South Carolina, Alabama, and Florida.

Identifies Cherokee, Creek and Seminole Indian villages, territories, and recent land cessions.

Includes directory of post offices keyed to table of distances from Milledgeville, Georgia and Washington, D.C.; and table of Georgia county population statistics for 1810.

Printed from 4 copperplates on 4 sheets; subsequently sectioned into 50 panels, mounted on cloth, and folded to 24 x 15 cm.

Oversize Greenlee 4891 .C27 1822 [map 20] (PrCt)

**31003 Georgia - Maps - 1823**

*Georgia and Alabama*. Philadelphia : H.S. Tanner, 1823 [i.e. 1826?].

Authors: Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858. A New American atlas containing maps of the several states of the North American union ... (1823, [i.e. 1826?])

Digital image of another copy available on the David Rumsey Map Collection website (accessed September 2013):

http://www.davidrumsey.com/luna/servlet/s/u6049u

References: Schwartz and Ehrenberg, Mapping of America (1980) p. 239

Ayer 133 .S93 1818 (NLO)
1826?)
1 map : hand col. ; 52 x 69 cm.
Running title in upper margin: American atlas.
In: Tanner, Henry Schenck. A New American atlas containing maps of the several states of the North American union ... (Philadelphia : H.S. Tanner, 1823, [i.e. 1826?]) map [15].
Case oversize G1200 .T3 1823 map [15] (PrCt)

31004
Georgia - Maps - 1826
Georgia. Philadelphia : A. Finley, [1826].
Authors: Finley, A. (Anthony) -- Young & Delleker
Finley, A. (Anthony). A New general atlas, comprising a complete set of maps, representing the grand divisions of the globe ... (1826) 1 map : hand col. ; 28 x 21 cm.
In: Finley, Anthony. A New general atlas, comprising a complete set of maps, representing the grand divisions of the globe ... (Philadelphia : A. Finley, 1826) pl. 21.
Case folio G1019 .F5 1826 pl. 21 (PrCt)

31005
Georgia - Maps - 1827
Engraved title within neatline.
Added letterpress title in uppercase and oversize lettering, top margin: Geographical, statistical, and historical map of Georgia Scale [ca. 1:2,250,000]. "Scale of [70] miles" = 5 cm.
Coordinates: (W 85°48'00"--W 80°50'00"/N 35°15'00"--N 29°45'00") Prime meridian: Washington, D.C.
Identifies Cherokee and Lower Creek Indian reservations in western Georgia.
Extensive text in side and bottom margins include summaries of geography, county population statistics, Indian treaties, state history, and more.
In: H.C. Carey and I. Lea (Firm). A Complete historical, chronological, and geographical American atlas ... (Philadelphia ; London ; Leipzig ; Paris : H.C. Carey & I. Lea ; John Miller ; Bossange Freres, 1827) pl. [20].
"No. 25." -- In letterpress at upper right.
oversize Ayer Collection 135 .C268 1827 pl. 20 (PrCt)

31006
Georgia - Maps - 1828-<><>Alabama - Maps - 1828
Authors: Knight, John, approximately 1802-1872 -- Darby, William, 1775-1854 -- Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Darby, William, 1775-1854 View of the United States ... (1828) 1 map : hand col. ; 13 x 17 cm.
In: Darby, William. View of the United States : historical, geographical, and statistical ... (Philadelphia : H. S. Tanner, 1828) pl. [2], opp. p. 84.
Case G 83 .216 pl. 2 (PrCt)

31007
Georgia - Maps - 1832-<><>Alabama - Maps - 1832
Georgia and Alabama / J. Knight sc. [Philadelphia : H.S. Tanner, 1832].
Authors: Knight, J. (Jonathan), 1787-1858 -- Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Baird, Robert, 1798-1863. View of the valley of the Mississippi, or, The emigrant's and traveller's guide to the West ... (1832) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library) 1 map : 13 x 17 cm.
In: Baird, Robert. View of the valley of the Mississippi, or, The emigrant's and traveller's guide to the West ... (Philadelphia : H.S. Tanner, 1832), between p. 276-277.
"Page 276" -- at upper right.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Graff 141, between p. 276-277 (PrCt)

31008
Georgia - Maps - 1833
Authors: Young & Delleker -- Finley, A. (Anthony) -- Finley, A. (Anthony). A New general atlas ... (1833) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 28 x 22 cm.
In: Finley, Anthony. A New general atlas: comprising a complete set of maps, representing the grand divisions of the globe ... (Philadelphia : Anthony Finley, 1833), plate 21.
Sheet corner numbered 21.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .F5 1833, plate 21 (PrCt)

31009
A Map of the third and fourth sections of that part of Georgia now known as the Cherokee Territory: in which are delineated all the districts & lots which by an act of the general assembly were designated the gold districts. [Savannah?] : Cowles, Daggett & Co. [1833?].
Authors: Green, Orange -- Cowles, Daggett & Co. -- Howes, Wright -- Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map hand. col. ; 55 x 74 cm. fold. in leather

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Georgia - Maps - 1834

**Georgia and Alabama / J. Knight sc.**
[Philadelphia : H. S. Tanner, 1834].
Authors: Knight, J. (Jonathan), 1787-1858 -- Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Baird, Robert, 1798-1863. View of the valley of the Mississippi, or, The emigrant's and traveller's guide to the West ... (1834) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 13 x 17 cm.
In: Baird, Robert. View of the valley of the Mississippi, or, The emigrant's and traveller's guide to the West ... (Philadelphia : H. S. Tanner, 1834), between p. 292-293.

*Page 276* [!] -- at upper right.
Duplicate copies: G 875 .065 -- Graff 5279


**Georgia - Maps - 1839**

A New map of Georgia with its roads & distances.
[Philadelphia : Carey & Hart, 1845].
Authors: Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Carey & Hart -- Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858. A New universal atlas ... (1845)
1 map : hand col. ; 32 x 26 cm.
'Entered according to act of Congress, in the year 1839, by H. S. Tanner ... '
In: Tanner, Henry Schenck. A New universal atlas ... (Philadelphia : Carey & Hart, 1845) map '20.'

**Case oversize G1019 .T2 1845 map 20 (PrCt)**

**Georgia - Maps - 1839**

The Tourist's pocket map of the State of Georgia : exhibiting its internal improvements, roads, distances, &c.
[Philadelphia : S. Augustus Mitchell, 1839, c1834].
Authors: Young, J. H. (James Hamilton) -- Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co. -- Cowperthwait (Thomas) & Co. SEE Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co.
1 map : hand col. ; 38 x 32 cm., folded to 12 x 8 cm.
'Entered according to act of Congress in the year 1834, by S. Augustus Mitchell ... '
'Sold by Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co., no. 253 Market Street.'
Cover title: Mitchell's map of Georgia.
Scale [ca. 1:1,750,000].
Includes tables: Steam boat routes -- Georgia census, 1830 (on verso of cover).
OCLC 20553347

**Case 3A 480 (NLO)**

**Georgia - Maps - 1841**

Georgia. [Boston : J. W. Wilkins & R. B. Carter, 1841?].
Authors: Bradford, T. G. (Thomas Gamaliel), 1802-1887 -- Bradford, T. G. (Thomas Gamaliel), 1802-1887. A Comprehensive atlas ... (1835, [i.e. 1841?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 25 x 19 cm.

**folio Ayer 135 .B75 1835 pl. 11, p. 38 (PrCt)**

**Georgia - Maps - 1845**

Georgia. [New York : H. S. Tanner, 1845].
Authors: Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858. A New general atlas, comprising a complete set of maps ... (1845)
1 map: hand col. ; 27 x 21 cm.
In: Tanner, Henry Schenck. A New general atlas, comprising a complete set of maps ... (New York : Tanner's Geographical Establishment, 1845) map '47'.

**oversize G 10 .622 map 47 (PrCt)**

**Georgia - Maps - 1847**

A New map of Georgia with its roads & distances.
Phila. -- S. Augustus Mitchell, 1847.
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Burroughs, H. N. -- Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868. A New universal atlas containing maps of the various empires, kingdoms, states, and republics of the world ... (1847)
1 map ; hand col. : 32 x 26 cm.
In: Mitchell, S. Augustus. A New universal atlas containing maps of the various empires, kingdoms, states, and republics of the world ... (Philadelphia : S. Augustus Mitchell, 1847) pl. '20'.

**oversize G 10 .579 pl. 20 (PrCt)**

**Georgia - Maps - 1848**

Bonner's Pocket map of the state of Georgia / compiled by Wm. G. Bonner, Civil Engineer, Milledgeville, 1848. Atlanta : Georgia Surveyor General Department, [1890s?].
Authors: Bonner William, G., fl. 1855-1857 -- Sherman & Smith -- Georgia. Surveyor General Department -- Atlas of Historical County Boundaries Project (Newberry Library) -- Sherman and Smith SEE Sherman & Smith
1 map ; 37 x 42 cm.
Photostat of map in the collection of the Georgia Surveyor General Department.
Original "eng. by Sherman & Smith, N. Y." and published New York, 1848.
Stamp of Georgia Surveyor General Department on verso.
From the files of the Atlas of Historical County Boundaries Project, the Newberry Library.

map4F G3920 1848 . B6 1980 (PrCt)

31017 Georgia - Maps - 1850
A New map of Georgia with its roads & distances. Philad. Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co., 1850 [i.e. 1852].
New universal atlas ... (1852)
1 map : hand col. ; 32 x 26 cm.
Entered according to act of Congress in ... 1850 by Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co. ... .' Later edition of map previously published by S.A. Mitchell.
oversize G1019 .N49 1852 pl. 20 (PrCt)

31018 Georgia - Maps - 1851<>>>Augusta (Ga.) - Maps - 1851<>>>Columbus (Ga.) - Maps - 1851<>>>Savannah (Ga.) - Maps - 1851<>>>Wall maps
Map of the state of Georgia / compiled under the direction of the General Assembly by Wm. G. Bonner, Civil Engineer. Atlanta : Georgia Surveyor General Department, [1890s?].
Authors: Bonner William, G., fl. 1855-1857 -- Georgia. General Assembly -- Barnes, Rufus L. -- Georgia. Surveyor General Department -- Atlas of Historical County Boundaries Project (Newberry Library)
1 map : 155 x 122 cm. on 6 sheets 46 x 64 cm.
Photostat of map in the collection of the Georgia Surveyor General Department. Originally published Milledgeville; Wm. G. Bonner, 1851.
"New edition, printed, colored and mounted by R. L. Barnes, Philadelphia."
Includes insets of Augusta, Columbus, Macon, and Savannah.
Stamp of Georgia Surveyor General Department on verso.
From the files of the Atlas of Historical County Boundaries Project, the Newberry Library.
map4F G3920 1851 . B6 1980 (PrCt)

31019 Georgia - Maps - 1855
Authors: Bonner William, G., fl. 1855-1857 -- J.H. Colton & Co. -- Howes, Wright -- Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 56 x 48 cm. fold. in cloth covers 15 x 10cm.
Cover title: Bonner's map of Georgia.
Advertising inside front cover.
Condition: very fine.
Forms part of the Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library). Gift 1976, Wright Howes.
map3C G3920 1855. B6 (PrCt)

31020 Georgia - Maps - 1855
Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's atlas of the world ... (1855-1856)
1 map : hand col. ; 35 x 28 cm.
oversize G 10 .185 v.1, pl. 25 (PrCt)

31021 Georgia - Maps - 1857
Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's general atlas ... (1857)
1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 28 cm.
oversize G 10 .188 pl. 27 (PrCt)

31022 Georgia - Maps - 1859
Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's atlas of America ... (1859) -- Johnson & Browning 1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 29 cm.
In: Colton George Woolworth. Colton's atlas of America, illustrating the physical and political geography of North and South America and the West India islands (New York ; London : J.H. Colton; Trübner, 1859) pl. [25], pl. [27]. Printed plate 'No. 29.' Map copyrighted 1855.
case oversize G1100 .C6 1859 pl. 25 (PrCt)

31023 Georgia - Maps - 1860<>>>Alabama - Maps - 1860
Authors: Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884 -- Johnson & Browning -- Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884. Johnson's new illustrated (steel plate) family atlas ... (1860)
1 map : hand col. ; 40 x 57 cm.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
In: Johnson, Alvin Jewett. Johnson's new illustrated (steel plate) family atlas ... (New York : Johnson and Browning, 1860) plates '34' and '35. 

Georgia - Maps - 1863<=>Alabama - Maps - 1863

Authors: Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884 -- Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884

Johnson's new illustrated family atlas of the world ... (1869) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 35 x 52 cm.

Note. Corrections and additions from Capt. Wm. E. Merrills Map of Northern Georgia in 1864.
"Lith of J. Bien, 24 Vesey St. N.Y."

Scale 1:350,000.
Coordinates: (W 86°41'00"--W 83°21'00"/N 35°15'00"--N 32°10'00")

Relief shown by hachures.
Prime meridian: Washington, D.C.
General campaign map showing turnpike and stage roads, railroads, towns, and rivers; does not show troop positions or movements.

Shows area bounded by Huntsville and Hayneville, Alabama, at west; Hawkinsville and Tallula Falls, Georgia, at east; Fayetteville and Cleveland, Tennessee, at north; and Byromville, Georgia, at south.

Sheet 7 of 7 manuscript and printed maps removed from the papers of U.S. Army General Orville E. Babcock at the Newberry Library.
Digital image of another copy available on the Library of Congress American Memory website (accessed October 2013):
http://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g3920.cw0125000

References: LC Civil War Maps (2nd ed.), 125
LC Card Number: 99447286

VAULT MS map6F G3861.A 1863 .B3 no. 7 (NLO)

Georgia - Maps - 1883 - Railroads<=>Railroads - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1883)
1 map : col. ; 16 x 13 cm.
Title in upper margin.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1883) opposite p. 455
H 668 .703 (1883) opp. p. 455 (PrCt)

Georgia - Maps - 1884 - Railroads<=>Railroads - Maps
Map of Georgia. For Poor's manual of railroads for 1884. Chicago : Rand, McNally & Co., 1884.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1884)
1 map : col. ; 16 x 13 cm.
Title in upper margin.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1884) opposite p. 438
H 668 .703 (1884) opp. p. 438 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Rand, McNally & Co., 1884.
1 map : col. ; 48 x 33 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Copyright, 1884, by Rand, McNally & Co., Chicago -- at bottom left.
Issued folded in accompanying index (32 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand, McNally & Co.'s indexed railroad and county pocket map and shippers' guide of Georgia. Chicago : Rand, McNally & Co., 1884.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
map2F G3921.P3 1884 .R3 (PrCt)

31030 Georgia - Maps - 1885<>Florida - Maps - 1885<>Florida Keys (Fla.) - Maps - 1885
Authors: Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- Adam and Charles Black (Firm). Black's general atlas of the world ... (1885)
1 map : col. ; 36 x 27 cm.
Inset (7 x 11 cm.): Continuation of Florida.
In: Adam and Charles Black. Black's general atlas of the world : embracing the latest discoveries, new boundaries, and other changes, accompanied by introductory letterpress and index (Edinburgh : Adam and Charles Black, 1885), plate 44C.
oversize G1019 .B63 1885, plate 44C (PrCt)

31031 Georgia - Maps - 1885 - Railroads<>Railroads - Maps
Map of Georgia. For Poor's manual of railroads for 1885. Chicago : Rand, McNally & Co., 1885.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1885)
1 map : col. ; 16 x 13 cm.
Title in upper margin.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1885) opposite p. 429 H 668 .703 (1885) opp. p. 429 (PrCt)

31032 Georgia - Maps - 1887 - Railroads<>Railroads - Maps
Georgia. Chicago : Geo. F. Cram, [1887].
Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928. Cram's standard American atlas of the world (1887)
1 map : col. ; 55 x 40 cm.
Keyed to town and railroad index on p. 131-133.
Case oversize G1019 .G455 1887, p. 134-135 (PrCt)

31033 Georgia - Maps - 1888 - Railroads<>Railroads - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company. Rand, McNally & Co.'s improved indexed business atlas and shipper's guide ... (1888) -- Rand McNally and Company. Commercial atlas (1888)
1 map : col. ; 48 x 34 cm.
Title in right margin.
In Rand, McNally & Co.'s improved indexed business atlas and shipper's guide ... (Chicago: Rand McNally, 1888) p. 428-429.
Keyed to index of towns and railroads on p. 430-437.
Uniform atlas title: Commercial atlas.
oversize RMcN atlas .C7 1888, p. 428-429 (PrCt)
Includes key to railroads numbered 2-88 (with gaps in numbering).
Issued folded in accompanying index (54 p.  ; 17 cm.): Rand, McNally & Co.'s indexed county and railroad pocket map and shippers' guide of Georgia. Chicago and New York : Rand, McNally & Co., c1897.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
map6C G3700 .P3 1897 .R3 (PrCt)

Georgia - Maps - 1900 - Railroads<<>>Alabama - Maps - 1900 - Railroads<<>>Railroads - Maps
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1900)
1 map : col. ; 20 x 25 cm.
Title in upper margin. 
Added title in upper margin: Poor's manual--Railroad map of the United States, 1900.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1900) between p. 384-385
H 668 .T03 (1900) bet. p. 384-385 (PrCt)

Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1901)
1 map : col. ; 20 x 26 cm.
Title in upper margin. 
Added title in upper margin: Poor's manual--Railroad map of the United States, 1901.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1901) between p. 384-385
H 668 .T03 (1901) bet. p. 384-385 (PrCt)

Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1902)
1 map : col. ; 20 x 26 cm.
Title in upper margin. 
Added title in upper margin: Poor's manual--Railroad map of the United States, 1902.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1902) between p. 224-225
H 668 .T03 (1902) bet. p. 224-225 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Railroads - Maps
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1903)
1 map : col. ; 20 x 26 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Added title in upper margin: Poor's manual--Railroad map of the United States, 1903.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1903) opposite p. 225
H 668 .703 (1903) opposite p. 225 (PrCt)

Georgia - Maps - 1904 - Railroads - Maps
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1904)
1 map : col. ; 20 x 26 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Added title in upper margin: Poor's manual--Railroad map of the United States, 1904.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1904) between p. 216-217
H 668 .703 (1904) bet. p. 216-217 (PrCt)

Georgia - Maps - 1905 - Railroads - Maps
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1905)
1 map : col. ; 20 x 26 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Added title in upper margin: Poor's manual--Railroad map of the United States, 1905.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1905) between p. 240-241
H 668 .703 (1905) bet. p. 240-241 (PrCt)

Georgia - Maps - 1906 - Railroads - Maps
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1906)
1 map : col. ; 20 x 26 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Added title in upper margin: Poor's manual--Railroad map of the United States, 1906.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1906) between p. 240-241
H 668 .703 (1906) bet. p. 240-241 (PrCt)

Georgia - Maps - 1906 - Railroads - Maps
Georgia and Florida Railway Company - Maps - 1906
Map of the Georgia & Florida Railway. [New York : s.n., 1906].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1906) -- Georgia and Florida Railroad Company
1 map ; 19 x 11 cm.
Forms page B in a six-page Georgia and Florida Railway advertisement printed on pink paper with page numbers A-F.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1906) between p. 208-209
H 668 .703 (1906) bet. p. 208-209 (PrCt)

Georgia - Maps - 1907 - Railroads - Maps
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1907)
1 map : col. ; 20 x 26 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Added title in upper margin: Poor's manual--Railroad map of the United States, 1907.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1907) between p. 384-385
H 668 .703 (1907) bet. p. 384-385 (PrCt)

Georgia - Maps - 1907 - Railroads - Maps
Map of Georgia Coast & Piedmont Railroad Co. and connections. [New York : s.n.], 1907.
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1907) -- Georgia Coast and Piedmont Railroad Company
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.
Covers Georgia and parts of South Carolina and Florida.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1907) p. 375
H 668 .703 (1907) p. 375 (PrCt)

Georgia - Maps - 1907 - Railroads - Maps
1 map ; col. ; 65 x 47 cm.
Includes key to railroads numbered 4-164 (with...
gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Georgia railroads.
Issued folded in accompanying index (70 p.; 17 cm.): Rand, McNally & Co.'s indexed county and railroad pocket map and shippers' guide of Georgia. Chicago and New York : Rand McNally & Co. c1907.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 172 (PrCt)

Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1908)
1 map : col. ; 20 x 26 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Added title in upper margin: Poor's manual -- Railroad map of the United States, 1908.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1908) between p. 288-289.
H 668 .703 (1908) bet. p. 288-289 (PrCt)

31051 Georgia - Maps - 1908 - Railroads<<>>Georgia Coast and Piedmont Railroad Company - Maps - 1908<<>>Railroads - Maps
Map of Georgia Coast & Piedmont Railroad Co. and connections. [New York : s.n.], 1908.
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1908) -- Georgia Coast and Piedmont Railroad Company
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.
Covers Georgia and parts of South Carolina and Florida.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1908) p. 233.
H 668 .703 (1908) p. 233 (PrCt)

Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1909)
1 map : col. ; 20 x 26 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Added title in upper margin: Poor's manual -- Railroad map of the United States, 1909.
Advertising on verso.
H 668 .703 (1909) bet. p. 288-289 (PrCt)

31053 Georgia - Maps - 1909 - Railroads<<>>Georgia Coast and Piedmont Railroad Company - Maps - 1909<<>>Railroads - Maps
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1909) -- Georgia Coast and Piedmont Railroad Company
1 map ; 18 x 13 cm.
Covers parts of North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia and Florida.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1909) p. 207.
H 668 .703 (1909) p. 207 (PrCt)

Map of the Brinson Railway (Savannah northwestern route). [New York : s.n., 1910].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1910) -- Brinson Railway Company
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.
Covers the Savannah River Valley in southeastern Georgia and South Carolina.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1910) p. [391].
H 668 .703 (1910) p. [391] (PrCt)

Map of the Brinson Railway (Savannah northwestern route). [New York : s.n., 1911].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1911) -- Brinson Railway Company
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.
Covers the Savannah River Valley in southeastern Georgia and South Carolina.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1911) p. 397.
H 668 .703 (1911) p. 397 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
78 p.; 17 cm.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Imperfect; lacking folded map.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 173 (PrCt)

31057 Georgia - Maps - 1912 - Railroads - Savannah River Valley (Ga. and S.C.) - Brinson Railway Company - Maps - Savannah Northwestern Route SEE Brinson Railway Company
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.
Covers the Savannah River Valley in southeastern Georgia and South Carolina.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1912) p. 418
H 668 .703 (1912) p. 418 (PrCt)

1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm.
Includes key to railroads numbered 4-164 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Georgia railroads.
Issued folded in accompanying index (70 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally & Co.'s indexed county and railroad pocket map and shippers' guide of Georgia. Chicago and New York : Rand McNally & Co. c1913.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
'Copyrighted Rand McN & Co. April. 19, 1913' -- in ms. on title page verso.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 174 (PrCt)

1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm.
Includes key to railroads numbered 4-164 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Georgia railroads.
Issued folded in accompanying index (70 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally & Co.'s indexed county and railroad pocket map and shippers' guide of Georgia. Chicago and New York : Rand McNally & Co. c1913.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
'Copyrighted R. McN & Co. April. 19, 1913' -- in ms. on title page verso.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 176 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Added title: Georgia.
"Copyright 1915 by the Geographical Publishing Co."
Directory of Georgia railroad commissioners in top margin includes "Charles Murphey Candler, Chairman" and and 7 others.
"R.R. mileage in operation June 30 1915 ... 7,325.72."
Color-coded directory of railroads in bottom margin.
Scale [1:823,680]. 13 mi. to 1 in.
Coordinates: (W 85°37' - W 8°45'/N 35°00'--N 30°21')
Relief shown by hachures.
Greenwich meridian.
Untitled inset (18 x 15 cm.): [Map of Georgia Congressional districts, average annual rainfall, minerals, and soils].
Mounted on cloth and wooden rollers.
Forms part of the John V. Bergen Collection (Newberry Library).
maproll G3921.P3 1916 .R3 (NLO)

1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm.
Plate no. 141A
Includes key to railroads numbered 4-164 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Georgia railroads.
Issued folded in accompanying index (75 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand-McNally indexed pocket map and shippers' guide of Georgia. Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Co., c1919.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
'11-1 env. 14 copyright 1916' typewritten label pasted on front cover.
'Jan 3rd 1916 CJW [?] -- in ms. on verso of title page.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 177 (PrCt)

1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm.
Plate no. 141D.
Includes key to railroads numbered 4-164 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Georgia railroads.
On verso: Georgia automobile road map. 1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm. Plate no.: 610C. 'National Highways Association roads used by permission.'
Issued folded in accompanying index (75 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand-McNally indexed pocket map and shippers' guide of Georgia. Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Co., c1919.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
'Sent for Copyright, Mch. 19, 1919' -- in ms. on cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 178 (PrCt)

1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm. Plate no.: 141D.
Includes key to railroads numbered 4-164 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Georgia railroads.
On verso: Georgia automobile road map. 1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm. Plate no.: 610C. 'National Highways Association roads used by permission.'
Issued folded in accompanying index (75 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand-McNally indexed pocket map and shippers' guide of Georgia. Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Co., c1919.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 177 (PrCt)
1 map : 27 x 23 cm., on sheet 37 x 32 cm.
"Published under direction of General Coleman Du Pont, Chairman, Board of National Councillors, Charles Henry Davis, C.E., President [and] Frederick R. Hutton, M.E., Sc. D., General Secretary."
Printed by "A. Hoen & Co., Baltimore."
Scale [ca. 1:1,930,000]. "Scale of [60] statute miles" = 50 mm.
Coordinates: (W 85°37'00"--W 80°50'00"/N 35°10'00"--N 30°21'00")
"This map shows tentative locations for part of a system of 150,000 miles of national highways."
Oversize handstamp at bottom right: 10
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN RMcN AE 20.10 (PrCt)

31066 Georgia - Maps - 1920-1929 - Road maps
Highway map and guide of Georgia. Aurora, Mo. Midwest Map Company, [192-].
Authors: Mid-West Map Company -- Authorized
Guide & Map Service -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 37 x 33 cm. on sheet 51 x 36 cm.
Panel no. N92625.
Verso lists service stations, stores and restaurants.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN RMcN AE 20.13 (PrCt)

31067 Georgia - Maps - 1920 - Railroads
1 map ; col. ; 65 x 48 cm.
Plate no. 141E.
Includes key to railroads numbered 4-164 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Georgia railroads.
On verso: Georgia automobile road map. 1 map : col. ; 65 x 48 cm. Plate no.: 610E. 'National Highways Association roads used by permission.'
Issued folded in accompanying index (76 p. ; 17 cm.) with cover title: Georgia : Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide. Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, [1920].
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Index imperfect; title page missing.
Editor's copy; index entries marked in pencil and trimmed away.
For complete copy of the index, see RMcN Shippers' Guide 4C 180 (PrCt).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 182 (PrCt)

31069 Georgia - Maps - 1921 - Railroads
1 map : col. ; 64 x 48 cm.
Plate no. 823F.
Includes key to railroads numbered 2-164 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Georgia railroads.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Georgia. 1 map : col. ; 64 x 48 cm. Plate no.: 1035G.
Issued folded in accompanying index (56 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Georgia. Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1921.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 182 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1 map : col. ; 64 x 48 cm.
Plate no. 8R24.
Includes key to railroads numbered 2-164 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Georgia railroads.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Georgia. 1 map : col. ; 64 x 48 cm. Plate no.: 2 N 24. Includes key to 9 named 'Principal trails in Georgia'.
Issued folded in accompanying index (53 p. ; 17 cm.) : Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Georgia. San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1926.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Handstamp on title page: Register of copyrights.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 188 (PrCt)

31077 Georgia - Maps - 1926 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 28 cm. on sheet 46 x 30 cm.
Panel art: Stone Mountain.
Panel art: Blacks picking watermelons.
Panel art: Boy carrying peaches.
Added title: Rand McNally junior road map: Georgia. Shows locations of Standard stations.
Includes "Polarine" and "Crown Gasoline" logos.
Listed on AE index as junior Standard Oil: Kentucky.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 19.5 (PrCt)

31078 Georgia - Maps - 1927 - Railroads<<>>Railroads - Maps
1 map : col. ; 64 x 48 cm.
Plate no. 7R26.
Includes key to railroads numbered 2-164 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Georgia railroads.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Georgia. 1 map : col. ; 64 x 48 cm. Plate no.: 2 N 24. Includes key to 9 named 'Principal trails in Georgia'.
Issued folded in accompanying index (56 p. ; 17 cm.) : Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Georgia. San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1927.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Handstamp on title page: Register of copyrights.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 189 (PrCt)
Geography and Travel - United States - South</div>
31084  Georgia - Maps - 1928 - Railroads<<>>Georgia - Maps - 1928 - Road maps<<>>Road maps<<>>Railroads - Maps
1 map : col. ; 64 x 48 cm.
Plate no. 7R27.
Includes key to railroads numbered 2-164 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Georgia railroads.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Georgia. 1 map : col. ; 64 x 48 cm. Plate no.: 2 N 24. Includes key to 9 named 'Principal trails in Georgia'.
Issued folded in accompanying index (55 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Georgia. San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1928.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 73 (PrCt)

31085  Georgia - Maps - 1928 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Gulf Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 53 (PrCt)

31086  Georgia - Maps - 1928 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Pan American Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 73 (PrCt)

31087  Georgia - Maps - 1928 - Road maps<<>>Southern States - Maps - 1928 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Pan American Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 38 cm. on sheet 58 x 40 cm. (trimmed)
Panel art: Service station.
Added title: Pan-Am official 1928 road map of Georgia.
Verso includes insets of Macon, Atlanta and Savannah and: Pan-Am territorial road map featuring federal system of highways (southern states). Includes inset of southern Florida.
Sheet trimmed on all sides, resulting in loss of map detail on verso.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 20.12 (PrCt)
31090  **Georgia - Maps - 1929 - Road maps**

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Pan American Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
**Gousha Clients 133 (PrCt)**

31092  **Georgia - Maps - 1929 - Road maps**

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Gulf Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
**Gousha Clients 169 (PrCt)**

31093  **Georgia - Maps - 1929 - Road maps**

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Pan American Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
**Gousha Clients 222 (PrCt)**

31094  **Georgia - Maps - 1929 - Road maps**

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
**Gousha Clients 241 (PrCt)**

31095  **Georgia - Maps - 1929 - Road maps**

Authors: Pan American Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 38 cm. on sheet 61 x 46 cm.
Panel art: Attendant talking to female driver.
Added title: Pan-Am 1929 official road map: Georgia.
Plate no. C-117 J.C.
Verso includes insets of Macon, Atlanta and Savannah and: Pan-Am territorial road map featuring federal system of highways [of the southern states]. Plate no. C-404-S. Includes inset of southern Florida.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
31098 *Georgia - Maps - 1930 - Road maps*<br>State Highway Department of Georgia system of state roads. Atlanta : State Highway Department, 1930.<br>Authors: Georgia. State Highway Dept. -- Georgia Highways -- Lyons-Young Printing Co. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)<br>1 map : col. ; 24 x 21 cm. on sheet 31 x 23 cm.<br>‘Corrected to June 1930.’<br>Detached from Georgia Highways (June 1930), p. [24].<br>Roads classified by type of surface.<br>Annotation in red ink, upper right: July detours. [Signed?] Kies. 7-9-30.<br>Verso (p. 23) includes advertisements for Birmingham Slag Co. and Southern Wood Preserving Co.<br>Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).<br>RMcN AE 20.18 (PrCt)<br><br>31099 *Georgia - Maps - 1930 - Road maps*<br>No. 14 : road map : 1930 : Georgia : Gulf.<br>Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, 1930.<br>Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)<br>1 map : col. ; 43 x 28 cm. on sheet 46 x 60 cm.<br>Panel art: Couple in car and attendant at gas station.<br>Added title: Gulf Refining Co. 1930 official road map no. 14: Georgia.<br>Plate no. D - 117 -IC.<br>Verso includes maps of Atlanta (plate no. D) and Chattanooga (plate no. D).<br>Glued to: No. 14: 1929: automobile roads in Georgia...Gulf (RMcN AE 020.14).<br>Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).<br>RMcN AE 20.14.1 (PrCt)<br><br>31100 *Georgia - Maps - 1930 - Road maps*<br>State Highway Department of Georgia system of state roads. [Atlanta?] : State Highway Department, 1930.<br>Authors: Georgia. State Highway Dept. -- Lyons-Young Printing Co. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)<br>1 map : col. ; 41 x 33 cm. on sheet 51 x 37 cm.<br>Above title: For free distribution only.<br>Above neatline: Corrected monthly. October 1930.<br>Roads classified by type of surface.<br>On verso: Regional map showing U.S. system of highways.<br>Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).<br>RMcN AE 20.18 (PrCt)<br><br>31101 *Georgia - Maps - 1930 - Road maps*<br>No. 14. Georgia. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1930.<br>Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)<br>1 folded map<br>Panel title.<br>Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.<br>Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).<br>Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).<br>Gousha Clients 322 (PrCt)<br><br>31102 *Georgia - Maps - 1930 - Road maps*<br>No. 14. Georgia. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1930.<br>Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Pan American Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)<br>1 folded map<br>Panel title.<br>Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.<br>Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Library.
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
**Gousha Clients 381** (PrCt)

31103 **Georgia - Maps - 1930 - Road maps**
*Road maps*
*Georgia. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1930.*
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
**Gousha Clients 403** (PrCt)

31104 **Georgia - Maps - 1930 - Road maps**
*Rand McNally junior auto road map of Georgia.*
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1930].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 28 cm. on sheet 46 x 31 cm.
Plate no. L-1047.
Verso blank.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 19.6** (PrCt)

31105 **Georgia - Maps - 1930 - Road maps**
*Standard Oil Company - Maps - 1930 - Road maps*
1930 *Standard road map of Georgia and adjacent territory.*
New York : General Drafting Company, 1930.
Authors: Standard Oil Company -- General Drafting Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Crown Gasoline SEE Standard Oil Company
1 map : col. ; 57 x 42 cm. on sheet 61 x 46 cm.
Panel art: Outline of state, pioneer wagon, and car.
Added title: Standard road map of Georgia and adjacent territory. Shows locations of Standard stations.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 20.17** (PrCt)

31106 **Georgia - Maps - 1931 - Road maps**
*Rand McNally pocket maps of Georgia : for tourists, travelers, shippers, general, commercial and business reference.*
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Pocket maps -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
47 p. : 9 maps (2 folded) ; 24 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally pocket maps : Georgia : counties, cities, towns, auto roads, railroads, city maps, hotels, 1930 census
Uniform title: Pocket maps
Folded map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back to back, col. ; 64 x 46 cm. and 64 x 53 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of Georgia. Plate nos. "No.1:10S"and "7R30." Includes key to railroads.
Index includes maps of Atlanta, Athens, Augusta, Columbus, Lagrange, Macon, and Savannah (p. 42-47).
Cover art: Cars on road alongside passenger train.
"50¢" -- printed on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
**RMcN Pocket 4C 42** (PrCt)

31107 **Georgia - Maps - 1931 - Road maps**
*No. 5. Georgia.*
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1931.
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Gulf Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
**Gousha Clients 502** (PrCt)

31108 **Georgia - Maps - 1931 - Road maps**
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Pan American Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 3.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
**Gousha Clients 528** (PrCt)

31109 **Georgia - Maps - 1931 - Road maps**
*Georgia. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1931.*
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
31110 Georgia - Maps - 1931 - Road maps

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Sinclair Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Pocket 4C 43 (PrCt)

31111 Georgia - Maps - 1931 - Road maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; 64 x 53 cm. on sheet 68 x 57 cm.
Plate no. M-1046. Plate no. same as 1931 Alabama map.
Verso blank.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AÉ 19.8 (PrCt)

31112 Georgia - Maps - 1932

*Georgia - Maps - 1932 - Railroads*<sup>*</sup>-<sup>*</sup>*Georgia - Maps - 1932 - Road maps*<sup>*</sup>-<sup>*</sup>*Alabama - Maps - 1932 - Railroads*<sup>*</sup>-<sup>*</sup>*Alabama - Maps - 1932 - Road maps*

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map, col.; 44 x 29 cm. on sheet 46 x 31 cm.
Plate no. A-476. Plate no. same as 1932 Alabama map.
Verso blank.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AÉ 19.11 (PrCt)

31113 Georgia - Maps - 1932 - Road maps

Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; 44 x 29 cm. on sheet 46 x 31 cm.
Panel art: Female driver with attendant.
Added title: Gulf Refining Co. 1932 official road map: Georgia.
Verso includes maps of four cities.
Listed on AE index as ‘Sr. P.’
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AÉ 19.11 (PrCt)

31114 Georgia - Maps - 1932 - Road maps

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Pan American Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 677 (PrCt)

31115 Georgia - Maps - 1932 - Road maps

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil Company -- Lee, Robert E., fl. 1933 -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Cover: License plate motif.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 0, DUP 0.
Panel art: Shell logo, license plates, couple in convertible car (woman driving), dog, signed by artist “Robert E. Lee.”
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 662 (PrCt)

31116 Georgia - Maps - 1932 - Road maps

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Sinclair Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Added title: Gulf Refining Co. 1934 official road map: Georgia.  
On verso: Gulf Refining Co. 1934 official road map: United States. Plate no. P. 44.  
Both maps printed in 3 sections with intervening text.  
Pages 1-6 (recto) and 7-12 (verso).  
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).  
RMcN AE 19.18 (PrCt)

31124 Georgia - Maps - 1934 - Road maps<>>Road maps  
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- B. F. Goodrich Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.  
Panel title.  
Cover (1 panel, B,R): Stylized signpost at angle.  
Plate no. H-217-JC.  
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 2.  
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).  
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).  
Gousha Clients 999 (PrCt)

31125 Georgia - Maps - 1934 - Road maps<>>Road maps  
Shell road map : Georgia. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1934].  
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.  
Panel title.  
Cover (3 panel, R,Y): Diagonal "Shell" on red stripe, logo.  
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.  
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).  
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).  
Gousha Clients 1128 (PrCt)

31126 Georgia - Maps - 1934 - Road maps<>>Road maps  
Sinclair : Georgia : 1934 Sinclair road map.  
Chicago : Rand McNally, 1934.  
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map ; col. ; 64 x 42 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.  
Panel art: Boy with toy dinosaur waving to couple in car.  
Added title: Sinclair 1934 official road map: Georgia.  
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).  
RMcN AE 19.19 (PrCt)

31127 Georgia - Maps - 1934 - Road maps<>>Road maps  
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map ; col. ; on sheet trimmed to 48 x 42 cm. Imperfect; editor's copy of a map trimmed on all sides to outline Georgia (Alabama trimmed away).  
Date from previous binding marked "Points of Interest" and dated 1934.  
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).  
RMcN AE 189.9 (PrCt)

31128 Georgia - Maps - 1935 - Road maps<>>Road maps  
Travel Georgia with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1935?].  
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map ; col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.  
Panel title.  
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.  
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).  
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).  
Gousha Clients 1313 (PrCt)

31129 Georgia - Maps - 1935 - Road maps<>>Road maps  
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map ; col. ; 58 x 37 cm. on sheet 82 x 45 cm.  
Added title: Gulf Refining Co. 1935 official road map : Georgia (Plate no. Q.8).  
Verso includes 8 city maps.  
Cover: Attendants servicing car.  
Opposite cover: Women in bathroom.  
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).  
RMcN AE 19.23 (PrCt)

31130 Georgia - Maps - 1935 - Road maps<>>Road maps  
N.A.C. road map of Georgia ... / prepared by Engineering Department, National Automobile Club . Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1935?].  
Authors: National Automobile Club -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.  
Panel title.  
Panel art: National Automobile Club logo, list of district offices.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 1394 (PrCt)

31131  Georgia - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 57 x 37 cm. on sheet 61 x 46 cm.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Added title: Shell official road map: Georgia.
Plate no. Q.8.
On verso: Shell official road map: United States.
Plate no. Q.3512.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 19.21 (PrCt)

31132  Georgia - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Panel art: Group of dinosaurs.
Added title: Sinclair 1935 official road map: Georgia.
Plate no. 8.
On verso: Sinclair recreational map: United States.
Plate no. Q.3420.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 19.22 (PrCt)

31133  Georgia - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Travel Georgia with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1936].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 38 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Conoco official road map : Georgia.
Date from RMcN AE 158 ms. index.
Plate no. J-2
Maps on verso (43 x 28 cm. and smaller): Conoco ... official road map : eastern United States -- Atlanta -- Savannah -- Augusta -- Macon.
Panel art: Conoco logo over outline of North America.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 158.16 (PrCt)

31134  Georgia - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Cities Service logo and "serves a nation" slogan.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 1558 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
31138 Georgia - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1703 (PrCt)

31139 Georgia - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
1936 road map : Georgia : Shell ... Chicago : H. M. Gousha Company, 1936.
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 38 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell official road map : Georgia.
Plate nos. "217-J.C." and "J-@"
Map on verso (29 x 44 cm.): Shell official road map : United States.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 163.10B (PrCt)

31140 Georgia - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm. on sheet 67 x 51 cm.
Panel art: Aerial view of gas station.
Added title: Sinclair recreational map: Georgia. Plate no. R.3620.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 21.1 (PrCt)

31141 Georgia - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Georgia. "Litho. in U.S.A. by American Colortype Company, Clifton, N.J."
Maps on verso (22 x 35 cm. and smaller): Gulf mileage map of the United States -- Atlanta -- Savannah -- Augusta -- Macon.
Panel art: Gulf sign over cars on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 161.7 (PrCt)

31142 Georgia - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Map of United States, car, Cities Service sign and "serves a nation" slogan.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1833 (PrCt)

31143 Georgia - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Travel Georgia with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1937].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 38 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 21.1 (PrCt)

31144 Georgia - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Travel Georgia with Conoco : every Conoco station is a branch of the Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1937].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel art: Conoco official road map : Georgia.
Date from RMcN AE 158 ms. index.
Plate nos. "316-J."
Maps on verso (43 x 28 cm. and smaller): Conoco ... official road map : eastern United States -- Atlanta -- Savannah -- Augusta -- Macon.
Panel art: Conoco logo over outline of North America.
Handstamped "1937" and "copyrighted".
Forms part of Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 158.18A (PrCt)
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 2030 (PrCt)

31145 Georgia - Maps - 1937 - Road maps Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Panel art: Service station, attendants, dog in red car.
Added title: Sinclair road map: Georgia. Plate no. S.3620.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 21.2 (PrCt)

31146 Georgia - Maps - 1937 - Road maps Southern States - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Cities Service invites you to tour Georgia.
Plate no. 316 - J. K.1
Panel art: Cities Service sign, car and outline of the United States.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jun 3 -1937 ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 157.10 (PrCt)

31147 Georgia - Maps - 1937 - Road maps Southern States - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm. on sheet 92 x 45 cm.
Panel art: Gulf sign above cars on road.
On panel: Form 740-E.
Added title: Gulf road map of Georgia. Plate no. S.3620.
Verso includes inset of Atlanta region (plate no. S.) and: Gulf road map of Virginia, Kentucky, Tennessee, North Carolina, South Carolina, Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia, Florida. Plate no. S.3727. Includes inset of southern Florida.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 21.3 (PrCt)

31148 Georgia - Maps - 1937 - Road maps Southern States - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 42 cm. on sheet 92 x 45 cm.
Panel art: Gulf sign above cars on road.
On panel: Form 740-E.
Added title: Gulf road map of Georgia. Plate no. S.3620.
Verso includes inset of Atlanta region (plate no. S.) and: Gulf road map of Virginia, Kentucky, Tennessee, North Carolina, South Carolina, Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia, Florida. Plate no. S.3727. Includes inset of southern Florida.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 21.4 (PrCt)

31149 Georgia - Maps - 1937 - Road maps Southern States - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 42 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. S.3620
Added title: Gulf road map of Georgia.
Maps on verso (42 x 58 cm. and smaller): Road map of Virginia, Kentucky, Tennessee, North Carolina, South Carolina, Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia, Florida -- Southern Florida -- Atlanta and vicinity.
Panel art: Cars on curving road beneath Gulf sign in foreground.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 918 (PrCt)

31150 Georgia - Maps - 1938 - Road maps East (U.S.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Travel Georgia with Conoco : every Conoco station is a branch of the Conoco Travel Bureau.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
31153 Georgia - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Texaco touring map: Georgia. Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1938].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 53 x 42 cm. on sheet 71 x 54 cm.
Panel art: Outline of U.S.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Georgia. Plate no. (3) T.3809.
Includes insets of 7 cities.
Maps on verso include inset of southern Florida and: Texaco sectional trip map [of the eastern U.S.]. Plate no. T.3900(C).
Annotated 'T-38.'
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 21.10 (PrCt)

31154 Georgia - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Georgia road map / Cities Service ahead. Chicago: H.M. Gousha Co., [1938?].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company
Georgia road map
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: car driving through hills, Cities Service sign.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3056 (PrCt)

31155 Georgia - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Georgia road map: Cities Service ... . Chicago: H.M. Gousha Company, [1938?].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 58 x 38 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Cities Service invites you to tour Georgia.
Date from RMcN AE 156 ms. index.
Plate no. 316-J.C. 12-L
Map on verso (28 x 44 cm.): Cities Service road map of the United States.
Panel art: Cities Service sign, car on winding road.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 18 1938 ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 156.6 (PrCt)

31156 Georgia - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Travel Georgia with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1938?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3105 (PrCt)

31157 Georgia - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; 64 x 42 cm. on sheet 68 x 50 cm.
Plate no. T.3620.
Verso blank.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 21.11 (PrCt)

31158 Georgia - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Shell road map : Georgia. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1938?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3221 (PrCt)

31159 Georgia - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Shell road map : Georgia ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1938].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; 58 x 38 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell official road map : Georgia.
Date from RMcN AE 164 ms. index.
Plate nos. "316-J.C. 12-L" and "12-L 1938-1"
Map on verso (28 x 44 cm.): Legend : United States mileage and driving time along main transcontinental highways.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 18 1938 ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

31160 Georgia - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; 64 x 42 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Panel art: Couple in car with attendant at gas station.
Added title: Road map: Sinclair: Georgia. Plate no. T.3620.
Annotated 'T-38.'
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 21.7 (PrCt)

31161 Georgia - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; 64 x 42 cm. on sheet 92 x 46 cm.
Panel art: Gulf sign above cars on road.
Added title: Gulf: Georgia info-map. Plate no. (2) T.3620.
Verso includes inset of Atlanta region (plate no. S.) and: Gulf road map of Virginia, Kentucky, Tennessee, North Carolina, South Carolina, Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia, Florida. Plate no. (2) T.3860. Includes inset of southern Florida.
Separated into 2 pieces at fold.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 21.5 (PrCt)

31162 Georgia - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; 64 x 42 cm. on sheet 92 x 46 cm.
Panel art: Gulf sign above cars on road.
Added title: Gulf: Georgia info-map. Plate no. (2) T.3620.
Verso includes inset of Atlanta region (plate no. S.) and: Gulf road map of Virginia, Kentucky, Tennessee, North Carolina, South Carolina, Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia, Florida.
Sheet badly damaged, with significant loss of paper at several places.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 21.6 (PrCt)

31163 Georgia - Maps - 1939 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
(U.S.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Travel Georgia with Conoco : every Conoco station is a branch of the Conoco Travel Bureau.
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Conoco ... official road map of Georgia
Date from RMcN AE 159 ms. index.
Plate no. 316-J.C. 12-M
Maps on verso (43 x 28 cm. and smaller):
Conoco ... official road map : eastern United States -- Atlanta -- Savannah -- Augusta -- Macon.
Panel art: Conoco logo over outline of North America.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Aug 17 1939 ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 159.8A (PrCt)

31164 Georgia - Maps - 1939 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
(U.S.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Texaco touring map : Georgia with sectional map of adjoining states. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1939].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 42 cm. on sheet 71 x 54 cm.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Panel no. 10-39.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Georgia. Plate no. U 3809.
Includes insets of 7 cities.
Verso includes inset of southern Florida and:
Texaco sectional trip map [of the eastern U.S.] Plate no. U.3900(C).
Annotated 'U-39.'
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 21.14 (PrCt)

31165 Georgia - Maps - 1939 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
(U.S.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Texaco touring map : Georgia. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1939].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 42 cm. on sheet 71 x 54 cm.
Panel art: Outline of U.S.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

31169  Georgia - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 42 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm. Plate no. U.3620.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 21.15 (PrCt)

31170  Georgia - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Pleasant driving : Republic gasoline, motor oil : Georgia road map. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1939?].
Authors: Republic Oil Co. -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm. Panel title.
Panel art: Republic Oil Co. logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3518 (PrCt)

31171  Georgia - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Shell road map : Georgia. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1939?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm. Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3536 (PrCt)

31172  Georgia - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Shell road map : Georgia ... Chicago : H. M. Gousha Company, [1939].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 38 cm. Panel title.
Added title: Shell official road map of Georgia.
Date from RMcN AE 165 ms. index.
Plate nos. "316-J.C. 12-M" and "12-M 1939-1" Map on verso (28 x 44 cm.): Legend : United States mileage and driving time along main transcontinental highways.

31173  Georgia - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 42 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm. Panel art: Couple in car with attendant at gas station.
Added title: Road map: Sinclair: Georgia. Plate no. U.3620.
Annotated 'U-39.'
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 21.16 (PrCt)

31174  Georgia - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 42 cm. on sheet 92 x 46 cm. Panel art: Gulf sign above cars on road.
Verso includes inset of Atlanta region (plate no. U.) and: Road map of Virginia, Kentucky, Tennessee, North Carolina, South Carolina, Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia, Florida: Gulf. Plate no. U. 3999. Includes inset of southern Florida.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 21.12 (PrCt)

31175  Georgia - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 42 cm. on sheet 68 x 50 cm. Panel art: Sinclair sign.
Added title: Road map: Sinclair: Georgia. Plate no. V.3620.
On verso: Road map: Sinclair: Atlanta and vicinity. Plate no. V.4012.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Annotated 'V-40.'
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 22.1.X (PrCt)

31176 Georgia - Maps - 1940 - Road maps<<>>East (U.S.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Texaco touring map : Georgia with sectional map of adjoining states. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1940].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 42 cm. on sheet 71 x 54 cm.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Panel no. 4-40.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Georgia. Plate no. V. 3809.
Includes insets of 7 cities.
On verso: Texaco sectional trip map [of the eastern U.S.]. Includes inset of southern Florida.
Plate no. V.3900(C).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 21.21 (PrCt)

31177 Georgia - Maps - 1940 - Road maps<<>>East (U.S.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Texaco touring map : Georgia with sectional map of adjoining states. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1940].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 42 cm. on sheet 71 x 54 cm.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Panel no. 9-40.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Georgia. Plate no. V. 3809.
Includes insets of 7 cities.
On verso: Texaco sectional trip map [of the eastern U.S.]. Includes inset of southern Florida.
Plate no. V.3900(C).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 21.22 (PrCt)

31178 Georgia - Maps - 1940 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Georgia road map / Cities Service. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1940?].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: road with cars, Cities Service sign and gas station attendant; slogan "helpful service wherever you go!"
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3712 (PrCt)

31179 Georgia - Maps - 1940 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 42 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Plate no. V.3620.
Annotated 'V-40.'
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 21.20 (PrCt)

31180 Georgia - Maps - 1940 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Shell map of Georgia. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1940?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: Georgia.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3866 (PrCt)

31181 Georgia - Maps - 1940 - Road maps<<>>Southern States - Maps - 1940 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 42 cm. on sheet 92 x 46 cm.
Panel art: Gulf sign.
On panel: Form 1478-E.
Added title: Gulf: Georgia info-map. Plate no. V.3620.
Verso includes inset of Atlanta region (plate no. V.) and: Road map of Virginia, Kentucky, Tennessee, North Carolina, South Carolina, Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia, Florida: Gulf. Plate no. V.4009 (2). Includes inset of southern Florida.
Annotated "V-40."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 21.18 (PrCt)

31182 Georgia - Maps - 1941 - Road maps<<>>Atlanta Region (Ga.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Georga, metropolitan Atlanta : ... Sinclair H-C gasoline road map. Chicago : Rand McNally &
Georgia - Maps - 1941 - Road maps

Texaco touring map : Georgia with sectional map of adjoining states. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1941].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 43 cm. on sheet 71 x 54 cm.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Panel no. A-41.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Georgia. Plate no. W. 3809.
Includes insets of 7 cities.
On verso: Texaco sectional trip map [of the eastern U.S.]. Includes inset of southern Florida.
Plate no. W. 4102 (C).
Annotated '41.'
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 21.23 (PrCt)

Georgia - Maps - 1941 - Road maps

Texaco touring map : Georgia with sectional map of adjoining states. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1941].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 43 cm. on sheet 71 x 54 cm.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Panel no. A-41.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Georgia. Plate no. W. 3809.
Includes insets of 7 cities.
On verso: Texaco sectional trip map [of the eastern U.S.]. Includes inset of southern Florida.
Plate no. W. 4102 (C).
Annotated '41.'
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 21.23 (PrCt)

Georgia - Maps - 1941 - Road maps

Texaco touring map : Georgia with sectional map of adjoining states. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1941].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 43 cm. on sheet 71 x 54 cm.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Panel no. A-41.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Georgia. Plate no. W. 3809.
Includes insets of 7 cities.
On verso: Texaco sectional trip map [of the eastern U.S.]. Includes inset of southern Florida.
Plate no. W. 4102 (C).
Annotated '41.'
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 21.23 (PrCt)

Georgia - Maps - 1941 - Road maps

Texaco touring map : Georgia with sectional map of adjoining states. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1941].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 43 cm. on sheet 71 x 54 cm.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Panel no. A-41.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Georgia. Plate no. W. 3809.
Includes insets of 7 cities.
On verso: Texaco sectional trip map [of the eastern U.S.]. Includes inset of southern Florida.
Plate no. W. 4102 (C).
Annotated '41.'
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 21.23 (PrCt)
Road maps - Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 42 cm. on sheet 92 x 46 cm.
Panel art: Gulf sign.
On panel: Form 1593-E.
Added title: Gulf: Georgia info-map. Plate no. W.3620.
Verso includes inset of Atlanta region (plate no. W.) and: Gulf road map of Virginia, Kentucky, Tennessee, North Carolina, South Carolina, Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia, Florida. Plate no. W. 4118 (2). Includes inset of southern Florida. Annotated 'W-41.'
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 21.28 (PrCt)
31190 Georgia - Maps - 1942 - Road maps - Atlanta Region (Ga.) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 42 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Panel art: Sinclair gas pump globe.
Added title: Sinclair: Georgia. Plate no. X.3620.
On verso: Sinclair: Atlanta and vicinity. Plate no. X.4012.
Annotated '42.'
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 22.2 (PrCt)
31191 Georgia - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Georgia road map / Cities Service Oils ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1942?].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: rural road scene, Cities Service Oils logo, and slogan "start every trip at your Cities Service dealer's."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4371 (PrCt)
31192 Georgia - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Shell map of Georgia. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1942?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: Georgia.
Panel art: Shell logo, statement "all points of military interest have been removed voluntarily from this map and index" and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4550 (PrCt)
31193 Georgia - Maps - 1942 - Road maps - Southern States - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 42 cm. on sheet 92 x 46 cm.
Panel art: Gulf sign.
On panel: Form S.P. 1825-E.
Added title: Gulf: Georgia info-map. Plate no. X.3620.
Verso includes inset of Atlanta region (plate no. X.) and: Road map of Virginia, Kentucky, Tennessee, North Carolina, South Carolina, Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia, Florida; Gulf. Plate no. X. 4200 (2). Includes inset of southern Florida.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 22.1 (PrCt)
31194 Georgia - Maps - 1944 - Road maps - Southern States - Maps - 1944 - Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 42 cm. on sheet 92 x 46 cm.
Panel art: Gulf sign.
On panel: Form S.P. 1825-E.
Added title: Gulf: Georgia info-map. Plate no. Z.3620-1.
Verso includes inset of Atlanta region (plate no. Z.) and: Road map of Virginia, Kentucky, Tennessee, North Carolina, South Carolina, Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia, Florida; Gulf. Plate no. Z. 4200 (2). Includes inset of southern Florida. Annotated '44.'
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 22.10 (PrCt)
31195 Georgia - Maps - 1945 - Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally
Road maps
1 map : col.; 65 x 42 cm. on sheet 92 x 46 cm.
Panel art: Gulf sign.
On panel: Form S.P. 1825-E.
Added title: Gulf: Georgia info-map. Plate no. 4601V-1.
Verso includes inset of Atlanta region (plate no. 7) and: Road map of Virginia, Kentucky, Tennessee, North Carolina, South Carolina, Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia, Florida: Gulf. Plate no. 6-4200-3. Includes inset of southern Florida.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 22.16 (PrCt)

31202 Georgia - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "U", indicating 1947 publication.
Panel art: Cities Service gas station, various cartoon images, and slogan "Cities Service dealers help make every trip a treat."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5036 (PrCt)

31203 Georgia - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Travel Georgia with Conoco ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1947?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Plate no. includes letter "U", indicating 1947 publication.
Panel art: family standing in front of car and statement "for long trips ask ... about Touraid." Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5079 (PrCt)

31204 Georgia - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Shell map of Georgia. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1947?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Official road map of Georgia.
Plate nos. "316-J.-C.-U-3 " and "U-3-1947-1."
Panel art: Shell logo slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5175 (PrCt)

31205 Georgia - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Shell map of Georgia. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1947?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Highway map of Georgia.
Plate nos. "U-5 " and "541-J."
Panel art: Shell logo slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5176 (PrCt)

31206 Georgia - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col.; 64 x 42 cm. on sheet 92 x 46 cm.
Plate art: Gulf sign.
On panel: Form S.P. 1825-E.
Added title: Gulf: Georgia info-map. Plate no. 7-4601V-1.
Verso includes inset of Atlanta region (plate no. 47) and: Road map of Virginia, Kentucky, Tennessee, North Carolina, South Carolina, Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia, Florida: Gulf. Plate no. 7-4200-4. Includes inset of southern Florida.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 22.22 (PrCt)

31207 Georgia - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col.; 64 x 42 cm. on sheet 92 x 46 cm.
Panel art: Gulf sign.
On panel: Form S.P. 1825-E.
Added title: Gulf: Georgia info-map. Plate no. 7-4601V-2.
Verso includes inset of Atlanta region (plate no.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

47) and: Road map of Virginia, Kentucky, Tennessee, North Carolina, South Carolina, Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia, Florida: Gulf. Plate no. 7-4200(2)-5. Includes inset of southern Florida. Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 22.23 (PrCt)


RMcN AE 22.20 (PrCt)


RMcN Pocket 4C 44 (PrCt)


RMcN Pocket 4C 44 (PrCt)


Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : col. ; 64 x 43 cm. on sheet 68 x 50 cm. Panel art: Cartoon of car with family. Panel no. 47-A. Added title: Georgia. Plate no. 7-4601 V-1. Includes inset of Atlanta region. Verso includes untitled map of the southeastern United States. Includes inset of southern Florida. Plate no. 4700V (6). Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 22.25 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Cover title: Rand McNally pocket maps : Georgia : complete indexed reference map ... [and] highway map.

Uniform title: Pocket maps

Folded map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet: back to back, col.; 64 x 47 cm. and 65 x 43 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of Georgia. Plate no. 7890128. Includes key to railroads. -- Rand McNally road map: Georgia. Plate no. 8-4601V-2.

Cover art: Cars on road alongside passenger train.

"75¢" -- printed on front cover.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).

RMcN Pocket 4C 45 (PrCt)

31213 Georgia - Maps - 1948 - Road maps<<>>Alabama - Maps - 1948 - Road maps<<>>Road maps

Georgia, Alabama : make it Amoco all the way!

Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1948].

Authors: Amoco Oil Company -- American Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col.; 47 x 65 cm. on sheet 50 x 68 cm.

Panel art: Amoco circle.


Verso includes inset map of Atlanta and: American Amoco gas road map of United States. Plate no. 8-464089-2.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 2.20A (PrCt)

31214 Georgia - Maps - 1948 - Road maps<<>>Alabama - Maps - 1948 - Road maps<<>>Road maps

Georgia, Alabama : make it Amoco all the way!

Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1948].

Authors: Amoco Oil Company -- American Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col.; 47 x 65 cm. on sheet 50 x 68 cm.

Panel art: Amoco circle.


Verso includes inset map of Atlanta and: American Amoco gas road map of United States. Plate no. 8-464089-2.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 22.29 (PrCt)

31215 Georgia - Maps - 1948 - Road maps<<>>Road maps

Georgia / Cities Service. Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948?].

Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.

Panel art: Cities Service gas station, various cartoon images, and slogan "Cities Service dealers help make every trip a treat."

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 5313 (PrCt)

31216 Georgia - Maps - 1948 - Road maps<<>>Road maps

Travel Georgia with Conoco ... Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948?].

Authors: Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.

Panel art: family standing in front of car and statement "for long trips ask ... about Touraide."

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 5356 (PrCt)

31217 Georgia - Maps - 1948 - Road maps<<>>Road maps


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col.; 65 x 42 cm. on sheet 68 x 50 cm.

Plate no. 8-4601V-2.


Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 22.29 (PrCt)

31218 Georgia - Maps - 1948 - Road maps<<>>Road maps

Shell map of Georgia. Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948?].

Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.

Panel art: Shell logo.

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 5447 (PrCt)

31219 Georgia - Maps - 1948 - Road maps

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
maps-Southern States - Maps - 1948 - Road maps-Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm. on sheet 92 x 46 cm. Panel art: Gulf sign.
On panel: Form S.P. 1825-E.
Added title: Gulf: Georgia info-map. Plate no. 8-4601V-5.
Verso includes inset of Atlanta region (plate no. 47) and: Road map of Virginia, Kentucky, Tennessee, North Carolina, South Carolina, Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia, Florida; Gulf. Plate no. 473785V(2). Includes inset of southern Florida.
Recto coded 1948, verso coded 1947.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 22.32 (PrCt)

31222
Georgia - Maps - 1949 - Road maps-Southern States - Maps - 1949 - Road maps-Road maps
Georgia and southern states ... Pure.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1948].
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm. on sheet 68 x 50 cm. Panel art: Pure sign.
Panel no. 48-A.
Added title: Georgia. Plate no. 8-4601V-2.
Includes inset of Atlanta region.
Verso includes untitled map of southeastern United States. Includes inset of southern Florida.
Plate no. 8-473785V(6)-2.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 22.30 (PrCt)

31223
Georgia - Maps - 1949 - Road maps-Southern States - Maps - 1949 - Road maps-Atlanta Region (Ga.) - Maps - 1949 - Road maps-Road maps
Georgia info-map : Gulf ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1949].
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm. Panel title.
Added title: Gulf : Georgia info-map
Date from RMcN AE 115A ms. index.
Plate no. 9-4601V-4.
Maps on verso (43 x 58 cm. and smaller): Road map of Virginia, Kentucky, Tennessee, North Carolina, South Carolina, Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia, Florida -- Southern Florida -- Atlanta and vicinity.
Panel art: Gulf sign over car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 115A.1 (PrCt)

31224
Georgia - Maps - 1949 - Road maps-Southern States - Maps - 1949 - Road maps-Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company of Kentucky -- General Drafting Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 48 x 65 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm. Panel title.
Maps on verso (22 x 29 cm. and smaller):
Principal highways of North and South Carolina --
Pictorial guide to Georgia and Alabama -- Atlanta -- Birmingham.
Panel art: Color illustration of "Okefenokee Swamp Park, near Waycross, Ga."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 5016 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Date from RMcN AE 115A ms. index.
Plate no. 9-4601V-4.
Inset (18 x 14 cm.): Atlanta and vicinity.
Map on verso (43 x 48 cm. and 15 x 11 cm.):
[Southeastern U.S.] -- [Southern Florida].
Panel art: Pure Oil sign lit at night.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 115A.3 (PrCt)**

31225 Georgia - Maps - 1950 - Road maps
>> Southern States - Maps - 1950 - Road maps
>> Atlanta Region (Ga.) - Maps - 1950 - Road maps
**Georgia info-map : Gulf ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1950].**
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Gulf : Georgia info-map
Date from RMcN AE 115A ms. index.
Plate no. 0-4601V-11.
Maps on verso (43 x 58 cm. and smaller): Road map of Virginia, Kentucky, Tennessee, North Carolina, South Carolina, Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia, Florida -- Southern Florida -- Atlanta and vicinity.
Panel art: Gulf sign over car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 115A.4 (PrCt)**

31226 Georgia - Maps - 1951 - Road maps
>> Alabama - Maps - 1951 - Road maps
**Georgia, Alabama ... Amoco / compliments of American Oil Co. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1951].**
Authors: Amoco Oil Company -- American Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Amoco road map of Georgia, Alabama.
Date from RMcN AE 115A ms. index.
Plate no. 1-4601V-7.
Map on verso (31 x 48 cm. and smaller): Amoco road map of United States.
Panel art: Amoco refinery and gas station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 115A.9 (PrCt)**

31227 Georgia - Maps - 1951 - Road maps
>> East (U.S.) - Maps - 1951 - Road maps
**Georgia : Atlantic keeps your car on the go. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1951].**
Authors: Atlantic Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Atlantic auto road map of Georgia.
Date from RMcN AE 115A ms. index.
Plate no. 1-4601V-9.
Maps on verso (65 x 44 cm. and smaller): Atlantic auto road map of eastern United States -- Albany -- Athens -- Augusta -- Brunswick -- Columbus -- Macon -- Rome -- Valdosta -- Waycross -- Atlanta and vicinity -- Savannah -- Southern Florida.
Panel art: Atlantic logo over cars on winding highway.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 115A.7 (PrCt)**

31228 Georgia - Maps - 1951 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 43 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 115A ms. index.
Plate no. 1-4601V-9.
Map on verso (31 x 48 cm.): Rand McNally road map : United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 115A.5 (PrCt)**

31229 Georgia - Maps - 1951 - Road maps
Authors: Republic Oil Co. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Rand McNally Road map : Georgia.
Date from RMcN AE 115A ms. index.
Plate no. 1-4601V-9.
Map on verso (31 x 48 cm.): Rand McNally Road map : United States.
Panel art: Republic sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
**RMcN Clients 2271 (PrCt)**

31230 Georgia - Maps - 1951 - Road maps
>> Southern States - Maps - 1951 - Road maps
>> Atlanta Region (Ga.) - Maps - 1951 - Road maps
**Georgia tourguide map : Gulf ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1951].**
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm.
Panel title.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 43 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 115A ms. index.
Plate no. 2-4601V-10
Map on verso (31 x 48 cm.): Rand McNally road map : United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 115A.12 (PrCt)

31236 Georgia - Maps - 1952 - Road maps
Road maps: Southern States - Maps - 1952 - Road maps: Atlanta Region (Ga.) - Maps - 1952 - Road maps
Georgia tourguide map : Gulf ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1952].
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Georgia.
Date from RMcN AE 115A ms. index.
Plate no. 2-4601V-14
Maps on verso (43 x 58 cm. and smaller): Road map of Virginia, Kentucky, Tennessee, North Carolina, South Carolina, Louisana, Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia, Florida -- Southern Florida -- Atlanta and vicinity.
Panel art: Gulf sign over cars on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 115A.13 (PrCt)

31237 Georgia - Maps - 1952 - Road maps
Road maps: Southern States - Maps - 1952 - Road maps
Pure Oil dealers welcome you to Georgia ... sectional map southeastern states. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1952].
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Georgia ... Pure.
Date from RMcN AE 115A ms. index.
Plate no. 2-4601V-10
Inset (18 x 14 cm.): Atlanta and vicinity.
Panel art: Pure Oil sign with cartoon figures.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 115A.9X (PrCt)

31238 Georgia - Maps - 1954 - Road maps
Road maps: Alabama - Maps - 1954 - Road maps: Atlanta Region (Ga.) - Maps - 1954 - Road maps
Georgia road map : Georgia, Alabama, ... Amoco road map of Georgia, Alabama. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1954].
Authors: Amoco Oil Company -- American Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 59 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Amoco road map of Georgia, Alabama.
Date from RMcN AE 115A ms. index.
Plate no. 4-4601V-12
Map on verso (31 x 41 cm. and smaller): Road map of Atlanta and vicinity -- Rome -- Athens -- Columbus -- Augusta -- Brunswick -- Macon -- Savannah.
Panel art: Amoco sign and gas station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 115A.13X (PrCt)
Georgia - Maps - 1954 - Road maps

31241
GPS - Maps - 1954 - Road maps
Road maps
Road maps
Road maps
Road maps
Georgia tourguide map : Gulf ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1954].
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Georgia ... Pure.
Date from RMcN AE 115A ms. index.
Plate no. 4-4601V-21
Inset (21 x 16 cm.): Atlanta and vicinity.
Panel art: Pure Oil sign lit at night, city skyline.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 115A.14X (PrCt)

31244
GPS - Maps - 1955 - Road maps
Road maps
Road maps
Road maps
Road maps
Georgia tourguide map : Gulf ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1955].
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Georgia.
Date from RMcN AE 115A ms. index.
Plate no. 5-4601V-29
Maps on verso (42 x 58 cm. and smaller): Road map of Virginia, Kentucky, Tennessee, North Carolina, South Carolina, Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia, Florida -- Southern Florida -- Atlanta and vicinity.
Panel art: Gulf sign over cars on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 115A.7X (PrCt)

31245
GPS - Maps - 1955 - Road maps
Road maps
Road maps
Road maps
Road maps
Georgia tourguide map : Gulf ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1955].
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Georgia.
Date from RMcN AE 115A ms. index.
Plate no. 5-4601V-29
Maps on verso (42 x 58 cm. and smaller): Road map of Virginia, Kentucky, Tennessee, North Carolina, South Carolina, Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia, Florida -- Southern Florida -- Atlanta and vicinity.
Panel art: Gulf sign over cars on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 115A.12X (PrCt)

31243
GPS - Maps - 1954 - Road maps
Road maps
Road maps
Road maps
Road maps
Pure Oil dealers welcome you to Georgia ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1954].
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Georgia ... Pure.
Date from RMcN AE 115A ms. index.
Plate no. 4-4601V-21
Inset (21 x 16 cm.): Atlanta and vicinity.
Panel art: Pure Oil sign lit at night, city skyline.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 115A.8X (PrCt)

31246
GPS - Maps - 1956 - Road maps
Road maps
Road maps
Road maps
Road maps

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Georgia - Maps - 1956 - Road maps

31247

Panel art: Atlantic attendant at gas pump, car in foreground.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 115A.1X (PrCt)

31248

1 map : col. ; 43 x 59 cm.
Panel art: Gulf sign over cars on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 115A.4X (PrCt)

31249

1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Amoco road map of Georgia.
Date from RMcN AE 115A ms. index.
Plate no. 6-4601V-16
Maps on verso (31 x 41 cm. and smaller): Road map of Atlanta and vicinity.
Panel art: Amoco gas logo on key in car ignition.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 115A.2X (PrCt)

31250

1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Georgia road map : Atlantic Refining Co.
Date from RMcN AE 115A ms. index.
Plate no. 6-4601V-23
Maps on verso (60 x 43 cm. and 22 x 15 cm.): Atlantic road map of eastern United States -- Florida.
Panel art: Atlantic attendant at gas pump, car in foreground.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 115A.5X (PrCt)

31251

Map of Virignia, Kentucky, Tennessee, North Carolina, South Carolina, Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia, Florida -- Southern Florida -- Atlanta and vicinity.
Panel art: Gulf sign over cars on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 115A.6X (PrCt)
Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Georgia ... Pure.
Date from RMcN AE 115A ms. index.
Plate no. 6-4601V-23
Inset (21 x 16 cm.): Atlanta and vicinity.
Map on verso (43 x 48 cm. and smaller):
[Southeastern U.S.] -- [Southern Florida] --
Augusta -- Columbus -- Macon -- Savannah.
Panel art: Pure Oil sign and gas station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 115A.3X (PrCt)

Authors: Helen H. Tanner Papers (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 42 x 51 cm.
Stamped on verso: Photocopy from Georgia Department of Archives and History.
Scale ca. 1:1,450,000.
In lower right margin: Exhibit "D."
Removed from the Helen H. Tanner Papers.
map4F G3921 .E1 1967 E2 (PrCt)

Authors: Texaco, inc. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; col. ; 53 x 44 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm. Panel title.
Plate no. 69-6609-3.
Insets (13 x 15 cm. and smaller): Columbus -- Macon -- Savannah.
Maps on verso (33 x 26 cm. and smaller): Atlanta and vicinity -- Augusta -- Chattanooga, Tenn. -- Jacksonville, Fla.
Panel art: Framed scene of car on rural road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Clients 3927 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1 map : col. ; 53 x 44 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm. "1974 Edition."
Panel title.
Added title: Georgia.
Plate no. 746609-9
Insets (each 13 x 15 cm.): Columbus -- Macon -- Savannah.
Maps on verso (34 x 26 cm. and smaller): Atlanta -- Augusta -- Chattanooga -- Jacksonville.
Panel art: road signs.
Forms part of a collection of stock editions of Rand McNally road maps, some apparently issued as sales samples and / or printer's proofs for prospective commercial clients.
RMcN Stock 60 (PrCt)

Authors: Georgia. Department of Transportation -- United States. Dept. of Transportation -- United States. Federal Highway Administration -- Rand McNally and Company -- Bowen, Emanuel, -1767. A New map of Georgia, with part of Carolina, Florida and Louisiana. ... [1748?] -- A View of the town of Savannah in the colony of Georgia ... (1741) -- Plan of the French and American sieg of Savannah in Georgia ... (1779) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 62 x 56 cm., folded to 22 x 10 cm. Panel title.
Added title: Georgia : state highway system and connections / prepared by the Department of Transportation, Office of Planning in cooperation with U.S. Department of Transportation, Federal Highway Administration "January 1975."
Panel art: Color photo of fountain in park.
RMcN Clients 780 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

collected by Ewan. Bowen [1748?] -- A View of the town of Savannah in the colony of Georgia ... / humbly inscribed to his Excellency Genl. Oglethorpe (1741) -- Plan of the French and American sieg of Savannah in Georgia ... under command of the French gener. Count d’Estaing, the Britt., commander in the town was general August Prevost 1779.
Verso also includes county map of Georgia as comprised during the American Revolution (19 x 7 cm.): Georgia 1777-1784.
Panel art: Georgia state seals.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4913 (PrCt)

31261 Georgia - Maps - 1975 - Road maps


Authors: Georgia. Department of Transportation -- United States. Dept. of Transportation -- United States. Federal Highway Administration -- Bowen, Emanuel, -1767. A New map of Georgia, with part of Carolina, Florida and Louisiana. ... [1748?] -- A View of the town of Savannah in the colony of Georgia ... (1741) -- Plan of the French and American sieg of Savannah in Georgia ... (1779) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 62 x 55 cm., folded to 21 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Georgia state highway system and connections / prepared by Department of Transportation, Office of Planning in cooperation with U.S. Department of Transportation, Federal Highway Administration.
"January 1975-6."

Insets (19 x 17 cm. and smaller): Atlanta -- Atlanta downtown -- Georgia mileage map -- Augusta -- Macon -- Savannah -- Columbus.
Verso includes facimilie of 3 antiquarian maps (25 x 40 cm. and smaller): A New map of Georgia with part of Carolina, Florida and Louisiana ... / collected by Eman. Bowen [1748?] -- A View of the town of Savannah in the colony of Georgia ... / humbly inscribed to his Excellency Genl. Oglethorpe (1741) -- Plan of the French and American sieg [sic] of Savannah in Georgia ... under command of the French gener. Count d’Estaing, the Britt., commander in the town was general August Prevost 1779.
Verso also includes county map of Georgia as comprised during the American Revolution (19 x 7 cm.): Georgia 1777-1784.
Panel art: Georgia state seals.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

31262 Georgia - Maps - 1986

Authors: Hodler, T. W. -- Schretter, Howard A. -- University of Georgia. Institute of Community and Area Development
1 atlas (273 p. : maps, ill.) ; 32 cm.
LC Card Number: 84025136
ISBN 0911847030
folio F286 .H59 1986 (NLO)

31263 Georgia - Maps - 1986

Authors: Hodler, T. W. -- Schretter, Howard A. -- University of Georgia. Institute of Community and Area Development
273 p. : ill. ; 32 cm.
LC Card Number: 84025136
ISBN 0911847030
folio F286 .H59 1986 (NLO)

31264 Georgia - Maps - 1995 - Road maps

-Atlanta Region (Ga.) - Maps - 1996 - Road maps

Authors: Atlanta Committee for the Olympic Games -- Olympic Games (26th : 1996 : Atlanta, Ga.) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 53 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.
"1996 edition."
Panel title.
Added title: Georgia
"TM, © 1992, ACOG"
Plate no. 4-BO-398-M-G

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Panel art: Horseback rider wearing cape.
Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Company
Collection (Newberry Library).
Also issued as one of five items in folded plastic
case with cover title: The Official commemorative
map collection : Atlanta 1996; see Gousha
map4C 95.83 [copies 1 and 2]
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34, Range 7 (May
2010).
ISBN 0671558188
Gousha map4C 95.81 (PrCt)

31265 Georgia - Maps - 2003 - Road maps
Road maps
Georgia atlas & gazetteer : detailed topographic
maps : outdoor recreation : places to go, things to
do : all-purpose reference : back roads,
recreation sites, GPS grids. Yarmouth, Me.
Authors: DeLorme (Firm)
1 atlas (72 p.) : col. maps ; 40 cm.
"Fourth edition, second printing."
Cover title.
Scale [ca. 1:183,744]. 1" = 2.9 mi. (4.7 km.) ; (W
85°19'00"--W 80°49'00"/N 35°02'00"--N
30°22'00").
Relief shown by contours, spot heights, and
shading.
Includes indexes.
ISBN 0899332536 ; 9780899332536
oversize G1310 .D38 2003 (NLO)

31266 Georgia - Maps - Administrative and political
divisions - History - 1895
Land grants - Georgia - History - Maps
Gold mines and mining - Georgia - Maps - 1895
State of Georgia : original and 1895 counties and
land lot districts. [S.l. s.n., 1960?].
Authors: Atlas of Historical County Boundaries
Project (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 57 x 46 cm.
Includes table of headright counties and land lot
counties with a history of their formation.
Parcel numbers are displayed in the corner of
each land lot.
Also locates "Cherokee County gold districts."
"Georgia-Alabama state line is high water mark
of the west side of the Chattahoochee River."
From the files of the Atlas of Historical County
Boundaries Project, the Newberry Library.
map2F G3921 .F7 1895 .A5 (PrCt)

31267 Georgia - Maps - Bibliography
Classified inventory of Georgia maps, 1941.
Prepared by Georgia Historical Records Survey,
Division of Community Service Programs, Work
Projects Administration and Georgia State
Planning Board. East Point, Ga. Georgia State
Planning Board, 1941.
Authors: Georgia Historical Records Survey --
Georgia. State Planning Board
xii, 150 p. : maps ; 27 cm.
Photocopy.
Bibliography: p. 146-150.
Formerly lower case g 10867 .407
Map Ref folio Z6027.U5 G46 1941 (NLO)

31268 Georgia - Maps - Bibliography -
Catalogs
Southern States - Maps -
Bibliography - Catalogs -
Georgia. Surveyor General Department - Map
collections - Catalogs
Nineteenth century maps in the collection of the
Georgia Surveyor General Department,
1800-1849 / compiled by Margaret A. Johnsen.
Authors: Johnsen, Margaret A. -- Georgia.
Surveyor General Department
92 p. ; 23 cm.
Bibliography: p. 87-89.
Includes index.
Formerly Z6027.U5 G46 1981
LC Card Number: 82620537
Map Ref Z6027.U5 G46 1981 (NLO)

31269 Georgia - Maps - Counties - History -
1802-1970
Geography - Maps - Counties - Georgia -
Maps - Counties - 1802-1970
[Maps of Georgia and its counties]. [Signal
Mountain, Tenn. Mountain Press, 1987-?].
Authors: Mountain Press -- Atlas of Historical
County Boundaries Project (Newberry Library)
12 maps ; on sheets 44 x 28 cm.
Contents: MP 00007. Tanner, New map of
Georgia, 1833. -- MP 0505. Houston & Dooly
Counties, Georgia : Original survey of 1821. --
MP 0506. Wilkinson County ... : original survey,
1805, with counties derived from it. -- MP 0508.
Map of 1833. -- MP 0509. Carroll, Coweta, and
Troup Counties ... 1826. -- MP 0510. Baldwin
County ... 1805. -- MP 0512. Cherokee County ... 1832. --
-- MP 0513. Appling County ... 1820. -- MP
0514. Early County ... as surveyed in 1819-1820.
-- MP 0515. Muscogee and Lee Counties ...
1826-1827. -- MP 0516. Wayne County ... 1802,
1895, 1970. -- MP 0517. Rabun, Hall,
Habersham Counties ... 1820.
From the files of the Atlas of Historical County
Boundaries Project, the Newberry Library.
map2F G3921 .F7S1 1980 .M6 (PrCt)

31270 Georgia (Republic) - Maps - 1703
Georgia. [London : s.n., 1703].
Authors: Seller, John, fl. 1658-1698 -- Seller,
John, fl. 1658-1698. A New system of geography :
designed in a most plain and easie method ...
(1703)
1 map ; 11 x 14 cm.
Anonymous map in Seller, John. A New system
of geography : designed in a most plain and
easie method ... (London : Jeremiah Seller ;
Charles Price ; John Senex, 1703) map [57].
Manuscript "pp" in lower right.
Case 3A 1704 map [57] (PrCt)

31271 Georgia (Republic) - Maps -
1667
Azerbaijan - Maps -

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1667<>Georgia (Republic) - History, Ancient - Maps - 1667<>Azerbaijan - History, Ancient - Maps - 1667


Authors: Sanson, Guillaume, 1600-1667 -- Mariette, Pierre, 1634-1716 -- Delamarche, Charles François, 1740-1817. Atlas général : contenant le détail des quatre parties du monde [1798?]? -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 35 x 47 cm.

Relief shown pictorially.


Baskets oversize G1015 .A77 1798, [ptie 2], [plate 75] (NLO)

31274 Georgian Bay (Ont.) - Maps - 1828

Lake Huron sheet III : Georgian Bay. 1866. Authors: Bayfield, Henry, Lieut. 1 map Accession no. 92-030503.


31275 Georgian Bay (Ont.) - Maps - 1828 - Nautical charts


Facsimile of original published London, 1828. 86-91067 4325

map4F G3462.G39P5 1828 G7 1986 (PrCt)

31276 Gera (Germany : Bezirk) - Maps - 1745

Delineatio geographica territorii celsissimorum S.R.I. comitum Ruthenorum ... [Nuremberg : Homann Erben, ca. 1745].

Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Homann Erben (Firm) -- Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724. Atlas novus terrarum orbis [ca. 1745] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 51 cm.

In: Homann, Johann Baptist. Atlas novus terrarum orbis (Nuremberg : [Homann Erben, ca. 1745]), [plate 114].

Manuscript 'No. 116' and '118' on verso.

oversize Ayer 135 .H7 1730, [plate 114] (PrCt)

31277 Gerbel, Nicolaus, ca. 1485-1560<>Gerbellius, Nicolaus, ca. 1485-1560 SEE Gerbel, Nicolaus, ca. 1485-1560


Reprint of volume originally published in 1878.

Ref CT1053 .A52, v. 8, p. 716-718 (PrCt)

31278 Gerlache Strait (Antarctica) - Maps - 1961<>Antarctic Peninsula (Antarctica) - Maps - 1961

Gerlache Strait : C. Wollaston to C. Murray from the latest information in the Hydrographic
16 ed., rev.
English, German, French, and Italian in parallel columns.
Includes index.
Series: [Murray's handbooks for travellers] --
Murray's handbooks for travellers.
Bookseller's label: Veuve J. Boyveau, librairie étrangère.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the
Newberry Library.
References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray's handbooks for travellers, xxii

Baskes G153 .M97 no. xvii (1882) (NLO)

31283
German language - Conversation and phrase books - English - 1927
French language - Conversation and phrase books - English - 1927
Italian language - Conversation and phrase books - English - 1927
English language - Conversation and phrase books - 1927
Murray's handbook of travel-talk : being a collection of questions, phrases, and vocabularies in English, French, German, & Italian : intended to serve as interpreter to English travellers abroad and foreigners in England. London ; New York : Macmillan and Co. ; Charles Scribner's Sons, 1927.
Authors: John Murray (Firm) -- Murray's handbooks for travellers -- Macmillan & Co. -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
63, 688 p. ; 13 cm.
21st ed.
Cover title: Murray's hand book of travel-talk
Spine title: Hand book of travel talk
English, German, French, and Italian in parallel columns.
Includes index.
Series: [Murray's handbooks for travellers] --
Murray's handbooks for travellers.
Publisher's blue cloth binding.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the
Newberry Library.
Duplicate copy: X 206 .6
References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray's handbooks for travellers, xxii
LC Card Number: 28013711

Baskes G153 .M97 no. xxii (1927) (NLO)

31285
Germantown (Pa.), Battle of, 1777
United States - History - Revolution, 1775-1783 - Maps
Sketch of the surprise of German Town by the American forces commanded by General Washington, October 4th 1777. London : Wm. Faden, 1783.
1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 53 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:23,500].
Relief shown by hachures.
Includes 'References' to the battle.
Detached from: Faden, William, [Atlas of battle plans, ca. 1783], no. 21.
The atlas was previously owned by British general Sir Henry Clinton.
map4F 3701.53.21 (PrCt)

31286
Germany - 1500-1599 - Landscape
History - Landscape History - Germany - 1500-1599
Germania illustrata: the discovery of the German
landscape by 16th century geographers, cartographers and artists. 1977.
Authors: Cook, Karen Severud  --  International Conference on the History of Cartography (7th : 1977 : Washington)
11 p. ; 28 cm.
Vert 319 (PrCi)

Authors: Diez, Franz Maximilian -- Bär, J. C. -- Thiel, L. -- Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Bär, Joseph Christoph, 1789-1848 SEE Bär, J. C.
1 map : hand col. ; 50 x 62 cm. fold to 17 x 13 cm. in slip case
Scale [ca. 1:2,250,000].
Paper label on back of slip case has title and legend in English and French.
Map sectioned and mounted on cloth.
map3C 1 (PrCi)

Authors: Germany. Reichsamt für Landesaufnahme
160 maps ; folded in 3 boxes
Scale 1:100,000.
Index map filed in box 1.
Sheets combine 4 or more sheets of the 'kleine' format into one sheet, in quads 30' of latitude by 10 of longitude.
Covers Greater Germany and parts of France and Benelux countries in sheets 1 - 160; for brief description of other European regions covered in subsequent sheet numbers, cf. OCLC 10107100.
Incomplete: lacking sheets 114 and 136.
Various issues of some sheets.
Earliest sheets are titled 'einheitsblatt No. .....
Some titled 'Topographische Karte'.
Some sheets by various Landesvermessungsamt.
Some are Deutsches Heereskarte.
Relief shown by hachures, contours and spot heights.
Cultural features shown by symbols; boundaries emphasized by color; vegetation shown symbolically and by color.

359133-5
NL 28-2770
OCLC 10107100
Case folio G 1047 .33 (NLO)

31289 Germany - Biography - 1565 - Woodcuts Prosopographiae heroum atque illustriovm torius Germaniae : pars prima [-tertia]. In hac personarum descriptione omnium tam armis ... quam literis et religione totius Germaniae celebrium virorum vitae et res praeclare gestae bona fide referuntur, a condito mundo ... [ad ... annum praesentem millesimum quingentesimum sexagesimum sextum usque]. Basel : Nicolai Brylingeri, 1565-1566.
Authors: Pantaleon, Heinricus, 1522-1595 -- Newberry Library. John M. Wing Foundation
3 v. in 1 : woodcut ports. ; 33cm.
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.
Wing folio ZP 538 .B84 (NLO)

Authors: Neumann, Joachim -- Hauptstaatsarchiv Stuttgart
48 p. ; col. maps ; 24 cm.
Series: Karlsruher geowissenschaftliche Schriften. Reihe C Alte Karten ; Bd. 15.
ISBN 9783890636146 ; 3890636144
GA201 .K36 Bd.15 (NLO)

Authors: Zeiller, Martin, 1589-1661 -- Merian, Matthaeus, 1593-1650 -- Merian, Matthaeus, 1621-1687 -- Merian, Caspar, 1627-1686 -- Wüthrich, Lucas Heinrich -- Hoff, Bert van 't, 1900-1979 -- Medding, Wolfgang -- Niemeyer, Wilhelm, 1920-1966 -- Bärenreiter-Verlag (Kassel, Germany) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
16 v.: ca. 900 maps, ill.; 30 cm.
Edition: Neue Ausgabe.
Facsimiles of 17th-century originals published in Frankfurt, Germany; some vols. are facsimiles of 1st ed. (printed 1642-1654), or 2nd enlarged ed. of 1659.
Text by Martin Zeiller; most of the illustrations by Matthaeus Merian and Caspar Merian; edited by Caspar Merian and Matthaeus Merian, the younger.
Printed in two columns; head- and tail-pieces; ornamental initials; Fraktur type; engraved pictorial t.p.
Vol. numbers from list on dust jacket of v. 6 (Elsass 1663).
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cf. Phillips 5253.

Authors: Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Schardius, Simon 1535-1573. Historicvm opvs in qvatvor tomos divisvm 1574 p. 467-500 ; 33 cm.
References: Karrow, Mapmakers of the 16th Century 58/F.
Case F 47.78, v. 1, p. 467-500 (NLO)

31293 Germany - Education - 1951==Germany - Maps - Education - 1951==Decorative maps - 1951
Studying in Germany. Frankfurt am Main : German Central Tourist Association, 1951.
Authors: German Central Tourist Association -- Farber, Himke
1 booklet (44 p) : ills, photos ; 21 cm. + col. map (58 x 53 cm.)
Map tipped onto back cover, signed "Himke Farber."
Travel Vertical File G6081 .E68 1951 .G4 (PrCt)

31294 Germany - Geography - History - 1952-1992
Authors: Ehlers, Eckart -- Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft -- Institut für Wissenschaftliche Zusammenarbeit mit Entwicklungsländern (Tübingen, Germany) -- International Geographical Union -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
285 p. : ill. ; 24 cm.
'A report of the International Geographical Union.' 'Supplementary volume to the series Applied geography and development'--Half title p. verso.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
ISBN 3922362141
Baskes G99 .A14 1992 (NLO)

31295 Germany - Historical geography - Maps - 1587-1606==Germany - Maps - 1587-1606 Germaniae veteris typus / ex conatibus geographicis Abrahami Ortelii. [London : John Norton], 1587 [i.e. 1606].
Monau, Jakob, 1546-1603 -- Monavius, Jacob SEE Monau, Jakob, 1546-1603
1 map : hand col.; 35 x 45 cm.
Includes dedication to "Iacob Monavius" at bottom right.
In: Ortelius, Abraham. "Parergon, sive, Veteris geographiae aliquot tabvlae", part of the historical atlas section of Ortelius's Theatrum orbis terrarum ... (London: J. Norton, 1606), [plate 129].
Signature "xv. xvi" and English letterpress text on verso beginning: Germaniae. I think there is no man, studios of ancient historie .... "Cartographic sources: made by Ortelius on the basis of the writings by the ancient authors Tacitus, Caesar, Dionysus, Ptolemaeus, Suetonius, Eutropius, Seneca, Plinius and Strabo." -- From P.R. van den Broecke's Cartographica Neerlandica website, which includes a digital image of another copy of the map (accessed August 2012); see http://www.orteliusmaps.com/book/ort200.html
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1606, [plate 129] (PrCt)

31296 Germany - Historical geography - Maps - 1616<>>>Germany - Maps - 1616
Authors: Clüver, Philipp, 1580-1622 -- Geylerkerck, Nicolaes, d. ca. 1657 -- Elzevir -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.: 11 maps; 340 x 217 mm.
E:NicolasGeelkerken;Nord44
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes). Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

31297 Germany - Historical geography - Maps - 1641<>>>Germany - Maps - 1641
*Germania antiquae / aut N. Sanson ...*. Paris : chez M. Tavernier ... et a present chez Pierre Mariette ..., 1641.
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Tavernier, Melchior, d. 1641 -- Mariette, Pierre, 1603-1657 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. [Assembled-to-order atlas of historical maps of Europe] [1658?] -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). IV:A10
1 map; 40 x 53 cm.
In Sanson, Nicolas. [Assembled-to-order atlas of historical maps of Europe] [Paris: N. Sanson and P. Mariette?, 1658?] no. [10]. Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Duplicate copy: VAULT Case oversize G1015 .S35 1658 v. 1, pl. [117]
Sack map6C G5701.S1 1658 .S3 no. [10] (PrCt)

31298 Germany - Historical geography - Maps - 1700<>>>Germany - Maps - 1700
Authors: Nicholls, Sutton -- William, Duke of Gloucester, 1689-1700 -- Wells, Edward, 1667-1727. A New set of maps both of antient and present geography ... (1700) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map; 34 x 47 cm.
"Dedicated to his highness William Duke of Gloucester."
In: Wells, Edward. A New set of maps both of antient and present geography ... (Oxford: Printed at the Theater, 1700), plate [12]
oversize Ayer 135 .W4 1700, plate [12] (PrCt)

31299 Germany - Historical geography - Maps - 1783<>>>Germany - Maps - 1783
Authors: Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Stackhouse, Thomas, 1756-1836 -- Stackhouse, Thomas, 1756-1836. An Universal atlas: being a set of maps, to illustrate ancient and modern geography ... (1782) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map; hand col.; 35 x 35 cm.
In: Stackhouse, Thomas. An Universal atlas: being a set of maps, to illustrate ancient and modern geography ... (London: Printed for the author, and sold by Ashby and Neele ... [et al]. 1782 [i.e. 1783?]), plate 17.
Hand stamped with oversize "17" at upper left.
oversize Ayer 135 .S77 1782, plate 17 (PrCt)

31300 Germany - Historical geography - Maps - 1783<>>>Germany - Maps - 1783
Authors: Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Stackhouse, Thomas, 1756-1836 -- Stackhouse, Thomas, 1756-1836. A New universal atlas: consisting of a complete set of maps ... (1785) -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map; hand col.; 35 x 35 cm.
In: Stackhouse, Thomas. A New universal atlas: consisting of a complete set of maps ... (London: Printed for the propietor, Mrs. Stackhouse ... and sold by T. Longman [and 7 others], 1785), plate 17.
Engraved oversize "17" at upper left.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskets oversize G1015 .S82 1785, plate 17 (PrCt)

31301 Germany - Historical geography - Maps - 1841<>>>Switzerland - Historical geography -

Authors: Houzé, Antoine Philippe -- Duménil, P. -- Houzé, Antoine Philippe. Atlas universel historique et géographique (1839-1841) -- Tibbe, Paul -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (xii leaves of plates) : 12 hand col. maps ; 35 cm.
Scale not given.
Bookplate: Ex libris Paul Tibbe.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Quérard, J.M. Litt. française 19. s., v. 4, p. 325
Baskes folio G1911.S6 B73 1934 (NLO)

31304


Germany illustrating the period from Reformation to the end of the Thirty Years War. [Glasgow, London, and Edinburgh : William Collins, Sons, & Co., 191-?].
Authors: William Collins Sons and Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- William Collins Sons and Co. The Collegiate atlas ...
[191-?]
1 map : col. ; 16 x 22 cm.
In: William Collins Sons and Co. The Collegiate atlas : consisting of forty-four maps of modern geography, embracing all the latest discoveries and changes in boundaries and eighteen maps of historical geography, with copious index (Glasgow, London, and Edinburgh : William Collins, Sons, & Company, [191-?]), [plate] 43. Printed plate numbers "42" and "43" on thumb index at right.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .C625 1910z, [plate] 43 (PrCt)

31305

Germany - Historical geography - Maps - 1926<>>Rhineland (Germany) - Historical geography - Maps - 1926<>>Historical atlases

Authors: Aubin, Hermann -- Niessen, Josef, b. 1864 -- Instituts für geschichtliche Landeskunde der Rheinlande -- Universität Bonn -- Verlag J.P. Bachem G.M.B.H.
xvii, 56 p. : chiefly maps (some col.) ; 35 cm. 
OCLC 6155272.
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 2289.
G 104776 .33 (NLO)

31306


Authors: Braun, Franz, 1884- -- Ziegfeld, Arnold Hillen, 1894- -- L. Ehlermann (Firm) -- Braun, Franz, 1884-. Geopolitischer Geschichtsatlas -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Ehlermann (L.), firm SEE L. Ehlermann (Firm) 1 atlas (p. 33-64, [4]) : ill., 30 maps ; 24 x 28 cm. 
Cover title: Deutschlands Schicksalswende 1913-1933 dargestellt in geopolitischen Karten The atlas is a separate edition of part 4 of the authors’ Geopolitischer Geschichtsatlas. Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 5500
Baskes folio G1911.S6 B73 1934 (NLO)

31307


Authors: Leers, Johann von, 1902-1965 -- Frenzel, Konrad, 1902- -- Velhagen & Klasing (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 atlas (42 p.) : col. ill., 62 col. maps ; 26 cm.
References: Frenzel, Konrad, 1902-1965 -- OCLC 6155272.
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 2289.
G 104776 .33 (NLO)
Germany - Historical geography - Maps - 1939

Authors: Ganzer, Karl Richard -- J.F. Lehmanns Verlag -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Lehmanns (J.F.) Verlag SEE J.F. Lehmanns Verlag
1 atlas (20 p., 64 p. of col. maps) ; 31 cm.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 8560
LC Card Number: 41005990
Baskes G1914.A1 S8 1939 (NLO)

Germany - Historical geography - Maps - 1950

Authors: Niessen, Josef, b. 1864 -- Meisen, Karl -- Steinbach, Franz -- Weisgerber, Leo -- Universität Bonn. Institut für Geschichtliche Landeskunde der Rheinlande -- Bachem, J. P. -- Res Gentium Verlag
1 atlas (20 p., 64 p. of col. maps) ; 31 cm.
'Im Auftrag des Instituts für geschichtliche Landeskunde der Rheinlande an der Universität Bonn bearbeitet von Josef Niessen ; [herausgegeben von Karl Meisen, Franz Steinbach, Leo Weisgerber].
Phillips 8773.
folio G 104776 .624 (NLO)

Germany - Historical geography - Maps - Cities and towns

Deutscher historischer Städteatlas / herausgegeben von Willfried Ehbrecht, Peter Johanek und Jürgen Lafrenz. Münster : Institut für vergleichende Städtgeschichte, 2006-.
Authors: Ehbrecht, Wilfried -- Johanek, Peter -- Lafrenz, Jürgen -- Institut für Vergleichende Städtgeschichte
1 atlas (v.) : ill., col. maps ; 40 cm.
Series: Veröffentlichung des Instituts für vergleichende Städtgeschichte
Incomplete contents: Nr.1. Quedlinburg
Issued in portfolios.
Includes bibliographical references and indexes.
Scales differ.
ISBN 9783870232726 (Nr.1) ; 3870232722 (Nr.1)
oversize G1924.A1 D48 2006 (NLO)

Germany - Historical geography - Maps - Medieval

Deutscher historischer Städteatlas. Dortmund : W. Grösschen, 1973-.
Authors: Stoob, Heinz -- Grösschen, W.
1 atlas (portfolios <1, 4> : ill., maps (some col.) ; 42 cm.
'HRsg. und bearb. von Heinz Stoob.'
Issued in parts in separate portfolios.
Preface in French and German.
Includes bibliographical references (v. 1. p. [11]).
Series: Acta collegii historiae urbanae societatis historicorum internationalis : Series C. Atlanten
LC Card Number: 5409232
oversize G1914.A1 S8 1973 (NLO)

Germany - History

Epithema rerum germanicarum. [Strasbourg : Johannes Prüs, 1505].
Authors: Wimpheling, Jakob, 1450-1528 -- Wolff, Thomas, 1475-1509. Hic subnotata co[n]tinentur (1505)
In: Wolff, Thomas. Hic subnotata co[n]tinentur (Strasbourg: Johannes Prüs, 1505)
Case F 471 .982, [selection] (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
3131

**Germany - History, Ancient - Maps - 1756**

*Germania antiqua in quatuor magnos populos ... / autore Robert de Vaugondy ... ; E. Haussard sculp.* [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy, 1756].

Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Haussard, Elisabeth -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1758?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 58 cm.

In: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles. Atlas universel (Paris : Chez les auteurs, quay de l’Horloge du Palais, Boudet libraire imprimeur du roi, rue St. Jacques, 1757 [i.e. 1758?]), [plate 7].

“Germania” -- oversize letterpress title stamped on verso.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1757, [plate 7] (Pr Ct)**

3135

**Germany - History, Ancient - Maps - 1775**

*Germania antiqua in quatuor magnos populos ... / autore Robert de Vaugondy ... À Venise [Venice] : par P. Santini ; chez Mr. Remondini, 1775.*

Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Santini, P. -- Remondini, Giuseppe Antonio, 1747-1811 -- Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (1784 [i.e. 1807?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 58 cm.

In: Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (Venice : par P. Santini, rue Ste. Justine, chez M. Remondini, 1784 [i.e. 1807?]), v. 2, no. "P. Il. 59"

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes oversize G1015 .S4 1807, v. 2, no. 59 (Pr Ct)**

3136

**Germany - History, Ancient - Maps - 1919**


Authors: Tacitus, Cornelius -- Macmillan & Co. -- Stuart, Duane Reed. Craig, fl. 1922 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

xxiii, 139 p., [1] folded leaf of plates : 1 map ; 18 cm.

Cover title: Germania of Tacitus

Uniform title: Germania

Latin, with introductory matter and notes in English.

Includes bibliographical references (p. xxii-xxiii).

Owner’s inscription: Craig Hendricks, ’22, Latin II. Ms. annotations.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes oversize G1015 .A77 1919, [ptie 2], [plate 64] (NLO)**

3134

**Germany - History, Ancient - Maps - 1756**

*Germania antiqua in quatuor magnos populos ... / autore Robert de Vaugondy ... ; E. Haussard sculp.* [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy, 1756].

Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Haussard, Elisabeth -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1758?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 58 cm.

In: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles. Atlas universel (Paris : Chez les auteurs, quay de l’Horloge du Palais, Boudet libraire imprimeur du roi, rue St. Jacques, 1757 [i.e. 1758?]), [plate 7].

“Germania” -- oversize letterpress title stamped

3131

**Germany - History, Ancient - Maps - 1775**

*Germania antiqua in quatuor magnos populos ... / autore Robert de Vaugondy ... À Venise [Venice] : par P. Santini ; chez Mr. Remondini, 1775.*

Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Santini, P. -- Remondini, Giuseppe Antonio, 1747-1811 -- Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (1784 [i.e. 1807?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 58 cm.

In: Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (Venice : par P. Santini, rue Ste. Justine, chez M. Remondini, 1784 [i.e. 1807?]), v. 2, no. "P. Il. 59"

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes oversize G1015 .S4 1807, v. 2, no. 59 (Pr Ct)**

3136

**Germany - History, Ancient - Maps - 1919**


Authors: Tacitus, Cornelius -- Macmillan & Co. -- Stuart, Duane Reed. Craig, fl. 1922 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

xxiii, 139 p., [1] folded leaf of plates : 1 map ; 18 cm.

Cover title: Germania of Tacitus

Uniform title: Germania

Latin, with introductory matter and notes in English.

Includes bibliographical references (p. xxii-xxiii).

Owner’s inscription: Craig Hendricks, ’22, Latin II. Ms. annotations.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes oversize G1015 .A77 1919, [ptie 2], [plate 64] (NLO)**

3134

**Germany - History, Ancient - Maps - 1756**

*Germania antiqua in quatuor magnos populos ... / autore Robert de Vaugondy ... ; E. Haussard sculp.* [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy, 1756].

Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Haussard, Elisabeth -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1758?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 58 cm.

In: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles. Atlas universel (Paris : Chez les auteurs, quay de l’Horloge du Palais, Boudet libraire imprimeur du roi, rue St. Jacques, 1757 [i.e. 1758?]), [plate 7].

“Germania” -- oversize letterpress title stamped

3131

**Germany - History, Ancient - Maps - 1775**

*Germania antiqua in quatuor magnos populos ... / autore Robert de Vaugondy ... À Venise [Venice] : par P. Santini ; chez Mr. Remondini, 1775.*

Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Santini, P. -- Remondini, Giuseppe Antonio, 1747-1811 -- Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (1784 [i.e. 1807?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 58 cm.

In: Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (Venice : par P. Santini, rue Ste. Justine, chez M. Remondini, 1784 [i.e. 1807?]), v. 2, no. "P. Il. 59"

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes oversize G1015 .S4 1807, v. 2, no. 59 (Pr Ct)**

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

map1F G6080 1525 .M8 2004 (PrCt)

Germany - Maps - 1540 Europe, Central - Maps - 1540 Woodcuts


Same woodcut issued with variant letterpress titles in different editions of Münster's Cosmographia and in Münster's editions of Ptolemy's Geographia; see Karrow p. 421. References: Karrow, Mapmakers of the 16th cent., p. 423; Shirley, T. Ptol-8a

VAULT Baskes folio G1005 1540, [plate 34] (PrCt)

Germany - Maps - 1552

Il Uero ritratto di tutta l'Alamagna / Opera di Iacopo di Gastaldi cosmografo in Venetia 1552. Cu[m] priuileg. ; Enea Vico Parm.f. ; In Venetia appresso Gabriel Giolito, al segno della Fenice. Venice : Gabrielle Giolito, 1552. Authors: Gastaldi, Giacomo, approximately 1500-approximately 1565 -- Giolito de' Ferrari, Giovanni, approximately 1554-approximately 1591 -- Vico, Enea, 1523-1567 -- Zell, Heinrich, 1518-1564 -- Lange, Otto, 1879-1944 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 241 x 347 mm. (neat line), 263 x 359 mm. (plate mark) Probably copied from Heinrich Zell's lost map of ca. 1550; see Karrow 30/70 and 84/5. Tooley 250.
Ex Lange.

b82

Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Novacco 4F 165 (PrCt)

31322 Germany - Maps - 1552<>>>Europe, Central - Maps - 1552<>>>Woodcuts

Description Germaniae nationis proprie quam celebrandam atque illustrandam ... [Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552].

Authors: Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552. Cosmographiae uniuersalis ... (1552) -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col., woodcut ; 10 x 14 cm., on sheet 32 x 21 cm.


VAULT folio Ayer 7 .M8 1552, [plate 6] (PrCt)

31325 Germany - Maps - 1553


At left side of cartouche, the device and monogram of GLA (Georgius Lilius Anglus); at right side of cartouche, the device and monogram of FMT (possibly Cardinal Farnese, also known as Cardinal Odoardo); and in lower left margin, the monogram NB (Nicholas Beatrizet); see Karrow 30/70.1.

Manuscript '34' on verso at upper right. Tooley 252.

Ex Rosenthal.

Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

b83

Novacco 4F 166 (PrCt)

31324 Germany - Maps - 1552<>>>Woodcuts

Germaniae nationis descriptio . [Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552].

Authors: Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552. Cosmographiae uniuersalis ... (1552) -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : woodcut ; 25 x 31 cm.

Letterpress title above woodcut map with letterpress place names. Oriented with north at bottom. Letterpress 6 and text on verso: Germaniae uniwersalis ... (Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552), [plate 6].

Same woodcut issued with variant letterpress titles in different editions of Münster's Cosmographia and in Münster's editions of Ptolemy's Geographia; see Karrow p. 421.


VAULT folio Ayer 7 .M8 1552, [plate 6] (PrCt)

31323 Germany - Maps - 1552<>>>Poland - Maps - 1552<>>>Europe, Northern - Maps - 1552<>>>Woodcuts

[Map of northern Germany and northern Poland]. [Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552].

Authors: Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552. Cosmographiae uniuersalis ... (1552) -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : woodcut ; 7 x 14 cm., on sheet 32 x 21 cm.


Added letterpress title above woodcut: Saxonia vetvs et noua ...

Oriented with north at bottom.


VAULT folio Ayer 7 .M8 1552, p. 717 (PrCt)
1575 Al pl. [37].
Karrow 23/1.9
Tooley 249.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
b83.5
Novacco 2F 87 (PrCt)

31327
Germany - Maps - 1562
Germaenia omniunque eius provinciarum, atque Austriae, Boemiae, Vngariae, Carinthiae, Corutiae, Poloniae, Moraviae, Bossinae, Serviae, Prussiae, Masouiae, TransSilaniae, Lithuaniae, Russiae, [albae, rubraeque Podolyae, Valachiæ, Turciae, partis Graeciae, aliarumque regionum, noua et exacta descriptio.

Authors: Gastaldi, Giacomo, approximately 1500-approximately 1565 -- [Italian assembled-to-order atlas] [ca. 1575?].

In manuscript on verso of right leaf: Germania [?].

Karrow 23/1.9
Tooley 249.

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .L2 1575 AI, plate [37] (PrCt)

31328
Germany - Maps - 1564
Germania del Gastaldo / Paulo Forl. Veronese f.

Authors: Forlani, Paolo -- Bertelli, Ferando -- Gastaldi, Giacomo, approximately 1500-approximately 1565 -- [Italian assembled-to-order atlas] [ca. 1575?].

Karrow 23/1.9
Tooley 249.

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .L2 1575 AI, plate [35] (PrCt)

31329
Germany - Maps - 1570


Karrow 23/1.9
Tooley 249.

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .L2 1575 AI, plate [35] (PrCt)

31330

Authors: Gastaldi, Giacomo, approximately 1500-approximately 1565 -- Duchetti, Claudio, fl. 1554-1585 -- Ludwig Rosenthal's Antiquariat -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)

Karrow 23/1.9
Tooley 249.

Ex Rosenthal.
b85

Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Novacco 4F 168 (PrCt)

31331

Authors: Gastaldi, Giacomo, approximately 1500-approximately 1565 -- Duchetti, Claudio, fl. 1554-1585 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)

Karrow 23/1.9
Tooley 249.

Ex Rosenthal.
b85

Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Novacco 4F 167 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Germany - Maps - 1576
Authors: Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590
1 map

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1588, [plate 33] (PrCt)

31335 Germany - Maps - 1593
Germania, geographicae tablis illustrata / per Cornelium de Iudaeis, Antverbianum. [Antwerp?]. Speculum orbis terrarum (Antwerp : A. Coninx, 1593), map [34 A]. Includes un.titleed map of Germany at bottom (7 x 8 cm.) Engraving attributed to Antonie Wierix. In: Jode, Gerard de. Speculum orbis terrarum (Antwerp : A. Coninx, 1593), map [34 A].

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .J9 1593, map [34 A] (PrCt)

31336 Germany - Maps - 1593

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .J9 1593, map [34 A] (PrCt)

31334 Germany - Maps - 1588

NEW YORK LIBRARY CARTOGRAPHIC CATALOG (2015)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
31337  Germany - Maps - 1616 (Provisional Heading)  
Commentariorum rerum germanicarum libri tres.  
Amsterdan : Janssonius, 1616.  
Authors: Bertius, Petrus, 1565-1629 -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 v. : 127 maps ; 190 x 245 mm.  
NUC:Yale,Bancroft Phillips 8526  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.  
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)  
(PrCt)

31338  Germany - Maps - 1626  
A Newe mape of Germany newly augmented.  
[London] : Tho. Bassett ... and Ric. Chiswell, 1626 [i.e. 1676].  
Authors: Speed, John, 1552?-1629 -- Bassett, Thomas -- Chiswell, Richard -- Speed, John, 1552?-1629. The Theatre of the Empire of Great-Britain ... (1676) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map ; 36 x 45 cm. on sheet 42 x 55 cm.  
Insets (3 x 6 cm. each): Heidelberg -- Francfurt am Main -- Wien -- Prag -- Coln -- Nurnberg -- Strasburg -- Augsburg.  
Margins include portraits of natives in local costume.  
Letterpress text on verso (p. 15-16) under the following heading: The description of Germany.  
In: Speed, John. The Theatre of the Empire of Britain ... (London : Printed for T. Bassett and R. Chiswell, 1676) map [76].  
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .S7 1676 map [76] (PrCt)

31339  Germany - Maps - 1626  
A Newe mape of Germany newly augmented.  
[London] : G. Humble [i.e J. Legate and W. Humble], 1626 [i.e. 1646].  
Authors: Speed, John, 1552?-1629 -- Humble, George, d. 1640 -- Legate, John, d. 1658 -- Humble, William, 1612-1686 -- Speed, John, 1552?-1629. A Prospect of the most famous parts of the world ... together with ... Great Brittaines empire (1646)  
1 map ; 36 x 44 cm. on sheet 42 x 54 cm.  
Insets (3 x 6 cm. each): Heidelberg -- Francfurt am Main -- Wien -- Prag -- Coln -- Nurnberg -- Strasburg -- Augsburg.  
Margins include portraits of natives in local costume.  
Letterpress text on verso (p. 15-16) under the following heading: The description of Germany.  
In: Speed, John. A Prospect of the most famous parts of the world ... together with ... Great Brittaines empire (London : Printed by John Legatt, for William Humble, 1646) map [8].  
Case oversize G 117 .82 map [8] (PrCt)

31340  Germany - Maps - 1634  
Commentariorum rerum germanicarum  
V2:Germania. Amsterdam : W. Blaeu, 1634.  
Authors: Bertius, Petrus, 1565-1629 -- Blaeu, Willem Janszoon, 1571-1638 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 atlas : 17 maps ; 136 x 80 mm.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.  
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)  
(PrCt)

31341  Germany - Maps - 1637  
Nouissima Germaniae descripicio 1637 / Henri le Roy fecit ; A Parys chez Michel van Lochom graueur et imprimeur du Roy ... Paris : Michel van Lochom, 1637.  
Authors: Le Roy, Henri -- Lochom, Michel van, 1601-1647 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map ; 326 x 445 mm. (neat line), 352 x 471 mm. (plate mark)  
Manuscript '29' at upper right.  
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).  
I15 Novacco 4F 170 (PrCt)

31342  Germany - Maps - 1637  
Carte generelle d'Almaigne nouvellemement misse en françois et amplissiée de tous les royaumes ... / A Paris, chez Melchior Taurner, en Lisle du Pallais. [Paris] : Tavernier, [1637?].  
Authors: Tavernier, Melchior, d. 1641 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map ; 403 x 530 mm. (neat line), on sheet 414 x 542 mm.  
This copy apparently issued separately.  
Also issued in Theatre geographique du royaume de France (Paris: Melchior Tavernier, 1637) no. [92].  
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).  
b86.5 Novacco 4F 169 (PrCt)

31343  Germany - Maps - 1645<<<<Europe, Central - Maps - 1645  
Carte generale de l'Empire d'Allemagne et pay circonvoisins ... Paris : M. Tavernier ; P. Mariette, 1645 [i.e. 1659?].  
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1638 -- Tavernier, Melchior, d. 1641 -- Mariette, Pierre, 1603-1657 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (1658 [i.e. 1659?])  
1 map ; hand col.; 40 x 55 cm.  
In: Sanson, Nicolas. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (Paris : Pierre Mariette, 1658 [i.e. 1659?]) v. 1, pl. [52]  
VAULT Case oversize G1015 .S35 1658 v. 1,
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .D18 A pl. 9 (PrCt)

Germany - Maps - 1680<<<<<<<<Europe, Central - Maps - 1680<<<<<<<<Benelux Countries - Maps - 1680
S. R. I. in Germania descriptio... Amsterdam, [ca. 1680].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Johan Gabriel Sack
Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:13
1 map ; 50 x 59 cm. 2256
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2
no. II:13 (PrCt)

Germany - Maps - 1682<<<<<<<<Europe, Central - Maps - 1682
Nova et prae caeteris aliis correcta Germaniae tabula... Amsterdam : C. Allard, [1682?].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Allard, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709 -- Allard, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709.
Atlas minor sive tabulæ geographici ...[1682?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 48 x 57 cm.
In: Allard, Carel. Atlas minor sive tabulæ geographici proecipuorum regnorum regionum, insularum, provinicarum, etc. (Amsterdam : C. Allard, 1682?) pl. 39.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .A4 A pl. 39 (PrCt)

Germany - Maps - 1688
Nova et prae caeteris aliis correcta Germaniae tabula : comprehendens accuratam X. circulorum, Bohemiae Regni ac universae Helvetiae descriptionem, cum divisione in caeteras partes / per F. De Wit. [Amsterdam : Frederik de Wit, 1688?].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Wit, Frederik de. [Atlas] [1688?]. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 56 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:2,400,000]
Relief shown pictorially.
In: Wit, Frederik de. [Atlas] (Amsterdam : Frederik de Wit [1688?]), [plate 9].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .W47 1688, [plate 9] (NLO)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
London: Berry, 1689.

1 map : col.; 54 x 86 cm.
Added title: The empire of Germany in which are distinguished...


VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B48 1680 pl. 11 (PrCt)

31356

Germany - Maps - 1700

L’Empire d’Allemagne divisé en tous ses estats...
Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : H. Jaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], 1693 [i.e. ca. 1700].
Authors: Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712. Atlas minor ad usum serenissimi burgundiae ducis ... [ca. 1700] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 48 x 60 cm.
Added title, upper margin: Nova imperii Germanici descriptio in omnes suos circulos, electoratus & divisi ...
In counterfeit edition of: Jaillot, Alexis Hubert. Atlas minor ad usum serenissimi burgundiae ducis ... ([Amsterdam : Pieter Mortier, ca. 1700]) no. [18].
Manuscript '18' at upper right.

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .J25 1693 no. [18] (PrCt)

31357

Germany - Maps - 1700

A New set of maps both of antient and present geography ... (1700) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map ; 35 x 47 cm.
"Dedicated to his highness William Duke of Gloucester."
In: Wells, Edward. A New set of maps both of antient and present geography ... (Oxford: Printed at the Theater, 1700), plate [13]

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .W4 1700, plate [13] (PrCt)

31358

Germany - Maps - 1700

Regni Borussiae et electoratus Brandenburtici ... Amsterdam. [ca. 1700].
Authors: Schenk, Peter, 1660-1718 or 9 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
III:H6
1 map : hand col.; 47 x 60 cm.
3191
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Sack map4F G6030 1700 .S3 (PrCt)

31359

Germany - Maps - 1700

Nova et prae caeteris aliis correcta Germaniae tabula ... Amstelodami [Amsterdam] : F. de Wit, ca. 1700?.
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Wit, Frederik de.
Atlantic [ca. 1700?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 57 cm.
In: Wit, Frederik de. Atlas (Amsterdam : bij Frederick de Wit in de Calverstraet bij den Dam inde Witte Paskaert. [ca. 1700?]) no. [36].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .W8 A no. [36] (PrCt)

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
3189 Sack map4F G6030 1700 .V5 (PrCt)

Covers northwestern German and the eastern Netherlands.
Koeman v. 3 p. 140 [78].
2444 Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:205 (PrCt)

Case folio G 117 .58 pt. 1, p. 174 (PrCt)

31363 Germany - Maps - 1703 Germany. [London : s.n., 1703]. Authors: Seller, John, fl. 1658-1698 -- Seller, John, fl. 1658-1698. A New system of geography : designed in a most plain and easie method ... (1703) 1 map ; 12 x 14 cm.
Anonymous map in Seller, John. A New system of geography; or, A new & accurate description of the earth ... (London : Jeremiah Seller ; Charles Price ; John Senex, 1703) map [20].
Manuscript ‘z’ in lower right.
Case 3A 1704 map [20] (PrCt)

31364 Germany - Maps - 1705 Hydrography Europe, Central - Maps - 1705 Hydrography Benelux Countries - Maps - 1705 Hydrographia Germaniae ... Nuremberg, [ca. 1705]. Authors: Zollmann, Philipp Heinrich -- Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:319 1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 56 cm.
Phillips 5959 v. 2 no. 56. 2559 Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:319 (PrCt)

Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. : 62 maps ; 274 x 440 mm. (1705-1716):Pastoureau Fer VI Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Added title: Postarum seu veredariorum stationes per Germaniam. 2257 Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:14 (PrCt)

31370 Germany - Maps - 1710<<>>Europe, Central - Maps - 1710
Peraccurata S. Romani imperii tabula, comprehendens regiones vulgo sub nomine Germaniae ... Amstelaedami [Amsterdam] : Nicolaum Visscher [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher, 1710?].
Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Visscher, Elizabeth, fl. 1702-1726 -- Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702. Atlas minor ... [1710?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col.; 56 x 71 cm.
In: Visscher, Nicolaes. Atlas minor ... (Amstelaedami [Amsterdam] : ex officina Nicolai Visscher [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher], [1710?]) map [17].
Manuscript '20' on verso.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .V8 1700 map [17] (PrCt)

31371 Germany - Maps - 1710<<>>Europe, Central - Maps - 1710
Germania divisa in decem circulos... Amsterdam, [ca. 1710].
Authors: Valok, Leonard, 1675-1746 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:10 1 map ; 47 x 59 cm.
2253 Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:10 (PrCt)

31372 Germany - Maps - 1710<<>>Europe, Central - Maps - 1710
S. Imperium Romano Germanicum ; Teutschland mit seinen Angräntzenden Königreich und Provincien. Augsburg : Gabriel Bodenehr, 1710.
Authors: Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. -- Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. Atlas curieux -- oder, Neuer und compendieuser atlas 1710 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col.; 11 x 19 cm.
In: Bodenehr, Gabriel. Atlas curieux; oder, Neuer und compendieuser atlas ... ([Augsburg : Gabriel Bodenehr, 1710?] pl. [56]. Engraved plate no. '59.'
Ayer 135 .B6 pl. 56 (PrCt)

31373 Germany - Maps - 1710<<>>Netherlands -

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Maps - 1710
*Tabula nova atque exacta Westphaliae ...*
Amsterdam, [ca. 1710].
Authors: Schenk, Peter, 1660-1718 or 9 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
II:204
1 map : hand col. ; 56 x 47 cm.
Covers northwestern German and the eastern Netherlands.
Koeman v. 3 p. 121 [70].
2443
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:204 (Pr Ct)

31374 Germany - Maps - 1713 - Administrative and political divisions
*L'Empire d'Allemagne distingué suivant l'étendue de tous les estats, principautés et souverainettes ...*
Paris : H. Jaillot, 1713 [i.e. 1737?].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Cordier, Robert (Engraver) -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712. [Atlas français] (1700 [i.e. 1737?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 45 x 63 cm.
In: Jaillot, Alexis Hubert. [Atlas français] (Paris : Jaillot, 1700 [i.e. 1737?]) pl. [9].
Map dated 1713.
Duplicate of previous map [plate 8]; coloring of political boundaries varies between copies.
Manuscript title 'Allemagne par cercles' and no. '8' on verso.

31375 Germany - Maps - 1713 - Administrative and political divisions
*L'Empire d'Allemagne distingué suivant l'étendue de tous les estats, principautés et souverainettes ...*
Paris : H. Jaillot, 1713 [i.e. 1737?].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Cordier, Robert (Engraver) -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712. [Atlas français] (1700 [i.e. 1737?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 45 x 63 cm.
In: Jaillot, Alexis Hubert. [Atlas français] (Paris : Jaillot, 1700 [i.e. 1737?]) pl. [8].
Map dated 1713.
Duplicate of previous map [plate 8]; coloring of political boundaries varies between copies.
Manuscript title 'Allemagne par possessions' and no. '7' on verso.

*S. Imperium Romano-Germanicum, oder Teutschland... Amsterdam, [ca. 1715].
Authors: Reichelt, Jules, 1637-1719 -- Schenk, Peter, 1660-1718 or 9 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:9
1 map : hand col. ; 45 x 54 cm.
2252
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:9 (Pr Ct)

*Geographische vorstellung der jämerrlichen WasserFlutt in Nieder-Teutschland ... Nuremberg, 1717.*
Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
II:339
1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 56 cm.
Inset: ... Nort-Holland.
2574
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:339 (Pr Ct)

31378 Germany - Maps - 1718 - Postal Service - Europe, Central - Maps - 1718 - Postal Service - Benelux Countries - Maps - 1718 - Postal Service - Postal Service - Europe - Maps - 1718
Authors: Jaillot, Bernard Jean Hyacinthe, 1673-1739 -- Desbruslins, F. -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:15
1 map : 43 x 62 cm.
2258
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2
no. II:15 (PrCt)

31379 Germany - Maps - 1718 - Postal Service>>>Europe - Maps - 1718 - Postal Service>>>Postal Service - Europe - Maps - 1718

*L'Empire d'Allemagne divise en ses principaux états.* Paris, 1718.

Authors: Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Desbruslins, F. -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:H1

1 map : hand col. ; 44 x 61 cm.

3186

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

*Sack map*4F G6081.P8 1718 J2 (PrCt)

31380 Germany - Maps - 1720>>>Europe, Central - Maps - 1720>>>Benelux Countries - Maps - 1720>>>Holy Roman Empire - Maps - 1720

*S. Imperium Romano-Germanicum, oder Teutschland.* Amsterdam, [ca. 1720].

Authors: Reichelt, Jules, 1637-1719 -- Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Hogeboom, Andries, fl. 1682-1706 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:12

1 map : hand col. ; 44 x 54 cm.

Cf. Koeman v. 3 p. 184 [226].

2255

Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

*VAULT oversize Sack map*8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:12 (PrCt)

31381 Germany - Maps - 1720>>>Netherlands - Maps - 1720

*S. R. I. Westphaliae circulus ...* Amsterdam, [ca. 1720].

Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Schenk, Pieter, ca. 1698-1775 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:206

1 map : hand col. ; 57 x 48 cm.

Covers northwestern German and the eastern Netherlands.

2445

Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

*VAULT oversize Sack map*8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:206 (PrCt)

31382 Germany - Maps - 1721

*The Empire of Germany divided into its general and particular parts / revis'd by I. Senex.* [London : s.n., 1721].

Authors: Senex, John, -1740 -- Martin, Christopher, Lord, fl. 1721 -- Senex, John, -1740.

A New general atlas : containing a geographical and historical account of all the empires, kingdoms, and other dominions of the world ... (1721) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 42 x 52 cm.

Includes dedication to "Lord Christopher Martin, Count de Degenfeldt."

In: Senex, John. A New general atlas : containing a geographical and historical account of all the empires, kingdoms, and other dominions of the world ... (London : Daniel Browne [and 8 others], 1721), v. 1, between p. 52-53.

*oversize Ayer 135 .S5 1721 v. 1, between p. 52-53 (PrCt)*

31383 Germany - Maps - 1725

*Circulus electorum Renanvi sive Rhenanus inferior ...* Amsterdam, [ca. 1725].

Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Cóvens et Mortier -- Gouwen, Gilliam van der -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:178

1 map : hand col. ; 56 x 48 cm.

Covers western Germany.

2416

Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

*VAULT oversize Sack map*8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:178 (PrCt)

31384 Germany - Maps - 1725>>>Europe, Central - Maps - 1725

*Nova imperii Germanici descriptio ...* Amsterdam, [ca. 1725].

Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Côvens et Mortier -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:H3

1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 59 cm.

Added title: L'Allemagne ... .

3188

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

*Sack map*4F G6030 1725 .C6 (PrCt)

31385 Germany - Maps - 1725>>>Europe, Central - Maps - 1725>>>Benelux Countries - Maps - 1725

*L'Allemagne.* Amsterdam, [ca. 1725].

Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Côvens et Mortier -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:8

1 map : 48 x 59 cm.

Added title: Nova imperii Germanici descriptio.

2251

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:8 (PrCt)**

**31386**

Germany - Maps - 1725<->Netherlands - Maps - 1725

*Le Cercle de Westphalie ...* Amsterdam, [ca. 1725].

Authors: Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Covens et Mortier -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:202

1 map : hand col. ; 59 x 44 cm.

Added title: Nova circuli Westphaliae tabula ... . Covers northwestern German and the eastern Netherlands.

2441

Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:202 (PrCt)**

**31387**

Germany - Maps - 1725<->Netherlands - Maps - 1725

*S. R. I. circulus Westphalicus ...* Amsterdam, [ca. 1725].

Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Covens et Mortier -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:209

1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 54 cm.

Covers northwestern Germany and the eastern Netherlands.

2448

Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:209 (PrCt)**

**31388**

Germany - Maps - 1725 - Postal Service<->Europe, Central - Maps - 1725 - Postal Service<->Benelux Countries - Maps - 1725 - Postal Service<->Postal Service - Europe - Maps - 1725

*Carte exacte des postes et routes de l'empire d'Allmagne ...* Amsterdam, [ca. 1725].

Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Covens et Mortier -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:16

1 map : hand col. ; 44 x 56 cm.

Added title: Postarum seu veredarum stationes per Germaniam.

2259

Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:16 (PrCt)**
Translated into English with additional notes, by Written in French by Mr. Rapin de Thoyras.


1 map ; 33 x 41 cm.

For Mr. Tindal's continuation of Mr. Rapin's history.


Germany - Maps - 1740
A Correct map of the north west part of Germany containing Westphalia & Lower Saxon, including the electorates of Brunswick, Lunenburg or Hannover & Colonge, landgrave of Hesse, duchies Holstein, Juliers &c ... [London? Knapton, ca. 1740?].


1 map ; 33 x 41 cm.

For Mr. Tindal's continuation of Mr. Rapin's history.


Germany - Maps - 1740
A New and correct map of the south west part of Germany including the archbishopricks and electorates of Mentz and Triers; also that of the Palatinate of the Rhine; the duchy of Wirtemberg; Franconia, Swabia, Alsace, Lorraine &c ... [London? Knapton, ca. 1740?].


1 map ; 33 x 41 cm.

For Mr. Tindal's continuation of Mr. Rapin's history.


Germany - Maps - 1740
A Correct map of the north east part of Germany containing Westphalia & Lower Saxon, including the electorates of Saxony & Brandenburg, and the duchies of Slesia, Mecklenburg, Pomerania &c ... [London? Knapton, ca. 1740?].


1 map ; 33 x 41 cm.

For Mr. Tindal's continuation of Mr. Rapin's history.


history.'

31397 Germany - Maps - 1740>>>Europe, Central - Maps - 1740>>>Holy Roman Empire - Maps - 1740

Authors: Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756 -- Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756. Atlas novus sive tabulae geographicae totius orbis faciem, partes, imperia, regna et provincias exhibentes [1740?] -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 56 cm.
"Cum gratia et privil. S.R.I. Vicariatus, in partibus Rheni, Sueviae, et jur. Francon." Scale [ca. 1:2,600,000].
In: Seutter, Matthaeus. Atlas novus sive tabulae geographicae totius orbis faciem, partes, imperia, regna et provincias exhibentes (Augsburg : [Seutter], 1740?).

31398 Germany - Maps - 1740>>>Luxembourg - Maps - 1740>>>Belgium - Maps - 1740

Authors: Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756 -- Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756. Atlas novus sive tabulae geographicae totius orbis faciem, partes, imperia, regna et provincias exhibentes [1740?] -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 56 x 48 cm.
"Cum gratia et privil. S.R.I. Vicariatus, in partibus Rheni, Sueviae, et juris Franconici." Scale [ca. 1:1,130,000].
In: Seutter, Matthaeus. Atlas novus sive tabulae geographicae totius orbis faciem, partes, imperia, regna et provincias exhibentes (Augsburg : [Seutter], 1740?), plate [33].

31399 Germany - Maps - 1741>>>Europe, Central - Maps - 1741

L'Allemagne. Amsterdam : J. Covens et C. Mortier, [1741?].
Added title, upper margin: Nova imperi Germanici descriptio in omnes suos circulos, electoratus &c.
In: L'Isle, Guillaume de. Atlas nouveau, contenant toutes les parties du monde ... (Amsterdam : J. Covens & C. Mortier, [1741?]) v. 1, pl. [43].
oversize Ayer 135 .L695 1741 v. 1, pl. [43] (PrCt)

31400 Germany - Maps - 1741>>>Holy Roman Empire - Maps - 1741

Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Schatz, Johann Jakob, 1726-1804 -- Homann Erben (Firm) -- Homann Erben (Firm). Major atlas scholasticus ex triginta sex generalibus et specialibus mappis Homannianis ... [1776?] -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 44 x 51 cm.
Added title in upper margin: L'Allemagne, distinguée en ses cercles ... suivant ... / Mr. Schatz. A. 1741 ... .
In: Homann Erben (Firm). Major atlas scholasticus ex triginta sex generalibus et specialibus mappis Homannianis ... [Nuremberg : Homannianis Heredibus, 1776?], [plate 4].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .H66 1776, [plate 4] (PrCt)

31401 Germany - Maps - 1741 - Postal service - Europe, Central - Maps - 1741 - Postal service - Germany - Maps - 1741 - Postal service - Europe, Central - Maps - 1741

Carte exacte des postes et routes de l'empire d'Allemagne divisée en ses cercles. Amsterdam : Jean Covens & Corneille Mortier, [1741?].
Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Covens et Mortier -- L'Isle, Guillaume de,
Germany - Maps - 1745
Tabula geographica totius Germaniae qua differentium imperii trium religionum status et dominia ...
Nuremberg : Homann Erben, [ca. 1745].
Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Homann Erben (Firm) -- Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724. Atlas novus terrarum orbis [ca. 1745] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 56 cm.
In: Homann, Johann Baptist. Atlas novus terrarum orbis (Nuremberg : [Homann Erben, ca. 1745])., [plate 53]
Manuscript 'No. 53' and '54' on verso.

Germany - Maps - 1745 - Ecclesiastical geography
Germany - Maps - 1745 - Benelux Countries - Maps - 1745 - Ecclesiastical geography
Germania benedictina quae in illa sunt monasteria ord S. Benedicti ... Nuremberg : Homann Erben, [ca. 1745].
Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Homann Erben (Firm) -- Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724. Atlas novus terrarum orbis [ca. 1745] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 45 x 55 cm.
Inset: Appendix monasteriorum ord. S. Bened quae extant in Polonia et Lithuania.
Map dated 1732.
In: Homann, Johann Baptist. Atlas novus terrarum orbis (Nuremberg : [Homann Erben, ca. 1745]), [plate 60]
Manuscript 'No. 60' and '61' on verso.

Germany - Maps - 1745 - Holy Roman Empire - Maps - 1745
Imperii Romano-Germanici in suis status et divisi ...
Nuremberg : Homann Erben, ca. 1745.
Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Homann Erben (Firm) -- Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724. Atlas novus terrarum orbis [ca. 1745] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 57 cm.
Added title in upper margin: L'Alemagne distinguée en ses cercles & subdivisée en ses etats.
In: Homann, Johann Baptist. Atlas novus terrarum orbis (Nuremberg : [Homann Erben, ca. 1745]), [plate 59]
Closely related to Homann's Imperii Romano-Germanici in suos status et circulos divisii ...
(1745); see Ayer +135 H7 1730 pl. [61].
Manuscript 'No. 59' and '60' on verso.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
circulos divisi ... Nuremberg : Homann Erben, [ca. 1745].
Added title in upper margin: L'Allemagne, distinguée en ses cercles & subdivisée en ses etats contenant son etendue. Presente, rectifiée & methodiquement enluminée suivant les Elements de Geographie de Mr. Schatz... A. 1741...
In: Homann, Johann Baptist. Atlas novus terrarum orbis (Nuremberg : [Homann Erben, ca. 1745]). [plate 61]
Map dated 1741.
Closely related to Homann's Germania ecclesiastica seu imperium romanogermanicum in suas tam seculares quam ecclesiasticas ... (Nuremberg, [1745?]); see Ayer +135 H7 1730 pl. [59].
Manuscript 'No. 61' and '62' on verso.

Case oversize Ayer 135 .H7 1730, [plate 61] (PrCt)

31407 Germany - Maps - 1745
Hydrography Hydrography - Germany - Maps - 1745
Hydrographia Germaniae qua geographiae naturalis ea pars quoe de aquis celebrioribus ... Nuremberg : Homann Erben, [ca. 1745].
Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Homann Erben (Firm) -- Zollmann, Philipp Heinrich -- Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724. Atlas novus terrarum orbis [ca. 1745] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 57 cm.
In: Homann, Johann Baptist. Atlas novus terrarum orbis (Nuremberg : [Homann Erben, ca. 1745]). [plate 54]
Manuscript 'No. 54' and '55' on verso.

Case oversize Ayer 135 .H7 1730, [plate 54] (PrCt)

31408 Germany - Maps - 1745
Postal Service Postal Service - Europe, Central - Maps - 1745 - Postal Service - Europe, Central - Maps - 1745
Postarum seu veredariorum stationes per Germaniam et provincias adiacentes. Nuremberg : Homann Erben, [ca. 1745].
Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Homann Erben (Firm) -- Nell, Johann Peter -- Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724. Atlas novus terrarum orbis [ca. 1745] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 57 cm.
In: Homann, Johann Baptist. Atlas novus terrarum orbis (Nuremberg : [Homann Erben, ca. 1745]). [plate 58]
Manuscript 'No. 58' and '59' on verso.

Case oversize Ayer 135 .H7 1730, [plate 58] (PrCt)

31409 Germany - Maps - 1747
Authors: Bowen, Emanuel, d. 1756 -- Innys, William, d. 1756 -- Bowen, Emanuel, -1767. A Complete system of geography ... (1747) 1 map ; 31 x 21 cm.
In: Bowen, Emanuel. A Complete system of geography : being a description of ... the known world (London : Printed for William Innys, etc., 1747) v. 1, pl. [12].
Case oversize G114 .B68 1747 v. 1, pl. 12 (PrCt)

31410 Germany - Maps - 1747
A New & accurate map of the north west part of Germany. London : W. Innys et al, 1747.
Authors: Bowen, Emanuel, d. 1756 -- Innys, William, d. 1756 -- Bowen, Emanuel, -1767. A Complete system of geography ... (1747) 1 map ; 31 x 21 cm.
In: Bowen, Emanuel. A Complete system of geography : being a description of ... the known world (London : Printed for William Innys, etc., 1747) v. 1, pl. [16].
Case oversize G114 .B68 1747 v. 1, pl. 16 (PrCt)

31411 Germany - Maps - 1747
Breisach am Rhein (Germany) - Maps - 1747
Neuf-Brisach (France) - Maps - 1747
A New & accurate map of the south west part of Germany. London : W. Innys et al, 1747.
Authors: Bowen, Emanuel, d. 1756 -- Innys, William, d. 1756 -- Bowen, Emanuel, -1767. A Complete system of geography ... (1747) 1 map ; 31 x 22 cm.
In: Bowen, Emanuel. A Complete system of geography : being a description of ... the known world (London : Printed for William Innys, etc., 1747) v. 1, pl. [13].
Inset: Exact plans of old and new Brisac or Brisach with their fortifications and places adjacent.
Case oversize G114 .B68 1747 v. 1, pl. 13 (PrCt)

31412 Germany - Maps - 1756
Carte de l'empire d'Allemagne divisé en ses dix cercles ... / par le Sr. Robert de Vaugondy ... ; [Hauss]ard sculp. [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy], 1756.
Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Haussard, Elisabeth -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1758?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; hand col. ; 48 x 54 cm.
In: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles. Atlas universel (Paris : Chez les auteurs, quay de l'Horloge du Palais, Boudet libraire imprimeur du roi, rue St. Jacques, 1757 [i.e. 1758?]). [plate 58].
"Allemagne" - oversize letterpress title stamped...
on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1757, [plate 58] (PrCt)

31413 Germany - Maps - 1756
Carte de l'empire d'Allemagne divisé en ses dix cercles ... / par le Sr. Robert de Vaugondy ... ; [Hauss]ard sculp. [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy], 1756.
Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Haussard, Elisabeth -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1790?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 55 cm.
In: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles. Atlas universel / par M. Robert ... et par M. Robert de Vaugondy son fils ... (A Paris : Chez De la Marche, géographe, rue du Foin St. Jacques, Collège de Me. Gervais, 1757, [i.e. 1790?]), [plate 58].
"59" -- oversize letterpress number stamped on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1790, [plate 59] (PrCt)

31416 Germany - Maps - 1764 - Postal service<<<<<<<<Holy Roman Empire - Maps - 1764 - Postal service<<<<<<<<Postal service - Germany - Maps - 1764 - Postal service<<<<<<<<Postal service - Holy Roman Empire - Maps - 1764
In Nürnberg [Nuremberg] : Im Verlag bey denen Homaennische Erben, [1764].
Authors: Bors, Johann Jakob von -- Heger, Franz Joseph, d. 1787 -- Homann Erben (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map on 16 sheets : hand col. ; 76 x 94 cm., sheets 24 x 28 cm., in cover 24 x 15 cm. + 1 index map
Publication date from index map.
"Mit Kayserl. allergnäd. Privilegio."
Scale [ca. 1:1,470,000]
Coordinates: (E 1°30'E - 21°27'N 54°42' - N 45°10').
Relief shown pictorially.
Place names in German; legend in German and French.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G6081.P8 1764 .B67 (NLO)

31417 Germany - Maps - 1766
A New & accurate map of Germany ... / by Eman. Bowen. [London : s.n., 1766].
Authors: Bowen, Emanuel, -1767 -- Bowen, Emanuel, -1767. The Maps and charts to The modern part of the universal history (1766) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 54 cm.
In: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles. Atlas universel / par M. Robert ... et par M. Robert de Vaugondy son fils ... (A Paris : Chez De la Marche, géographe, rue du Foin St. Jacques, Collège de Me. Gervais, 1757, [i.e. 1790?]), [plate 58].
"Postes d'Allemagne" and "58" -- oversize letterpress title and number stamped on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1790, [plate 58] (PrCt)

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Germany - Maps - 1766

**Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1766**

*A New and accurate map of Germany : illustrated with five tables abstracted from Mr. Templeman's Survey of the globe ... by Eman. Bowen ...*  
London : Printed for Carington Bowles in St Pauls Church Yard, and Ino. Bowles at ye Black Horse in Cornhil, [1766 or earlier?].  
1 map : hand col. ; 55 x 60 cm.  
Includes copperplate erasures in and adjacent to cartouche.  
In a composite atlas bound together without title page: Bowles, John. [Bowles’s universal atlas].  
[London : John Bowles ; Carington Bowles, 1711-1766], map [16].  
Manuscript nos. "X" and "10" in top margin.  
Case oversize G1015 .M3 1766, [plate 10] (NLO)

---

**Germany - Maps - 1769**

*Nieuwe kaart van Duitsland verdeelt in zyn thien kreizten. te Amsterdam : by Isaak Tirion, [1769?].*  
Authors: Tirion, Isaak -- Tirion, Isaak. Nieuwe en beknopte hand-atlas ... (1748 [i.e. 1769]?) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map : hand col. ; 27 x 33 cm.  
Verso numbered "No 18" in manuscript.  
In: Tirion, Isaak. Nieuwe en beknopte hand-atlas ... (Amsterdam : Isaak Tirion, 1744 [i.e. 1769?]), plate [18].  
oversize Ayer 135 .T55 1744, plate [18] (PrCt)

---

**Germany - Maps - 1773**

*Map of the empire of Germany including all the states comprehended under that name: with the kindom of Prussia, &c. London : Robt. Sayer, [1773].*  
Authors: Kitchin, Thomas, 1718-1784 -- Delarochette, L. (Louis), 1731-1802 -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Kitchin, Thomas, 1718-1784. A General atlas describing the whole universe ... (1773) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map : hand col. ; 100 x 117 cm. on 2 composite sheets.  
Printed on 4 sheets with separate titles: The Circles of Westphalia, and lower Saxony, with the circle of upper Saxony ... -- Eastern parts of Brandenburg and Saxony, with Pomerania, Prussia, Lusatia ... -- The Circles of lower Rhine, Franconia, Swabia, and Bavaria ... -- Eastern parts of Bohemia and of the circle of Austria, with Moravia ...  
In: Kitchin, Thomas. A General atlas describing the whole universe ... (London : Robert Sayer, 1773); versos handstamped ‘17’ and ‘18.  
Bound with: Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d’. A Complete body of ancient geography ... (London : R. Laurie and J. Whittle, 1799).  
oversize Ayer 135 .K6 1773 pl. 17-18 (PrCt)

---

**Germany - Maps - 1774**

*The Empire of Germany divided into circles; with the kingdom of Prussia. London : R. Sayer and J. Bennett, 1778.*  
Authors: Dunn, Samuel, -1794 -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Robert Sayer and John Bennett (Firm) -- Dunn, Samuel. -1794. A New atlas of the mundane system ... (1778) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map : hand col. ; 29 x 42 cm.  
oversize Ayer 135 .D85 1778 pl. 14 (PrCt)

---

**Germany - Maps - 1780**

1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 62 cm.  
"Revûe et augmentée en 1780."  
Scale [ca. 1:2,500,000].  
Relief shown pictorially.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.  
Baskes oversize G1015 .L565 1785, [plate 17] (NLO)

---

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
subdivisés en leurs états et souverainetés / Assujeti aux observations astronomiques Par le Sr. Janvier géographe. A Paris : Chêns Lattré graveur ... avec privécel du Roi. 1780.
Authors: Janvier, Jean Denis -- Lattré, Jean -- Lattré, Jean. Atlas geographique : contenant la mappemonde et les quatre parties avec les différents états (1784) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 63 cm. Scale [ca. 1:2,450,000]
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1019 .A739 1784, plate [16] (NLO)

31425 Germany - Maps - 1783
Present Germany. [London] : Published by T. Stackhouse, June 1st 1783.
Authors: Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Stackhouse, Thomas, 1756-1836 -- Stackhouse, Thomas, 1756-1836. A New universal atlas : consisting of a complete set of maps ... (1785) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 36 cm. Engraved without attribution by Samuel John Neele.
"Published by T. Stackhouse June 1st 1783" -- Bottom margin.
"Published by T. Stackhouse Jany. 12th 1783" -- Beneath title.
In: Stackhouse, Thomas. A New universal atlas : consisting of a complete set of maps ... (London : Printed for the proprietor, Mrs. Stackhouse ... and sold by T. Longman [and 7 others], 1785), plate 18. Engraved oversize "18" at upper right.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .S82 1785, plate 18 (PrCt)

31426 Germany - Maps - 1783
Authors: Stackhouse, Thomas, 1756-1836 -- Stackhouse, Thomas, 1756-1836. An Universal atlas : being a set of maps, to illustrate ancient and modern geography ... (1782) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 35 x 36 cm. Hand stamped with oversize "18" at upper left.
oversize Ayer 135 .S77 1782, plate 18 (PrCt)

31427 Germany - Maps - 1785
A Correct map of the north east part of Germany containing the electorates of Saxony & Brandenburg, and the duchies of Silesia, Mecklenburg, Pomerania &c ... [London : s.n., ca. 1785?].
1 map : 33 x 41 cm. "For Mr. Tyndal's continuation of Mr. Rapin's history.'
oversize Ayer 135 .T5 1732 map [10] (PrCt)

31428 Germany - Maps - 1785
A Correct map of the north west part of Germany containing Westphalia & Lower Saxony, including the electorates of Brunswick, Lunenburg or Hannover & Colonge, landgrave of Hesse, duchies Holstein, Juliers &c ... [London : s.n., ca. 1785?].
1 map : 33 x 41 cm. "For Mr. Tyndal's continuation of Mr. Rapin's history.'
31429

**Germany - Maps - 1785**

A New and correct map of the south west part of Germany including the archbishopricks and electorates of Mentz and Triers; also that of the Palatinate of the Rhine; the duchy of Wirtemberg; Franconia, Swabia, Alsace, Lorrain &c ... [London : s.n., ca. 1785?].


For Mr. Tyndal's continuation of Mr. Rapin's history.


**oversize Ayer 135 .T5 1732 map [13] (PrCt)**

31430

**Germany - Maps - 1785**

A Correct map of the south east part of Germany including the electorates of Bavaria, archbishopric of Saltzburg & Kingdom of Bohemia. Also the Queen of Hungary's hereditary dominions in the Empire ... [London : s.n., ca. 1785?].


For Mr. Tyndal's continuation of Mr. Rapin's history.


**oversize Ayer 135 .T5 1732 map [13] (PrCt)**

31432

**Germany - Maps - 1788**


Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1748 -- Buache, Philippe, 1700-1773 -- Dezauche, Jean Claude, active 1770-1824 -- L'Ise, Guillaume de, 1675-1726. Atlas géographique des quatre parties du monde [1801?].

For Mr. Tyndal's continuation of Mr. Rapin's history.


**oversize Ayer 135 .T5 1732 map [13] (PrCt)**

31433

**Germany - Maps - 1788**

A New map of the German Empire and the neighbouring states with the principal post roads. London : W. Faden, 1788. [i.e. 1817?].


For Mr. Tyndal's continuation of Mr. Rapin's history.


**oversize Ayer 135 .T5 1732 map [13] (PrCt)**

31434

**Germany - Maps - 1788**

A New and correct map of the south west part of Germany including the archbishopricks and electorates of Mentz and Triers; also that of the Palatinate of the Rhine; the duchy of Wirtemberg; Franconia, Swabia, Alsace, Lorrain &c ... [London : s.n., ca. 1785?].


For Mr. Tyndal's continuation of Mr. Rapin's history.


**oversize Ayer 135 .T5 1732 map [13] (PrCt)**

31435

**Germany - Maps - 1788**

A New atlas of the mundane system ... [1789?].

Authors: Dunn, Samuel, 1725-1794 -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Dunn, Samuel, -1794. A New atlas of the mundane system ... [1789?].


For Mr. Tyndal's continuation of Mr. Rapin's history.


**oversize Ayer 135 .T5 1732 map [13] (PrCt)**

31436

**Germany - Maps - 1788**

A New map of the German Empire and the neighbouring states with the principal post roads. London : W. Faden, 1788. [i.e. 1817?].


For Mr. Tyndal's continuation of Mr. Rapin's history.


**oversize Ayer 135 .T5 1732 map [13] (PrCt)**

31437

**Germany - Maps - 1788**

A New map of the German Empire and the neighbouring states with the principal post roads. London : W. Faden, 1788. [i.e. 1817?].


For Mr. Tyndal's continuation of Mr. Rapin's history.


**oversize Ayer 135 .T5 1732 map [13] (PrCt)**
Map dated 1788; verso handstamped ‘28.’
Plates ‘28’ and ‘29’ (i.e. [29] and [30]) in this atlas are identical with the exception of hand colored colored boundaries; this plate described in printed table of contents at front as ‘The German Empire divided into Circles.’

Germany - Maps - 1788 - Postal service - Europe, Central - Maps - 1788 - Postal service - Germany - Maps - 1788 - Postal service - Europe, Central - Maps - 1788

A New map of the German Empire and the neighbouring states with the principal post roads.
London : W. Faden, 1788 [i.e. 1817?].
Authors: Faden, William, 1749-1836 -- Königliche Preussische Akademie der Wissenschaften zu Berlin -- Faden, William, 1749-1836. [General atlas] [1817?]
1 map : hand col. ; 61 x 73 cm.
'Originally published by the Royal Academy of Berlin.'
Map dated 1788; verso handstamped ‘29.’
Plates ‘28’ and ‘29’ (i.e. [29] and [30]) in this atlas are identical with the exception of hand colored colored boundaries; this plate described in printed table of contents at front as 'Idem, colored bounderies; this plate described in Plates '28' and '29' (i.e. [29] and [30]) in this atlas Map dated 1788; verso handstamped '28.' Maps extant ... 

Germany - Maps - 1789
Authors: Sotzmann, D. F. -- Büsching, Anton Friedrich, 1724-1793 -- Jäck, Carl, 1763-1808 -- Meil, Johann Wilhelm, 1733-1805 -- Preussische Akademie der Künste -- Sotzmann, D. F. Repertorium zur Karte von Deutschland in XVI Blättern ... (1793) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map on 16 sheets : hand col. ; 97 x 115 cm, sheets 26 x 29 cm or smaller + 1 index map (26 x 30 cm.)
"I. W. Meil inv."--Sheet XIII.
"[C. Jäck sculp:"--Sheets XIV and XVI.
Scale [ca. 1:1,100,000]
Sheets have been trimmed with some loss of information.
Shelved in box with accompanying text:
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G6081.F1 1789 .S4 (NLO)

Germany - Maps - 1791 (Provisional Heading)
Vollkomen reis-atlas van geheel Duitschland.
Amsterdam : ElweJB, 1791.
Authors: Elwe, Jan Barend -- Langeveld -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 36 maps ; 220 x 131 mm.

Phillips 8683
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Germany - Maps - 1793
A New and correct map of Germany. [London : s.n., 1793?].
Authors: Bankes, Thomas, b. 1744 -- Bankes, Thomas, b. 1744. A New and authentic system of universal geography, antient and modern : including all the late important discoveries made by the English ... [1793?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 19 x 27 cm.
Anonymous map without imprint.
Scale [ca. 1:7,000,000].
Prime meridian: London.
Relief shown pictorially.
Includes a table with distances from town to town in German and English miles.
Includes "A table shewing the distances ... in

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
German and English miles." 
In: Bankes, Thomas. A New and authentic system of universal geography, antient and modern : including all the late important discoveries made by the English ... (London : Printed for C. Cooke ... [et al., 1793?]), between p. 726-727.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G115 .B36 1793, between p. 726-727 (NLO)

31439 Germany - Maps - 1794
A New map of Germany divided into its circles ... London : Laurie & Whittle, May 12th 1794.
Authors: Laurie & Whittle -- Laurie & Whittle. A New and elegant imperial sheet atlas comprehending general and particular maps of every part of the world ... (1801?) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 45 x 64 cm.
In Robert Laurie and James Whittle. A New and elegant imperial sheet atlas comprehending general and particular maps of every part of the world ... (London : printed and published by R. Laurie and J. Whittle, 1800 [i.e. 1801?]) no. 24. Stamped "24" on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .K57 1795, [plates 18-19] (NLO)

31440 Germany - Maps - 1794 Europe, Central -Maps - 1794
The Empire of Germany : divided into circles, with the Kingdom of Prussia / by Samuel Dunn. London : Laurie & Whittle, 1794.
Authors: Dunn, Samuel, -1794 -- Dunn, Samuel, -1794. A New atlas of the mundane system ... (1800) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 42 cm., on sheet 47 x 59 cm.
"Published by Laurie & Whittle, 53 Fleet Street, London, as the Act directs 12th May, 1794."
Scale [ca. 1:4,200,000]. Relief shown pictorially. Prime meridian: Ferro.
In: Dunn, Samuel. New atlas of the mundane system, or, Of geography and cosmography ... (London : Printed and published by Robert Laurie and James Whittle ... (successors to the late Mr. Robert Sayer), 1800), [plate 14]
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .D86 1800 [plate 14] (NLO)

31441 Germany - Maps - 1794 Prussia (Germany) - Maps - 1794 Wall maps
Map of the Empire of Germany, including ... Prussia, &c. / by L. Delarochette ; T. Kitchin sculpt. London : Laurie & Whittle, No. 53 Fleet Street, 12th May 1794.
Authors: Delarochette, L. (Louis), 1731-1802 -- Kitchin, Thomas, 1718-1784 -- Laurie & Whittle -- Kitchin, Thomas, 1718-1784. A General atlas describing the whole universe ... (1795) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 100 x 119 cm., on 2 composite sheets each 55 x 126 cm. Title cartouche and imprint at upper left.
In: Kitchin, Thomas. A General atlas describing the whole universe ... (London : Printed and published by Robert Laurie and James Whittle, no. 53 Fleet Street, 1795), [plates 18-19]. Printed from 4 plates on 4 sheets joined to form 2 composite and adjacent sheets; northern half stamped "18" on verso; southern half stamped "19" on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .K57 1795, [plates 18-19] (NLO)
Germany - Maps - 1800 - Postal service

La Germania antica divisa ne' suoi popoli e le regioni comprese fra il Danubio e il Mare Adriatico. Rome: Calcografia camerale, 1798 [i.e. 1801].

Authors: Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824 -- Calcografia camerale (Rome, Italy) -- Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824. Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (1792-1801) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col.; 31 x 45 cm.

In: Cassini, Giovanni Maria. Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (Rome : Presso la Calcogr. camerale, 1792-1801) v. 3 pl. 53.

Map dated 1799.

oversize Ayer 135 .C33 1792 v. 3 pl. 53 (PrCt)

Germany - Maps - 1801 - Europe, Central - Maps - 1801

Carte réduite de la carte générale d'Allemagne, servant aussi à rassembler les neuf feuillets dont celle carte est composée ... 1801 [i.e. 1816?].


1 map ; 59 x 68 cm.

Serves as index to 9-sheet map of Central Europe published under similar title, and bound immediately after index.

In: Faden, William [and others]. [General atlas of modern geography : a collection of large scale maps and charts of all parts of the world] ([London, etc. : W. Faden, etc., 1775-1816]) v. 1, pl. [33].

'Nouvellement revue et augmentée par Dezauche ... [Paris,] 1801 ...'.

Engraved by Bouclet.

Verso handstamped '28.'

oversize Ayer 135 .G32 1775 v. 1, pl. 33 (PrCt)

Germany - Maps - 1801 - Benelux Countries - Maps - 1801 - Wall maps

Carte générale de l'empire d'Allemagne ... 1801 [i.e. 1816?].


1 map ; 177 x 207 cm. on 9 sheets

Engraved by Bellanger.

In: Faden, William [and others]. [General atlas of modern geography : a collection of large scale maps and charts of all parts of the world] ([London, etc. : W. Faden, etc., 1775-1816]) v. 1, pl. [34-42].

Imprint on map: ... 1801 ... A Paris, chez le Sr. Dezauche ... .

Sheet rectos bear engraved numbers I - IX.

Verso handstamped '28.'

Accompanied by index map with similar title; bound immediately before the 9-sheet map.

Separate map trimmed and pasted as extension to sheet 4: Carte d'une partie des Pays-Bas pour servir de supplément à la carte de l'empire d'Allemagne, par M. Chauchard ... . A Paris, [1801?] ... . 38 x 39 cm.

oversize Ayer 135 .G32 1775 v. 1, pl. 34-42 (PrCt)

Germany - Maps - 1802

Germany, north of the Mayn. [London] : Cadell and Davies [et al], 1802 [i.e. 1807].

Authors: Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826 -- Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Chauchard, Captain -- Lowry, fl. 1802-1807 -- Cadell & Davies -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826. Modern

[Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)]

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
geography ... (1807) -- Chauchard, C. A., Captain, fl. 1784 SEE Chauchard, Captain -- Chauchard, Jean Baptiste Hippolyte, baron SEE Chauchard, Captain
1 map ; 20 x 25 cm.
Arrowsmith direxit.'
'From Chauchard's Germany &c.'
'Published March 1st, 1802 ... .'

**folio G 11 .693 v. 1, opp. p. 645 (PrCt)**

31450

**Germany - Maps - 1802**

*Germany, south of the Mayn. [London] : Cadell and Davies [et al], 1802 [i.e. 1807].*
Authors: Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826 -- Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Chauchard, Captain -- Lowry, fl. 1802-1807 -- Cadell & Davies -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826.
Modern geography ... (1807)
1 map ; 20 x 25 cm.
Arrowsmith direxit.'
'From Chauchard's Germany &c.'
'Published March 1st, 1802 ... .'

**folio G 11 .693 v. 1, opp. p. 659 (PrCt)**

31451

**Germany - Maps - 1802**

*General Karte von den Koenig. Preussischen Staaten ... 1799. 1802 [i.e. 1816?].*
[General atlas of modern geography ... ] [1775-1816] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 61 x 98 cm.
In: Faden, William [and others]. [General atlas of modern geography : a collection of large scale maps and charts of all parts of the world] ([London, etc. : W. Faden, etc., 1775-1816]) v. 1, pl. [49].
Inset (8 x 9 cm.): Neuchâtel und Valangin.
Imprint on map: 2te verbesserte Auflage ... 1802 ... D.F. Sotzmann. Berlin ... Simon Schropp et Compe.
Verso handstamped '34.'
oversize Ayer 135 .G32 1775 v. 1, pl. 49 (PrCt)

31452

**Germany - Maps - 1802**

*Prussian states. [London] : Cadell and Davies [et al], 1802 [i.e. 1807].*

31453

**Germany - Maps - 1802 - Postal Service**

*Postal Service - Germany - Maps - 1802*

-- Verlag Kiepert
1 map : col. ; 93 x 136 cm.
Facsimile of original published Berlin, 1802.
305

**map8F G6081.P8 1802 S6 1981 (PrCt)**

31454

**Germany - Maps - 1803**

*Neuer indenmisations & grenzatlas v. Teutschland. Leipzig : J.E. Lange, 1803.***
Authors: Lange, J. E. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 12 maps ; 372 x 258 mm.
waA4298&A4291
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)** (PrCt)

31455

**Germany - Maps - 1805**

*Austria - Maps - 1805**

**Europe, Central - Maps - 1805**

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Davies [et al], 1811 [i.e. 1815].
Authors: Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826 -- Hebert, Lewis, fl. 1809-1838 -- Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Cadell & Davies -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826. A Modern atlas : from the latest and best authorities ... (1815) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 68 cm.
Drawn under the direction of Mr. Pinkerton by L. Hebert.'
Running title in upper margin: Pinkerton's modern atlas.
oversize Ayer 135 .P6 1815 pl. [27] (PrCt)

Germany - Maps - 1811
A New map of Germany, divided into its circles; viz. the Upper and Lower Rhine, Swabia, Austria, Bavaria, Upper and Lower Saxony, Franconia and Westphalia with the kingdom of Bohemia &c. London : J. Cary, 1811.
Authors: Cary, John, approximately 1754-1835 -- Cary, John, approximately 1754-1835. Cary's New universal atlas ... (1811 [i.e. 1812]?) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 44 x 50 cm.
In: Cary, John. Cary's New universal atlas, containing distinct maps of all the principal states and kingdoms throughout the world (London: Printed for J. Cary, 1811 [i.e. 1812?] pl. [18].
Printed paste-on no. 21.
oversize Ayer 135 .C3 1811 pl. 18 (PrCt)

Germany - Maps - 1812
To His Royal Highness the Duke of Cambridge ... this map of the physical divisions of Germany ... is ... most humbly inscribed ... [London : s.n.?, 1812?].
Authors: Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Rowe, I. -- Jones, Edward, fl. 1807 -- Adolphus Frederick, duke of Cambridge, 1774-1850, ded.
1 map ; 183 x 195 cm. sectioned and mounted on 6 sheets fold. to 34 x 26 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:493,000].
Relief shown by hachures.
Forested areas are indicated.
Title calligraphy and engraving by I. Rowe.
map5C 8 (PrCt)

Germany - Maps - 1813
Authors: Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Neele, George -- Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824. Neele's general atlas : consisting of a complete set of maps compiled from the best authorities ... (1814 [i.e. 1815]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map on 4 sheets : hand col. ; 43 x 54 cm.
Title from northeastern sheet.
In: Neele, Samuel John and George. Neele's general atlas : consisting of a complete set of maps compiled from the best authorities, and including all the new discoveries (London : [Samuel and George Neele] ; Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme, and Brown ; Cadell & Davies, 1814 [i.e. 1815]), [plates 30-33].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Engraved nos. XXa-d.
Baskes folio G1019 .N4 1814, [plates 30-33] (PrCt)

Germany - Maps - 1813
Plan de la bataille de Gross B. le 6 septembre 1813
oversize F 4762 .696 (NLO)

Germany - Maps - 1813
Topographisch-militarische charte Teutschland.
Authors: Geographisches Institut (Weimar, Thuringia, Germany) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 32 maps
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Germany - Maps - 1814
A New map of Germany, divided into circles: from the best authorities. Philadelphia : M. Carey, and Johnson & Warner, 1814.
Authors: Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Bower, J. (John) -- Johnson & Warner -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839. A General atlas, being a collection of maps of the world and quarters ... (1814)
1 map : hand col. ; 19 x 25 cm.
In: Carey, Mathew. A General atlas, being a collection of maps of the world and quarters ...
Germany - Maps - 1816

Authors: Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1817?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 58 cm. Engraved 'No. 18' at upper right.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1817, map 18 (NLO)

Germany - Maps - 1816

In: Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (Edinburgh ; London ; Dublin : John Thomson and Company ; Baldwin, Craddock, and Joy ; John Cumming, 1817, [i.e. 1821?]) map 18.
Printed paste-on label 'No. 18' on verso.

oversize Ayer 135 .T4 1817 map 18 (PrCr)

Germany - Maps - 1818

Germany : north of the Mayn / drawn under the direction of Mr. Pinkerton by L. Hebert ; Neele sculp. 352 Strand. Philadelphia : Published by Bradford & Inskeep, Philadelphia ; Inskeep & Bradford, New-York & Moses Thomas, Philadelphia, [1818].
Authors: Hebert, Lewis, fl. 1809-1838 -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826 -- Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Bradford and Inskeep -- Inskeep and Bradford -- Thomas, Moses, 1787-1865 -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826. A Modern atlas : from the latest and best authorities exhibiting the various divisions of the world ... (1818) 1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 60 cm. Running title: Pinkerton's modern atlas
In: Pinkerton, John, A Modern atlas : from the latest and best authorities exhibiting the various divisions of the world ... (Philadelphia : Thomas Dobson & Son, 1818), plate [25]

Case oversize G1019 .P56 1818, plate [25] (PrCr)

Germany - Maps - 1818

Germany : south of the Mayn / drawn under the direction of Mr. Pinkerton / Neele sculp. 352 Strand. Philada. [Philadelphia] : Published by Dobson, [1818].
Authors: Hebert, Lewis, fl. 1809-1838 -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826 -- Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Dobson, Thomas, 1751-1823 -- Thomas Dobson and Son -- Pinkerton, John, 1756-1826. A Modern atlas : exhibiting the various divisions of the world ... (Philadelphia : Thomas Dobson & Son, 1818), plate [25]

Case oversize G1019 .T4 1817, map 29 (NLO)
1758-1826. A Modern atlas : from the latest and best authorities exhibiting the various divisions of the world ... (1818)
1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 68 cm.
Running title: Pinkerton's modern atlas
In: Pinkerton, John. A Modern atlas : from the latest and best authorities exhibiting the various divisions of the world ... (Philadelphia : Thomas Dobson & Son, 1818), plate [26]
Case oversize G1019 .P56 1818, plate [26] (PrCt)

Map of Germany, divided according to the Treaty of Paris, and the acts of the Congress of Vienna: indicating the places rendered celebrated by sieges and battles. Philadelphia : M. Carey & Son, [1820].
Authors: Paguenaud, E. -- Lavoisne, C. V. -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- M. Carey & Son -- Yeager, Joseph, approximately 1792-1859 -- Lavoisne, C. V. A Complete genealogical, historical, chronological and geographical atlas ... (1820)
1 map : hand col. ; 29 x 28 cm.
In: Lavoisne, C. V. A Complete genealogical, historical, chronological and geographical atlas ... (Philadelphia : Published by M. Carey and Son ; printed by T.H. Palmer ..., 1820) map [15].
Printed plate 'No. 46'.
Added title: Geographical and statistical map of Germany.
oversize F 006 .48 pl. 15 (PrCt)

Map of Germany, divided according to the Treaty of Paris, and the acts of the Congress of Vienna: indicating the places rendered celebrated by sieges and battles. Philadelphia : M. Carey and Sons, 1821.
Authors: Lavoisne, C. V. -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Paguenaud, E. -- Yeager, Joseph, approximately 1792-1859 -- Lavoisne, C. V. A Complete genealogical, historical, chronological, and geographical atlas ... (1821)
1 map : hand col. ; 29 x 28 cm.
In: Lavoisne, C. V. A Complete genealogical, historical, chronological, and geographical atlas ... (Philadelphia : M. Carey and Sons, 1821) pl. [15]. Printed plate 'No. 46'.
Added title: Geographical and statistical map of Germany.
Case oversize G1030 .L4 1821 pl. 15 (PrCt)

31477 Germany - Maps - 1822
Germany north of the Mayne. [Edinburgh] :
Drawn & engraved for Thomson's New general atlas, [1822?].
Authors: Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1822?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 58 cm.
In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (Edinburgh ; London ; Dublin : Printed by G. Ramsay and Co. for J. Thomson and Co. ; Baldwin, Cradock and Joy ; John Cumming, 1821 [i.e. 1822?]), v. 1, map 18.
Engraved 'No. 18' at upper right.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1821, v. 1, map 18 (NLO)

31478 Germany - Maps - 1822
Germany south of the Mayne. [Edinburgh] :
Drawn & engraved for Thomson's New general atlas, [1822?].
Authors: Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1822?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 58 cm.
In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (Edinburgh ; London ; Dublin : Printed by G. Ramsay and Co. for J. Thomson and Co. ; Baldwin, Cradock and Joy ; John Cumming, 1821 [i.e. 1822?]), v. 1, map 29.
Engraved 'No. 29' at upper right.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1821, v. 1, map 29 (NLO)

31479 Germany - Maps - 1823<<<Europe, Central - Maps - 1823
Authors: Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750 -- Hall, Sidney -- Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823. A New general atlas constructed from the latest authorities ... (1823) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : 24 x 20 cm.
In: Arrowsmith, Aaron. A New general atlas constructed from the latest authorities ... Exhibiting the boundaries and divisions, also the chains of mountains and other geographical features of all the known countries in the world (Edinburgh ; London : A. Constable & Co., 1823), pl. 14,
folio Ayer 135 .A65 1823 pl. 14 (PrCt)

31480 Germany - Maps - 1823<<<Europe, Central - Maps - 1823
Germany, N.W. part. Edinburgh : A. Constable
Authors: Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Hall, Sidney -- Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823. A New general atlas constructed from the latest authorities ... (1823) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 25 x 20 cm.
In: Arrowsmith, Aaron. A New general atlas constructed from the latest authorities ... Exhibiting the boundaries and divisions, also the chains of mountains and other geographical features of all the known countries in the world (Edinburgh ; London : A. Constable & Co., 1823), pl. 15.
folio Ayer 135 .A65 1823 pl. 15 (PrCt)

31484 Germany - Maps - 1825
Germany east. [Philadelphia ; New York etc. : Samuel F. Bradford and Murray, Fairman and Co., Peter A. Mesier etc., 1825?].
1 map ; 38 x 24 cm.
J. Thackara & Son Sc.
Ayer 135 .R29 plate [22] (PrCt)

31485 Germany - Maps - 1825
Authors: Morse, Sidney E. (Sidney Edwards), 1794-1871 -- Jocelyn, N. & S.S. (Firm) -- Morse, Sidney E. (Sidney Edwards), 1794-1871. A New universal atlas of the world, on an approved plan ... (1825)
1 map : hand col. ; 20 x 25 cm.

31486 Germany - Maps - 1829
Authors: Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (1829) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 59 cm.
1 map ; 38 x 24 cm.
consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (Edinburgh ; London ; Dublin ; Printed by H. & J. Pillans, for John Thomson ; Baldwin & Cradock ; John Cumming, 1829), map 18.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Engraved no. '18' at upper right.

**Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1829 map 18 (NLO)**

31487

**Germany - Maps - 1829**

*Germany south of the Mayne.* [Edinburgh] : Drawn & engraved for Thomson's New General Atlas, [1816, i.e. 1829?].

Authors: Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (1829) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 58 cm.

In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (Edinburgh ; London ; Dublin ; Printed by H. & J. Pillans, for John Thomson ; Baldwin & Cradock ; John Cumming, 1829), map 29.

Date of '1816' (?) erased from plate.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Engraved no. '29' at upper right.

**Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1829 map 29 (NLO)**

31488

**Germany - Maps - 1830<<>>Prussia**

*Prusia con sus adquisiciones sobre el Rin.* [Barcelona : J. Torner, 1830-1834].

Authors: Torner, J. -- Estruc y Jordan, Domènic, 1786-1851 -- Lopez-Majano, Jadwiga

1 map : hand col. ; 25 x 41 cm.


Cl. List of atlases in the Library of Congress, no. 4318, no. 16.


map4F G6080 1830 .E8 (PrCt)

31489

**Germany - Maps - 1831<<>>Europe, Central -Maps - 1831<<>>Prussia (Germany) - Maps - 1831**

*Germany : Prussian dominions and northern independent states.* Edinburgh : D. Lizars, [1831?].

Authors: Lizars, Daniel, 1760-1812 -- Hamilton, John, fl. 1831 -- Lizars, Daniel, 1760-1812. The Edinburgh geographical and historical atlas ... [1831?]?

1 map : hand col. ; 40 x 51 cm.

In: Lizars, Daniel. The Edinburgh geographical and historical atlas ... (Edinburgh [etc.] : John Hamilton [and others, 1831?]) pl. [17].

Engraved plate no. 'XXI.

**oversize G 10 .514 pl. [17] (PrCt)**

31490

**Germany - Maps - 1832**

*Western Germany / by J. Arrowsmith.* London : J. Arrowsmith, 15 Feby. 1832.

Authors: Arrowsmith, John, 1790-1873 -- Arrowsmith, John, 1790-1873. The London atlas of universal geography ... [1837] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 60 x 48 cm.

Engraved no. '12' at upper right.

In: Arrowsmith, John. [The London atlas of universal geography : exhibiting the physical & political divisions of the various countries of the world, constructed from original materials] [London : J. Arrowsmith, 1837], map 12.

**Baskes oversize G1019 .A778 1837, map 12 (NLO)**

31491

**Germany - Maps - 1832-1833**

*Germany (Deutschland) II-IV.* London : Chapman and Hall, 1832-1833 [i.e.1844].


1 map : hand col. ; on 4 sheets each 41 x 34 cm.

Sheets titled separately.

Sheet I: 'Le Coq, Anton, Klein, Coulon. Printed by Russell, Penge.'

Sheet II: 'Schretter, Fallon. Printed by E. Brain, Bartholomew Close.'

Sheet III: 'Raglovich, Keller, Fallon; Sheet IV: Fallon, Lipsky.'

Sheet IV: 'Fallon, Lipsky.'

Sheet IV subtitled 'Austrian dominions I.'

Sheet IV forms the first of a three-sheet map of Austria cataloged seperately: Austrian dominions I.-III.

Variously dated 1832-1833.


**oversize Ayer 135 .S67 1844 v. 1, pl. [53-56] (PrCt)**

31492

**Germany - Maps - 1833**


Authors: Young & Delleker -- Finley, A. (Anthony) -- Finley, A. (Anthony). A New general atlas ... (1833) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 21 x 28 cm.

In: Finley, Anthony. A New general atlas : comprising a complete set of maps, representing...
the grand divisions of the globe ... (Philadelphia : Anthony Finley, 1833), plate 43.
Sheet corner numbered 43.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G11019 .F5 1833, plate 43 (PrCt)

31493 Germany - Maps - 1834
Authors: Rossi, Antonio, fl. 1834-1847 -- Galanti, Luigi. Atlante di geografia moderna ... (1834-1836 [i.e. 1847?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 37 x 27 cm.
In: Galanti, Luigi. Atlante di geografia moderna : in 30 carte (Naples : [Luigi Galanti], 1834-1836 [i.e. 1847?]), plate 12
Engraved no. 12 at upper right.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1019 .G23 1836, plate 12 (PrCt)

31494 Germany - Maps - 1836
Authors: Chr. Fr. Müller'sche Hofbuchhandlung -- Müller, C. F. (Christian Frederik), 1744-1814 -- Dathe, C. -- Wagner, Eduard, 1811-1885 -- Glaser, Carl -- Frommann, Maximilien -- Eyraud, C. A. -- Phull -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Müller'sche Hofbuchhandlung SEE Chr. Fr. Müller'sche Hofbuchhandlung
1 atlas ([81] leaves of plates (some folded)) : 78 maps (some hand col.), folded ports. ; 41 cm.
Index map shows distribution of plates covering the whole of Germany.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Inscription: Phull.
Embosed stamp, plate [9]: MB.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst, J. Petermann’s planet, v. 2, p. 983-984
Baskes oversize G1910 .C57 1836 (NLO)

31495 Germany - Maps - 1838
1 atlas ([29] folded leaves of plates) : 29 hand col. maps (folded) ; 25 cm.
Maps engraved by Mädel, E. Luther, Eduard Leidenfrost, and 2 others credited.
Sent as supplement to the Stieler Schul-Atlas for various German regions. Cf. Espenhorst.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Former owner: A. Buchholtz[?].
Stamp: Valsts Biblioteka.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst, J. Petermann’s planet, v. 1, p. 407-408
Baskes G1910 .S87 1838 (NLO)

31496 Germany - Maps - 1840
Germany general map. [London : Chapman and Hall], 1840 [i.e.1844].
Authors: Chapman and Hall -- J. & C. Walker (Firm) -- Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (Great Britain) -- Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (Great Britain).
Maps of the Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (1844) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 39 cm.
oversize Ayer 135 .S67 1844 v. 1, pl. [52] (PrCt)

31497 Germany - Maps - 1840
Map of Germany : east part. [Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, 1840].
Authors: Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846 -- Lea & Blanchard -- Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (1840)
1 map ; 18 x 11 cm.
Keyed to dozens of references on p.79.
In: Murray, Hugh. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, successors to Carey & Co., for George W. Gorton, 1840) v. 2, p. 77.
Wax engraving.
G 11 .607 v. 2, p. 77 (PrCt)

31498 Germany - Maps - 1840
Map of Germany : west part. [Philadelphia : Lea
and Blanchard, 1840].
Authors: Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846 -- Lea & Blanchard -- Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (1840)
1 map ; 18 x 11 cm.
Keyed to dozens of references on p.78.
In: Murray, Hugh. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, successors to Carey & Co., for George W. Gorton, 1840) v. 2, p. 76.
Wax engraving.
G 11 .607 v. 2, p. 76 (PrCt)

31499 Germany - Maps - 1840
German states. London : Mr. Bull, [ca. 1840].
Authors: Starling, Thomas -- Bull and Churton -- Bull, Mr., fl. ca. 1840 -- Starling, Thomas. The Royal cabinet atlas ... [ca. 1840]
1 map : hand col. ; 14 x 9 cm.
In: Starling, Thomas. The Royal cabinet atlas ... (London : Bull and Churton, [ca. 1840]) 'Pl. XXX' [i.e. 18].
map3C 5 map [18] (PrCt)

31500 Germany - Maps - 1840
Europe, Central - Maps - 1840
1 map : hand col. ; 23 x 18 cm.
Case G1019 .B95 1840 pl. 8 (PrCt)

31501 Germany - Maps - 1841
Germany (northern part) / drawn & engraved by J. Archer, Pentonville, London. London : Grattan & Gilbert, [1841?].
Authors: Archer, Joshua, fl. 1833-1866 -- Grattan & Gilbert -- Mudie, Robert, 1777-1842. Gilbert's modern atlas of the earth ... (1841) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 22 x 27 cm.
Running title at bottom left: Gilbert's modern atlas In: Mudie, Robert. Gilbert's modern atlas of the earth ... (London : Grattan and Gilbert, [1841?]), [plate 16].
Baskes folio G1019 .M83 1841, [plate 16] (PrCt)

31502 Germany - Maps - 1841
Germany (southern part) / drawn & engraved by J. Archer, Pentonville, London. London : Grattan & Gilbert, [1841?].
Authors: Archer, Joshua, fl. 1833-1866 -- Grattan & Gilbert -- Mudie, Robert, 1777-1842. Gilbert's modern atlas of the earth ... (1841) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 22 x 27 cm.
Running title at bottom left: Gilbert's modern atlas In: Mudie, Robert. Gilbert's modern atlas of the earth ... (London : Grattan and Gilbert, [1841?]), [plate 16].
Baskes folio G1019 .M83 1841, [plate 16] (PrCt)

31503 Germany - Maps - 1841
Switzerland - Maps - 1841
Illustrations to handbook for travellers. Frankfurt : C. Jugel, 1842.
Authors: Lehnhardt, J. -- Jügel, Carl, 1783-1869 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 39 maps ; 185 x 124 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

31504 Germany - Maps - 1843
Europe, Central - Maps - 1843
Political map of Germany. [Hartford : Belknap & Hamersley], 1843 [i.e. 1845?].
Authors: Woodbridge, William C. (William Channing), 1794-1845 -- Story & Atwood (Firm) -- Belknap & Hamersley -- Woodbridge, William C. (William Channing), 1794-1845. Modern atlas, physical political and statistical ... (1843 [i.e. 1845?])
1 map : hand col. ; 26 x 21 cm.
'Entered according to Act of Congress in the year 1843 by William C. Woodridge in ... Massachusetts.'
In: Woodbridge, William C. Modern atlas, physical political and statistical ... (Hartford [Conn.] : Belknap and Hamersley, 1843 [i.e. 1845?]) map [16].
folio G 10 .98 map [16] (PrCt)

31505 Germany - Maps - 1844
Austria - Maps - 1844
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Baedeker, A. (Adolf) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 1 map, 12 city plans 2nd ed.
A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher, 1832-1900, no. D039.
Includes advertising dated 1844 and priced in...
31507  Germany - Maps - 1845

Germany.  [Philadelphia : Geographisches Historische Erläuterung zur Nationalitätskarte von Deutschland. Weimar : Geograph. Instituts, 1848. Authors: Kiepert, Heinrich, 1818-1899 -- Geographisches Institut (Weimar, Thuringia, Germany)

1 map : col. ; 37 x 35 cm.
Scale 1:9,478,430; 5 g. m. to 1 cm.

Bonaparte 9378 (NLO)

31511  Germany - Maps - 1850

A New map of Germany.  [Philadelphia] : Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co.  1850 [i.e. 1852].
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co. -- Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868. Mitchell, S. Augustus. New universal atlas ... (1852)

1 map : hand col. ; 38 x 31 cm.
Entered according to act of Congress in ... 1850 by Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co. ... .'

In: Mitchell, S. Augustus. New universal atlas ... (Philadelphia : Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co., 1852) pl. 52.

oversize G1019 .N49 1852 pl. 52 (PrCt)

31512  Germany - Maps - 1851

Authors: Rapkin, J. -- Tallis, John, 1817-1876 -- J. & F. Tallis (Firm) -- Whittock, N., fl. 1851 -- Rogers, J., fl. 1851 -- Martin, Robert Montgomery, 1803?-1868. Tallis's illustrated atlas, and modern history of the world ... (1851)

1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 22 cm.
Inset views (4 x 8 cm. and smaller): Coburg -- Cologne on the Rhine -- The Palace at Saxe Gotha -- Dresden -- Luther's house ... -- Silver mines ... -- Hartz Mountains.

In: Martin, Robert Montgomery. Tallis's illustrated atlas, and modern history of the world ... (London ; New York : J. Tallis, 1851) pl. [18].

folio G1019 .M197 1851 pl. [18] (PrCt)

31513  Germany - Maps - 1853<<>>Europe, Central - Maps - 1853

Germany and Switzerland.  London [i.e. New York] : Chapman and Hall [i.e. Harper & Brothers, 1853].
Authors: Lowry, Joseph Wilson, 1803-1879 -- Harper & Brothers -- Chapman and Hall -- Lowry, Joseph Wilson, 1803-1879. Lowry's Universal atlas constructed and engraved from the most recent authorities (1853)

1 map : col. ; 55 x 42 cm. on 2 sheets
Title from the northern sheet.
Added titles from bottom margins: Germany, N.E. -- Germany, S.W. -- Germany, S.E.

In: Lowry, Joseph Wilson. Lowry's Universal atlas constructed and engraved from the most recent authorities (New York : Harper and Brothers, 1853) pl. [19-20].

Sheets variously numbered 'D', '28' through '31' and '21' through '24'.

folio G 10 .525 pl. [19-20] (PrCt)

31514  Germany - Maps - 1855

Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins),
1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's atlas of the world ... (1855-1856)
1 map : hand col. ; 29 x 36 cm.

oversize G 10 .185 v.2, pl. 22 (PrCt)

31518 Germany - Maps - 1857
Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's general atlas ... (1857)
1 map : hand col. ; 28 x 36 cm.

oversize G 10 .188 pl. 72 (PrCt)

31519 Germany - Maps - 1857
Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's general atlas ... (1857)
1 map : hand col. ; 29 x 36 cm.

oversize G 10 .188 pl. 73 (PrCt)

31520 Germany - Maps - 1857
Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's general atlas ... (1857)
1 map : hand col. ; 29 x 36 cm.
In: Colton, George Woolworth. Colton's general atlas : containing one hundred and seventy steel plate maps and plans, on one hundred imperial folio sheets (New York ; London : J.H. Colton ; Trübner, 1857), pl. [71]. Inset maps, 7 x 9 cm. and 5 x 8 cm.: Hamburg -- Bremen. Printed plate 'No. 12.'

oversize G 10 .185 v.2, pl. 21 (PrCt)

31521 Germany - Maps - 1857
Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's general atlas ... (1857)
1 map : hand col. ; 29 x 36 cm.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
‘Deutsche geogr. meilen 15 = 1°.’
Bonnaparte 9377 (NLO)

31530  Germany - Maps - 1869
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 17 maps, 32 city plans
14th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1869.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

31531  Germany - Maps - 1872
Authors: Johnson, John Hugh, fl. 1854-1870 -- A. Fullarton & Co. -- A. Fullarton & Co. The Royal illustrated atlas of modern geography [1872?]
1 map : col. ; 52 x 42 cm.
Printed plate no. "XIII" at bottom right and pasted on verso.
Case oversize G1019 .A38 1872, plate [13] (PrCt)

31532  Germany - Maps - 1872
1 map : col. ; 24 x 30 cm., on sheet 48 x 33 cm.
Inset: (8 x 12 cm. or smaller): Coblenz -- Hamburg -- Cologne -- Dresden -- Leipsic.
Inset includes paste-on printed numbers 1-5.
Printed plate no. "XIV" at upper right.
Case oversize G1019 .A38 1872, plate [14] (PrCt)

31533  Germany - Maps - 1872
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

31534  Germany - Maps - 1872
Railroads<<>>>Europe, Central - Maps - 1872 - Railroads<<>>>Europe - Maps
Authors: Bartholomew, John, 1831-1893 -- A. Fullarton & Co. -- A. Fullarton & Co. The Royal illustrated atlas of modern geography [1872?]
1 map : col. ; 42 x 50 cm.
"Engraved by J. Bartholomew Edinr."
Printed plate no. "V" at upper right and pasted on verso.
Case oversize G1019 .A38 1872, plate [5] (PrCt)

31535  Germany - Maps - 1873
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 34 maps, 54 city plans
5th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1874 and priced in thalers.
Condition: Fair.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

31536  Germany - Maps - 1874
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Germany - Maps - 1877-1878</strong></td>
<td><em>In the Rhine &amp; north Germany</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voyage au pays des milliards.</td>
<td><em>Includes advertising dated 1878 and priced in marks.</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paris : Schulz, [1877 or 1878?].</td>
<td><em>Condition: Good.</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authors: Tissot, Victor -- Schulz, L. -- Roger S.</td>
<td><em>Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>1 v. : 5 maps</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Germany - Maps - 1877-1878</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Germany - Maps - 1877-1881</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Handbook for north Germany : from the Baltic to the Black Forest, and</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the Rhine, from Holland to Basle : including the Hartz, Thüringerwald,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saxon Switzerland, Rügen, the Giant Mountains, Taunus, Odenwald, E</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lass, and Lothringen.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>London ; Paris ; Leipzig ; John Murray ; Galignani and Co. ; Boyveau</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brockhaus, 1877.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authors: Mears, T. Lambert (Thomas Lambert), 1839-1918 -- Betham-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edwards, Matilda, 1836-1919 -- John Murray (Firm) -- Murray’s</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>handbooks for travellers -- Edward Stanford Ltd. -- Weller,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edward, -1884 -- A. and W. Galignani and Co. -- Boyveau (Firm) --</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F.A. Brockhaus Verlag Leipzig -- Roger S. Baskes Collection</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Newberry Library)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xii, 428, 76 p, [26] leaves of plates (20 folded) : 28 maps</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(some col.), plans : 18 cm.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cover title: Murray’s hand-book, Rhine &amp; north Germany</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spine title: Hand-book, Rhine &amp; north Germany</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other title: Half-title: Handbook for north Germany and the Rhine</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edited by T.L. Mears with contributions from M. Betham Edwards.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cf. Lister. Maps by Stanford’s Geographical Establishment and</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edward Weller. Folded map in pocket.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>at end. Series: [Murray’s handbooks for travellers] -- Murray’s</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>handbooks for travellers. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collection at the Newberry Library. References: Lister, W.B.C.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Murray’s handbooks for travellers, 30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Baskes G153 .M97 no. 30 (1877) (NLO)</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Germany - Maps - 1878</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mittel- und Nord-Deutschland.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>1 v. : 31 maps, 35 city plans</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Germany - Maps - 1880</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mittel- und Nord-Deutschland.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>1 v. : 34 maps, 35 city plans</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Germany - Maps - 1881</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allemagne et l’Autriche.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>1 v. : 31 maps, 62 city plans</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Germany - Maps - 1882</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas des Deutschen Reichs.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leipzig : Bibliographisches Institut, 1882.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authors: Meyer, Joseph, 1796-1856 -- Bibliographisches Institut</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leipzig -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>1 v. : 14 maps ; 430 x 280 mm.</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eschendorf 3.4.4.1;ed:LudwigRavenstein</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)</strong> (PrCt)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Germany - Maps - 1883</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany. Chicago : Geo. F. Cram, [1883].</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Cram, George Franklin,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1841-1928. Cram’s unrivalled family atlas of the world (1883)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1 map : col. ; 22 x 28 cm.
folio G1019 .G463 1883b, p. 104 (PrCt)

31544  Germany - Maps - 1885
German empire, west sheet / by J. Bartholomew, F.R.G.S. Edinburgh : A. & C. Black, [1885].
Authors: Bartholomew, John, 1831-1893 -- Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- Adam and Charles Black (Firm). Black's general atlas of the world ... (1885)
1 map : col. ; 56 x 41 cm.
In: Adam and Charles Black. Black's general atlas of the world : embracing the latest discoveries, new boundaries, and other changes, accompanied by introductory letterpress and index (Edinburgh : Adam and Charles Black, 1885), plate 17.
oversize G1019 .B63 1885, plate 17 (PrCt)

31545  Germany - Maps - 1885
Authors: Bartholomew, John, 1831-1893 -- Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- Adam and Charles Black (Firm). Black's general atlas of the world ... (1885)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 30 cm.
Inset (14 x 5 cm.): Continuation of east Prussia.
In: Adam and Charles Black. Black's general atlas of the world : embracing the latest discoveries, new boundaries, and other changes, accompanied by introductory letterpress and index (Edinburgh : Adam and Charles Black, 1885), plate 18.
oversize G1019 .B63 1885, plate 18 (PrCt)

31546  Germany - Maps - 1886
Authors: Lange, Henry, 1821-1893 -- Gaebler, Eduard, 1842-1911 -- Georg Westermann Verlag -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 atlas (24 [i.e. 23] leaves of plates (some folded)) : 22 col. maps (some folded) ; 28 cm.
Cover title on publisher's brown cloth binding with black stamping : Lange's Atlas von Deutschland. Some maps by Eduard Gaebler.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1910 .L36 1886 (NLO)

31547  Germany - Maps - 1887
Germany. [Chicago : George F. Cram, 1887].
Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928. Cram's standard American atlas of the world (1887)
1 map : col. ; 39 x 54 cm.
'Engraved expressly for the Standard World
Atlas.'
Case oversize G1019 .G455 1887, p. 270-271 (PrCt)
railroads.
Table at lower right lists German, Austrian, Swiss, Luxemburg, and Dutch railroads
Inset: Europäisches Russland.
Portfolio has label of "Hermann Peters, Verlags-, Sortiments- und Landkarten-Handlung ... Berlin."
Gift, Andrew McNally Ill, 1995.
map4C G6081.P3 1891.L5 (PrCt)

31551 Germany - Maps - 1896 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rothaug, Joh. Georg, 1850- -- Freytag und Berndt -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 v. : 12 maps ; 340 x 230 mm.
References: Atlantes Austriaci, F&B/Rot B a 1
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

31552 Germany - Maps - 1897
Prof. A.L. Hickmann's geographisch-statistischer Universal-Taschen-Atlas des deutschen Reichs.
Leipzig : G. Freytag & Berndt, [1897?].
Authors: Hickmann, Anton Leo, 1834-1906 -- Freytag und Berndt -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 atlas (97 p., [75] folded leaves of plates) : col. ill., 27 col. maps, ports. ; 18 cm.
Forward dated 1897.
Relief shown by hachures and gradient and bathymetric tints.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Atlantes Austriaci, F&B/ Hick C1
Baskes G1905 .K37 1902 (NLO)

31553 Germany - Maps - 1898 - Coasts - Nautical charts
Nautical charts - Germany - Maps - 1898 - Coasts - Germany - Colonies - Maps - 1898 - Germany - Kriegsmarine - Maps - 1898 - Nautical charts - 1898 - Atlases, German - 1898 - Nautical charts
Authors: Langhans, Paul, 1867-1952 -- Weyer, B. (Bruno) -- Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Germany. Kriegsmarine -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (10 p., 5 folded leaves of plates) : ill., 5 folded col. maps ; 30 cm.
Publisher's advertisements on inside and back cover.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 3025
LC Card Number: 01018616
Baskes folio G1911.R1 L3 1898 (NLO)

31554 Germany - Maps - 1900-1909
Germany - Colonies - Maps - 1900-1909
Turkey - Maps - 1900-1909
Authors: Ziegenhirt, Carl -- Wagner & Debes -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Maps by Wagner & Debes.
Includes index.
Laid-in: Folded, color map of Asia Minor.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1905 .Z54 1900 (NLO)

31555 Germany - Maps - 1902
Authors: Kartographische Anstalt Freytag und Berndt -- Freytag, Gustav, 1852-1938 -- Hickmann, Anton Leo, 1834-1906 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Maps by A.L. Hickmann.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Atlantes Austriaci, F&B : Frey F1
Baskes G1910 .K37 1902 (NLO)

31556 Germany - Maps - 1903
Authors: Pfuhl, Theodor -- Kartographischen Anstalt von G. Sicker -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 24 maps ; 213 x 128 mm.
1st ed.
Maps by G. Sicker.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

31557 Germany - Maps - 1904 - Road maps
Europe, Central - Maps - 1904 - Road maps
Germany - Maps - 1904 - Bicycle trails
Europe, Central - Maps - 1904 - Bicycle trails
Europe, Central - Maps - 1904 - Europe SEE Europe, Central - Road maps

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
31558 Germany - Maps - 1905 - Cities and towns


sc map6C G6081.A 1905 .B5 (NLO)

31559 Germany - Maps - 1905 - Transportation


sc map6F G6080 1905 .B5 (NLO)

31560 Germany - Maps - 1906

Continental Landstrassen-Atlas für Mittel-Europa in 1 Übersichts- und 47 Hauptkarten / bearbeitet von Chr. Peip. Hannover:
Continental-Caoutchouc-und Gutta-Percha-Compagnie, [1907].
Authors: Continental-Caoutchouc- und Gutta-Percha-Co., Hannover -- Peip, Chr. (Christian), b. 1843 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (viii p., 47 [i.e. 48] folded leaves of plates) : 48 folded col. maps ; 21 cm.
Cover title: Continental Landstrassen-Atlas für Automobilisten und Motorradfahrer
Spine title: Continental-Atlas
Foreword dated: Mai 1907.
Index map preceding numbered plates shows distribution of plates covering the whole of Germany and parts of France, Belgium, the Netherlands, Denmark, Switzerland, Italy, Austria-Hungary, and Russia.
Relief shown by spot elevations.
Original publisher's green cloth binding with spine title: Continental-Atlas.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 7756
Baskes G1911.P2 C66 1907 (NLO)

Germany - Maps - 1907 - War games
Prussia (Germany) - Maps - 1907 - War games - Germany - Maps - 1907 - War games - Prussia (Germany) - Maps - 1907
Karte für die Herbstübungen der 16. Division 1907. [S.I. Heer?, 1907?].
Authors: Germany. Heer
1 map ; 86 x 72 cm. fold. to 18 cm.
Scale 1:100,000.
G 1047 .329 (NLO)

Germany - Maps - 1908
Authors: Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Habenicht, Hermann, 1844-1917 -- Wichmann, Hugo, 1852-1932 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (20, 95 p., 24 folded leaves of plates) : 25 folded maps (chiefly col.) ; 18 cm.
Publisher’s illustrated binding.
Scales differ.
Relief shown by hachures and spot elevations.
"24 kolorierte Karten in Kupferstich mit Namenverzeichnis."
Index map on front lining-paper shows distribution of 24 plates collectively covering the whole of Germany.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1910 .J87 1908 (NLO)

Germany - Maps - 1908 - Railroads
Sudetenland (Czech Republic) - Maps - 1908 - Railroads - Maps
1 atlas (385, 19 p.) : 18 maps ; 20 cm.
Edition: Taschen-Ausg. 1908
Cover title: W. Nietmanns Stations-Verzeichnis aller Eisenbahnen in Deutschland
Spine title: W. Nietmanns
Taschen-Stations-Verzeichnis
Contains: Übersichtskarte zum amtlichen Taschenfahrplan für das Sudetenland.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1911.P3 N45 1908 (NLO)

Germany - Maps - 1909
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 19 maps, 67 city plans
2nd ed.
Includes advertising dated 1909 and priced in marks.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Germany - Maps - 1910-1919
Authors: William Collins Sons and Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) --

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
William Collins Sons and Co. The Collegiate atlas ... [191-?] 1 map : col. ; 23 x 29 cm. In: William Collins Sons and Co. The Collegiate atlas : consisting of forty-four maps of modern geography, embracing all the latest discoveries and changes in boundaries and eighteen maps of historical geography, with copious index (Glasgow, London, and Edinburgh : William Collins, Sons, & Company, [191-?]), page 17. Printed plate number repeated on thumb index at right. "Germany" in oversize manuscript lettering on verso. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library. Baskes folio G1019 .C625 1910z, [plate] 17 (PrCt)


6th ed.
Maps by G. Sicker.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

31575 Germany - Maps - 1912 - Cities and towns
Cities and towns - Germany - Maps - 1912 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Pharus-Verlag -- Loewe, Corn. -- Thom, E. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.: 24 maps ; 434 x 300 mm.
C: Corn. Loewe
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

31576 Germany - Maps - 1913
Justus Perthes' Taschen-Atlas vom Deutschen Reich / bearbeitet von Hermann Habenicht ;
Authors: Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Habenicht, Hermann, 1844-1917 -- Wichmann, Hugo, 1852-1932 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (20, 95 p., 24 folded leaves of plates) : 25 folded maps (chiefly col.) ; 18 cm.
Relief shown by hachures and spot elevations.
Index map on front lining-paper shows distribution of 24 plates collectively covering the whole of Germany.
"24 kolorierte Karten in Kupferstich mit Namenverzeichnis."
Includes index.
Original publisher's illustrated binding.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1911 .J87 1913 (NLO)

31577 Germany - Maps - 1913
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 19 maps, 68 city plans
3rd ed.
Includes advertising dated 1913 and priced in marks.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

31578 Germany - Maps - 1913
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.: 19 maps, 68 city plans
3rd ed.
Includes advertising dated 1913 and priced in marks.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

31579 Germany - Maps - 1913 - Road maps
Road maps - Europe, Central - Maps - 1913 - Automobile travel - Germany - Guidebooks - 1913
Authors: Continental-Caoutchouc- und Gutta-Percha-Compagnie, Hannover -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (viii p., 65 [i.e. 66] folded leaves of plates) : 66 folded col. maps ; 21 cm.
Cover title: Continental Landstrassen-Atlas für Automobilisten und Motorradfahrer
Foreword dated: Juni 1913.
Lacking "Plan von Aachen" in pocket at end.
Index map preceding numbered plates shows distribution of plates covering the whole of Germany and parts of France, Belgium, the Netherlands, Denmark, Switzerland, Italy, Austria-Hungary, and Russia.
Original publisher's brown cloth binding.
Relief shown by spot elevations.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1911 .P2 C66 1913 (NLO)
Germany - Maps - 1914


Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Ollendorff, Paul -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 43 maps, 112 city plans

14th ed.


Includes advertising dated 1921.

Condition: Good.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

31582

Germany - Maps - 1915 - Road maps

Europe, Central - Maps - 1915 - Road maps

Automobile travel - Germany - Guidebooks - 1915 - Automobile travel - Europe, Central - Guidebooks - 1915

Road maps


Authors: Continental-Caoutchouc- und Guttapercha-Compagnie, Hannover -- Berg, A. J. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (viii p., 65 [i.e. 66] folded leaves of plates) : 66 folded col. maps : 21 cm.


Cover title: Continental Landstrassen-Atlas für Automobilisten und Motorradfahrer.

Spine title: Continental-Atlas

Foreword dated: Frühjahr 1915.

Lacking "Plan von Aachen" in pocket at end.

Index map preceding numbered plates shows distribution of plates covering the whole of Germany and parts of France, Belgium, the Netherlands, Denmark, Switzerland, Italy, Austria-Hungary, and Russia.

Original publisher's red cloth binding with spine title: Continental-Atlas.

Relief shown by spot elevations.

Scales differ.

Ms notes of distance traveled and times, dated 7/23-8/8 at end.


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G1911.P2 C66 1915 (NLO)

31583

Germany - Maps - 1917 -

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Includes index.

Original publisher's illustrated binding.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Espenhorst 2.6.2.1.5

Baskes G1910 .J87 1914 (NLO)

31584

Germany - Maps - 1917 -

Ethnology - Ethnology - Germany - Maps - 1917 -

Ethnology - Ethnology - Turkey - Maps - 1917 -

Ethnology - Ethnology - Turkey - Maps - 1917 -

World War, 1914-1918 - Maps

Subject nationalities of the German alliance.


Authors: Cassell & Company -- J. R. & C. -- Langhans, Paul, 1867-1952

1 map : col. ; 35 x 46 cm. fold. to 18 cm. + accomp. text (4 p. ; 19 cm.)

Cover-title: Subject nationalities of the German alliance (with a map drawn from German sources)

At bottom right: J. R. & C.

Derived from earlier work by Paul Langhans.

For enlarged version of the same map, published by Edward Stanford Ltd., see F 1006.873

LC Card Number: 18012323

F 1006 .85 (NLO)

31585

Germany - Maps - 1920


Authors: Pfluh, Theodor -- Kartographischen Anstalt von G. Sicker -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Sicker (G.)

Kartographischen Anstalt SEE Kartographischen Anstalt von G. Sicker

1 atlas (127 p., 24 folded leaves of plates) : 24 maps (col., folded) ; 22 cm.


Scale 1:800,000.

Includes index.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Phillips 8589

Baskes G1910 .P48 1920 (NLO)

31586

Germany - Maps - 1920 - Harz Mountains

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

(31587) Germany - Maps - 1922
Authors: Opitz, Carl Albert, 1847-1924 -- J.J. Arnd (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 58 maps ; 183 x 123 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

(31588) Germany - Maps - 1924 - Road maps
Guidebooks - 1924 - Road maps
Authors: Continental-Caoutchouc und Gutta-Percha-Co., Hannover -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (49 [i.e. 50] folded leaves of plates) : 50 folded col. maps ; 25 cm.
Running title: Continental Landstrassen-Atlas für Deutschland
Index map preceding numbered plates shows distribution of plates covering the whole of Germany.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 7758
Baskes G1911.P2 C66 1924 (NLO)

(31590) Germany - Maps - 1925
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 25 maps, 73 city plans
4th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1928 and priced in marks.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

(31591) Germany - Maps - 1925 - Railroads
Railroads - Maps
Railway map of north western Germany. Leipzig : Wagner & Debes, 1925.
Authors: Wagner & Debes -- Karl Baedeker (Firm). Northern Germany, excluding the Rhineland : handbook for travellers ... (1925) -- Charles Scribner's Sons
1 map : col. ; 30 x 25 cm.
Scale: 1:2,000,000
Possibly detached from Karl Baedeker (Firm). Northern Germany, excluding the Rhineland; handbook for travellers ... with 165 maps and plans. 17th rev. ed. Leipzig, K. Baedeker; New York, C. Scribner's Sons; [etc.], 1925. [G 47 .0604].
map2F G6081.P3 1925 .W3 (PrCt)
1 atlas (viii p., 65 [i.e. 66] folded leaves of plates) : 66 folded col. maps ; 21 cm.
Foreword dated: 1925.
Cover title: Continental Atlas für Kraftfahrer
Running titles: Continental Landstrassen-Atlas -- Continental-Atlas
Advertising matter and reply card in pocket at end.
Index map preceding numbered plates shows distribution of plates covering the whole of Germany and parts of France, Belgium, the Netherlands, Denmark, Switzerland, Italy, Austria-Hungary, and Russia.
"Explanation" in German, French, English, Italian, and Dutch, p. v-viii.
Original publisher's red cloth binding with spine title: Continental-Atlas.
Relief shown by spot elevations.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: map55000817
Baskes G1911.P2 C66 1925 (NLO)

31594 Germany - Maps - 1927 - Prussia (Germany) - Maps - 1927
Authors: Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Fremdenblatt (Firm) -- Farimourlo, R. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (iv, 119 p., 24 folded leaves of plates) : 25 folded maps (chiefly col.) ; 18 cm.
"As was the case with the pocket world atlas, there were versions of the pocket Germany atlas in 1926 through 1930 which were used by newspapers and other enterprises for advertising purposes."--Espenhorst, p. 360.
Relief shown by hachures and spot elevations.
"Mit einem Namenverzeichnis und geographisch-statistischen Nachweisen."
Index map on front lining-paper shows distribution of 24 plates collectively covering the whole of Germany and Poland's West Prussia. Includes index.
Scales differ.
Former owner: R. Farimourlo[?].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst, J. Petermann's planet, v. 1, p. 360
Baskes G1910 .J87 1927b (NLO)

31593 Germany - Maps - 1927 - Prussia (Germany) - Maps - 1927
Authors: Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Badische Presse -- Früegeunaum, Klara -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (119 p., 24 folded leaves of plates) : 25 folded maps (chiefly col.) ; 18 cm.
Other title: Justus Perthes' Taschenatlas vom Deutschen Reich.
"As was the case with the pocket world atlas, there were versions of the pocket Germany atlas in 1926 through 1930 which were used by newspapers and other enterprises for advertising purposes."--Cf. Espenhorst.
Index map on front lining-paper shows distribution of 24 plates collectively covering the whole of Germany.
"Mit einem Namenverzeichniss und geographisch-statistischen Nachweisen."
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst 2.6.2.2.8; Cf. Phillips 8694
Baskes G1910 .J87 1927 (NLO)

31596 Germany - Maps - 1927 - Topographic maps - Cartography - Germany - History
Topographisches Bureaue
30 p., 37 [i.e. 39] leaves of plates : ill., 39 maps (some col.) ; 30 cm.
Vorwort dated 1927.
Stamp: Bayer Kulturbaeuamt, Kempten.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Errata slip tipped in between p. 4 and 5.

Baskes folio GA871 .N88 1927 (NLO)

Issued in portfolios.
Bookplate: E. Reeser.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Phillips 8571
LC Card Number 42023846
Baskes folio DD61 .L8 (NLO)

31600 Germany - Maps - 1928 - Road maps - Automobile travel - Germany - Guidebooks - 1928 - Road maps

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Continental-Caoutchouc- und Gutta-Percha-Co., Hannover -- Scholtz, E. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (53 [i.e. 54] folded leaves of plates, 16 p.) : 54 folded col. maps ; 25 cm.
Running title: Continental Landstrassen-Atlas für Deutschland
Lacks folded map of central Europe inside back cover.
Index map preceding numbered plates shows distribution of plates covering the whole of Germany.
Scale 1:500,000.
Relief shown by spot elevations.
Ms notes on front flyleaf verso relating distances and times.
Former owner’s inscription: Dr. med. E. Schötz. Dobrilugh P/W.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1911.P2 C67 1928 (NLO)

Germany - Maps - 1930 - Prussia (Germany) - Maps - 1930
Authors: Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Schwarzwälder Bote -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (119 p., 24 folded leaves of plates) : 25 folded maps (chiefly col.) ; 18 cm.
Other title: Justus Perthes’ Taschenatlas vom Deutschen Reich.
Relief shown by hachures and spot elevations.
Index map on front lining-paper shows distribution of 24 plates collectively covering the whole of Germany and Poland's West Prussia.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst 2.6.3; sonderausgabe Baskes G1910 .J87 1930 (NLO)

Germany - Maps - 1930 - Road maps - Road maps
Auto-atlas des Deutschen Reiches. Leipzig : Baschaga, 1930?
Authors: Baschaga Verlag -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 131 maps ; 250 x 220 mm.
2nd ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Germany - Maps - 1932
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 26 maps, 69 city plans
5th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1933 and priced in marks.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Germany - Maps - 1932 - Road maps - Europe, Central - Maps - 1932 - Road maps
Authors: Continental-Caoutchouc- und Gutta-Percha-Co., Hannover -- Jöst, Heinrich -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (viii p., 65 [i.e. 66] folded leaves of plates) : 66 folded col. maps ; 21 cm.
Cover title: Continental Atlas für Kraftfahrer
Spine title: Continental-Atlas
Running title: Continental Landstrassen-Atlas
Other title: Continental-Landstrassen-Atlas für Mittel-Europa.
Map of Germany in pocket at end.
Index map preceding numbered plates shows distribution of plates covering the whole of Germany and parts of France, Belgium, the Netherlands, Denmark, Switzerland, Italy, Austria-Hungary, and Russia.
Original publisher’s red cloth binding with spine title: Continental-Atlas.
Relief shown by spot elevations.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 8604
Baskes G1911.P2 C66 1932 (NLO)

Germany - Maps - 1933
Deutschland. 1933.
Authors: Koch, Rudolf, 1876-1934 -- Kredel, Fritz, 1900-1973 -- Wolpe, Berthold

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
31614 Germany - Maps - 1936

Germany. Leipzig ; London ; New York : K. Baedeker ; George Allen & Unwin ; Scribner's, 1936.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- George Allen & Unwin -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 109 plates
1st ed.
Includes advertising dated 1936.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

31615 Germany - Maps - 1936

Germany. Leipzig ; London ; New York : K. Baedeker ; George Allen & Unwin ; Scribner's, 1936.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- George Allen & Unwin -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 109 plates
1st ed.
Includes advertising dated 1936.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

31616 Germany - Maps - 1936

Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 33 maps, 76 city plans
6th ed.
With Olympic & large maps.
Includes advertising dated 1936 and priced in marks.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

31617 Germany - Maps - 1936

Authors: Opitz, Carl Albert, 1847-1924 -- Friedemann, Arthur, 1871- -- J.J. Arnd (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 58 maps ; 181 x 123 mm.
25th ed.
Edited by Arthur Friedemann
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

31618 Germany - Maps - 1936 - Cities and towns - Road maps

Cities and towns - Germany - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Authors: Volkischer Beobachter -- NSDAP -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 158 maps ; 266 x 167 mm.
3rd ed.
C:Bibliographisches Institut
Phillips 8613
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

31619 Germany - Maps - 1937 - Cities and towns - Road maps

Cities and towns - Germany - Maps - 1937 - Provisional Heading
Authors: Volkischer Beobachter -- NSDAP -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 158 maps ; 267 x 170 mm.
4th ed.
C:Bibliographisches Institut
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

31620 Germany - Maps - 1937 - Cities and towns - Road maps

Road maps DDAC-Durchfahrtspläne für 150 deutsche Städte. [Munich] : Der Deutsche Automobil-Club, [1937?].
1 atlas ([168] p. (some folded)) : 150 col. maps ; 18 cm.
Lining papers included in pagination.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1924.A1 D47 1937 (NLO)

31621 Germany - Maps - 1937 - Pictorial maps

Germany - Maps - 1937 - Transportation - Pictorial maps - Germany - 1937 - Road maps - Railroads - Maps

Germany, the beautiful travel country / Riemer. [Berlin] : Published by the Reichsbahenzentrale für den Deutschen Reiseverkehr, Berlin W 35, Bissingzeile 9, [1937].
Authors: Riemer, fl. ca. 1937 --
Reichsbahenzentrale für den Deutschen
Reiseverkehr -- Germany. Reichsbahenzentrale
für den Deutschen Reiseverkehr SEE
Reichsbahenzentrale für den Deutschen
Reiseverkehr
1 map ; col. ; 56 x 76 cm.
Pictorial map signed "Riemer" at bottom right.
Added title from back panel: Germany
Scale ca. [1:1,460,000]
Approximate coordinates: (E 5°50'00"--E
22°03'00"/N 55°59'00"--N 47°05'00")
Inset (13 x 16 cm.): [Location map of Germany in
Europe : includes national and Nazi flags].
Transportation maps on verso (35 x 43 cm. and
smaller): Map of Germany [showing railways and
roads] -- Reich motor roads as on 1st December,
1937 -- Network of the German airways.
Verso includes text sections "Germany, the
beautiful travel country" (p. 1-6) and "How to
travel in Germany" (p. 7-[12]).
Issued folded to 23 x 10 cm.
"P.--238115--engl." -- Back panel.
Panel art: Illustrations of Germans in various
activities wearing local costume.
Digital image of another copy available on
Elisabeth Burdon's OldImprints.Com website
(based in Portland, Oregon and accessed August
2012):
http://www.oldimprints.com/Oldimprints/_get_images_main.cfm?UR=35473&image_id=1
References: OCLC 719818158
Accession no. McNally 2012081750
map4F G6081.A5 1937 .R5 (PrCt)
31624
Germany - Maps - 1938
Autofuhrer Deutsches Reich. Leipzig : K.
Baedeker, 1938.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 1 map, 60 city plans
1st ed.
A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher,
Includes advertising dated 1938 and priced in
marks.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)
31622
Germany - Maps - 1938
Cartographic vom Jro-Verlag Mu?nchen Carl
Kremling, Offsetdruck und Einband von Joh. Roth
Sel. Ww., München 2 NW--P. [1].
Lining papers included in pagination.
Accompanied by supplemental atlas of Austrian
cities with caption title: Anhang zu den
DDAC-Durchfahrtspälen deutscher Städte :
Bregenz, Graz, Innsbruck, Klagenfurt, Linz,
Salzburg, Wien.
Map of Munich by Wagner & Debes laid in.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1924.A1 D47 1938 (NLO)
Germany - Maps - 1938 - Propaganda
maps<<>>Europe - Maps - 1938 - Propaganda
maps<<>>Propaganda maps -
1938<<>>Cartography and politics -
1938<<>>Germany - Maps - 1938 - Pictorial
maps<<>>Pictorial maps - Germany -
1938<<>>Europe - Maps - 1938 - Pictorial
maps<<>>Pictorial maps - Europe -
1938<<>>Germany - Maps - 1938 - Cartoon
maps<<>>Cartoon maps - Germany -
1938<<>>Anthropomorphic maps - Poland -
1938<<>>Hitler, Adolf, 1889-1945<<>>Pictorial
maps<<>>Political geography - Maps -
1938<<>>Anthropomorphism - Maps -
Specimens<<>>Caricatures and cartoons -
Maps - Specimens
A Map of Herr Hitler’s heaven : drawn with
undiplomatic but fervent hopes that it won’t
happen here. [New York] : Ken [Magazine], 1938
.
Authors: Ken Magazine (New York, N.Y.)
1 map ; 30 x 22 cm.
Cartoon pictorial map of the U.S. pre-War fears
and concerns of what Hitler’s intentions were for
Europe. By this time the Sudetenland and Austria
are in Nazi hands. "Concentration Camps" are
shown in the south Germany, as a "Big
Bookburning Festival" occurs in the east, a Nazi
soldier pushes out a large Viking figure as "The
New Theology" in the central portion, and from
the Baltic a huge cloud of wind, full of "More
Boloney", named "Herr Goebbels" blows
"propaganda" into the nation. Poland is shown as
soldier craning his neck, east and west "scared of
Hitler and Stalin too."
13-14.
Text and illustration on verso, p. 14.
Not drawn to scale.
LC Card Number: 2005632507
map1F G6081 .AS 1938 .M2 (NLO)
Germany - Maps - 1938<<>>Prussia
(Germany) - Maps - 1938
31623
Germany - Maps - 1938 - Cities and towns -
Road maps<<>>Cities and towns - Germany -
Maps - 1938 - Road maps<<>>Austria - Maps -
1938 - Cities and towns - Road
maps<<>>Cities and towns - Austria - Maps -
1938 - Road maps<<>>Munich (Germany) -
Maps - 1938<<>>Road maps
DDAC-Durchfahrtspäle für 150 deutsche Städte.
[Munich] : Der Deutsche Automobil-Club,
[1938?].
Authors: Deutsche Automobil-Club -- JRO-Verlag
-- Kremling, Carl -- Joh. Roth Sel. Ww -- Wagner
& Debes -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
1 atlas ((168) p. (some folded)) : 150 col. maps ;
18 cm. + 1 appendix (8) p. : 7 col. maps ; 17
cm.)
"Kartographie vom Jro-Verlag Mu?nchen Carl
Kremling, Offsetdruck und Einband von Joh. Roth
Sel. Ww., München 2 NW--P. [1].
Lining papers included in pagination.
Accompanied by supplemental atlas of Austrian
cities with caption title: Anhang zu den
DDAC-Durchfahrtspälen deutscher Städte :
Bregenz, Graz, Innsbruck, Klagenfurt, Linz,
Salzburg, Wien.
Map of Munich by Wagner & Debes laid in.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1924.A1 D47 1938 (NLO)
Germany - Maps - 1938 - Propaganda
maps<<>>Europe - Maps - 1938 - Propaganda
maps<<>>Propaganda maps -
1938<<>>Cartography and politics -
1938<<>>Germany - Maps - 1938 - Pictorial
maps<<>>Pictorial maps - Germany -
1938<<>>Europe - Maps - 1938 - Pictorial
maps<<>>Pictorial maps - Europe -
1938<<>>Germany - Maps - 1938 - Cartoon
maps<<>>Cartoon maps - Germany -
1938<<>>Anthropomorphic maps - Poland -
1938<<>>Hitler, Adolf, 1889-1945<<>>Pictorial
maps<<>>Political geography - Maps -
1938<<>>Anthropomorphism - Maps -
Specimens<<>>Caricatures and cartoons -
Maps - Specimens
A Map of Herr Hitler’s heaven : drawn with
undiplomatic but fervent hopes that it won’t
happen here. [New York] : Ken [Magazine], 1938
.
Authors: Ken Magazine (New York, N.Y.)
1 map ; 30 x 22 cm.
Cartoon pictorial map of the U.S. pre-War fears
and concerns of what Hitler’s intentions were for
Europe. By this time the Sudetenland and Austria
are in Nazi hands. "Concentration Camps" are
shown in the south Germany, as a "Big
Bookburning Festival" occurs in the east, a Nazi
soldier pushes out a large Viking figure as "The
New Theology" in the central portion, and from
the Baltic a huge cloud of wind, full of "More
Boloney", named "Herr Goebbels" blows
"propaganda" into the nation. Poland is shown as
soldier craning his neck, east and west "scared of
Hitler and Stalin too."
Authors: Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany)
-- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. (119 p., 24 folded leaves of plates) ; 25 folded maps (chiefly col.) ; 18 cm.
Relief shown by hachures and spot elevations.
"Mit einem Namenverzeichnis und geographisch-statistischen Nachweisen."
Index map on front lining-paper shows distribution of 24 plates collectively covering the whole of Germany.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst 2.6.2.2.13
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

31629 Germany - Maps - 1939 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Deutsche Gasolin AG -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 30 maps ; 293 x 150 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

31630 Germany - Maps - 1940 (Provisional Heading)
Grossdeutschland in bild und karte. Leipzig : Brockhaus, 1940.
Authors: F.A. Brockhaus (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 103 maps ; 256 x 173 mm.
2nd ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

31626 Germany - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Authors: Bayerische Ostmark -- Gauverlag Bayr Ostm -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 15 maps ; 230 x 227 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

31627 Germany - Maps - 1939
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 1 map, 70 city plans
2nd ed.
Includes advertising dated 1939 and priced in marks.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

31628 Germany - Maps - 1939
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 1 map, 70 city plans
2nd ed.
Includes advertising dated 1939 and priced in marks.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

References: Espenhorst 2.6.2.2.13
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

31631 Germany - Maps - 1940 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Stalling, Gerhard -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 57 maps ; 344 x 410 mm.
ed: LudwigGesser; C: ChristianHind
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

31632 Germany - Maps - 1944 - Boundaries
Europe, Central - Maps - 1944 - Boundaries
World War, 1939-1945 - Territorial questions - Maps
East Indies - Maps - 1944
Germany and its approaches : with international boundaries as of September 1, 1939, the day Germany invaded Poland, and, in red, boundaries as of January 1, 1938, before Germany seized Austria and Czechoslovakia. Washington, D.C. National Geographic Society, 1944.
Authors: National Geographic Society (U.S.) -- Darley, James Morrison, 1898- -- Arnaud, B., fl. 1944 -- Markow, David, 1918-1945 / B. Arnaud / 5343 ETO.
'July 1944.'
'James M. Darley, chief cartographer ... .' 
Printed in bottom margin: 31 / 1-45 / B. Arnaud / 5343 ETO.
Verso includes eastern half of a map cancelled with a large printed 'X': East Indies. Title may be incomplete; sheet trimmed. At bottom right:
Orientation waterproof map no. 4, Netherlands East Indies.
Gift 2003, Jesse Markow; from the collection of his father, David Markow, a U.S. soldier during World War II.
map6F G6081.F2 1944 .N3 (PrCt)
Goering's atlas. [Berlin : Beauftragter für den Vierjahresplan, 1946].


1 atlas ([1], 33 leaves) : 33 maps (col., some folded) ; 50 cm.

Cover title.

"[These] maps, outlining the raw material resources and industrial plants of primary importance to the German war effort ... were prepared in the office of the Delegate for the Four-Year Plan ... They were compiled in the spring of 1944 on the basis of information available for 1942 and 1943 ... The maps were prepared for reproduction in the Office of the Director of Intelligence, Office of Military Government for Germany (US), Berlin, with the assistance of the Map Division, Strategic Services Unit, Mission for Germany (formerly the Office of Strategic Services), and 669th Engineer Topographic Co."-Foreword.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Phillips 8551

LC Card Number: map50000054

Baskes G1911.G1 G4 1946 (NLO)
Relief shown by hachures and spot elevations.

"40 Karten mit Index und statistischem Text."

Index map on front lining-paper shows

distribution of 40 plates collectively covering the

whole of Germany.


Includes index.

Supersedes: Taschenatlas vom Deutschen Reich

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the

Newberry Library.

LC Card Number: 53000731

Baskes G1910 .J87 1952 (NLO)

31638 Germany - Maps - 1952 (Provisional Heading)

JRO auto atlas Deutschland Schweiz-WestOester. Munich : JROVerlag,

1952.

Authors: JRO-Verlag -- Roth, Jos., fl. 1896 --

Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 109 maps ; 248 x 147 mm.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

(PrCt)

31639 Germany - Maps - 1956


Authors: Nagel travel guide series --

Harlinghausen, C. Harald -- Merleker, Hartmuth -- Eckener, Hugo -- Nagel Publishers -- Roger S.

Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)


Cover title: Nagel's Germany travel guide

'Including 32 full-page plans in colour, 61 plans in black and white and 1 map inside back cover.'

'Original text of this guide by C. Harald Harlinghausen and Hartmuth Merleker, translated and adapted by Donald M. Christie.' -- T.p. verso

Map on lining papers.

Includes index.

LC Card Number: 57000056

Series: Nagel travel guide series

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G153 .N34 Germany (1956) (NLO)

31640 Germany - Maps - 1959

Om Ni reser till Tyskland. [Malmö?] : Allhems, [1959].


'Volymen behandlar endast Västtyskland och Väst-Berlin.'

Maps by Kartographisches Institut Hans König.

Folded map in pocket.

Includes index.

Series: [Serien Om Ni reser]

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes DD16 .H6 1959 (NLO)

31641 Germany - Maps - 1959


Authors: Legros, Jacques, 1914-- -- Guides bleus -- Hachette (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

ccxxxvii, 889 p. : 47 maps (some folded col.) ; 17 cm.

Maps on endpapers.

Includes bibliographical references (p. [clxxxv]-ccxii) and index.

Series: Guides bleus

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G153 .G84 Allemagne (1959) (NLO)

31642 Germany - Maps - 1960

Deutschland, die Bundesrepublik. [Stuttgart?] : Baedeker Stuttgart, 1960.

Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Baedeker Stuttgart -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 51 plates

6th ed.

A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher, 1832-1990. no. H004.

Condition: Excellent.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

(PrCt)

31643 Germany - Maps - 1961 -

Transportation<---><>Germany - Maps - 1961 -

Road maps<---><>Transportation - Germany -

Maps - 1961<---><>Road maps


Authors: Hermann Haack Geographisch-Kartographische Anstalt Gotha -- Steinbrück, Wolfgang -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (83, [4] p., [1], 34 folded leaves of plates) ; col. ill., 36 maps (chiefly col.) ; 18 cm.

Edition: 3. Aufl.


Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G1916.P1 H47 1961 (NLO)
31644  Germany - Maps - 1963
Deutschland, die Bundesrepublik. [Stuttgart?] : Baedeker Stuttgart, 1963.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Baedeker Stuttgart -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 v. : 51 plates
7th ed.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

31645  Germany - Maps - 1964
Authors: Guides bleus -- Stillger, Margarete -- Hachette (Firm) -- Librairie de France -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1217 p. : 43 maps (some folded col.) ; 17 cm.
[Nouv. éd. / mise à jour par Margarete Stillger].
Includes bibliographical references (p. [179]-184) and index.
Maps on endpapers.
Series: Guides bleus
Bookseller's label: Librairie de France ... New York.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 65031439
Baskes G153 .G84 Allemagne (1964) (NLO)

31646  Germany - Maps - 1964
Deutschland, die Bundesrepublik. [Stuttgart?] : Baedeker Stuttgart, 1964.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Baedeker Stuttgart -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 51 plates
8th ed.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

31647  Germany - Maps - 1966
Deutschland, die Bundesrepublik. [Stuttgart?] : Baedeker Stuttgart, 1966.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Baedeker Stuttgart -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 51 plates
9th ed.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

31648  Germany - Maps - 1967
Deutschland, die Bundesrepublik. [Stuttgart?] : Baedeker Stuttgart, 1967.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Baedeker Stuttgart -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 51 plates
10th ed.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Authors: Mairs Geographischer Verlag
1 atlas (422, viii-xxvi p. : 144 col. maps) ; 38 cm.
Atlas of Germany; includes city maps and maps of Europe.
Cover title: Deutscher general atlas.
Based on the firm's Deutsche Generalkarte 1:200,000.
Transparent plastic indexing device inserted.
Includes index.
Formerly folio G 1047 .55
Map Ref folio G1910 .D48 1968 (NLO)

Authors: Mairs Geographischer Verlag -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (422, viii-xxvi p. : 144 col. maps) ; 38 cm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

The German vineyards with the compliments of H. Sichel Söhne, Mainz. Mainz : Deutsche

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
31652 Germany - Maps - 1971 - Maps - 1971 - Road maps
Germany : West Germany and Berlin / Michelin.
Authors: Michelin green guides -- Michelin tyre company -- Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Dickens Press -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
285 p. : ill. (some col.), 129 col. maps, col. plans ; 26 x 12 cm.
2nd ed.
"English edition."
Cover title.
"The Michelin Map and Guide Department present a new edition in English of their Green guide to West Germany and Berlin ..." -- P. 2.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 285) and index.
Series: [Michelin green guides] -- Michelin green guides.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
ISBN 0850900735 (pbk.) ; 9780850900736 (pbk.)
Baskes G153 .M53 Germany (1971) (NLO)

31653 Germany - Maps - 1975 - Road maps
Authors: VEB Landkarten -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ; 257 x 165 mm.
C:JustusPerthes?(cfEspenhorst,p135)
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCT)

31654 Germany - Maps - 1977 - Guidebooks
Authors: Fodor's travel guides -- Fodor's Travel Publications, Inc. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCT)

31655 Germany - Maps - 1982 - Maps - 1982 - Road maps
Germany : West Germany and Berlin / Michelin.
Authors: Michelin green guides -- Tourist guide --
Michelin Tyre PLC -- Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Harris, Chauncy D. (Chauncy Dennison), 1914-2003 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
272 p. : ill. (some col.), 121 col. maps, plans (chiefly col.) ; 26 x 12 cm.
5th ed.
Cover title.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 11) and index.
Series: [Michelin green guides] -- Tourist guide --
Michelin green guides.
Former owner's signature: Chauncy D. Harris.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
ISBN 2060150310 ; 9782060150314

31656 Germany - Maps - 1986 - Maps - 1986 - Road maps
Germany : West Germany and Berlin / Michelin.
Harrow, Middlesex : Michelin Tyre Public Limited Company , c1986.
Authors: Michelin green guides -- Michelin Tyre PLC -- Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
284 p. : ill. (some col.), 130 col. maps, plans (chiefly col.) ; 26 x 12 cm.
7th ed.
Cover title.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 10) and index.
Series statement from publisher's advertisement, inside back cover.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
ISBN 206015033X

31657 Germany - Maps - 1990
Authors: Schaffmann & Kluge -- Veser, T. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 30 maps
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCT)

31658 Germany - Maps - 1992
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Automobile Association (Great Britain) -- Macmillan Travel -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 5 maps, 42 city plans
1st ed.
Issued in partnership with the Automobile Association (short format); cf. A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher, 1832-1990, p.
request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
for more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Includes bibliographical references and index.
The "Historische Nachricht" has special t.p. (with imprint as on general t.p.) and separate pagination/signing. Title reads: Historische Nachricht von den Land-Charten des Schwäbischen Craisses und dess Hertzogthums Würtemberg...
ISBN 3890634044 GA873.6 .H38 1724a (NLO)

1550-1850 Cities and towns
Bibliography - 1550-1850 Cities and towns - Germany - Maps - Bibliography - 1550-1850 Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin -- Preussischer Kulturbesitz SEE ALSO Deutsche Staatsbibliothek SEE ALSO Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin -- Preussischer Kulturbesitz
Städte der neuen Bundesländer im Kartenbild
Authors: Klaus, Wolffram -- Klemp, Egon -- Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin -- Preussischer Kulturbesitz --- Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin -- Preussischer Kulturbesitz SEE ALSO Deutsche Staatsbibliothek SEE ALSO Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin -- Preussischer Kulturbesitz
v. 104 p. : 21 cm.
Edition: 2. berichtigter Nachdruck.
Relatively full descriptions of 1,128 maps of cities and towns in the former East Germany. Part of an extraordinary effort by Klaus.
Earlier edition published as: Die Städte der DDR im Kartenbild (Berlin: Deutsche Staatsbibliothek, 1972)
Includes index.
Series: Kartographische Bestandsverzeichnisse / Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin -- Preussischer Kulturbesitz, 2
Formerly Z 6026 .C56 S73 1994

Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin -- Preussischer Kulturbesitz - Map collections - Catalogs
Authors: Klaus, Wolfraam -- Klemp, Egon -- Deutsche Staatsbibliothek -- Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin Preussischer Kulturbesitz
2 v. ; 21 cm.
Formerly Z6027.G3 K57
Map Ref Z6026.C56 K556 1972 (NLO)

24 p. : map ; 30 cm. + portfolio of 18 maps (some fold.) ; 50 cm.
Text laid in portfolio.
Oversize G1907 .H4 1940 (NLO)

Authors: Quad, Matthias, 1557-1613 -- Meurer, Peter H. -- Griffin, R.
1 v. : 40 cm.
Ed.:Meurer
Oversize G1912.2 Q8 1984 (NLO)

Authors: Bollmann, Hermann, 1911- --

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Bollmann-Bildkarten-Verlag
1 atlas (2 v.) : 50 maps (most col.) ; 39 cm.
Vol. 2 table of contents notes that vol. 3 is in progress; no more published?
Scales vary.
On cover: Bollmann Bildkarte.
Includes reproductions of views of German cities variously published 1949-1968.
11817
ICN75
map5C 26 (NLO)

31670 Germany - Maps - Collections>>>Atlases, German - 1984
Authors: Meurer, Peter H. -- Pfaheler, D. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 22 maps ; 560 x 363 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

31671 Germany - Maps - Collections, To 1650<<<Germany - Maps - Bibliography - To 1650
Authors: Meurer, Peter H. -- Uitgeverij Canaletto -- Repro-Holland
xii, 504 p. : ill., maps ; 40 cm. + 1 portfolio (151 leaves : maps (some col., some folded) ; 41 x 58 cm.)
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Errata slip inserted.
ISBN 9064697566
Case oversize GA871 .C67 2001 (NLO)

31672 Germany - Maps - Exhibitions - Catalogs<<<Cartography - Germany - History - Exhibitions - CatalogsNiewodniczanski, Tomasz, 1933- - Map collections - Exhibitions - Catalogs<<<Stadt museum im Prinz-Max-Palais - Map collections - Exhibitions - Catalogs
Germaniae Parerga : alte Deutschlandkarten mit prächtigem Randschmuck aus der Sammlung Niewodniczanski : Katalog zur Ausstellung im Stadt museum Karlsruhe im Prinz-Max-Palais
Authors: Neumann, Joachim -- Niewodniczanski, Tomasz, 1933- -- Stadt museum im Prinz-Max-Palais -- Hauptstaatsarchiv Stuttgart
52 p. : ill. (some col.), maps (some col.) ; 24 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 50).
Series: Karlsruher geowissenschaftliche Schriften. Reihe C Alte Karten ; Bd. 17.
ISBN 9783890636160 ; 3890636160
GA201 .K36 Bd.17 (NLO)

31673 Germany - Maps - Facsimiles>>>Cartography - Germany - History
Authors: Herrmann, Albert, 1886-1945
24 p. : map ; 30 cm. and portfolio of 18 maps (some fold.) ; 50 cm.
Text laid in portfolio.
oversize G1907 .H4 1940 (NLO)

31674 Germany, Northern - Maps - 1593<<<Saxony (Germany) - Maps - 1593
Saxonvm regionis qvatenvs eisv gentis imperivm nomenque olime patebat recens Germaniae delineatio Christianio Schrotenio authore ; Iaonnes à Deutecu[m] f. [Antwerp?, 1591]. Specvlvm orbis terrarvm (1593)
1 map : hand col. ; 33 x 44 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Latin letterpress text on verso (fol. 8, sig. Ii): Saxonia regio ...
Engraving attributed to Antonie Wierix.
In: Jode, Gerard de. Specvlvm orbis terrarvm (Antwerp : A. Coninx, 1593), map [40].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .J9 1593, map [40] (PrCt)

31675 Germany, Northern - Maps - 1695
Le Cercle de la basse Saxe sudisé en tous ...
Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : Chez H. Jaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], [1695].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?--1712 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. Atlas nouveau : contenant toutes les parties du monde (1692 [i.e. 1695?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 52 x 86 cm.
Added title, upper margin: Le Cercle de la basse Saxe, ou sont ...
In counterfeit edition of: Sanson, Nicolas. Atlas nouveau : contenant toutes les parties du monde (Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : H. Jairoit [i.e. Pieter Mortier], 1692 [i.e. 1695?]) pl. [83].
Map dated 1692.

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .S19 1692 pl. [83] (PrCt)

31676 Germany, Northern - Maps - 1747<<>>Wroclaw (Poland) - Maps - 1747
A New & accurate map of the north east part of Germany. London : W. Innys et al., 1747.
Authors: Bowen, Emanuel, -1767 -- Innys, William, d. 1756 -- Bowen, Emanuel, -1767. A Complete system of geography ... (1747) 1 map ; 31 x 21 cm.
In: Bowen, Emanuel. A Complete system of geography : being a description of ... the known world (London : Printed for William Innys, etc., 1747) v. 1, pl. [15].
Inset: A plan of the city of Breslaw capital of Silesia.

Case oversize G114 .B68 1747 v. 1, pl. 15 (PrCt)

31677 Germany, Northern - Maps - 1804
Authors: Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823. A New and elegant general atlas comprising all the new discoveries, to the present time ... (1804) -- John Conrad & Co. -- Marshall, Thomas K. -- Chanchard -- Hooker, William, 1782-1856 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 20 x 25 cm.
In: Arrowsmith, Aaron. A New and elegant general atlas comprising all the new discoveries, to the present time ... (Philadelphia [etc.] : J. Conrad & Co. [and others], 1804) pl. 20

Ayer 135 .A65 1804 pl. 20 (PrCt)

31678 Germany, Northern - Maps - 1873
Northern Germany. Koblenz ; Leipzig : K. Baedeker, 1873.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. : 11 maps, 27 city plans
5th ed.
S/b; rebacked.
Includes advertising dated 1873 and priced in shillings.
Condition: Worn.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

31679 Germany, Northern - Maps - 1877
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. : 15 maps, 27 city plans
6th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1879 and priced in marks.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

31680 Germany, Northern - Maps - 1881
Northern Germany. Leipzig ; London : K. Baedeker ; Dulau, 1881.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Dulau & Co. -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. : 25 maps, 33 city plans
7th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1881 and priced in marks.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

31681 Germany, Northern - Maps - 1884
Northern Germany. Leipzig ; London : K. Baedeker ; Dulau, 1884.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Dulau & Co. -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. : 32 maps, 41 city plans
8th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1884 and priced in marks.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

31682 Germany, Northern - Maps - 1886
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. : 74 plates
9th ed.
G 47.06 (NLO)

31683 Germany, Northern - Maps - 1886
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Dulau & Co. -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. : 32 maps, 42 city plans
9th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1889 and priced in marks.
Condition: Fair.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

31684 Germany, Northern - Maps - 1888
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Ollendorff, Paul -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 18 maps, 28 city plans
9th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1888 and priced in marks.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

31685 Germany, Northern - Maps - 1889
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 20 maps, 26 city plans
23rd ed.
Includes advertising dated 1890 and priced in marks.
Condition: Fair.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

31686 Germany, Northern - Maps - 1889
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 24 maps, 28 city plans
23rd ed.
Includes advertising dated 1889 and priced in marks.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

31687 Germany, Northern - Maps - 1890
Northern Germany. Leipzig : K. Baedeker, 1890.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 35 maps, 54 city plans
10th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1890 and priced in marks.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

31688 Germany, Northern - Maps - 1892
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 21 maps, 27 city plans
24th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1893 and priced in marks.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

31689 Germany, Northern - Maps - 1892
Nordwest-Deutschland. Leipzig : K. Baedeker, 1892.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Dulau & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 25 maps, 28 city plans
24th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1893 and priced in marks.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

31690 Germany, Northern - Maps - 1893
Northern Germany. Leipzig ; London : K. Baedeker ; Dulau, 1893.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Dulau & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 88 plates
11th ed.
G 47.0602 (NLO)

31691 Germany, Northern - Maps - 1893
Northern Germany. Leipzig ; London : K. Baedeker ; Dulau, 1893.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Dulau & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 32 maps, 56 city plans
11th ed.
Condition: Fair.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

31692 Germany, Northern - Maps - 1893
Northern Germany. Leipzig ; London : K. Baedeker ; Dulau, 1893.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Dulau & Co.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
-- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 32 maps, 56 city plans
11th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1894 and priced in marks.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

31693 Germany, Northern - Maps - 1893
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Ollendorff, Paul
-- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 18 maps, 30 city plans
10th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1896 and priced in marks.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

31694 Germany, Northern - Maps - 1896
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 25 maps, 27 city plans
25th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1896 and priced in marks.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

31695 Germany, Northern - Maps - 1896
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 26 maps, 30 city plans
25th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1896 and priced in marks.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

31696 Germany, Northern - Maps - 1897
Northern Germany. Leipzig ; London : K. Baedeker ; Dulau, 1897.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Dulau & Co.
1 v. : 34 maps, 65 city plans
13th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1900 and priced in dollars.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

31697 Germany, Northern - Maps - 1899
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 30 maps, 40 city plans
26th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1899 and priced in marks.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

31698 Germany, Northern - Maps - 1899
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 32 maps, 42 city plans
26th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1899 and priced in marks.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

31699 Germany, Northern - Maps - 1900
Northern Germany. Leipzig ; London : K. Baedeker ; Dulau, 1900.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Dulau & Co. -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 34 maps, 65 city plans
13th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1900 and priced in dollars.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

31700 Germany, Northern - Maps - 1900
Northern Germany. Leipzig ; London : K. Baedeker ; Dulau, 1900.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Dulau & Co. -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 34 maps, 65 city plans
13th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1900 and priced in dollars.
Condition: Fair.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)
31705 Germany, Northern - Maps - 1904
Northern Germany. Leipzig ; London ; New York : K. Baedeker ; Dulau ; Scribner's, 1904.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Dulau & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 49 maps, 75 city plans
14th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1907 and priced in dollars.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.: 43 maps, 77 city plans
29th ed.
A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbucher, 1832-1990, no. D120.
Includes advertising dated 1909 and priced in marks.
Condition: Fair.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

31714 Germany, Northern - Maps - 1910
Nordost-Deutschland. Leipzig ; London ; New York : K. Baedeker ; Dulau ; Scribner's, 1910.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Dulau & Co. -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.: 47 maps, 81 city plans
15th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1910 and priced in marks.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

31715 Germany, Northern - Maps - 1911
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.: 43 maps, 84 city plans
30th ed.
A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbucher, 1832-1990, no. D130.
Includes advertising dated 1911 and priced in marks.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

31716 Germany, Northern - Maps - 1911
Nordwest-Deutschland. Leipzig : K. Baedeker,
1911.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 47 maps, 80 city plans
30th ed.
Missing one map.
Includes advertising dated 1911 and priced in marks.
Condition: Worn.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

31717 Germany, Northern - Maps - 1913
Northern Germany. Leipzig ; London ; New York : K. Baedeker ; T. Fisher Unwin ; Scribner's, 1913.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- T. Fisher Unwin (Firm) -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 54 maps, 101 city plans
16th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1913 and priced in marks.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

31718 Germany, Northern - Maps - 1913
Northern Germany. Leipzig ; London ; New York : K. Baedeker ; T. Fisher Unwin ; Scribner's, 1913.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- T. Fisher Unwin (Firm) -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 54 maps, 101 city plans
16th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1913 and priced in marks.
Condition: Worn.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

31719 Germany, Northern - Maps - 1913
Northern Germany. Leipzig ; London ; New York : K. Baedeker ; T. Fisher Unwin ; Scribner's, 1913.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- T. Fisher Unwin (Firm) -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 54 maps, 101 city plans
16th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1914 and priced in dollars.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

31720 Germany, Northern - Maps - 1914
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 54 maps, 86 city plans
31st ed.
Includes advertising dated 1922.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

31721 Germany, Northern - Maps - 1914
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 56 maps, 84 city plans
31st ed.
Includes advertising dated 1915 and priced in marks.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

31722 Germany, Northern - Maps - 1924<<Baltic Coast (Germany) - Maps - 1924<<Lübeck (Germany) - Maps - 1924
Authors: Meyers Reisebücher -- Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 51 maps
1st ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

31723 Germany, Northern - Maps - 1924<<Baltic Coast (Germany) - Maps - 1924<<Rügen (Germany) - Maps - 1924
Deutsche Ostseekueste II : Rugen. Leipzig : Bibliographisches Institut, 1924.
Authors: Meyers Reisebücher -- Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 24 maps
2nd ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
31724 Germany, Northern - Maps - 1925

31725 Germany, Northern - Maps - 1925

31726 Germany, Northern - Maps - 1925

31727 Germany, Northern - Maps - 1925

31728 Germany, Northern - Maps - 1936

31729 Germany - Pictorial works - 1620 - Cities and towns<<>Cities and towns - Germany - Pictorial works - 1620<<>Kleve (North Rhine-Westphalia, Germany) - Pictorial works - 1620<<>Duisburg (Germany) - Maps - 1620<<>Emmerich (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1620<<>Gennep (Netherlands) - Pictorial works - 1620<<>Cleve (North Rhine-Westphalia, Germany) SEE Kleve (North Rhine-Westphalia, Germany) [Views of Kleve, Emmerich, and Gennep, and a map of Duisburg]. [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620]. Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Corput, Johann van der, 1542-1611 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 3 views and 1 map : hand col. ; 17 x 30 cm. and smaller on sheet 41 x 54 cm.


31730 Germany - Pictorial works - 1620 - Cities and towns<<>Cities and towns - Germany - Pictorial works - 1620<<>Munich (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1620<<>Freising (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1620<<>Regensburg (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1620<<>Ingolstadt (Germany) - Pictorial
works - 1620<br>Nördlingen (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1620<br>Straubing (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1660
[Views of German cities]. [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].

Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Ostendorfer, Michael, fl. 1632 -- Zwikopf, Christoph, fl. 1546 -- Mielia, Hans, 1516-1573 -- Weigel, Martin, 16th cent. -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

6 views: hand col. ; 10 x 23 cm. each on sheet 41 x 54 cm.

Contents: Monacvm ... [derived from ca. 1560 woodcut] -- Frisingensis ... [from 1550 woodcut by Sebastian Münster] -- Ratispona ... [possibly derived from 1552 woodcut by Michael Ostendorfer] -- Ingolstadium [by Christoph Zwikopf, derived from 1546 woodcut by Hans Mielia] -- Nordinga ... [from 1550 woodcut by Sebastian Münster] -- Straubinga ... [from 1560 woodcut by Martin Weigel].

According to R.A. Skelton, the titles of two of six views on this sheet were transposed; 'Ratispona' is a view of Straubing, and 'Straubinga' is a view of Regensburg.

Latin letterpress text on verso under titles: Monacvm -- Frisingensis, olim Fruxinx -- Nordinga -- Straubinga -- Ratispona.

For more information see R.A. Skelton's Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum (pp.XXXVI-XXXVII, note (e)).


VAULT oversize Ayer 135 B8 1573, v. 1, pl. 40 (PrCt)

1620 - Cities and towns - Germany - Pictorial works - 1620 - Neuss (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1620 - Bonn (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1620 - Brühl (Erftkreis, Germany) - Pictorial works - 1620 - Zons (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1620

[Views of Neuss, Bonn, Brühl, Zons]. [Cologne : s.n.], 1620.

Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

4 views: hand col. ; 11 x 46 cm. and smaller, on sheet 41 x 54 cm.

Anonymous views.

Contents: Novesivm vulgo Neus; vrbs vbiorum Rhenana ... -- Verona, nune Bonna, communiter; Bonn oppidum ... 1620 -- Brvla, vulgari idiomate Broell ante bellum -- Sontina, Zunts oppidum ad Rheni ripas ... 1620.

Latin letterpress text on verso under titles: Bonna -- Novesivm -- Brvla -- Sontina, vulgo Zons.


VAULT oversize Ayer 135 B8 1573, v. 2, pl. 33 (PrCt)

Germany - Road maps - 1951 - Germany - Tourism - 1951 - Road maps

Motoring in Germany. Frankfurt am Main : Deutsche Zentrale für Fremdenverkehr, 1951?

Authors: Deutsche Zentrale für Fremdenverkehr 1 booklet (37 p): photos, ils ; 21 x 20 cm + fold. map

Travel Vertical File G6081 .P2 1951 .D4 (PrCt)

Germany, Southern - Maps - 1740 - Rhineland (Germany) - Maps - 1740 - Hesse (Germany) - Maps - 1740 - Baden (Germany) - Maps - 1740

Archiepiscopatus et electoratus Moguntinis, ut et comitatus Comitatus Uterq., Catimelixobocens ... [Augsburg] : Mattheaeum Seutter, [ca. 1740?].

Authors: Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756 -- Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756. [A Collection of Seutter maps] [1726-1773]

1 map: hand col.; 48 x 56 cm.

Forms part of a made-to-order composite atlas chiefly comprised of undated maps issued ca. 1734-ca. 1744.


Case oversize G 1007 .81 pl. [52] (PrCt)

Germany, Southern - Maps - 1740 - Rhineland (Germany) - Maps - 1740 - Hesse (Germany) - Maps - 1740 - Baden (Germany) - Maps - 1740 - Palatinatus Inferior, sive electoratus Palatinus ad Rhenum ... [Augsburg] : Mattheaei Seutteri, [ca. 1740?]

Authors: Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756 -- Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756. [A Collection of Seutter maps] [1726-1773]

1 map: hand col.; 48 x 56 cm.

Forms part of a made-to-order composite atlas chiefly comprised of undated maps issued ca. 1734-ca. 1744.


Case oversize G 1007 .81 pl. [52] (PrCt)

Germany, Southern - Maps - 1740 - Rhineland (Germany) - Maps - 1740 - Hesse (Germany) - Maps - 1740 - Baden (Germany) - Maps - 1740

Palatinatus Inferior, sive electoratus Palatinus ad Rhenum ... [Augsburg] : Mattheaei Seutteri, [ca. 1740?]

Authors: Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756 -- Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756. [A Collection of Seutter maps] [1726-1773]

1 map: hand col.; 48 x 56 cm.

Forms part of a made-to-order composite atlas chiefly comprised of undated maps issued ca. 1734-ca. 1744.


Case oversize G 1007 .81 pl. [53] (PrCt)

Germany, Southern - Maps - 1758

A New and accurate map of the south-west part of Germany, comprehending the circles of Upper and Lower Rhine, Swabia, Franconia, Burgundy, Lorrain, and countries adjacent: Exhibiting the present seat of war. [London] : Univers. Mag., [1758].

Authors: Seale, Richard William -- Hinton, John, -1781 -- Universal magazine of knowledge and pleasure

1 map : hand col.; 28 x 36 cm.
From the Universal Magazine 23 (Sept. 1758), opp. p. 105.
Jolly, UNIV-70; Klein U58(2).2.

map2F G6297.S6 1758 S4 (PrCt)

31736 Germany, Southern - Maps - 1783 Rhineland-Palatinate (Germany) - Maps - 1783 Hesse (Germany) - Maps - 1783


Authors: Gussfeldt, F.L. (Franz Ludwig), 1744-1807 -- Homann Erben (Firm) -- Homann heirs (Firm) see Homann Erben (Firm)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 47 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:2,000,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
In German and French.
Inset: Charte über den ursprung des Rheins.
Forms one of nine plates bound together without title page in a composite atlas (57 x 38 cm.) with spine title: Maps of Europe.

oversize G 1030 .55 (NLO)

31737 Germany, Southern - Maps - 1799

Seat of war in Germany and Switzerland.


Authors: British military library, or, Journal -- J. Carpenter and Co., publisher, London
1 map : 24 x 18 cm.
In British military library, or, Journal no. 8 (May 1799), opposite 324.
Scale ca. 1:1,550,000.

Case U 007 .131, v. 1, opposite p. 324 (PrCt)

31738 Germany, Southern - Maps - 1804


Authors: Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823. A New and elegant general atlas comprising all the new discoveries, to the present time ... (1804) -- John Conrad & Co. -- Marshall, Thomas K. -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 20 x 25 cm.
In: Arrowsmith, Aaron. A New and elegant general atlas comprising all the new discoveries, to the present time ... (Philadelphia [etc.] : J. Conrad & Co. [and others], 1804) pl. 21

Ayer 135 .A65 1804 pl. 21 (PrCt)

31739 Germany, Southern - Maps - 1840 Austria - Maps - 1840 Cloth maps - Specimens

A Handbook for travellers in southern Germany : being a guide to Bavaria, Austria, Tyrol, Salzburg, Styria, &c., the Austrian and Bavarian Alps, and the Danube from Ulm to the Black Sea : including descriptions of the most frequented baths and watering places, the principal cities, their museums, picture galleries, etc., the great high roads, and the most interesting and picturesque districts : also directions for travellers and hints for tours. London ; Leipzig ; Paris : John Murray and Son ; Black & Armstrong ; Galignani freres, 1840.

Authors: Murray, John, 1807-1882 -- John Murray (Firm) -- Murray's handbooks for travellers -- J. & C. Walker (Firm) -- A. and W. Galignani and Co. -- Black and Armstrong -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
2nd ed., corr. and enl.
Cover title: Hand-book, southern Germany
By John Murray III. Cf. Lister.
Map engraved by J. & C. Walker.
Map printed on silk.
"With an index map."
Includes index.
Publisher's advertisements pasted to inside front and back covers.
Series: [Murray's handbooks for travellers] -- Murray's handbooks for travellers.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray's handbooks for travellers, 36

Baskes G153.M97 no. 36 (1840) (NLO)

31740 Germany, Southern - Maps - 1843 Austria - Maps - 1843

A Handbook for travellers in southern Germany : being a guide to Bavaria, Austria, Tyrol, Salzburg, Styria, &c., the Austrian and Bavarian Alps, and the Danube from Ulm to the Black Sea : including descriptions of the most frequented baths and watering-places, the principal cities, their museums, picture galleries, etc., the great high roads, and the most interesting and picturesque districts : also, directions for travellers and hints for tours : with an index map.

London ; Paris ; Leipzig : John Murray ; A. & W. Galignani & Co. ; Stassin & Xavier ; Longman, 1843.

Authors: Murray, John, 1807-1882 -- John Murray (Firm) -- Murray's handbooks for travellers -- J. & C. Walker (Firm) -- A. and W. Galignani and Co. -- Stassin et Xavier (Paris, France) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
xiv, 486 p., [1] folded leaf of plates : 1 map ; 19 cm.
3rd ed., corr. and enl.
Cover title: Murray's hand-book, southern Germany
Spine title: Murray's hand-book, southern Germany
By John Murray III. Cf. Lister.
Series statement from publisher's advertisements.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
A Handbook for travellers in southern Germany: being a guide to Würtemberg, Bavaria, Austria, Tyrol, Salzburg, Styria, &c., the Austrian and Bavarian Alps, and the Danube from Ulm to the Black Sea: including descriptions of the most frequented baths and watering places, the principal cities, their museums, picture galleries, etc., the great high roads, and the most interesting and picturesque districts: also, directions for travellers, and hints for tours: with index map, and plans of the principal cities.

Authors: Maule, George Benjamin, 1811-1850 -- Johnson, James Yate -- John Murray (Firm) -- Murray's handbooks for travellers -- J. & C. Walker (Firm) -- A. and W. Galignani and Co. -- Stassin et Xavier (Paris, France) -- Goltheil, Paul Ed. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

7th ed., corr. and enl. 
Cover title: Murray's hand-book, southern Germany

Spine title: Hand-book, southern Germany

Corrections by G.M. Straffen. Cf. Lister.
Maps engraved by J. & C. Walker.
Series statement from publisher's advertisements.
Includes index.

Publisher's advertisements on endpapers and "Murray's handbook advertiser, 1858", 36 p. at end.
Series: [Murray's handbooks for travellers] -- Murray's handbooks for travellers.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Lister, W.B.C. Murray's handbooks for travellers, 41
Baskes G153 .M97 no. 41 (1858) (NLO)

Germany, Southern - Maps - 1864-1864
Authors: John Murray (Firm) -- Murray's handbooks for travellers -- J. & C. Walker (Firm) -- A. and W. Galignani and Co. -- Stassin et Xavier (Paris, France) -- Learned, Edward, Mrs. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

Cover title: Murray's hand-book, southern Germany
Spine title: Hand-book, southern Germany
Maps engraved by J. & C. Walker.
Includes index.
Series: [Murray's handbooks for travellers] --
Murray's handbooks for travellers.
Publisher's advertisements on endpapers and
"Murray's hand-book advertiser, 1864", 64 p. at
end.
Tipped in bookseller's advertisement: Wilhelm
Roth, Leihbibliothek, Wiesbaden.
Former owner's inscription: Mrs. Edwd Learned,
New York City.Forms part of the Roger S.
Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copy ("Murray's handbook advertiser, 1865": 72 p. at end.);
DD16 .M95 1864
References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray's handbooks
for travellers, 44
Baskes G153 .M97 no. 44 (1864) (NLO)

31745 Germany, Southern - Maps - 1867<<>>Austria
- Maps - 1867
Authors: Ecroyd, Henry, fl. 1867-1869 -- Gunn, Charles Haines -- John Murray (Firm) -- Murray's handbooks for travellers -- J. & C. Walker (Firm) -- A. and W. Galignani and Co. -- A. Xavier (Firm) -- Bantar, Alice F. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Xavier (A.), firm
Cover title: Murray's hand-book, southern
Germany
Spine title: Hand-book, southern Germany
Revised by H. Ecroyd, with contributions by C.H. Gunn. Cf. Lister.
"With map and plans."
Imperfect; issued with 10 maps (?); this copy
lacking map at end.
Includes index.
Publisher's advertisements on endpapers and
"Murray's handbook advertiser, 1868", 56 p. at
end.
Series: [Murray's handbooks for travellers] --
Murray's handbooks for travellers.
Former owner's signature: Alice F. Bantar,
October, 1898.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the
Newberry Library.
References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray's handbooks
for travellers, 44
Baskes G153 .M97 no. 44 (1867) (NLO)

31746 Germany, Southern - Maps - 1868<<>>Austria
- Maps - 1868
Southern Germany and Austrian Empire. Koblenz ; London ; Paris : K. Baedeker ; Williams &
Norgate ; Haar & Steinert, 1868.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Williams &
Norgate -- Haar & Steinert (Firm) -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 11 maps, 16 city plans
1st ed.
Rebacked.
Includes advertising dated 1868 and priced in
shillings and thalers.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

31747 Germany, Southern - Maps - 1871<<>>Austria
- Maps - 1871
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 18 maps, 20 city plans
2nd ed.
Includes advertising dated 1871 and priced in
shillings and thalers.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

31748 Germany, Southern - Maps - 1872<<>>Austria
- Maps - 1872
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 22 maps, 31 city plans
15th ed.
G 47.0609 (NLO)

31749 Germany, Southern - Maps - 1873<<>>Austria
- Maps - 1873
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 28 maps, 27 city plans
3rd ed.
Includes advertising dated 1876 and priced in
marks.
Condition: Fair.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Basseches, Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 27 maps, 37 city plans
16th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1878 and priced in marks.
A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher, 1832-1900, no. D067.
Includes advertising dated 1879 and priced in marks.
Condition: Worn.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

31753 Germany, Southern - Maps - 1879<<<<>Austria - Maps - 1879
A Handbook for tourists in south Germany and Austria : being a guide to Würtemberg, Bavaria, Austria, Tyrol, Salzburg, Styria, etc., the Austrian and Bavarian Alps, and the Danube from Ulm to the Black Sea. London ; Paris : John Murray ; Galignani and Co. ; Veuve J. Boyveau, 1879.
Authors: Mears, T. Lambert (Thomas Lambert), 1839-1918 -- Crosse, Cornelia A. H. -- John Murray (Firm) -- Murray's handbooks for travellers -- Edward Stanford Ltd. -- J. & C. Walker (Firm) -- A. and W. Galignani and Co. -- Boyveau, J., veuve -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
x, 2, 637, 76 p., [9] leaves of plates (8 folded) : ill., 14 maps (1 col.), plans ; 18 cm.
13th ed.
Cover title: Murray's hand-book, southern Germany
Spine title: Hand-book for southern Germany
Folded map in pocket.
"With map and plans."
Includes index.
"Handbook for southern Germany, addenda, 1876": 2 p., second sequence.
Publisher's advertisements on endpapers and in "Handbook advertiser, 1877-78", 76 p. at end.
Series: [Murray's handbooks for travellers] -- Murray's handbooks for travellers.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray's handbooks for travellers, 48
Baskes G153 .M97 no. 48 (1879) (NLO)

31754 Germany, Southern - Maps - 1880
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 37 plates
4th ed.
A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher, 1832-1900, no. E035.
G 47.06098 (NLO)

31755 Germany, Southern - Maps - 1880
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 25 maps, 34 city plans
18th ed.
Incomplete.
A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher, 1832-1900, no. D067.
Includes advertising dated 1879 and priced in marks.
Condition: Worn.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

31757

VIII, 548 p., [33] leaves of plates : 28 maps (some col., folded), plans ; 15 cm.

Forward dated 1880.

Includes index.

Series: Woerl's Reisehandbücher.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G153 .W64 Süddeutschland (1880) (NLO)

31758

Germany, Southern - Maps - 1880

Southern Germany and Austria. Leipzig ; London : K. Baedeker ; Dulau, 1880.

Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Dulau & Co.

-- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 13 maps, 24 city plans

4th ed.


Includes advertising dated 1880 and priced in marks.

Condition: Good.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCr)

31759

Germany, Southern - Maps - 1883

Southern Germany and Austria. Leipzig ; London : K. Baedeker, 1883.

Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 13 maps, 28 city plans

5th ed.


Includes advertising dated 1883 and priced in marks.

Condition: Good.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCr)

31760

Germany, Southern - Maps - 1884

Southern Germany and Austria. Leipzig ; London : K. Baedeker, 1884.

Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 27 maps, 38 city plans

20th ed.


Includes advertising dated 1884 and priced in marks.

Condition: Fair.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCr)

31761

Germany, Southern - Maps - 1887

Southern Germany. Leipzig ; London : K. Baedeker, 1887.

Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm)

1 v. : 44 plates

6th ed.


G 47.061 (NLO)

31762

Germany, Southern - Maps - 1887

Southern Germany and Austria. Leipzig ; London : K. Baedeker, 1887.

Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm)

1 v. : 44 plates

6th ed.


G 47.061 (NLO)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

G 47.0612 (NLO)

31769 Germany, Southern - Maps - 1895

Southern Germany. Leipzig ; London : K. Baedeker ; Dulau, 1895.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Dulau & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 16 maps, 15 city plans
8th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1895 and priced in marks.
Condition: Fair.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

31770 Germany, Southern - Maps - 1895

Southern Germany. Leipzig ; London : K. Baedeker ; Dulau, 1895.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Dulau & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 16 maps, 15 city plans
8th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1895 and priced in marks.
Condition: Fair.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

31771 Germany, Southern - Maps - 1895

Southern Germany. Leipzig ; London : K. Baedeker ; Dulau, 1895.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Dulau & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 16 maps, 15 city plans
8th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1899 and priced in marks.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

31772 Germany, Southern - Maps - 1895

Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 22 maps, 26 city plans
25th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1896 and priced in marks.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

31773 Germany, Southern - Maps - 1896

Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 28 maps, 28 city plans
11th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1899 and priced in marks.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

31774 Germany, Southern - Maps - 1898

Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 22 maps, 27 city plans
26th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1899 and priced in marks.
Condition: Worn.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

31775 Germany, Southern - Maps - 1898

Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 22 maps, 27 city plans
26th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1900 and priced in marks.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

31776 Germany, Southern - Maps - 1901

Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 28 maps, 29 city plans
27th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1901 and priced in marks.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

31777 Germany, Southern - Maps - 1902
Southern Germany. Leipzig ; London ; New York : K. Baedeker ; Dulau ; Scribner's, 1902.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Dulau & Co. -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 22 maps, 16 city plans
9th ed.
G 47.0614 (NLO)
Condition: Fair.
Includes advertising dated 1904 and priced in dollars.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

31778 Germany, Southern - Maps - 1902
Southern Germany. Leipzig ; London ; New York : K. Baedeker ; Dulau ; Scribner's, 1902.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Dulau & Co. -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 22 maps, 16 city plans
9th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1904 and priced in dollars.
Condition: Fair.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

31779 Germany, Southern - Maps - 1902
Southern Germany. Leipzig ; London ; New York : K. Baedeker ; Dulau ; Scribner's, 1902.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Dulau & Co. -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 22 maps, 16 city plans
9th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1904 and priced in dollars.
Condition: Fair.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

31780 Germany, Southern - Maps - 1902
Southern Germany. Leipzig ; London ; New York : K. Baedeker ; Dulau ; Scribner's, 1902.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Dulau & Co. -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 22 maps, 16 city plans
9th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1906 and priced in dollars.
Condition: Good.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1905 Salzkammergut (Austria) - Maps - 1905
Authors: Meyers Reisebücher -- Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 78 maps ; 16 cm.
9th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

1906 Austria - Maps - 1906
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 45 maps, 42 city plans
29th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1906 and priced in marks.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

1907 Southern Germany. Leipzig ; London ; New York : K. Baedeker ; Dulau ; Scribner's, 1907.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Dulau & Co. -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 30 maps, 23 city plans
10th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1907 and priced in marks.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

1907 Southern Germany. Leipzig ; London ; New York : K. Baedeker ; T. Fisher Unwin ; Scribner's, 1910.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 36 maps, 45 city plans
11th ed.
G 47.06142 (NLO)

1909 Salzkammergut (Austria) - Maps - 1909
Authors: Meyers Reisebücher -- Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 83 maps
10th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1909 and priced in marks.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm)
1 v. : 81 plates
11th ed.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Germany, Southern - Maps - 1910

Southern Germany. Leipzig ; London ; New York : K. Baedeker ; T. Fisher Unwin ; Scribner's, 1910.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- T. Fisher Unwin (Firm) -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 36 maps, 45 city plans
11th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1910 and priced in marks.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Includes advertising dated 1921 and priced in marks.

Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 59 maps, 63 city plans
31st ed.
Includes advertising dated 1923 and priced in marks.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Germany, Southern - Maps - 1914

Southern Germany. Leipzig ; London ; New York : K. Baedeker ; T. Fisher Unwin ; Scribner's, 1914.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- T. Fisher Unwin (Firm) -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 37 maps, 50 city plans
12th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1914 and priced in marks.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Germany, Southern - Maps - 1913

Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 59 maps, 63 city plans
31st ed.
Includes advertising dated 1921 and priced in marks.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)
31800 Germany, Southern - Maps - 1914
Southern Germany. Leipzig ; London ; New York : K. Baedeker ; T. Fisher Unwin ; Scribner's, 1914.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- T. Fisher Unwin (Firm) -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 37 maps, 50 city plans
12th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1914 and priced in marks.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

31801 Germany, Southern - Maps - 1926>Austria - Maps - 1926
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 49 maps, 68 city plans
32nd ed.
Includes advertising dated 1926 and priced in marks.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

31802 Germany, Southern - Maps - 1929
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm)
1 v. : 118 plates
13th ed.
G 47.0615 (NLO)

31803 Germany, Southern - Maps - 1929
Southern Germany. Leipzig ; London ; New York : K. Baedeker ; George Allen & Unwin ; Scribner's, 1929.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- George Allen & Unwin -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 118 plates
13th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1934.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

31804 Germany, Southern - Maps - 1933
Kartenteil des bandes Sueddeutschland. Munich : DTC, 1933.
Authors: DTC -- JRO-Verlag -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 54 maps ; 250 x 175 mm.
CJROVerlag
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

31805 Germany, Southern - Maps - 1937>Austria - Maps - 1937
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 43 maps, 62 city plans
34th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1939 and priced in marks.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

31806 Germany, Southern - Maps - 1937 - Road maps>Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1937 - Road maps>Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1937 - Road maps>Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
B.V.-Karte 9 [road map of southwest Germany]. [Bochum, Germany?]: Herausgegeben vom Benzol-Verband, [ca. 1937?].
Authors: Benzol-Verband -- Aral Gasoline SEE Benzol-Verband -- B.V.-Aral SEE Benzol-Verband -- B.V.-Oel SEE Benzol-Verband 1 map : col. ; 40 x 49 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Title panel date "?1937."
Scale 1:500,000.
Covers parts of Rhineland-Palatinate, Hesse, and Baden-Württemberg.
Forms sheet 9 of the 12-sheet "B.V.-Karte" road map series covering Germany; see index map on verso.
Panel art: B.V.-Aral sign against blue background.
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).
Road map4C G6081.P2 1937 .B4 (PrCt)

31807 Germany - Spa pools - 1952
Health resorts in Germany. Frankfurt am Main : Deutsch Zentral für Fremdenverkehr, 1952.
Authors: Deutsch Zentral für Fremdenverkehr 1 booklet (29 p) : photos, illus ; 21 x 20 cm + col., fold. map

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Travel Vertical File G6081 .E635 1952 .D4 (PrCt)

31808 Germany - Topographic maps - Bibliography - Catalogs<==>Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin--Preussischer Kulturbesitz - Map collections - Catalogs<==>Staatsbibliothek Preussischer Kulturbesitz. Kartenabteilung - Map collections - Catalogs
"Nebst Vergrösserungen von Messtischblättern im Massstab 1:10 000 (Umggebung von Berlin und Hamburg sowie rheinisch-westfälisches Industriegebiet, Kölner Bucht, Münsterland und Niederrhein)."
"Zusammengestellt in der Kartenabteilung im Rahmen des DFG-Projekts 'Erschliessung topographischer Karten aus den Jahren 1820 bis 1945.'"
Formerly folio Z6028 .S83
Map Ref folio Z6028 .S83 (NLO)

31809 Germany (West) - Maps - 1695
Le Cercle de Westphalie divisé en tous ses estats et souverainetés ... Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : Chez H. Jaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], [1695?].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. Atlas nouveau : contenant toutes les parties du monde (1692 [i.e. 1695?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 80 x 55 cm.
Added title, upper margin: Le Cercle de Westphalie, ou song les esvesches de Munster ...
In counterfeit edition of: Sanson, Nicolas. Atlas nouveau : contenant toutes les parties du monde (Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : H. Jaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], 1692 [i.e. 1695?]) pl. [69].
Map dated 1692.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .S19 1692 pl. [69] (PrCt)

31810 Germany (West) - Maps - 1969<==>Berlin (Germany) - Maps - 1969
Authors: United States. Central Intelligence Agency -- Magnus, Albert R.
1 map : col.; 57 x 41 cm.
Scale 1:1,625,000.
Relief shown by shading and spot heights.
In lower left margin: 59124 8-69.
Includes location map, area comparison map, and 5 ancillary maps: Population -- Land use. -- Basic resources and processing. -- Major industries. West Berlin.
Tattered condition.
map4F G3200 1967 .U5, Germany, West (PrCt)

31811 Germany, Western - Maps - 1696
Le Archevesché et eselectors de Mayence... Paris, 1696.
Authors: Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:174-177
1 map : hand col.; 63 x 128 cm. on 4 sheets 53 x 71 cm.
Added titles: Partie du Palatinat du Rhein... -- Partie des archeveschés et eselectors de Mayence... -- Le Balliage de Deux Ponts... . 2415
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:174-177 (PrCt)

31812 Germany, Western - Maps - 1696<==>Bas-Rhin (France)
-1696<==>Moselle (France) - Maps - 1696
Le Cercle eselectoral du Rhein... Paris, 1696.
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:171
1 map : hand col.; 78 x 54 cm.
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). 2412
VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:171 (PrCt)

31813 Germany, Western - Maps - 1716
S. R. I. Circulus Rhenanus inferior sive electorum Rheni... Nuremberg, [ca. 1716].
Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:172
1 map : hand col. ; 56 x 47 cm.
Phillips 5966 [90].

2413
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly
17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by
Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound
together without title page for the collector Johan
Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map
Collection (Newberry Library).

VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2
no. II:172 (PrCt)

31814

Germay - Maps - 1925<<>>Ocean travel
- Maps - 1925<<>>Hamburg American Line
- Maps - 1925<<>>Hamburg-Amerikanische
Packetfahrt-Aktion-Gesellschaft - Maps - 1925
Through Germany. Hamburg : Published and
distributed by the Hamburg-Amerika Line, 1925.
Authors: Hamburg American Line -- Rudolf, H.,
(Engraver) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
639 p. : ill., 14 maps ; 19 cm.
1925 ed.
"Fifth year of issue."
One map by H. Rudolph.
Includes index to advertisers.
Advertisements throughout.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.

Baskes DD16 .T47 1925 (NLO)

31815

Geron (Spain) -1713 - Fortification
Girone, ville forte d'Espagne ... Paris : De Fer,
[1713?].
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer,
Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Introduction à la
fortification ... [1713?]
1 map ; 18 x 31 cm.
In: Fer, Nicolas de. Introduction à la fortification
... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, [1713?]) map [156].
For later state of this map, with engraved plate
number, see Case folio U 26 .292.
For earlier version of this map, engraved on
different plate, see Case folio U 26 .293.

Case oversize U 26 .2919 map [156] (PrCt)

31816

Geron (Spain) - Maps - 1696 - Fortification
Girone ville forte d'Espagne ... [Paris : De Fer,
1696].
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer,
Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Les forces de l'Europe,
uu, Description des principales villes -- avec leurs
fortifications ... (1695-1696)
1 map ; 22 x 28 cm.
In: Fer, Nicolas de. Les forces de l'Europe, uu,
Description des principales villes; avec leurs
fortifications ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer,
1695-1696) pt. 7, map [129].
Manuscript '5' at upper right.

Case folio U 26 .293 pt. 7, map [129] (PrCt)

31817

Gers (France) - Maps - 1714<<>>Map printing
- Engravings - Maps - 1714<<>>Engravings

Carte geographique du diocese de l'archevêché
d'Ausch. Paris, 1714.
Authors: Moulart-Sanson, Pierre, d. 1730 --
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry
Library). III:G109
1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 37 cm.
Added title: Partie de l'Aquitaine 3me ou
Novempopulanie... .
Cartouche printed from separate plate.
2724
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map
Collection (Newberry Library).

Sack map4F G5833.M65:3G4 1714 M6 (PrCt)

31818

Gettysburg, Battle of, Gettysburg, Pa., 1863 -
Maps - 1863-1910<<>>Gettysburg National
Military Park (Pa.) - Maps -
1863-1910<<>>Hunt, Henry Jackson,
1819-1889
The Peach orchard : Gettysburg, July 2, 1863 :
explained by official reports and maps.
Authors: Bigelow, John, 1841- -- Kimball-Storer
Co. (Minneapolis, Minn.) -- Olde Soldier Books
(Gaithersburg, Md.)
Facsimile of original published: Minneapolis :
Kimball-Storer Co., 1910.
'By Major John Bigelow, Captain 9th Mass.
Battery.'
Remainder of t.p.: 'An appeal to have Tростle
Lane (a battle avenue) now named 'United States
Avenue' renamed Hunt Avenue for the credit of
the artillery arm of the service, which exclusively
fought along it, and in honor of General Henry J.
Hunt, Chief of Artillery (1862-1865), Army of the
Potomac.'
Introduction to facsimile reprint by Jim McLean,
of Butternut and Blue.
Folded map (Map 5) laid in.
ISBN 0942211251
E475.53 .B59 1987 (NLO)

31819

Gettysburg, Battle of, Gettysburg, Pa., 1863 -
Maps - 1873 - Pictorial maps<<>>Gettysburg,
Battle of, Gettysburg, Pa., 1863 - Maps - 1873 -
Tourist maps<<>>Gettysburg Region (Pa.) -
Maps - 1873 - Pictorial maps<<>>Gettysburg
National Military Park (Pa.) - Maps -
1873 - Pictorial maps<<>>Soldiers' National
Cemetery (Gettysburg, Pa.) - Maps -
1873<<>>Gettysburg, Battle of, Gettysburg,
Pa., 1863 - Pictorial works -
1873<<>>Gettysburg Region (Pa.) - Pictorial
works - 1873<<>>Gettysburg National Military
Park (Pa.) - Pictorial works -
1873<<>>Gettysburg, Battle of, Gettysburg,
Pa., 1863 - Aerial views - 1873<<>>Gettysburg
Region (Pa.) - Aerial views -
1873<<>>Gettysburg National Military Park
(Pa.) - Aerial views - 1873<<>>Pictorial maps -
Gettysburg, Battle of, Gettysburg, Pa., 1863 -
Maps - 1873<<>>Pictorial maps - Gettysburg

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Gettysburg, Battle of, Gettysburg, Pa., 1863 - Maps - 1863
Aerial views - Gettysburg, Battle of, Gettysburg, Pa., 1863 - Maps - 1873
Pictorial maps

3 maps ; 62 x 59 cm. fold. to 22 x 14 cm.
"New edition, 1912"; originally published in 1876.
Other title: Map of the battlefield of Gettysburg, July 1st, 2nd, 3rd 1863
Scale 1:12,000. 1 in. represents 1000 ft.
Relief shown by form lines and spot heights.
"Printed by U. S. Lake Survey, Detroit, Michigan."
Accession no. 2008100251
map4C G3824 .G4S5 1863 B3 1912 (PrCl)

Gettysburg, Battle of, Gettysburg, Pa., 1863 - Maps - 1994
Phytogeography - Gettysburg Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1863
Land use, Rural - Gettysburg Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1863
Gettysburg Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1863
Landowners - Adams County (Pa.) - Maps - 1863
Gettysburg National Military Park (Pa.) - Maps - 1994

Authors: McElfresh Map Co. -- McElfresh, Earl B. -- Cope, Emmor B.
2 maps : col. ; 36 x 51 cm. and 42 x 53 cm., on sheets 46 x 71 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm., in box. Col. printed reproduction of watercolor original (20th-century painting).
Scale [ca. 1:9,600. 1" = 800'].
Relief shown by hachures and pictorially.
Principal maps show land use, vegetation cover, field crops, field lines, and farmers' names as in 1863; military locations not shown.
Maps also have individual titles: First day's battlefield...Second and third day's battlefield. 'This map is drawn in general conformity with ... the E.B. Cope map dated 1901.'
Includes text, notes, specimen map, and publisher's map list.
Text, 9 facsimile sketch maps by Col. William H. Paine, facsimile map of 'Battle of Gettysburg, July 1, 1863, first day,' and map of 'The modern
Series: A Civil War watercolor map series.
Gettysburg Battlefield, Gettysburg, Pennsylvania, 1863.
ISBN 1885294050 ; 1885294069

31822 Gettysburg, Battle of, Gettysburg, Pa., 1863 -
Maps - United States - History - Civil War, 1861-1865 - Maps -
Newspaper maps - 1941
Battlefield of Gettysburg showing position and elevation of batteries, July 1, 1863 ; Height of land [in Gettysburg, Pa.]; [Map of Gettysburg campaign troop movements and relative distances : centered on Washington, D.C.].
[Chicago] : Chicago Tribune, 1941.
Authors: A. K-m -- K-m, A. -- McCormick, Robert
Rutherford, 1880-1955. The Campaign and battle of Gettysburg (1941) -- Chicago tribune
3 maps : col. ; 26 x 26 cm. and smaller, on sheet 54 x 80 cm.
Maps signed 'A. K-m.'
In 'Graphic section 2. Chicago Sunday Tribune. December 28, 1941' p. [1].
Map on verso (p. 3): Lee's retreat form Gettysburg, July 5, 1863. 25 x 21 cm.
Issued to accompany newspaper article:
map4F G3824.G4S5 1941 .B3 (PrCt)

31823 Gettysburg, Battle of, Gettysburg, Pa., 1863 -
Pictorial works -
1872-1873 - Compass - Compass roses
Little Round Top. [Boston] : John B. Bachelder, [c1873], c1872.
Authors: Bachelder, John B. (John Badger), 1825-1894 -- Bachelder, John B. Gettysburg: what to see, and how to see it (1873) -- Bachelder, John B. Gettysburg battle-field: battle fought at Gettysburg, Pa. July 1st, 2d & 3d 1863 ...
[c1873?]
1 diagram ; 3.5 cm. in diam., on sheet 20 x 14 cm.
"Entered according to act of Congress, in the year 1872, by John B. Bachelder, in the Office of the Librarian of Congress at Washington." Diagram drawn as a wind or compass rose with the names of Gettysburg, Pennsylvania battlefield landmarks visible from the summit of Little Round Top, and printed adjacent to points on the compass, for example "SSW Emmetsburg", "NNE Culp's Hill", etc.
In: Bachelder, John B. Gettysburg: what to see, and how to see it (Boston : John B. Bachelder, c1873), p 85. [F 8347 .5403]
Designed for use with a pictorial map issued within the same guidebook; Bachelder, John B. Gettysburg battle-field: battle fought at Gettysburg, Pa. July 1st, 2d & 3d 1863 ...
[c1873?] [map6F G3824.G4S5 1863 .B3]
Digital image of another copy of the compass available via the Hathi Trust Digital Library (accessed February 2013):
http://babel.hathitrust.org/cgi/pt?id=mdp.39015004227453;seq=95;view=1up;num=85
F 8347 .5403 p. 85 (PrCt)

31824 Gettysburg Campaign, 1863 - Maps -
1 map : col. ; 53 x 74 cm. folded to 21 x 12 cm.
Col. printed reproduction of watercolor original (21st-century painting).
Historical map of Gettysburg and surrounding area detailing the region as it appeared in 1863; includes southeastern Pennsylvania, Delaware, Maryland, and northeastern Virginia. Does not show battle locations, troop positions, or troop movements.
'This 'theater' map presents the entire area of operations for the Confederate Army of Northern Virginia and the Union Army of the Potomac in the Gettysburg campaign.'
Relief shown by shading and hachures.
Scale [ca. 1:500,000].
Includes key to railroad abbreviations, brief notes, and inset map of Gettysburg 'Battlefield detail' (col. ; 19 x 16 cm.)
Reproductions of 19th-century maps on verso: Hopkins, Griffith M. Map of Adams Co. Pennsylvania (Philadelphia: M.S. & E. Converse, 1858). 1 map : col. ; 38 x 35 cm. (reduced) -- Alexander, S., Pvt. Gum Springs and vicinity, June 21 & 22, 1863 [: original map held by the New York State Library], 1 ms. map : col. ; 21 x 21 cm. -- Hotchkiss, Jedediah. [Detail of the
Gettysburg Region from the Hotchkiss map of 1863 held by the Handley Regional Library, Winchester, Va. 1 ms. map : col. ; 21 x 21 cm. Series: Civil War watercolor map series OCLC 53356978 LCCN: 2003-623700 ISBN 1885294271

map4C G3824.G4S5 2003 M3 (PrCt) 31825

Gettysburg National Military Park (Pa.) - Bibliography - 1980

map2F G3821.P2 1925 G4 (PrCt) 31830

Gettysburg National Military Park (Pa.) - Pictorial works - 1900-1990>>Gettysburg (Pa.) - Pictorial works - 1900-1990>>Gettysburg, Battle of, Gettysburg, Pa., 1863 - Pictorial works - 1900
Souvenir views of Gettysburg, Pa. Gettysburg, Pa., 1863 - Pictorial works - 1900

map2F G3821.P2 1925 G4 (PrCt) 31831

Gettysburg National Military Park (Pa.) - Pictorial works - 1907-1990>>Gettysburg (Pa.) - Pictorial works - 1907-1990>>Gettysburg, Battle of, Gettysburg, Pa., 1863 - Pictorial works - 1907
London, 1701 (Amsterdam: Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, 1973) pl. [9].
Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger):
English Pilot. Part 5 (1701)
Map Ref oversize G1025 .T37 ser. 6, v. 4, pl. [9] (PrCt)

E 5 .B979 [map 1 of 2] (PrCt)

31843 Ghent (Belgium) - History - Siege, 1708 Spanish Succession, War of, 1701-1714 - Maps
Plan de la ville et citadelle de Gand. Brussels, [ca. 1709].
Sack map4F G6014.G5 1708 F7 (PrCt)

31844 Ghent (Belgium) - Maps - 1620 Gandavvm, amplissima Flandriae urbs ... [Cologne: s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Guicciardini, Lodovico, 1521-1589 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 32 x 46 cm. Map derived from a 1567 woodcut supplied by Lodovico Guicciardini; see R.A. Skelton's Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum. Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Gandavvm.

31845 Ghent (Belgium) - Maps - 1695 Fortification Gand, ville des Pais Bas, capitale du comte de Flandre ... [Paris : De Fer, 1695].
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes ... with their fortifications ... (1695-1696) 1 map ; 23 x 29 cm. In: Fer, Nicolas de. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes; avec leurs fortifications ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, 1695-1696) pt. 6, map [103]. Manuscript '(3)' at upper right.
Case folio U 26. 293 pt. 6, map [103] (PrCt)

31846 Ghent (Belgium) - Maps - 1695 - Fortification Le Sas de Gand. [Paris : De Fer, 1695].
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes ... with their fortifications ... (1695-1696) 1 map ; 20 x 27 cm. In: Fer, Nicolas de. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes; avec leurs fortifications ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, 1695-1696) pt. 5, map [93]. Manuscript '(16)' at upper right.
Case folio U 26. 293 pt. 5, map [93] (PrCt)

31847 Ghent (Belgium) - Maps - 1713 - Fortification Gand, ville des Pais Bas capitale du comte de Flandre ... Paris : De Fer, [1713?].
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Inselin, C. -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Introduction à la fortification ... [1713?] 1 map ; 17 x 23 cm. In: Fer, Nicolas de. Introduction à la fortification ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, [1713?]) map [44]. For later state of this map, with engraved plate number, see Case folio U 26.292.
For earlier version of this map, engraved on different plate, see Case folio U 26.293.
Case oversize U 26.2919 map [44] (PrCt)

31848 Ghent (Belgium) - Maps - 1713 - Fortification Le Sas de Gand ... Paris : De Fer, [1713?].
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Loon, H. V. (Herman van) -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Introduction à la fortification ... [1713?] 1 map ; 21 x 29 cm. In: Fer, Nicolas de. Introduction à la fortification ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, [1713?]) map [56]. Map dated 1705.
For later state of this map, with engraved plate number, see Case folio U 26.292.
For earlier version of this map, engraved on different plate, see Case folio U 26.293.
Case oversize U 26.2919 map [56] (PrCt)
Ghent (Belgium) - Maps - 1740<<<>Marlborough, John Churchill, Duke of, 1650-1722
Ghent a large city and castle in Flanders, twice taken by ye Duke of Marlborough viz. in ye year 1706, & 1708. [London? Knapton, ca. 1740?].
1 map ; 36 x 48 cm.
Title in bottom margin.
'For Mr. Tindal's continuation of Mr. Rapin's History of England.'
Includes references 1-81.
Oriented with north at right.
Written in French by Mr. Rapin de Thoyras. Translated into English with additional notes, by N. Tindal (London : James, John and Paul Knapton, 1732-1747) v. [6] map [58]
folio F 45 .7341 v. [6] map [58] (PrCt)

Ghent (Belgium) - Maps - 1785<<<>Marlborough, John Churchill, Duke of, 1650-1722
Ghent a large city and castle in Flanders, twice taken by ye Duke of Marlborough viz. in ye year 1706, & 1708. [London? Knapton, ca. 1740?].
1 map ; 35 x 47 cm.
Title in bottom margin.
'For Mr. Tindal's continuation of Mr. Rapin's History of England.'
Includes references 1-81.
Oriented with north at right.
oversize Ayer 135 .T5 1732 map [23] (PrCt)

Ghent (Belgium) - Maps - 1917
Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag -- Fiedler, Otto -- Goldschmidt, Albert -- Kraatz, Leopold -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
16 p., [1] folded leaf of plates : 1 col. map (folded) ; 16 cm.
'Mit einem Stadtplan.'
Map lithographed by Leopold Kraatz.
Includes index.
Series: Grieben Reiseführer ; Bd. 176
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 176 (1917) (NLO)

Ghent (Belgium) - Pictorial works - 1552<<<>Woodcuts
[View of Ghent, Belgium]. [Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552].
Authors: Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552. Cosmographiae universalis ... (1552) -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : woodcut ; 3 x 6 cm., on sheet 32 x 21 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Added letterpress title above woodcut: Gandauum
Possibly an inaccurate view, since some of the woodcuts in this volume were used for more than one town.
VAULT folio Ayer 7 .M8 1552, p. 116 (PrCt)
31854 Ghim, Walter, 1530-1611. Vita Mercator
Authors: Geske, Hans-Heinrich -- Duisburger Forschungen : Schriftenreihe für Geschichte und Heimatkunde Duisburgs (1962) p. 244-276 ; 24 cm.
Photocopies from: Duisburger Forschungen 6 (1962): 244-276.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

31855 Ghisolfi, Francesco, fl. 1546-1553
Authors: Astengo, Corradino 15 p. : 7 maps ; 24 cm.
Offprint from Annali di ricercu e studi di geografia 49, nos. 1-2 (Jan.-June 1993).
Vert 1921, no. 3 (PrCt)

31856 Giant City State Park (Ill.) - Tourism - 1990
Authors: Illinois Department of Conservation 1 sheet : col photos, map ; fold. to 22 x 9 cm

31857 Giardino di Villa Lante (Bagnaia, Italy) - Pictorial works - 1596 - Bagnaia (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1596 - Gardens - Giardino di Villa Lante (Bagnaia, Italy) - Pictorial works - 1596
Disegno et vero ritratto del bellissimo giardino detto il barco di Bagnaia / Tarquinio Ligustri. [Rome? Tarquinio Ligustri?], 1596.
Authors: Ligustri, Tarquinio, 16th/17th cent. -- C.E. Rappaport (Firm) -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view ; 368 x 515 mm. (neat line), on sheet trimmed to 384 x 518 mm.
View of the Villa Lante gardens near Bagnaia.
Dedication at upper left to ‘Poretti Cardin[a]le Montaldo.’
References 1-26 at upper right.
Manuscript ‘164’ at lower right.
Mounted on heavy paper.
Oriented with north at bottom.
Ex Rappaport.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
60 Novacco 4F 295 (PrCt)

31858 Gibraltar, Bay of (Spain) - Maps - 1744 - Nautical charts - Gibraltar, Bay of (Spain) - 1744 - Harbors - Nautical charts
Plan de la Baie de Gibraltar. [Amsterdam : Hendrik de Leth, 1744].
Authors: Leth, Hendrik de, 1703-1766 -- Leth, Hendrik de, 1703-1766. Plusieurs plans des ports et rades de la Mer Mediterranee = Naukeurige Afbeeldingh van de Voornaamste Havenen, Baayen, en Gronden, langs de middelantsche Zee (1744) -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:Xa, b, c, d 1 map ; 17 x 20 cm., on sheet 56 x 66 cm.
Anonymous map without imprint.
Printed on the same sheet with: Plan de la ville et port de Livourne -- Plan de la ville et port de Civita Vechia -- Plan du Port de Cartagene. A Amsterdam, Chez Henry de Leth. Oriented with north at left.
Forms part of an incomplete (?) atlas comprised of loose and uncut sheets: Leth, Hendrik de.
Plusieurs plans des ports et rades de la Mer Mediterranee = Naukeurige Afbeeldingh van de Voornaamste Havenen, Baayen, en Gronden, Langs de middelantsche Zee (Amsterdam : Henrik de Leth, 1744) sheet 2 of 5.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G5672.M4P55 1744 .L4 sheet 2 of 5 (PrCt)

31859 Gibraltar, Bay of (Spain) - Maps - 1753 - Nautical charts - Gibraltar, Bay of (Spain) - 1753
Authors: Gaudy, John, fl. ca. 1705-ca.1740 -- W. and J. Mount, T. and T. Page (Firm), fl. ca. 1753-1755 -- English Pilot. Part 3 (1753) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 20 x 16 cm.
Engraved map printed on page of letterpress text.
Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger): English Pilot. Part 3 (1753)
oversize Ayer 135 .E55 1753 p. 2 (PrCt)

31860 Gibraltar, Bay of (Spain) - Maps - 1771 - Nautical charts - Gibraltar, Bay of (Spain) - 1771
Authors: Gaudy, John, fl. ca. 1705-ca.1740 -- Mount, John, d. 1786 -- Page, Thomas, d. 1781 -- English Pilot. Part 3 (1771) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 20 x 16 cm., on sheet 47 x 30 cm.
Engraved map printed beneath letterpress text (p. 2): A Description of the coast of Spain.
In: The English pilot : Part III : Describing the sea-coasts ... in the whole Mediterranean Sea ... (London : Printed for J. Mount, and T. Page, on Tower-Hill, 1771), [plate 3]
Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger):
Gibraltar - Maps - 1740

Plan of the town and fortifications of Gibraltar, exactly taken on the spot in the year 1738.

[London? Knapton, ca. 1740?].


1 map ; 34 x 58 cm.

Title in bottom margin.

'For Mr. Tindal's continuation of Mr. Rapin's history of England.'

Includes references 1-40.


folio F 45 .7341 v. [6] map [38] (PrCt)

Gibraltar - Maps - 1740

- Spain - Maps - 1740

- Minorca (Spain) Maps - 1740

- Ceuta (Spain) Maps - 1740

- Cádiz (Spain) - Pictorial works - 1740

- Gibraltar, Bay of (Spain) Pictorial works - 1740

- Málaga (Spain) - Pictorial works - 1740

Accurata designatio celebris freti prope Andalusiae castellum Gibraltar ... [Augsburg] : Matthaei Seutteri, [ca. 1740]?

Authors: Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756 -- Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756. [A Collection of Seutter maps] [1726-1773]

1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 56 cm.

Inset maps (12 x 15 cm. each): Insula Minorca ex Balearibus ... ab anno 1708 in potestate habent -- Accurata delineation hispaniei castelli Ceuta in ora Africa siti ... anno 1727 ... .

Inset views (12 x 21 cm. and smaller): Prospectus celeberrimi portus Cadix ... -- Prospectus munitissimi castelli Gibraltar in Andalusia hispaniae regno -- Prospectus urbis Malagae in hispaniae regno Granada.

Forms part of a made-to-order composite atlas chiefly comprised of undated maps issued ca. 1734-ca. 1744.


Case oversize G 1007 .81 pl. [35] (PrCt)

Gibraltar - Maps - 1744

- Pictorial works - 1744

... Plan of Gibraltar Bay with the enemies attack.

[19--?].

Authors: Erskine, R. -- Knowles, Charles, Sir, 1704?-1777 -- Map Library (British Library)

1 map ; 95 x 64 cm., on 2 sheets 77 x 51 cm.

Photocopy (positive) of original published London, ca. 1744; reproduced from original in British Library.
31874 Gibraltar - Maps - 1745
*Carte nouvelle de l'isle de Cadix & du detroit de Gibraltar...* [Nuremberg : Homann Erben, ca. 1745].
Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Homann Erben (Firm) -- Petit, Jean de -- Weidler, Johann Friedrich, 1691-1755 -- Schneider, Ruprecht Adam -- Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724. Atlas novus terrarum orbis [ca. 1745] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 55 x 47 cm.
In: Homann, Johann Baptist. Atlas novus terrarum orbis [ca. 1745]), [plate 5].
Manuscript 'No. 5' and '6' on verso.

31875 Gibraltar - Maps - 1771
*The History of the Herculean Straits: now called the Straits of Gibraltar; including those ports of Spain and Barbary that lie contiguous thereto; illustrated with several copper plates* / by Lieutenant Colonel Thomas James.[Nuremberg : Homann Erben, ca. 1745].
Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724
Printed by C. Rivington for the authour, 1771.
Authors: James, Thomas, d. 1782 -- Kitchin, Thomas, 1718-1784 -- Rivington, Charles, 1754-1831 -- Barclay, Robert -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
2 v. : maps (fold.), plans (fold) ; 31 cm.
[1st ed. ?]
Maps engraved by Thomas Kitchin.
Bookplate of Robert Barclay, Bury Hill.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 04032127
*Baskets folio DP302.G38 J2 (NLO)*

31876 Gibraltar - Maps - 1779-1783<br>Mahón (Spain) - Maps - 1781-1782
*Gibraltar 1779-83.* London, 1902.
Authors: Walker & Cockerell -- Fortescue, J. W. (John William), Sir, 1859-1933
1 map : col. ; 20 x 12 cm.
Inset: Port Mahon, Minorca 1781-1782.
M1250
*map2F G5731.S1 1902 F6 pl. 8 (Pr Ct)*

31877 Gibraltar - Maps - 1779-1783 - Siege
*Plan de Gibraltar, attaqué par terre et par mer...* Paris, 1782.
Authors: Esnauts et Rapilly -- Chaulmier
2 maps : hand col. ; 73 x 24 and 74 x 26 cm., on sheet 78 x 54 cm.
75-22183
4209
*map4F G6671.S4 1782 E8 (Pr Ct)*

31878 Gibraltar - Maps - 1780<br>Gibraltar - History - Siege, 1779-1783 - Maps
*A Plan of the town and fortifications of Gibraltar.* [19--?].
Authors: Wilkinson, Robert, d. ca. 1825 -- Map Library (British Library) -- Wilkinson, Robert, publisher SEE Wilkinson, Robert, d. ca. 1825
1 map : 22 x 69 cm.
Photocopy (positive) of original published London, 1780; reproduced from original in British Library.
Nebenzahl, Battle plans of the American Revolution, 205
*map4F G6671.S4 1780 W5 (Pr Ct)*

31879 Gibraltar - Maps - 1781<br>Gibraltar - History - Siege, 1779-1783 - Maps
*A Plan of the attack made November 27th, 1781...* [19--?].
Authors: Bethune, John Drinkwater, 1762-1844 -- Faden, William, 1749-1836 -- Heathfield, George Augustus Elliott, 1st baron, 1717-1790 -- Map Library (British Library)
1 map : 60 x 45 cm.
Photocopy (positive) of original published London, 1782; reproduced from original in British Library.
Nebenzahl, Battle plans of the American Revolution, 208.
*map4F G6671.S4 1782 D7 (Pr Ct)*

31880 Gibraltar - Maps - 1781<br>Gibraltar - History - Siege, 1779-1783 - Maps
*Plan of the bay, rock and town of Gibraltar.* [19--?].
Authors: Faden, William, 1749-1836 -- Map Library (British Library)
1 map : 51 x 71 cm.
Photocopy (positive) of original published London, 1783; reproduced from original in the British Library.
Nebenzahl, Battle plans of the American Revolution, 211.
*map4F G6671.S4 1783 F3 (Pr Ct)*

31881 Gibraltar - Maps - 1782<br>Gibraltar - History - Siege, 1779-1783 - Maps
*Prospect von der geberigten Haupt Vestung Gibraltar.* [19--?].
Authors: Ramberger, J. J. -- Hilbers, J. -- Map Library (British Library)
1 map : 40 x 75 cm.
Photocopy (positive) of original published [Augsburg?], 1782; reproduced from original in British Library, II.e.2(38).
Nebenzahl, Battle plans American Revolution, 209.
*map4F G6671.S4 1782 R3 (Pr Ct)*

31882 Gibraltar - Maps - 1785<br>Gibraltar - Maps - 1738 - Fortification
*Plan of the town and fortifications of Gibraltar, exactly taken on the spot in the year 1738.* [London : s.n., ca. 1785].

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Gibraltar, Strait of - Maps - 1759 - Nautical charts
Nouvelle carte du Détroit de Gibraltar et de l'Isle de Cadix ... À Venise [Venice] : par P Santini ; chez Mr. Remondini, 1780.
Authors: Santini, P. -- Remondini, Giuseppe Antonio, 1747-1811 -- Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (1784 [i.e. 1807?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 54 x 46 cm.
Inset (22 x 11 cm.): Plan de Gibraltar.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1956.P5 E5 1771, [plate 2] (PrCt)

Gibraltar, Strait of - Maps - 1771 - Nautical charts
Authors: Gascoyne, Joel, b. 1650 -- Mount, John, d. 1786 -- Page, Thomas, d. 1781 -- English Pilot. Part 3 (1771) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 43 x 53 cm.
Includes 4 tide tables.
In: The English pilot : Part III : Describing the sea-coasts ... in the whole Mediterranean Sea ... (London : Printed for J. Mount, and T. Page, on Tower-Hill, 1771), [plate 2]
Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger): English Pilot. Part 3 (1771)
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1956.P5 E5 1771, [plate 2] (PrCt)
the Newberry Library.

31890 Gibson County (Ind.) - Maps - 1899 - Landowners<>>>Counties - Maps<>>>Landowners - Maps


Authors: Hammond & Tillman Publishing Company -- John V. Bergen Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (36 p.) : maps (some col.), ports. ; 28 cm.
Cover title: Atlas of Gibson County
Includes index to owners and business directory.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Scale [1:50,688]. 1 1/4 in. = 1 mile.  
Advertisements on covers and interspersed.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection at the Newberry Library.  
Baskets folio G4093.G5G46 1975 .R58 (NLO)

31894  
Gibson County (Tenn.) - Maps - 1877 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps  
Authors: D.G. Beers & Co. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps  
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.  
Size of original: 6 parts; 2 are 31.5 x 15 in. each and 4 are 31.5 x 13.5 in. each. Scale 1:50,688.  
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps: Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps  
[washington, D.C. : library of Congress, Geography and Map Division, 1983?].  
Microfiche 583, no. 872 (PrCt)

31895  
Gigas, Johann Michael, ca. 1582-1637?  
<<Cartography - Münster (Ecclesiastical principality) - 16th - 17th centuries - Riese, Johann Michael, ca. 1582-1637? SEE Gigas, Johann Michael, ca. 1582-1637?>>Gigus, Johann Michael, ca. 1582-1637? SEE Gigas, Johann Michael, ca. 1582-1637?  
>Gigantus, Johann Michael, ca. 1582-1637? SEE Gigas, Johann Michael, ca. 1582-1637?  
Authors: Engel, Josef, 1922-1978 -- Westfälische Forschungen (1959)  
p. 45-61, 3 plates : 3 maps, ill., tables ; 28 cm.  
Photocopies (lacking the 3 maps) from Westfälische Forschungen 12 (1959): 45-61, 3 plates.  
Vert 3128, no. 4 (PrCt)

31896  
1 photostat : map ; 13 x 15 cm. on sheet 18 x 24 cm.  
Aríspe 18 de Marzo de 1784.  
Reduced photostatic reproduction of 1784 manuscript in the Archivo General de Indias (Seville).  
Shows the Gila River region (N.M. and Ariz.); left margin includes 51 lines of text describing the Spanish military campaign against Apache Indians directed by former California governor Felipe de Neve. Includes key to settlements, presidios, ranchos, etc. Accompanies transcription of Neve's March 8, 1784 letter to New Spain visitor-general José de Gálvez, outlining plans for the upcoming campaign.  
Forms part of: Transcripts of documents from the Archivo General de Indias: relating to the history of Mexico, Florida, Louisiana, and the Southwest between 1518 and 1817 (Ayer MS 1896 v. 24, between leaves 94-95).  
Scale not given.  
Ms. note on verso indicates original was photographed in 1915; negative available at the University of Texas, Austin.  
Relief shown pictorially.  
Archivo General de Indias number: Estante 103.  
Cajón 5. Legajo 4.  
Another photostatic copy (18 x 21 cm.) forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library): MapPhoto Sp AGI 103-5-4.  
Variant of this map (dated Feb. 2, 1784; 17 x 20 cm. photocopy) and English translations of accomp. documents published in: Forgotten frontiers: a study of the Spanish Indian policy / Alfred Barnaby Thomas. (Norman, Okla.: University of Oklahoma Press, 1932) p.245-291.  
Forms part of both the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection and the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library).  
Ayer ms map proj 94  
Ayer MS 1896 v. 24 map (NLO)

Gila River Region (N.M. and Ariz.) - Maps - 1784 - Indians - Manuscripts -  
North America - New Mexico SEE ALSO Apache Indians - Indians of North America - Maps  
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.  
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Advertising map designer of note and his work (il). From McMurtrie printing index in Newberry Library.
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.
Wing folio ZA 2 .05, p. 205-7 (PrCt)

31899
Gill, MacDonald, 1884-1947. Wonderground (1913)<---Pictorial maps - History<---Pictorial maps
The Cartographic impact of MacDonald Gill's Wonderground map of 1913 / Elisabeth Burdon. [Portland, Ore., 2010].
Authors: Burdon, Elisabeth [6] leaves ; 28 cm.
Printout from Antiquarian Booksellers' Association of America website.
Vert 3002, no. 1 (PrCt)

31900
Gillespie County (Tex.) - Maps - 1879 - Landowners<---Counties - Maps<---Landowners - Maps
Authors: Texas. General Land Office -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 19.5 x 24 in. Scale 1:133,320.
Originally compiled 1879.
Microfiche 583, no. 984 (PrCt)

31901
Gillespie County (Tex.) - Maps - 1887 - Landowners<---Counties - Maps<---Landowners - Maps
Authors: Terrell, O. O. -- Texas. General Land Office -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 19.5 x 24 in. Scale 1:133,320.
Originally compiled 1879.
Microfiche 583, no. 984 (PrCt)
Authors: Pratt, John J., b. 1833 -- Buell, Bula S. -- Dillingham, John, E., fl. 1855-1862 -- Ebert, Frederick J. -- Rease, W. H. -- Illinois Central Railroad Company -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 132 x 161 cm. on 4 sheets.
'J.E. Dillingham del.'
'Entered according to act of Congress in the year 1862 by Wm. H. Rease in the clerk's office of the District Court of the Eastern District of Pennsylvania.'
Scale [1:6,000]. Scale of 500 [ft.] to one inch. Map shows quartz mills and labels gulch diggings. Anotated in manuscript with the names of new lodes and mining districts, including the 'Illinois Central Dis.'
Inset: Map of Colorado Territory compiled from the latest official and different private maps & surveys by F.J. Ebert, engineer & surveyor. Scale of 18 miles to one inch. Includes 25 vignettes by J.E. Dillingham of buildings and local views. Removed from contemporary binding with title: B.S. Buell's Map of Colorado Tery. Separated into 4 sheets.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library. Exhibited at the Newberry Library as part of Mapping Manifest Destiny: Chicago and the American West (November 3, 2007-February 16, 2008).
VAULT drawer Graff 3344 (NLO)

31903 Giovanni Battista da Montecassino, d. 1715<<>>Ioannes Baptista a Cassine, d. 1715
SEE Giovanni Battista da Montecassino, d. 1715
Un Cartografo Italiano del principio del secolo XVIII. [Amsterdam : Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, 1968].
Authors: Porena, Filippo, 1839-1910 p. 463-493 ; 24 cm.
Map Ref GA101 .A2, v. 3, p. 463-493 (PrCt)

31904 Giovanni, da Carignano, fl. 1291-1329. [Portolan chart, ca. 1310]<<>>Map projection - Italy - History - 1300-1399
Authors: Duken, A.J. -- Giovanni, da Carignano, fl. 1291-1329 -- Imago mundi -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
3, 47 leaves : ill., maps ; 30 cm. 2nd ed.
Uniform title: Mathematische Rekonstruktion der Portolankarte des Giovanni Carignano (ca. 1310) English.
Baskes GA893.3 .D85 1984 (NLO)

31905 Giovio, Paolo, 1483-1552
Authors: Avery, Catherine B. p. 456 ; 28 cm.
Ref DG537.8.A1 N48, p. 456 (PrCt)

31906 Giovio, Paolo, 1483-1552
Jovius (Paul) in Italian Giovio. [London : Printed by J. Bettenham, 1734-1741].
folio A 24 .081, v. 6, p. 432-437 (NLO)

31907 Giovio, Paolo, 1483-1552
[Notes on Paolo Giovio]. [Chicago, 198-?].
Authors: Karrow, Robert W. 1 file folder ; 25 x 30 cm. Bibliographical notes, photocopies of maps, and drafts used in the preparation of the chapter on Paolo Giovio in: Karrow, Mapmakers of the sixteenth century and their maps (1993).
Vert 3088 (PrCl)

31908 Giovio, Paolo, 1483-1552
Paolo Giovio. [Roma : Istituto Giovanni Treccani, 1929-1939].
Authors: Nicolini, Fausto, 1879-1965 -- Enciclopedia italiana di scienze, lettere ed arti (1929-1939)
p. 277-278: port. ; 32 cm.
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3087, no. 7.
Ref AE35 .E5, v. 17, p. 277-278 (PrCl)

31909 Giovio, Paolo, 1483-1552
Authors: Rovelli, Luigi
28 p. : ill. ; 17 cm.
Vert 3087, no. 5 (PrCl)

31910 Giovio, Paolo, 1483-1552. Descriptio Larii Lacus (ca. 1518?)<<>>Como, Lake (Italy) - Maps - 1518
Il "Lago di Como" di Mons. Rev. Giovio, tradotto in lingua italiana per Vincenzo Becci Sanese [in 1560]. [Como : Museo civico, 1885].
Authors: Monti, Antonio -- Becci, Vincenzo, 16th cent. -- Periodico storico comense (1885)
p. 73-109, 1 plate (map) ; 27 cm.
The map reproduced is the woodcut from the Latin edition of 1559 (Karrow, Mapmakers of the 16th century, 33/1.1.
Vert 3087, no. 1 (PrCl)

31911 Gironde Estuary (France) - Maps - 1725 - Fortification - Manuscripts<<>>Manuscript maps
Carte de la riviere de la Gironde et partie de celle de la Garone : avec les plans des fortifications qui sont sur les dites rivières. [ca. 1725].
Authors: Cartes Marines Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 ms. map : hand col. ; 312 x 822 mm., on sheet 558 x 1,056 mm.
Details fortifications in the Gironde River valley from the Bordeaux and Libourne regions northward past junctions with the Garonne and Dordogne Rivers to the Bay of Biscay.
Scale [ca. 1:129,000]: estimated from distance between Verdon and Blaye.
Insets (169 x 208 mm. and smaller): Chateau Trompette -- Blaye -- Tour de l'isle devant Blaye -- Fort de Medoc -- Tour de Corduan. The third and fifth insets are elevations; the others are maps.
Side margins include brief notes on 16 European navies with accompanying drawings of 'pavillons' (ship flags).
Oriented with north at lower right.
Towns shown pictorially.
Pen-and-ink and watercolor (green, red, brown, yellow, blue); mounted on cloth.
Sheet 114 of 115 (i.e. 117; includes sheets 71A and 106A) numbered leaves in the Cartes Marines Manuscript Map Collection, detailing French colonial interests worldwide, ca. 1640-ca. 1726.
Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 176.
Ayer ms map proj 03
Digital image available as part of the Newberry Library's Great Lakes Digital Collection via the CARLI Digital Collections website (accessed Nov. 2010):
http://collections.carli.illinois.edu/u?/nby_grlakes, 1066
VAULT drawer Ayer MS map 30 sheet 114 (NLO)

31912 Gironde Estuary (France) - Maps - 1793 - Nautical charts<<>>Nautical charts - Gironde Estuary (France) - Maps - 1793<<>>Nautical charts
Geometrical chart of the entrance of the Gironde or river of Bourdeaux ... London : W. Faden, 1793.
In: Faden, William. Le Petit Neptune français -- or, French chart of the coast of Flanders, Channel, Bay of Biscay, and Mediterranean ... (London : W. Faden, 1793). 'Plate 21' [i.e. 22].
map4C 123 pl. 22 (PrCl)

31913 Gironde (France) - Maps - 1924 - Wine districts<<>>Wine districts - Gironde (France) - Maps - 1924
Carte vinicole du Département de la Gironde.
Paris : Gravé et imprimé à l'Institut Cartographique de Paris ..., 1924.
Authors: Institut Cartographique de Paris -- Etablissements Nicolas (Paris, France) -- Féret & fils (Bordeaux, France) -- Poyet frères (Paris, France) -- Nicolas Etablissements (Paris, France) SEE Etablissements Nicolas (Paris, France) -- Newberry Library. John M. Wing Foundation 1 map : col. ; 44 x 36 cm., folded to 20 x 13 cm. 'Carte extraite du livre 'Bordeaux a ses vins' publié par Féret & fils ... pour les Etablissements Nicolas.'
In Monseigneur le vin (Paris : achevé d'imprimer pour les Etablissements Nicolas février 1925 par Poyet frères grav.-édit) at end.
Forms part of a collection of 70 advertising pieces published by Etablissements Nicolas (wine merchants).

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.

Case Wing folio ZC 1.624 (Monseigneur le vin, 1925, at end) (PrCt)

31914 Giustiniani, Agostino, 1470-1536
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3089, no. 3.

31915 Giustiniani, Agostino, 1470-1536
[Notes on Agostino Giustiniani]. [Chicago, 198-?].
Authors: Karrow, Robert W.
1 file folder ; 25 x 30 cm.
Bibliographical notes and drafts used in the preparation of the chapter on Agostino Giustiniani in: Karrow, Mapmakers of the sixteenth century and their maps (1993).

Vert 3090 (PrCt)

31916 Giustiniani, Agostino, 1470-1536
Valore geografico dell'opera del Giustiniani / Maria Pia Rota. [Firenze : L. S. Olschki, 1979].
Authors: Rota, Maria Pia -- Galassi, Daniela. Popolazione e insediamento in Liguria (1979) p. 5-25 ; 26 cm.
In: Galassi, Daniela. Popolazione e insediamento in Liguria (1979) p. 5-25.
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3089, no. 4.
DG975.L68 G5534, p. 5-25 (PrCt)

31917 Giustiniani, Agostino, 1470-1536. Corsica (1531)
Dialogo nominato Corsica del rmo. monsignor Agostino Justiniano, vescovo di Nebbio, anno MDXXXI, texte revu per M. de Caraffa. [Bastia : Ollagnier, 1882].
Issued with v. 2 of: Bulletin de la Société des sciences historiques & naturelles de la Corse. Not at Newberry Library (Sept. 2012) (PrCt)

31918 Giustiniani, Agostino, 1470-1536. Descrittione della Lyguria (1535)<<>>Liguria (Italy) - Historical geography
"Comitato dei geografi italiani. Commissione per la geografia storica delle sedi umane in Italia, 3."
"Agostino Giustiniani, Descrittione della Lyguria": p. [97]-151.
Includes bibliographical references.
DG975.L68 G5534 (NLO)

31919 Giustiniani, Agostino, 1470-1536<<>>Liguria (Italy) - Historical geography
Authors: Galassi, Daniela -- Scrivano, Antonietta -- Galassi, Daniela. Popolazione e insediamento in Liguria (1979) p. 27-50 ; 26 cm.
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3089, no. 4.
DG975.L68 G5534, p. 27-50 (PrCt)

31920 Giustiniani, Agostino, 1470-1536. [Map of Corsica] (ca. 1531)
Photocopies of selected pages: Vert 3089, no. 1. F 273 .001, v. 12, p. 129-172, 268-315, 461-495 (PrCt)

31921 Givet (France) - Maps - 1695 - Fortification
Charle-mont est une ville forte du comté de Namur ... [Paris : De Fer, 1695].
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes -- avec leurs fortifications ... (1695-1696) 1 map ; 23 x 29 cm.
In: Fer, Nicolas de. Les forces de l’Europe, ou, Description des principales villes; avec leurs fortifications ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, 1695-1696) pt. 6, map [105].
Manuscript ‘(5)’ at upper right. Charlemont, later named Givet.
Case folio U 26.293 pt. 6, map [105] (PrCt)

31922 Givet (France) - Maps - 1713 - Fortification
Charle-mont est une ville forte du comté de Namur ... [Paris : De Fer, 1713].
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Introduction à la fortification ... [1713?] 1 map ; 19 x 31 cm.
In: Fer, Nicolas de. Introduction à la fortification ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, [1713?]) map [74]. For later state of this map, with engraved plate number, see Case folio U 26 .292.
For earlier version of this map, engraved on
different plate, see Case folio U 26 .293.
Case oversize U 26 .2919 map [74] (PrCt)

31923  
Givla (Hungary) - History - Siege, 1566 - Pictorial works——>
Sarkad Region (Békés Megye, Hungary) - History - Siege, 1566 - Pictorial works——>
Givla (Hungary) - Pictorial works - 1566——>
Sarkad Region (Békés Megye, Hungary) - Pictorial works - 1566
Givla fortezza in Ongeria nei confini di Transilvania ... [Venice : Bolognino Zaltieri], 1566 [i.e. 1569].
Authors: Ballino, Giulio, d. ca. 1592 -- Zenoi, Domenico, fl. 1560-1580 -- Ballino, Giulio, d. ca. 1592. De' disegni delle piu illustri città, et fortezze del mondo ... (1569) -- Zaltieri, Bolognino, fl. 1555-1576
1 view ; 14 x 22 cm.
View of the 1566 siege of 'Givla' on the 'Lago Sargad' (perhaps near latter-day Sarkad, Hungary).
Letterpress text on verso.
In: Ballino, Giulio. De' disegni delle piu illustri città, et fortezze del mondo ... (Venice: Bolognino Zaltieri, 1569), plate [22].
VAULT Case folio G 117 .06, plate [22] (PrCt)

31924  
Glacier County (Mont.) - Maps - 1953 - Railroads——>
Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.) - Maps - 1953——>
Railroads - Maps
3.6 mile line change - Triple Divide - Spotted Robe, Montana. [Minneapolis, Minn.? Great Northern Railway Company?, 1953?].
Authors: Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.) 1 map ; 8 x 20 cm. on sheet 31 x 23 cm.
Shows changes in railroad line in unincorporated Glacier County, Montana.
Accompanying photo at bottom of page.
In Great Northern Railway Company. 64th Great Northern Railway Company annual report, 1952 [St. Paul, Minn.? : Great Northern Railway Company?, 1953?] p. 8.
5A 7267 (1952 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

31925  
Glacier National Park - Maps - 1948 - Road maps——>
Waterton-Glacier International Peace Park (Mont. and Alta.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps——>
Road maps
1 map ; 42 x 37 cm. on sheet 47 x 60 cm. foldd. to 24 x 10 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:250,000]; (W 114°30'-W 113°15'/N 48°15'-N 49°15')
Panel title: Glacier National Park Montana.
Relief shown by point elevations.
Shows roads, trails, shelter cabins, fire lookouts, and ranger stations.
To left of map and on verso, 16 panels of descriptive text 'revised 1949.'
map4F G4252 .G5P2 1948 B5 (PrCt)

31926  
Glacier National Park (Mont.) - Maps - 1925 - Pictorial maps——>
Pictorial maps - Glacier National Park (Mont.) - Maps - 1925 - Relief——>
Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.) - Maps - 1924——>
Road maps——>
Railroads——>
Pictorial maps
Authors: Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.) -- McGill-Warner Co. -- Brink, John G. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; on sheet trimmed to 41 x 76 cm.
Panel title: Glacier National Park : Great Northern Railway ...
Inset (7 x 16 cm.): Glacier National Park : Great Northern Railway and connections.
Incomplete; promotional text on verso partly trimmed away; mounted on backing sheet; content on verso obscured by backing.
Signed "J. G. Brink 1925" in manuscript.
Date estimated from related map; see RMcN AE 190.63 (PrCt).
Previously bound with a collection of pictorial maps in binders labeled "Points of Interest." Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 190.64 (PrCt)

31927  
Glacier National Park (Mont.) - Maps - 1925 - Pictorial maps——>
Waterton Lakes National Park (Alta.) - Maps - 1925 - Pictorial maps——>
Pictorial maps - Glacier National Park (Mont.) - 1925——>
Pictorial maps - Waterton Lakes National Park (Alta.) - 1925——>
Relief——>
Road maps——>
Pictorial maps
Aeroplane map of Glacier National Park, Montana and Waterton Lakes National Park, Alberta. [S.I. s.n., 1925?].
Authors: Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 34 x 24 cm.
Detached from unidentified text ; verso includes text beneath running title "The Call of the mountains : Glacier National Park" ; p. 26 and 23.
Date estimated from related map; see RMcN AE 190.64 (PrCt).
Previously bound with a collection of pictorial maps in binders labeled "Points of Interest." Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 190.63 (PrCt)

31928  
Glacier National Park (Mont.) - Maps - 1927 - Pictorial maps——>
Waterton Lakes National Park (Alta.) - Maps - 1927 - Pictorial maps
Glacier National Park (Mont.) - Maps - 1927 ———>
Waterton Lakes National Park (Alta.) - Maps - 1927 ———>
Pictorial maps
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
maps<>Pictorial maps - Glacier National Park (Mont.) - 1927<>Pictorial maps - Waterton Lakes National Park (Alta.) - 1927<>Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.) - Maps - 1927 - Pictorial maps<>Pictorial maps - Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.) - Maps - 1927<>Road maps<>Railroads - Maps<>Pictorial maps

Vacations for all : Glacier National Park, Waterton Lakes Park. [St. Paul, Minn. Great Northern Railway, ca. 1927].
1 map ; col. ; 43 x 78 cm.

Panel title.
Verso includes text, photos, drawings, and inset map showing routes of the Great Northern and connecting roads.
Issued folded to 24 x 11 cm.
Previously bound with a collection of pictorial maps in binders labeled "Points of Interest."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 190.37 (PrCt)

31929 Glacier National Park (Mont.) - Tourism - 1974
Authors: Glacier Natural History Association 1 leaflet (3-fold) ; photos ; fold. to 23 x 11 cm

31930 Glacier National Park (Mont.) - Tourism - 1975
Authors: Glacier Natural History Association 1 leaflet : col. ills., maps ; fold. to 14 x 8 cm

1988<>Remote-sensing images SEE ALSO Satellite image maps
This copy incomplete; Newberry holds only v. I and K (as of April 2010)
Includes bibliographical references.
   http://pubs.usgs.gov/prof/p1386h/ --
   http://pubs.usgs.gov/prof/p1386i/ --
   http://pubs.usgs.gov/prof/p1386j/ --
   http://pubs.usgs.gov/prof/p1386k
Two folded col. maps in pocket in v. B.
One folded col. map in pocket in v. C.
LC Card Number: 87600497
GB2401.72.R42 S28 1988 (NLO)

Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Fillmore County Soil & Water Conservation District (Minn.) -- Putnam, Leon -- Josco County (Mich.). Register of Deeds -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (38 p.) : 15 maps (chiefly col.) ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
"Sponsored by Gladwin County Farm Bureau, as a public service."
Includes index to owners, roads and streets,
subdivisions and a business directory.
Scale [1:50,688]. 1 1/4 in. = 1 mi.
Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Stamp: Leon Putnam, Register of Deeds, Iosco County, Tawas City, Michigan, 48763.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G4113.G5G46 1975 .R58 (NLO)

31933 Glamorgan (Wales) - Maps - 1610<<>>>Llannaff (Wales) - Maps - 1610<<>>>Cardiff (Wales) - Maps - 1610 Glamorgan Shyre with the situations of the cheife towne Cardyff and ancient Llandaffe described. [London] : John Sudbury and George Humbell [i.e. J. Legate and W. Humble], 1610 [i.e. 1646].
Authors: Speed, John, 1552?-1629 -- Hondius, Jodocus, 1563-1612 -- Sudbury, John -- Humble, George, d. 1640 -- Legate, John, d. 1658 -- Humble, William, 1612-1686 -- Speed, John, 1552?-1629. A Prospect of the most famous parts of the world ... together with ... Great Brittaines empire (1646)
1 map ; 37 x 50 cm. on sheet 42 x 54 cm.
Insets (11 x 16 cm. each): Cardyfe -- Landaffe. Letterpress text on verso (p. 105-116 [i.e. 106]) under the following heading: Glamorgan-shire. In: Speed, John. A Prospect of the most famous parts of the world ... together with ... Great Brittaines empire (London : Printed by John Legatt, for William Humble, 1646) map [73].
Case oversize G 117 .82 map [73] (PrCt)

31934 Glamorgan (Wales) - Maps - 1610<<>>>Llannaff (Wales) - Maps - 1610<<>>>Cardiff (Wales) - Maps - 1610 Glamorgan Shyre with the situations of the cheife towne Cardyff and ancient Llandaffe described. [London] : Thomas Bassett ... and Richard Chiswell, 1610 [i.e. 1676].
Authors: Speed, John, 1552?-1629 -- Hondius, Jodocus, 1563-1612 -- Sudbury, John -- Humble, George, d. 1640 -- Legate, John, d. 1658 -- Humble, William, 1612-1686 -- Speed, John, 1552?-1629. The Theatre of the Empire of Great-Britain ... (1676) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 37 x 50 cm. on sheet 42 x 55 cm.
Insets (11 x 16 cm. each): Cardyfe -- Landaffe. Letterpress text on verso (p. 105-106) under the following heading: Glamorgan-Shire. In: Speed, John. The Theatre of the Empire of Great-Britain ... (London : Printed for T. Bassett and R. Chiswell, 1676) map [52].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .S7 1676 map [52] (PrCt)

31935 Glamorgan (Wales) - Maps - 1754<<>>>Cardiff (Wales) - Maps - 1754 - Pictorial works An Accurate map of Glamorgan shire. [197-].
Authors: Kitchin, Thomas, 1718-1784 -- Bowen, Emanuel, -1767 -- Tinney, John, d. 1761 -- Walker, Anthony, 1726-1765 -- Cotswold Collootype Co.
1 map ; 35 x 53 cm.
Facsimile of original published in Bowen, Emanuel. The Large English atlas (London, 1755).
Inset: N.W. view of Cardiff.
Chubb v.1, p. 159, CXCV, no. 27. 71-2478
M1215
map2F G5763.G5 1754 K5 197- (PrCt)

Authors: Rolland, Henri, 1887-1970 [56] p. : ill. (some fold.) ; 18 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [4]) of cover.
DC801.S292 R63 1974 (NLO)

Authors: Elter, Anton, 1858-1925 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Acta cartographica (1973)
Thesis/Dissertation: Programm (Natalicia Gardner (Robert)
Map Ref GA101 .A2.
Ayer 7 .G7 E51 1896 (NLO)

Authors: Elter, Anton, 1858-1925 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Acta cartographica (1973)
Thesis/Dissertation: Programm (Natalicia Gardner (Robert)
Map Ref GA101 .A2, v. 7, p. 313-324 (PrCt)

31939 Glasgow Region (Scotland) - Maps - 1650 - History A Map of Glasgow and adjoining district about the year 1650. Glasgow : Corporation of Glasgow, 1897.
Authors: Marwick, James D. -- Gardner (Robert)
& Co. -- McDonald, N. S. -- Glasgow (Scotland).
Office of Public Works
1 map ; on sheet 50 x 66 cm.
In Marwick, James D. Charters and other
documents relating to the city of Glasgow, A.D.
1175-1649. Part I. (Glasgow: Printed for the City
and Corporation of Glasgow, 1897), at front.
F 43.805 v.  14 at front (PrCt)

31940  **Glasgow Region (Scotland) - Maps - 1773**
*Plan of the barony & regality of Glasgow, 1773.*
Glasgow : Maclehose, Jackson & Co., 1924.
Authors: Murray, David -- Maclehose, Jackson & Co.
1 map ; 17 x 32 cm.
Facsimile of original published 1773.
In Murray, David. Early burgh organization in
Scotland (Glasgow: Maclehose, Jackson & Co.,
1924), opposite p. 584.
Extent of coverage: Cadder to Rutherglen and
Shieldhall to Airdrie.
Villages, seats and wards shown; buildings not
shown in detail.
J 743 .6 opp. p. 584 (PrCt)

31941  **Glasgow Region (Scotland) - Maps - 1773**
*Plan of the barony & regality of Glasgow, 1773.*
Authors: W. & A.K. Johnston Limited -- Glasgow
(Scotland)
1 map ; col. ; 17 x 22 cm.
Facsimile of original published 1773.
In Warwick, James D. Charters and other
documents relating to the city of Glasgow, A.D.
1175-1649. Part II. (Glasgow: Printed for the City
and Corporation of Glasgow, 1894), at front.
Extent of coverage: Cadder to Rutherglen and
Shieldhall to Airdrie.
Shows parish boundaries for Barony, Cadder,
Old Monkland and Govan, in color.
Villages, seats and wards shown; buildings not
shown in detail.
F 43.805 v.  15 at front (PrCt)

31942  **Glasgow Region (Scotland) - Maps - 1782**
*Plan of the city of Glasgow, Gorbells, Caltoun
and environs, with an exact delkination of its
royalty.* Glasgow : Corporation of Glasgow, 1906.
Authors: Barry, James -- Baillie, Alexander --
McDonald, N. S. -- Glasgow (Scotland). Office of
Public Works -- Watson, Gavin -- Marwick,
James D. -- Scottish Burgh Records Society
1 map ; 61 x 34 cm.
Facsimile of original published Glasgow, 1782.
Detached from Marwick, James D. Charters and other
documents relating to the city of Glasgow.
Vol II. A.D. 1649-1707. (Glasgow: Printed for the
Scottish Burgh Records Society, 1906), at back
[F 43.805 v.  17]
Streets and some buildings named.
Lands around town mapped out and named;
cathedral drawn, not diagrammatic.
Includes numbering of the Royalty March stones.
The 1906 edition has streets subsequent to 1782,
e.g. New City Road, Parliamentary Road and
Monkland Canal, added.
temp map4F G5774.G5A1 1782 B3 1906 (PrCt)

31943  **Glasgow (Scotland) - Historical geography -
Maps - 1924**
*A Clue map of old Glasgow.* Glasgow :
Maclehose, Jackson & Co., 1924.
Authors: Barr, James -- Murray, David --
Maclehose, Jackson & Co.
1 map ; 46 x 60 cm.
Facsimile of printed map.
In Murray, David. Early burgh organization in
Scotland (Glasgow: Maclehose, Jackson & Co.,
1924), opposite p. 584.
Extent of coverage: Cadder to Rutherglen and
Shieldhall to Airdrie.
Villages, seats and wards shown; buildings not
shown in detail.
J 743 .6 opp. p. 584 (PrCt)

31944  **Glasgow (Scotland) - Maps - 1600-1699**
The City of Glasgow in the seventeenth century.
Glasgow : James Maclehose and Sons, 1896.
Authors: Gardner (Robert) & Co. -- Bell, James,
Sir, bart., 1850. -- Glasgow : its municipal
organization and administration (1896) -- Paton,
James, 1843-1906 -- James Maclehose & Sons
1 map ; on sheet 45 x 41 cm.
Detached from Bell, James and James Paton.
Glasgow : its municipal organization and
administration (Glasg, 1896), opposite p. 32.
[J 74334 .08]
temp map2F G5774.G5 16-- B4 1896 (PrCt)

31945  **Glasgow (Scotland) - Maps - 1751 -
Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<<<Sawmills -
Glasgow (Scotland) - Maps - 1751 -
Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<<<Manuscript
maps - Facsimiles**
A Plan of part of ye city of Glasgow & course of
the burn Molendinar, leading to the saw mill
erected by William Flimling, wright in Glasgow in
1750 & 1751. Glasgow : Corporation of Glasgow,
1912.
Authors: Glasgow (Scotland). Magistrates --
Renwick, Robert
1 map ; on sheet 48 x 59 cm.
Facsimile of 1751 manuscript.
In Renwick, Robert. Extracts from the records of
the burgh of Glasgow with charters and other
documents, vol. VII. A.D. 1760-80. (Glasgow:
Printed for the Corporation of Glasgow, 1912),
opposite p. [xlv].
Includes architectural elevations of sawmill.
F 43.805 v.  26, Suppl., v.  7, opp. p. [xlv]
(PrCt)

31946  **Glasgow (Scotland) - Maps - 1773**
*A Plan of Glasgow.* Glasgow : Scottish Burgh
Records Society, 1876.
Authors: Ross, Charles, fl. 1773 -- W. & A.K.
Johnston Limited -- Scottish Burgh Records
Glasgow (Scotland) - Maps - 1776

Authors: Collier, Richard -- Murray, David -- Ross, Charles, fl. 1773 -- Maclehose, Jackson & Co.
1 map ; 17 x 20 cm.
Facsimile of 1776 manuscript.
In Murray, David. Early burgh organization in Scotland (Glasgow: Maclehose, Jackson & Co., 1924), at front.
Extent of coverage: Cathedral to Gorbals and Grahamston to Calton.
A few streets named, individual houses shown, although not named.
Very similar in appearance to the inset on Charles Ross' map of Lanarkshire, 1773, but extends a little further to the west.
J 743 .6 opp. p. 52 (PrCt)

Glasgow (Scotland) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Annexations

Sketch plan showing extensions of Glasgow municipality during the 19th century. Glasgow : James MacLhose and Sons, 1896.
Authors: Gardner (Robert) & Co. -- Bell, James -- Paton, James -- James MacLhose & Sons
1 map ; col. ; on sheet 56 x 68 cm.
In Bell, James and James Paton. Glasgow: its municipal organization and administration (Glasgow, 1896), at back.
J 74334.08 at back (PrCt)

Glasgow (Scotland) - Maps - 1808

Authors: Fleming, P. -- Scott, R. -- Glasgow (Scotland)
1 map ; 26 x 41 cm.
Facsimile of original published Glasgow: Fleming, 1808.
In Extracts from the records of the burgh of Glasgow with charters and other documents, Supplement, vol. IX. A.D. 1796-1808 (Glasgow: Printed for the Corporation of Glasgow, 1912), at back.
Extent of coverage: Monkland Canal to Gorbals and Anderston to Dennistoun.
Streets named and individual buildings shown. Includes full key.
F 43.805 v. 26 Suppl., v. 9 at back (PrCt)
Co., survey and motoring maps, 9 Royal Exchange Place, Glasgow.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 28005250
Baskes G153 .W3 Glasgow (1920) (NLO)

Glasgow (Scotland) - Maps - 1926
Pocket atlas and guide to Glasgow and district.
Glasgow : J. Smith, [1926?].
Authors: Bartholomew, John -- Smith, J. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 48 maps ; 188 x 118 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Glasgow (Scotland) - Pictorial works - 1693
The Prospect of the town of Glasgow from ye south. Facies civitatis Glascoae ab austro.
Edinburgh : William Patterson, 1874.
Authors: Slezer, John -- Patterson, William
1 view ; 24 x 42 cm.
Facsimile of original published London, 1693.
In: Slezer, John. Theatrum Scotiae (Edinburgh, 1874), pl. 20.
oversize G 43 .82, pl. 20 (PrCt)

Glasgow (Scotland) - Pictorial works - 1693
The Prospect of ye town of Glasgow from ye north east. Facies civitatis Glasgoae ab oriente estevo.
Edinburgh : William Patterson, 1874.
Authors: Slezer, John -- Patterson, William
1 view ; 24 x 42 cm.
Facsimile of original published London, 1693.
In: Slezer, John. Theatrum Scotiae (Edinburgh, 1874), pl. 19.
oversize G 43 .82, pl. 19 (PrCt)

Glasscock County (Tex.) - Maps - 1889 - Landowners-Counties - Maps-Landowners - Maps
Authors: Texas. General Land Office -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division.
LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 20.5 x 16 in. Scale 1:133,320.
Originally compiled 1889.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division.
LC G&M Division land ownership maps
19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division.
LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 986 (PrCt)

Glastonbury (Conn.) - Description and travel - 1987<>Newington (Conn.) - Description and travel - 1987<>Rocky Hill (Conn.) - Description and travel 1987<>Wethersfield (Conn.) - Description and travel 1987
Authors: Olde Towne Tourism District of Connecticut
1 booklet (21 p.) : ills., map ; 22 cm.

Authors: Olde Towne Tourism District of Connecticut
1 leaflet (4-fold) : maps ; 9 x 22 cm.

Authors: Olde Towne Tourism District of Connecticut
1 sheet : col. photos, map ; fold. to 10 x 22 cm.

Glastonbury (Conn.) - Historic buildings - 1987<>Welles-Shipman-Ward House

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

(Glastonbury, Conn.) - 1987
The Welles-Shipman-Ward House, 1755.
Glastonbury, Conn. Historical Society of
Glastonbury, [ca. 1987].
Authors: Historical Society of Glastonbury
1 leaflet (4 p.): ill. ; 24 x 10 cm.
(PrCt)

31966 Glatz (Germany : Grafschaft) - Maps -
1938<>>>Sudeten - Maps -
1938<>>>Waldenburg (Silesia, Poland) - Maps -
1938<>>>Lower Silesia (Germany) - Maps -
1938<>>>Waldenburg (Silesia, Poland) - Maps -
1938<>>>Silesia - Maps - 1938<>>>Klodzko (Poland : Voivodeship) - Maps -
1938<>>>Glatz (Germany : Grafschaft) SEE ALSO Klodzko (Poland : Voivodeship)<>>>Klodzko (Poland : Voivodeship) SEE ALSO Glatz (Germany : Grafschaft)
Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Griebens-Verlag -- Kraatz, Leopold -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
7. Aufl. [7th ed.]
'Mit 9 Karten und 8 Abbildungen.'
Maps lithographed by Leopold Kraatz.
'Sucher,' for use with map, in pocket.
Advertisements: iii p. at end.
Includes index.
Series: Grieben-Reiseführer ; Bd. 147
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 147 (1938) (NLO)

31967 Glen Ellyn (Ill.) - Historical geography - Maps -
1834-1861 - Landowners<>>>Glen Ellyn (Ill.) - Maps -
1928<>>>Landowners - Glen Ellyn (Ill.) - Maps - 1834-1861<>>>Danby (Ill.) SEE Glen Ellyn (Ill.)<>>>Landowners - Maps
1 map ; on sheet 31 x 24 cm.
Historical map keyed to references 1-45 (variably dated 1834-1861); includes names of landowners.
Scale [ca. 1:8,480]
Coordinates: (W 88°04'16"--W 88°01'37"/N 41°53'40"--N 41°52'26")
Relief shown pictorially.
Oriented with north at left.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
F 896375 .38 front endpaper (PrCt)

31968 Glencoe (Ill.) - Maps - 1911 - Real property<>>>Real property - Glencoe (Ill.) - Maps - 1911<>>>Counties - Maps
Map of Glencoe, Cook Co., Ill. [Winnetka, Ill.? Windses & Marsh?], 1911.
1 map ; 71 x 46 cm.
'M. A. Stockley, del.'
'From the office of Windses & Marsh, civil engineers & surveyors, Winnetka, Ill.'
'Copyright, 1911 by Windses & Marsh.'
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
sc Fitzgerald map4F G4104.G55G46 1911 .S8 (NLO)

31969 Glendale (Calif.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps<>>>Burbank (Calif.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps<>>>Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. EasyFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; fold. to 24 x 11 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
ISBN 0528956094
RMcN Road Map 2005 GleCA (PrCt)

31970 Globalism - 1940-1550
Terrestrial globalism: mapping the globe in early modern Europe. 1999.
Authors: Brotton, Jerry -- Cosgrove, Denis E. Mappings (1999)
p. 71-89 and 277-279
GA102.3 .M36 1999, p. 71-89 and 277-279 (PrCt)

31971 Globe Collections - Gottingen (Germany)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
**Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)**

**Alte Globen in Göttingen.** 1978.
Authors: Horn, Werner, 1903-1978
BHC 206
Vert 518 (PrCt)

31972 **Globe Collections - Saint Petersburg (Russia)<<Leningrad (Russia) SEE Saint Petersburg (Russia)**
**Alte Globen in Leningrad.** 1972.
Vert 204 no.6 (PrCt)

31973 **Globes**
Untersuchungen zum Gothaer Marmorglobus. 1972.
Vert 204 no.3 (PrCt)

31974 **Globes**
A Globe such as the world has never seen. 1990.
Authors: Van Sant, Tom -- Chicago tribune From Chicago Tribune (July 19, 1990).
BHC 2211
Vert 1681 (PrCt)

31975 **Globes**
Giant academic globe in Leningrad. 1972.
Vert 204 no.10 (PrCt)

Sur un globe terrestre trouvé à Laon : antérieur à la découverte de l'Amérique : note lue à la Société de géographie dans la séance publique du 21 décembre 1860 par M. d'Avezac. Paris :
Imprimerie de L. Martinet, rue Mignon, 2, 1861.
Authors: Avezac, M. d' (Marie Armand Pascal), 1800-1875 -- Erhard (Firm) -- Janson, V. -- Martinet, L. -- Société de géographie (France).
Bulletin de la Société de géographie (1860) -- McCormick Theological Seminary of the Presbyterian Church -- McCormick Theological Seminary -- McCormick Theological Seminary Collection (Newberry Library)
Map engraved by Erhard, printed by Janson. Includes bibliographical references.
Bookplate: The Virginia Library, McCormick Theological Seminary of the Presbyterian Church, Chicago.
Forms part of the McCormick Theological Seminary Collection at the Newberry Library.
GA267 .A94 1861 (NLO)

Authors: Behaim, Martin, 1459-1507. [Terrestrial globe, 1492] -- Ravenstein, Ernest George, 1834-1913. Martin Behaim, his life and his globe (1908) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col., 12 gores and 2 polar caps on sheet 44 x 69 cm., issued folded to 22 x 17 cm.
Christmas card printed by Rand McNally in 1960; includes inset illustrations and notes on 'authorities consulted.' Reduced reproduction of an earlier facsimile of Behaim's1492 globe gores: Ravenstein, Ernest George. Martin Behaim, his life and his globe (London: George Philip & Son, 1908). Verso includes full size reproduction of the Ravenstein gores covering Europe and Africa (3 gores each 59 x 13 cm.)
3 copies.
For hand-made globe constructed ca. 1960 (by Rand McNally editor Carl Mapes), from a copy of this facsimile, see map4C G3170 1492 .B4 196- (PrCt).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Christmas Card Collection (PrCt)

31978 **Globes - 1492<<World maps - 1492<<Manuscript maps - Facsimiles [Terrestrial globe, 1492]. [196-?].**
Authors: Behaim, Martin, 1459-1507. [Terrestrial globe, 1492] -- Mapes, Carl Herbert, 1900- -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 globe : col., on plastic stand ; 54 cm. (22 in.) in diam., total height 60 cm.
Hand-made as a full-scale prototype (in 196-?), possibly by Rand McNally editor Carl Mapes, from an unidentified facsimile sheet of Martin Behaim's1492 globe gores. The facsimile globe was apparently never published as a stock edition by Rand McNally. Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.


Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

globes - 1560 - Gores (Maps)--World maps
- 1560---Celestial charts---Astronomy - Charts, diagrams, etc.
[Gores for terrestrial and celestial globes of 88mm. diameter]. 1989.
Authors: Demongenet, Francois -- Adler Planetarium
2 sets of globe gores ; 14 x 27 cm.
Xerox copy of original gores at Adler Planetarium.
Accompanied by dealer's description (5p.)
map1F G3170 1560 .D3 1989 (PrCt)

31984  Globes - 1574 - Gores (Maps)--World maps
- 1574 [Holzheimer Venetian globe gores]. [1987?].
Authors: Sanuto, Livio, 1520-1576 -- Sanuto, Giulio, 1540-1580
1 map on 24 sheets ; 107 x 219 cm., sheets 61 x 26 cm., in portfolio 64 x 29 cm.
Photocopy of anonymous, untitled, and undated world map attributed to Livio and Giulio Sanuto, and published [Venice?: s.n., ca. 1574]; see Shirley 129.
24 engraved gores designed for a terrestrial globe 71 cm. in diameter.
Scale [ca. 1:18,500,000].
For published facsimile issued with accompanying text by David Woodward, see [Holzheimer Venetian globe gores] (Madison: Juniper Press, 1987) [Case oversize G3201.B71 1564 S2 1987]
map7C G3201.B71 1574 .S2 1987 (PrCt)

31985  Globes - 1574 - Gores (Maps)--World maps
1 map on 24 sheets ; 107 x 219 cm., sheets 61 x 23 cm., in portfolio 64 x 25 cm.
Facsimile of anonymous, untitled, and undated world map attributed to Livio and Giulio Sanuto, and published [Venice?: s.n., ca. 1574]; see Shirley 129.
24 engraved gores designed for a terrestrial globe 71 cm. in diameter.
Added title: Sanuto globe gores.
Scale [ca. 1:18,500,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
Bibliography in accompanying text.
*Of 150 copies printed, this is number [1; signature: David Woodward].
On spine of portfolio and accompanying text:
Sanuto globe gores.
*Jointly published by the Holzheimer Research and Publication Project and the Hermon Dunlap Smith Center for the History of Cartography, the Newberry Library ...

31986  Globes - 1600-1699--Blaeu, Willem Janszoon, 1571-1638
A Census of Willem Blaeu's sixty-eight centimetre globes. 1971.
Authors: Campbell, Tony -- International Conference on the History of Cartography (4th : 1971 : Edinburgh)
12 p. : diag.
Vert 30 (PrCt)

31987  Globes - 1610--Maps on - 1951--Maps on stationery--Greeting cards, Maps
- 1610--Forgeries--Greeting cards, Maps on - 1951--Maps on stationery--Greeting cards, Maps
Recens et integ orbis descriptio 1610 / ... DDN Spirinx. [Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., 1952?].
Authors: Spirinx, Nicolas, fl. 1606-1643 -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Yale University
1 globe : col. ; 78 mm. diam., height with detachable base, 83 mm., in box 21 x 11 x 12 cm.
This, with the accompanying celestial globe (see Map4C G3160 1610 .S759 1952 (PrCt)), was part of a small edition which Rand McNally produced, probably as promotional gifts, from the reproduction of the gores dated 1610 on their 1951 Christmas card; the ball is hollow plastic, the stand a chair leg protector.
Reproduced from globe gores held by Yale University.
For copy of the Christmas card see RMcN Christmas Card Collection (PrCt).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Both the Yale and Newberry copies of the original gores (see Novacco 2F 9 and Novacco 2F 10) are suspected of being restrikes or forgeries of 1610 gores onto 19th-century machine-made paper.
12 p. : diag.
[Case oversize G3201.B71 1564 S2 1987 (NLO)]
map4C G3160 1610 .S759 1952 (PrCt)

31988  Globes - 1693-1701 - Gores (Maps)--Celestial globes - 1693-1701 - Gores (Maps)--Astronomy - Charts, diagrams, etc.
- 1693-1701--Atlases, Italian--1693-1701--Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718. Libro dei globi (1693-1701)
Libro dei globi. Venice 1693 (1701) / Vincenzo

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Globes - 1797 - Gores (Maps)<><><><><><><><>Celestial globes - 1797 - Gores (Maps)<><><><><><><><>World maps - 1758 - Celestial charts - 1759<><><><><><><><>Anich, Peter, 1723-1766<><><><><><><><>Astronomy - Charts, diagrams, etc.

Die Kleinen Globen des Tiroler 'Banernkortographen' Peter Anich. 1979.
Authors: Anich, Peter, 1723-1766 -- Kinzl, Hans, 1898- -- Tiroler Landesmuseum Ferdinandeum Gores for 2 globes of 20 cm. diam. ; 4 maps 25 x 33 cm., 1 map 30 cm. on sheets 50 x 66 cm. Accompanied by text (48 p. : ill. ; 23 cm.) by Hans Kinzl. '117/200 27.11.1979 Reiner Schiestz' 342 and BHC 296

Globes - 1795 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Cary, John, approximately 1754-1835 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

Globes - 1797<><><><><><><><>Astronomy - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1797 [Illustrations of terrestrial and celestial globes] / A. Bell Prin. Wal. sculptor fecit. [Edinburgh : s.n., 1797].
Authors: Bell, Andrew, 1726-1809 -- Encyclopaedia Britannica (1797) -- Encyclopaedia Britannica, inc.
4 illustrations : 6 cm. in diameter and smaller, on sheet 27 x 21 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
In Encyclopaedia britannica; or, A dictionary of arts, sciences, and miscellaneous literature (Edinburgh : A. Bell and C. Macfarquhar, 1797) v. 7, opposite p. 656.
Running title: Geography
Engraved 'Plate CCXI', 'Fig. 1 [-4].'

Globes - 1797<><><><><><><><>World maps - 1797 [Illustrations of the earth as a globe] / A. Bell sculpt. [Edinburgh : s.n., 1797].
Authors: Bell, Andrew, 1726-1809 -- Encyclopaedia Britannica (1797) -- Encyclopaedia Britannica, inc.
6 illustrations : 10 cm. in diam. and smaller, on sheet 27 x 21 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
In Encyclopaedia Britannica; or, A dictionary of arts, sciences, and miscellaneous literature (Edinburgh : A. Bell and C. Macfarquhar, 1797) v. 7, opposite p. 652.

Running title: Geography

Engraved 'Plate CCIX', 'Fig. 1 [- 6]'

folio A 21 .2583 v. 7, opposite p. 652 (PrCt)

Globes - 1799 - Celestial globes - 1799 - Astronomy - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1798
[Illustrations of terrestrial and celestial globes] / Smither sculp. [Philadelphia : s.n., 1798].
Authors: Smither, James -- Encyclopaedia -- or, A dictionary of arts sciences and miscellaneous literature 1798 -- Encyclopaedia Britannica (1798)
4 illustrations : 6 cm. in diameter and smaller, on sheet 27 x 21 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
In an American edition of the Encyclopaedia Britannica, issued as: Encyclopaedia; or, A dictionary of arts, sciences, and miscellaneous literature ... (Philadelphia : Thomas Dobson, 1798) v. 7, opposite p. 660.
Running title: Geography
Engraved 'Plate CCXI', 'Fig. 1 [-4].'
A 2 .254 v. 7, opposite p. 660 (PrCt)

Globes - 1799 - World maps - 1798
[Illustrations of the earth as a globe].
[Philadelphia : s.n., 1798].
Authors: Encyclopaedia -- or, A dictionary of arts sciences and miscellaneous literature 1798 -- Encyclopaedia Britannica (1798)
6 illustrations : 10 cm. in diam. and smaller, on sheet 27 x 21 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Anonymous print in an American edition of the Encyclopaedia Britannica, issued as: Encyclopaedia; or, A dictionary of arts, sciences, and miscellaneous literature ... (Philadelphia : Thomas Dobson, 1798) v. 7, opposite p. 650.
Running title: Geography
Engraved 'Plate CCIX', 'Fig. 1 [- 6]'
A 2 .254 v. 7, opposite p. 650 (PrCt)

Globes - 1800 - Photographs - 1800 - Photographs - 1800 - Astronomy - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1800 - Photographs
Authors: Bardin, Thomas Marriott, 1768-1819 -- Biggs of Maidenhead (dealer) -- Fortt, Raymond (photographer) -- Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library)
1 photograph : b&w, glossy ; 16 x 21 cm.
Verso has stamps of Biggs of Maidenhead and Fortt, paper label with description, inventory number (or date?) 24/3/36, and price of £575.
Forms part of the Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library).

map1F G3170 1800 .B4 1960 (PrCt)

1 globe : hand. col. ; 77mm. diam., brass meridian circle, set into turned wooden box 105 mm. high
Paper goes over thin layer of plaster on wooden ball; paper meridian circle on edge of bottom half of box.
Celestial hemisphere inside lid of box shows planets, stars, zodiacal circle.
Condition: Considerably cracked. Some pieces (ca. 1 sq. inch total) have broken off; some of these are in bottom of box.
Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection.
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2011).
AMcN III PC 340 (PrCt)


Authors: Gillray, James, 1756-1815. The works of James Gillray [Supplement] (1849?) -- Humphrey, H.
1 print : etching ; 26 x 36 cm.
In Gillray, James, The works of James Gillray, from the original plates, with the addition of many subjects not before collected (London, 1849), pl. 295.
A political cartoon: William Pitt, wearing a regimental uniform and hat, sitting at a table with Napoleon. They are each carving a large plum pudding in the shape of a globe. Pitt's slice is considerably larger than Napoleon's.
Reference: Catalog of prints and drawings in the British Museum. Division I, political and personal satires, v. 8, no. 10371.
Case oversize W 01 .G4002, pl. 295 (PrCt)

Authors: Newton, George, fl. 1817-1832 --
Cooper, T., fl. ca. 1817 -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library)
1 globe ; 76 mm. diam., in hinged pressboard container with celestial hemisphere inside top cover, total diam. 97 mm.
"NB. The improved analemma is intended to supercede the necessity of the ecliptic line hitherto unnecessarily drawn upon the terrestrial globe. Pub. Jan 1, 1817."
T. Cooper's imprint on printed paste-on beneath title cartouche.
Container covered with shagreen, fastened with three brass catches; printed celestial chart mounted inside top half of container.
Condition: Case somewhat cracked, does not close properly. Globe v. fine
Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection.
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2011).
AMcN III PC 420 (PrCt)

32003 Globes - 1830<<>>World maps - 1830
Authors: Pocock, Ebenezer -- Day, Wm. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 globe ; 232 x 232 mm.
12footCircumference;lieth;Wm;Day;box
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

32004 Globes - 1836<<>>World maps - 1836
Authors: Cary, G. & J., firm, London, publisher
1 globe : col, ; paper over plaster, mounted in brass meridian ring & wooden stand with paper horizon circle ; ca. 32 cm. diam.
Imprint on slip pasted beneath gore, visible through opening cut in gore.
Shelved in 4A Stacks.
5023 globe G3170 1836 .C3 (PrCt)

32005 Globes - 1837<<>>World maps - 1837
Authors: Loring, Josiah -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 globe
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

32006 Globes - 1850<<>>World maps - 1850
Betts's new portable terrestrial globe, compiled from the latest and best authorities. London : George Philip & Son, [ca.1850].
Authors: Betts, John, fl. 1844-1863 -- George Philip & Son -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library)
1 globe : hand col. ; ca. 35 cm. diam.
Globe is printed on cloth gores, expands and collapses with umbrella-like mechanism; with cast iron stand. Stand is missing some small part(s), will not hold globe.
Condition: Cloth soiled, some stains, slight tears at south polar region, else v. good.
Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection.
References: Dekker & van der Krogt, Globes from the western world, p. 127
AMcN III PC 4020 (PrCt)

32007 Globes - 1869<<>>Globes, Folding -
Includes separate hand col. plate showing zodiac, plane of ecliptic, etc., laid in, and 8 leaves of explanatory text mounted to flaps of cover.
Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library).
map3C G3170 1825 L4 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Specimens - 1869
Townsend's patent folding globe. Boston ; Felchville, Vt. George M. Smith & Co. ; Dennis Townsend, [1869].
Authors: Townsend, Dennis, 1817-1874 -- George M. Smith & Co. -- Edward E. Rice & Co. -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library)
1 globe : hand col. ; 16 cm. in diam., folded to 24 cm. in diam., in cover 31 x 26 cm. + 1 metal and cardboard stand.
Title and imprint from cover, including 'Edward E. Rice & Co., steam job printers, 5 Hawley Street, Boston, Mass.'
'Patented by Dennis Townsend, Feb. 16, 1869'--Globe.
Scale [ca. 1:85,000,000].
Six inch globe.
The 1870 edition of the globe accompanied by: Townsend's Folding-globe lessons, designed especially for family instruction and the uses of classes in schools. -- Felchville, Vt. : D. Townsend, 1870 (24 p. ; 23 cm.)
Accompanying lessons either wanting or not issued with 1869 edition.
Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library). Previous location: McNally's vault B 14
Globe and cover lightly stained; globe's spring-loaded mechanism in working condition.
2001
map6C G3170 1869 .T6 (NLO)

32009 Globes - 1887-1888
Globes, Folding - World maps - 1887
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 globe : col., in cast iron stand with full meridian ring ; 31 cm. diam., total height 55 cm.
Condition: Small crack, small piece missing in Pacific, else v. good.
Gift 1994, Andrew McNally III.
artifacts cage globe G3170 1887 .R3 (PrCt)

32010 Globes - 1890-1899
Rand McNally & Co.'s. new eighteen inch terrestrial globe. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Co., [189-?].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 globe: col., in metal stand with wooden horizon ring, metal meridian ring, and magnetic compass ; 46 cm. (18 in.) in diam., total height ca. 126 cm.
Shows Cuba and Puerto Rico as Spanish possessions, prior to United States possession following the Spanish American War of 1898.
Similar globe described and reproduced in: Rand McNally & Co.'s. new educational catalogue of maps, globes and atlases, etc. ... (Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., 1898) p. 28-29 [Wing Mod. MS, RMcn, Series 4, Box 3, Folder 48].
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
artifacts cage globe G3170 1890-1899 .R3 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Globes - 1891 (Provisional Heading)
New eight-inch terrestrial globe. Chicago : Rand McNally, 1891.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 globe ; 76 mm. diam.; total height 14 cm.
Paper gores over papier-mache, in cast bronze-color stand with meridian semi-circle
Condition: Some staining at North Pole, slight stains elsewhere, else very good. Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection.
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2011).
AMcN III PC 300 (PrCt)

Globes - 1891<<>>World maps - 1891
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library)
1 globe : col. ; 76 mm. diam.; total height 14 cm.
Paper gores over papier-mache, in cast silver-color stand with meridian semi-circle
Condition: Some staining at North Pole, slight stains elsewhere, else very good. Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection.
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2011).
AMcN III PC 320 (PrCt)

Globes - 1892<<>>World maps - 1892
Rand, McNally & Co.'s new six inch terrestrial globe. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Co., c1892.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 globe : col., mounted in wood stand ; 16 cm. (6 in.) in diam., total height 26 cm.
Copyright 1892.
Damaged with extensive loss of detail.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks.
globe G3170 1892 .R3 (PrCt)

Globes - 1900-1954<<>>Romer, Eugeniusz, 1871-1954
Authors: Kot, Henryk -- Coronelli World League of Friends of the Globe, International symposium, 4th, Kraków, 1972
2 p.
Vert 204 no.4 (PrCt)

Globes - 1900-1999<<>>World maps - 1900-1999
Red Mc należy III Collection (Newberry Library)
1 globe ; 61 mm. diam., ivory meridian semi-circle, surmounted by eagle, total height 16 cm.
Condition: V. fine  Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection.
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2011).
AMcN III PC 350 (PrCt)

Globes - 1900-1999<<>>World maps - 1900-1999
[Ivory globe and stand]. [S.l. s.n., 19--?].
Authors: Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library)
1 globe ; hand col. ; 54 mm. diam., ivory meridian semi-circle, surmounted by tiny globe attached to meridian circle, total height 13 cm.
Condition: V. fine  Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection.
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2011).
AMcN III PC 360 (PrCt)

Globes - 1900-1999<<>>World maps - 1900-1999
Globe - 6 [inch?] Italian facsimile Antici maestri. [19--?].
Authors: Antici maestri -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 globe ; 260 x 250 mm.
20th-century (?) facsimile of unidentified antiquarian (?) globe.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Globes - 1900-1999<<>>World maps - 1900-1999
Authors: A.J. Nystrom and Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 globe ; 400 x 270 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Globes - 1900-1999<<>>Jigsaw puzzle maps<<>>World maps - 1900-1999
[Rilexa-globe]. [Bremen?] Germany : [Rilexa?, ca. 1900?].
Authors: A.J. Nystrom and Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 globe ; 260 x 250 mm.
20th-century (?) facsimile of unidentified antiquarian (?) globe.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Authors: Rilexa (Firm) -- Norddeutscher Lloyd
1 globe : col. metal gores, mounted on wood stand ; 18 cm. in diam.
Title and following statements from gore covering part of the South Pacific Ocean: Foreign patents applied for. Made in Germany. Steamer lines of the Norddeutscher-Lloyd, Bremen. Trade-mark Rilexa.

Puzzle map issued in 48 metal globe gores intended for assembly onto a metal frame mounted on a wood stand (36 cm. in total height).

Added title from original box (23 x 31 x 4 cm.): Rilexa-globe : newest instructive puzzle game. 'Directions for use' pasted inside box cover; accompanied by a loose leaf illustrating various stages of assembly and all pieces as issued within the box.

map6C G3170 1900 .R5 (PrCt)

Globes - 1900 (Provisional Heading)
Stenders skoleglobe. Denmark : Stender, 1900.
Authors: Lauridsen, P -- Stender -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 globe ; 580 x 375 mm.
12-inch terrestrial globe.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Globes - 1900 (Pending Donation)
[Miniature globe in ivory container]. [S.l. S.n., ca. 1900?].
Authors: Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library)
1 globe ; 29 mm. diam., in ivory container with screw-top, total height 5 cm.
Writing on bottom of box largely illegible, but date 1851 is visible. The globe appears to be later, and is really too small for the box Condition: V. fine Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection.
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2011).
AMcN III PC 390 (PrCt)

Globes - 1900 (Provisional Heading)
Terr. globe. [S.l.] : Ed. Z. & B., [ca.1900].
Authors: Ed. Z. & B. -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library)
1 globe : col. ; 97 mm. diam., on china stand (figure of atlas), total height 18 cm.
Paper gores over cardboard. Globe opens at equator to reveal circular box Condition: Worn, discolored, stand v. fine; altogether good Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection.
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2011).
AMcN III PC 370 (PrCt)

Globes - 1900 (Provisional Heading)
Globo terrestre (diamo. cenr. 50). Milano [Milan] : G. Gussoni, editore, [ca. 1900?].
Authors: Pini, Edoardo -- Gussoni, G., fl. ca. 1900
1 globe : col., mounted on wooden stand ; 50 cm. (20 in.) in diam., total height 82 cm. Italian.

Printed label on bottom of stand: M & CIA 6475A. Worn with some loss of detail.
artifacts cage globe G3170 1900 .P5 (PrCt)

Globes - 1901 (Provisional Heading)
Rand McNally & Co.s new twelve inch terrestrial globe. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Co., c1891, c1901.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 globe : col., in bronze stand with movable metal meridian ring ; 31 cm. (12 in.) in diam., total height ca. 55 cm.
Similar globe described and reproduced in: Rand McNally & Co.’s new educational catalogue of maps, globes and atlases, etc. ... (Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., 1898) p. 24 [Wing Mod. MS, RMcN, Series 4, Box 3, Folder 48]. Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
artifacts cage globe G3170 1901 .R3 (PrCt)

Globes - 1908 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library)
1 globe : col. ; 31 cm.
In cast iron stand, with full meridian circle. Condition: Mount damaged, globe does not turn freely, small tear on Africa, else good Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection.
Previous location: Founder’s room
AMcN III PC 500 (PrCt)

Globes - 1908 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 globe : col., in cast iron stand with full meridian ring ; 31 cm. (12 in.) diam., total height 56 cm.
'Copyright, 1891, by Rand, McNally & Co. Copyright, 1908, by Rand, McNally & Co.'
Damaged with some loss of detail.
Gift 1994, Andrew McNally III.
artifacts cage globe G3170 1908 .R3 (PrCt)

Globes - 1909 (Provisional Heading)
Rand McNally & Co.s new twelve inch terrestrial globe. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Co., [ca. 1909?].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 globe : col., mounted in metal stand with meridian ring ; 31 cm. (12 in.) in diam., total height 47 cm.
Dated 'c.1909' in manuscript on attached tag. Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks.
globe G3170 1909 .R3 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Globes - 1910<<>>World maps - 1910
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Bradley, John Dorr, fl. 1928 -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) 1 globe : col., with meridian ring ; 46 cm. (18 in.) in diam., total height 118 cm. (assembled with stand) Dated 'c.1910' in manuscript on attached tag, shows Union of South Africa (independence gained 1910). Detached and shelved separately from accompanying wooden stand (89 cm.) [Artifacts cage Globe G3170 1910 .R3 copy 1 Stand (PrCt)]; stand appears to be older (?) than the globe. Single-pedestal stand on wheels; copy 2 of the globe accompanies variant stand. 'Presented by John Dorr Bradley 1928' -- brass plaque on stand. Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library). artifacts cage globe G3170 1910 .R3 copy 1 (PrCt)

Globes - 1910<<>>World maps - 1910

Globes - 1913<<>>World maps - 1913
Authors: W. & A.K. Johnston Limited -- C.S. Hammond & Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 globe ; 365 x 215 mm. Bulgarian Thrace; pasteon Hammond Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Globes - 1920-1929<<>>World maps - 1920-1929
[Chinese globe in pewter]. [China] : Huikee Swatow Pewter, [192?-]. Authors: Huikee Swatow Pewter -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library) 1 globe ; 104 mm. diam. on mount 6 cm. tall Top hinges to reveal pewter cup; Huikee trademark on bottom of cup. Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection. Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2011). AMcN III PC 290 (PrCt)

Globes - 1920-1929<<>>World maps - 1920-1929

Globes - 1920-1929<<>>World maps - 1920-1929

Globes - 1920-1929<<>>World maps - 1920-1929
1920-1929

Authors: W. & A.K. Johnston Limited -- Weber Costello Company
1 globe : col. ; 47 cm. in diam.
'Weber Costello Co., manufacturers, Chicago Heights, Ill.': words 'terrestrial globe' and manufacturer's imprint from label.
Scale [ca. 1:27,220,000].
Mounted in movable graduated meridian circle, in mahogany stand; height mounted ca. 100 cm.
Relief shown by hachures.
Shelved in 4A Stacks.
globe 1 (PrCt)

32039
Globes - 1920>>>World maps - 1920
Rand McNally & Company terrestrial globe : 12 inch. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Co., [ca. 1920?].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 globe : col., mounted in metal stand with meridian ring ; 31 cm. (12 in.) in diam., total height 38 cm.
Dated 'c.1920' in manuscript on attached tag.
Title cartouche damaged with some loss of detail.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks.
globe G3170 1920 .R3 (PrCt)

32040
Globes - 1922>>>World maps - 1922
Globo terrestre. Nueva York ; Chicago ; San Francisco : Rand McNally y Compañía, 1922.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 globe : col., mounted on cast iron stand ; 31 cm. (12 in.) in diam., total height 51 cm.
Dated 'c.1922' in manuscript on attached tag.
Printed in Spanish.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks.
globe G3170 1922 .R3 (PrCt)

32041
Globes - 1923
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 globe : col. ; 18 in. diam., with mahogany and brass floor stand 46 in. high
Shows Czechoslovakia, Serbo-Croat-Slovene Kingdom, and 'Petrograd.'
Reference: Rand McNally Globes of the world [catalog, c.1927], p. 17, where the globe is described as 'Plate Fifty. Colonial floor stand globe' [Wing Mod. MS, RMcN, Series 3, Box 7, Folder 75].
Shelved in 4A Stacks.
globe G3171.P6 1923-.R3 (PrCt)

32042
Globes - 1923
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 globe : col. ; 18 in. diam., with walnut and brass floor stand 40 in. high
Shows Czechoslovakia, Serbo-Croat-Slovene Kingdom, and 'Petrograd.'
Reference: Rand McNally Globes of the world [catalog, c.1927], p. 25, where the globe is described as 'Period design number three' [Wing Mod. MS, RMcN, Series 3, Box 7, Folder 75].
globe G3170 1923 .R3 (PrCt)

32043
Globes - 1923>>>World maps - 1923
Rand McNally 8" globe indexed. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [ca. 1923?].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 globe : col. paper mounted on plaster, in metal stand ; 21 cm. (8 in.) in diam., total height 26 cm.
Dated 'c.1920' in manuscript on attached tag, but includes Turkey, which became independent in 1923.
'Scale 1:63,360,000.'
Incomplete, apparently lacking attaching hardware.
Damaged with extensive loss of detail; damage reveals burlap (?) and plaster ball.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks.
globe G3170 1923 .R3 (PrCt)

32044
Rand McNally air globe. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company , [ca. 193-?].
Authors: Willis, P. P. -- American Airlines, inc. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 globe : paper on metal, col., mounted in metal stand with horizon and meridian rings ; 31 cm. (12 in.) in diam., total height 41 cm.
'Designed by P. P. Willis.'
'Copyright Rand McNally & Company, Chicago for American Airlines Inc., route of the flagships.'
Dated 'c.1935' in manuscript on attached tag.
Possibly incomplete (lacking hardware?); shows only cities; includes no geographic content.
Adjustable horizon ring.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks.
globe G3171.P6 1933-.R3 (PrCt)
Globes - 1930>>>World maps - 1930
Cram's unrivaled terrestrial globe- 12 inch.
Indianapolis : G.F. Cram, [ca. 1930?].
Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Barowe -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 globe ; 480 x 350 mm.
nd;seller:Barowe,Chicago
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Globes - 1930>>>World maps - 1930
Sixteen inch physical globe. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [ca. 1930?].
Authors: Goode, J. Paul, 1862-1932 -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 globe : col., mounted on wooden stand with 2 meridian rings ; 41 cm. (16 in.) in diam., total height 48 cm.
‘By J. Paul Goode.’ Dated ‘c.1930’ in manuscript on attached tag.
Cf. Rand McNally educational maps, globes atlases, catalog no. 531 [Wing Mod. MS, RMcN, Series 4, Box 4, Folder 44], where the globe is reproduced and called ‘Goode physical 16-inch globe ball’.
‘Scale: one inch to 500 miles.’ Includes adjustable meridian ring.
Mounted in non-standard wooden base with attached meridian rings annotated (by Carl Mapes?).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks.
globe G3170 1930 .R3a (PrCt)

Globes - 1930>>>World maps - 1930
18 inch terrestrial globe / by W. & A.K. Johnston, limited, geographers, engravers, printers.
1 globe : col., mounted in wood stand ; 39 cm. in diam., total height 113 cm.
Identifies the U.S.S.R. (established in 1922). Includes full metal meridian and horizon ring with engraved paper calendar and zodiac; mounted on wheeled wood stand.
Damaged with some loss of detail.
Located in the President's office suite, 2nd floor (May 2010).

Globes - 1930>>>World maps - 1930
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 globe : paper on metal, col., mounted on metal stand with half meridian ; 21 cm. (8 in.) in diam., total height 37 cm.
Dated ‘c.1930’ in manuscript on attached tag.
Cf. Rand McNally globes for the home, office, and library catalog no. 330 (ca. 1930) [Wing Mod. MS, RMcN, Series 3, Box 7, Folder 75], where the globe is reproduced as ‘No. 852’.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks.
globe G3170 1930 .R3 (PrCt)

Globes - 1930>>>World maps - 1930
Authors: Weber Costello Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 globe ; 580 x 340 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Globes - 1930>>>World maps - 1930
Authors: Weber Costello Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 globe ; 240 x 220 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Globes - 1932>>>Rand McNally and Company<<<University of Notre Dame<<<Hurley, Edward N. (Edward Nash), 1864-1933<<<Notre Dame University (Notre Dame, Ind.) SEE University of Notre Dame<<<South Bend (Ind.). University of Notre Dame SEE University of Notre Dame (Articles relating to an eight-foot globe made by Rand McNally & Co. in Hurley Hall, Notre Dame University, 1932). Various dates.
The globe was commissioned by Edward Nash Hurley and dedicated on 17 May 1932.
Vert 2237, no. 2 (PrCt)

Globes - 1932>>>Rand McNally and Company
Cram's unrivaled terrestrial globe- 12 inch.
Indianapolis : Cram, [1932?].
Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 globe ; 430 x 350 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Globes - 1935 - Gores (Maps) - Pictorial works
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
**Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)**

Authors: Chéronnet, Louis -- Newberry Library.
John M. Wing Foundation
In Arts et métiers graphiques no. 50 (Dec. 15, 1935): 15-22, 1 plate.
Half-tone reproductions showing steps in the manufacture of globes; a portion of a set of gores for a globe of ca. 40 cm. circumference ("Girard et Barrère, géographes éditeurs"), faces p. 22.
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.
Wing folio Z 007 .042, 1935, no. 48, p. 15-22 (PrCt)

**Globes - 1935>World maps - 1935**
Rand McNally twelve inch terrestrial globe.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [ca. 1935?].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 globe : col., unmounted : 31 cm. (12 in.) in diam., total height 31 cm.
Dated 'c.1935' in manuscript on attached tag.
'Scale 1:42,000,000.'
Separated from accompanying axis and meridian ring; lacking base.
Damaged with extensive loss of detail.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks.
globe G3170 1935 .R3 (PrCt)

**Globes - 1935>World maps - 1935**
Authors: W. & A. K. Johnston Limited -- Weber Costello Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 globe : col., mounted on wooden stand with meridian ring ; 46 cm. (18 in.) in diam., total height 102 cm.
'Veber Costello Co., manufacturers, Chicago Heights, Ill.' --Paste-on title cartouche (33 mm. in diam.)
Includes 'Persia,' which gained independence as Iran in 1935.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Located at the entrance of the Library Services office, 3rd floor east (Feb. 2010).
globe G3170 1935 .J6 (PrCt)

**Globes - 1936>World maps - 1936**
Hammond 12-inch terrestrial globe. Brooklyn : Hammond, [1936?].
Authors: C.S. Hammond & Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 globe ; 370 x 310 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

32057 Globes - 1937>World maps - 1937>Windsor, Edward, Sir, 1894-1972 - Coronation
Authors: Melba Bone China (Firm) -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library)
1 globe : porcelain china, hand. col. ; 79 mm. on stand 16 mm.
Hand-painted china globe, British Empire colored red, legend about coronation on circumference of base
Condition: V. fine
Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection.
Shelved in 4A Stacks.
globe G3170 1939 .R3 (PrCt)

32058 Globes - 1939>World maps - 1939
Rand McNally indexed terrestrial art globe.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [ca. 1939?].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 globe : col., mounted in metal stand ; 31 cm. (12 in.) in diam., total height 38 cm.
Dated 'c.1939' in manuscript on attached tag.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks.
globe G3170 1939 .R3 (PrCt)

32059 Globes - 1939>World maps - 1939
Rand McNally indexed terrestrial art globe.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [ca. 1939?].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 globe : paper on glass, col., mounted in metal meridian ring ; 41 cm. (16 in.) in diam., total height 45 cm.
Dated 'c.1935' in manuscript on attached tag, but identifies Siam as Thailand (name changed in 1939).
Wired with electric light bulb for illumination.; lacking stand.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks.
globe G3170 1939 .R3a (PrCt)

32060 Globes - 1940>World maps - 1940
Philips' 19 inch terrestrial globe. [London] : London Geographical Institute ; George Philip & Son ltd., 32 Fleet Street, [ca.1940].
Authors: George Philip & Son -- London Geographical Institute -- Chicago Tribune (Firm) -- Mullens, William, 1944-- Mullens, Bill, 1944-SEE Mullens, William, 1944-
1 globe : col., mounted on wood and brass stand ; 49 cm. in diam., total height 62 cm.
Areas in Europe occupied during World War II by

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Globes - 1942<<<World maps - 1948
Roosevelt, Franklin D. (Franklin Delano), 1882-1945-
Map
Use<<<Robinson, Arthur Howard, 1915-2004<<<Weber Costello Company
Mr. Roosevelt's globe. 1942.
Authors: Buisseret, David
In Mapline 65 (Spring 1992), 1-2. ill.
Describes a 50-inch diameter globe presented to
President Roosevelt at Christmas 1942.
folio GA101 .M3,  no. 65 (PrCt)

Globes - 1943 - Gores (Maps)<<<Map
projection - Fuller - 1943<<<Fuller projection
(Cartography)<<<World maps -
1943<<<Fuller, R. Buckminster (Richard
Buckminster), 1895-1983
Life presents R. Buckminster Fuller's Dymaxion
Authors: Fuller, R. Buckminster (Richard
Buckminster), 1895-1983 -- Life (Chicago) --
Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; on 2 sheets 36 x 53 cm. + text (p.
41-44, 53-55 : ilrs. ; 36 cm.)
Issued as part of the March 1st, 1943 issue of
Life magazine (p. 41-55). The two sheets of
maps (not paginated, but comprising pp. 45-52 of
the magazine) consist of 14 sections designed to
be cut out and joined together to form a
Dymaxion globe.
Text includes description of the Dymaxion
projection, directions for assembling the globe,
and various ways of arranging the flattened
'gores.'
Gift of Andrew McNally III.
map2F G3201.B72 1943 .F8 (PrCt)

Globes - 1948<<<World maps - 1948
Rand McNally indexed terrestrial globe. Chicago  :
Rand McNally & Company, [ca.1948?].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 globe : col., in wooden stand with metal
meridian ring ; 41 cm. (16 in.) in diam., total
height 85 cm.
'One inch equals 500 miles.'
Shows Israel (established 1948), but not Vietnam
(established 1949).
Wired with electric light bulb for illumination.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
artifacts cage globe G3170 1948 .R3 (PrCt)

Globes - 1948<<<World maps - 1948
Special Ranally physical-political globe /
Chicago  : Rand McNally & Co., [1948 or later].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 globe : col., in wooden stand with metal
meridian ring ; 41 cm. (16 in.) in diam., total
height ca. 102 cm.
Scale: 1:31,680,000.
Shows Israel (established 1948) and Pakistan
(established 1947).
Similar globe described and reproduced in:
School maps, globes, atlases. Catalog 520 (New
York ; Chicago ; San Francisco : Rand McNally &
Co., [1946?]) p. 12, model name "Amundsen"
[Wing Mod. MS, RMcN, Series 4, Box 4, Folder
49].
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
artifacts cage globe G3170 1948 .R3 (PrCt)

Globes - 1950<<<World maps - 1950
Simplified Ranally globe. [Chicago?] : Rand
McNally & Company, [ca.1950?].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Mapes,
Carl Herbert, 1900- -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 globe : col., unmounted metal ball on partial
plastic stand ; 31 cm. (12 in.) in diam., total
height 35 cm.
Dated 'c.1950' in manuscript on attached tag.
Stand incomplete; lacking hardware for
attachment; includes hand-made cardboard base
annotated in ms. (by Carl Mapes?) with annual
seasons.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
globe G3170 1950 .R3 (PrCt)

Globes - 1950<<<World maps - 1950
ca. 1950?].
Authors: Sterling Plastics (Firm) -- Mapes, Carl
Herbert, 1900- -- Rand McNally Collection --
Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 globe : col., metal : mounted on metal stand
with 3 metal meridian rings ; 5 cm. in diam., total
height 42 cm.
Apparently a hand-made prototype (by Carl
Mapes?): miniature globe with imprint 'Made in
U.S.A -- Sterling Plastics.'
Globe mounted within 3 oversize meridian rings
(31 cm. in diam.), on metal base annotated with
E, W, N, and S.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
globe G3170 1950 .R3a (PrCt)
Rand McNally indexed terrestrial globe.  
[Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Company, [ca. 1951?].  
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 globe : col., mounted in metal stand with horizon and meridian rings ; 31 cm. (12 in.) in diam., total height 36 cm.  
Adjustable horizon ring.  
Dated 'c.1930' in manuscript on attached tag, but Libya is named (gained independence 1951).  
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).  
Shelved in 4A Stacks.  
globe G3170 1951 .R3 (PrCt)

Globes - 1952<>World maps - 1952  
Cartocraft physical-political 12 inch globe.  
Chicago : Denoyer Geppert, 1952.  
Authors: Denoyer, L. P. (Levinus Philippus), 1875-1964 -- Denoyer-Geppert (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 globe ; 470 x 300 mm.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.  
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Globes - 1952<>World maps - 1952  
Replogle 10 inch precision globe.  
Chicago : Replogle Globes, 1952.  
Authors: Replogle Globes -- Brueckman, Gustav -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 globe ; 350 x 280 mm.  
Ed: Gustav Brueckman; nd  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.  
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Globes - 1953<>World maps - 1953  
Simplified 8 inch globe.  
Chicago : Replogle Globes, [ca. 1953?].  
Authors: Replogle Globes -- Brueckman, Gustav -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 globe ; 290 x 220 mm.  
Edited by Gustav Brueckman.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.  
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Globes - 1955<>World maps - 1955  
Rand McNally globe terrestre.  
[Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Company, [ca. 1955?].  
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 globe : col., mounted in metal stand with horizon and meridian rings ; 31 cm. (12 in.) in diam., total height 39 cm.  
Dated 'c.1955' in manuscript on attached tag.  
Printed in French.  
Cf. Rand McNally education map & globe catalog, 1963 [Wing Mod. MS, RMcN, Series 4, Box 5, Folder 54], where the globe is reproduced and called 'French globe'.  
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).  
Shelved in 4A Stacks.  
globe G3170 1955 .R3a (PrCt)
includes Ghana, which became independent in 1957.
Cf. 1960 Catalog : Rand McNally world globes
[Wing Mod. MS, RMcN, Series 3, Box 7, Folder 74], where the globe is reproduced and called 'Children of the world'.
Base is illustrated with six images of children and their continents of origin.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks.
globe G3170 1957 .R3 (PrCt)

Globes - 1957<>World maps - 1957
Authors: Weber Costello Company
1 globe : col., in metal stand with meridian ring ; 31 cm. (12 in.) in diam., total height 41 cm.
Title adapted by cataloger from cartouche: 12 peerless / Weber Costello Co.
Shows 'Ghana', which gained independence in 1957.
Scale: 1:41,817,600 or 660 miles to an inch.
Plate no. G-11.
Oceans printed in black.
artifacts cage globe G3170 1957 .W4 (PrCt)

Globes - 1957<>World maps - 1957<>Atlasses - 1957
Replogle 12 inch reference globe and world atlas.
Chicago : Replogle Globes, 1957.
Authors: Replogle Globes -- Brueckman, Gustav -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- C.S. Hammond & Company
1 v. : 90 maps ; 222 x 160 mm.
Cartography by Hammond.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Globes - 1958<>World maps - 1958
Rand McNally centennial sixteen inch globe.
[Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Company, [ca. 1958?].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 globe : col., in metal stand with horizon ring ; 41 cm. (16 in.) in diam., total height 46 cm.
'1 inch = 500 miles.'
Dated 'c.1956' in manuscript on attached tag, but includes Guinea, which became independent in 1958.
Cf. 1958 Rand McNally school maps and globes, catalog no. 558 [Wing Mod. MS, RMcN, Series 4, Box 5, Folder 52], where the globe is reproduced and called 'The Centennial sixteen'.
Hinged horizon ring.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks.
globe G3170 1958 .R3a (PrCt)

Globes - 1958<>World maps - 1958
Rand McNally world-master globe. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Co., [ca. 1958?].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 globe : col. metal, mounted in metal stand with meridian ring ; 21 cm. (8 in.) in diam., total height 26 cm.
Dated 'c.1955' in manuscript on attached tag, but includes Guinea, which became independent in 1958.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
2 copies.
Shelved in 4A Stacks.
globe G3170 1958 .R3 copies 1 and 2 (PrCt)

Globes - 1959 - Gores (Maps)<>World maps - 1959<>Wall maps
Beginner's globe. Chicago : Rand McNally and Company, [1959?].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 globe in gores : col. ; 12 in. diam. on sheet 76 x 128 cm.
Apparently first listed in 'School Maps & Globes, Atlases & Filmstrips' 1959 catalog, p. 25.
Printers' proof, with color bars on top and bottom edges, of the twelve gores for a 12-inch globe.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Two copies.
artifacts cage RMcN maproll 5 : 3. 3 (PrCt)

[Relief globe]. [Chicago? Rand McNally & Company?, 196?-?].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 globe : unmounted plastic ball on plastic stand ; 31 cm. (12 in.) in diam., total height 35 cm.
Dated 'c.1950' in manuscript on attached tag, but see Rand McNally education maps & globe catalog,1963 [Wing Mod. MS, RMcN, Series 4, Box 5, Folder 54], where the globe is reproduced and called 'Geophysical Globe'.
Plastic molded raised relief globe (light blue plastic); lacks printed title, imprint and place names; includes raised equator with degrees of longitude.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks.
globe G3170 196- .R3a (PrCt)

Globes - 1960<>World maps - 1960
[Watford crystal globe]. [Watford, Ireland, ca. 1960].
Authors: Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library)
1 globe : crystal glass ; 18 cm. diam., with silver meridian semi-circle, total height 31 cm.
Globes - 1960>>>World maps - 1960
Rand McNally world globes. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Company, [ca. 1960?].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 globe : col., unmouted in plastic stand ; 31 cm. (12 in.) in diam., total height 31 cm.
Dated 'c.1956' in manuscript on attached tag, but
French west Africa shown with independent national boundaries (established 1960).
Printed on black background.
Cf. 1961 catalog Rand McNally world Globes
[Wing Mod. MS, RMcN, Series 3, Box 7, Folder 75], where the globe is reproduced and called 'The Midnight'.
Air route between Chicago and Tokyo added with grey adhesive tape.
Great circle drawn with red wax crayon.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks.
globe G3170 1960 .R3 (PrCt)

Globes - 1961>>>World maps - 1961
Rand McNally world globes. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Company, [ca. 1961?].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 globe : col., mounted in metal stand with meridian ring ; 31 cm. (12 in.) in diam., total height 40 cm.
Dated 'c.1960' in manuscript on attached tag, but globe includes 'Kuwait' (independence gained 1961).
Stand includes revolving 'Day-Night Computer' ring; cf. 1961 Catalog of world globes by Rand McNally [Wing Mod. MS, RMcN, Series 3, Box 7, Folder 75], where the globe is reproduced and identified as 'No. 1231'.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks.
globe G3170 1961 .R3a (PrCt)

Globes - 1962>>>World maps - 1962
Rand McNally merged relief physical-political sixteen inch globe. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Company, [ca. 1962?].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Mapes, Carl Herbert, 1900-- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 globe : col., mounted on plastic stand with horizon and meridian rings ; 41 cm. (12 in.) in diam., total height 50 cm.
Plate no. 9R62.
Adjustable half meridian ring.
Dated 'c.1962' in manuscript on attached tag.
Annotated with wax crayon (by Carl Mapes?); includes adhesive red dots bearing manuscript numbers.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks.
globe G3170 1962 .R3 (PrCt)

Globes - 1963 - Goes (Maps)<<>World maps - 1963
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 12 goes each 48 x 9 cm., on sheet 92 x 102 cm.
Scale: One inch equals 666 miles.
Printer's proof; 2 copies of 12 goes printed on 1 sheet.
Includes printed register marks for cutting.
Plate no.: 10R63.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
artifacts cage RMcN maproll 8 : 4. 3 (PrCt)

32089 Globes - 1963<<>>World maps - 1963
Rand McNally merged relief physical-political
twelve inch globe. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally &
Company, [ca. 1963?].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Mapes,
Carl Herbert, 1900- -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 globe : col., mounted in metal stand with
horizon and meridian rings ; 31 cm. (12 in.) in
diam., total height 41 cm.
Plate no. 5R63.
Dated 'c.1963' in manuscript on attached tag.
Cf. 1963 Rand McNally education map & globe
catalog [Wing Mod. MS, RMoN, Series 4, Box 5,
Folder 54], where the globe is reproduced and
identified as 'Merged relief, 12-inch (grades 5
through 9)'.
Annotated with wax crayon (by Carl Mapes?);
includes adhesive red dots bearing manuscript
numbers.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks.
globe G3170 1963 .R3a (PrCt)

32090 Globes - 1963<<>>World maps - 1963
Rand McNally merged relief physical-political
twelve inch globe. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally &
Company, [ca. 1963?].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 globe : col., mounted in metal stand with
horizon and meridian rings ; 31 cm. (12 in.) in
diam., total height 38 cm.
Plate no. 5R63.
Dated 'c.1963' in manuscript on attached tag.
Cf. 1963 Rand McNally education map & globe
catalog [Wing Mod. MS, RMoN, Series 4, Box 5,
Folder 54], where the globe is reproduced and
identified as 'Merged relief, 12-inch (grades 5
through 9)'.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks.
globe G3170 1963 .R3 (PrCt)

32091 Globes - 1963<<>>World maps - 1963
Rand McNally world portrait globe. [Chicago?] : Rand
McNally & Co., [ca. 1963?].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 globe : col., mounted in plastic stand with metal
meridian ring ; 31 cm. (12 in.) in diam., total
height 37 cm.
Dated 'c.1960' in manuscript on attached tag, but
includes Kenya, which became independent in 1963.
Raised relief; various degrees of relief shown in
varying shades of pink.
Incomplete?; possibly lacking hardware for
attachment to base.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks.
globe G3170 1963 .R3b (PrCt)

32092 Globes - 1964 - Gores (Maps)<<>>World maps - 1964<<>>Wall maps
Rand McNally primary globe. Chicago : Rand
McNally & Company, [1964].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 2 hemispheres each 47 cm. in
diam., on sheet 87 x 116 cm.
Printer's proofs of globe gores, northern and
southern hemispheres.
Includes manuscript notes in bottom margin
('11-64', '12-4-64', '#5669', etc.) and printed
register marks for cutting.
Plate no.: 6P66
2 copies.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
artifacts cage RMcN maproll 7 : 3. 3 (PrCt)

32093 Globes - 1964<<>>World maps - 1964<<>>Globes - Handbooks, manuals, etc. - 1964
Rand McNally world portrait globe. [Chicago?] : Rand
McNally & Co., [ca. 1964].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally & Company, [1964].
This is the exclusive, new
Rand McNally world portrait globe (1964) -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 globe : col., mounted in metal stand with
meridian ring ; 31 cm. (12 in.) in diam., total
height 41 cm.
Plate no. A-110000-751-1-1-1-1-1-1.
Dated 'c.1964' in manuscript on attached tag.
Raised relief.
Accompanying handbook: This is the exclusive,
new Rand McNally world portrait globe (1964).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks.
globe G3170 1964 .R3 (PrCt)

32094 Globes - 1966<<>>World maps - 1966
Rand McNally merged relief physical-political
twelve inch globe. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally &
Co., [ca. 1966].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 globe : col., mounted in metal stand ; 31 cm.
(12 in.) in diam., total height 36 cm.
Plate no. 1R66.
Dated 'c.1966' in manuscript on attached tag.
'1 inch = 666 miles.'
Horizon ring includes: solar calendar, scale of
statute miles, time calculator and degree scale.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks.
globe G3170 1966 .R3 (PrCt)

32095  
Globes - 1967 - Gores (Maps)<<>>World maps - 1967<<>>Wall maps  
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map : col. ; 2 gores each 65 cm. in diameter, on sheet 75 x 143 cm.  
Scale: One inch = 500 miles.  
Plate nos.: B-110000-76-1-1-1-2-1 -- 9R67  
Printer's proof.  
Includes printed register marks for cutting.  
3 copies.  
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)  
artifacts cage RMcN maproll 8 : 8. 2 (PrCt)

32096  
Globes - 1968 - Gores (Maps)<<>>World maps - 1968<<>>Wall maps  
Authors: Denoyer-Geppert (Firm) -- Odell, C. B. -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map : col. ; 12 globe gores on sheet 63 x 105 cm.  
Scale 1:42,000,000.  
‘Jan. 1, 1968 de facto boundaries are shown without reference ... international agreements.’  
Printer's proof.  
Forms part of the Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection at the Newberry Library.  
maproll G3170 1968 .D4 sheet 1 of 3 (PrCt)

32097  
Globes - 1968 - Gores (Maps)<<>>World maps - 1968<<>>Wall maps  
Authors: Denoyer-Geppert (Firm) -- Odell, C. B. -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map : col. ; 12 globe gores on sheet 72 x 133 cm.  
Scale 1:31,600,000.  
‘Nov. 1, 1967 de facto boundaries are shown without reference ... international agreements.’  
Printer's proof.  
Forms part of the Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection at the Newberry Library.  
maproll G3170 1968 .D4 sheet 2 of 3 (PrCt)

32098  
Globes - 1968 - Gores (Maps)<<>>World maps - 1968<<>>Wall maps  
Authors: Denoyer-Geppert (Firm) -- Odell, C. B. -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map : col. ; 12 globe gores on sheet 105 x 203 cm.  
Scale 1:21,100,000.  
‘Jan. 1, 1968 de facto boundaries are shown without reference ... international agreements.’  
Printer's proof.  
Typed editor's note at bottom left: Boundaries on this outline should be either deleted or brought up to date before outline is used. D.P.W. 7/12/66.  
Forms part of the Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection at the Newberry Library.  
maproll G3170 1968 .D4 sheet 3 of 3 (PrCt)

32099  
Globes - 1969 - Gores (Maps)  
Authors: Pattison, William David, 1921- -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 globe in gores : col. ; 12 in. diam. on sheet 112 x 79 cm.  
Printers' proof, with scales on side edges, of the twelve gores for a 12-inch globe.  
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).  
RMcN map6F G3201.B71 1969 R3 (PrCt)

32100  
Globes - 1969 - Gores (Maps)<<>>World maps - 1969<<>>Wall maps  
Authors: Pattison, William David, 1921- -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map : col. ; 12 gores each 65 x 11 cm., on sheet 127 x 134 cm.  
‘Edited by William D. Pattison, Ph.D.’  
Printer's proofs of globe gores.  
Includes manuscript notes and printed register marks for cutting.  
Plate nos.: 1N70 - HMA-110000-729  
2 copies.  
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)  
artifacts cage RMcN maproll 7 : 7. 2 (PrCt)

32101  
Globes - 1970-1979 - Gores (Maps)  
Rand McNally indexed terrestrial globe. Chicago : Rand McNally and Company, [197?-].  
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 globe in gores : col. ; 12 in. diam. on sheet 92 x 102 cm.  
Printers' proof, with color bar on one edge, of the twelve gores for a 12-inch globe.  
Oceans shown in black.  
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).  
RMcN map6F G3201.B71 1979 R3 (PrCt)

32102  
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Rand McNally beginners globe. [Chicago] : Rand McNally & Co., [197-?].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Concordia University (River Forest, Ill.)
2 globes in gores : col. ; 12 in. diam. on sheet 99 x 132 cm.
Unmounted gores (equatorial case) for globes of 12' diameter.
Scale [1:42,197,760]; one inch = 666 miles.
Shows major rivers, cities, relief by hachures; political boundaries shown by dotted lines but unnamed.
Gift of Concordia University, River Forest, 2006.
maproll G3201.B71 1970 .R3a (PrCt)

Rand McNally world portrait globe. [Chicago] : Rand McNally & Co., [197-?].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Concordia University (River Forest, Ill.)
1 globe in gores : col. ; 16 in. diam. on sheet 75 x 143 cm.
Unmounted gores (polar case) for globe of 16' diameter.
With printers' color registration bar on one side of sheet.
Scale [1:31,680,000]; one inch = 500 miles.
Relief shown by shading and hypsometric tints; also shows submarine relief.
Gift of Concordia University, River Forest, 2006.
maproll G3201.B71 1970 .R3 (PrCt)

Globes - 1971 - Gores (Maps) - Manuscripts - 1971 - Manuscripts - 1971 - Gores (Maps) - Manuscripts - Manuscript maps
[ollet fold-a-world eight inch globe, segment] #3. [Chicago : Follett Educational Corporation, 1971?].
Authors: Follett Publishing Company -- Magnus, Albert R.
1 manuscript map : col. ; on sheet 33 x 42 cm. Ink and colored pencil rendering of one of the segments of this globe, presumably drawn by Albert Magnus.
map2F G3201.B71 1971 .F6 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newbury Library)
1 map : col. ; 2 gores each 65 cm. in diameter, on sheet 75 x 143 cm.
Scale: One inch represents 500 miles.
Plate nos.: A-110000-729-2-4-3-4-2-2-2-2 -- 3R71
Printer's proof.
Includes printed register marks for cutting.
Editor's (?) manuscript note in bottom margin: Old print for reference only -- revised Jan.1971
Globes - 1971 - Gores (Maps)

- World maps - 1971
- Wall maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 2 gores each 65 cm. in diameter, on sheet 75 x 143 cm.
Scale: One inch represents 500 miles.
Plate nos.: A-110000-729-2-2-2-2-2-2-2-1 -- 3R71
Printer's proof.
Includes printed register marks for cutting.
Editor's (?) manuscript note in top margin: Old 8/c print for reference only -- revised Jan. 1971
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
map6F G3201.B71 1967 R3 (PrCt)

Globes - 1978 - World maps - 1978

Authors: A.J. Nystrom and Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 globe ; 400 x 270 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Globes - 1978 - World maps - 1978

Rand McNally indexed terrestrial art globe. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Company, [ca. 1978?].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 globe : col., mounted in metal stand with horizon and meridian rings ; 31 cm. (12 in.) in diam., total height 41 cm.
Includes raised relief.
Plate no.: A-110000-269-1-1-1-2-2-1-
Dated 'c.1965' in manuscript on attached tag, but shows Tuvalu (name changed 1978).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks.
globe G3170 1978 .R3 (PrCt)

Globes - 1980-1989 - Gores (Maps)

- World maps - 1980-1989
- Wall maps

Portrait de la terre [globe gores]. Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [198?].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 2 gores each 49 cm. in diameter, on sheet 55 x 107 cm.
Scale: '1 centimetre = 320 kilometres'
Plate nos.: A-110000-751-2-2-2-2

Printer's proof.
Includes printed register marks for cutting.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
map6F G3201.B71 198- R3 (PrCt)


Cram's imperial world globe. Indianapolis, Ind. George F. Cram, [198?-].
Authors: George F. Cram Company
1 globe : col., mounted in metal meridian circle on metal and glass stand ; 38 cm. (15 in.) in diam., total height 92 cm.
"Natural scale = 1:31,680,000 ... "
"Spelling conforms to official rulings of United States Geographic Board. No. 16. Copyright the George F. Cram Company, Inc. Indianapolis, Indiana."
References: Cf. OCLC 23030285 and 37730910
Located next to the atlas stand in the Reference Center on the 3rd floor (Feb. 2010).
globe G3170 198- .C7 (PrCt)

Authors: Spherical Concepts, Inc. -- McNally, Andrew, 1909-- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 globe : transparent plastic, mounted on plastic base ; 30 cm. in diam.
Scale [ca. 1:32,500,000].
Globe halves come apart at equator.
Only graticule and outlines of continents and large bodies of water are shown; there are no place names on the globe.
Presented to Andrew McNally III on his 50th anniversary with the company; lettering on base reads: A. McNally III, 1981, 50th milestone.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks.
globe G3171.A9 1981 .S5 (PrCt)

Globes - 1982 - World maps - 1982

Authors: Rico (Firm) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 globe : col., in wooden stand with brass meridian ring ; 31 cm (12 in.) in diam., total height ca. 83 cm.
Scale: 1:42,000,000.
Raised relief.
Wired with electric light bulb for illumination.
Described and reproduced in trade brochure: New! Rand McNally galaxy collection : a

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
complete line of illuminated globes (Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [1982?]), p. [3], model "Aquarius / # 86093-3" [Wing Mod. MS, RMCN, Series 4, Box 6, Folder 62].
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**artifacts cage globe G3170 1982 .R3 (PrCt)**

**Globes - 1982-1985 - Gores (Maps)**

Authors: Rico (Firm) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Rico, publishers, Florence, Italy SEE Rico (Firm) -- Nova Rico (Firm) SEE Rico (Firm) 1 globe : col., in wooden stand with metal meridian ring ; 46 cm. (18 in.) in diam., total height 90 cm.
Scale: 1:25,500,000.
Wired with electric light bulb for illumination.
Stand is on plastic casters.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**artifacts cage globe G3170 1982 .R5 (PrCt)**

**Globes - 1985 - Gores (Maps)**

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : col. ; 2 gores each 65 cm. in diameter, on sheet 79 x 137 cm.
Scale: 'One inch represents 500 miles'
Plate nos.: 90-8987 -- Reorder 16126 -- A-110000-729 II -46-4-10
Printer's proof.
Includes printed register marks for cutting.
Printed in bottom left and right corners: 10-85 -- 802770 -- RANDKMARK II -- FORM I 2 copies.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

**artifacts cage RMCN maproll 8 : 4. 2 (PrCt)**

**Globes - 1985-1990 - Gores (Maps)**

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rico (Firm) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) 1 globe : col., mounted in wooden stand with meridian ring ; 51 cm. (20 in.) in diam., total height 125 cm.
Scale: 1:25,500,000.
Wired with electric light bulb for illumination.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Located in the Special Collections reading room (Feb. 2010).

**globe G3170 1985 .R3 (PrCt)**

**Globes - 1986-1988 - Wall maps**

Rand McNally international globe. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Co., [1982?]), p. [3], model "Aquarius / # 86093-3" [Wing Mod. MS, RMCN, Series 3, Box 7, Folder 75], where the globe is reproduced and called 'The Satellite'.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks.

**globe G3170 1986 .R3 (PrCt)**


Authors: Slovenská kartografia 1 globe : col. cardboard solid with 24 sides ; ca. 19 cm. diam., issued in paper covers 29 cm.
"2. nezmenené vydanie."
Cover title.
Series: Uroba sá mistr.
The globe, issued on perforated sheets, has been assembled; the covers, with bibliographical details and assembly instructions, are at Vert 3013.
ISBN 8071030155

**artifacts cage globe G3170 1990 .S5 (PrCt)**

**Globes - 1990-1990 - World maps**

Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.**

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Authors: Slovenská kartografia
1 globe : col. cardboard solid with 24 sides ; ca. 19 cm. diam., issued in paper covers 29 cm.
"2. nezmenené vydanie."
Cover title.
Series: Urob si sám.
Comprises the covers, with bibliographical details and assembly instructions; the globe proper has been assembled and is at Artifacts cage Globe G3170 1990 .S5.
ISBN 8071030155
Vert 3013 (PrCt)
32123
Authors: Buikema, M. A. -- Spherical Concepts, Inc. -- McNally, Andrew, 1939-- -- International Map Dealers Association -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 globe : col. plastic, in plastic stand ; 31 cm. (12 in.) in diam., total height 45 cm.
'Cartography [by] M. A. Buikema.'
Printed on clear plastic. Engraved plaque mounted on stand: Presented to Andrew McNally IV in appreciation of International Map Dealers Association.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
artifacts cage globe G3170 1991 .S3 (PrCt)
32124
Authors: Repogle Globes -- Tolman, LeRoy M. -- Donovan, Terrence E.
1 globe : col., plastic coated paper gores over plastic core, mounted on spindle crowned by a plastic clockface, in a metal meridian half circle, on metal base ; 31 cm. in diam., total height 40 cm.
Scale 1:41,849,600 or 660 miles per in.; (W 1800--E 1800/N 900--S 900).
Raised relief globe.
Relief shown by shading and spot heights; depths shown by soundings.
artifacts cage globe G3170 1993 .R4 (PrCt)
32125
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 globe : col., in plastic stand ; 31 cm. (12 in.) in diam., total height 35 cm.
'1 inch represents 660 miles.'
Plate no.: 94 13122 A-110001-225-2-2-2-1.
Raised relief; markable surface.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
artifacts cage globe G3170 1994 .R3 (PrCt)
1 globe : col., on plastic stand ; 31 cm. (12 in.) in diam., total height 35 cm.
'1 inch represents 660 miles.'
Plate no.: 94 13132 A-110001-225111-1-2-2-2-1. Raised relief; markable surface.
Stand is printed with compass directions and hours.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
artifacts cage globe G3170 1994 .R3a (PrCt)
1 globe : col., in metal stand with meridian ring ; 41 cm. (16 in.) in diam., total height 51 cm.
'1 inch represents 500 miles.'
Plate no.: 94 13166.
Markable surface.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
artifacts cage globe G3170 1994 .R3b (PrCt)
1 globe : col., in plastic stand ; 41 cm. (16 in.) in diam., total height 47 cm.
Markable surface.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
artifacts cage globe G3170 1996 .R3 (PrCt)
1 globe : col., in plastic stand ; 41 cm. (16 in.) in diam., total height 47 cm.
Markable surface.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
artifacts cage globe G3170 1998 .R3 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
'1 inch represents 500 miles.'
Plate no.: 96 13136 B-110001-225-2-2-2-1.
Raised relief; markable surface.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
artifacts cage globe G3170 1996 .R3 (PrCt)

32129 Globes - 1996<<>>World maps - 1996<<>>Globes - Handbooks, manuals, etc. - 1990-1999
1 globe : col., in metal stand with meridian ring ; 41 cm. (16 in.) in diam., total height 51 cm.
'1 inch represents 500 miles.'
Plate no.: 96 131146.
Raised relief; markable surface.
artifacts cage globe G3170 1996 .R3a (PrCt)

1 globe : col., on plastic stand ; 41 cm. (16 in.) in diam., total height 49 cm.
'1 inch represents 500 miles.'
Plate no.: 96 13136 B-110001-225III-1-2-2-2-1. Markable surface.
artifacts cage globe G3170 1996 .R3b (PrCt)

32131 Globes - 1998 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Replogle Globes -- Donovan, T. E. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library).
1 globe ; 400 x 350 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

[World globe and pencil sharpener]. [S.l. s.n., ca. 2000?].
1 globe and 1 pencil sharpener : col., in metal stand with movable metal meridian ring ; 4.4 cm. (1.75 in.) in diam., total height 8.3 cm.
Anonymous and without imprint; title supplied by cataloger.
Stylized antique globe with plastic and metal pencil sharpener built into base; sharpener measures 3 x 1.5 x 1.5 cm.
map2C G3170 2000 .G6 (PrCt)

Authors: National Council for Geographic Education -- American Slide-Chart Corp. (Wheaton, Ill.) -- NCGE see National Council for Geographic Education -- N.C.G.E. see National Council for Geographic Education
1 globe : col. ; 13 cm. in diam., flattened to 16 cm. in diam., expanded height ca. 9 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
© 2000. Printed in U.S.A. American Slide-Chart Corp. 60189"
Folding souvenir issued for the 2000 National Council for Geographic Education convention held in Chicago.
Hexagonal globe with 2001 calendar.
Designed to expand with rubber band mounted between internal paper hooks.
map3C G3170 2000 .N3 (PrCt)

32134 Globes - Bibliography
Authors: Haardt, Robert, 1884-1962
Cited in Imago Mundi annual bibliography
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

32135 Globes - Bibliography - 1850
Authors: Yonge, Ena L., b. 1895 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library).
118 p. : ill., maps ; 24 cm.
Bibliography: p. 118.
Series: American Geographical Society library series, no. 6
Formerly Ayer 290 .Y78 1968
LC Card Number: 68056158
Map Ref GA193.US Y6 1968 (NLO)

32136 Globes - Bibliography - Catalogs<<>>Celestial
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

globes - Bibliography - Catalogs
Istituto e museo di storia della scienza (Italy) - Map collections - Catalogs
Authors: Dekker, Elly -- Istituto e museo di storia della scienza (Italy)
188 p., vii p. of plates : ill. (some col.) ; 27 cm.
At head of title: Istituto e museo di storia della scienza.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 185-188).
Series: Cataloghi di raccolte scientifiche ; 5
LC Card Number: 2004422214
ISBN 8809035893
Formerly folio GA195.G7 D45 1999
and index.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 535-543) and index.
Formerly folio GA195.G7 D45 1999
LC Card Number: 00269924
ISBN 0198565593
Map Ref folio GA195.G7 D45 1999 (NLO)

32137
Globes - Bibliography - Catalogs
Globes - Netherlands - Bibliography - Catalogs
Old globes in the Netherlands : a catalogue of terrestrial and celestial globes made prior to 1850 and preserved in Dutch collections / Peter van der Krogt ; translated from the Dutch manuscript by Willie ten Haken. Utrecht : HES, 1984.
Authors: Krogt, P. C. J. van der -- Haken, Willie ten -- Krogt, Peter van der SEE Krogt, P. C. J. van der
290 p. : ill. ; 25 cm.
Includes indexes.
Formerly GA193.N4 K76
ISBN 9061942349
Map Ref GA193.N4 K76 (NLO)

32138
Globes - Bibliography - Catalogs
National Maritime Museum (Great Britain) - Map Collections - Catalogs
Authors: Dekker, Elly -- Ackermann, Silke -- Lippincott, Kristen, 1954-- -- National Maritime Museum (Great Britain)
Includes bibliographical references (p. 535-543) and index.
Formerly folio GA195.G7 D45 1999
LC Card Number: 00269924
ISBN 0198565593
Map Ref folio GA195.G7 D45 1999 (NLO)

32139
Globes - Bibliography - Catalogs
National Maritime Museum (Great Britain) - Map Collections - Catalogs
Navigational globes in the age of Copernicus and some globes ... in the National Maritime Museum. 1972.
Authors: Waters, David Watkin, 1911-- -- Coronelli
Vert 204 no.11 (PrCt)

32140
Globes - Bibliography
Dartmouth College Library - Map Collections
The Year of the globes. 1957.
Authors: Dalphin, George R., 1926-
p. 42-43
Discusses recent globe acquisitions and lists antiquarian globes at Dartmouth.
4S 32, n.s. v. 1, p. 42-43 (PrCt)

32141
Globes - Collections, 1960-1969
World maps - Collections, 1960-1969
Celestial globes - Collections, 1960-1969
Celestial charts - Collections, 1960-1969
Globes - 1960-1969 - Gores (Maps)
Manuscript maps
Astronomy - Charts, diagrams, etc.
[Collection of globes, globe gores, and armillary spheres : working models and prototypes assembled by Carl Mapes]. 1967-?
Authors: Mapes, Carl Herbert, 1900-- -- Rand McNally and Company -- Walt Disney Company.
World globe [196-?] -- Fuji (Firm). [World globe] [196-?] -- Pigeon AAA (Firm). [Illuminated world globe : wired with battery-operated light bulb] [196-?] -- A. & W. Products Co. Inc. [World globe] [196-?] -- Rand McNally and Company. Rand McNally beginners globe [196-?] -- Maps, Carl Herbert. [Three hand-made armillary spheres, 196-?] -- [Plastic rotating model of sun, earth and moon] [196-?] -- The Seven seas answer wheel [196-?] -- Maps, Carl Herbert, 1900- [2 sets of untitled manuscript globe gores (partly assembled with adhesive tape), various sizes, 196-?] -- Maps, Carl Herbert. [Make-it-yourself armillary sphere, 196-?] -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
4 globes, 4 armillary spheres, 3 sets of globe gores, and 6 polygon models ; in oversize box 34 x 45 x 35 cm.
Globe collectors know the world is round. 1995.

Authors: Rothman, Juliet
2 p.; 43 cm.
From Antique Week 28, no. 2 (August 21, 1995): 1,44, ill.
BHC 2247
Vert 1805 (PrCt)

Authors: Coronelli World League of Friends of the Globe. International symposium, 4th, Krakow, 1972
Vert 203 and 204 (PrCt)

Authors: Haude, Mary Elizabeth -- Library of Congress information bulletin
In: Library of Congress information bulletin 63, nos. 2-3 (February-March 2004), 33-35. ills.
Describes the restoration of a 50-inch diameter Weber Costello globe in the collections of the Library of Congress.
Vert 2237, no. 1 (PrCt)

Globes - Construction - 1400-1499<>Celestial globes - History - 1400-1499<>Celestial charts - History -1400-1499<>Astronomy - Charts, diagrams, etc.
Vert 204 no. 8 (PrCt)

Globes, Czech - Bibliography<>Czech Cartography
Geschichte und Liste der tschechischen Globen. 1972.
Vert 204 no. 7 (PrCt)

Globes, English - 1600-1899
The Use of terrestrial and celestial globes in England. 1968.
Authors: Wallis, Helen
From Actes du XI e Congrès International
d'Historic des Sciences Varsonne - Cracovie
Vert 1969 (PrCt)

32151 Globes - Exhibitions - Catalogs
Golde Meir Library. American Geographical Society
Collection - Map collections - Exhibitions -
Catalogs
The Sphere of the cartographer : an exhibit of
globes, globe gores and related materials,

32154 Globes, Folding - Patents - 1971
Authors: Voges, Frederick -- United States.
Patent Office
The patent is for folding globes with each facet representing the same number of degrees of latitude and longitude. "Frederick Voges, 733 S. Courtland, Park Ridge, Ill. 60068."
"3,584,400, patented June 15, 1971."

32155 Globes, Folding - Specimens - 1971
Globes, Folding - Patents - 1971 - Gores
(Maps)<--Folding globes SEE Globes, Folding<--Collapsible globes SEE Globes, Folding
Folded sheet of stiff paper with three segments which can be punched out and assembled to form a globe with 72 facets, each representing an area of 30° of longitude by 30° of latitude; other punch-outs form a stand and meridian "circle."
"Patent no. 3,584,400."

32156 Globes - Handbooks, manuals, etc. - 1940
Globe facts. Indianapolis : George F. Cram Co., [1940?].
Authors: George F. Cram Company
14 p. : illus. ; 21 cm.
Includes list of 'Principal short wave stations of...
the world.'
Bottom edges have been chewed by a rodent.
Vert 2272, no. 2 (PrCt)

32157 Globes - Handbooks, manuals, etc. - 1940
The Story of the globe : an absorbing explanation of curious and fascinating facts about the globe and our world, including the popular question and answer game. Chicago : Replogle Globes, [1940?].
Authors: Replogle Globes
31 p. : illus. ; 24 cm.
Laid in, a tag with the text: This Replogle globe can be revised after the war. All you need to do is fill in and mail the coupon below.... We will send you corrected map sections which show boundaries established by peace treaties at the end of the war and by following simple directions you can easily mount them on your globe to bring it up-to-date.... Do not hesitate to purchase this globe because it shows Europe as it was September 1, 1939.
Vert 2195, no. 1 (PrCt)

32158 Globes - Handbooks, manuals, etc. - 1952
Authors: Weber Costello Company
18 p. : illus. ; 22 cm.
To Collection Services for cataloging, April 2011 (PrCt)

32159 Globes - Handbooks, manuals, etc. - 1954
Authors: Boggs, Samuel Whittemore, 1889- -- Branom, Frederick K. (Frederick Kenneth), 1891- -- A.J. Nystrom and Company
64p. : illus. ; 20 cm.
Catalog (partial?) of Nystrom globes on pp. 60-64.
Vert 2272, no. 3 (PrCt)

32160 Globes - Handbooks, manuals, etc. - 1961
Cram's outer space and world globe handbook ; with question and answer quiz. Indianapolis : George F. Cram Co., 1961.
Authors: George F. Cram Company
64p. : maps, illus. ; 18 cm.
Part of back cover cut out.
Vert 2272, no. 4 (PrCt)

32161 Globes - Handbooks, manuals, etc. - 1963
Authors: Odell, Clarence Burt, 1907- -- Denoyer-Geppert Company
48 p. : illus., maps ; 28 cm.
"Fourth printing 1963."
To Collection Services for cataloging, April 2011 (PrCt)

32162 Globes - Handbooks, manuals, etc. - 1964
Authors: Guyette, Mercedes, 1913-31p. : col. illus. ; 14 x 22 cm.
Vert 2272, no. 1 (PrCt)

32163 Globes - Handbooks, manuals, etc. - 1964
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
24p. : col. illus., maps ; 21 cm.
Cover title: This is the exclusive, new Rand McNally world portrait globe. Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Vert 2195, no. 3 (PrCt)

32164 Globes - Handbooks, Manuals, Etc. - Juvenile Literature<--Sound Recordings
Authors: Thomas, Lowell, 1923- -- Guyette, Mercedes, 1913- -- Arms, Virginia -- Nowins, Michael -- Replogle Globes
2 sound discs : 33 1/3 rpm ; 7 in. + booklet (24p. : ill. ; 17 cm.)
Narrated by Lowell Thomas, Jr. Written and produced by Mercedes Guyette, Virginia Arms. Illustrations by Michael Nowins.'
'The World's only talking globe. De Luxe edition volumes 1 and 2.
map3C G3170 1962 G8 (PrCt)

32165 Globes - Handbooks, Manuals, Etc. - Juvenile Literature<--Sound Recordings
Authors: Thomas, Lowell, 1923- -- Guyette, Mercedes, 1913- -- Arms, Virginia -- Nowins, Michael -- Replogle Globes
2 sound discs : 33 1/3 rpm ; 7 in. + booklet (24p. : ill. ; 17 cm.)
Narrated by Lowell Thomas, Jr. Written and produced by Mercedes Guyette, Virginia Arms. Illustrations by Michael Nowins.'
'The World's only talking globe. De Luxe edition volumes 1 and 2.
map3C G3170 1962 G8 (PrCt)

32166 Globes - History
Authors: Hofmann, Catherine -- Bibliothèque nationale de France

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

75 p. : ill. (some col.) ; 22 x 25 cm.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
ISBN 2717719423
GA260 .G56 1995 (NLO)

32167 Globes - History
German globe makers especially in Nuremberg and Berlin. [Wien : Coronelli-Weltbund der Globusfreunde, 1987].
Authors: Lindner, Klaus -- Globusfreund (1987) p. 169-190 ; 21 cm.
Map Ref GA101 .G56, v. 35/37, p. 169-190 (PrCt)

32168 Globes - History
The Art and history of globes / Sylvia Sumira.
Authors: Sumira, Sylvia
224 p. : ill. (mostly color) ; 29 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (pages 219-220) and index.
LC Card Number: 201407943
ISBN 9780712358682 ; 0712358684
Map Ref G3170 .S94 2014 (NLO)

32169 Globes - History - 1500-1599.large
Gemma, Frisius, 1508-1555. [Terrestrial globe] (1537?).
Gemma, Frisius, 1508-1555. [Celestial globe] (1537).
Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594. [Terrestrial globe] (1541).
Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594. [Celestial globe] (1551).
Goethals, Liévin, d. 1547. [Globe] (1531).
Dantyszek, Jan, 1485-1548. [Armillary sphere] (1531).
De Gois, Damião, 1502-1574 SEE Gois, Damião de, 1502-1574.
Gois, Damião de, 1502-1574 SEE Gois, Damião de, 1502-1574 Gois, Damião de, 1502-1574.
Goes, Damião de, 1502-1574 SEE Gois, Damião de, 1502-1574.
Goes, Damião de, 1502-1574 Gois, Damião de, 1502-1574.
Dantiscus, Joannes, 1485-1548 SEE Dantyszek, Jan, 1485-1548.
Dantiscus, Joannes, 1485-1548 Dantyszek, Juan, 1485-1548.
Dantiscus, Juan, 1485-1548 SEE Dantyszek, Jan, 1485-1548.
Dantyszek, Jan, 1485-1548 Dantiscus, Joannes, 1485-1548.
Dantyszek, Jan, 1485-1548 Gois, Damião de, 1502-1574.
Dantyszek, Juan, 1485-1548 Gois, Damião de, 1502-1574.
Dantyszek, Juan, 1485-1548 SEE Dantyszek, Jan, 1485-1548.
Dantyszek, Jan, 1485-1548 Dantyszek, Juan, 1485-1548.
Dantyszek, Juan, 1485-1548 Gois, Damião de, 1502-1574.
Dantyszek, Jan, 1485-1548 Gois, Damião de, 1502-1574.
Dantyszek, Jan, 1485-1548 SEE Dantyszek, Juan, 1485-1548.
Dantyszek, Juan, 1485-1548 Gois, Damião de, 1502-1574.
Dantyszek, Juan, 1485-1548 Gois, Damião de, 1502-1574.
Dantyszek, Jan, 1485-1548 Gois, Damião de, 1502-1574.
Dantyszek, Jan, 1485-1548 Gois, Damião de, 1502-1574.
Dantyszek, Juan, 1485-1548 Gois, Damião de, 1502-1574.
Dantyszek, Juan, 1485-1548 Gois, Damião de, 1502-1574.

32170 Globes - History - 1921
Terrestrial and celestial globes : their history and construction, including a consideration of their value as aids in the study of geography and astronomy / by Edward Luther Stevenson.
New Haven : published for the Hispanic Society of America by the Yale University Press [etc.], 1921.
Authors: Stevenson, Edward Luther, 1858-1944 -- Hispanic Society of America -- Yale University Press -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
2 v. : fronts, ill., maps, plates, ports. ; 25 cm.
The standard English language work on globes. Includes a list of globes.
'Notes' at end of each chapter.
Series: Publications of the Hispanic Society of America, no. 86
Formerly Ayer 131 .G5 585 1921
LC Card Number: 21018954
Map Ref GA260 .S7 1921 (NLO)

32171 Globes - History - 1961
Berlin : Columbus Verlag, [1961].
Authors: Muris, Oswald, 1884- -- Saarmann, Gert
287 p. : ill., plates (part col.) ; 24 cm.
Includes index.
Formerly GA260 .M87
LC Card Number: 63035408
Map Ref GA260 .M87 (NLO)

32172 Globes - History - 1967
Die Welt in Händen : kurze Kulturgeschichte des Globus.
Stuttgart : Schuler Verlagsgesellschaft, [c1967].
Authors: Fauser, Alois, 1906-184 p. : ill. ; 25 cm.
A pictorial survey with excellent reproductions.
Formerly 5A 7740
Map Ref GA260 .F3 1967 (NLO)

32173 Globes - History - 1973
Authors: Bernleithner, Ernst, 1903- Offprint from Mitteilungen der Österreichischen Geographischen Gesellschaft 115 no. 1-3 (1973):
276, diagrams, tables.
Vert 354, no. 1 (PrCt)

32174 Globes - History - 1989
A pictorial survey with excellent reproductions.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Netherlands - History - 1989
Authors: Krogt, P. C. J. van der
xiv, 415 p., 16 p. of plates : ill., maps ; 24 cm.
Summary in English.
Added titles: Globeproductie in de Nederlanden -- Production of globes in the Low Countries.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 380-401) and index.
GA193 .N4 K75 1989 (NLO)
32175 Globes - History - 1993
Authors: Dekker, Elly -- Krogt, P. C. J. van der
183 p. : ill. (some col.), maps ; 29 cm.
Includes bibliography and index.
Formerly GA260 .D44 1993
LC Card Number: 94180473
ISBN 0302006184
Map Ref folio GA260 .D44 1993 (NLO)
32176 Globes - History - 1993
Authors: Krogt, P. C. J. van der -- Explokart (Program)
'A part of the research program 'Explokart' of the Faculty of Geographical Sciences of Utrecht University'--T.p. verso.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 629-640) and index.
Formerly GA284.N4 K7513 1993
LC Card Number: 94128127
ISBN 9061941385
Map Ref folio GA284.N4 K7513 1993 (NLO)
32177 Globes - History
Blaeu, Willem Janszoon, 1571-1638
Smet, Pierre-Jean de, 1801-1873
Museum of the Western Jesuit Missions - Map collections
Peterson, Jacquelin
Rare globes found in Jesuit seminary in St. Louis suburb, 1992.
Authors: Rice, Patricia -- The Plain Dealer (1992) 1 p.
In: The Plain Dealer, July 2, 1992.
BHC 1489
Vert 1084 (PrCt)
32178 Globes - History - Periodicals
Authors: Coronelli World League of Friends of the
Globe -- Internationale Coronelli-Gesellschaft für Globen- und Instrumentenkunde -- Coronelli-Weltbund der Globusfreunde SEE
v. : ill. ; 21 cm.
Irregular annual, mostly articles in German.
Includes many lists of globes by collection, but lacks an index.
Began with No. 1 in 1951.
Some issues combined.
Issued also in English: Globe studies (beginning with 49/50).
Formerly GA101 .G56
LC Card Number: 00205424 86186215
ISSN 04360664
Map Ref GA101 .G56 (NLO)
32179 Globes - History - Periodicals
Authors: International Coronelli-Gesellschaft für Globen- und Instrumentenkunde
v. : ill. ; 21 cm.
Irregular serial.
Began publication with Nr. 1 (Feb. 1979); ceased with Nr. 25 (1998)?
Formerly GA192 .I58
Map Ref GA192 .I58 (NLO)
32180 Globes - History - Periodicals
Authors: Internationale Coronelli-Gesellschaft für Globen- und Instrumentenkunde -- International Coronelli Society SEE Internationale Coronelli-Gesellschaft für Globen- und Instrumentenkunde
v. : ill. ; 21 cm.
'English version of Der Globusfreund.'
Formerly GA101 .G5613
Map Ref GA101 .G5613 (NLO)
Authors: Stansbie, Alexr. C. -- Keily, James -- Rea, Samuel M. -- Smith & Wistar -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 2 sheets, 38 x 26 in. and 38 x 28.5 in. Scale: 1:52,000. Originally published Philadelphia: Smith & Wistar, 1849.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps: Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
WIshington, D.C. : Library of Congress, Geography and Map Division, 1983?].
Microfiche 583, no. 462 (PrCt)

32194 Gloucestershire (England) - Maps - 1610

Antient Gloucester / from Speed's map, published 1610 ; the fortifications are from Hall & Pinnell's maps. [London : J. Nichols, 1819].
Authors: Speed, John, 1552?--1629 -- Fosbroke, Thomas Dudley, 1770-1842. An Original history of the city of Gloucester (1819) -- J. Nichols and Son/=Hall & Pinnell/=Lithographic Press (England)
1 map ; 27 x 23 cm. on sheet 43 x 26 cm.
Facsimile of map originally published 1610.
"Lithogic Press, 10, King Street, West[minster]."
oversize F 459335 .29, pl. 1 (PrCt)

32195 Gloucestershire (England) - Maps - 1786

...Map of the county of Gloucester... London : Wm. Faden, 1786.
Authors: Taylor, Isaac, 1730-1807 -- Faden, William, 1749-1836
1 map : hand col. ; 132 x 117 cm. fold. in slipcase 22 x 24 cm.
Entire title cartouche reads: To the subscribers in general and more particularly to those noblemen and gentlemen who honoured me with their assistance in the survey, this map of the county of Gloucester is humbly dedicated by their obedient & most humble servant Isaac Taylor.
Ross, Marth. 10, 1777.
Inset pictures: Berkeley Castle; St. Briavels Castle; Beverstone Castle; Sudeley Castle; Thornbury Church and Castle.
Faden's imprint is on a paper label pasted below the title.
Scale ca. 1:63,360.
Sectioned and mounted on linen.
Printed label on slipcase: Gloucestershire. Sold by Wm. Faden, Geographer to the King, Charing Cross [added in MS '1:16:0'].
Cf. Chubb, Printed maps of Gloucestershire (1912), pp. 74, 78.
Acc. no. 95100202 (Lesley Aitchison £720).
map4C G5753 .G6 1786 .T3 (PrCt)

32196 Gloucestershire (England) - Maps - 1800-1899

Gloucestershire. Edinburgh : Bartholomew, [18--?].
Authors: Bartholomew, John, 1831-1893

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Gloucestershire (England) - Maps - 1806
Topographical and statistical description of the county of Gloucester: containing an account of its situation, extent, towns, roads, rivers, lakes, mines, minerals, fisheries, manufactures, trade, commerce, agriculture, fairs, markets, curiosities, antiquities, natural history, civil and ecclesiastical jurisdictions, &c. : to which is prefixed a copious travelling guide ..., forming a complete county itinerary ... / by George Alexander Cooke; illustrated with a map of the county. London: Printed for C. Cooke, No. 17, Paternoster Row, by Brimmer & Co., Water Lane, Fleet Street: And sold by all the booksellers in the United Kingdom, [ca. 1805].
Contemporary half bound brown leather, marbled papers over boards.
Tail-pieces.
Bookplate of Alfred Mead Raymond.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Full text and map available online via HathiTrust Digital Library (accessed March 2011): http://hdl.handle.net/2027/uc2.ark:/13960/t1pg1x d20
Baskes DA670.B4 C66 1806 (NLO)

Gloucestershire (England) - Maps - 1824 - Gloucester Cathedral - Pictorial works - 1824 - Wall maps
Map of the county of Gloucester: from an actual survey made in the year 1823 / by C. & J. Greenwood; most respectfully dedicated to the nobility, clergy & gentry of the county by the proprietors. London: Greenwood, Pringle & Co., 13, Regent Street, Pall Mall, 1824.
1 map : hand col. ; 143 x 126 cm., folded to 25 x 17 cm.
"Published November 22nd, 1824."
Scale [ca. 1:63,360]. Relief shown by hachures. Greenwich meridian. Dissected and mounted on linen, folded to 25 x 17 cm in slipcase covered in black and white marbled papers with black leather spine labels. Shows hundreds. Insets: Part of Gloucestershire in Tewkesbury Hundred but locally situate in Oxfordshire 5 miles N.W. of Banbury -- Part of Gloucestershire in Westminster Hundred locally situate in Warwickshire 3 1/2 miles S.E. from Shipston on Stour -- Part of Gloucestershire in Slaughter Hundred locally situate in Oxfordshire 1 1/2 mile from Burford -- South west view of Gloucester Cathedral.
Armorial bookplate: William Holmes, Brookfield. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 75693877
Baskes G5753.G6 C66 1824 .C2 (NLO)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1867-Herefordshire (England) - Maps - 1867
xxviii, 183, 64 p., [4] leaves of plates (1 folded) : 1 map, plans ; 18 cm.
"With maps and plans."
Includes index.
Publisher's advertisements on endpapers and "Murray's handbook advertiser, 1867", 64 p. at end.
Former owner's signature: H.T. Whately, 1867.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray's handbooks for travellers, 369
Series: [Murray's handbooks for travellers] -- Murray's handbooks for travellers.
LC Card Number: 03005384
Baskes G153 .M97 no. 369 (1867) (NLO)

32202
A Handbook for travellers in Gloucestershire, Worcestershire, and Herefordshire. London: John Murray, 1872 [i.e. 1875].
xxxix, 337, 72 p. : 1 map, plans ; 18 cm.
New ed.
Published by W.H. Cooke. Cf. Lister.
Folded map in pocket engraved by W. & A.K. Johnston.
Includes index.
Cover title: Murray's hand-book, Gloucester, Hereford, Worcester
Series: [Murray's handbooks for travellers] -- Murray's handbooks for travellers.
Former owner's inscription: Wm. Underwood.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray's handbooks for travellers, 370
Baskes G153 .M97 no. 370 (1872) (NLO)

32203
Authors: John Murray (Firm) -- Murray's handbooks for travellers -- Cripps, W. J. 1 v.
3rd ed.
Lister, W.B.C. A Bibliography of Murray's handbooks for travellers and biographies of authors, editors, revisers and principal contributors (Dereham: Dereham Books, 1993) no. 373.
G 4535 .6 (NLO)

32204
Gloucestershire (England) - Maps - 1895-1896 - Guidebooks
A Handbook for travellers in Gloucestershire. London: John Murray, 1895 [i.e. 1896].
Authors: Maude, Raymond William de Latham, 1852-1897 -- John Murray (Firm) -- Murray's handbooks for travellers -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
viii, 17, 185, 56 p. : plans ; 18 cm.
Publisher's advertisements on endpapers and "Murray's handbook advertiser, 1896-1897 ...", 56 p. at end.
Includes index.
Series: [Murray's handbooks for travellers] -- Murray's handbooks for travellers.
Cover title: Murray's hand-book, Gloucestershire
Spine title: Gloucestershire
Other title: Half title: Handbook for Gloucestershire
Revised by R.W. Maude. Cf. Lister.
Imperfect; this copy lacking folded pocket map.
"With map and plans."
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray's handbooks for travellers, 373
LC Card Number: 03005377
Baskes G153 .M97 no. 373 (1895) (NLO)

32205
Gloucestershire (England) - Maps - 1914
Authors: Little guides -- Cox, J. Charles (John Charles), 1843-1919 -- John Bartholomew and Son -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
xiv, 239 p., [33] leaves of plates (some folded) : ill., 6 maps (some folded, some col.) ; 16 cm.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

'With twenty-eight illustrations from photographs and six maps and plans.'
Maps by John Bartholomew and Son.
Map on lining papers.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 225-226) and index.
LC Card Number: 14009890
Series: Little guides.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .L58 Gloucestershire (1914) (NLO)

32206 Gloucestershire (England) - Maps - 1936
Map by John Bartholomew and Son -- Methuen & Co. -- B.T. Batsford Ltd. -- Jeffery, Roland E. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 1 map
12mo;C:EmeryWalker
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

32207 Gloucestershire (England) - Maps - 1949
Authors: Cox, J. Charles (John Charles), 1843-1919 -- Davis, H. Stratton -- Little guides -- John Bartholomew and Son -- Methuen & Co. -- B.T. Batsford Ltd. -- Jeffery, Roland E. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
xii, 184 p., [48] leaves of plates : ill., col. folded map ; 16 cm.
8th ed. / rev. by H. Stratton Davis.
Map by John Bartholomew & Son.
Includes index.
Series: The little guides -- Little guides.
Inscribed: Roland E. Jeffery, June 11th 1954.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 49005839
Baskes G153 .L58 Gloucestershire (1949) (NLO)

32208 Gloucestershire (England) - Maps - Bibliography - 1577-1911
Authors: Chubb, Thomas, 1858?-1936
Index to authors, engravers, and publishers, p. 199-238.
LC Card Number: 14012125
F 02451 .2 Suppl. (NLO)

32209 Gloucestershire (England) - Maps - Collections, 1500-1777
Gloucestershire (England) - Maps - Collections, 1500-1799

Maps - 1777<<>>Bristol (England) - Maps - 1777
A Gloucestershire and Bristol atlas; a selection of old maps and plans from the 16th to the 19th century, including the Isaac Taylor (1777) large scale map of the county in full. London : Bristol and Gloucestershire Archaeological Society, 1961.
Authors: Taylor, Isaac -- Bristol and Gloucestershire Archaeological Society -- Lund, Humphries & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 22 maps ; 363 x 249 mm.
Facsimiles.
Rodger 154.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

32210 Gmunden (Austria) - Pictorial works - 1594
Gmunden. [Cologne : s.n.], 1594 [i.e. ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1564 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Valckenberg, Lucas van, fl. 1504 -- Hoefnagel, Joris, 1542-1601 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : hand col. ; 35 x 47 cm.
View by Joris Hoefnagel based on 1594 drawing by Lucas van Valckenberg; see R.A. Skelton's Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.
Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Gmunden.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 5, pl. 53 (PrCt)

32211 Gmunden (Austria) - Pictorial works - 1594
Gmunden / Ex archetypo Lucae van Valkenborch effigiauit Georgius Houfnaglius ... [Amsterdam : Jan Jansson], 1594 [i.e. 1657].
Authors: Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664 -- Valckenberg, Lucas van, fl. 1504 -- Hoefnagel, Joris, 1542-1601 -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Urbium totius Germaniae superioribus illustriorum clarioremque tabulae ... Pars posterior [i.e. prior] (1657) -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Theatrum urbium (1657)
1 view : hand col. ; 35 x 47 cm.
Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Gmunden.
In: Jansson, Jan. Urbium totius Germaniae superioribus illustriorum clarioremque tabulae ... Pars posterior [i.e. prior] 1657 -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Theatrum urbium (1657)
Issued in volume [2] of 8 in Jansson's townbook atlases, collectively known as the Theatrum urbium (Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657).
Case oversize G 117 .452, v. 2, [plate 52]
32212 Goddard, George Henry, 1817-1906
Cartography - California - History - 1800-1899
Authors: Shumate, Albert -- Farquhar, Francis Peloubet, 1887- -- Friends of the Bancroft Library. Keepsake, no. 17. -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
13 p. : folded map(in pocket) ; 36 cm.
Bibliography: p.11-13
Series: The Series of keepsakes issued by the Friends of the Bancroft Library, no. 17 -- Series of keepsakes issued by the Friends of the Bancroft Library for its members ; no. 17.
LC Card Number: 79631610
folio Ayer 247 .G57 S56 1969 (NLO)

32213 Godin des Odonais, Isabelle de Grandmaison, b. 1728? - Travel - Amazon River Region
Algeria <> Goedins des Odonais, Jean, 1712-1792 <> Mission géodésique (France) <> Cartographers - Biography - 1700-1799
Authors: Whitaker, Robert xiv, 352 p. : ill., maps ; 25 cm.
1st ed.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 329-337) and index.
Contents: A Sunday in 1769 -- Not quite round -- A daughter of Peru -- The mapmakers -- Voyage to Quito -- Measuring the baseline -- High-altitude science -- Death in the afternoon -- Marriage in Quito -- Down the Amazon -- A continent apart -- Lost on the Bobonaza -- Into the jungle -- Deliverance -- Saint Amand.
Subject
ISBN 0738208086
F2546 .W46 2004 (NLO)

32214 Godinho de Erédia, Manuel, 1563-
Other title: Panorama. v. 2, n. 13-14.
"Separata do Panorama, II série, nos.13-14."
English, Portuguese, and French.
5A 6687 (NLO)

32215 Goethals, Liévin, d. 1547
[Notes on Liévin Algoet]. [Chicago, 198-?].
Authors: Karrow, Robert W.
1 file folder ; 25 x 30 cm.
Bibliographical notes and drafts used in the preparation of the chapter on Liévin Algoet in:
Karrow, Robert W. Mapmakers of the sixteenth century and their maps (Chicago : Published for The Newberry Library by Speculum Orbis Press, 1993).
Vert 3020 (PrCt)

32216 Goethals, Liévin, d. 1547
Liévin Algoet, humaniste et géographe. [Louvain : C. Peeters, 1923].
Authors: Roersch, Alphonse, 1871- -- Le musée belge : revue de philologie classique (1922) p. 127-143 ; 28 cm.
Vert 3019, no. 2 (PrCt)

32217 Goethals, Liévin, d. 1547
Documents inédits concernant Liévin Algoet. [Louvain : C. Peeters, 1923].
Authors: Roersch, Alphonse, 1871- -- Musée belge : revue de philologie classique (1923) p. 91-94 ; 28 cm.
Photocopies from: Musée belge : revue de philologie classique 27 (1923): 91-94.
Vert 3019, no. 4 (PrCt)

32218 Goethals, Liévin, d. 1547
Algoet, Liévin, d. 1547 SEE Goethals, Liévin, d. 1547
Algoet, Liévin, d. 1547 SEE Alsberghe, , Liévin, d. 1547 SEE Goethals, Liévin, d. 1547
Alsberghe, , Liévin, d. 1547 SEE Goethals, Liévin, d. 1547
Goethals, Liévin, d. 1547 SEE Panagathus, Liévin, d. 1547 SEE Goethals, Liévin, d. 1547
Panagathus, Liévin, d. 1547 SEE Omnibonus, Liévin, d. 1547 SEE Goethals, Liévin, d. 1547
Omnibonus, Liévin, d. 1547 SEE Goethals, Liévin, d. 1547
Goethals, Liévin, d. 1547
Authors: Meersch, August vander -- Académie royale des sciences, des lettres et des beaux-arts de Belgique. Biographie nationale (1866- ) columns 68-69 ; 28 cm.
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3019, no. 1.
Ref CT1163 .A2, v. 8, columns 68-69 (PrCt)

32219 Goethals, Liévin, d. 1547
Algoet, Livinus, d. 1547 SEE Goethals, Liévin, d. 1547
Algoet, Livinus, d. 1547 SEE Omnibonus, Liévin Goethals, d. 1547
Omnibonus, Liévin Goethals, d. 1547 SEE Goethals, Liévin, d. 1547
Goethals, Liévin, d. 1547 SEE Panagathus, Liévin Goethals, d. 1547
Panagathus, Liévin Goethals, d. 1547 SEE Goethals, Liévin, d. 1547
Authors: Nauwelaerts, M. A. (Marcel Augustijn), 1908-1983 -- Nationaal biografisch woordenboek (1964-1983) columns 1-3 ; 28 cm.
In: Nationaal biografisch woordenboek (Brussel: (PrCt)
Koninklijke Vlaamse Academiën van België, 1964-1983), v. 6, columns 1-3.
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3019, no. 3.
Ref CT1163 .N37, v. 6, columns 1-3 (PrCt)

32220  Goethals, Liévin, d. 1547<<>>Dantyszek, Jan, 1485-1548<<>>Dantiscus, Joannes, 1485-1548
SEE Dantyszek, Jan, 1485-1548
[Correspondence of John Dantiscus with, and relating to, Liévin Algoet]. [Louvain : Librarie Universitaire, 1961].
Authors: Vocht, Henry de, 1878- -- Vocht, Henry de, 1878-. John Dantiscus and his Netherlandish friends: as revealed by their correspondence, 1522-1546 (1961)
p. 52-53, 82-83, 370-373 ; 28 cm.
Vert 3019, no. 5 (PrCt)

414 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
1st ed.
'Deluxe edition.'
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).
'3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.'
Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).
Includes indexes.
Series: Family maps
ISBN 1420303880
Local History Ref F572.G44 B69 2006 (NLO)

Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Gogebic County 4-H Council (Mich.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (62 p.) : 40 maps ; 28 cm.
Scale [1:50,688]. 1 1/4 in. to 1 mile.
Cover title.
'Sponsored by Gogebic County 4-H Council.'
Includes business directory and index to owners.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 87675421

32223  Golda Meir Library. American Geographical Society Collection
A national treasure comes to the University of Wisconsin - Milwaukee. 1978.
3p. : ills.; 28cm.
BHC 1019
Vert 584 (PrCt)

32224  Golda Meir Library. American Geographical Society Collection
Wisconsin's new geographical center. 1979.
Authors: Deller, Howard A. - - Deller, Howard A. -- Harley, J. B. (John Brian)
9 p. : ill., maps (part col.) ; 30 cm.
Offprint from The Map Collector 50 (Spring 1990).
Vert 846, no. 1 (PrCt)

32225  Golda Meir Library. American Geographical Society Collection
Authors: Deller, Howard A. -- Deller, Howard A. -- Harley, J. B. (John Brian)
3p.: ills.; 28cm.
BHC 6241
Vert 846, no. 2 (PrCt)

Authors: Sanborn Map Company -- Chicago Historical Society
1 map : col. ; on sheet 106 x 151 cm.
Scale [1:633,600] 1’ = 100’
CHS Coll., Map no. 493 (PrCt)

32227  Golden Gate Special (Express train) - Pictorial works - 1889<<>>Union Pacific Railway Company - Pictorial works - 1889<<>>Pullman

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Texas. General Land Office -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 988 (PrCt)

32232
[Map of the Battle of Coleto and the massacre at Goliad, Texas in March 1836]. [between 1840 and 1844].
1 ms. map ; 235 x 185 mm. on sheet 253 x 202 mm.
Rough sketch map showing key locations during the Battle of Coleto of March 19-20, and the massacre of Colonel James Walker Fannin, Jr. and 341 other North Americans in Goliad, Texas on March 27, 1836 by Mexican army forces. Identifies fort, Mexican line, location of Fannin's surrender, the room in the local mission where Fannin was shot, and the field outside town where his men were massacred.
Not drawn to scale.
Pencilled annotation, apparently not in Bollaert's hand, and differing from writing on remainder of map: Drawn by Rossignol. The butchery of Fannin by Santana. 3-27-36.
Note in ink: See Chas. Rossignol --Report de. Neither Rossignol nor his Report have been identified.
Upper right: 118.
Pen-and-ink and pencil.
Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 266.

32233
Authors: Gonzalez Cañaveras, Juan Antonio -- Mathes, W. Michael -- Ediciones José Porrua Turanzas -- Cano -- Buissere, David -- Porrua Turanzas (José) Ediciones SEE Ediciones José Porrua Turanzas
143 p. : maps ; 24 cm.
Includes facsimile reprint of world map originally published: Madrid : Imprenta de Cano, 1800. The original printed map is known in only two copies; p. 21-27 contain reduced-size reproductions of the copy in the John Carter Brown Library.
Includes transcriptions of all texts on the map; alphabetical list of place names, with modern equivalents; and a reproduction (pp. 91-143) of the printed booklet which accompanied the map and which bears the same title as the map. Includes "Bibliografía cronológica de los escritos
Goochland County (Va.) - Maps - 1777 - Manuscripts
[Survey of land along Elk Island in western Goochland County. Virginia at the junction of Byrd Creek and James River]. [1777 or later].
Authors: Jefferson, Thomas, 1743-1826 -- Carrington, 18th cent. -- Herbert R. Strauss Collection (Newberry Library) -- Eppes, Francis -- Thornton, John, Major, 18th cent.
1 ms. map ; on sheet 27 x 25 cm.
Not signed.
Incomplete; survey notes at top trimmed away, leaving 10 lines of text beginning '... by Carrington's plat of Cumberland County made in 1777. From the mouth of Willis's to the landing at Centerville ... '.
Pen-and-ink and pencil.
Forms part of the Herbert R. Strauss collection of Jefferson manuscripts.
In a separate binder accompanying the collection, Strauss notes that he bought the map in 1950 from Ralph Newman, proprietor of the Abraham Lincoln Bookshop in Chicago. Price: $65 + 10% commission.
Other related materials are reproduced on University of Virginia website (accessed Sept. 2010), including land title papers (dated 1732-1826) forming part of the Edgehill-Randolph Papers, no. 1397:
http://ead.lib.virginia.edu/vivaaed/published/uvas等各种
Gift, 1974.
VAULT Case MS 6A 79, sheet no. 24 (PrCt)
Goode's school atlas - Handbooks, manuals, etc. - 1929
72 p. ; 19 cm.
Cover title: Goode's school atlas: a handbook for teachers.
Uniform title: Goode's school atlas.
Hardbound.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .G6 1929 teachers' handbook copy 1 (PrCl)

Goode's school atlas - Handbooks, manuals, etc. - 1930
103 p. ; 19 cm.
Cover title: Goode's school atlas: a handbook for teachers.
Uniform title: Goode's school atlas.
Hand-stamped 'Editorial. The Rand McNally Library.'
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .G6 1930 teachers' handbook copy 2 (PrCl)

Goodhue County (Minn.) - Maps - 1877 - Landowners->Wall maps->Counties - Maps->Landowners - Maps
90 p. : sectioned wall map ; 28 x 31 cm.
Partial facsimile of wall map: Map of Goodhue Country, Minnesota, 1877.
County Minnesota ... (Philadelphia: Warner & Foote, 1877).
Scale [ca.1:47,000]
Coordinates: (W 93°04' -- W 92°13' / N 44°44' -- N 44°10').
Includes landowner index compiled by Kathryn Ericson and transcription of 'Goodhue Co. business references.'
'Map photography by Revoir Photography, Red Wing, Minnesota. Printing by Printing Solutions, a division of Coremar, Brooklyn Park, Minnesota.
Typography by Cannon Falls Beacon, Cannon Falls, Minnesota.'
Original copies of the map are ... at the Goodhue County Historical Society, the Cameron Falls Historical Museum, and the Goodhue State Bank in Goodhue ...' p. 2
Karrow, R.W. (ed.), Checklist of printed maps of the Middle West to 1900, 7-0339.
910730NL7A
LC Card Number: 91070207
ISBN 0961719729
32247 Goodhue County (Minn.) - Maps - 1977 - Landowners
Goodwives。<ref>Counties - Maps</ref><ref>Landowners - Maps</ref>
Authors: Directory Service Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (72 p.) : 25 maps ; 25 cm.
Cover title.
Publisher and place of publication from back cover.
Includes index to landowners.
Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Scale not given.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
32248 Gooi (Netherlands : Region) - Maps - 1750 - Gooyland (Netherlands) SEE Gooi (Netherlands : Region)
Nieuwe kaart van het Baljuwschap van Gooyland de Loosdrecht, Mynden ... te Amsterdam : by Isaak Tirion, MDCCL [1750].
Authors: Tirion, Isaak -- Tirion, Isaak. Nieuwe en beknopte hand-atlas ... (1748 [i.e. 1769?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 31 x 35 cm.
Verso numbered "N 50" in manuscript.
In: Tirion, Isaak. Nieuwe en beknopte hand-atlas ... (Amsterdam : Isaak Tirion, 1744 [i.e. 1769?]), plate [50].
oversize Ayer 135 .T55 1744, plate [50] (PrCt)
1870 - Real property - Near North Side (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1870
[V]aluable building lots on the north branch of the Chicago River, and the north branch canal ... Chicago : Baker Co., 1870.
Authors: Baker & Co. (Chicago, Ill.) -- Land Owner -- J.M. Wing & Co. -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 54 x 40 cm.
Detached from: The Land Owner (Chicago: J.M. Wing and Co., 1870) v.2, bet. p. 266-267 [Case Wing +H 94.005]
Wood engraving.
Not in MMC.
5190
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
map4F G3704.A1 1869 .L3 sht. 12 (PrCt)
32250 Gordon County (Ga.) - Maps - 1919-1954 - Counties - Maps
Authors: Vance, C. E. -- Westfield, S. P. -- Atlas of Historical County Boundaries Project (Newberry Library)
1 map ; on sheet 40 x 56 cm.
Photostat.
From the files of the Atlas of Historical County Boundaries Project, the Newberry Library.
map2F G3923 .G6 1954 .V3 (PrCt)
32251 Gore Canyon (Colo.) - Pictorial works - 1945 - Denver and Rio Grande Western Railroad Company - Pictorial works - 1945 - Railroads - Maps
Authors: Denver and Rio Grande Western Railroad Company?
1 view ; 30 x 23 cm.
Photograph cropped on left side.
5A 7267 (1944 vol. [1]) (PrCt)
32252 Gorée (Senegal) - Maps - 1716 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Gorée (Senegal) - Maps - 1716 - Slavery - Manuscripts - Slavery - Gorée (Senegal) - Maps - 1716 - Manuscripts - Compagnie Du Sénégal - Manuscript maps
Plan du fort de lisle de Goréé et ses projets. 1716.
Authors: Vernise, René, fl. 1716 -- Compagnon, P., d. ca. 1750 -- Brué, André, 1654-1738 --
Compagnie du Sénégal -- Cartes Marines

Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library.

Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 30, sheet 4 -- Baillieux, François. Plan de l’Île de Gorée 1 ms. map : hand col.; 515 x 709 mm.

Shows the island of Gorée off Cape Verde in Senegal, a French outpost important in the slave trade. Details fortifications and improvements proposed by P. Compagnon while working under the direction of André Brue, director of the Compagnie du Sénégal. Includes notes A-Z, &, a-y, and 1-12.

Scale [ca. 1:1,770]. ‘Echelle de cent toises’ [= 110 mm.]

Sheet 4 of 117 in the Cartes Marines Manuscript Map Collection, detailing French colonial interests worldwide, ca. 1640-ca. 1726.

Relief shown with hachures and pictorially.

Oriented with north to lower right.

Pen-and-ink and watercolor (green, red, yellow); mounted on cloth.

Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 119.


Ayer ms map proj 00

Digital image available as part of the Newberry Library’s Great Lakes Digital Collection via the CARLI Digital Collections website (accessed Nov. 2010):

http://collections.carli.illinois.edu/u?/nby_qrlakes, 793

VAULT drawer Ayer MS map 30 sheet 4 (NLO)

32255

Gorinchem (Netherlands) - Pictorial works - 1776

Fortification<--><> Gorée (Senegal) - Maps - 1776 - Slavery<--><> Gorée - Senegal - Maps - 1776

Plan de l’Île de Gorée. [Paris : s.n., ca. 1776].


1 map ; 16 x 35 cm.

Engraved by F. Baillieux.

Shows the island of Gorée off Cape Verde in Senegal, a French outpost important in the slave trade. Details fortifications.


oversize Ayer 135 .A6 1727 pl. 22 A (PrCt)

32254

Görliivm, nobile Hollandiae oppidvm. [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].

Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 view : hand col.; 15 x 23 cm. on sheet 41 x 54 cm.

Anonymous view.

Added title in uppercase lettering at top: Görliivm.

On same sheet with: Groeninga, siue vt alij. Gruninga, Frisiae vrb inclyta ... -- Broversavia, eius insule in Zelandia oppidum ... .

Latin letterpress text on verso under titles: Groninga -- Broversavia -- Görliivm.


VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 1, pl. 21 (PrCt)

32255

Görliivm (Dresden, Germany) - Pictorial works - 1575

Gorlitzum, vrbs superiors Lysatiae ... [Cologne : s.n.], 1575 [i.e. ca. 1620].

Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Scharffenberg, Georg, fl. 1566 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 view : hand col.; 29 x 49 cm.

Possibly derived from a 1565 woodcut by Georg Scharffenberg; see R.A. Skelton’s Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.

Added title in uppercase lettering: Gorlitzum.


VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 2, pl. 45 (PrCt)

32256

Görliivm (Dresden, Germany) - Pictorial works - 1575

Gorlitzum, vrbs superiors Lysatiae ... [Cologne : s.n.], 1575 [i.e. ca. 1620].

Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Scharffenberg, Georg, fl. 1566 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 view : hand col.; 29 x 49 cm.

Title from cartouche at bottom left.

Added title in uppercase lettering at top: Gorlitzum.

Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Gorlitzum.


VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 2, pl. 45 (PrCt)
atlastes, collectively known as the Theatrum urbium (Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657).
Case oversize G 117 .452, v. 2, [plate 53] (PrCt)

32257
Gorzów Wielkopolski (Poland : Voivodship) - Maps - 1680<><>Szczecin (Poland : Voivodship) - Maps - 1680
Marchia Nova vulgo New Marck in march: Brandenburg. Amsterdam, [ca. 1680].
Authors: Schenk & Valck, Amsterdam -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
II:317
1 map : hand col. ; 37 x 49 cm.
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:317 (PrCt)

32258
Gorzów Wielkopolski (Poland : Voivodship) - Maps - 1725<><>Brandenburg (Germany) - Maps - 1725
Marchionatus Brandenburgici partes duae, nova Marchia et Uckerana. Amsterdam, [ca. 1725].
Authors: Gotha, Olao Joannis, 1600-1644 -- Cóvens et Mortier -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
II:314
1 map : hand col. ; 37 x 51 cm.
Copy 1 of 2.
2554
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:314 (PrCt)

32259
Gorzów Wielkopolski (Poland : Voivodship) - Maps - 1725<><>Brandenburg (Germany) - Maps - 1725
Marchionatus Brandenburgici partes duae, nova Marchia et Uckerana. Amsterdam, [ca. 1725].
Authors: Gotha, Olao Joannis, 1600-1644 -- Cóvens et Mortier -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
III:H22
1 map ; 37 x 51 cm.
Copy 2 of 2.
Copy 1 of 2: Sack *map8C oG5700 1740 .S2 no. II:314.
3312 and 4233 rev
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6523.G6 1725 G6 copy 2 (PrCt)

32260
Farm map of Goshen town, Orange Co. N.Y. Chester, N.Y. : Orange County Genealogical Society, [197-?].
Authors: Hughes, James -- Friend & Aub -- Orange County Genealogical Society
1 map ; 61 x 43 cm.
Includes 15 illustrations and list of subscribers. 78-42176
M1036
map4F G3803.O5:3G6 1861 H8 197- (PrCt)

32261
Goslen Pass Natural Area (Va.) - Tourism - 1980
Goshen Pass, Virginia. [Lexington, Va.?, [ca. 1980s].
1 card : ills ; 23 x 10 cm

32262
Goslar (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1552<><>Woodcuts
[View of Goslar, Germany]. [Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552].
Authors: Münster, Sebastian, 1489--1552 -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552. Cosmographiae universalis ... (1552) -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : woodcut ; 4 x 5 cm., on sheet 32 x 21 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Added letterpress title above woodcut: Goslaria.
In: Münster, Sebastian. Cosmographiae universalis ... (1552). Cosmographiae universalis ... (Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552), p. 739.
Possibly an inaccurate view, since some of the woodcuts in this volume were used for more than one town.
VAULT folio Ayer 7 .M8 1552, p. 739 (PrCt)

32263
Goslar Region (Germany) - Maps - 1530<><>Harz Mountains (Germany) - Maps - 1530
Authors: Niedersächsisches Landesverwaltungsamt-Landesvermessung -- Goslar Stadtvich
1 map : col. ; 64 x 83 cm.
Facsimile of original published ca. 1530; reproduced from original in the Stadtarchivs Goslar.
3009rev
map6F G6322.H33 1530 K3 1981 (PrCt)
32264 Göta Canal (Sweden) - Maps - 1927<<><><>Trollhätte Canal (Sweden) - Maps - 1927
Description of the canal route
Stockholm-Gothenburg and the history of the Göta- and Trollhätte canals. [Linköping] :
Linköpings lithografiska aktiebolag, 1927.
Authors: Clausen, Hans Glud, 1857- --
Linköpings lithografiska aktiebolag -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
3rd English ed.
Edition statement from cover.
Cover title: Clausen's atlas of the canal route Stockhom Gothenburg
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .A77 1978, [ptie 1], [plate 28] (NLO)

32265 Götaland (Sweden) - Maps - 1741
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Delamarche, Charles François, 1740-1817. Atlas général : contenant le détail des quatre parties du monde [1798?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 43 x 54 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:875,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .A77 1978, [ptie 1], [plate 28] (NLO)

32266 Götaland (Sweden) - Maps - 1741<><><>Sweden - Maps - 1741<><><>Götaland (Sweden) SEE Götaland (Sweden)<><><>Ostro Gotaland (Sweden) SEE Götaland (Sweden)
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Delamarche, Charles François, 1740-1817. Atlas général : contenant le détail des quatre parties du monde [1798?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 38 x 54 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:875,000].
Relief shown pictorially.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)


32272 Gotland (Sweden) - Maps - 1565<<<Sjælland (Denmark) - Maps - 1565<<<Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1565<<<Engravings Gotlandia ; Zelandia. [Venice? Ferando Bertelli?, ca. 1565?]. Authors: Bertelli, Ferando -- Lange, Otto, 1879-1944 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library) 2 maps ; 248 x 175 mm. and 283 x 188 mm. (neat lines), on sheet 307 x 432 mm. Anonymous maps lacking imprints; both maps attributed to Ferando Bertelli. Titles from uppercase and oversize lettering on each map. Map of Gotland includes blank cartouche at upper left; probably a variant state of map issued with Bertelli’s name; cf. Tooley 266, 267, and 602. Map of Sjælland includes added title in cartouche at lower left: Selandia, vel Sialandia, siue Zelandia ab orientale parte Dania ... . Printed from 2 plates on 1 sheet. Relief shown pictorially. Ex Lange. Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library). b152 Novacco 2F 212 (PrCt)

Letterpress text on verso.
In: Ballino, Giulio. De’ disegni delle piu illustri città, et fortezze del mondo ... (Venice: Bolognino Zaltieri, 1569), plate [17] VAULT Case folio G 117 .06, plate [17] (PrCt)


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

32275 Gotland (Sweden) - Maps - 1650<>Gottie (Sweden) SEE Gotland (Sweden)

Gottie. [Paris? s.n., ca. 1650?].
Authors: Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). Ill:X36
1 map ; 14 x 17 cm., on sheet 36 x 22 cm.
Unsigned map without imprint.
One of seven sheets apparently issued as a part of an unidentified isolario or island book (Paris?, ca. 1650?).
Oriented with north at right.
Manuscript "10" at upper left.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map1F G5702.B3A 1650 .B3 sheet 5 of 7 (PrCt)

32276 Gotland (Sweden) - Maps - 1913
Authors: Hamner, J. W. -- Svenska turistföreningen -- Generalstabens litografiska anstalt -- Wahlström & Widstrand (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- GLA kartor (Firm) SEE Generalstabens litografiska anstalt
174 p. : ill., 3 col. maps (some folded) ; 17 cm.
Edition: 2. uppl.
"Denna bok är utarbetad af apotekaren J.W. Hamner"--T.p. verso.
Maps by Generalstabens litografiska anstalt.
Series: Svenska turistföreningens resehandböcker ; 15
"Pris 3,50 Kr."--Back cover.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .S94 [no.] 15 (1913) (NLO)

32277 Gouda (Netherlands) - Maps - 1585
Gouda, eleganteriss. Hollandiae opp. ad Jsalam annem ... [Cologne : s.n.], 1585 [i.e. ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Deventer, Jacob van, d. 1575 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 34 x 47 cm.
Derived from a drawing by Jacob van Deventer; see R.A. Skelton's Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.
Includes references 1-34.
Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Gouda.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 4, pl. 14 (PrCt)

32278 Gouda (Netherlands) - Pictorial works - 1620
Gouda Hollandiae opp. ad Jsalam ... [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : hand col. ; 18 x 49 cm.
Anonymous view.
Added title at top in uppercase lettering: Govde.
On same sheet with: Roterodamvm Hollandiae opp.
Latin letterpress text on verso under titles: Roterodamvm -- Govda.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 3, pl. 31 (PrCt)

32279 Gough Map (ca. 1360)
The Gough map. [London : Royal Geographical Society, 1933].
Authors: Pelham, Reginald Arthur, 1903- -- Geographical journal
p. 34-39
GLA 007 .33, v. 81, p. 34-39 (PrCt)

32280 Gough Map (ca. 1360)
The Date of the Gough Map. 2010.
Authors: Smallwood, T. M. -- Imago mundi
p. 3-29
In: Imago Mundi v. 62, pt. 1 (2010), p. 3-29
Map Ref folio GA1 .I6, v. 62, pt. 1, p. 3-29 (PrCt)

32281 Gough Map (ca. 1360)<>Cartography - British Isles - History - 1300-1399
Medieval roads in the diocese of Carlisle. 1977.
Authors: Hindle, Brian Paul
From Transactions of Cumberland and Westmoreland antiquarian and archeological society 77 (1977): 83-95, maps.
BHC 2035
Vert 678 (PrCt)

32282 Gough Map (ca. 1360)<>Cartography - British Isles - History - 1300-1399
The Towns and roads of the Gough map (c.1360). 1980.
Authors: Hindle, Brian Paul
BHC 2042
Vert 685 (PrCt)

32283 Gough Map (ca. 1360)<>Cartography - British Isles - History - 1300-1399
Authors: Hindle, Brian Paul -- International Conference on the History of Cartography (5th : 1973 : Warsaw)
18 p. : chart, maps
Vert 201 --[Abstract. Warsaw, 1973].
Vert 185 (PrCt)

Authors: Lloyd, Christopher D. -- Lilley, Keith D.
p. 27-48 : maps (part col.), ill. ; 28 cm.
G 007 , v. 99, p. 27-48 (PrCt)

Includes folded facsimile of ca. 1360 manuscript map named for the collector Richard Gough and bibliographical references.
Series: Treasures from the Bodleian Library Contributor biographical information, publisher description, and table of contents on Library of Congress website (accessed September 2, 2008):
LC Card Number: 2007531532
ISBN 9781851240227 (hbk.) ; 1851240225 (hbk.) folio G5741.S3 M 2007 (NLO)

Not at Newberry Library (Dec. 2009) (PrCt)

32287 La Goulette (Tunisia) 1570 - Maps - Fortification La Goulette (Tunisia) 1570 - Maps - Fortification La Goulette (Tunisia) SEE La Goulette (Tunisia) Disegno de la Goletta con le sue misure. [Rome? s.n., ca. 1570?].
Authors: La Goulette (Tunisia) - Goulette (Tunisia) SEE La Goulette (Tunisia) -- Goulette (Tunisia)

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Graceland Cemetery (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 2011

Graceland Cemetery (Chicago, Ill.) - Historical geography - Maps - 2011

Graceland Cemetery (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 2011

Gracovia (Poland) - Pictorial works - 1552

Graccio (Poland) SEE Gracovia (Poland)

Gracci (Poland) SEE Gracovia (Poland)

Woodcuts [View of Gracovia, Poland]. [Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552].

Authors: Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552. Cosmographiae universalis ... (1552) -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 view : woodcut ; 8 x 11 cm., on sheet 32 x 21 cm.

Title supplied by cataloger.

In: Münster, Sebastian. Cosmographiae universalis ... (Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552), p. 888.

Added title from accompanying letterpress text on p. 888-889: De electione Gracci, à Graccouia est condita.

Shows town on a hill above a monster approaching a sheep herder and his flock.

References: Mickwitz and Miekkavaara, A.E. Nordenskiöld collection in the Helsinki University Library (1979-1995), v. 2, p. 82.

VAULT folio Ayer 7 .M8 1552, p. 888 (PrCt)

Gradisca D'isonzo (Italy), War Of, 1615-1617 - Maps<<<Gorizia (Italy : Province), War Of, 1615-1617 - Maps

Gradisca. [Venice] : Giacomo Franco forma al sol, [1617?].

Authors: Franco, Giacomo, 1550-1620 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 333 x 448 mm. (neat line), 336 x 450 mm. (plate mark)

Armies and relief shown pictorially.

Manuscript '3' in upper right.

L. Lago, Imago Adiae (1998) p. 133 and 138-139, fig. no. 70.

Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

m3

Novacco 2F 119 (PrCt)

Grafton County (N.H.) - Maps - 1860 - Landowners<<<Counties - Maps<<<Landowners - Maps


Authors: Walling, Henry Francis, 1825-1888 -- Smith, Mason & Co. -- Library of Congress.

Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps

1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.

Size of original: 2 parts, 30.5 x 59.5 in. and 29.5 x 59.5 in. Scale: 1:70,000. Originally published New York: Smith, Mason & Co., 1860.

Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:

Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps


Microfiche 583, no. 429 (PrCt)

Gramvousà (Crete) - Maps - 1689 - Pictorial works


Authors: Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718 -- Padoani, Domenico, fl. 1689 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718.

Citta, fortezze, isole, e porti principale dell'Europa ... (1689)

1 map ; 13 x 17 cm.

In: Coronelli, Vincenzo. Citta, fortezze, isole, e porti principale dell'Europa, in pianti, et in elutione, descritte, e publicate ad uso dell'Academia cosmografica degli argonauti (Venice : Domenico Padoani, 1689) pl. [72]. Engraved plate '45.' One of four plates printed on the same sheet, opening [72].

VAULT folio Ayer 135 .C8 1689 pl. 72 (PrCt)
Granada (Spain) - Pictorial works - 1565
Granada. [Cologne: s.n.], M.D. LXV [1565, i.e. ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Hoefnagel, Joris, 1542-1601 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : hand col. ; 37 x 49 cm.
Includes references A-D, 1-17.
Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Granata.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 1, pl. 4 (PrCt)

Granada (Spain) - Maps - 1811 - Altitudes
Granada (Spain) - Maps - 1811 - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc.
Granada (Spain) - Maps - 1811 - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc.
Granada (Spain) - Maps - 1811
Profil du Canal de Huehuetoca (desague real) creusé pour préserver la Ville de Mexico du danger des inondations. [Paris : F. Schoell, 1811].
1 profile : hand col. ; on sheet 55 x 76 cm.
'Rédigé d'après les dessins de Don Ignacio Castera et Don Luis Martin par F. Friesen 1808. Gravé par Bouquet -- et l'Écriture gravées par l'Aubert pere.'
Profile dated 1808.
Engraved plate no. '15.'
Duplicate copies: folio Graff 2009 -- Baskes oversize G1545 .H8 1811
Case oversize G 98 .425 Pt. 3 Atlas, pl. [14] (PrCt)

Granada (Spain) - Maps - 1835
Authors: Seco de Lucena Paredes, Luis, 1857-1941 -- Tipografía Litografía S. Berdones (Granada, Spain)
1 map : col. ; 39 x 48 cm. fold. in covers 18 x 12 cm. + text (48 p.)
Cover title: Indice plano y calles de Granada.
Text includes 'Indice de monumentos y edificios más notables,' 'Novísimo callejero de Granada,' and 'Instrucciones e itinerarios.'
Inset: Alhambra.
Includes advertisements for Hotel Washington Irving, La Capuchina (agua medicinal), and 'Oficinas de D. Francisco Martínez Cañavate.'
map3C G6564 .G7 1935 S4 (PrCt)

Grand'Anse (Haiti : Dept.) - Maps - 1790 - Landowners - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Plan du canton de Plimouth et partie des Baradères. [197-?].
Authors: Fregnel -- Rochambeau, Jean-Baptiste-Donatien de Vimeur, comte de, 1725-1807 -- Library of Congress. Rochambeau map collection
1 map ; 64 x 87 cm. on 4 sheets.
Photocopy of 1790 manuscript 'par Fregnel' in the Rochambeau collection at the Library of Congress.
Series: Rochambeau collection ; 66
Shows eastern limits as of 1781 and 1790 and names of landowners.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Relief shown by hachures.
Oriented with north to the bottom.
Available through the Library of Congress website as a raster image (May 2005):
http://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g4943g.ct001278
Cf. OCLC 5566831.
map2F G4943.G746 1790 F7 197- (PrCt)

North Western's Grand Avenue freight yard located almost in shadow of Chicago's downtown business district. [Chicago? Chicago and North Western Railway Company?, 1955?].
Authors: Chicago and North Western Railway Company -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 28 x 21 cm.
Photograph.
Title from verso of front cover.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
5A 7267 (1954 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

32303 Grand Banks of Newfoundland - Maps - 1775 - Nautical charts - A Chart of the Banks of Newfoundland ...
London : Robt. Sayer & Jno. Bennett, 1775. [i.e. 1783?].
Authors: Chabert, Joseph Bernard, marquis de, 1724-1805 -- Cook, James, 1728-1779 -- Fleurieu, C. P. Claret (Charles Pierre Claret), comte de, 1738-1810 -- Jefferys, Thomas, -1771 -- Robert Sayer and John Bennett (Firm) -- Jefferys, Thomas, d. 1771. The American atlas -- or, A geographical description of the whole continent of America ... (London : R. Sayer and J. Bennett, 1776); pl. [13] verso handstamped '14.'
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .J46 1775 pl. 13 (PrCt)

32304 Grand Banks of Newfoundland - Maps - 1775 - Nautical charts - A Chart of the Banks of Newfoundland ...
London : Robt. Sayer & Jno. Bennett, 1775 [i.e. 1776].
Authors: Chabert, Joseph Bernard, marquis de, 1724-1805 -- Cook, James, 1728-1779 -- Fleurieu, C. P. Claret (Charles Pierre Claret), comte de, 1738-1810 -- Jefferys, Thomas, -1771. The American atlas, or, A geographical description of the whole continent of America ... (1776) -- Robert Sayer and John Bennett (Firm) -- Jefferys, Thomas, d. 1771. The American atlas, or, A geographical description of the whole continent of America ... (1776)
1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 65 cm.
In: Jefferys, Thomas. The American atlas, or, A geographical description of the whole continent of America ... (London : R. Sayer and J. Bennett, 1776); pl. [13] verso handstamped '14.'
Case oversize G1100 .J44 1776 pl. 13 (PrCt)

32305 Grand Banks of Newfoundland - Maps - 1775 - Nautical charts - A Chart of the Banks of Newfoundland ...
London : Robt. Sayer & Jno. Bennett, 1775 [i.e. 1783?].
Authors: Chabert, Joseph Bernard, marquis de, 1724-1805 -- Cook, James, 1728-1779 -- Fleurieu, C. P. Claret (Charles Pierre Claret), comte de, 1738-1810 -- Jefferys, Thomas, -1771 -- Robert Sayer and John Bennett (Firm) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 65 cm.
In: Jefferys, Thomas. The American atlas; or, A geographical description of the whole continent of America ... (London : R. Sayer and J. Bennett, 1782 [i.e. 1783?]); verso handstamped '13.'
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .J46 1782 pl. 13 (PrCt)

32306 Grand Banks of Newfoundland - Maps - 1784 - Nautical charts - A Chart of the Banks of Newfoundland ...
London : Robt. Sayer & Jno. Bennett, 1775. [i.e. 1783?].
Authors: Chabert, Joseph Bernard, marquis de, 1724-1805 -- Cook, James, 1728-1779 -- Fleurieu, C. P. Claret (Charles Pierre Claret), comte de, 1738-1810 -- Jefferys, Thomas, -1771 -- Robert Sayer and John Bennett (Firm) -- Jefferys, Thomas, d. 1771. The American atlas -- or, A geographical description of the whole continent of America 1775 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 65 cm.
In: Jefferys, Thomas. The American atlas; or, A geographical description of the whole continent of America ... (London : R. Sayer and J. Bennett, 1775); verso handstamped '13.'
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .J46 1775 pl. 13 (PrCt)

Authors: Cook, James, 1728-1779 -- Lane, Michael, II. 1768-1784 -- France. Dépôt des cartes et plans de la marine -- Cook, James,
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Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Trails and automobile drives : trail trips to
Phantom Ranch Hermit Creek Cabins and the
Colorado River. June, 1929, Grand Canyon
National Park, Arizona. Chicago : Rand McNally
& Company, 1929.
Authors: Fred Harvey (Firm) -- Geary, Fred, fl. 1929
1 brochure : ill., map ; on sheet 21 x 101 cm. fold.
to 21 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Includes untitled map of the Grand Canyon (11 x 20 cm.). Plate no. 032
Panel art: Car in front of Indian pueblo and mule
ride in Grand Canyon; signed "Fred Geary."
Displayed in the Newberry Library exhibition
Paper trails : maps, highways and American
journeys in the twentieth century (Sept. 14-Dec.
14, 1996).
See unpublished typescript of exhibition captions
compiled by James Akerman [Vert 1713, no. 2, part 2, p. 11]
Accession no. McNally 94121900NL.
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4
Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).
Road map4C G4332 .G7P2 1929 .F7 (PrCt)

32314 Grand Canyon National Park (Ariz.) - Maps - 1929<<>>Road maps
Map of Grand Canyon National Park.
Survey, 1929.
Authors: Geological Survey (U.S.) -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 20 x 36 cm. on sheet 24 x 41 cm.
Date appears below scale bar.
Illegible name at bottom left with date 1928 (?).
Detached from an unidentified text.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 3.17 (PrCt)

32315 Grand Canyon National Park (Ariz.) - Maps - 1964
The Grand Canyon of Arizona. Chicago : Fred
Harvey, 1964.
Authors: Fred Harvey (Firm) -- Rand McNally and
Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
2 maps : col. ; 16 x 19 cm. & 9 x 11 cm. on sheet
46 x 61 cm. fold. to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Includes information for visitors, 'Where to stay at
Grand Canyon South Rim,' "Conducted motor
and trail trips," and 17 photographs.
'No. 1-1964.'
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
map4F G4332.G7 1964 H3 (PrCt)

32316 Grand Coulee Dam (Wash.) - Pictorial works - 1953<<>>Great Northern Railway
Company (U.S.) - Pictorial works -
1953<<>>Railroads - Maps
[Aerial photograph of Grand Coulee Dam :
looking south]. [Minneapolis, Minn.? Great
Northern Railway Company?, 1953?].
Authors: Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.)
-- Columbia Basin Project (U.S.)
1 map ; 24 x 22 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Accompanied by text: Columbia Basin irrigation
development.
Inset map (7 x 9 cm.): Columbia Basin Project :
Washington
In Great Northern Railway Company. 64th Great
Northern Railway Company annual report, 1952
[St. Paul, Minn.? : Great Northern Railway
Company?, 1953?] p. 16.
5A 7267 (1952 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

32317 Grand Isle County (Vt.) - Maps - 1857 -
Landowners<<>>Counties -
Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
[Grand Isle County (Vt.) - 1857: LC G&M land
ownership maps on microfiche]. [Washington,
D.C.] : LC G&M Division, [1983?].
Authors: Walling, Henry Francis, 1825-1888 --
Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division
land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 2 sheets, 55.5 x 28.5 in. each.
Scale 1:50,000. Originally published Boston and
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing
19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map
Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
[Washington, D.C. : Library of Congress,
Geography and Map Division, 1983?].
Microfiche 583, no. 1187 (PrCt)

32318 Grand Junction (Colo.) - Pictorial works - 1953
- Railroads<<>>Denver and Rio Grande
Western Railroad Company - Pictorial works -
1953<<>>Railroads - Maps
Aerial view of the extensive new East Yard at
Grand Junction where all freight trains will be
gravity-switched. Denver : [Denver and Rio
Grande Western Railroad Company?, 1953?].
Authors: Denver and Rio Grande Western
Railroad Company?
1 view ; 14 x 11 cm.
Caption title beneath photograph.
At head of page: New retarder yard will speed
freight movement.
In Denver and Rio Grande Western Railroad
Company. Annual report ... December 31, 1952
(Denver: [Denver and Rio Grande Western
Railroad Company?, 1953?] p. [22-23]
5A 7267 (1952 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

32319 Grand Rapids, Grand Haven & Muskegon
Railway - Maps - 2011<<>>Michigan - Maps -
2011 - Street-railroads<<>>Street-railroads -
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La Grange (Ill.)

1 map : col. ; 58 x 58 cm. + text (2 p. ; 36 cm.)
Scale [ca. 1:157,500].

Shows areas of swamp, prairie, and marsh, as well as roads, trails, houses and buildings, Indian villages and sugar camps, and other features; "sites [of settlements] added by Helen H. Tanner and John Bailey."

Accompanied by 2 p. text: Early Indian and settler locations in the Grand Traverse and Benzie regions: Map description / by Helen Hornbeck Tanner.

map6F G4112 .G83E1 1850 .T3 (PrCt)

Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Grand Traverse County 4-H Leaders Association (Mich.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (24 p.) : 19 maps ; 22 x 28 cm.
Cover title.
'Sponsored by Grand Traverse County 4-H Leaders Association.'
Scale [1:50,688]
Coordinates: (W 85°49'--W 85°18';N 45°00'--N 44°31').

Township maps of scale 1 1/4 in. to 1 mile.
Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Six maps of Traverse City, Mich., and environs laid in
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G4113.G7G46 1957 .R58 (NLO)

32326 Grandier Channel (Antarctica) - Maps - 1960<<<<Antarctic Peninsula (Antarctica) - Maps - 1960
1 map : 47 x 64 cm.
Added title: Antarctica--Graham Land.
'Published at the Admiralty, 26th Aug. 1960, under the superintendence of Rear Admiral E. G. Irving...Hydrographer.'
'Small corrections.'
Fitzgerald polar map 284 (PrCt)

32327 La Grange (Ill.) - Maps - 1870-1879 - Real property<<<<Real property - La Grange (Ill.) - Maps - 1870-1879
F. D. Cossitt's subdivision of all Sec. 4 T. 38 N. R. 12 E. except the W. 1/2 S.W. 1/4 and that part of the N.E. 1/4 north of the C.B. & Q.R.R. / surveyed and drawn by Frost & McLennan, 143 S. Clark St., Room 23, Chicago, Ill. [S.I. Cossitt Real Estate? , 1976?].
Authors: Frost & McLennan (Chicago, Ill.) -- Cossitt, F. D. -- Shober, Charles -- Cossitt Real Estate (Firm) -- Brady, John H. -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 46 x 51 cm.
Facsimile of original published Chicago: Lith. by Chas. Shober, [187?-?]
'This is a limited edition reproduction of an unrecorded map ... made in the 1870's ... It was discovered in the ... Cossitt Real Estate office in the fall of 1976.'
No. 952 of 1500 copies.
'Scale, 300 ft. to one inch.'
Bounded by latter-day Brewster Ave., 47th St., Spring Ave., and 9th Ave.
Does not show land ownership.
Not in Checklist of printed maps of the Middle West to 1900
Gift 2008, John H. Brady.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
map4F G4104.L12G46 187- .C6 1976 (PrCt)

32328 La Grange (Ill.) - Pictorial works - 1908<<<<Pictorial works - La Grange (Ill.) - 1908<<<<La Grange (Ill.) - Photography - 1908<<<<Photography - La Grange (Ill.) - 1908
Bird's-eye view of La Grange, Illinois. [La Grange, Ill.? National City Bank?, 198-?].
Authors: Geo. R. Lawrence Co. -- National City Bank -- Brady, John H. -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 photograph ; 24 x 63 cm., on sheet 33 x 73 cm.
'Copyright 1908 by the Geo. R. Lawrence Co., Chicago, New York, Washington.'
Facsimile of 1908 aerial photograph, looking north and east.
Accompanied by 1 p. graphic index with 7 references, 'compliments of National City.'
Index filed in Map Information File.
2002
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
map4F G4104.L12A3 1908 L3 198- (NLO)

32329 Granite Creek (B.C.) - Maps - 1886 - Gold mines and mining<<<<Similkameen River Valley (B.C. and Wash.)- Maps - 1886 - Gold mines and mining<<<<Granite Creek (B.C.) - Maps - 1886 - Gold mines and mining<<<<Similkameen River Valley (B.C. and Wash.)- Maps - 1886 - Gold mines and mining<<<<British Columbia - Maps - 1886 - Gold mines and mining<<<<Gold mines and
Granite Harbor (Antarctica) - Maps - 1913
Map of Granite Harbour. [London] : Harrison & Sons Ltd., [1921].
1 map : ; 48 x 66 cm.
Scale 1:100,000.
'Projection: Simple conical.'
Shows heights in feet.
For comments on the map see Report, pp. 70-72.
Fitzgerald folio G850 1910 .D43 1923, map VI (PrCt)

Granite Harbor (Antarctica) - Maps - 1913
3 maps : ; on sheet 50 x 75 cm.
Scales 1:50,000 and 1:6,250.
Shows heights in feet.
Inset: Panorama sketch of glacier tongue from point 1,600 on Discovery Bluff.
In: Frank Debenham, Report on the maps and surveys (London: Harrison & Sons, 1923), map XII, in pocket.
For comments on the maps see Report, p. 78-80.
Fitzgerald folio G850 1910 .D43 1923, map XII (PrCt)

Granite Region (Colo.) - Pictorial works - 1960
- Railroads<<>>Denver and Rio Grande Western Railroad Company - Pictorial works - 1960<<>>Railroads - Maps
Westbound manifest alongside upper Arkansas river near Granite, between Buena Vista and Malta, on Royal Gorge route. Denver : [Denver and Rio Grande Western Railroad Company?, 1960?].
Authors: Denver and Rio Grande Western Railroad Company
1 view ; on sheet 18 x 21 cm.
Caption title.
Photograph.
5A 7267 (1959 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Grant County (Ind.) - Maps - 1800-1899
Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
204 p. : ; 28 cm.
1st ed.
'Deluxe edition.'
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).
3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.
Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).
Includes indexexes.
Series: Family maps
ISBN 1420307592 ; 9781420307597 ; 1420307606 ; 9781420307603
Local History Ref F532.G7 B69 2007 (NLO)

Grant County (Ind.) - Maps - 1860-1869
Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
Grant County (Ind.) - Maps - 1877 -
Landowners<->Counties -
Maps<->Landowners - Maps
Combination atlas map of Grant County, Indiana.
Chicago : Kingman, 1877.
Authors: Kingman Brothers
1 atlas ; oversize
Photocopy.
oversize F 89534 .2 (NLO)

Grant County (Ind.) - Maps - 1971 -
Landowners<->Howard County (Ind.) - Maps - 1971 - Landowners<->Counties -
Maps<->Landowners - Maps
Authors: Town & Country Publishing Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (48 p.) : 26 maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
Includes indexes to owners and business directory.
Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Grant County (Minn.) - Maps - 1900 -
Landowners<->Counties -
Maps<->Landowners - Maps
Authors: Geo. A. Ogle & Co.
1 atlas (47, [14], viii, x-xxii p.) : ill., maps, ports. ; 46 cm.
oversize G1428.G7 O3 1900 (NLO)
Grant County (Wis.) - Maps - 1877 - Landowners-Counties - Maps
Atlas of Grant County, Wisconsin : drawn from personal observation & the county records, to which is added official statistics and business references. Red Wing, Minn. Warner & Foote, 1877.
Authors: Warner & Foote -- Chicago Historical Society
1 atlas (76 p.) : col. maps ; 44 cm.
Imperfect: lacks p. 6-9, territorial history of Wisconsin and population census.
Scale: [1:31,680]
Includes patrons' directory
Library buckram.
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005; includes CHS ownership markings.
CHS Coll., Atlas no. 144
over size G4123.G6G46 1877 .W3 (NLO)

Granats-Counties - Maps
Standard atlas of Grant County, Wisconsin : including a plat book of the villages, cities and townships of the county : map of the state, United States and world, patrons directory, reference business directory and departments devoted to general information, analysis of the system of U.S. land surveys, digest of the system of civil government, etc., etc. / compiled and published by Geo. A. Ogle & Co. Chicago : Geo.A. Ogle & Co., 1918.
Authors: Geo. A. Ogle & Co. -- George F. Cram Company -- Weisbenner, Earl -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (111, xxii p.) : ill., 85 hand col. maps (some folded), ports. ; 46 cm.
Includes patrons directory, indexes, and advertisements.

Township maps of scale 2 in. to 1 mile.
Imperfect: lacking p. 53-54 (maps of North Lancaster, Mount Ida Townships); p. 97 repeated
Includes supplement (p. i-xii): Analysis of the system of United States land surveys ; Digest of the system of civil government ; General information on banking and business methods ; Chronological arrangement of ancient, medieval and modern history.
Scales differ.
Owner's inscription: Earl Weisbenner, Lancaster, Wisconsin.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Grant County (Wis.) - Maps - 1948 - Landowners-Counties - Maps
Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Grant County Agricultural Committee (Wis.) -- Dehnert, George -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (38 [i.e. 104] p.) : 39 maps ; 22 x 28 cm.
Cover title.
'Sponsored by Grant County Agricultural Committee.'
Imperfect; issued with 40 maps, but this copy missing back cover, including county detail map.
Township maps numbered 1 to 38, with unnumbered pages of advertisements interspersed.
County detail map inside back cover.
Includes alphabetical index and index map.
Scale not given.
Owner's stamp: George Dehnert, County Agricultural Agent, Lancaster, Wisconsin.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: map49000593

Grant Medical Center (Columbus, Ohio) - Maps - 1989 - Columbus Region (Ohio) - Pictorial maps - Road maps - Advertising maps
Join our family : Grant Medical Center.
Authors: Derdeyn, Eugene -- Conrad, Theresia -- Perspecto Map Co.
1 drawing : col. ; on sheet 58 x 23 cm.
Panel title and descriptive text on verso.
Pictorial floor plan of Grant Medical Center in Columbus, Ohio.
Beneath the plan is an untitled pictorial road map

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
of the Columbus region (11 x 23 cm.) by Eugene Derdyn and Theresa Conrad.


32346 Grant Park (Chicago, Ill.) - Aerial photographs
- 1926 - Automobile parking - Grant Park (Chicago, Ill.) - Aerial photographs - 1926 - Pictorial works - 1926 - Automobile parking - Grant Park (Chicago, Ill.) - Pictorial works - 1926 - Parking, Automobile SEE Automobile parking
1 aerial photo (B&W) ; 11 x 14 cm.
Anonymous aerial photo without imprint.
View from the Loop toward Lake Michigan; railroad tracks in foreground, lines of parked cars and the beach in background.
"Figure 52".
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
folio HE372 .C4 1926, p. 162 (PrCt)

32347 Grant Park (Chicago, Ill.) - Drawings - 1908 - Proposed works - Parks - Grant Park (Chicago, Ill.) - Drawings - 1908 - Proposed works - Chicago (Ill.) - Drawings - 1908 - City planning - City planning - Chicago (Ill.) - Drawings - 1908 - Street lighting - Drawings - 1908 - Street lighting - Chicago (Ill.) - Drawings - 1908 - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles - Cities and towns - Lighting SEE Street lighting - Street lamps SEE Street lighting - Streets - Street lighting - Exterior lighting SEE ALSO Street lighting - Municipal lighting SEE ALSO Street lighting
Design for lights in connection with Grant Park.
Brookline, Mass. Olmsted Brothers, 1908.
Authors: Olmsted Brothers -- Frederick Law Olmsted National Historic Site (Brookline, Mass.) -- Hasbrouck, William -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 drawing ; 43 x 19 cm.
Full size reproduction of original drawing.
"Courtesy of the National Park Service, Frederick Law Olmsted National Historic Site."
Includes drawings of "Curb lights," "Parapet lights," and "Arc lights."
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
map4F G4104.C6:2G75 1904 .C6, sht. 2 (PrCt)

Plan of Lake Park. [Chicago : Charles Shober?, 1870].
Authors: Chicago (Ill.). Board of Public Works -- Shober, Charles -- Charles Shober & Co. -- Chicago (Ill.). Board of Public Works. Annual report of the Board of Public Works to the Common Council of the City of Chicago (1870) -- Lakeside Press (Chicago, Ill.) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; on sheet 95 x 20 cm., folded to 9 x 20 cm.
Probably lithographed by Charles Shober, who printed other maps in the accompanying report. Covers much of latter-day Grant Park in Chicago, between Randolph Street, Roosevelt Avenue, Michigan Avenue, and Lake Michigan. Includes Illinois Central Railroad "break water" and "track".
Oriented with north at left.
Bottom margin includes 2 profile elevations (each 2 x 17 cm.)
Approximate coordinates: (W 87°37'28"--W 87°36'54"/N 41°53'04"--N 41°52'03"
In: Chicago (Ill.). Board of Public Works. Ninth annual report of the Board of Public Works, to the Common Council of the City of Chicago, for the municipal fiscal year ending March 31, 1870 (Chicago : printed at the Lakeside Press, 1870), following p. 76.
Uniform title: Annual report of the Board of Public Works to the Common Council of the City of Chicago.
Scale not given.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Case J 7896 .165, v. 9, following p. 76 (PrCt)

32349 Grant Park (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1903 - Proposed works - Parks - Grant Park (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1903 - Proposed works - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1903 - City planning - City planning - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1903
Revised preliminary plan for Grant Park / Olmsted Brothers Landscape Architects. Brookline, Mass. Olmsted Brothers, 1903.
townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).
Includes indexes.
Series: Family maps
ISBN 1420304127
Local History Ref F572.G8 B69 2006 (NLO)

1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Microfiche 583, no. 326 (Pr.Ct)

32356 Gratiot County (Mich.) - Maps - 1876 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Beers, F. W. (Frederick W.) -- F.W. Beers & Co. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 6 parts; 4 are 20 x 22.5 in. each and 2 are 21.5 x 22.5 in. each. Scale: 1:50,688. Originally published New York: F. W. Beers & Co., 1876.
Microfiche 583, no. 329 (Pr.Ct)


Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Gratiot County 4-H Council (Mich.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (41 p.) : 17 maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
'Sponsored by Gratiot County 4-H Leaders Council.'
Includes index to owners and business and local government directories.
Scale [1:50,688]
Coordinates: (W 84°51'--W 84°21'N 43°29'--N 43°06').
Township maps of scale 1 1/4 in. to 1 mile.
Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

32358 Graubünden (Switzerland) - Maps - 1625<<<<Raetia SEE Graubünden (Switzerland)
Alpinae seu Foederatae Rhaetiae subditarumqve et terrarum nova ... Grissons en Veltolina.
[Amsterdam] : C. J. Visscher excudebat, 1625.
Authors: Sprecher von Bernegg, Fortunat. 1585-1647 -- Visscher, Claes Jansz., 1586 or 7-1652 -- Clüver, Philipp, 1580-1622 -- Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 39 x 52 cm.
Includes reader note: Lectori Cluverius S. ... anni M D CXVIII [1618].
Manuscript '8' on recto and remnants of binding stub on verso.
Forms part of the Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Visscher 87 (Pr.Ct)

32359 Graubünden (Switzerland) - Maps - 1630
Alpinae seu Foederatae Rhaetiae subditarumqve et terrarum nova ... Grissons en Veltolina.
[Amsterdam] : C. J. Visscher excudebat, 1630.
Authors: Sprecher von Bernegg, Fortunat. 1585-1647 -- Visscher, Claes Jansz., 1586 or 7-1652 -- Clüver, Philipp, 1580-1622 -- Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; hand col. ; 39 x 52 cm.
Includes reader note: Lectori Cluverius S. ... anni M D CXVIII [1618].
Remnants of binding stub on verso.
Forms part of the Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Visscher 88 (Pr.Ct)

32360 Graubünden (Switzerland) - Maps - 1740
Rhaetia foederata cum continibus et subditis suis valle Telina, comitatu Clavennensi et Bormiensi.
[Augsburg] : Matth. Suetteri, [ca. 1740?].
Authors: Walser, Gabriel, 1695-1776 -- Silbereisen, Andreas, 1673-1766 -- Seutter,
Matthaeus, 1678-1756 -- Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756. [A Collection of Seutter maps]
[1726-1773]
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 55 cm.
'... [D]elineata ... à Gabriele Walsero ...' 
'Andreas Silbereisen sculpsit.'
Forms part of a made-to-order composite atlas chiefly comprised of undated maps issued ca. 1734-ca. 1744.

**Case oversize G 1007 .81 pl. [20] (PrCt)**

**32361**

Gravelines (France) - 1569 - Pictorial works - Fortification
La Vera fortezza di Gravelina[n]ga posta nella Flandra ... [Venice : Bolognino Zaltieri, 1569].
Authors: Ballino, Giulio, d. ca. 1592 -- Ballino, Giulio, d. ca. 1592. De' disegni delle piu illustri città, et fortezze del mondo ... (1569) -- Zaltieri, Bolognino, fl. 1555-1576
1 view ; 18 x 27 cm.
Letterpress text on verso.
In: Ballino, Giulio. De' disegni delle piu illustri città, et fortezze del mondo ... (Venice: Bolognino Zaltieri, 1569), plate [5]

VAULT Case folio G 117 .06, plate [5] (PrCt)

**32362**

Maps<---Armada, 1588 - Maps
Eccoj amantjmi. lectorj il uero sito della battaglia data nel anno 1558 a di 13 di luglio intorno a Gravelina ... [S.l. s.n., 1558?].
Authors: Lange, Otto, 1879-1944 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 301 x 438 mm. (plate mark), on sheet 311 x 453 mm.
Relief shown pictorially.
Ex Lange.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
References: Tooley 604.

Novacco 2F 31 (PrCt)

**32363**

Gravelines (France), Battle of, 1564
Authors: Beaulieu, Sébastien de Pontault, ca. 1612-1674 -- Beaulieu, Sébastien de Pontault, ca. 1612-1674. Les Glorieuses conquestes de Louis le Grand [1694?]
1 map ; 41 x 50 cm.

Case oversize G 10307 .08 pl. 14 (PrCt)

**32364**

Gravelines (France) - Maps - 1620
Gravelinge. [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view ; hand col. ; 17 x 25 cm. on sheet 41 x 54 cm.
Anonymous map.

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 2, pl. 23 (PrCt)

**32365**

Gravelines (France) - Maps - 1696 - Fortification
Gravelines, ville forte des Pais Bas ... [Paris : De Fer, 1696].
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes -- avec leurs fortifications ... (1695-1696)
1 map 22 x 28 cm.
In: Fer, Nicolas de. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes; avec leurs fortifications ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, 1695-1696) pt. 7, map [144] Manuscript '(20)' at upper right.

Case folio U 26. 293 pt. 7, map [144] (PrCt)

**32366**

Gravelines (France) - Maps - 1713 - Fortification
Gravelines, ville forte, des Pais Bas ... Paris : De Fer, [1713?].
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Introduction à la fortification ... [1713?]
1 map ; 27 x 30 cm.
In: Fer, Nicolas de. Introduction à la fortification ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, [1713?]) map [45].
For later state of this map, with engraved plate number, see Case folio U 26 .292.
For earlier version of this map, engraved on different plate, see Case folio U 26 .293.

Case oversize U 26 .2919 map [45] (PrCt)

**32367**

Gravell, Thomas L.<---Watermarks<---Beta Radiography
The Wizard of watermarks. [1988?].
Authors: E.I. du Pont de Nemours & Company
BHC 1098

Vert 711 (PrCt)

**32368**

Graves County (Ky.) - Maps - 1880 - Landowners<---Counties - Maps<---Landowners - Maps
An Atlas of Graves County, Kentucky. From Requests and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Griffing, B. N. -- D.J. Lake & Company -- Kentucky Reprint Co. -- D.J. Lake & Company

SEE ALSO Lake, D. J.
1 atlas (49 p. maps (part fold.)) ; 44 cm.
Scale of maps: 1:31,680 or 2 inches to the mile and 1:126,720 or 2 miles to an inch.
Many alternate pages blank.

7A 59 (NLO)

32371 Grayson County (Va.) - Maps - 1897 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps
Authors: Dickey, S. M. -- Boyd, Chas. R., fl. 1890-1899 -- Grayson County (Va.) Board of Supervisors -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 14 x 24.5 in. Scale 1:130,000. Originally published 1897.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps: Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps

Microfiche 583, no. 1265 (PrCt)

32372 Graz (Austria) - Maps - 1974 - Guidebooks
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm)
1 v.
1st ed.
DB879.G8 G73 1974 (NLO)

32373 Graz (Austria) - Pictorial works - 1657
Gracæivm vulgo Gratz metropolis Styriæ / W. Hollar fe. [Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657].
Authors: Hollar, Wenceslaus, 1607
1664. Urbium totius Germaniae superius illustriorum clariorumque tabulae ... Pars posterior [i.e. prior] (1657) -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664 -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Urbium totius Germaniae superius illustriorum clariorumque tabulae ... Pars posterior [i.e. prior] 1657 -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Theatrum urbius (1657)
1 view : hand col. ; 38 x 88 cm. on composite sheet 49 x 98 cm.
Includes references A-I, K-T, V, X-Z and Aa-Gg.
Printed from 2 plates on 2 sheets.
Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Graecia vulgō Gratz.
In: Janss, Jan. Urbium totius Germaniae superius illustriorum clariorumque tabulae ... Pars posterior [i.e. prior] 1657, [plate 54].
Issued in volume 2 of 8 in Jansson’s townbook atlases, collectively known as the Theatrum urbius (Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657).
Case oversize G 117 .452, v. 2, [plate 54] (PrCt)

Geodætisk Instituts generalstabskort : Danmark i Øerne øst for Store Bælt: [Copenhagen] : Geodætisk Institut, [1963?].
Authors: Geodætisk institut (Denmark) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.


32377 Great Britain - Cities and towns - Pictorial works - 1990 - Cities and towns - Great Britain - Pictorial works - 1990


1888<<>>Atlasses, British - 1888<<>>London (England) - Maps - 1888
Authors: Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge (Great Britain) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (34 p., 53 leaves of plates) : 55 col. maps ; 22 cm.
Map on back cover: London, the capital of the Empire.
"With descriptive and statistical notes."
Includes bibliographical references.
Publisher’s binding of paper covered boards.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1805 .B75 1923 (NLO)

32381
Great Britain - Colonies - Maps - 1923<<>>Atlasses, British - 1923
The British Empire universities up-to-date atlas-guide to the British Commonwealth of nations and foreign countries : illustrating the historical development, physical features, natural resources, trade and international relations of the British Empire : with maps and full descriptive and statistical notes of the foreign countries of the world and an index of place-names / edited by George Philip. London : Syndicate Pub. Co., [1923?].
Authors: Philip, George, 1870-1937 -- George Philip & Son -- London Geographical Institute -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (viii, 136, 157, 57 p.) : ill. (some col.), 136 maps (chiefly col.) : 20 cm.
Maps by George Philip & Son and the London Geographical Institute.
Includes descriptive and statistical notes on the British Empire and other countries of the world and index of place names.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1805 .B75 1923 (NLO)

32382
Great Britain - Colonies - Maps - 1932<<>>Atlasses, British - 1923
Authors: George Philip & Son -- Syndicate Publishing -- British Empire Universities=Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 136 maps ; 191 x 134 mm.
British Empire Universities
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

32383
Great Britain - Colonies - Maps - Bibliography<<>>Maps - Bibliography
Authors: Gipson, Lawrence Henry. 1880- -- Gipson, Lawrence Henry, 1880-. Bibliographical guide to the history of the British Empire, 1748-1776 (1969)
ca. 75 p. (scattered page numbers) ; 24 cm.
Spine title.
Photocopies of scattered cartobibliographical sections in: Gipson, Lawrence Henry.
Covers North America, Europe, India, the British Isles, Canada and the North American colonies, the West Indies, Falkland Islands, Africa, Gibraltar, Minorca, and the Mediterranean region; for page numbers relating to the complete volume, see hand typed 'contents' opposite p. 18.
Series: The British Empire before the American Revolution ; v. 14
Formerly F 456.34 v. 14a
Duplicate copy (with complete collation : xxiii, 478, 1 p ; 24 cm.)
LC Card Number: 69096606
Map Ref Z6027.B6 M3 1970 (NLO)
1 portfolio ([16] p.), 48 fold. maps (part col.) ; 63 x39 cm. + commentary (xx, 235 p. ; 27 cm.)
'A facsimile reproduction edited by Jeanette D. Black.'
Series: A Brown University bicentennial publication 1970-2014
72-3676
INC76rev
ISBN 0870571257 (v. 1) ; 0870571397 (v. 2)
map8C 1 (NLO)

32386 Great Britain - County Maps - 1695 Camden, William, 1551-1623. Britannia, 1695
Authors: Harley, J. B. (John Brian)
In Morden, Robert. The county maps from William Camden's Britannia 1695 ... a facsimile. North Pomfret, Vt., c1972.
p.vii-xii
Vert 300 (PrCt)

Authors: Harley, J. B. (John Brian)
BHC 1361
Vert 968 (PrCt)

Authors: Harley, J. B. (John Brian)
Cited in Imago Mundi annual bibliography.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

32389 Great Britain - Description and travel - 1561 Russia - Description and travel - 1561 Como, Lake of - Description and travel - 1561 Descriptiones, quotquot extant, regionum atq[ue] locorum. Qvivs ... de piscibus romanis libellum ... adiunximus. Basileae : Henricvm Petri et

Petrvm Pernam, 1561.
Authors: Giovio, Paolo, 1483-1552
2 v. in 1 : geneal. table ; 16 cm.
Contents: [v.1] Description Britanniae ... Viorum aliquot in Britannia ... elogia per Georgium Lilium. Omnium ... variante fortuna Britanniae ... enumeration per Georgium Lilium.--[v.2] Moscovia. Description Larii lacus. De piscibus romanis.
Case G 4494 .35 (NLO)

32390 Great Britain - Description and travel - 1586 British Isles - Description and travel - 1586 England - Description and travel - 1586 Ireland - Description and travel - 1586 Britannia. London : Newbery, 1586.
Authors: Camden, William, 1551-1623 -- Newbery, Ralph, d. 1604
1 v. ; 16 cm.
No maps.
Case G 4495 .133 (NLO)

32391 Great Britain - Description and travel - 1587 British Isles - Description and travel - 1587 England - Description and travel - 1587 Ireland - Description and travel - 1587 Britannia. London : Newbery, 1587.
Authors: Camden, William, 1551-1623 -- Newbery, Ralph, d. 1604
1 v. ; 17 cm.
No maps.
Case G 4495 .134 (NLO)

Authors: Camden, William, 1551-1623 -- Wechel, Johann, d. 1593 -- Fischer, Peter -- Tackius, Henricus, heirs of [16], 762, [22] p. (final p. blank) : ill. ; 20 cm. (8vo)
Uniform title: Britannia
No maps.
Includes indexes.
Pages 72, 200, 205, 277, 446, 477, 494, 636-7

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Great Britain - Description and travel - 1594

Great Britain - Geography - 1861

Great Britain - Guidebooks - 1984

Great Britain - Historical geography - Maps - 1871

Great Britain - Historical geography - Maps - 1892

Great Britain - Historical geography - Maps - 1988

Great Britain - Historical geography - Maps - 2010

Historical geography

Includes index.

Series: Sketch-map histories ; 4

Great Britain - Historical geography - Maps - 1688-1914

Great Britain - Historical geography - Maps - 1871

Great Britain - Historical geography - Maps - 1892

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Baskes folio G1019 .C625 1910z, [plate] 33
(PrCt)

32404 Great Britain - Historical geography - Maps - 1910-1919
          >>>Great Britain - History, Ancient - Maps - 1910-1919
          >>>Great Britain - Maps - 1910-1919

Baskes folio G1019 .C625 1910z, [plate 34] (PrCt)

32405 Great Britain - Historical geography - Maps - 1910-1919
          >>>Great Britain - Maps - 1910-1919

Baskes folio G1019 .C625 1910z, [plate 35] (PrCt)

32406 Great Britain - Historical geography - Maps - 1914-1919
          >>>Great Britain - Maps - 1914-1919
          >>>England - Historical geography - Maps - 1914-1919
          >>>Europe - Historical geography - Maps - 1914-1919
          >>>Historical atlases
          A School atlas of English history / edited by

32407 Great Britain - Historical geography - Maps - 1946-1946
          >>>Great Britain - Maps - 1946-1946
          >>>British Isles - Historical geography - Maps - 1946-1946
          >>>Great Britain - Historical geography - Maps - 1946-1946
          >>>British Isles - Maps - 1946-1946
          Historical atlases

Baskes DA32 .W75 1946 (NLO)

          >>>Atlases, British - 1968-1968
          Historical atlases

          Historical atlases
Authors: Falkus, Malcolm -- Gillingham -- Continuum
1 atlas : 161 map plates ; 30 cm.
folio G1812.21 S1 H57 1981 (NLO)

32410 Great Britain - Historical geography - Maps - 1981
British Isles - Historical geography - Maps - 1981
Great Britain - Maps - 1981
Authors: Falkus, Malcolm -- Gillingham -- Continuum -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 161 maps ; 292 x 242 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

32411 Great Britain - History - Anglo-Saxon period, 449-1066 - Maps
British Isles - Historical geography - Maps - 1066
Britain as it was devided in the tyme of the Englishe Saxons especially during their Heptarchy. London : John Sudbury & Georg Humble [i.e J. Legate and W. Humble], [1646].
Authors: Speed, John, 1552?-1629 -- Sudbury, John -- Humble, George, d. 1640 -- Legate, John, d. 1658 -- Humble, William, 1612-1686 -- Speed, John, 1552?-1629. A Prospect of the most famous parts of the world ... together with ... Great Brittaines empire (1646)
1 map ; 37 x 28 cm. on sheet 42 x 54 cm.
Margins include portraits of Saxon rulers.
Letterpress text on verso (p. 3-4) under the following heading: The Type of the Saxon Heptarcie.
In: Speed, John. A Prospect of the most famous parts of the world ... together with ... Great Brittaines empire (London : Printed by John Legatt, for William Humble, 1646) map [24].
Case oversize G 117 .82 map [24] (PrCt)

32412 Great Britain - History - Anglo-Saxon period, 449-1066 - Maps
British Isles - Historical geography - Maps - 1066
Britain as it was devided in the tyme of the Englishe Saxons especially during their Heptarchy. [London] : Thomas Bassett ... and Ric. Chiswell, [1676].
Authors: Speed, John, 1552?-1629 -- Bassett, Thomas -- Chiswell, Richard -- Speed, John, 1552?-1629. The Theatre of the Empire of Great-Britain ... (1676) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 37 x 28 cm. on sheet 42 x 55 cm.
Margins include portraits of Saxon rulers.
Letterpress text on verso (p. 3-4) under the following heading: The Type of the Saxon Heptarcy.
In: Speed, John. The Theatre of the Empire of Great-Britain ... (London : Printed for T. Bassett and R. Chiswell, 1676) map [2].

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .S7 1676 map [2] (PrCt)

32413 Great Britain - History - Civil War, 1642-1649
England - Historical geography - Maps - 1642-1649
English Civil War, Great Britain, 1642-1649
Historical atlases
Authors: Newman, P. R. -- Croon Helm
1 atlas (128 p.) : maps ; 26 cm.
Bibliography: p. 119-120.
Includes index.
LC Card Number: gb 84033950
ISBN 0709918119
G1808 .N48 1985 (NLO)

32414 Great Britain - History - Civil War, 1642-1649
Maps - 1986
Historical atlases
Authors: Baker, Anthony -- Ian Allan Ltd.
128 p. : ill., maps (some col.), ports. ; 24 cm.
Includes index.
ISBN 0711016542
G1812.21 S1 B35 1986 (NLO)

32415 Great Britain - History - Roman period, 55 B.C.-449 A.D. - Maps
British Isles - History - Roman period, 55 B.C.-449 A.D. - Maps
Great Britain - Geography, Ancient - Maps - 1947
Great Britain - Historical geography - Maps - 1947
Authors: Richmond, I. A. (Ian Archibald), 1902-1965 -- O'Keefe, Patric -- Britain in pictures -- British people in pictures -- William Collins Sons and Co. -- Perry, Harold J. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Maps by Patric O'Keefe.
"With 8 plates in colour and 22 illustrations in black & white."
Includes bibliographical references (p. [1] at end).
Series: Britain in pictures ; 113 -- The British people in pictures -- Britain in pictures ; 113 -- British people in pictures.
Former owner's signature: Harold J. Perry.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Carney, M. Britain in pictures, 113
LC Card Number: 48004621
Baskes DA630 .B75 no. 113 (1947) (NLO)

32416 Great Britain - History - Sources
Great Britain - History - Elizabeth, 1558-1603
Great Britain - History - Edward VI and Mary, 1547-1558
Great Britain - History - James I, 1603-1625

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Calendar of State Papers, Domestic Series, of the reigns of Edward VI, Mary, Elizabeth, 1547-1625. Nedeln, Liechtenstein : Kraus, 1967.
Authors: Great Britain. Public Record Office
12 v. ; 27 cm.
J 5452 .37 (NLO)

32417

Great Britain. Hydrographic Office
Hydrographic surveying - 1800-1899
Authors: Ritchie, G. S. (George Stephen), 1914-- Andrew, David, 1924-
xiv, 444 p. : ill., maps ; 22 cm.
New ed.
Introductory essay by Andrew David.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 404-415) and index.
VK597.G72 R5 1995 (NLO)

32418

Great Britain. Hydrographic Office
Hydrographic Surveying, British - 1800-1899
Authors: Ritchie, G. S. (George Stephen), 1914- -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
xii, 388 p. : front. (facsim.), 8 plates (incl. ports.), maps ; 23 cm.
Bibliography: p. [373]-379.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library).
Duplicate copy: 4A 1081
Baskes VK597.G72 R5 1967 (NLO)

32419

Great Britain. Hydrographic Office - Manuscript collections - Inventories
Hydrographic Surveying - Great Britain
Nautical charts - Bibliography
A Summary of selected manuscript documents of historic importance preserved in the Archives of the Department / Admiralty, Hydrographic
Department. London : Hydrographic Department, Admiralty, 1950.
Authors: Great Britain. Hydrographic Office
94 p. ; 34 cm.
Its Professional paper no. 13.
folio g 10 .365 (NLO)

32420

Britannia sive florentissimorum regnorum.
London : G. Bishop, 1600.
Authors: Camden, William, 1551-1623 -- Rogers, Wm. -- Bishop, George, d. 1611 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 3 maps ; 195 x 143 mm.
Includes maps by Wm. Rogers
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
References: 1 Shirley Brit 230
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

32421

Britannia sive florentissimorum regnorum.
Authors: Camden, William, 1551-1623 -- Bishop, George, d. 1611
[16], 324, 327-642, 645-719, 718-831, [27], 30 p., [2] folded leaves of plates : ill. (metal cut and woodcut), 3 maps (metal cut) ; 19 cm. (4to in 8s)
First version issued with maps?
Case G 4995 .1365 (NLO)

32422

Authors: Camden, William, 1551-1623 -- Kip, William -- Hole, William, -1624 -- Bishop, George, d. 1611 -- Norton, John, -1612 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 57 maps ; 33 cm.
Includes maps by Kip and Hole.
References: Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 2036
Case folio G 4495 .137 (NLO)

32423

Britannia sive florentissimorum regnorum.
Amsterdam : W.J. Blaeu, 1617.
Authors: Camden, William, 1551-1623 -- Keere, Pieter van den, 1571-ca. 1646 -- Blaeu, Willem Janszoon, 1571-1638 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 45 maps ; 150 x 104 mm.
Includes maps by P. v.d. Keere.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
References: Skelton 12; Chubb X
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

32424 Great Britain - Maps - 1637<>Great Britain - Maps - 1637

**Britannia.** London : A. Heb, 1637.
Authors: Camden, William, 1551-1623 -- Heb, A.
-- Kip, William -- Hole, William, -1624
[14], 822, 233 [115] p. : ill. , 57 maps ; 33 cm.
Includes maps by Kip and Hole.
References: Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 2042

**Case folio G 4495 .139 (NLO)**

32425 Great Britain - Maps - 1637<>Great Britain - Maps - 1637

1 v. : 57 maps ; 373 x 444 mm.
Includes maps by Kip and Hole (derived from Saxton?)
Previous owner: C. Stephenson
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

32426 Great Britain - Maps - 1639<>Great Britain - Maps - 1639

Uniform title: Britannia. 1639
Maps by Salomon Rogiers and P. Bertius?
Title vignette (armillary sphere).
Includes indexes.
Vellum over boards.\nForms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Skelton 24; Shirley, R. Maps in the atlases of the British Library, T.Camd-4a; Chubb, T. Printed maps, 55; Cathedral librs. cat., C356
Baskes DA610 .C36 1639 (NLO)

32427 Great Britain - Maps - 1695<>Great Britain - Maps - 1695

Authors: Camden, William, 1551-1623 -- Morden, Robert, d. 1703 -- Swall, Abel
1 v. : 50 maps ; 41 cm.
Includes maps by R. Morden.
References: Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 2042

**Case folio G 4495 .139 (NLO)**

32428 Great Britain - Maps - 1695<>Great Britain - Maps - 1695

Authors: Camden, William, 1551-1623 -- Morden, Robert, d. 1703
1 v.
Facsimile of 1695 ed.
Includes maps by R. Morden.

7A 69 (NLO)

32429 Great Britain - Maps - 1695<>Great Britain - Maps - 1695

**Britannia.** London : E. Gibson, 1695.
Authors: Camden, William, 1551-1623 -- Morden, Robert, d. 1703 -- Gibson, Edmund, 1669-1748 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 50 maps ; 400 x 255 mm.
1st ed.
Includes maps by Robert Morden.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
References: Skelton 117; Chubb 113

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

32430 Great Britain - Maps - 1701<>Great Britain - Maps - 1701

**Camden’s Britannia abridg’d : with improvements and continuations to this present time : to which are added exact lists of the present nobility of England, Scotland, and Ireland, also a valuation of all ecclesiastical preferments, at the end of each county : with many other useful additions : the whole carefully perform’d, and illustrated with above sixty maps exactly engraven.** London : Printed by J.B. for Joseph Wild, 1701.
2 v. : ports., 61 maps ; 20 cm.
Uniform title: Britannia. English. 1701
"The maps are taken from the plates of the late ingenious Mr. Seller ..."--Preface.
English with some Latin.
The 103 p. section covering Scotland and Ireland
has separate pagination and register.
Title pages in double line border.
Former owner’s inscription: Thos. Gerrent[?]
Bookplate: Philip Lyttelton Gell.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
References: ESTC T110653; Skelton 122; Chubb 120
Baskes DA610 .C36213 1701 (NLO)

Britannia, or, A chorographical description of Great Britain and Ireland : together with the adjacent islands / written in Latin by William Camden and translated into English, with additions and improvements ; revised, digested, and published, with large additions by Edmund Gibson. London : Printed by Mary Matthews, for Awnsham Churchill and sold by William Taylor, 1722.
2nd. ed.
Uniform title: Britannia. English. 1722
Dedications signed: Edm. Lincoln.
Maps by Robert Morden.
Engraved frontispiece portrait of Camden signed: R. White, sculp.
Contents: Vol. 1. The life of Mr. Camden; Books and treatises relating to the antiquities of England, Scotland, Ireland; Island; Antoninus’s Itinerary through Britain; Britain -- v. 2. Britain; Scotland, or, North-Britain; Ireland; The smaller island in the British oceans; Annals of Ireland; History of the O-Neals, and their rebellions in Ireland; Chronicle of the Kings of Man; The insertions made by Dr. Holland in his English translation of Mr. Camden’s Britannia, with the pages, and lines in this work, to which they relate.
Includes bibliographical references (v. 1, p. [47]-[58]) and index.

Britannia, or, A chorographical description of Great Britain and Ireland, together with the adjacent islands / written in Latin by William Camden, and translated into English, with additions and improvements ; revised, digested, and published, with large additions, by Edmund Gibson. London : Printed for R. Ware, J. and P. Knapton, T Longman, C. Hitch, D. Browne, H. Lintot, C. Davis, J Hodges, A. Millar, W. Bowyer, J. Whiston, J. and J Rivington, and J. Ward, 1753.
Engraved frontispiece portrait of Camden signed: R. White, sculp.
Contents: Vol. 1. The life of Mr. Camden; Books and treatises relating to the antiquities of England, Scotland, Ireland, Island; Antoninus’s Itinerary through Britain; Britain -- v. 2. Britain; Scotland, or, The Union of England and Scotland; Scotland, or,
English with some Latin.
Title pages printed in red and black.
Head- and tail-pieces; initials.
Printed in double columns.
Paged continuously.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: ESTC T144701; Shirley, R. Maps in the atlases of the British Library, T.Camd-5c; Chubb, T. Printed maps, 115; Goldsmiths' Lib. cat., 6088; Hodson 169
LC Card Number: 02030282
Baskes oversize DA610 .C3613 1722 (NLO)
North-Britain; Ireland; The smaller island in the British oceans; Annals of Ireland; History of the O-Neals, and their rebellions in Ireland; Chronicle of the Kings of Man; The insertions made by Dr. Holland in his English translation of Mr. Camden’s Britannia, with the pages, and lines in this work, to which they relate. English with some Latin. Includes bibliographical references and index. Paged continuously. Title pages printed in red and black. Printed in double columns. Bookplate: Lord Braybrooke. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library. References: ESTC T145183; Shirley, R. Maps in the atlases of the British Library, T.Camd-5d; Chubb, T. Printed maps, 116; Hodson 171

Baskes oversize DA610 .C3613 1753 (NLO)


3 v. : 60 maps ; 450 x 270 mm.
1st ed.
Includes maps by John Cary. Translated by R. Gough.
References: Chubb 271
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

32435 Great Britain - Maps - 1793

A New and correct map of Great Britain : from the most accurate surveys / by Thos. Bowen. [London : s.n., 1793?].
Authors: Bowen, Thomas, 1724-1793 -- Cary, Thomas, 1718-1784 -- Senex, John, -1740 -- Montgomery, Robert, of Convoy -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 42 x 30 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:2,500,000].
Prime meridian: London. Relief shown pictorially.
In: Bankes, Thomas. A New and authentic system of universal geography, antient and modern : including all the late important discoveries made by the English ... [1793?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 42 x 30 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:2,500,000].
Prime meridian: London. Relief shown pictorially.
In: Bankes, Thomas. A New and authentic system of universal geography, antient and modern : including all the late important discoveries made by the English ... (London : Printed for C. Cooke ... [et al., 1793?]), between p. 906-907.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G115 .B36 1793, between p. 906-907 (NLO)

32436 Great Britain - Maps - 1804<->British Isles - Maps - 1804

A Family tour through the British Empire : containing some account of its natural and artificial curiosities, history, and antiquities, interspersed with biographical anecdotes particularly adapted to the amusement and instruction of youth / by Priscilla Wakefield. Philadelphia : Published and sold by Jacob Johnson ; A. Bartram, 1804.
Authors: Wakefield, Priscilla, 1751-1832 -- Johnson, Jacob, 1771?-1819 -- Bartram, Archibald, 1774?-1808 -- Rufus, Catherine Mary -- Rufus, J. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Entry</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Great Britain - Maps - 1852-1858

Maps illustrative of the physical, political, and historical geography of the British Empire: for the use of schoolmasters, pupil-teachers, and the upper classes of schools. London: Published by the National Society for the Education of the Poor, [1858?].

Authors: National Society for Promoting the Education of the Poor in the Principles of the Established Church (Great Britain) -- Clark, Samuel, 1810-1875 -- Petermann, A. (August), 1822-1878 -- Hughes, William, 1817-1876 -- Chambers, Aldine -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (viii p., [10] folded leaves of plates) : 10 hand col. maps (folded) ; 38 cm.

Cover title: Maps illustrative of the British Empire

Maps dated 1852-1858.

Publisher's grey cloth with gold stamped title: Maps illustrative of the British Empire.

Scales differ.

References: Phillips 7987

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1811.C5 R49 1862 (NLO)
Maps partly hand colored.
Includes lists of deaneries and parishes within each archdeaconry.
Scales differ.
Half bound brown leather, brown cloth over boards; marbled endpapers; gold-stamped on cover: Birmingham Law Society; binder’s label: Established 1821. Bound by Charles Cooper, 8 & 9 Coach Yard, Bull Street, Birmingham.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Tooley’s dictionary of mapmakers (Rev. ed.), [v. 3], p. 99
Baskes folio G1816.E423 L39 1864 (NLO)

32445 Great Britain - Maps - 1888 - Colonies
A Historical geography of the British colonies.
Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1888-.
Authors: Lucas, Charles Prestwood, Sir, 1853-1931 -- Antrobus, Reginald L. (Reginald Laurence), Sir, 1853-1942 -- Oxford University Press
v. maps (part fold.) fold. diagr. 19 cm.
Bibliography at end of most chapters.
Contents: The Bermudas.--The West Indian Dependencies of Great Britain.--The Falkland Islands and South Georgia.
G 449 .521 (NLO)

32446 Great Britain - Maps - 1889 -
Geology<<>>British Isles - Maps - 1889 -
Authors: Reynolds, James, active 1845-1864 -- James Reynolds & Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([6], 48 p., 33 folded leaves of plates) : ill., 33 hand col. maps ; 19 cm.
2nd ed.
Cover title: Reynold’s geological atlas of Great Britain from the government survey &c.
Imperfect: Lacking p. 1-48
Includes index to maps.
Scale [ca. 1:500,000].
Scale [ca. 1:300,500].
Relief shown by hachures.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1811.C5 R49 1889 (NLO)


Authors: Bacon, G. W. (George Washington), 1830-1921 -- Great Britain. Ordnance Survey -- G.W. Bacon & Co. -- Bacon’s Geographical Establishment -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (65 [i.e. 70] leaves of plates (chiefly folded), liv p.) : 68 folded maps (chiefly col.) ; 36 cm.
Cover title: Bacon’s popular atlas of the British Isles
Spine title: Popular atlas of the British Isles
On most maps: Bacon's Geographical Establishment.
Includes index maps of England, Scotland, and Ireland.
Description of the principal towns with their comparative populations for 1881 and 1891: p. xiv-xviii.
Includes indexes.
Publisher’s red cloth binding with gold-stamped cover title: Bacon’s popular atlas of the British Isles.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
References (?): Smith III-15; Beresiner 17c 
LC Card Number: 86675474
Baskes folio G1810 .B333 1896 (NLO)
West Indies / revised and brought up to date by Imperfect: Newberry Library has only v. 2: The geography of the British dominions. 2nd. ed. 7 v. in 10 : col. maps ; 19 cm. Collection (Newberry Library), 1902 Oxford University Press dominions 1853 1853 Authors: Lucas, Charles Prestwood, Sir, Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1905. Vol. 2 bound in olive green cloth boards, stamped in gold; spine title Historical geography of the West Indies / Lucas ; second edition by C. Atchley.' Vol. 2 has large pictorial bookplate of Jerome Kear Wilcox of the Wyoming Seminary, Kingston, Pa.; embossed ownership stamp of the Seminary appears on numerous pages throughout. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes F2131 .L83 1905 (NLO)**

---


**Baskes G1811.C5 W66 1925 (NLO)**

---


**Baskes G1811.C5 W66 1927 (NLO)**

---


**Baskes F2131 .L83 1905 (NLO)**

---


**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)**

---


**Baskes F2131 .L83 1905 (NLO)**

---


**Baskes F2131 .L83 1905 (NLO)**

---


**Baskes G1811.C5 W66 1925 (NLO)**

---

Great Britain - Maps - 1943 - Road maps

"Geographia" road atlas of England and Wales, with southern Scotland. London : Published by "Geographia" Ltd., [1931].
Authors: Geographia Ltd. -- Imperial Tobacco Company of Great Britain and Ireland -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (128 p.) : maps (chiefly col.) ; 19 cm.
Cover title: "Geographia" pocket road atlas of England & Wales, with southern Scotland
"Presented with the compliments of Lambert & Butler, London, branch of the Imperial Tobacco Company (of Great Britain and Ireland), Limited."
Publication date from Phillips.
Sectional maps of scale ca. 1:575,000.
"Selection of motoring routes" : p. 87-113.
Includes index.
Stamp: 29, Michell Street, Brighton.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 8105

Baskes G1811.P2 G38 1931 (NLO)

Great Britain - Maps - 1943 - Colonies

A Pictorial guide to many lands, the British commonwealth and empire / edited and with an introduction by W.J. Turner. New York : Hastings House, [1943?].
Authors: Turner, W. J. (Walter James), 1889-1946 -- Nichols, F. -- Britain in pictures -- Hastings House (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Uniform title: British commonwealth and empire.
Maps by F. Nichols.
Maps on lining papers.
"With 48 plates in colour and 173 illustrations in black and white.
Series: Britain in pictures ; [133] -- Britain in pictures ; 133.
Originally published under title: The British commonwealth and empire.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Carney, M. Britain in pictures, 133

Baskes DA630 .B75 no. 133 (1943) (NLO)

Great Britain - Maps - 1944 - Battlefields

Authors: Bell, J. H. B. (Jim H. B.) -- Bozman, E. F. (Ernest Franklin), b. 1895 -- Fairfax-Blakeborough, J. (John), 1883- -- Batsford, Brian Cook -- Face of Britain -- B.T. Batsford Ltd. -- Wilson, Eric -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
viii, 120 p., [70] p. of plates : ill. (some col.), maps ; 22 cm.
2nd ed., rev.
"First published, May 1940."--T.p. verso.
Maps on lining papers.
In original, color illustrated dust jacket by Brian Cook Batsford.
Includes index.
Series: The British heritage series -- The Face of Britain series -- British heritage series (B.T. Batsford Ltd.) -- Face of Britain.
Former owner: Eric Wilson.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes DA667 .B45 1944 (NLO)

Great Britain - Maps - 1946 - Harbors

Baskes DA665 .B45 1946 (NLO)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

ISBN 1870598113
Map Ref Z6027.G7 C66 1991 (NLO)

32471 Great Britain. Ordnance Survey>>>Devon (England) - Geological Maps>>>Cornwall (England : County) - Geological Maps>>>Cartography - Devon (England) - History>>>Cartography - Cornwall (England : County) - History>>>Devon (England) - Maps - Geology>>>Cornwall (England : County) - Maps - Geology
The Ordnance Survey and the origins of official geological mapping in Devon and Cornwall. 1971.
Authors: Harley, J. B. (John Brian)
23 p. : maps, illus.
Reprint.
Vert 109 (PrCt)

32472 Great Britain. Ordnance Survey - History - 1972
The One inch to one mile map: a short history. 1972.
Authors: Great Britain. Ordnance Survey
2 leaflets
Ordnance Survey Leaflets, 24 (April 1972) and 25 (August 1974).
Title from no. 24.
Title of no. 25: Short history of the Ordnance Survey.
Vert 976 (PrCt)

32473 Great Britain. Ordnance Survey - History>>>Cartography - Great Britain - History>>>Cartography - British Isles - History
Authors: Hewitt, Rachel
Summary: Map of a Nation tells the story of the creation of the Ordnance Survey map-- the first complete, accurate, affordable map of the British Isles.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [381]-412) and index.
ISBN 978147082541 (pbk) ; 1847082548 (pbk)
GA66.G7 H49 2010 (NLO)

32474 Great Britain. Ordnance Survey - History>>>Surveys - British Isles - History>>>Surveys - Great Britain - History
Includes bibliographical references (p. 184-189)
and index.
GA791 .O44 1993 (NLO)

32475 Great Britain. Ordnance Survey - History>>>Surveys - British Isles - History>>>Surveys - Great Britain - History
2nd ed., rev. and expanded.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 240-250) and index.
ISBN 1870598245
Local History Ref GA791 .O44 2005 (NLO)

32476 Great Britain. Ordnance Survey - History>>>Surveys - British Isles - History>>>Surveys - Great Britain - History
Includes bibliographical references (p. [187]) and index.
folio GA66.G7 O84 1992 (NLO)

Authors: Great Britain. Ordnance Survey -- Oliver, Richard R. -- Archer, D. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
x, 118 p. : 109 maps ; 30 cm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Authors: Great Britain. Ordnance Survey -- Oliver, Richard R. -- Archer, D.
x, 118 p. : 109 maps ; 30 cm.
folio GA793.7.A1 A43 1991 (NLO)

32479 Great Britain. Ordnance Survey - Maps - Printing
The Ordnance maps. [London : Wyman & Sons,
1890].
Pp. 175-76
In Printing times and lithographer n.s. 16 (Sept.
15, 1890): 175-76.
An extract from a survey publication with
reference to the reproduction of maps.
From McMurtrie printing index in Newberry
Library; not examined.
Held by Library of Congress [Z 119 .P958] (PrCt)
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

32480
Great Britain. Ordnance Survey - Maps -
Study and teaching - 1974
Maps as
historical sources - Great Britain - 1974
Great Britain, 1750-1950; sources and
histrionography : Landscape, maps, and the
historian. [London : BBC Open University
Production Centre, 1974].
Authors: Harvie, Christopher, 1944- -- Open
University -- British Broadcasting Corporation.
Open University Production Centre
1 VHS videocassette (25 min.) : sd., col. ; 1/2 in.
Narrated by Christopher Harvie, Lecturer in
History, Open University, 1969-78.
On the use of Ordnance Survey maps, at
different scales and from different years, to
answer various questions in 19th and 20th
century British social history.
To Collection Services for cataloging, Oct.
2010 (PrCt)

32481
Great Britain. Ordnance Survey - Maps -
Study & Teaching
Charles Close Society
For the Study of Ordnance Survey Maps
[Charles Close Society brochure and
membership application]. [1986 or later].
Authors: Charles Close Society for the Study of
Ordnance Survey Maps
[2] p. ; on sheet folded to 22 x 10 cm.
BHC 1146
Vert 758 (PrCt)

32482
Great Britain. Ordnance Survey
Wrong-footed by a fit of mountain pique. 1989.
Authors: Gillman, Peter
Weekend FT. XV. maps.
BHC 2014
Vert 657 (PrCt)

32483
Great Britain. Ordnance Survey
William Roy and the ordnance survey after 200
Authors: Harley, J. B. (John Brian)
From Chartered surveyor 110 (January 1978):
163-169, maps, illus.
BHC 2056
Vert 698 (PrCt)

32484
Great Britain. Ordnance Survey
The Early years of the Ordnance Survey. Newton
Authors: Arden-Close, Charles Frederick, Sir,
1865-1952 -- Harley, J. B. (John Brian) --
Campbell, Eila M.J. -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library) -- Harley, J. B.
(John Brian), 1932-1991 SEE Harley, J. B. (John
Brian)
xxv, 164 p., 16 plates. illus., maps (1 col.), ports.
23 cm.
Reprint of the 1926 ed., with an introduction by J.
B. Harley and an index added.
'Reprinted from the Royal Engineers journal.'.
'This work by Sir Charles Close first appeared as
a series of articles in the Royal Engineers journal
and was subsequently published in book form by
the Institution of Royal Engineers in 1926'--Verso
of t.p.
'D&C papercovered editions'--Front cover.
Ownership stamp of Eila M. J. Campbell.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copy: 4A 8130.
OCLC 59833.
ISBN 0715344773
Baskes GA66.G7 A7 1969b (NLO)

32485
Great Britain. Ordnance Survey -
Surveys -
British Isles - History
The Early years of the Ordnance Survey. New
Authors: Close, Charles Frederick, Sir,
1865-1952 -- Harley, J. B. (John Brian) -- Roger
S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
(some col.), ports., 23 cm.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
'This work by Sir Charles Close first appeared as
a series of articles in the Royal Engineers journal
and was subsequently published in book form by
the Institution of Royal Engineers in 1926'--Verso
of t.p.'
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes GA66.G7 A7 1969 (NLO)

32486
Great Britain. Ordnance Survey -
Surveys -
Great Britain
The Ordnance survey of the United Kingdom.
Amsterdam : Meridian, 1975.
Authors: White, Thomas Pilkington, 1837-
x, 174 p. ; 23 cm.
Unabridged reprint of the 1886 edition.
'Some selected extracts from ... this volume have
already appeared this year in the September
number of 'Blackwood's magazine'.--Pref.
OCLC 2666087.
4A 22202 (NLO)

32487
Great Britain. Parliament. A Collection of
Nineteenth Century Maps of Canada and
North America
Collection of nineteenth century maps of Canada
& North America from the British parliamentary
papers [review]. 1980.
Authors: Ochietti, Claudie
From Cartologica 58 (September 1980): 1-12.
Lists maps forming collection shelved as map6F
oG3301.A 1976 I7..
BHC 1115
Vert 727 (PrCt)

32489 Great Britain - Road maps - Roman Period, 55 B.C.-449 A.D.>>>Geography - Network Analysis <<<Road maps
Network analysis and historical geography. 1972.
Authors: Dicks, T. R. Brian
p. 4-9
Describes an application of network analysis to
the road system of Roman Britain.
4S 211, v. 4, p. 4-9 (PrCt)

Authors: Jewitt, A. Crispin
xxi, 511 p. : maps ; 26 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 507) and indexes.
Formerly Z6028 .J49 1992
ISBN 0712302727
Map Ref Z6028 .J49 1992 (NLO)

32492 Great Falls (Columbia River) - Maps - 1814>>>Dalles Region (Or.) - Maps - 1814>>>Celilo Region (Or.) - Maps - 1814>>>Columbia River - Maps - 1814
Great Falls of Columbia River. [Philadelphia : Bradford & Inskeep, 1814].
1 map ; 18 x 11 cm.
Anonymous map without imprint.
Details river region around latter-day Dalles (Ore.); identifies Indian village of the "E-nee-sher Nation."
Oriented with north at upper right.
Also known as Celilo Falls, the Great Falls were drowned in 1957 with the construction of the Dalles Dam.
This copy previously owned by Thomas Jefferson, William Clark, Julia Clark, and William J. Holliday.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copies: VAULT Ruggles 222 and VAULT Graff 2477
VAULT Graff 2478, v. 2, between p. 30-31 (PrCt)
Graff 2484, v. 4, [plate 3] (PrCt)

Great Falls (Columbia River) - Maps - 1814<>Dalles Region (Or.) - Maps - 1814<>Celillo Region (Or.) - Maps - 1814<>Columbia River - Maps - 1814


Authors: Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Longman & Co. -- Lewis, Meriwether, 1774-1809.

Travels to the source of the Missouri river and across the American continent to the Pacific Ocean ... (1814) -- Clark, William, 1770-1838 -- Lewis and Clark Expedition (1804-1806) -- Biddle, Nicholas, 1786-1844 -- Allen, Paul, 1775-1826 -- Rees, Thomas, 1777-1864 -- Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme, and Brown -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 10 x 18 cm.

Details river region around latter-day Dalles (Ore.); identifies Indian village of the "E-nee-sher Nation."

Oriented with north at upper right.

Also known as Celillo Falls, the Great Falls were drowned in 1957 with the construction of the Dalles Dam.

In: Lewis, Meriwether. Travels to the source of the Missouri river and across the American continent to the Pacific ocean : performed by order of the government of the United States, in the years 1804, 1805, and 1806 / [edited by Nicholas Biddle and Paul Allen] (London : Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme, and Brown, 1815), v. 2, between p. 276-277.

"Page 364" -- at upper right.

Printed on same page as another map: Ancient fortification on the Missouri.

Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.


Graff 2480, between p. 46-47 (PrCt)
Great Falls (Missouri River) - Maps - 1814<<>>Great Falls Region (Mont.) - Maps - 1814<<>>Missouri River - Maps - 1814
The Falls and portage [of the Missouri River]. [Philadelphia : Bradford & Inskeep, 1814].
1 map : 18 x 10 cm.
Anonymous map without imprint; title extended by cataloger.
Oriented with north at bottom right.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library. Graff 2482, v. 2, between p. 40-41 (PrCT)

Great Falls (Missouri River) - Maps - 1814<<>>Great Falls Region (Mont.) - Maps - 1814<<>>Missouri River - Maps - 1814
1 map : 18 x 10 cm.
Anonymous map without imprint; title extended by cataloger.
Oriented with north at bottom right.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library. Digital image available by website subscription to American West : sources from the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library, Chicago (produced by Adam Matthew Digital; accessed July 2010): http://www.americanwest.amdigital.co.uk/Content s/image-viewer.aspx?imageid=65217
Duplicate copies: VAULT Ruggles 222 and VAULT Graff 2477
VAULT Graff 2478, v. 1, between p. 260-261 (PrCT)

Great Falls (Missouri River) - Maps - 1814<<>>Great Falls Region (Mont.) - Maps - 1814<<>>Missouri River - Maps - 1814
1 map : 18 x 10 cm.
Anonymous map without imprint; title extended by cataloger.
Oriented with north at bottom right.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library. Digital image available by website subscription to American West : sources from the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library, Chicago (produced by Adam Matthew Digital; accessed July 2010): http://www.americanwest.amdigital.co.uk/Content s/image-viewer.aspx?imageid=65217
Duplicate copies: VAULT Ruggles 222 and VAULT Graff 2477
VAULT Graff 2478, v. 1, between p. 260-261 (PrCT)
Great Falls (Missouri River) - Maps - 1814<<>>Great Falls Region (Mont.) - Maps - 1814<<>>Missouri River - Maps - 1814
Great Falls of the Missouri / Neele sc. Strand.
Authors: Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Longman & Co. -- Lewis, Meriwether, 1774-1809.
Travels to the source of the Missouri river and across the American continent ... in the years 1804, 1805, and 1806 (1815) -- Clark, William, 1770-1838 -- Lewis and Clark Expedition (1804-1806) -- Biddle, Nicholas, 1786-1844 -- Allen, Paul, 1775-1826 -- Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme, and Brown -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 18 x 10 cm.
Oriented with north at bottom right.
In: Lewis, Meriwether. Travels to the source of the Missouri river and across the American continent to the Pacific Ocean ... (1814) -- Clark, William, 1770-1838 -- Lewis and Clark Expedition (1804-1806) -- Biddle, Nicholas, 1786-1844 -- Allen, Paul, 1775-1826 -- Rees, Thomas, 1777-1864 -- Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme, and Brown -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 10 x 18 cm.
Oriented with north at bottom right.
In: Lewis, Meriwether. Travels to the source of the Missouri river and across the American continent to the Pacific Ocean ... / [edited by Nicholas Biddle and Paul Allen] (London : Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme and Brown, 1814), between p. 190-191.
"Page 191" -- at upper right.
Graff 2480, between p. 190-191 (PrCt)

Great Falls (Missouri River) - Maps - 1817<<>>Great Falls Region (Mont.) - Maps - 1817<<>>Missouri River - Maps - 1817
The Falls and portage [of the Missouri River].
[Philadelphia? s.n., 1817].
Authors: Lewis, Meriwether, 1774-1809 -- Lewis, Meriwether, 1774-1809. History of the expedition under the command of Captains Lewis and Clarke ... (1817) -- Clark, William, 1770-1838 -- Lewis and Clark Expedition (1804-1806) -- Biddle, Nicholas, 1786-1844 -- Allen, Paul, 1775-1826 -- Bradford and Inskeep -- Inskeep, A. H. (Abraham Hulings), 1780-1857 -- Christie, James, fl. 1817 -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 18 x 11 cm.
Anonymous map without imprint; title extended by cataloger.
Oriented with north at bottom right.
In: Lewis, Meriwether. History of the expedition under the command of Captains Lewis and Clarke to the sources of the Missouri, thence across the Rocky Mountains and down the Columbia River to the Pacific Ocean ... / [edited by Nicholas Biddle and] prepared for the press by Paul Allen (Philadelphia ; New York ; Dublin : Bradford and Inskeep ; Abm. H. Inskeep ; J. Christie, 1817), v. 1, opposite p. 327.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Graff 2482, v. 1, opposite p. 327 (PrCt)

Great Falls (Missouri River) - Maps - 1842<<>>Great Falls Region (Mont.) - Maps - 1842<<>>Missouri River - Maps - 1842
Travels to the source of the Missouri river and across the American continent to the Pacific Ocean ... (1814) -- Clark, William, 1770-1838 -- Lewis and Clark Expedition (1804-1806) -- Biddle, Nicholas, 1786-1844 -- Allen, Paul, 1775-1826 -- Rees, Thomas, 1777-1864 -- Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme, and Brown -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 18 x 10 cm.
Oriented with north at bottom right.
In: Lewis, Meriwether. Travels to the source of the Missouri river and across the American continent to the Pacific Ocean ... / [edited by Nicholas Biddle and Paul Allen] (London : Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme and Brown, 1814), between p. 190-191.
"Page 191" -- at upper right.
Graff 2480, between p. 190-191 (PrCt)

Great Falls (Missouri River) - Maps - 1814<<>>Great Falls Region (Mont.) - Maps - 1814<<>>Missouri River - Maps - 1814
Great Falls of the Missouri / Neele sc. Strand.
Authors: Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Longman & Co. -- Lewis, Meriwether, 1774-1809.
Travels to the source of the Missouri river and across the American continent ... in the years 1804, 1805, and 1806 (1815) -- Clark, William, 1770-1838 -- Lewis and Clark Expedition (1804-1806) -- Biddle, Nicholas, 1786-1844 -- Allen, Paul, 1775-1826 -- Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme, and Brown -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 18 x 10 cm.
Oriented with north at bottom right.
In: Lewis, Meriwether. Travels to the source of the Missouri river and across the American continent to the Pacific Ocean ... (1814) -- Clark, William, 1770-1838 -- Lewis and Clark Expedition (1804-1806) -- Biddle, Nicholas, 1786-1844 -- Allen, Paul, 1775-1826 -- Bradford and Inskeep -- Inskeep, A. H. (Abraham Hulings), 1780-1857 -- Christie, James, fl. 1817 -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 18 x 11 cm.
Anonymous map without imprint; title extended by cataloger.
Oriented with north at bottom right.
In: Lewis, Meriwether. History of the expedition under the command of Captains Lewis and Clarke to the sources of the Missouri, thence across the Rocky Mountains and down the river Columbia to the Pacific Ocean ... / [edited by Nicholas Biddle and] prepared for the press by Paul Allen (Philadelphia ; New York ; Dublin : Bradford and Inskeep ; Abm. H. Inskeep ; J. Christie, 1817), v. 1, opposite p. 327.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Graff 2482, v. 1, opposite p. 327 (PrCt)

Authors: Evans, William Gardner -- Lewis, Meriwether, 1774-1809. History of the expedition under the command of Captains Lewis and Clarke ... (1842) -- Clark, William, 1770-1838 -- Lewis and Clark Expedition (1804-1806) -- Biddle, Nicholas, 1786-1844 -- Allen, Paul, 1775-1826 -- M'Vickar, Archibald, 1785-1849 -- Harper & Brothers -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 14 x 8 cm.

Title extended by cataloger.

Oriented with north at bottom right.


Reduced from the original map published in 1814.

Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library. 

Graff 2483, v. 1, between p. 234-235 (PrCt)

--

Graff 2482, v. 1, following p. 326 (PrCt)

--

Great Falls (Missouri River) - Pictorial works - 1817 Great Falls Region (Mont.) - Pictorial works - 1817 Great Falls - Pictorial works - 1817

Principal cascade of the Missouri. [Philadelphia? s.n., 1817].

Authors: Lewis, Meriwether, 1774-1809 -- Lewis, Meriwether, 1774-1809. History of the expedition under the command of Captains Lewis and Clarke ... (1817) -- Clark, William, 1770-1838 -- Lewis and Clark Expedition (1804-1806) -- Biddle, Nicholas, 1786-1844 -- Allen, Paul, 1775-1826 -- Bradford and Inskeep -- Inskeep, A. H. (Abraham Hulings), 1780-1857 -- Christie, James, fl. 1817 -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library) 1 view : hand col. ; 11 x 18 cm.

Anonymous view without imprint.

Shows the Great Falls of the Missouri River (in latter-day Montana).

In: Lewis, Meriwether. History of the expedition under the command of Captains Lewis and Clarke, to the sources of the Missouri, thence across the Rocky Mountains and down the river Columbia to the Pacific Ocean ... / [edited by Nicholas Biddle and] prepared for the press by Paul Allen (Philadelphia ; New York ; Dublin : Bradford and Inskeep ; Abm. H. Inskeep ; J. Christie, 1817), v. 1, following p. 326.

Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.

Graff 2483, v. 1, between p. 222-223 (PrCt)

--


Authors: Sohon, Gustav, 1825-1903 -- Sarony, Major & Knapp Lith. -- Williams, Loren L., 1828-1881. Journal (1851-1880) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library) 1 view : col. ; 14 x 23 cm.

Printed view detached from unidentified source, trimmed, and pasted into: Williams, Loren L. Journal v. 4, opening [147].

Forms part of Williams’s manuscript journals, chronicking his life in Oregon between 1851-1880.

Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library. 

VAULT folio Graff 4683 v. 4, opening [147] (PrCt)

--
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map6F G3311.P5A 19-- .U5 (PrCt)


Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)


Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)
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To Collection Services for cataloging, August 2011 (PrCt)

War of 1812 surrounding Lake Erie and Lake Ontario. 1977.
Authors: Bellamy, Ron
1 map
Accession no. 83-63600

32511 Great Lakes Region (North America) - Maps - 1600-1699 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Carte de découverte du St. Jolliet ... communication du fleuve St.Laurens avec les lacs Frontenac, Erie, lac des Hurons et Illinois. [19--].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 17-century manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France BSH B 4044-37 (PrCt)

32512 Great Lakes Region (North America) - Maps - 1600-1699 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Carte des Grand Lacs; la rivière des Illinois ... [19--].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 17-century manuscript; possibly by J.B.L. Franquelin.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France BSH B 4044-40 (PrCt)

32513 Great Lakes Region (North America) - Maps - 1600-1699 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<Mississippi River Valley -

32514 Great Lakes Region (North America) - Maps - 1600-1799 - Indians<Indians - Great Lakes Region (North America) - Maps - 1600-1799<Indians of North America - Maps
Carte: partie occidentale de la Nouvelle France ou Canada ... 1951.
Authors: Bouma, Donald G.
1 map
Shows Indian settlements and forts in the Great Lakes Region in the 17th and 18th centuries.
temp map4F G3311.E1 16--.C3 1951 .B6 (PrCt)

Authors: Huronia Museum -- Bowling Green State University. Institute for Great Lakes Research -- Tapestry Graphics -- Great Britain. Hydrographic Office
1 map : col. ; 33 x 45 cm.
Scale not given.
Reduced facsimile of original manuscript map 'drawn on skin in 1641'--publisher's description (in Newberry Library map information file).
Added title: Taunton map.
'The map...is reproduced by permission of the Hydrographer of the Navy, Taunton, England.'
'This map has been produced in co-operation with Huronia Museum and the Institute for Great Lakes Research of Bowling Green State University, from funds provided by Theodore D. Wakefield.'
map4F G3460 1641 .N6 1988 (NLO)

32516 Great Lakes Region (North America) - Maps - 1645 - Indians - Manuscripts -

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Great Lakes Region (North America) - Maps - 1670 - Indians - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

Indians - Great Lakes Region (North America) - Maps - 1645 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

Manuscript maps - Facsimiles - Indians of North America - Maps

Nouvelle France. [1960?].
Authors: Helen H. Tanner Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 47 x 64 cm.
Photocopy of anonymous manuscript map, drawn on vellum (the neck is visible at the right of the map), presumably in a French archive; numbered at lower right 'D699. Aa2.'
Shows Indian nations, tribes, and villages from Tadoussac on the St. Lawrence to the eastern end of Lake Superior ('Grand Lac').
The outlines of the Great Lakes suggest a date (ca. 1645) between the Champlain map of 1632 and the Sanson of 1656.
Removed from the Helen H. Tanner Papers.
map


[Manuscript map of St. Lawrence Valley, Great Lakes, and New France]
Authors: Denys, Nicolas, 1598-1688 -- France.
Service hydrographique. Bibliothèque. B 4040-67, no. 2
1 map ; 16 x 23 cm.
Photographic reproduction of MS map on vellum in Musée de la Marine.
Dated by La Roncière 1660; Dembowski, in letter of 6 December 1989, dates it probably 1654.
Numerous pencilled notes on verso.
Map

Great Lakes Region (North America) - Maps - 1670 - Cartography - Great Lakes Region (North America) - History

Authors: Gravier, Gabriel, 1827 -- Galinée, René Brehan de, d. 1678 -- Morin, Pierre-Louis -- Cagniard, E.
27 p. : 1 fold. map ; 23 cm.
'Carte du lac Ontario et des habitations qui l'environnent, ensemble le pays que m.m. Dolier et Galiné ... ont parcouru 1670 ... Vraie copie (fac-simile) de l'original déposé aux archives des cartes et plans de la Marine impériale. Faite à Paris en may 1854. Signé: P.L. Morin. Québec, 1. juin 1880: folded map at end.
Includes bibliography.
G 109 .36 (NLO)
Great Lakes Region (North America) - Maps - 1679 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

1 map : 43 x 76 cm.
Facsimile of 1679 manuscript in the Dépôt des Cartes et Plans de la Marine; reproduced in In Pinart, Alphonse Louis. Recueil de cartes, plans et vues relatifs aux États-Unis et au Canada, New-York, Boston, Montréal, Québec, Louisbourg, 1651-1731 ... (Paris: Librairie Américaine et Coloniale, E. Dufosse, 1893) no. [13].
Scale [ca. 1:4,400,000].
Title from Liste des planches.
Prime meridian: [Ferro].

Great Lakes Region (North America) - Maps - 1680 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

*Carte de la découverte du Sr Jolliet ou lon uoit la communication du fleuue St. Laurens, auec les lacs Frontenac, Erié, Lac des Huron et Illinois* [1674]. Paris, 1893.
1 map : 25 x 33 cm., reduced from 37 x 49 cm.
Facsimile of 1674 manuscript in the Dépôt des Cartes de la Marine.
Scale [ca. 1:8,500,000].
Date from Harrisse, Notes, [no.] 204. Includes dedication to Le Comte de Frontenac at bottom of map.
Forms part of the William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library).
*oversize Greenlee 4891 .M31 1893 atlas [no.] 27 (PrCt)*
1 map ; 43 x 35 cm.
Facsimile of ca. 1680 manuscript in the Dépôt des Cartes et Plans de la Marine; In Pinart, Alphonse Louis. Recueil de cartes, plans et vues relatifs aux États-Unis et au Canada, New-York, Boston, Montréal, Québec, Louisbourg, 1651-1731 ... (Paris: Librairie Americaine et Coloniale, E. Dufossé, 1893) no. [17]. Title from Liste des planches; attributed to Bernou by Delanglez, Some La Salle journeys (1938) p. 34-35.
Scale [ca. 1:6,500,000].
Shows area between ca. 35-48° north.
oversize Greenlee 4891 .M31 1893 atlas [no.] 36 (PrCt)

32529
Great Lakes Region (North America) - Maps - 1688<>>Middle West - Maps - 1688<>>Great Lakes Region (North America) - Maps - Exhibitions - Catalogs - 1990
Partie occidentale du Canada ou de la Nouvelle France : ou sont les nations des ilinois, de Tracy, les iroquois, et plusieurs autres peuples ; avec la Louisiane nouvellement decouverte etc. [Madison, Wis.]: Board of Regents, University of Wisconsin System; Sea Grant Institute, c1990.
Authors: Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718 -- Nolin, Jean Baptiste, 1648-1708 -- Golda Meir Library. American Geographical Society Collection -- Newberry Library -- University of Wisconsin--Madison. Environmental Remote Sensing Center -- University of Wisconsin Sea Grant Institute -- University of Wisconsin--Madison. Sea Grant Institute SEE University of Wisconsin Sea Grant Institute -- University of Wisconsin System. Sea Grant Institute SEE University of Wisconsin Sea Grant Institute
1 map ; 22 x 30 cm.
Reduced-size facsimile, surrounded by text: 'Great Lakes : Great Maps' Exhibit -- Tour highlights. Explore the artistic and technical evolution of mapmaking & the influence of the Great Lakes on the development of Wisconsin. Brief catalog of the exhibit (28 items) on verso. 'The maps are from the American Geographical Society Collection of the University of Wisconsin--Milwaukee Golda Meir Library, the Newberry Library--Chicago and the University of Wisconsin--Madison Environmental Remote Sensing Center.'
map1F G3310 1688 C6 1990 (PrCt)

32530
Great Lakes Region (North America) - Maps - 1689
La Louisiane nouvellement decouverte etc. Venice : Dom. Padouani, 1689.
1 map ; 25 x 39 cm., reduced from 37 x 61 cm.
Facsimile of 1688 manuscript in the Bibliothèque nationale.
Signed: Pierre Raffeix Jesuite.
Scale [ca. 1:6,100,000].
In: Alphonse Louis. Recueil de cartes, plans et vues relatifs aux États-Unis et au Canada, New-York, Boston, Montréal, Québec, Louisbourg, 1651-1731 ... (Paris: Librairie Americaine et Coloniale, E. Dufossé, 1893) no. [17]. Title from Liste des planches; attributed to Bernou by Delanglez, Some La Salle journeys (1938) p. 34-35.
Scale [ca. 1:6,500,000].
Shows area between ca. 35-48° north.
Includes 3 columns of remarks, A-F, P.
Date from Harrisse, Notes, [no.] 238.
Forms part of the William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library).
oversize Greenlee 4891 .M31 1893 atlas [no.] 36 (PrCt)

32531
Great Lakes Region (North America) - Maps - 1688<>>Middle West - Maps - 1688<>>Great Lakes Region (North America) - Maps - Exhibitions - Catalogs - 1990
Partie occidentale du Canada ou de la Nouvelle France : ou sont les nations des ilinois, de Tracy, les iroquois, et plusieurs autres peuples ; avec la Louisiane nouvellement decouverte etc. [Madison, Wis.]: Board of Regents, University of Wisconsin System; Sea Grant Institute, c1990.
Authors: Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718 -- Nolin, Jean Baptiste, 1648-1708 -- Golda Meir Library. American Geographical Society Collection -- Newberry Library -- University of Wisconsin--Madison. Environmental Remote Sensing Center -- University of Wisconsin Sea Grant Institute -- University of Wisconsin--Madison. Sea Grant Institute SEE University of Wisconsin Sea Grant Institute -- University of Wisconsin System. Sea Grant Institute SEE University of Wisconsin Sea Grant Institute
1 map ; 22 x 30 cm.
Reduced-size facsimile, surrounded by text: 'Great Lakes : Great Maps' Exhibit -- Tour highlights. Explore the artistic and technical evolution of mapmaking & the influence of the Great Lakes on the development of Wisconsin. Brief catalog of the exhibit (28 items) on verso. 'The maps are from the American Geographical Society Collection of the University of Wisconsin--Milwaukee Golda Meir Library, the Newberry Library--Chicago and the University of Wisconsin--Madison Environmental Remote Sensing Center.'
map1F G3310 1688 C6 1990 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1700-1799 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1700-1799 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles

Carte représentant le 'Messisipi' entre le 49e d. et le 42e d. ou aboutit la rivière 'Wisconsing' lac Supérieure, lac des Illinois et lac 'Alempigion'. [19--].


1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 18th-century manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

MapPhoto France BSH B 4044-38 (PrCt)


Authors: France. Ministère de la guerre. Archives historiques. 7B 59 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 18th-century manuscript.
Includes insets with plans: 'Fort Queris', 'Fort Cannatchocary', 'Fort Hunter', 'Maison du Colonel Ibonson.'

Original ms. forms part of the Guerre Etat-Major archives.
Photocopy forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

MapPhoto France Guerre Etat Major 7B 59 (PrCt)

Great Lakes Region (North America) - Maps - 1700-1799 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles [Carte de l'Amerique du Nord entre le lac Huron, Quebec, le Maryland et la Virginie]. [19--].

Authors: France. Service hydrographique. Bibliothèque. B 4040-13 a - d -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map in 4 sections : mounted on cloth ; on composite sheet 58 x 72 cm., folded to 29 x 36 cm.
Anonymous and untitled map; title supplied by cataloger.
Photostatic reproduction of 18th-century manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

MapPhoto France BSH B 4040-13 a - d (PrCt)
Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 11 x 17 cm., on sheet folded to 10 x 19 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Anonymous map engraved by Herman Moll.
Includes key to "savage villages", "land carriage", and "French settlements."
Binder's instructions at upper left: "Vol. I. Title page."
Scale [ca. 1:12,500,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Digital image available as part of the Newberry Library's Great Lakes Digital Collection via the CARLI Digital Collections website (accessed Nov. 2007):
Duplicate copy: Govt. I 12.5 v. 10 and folio Graff 4396
Ayer folio E98.C3 U5 1894 following p. 464 (PrCt)

32537
Great Lakes Region (North America) - Maps - 1709<->Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1709
Carte particuliere du fleuve Saint Louis dressée sur lieux avec les noms des sauvages du pais ... Amsterdam, 1709.
Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Chatelain, Henri Abraham -- L'Honoré, François -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 37 x 45 cm.
Attributed to De L'Isle in Karpinski XLIX.
Scale [ca. 1:12,000,000].
Prime meridian: [Ferro].
Lists of Indian tribes, birds, plants, insects, etc. surround map.

32538
A Map of the country of the Five Nations, belonging to the province of New York; and of the lakes near which the nations of far Indians live 

At upper left: Eleventh census of the United States.
At upper right: Indians.
Ayer folio E98.C3 U5 1894 following p. 464 (PrCt)

32539
Photostatic reproduction of 1725 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France BSH B 4044-15 (PrCt)

32540
A Map of the country of the Five Nations belonging to the province of New York and of the Lakes near which the nations of far Indians live with part of Canada & River St. Lawrence. [New York : William Bradford, 1735].
Authors: Colden, Cadwallader, 1688-1776 -- Bradford, William, 1663-1752 -- Pratt, W. -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 23 x 36 cm.

Map bound separately (by W. Pratt) to accompany a copy of: Colden, Cadwallader. The History of the Five Indian nations (New York: W. Bradford, 1727).

Scale [ca. 1:5,000,000]. Relief shown pictorially and by hachures. Prime meridian: [London]. In right hand margin: N. B. The Tuscaroras are now reckoned a sixth nation ...

VAULT Ayer 251 .J611 C6 1727 [map] (PrCt)

32541 Great Lakes Region (North America) - Maps - 1744
1 map ; 29 x 46 cm.
Karpinski LV.
Graff 650 v. 3, opp. p. 276 (PrCt)

32542 Great Lakes Region (North America) - Maps - 1745-1749 Canada - Maps - 1745 Partie occidentale de la Nouvelle France ou Canada / Par Mr. Bellin ... 1745. Paris ; Nuremberg ; Londres [London] ; R.J. Julien ; Heretiers d’Homann ; J. Rocque, 1745.
Authors: Bellin, Jacques Nicolas, 1703-1772 -- Julien, R. J. (Roche Joseph) -- Homann Erben (Firm) -- Rocque, John, -1762 -- Destombes, Marcel, 1905-1983 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; hand col. ; 457 x 592 mm. (neat line), 499 x 622 mm. (plate mark), on sheet 544 x 792 mm.
Detached from an atlas.
For the 1755 state of this map, see Ayer 133 B44p 1755.
References: Kershaw 948 (plate 713); Karpinski LVII.

Ex Destombes.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
j41 Novacco 4F 68 (PrCt)

Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Didier, 1723-1786 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 17 x 22 cm.
Prime meridian: [Ferro]. Karpinski no. LXI.
‘Avec privilege.’
Forms part of the William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library).
folio Greenlee 4891 .R65 1784 no. 193 (PrCt)

A Map of the country of the Five Nations, belonging to the province of New York, and of the Lakes near which the nations of far Indians live, with part of Canada. London, [1750].
Authors: Colden, Cadwallader, 1688-1776 -- Whiston, John, 1711-1780
1 map ; 16 x 23 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:7,000,000]. Title from top of map.
Also published in editions of 1747 and 1755.
Relief shown pictorially and with hachures.
Prime meridian: [Ferro]. Shows area between ca. 39-49° north.
Karpinski LX.
At bottom of map: N. B. The Tuscaroras are now reckoned a sixth nation ...
F 81 .432 opp. p. 21 (PrCt)

32545 Great Lakes Region (North America) - Maps - 1755 [Great Lakes, 1755]. [198-].
Authors: Bellin, Jacques Nicolas, 1703-1772
1 map 198- facsimile. Accession no. 87-95265.
temp map4F G3310 1755 .B4 198- (PrCt)

32546 Great Lakes Region (North America) - Maps -
1755
*A map of the five Great Lakes : with part of Pensilvania, New York, Canada and Hudsons Bay territories &c.* [London, 1755].
Authors: London Magazine -- Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 20 x 26 cm.
Scale ca. 1:6,750,000.
Relief shown pictorially.
Reference: Klein, Maps in eighteenth-century British magazines, L55.8.
Forms part of the Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library).
map1F G3310 1755 .L6 (PrCt)

32547
**Great Lakes Region (North America) - Maps - 1755<<>Canada - Maps - 1755**
Authors: Bellin, Jacques Nicolas, 1703-1772 -- Homann Erben (Firm) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 46 x 60 cm. fold. to 21 cm. in slipcase
Incorrectly described in the Newberry's main card catalog as being published in Nuremberg by the Homann family; incorrectly cited as Phillips 622, map no. 146.
Scale: about 18 'lieues communes de France.'
1000a
ICN 42-2817
Ayer 133 B44p 1755 (PrCt)

32548
**Great Lakes Region (North America) - Maps - 1755<<>Canada - Maps - 1755**
Authors: Bellin, Jacques Nicolas, 1703-1772 -- Homann Erben (Firm) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 46 x 60 cm. fold. to 21 cm. in slipcase
Incorrectly described in the Newberry's main card catalog as being published in Nuremberg by the Homann family; incorrectly cited as Phillips 622, map no. 145.
Scale: about 18 'lieues communes de France.'
1000a
ICN 42-2818
Ayer 133 B44p2 1755 (NLO)

32549
**Great Lakes Region (North America) - Maps - 1755<<>Canada - Maps - 1755**
*Partie occidentale de la Nouvelle France ou du Canada / Par Mr. Bellin... ; ...communiquée au public par les Heritiers del Homan en l'an 1755.* [Nuremberg] : Homann, 1755.
Authors: Bellin, Jacques Nicolas, 1703-1772 -- Homann Erben (Firm) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 43 x 53 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:3,500,000]. Scale: about 10 'lieues communes de France' to an inch.
Relief shown pictorially.
Covers the area from Lake Superior to Kaskaskia and from Delaware Bay to the Mississippi River. Shows a few towns, missions, forts, Indian villages and tribal territory, rivers and lakes, portages, and early place-names.
Listed as map no. 146 in Homann heirs. Atlas geographievcs maior ... Norimbergae, 1759-[81]--cf. Phillips 622 v. 2 no. 146.
Kershaw 950 (plate 715).
LC Maps of North America, 1750-1789, 19
Available also through the Library of Congress website as a raster image (Nov. 2004):
http://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g3310.ar001900
Previously shelved as Ayer p133 .B44p 1755a.
1000a
ICN 43-3259
Duplicate copies: Novacco 4F 70 (original), and temp map4F oG3310 1755 .B4 198- (reduced facsimile).
**Ayer map4F G3310 1755 .B4 (NLO)**

32550
**Great Lakes Region (North America) - Maps - 1755<<>Canada - Maps - 1755**
*Partie occidentale de la Nouvelle France ou du Canada / Par Mr. Bellin... ; ...communiquée au public par les Heritiers del Homan en l'an 1755.* [Nuremberg] : Homann, 1755.
Authors: Bellin, Jacques Nicolas, 1703-1772 -- Homann Erben (Firm) -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 405 x 520 mm. (neat line), 445 x 554 mm. (plate mark), on sheet 502 x 573 mm.
Kershaw 950 (plate 715).
Phillips 622 v. 2 no. 146.
Duplicates: map4F oG3310 1755 .B4 (original) and temp map4F oG3310 1755 .B4 198- (reduced facsimile).
j47.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
For variant edition see Ayer 133 B44 P2 1755.
Novacco 4F 70 (PrCt)

32551
**Great Lakes Region (North America) - Maps - 1755 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1755 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>Ohio River Valley - Maps - 1755 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles Carte de la partie occidentale du Canada ... [19--].**
Authors: Bellin, Jacques Nicolas, 1703-1772 -- Bibliotheque nationale (France). Ge D 8050 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1755 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France BN Ge D 8050 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Great Lakes Region (North America) - Maps - 1757
Authors: Bellin, Jacques Nicolas, 1703-1772 -- Prévost, abbé, 1697-1763
1 map ; 20 x 30 cm.
'Tom IV. No. 18.'
Scale ca. 1:6,750,000.
Relief shown pictorially.
Forms part of the Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library).

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Masi, G. T. -- Masi, G. T. Atlante dell’ America, contenente le migliori carte geografiche ... (1777) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 26 x 19 cm.
In: Masi, G. T. Atlante dell’ America, contenente le migliori carte geografiche ... (Livorno : Gio. Tommaso Masi, e Comp., 1777) pl. [5].
Scale [ca. 1:4,500,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
Prime meridian: [London].
Shows area between ca. 41-50° north.

32559 Great Lakes Region (North America) - Maps - 1778
An Exact map of the five Great Lakes, with part of Pensilvania, New York, Canada and Hudsons Bay territories. London, 1778.
Authors: Lodge, John, -1796 -- Russell, William, 1741-1793 -- Fielding and Walker 1 map ; 21x 26 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:6,650,000].
Relief shown pictorially and hachures.
Prime meridian: [London].
F 80.766 v. 2, opp. p. 338 (PrCt)

Authors: Bonne, Rigobert, 1727-1794 -- André, Gaspard, active 1768-1801 -- Pellet, J. L. -- Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 20 x 31 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:7,500,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
Karpinski no. LXXXV.
In upper left margin: Liv. XV. XVI. et XVII.
Forms part of the Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library).
Duplicate copy in: Greenlee 4891 .B71 1780
Smith map1F G3310 1780 .B6 (PrCt)

Authors: Long, J. (John), Indian trader -- Long, J. (John), Indian trader. Voyages and travels of an Indian interpreter and trader : describing the manners and customs of the North American Indians ... (1791) -- Robson, James, 1733-1806 -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library) -- Adair, R. A. Shafto (Robert Alexander Shafto), 1811-1886
1 map ; 20 x 30 cm., on sheet folded to 28 x 21 cm.
Anonymous map without imprint issued in: Long, J. (John). Voyages and travels of an Indian interpreter and trader : describing the manners and customs of the North American Indians; with an account of the posts situated on the river Saint Laurence, Lake Ontario, &c. ; to which is added a vocabulary of the Chippeway language ... [and] a list of words in the Iroquois, Mohegan, Shawanee, and Esquimeaux tongues, and a table, shewing the analogy between the Algonkin and Chippeway languages (London : Printed for the author, and sold by Robson [et al], 1791), opposite p. [1].
Covers the Great Lakes region and much of Ontario and Québec; roughly bounded by James Bay, Tadoussac, Lake Erie, and the Mississippi headwaters. Identifies "lakes according to the reports of the Indian traders" north of Lake Superior. Bar scale: "Geogl. miles 60 to a degree."
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.

Authors: Bonne, Rigobert, 1727-1794 -- André, Gaspard, active 1768-1801 -- Pellet, J. L. -- Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 20 x 31 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:7,500,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
Karpinski no. LXXXV.
In upper left margin: Liv. XV. XVI. et XVII.
Forms part of the Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library).
Duplicate copy in: Greenlee 4891 .B71 1780
Smith map1F G3310 1780 .B6 (PrCt)

1 map ; 20 x 31 cm.
"Liv. XV, XVI, et XVII." -- At upper left. "No. 45." -- At upper right.
Scale [ca. 1:7,500,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
Duplicate copy: Smith map1F G3310 1780 .B6 (PrCt)
References: Karpinski no. LXXXV.
Forms part of the William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library).
Greenlee 4891 .B71 1780 [map 46] (PrCt)

1 map ; 20 x 31 cm.
"Liv. XV, XVI, et XVII." -- At upper left. "No. 45." -- At upper right.
Scale [ca. 1:7,500,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
Duplicate copy: Smith map1F G3310 1780 .B6 (PrCt)
References: Karpinski no. LXXXV.
Forms part of the William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library).
Greenlee 4891 .B71 1780 [map 46] (PrCt)
Great Lakes Region (North America) - Maps - 1814


Authors: Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Johnson & Warner -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839. A General atlas, being a collection of maps of the world and quarters ... (1814)

1 map : hand col. ; 19 x 24 cm

In: Carey, Mathew. A General atlas, being a collection of maps of the world and quarters ... (Philadelphia : Published by M. Carey, and Johnson & Warner, 1814) pl. [8].

Scale [ca. 1:5,500,000].

Relief shown by hachures.


Shows area between ca. 41°-51°N.

Also published in his 1817 edition.

Ayer 135 .C27 1814 pl. 8 (PrCt)

Great Lakes Region (North America) - Maps - 1825

Amer. sep. Haut Canada et Michigan. No. 42. [Brussels], 1825.


1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 52 cm.

In: Vandermaelen, Philippe. Atlas universel de géographie physique, politique, statistique et minéralogique ... (Brussels: Lithographié par H. Ode, 1827) v. 4, no. 42.

Map dated "Avril, 1825."

Scale [ca. 1:1,700,000].

Relief shown by hachures.

Prime meridian: London.

References: Karpinski 96.

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .M18 1827 v. 4, no. 42 (PrCt)

Great Lakes Region (North America) - Maps - 1841


Authors: Bradford, T. G. (Thomas Gamaliel), 1802-1887 -- Bradford, T. G. (Thomas Gamaliel), 1802-1887. A Comprehensive atlas ... (1835, [i.e. 1841?]) -- Boynton, George W., -1884 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 19 x 25 cm.


Case folio UG413.C36 1862 map (PrCt)

Great Lakes Region (North America) - Maps - 1863

Map of the lake region, St. Lawrence Valley and surrounding country. New York : J. Disturnell, [1863].

Authors: Disturnell, John, 1801-1877 -- Lang & Cooper (Firm), fl. 1852-1855 -- Scribner, Charles,
Great Lakes Region (North America) - Maps - 1868
Mississippi River - Maps - 1868

The Great Lakes, or, Inland seas of America : embracing a full description of Lakes Superior, Huron, Michigan, Erie, and Ontario; Rivers St. Mary, St. Clair, Detroit, Niagara, and St. Lawrence; commerce of the lakes ... : together with a guide to the upper Mississippi River, giving a description of cities, towns, etc. : forming altogether a complete guide for the pleasure traveler & emigrant : with maps and embellishments / compiled by J. Disturnell. New York : American News Co., 1868.
Cover title: Trip through the lakes and upper Mississippi
Spine title: Lakes and rivers
Map of Great Lakes (torn and detached) printed by J. & R. McLellan, 55 Beekman Street, N.Y.
Includes advertisements, 22 p. at end.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copy: 3A 2040
Baskes F551 .G74 1868 (NLO)

Great Lakes Region (North America) - Maps - 1880 - Surveys

Progress chart of the northern & north-western lakes, compiled from the data of the U.S. Lake Survey. 1880.
Authors: Molitor, Edward -- U.S. Lake Survey -- United States. Congress. House
1 map ; 41 x 64 cm.
In U.S. 46th Congress, 3rd session, 1880-1881.
House Executive Document 1, part 2, opposite p. 2366 (Serial Set 1955).
Scale [ca. 1:2,400,000].
At top of title: Survey of the northern and northwestern lakes ...
"Note. The continuation of the triangulation is shown on a separate sheet herewith."
Sheet on which triangulation is continued: U.S. Lake Survey ... completed south of Chicago in 1879.
Govt. 1955 [map] (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

32573 Great Lakes Region (North America) - Maps - 1886 - Railroads - Railroads - Maps


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1886)

1 map : col. ; 19 x 26 cm.

Title in upper margin.

In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1886) between p. 272-273

H 668 .703 (1886) bet. p. 272-273 (PrCt)

32574 Great Lakes Region (North America) - Maps - 1890 - Railroads - Duluth, South Shore, and Atlantic Railway Company - Maps - 1890 - Duluth 'Zenith City' Short Line Railroad

SEE Duluth, South Shore, and Atlantic Railway Company

Railroads - Maps

Map of the Duluth South-Shore & Atlantic Ry. and connections. Chicago : Poole Bros., map engravers, [1890].

Authors: Poole Brothers -- Duluth, South Shore, and Atlantic Railway Company -- Ralph, Julian, 1853-1903. Along the south shore of Lake Superior (1890) -- Duluth 'Zenith City' Short Line Railroad SEE Duluth, South Shore, and Atlantic Railway Company

1 map : col., mounted on cloth ; 54 x 92 cm., folded to 20 x 13 cm.

Includes slogan and logo of "Duluth 'Zenith City' Short Line."

Scale [ca. 1:1,710,000].

Coordinates: (W 101°00'--W 73°40'/N 50°00'--N 41°00').

Partly pictorial; shows the northern horizone fading in relief.

In: Ralph, Julian. Along the south shore of Lake Superior ([New York? : Duluth, South Shore, and Atlantic Railway Co.], c1890), at end.

G 909 .73 [map] (PrCt)

32575 Great Lakes Region (North America) - Maps - 1894 - Shipwrecks

Wreck and casualty chart of the Great Lakes, 1894. 1899.

Authors: Conger, Norman B. -- Husson, William M. -- U.S. Weather Bureau -- Historical Society of Michigan

1 map : col. ; 52 x 78 cm.

Facsimile of original published 1894.

Includes explanation and illustrations, 'Information, storm, and hurricane symbols' and 'Report of wrecks and casualties' by N.B. Conger ; see Map Info File for further description.

MMC 1-0085-86

5175

map4F G3311.P57 1894 .C6 1989 (PrCt)

32576 Great Lakes Region (North America) - Maps - 1899 - Canada, Western - Maps - 1899 [Great Lakes region, Ontario and Quebec].

London : The Times, 1899.

Authors: Times Books (Firm) -- Times Books (Firm), "The Times" atlas (1899) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 24 x 24 cm.

In: "The Times" atlas (London : Published at the Office of The Times, 1899) no. 92.

Scale [ca. 1:5,000,000].

Relief shown with hachures.

On the same sheet with map of Manitoba and western Ontario entitled: Canada, western.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Duplicate copy: map6C 69, no. 92

Baskes oversize G1019 .T57 1899, no. 92 (PrCt)

32577 Great Lakes Region (North America) - Maps - 1929 - Inland water transportation

SEE Great Lakes Region (North America) - Maps - 1929 - Shipping

BUFFALO (N.Y.) - Maps - 1929 - Inland water transportation

SEE Great Lakes Region (North America) - Maps - 1929 - Inland water transportation

BUFFALO (N.Y.) - Maps - 1929 - Shipping

SEE Great Lakes Region (North America) - Maps - 1929 - Inland water transportation

BUFFALO (N.Y.) - Flow charts - 1929

SEE Great Lakes Region (North America) - Flow charts - 1929


1 map : col. ; 27 x 52 cm., folded to 23 x 14 cm.

Scale [ca. 1:3,220,000]. "Scale of [100] miles" = 5 cm.

Coordinates: (W 93°30'00"--W 72°09'00"/N 49°17'00"--N 41°00'00"")


"Submitted: W.E. Graves, Chief Statistician.

Approved: J.J. Loring, Lt. Col., Corps of Engineers, U.S.A. George Parson, Director,


1 map : col. ; 27 x 52 cm., folded to 23 x 14 cm. Scale [ca. 1:3,220,000]. "Scale of [100] miles" = 5 cm.

Coordinates: (W 93°30'00"--W 72°09'00"/N 49°17'00"--N 41°00'00")


"Quantities expressed in short tons of 2,000 lbs."

Map of the Great Lakes region with a flow diagram illustrating westbound shipping from Buffalo, shown with a thickening line representing cumulative tonnage, and a separate bar scale gauging 0-20 million tons.

Great Lakes Region (North America) - Maps - 1931 - Road maps

Sectional map indicating main automobile roads between Canada & United States (Great Lakes sheet) / prepared by Natural Resources Intelligence Service ... 1930. [Ottawa? Dept. of the Interior?], 1930.

Authors: Canada. Natural Resources Intelligence Service -- Canada. Dept. of the Interior -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 68 x 86 cm.

At head of title: Department of the Interior, Canada...

Bar "scale of 20 miles" [= 1 inch].

Inset (trimmed to 2 x 7 cm.); [Index map of Canadian road map series].

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 197.11 (PrCt)
Great Lakes Region (North America) - Maps - 1946 - Nautical charts

Great Lakes Region (North America) - 1946


Cruising chart -- Rand McNally Collection

1 map : col. ; 78 x 39 cm., folded in covers to 11 x 21 cm.

"1946 edition" -- front cover

Cover title: Texaco cruising chart : Great Lakes and adjoining waterways

Uniform title: Cruising chart.

"No. 7."

Maps on verso: Illinois Waterway : Mississippi River to Lake Michigan [strip map in two sections]

-- Texaco cruising chart of Lake Superior.

Editor's copy; table of radio telephone stations trimmed away at bottom left.

Cover art: Seagulls, boats, and Texaco Waterways Service logo.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (October 2010).

RMcN Cruising 21 (PrCt)

32584 Great Lakes Region (North America) - Maps - 1947 - Nautical charts

Great Lakes Region (North America) - Maps - 1947


Cruising chart -- Rand McNally Collection

1 map : col. ; 78 x 39 cm., folded in covers to 11 x 21 cm.

"1946 edition" -- front cover

Cover title: Texaco cruising chart : Great Lakes and adjoining waterways

Uniform title: Cruising chart.

"No. 7."

Maps on verso: Illinois Waterway : Mississippi River to Lake Michigan [strip map in two sections]

-- Texaco cruising chart of Lake Superior.

Editor's copy; many place names marked by hand in yellow.

Cover art: Seagulls, boats, and Texaco Waterways Service logo.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (October 2010).

RMcN Cruising 21 (PrCt)

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 175.11 (PrCt)

1 map: col.; 56 x 82 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Inland cruising guide: Lake Michigan, Lake Huron, Lake Erie.
Uniform title: Cruising guide.
Date from RMcN AE 174 ms. index.
Plate nos. "9-4813-1" and "9M37"
Includes pictorial vignettes of lighthouses, lightships and other aids to navigation.
Maps on verso (114 x 10 cm. (in sections) and smaller): Chicago to Grafton, Ill. -- Grafton, Ill. to Memphis, Tenn. -- Memphis, Tenn. to Natchez, Miss. -- Natchez, Miss. to Gulf of Mexico -- Chicago, Ill. and vicinity -- Cleveland, Ohio and vicinity -- Detroit River -- Lake St. Clair -- St. Clair River -- Lake Superior -- Straits of Mackinac, Mich.
Panel art: Mobilgas marine station.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 174.18 (PrCt)

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Texas Company. Cruising chart -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 44 x 79 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco cruising chart: Great Lakes and adjoining waterways.
Uniform title: Cruising chart.
"No. 8."
Plate no. 4-5722-2.
Maps on verso (19 x 38 cm. and smaller): Lake Superior -- Grafton, Ill. to Chicago, Ill. -- Memphis, Tenn. to Grafton, Ill. -- Natchez, Miss. to Memphis, Tenn. -- Gulf of Mexico to Natchez, Miss. -- Texaco harbor guide: Chicago, III. -- Texaco harbor guide: Detroit, Mich. -- Texaco harbor guide: Buffalo, N.Y.
Panel art: Texaco Waterways Service logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 174.2 (PrCt)

Authors: U.S. Lake Survey
1 map: col.; 25 x 40 cm.
Cover title when folded: Charts of the Great Lakes.
On verso: Great Lakes chart symbol information.
Gift of the Belgian Consulate, Chicago, 2005.
map1F G3311 .B5 1951 U5 (PrCt)
Great Lakes Region (North America) - Maps - 1951 - Nautical charts
Superior, Lake - Maps - 1951 - Nautical charts
Mackinac, Straits of (Mich.) - Maps - 1951 - Nautical charts
Saint Clair River (Mich. and Ont.) - Maps - 1951 - Nautical charts
Great Traverse Bay (Mich.) - Maps - 1951 - Nautical charts
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1951 - Nautical charts
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Texas Company.
Cruising chart -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 44 x 79 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco cruising chart: Great Lakes and adjoining waterways.
Uniform title: Cruising chart.
"No. 8."
Plate no. 1-4722-4.
Panel art: Seagulls and boats with the Texaco Waterways Service logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 174.23 (PrCt)

Authors: United States. Army. Corps of Engineers. Great Lakes Division -- U.S. Lake Survey
1 map: col.; 25 x 38 cm.
Scale: 1:5,000,000.
Shows division and district boundaries, division and district headquarters, and area offices.
Gift of Belgian Consulate, Chicago, 2005.
map F G3311 .F7 1952 .U5 (PrCt)
1956 - Nautical charts<>Superior, Lake - 
Maps - 1956 - Nautical charts<>Illinois River (Ill.) - Maps - 1956 - Nautical charts<>Illinois Waterway (Ill.) - Maps - 1956 - Nautical charts<>Mississippi River - 
Maps - 1956 - Nautical charts<>Ohio River - 
Maps - 1956 - Nautical charts<>Tennessee River - Maps - 1956 - Nautical charts<>Erie Canal (N.Y.) - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1956<>Oswego Canal (N.Y.) - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1956<>Champlain Canal (N.Y.) - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Gulf Oil Corporation. Cruisegide -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) 
1 map : col. ; 41 x 89 cm.
Panel title. 
Added title: Gulf cruisegide map : New York state waterways and Great Lakes omitting Lake Superior.
Uniform title: Cruisegide.
Plate no. 6-504701-3.
Inset elevation profile (8 x 26 cm.): Profile of New York State canal system [including the Champlain, Erie Barge, Oswego, and Seneca canals].
Strip maps on verso (41 x 9 cm. and smaller) with collective title: Cruisegide map : Lake Superior, Illinois Waterway, Mississippi, Ohio, and Tennessee Rivers.
Panel art: Gulf logo with anchor and signaling flags spelling "go Gulf."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 175.1X (PrCt)

32598

Great Lakes Region (North America) - Maps - 1959 - Road maps<>Middle West - Maps - 1959 - Road maps<>Ontario - Maps - 1959 - Road maps<>Recreation areas - Maps - 1959 - Great Lakes Region (North America)<Road maps

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Your guide to vacation variety : northern Great Lakes area ... Michigan, Minnesota, Ontario, Wisconsin ... / Northern Great Lakes Area Council ... Chicago, Illinois. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Company, [1959?].

Authors: Northern Great Lakes Area Council -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 69 x 77 cm., folded to 25 x 11 cm. "7th edition."
Panel title.
Added title: Northern Great Lakes area road map featuring Michigan, Minnesota, Ontario, Wisconsin.

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1875 (PrCt)


Your guide to vacation variety : northern Great Lakes area ... Michigan, Minnesota, Ontario, Wisconsin ... / Northern Great Lakes Area Council ... Chicago, Illinois. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Co., c1963.

Authors: Northern Great Lakes Area Council -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 76 cm., folded to 25 x 11 cm. "9th edition."
Panel title.
Added title: Northern Great Lakes area road map featuring Michigan, Minnesota, Ontario, Wisconsin.

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1876 (PrCt)


Texaco cruising chart. No. 10, Mississippi River

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1 map : both sides, col. ; 86 x 88 cm., on sheet 59 x 94 cm, folded to 20 x 11 cm.
"1966 edition."
Panel title.
Added title: Inland cruising guide : Lake Michigan, Lake Huron, Lake Erie
Scale [ca. 1:1,010,000]
Coordinates: (W 89°00'00"--W 78°30'00"/N 46°32'30"--N 41°20'20")
Projection: Mercator proj.
Panel art: Blue and yellow image of great lakes area with Boron logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 311 (PrCt)

Road map of Great Lakes area / Boron. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Company, c1966.
Authors: Boron Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Hospitality Inns -- Standard Oil Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 86 x 88 cm., on sheet 46 x 91 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Great Lakes area
Identifies locations of Hospitality Motor Inns.
Also identifies "restaurants operated in conjunction with either Standard Oil or Boron Oil Company."
Plate no. 6-5502V-20
Map on verso: (43 x 88 cm): Great Lakes area. Panel art: Blue and yellow image of great lakes area with Boron logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3068 (PrCt)

Authors: Northern Great Lakes Area Council -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 77 cm., folded to 25 x 11 cm.
"11th edition."
Panel title.
Added title: Northern Great Lakes area road map featuring Michigan, Minnesota, Ontario, Wisconsin.
Plate no. 7-484700V-10.
Inset (17 x 22 cm.): Road map of United States. Routes used by voyageurs (fur traders) marked...
in gray; identifies sites on the "historic Trans-Canada canoe route."
Numbered points of interest on map keyed to directory on verso.
Panel art: Color illustration of a man canoeing in the mountains.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1877 (PrCt)

32605

Great Lakes Region (North America) - Maps -
1967 - Road maps<>Chicago, Ill. to Pittsburgh, Pa.
1967 - Road maps<>On Lake Michigan.
Road maps<>Road maps
Northern Great Lakes area road map : featuring Michigan, Minnesota, Ontario, Wisconsin.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Northern Great Lakes Area Council (Chicago, Ill.) -- Chicago Historical Society
1 map : col. ; 69 x 78 cm.
"11th edition."
Issued folded with panel title: Your guide to vacation variety: northern Great Lakes Area ....
Inset (17 x 23 cm.): Road map of United States. Text and photos on verso.
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.
CHS Coll., Map no. 762 (PrCt)

32606

Great Lakes Region (North America) - Maps -
Texaco cruising chart no. 10 : the Great Lakes, the Mississippi and Ohio rivers. New York : Texaco Waterways Service, 135 East 42nd Street, 1968.
Authors: Texaco, inc. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Texaco, inc. Cruising chart -- Library

32607

Great Lakes Region (North America) - Maps -
Texaco cruising chart no. 10 : the Great Lakes, the Mississippi and Ohio rivers. New York : Texaco Waterways Service, 135 East 42nd Street, 1968.
Authors: Texaco, inc. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Texaco, inc. Cruising chart -- Library

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Great Lakes Region (North America) - Maps - 1970 - Nautical charts

- Illinois Waterway (Ill.) - Maps - 1970

1 map : col. ; 56 x 81 cm.
"1970 edition"
Panel title.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Great Lakes Region (North America) - Maps - 1971 - Nautical charts - Pictorial maps


1 map : col. ; 56 x 81 cm.
"1971 edition"

Panel title.

Added title: Inland cruising guide : Lake Michigan, Lake Huron, Lake Erie
"Copyright © 1970 by Rand McNally & Co."

Uniform title: Cruising chart.

Plate no. 5-M10F65-170.

Includes pictorial vignettes of lighthouses, lightships and other aids to navigation.

Inset (34 x 7 cm.): Ohio River : Cairo, Ill. to Pittsburgh, Pa.


Panel art: Photo of boats in harbor and Texaco logo.


Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (October 2010).

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN Cruising 80 (PrCl)

32611

Great Lakes Region (North America) - Maps - 1971 - Road maps
- Trans-Canada Highway - Maps - 1971


Authors: Northern Great Lakes Area Council -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 42 x 77 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Northern Great Lakes area road map featuring Michigan, Minnesota, Ontario, Wisconsin.

"Northern Great Lakes Area Council ...Libertyville, Illinois ... " -- back panel.

Plate no. 71-484700V-12.

Routes used by voyageurs (fur traders) marked in gray; identifies sites on the "historic Trans-Canada canoe route."

Numbered points of interest on map keyed to directory on verso.

2 copies; copy 2 handstamped "Register of


1 map : col. ; 56 x 81 cm.

"1972 edition"

Panel art: Photo of boats in harbor and Texaco logo.


Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (February 2010).

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN Clients 1879 [copies 1 and 2] (PrCt)


1 map : col. ; 56 x 81 cm.

"1972 edition"

Panel art: Photo of boats in harbor and Texaco logo.


Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (February 2010).

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN Clients 1879 [copies 1 and 2] (PrCt)
Great Lakes Region (North America) - Maps - 1973 - Nautical charts - Pictorial maps


1 map : col. ; 56 x 81 cm.

"1973 edition"

Panel title.

Added title: Inland cruising guide : Lake Michigan, Lake Huron, Lake Erie

"Copyright © 1973 by Rand McNally & Co."

Uniform title: Cruising chart.

Plate no. 8-M10F65-173.

Includes pictorial vignettes of lighthouses, lightships and other aids to navigation.

Inset (34 x 7 cm.): Ohio River : Cairo, Ill. to Pittsburgh, Pa.


Panel art: Photo of boats in harbor and Texaco logo.


Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (October 2010).

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN Cruising 129 (PrCt)


1 map : col. ; 56 x 81 cm.

"1973 edition"

Panel title.

Added title: Inland cruising guide : Lake Michigan, Lake Huron, Lake Erie

"Copyright © 1973 by Rand McNally & Co."

Uniform title: Cruising chart.

Plate no. 8-M10F65-173.

Includes pictorial vignettes of lighthouses, lightships and other aids to navigation.

Inset (34 x 7 cm.): Ohio River : Cairo, Ill. to Pittsburgh, Pa.


Panel art: Photo of boats in harbor and Texaco logo.


Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (October 2010).

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN Cruising 110 (PrCt)
and vicinity -- Cleveland, Ohio and vicinity -- Upper Mississippi River [strip map in three sections] -- Lake Superior -- Straits of Mackinac, Mich.
Panel art: Photo of boats in harbor and Texaco logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (October 2010).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Cruising 130 (PrCt)

32617 Great Lakes Region (North America) - Maps - 1973
- Road maps
1973 - Road maps
- Road maps
- Recreation areas - Maps
- Great Lakes Region (North America)
- Great Lakes Region (North America) - Historical geography - Maps - 1973
- Fur trade
- Fur trade - Great Lakes Region (North America) - Historical geography - Maps
- Trans-Canada Highway - Maps - 1973
Road maps
Authors: Northern Great Lakes Area Council -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 77 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"1973 edition."
Panel title.
Added title: Northern Great Lakes area road map featuring Michigan, Minnesota, Ontario, Wisconsin.
Issued for "Northern Great Lakes Area Council ... Libertyville, Illinois"; see back panel.
Plate no. 73-484700V-13.
Panel art: Profiles of man and woman against the background of a lake view.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 789 (PrCt)

32619 Great Lakes Region (North America) - Maps - 1976
- Nautical charts - Pictorial maps
1976 - Nautical charts
- Illinois Waterway (Ill.) - Maps - 1976
- Nautical charts
- Mississippi River - Maps - 1976 - Nautical charts
- Ohio River - Maps - 1976 - Nautical charts
- Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1976 - Nautical charts
- Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1976 - Nautical charts
- Superior, Lake - Maps - 1976 - Nautical charts - Pictorial maps
- Mackinac, Straits of - Maps - 1976 - Nautical charts
- Nautical charts
- Great Lakes Region (North America) - 1976 - Pictorial maps
Strip maps - Pictorial maps
Authors: Texaco, inc. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Texaco, inc. Cruising chart -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 56 x 81 cm.
Added title: Inland cruising guide : Lake Michigan, Lake Huron, Lake Erie "Copyright @ 1976 by Rand McNally & Co."
Uniform title: Cruising chart.
Plate no. 11-M10F65-176.
Includes pictorial vignettes of lighthouses, lightships and other aids to navigation.
Inset (34 x 7 cm.): Ohio River : Cairo, Ill. to Pittsburgh, Pa.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

and vicinity -- Cleveland, Ohio and vicinity -- Upper Mississippi River [strip map in three sections] -- Lake Superior -- Straits of Mackinac, Mich.
Panel art: Photo of boats in harbor and Texaco logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (October 2010).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Cruising 141 (PrCt)

Authors: Geospectra Corporation -- U.S. National Aeronautics and Space Administration 1 map : col. ; 48 x 51 cm.
'Color coded temperature image... collected by NASA ...on August 21, 1978.'
5104
map4F G3311.A49 1978 G4 (PrCt)

Authors: Upper Great Lakes Regional Commission (U.S.) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 54 x 74 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Upper Great Lakes Regional Commission recreation map.
Divided into 3 panels:
1. Lake Superior and vicinity.
2. Great Lakes Region (North America).
3. Lake Ontario and vicinity.
Keyed to directory on verso of 141 recreation sites in Minnesota, Wisconsin, and Michigan.
Plate no. 7903.
Panel art: 3 color photos of a waterfall, fishing boat, and lake.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4631 (PrCt)

Authors: Parker, Thomas F., 1957 -- Thomasi Designs
1 map : col. ; 12 x 20 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:15,600,000] at center of map.
World map in modified oval projection centered on the Great Lakes area at larger scale.
Four windheads at corners.
Includes text and profile of the Great Lakes.
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map1F G3311.A9 1990 P3 (NLO)

Authors: Oleszewski, Wes, 1957 -- Sapulski, W. S -- Avery Color Studios -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 10 maps ; 21 cm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

32624 Great Lakes Region (North America) - Maps - Bibliography Record of archive material [Field sheets, 1834-1900]. [Detroit, 1961].
Photocopies, made in August 1974, of original record sheets in the Lake Survey Library.
Field sheets are finished, manuscript charts used in the preparation of printed Lake Survey charts.
Includes file nos. 1-1 to 1-893.
5A 8285 (NLO)

32626 Great Lakes Region (North America) - Maps - Collections, 1600-1699 - Cartography - Great Lakes Region (North America) - History - 1600-1699
1 atlas (xxiii, 85 p.) : maps ; 31 cm., in case 57 x 44 cm. + 22 maps (54 x 71 cm., folded to 54 x 36 cm.)
Edited by Kevin Kaufman, David Woodward, and N. Fiering.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Formerly Case oversize G1107.G7 M3 1989
LC Card Number: 93676268
Map Ref oversize G1107.G7 M3 1989 (NLO)

Archives de la Marine (France) - Maps - Collections - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Authors: Jessop Dembowski, Yolande -- Archives de la Marine (France) -- Dembowski, Yolande SEE Jessop Dembowski, Yolande
77 photographs : map ; 9 x 14 cm.; 1 photograph : map ; 18 x 24 cm.; 13 photocopies : part. maps ; 26 x 37 cm. and smaller + cover letter and list (3 leaves)
Research materials accumulated by Yolande Dembowski at the Bibliotheque National and Musee de la Marine relating to the early French cartography of the Mississippi Valley and Great Lakes region; with cover letter and list, dated 6 December 1989.
Includes photocopies of inventories and maps, snapshots of various maps and details, and ‘Basic facts concerning the Jolliet maps in the Archives de la Marine;’ most of the maps are from fonds B4040, cartons 66, 67, & 69 in

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Great Lakes Region (North America) - Maps - Collections - Michigan - Maps - Collections

Authors: Karpinski, Louis Charles, 1878-1956 -- Michigan Historical Commission -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (104 leaves of plates) : maps ; 24 x 33 cm.
Reduced reproductions of antiquarian maps. Formerly folio Z6027.M62 K2 Atlas
Duplicate copy: Ayer 290 .K2 1931
Issued to accompany: Karpinski, Louis Charles.
References: Phillips 10332
Map Ref folio Z6027.M62 K2 Atlas (NLO)

Great Lakes Region (North America) - Maps - Exhibitions - Cartography - Great Lakes Region (North America) - Exhibitions - Catalogs - Newberry Library - Exhibitions - Catalogs
Authors: Karrow, Robert W. -- Newberry Library -- Kenneth Nebenzahl, Jr., lectures in the history of cartography -- Hermon Dunlap Smith Center for the History of Cartography
Acknowledgements signed by Robert W. Karrow. Includes 52 entries; this copy annotated in pencil with Newberry call numbers.
Duplicate copy: GA405 .N48
Map Ref folio Z881.C525 N48 1977 (NLO)

Great Lakes Region (North America) - Maps - Exhibitions - Catalogs - Wheat, Renville - Map collections - Exhibitions - Catalogs - Burton Historical Collection - Map collections - Exhibitions - Catalogs
Authors: Wheat, Renville -- Burton Historical Collection -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
v. 44 p. : maps ; 23 cm.
'Catalogue of an Exhibition in the Detroit Public Library October 13 to December 3, 1966.' Formerly Ayer 290 .W533 1967
Map Ref Z6027.A5 D4 1967 (NLO)


Atlas of western, northwestern and middle western states : with maps of the island possessions, Japan, China, United States, and the world : showing location of railway lines of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railway, Great Northern Railway, Northern Pacific Railway. [Chicago? Rand McNally?, 1905?].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company -- Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.) -- Northern Pacific Railway Company
1 atlas (56 p.) : ill., col. maps ; 54 cm.
'Issued by the passenger departments, Burlington Route, Great Northern Railway, Northern Pacific Railway.'
Maps by Rand McNally.
Title page not dated; maps variously copyrighted 1892-1905. Includes descriptive information for states, territories, and nations covered by the maps. Hardback.
oversize G1421.P3 C44 1905 (NLO)


Atlas of western, northwestern and middle western states : with maps of the island possessions, Japan, China, United States, and the world : showing location of railway lines of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railway, Great Northern Railway, Northern Pacific Railway. [Chicago? Rand McNally?, 1905?].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company -- Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.) -- Northern Pacific Railway Company
1 atlas (56 p.) : ill., col. maps ; 54 cm.
'Issued by the passenger departments, Burlington Route, Great Northern Railway, Northern Pacific Railway.'
Maps by Rand McNally.
Title page not dated; maps variously copyrighted 1892-1905. Includes descriptive information for states, territories, and nations covered by the maps. Hardback.
oversize G1421.P3 C44 1905 (NLO)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Great Plains - Historical geography - Maps - 2011
Authors: Lavin, Stephen J. (Stephen James)Shelley, Fred M., 1952-- Archer, J. Clark -- University of Nebraska--Lincoln. Center for Great Plains Studies
xvi, 335 p. : ill. (chiefly col.) ; 29 cm.
"A project of the Center for Great Plains Studies, University of Nebraska."
LC Card Number: 2010032817
ISBN 9780803215368 (cloth : alk. paper) ; 0803215363 (cloth : alk. paper)
folio G1382.S1 L2 2011 (NLO)

Great Plains - Indian cartography
Indian maps: their place in the history of plains cartography. 1984.
Authors: Lewis, G. Malcolm
From Great Plains Quarterly 4 (Spring 1984): 91-108. maps, ill.
BHC 1601
Vert 1188 (PrCt)

Great Plains - Maps - 1822
Map of Arkansas and other territories of the United
Great Plains - Maps - 1827<<>>Middle West - Maps - 1827<<>>Arkansas - Maps - 1827
An American atlas ... (Philadelphia : H.C. Carey and I. Lea, 1822). [map 30].
No. 35." -- In letterpress at upper right.
Forms part of the William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library).
oversize Greenlee 4891 .C27 1822 [map 30] (PrCt)

Indian Missions West of the Mississippi. Boston, 1846.
Railroads, Proposed<<>>Pacific railroads - Explorations and surveys - Maps - 1853-1855<<>>Railroads - Maps

Indian missions west of the Mississippi. Boston, 1841.
Authors: American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions -- American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions. Maps and illustrations of the missions of the American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions, 1841 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Reports, v. 11, pt. 2, no. 34 -- United States. Congress
1 map on 2 sheets ; 56 x 128 cm.
"1853-4."
Engraved by Selmar Siebert.
Uniform title: Pacific Railroad Reports
Covers the southern Great Plains in the southwestern U.S.
Scale 1:950,400. "Scale 15 miles to 1 inch."
 Coordinates: (W 107°30'- W 93°30'/N 37°10'-N 32°40').
Relief shown with hachures.
Inset map (15 x 20 cm.): Sketch of Rio Pecos at Anton Chico. [Scale] 1:60,000.
Detached from: Reports of explorations and surveys to ascertain the most practicable and economical route for a railroad from the Mississippi River to the Pacific Ocean / made under the direction of the Secretary of War, in 1853-[6] ... (Washington, D.C. [etc.]: A.O.P. Nicholson, printer [and others], 1855-1860), v. 11, pt. 2, no. 34.
Issued as part of the U.S. Serial Set, 33rd Congress, 2nd session. House Ex. Doc. 91 (Serial 801), and also as Senate Ex. Doc. 78 (Serial 768).
References: Wheat, Mapping the Mississippi River to the Pacific Ocean / made under the direction of the Secretary of War, in 1853-[6] ... (Washington, D.C. [etc.]: A.O.P. Nicholson, printer [and others], 1855-1860), v. 11, pt. 2, no. 34.
OCLC 33427563
map 4F G4051.P3 1853 .U5 v. 11, pt. 2, no. 34 (NLO)

32645
Great Plains - Maps - 1854-1861<<<Nebraska - Maps - 1854-1861 - Boundaries
Territory of Nebraska, 1854-1861 / J. A. B. Lincoln, Neb., 1898.
Authors: Barrett, Jay Amos, 1865-1936 -- Miller, J. H.
1 map ; 8 x 11 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:17,800,000].
Prime meridians: [Greenwich, Washington].
Shows reduction of territory to present limits.
Coordinates W114°- W94°/N49°- N40°
ICN12-0082
J 6924.07 p. 39, map IV (PrCt)

32646
Map showing many battlefields of the Indian Wars and Trail of the Big Horn and Yellowstone Expedition of 1876. Denver, Colo. Clason Map Co., [192-?].
Authors: Brown, W. C. (William Carey), 1854-1939 -- King, Charles, 1844-1933 -- Clason Map Co. -- Gillespie, G. L. -- United States. War Department -- Raynolds, W. F. (William Franklin), 1820-1894 -- Maynadier, Henry Eveleth, d. 1868 -- Hayden, F. V. (Ferdinand Vandeveer), 1829-1887 -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 78 x 102 cm. fold. to 21 x 9 cm. in covers
Adapted from 1876 revision of map issued in F.V. Hayden's report of the U.S. Army's 1859-1860 geological expedition of the West.
Title in upper right corner: Map of the Yellowstone and Missouri Rivers and their tributaries, explored by Capt. W.F. Raynolds and 1st Lieut. H.E. Maynadier, 1859-60 ; revised and enlarged by G.L. Gillespie, 1876.
Cover title: Map : Bighorn and Yellowstone expedition of 1876 ... showing many battlefields of the Indian wars.
Notes in left margin: March of the Big Horn and Yellowstone Expedition, Aug. 4-Oct. 24, 1876 under Brig. Gen. George Crook ... / Charles King -- Also, sites of certain Indian combats from 1854-1890 ... / by Brig. Gen. William C. Brown.
In lower left margin: Western sheet, Map of Yellowstone and Missouri Rivers.
Scale 1:1,200,000; (W 114°--W 98°/N 48°--N 41°).
Relief shown by hachures.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Gift 1967, Graff bequest.
References: Cf. OCLC 33427563
map 4G G4127.G75E1 192- B7 (PrCt)

1 map ; 90 x 145 cm.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
'Made while attached to the staff of Bvt. Genl. Harney, commander of the Sioux Expedition in 1856, assisted by Mr. Paul Carrey ... and by ... Lieut. G.T. Balch ... [and] Lieut. D. Curtis ...'.

Scale [ca. 1:605,000] (W 105°30'-W 95°/N 40°-N 45°).

In right margin: Profile of route from Fort Pierre to Fort Kearney (7 x 83 cm.)

Detached from Warren, Gouverneur Kemble. Explorations in the Dacota country in the year 1855 (Washington : A.O.P. Nicholson, Senate printer, 1856); report apparently issued as a separate monograph; see Graff 4546. The report and accompanying maps were also published in U.S. 34th Congress, 1st session, 1855-1856. Senate Executive Document 76, map 1 (Serial Set 822).

Newberry copy of Serial Set volume (Govt 822) lacks maps.

Ex Library of Congress, stamped 'triplicate' on verso.

Acquired from George Ritzlin; gift A. Holzheimer, 2002.

Duplicate copy (without annotations): VAULT drawer Graff 4546 [map 1 of 3] (PrCt)

References: Koepp 822 (34-1) S.exdoc 76, map 1; MMC 1-0184; not in Wheat, TransMississippi.

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)
Discovery and exploration - Maps - 1858

Military map of Nebraska and Dakota.
1 map on 2 sheets ; 107 x 80 cm.
[Case folio F593 .W3 1875]
Scale [ca. 1:1,220,000].
At upper left: 35th Congress, 1st Session. Printed by order of the U. S. Senate.
At lower right: N. Peters, Photo Lithographer.
Relief shown by hachures and spot elevations.
Map shows routes of 20 exploration or survey parties.
Not in Wheat.
map6F G4052.G75 1858 W3 1875 (PrCt)

32652 Great Plains - Maps - 1858--Warren, Gouverneur Kemble, 1830-1882 - Scientific expeditions - Maps - 1858
Authors: Petermann, A. (August), 1822-1878 -- Weiler, Wilhelm -- Alt, W. -- Petermanns geographische Mitteilungen (1858)
1 map : col. ; 20 x 25 cm, on sheet 27 x 22 cm.
Scale 1:6,600,000 ; (W 113°--W 99°/N 49°--N 42°).
Geological map covering the Yellowstone and Missouri Rivers, Montana, and the Dakota Territory.
Duplicate copy in Hayden, Ferdinand Vandeveer. Geological report of the exploration of the Yellowstone and Missouri Rivers (Washington, D.C., 1869) [shelved as Ayer map6F oG4127.G75C5 1859 H3, detached from Ayer 160.5 W5 U58 1869].
Graff 4303 (NLO)

1 map ; 69 x 106 cm.
Detached from U.S. 40th Congress, 2nd session,
Map no. II : Carrington's outline of Indian operations on the plains. 1879.
Authors: Carrington, Henry Beebee, 1824-1912 -- Carrington, Margaret Irving -- Carrington, Henry Beebee, 1824-1912. Ab-sa-ra-ka, land of massacre ... (1879) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Added title: Dacotah north of 46th latitude, from U.S. sources.

Map no. I : Carrington's outline of Indian operations on the plains. 1879.
Authors: Carrington, Henry Beebee, 1824-1912 -- Carrington, Margaret Irving -- Carrington, Henry Beebee, 1824-1912. Ab-sa-ra-ka, land of massacre ... (1879) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map

Map of the Yellowstone and Missouri Rivers and their tributaries explored by Capt. W. F. Raynolds ... and 1st Lieut. H. E. Maynadier ... 1859-60. Revised and enlarged by Major G.L. Gillespie ... 1876 ... [Washington, D.C.] Office of the Chief of Engineers, 1876. [Washington, D.C.]: Office of the Chief of Engineers, [19--].
(Newberry Library) -- Reynolds, William Franklin, 1820-1894 SEE Reynolds, William Franklin, 1820-1894
1 map ; 79 x 100 cm.
20th-century reproduction of map originally published 1876.
At head of title: War Department.
Scale 1:1,200,000
'Western sheet.'
Includes text on the map concerning the 'March of the Big Horn and Yellowstone Expedition Aug. 4-Oct. 24, 1876 under Brig. Gen. George Crook'
by Lieut. Charles King, and 'also sites of certain Indian combats from 1854 to 1890, from data given by the late Walter M. Camp and approximately located ... by Brig. General William C. Brown.'
Ayer p133 .U565 1876 19-- (NLO)

32661 Great Plains - Maps - 1876 - Indians -
Wars<>>>Indians - Great Plains - Maps - 1876 -
Wars<>>>West (U.S.) - Maps - 1876 - Indians -
Wars<>>>Indians - West (U.S.) - Maps -
Wars<>>>Yellowstone River Valley - Maps -
1876<>>>Missouri River Valley - Maps -
1876<>>>Dakota Territory - Maps -
1876<>>>Raymonds, William Franklin, 1820-1894<>>>Crook, George, 1829-1890<>>>Wall maps<>>>Indians of North America - Maps
Map of the Yellowstone and Missouri Rivers and their tributaries. [Denver, Colo.? Clason Map Co.?, 192-?].
1 map ; 77 x 100 cm.
'Explored by Capt. W. F. Raymonds and 1st Lieut. H.E. Maynadier, 1859-60 ; revised and enlarged by G.L. Gillespie, 1876.'
Title in upper left corner: Map showing many battlefields of the Indian Wars and trail of the Big Horn and Yellowstone Expedition of 1876 / by W.C. Brown and Charles King.
At head of title: War Department.
In lower left margin: Western sheet, Map of Yellowstone and Missouri Rivers.
Scale 1:1,200,000.
Relief shown by hachures.
Map showing many battlefields of the Indian Wars and trail of the Big Horn and Yellowstone Expedition of 1876.
Includes text of 'March of the Big Horn and Yellowstone Expedition, Aug. 4-Oct. 24, 1876 under Brig. Gen. George Crook.'
Ayer p133 .U565 1876 19-- (NLO)

32662 Great Plains - Maps - 1880 -
Railroads<>>>Middle West - Maps - 1880 -
Railroads<>>>Chicago and North Western Railway Company - Maps -
1880<>>>Railroads - Maps
Chicago & North-Western Ry. / Poole Bros., map engrs., Chicago. Chicago : Poole Bros., [ca. 1880].
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Chicago and North Western Railway Company
1 map ; col. ; 34 x 51 cm.
Apparently removed from a book, where it was folded to ca. 19 x 13 cm.
Perspective map, showing area south of Calgary and Winnipeg, north of Kansas City, east of Spokane, and west of Sault Ste. Marie.
Digital image on Old Maps Gallery website (accessed Nov. 2008) :
map2F G4052 .G75P3 1880 .P6 (PrCt)

32663 Great Plains - Maps - 1887 -
Railroads<>>>Railroads - Maps
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor & Greenough (New York, N.Y.) -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1887)
1 map : col. ; 26 x 19 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Advertising on verso: Poor & Greenough, bankers and brokers ... New York
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1887) between p. 768-769
H 668 .703 (1887) bet. p. 768-769 (PrCt)

32664 Great Plains - Maps - 1888 -
Railroads<>>>Railroads - Maps
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor & Greenough (New York, N.Y.) -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1888)
1 map : col. ; 26 x 19 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Advertising on verso for American Bank Note Company and Poor & Greenough, bankers and brokers, New York.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1888) between p. 800-801
H 668 .703 (1888) bet. p. 800-801 (PrCt)

32665 Great Plains - Maps - 1889 -
Railroads<>>>Railroads - Maps
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor & Greenough (New York, N.Y.) -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1889)
1 map : col. ; 26 x 19 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Advertising on verso for American Bank Note Company and Poor & Greenough, bankers and brokers, New York.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1889) between p. 801-802
H 668 .703 (1889) bet. p. 801-802 (PrCt)
32668 Great Plains - Maps - 1890 - Railroads - Maps
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor & Greenough, (New York, N.Y.). -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1890)
1 map : col. ; 27 x 19 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Advertising on verso for American Bank Note Company and Poor & Greenough, bankers and brokers, New York.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1890) between p. 760-761
H 668 .703 (1890) bet. p. 760-761 (PrCt)

32667 Great Plains - Maps - 1891 - Railroads - Maps
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1891)
1 map : col. ; 26 x 19 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Advertising on verso for American Bank Note Company, New York.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1891) between p. 416-417
H 668 .703 (1891) bet. p. 416-417 (PrCt)

Location & occupation of returned Indians from the Hampton N. and A. Institute, Hampton, Va. 1892.
Authors: Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute (Va.) -- United States. Congress. Senate 2 maps ; 27 x 24 cm. and 13 x 18 cm. on sheet 38 x 34 cm.
'Indian reservations in Dakota, Nebraska, and Indian Territory ... showing location at present of Hampton students, reported upon in "Twenty-two years work of Hampton Institute ... ."'
Detached from Record of Indian students returned from Hampton Institute in U.S. 52nd Congress, 1st session, 1891-1892. Senate Executive Document 31 [Serial Set 2892].

32669 Great Plains - Maps - 1892 - Railroads - Maps
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1892)
1 map : col. ; 26 x 19 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Advertising on verso for American Bank Note Company, New York.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1892) between p. 480-481
H 668 .703 (1892) bet. p. 480-481 (PrCt)

32670 Great Plains - Maps - 1893 - Railroads - Maps
Map of the Kansas City, Pittsburg and Gulf railroad. [New York : s.n., 1893].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1893) -- Kansas City, Pittsburg, and Gulf Railroad Company
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1893) p. 339
H 668 .703 (1893) p. 339 (PrCt)

32671 Great Plains - Maps - 1893 - Railroads - Maps
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1893)
1 map : col. ; 26 x 19 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Advertising on verso for American Bank Note Company.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1893) between p. xvi-[1]
H 668 .703 (1893) bet. p. xvi-[1] (PrCt)

32672 Great Plains - Maps - 1894 - Railroads - Maps
Kansas City, Pittsburg, and Gulf Railroad Company - Maps - 1894 - Railroads - Maps
Map of the Kansas City, Pittsburg and Gulf railroad. [New York : s.n., 1894].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1894) -- Kansas City, Pittsburg, and Gulf Railroad Company
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.
Text on verso.
Identifies lead, zinc, and coal mining regions.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1894) p. 213
H 668 .703 (1894) p. 213 (PrCt)

32673 Great Plains - Maps - 1894 - Railroads<>Railroads - Maps
Nebraska, Kansas and Indian Territory. N.Y.
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1894)
1 map ; col. ; 26 x 19 cm.
Title in right margin.
Added title in right margin: Railroad map of the United States - section 13.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1894) between p. xvi-[1]
H 668 .703 (1894) bet. p. xvi-[1] (PrCt)

Map of the Kansas City, Pittsburg and Gulf railroad. [New York : s.n., 1895].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1895) -- Kansas City, Pittsburg, and Gulf Railroad Company
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.
Text on verso.
Identifies lead, zinc, and coal mining regions.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1895) p. 233
H 668 .703 (1895) p. 233 (PrCt)

32675 Great Plains - Maps - 1895 - Railroads<>Railroads - Maps
Nebraska, Kansas and Indian Territory. N.Y.
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1895)
1 map ; col. ; 26 x 19 cm.
Title in right margin.
Added title in right margin: Railroad map of the United States - section 13.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1895) between p. xxxvi-[1]
H 668 .703 (1895) bet. p. xxxvi-[1] (PrCt)

Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1896) -- Kansas City, Pittsburg, and Gulf Railroad Company
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1896) p. 261
H 668 .703 (1896) p. 261 (PrCt)

32677 Great Plains - Maps - 1896 - Railroads<>Railroads - Maps
Nebraska, Kansas and Indian Territory. N.Y.
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1896)
1 map ; col. ; 26 x 19 cm.
Title in right margin.
Added title in right margin: Railroad map of the United States - section 13.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1896) between p. xxii-[1]
H 668 .703 (1896) bet. p. xxii-[1] (PrCt)

Kansas City, Pittsburg and Gulf R.R. [New York : s.n., 1897].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1897) -- Kansas City, Pittsburg, and Gulf Railroad Company
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.
Text on verso.
Roughly bounded by Kansas, Missouri, Texas, and Mississippi.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1897) p. 199
H 668 .703 (1897) p. 199 (PrCt)

32679 Great Plains - Maps - 1897 - Railroads<>Railroads - Maps
Nebraska, Kansas and Indian Territory. N.Y.
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1897)
1 map ; col. ; 26 x 19 cm.
Title in right margin.
Added title in right margin: Railroad map of the United States - section 13.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1897) between p. xvi-[1]
H 668 .703 (1897) bet. p. xvi-[1] (PrCt)

32680 Great Plains - Maps - 1898 - Railroads<>Railroads - Maps
Nebraska, Kansas and Indian Territory. N.Y.
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1898)
1 map ; 26 x 19 cm.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Title in right margin.
Added title in right margin: Railroad map of the United States - section 13 - 1898.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1898) between p. xvi-[1]
H 668 .703 (1898) bet. p. xvi-[1] (PrCt)

32681 Great Plains - Maps - 1899 -
Railroads - Maps
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1899)
1 map : col. ; 26 x 19 cm.
Title in right margin.
Added title in right margin: Poor's manual--Railroad map of the United States, 1899.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1899) between p. 528-529
H 668 .703 (1899) bet. p. 528-529 (PrCt)

32682 Great Plains - Maps - 1900 -
Railroads - Maps
Kansas City Southern Railway - Maps - 1900 -
Map of the Kansas City Southern Railway. [New York : s.n., 1900].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1900) -- Kansas City Southern Railway
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.
Roughly bounded by Nebraska, Wisconsin, Texas, and Alabama.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1900) p. 659
H 668 .703 (1900) p. 659 (PrCt)

32683 Great Plains - Maps - 1900 -
Railroads - Maps
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1900)
1 map : col. ; 26 x 19 cm.
Title in right margin.
Added title in right margin: Poor's manual--Railroad map of the United States, 1900.
Advertising on verso.
Continuation inset (8 x 7 cm.): [Western Texas].
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1900) between p. 480-481
H 668 .703 (1900) bet. p. 480-481 (PrCt)

32684 Great Plains - Maps - 1901 -
Railroads - Maps - 1901 -
Oklahoma - Maps - 1901 -
Railroads - Maps
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1901)
1 map : col. ; 26 x 19 cm.
Title in right margin.
Added title in right margin: Poor's manual--Railroad map of the United States, 1901.
Advertising on verso.
Continuation inset (8 x 7 cm.): [Western Texas].
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1901) between p. 480-481
H 668 .703 (1901) bet. p. 480-481 (PrCt)
1 map : col. ; 26 x 20 cm.
Title in right margin.
Added title in right margin: Poor's manual--Railroad map of the United States, 1908.
Advertising on verso.
Continuation inset (8 x 7 cm.): [Western Texas].
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1908) between p. 608-609
H 668 .703 (1908) bet. p. 608-609 (PrCt)

32693  Great Plains - Maps - 1909 -
Railroads<<>><Oklahoma - Maps - 1909 -
Railroads<<>><Indian Territory - Maps - 1909 -
Railroads<<>><Texas - Maps - 1909 -
Railroads<<>><Railroads - Maps
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1909)
1 map : col. ; 26 x 20 cm.
Title in right margin.
Added title in right margin: Poor's manual--Railroad map of the United States, 1909.
Advertising on verso.
Continuation inset (8 x 7 cm.): [Western Texas].
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1909) between p. 544-545
H 668 .703 (1909) bet. p. 544-545 (PrCt)

32694  Great Plains - Maps - 1910 -
Railroads<<>><Mexico - Maps - 1910 -
Railroads<<>><St. Louis and San Francisco Railway Company - Maps - 1910 -
Railroads<<>><Railroads - Maps
Map of the St. Louis & San Francisco Railroad company and connections. [New York : s.n., 1910].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1910) -- St. Louis and San Francisco Railway Company
1 map : col. ; 27 x 19 cm.
Roughly bounded by Nebraska, Indiana, northeastern Mexico, and Alabama.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1910) between p. 1116-1117
H 668 .703 (1910) bet. p. 1116-1117 (PrCt)

32695  Great Plains - Maps - 1911 -
Railroads<<>><Mexico - Maps - 1911 -
Railroads<<>><St. Louis and San Francisco Railway Company - Maps - 1911 -
Railroads<<>><Railroads - Maps
Map of the St. Louis & San Francisco Railroad Company and connections. [New York : s.n., 1911].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1911) -- St. Louis and San Francisco Railway Company
1 map : col. ; 27 x 19 cm.
Roughly bounded by Nebraska, Indiana, northeastern Mexico, and Alabama.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1911) between p. 1118-1119
H 668 .703 (1911) bet. p. 1118-1119 (PrCt)

32696  Great Plains - Maps - 1911 -
Railroads<<>><Middle West - Maps - 1911 -
Railroads<<>><Kansas City Southern Railway - Maps - 1911 -
Railroads - Maps
The Kansas City Southern Railway. Buffalo, N.Y.
The Matthews-Northrup Works , [1911?].
Authors: Matthews-Northrup Company -- Kansas City Southern Railway -- Burgoyne, C. G., fl. 1893
1 map : col. ; 40 x 28 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Covers region roughly bounded by South Dakota, Wisconsin, Mississippi, and Texas.
Detached from Kansas City Southern Railway. Eleventh annual report ... 1911 (New York: C.G. Burgoyne, 1911) [5A 7267 (1911 vol. [2]) opposite title page].
map4C G4052.G75.P3 1911 .M3 (PrCt)

32697  Great Plains - Maps - 1912 -
Railroads<<>><Mexico - Maps - 1912 -
Railroads<<>><St. Louis and San Francisco Railway Company - Maps - 1912 -
Railroads - Maps
Map of the St. Louis & San Francisco Railroad Company and connections. [New York : s.n., 1912].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1912) -- St. Louis and San Francisco Railway Company
1 map : col. ; 27 x 19 cm.
Roughly bounded by Nebraska, Indiana, northeastern Mexico, and Alabama.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1912) between p. 1174-1175
H 668 .703 (1912) bet. p. 1174-1175 (PrCt)

32698  Great Plains - Maps - 1912 -
Railroads<<>><Middle West - Maps - 1912 -
Railroads<<>><Kansas City Southern Railway - Maps - 1912 -
Railroads - Maps
The Kansas City Southern Railway. Buffalo, N.Y.
The Matthews-Northrup Works , [1912].
Authors: Matthews-Northrup Company -- Kansas City Southern Railway -- Burgoyne, C. G., fl. 1893
1 map : col. ; 40 x 28 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Covers region roughly bounded by South Dakota, Wisconsin, Mississippi, and Texas.
5A 7267 (1912 vol. [2]) (PrCt)
Missouri Pacific Railway
Pacific Railroad Company
SEE ALSO Missouri Pacific Railroad Company


Table on verso: Colorado & Southern Lines, operated mileage ... January 1, 1918.

5A 7267 (1918 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

32707 Great Plains - Maps - 1918 - Railroads - Maps
Map of the Colorado & Southern lines and affiliated lines. [Denver? Colorado and Southern Railway?, 1918].
Authors: Colorado and Southern Railway
1 map : col. ; 48 x 41 cm.
Covers region roughly bounded by Wyoming, Iowa, Texas, and northeastern Mexico.
In Colorado and Southern Railway. Nineteenth annual report of the Colorado & Southern Railway Company ... December 31, 1917 [Denver?: Colorado and Southern Railway?, 1918?] opposite title page.
Table on verso: Colorado & Southern Lines, operated mileage ... January 1, 1918.

5A 7267 (1917 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

32708 Great Plains - Maps - 1919 - Railroads - Maps
Map of the Colorado & Southern lines and affiliated lines. [Denver? Colorado and Southern Railway?, 1919].
Authors: Colorado and Southern Railway
1 map : col. ; 48 x 41 cm.
Covers region roughly bounded by Wyoming, Iowa, Texas, and northeastern Mexico.
In Colorado and Southern Railway. Twentieth annual report of the Colorado & Southern Railway Company ... December 31, 1918 [Denver?: Colorado and Southern Railway?, 1919?] opposite title page.
Table on verso: Colorado & Southern Lines, operated mileage ... January 1, 1919.

5A 7267 (1918 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

32709 Great Plains - Maps - 1919 - Railroads - Maps
Map of Missouri Pacific Railroad Company - Maps - 1919 - Railroads - Maps
Map of Missouri Pacific Railroad Company - Maps - 1919 - Railroads - Maps
Map of Missouri Pacific Railroad Company - Maps - 1919

Authors: Missouri Pacific Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 43 x 37 cm.
'3-8-21' at bottom center.
Plate no. 5031A.
Roughly bounded by Montana, northeastern Mexico, Alabama, and Michigan.

5A 7267 (1917 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

32710 Great Plains - Maps - 1920 - Railroads - Maps
Map of Missouri Pacific Railroad Company - Maps - 1920 - Railroads - Maps
Map of Missouri Pacific Railroad Company - Maps - 1920 - Railroads - Maps
Map of Missouri Pacific Railroad Company - Maps - 1920

Authors: Missouri Pacific Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 48 x 41 cm.
Covers region roughly bounded by Wyoming, Iowa, Texas, and northeastern Mexico.
In Colorado and Southern Railway. Twenty-first annual report of the Colorado & Southern Railway Company ... December 31, 1919 [Denver?: Colorado and Southern Railway?, 1920?] opposite title page.
Table on verso: Colorado & Southern Lines, operated mileage ... January 1, 1920.

5A 7267 (1919 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

32711 Great Plains - Maps - 1920 - Railroads - Maps
Map of Missouri Pacific Railroad Company - Maps - 1920 - Railroads - Maps
Map of Missouri Pacific Railroad Company - Maps - 1920

Authors: Missouri Pacific Railroad Company
1 map : 27 x 34 cm.

5A 7267 (1919 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

32712 Great Plains - Maps - 1920 - Railroads - Maps
Map of Missouri Pacific Railroad Company - Maps - 1920 - Railroads - Maps
Map of Missouri Pacific Railroad Company - Maps - 1920

Authors: Poole Brothers -- Missouri Pacific Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 43 x 37 cm.
'3-8-21' at bottom center.
Plate no. 5031A.
Roughly bounded by Montana, northeastern Mexico, Alabama, and Michigan.

5A 7267 (1918 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

5A 7267 (1920 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Map of the Colorado & Southern lines and affiliated lines. [Denver? Colorado and Southern Railway?, 1921].
Authors: Colorado and Southern Railway
1 map : col. ; 48 x 41 cm.
Covers region roughly bounded by Wyoming, Iowa, Texas, and northeastern Mexico.
In Colorado and Southern Railway. Twenty-second annual report of the ... Colorado & Southern Railway Company ... December 31, 1920 [Denver? Colorado and Southern Railway?, 1921?] opposite title page.
Table on verso: Colorado & Southern Lines, operated mileage ... January 1, 1921.
5A 7267 (1920 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

The Kansas City Southern Railway Company. Kansas City, Mo. [Kansas City Southern Railway?], 1921.
Authors: Kansas City Southern Railway
1 map : col. ; 60 x 59 cm.
'Kansas City, Mo., April 18, 1921'
Covers region roughly bounded by Colorado, Illinois, Mississippi, and Mexico.
5A 7267 (1920 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Map of Missouri Pacific Railroad Company and connections. 1921. Chicago : Poole Bros., 1921 [i.e. 1922?].
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Missouri Pacific Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 44 x 37 cm.
'2-17-'22' at bottom center.
Plate no.: 5031A.
Covers region roughly bounded by southeastern Montana, northeastern Mexico, Alabama, and Michigan.
In Missouri Pacific Railroad Company. Fifth annual report ... December 31, 1921 [St. Louis?: Missouri Pacific Railroad Company?, 1922?] opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1921 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

32716 Great Plains - Maps - 1921 - Road maps<<<Road maps
1 map ; col. : on sheet 72 x 57 cm.
Keyed to 66 named road signs.
Scale [ca. 1:1,748,000].
Cover title: Rand McNally official auto trails map: North Dakota, South Dakota, northern Nebraska, eastern Montana, eastern Wyoming, western Minnesota: district no. 11.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Unsigned cover art attributed to artist and freelance illustrator Louis A. Paeth of Naperville, Ill., by his son Peter Paeth; see Fishing for History weblog entry by Dr. Todd Larson, dated Jan. 12, 2011:
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Auto Trails 6F 60 (PrCt)

32717 Great Plains - Maps - 1921 - Road maps<<<Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; col. : on sheet 72 x 56 cm.
Keyed to 66 named road signs.
Scale [ca. 1:1,748,000].
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection; detached from an unidentified RMcN AE binder; handstamped "2" on verso.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Auto Trails 6F 59 (PrCt)

32718 Great Plains - Maps - 1921 - Road maps<<<Road maps
Authors: Colorado and Southern Railway
1 map : col. ; 48 x 41 cm.
Covers region roughly bounded by Wyoming, Iowa, Texas, and northeastern Mexico.
Table on verso: Colorado & Southern Lines, operated mileage ... January 1, 1923.
In Colorado and Southern Railway. Twenty-fourth annual report of the ... Colorado and Southern Railway Company ... December 31, 1922 [Denver?: Colorado and Southern Railway?, 1923?] at end.
5A 7267 (1922 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Great Plains - Maps - 1923 - Railroads\>Missouri Pacific Railroad Company - Maps - 1923\>Railroads - Maps Map of Missouri Pacific Railroad Company and connections. 1923. Chicago : Poole Bros., 1923 [i.e. 1924?].
Authors: Missouri Pacific Railroad Company -- Poole Brothers
1 map : col. ; 44 x 37 cm.
'2-4-'24' at bottom center.
Plate no.: 5031A.
Covers region roughly bounded by Montana, northeastern Mexico, Alabama, and Michigan.
5A 7267 (1923 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. : 84 x 62 on sheet 87 x 68 cm.
Keyed to 72 named road signs.
Scale [ca. 1:1,408,000].
Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto trails map:
Cover title: Rand McNally official auto trails map: North Dakota, South Dakota, northern Nebraska, eastern Montana, eastern Wyoming, western Minnesota : district no. 11.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Auto Trails 6F 61 (PrCt)

32725 Great Plains - Maps - 1924 -
Railroads - Maps - 1924 -
Railroads - Maps - 1924 -
Map of the Colorado and Southern Lines and affiliated lines. [Denver? Colorado and Southern Railway?, 1924].
Authors: Colorado and Southern Railway
1 map : col. ; 48 x 41 cm.
Covers region roughly bounded by Wyoming, Iowa, Texas, and northeastern Mexico.
Table on verso: Colorado & Southern Lines, operated mileage January 1, 1924.
In Colorado and Southern Railway. Twenty-fifth annual report of the ... Colorado and Southern Railway Company ... December 31, 1923 [Denver?: Colorado and Southern Railway?, 1924?] at end.
5A 7267 (1923 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

32726 Great Plains - Maps - 1924 -
Railroads - Maps - 1924 -
Railroads - Maps - 1924 -
The Kansas City Southern Railway Company.
Kansas City, Mo. [Kansas City Southern Railway?], 1924.
Authors: Kansas City Southern Railway --
Pandick Press
1 map : col. ; 60 x 59 cm.
'Kansas City, Mo., April 1, 1924'
Covers region roughly bounded by Colorado, Illinois, Mississippi, and northeastern Mexico.
5A 7267 (1923 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

32727 Great Plains - Maps - 1924 -
Railroads - Maps - 1924 -
Railroads - Maps - 1924 -
The Kansas City Southern Railway Company.
Kansas City, Mo. [Kansas City Southern Railway?], 1924 [i.e. 1925?].
Authors: Kansas City Southern Railway --
Pandick Press
1 map : col. ; 60 x 59 cm.
'Kansas City, Mo., April 1, 1924'
Covers region roughly bounded by Colorado, Illinois, Mississippi, and northeastern Mexico.
5A 7267 (1924 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

32728 Great Plains - Maps - 1924 -
Railroads - Maps - 1924 -
Railroads - Maps - 1924 -
The Kansas City Southern Railway Company.
Kansas City, Mo. [Kansas City Southern Railway?], 1924 [i.e. 1926?].
Authors: Kansas City Southern Railway --
Pandick Press
1 map : col. ; 60 x 59 cm.
'Kansas City, Mo., April 1, 1924'
Covers region roughly bounded by Colorado, Illinois, Mississippi, and northeastern Mexico.
5A 7267 (1925 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

32729 Great Plains - Maps - 1925 -
Railroads - Maps - 1925 -
Railroads - Maps - 1925 -
The Kansas City Southern Railway Company.
Kansas City, Mo. [Kansas City Southern Railway?], 1925.
Authors: Colorado and Southern Railway
1 map : col. ; 48 x 41 cm.
Covers region roughly bounded by Wyoming, Iowa, Texas, and northeastern Mexico.
Table on verso: Colorado & Southern Lines, operated mileage January 1, 1925.
Issued to accompany Colorado and Southern Railway. Twenty-sixth annual report of the ... Colorado and Southern Railway Company ... December 31, 1924 [Denver?: Colorado and Southern Railway?, 1925?] at end.
5A 7267 (1925 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

32730 Great Plains - Maps - 1925 -
Railroads - Maps - 1925 -
Railroads - Maps - 1925 -
The Kansas City Southern Railway Company.
Kansas City, Mo. [Kansas City Southern Railway?], 1925.
Authors: Colorado and Southern Railway
1 map : col. ; 48 x 41 cm.
Covers region roughly bounded by Wyoming, Iowa, Texas, and northeastern Mexico.
Table on verso: Colorado & Southern Lines, operated mileage January 1, 1925.
Incorrectly bound with Hocking Valley Railway Company. Twenty-sixth annual report ... December 31, 1924 [Cleveland?: Hocking Valley Railway Company?, 1925?] at end.
5A 7267 (1925 vol. [1]) (PrCt)
Table on verso: Colorado & Southern Lines, operated mileage December 31, 1925. Detached from Colorado and Southern Railway. Twenty-seventh annual report of the ... Colorado and Southern Railway Company ... December 31, 1925 [Denver?: Colorado and Southern Railway?, 1926?] [5A 7267 (1925 vol. [1]) at front].

*The Kansas City Southern Railway Company.* Kansas City, Mo. [Kansas City Southern Railway?], 1927 [i.e. 1928?]. Authors: Kansas City Southern Railway -- Pandick Press
1 map : col. ; 60 x 60 cm. 'Kansas City, Mo., April 1, 1927.' Covers region roughly bounded by Colorado, Illinois, northeastern Mexico, and Mississippi. In Kansas City Southern Railway. Twenty-eighth annual report ... December 31, 1927 (New York: Pandick Press, Inc., [1928?]) opposite title page. 5A 7267 (1927 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

32735 Great Plains - Maps - 1930 - Road maps<<>>Texas - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Hug-the-Coast-Highway (Texas) - Maps - 1930<<>>Road maps
1 map : col. ; 44 x 33 cm. Panel title. Added panel title: Follow the scenic highway to Treasure Island : 100 miles of tropic beauty ... on the Gulf of Mexico. Added title: Rand McNally special auto road map of south-central United States. Date from RMcN AE 137 ms. index. Plate no. L Map on verso (11 x 18 cm.): Actual distance saved to Galveston via Beaumont through Chambers County, also via Port Arthur. Panel art: Beach scene, palm tree, sailboats; signed "G.H. Bodeen." Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library). RMcN AE 137.11 (PrCt)

*The Kansas City Southern Railway Company.* Kansas City, Mo. [Kansas City Southern Railway?], 1927 [i.e. 1930?]. Authors: Kansas City Southern Railway
1 map : col. ; 60 x 60 cm. Dated 'April 1, 1927.' Covers region roughly bounded by Colorado, Illinois, northeastern Mexico, and Mississippi. In Kansas City Southern Railway. Thirtieth annual report ... December 31, 1929 [New York?: Kansas City Southern Railway?, 1929?] opposite title page. 5A 7267 (1928 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

*The Kansas City Southern Railway Company.* Kansas City, Mo. [Kansas City Southern Railway?], 1927.
Authors: Kansas City Southern Railway -- Pandick Press
1 map : col. ; 60 x 59 cm. 'Kansas City, Mo., April 1, 1927' Covers region roughly bounded by Colorado, Illinois, Mississippi, and northeastern Mexico. In Kansas City Southern Railway. Twenty-seventh annual report ... December 31, 1926 (New York: Pandick Press, Inc., [1927?]) opposite title page. 5A 7267 (1926 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

*The Kansas City Southern Railway Company.* Kansas City, Mo. [Kansas City Southern Railway?], 1927 [i.e. 1928?]. Authors: Kansas City Southern Railway -- Pandick Press
1 map : col. ; 60 x 60 cm. 'Kansas City, Mo., April 1, 1927.' Covers region roughly bounded by Colorado, Illinois, northeastern Mexico, and Mississippi. In Kansas City Southern Railway. Thirty-first annual report ... December 31, 1930 [New York?: Kansas City Southern Railway?, 1931?] opposite title page. 5A 7267 (1930 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
In Kansas City Southern Railway. Thirty covers region roughly bounded by Colorado, Illinois, northeastern Mexico, and Mississippi. Dated 'April 1, 1931.'

Authors: Kansas City Southern Railway
1 map : col. ; 60 x 60 cm.
Dated 'April 1, 1931.'
Covers region roughly bounded by Colorado, Illinois, northeastern Mexico, and Mississippi.

5A 7267 (1931 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

The Kansas City Southern Railway Company.
Kansas City, Mo. [Kansas City Southern Railway?], 1931 [i.e. 1932?].
Authors: Kansas City Southern Railway
1 map : col. ; 59 x 60 cm.
Dated 'April 1, 1931.'
Covers region roughly bounded by Colorado, Illinois, northeastern Mexico, and Mississippi.

5A 7267 (1931 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

The Kansas City Southern Railway Company.
Kansas City, Mo. [Kansas City Southern Railway?], 1931 [i.e. 1932?].
Authors: Kansas City Southern Railway
1 map : col. ; 60 x 60 cm.
Dated 'April 1, 1931.'
Covers region roughly bounded by Colorado, Illinois, northeastern Mexico, and Mississippi.

5A 7267 (1935 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Missouri, Kansas, Texas lines. [St. Louis? Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company?, 1946?].
Authors: Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company
1 map : col. ; 29 x 22 cm.
Roughly bounded by Colorado, Illinois, Texas, and Mississippi.
In Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company. Annual report ... December 31, 1945 [St. Louis?: Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company?, 1946?] p. [23]

5A 7267 (1945 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Authors: Kansas City Southern Railway
1 map : col. ; 28 x 43 cm.
Summary route map for the Great Plains region; identifies Kansas City Southern Railway offices within the entire U.S.

5A 7267 (1951 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

The Katy Railroad. [St. Louis?

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Great Plains - Maps - 1961
Roads - Middle West - Maps - 1966 - Road
Authors: Mobil Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 88 x 52 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm. "1975 edition"
Panel title.
Added title: Central United States.
Plate no. 756217-21.
Maps on verso (78 x 57 cm. and smaller):
Western United States -- International Hwy. -- Seattle-Tacoma -- San Francisco -- Los Angeles -- [Three maps of Hawaii].
Panel art: Mobil winged horse logos.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1792 (PrCt)

Great Plains - Maps - 1975 - Road
Alaska Highway - Maps - 1975 - Road
1 map : col. ; 88 x 51 cm., folded to 22 x 11 cm. "1975 edition"
Panel title.
Added title: Central United States.
Plate no. 756217-21.
Maps on verso (78 x 57 cm. and smaller):
Western United States -- Internationa Hwy. -- Seattle-Tacoma -- San Francisco -- Los Angeles -- [Three maps of Hawaii].
Panel art: Illustration of gas station with Koch, Hudson of Delaware, and Xcel logos.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1575 (PrCt)

Great Plains - Maps - 1974 - Road
Roads - Middle West - Maps - 1975 - Road
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1976 - Road
Inter-American Highway - Maps - 

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

1976 - Road maps<>>>Alaska Highway - Maps
- 1976 - Road maps<>>>Road maps
Central United States, western United States.
Authors: Kerr-McGee Corporation -- Deep Rock Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 88 x 52 cm., folded to 22 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Back panel includes prominent advertising for Kerr-McGee and Deep Rock Oil Co.
Added title: Central United States.
Plate no. 766217-22
Insets (each 14 x 10 cm. and smaller):
Minneapolis-St. Paul, Minn. -- Chicago & vicinity, Ill. -- Kansas City, Mo. -- St. Louis & vicinity, Mo. -- Dallas-Ft. Worth, Texas -- Houston, Texas -- New Orleans, Louisiana -- Inter American Highway.
Maps on verso (78 x 57 cm. and smaller):
Western United States -- International Hwy. -- Seattle-Tacoma, Wash. -- San Francisco & vicinity, Calif. -- Los Angeles & vicinity, Calif. -- [Three maps of Hawaii].
Panel art: illustration of a pheasant flying over grassland.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1568 (PrCt)

32750 Great Plains - Maps - Bibliography
Maps showing the Great American Desert. [19--].
Authors: Smith, Guy Harold, 1895-1976
10 leaves.
Xerox copy of typescript in L.C. G.&M. Div.
Vert 469 (PrCt)

32751 Great Plains - Maps - Bibliography<>>>Nebraska - Maps - Bibliography<>>>University of South Dakota Library - Map collections - Catalogs<>>>I.D. Weeks Library, University of South Dakota SEE University of South Dakota Library<>>>Weeks Library, University of South Dakota SEE University of South Dakota Library
Historical maps in the Richardson Archives; I. D. Weeks Library, University of South Dakota : an annotated list / compiled by John Van Balen.
Authors: Van Balen, John -- University of South Dakota Library -- I.D. Weeks Library, University of South Dakota SEE University of South Dakota Library -- Weeks Library, University of South Dakota SEE University of South Dakota Library
v, 106 p. : maps ; 29 cm.
Formerly folio Z6026.H6 V35
Map Ref folio Z6026.H6 V35 (NLO)

32752 Great Platte River Road - Maps - Collections,
[Colorado Springs : Stewart Commission on Western History at Colorado College, 1926].
1 v. : maps ; 28 cm.
Revised ed. of vol. 1 of Hulbert's 4th series.
Details Platte River overland routes; consists of blueprints of manuscript maps redrawn from 19th-century township plats compiled by U.S. General Land Office surveys.
Includes bibliographical references.
Digital reproductions of all maps in the Crown Collection series (variously published 1907-1930) available on the Research Laboratories of Archaeology website of the University of North Carolina (accessed August 2009):
http://rla.unc.edu/EMAS/CC.html
References: Phillips 10765.
8325
NL 34-4902
folio Ayer 136 .H91 1926 (PrCt)

Authors: Illinois Office of Tourism
1 leaflet (8-fold) : 2 col. maps ; 23 x 11 cm.
Travel Vertical File G4102 .G71 1985 I5 (PrCt)

32754 Great Salt Lake (Utah) - Maps - 1845<>>>Frémont, John Charles, 1813-1890 - Travel - West (U.S.) - Maps<>>>Salt Lake (Utah) SEE Great Salt Lake (Utah)
The Great Salt-Lake. [Baltimore : Lith by E. Weber & Co., 1845].

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Great Salt Lake (Utah) - Maps - 1858---Utah - Maps - 1858
Authors: Frémont, John Charles, 1813-1890 --- Stansbury, Howard -- Petermann, A. (August), 1822-1878 -- Petermanns geographische Mitteilungen (1858)
1 map : col. ; 25 x 19 cm., on sheet 27 x 22 cm.
Scale 1:870,000 ; (W 113°20' N 41°29') 41°29'--39°59').
Accompanies article: Das Thal des Grossen Salzsee's von Utah und die Heerstrasse nahe dem 41. und 42. Parallel nach demselben / von Ernst Reinhold Schmidt (p. 280-294).
Reference: Smits, Petermann's maps, no. 106.
G 007 .67, v. 4 (1858), Taf. 11, after p. 306 (PrCt)

Map of track layment across Great Salt Lake. Inset profile (4 x 13 cm.): Typical cross-section of fill on clay foundation.
5A 7267 (1956 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Great Salt Lake (Utah) - Maps - 1971
Authors: Greer, Deon C. -- Association of American Geographers
1 map : col. ; 103 x 88 cm.
Map Supplement number 14, Annals of the Association of American Geographers, volume 61, number 1, March 1971.' Includes historical sketch, 'explanation,' and charts showing 'Chemical composition of the lake brines,' and 'Fluctuations in lake level from 1851 to 1970.'
Bathymetry and relief shown by contours.
map6F G4342.G7 1971 .G7 (PrCt)

Great Smoky Mountains National Park (N.C. and Tenn.) - Maps - 1926---Road maps
Authors: Geological Survey (U.S.) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 73 x 60 cm.
Title from bottom margin. "Printed in 1926." "From U.S. Geological Survey topographic maps ... surveyed in 1885-1905."
Topographical map; relief shown with contour lines.
Incorrectly (?) dated 1932 on RMcN AE 103 ms. index.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 103.24 (PrCt)

Great Smoky Mountains National Park (N.C. and Tenn.) - Maps - 1932---Road maps
1 map ; on sheet 23 x 14 cm.
Cartography by Charles Preuss.
'Scale 1:1,000,000.' In Frémont, John Charles. Report of the exploring expedition to the Rocky Mountains in the year 1842 : and to Oregon and north California in the years 1843-'44 (Washington : Gales and Seaton, 1845) [Ayer p128.3 F8 1845 between p. 154-155] Series: Senate executive document (United States. Congress. Senate) ; 28th Congress, 2nd session, no. 174 [Serial Set 461].
Ayer 128.3 F8 1845 bet. p. 154-155 (PrCt)

Great Salt Lake fill project. [San Francisco? Southern Pacific Company?, 1957?].
Authors: Southern Pacific Railroad Company
1 map ; 18 x 28 cm.
Map of track layment across Great Salt Lake. Inset profile (4 x 13 cm.): Typical cross-section of fill on clay foundation.
In Southern Pacific Railroad Company. Statistical report ... December 31, 1956 (San Francisco: [Southern Pacific Company?], 1957) p. [12].
5A 7267 (1956 vol. [2]) (PrCt)
Norfolk, 1655

Authors: Collins, Greenvile, fl. 1669

1693].

Region (England) SEE Great Yarmouth

Yarmouth (England) - Maps - 1749 -

Coasts - Nautical charts - Great Yarmouth

Region (England) - Maps - 1749 - Coasts -

Nautical charts - Great Yarmouth (England) - 1749-

Coasts - Nautical charts - Great Yarmouth

Region (England) - 1749 - Coasts - Nautical

charts

Yarmouth and the sands about it. [London : s.n.,

1749].

Authors: Collins, Greenvile, fl. 1669-1698 --

Norfolk, Henry Howard, Duke of, 1655-1701 --

Collins, Greenvile, fl. 1669-1698. Great Britain's

coasting-pilot ... (1749) -- Roger S. Baskes

Collection (Newberry Library) -- Roger S. Baskes

Collection (Newberry Library) -- Henry, Duke of

Norfolk, 1655-1701 SEE Norfolk, Henry Howard,

Duke of, 1655-1701

1 map ; 45 x 57 cm.

Includes dedication to "His Grace Henry Duke of

Norfolk &c by Capt. Greenvile Collins ... ".

Oriented with north at left.

In: Collins, Greenvile. Great Britain's

coasting-pilot ... (London : Printed by Freeman

Collins, and are to be sold by Richard Mount,

1693), part 2, [plate 31]

Engraved letter F at upper left; ms. no. 31 on

verso.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at

the Newberry Library.

References: C. Verner, "Captain Collins' coasting

pilot : a cartobibliographical analysis" in Map

Collectors' Circle. Map Collectors' series, no. 58


Baskes oversize G1811.P5 C6 1693, part 2,

[plate 31] (PrCt)

Great Yarmouth (England) - Maps - 1797

Plan of Great Yarmouth. [Norwich, Eng. Norfolk

Record Society, 1975].

Authors: Faden, William, 1749-1836 -- Norfolk

Record Society

1 map ; 18 x 36 cm.

Inset on facsimile of Faden, William. A

Topographical map of the county of Norfolk,

surveyed and measured in the years of 1790, 91,

92, 93 and 94 by Thos. Donald, Thos. Milne and

assistants (London, 1797; reprint [1975])

Scale [ca. 1:4,875].

Oriented with north at left.

Relief shown by hachures.

map4F 5753 .N4 sht. 6 (PrCt)
Greece - Historical geography - Maps - 1700<<>>Greece - Maps - 1725


Case oversize G1015.B68 1766 map [34] (PrCt)

Greece - Historical geography - Maps - 1740


Case oversize G 1007 .81 pl. [93] (PrCt)
Greece - Historical geography - Maps: 1783

Greece - Historical geography - Maps: 1783

Balkan Peninsula - Historical geography - Maps: 1783

Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1783

Ancient Greece / engrav'd by S. Neele 352 Strand. [London]: Publish'd by T. Stackhouse, Feby. 30th 1783.

Authors: Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Stackhouse, Thomas, 1756-1836 -- Stackhouse, Thomas, 1756-1836. An Universal atlas : being a set of maps, to illustrate ancient and modern geography ... (1782) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col.; 37 x 36 cm.

In: Stackhouse, Thomas. A New universal atlas: consisting of a complete set of maps ... (London: Published for the proprietor, Mrs. Stackhouse ... and sold by T. Longman [and 7 others], 1785), plate 30.

Engraved "30" at upper left.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .S82 1785, plate 30 (PrCt)

Greece - Historical geography - Maps - 1910-1919

Greece - Historical geography - Maps - 1910-1919

Greece - Historical geography - Maps - 1910-1919

Athens - Historical geography - Maps - 1910-1919

Athens - History, Ancient - Maps - 1910-1919

Athens - History, Ancient - Maps - 1910-1919

Athens - History, Ancient - Maps - 1910-1919


Authors: William Collins Sons and Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- William Collins Sons and Co. The Collegiate atlas ... [191-?]

1 map: col.; 23 x 31 cm.

Inset (5 x 6 cm.): Athenae.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
32775 Greece - History, Ancient - Maps - 1636

Græciae antiquæ tabulam hanc geographicam offert ... Paris : chez M. Taunier ; chez Pierre Mariette, M DCI XXXVI [1636, i.e.1659?].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Taunier, Melchior, d. 1641 -- Mariette, Pierre, 1603-1657 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667.
Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (1658 [i.e. 1659?])
1 map : hand col. ; 41 x 54 cm.
In: Sanson, Nicolas. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (Paris : Pierre Mariette, 1658 [i.e. 1659?]) v. 1, pl. [121]
VAULT Case oversize G1015 .S35 1658 v. 1, pl. [121] (PrCt)

32776 Greece - History, Ancient - Maps - 1666-1750 << Historical atlases

Authors: Moll, Herman, -1732 -- Moll, Herman, -1732. Thirty two new and accurate maps of the geography of the ancients ... (1726)
1 map ; 17 x 22 cm.
In: Moll, Herman. Thirty two new and accurate maps of the geography of the ancients, as contained in the Greek and Latin classics ... (London : H. Moll ; T. Bowles ; J. Bowles, 1726) pl. '15.
Case G 1002 .586 pl. 15 (PrCt)

32777 Greece - History, Ancient - Maps - 1726 << Historical atlases

Authors: Moll, Herman, -1732 -- Moll, Herman, -1732. Thirty two new and accurate maps of the geography of the ancients ... (1726)
1 map ; 15 x 22 cm.
In: Moll, Herman. Thirty two new and accurate maps of the geography of the ancients, as contained in the Greek and Latin classics ... (London : H. Moll ; T. Bowles ; J. Bowles, 1726) pl. '16.
Case G 1002 .586 pl. 16 (PrCt)
geography of the ancients ... (1726)
1 map: 15 x 22 cm.
In: Moll, Herman. Thirty two new and accurate
maps of the geography of the ancients, as
contained in the Greek and Latin classicks ... 
(London: H. Moll; T. Bowles; J. Bowles, 1726)
pl. '10.
Case G 1002 .586 pl. 10 (PrCt)

32782 Greece - History, Ancient - Maps -
1741 <<=Balkan Peninsula - History, Ancient
- Maps - 1741 <<=Turkey - History, Ancient -
Maps - 1741
Graeciae antiquae tabula nova
. Amstelodami [i.e. Amsterdam] : I. Covens et C.
Mortier, [1741?].
Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 --
Condet, Johannes, 1711-1781 -- Covens et
Mortier -- L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726. Atlas
nouveau, contenant toutes les parties du monde ...
[1741?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map: hand col.; 84 x 63 cm. on 2 sheets
Title from southern sheet.
Added titles in upper margins: Graeciae pars
septentrionalis -- Graeciae pars meridionalis.
In: L'Isle, Guillaume de. Atlas nouveau,
contenant toutes les parties du monde ...
(Amsterdam: J. Covens & C. Mortier, [1741?])
v. 2, pl. [63-64]
oversize Ayer 135 .L695 1741 v. 2, pl. [63-64]
(PrCt)

32783 Greece - History, Ancient - Maps -
1752 <<=Greece - Maps - 1752 <<=Map
printing - Engravings - Maps -
1752 <<=Engravings
Graeciae vetus ex schoeidis Sansonianis
desumpta ... / autore Robert de Vaugondy filio ;
C. [?] Haussard sculpit. [Paris: Robert de
Vaugondy], 1752.
Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Didier, 1723-1786
-- Haussard, Catherine -- Sanson, Nicolas,
1600-1667 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles,
1688-1766. Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1758?]) --
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: hand col.; 48 x 53 cm.
In: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles. Atlas universel
Paris: Chez les auteurs, quay of the Horloge du
Palais, Boudet libraire imprimeur du roi, rue St.
Jacques, 1757 [i.e. 1758?]), [plate 10].
"Graecia" -- oversize letterpress title stamped on
verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
For later version of the map, on different plate
with engraver's name "Groux," see Baskes
oversize G1015 .R598 1790, [plate 9] (PrCt)
Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1757, [plate 10]
(PrCt)

32784 Greece - History, Ancient - Maps -
1752 <<=Greece - Maps - 1752 <<=Map
printing - Engravings - Maps -
1752 <<=Engravings
Graeciae vetus ex schoeidis Sanssonianis
desumpta ... / autore Robert de Vaugondy filio ;
Groux. [Paris: Robert de Vaugondy], 1752.
Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Didier, 1723-1786
-- Groux, Charles Jacques -- Sanson, Nicolas,
1600-1667 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles,
1688-1766. Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1790?] --
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: hand col.; 48 x 53 cm.
In: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles. Atlas universel / 
par M. Robert ... et par M. Robert de Vaugondy
son fils ... (A Paris: Chez De la Marche,
geographe, rue du Foin St. Jacques, Collège de
Me. Gervais, 1757, [i.e. 1790?]). [plate 9].
"10" -- oversize letterpress number stamped on
verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
For earlier version of the map, on different plate
with engraver's name "C. [?] Haussard sculpit,"
see Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1757, [plate
10] (PrCt)
Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1790, [plate 9]
(PrCt)

32785 Greece - History, Ancient - Maps -
1762 <<=Balkan Peninsula - History, Ancient
- Maps - 1762
Graeciae antiqua specimen geographicum.
London: Laurie & Whittle, MDCCCLXII [1762, i.e.
1799].
Authors: Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d',
1697-1782 -- Laurie & Whittle -- Anville, Jean
Baptiste Bourguignon d', 1697-1782. A Complete
body of ancient geography ... (1799) -- Edward E.
Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map; hand col.; 49 x 47 cm.
Insets (12 x 16 cm.): Graeciae (laxé sumptae)
partes boreales
In: Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d'. A
Complete body of ancient geography ... (London:
James Laurie and J. Whittle, 1799).
Bound with: Kitchin, Thomas. A General atlas
describing the whole universe ... (London:
Robert Sayer, 1773).
Verso handstamped '6.'
oversize Ayer 135 .K6 1773 pl. [41] (PrCt)

32786 Greece - History, Ancient - Maps -
1762 <<=Greece - Maps - 1762
Graeciae antiquae specimen geographicum / 
actor d'Anville ... ; Guill. De-la-Haye. [Paris]:
Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d',
1697-1782 -- De-la-Haye. [Paris]:
Apud auctorem in aedibus Regis, vulgo les
Galeries du Louvre. MDCCCLXII [1762].
Authors: Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d',
1697-1782 -- Haye, G. de la -- Anville, Jean
Baptiste Bourguignon d', 1697-1782. [Atlas
général] [ca. 1786?]. -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map; hand col.; 52 x 48 cm.
Inset (11 x 16 cm.): Graeciae (laxé sumptae)
partes boreales ...
In composite atlas without title page: Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d'. [Atlas général] [Paris : s.n., ca. 1786?], [plate 48].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1019 .A598 1786, [plate 48] (PrCt)

32787 Greece - History, Ancient - Maps - 1776<br>La Grece pour l'histoire ancienne de Mr. Rollin... [Paris, ca. 1776].
1 map : col ; 27 x 34 cm.

oversize Ayer 135 .A6 1727 pl. 4 (PrCt)

32788 Greece - History, Ancient - Maps - 1794<br>I. II. Graeciae antiqua ad accuratas recentiorum observatones ... London : Laurie & Whittle, 1794 [i.e.1799].
Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d', 1697-1782 -- Laurie & Whittle -- Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d', 1697-1782. A Complete body of ancient geography ... (1799) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 86 x 62 cm. on 2 adjacent sheets.
Title cartouche on southern sheet.
Individual sheet titles: Graeciae pars septertiaoalis [bottom margin, pl. 46] -- Graeciae pars meridionalis [top margin, pl. 47].
In: Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d'. A Complete body of ancient geography ... (London : R. Laurie and J. Whittle, 1799).
Verso handstamped ‘11’ and ‘12’.

oversize Ayer 135 .K6 1773 pl. [46-47] (PrCt)

32789 Greece - History, Ancient - Maps - 1799<br>La Grecia antica divisa ne' suoi stati. Rome : Calcografia camerale, 1798 [i.e. 1801].
Authors: Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824 -- Calcografia camerale (Rome, Italy) -- Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824. Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (1792-1801) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 32 x 46 cm.
In: Cassini, Giovanni Maria. Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (Rome : Presso la Calcogr. camerale, 1792-1801) v. 3 pl. 49.
Map dated 1799.

oversize Ayer 135 .C33 1792 v. 3 pl. 49 (PrCt)

Authors: Gros, C. -- Lavoisne, C. V. -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- M. Carey & Son -- Yeager, Joseph, approximately 1792-1859 -- Lavoisne, C. V. A Complete genealogical, historical, chronological and geographical atlas ... (Philadelphia : Published by M. Carey and Son ; printed by T.H. Palmer ..., 1820) map [4]. Printed plate 'No. 14.'
Added title: Geographical, and statistical map of Greece.
Historical map showing Greece to ca. 400 A.D.

oversize F 006 .48 pl. 4 (PrCt)

Authors: Lavoisne, C. V. -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Gros, C. -- Yeager, Joseph, approximately 1792-1859 -- Lavoisne, C. V. A Complete genealogical, historical, chronological, and geographical atlas ... (1821)
1 map : hand col. ; 35 x 28 cm.
In: Lavoisne, C. V. A Complete genealogical, historical, chronological, and geographical atlas atlas ... (Philadelphia : Published by M. Carey and Sons ; printed by T.H. Palmer ..., 1820) pl. 4. Printed plate 'No. 14.'
Added title: Geographical, and statistical map of Greece.
Shows Greece as it was to ca. 400 A.D.

Case oversize G1030 .L4 1821 pl. 4 (PrCt)

Authors: Finley, A. (Anthony) -- Finley, A. (Anthony). Atlas classica, or, Select maps of ancient geography (1831) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
32795 Greece - History, Ancient - Maps - 1846

1846 - Greece - Historical geography - Maps - 1846

Topographisch-historischer atlas von Hellas.
Berlin : Nicolai, 1846.

Authors: Kiepert, Heinrich, 1818-1899 -- Ritter -- Delius, H. -- Nicolai -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas: 25 maps ; 490 x 420 mm.

Lithography by H. Delius.

Phillips 8898; Black, Maps and history (1997) p. 31

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)


Authors: Hammond, Nicholas G. L. -- Noyes

1 v. : 46 map plates ; 41 cm.

oversize G1033 .A84 1981 (NLO)


Historical atlases


Authors: Levi, Peter -- Lovell Johns Ltd. -- Facts on File, Inc. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (239 p. : ill. (some col.), 60 maps) ; 31 cm.

"An equinox book."

Includes bibliographical references (p. 227-228) and index.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

ISBN 0871964481 ; 9780871964489

Baskes folio DF77 .L43 1991 (NLO)

32798 Greece - History - Expedition of Cyrus, 401 B.C. - Maps - 1723

1723 - Middle East - Historical geography - Maps - 1723

Turkey - Historical geography - Maps - 1723

Cyrus, the Younger, d. 401 B.C. - Campaign - 401

B.C. - Maps - 1723

Artaxerxes II, King of Persia, ca. 436-358 B.C. - Greece - Maps - 1723

Middle East - Maps - 1723

Turkey - Maps - 1723


Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726

1726

In: Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (Great Britain)

Maps of the Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (1829) -- J. & C. Walker

J. & C. Walker London : Chapman and Hall, 1829 [i.e.1844].

1 v. : 38 fold. maps ; 37 cm.

"Collection of maps of the world" [1732?]

-- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 37 x 55 cm.

Title in top margin.

In composite atlas without title page: L'Isle, Guillaume de. [Collection of maps of the world]. Paris : s.n., 1732?, [plate 69].

Number "69" in ms. on verso.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

VAULT Baskes oversize G1015 .L57 1700, [plate 69] (PrCt)

Greece - Maps - 1490 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale Di Firenze. Cl. Xiii, 16, F.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
**Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)**

**118V-119R**

**Manuscript maps - Facsimiles**


Authors: Martellus Germanus, Henricus, d.1496 -- Biblioteca nazionale centrale di Firenze. Cl. XIII, 16. f. 118v-119r -- Kreuer, Werner, 1933-- -- Institute für Geographie der Universität GH Essen

1 map : col. ; 46 x 56 cm.

Facsimile of a 1490 manuscript in the Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale, Florence.


ISBN 3-623-00483-9

**temp map6F G3201.A 1999 K7, no. 7 (PrCt)**

**32802 Greece - Maps - 1540<<>>Woodcuts**

*Tabvla Evropae X.* [Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1540].

Authors: Ptolemy, active 2nd century -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Ptolemy, active 2nd century.

Geographia (1540) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. woodcut ; 25 x 31 cm., mounted on backing sheet 31 x 38 cm.

Letterpress title above woodcut map with letterpress place names.


Letterpress no. 11 and text on verso: Graecia decima & ultima Europae tabula, continet Macedonia....

Forms part of an incomplete copy of Sebastian Münster's 1540 edition of Ptolemy's Geography (lacking intervening pages of text between maps). Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.


References: Karrow, Mapmakers of the 16th cent., p. 422; Shirley, T.Ptol-8a

VAULT Baskes folio G1005 1540, [plate 11] (PrCt)

**32803 Greece - Maps - 1552<<>>Woodcuts**

*Noua Graecia secundum omnes eius regiones & provincias citra ultra & Hellespontum.* [Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552].

Authors: Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552. Cosmographiae universalis.... (1552) -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : woodcut ; 26 x 35 cm.

Letterpress title above woodcut map with letterpress place names.

Letterpress 11 and text on verso: Tabvla nova...
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Graeciae, secundum uariam ... .
In: Münster, Sebastian. Cosmographiae uniuersalis ... (Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552), [plate 11].


VAULT folio Ayer 7 .M8 1552, [plate 11] (PrCt)

Authors: Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552. Cosmographiae uniuersalis ... (1552) -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : woodcut ; 13 x 14 cm., on sheet 32 x 21 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Added letterpress title above woodcut: Descriptio Graeciae, quaee olim una fuit ... .
In: Münster, Sebastian. Cosmographiae uniuersalis ... (Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552), p. 921.
VAULT folio Ayer 7 .M8 1552, p. 921 (PrCt)

32805 Greece - Maps - 1558<<>>Turkey - Maps - 1558
Authors: Luchino, Vincenzo, fl. 1550-1566 -- Lange, Otto, 1879-1944 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 408 x 618 mm. (neat line), on composite sheet 470 x 647 mm.
Title above neat line.
Covers Greece and western Turkey.
State 1 of the map; for state 2 see Bella and Bella, Cartografia rara ... dalla collezione Franco Novacco (1986) p. 70, no. 62.
Printed from 2 plates on 2 sheets.
Tooley 284.
Ex Gilhofer.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Novacco 4F 358 (PrCt)

32806 Greece - Maps - 1558<<>>Turkey - Maps - 1558
Graeciae chorographia / Sebastianus a Regibus Clodiensis incidebat. [Rome? Francesco Salamanca?, ca.1558].
Authors: Salamanca, Francesco, fl. ca. 1560 -- Sophianos, Nikolaos -- Re, Sebastiano di, fl. 1550-1560 -- Gilhofer & Ranschburg (Vienna, Austria) -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 400 x 608 mm. (neat line), on composite sheet 516 x 689 mm.
Title above neat line.
In cartouche at lower left: Franciscvs Salamanca lectori. Haec est Graecia illa ... .
Derived from Nikolaos Sophianos’ 1552 map of Greece; see Karrow 71/1.5.
Covers Greece and western Turkey.
Some text in Greek.
Printed from 2 plates on 2 sheets.
Binding stub on verso.
Duplicate copy (uncolored): Novacco 4F 357.
Almagià, Monumenta cartographica vaticana II (1948) p. 76.
Tooley 284.
Ex Gilhofer.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
b96a Novacco 4F 358 (PrCt)

32807 Greece - Maps - 1558<<>>Turkey - Maps - 1558
Graeciae chorographia / Sebastiano a Regibus Clodiensis incidebat. [Rome? Francesco Salamanca?, ca.1558].
Authors: Salamanca, Francesco, fl. ca. 1560 -- Sophianos, Nikolaos -- Re, Sebastiano di, fl. 1550-1560 -- Lange, Otto, 1879-1944 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 402 x 610 mm. (neat line), on composite sheet 496 x 660 mm.
Title above neat line.
In cartouche at lower left: Franciscvs Salamanca lectori. Haec est Graecia illa ... .
Derived from Nikolaos Sophianos’ 1552 map of Greece; see Karrow 71/1.5.
Covers Greece and western Turkey.
Some text in Greek.
Printed from 2 plates on 2 sheets.
Manuscript ‘248’ in upper right; binding stub on verso.
Almagià, Monumenta cartographica vaticana II (1948) p. 76.
Tooley 284.
Ex Gilhofer.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Tooley 284.
Ex Lange.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
b96
Novacco 4F 357 (PrCt)

32808 Greece - Maps - 1560<<<<Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1560<<<<Italy - Maps - 1560
[Southeastern sheet of Geographia particolare d'una gran parte dell'Europa ... / opera nuova di Giacopo di Castaldi Plamontese ; Fabius Licinius fecit]. [Rome : A. Lafréry, 1560].
Authors: Gastaldi, Giacomo, approximately 1500-approximately 1565 -- Lafréry, Antoine, 1512-1577 -- Licinius, Fabius, 1521-1565 -- Fugger, Johann Jakob, 1516-1575 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; on composite sheet 493 x 602 mm. (plate mark), on composite sheet 493 x 602 mm. (neat line), 1 map ; on composite sheet 493 x 602 mm. (plate mark), on composite sheet 467 x 658 mm.
Printed from 2 plates on 2 sheets.
In Latin and Greek.
Covers Greece and western Turkey.
Derived from Nikolaos Sophianos' 1552 map of Greece and Vincenzo Luchini's map of 1558; see Karrow 71/1.7.
Covers Greece and western Turkey.
In Latin and Greek.
Printed from 2 plates on 2 sheets.
Ex Roux-Devilas.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Tooley 286.
Duplicate copy: VAULT oversize Ayer 135.L2 1575 AI pl. [12].
b97
Novacco 4F 359 (PrCt)

32810 Greece - Maps - 1564<<<<Turkey - Maps - 1564
Authors: Bertelli, Ferando -- Zenoi, Domenico, fl. 1560-1580 -- Sophianos, Nikolaos -- Luchino, Vincenzo, fl. 1550-1566 -- Francis Roux-Devilas (Firm) -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 395 x 628 mm. (plate mark), on composite sheet 467 x 658 mm.
Derived from Nikolaos Sophianos' 1552 map of Greece and Vincenzo Luchini's map of 1558; see Karrow 71/1.7.
Covers Greece and western Turkey.
In Latin and Greek.
Printed from 2 plates on 2 sheets.
Ex Roux-Devilas.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Tooley 286.
Duplicate copy: VAULT oversize Ayer 135.L2 1575 AI pl. [12].
b97
Novacco 4F 359 (PrCt)

32811 Greece - Maps - 1564<<<<Turkey - Maps - 1564
Authors: Bertelli, Ferando -- Zenoi, Domenico, fl. 1560-1580 -- Sophianos, Nikolaos -- Luchino, Vincenzo, fl. 1550-1566 -- [Italian assembled-to-order atlas] [ca. 1575?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 394 x 611 mm. (neat line), on composite sheet 467 x 658 mm.
Derived from Nikolaos Sophianos' 1552 map of Greece and Vincenzo Luchini's map of 1558; see Karrow 71/1.7.
In: [Italian assembled-to-order atlas] [Venice?: s.n., ca. 1575?], plate [12].
Covers Greece and western Turkey.
In Latin and Greek.
Printed from 2 plates on 2 sheets.
Karrow 51/10.
Tooley 283.
Ex Olschki.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
b95
Novacco 4F 356 (PrCt)

32809 Greece - Maps - 1561<<<<Turkey - Maps - 1561
Vedrai diuisi i termini di tutta la Grecia ... / Opera di Pirro Ligorio Napolitano ; Sebastiano di Re da Chioggia intagliata in rame. Roma [Rome] : Con le forme di Michel Tramezzino, M D L XI [1561].
Authors: Ligorio, Pirro, ca. 1513-1583 -- Tramezzino, Michele, d. 1579 -- Re, Sebastiano di, fl. 1550-1560 -- Leo S. Olschki (Firm) -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; hand col. ; 478 x 650 mm. (neat line), 485 x 683 mm. (plate mark)
Covers Greece and western Turkey.
Almagià, Monumenta cartographica vaticana II (1948) p. 45.
Tooley 284.
Ex Lange.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
b93
Novacco 4F 354 (PrCt)
Greece 1477-1800 (1982) p. 22, no. 211, pl. 34. 
Tooley 286.
Duplicate copy: Novacco 4F 359.
b97

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .L2 1575 AL, plate [12] (PrCt)

32812 Greece - Maps - 1566<--Turkey - Maps - 1566
Authors: Gastaldi, Giacomo, approximately 1500-approximately 1565 -- Bertelli, Donato, fl. 1558-1584 -- Gilhofer & Ranschburg (Vienna, Austria) -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 475 x 663 mm. (neat line), on composite sheet remargined to 528 x 710 mm.
Covers Greece and western Turkey.
Printed from 2 plates on 2 sheets.
Variant of edition published Venice: G. F. Camocio, 1566.
Karrow 30/88.1.
Cf. Almagià, Monumenta cartographica vaticana II (1948) p. 28.
Cf. Tooley 287.
Ex Gilhofer.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
b98
Novacco 4F 360 (PrCt)

32813 Greece - Maps - 1570
Theatrvm orbis terrarvm (1570)
1 map ; 35 x 50 cm.
In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatrvm orbis terrarvm (Antwerp : A.C. Diesth, 1570), [plate 40].
Printed no. 40 and Latin letterpress text on verso beginning: Graecia. Graecia, quae olim omnium bonarum disciplinarum ...
Duplicate copy: VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1570
Digital image of another copy available on Marcel P.R. van den Broecke's Cartographica
VAULT Case oversize G 1007 .64, [plate 40] (PrCt)
Accurata totius Archipelagi et Graeciae universae tabula. Amsterdam : C. Allard, [1682?].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Allard, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709 -- Allard, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709. Atlas minor sive tabulæ geographicæ ... [1682?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 53 x 47 cm.
In: Allard, Carel. Atlas minor sive tabulæ geographicæ proecipuorum regnorum regionum, insularum, proviniciarum, etc. (Amsterdam : C. Allard, 1682?) pl. 17.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .A4 A pl. 17 (PrCt)

Greece - Maps - 1686

Spine title: Coronelli: De la Morée. 1686.
Maps engraved by A. Meijer?

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1606, [plate 91]

32821

32822

Greece - Maps - 1686

Memoires, historiques & geographiques du royaume de la Moree. Negrepoint, & des places maritimes, jusques à Thessalonique / recueillis & enrichis des cartes des pays, & des plans des places, par P.M. Coronelli ; traduit de l’italien.
Amsterdam : Chez W. Waesberge, Boom, & van Someren, 1686.
Spine title: Coronelli: De la Morée. 1686. Maps engraved by A. Meijer?
Signatures: [*]F-A-I^9K^8(8).
G 32 .194 (NLO)

32823

Greece - Maps - 1688
Accurata totius archipelagi et Graeciae universae

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Greece - Maps - 1700
Accurata totius archipelagi et Graeciae universae tabula ... [Amsterdam : F. de Wit, ca. 1700?].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Wit, Frederik de.
[Atlas] [1688?]. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 43 x 62 cm.
Added title in top margin: Graeciae pars meridionalis.
Continued northward on adjacent sheet: Graeciae pars septentrionalis [plate 66].
In composite atlas without title page: L'Isle, Guillaume de. [Collection of maps of the world.
Paris : s.n., 1732?], [plate 67].
Number "67" in ms. on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
VAULT Baskes oversize G1015 .L57 1700, [plate 67] (PrCt)

32827 Greece - Maps - 1707<br><br>Turkey - Maps - 1707
Carte de la Grece ... Paris, 1707.
Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Guérard, Nicolas, ca. 1648-1719 -- Wheeler, George, fl. 1700 -- Tournefort, Joseph Pitton de, 1656-1708 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection
(Newberry Library). III:E6
1 map : hand col.; 43 x 63 cm.
Covers Greece and western Turkey.
2624
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6810 1717 .L5 (PrCt)

32828 Greece - Maps - 1720<br><br>Turkey - Maps - 1720
A Map of Greece with part of Anatolia ... / revis'd by I. Senex. [London : s.n.], 1720.
Authors: Senex, John, -1740 -- Urquhart, Alexander, fl. 1720 -- Senex, John, -1740. A New general atlas : containing a geographical and historical account of all the empires, kingdoms, and other dominions of the world ... (1721) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newhall, Alexander Urquhart fl. 1720 SEE Urquhart, Alexander, fl. 1720 -- Urquhart, Alexander of Newhall, fl. 1720 SEE Urquhart, Alexander, fl. 1720
1 map : hand col.; 47 x 55 cm.
Includes dedication to "Alexander Urquhart of Newhall Esq. 1720"
Inset view (13 x 21 cm.): Constantinople.
In: Senex, John. A New general atlas : containing a geographical and historical account of all the empires, kingdoms, and other dominions of the world ... (London : Daniel Browne [and 8 others], 1721), v. 1, between p. 180-181.
oversize Ayer 135 .S5 1721 v. 1, between p. 180-181 (PrCt)

32829 Greece - Maps - 1725
Hellas sen Graecia universa. Amsterdam, [ca. 1725].
Authors: Covens et Mortier -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:E8
Greece - Maps - 1725

Carte de la Grece ... Amsterdam, [ca. 1725].

1 map : hand col.; 43 x 58 cm.
Added title: Accurata totius archipelagi et Graeciae universae tabula.
Covers Greece and western Turkey.

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Sack map4F G6810 1725 .C6 (PrCt)

Greece - Maps - 1740

Graecio nova et mare Aegeum f. archipelagus ... [Augsburg] : Matthaei Seutter, [ca. 1740?].
Authors: Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756 -- Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756. [A Collection of Seutter maps] [1726-1773]
1 map : hand col.; 48 x 56 cm.
Forms part of a made-to-order composite atlas chiefly comprised of undated maps issued ca. 1734-ca. 1744.


Case oversize G 1007 .81 pl. [88] (PrCt)

Greece - Maps - 1741

Carte de la Grece. Amsterdam : Jean Covens et Corneille Mortier, [1741?].
Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Wheler, George, Sir, 1650-1723 -- Tournefort, Joseph Pitton de, 1656-1708 -- Vernon, Mr. -- La Feuille, Paul de, 1688-1727 -- Minime -- Covens et Mortier -- L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726. Atlas nouveau, contenant toutes les parties du monde ... [1741?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col.; 43 x 57 cm.
Dressée ... sur ceux de Mrs. Wheler et Tournefort ... Mr. Vernon du P. Feuillée Minime &c.'
Added title, upper margin: Accurata totius archipelagi et Graeciae universae tabula.

In: L'Isle, Guillaume de. Atlas nouveau, contenant toutes les parties du monde ... (Amsterdam : J. Covens & C. Mortier, [1741?]) v. 2, pl. [27].

oversize Ayer 135 .L695 1741 v. 2, pl. [27] (PrCt)

Greece - Maps - 1741

1741

Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1741

Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Delamarche, Charles François, 1740-1817. Atlas général : contenant le détail des quatre parties du monde [1798?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col.; 40 x 52 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:2,950,000].
Relief shown pictorially.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015.A77 1798, [plie 2], [plate 25] (NLO)

Greece - Maps - 1747

A New & accurate map of the islands of the Archipelago together with the Morea and the neighbouring countries in Greece &c. London : W. Innys et al, 1747.
Authors: Bowen, Emanuel, -1767 -- Innys, William, d. 1756 -- Bowen, Emanuel, -1767. A Complete system of geography ... (1747) 1 map ; 33 x 41 cm.

In: Bowen, Emanuel. A Complete system of geography : being a description of ... the known world (London : Printed for William Innys, etc., 1747) v. 2, pl. [29].

Case oversize G114 .B68 1747 v. 2, pl. 29 (PrCt)

Greece - Maps - 1748

An Accurate map of the Morea together with the neighbouring countires in Greece; also, the islands on the Archipelago and Ægean Seas. ... [London, 1748].
Authors: Bowen, Emanuel, -1767 -- Harris, John, 1667?-1719 -- Woodward, Thomas, d. 1751? -- Harris, John, 1667?-1719. Navigantium atque itinerarium bibliotheca. Or, A complete collection of voyages and travels (1744-1748) 1 map ; 21 x 31 cm.


foilo G 12. 387 v. 2, opp. p. 822 (PrCt)
Greece - Maps - 1756 - Coasts - Turkey - Maps - 1756 - Coasts - Aegean Islands (Greece and Turkey) - Maps - 1756
Les Côtes de la Grèce et l'Archipel / par le Sr. d'Anville ... ; De La Haye. (A Paris : chez l'auteur, aux Galeries du Louvre, Octobre M.DCC LXI [1756].
Authors: Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d', 1697-1782 -- Haye, G. de la -- Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d', 1697-1782. [Atlas général] [ca. 1786?]. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 54 x 72 cm.
In composite atlas without title page: Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d'. [Atlas général] [Paris : s.n., ca. 1786?], [plate 24].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1019.A598 1786, [plate 24] (PrCt)

Greece - Maps - 1772 - Italy - Maps - 1772 - Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1772
La Grèce pour la Concorde de la géographie des différens âges. [Paris : Chez les Frères Estienne, 1772].
Authors: Pluche, Noël Antoine, 1688-1761 -- Frères Estienne (Firm) -- Pluche, Noël Antoine, 1688-1761. Concorde de la géographie des différens âges (1772)
1 map ; 13 x 20 cm.
G 11.698 opp. p. 387 (PrCt)

Greece - Maps - 1780 - Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1780
1 map ; hand col. ; 43 x 64 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:2,550,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015.L565 1785, [plate 25] (NLO)

Greece - Maps - 1783 - Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1783
Authors: Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Stackhouse, Thomas, 1756-1836 -- Stackhouse, Thomas, 1756-1836. An Universal atlas: being a set of maps, to illustrate ancient and modern geography ... (1782) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; hand col. ; 37 x 35 cm.
In: Stackhouse, Thomas. An Universal atlas: being a set of maps, to illustrate ancient and modern geography ... (London : Printed for the author, and sold by Ashby and Neele ... [et al], 1782 [i.e. 1783?]), plate 31.
Hand stamped with oversize "31" at upper right.
oversize Ayer 135.S77 1782, plate 31 (PrCt)
Presbyterian Theological Seminary, Chicago --
Lane Theological Seminary -- McCormick
Theological Seminary -- McCormick Theological
Seminary Collection (Newberry Library) --
Forstall, Theobald
4 v. ; 26 cm. + 1 atlas (xlii p., IV, 27 folded leaves
of plates : ill., maps and plans (some hand col.) ;
26 cm.)
First ed., regular paper issue.
Attributed to J.-J. Barthélemy. Cf. Cioranescu
and NUC pre-1956.
Atlas has title: Recueil de cartes géographiques,
plans, vues et médailles de l'ancienne Grèce,
relatifs au Voyage du jeune Anacharsis, précédé
d'une analyse critique des cartes.
Errata at end of each tome.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Bookplate: Lane Seminary Library
Bookplate: Library of Lane Seminary Affiliated
with The Presbyterian Theological Seminary,
Chicago.
Forms part of the McCormick Theological
Seminary Collection at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copy (lacking atlas; includes book label
of Theobald Forstall): F 0232 .068
References: Cioranescu, 18th cent., 9889;
Mansell 37:387; BM 12:87; BN 8:195; OCLC
6473873.
DF76 .B37 1788 (NLO)

32842
Greece - Maps - 1788<<>>Crete (Greece) -
Maps - 1788<<>>Kyklades (Greece) - Maps -
1788
La Morea la Livadia, e della Tessaglia, e dell' 
Epiro con la parte Occidentale dell' Arcipelago.
Rome : Calcologia camerale, 1792.
Authors: Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria),
1745-ca. 1824 -- Calcologia camerale (Rome,
Italy) -- Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria),
1745-ca. 1824. Nuovo atlante geografico
universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni
(1792-1801) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 43 cm.
In: Cassini, Giovanni Maria. Nuovo atlante
geografico universale delineato sulle ultime
osservazioni (Rome : Presso la Calcologia
camerale, 1792-1801) v. 1 pl. 49.
Map dated 1788.
oversize Ayer 135 .C33 1792 v. 1 pl. 49 (PrCt)

32843
Greece - Maps - 1789 -
Archaeology<<>>Archaeology - Greece -
Maps - 1789<<>>Anacharsis - Travel - Maps -
1789<<>>Greece - Historical geography -
Maps - 1789<<>>Historical atlases<<>>Maps
in literature - 1789
Recueil de cartes géographiques, plans, vues et
médailles de l'ancienne Grèce : relatifs au
Voyage du jeune Anacharsis, précédé d'une
analyse critique des cartes. A Paris : Chez De
Bure, l'aîné, libraire de Monsieur Frère du Roi, de
la Bibliothèque du Roi, et de l'Académie Royale
des Inscriptions, hôtel Ferrand, rue Serpente no.
6, 1789.
Authors: Barbéti du Bocage, Jean Denis,
1760-1825 -- Barthélemy, J.-J. (Jean-Jacques),
1716-1795 -- Haye, G. de la -- Foucheot --
Delettre, engraver -- Sellier, Louis, b. 1757 --
Bertault, engraver -- Anacharsis -- Debure,
Guillaume, 1734-1820 -- Barthélemy, J.-J.
(Jean-Jacques), 1716-1795. Voyage du jeune
Anacharsis en Grèce -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library) -- Barthelemy, J.-J.
(Jean-Jacques), 1716-1795 SEE Barthélemy,
J.-J. (Jean-Jacques), 1716-1795 -- De Bure,
l'aîné, 1734-1820 SEE Debure, Guillaume,
1734-1820 -- Bure, de, l'aîné, 1734-1820 SEE
Debure, Guillaume, 1734-1820 -- DeBure, l'aîné,
1734-1820 SEE Debure, Guillaume, 1734-1820
1 atlas (xlii p., iv, 27 leaves of plates) : ill., 31
maps and plans ; 25 cm.
2. éd.
Introduction and maps by M. Barbéti du Bocage;
maps also signed: Guill. de la Haye.
Illustrations drawn by M. Foucheot and engraved
by Delettre, Bertault, and Sellier.
To accompany J.J. Barthelemy's Voyage du
jeune Anacharsis en Grèce.
Includes bibliographical references.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Digital version of another copy available via
Bayerische StaatsBibliothek digital website
(accessed June 2012):
http://reader.digitale-sammlungen.de/resolve/ disp lay/bsb10807419.html
Baskes G2000 .B37 1789 (NLO)

32844
Greece - Maps - 1791 -
Archaeology<<>>Archaeology - Greece -
Maps - 1791<<>>Anacharsis - Travel - Maps -
1791<<>>Greece - Historical geography -
Maps - 1791<<>>Historical atlases<<>>Maps
in literature - 1791
Maps, plans, views and coins, illustrative of the
travels of Anacharsis the younger in Greece:
during the middle of the fourth century before the
Christian era. London : Printed for G.G.J. and
J. Robinson, 1791.
Authors: Barbéti du Bocage, Jean Denis,
1760-1825 -- Barthélemy, J.-J. (Jean-Jacques),
1716-1795. Voyage du jeune Anacharsis en
Grèce -- Anacharsis -- Cook, T., active 1791 --
Beaumont, William -- G. G. J. and J. Robinson
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (51 p., 31 leaves of plates (chiefly folded))
: ill., 30 maps (some hand col.), plans ; 27 cm.
Other title: Travels of Anacharsis the younger in
Greece.
Translation of: Recueil de cartes géographiques,
vues et médailles de l'ancienne Grèce, by J.D.
Barbié du Bocage.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Phillips 8891; Shirley, R. Maps in the atlases of the British Library, G.Bart-2a

LC Card Number: 04035198

Baskes G2000 .B3713 1791 (NLO)


Recueil de cartes geographique de Grece. Deux Ponts : A.J. Sanson, 1791.

Authors: Barthélemy, J.-J. (Jean-Jacques), 1716-1795 -- Barbié du Bocage, Jean Denis, 1760-1825 -- Anacharsis -- Sanson, A. J. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 31 maps ; 267 x 210 mm.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

References: Phillips 8888

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Greece - Maps - 1791 - Turkey, Western - Maps - 1791

Greece, archipelago and part of Anadoli.

London : W. Faden, 1791 [i.e. 1817?].


Map dated 1791; verso handstamped '41.'

oversize G 10 .282 pl. 42 (PrCt)


Maps, plans, views and coins, illustrative of the travels of Anacharsis the younger in Greece, during the middle of the fourth century before the Christian era. London : G.G. and J. Robinson, 1796.


28 p., [33] leaves of plates : ill., maps (chiefly folded) ; 22 cm.

Critical observations on the maps of ancient Greece; compiled for the travels of Anacharsis the younger, by M. Barbié du Bocage': p. [5]-28.

OCLC 10085768.

F 0232 .067 (NLO)
Conrad & Co. -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 19 x 24 cm.
In: Arrowsmith, Aaron. A New and elegant general atlas comprising all the new discoveries, to the present time ... (Philadelphia [etc.]) : J. Conrad & Co. [and others], 1804. pl. 15
Ayer 135 . A65 1804 pl. 15 (PrCt)

32851 Greece - Maps - 1821
Authors: Wyld, James, 1790-1836 -- Hewitt, N. R. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1821?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 58 cm.
In: Thomson, John, A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (Edinburgh ; London ; Dublin : Printed by G. Ramsay and Co. for J. Thomson and Co. ; Baldwin, Craddock and Joy ; John Cumming, 1821 [i.e. 1822?]), v. 1, map 25, part 2.
Engraved 'No. 25 Part 2d' at upper right.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1019 . T4 1821, v. 1, map 25, part 2 (NLO)

1 atlas (35 leaves) : ill., 34 maps (some folded), plans ; 22 cm.
On maps: par J.D. Barbié du Bocage.
"Gravé par Giraldon-Bovinet."
Engraved title page.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
In paper wrapper.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G2000 . B37 1821 (NLO)

32853 Greece - Maps - 1822 - Turkey - Maps - 1822
South part of Turkey in Europe comprehending ancient Graecia, and part of Macedonia and Thrace. [Edinburgh] : Drawn & engraved for Thomson's New general atlas, [1822?].
Authors: Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1822?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 58 cm.
In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (Edinburgh ; London ; Dublin : Printed by G. Ramsay and Co. for J. Thomson and Co. ; Baldwin, Craddock and Joy ; John Cumming, 1821 [i.e. 1822?]), v. 1, map 25, part 2.
Engraved 'No. 25 Part 2d' at upper right.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1019 . T4 1821, v. 1, map 25, part 2 (NLO)

32854 Greece - Maps - 1823
Authors: Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Hall, Sidney -- Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823. A New general atlas constructed from the latest authorities ... (1823) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 20 x 25 cm.
In: Arrowsmith, Aaron. A New general atlas constructed from the latest authorities ... (1823) -- Historical atlases -- Exhibiting the boundaries and divisions, also the chains of mountains and other geographical features of all the known countries in the world (Edinburgh ; London : A. Constable & Co., 1823), pl. 31.
folio Ayer 135 . A65 1823 pl. 31 (PrCt)

Travels of Anacharsis the younger in Greece, during the middle of the fourth century before the Christian aera. By the Abbe Barthélemy. Tr. from the French. In six volumes; and a seventh, in quarto, containing maps, plans, views, and coins, illustrative of the geography and antiquities of ancient Greece. With memoirs of the life of J.J. Barthélemy, written by himself, and embellished with his portrait. London : Printed for C. and J. Rivington, 1825.
6 v. tables. 22 cm.
"The 6th ed.: carefully rev., cor., and enl., by the
last improved Paris ed. prepared for the press by the author."
Uniform title: Voyage du jeune Anacharsis en Grèce. English
Translated by William Beaumont.
References: OCLC 3882737
LC Card Number: 07003368
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.
Wing F 0232 .0673 (NLO)

32856 Greece - Maps - 1826
Greece. Philadelphia : A. Finley, [1826].
Authors: Finley, A. (Anthony) -- Young & Delleker -- Finley, A. (Anthony). A New general atlas, comprising a complete set of maps, representing the grand divisions of the globe ... (1826)
1 map : hand col. ; 21 x 28 cm.
In: Finley, Anthony. A New general atlas, comprising a complete set of maps, representing the grand divisions of the globe ... (Philadelphia : A. Finley, 1826) pl. 49.
Case folio G1019 .F5 1826 pl. 49 (PrCt)

32857 Greece - Maps - 1827
Letters from Missions (1825-1829)
1 map : hand col. ; 19 x 24 cm.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scale [ca. 1:3,700,000].
D 804 .79, v. 7, opp. t.p. (PrCt)

Plates engraved by Le Roy.
Includes bibliographical references and indexes.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Online version of another copy available via the HathiTrust Digital Library (accessed September 2011):
http://babel.hathitrust.org/cgi/pt?id=uc1.%24b418378;page=root;seq=11
References: Cf. Phillips 8895
Baskes DF29 .B37 1827 (NLO)

32859 Greece - Maps - 1829 - Turkey - Maps - 1829
Turkey II. Containing the northern part of Greece. London : Chapman and Hall, 1829 [i.e.1844].
Authors: Chapman and Hall -- J. & C. Walker (Firm) -- Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (Great Britain) -- Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (Great Britain).
Maps of the Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (1844) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 22 x 34 cm.
Covers northern and central Greece; does not include Turkey.
Related maps issued in same atlas: Turkey I. Containing the northern provinces -- Turkey III. Containing the southern part of Greece and Candia.
oversize Ayer 135 .S67 1844 v. 1, pl. [78] (PrCt)

32860 Greece - Maps - 1829 - Turkey - Maps - 1829
Turkey II. Containing the northern part of Greece. London : Baldwin & Cradock , 1829.
Authors: J. & C. Walker (Firm) -- Baldwin & Cradock -- Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (Great Britain) -- Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (Great Britain).
A Series of maps, modern and ancient (1829-1831) 1 map : hand col. ; 23 x 34 cm.
Covers northern and central Greece; does not include Turkey.
Issued, with another map, in paper cover with letterpress text at bottom: No. 2 containing: Ancient Greece, the northern part. Part II. of Turkey, containing the northern part of Greece, modern.
oversize G 1001 .82 fascicle 2, map [2] (PrCt)

32861 Greece - Maps - 1829 - Turkey - Maps - 1829
South part of Turkey in Europe comprehending ancient Graecia, and part of Macedonia and...
Greece - Maps - 1832<>>Ionian Islands (Greece) - Maps - 1832
Authors: Arrowsmith, John, 1790-1873 -- Arrowsmith, John, 1790-1873. The London atlas of universal geography ... [1837] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 59 x 51 cm.
Engraved no. "20" at upper right.
In: Arrowsmith, John. [The London atlas of universal geography : exhibiting the physical & political divisions of the various countries of the world, constructed from original materials] [London : J. Arrowsmith, 1837], map 20.

Baskes oversize G1019 .A778 1837, map 20 (NLO)

Greece - Maps - 1833
Authors: Young & Delleker -- Finley, A. (Anthony) -- Finley, A. (Anthony). A New general atlas ... (1833) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 21 x 28 cm.
In: Finley, Anthony. A New general atlas : comprising a complete set of maps, representing the grand divisions of the globe ... (Philadelphia : Anthony Finley, 1833), plate 50.
Sheet corner numbered 50.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1019 .F5 1833, plate 50 (PrCt)

Greece - Maps - 1834<>>Corfu Island (Greece) - Maps - 1834
Authors: Archer, Joshua, fl. 1833-1866 -- Grattan & Gilbert -- Mudie, Robert, 1777-1842. Gilbert's modern atlas of the earth ... (1841) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 22 x 30 cm.
Inset (5 x 5 cm.): Corfu
Running title at bottom left: Gilbert's modern atlas
In: Mudie, Robert. Gilbert's modern atlas of the earth ... [London : Grattan and Gilbert, [1841?]], [plate 13].

Baskes folio G1019 .M83 1841, [plate 13] (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Greece - Maps - 1845

Greece. [New York : H.S. Tanner, 1845].
Authors: Tanner, Henry Schenk, 1786-1858 -- Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858. A New general atlas, comprising a complete set of maps ... (1845)
1 map: hand col.; 21 x 27 cm.
In: Tanner, Henry Schenck. A New general atlas, comprising a complete set of maps ... (New York : Tanner's Geographical Establishment, 1845) map '19'.

oversize G 10 .622 map 19 (PrCt)

Greece - Maps - 1847 Crete (Greece) - Maps - 1847

Greece. [Philadelphia : S. Augustus Mitchell, 1847].
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868. A New universal atlas containing maps of the various empires, kingdoms, states, and republics of the world ... (1847)
1 map: hand col.; 27 x 35 cm.
Inset (4 x 11 cm.): Candia.
In: Mitchell, S. Augustus. A New universal atlas containing maps of the various empires, kingdoms, states, and republics of the world ... (Philadelphia : S. Augustus Mitchell, 1847) pl. [62].
Printed plate no. '61' lined out and replaced with manuscript '62'.

oversize G 10 .579 pl. [62] (PrCt)

Greece - Maps - 1851 Kerkyra (Greece) - Maps - 1851 Astypalaia Island (Greece) - Maps - 1851 Corfu (City) SEE Kerkyra (Greece)

Authors: Rapkin, J. -- Tallis, John, 1817-1876 -- Wray, A. H., fl. 1851 -- Allen, John Baylis, 1803-1876 -- Martin, Robert Montgomery, 1803?-1868. Tallis's illustrated atlas, and modern history of the world ... (1851)
1 map: hand col.; 22 x 30 cm.
Insets (4 x 4 cm. and 5 x 4 cm.): Corfu -- Stampalia.
Includes inset view (4 x 5 cm.): Temple of Jupiter Olympus at Athens.
In: Martin, Robert Montgomery. Tallis's illustrated atlas, and modern history of the world ... (London ; New York : J. Tallis, 1851) pl. [14].

folio G1019 .M197 1851 pl. [14] (PrCt)

Greece - Maps - 1852 Crete (Greece) - Maps - 1852

Greece. [Philadelphia : Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co. 1852].
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868. Mitchell, S. Augustus. New universal atlas ... (1852)
1 map: hand col.; 27 x 21 cm.
Inset (4 x 12 cm.): Candia.
In: Mitchell, S. Augustus. New universal atlas ... (Philadelphia : Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co., 1852) pl. '63'.

oversize G1019 .N49 1852 pl. 63 (PrCt)

Greece - Maps - 1853

Authors: Lowry, Joseph Wilson, 1803-1879 -- Harper & Brothers -- Chapman and Hall -- Lowry, Joseph Wilson, 1803-1879. Lowry's Universal atlas constructed and engraved from the most recent authorities (1853)
1 map: col.; 21 x 28 cm.
In: Lowry, Joseph Wilson. Lowry's Universal atlas constructed and engraved from the most recent authorities (New York : Harper and Brothers, 1853) pl. [25].
Printed plate nos. 'D' and '37'.

folio G 10 .525 pl. [25] (PrCt)

Greece - Maps - 1855

Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's atlas of the world ... (1855-1856)
1 map: hand col.; 29 x 36 cm.

oversize G 10 .185 v.2, pl. 32 (PrCt)


Topographical map of Greece, Turkey in Europe, the Archipelago, and part of Asia Minor, indicating the classical as well as modern names and the sites of ancient ruined cities: together with a general map of Asia Minor, Syria, Caucasia, and the Black Sea on a smaller scale, together twenty-one sheets: illustrating the ancient and modern geography of Greece, and the travels of the Apostle Paul, and adapted to the requirements of higher classical education / from the original map constructed by Franz von Weiss; reproduced by special order of His Grace the Duke of Newcastle by Thomas Best Jervis. London: John Petheram, 1855.
Authors: Weiss, Franz von, 1791-1858 -- Jervis, T. B. (Thomas Best), 1796-1857 -- Petheram, ...
John, 1809-1858 -- Great Britain. Army. Royal Engineers -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (21 folded leaves of plates) : 22 folded maps (some hand col.) : 46 cm.
Title page in English; maps in German. Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G2000 .W45 1855 (NLO)

32876 Greece - Maps - 1857
Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's general atlas ... (1857)
1 map : hand col. ; 28 x 36 cm.
oversize G 10 .188 pl. 82 (PrCt)

32877 Greece - Maps - 1861<<>>Corfu Island (Greece) - Maps - 1861<<>>Paxos Island (Greece) - Maps - 1861<<>>Ionian Islands (Greece) - Maps - 1861<<>>Aegean Islands (Greece and Turkey) - Maps - 1861
Authors: Johnston, Alexander Keith, 1804-1871 -- W. & A.K. Johnston Limited -- William Blackwood and Sons -- Johnston, Alexander Keith, 1804-1871. The Royal atlas of modern geography ... (1861)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 57 cm.
Inset (13 x 11 cm.): Corfu & Paxo.
Partly hand colored.
Running title: Keith Johnston's general atlas.
In: Johnston, Alexander Keith. The Royal atlas of modern geography : exhibiting, in a series of entirely original and authentic maps ... (Edinburgh and London : William Blackwood and Sons, 1861), map 23.
oversize G 10 .456, map 23 (PrCt)

32878 Greece - Maps - 1866<<>>Ionian Islands (Greece) - Maps - 1866<<>>Aegean Islands (Greece and Turkey) - Maps - 1866<<>>Crete (Greece) - Maps - 1866<<>>Athens Region (Greece) - Maps - 1866
Greece, the Ionian Islands, and the Archipelago; with the neighbouring portions of Turkey / by W. Hughes, F.R.G.S. London & Liverpool : George Philip & Son, [1866].
Authors: Hughes, William, 1817-1876 -- Moltke, Helmhuth, Graf von, 1800-1891 -- Hughes, William, 1817-1876. Grand atlas universel : ou collection de cartes nouvelles ... (1866) -- George Philip & Son
1 map : col. ; 54 x 61 cm.
Inset (9 x 13 cm.): Athens and its environs.
In: Hughes, William. Grand atlas universel : ou collection de cartes nouvelles ... (Paris ; Leipzig ; London : J. Rothschild ; G. Philip and Son, 1866), plate 23.
No. "23" printed on verso.
oversize G 10 .42, plate 23 (PrCt)

32879 Greece - Maps - 1872<<>>Ionian Islands (Greece) - Maps - 1872
1 map : col. ; 42 x 54 cm.
Inset (11 x 10 cm.): The Northern Ionian Islands (British).
Printed plate no. "L" at upper corners and pasted on verso.
Case oversize G1019 .A38 1872, plate [50] (PrCt)

32880 Greece - Maps - 1884<<>>Aegean Islands (Greece and Turkey) - Maps - 1884
Handbook for travellers in Greece : including the Ionian Islands, continental Greece, the Peloponnesse, the islands of the Aegean Sea, Crete, Albania, Thessaly, & Macedonia : and a detailed description of Athens, ancient and modern, classical and mediaeval : in two parts : with maps and plans. London : John Murray, 1884.
Authors: John Murray (Firm) -- Murray's handbooks for travellers -- Yule, Amy Frances, fl. 1884 -- Weller, Edward, -1884 -- Edward Stanford Ltd. -- J. & C. Walker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
2 v. : ill., 9 maps, plans ; 19 cm.
Cover title: Murray's hand-book, Greece
Edited by A.F. Yule, Cf. Lister.
Folded map in pocket of pt. 2.
Includes indexes and errata.
Publisher's advertisements on end papers.
Greece - Maps - 1887<br>Kyklades (Greece) - Maps - 1887<br>Ionian Islands (Greece) - Maps - 1887

Greece. [Chicago : George F. Cram, 1887].
Authors: Cram, George Franklin. Cram's standard American atlas of the world (1887) 1 map : col. ; 39 x 26 cm. 'Engraved expressly for the Standard World Atlas.'


Case oversize G1019 .G455 1887, p. 274 (Pr Ct)

Greece - Maps - 1889

Greece. Leipzig ; London : K. Baedeker ; Dulau, 1889.

Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Dulau & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. : 6 maps, 14 city plans, 1 view 1st ed.

Includes advertising priced in dollars.
Condition: Fair.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (Pr Ct)


Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Dulau & Co. -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. : 8 maps, 15 city plans, 1 view 2nd ed.

Includes advertising priced in dollars.
Condition: Fair.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (Pr Ct)

Greece - Maps - 1901<br>Turkey - Maps - 1901


Authors: Meyers Reisebücher -- Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. : 36 maps 5th ed.

Hauenstein, W. Wegweiser durch Meyers Reisebücher, 1862-1936 : Bibliographie
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

32887 Greece - Maps - 1904
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 11 maps, 24 city plans, 1 view
1st ed.
Includes advertising dated 1904.
Condition: Fair.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

32888 Greece - Maps - 1905
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm)
1 v. : 37 plates
3rd ed.
G 32.061 (NLO)

32889 Greece - Maps - 1905
Greece. Leipzig ; London ; New York : K. Baedeker ; Dulau ; Scribner's, 1905.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Dulau & Co. -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 11 maps, 25 city plans, 1 view
3rd ed.
Includes advertising dated 1905 and priced in marks.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

32890 Greece - Maps - 1906>Turkey - Maps - 1906
Authors: Meyers Reisebücher -- Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 33 maps
6th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

32891 Greece - Maps - 1907>Aegean Islands (Greece and Turkey) - Maps - 1907
Authors: Marden, Philip Sanford, 1874-1963 -- Houghton, Mifflin and Company -- Spellman, Lawrence E. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
xiv, 386 p., [42] leaves of plates : ill. (1 folded), map ; 22 cm.
Illustrated publisher's binding; blue cloth; top edge gilt; gold-stamped title.
Includes index.
Label on lining paper: Mr Lawrence E Spellman, 62 Bainbridge, Princeton, NJ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 07036985
Baskes DF726 .M32 1907 (NLO)

32892 Greece - Maps - 1909
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm)
1 v. : 49 plates
4th ed.
G 32.0611 (NLO)

32893 Greece - Maps - 1909
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 16 maps, 32 city plans, 1 view
4th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1909 and priced in marks.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

32894 Greece - Maps - 1909
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 16 maps, 32 city plans, 1 view
4th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1929 and priced in shillings.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

32895 Greece - Maps - 1910
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Ollendorff, Paul -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 17 maps, 32 city plans, 1 view
1st ed.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)


32896 Greece - Maps - 1111

32897 Greece - Maps - 1111

32898 Greece - Maps - 1955
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

ISBN 051001402X : 9780510014025 ; 0510014038 (pbk.) ; 9780510014032 (pbk.)
Baskes G153 .B58 Greece (1973) (NLO)

32908 Greece - Maps - 1976

Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag
-- Karl Thiemig AG -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
238 p. : ill., 17 maps (some col., some folded) ; 17 cm.
Folded map in pocket.
Includes index.
Series: Grieben-Reiseführer ; Bd. 274
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 274 (1976) (NLO)

32909 Greece - Maps - 1980 - 1980 - Road maps
(Provisional Heading)<--- Road maps
Authors: Tsopelas, Demetrius G --
Chartographica Hellenica -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 10 maps ; 274 x 232 mm.
Cf. OCLC 42595623.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

32910 Greece - Maps - 1984

Authors: Fodor's travel guides -- Fodor's Travel
Publications, Inc. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 v.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

Greece / Michelin. Watford, Herts. Michelin Tyre
Authors: Michelin green guides -- Tourist guide --
Michelin Tyre PLC -- Pneu Michelin (Firm) --
Hellenikos Organismos Tourismou -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Greek
National Tourist Organization SEE Hellenikos
Organismos Tourismou
285 p. : ill. (chiefly col.), 63 col. maps, col. plans ;
26 x 12 cm.
2nd ed.
Cover title.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 256) and
index.
Series: [Michelin green guides] -- Tourist guide --
Michelin green guides.
Folded map laid in: Greece Athina, Atiki.
Published by the Greek National Tourist
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
ISBN 2067015206 (pbk.) ; 9782067015203 (pbk.)

32912 Greece - Maps - 1995

Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Automobile
Association (Great Britain) -- Macmillan Travel --
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 26 maps, 62 city plans
4th ed.
Edition statement on cover: 3e.
Issued in partnership with the Automobile
Association (short format); cf. A. Hinrichsen,
277.
Cover price: $24.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

32913 Greece - Maps - 1998<--- Road maps
Greece / Michelin. Watford, Herts : Michelin Tyre
Public Limited Company, Tourism Dept., 1998,
c1997.
Authors: Michelin green guides -- Michelin Tyre
PLC -- Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
375 p. : ill. (chiefly col.), 65 col. maps, plans
(chiefly col.) ; 24 cm.
3rd ed.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 344) and
index.
Cover title.
Map on back cover.
"This guide is designed to be used with Michelin
map 980"--Back cover.
Series: Michelin green guide to Greece --
Michelin green guides.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
ISBN 2061520030 : 9782061520031

32914 Greece - Maps - Bibliography

A Catalogue of printed maps of Greece and
Greek regions, 1477-1800 / by C.G. Zacharakis.
Authors: Zacharakis, Christos G. -- Map
Collectors' Circle -- Edward E. Ayer Collection
(Newberry Library)
2 pts. in 1 v. ; 25 cm.
Translation of Entype- chartographe-se- tou
helle-nikou cho-rou apo ton dekaton pemton
mechri ton dekaton ogdoon aio-na.
Series: Map Collectors' series ; no. 98, 102
Duplicate copy: Map Ref Z6003 .M3 nos. 98, 102
LC Card Number: 75318873.
Ayer 5S 69 (NLO)

32915 Greece - Maps - Bibliography - 1477-1800

A Catalogue of printed maps of Greece

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Zacharakis, Christos G.
Includes index.
Formerly folio Z6027.G77 Z23
Map Ref folio Z6027.G77 Z23 (NLO)

32916 Greece - Maps - Collections>>>Aegean Islands (Greece and Turkey) - Maps - Collections>>>Aegean Sea - Maps - Collections (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Sphyroeras, Vasilis et al -- Avramea -- Asdrahas -- Oikos -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 166 maps ; 290 x 218 mm.
Fiat290
Newberry duplicate: folio oGA881 .S65
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

32917 Greek cartography - History, Ancient<<<Geographical Perception
Authors: Jacob, Christian, 1955-
p. 24-49 and 270-272
GA102.3 .M36 1999, p. 24-49 and 270-272 (PrCt)

32918 Greek cartography - History, Ancient<<<Maps - Symbols - History, Ancient
Authors: Aujac, Germaine -- International Conference on the History of Cartography (9th : 1981 : Pisa, Italy, etc.)
1 leaf
Abstract of paper presented at IX. Conf. on Hist. of Cart., Italy, 1981.
Vert 550, no.1 (PrCt)

32919 Greek cartography - History, Ancient<<<Roman cartography - History, Ancient<<<Cartography, Medieval - History<<<Cartography - History>>>>World maps - 400-1499 - History>>>>Peutinger table>>>>Peutinger, Konrad, 1465-1546 or 1547<<<<>Romero - History, Ancient - Maps - 300 - Road maps - Manuscripts - Facsimiles>>>>Peutinger table - Facsimiles>>>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles>>>>Roads, Roman -
Maps>>>Road maps
Authors: Talbert, Richard J. A., 1947- -- Unger, Richard W.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [277]-296) and index.
Series: Technology and change in history, v. 10 Essays in English, with one essay in French.
LC Card Number: 2008009749
ISBN 9789004166639 (hardback : alk. paper) ; 9004166637 (hardback : alk. paper) ;
GA205 .C37 2008 (NLO)

32920 Greeley (Colo.) - Maps - 1871-1882<<<<>Cartography - Greeley (Colo.) - History - 1871-1882<<<<>Greeley, Horace, 1811-1872
Authors: Hayes, Derek, 1947-
Pp. 28, 30 : ill.s ; 28 cm.
Vert 1700, no. 2 (PrCt)

32921 Green Bay (Wis.) - Maps - 1821 - Landowners<<<<>Map printing - Lithographs - Maps - 1860<<<<>Counties - Maps<<<<>Lithographs<<<<>Landowners -

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Maps

Plan of the settlement at Prairie des Chiens from
the report of J. [sic] Lee Esqre., agent, &c. : not
taken from actual surve. [S.l. s.n.], 1821 [i.e.1860?].
Authors: Lee, Isaac -- American state papers --
United States. Congress -- Gales & Seaton
1 map ; on sheet 43 x 55 cm.
Shows dozens of confirmed and unconfirmed
claims.
Scale not given.
Inset (9 x 14 cm.): View of the settlement of the
Kakalin or Great Rapids on the Fox River.
Removed from: United States. Congress.
Documents of the Congress of the United States,
in relation to the public lands, from the first
session of the twentieth to the second session of
the twentieth Congress, inclusive : commencing
December 3, 1827, and ending March 3, 1829.
Forms part of American state papers :
documents, legislative and executive, of the
Congress of the United States / selected and
edited under the authority of Congress.
Washington: Gales and Seaton, 1832-1861. 38 v.
: maps, plans ; 33 cm. [Govt. 032]
Isaac Lee's report ordered by the act entitled: An
act to revive the powers of the commissioners for
ascertaining and deciding on claims to land in the
District of Detroit, and for settling the claims to
land at Green Bay and Prairie des Chiens, in the
Territory of Michigan, 1820; see OCLC 52299281
For variant issue of this map, redrawn and
printed from a different lithographic stone, and
lacking imprint of A. Hoen & Co., see Map2F
G4124.G7G46 1821 .L4 1860 map 2 of 2 (PrCt)
map2F G4124.G7G46 1821 .L4 1860 map 1 of 2
(PrCt)

32923

Green Bay (Wis.) - Maps - 1836
Plat of Navarino, Green Bay, Wisconsin Territory.
Authors: Ellis, A. G. -- Whitney, Daniel --
Hamilton, Henry -- A. E. Baker's Lithog. -- Baker
1 map ; 43 x 59 cm. fold. to 13 cm.
Scale not given.
A.G. Ellis, surveyor.'
'Daniel Whitney, Joshua Whitney, Henry
Hamilton, proprietors.'
Case G 90236 .263 (NLO)

32924

Green Bay (Wis.) - Maps - 1856 - Real
property<<>>Cadastral maps SEE
subheading Real property
Map of the city of Green Bay. [Green Bay, Wis.? s.n.], 1856.
Authors: Baker, James Sherman, 1815-1892 --
Newberry, Walter Loomis, 1804-1868
1 map ; 55 x 54 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:4,790].
Cadastral map.
Removed from the Newberry Library Archives,
estate of Walter L. Newberry, Record Group
02/09/30.
Slight ms. notations on recto and ms. title 'Map of
the city of Green Bay Wisconsin' on verso.
See Newberry Library Archives inventory
(unpublished) for additional maps removed from
Record Groups 02/09/30 and 04/07/51 (maps of
Green Bay, Milwaukee, Appleton and Chicago).
Karrow, R.W. Checklist of printed maps of the
Middle West 6-0503.
92
map4F G4124.G7G46 1856 B3 (NLO)

32925

Green Bay (Wis.) - Maps - 1869<<>>Wall maps
Map of the city of Green Bay. [S.l. s.n.], 1869.
Authors: Jacobi, Arthur
1 map ; 106 x 80 cm.
'By Arthur Jacobi, surveyor.'
32926 Green County (Wis.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners<>Counties - Maps<>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960- -- Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)
246 p. : maps ; 29 cm.
1st ed.
'Deluxe edition.'
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).
'3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.'
Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).
Includes indexes.
Series: Family maps
ISBN 1420307460 ; 1402307460 ; 9781420307467
Local History Ref F587.G7 B69 2007 (NLO)

32927 Green County (Wis.) - Maps - 1891 - Landowners<>Counties - Maps<>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Foote, C. M. (Charles M.), 1849-1899
1 atlas ; 46 cm.
oversize G1418.G7 F6 1891 (NLO)

32928 Green County (Wis.) - Maps - 1900<>Counties - Maps
Map of Green Co. Wisconsin. [Chicago and New York : Rand, McNally & Co., ca. 1900?].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Rand-McNally pocket map of Green County Wisconsin [ca. 1900?] -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 32 x 31 cm.
Places of publication and publisher from undated cover with title: Rand-McNally pocket map of Green County Wisconsin. Does not show landownership. Issued folded to 15 x 8 cm. Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
map2F G4123.G7 1900.R3 (PrCt)

32929 Green Island National Marine Reserve (Qld.) - 1988
Authors: Green Island National Marine Reserve
1 sheet : col. photos ; fold. to 15 x 12 cm
Travel Vertical File G9002.G75 1988.G7 (PrCt)

32930 Green Lake County (Wis.) - Maps - 1914 - Landowners<>Counties - Maps<>Landowners - Maps
Atlas and farm directory with complete survey in township plats, Green Lake County, Wisconsin : containing plats of all townships with owners' names : also maps of the state, United States and world : also an outline map of the county showing location of townships, villages, roads, schools, churches, railroads, streams, etc., etc. St. Paul, Minn. The Farmer ; West Pub. Co., 1914.
Authors: Kenyon Company (Des Moines, Iowa) -- Farmer (Saint Paul, Minn.)
Cover title: Atlas and farmers' directory of Green Lake County, Wisconsin.
Scale of township maps [1:42,240].
oversize G1418.G8 A84 1914 (NLO)

Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Green Lake County (Wis.). Land Information Office -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (34 p.) : 15 col. maps ; 28 cm.
10th ed.
Cover title.
Copyright date from p. 3.
Scale [ca. 1:50,688]. 1 1/4 in. = 1 mile.
Advertisements on covers and interspersed. Includes business directory and indexes. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 98676348

32932 Green River (Wyo.) - Maps - 1873
Sketch of Green River, Wyoming ... 1873.
Authors: U.S. Geographical Surveys West of the 100th Meridian -- Wheeler, George M. (George Montague), 1842-1905. Report upon United States Geographical Surveys West of the One Hundredth Meridian (1875-1889) 1 map ; 11 x 10 cm. with 5 other maps on sheet 30 x 40 cm.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.


1 map : 37 x 27 cm. fold. in covers 16 x 10 cm. Note 'To Visitors' at upper left explains how to locate monuments.

Scale ca. 1:4,875.

'3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.' Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township). Includes indexes.

Series: Family maps
ISBN 1420307347 : 9781420307344


CN 79-45472
M1332, M1333, M1334 and M1335.

oversize G1408.G7 A7 1976 (NLO)

Greene County (III.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps


286 p. : maps ; 28 cm. 1st ed.

'Deluxe edition.' Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov). "3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads." Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township). Includes indexes.

Series: Family maps
ISBN 1420307347 : 9781420307344


CN 79-45472
M1332, M1333, M1334 and M1335.

oversize G1408.G7 A7 1976 (NLO)
Landowners<>Counties - Maps<>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Arnold, Charles R. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 2 parts, 23 x 45 in. each. Scale 1:48,500. Originally published 1861.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 114 (PrCt)

Greene County (Ill.) - Maps - 1915 - Landowners<>Counties - Maps<>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Geo. A. Ogle & Co.
1 atlas (7-85, xxiii p.) : ill., col. maps ; 39 cm.
Scale: [1:31,680] Scale of township maps: 2 inches to 1 mile.
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 1544.
Phillips 4569.
LC Card Number: 2001626349
OCLC 47238492
oversize G 10896 .643 (NLO)

Greene County (Ill.) - Maps - 1915 - Landowners<>Counties - Maps<>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Geo. A. Ogle & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (7-85, xxiii p.) : ill., 7 col. maps ; 39 cm.
Imperfect: p. 21-23, 34-47 only.
Scale: [1:31,680] Scale of township maps: 2 inches to 1 mile.
Phillips 4569
LC Card Number: 2001626349
Baskes oversize G4103.C4G46 1913 .O3 no. 2 (NLO)

Greene County (Ill.) - Maps - 1978 - Landowners<>Counties - Maps<>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Greene County Farm Bureau (Greene County, Ill.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (44 p.) : 22 maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
Includes index to owners.
Scale [ca. 1:50,688 or 1 1/4 inch equals one mile]
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 79318177
Baskes folio G4103.G7G46 1978 .R58 (NLO)

Greene County (Ind.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners<>Counties - Maps<>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960- -- Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)
204 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
1st ed.
'Deluxe edition.'
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).
'3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.'
Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).
Includes indexes.
ISBN 1420301942
Local History Ref F532.G75 B69 2005 (NLO)

Greene County (Ind.) - Maps - 1879 - Landowners<>Counties - Maps<>Landowners - Maps
Authors: D.J. Lake & Company -- Griffing, B. N.
1 atlas (54, [12] p.) : col. maps ; 43 cm.
Second sequence includes maps of Indiana, the United States, and the world.
oversize G1403.G7 L3 1879b (NLO)

Greene County (Iowa) - Maps - 1981 - Landowners<>Counties - Maps<>Landowners - Maps
Official 1981 Greene County, Iowa, rural resident directory. [Boulder, Colo. Directory Service Co.,...
1981].
Authors: Directory Service Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (40 p.) : 16 maps ; 25 cm.
Cover title.
Scale not given.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

32945 Greene County (Mo.) - Maps - 1876 -
Landowners<<>>Counties -
Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
An Illustrated historical atlas map of Greene County, Mo. [Philadelphia?] : Brink, McDonough & Co., 1876.
Authors: Brink, McDonough & Co.
1 atlas (75 p.) : ill., maps ; 45 cm.
oversize F 8843.434 (NLO)

32946 Greene County (Mo.) - Maps - 1927 -
Landowners<<>>Counties -
Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
Greene County, Missouri landowner maps, 1927.
Springfield, Mo. Ozarks Genealogical Society, [1990?].
Authors: Ozarks Genealogical Society (Springfield, Mo.)
83 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
Facsimile reprint?
Contains maps for each township of Greene County, showing division of land into parcels, labelled with owner's name; owners of city of Springfield are not included.
Includes surname index.
folio F 472.G8 G78 1990 (NLO)

32947 Greene County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1805-1809 -
Landowners<<>>Counties -
Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
[Greene County (N.Y.) - 1805-1809: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche].
Authors: Cockburn, Jas. -- Trumpbour, Jacob, Jr. -- Gaylord, F. A. -- Library of Congress.
Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 4 parts, 18.5 x 26.5 in. each.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 500 (PrCt)

32948 Greene County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1839-
1839<<>>Counties - Maps
Authors: Burr, David H., 1803-1875 -- De Witt, Simeon, 1756-1834 -- Stone and Clark --
Rawdon, Clark & Co. -- Rawdon, Wright & Co. -- Burr, David H., 1803-1875. An Atlas of the State of New York ... (1839)
1 map : hand col. ; 31 x 44 cm.
Case oversize G 10851 .13 pl. 11 (PrCt)

32949 Greene County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1856 -
Landowners<<>>Counties -
Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
[Greene County (N.Y.) - 1856: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche]. [Washington,
D.C.] : LC G&M Division, [1983?].
Authors: Geil, Samuel -- Balch, E. A. -- Library of Congress.
Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 4 parts, 18.5 x 26.5 in. each.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 500 (PrCt)

32950 Greene County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1867 -
Landowners<<>>Counties -
Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Beers, F. W. (Frederick W.) -- Warner, George E., 1826?-1917 -- Beers, Ellis & Soule -- Wehle, Martin
1 atlas (21 leaves (some folded) : ill., maps) ; 41 cm.
'By and under the direction of F.W. Beers, assisted by Geo. E. Warners & others.'
No. 274 of 300 copies.
'No. 31 of a series.'
Cf. Phillips 2229.
79-43541
oversize G1253.G7 B4 1867a (NLO)

32951 Greene County (Ohio) - Maps - 1855-1868 -
Landowners<<>>Xenia (Ohio) - Maps -
1868<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Pennsylvania, showing original property lines, land ownership, dates of surveys, patents, warrants, etc.]. Harrisburg, Pa. Department of Internal Affairs, 1917.
Authors: Campbell, John H. -- Pennsylvania. Dept. of Internal Affairs
4 maps; on sheets 106 x 76 cm. (or smaller).
Scale: 1:19,800.
Blueprints.

32958 Greene County (Pa.) - Maps - 1865 - Landowners - Maps
1 atlas (39 p.) : maps ; 22 cm.
Cover title.
Includes index.
Scale not given.
LC Card Number: 84252597
G1263.G7 M3 1983 (NLO)

32959 Greene County (Pa.) - Maps - 1865 - Landowners - Maps
Authors: Rainey, C. T. -- Library of Congress.
Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 28.5 x 45 in. Scale: 1:47,000.
Originally published 1897.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 754 (PrCt)

32960 Greene County (Pa.) - Maps - 1876 - Landowners - Maps
Authors: Caldwell, J. A. (Joseph A.) -- White, I. C. (Israel Charles), 1848-1927
1 atlas (148 p.) : col. ill., col. maps (some folded) ; 44 cm.
Cover title.
Many discrepancies in pagination; some numbers are repeated, some parts of sequence are lacking. Versos of some maps and illustrations are blank.
Text begins with "Historical sketch of Greene County, Penn'a," which includes a reproduction of the state constitution. An "Advertising business directory of Greene County, Pa." appears on p. [125]-148.
Partial map of large gas wells in western Pennsylvania [188-?], by I.C. White, laid in.
oversize G1263.G7 C35 1876 (NLO)

32961 Greene County (Pa.) - Maps - 1897 - Landowners - Maps
Authors: Rainey, C. T. -- Library of Congress.
Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 28.5 x 45 in. Scale: 1:47,000.
Originally published 1897.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 754 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
County Planning Commission [1976?].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G3823.G7G46 1976 .R58 (NLO)

Authors: Library of Congress. Hotchkiss map collection. No. 36 -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: Manuscript, 34 x 34 in. Scale 1:40,000. Originally compiled [186?-].
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: Manuscript, 12.5 x 8.5 in. Scale 1:160,000. Originally compiled 1863.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 24.5 x 24 in. Scale 1:63,360.
Originally published 1866-1875.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 1266 (PrCt)

Greenfield region, Milwaukee County : season's greetings : Walter Bubbert 1950. [1950].
Authors: Bubbert, Walter -- Chicago Historical Society
1 map ; 11 x 8.5 inches
Mounted [on tissue?].
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.
CHS Coll., Map no. 4 (PrCt)

East coast of Greenland between the parallels of 72° and 76° N. / surveyed under the direction of Captn. Clavering by M. Henry Foster Admy. / Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map (manuscript facsimile) ; 41 x 33 cm.
Photostatic [?] reproduction of manuscript map.
Shows routes of the ship Griper; photostat annotated in red and blue ink.
Shelfmark [?], lower right: C.90 Ak.1.
Mounted on cloth.
Fitzgerald polar map 94 (PrCt)

32968 Greenland, Eastern - Maps - 1902 - Coasts
1 map ; 97 x 64 cm.
'Udgivet af det kongelige Søkaart-Archiv. / København, 1888. / Udgave 1902.'
Scale 1:900,000.
Plate no.: 147.
Includes MS. annotation: yellow and red points off western coast of Iceland.
Handstamp, upper center: Kgl. S. korte-Arkiv.
9-Feb. 1934. Kg. benhavn [oval, 2.5 x 3.5 cm.]
Paste-on, upper center: Omsætnings-tabel [8 x 9 cm.].
Fitzgerald polar map 97 (PrCt)

32969 Greenland, Eastern - Maps -
1929\textgreater\textless\textgreater Cambridge University Expedition to East Greenland, 1929
Authors: Royal Geographical Society (Great Britain) -- Wordie, J. M. (James Mann), Sir, 1889-1962 -- Cambridge University expedition to east Greenland, 1926 -- Heimland (Ship) -- Wakefield, R. C. -- Courtauld, August -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
3 maps : col. ; on sheet 51 x 76 cm.
Issued to accompany J. M. Wordie's report on the Cambridge expedition of 1929 in the Geographical Journal v. 75 no. 6 (June 1930).
Contents: [Coast of eastern Greenland, 45 x 26 cm.] -- [Location map showing track of the ship Heimland in the Greenland Sea, 21 x 14 cm.] -- Nordenskiöld Glacier and Petermann Peak / from a survey by R. C. Wakefield & A. Courtauld [25 x 31 cm.].
Scale 1:2,000,000.
Lower right: East Greenland. Wordie.
Newberry duplicate: G 007.33, opp. p. 568.

Fitzgerald polar map 98 (PrCt)

32970 Greenland, Eastern - Maps - 1931
Authors: Geodætisk institut (Denmark) -- Koch, Laug. 1892- -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 81 x 49 cm.
Scale 1:1,000,000.
Fitzgerald polar map 101 (PrCt)

32971 Greenland - Maps - 1610 - Coasts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles <\textless\textless> Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
An Account of the coast of Greenland, written by James Hall, pilot, and addressed by him to K. James I. apparently; at the end is 'The demonstration of the fords (Fiords), rivers, and the coast'; containing the following maps, rudely drawn and colored: (1) The Kinge Christianus his Forde. (2) Cuningham's forde. (3) Brade Ranson's forde. (4) The coast of Groiineland, with the latitudes of the havens and harbors as I founde them. [19-].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1610 manuscript.

folio Ayer 136 .H91 1909 ser. 2, v. 5, pl. 4-7 (PrCt)

Greenland - Maps - 1647 <\textless\textless>\textless\textless> Canada, Northern - Maps - 1647
Carte de Groenland. [Paris : A. Courbé, 1647].
Authors: La Peyrère, Isaac de, 1594-1676 -- La Peyrère, Isaac de, 1594-1676. Relation dv Groenland (1647) -- Courbé, Augustin
1 map ; 13.6 x 35.4 cm. (plate mark 15.7 x 37.6 cm.) fold. to 17 x 9 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:21,500,000] ; coordinates (W118°--E22°/N54°--N80°).
In upper left corner: Fol. [blank].
The symbols of a numeral 4 within a C represent King Christian IV of Denmark, who claimed these areas.


32973 Greenland - Maps - 1650
Groenlant. [Paris? s.n., ca. 1650 ?].
Authors: Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:X38
1 map ; 14 x 17 cm., on sheet 35 x 22 cm.
Unsigned map without imprint.
One of seven sheets apparently issued as a part of an unidentified isolario or island book (Paris? , ca. 1650 ?).
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Sack map1F G5702.B3A 1650 .B3 sheet 7 of 7 (PrCt)

32974 Greenland - Maps - 1650 <\textless\textless>\textless\textless> Canada, Northern - Maps - 1650
Mappen über Gruenland. [Frankfurt am Mayn : Christoforo Le Blon, 1650].
1 map ; 13.5 x 35.0 cm. (plate mark 15.7 x 37.6 cm.) fold. to 20 x 12 cm.
In Munk, Jens, Die XXVI. Schiff-Fahrt: Beschreibung einer Höchst-mühseligen und gantz gefährlichen Reyse durch den See-verständigen Capitain Herrn Johann Müncken inn Jahren 1619. vnd 1620. verrichtet (Frankfurt am Mayn: Christoforo Le Blon, 1650), between pp. 4-5.
A direct copy of the 'Carte de Groenland' in La Peyrère, Isaac de, Relation dv Groenland (Paris : A. Courvé, 1647).

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
The symbols of a numeral 4 within a C represent King Christian IV of Denmark, who claimed these areas.

Reference: Burden, Mapping of North America, no. 293.


32975 **Greenland - Maps - 1666**
*Paesaercket von Groen-Landt, Yslandt, Straat Davids en Ian Mayan eylandt; : hoemen de Selvige von Hitlandt en de Noortcusten van Schotlandt en Yrlandt beselyn mach.* [Amsterdam : Pieter Goos?, 1666?].

Authors: Goos, Pieter, ca. 1616-1675 -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 44 x 53 cm.
Possibly detached from an atlas by Pieter Goos.
MS. ‘30’ on verso; verso otherwise blank.
Cf. Koeman v.4 p. 197 Goos 1 B (30) and p. 204 Goos 17 (25).

**Fitzgerald polar map 84 (PrCt)**

32976 **Greenland - Maps - 1685 - Coasts**

Authors: Duval, P. (Pierre), 1619-1682 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library)

III:X39
1 map ; 14 x 35 cm., on sheet 38 x 48 cm.
'To. I. Rel.de Gr.' -- at upper right.
Outlines North Atlantic coasts, including part of eastern and southern Greenland, parts of Scotland and Norway, all of Iceland, and eastern Newfoundland.


**Sack map2F G3382.C6 1685 .D8 (PrCt)**

32977 **Greenland - Maps - 1700 - Coasts**

Authors: Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library)

III:X18
1 map : hand col. ; 43 x 52 cm.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**Sack map4F G3382.C6 1700 .T9 (PrCt)**

32978 **Greenland - Maps - 1745**
*Septemtrionaliora Americæ à Groenlandia, per Freta Davidis et Hudson, ad Terram Novam / Apud R. & I. Ottens. Amsterdam : [Louis Renard?, 1745?].

Authors: R. & J. Ottens -- Renard, Louis -- Feykens, Laurens -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 117 cm.
Added title: Nieuwe algemeene kaart van Groenland en Straat Davids / naar de alarmnieuwste onderrichtingen in 't Licht gebracht door R. & I. Ottens te Amsterdam.
Added title: De Noordelyckste Zee kusten van America van Groenland door de Straat Davis ende straat Hudson tot Terra Neuf.
1 map formed from 2 sheets (i.e. 2 plates) trimmed and pasted together.
Inset: Eyland Disko door Laurens Feykens [12 x 14 cm.].
MS. ‘32’ on verso; verso otherwise blank.

**Fitzgerald polar map 85 (PrCt)**

32979 **Greenland - Maps - 1747**

Authors: Bowen, Emanuel, -1767 -- Innys, William, d. 1756 -- Bowen, Emanuel, -1767. A Complete system of geography ... (1747) 1 map ; 14 x 22 cm. on sheet 40 x 25 cm.
In: Bowen, Emanuel. A Complete system of geography : being a description of ... the known world (London : Printed for William Innys, etc., 1747) v. 2, pl. [67].
Inserts: A Map of the islands of Ferro or Farro according to Jacobson Debes -- A Draught of the Whirlpool on the south east of Sumbo Rocks -- An Improved map of Iceland

**Case oversize G114 .B68 1747 v. 2, pl. 67 (PrCt)**

32980 **Greenland - Maps - 1800**
*A Davis Strait - Maps - 1800* -- *Pilot Guides - Maps - 1800*

Authors: Peeters, Thomas, Capt. -- Steel, David -- D. & E. Steel (Firm) -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
3 maps ; folded to 68 x 43 cm.
Title from printed publisher's label (paste-on, 22 x 14 cm.) on front cover.
Imprint date from maps.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
32982 Greenland - Maps - 1876 -

Manuscripts

Les Etablissements danois de Groenland d'après C. Rahn [1876?].

Authors: Malte-Brun, Victor Adolphe, 1816-1889 -- Rahn, Carl Christian, 1795-1864 -- Edward E. Ayer

Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library. Manuscript map.

1 ms. map : hand col. ; 173 x 102 mm.

Scale at center [ca. 1:13,000,000].

Pencil, pen-and-ink, and wash (blue).

Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Printed version of the map appears as an inset in: Carte du Detroit de Smith pour suivre l'expédition polaire anglaise

The manuscript is apparently related to two copies of the printed map removed from the Newberry Library copy of Malte-Brun's text

L'expédition polaire anglaise in Bulletin de la Societe de geographie ser. 6 v. 11 (January 1876) ; one copy, map2F G3272.N3 1876 .M31, extensively edited in ms. and signed by Malte-Brun.

rev / Ayer ms map proj 95

VAULT drawer Ayer MS map 323 (NLO)

32983 Greenland - Maps - 1889

Greenland from the latest authorities ; Southern Greenland : reduced from the survey of Captain G. Holm showing Dr. Nansen's route in 1888.


Authors: Royal Geographical Society (Great Britain) -- W. & A.K. Johnston Limited -- Holm, Gustav -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)

2 maps : col. ; 21 x 15 cm. and 21 x 22 cm. on sheet 26 x 57 cm.

'Pubd. for the Proceedings of the Royal Geographical Society, 1889 [for v. 11, no. 8, opp. p. 524 (September 1889)].'

Newberry duplicate: G 008.761.


Fitzgerald polar map 87 (PrCt)

32984 Greenland - Maps - 1892 -

Geology

Greenland - Maps - 1892


1 map ; 34 x 19 cm.


'Tafl. 5.' -- upper right, above neat line.

Scale 1:2,000,000.

Fitzgerald polar map 96 (PrCt)

32985 Greenland - Maps - 1906


Authors: Aamodt, Axel E. -- Kommissionen for Ledelsen af de geologiske og geographiske Undersøgelser i Grønland. -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 152 x 124 cm. in 4 sheets

5 sheets total: 2 copies of sheet 2 (minor misprint on 2nd copy).

Shows routes of various exploring expeditions, 1883-1921.

Scale 1:2,000,000.

Fitzgerald polar map 88 (PrCt)

32986 Greenland - Maps - 1926


Authors: Aamodt, Axel E. -- Kommissionen for Ledelsen af de geologiske og geographiske Undersøgelser i Grønland. -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1 map : col. ; 98 x 71 cm. on 2 sheets
Inset: Grønland [41 x 27 cm.].
Shows routes of various exploring expeditions, 1883-1921.
Scale 1:2,000,000.
Fitzgerald polar map 89 (PrCt)

32987 Greenland - Maps - 1930-+Ice - Arctic regions - Maps - 1930
Isforholdene. Kj_benhavn : Axel E. AAmodt, [ca. 1930?].
Authors: Aamodt, Axel E. -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 45 x 49 cm.
Outline map printed as a form intended for use in recording ice conditions; blank lines appear after headings for year, ship's name, and captain’s name. Includes table of conventional symbols to use in recording data.
Fitzgerald polar map 90 (PrCt)

32988 Greenland - Maps - 1931
Grønland. Köbenhavn : Geodætisk Institut, 1931.
Authors: Geodætisk institut (Denmark) -- Jensen, S., Admiral -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 57 x 45 cm.
‘Efter Ad. S. Jensen.’ -- beneath neat line, lower right.
Scale 1:5,500,000.
Fitzgerald polar map 92 (PrCt)

32989 Greenland - Maps - 1931 - Harbors
19 maps ; 17 x 33 cm. and smaller on sheet 70 x 87 cm.
‘Published at the Admiralty, 20th May 1875, under the superintendence of Captain F. J. Evans...Hydrographer. Sold by J. D. Potter, agent for the Admiralty charts, 145 Minories.’
‘New editions 10th July 1925.’
Upper right: 130.32.
Ruled area blank in lower right (7 x 13 cm.).
Handstamped ‘Increase 50%’
Fitzgerald polar map 93 (PrCt)

32990 Greenland - Maps - 1946
Grønland : 1:5,000,000. Köbenhavn : Geodætisk Institut, 1946.
Authors: Geodætisk institut (Denmark) -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 51 cm.
Added title, upper left: Danmark.
‘Kortinddeling i Maalestok 1:250,000.’
Index map for the Geodætisk Institut's 1:250,000 map series; indexes Greenland sheets only. Coded to show sheets published and subsequently revised.
Upper right: Plan 4.
Fitzgerald polar map 94 (PrCt)

32991 Greenland - Maps - 1990
Authors: Berthelsen & Mortensen -- Berthelsen, Christian -- Mortensen, Inger Holbech -- Mortensen, Ebbe -- Pilersuiffik (Firm)
127 p. : col. ill. ; 34 cm. + 1 supplement (24 p. : ill. ; 33 cm.)
1st ed.
Includes index.
folio G743 K35 1990 (NLO)

Authors: Geodætisk institut (Denmark) -- Schjøtt, Tage -- Tonder, Laursen -- Saga Maps (Firm) -- Kort- og matrikelstyrelsen (Denmark) -- Schjøtt, Tage SEE Schjøtt, Tage
20 maps : col. ; 50 x 70 cm. + key to symbols (28 x 44 cm.)
Cover title in Greenlandic, Norwegian, Danish, English, and German; legend in Greenlandic and Danish.
Reproduced from 1:250,000 scale maps produced by the Geodætisk institut. Relief shown by contours, gradient tints, and spot heights.
Cover title.
Copyright: Kort- og Matrikelstyrelsen (A 66/90).
"Printed in Denmark by Laursen Tonder."
Sheet-index map, legend, and Saga Maps insigne on cover.
Includes sheet-index map, 1 or more coats-of-arms, and Saga Maps insignae.
Incomplete contents: Qeqertarsuup Tunua = Disko bugten -- Nuuk = Gothld -- Sisimiut, Kangalussuaq = Holsteinborg, Søndre Strømfjord.
Originally issued folded in vinyl sleeves (26 x 13 cm.) with title: Saga maps system 1:250,000.
Index to series included in title panel on each sheet.
Topographic maps of the coast of Greenland; coverage extends along most of western coast, with selected areas on eastern coast; locations of Norse settlements and churches indicated.
Map 19 is unnumbered.
LC Card Number: 97689792 92092834NL
map4F G3380 s250 .G4 (NLO)

32993 Greenland - Maps - 2009
Grønland / Nordisk korthandel ; scanmaps.dk.
Authors: Nordisk korthandel, Scanmaps ApS -- Top Maps Denmark (Firm)
1 map : col. ; 35 x 19 cm.
Scale ca. 1:8,000,000.
Relief shown by shading, form lines, and spot heights.
Printed on plasticized fabric.
map1F G3380 2009 .N6 (PrCt)

32994 Greenland, Northern - Maps - 1932
Map of north Greenland : scale 1:300,000 / surveyed by Lauge Koch in the years 1917-23.
[Copenhagen] : Geodetic Institute of Denmark, 1932.
1 map : col. ; on 19 sheets each 69 x 57 cm.
Issued with separate title page with graphic index to sheets: issued folded to 57 x 36 cm. in printed paper portfolio.
Accompanied by bookseller's flyer briefly describing the map; flyer credits the Second Thule Expedition of 1916 led by Knud Rasmussen and the Jubilee Expedition of 1920-3 led by Lauge Koch as sources for map compilation.
OCLC 11539736.
Fitzgerald polar map 104 (PrCt)

32995 Greenland, Northern - Maps - 1932
[Map of north Greenland : scale 1:300,000 / surveyed by Lauge Koch in the years 1917-23].
[S.l. s.n., 1932?].
1 map : 101 x 56 cm.
Photostatic reproductions of sheets forming part of Geodætisk Institut. Map of north Greenland : scale 1:300,000 (Copenhagen, 1932).
Sheets 13-18 trimmed, pasted together, and mounted on cloth.
Original map compiled from sources including the Second Thule Expedition of 1916 led by Knud Rasmussen and the Jubilee Expedition of 1920-3 led by Lauge Koch.
Cf. OCLC 11539736.
Fitzgerald polar map 105 (PrCt)

Authors: Cherkis, Norman Z. -- Vogt, Peter R., 1939- -- Naval Research Laboratory (U.S.) -- Crane, Kathleen -- Solheim, Anders -- Norsk polarinstitutt -- Williams & Heintz Co. -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 39 cm.
'Scale 1:3,000,000 at latitude 71° N.'
Used as base map in Crane, Kathleen and Anders Solheim, eds., Seafloor atlas of the Northern Norwegian -- Greenland Sea (Oslo: Norsk-Polarinstitutt, 1995).
Fitzgerald polar map 305 (PrCt)

1 map : col. ; 26 x 50 cm.
Inset: Profil [i.e. profile of expedition's route in southern Greenland, 6 x 38 cm.].
Fitzgerald polar map 106 (PrCt)

32998 Greenland, Western - Maps - 1931 - Harbors - Arsuk Fjord (Greenland) - Maps - 1931
Authors: Sekartarkivet (Denmark) -- Möller, E. Chr. -- Falbe, Lieut. -- Bluhme, Lieut. -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 58 x 86 cm.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Added title: Grønland vestkyst.
'Udgivet af det kongelige Sökaart-Archiv. Kjøbenhavn, 1886.'
'Rettet til 1892 ... 1910 ... 31 I I.'
Insets: Manitsok Havn [11 x 12 cm.] -- Kajartalik [9 x 10 cm.] -- Fortunas Havn [9 x 45 cm.] -- Webers Havn [9 x 11 cm.] -- Christians Havn [11 x 9 cm.] -- Torssukatak Snaævring [7 x 14 cm.] -- Ivigtut [6 x 17 cm.].
Includes 4 coastal profiles, 2 x 53 cm. and smaller.
Plate no.: 105.
Handstamp, lower left: Kgl. Søkart-Arkiv. 9-Feb. 1934. Kjøbenhavn [oval, 2.5 x 3.5 cm.]
Paste-on, lower left: Omsætnings-tabel [8 x 9 cm.].
Fitzgerald polar map 107 (PrCt)

32999 Greenland, Western - Maps - 1932 - Coasts
Harbors Greenland, Southern - Maps - 1932 - Coasts

Authors: Søkartarkivet (Denmark) -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 94 x 62 cm.
'Udgivet af det kongelige Søkaart-Archiv. Kjøbenhavn, 1888.'
'Rettet til 1895 ... 33 I IV.'
Scale 1:750,000.
Inset: [Western Greenland coast between 73° 00' and 74° 45' N., 32 x 19 cm.]
Plate no.: 146.
MS. annotation in pencil.
Handstamp, upper right: Kgl. Søkart-Arkiv. 9-Feb. 1934. Kjøbenhavn [oval, 2.5 x 3.5 cm.]
Paste-on, left center: Omsætnings-tabel [8 x 9 cm.].
Mounted on cloth.
Fitzgerald polar map 111 (PrCt)

33001 Greenland, Western - Maps - 1933 - Coasts

Authors: Sekartarkivet (Denmark) -- Petersen, P. Jul. -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 94 x 62 cm.
'Udgivet af det kongelige Søkaart-Archiv. Kjøbenhavn, 1888.'
'Rettet til 1895 ... 33 I IV.'
Scale 1:750,000.
Inset: [Western Greenland coast between 73° 00' and 74° 45' N., 32 x 19 cm.]
Plate no.: 146.
MS. annotation in pencil.
Handstamp, upper right: Kgl. Søkart-Arkiv. 9-Feb. 1934. Kjøbenhavn [oval, 2.5 x 3.5 cm.]
Paste-on, left center: Omsætnings-tabel [8 x 9 cm.].
Mounted on cloth.
Fitzgerald polar map 111 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Inset: Vestkysten af Grønland [14 x 12 cm].
Plate no.: 147.
Paste-on, upper right: Omstætning-tabel [8 x 9 cm.]
Handstamp, upper right: Kgl. S. kort-Arkiv. 9-Feb. 1934. Kj.benhavn [oval, 2.5 x 3.5 cm.]
Mounted on cloth.
**Fitzgerald polar map 113 (PrCt)**


"Eastern Indians" by Moses Greenleaf (p. 116-125) was issued as a separate, 1903, under title: Indian place-names.

"Bibliography of the maps of Maine": p. [137]-165. This was also issued separately in 1903.

Title in red and black.
Edition of 201 copies.
LC Card Number: 03004215
Series: [The De Burians. Publications. 2]
E 5 .G848 (NLO)


Authors: MacDougall, Walter Marshall -- Osher Map Library -- Smith Center for Cartographic Education
154 p.: ill., maps ; 29 cm.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Series: Occasional publication / Osher Library Associates ; no. 3; Variation: Occasional publication (Osher Library Associates) ; no. 3.
Index and appendices included.
ISBN 0939561352 ; 9780939561353
folio F24.G8 M3 2006 (NLO)

33006 Greensboro (N.C.) - Maps - 2002 - Road maps<><>Forsyth County (N.C.) - Maps - 2002 - Road maps<><>Davidson County (N.C.) - Maps - 2002 - Road maps<><>Guilford County (N.C.) - Maps - 2002 - Road maps<><>Alamance County (N.C.) - Maps - 2002 - Road maps<><>Road maps<><>Counties - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (181, 74 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Date on cover: 2002.
$24.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-97294-4
RMcN StrFdr 2002 .G746 (PrCt)

1 atlas (various pageings) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
"2nd edition" -- front cover.
$21.95
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528999044
RMcN StrFdr 2005 .G746 (PrCt)

[Greenup County (Ky.) - 1812-1855: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche].
[Washington, D.C.]: LC G&M Division, [1983?].
Authors: Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: Manuscript, 2 parts, 22.5 x 37 in. each. Shows [1812-1855] land ownership. Only

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Edition</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
Manuscripts
St. George's (Grenada) - Maps - 1775-1785 - Fortification
Manuscripts
St. George's (Grenada) - Pictorial works - 1775-1785 - Naval operations
Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Plan de l'isle de la Grenade ; Vue du fort et ville de St. George. [19--].
Authors: Nicolas, 18th cent. -- Bibliothèque nationale (France). Portef. 106-81 (two sheets) -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map and 1 view ; on 2 sheets
Photostatic reproduction of manuscript possibly compiled 1775-1785.
Accompanied, on a separate sheet, by a view of the naval bombardment of St. George's.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Map
Photo France BN Portef. 106-81 (PrCt)
Grenada - Maps - 1777
Carta esatta rappresentante l'Isola di Granata. [Livorno : G.T. Masi, 1777].
Authors: Masi, G. T. -- Masi, G. T. Atlante dell' America, contenente le migliori carte geografiche ... (1777) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 22 x 17 cm.
In: Masi, G. T. Atlante dell' America, contenente le migliori carte geografiche ... (Livorno : Gio. Tommaso Masi, e Comp., 1777) pl. [27].
VAULT folio Ayer 135 .A75 1777 pl. [27] (PrCt)
Grenada - Maps - 1780 - Landowners
Landowners - Maps
A New plan of the island of Grenada : from the original French survey of Monsieur Pinel, taken in 1763 by order of government, and now published with the addition of English names, alterations of property, and other improvements to the present year 1780. London : William Faden, 1780.
Authors: Paterson, Daniel, 1738-1825 -- Pinel, Monsieur -- Faden, William, 1749-1836 -- Faden map collection
1 map : hand col. ; 81 x 60 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:34,000].
Shows administrative areas, sugar mills, and coffee and cocoa plantations.
Includes inscription to 'Lieutt. General Robert Melvill.... '.
Numbers on map keyed to list of proprietors in Paterson's Topographical description of the island of Grenada, London, 1780 [photocopy in Newberry Library Map Information File].
91082001LC
map6F G5130 1780 .P3 (NLO)
Grenada - Maps - 1816-1817 - Tobago (Trinidad and Tobago) - Maps - 1816-1817 - Trinidad - Maps - 1816-1817 - Curacao - Maps - 1816-1817 - Willemstad (Netherlands Antilles) - Maps - 1816-1817 - West Indies - Maps - 1816-1817 Tobago SEE Tobago (Trinidad and Tobago)
4 maps ; each 24 x 29 cm. on sheet 51 x 60 cm. fold. to 28 cm.
'Neele sc. ...
Probably detached from Thomson, John. New general atlas ... (Edinburgh: for J. Thomson & Co., 1817); see Phillips 731, no. 68
Contents: Grenada [scale 1:140,000] -- Tobago [scale 1:170,000] -- Trinidad [scale 1:460,000] -- Curacao [scale 1:310,000].
Maps show rivers, woods and settlements.
Curacao map includes inset: Fort Amsterdam. Relief shown by hachures.
London meridians.
Ayer 133 .T48 1816 (NLO)
Grenada - Maps - 1816 - Trinidad and Tobago - Maps - 1816 - Curacao - Maps - 1816 - Trinidad - Maps - 1816 - Tobago
Grenada ; Tobago ; Curacao ; Trinidad / Neele sc. Strand. Edinburgh : Drawn & engraved for Thomson's New general atlas, 1816.
Authors: Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1817?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
4 maps : hand col. ; each 23 x 28 cm., on sheet 54 x 70 cm.
Added title in upper margin: West India Islands. Engraved 'No. 68' at upper right.
In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (Edinburgh ; London ; Dublin : George Ramsay & Co., 1816); see Phillips 731, no. 68
Contents: Grenada [scale 1:140,000] -- Tobago [scale 1:170,000] -- Trinidad [scale 1:460,000] -- Curacao [scale 1:310,000].
Maps show rivers, woods and settlements.
Curacao map includes inset: Fort Amsterdam. Relief shown by hachures.
London meridians.
Ayer 133 .T48 1816 (NLO)
Grenada - Maps - 1821
Trinidad and Tobago - Maps - 1821
Curacao - Maps - 1821
Trinidad - Maps - 1821

Grenada; Tobago; Curacao; Trinidad / Neele sc. Strand. [Edinburgh]: Drawn & engraved for Thomson's New general atlas, [1821?].
Authors: Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Thomson, John, 19th cent.
A New general atlas: consisting of a series of geographical designs... [1821?]. --

Grenada; Tobago; Curacao; Trinidad / Neele sc. Strand. [Edinburgh]: Drawn & engraved for Thomson's New general atlas, [1821?].
Authors: Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Thomson, John, 19th cent.
A New general atlas: consisting of a series of geographical designs... [1821?]. --

Grenada; Tobago; Curacao; Trinidad / Neele sc. Strand. [Edinburgh]: Drawn & engraved for Thomson's New general atlas, [1821?].
Authors: Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Thomson, John, 19th cent.
A New general atlas: consisting of a series of geographical designs... [1821?]. --

Grenada; Tobago; Curacao; Trinidad / Neele sc. Strand. [Edinburgh]: Drawn & engraved for Thomson's New general atlas, [1821?].
Authors: Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Thomson, John, 19th cent.
A New general atlas: consisting of a series of geographical designs... [1821?]. --
Grenoble (France) - Maps - 1923-1924<>Grenoble Region (France) - Maps - 1923-1924

Half title: Grenoble & thereabouts
"Printed in France, 1st printed 1923, 2nd impression 1924."--T.p. verso.
"The photographs reproduced in this work were supplied by the following gentlemen: Paris: Bertault, Moureton, Schitz; Grenoble: Henri Ferrand, [and 14 others in 5 locations]."--P. [1] at end.
Map on endpaper.
Series: The picture guides
Bookplate: Ex libris Edward Laurence Doheny.
Bookplate: Carrie Estelle Doheny.
Bookplate: From the library of Estelle Doheny at 8 Chester Place, Los Angeles.
Former owner: St. Mary’s Seminary Library
Perryville, Missouri.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copy: DC801.G83 F4
LC Card Number: 24018541
Baskes DC801.G83 F4 1923 (NLO)

Grenville, William Wyndham, Baron, 1795-1834 - Map Collections
The map collection of William Wyndham Grenville.
Authors: Hood, Annie -- International Conference on the History of Cartography (10th : 1983 : Dublin) 8p.; 30cm.
Paper presented at Int. Conf. on Hist. of Cartog., 10th, Dublin, 1983.
Vert 694 (PrCt)

Grey (Ont. : County) - Maps - 1880 - Landowners<>Counties - Maps<>Landowners - Maps
Illustrated atlas of the County of Grey. [Port Elgin, Ont. Ross Cumming, 1971].
Authors: H. Belden & Co. -- Cumming, Ross, 1919-1980. 1 atlas (52 p. illus., maps, ports) ; 45 cm.
Reprint of original published Toronto: H. Belden

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

**Grayhound Lines: dependable. [S.I. s.n., ca. 1930].**
Authors: Greyhound Corporation -- Yelloway Stages (Firm) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 9 x 17 cm.
Title from corporate crest logo at top.
Keyed to legend at bottom left identifying Greyhound, Yelloway, and connecting line. Illustration at bottom of well-dressed people with luggage surrounding a Greyhound bus.
Incomplete and lacking imprint; trimmed from unidentified text.
Mounted on backing sheet; verso includes descriptive text obscured by backing. Previously bound with a collection of pictorial maps in binders labeled "Points of Interest.” Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 50 (1930) (NLO)

Gries (Bolzano, Trentino-Alto Adige, Italy) - Maps - 1930-1939 - Gries Region (Bolzano, Trentino-Alto Adige, Italy) - Maps - 1930-1939 - Dolomite Alps (Italy) - Maps - 1930-1939 - Bolzano (Italy). Gries SEE Gries (Bolzano, Trentino-Alto Adige, Italy) - Bozen-Gries (Bolzano-Gries) SEE Gries (Bolzano, Trentino-Alto Adige, Italy)

Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag -- Goldschmidt, Albert -- Kraatz, Leopold -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
80, 14 p., [2] folded leaves of plates : 3 maps (some col., some folded) ; 16 cm.
7 Aufl. [7th ed.]
Cover title: Bozen-Gries (Bolzano-Gries) und Umgebung
'Mit 4 Karten'; imperfect: folded map after p. 48 wanting.
Series: Grieben-Reiseführer ; Bd. 50
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 50 (1930) (NLO)


**Grayhound Lines: dependable. [S.I. s.n., ca. 1930].**
Authors: Greyhound Corporation -- Yelloway Stages (Firm) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 9 x 17 cm.
Title from corporate crest logo at top.
Keyed to legend at bottom left identifying Greyhound, Yelloway, and connecting line. Illustration at bottom of well-dressed people with luggage surrounding a Greyhound bus.
Incomplete and lacking imprint; trimmed from unidentified text.
Mounted on backing sheet; verso includes descriptive text obscured by backing. Previously bound with a collection of pictorial maps in binders labeled "Points of Interest.” Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Baskes G153 .W64 Bozen-Gries (1910) (NLO)

Griggs County (N.D.) - Maps - 1910 - Landowners - Counties - Landowners - Maps

**Standard atlas of Griggs County, North Dakota : including a plat book of the villages, cities and townships of the county : map of the state, United States and world...**
Authors: Alden Publishing Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (73, xxii p.) : ill., 26 col. maps, ports. ; 45 cm.
Cadastral maps of townships, scale 1:36,000 or 1 3/4 inches to a mile.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G159 A158.9 .G75 (1910) (NLO)
33042 Grillgasthof Zauner (Hallstatt, Austria) - 1977

Authors: Grillgasthof Zauner
1 leaflet (3-fold) : col. photos, map ; fold to 21 x 10 cm
Includes page of room prices laid in.


33043 Grimes County (Tex.) - Maps - 1880 - Landowners - Maps

Authors: Texas. General Land Office -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 29 x 15 in. Scale 1:133,320.
Originally compiled 1880.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps

Microfiche 583, no. 991 (PrCt)

33044 Grinten, Alphons J. van der, 1852-1921 - Van der Grinten, Alphons J., 1852-1921 SEE Grinten projection - Van Der Grinten projection (Cartography)
Alphons J. van der Grinten (1852-1921) : auf den Spuren seines Lebens. 2014.

Authors: Schulz, Siegmund -- Mosaik (2014) p. 2-15 : ill. ; 28 cm.
Biographical sketch of Alphons J. van der Grinten, a draftsman for Rand McNally and Co. between the 1880s-1890s, and creator of the Van der Grinten world map projection.

Vert 740, no. 2 (PrCt)

33045 Grodecki, Waclaw, ca. 1535-1591
XIX. Venceslao Grodecki. [Vatican City : Biblioteca apostolica vaticana, 1948].

p. 41-42 : 43 cm.
Duplicate copy (colored, with letterpress text): Visscher 052.

Oversize Ayer 135.5 A44 1948, p. 41-42 (PrCt)

33046 Grodecki, Waclaw, ca. 1535-1591
Waclaw Grodecki (studium biograficzne) = La vie de Waclaw Grodecki. [Warsaw, 1933].

Authors: Buczek, Karol -- Polski przegląd kartograficzny -- Polsk. Przegl. Kartogr. SEE Polski przegląd kartograficzny -- Buczek, Karol, 1902-1983 SEE Buczek, Karol p. 69-86 ; 22 cm.
Photocopies from: Polski przegląd kartograficzny 11 (1933): 69-86.

Vert 3091, no. 1 (PrCt)

33047 Grodecki, Waclaw, ca. 1535-1591
Waclaw Grodecki (Grodecki, Grodetius). [Kraków : Skład główny w księg, Gebethnera i Wolffa, 1935].

Authors: Buczek, Karol -- Polski stownik biograficzny (1935-) p. 609-610 ; 29 cm.
In: Polski stownik biograficzny 8 (1959-60): 609-610.
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3091, no. 4. folio CT1230 .P65, v. 8, p. 609-610 (PrCt)

33048 Grodecki, Waclaw, ca. 1535-1591
[Notes on Waclaw Grodecki]. [Chicago, 198-?].

Authors: Karrow, Robert W. 1 file folder ; 25 x 30 cm.
Bibilographical notes and drafts used in the preparation of the chapter on Waclaw Grodecki in: Karrow, Mapmakers of the sixteenth century and their maps (1993).

Vert 3092 (PrCt)

33049 Grol (Netherlands) - History - Siege, 1627 - Maps - Grol (Netherlands) - Maps - 1627 - Zutphen (Netherlands) - Maps - 1627 - Frederick Henry, Prince of Orange, 1584-1647 - Grol (Netherlands) - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1627 - Fortification Perfekte atteykeninge van de gelegentheyt ende belegeringe der starcke stadt Grol door sỳn exelentie Frederick Hendrick ... Amsterdam : Cornelis Danckerts, [1627].

Authors: Danckerts, Cornelis, ca. 1603-1656 -- Visscher, Claes Jansz., 1586 or 7-1652 -- Frederick Henry, Prince of Orange, 1584-1647 -- Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 41 x 54 cm.
Details the 1627 siege of Grol.
Includes references 1-16 and a-g and 3 profile views of fortifications.
Oriented with north at upper right.
Inset (16 x 17 cm.): "T Graefchap Zutphen van nieuw verbetert door Claes ianss. Visscher.
Forms part of the Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Duplicate copy (colored, with letterpress text): Visscher 052.

Vert 740, no. 2 (PrCt)
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 2, pl. 31 (PrCt)

33052
Groningen (Netherlands) - Pictorial works - 1620
Groeninga, sive vt alij. Groninga, Frisiae urbis inclyta ... [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : hand col.; 15 x 46 cm. on sheet 41 x 54 cm.
Anonymous view.
Added title in uppercase lettering at top: Groeninga.
On same sheet with: Broversavia, eius insule in Zelandia oppidum ... -- Goricvm, nobile Hollandiae oppidvm.
Latin letterpress text on verso under titles: Groninga -- Broversavia -- Goricvm.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 1, pl. 21 (PrCt)

33053
Groningen (Netherlands : Province) - Maps - 1621<<<Groningen (Netherlands) - Pictorial works - 1621
Authors: Visscher, Claes Jansz., 1586 or 7-1652 -- Keere, Pieter van den, 1571-ca. 1646 -- Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 36 x 46 cm.
Inset view (6 x 11 cm.): Groninga.
Vignette of natives in local costume at lower left. Engraved '23' at lower right; remnants of binding stub on verso.
Forms part of the Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library).

33051
Groningen (Netherlands) - Maps - 1620
Groninga, opulenta, popolosa, et validè contra hostiles insultus munita ... [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 32 x 43 cm.
Anonymous map.
Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Groninga.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 2, pl. 31 (PrCt)

33054
Groningen (Netherlands : Province) - Maps - 1680<<<Drenthe (Netherlands) - Maps - 1680
Tabulae dominii Groningae quae et complectitur maximam partem Drentiae emendata.
Amsterdam, [ca. 1680].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Danckerts, Justus, 1635-1701 -- Danckerts, Justus, 1635-1701.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Groningen (Netherlands: Province) - Maps - 1682
Correctissima nec non novissima dominii et provinciae Groningae et Omlandiae. Amsterdam: C. Allard, [1682].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:M17
1 map; 52 x 78 cm.
3390
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map 4F G6003.G7 1700 M6 (PrCt)

Groningen (Netherlands: Province) - Maps - 1695
La Seigneurie de Groningue subdiviseé en toutes ses iuridictions ... Paris [i.e. Amsterdam]: H. Jaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], [1695].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. Atlas nouveau : contenant toutes les parties du monde (1692 [i.e. 1695?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map; col.; 48 x 57 cm.
In: Allard, Car. Atlas minor sive tabulae geographicae proecipuorum regnorum regionum, insularum, provinciarum, etc. (Amsterdam: C. Allard, 1682?) pl. 82.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .A4 A pl. 82 (PrCt)

Groningen (Netherlands: Province) - Maps - 1696 - Names, Geographical
Names, Geographical -Groningen (Netherlands: Province) - Maps - 1696-Names, Geographical -Groningen (Netherlands: Province) - Maps - 1696-
La Seigneurie de Groningue subdiviseé en toutes ses iuridictions ... Paris [i.e. Amsterdam]: H. Jaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], 1696.
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. Atlas nouveau : contenant toutes les parties du monde ... [1696]
1 map; hand col.; 53 x 79 cm.
In counterfeit edition of: Sanson, Nicolas. Atlas minor sive tabulae geographicae ... [1682?]
-- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map; col.; 48 x 57 cm.
In: Allard, Car. Atlas minor sive tabulae geographicae proecipuorum regnorum regionum, insularum, provinciarum, etc. (Amsterdam: C. Allard, 1682?) pl. 82.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .S19 1692 pl. [47] (PrCt)

Groningen (Netherlands: Province) - Maps - 1700
Gronigae et Omlandiae dominium vulgo de provincie van stad en lande ... Amstelodami [Amsterdam]: Fredericum de Witt, [ca. 1700?].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Frederik de Wit in de Calverstraet bij den Dam inde Witte Paskaert, [ca. 1700?] no. [106].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .W8 A no. [106] (PrCt)

Groningen (Netherlands: Province) - Maps - 1701
Gronigae et Omlandiae dominium vulgo de provincie van stad en lande ... Amst. Bat. [i.e. Amsterdam]: Nicol. Visscher [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher, 1710?].
Authors: Starkenburg, Ludolf Tjarda van, fl. ca. 1700 -- Visscher, 1649-1702 -- Hogeboom, Andries, fl. 1682-1706 -- Visscher, Elizabeth, fl. 1702-1726 -- Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702. Atlas minor ... [1710?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map; hand col.; 49 x 57 cm.
In: Wit, Frederik de. Atlas (Amsterdam: bij Frederick de Wit in de Calverstraet bij den Dam inde Witte Paskaert, [ca. 1700?]) no. [106].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .V8 1700 map [42] (PrCt)
33062 Groningen (Netherlands : Province) - Maps - 1769
Groningen en Ommelanden. [Amsterdam : Isaak Tirion, 1769?].
Authors: Tirion, Isaak -- Tirion, Isaak. Nieuwe en beknopte hand-atlas ... (1748 [i.e. 1769?] ...)
Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 32 x 31 cm.
Verso numbered "N 68" in manuscript.
In: Tirion, Isaak. Nieuwe en beknopte hand-atlas ... (Amsterdam : Isaak Tirion, 1744 [i.e. 1769?]), plate [66].
over size Ayer 135 .T55 1744, plate [66] (PrCt)

33063 Groningen (Netherlands : Province) - Maps - Collections, 1500-1879
Groningen (Netherlands) - Maps - Collections, 1500-1879
Kooper, Johan, 1876-1939 - Map collections - Facsimiles
Authors: Schroor, Meindert, 1955--Hummel, Auke -- Raap, Hilda -- Kooper, Johan, 1876-1939 -- Profiel
1 atlas (160 p) : col. ill., col. maps (4 folding) ; 35 cm. + the same 4 folded maps in separate portfolio (35 cm.)
"In opdracht van de Provincie Groningen."
"Uitg. bij gelegenheid van de gelijkenamige tentoonstelling in het voorjaar van 2003 in het provinciehuis te Groningen."
Portfolio contains duplicate copies of maps 11, 31, 34 & 41.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 54-55) and index.
Scales differ.
ISBN 9052942765 ; 9789052942766
folio G1863.G7S1 S37 2003 (NLO)

33064 Grossenhain Region (Germany) - Maps - 1720
Accurate geographische delineation ... des Ammtes Grossen Hayn ... Amsterdam, [ca. 1720]?
Authors: Zuerner, Adam Friedrich, 1680-1742 -- Schenk, Pieter, ca. 1698-1775 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:289
1 map : hand col.; 46 x 55 cm.
Indexed.
Inset: [Plan of military encampment].
2527
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.

33065 Grossenschönau (Waldviertel, Austria) - Tourism - 1970
Gr. Schönau : wo das Waldviertel am schönsten ist. Innsbruck, Austria : Alpine Luftbild, [ca. 1970s].
Authors: Alpine Luftbild
1 postcard ; col. photos ; 11 x 15 cm

33066 Grote Kerk (Breda, Netherlands) - Pictorial works - 1694
Grote Kerk (Breda, Netherlands) - Pictorial works - 1743
Authors: Immink, B. F. -- Goor, Thomas Ernst van, 1710-1750. Beschryving der stadt en lande van Breda (1744) -- Kieboom, Jacobus van den, fl. 1729-1744
1 view ; 25 x 33 cm
In: Goor, Thomas Ernst van, Beschryving der stadt en lande van Breda (s'Gravenhage: J. vanden Kieboom, 1744), after p. 76.
In upper right corner: Pag. 77.
Below view, six lines of verse by 'Pr. Nuysts.' The 'before' views of the tower and buildings to the left of the church are revealed by lifting pasted overlays.
G 46912 .35, after p. 76 (PrCt)

33067 Groton (Mass.) - Maps - 1832
Landowners - Landowners - Maps
A Map of the town of Groton, Middlesex County Mass., from a survey made in the years 1828 & 1829 ... Boston, 1901.
Authors: Butler, Caleb, 1776-1854 -- Pendleton, William S., 1795-1879 -- Green, Samuel Abbott, 1830-1918 -- Wilson (J.) and Son
1 map ; 31 x 29 cm. reduced from ca. 71 x 76 cm.
Facsimile of original published Boston: Pendleton's Lithography, [1832]; facsimile issued in Green, Samuel Abbott. Ten fac-simile reproductions relating to old Boston and neighborhood (Boston; [Cambridge: printed, J. Wilson and Son], 1901) opposite p. 44.
Scale [ca. 1:51,000] not '100 rods to an inch.' Relief shown by shading.
Shows houses with names of property owners.
ICN73 F 8441.3369 opp. p. 44 (PrCt)

33068 Grove Hill (London, England) - Maps - 1792
Landowners - Camberwell (London, England) - Maps - 1792
Landowners - Lettson, John Coakley, 1744-1815 - Homes and haunts - Maps - 1792
Landowners - Maps

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Edwards, James, 1757-1816 -- Marks, Stephen Powys -- Cotswold Colotype Co. -- The Camberwell Society -- Map Library (British Library). 16b.4
1 map ; 28 x 21 cm.
Facsimile of original issued in Edwards, James E. Companion from London to Brighthelmston (London, 1792).
Reproduced from original in the British Library (Maps 16b.4).
73-4676
M1294
map1F G5754.L7:3C3 1792 .E3 1972 (PrCt)

Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960- -- Illinois State Archives -- Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
188 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
1st ed.
'Deluxe edition.'
'New! Land-Owner data from the Illinois State Archives!'
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).
'S 3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.' Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).
Includes indexes.
Series: Family maps
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
ISBN 1420302914
Local History Ref F547.G8 B69 2006 (NLO)

Grundy County (Ill.) - Maps - 1863 - Landowners<<>>Landowners - Maps
Map of Grundy County, Illinois. [Chicago?] : T. Doran, 1863.
Authors: Doran, Thos. (Thomas) -- Mendel, Edward, 1827-1884
1 map : hand col. ; 120 x 90 cm.
Scale [1:126,720]. 'Two inches to a mile.'
'Colored & mounted by Edw. Mendel.' Shows land ownership.
'Directory of professional & business men' and lithographic illustrations of prominent businesses and residences in margins.
Dissected into 2 sheets and remounted onto Japanese paper.
Gift, 89
map6F G4103.G8G46 1863 D6 (NLO)

Grundy County (Ill.) - Maps - 1950 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Grundy County Farm Bureau (Ill.) -- Grundy County Rural Youth Organization (Ill.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Cover title.
'Sponsored by the Grundy County Farm Bureau through the Grundy County Rural Youth Organization.'
Advertising matter on covers and interspersed. Includes alphabetical index and index map.
Scale not given.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: map52000712
Baskes folio G4103.G8G46 1950 .R58 (NLO)

Grundy County (Ill.) - Maps - 1974 - Landowners<<>>Landowners - Grundy County (Ill.) - Directories - 1974<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Directory Service Company -- Danzer, Gerald A.
1 atlas (32 p.) : maps ; 25 cm.
Cover title.
Publisher and place of publication from back cover.
Scale [ca. 1:63,360]. Shows locations of houses, landowner's names. Includes advertising matter and index to landowners.

Grundy County (Iowa) - Maps - 1924 - Landowners<<>>Atlases - 1924<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Anderson Publishing Company --
James, George Wharton, 1858-1923 --
Burgoyne, Alan H. (Alan Hughes), 1880- --
Atlas of the world (1924) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (2 v. in 1 (31, [5]; 122, xxi p.) ill., 84 col. maps : 42 cm.
Cover title: Atlas of Grundy County and the world
Includes a farmer's directory for each township, and index (v.2).
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 13429

**Baskes oversize G4153.G8G46 1924.A53 (NLO)**

**33074**

**Grundy County (Iowa) - Maps - 1984 - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps**

Authors: M. A. P. S., Midwestern -- Grundy County (Iowa). County Engineer -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (28 p.) : 16 maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
Includes business and farmer directories, and index.
Text on inside back cover.
Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Scale not given.
Owner's mark: Grundy County Engineer.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.


**33075**

**Grundy County (Mo.) - Maps - 1877 - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps**

Authors: Thomas, B. F. -- Library of Congress.
Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 6 parts; 4 are 16 x 22.5 in. each and 2 are 17 x 22.5 in. each. Scale: 1:31,500.
Originally published [c1877].
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps: Library of Congress. Geography and Map

**33076**

**Guadalupe County (Tex.) - Maps - 1880 - Counties - Landowners - Maps**

Authors: Texas. General Land Office -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 22 x 21 in. Scale 1:133,320.
Originally compiled 1880.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps: Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps

**Microfiche 583, no. 992 (PrCt)**

**33077**

**Guadeloupe - Maps - 1528<<>>Woodcuts**

Guadeloupe. [Venice : Nicolò Zoppino, 1528].
Authors: Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530 -- Zoppino, Nicolò, fl. 1508-1544 -- Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530. Libro di Benedetto Bordone : nel quali si ragiona de tutte l'isole del mondo ... (1528)
1 map : woodcut ; 8 x 14 cm., on sheet 31 x 21 cm.
Oriented with north at right.
In: Bordon, Benedetto. Libro di Benedetto Bordone : nel qual si ragiona di tutte l'isole del mondo ... (Venice : Nicolò Zoppino, 1528), folio XV.

**Case folio G 117 .108, folio XV (PrCt)**

**33078**

**Guadeloupe - Maps - 1759**

Carte reduite des Isles de la Guadeloupe. [Paris], MDCCLIX [1759].
Authors: Bellin, Jacques Nicolas, 1703-1772 -- France. Dépôt des cartes et plans de la marine
1 map : 59 x 88 cm.
Probably detached from an edition of Bellin, Jacques Nicolas. Hydrographie française (Paris, [179-?]).
Scale [ca. 1:195,000].
Inset: Environs du Fort Louis.
In upper right margin: No. 78.

**map4F 5070 (PrCt)**

**33079**

**Guadeloupe - Maps - 1759<<>>Marie-Galante**

Guadeloupe, Marie-Galante - Maps - 1759
carte et plans de la marine, 1759].
1 map ; 59 x 87 cm.
'Par ordre de M. Berryer, ministre et secrétaire d'État aiant le Département de la marine. Par le Sr. Bellin, ingénieur de la marine et du dépôt de plans. M. DCC. LIx.'
Scale [ca. 1:200,000], 'Échelle de lieues marines de France et d'Angleterre de vingt au degré et de 2850 toises chacune.'
Inset: Environs du Fort Louis à l'entree du petit cul de sac de la Guadeloupe.
Relief shown by hachures. Depths shown by soundings.
'Longitude occidentale du méridien de Paris.'
'No. 78.'
Possibly in Jean François de La Harpe's Abrégé de l'histoire générale des voyages. 1780; cf. Phillips 591.

33083 Guadeloupe - Maps - 1780
1 map ; 21 x 31 cm.
"Liv X et XIII." -- At upper left.
"No. 40." -- At upper right.
Forms part of the William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library).
Greenlee 4891 .B71 1780 [map 43] (PrCt)

33084 Guadeloupe - Maps - 1814<<>>Marie-Galante (Guadeloupe) - Maps - 1814<<>>Antigua - Maps - 1814
Guadeloupe ; Mariegalante &c. ; Antigua. / Engraved by Kirkwood & Son Edinburgh.
Authors: Kirkwood & Sons -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- John Thomson & Co. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1817?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
3 maps : hand col. ; 48 x 58 cm. or smaller, on sheet 54 x 70 cm.
Added title in upper margin: West India Islands. Engraved 'No. 65' at upper right.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1817, map 65 (NLO)

33085 Guadeloupe - Maps - 1821<<>>Marie-Galante (Guadeloupe) - Maps - 1821<<>>Antigua - Maps - 1821
Guadeloupe ; Mariegalante &c. ; Antigua / Engraved by Kirkwood & Son Edinburgh.
[Edinburgh : s.n., 1821?].
Authors: Kirkwood & Sons -- Thomson, John,
19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1821?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
3 maps : hand col. ; 48 x 58 cm. or smaller, on sheet 53 x 71 cm.
Added title in upper margin: West India Islands.
In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (Edinburgh ; London ; Dublin : John Thomson and Company ; Baldwin, Craddock, and Joy ; John Cumming, 1817, [i.e. 1821?]) map 65.
Printed paste-on label 'No. 65' on verso.
oversize Ayer 135 .T4 1817 map 65 (PrCt)

Authors: Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1822?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
3 maps : hand col. ; 48 x 57 cm. or smaller, on sheet 53 x 69 cm.
Added title in upper margin: West India Islands.
In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (Edinburgh ; London ; Dublin : Printed by G. Ramsay and Co. for Thomson and Co. ; Baldwin, Craddock and Joy ; John Cumming, 1821 [i.e. 1822?]), v. 2, map 65.
Engraved 'No. 65' at upper right.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1829, v. 2, map 65 (NLO)

Authors: Kirkwood & Sons -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (1829) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
3 maps : hand col. ; 48 x 58 cm. or smaller, on sheet 53 x 74 cm.
Added title in upper margin: West India Islands.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Engraved no. '65' at upper right.
Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1829 map 65 (NLO)

Authors: Corporacion Nacional de Turismo de Colombia
1 booklet (8 p.) : col. ill.s, map ; 23 x 10 cm.
Travel Vertical File G5293 .L3 1973 .C6 (PrCt)

Authors: Geological Survey (U.S.)
9 maps : col. ; on sheets 54 x 44 cm. fold. to 17 x 28 cm.
Scale 1:24,000.
Dates of publication vary.
Coverage is complete at this scale; see index map in box 50.
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisles 42 and 43 (July 2012).
map6C G3700 19-- .U5, box 50 (PrCt)

Pictorial and road map of Guam. [S.l. Catalina Studios?, ca. 1960?].
Authors: Davis, Louise Swigart -- Catalina Studios -- Swigart Davis, Louise SEE Davis, Louise Swigart
1 map : col. ; 57 x 42 cm., folded to 11 x 23 cm. Panel title.
Added title: Island of Guam / Louise Swigart Davis, Catalina Studios
Verso includes colored illustrations and descriptive notes.
Designed as a mailer; back panel includes "to" and "from" address sections.
Scale [ca. 1:84,700].
Coordinates: (E 144°37'40"/N 13°39'38"-E 144°57'54"/N 13°39'38"-N 13°14'32")
Digital image of this copy available on the Old Map Gallery website, based in Denver, Colorado (accessed August 2012):
Accession no. McNally 2012081750
map4C G9416.A5 1960 .D3 (PrCt)

33091 Guanabara Bay (Brazil) - Maps - 1609 Figivre dv Port de Ganabara av Brisil. [Paris : s.n., 1609].
Authors: Lescarbot, Marc -- Millot, Jean
1 map ; 99 x 169 mm.

"I Millot excudit."

VAULT Ayer 150.6 L6n 1609, opp. p. 176 (PrCt)

33092 Guanabara Bay (Brazil) - Maps - 1609

Figuré du Port de Ganabara av Brisil. [Paris, 1618].

Authors: Lescarbot, Marc -- Millot, Jean

1 map ; 99 x 169 mm.

In Lescarbot's Histoire de la Nouvelle France (Paris: Adrian Perier, 1618), at end.

"I Millot excudit."

VAULT Ayer 150.6 L6 1618, at end, map 1 (PrCt)

33093 Guanabara Bay (Brazil) - Maps - 1611

Figuré du Port de Ganabara av Brisil. [Paris, 1617].

Authors: Lescarbot, Marc -- Millot, Jean

1 map ; 99 x 169 mm.

In Lescarbot's Histoire de la Nouvelle France (Paris: Jean Millot, 1611), opp. p. 196.

"I Millot excudit."

This copy trimmed to 1 mm. outside bottom and right neat lines.

VAULT Ayer 150.6 L6 1611, opp. p. 190 (PrCt)

33094 Guanabara Bay (Brazil) - Maps - 1611

Figuré du Port de Ganabara av Brisil. [Paris, 1611].

Authors: Lescarbot, Marc -- Millot, Jean

1 map ; 99 x 169 mm.

In Lescarbot's Histoire de la Nouvelle France (Paris: Jean Millot, 1611), opp. p. 196.

"I Millot excudit."

VAULT Ayer 150.6 L6 1612, opp. p. 196 (PrCt)

33095 Guanabara Bay (Brazil) - Maps - 1617

Figuré du Port de Ganabara av Brisil. [Paris, 1617].

Authors: Lescarbot, Marc -- Millot, Jean

1 map ; 99 x 169 mm.

In Lescarbot's Histoire de la Nouvelle France (Paris: Jean Millot, 1611), opp. p. 196.

"I Millot excudit."

VAULT Ayer 150.6 L6 1617, opp. p. 190 (PrCt)

33096 Guanajuato (Mexico) - Maps - 1925

Railroads - Hidalgo (Mexico : State) - 1925

Maps - Railroads - Queretaro (Mexico) - Maps - 1925 - Railroads - Railroads - Maps


1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.

Plate no.: 1N25.

Includes key to railroads numbered 01-47 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title:

Guanajuato, Hidalgo and Queretaro railroads ... .

Issued folded in accompanying index (23 p.; 17 cm.):

Guanajuato, Hidalgo and Queretaro, México : indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide ... = Mapa de bolsillo ... . San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1925.

Uniform title: Shippers guide.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

map3C G4631.P3 1925 .R3 (PrCt)

33097 Guanajuato (Mexico : State) - Maps - Hydrography - Collections - 2010

Hydrography - Mexico - Guanajuato - Maps - Collections - 2010


Authors: Lara Valdés, José Luis -- Universidad de Guanajuato. Division de Ciencias Sociales y Humanidades -- Valdés, José Luis Lara SEE

Lara Valdés, José Luis -- Lara Valdés, José Luis SEE

Lara Valdés, José Luis -- Valdés, José Luis SEE

Lara Valdés, José Luis SEE

Lara Valdés, José Luis

1 CD-ROM : col. ills., maps ; 4 3/4 in.


-- La historia y el derecho: Guanajuato, región para el destino Alrededor del agua.

ISBN 9786074410778.

To Collection Services for cataloging, Sept. 2010 (PrCt)

33098 Guangzhou (China) - Maps - 1744

Kanton (China) SEE Guangzhou (China)

Kwangan (China) SEE Guangzhou (China)

A Plan of the city of Canton on the river Ta ho. [London, 1744].

Authors: Harris, John, 1667?-1719 -- Woodward, Thomas, d. 1751? -- Harris, John, 1667?-1719.

Navigantium atque itinerantium bibliotheca. Or, A complete collection of voyages and travels (1744-1748) 1 map ; 28 x 21 cm.


References 1-13 in bottom margin.


Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
works
Canton. [Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, 1840].
Authors: Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846 -- Lea & Blanchard -- Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (1840)
1 view ; 3 x 6 cm.
Wax engraving.
G 11 .607 v. 2, p. 423 (PrCt)

33100 Guantánamo Bay (Cuba) - Maps - 1770 - Manuscripts
Guantánamo Bay (Cuba) - Maps - 1770 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts
Guantánamo Bay (Cuba) - Maps - 1770 - Manuscript maps
Nautical charts
Plano de la Bahia del Guantánamo en la costa del sur de la isla de Cuba : situada en la latitud de 20 grados 00 minuto 00 segundos [del meridiano] de Tenerife. [ca. 1770].
Authors: Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 320
1 ms. map : hand col.; 464 x 268 mm.
Scale [ca. 1:73,200]. 'Escala de 2 millas maritimas.
Includes index to 12 locations.
Relief shown pictorially.
Prime meridian: Tenerife.
Pen-and-ink and wash (grey, red).
Paper watermarked: 'P. Monie Bigo

33101 Guantánamo Bay (Cuba) - Maps - 1777 - Harbors
Plano di Guantanimo chiamato dagli Inglesi Porto di Cumberland. [Livorno : G.T. Masi, 1777].
Authors: Vanni, Violante, fl. 1763 -- Pazzi, Giuseppe -- Masi, G. T. -- Masi, G. T. Atlante dell' America, contenente le migliori carte geografiche ... (1777) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 19 x 25 cm.
In: Masi, G. T. Atlante dell' America, contenente le migliori carte geografiche ... (Livorno : Gio. Tommaso Masi, e Comp., 1777) pl. [12].
VAULT folio Ayer 135 .A75 1777 pl. [12] (PrCt)

33102 Guantánamo Bay (Cuba) - Maps - 1960
Guantánamo Bay Naval Base (Cuba) - Maps - 1960

33103 Guastalla (Italy) - Maps - 1735
Accurater entwurff der bey Guastalla ... überfall ...
Authors: Homann Erben (Firm) -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:U17
1 map : hand col.; 26 x 43 cm. on sheet 57 x 48 cm.
Added title: Accuratissimo disegno della sanguinosa battaglia ...
On same sheet with plan of the battle of Quistello.
3097
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6714.G8 1734 H6 (PrCt)

33104 Guastalla Region (Italy) - Maps - 1710
Authors: Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. -- Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. Atlas curieux -- oder, Neuer und compendieuser atlas 1710 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 16 x 22 cm.
In: Bodenehr, Gabriel. Atlas curieux; oder, Neuer und compendieuser atlas ... ([Augsburg : Gabriel Bodenehr, 1710?]) pl. [47]. Engraved plate no. '48.'
Ayer 135 .B6 pl. 47 (PrCt)

33105 Guatemala - Maps - 1884
Ethnography
Ethnology - Guatemala - Maps - 1884
Ethnographische karte von Guatemala. [19--].
Authors: Stoll, Otto, 1849-1922. Zur ethnographie der republik Guatemala (1884) -- Orell Füssli Kartographie AG -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 31 x 33 cm.
Photostatic reproduction of anonymous and undated map issued in Stoll, Otto. Zur ethnographie der republik Guatemala (Zürich: Orell Füssli, 1884) [Ayer 753 .G83 S87 1884 at end]
Scale not given.
Duplicate copy (photostat): Ayer p133 .E72 copy 2
Cf. OCLC 785319

Ayer 753 .G83 S87 1938 at end (PrCt)


RMcN Clients 3945 (PrCt)


33118 Güell Park (Barcelona, Spain) - Maps - 1993
Park Güell / Conrad Kent and Dennis Prindle.
Authors: Kent, Conrad, 1942-- ; Prindle, Dennis
Joseph, 1941--. -- Princeton Architectural Press --
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Uniform title: [Hacia la arquitectura de un
paraiso, Park Güell. English]
Includes bibliographical references (p. 207-213)
and index.
Inscribed by author.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copy: DP402.B3 K4613 1993
LC Card Number: 93032481
ISBN 1568980000 ; 9781568980003 ;
1878271822 ; 9781878271822
Baskes DP402.B3 K4613 1993b (NLO)

33119 Guernsey (Channel Islands) - Maps -
1821<<>>Eddystone Lighthouse (England) - Maps -
1821<<>>Eddystone Lighthouse (England) - Pictorial works -
1821<<>>Freshwater Bay (Isle of Wight, England) - Pictorial works - 1821
Remote British Islands / Drawn & engraved by
N.R. Hewitt, Grafton Strt. East, Tottenham Court Road.
[Edinburgh] : Drawn & engraved for
Thomson's New general atlas, [1821?].
Authors: Hewitt, N. R. -- Thomson, John, 19th
cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New
general atlas : consisting of a series of
geographical designs ... [1821?] -- Edward E.
Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
5 maps and 2 views : hand col. ; on sheet 53 x 72
cm.
Contents (20 x 27 cm. and smaller): Isles of
Guernsey, Sark, and Alderney -- Isle of Jersey --
Isle of Scilly -- Isle of Mann -- Isle of Wight.
Inset views (each 7 x 14 cm.): View of Eddystone
Light House -- Freshwater Bay in the Isle of
Wight with a distant view of the Needle Rocks.
Engraved 'No. 13' at upper right.
In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas :
consisting of a series of geographical designs ...
(Edinburgh ; London ; Dublin : George Ramsay
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Digital image of another copy available on the
David Rumsey Map Collection website (accessed
Feb. 2010):
http://www.davidrumsey.com/luna/servlet/detail/R
UMSEY~8~1~28334~1120763
Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1817, map 13
(NLO)
5 maps and 2 views: hand col.; on sheet 53 x 69 cm.
Contents (20 x 27 cm. and smaller): Isles of Guernsey, Herm, Sark, and Alderney -- Isle of Jersey -- Isles of Scilly -- Isle of Mann -- Isle of Wight.
Inset views (each 7 x 14 cm.): View of Eddystone Light House -- Freshwater Bay in the Isle of Wight with a distant view of the Needle Rocks. Engraved 'No. 13' at upper right.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1829, v. 1, map 13 (NLO)

33123
Guernsey County (Ohio) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners<>Counties - Maps<>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960--Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)
236 p.: maps; 28 cm.
1st ed. 'Deluxe edition.'
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).
'3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.'
Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each township). Includes indexes.
Series: Family maps
ISBN 1420310372; 9781420310375
Local History Ref F497.G93 B69 2009 (NLO)

33124
Guernsey County (Ohio) - Maps - 1855-1870 - Landowners<>Counties - Maps<>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Ohio Genealogical Society. Guernsey County Chapter
98 p.: ill., maps; 32 cm.
Two fold. maps in pocket.
Includes index.
LCCN 82-81913
tolio G1398.G8 H5 1982 (NLO)

33125
Guernsey County (Ohio) - Maps - 1855 - Landowners<>Counties - Maps<>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Williams Dorr & Co. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 2 sheets, 36 x 22.5 in. and 36 x 21 in. Scale: 1:50,688. Originally published 1855.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing...


VAULT Ayer 110 .H9 1608, v. 3, pt. 22, p. 59 (PrCt)

33131 Guiana - Maps - 1642 Brazil - Maps - 1642
Guiana sive Amazonum regio. Amsterdam, [ca. 1642].
Authors: Hondius, Hendrik, b. 1573 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
III:C3
1 map : 35 x 47 cm.
Covers Guianas and northern Brazil.
Phillips 5937 v. 2, no. 114.
2608
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G5240 1642 .H6 (PrCt)

33132 Guiana - Maps - 1660 Manuscrits -
Facsimiles Amazon River Valley - Maps -
1660 Manuscrits - Facsimiles Orinoco River Valley (Venezuela and Colombia) - Maps -
1660 Manuscrits -
Facsimiles Manuscript maps -
Facsimiles Guiana SEE Guiana SEE Guiana
A Map of Guiana, with the courses of the Orinoco and the Marañon, or Amazons; drawn about 1660. [19--].
Authors: British Library. Add. Ms. 17940 a -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1660 manuscript.
MapPhoto England BL Add. Ms. 17940 a (PrCt)

33133 Guiana - Maps - 1671
Guiana sive Amazonum regio. [Caracas : Enzo Papi, 1987].
Authors: Ogilby, John, 1600-1676 -- González, Hermann -- Papi, Enzo
1 map : col. ; 30 x 37 cm.
Reduced facsimile of map issued in Ogilby, John. America: being the latest, and most accurate description of the new world (London, 1671) opp. p. 207.
94.
sc map2F G5240 1671 .O5 1987 (NLO)

33134 Guiana - Maps - 1671 Suriname - Maps -
1671 French Guiana - Maps -
1671 Amapá (Brazil : State) - Maps -
1671 South America - Maps - 1671
Guiana sive Amazonum regio. [London : John Ogilby, 1671].
Authors: Ogilby, John, 1600-1676 -- Ogilby, John, 1600-1676. America : being the latest, and most accurate description of the New World ... (1671) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 28 x 35 cm.

Covers northern South America between 43°W to 63°W, and as far south as 5° S.
In: Ogilby, John. America : being the latest, and most accurate description of the New World ... (London : Printed by the author, 1671) opposite p. 607.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O3 1671 opp. p. 607 (PrCt)

33135 Guiana - Maps - 1679
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Delamarche, Charles François, 1740-1817. Atlas général : contenant le détail des quatre parties du monde [1798?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 40 x 52 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:3,900,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
In composite world atlas possibly compiled and published by Charles François Delamarche: Atlas général : contenant le détail des quatre parties du monde [Paris? : s.n., 1798?], [ptie 2], [plate 54].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .A77 1798, [ptie 2], [plate 54] (NLO)

33136 Guiana - Maps - 1763
Description geographique de la Guiane ... Paris : Impr. de Stoupe, 1763.
Authors: Bellin, Jacques Nicolas, 1703-1772 -- Stoupe -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
2 p. l., iii-xiv, [2], 294 p., 1 l. : x pl., maps (part fold.), plans ; 27 cm.
Added title page, engraved: Description géographique de la Guyane. Contenant les possessions et les etablissemens des François, des Espagnols, des Portugais, des Hollandois dans ces vastes pays ... Avec des remarques pour la navigation et des cartes, plans, et figures. Dressées au dépost des cartes et plans de la marine ... Par le S. Bellin ... Plates misplaced in binding.
17870
Ayer 135 .B4 1763 (NLO)

33137 Guiana - Maps - 1783 Amapá (Brazil :
State) - Maps - 1783 Venezuela - Maps -
1783 Essequibo River (Guyana) - Mouth -
Maps - 1783 - Nautical charts - Essequibo River (Guyana) - Mouth -
Maps - 1783 - Nautical charts - Essequibo River (Guyana) - Mouth -
Maps - 1783 - Nautical charts - Essequibo River (Guyana) - Mouth -
Maps - 1783 - Nautical charts - Essequibo River (Guyana) - Mouth -
Maps - 1783 - Nautical charts - Essequibo River (Guyana) - Mouth -
Maps - 1783 - Nautical charts - Essequibo River (Guyana) - Mouth -
Maps - 1783 - Nautical charts - Essequibo River (Guyana) - Mouth -
Maps - 1783 - Nautical charts - Essequibo River (Guyana) - Mouth -
Maps - 1783 - Nautical charts - Essequibo River (Guyana) - Mouth -
Maps - 1783 - Nautical charts - Essequibo River (Guyana) - Mouth -
Maps - 1783 - Nautical charts - Essequibo River (Guyana) - Mouth -
Maps - 1783 - Nautical charts - Essequibo River (Guyana) - Mouth -
Maps - 1783 - Nautical charts - Essequibo River (Guyana) - Mouth -
Maps - 1783 - Nautical charts - Essequibo River (Guyana) - Mouth -
Maps - 1783 - Nautical charts - Essequibo River (Guyana) - Mouth -
Maps - 1783 - Nautical charts - Essequibo River (Guyana) - Mouth -
Maps - 1783 - Nautical charts - Essequibo River (Guyana) - Mouth -
Maps - 1783 - Nautical charts - Essequibo River (Guyana) - Mouth -
Maps - 1783 - Nautical charts - Essequibo River (Guyana) - Mouth -
Maps - 1783 - Nautical charts - Essequibo River (Guyana) - Mouth -
Maps - 1783 - Nautical charts - Essequibo River (Guyana) - Mouth -
Maps - 1783 - Nautical charts - Essequibo River (Guyana) - Mouth -
Maps - 1783 - Nautical charts - Essequibo River (Guyana) - Mouth -
Maps - 1783 - Nautical charts - Essequibo River (Guyana) - Mouth -
Maps - 1783 - Nautical charts - Essequibo River (Guyana) - Mouth -
Maps - 1783 - Nautical charts - Essequibo River (Guyana) - Mouth -
Maps - 1783 - Nautical charts - Essequibo River (Guyana) - Mouth -
Maps - 1783 - Nautical charts - Essequibo River (Guyana) - Mouth -
Maps - 1783 - Nautical charts - Essequibo River (Guyana) - Mouth -
Maps - 1783 - Nautical charts - Essequibo River (Guyana) - Mouth -
Maps - 1783 - Nautical charts - Essequibo River (Guyana) - Mouth -
Maps - 1783 - Nautical charts - Essequibo River (Guyana) - Mouth -
Maps - 1783 - Nautical charts - Essequibo River (Guyana) - Mouth -
Maps - 1783 - Nautical charts - Essequibo River (Guyana) - Mouth -
Maps - 1783 - Nautical charts - Essequibo River (Guyana) - Mouth -
Maps - 1783 - Nautical charts - Essequibo River (Guyana) - Mouth -
Maps - 1783 - Nautical charts - Esse...
River (Guyana) - Mouth - Maps -
1783<<< Cayenne River (French Guiana) - Mouth - Maps - 1783 - Nautical charts<<< Nautical charts - Dayton River (French Guiana) - Mouth - Maps - 1783<<< Demarara River (Guyana) - Mouth - Maps - 1783 - Nautical charts<<< Nautical charts - Demerara River (Guyana) - Mouth - Maps - 1783<<< Nautical charts

The Coast of Guyana from the Oronoko to the River of Amazons and the inland parts... London : W. Faden, 1783 [i.e. 1817]?


[General atlas] [1817]?

1 map : hand col.; 49 x 67 cm.


Map dated 1783; verso handstamped '58.'

Includes inset [coastline sketches] and insets (10 x 10 cm., 7 x 6 cm., 5 x 6 cm. and 12 x 12 cm.): Entrance of River Berbice..... -- Surinam River..... -- Port of Cayenne.... -- The Entrances of the Rivers Essequibo and Demerari .......

oversize G 10.282 pl. 59 (PrCt)

33138 Guiana - Maps - 1793

A Map of Guiana &c. / by J. G. Stedman; T. Conder sculpst. London : Published ... by J. Johnson, 1793.

Authors: Stedman, John Gabriel, 1744-1797 -- Conder, Thomas, 1746 or 1747-1831 -- Stedman, John Gabriel, 1744-1797. Narrative, of a five years' expedition, against the revolted Negroes of Surinam (1796) -- Johnson, Joseph, 1738-1809 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col.; 18 x 43 cm.

In: J. G. Stedman, Narrative, of a five years' expedition, against the revolted Negroes of Surinam (London: J. Johnson, 1796), opp. p. 30.

Scale ca. 1:8,160,000.

Relief shown pictorially.

Shows area between Lake Maricaibo on the north and Amazon River on the south; Santa Fe, Bonaventura, and Guajaquil on the west and Atlantic on the east.


Ayer 1300.5 .G6 S81 1796, opp. p. 30 (PrCt)

33139 Guicciardini, Giovan Battista, b. 1508

Introduzione e note. [Bruxelles ; Rome : Institute historique belge de Rome, 1949].


ES .G9442, p. 1-81 (PrCt)

33140 Guicciardini, Giovan Battista, b. 1508

[Notes on Giovan Battista Guicchiardini]. [Chicago. 198-?].

Authors: Karrow, Robert W.

1 file folder ; 25 x 30 cm.

Bibliographical notes and drafts used in the preparation of the chapter on Giovan Battista Guicchiardini in: Karrow, Mapmakers of the sixteenth century and their maps (1993).

Vert 3094 (PrCt)

33141 Guicciardini, Giovan Battista, b. 1508<<< Aggere, Petrus van


p. 203


Vert 3017, no. 11 (PrCt)

33142 Guicciardini, Lodovico, 1521-1589


Catalog of an exhibition, "De 'Beschrijving van de Nederlanden' door Lodovico Guicciardini in het kader van vijf tijd", containing 71 items relating to the text, illustration, and printing history of Lodovico Guicciardini's Descrittione di tutti i Paesi Bassi, organized by the Stichting Historische Cartografie van de Nederlanden for the European Map Fair held in the Grote Kerk, Breda, Netherlands, in Nov. 2001. The same exhibit was on display at the Taxandriamuseum and the Beijinmfuseum in Turnhout, Belgium, during Feb.-April 2002.

In Dutch.

References: OCLC 57662600
ISBN 906467698
DH33.G93 B47 2001 (NLO)

33143


Authors: Deyys, H. P. -- Guicciardini, Lodovico, 1521-1589

396 p. : ill., facsims., maps ; 33 cm.

Includes bibliographical references (p. 381-384) and index.


ISBN 9061940893
folio DH33 .G85 2001 (NLO)

33144

Guicciardini, Lodovico, 1521-1589 <> Netherlands - Maps - 1500-1599 - Cities and towns - Netherlands - Maps - 1500-1599 (Provisional Heading)


Authors: Guicciardini, Lodovico, 1521-1589 -- Deys, Henk -- Franssen, Mathieu -- HES & De Graaf Publishers -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 250 maps ; 323 x 248 mm.
ed:HenkDeys,MathieuFranssen+++ OCLC 49838574.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

33145

Guilford (England) - Maps - 1739

The Ichnography or ground plan of Guildeford: the county town of Surrey, Anno Dom. 1739. Lympne Castle, Eng. Harry Margary, [1741].

Authors: Richardson, Matthew -- Harris, John, active 1680-1739 or 1740 -- Onslow, George

Onslow, 1st earl of, 1731-1814 -- Margary, Harry

1 map ; 50 x 72 cm.

Facsimile of original published [London: John Harris], March the 20th, 1739 [i.e. 1741]. In Two hundred and fifty years of map making in the county of Surrey (Lympne Castle, Eng.: H. Margary, 1974) sheet 10.

Scale [ca. 1:1,355].

Includes statement by Richardson dated Sept. 28, 1739 relating to population of the town, 'Extract from the presentations made by the jury ... held May 25th, 1741' attesting to the accuracy of the corporation boundary line on the map, and references 1-25.

Dedicated to George Onslow.

map4F G5753.S8 1823 T8 sht. 10 (PrCt)

33146

Guilford County (N.C.) - Maps - 1700-1799 - Landowners <> Counties - Maps <> Landowners - Maps


Authors: Hughes, Fred, 1918 -- The Custom House
[6], 137, [29] p. : ill., maps, facsims. ; 22 cm. + 1 map (1 sheet : col. ill. ; 58 x 89 cm. folded to 15 x 23 cm.)

This monograph is one of a series, dealing with information of eighteenth century Piedmont North Carolina. They are the results derived from research involved in making the map series 'Historical Documentation' for sixteen counties. These books may be considered as supplemental to the map series. Information is collected from original sources ..."--P. [1] of first sequence.

Accompanied by illustrated map, 'Guilford County, North Carolina, Historical Documentation' (Historical Documentation No. IX; Fred Hughes 1980; revised August 1988); printed in red, blue, black, and gray.

Series statesments: Historical documentation ; no. IX -- Historical documentation ; I
F 262.G9 H83 1988 (NLO)

33147

Guilford County (N.C.) - Maps - 1908 - Landowners <> Counties - Maps <> Landowners - Maps

Map of Guilford County, N.C. [Greensboro, N.C. Guilford County Genealogical Society, 1999].

Authors: Miller, C.M. (Calvin M.) -- Brawner, Tom

-- Guilford County Genealogical Society

1 map ; 101 x 114 cm. folded to 26 x 29 cm. + 1 index v. (66 p. ; 28 cm.)

Reprint of map signed 'C.M. Miller, C[ivil] E[ngineer], and dated November 1908 in Salisbury, North Carolina.

Scale [1:95,040] 1.5 inches to the mile.

Accompanied by Brawner, Tom. Index to C.M. Miller's 1908 'Map of Guilford County, N.C.' / Tom Brawner.

'This index is intended to aid researchers in finding the people and things that Miller noted on his map [e.g., tenant houses, owner-occupied residences, churches, schools, roads, and land

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
owners’ names] ... Toward this end, I have tried to indicate which quadrant of which township contains a particular person or thing’--Foreword of Index, p. [3].

‘The Miller map project is the product of the GCGS's Publications Committee. The ‘l ions's share’ of the credit, however, belongs to Ken Baldwin, Jerry Jarrell and Mary Browning ...’--Foreword, p. [3].

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

VAULT folio Ayer 135 .C8 1689 pl. 19 (PrCt)

1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1743 manuscript.
folio Ayer 136 .H91 1907 ser. 1, v. 5, pl. 38-39 (PrCt)

33155 Gulf Coast (Miss.) - Description and travel - 1977
Authors: Marcus, Frances Frank 1 p.: map

1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
"1st edition" and "new title" -- front cover
Cover title: Mississippi Gulf Coast from Pascagoula to Pearlington
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
"$17.95" -- back cover
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 9780528866159
RMcN StrFdr 2007 .M558 (PrCt)

Authors: Gulf Coast Highway Association -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 29 x 46 cm.
Panel title.
Possibly published for the Gulf Coast Highway Association.
Added title: Road map showing main routes to Pensacola and the new Gulf Coast Highway [in the southern U.S.]
Date from RMcN 185 index.
Plate no. 3651
Map on verso (9 x 23 cm.): Map of Gulf Coast [in the Florida panhandle]
Panel art: Beach scene.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 185.78 (PrCt)

33158 Gulf Coast (Tex.) - Maps - 1766 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Texas - Maps - 1766 - Coasts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles - Mapa de una parte del Seno Mexicano, comprehended entre el Rio Grande del Norte y la Bahia de Sn. Bernardo ... en el año de 1766. [19.-].
Authors: Parilla, Diego Ortez, fl. 1766 -- Ministerio de la Guerra. J 9a-2a-a,15(2) -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1766 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto Spain Guerra J 9a,15(2) (PrCt)

33159 Gulf Coast (Tex.) - Maps - 1766 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Texas - Maps - 1766 - Coasts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles - Mapa una parte del Seno Mexicano, comprehended entre el Rio Grande del Norte y la Bahia de Sn. Bernardo ... en el año de 1766. [19.-].
Authors: Parilla, Diego Ortez, fl. 1766 -- Ministerio de la Guerra. J 9a-2a-a,15(2) -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1766 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto Spain Guerra J 9a-2a-a,15(2) (PrCt)
Gulf Coast (U.S.) - Description and travel - 1981
Authors: Bongartz, Roy
2 p. : map, photos

Gulf Coast (U.S.) - Manuscript maps - Bibliography - 1519-1836 Mexico, Gulf of
Authors: Jackson, Jack, 1941-2006 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library -- Hermon Dunlap Smith Center for the History of Cartography
Includes bibliographical references (p. xvii-xix) and index.
Series: Occasional publication / The Hermon Dunlap Smith Center for the History of Cartography ; no. 7 -- Occasional publication (Hermon Dunlap Smith Center for the History of Cartography) ; no. 7.
See also W. Lowry's A Descriptive list of maps of the Spanish Possessions within the present limits of the United States, 1502-1820 and J.P. Sánchez's Guide to the Spanish Colonial Research Center Map Collection of North America.
LC Card Number: 2001335736
ISBN 0911028544 ; 9780911028546
Map Ref folio GA101 .O33 no.7 (PrCt)

Gulf Coast (U.S.) - Maps - 1699 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles Mississippi River Delta (La.) - Maps - 1699 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles Manuscrits - Facsimiles Carte de la coste et des environs du fleuve de Mississipi. 1699. [19--].
Authors: France. Service hydrographique.
Bibliothèque. C 4040-2 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1699 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Map Photo France BSH C 4040-2 (PrCt)

Gulf Coast (U.S.) - Maps - 1699 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles Nautical charts - Gulf Coast (U.S.) - Maps - 1699 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles Nautical charts
Plan de la coste de la Floride depuis la riviere de Indios jusques aux isles de Saint Dieugue. [19--].
Authors: France. Service hydrographique.
Archives. 138-6-2 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 photostatic reproduction of 1699 manuscript. Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**MapPhoto France ASH 138-6-2 (PrCt)**


**MapPhoto France ASH 140-1-17 (PrCt)**


**MapPhoto France ASH 140-1-2 (PrCt)**


**MapPhoto France BSH C 4040-6 (PrCt)**

**33168** Gulf Coast (U.S.) - Maps - 1720 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Mississippi River Delta (La.) - Maps - 1720 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles Carte de la coste de la Louisiane depuis La Baye de St. Louis, ou de St. Bernard, jusqu' a celle de St. Joseph ... aux années 1719 et 1720. [19-]. Authors: Devin, Valentin -- Bibliothèque nationale (France). Ge DD 2987-8802 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map Photostatic reproduction of 1720 manuscript. Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**MapPhoto France ASH 138bis-1-12 (PrCt)**


**MapPhoto France ASH 138bis-1-12 (PrCt)**

concerning the Gulf Coast (Chicago: Hermon Dunlap Smith Center for the History of Cartography, 1995) p. 36, no. 175.

Scale [ca. 1:1,180,000]. "Échelle de 20 lieues marines" [= 77 mm.]

Coordinates: (W 96°45'00"--W 85°04'00"/N 31°13'00"--N 28°19'00")

Depths shown with soundings.

Nautical chart of the Gulf of Mexico coast from Matagorda Bay, Texas east through Louisiana, Mississippi and Alabama to Saint Joseph Bay, Florida. Compiled following the 1721 expedition of Valentin Devin, Jean Béranger, and Jean-Baptiste de La Harpe in search of Robert Cavelier de La Salle's 1685 landing site at Matagorda Bay; Devin's expedition landed instead and by mistake at Galveston Bay.

Includes references A-I.

Sheet 78 of 115 (i.e. 117; includes sheets 71A and 106A) numbered leaves in the Cartes Marines Manuscript Map Collection, detailing French colonial interests worldwide, ca. 1640-ca. 1726.

Pen-and-ink and watercolor (green, brown, red, blue); mounted on cloth.

Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Digital image available as part of the Newberry Library's Great Lakes Digital Collection via the CARLI Digital Collections website (accessed August 2013):

http://collections.carli.illinois.edu/u?/nby_grlakes, 948

A variant manuscript copy is held by the Library of Congress (G3860 1732 .C Vault). Another variant (location unknown) was partly reproduced in: Villiers du Terrage, Marc de. "Les indiens du Texas et les expéditions françaises de 1720 et 1721 à la Baie Saint-Bernard" in Journal de la Société des Américanistes de Paris, N.S. v. 11, no. 2 (1919), pl. 4, opposite p. 417.


Ayer ms map proj 01
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Gulf Coast (U.S.) - Maps - 1735 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

Gulf Coast (Fla.) - Maps - 1735 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

Gulf Coast (La.) - Maps - 1735 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

Manuscript maps - Facsimiles

[Carta de las costas de Florida occidental y Luisiana, desde el Río de Lanas y Punta del Perro has el cabo el Norte, al Oeste]. [Madrid : Servicio Geográfico del Ejército, 1949].

Authors: Spain. Ministerio de la Guerra. J 9a-2a-a,11 -- Cartografía de ultramar (1949) 1 map ; 9.3 x 28.8 cm.

In Cartografía de ultramar (Madrid, Imp. de Servicio Geográfico del Ejército, 1949 ), v. 2, pl. 49.

Reproduction of original manuscript in Servicio Histórico del Ejército, Madrid, where it has the shelfmark J - 9a - 2a - a, 11.

A description of the map (supplying the title above) and complete list of toponyms are in the accompanying text volume, pp. 287-88.

folio Ayer 135 .S73 1949, v. 2, pl. 49 (PrCt)
Plano y descriccion de la Provincia de la Luocsiana ... 1736. [19-].
Authors: Cuia, Simon de -- Biblioteca Nacional (Spain). Bellas Artes 19-1a -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Variant title: Plano y descripcion de la Provincia de la Louisiana ... 1736
Photostatic reproduction of 1736 manuscript covering the coasts of Alabama, Louisiana, and Mississippi.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto Spain BN Bellas Artes 19-1a (PrCt)

Gulf Coast (U.S.) - Maps - 1752 - Nautical charts
Gulf States - Maps - 1752 - Nautical charts
Gulf Coast (U.S.) - Maps - 1752 - Nautical charts
Gulf States - 1752 - Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1752 - Nautical charts
Carte de la Louisiane / par le Sr. d'Anville ; Guill. De la Haye. [Paris : s.n.], 1752.
Authors: Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d', 1697 - 1782. [Atlas général] [ca. 1786?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map on composite sheet ; 52 x 91 cm.
"Dressée en Mai 1732, Publiée en 1752."
Printed from 2 plates.
Continuation inset (26 x 22 cm.): Partie supérieure de la Louisiana.
In composite atlas without title page: Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d'. [Atlas général] (Paris : s.n., ca. 1786?]. [plate 42].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1019 .A598 1786, [plate 42] (PrCt)

Gulf Coast (U.S.) - Maps - 1755 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Gulf Coast (U.S.) - Maps - 1755 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Gulf Coast (U.S.) - Maps - 1755 - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Nautical charts
Descripción de las costas de tierra firme, en la América ecptentrional, Yslas de Barlovento, Seno Mexicano, sondas, canales, islas, y arrecifes ... 1755. [19-].
Authors: Cierto, Andres -- Instituto Hidrográfico de la Marina (Spain). S.H.M. 9a-2a,68 (2) -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1755 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto Spain S.H.M. 9a-2a,68 (2) (PrCt)

Gulf Coast (U.S.) - Maps - 1770 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Mississippi River Delta (La.) - Maps - 1770 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Gulf Coast (U.S.) - Maps - 1772 - <>>Gulf Coast (Fla.) - Maps - 1772 - <>>Gulf Coast (La.) - Maps - 1772 - <>>Baton Rouge (La.) - Maps - 1772
A Map of part of West Florida from Pensacola to the mouth of the Iberville River with a view to shew the proper spot for a settlement on the Mississippi. [London] : Gent. Mag., 1772.
Authors: Lodge, John, -1796 -- Gentleman's magazine (London, England) -- Chicago Historical Society
1 map ; 18 x 33 cm.
Detached from Gentleman's Magazine v. 42 (February 1772) opposite p. 64.
Scale: British statute miles 69 1/2 to a degree.
Inset (10 x 12 cm.): Plan for a new settlement [near latter-day Baton Rouge, La.?]
Jolly, Maps in British periodicals v.1, p. 76, GENT-217
OCLC 8302430
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.
2 copies.
CHS Coll., Map no. 449-450 (PrCt)

The Coast of West Florida and Louisiana.
London, 1777.
The North American atlas, selected from the most authentic maps, charts, plans, &c. hitherto published (1777)
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 122 cm.
Added title: The Peninsula and Gulf of Florida or channel of Bahama with the Bahama islands.
In: Faden, William. The North American atlas,
selected from the most authentic maps, charts, plans, &c. hitherto published (London : Printed for William Faden ... , 1777), pl. [30].
map7C 4 pl. 30 (PrCt)

33179 Gulf Coast (U.S.) - Maps - 1775-1777 Gulf Coast (Fla.) - Maps - 1775-1777 Gulf Coast (La.) - Maps - 1775-1777 Coasts - 1775-1777 Louisiana - Maps - 1775-1777 Coasts - 1775-1777 Bahamas - Maps - 1775 The Coast of West Florida and Louisiana. London : Robt. Sayer, 1775 [i.e. 1776]. Authors: Jefferys, Thomas, -1771 -- Jefferys, Thomas, -1771. The American atlas; or, A geographical description of the whole continent of America ... (1776) -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Robert Sayer and John Bennett (Firm) -- Jefferys, Thomas, d. 1771. The American atlas; or, A geographical description of the whole continent of America ... (1776)
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 121 cm.
Title in upper margin at left.
Added title, upper right margin: The Peninsula and gulf of Florida or Channel of Bahama with the Bahama islands.
In: Jefferys, Thomas. The American atlas; or, A geographical description of the whole continent of America ... (1776); verso handstamped '24.'
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .J46 1775 pl. 24 (PrCt)

Authors: Jefferys, Thomas, -1771 -- Jefferys, Thomas, d. 1771. The American atlas; or, A geographical description of the whole continent of America 1782 i.e. 1783 -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Robert Sayer and John Bennett (Firm) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 123 cm. fold to 20 x 16 cm. in slip case
Scale [ca. 1:1,390,000]
Soundings shown in fathoms.
The soundings along the Florida coast, shoals, islands, and reefs are in feet.'
'DG.4.'
From the author's The American atlas.
On verso: [Plate no.] 24.
Ayer 133 .J4 1775 (NLO)

Authors: Jefferys, Thomas, -1771 -- Le Rouge, Georges-Louis -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 45 x 119 cm. on 2 sheets each 45 x 60 cm. fold. in slip case (22 cm.)
'Traduite de Jefferys.'
Title from western sheet.
Added title, eastern sheet: La Péninsule et golfe
de la Floride ou canal de Bahama avec les isles de Bahama.
Scale [ca. 1:1,370,000].
Soundings shown in fathoms.
'Les sondes le long de la côte de la Floride des isles et des bas fonds sont marqués en pieds.'
Listed as map no. 20 in G.L. Le Rouge's Pilote américain septentrional, 1778; cf. Phillips 1210.
Ayer 133 .J4 1777 (NLO)

33184  Gulf Coast (U.S.) - Maps - 1784 - Manuscripts -
Facsimiles>>Caribbean Area - Maps - 1784 -
Manuscripts - Facsimiles>>West Indies - Maps - 1784 - Manuscripts -
Facsimiles>>Mexico, Gulf of - Maps - 1784 - Manuscripts -
Facsimiles>>Maps - Facsimiles
Carta que contiene parte del Seno Mexicano, sus costas, yslas, baxos, sondas, y canales ...
delineado por D. Pasqual Nebot. Madrid a 28 de Agosto de 1784. [19--].
Authors: Nebot, Pasqual -- Instituto Hidrográfico de la Marina (Spain). S.H.M. 9a-4a,77 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1784 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto Spain S.H.M. 9a-4a,71 (PrCt)

33185  Gulf Coast (U.S.) - Maps - 1784 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts -
Facsimiles>>Nautical charts - Gulf Coast (U.S.) - Maps - 1784 - Manuscripts -
Facsimiles>>Manuscript maps -
Facsimiles>>Nautical charts
Descripcion hidrografica de una parte de la costa de la Florida occidental, desde el cavo de San Blas. [19--].
Authors: Evia, Jose de -- Spain. Ministerio de la Guerra. J 9a-2a-a,5(2) -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1784 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto Spain J 9a-2a-a,5(2) (PrCt)

33186  Gulf Coast (U.S.) - Maps - 1788 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts -
Facsimiles>>Nautical charts - Gulf Coast (U.S.) - Maps - 1788 - Manuscripts -
Facsimiles>>Manuscript maps -
Facsimiles>>Nautical charts
Carta hidrografica reducida que contiene parte del Seno Mexicano ...
[19--].
Authors: Paredes, Antonio Donato -- Instituto Hidrográfico de la Marina (Spain). S.H.M. 9a-4a,71 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1788 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto Spain S.H.M. 9a-4a,71 (PrCt)

33187  Gulf Coast (U.S.) - Maps - 1800 - Manuscripts -
Facsimiles>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Plano del Rio Misissipi desde la la RI Catolica donde esta la Baliza. [19--].
Authors: Biblioteca Nacional (Spain). Bellas Artes 19-1a -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1800 manuscript
covering the coasts of Alabama, Louisiana, and Mississippi.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto Spain BN Bellas Artes 19-1a (PrCt)

33188  Gulf Coast (U.S.) - Maps - 1815
The Coast of America from the mouth of the Mississippi to Pensacola. [London] : I. Luffman, 1815 [i.e. 1816?].
Authors: Luffman, J. (John), 1756-1846 -- Luffman, J. (John), 1756-1846. Select plans of cities, harbours, forts, &c ... [1816?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 12 x 21 cm.
On the same sheet with: New Orleans.
In: Luffman, John. Select plans of cities, harbours, forts, &c ... (London: Luffman, [1816?]), plate [30].
folio Ayer 135 .L94 1816 pl. [30] (PrCt)

33189  Gulf Coast (U.S.) - Maps - 1947 - Nautical charts>>Nautical charts - Gulf Coast (U.S.) -
1947<<>>Nautical charts
Texaco cruising chart : Texaco Waterways Service : 1947 edition : Gulf coast : Cedar Keys,
Fla. to Brownsville, Texas.
1 map : col. ; 21 x 66 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco cruising chart : Cedar Keys,
Fla. to Brownsville, Texas.
Uniform title: Cruising chart.
"No. 6."
Plate no. 4720.
Panel art: Seagulls and boats with the Texaco Waterways Service logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (October 2010).
RMcN Cruising 26 (PrCt)

33190  Gulf Coast (U.S.) - Maps - 1949 - Nautical charts>>Corpus Christi Bay (Tex.) - Maps -
1949 - Nautical charts>>Galveston Bay (Tex.) - Maps - 1949 -
Nautical charts>>Biloxi (Miss.) - Maps - 1949 -
Harbors<<<Mississippi River Valley Maps -
No. 6.
Plate no. 4720.
Panel art: Seagulls and boats with the Texaco Waterways Service logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (October 2010).
RMcN Cruising 26 (PrCt)
1949 - Nautical charts
Corpus Christi Bay (Tex.) - 1949
Nautical charts - Gulf Coast (U.S.) - 1949
Nautical charts - Galveston Bay (Tex.)
1949 Nautical charts - Mobile Bay (Ala.)
1949 Nautical charts - Mississippi River Valley
1949 Gulf Coast (U.S.) - Pictorial maps
1949 Pictorial maps - Gulf Coast (U.S.) - Maps
1949 Pictorial maps


Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Magnolia Petroleum Company -- General Petroleum Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Socony-Vacuum Oil Company.

Cruising guide -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 36 x 80 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Coastwise cruising guide : Cedar Keys, Fla. to the Rio Grande

Uniform title: Cruising guide.

Insets (22 x 23 cm. and smaller): Corpus Christi Bay -- Galveston Bay -- Biloxi Bay -- Mobile Bay.

Date from RMcN AE 174 ms. index.
Plate no. 9-4812-1

Includes pictorial vignettes of lighthouses, lightships and other aids to navigation.

Map on verso (56 x 82 cm.): Coastwise cruising guide : the bayou country : La., Miss., Ala.

Panel art: Mobilgas marine station.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 174.13 (PrCt)

Gulf Coast (U.S.) Maps - 1949 - Nautical charts
1949 Nautical charts - Mobile Bay (Ala.)
1949 Nautical charts - Mississippi River Valley
1949 Gulf Coast (U.S.) - Pictorial maps
1949 Pictorial maps - Gulf Coast (U.S.) - Maps
1949 Pictorial maps


Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Magnolia Petroleum Company -- General Petroleum Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Socony-Vacuum Oil Company.

Cruising guide -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 56 x 81 cm., folded to 20 x 15 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Coastwise cruising guide : the bayou country, La., Miss., Ala.

"Socony-Vacuum Oil Company, inc. and affiliates Magnolia Petroleum Co., General Petroleum Corp." -- Title panel.

No. 6 in a series.

Plate no.: 9-4811-1

Maps on verso (37 x 81 cm. and smaller):

Coastwise cruising guide : Cedar Keys, Fla. to the Rio Grande -- Corpus Christi Bay -- Galveston Bay -- Biloxi Bay -- Mobile Bay.

Panel art: Mobilgas marine station.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 4069.5 (PrCt)

Gulf Coast (U.S.) - Maps - 1949 - Nautical charts


Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Magnolia Petroleum Company -- General Petroleum Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Socony-Vacuum Oil Company.

Cruising guide -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 37 x 81 cm., on sheet 58 x 84 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Uniform title: Cruising guide

"Socony-Vacuum Oil Company, inc. and affiliates Magnolia Petroleum Co., General Petroleum Corp." -- At bottom of title panel.

No. 6 in a series.

Added title: Coastwise cruising guide: Cedar Keys, Fla. to the Rio Grande

Plate no. 9-4812-1

Insets (22 x 23 cm. and smaller): Galveston Bay -- Corpus Christi Bay -- Biloxi Bay -- Mobile Bay.

Map on verso (56 x 81 cm.): Coastwise cruising guide : the bayou country : La., Miss., Ala.

Panel art: Color illustration of dockside gas station with Mobilgas sign.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 4270 (PrCt)

Gulf Coast (U.S.) - Maps - 1949 - Nautical charts

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Texas Company. Cruising chart --
Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 21 x 67 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco cruising chart : Cedar Keys, Fla. to Brownsville, Texas.
Uniform title: Cruising chart.
"No. 6."
Plate no. 9-4720-2.
Panel art: Seagulls and boats with the Texaco Waterways Service logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 174.4 (PrCt)

33194 Gulf Coast (U.S.) - Maps - 1951 - Nautical charts - Gulf Coast (U.S.) - 1951<br>Nautical charts
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Texas Company. Cruising chart --
Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 21 x 67 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco cruising chart : Cedar Keys, Fla. to Brownsville, Texas.
Uniform title: Cruising chart.
"No. 6."
Plate no. 1-4720-4.
Panel art: Seagulls and boats with the Texaco Waterways Service logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 174.22 (PrCt)

33195 Gulf Coast (U.S.) - Maps - 1956 - Nautical charts - Gulf Coast (U.S.) - 1956<br>Nautical charts
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Texas Company. Cruising chart --
Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 21 x 67 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco cruising chart : Cedar Keys, Fla. to Brownsville, Texas.
Uniform title: Cruising chart.
"No. 6."
Plate no. 6-4720-9.
Panel art: Seagulls and boats with the Texaco Waterways Service logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 174.2X (PrCt)

33196 Gulf, Mobile and Ohio Railroad Company - Pictorial works - 1940 - Headquarters - Railroads - Maps
Authors: Gulf, Mobile and Ohio Railroad Company
1 view ; 22 x 15 cm.
Photograph.
In Gulf, Mobile and Ohio Railroad Company. Second annual report ... December 31, 1941 [Mobile, Ala.? : Gulf, Mobile and Ohio Railroad Co.? , 1942?] p. [2]
5A 7267 (1941 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Authors: Gulf, Mobile and Ohio Railroad Company -- Alton Railroad Company
1 view ; col. ; 29 x 22 cm.
In Gulf, Mobile and Ohio Railroad Company. 8th annual report ... 1947 [Mobile, Ala.? : Gulf, Mobile and Ohio Railroad Company?, 1948?] front cover.
5A 7267 (1947 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

33198 Gulf of Spezia (Italy) - Maps - 1793 - Nautical charts - Gulf of Spezia (Italy) - Maps - 1793 - Ligurian Sea - Maps - 1793 - France - Maps - 1793 - Coasts - Nautical charts
17th chart including the coast of Italy from the River Var to Orbiteillo with the Island of Corsica.
London : W. Faden, 1793.
1 map ; 31 x 21 cm.
In: Faden, William. Le Petit Neptune français; or, French coasting pilot, for the coast of Flanders, Channel, Bay of Biscay, and Mediterranean ... (London : W. Faden, 1793). 'Plate 33.'
Includes inset (8 x 10 cm.): Gulf of La Spezia with Porto Venere.
map4C 123 pl. 33 (PrCt)
Cedar Keys, Fla. to the Rio Grande
Uniform title: Cruising chart.
"No. 5."
Verso includes U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey tide tables.
Editor's copy; distance table trimmed away from bottom center.
Cover art: Seagulls and boats with Texaco Waterways Service logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (October 2010).

Gulf States - Maps - 1946 - Nautical charts
> Southern States - Maps - 1946 - Nautical charts
> Southern States - 1946 - Nautical charts
Cruising chart -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 79 x 20 cm., folded in covers to 11 x 21 cm.
"1946 edition" -- front cover
Cover title: Texaco cruising chart : Gulf coast : Cedar Keys, Fla. to the Rio Grande
Uniform title: Cruising chart.
"No. 5."
Verso includes U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey tide tables.
Editor's copy; many place names marked by hand in yellow.
Cover art: Seagulls and boats with Texaco Waterways Service logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (October 2010).

Gulf States - Maps - 1951 - Nautical charts
> Gulf Coast (U.S.) - Maps - 1951 - Nautical charts
> Gulf States - 1951 - Nautical charts
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Texas Company. Cruising chart -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 21 x 67 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco cruising chart : Cedar Keys, Fla. to Brownsville, Texas.
Uniform title: Cruising chart.
"No. 6."

Plate no. 1-4720-4.
Panel art: Seagulls and boats with the Texaco Waterways Service logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (October 2010).

Gulf States - Maps - 1966 - Nautical charts - Pictorial maps
> Gulf Coast (U.S.) - Maps - 1966 - Nautical charts - Pictorial maps
> Gulf States - 1966 - Nautical charts - Pictorial maps
1 map : col. ; 37 x 81 cm.
"1966 edition"
Panel title.
"Copyright © 1966 by Rand McNally & Co."
Added title: Gulf coast cruising guide : Cedar Keys, Fla. to the Rio Grande
Uniform title: Cruising chart.
Plate no. 1-P6F65-166.
Insets (22 x 23 cm. and smaller): Corpus Christi Bay -- Galveston Bay -- Biloxi Bay -- Mobile Bay.
Map on verso (56 x 81 cm.): Gulf coast cruising guide : The Bayou country : La., Miss., Ala.
Panel art: Buoy, lighthouse, and Texaco Waterways Service logo.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (October 2010).
Panel title.
"Copyright © 1972 by Rand McNally & Co."
Added title: Gulf coast cruising guide : Cedar Keys, Fla. to the Rio Grande
Uniform title: Cruising chart.
Plate no. 6-P6F65-171.
Insets (22 x 23 cm. and smaller): Corpus Christi Bay -- Galveston Bay -- Biloxi Bay -- Mobile Bay.
Map on verso (56 x 81 cm.): Gulf coast cruising guide : The Bayou country : La., Miss., Ala.
Panel art: Photo of boats in harbor and Texaco logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (October 2010).
RMcN Cruising 86 (PrCt)


Panel title.
"Copyright © 1972 by Rand McNally & Co."
Added title: Gulf coast cruising guide : Cedar Keys, Fla. to the Rio Grande
Uniform title: Cruising chart.
Plate no. 7-P6F65-172.
 Insets (22 x 23 cm. and smaller): Corpus Christi Bay -- Galveston Bay -- Biloxi Bay -- Mobile Bay.
Map on verso (56 x 81 cm.): Gulf coast cruising guide : The Bayou country : La., Miss., Ala.
Panel art: Photo of boats in harbor and Texaco logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (October 2010).
RMcN Cruising 102 (PrCt)


Panel title.
"Copyright © 1973 by Rand McNally & Co."
Added title: Gulf coast cruising guide : Cedar Keys, Florida to the Rio Grande
Uniform title: Cruising chart.
Plate no. 7-P6F65-172.
 Insets (22 x 23 cm. and smaller): Corpus Christi Bay -- Galveston Bay -- Biloxi Bay -- Mobile Bay.
Map on verso (56 x 81 cm.): Gulf coast cruising guide : The Bayou country : Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama.
Panel art: Photo of boats in harbor and Texaco logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (October 2010).
RMcN Cruising 125  (PrCt)


Panel title.
"Copyright © 1973 by Rand McNally & Co."
Added title: Gulf coast cruising guide : Cedar Keys, Florida to the Rio Grande
Uniform title: Cruising chart.
Plate no. 8-P6F65-173.
 Insets (22 x 23 cm. and smaller): Corpus Christi Bay -- Galveston Bay -- Biloxi Bay -- Mobile Bay.
Map on verso (56 x 81 cm.): Gulf coast cruising guide : The Bayou country : Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama.
Panel art: Photo of boats in harbor and Texaco logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (October 2010).
RMcN Cruising 101 (PrCt)


1 map ; 18 x 24 cm., on sheet 20 x 36 cm., folded to 20 x 13 cm. "Remarks upon the navigation from Newfoundland to New York, in order to avoid the Gulph Stream ... [T]his draft of that stream was obtained from ... Capt. Folger, and caused to be engraved on the old chart in London for the benefit of navigators, by B. Franklin ..."--Text in right margin. Inset (8 x 11 cm): Atlantic Ocean "To face page 122"--Upper right margin.
Forms part of "A letter from Dr. Benjamin Franklin, to Mr. Alphonse le Roy, member of several academies, at Paris. Containing sundry maritime observations. On sea, on board the London packet, Capt. Truxton, August 1785."

For notes on the Gulf Stream see pages 121-126.

Based on map engraved by James Poupard, with nearly identical text in left margin, issued in Transactions of the American Philosophical Society, Philadelphia, 1786; see Wheat and Brun, Maps and charts published in America before 1800 (1969), page 157, number 721.

Scale approximately 1:14,300,000

Coordinates: (W 85° - W 37°/N 57° - N 25°).

In: Franklin, Benjamin. Philosophical and miscellaneous papers (London: Printed for C. Dilly, 1787), facing page 122 [Case AC7 .F7 no.1].

Also available online via the Smithsonian Institution Libraries Galaxy of Images website: http://www.sil.si.edu/imagegalaxy/imagegalaxy_imageDetail.cfm?id_image=9165 Case AC7 .F7 no.1, facing page 122 (NLO)

1855 - Kuroshio - Japan SEE Kuroshio - Japan Current SEE Kuroshio - Kuro Siwo SEE Kuroshio

Chart exhibiting the analogy between the Gulf Stream of the Atlantic and the Kuro Siwo or Japan Stream of the Pacific: also the latitudinal coincidence in the recurrence of these oceanic currents with that of the storms of the northern hemisphere / by S. Bent, Lt. U.S. N. V. [Washington : Beverley Tucker, Senate printer, 1856].

Authors: Bent, Silas, 1820-1887 -- Perry, Matthew Calbraith, 1794-1858. Narrative of the expedition of an American squadron to the China Seas and Japan (1856) -- United States. Congress. Senate -- Tucker, Nathaniel Beverley, 1820-1890 -- Tucker, Beverley, 1820-1890 SEE Tucker, Nathaniel Beverley, 1820-1890 map ; 18 x 59 cm. fold. to 24 x 19 cm. Scale ca. 1:33,000,000 at 20° N. Lat.

Coordinates: (N 50°30'--N 10°/E 110°--W 60°). Appears as part of Bent's "Report made to Commodore M. C. Perry upon the Kuro-siwo, or Gulf Stream of the North Pacific Ocean," in Perry's Narrative of the expedition of an American squadron to the China Seas and Japan.


1886 - Maps


Vert 1307 (PrCt)

Guthrie County (Iowa) - Maps - 1941 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps


Cover title.

"Containing map Guthrie County, township plats with owners name, plats of cities and towns." -- Cover.

Scale: 31,680.

Township maps: 2 inches = 1 mile.


Guthrie County (Iowa) - Maps - 1980 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps


Authors: Directory Service Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 atlas (44 p.) : 19 maps ; 26 cm.

Cover title.

Scale not given.


Gutiérrez, Diego, ca. 1485-1554

[Notes on Diego Gutiérrez]. [Chicago, 198-?].

Authors: Karrow, Robert W. 1 file folder ; 25 x 30 cm.

Bibliographical notes, photocopies of maps, and drafts used in the preparation of the chapter on Diego Gutiérrez in: Karrow, Mapmakers of the sixteenth century and their maps (1993). Vert 3096 (PrCt)

Gutiérrez, Diego, ca. 1485-1554. Americae sive quartae orbis partis nova et exactissima descriptio (1562)


Guttenberg (Iowa) - Maps - 1886 -

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Landowners - Maps

South part of Guttenberg, Clayton County, Iowa.

[Minneapolis, Minn. Warner & Foote, 1886].

Cadastral map; includes names of landowners in outlying areas.
Scale 1:3,600. 300 ft. to an in.
Coordinates: (W 91°06'40"--W 91°05'33"/N 42°47'25"--N 42°46'15")

In: Warner, George E. Plat book of Clayton County, Iowa (Minneapolis, Minn. : Warner & Foote, 1886), page 33.

oversize F 91218 .95, page 33 (NLO)

---

Guyana - Maps - 1703 - Coasts - Nautical charts

A Map of part of Dutch Guyana : containing the colonies of Essequibo, Demerary & Berbice ... 1804 [i.e. 1816?].

Imprint on map: London: published by W. Faden ... Novr. 20, 1804.
Inset: Plan of Stabroek ... the capital of Demerary.
33229 Guyana - Maps - 1850-1859

Guyana, British SEE Guyana

British Guiana. [185-?].

Authors: Petermann, A. (August), 1822-1878

1 map

temp map1F G5250 185-.P4 (PrCt)

33230 Guyana - Maps - 1851-1859

Guyana - (Guyana) - Maps - 1851 - Pictorial works

New Amsterdam (Guyana) - Maps - 1851 - Pictorial works


Authors: Rapkin, J. -- Tallis, John, 1817-1876 -- Winkles, Henry, 1800-ca. 1860 -- Martin, Robert Montgomery, 1803?-1868. Tallis's illustrated atlas, and modern history of the world ... (1851)

1 map : hand col.; 32 x 23 cm.

Inset views (9 x 8 cm. and smaller): Georgetown -- Christmas Cataract, River Berbice -- New Amsterdam -- Ataripu ... In: Martin, Robert Montgomery. Tallis's illustrated atlas, and modern history of the world ... (London; New York : J. Tallis, 1851) pl. [75].

folio G1019 .M197 1851 pl. [75] (PrCt)

33231 Guyana - Maps - 1903-1909

Guyana - (Guyana) - Maps - 1903 - Boundaries - Brazil

Brazil - Maps - 1903 - Boundaries - Guyana

South America - Maps - 1903 - Boundaries (Provisional Heading)

Atlas annexé au Contre-mémoire présenté par le gouvernement de Sa Majesté d'arbitre entre la Grande Bretagne et les États Unis du Brésil selon les articles d'un traité ratifié à Rio de Janeiro le 28 janvier 1902. [London, 1903].

Authors: Great Britain. War Office, Intelligence Division -- Grove-Hills, Edmond Herbert, 1864-1922 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v.: 37 maps; 736 x 560 mm.

C:EHHills Phillips 2724

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

33232 Guyana - Maps - 1907

Stark's guide-book and history of British Guiana: containing a description of everything relating to this colony that would be of interest to tourists and residents, respecting its history, inhabitants, climate, agriculture, geology, gold mining, government, and resources / by James Rodway and James H. Stark. Boston : James H. Stark, [1907?].

Authors: Rodway, James, 1848-1926 -- Stark, James Henry -- Winchester Public Library -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

120, [48] p., [33] leaves of plates: ill., maps (some folded); 20 cm.

Cover title: Stark's guide and history of British Guiana

"Fully illustrated with maps, engravings, and photo-prints."


Publisher's illustrated binding with title: Stark's guide and history of British Guiana.

Ownership marking of Town of Winchester Public Library.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

LC Card Number: war08000018

Baskes F2369.5 .R63 1907 (NLO)

33233 Guyana - Maps - 1969

Guyana / [Central Intelligence Agency].


Authors: United States. Central Intelligence Agency -- Magnus, Albert R.

1 map: col.; on sheet 40 x 55 cm.

Scale 1:2,500,000.

Relief shown by shading and spot heights. In lower left margin: 75343 1-69.


map4F G3200 1967 .US, Guyana (PrCt)

33234 Guyenne (France) - Maps - 1650-1714

Gascony (France) - Maps - 1650

Gouvernement general de Givonne et Gascogne et pays circonvoisins ... Paris : chez l'auteur; chez Pierre Mariette, 1650 [i.e. 1659]?

Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Peyrounin, A. -- Mariette, Pierre, 1603-1657 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1674. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (1658 [i.e. 1659]?)

1 map: hand col.; 40 x 54 cm.

In: Sanson, Nicolas. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (Paris : Pierre Mariette, 1658 [i.e. 1659?]?) v. 1, pl. [48]

VAULT Case oversize G1015 .S35 1658 v. 1, pl. [48] (PrCt)

33235 Guyenne (France) - Maps - 1741-1744

Gascony (France) - Maps - 1741

Le Gouvernement general de Guivene et Gascogne. Amsterdam: Jean Covens et Corneille Mortier, [1741]?

Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675--1726 -- Covens and Mortier -- L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726. Atlas nouveau, contenant toutes les parties du monde ... [1741?]? -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map: hand col.; 45 x 57 cm.

Title repeated in upper margin.

In: L'Isle, Guillaume de. Atlas nouveau, contenant toutes les parties du monde ... (Amsterdam: J. Covens & C. Mortier, [1741?]) v. 1, pl. [29].
Gazetteer and Place Names

33236 **Guyenne (France) - Maps - 1752**
*Partie septentrionale du gouvernement général de la Guienne ... / par le Sr. Robert ... ; gravé par De La Haye l ainé. [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy], 1752.*
Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Delahaye, Jean-Baptiste-Henri, d. ca. 1755 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas universal (1757 [i.e. 1790?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 47 x 50 cm.
In: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles. Atlas universal / par M. Robert ... et par M. Robert de Vaugondy son fils ... (A Paris : Chez De la Marche, géographe, rue du Foin St. Jacques, Collège de Me. Gervais, 1757, [i.e. 1790?]), [plate 45]. "Quercy et Rouergue" -- oversize letterpress number stamped on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
**Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1757, [plate 45] (PrCt)**

33237 **Guyenne (France) - Maps - 1752**
*Partie septentrionale du gouvernement général de la Guienne ... / par le Sr. Robert ... ; gravé par De La Haye l ainé. [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy], 1752.*
Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Delahaye, Jean-Baptiste-Henri, d. ca. 1755 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas universal (1757 [i.e. 1758?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 46 x 57 cm.
In: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles. Atlas universal / par M. Robert ... et par M. Robert de Vaugondy son fils ... (A Paris : Chez De la Marche, géographe, rue du Foin St. Jacques, Collège de Me. Gervais, 1757, [i.e. 1790?]), [plate 44]. "44" -- oversize letterpress number stamped on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
**Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1790, [plate 44] (PrCt)**

33238 **Guyenne (France) - Maps - 1753**
*Partie orientale du gouvernement général de la Guienne ... / par le Sr. Robert ... [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy], 1753.*
Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas universal (1757 [i.e. 1758?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 47 x 50 cm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
**Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1757, [plate 45] (PrCt)**

33239 **Guyenne (France) - Maps - 1753**
*Partie orientale du gouvernement général de la Guienne ... / par le Sr. Robert ... [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy], 1753.*
Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas universal (1757 [i.e. 1790?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 47 x 50 cm.
In: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles. Atlas universal / par M. Robert ... et par M. Robert de Vaugondy son fils ... (A Paris : Chez De la Marche, géographe, rue du Foin St. Jacques, Collège de Me. Gervais, 1757, [i.e. 1790?]), [plate 45]. "Gascogne & Navare." and "46" -- oversize letterpress title and number stamped on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
**Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1790, [plate 46] (PrCt)**

33240 **Guyenne (France) - Maps - 1753**
*Partie meridile. du gouvernement général de la Guienne ... / par le Sr. Robert ... [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy], 1753.*
Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas universal (1757 [i.e. 1790?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 48 x 62 cm.
In: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles. Atlas universal / par M. Robert ... et par M. Robert de Vaugondy son fils ... (A Paris : Chez De la Marche, géographe, rue du Foin St. Jacques, Collège de Me. Gervais, 1757, [i.e. 1790?]), [plate 46]. "Gascogne & Navare." and "46" -- oversize letterpress title and number stamped on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
**Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1790, [plate 46] (PrCt)**

33241 **Guyenne (France) - Maps - 1753**
*Partie meridile. du gouvernement de Guienne où se trouvent le Condomois ... (et) gouvernement de Basse Navarre et Bearn / par le Sr. Robert ... [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy], 1753.*
Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas universal (1757 [i.e. 1758?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 47 x 61 cm.
Jacques, 1757 [i.e. 1758?]), [plate 75].
"Gascogne & Navare" -- oversize letterpress title stamped on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1757, [plate 75] (PrCt)

33245 Gyger, Hans Conrad, 1599-1674 - Biography
Hans Conrad Gyger (1599-1674), Maler, Mathematiker und Kartograph in Zürich. 1967.
Authors: Dürst, Arthur
Series: Documenta Cartographiae sht. 7 (1967). Reproduction of an engraved portrait of Geiger accompanied by a page of notes.
Vert 93, no. 1 (PrCt)

Gyger, Hans Conrad, 1599-1674. [Map of the canton of Zurich] (1667)
Authors: Dürst, Arthur
Vert 42, no. 2 (PrCt)

Gymnasium zu Görlitz (Dresden, Germany) - Gymnasium Görlitz SEE
Gymnasium zu Görlitz (Dresden, Germany) - Görlitz (Germany). Gymnasium SEE Gymnasium zu Görlitz (Dresden, Germany)
Authors: Struve, Ernst Emil -- Schütt, Johann Karl Gottfried. Programm, durch welches zur Feier des 300 jährigen Jubiläums... (1865) Unpaged

Gyor, Battle of, Gyor, Hungary, 15--? - Gyor (Hungary) - Gyor (Hungary) SEE Gyor (Hungary) - Gyar in (Hungary) SEE Gyor (Hungary) - Javariensis (Hungary) SEE Gyor (Hungary) - Raab (Hungary) SEE Gyor (Hungary)
Il Capo dell’ jmp sopra Iavarino .... 1566. Venetia [Venice : Bolognino Zaltieri], 1566 [i.e. 1569].
Authors: Ballino, Giulio, d. ca. 1592 -- Zenoi, Domenico, fl. 1560-1580 -- Ballino, Giulio, d. ca. 1592. De’ disegni delle piu illustri città, et fortezze del mondo ... (1569) -- Zaltieri, Bolognino, fl. 1555-1576
1 map ; 14 x 21 cm. Title in upper left. View from the southeast of a 16th-century battle in progress; includes references A-I, K, L and 1-5.
Györ (Hungary) - History - Siege, 1594-1598 - Maps - 1598

Iaverinvm siue Raab à Chri[stijanis] captum 29 die martij anno Christi 1598 / ... humiliter offerebat Alex. Mair Aug. [Augsburg?, 1598?].

Authors: Mair, Alexander -- Schwarzenberg, Adolpho -- Ludwig Rosenthal's Antiquariat -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 view ; 245 x 322 mm. (neat line), on composite sheet 414 x 343 mm.

Title above neat line; 'Christianis' repaired in manuscript with paste-on patch.

Engraved view of the 1594-1598 siege of Györ (previously known as Raab); assembled with letterpress text in German (47 lines in 2 columns).

Dedication in cartouche at lower right: Adolpho Schwarzenbergio cvivs inimitabili consilio et fortitvdine ...

Printed on 2 sheets subsequently joined to form a composite sheet.

Ex Rosenthal.

c23

Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Novacco 2F 66 (PrCt)

---

Györ (Hungary) - History - Siege, 1594-1598 - Pictorial works - 1598

Iaverinvm vulgo Rab anno 1594 sinon bassa Amurati Turcar tyranno militas ... [Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, M D XCVII [1597, i.e. 1657].

Authors: Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664 -- Aginelli, Nicolò, active 1566 -- Hoefnagel, Joris, 1542-1601 -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Urbium totius Germaniae superioris illustrorium clariorumque tabulae ... Pars posterior [i.e. prior] (1657) -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Theatrum urbium (1657)

1 map : hand col. ; 35 x 52 cm.

Title from cartouche at bottom right.

Added title: Iaverinvm olim anno MD LXVI / a Nicolao Aginelli Italo accuratissime delineatum ... ; communicat Georgius Houfnaglius MD XCVII Oriented with north at right.

Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Iavrinvm vulgō Raab.

In: Jansson, Jan. Urbium totius Germaniae superioris illustrorium clariorumque tabulae ... Pars posterior [i.e. prior] 1657, [plate 65].

Issued in volume [2] of 8 in Jansson's townbook atlases, collectively known as the Theatrum urbium (Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657).


Case oversize G 117 .452, v. 2, [plate 65] (PrCt)

---

Gythion (Greece) - Maps - 1689


Authors: Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718 -- Padoani, Domenico, fl. 1689 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718. Citta, fortezze, isole, e porti principale dell' Europa ... (1689)

1 map : 27 x 44 cm.


VAULT folio Ayer 135 .C8 1689 pl. 85 (PrCt)

---


Authors: Akerman, James R. -- Mapline no. 96 (Spring 2003)

p. [1]-4 : maps, ill. ; 28 cm.

In: Mapline 96 (Spring 2003): [1]-4

Available online on Newberry Library website (accessed April 2010):

---
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

http://www.newberry.org/smith/Mapline/96/96feature.html

Map Ref folio GA101 .M3, no. 96 (Spring 2003) (PrCt)

33254
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library) [508] p.; 28 cm.
Photocopy of typescript briefly noting contents of 456 numbered boxes, chiefly comprised of folded Gousha road maps published between 1927-1975; following duplicate separation between 2002-2011, the collection was re-boxed in chronological order in 242 re-numbered boxes (April 2011).
Short-title checklist arranged by date of publication and in sub-groups by client names and title place names.
Sample entries from p. [3]: "Box 1, Conoco, 1927, Arizona. S.O. Ind. 1927, Illinois, Kansas, Michigan. Conoco, 1928, Arizona, Colorado, Idaho ...
Includes "Index" on p. [1-2] with a section titled "Maps missing from San Jose files furnished by Chicago files".
Index also includes list of Conoco Travel Bureau Touraide road atlases published in scattered editions published between 1936-1956.
Original box numbers probably assigned to the archive (in San Jose, Calif. or Comfort, Tex.? before donation to the Newberry Library in 2002. Accompanying the box list are assorted notes on approximately 30 pages, variously dated 2001-ca. 2011, regarding the ongoing sorting, weeding, and re-arrangement of the collection by Rand McNally employees Karen Cuiskelly and Karen Chambers and Newberry employees Robert Karrow, John Vincler, and Daniel Fink.
Vert 747 (PrCt)

33255
Authors: Foundersmith, John p. 23-24 ; 28 cm.

23-24], Vert 864, no. 2 (PrCt)

33256
Authors: Speet, Ben -- Uitgeverij SUN 1 atlas (80 p.) : ill. (some col.), maps (chiefly col.) ; 34 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 77).
Maps on lining papers.
Series: SUN-historische atlassen Scales differ.
LC Card Number: 2007633253 2007366173 ISBN 9085062659 ; 9789085062653
folio G1864.H2S1 S6 2006 (NLO)

33257
Haarlem (Netherlands) - Maps - 1620 Harle vmax, siue vt Ha: Barlan ... [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620.
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Liefirnck, Johannes, 1518-1573 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 34 x 47 cm.
Possibly derived from a 1574 engraving by Johannes Liefirnck; see R.A. Skelton's Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.
Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Harle vmax.

33258
Not at Newberry Library (June 2012) (PrCt)

33259
Habsburg (Switzerland) - Pictorial works - 1552 - Habsburg (Switzerland) SEE Habsburg (Switzerland) - Woodcuts [View of Habsburg, Switzerland]. [Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552].
Authors: Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552. Cosmographiae uniuserralis ... (1552) -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 view : woodcut ; 7 x 8 cm., on sheet 32 x 21 cm.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Added letterpress title above woodcut: Habspurg in Heluetia
In: Münster, Sebastian. Cosmographiae universalis ... (Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552), p. 359.
Possibly an inaccurate view, since some of the woodcuts in this volume were used for more than one town.

**VAULT folio Ayer 7 .M8 1552, p. 359 (PrCt)**

**33260 Hachette (Firm) - 1929<br>Atlases, French - 1929**

Comment sont faites les cartes d'un grand atlas de géographie = [How maps of a large geographic atlas are made]. [Paris : Arts et métiers graphiques, 1929].
Authors: Aitoff, David A., 1854-1933 -- Newberry Library. John M. Wing Foundation
In Arts et métiers graphiques no. 9 (Jan. 1929): 549-552, 2 plates.
On maps in the Atlas universel published by Hachette.
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Wing folio Z 007 .I6, v. 54, p. 19 (PrCt)**

**33261 Hâci Ahmed, 16th cent. [A Complete and perfect map describing the whole world : translated from Turkish title] (1559?)<br>Fine, Oronce, 1494-1555**

Maps of the world for Ottoman princes? Further evidence and questions concerning the 'Mappamondo of Haji Ahmed'. 2002.
Authors: Arbel, Benjamin
p. 19-29 : maps
Newberry copy of the map: Novacco 8F 11

**Map Ref folio GA1 .I6, v. 54, p. 19-29 (PrCt)**


*Note sur une mappemonde Turke du XVIe siècle, conservée à Bibliothèque de Saint-Marc à Venise.* [Paris : La Société, 1865].
Authors: Avezac, M. d' (Marie Armand Pascal), 1800-1875 -- Bulletin de la Société de géographie (1865) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
p. 674-757 ; fold. map
Duplicate copy: G1007 .058

**Ayer 133 .A85 1865 (NLO)**

**33265 Hâci Ahmed, 16th cent. [A Complete and perfect map describing the whole world : translated from Turkish title] (1559?)<br>Fine, Oronce, 1494-1555**

p. 3-17 : 1 map ; 24 cm.

**Vert 3069, no. 10 (PrCt)**


*William Hack's manuscript atlases of 'The Great South Sea of America'.* 1966.
Authors: John Carter Brown Library
8 p. ; 16 cm.

**BHC 2431**

**Vert 1982 (PrCt)**

**33267 Hackensack Meadowlands (N.J.) - Maps - 1958**


Authors: Central Railroad of New Jersey
1 map; on sheet 30 x 43 cm.
In Central Railroad Company of New Jersey.
12-13
5A 7267 (1958 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

33268
Haddonfield (N.J.) - Maps - 1778 - Manuscripts
- Facsimiles<<<United States - History - Revolution, 1775-1783 - Maps - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<<Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Sketch of Haddonfield. March 1778. [197-?].
Authors: Hills, John, surveyor
1 map; 17 x 22 cm.
Photocopy of colored 1778 manuscript forming part of Hills, John. A Collection of plan's ... in the province of New Jersey (1776-1792) no. 5; reproduced from original in the Library of Congress.
Attributed to Hills in the table of contents.
Scale [ca. 1:12,000] or '400 paces to an inch.' Relief shown by shading.
Oriented with north at lower right.
Phillips 1339 no. 5.
map2F 3810.2 no. 5 (PrCt)

33269
Haderslev (Denmark) - Pictorial works - 1585
Haderslebia in ducatu Slesuiseni, versus Fioniam ... [Amsterdam: Jan Jansson], 1585
[i.e. 1657].
Authors: Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664 -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Illustriorvm principumque urbiurn septentrionalium Europae tabulae [1657] -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Theatrum urbiurn (1657)
1 view: hand col.; 17 x 45 cm.
On same sheet with: Hvsevmv dvcatsv Slesvicensis ad sinvm Hveram opp. Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Haderslebia.
In: Jansson, Jan. Illustriorvm principumque urbiurn septentrionalium Europae tabulae, v. 1, [plate 25].
Issued in volume1 of 8 in Jansson's townbook atlases, collectively known as the Theatrum urbiurn (Amsterdam: Jan Jansson, 1657).
Case oversize G 117 .452, v. 1, [plate 25] (PrCt)

33270
Haderslev (Denmark) - Pictorial works - 1620
Haderslebia in ducatu Slesuiseni, versus Fioniam ... [Cologne: s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Rantzau, Henrik, 1526-1598 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view: hand col.; 17 x 45 cm.
Forwarded to Braun and Hogenberg by Henrik Rantzau in 1585; see R.A. Skelton's Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.
On same sheet with: Hvsevmv dvcatsv Slesvicensis ad sinvm Hveram opp. Latin letterpress text on verso under titles: Hvsevmv -- Haderslebia.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 4, pl. 33 (PrCt)

33271
Ordance Survey map of Hadrian's Wall.
Authors: Great Britain. Ordnance Survey
1 map: col.; 81 x 103 cm.
Scale: 1:31,680 or 2 inches to 1 mile.
Strip map in 5 sections.
Location of wall indicated by overprinting on a modern map.
10819
ICN74
map6F 5751.E8 (PrCt)

33272
Haestens, Henrick van. Hierosolima sancta Dei civitas (1598)<<<Jerusalem - Pictorial works - 1598
The Jerusalem view printed by Hendrick van Haestens, Leiden, 1598 / [by] Eva Wajntraub.
[Jerusalem] : private printing by Eva Wajntraub, [2006].
Authors: Wajntraub, E. (Eva) -- Wajntraub, G. (Gimpel) -- Haestens, Henrick van. Hierosolima sancta Dei civitas (1598) -- Harvard Map Collection -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
[42] leaves of p.: fold. view; 21 cm.
Includes translation from Latin and facsimile reproduction of view originally printed on 6 sheets: Haestens, Henrick van. Hierosolima sancta Dei civitas, 1598.
Reproduced from original in the Harvard Map Collection.
Title from cover; imprint from cover & colophon.
Dedication: To commemorate the Jahrzeit of my husband Dr. Gimpel Wajntraub ... , the 30st [sic] of August 2006. I have finished this article that he was working on before he died.
Author's inscription to Roger Baskes.
Was working on before he died.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes GA150 .W3 2006 (NLO)

33273
Haeyen, Laurens, 16th cent.<<<Printing - 's

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
33280 **Hague (Netherlands) - Maps - 1900**

*Führer durch Haag und Umgebung / herausgegeben von Leo Werl; mit Plan der Stadt.* Leipzig : Woerl's Reisebücher-verlag, [ca. 1900].

Authors: Woerl, Leo, 1843-1918 -- Woerl's Reisebücherverlag -- Woerl's Reisehandbücher -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)


Edition: 3 Aufl.

Includes index.

Series: Woerl's Reisehandbücher.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

*Case folio U 26 .293 pt. 4, map [68] (PrCt)*

---

33281 **Haguena (France) - Maps - 1695 - Fortification**

*Haguena : ville forte de la Basse Alsace ...* (Paris : De Fer, 1695).

Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes -- avec leurs fortifications ... (1695-1696)

1 map ; 17 x 24 cm.

In: Fer, Nicolas de. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes; avec leurs fortifications ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, 1695-1696) pt. 4, map [68].

Manuscript ('111') at upper right.

*Case folio U 26 .293 pt. 4, map [68] (PrCt)*

---

33282 **Haguena (France) - Maps - 1713 - Fortification**

*Haguena : ville forte de la Basse Alsace ...* Paris : De Fer, [1713?].

Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Introduction à la fortification ... [1713?] 1 map ; 17 x 25 cm.

In: Fer, Nicolas de. Introduction à la fortification ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, [1713?]) map [111].

For later state of this map, with engraved plate number, see Case folio U 26 .292.

For earlier version of this map, engraved on different plate, see Case folio U 26 .293.

*Case oversize U 26.2919 map [111] (PrCt)*

---

33283 **Hainaut (Belgium) - Maps - 1579-1588**

*Nobilis Hannoniae comitatus descrips. / auctore Iacobo Surhonio Montana.* [Antwerp :] Excudebat Gerardus de Iode, 1579 [i.e. 1591].

Authors: Surhon, Jacques -- Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598 -- Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598. Theatro de la tierra vniversal (1588) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 47 cm.

In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatro de la tierra vniversal (Antwerp : Christophe Plantin, 1588), [plate 36].

Printed no. 36 and Spanish letterpress text on verso beginning: Hannonia. Hennav. Escrev. Lessabaeo, que esta provincia ...

Digital image of a duplicate or variant edition available on Marcel P.R. van den Broecke's Cartographica Neerlandica website (accessed Feb. 2012):


*VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1588, [plate 36] (PrCt)*

---

33284 **Hainaut (Belgium) - Maps - 1579-1606**

*Nobilis Hannoniae comitatus descrips. / auctore Iacobo Surhonio Montana.* [London : John Norton], 1579 [i.e. 1606].

Authors: Surhon, Jacques -- Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598 -- Norton, John, -1612 -- Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598. Theatrum orbis terrarum ... (1606) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 48 cm.

In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatrum orbis terrarum ... (London : J. Norton, 1606), [plate 40].

Printed no. 40 and English letterpress text on verso beginning: Henavlt. Lessabaeus writeth (upon what ground, I know not) ... .

Digital image of a duplicate or variant edition available on Marcel P.R. van den Broecke's Cartographica Neerlandica website (accessed July 2012):


*VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1606, [plate 40] (PrCt)*

---

33285 **Hainaut (Belgium) - Maps - 1593**

*Nannoniae comitatus descripsio. Antwerpiae [Antwerp].* : Excudebat Gerardus de Iode, [1593?].

Authors: Jode, Gerard de, 1509-1572 -- Wierix, Antonie, -1604 -- Jode, Gerard de, 1509-1591. Specvlvm orbis terrarvm (1593)

1 map : hand col. ; 34 x 48 cm.

Latin letterpress text on verso (fol. 51, sig. Ffff): Hannonia ... Engraving attributed to Antonie Wierix.

In: Jode, Gerard de. Specvlvm orbis terrarvm (Antwerp : A. Coninx, 1593), map [83].

*VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .J9 1593, map [83] (PrCt)*

---

33286 **Hainaut (Belgium) - Maps - 1680**

*Henegouwen (Belgium) SEE Hainaut (Belgium) SEE Hennegouwen (Belgium) SEE Hainaut (Belgium) SEE Hennegouwen (Belgium) SEE Hainaut (Belgium) SEE Hainaut (Belgium)*

**Hainaut (Belgium) - Maps - 1696**

*Nobilis Hannoniae comitatus descrips. / auctore Iacobo Surhonio Montana.* [Antwerp] : Excudebat Gerardus de Iode, 1579 [i.e. 1591].

Authors: Surhon, Jacques -- Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598 -- Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598. Theatro de la tierra vniversal (1588) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 47 cm.

In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatro de la tierra vniversal (Antwerp : Christophe Plantin, 1588), [plate 36].

Printed no. 36 and Spanish letterpress text on verso beginning: Hannonia. Hennav. Escrev. Lessabaeo, que esta provincia ...

Digital image of a duplicate or variant edition available on Marcel P.R. van den Broecke's Cartographica Neerlandica website (accessed Feb. 2012):


Le Comté de Haynaut, divisé en chatellenies ...

33287 Hainaut (Belgium) - Maps - 1692
Le Comté de Haynaut, divisé en chatellenies ...

33288 Hainaut (Belgium) - Maps - 1692
Le Comté de Haynaut, divisé en chatellenies ...

33289 Hainaut (Belgium) - Maps - 1695
Le Comté de Haynaut, divisé en chatellenies ...

33290 Hainaut (Belgium) - Maps - 1695<<>>Flanders - Maps - 1695
Le Diocèse de Tourneay ou sont exactement marquées ...

33291 Hainaut (Belgium) - Maps - 1695<<>>Flanders - Maps - 1695
Le Diocèse de Tourneay ou sont exactement marquées ...

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1 map : hand col. ; 44 x 55 cm.
5068
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6012.H3 1696 N6 (PrCt)

33293 Hainaut (Belgium) - Maps - 1700
Le Comté de Haynau, a l'usage de ... le duc de Bourgogne. Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : H. Jaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier, ca. 1700].
Authors: Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Goeree, Jan, 1670-1731 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712. Atlas minor ad usum serenissimi burgundiae ducis ... [ca. 1700]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 58 cm.
Added title, upper margin: Comitatus Hannoniae, et archiepiscopatus Cameracensis ... .
In counterfeit edition of: Jaillot, Alexis Hubert. Atlas minor ad usum serenissimi burgundiae ducis ... ([Amsterdam : Pieter Mortier, ca. 1700]) no. [23].
Manuscript '23' at upper right.
Cf. Pastoureau p. 191, Fer III C no. [41] and p. 190, Fer III A no. [19].
Copy 2 of 2.
Copy 1: Sack map4F oG6012.H3 1700 J3 copy 1.
5137
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .J25 1693 no. [23] (PrCt)

33294 Hainaut (Belgium) - Maps - 1700
Comitatus Hannoniae, et archiepiscopatus Cameracensis. [Amsterdam, ca. 1700].
Authors: Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Goeree, Jan, 1670-1731 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G219
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 59 cm.
Added title: Le Comté de Haynaut, a l'usage de Monseigneur ... .
Mortier counterfeit copied from Jaillot original.
Cf. Pastoureau p. 191, Fer III C no. [41] and p. 190, Fer III A no. [19].
Copy 1 of 2.
Copy 2: Ayer *+135 J25 1693 pl. [23]
5136
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6012.H3 1700 J3 copy 1 (PrCt)

33295 Hainaut (Belgium) - Maps - 1700
Comitatus Hannoniae tabula ... [Amsterdam : Frederik de Wit, ca. 1700?].
Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Penez, Alexander, 18th cent. -- Wit, Frederik de -- Wit, Frederik de. Atlas [ca. 1700?] -- Edward E. Ayer
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 45 x 56 cm.
Copy 2 of 2.
Copy 1: Ayer *+135 V8 1700 no. [60]
For a ca. 1720 state of the map, see Sack map4F oG6012.H3 1698 V5 1720.
5049
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .W8 A no. [128] (PrCt)

33296 Hainaut (Belgium) - Maps - 1700<<<>Tourna Region (Belgium) - Maps - 1700<<<>Flanders - Maps - 1700
Le Diocese de Tournay ou sont exactement marquee ... Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : H. Jaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], 1695 [i.e. ca. 1700].
Authors: Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712. Atlas minor ad usum serenissimi burgundiae ducis ... [ca. 1700]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. 57 x 45 cm.
Added title, upper margin: Alle de France linien na de waarheyt afgetekent in 't Bisdon ... .
In counterfeit edition of: Jaillot, Alexis Hubert. Atlas minor ad usum serenissimi burgundiae ducis ... ([Amsterdam : Pieter Mortier, ca. 1700]) no. [27].
Manuscript '27' at upper right.
State 1 of 3 at Newberry.
State 2: Case +G 1007.78 v. 2, pl. [31].
State 3: Sack map4F oG6012.F5 1695 M6 state 3.
5129
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .J25 1693 no. [27] (PrCt)

33297 Hainaut (Belgium) - Maps - 1706
Carte particuliere des environs de Mons ... Brussels, 1706.
Authors: Fricx, Eugène-Henri, d. 1733 -- Harrewijn, Franciscus, 1700-1764 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:M117
1 map ; 40 x 54 cm.
Newberry duplicate (or variant issue): Sack map4F oG6010 1706 .F7 sheet 16.
Phillips 7962 no. [16].
3359
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6013.H3 1706 F7 (PrCt)

33298 Hainaut (Belgium) - Maps - 1706<<<>Namur (Belgium) - Maps - 1706<<<>Cambrèse (France) - Maps - 1706<<<>Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1706<<<>Engravings
Carte des comtéz de Hainaut de Namur et de ... 
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Hainaut (Belgium) - Maps - 1710

Hannonia comitatus, in praespositoris Montensi... Amsterdam, [ca. 1710].
Authors: Valck, G. (Gerard), 1651 or 2-1726 -- Valck, Leonard, 1675-1746 -- Johan Gabriel Sack
Map Collection (Newberry Library). Ill:G220
1 map ; 46 x 58 cm.
Koeman, Valck [37].
5051
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Sack map4F G6012.H3 1710 V3 (PrCt)

Hainaut (Belgium) - Maps - 1710

Comitatus Hannoniae tabula ... [Amsterdam] : Nicolaum Visscher [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher, 1710?].
Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Visscher, Elizabeth, fl. 1702-1726 -- Penez, Alexander, 18th cent. -- Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702. Atlas minor ... [1710?] -- Edward E.
Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; hand col. ; 45 x 56 cm.
In: Visscher, Nicolaes. Atlas minor ... (Amstelaeedami [Amsterdam] : ex officina Nicolai Visscher [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher], [1710?]) map [60].
Manuscript '62' at upper right.
Ca. 1698 state of the map issued ca. 1710
Copy 1 of 2.
Copy 2: VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .W8 A no. [128].
For a ca. 1720 state of the map, see Sack map4F G6012.H3 1698 V5 1720.
5048
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .V8 1700 map [60] (PrCt)

33301 Hainaut (Belgium) - Maps - 1710

Hainaut (Belgium) - Maps - 1710

A New map of the provinces of Hainault, Namur and Cambray / by John Senex. [London : John Senex], 1710.
Authors: Senex, John, -1740 -- Senex, John, -1740. The Universal geographer ... [1764?] -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 43 x 65 cm.
Title shows evidence of previous cartographer's name being removed and replaced by that of John Senex.
Scale [1:210,000].
Covers Cambrai, Hainault and Namur in northeastern France and Belgium.
Relief shown pitorically.
Prime meridian: London.
Decorative title carouche.
Shows boundaries, rivers, forests and settlements.
In: Senex, John. The Universal geographer ... (London : Printed for Robert Sayer, [1764?]), plate [13].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .S45 1764, plate [13] (NLO)

33302 Hainaut (Belgium) - Maps - 1720

Comitatus Hannoniae tabula ... Amsterdam, [ca. 1720].
Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Penez, Alexander, 18th cent. -- Schenk, Pieter, ca. 1698-1775 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). Ill:G217
1 map : 45 x 56 cm.
For 2 copies of the ca. 1698 state of this map, see Ayer +135 V8 1700 no. [60] and VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .W8 A no. [128].
5050
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Sack map4F G6012.H3 1698 V5 1720 (PrCt)

33303 Hainaut (Belgium) - Maps - 1740

Accuratia delineat. Comitatus Hannoniae, Belgii Austriaci provinc. ... [Augsburg] : Matthaeus Seutter, [ca. 1740?].
Authors: Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756 -- Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756. [A Collection of Seutter maps] [1726-1773]
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 56 cm.
Forms part of a made-to-order composite atlas chiefly comprised of undated maps issued ca.
33304 **Hainaut (Belgium) - Maps - 1741**

*Carte des comtez de Hainaut, de Namur et de Cambrésis.* Amsterdam : J. Covens & C. Mortier, [1741?].
Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688--

Comtés de Hainaut, et de Cambrésis ... / par le Sr. Robert ... ; E Haussard sculpct. [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy], 1754.
Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Haussard, Elisabeth -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1790?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 55 cm.
In: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles. Atlas universel / par M. Robert ... et par M. Robert de Vaugondy son fils ... (A Paris : Chez De la Marche, géographe, rue du Foin St. Jacques, Collège de Me. Gervais, 1757, [i.e. 1790?]), [plate 55].
"55" -- oversize letterpress number stamped on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
**Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1790, [plate 55] (PrCt)**

33305 **Hainaut (Belgium) - Maps - 1745**

*Comitatûs Hannoniae in suas quasque castellanias ballivitas praefecturas et territoria accurate divisi descriptio ...* Nuremberg : Homann Erben, [ca. 1745].

Comités de Hainaut, et de Cambrésis ... / par le Sr. Robert ... ; E Haussard sculpct. [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy], 1754.
Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Homann Erben (Firm) -- Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724. Atlas novus terrarum orbis [ca. 1745] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 56 cm.
In: Homann, Johann Baptist. Atlas novus terrarum orbis (Nuremberg : [Homann Erben, ca. 1745]), [plate 31].
Manuscript 'No. 31' and '32' on verso.
**oversize Ayer 135 .H7 1730, [plate 31] (PrCt)**

33306 **Hainaut (Belgium) - Maps - 1754**

*Comtés de Hainaut, et de Cambrésis ... / par le Sr. Robert ... ; E Haussard sculpct.* [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy], 1754.
Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Haussard, Elisabeth -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1758?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 54 cm.
In: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles. Atlas universel (Paris : Chez les auteurs, quay de l'Horloge du Palais, Boudet libraire imprimeur du roi, rue St. Jacques, 1757 [i.e. 1758?]), [plate 54].
"Haynaut" -- oversize letterpress title stamped on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
**Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1757, [plate 54] (PrCt)**

33307 **Hainaut (Belgium) - Maps - 1754**

*Comtés de Hainaut, et de Cambrésis ... / par le Sr. Robert ... ; E Haussard sculpct.* [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy], 1754.
Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Haussard, Elisabeth -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1790?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 55 cm.
In: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles. Atlas universel / par M. Robert ... et par M. Robert de Vaugondy son fils ... (A Paris : Chez De la Marche, géographe, rue du Foin St. Jacques, Collège de Me. Gervais, 1757, [i.e. 1790?]), [plate 55].
"55" -- oversize letterpress number stamped on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
**Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1790, [plate 55] (PrCt)**

33308 **Haiti - Geography - 1947**

*Géographie d'Haiti. 2ème livre, Cours élémentaire et moyen / par André Liautaud ; avec la collaboration de Jeanne Sylvain.* Haiti : Editions Henri Deschamps, 1947.
6e éd.
"Cartes de P. Durocher et Pierre Noël. Dessins à la plume de Re. Gervais, 1757." (PrCt)
Includes questions and exercises for the student.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
**Baskes F1901 .L53 1947 (NLO)**

33309 **Haiti - History - Revolution, 1791-1804**

Scale 20 lieues = 8.6 cm.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Call Numbers</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>Map of Haiti.</em> (Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, 1840)</td>
<td>G 11 .607 v. 3, p. 302 PrCt</td>
<td>Authors: Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846 -- Lea &amp; Blanchard -- Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (1840) 1 map ; 7 x 11 cm.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Haiti - Pictorial works - 1979

**Panel art:** color photo of man in "Indian Carnival" costume.

In English and French.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 4036 (PrCt)

---

Haiti - Pictorial works - 1791

**Recueil de vues des lieux principaux de la colonie française de Saint-Domingue.** Paris : Moreau St. Mery, 1791.

Authors: Ponce, Nicolas, 1746-1831 -- Moreau de Saint-Méry, M. L. E. (Médéric Louis Elie), 1750-1819="Phelipeau, René, active 1748-1874


1 v. : 24 maps ; 490 x 340 mm.

Includes 6 plates.

Includes maps by Phelipeau.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

References: Phillips 2717

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)** (PrCt)

---

Haiti - Pictorial works - 1978

**Recueil de vues des lieux principaux de la colonie française de Saint-Domingue / gravées par les soins de M. Ponce, Président du Musée de Paris, [etc.] ...**, accompagnées de cartes et plans de la même colonie, gravés par les soins de M. Phelipeau, Ingénieur-Géographe; le tout princepalement destiné à l'ouvrage intitulé : Loix et constitutions des colonies françaises de l'Amérique sous le vent

Paris : Chez M. Moreau de Saint-Méry, Conseiller au Conseil-supérieur de Saint-Domingue, [etc.], ... A Paris : Chez M. Moreau de Saint-Méry, Rue Caumartin, no. 31. [Chez] M. Ponce, rue Saint-Hyacinthe, no. 19. [Chez] M. Phelipeau, rue Saint-Jacques, près...


lower case g 12 .72, p. 48-73 (PrCt)

33325 Hakluyt Society - Directories - 1974

33326 Hakodate-shi (Japan) - Maps - 1853 - Harbors - Hakodate-shi Region (Japan) - Maps - 1853 - Harbors - Hakodate-shi (Japan) - Maps - 1853 - Nautical charts - Hakodate-shi Region (Japan) - Maps - 1853 - Nautical charts - Hakodate-shi (Japan) - 1853 - United States Naval Expedition to Japan (1852-1854) - Maps - 1856 - Hakodate (Japan) SEE Hakodate-shi (Japan)

Hakadadi Harbor / surveyed by the officers of the U.S. Expedition to Japan in 1853. [New York ; London : D. Appleton and Co. ; Trubner & Co., 1856]. Authors: United States Naval Expedition to Japan (1852-1854) -- Perry, Matthew Calbraith, 1794-1858 -- Perry, Matthew Calbraith, 1794-1858. Narrative of the expedition of an American squadron to the China Seas and Japan (1856) -- Hawks, Francis L. (Francis Lister), 1798-1866 -- D. Appleton and Company -- Trübner & Co. 1 map ; 21 x 30 cm., on sheet folded to 25 x 16 cm.

Identifies five ships anchored by Hakodate-shi during the 1852-1854 United States Naval Expedition to Japan commanded by Commodore Matthew C. Perry, the shore positions of two Japanese gun batteries, a fort, temple and burying ground, and nearby villages. Depths shown with soundings in "English fathoms"; relief shown with hachures.

Scale approximately 1:47,800 Coordinates: (E 140° 35' 28"/N 41° 49' 38") (E 140° 44' 51"/N 22° 52' 00")

In: Perry, Matthew Calbraith. Narrative of the expedition of an American squadron to the China seas and Japan : performed in the years 1852, 1853, and 1854 / compiled ... by Francis L. Hawks (New York : D. Appleton and Co. ; London : Trübner & Co., 1856), opposite page [501]. Scale ca. [1:37,400].

Digital image of another copy available on WorthPoint.com:

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Hakone-Machi (Japan) - Historical geography - Maps - 1988 - Hakone-Machi (Japan) - Maps - 1850 - Wall maps

Historical map of Hakone : a Japanese post town. Odawara, Japan : Nakamura Map Institute, [1988?].

Authors: Hong Kong Repro Drawing Specialists -- Nakamura, Shizuo -- Joy, Michael -- Empson, Hal -- Nakamura Map Institute -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)

2 maps : col. ; 106 x 58 cm. and 106 x 46 cm., folded to 28 x 20 cm.

Cover title.


Both maps include illustrations and historical essays; chronological outline of the history of Hakone on 1988 map.

Relief shown by contours.

Oriented with north toward to the upper left.

Scale 1:1,000.

Bibliographical references on 1988 map.

Presentation inscription by S. Nakamura, January 1990.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection at the Newberry Library.


Illustrated historical atlas of the counties of Haldimand and Norfolk [Ont.]. [Port Elgin, Ont. Ross Cumming, 1971].


Fascimiles of 2 atlases originally published separately by H.R. Page and Co. of Toronto as Illustrated historical atlas of the county of Haldimand (1879) and Illustrated historical atlas of the county of Norfolk (1877).

Cover title: Historical atlas of Haldimand & Norfolk Counties, Ontario, illustrated.

Includes directories.

map6C 37 (NLO)


Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960- -- Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)

282 p. : maps ; 28 cm.

1st ed.

‘Deluxe edition.’

Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).

‘3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.’

Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns.
within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).
Includes indexes.
Series: Family maps
ISBN 1420306553 ; 9781420306552
Local History Ref F392.H3 B69 2007 (NLO)

33332  Hale County (Ala.) - Maps - 1870 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps
Authors: Snedecor, V. Gayle -- Walling & Gray, Boston -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 6 parts, 20 x 21 in. each. Scale 1:43,000. Originally published Boston: Walling and Grey, 1870.
Microfiche 583, no. 3 (PrCt)

33333  Hale County (Tex.) - Maps - 1892 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps
Authors: Texas. General Land Office -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 21 x 18 in. Scale 1:133,320. Originally compiled 1892.
Microfiche 583, no. 993 (PrCt)

33334  Halifax (N.S.) - Maps - 1860 - Pictorial works
City of Halifax. [New York : Johnson & Browning, 1860].
Authors: Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884 -- Johnson & Browning -- Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884. Johnson's new illustrated (steel plate) family atlas ... (1860)
1 view ; 4 x 7 cm.
In: Johnson, Alvin Jewett. Johnson's new illustrated (steel plate) family atlas ... (New York : Johnson and Browning, 1860) page '36. oversize G 10 .454 p. 36 (PrCt)

33335  Halfmoon (N.Y. : Town) - Maps - 1758 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
A Colored 'plan of the buildings at the Half Moon'. [19--].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1758 manuscript, possibly by Thomas Abercrombie.
folio Ayer 136 .H91 1907 ser. 1, v. 2, pl. 44 (PrCt)

33336  Halfmoon (N.Y. : Town) - Maps - 1758 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
A Colored 'plan of the post at the Half Moon,' at the junction of the rivers Hudson and Mohawk'. [19--].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1758 manuscript.
folio Ayer 136 .H91 1907 ser. 1, v. 2, pl. 43 (PrCt)

33337  Halicarnassus (Extinct City) - Maps - 1840 - Pictorial works - Extinct Sities - Turkey SEE ALSO Halicarnassus (Extinct City)<- Turkey - Antiquities SEE ALSO Halicarnassus (Extinct City)
Harbor of Halicarnassus. [Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, 1840].
Authors: Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846 -- Lea & Blanchard -- Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (1840)
1 view ; 3 x 7 cm.
Wax engraving.
G 11 .607 v. 2, p. 272 (PrCt)

33338  Halifax Harbour (N.S.) - Maps - 1749 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
A Plan of Chebuctoo Harbour; with town of
Hallefax, by Moses Harris, Surveyor, 1749. [19--].

1 map

Photostatic reproduction of 1749 manuscript drawn on vellum.


folio Ayer 136 .H91 1909 ser. 2, v. 3, pl. 27 (PrCt)

Halifax Harbour (N.S.) - Maps - 1788 - Nautical charts

A Chart of the harbour of Halifax in Nova Scotia : with Jebuco Bay and Cape Sambro ... / Engraved by Thomas Jeffereys, geographer to the King. London : Published by the command of the Right Honourable the Lords of Trade & Plantations; printed & sold by Robert Sayer, No. 53 in the Elect Street ..., 25th March, 1788.

Authors: Jefferys, Thomas, -1771 -- Halifax, George Montagu-Dunk, Earl of, 1716-1771 -- Great Britain. Board of Trade -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Laurie & Whittle. The North American pilot for Newfoundland, Labrador, the Gulf and River St. Laurence ... (1794) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : 40 x 60 cm.

Includes dedication to George Dunk Earl of Halifax and navigation notes: Directions for avoiding the ledges ...

Oriented with north at right.

In: Robert Laurie and James Whittle. The North American pilot for Newfoundland, Labrador, the Gulf and River St. Laurence ... (London : Printed and published by Robert Laurie and James Whittle ... successors to the late Mr. Robert Sayer, 1794), map 9.

Printed plate nos. "IX" at upper right and "9" on verso.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1186.P5 .C6 1794, map 9 (PrCt)

Halifax Harbour (N.S.) - Maps - 1750 - Pictorial works - 1750


Authors: Jefferys, Thomas, -1771 -- Harris, Moses, fl. 1749. Plan of Halifax (1750) -- Great Britain. Board of Trade -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : 32 x 41 cm. fold. to 17 cm.

Dedication: To the Right Honble the Lords

Commissioners for Trade and Plantations this plate is most humbly presented by your Lordships most obedient and devoted humble servant T. Jefferys.

Scale [ca. 1:63 360]

Coordinates: (W 63°33'/N 44°38').


"Publish'd according to Act of Parliament Jan. 25.1750. price 1 s."

Ayer 133 .J4 1750 (NLO)

Halifax (N. S. : County) - Maps - 1864 - Landowners - Maps

Topographical township map of Halifax County... [Halifax, N.S. Nova Scotia Department of Lands and Forests, 1981].

Authors: Church, A. F. (Ambrose Finson), 1836-1920

1 map ; on 2 sheets 90 x 168 cm. or smaller.

Facsimile of map originally published 1864; reproduced from original in Department of Lands and Forests, Halifax, N. S.

Scale ca. 1:99,000.

Shows landowners in towns as well as rural areas; includes business directories, town insets.

Includes insets of Nova Scotia and Halifax city (dated 1865).

M286 map6F G3421.G46 1864 .C5 Halifax (PrCt)

Halifax (N.S.) - Maps - 1749 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

A Colored 'project for fortifying the town of Hallefax...1749,' by John Brewse. [19--].

Authors: Brewse, John -- Hulbert, Archer Butler, 1873-1933 -- Hulbert, Archer Butler, 1873-1933.


1 map

Photostatic reproduction of 1749 manuscript.


folio Ayer 136 .H91 1909 ser. 2, v. 3, pl. 28 (PrCt)

Halifax (N.S.) - Maps - 1753 - Harbors - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

Plan of the harbour of Halifax and George's Island with the fortifications on it. 1753. [19--].

Authors: British Library. Crown 119:76 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map

Photostatic reproduction of 1753 manuscript.

MapPhoto England BL Crown 119:76 (PrCt)

Halifax (N.S.) - Maps - 1755 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Halifax (N.S.) - Maps - 1760 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

A Colored plan of the Eastern Battery [in Halifax]. [19--].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1760 manuscript.

Halifax (N.S.) - Maps - 1760 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

A Colored plan of the night naval yard at Halifax. [19--].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1760 manuscript.

Halifax (N.S.) - Maps - 1812 - Harbors

Halifax. London : I. Luffman, 1812 [i.e. 1816?].
Authors: Luffman, J. (John), 1756-1846 -- Luffman, J. (John), 1756-1846. Select plans of cities, harbours, forts, &c ... [1816?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 21 x 19 cm.
In: Luffman, John. Select plans of cities, harbours, forts, &c ... (London: Luffman, [1816?]), plate [29].
folio Ayer 135 L94 1816 pl. [29] (PrCt)

Halifax (N.S.) - Maps - 1829 - Pictorial works

Authors: Haliburton, Thomas Chandler, 1796-1865
1 view ; 11 x 19 cm.
In Haliburton, Thomas Chandler. Historical and statistical account of Nova-Scotia (Halifax, 1829) v. 2, opposite title page.

Halifax (N.S.) - Maps - 1835

Authors: Pendleton, William S., 1795-1879 -- Pendleton's Lithography (Boston, Mass.) -- Historic Urban Plans (Firm)
1 map ; 37 x 58 cm.
Facsimile of map originally published Boston, ca. 1835; 'reproduced from...a lithograph in the Library of Congress. This is number 32 of an edition limited to 500 copies.'
Relief shown with hachures.
Oriented with north at right.
73-7369 ICN73 map4F 3424 .H3 (PrCt)

Halifax (N.S.) - Maps - 1977 - Road maps

Authors: Rolph-McNally Limited -- Rolph-Clark-Stone Limited -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 44 x 56 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Halifax, Dartmouth.
"© Copyright Rolph Clark Stone Ltd., Toronto."
Map on verso (36 x 46 cm.): Halifax district map.
Panel art: Color photo of a town square.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2338 (PrCt)

33352 Halifax (N.S.) - Pictorial works - 1933 - Road maps
Halifax (N.S.) - Maps - 1933 - Road maps - Pictorial maps
Halifax (N.S.) - 1933 - Road maps - Pictorial maps
Authors: Wallace, Arthur W., 1903 -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 31 x 44 cm.
"Copyright 1933 by Arthur W. Wallace."
Margins include extensive directory to buildings and places of historical interest.
Includes unsigned manuscript routes from Halifax city center (in red ink).
Previously bound with a collection of pictorial maps in binders labeled "Points of Interest."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 192.13 (PrCt)

StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (79 p.) : col. maps ; 23 cm.
Cover title.
$6.50
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0886407516
RMcN StrFdr 1995 .H34 (PrCt)

33354 Hall Basin (Greenland and Nunavut) - Maps - 1885 - Kennedy Channel (Greenland and Nunavut) - Maps - 1885 - Smith Sound (Greenland and Nunavut) - Maps - 1885 - Lady Franklin Bay Expedition (1881-1884) - Maps - 1885 - Greely Arctic Expedition (1881-1884) SEE Lady Franklin Bay Expedition (1881-1884)
Authors: Bartholomew, John, 1831-1893 -- Scottish geographical magazine (1885)
1 map : col. ; 23 x 24 cm. on sheet 25 x 48 cm.
In: Scottish geographical magazine 1 (1885):
facing p. 608.
Scale ca. 1:3,600,000.
On same sheet with "North Polar chart."
To accompany Greely's "Anniversary address," pp. 593-608.
G 007 .8, v. 1, facing p. 608 (PrCt)

33355 Hall (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1620
Hala, ad Cocharum flumen in Suevia opsalis foecunditate, nobile. [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : hand col. ; 32 x 47 cm.
Anonymous view.
Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Hala Suevae.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 2, pl. 37 (PrCt)

33356 Hallands län (Sweden) - Maps - 1927 - Economics - Economics - Hallands län (Sweden) - Maps - 1927
Authors: Sweden. Ekonomiska Kartor -- Generalstabens litografiska anstalt -- Regeringsratten -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 80 maps ; 578 x 360 mm.
1:20000
Previous owner: Regeringsratten
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

33357 Halle an der Saale (Germany) - Maps - Bibliography - Magdeburg (Germany) - Maps - Bibliography - Universitäts- und Landesbibliothek Sachsen-Anhalt - Map collections - Catalogs
Authors: Rübesame, Otto -- Universitäts- und Landesbibliothek Sachsen-Anhalt, 1980.
120 p. ; 22 cm.
Includes index.
Series: Schriften zum Bibliotheks- und Büchereiwesen in Sachsen-Anhalt ; 50
Formerly Z6027.G3 U65
Map Ref Z6027.G3 U65 (NLO)

33358 Halle an der Saale (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1620
Salinae Saxoniae. [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Mellinger, Johannes, ca. 1538-1603 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : hand col. ; 18 x 52 cm.
Based on original drawing by Johannes Mellinger; see R.A. Skelton’s Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum. Added title at top: Hall in Sachsen. On same sheet with: Hildesheim.
Latin letterpress text on verso under titles: Halla Saxovm -- Hildesheimivm.

33360 Halley, Edmond, 1656-1742
Edmund Halley as a thematic geo-cartographer. 1969.
Authors: Thrower, Norman Joseph William -- Association of American Geographers
p. 652-676 : 9 maps, port.
G 007 .08, v. 59, p. 652-676 (PrCt)

33361 Halley, Edmond, 1656-1742
7 p. ; 28 cm.
Vert 336 (PrCt)

33362 Halley, Edmond, 1656-1742.
A New and correct chart showing the variation of the compass in the Western and Southern Ocean Colonial collections. 1986.
Authors: Hood, Graham
From Colonial Williamsburg 8, no.3 (Spring 1986): 25. map
BHC 2044
Vert 687 (PrCt)

33363 Halley, Edmond, 1656-1742 - Bibliography - Maps<Isogonic Charts
Edmond Halley’s isogonic charts. 1971.
Authors: Gardiner, Richard A.
BHC 2002
Vert 595 (PrCt)

33364 Halley, Edmond, 1656-1742 - Thematic maps
The Terraqueous globe. Los Angeles : Univ. of California, 1969.
Authors: Thrower, Norman Joseph William -- Glacken, Clarence J.
Paper read at Clark Library Seminar, Apr. 27, 1968.
BHC 2323
Vert 1875 (PrCt)

33365 Hallstatt (Austria) - 1970
Urlaub in Hallstatt macht Freude = Holiday in Hallstatt is recreation. Hallstatt, Austria : Fremdenverkehrsverband Hallstatt, [ca. 1970s].
Authors: Fremdenverkehrsverband Hallstatt
1 leaflet (3-fold) : col. photos, ills, view ; fold to 22 x 20 cm
Travel Vertical File G6494 .H31 1970 .F7 (PrCt)

33366 Hallstatt (Austria) - 1976
Authors: Fremdenverkehrsverband
1 sheet : map ; fold to 20 x 12 cm
Includes lists of hotels, private rooms, and places of interest.
Travel Vertical File G6494 .H31 1976 .F7 (PrCt)

33367 Hälsingland (Sweden) - Maps - 1928<->Gästrikland (Sweden) - Maps - 1928
Authors: Svenska turistföreningen -- Stenberger, Marten, 1898-1973 -- Pallin, Anders -- Kartografiska institutet, AB -- Wahlström & Widstrand (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
"Denna bok är utarbetad av fil. kand. Marten Stenberger" -- T.p. verso.
Map inside front cover.
"Pris 4 Kr." -- Back cover.
Halsted Street Bridge (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1896
Halsted Street Bridge (Chicago, Ill.) - Photography - 1896
Bridges - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1896
Photography - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1896
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1896
Bridges - Railroad - Maps
Plan of north Halsted St. Bridge over the north branch of Chicago River, 1896. [Chicago : Bureau of Engineering, 1897]. Authors: Chicago (Ill.). Bureau of Engineering -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 12 x 18 cm. + 2 halftone photographs of bridge
Detached from Chicago (Ill.). Dept. of Public Works, Twenty-first annual report (Chicago, 1897), p. 105.
Scale ca. 1:1,440.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
map1F G4104 .C6P24 1896 C6, no. 2 (PrCt)

Halsted Street (Chicago, Ill.) - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. - Railroad crossings - Viaducts - 1870
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. - Railroad crossings - Viaducts - Halsted Street (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - Railroad crossings - Viaducts - Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company - Maps - Railroad crossings - Viaducts - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. - Halsted Street (Chicago, Ill.) - 1870
Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. - Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company - 1870
Viaduct at Halsted St. over C. B. & Q. R.R. [Chicago : s.n., 1870]. Authors: Chicago (Ill.). Board of Public Works -- Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company -- Chicago (Ill.). Board of Public Works. Annual report of the Board of Public Works to the Common Council of the City of Chicago (1870) -- Lakeside Press (Chicago, Ill.) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
2 elevation profiles and 1 map ; 7 x 52 cm. or smaller, on sheet 22 x 59 cm., folded to 12 x 11 cm.
Details road bridge crossing over the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad tracks on Halsted Street between 15th and 16th Streets.
Approximate coordinates: (W 87°38'49"--W 87°38'46"/N 41°51'40"--N 41°51'34")
In: Chicago (Ill.). Board of Public Works. Ninth annual report of the Board of Public Works, to the Common Council of the City of Chicago, for the municipal fiscal year ending March 31, 1870 (Chicago : printed at the Lakeside Press, 1870), following p. 20.
Uniform title: Annual report of the Board of Public Works to the Common Council of the City of Chicago.
Scale not given.
2 copies of the folded sheet; duplicate copy laid in next to bound copy.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
map1F G4104 .C6P24 1896 C6, no. 1 (PrCt)
S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 5 maps
38th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

33373 33373 33373 33373 33373
Hamburg (Germany : Gebietseinheiten) - Maps - 1729
Lüneberg Heath (Germany) - Maps - 1729
Typus geographicas ducat. Lauenburgici novus ... Nuremberg, 1729.
Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Schneider, Ruprecht Adam -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:258
1 map : hand col. ; 55 x 46 cm.
Inset: Hadulorum regio.
2496
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:254 (PrCt)

33374 33374 33374 33374 33374
Hamburg (Germany : Gebietseinheiten) - Maps - 1716
Bremen (Germany : Duchy) - Maps - 1716
Ducatus Bremae & Ferdae nova tabula.
Nuremberg, [ca. 1716].
Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:253
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 56 cm.
Phillips 5966 [73].
2491
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:253 (PrCt)

33375 33375 33375 33375 33375
Hamburg (Germany : Gebietseinheiten) - Maps - 1720
Bremen (Germany : Duchy) - Maps - 1720
Ducatus Bremae et Ferdae ... Amsterdam, [ca. 1720].
Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Schenk, Pieter, ca. 1698-1775 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:254
1 map : hand col. ; 44 x 54 cm.
2492
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:254 (PrCt)

33376 33376 33376 33376 33376
Hamburg (Germany : Gebietseinheiten) - Maps - 1725
Bremen (Germany : Duchy) - Maps - 1725
Ducatus Bremae & Ferdae ... Amsterdam, [ca. 1725].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Covens et Mortier -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:252
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 56 cm.
2490
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:252 (PrCt)

33377 33377 33377 33377 33377
Hamburg (Germany) - Maps - 1620
Hambvrgvm. [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Friese, Daniel, 1540-1611 -- Rantzaup, Henrik, 1526-1598 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 37 x 48 cm.
Original drawing, possibly by Daniel Friese, forwarded to Braun and Hogenberg by Henrik Rantzau; see R.A. Skelton’s Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.
Includes references 1-27.
Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Hambvrgvm.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 4, pl. 36 (PrCt)

33378 33378 33378 33378 33378
Hamburg (Germany) - Maps - 1657
Hambvrgvm. [Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657].
Authors: Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664 -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Urbium totius Germaniae superiorius illustriorum clariorumque tabulae ... Pars posterior [i.e. prior] (1657) -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Theatrum urbium (1657)
1 map : hand col. ; 39 x 51 cm.
Includes references1-32.
Oriented with north at bottom left.
Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Hambvrgvm.
In: Jansson, Jan. Urbium totius Germaniae superiorius illustriorum clariorumque tabulae ... Pars posterior [i.e. prior] 1657, [plate 59].
Issued in volume [2] of 8 in Jansson’s townbook

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
atlases, collectively known as the Theatrum urbium (Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657).

Case oversize G 117.452, v. 2, [plate 58] (PrCt)

33382 Hamburg (Germany) - Maps - 1735
Hamburg (Germany) - Maps - 1735 - Pictorial works
Authors: Homann Erben (Firm) -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:Y28 1 map ; 32 x 57 cm. + 1 view ; 15 x 57 cm.
Added title: Plan de la ville imperiale d'Hamburg. References: 1-36. 3075
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6299.H3 1735 H6 (PrCt)

33383 Hamburg (Germany) - Maps - 1771
Authors: Andrews, John, 1736-1809 -- Andrews, John, 1736-1809. A Collection of plans of the most capital cities of ... Europe and ... the world [1792?] -- Stockdale, John, 1749?-1814 1 map ; 17 x 23 cm.

Case folio G 13.036 pl. 20 (PrCt)

33384 Hamburg (Germany) - Maps - 1800
Authors: Stockdale, John, 1749?-1814 -- Stockdale, John, 1749?-1814. A Geographical, historical, and political description of the empire of Germany, Holland, the Netherlands, Switzerland, Prussia, Italy, Sicily, Corsica, and Sardinia ... (1800) 1 map ; 17 x 24 cm.
Includes 'References' 1-56.
In: Stockdale, John. A Geographical, historical, and political description of the empire of Germany, Holland, the Netherlands, Switzerland, Prussia, Italy, Sicily, Corsica, and Sardinia ... (London : Printed forJohn Stockdale, 1800), plate 14, opposite p. 211.

M256 folio G 30.333 pl. 14, opp. p. 211 (PrCt)

33385 Hamburg (Germany) - Maps - 1841
Hamburg. London : Chapman & Hall, 1841 [i.e.1844].
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

1 map : hand col. ; 31 x 39 cm.
'Drawn under the direction of Willm. Lindley Esqr. C.E: April 1841.'
'Engraved by B.R. Davies.'
oversize Ayer 135 .S67 1844 v. 2, pl. [182] (PrCt)

33386 Hamburg (Germany) - Maps - 1880-1895
Authors: Mauke, W. -- Hamburg -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. : 6 maps ; 368 x 243 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

33387 Hamburg (Germany) - Maps - 1910-1911>Hamburg Region (Germany) - Maps - 1910-1911
23. Aufl. [23rd ed.] / neu bearb. von Schiller-Tietz
Cover title: Hamburg und Umgebung 1910-1911 'Mit drei Karten und zwei Grundrissen.'
Maps lithographed by Leopold Kraatz. One folded map loose.
Advertisements: 8 p. at end.
Includes index.
Series: Grieben-Reiseführer ; Bd. 7
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 7 (1910-1911) (NLO)

33388 Hamburg (Germany) - Maps - 1912-1913
Cover title: Hamburg, kleine Ausgabe 'Nach der vierundzwanzigsten Auflage des grösseren, neu bearbeiteten Fuhrers durch Hamburg.'
'Mit zwei Karten.'
Maps lithographed by Leopold Kraatz.
Includes index.
Series: Grieben-Reiseführer ; Bd. 73
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 73 (1912-1913) (NLO)

33389 Hamburg (Germany) - Maps - 1922-1923>Hamburg Region (Germany) - Maps - 1922-1923
Cover title: Hamburg und Umgebung 1922-1923 'Mit 4 Karten.'
Maps lithographed by Leopold Kraatz. Includes index.
Series: Grieben-Reiseführer ; Bd. 7
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 7 (1922-1923) (NLO)

33390 Hamburg (Germany) - Maps - 1927
29. Aufl. [29th ed.]
'Auszug aus der 29. Auflage der neubearbeiteten grossen Ausgabe.'
'Mit 2 Karten'; imperfect: folded map wanting.
Map on inside front cover. 'Sucher,' for use with map. Index on folded leaf at end.
Includes index.
Series: Grieben-Reiseführer ; Bd. 73
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 73 (1927) (NLO)

33391 Hamburg (Germany) - Maps - 1951>Hamburg Region (Germany) - Maps - 1951
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. : 4 maps, 4 city plans 1st ed.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

33392 Hamburg (Germany) - Maps - 1953>Hamburg Region (Germany) - Maps - 1953
Hamburg und die Niederelbe. Leipzig : K.
Baedeker, 1953.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 4 maps, 4 city plans
nd
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Hamburg (Germany) - Maps - 1959
Hamburg Region (Germany) - Maps - 1959
Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag
-- Karl Thiemig AG -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
183 p. : 2 maps (1 col., on fold. 1 in pocket). 16 cm.
Map inside front cover.
Folded map in pocket.
Includes index.
Series: Grieben-Reiseführer ; Bd. 255
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 255 (1959) (NLO)

Hamburg (Germany) - Maps - 1985
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Automobile Association (Great Britain) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 21 plates
1st ed.
Issued in partnership with the Automobile Association (short format); cf. A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher, 1832-1990, p. 277.
Cover price: $12.95.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Hamburg (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1572
Hamburga, florentissimum inferioris Saxoniae emporium ... Ao. Dñii. M.D. LXXII. [Cologne] : s.n., 1572 [i.e. ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1564-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : hand col. ; 15 x 47 cm. on sheet 41 x 54 cm.
Anonymous view.
On same sheet with: Lvbeca vrbs imperialis Libera, civitatvm Wandalicarvm ... .
Latin letterpress text on verso under titles: Lvbeca -- Hambvrca.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 1, pl. 24 (PrCt)

Hamburg (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1572
Hamburg, florentissimum inferioris Saxoniae emporium ... Ao. Dñii. M.D. LXXII. [Amsterdam : Jan Jansson], M.D. LXXII [1572, i.e. 1657].
Authors: Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664 -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Urbium totius Germaniae svperiorus illustriorum clariorumque tabulae ... 
Pars posterior [i.e. prior] (1657) -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Theatrum urbium (1657)
1 view : hand col. ; 15 x 47 cm., on sheet 49 x 59 cm.
Added title: Hambvrch ein vorneliche. Hansestat. .
On same sheet with: Lvbeca vrbs imperialis Libera, civitatvm Wandalicarvm ... .
Latin letterpress text on verso under titles: Lvbeca -- Hambvrca.
In: Jansson, Jan. Urbium totius Germaniae svperiorus illustriorum clariorumque tabulae ... 
Pars posterior [i.e. prior] (1657) -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Theatrum urbium (1657)
Issued in volume [2] of 8 in Jansson's townbook atlases, collectively known as the Theatrum urbium (Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657).
Case oversize G 117 .452, v. 2, [plate 75] (PrCt)

Hamburg Region (Germany) - Maps - 1682
Elbe River (Czech Republic and Germany) - Maps - 1682 - Mouth
Hamburg (Germany) - Maps - 1682 - Pictorial works
Nobilissimi Albis fluvii ostia nec non Hamburgense et alia territoria adjacentia. Amsterdam : C. Allard, [1682?].
Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Allard, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709 -- Allard, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709. Atlas minor sive tabulae geographicae ... [1682?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1 map : col. ; 17 x 106 cm.
In: Allard, Carel. Atlas minor sive tabulæ geographicæ procapuorum regnorum regionum, insularum, provinciarum, etc. (Amsterdam : C. Allard, 1682?) pl. 48. 1 map printed in 2 panels (17 x 53 cm. each) on 1 copperplate.

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .A4 A pl. 48 (PrCt)

33401 Hamilton County (Ill.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners - Maps

Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960-- Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)
218 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
1st ed.
'Deluxe edition.'
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).

'3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.'
Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).
Includes indexes.
Series: Family maps
ISBN 1420307908 ; 9781420307900
Local History Ref F547.H17 B69 2007 (NLO)


Authors: W.W. Hixson & Co. -- Marshall, W. F., 20th cent. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([14 l.]) : 15 maps (1 fold.) ; 28 cm. Cover title and imprint.
Scale of township maps [ca. 1:50,000]
Some properties on some sheets outlined by hand in red or blue pencil.
Former owner’s stamp inside front cover: W.F. Marshall.
Tan paperback cover.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Variant copy (later issue?) with red cover: map4C G4103.H2G46 1937 .H59 (PrCt)
LC Card Number: map53001023


Authors: W.W. Hixson & Co. -- Marshall, W. F., 20th cent. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([14 l.]) : 15 maps (1 fold.) ; 28 cm. Cover title and imprint.
Scale of township maps [ca. 1:50,000]
Some properties on some sheets outlined by hand in red or blue pencil.
Former owner’s stamp inside front cover: W.F. Marshall.
Tan paperback cover.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Variant copy (later issue?) with red cover: map4C G4103.H2G46 1937 .H59 (PrCt)
LC Card Number: map53001023

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
33404 Hamilton County (Ill.). - Maps - 1951 - Landowners<->Counties - Maps<->Landowners - Maps
General Map Co., c1951.
Authors: General Map Company -- Prince, Wilburn E. -- Monroe, Oren -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (21 p.) : 16 maps ; 22 x 28 cm.
Cover title.
'Sponsored by merchants, professional men of Hamilton County, Wilburn E. Prince, McLeansboro, Ill., and Oren Monroe, Belle Prairie, Ill.'
Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Text on inside covers.
Scale not given.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Hamilton County 4-H Federation (Ill.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (32 p.) : 16 maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
"Sponsored by Hamilton County 4-H Federation."
Includes index to owners and county government directory.
Scale [1:50,688], 1 1/4 in. = 1 mile.
Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

33407 Hamilton County (Ill.). - Maps - 1974 - Landowners<->Counties - Maps<->Landowners - Maps
Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Hamilton County 4-H Federation (Ill.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (30 p.) : 17 maps ; 30 cm.
Cover title.
Sponsor: Hamilton County 4-H Federation.
"Copyright 1970 - Revised 1974."
Includes index to owners.
Scale not given.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Hamilton County 4-H Federation (Ill.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (32 p.) : 15 maps ; 28 cm.
Rev. 1980.
Cover title.
Includes index to owners, and business and county government directory.
Scale [1:50,688], 1 1/4 in. to 1 mile.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 81675388
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

LC Card Number: 83675791


33410 Hamilton County (Ind.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps


Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960--

200 p. : maps ; 29 cm.

1st ed.

'Deluxe edition.'

Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).

'3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.'

Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).

Includes indexes.

Series: Family maps

ISBN 1420310313 ; 9781420310313

Local History Ref F532.H2 B69 2009 (NLO)

33411 Hamilton County (Ind.) - Maps - 1866 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps


Size of original: 42.5 x 50.5 in. Scale: 1:42,240.


Microfiche 583, no. 148 (PrCt)

1922 - Counties - Maps


Authors: Kenyon Company (Des Moines, Iowa) -- Enterprise Printing and Publishing Co. (Noblesville, Ind.) -- John V. Bergen Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (49 p.): ill., 11 col. maps ; 40 cm.

Maps by the Kenyon Company, Des Moines. Advertisements throughout.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the John V. Bergen Collection (Newberry Library).

oversize G1403.H2 K45 1922 (NLO)

33413 Hamilton County (Ind.) - Maps - 1973 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps


Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Wainwright Abstract Company, Inc. (Noblesville, Ind.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (28 p.) : 14 maps ; 28 cm.

Cover title.

Includes business directory and index to owners.

Scale not given.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.


33414 Hamilton County (Iowa) - Maps - 1971 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps


Authors: R.C. Booth Enterprises -- Hamilton County (Iowa). Auditor -- Ryken Eng. Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (16 p.) : 17 maps ; 32 cm.

Cover title: Plat book of Hamilton County, Iowa, 1971

'Available from Hamilton County Auditor, Mary Kesler, Webster City, Iowa'--Cover.

Scale not given.


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.


33415 Hamilton County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1839 - Counties - Maps


Authors: Burr, David H., 1803-1875 -- De Witt, Simeon, 1756-1834 -- Stone and Clark --
Rawdon, Clark & Co. -- Rawdon, Wright & Co. -- Burr, David H., 1803-1875. An Atlas of the State of New York ... (1839)
1 map : hand col. ; 64 x 36 cm.
In Burr, David H. and Simeon De Witt. An Atlas of the State of New York : containing a map of the State and of the several counties (New York: David H. Burr, 1829; republished Ithaca: Stone and Clark, 1839) pl. [17]. Map dated 1829 and 1839; engraved 'No. 18.'

**Case oversize G 10851 .13 pl. 17 (PrCt)**

33416 Hamilton County (Neb.) - Maps - 1916 - Landowners - Counties -

**Maps**


Authors: Aurora Printing Co. -- Aurora Republican
147 p.: maps ; 41 cm.
OCLC 32607490.

**oversize F 92438.054 (NLO)**

33417 Hamilton County (Neb.) - Maps - 1923 - Landowners - Counties -

**Maps**


Authors: Geo. A. Ogle & Co.
1 atlas (43, xxii p. (p. 7-[35] maps, part col.) illus., ports.) ; 45 cm.
Township maps are on the scale of ca. 1:36,000 or 1 3/4 inches to 1 mile.
Phillips 15463.

LC Card Number: map48000735

**oversize F 92438.642 (NLO)**

33418 Hamilton County (Ohio) - Maps - 1835 - Landowners - Counties -

**Maps**

[Hamilton County (Ohio) - 1835: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche], [Washington, D.C.] : LC G&M Division , [1893?].

Authors: Emerson, William D. (William Dana), 1813-1891 -- Williams (C. S.) & Son -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 24 x 37 in. Scale: 1:63,360.
Originally published Cincinnati : C.S. Williams & Son, 1847.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps: Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps

**Microfiche 583, no. 632 (PrCt)**

33420 Hamilton County (Ohio) - Maps - 1853 - Landowners - Counties -

Map of Hamilton County [Ohio]. [Cincinnati : J.A. & U.P. James, 1853].

Authors: Massey, S. L. (Stephen L.) -- J.A. & U.P. James (Firm) -- Massey, S. L. (Stephen L.)
James' travelers companion : being a complete guide through the West and South, to the Gulf of Mexico and the Pacific ... (1853) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 8 x 9 cm.
Anonymous and without imprint.
In: Massey, S.L. James' travelers companion : being a complete guide through the West and South, to the Gulf of Mexico and the Pacific ... (Cincinnati : J.A. & U.P. James, 1853), p. [108].

**Graff 946, p. [108] (PrCt)**

33421 Hamilton County (Ohio) - Maps - 1856 - Landowners - Counties -

**Maps**

[Hamilton County (Ohio) - 1856: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche], [Washington, D.C.] : LC G&M Division , [1983?].

Authors: Gilbert, A. W. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps: Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps

**Microfiche 583, no. 633 (PrCt)**

33422 Hamilton County (Ohio.) - Maps - 1869 - Landowners - Counties -

**Maps**

[Hamilton County (Ohio) - 1869: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche], [Washington, D.C.] : LC G&M Division , [1893?].

Authors: Williams, Jesse -- Williams & Son -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 24 x 37 in. Scale: 1:63,360.
Originally published Cincinnati: C.S. Williams & Son, 1847.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps: Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps

**Microfiche 583, no. 633 (PrCt)**

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Moessinger, Geo. -- Bertsch, Fred. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 6 parts, 25.5 x 25.5 each. Scale: 1:26,600. Originally published Cincinnati: Geo. Moessinger and Fred. Bertsch, 1884. Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Microfiche 583, no. 635 (PrCt).

Authors: Scott, James T. -- Cincinnati Automobile Club -- American Liability Co. -- Dickerson & Norris -- Dickerson and Shepard 1 map ; 13 x 19 cm. fold. to 16 x 7 cm.
Scale ca. 1:254,000.
Cover title.
"Copyright 1921 Cincinnati Automobile Club."
"Compliments of Cincinnati's only automobile insurance company, American Liability Co."
On verso, advertisement, list of company directors.
Red overprinting on front cover replaces "Dickerson & Norris" with "Dickerson and Shepard."
Acquisition #2008100251.
map1F G4083.H2P2 1921 .S3 (PrCt)

33425 Hamilton County (Ohio) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps<<>Counties - Maps Map of Hamilton County, O. : state & county roads / George M. Lemmel, Hamilton County Engineer. [Cincinnati, Ohio] : Hamilton County Engineer, 1947.
Authors: Lemmel, George M. -- Hamilton County (Ohio). Engineer 1 map ; 48 x 72 cm.
Includes indexes to towns, public buildings, 'inter-county highways.' Distances from downtown Cincinnati shown by concentric circles.
Road map showing corporation lines, railroads, airports, schools, township or community halls, churches, hospitals, playgrounds, and 'fresh air farms & camps.'
Added title: Hamilton and vicinity.
"© Copyright Rolph Clark Stone Ltd., Toronto."
Panel art: Aerial color photo of a metropolitan area.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2342 (PrCt)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>33428</td>
<td>Hamilton (Ont.) - Maps - 1995 - Road maps</td>
<td>Hamilton Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1995 - Road maps</td>
<td>1897</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hamilton &amp; Niagara Region StreetFinder.</td>
<td>Markham, Ontario : Allmaps Canada Ltd., 1995</td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Authors: Rand McNally and Company</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection</td>
<td>(Newberry Library)</td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 atlas (255 p.) : col. maps ; 22 cm.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;New expanded edition&quot; --front cover.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cover title.</td>
<td></td>
<td>$6.95</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Uniform title: StreetFinder.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection</td>
<td>(Newberry Library)</td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).</td>
<td></td>
<td>ISBN 0886407591</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RMcN StrFdr 1995 .H35 (PrCt)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>33429</td>
<td>Hamlin County (S.D.) - Maps - 1897 - Landowners</td>
<td>Counties - Maps</td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hamlin County (S.D.) - Maps - Landowners - Maps</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[Hamlin County (S.D.) - 1897: LC G&amp;M land ownership maps on microfiche].</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[Washington, D.C.] : LC G&amp;M Division, [1893?].</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Authors: Abbott, C. L. -- Library of Congress</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Geography and Map Division. LC G&amp;M Division land ownership maps</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Size of original: 19 x 24 in. Scale 1:69,000.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Originally published Estelline, S.D.: C.L. Abbott, 1897.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:</td>
<td>Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&amp;M Division land ownership maps</td>
<td>Library of Congress; Geography and Map Division. LC G&amp;M Division land ownership maps</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Scale [ca. 1:6,336].</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Includes view: Hammersmith suspension bridge / on stone by C. Haghe.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reproduced from original in the Hammersmith Public Library.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Facsimile of original published Shepards Bush [Hammersmith, Eng.:]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>John Salter, [1830]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>London : W. Day, Lithr.)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Facsimile of original published Shepards Bush [Hammersmith, Eng.:]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>John Salter, [1830]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>London : W. Day, Lithr.)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Facsimile of original published Shepards Bush [Hammersmith, Eng.:]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>John Salter, [1830]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>London : W. Day, Lithr.)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>33430</td>
<td>Hamlin County (S.D.) - Maps - 1897 - Landowners</td>
<td>Counties - Maps</td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hamlin County (S.D.) - Maps - Landowners - Maps</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[Hamlin County (S.D.) - 1897: LC G&amp;M land ownership maps on microfiche].</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[Washington, D.C.] : LC G&amp;M Division, [1893?].</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Authors: Hilthon, K. E. -- Stevens, F. B. -- Sundy, C. F. -- Peterson, E. Frank -- Library of Congress.</td>
<td>Geography and Map Division. LC G&amp;M Division land ownership maps</td>
<td>Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&amp;M Division land ownership maps</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Size of original: 4 parts, 18 x 23.5 in. each. Scale 1:42,240.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Originally published Vermillion, S.D.: E. Frank Peterson, 1897.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:</td>
<td>Library of Congress; Geography and Map Division. LC G&amp;M Division land ownership maps</td>
<td>Library of Congress; Geography and Map Division. LC G&amp;M Division land ownership maps</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Scale 1:42,240.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>33431</td>
<td>Hamlin County (S.D.) - Maps - 1897 - Landowners</td>
<td>Counties - Maps</td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hamlin County (S.D.) - Maps - Landowners - Maps</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[Hamlin County (S.D.) - 1897: LC G&amp;M land ownership maps on microfiche].</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[Washington, D.C.] : LC G&amp;M Division, [1893?].</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Authors: Hilthon, K. E. -- Stevens, F. B. -- Sundy, C. F. -- Peterson, E. Frank -- Library of Congress.</td>
<td>Geography and Map Division. LC G&amp;M Division land ownership maps</td>
<td>Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&amp;M Division land ownership maps</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Size of original: 18 x 24 in. Scale 1:84,480.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Originally published Vermillion, S.D.: E. Frank Peterson, 1897.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:</td>
<td>Library of Congress; Geography and Map Division. LC G&amp;M Division land ownership maps</td>
<td>Library of Congress; Geography and Map Division. LC G&amp;M Division land ownership maps</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Scale [ca. 1:6,336].</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Includes view: Hammersmith suspension bridge / on stone by C. Haghe.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reproduced from original in the Hammersmith Public Library.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Facsimile of original published Shepards Bush [Hammersmith, Eng.:]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>John Salter, [1830]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>London : W. Day, Lithr.)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 map ; 89 x 57 cm. + text (15 p. : map ; 25 cm.)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Facsimile of original published Shepards Bush [Hammersmith, Eng.:]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>John Salter, [1830]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>London : W. Day, Lithr.)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reproduced from original in the Hammersmith Public Library.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Scale [ca. 1:6,336].</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Includes view: Hammersmith suspension bridge / on stone by C. Haghe.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Accompanied by John Salter's map of Hammersmith: some notes and a gazetteer /</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[Pamela Taylor &amp; Philip Whiting].</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>16359</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IGN78</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>map4F G5754.H2 1830 S2 (PrCt)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Authors: Roberts, Alfred James -- Hammersmith Local History Group -- Davies, Benjamin Rees -- Whitting, Philip D. -- Oxford University Press</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 map ; 86 x 59 cm., on 4 sheets each 51 x 35 cm. + text (12 p.)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Facsimile of original published London: Roberts, 1853; engraved by B.R. Davies.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Scale 1:6,336 or '10 inches to the mile.'</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Issued in paper covers.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Includes notes on the map by P.D. Whitting.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Showed numbered plots of land based on the tithe map of 1845.
16360
ICN78
map2F G5754.H2 1853 R6 (PrCt)

Caleb D. Hammond, 90, who led family's map-making business into digital age, dies. 2006. Authors: Hevesi, Dennis -- New York Times Company
2 p.; 28 cm.
Vert 338 (PrCt)

[Map detailing miles 94-100 west of Boston on the Boston and Worcester Railroad and the Western Rail-Road]. [Boston : Bradbury & Guild, 1847].
Authors: Guild, William -- Boston and Worcester Railroad Corporation -- William. A Chart and description of the Boston and Worcester and Western Railroads ... (1847)
1 map; on sheet 18 x 11 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Running title in top margin: Chart of the Western Railroad. Worcester and Western Railroads. Forms a section of a strip map covering 200 miles of track between Boston, Mass. and Albany, N.Y.
Covers part of Hampden County, Mass.; identifies bridge crossing over the tracks in the village of Chicopee, Garden Brook passing beneath the tracks, and the Main Street crossing in Springfield, Mass.
Scale [1:1:63,360].
Approximate coordinates: (W 72°43'00"-W 72°30'00" / N 42°10'00"--N 42°05'00")
In: Guild, William. A Chart and description of the Boston and Worcester and Western Railroads ... (Boston : Bradbury & Guild, 1847), p. 44
The complete map is printed from movable type, and scattered between p. 4-78.
For accompanying illustrations and descriptive text for this section, see p. 45 and p. 47.
map3C G3761.P3 1847 .G8, p. 44 (PrCt)

33436 Hampden County (Mass.) - Maps - 1855 - Landowners<<>>>Counties - Maps<<>>>Landowners - Maps
1 map; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Microfiche 583, no. 312 (PrCt)

1 map; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 6 parts; 4 are 22.5 x 22.5 in. each and 2 are 22.5 x 24 in. each. Scale: 1:47,520. Originally published Boston: H. A. Haley, 1857.
Microfiche 583, no. 313 (PrCt)

Authors: Beers, F. W. (Frederick W.) -- Sanford, G. P. (George P.) -- F.W. Beers & Co. -- Beers, Ellis & Soule -- Piper Publishing LLC
1 computer optical disc : col. ; 4 3/4 in.
Title from title screen.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Title on disc label: Atlas of Hampden County, 1870
Title on cover of container insert: 1870 Hampden County, Massachusetts
Includes distance chart and index.
System requirements: IBM PC or compatible; CD-ROM drive; 600 x 800 monitor; Adobe Acrobat Reader required for printing.
Scales differ.
Series: Late 19th century atlases of Massachusetts counties -- Landowner atlases by F.W. Beers and Co.
ISBN 0971760519
CD-ROM G1233.H3G46 B4 2004 (NLO)

Hampshire County (Mass.) - Maps - 1856 - Landowners<<>><Counties - Maps<><Landowners - Maps
Authors: Walling, Henry Francis, 1825-
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps on microfiche
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 4 parts; 2 are 20 x 29 in. each and 2 are 20 x 30 in. each. Scale: 1:47,520.
Originally published 1856.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps: Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps on microfiche
Microfiche 583, no. 314 (PrCt)

Hampshire County (Mass.) - Maps - 1860 - Landowners<<>><Counties - Maps<><Landowners - Maps
Authors: Walling, Henry Francis, 1825-1888 -- Smith (H. & C. T.) & Co. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Microfiche 583, no. 315 (PrCt)

Hampshire (England) - Maps - 1846<<>><Winchester (England) - Maps - 1846
Hantshire described and devided. [London] : I. Sudbury and G. Humbell [i.e J. Legate and W. Humble], [1646].
Authors: Speed, John, 1552?-1629 -- Hondius, Jodocus, 1563-1612 -- Sudbury, John -- Humble, George, d. 1640 -- Legate, John, d. 1658 -- Humble, William, 1612-1686 -- Speed, John, 1552?-1629. A Prospect of the most famous parts of the world ... together with ... Great Brittaines empire (1646)
1 map ; 37 x 38 cm. on sheet 42 x 54 cm. Inset (11 x 12 cm.): Winchester.
Margins include coats-of-arms.
Letterpress text on verso (p. 13-14) under the following heading: Hant-shire.
In: Speed, John. A Prospect of the most famous parts of the world ... together with ... Great Brittaines empire (London : Printed by John Legatt, for William Humble, 1646) map [29].
Case oversize G 117 .82 map [29] (PrCt)

Hampshire (England) - Maps - 1676<<>><Winchester (England) - Maps - 1676
Authors: Speed, John, 1552?-1629 -- Hondius, Jodocus, 1563-1612 -- Bassett, Thomas -- Chiswell, Richard -- Speed, John, 1552?-1629. The Theatre of the Empire of Great-Britain ... (1676) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 37 x 38 cm. on sheet 42 x 56 cm. Inset (11 x 12 cm.): Winchester.
Margins include coats-of-arms.
Letterpress text on verso (p. 13-14) under the following heading: Hantshire.
In: Speed, John. The Theatre of the Empire of Great-Britain ... (London : Printed for T. Bassett and R. Chiswell, 1676) map [8].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .S7 1676 map [8] (PrCt)

Topographical and statistical description of the county of Hants : containing an account of its situation, extent, towns, roads, rivers, lakes, mines, minerals, fisheries, manufactures, trade, commerce, agriculture, fairs, markets, curiosities, antiquities, natural history, civil and ecclesiastical jurisdictions, &c. : to which is prefixed a copious travelling index ..., forming a complete itinerary ... / by George Alexander Cooke ; illustrated with a map of the county. London : Printed for C. Cooke, No. 17, Paternoster Row, by Brimmer and Co., Water Lane, Fleet Street ; And sold by all the booksellers in the United Kingdom, [180-?].
Dorsetshire.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [21]-22).
Issued as part of a series of descriptive guides to the counties of Great Britain.
Bound with 2 other titles.
Contemporary half bound brown leather, marbled papers over boards.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes DA670.S96 C56 1810 (NLO)

33444 Hampshire (England) - Maps - 1891<<><>Isle of Wight (England) - Maps - 1891
120, 32 p., [2] leaves of plates : 1 folded map, plan ; 17 cm.
4th ed.
Spine title: Tourist’s Hampshire
Map and plan by Stanford’s Geographical Establishment.
Advertisements, 32 p. at end.
Series statement from publisher’s advertisements.
Includes index.
Series: Stanford’s two shilling series of county guides -- Stanford’s two-shilling series.
Former owner’s inscription: H. Dobson Jany. 1892.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .B55 Hampshire (1897) (NLO)

33445 Hampshire (England) - Maps - 1897
Authors: Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- Black’s guide books -- Moncrieff, A. R. Hope (Ascott Robert Hope), 1846-1927 -- Bartholomew, John, 1805-1861 -- Walker & Boutall -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
xii, 184, 132 p., [13] leaves of plates (some folded) : 14 maps (some folded), 1 plan ; 17 cm. 13th ed.
Maps by J. Bartholomew and Walker & Boutall.
Map on lining papers.
Folded map in pocket at end.
Series: Black’s guide books.
Series statement from publisher advertisements.
Advertisements: 132 p. at end.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .M97 no. 337 (1898) (NLO)

33446 Hampshire (England) - Maps - 1898-1900
A Handbook for travellers in Hampshire. London : John Murray, 1898 [i.e. 1900?].
Authors: Jeans, G. E. (George Edward), 1848-1921 -- Godwin, G. N. (George Nelson), 1846-1907 -- John Murray (Firm) -- Murray’s handbooks for travellers -- Bartholomew, John, 1831-1893 -- Edward Stanford Ltd. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
5th ed.
Publisher’s advertisements on endpapers and "Murray’s handbook advertiser, 1900-1901 ... ", 48 p. at end.
Cover title: Murray’s hand-book, Hampshire
Spine title: Hand-book for Hants
"With maps and plans."
Folded map in pocket.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Series: [Murray’s handbooks for travellers] -- Murray’s handbooks for travellers.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray’s handbooks for travellers, 337

33447 Hampshire (England) - Maps - 1898-1906
A Handbook for travellers in Hampshire. London : John Murray, 1898 [i.e. 1906?].
5th ed.
Publisher’s advertisements on endpapers and "Murray’s handbook advertiser, 1906-1907 ...", 48 p. at end.
Cover title: Murray’s hand-book, Hampshire
Spine title: Hand-book for Hants
"With maps and plans."
Folded map in pocket.
"With index and directory for 1904."
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Series: [Murray’s handbooks for travellers] -- Murray’s handbooks for travellers.
Former owner’s inscription: F.P. Weston, 1924.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray’s handbooks for travellers, 337

Baskes G153 .M97 no. 337 (1904) (NLO)

33448 Hampshire (England) - Maps - 1904


xii, 188, 114 p., [13] leaves of plates (some folded) : 14 maps (some folded), 1 plan ; 17 cm. 15th ed.


Map on lining papers.

Folded map in pocket at end.

Series: Black's guide books.

Series statement from publisher advertisements. Advertisements: 114 p. at end.

Includes index.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G153 .B55 Hampshire (1904) (NLO)

33449 Hampshire (England) - Maps - 1914<<>>Dorset (England) - Maps - 1914


1 v. (various pagings) : ill., 19 col. maps and plans (some folded) ; 17 cm. 1st ed.

"John Bartholomew & Co."--On maps.

Index map on lining paper.

"Thorough guide advertiser": 48 p. at end. Includes index.

Series: Thorough guide series

Publisher's red cloth binding.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G153 .T56 South Hants, Dorset (1914) (NLO)

33450 Hampshire (England) - Maps - 1916


Authors: Cox, J. Charles (John Charles), 1843-1919 -- Little guides -- John Bartholomew and Son -- Methuen & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)


Maps by John Bartholomew and Son.

Map on lining papers.

Includes bibliographical references (p. 59-60) and index.

Series: Little guides

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G153 .L58 Hampshire (1916) (NLO)

33451 Hampshire (England) - Maps - 1923


1 v. : 1 map

12mo:C:EmeryWalker

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

33452 Hampshire (England) - Maps - 1927


Authors: Morris, Joseph E. (Joseph Ernest) -- Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- Black's guide books -- John Bartholomew and Son -- Billing and Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)


Maps by John Bartholomew & Son.

Printed by Billing and Sons.

Map inside front cover.

Includes index.

Series: Black's guide books.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

LC Card Number: 33018831

Baskes G153 .B55 Hampshire (1927) (NLO)

33453 Hampshire (England) - Maps - 1949


xii, 211 p., [46] p. of plates : ill., 2 maps (1 folded col.), plan ; 16 cm.
Hampshire (England) - Maps - 1949
Hampshire and the Isle of Wight (England) - Maps - 1949
Authors: Winbolt, S. E. -- Penguin guides --
Penguin (Firm) -- John Bartholomew and Son --
Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)
157 p., 8 p. of plates : ill., 5 col. maps ; 18 cm.
Includes index.
Series: The Penguin guides ; 10 --
G10.
Monogram stamp: H.G.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskets G153 .P46 no. G10 (1949) (NLO)

Hampshire (England) - Maps - 1996
Road maps----Automobile travel -
Hampshire (England) - Guidebooks -
1996----Automobile travel - Dorset (England) - Guidebooks - 1996
Authors: Edwards, Anne-Marie --
Great Britain.
Ordnance Survey -- Ordnance Survey travelmaster guide --
Jarrold Publishing -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)
96 p. : col. ill., 22 col. maps ; 23 cm.
Includes index.
Map on back cover.
Series: Ordnance Survey travelmaster guide.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection at the Newberry Library.
ISBN 0319006212 (pbk.) ; 9780319006214 (pbk.)
; 0711708452 (Jarrold) ; 9780711708457 (Jarrold)

Hampshire (England) - Maps - Collections, 1575-1826
Cartography - Hampshire (England) - History
Two hundred and fifty years of map-making in the county of Hampshire. 1976.
Authors: Margary, Harry --
Laxton, Paul
11 maps ; on 21 sheets each 57 x 83 cm. + t.p. and intro. (4 sheets).
Facsimiles of originals published 1575-1826.
347 and BHC 297

Hampshire (England) - Maps - 1996
Road maps----Automobile travel -
Hampshire (England) - Guidebooks -
1996----Automobile travel - Dorset (England) - Guidebooks - 1996
Authors: Edwards, Anne-Marie --
Great Britain.
Ordnance Survey -- Ordnance Survey travelmaster guide --
Jarrold Publishing -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)
96 p. : col. ill., 22 col. maps ; 23 cm.
Includes index.
Map on back cover.
Series: Ordnance Survey travelmaster guide.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection at the Newberry Library.
ISBN 0319006212 (pbk.) ; 9780319006214 (pbk.)
; 0711708452 (Jarrold) ; 9780711708457 (Jarrold)

Hampton Court (Richmond upon Thames, London, England) - Guidebooks - 1840
The Stranger's guide to Hampton Court Palace and Gardens. London : Printed and published by G.B. Mason, [ca. 1840].
Authors: Grundy, John, active 1797 -- Mason, G. B. --
Dymoke, Edmund Lionel Wells -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)
24 p. : ill. ; 17 cm.
By John Grundy. Cf. other editions.
No. 4 of 4 titles bound together.
Armoiral bookplate: Edmund Lionel Wells Dymoke.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskets DA890.E3 B53 1840 (NLO)

Hampton Institute (Va.) - Maps - 1892
Plan of buildings, grounds and farm (191 acres) of Hampton N. and A. Institute, Hampton, Virginia. 1892.
Authors: United States. Congress. Senate
1 map ; on sheet 63 x 35 cm.
Detached from Record of Indian students returned from Hampton Institute in U.S. 52nd Congress, 1st session, 1891-1892. Senate Executive Document 31 [Serial Set 2892].
2738
map4F G3884.H3 1892 U5 (PrCt)

Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute (Va.) - Maps - 1890 - Pictorial works----Hampton (Va.). Hampton Institute SEE Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute (Va.)----Hampton Institute (Va.) SEE Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute (Va.)
Hampton Normal Agricultural Institute, Hampton, Va. 1890.
Authors: Bosworth --
United States. Congress. Senate
1 panoramic view ; 27 x 78 cm.
Detached from Record of Indian students returned from Hampton Institute in U.S. 52nd Congress, 1st session, 1891-1892. Senate Executive Document 31 [Serial Set 2892].
2740
map4F G3884 .H3A35 1890 .B6 (PrCt)


Hampton Roads (Va. : Region) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- NAVTEQ (Firm) -- Rand McNally and Company.
Street guide -- Rand McNally and Company.
StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
"3rd edition"-- front cover
Cover title: Hampton Roads street guide includes the Virginia peninsula
"NAVTEQ on board" "$21.95" -- back cover
Uniform titles: StreetFinder -- Street guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-85794-0
RMcN StrFdr 2006 .H357a (PrCt)

Hampton (Va.) - Maps - 1892

Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute (Va.) Virginia : map of Hampton N. and A. Institute and surrounding region. 1892.
Authors: Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute (Va.) -- United States. Congress. Senate
1 map ; 32 x 21 cm.
Detached from Record of Indian students returned from Hampton Institute in U.S. 52d Congress, 1st session, 1891-1892. Senate Executive Document 31 [Serial Set 2892].
Koep, v. [2], p. 923.
2739
map1F G3882 .H3 1892 .U5 (PrCt)

Hamptonburgh (N.Y. : Town) - Maps - 1864 - Landowners

Farm map of the towns of Hamptonburgh and Blooming Grove, Orange Co. N.Y. [197-?].
Authors: Hughes, James -- Friend, Norman M., b. ca. 1815 -- Orange County Genealogical Society
1 map ; 51 x 63 cm.
Facsimile of original published Philadelphia, 1864.
Includes 24 illustrations and list of subscribers.
78-42180
M1035
map4F G3803.O5:3H3 1864 H8 197- (PrCt)

Hanau Region (Germany) - Maps - 1745

Frankfurt am Main Region (Germany) - Maps - 1745
(                                                    )
Hanau (Germany) - Maps - 1745 - Pictorial works
S. R. Imp. Comitatus Hanau propriis sic dictus, cum singulis suis praefecturis; ut et Comitatus Solms Budingen et Nidda cumreliqua Wetteravia et ricinis regionibus ... Nuremberg : Homann Erben, [ca. 1745].
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 55 cm.
In: Homann, Johann Baptist. Atlas novus terrarum orbis (Nuremberg : [Homann Erben, ca. 1745]), [plate 81].
Inset (9 x 35 cm.): Prospect der Stadt Hanau gegen Mittag anzusehen.
Map dated 1728.
Manuscript 'No. 82' and '84' on verso.
oversize Ayer 135 .H7 1730, [plate 81] (PrCt)

Hancock County (Ill.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners

Family maps of Hancock County, Illinois : with homesteads, roads, waterways, towns, cemeteries, railroads, and more. Norman, Okla.
Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960- -- Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)
328 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
1st ed.
'Deluxe edition.'
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).
'3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.'
Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).
Includes indexes.
Series: Family maps
ISBN 1420301543
Local History Ref F547.H2 B69 2005 (NLO)

Hancock County (Ill.) - Maps - 1859 - Landowners

Authors: Holmes & Arnold -- Library of Congress.
Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche
Size of original: 2 parts, 55 x 28 in. and 55 x 29 in. Scale 1:45,000. Originally published 1859.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing
Hancock County (III.) - Maps - 1908 -
Landowners<<<Counties -
Maps<<<Landowners - Maps
 Plat book of Hancock County by townships.
Carthage, Ill. J.C. Helms, 1908.
Authors: Helms, J. C. -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (48 p.) : 23 maps ; 40 cm.
Scale [1:42,240] 1/2 in. to 1 mile.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G4103.H3G46 1908 .H4 (NLO)

Hancock County (Ill.) - Maps - 1923 -
Landowners<<<Carthage College (Kenosha, Wis.)<<<Counties -
Maps<<<Landowners - Maps
 Plat book of Hancock County, Illinois. [Carthage, Ill.]
: Carthage Commercial Club, [1923].
Authors: Carthage Commercial Club (Ill.)
-- Carthage College (Kenosha, Wis.)
1 atlas (60 p.) : ill., maps ; 22 x 28 cm.
Cover title.
Added title: Hancock County, Illinois, atlas and
Additional title provided by cataloger.
Tentative date; text refers to Carthage College’s
1923-1924 fiscal year; the college later relocated
to Kenosha, Wis.
Scale [ca. 1:50,688].
Includes index.
F 896165.15 (NLO)

Hancock County (Ill.) - Maps - 1975 -
Landowners<<<Counties -
Maps<<<Landowners - Maps
Rockford, Ill. Rockford Map Publishers, 1975,
c1970.
Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (42 p.) : ill., maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
Includes index to owners.
Scale [1:50,688], 1 1/4 in. to 1 mile.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G4103.H3G46 1975 .R58 (NLO)

Hancock County (Iowa) - Maps - 1980 -
Landowners<<<Garner (Iowa) - Maps -
1980<<<Counties - Maps<<<Landowners - Maps
 The 1980 atlas of Hancock County, Iowa : with
township plats corrected to Jan. 23, 1980 /
[compiled and published by] R.C. Booth
Enterprises. Harlan, Iowa : R.C. Booth
Enterprises. [1980].
Authors: R.C. Booth Enterprises -- Hancock
County (Iowa). Auditor -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (18 p.) : 17 maps ; 31 cm.
Cover title: Plat book of Hancock County, Iowa, 1980
Available from Hancock County Auditor, Bertha
L. Brown, Garner, Iowa'.--Cover.
Scale not given.
Laid in: folded map of Garner, Iowa.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.

Hancock County (Ky.) - Maps - 1887 -
Landowners<<<Counties -
Maps<<<Landowners - Maps
[Hancock County (Ky.) - 1887: LC G&M land
ownership maps on microfiche]. [Washington,
D.C.] : LC G&M Division, [1983?].
Authors: Moore, P. N. -- Page, W. B. -- Hoeing, I.
B. -- Underwood, Eugene -- Cole, M. S. --
Kentucky Geological Survey -- Library of
Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC
G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 2 sheets, 25.5 x 34 in. and 25.5 x
32.5 in. Scale 1:60,000. Originally published
[1887?].
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing
19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division.
LC G&M Division land ownership maps
[Hancock County, Kentucky].
Microfiche 583, no. 231 (PrCt)

Hancock County (Me.) - Maps - 1763 -
Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<<Manuscript
maps - Facsimiles<<<Counties - Maps
 A Survey for six townships on the east side of
the River Penobscot in the territory of Sagadehock in
New England, 1763. [19--].
Authors: Hulbert, Archer Butler, 1873-1933 --
Hulbert, Archer Butler, 1873-1933. The Crown
Collection of photographs of American maps --
Great Britain. Colonial Office. Library. C.O.
Cat.No.16 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1763 manuscript.
In: Hulbert, Archer Butler. The Crown Collection
of photographs of American maps : series III.
From the Colonial Office Library, London
168-169 (PrCt)

Hancock County (Me.) - Maps - 1764 -
Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<<Manuscript
maps - Facsimiles<<<Counties - Maps
 A Plan of seven townships laid out on the east
River Penobscot in the territory of Sagadehock in
New England, 1764
Authors: Moore, P. N. -- Page, W. B. -- Hoeing, I.
B. -- Underwood, Eugene -- Cole, M. S. --
Kentucky Geological Survey -- Library of
Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC
G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 2 sheets, 25.5 x 34 in. and 25.5 x
32.5 in. Scale 1:60,000. Originally published
[1887?].
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing
19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division.
LC G&M Division land ownership maps
[Hancock County, Kentucky].
Microfiche 583, no. 231 (PrCt)
side of Mount Desert River in the territory of Sagadahoc, 1764. [19-].


Photostatic reproduction of 1764 manuscript.


1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.


Microfiche 583, no. 268 (PrCt)

33478 Hancock County (Me.) - Maps - 1860 - Landowners - Counties - Maps

[Hancock County (Me.) - 1860: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche], [Washington, D.C.] : LC G&M Division, [1983?].

Authors: Walling, Henry Francis, 1825-1888 -- Lee & Marsh -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps

1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.


Microfiche 583, no. 268 (PrCt)

33479 Hancock County (Ohio) - Maps - 1863 - Landowners - Counties - Maps

[Hancock County (Ohio) - 1863: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche], [Washington, D.C.] : LC G&M Division, [1983?].


1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.


Microfiche 583, no. 636 (PrCt)

33480 Hancock County (Ohio) - Maps - 1875 - Landowners - Counties - Maps

[Hancock County (Ohio) - 1875: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche], [Washington, D.C.] : LC G&M Division, [1983?].

Authors: Stringfellow, U. K. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps

1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.


Microfiche 583, no. 637 (PrCt)

33481 Hancock County (Ohio) - Maps - 1890 - Landowners - Counties - Maps

[Hancock County (Ohio) - 1890: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche], [Washington, D.C.] : LC G&M Division, [1983?].

Authors: Stringfellow, U. K. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps

1 atlas ([1]-109 [1] (i.e. 107 [1]) p.) : col. maps (1 folded), ill. ; 45 cm.

"History of Hancock county, Ohio": p. [19]-22. Pages 11-12 lacking.

Bound in brown cloth; stamped in gold and blind; black leather shellback, stamped in gold.

oversize F 892413 .434 (NLO)

33482 Hancock County (Ohio) - Maps - 1892 - Landowners - Counties - Maps


Authors: Town & Country Publishing Co. -- Lawyers Title Agency of Findlay (Ohio) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (56 p.) : 28 maps ; 28 cm.

Cover title.

"Compliments of Lawyers Title Agency of Findlay, Inc., Findlay, Ohio."

Includes index to owners and business directory. Advertisements on covers and interspersed. Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.


33483 Hancock County (W. Va.) - Maps - 1871 - Landowners - Counties - Maps


Authors: Beers, F. W. (Frederick W.) -- Lathrop, J. M. (James M.) -- F.W. Beers & Co. -- Nichols,
Hannover (Germany - Maps - 1912
Führer durch Hannover und seine Umgebung.
Hannover : Verein zur Förderung des Fremdenverkehrs, 1912/13 [i.e. 1913].
Maps by W. Oldemayer Nachfolger and L. Ravenstein.
Includes indexes.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes DD901.H44 F84 1913 (NLO)

Hannover (Germany - Province - Maps - 1740
Electoratus Hanoverianus cum ditionibus et praefecturis ... [Augsburg]: Matth. Seuttero, [ca. 1740?].
Authors: Lotter, Tobias Conrad, 1717-1777 -- Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756 -- Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756. [A Collection of Seutter maps] [1726-1773] 1 map : hand col. ; 56 x 48 cm.
'Tob. Conr. Lotter Sculp.'
Forms part of a made-to-order composite atlas chiefly comprised of undated maps issued ca. 1734-ca. 1744.
Case oversize G 1007 .81 pl. [60] (PrCt)

Hannover (Germany - Province - Maps - 1741
Führer durch Hannover und seine Umgebung.
Hannover : Verein zur Förderung des Fremdenverkehrs, 1912/13 [i.e. 1913].
Maps by W. Oldemayer Nachfolger and L. Ravenstein.
Includes indexes.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes DD901.H44 F84 1913 (NLO)
Hanover County (Va.) - Maps - 1860-1869 -
Landowners - Manuscripts -
Facsimiles - Counties - Maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: Manuscript, 22 x 37.5 in. Scale 1:80,000. Originally compiled [186-?]. Only covers part of the county.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps: Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 1272 (PrCt)

Hanover County (Va.) - Maps - 1860-1869 -
Landowners - Manuscripts -
Facsimiles - Counties - Maps
Authors: Library of Congress. Hotchkiss map collection. No. 38 -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: Manuscript, 22 x 37.5 in. Scale 1:80,000. Originally compiled [186-?]. Only covers part of the county.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps: Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 1273 (PrCt)

Hanover County (Va.) - Maps - 1860-1869 -
Landowners - Manuscripts -
Facsimiles - Counties - Maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: Manuscript, 22 x 37.5 in. Scale 1:80,000. Originally compiled [186-?]. Only covers part of the county.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps: Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 1274 (PrCt)
Hanover County (Va.) - Maps - 1860-1869 -
Landowners - Manuscripts -
Facsimiles - Manuscript maps -
Facsimiles - Counties -
Maps - Landowners - Maps
Authors: Library of Congress. Hotchkiss map collection. No. 45 -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: Manuscript, 16 x 22 in. Scale 1:160,000. Originally compiled [186?-?]. Only covers part of the county.
Microfiche 583, no. 1291 (PrCt)

Hants (N. S. : County) - Maps - 1864 -
Landowners - United States - History - Civil War, 1861-1865 -
Maps - United States - History - Civil War, 1861-1865 -
Maps - Counties -
Maps - Landowners - Maps
1 map : hand col. ; 39 x 46 cm., folded to quarto (40)
'Surveyed & drawn by Maj. J.E. Weyss, assisted by F. Theilkuhl, J. Strasser & G. Thompson.'
In lower right corner: Photolith. by the N.Y. Lithographing, Engraving & Printing Co., Julius Bien, Supt.'
Scale [1:21,120]. 3 in. to 1 mile.
Relief shown by hachures.
Shows location of Union and Confederate forces and names of some rural landowners.
Dawes G 10863 .97 (NLO)

Hanson County (S.D.) - Maps - 1893 -
Landowners - Counties -
Maps - Landowners - Maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 2 parts, 20.5 x 29 in. and 21 x 29 in. Scale 1:42,000. Originally published Vermillion, S.D.:Rowley & Peterson, 1893.
Microfiche 583, no. 854 (PrCt)

Authors: Black, Jeannette Dora, 1909-1983
BHC 1070
Vert 637 (PrCt)

Harbors - Maps - 1884-1890 - Cities and towns - Maps - 1884-1890 -
Harbors - Cities and towns - Maps - 1884-1890 - Nautical charts - 1884-1890 - Cities and towns -
Harbors - Nautical charts
Authors: France. Ministère des travaux publics -- France. Direction des cartes, plans et archives et de la statistique graphique -- Ecole nationale des ponts et chaussées (France) -- Imprimerie nationale (France) -- Simon, A. (Engraver) -- Roger S. Basek Collection (Newberry Library)
2 v. : ill., chiefly maps ; 34 cm.
Forms volumes 1 and 3 (published in 1884 and
Harbour Grace (N.L.) - Maps - 1732 - Nautical charts
Authors: Page, Thomas, d. 1733 -- Mount, William, d. 1769 -- T. Page and W. Mount (Firm), fl. ca.1729-1733 -- English Pilot. Part 4 (1732) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 34 x 26 cm.
In: The English pilot : the fourth book : describing the West-India navigation, from Hudson’s-Bay to the river Amazones ... (London : Printed for Thomas Page and William Mount, at the Postern on Tower-Hill, 1732), [plate 9].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1106.P5 E5 1732, [plate 9] (PrCt)

Harbour Grace (N.L.) - Maps - 1760 - Nautical charts
Authors: W. and J. Mount, T. Page and Son (Firm), fl. 1755-1762 -- English Pilot. Part 4 (1760) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 34 x 26 cm.

Harde man County (Tex.) - Maps - 1880 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps
Authors: Texas. General Land Office -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC

Nautical charts
Harbour Grace
Newfoundland and Labrador
Cities and towns
Harbors
Urls
33503
33504
33505

Microfiche 583, no. 995 (PrCt)

33509

Authors: Western Engraving Co. (Chicago, Ill.) -- Foster, J. W. (John Wells), 1815-1873 -- Fairview Lead Mining and Smelting Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.

Graff 5469 following p. 20 (PrCt)

33510

Authors: Harrison & Warner -- Chicago Historical Society

1 atlas (53 p.) : col. maps ; 42 cm. Scale [1:31,680]
Imperfect: lacking railroad and sectional state map. Includes patrons' business directory.
33511 Hardin County (Iowa) - Maps - 1974 -
Landowners<>>>Counties -
Maps<>>>Landowners - Maps
The 1974 atlas of Hardin County, Iowa : with
township plats corrected to Dec. 21, 1973 /
[compiled and published by] R.C. Booth
Enterprises. Harlan, Iowa : R.C. Booth
Enterprises, [1974].
Authors: R.C. Booth Enterprises -- Hardin County
(Iowa). Auditor -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 atlas (19 p.) : 17 maps ; 32 cm.
Cover title: Plat book of Hardin County, Iowa, 1974
'Available at Hardin County Auditor's
Office'--Cover.
Scale not given.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the
Newberry Library.

33512 Hardin County (Iowa) - Maps - 1980 -
Landowners<>>>Counties -
Maps<>>>Landowners - Maps
The 1980 atlas of Hardin County, Iowa : with
township plats corrected to November 29, 1979 /
[compiled and published by] R.C. Booth
Enterprises. Harlan, Iowa : R.C. Booth
Enterprises, [1980?].
Authors: R.C. Booth Enterprises -- Hardin County
(Iowa). Auditor -- Ryken, Hollis -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (19, [16] p.) : 17 maps ; 32 cm.
Cover title: Plat book of Hardin County, Iowa, 1980
'Available from Hardin County Auditor's
Office'--Cover.
Includes index to owners and tenants.
Scale not given.
Owner's mark: Hollis Ryken.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the
Newberry Library.

33513 Hardin County (Iowa) - Maps - 1982 -
Landowners<>>>Counties -
Maps<>>>Landowners - Maps
The 1982 atlas of Hardin County, Iowa : with
township plats corrected to April 8, 1982 /
[compiled and published by] R.C. Booth
Enterprises. Harlan, Iowa : R.C. Booth
Enterprises, [1982].
Authors: R.C. Booth Enterprises -- Hardin County
(Iowa). Auditor -- Ryken, Hollis -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (35 p.) : 17 maps ; 32 cm.
Cover title: Plat book of Hardin County, Iowa, 1982
'Available from Hardin County Auditor's
Office'--Cover.
Includes index to owners and tenants.
Scale not given.
Owner's mark: Hollis Ryken.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the
Newberry Library.

33514 Hardin County (Ohio) - Maps - 1879 -
Landowners<>>>Counties -
Maps<>>>Landowners - Maps
Atlas of Hardin County, Ohio. Kenton, Ohio :
Hardin County Historical Society, 1879.
Authors: Howland, H. G. -- Hardin County
Historical Society
1 atlas ; 44 cm.
Facsimile of original published 1879.
Cf. Phillips 2382.
oversize G1398 H3 H6 1982 (NLO)

33515 Hardin County (Ohio) - Maps - 1969 -
Landowners<>>>Counties -
Maps<>>>Landowners - Maps
Remsburg?, 1969?].
Authors: Remsburg, Harold E. -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([3], 17 leaves) : 18 maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title: 'Harold E. Remsburg, county engineer,' appears
on all maps.
Date from ms. note on cover.
Scale [1:15840]. 4 inches equals 1 mile.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the
Newberry Library.

33516 Hardin County (Tex.) - Maps - 1898 -
Landowners<>>>Counties -
Maps<>>>Landowners - Maps
[Hardin County (Tex.) - 1898: LC G&M land
ownership maps on microfiche]. [Washington,
D.C.] : LC G&M Division, [1983?].
Authors: Texas. General Land Office -- Library of
Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC
G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: Photocopy (positive), 2 parts,
38.5 x 21 in. each. Scale 1:66,660. Originally
compiled 1898.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing
19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map
Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
[Washington, D.C. : Library of Congress,
Geography and Map Division, 1983?].
Microfiche 583, no. 997 (PrCt)

33517 Hardwick (Ga.) - Maps - 1754 - Manuscripts -
Facsimiles<>>>Manuscript maps -
Facsimiles<>>>Georgetown (Ga.) SEE
Hardwick (Ga.)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
An Exact-plan of George-Townso named by Patrick Graham, Esqr., President of the Province of Georgia, in honr. to His Royal Highness George, Prince of Wales, &c. [197-].

Authors: Yonge, Henry -- Graham, Patrick, fl. 1754 -- Faden, William, 1749-1836 -- Faden map collection -- Yonge, Henry, fl. 1751-1763

SEEE Yonge, Henry
1 map ; 73 x 52 cm. on 2 sheets

Photocopy of 1754 manuscript; reproduced from original in the Faden collection (no. 38) at the Library of Congress.

'Surveyed & delineated by order of the President & Council of Georgia, this 9th. day of May 1754. By Henry Yonge, survr.'

Shows town laid out in lots in a bend of 'Great Ogeche River' in latter-day Bryan County; planned to become the capital of the province. In Feb. 1755 the name was changed to Hardwick, but the town never flourished, and passed out of existence.

Scale of original [ca. 1:4,700].
Oriented with north to the bottom.
Cadastral map.
Includes descriptive index.
Series: Faden collection ; 38
Cf. OCLC 5564628
map2F G3924.H24 1754 Y6 197 - (PrCt)

Hardy County (W. Va.) - Maps - 1822 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps
Authors: Wood, John -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.

Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps

Microfiche 583, no. 295 (PrCt)

Hardy County (Md.) - Maps - 1858 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps
[Hardy County (Md.) - 1858: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche], [Washington, D.C.] : LC G&M Division, [1983?].
Authors: Herrick, L. W. -- Jennings & Herrick -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.

Size of original: 51 x 42 in. Scale: 1:41,000. Originally published 1858.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps

Microfiche 583, no. 294 (PrCt)

Hardy County (Md.) - Maps - 1878 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps
[Hardy County (Md.) - 1878: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche], [Washington, D.C.] : LC G&M Division, [1983?].
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.

Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps

Microfiche 583, no. 295 (PrCt)

Hardy County (Md.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps - Road maps - Counties - Maps
Authors: Maryland. Dept. of Transportation
1 map : col. ; 43 x 41 cm.
temp map4F G3843.A 1964-1985 M3 map 12 (PrCt)

Harlan County (Neb.) - Maps - 1903 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps
Authors: Geo. A. Ogle & Co.
1 atlas (69, [1], xxii p. diagrs., illus., col. maps, ports.) ; 46 cm.
Cf. Phillips 15469.
69-1343
33524 Harlan County (Neb.) - Maps - 1921 - Landowners<>>>Counties - Maps<>>>Landowners - Maps
Standard atlas of Harlan County, Nebraska : including a plat book of the villages, cities and townships of the county ... etc. Chicago : G.A. Ogle, 1921.
Authors: Geo. A. Ogle & Co.; 1 atlas (63, xxii p. : ill., maps (some col.)) ; 46 cm. Includes indexes.
References: Phillips 15469
oversize F 924386 .642 (NLO)

In: Johnston, Henry Phelps. 'Campaign of 1776 around New York and Brooklyn' published in Memoirs of the Long Island Historical Society v. 3 (1878), part 1, opposite p. 259.
'Topography from Randall's [sic] map of New York and old surveys.'
M1257 F 85146 .5 v. 3, part 1, opposite p. 259 (PrCt)

33526 Harlem (New York, N.Y.) - Maps - 1765 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<>>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
A Colored 'view of Haerlem, from Morisania, in the province of New York, September, 1765'. [19--].

33527 Harlem (New York, N.Y.) - Maps - 1765 - Pictorial works - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<>>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
View of Harlem from Morisania in the province of New York Septemr., 1765. 1955.
M1004 map1F G3804.N4:2H3 1765 V5 1975 (PrCt)

Vert 974, no. 4 (PrCt)

Authors: Burroughs, Charles A. P. 22 ; 28 cm.
From the Portolan (Winter 1992).
Vert 974, no. 6 (PrCt)

Typescript 'revised 15 January 1992.'
Vert 974, no. 3 (PrCt)

33531 Harley, J. B. (John Brian) - Biography Professor Brian Harley. 1991.
Vert 974, no. 5 (PrCt)

Vert 974, no. 8 (PrCt)

'Contributions from his friends at a meeting held on 17th March 1992 at the Royal Geographical Society, London.'
Vert 974, no. 1 (PrCt)
33534 Harley, J. B. (John Brian) - Biography
Authors: Woodward, David, 1942-2004
p. 120-125 : port. ; 30 cm.
Includes bibliography.
Vert 974, no. 2 (PrCt)

Harley, J. B. (John Brian) - Biography
Authors: Woodward, David, 1942-2004
Pp. 50-52 ; 28 cm.
Vert 974, no. 7 (PrCt)

Harley, J. B. (John Brian) - Cartographers - Great Britain - Biography
Authors: Royal Geographical Society (Great Britain)
28 p. ; 21 cm.
'Reprinted with corrections, 2006.'
Includes bibliographical references, informaiton on the J. B. Harely Fellowships in the History of Cartography, and a list of Harley Fellows, 1994-2006.
To Collection Services for cataloging, Feb. 2008 (PrCt)

Diagram of route from Indian Springs to Camp Wright. 1865.
1 ms. map : hand col. ; 32 x 40 cm., on sheet folded to 28 x 17 cm.
In Williams, Loren L. Journal v. 3, opening [62].
Forms part of Williams's manuscript journals, chronicling his life in Oregon between 1851-1880. Details region between Silver Creek and Silvies River in latter-day Harney County and the Ochoco National Forest in Oregon. Campsites dated September 17 and October 3, 1865.
Pen-and-ink and wash.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graft Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
VAULT folio Graff 4683 v. 3, opening [62] (PrCt)

Harney Lake. 1866.
2 ms. maps : hand col. ; 32 x 24 cm. and 32 x 17 cm., on sheet folded to 27 x 18 cm.
Title from oversize lettering at left.
Added map titles: Diagram of Harney Lake ford -- Diagram of scout to s. side of Harney Lake [from Camp Wright, Oregon]. Second map identifies site where 'John J. Mackey 1st Ogn. Cav. killed by Indians, on night of Feb. 4 1866.'
In Williams, Loren L. Journal v. 4, opening [9].
Forms part of Williams's manuscript journals, chronicling his life in Oregon between 1851-1880. Pen-and-ink, watercolor, and wash.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graft Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
VAULT folio Graff 4683 v. 4, opening [9] (PrCt)

Harold Warp Pioneer Village (Minden, Neb.) - 1960
Authors: Harold Warp Pioneer Village
1 sheet : col. photos, maps ; fold. to 22 x 9 cm

33542 Harper County (Kan.) - Maps - 1877 -
Landowners<<<Counties -
Maps<<<Landowners - Maps
[Harper County (Kan.) - 1877: LC G&M land
Authors: Southwestern Map Co. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 25 x 27 in. Scale 1:77,000.
Originally published 1893.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 216 (PrCt)

33543 Harper County (Okla.) - Maps - 1800-1899 -
Landowners<<<Counties -
Maps<<<Landowners - Maps
Family maps of Harper County, Oklahoma : with homesteads, roads, waterways, towns, cemeteries, railroads, and more. Norman, Okla.
Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960-
Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)
364 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
1st ed.
'Deluxe edition.'
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).
'3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.'
Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).
Includes indexes.
Series: Family maps
ISBN 1420303902
Local History Ref F702.H35 B69 2006 (NLO)

33544 Harpers Ferry Region (W. Va.) - Maps - 1862 -
Landowners<<<Jefferson County (W. Va.) -
Maps - 1862 - Landowners<<<Counties -
Maps<<<Landowners - Maps
1 map ; on sheet 48 x 60 cm.
Color photocopy of original published [S.I. : s.n., 1862?]; photographed for the Bureau of Topographical Engineers Oct., 1862; reproduced from original in the Library of Congress.
Scale of photocopy [ca. 1:27,000].
Relief shown with hachures.
Oriented with north at upper right.
Shows Harpers Ferry region in east central Jefferson County before the formation of West Virginia in 1863.
Gift 2000
map4F G3893.J4G46 1862 U5 2000 (NLO)

33545 Harris County (Tex.) - Maps - 1879 -
Landowners<<<Counties -
Maps<<<Landowners - Maps
[Harvey County (Tex.) - 1879: LC G&M land
Authors: Texas. General Land Office -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 23 x 33.5 in. Scale 1:133,320.
Originally compiled 1879.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 998 (PrCt)

33546 Harris County (Tex.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps<<<Counties - Maps
Map of east Harris County [Texas] / . Goose Creek, Texas : published by The Daily Sun, [1937?].
Authors: Daily Sun (Goose Creek, Tex.) -- Humble Oil and Refining Company (Incorporated in Tex.) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 41 x 53 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Map showing highway system of east Harris County.
Verso includes prominent advertisement for Humble Oil Co. and b&w photos of local attractions.
Handstamped "1937" and "received ... June 1-1937 Rand McNally & Co. by C.H."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 169.52A (PrCt)

33547 Harris, R. Cole, Ed. Historical Atlas of Canada

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Harrisburg Region (Pa.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps
York (Pa.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps
Lancaster (Pa.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps
Lebanon (Pa.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps
Gettysburg Region (Pa.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps
Harrisburg, York & Lancaster street guide.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- NAVTEQ (Firm) -- Rand McNally and Company.
Street guide -- Rand McNally and Company.
StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 atlas (various pagers) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
"1st edition" -- front cover.
Cover title: Harrisburg, York & Lancaster street guide : including Lebanon and Gettysburg
Uniform titles: Street guide. -- StreetFinder
"$16.95" -- back cover
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528866982
RMcN StrFdr 2008 . H377 (PrCt)

Harrison County (Ind.) - Maps - 1882 - Landowners
Counties - Maps
An Atlas of Harrison County, Indiana / from actual surveys under the direction of B. N. Griffith.
Authors: Lake, D. J. -- D.J. Lake & Company -- Griffith, B. N. -- Unigraphic (Evansville, Ind.)
1 atlas (47, [12] p.) : maps ; 36 cm.
Bound with 1977 reprint of Illustrated atlas and history of Harrison County, Indiana (Corydon, Ind. : F.A. Bulleit, 1906).
folio G1403.H4 L3 1977 (NLO)

Harrison County (Ind.) - Maps - 1906 - Landowners
Counties - Maps
Family maps of Harrison County, Indiana : with homesteads, roads, waterways, towns, cemeteries, railroads, and more / by Gregory A.
Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960- -- Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)
222 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
1st ed.
'Deluxe edition.'
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).
'3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.'
Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).
Includes indexes.
Series: Family maps
ISBN 142030951X ; 9781420309515
Local History Ref F532.H4 B69 2008 (NLO)
Harrison County (Iowa) - Maps - 1902 - Landowners - Counties - Maps

Standard atlas of Harrison County, Iowa: including a plat book of the villages, cities and townships of the county: map of the state, United States and world, patrons directory, reference business directory and departments devoted to general information, analysis of the system of U.S. land surveys, digest of the system of civil government, etc. etc. / compiled and published by Geo. A. Ogle & Co. Chicago: Geo. A. Ogle & Co., 1902.
Authors: Geo. A. Ogle & Co. -- Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (101, xxii p.) ; 42 hand col. maps (some folded), ill., ports.; 46 cm.
Map of Iowa by George F. Cram.
Scale 1:3,600 and 1:31,680.
Scale of maps chiefly 300 ft. to 1 in. and 2 in. to 1 mile.
Includes supplement (p. i-xxii): Analysis of the system of United States land surveys; Digest of the system of civil government; General information regarding banking and business methods; Ancient, medieval and modern history chronologically arranged.
Includes patrons directory and index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G4153.H5G46 1902 .O3 (NLO)

Harrison County (Ky.) - Maps - 1877 - Landowners - Counties - Maps

[Harrison County (Ky.) - 1877: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche], [Washington, D.C.]: LC G&M Division, [1983?].
Authors: D.G. Beers & Co. -- Library of Congress.
Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map: on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 2 parts, 42.5 x 29.5 in. each.
Microfiche 583, no. 232 (PrCt)

Harrison County (Mo.) - Maps - 1876-1917 - Landowners - Counties - Maps

Combined atlases of Harrison County, Missouri: 1876, 1898, 1917. Evansville, Ind. Unigraphic,
1979.
Authors: Edwards Brothers of Missouri
An Illustrated historical atlas of Harrison County, Missouri (1876) -- North West Publishing Co. Plat book of Harrison County, Missouri (1898) -- Geo. A. Ogle & Co. Standard atlas of Harrison County, Missouri (1917) -- Unigraphic (Evansville, Ind.) -- Harrison County Historical Society (Mo.)
3 atlases in 1 v. (ca. 304 p.: ill., maps); 36 cm.
Spine title.
Publication sponsored by the Harrison County Historical Society, Bethany, Missouri.
References: Cf. Phillips 4850 (1876 atlas) and 4851 (1917 atlas)

Harrison County (Mo.) - Maps - 1876 - Landowners - Counties - Maps

[Historical atlas of Harrison County, Missouri. Philadelphia: Edwards Brothers, 1876].
Authors: Edwards Brothers, Philadelphia
1 atlas; 41 cm.
oversize F 884405 .256 (NLO)

Harrison County (Ohio) - Maps - 1862 - Landowners - Counties - Maps

[Harrison County (Ohio) - 1862: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche], [Washington, D.C.]: LC G&M Division, [1983?].
Authors: Jarvis, Jacob -- Library of Congress.
Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map: on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 2 parts, 42.5 x 29.5 in. each.
Microfiche 583, no. 639 (PrCt)

Harrison County (Ohio) - Maps - 1875 - Landowners - Counties - Maps

Authors: Caldwell, J. A. (Joseph A.)
1 atlas; 44 cm.
folio sc330 (NLO)
33563 Harrison, Richard Edes, 1901-1994
Richard Harrison, avid bird-watcher and map maker, 92. 1994.

Authors: Saxon, Wolfgang
1 p. ; 28 cm.
BHC 1779
Vert 628 (PrCt)

33564 Harrisse, Henry, 1829-1910
The Henry Harrisse collection of publications, papers and maps pertaining to the early exploration of America. 1984.
Authors: Stephenson, Richard W., 1930- -- Library of Congress -- Edward E. Ayer Collection
Bibliography Fund p. 37-55
Description of collection held by the Library of Congress.
Ayer 1 T32 v. 16, p. 37-55 (NLO)

33566 Harrisse, Henry, 1829-1910
*Lectures ... delivered in Houston Hall [University of Pennsylvania] January 18, February 1, and February 16, 1938. --Acknowledgment.
Series: The A. S. W. Rosenbach fellowship in bibliography.
E 483 .015 (NLO)

33567 Harrow (London, England) - Maps - 1860 - Pictorial works
Authors: Rawlins, T. J. -- Moody, C. -- Law.
Bird’s-eye view.
*Printed by C. Moody.
map2F G5754.L7:2H28 1860 R3 (PrCt)

33568 Hart County (Ga.) - Maps - 1889 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps
Authors: Texas. General Land Office -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 999 (PrCt)

33569 Harrow (London, England) - Maps - 1860 - Pictorial works
Harris, Charles, d. 1874
Harrow: Birds-eye view. 1860 (NLO)

33570 Harris, John, 1693-1776
Chronometers
John Harrison : the man who found longitude.
Authors: Quill, Humphrey -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)
Includes bibliographical references (p. [240]-247) and index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskets QB107 .Q5 (NLO)

33571 Harris, John, 1693-1776
Chronometers - 1736
The sea-trial of John Harrison's chronometer.
1978.
Authors: Baugh, Daniel A.
BHC 1061
Vert 628 (PrCt)

33572 Harris, John, 1693-1776
Chronometers
Harris, John: exhibition of his chronometer.
1736.
Authors: Harris, John
BHC 1071
Vert 628 (PrCt)

33573 Harris, John, 1693-1776
Chronometers
Harrison, Richard Edes, 1901-1994
Richard Harrison, avid bird-watcher and map maker, 92. 1994.

Authors: Saxon, Wolfgang
1 p. ; 28 cm.
BHC 1779
Vert 628 (PrCt)

33574 Harris, John, 1693-1776
Chronometers
Harrisse, Henry, 1829-1910
The Henry Harrisse collection of publications, papers and maps pertaining to the early exploration of America. 1984.
Authors: Stephenson, Richard W., 1930- -- Library of Congress -- Edward E. Ayer Collection
Bibliography Fund p. 37-55
Description of collection held by the Library of Congress.
Ayer 1 T32 v. 16, p. 37-55 (NLO)

33575 Harris, John, 1693-1776
Chronometers
Harrisse, Henry, 1829-1910
The Henry Harrisse collection of publications, papers and maps pertaining to the early exploration of America. 1984.
Authors: Stephenson, Richard W., 1930- -- Library of Congress -- Edward E. Ayer Collection
Bibliography Fund p. 37-55
Description of collection held by the Library of Congress.
Ayer 1 T32 v. 16, p. 37-55 (NLO)

33576 Harris, John, 1693-1776
Chronometers
Harrisse, Henry, 1829-1910
The Henry Harrisse collection of publications, papers and maps pertaining to the early exploration of America. 1984.
Authors: Stephenson, Richard W., 1930- -- Library of Congress -- Edward E. Ayer Collection
Bibliography Fund p. 37-55
Description of collection held by the Library of Congress.
Ayer 1 T32 v. 16, p. 37-55 (NLO)
33579 Hartford (Conn.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps

Citigraph of Hartford ... Standard Oil of New York, division of Socony-Vacuum Oil Company, Inc. New York City : General Drafting Co., Inc., [1937?].

Authors: Standard Oil Company of New York -- Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- General Drafting Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : 16 x 14 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Socony citigraph of Hartford.

Panel art: Socony sign.

Handstamped "copyrighted" and "1937"

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 169.55A (PrCt)

33580 Hartford (Conn.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Citigraph of Hartford ... Standard Oil of New York, division of Socony-Vacuum Oil Company, Inc. New York City : General Drafting Co., Inc., [1938?].

Authors: Standard Oil Company of New York -- Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- General Drafting Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 16 x 14 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Socony citigraph of Hartford.

Panel art: Socony sign.

Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Aug 11 1938 Rand McNally & Co. ...."

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 168.60 (PrCt)

33581 Hartford (Conn.) - Maps - 1987


Authors: Greater Hartford Convention & Visitors Bureau

1 leaflet (4-fold) : col. map ; 9 x 22 cm.

Locates 43 hotels, motels, and points of interest.

Travel Vertical File G3784 .H3 1987 .G7 (PrCt)

33582 Hartford (Conn.) - Maps - 2000 - Road maps


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (128 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.

Cover title: Hartford County StreetFinder.


$15.95

Uniform title: StreetFinder.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

ISBN 0-528-97905-1

RMcN StrFdr 2000 .H376 (PrCt)

33583 Hartford (Conn.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps


1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm.

"8th edition" -- front cover.

"$14.95" -- back cover

Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

ISBN 0528859889

RMcN StrFdr 2007 .H376 (PrCt)

33584 Hartford County (Conn.) - Maps - 1855 - Landowners


Authors: Woodford, E. M. -- Smith (H. & C. T.), firm -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.

Size of original: 6 parts; 3 are 24 x 24 in. each and 3 are 22.5 x 24 in. each. Scale 1:63,360.


Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Hartford County StreetFinder. [Skokie, Ill.]: Rand McNally, 2004.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
"4th edition" -- front cover.
$15.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528998846
RMcN StrFdr 2004 .H376a (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (A-F, 10-373, 2-100 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
$24.95.
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN StrFdr 2004 .H376a1 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
"2nd edition" -- front cover.
$24.95.
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528998862
RMcN StrFdr 2004 .H376 b (PrCt)

1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
"3rd edition" -- front cover.
Cover title: Greater Hartford street guide: including Hartford, Tolland, Middlesex counties, and portions of Windham county
$24.95 -- back cover
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 978052885982
RMcN StrFdr 2007 .H376a (PrCt)

Authors: Hertz Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- W.H. Wilton, Inc. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 27 x 26 cm., folded to 22 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Hartford and vicinity
"Copyright, W.H. Wilton, Inc."
Plate no. R. L. 60 S 24.
Includes illustration of car with "1960" on the front license plate.
Map on verso (17 x 17 cm.): Hartford Conn. Identifies Hertz office locations.
Panel art: Car on highway ramp; cityscape in the background.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1384 (PrCt)

Authors: Hare, Benjamin, fl.1630-1652 -- Hertfordshire County Record Office
1 color print, 1 b&w print (6x10in.), 1 b&w negative (4x5in.).
Photograph of title cartouche, scale bar and dividers from original MS plan in the Hertfordshire County Record Office.
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
In Hilda Marchant Research Photographs, fig. 8. Maps presented by Mr. Stephen W. Phillips and Mr. Curt H. Reisinger. [1953]. Authors: Harvard University. Houghton Library 18 leaves ; 28 cm. Photocopy of typescript; last leaf dated '6 Feb. 1953.'


33608 Harvey (England) - Maps - 1686 - Coasts - Nautical charts
- [Harwich Region (England)]
- Maps - 1686 - Coasts - Nautical charts
- [Harwich (England)]
- Maps - 1686 - Coasts - Nautical charts
- [Harwich Region (England) - 1686 - Coasts]
- [Nautical charts]
- [Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1683 - Nautical charts]

Harwich, Woodbridg and Handfordwater, with the sands from Nazeland to Hosely Bay / Herman Moll sculp. [London : s.n.], 1686.
Authors: Collins, Greenville, fl. 1669-1698 -- Moll, Herman, -1732 -- Pepys, Samuel, 1633-1703 -- Collins, Greenville, fl. 1669-1698.
Great Britain's coasting-pilot ... (1693) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 45 x 57 cm.
Includes dedication to "Honble. Samuell Pepys Esqr. ... by Capt. Greenvil Collins ... 1686".

Oriented with north at right.
In: Collins, Greenville. Great Britain's coasting-pilot ... (London : Printed by Freeman Collins, and are to be sold by Richard Mount, 1693), part 2, [plate 30]
According to Coolie Verner, the name Wagtaile Hall to the left of the dedication cartouche forms state 1 of the plate, but "this copy has not been found."
Engraved letter E at upper left; ms. no. [30?] trimmed away on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1811.P5 C6 1693, part 2, [plate 30] (PrCt)

33607 Harvey (Ill.) - Maps - 1891 - Real property
- [Real property - Harvey (Ill.) - Maps - 1891]

The Great mafacturing town Harvey. Chicago, 1891.
Authors: Harvey Land Association, Chicago -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 77 x 72 cm.
Includes text promoting land sales in Harvey.
Color code indicates sold and unsold lots and houses.
Not in MMC.
4274
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)

map6F G4104.H3G46 1891 H3 (PrCt)

33609 Harwich (England) - Maps - 1686 - Coasts - Nautical charts - [Harwich Region (England)]
- [Harwich (England) - 1686 - Coasts]

Harwich, Woodbridg and Handfordwater, with the sands from Nazeland to Hosely Bay / Herman Moll sculp. [London : s.n.], 1686.
Authors: Collins, Greenville, fl. 1669-1698 -- Moll, Herman, -1732 -- Pepys, Samuel, 1633-1703 -- Collins, Greenville, fl. 1669-1698.
Great Britain's coasting-pilot ... (1749) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 45 x 57 cm.
Includes dedication to "Honble. Samuell Pepys Esqr. ... by Capt. Greenvil Collins ... 1686".

Oriented with north at right.
In: Collins, Greenville. Great Britain's coasting-pilot ... (London : Printed by William and John Mount and Thomas Page, 1749), [plate 34].
Engraved letter E at upper left.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1811.P5 C6 1749, [plate 34] (PrCt)

33610 Harz Mountains (Germany) - Guidebooks - 1968

Authors: Grieben's Bildführer -- Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag -- Karl Thiemig AG -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
164 p. : ill., plans ; 17 cm.
Includes index; does not include maps.
Series: Grieben-Bildführer ; Bd. 60a
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 60a (1968) (NLO)

33611 Harz Mountains (Germany) - Maps - 1880
*Der Harz : praktisches Handbuch für Reisende.*
Berlin : A. Goldschmidt, 1880.
vii, 150, 4 p., 5 leaves of plates : 5 maps (some col., some folded) ; 17 cm.
'17. Aufl. / mit besonderer Rücksicht auf den Sommeraufenthalt völlig neu bearb. von Heinrich Prölhe.' [17th ed.]
Cover title: Harz, praktisches Reise-handbuch
'Mit einer Routenkarte, einer Gebirgskarte vom Harz und drei Specialka?rtchen.'
Folded map signed: C. Korbgewitt.
Advertisements: 4 p. at end.
Includes index.
Series: Grieben’s Reise-Bibliothek ; Bd. 2
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 2 (1880) (NLO)

33612 Harz Mountains (Germany) - Maps - 1889
*Harz.* Leipzig : Bibliographisches Institut, 1889.
Authors: Meyers Reisebücher -- Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 8 maps
10th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

33613 Harz Mountains (Germany) - Maps - 1891
*Harz.* Leipzig : Bibliographisches Institut, 1891.
Authors: Meyers Reisebücher -- Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 11 maps
11th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

33614 Harz Mountains (Germany) - Maps - 1899
*Harz.* Leipzig : Bibliographisches Institut, 1899.
Authors: Meyers Reisebücher -- Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 20 maps
15th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

33615 Harz Mountains (Germany) - Maps - 1903
*Harz, grosse ausgabe.* Leipzig :
Authors: Meyers Reisebücher -- Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 21 maps
17th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

33616 Harz Mountains (Germany) - Maps - 1908-1909
Authors: Grieben’s Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag -- Dammann, W. -- Kraatz, Leopold -- Goldschmidt, Albert -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
245, 44 p., 13 leaves of plates : 15 col. maps (folded) ; 16 cm.
'31. Aufl. / neu bearb. und erg. von W. Dammann ...' [38th ed.]
Cover title: Harz 1908-1909
'Mit vierzehn Karten una einem Panorama.'
Maps lithographed by Leopold Kraatz.
Advertisements: 44 p. at end.
Two maps folded in pocket.
Includes index.
Series: Grieben’s Reiseführer ; Bd. 2
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 2 (1908-1909) (NLO)

33617 Harz Mountains (Germany) - Maps - 1909
*Harz, grosse ausgabe.* Leipzig :
Authors: Meyers Reisebücher -- Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 24 maps ; 16 cm.
20th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

33618 Harz Mountains (Germany) - Maps - 1909
*Harz, kleine ausgabe.* Leipzig :
Authors: Meyers Reisebücher -- Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 24 maps ; 16 cm.
20th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)
Harz Mountains (Germany) - Maps - 1912
Harz, grosse ausgabe. Leipzig : Bibliographisches Institut, 1912.
Authors: Meyers Reisebücher -- Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 27 maps
21st ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Harz Mountains (Germany) - Maps - 1922
Harz : kleine Ausgabe. Berlin : Grieben Reiseführer ; Bd. 2
Authors: Grieben -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 27 maps
24th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Harz Mountains (Germany) - Maps - 1924
Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag -- Dammann, W. -- Kraatz, Leopold -- Goldschmidt, Albert -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
219, xxxviii p., 18 leaves of plates : 19 maps (some col., some folded) ; 16 cm.
38. Aufl. / neu bearb. und erg. von W. Dammann. [38th ed.]
Cover title: Harz 1924
'Mit 19 Karten.'
Maps lithographed by Leopold Kraatz.
Advertisements: xxxviii p. at end.
Includes index.
Series: Griebens Reiseführer ; Bd. 2
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
No. 2 in a series.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 2 (1924) (NLO)

Harz Mountains (Germany) - Maps - 1925
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 22 maps, 21 city plans
2nd ed.
Includes advertising dated 1925 and priced in marks.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Harz Mountains (Germany) - Maps - 1928
Authors: Meyers Reisebücher -- Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 28 maps
25th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Harz Mountains (Germany) - Maps - 1929
Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag -- Reimer, Dietrich, 1818-1899 -- Goldschmidt, Albert -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
38. Aufl. / neu bearb. und erg. von W. Dammann. [38th ed.]
Cover title: Harz 1929
'Mit 19 Karten.'
Maps lithographed by Leopold Kraatz.
Advertisements: xxxviii p. at end.
Includes index.
Series: Griebens Reiseführer ; Bd. 2
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
No. 2 in a series.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 2 (1929) (NLO)
Harz Mountains (Germany) - Maps - 1931
Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag -- Goldschmidt, Albert -- Kraatz, Leopold -- Reimer, Dietrich, 1818-1899 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
42. Aufl. [42nd ed.]
'Mit 7 Karten und 1 Rundsicht.'
Maps lithographed by Leopold Kraatz and Dietrich Reimer.
'Suchcr,' for use with map, in pocket.
Advertisements: 20 p. at end.
Includes index.
Series: Grieben-Reiseführer ; Bd. 60
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 60 (1931) (NLO)

Harz Mountains (Germany) - Maps - 1943
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 22 maps, 20 city plans
3rd ed.
Includes advertising dated 1943 and priced in marks.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Harz Mountains (Germany) - Maps - 1955
Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag -- Karl Thiemig AG -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
115 p. : 3 maps (some col., some folded) ; 17 cm.
Map on inside front cover.
Folded map in pocket.

Harz Mountains (Germany) - Maps - 1972
Authors: Aschbacher, Helmut -- Goldstadt-Reiseführer -- Goldstadtverlag -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
185 p. : ill., 6 maps ; 17 cm.
Includes index.
Series: Goldstadt-Reiseführer ; Bd. 305
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G65 Bd. 305 (1972) (NLO)

Haskell County (Tex.) - Maps - 1876 - Landowners- <> Counties - Maps- <> Landowners - Maps
Authors: Roessler, A. R. -- Texas Land & Immigration Co. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Microfiche 583, no. 1001 (PrCt)

Haskell County (Tex.) - Maps - 1879 - Landowners- <> Counties - Maps- <> Landowners - Maps
Authors: Texas. General Land Office -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.


Hattiesburg Convention and Visitors Bureau

1 booklet (40 p.) : col. map, photos ; 11 x 23 cm.


1 map : col. ; 78 x 49 cm.

Facsimile of 1694 manuscript. Includes key to 372 leasehold properties. Accompanied by notes by P.S. Hunting (1 p. ; 27 cm.)


map6F G5754.L7:2H4G46 1694 A7 1983 (PrCt)

Hattstatt (France) - Pictorial works - 1552 - Woodcuts. [View of Hattstatt in Alsace, France]. [Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552].

Authors: Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552. Cosmographiae uniusialis ... (1552) -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 view : woodcut ; 5 x 6 cm., on sheet 32 x 21 cm.

Title supplied by cataloger.

Added letterpress title above woodcut: Hatstatt superius.

In: Münster, Sebastian. Cosmographiae uniusialis ... (Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552), p. 446.

Possibly an inaccurate view, since some of the woodcuts in this volume were used for more than one location.

VAULT folio Ayer 7 .M8 1552, p. 446 (PrCt)

Hatvan (Hungary) - Pictorial works - 1657 - Hatvan (Hungary) - Maps - 1657. Hatvan / depictum ab architecto Italo / commu. G. Houfnaglius ; W Hollar fec. [Amsterdam : Jan Janssen, 1657].

Authors: Janssen, Jan, 1588-1664 -- Hoefnagel, Joris, 1542-1601 -- Hollar, Wenceslaus, 1607-1677 -- Janssen, Jan, 1588-1664. Urbium totius Germaniae superius illustriorum clariorumque tabulae ... Pars posterior [i.e. prior] (1657) -- Janssen, Jan, 1588-1664. Theatrum urbium (1657)

1 view and 1 map : hand col. ; 15 x 47 cm. and 19 x 47 cm., on sheet 49 x 59 cm.

Latin letterpress text on verso under section titles: Hatvanvm vel Hatwan.
In: Jansson, Jan. Urbium totius Germaniae superiorius illustriorum clariorume tabulae ... Pars posterior [i.e. prior] 1657, [plate 60].

Case oversize G 117 .452, v. 2, [plate 60] (PrCt)


Authors: Haradauer von Heldenauer, Karl -- Acta cartographica (1969) -- Mitteilungen der Österreichischen Geographischen Gesellschaft (1886)
p. 292-334 ; 24 cm.
292-334.
Originally published in: Mitteilungen der Österreichischen Geographischen Gesellschaft
Map Ref GA101 .A2, v. 5, p. 292-334 (PrCt)

Haut-Rhin (France) - Maps - 1680<><>Black Forest (Germany) - Maps - 1680
Alsatia superior cum Suntgoia et Brisgoia.
Amsterdam, [ca. 1680].
Authors: Schenk & Vaick, Amsterdam -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
II:154
1 map : hand col. ; 34 x 45 cm.
2392
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:154 (PrCt)

Haute-Garonne (France) - Maps - 1706
Le Diocese de Toulouse ... Paris, 1706.
Authors: Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Cordier, Louis, -1711 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G18
1 map : hand col. ; 43 x 65 cm.
Pastoureau, Jaillot II, [33]
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
3261
Sack map4F G5833.H3 1695 J3 state 2 (PrCt)

Haute-Loire (France) - Maps - 1670
Evesché du Puy le Velay ... Paris, 1670.
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Mariette, Pierre, 1634-1716 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G36
1 map : hand col. ; 35 x 41 cm.
2634
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G5833.A85:3H35 1670 S2 (PrCt)

Haute-Marne (France) - Maps - 1679
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G147
1 map : hand col. ; 43 x 49 cm.
Added title: Archidiacnés de Langres... .
2691
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G5833.C35:3H4 1679 S2 (PrCt)

Haute-Normandie (France) - Maps - 1715<><>Rouen (France : Généralité) - Maps - 1715
Authors: Fremont, fl. 1715 -- Berey, Charles Amadeus de -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G166
1 map : hand col. ; 140 x 160 cm. on 6 sheets
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
2783
Sack map4F G5833.H43 1715 F7 (PrCt)

Haute-Saône (France) - Maps - 1658
Partie occidentale du baillage d'amont dans la Franche Comté ... Paris, 1658.
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Mariette, Pierre, 1634-1716 -- Somer, J. -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G55
1 map : hand col. ; 39 x 55 cm.
2654
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map2F G5833.F7:3H4 1658 S2 (PrCt)

Haute-Savoie (France) - Historical geography - Maps - 1830-1839<><>Fossigni, Baronia di SEE Haute-Savoie (France)<><>Faucigny, Barony of SEE Haute-Savoie (France)
Baronia di Fossigni : pe' trattati di Parigi 1354, 5 gennaio, e 1355, 5 maggio ceduto ai conti di Savoia con omaggio alla Francia, che fu annullato 1445, 3 aprile col trattato di Chinon. Vicariato Imperiale nel 1588, 12 marzo / Allodi inc. [Milano : Presso P.E. Giusti, 1819-1852].
1 map : hand col. ; on sheet 49 x 64 cm.
In Litta, Pompeo, Famiglie celebri di Italia

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

Authors: Dürst, Arthur

13 views: 11 views on double sheet (some to same sheet)
1 map: hand col. ; 45 x 35 cm.

Offprint from Kartenhistorisches Colloquium Bayreuth ’82 ... Vorträge und Berichte (Berlin, 1983).

Vert 42, no. 7 (PrCt)

Havana (Cuba) - Maps - 1671 - Pictorial works Havana. [London : John Ogilby, 1671].

Authors: Ogilby, John, 1600-1676 -- Ogilby, John, 1600-1676. America : being the latest, and most accurate description of the New World ... (London : Printed by the author, 1671) following p. 332.

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O3 1671 following p. 332 (PrCt)

Havana (Cuba) - Maps - 1689 - Harbors - Nautical charts - Havana (Cuba) - Maps - 1689 - Harbors - Nautical charts

This is the true draught of the harbour and city Havana. [Amsterdam : Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, 1667].


Map Ref oversize G1025 .T37 ser. 4, v. 1, pt. 2, p. 41 (PrCt)

Havana (Cuba) - Maps - 1701 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Havana (Cuba) - Maps - 1710 - Manuscripts - Nautical charts - Manuscript maps

Plan de la Havane. [ca. 1710].

Authors: Cartes Marines Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 30, sheet 76 1 ms. map : hand col. ; 454 x 327 mm. Nautical chart and map of the port and city of Havana, Cuba; includes references A-D identifying 'castels de dehors,' "porte de la mer," 'la fontaine,' and "chateau vieux." Scale [ca. 1:9,370]. "Echelle de cinq cens toises" [= 104 mm.]
Sheet 76 of 117 in the Cartes Marines Manuscript Map Collection, detailing French colonial interests worldwide, ca. 1640-ca. 1726.
Incorrectly oriented with north at bottom right.
True orientation: north at upper right.
Relief shown with soundings.
Pen-and-ink and watercolor (green, red, yellow, grey); mounted on cloth.
Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 92 Ayer ms map proj 01
Digital image available as part of the Newberry Library's Great Lakes Digital Collection via the CARLI Digital Collections website (accessed Nov. 2010):
http://collections.carli.illinois.edu/u?/nby_grlakes, 946

VAULT drawer Ayer MS map 30 sheet 76 (NLO)

33654 Havana (Cuba) - Maps - 1732 - Harbors - Nautical charts ->Nautical charts - Havana (Cuba) - Maps - 1732 - Harbors<<>Nautical charts<<>Woodcuts
[Chart of Havana harbor], [London : Thomas Page and William Mount, 1732?].
Authors: Page, Thomas, d. 1733 -- Mount, William, d. 1769 -- T. Page and W. Mount (Firm), fl. ca.1729-1733 -- English Pilot. Part 4 (1732) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : woodcut ; 16 x 21 cm. on sheet 48 x 31 cm.
Accompanying letterpress text printed above woodcut map: A Description of the Harbour Havana.
Running title (p. 42): A Description of the island of Cuba.
In: The English pilot : the fourth book : describing the West-India navigation, from Hudson's-Bay to the river Amazones ... (London : Printed for Thomas Page and William Mount, at the Postern on Tower-Hill, 1732), [plate 24].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1106.P5 E5 1732, [plate 24] (PrCt)

33655 Havana (Cuba) - Maps - 1733 - Harbors
Authors: Popple, Henry, d. 1743
1 map ; 9 x 8 cm.
Inset on facsimile of Popple, Henry. Map of the British Empire in America... (London, 1733).
map4F 3300 sht. 16 (PrCt)

33656 Havana (Cuba) - Maps - 1739 - Harbors - Havana (Cuba) - Maps - 1739 - Pictorial works
Neu und verbesserter Plan der St. u. Hafens Havana... Nuremberg, 1740.
Authors: Homann Erben (Firm) -- Bowles, Thomas, -1767 -- Great Britain. Parliament --

Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:Y6
1 map : hand col. ; 23 x 28 cm. on sheet 56 x 39 cm.
References: 1-11.
Includes inset view of Havana.
On same sheet with Homann's Cartagena map: Cartagena in terra firma America sita... .
3071
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Sack map2F G4924.H3P5 1739 .H6 (PrCt)

33657 Havana (Cuba) - Maps - 1760 - Harbors - Nautical charts ->Nautical charts - Havana (Cuba) - Maps - 1760 - Harbors<<>Nautical charts
[Map of Havana, Cuba], [London : W. and J. Mount, T. Page and Son, 1760].
Authors: W. and J. Mount, T. Page and Son (Firm), fl. 1755-1762 -- English Pilot. Part 4 (1760) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 14 x 19 cm. on sheet 47 x 31 cm.
Oriented with north at upper right.

Ayer oversize G1106.P5 E5 1760 p. 42 (PrCt)

33658 Havana (Cuba) - Maps - 1762 - Maps<<>Havana (Cuba) - History - Siege, 1762 - Maps<<>Anglo-Spanish War, 1762-1763 - Maps<<>Anglo-Spanish War, 1762-1763 SEE ALSO Havana (Cuba) - History - Siege, 1762
Planta do sitio de Havana tirada por hum official militar q[ue] se achava prez[en]te an. 1762. [S.l. s.n., ca. 1762].
1 map : copper engraving ; 21.4 x 36.4 cm, fold. to 19 x 14 cm.
Anonymous map without imprint detached from unidentified book or pamphlet.
At upper left "Indice de números q[ue] explicam esta planta," 1-22.

33659 Havana (Cuba) - Maps - 1777 - Harbors
Plano della città e porto dell'Havana. [Livorno : G.T. Masi, 1777].
Authors: Pazzi, Giuseppe -- Vanni, Violante, fl. 1763 -- Masi, G. T. -- Masi, G. T. Atlante dell' America, contenente le migliori carte geografiche ...
(1777) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 20 x 26 cm.

Includes references A-M, and 1-24.

In: Masi, G. T. Atlante dell' America, contenente le migliori carte geografiche ... (Livorno : Gio. Tommaso Masi, e Comp., 1777) pl. [19].

VAULT folio Ayer 135 .A75 1777 pl. [19] (PrCt)

33660 Havana (Cuba) - Maps - 1783 - Harbors - Nautical charts

1 map ; 14 x 20 cm. on sheet 47 x 31 cm.
In: The English pilot. : Describing the West-India navigation, from Hudson's Bay to the River Amazones ... (London : Printed for Messrs. Mount and Page, Tower-Hill, 1783) p. 43.

33661 Havana (Cuba) - Maps - 1901

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Norton, Albert J. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 50 x 60 cm.
Baskes F1761 .N86 [map] (NLO)

33662 Havana (Cuba) - Maps - 1913

Authors: Reynolds, Charles B. (Charles Bingham), 1856-1940 -- Bormay & Co. -- Foster & Reynolds Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. (various pagings) : ill., 2 maps (1 col.) ; 19 cm.
Folded map at end engraved by Bormay & Co. Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes F1799.H33 R49 1913 (NLO)

33663 Havana (Cuba) - Maps - 1930

Map of Havana. [Havana, Cuba?] : "The Key to Havanna" Publishing Company, [ca. 1930?].
Authors: Key to Havana Publishing Co. -- Key to Havana Publishing Co. The Key to Havana [ca. 1930?] -- United States. Army. Illinois Infantry Regiment, 2nd
1 map ; 27 x 26 cm., on sheet 37 x 37 cm.
Detached from an edition of: The Key to Havana (Havana : Key to Havana Publishing Co., [ca. 1930?]).
Scale [ca.1:22,700].
Coordinates: (W 82°22'47"--W 82°20'40"/N 23°09'10"--N 23°07'15")
Local advertising in top and right margins.
"New names of the streets of Havana" on verso.
Watermark: "Luna Bond. Made in U.S.A."
Issued folded to approximately 14 x 10 cm.
Watermark: "Copyright 1932 Roger Le Fébure, editor."
Inset (23 x 22 cm.): [Map of region adjacent to Havana]
Map on verso (30 x 49 cm.): Republic of Cuba : central highway : general plan, 1932 / F. Lloveres [?], A-7142
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 198.1A (PrCt)

33665 Havana (Cuba) - Pictorial works - 1774-1781


The Harbour and part of the town of Havannah. [London : J.F.W. Des Barres, between 1774 and 1781].

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
33668 Le Havre (France) - Maps - 1695 - Fortification Havre de Grace. [Paris : De Fer, 1695]. Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes -- avec leurs fortifications ... (1695-1696) 1 map ; 20 x 28 cm. In: Fer, Nicolas de. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes; avec leurs fortifications ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, 1695-1696) pt. 3, map [38]. Manuscript ‘(5)’ at upper right. Case folio U 26. 293 pt. 3, map [38] (PrCt)

33669 Le Havre (France) - Maps - 1713 - Fortification Havre de Grace. [Paris : De Fer, [1713?]]. Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Introduction à la fortification ... (1713?) 1 map ; 20 x 28 cm. In: Fer, Nicolas de. Introduction à la fortification ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, [1713?]) map [8]. For later state of this map, with engraved plate number, see Case folio U 26 .292. For earlier version of this map, engraved on different plate, see Case folio U 26 .293. Case oversize U 26 .2919 map [8] (PrCt)

Foreign Missions -- American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions. Maps and illustrations of the missions (1846) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 16 x 11 cm.

**Ayer 136 .A5 1846 pl. 26 (PrCt)**

---

**Hawaii Island (Hawaii) - Maps - 1928**

*Map of the Island of Hawaii / by Jos. lao.*
[Honolulu : Bishop Museum, 2006].


Archives -- Bishop Museum Archives SEE Bernice Pauahi Bishop Museum. Archives
1 map : col. ; 67 x 59 cm.

Facsimile of original map in the Bishop Museum Archives.
Scale [1:240,000]. 1 in. = 20,000 feet.
Relief shown by hachures and spot heights.
In lower right: 'By Jos. lao Dec. 1928.'
Digital image on Bishop Museum site (accessed Dec. 2007):
http://www2.bishopmuseum.org/press/web/books/1-58178-057-5.jpg

**map4F G4382 .H3 1928 H3 2006 (PrCt)**

---

**Hawaii Island (Hawaii) - Maps - 1952 - Road maps<<>>Hilo (Hawaii) - Maps - 1952 - Road maps<<>>Road maps**


Authors: Ichijo, Bungo -- Hilo Junior Chamber of Commerce
1 map : col. ; 39 x 52 cm. fold. to 15 x 14 cm.
Scale ca. 1:475,200.
Tables of mileages in left and right margins.
Kailua Motel shown by red overprinting.
On verso, map of 'City of Hilo, Island of Hawaii, T.H.,' with street index, 'Tour tips,' and red overprinting 'Compliments of Hilo-Kona U-Drive Co. '

**map2F G4382 .H3P2 1952 .I3 (PrCt)**

---

**Hawaii - Maps - 1784<<>>Kealakekua Bay(Hawaii) - Maps - 1784<<>>Hawaiian Islands SEE Hawaii<<>>Sandwich Islands SEE Hawaii**

*Chart of the Sandwich Islands. Chicago : R.R. Donnelley and Sons, [1969].*

Authors: Roberts, Henry, Lieut., 1757-1796 -- Butler, J. -- R.R. Donnelley and Sons Company

**Donnelley (R.R.) and Sons Company SEE R.R. Donnelley and Sons Company**
1 map ; 28 x 47 cm.
In R.R. Donnelley and Sons Co. Hawaii charted (Chicago, [1969]).
Scale 1:1,480,000
Original in the Ayer Collection, The Newberry Library.
Relief shown by hachures.
Shows track of Cook's 3rd expedition, 1778 - 1779.
Inset: Sketch of Karakakooa Bay.
Accompanied by a note on James Cook.

**map1F G9700 1784 R6 1969 (PrCt)**

---

**Hawaii - Maps - 1785 - Pictorial works**


Authors: Cook, James, 1728-1779 -- Webber, John, 1751-1793 -- Pouncy, Benjamin Thomas, d. 1799 -- Cook, James, 1728-1779. A Voyage to the Pacific Ocean ... (1785) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 22 x 38 cm.
In: Cook, James. A Voyage to the Pacific Ocean : undertaken by the command of His Majesty for making discoveries in the northern hemisphere ... in the years 1776, 1777, 1778, 1779 and 1780 (London : Printed by H. Hughes, for G. Nicol ... and T. Cadell, 1785) v. 10, pl. [47]. Engraved plate no. '61.'

**oversize Ayer 118 .C7 v. 10 Atlas, pl. 47 (PrCt)**

---

**Hawaii - Maps - 1785 - Pictorial works**


Authors: Cook, James, 1728-1779 -- Webber, John, 1751-1793 -- Pouncy, Benjamin Thomas, d. 1799 -- Cook, James, 1728-1779. A Voyage to the Pacific Ocean ... (1785) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 22 x 38 cm.
In atlas accompanying: Cook, James. A Voyage to the Pacific Ocean ... for making discoveries in the Northern Hemisphere ... in the years 1776, 1777, 1778, 1779 and 1780 (London : Printed by H. Hughes, for G. Nicol ... and T. Cadell, 1785) v. 10, pl. [47]. Engraved plate no. '61.'

**oversize Ayer 118 .C7 1785c Atlas, pl. 47 (PrCt)**

---


*A Chart of the Sandwich Islands as surveyed during the visits of His Majesty's Sloop Discovery and Armed Tender Chatham / commanded by George Vancouver Esq. in the years 1792, 1793 & 1794, and prepared under his immediate...**

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
North Pacific Ocean.


Cf. OCLC 47942618

VAULT oversize Graff 4456 plate 15 (PrCt)

Hawaii - Maps - 1798

Le Isole di Sandwich delineate sulle osservazioni del Cap. Cook. Rome : Calcografia camerale, 1798 [i.e. 1801].

Authors: Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824 -- Cook, James, 1728-1779 -- Calcografia camerale (Rome, Italy) -- Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824. Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (1792-1801) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 43 cm.

In: Cassini, Giovanni Maria. Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (Rome : Presso la Calcografia camerale, 1792-1801) v. 3 pl. 41.

Map dated 1798.

Oversize Ayer 135 .C33 1792 v. 3 pl. 41 (PrCt)

Hawaii - Maps - 1799

Carte de Iles Sandwich. [198-].

Authors: Baker, Joseph, Lieut., d. 1853 -- Vancouver, George, 1757-1798

1 map

198- facsimile. Originally published 1799.

Reproduced from map in 1799 French edition of George Vancouver's Voyage of discovery to the north Pacific Ocean.

temp map4F G4380 1799 .B3 198- (PrCt)

Hawaii - Maps - 1841-1844-Missions - United States - Maps - 1841

Hawaii. Boston, 1841.

Authors: American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions -- American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions. Maps and illustrations of the missions of the American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions, 1841 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 10 x 12 cm.


Forms pl. 10B of a collection of wax-engraved maps, apparently detached from assorted Board publications, and bound together as a separate atlas. Added letterpress title from bottom margin: Mission to the Sandwich Islands.

Ayer 136 .A5 1841 pl. 10B (PrCt)

Hawaii - Maps - 1841-1846-Missions - United States - Maps - 1846

Map of the Sandwich Islands. Boston, 1841.

Authors: American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions -- American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions. Maps and illustrations of the missions of the American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions, 1841 (Boston, Mass.? : American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions?, 1841).

Forms pl. 9B of a collection of wax-engraved maps, apparently detached from assorted Board publications, and bound together as a separate atlas. Added letterpress title from bottom margin: Mission to the Sandwich Islands.

Ayer 136 .A5 1841 pl. 9B (PrCt)

Hawaii - Maps - 1846-1847-Missions - United States - Maps - 1846

Hawaiian Islands. Boston, 1846.

Authors: American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions -- American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions. Maps and illustrations of the missions (1846) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 10 x 18 cm.

for Foreign Missions?], 1846). Forms pl. 30 of a collection of wax-engraved maps, apparently detached from assorted Board publications, and bound together as a separate atlas. Added letterpress title from right margin: Missions to the Sandwich Islands.

Ayer 136 .A5 1846 pl. 30 (PrCt)

33683 Hawaii - Maps - 1846>>>Missions - United States - Maps - 1846
Maui. Boston, 1846.
Authors: American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions -- American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions. Maps and illustrations of the missions (1846) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 10 x 12 cm.

Ayer 136 .A5 1846 pl. 28A (PrCt)

33684 Hawaii - Maps - 1894 - Nautical charts>>>Nautical charts - Hawaii - 1894
1 map ; on sheet 30 x 30 cm., folded to 22 x 13 cm.
Title from phrase printed above the islands. Partial reproduction of the southeastern section of a much larger and unidentified map. "B" printed at upper right. 
Oversize "2" stamped on verso.
In: United States. Congress. Senate. Committee on Foreign Relations. Report of the Committee on foreign relations, United States Senate, with accompanying testimony and executive documents transmitted to Congress from January 1, 1893, to March 10, 1894 ... (Washington : Government Printing Office, 1894), volume 1, [map 2 of 9].
Also issued in U.S. Serial Set, 53d Congress, 2nd session, 1893-1894, Senate Report 227 (Serial Set 3180) [Newberry copy shelved as Govt. 3180].
Also available online via Baylor University's Texas Collection website: http://bit.ly/Z8Ndzy

Ayer 1720 .U5 1894, v. 1, [map 2 of 9] (PrCt)

33685 Hawaii - Maps - 1898
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

map3C G4380 1898 .R3 (PrCt)

33686 Hawaii - Maps - 1900-1960 - Topographic maps<<<Topographic maps
Authors: Geological Survey (U.S.)

map6C G3700 19-- .U5, box 50 (PrCt)

33687 Hawaii - Maps - 1900-1960 - Topographic maps<<<Topographic maps
Hawaii, 7.5 minute series (topographic). Washington, D.C. The Survey, [ca. 1900-ca.1960].
Authors: Geological Survey (U.S.)
ca. 168 maps : col. ; on sheets 54 x 44 cm. fold. to 17 x 28 cm. Scale 1:24,000. Dates of publication vary. According to USGS, coverage at this scale complete in 133 maps. Coverage may not be complete at this scale; see index map in box 50. Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisles 42 and 43 (July 2012). 

map6C G3700 19-- .U5, box 50 (PrCt)

The New America and the Far East / by G. Waldo Browne ; with a general introduction by Edward S. Ellis. Boston : Marshall Jones Company,
33689 Hawaii - Maps - 1908 Pacific Ocean - Maps - 1908 Distance tables - Hawaii - Maps - 1908
The Crossroads of the Pacific. New York: Hammond, [1908?].
Authors: C.S. Hammond & Company -- Hawaii Promotion Committee.
1 map; 67 cm. in diameter
Scale: 1:29,160,000; approximately 400 nautical miles to the inch.
'Compiled for the Hawaii Promotion Committee, Honolulu, Hawaii.'
With tables of distances, expressed in nautical miles.
Map G 10161 .38 (NLO)

33690 Hawaii - Maps - 1928
Rand McNally 14 x 21 inch map of Hawaii.
Chicago: Rand, McNally & Company, [1928?].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map; col.; 30 x 46 cm., folded in covers to 17 x 11 cm.
Cover title: Hawaii: Rand McNally pocket map: political divisions, cities and towns, railroads, waterways, etc.
"Scale 1:1,330,000."
Plate no. 8N26
Inset (15 x 28 cm.): Hawaiian archipelago.
Index on verso.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
map3C G4380 1926 .R3 (PrCt)

33691 Hawaii - Maps - 1933 Nautical charts Hawaii - Maps - 1933 Nautical charts
Hawaiin Islands, eastern part. Washington, D.C.
U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey, 1933.
Authors: U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey -- U.S.C. & G.S. (Series) no. 4102 (1933) -- Fred Wild Company (Chicago, Ill.)
1 map; col.; 74 x 108 cm.
Shows islands east of Kaua'i.
Series: U.S.C. & G.S. (Series) ; no. 4102
Mounted by Fred Wild Company, Chicago.
5011
map6F G4381.P5 1933 .U5 (PrCt)

Authors: U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey -- U.S.C. & G.S. (Series) no. 4000 (1934) -- Fred Wild Company (Chicago, Ill.)
1 map; col.; 88 x 84 cm.
"No. 4000, price 75 cents."
"34-4/13"
Extends from Hawaii northwest to the Midway Islands and south to the Palmyra Atoll.
Scale approximately 1:3,200,000.
Coordinates: (W 179°--W 154°N 30°--N 05°).
Depths shown by soundings in fathoms; relief shown by hachures and spot heights.
Series: U.S.C. & G.S. (Series) ; no. 4000
"Fred Wild Company, maps and map mounting, Chicago"--Paste-on label at bottom left.
5012
map6F G4381.P5 1934 .U5 (NLO)

Authors: Geological Survey (U.S.)
maps on 7 sheets
temp map6F G4381.A 1958 .U5 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Pocket maps -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
19 p. : 2 col. maps on 1 sheet (folded) ; 24 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally Hawaii pocket reference map [and] detailed highway map
Uniform title: Pocket maps
"2 maps" -- front cover.
Map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back to back, col. ;47 x 64 cm. and 27 x 37 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm., inside back cover); Rand McNally standard map of Hawaii. Includes key to railroads...
and inset maps of Honolulu County and Hawaiian islands (26 x 33 cm. and 16 x 25 cm.) -- Rand McNally : Hawaii. Includes inset maps of Honolulu and location map of the Hawaiian Islands (18 x 33 cm. and smaller).

Printer's proof (?); Standard map includes blank cartouche at right margin.

Cover art: stylized and labeled map symbols (e.g. "elevations", "points of interest", "air facilities", etc.) "$1.95" -- adhesive sticker on front cover.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Jan. 2010).

RMcN Pocket 4C 49 (PrCt)

33695
Hawaii - Maps - 1963 - Road maps - Pictorial maps
Road maps - Oahu (Hawaii) - Maps - 1963 - Road maps - Pictorial maps - Oahu (Hawaii) - 1963 - Road maps - Pictorial maps


1 map : col. ; 43 x 70 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Principal islands of Hawaii.

Relief shown pictorially and with shading.

Insets (31 x 40 cm. and smaller): Oahu : city and county of Honolulu -- Honolulu -- Lihue -- Hilo -- [Location map] -- Wailuku & Kahului.

Panel art: B&W aerial photograph of highway.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 1351 (PrCt)

33697
Hawaii - Maps - 1966 - Road maps - Pictorial maps
Road maps of Hawaii and greater Honolulu / 76 Union. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Co., c1966.

Authors: Union Oil Company of California -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress.

Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 42 x 70 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Union Oil road map : principal islands of Hawaii.

Relief shown with shading and spot heights.

Margins include pictorial vignettes, e.g. "spearfishing", "hula dancer", etc.

Plate no. 6 6221

Insets (31 x 38 cm. and smaller): Oahu : city and county of Honolulu -- Hawaiian Islands [2 location maps].

Maps on verso (34 x 91 cm. and smaller): Hawaii -- Kaneohe-Lanikai section -- Makapuu Point.

Panel art: 76 Union sign.

Includes four certificate no. handstamps from the Register of Copyrights, Library of Congress, Washington, D.C.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN Clients 4527 (PrCt)
Hawaii - Maps - 1967 - Nautical charts

Hawaii Island (Hawaii) - Maps - 1967 - Nautical charts

Kauai (Hawaii) - Maps - 1967 - Nautical charts

Molokai (Hawaii) - Maps - 1967 - Nautical charts

Maui (Hawaii) - Maps - 1967 - Nautical charts

Kahoolawe (Hawaii) - Maps - 1967 - Nautical charts

Hawaii State: 1967 official transportation map

15 maps : col. ; 16 x 24 cm. and smaller on sheet

Road maps

Hawaii boating guide / Union Oil Company of California.

[Chicago?, c1966].

Authors: Union Oil Company of California -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress.

Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 28 x 32 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Hawaiian Islands.

Maps on verso (22 x 32 cm. and smaller): Hawaii -- Oahu -- Niihau -- Kauai -- Molokai -- Lanai, Kahoolawe, Maui.

Locations of Union Oil dealers, launching sites, and boat service locations keyed to directory in margin.

Panel art: Color aerial photograph of Honolulu.

Added title: State of Hawaii.

Prepare by the Department of Transportation, Highway Planning Branch.


Relief shown pictorially and with shading.


Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 4526 (PrCt)

Hawaii - Maps - 1967 - Pictorial maps

Hawaii State: 1967 official transportation map


Authors: Hawaii. Highways Division -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

15 maps : col. ; 16 x 24 cm. and smaller on sheet

46 x 95 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: State of Hawaii.

"Prepared by the Department of Transportation, Highway Planning Branch."


Relief shown pictorially and with shading.


Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 4915 (PrCt)

Hawaii - Maps - 1967 - Road maps - Pictorial maps

Road maps of Hawaii and greater Honolulu / 76 Union. [Chicago?, c1967].

Authors: Union Oil Company of California -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress.

Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 42 x 70 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Union Oil road map: principal islands of Hawaii.

Relief shown with shading and spot heights.

Margins include pictorial vignettes, e.g.
Authors: Union Oil Company of California -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress.
Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 42 x 70 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Union Oil road map : principal islands of Hawaii.
Relief shown with shading and spot heights.
Margins include pictorial vignettes, e.g. "spearfishing", "hula dancer", etc.
Plate no. 696221-9.
Insets (31 x 38 cm. and smaller): Oahu : city & county of Honolulu -- Hawaiian Islands [2 location maps].
Maps on verso (34 x 91 cm. and smaller): Honolulu -- Kaneohe-Lanikai section -- Makapuu Point.
Panel art: 76 Union sign against night sky.
Includes two Library of Congress Copyright Office handstamps and certificate nos.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4589 (PrCt)

Hawaiian Islands chain -- Wailuku-Kahului -- Hilo -- Wahiawa -- Metropolitan Honolulu -- Central Honolulu and Waikiki.
map4F 9700 (PrCt)
Hawaii - Maps - 1970
Hawaii Island
(Hawaii) - Maps - 1970 - Harbors
Hawaii Island (Hawaii) - Maps - 1970 - Oahu
(Hawaii) - Maps - 1970 - Harbors
Oahu (Hawaii) - Maps - 1970 - Niihau
(Hawaii) - Maps - 1970 - Harbors
Niihau (Hawaii) - Maps - 1970 - Kauai
(Hawaii) - Maps - 1970 - Harbors
Kauai (Hawaii) - Maps - 1970 - Molokai
(Hawaii) - Maps - 1970 - Harbors
Molokai (Hawaii) - Maps - 1970 - Lanai
(Hawaii) - Maps - 1970 - Harbors
Lanai (Hawaii) - Maps - 1970 - Kahoolawe
(Hawaii) - Maps - 1970 - Harbors
Kahoolawe (Hawaii) - Maps - 1970 - Maui
(Hawaii) - Maps - 1970 - Harbors
Maui (Hawaii) - Maps - 1970 - Union Oil
Company of California - Maps
1970 - Road maps
Nautical charts
Authors: Union Oil Company of California
1970 - Road maps
Honolulu (Hawaii)
Road maps
1 map : col. ; 42 x 70 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Principal Islands of Hawaii.
Plate no. 716221-11.
Inset (32 x 38 cm. and smaller): Oahu : city & county of Honolulu -- Hawaiian Islands -- [Location map].
Maps on verso (33 x 90 cm. and smaller):
Honolulu -- Kaneohe-Lanikai section -- Makapuu Point.
Panel art: Color illustration of a Phillips 66 service station.
Bears two Library of Congress copyright handstamps.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2006 (PrCt)
Counties - Maps
Authors: University of Hawaii (Honolulu). Dept. of Geography -- Armstrong, R. Warwick -- Bier, James Allen -- University of Hawaii (System).
Press -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (222 p. : col. ill., 119 maps) ; 23 x 31 cm.
'Fourth printing, 1980.'
Includes bibliographical references (p. 206-212).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
ISBN 0824802594
Baskes folio G1534.2 .U54 1973 (NLO)
Hawaii - Maps - 1978
Road maps
Pictorial maps
Authors: Hawaii Highways Division -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
15 maps : col. ; 16 x 24 cm. and smaller on sheet 46 x 95 cm., folded to 11 x 23 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: State of Hawaii.
"Prepared by the Department of Transportation, Highway Planning Branch."
Relief shown pictorially and with shading.
Panel art: color photograph of Hawaii state capitol building.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1353 (PrCt)
Hawaii - Maps - 1979
Road maps
Pictorial maps
Authors: Rand McNally & Co., [1979].
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2006 (PrCt)
McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 70 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Principal islands of Hawaii.
Issued for the Union Oil Company of California.
Relief shown with shading and spot heights.
Margins include pictorial vignettes, e.g. "spearfishing", "hula dancer", etc.
Plate no. 786221-17.
Insets (31 x 38 cm. and smaller): Oahu : city & county of Honolulu -- Hawaiian Islands [1 location map] -- Hilo.
Maps on verso (34 x 91 cm. and smaller): Honolulu -- Kaneohe-Kailua section -- Makapuu Point.
Panel art: Two stylized and multi-colored directional arrows; 76 logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4616 (PrCt)

33714 Hawaii - Maps - 1997 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. EasyFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; fold. to 24 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Uniform title: EasyFinder Laminated.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
ISBN 0528966979
RMcN Road Map 1997 Hawaii (PrCt)

33715 Hawaii - Maps - Bibliography
Authors: Healy, John Raymond [2], v. 123 leaves : maps (part fold.) ; 29cm.
Thesis (M.A.)--University of Hawaii.
Electrostatic copy.
Appendices (p. 110-118): A. List of charts made before 1848. -- B. A list of maps and charts made after 1848 which were used in this research project. Bibliography: p. 119-122.
5A 7812 (NLO)

33716 Hawaii - Pictorial works - 1790-1795 - Coasts
Galapagos Islands - Pictorial works - 1790-1795 - Cocos Island (Costa Rica) - Pictorial works - 1790-1795 - Coasts
Authors: Alexander, William, 1767-1816 -- Sykes, John, fl. 1791-1795 -- Heddington, Thomas, 1775 or 6-1860 -- Pouncy, Benjamin Thomas, d. 1799 -- Edwards, James, 1757-1816 -- Robinson, G. G. (George G.) -- Vancouver, George, 1757-1798
A Voyage of discovery to the North Pacific Ocean : and round the world ... performed in the years 1790, 1791, 1792, 1793, 1794, and 1795 (1798) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
6 views ; 7 x 50 cm. or smaller, on sheet 42 x 54 cm.
Contents: Whyteete Bay, Woahoo ... / J Sykes, delt. -- Whymea Bay, Atooi ... / J. Sykes -- Raheina Roadstead, Mowee ... / T. Heddington -- Modoo Mannoo ... / J. Sykes -- The island of Cocos ... -- Albermarle Island the westernmost of the Gallapagos Isles, Cape Berkeley ... / J. Sykes.
In atlas (issued without title page) accompanying Vancouver, George. A Voyage of discovery to the North Pacific Ocean : and round the world ... performed in the years 1790, 1791, 1792, 1793, 1794, and 1795 (London : Printed for G.G. and J.
Anonymous view of the 1560 siege of the fort at Hawmat al-Suq (or Houmt-Souk) on the north shore of Jarba Island (variously known as Gerbi, Gerba, Jerba, and Djerba).

Lacking key to lettered sites A-E.

Duplicate copy with different watermark: Novacco 4F 400.5.

For earlier state of the plate without title, see Novacco 4F 399 and Novacco 4F 401; the second of these includes letterpress text printed in the margins of the engraved view.


Tooley 246.

Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

h17.5

Novacco 4F 400.5 (PrCt)

Hawmat al-Suq (Tunisia) - History - Siege, 1560 - Maps - Jarbah Island (Tunisia) - History - Siege, 1560 - Maps

Disegno dell'Isola de Gerbi con le seche che la difendono dall'inondazione del mare, et il sito della forterza fatta da Christiani ... [S.l. s.n., ca. 1560?].

Authors: Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 view ; 301 x 437 mm. (plate mark), on sheet 346 x 493 mm.

Anonymous map of the 1560 siege of the fort at Hawmat al-Suq (or Houmt-Souk) on the north shore of Jarba Island (variously known as Gerbi, Gerba, Jerba, and Djerba).

Tooley 244.

Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

h18.5

Novacco 4F 400 (PrCt)

Hawmat al-Suq (Tunisia) - History - Siege, 1560 - Maps - Jarbah Island (Tunisia) - History - Siege, 1560 - Maps

Fortezza di Gerbi. [Rome? s.n., 1560?].

Authors: Sotheby's (Firm) -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 view ; 277 x 400 mm. (plate mark), on sheet 331 x 435 mm.

Anonymous view of the 1560 siege of the fort at Hawmat al-Suq (or Houmt-Souk) on the north shore of Jarba Island (variously known as Gerbi, Gerba, Jerba, and Djerba).

Lacking key to lettered sites A-E.

Duplicate copy with different watermark: Novacco 4F 400.

For earlier state of the plate without title see,

Novacco 4F 399 and Novacco 4F 401.


Acquired 14 Dec. 2000 in Sotheby's sale no. L00720 (London, Bond Street); see The Travel sale: books, maps, atlases ... and topographical pictures (London: Sotheby's, 2000) lot no. 266; see Map Info File for Novacco 2F 29.5.

Tooley 246.

Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

h17.5

Novacco 4F 400.5 (PrCt)

Hawthorn (Iowa) - Maps - 1871 - Railroad Company - Maps - 1871 - Railroad Company


Authors: Smith, A. B., ca. 1833- -- Millard & Decker -- Burlington and Missouri River Railroad Company -- Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company

1 map ; 59 x 45 cm.

Scale 1:2,400 or "200 ft. = 1 inch."

Printed on tracing linen.

Strictly cadastral map; no structures other than the railroad line are shown.

At lower right, a paragraph giving the legal description for the townsitement, information about street widths, markers, etc., concluding "I hereby certify, that the above Notes and Map are correct. A. B. Smith, Surveyor."

In a bundle of Burlington & Missouri River Railroad Land Dept. materials.

CB&Q +756 .9 [map] (PrCt)

Hays County (Tex.) - Maps - 1880 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps


Authors: Texas. General Land Office -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps

1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.

Size of original: 22 x 19 in. Scale: 1:133,320.

Originally compiled Austin, Tex.: U.S. General Land Office, 1880.

Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps: Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps


Microfiche 583, no. 1003 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

33726 Hayward (Wis.) - Maps - 2008<>Hayward (Wis.) - Description and travel - 2008

Explore your favorite season in Hayward: the Hayward area. [Hayward, Wis. s.n.], 2008.
2 col. maps ; on sheet 43 x 56 cm. fold. to 22 x 10 cm.
Maps are surrounded by advertising and information about events.
Travel Vertical File G4124 .H34 2008 .E9 (PrCt)

33727 Hazard maps

Authors: Colten, Craig E. -- Illinois GIS & Mapnotes (1995)
p. 18-21
BHC 2643 Vert 2178 (PrCt)

33728 Hazar (Extinct City) - Maps - 1975 - Description and Travel<>Gezer Site (Israel) - Maps - 1975 - Description and Travel<>Megiddo (Extinct City) - Maps - 1975 - Description and Travel<>Tell El-Qedah (Israel) SEE Hazar (Extinct City)<><>Tell Waqqâs (Israel) SEE Hazar (Extinct City)<><>Extinct Cities - Israel SEE ALSO Hazar (Extinct City)<><>Israel - Antiquities SEE ALSO Hazar (Extinct City)<><>Tell Gezer (Israel) SEE Gezer Site (Israel)<><>Israel - Antiquities SEE ALSO Gezer Site (Israel)<><>Armageddon (Extinct City) SEE Megiddo (Extinct City)<><>Harmajidun (Israel) SEE Megiddo (Extinct City)<><>Mutasellim, Tell El- (Israel) SEE Megiddo (Extinct City)<><>Extinct Cities - Israel SEE ALSO Megiddo (Extinct City)<><>Israel - Antiquities SEE ALSO Megiddo (Extinct City)

Authors: Yadin, Yigael, 1917-1984 -- Random House (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.
Edition: A1
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)


Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag -- Karl Thiemig AG -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
178 p. : 1 col. map (folded) ; 17 cm.
Folded map in pocket.

Includes index.
Series: Grieben-Reiseführer ; Bd. 279
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 279 (1961) (NLO)

33730 Hearne, Samuel, 1745-1792<>Northwest Passage

Authors: Speck, Gordon -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
xxii, 337 p. : ill., maps, port. ; 22 cm.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes F1060.7 .H498 (NLO)

33731 Hebei Sheng (China) - Maps - 1662<>Tianjin (China) - Maps - 1662<>Bo Hai (China) - Maps - 1662<>Bo Hai Region (China) - Maps - 1662<>Great Wall of China (China) - Maps - 1662<>China - Maps - 1662<>Hopei, China (Province) SEE Hebei Sheng (China)<>Ho-pei sheng (China) SEE Hebei Sheng (China)<>Hebei Province (China) SEE Hebei Sheng (China)<>Bohai (China : Gulf) SEE Bo Hai (China)<>Chihli, Gulf of (China) SEE Bo Hai (China)<>Po Hai (China) SEE Bo Hai (China)<>Tien-tsin (China) SEE Tianjin (China)

1 map : col. ; on sheet 32 x 24 cm.
Facsimile of: Blaeu, Joan. Pecheli, sive Peking, imperii sinarvm provincia prima
Includes the Great Wall of China.
Detail reproduced in color; black and white reproduction of entire map and brief description on verso.
map1F G3201.AT 1662 .H4, no. 7 (PrCt)

33732 Hebei Sheng (China) - Maps - 1663<>Tianjin (China) - Maps - 1663<>Bo Hai (China) - Maps - 1663<>Bo Hai Region (China) - Maps - 1663<>Great Wall of China (China) - Maps - 1663<>China - Maps - 1663...

Pecheli, sive Peking, imperii sinarvm provincia prima. [Amsterdam: Blaeu, 1663].
Authors: Blaeu, Joan, 1596-1673 -- Blaeu, Willem
1 map : hand col. ; 37 x 47 cm.
Includes the Great Wall of China.
In: Blaeu, Joan. Le Grand atlas; ov.
Cosmographie Blaviane ... [Amsterdam: J. Blaeu, 1663], v. 11, [no. 13].

33733 Hebrides (Scotland) - Maps - 1715<<>>Western Isles (Scotland) SEE
Hebrides (Scotland)<<>>Western Isles (Scotland)
Authors: Valck, G. (Gerard), 1651 or 2-1726 -- Schenk, Peter, 1660-16718 or 9 -- Pettersen, Roger
1 map : hand col. ; 42 x 51 cm.
Includes mainland and islands of North and South Uist, Skye, Rum, Eigg, Mull, Coll, and Tiree.
References: Koeman, Atlantes neerlandici, v. 2, p. 64, map 16.
Map4F G5772.H4 1715 .V3 (PrCr)

33734 Hebrides (Scotland) - Maps - 1850-1859<<>>Staffa (Scotland) - Maps - 1850-1859<<>>Iona (Scotland) - Maps - 1850-1859
Staffa & Iona : described and illustrated with notices of the principal objects on the route from Port Crinan to Oban and in the Sound of Mull. Glasgow : Blackie & Son. [185?-].
Authors: Keddie, William, 1809-1877 -- Blackie & Son -- Maclure and MacDonald Lithographers -- Barclay, F. H., fl. 1894 -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
Half title: Staffa and Iona described and illustrated
Map by Maclure & Macdonald Lithographers. Former owner’s inscription: F.H. Barclay March 1894.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes DA880.H4 K43 1850z (NLO)

33735 Hebrides (Scotland) - Maps - 1934 - Mountaineering<<>>Orkney (Scotland) - Maps - 1934 - Mountaineering<<>>Shetland (Scotland) - Maps - 1934 - Mountaineering<<>>Western Isles (Scotland) - Maps - 1934 -
Mountaineering<<>>Mountaineering - Hebrides (Scotland) - Maps - 1934<<>>Mountaineering - Orkney (Scotland) - Maps - 1934<<>>Mountaineering - Shetland (Scotland) - Maps - 1934<<>>Mountaineering - Western Isles (Scotland) - Maps - 1934<<>>Mountaineering - Hebrides (Scotland) - Pictorial works - 1934<<>>Mountaineering - Orkney (Scotland) - Pictorial works - 1934<<>>Mountaineering - Shetland (Scotland) - Pictorial works - 1934<<>>Mountaineering - Western Isles (Scotland) - Pictorial works - 1934
135 p., [64] p. of plates (22 folded) : ill., 9 maps (chiefly col.) ; 23 cm.
Maps engraved by John Bartholomew & Son.
"With 42 photographs, 9 maps, 1 photogravure, 9 line drawings, and 3 panoramas."
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Series: Scottish Mountaineering Club guide.
Laid in: advertisement for Scottish Mountaineering Club guide books with ms. revised pricing dated "14th Dec. 1963".
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes DA878 .IT5 1934 (NLO)

33736 Heermans, Augustus, 1621?-1686<<>>Cartography - Lancaster County (Pa.) - History
Augustine Herman: the leading cartographer of the seventeenth century. 1978.
Authors: Kansky, Karel J.
From Maryland Historical Magazine 73, no.4, (Dec. 1978): 352-359..
BHC 1523
Vert 1114 (PrCr)

33737 Heermans, Augustus, 1621?-1686. Virginia and Maryland
Augustine Herman: the leading cartographer of the seventeenth century. 1978.
Authors: Kansky, Karel J.
From Maryland Historical Magazine 73, no.4, (Dec. 1978): 352-359..
BHC 1523
Vert 1114 (PrCr)

33738 Hefti, Andreas, 1862-1931
Authors: Dürst, Arthur
14 p. : maps (most col., 1 fold.), ill.s., port ; 30 cm.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Heid (Schleswig-Holstein, Germany) - Maps - 1596

1 map : hand col. ; 18 x 38 cm.

On same sheet with: Delineatio urbis Meldorpie ...

Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Heida
In: Jansson, Jan. Illustriorvm principumque urbiun septentrionalium Europae tabulae, v. 1, [plate 32].


Case oversize G 117 .452, v. 1, [plate 32] (PrCt)

Heidelberg (Germany) - Maps - 1905

Heidelberg region (Germany) SEE Heidelberg (Germany)


Manuscript '(10)' at upper right.

Case oversize U 26. 293 pt. 5, map [87] (PrCt)

Heidelberg (Germany) - Maps - 1713

Heidelberg

Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes ... avec leurs fortifications ... (1695-1696) 1 view ; 21 x 24 cm.

In: Fer, Nicolas de. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes; avec leurs fortifications ... (Paris: Nicolas de Fer, 1695-1696) pt. 5, map [87].

Manuscript '(10)' at upper right.

Case oversize U 26. 2919 map [101] (PrCt)

Heidelberg (Germany) - Maps - 1905

Heidelberg


Includes index.
33745 Heidelberg (Germany) - Maps - 1927<<Heidelberg Region (Germany) - Maps - 1927
Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag -- Goldschmidt, Albert -- Kraatz, Leopold -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)
10. Aufl. [10th ed.]
'Mit 5 Karten.'
Maps lithographed by Leopold Kraatz.
'Sucher,' for use with map, at end.
Includes index on folding leaf at end.
Series: Griebens Reiseführer ; Bd. 38
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskets G153 .G75 Bd. 38 (1927) (NLO)

33746 Heidelberg (Germany) - Maps - 1949<<Heidelberg (Germany : Landkreis) - Maps - 1949
Authors: Schmieder, L -- Hoerning, J. -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 3 maps ; 17 cm.
10th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

33747 Heidelberg (Germany) - Maps - 1953
Heidelberg : map of town / by Brausdruck GMBH ; Studio Birk. Heidelberg : Brausdruck GMBH, [1953?].
Authors: Brausdruck GMBH -- Studio Birk -- Holidays in Heidelberg : and English guide ... [1953?]
1 map : 27 x 38 cm. fold. to 15 x 11 cm.
With Holidays in Heidelberg : and English guide to the town castle and environs ... 7. rev. ed. (Heidelberg: Brausdruck, [1953?]).
Printed by letterpress.
To Collection Services for cataloging, 9 Feb. 2009 (PrCt)

33748 Heidelberg (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1552<<Woodcuts
[View of Heidelberg, Germany]. [Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552].
Authors: Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552. Cosmographiae uniuersalis ... (1552) -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : woodcut ; 26 x 72 cm., on composite sheet 32 x 40 cm., folded to 32 x 22 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Includes two unidentified coats-of-arms at top.
Added letterpress title above woodcut: Florentissimae ciuitatis Heidelbergensis sitas & genuina pictura ... .
Letterpress 615 and text on verso: Civitas Heidelbergensis, iuxta Neccarum sita, Palatinatus ... .
Oriented with north at bottom.
Printed from 2 woodblocks on 2 sheets trimmed and joined to form 1 composite sheet.
VAULT folio Ayer 7 .M8 1552, p. 616-617 (PrCt)

33749 Heidelberg (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1620
Florentissimae ciuitatis Heidelbergensis Palatinatus metropolis ... [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : hand col. ; 11 x 46 cm. on sheet 41 x 54 cm.
View derived from a 1550 woodcut by Sebastian Münster; see R.A. Skelton's Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.
Added title in uppercase lettering: Heidelberga. On same sheet with: Spira celebris admodum imperij & episcopalis in Germania ... -- Wormacia verustissima Vangionum civitas ....
Latin letterpress text on verso under titles: Heidelberga -- Spira -- Wormatia.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 1, pl. 34 (PrCt)

33750 Heidelberg (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1657
Heidelberga / W. Hollar fe. [Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657].
Authors: Hollar, Wenceslaus, 1607-1677 -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664 -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Urbium totius Germaniae sveriorus illustriorum clariorumque tabulae ... Pars posterior [i.e. prior] (1657) -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Theatrum urbium (1657)
1 view : hand col. ; 32 x 49 cm.
Includes references 1-13
Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Heidelberga.
In: Jansson, Jan. Urbium totius Germaniae sveriorus illustriorum clariorumque tabulae ... Pars posterior [i.e. prior] 1657, [plate 62].
Issued in volume [2] of 8 in Jansson's townbook
atlases, collectively known as the Theatrum urbium (Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657).


Case oversize G 117 .452, v. 2, [plate 62] (PrCt)

33751 Heidelberg (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1657
Florentissimae civitatis Heidelbengensis Palatinatus metropolis ... [Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657].

Authors: Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664 -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Urbium totius Germaniae superiourius illustrorum clariorumque tabulae ...
Pars posterior [i.e. prior] (1657) -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Theatrum urbium (1657)
1 view : hand col.; 11 x 47 cm., on sheet 49 x 59 cm.

Added title in uppercase lettering: Heidelberga. On same sheet with: Spira celebris admodum imperij & episcopalis in Germania ... -- Wormacia verustissima Vangionum civitas ... .

Latin letterpress text on verso under section titles: Heidelberga -- Spira -- Wormatia.

In: Jansson, Jan. Urbium totius Germaniae superiourius illustrorum clariorumque tabulae ...
Pars posterior [i.e. prior] 1657, [plate 61].

Issued in volume [2] of 8 in Jansson's townbook atlases, collectively known as the Theatrum urbium (Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657).


Case oversize G 117 .452, v. 2, [plate 61] (PrCt)


Authors: Trigger, Bruce G.
p. 189-192; 25 cm.

Photocopies from the 'Reviews: books and maps' section of an unidentified issue of Cartographica (1977?): 189-192.

BHC 215
Vert 527 (PrCt)

33753 Heilbronn (Germany), Battle of, 1695 - Maps Campeement de l'armée de l'empereur, retranchées pre- Hailbron ... [Paris : De Fer, 1696].

Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes -- avec leurs fortifications ... (1695-1696)
1 map; 22 x 28 cm.

In: Fer, Nicolas de. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes; avec leurs fortifications ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, 1695-1696) pt. 7, map [149].

Manuscript '25' at upper right.

Case folio U 26. 293 pt. 7, map [149] (PrCt)

33754 Heilbronn (Germany), Battle of, 1695 - Maps - 1713
Campement de l'armée de l'empereur, retranchées pre- Hailbron ... Paris : De Fer, [1713?].

Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Introduction à la fortification ... [1713?]
1 map; 19 x 27 cm.

In: Fer, Nicolas de. Introduction à la fortification ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, [1713?]) map [104].

For later state of this map, with engraved plate number, see Case folio U 26.292.

For earlier version of this map, engraved on different plate, see Case folio U 26.293.

Case oversize U 26 .2919 map [104] (PrCt)

33755 Heilbronn (Germany) - Maps - 1695 - Fortification
Hailbronn. [Paris : De Fer, 1695].

Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes -- avec leurs fortifications ... (1695-1696)
1 map; 21 x 30 cm.

In: Fer, Nicolas de. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes; avec leurs fortifications ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, 1695-1696) pt. 5, map [86].

Manuscript '9' at upper right.

Case folio U 26. 293 pt. 5, map [86] (PrCt)

33756 Heilbronn (Germany) - Maps - 1713 - Fortification
Hailbronn. Paris : De Fer. [1713?].

Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Inselin, C. -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Introduction à la fortification ... [1713?]
1 map; 21 x 30 cm.

In: Fer, Nicolas de. Introduction à la fortification ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, [1713?]) map [103].

For later state of this map, with engraved plate number, see Case folio U 26.292.

For earlier version of this map, engraved on different plate, see Case folio U 26.293.

Case oversize U 26 .2919 map [103] (PrCt)

33757 Heilbronn (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1620<<<>Mulhouse (France) - Pictorial works - 1620<<<>Reutlingen (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1620 [Views of Heilbronn and Reutlingen in Germany, and Mulhouse in France]. [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].

Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
3 views: hand col.; 19 x 27 cm. and smaller on sheet 41 x 54 cm.

Heilbronn (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1657<<>>Mulhouse (France) - Pictorial works - 1657<<>>Reutlingen (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1657

[VIEWS of Heilbronn and Reutlingen in Germany, and Mulhouse in France]. (Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657).

Authors: Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664 -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Urimbus totius Germaniae superioris illustrorum clarorumque tabulae ...

Issued in volume [2] of 8 in Jansson's townbook Pars posterior [i.e. prior] (1657) -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Theatrum urbium (1657) 3 views : hand col. ; 19 x 47 cm. and smaller on sheet 49 x 59 cm.

Contents: Hailbrvnna -- Mvhlvsivm, superrioris Alsatiae oppidum -- Revtlinga.

Heilbronn Region (Germany) - Maps - 1890<<>>Fire risk assessment - Helena (Mont.) - Maps - 1890 - Fire risk assessment - Helena (Mont.) - Maps - 1890

Heineitzmeln Mine at Cerro Colorado, near Tubac, Arizona. ([Cincinnati : Railroad Record, 1859].

Authors: Brunckow, Frederick. Report of Frederick Brunckow to a committee of the stockholders of the Sonora Exploring & Mining Company ... (1859) -- Sonora Exploring and Mining Company -- Middleton, Strobridge & Co. -- Ehrenberg, Herman, 1816-1866 -- Railroad Record (Cincinnati, Ohio) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)

1 view ; 10 x 17 cm.

Illegible printer's name at bottom left: 'A. [?] O [?] ... & Co.'

Includes 3 lines of text in bottom margin.

In Brunckow, Frederick. Report of Frederick Brunckow to a committee of the stockholders of the Sonora Exploring & Mining Co., upon the history, resources, and prospects of the company in Arizona, with an appendix by the committee (Cincinnati : Railroad Record, Print, 1859) opposite title page.

Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.

Graff 3893 opp. t.p. (PrCt)

Heilbronn (Germany) - Maps - 1693<<>>Grand Alliance, War of The, 1689-1697 - Maps - 1735<<>>Polish Succession, War of The, 1733-1738 - Maps - 1735<<>>League of Augsburg, War of The, 1689-1697 SEE Grand Alliance, War of The, 1689-1697<<>>Nine Years' War, 1689-1697

SEE Grand Alliance, War of The, 1689-1697<<>>War of the Grand Alliance, 1689-1697 SEE Grand Alliance, War of The, 1689-1697<<>>War of the League of Augsburg, 1689-1697 SEE Grand Alliance, War of The, 1689-1697


Authors: Homann Erben (Firm) -- Riecke, Gustaf Frid -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). Ill:U70

1 map : hand col. ; 23 x 62 cm. in 2 sections, on sheet 49 x 57 cm.

3098 Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Sack map4F G6299.H45 1735 H6 (PrCt)

33761 Helena (Mont.) - Maps - 1890 - Fire risk assessment - Helena (Mont.) - Maps - 1890 Helena Mont, June 1890. ([Fairfax, Va.? Paula Petrick, 2010].

Authors: Sanborn Map Company -- Petrick, Paula 1 map : col. ; 28 x 22 cm.

Color copy of p. 11 of the 37-page Sanborn map, showing major business district.

This copy was distributed to the Newberry's 2010 NEH Summer Institute "Mapping and Art in the Americas" to accompany a talk by Paula Petrick regarding her work on prostitutes in Helena.

map1F G4254 .H5G475 1890 .S3 2010 (PrCt)

33762 Helena (Mont.) - Pictorial works - 1890 Perspective map of the city of Helena, Montana ... Ithaca, N.Y. Historic Urban Plans, 1970.

Authors: American Publishing Co. (Milwaukee, Wis.) -- Historic Urban Plans (Firm)

1 birds-eye view ; 37 x 74 cm.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Heliopolis (Egypt : Extinct city) - Pictorial works - 1552
Woodcuts
[View of Heliopolis, Egypt]. [Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552].
Authors: Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552. Cosmographiae uniuersalis ... (1552) -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : woodcut ; 6 x 7 cm., on sheet 32 x 21 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Possibly an inaccurate view, since some of the woodcuts in this volume were used for more than one town.
VAULT folio Ayer 7 .M8 1552, p. 1132 (PrCt)

Helsingor (Denmark) - Pictorial works - 1620
Elseonor. [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Knieper, Hans, 16th cent. -- Schol, Hieronymus, 16th cent. -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : hand col. ; 16 x 47 cm.
Possibly derived from drawing by Hans Knieper; forwarded to Braun and Hogenberg by Hieronymus Schol; see R.A. Skelton's Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.
On same sheet with: Ripen.
Latin letterpress text on verso under titles: Helsingorvm -- Ripae.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 5, pl. 33 (PrCt)

Helsingor (Denmark) - Pictorial works - 1620
Kronborg Castle (Helsingor, Denmark) - Pictorial works - 1620
Freti Danici o u ndt accvrattiss delineatio. [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Knieper, Hans, 16th cent. -- Rantzau, Henrik, 1526-1598 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : hand col. ; 33 x 47 cm.
Derived from a drawing by Hans Knieper and forwarded to Braun and Hogenberg by Henrik Rantzau; see R.A. Skelton’s Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.
Inset (11 x 11 cm.): Interior Arcis magnificentia.
Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Coronebvrgvm.
Helsinki (Denmark) - Pictorial works - 1657

*Elseon.* [Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657].
Authors: Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664 -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Illustriorvm principumque urbium septentrionalium Europae tabae [1657] -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Theatrum urbium (1657)
1 view : hand col. ; 16 x 46 cm.
On same sheet with: Ripen.
Latin letterpress text on verso under titles: Helsingorvm.
In: Jansson, Jan. Illustriorvm principumque urbium septentrionalium Europae tabae, v. 1, [plate 14].
Issued in volume 1 of 8 in Jansson's townbook atlases, collectively known as the Theatrum urbium (Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657). References: Krogt, Peter van der. Koeman's atlases, collectively known as the Theatrum urbium septentrionalium Europae tabae, v. 1, [plate 15].

1 view : hand col. ; 33 x 47 cm.
Inset (11 x 12 cm.): Interior Arcis magnificentia. Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Coronemurbigm.
In: Jansson, Jan. Illustriorvm principumque urbium septentrionalium Europae tabae, v. 1, [plate 15].

Helsinki (Finland) - Maps - 1989

Authors: Helsinki City Tourist Office
1 map : col. ; 30 x 21 cm
Legend on verso in French, German, English, Swedish, and Finnish.

Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Henderson County 4-H Clubs (Ill.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (32 p.) : 17 maps ; 28 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:50,688]. 1 1/4 in. to 1 mile.
Cover title.
'Sponsored by Henderson County 4-H Clubs.'
Includes business directory and index to owners.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 83675793

Henderson County (Ky.) - Maps - 1880 - Landowners<>Counties - Maps
An Illustrated historical atlas of Henderson and Union Counties, Kentucky; from actual surveys under the direction of B.N. Griffling. Philadelphia, 1880. [Evansville, Ind. Unigraphic, 1971?].
Authors: D.J. Lake & Company
1 map ; 74 (7) p. : maps, ill. ; 33 cm.
Facsimile reprint
folio F 88341 .434 (NLO)

Henderson County (Tenn.) - Maps - 1948 - Railroads<>Nashville, Chattanooga, and St. Louis Railway - Maps - 1948<>Railroads - Maps
Relocation between Wildersville and Timberlake P. & M. division. [Nashville? Nashville, Chattanooga, and St. Louis Railway?, 1948?].
Authors: Nashville, Chattanooga, and St. Louis Railway
1 map ; 7 x 13 cm. on sheet (15 x 22 cm.)
Compares old track with new along a section of the Big Sandy River in Henderson County (Tenn.)
5A 7267 (1947 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

Henderson County (Tex.) - Maps - 1870-1879 - Landowners<>Counties - Maps
Authors: Daugherty, J. S. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 4 parts, 22.5 x 24 in. each. Scale 1:42,240. Originally published Philadelphia: Stone & Titus, 1876.
Microfiche 583, no. 1005 (PrCt)

Henderson County (Ind.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners<>Counties - Maps
Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960-- Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)
222 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
1st ed.
'Deluxe edition.'
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).
'3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.'
Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).
Includes indexes.
ISBN 1420302256
Local History Ref F532.H5 B69 2006 (NLO)

Hendricks County (Ind.) - Maps - 1865 - Landowners<>Counties - Maps
Authors: Lake, D. J. -- Warner, A. -- Stone & Titus -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Microfiche 583, no. 149 (PrCt)

Henley Harbour (N.L.) - Maps - 1760 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<>York Point (N.L.) - Maps - 1760 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
A Colored 'plan of York Harbour, on the Labrador Coast, situated in 52°15' N. latitude; taken in August, 1760, by David Rogers, capt. lieut., R.A., then on board H.M.S. Antelope'. [19--].

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1760 manuscript.
Duplicate copy: MapPhoto Eng BL Add.Ms. 14036 a

33790 Hennepin Canal (III.) - Maps - 1908
1 map : col. ; 67 x 96 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:126,000].
Includes inset map of Rock River Pool and profiles of the canal's main line and feeder.
5021
map6F G4102.I41 1908 U5 (PrCt)

33791 Hennepin County (Minn.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners - Counts - Maps - Landowners - Maps
Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960- -- Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)
258 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
1st ed.
'Deluxe edition.'
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management
(www.glorecords.blm.gov).
'3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.'
Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).
Includes indexes.
Series: Family maps
ISBN 1420303767
Local History Ref F612.H5 B69 2006 (NLO)

33792 Hennepin County (Minn.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners - Counts - Maps - Landowners - Maps
Authors: Schmitz, Iva B. -- Stubbs, Avery -- Minnesota Genealogical Society -- Western Hennepin County Pioneers Association
1 atlas (50 p.) : maps ; 28 cm.
"Originally developed in 1953 for the Western Hennepin County Pioneers Association by Iva B. Schmitz and Avery Stubbs."
Scale not given.
LC Card Number: 91221267
folio G1428.H4 S3 1991 (NLO)

33793 Hennepin County (Minn.) - Maps - 1860 - Landowners - Counts - Maps - Landowners - Maps
Authors: Cook, R. -- Cook, Franklin -- Hennepin County (Minn.). Board of Supervisors -- Buechner, Louis W. -- Minnesota Geological Survey
1 map ; 130 x 123 cm. on 4 sheets.
Photocopy of original published [Minneapolis]: '... by authority of County Board of Supervisors by R. & F. Cook, c1859. St. Paul: lith. by Louis Buechner.'
Scale [ca. 1:42,350] enlarged from original scale of [1:63,360]; original size 85 x 81 cm.
Shows names of some property owners.
map6F G4143.H4 1860 .C6 (PrCt)

33794 Hennepin County (Minn.) - Maps - 1874 - Landowners - Counts - Maps - Landowners - Maps

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Hennepin County (Minn.) - Maps - 1879 - Landowners - Counties


1 map ; 127 x 130 cm. on 4 sheets. Photocopy of original published Minneapolis and Philadelphia: Warner & Foote, 1879. Scale 1:38,900 or '1 5/8 inches to the mile.'

Shows names of many property owners. Includes directory by township.

map6F G4143.H4 1879 .W3 (PrCt)

Hennepin County (Minn.) - Maps - 1887 - Landowners - Counties


1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.


Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:

Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps


Hennuin (France), Battle of 1644 - Maps - 1694 - Rebus, Fort (France) - Maps - 1644


Authors: Beaulieu, Sébastien de Pontault, ca. 1612-1674 -- Beaulieu, Sébastien de Pontault, ca. 1612-1674. Les Glorieuses conquestes de Louis le Grand [1694?]

map6F G4143.H4 1874 .W7 (PrCt)

Henrico County (Va.) - Maps - 1860-1869 - Landowners - Manuscripts

Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles - Counties

Maps - Landowners - Maps


1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.

Size of original: Manuscript, 10.5 x 12 in. Scale 1:160,000. Originally compiled [186-?]. Only covers part of the county.

Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:

Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps


Henrico County (Va.) - Maps - 1862 - Landowners - Manuscripts

Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles - Counties

Maps - Landowners - Maps


1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.

Size of original: Manuscript, 39.5 x 28 in. Scale 1:40,000. Originally compiled 1862. Only covers part of the county.

Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:

Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps


Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)
Maps<>Landowners - Maps


Authors: Library of Congress. Hotchkiss map collection. No. 41 -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps

1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.

Size of original: Manuscript, 25.5 x 52 in. Scale 1:40,000. Originally compiled [1864].

Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:

Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps


Microfiche 583, no. 1281 (PrCt)

33801

Henrico County (Va.) - Maps - 1887 - Landowners - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles<>Counties - Maps<>Landowners - Maps


Authors: Redd, James T. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps

1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.

Size of original: Manuscript, 28.5 x 14 in. Scale 1:95,040. Originally compiled 1887.

Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:

Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps


Microfiche 583, no. 1282 (PrCt)

33802

Henry, Alexander, 1739-1814<>Pond Peter, 1740-1807?<>Cartography - Canada, Western - History - 1770-1779

A Map of the lakes & bay ... taken out of Capt. McCarty's chest. [1980?].

Authors: Lewis, G. Malcolm


Xeroxed draft of chapter from projected monograph (1980?).

BHC 1607

Vert 1194 (PrCt)

33803

Henry County (Ill.) - Maps - 1860 - Landowners<>Counties - Maps<>Landowners - Maps


Authors: Holmes, P. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps

1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.

Size of original: 47 x 45.5 in. Scale 1:63,360.

Originally published 1860.

Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:

Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps


Microfiche 583, no. 116 (PrCt)

33804

Henry County (III.) - Maps - 1875 - Landowners<>Counties - Maps<>Landowners - Maps


Authors: Warner & Beers -- Times Record Co. -- Henry County Historical Society (Ill.) -- John V. Bergen Collection (Newberry Library)


Reprinted in 1976 for the Henry County Historical Society.

Forms part of the John V. Bergen Collection (Newberry Library).

folio G1408 H6 W37 1875a (NLO)

33805


1 atlas (75 [i.e. 77], [1], [5]-93 p.) : ill., 87 hand col. maps ; 47 cm.

Cover title: State of Illinois combined town, county, state, national, and general atlas


Includes history of Henry County, patrons' directory, lists of area businesses, and indexes. Engraved t.p.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Phillips 1537.

Baskes oversize G4103.H646 1875 .W37 (NLO)

33806

Henry County (Ill.) - Maps - 1893 - Landowners<>Counties - Maps<>Landowners - Maps


Authors: Geo. A. Ogle & Co. -- Balliet & Volk (Firm) -- Bourquin, F. (Frederick), b. 1808

1 atlas (113 p.) : col. maps (part fold., part...
Henry County (Ill.) - Maps - 1911 - Landowners<<>Counties - Maps<<>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Geo. A. Ogle & Co.
1 atlas (2 p. l., 7-137, xxii p. incl. 41 col., maps, ill.) ; 46 cm.
Phillips 3721.
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 1549.
LC Card Number: 2001626350
oversize F 8964 .642 (NLO)

Henry County (Ill.) - Maps - 1916<<>Counties - Maps<<>Landowners - Maps
Topographical map of Henry County Illinois ..., Chicago : Prairie Farmer Publishing Co., [1916?].
Authors: Standard Map Company -- Prairie Farmer Publishing Company
1 map : col. ; 31 x 31 cm.
93.
sc map2F G4103.H6 1916 S8 (NLO)

Henry County (Ill.) - Maps - 1958 - Landowners<<>Counties - Maps<<>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Farm Plat Book Publishing Co.
(Mankato, Minn.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (56 p.) : 25 maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
Scale [ca. 1:51,000]
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Authors: Town & Country Publishing Co. -- Hooppole Lumber & Grain Co. (Hooppole, Ill.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (72 p.) : 39 maps ; 28 cm.
'1980-81 ed.'
Cover title.
'A T & C publication.'
'Compliments of Hooppole Lumber & Grain, Hooppole, Illinois.'
Includes business directory and index to owners. Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Henry County (Ind.) - Maps - 1821-1849 - Landowners<<>Counties - Maps<<>Landowners - Maps
Land entry atlas of Henry County Indiana, 1821-1849 : the original land grant entries ... together with date of purchase, acres, and county
Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Scale not given.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

33821 Henry County (Mo.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners - Maps - Landowners - Maps
Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960- . Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)
314 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
1st ed.
'Deluxe edition.'
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).
3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers; creeks & railroads.'
Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township). Includes indexes. ISBN 1420302078
Local History Ref F472.H6 B69 2005 (NLO)

33822 Henry County (Mo.) - Maps - 1914 - Landowners - Counts - Maps - Landowners - Maps
Authors: Fitch, R. P.
1 atlas (33 p. col. maps (part fold)) ; 43 cm.
Oversize F 88441 .3 (NLO)

33823 Henry E. Huntington Library and Art Gallery - Maps collections - Bibliography - Catalogs - Maps - Bibliography
Authors: Bernard, Irwin -- Henry E. Huntington Library and Art Gallery
1 v. (unpaged) ; 29 cm.
Formerly lower case folio g 10 .395
Map Ref folio Z6028 .H455 1973 (NLO)

1 map : col. ; 18.25 x 24.25 inches
Includes references 1-86 and portraits of Edison, Ford and others. Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.
CHS Coll., Map no. 270 (PrCt)

33825 Henry Francis du Pont Winterthur Museum - Description and travel - 1975 - Hagley Museum and Library - Description and travel - 1975 - Longwood Gardens (Kennett Square, Pa.) - Description and travel - 1975
Authors: Brown, Nona Baldwin
2 p. : map and photos
From: New York times (11 April 1975).
Travel Vertical File G3822 .B7E635 1975 .B7 (PrCt)

33826 Henry Francis du Pont Winterthur Museum - Description and travel - 1987 - Winterthur Museum (Del.) SEE Henry Francis du Pont Winterthur Museum - Du Pont Winterthur Museum SEE Henry Francis du Pont Winterthur Museum
Authors: Henry Francis du Pont Winterthur Museum
1 leaflet (3-fold) : col. map and photos ; 23 x 10 cm.
Travel Vertical File G3834 .W76 1987 .W5 (PrCt)

33827 Henry III, King of France, 1551-1589 - Journeys, 1574 - Pictorial works - Lido (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1574 - Visits of State - Venice (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1574
Authors: Bertelli, Francesco -- Moustier,G. du, fl. 1574 -- G. D. M., fl. 1574 -- Ludwig Rosenthal's Antiquariat -- Franco Novacco Map Collection
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
33828

Henry, Infante of Portugal, 1394-1460

Dom Henrique, the navigator / artistic arrangement by Frederico Marjay ; introduction by Fernando de Quintanilha e Mendonça Dias ; text by Costa Brochado ... [et al.] ; translation by George F.W. Dykes. Lisbon : [s.n.], 1960.

Authors: Brochado, Costa, 1904- -- Marjay, Frederic P. (Frederic Pedro) -- Dykes, George -- Portugal. Comissão Executiva das Comemorações do Quinto Centenário da Morte do Infante D. Henrique -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)


Translation of Infante D. Henrique.

'Under the patronage of the Executive Committee for the Quincentenary Commemorations of the Death of the Infante Don Henrique.'

Includes bibliographical references.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G286.H5 D66 1960 (NLO)

33829

Henry, Infante of Portugal, 1394-1460 - Bibliography - South America - Discovery and exploration - Portuguese - Bibliography


Authors: Real Gabinete Portugués de Leitura (Rio de Janeiro, Brazil) -- Portugal. Comissão Executiva das Comemorações do Quinto Centenário da Morte do Infante D. Henrique -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

60 p. ; 30 cm.

At head of title: Bibliografia Henriqueña.

Catalog of 603 books in their library relating to Prince Henry the Navigator, compiled by the Gabinete Portugués de Leitura do Rio de Janeiro in commemoration of the 500th anniversary of Henry's death.

In Portuguese.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G286.H5 R33 1960 (NLO)

33830

Henry, Infante of Portugal, 1394-1460 - Geography, Medieval


Authors: Major, Richard Henry, 1818-1891 -- Campbell, Eila M. J. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)


Bibliography: p. [484]-487.

Series: Cass library of African studies. Travels and narratives ; no. 24

Owner's inscription: E.M.J. Campbell.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

LC Card Number: 67099390

Baskes G286.H5 M2 1967 (NLO)

33831


Sketch of Lake Henry, the sources of west fork of Snake River including Tahgee, Madison and Red Rock Passes / after a reconnoissance by Gustavus R. Bechler ; J. Bien, lith. [Washington, D.C. U.S. G.P.O., 1873].


Scale [1:126,720]. 1/2 in. = 1 mile.; (W 111°50' / N 44°48').

Shows route of surveying party.

Relief shown by hachures and spot heights.


Koepp XIV, 1: 360.

map1F G4262 .Y4 1872 .H3, map 02 (PrCt)

33832

Heraldry - Hainaut (Belgium) - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1620

Nobilis Hannoniae comitatus descriptio ... [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].

Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 diagram : hand col. ; 34 x 46 cm. on sheet 41 x 54 cm.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Not a map; illustration of coats-of-arms within symbolic picture of noble houses represented as fortified city walls and towers. Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Hannoniae hortulis.
In: Braun, Georg and Franz Hogenberg. Civitates orbis terrarum [Cologne: Pieter von Brachel?], ca. 1620) v. 3, plate 23

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 3, pl. 23 (PrCt)

33833 Hérault (France : Dept.) - Maps - 1710<<>>Béziers (France) - Maps - 1710
Carte du diocese de Béziers. [Paris, [ca. 1710].
Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1706 -- Desrosiers, F. -- Johann Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G20
1 map ; 38 x 38 cm.
Inset: Plan de Beziers.
3269
Forms part of the Johann Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Sack map4F G5833.H8 1710 L5 (PrCt)

33834 Hérault (France) - Maps - 1700
Les Bas Sevennes dans le Languedoc ... Amsterdam, [ca. 1700].
Authors: Allard, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709 -- Allard, Abraham, ca. 1676-1725 -- Johann Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G27
1 map ; 39 x 48 cm.
Added title: De Neder Sevennes, in Languedoc ...
2639
Forms part of the Johann Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Sack map4F G5833.H8 1700 A4 (PrCt)

33835 Hérault (France) - Maps - 1706
Authors: Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Johann Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G35
1 map ; 40 x 50 cm.
2633
Forms part of the Johann Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Sack map4F G5833.L3:3H8 1706 J3 (PrCt)

33836 Hérault (France) - Maps - 1708<<>>Béziers (France) - Maps - 1708
Carte du diocese de Beziers dressée sur les lieux par le S. Gautier ingenieur et architecte de la province de Languedoc et rectifiée sur les observations de l'Academie Rlé. des Scie[n]ces / par Guillaume Del'Isle ... ; Desrozier[s] sc. A Paris : chez l'auteur sur le Quai de l'Horloge ... , Mai 1708.
Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Desrosiers, F. -- Gautier, S. -- Académie royale des sciences (France) -- Alris de Rousset, Charles des -- L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726.

[Collection of maps of the world] [1732?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Rousset, Charles des Alris de SEE Alris de Rousset, Charles des
1 map : hand col. ; 38 x 38 cm.
Inset (13 x 10 cm.): Plan de Beziers.
Includes dedication to "Charles des Alris de Rousset évêque et seigr. de Beziers". Margins include "Table alphabetique des lieux du diocese de Beziers". In composite atlas without title page: L'Isle, Guillaume de. [Collection of maps of the world. Paris : s.n., 1732?], [plate 26]. Number "26" in ms. on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

VAULT Baskes oversize G1015 .L57 1700, [plate 26] (PrCt)

33837 Hérault (France) - Maps - 1739<<>>Béziers (France) - Maps - 1739
Carte du diocese de Beziers. Amsterdam : J. Covens et C. Mortier, 1739 [i.e. 1741?].
Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Covens et Mortier -- L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726. Atlas nouveau, contenant toutes les parties du monde ... [1741?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 37 x 37 cm.
Added title, upper margin: Dioecesis Biterrae. Margins include index to place names.
Inset (13 x 10 cm.) : Plan de Beziers
In: L'Isle, Guillaume de. Atlas nouveau, contenant toutes les parties du monde ... (Amsterdam : J. Covens & C. Mortier, [1741?] v. 1, pl. [35].
oversize Ayer 135 .L695 1741 v. 1, pl. [35] (PrCt)

33838 Herberstein, Sigmund, Freiherr von, 1486-1566
Herbershteyn i yego istoriko-geograficheskiy izvestiia o Rossii [= Herberstein and his historical-geographical information on Russia]. 1884.
Authors: Zamyslovskiy, Ye. p. 477-880
In: St. Petersburg Universitet, Istoriko-Filologicheskiy Fakultet, Zapiski 13: 477-880
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

33839 Herberstein, Sigmund, Freiherr von, 1486-1566<<>>Hirschvogel, Augustin, 1503-1553
Authors: Bernleithner, Ernst, 1903- -- XIII Mezhdunarodnyi kongress po istorii nauki. Sektsiya no. 8, Istoriiia nauk o Zemle p. 43-50 ; 20 cm.
Photocopies from: XIII Mezhdunarodnyi kongress po istorii nauki. Sektsiya no. 8, Istoriiia nauk o
Vert 3100, no. 7 (PrCt)

33840 Herculaneum, Sigmund, Freiherr Von, 1486-1566<<>>Jenkinson, Anthony, d. 1611. Russiae, Moscoviae et Tartariae descriptio (1570)<<>>Cartography - Russia - History - 1500-1599
Herberstein and the English 'Discovery' of Muscovy. [Detroit : Wayne State University Press, 1986].
Authors: Baron, Samuel H. -- Terrae incognitae (1866) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
p. 43-54 ; 25 cm.
In: Terrae incognitae 18 (1866): 43-54.
Ayer 1.T32, v. 18, p. 43-54 (PrCt)

33841 Herberstein, Sigmund, Freiherr von, 1486-1566. Rerum Moscoviticarum commentarii
Authors: Adelung, Friedrich von, 1768
In: Herberstein, Sigmund, Freiherr von, 1486-1566
Vert 3100, no. 7 (PrCt)

33842 Herberstein, Sigmund, Freiherr von, 1486-1566. Rerum Moscoviticarum commentarii
Authors: Herberstein, Sigmund, Freiherr von, 1486-1566
Not at Newberry Library (Dec. 2012) (PrCt)

33843 Herberstein, Sigmund, Freiherr von, 1486-1566. Rerum Moscoviticarum commentarii<<>>Hirschvogel, Augustin, 1503-1553
Vert 3100, no. 8, p. 29-35, 118-121, 200-201 (PrCt)

33844 Herculaneum (Extinct City) - Pictorial works - 1840<<>>Ercolano (Extinct City) SEE Herculaneum (Extinct City)<<>>Extinct Cities - Italy SEE ALSO Herculaneum (Extinct City)<<>>Italy - Antiquities SEE ALSO Herculaneum (Extinct City)
Herculaneum. [Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, 1840].
Authors: Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846 -- Lea & Blanchard -- Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (1840) 1 view ; 3 x 6 cm.
In: Murray, Hugh. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, successors to Carey & Co., for George W. Gorton, 1840) v. 2, p. 47.
Wax engraving.
G 11 .607 v. 2, p. 47 (PrCt)

33845 Herefordshire (England) - Maps - 1610<<>>Hereford (England) - Maps - 1610
Herefordshire described with the true plot of the citie Hereford ... [London] : Iohn Sudbury and Georg Humble [i.e. J. Legate and W. Humble], 1610 [i.e. 1646].
Authors: Speed, John, 1552?-1629 -- Sudbury, John -- Humble, George, d. 1640 -- Legate, John, d. 1658 -- Humble, William, 1612-1686 -- Speed, John, 1552?-1629. A Prospect of the most famous parts of the world ... together with ... Great Brittaines empire (1646) 1 map ; 37 x 45 cm. on sheet 42 x 54 cm.
Inset (15 x 16 cm.): Hereford. Right margin includes coats-of-arms. Letterpress text on verso (p. 49-50) under the following heading: Hereford-shire. In: Speed, John. A Prospect of the most famous parts of the world ... together with ... Great Brittaines empire (London : Printed by John Legatt, for William Humble, 1646) map [47].
Case oversize G 117 .82 map [47] (PrCt)

33846 Herefordshire (England) - Maps - 1676<<>>Hereford (England) - Maps - 1676
Herefordshire described with the true plot of the citie Hereford ... [London] : Thomas Bassett ... and Richard Chiswell, [1676].
Authors: Speed, John, 1552?-1629 -- Bassett, Thomas -- Chiswell, Richard -- Speed, John, 1552?-1629. The Theatre of the Empire of Great-Britain ... (1676) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 37 x 50 cm. on sheet 42 x 55 cm.
Inset (15 x 16 cm.): Hereford. Right margin includes coats-of-arms. Letterpress text on verso (p. 49-50) under the following heading: Hereford-shire. In: Speed, John. The Theatre of the Empire of Great-Britain ... (London : Printed for T. Bassett and R. Chiswell, 1676) map [26].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .S7 1676 map [26] (PrCt)

Herefordshire (England) - Maps - 1805
Topographical and statistical description of the county of Hereford : containing an account of its...
situation, extent, towns, roads, rivers, minerals, fisheries, manufactures, commerce, fairs, agriculture, markets, curiosities, antiquities, natural history, civil and ecclesiastical jurisdictions, &c. : to which it prefixed a copious travelling guide ... forming a complete itinerary : also, a list of the fairs, and an index table shewing at one view the distances of all the towns from London and from each other / by George Alexander Cooke ; illustrated with a map of the county. London : Printed for C. Cooke, No. 17, Paternoster Row, by Brimmer and Co., Water Lane, Fleet Street : And sold by all the booksellers in the United Kingdom, [ca. 1805].
Issued as part of a series of descriptive guides to the counties of Great Britain.
Bound with 3 other titles.
Contemporary half bound brown leather, marbled papers over boards.
Bookplate of Alfred Mead Raymond.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes DA670.H4 C66 1805 (NLO)

Herefordshire (England) - Maps - 1880
Authors: Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- Black's guide books -- Bartholomew, John, 1831-1893 -- Gallow, R. W. -- Bowding, William L. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
i, 155, 112 p., [5] leaves of plates (1 folded) : ill., 3 maps (1 col.) ; 17 cm.
7th ed.
Maps engraved by J. Bartholomew.
Advertisement on lining paper and 112 p. at end.
Series statement from publisher's advertisement.
Includes index.
Cover title: Black's guide to Hereford and Monmouth shires
Spine title: Hereford and Monmouth
Series: Black's guide-books
Former owner: R.W. Gallow.
Owner's inscription: Wm. L. Bowding, Bristol.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .B55 Hereford (1880) (NLO)

Herefordshire (England) - Maps - 1895-1901
Handbook for Herefordshire, Bedfordshire, and Huntingdonshire. London : John Murray, 1895 [i.e. 1901?].
Authors: King, R. J. (Richard John), 1818-1879 -- Cundall, H. M. (Herbert Minton), 1848-1940 -- John Murray (Firm) -- Murray's handbooks for travellers -- Bartholomew, John, 1831-1893 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Publisher's advertisements on endpapers and "Murray's handbook advertiser, 1901-1902 ...", 48 p. at end.
Cover title: Murray's hand-book, Hertfordshire, Bedfordshire, and Huntingdonshire
By R.J. King, revised by H.M. Cundall. Cf. Lister.
Maps engraved by J. Bartholomew.
Imperfect; issued with 8 (?) maps, but this copy lacking folded pocket map.
"With maps and plans."
Includes index.
Series: [Murray's handbooks for travellers] -- Murray's handbooks for travellers.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copy: G 454 .6
Full text of another copy (but not all the maps) available online via HathiTrust Digital Library (accessed February 2013):
http://hdl.handle.net/2027/mnp.33433075903694
References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray's handbooks for travellers, 403
LC Card Number: 03005355
Baskes G153 .M97 no. 403 (1895) (NLO)

Herefordshire (England) - Maps - 1917
xii, 276 p., [28] leaves of plates : ill., 3 maps (1 col., 1 folded), plan ; 16 cm.
Maps by John Bartholomew & Co.
Printed by Aberdeen University Press.
Map inside front cover.
Includes index.
Series: Little guides
Former owner's signature: Cicely Fosbrooke.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .L58 Herefordshire (1917) (NLO)

Herefordshire (England) - Maps - 1926
Authors: Highways & byways series -- Tompkins, Herbert W. (Herbert Winckworth), b. 1867 -- Griggs, Frederick Landseer Maur, 1876-1938 -- Macmillan & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library) 1 v. : 1 map
12mo
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

33852 Herkimer County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1839
Counties - Maps
1 map : hand col. ; 86 x 27 cm. on two sheets ea. 57 x 41 cm.
In Burr, David H. and Simeon De Witt. An Atlas of the State of New York : containing a map of the State and of the several counties (New York: David H. Burr, 1829; republished Ithaca: Stone and Clark, 1839) pl. [27]. Map dated 1829 and 1839; engraved 'No. 28.'
Case oversize G 10851 .13 pl. 27 (PrCt)

33853 Herkimer County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1859 - Landowners
Counties - Maps
[Herkimer County (N.Y.) - 1859: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] [Washington, D.C.] : LC G&M Division , [1983]?
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 3 parts, 17.5 x 56 in., 18.5 x 56 in., and 19.5 x 56 in. Scale:1:50,000. Originally published Little Falls, N.Y.: R. F. O'Connor, 1859.
Microfiche 583, no. 501 (PrCt)

33854 Herkimer County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1868 - Landowners
Counties - Maps
Authors: Nichols, Beach -- Stranahan, John Jay -- Stranahan, H. B. -- Sherman, W. A. -- Wehle, Martin
32 [i.e. 56] p. (incl. folds) : maps (some fold.) ; 41 cm.
'By and under the direction of B. Nichols ; assisted by H.B. Stranahan ... ' [et al]. No. 206 of 300 copies.
'No. 40 of a series.'
Verso of each leaf blank.
Cf. Phillips 2230.
OCLC 3569687.
79-43542
oversize G1253.H4 N5 1868a (NLO)

33855 Herkimer (N.Y.) - Maps - 1756 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Facsimiles A Colored 'plan of the entrenchment made upon Herkheimer's House, 1756' on the Mohawk River.
[19--].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1756 manuscript.

33856 Hermon Dunlap Smith Center for the History of Cartography
[Announcement about the opening of the Center]. 1971.
Authors: Hermon Dunlap Smith Center for the History of Cartography.
BHC 2397
Vert 1948 (PrCt)

33857 Hermon Dunlap Smith Center for the History of Cartography - History - Library resources
Authors: Woodward, David, 1942-2004 -- Hermon Dunlap Smith Center for the History of Cartography -- Newberry Library
16 p.; 22 cm.
Cover title.
GA195.C56 H4 1973 (NLO)

Authors: Woodward, David, 1942-2004 -- Hermon Dunlap Smith Center for the History of Cartography -- Newberry Library
ix, 24 p. : ill. ; 23 cm.
An expanded version of the text which appeared in The map librarian in the modern world: essays in honour of Walter W. Ristow, edited by H. Wallis and L. Zogner.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Hermon Dunlap Smith Center for the History of Cartography

Map printing - Exhibitions


This copy shelved in box with 93 color slides reproducing all 43 items exhibited from the collections of the Newberry and 12 other institutions and individuals, and marked in pencil with slide numbers.

Binder's box title: Exhibition. 500 years of map printing.

Duplicate copies of complete dedication proceedings (issued without slides): 4A 16871 -- Ayer 4A 1725


LC Card Number: 73081543

Map Ref Z881.C525 N48 1973 (NLO)

Herron, Augustine, 1621-1686. Virginia and Maryland as it is planted and inhabited this present year 1670

Augustine Herron's map of Virginia and Maryland. 1972.


Map Ref GA231 .R5 1972, p. 96-101 (PrCt)

Herschel, John F. W. (John Frederick Wiliam), Sir, 1792-1871

Dashing and dutiful. 1958.

Authors: Evans, David Stanley -- Science (1958) p. 935-948 : ill., map


An account of the astronomical and geodetic work of Sir John Herschel and Sir Thomas Maclear in South Africa during the 1830s. Vert 286 (PrCt)

Hertford County (N.C.) - Maps - 1863 - Landowners


1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.

Size of original: Photocopies (negative) of 2

GA150 .F58 1975

**Microfiche 583, no. 589 (PrCt)**

### 33864 Hertfordshire (England) - Historical geography - 2011
#### Hertfordshire (England) - Maps - 2011

An Historical atlas of Hertfordshire / edited by David Short; introduction by Nigel Goose; editorial committee, Kate Thompson... [et al.] with maps by Andy Instone and Isobel Thompson... and David Short. Hatfield, Hertfordshire: Hertfordshire Publications, 2011.

Authors: Short, David, 1944--Instone, Andy--Thompson, Isobel--Hertfordshire Publications

xx, 204 p.; ill. (some col.), col. maps; 31 cm.

Includes bibliographical references (p. [183]-192) and index.

ISBN 9780954218966; 0954218965
folio DA670.H5 H57 2011 (NLO)

### 33865 Hertfordshire (England) - Maps - 1646
#### Hertford (England) - Maps - 1646
#### St. Albans (England) - Maps - 1646
#### Verulamium (England) SEE St. Albans (England)

Hartford Shire described, the situations of Hartford and the most ancient towne S. Albons... [London]: John Sudbury and George Humble [i.e. J. Legate and W. Humble], [1646].

Authors: Speed, John, 1552?--Hondius, Jodocus, 1563-1612--Sudbury, John--Humble, George, d. 1640--Legate, John, d. 1658--Humble, William, 1612-1686--Speed, John, 1552?-1629.

A Prospect of the most famous parts of the world... together with...Great Brittaines empire (1646)

1 map; 37 x 50 cm. on sheet 42 x 54 cm.

Insets (9 x 15 cm. each): Hartford -- Verulamium.

Includes coats-of-arms.

Letterpress text on verso (p. 39-40) under the following heading: Hartford-shire.

In: Speed, John. A Prospect of the most famous parts of the world... together with...Great Brittaines empire (London: Printed by John Legatt, for William Humble, 1646) map [42].

**Case oversize G 117.82 map [42] (PrCt)**

### 33866 Hertfordshire (England) - Maps - 1676
#### Hertford (England) - Maps - 1676
#### St. Albans (England) - Maps - 1676

Hartford Shire described, the situations of Hartford and the most ancient towne S. Albons... [London]: Thomas Bassett... and Richard Chiswell, [1676].

Authors: Speed, John, 1552?--Hondius, Jodocus, 1563-1612--Bassett, Thomas--Chiswell, Richard--Speed, John, 1552?--1629.

The Theatre of the Empire of Great-Britain... (1676) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map; 37 x 50 cm. on sheet 42 x 55 cm.

Insets (9 x 15 cm. each): Hartford -- Verulamium.

Includes coats-of-arms.

Letterpress text on verso (p. 39-40) under the following heading: Hartford-shire.

In: Speed, John. The Theatre of the Empire of Great-Britain... (London: Printed for T. Bassett and R. Chiswell, 1676) map [21].

**VAULT oversize Ayer 135.S7 1676 map [21] (PrCt)**

### 33867 Hertfordshire (England) - Maps - 1806

Topographical and statistical description of the county of Hertford: containing an account of its situation, extent, towns, roads, rivers, minerals, fisheries, manufactures, commerce, fairs, agriculture, markets, curiosities, antiquities, natural history, and ecclesiastical jurisdictions, &c.: to which is prefixed a copious travelling guide forming a complete county itinerary; also, a list of the fairs, and an index table showing at one view the distances of all the towns from London and from each other / by George Alexander Cooke; illustrated with a map of the county. London: Printed for C. Cooke, No. 17, Paternoster Row, by Brimmer and Co., Water Lane, Fleet Street; And sold by all the booksellers in the United Kingdom, [not before 1806].


Date of publication inferred from a reference in the bibliography (p. 155) to a title published in 1806.

Includes bibliographical references (p. [153]-155).

Issued as part of a series of descriptive guides to the counties of Great Britain.

Bound with 2 other titles.

Contemporary half bound brown leather, marbled papers over boards.

Bookplate of Alfred Mead Raymond.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Full text (but not map) available online via HathiTrust Digital Library (accessed March 2011): http://hdl.handle.net/2027/wu.89096297106

Baskes DA670.B3 C66 1810 (NLO)

### 33868 Hertfordshire (England) - Maps - 1903


Authors: Little guides--Tompkins, Herbert W. (Herbert Winckworth), b. 1867--New, E. H. (Edmund Hort), 1871-1931--Methuen & Co.--
Aberdeen University Press -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Issued with 2 maps, but this copy lacks folded map.
Printed by Aberdeen University Press.
Map on inside front cover.
Includes index.
Series: Little guides.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Full text (and 1 map) of another copy available online via HathiTrust Digital Library (accessed March 2011): http://catalog.hathitrust.org/api/volumes/oclc/4704876.html

Baskes G153 .L58 Hertfordshire (1903) (NLO)

Herts and Bucks / by S.E. Winbolt.
Authors: Winbolt, S. E. -- Penguin guides --
Penguin (Firm) -- John Bartholomew and Son --
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
160 p., 8 p. of plates : ill., 5 col. maps ; 18 cm.
Includes index.
Series: The Penguin guides ; 11 -- Penguin guides ; G11.Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.


33870 Hertfordshire (England) - Maps - Bibliography
The Printed maps of Hertfordshire, 1577-1900.
Authors: Hodson, D. (Donald)
251 p. : tables ; 25 cm.
lower case g 1045 .41 (NLO)

33871 Hertfordshire (England) - Maps - Bibliography
The Printed maps of Hertfordshire, 1577-1900.
Authors: Hodson, D. (Donald) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
In Map Collectors' Circle. Map Collectors' Series, nos. 53, 59, 65, 75, 83.

Ayer 129.5 E3 H69 1969, nos. 53, 59, 65, 75, 83 (NLO)

33872 Herzberg (Germany : Landkreis) - Maps - 1695
Le Comté de la March, les seigneuries des abbayes de Werden, d'Essen, et la ville impériale de Dortmund ... Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : Chez Hubert Jaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], [1695?].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Mortier, Pierre --
Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. Atlas nouveau : contenant toutes les parties du monde (1692 [i.e. 1695?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 41 x 54 cm.
In counterfeit edition of: Sanson, Nicolas. Atlas nouveau : contenant toutes les parties du monde (Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : H. Jaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], 1692 [i.e. 1695?] pl. [67].
Map dated 1692.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .S19 1692 pl. [67] (PrCt)

33873 Herzog August-Bibliothek - Map collections - Facsimiles<>Nautical charts<>Nautical charts
Authors: Abeydeera, Ananda -- Diogène 159 (July-Sept. 1992)
p. 75-102 ; 25 cm.
Vert 1717, no. 1 (PrCt)

33874 Herzog August-Bibliothek - Map collections - Facsimiles<>Reinel, Pedro (Or Jorge).
[Chart of Indian Ocean, ca. 1510]<><>Verrazzano, Giovanni Da, 1485-1528. [Chart of West Indies and Central America, Before 1528]<>Ribero, Diego, -1533. [Chart of America and the Far East, ca. 1532]<><>Antoniszoon, Cornelis, b. ca. 1499.
Caerte Van Oostlant, 1543
Facsimiles of the charts attributed to Reinel, Ribero/Chaves, Verrazano and a printed map by Cornelis Anthoniszoon from the Herzog August Bibliothek Wolfenbüttel / Ananda Abeydeera. 1995.
Authors: Abeydeera, Ananda -- Wolfenbütteler Bibliotheks-Informationen 20, nos. 1-2 (Jan.-July 1995)
p. 7-14 : maps ; 30 cm.
Vert 1912, no. 1 (PrCt)

33875 Herzog August Bibliothek - Map collections<>Globes - Collections - Germany
Alte Karten und Globen in der Herzog August Bibliothek Wolfenbüttel. Wolfenbüttel : [Heckners Verlag], 1972.
Authors: Haase, Yorck Alexander -- Herzog August Bibliothek
79 p. : ill. ; 22 cm.
Bibliography: p. 73-74
Series: Kleine Schriften der Herzog August Bibliothek, Heft 3 -- Herzog August Bibliothek. Kleine Schriften ; Heft 3.
Formerly 4A 21542
LC Card Number: 73348916
Map Ref GA195.W64 H32 1972 (NLO)
Un Brief et vray récit de la prinse de Térouane et France, 1554

In: Braun, Georg and Franz Hogenberg. Civitates

Hesdinvm oppidum et castrum in expugnabile ... [Paris : Nicolas de Fer, [1713?]) map [49].

Hesse (Germany) - Maps - 1552<<>Woodcuts

Hesse (Germany) - Maps - 1579-1588<<>Schleswig-Holstein (Germany) - Maps - 1579-1588

Hesse (Germany) - Historical geography - Maps - 1960<<>Historical atlases

Hesse (Germany) - Maps - 1552<<>Woodcuts

Hesse (Germany) - Historical geography - Maps - 1960<<>Historical atlases

Hesse (Germany) - Maps - 1552<<>Woodcuts

Hesse (Germany) - Maps - 1579-1588<<>Schleswig-Holstein (Germany) - Maps - 1579-1588

Hesse (Germany) - Maps - 1579-1588<<>Schleswig-Holstein (Germany) - Maps - 1579-1588

Hesse (Germany) - Maps - 1579-1588<<>Schleswig-Holstein (Germany) - Maps - 1579-1588

Hesse (Germany) - Maps - 1579-1588<<>Schleswig-Holstein (Germany) - Maps - 1579-1588

Hesse (Germany) - Maps - 1579-1588<<>Schleswig-Holstein (Germany) - Maps - 1579-1588

Hesse (Germany) - Maps - 1579-1588<<>Schleswig-Holstein (Germany) - Maps - 1579-1588

Hesse (Germany) - Maps - 1579-1588<<>Schleswig-Holstein (Germany) - Maps - 1579-1588

Hesse (Germany) - Maps - 1579-1588<<>Schleswig-Holstein (Germany) - Maps - 1579-1588

Hesse (Germany) - Maps - 1579-1588<<>Schleswig-Holstein (Germany) - Maps - 1579-1588

Hesse (Germany) - Maps - 1579-1588<<>Schleswig-Holstein (Germany) - Maps - 1579-1588

Hesse (Germany) - Maps - 1579-1588<<>Schleswig-Holstein (Germany) - Maps - 1579-1588

Hesse (Germany) - Maps - 1579-1588<<>Schleswig-Holstein (Germany) - Maps - 1579-1588

Hesse (Germany) - Maps - 1579-1588<<>Schleswig-Holstein (Germany) - Maps - 1579-1588

Hesse (Germany) - Maps - 1579-1588<<>Schleswig-Holstein (Germany) - Maps - 1579-1588

Hesse (Germany) - Maps - 1579-1588<<>Schleswig-Holstein (Germany) - Maps - 1579-1588

Hesse (Germany) - Maps - 1579-1588<<>Schleswig-Holstein (Germany) - Maps - 1579-1588


Authors: Jacobus, Prince of Moldavia, d. 1563 -- Marchet, Jacques-Basilic


With facsimile reprint of t.p. of 1st French edition:

Vn brief et vray recit de la prince de Terouane & Hedin ... Traduit de latin en françois. En Anvers, De l'imprimerie de Christophe Plantin, 1555.

Not at Newberry Library (Oct. 2012) (PrCt)
1500-1560 -- Jordan, Marcus, 1521-1595 SEE Jordan, Mark, 1521-1595 -- Jorden, Mark, 1521-1595 SEE Jordan, Mark, 1521-1595
2 maps : hand col. ; each 32 x 23 cm., on sheet 46 x 62 cm.
Map of Hesse dated 1579
In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatro de la tierra vuniversal (Antwerp : Christophe Plantin, 1588), [plate 49].
Printed no. 49 and Spanish letterpress text on verso beginning: Hassia. En la prouincia de Hassia ...
Digital image of a duplicate or variant edition available on Marcel P.R. van den Broecke's Cartographica Neerlandica website (accessed March 2012):
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1588, [plate 49] (PrCt)

33884 Hesse (Germany) - Maps - 1593
Hessiae seu Cattorvm nobilissimovm ac belcrosis simorvm populorum sedis genuinus nec ungue ante hac usius typus geographicus / Ioannes de Deutecum f. [Antwerp : s.n., 1593?].
Authors: Doetecam, Jan van.
In: Jode, Gerard de, 1509-1604
1 map : hand col. ; 32 x 43 cm.
Latin letterpress text on verso (fol. 32, sig. Kkk): Hessiae sev Cattorvam tabvla ...
Engraving attributed to Antonie Wierix.
In: Jode, Gerard de. Specvlvm orbis terrarvm (Antwerp : A. Coninx, 1593), map [64].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .J9 1593, map [64] (PrCt)

33885 Hesse (Germany) - Maps - 1695
La Basse partie du cercle du haut Rhein divisé en tous ses estats ... Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : Chez H. Jaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], [1695?].
Authors: Hondius, Hendrik, 1597-1651 -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664 ...
1 map : hand col. ; 43 x 55 cm.
Dedication at bottom left: Illustrissimo principi ac domino D. Wilhelmo ...
In: Wit, Frederik de. Atlas (Amsterdam : bij Frederick de Wit in de Calverstraet bij den Dam inde Witte Paskaert. [ca. 1700?]), no. [52].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .W8 A no. [52] (PrCt)

33886 Hesse (Germany) - Maps - 1695
Hassia langraviatus . Amstelodami [Amsterdam] : Ioannis Ianssonii [i.e. Frederik de Wit, ca. 1700?].
Authors: Hondius, Hendrik, 1597-1651 -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664 -- Wit, Frederik de. Atlas [ca. 1700?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 43 x 55 cm.
Dedication at bottom left: Illustrissimo principi ac domino D. Wilhelmo ...
In: Wit, Frederik de. Atlas (Amsterdam : bij Frederick de Wit in de Calverstraet bij den Dam inde Witte Paskaert. [ca. 1700?] no. [52].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .W8 A no. [52] (PrCt)
Schenk & Valck, Amsterdam
1 map : hand col. ; 43 x 54 cm.
Copy 1of 2.
Copy 2 of 2: Sack map 4Fo6370 1700 .S3.
2396 rev
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:158 (PrCt)

33893 Hesse (Germany) - Maps - 1700
Archiepiscopatus et electoratus Moguntini et adjacentium regionum, ut Darmstadiensis et Rhenofoeldensis, comitatum Hanoviensis ...
Amstelodami [Amsterdam] : F. de Wit, [ca. 1700?].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Wit, Frederik de.
Atlas [ca. 1700?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 58 cm.
In: Wit, Frederik de. Atlas (Amsterdam : bij Frederick de Wit in de Calverstraet bij den Dam inde Witte Paskaert. [ca. 1700?]) no. [60].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .W8 A no. [60] (PrCt)

33894 Hesse (Germany) - Maps - 1700
Le Basse partie du Cercle du Haut Rhein divisé en tous ses estats et souverainetes. Paris : Iailloit, 1700 [i.e. 1737?].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Cordier, Robert (Engraver) -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712. [Atlas françois] (1700 [i.e. 1737?]?) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 44 x 64 cm.
In: Jaillot, Alexis Hubert. [Atlas françois] (Paris : Jaillot, 1700 [i.e. 1737?]?) pl. [20].
Map dated 1700.
Manuscript title 'Cercle du Bas Rhin' and no. '21' on verso.

33895 Hesse (Germany) - Maps - 1700
La Basse partie du cercle du Haut Rhein, divisé en tous ses estats et souverainetes / par le Sr. Sanson, geographe ordinaire du roy ; Cordier sculpisit. A Paris : Chez le Sr. Iailloit, geogr. de Sa Majté., joignant les Grands Augustins aux 2 Globes, 1700.
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Cordier, Louis, -1711 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Delamarche, Charles François, 1740-1817.
Atlas général : contenant le détail des quatre parties du monde [1798?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 45 x 64 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:460,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
In composite world atlas possibly compiled and published by Charles François Delamarche: Atlas général : contenant le détail des quatre parties du...
monde [Paris? : s.n., 1798?], [ptie 1], [plate 81].

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

VAULT oversize G1015 .A77 1798, [ptie 1], [plate 81] (NLO)

Hesse (Germany) - Maps - 1725
S. R. I. pars septentrionalior superioris circuli Rhenani ... Amsterdam, [ca. 1725].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Cövens et Mortier -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:H36
1 map : hand col.; 48 x 57 cm.
Copy 2 of 2.
Copy 1: Sack *map8C oG5700 1740 .S2 no. II:138
3223

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Sack map4F G6370 1725 .W5 copy 2 (PrCt)

Hesse (Germany) - Maps - 1740
Mappa circuli Rhenani superioris in quo oculis sistuntur Landgraviatus ... [Augsburg] : Matth. Seutt., [ca. 1740?]
Authors: Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756 -- Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756. [A Collection of Seutter maps] [1726-1773]
1 map : hand col.; 49 x 57 cm.
Forms part of a made-to-order composite atlas chiefly comprised of undated maps issued ca. 1734-ca. 1744.

Case oversize G 1007 .81 pl. [49] (PrCt)

Hesse (Germany) - Maps - 1740
Authors: Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756 -- Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756. Atlas novus sive tabulae geographicae totius orbis faciem, partes, imperia, regna et provincias exhibentes [1740?]

Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) (and Paris): M. Seutter [et al], 1726-1773) plate [49].

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
33902 Hesse (Germany) - Maps - 1745
S. R. I. circulus Rhenanus superior ... Nuremberg : Homann Erben, [ca. 1745].
Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Homann Erben (Firm) -- Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724. Atlas novus terrarum orbis [ca. 1745] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 57 cm.
In: Homann, Johann Baptist. Atlas novus terrarum orbis [Homann Erben, ca. 1745]), [plate 88].
Manuscript 'No. 90' and '92' on verso.
oversize Ayer 135 .H7 1730, [plate 88] (PrCt)

33903 Hesse (Germany) - Maps - 1776
Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Homann Erben (Firm) -- Homann Erben (Firm).
Major atlas scholasticus ex triginta sex generalibus et specialibus mappis Homannianis ... [1776?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 56 cm.
Note to reader at bottom right: Benevole spectator ad circum Rhenanum superiorum plures olim trans ...
In: Homann Erben (Firm). Major atlas scholasticus ex triginta sex generalibus et specialibus mappis Homannianis ... [Nuremberg : Homannianis Hereditibus, 1776?]. [plate 13]
Ms. number "12" on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .H66 1776, [plate 13] (PrCt)

33904 Hesse (Germany) - Maps - 1777<<>>Rhineland-Palatinate (Germany) - Maps - 1777
Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Santini, P. -- Remondini, Giuseppe Antonio, 1747-1811 -- Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (1784 [i.e. 1807?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 48 cm.
In: Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (Venice : par P. Santini, rue Ste. Justine, chez M. Remondini, 1784 [i.e. 1807?]), v. 1, no. "P.I. 30"
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .S4 1807, v. 1, no. 30 (PrCt)

33905 Hesse (Germany) - Maps - 1816
Chorographische Karte von dem Grossherzogthume Hessen, nach dem Staatsvertrage vom 30 Juni 1816. Wiesbaden : Hessische Landesvermessungsamt, [180?].
Authors: Meister, G. -- Felsing, C. -- Hessische Landesvermessungsamt -- Hessische Landes- und Hochschulbibliothek Darmstadt
1 map ; 75 x 51 cm.
Facsimile of original printed map in the Hessische Landes- und Hochschulbibliothek Darmstadt.
map6F G6370 1816 M4 1980 (PrCt)

33906 Hesse (Germany) - Maps - 1822<<>>Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1922
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 25 maps, 30 city plans
1st ed.
Includes advertising dated 1922.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

33907 Hesse (Germany) - Maps - 1956<<>>Waldeck (Hesse, Germany) - Maps - 1956
Authors: Grieben -- Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag -- Karl Thiemig AG -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
194 p. : 2 maps (some col., some folded) ; 17 cm.
Map inside front cover.
Folded map in pocket.
Includes index.
Series: Grieben-Reiseführer : Bd. 230
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 230 (1956) (NLO)

33908 Hesse-Kassel (Electorate) - History - Seven Years’ War, 1756-1763 - Maps<<>>Hesse-Kassel (Electorate) - Maps - 1761<<>>Seven Years’ War, 1756-1763 - Maps<<>>Ferdinand, Duke of Brunswick-Lüneburg, 1721-1792<<>>Broglie, Victor François, Duc De, 1718-1804
Journal de la campagne de M. DCC. LX. entre l’armée du roi aux ordres de m.sgr. le maréchal duc de Broglie, et celle des alliés, commandée par S.A.S. Mgr. le prince Ferdinand de Brunswick, où l’on à joint les opérations des deux armées aux mois de février & mars M. DCC. LXI. Par M.L.R.D.B., officier de dragons, & aide-de-camp de M. le marquis de B. Frankfurt : [s.n.], 1761.
Authors: B., M. L. R. D. -- M. L. R. D. B. --

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Croisey, Jean-Baptiste -- John Crerar Library
42 p. : 8 double maps (1 col.) ; 30 cm.
Maps engraved in Paris by Jean-Baptiste Croisey.
Plates bear handstamp of previous owner, the John Crerar Library.
OCLC 33299575.
57-1553
ICN 57-5200
Case folio F 4797305 .458 (NLO)

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Hesse-Kassel (Electorate) - Maps - 1745
Landgravitus Hassiae inferioris nova tabula, in qua ... Nuremberg : Homann Erben, [ca. 1745].
Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Homann Erben (Firm) -- Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724. Atlas novus terrarum orbis [ca. 1745] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 57 cm.
In: Homann, Johann Baptist. Atlas novus terrarum orbis (Nuremberg : [Homann Erben, ca. 1745]). [plate 79].
Manuscript 'No. 80' and '82' on verso.
oversize Ayer 135 .H7 1730, [plate 79] (PrCt)

Hesse-Kassel (Electorate) - Maps - 1762
Waldeck (Hesse, Germany) - Maps - 1762
Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1762
Engravings
Tableau topographique: qui comprend la partie septentrionale du landgraviat de Hesse Cassel et de la principauté de Waldeck, l'eeveché de Paderborn, partie du comté de Grubenhague et les frontieres de ces etats. Paris : Chez le Sr. Julien a l'Hotel de Soubise, 1762.
Authors: Julien, R. J. (Roche Joseph)
1 map : col. ; 48 x 72 cm.
Scale ca. 1:150,000.
Originally cut into 8 sections 24 x 18 cm. for mounting, later rejoined, inset into sheet 63 x 86 cm., folded once, and tipped in an atlas.
Hachures and woodland symbols printed in brown ink from a separate plate; boundaries hand colored.
16249
ICN78
map4F G6373.H42 1762 J8 (PrCt)

Hesse-Kassel (Electorate) - Maps - 1848
Karte von dem Kurfürstenthum Hessen... lithographirt in 40 Blättern nach 1/50000 d.w. G. 1840-1855. Wiesbaden : Hessische Landesvermessungsamt, [1874?].
Authors: Hesse-Kassel (Electorate). Topographischer Bureau -- Hessisches Landesvermessungsamt
39 maps ; 46 x 48 cm. (1 map 47 x 65 cm.) + title sheet with index map.
Map nos. 20 and 21 combined on one sheet. Relief shown by hachures.
76-26407
ICN78
map4F G6373.H42 1848 H4 (PrCt)

Hesseln, Robert de. Nouvelle topographie - Prospectuses
Hesseln, Robert de. Carte générale de la France [1780?] - Prospectuses
Prospectuses - 1780 - Map publishing - France - Prospectuses - 1780 - Map industry and trade - France - Prospectuses - 1780 - Booksellers and bookselling - France - Prospectuses - 1780
Authors: Hesseln, Robert de -- Lambert, Michel, 1722?-1787 -- Newberry Library. John M. Wing Foundation 4 p. ; 35 cm.
Caption title.
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.
Case Wing Z 45 .18 ser. 1a no. 95 (NLO)

Hesseln, Robert de. Nouvelle topographie - Prospectuses - 1779 - Map publishing - France - Prospectuses - 1779 - Map industry and trade - France - Prospectuses - 1779 - Booksellers and bookselling - France - Prospectuses - 1779
Prospectus : Description topographique, économique et politique du royaume de France : divisé par portions uniformes, ou par territoires géographiquement égaux entre eux, dont les cartes & plans sont accompagnés d'un discours explicatif de tous les objets intéressans qu'ils contiennent : avec le rapport des mesures locales à la toise carrée du Châtelet de Paris : ouvrage proposé par simples souscriptions, sans aucune avance de deniers / dirigé, quant à la partie topographique, par M. Robert de Hesseln, quant à la partie économique, par M. l'abbé Baudeau.
A Paris : De l'imprimerie de Michel Lambert, rue de la Harpe, près S. Côme, 1779.
Probably a prospectus for Robert de Hesseln's "Nouvelle topographie, ou, Description détaillée de la France".
"Les souscripteurs payeront 3 liv. 12 sols pour chaque carte ou plan topographique, accompagné du discours in folio ... Ceux qui n'auront pas souscrit paieront 6 liv. pour chacun des plans ou cartes, accompagné du discours

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
explicatif"--P. [4]
"On souscrit au Bureau topographique, cour des Prémontrés, rue Haute-Feuille."
Contents: Plan général de la Nouvelle topographie, ou, Description détaillée de la France -- Conditions -- Modèle de souscription -- Avis intéressant.
Printer's monogram device on t.p.
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.
Case Wing Z 45 .18 ser. 1a no. 97 (NLO)

33914 Hesseln, Robert de. Nouvelle topographie - Prospectuses - Map publishing - France - Prospectuses - 1780 - Map industry and trade - France - Prospectuses - 1780 - Booksellers and bookselling - France - Prospectuses - 1780
Authors: Hesseln, Robert de -- Lambert, Michel, 1722?-1787 -- Bureau topographique (Paris, France) -- Newberry Library. John M. Wing Foundation
8 p.; 36 cm.
"Le prix de la souscription est de 160 livres pour les 64 premières cartes, accompagnées de leur discours ... Ceux qui n'auront pas souscrit payeront 3 livres 12 sols pour chacune de ces cartes, accompagnée du discours."--P. 6.
Printer's monogram device on t.p.
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.
Case Wing Z 45 .18 ser. 1a no. 98 (NLO)

Indexing the Hexamer General Surveys. 1977.
Authors: Post, Jeremiah Benjamin, 1937- -- Post, Joyce
From Special Libraries 68 (March 1977): 103-108, map, ill.
Vert 497, no. 1 (PrCt)

Authors: Moak, Jefferson M. -- Free Library of Philadelphia
3 p.; 28 cm.
Xerox copy of typescript.
BHC 1856
Vert 1424 (PrCt)

33917 Heydanus, Carl, 16th cent. [Notes on Carl Heydanus]. [Chicago, 198-?].
Authors: Karrow, Robert W.
1 file folder; 25 x 30 cm.
Bibliographical notes and drafts used in the preparation of the chapter on Carl Heydanus in: Karrow, Mapmakers of the sixteenth century and their maps (1993).
Vert 3099 (PrCt)

33918 Heyden, Gaspard van der, ca. 1496-after 1549 - Globes - Belgium - History - 1500-1599
L'orfèvre et graveur Gaspars van der Heyden et la construction des globes à Louvain dans le premier tiers du XVIe siècle, [Bruxelles : Centre national d'histoire des sciences, 1974].
Authors: Smet, Antoine de -- Smet, Antoine de.
Album Antoine de Smet (1974) -- Globusfreund (1964)
p. 171-182; 28 cm.
5A 8381, p. 171-182 (PrCt)

33919 Hèyeres, Bay of (France) - 1793 - Nautical charts - Nautical charts - Hèyeres, Bay of (France) - Maps - 1793 - Fort Bregançon (France) - Maps - 1793 - Pictorial works - Nautical charts
Authors: Faden, William, 1749-1836 -- Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Faden, William, 1749-1836. Le Petit Neptune français -- or, French coasting pilot for the coast of Flanders Channel Bay of Biscay and Mediterranean 1793 1 map ; 21 x 30 cm.
In: Faden, William. Le Petit Neptune français; or, French coasting pilot, for the coast of Flanders, Channel, Bay of Biscay, and Mediterranean ... (London : W. Faden, 1793). 'Plate XXX.' Includes inset (5 x 6 cm.): Fort de Bregançon [view] map4C 123 pl. 30 (PrCt)

33920 Hickory County (Mo.) - Maps - 1880 - Landowners - Counties -

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Maps - Landowners - Maps
[Hickory County (Mo.) - 1880: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche], [Washington, D.C.] : LC G&M Division, [1983?].
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Microfiche 583, no. 398 (PrCt)

Authors: Texas. General Land Office -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Microfiche 583, no. 1006 (PrCt)

Modernized freight and passenger station, Higgins, Texas ; New modern freight house at San Bernardino, Calif. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Co., [1951?].
Authors: Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Company
2 views ; on sheet 22 x 15 cm. Photographs.
5A 7267 (1950 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

33923 Highland Park (Ill.) - Maps - 1869
Highland Park, Lake County... Chicago, 1869.
Authors: Land Owner -- Baker & Co. (Chicago, Ill.) -- J.M. Wing & Co. -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 41 x 57 cm.
Detached from The Land Owner 1 (Chicago: J.M. Wing and Co., 1869) bet. p. 84-85 [Case Wing +H94.005].
5181
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
map4F G3704.A1 1869 L3 sht. 2 (PrCt)

33924 Highland Park (Ill.) - Maps - 1871 - Real property - Manuscripts - Manuscript maps
McDaniel's subdivision of the west 1/2 of the north west 1/4 of section 26 in Township 43 N. R. 12 E. 1871.
1 ms. map : on sheet 48 x 38 cm. Manuscript real estate plat map of part of Highland Park, Illinois dated May 31, 1871. Includes endorsements by Haieliu [?] Whitney (Lake County surveyor), Alexander McDaniel, and William J. Lucas (latter-day Bob-O-Link Rd.)
Approximately bounded by Hickory St., Mc Govern St., latter-day Sunset Rd., and former plat map made by Chas. R. Westerfield [?] November 29 1895 [or 1875?]
Pen-and-ink.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
map2F G4104.H54 1871 W5 1895 (PrCt)

Authors: Rudolph, Emil -- Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 69 x 53 cm. Relief shown by hachures. Shows names of some landowners on larger parcels.
Forms part of the Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library). Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
map4F G4104.H54 1902 R8 (PrCt)

Map of the Highlands of the Hudson, Orange
Highlands (Scotland) - Maps - 1654<<>>Scottish Highlands SEE Highlands (Scotland)
Extrima Scotiae septentrionalis... [198-].
Authors: Blaeu, Joan, 1596-1673
1 map

Highlands (Scotland) - Maps - 1745 - Road maps<<>>Prestonpans, Battle of, Scotland,1745 - Maps - 1745<>>Jacobi Rebellion, 1745-1746 - Maps - 1745<<>>Road maps
An Exact plan of his Majesty's great roads through the Highlands of Scotland / And. Rutherford delin. ; C. Mosley sculp. [London : s.n.], 1745.
1 map : hand col. ; 53 x 36 cm.
"Publish'd according to Act of Parlamar[en]t Decr. 9th 1745. Price2d."
Shows positions of "King's troops" and "rebels."
Inset (9 x 13 cm.): Plan of the Battle of Preston fought 21 Sept. 1745.
Includes dedication "To the Honourable Charles Leslie ... " signed "And. Rutherford."
Manuscript notes and plate number 11 added in ink by previous owner.

Highlands (Scotland) - Maps - 1863
Guide to the Highlands and western islands of Scotland including Orkney and Zetland / by George Anderson and Peter Anderson.
Authors: Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- Anderson, George, 1802-1878 -- Anderson, Peter, active 1870 -- Hall, Sidney -- Bartholomew, John, 1831-1893 -- Hudson, N. H. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
x, 3, 14, 8, 843 p., [15] leaves of plates (7 folded) : ill., 8 maps (1 hand col.) ; 18 cm.
4th ed.
Series statement from front endpapers.
"This work may also be had divided in three parts ... and either part may be had separately"--Half-t.p. verso.
Contents: The western Highlands and islands, with the route by the Caledonian Canal -- The central, southern, and eastern Highlands, with the south side of the Moray Firth -- Northern Highlands, with the Orkney and Shetland Islands. Includes bibliographical references, index, and errata.
"With maps and illustrations."
Former owner's inscription: N.H. Hudson, Perth. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .B55 Scotland (1863) (NLO)

Highlands (Scotland) - Maps - 1881
The Highlands of Scotland (as far as Stornoway, Lochinver, and Laig) : with a full description of the various routes from England and the principal places of interest upon them, including Edinburghe, Glasgow, Melrose, and the Falls of Clyde / by M.J.B. Baddeley ; twenty-nine maps and plans by Bartholomew. London : Dulau & Co., 1881.
Authors: Baddeley, Mountford John Byrne, 1843-1906 -- Thorough guide series -- Bartholomew, John, 1831-1893 -- A. Dulau & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
25, xxxvi, 269, xviii p., [29] leaves of plates (chiefly folded) : 29 hand col. maps ; 17 cm.
Cover title: Baddeley's Highlands of Scotland Index map on lining paper.
"Errata": p. xxxvi, second sequence.
"Advertisement section": xviii p. at end. Includes index.
Series: Thorough guide series
Publisher's red cloth binding.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .T56 Highlands (1881) (NLO)

Highlands (Scotland) - Maps - 1883
The Highlands of Scotland (as far as Stornoway, Lochinver, and Laig) : with a full description of the various routes from England and the principal places of interest upon them, including Edinburghe, Glasgow, Melrose, and the Falls of Clyde / by M.J.B. Baddeley ; thirty maps and plans by Bartholomew. London : Dulau & Co., 1883.
1 map : hand col. ; 93 x 135 cm.
"Published at Edinburgh by A. and C. Black, 1883."
"With maps and illustrations."
Former owner's inscription: N.H. Hudson, Perth. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .B55 Scotland (1883) (NLO)
1 v. (various pagings) : 30 hand col. maps (chiefly folded) ; 17 cm.
2nd ed., rev. and enl.
Spine title: Baddeley's Highlands of Scotland
Index map on lining paper.
Advertisements: xxiv p. at end.
Includes index.
Series: Thorough guide series ; 2
Publisher's red cloth binding.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .T56 Highlands (1883) (NLO)
33932 Highlands (Scotland) - Maps - 1894
Scotland. Part II, The northern Highlands ... : containing a full description of Aberdeen, Inverness, Loch Maree, and Gairloch, and of the mainland north of these places in the counties of Aberdeen, Banff, Elgin and Nairn, Inverness, Ross, Cromarty, Sutherland and Caithness / by M.J.B. Baddeley ; maps by Bartholomew. London : Dulau & Co., 1894.
Authors: Baddeley, Mountford John Byrde, 1843-1906 -- Thorough guide series -- John Bartholomew & Co. -- A. Dulau & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
5th ed.
Added title page: Northern Highlands
"Scotland, part II" appears after "The northern Highlands" on t.p.
Col. index map on lining paper.
Errata slip tipped in facing p. 64, third sequence.
"Special note" (iv p.): tipped in between p. 118-119.
"Thorough guide advertiser": 96 p. at end.
Includes index.
Series: Thorough guide series ; 5
Publisher's red cloth binding.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .T56 Scotland, pt. 2 (1894) (NLO)
33933 Highlands (Scotland) - Maps - 1901
xvi, 149, 96 p. : 12 col. maps ; 17 cm.
6th ed.
Added title page: Northern Highlands
"Scotland, part II" appears after "The northern Highlands" on t.p.
Imperfect: issued with 13 maps, but this copy lacking plan of Nairn.
Col. index map on lining paper.
Errata slip tipped in facing p. 126.
"Thorough guide advertiser": 96 p. at end.
Includes index.
Series: Thorough guide series ; 5
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .T56 Scotland, pt. 2 (1901) (NLO)
33934 Highlands (Scotland) - Maps - 1906
Authors: Baddeley, Mountford John Byrde, 1843-1906 -- Thorough guide series -- John Bartholomew & Co. -- A. Dulau & Co. -- Evans, Dr. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. (various pagings) : 13 folded col. maps ; 17 cm.
7th ed.
Added title page: Northern Highlands
"Scotland, part II" appears after "The northern Highlands" on t.p.
"John Bartholomew & Co."--On maps.
Index map on lining paper.
"Thorough guide advertiser": 56 p. at end.
Includes index.
Series: Thorough guide series ; 5
Publisher's red cloth binding.
Owner's inscription: Dr. Evans, Matlock House, Bakewell.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .T56 Scotland, pt. 2 (1906) (NLO)
33935 Highlands (Scotland) - Maps - 1911
Authors: Baddeley, Mountford John Byrde, 1843-1906 -- Thorough guide series -- John Bartholomew & Co. -- Thomas Nelson & Sons --

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Bendsley, W.T. Bent -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. (various pagings) : 14 maps (some folded, some col.) ; 17 cm.
Maps by John Bartholomew & Co.
Index map on lining paper.
"Thorough guide advertiser."--56 p. at end.
Series: Thorough guide series ; 5.
Series numbering based on publisher's advertisements.
Includes index.
Publisher's red cloth binding.
Inscription: W.T. Bent[?] Bendsley, Lon[?] at Inverness Station 16 Sept 1911 on returning from Rhiconich.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .T56 Scotland, pt. 2 (1911) (NLO)

33938
Highlands (Scotland) - Maps - 1943-1944<<>>Hebrides (Scotland) - Maps - 1943-1944
The Highlands of Scotland / by Hugh Quigley ; illustrated from photographs by Robert M. Adam. London : B.T. Batsford, 1943-4 [i.e. 1944?].
Authors: Quigley, Hugh, b. 1895 -- Face of Britain -- Adam, Robert M. (Robert Moyes), 1885-1967 -- Batsford, Brian Cook -- W. & A.K. Johnston Limited -- B.T. Batsford Ltd. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Two col. maps by W. & A.K. Johnston on folded sheet.
Dust jacket designed by Brian Cook.
Series: The face of Britain -- Face of Britain.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes DA880.H7 Q85 1944 (NLO)

33939
Highlands (Scotland) - Maps - 1951<<>>Islands (Scotland) - Maps - 1951
Authors: Dunnett, Alastair MacTavish, 1908 -- Festival of Britain 1951 -- Brewing's Society as their contribution to the Festival of Britain 1951.'-- Inside front cover.
Series: About Britain ; no. 12
Maps by Geographical Projects, Ltd.
92 p. : ill. (some col.), maps ; 22 cm.
Maps by Geographical Projects, Ltd.
'A short reading list': p. 92.
The About Britain guides are sponsored by the Brewer's Society as their contribution to the Festival of Britain 1951.'--Inside front cover.
Series: About Britain ; no. 12
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes DA11 .A2 1951 no. 12 (NLO)

33940
Hildburghausen Region (Germany) - Maps - 1745<<>>Hildburghausen (Germany) - Maps - 1745
Serenissimo principi ac domino ... hanc ejusdem principatus Saxo-Hildburghusian novam et exactam tabulam ... Nuremberg : Homann Erben, [ca. 1745].
Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 --
33941 Hildesheim (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1620 Hildesia. [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
1 view : hand col. ; 17 x 52 cm.
Based on original drawing by Johannes Mellinger; see R.A. Skelton’s Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.
On same sheet with: Salinae Saxoniae. Latin letterpress text on verso under titles: Halla Saxonvm -- Hildesheimivm.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 5, pl. 48 (PrCt)

33942 Hildesheim (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1657 Hildesia. [Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657].
Authors: Jansson, Jan, 1586-1644 -- Hollar, Wenceslaus, 1607-1677 -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Urbium totius Germaniae svaerious illustriorum clariormque tabulae ... Pars posterior [i.e. prior] (1657) -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Theatrum urbium (1657)
1 view : hand col. ; 40 x 52 cm.
Added title in Fraktur lettering in upper right: Hildesheim
Includes references 1-23.
Oriented with north at upper left.
Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Hildesia.
In: Jansson, Jan. Urbium totius Germaniae svaerious illustriorum clariormque tabulae ... Pars posterior [i.e. prior] 1657, [plate 64].
Issued in volume [2] of 8 in Jansson’s townbook atlases, collectively known as the Theatrum urbium (Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657).
Case oversize G 117 .452, v. 2, [plate 64] (PrCt)

33943 Hildesheim Region (Germany) - Maps - 1745 Hildesheim (Germany) - Maps - 1745

- Pictorial works
Episcopatus Hildensiensis nec non vicinorum statum delineatio geographica ... Nuremberg : Homann Erben, [ca. 1745].
1 map : hand col. ; 45 x 55 cm.
Insets: Ichnographia Hildesiae -- Scenographia urbis Hildesite ab occidente.
Manuscript ‘121’ and ‘123’ on verso.
Oversize Ayer 135 .H7 1730, [plate 119] (PrCt)

33944 Hildesheim Region (Germany) - Maps - 1740 Hannover (Germany : Province) - Maps - 1740
Episcopatus Hildensiensis cum adjacentibus provincii ac statibus ... [Augsburg] : Matthaei Seutteri, [ca. 1740?].
Authors: Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756 -- Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756. [A Collection of Seutter maps] [1726-1773]
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 55 cm.
Forms part of a made-to-order composite atlas chiefly comprised of undated maps issued ca. 1734-ca. 1744.
Case oversize G 1007 .81 pl. [61] (PrCt)

Authors: Craig, A. M. -- Texas. General Land Office -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map : on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Microfiche 583, no. 1007 (PrCt)

33946 Hills, John, surveyor<<Surveyors - United States - Biography
Authors: Guthorn, Peter J.
33948

Hillsborough County (Fla.) - Maps - 1958 - Road maps - Road maps - Counties - Maps
Road map of Hillsborough County, Florida / by the County Engineering Dept. ; compiled & drawn by Tom Curtiss, January 1958. Fort Lauderdale, Fla. Frank B. Dolph, 1958.
Authors: Curtiss, Tom -- Hillsborough County (Fla.). Engineering Dept.
1 map ; 43 x 43 cm. on sheet 92 x 64 cm. fold. to 23 x 11 cm.
Auxiliary map on Map of greater Tampa Florida (Fort Lauderdale, Fla.: Frank B. Dolph, 1958).
Scale ca. [1:135,000].
Includes inset 'Key map.'
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).
Road map 4C G3934 .T2P2 1958 F7 (PrCt)

33949

Hillsborough County (Fla.) - Maps - 1985 - Road maps - Road maps - Counties - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 22 x 30 cm.
Cover title: StreetFinder : Hillsborough County, Florida.
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528850598
RMcN StrFdr 1985 .H54 (PrCt)

33950

Hillsborough County (Fla.) - Maps - 1987 - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps
Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- McDonald Realty Services, Inc. (Plant City, Florida) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (58 p.) : maps ; 36 cm.
Cover title.
"Sponsored by McDonald Realty Services, Inc."
Includes index to owners and business directory.
Scale [1:42,240]. 1 1/2 in. = 1 mile.
Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 88675295
Baskes folio G3933.H7G46 1987 .R58 (NLO)

33951

Hillsborough County (Fla.) - Maps - 1988 - Road maps - Road maps - Counties - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (148, 420 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
$29.95
Includes folding "Locator map" and "Zip Code map."
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-91750-1
RMcN StrFdr 1988 .H54 (PrCt)

33952

Hillsborough County (Fla.) - Maps - 1990 - Road maps - Road maps - Counties - Maps
Hillsborough County business user's street atlas and directory. [Skokie, Ill.] : Rand McNally , 1990.
1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Possibly a printer's proof.
Loose leaf sheets punched for 6-hole binder; sheet of adhesive "Hillsborough County" labels laid in.
$49.95
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
33953 Hillsborough County (Fla.) - Maps - 1992 - Road maps - Road maps - Counties - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (128 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
$15.95
On p. 128: Copyright certificate #TX 3-383-964.
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-91161-9
RMcN StrFdr 1992 .H54 (PrCt)

33954 Hillsborough County (Fla.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps - Tampa (Fla.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps - Tampa Region (Fla.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps - Counties - Maps
Tampa street guide. Chicago, Ill. Rand McNally, 2006, [i.e. 2005].
1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Dated 2006, but received by the Newberry Library in 2005.
$19.95
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528855565
RMcN StrFdr 2006 .T35 (PrCt)

33955 Hillsborough County (N.H.) - Maps - 1727 - Boundaries - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Rockingham County (N.H.) - Maps - 1727 - Boundaries - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Two plans, shewing the disputed boundaries of the townships of Suncook, Rumford, and Bon, on the river Merrimack, now forming part of the counties of Rockingham and Hillsborough. [19--].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1727 manuscript.

33956 Hillsborough County (N.H.) - Maps - 1858 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps
[Hillsborough County (N.H.) - 1858: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche]. [Washington, D.C.]: LC G&M Division, [1983?].
Authors: Chace, J. -- Smith, Mason & Co. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map : on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 2 parts, 30.5 x 60 in. and 28 x 60 in. Scale: 1:52,000. Originally published Boston and Philadelphia: Smith, Mason & Co., 1858.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Microfiche 583, no. 430 (PrCt)

33957 Hillsborough County (N.H.) - Maps - 1858 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps
Authors: Chace, J. -- Smith, Mason & Co. -- Old Maps (Firm)
1 atlas (60 leaves of plates) : ill., maps ; 37 cm.
'Original...is a large wall map' -- Forward.
Includes index.
ISBN 0911653023
folio G1223.H4 C5 1982 (NLO)

33958 Hillsborough County (N.H.) - Maps - 1892 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps
The Old maps of rural Hillsborough County, N.H. in 1892. Fryeburg, Me. Saco Valley Printing, 1981.
Authors: D.H. Hurd & Co. (Boston, Mass.) -- Hurd, D. Hamilton (Duane Hamilton) -- Saco Valley Printing -- D.H. Hurd & Co. (Boston, Mass.). Town and city atlas of the state of New Hampshire (1892)
1 atlas (51 p. : 67 maps) ; 28 cm.
Reproduced from Town and city atlas of the State of New Hampshire, published in 1892 by D.H. Hurd.
"Businesses; The old roads; Every house and family; Detailed maps of villages and neighborhoods."
folio G3743.H4 1981 H8 (NLO)

folio Ayer 136 .H91 1907 ser. 1, v. 4, pl. 34-35 (PrCt)
Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960--Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)
258 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
1st ed.
'Deluxe edition.'
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).
'3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.'
Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).
Includes indexes.
Series: Family maps
ISBN 1420305026 ; 9781420305029
Local History Ref F572.H6 B69 2007 (NLO)

Authors: Peck, Paul R. -- Liberty Town Press
1 atlas ; 28 cm.
folio F572.H6 P43 (NLO)

Authors: Geil, Samuel -- Jones, S. L. -- Kellogg & Randall -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 2 parts, 27.5 x 51.5 in. each.
Microfiche 583, no. 331 (PrCt)

Hillsdale County (Mich.) - Maps - 1872 - Landowners-Counties - Maps-County - Maps
Hillsdale County (Mich.) - Maps - 1872:
1 atlas (73 p., [2] double plates (1 fold.) : 30 hand col. maps) ; 40 x 36 cm.
Versos of all but 1 leaf blank.
Scale of township maps 1:31,630 or '2 inches to the mile.'
27009
ICN76
map6C 94 (PrCt)

Hillsdale County (Mich.) - Maps - 1920-County - Maps
Rand McNally & Co.'s map of Hillsdale County, Mich. [Chicago] : Rand McNally, [ca. 1920?].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Chicago Historical Society
1 map : col. ; 25 x 20 inches
Mounted on linen.
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.
CHS Coll., Map no. 266 (PrCt)

Hinds County (Miss.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners-Counties - Maps-County - Maps
Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960--Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)
412 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
1st ed.
'Deluxe edition.'
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).
'3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.'
Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).
Includes indexes.
ISBN 1420301993
Local History Ref F347.H5 B69 2005 (NLO)

Hinds County (Miss.) - Maps - 1863 - Manuscripts-County - Maps-County - Manuscripts
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).
'3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.'
Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).
Includes indexes.
ISBN 1420301993
Local History Ref F347.H5 B69 2005 (NLO)
Counties - Maps
[Map of part of Hinds County Mississippi]. [1863].
Authors: Babcock, Orville Elias, 1835-1884
1 ms. map ; on sheet 25 x 36 cm.
Manuscript, pencil on inside of folded stationery, with embossed 'U.S.' in upper left corner.
Sketch map showing roads, railroads, rivers, settlements, and fords and ferries across the Big Black River.
Shows T 6 & 7 N, R 1-4 W of Choctaw meridian, plus Fourteen Mile Creek and Raymond to the south.
Presumably drawn in early May 1863, in preparation for the Union attack on Jackson, Miss.
Sheet 2 of 7 manuscript and printed maps removed from the papers of U.S. Army General Orville E. Babcock at the Newberry Library.
VAULT MS map6F G3861.A 1863 .B3 no. 2 (PrCt)

Hinsdale (Ill.) - Maps - 1869
Hinsdale -- A delightful residence suburb.
Chicago, 1869.
Authors: Land Owner -- Baker & Co. (Chicago, Ill.) -- J.M. Wing & Co. -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 54 cm.
Detached from The Land Owner 1 (Chicago: J.M. Wing and Co., 1869) bet. p. 130-131 [Case Wing +H94.005].
Wood engraving.
5180
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
map4F G3704.A1 1869 L3 sht. 3 (PrCt)

Hinton, John Howard, 1791-1873. Geological Map of the United States (1832)
The Hinton map of the geology of the U.S. 1991.
Authors: Peters, Thomas W.
4 p. ; 28 cm.
Photocopy of 1991 typescript.
Discusses Geological map of the United States issued in Hinton, John Howard. The History and topography of the United States (1830-1832) [folio F 83 .407].
BHC 1939
Vert 1503 (PrCt)

Hinton (W.V.) - Recreation - 1970
Come to Hinton and ride... : Wild Water Express.
Hinton, W.V., [ca. 1970s].
1 leaflet (2-fold) : ills, photos, map ; fold. to 28 x 11 cm

Hirschvogel, Augustin, 1503-1553
[Notes on Augustin Hirschvogel]. [Chicago, 198-?].
Authors: Karrow, Robert W.
1 file folder ; 25 x 30 cm.
Bibliographical notes, photocopies of maps, correspondence, and drafts used in the preparation of the chapter on Augustin Hirschvogel in: Karrow, Mapmakers of the sixteenth century and their maps (1993).
Vert 3101 (PrCt)

Hirschvogel, Augustin, 1503-1553
Authors: Schwarz, Karl, 1885-1962
Not at Newberry Library (Nov. 2012) (PrCt)

Hirschvogel, Augustin, 1503-1553
Vert 3100, no. 8. p. 3-22, 115-117 (PrCt)

Hirschvogel, Augustin, 1503-1553
Augustin Hirschvogel (Hirsvogel, Hirsfogel).
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3100, no. 6.
Ref N40 .T42 1970, v. 17, p. 138-140 (PrCt)

Hirschvogel, Augustin, 1503-1553. Die fürstlich Stat Wien in Osterreich (1547)
Item #30 is Hirschvogel's plan of Vienna (Karrow, Mapmakers of the 16th Century, 40/5.1).
Newberry Library Rare Book Catalog Collection (PrCt)

Hirschvogel, Augustin, 1503-1553. Ein aigentliche und grundtliche Anweysung in die Geometria (1543)
Photocopies from: Schwarz, Karl. Augustin

Vert 3100, no. 8, p. 25-28, 117-118, 200 (PrCt)

33975

Hirschvogel, Augustin, 1503-1553


Vert 3100, no. 3 (PrCt)

33976

Hirschvogel, Augustin, 1503-1553


Vert 3100, no. 4 (PrCt)

33977

Hispanic Society of America - Exhibitions - Catalogs - Nautical charts - Exhibitions - Catalogs - Globes - Exhibitions - Catalogs - Nautical charts


33978

Hispaniola - Maps - 1509 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles

[Carta de la isla Hispániola / Andrés de Morales]. [Santo Domingo: Editora Taller, 1979].


In Mapas y planos de Santo Domingo / Emilio Rodriguez Demorizzi (Santo Domingo, 1979), no. 2 (p. 5).

Reduced facsimile of original MS. map appended to a copy of Peter Martyr's Opera in the Biblioteca Colombina, Seville. Attributed to Andrés de Morales, a ship pilot on Columbus's Third Voyage, who was commissioned to make a map of Hispaniola. Another (very poor) reproduction of the map from 1926 appears in the Americana series (Massachusetts Historical Society) [Case G 801 .56, no. 175].

folio G1620 .M3 1979, p. 5 (PrCt)

33979

Hispaniola - Maps - 1516

[Carta de la isla Hispaniola]. [S.l. L'Amiral de la Mer Océane, 2007]. Authors: Colón, Bartolomé, d. 1514 -- Morales, Andrés de, 1477-1517 -- Università di Bologna. Biblioteca 1 map: col. Digital image on cristobal-colon.blogspot.com (accessed Dec. 2009) : http://bit.ly/6lJvEO From the accompanying text on the site L'Amiral de la Mer Océane (juillet 27, 2007): Chart in De orbe novo decades by Pietro Martire d’Anghiera, at the Biblioteca Universitaria, Bologna. The book is rare for the presence of this hand made map, which is folded in three, as to preserve the written face. At the back of it a note says the book was the property of the canon Giovanni Bissaiga. Author and date are controversial: traditionally the chart is attributed to Bartolomeo Colombo, skilled cartographer who lived in the island before 1509. According to some scholars (Fraiti), the chart was made for the 1516 edition of the book, to be presented to some noble person. Others attribute the chart to Andrés de Morales, a Spanish pilot, about 1508 or 1509, on the score of the fact that there are many islets and rocks, that only an experienced seaman would have been able to make and interested in making. The many towns are often just indicated by a church, because colonisation and discovery were accompanied by evangelisation; there are many toponyms, often of local source. For a black-and-white reproduction, see Mapas y planos de Santo Domingo / Emilio Rodriguez Demorizzi (Santo Domingo, 1979), no. 3 (p. 7).

http://bit.ly/6lJvEO (PrCt)

33980

Hispaniola - Maps - 1528

Bordone: nel qual si ragiona de tutte l'isole del mondo ... (1528)
1 map: woodcut; 8 x 14 cm., on sheet 31 x 21 cm.
In: Bordon, Benedetto. Libro di Benedetto


Case folio G 117 .108, folio XIII (PrCt)

33983 Hispaniola - Maps - 1566<<>>Haiti - Maps - 1566<<>>Dominican Republic - Maps - 1566
L'Isola Spagnola una delle prime che Colombo trouase ... (Venice: Nicolò Zoppino, 1528), folio XIII.
Authors: Gastaldi, Giacomo, approximately 1564-approximately 1565 -- Bertelli, Ferando --
Lange, Otto, 1879-1944 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map; 153 x 220 mm. (neat line), 366 x 247 mm. (plate mark), on sheet 543 x 408 mm.
Attributed to Giacomo Gastaldi (Karrow 30/62.3).
On same sheet with: L'Isola Cuba.

For earlier later editions of both maps see Novacco 4F 83 (ca. 1564) and Novacco 4F 82 (ca. 1590).
Tooley 86.
Ex O Lange.

Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

j6
Novacco 4F 81 (PrCt)

33984 Hispaniola - Maps - 1566<<>>Haiti - Maps - 1566<<>>Dominican Republic - Maps - 1566
L'Isola Spagnola una delle prime che Colombo trouase ... Venecia [Venice]: Ferando Bertelli exc., 1566.
Authors: Gastaldi, Giacomo, approximately 1500-approximately 1565 -- Bertelli, Ferando --
[Italian assembled-to-order atlas] [ca. 1575?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map; 165 x 237 mm. (neat line)
Attributed to Giacomo Gastaldi (Karrow 30/62.3).
On same sheet with: L'Isola Cuba.

In manuscript on verso: Ysla de Cuba et Espagnola.

In: [Italian assembled-to-order atlas] [Venice?: s.n., ca. 1575?], plate [25].
Duplicate copy: Novacco 4F 081.
For earlier and later editions of both maps see Novacco 4F 83 (ca. 1564) and Novacco 4F 82 (ca. 1590).
Tooley 86.

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .L2 1575 AI, plate [25] (PrCt)

33985 Hispaniola - Maps - 1689<<>>Haiti - Maps - 1689<<>>Dominican Republic - Maps - 1689
Authors: Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718 -- Padoani, Domenico, fl. 1689 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718.
Citta, fortezze, isole, e porti principale dell' Europa ... (1689)
1 map; 21 x 28 cm.
In: Coronelli, Vincenzo. Citta, fortezze, isole, e porti principale dell' Europa, in pianti, et in eluazione, descritte, e publicate ad uso dell' Academia cosmografica degli argonauti ([Venice]: Domenico Padoani, 1689) pl. [92].

VAULT folio Ayer 135 .C8 1689 pl. 92 (PrCt)


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Maps - 1689 - Nautical charts - Windward Passage - Maps - 1689 - Nautical charts

A Chart of the island of Hispaniola with the Windward Passage ... [Amsterdam : Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, 1689].


Describing the sea-coasts ... from the River Amazons to New-Found-Land; with all the West India navigation ... London, 1689 (Amsterdam: Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, 1967) pl. [14].


Map Ref oversize G1025 .T37 ser. 4, v. 1, pl. [14] (PrCt)

33987


Carte de l'Isle St. Domingue et depend[an]ces débouquement des Câiques et isles adiacentes. [ca. 1715].

Authors: Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 322 -- France. Dépôt général de la marine 1 ms. map ; hand col. ; 520 x 786 mm.

Possibly made under the direction of the French Dépôt général de la marine.

Title on verso: Isle St. Domingue. Shows boundary between the French and Spanish colonies of Saint-Domingue (officially the Republic of Haiti since 1804) and Santo Domingo (officially the Dominican Republic since 1844).

Scale [ca. 1:848,000], 'Echelle de 30 lieues françoises à 20 pau degré.'

Relief shown pictorially. Detached from a bound volume; verso includes '77' in ink in upper right and stub attached to center fold.

Watercolor (green, yellow, brown) and pen-and-ink.

Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Photographic negative available in Spec. Coll. Image Index; photograph available in NL Map Info. File.

85-78805 / Ayer ms map proj 95
VAULT drawer Ayer MS map 322 (NLO)

33988


Authors: Frézier, Amédée François, 1682-1773 -- L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Marin, fl. 1722-1723 -- Académie des sciences (France) -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:C1

1 map ; hand col. ; 46 x 61 cm.

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

2606

Sack map4F G4930 1722 .F8 (PrCt)

33989


Carte de l'Isle de Saint Domingue, dressée en 1722 pour l'usage du Roy ... Paris : [L'Isle?], 1725.

Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; hand col. ; 46 x 61 cm.

Scale [ca. 1:1,280,000]. Relief shown pictorially.

Phillips 535

Ayer p133 .L77 1725 (NLO)

33990


Carte de l'Isle de Saint Domingue dressée en 1722 pour l'usage du roy sur les memoires de Mr. Frézier, Ingenieur de S. M. et autres ... / par G. Delisle ... ; Marin, sculpit. A Paris : chez l'auteur sur le Quay de l'Horloge ... 1725.

Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Frézier, Amédée François, 1682-1773 -- Marin, fl. 1722-1723 -- L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726. [Collection of maps of the world] [1732?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; hand col. ; 47 x 61 cm.

In composite atlas without title page: L'Isle, Guillaume de. [Collection of maps of the world. Paris : s.n., 1732?], [plate 93]. Number "93" in ms. on verso.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

VAULT Baskes oversize G1015 .L57 1700, [plate 93] (PrCt)

33991

Hispaniola - Maps - 1730 - Turks and Caicos Islands - Maps - 1730 - Haiti - Maps - 1730 - Dominican Republic - Maps - 1730

Carte de l'Isle de Saint-Domingue ... [Paris, ca. 1776].

Authors: Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d', 1697-1782 -- Buttet, Mr. -- Frézier, Amédée François, 1682-1773 -- Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d', 1697-1782. [Atlas, ca. 1776] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 28 x 42 cm.

In: Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d'. [Atlas]
33992 Hispaniola - Maps - 1732 - Nautical charts
A Chart of the Island of Hispaniola with the Windward Passage ... [London : Thomas Page and William Mount, 1732?].
Authors: Page, Thomas, d. 1733 -- Mount, William, d. 1769 -- T. Page and W. Mount (Firm), fl. ca.1729-1733 -- English Pilot. Part 4 (1732) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 42 x 53 cm.
In: The English pilot : the fourth book : describing the west-India navigation, from Hudson's-Bay to the river Amazones ... (London : Printed for Thomas Page and William Mount, at the Postern on Tower-Hill, 1732), [plate 23].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1106.P5 E5 1732, [plate 23] (PrCt)

33993 Hispaniola - Maps - 1741
Carte de l'Isle de Saint Domingue. Amsterdam : Jean Covens et Cornellee Mortier, [1741?].
Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1724 -- Covens et Mortier -- Frézier, Amédee François, 1682-1773 -- L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726.
Atlas nouveau, contenant toutes les parties du monde ... [1741?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; hand col. ; 45 x 60 cm.
Added title in upper margin: Insulae S. Dominicae Tabula Accuratissima.
In: L'Isle, Guillaume de. Atlas nouveau, contenant toutes les parties du monde ... (Amsterdam : J. Covens & C. Mortier, [1741?]) v. 2, pl. [54]
oversize Ayer 135 .L695 1741 v. 2, pl. [54] (PrCt)

33994 Hispaniola - Maps - 1750 - Dominica
Isles de Saint Domingue ou Hispaniola, et de la Martinique / par le Sr. Robert ... [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy, 1750].
Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766.
Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1758?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; hand col. ; 47 x 50 cm.
Inset (15 x 19 cm.): Isle de la Martinque
"St. Domingue" -- oversize letterpress title stamped on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1757, [plate 108] (PrCt)

33995 Hispaniola - Maps - 1750
Isles de Saint Domingue ou Hispaniola, et de la Martinique / par le Sr. Robert ... [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy, 1750].
Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766.
Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1790?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; hand col. ; 47 x 50 cm.
Inset (15 x 19 cm.): Isle de la Martinque
In: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles. Atlas universel / par M. Robert ... et par M. Robert de Vaugondy son fils ... (A Paris : Chez De la Marche, géographe, rue du Foin St. Jacques, Collège de Me. Gervais, 1757, [i.e. 1790?]), [plate 108].
"108" -- oversize letterpress number stamped on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1790, [plate 108] (PrCt)

33996 Hispaniola - Maps - 1760 - Nautical charts
A Correct chart of Hispaniola with the Windward Passage. [London : W. and J. Mount, T. Page and Son, 1760].
1 map ; 46 x 55 cm.
Incomplete; lacking section torn away at right (approx. 15 x 46 cm.), including part of title cartouche.
'Humbly dedicated to Mr. John Machim, Professor of Astronomy at Gresham Colledge.]
In: The English pilot. The fourth book : describing the west-India navigation, from Hudson's Bay to the River Amazones (London : Printed for W. and
33997  
**Hispaniola - Maps - 1760<>Saint-Domingue - Maps - 1760<>Dominican Republic - Maps - 1760**

*The Island of Hispaniola, called by the French St. Domingo, subject to France & Spain.* London, 1760.

Authors: Jefferys, Thomas, -1771
1 map ; 34 x 50 cm.
In Jefferys, Thomas. The Natural and civil history of the French dominions in North and South America (London: Printed for T. Jefferys, 1760) pt. 2, opposite p. 3.
Scale [ca. 1:750,000].
Prime meridian: London and Ferro.

**VAULT drawer Ayer MS map 230 (NLO)**

34000  
**Hispaniola - Maps - 1777<>Dominican Republic - Maps - 1777**

*Carta esatta rappresentante l'isola di S. Domingo o sia Hispaniola.* [Livorno : G.T. Masi, 1777].

Authors: Terreni, Giuseppe Maria, 1739-1811 -- Masi, G. T. -- Masi, G. T. Atlante dell' America, contenente le migliori carte geografiche ... (1777) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 23 x 29 cm.
In: Masi, G. T. Atlante dell' America, contenente le migliori carte geografiche ... (Livorno : Gio. Tommaso Masi, e Comp., 1777) pl. [20].

**VAULT folio Ayer ms 135 .A75 1777 pl. [20] (PrCt)**

34001  
**Hispaniola - Maps - 1783<>Dominican Republic - Maps - 1783<>Haiti - Maps - 1780**


"Liv X, XII et XIII" -- At upper left.
"No. 37" -- At upper right.
Forms part of the William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library).

**Greenlee 4891 .B71 1780 [map 39] (PrCt)**

---

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
"Humbly dedicated to Mr. John Machin, Professor of Astronomy at Gresham Colledge."
In: The English pilot : describing the West-India navigation, from Hudson's Bay to the River Amazones ... (London : Printed for Messrs. Mount and Page, Tower-Hill, 1783) following p. 38.


oversize Ayer 135 .E55 1783 following p. 38 (PrCt)

1 map ; 32 x 53 cm., folded to 25 x 21 cm. Scale of 50 'British miles' = 68 mm. Relief shown with hachures.

folio Ayer 1000.5 .S23 E2 1797 opposite p. [1] (PrCt)

Authors: Stockdale, John, 1749?-1814 -- Edwards, Bryan, 1743-1800. An Historical survey of the island of St. Domingo ... (1801) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 43 x 89 cm., folded to 27 x 18 cm. 'Scale of 50 British statute miles' = 79 mm. Relief shown pictorially.

folio Ayer 1000.5 .S23 E2 1801 between p. 224-225 (PrCt)

1 map : hand col. ; 29 x 45 cm. Engraved title within neatline.

1 map : hand col. ; 29 x 48 cm. Engraved title within neatline.

34006 Hispaniola - Maps - Collections, 1493-1788<<>>Haiti - Maps - Collections, 1493-1788<<>>Dominican Republic - Maps - Collections, 1493-1788 Mapas de la isla Española o Santo Domingo. [199-].
Authors: Circulo de Coleccionistas -- Fundacion Dominicana -- Torreangulo, Arte Grafico
maps on 15 sheets in 3 folders.

Color reproductions of manuscript and printed originals variously dated 1493-1788. Includes maps by Bertelli, Bertius, Bonne, Bowen, Colon, Coronelli, Lopez, Mercator, Morales, Robert de Vaugondy, and Roggeveen. Accession no. 95011631NL Holzheimer.

temp map5C G4931.A 199- .C5 (PrCt)

Authors: Rodriguez Demonriz, Emilio, 1908-1986 -- Santiago, Pedro Julio -- Editora Taller xxiv, 371 p. : maps, plans ; 36 cm. 1st ed.

Reproductions of maps and plans from various

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

34008 Historians of Cartography, Canadian - Directories A Directory of historians of Canadian cartography. Canadians working the the field of the history of cartography etc. 1976. Authors: Canadian Cartographic Association [14] p. : 28 cm. BHC 1462 Vert 1057 (PrCt)


34012 Historical Atlas of China<<<China - Historical Cartography Announcing the publication of An Historical atlas of China. [197-]. Authors: Chen, Cheng-siang Vert 377 (PrCt)

34013 Historical Cartography La Cartografía histórica: ventajas de su aplicación. 1971. 


Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

34020 **Historical Cartography - Geographic Information Systems - Digital Mapping**

*Computer cartography in historical geographical research.* 1983.
Authors: Guelke, Leonard -- Lai, Poh Chia
BHC 1339
Vert 946 (PrCt)

34021 **Historical Cartography - Geographic Information Systems - Map accuracy - Geographic Information Systems**

*An Experiment in the comparative analysis of distortion on historical maps.* 1970.
Authors: Stone, Jeffrey C. -- Gemmell, A. M. D. -- Cartographic Journal (June, 1970)
p. 7-11
BHC 2286
Vert 1841 (PrCt)

34022 **Historical Cartography - Greek cartography - History, Ancient**

*Did Homer have a map?* 1979.
Authors: Wolf, Armin -- International Conference on the History of Cartography (8th : 1979 : Berlin)
1p.; 30cm.
From paper read at Int. Conf. on the Hist. of Cartog. (8th), Berlin, 1979.
Vert 2102 (PrCt)

34023 **Historical Cartography - Symbols - Point - Maps - Symbols**

*Die Einzelobjektdarstellung in der Geschichtskartographie.* Marburg a.k.L., [1972?].
Authors: Hinkel, Heinz
Undated, but coded '72 / 5635' on p. 14.
Vert 410 (PrCt)

34024 **Historical County Boundary**

*Project - Historical Cartography - Methodology - Geographic Information Systems - Digital mapping**

Authors: Long, John Hamilton
Paper prepared for American Historical Assoc.
92nd annual mtg., Dec. 28-30, 1977, Dallas, Tex.
Includes maps and illustrations.
BHC 1679
Vert 1263 (PrCt)


Authors: Knowles, Anne Kell -- Hillier, Amy, 1970-xx, 313 p.: ill. (some col.), maps (some col.); 23 cm. + 1 CD-ROM (4 3/4 in.)
1st ed.
Papers presented at a conference held at the Newberry Library in Chicago in March 2004.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [277]-292) and index.
LC Card Number: 2007038445
ISBN 9781589480131 (pbk.: alk. paper); 1589480139 (pbk.: alk. paper)
G70.212 .P55 2008 (NLO)

34026 **Historical geography - Historical atlases - the first three hundred years, 1570-1870**

Authors: Goffart, Walter A.--University of Chicago Press
xxiii, 603 p.; ill.; maps; 24 cm.
Includes bibliographical references and indexes.
LC Card Number: 2002031039 2002042979
ISBN 0226300714 (cloth: alk. paper); 9780226300719 (cloth: alk. paper)
GA300 .G64 2003 (NLO)

34027 **Historical geography - 1745 - Atlases, Dutch - 1743-1745**

*Introduction à l'histoire generale et politique de l'univers, ou l'on voit l'origine, les revolutions, l'état présent, & les intérêts des souverains / par Le Baron de Pufendorff ; complétée, & continuée jusqu'à 1743 [i.e. 1745], par Bruzen de la Martiniere. Amsterdam : Chez Zacharie Chatelain, 1743-1745.*
Authors: Pufendorf, Samuel, Freiherr von, 1632-1694 -- Bruzen de La Martinière, Antoine Augustin, 1662-1746 -- Chatelain, Zacharie, 1690-1754
8 v.; ill.; maps; 17 cm.
F 09 .718 (NLO)

34028 **Historical geography - 1972**

Authors: Baker, Alan R. H. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
311 p.; maps; 22 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 275-302) and index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
ISBN 0715355341
Baskes G141 .B3 1972b (NLO)

34029 **Historical geography - Maps**


Request and cite items by the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Historical geography - Maps - 1699

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (Pr Ct)

Includes maps illustrating history.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Historical geography - Maps - 1729

Historical geography - Maps - 1671

World history - Maps - 1671

Atlases, British - 1671

Historical atlases


Authors: Raleigh, Walter, Sir, 1552?

Reference: Phillips 5644

Baskes oversize G1030 .T576 1699 (NLO)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

Authors: Koehler, Johann David -- Weige, I. C. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 12 maps ; 190 x 122 mm.

Includes maps illustrating ancient history.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)


21 v. : plates, folded maps, plans, folded general table ; 21 cm.


The titlepage to vol. 21 reads "An universal history ... vol. XXI. Being the chronological tables to the foregoing twenty volumes" and has the imprint "printed for T. Osborne ... T. and T. Longman, and C. Hitch and L. Hawes ... and A. Millar ... 1754."

A prospectus for this work was issued in 1746: "Proposals (by the proprietors of the work) for printing by subscription, in twenty volumes octavo. An universal history ..."


Includes bibliographical references.

Armorial bookplate drawn by R. Moutaine.


Bookplate: Lane Seminary Library.

Forms part of the McCormick Theological Seminary Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: ESTC T150199 D20 .US54 1747 (NLO)


Authors: Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Stackhouse, Thomas, 1756-1836 -- Stackhouse, Thomas, 1756-1836. An Universal atlas : being a set of maps, to illustrate ancient and modern geography ... (1782) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 34 cm. in diam., on sheet 52 x 42 cm.

In: Stackhouse, Thomas. An Universal atlas : being a set of maps, to illustrate ancient and modern geography ... (London : Printed for the author, and sold by Ashby and Neele ... [et al], 1782 [i.e. 1783?]), plate 1.

Hand stamped with oversize "1" at upper right.

oversize Ayer 135 .S77 1782, plate 1 (PrCt)


Authors: Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Stackhouse, Thomas, 1756-1836 -- Stackhouse, Thomas, 1756-1836. A New universal atlas : consisting of a complete set of maps ... (1785) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 34 cm. in diam., on sheet 52 x 42 cm.

In: Stackhouse, Thomas. A New universal atlas : consisting of a complete set of maps ... (London : Printed for the proprietor, Mrs. Stackhouse ... and sold by T. Longman [and 7 others], 1785), plate 1.

Engraved oversize "1" at upper right.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .S82 1785, plate 1 (PrCt)

Historical geography - Maps - 1805 Atlases, British - 1805 Historical atlasses Elements of history and chronology : shewing the origin of states and the revolutions of empires, from the creation of the world to the close of the year 1804 : with complete regal tables and illustrated with maps / by John Luffman. London : Sold by J. Luffman, C. Law, J. Hatchard [and 5 others in 5 other places], [1805?].


Printed for the proprietor, Mrs. Stackhouse ... and sold by Ashby and Neele ... [et al], 1782 [i.e. 1783?]), plate 1.

Hand stamped with oversize "1" at upper right.

oversize Ayer 135 .S77 1782, plate 1 (PrCt)
1768-1849 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
2 v. : 6 maps ; 22 cm.
"Published Jany. 1 1805, by J. Luffman, Little Bell Alley, Coleman Street, London."-- Frontispiece map.
"Intended principally for the use of youth." Includes errata.
Includes indexes.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Baskes D21 .L84 1805 (NLO)

34039 Historical geography - Maps - 1807
(Provisional Heading)
Authors: Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d', 1697-1782 -- Rollin, Charles, 1661-1741 -- Etheridge & Bliss -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 10 maps ; 295 x 250 mm.
(1738-40); Walsh116; E: Wightman
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

34040 Historical geography - Maps - 1807<!-1807--->World history - Maps - 1807<!-1807--->Atlases, British - 1807<!-1807--->Historical atlases
Elements of general history, ancient and modern : to which are added, a table of chronology, and a comparative view of ancient and modern geography : illustrated by maps. Edinburgh ; London : Printed for William Creech, and T. Cadell and W. Davies ; Alex. Smellie, 1807.
2 v. : ill., 7 folded hand col. maps ; 22 cm.
4th ed.
Maps by J. Ainslie? and T. Ross?; engraved by D. Lizards?
Bookplate: Head Pottinger Best.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes D21 .W85 1807 (NLO)

34041 Historical geography - Maps - 1814<!-1814--->Atlases, French - 1814<!-1814--->Historical atlases
Authors: Las Cases, Emmanuel-Auguste-Dieuonné, comte de, 1766-1842 -- Didot, Pierre, 1761-1853
1 atlas ([1] l., xxxii double leaves, [2] l. : col. ill.,
col. maps, col. geneal. tables) ; 55 cm.
Caption title.
Binder's error: Double leaves xxiv-xxv bound after xxix.
Printed on one side of leaf only.
oversize F 006 .503 (NLO)

34042 Historical geography - Maps - 1815<!-1815--->World history - Maps - 1815<!-1815--->Atlases, British - 1972<!-1972--->Historical atlases
Authors: McEvedy, Colin -- Atanasoff, Ivan -- Penguin (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (95 p.) : 42 col. maps ; 19 x 22 cm.
Includes index.
Maps on inside cover and lining paper.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Alexander, Guide to atlases 7977
LC Card Number: 74150001
ISBN 0140708413 ; 9780140708417
Baskes G1035 .M34 1972 (NLO)

Le Sage’s Historical, genealogical, chronological and geographical atlas : exhibiting all the royal families in Europe, their origin, descent, marriages, &c. : together with the various possessions, foreign wars, civil commotions, famous battles, religious troubles, minorities, titles, orders, courts of law, and remarkable events of each kingdom / translated from the last and much improved French edition ; to which have been added, six maps, composed by Madame Coindé and never before published, making it a complete universal atlas. London : Printed by Gold and Co. for Henry Berthoud ..., and sold by Mr. Ackermann ... [and 18 others], 1818.
1 atlas ([4] p., XXXVIII double leaves of plates) : 18 col. maps ; 52 cm.
2nd ed., improved by a new geographical and historical map of Europe, shewing its present divisions as settled by the Congress of Vienna in 1815, and containing the most remarkable events of the French Revolution, battles, treaties, &c. &c. from 1792-1815.
Uniform title: Atlas historique, généalogique,

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Historical atlases

Le Sage's Historical, genealogical, chronological and geographical atlas: exhibiting all the royal families in Europe, their origin, descent, marriages, &c. : together with the various possessions, foreign wars, civil commotions, famous battles, religious troubles, minorities, titles, orders, courts of law, and remarkable events of each kingdom. London: Printed by Gold and Co. for Henry Berthoud ..., and sold by Mr. Ackermann ... [and 18 others], 1818.


'2nd ed., improved by a new geographical and historical map of Europe, shewing its present divisions as settled by the Congress of Vienna in 1815, and containing the most remarkable events of the French Revolution, battles, treaties, &c. &c. from 1792-1815.'

'Translated from the last and much improved French edition; to which have been added, six maps, composed by Madame Coindé and never before published, making it a complete universal atlas.'

Three leaves unnumbered.

Translation of Atlas historique, généalogique, chronologique et géographique.

'Printed by R. Juigné'--P. [4], 1st group.

Phillips 130.

Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 201

34046 Historical geography - Maps - 1824<<>>History, Ancient - Maps - 1824<<>>Geography, Ancient - Maps - 1824<<>>Atlases, French - 1824<<>>Historical atlases

Atlas classique et universel de géographie ancienne & moderne: dressée pour l'instruction de la jeunesse, et servant à l'intelligence tant de l'histoire que les voyages dans les différentes parties du monde / par M. Lapie. A Paris: Chez Anselin et Pochard, successeurs de Magimel, libraires pour l'art militaire, rue Dauphine, no 9:

Et chez Picquet, géographe ordinaire du roi, et chargé exclusivement de la vente des cartes du Dépôt de la guerre, place Conty, no 17, 1824.


1 atlas ([8] p., [50] leaves of plates (8 folded)): ill., 41 maps (chiefly hand col.): 42 cm.

3e éd. / presque entièrement gravée sur de nouveaux dessins, enrichie des découvertes faites, et des connaissances acquises jusqu'à ce jour, et augm. de plusieurs cartes.

Maps signed: Chamouin.

"Systèmes planétaires" signed: Adam et Giraldon dir. ; P. Lapie del.

"Imprimerie de Firmin Didot, rue Jacob, no 24"--P. [7].

With half title.

Relief shown pictorially and by hachures.


Scales differ.

Two maps laid in. One has title: Manche. Text in top margin: Petit atlas national. No. 49. Publié ... par Blaisot, galerie Vivienne no. 49; in bottom margin: Gravé sur acier par Alès, rue des Mathurins St. Jacq. no. 1, Paris. The second map is a manuscript map in watercolor of a portion of the Mediterranean coast of Algeria.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Phillips 744

Missing October 2013.
Historical geography - Maps - 1825-1831
Atlases, German - 1825-1831
Historical atlases
Authors: Las Cases, Emmanuel-Auguste-Dieudonné, comte de, 1766-1842 -- Velten, Johann -- Dusch, Alexander von, 1789-1876 -- D'Orville, H. A. Cornill -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
Nos. 29, 33, 37 relate to America.

Baskes oversize Ayer 135 .L3 1825 (NLO)

Historical geography - Maps - 1828
History, Ancient - Maps - 1828
Atlases, British - 1828
Authors: Clark, T. -- Souter, John, fl. 1814-1847 -- Koeman, C. (Cornelis), 1918- -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 16 maps ; 238 x 158 mm. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

Baskes oversize Ayer 135 .L3 1825 (NLO)

Historical geography - Maps - 1830
World history - Maps - 1830
Atlases - 1830
Historical atlases - 1830
Historical atlases - 1830
Atlases - 1830
History, Ancient - Maps - 1830
Geography, Ancient - Maps - 1830
Chronology, Historical - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1830
Atlases - 1930
Historical atlases
[A Historical and classical atlas / by Henry Bostwick]. [New York: . New, s.n., 1830?].
Authors: Bostwick, Henry, 1787-1837 -- Gros, C. -- Harrison, D. R. -- Maverick, Peter, 1780-1831 -- Yeager, Joseph, approximately 1792-1859 -- M. Carey & Son -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (14 unnumbered leaves of plates (9 folded)) ; 7 hand colored charts (5 folded), 8 hand colored maps (4 folded) ; 46 cm
This copy lacks title page; title, authorship statement, and place of publication supplied from the 1828 edition (Phillips 3306).
Maps engraved by Joseph Yeager, Peter Maverick, and D.R. Harrison; one map, dated 1821, by C. Gros and published by M. Carey & Son; one map copyrighted 1830 by Henry Bostwick.
Includes 1 unnumbered "model" chart and 6 numbered chronological charts (one with map) copyrighted 1826-1828 by Henry Bostwick. Relief shown by hachures and shading and pictorially.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
References: Cf. Phillips 3306
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

Historical geography - Maps - 1832
Provisional Heading
Authors: Marshall, John, 1755-1835 -- Yeager, Joseph, approximately 1792-1859 -- Crissy, James -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 10 maps ; 223 x 145 mm. 2nd ed.
E:JYeager;Sabin44789;HowesM317;P1342
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Phillips 10652
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

Historical geography - Maps - 1837
Atlases, French - 1837
Historical atlases
Authors: Simencourt, Edouard de, 1766-1775 -- Lapie, Alexandre Émile, 1770-1775 -- Maltebrun, baptiste Bourguignon d', 1697-1782 -- Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Guthrie, William, 1708-1770 -- Malte-Brun, Conrad, 1785-1826 -- Las Cases, Emmanuel-Auguste-Dieudonné, comte de, 1766-1842 -- Lapie, Alexandre Emile -- Brue, Adrien Hubert, 1786-1832 -- Jean, Vue, Mme., fl. 1837 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- De Simencourt, Edouard SEE Simencourt, Edouard de -- Vue Jean SEE Jean, Vue, Mme., fl. 1837
1 atlas ([49] leaves of plates (some folded)) ; 46 hand col. maps ; 30 cm. Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Historical atlases

34054

Historical geography - Maps -
1856<<<Historical atlases


Relief shown by hachures.

Scales differ.

Monogram stamp: V.H.

Contemporary half bound leather spine and marbled papers over boards; gold stamped title on red leather label on cover: Atlas.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Espenhorst, J. Petermann's planet, 1, p. 406 ; Phillips, 152

Baskes G1030 .S67 1856 (NLO)

Baskes oversize G1033 .S73 1855 (NLO)

Baskes folio G1019 .S5 1837 (NLO)

34052

Historical geography - Maps -
1839<<<Historical atlases


Authors: Spruner von Merz, Karl, 1803-1892 -- Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Johnson, Hildegard Binder -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 atlas (11 p., 18 leaves of plates) : 18 hand col. maps ; 37 x 46 cm.


Cover title: Spruner's Hand-Atlas, Ausser-Europa


Relief shown by hachures.


Scales differ.

Stamp: Hildegard Binder Johnson, Minneapolis 6, Minn.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Espenhorst, J. Petermann's planet, v. 1, p. 403; Phillips 3322

Baskes oversize G1030 .L58 1839 (NLO)

Baskes folio G1030 .S5 1837 (NLO)

34053

Historical geography - Maps -
1855<<<Historical atlases


Authors: Spruner von Merz, Karl, 1803-1892 -- Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Johnson, Hildegard Binder -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 atlas (11 p., 18 leaves of plates) : 18 hand col. maps ; 37 x 46 cm.


Cover title: Spruner's Hand-Atlas, Ausser-Europa


Relief shown by hachures.


Scales differ.

Stamp: Hildegard Binder Johnson, Minneapolis 6, Minn.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Espenhorst, J. Petermann's planet, v. 1, p. 403; Phillips 3322

Baskes oversize G1033 .S73 1855 (NLO)

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Historical geography - Maps - 1858
(Provisional Heading)
Authors: Willson, Marcius -- Ivison, Phinney & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 18 maps ; 210 x 138 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Historical geography - Maps - 1861
(Provisional Heading)
Authors: Delafield, Richard -- Bowman -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 50 maps ; 304 x 240 mm.
Cong36-2.HED;USMilitaryCommEurope
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Historical geography - Maps - 1861
World history - Maps - 1861
Historical atlases
Authors: Rhode, C. E. -- Flemming, C. (Carl), 1806-1878 -- Freie Schule Heidenheim -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (38 p., xxviii leaves of plates) : 28 hand col. maps ; 24 x 30 cm.
"84 Karten auf 28 Blättern nebst erläuterndem Text."
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Stamp: Freie Schule Heidenheim einheitliche Volks- und Höhere Schule.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst, J. Petermann's planet, v. 1, p. 553
Baskes folio G1030 .R56 1861 (NLO)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Scales differ.
Former owner’s inscription: R. Hagge, 1874.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Espenhorst, J. Petermann’s planet, I, p. 406
**Baskes G1030 .S67 1865 (NLO)**

**34062**  
**Historical geography - Maps - 1865<<<>World history - Maps - 1865<<<>Atlases, German - 1865<<<>Historical atlases**


Authors: Rhode, C. E. -- Flemming, C. (Carl), 1806-1878 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (38 p., xxviii leaves of plates) : 28 hand col. maps ; 23 x 30 cm.
Edition: 5. Aufl.

"84 Karten auf 28 Blättern nebst erläuterndem Text."
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst, J. Petermann’s planet, v. 1, p. 553

**Baskes folio G1030 .R56 1865 (NLO)**

**34063**  
**Historical geography - Maps - 1869<<<>World history - Maps - 1869<<<>Atlases - 1869<<<>Historical atlases**


Authors: Goodrich, Samuel G. (Samuel Griswold), 1793-1860 -- E.H. Butler & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
360 p. : ill., 13 maps ; 20 cm.


Running title: Parley’s history of the world
An abridged edition of "Peter Parley’s Universal history on the basis of geography" which was published in 2 v. in 1837, prepared for Goodrich originally by Nathaniel Hawthorne with the aid of his sister Elizabeth. cf. Lathrop, G.P., Study of Hawthorne, 1876 p. 171-172; Goodrich, S.G., Recollections, 1856, v. 2, p. 541 (footnote) 544.

"Illustrated by engravings."
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes D21 .G6552 1869 (NLO)**

**34064**  
**Historical geography - Maps - 1871<<<>Atlases, German - 1871<<<>Historical atlases**


1 atlas ([10] p., xxii leaves of plates) : 22 hand col. maps ; 25 x 31 cm.

6. Aufl.
"Erläuternde Vorbemerkungen": p. [3]-[10].
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst, J. Petermann’s planet, v. 1, p. 406

**Baskes folio G1030 .S67 1871 (NLO)**

**34065**  
**Historical geography - Maps - 1872<<<>Atlases, Swedish - 1872<<<>Historical atlases**


1 atlas (36 p., xvi leaves of plates) : 16 hand col. maps ; 24 x 32 cm.

Edition: 3e oförändrade uppl.
On maps: Weimar, Geographisches Institut. Text in Swedish; maps in German or Latin.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Former owner’s inscription: Nils Fredrik Bersselius 1873.

Bookplate: E. Manhof. T
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst, J. Petermann’s planet, v. 1, p. 163

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Baskes folio G1033 .K54718 1872 (NLO)

34066 Historical geography - Maps - 1872 World history - Maps - 1872 Atlases, German - 1872 Historical atlases
1 atlas (30 p., xxviii [i.e. 30] leaves of plates) : 28 hand col. maps ; 24 x 30 cm.
9. Aufl.
"89 Karten auf 30 Blättern nebst erläuterndem Text."
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1030 .R56 1872 (NLO)

34067 Historical geography - Maps - 1872 World history - Maps - 1872 Historical atlases
12 p., 8 leaves : 12 hand col. maps ; 30 cm.
Condition: In original boards, spine scuffed, v. good.
Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection.
Previous location: C-unboxed (top shelf).

AmcN III PC 4060 (PrCt)

34068 Historical geography - Maps - 1873 Atlases - 1873 Historical atlases
Universal historical atlas. New York, 1873 . Authors: Sheahan, J. W.
1 atlas
References: Phillips 147; Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 232

F 006 .81 (NLO)

34069 Historical geography - Maps - 1873 (Provisional Heading)
1 v. : 18 maps ; 210 x 138 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

34070 Historical geography - Maps - 1873 World history - Maps - 1873 Atlases - 1873 Historical atlases
360 p. : ill., maps ; 19 cm.
An abridged edition of "Peter Parley's Universal history on the basis of geography" which was published in 2 v. in 1837, prepared for Goodrich originally by Nathaniel Hawthorne with the aid of his sister Elizabeth. cf. Lathrop, G.P., Study of Hawthorne, 1876 p. 171-172; Goodrich, S.G., Recollections, 1856, v. 2, p. 541 (footnote) 544.
"Illustrated by engravings."
Publisher's advertisements on front and back end papers.
Includes index.
Former owner's signature: Martha Burruss.
Bookplate: Students' Library Concordia Teacher's College River Forest, Ill.
Forms part of the Concordia University (River Forest, Ill.) Collection (Newberry Library).
Cataloged and conserved as part of the Sister Ann Ida Gannon Initiative at the Newberry Library.

D21 .G6552 1873 (NLO)

34071 Historical geography - Maps - 1874 Atlases, Swedish - 1874 (Provisional Heading)
1 v. : 13 maps ; 320 x 250 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

34072 Historical geography - Maps - 1874 World history - Maps - 1874 Atlases, German - 1874 Historical atlases
1 atlas (30 p., xxviii [i.e. 30] p. of plates) : col. maps ; 23 x 31 cm.
Edition: 10. Aufl.
"Ausgabe für österreichische Schulen."
"89 Karten auf 30 Blättern nebst erläuterndem Text."
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Espenhorst, J. Petermann’s planet, v. 1, p. 553
Baskes folio G1030 .R56 1874 (NLO)

34076
Historical geography - Maps - 1880-1889 - Historical atlases
Historical geography - Maps - 1880-1889 - Historical atlases

1 atlas (xxiii folded leaves of plates) : 23 hand col. maps ; 25 cm.
Edition: 10. Aufl.
Cover title: V. Spruner's histor. geograph. Schul-Atlas
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Espenhorst, J. Petermann’s planet, v. 1, p. 406
Baskes G1030 .S67 1880 (NLO)

34077
Historical geography - Maps - 1880-1889 - Historical atlases
Historical geography - Maps - 1880-1889 - Historical atlases

1 v. : 23 maps ; 253 x 180 mm.
10th ed.
Espenhorst 2.8.1.3.10
Includes maps illustrating history.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

34078
Historical geography - Maps - 1885-1889 - Historical atlases
Historical geography - Maps - 1885-1889 - Historical atlases
Historisk atlas. Stockholm : Norstedt&Soner, 1885. Authors: Ersliev, Kr. -- Norstedts förlag -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 28 maps ; 235 x 308 mm.
nd
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Historical geography - Maps - 1893 Atlases, Dutch - 1893

Historical atlases


Authors: Bont, A. L. de -- W.R. Casparie & Zn. (Groningen, Netherlands) -- P. Noordhoff (Firm) -- Opsomer, G. H. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Casparie (W.R.) & Zn., Groningen, Netherlands SEE W.R. Casparie & Zn. (Groningen, Netherlands)

1 atlas ([4] p., xviii folded leaves of plates) : 18 col. maps ; 31 cm.


Baskes folio G1030 .B645 1893 (NLO)

Historical geography - Maps - 1893 Atlases, Dutch - 1893


Authors: Bont, A. L. de -- W.R. Casparie & Zn. (Groningen, Netherlands) -- P. Noordhoff (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Casparie (W.R.) & Zn., Groningen, Netherlands SEE W.R. Casparie & Zn. (Groningen, Netherlands)

1 atlas ([4] p., xviii folded leaves of plates) : 18 col. maps ; 31 cm.


Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Historical geography - Maps - 1894

World history - Maps - 1894

Historical atlases


Authors: Rhode, C. E. -- Carl Flemming (Firm) -- Beÿermann, Arthur -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (30 p., xxviii [i.e. 30] leaves of plates) : 30 col. maps ; 23 x 30 cm.


References: Espenhorst, J. Petermann's planet, v. 1, p. 553

Baskes folio G1030 .R56 1894 (NLO)

Historical geography - Maps - 1898

(Provisional Heading)

Atlas to history intl arbitrations of US. Washington : GPO, 1898.

Authors: Moore, John Bassett -- United States. Government Printing Office -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 61 maps ; 234 x 165 mm. Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes). Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Historical geography - Maps - 1899

Turkey - Historical geography - Maps - 1899

Historical atlas. Istanbul : OttomanEmpire, 1899.

Authors: Ottoman Empire -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 30 maps ; 260 x 165 mm. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Historical geography - Maps - 1904

Netherlands - Historical geography - Maps - 1904

Historical atlases


Authors: Bont, A. L. de -- W.R. Casparie & Zn. (Groningen, Netherlands) -- P. Noordhoff (Firm) -- Tibbe, Paul -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)


Baskes folio G1030 .B655 1904 (NLO)

Historical geography - Maps - 1904

World history - Maps - 1904

Historical atlases


Authors: Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany)

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
Historical atlases

1911

Atlases, German

Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (68 p., 24 folded leaves of plates) : 24 folded col. maps, 18 cm.
Maps by V. Geyer.
"24 Karten in Kupferstich mit einem Abrisse der deutschen Geschichte und der Geschichte der wichtigsten anderen Staaten bis auf die neueste Zeit."
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Original publisher’s yellow cloth binding.
 Former owner: K.H. Wackernagel.
Bookplate: Ex libris Iacob Wackernagel.

34088

Historical geography - Maps - 1911

Netherlands - Historical geography
Maps - 1911

Atlases, German - 1911

Historical atlases
Authors: Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Meyer, Joseph, 1796-1856 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (viii, [242] p.) : 62 maps (some folded, chiefly col.), plans ; 26 cm.
Relief shown by hachures and spot elevations.
Pagination from Phillips 5534
Original publisher’s brown cloth binding.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 5534; Espenhorst, J. Petermann’s planet, v. 1, p. 504
Baskes G1030 .B33 1911 (NLO)

34089

Historical geography - Maps - 1912

Netherlands - Historical geography
Maps - 1912

Atlases, Dutch - 1912

Historical atlases
Authors: Bont, A. L. de -- W.R. Casparie & Zn. (Groningen, Netherlands) -- P. Noordhoff (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([4] p., xx folded leaves of plates) : 20 col. maps ; 26 cm.
Maps lithographed by W.R. Casparie & Zn.
"In 112 kaarten en bijkaartjes."
Several maps laid in, including 3 from Brockhaus’ Konversations-Lexikon, 14. Auf.; Karte de Südpolarländer; Byzantinisches Reich um das Jahr 1000 N. Chr.; Das Römische Reich in seiner gro?sten ausdehng unter Trajan (98-117 N. Chr.)
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Koeman Bont A3
Baskes folio G1030 .B655 1909 (NLO)

34090

Historical geography - Maps - 1914

Netherlands - Historical geography
Maps - 1914

Atlases, Dutch - 1914

Historical atlases
Authors: Bont, A. L. de -- W.R. Casparie & Zn. (Groningen, Netherlands) -- P. Noordhoff (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([4] p., xx folded leaves of plates) : 20 col. maps ; 26 cm.
Maps lithographed by W.R. Casparie & Zn.
"In 124 kaarten en bijkaartjes."
Several maps laid in, including 3 from Brockhaus’ Konversations-Lexikon, 14. Auf.; Karte de Südpolarländer; Byzantinisches Reich um das Jahr 1000 N. Chr.; Das Römische Reich in seiner gro?sten ausdehng unter Trajan (98-117 N. Chr.)
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Koeman Bont B1
Baskes G1019 .B65 1912 (NLO)

34091

Historical geography - Maps - 1919

Netherlands - Historical geography
Maps - 1919

Atlases, Austrian - 1919

Authors: Schubert, F. W. -- Schmidt, W. -- Ed. Hözel (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 60 maps ; 260 x 170 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
References: Phillips 3319
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

34092

Historical geography - Maps - 1919

Atlases, German - 1919

Historical atlases
Meyers historischer Handatlas : mit 62
Maps lithographed by W.R. Casparie & Zn. 
"In ruim 150 kaarten en bijkaartjes."
Scales differ.
Accompanied by: Lieddraad bij den Schoolatlas der algemeene en vaderlandsche geschiedenis (ook voor het handelsonderwijs) door A.L. de Bont, (5e druk).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Koeman Bont A5

**Baskes folio G1030 .B65 1914 (NLO)**

34091
**Historical geography - Maps - 1918<<>>Netherlands - Historical geography - Maps - 1918<<>>Atlases, Dutch - 1918<<>>Historical atlases**

Authors: Bont, A. L. de -- W.R. Casparie & Zn. (Groningen, Netherlands) -- P. Noordhoff (Firm) -- Heeren, J. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Edition: 2e, herziene en vermeerderde druk.
Maps lithographed by W.R. Casparie & Zn.
"In ruim 120 kaarten en bijkaartjes."
Scales differ.
Former owner’s signature: J. Heeren.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Koeman Bont B2

**Baskes G1030 .B65 1915 (NLO)**

34092
**Historical geography - Maps - 1920<<>>World history - Maps - 1920<<>>Atlases, Italian - 1920<<>>Historical atlases**

Authors: Ghisleri, Arcangelo, 1855--
Istituto italiano d’arti grafiche (Bergamo, Italy) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 15 maps ; 294 x 225 mm.
15th ed.
Historical atlas covering 1492-1789
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

34093
**Historical geography - Maps - 1921<<>>Geography - 1921**

Authors: Brunhes, Jean, 1869-1930
1 v. ; 26 cm.
2nd ed.
G 0041 .125 (NLO)

34094
**Historical geography - Maps - 1922<<>>Netherlands - Historical geography - Maps - 1922<<>>Atlases, Dutch - 1922<<>>Historical atlases**

Authors: Bont, A. L. de -- W.R. Casparie & Zn. (Groningen, Netherlands) -- P. Noordhoff (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Edition: 2e, herziene en vermeerderde druk.
Maps lithographed by W.R. Casparie & Zn.
"In ruim 140 kaarten en bijkaartjes."
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Koeman Bont B3

**Baskes G1030 .B65 1923 (NLO)**

34095
**Historical geography - Maps - 1923<<>>Netherlands - Historical geography - Maps - 1923<<>>Atlases, Dutch - 1923<<>>Historical atlases**

Authors: Bont, A. L. de -- W.R. Casparie & Zn. (Groningen, Netherlands) -- P. Noordhoff (Firm) -- Bont, A. L. de. Leiddraad bij den Schoolatlas der algemeene en vaderlandsche geschiedenis (1923) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([4] p., [21] folded leaves of plates) : ill., 41 maps (chiefly col.) ; 30 cm. + 1 booklet (12 p. ; 30 cm.)
Edition: 8e, herziene en vermeerderde druk.
Maps lithographed by W.R. Casparie & Zn.
"In ruim 180 kaarten en bijkaarten."
Accompanied by: Leiddraad bij den Schoolatlas der algemeene en vaderlandsche geschiedenis (ook voor het handelsonderwijs) door A.L. de Bont, (8e druk).
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Koeman Bont A8

**Baskes folio G1030 .B65 1925 (NLO)**

34096
**Historical geography - Maps - 1925<<>>Netherlands - Historical geography - Maps - 1925<<>>Atlases, Dutch - 1925<<>>Historical atlases**

Authors: Bont, A. L. de -- W.R. Casparie & Zn. (Groningen, Netherlands) -- P. Noordhoff (Firm) -- Bont, A. L. de. Leiddraad bij den Schoolatlas der algemeene en vaderlandsche geschiedenis (1925) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (4 p., [21] folded leaves of plates) : ill., 41 maps (chiefly col.) ; 30 cm. + 1 booklet (12 p. ; 30 cm.)
Edition: 8e, herziene en vermeerderde druk.
Maps lithographed by W.R. Casparie & Zn.
"In ruim 180 kaarten en bijkaarten."
Accompanied by: Leiddraad bij den Schoolatlas der algemeene en vaderlandsche geschiedenis (ook voor het handelsonderwijs) door A.L. de Bont, (8e druk).
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Koeman Bont A8

For more information refer to the title page of each catalog entry.
34097 Historical geography - Maps - 1927
(Provisional Heading)
1 v. : 54 maps ; 209 x 135 mm.
C:USArmy
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

34098 Historical geography - Maps - 1929
(Provisional Heading)
Edition: 10e, herziene en vermeerderde druk.
Maps lithographed by W.R. Casparie & Zn.
"In ruim 180 kaarten en bijkaarten."
Accompanied by: Leiddraad bij den Schoolatlas der algemeene en vaderlandsche geschiedenis (ook voor het handelsonderwijs) door A.L. de Bont, (9e druk).
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Koeman Bont A9
Baskes folio G1030 .B655 1925 (NLO)

34099 Historical geography - Maps - 1929
World history - Maps - 1920
(Provisional Heading)
Authors: Muir, Ramsay, 1872-1941 -- George Philip & Son -- London Geographical Institute -- Becker, George W., fl. 1921 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (xiv, 62, 31 p., 65 leaves of plates) : maps (some col.) ; 23 cm.
4th ed.
On maps: George Philip & Son Ltd. The London Geographical Institute.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Inscription: Geo. W. Becker University of Nebraska 1921.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1030 .P446 1920 (NLO)

34100 Historical geography - Maps - 1930
(Provisional Heading)<->Romanian Atlases - 1930
SEE Atlases, Romanian
Authors: Gheorghiu-Friedman, Aglaia -- CiorneiS -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 30 maps ; 236 x 163 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

34101 Historical geography - Maps - 1932
(Provisional Heading)<->Netherlands - Historical geography - Maps - 1932
Historical atlasses
Edition: 5e, herziene en vermeerderde druk.
Maps lithographed by W.R. Casparie & Zn.
"In ruim 140 kaarten en bijkaartjes."
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Koeman Bont B5
Baskes G1030 .B655 1932 (NLO)

34102 Historical geography - Maps - 1932
(Provisional Heading)
Authors: Muir, Lawrence, 1880-1955 -- Washington, George, 1732-1799 -- A. Hoen & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1 v. ; 50 maps
USGeoWashBicentComm
Phillips 10653
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

34103
Historical geography - Maps -
1934<>Atlases, Swedish - 1934 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Schuck, Adolf -- Norstedts förlag --
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 32 maps ; 303 x 237 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

34104
Historical geography - Maps -
1937<>Colonies - Maps -
1937<>Imperialism - Maps -
1937<>Cartography and politics -
1937<>Atlases - 1937<>Political geography - Maps - 1937
An Atlas of empire / by J.F. Horrabin. New York :
Alfred A. Knopf, 1937.
Authors: Horrabin, J. F. (James Francis),
1884-1962 -- Alfred A. Knopf, Inc. -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (xii, 141, iii p.) : 70 maps ; 20 cm.
1st American ed.
Scales differ.
Includes index.
Illustrated bookplate: Gordon Fullerton.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 5670
LC Card Number: 37003013
Baskes G1030 .B65 1939 (NLO)

34105
Historical geography - Maps - 1938
(Provisional Heading)
American armies & battlefields in Europe.
Authors: U.S. Battle Munomit Comm -- United
States. Army -- United States. Government
Printing Office -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 atlas ; 230 x 154 mm.
C:USArmy
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

34106
Historical geography - Maps -
1939<>Netherlands - Historical geography -
Maps - 1939<>Netherlands - Maps -
1939<>Atlases, Dutch - 1939<>Historical atlases
Kleine schoolatlas der algemene en
vaderlandse geschiedenis : (ook voor het
handelsonderwijs) / A.L. de Bont. Groningen ;
Batavia : P. Noordhoff, 1939.
Authors: Bont, A. L. de -- Das, G. -- W.R.
Casparie & Zn. (Groningen, Netherlands) -- P.
Noordhoff (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
26 cm.
6e druk / herzien door G. Das.
Maps lithographed by W.R. Casparie & Zn.
"In ruim 140 kaarten en bijkaarten."
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
References: Koeman Bont B6
Baskes G1030 .B65 1939 (NLO)

34107
Historical geography - Maps - 1941<>World
history - Maps - 1941<>Spain - Historical geography - Maps - 1941<>Portugal -
Historical geography - Maps - 1941<>Spain -
Maps - 1941<>Portugal - Maps -
1941<>Atlases, Spanish -
1941<>Historical atlases
La Historia en mapas / por Manuel Cardenal de
Iracheta y Enrique Lopez Lafuente. Madrid :
Escelicer, 1941.
Authors: Cardenal de Iracheta, Manuel -- Lopez
Lafuente, Enrique -- Escelicer -- William B.
Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (174 p.) : 69 maps, ill. ; 18 cm.
Forms part of the William B. Greenlee Collection
(Newberry Library).
Greenlee 4891 .C26 1941 (NLO)

34108
Historical geography - Maps - 1947<>World
history - Maps - 1947<>Historical atlases
Muir's atlas of ancient, mediaeval and modern
history : comprising Muir's atlas of ancient and
classical history, and Muir's historical atlas,
mediaeval and modern. London : George Philip &
Son, 1947.
Authors: Goodall, George -- Muir, Ramsay,
1872-1941 -- George Philip & Son -- Andrew
McNally III Collection (Newberry Library)
xx, 68, 96, 32 p. : 96 p. of col. maps ; 29 cm.
Edited by George Goodall.
7th ed.
Condition: Fine.
Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection.
Previous location: A-unboxed.
AMcN III PC 3640 (PrCt)

34109
Historical geography - Maps -
1948<>Netherlands - Historical geography -
Maps - 1948<>Atlases, Dutch -
1948<>Historical atlases
Schoolatlas der algemene en vaderlandse
geschiedenis : (ook voor het handelsonderwijs) /
A.L. de Bont ; herzien door G. Das.
Authors: Bont, A. L. de -- Das, G. -- Gebroeders
van Dingen -- P. Noordhoff (Firm) -- Bont, A. L.
de. Liedraad bij den Schoolatlas der algemene
en vaderlandse geschiedenis (ook vor het

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Hassinger, Hugo, 1877- -- Verlag Herder
1 v. ; 23 cm.
G 041 .391 (NLO)

Authors: Ucila Kartografskom -- Dugacki, Zvonimir -- Klac, N. -- Izdanje Ucila -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 53 maps ; 217 x 156 mm.
OCLC 15070693.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Authors: Generalstabens litografiska anstalt -- Koeman, C. (Cornelis), 1918- -- DeBrug-Djambatan -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 48 maps ; 280 x 206 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

1 atlas : 38 maps ; 342 x 260 mm.
Edited by R.R. Palmer
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
References: Black,172
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)
ICN76
map5C 40 (NLO)

34118 Historical geography - Maps - 1977 Atlasses, Russian - 1977 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Soviet Union. Glavnoe upravlenie geodezii i kartografii -- Soviet Union -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 13 maps ; 258 x 200 mm.
Black,158
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

34119 Historical geography - Maps - 1981 Atlases, British - 1981 Historical atlases
Authors: Moore, R. I. (Robert Ian), 1941- -- Hamlyn (Firm)
1 atlas : 88 map plates ; 31 cm.
Edited by Robert I. Moore
folio G1030 .H3 (NLO)

34120 Historical geography - Maps - 1983 Atlases, French - 1983 Historical atlases
Authors: Serryn, Pierre -- Blasselle, René -- Morfin-Boitier, Mireille -- Bordas (Firm)
1 atlas (38, [8] p., 40 p. of plates) : 40 col. maps ; 33 cm.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
LC Card Number: 84104322
ISBN 2040151508
folio G1030 .S366 1983 (NLO)

34121 Historical geography - Maps - 1990 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Nebenzahl, Kenneth, 1927- -- Times Books (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 50 maps ; 375 x 287 mm.
BritEd,AtlasColumbus
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

34122 Historical geography - Maps - 1993 Atlases, Dutch - 1993
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : maps ; 29 cm.
Paperback.

34123 Historical geography - Maps - Study and teaching Atlases, Ohio - Historical geography - Maps Digital mapping
Old maps from new sources. 1978.
Authors: Nash, Thomas L. -- Hadley, Joseph, Jr. p. 86-95
E 172.P56, v. 1, p. 86-95 (PrCt)

34124 Historical geography - Maps World history - Maps - 1657
Orbis vetus, et orbis veteris utraque continens, terraramq[ue] tractus, arctucus, et antarcticus ... Paris : apud P. Mariette, M DC LVII [1657, i.e.1659?].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Somer, J. -- Mariette, Pierre, 1603-1657 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (1658 [i.e. 1659?])
1 map : hand col. ; 2 hemispheres each 27 cm. in diam., on sheet 43 x 58 cm.
In: Sanson, Nicolas. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (Paris : Pierre Mariette, 1658 [i.e. 1659?]) v. 1, pl. [106]
VAULT Case oversize G1015 .S35 1658 v. 1, pl. [106] (PrCt)

34125 Historical geography - Maps World history - Maps - 1700 World maps - 1700
A New map of the terraqueous globe : according to the ancient discoveries and most general divisions of it into continents and oceans / delin. M. Burghers sculp. Univ. Oxon. [Oxford : s.n., 1700].
Authors: Burghers, M. -- William, Duke of Gloucester, 1689-1700 -- Wells, Edward, 1667-1727. A New set of maps both of antient and present geography ... (1700) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 2 hemispheres each 25 cm. in diam., on sheet 42 x 52 cm.
"Dedicated to his highness William Duke of Gloucester."
In: Wells, Edward. A New set of maps both of antient and present geography ... (Oxford : Printed at the Theater, 1700), plate [1]
oversize Ayer 135 .W4 1700, plate [1] (PrCt)

34126 Historical geography - Maps World history - Maps - 1722 Atlases, Dutch - 1722
Authors: Bossuet, Jacques Bénigne, 1627-1704 -- Roger, E. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.


Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Delamarche, Charles François, 1740-1817.

Atlas général : contenant le détail des quatre parties du monde [1798?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col.; 2 hemispheres each 35 cm in diam., on sheet 55 x 74 cm.


Double hemispherical map of the world.

Scale [ca. 1:100,000,000 at equator].

Relief shown pictorially.

In composite world atlas possibly compiled and published by Charles François Delamarche: Atlas général : contenant le détail des quatre parties du monde [Paris? : s.n., 1798?], [ptie 2], [plate 60].

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1757, [plate 1] (PrCt)


Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Boudet, Antoine, 1715-1787 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1758?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col.; 2 hemispheres each 35 cm in diam., on sheet 52 x 74 cm.


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.


Baskes oversize G1015 .A77 1798, [ptie 2], [plate 60] (NLO)


Le Monde connu des anciennes, pour l'intelligence de l'histoire ancienne de Mr. Rollin ... [Paris, ca. 1776].


1 map : col.; 24 x 30 cm.


oversize Ayer 135 .A6 1727 pl. 1 (PrCt)


Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Novacco 4F 40 (PrCt)


Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Boudet, Antoine, 1715?-1787 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1790?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 2 hemispheres each 36 cm in diam., on sheet 52 x 79 cm.

In: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles. Atlas universel / par M. Robert ... et par M. Robert de Vaugondy son fils ... (A Paris : Chez De la Marche, géographe, rue du Foin St. Jacques, Collège de Me. Gervais, 1757, [i.e. 1790?] ) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.


Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1790, [plate 1] (PrCt)


Authors: Bossuet, Jacques Bénigne, 1627-1704 -- La Barre, Jean de, ca. 1650-1711 -- Arksste et Merkus -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

4 v. : front., 25 fold. maps ; 17 cm.

Quatorzieme ed.

Vols. 2-4, written by Jean de la Barre, have title: Continuation de l'histoire universelle de Messire Jaques Bénigne Bossuet, évêque de Meaux.

Maps in v. 1 numbered 1-4, 24-26; v.2 numbered 8, 10, 12-15; v. 3 numbered 5-7, 19-20, 22; v.4 numbered 9, 16-18, 21, 23.

Vol. 1 and 4 dated 1755; v. 2 and 3 dated 1753.

Title in red and black; title vignette.

Armorial bookplate of Comes Baillet de Latour. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes D18 .K87 1769 (NLO)


Authors: Townson, Duncan -- Clapham, Frances M. -- Payne, T. -- Longman (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (61 p. : ill. (some col.), col. maps, ports. (some col.)) ; 33 cm.

Cover title: Illustrated atlas of the world in the Age of Discovery

Maps by T. Payne.

Includes index.

Map on lining papers.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

ISBN 0582391172 ; 9780582391178

Baskes folio D208 .T69 1981 (NLO)


Authors: Kaliwoda, Leopold Johann, 1705-1769 -- Grund, Maximillian -- Harta, F. A. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

4 v. : 10 hand col. maps ; 18 cm.

Theil 1, 2, and 4 without date; t. 3 dated 1769.

"Zu finden bey Maximilian Grund, Burgerl. Buchbinder."

2 maps in v. 1; 3 maps in v. 2; 3 maps in v. 3; 2 maps in v. 4.


Initials, catchwords, side notes.

Illustrated bookplate: Ex Libris F. A. Harta.

Illegible owner’s inscription dated 1790.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes D18 .K87 1769 (NLO)

34136 Historical geography - Maps<>World history - Maps - 1778<>Geography - 1778<>Atlases, German - 1778<>Historical atlases

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Historical geography - Maps

World history - Maps

Wall maps


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map: col.; 70 x 122 cm.

Ancillary map (31 x 70 cm.) of North America and image (28 x 22 cm.) of an astrolabe in top margin.

Timeline in bottom margin.

Rand McNally Bicentennial.

Series: American Studies Series.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

artifacts cage RMcN maproll 5 : 7. 1 (PrCt)

Historical geography - Maps

World history - Maps

Historical atlases

A Complete body of ancient geography ...

London : Robert Laurie and James Whittle, 1799.


1 atlas : 12 hand col. maps on 13 sheets ; 56 cm.

Maps variously dated 1760-1794 and compiled by Anville, Horsley, Laurie & Whittle, and L'Isle.

Does not include letterpress text pages.

Index on title page.

This copy bound with: Kitchin, Thomas. A General atlas describing the whole universe ...

(London : Robert Sayer, 1773), at end.

Maps from both works variously dated 1771-1794 and compiled by Bowen, Dunn, Gibson, Horsley, Jaillot, Jefferys, L'Isle, La Rochette, Laurie & Whittle, Robert de Vaugondy, Riccioli, Rocque, Ross, Seale.

Maps also cataloged separately.

Gift, Louis C. Karpinski, 1945.

ICN 45-2836

24351 oversize Ayer 135 .K6 1773 (NLO)

Historical geography - Maps

World history - Maps

Historical atlases

Elements of general history, ancient and modern : to which are added, a table of chronology, and a comparative view of ancient and modern geography ; illustrated by maps. Edinburgh ; London : Printed for William Creech and for T. Cadell and W. Davies; Murray & Cochrane, 1801.


2 v. in 1 (xi, [1], 314, [1] p., 6 leaves of plates (5 folded); ix, [1], 369, [1], 62 p.) : 6 hand col. maps ; 22 cm.

Binder's title: General history.

Vol. 2 has its own t.p.

Maps by J. Ainslie.

'Directions to the binder'--vol. 1, p. [315].

Errata sheets: vol. 1, p. [xii]; vol. 2, p. [x].

Owner's inscription: James Stirling.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

34139

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
34141 Historical geography - Maps - World history - Maps - Historical atlases


1 atlas ([2] leaves, 39 leaves of plates (some folded) : ill., 38 maps (chiefly hand col.) ; 35 cm. 2e éd.


Baskes folio G1019 .L3764 1816 (NLO)

34142 Historical geography - Maps - World history - Maps - Elements of general history, ancient and modern : to which is added a table of chronology / by Alex. Fraser Tytler; from the fifth British edition. New York : Printed for Francis Nichols, 1817, c1813.

Authors: Woodhouselee, Alexander Fraser Tytler, Lord, 1747-1813 -- Nichols, F. (Francis), active 1795-1820 -- Creech, William, 1745-1815 -- Cadell & Davies -- Murray and Cochran -- Stirling, James -- Hazard, Julia, fl. 1818 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)


Former owner: Julia [?] Hazard, October 21, 1818. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library. References: Shaw & Shoemaker, 42945

Baskes D21 .W85 1817 (NLO)

34143 Historical geography - Maps - World history - Maps - Historical atlases

Lectures on the philosophy of history : accompanied with notes, and illustrative engravings / by the late Rev. Ezekiel Blomfield. London : Published by Black, Kingsbury, Parbury, and Allen, Leadenhall Street, 1819.

Authors: Blomfield, E. (Ezekiel), 1778-1818 -- Black, Kingsbury, Parbury, and Allen -- Brightly and Childs -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Brightly & Childs SEE Brightly and Childs


LC Card Number: 07029250

Baskes D16.8 .B6 1819 (NLO)

34144 Historical geography - Maps - World history - Maps - Historical atlases


Authors: Lelewel, Joachim, 1766-1861 -- Ruchacz, Wilhelm -- Sławiński, Józef -- Instytucje Litograficznym Szkolnym -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Szkolnym Instytucje Litograficznym SEE Instytucje Litograficznym Szkolnym -- Szkolny Instytucje Litograficznym SEE Instytucje Litograficznym Szkolnym

1 atlas ([15] leaves of plates) : 14 hand col. maps ; 24 x 38 cm.

Maps by W. Ruchacz and Jozef Slawinski. Relief shown by hachures. Scales differ. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library. References: Slawinski, Józef

Baskes folio G1030 .L55 1828 (NLO)

34145 Historical geography - Maps - World history - Maps - Historical atlases

An Historical atlas : in a series of maps of the world as known at different periods : constructed upon an uniform scale, and coloured according to the political changes of each period : accompanied by a narrative of the leading events exhibited in the maps : forming together a general view of universal history, from the creation to A.D. 1828. [1828].

Authors: Quin, Edward, 1794-1828 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)


Manuscript compiled by Edward Quin, M.A. of the Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Magdalen Hall, Oxford, and Barrister at Law of the Hon. Soc. of Lincolns Inn.'
Scales differ.
First edition of Quin's Historical Atlas was printed in London for R.B. Seeley and W. Burnside and sold by L.B. Seeley & Sons in 1830.
Maps show only the known parts of the world for each period. Plates otherwise graphically obscure the rest of the world with opaque clouds.
Binder's title: Quin's historical atlas.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

VAULT Baskes oversize G1030 .Q5 1828 (NLO)

34146

Historical geography - Maps - World history - Maps - 1829 - Historical atlases
Caption title: Extrait de l'Atlas historique de A. Lesage (Comte de Las Cases)
"Imprimé chez Paul Renouard, rue Garencière, n. 5, F. S.-G."
Descriptive text in margins of maps.
Title vignette.
Includes chronological tables of ancient and modern history.
Publisher's paper covered boards.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1030 .L372 1829 (NLO)

34147

Historical geography - Maps - World history - Maps - 1830 - Historical atlases
An Historical atlas, in a series of maps of the world as known at different periods : constructed upon an uniform scale and coloured according to the political changes of each period, accompanied by a narrative of the leading events exhibited in the maps, forming together a general view of universal history from the creation to A.D. 1828. London : Printed for R.B. Seeley and W. Burnside : Sold by L.B. Seeley & Sons, 1830.
Authors: Quin, Edward, 1794-1828 -- Hall, Sidney -- Seeley, R. B., 19th cent. -- Burnside, W., 19th cent. -- L. and G. Seeley (Firm) -- Shirley, Rodney W. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (2, [4], 93, [3] p., 21 leaves of plates (some folded)) : 21 hand col. maps ; 42 cm. [1st ed.?]
Cover title: Historical atlas containing maps of the world at twenty-one different periods : with a general view of universal history.
'By Edward Quin ; engraved by Sidney Hall.'
'London, Published ... by Seeley & Burnside, 169 Fleet Street.'--on maps with various publication dates in 1828, 1829 and 1830.
'Printed by L. and G. Seeley, Weston Green, Thames Ditton, Surrey'--last page.
Maps show only the known parts of the world for each period. Plates otherwise graphically obscure the rest of the world with opaque clouds.
Includes index.
Two columns to the page.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

Scales vary.

Owners inscription by Rodney Shirley and erased provenance and binding information.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.


'The description and historical portion of this work will be found in a volume entitled Universal history, by Edward Quin' [issued in 1838 (i.e. 1837) reprinted from the first edition of the Historical atlas, published in 1830] cf. Dict. nat. biog. and Lowndes.

LC Card Number: 2004626024

Baskes oversize G1030 .Q5 1830 (NLO)

**34148**

Historical geography - Maps<>World history - Maps - 1830<>Atlasles, French - 1830<>Historical atlasles


Authors: Delamarche, Félix -- Renouard, Paul -- Robert de Vaugondy, Didier, 1723-1786 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas : 35 col. maps, table ; 34 cm.

'Par Félix Delamarche, successeur de Robert de Vaugondy, Géographe du Roi.'

'Imprimé Chez Paul Renouard.'

Most maps dated 1829, some 1828 and 1830.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes folio G1019 .D45 1830 (NLO)**

**34149**

Historical geography - Maps<>World history - Maps - 1832-1849<>Atlasles, French - 1832-1849<>Historical atlasles

*[Historical atlas of the world.]* [Paris? s.n., 1834-?].

Authors: Ansart, Félix -- Ansart, Félix. Cours d'histoire et de géographie -- Ansart, Félix. Petit atlas historique et géographique -- Riallant -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (33 leaves) : 33 hand col. maps ; 18 x 24 cm.

Title supplied by cataloger.

A composite atlas without t.p. Some maps dated 1832. Some maps with running title: Petit atlas historique par Fx. Ansart, are also found in his Cours d'histoire et de géographie, published in 1840.


Scales differ.

Owner's inscription: Riallant.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes G1030 .H48 1840z (NLO)**

**34150**

Historical geography - Maps<>World history - Maps - 1832<>Atlasles, French - 1832<>Historical atlasles


Authors: Delamarche, Félix -- Renouard, Paul -- Robert de Vaugondy, Didier, 1723-1786 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (70 leaves of plates) : 35 col. maps, table ; 34 cm.

'Par Félix Delamarche, successeur de Robert de Vaugondy, Géographe du Roi.'

'Imprimé Chez Paul Renouard.'

Maps dated 1830-1832.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Cf. Phillips 6058.

**Baskes folio G1019 .D45 1832 (NLO)**

**34151**

Historical geography - Maps<>World history - Maps - 1834<>Atlasles - 1834<>Historical atlasles


Authors: Goodrich, Samuel G. (Samuel Griswold), 1793-1860 -- Carter, Hendee & Co. 1 v. : 16 map plates

**Case F 80.35 (NLO)**

**34152**

Historical geography - Maps<>World history - Maps - 1836<>Atlasles, British - 1836<>Historical atlasles

*An Historical atlas, in a series of maps of the world as known at different periods : constructed upon an uniform scale and coloured according to the political changes of each period, accompanied by a narrative of the leading events exhibited in the maps, forming together a general*

'Maps engraved by Sidney Hall.' 'Printed by L. and G. Seeley, Weston Green, Thames Ditton.'

Cover title: An Historical atlas containing maps of the world at twenty-one different periods : with a general view of universal history

Printed label on cover with title, edition, price.

Scale [ca. 1:90,000,000]. Includes index.


'The description and historical portion of this work will be found in a volume entitled Universal history, by Edward Quin' [issued in 1838 (i.e. 1837) reprinted from the first edition of the Historical atlas, published in 1830] cf. Dict. nat. biog. and Lowndes. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Phillips 4139

LC Card Number: 2004633013

34153 Historical geography - Maps World history - Maps - 1836 - Atlases, French - 1836


34154 Historical geography - Maps World history - Maps - 1836 - Atlases, French - 1836 - Atlases - 1836


34155 Historical geography - Maps World history - Maps - 1836 - Atlases, French - 1836 - Historical atlases


Baskes folio G1019 .D45 1838 (NLO)

34156 Historical geography - Maps World history - Maps - 1840


Elements of general history, ancient and modern : to which are added a table of chronology, and a...

Authors: Woodhouselee, Alexander Fraser Tyler, Lord, 1747-1813 -- Nares, Edward, 1762-1841 -- Cadell & Davies -- Cadell, Thomas, 1773-1836 -- Murray and Cochran -- St. Columbia Church.

Library -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)


New ed., rev. and continued to the death of William IV.

Maps published by Cadell & Davies.

Illustrated bookplate of St. Columbia Library

Stamp: St. Columba Sabbath School

Books published by Cadell & Davies.

New ed., rev. and continued to the death of William IV.

Maps published by Cadell & Davies.

Edition: 9e opl. 25 cm.

1 atlas (17 leaves of plates) : 16 hand col. maps ; 36 cm.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1030 .A66 1845 (NLO)

Lithography by H. Delius.

References: Black,43; cf. Phillips 5523

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Historical geography - Maps - World history - Maps - 1844 - Historical atlases


Authors: Kutscheit, Johann Valerius -- Rotteck, Carl von, 1775-1840 -- Herder'sche Verlagshandlung -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas ([2] leaves, 50 leaves of plates (some folded)) : 50 hand col. maps ; 42 cm.

"Historisch-geographischer Atlas litte Auflage."--On maps.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: cf. Black,43; cf. Phillips 5523

Baskes oversize G1030 .K88 1844 (NLO)

Historical geography - Maps - World history - Maps - 1845 - Historical atlases


Authors: Arnz, J. -- Tibbe, Paul -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (17 leaves of plates) : 16 hand col. maps ; 25 cm.

Edition: 9e opl.

Scales differ.

Bookplate: Ex Libris Paul Tibbe.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Koeman Arn 4( supp)

Baskes G1030 .A66 1845 (NLO)

Historical geography - Maps - World history - Maps - 1843 - Historical atlases


Authors: Kutscheit, Johann Valerius -- Delius, H. -- Schroeder, E.H. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas : 10 maps ; 413 x 493 mm.

34162
**Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)**

34164

**Historical geography - Maps**

**World history - Maps - 1847**

**World history - Textbooks - 1847**

**Atlases - 1847**

**Historical atlases**

*Universal history in perspective.* New York : Published by A.S. Barnes & Co., 1847.


494 p. : ill., 17 maps ; 22 cm.

'Fifth edition.'

'C.A. Alvord, Printers, Corner of John and Dutch Streets, New York.'--t.p. verso.

Maps engraved by J. H. Young and H. Kinnersley.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes D21 .W685 1847 (NLO)**

34165

**Historical geography - Maps**

**World history - Maps - 1847**

**World history - Textbooks - 1847**

**Atlases - 1847**

**Historical atlases**

*Universal history in perspective.* New York : Published by A.S. Barnes & Co., 1847.


494 p. : ill., 17 maps ; 22 cm.

'Fifth edition.'

'C.A. Alvord, Printers, Corner of John and Dutch Streets, New York.'--t.p. verso.

Maps engraved by J. H. Young and H. Kinnersley.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes D21 .W685 1847 (NLO)**

34166

**Historical geography - Maps**

**World history - Maps - 1849**

**Atlases, French - 1849**


Authors: Houzé, Antoine Philippe -- France.

Ministère de l'instruction publique -- Université de France -- Librairie Universelle -- Latte, Bernard -- Imprimerie de Conson -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Conson Imprimerie SEE Imprimerie de Conson


At head of title: Université de France.

'Imprimerie de Conson, rue du Four-St.-Germain, 47'--P. [2].

Includes engraved certificate dated 1849 from the Ministère de l'instruction publique et des cultes, Université de France (p. [3]).

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

2 copies: copy 1 in contemporary binding of embossed green marbled paper over boards; copy 2 in embossed paper over boards with cloth spine stamped '1852.'

References: Phillips 111; Black, J. Maps and history, 40

Baskes folio G1030 .H682 1849 [copies 1 and 2] (NLO)

34167

**Historical geography - Maps**

**World history - Maps - 1850**

**Atlases, British - 1850**

**Historical atlases**

*An Historical atlas, in a series of maps of the world as known at different periods : constructed upon an uniform scale and coloured according to the political changes of each period ... with maps on a greatly enlarged scale and brought down to the present time.* London : Published by R.B. & G. Seeley, Fleet Street, and Hanover Street, 1850.


'The whole drawn and engraved by W. Hughes ...'

'London. Published by Seeley, Burnside & Seeley, 1846'--On maps.

'L. Seeley, Printer.'--On last page.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
'The description and historical portion of this work will be found in a volume entitled Universal history, by Edward Quin' [issued in 1838 (i.e. 1837) reprinted from the first edition of the Historical atlas, published in 1830] cf. Dict. nat. biog. and Lowndes.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Phillips 141.
Available also through the Library of Congress website as a raster image.

**Baskes folio G1030 .K66 1851 (NLO)**

### 34168 Historical geography - Maps World history - Maps - 1852 Atlases, German - 1851 Historical atlases


Authors: König, Theophil -- Holle, L., 19th cent. -- Tibbe, Paul -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (25 leaves of folded plates) : 27 hand col. maps, 28 cm.
Edition: 2. vermehrte und verbesserte Aufl., 2.

Abt. zur Mittlere und neuere Geschichte; 16 Karten enthaltend
Incomplete: issued with 28 maps, but this copy lacking map 3: Palestine.
Some map plates have incorrect Roman numerals, corrected in pencil to the Arabic numerals listed in contents (pl. IV/pl. 5, pl. IX/pl. 7 & 8, plate VIII changed to plate 11, plate XIV changed to plate 19) ; plate 6 bound after map 7/8
Scales differ.
Bookplate: Ex Libris Paul Tibbe.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes folio G1030 .K66 1851 (NLO)**

### 34169 Historical geography - Maps World history - Maps - 1852 Atlases, French - 1852


Authors: Houzé, Antoine Philippe -- Latte, Bernard -- Librairie Universelle -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas : 101 maps ; 348 x 261 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)**

### 34170 Historical geography - Maps World history - Maps - 1852 Atlases - 1852

**Parley's first book of history & geography. Boston : Jenks Hickling, 1852.**


1 v. : 20 maps ; 183 x 138 mm.
2nd ed.
Western Hemisphere map engraved by G.W. Boynton.
Geography text.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)**

### 34171 Historical geography - Maps World history - Maps - 1852 Atlases - 1852

**Historical atlases First book of history and geography. Boston, 1852.**

Authors: Goodrich, Samuel G. (Samuel Griswold), 1793-1860

1 v. F 80 .351 (NLO)

### 34172 Historical geography - Maps World history - Maps - 1852 World history - Textbooks - 1852 Atlases - 1852 Historical atlases

**Universal history in perspective. New York : Published by A.S. Barnes & Co. : Cincinatti : H.**
Historical geography - Maps - 1856<br>Atlas, British - 1856<br>Historical atlases<br>An Historical atlas, in a series of maps of the world as known at different periods: constructed upon an uniform scale and coloured according to the political changes of each period, with an historical narrative. London and Glasgow: Richard Griffin and Co. [1856?].<br>Authors: Quin, Edward, 1794-1828 -- Hughes, William, 1817-1876 -- R. Griffin and Co. -- Seeley, R. B., 19th cent. -- Burnside, W., 19th cent. -- Seeley, Burnside & Seeley -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)<br>1 atlas ([4], 114, [2] p., [21] leaves of plates (some folded)) : 21 hand col. maps ; 37 cm.<br>New ed.<br>'Engraved by W. Hughes.'<br>'London. Published by Seeley, Burnside & Seeley, 1846.'--On maps.<br>Scale [ca. 1:44,000,000].<br>Table of maps lists 22 maps with XXI as 'A.D. 1828 At the general peace' and XXII as 'A.D. 1856. At the peace of Paris.' Includes index.<br>Contents: (from maps) First period B.C. 2348. The deluge -- Second period B.C. 1491. The exodus of the Israelites -- Third period B.C. 753. The foundation of Rome -- Fourth period B.C. 529. Exhibiting the empire of Cyrus -- Fifth period B.C. 323. Exhibiting the empire of Alexander -- Sixth period B.C. 301. Exhibiting the partition of the empire of Alexander -- Seventh period B.C. 146. At the end of the third Punic War -- Eighth period A.D. 1. The Roman Empire in the Augustan age -- Ninth period A.D. 337. At the death of Constantine -- Tenth period A.D. 395. The division of the Roman Empire -- Eleventh period A.D. 476. The dissolution of the Western Empire -- Twelfth period A.D. 814. Exhibiting the empire of Charlemagne -- Thirteenth period Dissolution of the empire of Charlemagne -- Fourteenth period A.D. 1100. Period of the First Crusade -- Fifteenth period A.D. 1294. Exhibiting the empire of Kublai Khan -- Sixteenth period A.D. 1498. The discovery of America -- Seventeenth period A.D. 1551. At the death of Charles V -- Eighteenth period A.D. 1660. At the Restoration of the Stuarts -- Nineteenth period A.D. 1783. At the independence of the United States of America from England -- Twentieth period A.D. 1811. Empire of Napoleon Bonaparte -- Twenty-first period A.D. 1856. At the peace of Paris.<br>Maps show only the known parts of the world for each period. Plates otherwise graphically obscure the rest of the world with opaque clouds. Cf. Black, Jeremy. Maps and history (1997), p. 58-61 and 183.<br>'The description and historical portion of this work will be found in a volume entitled Universal history, by Edward Quin' [issued in 1838 (i.e. 1837) reprinted from the first edition of the

Baskes folio G1030 .Q5 1857b (NLO)

34179 Historical geography - Maps World history - Maps - 1857 Historical atlases

Baskes folio G1019 .D45 1857 (NLO)

34180 Historical geography - Maps World history - Maps - 1857 Historical atlases
Historischer Atlas nach Angaben / von Heinrich Dittmar
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Edition</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Historical geography - Maps World history - Maps 1872 Atlases 1872
An Historical atlas: containing a chronological series of one hundred maps, at successive periods, from the dawn of history to the present day / by Robert H. Labberton. Philadelphia: Claxton, Remsen & Haefelfinger, 1872, c1871.

Historical geography - Maps World history - Maps 1873 Atlases, Italian - 1873 Historical atlases

Historical geography - Maps World history - Maps 1873 Historical atlases


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Historical geography - Maps

1877


by Peter Parley. London : William Tegg & Co., [1877?].

Authors: Goodrich, Samuel G. (Samuel Griswold), 1793-1860 -- Hawthorne, Nathaniel, 1804-1864 -- Tegg, William, 1816-1895 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1880


Authors: Kan, J.B., 1831 -- Spamer -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1881

Historischer Schul-Atlas...
1 atlas (36 p. of plates) : 36 col. maps ; 25 x 30 cm.
Edition: 2. berichtigte Aufl.
Title on maps: Kiepert u. Wolf, Historischer Schulatlas
Maps by J. Sulzer, C. Bischoff, and Leopold Kraatz.
Publisher's printed paper covered boards; publisher's advertisements on back cover.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library).

Historical hand-atlas: containing large scale copper plate maps of each state and territory of the United States and the provinces of Canada ... containing a condensed history of the country; biographical sketches; general statistics; miscellaneous matters, &c. Chicago ; Toledo : H.H. Hardesty & Co., 1882.
Authors: H.H. Hardesty (Firm) -- Hardesty, Hiram H., 1834-1898 -- Oblinger, F. J. (Flavius Josephus), 1829-1912 -- Rand McNally and Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (259 p.) : ill., 66 col. maps (some fold.) ; 36 cm.
Some maps by Rand McNally & Co.
Includes History of Northwestern Ohio (p. 179-198); History of Lucas County by F.J. Oblinger (p. 199-213); and Personal histories, Lucas County( p. 215-259).
Includes maps of the "the Scriptural world" and Jerusalem.
Publisher's cloth binding with title: Historical hand atlas illustrated: general & local.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Cf. Phillips 11040
Baskes folio G1019 .H572 1882 (NLO)

Historical geography - Maps - 1883 - Atlases, Danish - 1883
Historisk atlas. Copenhagen : E. Erslev, [1883?].
Authors: Erslev, Kr. -- Erslev, E. -- Steensballe, P. F. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 27 maps ; 234 x 295 mm.
nd;ms1883;&Kristiania:PFSteensballe
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Historical geography - Maps - 1883 - Atlases, Dutch - 1893 - Historical atlases
Beknopte historische atlas / door C.B v.d. Wal. Amsterdam : L.J. Veen, [1893?].
Authors: Wal, C.B. v.d. -- Veen, Lambertus Jacobus, 1863-1919 -- Tresling & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (9 p., [10] folded leaves of plates) : 10 folded col. maps ; 36 cm.
Includes index.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1030 .W355 1893 (NLO)

Historical geography - Maps - 1884 - Atlases - 1884
Authors: Thalheimer, M. E. (Mary Elsie) -- Steinwehr, A. von (Adolph), 1822-1877 -- Van Antwerp, Bragg & Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 25 maps ; 220 x 150 mm.
E:vonSteinwehr
Phillips 155
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Historical geography - Maps - 1884 - Atlases - 1884 - Historical atlases
An Historical atlas: a chronological series of one hundred and twelve maps at successive periods from the dawn of history to the present day / by Robert H. Labberton. New York : Townsend MacCoun, 1884.
Authors: Labberton, Robert H. (Robert Henlopen), 1812-1898 -- MacCoun, Townsend, 1845-1932 -- Birdsall, Katherine, fl. 1887 -- Safford, Henry G., fl. 1899 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (vii p., 51 leaves of plates) : 51 hand col. maps ; 26 cm.
7th and enl. ed.
Publisher's paper covered boards with cover title: Labberton's historical atlas.
Scales differ.
Owner's inscription: Katherine Birdsall ... 1887 ...
Owner's inscription: Henry G. Safford, Quechee,
1899.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Black, Maps and history (1997), p. 76; Phillips 119
Baskes G1035 .L3 1885 (NLO)

34217 Historical geography - Maps>>>World history - Maps - 1885>>>Atlases -
1885>>>Historical atlases
Historical atlas . New York : MacCoun, 1885.
Authors: Labberton, Robert H. (Robert Henlopen), 1812-1898 -- MacCoun, Townsend, 1845-1932
1 atlas : maps ; 26 cm.
8th ed.
G1035 .L3 1885 (NLO)

34218 Historical geography - Maps>>>World history - Maps - 1885>>>Atlases, British -
1885>>>Historical atlases
Authors: Colbeck, C. (Charles), b. 1847 -- Weller, Edward, -1884 -- Longmans, Green, and Co. -- Spottswoode & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (35 p., 97 p. of plates) : 101 maps (chiefly col.) ; 22 cm.
[1st ed.?]
Maps engraved by Edward Weller.
"Printed by Spottswoode and Co." -- P.35.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: miu30002082
Baskes G1030 .P79 1885 (NLO)

34219 Historical geography - Maps>>>World history - Maps - 1886>>>Atlases, Dutch -
1886>>>Historical atlases
1 atlas ([44] folded leaves of plates) : 43 folded maps (some hand col.) ; 31 cm.
Edition: 8e dr.
Maps litographed D. Heyse.
"(Premie bij het werk van Adolf Streekfuss, De geschiedenis der wereld, aan het volk verhaald.)"
Title vignette.
Scales differ.
Publisher's cloth binding with blind and gold stamping.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Koeman Hube A8; Black p. 71
Baskes folio G1030 .H85 1886 (NLO)

34220 Historical geography - Maps>>>World history - Maps - 1886>>>Atlases, German -
1886>>>Historical atlases
Authors: Droysen, Gustav, 1838-1908 -- Andree, Richard, 1835-1912 -- Velhagen & Klasung (Firm)
1 atlas (88, 92 p. incl. 103 col. maps) ; 44 cm.
References: Phillips 105; Espenhorst 5.5.2; Black, Maps and history (1997), p. 45
over size G 1001 .24 (NLO)

34221 Historical geography - Maps>>>World history - Maps - 1886>>>Atlases, German -
1886>>>Historical atlases
1 atlas ([2], 92 p., 88 p. of leaves) : 95 col. maps ; 43 cm.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Former owner’s inscription: P. Marcus 16.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 105; Espenhorst, J. Petermann’s planet, I, p. 632; Black, Maps and history (1997), p. 45
Baskes oversize G1030 .V45 1886 (NLO)

34222 Historical geography - Maps>>>World history - Maps - 1886>>>Geography -
1886>>>Historical atlases
Peter Parley’s universal history, on the basis of geography. New York : Ivison, Blakeman, Taylor & Co., c1886.
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

Collection (Newberry Library)

718 p. : ill., 20 maps ; 18 cm.

A new ed., brought down to the present day. Spine title: Parley's universal history Originally prepared for Goodrich by Nathaniel Hawthorne, with the aid of his sister Elizabeth. -- cf. Lathrop, G.P. Study of Hawthorne, 1876, p. 171-172; Goodrich, S.G. Recollections, 1856, v. 2, p. 541 (footnote) 544. 'Illustrated by 20 maps and 125 engravings.'


Owner's inscription: Master Arthur Smart, Midville, Ga.

Requests and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

1876, p. 171

Elizabeth.

Hawthorne, with the aid of his sister


Collection (Newberry Library)

718 p. : ill., 20 maps ; 18 cm.

A new ed., brought down to the present day. Spine title: Parley's universal history Originally prepared for Goodrich by Nathaniel Hawthorne, with the aid of his sister Elizabeth. -- cf. Lathrop, G.P. Study of Hawthorne, 1876, p. 171-172; Goodrich, S.G. Recollections, 1856, v. 2, p. 541 (footnote) 544. 'Illustrated by 20 maps and 125 engravings.'


Owner's inscription: Master Arthur Smart, Midville, Ga.

Requests and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

1876, p. 171

Elizabeth.

Hawthorne, with the aid of his sister


Collection (Newberry Library)

718 p. : ill., 20 maps ; 18 cm.

A new ed., brought down to the present day. Spine title: Parley's universal history Originally prepared for Goodrich by Nathaniel Hawthorne, with the aid of his sister Elizabeth. -- cf. Lathrop, G.P. Study of Hawthorne, 1876, p. 171-172; Goodrich, S.G. Recollections, 1856, v. 2, p. 541 (footnote) 544. 'Illustrated by 20 maps and 125 engravings.'


Owner's inscription: Master Arthur Smart, Midville, Ga.

Requests and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

1876, p. 171

Elizabeth.

Hawthorne, with the aid of his sister


Collection (Newberry Library)

718 p. : ill., 20 maps ; 18 cm.

A new ed., brought down to the present day. Spine title: Parley's universal history Originally prepared for Goodrich by Nathaniel Hawthorne, with the aid of his sister Elizabeth. -- cf. Lathrop, G.P. Study of Hawthorne, 1876, p. 171-172; Goodrich, S.G. Recollections, 1856, v. 2, p. 541 (footnote) 544. 'Illustrated by 20 maps and 125 engravings.'


Owner's inscription: Master Arthur Smart, Midville, Ga.

Requests and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Hauptalten, mittleren und neuen Geschichte in 67
F.W. Putzgers Historischer Schul
1897

Historical atlases
history
Historical geography

Baskes folio G1030 .H47 1897 (NLO)

References: Koeman, Herm A4

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
Brown printed boards.
Scales differ.
Owner's inscription: Benjamin Kaufman,
Scales differ.
Ownership stamp: W. Puncke.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.

Baskes G1030 .P8 1896 (NLO)

34229 Historical geography - Maps>>>World
history - Maps - 1897>>>Atlases, Dutch - 1897
Atlas algemeeen en vaderlandsche
Authors: Hermans, H. -- Wolters, J. -- Weijer, J. H.
van de -- J.B. Wolters (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 37 maps ; 270 x 192 mm.
KoemanHermA4;1greenBuckram
Includes maps illustrating history.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. 
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

34230 Historical geography - Maps>>>World
history - Maps - 1897>>>Atlases, Dutch - 1897
Atlas der algemeeen en vaderlandsche
geschiedenis : in 39 kaarten en 43 platen / door
H. Hermans en J. Woltjer. Groningen : J.B.
Wolters, 1897.
Authors: Hermans, H. -- Wolters, J. -- Weijer, J. H.
van de -- J.B. Wolters (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
Edition: 4e, verm. dr.
'Lith. v.d. Weijer, Groningen'--on maps.
Scales differ.
Brown printed boards.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
References: Koeman, Herm A4
Baskes folio G1030 .H47 1897 (NLO)

34231 Historical geography - Maps>>>World
history - Maps - 1897>>>Atlases, German - 1897
Historical atlases
F.W. Putzgers Historischer Schul-Atlas : zur
alten, mittleren und neuen Geschichte in 67
Haupt- und 71 Nebenkarten / herausgegeben
von Alfred Baldamus und Ernst Schwabe ;
ausgeführt in der geographischen Anstalt von
Velhagen & Klasin in Leipzig . Bielefeld ; Leipzig :
Velhagen & Klasin, 1897.
Authors: Putzger, F. W. (Friedrich Wilhelm),
1849-1913 -- Baldamus, Alfred, 1856-1908 --
Schwabe, Ernst, b. 1856 -- Velhagen & Klasin
(Firm) -- Punkce, W. -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (xii, 37 leaves of fold. plates) : 37 col.
maps ; 27 cm.
Scales differ.
Ownership stamp: W. Puncke.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.

Baskes G1030 .P8 1897 (NLO)

34232 Historical geography - Maps>>>World
history - Maps - 1899>>>Atlases, British - 1899
Authors: Jacobs, Joseph -- Appleton -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 24 maps ; 155 x 110 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

34233 Historical geography - Maps>>>World
history - Maps - 1899>>>Atlases, British - 1899
Historical atlases
Authors: W. & A.K. Johnston Limited -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (35, 15, [26] p.) : 35 col. maps ; 19 cm.
Includes entry for 1898 in 'Important facts in
History' p. 11.
Addenda on p. [26].
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.

Baskes G1019 .J6516 1899 (NLO)

34234 Historical geography - Maps>>>World
history - Maps - 1899>>>Atlases, Dutch - 1899
Historical atlases
Kleine atlas der algemene en vaderlandsche
geschiedenis : in 38 kaarten en 43 platen / door
H. Hermans en J. Woltjer. Groningen : J.B.
Wolters, 1899.
Authors: Hermans, H. -- Wolters, J. -- Weijer, J. H.
van de -- J.B. Wolters (Firm) -- Donk, J.A. --
Tibbe, Paul -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
col. maps ; 30 cm.
Edition: 2e uitg.
'Lith. v.d. Weijer, Groningen'--on maps.
Scales differ.
Owner's inscription: J.A. Donk.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. 
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Historical geography - Maps>>World history - Maps - 1901<<>>Atlases, German - 1900
Karten & skizzen aus der geschichte V5b.
Dusseldorf : Bagel, 1900.
Authors: Rothert, Eduard -- Bagel, A. (August), d. 1881 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 41 maps ; 272 x 190 mm.
2nd ed.
Allgemeine letzen 100 Jahre
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

Historical geography - Maps>>World history - Maps - 1901<<>>Atlases, British - 1901
Political and physical maps of Europe signed 'B[jernhard] V[ermon] Darbishire, 1901'.
Printed in Oxford at the Clarendon Press by Horace Hart, printer to the University.
Includes index.
Twenty p. of publisher's advertisements at end.
Newspaper clipping of a review of George's book affixed to back endpaper.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes D215.343 (NLO)

Historical geography - Maps>>World history - Maps - 1901<<>>Atlases, Dutch - 1901
Authors: Hettema, H. (Hette Hettes), b. 1868 -- W.E.J. Tjeenk Willink BV -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([33] leaves of plates (some folded)) : ill., 33 col. maps ; 36 cm.
Edition: 3e, verb. en verm. dr.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
2 copies.
References: Koeman Het A3
Baskes folio G1030 .H4882 1901 [copies 1 and 2] (NLO)

Historical geography - Maps>>World history - Maps - 1901<<>>Atlases, German - 1901
Historical atlases
Authors: Putzger, F. W. (Friedrich Wilhelm), 1849-1913 -- Schwabe, Ernst, b. 1858 -- Drugulin, W. -- Velhagen & Klaising (Firm) -- Körner & Dietrich -- Tibbe, Paul -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (xvi p., 40 leaves of folded plates) 40 col. maps ; 26 cm.
Edition: 25 vermehrte und verbesserte Aufl.
Maps also on verso of some leaves.
Scales differ.
Bookplate: Ex Libris Paul Tibbe.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1030.8P 1901 (NLO)

Historical geography - Maps>>World history - Maps - 1902<<>>Atlases, German - 1902
Karten & skizzen aus der geschichte V6.
Dusseldorf : Bagel, 1902.
Authors: Rothert, Eduard -- Bagel, A. (August), d. 1881 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 17 maps ; 272 x 190 mm.
1st ed.
Grosser Deutschen staaten
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

Historical geography - Maps>>World history - Maps - 1902<<>>Atlases, German - 1902
Historical atlases
Authors: Putzger, F. W. (Friedrich Wilhelm), 1849-1913 -- Baldamus, Alfred, 1856-1908 -- Schwabe, Ernst, b. 1858 -- Drugulin, W. -- Velhagen & Klaising (Firm) -- Körner & Dietrich -- Stechert, Gustav E. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (xvi p., 40 folded leaves of plates) : 40 col. maps ; 26 cm.
Cover includes bookseller's label of Gustav E. Stechert, New York.
Maps also on verso of some leaves.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 5548
LC Card Number: map35000042
Baskes G1030 .P8 1902 (NLO)

34248 Historical geography - Maps<<>>>World history - Maps - 1903<<>>>Atlases, Austrian - 1903<<>>>Historical atlases
Uniform Title: Historischer Schulatlas zur alten, mittleren und neuen Geschichte. Czech. 1903
Scales differ.
Relief shown by hachures.
Several ms sheets in Czech laid in.
Bookplate and stamp of Frantisek Pisa.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1030 .P812 1903 (NLO)

34249 Historical geography - Maps<<>>>World history - Maps - 1904<<>>>Atlases, German - 1904<<>>>Manuscript maps<<>>>Historical atlases
Authors: Putzger, F. W. (Friedrich Wilhelm), 1849-1913 -- Baldamus, Alfred, 1856-1908 -- Schwabe, Ernst, b. 1858 -- Körner & Dietrich -- W. Drugulin (Firm) -- Velhagen & Klasing (Firm) -- Concordia University (River Forest, Ill.) -- Concordia University (River Forest, Ill.) Collection (Newberry Library) -- Drugulin (W.), firm SEE W. Drugulin (Firm)
1 atlas (xvi, 40 folded leaves of plates) : col. maps (some folded) ; 26 cm.
Maps also on verso of some leaves.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Concordia University (River Forest, Ill.) Collection (Newberry Library).
Cataloged and conserved as part of the Sister Ann Ida Gannon Initiative at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1030 .G32 1905 (NLO)

34250 Historical geography - Maps<<>>>World history - Maps - 1905<<>>>Atlases, French - 1905<<>>>Historical atlases
Authors: Gregoire, L. -- Vast, Henri, 1847-1921 -- Garnier -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 64 maps ; 380 x 300 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

34251 Historical geography - Maps<<>>>World history - Maps - 1905<<>>>Atlases, German - 1905<<>>>Historical atlases
Authors: Neubauer, Friedrich -- Wagner & Debes -- Buchhandlung des Waisenhauses, 1905. Friedrich. Deutsche Geschichte für die mittleren Klassen (1907) -- Wichner, Paul -- Wichner, Ernst -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (iv, vi leaves of plates (some folded)) : 10 col. maps ; 21 cm.
Edition: 2., unveränderte Aufl.
"Für den Geschichtsunterricht in Quarta bis Untersekunda. 10 Haupt- und 8 Nebenkarten."
Scales differ.
Series: Lehrbuch der Geschichte für höhere Lehranstalten ; T. 2. viii, 354 p. ; 21 cm.
Stamp: Paul Wichner.
Former owner: Ernst Wichner.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1030 .G32 1905 (NLO)

34252 Historical geography - Maps<<>>>World history - Maps - 1905<<>>>Atlases, German - 1905<<>>>Historical atlases
Maps also on verso of some leaves.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Concordia University (River Forest, Ill.) Collection (Newberry Library).
Cataloged and conserved as part of the Sister Ann Ida Gannon Initiative at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1030 .P8 1904 (NLO)
Publisher's advertisements on back cover.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes G1030 .G32 1910 (NLO)**

### 34258

**Historical geography - Maps<>World history - Maps - 1910<>Atlases, German - 1910<>Historical atlases**


Authors: Putzger, F. W. (Friedrich Wilhelm), 1849-1913 -- Baldamus, Alfred, 1856-1908 -- Schwabe, Ernst, b. 1858 -- Neubauer, Friedrich -- Drugulin, W. -- Velhagen & Klasing (Firm) -- Körner & Dietrich -- Tibbe, Paul -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (xvi p., 40 leaves of folded plates) : 40 col. maps ; 26 cm.

Edition: 34 Aufl.


Boofoil: Ex Libris Paul Tibbe.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Phillips 3317

**Baskes G1030 .P8 1910 (NLO)**

### 34259

**Historical geography - Maps<>World history - Maps - 1911<>Atlases - 1911<>Historical atlases**


1 atlas (xi, 216, 94 p.) : ill., 138 col. maps (some folded), plan ; 27 cm.

[1st ed.?]

Series: American historical series

Series edited by Charles H. Haskins.

'Printed by Koerner & Dietrich, Leipzig"--t.p. verso.

Some maps printed on folded leaves, numbered as 4 pages.

Includes index.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Phillips 3320; Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 233; Black p. 99

**Baskes G1030 .S4 1911 (NLO)**

### 34260

**Historical geography - Maps<>World history - Maps - 1911<>Atlases, British - 1911<>Historical atlases**

*Philip's new historical atlas for students : a series of 65 plates, containing 154 coloured maps and diagrams, with an introduction illustrated by 43 maps and plans in black and white. London : Philip & Son, 1911.*

Authors: Muir, Ramsay, 1872-1941 -- George Philip & Son -- Philip & Son SEE George Philip & Son

1 atlas (xiv, 62, 31 p., 65 folded leaves of plates : maps (some col.)) ; 23 cm.

Includes index.

References: Phillips 5540 ; Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 210

**LC Card Number: map38000063 G 1001 .6 (NLO)**

### 34261

**Historical geography - Maps<>World history - Maps - 1912<>Atlases - 1912<>Historical atlases**


Authors: Leonard-Stuart, Charles -- C.S. Hammond & Company -- Syndicate Publishing -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas : 88 maps ; 222 x 175 mm.

Edited by Charles Leonard-Stuart.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

References: Phillips 6354

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)**

### 34262

**Historical geography - Maps<>World history - Maps - 1912<>Atlases, German - 1912**


Authors: Rothe, Eduard -- Bagel, A. (August), d. 1881 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 22 maps ; 272 x 190 mm.

5th ed.

Ausserdeutschen letzen 100 Jahre

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)**

### 34263

**Historical geography - Maps<>World history - Maps - 1912<>Historical atlases**


**Baskes G1030 .6 (NLO)**

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
2 v. : maps (chiefly col., some folded), ports. ; 18 cm.
Issued in 4 v. but Newberry copy incomplete, holding only v. 3-4 (as of Feb. 2011).
Includes Katharine R. Crowell's "Bird's-eye view of the march of civilization across America."
Stamp: Albertus Magnus Library, River Forest, Il.
Forms part of the Dominican Friars of the Province of Saint Albert the Great Collection (Newberry Library).
Categorized and conserved as part of the Sister Ann Ida Gannon Initiative at the Newberry Library. 2010
LC Card Number: 12028678
D21 .D97 1912 (NLO)

34264
Historical geography - Maps - 1913
World history - Maps - 1913
Historical atlases
Authors: Colbeck, C. (Charles), b. 1847 -- Weller, Edward, -1884 -- Longmans, Green, and Co. -- Spottiswoode & Co. -- Peck School (Morristown, N.J.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (35 p., 94 p. of plates) : 101 maps (chiefly col.) ; 22 cm.
'Tenth impression.'
Printed by Spottiswoode and Co., Ltd.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
 Ownership stamp: The Peck School, 11 Elm Street, Morristown, N.J.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1030 .P79 1913 (NLO)

34265
Historical geography - Maps - 1913
World history - Maps - 1913
Geography - 1913
Historical Atlases
Authors: Dubois, Marcel, 1856-1916 -- Sieruin, Ernest-Dieudonné -- Masson (Firm) -- Créété, É. -- Imprimerie Créété -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([5], 58 [i.e. 59] p.) : 58 maps ; 29 cm.
14e éd., conforme au programme du 26 juillet 1909, avec 8 cartes refaites.
Half title: Cartes d'étude : I. Le monde au XIXe siècle. II. Le monde moins l'Europe ; enseignement primaire supérieur (3e année) '58 cartes et 140 cartons.'
'Enseignement primaire supérieur (3e année) -- Cover.
Maps engraved by É. Créété.

'Imprimerie Créété'--P. [2].
'2 fr. 25'--Cover.
Publisher's advertisements: p. [2, 4].
Scales differ.
Imperfect: maps cut, portions missing, p. 25-26, 33-34.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 8406
Baskes folio G1019 .D834 1913 (NLO)

34266
Historical geography - Maps - 1913
World history - Maps - 1913
Atlasses, German - 1913
Historical atlases
Authors: Putzger, F. W. (Friedrich Wilhelm), 1849-1913 -- Baldamus, Alfred, 1856-1908 -- Schwabe, Ernst, b. 1858 -- Koch, Julius -- Drugulin, W. -- Velhagen & Klasing (Firm) -- Körner & Sohn -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (xvi p., 40 leaves of folded plates) 40 col. maps ; 26 cm.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 5550
LC Card Number: map50000040
Baskes G1030 .P8 1913 (NLO)

34267
Historical geography - Maps - 1913
World history - Maps - 1913
Atlasses, Dutch - 1913
Historical Atlases
Authors: Hettema, H. (Hette Hettes), b. 1868 -- W.E.J. Tjeenk Willink BV -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Edition: 7e, herz. en verm. dr.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
2 copies: publisher's brown cloth binding (A3191); publisher's green cloth binding (A8508).
References: Koeman, Hett A7.
Baskes folio G1030 .H4882 1913 [copies 1 and 2] (NLO)

34268
Historical geography - Maps - 1913
World history - Maps - 1915
Atlasses, Dutch - 1913
Physical geography - Maps - 1913
Historical Atlases
Authors: Hettema, H. (Hette Hettes), b. 1868 -- W.E.J. Tjeenk Willink BV -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Edition: 7e, herz. en verm. dr.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
2 copies: publisher's brown cloth binding (A3191); publisher's green cloth binding (A8508).
References: Koeman, Hett A7.
Baskes folio G1030 .H4882 1913 [copies 1 and 2] (NLO)
1915 Historical atlases
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Koeman Jonh A1
Baskes G1030 .J66 1915 (NLO)

34269 Historical geography - Maps World history - Maps - 1916 Historical atlases
Authors: Putzger, F. W. (Friedrich Wilhelm), 1849-1913 -- Baldamus, Alfred, 1856-1908 -- Schwabe, Ernst, b. 1858 -- Koch, Julius -- Velhagen & Klasing (Firm) 1 atlas (xvi, 40 p. : maps) ; 26 cm.
5A 5641 (NLO)

34270 Historical geography - Maps World history - Maps - 1918 Historical atlases
[Grote historische schoolatlas : ten gebruike bij het onderwijs in de vaderlandsche en algemene geschiedenis / door H. Hettema Jr.]. [Zwolle : Tjeenk Willink, 1918 or later].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Koeman, Hett A9.
Baskes folio G1030 .H4882 1918 (NLO)

34271 Historical geography - Maps World history - Maps - 1918 Historical atlases
Authors: Putzger, F. W. (Friedrich Wilhelm), 1849-1913 -- Baldamus, Alfred, 1856-1908 -- Schwabe, Ernst, b. 1858 -- Koch, Julius -- Günther, Kirsten & Wendler -- Velhagen & Klasing (Firm) -- Körner & Dietrich -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 atlas (xvi p., 58 folded leaves of plates) : 58 col. maps ; 26 cm.
Edition: 40. Aufl.
Some leaves printed on both sides.
Zur vierzigsten Auflage. Die in der 38. Auflage enthaltenen Karten zum Weltkriege sifr durch die neuen Kartenseiten 41 bis 58 ersetzt worden, welche die Ereignisse bis Ende Dezember 1917 darstellen.'--p. viii
Maps 41 - 58 copyright V. & K. Scales differ.
Annotated in pencil throughout.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 5551
Baskes G1030 .P8 1918 (NLO)

34272 Historical geography - Maps World history - Maps - 1920 Historical atlases
Authors: Muir, Ramsay, 1872-1941 -- George Philip & Son -- London Geographical Institute -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 atlas (xxiv, 48, 12 p.) : 48 maps (some col.) ; 28 cm.
6th ed.
'A series of 48 plates, containing 120 coloured maps & diagrams, with an introduction illustrated by 29 maps and plans in black and white.' Includes index.
Scales differ.
Owner’s stamp: Richmond County School for Girls, Sep. 16 1920.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Cf. Phillips 5673; Lock, Modern maps and atlases 463; Black 67,101
Baskes folio G1035 .M85 1920 (NLO)

34273 Historical geography - Maps World history - Maps - 1924 Wall maps
The World after the First World War -- 1924.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
34274 Historical geography - Maps <> World history - Maps - 1925 <> Atlases, German - 1925 <> Historical atlases
Authors: Putzger, F. W. (Friedrich Wilhelm), 1849-1913 -- Baldamus, Alfred, 1856-1908 -- Schwabe, Ernst, b. 1858 -- Ambrosius, Ernst, 1866-1940 -- Günther, Kirsten & Wendler -- Velhagen & Klasing (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (15, 168 p.) : 122 col. maps (some folded) ; 26 cm.
'Günther, Kirsten & Wendler in Leipzig'--p. 15.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1030 .P8 1925 (NLO)
34275 Historical geography - Maps <> World history - Maps - 1926 <> Atlases, British - 1926 <> Historical atlases
Philips' junior historical atlas / prepared under the direction of the Historical Association. London : George Philip & Son, 1926.
Authors: George Philip & Son -- Historical Association (Great Britain) -- Bancroft, M. 1 atlas (xviii, 40 p.) : col. maps ; 23 cm.
3rd ed. / with complete index.
Scales differ.
Owner's signature: M. Bancroft [?] G1030 .P4 1926 (NLO)
34276 Historical geography - Maps <> World history - Maps - 1926 <> Atlases, German - 1926 <> Historical atlases
Authors: Putzger, F. W. (Friedrich Wilhelm), 1849-1913 -- Baldamus, Alfred, 1856-1908 -- Schwabe, Ernst, b. 1858 -- Ambrosius, Ernst, 1866-1940 -- Günther, Kirsten & Wendler -- Velhagen & Klasing (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (15, 168 p.) : 122 col. maps (some folded) ; 26 cm.
Edition: 47. Aufl.
'Günther, Kirsten & Wendler in Leipzig'--p. 15.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1030 .P8 1926 (NLO)
34277 Historical geography - Maps <> World history - Maps - 1927 <> Atlases - 1927 <> Historical atlases
Putnam's Historical atlas, mediaeval and modern : a series of 96 plates, containing 229 colored maps and diagrams: with a section on the economic history of the United States illustrated by 9 maps in black and white, an introduction illustrated by 40 maps and plans in black and white, and a complete index / by Ramsay Muir and George Philip with the collaboration in the American section of Robert M. McElroy. New York : G.P. Putnam's Sons, 1927.
6th ed.
Printed by George Philip and Son.
'Completely reconstructed and greatly enlarged.'
'This volume is a new, revised and greatly enlarged edition of an atlas which has been widely used ... since its original publication in 1911. But the changes which have been introduced are so drastic, and the additions are so great, that it is rather a new book than a new edition of an old book.'--P.iii.
Scales differ.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Lock, Modern maps and atlases 463; Black 116; Phillips 5544
LC Card Number: map28000001 Baskes folio G1030 .M84 1927 (NLO)
1871-1934 -- Velhagen & Klasing (Firm) --
Günther, Kirsten & Wendler -- University of
London Press -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library) -- London University Press
SEE University of London Press
1 atlas (xi, 216 [i.e. 220], 94 p.) : ill., 150 col.
maps (some folded), plan ; 27 cm.
6th ed.
'Printed by Günther, Kirsten & Wendler,
Leipzig'--T.p. verso.
'Velhagen & Klasing'--On maps.
Some maps printed on folded leaves, numbered
as 4 pages.
Includes index.
Includes publisher's advertisements on dust
jacket.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1030 .S4 1927 (NLO)

34279
Historical geography - Maps--World
history - Maps - 1927--Atlases, German -
1927
Justus Perthes' geschichts-atlas. Gotha : J.
Perthes, 1927.
Authors: Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany)
-- Schmidt, Max Georg -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 24 maps ; 173 x 105 mm.
4th ed.
Espenhorst 2.6.5.4.4:MaxGeorgSchmidt
Includes maps illustrating history.
Phillips 7692
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

34280
Historical geography - Maps--World
history - Maps - 1929--Atlases -
1929--Historical atlases
Historical atlas / by William R. Shepherd. New
Authors: Shepherd, William R. (William Robert),
1871-1934 -- Velhagen & Klasing (Firm) -- Henry
Holt and Company
1 atlas (xii, 216 [i.e. 236], 115 p.) : ill., 338 col.
maps (some folded), plan ; 27 cm.
7th ed., rev. and enl.
Printed in Germany; 'Velhagen & Klasing'--on
maps.
Some maps printed on folded leaves, numbered
as 4 pages.
Series statement from cover.
Includes indexes.
Series: American historical series
Scales differ.
Duplicate copy: G 1001 .811
References: Phillips 5576; Atlases in libraries of
Chicago (1936) no. 236; Lock, Modern maps and
atlases 464.
LC Card Number: map33000054
G 1001 .811 (NLO)

34281
Historical geography - Maps--World
history - Maps - 1929--Atlases -
1929--Historical atlases
Historical atlas / by William R. Shepherd. New
Authors: Shepherd, William R. (William Robert),
1871-1934 -- Velhagen & Klasing (Firm) -- Henry
Holt and Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 atlas (xii, 216 [i.e. 236], 115 p.) : ill., 338 col.
maps (some folded), plan ; 27 cm.
7th ed., rev. and enl.
Printed in Germany; 'Velhagen & Klasing'--on
maps.
Some maps printed on folded leaves, numbered
as 4 pages.
Series statement from cover.
Includes indexes.
Series: American historical series
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copy: G 1001 .811
References: Phillips 5576; Atlases in libraries of
Chicago (1936) no. 236; Lock, Modern maps and
atlases 464.
LC Card Number: map33000054
Baskes G1030 .S4 1929 (NLO)

34282
Historical geography - Maps--World
history - Maps - 1929--Atlases, Austrian -
1929--Historical atlases
F.W. Putzgers Historischer Schul-Atlas zur alten,
mittleren und neuen Geschichte für mittlere
Lehranstalten Österreichs / auf Grund von
Vorarbeiten Karl Diwald's ; bearbeitet und
herausgegeben von Ernst Schwabe und Ernst
Ambrosius. Wien [Vienna] :
Hölder-Pichler-Tempsky, 1929.
Authors: Putzger, F. W. (Friedrich Wilhelm),
1849-1913 -- Diwald, Karl -- Schwabe, Ernst, b.
1856 -- Ambrosius, Ernst, 1866-1940 --
Hölder-Pichler-Tempsky (Firm) -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (48 p.) : 48 col. maps ; 26 cm.
Edition: 3. Aufl.
'77 Haupt- und Nebenkarten.'
Scales vary.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
References: Atlantes Austriaci, HPT / Putz A / I 3
Baskes G1030 .P8113 1929 (NLO)

34283
Historical geography - Maps--World
history - Maps - 1929--Atlases, British -
1929--Historical atlases
Philips new school atlas of universal history.
Authors: Muir, Ramsay, 1872
Phils new school atlas of universal history.
Authors: Muir, Ramsay, 1872
Phils new school atlas of universal history.
Historical geography - Maps

34284 Historical geography - Maps

34285 Historical geography - Maps

34286 Historical geography - Maps
'45.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 5572
LC Card Number: map33000025
Baskes G1030 .S42 1932 (NLO)

34289
Historical geography - Maps--World history - Maps - 1935--Atlases, German - 1935--Historical atlases
Bielefeld ; Leipzig : Velhagen & Klasing, 1935.
Authors: Putzger, F. W. (Friedrich Wilhelm), 1849-1913 -- Pehle, Max -- Silberborth, Hans, b. 1887 -- Istraut, Martin -- Baldamus, Alfred, 1856-1908 -- Velhagen & Klasing (Firm)
1 atlas (12, 160 p. (some folded)) : 124 col. maps ; 26 cm.
Scales differ.
Duplicate copy: Baskes G1030 .P8 1935
Cl. Phillips 5556.
G 1001 .712 (NLO)

34290
Historical geography - Maps--World history - Maps - 1935--Atlases, German - 1935--Historical atlases
Bielefeld ; Leipzig : Velhagen & Klasing, 1935.
Authors: Putzger, F. W. (Friedrich Wilhelm), 1849-1913 -- Pehle, Max -- Silberborth, Hans, b. 1887 -- Istraut, Martin -- Baldamus, Alfred, 1856-1908 -- Velhagen & Klasing (Firm) -- Kurrer, Rudolf -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (12, 160 p. (some folded)) : 124 col. maps ; 26 cm.
Scales differ.
Owner's inscription: Rudolf Kurrer.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copy: G 1001 .712
Cl. Phillips 5556.
Baskes G1030 .P8 1935 (NLO)

34291
Historical geography - Maps--World history - Maps - 1936-1941--Historical atlases
3 v. : fold. maps ; 22 x 18 cm.
Contents: v. 1. L'antiquité / par Louis Delaporte,
Series: Clio ; introduction aux études historiques ; t. 10
G 1001 .05 (NLO)

34292
Historical geography - Maps--World history - Maps - 1936--Atlases, German - 1936--Historical atlases
Bielefeld ; Leipzig : Velhagen & Klasing, 1936.
Authors: Putzger, F. W. (Friedrich Wilhelm), 1849-1913 -- Pehle, Max -- Silberborth, Hans, b. 1887 -- Istraut, Martin -- Velhagen & Klasing (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (12, 160 p.) : 124 col. maps (some fold.) ; 26 cm.
Some of the maps are printed on folded leaves, each numbered as 4 pages.
'Vorwort' on front lining-paper.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1030 .P8 1936 (NLO)

34293
Historical geography - Maps--World history - Maps - 1937--Atlases, British - 1937--Historical atlases
Philips' intermediate historical atlas for schools : formerly published as "Philips' junior historical atlas" / prepared under the direction of the Historical Association. London ; Liverpool : George Philip & Son ; Philip, Son & Nephew, 1937.
Authors: George Philip & Son -- Philip, Son & Nephew -- Historical Association (Great Britain) -- Lee, Ernest Cyril -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (x, 9 p., 40 p. of plates) : 80 maps (chiefly col.) ; 23 cm.
8th ed. / with complete index.
"40 coloured plates containing 77 maps, with notes including three black and white maps and index."--Cover.
Scales differ.
Owner's inscription: Ernest Cyril Lee, U-iv-a, University High School.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1030 .P4 1937 (NLO)

34294
Historical geography - Maps--World history - Maps - 1937--Historical atlases
Series: Clio ; introduction aux études historiques ; t. 10
G 1001 .05 (NLO)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

**History - Maps - 1937**

**Historical atlases**

*Philips’ new school atlas of universal history / edited by Ramsay Muir and George Philip.*

London ; Liverpool : George Philip & Son ; London Geographical Institute ; Philip, Son & Nephew, 1937.


1 atlas (55 p., 56 p. of plates) : 56 maps (chiefly col.) ; 28 cm.

Edition: 54. Aufl.

Scales differ.

Owner's inscription: Hess Ernst KL. II b

Bookseller's label: Max Götz, Buchhandlung, München Löwengrube 1.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes folio G1030 .P45 1937 (NLO)**

---

**Historical geography - Maps**

**World history - Maps - 1937**

**Historical atlases**


Authors: Putzger, F. W. (Friedrich Wilhelm), 1849-1913 -- Pehle, Max -- Istraut, Martin -- Silberborth, Hans, b. 1887 -- Ströbel, Rudolf -- Velhagen & Klaing (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (12, 160 p. (some folded)) : 125 col. maps ; 26 cm.


Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes G1030 .P8 1940 (NLO)**

---

**Historical geography - Maps**

**World history - Maps - 1941**

**Historical atlases**


Authors: C.S Hammond & Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (32 p.) : 30 col. maps ; 24 cm.

Self-revising ed.

Cover title.

Includes "self-revising coupon" on back cover, to be redeemed for a supplement showing changes in European boundaries upon the conclusion of World War II.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes G1030 .C25 1941 (NLO)**

---

**Historical geography - Maps**

**World history - Maps - 1942**

**Historical atlases**


Authors: Putzger, F. W. (Friedrich Wilhelm), 1849-1913 -- Pehle, Max -- Istraut, Martin -- Silberborth, Hans, b. 1887 -- Ströbel, Rudolf -- Velhagen & Klaing (Firm) -- Götz, Max -- Ernst, Hess -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (12, 160 p. (some folded)) : 125 col. maps ; 26 cm.


Scales differ.

Owner's inscription: Hess Ernst KL. II b

Bookseller's label: Max Götz, Buchhandlung, München Löwengrube 1.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes G1030 .P8 1939 (NLO)**

---

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Silberboth, Hans, b. 1887 -- Ströbel, Rudolf -- Velhagen & Klasing (Firm) -- Crusius, Eugen -- Lehrerbildungsanstalt (Kaiserslautern) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas ([4], 48 p.) : 48 col. maps ; 26 cm.
Scales differ.
Ownership stamp: Lehrerbildungsanstalt Kaiserslautern.
Bookseller's label of Eugen Crusius, Kaiserslautern.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G1030 .P8112 1942 (NLO)

34300 Historical geography - Maps - World history - Maps - 1944 - Atlases, British - Historical atlases

Philips' new school atlas of universal history / edited by Ramsay Muir and George Philip.
London ; Liverpool : George Philip & Son ; London Geographical Institute ; Philip, Son & Nephew, 1897.

Authors: Muir, Ramsay, 1872-1941 -- Philip, George, 1870-1937 -- George Philip & Son -- Philip, Son & Nephew -- London Geographical Institute -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (55 p., 56 p. of plates) : maps (chiefly col.) ; 28 cm.
15 ed.
'A series of 56 plates, containing 145 coloured maps and diagrams, with an introduction illustrated by 48 maps and plans in black and white, and a full index.'
Originally published in 1910 under title: The new school atlas of modern history.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1030 .P45 1944 (NLO)


Authors: Hartman, Tom -- Mitchell, J. -- DaCapo -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 84 maps ; 280 x 218 mm.
C: Mitchell
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (Pr Ct)

34302 Historical geography - Maps - World history - Maps - 1947 - Atlases, Dutch - Historical atlases


Authors: Hettema, H. (Hette Hettes), b. 1868 -- W.E.J. Tjeenk Willink BV -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas ([6] p., 38 leaves (chiefly folded)) : 38 col. maps ; 34 cm.
Edition: 16e herz. en verm. dr.
Some col. maps with text and maps on verso.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1030 .H4882 1947 (NLO)

34303 Historical geography - Maps - World history - Maps - 1951 - Atlases, Dutch - Historical atlases


Authors: Hettema, H. (Hette Hettes), b. 1868 -- Berkelbach van der Sprenkel, Jan Willem, 1897-1944 -- W.E.J. Tjeenk Willink BV -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas ([6] p., 38 [i.e. 35] folded leaves of plates) : 38 maps (chiefly col., some folded) ; 34 cm.
Edition: 17e herziene en verm. druk.
Also published under title: Grote historische schoolatlas.
Some maps have text and additional maps on verso.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1030 .H4882 1951 (NLO)

34304 Historical geography - Maps - World history - Maps - 1953 - Atlases, Dutch - Historical atlases


Authors: Hettema, H. (Hette Hettes), b. 1868 -- W.E.J. Tjeenk Willink BV -- Tibbe, Paul -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas ([6] p., 38 leaves of plates (chiefly col., chiefly folded)) : 38 col. maps (some folded) ; 34 cm.
Edition: 17e herziene en verm. druk.
Scales differ.
Some maps have text and additional maps on verso.
Former owner: Paul A. Tibbe.
Stamp: Gem. Lyceum voor Meisjes R. Vinkeleskade 62 - A'dam (z.).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
34305  Historical geography - Maps - 1954 - Historical atlases
Hammond's historical atlas : a collection of maps illustrating geographically the most significant periods and events in the development of Western civilization. New York : C.S. Hammond, 1954.
Authors: C.S. Hammond & Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 atlas (40 p.) : maps (chiefly col.) ; 32 cm.
Cover title: Historical atlas Maps on back and inside covers.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Alexander 4641; Phillips 5513.

34306  Historical geography - Maps - 1955 - Historical atlases
5000 years of history : excerpts from the new 64 page section of full color historical maps appearing in the American Peoples Encyclopedia. Chicago : Spencer Press, c1955.
Authors: C.S. Hammond & Company -- American Peoples Encyclopedia [34] p. : col. maps ; 26 cm.
"Presented with the compliments of School and Library Division, Spencer Press, inc."
Maps by C.S. Hammond and Co., inc.
Other Titles: American peoples encyclopedia. To Collection Services for cataloging, April 2011 (Pr Ct)

34307  Historical geography - Maps - 1956 - Historical atlases
Authors: Shepherd, William R. (William Robert), 1871-1934 -- C.S. Hammond & Company -- Colonial Offset Co. (Pikesville, Md.) -- Barnes & Noble 1 atlas (xii, 226 [i.e. 246], 115 p.) : ill., 156 col. maps (some folded), plan ; 27 cm.
8th ed.
'Contains all maps of the seventh revised and enlarged edition and a special supplement of historical maps for the period since 1929 prepared by C.S. Hammond & Company.' Some maps printed on folded leaves, numbered as 4 pages. Includes indexes.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copies: Map4C G3201.S1 1956 .S5 (Pr Ct) -- Baskes G1030 .S4 1956
LC Card Number: map56000004
G 1001 .812 (NLO)

34309  Historical geography - Maps - 1956 - Historical atlases
Authors: Shepherd, William R. (William Robert), 1871-1934 -- C.S. Hammond & Company -- Colonial Offset Co. (Pikesville, Md.) -- Barnes & Noble -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 atlas (xii, 226 [i.e. 246], 115 p.) : ill., 156 col. maps (some folded), plan ; 27 cm.
8th ed.
'Contains all maps of the seventh revised and enlarged edition and a special supplement of historical maps for the period since 1929 prepared by C.S. Hammond & Company.' Some maps printed on folded leaves, numbered as 4 pages. Includes indexes.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copies: G 1001 .812 -- Map4C G3201.S1 1956 .S5 (Pr Ct) LC Card Number: map56000004
Baskes G1030 .S4 1956 (NLO)

34310  Historical geography - Maps - 1956 - Historical atlases
Authors: Putzger, F. W. (Friedrich Wilhelm), 1849-1913 -- Velhagen & Klasing (Firm) -- Roger

34308  Historical geography - Maps - World

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (vii, 144 p. (some folded)) : 99 col. maps ; 26 cm.
Cover subtitle: Urgeschichte altertum-mittelalter
neuzeit.
Vorwort zur 63. bis 69. Aflage ... Sommer 1954
bis Herbst 1956.--p. [iii]
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1030 .R3 1957 (NLO)

34311 Historical geography - Maps - World history - Maps - 1957 - Atlases - 1957
Atlas of world history. New York : Rand McNally,
1957.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company --
Palmer, R. R. (Robert Roswell), 1909-2002 --
Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 93 maps ; 27 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .A79 1957 copy 1 (PrCt)

34312 Historical geography - Maps - World history - Maps - 1957 - Atlases - 1957
Atlas of world history. New York : Rand McNally,
1957.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company --
Palmer, R. R. (Robert Roswell), 1909-2002 --
Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 93 maps ; 27 cm.
Leather binding.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .A79 1957 copy 2 (PrCt)

34313 Historical geography - Maps - World history - Maps - 1957 - Atlases - 1957 - Historical atlases
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Palmer,
R. R. (Robert Roswell), 1909-2002 -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (216 p.) : col. ill., 38 maps (part col.) ; 28 cm.
Series: Rand McNally history series
Includes bibliographical references (p. 192).
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
References: Alexander 4089; Lock, Modern
maps and atlases 464
Baskes folio G1030 .R3 1957 (NLO)

34314 Historical geography - Maps - World history - Maps - 1959
Historical atlas & gazetteer. London : Oxford
Authors: Toynbee, Arnold. 1889-1975 -- Myers,
E. D. -- Gomme -- Oxford University Press --
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 73 maps ; 255 x 200 mm.
Maps by Gomme.
Study of History, Vol. XI
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

34315 Historical geography - Maps - World history - Maps - 1959 - Atlases, Dutch - 1959 - Historical atlases
Grote historische schoolatlas : ten gebruik bij
het onderwijs in de vaderlandse en algemene
geschiedenis / door H. Hettema. Zwolle : N.V.
Uitgevers-Maatschappij, W.E.J. Tjeenk Willink,
[1959].
Authors: Hettema, H. (Hette Hettes), b. 1868 --
W.E.J. Tjeenk Willink BV -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([6] p., 38 leaves of plates (chiefly folded))
: 38 maps (chiefly col., chiefly folded) ; 34 cm.
Edition: 19e druk.
Preface dated 1959.
Includes index. Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1030 .H4882 1959 (NLO)

34316 Historical geography - Maps - World history - Maps - 1960 - Explorations - Historical atlases
Discovery and exploration: an atlas-history of
man's journeys into the unknown. London :
Hamlyn, 1960.
Authors: Debenham, Frank, 1883-1965 -- Hamlyn
(Firm)
272 p. illus., ports., maps (part col.) 29 cm.
folio G 004.222 (NLO)

34317 Historical geography - Maps - World history - Maps - 1963
Grosser historischer weltatlas V1. Munich :
Authors: Bayerischer Schulbuch -- Bengston, H.
-- Fleischmann, H. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 v. : 44 maps ; 343 x 246 mm.
4th ed.
Ed:H.Bengston;C:HFleischmann
Cf. Phillips 05492
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

World : its history in maps. Chicago : Denoyer
Authors: McNeill, William Hardy --
Denoyer-Geppert (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 20 maps ; 280 x 215 mm.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)**

**PrCt**

| 34319 | Historical geography - Maps<>World history - Maps - 1963<>Atlases - 1963<>Historical atlases
|       | Authors: McNeill, William Hardy -- Denoyer-Geppert (Firm)
|       | 1 v. ; 28 cm.
|       | folio G1030 M25 1963 (NLO)

|       | Shorter atlas of Western civilization / by F. van der Meer ; with the assistance of G. Lemmens.
|       | Authors: Meer, Frederik van der, 1904-- Lemmens, G. -- Powell, Marian -- Thomas Nelson (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
|       | Translation, by by Marian Powell, of Frederik van der Meer's Kleine atlas van de westere beschaving.
|       | Includes index.
|       | Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
|       | LC Card Number: 67085922
|       | Baskes CB245 .M413 1967 (NLO)

| 34321 | Historical geography - Maps<>World history - Maps - 1968<>Atlases - 1968<>Historical atlases
|       | Hammond historical atlas : a collection of maps illustrating geographically the most significant periods and events in the development of Western civilization. Maplewood : Hammond Incorporated, c1968.
|       | Authors: Hammond Incorporated -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
|       | 1 atlas (48 p.) : 46 col. maps ; 32 cm.
|       | Cover title: Hammond atlas of world history
|       | Scales differ.
|       | Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
|       | References: Cf. Alexander 4658
|       | Baskes folio G1030 .H35 1968 (NLO)

|       | 1 atlas (xii, 226 [i.e. 246], 115 p.) : ill., 156 col. maps (some folded), plan ; 27 cm.
|       | '9th ed., 1964'
|       | 'Maps since 1929 prepared by C.S. Hammond & Co.'--P. [217].
|       | Some maps printed on folded leaves, numbered as 4 pages.
|       | Includes indexes.
|       | Scales differ.
|       | Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
|       | References: NMM 522
|       | Baskes G1030 .S4 1969 (NLO)

|       | Authors: Shepherd, William R. (William Robert), 1871-1934 -- Barnes & Noble
|       | 1 v. ; 26 cm.
|       | 9th ed.
|       | Ref G1030 .S4 1970 (NLO)

|       | Authors: Bjerklund, Oddvar -- Holmboe, Haakon -- Rohr, Anders -- Lie, Berit -- William and Robert Chambers
|       | 73-3228
|       | ICN74
|       | map4C 45 (PrCt)

|       | 1 atlas : 243 maps ; 240 x 167 mm.
|       | 1st ed.
|       | Vol XIV.
|       | Edited by H.C. Darby and Harold Fullard.
|       | Includes maps illustrating history.
|       | Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
|       | References: Alexander, Guide to atlases 7873
|       | Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
|       | (PrCt)

|       | The Atlas of world history. London : Rupert
Hart-Davis, 1970-.  
Authors: McEvedy, Colin -- McEvedy, Sarah -- Hart-Davis, Rupert  

v. : ill., col. maps ; 29 cm.  
Contents: v. 1. From the beginning to Alexander the Great -- v. 2. The Classical world -- v. 3. The Dark Ages.  
OCLC 2411440.  
S1729  
ICN75  
ISBN 0298791250 (v. 1)  
map4C 53 (PrCt)  

Authors: Shepherd, William R. (William Robert), 1871-1934 -- C.S. Hammond & Company -- George Philip & Son  
xii, 226, 115 p. : col. maps ; 27 cm.  
'9th ed., containing all the maps of the seventh edition and a new supplement of historical maps for the period from 1929 to 1964, prepared for the atlas by C. S. Hammond & Company.'  
71-2415  
G 1001 .813 (NLO)  

34328 Historical geography - Maps<<>>World history - Maps - 1970<<>>Historical atlases  
Authors: Sellman, R. R. (Roger Raymond), 1915- -- St. Martin's Press -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 atlas (127 p. : 121 maps) ; 28 cm.  
Includes index.  
First published in Great Britain by Edward Arnold (Publishers) Ltd.  
Scales differ.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.  
References: Alexander, Guide to atlases (1977), no. 7860  
LC Card Number: 75653822  
Baskes folio G1030 .S365 1970 (NLO)  

Authors: Hammond Incorporated  
48 p. : chiefly col. maps ; 32 cm.  
Cover title.  
Caption title: World history atlas.  
'A collection of maps illustrating geographically the most significant periods and events in the history of civilization.'  
Not at Newberry?; OCLC 3485353 (June 2003).  
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)  

Authors: Hettema, H. (Hette Hettes), b. 1868 -- Koeman, C. (Cornelis), 1918- -- W.E.J. Tjeenk Willink BV -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 atlas : 108 maps ; 343 x 212 mm.  
21st ed.  
Includes maps illustrating history.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.  
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)  

34331 Historical geography - Maps<<>>World history - Maps - 1977<<>>Atlases, Dutch - 1977<<>>Historical atlases  
Authors: Hettema, H. (Hette Hettes), b. 1868 -- Scheltens & Giltay -- Heidendal-Orbis -- Haentjens Dekker, R. W., 1906- -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 atlas (136 p.) : 108 col. maps ; 35 cm.  
Edition: 21e, geheel herz. en uitgebr. dr.  
"Speciale uitgave voor de intekenaars op de Univeurse wereldgeschiedenis."  
Scales differ.  
Bookplate: Ex bibliotheca R.W. Haentjens Dekker.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.  
ISBN 9029157445 ; 9789029157445  
Baskes folio G1030 .H4882 1977 (NLO)  

34332 Historical geography - Maps<<>>World history - Maps - 1979<<>>Atlases - 1979<<>>Historical atlases  
World history atlas : a collection of maps illustrating geographically the most significant periods and events in the history of civilization. Maplewood, N.J. Hammond, c1979.  
Authors: Hammond Incorporated -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 atlas (48 p.) : 48 col. maps ; 32 cm.  
Cover title: Hammond atlas of world history.  
Includes index on inside covers.  
Scales differ.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.  
Baskes folio G1030 .H38 1979 (NLO)  


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.  
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Geographisch-Kartographische Anstalt Gotha -- Haack Geographisch-Kartographische Anstalt Gotha SEE Hermann Haack
Geographisch-Kartographische Anstalt Gotha -- VEB Hermann Haack SEE Hermann Haack
Geographisch-Kartographische Anstalt Gotha

1 atlas (viii, 73 p.) : col. ill., 32 col. maps ; 35 cm.
1. Aufl.
Continues chronologically from 'Atlas zur Geschichte.'
Scales differ.
Owner's stamp: Parteischule 'Karl L[?]necht' ...

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

LC Card Number: 86122335

Baskes folio G1035 .H45 1985 (NLO)

34342 Historical geography - Maps World history - Maps - 1987 Historical atlases

1 atlas (unpaged) : 108 col. maps ; 20 cm.
Translation of: Cappelens historiske atlas.
'The original Norwegian edition was prepared by Oddvar Bjørklund, Haakon Holmboe, and Anders Rohr, with maps by Berit Lie'--T.p. verso.
'... Haakon and Lotte Holmboe ... cooperated in the preparation of this edition'--T.p. verso.
'108 maps in six colors from 3000 B.C. to the present day with index of over 7000 items.'--Cover.
Includes index.
Series: Barnes & Noble everyday handbooks ; EH 249
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1030 .H38 1990 (NLO)

34343 Historical geography - Maps World history - Maps - 1990 Historical atlases

Authors: C.S. Hammond & Company
1 atlas ; 32 cm.
folio G1030 .H3203 1990 (NLO)

34344 Historical geography - Maps World history - Maps - 1990 Historical atlases

Authors: Hammond Incorporated
1 atlas (72 p.) : chiefly col. maps ; 32 cm.
Rev., expanded ed.
Cover title.
Caption title: World history atlas.
Includes index.
Scales vary.
ISBN 0843774614
folio G1030 .H38 1990 (NLO)

34345 Historical geography - Maps World history - Maps - 1992

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : maps ; 29 cm.
Paperback.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .A79 1992 copy 1 (PrCt)

RMcN atlas .H5 2006 (PrCt)


RMcN atlas .H5 2006 (PrCt)


34357 History, Ancient - Maps - 1701-1706>>>Geography, Ancient - Maps - 1701-1706>>>Atlases, German - 1701-1706>>>Historical atlases Notitia orbis antiqui, siue, Geographia plenior : ab ortu rerumpublicarum ad Constantinorum tempora orbis terrarum faciem declarans / Christophorus Cellarius ex vetutissi probatisque monimentis collegit & nouis tabulis geographicis,
Authors: Cellarius, Christoph, 1638-1707 -- Schwartz, Johann Conrad, 1677-1747 -- Gleditsch, Johann Friedrich, 1653-1716 -- Presbyterian Theological Seminary, Chicago -- McCormick Theological Seminary -- Presbyterian Theological Seminary -- Presbyterian Theological Seminary of the Northwest -- McCormick Theological Seminary -- McCormick Theological Seminary Collection (Newberry Library)
2 v. (v.1: 1332 p.; v.2: 889, 254 p.) : folded maps, port. ; 25 cm. (4to)
Vol. 2 has title: Notitiae orbis antiqui, sive, Geographiae plenioris tomus alter Asiam et Africam antiquam exponens
In Latin with quotations and examples in Greek. Vol. 1 has engraved frontispiece portrait of the author.In vellum over boards.
Woodcut title page vignette (printer’s device with motto “Spes alit artes”).
Woodcut head- and tail-pieces, initials.
Includes indexes.Bookplate: Lane Seminary Library.
Bookplate: Library of Lane Seminary Affiliated with the Presbyterian Theological Seminary, Chicago.
Forms part of the McCormick Theological Seminary Collection at the Newberry Library.
Case DE28 .C3 1701 (NLO)

34358
History, Ancient - Maps - 1703<>Geography, Ancient - Maps - 1703<>Atlases, British - 1703
Notitia orbis antiquae sive geographiae plenior.
Authors: Cellarius, Christoph, 1638-1707 -- Owen, John -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 20 maps ; 256 x 195 mm. (of21)
Includes maps illustrating ancient history.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

34360
Geographia classica: the geography of the ancients, so far describ’d as it is contain’d in the Greek and Latin classicks: in twenty-nine maps of the old world, and its several kingdoms and provinces, wherein the chief places mention’d in Homer, Virgil, Ovid, Lucan, Eutropius, Cornelius Nepos, Justin, Quintus Curtius, Sallust, Livy, Caesar, Plutarch, Xenophon, Herodotus, and many other ancient authors are describ’d: to which is added, a map of the places mention’d in the Old and New Testaments: a collection long wanted, and now publish’d for the use of schools.
London: Printed for Christopher Browne and Benj. Tooke, 1712.
Authors: Moll, Herman, -1732 -- Browne, Christopher, fl. 1684-1712 -- Tooke, Benjamin, d. 1716 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (v p., 29 folded leaves of plates) : 29 folded hand col. maps ; 19 cm. Has been attributed to H. Moll. Map 16 imperfect and bound in at end. Title page printed in black and red. Pagination error: p. iv incorrectly numbered. Relief shown pictorially. Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: ESTC N9074; Shirley, R. Maps in the atlases of the British Library. T.Brn-1a
Baskes G1033 .G46 1712 (NLO)

34361
Geographia classica: the geography of the ancients, so far describ’d as it is contain’d in the Greek and Latin classicks, in twenty-nine maps of the old world and its several kingdoms and provinces: wherein the chief places mention’d in Homer, Virgil, Ovid, Lucan, Eutropius, Cornelius Nepos, Justin, Quintus Curtius, Sallust, Livy, Caesar, Plutarch, Xenophon, Herodotus, and many other ancient authors are describ’d: to which is added, a map of the places mention’d in the Old and New Testaments. London: Printed for Christopher Brown, and sold by the following booksellers, Mr. Knapton, Mr. Knaplock, Mr. Wilkin, Mr. Tooke, Mr. Clark, Mr. Betsworth, Mr.}

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Bowyer, Mr. Innis, Mr. Taylor, Mr. Osbourn, Mr. King, and Mr. Kicks, 1721.
Authors: Browne, Christopher, fl. 1684-1712 --
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (iv p., 29 folded leaves of plates) : maps ;
19 cm.
3rd ed.
"A collection long wanted, and now publish’d for
the use of schools."
Relief shown pictorially.
Scales differ.
Title page printed in black and red.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
References: Chubb 425; Phillips 5607; ESTC
N18303
LC Card Number: map42000036
Baskes G1033 .G46 1721 (NLO)

34362
History, Ancient - Maps - 1726
Classical geography - Maps - 1726
Atlases, British - 1726
Historical atlases
Thirty two new and accurate maps of the
geography of the ancients, as contained in the
Greek and Latin classics ... By Herman Moll ...
London : Sold by H. Moll ... Tho. Bowles ... and
John Bowles ..., 1726.
Authors: Moll, Herman, -1732 -- Moll, Herman,
-1732. Geographia antiqua Latinorum &
Graecorum, tabulis XXXII ... expressa (1726) --
Bowles, Thomas, -1767 -- Bowles, John,
1701-1779 -- Stukeley, William, 1687-1765 --
Mathias, Arthur S., fl. 1880
1 atlas ((12] leaves, 32 double maps (part fold.)) ;
20 cm.
2nd ed.
Letterpress title page.
Added letterpress title page: Geographia antiqua
Latinorum & Graecorum, tabulis XXXII ...
expressa.
Added engraved title page: Geographia classica
emendata, ex Graecorum Latinorum[ue]
authoribus antiquis, ubi tabellis XXXII veterum
locorum appellacione geographiae ... accommodantur ...
. Autograph on verso: Arthur
S. Mathias. 1880.
Latin and English on opposite pages.
Autograph on front cover: A. Mathias.
Includes a map based on the work of William
Stukeley.
Maps also cataloged separately.
44-217
ICN 44-1407
Case G 1002 .586 (NLO)

34363
History, Ancient - Maps - 1726
Historical atlases
Orbis tabula quatenus a veteribus cogniti.
Authors: Moll, Herman, -1732 -- Moll, Herman,
-1732. Thirty two new and accurate maps of the
geography of the ancients ... (1726)
1 map ; 15 x 23 cm.
Inset (4 cm. in diam.): Americam Gerhardus
Mercator, Abrahamus Ortelius et aliis atlanticam
Platoniis Insulam esse arbitratum sumt.
In: Moll, Herman. Thirty two new and accurate
maps of the geography of the ancients, as
contained in the Greek and Latin classics ... 
(London : H. Moll ; T. Bowles ; J. Bowles, 1726)
pl. '1.
Case G 1002 .586 pl. 1 (PrCt)

34364
History, Ancient - Maps -
1731
Geography, Ancient - Maps -
1731
Atlases, German -
1731
Historical atlases
Notitia orbis antiqua. Leipzig : Gleditsch, 1731.
Authors: Cellarius, Christoph, 1638-1707 --
Edward E. Ayer Library, New York : 1736
2 v. ; 24 cm.
Ayer 7 .C39 1731 (NLO)

34365
History, Ancient - Maps -
1736
Geography, Ancient - Maps -
1736
Historical geography - Maps -
1736
World history - Maps -
1736
Bible - Geography - Maps -
1736
Middle East - History, Ancient -
Maps - 1736
Palestine - History, Ancient -
Maps - 1736
Israel - History, Ancient -
Maps - 1736
Atlases, British -
1736
Historical atlases
Geographia classica : the geography of the ancient
so far describ’d as is contain’d in the
Greek and Latin classics in the maps of the Old
World and its several kingdoms and provinces :
wherein the chief places mentioned in Homer,
Virgil, Ovid, Lucan, Eutropius, Cornelius Nepos,
Justin, Quintus Curtius, Sallust, Livy, Caesar,
Plutarch, Xenophon, Herodotus, and many other
ancient authors are describ’d : to which is added,
a map of the places mention’d in the Old and
New Testaments. Dublin : Printed by George
Grierson, 1736.
Authors: Grierson, George, -1753 -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (4 p., 28 leaves of plates (some folded)) :
il., 28 maps ; 21 x 32 cm.
6th ed.
In English; maps in Latin.
"A collection long wanted and now publish’d for
the use of schools."
Relief shown pictorially.
Title page printed in red and black.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
References: ESTC T222278
Baskes folio G1033 .G46 1736 (NLO)

34366
History, Ancient - Maps - 1741
Orbis veteribus noti tabula nova
. Amsterdam : I. Côvens et C. Mortier, [1741?].
the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .S4 1807, v. 2, no. 54 (PrCt)

Authors: Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Stackhouse, Thomas, 1756-1836 -- Stackhouse, Thomas, 1756-1836. An Universal atlas : being a set of maps, to illustrate ancient and modern geography ... (1782) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 23 x 38 cm.
Title in bottom margin, above geographic table listing regions inherited by Shem, Ham, and Japhet.
In: Stackhouse, Thomas. An Universal atlas : being a set of maps, to illustrate ancient and modern geography ... (London : Printed for the author, and sold by Ashby and Neele ... [et al], 1782 [i.e. 1783?]), plate 12.
Hand stamped with oversize "12" at upper right.
oversize Ayer 135 .S77 1782, plate 12 (PrCt)

34372 History, Ancient - Maps - 1783<>>Atlases, Dutch - 1782
Authors: Mela, Pomponius -- Bertius, Petrus, 1565-1629 -- Luchtmann (S. & J.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 1 map ; 213 x 143 mm.
Maps by Petrus Bertius.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

A Synopsis of the repeopling of the world by the descendents of Noah / engrav'd by Samuel John Neele, Russell Court. [London] : Publish'd by T. Stackhouse, June 1st 1783.
Authors: Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Stackhouse, Thomas, 1756-1836 -- Stackhouse, Thomas, 1756-1836. A New universal atlas : consisting of a complete set of maps ... (1783) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 23 x 38 cm.
In: Stackhouse, Thomas. A New universal atlas : consisting of a complete set of maps ... (London : Printed for the proprietor, Mrs. Stackhouse ... and sold by T. Longman [and 7 others], 1783), plate 12.
Engraved oversize "12" at upper right.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .S82 1785, plate 12 (PrCt)

34374 History, Ancient - Maps - 1791<>>Geography, Ancient - Maps - 1791<>>Historical geography - 1791<>>Atlases, British - 1791<>>Historical atlases
Compendium of ancient geography / by Monsieur d'Anville ; translated from the French ; illustrated with maps, carefully reduced from those of the Paris Atlas, in imperial folio ; with a map of Roman Britain from the learned John Horsely, and with prolegomena and notes by the translator ; designed for private libraries, as well as for the use of schools. London : Printed for R. Faulder, New Bond-Street, 1791.
Authors: Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d', 1697-1782 -- Horsley, John, 1675-1732 -- Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Geographic Society of Chicago -- Faulder, Robert, 1747 or 1784-1815 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
2 v. : 10 maps ; 22 cm.
Uniform title: Geographie ancienne abrégée.
English Translation of: Geographie ancienne abrégée.
Maps engraved by Neele, 352 Strand.
Includes index.
Stamp: The Geographic Society of Chicago.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Full-text digital version of another copy available via HathiTrust Digital Library (with separate URLs for volumes 1 and 2; accessed December 2011): http://hdl.handle.net/2027/nyp.33433000467815 -- http://hdl.handle.net/2027/nyp.33433000467823
References: ESTC T30971; Black, Maps and history, p. 20
Baskes G141 .A5813 1791 (NLO)

Authors: Vieth, Gerhard Ulrich Anton, 1763-1836 -- Funke, C. P. (Carl Philip), 1752-1807 -- Verlag des Industrie Comptoirs -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (XII leaves, 12 unnumbered leaves of plates) : 12 hand colored maps ; 21 x 28 cm
Text in German, maps in Latin.
Relief shown pictorially.
Scales differ.

References: ESTC T30971; Black, Maps and history, p. 20
Full-text digital version of another copy available via HathiTrust Digital Library (with separate URLs for volumes 1 and 2; accessed December 2011): http://hdl.handle.net/2027/nyp.33433000467815 -- http://hdl.handle.net/2027/nyp.33433000467823

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Paper cover boards with publisher’s printed paper label on cover.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst, J. Petermann’s planet, v. 1, p. 162

Baskes folio G1033 .V54 1800 (NLO)

34376 History, Ancient - Maps - 1801<>Geography, Ancient - Maps - 1801<>Atlases, French - 1801<>Historical atlases
Authors: Joly, Joseph Romain, 1715-1805 -- Lottin, André-Augustin -- Bertrand, Arthus, fl. 1800-1857 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([4], 78, [2] p., 18 leaves of plates (chiefly folded)) : 18 maps ; 29 cm.
Maps signed: Par l’auteur de la Géographie sacrée.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 22

Baskes folio G1033 .J68 1801 (NLO)

34377 History, Ancient - Maps - 1802<>Geography, Ancient - Maps - 1802<>Atlases, British - 1802
[8], 180 p., [27] leaves of plates (26 folded) : ill., 27 maps ; 22 cm. (8vo)
"Editio nova et castigatior."
Maps engraved by B. Baker.
"Printed by Bye and Law, St. John’s-Square, Clerkenwell."--T.p. verso.
Title in red and black.
Includes indexes.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Black, Maps and history (1997) p. 11 and 18

Baskes DE28 .C28 1802 (NLO)

34378 History, Ancient - Maps - 1806<>Geography, Ancient - Maps - 1806<>Atlases, British - 1806<>Historical atlases
Geographia antiqua : being a complete set of maps of antient geography, beautifully engraved from Cellarius, on thirty-three copper plates : designed for the use of schools, and of gentlemen who make the antient writers their delight or study. London : Printed for F.C. and J. Rivington : C. Law : Longman, Hurst, Rees, and Orme, 1806.
1 atlas ([2], 33 folded leaves of plates) : 33 maps ; 27 cm.
New ed.
Originally published in 1686.
Relief shown pictorially.
Scales differ.
Armorial bookplate: Lord Walsingham. Excitari non hebescere.
Inscription: The following is the title of the Roman edition containing 35 plates: Christophorii Cellarii Geographia antiqua in compendium redacta, novis praefationibus nunc eornata a Francisco Tirolio et Joanne Baptista Ghisto, communisumptu atque labore amplioribus tabulis aucta et accuratioribus catalogis locupletata. Roma anno MDCCCLXXIV. Superiorum?] permisit[?].
Manuscript alphabetical index A-I on verso of all leaves before leaf 8.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G1033 .C35 1806 (NLO)

34379 History, Ancient - Maps - 1809<>Geography, Ancient - Maps - 1809<>Atlases, British - 1809

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Cellarius, Christoph, 1638-1707 -- Seale, Richard William -- Toms, W. H. (William Henry), ca. 1700-ca. 1750 -- Rivington -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 33 maps ; 260 x 212 mm.
Includes maps engraved by R.W. Seale and W.H. Toms.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
References: Cf. Phillips 5596
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

34380
History, Ancient - Maps -
1809<>>Geography, Ancient - Maps -
1809<>>Atlases, British - 1809<>>Historical atlases
Smith’s classical atlas : containing district maps of the countries described in ancient history, both sacred and profane. London : Printed for C. Smith, 1809.
Authors: Smith, Charles, active 1800-1822 -- Halliwell, R. -- Macpherson, Alexander, active 1809-1820 -- Jones, Edward, fl. 1807 -- Bye, Joseph P. -- Harris, L. H. V., Col. -- Harris, Isabella -- Harris, Julia -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([16] leaves of plates (some folded)) : 14 hand col. maps (some folded) ; 41 cm.
"R. Halliwell, script. et sculp."
Some maps by Alex. Macpherson, E. Jones, and Joseph Bye.
Maps in Latin.
Engraved t.p.
Scales differ.
Owner’s inscription: Col. Harris L.H.V. to his beloved daughters Isabella & Julia, April 1818.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1033 .S64 1809 (NLO)

34381
History, Ancient - Maps -
1809<>>Geography, Ancient - Maps -
1809<>>Historical geography - Maps -
1809<>>World history - Maps -
1809<>>Atlases, Austrian -
1809<>>Historical atlases
Authors: Dirwaldt, Joseph -- Stein, C. -- Mollo, Tranquillo, 1767-1837 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 20 maps ; 258 x 373 mm.
References: Atlantes Austriaci, Mol/Dir A;E:CarlStein
Includes maps illustrating ancient history.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

34382
History, Ancient - Maps -
1809<>>Geography, Ancient - Maps -
1809<>>Historical geography - Maps -
1809<>>World history - Maps -

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Some maps engraved by Frenzel.
Relief shown pictorially.
"Preis: 2 Reichsthaler."
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1033 .S54 1812 (NLO)

History, Ancient - Maps - 1814
Geography, Ancient - Maps - 1814
Historical geography - Maps - 1814
World history - Maps - 1814
Atlases - 1814

Historical atlases
Compendium of ancient geography / by Monsieur d'Anville; translated from the French; illustrated with maps, carefully reduced from those of the Paris atlas, in imperial folio, with a map of Roman Britain, from the learned John Horsley, and with prolegomena and notes by the translator; calculated for private libraries, as well as for the use of schools. New York: Published by R. M'Dermut and D.D. Arden, 1814.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Digital version of another copy available online via HathiTrust Digital Library (accessed August 2013):
http://hdl.handle.net/2027/nyp.33433000467831
http://hdl.handle.net/2027/nyp.33433000467849
References: Phillips 5587; Walsh 162; Shaw & Shoemaker 30694
Baskes G141 .A5813 1814 (NLO)

History, Ancient - Maps - 1814
Geography, Ancient - Maps - 1814
Historical geography - Maps - 1814
World history - Maps - 1814

Atlases - 1814
Bible - Geography - Maps - 1814
Middle East - History, Ancient - Maps - 1814
Palestine - History, Ancient - Maps - 1814
Israel - History, Ancient - Maps - 1814

Historical atlases
An Atlas of ten select maps of ancient geography: both sacred and profane; with a chronological chart of universal history & biography; being intended as an accompaniment to Mayo's Ancient geography and history. Philadelphia: Published by John F. Watson and sold by the principal booksellers in the United States, 1814.
Authors: Mayo, Robert, 1784-1864 -- Thackara, James, 1767-1848 -- Vallance, J. (John), 1770-1823 -- Watson, John F. (John Fanning), 1779-1860 -- Mayo, Robert, 1784-1864. View of ancient geography and ancient history -- Steargeunt, Elizabeth E. -- Free Library of Philadelphia -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 atlas (4 unnumbered pages, 9 leaves of plates (some folded)) : 1 chart, 8 hand colored maps ; 35 cm
Maps by J. Thackara and J. Vallance. "Calculated for the use of seminaries, &c."
On maps: Engrav'd for Mayo's Ancient geography & history.
Relief shown pictorially.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Shaw & Shoemaker 30714; Phillips 4101
Baskes folio G84 .M39 1814 Atlas (NLO)

History, Ancient - Maps - 1815
Geography, Ancient - Maps - 1815
Historical geography - Maps - 1815
World history - Maps - 1915

Atlases - 1815

Historical atlases
An Atlas, of ten select maps of ancient geography: both sacred and profane; with a chronological table of universal history & biography; being intended as an accompaniment to Mayo's Ancient geography and history. Philadelphia: Published by John Mellish and sold by the principal booksellers in the United States, 1815.
Authors: Melish, John, 1771-1848 -- Thackara, James, 1767-1848 -- Vallance, J. (John), 1770-1823 -- Watson, John F. (John Fanning), 1779-1860 -- Mayo, Robert, 1784-1864. View of ancient geography and ancient history -- Steargeunt, Elizabeth E. -- Free Library of Philadelphia -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 atlas (4 unnumbered pages, 9 leaves of plates (some folded)) : 1 chart, 8 hand colored maps ; 35 cm
Maps by J. Thackara and J. Vallance. "Calculated for the use of seminaries, &c."
On maps: Engrav'd for Mayo's Ancient geography & history.
Relief shown pictorially.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Shaw & Shoemaker 30714; Phillips 4101
Baskes folio G84 .M39 1814 Atlas (NLO)

History, Ancient - Maps - 1815
Geography, Ancient - Maps - 1815
Historical geography - Maps - 1815
World history - Maps - 1915

Atlases - 1815

Historical atlases
An Atlas, of ten select maps of ancient geography: both sacred and profane; with a chronological table of universal history & biography; being intended as an accompaniment to Mayo's Ancient geography and history. Philadelphia: Published by John Mellish and sold by the principal booksellers in the United States, 1815.
Authors: Melish, John, 1771-1848 -- Thackara, James, 1767-1848 -- Vallance, J. (John), 1770-1823 -- Watson, John F. (John Fanning), 1779-1860 -- Mayo, Robert, 1784-1864. View of ancient geography and ancient history -- Steargeunt, Elizabeth E. -- Free Library of Philadelphia -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 atlas (4 unnumbered pages, 9 leaves of plates (some folded)) : 1 chart, 8 hand colored maps ; 35 cm
Maps by J. Thackara and J. Vallance. "Calculated for the use of seminaries, &c."
On maps: Engrav'd for Mayo's Ancient geography & history.
Relief shown pictorially.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Shaw & Shoemaker 30714; Phillips 4101
Baskes folio G84 .M39 1814 Atlas (NLO)
Halliwell, R. Authors: Smith, Charles, active 1800
Smith, 1820. sacred and profane of the countries described in ancient history, both
of the countries described in ancient history, both
Smith's Classical atlas : containing distinct maps
1820<<>>Atlases, British
1820<<>>Geography, Ancient
1820<<>>History, Ancient
(PrCt)
Not at Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 4102, Shaw & Shoemaker
33891
Baskes folio G1033 .M44 1815 (NLO)

History, Ancient - Maps - 1818<<>>Atlas, French - 1818<<>>Historical atlases

Ayer 135 A6 1818 (NLO)

History, Ancient - Maps - 1818<<>>Atlas, Polish - 1818 ( Provisional Heading)
1 atlas : 19 maps ; 280 x 440 mm. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. References: Phillips 133; Black p. 72; OCLC 31882054. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

History, Ancient - Maps - 1820<<>>Geography, Ancient - Maps - 1820<<>>Atlas, British - 1820
Smith's Classical atlas : containing distinct maps of the countries described in ancient history, both sacred and profane. London : Printed for C. Smith, 1820.
1 atlas ([16] leaves of plates (some folded)) : 14 hand col. maps (some folded) ; 41 cm. "R. Halliwell, scrip. et sculp."
Some maps by Alex. MacPherson, E. Jones, and Joseph Bye.
Maps in Latin.
Engraved t.p.
Scales differ.
Form plate: Henry Labouchere.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1033 .S64 1820 (NLO)

History, Ancient - Maps - 1822-1825<<>>Geography, Ancient - Maps - 1822-1825<<>>Atlases, British -
1822-1825<<>>Historical atlases
1 atlas ([2], xxi leaves of plates) : 21 hand col. maps (folded ) ; 22 cm. Plate 19, ‘Mauritania Numidia, et Africa propria’ has publication date of 1825. Cover title: Dr. Butler's atlas of ancient geography Publisher's advertisement pasted on front endpaper.
Maps hand colored in outline.
Maps engraved by S. Hall.
Includes index. Scales differ.
Former owner's inscription: James [McNulty]?
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G1033 .B8 1825 (NLO)

History, Ancient - Maps - 1822<<>>Geography, Ancient - Maps - 1822<<>>Atlases, British -
1822<<>>Historical atlases
Authors: Butler, Samuel, 1774-1839 -- Hall, Sidney -- Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme, and Brown -- Nicholson, Elizabeth -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([2], xx folded leaves of plates) : 20 hand col. maps (folded) ; 22 cm. Plate 19, ‘Mauritania Numidia, et Africa propria’ has publication date of 1825. Cover title: Dr. Butler's atlas of ancient geography Publisher's advertisement pasted on front endpaper.
Maps hand colored in outline.
Maps engraved by S. Hall.
Includes index. Scales differ.
Former owner's inscription: James [McNulty]?
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

At the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
History, Ancient - Maps - 1822

Histoire universelle -- Tibe, Paul -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (23 p., 20 leaves of plates) : col. ill. ; 21 x 28 cm.
"Avec le texte explicatif."
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Bookplate: Ex libris Paul Tibbe.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 146

Baskes oversize G1030 .S4 1822 (NLO)

History, Ancient - Maps - 1822

1 atlas ([18] leaves of plates) : 18 maps (chiefly hand col.) ; 29 x 45 cm.
Maps drawn by El. Schieck; lithographed by J.C. Arnold, and R. Weber.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1030 .S53 1822 (NLO)

History, Ancient - Maps - 1827

1 atlas : 22 maps ; 335 x 267 mm
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
References: Phillips 5629

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

History, Ancient - Maps - 1827

Authors: Thackara, James, 1767-1848 -- Finley, A. (Anthony) -- Finley, A. (Anthony). Atlas classica, or, Select maps of ancient geography (1831) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 18 x 27 cm.
In: Finley, Anthony. Atlas classica, or, Select maps of ancient geography : both sacred and profane (Philadelphia : Anthony Finley, 1831), [plate 1].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1019 .F5 1833, [plate 1] (PrCt)

History, Ancient - Maps - 1828

Ancient atlas : to accompany the Universal geography by Wm. C. Woodbridge and E. Willard ... Hartford, Conn. Oliver D. Cooke & Co., 1827.
Authors: Willard, Emma, 1787-1870 -- Woodbridge, William C. (William Channing), 1794-1845 -- Cooke, Oliver Dudley, 1766-1833 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (8 leaves) : hand col. maps ; 31 cm.
Cover title.

Scale not given.
Uniform title: Ancient geography.
Contents: (from maps) Map no. I. Countries known of the ancients -- Map no. II. The world as known to the ancients -- Map no. III. Italy, Greece, Asia Minor, Syria -- Map no. IV. Graecia antiqua -- Map no. V. Mesopotamia, Assyria, Babylonia, Chaldia -- Map no.VI. Migrations, settlements &c. of Barbarous tribes. 'Questions on the maps'--on inside front and back covers.

Black, J. Maps and history, 75
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1030 .W55 1827 (NLO)

History, Ancient - Maps - 1827

Ancient atlas : to accompany the Universal geography by Wm. C. Woodbridge and E. Willard ... / by Emma Willard ... Hartford : Belknap & Hamersley, [1828?].
History, Ancient - Maps - 1829
1829<>Geography, Ancient - Maps - 1829<>Classical geography - Maps - 1829<>Historical geography - Maps - 1829<>Atlases - 1829<>Historical atlases

Atlas classica, or, Select maps of ancient geography, both sacred and profane.

Philadelphia : Published by Anthony Finley at the north-east corner of Chesnut and Fourth Streets, 1829.

Authors: Finley, A. (Anthony) -- Thackara, James, 1767-1848 -- Thackara & Vallance -- Vallance, J. (John), 1770-1823 -- Hamm, Phineas Eldridge, 1799-1861 -- Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Union Free School (Schuylerville, N.Y.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)


Relief shown pictorially and by hachures.

Scales differ.

Stamp: Property of Union Free School, Schuylerville, N.Y.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).

References: Phillips 14

LC Card Number: map45000226

Baskes folio G1033 .F564 1829 (NLO)

History, Ancient - Maps - 1830
1830<>Geography, Ancient - Maps - 1830<>Atlases, British - 1830<>Historical atlases

A New classical & historical atlas : being a series of maps illustrative of the classical and historical authors, compiled from the most authentic materials : drawn and engraved, in the best style of modern delineation, by skilful draftsmen and artists, composing a body of classical & historical geography more complete than hitherto published. Edinburgh ; London ; Dublin : Printed for John Thomson ; Baldwin and Craddock ; John Cumming, 1829.


1 atlas ([35] folded leaves of plates) : 49 hand col. maps ; 57 cm.


Relief shown by hachures.

Scales differ.

Armorial bookplate: Alexander Speirs, esq., Elderslie.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1030 .J64 1829 (NLO)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Jones' classical atlas : on an entirely new plan, the ancient and modern names of places being given on the same map, but printed, for the sake of perspicuity, in different coloured ink. London : Published by Jones and Co., and sold by Sherwood and Co., and Simpkin and Marshall, 1830.
Date on cover: 1831; all maps dated 1830.
Maps by G.J. & J. Neele
"A companion to the 'Classical Library.'"--Cover.
Other title: Jones' classical family library.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library
References: Black, Maps and history (1997), p. 50
.Baskets G1033 .R53 1830 (NLO)

34405
History, Ancient - Maps -
1831<<<<Geography, Ancient - Maps -
1831<<<<Historical geography - Maps -
1831<<<<Atlases - 1831<<<<Historical atlases

Maps also cataloged separately.
References: Phillips 5605
Baskes folio G1019 .F5 1833 (NLO)

34404
History, Ancient - Maps -
1831<<<<Geography, Ancient - Maps -
1831<<<<Historical geography - Maps -
1831<<<<Atlases - 1831<<<<Historical atlases

Atlas para las historias, Romana y del Imperio de Oriente / escritas por el Conde de Ségur, y traducidas al castellano por Don Alberto Lista ; litografiado en Barcelona en la oficina de Don José Eusebio Monfort, y compuesto de 20 láminas, con la traducción del testo esplicativo de M. Tardieu, autor del Atlas francés. Madrid :
Imprenta de Don Tomás Jordan, 1831.
1 atlas (21 p., 20 leaves of plates) : ill., 10 maps ; 21 x 29 cm.
Translated from the French: Atlas para l’histoire ancienne, romaine et du bas-empire; originally published to accompany Ségur’s: Histoire universelle, ancienne et moderne.
On plates: L. Vuillaume.
Ten of the plates are maps, the others are engravings of coins, monuments, costumes, utensils, etc.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Stamp: Bonifacio Amago Fernandez.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1030 .S4418 1832 (NLO)

34406
History, Ancient - Maps -
1832
Orbis veteribus notus / auctore J. Arrowsmith. 
Authors: Arrowsmith, John, 1790-1873 -- Arrowsmith, John, 1790-1873. The London atlas of universal geography ... [1837] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 61 cm.
Covers Europe, northern Africa, and southern Asia.
Engraved no. "1" at bottom right.
In: Arrowsmith, John. [The London atlas of universal geography : exhibiting the physical & political divisions of the various countries of the world, constructed from original materials]

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
History, Ancient - Maps - 1832 Atlases, British - 1832 Historical atlases

A Grammar of ancient geography: compiled for the use of King's College School / by Aaron Arrowsmith. London: Published by S. Arrowsmith, Soho Square, and B. Fellowes, Ludgate Street, 1832.


'Under the sanction of the council of King's College.'


Includes bibliographical references and index. Publisher’s advertisement for 'Books by the same author', p. [330]. Portion of entry from a dealer's catalog for the author's 1843 map of Texas pasted to inside back cover. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G125 A77 1832 (NLO)

History, Ancient - Maps - 1834 Atlas, British - 1834 Historical atlases

A New and elegant classical atlas: containing distinct maps of the countries described in ancient history, both sacred and profane / C. Smith. London: Printed for C. Smith, 1832.

Authors: Smith, Charles, active 1800-1822 -- Pickett, J. -- Gardner, W. R. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas ([16] leaves of plates (some folded)) : 14 hand col. maps (folded) : 22 cm.


Baskes G1033 S64 1832 (NLO)
34412 History, Ancient - Maps - 1835<<<<Geography, Ancient - Maps - 1835<<<<Atlases - 1835<<<<Historical atlases
A New classical atlas : containing the following maps ... all from the best authorities. Boston : Hilliard, Gray, and Co., 1835.
Authors: Hilliard, Gray & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([6] folded leaves of plates) : 6 folded hand col. maps ; 38 cm.
Cover title: New classical and scripture atlas
Contents: A map of the world -- A map of ancient Egypt -- A map of ancient Asia minor -- A map of ancient Persia -- A map of Palestine or Holy Land -- A map of ancient Greece and Italy including part of Gaul, Spain and Africa. Relief shown pictorially.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1030 .H55 1835 (NLO)

34413 History, Ancient - Maps - 1835<<<<Geography, Ancient - Maps - 1835<<<<Atlases, British - 1835<<<<Historical atlases
Authors: Bean, P. B. -- Purdy, Isaac -- J. & C. Walker (Firm) -- Rivington -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 22 maps ; 254 x 177 mm.
Maps by Isaac Purdy; engraved by J. & C. Walker.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Authors: Arnold, Thomas Kerchever, 1800-1853 -- Francis & John Rivington -- Sharpe, H., fl. 1852 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Rivington (Francis & John), firm SEE Francis & John Rivington
1 atlas (xv folded leaves of plates) : 15 hand col. maps ; 22 cm.
"Advertisement" dated 1849.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1033 .F57 1849 (NLO)

A New and elegant classical atlas : consisting of maps of all the countries mentioned by the ancient authors, carefully drawn and engraved from the best maps extant. London : Published by James Wyld, [1836].
Authors: Wyld, James, 1812-1887 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([18] folded leaves of plates) : 18 folded hand col. maps ; 26 cm.
Maps dated 1836.
English and Latin.
Engraved title page.
Relief shown by pictorially.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1033 .W95 1836 (NLO)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
History, Ancient - Maps - 1839
Historical geography - Maps
World history - Maps
1839
Atlases - 1839
Historical atlases
Atlas to accompany A system of universal history: containing I. a chronological picture of nations, or perspective sketch of the course of empire, II. the progressive geography of the world in a series of maps adapted to the different epochs of the history. New York: F.J. Huntington and Co., 1839.
Authors: Willard, Emma, 1787-1870 -- Yates, Emma W. -- Quin, Edward, 1794-1828 -- F.J. Huntington and Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Huntington (F. J.) and Co. SEE F.J. Huntington and Co. -- F.J. Huntington and Co. SEE ALSO Huntington, Francis Junius, 1802-1878
1 atlas ([12] p.): ill., 9 maps (hand col.) ; 29 cm.
Derived from earlier work by Edward Quin.
Cover title.
'Entered according to Act of Congress in the year 1835 by F.J. Huntington of the State of Connecticut'--on maps.
Publisher's advertisement: 'Valuable School Books Published by F. J. Huntington & Co., New York'--on back cover.
Scale [ca. 1:90,000,000].
Relief shown by hachures.
Maps show only the known parts of the world for each period. Plates otherwise graphically obscure the rest of the world with opaque clouds.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 2006627640
Baskes folio G1019 .M65 1837 (NLO)

History, Ancient - Maps - 1840
Geography - 1840
Authors: Monin, Charles V., active 1828-1878 -- Frémin, A. R., active approximately 1810-approximately 1860 -- Bénard (Engraver) -- Alès, 1797-1878 -- Malo, Abel -- Binet, publisher -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (12, 37 leaves of plates (1 folded)) : ill., 48 hand col. maps ; 23 x 31 cm.
One map engraved by Alès and Abel Malo.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .M6486 1840 (NLO)

History, Ancient - Maps - 1840
Geography, Ancient - Maps - 1840
Historical geography - Maps
World history - Maps - 1840
Atlases, French - 1840
Geography - 1840
Historical atlases
Authors: Monin, Charles V., active 1828-1878 -- Hocquart, Edouard, b. 1789 -- Laguillermie -- Lale, J. D. -- Frères Périsse -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([4] p., [38] folded leaves of plates) : ill., 40 hand col. maps ; 35 cm.
"Nouv. éd. / augm. d’un tableau comparatif de la hauteur des montagnes et du cours des fleuves."
"Année scolaire 1839-1840."
Includes maps by Hocquart, Laguillermie, and Lale.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Black, Maps and history, p. 41
Baskes folio G1030 .M66 1840 (NLO)

History, Ancient - Maps - 1840
Geography, Ancient - Maps - 1840
Historical geography - Maps
World history - Maps - 1840
Atlases, French - 1840
Geography - 1840
Historical atlases
Authors: Monin, Charles V., active 1828-1878 -- Hocquart, Edouard, b. 1789 -- Laguillermie -- Lale, J. D. -- Frères Périsse -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([4] p., [38] folded leaves of plates) : ill., 40 hand col. maps ; 35 cm.
"Nouv. éd. / augm. d’un tableau comparatif de la hauteur des montagnes et du cours des fleuves."
"Année scolaire 1839-1840."
Includes maps by Hocquart, Laguillermie, and Lale.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Black, Maps and history, p. 41
Baskes folio G1030 .M66 1840 (NLO)
geography ... (Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, successors to Carey & Co., for George W. Gorton, 1840) v. 1, p. 46.
Wax engraving.
G 11 .607 v. 1, p. 46 (PrCt)

34422 History, Ancient - Maps - 1841 Geographical Ancient - Maps - 1841 Atlases, German - 1841 Historical atlases
Authors: Möller, J. H. (Johann Heinrich), 1792-1867 -- Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Ellrichshausen, Marie von -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)
Edition: 15. verm. Aufl.
Imperfect: missing 14 p. 'Kurzer Abriss der alten Geographie,'
In German and Latin.
Scales differ.
Ms. annotations throughout.
Owner’s inscription: Marie v. Ellrichshausen, 1846.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskets folio G1033 .OT3 1841 (NLO)

Authors: Möller, J. H. (Johann Heinrich), 1792-1867 -- Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 15 maps ; 244 x 314 mm.
15th ed.
Edited by J.H. Möller.
References: Espenhorst 2.8.1.1.1.15
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

34424 History, Ancient - Maps - 1841 Geographical Ancient - Maps - 1841 Atlases, British - 1841 Historical atlases
A Comparative atlas of ancient and modern geography : from original authorities, and upon a new plan, for the use of Eton School / by A. Arrowsmith. London : Published by E.P. Williams at the Eton Warehouse and at Eton, 1828 [i.e. 1841].
Authors: Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Eton College -- Williams, E. P. -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)
At head of title: Orbis terrarum veteribus noti descriptio.
Added title from publisher’s printed paper label on front cover: The Eton comparative atlas of ancient and modern geography
Cover title: Eton comparative atlas of ancient and modern geography
Ancient and modern maps on opposite pages numbered in duplicate.
Maps in English and Latin.
All maps dated 1841.
Engraved t.p.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Green cloth binding.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Cf. Phillips 98
Baskets folio G1019 .A7735 1841 (NLO)

34425 History, Ancient - Maps - 1842 World maps - 1842
The World as known to the ancients. [London] : Chapman and Hall, 1842 [i.e. 1844].
1 map : hand col. ; 38 x 59 cm.
'Drawn by Revd. Philip Smith.'
Title in upper margin.
Composite map formed from 2 sheets trimmed and pasted together; cf. table of contents.
oversize Ayer 135 .S67 1844 v. 1, pl. [5-6] (PrCt)
1 atlas : 15 maps ; 240 x 301 mm.
17th ed.
Edited by J.H. Möller.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
References: Espenhorst 2.8.1.1.1.17
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

34429
History, Ancient - Maps -
1845-1848<<>Geography, Ancient - Maps -
1845-1848<<>Historical geography - Maps -
1845-1848<<>Bible - Geography - Maps -
1845-1848<<>Middle East - History, Ancient - Maps -
1845-1848<<>Palestine - History, Ancient - Maps -
1845-1848<<>Israel - History, Ancient - Maps -
1845-1848<<>Historical atlases
Worcester's ancient, classical and scripture atlas.
Boston : Published by Phillips & Sampson, [between 1845 and 1848].
Authors: Worcester, Joseph E. (Joseph Emerson), 1784-1865 -- Morse, Hazen -- Phillips & Sampson -- Sherman, Harriet A. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (7 leaves) : 6 hand col. maps ; 30 cm.
Improved ed.
Cover title.
Phillips & Sampson published under that firm name from 1845-1848.

34430
History, Ancient - Maps -
1845-1848<<>Geography, Ancient - Maps -
1845-1848<<>Historical geography - Maps -
1845-1848<<>World history - Maps -
1839<<>Atlases - 1845<<>Counties - Maps<<>Historical atlases
Ancient geography : as connected with chronology and preparatory to Ancient history : accompanied by an ancient atlas, specially prepared, and furnished with questions for learners / by Emma Willard ; also, problems on the globes, and rules for constructing maps by W.C. Woodbridge. Hartford, Conn. Belknap and Hamersley, 1845.
Authors: Willard, Emma, 1787-1870 -- Woodbridge, William C. (William Channing), 1794-1845 -- Belknap & Hamersley -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Rev. ed.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Cover title: Willard’s ancient geography
Publisher’s paper covered boards; publisher’s advertisements on back cover.
Atlas published separately?
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Checklist Amer. imprints, 6914
Baskes G125 .W6 1845 (NLO)

34431 History, Ancient - Maps -
1847<>Geography, Ancient - Maps -
1847<>Historical geography - Maps -
1847<>Atlases, British - 1847<>Historical atlases
Authors: Findlay, Alexander G.
1 v. : 25 map plates ; 25 cm.
Case G1033 .F49 1847 (NLO)

34432 History, Ancient - Maps -
1848<>Geography, Ancient - Maps -
1848<>Atlases, British - 1848<>Historical atlases
Authors: Butler, Samuel, 1774-1839 -- Hall, Sidney -- Longman, Brown, Green, and Longmans -- Spottiswoodes and Shaw -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([2], xxii leaves of plates, ii, 32,16 p.) : 22 hand col. maps (folded) ; 22 cm.
Cover title: Dr. Butler’s atlas of ancient geography
Maps hand colored in outline.
Maps engraved by S. Hall.
Printed by Spottiswoode and Shaw.
'A select catalogue of books on education, printed for Longman, Brown, Green, & Longmans.' (December, 1848).---16p. at end.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1033 .B8 1848 (NLO)

34433 History, Ancient - Maps -
1848<>Geography, Ancient - Maps -
1848<>Historical geography - Maps -
1848<>World history - Maps -
1848<>Atlases, German -
1848<>Historical atlases
Authors: Arnz, J. -- Berghaus, J. P. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (16 leaves of plates) : 16 hand col. maps ; 27 cm.
8te. Aufl. [8th ed.]
Title page in German; maps in Latin.
"Lith. v. J. P. Berghaus"--on some maps.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1019 .A66 1848 [copy 1 of 2] (NLO)

34434 History, Ancient - Maps -
1848<>Geography, Ancient - Maps -
1848<>Historical geography - Maps -
1848<>World history - Maps -
1848<>Atlases, German -
1848<>Historical atlases
Authors: Arnz, J. -- Berghaus, J. P. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (16 leaves of plates) : 16 hand col. maps ; 27 cm.
8. Aufl.
Title page in German; maps in Latin.
"Lith. v. J. P. Berghaus"--on some maps.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1019 .A66 1848 [copy 2 of 2] (NLO)

34435 History, Ancient - Maps -
1850<>Geography, Ancient - Maps -
1850<>Historical geography - Maps -
1850<>World history - Maps -
1850<>Atlases, French -
1840<>Geography - 1850
Authors: Monin, Charles V., active 1828-1878 -- Hocquart, Edouard Auguste Patrice, 1787-1870 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 38 maps ; 328 x 245 mm.
(of42);nd
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

34436 History, Ancient - Maps -
1850<>Geography, Ancient - Maps -
1850<>Historical geography - Maps -
1850<>World history - Maps -
1850<>Atlases, French -
1850<>Geography - 1850
Authors: Monin, Charles V., active 1828-1878 -- Vuillemin, A. (Alexandre), b. 1812 -- Garnier -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 34 maps ; 348 x 256 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

34437 History, Ancient - Maps - 1851<<>Geography, Ancient - Maps - 1851<<>Atlases, British - 1851<<>Historical atlases
Authors: Butler, Samuel. 1774-1839 -- Butler, Thomas, 1806-1886 -- Hall, Sidney -- Longman, Brown, Green, and Longmans -- Spottiswoodes and Shaw -- Brownlow, Duncan John -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([3], xxiii leaves of plates, 5-37 p.) : 23 hand col. maps (folded) ; 24 cm.
New ed., re-engraved with corrections.
Cover title: Dr. Butler's atlas of antient geography
Printed by Spottiswoodes and Shaw.
Maps engraved by Sidney Hall.
Publisher’s advertisements on front and back endpapers.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Ms. annotations throughout.
Former owner’s inscriptions: D. J. Brownlow, no. 224 ; Duncan John Brownlow with Lady Elizabeth, kind love & best wishes (verso of map xv).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1033 .F49 1852 (NLO)

Authors: Kiepert, Heinrich, 1818-1899 -- Geographisches Institut (Weimar, Thuringia, Germany) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([4], 40 p., 16 leaves of plates) : 16 hand col. maps ; 24 x 31 cm.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .K53 1853 (NLO)

34439 History, Ancient - Maps - 1851<<>Geography, Ancient - Maps - 1851<<>Historical geography - Maps - 1851<<>Atlases, German - 1851<<>Historical atlases
Authors: Möller, J. H. (Johann Heinrich), 1792-1867 -- Hase, Wilhelm -- Stier, C. -- Behrens, W., active 1843 -- Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Behrens, W., active 1843 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
German and Latin.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
No. 1 of 2 titles bound together.
In a volume of 2 titles bound together.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst, J. Petermann’s planet, p.392-394; Cf. Phillips 37
Baskes G1033 .O73 1851 (NLO)

34440 History, Ancient - Maps - 1852<<>Geography, Ancient - Maps - 1852<<>Historical geography - Maps - 1852<<>Atlases, British - 1852<<>Historical atlases
A Classical atlas, to illustrate ancient geography : comprised in twenty-five maps, showing the various divisions of the world as known to the ancients : composed from the most authentic sources : with an index of the ancient and modern names / by Alexander G. Findlay. New York : Harper Bros., [1852?].
Authors: Findlay, Alexander G. -- William Tegg and Co. -- Tegg, William, 1816-1895 -- Harper & Brothers -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (xvi, 44 p., xxv folded leaves of plates) : ill., folded hand col. maps ; 26 cm.
Cover title: Findlay’s Classical atlas for ancient geography with an index
Includes index.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Original publisher’s binding; printed paper label on cover with title: Findlay’s Classical atlas for ancient geography with an index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1033 .F49 1852 (NLO)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
on the same map, but printed for the sake of perspicuity in different coloured inks / revised by D. Blair. London : Thomas Allman, 1853.
Authors: Blair, David, 1820-1899 -- Allman, Thomas, 1792-1870 -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([2], [18] leaves of plates) : 18 maps (some folded) ; 28 cm.
Cover title: Blair's classical atlas
Contemporary names in black; classical names in red.
Publisher's advertisements on paste downs and fly leaves.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1033 .C53 1853 (NLO)

34442 History, Ancient - Maps - 1853<>Geography, Ancient - Maps - 1853<>Historical geography - Maps - 1853<>Atlases, German - 1853<>Historical atlases
Editio 5a.
Includes bibliographical references.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Bookplate: Ex libris Paul Tibbe.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1033 .R435 1853 (NLO)

34443 History, Ancient - Maps - 1853 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Young, J. H. (James Hamilton) -- Thomas, Cowperthwaite & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 7 maps ; 818 x 258 mm.
C:JHYoung
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

34444 History, Ancient - Maps - 1854<>Geography, Ancient - Maps - 1854<>Historical geography - Maps - 1854<>Atlases, British - 1854<>Historical atlases
A Classical atlas, to illustrate ancient geography : comprised in twenty-five maps, showing the various divisions of the world as known to the ancients : composed from the most authentic sources : with an index of the ancient and modern names / by Alexander G. Findlay. London : William Tegg & Co., 1854.
Includes index.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Maps hand colored in outline.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
References: Phillips 13
Baskes G1033 .F49 1854 (NLO)

34445 History, Ancient - Maps - 1855<>Geography, Ancient - Maps - 1855<>Historical atlases
Philips' library atlas of ancient and modern geography : with notes of the extent, population, revenue, &c., of every country in the world / by G.H. Smith ; accompanied by a copious index of upwards of 22,000 names of places by J.H. Johnson. Liverpool : Published by George Philip and Son ..., 1855.
Authors: Smith, G. H. -- Johnson, J. H. (John Hugh), fl. 1854-1870 -- George Philip & Son -- James Ballantyne and Co. -- Hardmary, Lawrence -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 atlas (39 p., 50 [i.e. 49] leaves of plates) : 47 hand col. maps (some folded) ; 33 cm.
'Ballantyne, Printer, Edinburgh.'--P.39.
Includes indexes.
Scales differ.
Former owner: Lawrence Hardmary [?].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .P55747 1855 (NLO)

34446 History, Ancient - Maps - 1855<>Geography, Ancient - Maps - 1855<>Historical geography - Maps - 18552<>World history - Maps - 1855<>Atlases, German - 1855<>Atlases, British - 1855<>Historical atlases
Authors: Menke, Th. (Theodor), 1819-1892 --
Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) --
Trübner & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
[12] p., xvii folded leaves of plates : 17 folded
hand col. maps ; 25 cm.
2nd ed.
Uniform title: Orbis antiqui descriptio in usum
scholarum. English
Preface in English, maps in Latin.
Preface translated from the original German.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Former owner’s inscription: R.H. Hilhoase[?] Feb.
12 1858.
Embossed stamp: Veetrag vom 15 Mai 1846.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 34; Espenhorst, J.
Petermann’s planet, v.1, p. 394
Baskes G1033 .M4613 1855 (NLO)

34447 History, Ancient - Maps - 1856 (Provisional
Heading)
Authors: Hughes, William, 1817-1876 -- Long,
George, 1800-1879 -- Sheldon & Company (New
York, N.Y.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 v. : 26 maps ; 262 x 185 mm.
Ed:GeoLong
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

34448 History, Ancient - Maps - 1856 (Provisional
Heading)
Authors: Hughes, William, 1817-1876 -- Long,
George, 1800-1879 -- Sheldon & Company (New
York, N.Y.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 v. : 26 maps ; 260 x 185 mm.
Ed:GeoLong;copyrightBlanchard&Lea
Phillips 19
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

34449 History, Ancient - Maps -
1857<>Geography, Ancient - Maps -
1857<>Historical geography - Maps -
1857<>Bible - Geography - Maps -
1857<>Middle East - History, Ancient -
Maps - 1857<>Israel - History, Ancient -
Maps - 1857<>Atlases, British -
1857<>Historical atlases
Philips’ atlas of classical, historical, and scriptural
geography : containing fifty-one maps and plans,
comprehensively illustrating the various
countries, conquests, kingdoms, and distribution
of races, from the remotest ages of the world :
with typographical details of the celebrated
localities, battle-fields, sieges, &c., of antiquity,
affording a comparative view of ancient and
modern geography / the whole compiled from the
works of the celebrated geographer, D’Anville,
and others, corrected and amplified from the
results of more recent researches and
discoveries. London : George Philip and Son,
1857.
Authors: George Philip & Son -- Anville, Jean
Baptiste Bourguignon d’, 1697-1782 -- Ward, E.
T. W. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry
Library)
1 atlas ([4] p., 36 folded leaves of plates) : 51
hand col. maps (some folded) ; 58 cm.
Cover title: Phillips’ classical, historical, and
scriptural atlas
Added title page: Philips’ atlas of classical
historical & scriptural geography, illustrating the
scriptures, ancient classics, historians, poets &c.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Publisher’s red cloth binding, half-bound in red
leather with gold-stamped cover title: Philips’
classical, historical, and scriptural atlas.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1030 .G3 1857 (NLO)

34450 History, Ancient - Maps - 1857 (Provisional
Heading)
Atlas of classical geography. Philadelphia :
Blanchard&Lea, 1857.
Authors: Hughes, William, 1817-1876 -- Long,
George, 1800-1879 -- Blanchard & Lea -- Roger
S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 26 maps ; 260 x 184 mm.
Ed:GeoLong;cover:LongsClassicalAtlas
Phillips 18
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

34451 History, Ancient - Maps -
1858<>Geography, Ancient - Maps -
1858<>Atlases, British - 1858<>Historical
atlases
The Harrow atlas of classical geography :
selected from the maps published under the
superintendence of the Society for the Diffusion
of Useful Knowledge, with index. London :
Edward Stanford, 1858.
Authors: Society for the Diffusion of Useful
Knowledge (Great Britain) -- Harrow School --
Stanford, Edward, 1827-1904 -- Hughes, William,
1817-1876 -- Welland, George -- Smith, Philip,
1817-1885 -- J. & C. Walker (Firm) -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (23 folded leaves of plates, 48 p.) : ill., 23
hand col. maps (folded) ; 35 cm.
Cover title: Harrow School atlas, classical
Maps by Edward Stanford, William Hughes,
George Welland, Philip Smith, and J. & C.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Baskes folio G1033 .S68 1858 (NLO)

34452  History, Ancient - Maps -
1858<>Geography, Ancient - Maps -
1858<>Historical geography - Maps -
1858<>Atlases, British - 1858<>Historical atlases
A School atlas of classical geography : comprising in twenty plates : maps and plans of all the important countries and localities referred to by classical authors, constructed from the best materials, and embodying the results of the most recent investigations / by Alex. Keith Johnston ; with an index of places in which the proper quantities of the syllables are marked, by T. Harvey. Edinburgh ; London : William Blackwood and Sons, 1858.
Authors: Johnston, Alexander Keith, 1804-1871 -- W. & A.K. Johnston Limited -- William Blackwood and Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 atlas (24 p., 20 folded leaves of plates) : 20 folded col. maps ; 23 cm.
New ed.
Publisher’s advertisements on front and back end papers.
Includes index.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1033 .J6 1858 (NLO)

34453  History, Ancient - Maps -
1860<>Geography, Ancient - Maps -
1860<>Historical geography - Maps -
1860<>World history - Maps -
1860<>Atlases, German -
1860<>Historical atlases
Authors: Menke, Th. (Theodor), 1819-1892 -- Stier, C. -- Baumgarten, Friedrich -- Poppey, Carl, 1829-1875 -- Behrens, W., active 1843 -- Alt, W. -- Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (12 p., xviii leaves of plates) : 18 hand col. maps ; 24 cm.
Ed. 3a.
Uniform title: Orbis antiqui descriptio in usum scholarum. Italian
Running title: Orbis antiquus
Preface in Italian; maps in Latin.
Preface translated from the original German.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
This copy bound with: Stieler, Adolf. Atlante scolastico per la geografia politica e fisica ...
(Gotha etc.) : Giusto Perthes [and others], 1865).
No. 1 of 2 atlases bound together in 1 volume.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst, J. Petermann’s planet, v. 1, p. 394

Baskes G1033 .M4616 1860 (NLO)

34454  History, Ancient - Maps -
1860<>Geography, Ancient - Maps -
1860<>Historical geography - Maps -
1860<>World history - Maps -
1860<>Atlases, British - 1860<>Historical atlases
A New and elegant classical atlas : consisting of maps of all the countries mentioned by the ancient authors, carefully drawn and engraved from the best maps extant. London : Published by James Wyld, [1860].
Authors: Wyld, James, 1812-1887 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([18] folded leaves of plates) : 18 folded hand col. maps ; 25 cm.
Cover title: Wyld’s classical atlas
Most maps dated 1860.
English and Latin.
Engraved title page.
Relief shown by pictorially.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G1033 .W95 1860 (NLO)

34455  History, Ancient - Maps -
1861<>Geography, Ancient - Maps -
1861<>Atlases, German - 1861
Standard library atlas of classical geography.
Authors: Bohn, Henry G. (Henry George), 1796-1884 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 22 maps ; 259 x 184 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
References: Phillips 5
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCT)

34456  History, Ancient - Maps -
1861<>Geography, Ancient - Maps -
1861<>Atlases, German -
1861<>Historical atlases
Standard library atlas of classical geography.
London : Bohn, 1861.
Authors: Bohn, Henry G. (Henry George), 1796-1884

34457 **History, Ancient - Maps**

*1864*<><>Geography, Ancient - Maps - 1864<><>Historical geography - Maps - 1864<><>World history - Maps - 1864<><>Atlases, British - 1864<><>Historical atlases

*Standard library atlas of classical geography.*

London : Bell, 1864.

Authors: George Bell & Sons -- Bohn, Henry G. (Henry George), 1796-1884

1 atlas : 22 maps ; 24 cm.

References: Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 6

G 1002 .1 (NLO)

34458 **History, Ancient - Maps**

*1865*<><>Geography, Ancient - Maps - 1865<><>Historical geography - Maps - 1865<><>World history - Maps - 1865<><>Atlases, German - 1865<><>Historical atlases

*Atlante del mondo antico : pubblicato ad uso delle scuole del regno d'Italia / da Teodoro Menke.*

Gotha ; Turin ; Napoli [Naples] ; Milano [Milan] ; Giusto Perthes ; H.F. Münster ; A. Detken & Rocholl ; Th. Laengner, 1868.

Authors: Menke, Th. (Theodor), 1819-1892 -- Stier, C. -- Alt, W. -- Stülpnagel, F. von -- Laengner, Th. -- H. F. Münster (Firm) -- A. Detken & Rocholl -- Justus Perthes (Firm : Goth, Germany) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Detken (A.) & Rocholl SEE A. Detken & Rocholl

1 atlas (10 p., xviii folded leaves of plates) : 18 hand col. maps ; 25 cm.

4a ed.

Uniform title: Orbis antiqui descriptio in usum scholarum. Italian

Running title: Menke, Orbis antiquus


Preface translated from the original German.

Relief shown by hachures.

Scales differ.

This copy bound with: Stieler, Adolf. Atlante scolastico per la geografia politica e fisica ...


References: Esphenhorst, J. Petermann's planet, v. 1, p. 394

**Baskes G1033 .M4616 1868 (NLO)**

34459 **History, Ancient - Maps - 1866 (Provisional Heading)**

*Long's classical atlas.*

Philadelphia : LeaHC, 1866.

Authors: Hughes, William, 1817-1876 -- Long, George, 1800-1879 -- Lea, H. C. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 26 maps ; 260 x 183 mm.

Ed:GeoLong

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)**

**PrCt**

34460 **History, Ancient - Maps**

*1868*<><>Geography, Ancient - Maps - 1868<><>Historical geography - Maps - 1868<><>World history - Maps - 1868<><>Atlases, German - 1868<><>Historical atlases

*Atlante del mondo antico : pubblicato ad uso delle scuole del regno d'Italia / da Teodoro Menke.*

Gotha ; Venezia ; Napoli [Naples] ; Milano [Milan] ; Giusto Perthes ; H.F. Münster ; A. Detken & Rocholl ; Th. Laengner, 1868.

Authors: Menke, Th. (Theodor), 1819-1892 -- Stier, C. -- Alt, W. -- Stülpnagel, F. von -- Laengner, Th. -- H. F. Münster (Firm) -- A. Detken & Rocholl -- Justus Perthes (Firm : Goth, Germany) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Detken (A.) & Rocholl SEE A. Detken & Rocholl

1 atlas (10 p., xviii folded leaves of plates) : 18 hand col. maps ; 25 cm.

4a ed.

Uniform title: Orbis antiqui descriptio in usum scholarum. Italian

Running title: Menke, Orbis antiquus


Preface in Italian; maps in Latin.

Preface translated from the original German.

Relief shown by hachures.

Scales differ.

This copy bound with: Stieler, Adolf. Atlante scolastico per la geografia politica e fisica ...


References: Esphenhorst, J. Petermann's planet, v. 1, p. 394

**Baskes G1033 .M4616 1868 (NLO)**

34461 **History, Ancient - Maps**


*Atlas d'histoire ancienne de l'Orient : antérieurement aux guerres médiques / par François Lenormant.*

Paris : A. Levy, [1868].

Authors: Lenormant, François, 1837-1883 -- Geisendörfer, J. -- Lévy, A. -- Imprimerie Lémencier et cie -- Lenormant, François, 1837-1883. Manuel d'histoire de...
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

l'Orient.=Gleason, Joseph M. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
8 p., XXIV folded leaves of plates : 24 folded maps (some hand col.) : 33 cm.
Date from Phillips 31a
Maps by J. Geisendörfer and Lemercier et cie.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Bookplate: Ex libris Joseph M. Gleason.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 31a
LC Card Number: map68000464
Baskes folio G1033 .L53 1868 (NLO)

34462 History, Ancient - Maps - 1868<<>>Historical geography - Maps<<>>World history - Maps - 1860<<>>Atlases, German - 1866<<>>Historical atlases
Authors: Rheinhard, Arminius -- Bromme, Traugott, 1802-1866 -- Hochdanz, E. -- Hoffmann, Carl, 1802-1883 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (12 folded leaves of plates) : 12 folded hand col. maps. : 25 cm.
Ed. 3. emendata et aucta.
Maps by T. Bromme; engraved by E. Hochdanz.
Title vignette.
Publisher’s printed paper covered boards; publisher’s advertisements on back cover.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1030 .R53 1868 (NLO)

34463 History, Ancient - Maps - 1870<<>>Atlases, Danish - 1870 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Berg, C. -- Arents, L. -- Steen, C. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 6 maps ; 410 x 258 mm.
3rd ed.
Maps engraved by L. Arents.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

The Junior classic atlas : comprising Orbis veteribus notus, Italiae pars septentrionalis (N. Italy), Italiae pars meridionalis (S. Italy), Graecia et Aegaei maris insulae, Asia Minor, Palaestina, Britannia, and Gallia / edited by H. Musgrave
Authors: Wilkins, Henry Musgrave, 1823-1887 -- Frederick Warne and Co. -- Scribner, Welford, and Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (10 p., [8] folded leaves of plates) : 8 hand col. maps (folded) ; 26 cm.
Imperfect: t.p. torn with loss of text
Includes index.
Publisher’s green cloth binding.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Baskes G1033 .J86 1871 (NLO)

34465 History, Ancient - Maps - 1871 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Hughes, William, 1817-1876 -- Long, George, 1800-1879 -- Sheldon & Company (New York, N.Y.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 26 maps ; 260 x 182 mm.
Ed:GeoLong
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

1 atlas (26, [186] p, 43 leaves of plates (some folded)) : 43 hand col. maps (some folded) ; 49 cm.
“Forty-three maps, indices, and descriptive text.” Relief shown by hachures.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Includes indexes.
Scales differ.
Bookplate: Smith College Library. Withdrawn.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 52

Baskes oversize G1033 .S66 1874 (NLO)

34467 History, Ancient - Maps -
1875<>Geography, Ancient - Maps -
1875<>Historical geography - Maps -
1875<>Bible - Geography - Maps -
1875<>Middle East - History, Ancient -
Maps - 1875<>Palestine - History, Ancient -
Maps - 1875<>Israel - History, Ancient -
Maps - 1875<>Atlases, British -
1875<>Historical atlases

An Atlas of ancient geography, biblical & classical
:
 the Dictionary of the Bible and the
classical dictionaries / the biblical maps from
recent surveys, and the classical maps drawn by
Charles Müller ; edited by William Smith and
George Grove. London : John Murray, 1875.
Authors: Smith, William, Sir, 1813--1872 -- Müller,
Carl, d. 1813 -- Grove, George, 1820-1900 --
Murray, John, 1808-1892 -- John Murray (Firm)
1 atlas (26, [186] p. : 43 maps and plans (some
col.)) ; 52 cm.
Cover title: Dr. Wm. Smith’s Atlas of ancient
geography
At head of title: Dr. William Smith's ancient atlas
Other titles: Dictionary of Greek and Roman
geography -- Dictionary of the Bible -- Dictionary
of Greek and Roman antiquities -- Dictionary of
Greek and Roman biography and mythology.
Most maps on double leaves.
References: Phillips 52: Atlases in libraries of
Chicago (1936) no. 58
oversize G 1002 .82 (NLO)

34468 History, Ancient - Maps -
1880-1889<>Geography, Ancient - Maps -
1880-1889<>Atlases, British -
1880-1889<>Historical atlases

Philips' handy classical atlas / by William
Hughes. London : George Philip and Son,
[188-?].
Authors: Hughes, William, 1817-1876 -- George
Philip & Son -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 atlas (4 p., 18 folded leaves of plates) : 18
folded col. maps ; 22 cm.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Owner’s inscription: R.E. James[?] Clare.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1033 .H84 1880z (NLO)

34469 History, Ancient - Maps -
1880<>Geography, Ancient - Maps -
1880<>Atlases, British - 1880<>Historical
atlases

The Unrivalled classical atlas : in twenty-three
coloured maps, with complete index. Edinburgh :
Authors: W. & A.K. Johnston Limited -- Johnston,
Keith, 1844-1879 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 atlas (23, 8 p.) : ill., 23 col. maps ; 37 cm.
Date from English catalogue of books, v. 3
Maps by Keith Johnston.
Relief shown by hachures.
On maps: Engraved & printed in colours.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1033 .W35 1877 (NLO)

34470 History, Ancient - Maps -
1880<>Geography, Ancient - Maps -
1880<>Historical geography - Maps -
1880<>World history - Maps -
1880<>Atlases, British - 1880<>Historical
atlases

The Standard library atlas of classical geography :
completed to the present state of knowledge.
London : G. Bell & Sons, [ca. 1880].
Authors: George Bell & Sons -- J. & C. Walker
(Firm) -- Nevins Memorial Library (Methuen,
Mass.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry
Library)
1 atlas (iv, 23 p., xxii folded leaves of plates) : 22
hand col. maps ; 25 cm.
One map engraved by J. & C. Walker.
Relief shown by hachures.
"With a general index giving the latitude &
longitude of every place named in the maps."
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Bookplate: Nevins Memorial Library Methuen,
Mass. August 26, 1885.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Full text of another copy available online via
HathiTrust Digital Library (accessed April 2013):
http://hdl.handle.net/2027/njp.32101064457631
Baskes G1033 .G34 1880 (NLO)

34471 History, Ancient - Maps -
1882<>Geography, Ancient - Maps -
1882<>Historical geography - Maps -
1882<>Atlases - 1882

Ginn & Heath’s classical atlas. Boston : Ginn &
Heath, [1882?].
Authors: Ginn & Heath -- W. & A.K. Johnston
Limited -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry
Library)
1 atlas : 23 maps ; 371 x 290 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(Pr Ct)

34472 History, Ancient - Maps -
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

Preface dated 1886.


Publisher’s advertisements on lining papers.
Publisher’s decorative green cloth binding.
Scales differ.

Map laid in: Greece with the coasts and islands of the Aegean Sea.
Scales differ.

Removed from binding and placed in original boards, which have been modified as a portfolio.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1030 .P74 1886 (NLO)

34477 History, Ancient - Maps -
1886<<<<Geography, Ancient - Maps -
1886<<<<Historical geography - Maps -
1886<<<<Atlases - 1886<<<<Historical atlases
PUBLISHERS
Ginn & Company’s classical atlas : in twenty three coloured maps, with complete index...
Boston : Ginn & Company, publishers, [1886].
Authors: Ginn & Company -- Johnston, Alexander Keith, 1804-1871 -- W. & A.K. Johnston Limited
1 atlas (17 p., 23 maps) ; 24 cm.

Includes index.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 20

Baskes folio G1030 .J85 1885 (NLO)

34474 History, Ancient - Maps -
1885<<<<Geography, Ancient - Maps -
1885<<<<Historical geography - Maps -
1885<<<<Atlases - 1885<<<<Historical atlases
Ginn & Heath’s classical atlas in twenty three coloured maps, with complete index ...
Boston : Ginn, [1885?].
1 atlas (18 p. : 23 maps) ; 35 x 29 cm.

G1002 .34 (NLO)

34475 History, Ancient - Maps - 1885 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Weller, Edward, -1884 -- G.P. Putnam’s Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 15 maps ; 181 x 138 mm.
nd; maps:Collins, Glasgow
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

34476 History, Ancient - Maps -
1886<<<<Geography, Ancient - Maps -
1886<<<<Historical geography - Maps -
1886<<<<Atlases - 1886<<<<Historical atlases
The Public schools atlas of ancient geography : in 28 maps, on the plan of The public schools atlas of modern geography / edited with an introduction by George Butler. London :
Longmans, Green, and Co., 1886.
Authors: Butler, George, 1819-1890 -- Weller, Edward, -1884 -- Longmans, Green, and Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (x, 20 p., [27] leaves of folded plates) : 28 folded col. maps ; 28 cm.
New ed.
Also published under title: Longmans’ atlas of ancient geography.
Maps by Edward Weller
Includes index.
Publisher’s advertisements on first preliminary page.
Scales differ.

Removed from binding and placed in original boards, which have been modified as a portfolio.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1033 .G5 1882 (NLO)


34480


Baskes folio G1033 .G5 1894 (NLO) 34482

For more information refer to the title page of each catalog entry.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

34483

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Publication Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Authors: Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Kampen, Albert van, 1842-1891 -- Schneider, Max, 1859-- -- Geyer, V. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 atlas : 24 maps ; 175 x 105 mm. 6th ed.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edited by A.vanh Kampen.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>References: Espenhorst 2.6.5.1.6; Phillips 50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (Pr Ct)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

34484

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Publication Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>History, Ancient - Maps - 1899</td>
<td>Geography, Ancient - Maps - 1899</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gall &amp; Inglis' imperial globe atlas of modern and ancient geography : containing thirty-seven quarto pages of maps and index-gazetteer of 20,000 names. London : Gall &amp; Inglis, 1899.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authors: Gall &amp; Inglis -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 atlas ([4], 23 p., [36] p. of plates) : 37 col. maps ; 37 cm.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publisher’s illustrated cloth binding.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Includes index.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relief shown by hachures.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scales differ.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Owner’s inscription: Ethel Doreen, West Laker, &quot;Wharncliffe&quot; Birchanger [?] South Norwood.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baskes folio G1019 .G233 1899 (NLO)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

34485

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Publication Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publisher’s cloth binding with cover title: Sanborn’s Classical atlas.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Typography and maps engraved by C.J. Peters &amp; Son.&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Includes index.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scales differ.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bookplate: John Ryan Washburn.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Owner’s inscription: J.R. Washburn, [?] Md.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>References: Philips 32</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LC Card Number: 0207974</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baskes folio G1033 .L67 1902 (NLO)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

34486

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Publication Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>History, Ancient - Maps - 1903</td>
<td>Geography, Ancient - Maps - 1903</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gall &amp; Inglis’ imperial globe atlas of modern and ancient geography : containing thirty-seven quarto pages of maps and index-gazetteer of 20,000 names. London : Gall &amp; Inglis, 1903.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authors: Gall &amp; Inglis -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 atlas ([4], 23 p., [36] p. of plates) : 37 col. maps ; 37 cm.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Includes index.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notes: Relief shown by hachures.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scales differ.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publisher’s illustrated cloth binding.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baskes folio G1019 .G233 1903 (NLO)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

34487

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Publication Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>History, Ancient - Maps - 1903</td>
<td>Geography, Ancient - Maps - 1903</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heinrich Kiepert's atlas antiquus. Berlin ; London ; Edinburgh : Dietrich Reimer (Ernst Vohsen) ; Williams &amp; Norgate, [1903?].</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authors: Kiepert, Heinrich, 1818-1899 -- Dietrich Reimer Verlag (Berlin, Germany) -- Williams &amp; Norgate -- Vohsen, Ernst, fl. 1882-1883 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'12th ed. improved, corrected and enlarged with list of names.'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cover title.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps copyright 1898 with revisions dated 1903 on map X.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incomplete; issued with 12 maps, but this copy lacking map I and title page.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place names, legends and index in Latin; list of names in English.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'Third Hundred Thousand'--Cover, Contents: I. Orbis terrarum antiquis notus -- II. Imperia Persarum et Macedonum -- III. Aegyptus. Phoenice et Palaestina -- IV. Asia citerior -- V. Graecia cum insulis et oris maris Aegaei -- VI.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
34488 History, Ancient - Maps -
1904>>>Geography, Ancient - Maps -
1904>>>Atlases, British - 1904>>>Historical atlases
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Former owner: P.D. Graham.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 5611
Baskes folio G1033 .M87 1904 (NLO)

34489 History, Ancient - Maps -
1905>>>Geography, Ancient - Maps -
1905>>>Atlases, British - 1905
Authors: Butler, George, 1819-1890 -- Weller, Edward, -1884 -- Longmans, Green, and Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 atlas. : 28 maps ; 276 x 177 mm.
Edited by George Butler.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

34490 History, Ancient - Maps -
1908>>>Geography, Ancient - Maps -
1908>>>Historical geography - Maps -
1908>>>Atlases, German - 1908>>>Historical atlases
Authors: Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Kampen, Albert van, 1842-1891 -- Schneider, Max, 1859- -- Geyer, V. -- Watson, R.M., ll. 1912 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 atlas (32, [5]-60 p., 24 folded leaves of plates) : 24 folded col. maps ; 18 cm.
The work was completed by Max Schneider. Cf. foreword.
Maps by V. Geyer.
"24 Karten in Kupferstich mit Namenverzeichnis und einem Abriss der alten Geschichte." Includes index.
Relief shown by hachures.
Original publisher's paper over boards binding.
Scales differ.
Former owner’s inscription: R.M. Watson '12, East Wing Kenyon.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst, J. Petermann's planet, v. 1, p. 361
Baskes G1033 .J87 1908 (NLO)

34491 History, Ancient - Maps -
1912>>>Geography, Ancient - Maps -
1912>>>Historical geography - Maps -
1912>>>Atlases, German - 1912>>>Historical atlases
Authors: Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Kampen, Albert van, 1842-1891 -- Schneider, Max, 1859- -- Geyer, V. -- Tibbe, Paul -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 atlas (32, [5]-60 p., Tibbe, Paul -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 atlas (32, [5]-60 p., 24 folded leaves of plates) : 24 folded col. maps ; 18 cm.
The work was completed by Max Schneider. Cf. foreword.
Maps by V. Geyer.
"24 Karten in Kupferstich mit Namenverzeichnis und einem Abriss der alten Geschichte." Includes index.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copy: G 1002 .677
References: Espenhorst, J. Petermann's planet, v. 1, p. 361; Cf. Phillips 50
Baskes G1033 .J87 1912 (NLO)

34492 History, Ancient - Maps -
1914>>>Geography, Ancient - Maps -
1914>>>United States - Maps -
1914>>>Atlases, 1914>>>Historical atlases
Cram's ancient and modern atlas of the United States and world : a complete series of maps ... a carefully prepared index of over 70,000 place names in the United States ... / carefully edited, compiled and published by George F. Cram. New York ; Chicago : George F. Cram, 1914, c1912.
Authors: George F. Cram Company -- Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Scales differ.

stamping.
Publisher's blue cloth binding with blind stamped

Includes indexes.
Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1019 .C7 1914 (NLO)

History, Ancient - Maps -
1916<><>Geography, Ancient - Maps -
1916<><>Bible - Geography - Maps -
1916<><>Middle East - History, Ancient -
Maps - 1916<><>Palestine - History, Ancient -
Maps - 1916<><>Israel - History, Ancient -
Maps - 1916<><>Atlases, British -
1916<><>Hundred Years' War, 1339-1453 -
Maps - 1916<><>Historical atlases

Classical and scriptural atlas / edited by George
Carter. London : Reife Brothers, [1916?].
Authors: Carter, George, b. 1842 -- Reife
Brothers -- Edinburgh Geographical Institute --
John Bartholomew & Co. -- Macmillan & Co.
Famous battles & sieges of Hundred Years War
[1916?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
cm.
2nd ed.
Cover title on publisher's binding with
advertisements on back cover: Classical &
scriptural atlas.
On maps: The Edinburgh Geographical Institute,
John Bartholomew & Co.
Publisher's advertisements [2] p. at end.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.

Map laid in: Famous battles & sieges of Hundred
Years War. London : Macmillan & Co.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.

Baskes G1033 .R44 1916 (NLO)

History, Ancient - Maps -
1917<><>Geography, Ancient - Maps -
1917<><>Atlases, British - 1917<><>Historical
atlases

Murray's small classical atlas / edited by G.B.
Authors: Grundy, G. B. (George Beardoe),
1861-1948 -- John Bartholomew & Co. -- John
Murray (Firm) -- Lambert, I. -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (xxiii p., 14 folded leaves of plates) : 14
hand col. maps (folded) ; 36 cm.
2nd ed.
Maps engraved by John Bartholomew & Co.
Includes index.
Publisher's blue cloth binding with blind
stamping.
Scales differ.
Authors: Heyden, A. A. M. van der -- Scullard, H. H. (Howard Hayes), 1903-1983 -- Thomas Nelson & Sons
1 atlas (221 p.) : ill., col. maps (1 fold.) ; 36 cm.
Uniform title: Atlas van de antieke wereld.
English.
Includes index.
Ref DE29 .H463 (NLO)

Authors: Heyden, A. A. M. van der -- Scullard, H. H. (Howard Hayes), 1903-1983 -- Thomas Nelson & Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (221 p.) : ill., 36 col. maps ; 36 cm.
Uniform title: Atlas van de antieke wereld.
English.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 60001130
Baskes folio DE29 .H463 1967 (NLO)

34505 History, Ancient - Maps - 1967 Historical atlases
Authors: McEvedy, Colin -- Woodcock, John, 1924- -- Penguin (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (96 p.) : 42 col. maps ; 19 x 23 cm.
Includes maps drawn by John Woodcock and index.
Map on inside back cover.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Alexander, Guide to atlases 7976
LC Card Number: map67000619
Baskes G1033 .M34 1967 (NLO)

34506 History, Ancient - Maps - 1972 Historical atlases
Authors: Grant, Michael, 1914-2004 -- Banks, Arthur -- Macmillan & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([127] p.) : 87 maps ; 24 cm.
1st American ed.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

34507 History, Ancient - Maps - 1974
'Rev. ed.'
Cartography by Arthur Banks.
18860
ICN75
map4C 67 (NLO)

Authors: National Geographic Society (U.S.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.
1st ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Authors: Platt, Colin -- Crescent Books -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 55 maps ; 287 x 225 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Authors: Palmer, Douglas -- Discovery Channel (Firm) -- Marshall Editions Ltd. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (224 p.) : ill. (chiefly col.), 77 maps (chiefly col.) ; 30 cm.
At head of title: Discovery Channel.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 216-217) and index.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
ISBN 1563318296 ; 9781563318290
Baskes folio G1046.C57 P3 1999 (NLO)

34511 History, Ancient - Maps Historical atlases
Discovery of the ancient world. Cambridge :
Detached from Stedman, Charles. The History of the origin, progress, and termination of the American war (London: J. Murray [etc.], 1794) ‘pl. 13’ [F 832.84].
Scale not given.
Relief shown by hachures.
Later version of map originally published London: William Faden, 1783; see Map4F 3701.S3.28.
map2F 3701.S3.12 (PrCt)

34515 Hoboken (N.J.) - Maps - Exhibitions
Authors: Hoboken (N.J.) . Free Public Library -- Corrado, Doris
1p. 28cm.
BHC 1148 Vert 760 (PrCt)

34516 Hoboken Terminal (N.J.) - Pictorial works - 1958-
Hoboken (N.J.) - Pictorial works - 1958 - Railroads-Manhattan (New York, N.Y.) - Pictorial works - 1958-
Delaware, Lackawanna and Western Railroad Company -Pictorial works - 1958-
Authors: Delaware, Lackawanna and Western Railroad Company
1 view ; 15 x 17 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
5A 7267 (1957 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

34517 Hock Village (Calif.) - Pictorial works -
1842-1843 - Indians - Manuscripts -
Facsimiles-
Feather River Valley (Calif.) -
Pictorial works - 1842-1843 - Indians - Manuscripts - Facsimiles-
Indians - Hock Village (Calif.) - Pictorial works - 1842-1843 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles-
Indians - Feather River Valley (Calif.) - Pictorial works - 1842-1843 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles-
Hoak Village (Calif.) SEE Hock Village (Calif.)-
Indians of North America - Maps
Tha Yndian village Hoak in California ... Feather River. [San Francisco : Grabhorn Press, 1945].
Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 view ; 17 x 27 cm.
Photo-reproduction of 1842-1843 manuscript view; p. 72 of accompanying text mentions "Hoch Village."
Original manuscript held by the Bancroft Library.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copy: folio Graff 4548
folio Graff 4549 between p. 76-77 (PrCt)

34518 Hocking County (Ohio) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners - Maps - Landowners - Maps
Section maps with entrymen on lands in Hocking Co., Ohio / L. Richard Kocher. [Columbus, Ohio : Woolkoch Pub.], 1993.
Authors: Kocher, L. Richard -- Ohio. Auditor of State's Land Office -- Woolkoch Pub. (Columbus, Ohio)
2 v. : ill., maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
Information extracted from the original handwritten land tract books retained by the State of Ohio Auditor's Land Office in Columbus, Ohio
Includes indexes.
LC Card Number: 93147575
F497.H68 K64 1993 (NLO)

34519 Hocking County (Ohio) - Maps - 1876 - Landowners - Maps - Landowners - Maps
Atlas of Hocking co., Ohio, from actual surveys by and under the direction of D.J. Lake, C.E., to which is added a township map of the state of Ohio also an outline & railroad map of the United States. Philadelphia : Titus, Simmons & Titus, 1876.
Authors: Lake, D. J. -- Titus, Simmons & Titus (Philadelphia, Pa.)
1 atlas ([1]-41 [1] p., 3l. incl. col. maps (1 fold.) illus.) ; 42 cm.
Phillips 2386.
oversize G 10892 .874 (NLO)

34520 Hof (Hof, Germany) - Pictorial works - 1552 - Curia Regnitiana (Hof, Germany) SEE Hof (Hof, Germany) - Regnitiana Curia (Hof, Germany) SEE Hof (Hof, Germany) - Woodcuts
[View of Hof, Germany]. [Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552].
Authors: Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552. Cosmographiae uniuersalis ... (1552) -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : woodcut ; 7 x 8 cm., on sheet 32 x 21 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Adjacent text describes "Curia Regnitiana."
In: Münster, Sebastian. Cosmographiae uniuersalis ... (Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552), p. 799.
Possibly an inaccurate view, since some of the woodcuts in this volume were used for more than one town.
VAULT folio Ayer 7 .M8 1552, p. 799 (PrCt)

Authors: Tursky, Franz -- Artaria & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
180 p., [16] leaves of plates : ill., folded map ; 17 cm.
Spine title: Goldberggruppe
Folded map in pocket.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 25-26) and index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes DB105 .T87 1927 (NLO)

34522 Hohenkrähen im Hegau (Herrschaft) - Pictorial works - 1552 - Hohenkrähen im Hegau (Germany) SEE Hohenkrähen im Hegau (Herrschaft) - Hohen Kregen (Germany) SEE Hohenkrähen im Hegau (Herrschaft) - Woodcuts
[View of the castle in Hohenkrähen im Hegau, Germany]. [Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552].
Authors: Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552. Cosmographiae uniuersalis ... (1552) -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : hand col. woodcut ; 8 x 6 cm., on sheet 32 x 21 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Added letterpress title above woodcut: Hohen Kregen.
In: Münster, Sebastian. Cosmographiae uniuersalis ... (Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552), p. 539.
Possibly an inaccurate view, since some of the woodcuts in this volume were used for more than one town.
VAULT folio Ayer 7 .M8 1552, p. 539 (PrCt)

34523 Hohenlinden, Battle of, Hohenlinden, Germany, 1800 - Maps - 1839 - Hohenlinden (Germany) - Maps - 1800 - Bataille de Hohenlinden gagnée par le Génél.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Hokkaido (Japan) - Maps - 1754

Pacific Coast (Russia) - Maps - 1754

North Pacific Ocean - Maps - 1754

Carte de l'isle de l'espoir et de ses environs pour servir à concilier les différentes idées que l'on en a eues jusqu'à présent / dresée par Philippe Buache de l'Académie des Sciences. ...

Delahaye l'ainé sculpit. [Paris : s.n., 1754].

Authors: Buache, Philippe, 1700-1773 -- Angelis, Girolamo, 1568-1623 -- Carvaglio, Diego, fl. 1620 -- Kaempfer, Engelbert, 1651-1716 -- Gaubil, Antoine, 1689-1759 -- Scheuchzer, John Gaspar, 1702-1729 -- Teixeira, Luis, 16th cent. -- Thévenot, Melchisédec, 1620-1692 -- Delahaye, Jean-Baptiste-Henri, d. ca. 1755 -- Académie des sciences (France) -- Buache, Philippe, 1700-1773. Considerations géographiques et physiques sur les nouvelles découvertes au nord de la Grand Mer, appelée vulgairement la Mer du Sud ... (1753[1755]) -- Imprimerie de Ballard (Firm) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 29 x 27 cm., on sheet folded to 16 x 24 cm.

Details Hokkaido and the Pacific coast of Russia. Derived from earlier work by Girolamo Angelis, Diego Carvaglio, Engelbert Kaempfer, Antoine Gaubil, John Gaspar Scheuchzer, Luis Teixeira, and Melchisédec Thévenot.

Insets (9 x 26 cm. and smaller): Extrait de la carte de l'histoire, de Kaempfer -- Extrait donné par Scheuchzer -- Extrait de la carte originale manuscrite de Texeira ... [et] Thévenot ... publiée en 1664.

In Buache, Philippe. Considerations géographiques et physiques sur les nouvelles découvertes au nord de la Grand Mer, appelée vulgairement la Mer du Sud ... (Paris : [Imprimerie de Ballard], 1753-[1755]) following p. 132.

At upper right: Xe. carte pour la 3e. partie des Considérations & c.

Duplicate copy: VAULT Ayer 135_B86 1753 Graff 460 following p. 132 (PrCt)

Hokkaido (Japan) - Pictorial works - 1754 - Coasts

Kuril Islands (Russia) - Pictorial works - 1754 - Coasts

Hokkaido (Japan) - Altitutes - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1754 - Coasts

Kuril Islands (Russia) - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1754 - Coasts

Kuril Islands (Russia) - Compagnie Islands SEE Kuril Islands (Russia) - Company's Land SEE Kuril Islands (Russia) - Terre de Compagnie Islands SEE Kuril Islands

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
(Russia) SEE Kuril Islands
(Russia) SEE Isle des Etats

Vues des cotes de la terre ou Isle d'Eso, de celle de la Compagnie et des Etats dessinées sur les lieux in 1643 par les Hollandois du vaisseau le Kastrikum lors de leur expedition pour la découverte des pays du nord du Japon. A Paris : sur la Quay de l'Horage du Palais ... 1754.

Authors: Buache, Philippe, 1700-1773 -- 'L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Vries, Maarten Gerritszoon -- Witsen, Nicolaas, 1641-1717 -- Kastrikum (Ship) -- Académie des sciences (France) -- Buache, Philippe, 1700-1773.

Considerations geographiques et physiques sur les nouvelles decouvertes au nord de la Grand Mer, appelee vulgairement la Mer du Sud ... (1753-[1755]) -- Imprimerie de Ballard (Firm) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library).

32 views : hand col. coastal profiles; 12 x 50 cm. and smaller, on 5 sheets 25 x 57 cm., folded to 25 x 20 cm.

... [P]ubliée Phil. Buache depuis le 2 Sept. 1752 jusqu'a 4 Septe. 1754 avec ... le privilege de l'Academie des Sciences.'

... [S]e trouvent les cartes de l'Atlas géographique de Guill. Delisle ... et de Phil. Buache ... .

Partly derived from earlier work by Maarten Gerritszoon Vries.

' Ces vues sont tiree du rare ouvrage de Mr. Nicolas Witsen ... sur la Tartarie imprimé en Hollandois in 1692.'

In Buache, Philippe. Considerations geographiques et physiques sur les nouvelles decouvertes au nord de la Grand Mer, appelee vulgairement la Mer du Sud ... (Paris : [Imprimerie de Ballard], 1753-[1755]) at end. Scale not given.

Relief shown by hachures.

Inset (8 cm. in diam.): Mer Glaciale : Pole Arctique.

At upper right: VIIe. carte pour le 3e. partie des Considérations &c. Page 142.

Sheets numbered 'Planche 1 [- 5e].'

Duplicate copy (without engraved page no.):

VAULT Ayer 135 .B86 1753

References: OCLC 77624452

Graff 460 at end (PrCt)


p. 41-67 ; 24 cm.


Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.

Wing Z126 .P73 1991, p. 41-67 (PrCt)

Hol, Lienhart SEE Ptolemy, active 2nd century. Geographia. Latin. 1482 SEE Printing - History - Germany - Ulm

Holle, Lienhart SEE Hol, Lienhart


Authors: Tedeschi, Martha, 1958- Pp. 40-67 : illus., maps ; 22 cm.

Photocopy.


Vert 2258 (PrCt)


Includes facsimile of Reynolds, M. Map of the town of Bedford (1841).


80-313.

LC245 .G7 G62 [map] (PrCt)

Holderness (England) - Maps - 1740 - Coasts SEE Nautical charts - Holderness (England) - 1740 - Coasts


Authors: Mount, William, d. 1769 -- Page, Thomas, d. 1762 -- English Pilot. Part 2 (1740) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : woodcut ; 14 x 23 cm. on sheet 46 x 30 cm.

Accompanying letterpress text printed below woodcut map: Thus sheweth the land from Holderness to Flamborough-Head.

Running title (p. 7): To sail between Burnham and Flamborough-head.

Oriented with north at right.

In: The English pilot : The second part : Describing the sea-coasts ... in the whole northern navigation ... the north coast of England and Scotland ... the sea-coast of Flanders ... Norway ... Russia ... and Nova Zembla, as far as the Tartarian Sea ... The sea-coasts of Sweden ... in the Baltic-Sea (London : William Mount and Thomas Page, 1740), [plate 5].

Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger):
1 map : col. ; 43 x 54 cm.

Holland (Netherlands : Province) - Maps - 1682

Comitatus Hollandiae tabula pluribus locis recens emendata. Amsterdam : C. Allard, [1682?].

Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Allard, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709 -- Allard, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709.

Atlas minor sive tabulæ geographicæ ... [1682?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 43 x 54 cm.

In: Allard, Carel. Atlas minor sive tabulæ geographicæ proecipuorum regnorum regionum, insularum, provinclarum, etc. (Amsterdam : C. Allard, 1682?) pl. 72.

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .A4 A pl. 72 (PrCt)

Holland (Netherlands : Province) - Maps - 1740

Comitatus Hollandiae tabula pluribus locis recens emendata. Amsterdam : C. Allard, [1682?].

Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Allard, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709 -- Allard, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709.

Atlas minor sive tabulæ geographicæ ... [1682?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 43 x 54 cm.

In: Allard, Carel. Atlas minor sive tabulæ geographicæ proecipuorum regnorum regionum, insularum, provinclarum, etc. (Amsterdam : C. Allard, 1682?) pl. 72.

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .A4 A pl. 72 (PrCt)

Holland (Netherlands : Province) - Maps - 1745

Comitatus Hollandiae tabula pluribus locis recens emendata ... [Augsburg] : Matthaeus Seutter, [ca. 1740?].

Authors: Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756 -- Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756. [A Collection of Seutter maps] [1726-1773]

1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 56 cm.

Continuation inset (17 x 12 cm.): Texella et Flevolandia Insulae ...

Forms part of a made-to-order composite atlas chiefly comprised of undated maps issued ca. 1734-ca. 1744.


Case oversize G 1007 .81 pl. [17] (PrCt)

Holland (Netherlands : Province) - Maps - 1756

Nauwkeurige kaart van de Haarlemmer of Leidsemeer ... / door M. Bolstra, Landmeter van Ryland ... (Amsterdam) : uitgegeven door Is. Tirion, 1745.

Authors: Tirion, Isak -- Bolstra, Melchior, 1704-1779 -- Tirion, Isak. Nieuwe en beknopte hand-atlas ... [1748 [i.e. 1769?]] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 31 x 35 cm.

Verso numbered "N 49" in manuscript.

In: Tirion, Isak. Nieuwe en beknopte hand-atlas ... (Amsterdam : Isaak Tirion, 1744 [i.e. 1769?]), plate [49].

oversize Ayer 135 .T55 1744, plate [49] (PrCt)

Holland (Netherlands : Province) - Maps - 1756

Tabula comitatus Hollandiae cum ipsius confinij, dominii nimrum ultraictini nec non Geldiae et Friisiae ... Nuremberg : Homann Erben, [ca. 1745].

Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Homann Erben ( Firm) -- Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724. Atlas novus terrarum orbis [ca. 1745] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 56 cm.

In: Homann, Johann Baptist. Atlas novus terrarum orbis (Nuremberg : [Homann Erben, ca. 1745]), [plate 33].

Map dated 1733.

Manuscript 'No. 33' and '34' on verso.

oversize Ayer 135 .H7 1730, [plate 33] (PrCt)

Holland (Netherlands : Province) - Maps - 1779

Comitatus Hollandiae tabula pluribus locis recens emendata ... [Augsburg] : Matthaeus Seutter, [ca. 1740?].

Authors: Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756 -- Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756. [A Collection of Seutter maps] [1726-1773]

1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 56 cm.

Continuation inset (17 x 12 cm.): Texella et Flevolandia Insulae ...

Forms part of a made-to-order composite atlas chiefly comprised of undated maps issued ca. 1734-ca. 1744.


Case oversize G 1007 .81 pl. [17] (PrCt)

Holland (Netherlands : Province) - Maps - 1779

Comitatus Hollandiae tabula pluribus locis recens emendata ... [Augsburg] : Matthaeus Seutter, [ca. 1740?].

Authors: Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756 -- Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756. [A Collection of Seutter maps] [1726-1773]

1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 56 cm.

Continuation inset (17 x 12 cm.): Texella et Flevolandia Insulae ...

Forms part of a made-to-order composite atlas chiefly comprised of undated maps issued ca. 1734-ca. 1744.


Case oversize G 1007 .81 pl. [17] (PrCt)

Holland (Netherlands : Province) - Maps - 1779

Comitatus Hollandiae tabula pluribus locis recens emendata ... [Augsburg] : Matthaeus Seutter, [ca. 1740?].

Authors: Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756 -- Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756. [A Collection of Seutter maps] [1726-1773]

1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 56 cm.

Continuation inset (17 x 12 cm.): Texella et Flevolandia Insulae ...

Forms part of a made-to-order composite atlas chiefly comprised of undated maps issued ca. 1734-ca. 1744.


Case oversize G 1007 .81 pl. [17] (PrCt)
34547  Holland (Netherlands : Province) - Maps - 1769 - Utrecht (Netherlands : Province) - Maps - 1769 - Texel (Netherlands) - Maps - 1769 - Vlieland (Netherlands) - Maps - 1769 Nieuwe kaart der Provincie van Holland. te Amsterdam : by Isaak Tirion, [1769?]. Authors: Tirion, Isaak -- Tirion, Isaak. Nieuwe en beknopte hand-atlas ... (1748 [i.e. 1769?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 32 x 37 cm. Inset (12 x 9 cm.): Kaartje van de Helder Texel, Vlieland and Wieringen. Verso numbered "N 41" in manuscript. In: Tirion, Isaak. Nieuwe en beknopte hand-atlas ... (Amsterdam : Isaak Tirion, 1744 [i.e. 1769?]), plate [41].

Case oversize Ayer 135 .T55 1744, plate [41] (PrCt)

34548  Holland (Netherlands : Province) - Maps - 1818 Holland / drawn under the direction of Mr. Pinkerton by L. Hebert ; Neele sculpt. 352 Strand. Philada. : Published by Dobson, [1818]. Authors: Hebert, Lewis, fl. 1809-1838 -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826 -- Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Dobson, Thomas, 1751-1823 -- Thomas Dobson and Son -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826. A Modern atlas : from the latest and best authorities exhibiting the various divisions of the world ... (1818) 1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 55 cm. Running title: Pinkerton's modern atlas In: Pinkerton, John. A Modern atlas : from the latest and best authorities exhibiting the various divisions of the world ... (Philadelphia : Thomas Dobson & Son, 1818), plate [19]

Case oversize G1019 .P56 1818, plate [19] (PrCt)


34553  Holland, Samuel, 1728-1801 - Biography The Life and times of Major Samuel Holland, Surveyor-General, 1764-1801. 1924. Authors: Chipman, Willis
34554 Holland, Samuel, 1728-1801 - Biography
Authors: Close, Virginia L.
p. 68-69
In Dartmouth College Library bulletin. n.s., v. 8 (1968), p. 68-69. A brief sketch of Holland's career and ties with Dartmouth, including his gift of a sundial (described in the same issue by Allen L. King, "The case of the missing sundial;" p. 66-68)
4S 32, n.s. v. 8, p. 68-69 (PrCt)

The Holland Tunnel ... map of routes : description of tunnel, toll rates, traffic regulations / Office of the Commissions ... New York City. New York : Rand McNally & Company, [1927?].
Authors: New York State Bridge and Tunnel Commission -- New Jersey Holland Tunnel Commission -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 44 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Map of routes to the Holland Tunnel / copyrighted and published by the New York State Bridge and Tunnel Commission and New Jersey Holland Tunnel Commission.
Construction on the tunnel was completed in 1927.
Inset (8 x 8 cm.): Key map : map of N.Y. and vicinity.
Insets on verso (4 x 17 cm. and 3 x 19 cm.): The Holland Tunnel plan ... [and] profile.
Panel art: Cross-section views of automobiles in the Holland Tunnel's "twin tubes."
Filed with a group of related U.S. state maps identifying bridges along major highways, ca. 1927-ca. 1939 (in RMcN AE folders 172 and 173), many associated with Rand McNally cartographer John G. Brink.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 172.2X (PrCt)

34556 Hollar, Wenceslaus, 1607-1677 - Maps - Bibliography - University of Toronto Library
Wenceslaus Hollar, 1607-1677: an exhibition of etchings. [19--].
Authors: University of Toronto Library
22p.
22p.
Vert 436 (PrCt)

34557 Hollar, Wenceslaus, 1607-1677. New Mapp of the Kingdome of England And...Wales.
A Previously unknown map of England and Wales, showing roads, circa 1670, by Wenceslaus Hollar. 1980.
Authors: Bannister, David
13 p. : maps, views, ill. ; 30 cm.
Paper read at Chicago Map Society (Sept. 25 1980) and at Michigan Map Society (Sept. 29 1980).
BHC 1053
Vert 619 (PrCt)

34558 Hollywood (Calif.) - Postal Service - 1948 - Hollywood (Calif.) - Postal Service - McNally, Andrew, 1909 - Certificates - Manuscripts
[Framed certificate to Andrew McNally III, in gratitude for his part in bringing into realization the long-sought goal of a Hollywood, California postmark]. 1948.
Authors: Hollywood Chamber of Commerce -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library)
1 certificate
AMcN III PC 870 (PrCt)

34559 Holme, Thomas, d. 1695. Map of the improved part of the province of Pennsylvania - Cartography - Pennsylvania - History
Surveyor General Thomas Holme's 'Map of the improved part of the province of Pennsylvania'. 1970.
Authors: Klinefelter, Walter, 1899-1987
p. 41-74 : maps
In Winterthur portfolio 6 (1970): 41-74. maps folio W 007 .885, v. 6, p. 41-74 (PrCt)

34560 Holme, Thomas, d. 1695 - Surveyors - Pennsylvania - Biography - Surveying - Pennsylvania - History - 17th century
Authors: Corcoran, Irma
Includes bibliographical references and index.
ISBN 0871692007
TA533.H65 C67 (NLO)

34561 Holmes County (Fla.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps
Family maps of Holmes County, Florida : with
Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960- -- Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)
216 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
1st ed.
'Deluxe edition.'
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).
'3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.'
Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).
Includes indexes.
Series: Family maps
ISBN 1420302035
Local History Ref F317.H7 B69 2006 (NLO)

Holmes County (Ohio) - Maps - 1875 - Landowners<>Counties - Maps<>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Caldwell, J. A. (Joseph A.) -- Cring, Henry -- Arms, C.T., Jr. -- Arms, C.T., Sr. -- Hall, H. L. -- Underwood, J. A. -- Holmes County Historical Society (Ohio)
1 atlas (105 p. (2 fold.) : 23 maps, ports., views) ; 32 cm.
Facsimile of original published Condit, Ohio: J.A. Caldwell, 1875.
'By and under the direction of Henry Cring, assisted by C.T. Arms ... [et al.]
Versos of most leaves blank.
Spine title: Historical atlas of Holmes County, 1875 & 1907 (combined).
21688
ICN76
map4C 119 (NLO)

Holmes County (Ohio) - Maps - 1861 - Landowners<>Counties - Maps<>Landowners - Maps
[Holmes County (Ohio) - 1861: LC G&M land

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

Visscher 57 (PrCt)

34574 Holstein - Maps - 1682
Holsatiae tabula generalis i qua sunt... Amstredam : C. Allard, [1682?].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Allard, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709 -- Allard, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709.
Atlas minor sive tabulae geographicae ... [1682?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 49 x 60 cm.
In: Allard, Carel. Atlas minor sive tabulae geographicae proecipueorum regnum regionum, insularum, provinicarum, etc. (Amsterdam : C. Allard, 1682?) pl. 47.

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .A4 A pl. 47 (PrCt)

34575 Holstein - Maps - 1801<<<Lübeck (Germany) - Maps - 1801<<<<Hamburg (Germany) - Maps - 1801
Karte vom herzogthum Holstein den gebiethen der reichs: staedte Hamburg und Lübeck und des bisthums Luebek. Nach der Fischerischen karte entworfen und berichtiget von B. Schleswii : Röhss, 1798 [i.e. 1801].
Authors: B. -- Röhss
1 map ; 46 x 57 cm.
'2. verb., vermm., und neu gestochene aufl.'
Scale not given.
Forms one of nine plates bound together without title page in a composite atlas (57 x 38 cm.) with spine title: Maps of Europe.

oversize G 1030 .55 (NLO)

34576 Holstein - Maps - 1804
A Map of the Duthcy of Holstein, with the territories of the imperial towns Hamburg & Lübeck ...
London : W. Faden, 1804 [i.e. 1817?].
Authors: Faden, William, 1749-1836 -- Fischer, Johann Christoph, 1729-1801 -- Faden, William, 1749-1836. [General atlas] [1817?]
1 map : hand col. ; 45 x 57 cm.
Map dated 1804; verso handstamped '37.'

oversize G 10 .282 pl. 38 (PrCt)

34577 Holsteinische Schweiz (Germany) - Maps - 1920-1921
Authors: Griebens-Reiseführer -- Griebens-Verlag -- Bregas, M. -- Lühr, H. -- Kraatz, Leopold -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
7. Aufl. [7th ed.] / neu bearb. von M. Bregas

'Neu bearbeitet von H. Lühr.'
'Mit 7 Karten.'
Maps lithographed by Leopold Kraatz. Includes index.

Series: Griebens Reiseführer ; Bd. 97
Imperfect; front cover detached.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 97 (1920-1921) (NLO)

34578 Holsteinsborg (Greenland) - Maps - 1931<<<Greenland, Western - Maps - 1931
Authors: Great Britain. Hydrographic Office -- J. D. Potter Ltd. -- Stanton, W., fl. 1853 -- Broad, George A. -- Phoenix (Ship) -- Valorous (Ship) -- Evans, F. J. (Frederick John), 1815-1885 -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 49 x 65 cm.
Addet title: Greenland.
'Published at the Admirlalty, 5th May 1876, under the superintendence of Captain F. J. Evans...Hydrographer. Sold by J. D. Potter, agent for the Admiralty charts, 145 Minorities.'
'New editions Augt. 1883. Large corrections 24th April 1931.'
'Small corrections.'
Inset: Greenland--west coast: Holstenborg Harbour [18 x 36 cm.].
Upper right: 120.31.
Handstamped 'Increase 50%'

Fitzgerald polar map 108 (PrCt)

34579 Holstenius, Lucas, 1596-1661
Authors: Almagià, Roberto, 1884-1962
E 5 .H743523 (NLO)

34580 Holt County (Mo.) - Maps - 1877-1918 - Landowners<<<Counties - Maps<<<Landowners - Maps
3 atlases in 1 v. (ca. 256 p. : ill., maps, ports.) ; 36 cm.
Title from spine.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.


34583 Holy Island (England : Island) - Maps - 1610 - Guernsey (Channel Islands) - Maps - 1610 - Farne Islands (England) - Maps - 1610 - Jersey (Channel Islands) - Maps - 1610

Holy Island ; Garnsey ; Farne ; Iarsey. [London] : loh[n] Sudbury and G. Humble [i.e. J. Legate and W. Humble], 1610 [i.e. 1646].
Authors: Speed, John, 1552?--1629 -- Hondius, Jodocus, 1563-1612 -- Sudbury, John -- Humble, George, d. 1640 -- Legate, John, d. 1658 -- Humble, William, 1612-1686 -- Speed, John, 1552?-1629. A Prospect of the most famous parts of the world ... together with ... Great Brittaines empire (1646)
4 maps ; 8 x 25 cm. each, on sheet 42 x 55 cm. Letterpress text on verso (p. 93-94) under the following heading: The Islands.
In: Speed, John. A Prospect of the most famous parts of the world ... together with ... Great Brittaines empire (London : Printed by John Legatt, for William Humble, 1646) map [69].
Case oversize G 117 .82 map [69] (PrCt)

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

34586 Holy Island, Staples and Barwick / F.W. Oetjes sculp. [London : s.n., 1749].
Authors: Collins, Greenville, fl. 1669-1698 -- Oetjes, F. W. -- Davies, Capt. Will, fl. ca. 1693 -- Torrington, Arthur Herbert, Earl of, 1647-1716 -- Collins, Greenville, fl. 1669-1698. Great Britain’s coasting-pilot ... (1749) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 45 x 56 cm.
Includes dedication to "Capt. Will Davies, Vice Admiral, to the ... the Earle of Torrington ... by Capt. Greenvil Collins ... ".
Oriented with north at bottom.
Inset (14 x 17 cm.) : [Berwick-upon-Tweed].
In: Collins, Greenville. Great Britain’s coasting-pilot ... (London : Printed by William and John Mount and Thomas Page, 1749), [plate 40].
Oriented with north at right.
Engraved letter M at upper left.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1811.P5 C6 1693, part 2, [plate 19] (PrCt)

Authors: Collins, Greenville, fl. 1669-1698 -- Wright, William, Capt., 17th cent. -- Collins, Greenville, fl. 1669-1698. Great Britain’s coasting-pilot ... (1749) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 45 x 57 cm.
Includes dedication "to Capt. William Wright by G. Collins ... ".
Includes coastal profiles.
Oriented with north at left.
In: Collins, Greenville. Great Britain's coasting-pilot ... (London : Printed by Freeman Collins, and are to be sold by Richard Mount, 1693), part 2, [plate 19]
No engraved plate no.; ms. no. 19 on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1811.P5 C6 1693, part 2, [plate 19] (PrCt)

Hözel, F.>>>Cartographers, German - 1900-1999 - Biography
Authors: Bosse, H.-R. (Heinz-Richard) -- Hözel, F. -- Koeman, C. (Cornelis), 1918 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
91 p. : ill., maps (some col.), ports. ; 24 cm.
Text of Bosse's interview with Hözel on p. 3-32, followed by 24 examples of maps and cartographic illustration by Hözel.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
34590 Homann Erben (Firm)<---Ebersperger, Johann Georg, 1695-1760<---Franz, Johann Michael<---Cartography - Germany - History - 1700-1899
Authors: Sandler, C. (Christian)
64 p. : maps ; 21 cm.
2. Aufl. [2nd ed.]
Series: Christian Sandler und seine Schriften ; Bd. 3
Includes bibliographical references.
ISBN 9783936030044 (pbk.) ; 3936030049 (pbk.)
GA873.6.A1 S364 2006 (NLO)

34591 Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724<---Homann Erben (Firm)<---Cartographers - Germany - Biography<---Cartography - Germany - History - 1650-1799
Authors: Sandler, C. (Christian)
65 p. : ill. ; 21 cm.
Series: Sandler, C. (Christian) Christian Sandler und seine Schriften ; Bd. 1
ISBN 3936030014 (pbk.) ; 9783936030013 (pbk.)
GA873.6.H5 S36 2001 (NLO)

34592 Homburg (Germany) - Maps - 1695 - Fortification
Hombourg, est une forteresse considerable du comté de Sarbrick. [Paris : De Fer, 1695].
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes -- avec leurs fortifications ... (1695-1696)
1 map ; 20 x 28 cm.
In: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes ; avec leurs fortifications ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, 1695-1696) pt. 3, map [47].
Manuscript '(14)' at upper right.

Case folio U 26. 293 pt. 3, map [47] (PrCt)

34593 Homburg (Germany) - Maps - 1713 - Fortification
Hombourg, est une forteresse considerable du comté de Sarbrick ... [Paris] : De Fer, [1713?].
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Introduction à la fortification ... [1713?]
1 map ; 20 x 28 cm.
In: Fer, Nicolas de. Introduction à la fortification ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, [1713?]) map [33].
For later state of this map, with engraved plate number, see Case folio U 26 .292.
For earlier version of this map, engraved on different plate, see Case folio U 26 .293.
Case oversize U 26 .2919 map [33] (PrCt)

34594 Homem, Lopo
Di una nuova carta di Lopo Homem. [Florence : Società di Studi Geografici, 1933].
Authors: Caracci, Giuseppe, 1893-- International Conference on the History of Cartography (15th : 1993 : Chicago)
Abstract.
Paper prepared for Int. Conf. on the Hist. of Cartog. (15th), Chicago, 1993.
Vert 1309 (PrCt)

34595 Homem, Lopo, fl. 1497-1572. Atlas Miller (ca .1519)<---Holanda, Antonio De
Authors: Marques, Alfredo Pinheiro -- International Conference on the History of Cartography (15th : 1993 : Chicago)
Abstract.
Paper prepared for Int. Conf. on the Hist. of Cartog. (15th), Chicago, 1993.
Vert 1309 (PrCt)

34596 Homem, Lopo<--Reinel, Pedro, b. ca. 1464<--Reinel, Jorge<--Atlas Miller<--Atlases, Portuguese - 1519 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<--Manuscript maps - Facsimiles<--Bibliothèque Nationale (France), Cartes et Plans, Ge DD 683<--Reynel, Pedro, b. ca. 1464 sees Reynel, Pedro, b. ca. 1464<--Miller atlas see Atlas Miller
34597 Honda Bay (Cuba) - Maps - 1760 - Nautical charts

34598 Honda Bay (Cuba) - Maps - 1783 - Harbors - Nautical charts

34599 Hondarribia Region (Spain) - Maps - 1695 - San Sebastián Region (Spain) - Maps - 1695 - Guipúzcoa (Spain) - Maps - 1695
Plan du port du passage en Espagne ... entre Fontarabie et St. Sebastien ... [Paris : De Fer, 1695]. Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes; avec leurs fortifications ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, 1695-1696) pt. 6, map [123]. Manuscript '(23)' at upper right. 'Fontarabie' or 'Fuenterrabía' later named Hondarribia. Case folio U 26. 293 pt. 6, map [123] (PrCt)

34600 Hondarribia Region (Spain) - Maps - 1713 - San Sebastián Region (Spain) - Maps - 1713 - Guipúzcoa (Spain) - Maps - 1713
Plan du port du passage en Espagne ... entre Fontarabie et St. Sebastien ... [Paris : De Fer, 1713?]. Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Inselin, C. -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Introduction à la fortification ... [1713?] 1 map ; 17 x 23 cm. In: Fer, Nicolas de. Introduction à la fortification ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, [1713?]) map [148]. Map dated 1705. 'Fontarabie' or 'Fuenterrabía' later named Hondarribia. For later state of this map, with engraved plate number, see Case folio U 26.292. For earlier version of this map, engraved on different plate, see Case folio U 26.293. Case oversize U 26.2919 map [148] (PrCt)

34601 Hondarribia (Spain) - Maps - 1695 - Fortification - Ondarribia (Spain) SEE Hondarribia (Spain) - Undarribia (Spain) SEE Hondarribia (Spain) - Fontarabie (Spain) SEE Hondarribia (Spain) - Fuenterribia (Spain) SEE Hondarribia (Spain)
Fontarabie, port de mer sur l'océan et ville forte d'Espagne. [Paris : De Fer, 1695]. Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes -- avec leurs fortifications ... (1695-1696) 1 map ; 23 x 29 cm. In: Fer, Nicolas de. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes; avec leurs fortifications ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, 1695-1696) pt. 6, map [122]. Manuscript '(22)' at upper right. Case folio U 26. 293 pt. 6, map [122] (PrCt)

34602 Hondarribia (Spain) - Maps - 1713 - Fortification
Fontarabie, port de mer sur l'océan et ville forte d'Espagne ... [Paris : De Fer, [1713?]]. Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Inselin, C. -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Introduction à la fortification ... [1713?] 1 map ; 17 x 23 cm. In: Fer, Nicolas de. Introduction à la fortification ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, [1713?]) map [147]. For later state of this map, with engraved plate
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Hondius, Jodocus, 1563-1612

**Castello Sforzesco**
Authors: Tomba, Tullio
p. 107-130 : ill. ; 25 cm.
Photocopy of unpublished typescript in the British Library (pressmark Maps 26.a.36.(3.))

**Case oversize U 26 .2919 map [147] (PrCt)**

**Hondius, Jodocus, 1563-1612.**

[**Circular map of the world, ca. 1589-1602**][1680]

Kip, William, fl.1598-1635.
[**Circular map of England and Wales, ca. 1602**]

*The Circular maps.* 1937.
Authors: Box, Edward Gaspar
17 leaves ; 28 cm.

Photocopy of unpublished typescript in the British Library (pressmark Maps 26.a.36.(3.))

**Vert 368 (PrCt)**

**Hondius, Jodocus, 1563-1612.**

[**Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594**]

Authors: Smet, Antoine de -- Smet, Antoine de.

P. 291-304 ; 28 cm.
In: Smet, Antoine de. Album Antoine de Smet (1974) -- Tijdschrift van de Belgische Vereniging voor Aardrijkskundige Studies (1964)

5A 8381, p. 291-304 (PrCt)

**Honduras, Gulf of - Maps - 1680 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles**

*Manuscript maps - Facsimiles*——*Bahia de Honduras SEE Honduras, Gulf of*—— *Amatique, Gulf of SEE Honduras, Gulf of*—— *Gulf of Honduras SEE Honduras, Gulf of*—— *A Colored chart of the Bay of Honduras, between 15°30' and 18°20' N. ... [19--].*


1 map

Photostatic reproduction of 1680 manuscript.

**MapPhoto England BL Crown 122:104 (PrCt)**

**Honduras, Gulf of - Maps - 1700-1799 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles**

*Manuscript maps - Facsimiles*—— *A Colored map of Gulf of Honduras, and adjacent sea coasts. [19--].*


1 map

Photostatic reproduction of 18th-century manuscript.

**MapPhoto England BL Crown 122:105 (PrCt)**

**Honduras, Gulf of - Maps - 1775**

*Central America - Maps - 1775*

*The Bay of Honduras.* London : Robt. Sayer, 1775 [i.e. 1776].

Authors: Jefferys, Thomas. 1771 -- Jefferys, Thomas. 1771. The American atlas, or, A geographical description of the whole continent of America ... (1776) -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Robert Sayer and John Bennett (Firm) -- Jefferys, Thomas. d. 1771. The American atlas, or, A geographical description of the whole continent of America ... (1776)

1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 61 cm.
Title in upper margin.

'B.F. 10.' -- upper right corner.

In: Jefferys, Thomas. The American atlas, or, A geographical description of the whole continent of America ... (London : R. Sayer and J. Bennett, 1776); verso handstamped '27.'

**Case oversize G1100 .J44 1776 pl. 27 (PrCt)**

**Honduras, Gulf of - Maps - 1775**

*Central America - Maps - 1775*

*The Bay of Honduras.* London : Robt. Sayer [i.e. Sayer and Bennett], 1775 [i.e. 1783?].

Authors: Jefferys, Thomas. 1771 -- Jefferys, Thomas. d. 1771. The American atlas -- or, A geographical description of the whole continent of America 1782 i. e. 1783 -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Robert Sayer and John Bennett (Firm) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 61 cm.
Title in upper margin.

'B.F. 10.' -- upper right corner.

In: Jefferys, Thomas. The American atlas; or, A geographical description of the whole continent of America ... (1776) -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Robert Sayer and John Bennett (Firm) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 61 cm.
Title in upper margin.

'B.F. 10.' -- upper right corner.

In: Jefferys, Thomas. The American atlas; or, A geographical description of the whole continent of America ... (1776) -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Robert Sayer and John Bennett (Firm) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 61 cm.
Title in upper margin.

'B.F. 10.' -- upper right corner.

In: Jefferys, Thomas. The American atlas; or, A geographical description of the whole continent of America ... (1776) -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Robert Sayer and John Bennett (Firm) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 61 cm.
Title in upper margin.

'B.F. 10.' -- upper right corner.

In: Jefferys, Thomas. The American atlas; or, A geographical description of the whole continent of America ... (1776) -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Robert Sayer and John Bennett (Firm) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 61 cm.
Title in upper margin.

'B.F. 10.' -- upper right corner.

In: Jefferys, Thomas. The American atlas; or, A geographical description of the whole continent of America ... (1776) -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Robert Sayer and John Bennett (Firm) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 61 cm.
Title in upper margin.

'B.F. 10.' -- upper right corner.

In: Jefferys, Thomas. The American atlas; or, A geographical description of the whole continent of America ... (1776) -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Robert Sayer and John Bennett (Firm) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 61 cm.
Title in upper margin.

'B.F. 10.' -- upper right corner.

In: Jefferys, Thomas. The American atlas; or, A geographical description of the whole continent of America ... (1776) -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Robert Sayer and John Bennett (Firm) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 61 cm.
Title in upper margin.

'B.F. 10.' -- upper right corner.

In: Jefferys, Thomas. The American atlas; or, A geographical description of the whole continent of America ... (1776) -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Robert Sayer and John Bennett (Firm) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 61 cm.
Title in upper margin.

'B.F. 10.' -- upper right corner.

In: Jefferys, Thomas. The American atlas; or, A geographical description of the whole continent of America ... (1776) -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Robert Sayer and John Bennett (Firm) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 61 cm.
Title in upper margin.

'B.F. 10.' -- upper right corner.
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Esso Mapa de la Republica de Honduras / obsequio de Esso Standard Oil. New York, N.Y. General Drafting Co., Inc., [1949?].
Authors: Esso Standard Oil (Central America) -- General Drafting Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 50 x 84 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm. Panel title.
Added title: Mapa de la Republica de Honduras / Esso Standard Oil (Central America), S.A.
Plate no. 248
Inset (6 x 6 cm.): Islas Santanilla o de El Cisne Is Swan
Maps on verso (59 x 83 cm. and smaller): Mapa de la America Central y Panama -- La Carretera Interamericana -- La Zona del Canal.
Panel art: Various pictorial vignettes; Esso logo and Honduras state seal.
Handstamps: "Jun 3 1949" and "Please return to Blazed Trails Dept."
Editor's copy; slight manuscript annotations in blue pencil.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

1 map : col. ; 44 x 61 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm. Panel title.
Plate no. 676401-3
Insets (14 x 14 cm. and smaller): Tegucigalpa, Comayagüela -- San Pedro Sula -- Le Ceiba.
Map on verso (42 x 59 cm.): Central America.
Panel art: a photo of "Catedral de San Miguel Arcangel, Tegucigalpa."
In English and Spanish.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

1 map : col. ; 44 x 61 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm. Panel title.
Plate no. 766401-11

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Texaco, inc. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 44 x 61 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm. "1979 Edition"
Panel title.
Plate no. 796401-12
Insets (14 x 14 cm. and smaller): Tegucigalpa, Comayagüela -- San Pedro Sula -- Le Ceiba.
Map on verso (42 x 59 cm.): Central America.
Panel art: Color photo of Mayan ruins.
In English and Spanish.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3990 (PrCt)

Includes index maps detailing various

34618 Honduras - Maps - Collections - Central America - Maps - Collections - Cartography - Honduras - History - Cartography - Central America - History
Atlas de mapas históricos de Honduras = Honduras, an atlas of historical maps / William Van Davidson ; traducción al español por = translated into Spanish by Jaime Incer Barquero. [Managua, Nicaragua : Fundación Uno], c2006.
Authors: Davidson, William V. -- Incer Barquero, Jaime -- Fundación Uno
1 atlas (xvi, 313 p.) : col. ill., col. maps ; 31 x 37 cm. + 1 CD-ROM (4 3/4 in.)
Text in Spanish and English.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 255-293) and index.
System requirements: Windows 98, Pentium III processor at 450 MHz, 256 MB RAM, 40x CD-ROM and 24 MB free hard disk space.
Series: [Colección cultural de Centro América. Serie Histórica ; no. 18]
Series statement on jacket.
Scales differ.
ISBN 9789992453476 ; 9992453478
folio G1566.S1 D38 2006 (NLO)

34619 Hong Kong (China) - Description and travel - 1985
Authors: Pomery, Chris -- Girard, Greg, 1955-
Pp. 18-25 ; col. photos ; 29 cm.
From: Discovery 13, no. 11 (Nov. 1985):
Travel Vertical File G7824 .H5E635 1985 .P6 (PrCt)

34620 Hong Kong (China) - Maps - 1954
Hong Kong guide. Hong Kong : Graphic, 1954.
Authors: Weiss, Karel -- Graphic -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 44 maps
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

34621 Hong Kong (China) - Maps - 1986
Hong Kong. [Basingstoke, England?] : Baedeker Stuttgart ; Automobile Association ; Jarrold ; Prentice-Hall, 1986.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Baedeker Stuttgart -- Automobile Association (Great Britain) -- Jarrold and Sons -- Prentice-Hall, Inc. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 8 plates
Issued in partnership with the Automobile


1 map : col. ; 66 x 88 cm., folded to 22 x 13 cm.

Shows central Honolulu as it was when Hawaiian Queen Liliuokalani was overthrown in a bloodless revolution; includes footprints of prominent buildings and identifies landowners.

"... Portions of this map colored red, were ... owned or leased by Americans on the 17th day of January 1893" --Endorsement by W.D. Alexander, "Surveyor General of the Hawaiian Islands", and Thomas W. Soran (?), "notary public" in Washington, D.C.

Also dated "Dec. 30 '93" and "January 24, 1894."

Scale 1:2,400. "Scale 500 feet = 1 inch."

Oversize "7" stamped on verso.

In: United States. Congress. Senate. Committee on Foreign Relations. Report of the Committee on foreign relations, United States Senate, with accompanying testimony and executive documents transmitted to Congress from January 1, 1893, to March 10, 1894 ... (Washington : Government Printing Office, 1894), volume 1, [map 9 of 9].

Also issued in U.S. Serial Set, 53rd Congress, 2nd session, 1893-1894, Senate Report 227 (Serial Set 3180) [Newberry copy shelved as Govt. 3180].


Ayer 1720 .US 1894, v. 1, [map 9 of 9] (Pr Ct)


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 34 x 91 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm. "1976 Edition"

Panel title.

Added title: Honolulu.

Plate no. 766214-13

 Insets (14 x 39 cm. and 13 x 16 cm.):
 Kaneohoe-Kailua section -- Makapuu Point. Maps on verso (42 x 70 cm. and smaller):
 Principal islands of Hawaii -- Oahu : city & county of Honolulu -- Hilo -- [Location map of Hawaii].

Margins of Hawaii maps include color illustrations of natives, flora and fauna.

Panel art: Road signs.

Forms part of a collection of stock editions of

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Rand McNally road maps, some apparently issued as sales samples and/or printer’s proofs for prospective commercial clients.

Uniform series title (established by cataloger):

Stock road maps

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (April 2010).

RMcN Stock 198 (PrCt)

34625

Honolulu (Hawaii) - Maps - 1979 - Road maps

Honolulu (Hawaii) - Maps - 1979 - Local transit

Honolulu (Hawaii) - Maps - 1979 - Oahu - Maps - 1979 - Road maps

Honolulu & Oahu by TheBus / by Michael Brein, PhD; cartographers, Byron Maeda & Dennis Nakaoka; design consultant: Diana Tusher. Honolulu, Hawaii: Published by the Idea Company of Hawaii, c1979.

Authors: Brein, Michael -- Maeda, Byron -- Nakaoka, Dennis -- Tusher, Diane -- Idea Company of Hawaii -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- TheBus (Firm) SEE Idea Company of Hawaii -- The Bus (Firm) SEE Idea Company of Hawaii

5 maps: col.; on sheet 69 x 100 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.

"79-80 edition"

Panel title.

At head of title: A sightseeing map/guide

Added title: Honolulu & Oahu by TheBus.

Map contents (34 x 58 cm. and smaller):

Honolulu -- Island of Oahu -- Ala Moana -- Waikiki -- Downtown.

Verso includes dozens of bus route maps (10 x 10 cm. and smaller) and directory of points of interest.

Panel art: Profile of bus with "TheBus" logo.

"$1.50" -- Title panel.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 1434 (PrCt)

34627

Honolulu (Hawaii) - Maps - 1979 - Road maps

Honolulu (Hawaii) - Maps - 1979 - Local transit

Honolulu (Hawaii) - Maps - 1979 - Oahu - Maps - 1979 - Local transit

Honolulu & Oahu by TheBus / by Michael Brein, PhD. Honolulu, Hawaii: Published by the Idea Company of Hawaii, c1979.

Authors: Brein, Michael -- Maeda, Byron -- Nakaoka, Dennis -- Tusher, Diane -- Idea Company of Hawaii -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

5 maps: col.; on sheet 69 x 100 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.

"79-80 edition"

Panel title and statement of responsibility.

At head of title: A sightseeing map/guide

Added title: Honolulu & Oahu by TheBus.

"By Michael Brein, PhD: cartographers, Byron Maeda & Dennis Nakaoka; design consultant: Diana Tusher." -- Bottom right margin of map.

"Printed in the U.S.A. by Rand McNally & Company." -- Top right margin of map.

Map contents (34 x 58 cm. and smaller):

Honolulu -- Island of Oahu -- Ala Moana -- Waikiki -- Downtown [Honolulu].

Verso includes 53 bus route maps (10 x 10 cm. and smaller) and directory of points of interest.

Panel art: Profile of bus with "TheBus" logo.

"$1.50" -- Title panel.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 4916 (PrCt)

34628

Honolulu (Hawaii) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. EasyFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

5 maps: col.; on sheet 69 x 100 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.

"79-80 edition"
1 map : col. ; fold. to 24 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Uniform title: EasyFinder
Laminated.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
ISBN 0528856529
RMcN Road Map 2005 HonHI (PrCt)

34633 Honter, Johannes, 1498-1549
Johannes Honter als Kartograph / Gerhard Engelmann. [Berlin, 1979].
Authors: Engelmann, Gerhard, 1894- --
International Conference on the History of Cartography (8th : 1979 : Berlin)
[1], 12 p. ; 28 cm.
Vert 3103, no. 2 (PrCt)

34634 Honter, Johannes, 1498-1549
Authors: Günther, Siegmund, 1848-1923 -- Acta cartographica (1975) -- Mitteilungen der Österreichischen Geographischen Gesellschaft (1898)
p. 301-321: map ; 24 cm.
Originally published in Mitteilungen der Österreichischen Geographischen Gesellschaft 41 (1898): 643-663, but including a facsimile of Honter's Chorographia Transylvaniae (1532), lacking in the Acta cartographica reprint.
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3104, no. 6.
Map Ref GA101 .A2, v. 20, p. 301-321 (PrCt)

34635 Honter, Johannes, 1498-1549
Authors: Honter, Johannes, 1498-1549 Reprinted Munich: Meschendörfer, 1960, accompanied by text; see Klein 1960.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

34636 Honter, Johannes, 1498-1549
Authors: Honter, Johannes, 1498-1549 Facsimile.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

34637 Honter, Johannes, 1498-1549
Authors: Honter, Johannes, 1498-1549
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

34638 Honter, Johannes, 1498-1549
Rudimenta cosmographica = Elementele cosmografiei, Brașov 1542, textul original latin si Russian.
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3103, no. 3.
Map Ref GA101 .G56, v. 21/23, p. 138-143 (PrCt)
Authors: Honter, Johannes, 1498-1549
Not at Newberry Library (Dec. 2012) (PrCt)

34639 Honter, Johannes, 1498-1549
[Notes on Johannes Honter]. [Chicago, 198-?].
Authors: Karrow, Robert W.
1 file folder ; 25 x 30 cm.
Bibliographical notes, photocopies of maps, and drafts used in the preparation of the chapter on Johannes Honter in: Karrow, Mapmakers of the sixteenth century and their maps (1993).
Vert 3105 (PrCt)

34640 Honter, Johannes, 1498-1549
Der Humanist und Reformator Johannes Honter. 1935.
Authors: Klein, Karl Kurt, 1897-1971
Schriften der deutschen Akademie, vol. 22.
Hermannstadt and Munich.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

34641 Honter, Johannes, 1498-1549
Authors: Nussbächer, Gernt -- Revue roumaine d'histoire (1976)
p. 305-311 ; 24 cm.
Vert 3104, no. 4 (PrCt)

34642 Honter, Johannes, 1498-1549
Authors: Philippi, Hans G. -- Neue deutsche Biographie (1953- )
p. 604-604 ; 26 cm.
In: Neue deutsche Biographie (Berlin: Duncker & Humblot, 1953- ), v. 9, p. 603-604.
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3104, no. 3. E 447 .619, v. 9, p. 603-604 (PrCt)

34643 Honter, Johannes, 1498-1549
Authors: Salgo’, A gnes W., 1946- -- Országos Széchényi Könyvtár -- Newberry Library. John M. Wing Foundation
241 p. : ill. (some col.) ; 25 cm.
Proceedings of a conference held May 10, 1999 at the National Library of Hungary (Széchényi Nationalbibliothek), in commemoration of the 450th anniversary of the death of humanist scholar, jurist, educator, printer, and engraver Johannes Honterus
Includes bibliographical references (p. 186-190).
Catalog on p. 199-[242] of 34 items from the exhibit presented at the National Library as part of the Honterus anniversary celebration.
Contributions in Hungarian, with abstracts in either German or English.
Series: Libri de libris
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.
ISBN 9632004337 ; 9633891590 ; 9633891566
Wing BR350.H65 H65 2001 (NLO)

34644 Honter, Johannes, 1498-1549
Authors: Teutsch, Georg Daniel -- Allgemeine deutsche Biographie (1967-1971) p. 78-83 ; 24 cm.
Reprint of volume originally published in 1881.
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3104, no. 2. Ref CT1053 .A52, v. 13, p. 78-83 (PrCt)

34645 Honter, Johannes, 1498-1549
Johann Honter (oder Honterus) / G.D. Teutsch. [Leipzig : J.C. Hinrichs, 1877-1888].
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3104, no. 1. C 05 .4, v. 6, p. 303-310 (PrCt)

34646 Honter, Johannes, 1498-1549<>>Cartography - Romania - 1500-1599
Authors: Binder, Paul -- Revue roumaine d'histoire (1973)
p. 1037-1065 ; 24 cm.
Vert 3103, no. 1 (PrCt)

34647 Honter, Johannes, 1498-1549. Chorographia Transylvaniae (1532)
forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.
34648 Hunter, Johannes, 1498-1549. *Chorographia Transylvaniae* (1532)
Erdélynek Honter János altal kés zittet térképe 1532-ből [= The 1532 Map of Transylvania by Johannes Honter]. 1878.
Authors: Fabritius, Karl
Magyar Tudományos Akadémia (Budapest), Társadalmi-történeti Tudományos Osztálya, Ertékezések a társadalmi tudományok köréből 7, no. 7.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

34649 Hunter, Johannes, 1498-1549. *Chorographia Transylvaniae* (1532)
Zur Basler Sachsenlandkarte des Johannes Honterus vom Jahre 1532 / Karl Kurt Klein.
Authors: Klein, Karl K.
10 p. ; 21 cm.
Photocopies.
Vert 3102, no. 3 (PrCt)

34650 Hunter, Johannes, 1498-1549 <Illustration of books - 1500-1599>
*Illustration of books* - Illustration SEE *Illustration of books*
p. 35-56 : maps, ill. ; 28 cm.
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3103, no. 5.
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.
Wing folio Z 3112 .371 1986, p. 35-56 (PrCt)

34651 Hunter, Johannes, 1498-1549 <Reichersdorff, Georg von, ca. 1495-1554>
*Reichersdorff, Georg von*, 1495-1554
*Drei sächsische Geographen des 16 Jahrhunderts.* [Hermannstadt : Verlag des Vereins, 1880].
Authors: Teutsch, Friedrich, 1852-1933 -- Archiv des Vereins für Siebenbürgische Landeskunde (1880)
p. 586-652 ; 20 cm.
Not at Newberry Library (Jan. 2013) (PrCt)

34652 Hunter, Johannes, 1498-1549. *Rudimentorum cosmographiae* (1530-)

John M. Wing Foundation
p. 90-105 ; 28 cm.
In: Essays in honour of Victor Scholderer (Mainz: Karl Pressler, 1970), 90-105.
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3102, no. 6.
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.
Wing folio Z 02 .274, p. 90-105 (PrCt)

34653 Hunter, Johannes, 1498-1549. *Rudimentorum cosmographiae* (1530-)
Honer, Johannes, 1498-1549. *Syria, Ivdæa (1542-)*
Authors: Moskopp, Jakob -- International yearbook of cartography (1988)
p. 83-98 : map, 3 ill. ; 25 cm.
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3104, no. 5.

34654 Hunter, Johannes, 1498-1549. *Rudimentorum cosmographiae libri duo* (1530)
Authors: Engelmann, Gerhard, 1894- -- Studia z dziejów geografii i kartografii = Etudes d'histoire de la géographie et de la cartographie (1973) p. 319-333 ; 24 cm.
In German.
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3102, no. 5.
GA07 .06, p. 319-333 (PrCt)

34655 Hunter, Johannes, 1498-1549. *Rudimentorum cosmographicorum* (1542)
Authors: Meurer, Peter H.
98 : map, 3 ill. ; 25 cm.
In: Cartographica (1986): 39 ; 30 cm.
folio GA101 .S64, v. 2, p. 34-39 (PrCt)

34656 Hunter, Johannes, 1498-1549. *Rudimentorum cosmographicorum* (1542)
Die Zürcher Offizin Christoph Froschauer als Wegbereiter für Johannes Honters Kosmographie (Kronstadt 1542) / G. Engelmann. [Bern : Kümmerly & Frey, 1976].
Authors: Engelmann, Gerhard, 1894- -- Geographica helvetica (1976)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

p. 29-32 ; 24 cm.
Vert 3104, no. 8 (PrCt)

34657 Honter, Johannes, 1498-1549 Sarmatia (1542)
Die Karte Sarmatia des Siebenbürgisch-Deutschen Humanisten
Johannes Honter und ihre Nachdrucke
Authors: Engelmann, Gerhard, 1894- -- Organon (1979)
p. 239-256 ; 24 cm.
Vert 3104, no. 7 (PrCt)

34658 Honter, Johannes, 1498-1549 Zurich (Switzerland) - Intellectual life - 1500-1599
Hunoter und Zürich / von Oskar Netoliczka.
[Zürich : Zürcher & Furrer, 1938].
Authors: Netoliczka, Oskar Gerhard, b. 1897 -- Zwingliana (1938)
p. 85-98 : 4 maps ; 24 cm.

34659 Hood County (Tex.) - Maps - 1879 - Landowners
Maps
Authors: Texas. General Land Office -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 1008 (PrCt)

34660 Hoover Dam (Ariz. and Nev.) - Maps - 1932 - Pictorial maps
Road maps
Authors: Texas. General Land Office -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: Photocopy (positive), 17 x 16.5 in. Originally compiled 1894.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division.

34661 Hoorn, Jan van, 16th cent. Netherlands - Maps - 1526
Een kaart van de Nederlanden en de 'Oosterscherzee' gedrukt door Jan de Beeldesnyder van Hoirne te Antwerpen in 1526.
[Den Haag : Martinus Nijhoff, 1953].
Authors: Hoff, Bert van 't, 1900-1979. -- Nordhoff, L. J. -- Het Boek (1953)
p. 151-156 : map ; 26 cm.
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3107, no. 2. Z 007 .9 ser. 2, v. 31, p. 151-156 (PrCt)

34662 Hoorn, Jan van, 16th cent. Netherlands - Maps - 1526
Hoorn, Johannes à, 16th cent. SEE Hoorn, Jan van, 16th cent. -- Hoirne, Jan van, 16th cent.
Authors: Hoff, Bert van 't, 1900-1979 -- Imago mundi (1954) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3107, no. 1. Map Ref folio GA1 .I6, v. 11, p. 136 (PrCt)

34663 Hoover Dam (Ariz. and Nev.) - Maps - 1932 - Pictorial maps
[Colorado River Valley (Colo.-Mexico) - Maps - 1932 - Pictorial maps]
[United States. Bureau of Reclamation SEE Hoover Dam (Ariz. and Nev.)]
Road maps
[Pictorial maps]
At head of title: U.S. Department of the Interior, Bureau of Reclamation, Boulder Canyon Project,
Arizona, California, Nevada
Plate no. 2455 OA (1932).
Handstamp: Received ... Sep 16 1926 [i.e. 1936?] Rand McNally & Co. ... .
Related to view and profile of the dam by E.A. Docey (1932?); see RMcN AE 190.61
Previously bound with a collection of pictorial maps in binders labeled "Points of Interest."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 190.54 C (PrCt)

34664 Hoover Dam (Ariz. and Nev.) - Pictorial works - 1932
Hoover Dam (Ariz. and Nev.) - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1932
Hoover Dam (Ariz. and Nev.) - 1932 Road maps
1 view ; 18 x 22 cm.
Date estimated from related pictorial map of the dam by E.A. Docey; see RMcN AE 190.54 C "This drawing explains the manner in which Boulder Dam works ... ."
Plate no. 27400
Elevation profile (5 x 6 cm.) : Longitudinal section.
Handstamp: Received ... Sep 16 1936 Rand McNally & Co. ... .
Previously bound with a collection of pictorial maps in binders labeled "Points of Interest."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 190.61 (PrCt)

34665 Hoover Dam (Ariz. and Nev.) - Pictorial works - 1947
California - Maps - 1947
Arizona - Maps - 1947
Irrigation - Southwestern States - Maps - 1947
Panel title: Hoover Dam.
Cut-away view and longitudinal section showing tunnels, penstocks, etc.
Auxiliary map: [Irrigated and irrigable areas south of Hoover Dam in California and Arizona]. Surrounding view and on verso, 22 columns of historical and descriptive text and photos.
map4F G4332 .H64A3 1947 D3 (PrCt)

34666 Hopewell Culture National Historical Park (Ohio) - Maps - 1980-1989
Indians - Earthworks (Archaeology)
Earthworks (Archaeology)
Mound City Group National Monument (Ohio) SEE Hopewell Culture National Historical Park (Ohio)
Indians of North America - Maps [Hopewell Culture National Historical Park (Ohio) archaeological sites]. [198-?]. Authors: Marshall, James A. 1 map on 6 sheets
temp map6F G4082.M6 198- .M3 (PrCt)

34667 Hopi Buttes (Ariz.) - Maps - 1891
Hopi Indian Reservation (Ariz.) - Maps - 1891
Arizona - Maps - 1891
Hopi Indians - Arizona - Maps - 1891
Hopi Indians - Arizona - Maps - 1891
At upper left: Eleventh census of the United States.
At upper right: Indians.
OCLC 40184455
Ayer folio E98.C3 U5 1894 opp. p. 177 (PrCt)

34668 Hopi Indian Reservation (Ariz.) - Maps - 1890
Arizona - Maps - 1890
Hopi Indians - Arizona - Maps - 1890
Hopi Indians - Arizona - Maps - 1890

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

1 map : col. ; 22 x 18 cm.

The square red line shows the present boundary. The oval red line suggests the reservation or grant which should be made.

Added title from prominent lettering: Moqui Indian Res.


At upper right: Indians.

Coordinates: (W 1110--W 1100/N 360--W 350).


Duplicate copies: Govt. I 12.5 v. 10 and folio Graff 4396

OCLC 40184455

Ayer Modern MS Karrow, box 2, folder 18, no. 7 (PrCt)


Authors: Loew, Oscar, 1844-1914 p. 351-356

Photocopy from: Popular science monthly 5 p. 351

Loew is described as 'Chemist to Wheeler's surveying expedition.'

Ayer Modern MS Karrow, box 2, folder 18, no. 7 (PrCt)

34670 Hopkins County (Ky.) - Maps - 1898 Landowners Counties Maps - 1974 Counties - Maps Landowners - Maps


2 atlases in 1 v. (80 p. : ill., 32 p. of maps, ports.) ; 31 cm.


Scales of maps not indicated.

15692

IGN75

map4C 60 (PrCt)


Authors: Thielepape, Geo. J. -- Clark, A. C. -- Texas. General Land Office -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.

Size of original: Blueprint, 34 x 35.5 in. Scale 1: 66,660. Originally compiled Austin, Tex.: U.S. General Land Office, 1885; traced 1936.


Microfiche 583, no. 1011 (PrCt)

Horn, Cape (Chile) - Maps - 1951 Magellan, Strait of (Chile and Argentina) - Maps - 1951 Cape Horn : the story of the Cape Horn region, including the straits of Magellan, from the days of the first discoverers, through the glorious age of sail, to the present time; recounting the exploits of Magellan, Drake, Schouten, Fitzroy, Darwin, Melville, and many others, including the author's own experiences ... / by Felix Riesenber ; charts by William Briesemeister. New York : Dodd, Mead & Co., 1951.

Authors: Riesenber, Felix, 1879-1939 -- Briesemeister, William A. -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)


"Illustrated with charts and photographs."

Maps on lining papers.

Includes bibliographical references and index.

Forms part of the Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection of Polar books, maps, and art, 597; Spence, Sydney A. Antarctic Miscellany, 972

Fitzgerald G890.C45 R54 1951 (NLO)


Authors: Vincent, Clare -- Chandler, Bruce, 1931- -- Metropolitan Museum of Art bulletin (1969)

Pp. 372-384 : illus. ; 26 cm.


Includes illustrations on the use of the nocturnal.

Vert 1422, no. 2 (PrCt)
Horry County (S.C.) - Maps - 1825 - Landowners<--->Counties - Maps<--->Landowners - Maps
Horry District, South Carolina. [Baltimore : F. Lucas Jr.], 1825.
1 map ; 51 x 58 cm.
Surveyed by Harlee, 1820. Improved for Mills' atlas, 1825.'
In: Mills, Robert. Atlas of the state of South Carolina ... (Baltimore : F. Lucas, Jr., [1825]) pl. [14].
oversize Ayer 135 .M6 1825 pl. [14] (PrCt)

Horseshoe Lake State Conservation Area (Ill.) - 1990
Authors: Illinois Department of Conservation
1 sheet : col photos, map ; fold. to 22 x 9 cm
Travel Vertical File G4102 .H82 1990 .I4 (PrCt)

2 maps ; each 48 x 32 cm., on sheet 51 x 67 cm. Added title in upper margin: Atlantic Ocean. Azores
At head of Horta map title: Fayal Id.

“Small corrections III 82” [i.e. March 1882?]
"Sold by R.B. Bate, agent for the Admiralty charts, 21 Poultry."
Coastal profiles in margins include a town view: The town of Horta from the anchorage (3 x 30 cm.)
Plate no. at bottom right: 1940
map4F G9130 18--.V5, sheet 4 of 5 (PrCt)

Horta (Azores) - Maps - 1890 - Harbors
Authors: J.M. Teixeira Lith.
1 map : 19 x 36 cm. on sheet 50 x 67 cm. Inset on J.M. Teixeira, Cidade da Horta (ca. 1890).
Scale 1:10,000.
Relief shown by hachures; soundings in fathoms.
map4F G9134 .H6A3 1890 .T4 (PrCt)

Horta (Azores) - Pictorial works - 1890
1 view : 18 x 56 cm. on sheet 50 x 67 cm. Includes inset "Planta da Bahia" and two profiles of mole.
In lower margin, descriptive paragraphs in French, English, and German targeted to ship captains.
map4F G9134 .H6A3 1890 .T4 (PrCt)

Hortus Palatinus (Heidelberg, Germany) - Pictorial works - 1620<--->Heidelberg (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1620<--->Heidelberg (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1596-1632, SEE Frederick I, King of Bohemia, 1596-1632<--->Palatinus Garden (Heidelberg, Germany) SEE Hortus Palatinus (Heidelberg, Germany)<--->Palatinate Garden (Heidelberg, Germany) SEE Hortus Palatinus (Heidelberg, Germany)<--->Garden of the Palatinate (Heidelberg, Germany) SEE Hortus Palatinus (Heidelberg, Germany)
Scenographia Hortvs Palatinvs a Frederico V. Electore Palatino Heidelbergae exstrvctvs / W. H. [Amsterdam : Jan Jansson], 1620 [i.e. 1657].
Authors: Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664 -- Hollar, Wenceslaus, 1607-1677 -- Frederick I, King of Bohemia, 1596-1632 -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Urbium toboer Germaniae superiuors illustriorum clariorumque tabulae ... Pars posterior [i.e. prior] (1657) -- Jansson, Jan,
1588-1664. Theatrum urbium (1657)
1 view : hand col. ; 32 x 49 cm.
Initials "W.H." (Wenceslaus Hollar) largely
obscured by hand coloring at bottom, beneath
and to the left of tree in foreground.
Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Hortvs
Palatino Heidelbergensis.
In: Jansson, Jan. Urbium totius Germaniae
superioribus illustriorum clariorumque tabulae ... 
 Pars posterior [i.e. prior] 1657, [plate 63].
Issued in volume [2] of 8 in Jansson's townbook
atlases, collectively known as the Theatrum
urbium (Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657).
References: Krogt, Peter van der. Koeman's
Atlantes Neerlandici, vol. IV-1 (2010), p. 274 and
Case oversize G 117 .452, v. 2, [plate 63]

Hospital de San Juan de Dios (Manila,
Philippines) - Pictorial works - 1742
Diseño del frontispicio de la iglesia de nuestro
Co[n]vento de Manila y de lo q. se registra por la
Calle q. llama del Parian / Andrade sculp.
[Granada : Joseph de la Puerta, 1742].
Authors: Andrade, Joseph -- Maldonado de
Puga, Juan Manuel -- Maldonado de Puga, Juan
Manuel. Religiosa hospitalidad por los hijos...
(1742) -- Puerta, Joseph de la
1 view ; 294 x 415 mm. (plate mark)
In Maldonado de Puga, Juan Manuel, Religiosa
hospitalidad por los hijos del prado coripeo
patriarcha y padre de pobres S. Ivan d. Dios, en
su provincia de S. Raphael de las Islas Philippines
(Granada: Joseph de la Puerta, 1742), opp. p.
148.
Trimmed into image at left (binding) edge; left
plate mark not visible.
Keyed to legend (1-12) at lower right.
Reference: Quiros, Philippine cartography (2d
Copy 1.
VAULT Ayer BX3058.3 .M35 1742, opp. p. 148

Hospital de San Juan de Dios (Manila,
Philippines) - Pictorial works - 1742
Diseño del adorno interior de nuestra iglesia del
Convento de Manila ... / Joseph Andrade sculp.
[Granada : Joseph de la Puerta, 1742].
Authors: Andrade, Joseph -- Maldonado de
Puga, Juan Manuel -- Maldonado de Puga, Juan
Manuel. Religiosa hospitalidad por los hijos...
(1742) -- Puerta, Joseph de la
1 view ; 312 x 483 mm. (plate mark)
In Maldonado de Puga, Juan Manuel, Religiosa
hospitalidad por los hijos del prado coripeo
patriarcha y padre de pobres S. Ivan d. Dios, en
su provincia de S. Raphael de las Islas Philippines
(Granada: Joseph de la Puerta, 1742), opp. p.
180.
Trimmed into image at left (binding) edge; left
plate mark not visible.
Keyed to legend (1-44) below view.
Reference: Quiros, Philippine cartography (2d
Copy 1.
VAULT Ayer BX3058.3 .M35 1742, opp. p. 180

Hospitals On Maps
Hospitals depicted in old maps and panoramas
Authors: Jarcho, Saul, 1906-2000
BHC 1453
Vert 1040 (PrCt)

34685 Hospitals On Maps - Geneva (Switzerland) - History
Authors: Jarcho, Saul, 1906-2000
4 p. ; view
Vert 33 (PrCt)

34686 Hospitals on maps - Medical mapping
Authors: Jarcho, Saul, 1906-2000
In Bulletin of New York Academy of Medicine 46, no.9, (September 1970), 737-741, illus.
BHC 1452
Vert 1024 (PrCt)

34687 Hospitals on maps - Medical mapping
Hospitals depicted in old maps and panoramas (II). 1970.
Authors: Jarcho, Saul, 1906-2000
BHC 1441
Vert 1041 (PrCt)

34688 Hot Springs (N.M.) - Maps - 1883 - Hot springs - Hot Springs (N.M.) - Maps - 1883 - Las Vegas Hot Springs (N.M.)
SEE Hot Springs (N.M.)
Topographical map of Las Vegas Hot Springs and vicinity. Chicago : Poole Bros. Map Engr's., [1883?].
1 map ; 21 x 28 cm., folded to 22 x 14 cm. Flournished initials 'A. J.' (or 'C. A. J.' ?) at bottom right.
Montezuma Hotel, railroad train, depot, and other buildings shown pictorially; identifies numerous 'hot spas.'
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copy: G 937 .739
Graff 3513 bet. p. viii-[ix] (PrCt)

34689 Hot Springs (S.D.) - Tourism - 1950
Hot Springs, South Dakota : the city in a valley where recuperation, rehabilitation, rest and relaxation, with recreation and scenic beauty abound! Hot Springs, S.D. Hot Springs Chamber of Commerce, [1950].
Authors: Hot Springs Chamber of Commerce
1 leaflet (5-fold) ; photos, map ; 22 x 10 cm. Originally accompanied by the Touraide prepared for O. H. Ehmhardt, Jr. (Map4C G3701.P2 1950 .C6).
Travel Vertical File G4184 .H6 1950 .H6 (PrCt)

Koepf XIV, 1: 361.
map2F G4262 .Y4 1872 .H3, map 05 (PrCt)

The Hotchkiss map collection : a list of manuscript maps, many of the Civil War period, prepared by Major Jed. Hotchkiss, and other manuscript and annotated maps in his possession / compiled by Clara Egli Le Gear ; with a foreword by Willard Webb. Falls Church, Va. Sterling Press, 1977.
Authors: Le Gear, Clara Egli -- Hotchkiss, Jedediah, 1828-1899 -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division -- LeGear, Clara Egli SEE Le Gear, Clara Egli
76 p. : maps ; 23 cm.
At head of title: The Library of Congress, Reference Department, Map Division. Lists 341 maps; includes index to personal and geographic names.
Hotchkiss worked as a civil engineer after the war and almost half of the maps are from the that...
Authors: Gallagher, Gary W.
1 leaf (2 p.) : port. ; 28 cm.
Vert 1361, no. 2 (PrCt)

Authors: Hotchkiss, Jedediah, 1828-1899 -- McDonald, Archie P. -- Williams, T. Harry (Thomas Harry), 1909-1979
xxviii, 352 p. ; 24 cm.
Edited by Archie P. McDonald; foreword by T. Harry Williams.
4A 16987 (NLO)

Authors: Hotchkiss, Jedediah, 1828-1899 -- McDonald, Archie P.
BHC 1792
Vert 1361, no. 1 (PrCt)

Vert 2221 (PrCt)

Authors: Roper, Peter W., 1923- -- McDonald, Archie P.
xii, 300 p. : ill., maps, ports. ; 24 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 283-289) and index.

Authors: Webb, Willard, 1903- -- Library of Congress. Information bulletin
Pp. 23-24 : map
Vert 214, no. 1 (PrCt)

Authors: Library of Congress. Information bulletin
Vert 214, no. 2 (PrCt)

Authors: Cedar Point (Sandusky, Ohio : Amusement park) -- Hotel Breakers (Sandusky, Ohio) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 brochure : col. map ; on sheet 24 x 33 cm., folded to 24 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Include untitled map of the Sandusky region (17 x 11 cm.)
Panel art: illustration of a family overlooking a beach; "CP 1870" logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 361 (PrCt)

34700 Hotel Duomo (Pisa : Italy) - 1970
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Authors: Grand Hotel Duomo
1 leaflet (6-fold) : col. photos, ills, map ; fold. to 20 x 10 cm
Text in Italian, German, French, and English.

Hotel Madrid (Seville : Spain) - 1963
Authors: Hotel Madrid
1 leaflet (3-fold) : col. photos, ill ; fold. to 22 x 11 cm
Text in Spanish, English, French, and German.

Hotel Royal (Dinard, France) - 1925
Hotel des Terrasses (Dinard, France) - 1925
Hotel Royal Dinard = Hotel des Terrasses Dinard. Strasbourg-Schiltigheim (Bas-Rhin) : Cie. des Arts Photomécaniques, [ca. 1925].
Authors: Hotel Royal (Dinard, France) - Hotel des Terrasses (Dinard, France) -- Burton, E. M., former owner
1 booklet (12 p.) : photos, map ; 11 x 13 cm.
Titles from front and back covers.
Found laid in a copy of Muirhead's Normandy (1925), the property of E. M. Burton.
Travel Vertical File G5834 .D53E635 1925 .H6

Houghton, Douglass, 1809-1845 - Biography
Authors: Merk, George P.
From History of Geology 1, no.1 (1982): 36-44.
BHC 1849
Vert 1418 (PrCt)

House of David - 1931
Authors: House of David
1 booklet (32 p) : photos ; 22 cm
Travel Vertical File G4114 .B4E42 1931 .H6

House of David - 1950
Authors: House of David
1 leaflet (2-fold) : photo ; 21 cm
Travel Vertical File G4114 .B4E42 1950 .L8

House of David - 1950
Authors: House of David
1 booklet (32 p) : photos ; 15 cm

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
34713 Houston County (Minn.) - Maps - 1977 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps

Land atlas & plat book, 1977, Houston County, Minnesota. Rockford, Ill.; Caledonia, Minn. Rockford Map Publishers; Distributed by Houston County Farm Bureau, 1977, c1966. Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Houston County Farm Bureau (Minn.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (36 p.) : 17 maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
Includes index to owners and business directory.
Scale [1:50,688]. 1 1/4 in. = 1 mile
Coordinates: (W 91°46'--W 91°11'/N 43°52'--N 43°29').
Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.


34714 Houston County (Tex.) - Maps - 1896 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps


Authors: Bramlette, H. M. -- Texas. General Land Office -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps

1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: Blueprint, 2 parts, 23 x 46 in. each. Scale 1: 66,660. Originally compiled 1896; traced 1915.

Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps: Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps on microfiche.

Microfiche 583, no. 1012 (PrCr)


Authors: Kirchoffer, Dr. -- Bollaert, William, 1807-1876 -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS 83f map 3

1 ms. map ; 145 x 168 mm. on sheet 154 x 193 mm.

Rough sketch map showing Fort Houston and adjacent regions south and east in Harris County, Texas as they appeared in 1844; identifies tributaries of Buffalo Bayou and the San Jacinto River and includes various distances in miles between points.

Forms leaf [212] in folder 22 in William Bollaert's journal entries for January 1844, describing his travels in the Galveston Bay area and forming part of his Papers, 1837-1849 [Ayer MS 83], the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection and the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection
34722 Houston Region (Texas) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; fold. to 24 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Uniform title: EasyFinder
Laminated.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
ISBN 0528848305
RMcN StrFdr 1998 .H69 (PrCt)

34725 Houston (Tex.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
San Antonio (Tex.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Texaco touring map : Houston and San Antonio. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1940?].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 51 x 68 cm. ; folded to 18 x 9 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Houston street map.
Plate no. V.3909.
Map on verso (51 x 52 cm.): San Antonio street map.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Clients 3642 (PrCt)

34726 Houston (Tex.) - Maps - 1943 - Road maps
San Antonio (Tex.) - Maps - 1943 - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 51 x 69 cm.
Added title: Houston street map.
Date from RMcN AE 136 ms. index.
Plate no. Y 4152.
Map on verso (51 x 51 cm.): San Antonio street map.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 136.6 (PrCt)

34727 Houston (Tex.) - Maps - 1943 - Road maps
San Antonio (Tex.) - Maps - 1943 - Road maps
Houston and San Antonio / Texaco. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1943].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 51 x 69 cm., folded to 18 x 9 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Houston street map.
Title panel dated "43"
Plate no. Y 4152.
Map on verso (51 x 52 cm.): San Antonio street map.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Clients 3655 (PrCt)
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Island and Pacific Railway Company?, 1952?].
Authors: Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway Company -- Houston Belt & Terminal Railroad
1 map ; 12 x 10 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
'Map shows how Rock Island, through Houston Belt and Terminal, serves Houston's vast industrial production areas ...'
White line drawing on black background.
5A 7267 (1951 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

34735 Houston (Tex.) - Maps - 1952 - Road maps

Houston : tour with Texaco ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1952].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 79 x 56 cm.
Added title: Houston street map (eastern section).
Date from RMcN AE 139 ms. index.
Plate no. 524152V(E).
Maps on verso (79 x 56 cm. and 11 x12 cm.):
Houston street map (western section) -- Downtown Houston.
Panel art: Texaco station alongside rural road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 139.18 (PrCt)

34736 Houston (Tex.) - Maps - 1954 - Road maps

Houston ... tour with Texaco. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1954?].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress, Copyright Office
1 map : col. ; 78 x 55 cm., folded to 21 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Houston street map (eastern section).
Plate no. 545230V(E).
Maps on verso (78 x 55 cm. and 11 x 12 cm.):
Houston street map (western section) -- Downtown Houston.
Panel art: Texaco station alongside rural road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Clients 3725 (PrCt)

34737 Houston (Tex.) - Maps - 1954 - Road maps

Houston : tour with Texaco ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1954].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 79 x 56 cm.
Added title: Houston street map (eastern section).
Date from RMcN AE 139 ms. index.
Plate no. 545230 V (E).
Maps on verso (79 x 56 cm. and 11 x12 cm.):
Houston street map (western section) -- Downtown Houston.
Panel art: Texaco station alongside rural road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 139.15X (PrCt)

34738 Houston (Tex.) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps

Houston : tour with Texaco ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1956].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 79 x 56 cm.
Added title: Houston street map (eastern section).
Date from RMcN AE 139 ms. index.
Plate no. 6-545230 V (E)-4.
Maps on verso (79 x 56 cm. and 11 x12 cm.):
Houston street map (western section) -- Downtown Houston.
Panel art: Texaco station alongside rural road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 139.15X (PrCt)

34739 Houston (Tex.) - Maps - 1957 - Road maps

Houston : tour with Texaco. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Company, [1957?].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 78 x 55 cm., folded to 21 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco street map of Houston (eastern section).
Plate no. 575230V2 (E).
Maps on verso (78 x 55 cm. and 11 x 12 cm.):
Houston street map (western section) -- Downtown Houston.
Panel art: Gas station above Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Clients 3789 (PrCt)

34740 Houston (Tex.) - Maps - 1958 - Road maps

Houston Region (Tex.) - Maps - 1958 - Road maps

Metropolitan Houston tourguide map / Gulf.
Houston (Tex.) - Maps - 1961 - Road maps
Metropolitan Houston tourguide map / Gulf.
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 62 x 78 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Houston street map
Plate no. 615937.
Inset (9 x 10 cm.): Houston downtown
Maps on verso (39 x 38 cm. and 39 x 27 cm.):
Houston, Galveston area -- Jacinto City, Galena Park Pasadena, South Houston area.
Panel art: color photo of "Houston sky line".
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1108 (PrCt)
Panel title.
"Distributed by American Postcard Co. (Division of American Novelty Co.), 4826 Almeda Rd., Houston... ."
Added title: Houston street map.
Plate no. 636204-1
Inset (13 x 12 cm.) Downtown Houston.
Inset on verso (42 x 35 cm.): Houston-Galveston area.
Panel art: traffic light.
Forms part of a collection of stock editions of Rand McNally road maps, some apparently issued as sales samples and / or printer's proofs for prospective commercial clients.
Uniform series title (established by cataloger): Stock road maps
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Stock 96 (PrCt)

34748
Houston (Tex.) - Maps - 1969 - Road maps<>>>Houston Region (Tex.) - Maps - 1969 - Road maps<>>>Galveston Region (Tex.) - Maps - 1969 - Road maps<>>>Wall maps<>>>Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 120 x 102 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Houston street map
Plate no. 636204-1
Inset (13 x 12 cm.) Downtown Houston.
Inset on verso (42 x 35 cm.): Houston-Galveston area.
Panel art: color photo of downtown Houston.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Stock 96 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

34750  Houston (Tex.) - Maps - 1971 - Road maps>>Houston Region (Tex.) - Maps - 1971 - Road maps>>Galveston Region (Tex.) - Maps - 1971 - Road maps>>Wall maps>>Road maps
Authors: Mobil Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 122 x 102 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Houston street map.
Plate no. 716203-9.
Insets (41 x 36 cm and smaller):
Houston-Galveston area -- [West central continuation of Houston] -- Downtown Houston.
Panel art: nine Mobil winged horse logos.
Includes 2 Library of Congress copyrights handstamps.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1662 (PrCt)

34751  Houston (Tex.) - Maps - 1974 - Road maps>>Houston (Tex.) - Description and travel - 1974>>Road maps
This is Houston. [Chicago] : Rand McNally & Company, 1974.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (49 p.) : col. maps ; 30 cm.
Street atlas with descriptive text.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas T49 1974 (PrCt)

34752  Houston (Tex.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps>>Houston Region (Tex.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps>>Galveston Region (Tex.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps>>Wall maps>>Road maps
Houston / Phillips 66, the performance company. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Co., 1975.
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 102 x 102 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.
"1975 Edition"
Panel title.
Added title: Phillips 66 street map of Houston.
Plate no. 756203-13
Insets (42 x 35 cm and smaller):
Houston-Galveston area -- [Southwest continuation] -- Downtown Houston.
Panel art: illustration of goose flying over mountain landscape.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2060 (PrCt)

Authors: Texas Commerce Bancshares -- Rand McNally and Company -- Brickhouse, R. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Texas Commerce Bankgroup SEE Texas Commerce Bancshares
1 map : both sides, col. ; 122 x 102 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"1975 edition."
Panel title.
Added title: Houston street map.
Plate no. 796203-13.
Insets (42 x 35 cm and smaller):
Houston-Galveston area -- [Continuation of west Houston] -- Downtown Houston.
Panel art: Illustration of "Houston from Allen Parkway" signed by "R. Brickhouse."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4406 (PrCt)

Authors: Houston National Bank (Houston, Tex.) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 108 x 89 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"1976 edition"
Panel title.
Added title: Houston street map.
Insets (37 x 32 cm and smaller): Houston, Galveston area -- [Southwestern continuation] -- Downtown Houston.
Panel art: Houston National Bank logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1438 (PrCt)
Houston (Tex.) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps


Panel title.

Added title: Houston street map.

Plate no. 766204-15

Inset: (16 x 10 cm. and 15 x 13 cm.) [West Houston] -- Downtown Houston.

Inset on verso (372 x 31 cm.): Houston-Galveston area.

Panel art: road signs.

For a larger version of the same edition, issued with variant marginal index, see RMcN Stock 98 (PrCt)

Forms part of a collection of stock editions of Rand McNally road maps, some apparently issued as sales samples and / or printer’s proofs

Uniform series title (established by cataloger):

Stock road maps

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 4035 (PrCt)

Houston (Tex.) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps


Plate no. 766204-15

Inset: (16 x 10 cm. and 15 x 13 cm.) [West Houston] -- Downtown Houston.

Inset on verso (372 x 31 cm.): Houston-Galveston area.

Panel art: road signs.

For a larger version of the same edition, issued with variant marginal index, see RMcN Stock 97 (PrCt)

Forms part of a collection of stock editions of Rand McNally road maps, some apparently issued as sales samples and / or printer’s proofs

Uniform series title (established by cataloger):

Stock road maps

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (April 2010).

RMcN Stock 98 (PrCt)

Houston (Tex.) - Maps - 1978 - Road maps


Plate no. 786203-16

Inset (41 x 35 cm. and smaller): Houston Galveston area -- [Westward continuation to Thornwood and Briarwalk].

Panel art: Color photographs of American scenes.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 4035 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

[Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Co., [1979?].

Authors: Texas Commerce Bancshares -- Rand McNally and Company -- Brickhouse, R. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 122 x 102 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Houston street map.
Plate no. 796203-17.

Insets (39 x 35 cm. and smaller):
Houston-Galveston and vicinity -- [Continuation of west Houston] -- Downtown Houston.
Panel art: Illustration of “Houston from Sam Houston Park” signed by “R. Brickhouse.”
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528848291
RMcN StrFdr 2005 .H69 (PrCt)


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : col. maps ; 23 cm.
1st edition.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Missing Jan. 2006
ISBN 052885819X.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

34763 Houston (Tex.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps<<>>Houston Region (Tex.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps<<>>Harris County (Tex.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps<<>>Galveston County (Tex.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps<<>>Fort Bend County (Tex.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps<<>>Montgomery County (Tex.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps<<>>Waller County (Tex.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps<<>>Road maps<<>>Counties - Maps Houston street guide : including Harris, Galveston, and portions of Fort Bend, Waller, and Montgomery counties. Chicago, Ill. Rand McNally, 2006 [i.e. 2005].

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- NAVTEQ (Firm) -- Rand McNally and Company.
Street guide -- Rand McNally and Company.
StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm +1 CD-ROM.
Dated 2006, but received by the Newberry Library in 2005.
$34.95.
Cover title.
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528854631
RMcN StrFdr 2006 .H69 (PrCt)

34764 Houston (Tex.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps<<>>Houston Region (Tex.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps<<>>Road maps Houston streetatlases. Chicago, Ill. Rand McNally, 2006 [i.e. 2005].

$34.95

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- NAVTEQ (Firm) -- Rand McNally and Company.
Street guide -- Rand McNally and Company.
StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 23 cm.
"1st edition" -- back cover.
© 2006", but received by the Newberry Library in 2005.
$9.95
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 978052860739
RMcN StrFdr 2007 .H69 (PrCt)

34767 Houston (Tex.) - Pictorial works - 1891
Houston, Texas (looking south). [Ithaca, N.Y. Historic Urban Plans, 197-?].
Authors: Historic Urban Plans (firm)
1 birds-eye view : col. ; 21 x 45 cm.
Facsimile of original published 1891.
Includes vignettes of buildings in bottom margin and references A-Z.
432
map4F G4034.H8A3 1891 H8 197- (PrCt)

Aerial view of Houston, showing location of principal [Southern Pacific Company] facilities ... [San Francisco? Southern Pacific Company?, 1949?].
Authors: Southern Pacific Railroad Company 1 view ; 15 x 21 cm.
Caption and blue circles within the photograph identify four locations: 'General office building,' 'Grand Central Passenger Station,' 'San Jacinto Street freight station,' and 'Fulton Street shops.'
In Southern Pacific Railroad Company. 65th annual report ... December 31, 1948 [San Francisco?: Southern Pacific Railroad Company?, 1949?] p. [13].
5A 7267 (1948 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

34769 Houtman Abrolhos (W.A.) - Maps - 1703 - Nautical charts<<>>Nautical charts - Houtman Abrolhos (W.A.) - Maps - 1703<<>>London (Ship) - Voyages, 1703<<>>Abrolhos Islands (W.A.) SEE Houtman Abrolhos (W.A.)<<>>Nautical charts
[Chart of shoals off the western coast of Australia, probably near the islands of Houtman Abrolhos]. London [i.e. Amsterdam : Theatrum Orbis Terrarum Ltd., 1970].
1 map ; 10 x 25 cm.
Engraved and untitled map accompanied by letterpress text: A Description of dangerous rocks and shoals on the coast of New-Holland, from...
Cape Falso towards Bantam in the ship of the London, Captain Daniel, commander.

Oriented with north at left.


Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger):
English Pilot. Part 3 (1703)

Map Ref oversize G1025 .T37 ser. 5, v. 3, p. [83] (PrCt)

**Houtman Abrolhos (W.A.) - Maps - 1748 - Nautical charts**

Nautical charts - Houtman Abrolhos (W.A.) - Maps - 1748-

London (Ship) - Voyages, 1748-

Nautical charts

[Chart of shoals off the western coast of Australia, probably near the islands of Houtman Abrolhos]. [London : W. and J. Mount and T. Page, 1748].


1 map ; 10 x 25 cm.

Engraved and untiiled map accompanied by letterpress text: A Description of dangerous rocks and shoals on the coast of New-Holland, from Cape Falso towards Batavia. Discover'd by Capt. Daniel, commander of the ship London, in 1687. Oriented with north at left.


Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger):
English Pilot. Part 3 (1748)

oversize Ayer 135 .E55 1748 p. 67 (PrCt)


[Map of the fictional island of Houyhnhnms off the southwestern coast of Australia]. [London : B. Motte, 1726].

Authors: Moll, Herman, -1732 -- Swift, Jonathan, 1667-1745. Travels into several remote nations of the world : in four parts (1726) -- Swift, Jonathan, 1667-1745. Gulliver's travels (1726) -- Motte, Benjamin, d. 1738

1 map ; 16 x 10 cm.

Anonymous map without title.

Coast of Australia derived from earlier work by Herman Moll; cf. Bracher.

In Swift, Jonathan. Travels into several remote nations of the world : in four parts / by Lemuel Gulliver, first a surgeon, and then a captain of several ships (London : Printed for Benj. Motte, at the Middle Temple-Gate in Fleet-street, 1726) v.

2. pt. 4, opposite p. [1].

‘Discovered AD 1711.’

‘Plate. VI. Part. III. Page 1.’

Forms part of the Rudy Lamont Ruggles Collection.

Duplicate copies: Case 4A 928 -- Case Y 155 S9658


VAULT Ruggles 324 v. 2, pt. 4, opp. p. [1] (PrCt)

**Howard County (Ark.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners<--Counties - Maps<--Landowners - Maps**

Family maps of Howard County, Arkansas : with homesteads, roads, waterways, towns, cemeteries, railroads, and more. Norman, Okla.


Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960-- Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)

282 p. : maps ; 28 cm.

1st ed.

‘Deluxe edition.’

Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.gloreccords.blm.gov).

‘3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.’

Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).

Includes indexes.

Series: Family maps

ISBN 1420302329

Local History Ref F417.H7 B69 2006 (NLO)

**Howard County (Ind.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners<--Counties - Maps<--Landowners - Maps**

Family maps of Howard County, Indiana : with homesteads, roads, waterways, towns, cemeteries, railroads, and more. Norman, Okla.


Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960-- Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)

150 p. : maps ; 28 cm.

Deluxe ed.


Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal
Authors: Howard Johnson Co. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (44 p.) : ca. 400 maps ; 24 x 21 cm., folded to 24 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"In addition to this directory, we offer a unique integrated travel concept, seven regional maps designed by Rand McNally ... " -- back cover.
Includes Howard Johnson directories for U.S. states and hundreds of small hotel location maps (16 x 9 cm. and smaller).
Panel art: color photographs of sunbathers, hotel exterior and hotel room interior with family.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1448 (PrCt)

Howe Caverns (N.Y.) - Tourism - 1950
Howe Caverns / photography by George Bokland . [Cobleskill, N.Y.?, ca.1950s].
Authors: Bokland, George
1 sheet : col. photos, map ; fold to 23 x 11 cm
Travel Vertical File G3802 .H77E635 1950 .B6 (PrCt)

Howe Truss Swing Bridge (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1890 <> <> Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1890 - Bridges <> <> Bridges - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1890
Plan of the Howe Truss Swing Bridge at N. Western Avenue, Chicago, Ill., 1890. [Chicago : Bureau of Engineering, 1891].
Authors: Chicago (Ill.). Bureau of Engineering -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 21 x 27 cm.
In upper margin: Plate V.
Scale ca. 1:1,140.
Cross-section above map shows boat in river.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
map1F G4104 .C6P24 1890 C6, no. 2 (PrCt)

Hrodna (Belarus) - Pictorial works -

Hrodna (Belarus) SEE Hrodna (Belarus)
Vera designatio vrbis in Littavia Grodnae. [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Adelhauser, Hans, fl. 1568 -- Zündt, Matthias, ca. 1498-1572 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : hand col. ; 29 x 46 cm.
Derived from a 1568 print by Matthias Zündt and Hans Adelhauser; see R.A. Skelton’s Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.
Added title in uppercase lettering: Grodna.
Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Grodna.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 2, pl. 48 (PrCt)

Hrodna (Belarus) - Pictorial works - 1657
Vera designatio vrbis in Litvia Grodnae. [Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657].
Authors: Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664 -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Illustriorvm principumque urbium septentriionalium Europae tabulae [1657] -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Theatrum urbium (1657)
1 view : hand col. ; 29 x 47 cm.
Title from cartouche at lower left.
Added title in uppercase lettering at top center: Grodna.
Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Grodna.
In: Jansson, Jan. Illustriorvm principumque urbium septentriionalium Europae tabulae, v. 1, [plate 48].
Issued in volume 1 of 8 in Jansson’s townbook atlases, collectively known as the Theatrum urbium (Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657).
Case oversize G 117 .452, v. 1, [plate 48] (PrCt)


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Lienzo de Metlatoyuca -- Museum of Mankind
1 map (102 slides) : color
Standard art slides (2 x 2 in. or 5 x 5 cm.) of the Lienzo de Metlatoyuca, a 16th-century indigenous cartographic/historical codex from northern Puebla, an area inhabited by Totonac, Otomi, and Nahauatl groups at that time. The lienzos, said to have been found in archaeological ruins near Metlatoyuca, in Mexico, in 1865 or 1866, is now in the British Museum (Add. MSS 30,088). Painted on cloth (180 x 105 cm.), it shows 79 Indians in genealogical relationships, with personal as well as calendrical name glyphs, several rivers and roads, and place glyphs of the Huachinango area. Slides of details of the lienzos are numbered K 1598-1599, K 2819-2823, K 7597-7684, K 33516-33521, and K 35936.
Slides arranged numerically in three off-white slipcase-style plastic containers (60 x 110 x 20 mm., 60 x 110 x 30 mm.)
F1219.56.L476 L54 (NLO)

34786 Huahine Island (French Polynesia) - Pictorial works - 1785
Authors: Cook, James, 1728-1779 -- Webber, John, 1751-1793 -- Byrne, W. -- Cook, James, 1728-1779. A Voyage to the Pacific Ocean ... (1785) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 23 x 47 cm.
In: Cook, James. A Voyage to the Pacific Ocean : undertaken by the command of His Majesty for making discoveries in the northern hemisphere ... in the years 1776, 1777, 1778, 1779 and 1780 (London : Printed by H. Hughes, for G. Nicol ... and T. Cadell, 1785) v. 10, pl. [24]. Engraved plate no. '31.'
oversize Ayer 118.C7 v. 10 Atlas, pl. 24 (PrCt)

34787 Hubbard, Lucius Lee, 1849-1933 - Maps - Bibliography
Lucius Lee Hubbard's map of northern Maine. [19--].

34788 Hubbard, Mina -- Women cartographers - Biography
Discovery and exploration
Newfoundland and Labrador - Maps - 1905
Authors: Hubbard, Mina -- Buchanan, Roberta -- Hart, Anne -- Greene, B. A. (Bryan A.)
'Diary introduced and edited by Roberta Buchanan and Bryan Greene. Biography by Anne Hart.'
Includes bibliographical references: p. [471]-490 and index.
One folded map (col.) tipped in.
Table of contents on Library of Congress website (Nov. 2006):
http://www.loc.gov/catdir/toc/fy0610/2006386808. html
LC Card Number: 2006386808
ISBN 0773529241 (acid-free paper)
F1137.H83 A3 2005 (NLO)

Plan of the action at Huberton under Brigadier Genl. Frazer, supported by Major Genl. Reidesel, on the 7th July 1777. London : W. Faden, 1780.
1 map : hand col.; 28 x 36 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:7,200].
Relief shown by hachures.
The atlas was previously owned by British general Sir Henry Clinton.
map4F 3701.S3.10 (PrCt)

34790 Hubert H. Humphrey Metrodome (Minneapolis, Minn.) - 1982
Authors: Minneapolis Downtown Council -- Metropolitan Sports Facilities Commission (Minn.) -- Metropolitan Transit Commission 1 leaflet (3-fold) : col. map, photos ; 22 x 9 cm.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalog Number</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Place of Publication</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Edition</th>
<th>Map Reference</th>
<th>Scale</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>34793</td>
<td><strong>Hudson Bay - Maps - 1684 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</strong>&lt;br&gt;Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1684 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles_SCREENSHOT<strong>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles</strong>&lt;br&gt;[Hudson Bay region]. [19--].&lt;br&gt;Authors: Joliet, Louis, 1645-1700 -- France.&lt;br&gt;Service hydrographique. Archives. 123-8-1 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)&lt;br&gt;1 map&lt;br&gt;Photostatic reproduction of 1684 manuscript. Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).&lt;br&gt;Map Photo France ASH 123-8-1 (PrCt)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Facsimiles_SCREENSHOTHudson's Bay SEE Hudson Bay<br>Chart of Hudson's Bay, with detailed charts of Porte Nellson, in lat. 57°25', and part of James' Bay ... 1685. [19--].<br>Authors: Thornton, John, 1641-1708 -- British Library. Add. Ms. 5414, art.20 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)<br>1 map<br>Photostatic reproduction of 1685 manuscript. Inset: Porte Nellson.<br>MapPhoto England BL Add. Ms. 5414, art.20 (PrCt) |                           |                           |            |                              |                                                                             |       |                                                                       |
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Marines Manuscript Map Collection, detailing French colonial interests worldwide, ca. 1640-ca. 1726.
Pen-and-ink and watercolor (green, grey, brown, yellow, red); mounted on cloth.
Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 124
Photographic transparency available in Spec.
Coll. Image Index.
Ayer ms map proj 03
Digital image available as part of the Newberry Library’s Great Lakes Digital Collection via the CARLI Digital Collections website (accessed Nov. 2010):
http://collections.carli.illinois.edu/u?/nby_grlakes, 1085
VAULT drawer Ayer MS map 30 sheet 110 (NLO)

34796 Hudson Bay - Maps - 1744
Carte de la Baye de Hudson. Paris, 1744.
1 map ; 22 x 30 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:8,650,000].
Numbered 3 in lower left margin.
Graff 650 v. 1, opp. p. 473 (PrCt)

34797 Hudson Bay - Maps - 1748-1777
Hudson Bay -- Northwest Passage - Maps - 1748-1777
To Arthur Dobbs, Rowland Fry, James Douglass, Henry Douglas, John Tomlinson, Robert Macky, William Bowden and Samuel Smith, Esqrs: : This chart of the coast where a North West Passage was attempted under their direction in the years 1746 & 1747, is most respectfully dedicated by their agent & very humble servt. Henry Ellis. [London : s.n.], 12 Febly. 1748.
Authors: Ellis, Henry, 1721-1806 -- Mynde, J., fl. 1740-1770 -- Wordie, J. M. (James Mann), Sir, 1889-1962 -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 31 x 43 cm.
Added title: This chart of the coast where a North West Passage was attempted ... .
J. Mynde sc.'
Torn and mended.
In manuscript on verso: North West Passage. Accompanied by p.86-7 detached from a Henry Stevens, Son & Stiles catalog: 'a most important chart in connection with the Dobbs-Middleton controversy.'
MS. annotation (pencil), lower margin: Cannot trace any other copy J M W.
Detached from cloth backing with ms. notes distinguishing this map from another engraved by J. Mynde (A New chart of the parts where a North West Passage was sought...by Henry Ellis, 17 x 44 cm.); variant map issued in Ellis's A Voyage to Hudson's Bay (London: H. Whiridge, 1748).
Fitzgerald polar map 114 (PrCt)

34798 Hudson Bay - Maps - 1757
Carte de la Baye de Hudson. Paris, 1755.
Authors: Bellin, Jacques Nicolas, 1703-1772 -- Prévost, abbé, 1697-1763
1 map ; 21 x 29 cm.
'Tome XIV, no. 14.'
4417
G 12 .7, plate XIV-14 (PrCt)

34799 Hudson Bay - Maps - 1777
Carta rappresentante una parte dellla Baja d'Hudson ... [Livorno : G.T. Masi, 1777].
Authors: Rossi, D. Veremondo, fl. 1763 -- Masi, G. T. -- Masi, G. T. Atlante dell' America, contenente le migliori carte geografiche ... (1777) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 19 x 25 cm.

34800 Hudson Bay - Maps - 1782
Authors: Lodge, John, -1796 -- Bew, John, d. 1793 -- Political magazine and parliamentary, naval, military, and literary journal -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 17 x 22 cm.
'London. Published as the Act directs. 30th Novr. 1782, by J. Bew, Pater Noster Row.'
Upper right margin: Political Mag. Nov. 1782.
Fitzgerald polar map 115 (PrCt)

34801 Hudson Bay - Maps - 1932
Hudson Bay and Strait. London : Admiralty, 1932.
Authors: Great Britain. Hydrographic Office -- J. D. Potter Ltd. -- Parry, William Edward, Sir, 1790-1855 -- Lyon, G. F. (George Francis), 1795-1832 -- Fury (Ship) -- Hecla (Ship) -- Griper

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
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(Ship) -- Back, George, Sir, 1796-1878 -- Terror
(Ship) -- Boulton, J. G. -- Smellie, T. F. --
Bayrupert (Ship) -- Evans, F. J. (Frederick John),
1815-1885 -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map ; 73 x 98 cm.
Added title: British North America.
Variously attributed to W. E. Parry, G. F. Lyon, G.
Back, J. G. Boulton, T. F. Smellie and to the
ships 'Fury', 'Helca', 'Griper', 'Terror', and
'Bayrupert.'
'Published at the Admiralty 28th June 1884,
under the superintendence of Captain Sir
Frederick J. Evans...Hydrographer. Sold by J. D.
Potter, agent for the Admiralty charts, 145
Minories.'
'New editions May 1888, Aug. 1890, Jan. 1902,
April 1908, 28th Decr. 1924, 3rd
June 1927. Large corrections 14th Augst. 1931,
23rd Sept. 1932.'
Handstamped 'Increase 50%'.
Very slight MS. annotation with orange ink.
Fitzgerald polar map 116 (PrCt)

34804 Hudson Falls (N.Y.) - Maps - 1758 -
Fortification - Manuscripts -
Facsimiles<>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
A 'Plan of the Great Falls on Hudson's River',
shewing the position of the camp and redoubts;
drawn about 1758. [19-].
Authors: Hulbert, Archer Butler, 1873-1933 --
Hulbert, Archer Butler, 1873-1933. The Crown
Collection of photographs of American maps --
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1758 manuscript.
In: Hulbert, Archer Butler. The Crown Collection
of photographs of American maps. Series 1
(Cleveland, Ohio: Arthur H. Clark Co., 1907).
folio Ayer 136 .H91 1907 ser. 1, v. 1, pl. 2
(PrCt)

34805 Hudson River (N.Y. and N.J.) - Maps -
1600-1699 - Manuscripts -
Facsimiles<>>Champlain, Lake - Maps -
1600-1699 - Manuscripts -
Facsimiles<>>Montreal Region (Quebec) - Maps -
1600-1699 - Manuscripts -
Facsimiles<>>New York Region - Maps -
1600-1699 - Manuscripts -
Facsimiles<>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
[From Montreal to Long Island]. [19-].
Authors: France. Ministère des affaires
étrangères. AMAÉ -- Louis C. Karpinski Map
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 17th-century
manuscript.
Shows sailing route and portages from New York
to Montreal.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map
Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France AMAÉ (PrCt)

34806 Hudson River (N.Y. and N.J.) - Maps -
1700 - Mouth - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<>>New
York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1700 - Manuscripts -
Facsimiles<>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
New mappe of part of Hutson's, or the North
River, Raretown River, which have their aiet lett
into the sea by Sandy Hoocke, where the
comming in is from sea to go up to New Yorck,
north throus the narrows betwin Staaten Island
and Long Island, and west up towards Amboye;
svvoyed in the year 1700, by Col. W.W. Romer.
[19-].
Authors: Roemer, Wolfgang, fl. 1700 -- Hulbert,
Archer Butler, 1873-1933 -- Hulbert, Archer
Butler, 1873-1933. The Crown Collection
of photographs of American maps -- British Library.
Crown 122:27 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection
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(Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1700 manuscript.
folio Ayer 136 .H91 1907 ser. 1, v. 1, pl. 1 (PrCt)

34807 Hudson River (N.Y. and N.J.) - Maps - 1720 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Champlain, Lake - Maps - 1720 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Connecticut River - Maps - 1720 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles - A Map of part of New York, comprehending the country between New York and Quebec, the River Connecticut, &c., to shew 'the way from Albany to Canada ... part by land and part by water;' drawn about 1720. [19--].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1720 manuscript.
folio Ayer 136 .H91 1907 ser. 1, v. 1, pl. 15 (PrCt)

1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1756 manuscript.
folio Ayer 136 .H91 1907 ser. 1, v. 1, pl. 46-47 (PrCt)

1 map
Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1758 manuscript.
folio Ayer 136 .H91 1907 ser. 1, v. 1, pl. 3-5 (PrCt)

Authors: Sauthier, Claude Joseph -- Faden, William, 1749-1836 -- Faden, William, 1749-1836. The North American atlas, selected from the most authentic maps, charts, plans, &c. hitherto published (1777)
1 map : hand col. ; 227 x 20 cm., on sheet 84 x 55 cm.
Printed on 1 sheet in 3 adjacent sections.
In: Faden, William. The North American atlas, selected from the most authentic maps, charts, plans, &c. hitherto published (London : Printed for William Faden ..., 1777), pl. [14].
map7C 4, pl. 14 (PrCt)

map7C 4, pl. 14 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

William, 1749-1836 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 218 x 20 cm., on sheet 83 x 56 cm.
Map in three sections.
Scale [1:253,440]. 4 miles to 1 in.
Relief shown by hachures.
Depths shown by soundings.
Ayer p133 .S26 1776 (NLO)

34812 Hudson River (N.Y. and N.J.) - Maps - 1778
Entrée de la rivière d'Hudson depuis la pointe Sandy Hook jusqu'à New York ... Traduit de l'anglais. Paris : Le Rouge, 1778.
Authors: Le Rouge, Georges-Louis -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 68 x 51 cm. fold. to 21 cm.
Scale 1:72,411; 1 mile to 7/8 of an inch.
Listed as map no. 8 in his Pilote américain septentrional, 1778.--cf. Phillips 1210.
Ayer 133 .L61 1778 (NLO)

34813 Hudson River (N.Y. and N.J.) - Maps - 1829<<<Hudson River Valley (N.Y. and N.J.) - Maps - 1829<<<Wall maps<<<Strip maps
Authors: Cammeyer, William -- Foulke, William Dudley, 1848-1935
1 map : hand col.; on sheet 106 x 11 cm., folded to 13 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:275,000]
Relief shown by hachures and spot heights.
From the papers of William Dudley Foulke.
LC Card Number: 80690763
Case G 10851 .62 (NLO)

34814 Hudson River (N.Y. and N.J.) - Maps - 1835
Authors: Disturnell, John, 1801-1877 -- Burr, David H., 1803-1875 -- S. Stiles & Co. -- Hallet, J. H. -- Clark, Sophie F. -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library)
16 p. ; ill., fold. hand col. map ; 13 cm.
Published by J. Disturnell, 1834. 60 x 11 cm.
Signed on front fly leaf: J. H. Hallett, Sophie F. Clark. Condition: Bound in blue morocco, stamped in gold. 'Hudson river Guide.' Map broken at one fold, another mended with cellophane tape, overall good. Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection. Previous location: B-30
AMcN III PC 2850 (PrCt)

34815 Hudson River (N.Y. and N.J.) - Maps - 1846<<<Hudson River Valley (N.Y. and N.J.) - Maps - 1846
Authors: Benjamin, J. P. (Judah Philip), 1811-1884 -- Tuttle, Norman, 1787-1858 -- Chicago Historical Society
1 map ; 62 x 7 cm. on sheet 80 x 30 cm.
Scale not given.
Relief shown by hachures.
Margins include descriptive text about Troy and other cities, illustration of the steam boat Troy, and mileage charts.
Mounted on linen.
OCLC 45806592.
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.
CHS Coll., Map no. 778 (PrCt)

Authors: Sweet, S. H. (Sylvanus Howe), 1830-1899 -- McAlpine, William J. (William Jarvis) -- New York (State). State Engineer and Surveyor -- Danzer, Gerald A.
1 map ; 24 x 74 cm.
"Note. The soundings were taken in 1852 drawn under direction of Hon. Wm. J. McAlpine C.E."
Scale [ca. 1:24,000]
Coordinates: (W 73°47'51"--W 73°42'30"/N 42°39'40"--N 42°39'40")
Relief shown by hachures. Depths shown by soundings.
Oriented with north at left.
Details the Hudson River between Albany and Castleton-on-Hudson in Albany and Rensselaer Counties, New York.
Identifies "Mc Alpines proposed ship canal and basin" immediately south of Albany, and includes side and cross-section elevations of jetties (7 x 10 cm. and 7 x 7 cm.)
Probably detached from a report issued by the New York State Engineer and Surveyor.
Issued folded to 21 x 11 cm.
References: OCLC 45805584
Gift 2013, Gerald A. Danzer.
map4F G3802.H8 1852 .S9 (PrCt)

34817 Hudson River (N.Y. and N.J.) - Maps - 1923 - Road maps<<<Wall maps<<<Road maps<<<Strip maps
Tourists’ map of Hudson River. New York : Rand
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Hudson River (N.Y. and N.J.) - Maps - 1941 - Nautical charts

New York (State) - Maps - 1941 - Canals - Nautical charts

Canals - Charts, diagrams, etc.

1941 Canals - New York (State) - Maps - 1941 - Altimates - Charts, diagrams, etc.

New York (State) - Canals - 1941 - Nautical charts


Canals - Lake Champlain and New York canals

1946 edition -- front cover

Verso includes "Profiles of New York State Canals" and U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey tide tables.

New York (State) - Maps - 1941 - Nautical charts

Hudson River (N.Y. and N.J.) - Maps - 1947 - Nautical charts

New York (State) - Maps - 1947 - Altimates - Charts, diagrams, etc.

New York (State) - Canals - 1947 - Nautical charts

Author's copy; many place names marked by hand in yellow.

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)
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Added title: Texaco cruising chart : New York Harbor to St. Lawrence River and Lake Champlain.

Panel title.

Added title: Texaco cruising chart : New York Harbor to St. Lawrence River and Lake Champlain.

Uniform title: Cruising chart.

"No. 7."

Plate no. 1-4721-4.

Maps on verso (33 x 12 cm. and smaller): Texaco harbor guide : Lake Champlain, northern section

-- Texaco harbor guide : Lake Champlain, southern section.

Verso includes canal elevation profiles of the Cayuga and Seneca, Champlain, Erie, and Oswego Canals.

Panel art: Seagulls and boats with the Texaco Waterways Service logo.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 174.27 (PrCt)


Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Texas Company. Cruising chart -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 67 x 21 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Texaco cruising chart : New York Harbor to St. Lawrence River and Lake Champlain.

Uniform title: Cruising chart.

"No. 7."

Plate no. 6-4721-9.

Maps on verso (33 x 12 cm. and smaller): Texaco harbor guide : Lake Champlain, northern section

-- Texaco harbor guide : Lake Champlain, southern section.

Verso includes canal elevation profiles of the Cayuga and Seneca, Champlain, Erie, and Oswego Canals.

Panel art: Seagulls and boats with the Texaco Waterways Service logo.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 174.4X (PrCt)


Hudson River sight-seeing map : 350th Hudson-celebration ... / revised & copyright 1959
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Authors: Radcliffe, W. H.
1 map ; 207 x 18 cm., in booklet 22 x 12 cm.
'1959 edition.'
Cover title.
Imprint from foreword on p. [1]
'Since 1910, the original word picture guide ... describing 400 points ... bet. New York & Albany.'
Strip map sectioned and bound together as 18 adjacent and unnumbered pages.
map3C G3802 .H8 1959 .R3 (Pr.Ct)

34827 Hudson River Valley (N.Y. and N.J.) - Description and travel - 1832
Hudson River (N.Y. and N.J.) - Description and travel - 1832
Hudson River (N.Y. and N.J.) - Maps - 1832
Hudson River Valley (N.Y. and N.J.) - Maps - 1832
New York Region - Maps - 1832
Strip maps - Map printing - Letterpress printing - Maps - 1832
Letterpress printing - Maps
The Traveller's companion. Morrison's North River traveller's companion. Philadelphia : Thomas Morrison, 175, Pine Street, [ca. 1832].
1 map : hand col. ; 6 x 59 cm., on sheet 22 x 59 cm., in portfolio 24 x 61 cm.
Date of publication estimated as ca. 1832 by historian Gerald A. Danzer.
"C.A. Elliott, Printer, Philad'a."
"Containing a map of the Hudson or North River, with a description of adjoining country; the names and distances of the different towns, the names and heights of the surrounding mountains, &c. Also a table showing the distances of the principal towns in the United States from each other; the lengths of the principal rail-roads and canals, finished or in progress, in the United States; also a list of the principal hotels in the city of New York, their location, and by whom kept. Philadelphia : Thomas Morrison, 175, Pine Street, [ca. 1832].
1 sheet : ill., hand col. map ; on sheet 23 x 57 cm., folded to 11 x 8 cm.
Date of publication estimated as ca. 1832 by historian Gerald A. Danzer.
"C.A. Elliott, Printer, 51 Chestnut st."
Cover title: Morrison's North River traveller's companion.
Letterpress text printed above lithographed strip map at bottom: A Map of the Hudson River / published by Thomas Morrison .... 1 map : hand col. ; 6 x 59 cm. Scale not given. Relief shown by hachures and spot heights. Oriented with north at right.
Original blue and white printed paper covers, on the inner sides of which are printed a map of "New York and environs" (8 x 7 cm.); and a drawing of the New York Exchange Building.
Back cover also contains publisher's advertisements for Thomas Morrison.
For undated but closely related variant edition of the text (only), printed from a different typesetting, see: Morrison, Thomas. Morrison's North River traveller's companion : containing a map of the Hudson or North River ...
(Philadelphia : Thomas Morrison, [ca. 1832]) [Case F127.H8 M67]
Digital image of another copy available on the David Rumsey Map Collection website (accessed September 2013):
oversize Ayer 138 .M78 (NLO)

Hudson River Valley (N.Y. and N.J.) - Description and travel - 1832
Hudson River (N.Y. and N.J.) - Description and travel - 1832
Hudson River Valley (N.Y. and N.J.) - Maps - 1832
Hudson River Valley (N.Y. and N.J.) - Maps - 1832
New York Region - Maps - 1832
Strip maps - Map printing - Letterpress printing - Maps - 1832
Letterpress printing - Maps
Morrison's North River traveller's companion : containing a map of the Hudson or North River, with a description of the adjoining country, the names and distances of the different towns, the names and heights of the surrounding mountains, &c. : also a table showing the distances of the principal towns in the United States from each other; the lengths of the principal rail-roads and canals, finished or in progress, in the United States : also a list of the principal hotels in the city of New York, their location, and by whom kept. Philadelphia : Thomas Morrison, 175, Pine Street, [ca. 1832].
1 sheet : ill., hand col. map ; on sheet 23 x 57 cm., folded to 11 x 8 cm.
Date of publication estimated as ca. 1832 by historian Gerald A. Danzer.
"C.A. Elliott, Printer, 51 Chestnut st."
Cover title: Morrison's North River traveller's companion.
Letterpress text printed above lithographed strip map at bottom: A Map of the Hudson River / published by Thomas Morrison .... 1 map : hand col. ; 6 x 59 cm. Scale not given. Relief shown by hachures and spot heights. Oriented with north at right.
Original blue and white printed paper covers, on the inner sides of which are printed a map of "New York and environs" (8 x 7 cm.); and a drawing of the New York Exchange Building.
Back cover also contains publisher's advertisements for Thomas Morrison.
For undated but closely related variant edition of the text (only), printed from a different typesetting, see: Morrison, Thomas. The Traveller's companion. Morrison's North River traveller's companion (Philadelphia : Thomas Morrison, [ca. 1832]) [oversize Ayer 138 .M78]
Accession no.: Holzheimer 2003040809
Case F127.H8 M67 (NLO)

34829

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1864 Strip maps Wall maps Landowners - Maps Lloyd's topographical map of the Hudson River: from the head of navigation at Troy to its confluence with the ocean at Sandy Hook: embracing an area of 4 miles on either side, from trigonometrical surveys and personal reconnaissance: exhibiting minutely all the topographical data of cities, towns, villages, mountains and hills with their altitudes in feet, lakes, roads, buildings, with their owners' names, &c. &c., railroads, with their stations and distances, and the river channel and mileage.


Authors: Lloyd, James T.
1 map : hand col. ; 444 x 22 cm.
Scale [1:95,040]. "One inch equals one and half miles."
Coordinates: (W 74°04'32"--W 73°39'06"/N 42°47'49"--N 40°34'58")
Relief shown by hachures.
Depths in New York Harbor shown by form lines and soundings.
Shows names of landowners, landforms, roads, railroads, and buildings.
View beneath title (7 x 13 cm.): West Point, looking up the Hudson.
Includes advertising for other Lloyd maps.
Printed on 4 sheets, then trimmed and joined to form a composite sheet mounted between wooden rollers.

References: OCLC 55030304
Accession no. Holzheimer 95072001NL
map4C G3802.H8 1864 .L5 (PrCt)

34837 Hudson River Valley (N.Y. and N.J.) - Maps - 1908 - Road maps Connecticut - Maps - 1908 - Road maps

Authors: Geo. H. Walker & Co.
1 map : col. ; 106 x 70 cm. fold. in covers 22 x 12 cm.
Shows area bounded by Rhinebeck, N.Y. on the north, New York City on the south, the Hudson River on the west, and Waterbury, Conn. on the east.
List of "Automobile maps" on back cover.
map4C G3802 .H8P2 1908 W3 (PrCt)


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Hudson River Day Line -- Akerman, James R.
1 map : col. ; 252 x 16 cm, folded in cover 16 x 12 cm.
Title from top margin.
Cover title: Tourist map of Hudson River along the route of the Hudson River Day Line Scale [1:95,040]. "One inch equals one and one-half miles."
Coordinates: (W 74°04'32"--W 73°39'06"/N 42°47'49"--N 40°34'58")
Relief shown with spot heights.
Strip map folded accordion style.
Details the Hudson River and Valley between Waterford N.Y. and New York City. Identifies cities, towns, railroads, estates and other prominent buildings, geographic features, other points of interest, and Hudson River Day Line landings.
Includes historical notes and scattered mile markers between mile 0 at Manhattan and mile 156 at Troy.
Cover art: Unsigned river view including a Hudson River Day Line ship.
"Price 15 cts." -- Front cover.
Partial digital image of another copy available on Argosy Book Store website (accessed April 2013):
http://www.argosybooks.com/argosy/images/item/s/232413b.JPG
Gift 2013, James R. Akerman.
References: Cf. OCLC 23379143

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.


34843 Hudson River Valley (N.Y. and N.J.) - Maps - 1937 Wall maps Hudson River Valley (N.Y. and N.J.) - Maps - 1937 Wall maps Hudson River sight-seeing map booklet : presenting the drama of the Hudson in word pictures, featuring all points of interest covering the waterfront from New York to Albany and back from the river as far as the eye can reach. [New York City and Brooklyn : W.H. Radcliffe, author and publisher, c1937]. Authors: Radcliffe, W. H. 1 map ; 207 x 18 cm., in booklet 21 x 12 cm. Cover title. Imprint from back cover. 'Copyright, 1937, by W.H. Radcliffe.' -- inside front cover. Strip map sectioned and bound together as 18 adjacent and unnumbered pages. map3C G3802.H8 1937 .R3 (PrCt)

34844 Hudson River Valley (N.Y. and N.J.) - Maps - 1960-1960 Maps, Physical [Landforms of the Hudson Valley]. [196-?]. Authors: Raisz, Erwin, 1893-1968 1 map ; 25 x 9 cm., on sheet 28 x 22 cm. Includes 3 cross-sections. 73-9946 M1086
Hudson River Valley (N.Y. and N.J.) - Maps - 2009 - Road maps


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- NAVTEQ (Firm) -- Rand McNally and Company.

Street guide -- Rand McNally and Company.

StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm.

"1st edition" -- front cover.

Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.

"$14.95" -- back cover.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

ISBN 0528873687

Gift 1976, Wright Howes.

OCLC 14208235

map1F G3802.H8C2 196- R3 (PrCt)


[The Hudson River port folio : selections] / Painted by W.G. Wall ; Engraved by I. Hill. New York : Published by Henry I. Megarey, [between 1821-1828].

Authors: Wall, William Guy, b. 1792 -- Hill, John, 1770-1850 -- Megarey, Henry I. -- Wall, William Guy, b. 1792. The Hudson River port folio [182-?]

4 views : hand col. ; each 36 x 55 cm. or smaller, on sheets 49 x 66 cm.

Title supplied by cataloger; artists' names and publisher's imprint at bottom of each plate. Four aquatints (etchings) detached from an unidentified edition of: Wall, William Guy. The Hudson River port folio (New York : Henry I. Megarey, [between 1821-1828]).


Previously mounted on cardboard and framed.

References (variant editions): Cf. OCLC 746106119 and 5920670 and others.

map2F G3802.H8A3 1820z .W3 (PrCt)

Hudson River Valley (N.Y. and N.J.) - Pictorial works - 1846 - Wall maps - Strip maps


1 view : hand col. ; 381 x 14 cm. fold. in cloth covers 16 x 11 cm.


Includes detailed elevation drawings of prominent buildings and landmarks.

Accompanied by text: Panorama of the Hudson River from New York to Albany (32 p. ; 15 cm.)

Condition: good, somewhat stained, separated at some folds.

Howes price: $15.00.

Forms part of the Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library).


Gift 1976, Wright Howes.

OCLC 14208235

map3C G3802 .H8A3 1846 .C6 (PrCt)

Hudson River Valley (N.Y. and N.J.) - Pictorial works - 1888 - Hudson River Valley (N.Y. and N.J.) - Maps - 1888

Panorama of the Hudson : showing both sides of the river from New York to Albany; first photo-panorama of any river ever published ... New York : Bryant Literary Union, c1888.

Authors: Bruce, Wallace, 1844-1914 -- Shear, G. Willard -- Bryant Literary Union, N.Y.

[96] p. : ill. : 20 x 32 cm.

Photographed by G. W. Shear.

LC Card Number: 01014128

folio F127.H8 B86 1888 (NLO)

Hudson River Valley (N.Y. and N.J.) - Pictorial works - 1894 - Hudson River Valley (N.Y. and N.J.) - Maps - 1894

The Hudson. New York : Bryant Literary Union, 1894.

Authors: Bruce, Wallace, 1844-1914 -- Fredericks, Alfred -- Bryant Literary Union, N.Y. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 7 maps ; 181 x 140 mm.

Illustrated by Alfred Fredericks.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Hudson's Bay Company - Hudson, Henry, d. 1611 - Cartography - Canada - History - Cartography - Hudson Bay - History

Henry Hudson and the early explorations and mapping of Hudson Bay, 1610 to 1631. 1965.

Authors: Abbe, Ernst Cleveland -- Gillis, Frank J.

In: Merchants and scholars: essays in the history of exploration and trade collected in memory of
Nouvelle carte de la Riviere de Bengale : depuis la Pointe des Palmiers iusqu’a Chandernagar. [ca. 1700].
Authors: Cartes Marines Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 30, sheet 31
1 ms. map : hand col. ; on sheet 564 x 814 mm.
Nautical chart of northeastern India detailing the coast from Palmyras Point east through West Bengal as far as the Hugli River, then north along the river past Calcutta to Chandannagar. Villages and European forts shown pictorially.
Scale [ca. 1:401,000]. 'Echelle de sept liëues françaises' [= 97 mm.]
Comprised of two side-by-side panels drawn at the same scale (497 x 496 mm. and 501 x 227 mm.) The larger panel (at left) contains the title cartouche and extends to Mogolgate on the Hugli. The panel at right continues north to Chandannagar, and includes both the scale statement and an added title: Suite de la Riveirre de Bengale depuis la Pointe de Busra jusqu’a Chandernagor.
Depths shown with soundings.
Pen-and-ink and watercolor (green, brown, yellow, red); mounted on cloth.
Sheet 28 of 117 in the Cartes Marines Manuscript Map Collection, detailing French colonial interests worldwide, ca. 1640-ca. 1726.
Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 71 Ayer ms maps proj 00
Digital image available as part of the Newberry Library’s Great Lakes Digital Collection via the CARLI Digital Collections website (accessed Nov. 2010): http://collections.carli.illinois.edu/u/?nby_grlakes, 831
VAULT drawer Ayer MS map 30 sheet 31 (NLO)

34859 Hulbert, Archer Butler, 1878-1933. Crown Collection of Photographs of American Maps - Prospectuses
The Crown collection of photographs of American maps. [190-?].
Authors: Hulbert, Archer Butler, 1873-1933
3 leaves; 28 cm.
BHC 1394
Vert 995 (PrCt)

34860 Hull (England) - Maps - 1350 - Landowners-<-->Landowners - Maps
Authors: Horrox, Rosemary
184 p. : map ; 30 cm.
Includes land ownership map of Hull, ca. 1350.
Includes index.
80-45281
folio DA690.H9 H67 1978 (NLO)
34863  **Human territoriality - Political aspects** - Maps - Cartography - Geography - History  
**Maps** - **Collections**  
*The Evolution of Kingdom-upon-Hill as shewn by its plans.* Hull : A. Brown & Sons, 1911.  
Authors: Sheppard, Thomas 1876-1945 -- Brown (A.) & Sons  
203 p. : ill., maps (part fold.) ; 23 cm.  
21342  
ICN 76  
lower case g 1045 .814 (NLO)

34862  **Human geography - Maps** - **Atlasses - 2005** - **Geography - 2005**  
1 atlas (x, 93 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.  
'Abridgment of 21st edition.'  
'Distributed by John Wiley & Sons, Inc.'  
Includes index.  
Paperback binding.  
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).  
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).  
ISBN 0471706922  

34861  **Hull (England) - Maps** - Bibliography - Cartography - Hull (England) - History - 1911  
**Maps** - **Collections**  
*The Evolution of Kingdom-upon-Hill as shewn by its plans.* Hull : A. Brown & Sons, 1911.  
Authors: Sheppard, Thomas 1876-1945 -- Brown (A.) & Sons  
203 p. : ill., maps (part fold.) ; 23 cm.  
21342  
LC Card Number: 2010027563  
ISBN 9780203580831 (hardback) ; 0230580831 (hardback)  
JC319 .S77 2010 (NLO)

34864  **Humber, River (England) - Maps** - **Nautical charts - Humber, River (England) - 1684-1693**  
**River Humber (England)** SEE Humber, River (England) - **Nautical charts**  
*The River Humber.* [London : s.n.], 1684 [i.e. 1693].  
Authors: Collins, Greenville, fl. 1669-1698 -- Trinity House (Kingston upon Hull, England) -- Collins, Greenville, fl. 1669-1698. Great Britain's coasting-pilot ... (1693) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map ; 45 x 57 cm.  
Dated 1684 in ms.  
Includes dedication to the "Corporation of Trinity-Hose at Kingston upon Hull by Capt. Greenville Collins ... ".  
In: Collins, Greenville. Great Britain's coasting-pilot ... (London : Printed by Freeman Collins, and are to be sold by Richard Mount, 1693), part 2, [plate 33]  
Engraved letter H at upper right; ms. no. 33 on verso.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.  
Baskes oversize G1811 .P5 C6 1693, part 2, [plate 33] (PrCt)

34865  **Humber, River (England) - Maps** - **Nautical charts - Humber, River (England) - 1749**  
**River Humber (England)** SEE Humber, River (England) - **Nautical charts**  
*The River Humber.* [London : s.n., 1749].  
Authors: Collins, Greenville, fl. 1669-1698 -- Trinity House (Kingston upon Hull, England) -- Collins, Greenville, fl. 1669-1698. Great Britain's coasting-pilot ... (1749) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map ; 45 x 57 cm.  
Dated 1749 in ms.  
Includes dedication to the "Corporation of Trinity-House at Kingston upon Hull by Capt. Greenville Collins ... ".  
In: Collins, Greenville. Great Britain's coasting-pilot ... (London : Printed by William and John Mount and Thomas Page, 1749), [plate 37].  
Engraved letter H at upper right.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.  
Baskes oversize G1811 .P5 C6 1749, [plate 37] (PrCt)

34866  **Humboldt, Alexander von, 1769-1859**


11 leaves, bound: 4 maps; 29 cm.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Typewritten text of presentations by George Davidson before the Geographical Society of the Pacific and the California Historical Society on March 4, 1890 and March 10, 1891 respectively, outlining the discovery, exploration, and mapping of Humboldt Bay on the Pacific Coast of California between 1542 and 1850.
The addendum on leaf 10 is dated March 29, 1890; the expanded paper was read before the California Historical Society on March 10th, 1891. Cf. leaf 10.
Tipped in: four black-and-white photographic reproductions of maps of the coast of California between latitudes 39° and 41° north from 1579 (Drake), 1603 (Vizcaíno), 1806 (Winship), and 1851, '54 (U.S. Coast & Geodetic Survey); all four maps are signed by George Davidson, and dated 1890.
Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved with Ayer MS transcripts, 3rd floor stacks (2009)

**Ayer MS 218 (NLO)**

34876 **Humboldt Bay (Calif.) - Maps - 1806**
*The Discovery of Humboldt Bay : Tebenkof's chart from Winship's Discovery, 1806 / George Davidson, 1890.* 1890.
Authors: Teben'kov, Mikhail Dmitrievich, d. 1872 -- Winship, John, fl. 1806 -- Davidson, George, 1825-1911 -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library. Manuscript. Ayer MS 218
1 map ; on sheet 25 x 20 cm.
In: The discovery of Humboldt Bay / George Davidson [1890?], map 3.
Photographic copy, including Davidson's signature.
Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved with Ayer MS transcripts, 3rd floor stacks (2009)

**Ayer MS 218, map 3 (PrCt)**

34877 **Humboldt Bay (Calif.) - Maps - 1851**
*The Discovery of Humboldt Bay : reduced from the charts of the U.S. Coast & Geodetic Survey, 1851, '54 / George Davidson, 1890.* 1890.
Authors: U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey -- Davidson, George, 1825-1911 -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library. Manuscript. Ayer MS 218
1 map ; on sheet 25 x 20 cm.
In: The discovery of Humboldt Bay / George Davidson [1890?], map 4.
Photographic copy, including Davidson's signature.
Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved with Ayer MS transcripts, 3rd floor stacks (2009)

**Ayer MS 218, map 4 (PrCt)**

34878 **Humboldt Bay (Calif.) - Surveys - 1851**
*Surveys - Humboldt Bay (Calif.) - 1851 The nos time machine - Humboldt Bay revisited.* 1978.
Authors: Dracup, Joseph F.

BHC 1243

Vert 867 (PrCt)

34879 **Humboldt County (Calif.) - Maps - 1903 - Railroads**
*San Francisco and Northwestern Railway Company - Maps - 1903* (PrCt)
*San Francisco and Northwestern Ry. New York, N.Y. American Bank Note Company, [1903?].
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- San Francisco and Northwestern Railway Company -- Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Company -- Burgoyn, C. G., fl. 1893
1 map ; 18 x 10 cm.
Details the San Francisco and Northwestern Railway in Humboldt County, California.
In Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Company. Eighth annual report of the Atchison, Topeka, & Santa Fe Railway Company ... 1903 (New York: C.G. Burgoyn, [1903?]) p. [48].

5A 7267 (1902-1903 vol.) (PrCt)

34880 **Humboldt County (Calif.) - Maps - 1904 - Railroads**
*San Francisco and Northwestern Railway Company - Maps - 1904* (PrCt)
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- San Francisco and Northwestern Railway Company -- Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Company -- Burgoyn, C. G., fl. 1893
1 map ; 18 x 10 cm.
Details the San Francisco and Northwestern Railway in Humboldt County, California.
In Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Company. Ninth annual report of the Atchison, Topeka, & Santa Fe Railway Company ... 1904 (New York: C.G. Burgoyn, [1904?]) p. [50].

5A 7267 (1904 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

34881 **Humboldt County (Calif.) - Maps - 1905 - Railroads**
*San Francisco and Northwestern Railway Company - Maps - 1905* (PrCt)
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- San Francisco and Northwestern Railway Company -- Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Company -- Burgoyn, C. G., fl. 1893
1 map ; 18 x 10 cm.
Details the San Francisco and Northwestern Railway in Humboldt County, California.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
In Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Company. Tenth annual report of the Atchison, Topeka, & Santa Fe Railway Company ... 1905 (New York: C.G. Burgoyne, [1905?]) p. [47]. 5A 7267 (1905 vol. [1]) (PrCt)


34888 Hungary - Maps - 1528<<>>Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1528 Tabula Hungarie ad quatuor latera. [Budapest : Akadémiai Kiadó, 1982]. Authors: Lázár, deák, active 1515-1528 -- Apian, Peter, 1495-1552 -- Collimtius, Georgius, 1482-1535 -- Cuspinianus, Johannes, 1473-1529 -- Ziegler, Jacob, 1480-1549 -- Akadémiai Kiadó 1 map : col. ; 68 x 54 cm. fold. to 32 x 23 cm. (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
In Lazarus Secretarius: the first Hungarian mapmaker and his work / edited by Lajos Stegена, no. 1.
Facsimile of original (Ingolstadt: Apian, 1528) in the National Széchényi Library, Budapest.
Although not named on the map, Jacob Ziegler is known to have assisted Lázár with the underlying surveys.
Cf. Karrow, 7/6.

34892
Hungary - Maps - 1553<<<<Balkan Peninsula
Maps - 1553<<<<Balkans SEE Balkan Peninsula<<<<Europe, Southeastern SEE Balkan Peninsula<<<<Southeastern Europe SEE Balkan Peninsula

Tabula Hungarie ad quatuor latera. 1982.
Authors: Lázár, deák, active 1515-1528 -- Apian, Peter, 1495-1552 -- Collimitius, Georgius, 1482-1535 -- Cuspinianus, Johannes, 1473-1529 -- Ziegler, Jacob, 1480-1549 -- Kartográfiai Vállalat
1 map : hand col. ; 68 x 54 cm.
Facsimile of original (Ingolstadt: Apian, 1528) in the National Széchényi Library, Budapest.
Although not named on the map, Jacob Ziegler is known to have assisted Lázár with the underlying surveys.
Cf. Karrow, 7/6.

34893
Hungary - Maps - 1559<<<<Balkan Peninsula
Maps - 1559<<<<Balkans SEE Balkan Peninsula<<<<Europe, Southeastern SEE Balkan Peninsula<<<<Southeastern Europe SEE Balkan Peninsula

Nova descriptio totivs Hungariae / Romae MDLVIII. Rome, 1559.
Authors: Lázár, deák, active 1515-1528 -- Lafréry, Antoine, 1512-1577 -- Gilhofer & Ranschburg (Vienna, Austria) -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 451 x 383 mm. (neat line), on sheet remargined to 550 x 471 mm.
Anonymous and reduced version of the Lazarus map of 1528.
Later state of plate previously bearing the imprint of Antoine Lafréry.
See Szántai, Atlas Hungaricus (1996), v.1, p. 326, Lafredi 1b and p. 334-335, Lazarus 1
Tooley 307.
Ex Gilhofer.
b101
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

34894
Hungary - Maps - 1559<<<<Balkan Peninsula
Maps - 1559<<<<Balkans SEE Balkan Peninsula<<<<Europe, Southeastern SEE Balkan Peninsula<<<<Southeastern Europe SEE Balkan Peninsula

Nova descriptio totivs Hungariae / Pyrrho Ligorio Neap. auctore ; Romae MDLVIII ; Michaelis Tramezini formis ... ; Sebastianius a Regibus Clodiensis incidebat. [Budapest : Akadémiai Kiadó, 1982].
Authors: Lázár, deák, active 1515-1528 -- Ligorio, Pirro, ca. 1513-1583 -- Re, Sebastiano di, fl. 1550-1560 -- Tramezino, Michele, d. 1579
1 map ; on sheet 46 x 40 cm., fold. to 32 x 23 cm.
In Lazarus Secretarius : the first Hungarian
mapmaker and his work / edited by Lajos
Stegena, no. 3.
Facsimile of Ligorio's reduced copy (Rome: 
Tramezzino, 1559) of the Lázár map of 1528.
Cf. Karrow, 65/2.

43898 Hungary - Maps - 1567<<><>><><><>><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><<
34901 Hungary - Maps - 1579-1588

Hungariae loca praecipua recens emendata atque edita / per Ioannem Sambvcvm Pannonivm, Imp. ms. historicvm. 1579. [Antwerp : Christophe Plantin, 1588], [plate 83].


1 map : hand col.; 33 x 48 cm.

Includes dedication to "... Carolo Archiduci, Maximiliani II."

In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatro de la tierra universal (Antwerp : Christophe Plantin, 1588), [plate 83].

Printed no. 84 and Spanish letterpress text on verso beginning: Parestésome bien añadir aqui esta ...

Digital image of another copy available on Marcel P.R. van den Broecke's Cartographica

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1588, [plate 83] (PrCt)

34902 Hungary - Maps - 1579-1606

Hungariae loca praecipua recens emendata atque edita / per Ioannem Sambvcvm Pannonivm, Imp. ms. historicvm. 1579. [London : John Norton, 1579].


1 map : hand col.; 32 x 49 cm.

Includes dedication to "... Carolo Archiduci, Maximiliani II."

In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatro orbis terrarum ... (1606) - Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

Printed no. 96 and English letterpress text on verso beginning: An other mappe of Hvngary.

This second description of Hungary ... .

Digital image of another copy available on Marcel P.R. van den Broecke's Cartographica


VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1606, [plate 96] (PrCt)
Hungary. [Siena : Matteo Florimi, ca. 1590].
Authors: Florimi, Matteo -- De Long, Heber
1 map ; 341 x 422 mm. (neat line)

"Scala di miglia Italiane," 50 = 67 mm.
This map is reproduced and attributed to Florimi in Tibor Szathmáry, Descriptio hungariae : Magyarszág és Erdély nyomtatott térképei 1477-1600 ([Hungary] : T. Szathmáry, 1987), p. 197; neither this map, nor the adjacent map of Spain, nor the reproduction in Szathmáry bears any reference to Florimi.

Case oversize R 1832 .222, [opening 83] (PrCt)

34907
Hungary - Maps - 1624
Nova et recens emendata totius regni Ungariae ... [Amsterdam] : C J Visscher excudebat, 1624.
Authors: Visscher, Claes Jansz., 1586 or 7-1652 -- Doetecam, Jan van -- Keere, Pieter van den, 1571-ca. 1646 -- Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 32 x 53 cm.
Manuscript '21' in upper left and remnants of binding stub on verso.
Oriented with north at upper left.
Forms part of the Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library).
'Though Visscher claims authorship of the map it is a reissue of Kaerius' map of 1620. This later appeared in the 1633 French Appendix to the Mercator-Hondius Atlas.' Campbell, Tony. Claes Visscher : a hundred maps described (1968), p. 17, no. 46.

Visscher 58 (PrCt)

34908
Hungary - Maps - 1626
The Mape of Hungari newly augmented. [London] : Tho. Bassett ... and Ric. Chiswell, 1626 [i.e. 1676].
Authors: Speed, John, 1552?-1629 -- Goos, Abraham -- Bassett, Thomas -- Chiswell, Richard -- Speed, John, 1552?-1629. The Theatre of the Empire of Great-Britain ... (1676) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 34 x 44 cm. on sheet 42 x 55 cm.
Insets (3 x 11 cm. each): Presburch -- Ofen -- Comorra -- Raab.
Margins include portraits of natives in local costume.
Letterpress text on verso (p. 27-28) under the following heading: The description of the Kingdom of Hungary.
In: Speed, John. The Theatre of the Empire of Great-Britain ... (London : Printed for T. Bassett and R. Chiswell, 1676) map [82].

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .S7 1676 map [82] (PrCt)

34909
Hungary - Maps - 1626
The Mape of Hungari newly augmented . [London] : George Humble [i.e J. Legate and W. Humble], 1626 [i.e. 1646].
Authors: Speed, John, 1552?-1629 -- Goos, Abraham -- Humble, George, d. 1640 -- Legate, John, d. 1658 -- Humble, William, 1612-1686 -- Speed, John, 1552?-1629. A Prospect of the most famous parts of the world ... together with ... Great Britaines empire (1646)
1 map ; 34 x 44 cm. on sheet 42 x 54 cm.
Insets (3 x 11 cm. each): Presburch -- Ofen -- Comorra -- Raab.


VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1606, [plate 95] (PrCt)
Margins include portraits of natives in local costume.
Letterpress text on verso (p. 27-28) under the following heading: The description of the Kingdom of Hungary.
In: Speed, John. A Prospect of the most famous parts of the world ... together with ... Great Brittaines empire (London : Printed by John Legatt, for William Humble, 1646) map [14].
Case oversize G 117 .82 map [14] (PrCt)

### 34910 Hungary - Maps - 1650-1750

Partie meridionale du rme. de Hongrie : tirée de divers auteurs / par le S. Sanson d'Abb., geog. de Sa Maj. ; Lhuillier fecit. [Paris : Sanson?, between 1650-1750?].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Lhuillier, Jan -- Delamarche, Charles François, 1740-1817.
Atlas général : contenant le détail des quatre parties du monde [1798?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 35 x 56 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:875,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
Baskes oversize G1015 .A77 1798, [ptie 1], [plate 96] (NLO)

### 34911 Hungary - Maps - 1663

Authors: Berey, Nicolas, 1606-1665 -- Peyrounin, A. -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 364 x 528 mm. (neat line), 381 x 541 mm. (plate mark).
'Dessignée sur les lieux par un Gentilhom[m]e Hongrois."
Manuscript '76' in upper right.
I4
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Novacco 4F 183 (PrCt)

### 34912 Hungary - Maps - 1663

Budapest (Hungary) - Pictorial works - 1663<<>>Budapest (Hungary) SEE Budapest (Hungary)<<>>Aquincum (Hungary) SEE Budapest (Hungary)<<>>Ad Herculus

### 34913 Hungary - Maps - 1664

Nova et recens emendata totius regni Ungariae una cum adjacentibus et finitimis regionibus / ... [Venice] : In Venetia a ppreso Steffano Scolari forma S. Zulian, 1664.
Authors: Lucini, Antonio Francesco, b. 1605 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 442 x 547 mm. (neat line), 450 x 557 mm. (plate mark).
Facsimile of 1663 original.
Includes views:  Buda, vulgo Ofen. -- Posoniensis, vulgo Presburg. -- Offered by the URU-Explokart research project of the Faculty of Geosciences, University of Utrecht.'
Original from a 'private foundation (formerly Stopp Collection).'
map4F G6500 1663 .D3 2005 (PrCt)

### 34914 Hungary - Maps - 1680

Novissima et accuratissima totius Hungariae tabula. Amsterdam, [ca. 1680].
Authors: Duval, P. (Pierre), 1619-1682 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 442 x 547 mm. (neat line), 450 x 557 mm. (plate mark).
Author and imprint from dedicatory cartouche at upper left: All' illmo. et eccmo. sigre. é patne. mio collimo. il sigre. Antonio Basadonna fu di sier alluis ....
Manuscript '77' in upper right.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Novacco 4F 184 (PrCt)
toutes les parties du monde ... ] (Amsterdam : Pierre Mortier, 1696) v. 2, map [19].
Forms part of atlas published by P. Mortier in Amsterdam; chiefly comprised of maps bearing
the counterfeit imprint of H. Jaillot in Paris.

Case oversize G 1007 .781 v. 2, map [19] (Pr Ct)

34923 Hungary - Maps - 1700
Regnum Hungariae in omnes suos comitatus accurate divisum et editum ... Amstelodami
[Amsterdam] : Joannes de Ram [i.e. Frederik de Wit, ca. 1700?].
Authors: Ram, Johannes de, 1648-1693 -- Wit, Frederik de -- Wit, Frederik de. Atlas [ca. 1700?]
-- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 57 cm.
In: Wit, Frederik de. Atlas (Amsterdam : bij Frederick de Wit in de Calverstraet bij den Dam
inde Witte Paskaert. [ca. 1700?]) no. [89].

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .W8 A no. [89] (Pr Ct)

34924 Hungary - Maps - 1700
Le Royaume de Hongrie et les Estats qui ont esté unis a sa couronne ... Paris [i.e.
Amsterdam] : H. Iaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], 1696
[i.e. ca. 1700].
Authors: Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert,
1632?-1712. Atlas minor ad usum serenissimi burgundiae ducis ... [ca. 1700]) -- Edward E. Ayer
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 42 x 54 cm.

Addendum, upper margin: Nova Italiae descriptio, in regna, respublicas et status divisae ad usum ... 
In counterfeit edition of: Jaillot, Alexis Hubert.
Atlas minor ad usum serenissimi burgundiae ducis ... ([Amsterdam : Pieter Mortier, ca. 1700])
no. [31].

Manuscript '31' at upper right.

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .J25 1693 no. [31] (Pr Ct)

34925 Hungary - Maps - 1701
Hungary. [London : T. Childe, 1701].
Authors: Moll, Herman, -1732 -- Childe, Timothy
-- Moll, Herman, -1732. A System of geography -- or, A new & accurate description of the earth
1701
1 map : 17 x 18 cm.

In: Moll, Herman. A System of geography; or, A new & accurate description of the earth ...

Case folio G 117.58 pt. 1, p. 393 (Pr Ct)

34926 Hungary - Maps - 1703
Regni Hungariae tabula generalis ... Nuremberg, [ca. 1716].
Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry
Library). III:D9
1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 55 cm.

Phillips 5966 [105].

2612
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Sack map4F G6500 1716 .H6 (Pr Ct)

34927 Hungary - Maps - 1703
Carte de la Hongrie ... Paris, 1703.
Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Liébuis, Jean Baptiste -- Simoneau, Charles,
1645-1728 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:D7
1 map : hand col. ; 45 x 63 cm.

2614
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Sack map4F G6500 1703 .L5 (Pr Ct)

34928 Hungary - Maps - 1710
Regnum Hungariae in omnes suos comitatus accurate divisum ... Amstelaeaem : Nicolaus
Visscher [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher, 1710?].
Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Visscher, Elizabeth, fl. 1702-1726 -- Visscher,
Nicolaes, 1649-1702. Atlas minor ... [1710?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 56 cm.

In: Visscher, Nicolaes. Atlas minor ... (Amstelaedam : ex officina Nicolai
Visscher, [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher], [1710?]) map
[25].

Manuscript '28' in upper right.

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .V8 1700 map [25] (Pr Ct)

34929 Hungary - Maps - 1710
Ungarn sampt angräntzenden Ländern...
Augsburg : Gabriel Bodenehr, 1710.
Authors: Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. -- Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. Atlas curieux
-- oder, Neuer und compendieuser atlas 1710 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 13 x 24 cm.

In: Bodenehr, Gabriel. Atlas curieux; oder, Neuer
und compendieuser atlas ... ([Augsburg : Gabriel
Bodenehr, 1710?]) pl. [98]. Engraved plate no. '101. '

Ayer 135 .B6 pl. 98 (Pr Ct)

34930 Hungary - Maps - 1717
Carte particulaire de la Hongrie, de la Transilvanie ... Paris : G. Delisle [i.e. Jaillot],
1717 [i.e. 1737?].
Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Marsili, Luigi Ferdinando, 1658-1730 -- Jaillot,
Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712. [Atlas français] (1700 [i.e.
1737?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 59 cm.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
In: Jaillot, Alexis Hubert. [Atlas français] (Paris : Jaillot, 1700 [i.e. 1737?]) pl. [21].
Map dated 1717.
Manuscript title 'Hongrie' and no. '23' on verso.

34931 Hungary - Maps - 1717<<>>Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1717

Carte particuliare de la Hongrie, de la Transilvanie de la Croatie et de la Sclavonie. Paris, 1717.
Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Marsili, Luigi Ferdinando, 1658-1730 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6500 1717.L5 (PrCt)

34932 Hungary - Maps - 1717<<>>Transylvania (Romania) - Maps - 1717<<>>Croatia - Maps - 1717<<>>Slavonia (Croatia) - Maps - 1717<<>>Danube River Valley - Maps - 1717

Carte particuliare de la Hongrie, de la Transilvanie, de la Croatie, et de la Sclavonie : dressée sur les observations de Mr. le Comte Marsili ... / par G. Del'Ise ... A Paris : chez l'auteur sur le Quai de l'Horloge ..., 20 May 1717.
Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Marsili, Luigi Ferdinando, 1658-1730 -- L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726. [Collection of maps of the world] [1732?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 59 cm.
Title and imprint in top margin.
In composite atlas without title page: L'Isle, Guillaume de. [Collection of maps of the world] (1732). [plate 58].
Number "58" in ms. on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
VAULT Baskes oversize G1015 .L5 1700, [plate 58] (PrCt)

34933 Hungary - Maps - 1721

A New map of Hungary and countries adjacent ... / revis'd by I. Senex ; I. Harris sculp. [London : s.n., 1721].
Authors: Senex, John, -1740 -- Harris, John, active 1680-1739 or 1740 -- Dundonald, John Cochrane, Earl of, 1687-1720 -- Senex, John, -1740. A New general atlas : containing a geographical and historical account of all the empires, kingdoms, and other dominions of the world ... (1721) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 56 cm.
Includes dedication to the "Earl of Dundonald."
In: Senex, John. A New general atlas : containing a geographical and historical account of all the empires, kingdoms, and other dominions of the world ... (London : Daniel Browne [and 8 others], 1721), v. 1, between p. 176-177.

overse Ayer 135 .S5 1721 v. 1, between p. 176-177 (PrCt)

34934 Hungary - Maps - 1725<<>>Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1725

Le Royaume de Hongrie ... Amsterdam, [ca. 1725].
Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Marsili, Luigi Ferdinando, 1658-1730 -- Cóvens et Mortier -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). Ill:D8

1 map : hand col. ; 45 x 55 cm.
Added title: Nova et accurata regni Hungariae tabula ... .

2613
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6500 1725 .L5 (PrCt)

34935 Hungary - Maps - 1737<<>>Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1737

Nova et accurata tabula sedis belli in regno Hungaria. Amsterdam, 1737.
Authors: Schenk, Peter, 1660-1718 or 9 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). Ill:D6

1 map : hand col. ; 90 x 113 cm.
Engraved date 1717 changed in manuscript to 1737.

2615 rev
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6500 1737 .S3 (PrCt)


Mappa Hungariae inferioris districtus Cisdanubiani. [Budapest : s.n., 2005].
Authors: Mikoviny, Sámuel, 1700-1750 1 map : col. ; 72 x 81 cm.
Facsimile of original map published Vienna, [1740?].

Shows towns infected by and quarantined during an epidemic of plague in 1739.
Scale ca. 1:316,000.
map6F G6501.E51 1740 M5 2005 (PrCt)

34937 Hungary - Maps - 1740<<>>Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1740

Nova et accurata Hungariae cum adiacentibus regn. et principatibus tabula ... [Augsburg] : Matth. Seuttero, [ca. 1740?].
Authors: Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756 -- Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756. [A Collection of Seutter maps] [1726-1773]

1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 57 cm.
Forms part of a made-to-order composite atlas
chiefly comprised of undated maps issued ca. 1734-ca. 1744.
Case oversize G 1007 .81 pl. [72] (PrCt)

34938 Hungary - Maps - 1740<<<<Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1740
Authors: Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756 -- Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756. Atlas novus sive tabulae geographicae totius orbis faciem, partes, imperia, regna et provincias exhibentes (Augsburg : [Seutter], 1740?) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 56 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:2,100,000].
In: Seutter, Matthaeus. Atlas novus sive tabulae geographicae totius orbis faciem, partes, imperia, regna et provincias exhibentes (Augsburg : [Seutter], 1740?), plate [38]
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
VAULT Baskes oversize G1015 .S48 1740, plate [38] (NLO)

34939 Hungary - Maps - 1741<<<<Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1741
Cover title: Atlas of Hungary and the river Danube
Lacking frontispiece?
"Ouvrage où l'on voit la Hongrie, par rapport à ses rivieres, à ses antiquitez romaines, & à ses mines, & les sources & les cours du Danube, &c."
French with Latin on plates.
Oxblood cloth binding half-bound in leather with gold-stamped cover title: Atlas of Hungary and the river Danube.
Relief shown pictorially.
Scales differ.
Title page printed in black and red.
Title vignette; head-piece.
Laid in: photocopied review of Marsigli's Europe.
Former owner: Edward Hamilton.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Koeman Mar 1; Phillips 2867
Baskes oversize G1940 .M37 1741 (NLO)

34941 Hungary - Maps - 1741<<<<Slovakia - Maps - 1741
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Delamarche, Charles François, 1740-1817. Atlas général : contenant le détail des quatre parties du monde [1798?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 34 x 56 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:875,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
Baskes oversize G1015 .A77 1798, [ptie 2], [plate 97] (NLO)
34942 Hungary - Maps - 1742<<<<R Romania - Maps - 1742<<<<Yugoslavia - Maps - 1742

Le Royaume de Hongrie, la Transylvanie, l'esclavonie la Croatie et la Bosnie. Paris : Le Rouge, 1742 [i.e. 1748?].
Authors: Le Rouge, Georges-Louis -- Le Rouge, Georges-Louis. Recueill contenant des cartes nouvelles ... (1742 [i.e. 1748?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 55 cm.
In: Le Rouge, Georges-Louis. Recueill contenant des cartes nouvelles ... (Paris : chez le Sr. Le Rouge, 1742 [i.e. 1748?]).
Manuscript "92" on verso.

oversize Ayer 135 .L6 1742 pl. 92 (PrCt)


Regni Hungariae tabula generalis archetypo Müllieriano ... Nuremberg : Homann Erben, [ca. 1745].
Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Homann Erben (Firm) -- Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724. Atlas novus terrarum orbis [ca. 1745] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 55 cm.
In: Homann, Johann Baptist. Atlas novus terrarum orbis (Nuremberg : [Homann Erben, ca. 1745]), [plate 165].
Manuscript "169" on verso.

oversize Ayer 135 .H7 1730, [plate 165] (PrCt)

34944 Hungary - Maps - 1747<<<<R Transylvania (Romania) - Maps - 1747

Authors: Bowen, Emanuel, -1767 -- Innys, William, d. 1756 -- Bowen, Emanuel, -1767. A Complete system of geography ... (1747)
1 map ; 33 x 41 cm.
In: Bowen, Emanuel. A Complete system of geography : being a description of ... the known world (London : Printed for William Innys, etc., 1747) v. 1, pl. [27].

Case oversize G114 .B68 1747 v. 1, pl. 27 (PrCt)

34945 Hungary - Maps - 1751

Royaume de Hongrie, principauté de Transilvanie ... / par le Sr. Robert ... [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy], 1751.
Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1758?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 54 cm.
In: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles. Atlas universel (Paris : Chez les auteurs, quay de l'Horloge du Palais, Boudet libraire imprimeur du roi, rué St. Jacques, 1757 [i.e. 1758?]), [plate 72].

"Hongrie" -- oversize letterpress title stamped on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1757, [plate 72] (PrCt)

34946 Hungary - Maps - 1751

Royaume de Hongrie, principauté de Transilvanie ... / par le Sr. Robert ... [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy], 1751.
Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1790?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 54 cm.
In: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles. Atlas universel / par M. Robert ... et par M. Robert de Vaugondy son fils ... (A Paris : Chez De la Marche, géographe, rue du Foin St. Jacques, Collège de Me. Gervais, 1757, [i.e. 1790?]), [plate 73].

"73" -- oversize letterpress number stamped on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1790, [plate 73] (PrCt)


New map of the kingdom of Hungary and of the countries, provinces &c. bordering thereupon : with their respective bannats, counties, sanjacships, mountains, passes, post roads, cities &c. as also the places where battels have been fought and at what time, all taken from the memorials and plans of the best enginers who have serv'd in those countries. [London] : Printed for T. Bowles ..., John Bowels & Son ... & Robt. Sayer ..., [between 1754 and 1763].
Authors: Senex, John, -1740 -- Bowles, Thomas, -1767 -- John Bowles and Son -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Senex, John, -1740. The Universal geographer ... [1764?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map on 2 sheets : hand col. ; 64 x 99 cm. Covers Hungary and the Balkan Peninsula north of Constantinople.
Scale [1:1,500,000]. Relief shown pictorially. Prime meridian: London. Two sheet mounted together as one.
In: Senex, John. The Universal geographer ... (London : Printed for Robert Sayer, [1764?]), plate [25].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .S45 1764, plate [25] (NLO)

34948 Hungary - Maps - 1755

2e carte de Hongrie 1755 / J. Gibson sculp.
London : Printed for John Bowles at the Black Horse in Cornhil, & Carington Bowles next the Horse in Cornhil, & Carington Bowles next the
34951 Hungary - Maps - 1776

Hungariae ampliori signifiacatu et veteris vel methodicarum complexa ... [Nuremberg] : Homannianus Heredibus, [1776?].

Authors: Hase, Johann Matthias, 1684-1742 -- Homann Erben (Firm) -- Homann Erben (Firm). Major atlas scholasticius ex tringaia sex generalibus et specialibus mappis Homannianis ... [Nuremberg : Homannianus Heredibus, 1776?], [plate 27]

Ms. number "26" on verso.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .H66 1776, [plate 27] (PrCt)

34952 Hungary - Maps - 1780


1 map : hand col. ; 45 x 65 cm.

Scale [ca. 1:2,500,000].

Relief shown pictorially.


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .L565 1785, [plate 24] (NLO)

34953 Hungary - Maps - 1780


1 map : hand col. ; 45 x 65 cm.

Scale [ca. 1:2,500,000].

Relief shown pictorially.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes oversize G1015 .L565 1801, [plate 25]**  
(NLO)

34954  
**Hungary - Maps - 1783<<<<Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1783**  
*Hungary with part of Turkey / engrav'd by S. Neele 352 Strand. [London] : Publish'd by T. Stackhouse, April 10th 1783.*  
Authors: Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Stackhouse, Thomas, 1756-1836 -- Stackhouse, Thomas, 1756-1836.  
An Universal atlas : consisting of a complete set of maps to illustrate ancient and modern geography ... (1782) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)  
2 maps : hand col. ; 21 x 36 cm. and 15 x 36 cm.  
on sheet 52 x 42 cm.  
Collective title in top margin.  
In: Stackhouse, Thomas. An Universal atlas : consisting of a complete set of maps to illustrate ancient and modern geography ... (London : Printed for the author, and sold by Ashby and Neele ... [et al], 1782 [i.e. 1783?]), plate 29.  
Hand stamped with oversize "29" at upper right.  
**oversize Ayer 135 .S77 1782, plate 29 (PrCt)**

34955  
**Hungary - Maps - 1783<<<<Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1783**  
*Hungary with part of Turkey / engrav'd by S. Neele 352 Strand. [London] : Publish'd by T. Stackhouse, June the 1st 1783.*  
Authors: Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Stackhouse, Thomas, 1756-1836 -- Stackhouse, Thomas, 1756-1836.  
A New universal atlas : consisting of a complete set of maps ... (1785)=Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
2 maps : hand col. ; 21 x 36 cm. and 15 x 36 cm.  
on sheet 52 x 42 cm.  
Collective title in top margin.  
In: Stackhouse, Thomas. A New universal atlas : consisting of a complete set of maps ... (London : Publish'd by T. Stackhouse, April 10th 1783, plate 29.  
Engraved "29" at upper right.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.  
**Baskes oversize G1015 .S82 1785, plate 29 (PrCt)**

34956  
**Hungary - Maps - 1784<<<<Danube River Valley - Maps - 1784**  
*Royaume de Hongrie divisée dans ces cercles, et comités dressée sur les meilleures cartes. À Venise [Venice] ; par P. Santini ; chez Remondini, 1784.*  
Authors: Santini, P. -- Remondini, Guiseppe Antonio, 1747-1811 -- Santini, P. Atlas universal dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (1784 [i.e. 1807?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map : hand col. ; 45 x 64 cm.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.  
**Baskes oversize G1015 .S4 1807, v. 1, no. 51 [A] (PrCt)**

34957  
**Hungary - Maps - 1788<<<<Romania - Maps - 1788<<<<Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1788**  
Authors: Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824 -- Calcoografia camerale (Rome, Italy) -- Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824.  
Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (1792-1801) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 43 cm.  
In: Cassini, Giovanni Maria. Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (Rome : Presso la Calcoogra. camerale, 1792-1801) v. 1 pl. 45.  
Map dated 1788.  
**oversize Ayer 135 .C33 1792 v. 1 pl. 45 (PrCt)**

34958  
**Hungary - Maps - 1789**  
Authors: Reilly, Franz J. J. von. -- Lopez-Majano, Jadwiga  
1 map : hand col. ; 22 x 30 cm.  
 Apparently detached from Reilly, Franz J. J. von, Schauplatz der Fünf Theile Der Welt (Vienna, 1789-1791).  
Scale [ca. 1:790 000].  
**map2F G6500 1789 .R4 (PrCt)**

34959  
*Hungary and Transylvania with Croatia and Sclavonia also Moldavia and Valakia with Bukovina & Bessarabia / by Samuel Dunn. London : Printed for Robt. Sayer ... as the Act directs, 10th Septr. 1789.*  
Authors: Dunn, Samuel, -1794 -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Dunn, Samuel, -1794.  
A New atlas of the mundane system ... [1789?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 46 cm, on sheet 47 x 57 cm.  
Scale [ca 1:2,500,000].  
Relief shown pictorially.  
Prime meridian: Ferro.  
In: Dunn, Samuel. A New atlas of the mundane system, or, Of geography and cosmography ...
Hungary - Maps - 1791 - Economics

Korabinsky, Johann Matthias,
1740-1811 Novissima regni Hungariae (1791)

Authors: Korabinsky, Johann Matthias,
1740-1811 -- Török, Zsolt, 1960-.
1 map : 46 x 60 cm.
Facsimile of original map (Vienna: Korabinsky, 1791) in the map collection of the Department of Cartography and Geoinformatics (Inv. no.: T 633).
Three column legend at upper right displays symbols for 90 different products, industries, and natural resources.
In lower margin: Török, Zsolt. The Economic map of Hungary, 1791 [2005] [3 columns of text].
'This facsimile is dedicated to the 21st International Conference on the History of Cartography, July 17-22, 2005.'
'Printed by Jozsef Szekerka.'

map06F G6501.G1 1791 K6 2005 (PrCt)

Hungary - Maps - 1794

Kingdom of Hungary, principality of Transilvania, Slavonia, Croatia ... London : Laurie & Whittle, No. 53 Fleet Street, 12th May 1794.

Authors: Laurie & Whittle -- Kitchin, Thomas,
1718-1784. A General atlas describing the whole universe ... (1795) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 53 cm.
In: Kitchin, Thomas. A General atlas describing the whole universe ... (London : Printed and published by Robert Laurie and James Whittle, no. 53 Fleet Street, 1795). [plate 23].
Number "23" stamped on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .K57 1795, [plate 23] (NLO)

Hungary - Maps - 1794

Kingdom of Hungary, principality of Transilvania, Slavonia, Croatia ... London : Laurie & Whittle, 12th May, 1794.

Authors: Laurie & Whittle -- Laurie & Whittle. A New and elegant imperial sheet atlas comprehending general and particular maps of every part of the world ... [1801?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 53 cm.
In Robert Laurie and James Whittle. A New and elegant imperial sheet atlas comprehending general and particular maps of every part of the world ... (London : printed and published by R. Laurie and J. Whittle, 1800 [i.e. 1801?]) no. 33. Stamped "33" on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .R63 1801 no. 33 (NLO)

Hungary - Maps - 1794

Romania - Maps - 1794

Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1794

Hungary and Transylvania with Croatia and Slavonia also Moldavia and Valakia with Bukovina & Bessarabia / by Samuel Dunn.

London : Laurie & Whittle, 1794.

Authors: Dunn, Samuel, -1794 -- Laurie & Whittle -- Dunn, Samuel, -1794.
A New atlas of the mundane system ... (1800) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 46 cm., on sheet 47 x 59 cm.
"Published by Laurie & Whittle, 53 Fleet Street, London as the Act directs 12th May 1794."
Scale [ca 1:2,500,000]
Relief shown pictorially.
Prime meridian: Ferro.
In: Dunn, Samuel. New atlas of the mundane system, or, Of geography and cosmography ... (London : Printed and published by Robert Laurie and James Whittle ... (successors to the late Mr. Robert Sayer), 1800), [plate 13]
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .D86 1800 [plate 13] (NLO)

Hungary - Maps - 1804


Authors: Korabinsky, Johann Matthias,
1 atlas (lx leaves) ; 56 maps ; 14 x 21 cm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
References: Atlantes Austriaci, 1, 1: 40; Cf. Phillips 8924.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)
Hungary - Maps - 1805


Authors: Korabinsky, Johann Matthias, 1740-1811 -- Berken, Johann von, 1765-1822 -- Czetzer, Samuel, 1765-after 1819 -- Pixner, Gottfried, 1746-1819 -- Hornbostel, August -- Schaumburg und Compagnie -- Cartofil Kiadó

1 atlas (lx leaves) : 56 maps ; 14 x 21 cm.


Last two leaves contain legend and index to towns and markets.

Scales differ.

References: Dörflinger, Atlantes Austriaci, 1, 1: 40.

Cf. Phillips 8924.

ISBN 9639521108

G1940 .K67 2005 (NLO)

Hungary - Maps - 1807

Royaume de Hongrie, principauté de Transilvanie, Sclavonie, Croatie ... / par le Sr. Robert ... À Venise [Venice : par P. Santini ; chez Mr. Remoni. [i.e. Remondini, 1807?]]

Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1746 -- Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Remondini, Giuseppe Antonio, 1747-1811 -- Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (1784 [i.e. 1807?]) -- Robert S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 45 x 53 cm.

In: Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (Venice : par P. Santini, rue Ste. Justine, chez M. Remondini, 1784 [i.e. 1807?]), v. 1, no. "P.I. 51"

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .S4 1807, v. 1, no. 51 (Pr Ct)

Hungary - Maps - 1811

A New map of Hungary, with its divisions into gespanchafts or counties; the principality of Transylvania, Croatia &c. London : J. Cary, 1811.

Authors: Cary, John, approximately 1754-1835 -- Cary, John, approximately 1754-1835. Cary's New universal atlas ... (1811 [i.e. 1812?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 44 x 50 cm.

In: Cary, John. Cary's New universal atlas, containing distinct maps of all the principal states and kingdoms throughout the world (London: Printed for J. Cary, 1811 [i.e. 1812?]) pl. [29].

Printed paste-on no. 32.

oversize Ayer 135 .C3 1811 pl. 29 (Pr Ct)

Hungary - Maps - 1814


Authors: Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Johnson & Warner -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839. A General atlas, being a collection of maps of the world and quarters ... (1814)

1 map : hand col. ; 18 x 21 cm.

In: Carey, Mathew. A General atlas, being a collection of maps of the world and quarters ... (Philadelphia : Published by M. Carey, and Johnson & Warner, 1814) pl. [49].

Ayer 135 .C27 1814 pl. 49 (Pr Ct)

Hungary - Maps - 1816


Authors: Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1817?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 57 cm.

Engraved 'No. 30' at upper right.


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Digital image of another copy available on the David Rumsey Map Collection website (accessed Feb. 2010):

http://www.davidrumsey.com/luna/servlet/detail/RUMSEY~8~1~28351~1120780

Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1817, map 30 (NLO)

Hungary - Maps - 1817


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Digital image of another copy available on the David Rumsey Map Collection website (accessed Feb. 2010):

http://www.davidrumsey.com/luna/servlet/detail/RUMSEY~8~1~28351~1120780

Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1817, map 30 (NLO)
Authors: Goeroeg, Demeter -- Marton, J. -- Pichler -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 60 maps ; 440 x 305 mm.
2nd ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
References: Dörflinger, Atlantes Austriaci, 35; Phillips 8923
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

34972 Hungary - Maps - 1822 Austria - Maps - 1822
Austrian dominions. [Edinburgh : Drawn & engraved for Thomson's New general atlas, [1822?].
Authors: Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1822?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 59 cm.
In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (Edinburgh ; London ; Dublin : Printed by G. Ramsay and Co. for J. Thomson and Co. ; Baldwin, Cradock and Joy ; John Cumming, 1821 [i.e. 1822?]), v. 1, map 30.
Engraved 'No. 30' at upper right.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1821, v. 1, map 30 (NLO)

34973 Hungary - Maps - 1823
Authors: Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Hall, Sidney -- Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823. A New general atlas constructed from the latest authorities ... (1823) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 20 x 24 cm.
In: Arrowsmith, Aaron. A New general atlas constructed from the latest authorities ... Exhibiting the boundaries and divisions, also the chains of mountains and other geographical features of all the known countries in the world (Edinburgh ; London : A. Constable & Co., 1823), pl. 29.
folio Ayer 135 .A65 1823 pl. 29 (PrCt)

34974 Hungary - Maps - 1825 Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1825
Hungary. [Philadelphia ; New York etc. Samuel F. Bradford and Murray, Fairman Co., Peter A. Mesier etc., 1825?].
1 map ; 23 x 38 cm.
Ayer 135 .R29 plate [23] (PrCt)

34975 Hungary - Maps - 1829 Austria - Maps - 1829
Authors: Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (1829) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 59 cm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Engraved no. '30' at upper right.
Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1829 map 30 (NLO)

34976 Hungary - Maps - 1831 Romania - Maps - 1831 Transylvania (Romania) - Maps - 1831 Croatia - Maps - 1831
Hungary, Transilvania &c. : provinces of Austria. Edinburgh : D. Lizars, [1831?].
Authors: Lizars, Daniel, 1760-1812 -- Hamilton, John, fl. 1831 -- Lizars, Daniel, 1760-1812. The Edinburgh geographical and historical atlas ... [1831?] 1 map : hand col. ; 37 x 45 cm.
In: Lizars, Daniel. The Edinburgh geographical and historical atlas ... (Edinburgh [etc.]: John Hamilton [and others, 1831?]) pl. [27].
Engraved plate no. 'XXXI.
oversize G 10 .514 pl. [27] (PrCt)

34977 Hungary - Maps - 1840
Map of Hungary. [Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, 1840].
Authors: Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846 -- Lea & Blanchard -- Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (1840) 1 map ; 9 x 11 cm.
Keyed to dozens of references in bottom margin.
In: Murray, Hugh. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, successors to Carey & Co., for George W. Gorton, 1840) v. 2, p. 120.
Wax engraving.
G 11 .607 v. 2, p. 120 (PrCt)
Hungary - Maps - 1966

Authors: Nagels Reiseführer -- Schreiber, Thomas -- Welter, Fernand -- Nagel Publishers -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
179 p. ; 2 maps (some col., some folded) ; 17 cm.
Folded map in pocket.
Includes index.
Series: Nagels Reiseführer ; Bd. 288
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 67090248


Hungary - Maps - 1966

Authors: Nagels Reiseführer -- Schreiber, Thomas -- Welter, Fernand -- Nagel Publishers -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)


Spine title: Nagels Ungarn
1 farbige Plan der Stadt Budapest, 1 farbige Ungarn-Karte.'

Map on endpapers.
Includes index.
Series: Nagels Reiseführer
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

*Baskets G153 .N342 Ungarn (1966) (NLO)*

Hungary - Maps - 1969

Authors: United States. Central Intelligence Agency -- Magnus, Albert R.
1 map : col. ; on sheet 49 x 48 cm.
Scale 1:1,250,000.
Relief shown by shading and spot heights.
In lower left margin: 59119 5-69.
Includes 3 ancillary maps: Population. -- Fuels and industry. -- Land utilization.

*map4F G3200 1967 .J5, Hungary (Pr Ct)*

Hungary - Maps - 1990

*Hungary / Bob Dent ; maps and plans by Andráš.*

Authors: Dent, Bob -- Blue guide -- Bereznay, Andráš -- Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- W.W. Norton & Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
366 p. : ill., 18 maps and plans (some folded) ; 20 cm.
1st ed.
Includes index.
Series: Blue guide
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
ISBN 0713630302 (pbk) ; 9780713630305 (pbk) ; 0393306879 (U.S.) ; 9780393306873 (U.S.)


Hungary - Maps - Bibliography - Catalogs

*Hungary - Historical geography - Maps - Bibliography - Catalogs.*
Hungary - Maps - Collections, 1528-1900

Országos Széchényi Könyvtár - Map collections - Exhibitions - Catalogs

National Library of Hungary SEE Országos Széchényi Könyvtár

Hungary SEE Országos Széchényi Könyvtár

Országos Széchényi Könyvtár


71 p. : 14 maps ; 29 cm.

Catalog of the National Széchényi Library's exhibition in Buda Castle, July-August, 1989.
Compilation of the catalogue, Patay Pálné ... [et al.] ; translation of the texts, Mészáros Viktor.
Catalog entries in Hungarian with English translation.

Pamphlet entitled: Térképtár / Országos...
Hungary - Maps - Collections, 1500-1699
Cartography - Hungary - History

Authors: Nemes, Klára -- Campbell, Eila M. J. -- Cartographia -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 10 maps ; 500 x 350 mm.
Facsimiles of 16th- and 17th-century maps.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Hungary - Maps - Collections, 1500-1700
Országos Széchényi Könyvtár - Maps collections
Cartography - Hungary - History - History - 1500-1699
Authors: Nemes, Klára -- Károly, Klausz -- Fülöpp, Melinda -- Országos Széchényi Könyvtár -- Magyar Helikon (Firm)
1 portfolio ([16]p. : 10 maps (part col.)) ; 50 x 35 cm.
Facsimile reproductions of original maps in the Országos Széchényi Könyvtár, Budapest.
German translator Klausz Károly, English translator Fülöpp Melinda.
Series: Cartographica Hungarica ; 1.
OCLC 1308578
20587
ICN76
LC Card Number 74650084
map6C 93 (NLO)

Hungary - Maps - Collections
Atlases, Hungarian - 1990
Authors: Hrenko, Pal -- Papp-Váry, Árpád -- Gondolat -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 107 maps ; 340 x 250 mm.
2nd ed.
OCLC 25834175.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Hungary Pavié (N.M.) - Designs and plans - 1869
Hugno Pavié (N.M.) - Maps - 1869
Pueblo Hugno Pavié (N.M.) SEE Hungo Pavié (N.M.)

1 technical drawing : col. ; 11 x 18 cm.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copy: Ayer 128.5 .B4 1860
Graff 246 v. 1, opposite p. 195 (PrCt)

Hungary Pavié (N.M.) - Pictorial works - 1869
1 view : col. ; 11 x 18 cm.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copy: Ayer 128.5 .B4 1860
Graff 246 v. 1, opposite p. 194 (PrCt)

Authors: Lahontan, Louis Armand de Lom d'Arce, baron de. Nouveaux voyages de Mr. le baron de Lahontan dans l'Amerique Septentrionale [second printing] ... (La Haye [The Hague] : Chez les frères l'Honoré, 1703), v. 1, opposite p. 47. Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.

Graff 2366, v. 1, opposite p. 47 (PrCI)

Biography entry for J.-A. Le Febvre de la Barre, Governor of New France.
Binder's instructions at upper left: "Tome 1er Page 47"

In: Lahontan, Louis Armand de Lom d'Arce, baron de. Nouveaux voyages de Mr. le baron de Lahontan dans l'Amerique Septentrionale [second printing] ... (La Haye [The Hague] : Chez les frères l'Honoré, 1703), v. 1, opposite p. 46. Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.

Graff 2365, v. 1, opposite p. 46 (PrCI)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Huningué (France) - Maps - 1713 - Fortification

_Huningué, est une forteresse a cinq_... [Paris : De Fer, 1713?].

Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Loon, H. V. (Herman van) -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720.

1 map ; 19 x 27 cm.

In: Fer, Nicolas de. _Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes; avec leurs fortifications..._ (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, 1695-1696) pt. 2, map [26].

Manuscript ('17') at upper right.

Case oversize U 26.2919 map [112] (PrCt)

Hunsrück (Germany) - Maps - 1962 - Nahe River Valley (Germany) - Maps - 1962 - Palatinate (Germany) - Maps - 1962


Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag -- Karl Thiemig AG -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

119 p. : 2 maps (some col., some folded) ; 17 cm.

Map inside front cover.

Folded map in pocket.

Includes index.

Series: Grieben-Reiseführer ; Bd. 272

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 272 (1962) (NLO)

Hunter County (Tex.) - Maps - 1873 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps


Authors: Lucas, A. L. -- Pressler, Chas. W. -- Van Derveer, Lloyd -- Library of Congress, Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps

1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.


Originally compiled 1873.

Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:


Microfiche 583, no. 1014 (PrCt)

Hunter County (Tex.) - Maps - 1894 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps


Authors: Pressler, Chas. W. -- Terrell, O. O. -- Texas. General Land Office -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps

1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.

Size of original: Blueprint, 46.5 x 28.5 in. Scale 1:66,660. Originally compiled 1894; traced 1914.

Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:


Microfiche 583, no. 1015 (PrCt)

Hunterdon County (N.J.) - Maps - 1851 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps


Authors: Cornell, Samuel C. -- Van Derveer, Lloyd -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps

1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.

Size of original: 51 x 37.5 in. Scale: 1:42,240.

Originally published 1851.

Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:


Microfiche 583, no. 453 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

35006 Hunterdon County (N.J.) - Maps - 1873 -
Landowners<<>Counts -
Maps<<>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Beers, F. W. (Frederick W.) -- Beers, Comstock & Cline
77 p. : 22 col. maps ; 41 cm.
Ordered Feb.1978; never received?
Not at Newberry?: copies held by University of Chicago, Finney County Kansas Public Library, and University of Massachusetts-Amherst (OCLC, May 2003).
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

35007 Hunterdon County (N.J.) - Maps - 1873 -
Landowners<<>Counts -
Maps<<>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Beers, F. W. (Frederick W.) -- Beers, Comstock & Cline -- Hunterdon County Historical Society
1 atlas (77 p.) : 22 maps (some folded) ; 39 cm.
Includes directories.
folio G1258.H8 B4 1987 (NLO)

35008 Hunterdon County (Pa.) - Maps - 1856 -
Landowners<<>Counts -
Maps<<>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Christy, William -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 4 parts, 33 x 24.5 in. each. Scale: 1:54,000. Originally published 1856.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 755 (PrCt)

35009 Huntingdonshire (England) - Maps - 1610 -
Huntingdon (England) - Maps -
1610<<>Ely (England) - Maps - 1610
Huntington, both Shire and Shire towne with the ancient citie Ely described. [London] : George Humbell [i.e. J. Legate and W. Humble], 1610 [i.e. 1646].
Authors: Speed, John, 1552?-1629 -- Hondius, Jodocus, 1563-1612 -- Humble, George, d. 1640
-- Legate, John, d. 1658 -- Humble, William, 1612-1686 -- Speed, John, 1552?-1629. A Prospect of the most famous parts of the world ... together with ... Great Britaines empire (1646) 1 map ; 37 x 23 cm. on sheet 42 x 54 cm.
Insets (14 x 15 cm. and 14 x 16 cm.): Huntington -- Ely
Includes coats-of-arms.
Letterpress text on verso (p. 57-58) under the following heading: Huntingdon-shire.
In: Speed, John. A Prospect of the most famous parts of the world ... together with ... Great Brittaines empire (London : Printed by John Legatt, for William Humble, 1646) map [51].
Case oversize G 117 .82 map [51] (PrCt)

35010 Huntingdonshire (England) - Maps - 1637
Hvntingdon comitatus qui pars fur iscenorvm. [London, 1637].
Authors: Saxton, Christopher, b. 1542? -- Kip, William -- Camden, William, 1551-1623
1 map : hand col. ; 28 x 34 cm.
From Camden's Britain, or a chorographall description of England (London, 1637), pl. [22].
Verso blank; cf. Chubb, XX.
map2F G5753 .H8 1637 S2 (PrCt)

35011 Huntingdonshire (England) - Maps - 1662
Huntingdon, both Shire and Shire towne with the ancient citie Ely described. [London] : Thomas Bassett ... and Richard Chiswell, 1662 [i.e. 1676].
Authors: Speed, John, 1552?-1629 -- Hondius, Jodocus, 1563-1612 -- Bassett, Thomas -- Chiswell, Richard -- Speed, John, 1552?-1629. The Theatre of the Empire of Great-Britain ... (1676) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 37 x 23 cm. on sheet 42 x 55 cm.
Insets (14 x 15 cm. and 14 x 16 cm.): Huntington -- Ely.
Includes coats-of-arms.
Letterpress text on verso (p. 57-58) under the following heading: Huntingdon-shire.
In: Speed, John. The Theatre of the Empire of Great-Britain ... (London : Printed for T. Bassett and R. Chiswell, 1676) map [30].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .S7 1676 map [30] (PrCt)

35012 Huntingdonshire (England) - Maps - 1808
Huntingdonshire (England) - Pictorial works - 1808
Topographical and statistical description of the county of Huntingdon : containing an account of its situation, extent, towns, roads, rivers, minerals, fisheries, manufactures, commerce, agriculture, markets, curiosities, antiquities, biography, natural history, civil and ecclesiastical jurisdictions, &c. : to which is prefixed a copious travelling guide ... forming a complete county itinerary : also, a list of the fairs, and an index

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
table, shewing at one view the distances of all the
towns from London and from each other / by
George Alexander Cooke ; illustrated with a map
of the county. London : Printed for C. Cooke,
No. 17, Paternoster Row, by Brimmer & Co.,
Water Lane, Fleet Street : And sold by all the
booksellers in the United Kingdom, [1808 or
later].
Authors: Cooke, George Alexander -- Cooke,
Charles, fl. 1789-1817 -- Brimmer & Co. (London,
England) -- Dean, Ruth -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
folded map ; 15 cm.
Date of publication inferred from a reference in
the bibliography (p. 93) to a title published in
1808.
Frontispiece engravings of views of
Huntingdonshire.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [90]-94)
and index.
Bound with 3 other titles; binding error:
frontispiece for fourth title, Topographical and
statistical description of the county of Rutland,
bound at beginning of third title, Topographical
and statistical description of the county of
Huntingdon.
Contemporary half bound brown leather, marbled
papers over boards.
Illustrated bookplate of Ruth Dean; written in ms.:
Of Sanders, High St., Oxford, for 3/-, Spring ’30.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes DA670.C2 C66 1822 (NLO)

35013 Huntington County (Ind.) - Maps - 1866 -
Landowners<<>Counties -
Maps<<>Landowners - Maps
[Huntington County (Ind.) - 1866: LC G&M land
ownership maps on microfiche]. [Washington,
D.C.] : LC G&M Division, [1883?].
Authors: Warner, Hayes & Warner -- Gerber, E.
Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division
land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 2 parts, 23 x 44.5 in. each. Scale
1:42,240. Originally published Ligonier, Ind.: E. B.
Gerber; Newtown, Conn.: C. S. Warner, 1866.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing
19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress, Geography and Map
Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
[Washington, D.C. : Library of Congress,
Geography and Map Division, 1983?].
Microfiche 583, no. 151 (PrCt)

35014 Huntington County (Ind.) - Maps - 1879 -
Landowners<<>Counties -
Maps<<>Landowners - Maps
Combination atlas map of Huntington County,
Indiana. [19--].
Authors: Kingman Brothers -- Scott, Beulah
Mohart
118 p. : ill., maps, ports. ; 45 cm.
Photocopy of original published [Chicago?] :
Kingman Brothers, 1879.
Incomplete; lacking some maps and text.
Indexed by: Scott, Beulah Mohart. Index of
Combination atlas map of Huntington County,
Indiana ... [Ft. Wayne, Ind. : Public Library], 1971.
42 p. ; 30 cm. [folio F 89539 .2 Index]
oversize F 89539 .2 (NLO)

35015 Huntington County (Ind.) - Maps - 1968 -
Landowners<<>Whitley County (Ind.) - Maps -
1968 - Landowners<<>Counties -
Maps<<>Landowners - Maps
Huntington, Whitley Counties, Indiana : plat book
& index of owners. LaPorte, Ind. Town & Country
Authors: Town & Country Publishing Co. --
Federal Land Bank (Columbia City, Ind.) -- Halt,
Walter -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry
Library)
1 atlas (48 p.) : 24 maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
‘Compliments of Federal Land Bank, Columbia
City, Ind.’
Includes business directory and indexes of
owners.
Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Scale not given.
Owner’s mark: Walter Halt ... Pierceton, Ind.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G4093.H846 1968 .T6 (NLO)

35016 Huntsville (Ala.) - Maps - 2001 - Road
maps<<>Decatur (Ala.) - Maps - 2001 - Road
maps<<>Athens (Ala.) - Maps - 2001 - Road
maps<<>Road maps
Huntsville, Decatur/Athens & vicinity
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (136 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
“©2001” -- title page.
$16.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 052898893X
RMcN StrFdr 2001 .H86 (PrCt)

35017 Huntsville (Ala.) - Maps - 2005 - Road
maps<<>Huntsville Region (Ala) - Maps -
2005 - Road maps<<>Madison County (Ala.) -
Maps - 2005 - Road maps<<>Limestone
County (Ala.) - Maps - 2005 - Road
maps<<>Morgan County (Ala.) - Maps - 2005 -
Road maps<<>Road maps<<>Counties -
Maps
Huntsville (Ala.) - Maps - 2005 - Road
maps<<>Huntsville Region (Ala) - Maps -
2005 - Road maps<<>Madison County (Ala.) -
Maps - 2005 - Road maps<<>Limestone
County (Ala.) - Maps - 2005 - Road
maps<<>Morgan County (Ala.) - Maps - 2005 -
Road maps<<>Road maps<<>Counties -
Maps
Huntsville, Decatur/Athens & vicinity
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (136 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
“©2001” -- title page.
$16.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 052898893X
RMcN StrFdr 2001 .H86 (PrCt)
1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
"2nd edition"--front cover.
Cover title: Huntsville street guide : including Madison county and portions of Limestone and Morgan counties.
$17.95
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528873008
RMcN StrFdr 2008 .H86 (PrCt)

Authors: Beers, F. W. (Frederick W.) -- F.W. Beers & Co. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 332 (PrCt)

Huron County (Ohio) - Maps - 1845-1871 - Landowners- Counties - Maps- Landowners - Maps
3 atlases in 1 v. (ca. 280 p. in various pagings : ill., maps) ; 35 cm.
Cover title: Plat book of 1845 and atlases of 1873 and 1891, Huron County, Ohio.
'The reproduction of these books in one volume has been made possible through the sponsorship of the Kinologists of the Firelands Historical Society.'
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>35022</td>
<td>Huron County (Ohio) - Maps - 1859 - Landowners - Counties - Maps -</td>
<td>Photostatic reproduction of manuscript map compiled 168-?, possibly by Claude Bernou.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Maps - 1857 - Ottawa River Valley (Quebec and Ont.) - Maps - 1857</td>
<td>Photostatic reproduction of 18th-century manuscript.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Huron (Mich. and Ont.) - Maps - 1953 - Railroads - Pictorial works</td>
<td>Photostatic reproduction of 17th-century manuscript.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Authors: New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad
1 view ; 13 x 15 cm.
Photographic view of New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad lines around Huron, Ohio.
In New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad.
5A 7267 (1952 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

35030
Huron (Ont. : County) - Maps - 1879 -
Landowners - COUNTIES -
Maps - LANDOWNERS - Maps
Illustrated historical atlas of the county of Huron, Ont. [Port Elgin, Ont. Ross Cumming, 1972].
Authors: H. Belden & Co. -- Cumming, Ross, 1919-1991
1 atlas (96 p. illus., maps, ports.) ; 45 cm.
Offset ed.
Cover title: Historical atlas of Huron County, Ontario; illustrated.
Printed by Richardson, Bond & Wright, Owen Sound, Ont.
Cl. Phillips 10418.
7A 72 (NLO)

35031
Hurtado de Toledo, Luis, 1530?-1591?
Civilitavm aliqvot insigniorvm, et locor, magis munitior exacta delineatio (1568) - Hurtado de Toledo, Luis, 1530?-1591? - Map collections - Catalogs
Authors: Beans, George Harry, 1894-1978 -- Tall Tree Library Publications, no. 17 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 p. l., 6 p., 1 l. ; 23 cm.
Signed: G. H. Beans.
'Fifty copies printed.'
Series: [Tall Tree Library Publications, no. 17].
Ayer 290 .B29 1943 (NLO)

35032
Husbands, Herman, 1724-1795 - Cartography - Pennsylvania - History - 1790
[On Herman Husbands and his map]. 1962.
Authors: Cooper, H. Austin
Xerox from Cooper's Two Centuries of Brothersvalley Church of the Bretheren (Westminster, Md., 1962), p.16-23, 82-83.
BHC 1153
Vert 765 (PrCt)

35033
Husum (Schleswig-Holstein, Germany) - Pictorial works - 1585
Hvsemvm dvcatvs Slesvicensis ad sinvm Heveram opp. [Amsterdam : Jan Jansson], 1585 [i.e. 1587].
Authors: Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664 -- Rantzau, Henrik, 1526-1598 -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664.
Illustriorvm principipumque urbium septentrionalium Europae tabulae [1657] --
Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Theatrum urbium (1657)
1 view : hand col. ; 17 x 45 cm.
On same sheet with another view (dated 1585):
Haderslebia in ducatu Slesuicensi, uersus Fioniam ...
Includes dedication to "Henrici Ranzovii".
Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Hvsemvm.
In: Jansson, Jan. Illustriorvm principipumque urbium septentrionalium Europae tabulae, v. 1, [plate 25].
Issued in volume 1 of Jansson's townbook atlases, collectively known as the Theatrum urbium (Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657).
Case oversize G 117 .452, v. 1, [plate 25] (PrCt)

35034
Husum (Schleswig-Holstein, Germany) - Pictorial works - 1620
Hvsemvm dvcatvs Slesvicensis ad sinvm Heveram opp. [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Rantzau, Henrik, 1526-1598 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : hand col. ; 17 x 45 cm.
Forwarded to Braun and Hogenberg by Henrik Rantzau; see R.A. Skelton's Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.
On same sheet with: Haderslebia in ducatu Slesuicensi, uersus Fioniam ...
Latin letterpress text on verso under titles: Hvsemvm -- Haderslebia.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 4, pl. 33 (PrCt)

35035
Husum (Schleswig-Holstein, Germany) - Pictorial works - 1620
Hvsemvm dvcatvs Slesvicensis ad sinvm Heveram opp. [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Rantzau, Henrik, 1526-1598 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : hand col. ; 18 x 39 cm.
Forwarded to Braun and Hogenberg by Henrik Rantzau; see R.A. Skelton's Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.
On same sheet with: Toniniga Eiderstadiae.
Latin letterpress text on verso under titles: Toniniga, Frisiae eioferensis oppidvm -- Hvsemvm.
Husum (Schleswig-Holstein, Germany) - Pictorial works - 1657
Hvsvm. [Amsterdam: Jan Jansson, 1657].
Authors: Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664 -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Illustriorvm principumque urbiwm septentrionalium Europae tabulae [1657] -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Theatrum urbiwm (1657)
1 view : hand col.; 18 x 39 cm.
On same sheet with: Toninga Eiderstadiae.
Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Husum.
In: Jansson, Jan. Illustriorvm principumque urbiwm septentrionalium Europae tabulae, v. 1, [plate 26].
Issued in volume 1 of 8 in Jansson's townbook atlases, collectively known as the Theatrum urbiwm (Amsterdam: Jan Jansson, 1657).
References: Krogt, Peter van der. Koeman's urbium (Amsterdam: Jan Jansson, 1657).
Manuscript '(17)' at upper right.
Case folio U 26. 293 pt. 8, map [166] (PrCt)

Hutchins, Thomas, 1730-1789
Thomas Hutchins, 1730-1789 / by Anna Margaret Quattrocchi. Pittsburgh, 1944.
Authors: Quattrocchi, Anna Margaret [2], iv, 371 leaves, 28 cm.
Thesis (Ph.D.)--University of Pittsburgh.
Includes bibliographical references (leaves 355-371).
Map (p. 318) lacking.
Typescript (photocopy).
5A 9217 (NLO)

Hutchins, Thomas, 1730-1789. A New map of the western parts of Virginia, Pennsylvania, Maryland and North Carolina, 1772
A Reply to a paper delivered at the 7th International Conference on the History of Cartography: the post war employment of Revolutionary War map map makers. 1977.
2 p., map.
'August 7-11, 1977.'
Vert 314 (PrCt)

Hutchinson County (Tex.) - Maps - 1891 - Landowners-<>-Counties - Maps<>-Landowners - Maps
Authors: Texas. General Land Office -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 21 x 17.5 in. Scale 1:133,320.
Originally compiled 1891.

Microform 583, no. 1017 (PrCt)

Huy (Belgium) - Maps - 1696 - Fortification
Huy petite ville du Pais de Liege, situee sur la Meuse ... [Paris: De Fer, 1696].
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes -- avec leurs fortifications ... (1695-1696)
1 map ; 21 x 27 cm.
In: Fer, Nicolas de. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes; avec leurs fortifications ... (Paris: Nicolas de Fer, 1695-1696) pt. 8, map [166].
Manuscript '(17)' at upper right.
Case folio U 26. 293 pt. 8, map [166] (PrCt)

Huy (Belgium) - Maps - 1713 - Fortification
Huy, petite ville, du Pais de Liege, situee sur la Meuse ... Paris : De Fer, [1713?].
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Introduction a la fortification ... [1713?]
1 map ; 15 x 28 cm.
In: Fer, Nicolas de. Introduction à la fortification ... (Paris: Nicolas de Fer, [1713?]) map [85].
Map dated 1705.
For later state of this map, with engraved plate number, see Case folio U 26 .292.
For earlier version of this map, engraved on different plate, see Case folio U 26 .293.
Case oversize U 26 .2919 map [85] (PrCt)

Huy (Belgium) - Pictorial works - 1574
Hvvm opp. condrsvrvm capvt cuius graphicam et genuinam picturam ... [Cologne: s.n.], M. D. LXXIII [1574, i.e. ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Limburg, Remaclus, canon of Liege, fl. 1574 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : hand col.; 30 x 46 cm.
Derived from a 1574 drawing associated with Remaclus Limburg; see R.A. Skelton's Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 2, pl. 19 (PrCt)

Huy Region (Belgium) - Maps - 1710
Huy mit der Gegend auf 2 Stunden. Augsburg : Gabriel Bodenehr, 1710.
Authors: Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. --
Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. Atlas curieux -- oder, Neuer und compendieuser atlas 1710 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 14 x 21 cm.
In: Bodenehr, Gabriel. Atlas curieux; oder, Neuer und compendieuser atlas ... ([Augsburg : Gabriel Bodenehr, 1710?]) pl. [88]. Engraved plate no. '91.'
Ayer 135 .B6 pl. 88 (PrCt)

35044
Hvar Island (Croatia) - Maps - 1528
Korcula Island (Croatia) - Maps - 1528
Cherso Island (Croatia) - SEE Hvar Island (Croatia)
Oscero Island (Croatia) - SEE Korcula Island (Croatia)

Woodcuts [Map of islands of Hvar and Korcula in the Adriatic Sea]. [Venice : Nicolò Zoppino, 1528].
Authors: Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530 -- Zoppino, Nicolò, fl. 1508-1544 -- Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530. Libro di Benedetto Bordon: nel qual si ragiona de tutte l'isole del mondo ... (1528)
1 map : woodcut ; within printed borders 8 x 14 cm., on sheet 31 x 21 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Hvar and Korcula islands are identified as Liezena and Curzola respectively.
In: Bordon, Benedetto. Libro di Benedetto Bordon: nel qual si ragiona de tutte l'isole del mondo ... (Venice : Nicolò Zoppino, 1528), folio XXXIII.
Case folio G 117 .108, folio XXXIII (PrCt)

35045
Hyde Park (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1869
Hyde Park (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1869

Map showing Hill's addition to south Chicago. Being a subdivision of the S.W.1/4 Sec. 31 T.38.N.R.15 E. of 3rd P.M., Hyde Park. Comp. from actual surveys by C.W. Stewart, Room 47 Bryant Block. Chicago : [Charles W. Stewart?, 1869?].
1 map ; 72 x 49 cm.
Surveyor's name and date of publication from Checklist of printed maps of the Middle West 4-2676
"Full information in regard to this property can be obtained from G.W. Hill, 190 E. Madison St., Chicago."
Scale [ca. 1:7,770]
Coordinates: (W 87°33'58"--W 87°33'22"/N 41°44'40"--N 41°44'13")
Shows lots for sale in area bounded by 83rd Street, 87th Street, Juniata Street (later Yates Boulevard), and Sherman Avenue (later Burnham Avenue).

Inset (23 x 23 cm.): [Location map of Hyde Park in Chicago's South Side] / Robert Lyons Conroy, Draughtsman.
Views in top margin (4 x 6 cm. and 4 x 8 cm.):
Cornell Watch Factory -- Hotel at South Chicago.
Issued folded to 20 x 27 cm.
Duplicate copy (with manuscript note "the dark color represents the property now owned by G.W. Hill"): Case folio G 10896 .845a
For closely related and undated map issued by the Cook County Land Co. at greatly reduced scale, see Case folio G 10896 .188
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Gift 1945, Owen N. Price.
ICN 45-585
map G 10896 .845 (NLO)

35046
Hyde Park (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1872

Hill's Addition to South Chicago ; Map of the north part of Hyde Park, Cook County, Ills. Chicago : printed by Cook County Land Co., [1872?].
Authors: Cook County Land Company -- Price, Owen N. -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
2 maps : hand col. ; 15 x 17 cm. and 25 x 16 cm., on sheet 30 x 37 cm.
At head of first map title: Cook County Land Co. The Cook County Land Co. was established in 1872; see Library of Congress authority file.
Scale [ca. 1:5,900]
Coordinates: (W 87°33'58"--W 87°33'22"/N 41°44'40"--N 41°44'13")
Shows bounded by 83rd Street, 87th Street, Juniata Street (later Yates Boulevard), and Sherman Avenue (later Burnham Avenue).
Advertisement on verso: Lots for sale at South Chicago on easy terms ... Cook County Land Company, 94 Dearborn St., (Fullerton Block,) Chicago.
Issued folded to 8 x 19 cm.
For closely related and undated map compiled by Charles W. Stewart at greatly enlarged scale, see map G 10896 .845
References: Cf. Checklist of printed maps of the Middle West 4-2676 (ca. 1869 edition)
Gift 1945, Owen N. Price.
ICN 45-2873
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Case folio G 10896 .188 (NLO)

35047
Hyde Park (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1874

Map of the north part of Hyde Park, Cook County, Ills. [Chicago : Calumet & Chicago Canal & Dock Co., 1874?].
Authors: Calumet and Chicago Canal and Dock Company -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 24 x 16 cm.
On verso: Subdivision of the Calumet & Chicago Canal & Dock Co. ... at South Chicago ... .

ICN74

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

map2F 4104.C6:2S6 (PrCt)

35048

Hyde Park (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1883 - Election districts - Hyde Park (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1883

Map of the village of Hyde Park, Ill., showing election districts. [Chicago : s.n., 1883].

Authors: Hyde Park (Ill.) -- Hyde Park (Ill.)

Annual message of the president and reports of the various officers ... (1883) -- Brown, Pettibone & Kelly (Chicago, Ill.) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

1 map ; on sheet 36 x 23 cm.

Anonymous map issued without imprint.

Scale [ca. 1: 64,000]

Shows area from 39th St. to 138th St. and State St. to Lake Michigan.

Issued folded to 13 x 23 cm.

Detached from: Hyde Park (Ill.) Annual message of the president and reports of the various officers and heads of departments for the year ended April 1, 1883 (Chicago : Brown, Pettibone & Kelly, printers, 1883) between p. 70-71 [J 7896 .43 (1882-1883)]

References: Checklist of printed maps of the Middle West to 1900, 4-0936

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

map6F G4104.C6:2S6 1883 .H9 no. 3 of 3 (PrCt)

35049

Hyde Park (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1883 - Sewerage - Hyde Park (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1883


Authors: Hyde Park (Ill.) -- Goodrich, Henry J., fl. 1883 -- L.M. Snyder & Co. -- Hyde Park (Ill.)

Annual message of the president and reports of the various officers ... (1883) -- Brown, Pettibone & Kelly (Chicago, Ill.) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

1 map ; col. ; 38 x 36 cm.

Scale [ca. 1: 15,850]

Shows area from 39th St. to 67th St. and State St. to Lake Michigan.

Issued folded to 23 x 13 cm.

Detached from: Hyde Park (Ill.) Annual message of the president and reports of the various officers and heads of departments for the year ended April 1, 1883 (Chicago : Brown, Pettibone & Kelly, printers, 1883) between p. 52-53 [J 7896 .43 (1882-1883)]

References: Checklist of printed maps of the Middle West to 1900, 4-0937

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

map6F G4104.C6:2S6 1883 .H9 no. 1 of 3 (PrCt)

35051

Hyde Park (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1885


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Hyde Park (Ill.) -- L.M. Snyder & Co. -- Hyde Park (Ill.)

Annual message of the president and reports of the various officers ... (1885) -- Hyde Park Publishing Co. (Ill.) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

1 map ; 18 x 9 cm.

Bar scale of 2 miles = 23 mm.

Detached from: Hyde Park (Ill.) Annual message of the president and reports of the various officers and heads of departments for the year ended April 1, 1885 (Hyde Park, Ill. : Hyde...
Hyde Park (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1885 - Sewerage - Hyde Park (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1885
Authors: Hyde Park (Ill.) -- L.M. Snyder & Co. -- Hyde Park (Ill.)
Annual message of the president and reports of the various officers ... (1885) -- Hyde Park Publishing Co. (Ill.) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 36 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:15,850]
Shows area from 39th St. to 67th St. and State St. to Lake Michigan.
Issued folded to 22 x 14 cm.
Detached from: Hyde Park (Ill.) Annual message of the president and reports of the various officers and heads of departments for the year ended April 1, 1885 (Hyde Park, Ill. : Hyde Park Publishing Company, printers, 1885) between p. 82-83 [J 7896 .43 (1884-1885)]

References: Checklist of printed maps of the Middle West to 1900, 4-0945
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Town of Hyde Park [in Chicago, Cook County, Ill. : personal property taxation index map]. [Chicago : Cook County Assessor’s Office, 1931?].
Authors: Cook County (Ill.), Assessor's Office -- Cook County (Ill.), Assessor’s Office. Cook County personal property assessment for 1931 -- Jacobs, J.L. (Jacob Louis), 1885 -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 27 x 13 cm.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Title expanded by cataloger.
Index map to Chicago neighborhood bounded by bounded by State Street, Lake Michigan, Pershing Road, and 138th Street.
Keyed to 60 separate tax district lists.
Each numbered list is arranged alphabetically by personal names, and includes street addresses and assessed personal property tax value in dollars.
In: Cook County (Ill.). Office of Assessor. Cook County personal property assessment for 1931 [for Hyde Park, Lake, and West Town] [(Chicago : Cook County Assessor's Office, 1931?)], inside front cover.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Hyde Park (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1939 - Real property - Tax assessment
Hyde Park (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1939 - Real property - Tax assessment
Hyde Park (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1939 - Tax assessment
Jefferson Park (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1939 - Real property - Tax assessment
Jefferson Park (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1939 - Tax assessment
Hyde Park (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1939 - Tax assessment
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1939 - Real property - Tax assessment
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1939 - Tax assessment

Authors: British military library, or, Journal -- J. Carpenter and Co., publisher, London -- Jones & Smith
1 map ; 24 x 31 cm. fold. to 21 x 27 cm.
In British military library, or, Journal no. 12 (September 1799), opposite p. 482.
In lower margin: Military Journal No. 12.
 Accompanied by "Explanation of the line of volunteers reviewed by the King in Hyde Park, on the 4th of June, 1799, as described by the annesed plate," p. 482.

Hydra (Greece) - Maps - 1840 - Pictorial works
Town of Hydra. [Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, 1840].
Authors: Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846 -- Lea & Blanchard -- Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (1840) 1 view ; 4 x 6 cm.
Wax engraving.
G 11 .607 v. 2, p. 191 (PrCt)

Hydrographic surveying - Australia - 1800-1899
Australia - Hydrographic surveying - 1800-1899
Authors: Ritchie, G. S. (George Stephen), 1914-
ii, 21 p. : ill., maps ; 30 cm.
Series: Maritime monographs and reports ; no. 21.
81-54629.
folio VK597 .A772 R57 (NLO)

Hydrographic surveying - Canada - History - 1816-1885
Bayfield, Henry Wolsey, 1795-1885
Huron, Lake (Mich. and Ont.) - Maps - 1828 - Nautical charts
Authors: McKenzie, Ruth -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
13, 13 p. : ill., map (folded in pocket) ; 22 x 28 cm.
Variant titles: Amiral Bayfield, pionnier de l'hydrographie marine -- L'amiral Bayfield, pionnier de l'hydrographie marine.
Includes bibliographical references.
In English and French.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.


35065 Hydrographic surveying - Exhibitions - Catalogs-Maritiem Museum 'Prins Hendrik' - Exhibitions - Catalogs Catalogue of the exhibition 'With lead and line' [to commemorate the] centenary of the

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Hydrographic Surveying - Nova Scotia - Hydrographic Surveying
Nautical remarks and observations on the coasts and harbours of Nova Scotia. [1797?].
Authors: Des Barres, Joseph F. W. (Joseph Frederick Wallet), 1722-1766.
Anonymous map without imprint.
Forms part of an incomplete (?) atlas comprised of loose and uncut sheets: Leth, Hendrik de. Plusieurs plans des ports et rades de la Mer Mediterranee = Naukeurige Afbeeldingh van de Voornaamste Havenen, Baayen, en Gronden, Langs de Middellantsche Zee (Amsterdam : Henrik de Leth, 1744) sheet 3 of 5.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Hyères Islands (France) - Maps - 1753 - Nautical charts - Hyères Islands (France) - Hyères Region (France) - Maps - Coasts - Nautical charts.
Chart of the Hyères Islands off the coast of France. [London : W. and J. Mount, T. and T. Page, 1753].
1 map ; 19 x 25 cm.
Oriented with north at upper right.

35079 Hyères Islands (France) - Maps - 1771 - Nautical charts<<<<Nautical charts - Hyères Islands (France) - 1771<<<<Hyères Region (France) - Maps - 1771 - Coasts - Nautical charts<<<<Nautical charts - Hyères Region (France) - 1771 - Coasts<<<<Eres Islands (France) SEE Hyères Islands (France)<<<<<<Woodcuts [Chart of the Hyères Islands off the coast of France]. [London : J. Mount and T. Page, 1771]. Authors: Mount, John, d. 1786 -- Page, Thomas, d. 1781 -- English Pilot. Part 3 (1771) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : woodcut ; 17 x 25 cm. on sheet 47 x 30 cm. Title supplied by cataloger. Woodcut map printed beneath letterpress text (p. 22): A Description of the coast of Provence. Oriented with north at upper right. Map printed printed beneath heading: When you lie in the road before Eres ... the islands appear thus. In: The English pilot : Part III : Describing the sea-coasts ... in the whole Mediterranean Sea (London : Printed for J. Mount, and T. Page, on Tower-Hill, 1771), [plate 18]


Baskes oversize G1956.P5 E5 1771, [plate 18] (PrCt)


Baskes oversize G1956.P5 E5 1771, [plate 19] (PrCt)


35085 IATO atlases - Bibliography<<<<Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library) - Catalogs<<<<Newberry Library - Map Collections - Bibliography - Catalogs Maps in Italian atlases of the sixteenth century, being a comparative list of the Italian maps issued by Lafreri, Fortiani, Duchetti, Bertelli and others, found in atlases. [London : Henry Stevens, 1939].

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Authors: Tooley, R. V. (Ronald Vere), 1898-1986
-- Imago mundi (1939) -- Edward E. Ayer
Collection (Newberry Library)
p. 12-47 ; 31 cm.
In: Imago mundi 3 (1939): 12-47.
Another copy annotated with Novacco Collection call numbers and shelved as Map Ready Reference.
Map Ref folio GA1 .I6, v. 3, p. 12-47 (PrCt)

35086

IATO atlases-->>Koninklijke Oudheidkundige Kring van het Land van Waas. Bibliotheek.
Descrribes an IATO atlas of 96 maps in the collections of the Royal Archaeological Society of the Land of Waas (Sint-Niklaas, Belgium); brief descriptions of each map, with reference to Tooley numbers (when possible) are provided.

folio GA1 .C3, v. 45, p. 296-303 (PrCt)

35087

IATO atlases-->>Lafréry, Antoine, 1512-1577
Authors: Tooley, R. V. (Ronald Vere), 1898-1986 -- Map collector (1981)
p. 26-29 ; 30 cm.


35088

IATO atlases-->>Lloyd Triestino
atlases-->>Lafréry-type atlases SEE IATO atlases-->>Atlases factice SEE ALSO IATO atlases-->>Italian assembled-to-order atlases SEE IATO atlases
Intorno ad una raccolta di carte cinquecentesche di proprietà del Lloyd triestino. [Firenze : Istituto Geografico Militare, 1927].
Authors: Almagià, Roberto, 1884-1962 -- L'Universeo (1927)
p. 265-293
Photocopies from: L'Universo 8 (1927): 265-293.
Vert 100 (PrCt)

35089

Iberian Peninsula - Maps - 1688-->>Spain - Maps - 1688-->>Portugal - Maps - 1688
Accuratissima totius regni Hispaniae
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Wit, Frederik de. [Atlas] [1688?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 48 x 57 cm.
"Cum privilegio D.D. ordinum Hollandiae Westfrisiaeq[ue]."
Scale [ca. 1:15,000,000]
Prime meridian: Ferro.
Relief shown pictorially.
In: Wit, Frederik de. [Atlas] (Amsterdam : Frederic de Wit [1688?]). [plate 6].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .W47 1688, [plate 6] (NLO)

35090

Plan des etablisemens de Sa Maje. Catholique a la Riviere d'Hiberville. [19--].
Authors: Biblioteca Nacional (Spain). Bellas Artes 19-1a -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of manuscript in the Biblioteca Nacional (Spain). Tentatively dated 1743 in the BN online catalog, which includes a link to a digital reproduction of the original (accessed June 2013):
=Simple_viewer
Newberry's photo accompanied by typescript list of landowners' names keyed to the map.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

MapPhoto Spain BN Bellas Artes 19-1a (PrCt)

35091

Iberville Parish (La.) - Maps - 1779 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles-->>Fort St. Gabriel Region (La.) - Maps - 1779 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles-->>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles-->>Counties - Maps
Plano a la estima de la cauesta de Ybervil desde Manchac hasta la larga vista de la Isla des Marais. [19--].
Authors: Du Breuil, R. -- Archivo General de Indias. Papeles de Cuba 2351 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of manuscript dated July 15, 1779.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

MapPhoto Spain AGI Papeles de Cuba 2351 (PrCt)
Authors: Dickinson, C. H. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map: on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Microfiche 583, no. 254 (PrCt)

35093 Ibiza and Formentera (Spain) - Maps - 1528- Woodcuts
[Map of the islands of Ibiza and Formentera and the eastern coast of Spain]. [Venice: Nicolò Zoppino, 1528].
Authors: Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530 -- Zoppino, Nicolò, fl. 1508-1544 -- Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530. Libro di Benedetto Bordon: nel qual si ragiona de tutte l'isole del mondo ... (1528)
1 map: woodcut; 8 x 14 cm., on sheet 31 x 21 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
In: Bordon, Benedetto. Libro di Benedetto Bordon: nel qual si ragiona de tutte l'isole del mondo ... (Venice: Nicolò Zoppino, 1528), folio XX.
Case folio G 117, 108, folio XX (PrCt)

35094 Ice - Antarctica - Maps - 1910- Antarctica - Maps - 1910
Ice chart of the southern hemisphere ... 1874 / Originally prepared for publication in 1866 by Staff Comr. F. J. Evans, and G. J. McDougall, Master R.N.; Engraved by Malby & Sons.
London: Admiralty, [1910?]
Authors: Great Britain. Hydrographic Office -- Malby & Sons -- Evans, F. J. (Frederick John), 1815-1885 -- McDougall, G. F. -- Carrington, R. C. -- J. D. Potter Ltd. -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 61 cm. in diam.
'Compiled from the voyages of Cook 1772-5, Bellingshausen 1819-21, Weddell 1822-4, Foster 1828-9, Biscoe 1830-2, Balleny 1839, D'Urville 1839, Wilkes 1839, Ross 1841[ - ]3, Scott 1901-4, and Shackleton 1908-9.'
'Drawn by R. C. Carrington, Hyd. Off; Small corrections X-10.'
'Published at the Admiralty 20th Jany. 1874, under the superintendence of Rear Admiral G. H. Richards...Hydrographer. Sold by J. D. Potter, agent for the sale of the Admiralty charts, 145 Minories. New editions October 1874, April 1897, March 1910.'
Show limits of pack-ice and icebergs.
Includes 3 paragraphs of text.
Upper right: 19.1.
Fitzgerald polar map 256 (PrCt)

35095 Ice - Antarctica - Maps - 1914- Ross Sea (Antarctica) - Maps - 1914- Terra Nova (Ship) - Erebus (Ship) - Discovery (Ship) - Proofs (Printing) - 1914 - Specimens
The Great ice barrier & King Edward Land. : Cape Crozier to Cape Colbech, S.Y. Terra Nova (Brit. Antarctic. Expedn.. 1910-13.). [London]: Harrison & Sons, [ca. 1914?].
Authors: British Antarctic Expedition (1910-1913) -- Terra Nova (Ship) -- Harrison & Sons -- Wordie, J. M. (James Mann), Sir, 1889-1962 -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 43 x 99 cm.
'Harrison & Sons, Ltd. lith. St. Martins Lane, W.C.2.'
Detached from a text; 'II' in upper right margin.
'Scale 1:1,1000,000.'
Traces face of the Ross Ice Shelf in black; colored to show ice shelf during the 1902 'Discovery' survey and the 1841 'Erebus' survey.
Inset: Junction of barrier with Ross Id. [22 x 24 cm.].
Fitzgerald polar map 290 (PrCt)

35096 Ice - Antarctica - Maps - 1942- Antarctica - Maps - 1942
Ice chart of the southern hemisphere / prepared in the Naval Meteorological Branch, 1942.
London: Admiralty, 1942.
4 maps: col.; 29 x 29 cm. each on sheet 91 x 71 cm.
'Published by the Hydrographic Dept. of the Admiralty, 9th July, 1943, under the superintendence of Vice-Admiral Sir John Edgell...Hydrographer.'
Includes 45 lines of text with heading: Notes on ice charts of the southern hemisphere.
Upper right: 71.46 (?).
Fitzgerald polar map 265 (PrCt)

35097 Ice sheets - Antarctica - Data processing -

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
2005 Sea ice - Antarctica - Data processing - 2005 Antarctica - Geographic information systems - 2005 Geographic information systems - Antarctica - 2005 Cartography - Antarctica - History - 1840-1960
Changes in shelf ice extent in west Antarctica between 1840 and 1960 : analysing historical maps in a geographical information system.
Authors: Karstkarel, Nanka -- Rijksuniversiteit te Groningen
x, 170 p. : ill., maps ; 24 cm.
Text in Dutch or English.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 155-162).
Series: Circumpolar studies ; vol. 3
Forms part of the Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection at the Newberry Library.
ISBN 90779222040 ; 97890779222040
Fitzgerald GB2597 .K37 2005 (NLO)

35098 Iceland - Maps - 1528 Woodcuts Islanda. [Venice : Nicolò Zoppino, 1528].
Authors: Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530 -- Zoppino, Nicolò, fl. 1508-1544 -- Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530. Libro di Benedetto Bordone : nel qual si ragiona de tutte l’isole del mondo ... (1528)
1 map : woodcut ; 7 x 14 cm., on sheet 31 x 21 cm.
Title in uppercase lettering at top right of island. Oriented with north at left.
In: Bordon, Benedetto. Libro di Benedetto Bordone : nel qual si ragiona de tutte l’isole del mondo ... (Venice : Nicolò Zoppino, 1528), folio I.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1960, [plate 103] (PrCt)

35099 Iceland - Maps - 1565 Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1565 Engravings De Islandia insula. [S.l. s.n., ca. 1565].
Authors: Bagrow, Leo -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; on sheet 243 x 172 mm.
Anonymous map with twelve lines of descriptive text in upper left below title: Islandia glacialis insula in occeano septentrionali sita .... Small blank cartouches at lower left and lower right.
Relief shown pictorially.
Almagià, Monumenta cartographica vaticana II (1948) p. 110-111.
Cl. Tooley 309.
Ex Bagrow.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
b104

Novacco 2F 211 (PrCt)

35100 Iceland - Maps - 1570 Islandia. [198-].
Authors: Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598
1 map
198- facsimile. Originally published 1570.
temp map4F G6930 1570 .O7 198- .R3 (PrCt)

35101 Iceland - Maps - 1585-1606 Islandia / ... Andreas Velleivs describeb. et dedicabat. [London : John Norton], 1585 [i.e. 1606].
Theatrum orbis terrarum ... (1606) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 33 x 48 cm.
"A. Ortel. excud. 1585."
Includes dedication to King Frederick II of Denmark.
In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatrum orbis terrarum ... (London : J. Norton, 1606), [plate 103].
Sea creatures and places identified with letters keyed to text on verso.
Printed no. 103 and English letterpress text on verso beginning: Island. I do find in the Ecclesiastical history ... .
VAULT Ayer 110 .P9 1625, v. 3, p. 644 (PrCt)

Authors: Purchas, Samuel, 1577?-1626 -- Hondius, Jodocus, 1563-1612 -- Purchas, Samuel, 1577?-1626. Purchas his pilgrimes (1625) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : copper engraving ; 12.0 x 17.6 cm. on sheet 32 x 21 cm.
Letterpress above map: Hondius his Map of Island.
VAULT Ayer 110 .P9 1625, v. 3, p. 644 (PrCt)

Authors: Duval, P. (Pierre), 1619-1682 -- Johan
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
III:X39
1 map ; 10 x 12 cm., on sheet 38 x 48 cm.
'To I. Rel. d'Isl.' -- at upper right.
Printed on same sheet with two other maps:
Groenland -- Passage du Nort Est ou carte itinéraire pour les Indes Orientales par l'Ocean Septentrional.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map2F G3382.C6 1685 .D8 (PrCt)

35104 Iceland - Maps - 1689
Authors: Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718 -- Padoani, Domenico, fl. 1689 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718. Citta, fortezze, isole, e porti principale dell' Europa ... (1689) 1 map ; 22 x 29 cm.
In: Coronelli, Vincenzo. Citta, fortezze, isole, e porti principale dell' Europa, in pianti, et in eluatione, descritte, e publicate ad uso dell' Academia cosmografica degli argonauti (Venice : Domenico Padoani, 1689) pl. [89]. VAULT folio Ayer 135 .C8 1689 pl. 89 (PrCt)

35105 Iceland - Maps - 1703
Novissima Islandiae tabula. [London : s.n., 1703].
Authors: Seller, John, fl. 1658-1698 -- Seller, John, fl. 1658-1698. A New system of geography : designed in a most plain and easie method ... (1703) 1 map ; 12 x 14 cm.
Anonymous map in Seller, John. A New system of geography : designed in a most plain and easie method ... (London : Jeremiah Seller ; Charles Price ; John Senex, 1703) map [65]. Case 3A 1704 map [65] (PrCt)

35106 Iceland - Maps - 1720
Nieuwe kaart van Ysland. [Amsterdam? s.n., 1720 or later].
Authors: Zorgdrager, Cornelis Gijsbertsz -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:X30 1 map ; 17 x 27 cm.
Unsigned map without imprint.
'Pag: 34' -- at upper right.
Detached from an edition of Zorgdrager, Cornelis Gijsbertsz. Bloeiende opkomst der aloude en hedendaagsche Groenlandsche visschery (1720 or later).
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

35107 Iceland - Maps - 1728
Het Eyland Ysland in 't Groot. te Amsterdam : by Gerard van Keulen, aan de Nieuwen Brugh, met previlegie, [1728].
Authors: Keulen, Gerard van -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 50 x 60 cm.
On verso in MS. (ink), upper right: 99.
Possibly detached from Keulen, Gerard van. De Nieuwe Groote Ligtende Zee-Fakkel (Amsterdam, 1728).
Cf. Koeman v.4 p.395 [226] and v.4 p.319 Keu 44 [226]. Fitzgerald polar map 154 (PrCt)

35108 Iceland - Maps - 1774<<>>Norway - Maps - 1771<<>>Atlastes, German - 1774
Authors: Prévost, abbé, 1697-1763 -- Schwabe, Johann Joachim, 1714-1784 -- Bellin, Jacques Nicolas, 1703-1772 -- Merkus, H. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. : 13 maps ; 247 x 204 mm. Iceland,Norway:index,V1-V21 Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes). Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

35109 Iceland - Maps - 1796
L'Isola d' Islanda delineata sulle ultime osservazioni. Rome : Calcografia camerale, 1797.
Authors: Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824 -- Calcografia camerale (Rome, Italy) -- Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824. Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (1792-1801) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 43 cm.

35110 Iceland - Maps - 1841<<>>Faroe Islands - Maps - 1841
Authors: Nicol, James, 1810-1879 -- Columbus Metropolitan Library (Franklin County, Ohio) -- Harper & Brothers -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 360 p., [3] leaves of plates (2 folded) : ill., 2 maps ; 16 cm.
Stamp: Public Library Columbus, Ohio. Stamp: City Library Columbus, O. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Iceland - Maps - 1844


Authors: Björn Gunnlaugsson, 1788-1876 -- Olsen, Oluf Nicolai, 1794-1848 -- Scheel, Hans Jakob -- Hohn, E. C., fl. 1844-1849 -- Íslenzka bókmenntafélag

3 maps : hand col. ; each 84 x 113 cm. on 4 sheets each 45 x 67 cm.

Engraved by E.C. Hohn.

Scale 1:480,000.

Three copies of the same map (on four sheets each) with separate physico-geographical, administrative, and hydrographic colorings.

Relief shown by hachures.

Sectioned and mounted.

Bound with Uppdrátt Islands = Carte d'Islande (1849) [oversize Y 911 .45 v. 45]

Iceland - Maps - 1849


Authors: Björn Gunnlaugsson, 1788-1876 -- Olsen, Oluf Nicolai, 1794-1848 -- Hohn, E. C., fl. 1844-1849 -- Íslenzka bókmenntafélag -- Stanford, Edward, 1827-1904

3 maps : hand col. ; each 56 x 71 cm.

Engraved by E.C. Hohn.

Scale 1:960,000.

Three copies of the same map with separate physico-geographical, administrative, and hydrographic colorings.


Relief shown by hachures.

Colored to indicate political and administrative divisions.

Title and explanation in Icelandic and French.

Bound with Uppdrátt Islands (1844) [oversize Y 911 .45 v. 46]

Iceland - Maps - 1872

Danish Islands in the North Atlantic Ocean.


Added titles: (1) Iceland according to the trigonl. survey of Gunnlaugsson / drawn by Augustus Petermann F.R.G.S. ; engraved by G.H. Swanston -- (2) Faroe Islands according to the Admiralty surveys / constructed & engraved by G.H. Swanston Edinr.

Margins include assorted views, including natives in local costume and view (6 x 14 cm.): Mount Hecla from Odde.


Printed plate no. "XII" at upper right.

Case oversize G1019 .A38 1872, plate [12] (PrCt)

Iceland - Maps - 1966


Authors: Nagels Reiseführer -- Thorleifur Thórdarson -- Bjarni Guomundsson -- Nagel Publishers -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Thordarson, Thorleifur SEE Thorleifur Thórdarson -- Guomundsson, Bjarni SEE Bjarni Guomundsson


Edition: 3., verbesserte Aufl.

'Von Bjarni Guomundsson und Thorleifur Thordarson zusammengestellt.'--T.p. verso.

Spine title: Nagels Island '8 farbige Karten.'

Map on endpapers.

'Island' (maps): 7 p. at end.

Included index.

Series: Nagels Reiseführer

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G153 .N342 Island (1966) (NLO)

Iceland - Maps - 2000 - Road maps<<>>Cities and towns - Iceland - Maps - 2000<>Road maps


Authors: Hansen, Hans H. -- Valsson, Ólafur -- Thorleifur Thórdarson

1 atlas (125 p.) : col. maps, col. plans ; 25 cm.

Scale 1:300,000.

Cover title.

Relief shown by form lines, gradient tints, and spot heights; depths shown by gradient tints.
Includes town plans and location maps, indexes, index map, and chart of road distances in km. inside back cover.

Icelandic, English, French, and German.


To Collection Services for cataloging, Dec. 2010 (PrCt)

35116 Iceland - Maps - Exhibitions
North Sea - Maps - Exhibitions

DL305 .O48 (NLO)


Vert 549, no. 9 (PrCt)

35118 Iconography - United States - Bibliothèque Nationale (France) - Iconography, United States - Maps - Collections

Vert 259 (PrCt)

35119 Ida County (Iowa) - Maps - 1920 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1433.I2 M5 1920 (NLO)

35120 Ida County (Iowa) - Maps - 1940 - Landowners - Counties - Maps

Baskes folio G4153.I2G46 1940 .I3 (NLO)

35121 Idaho - Maps - 1873 - Montana - Maps - 1873

28273

map2F 4270 (PrCt)

35122 Idaho - Maps - 1876 - Rand McNally and Company - Bibliography - 1876
Idaho. [Chicago : Rand, McNally and Co., 1876]. Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Howes, Wright -- Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : col. ; 49 x 32 cm. fold. in paper covers 16 x 19 cm. Title from uppercase and oversize lettering on map. Cover title: Rand, McNally & Co.'s indexed map of Idaho. Includes index (5p.) Covers include advertising and a list of Rand McNally 'Indexed maps.' Condition: fine; detached from worn covers. Forms part of the Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library). Gift 1976, Wright Howes.

map3C G4270 1876 .R3 (PrCt)

35123 Idaho - Maps - 1877 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Northwest, Pacific - Maps - 1877 - Indians - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Indians - Pacific, Northwest -
Maps - 1877 - Manuscripts -
Facsimiles - Indian Reservations -
Northwest Pacific - Maps - 1877 - Manuscripts -
Facsimiles - Manuscript maps -
Facsimiles - Indians of North America -

Photographic print of manuscript map with three paste-on labels in lower margin containing statements of responsibility.
Shows Idaho and adjacent Pacific Northwest regions. Identifies Rocky Mountain ranges and Indian tribal regions and reservations; military forts underlined in red ink.
Title from prominent lettering within neat line.
Scale [ca. 1:1,950,000] not 'one inch to thirty-two miles.'
Prime meridian: Greenwich.
Relief shown by hachures.
Mounted on cloth.
Forms part of both the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection and the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library).
Ayer ms map proj 97
VAULT oversize Ayer MS 3024 box 5 map 2 (folder 174) (NLO)

Idaho - Maps - 1880 - Mines and mineral resources

Idaho - Maps - 1880 - Indian reservations

Northwestern States - Maps - 1880 - Mines and mineral resources

Idaho - Maps - 1880 - Mines and mineral resources -

Territory of Idaho south of Salmon River and Rocky Mountains : designed as a guide to all the mining districts ... / by W. F. Anderson of Bonanza, Idaho, April 1880 ... ; Drawn and compilation from U.S. Land Surveys ... and other official data. By C.D. Gibbes, C.E., San Francisco, April 1880. San Francisco : Published by Warren Holt, 717 Montg'ry. St., 1880.
Authors: Anderson, W. F., of Bonanza, Idaho -- Gibbes, Charles Drayton -- United States.

1 map : hand col. ; 88 x 116 cm., folded in covers to 19 x 11 cm. "E. Bosqui & Co. lith., S.F."
Includes 3 tables at bottom left, with 43 numbered sites: Table of mining districts : silver and gold quartz -- Argentiferous Galena -- Elevations.
Identifies 5 Indian reservations.
"Scale 10 miles to 1 inch."
Issued folded in accompanying text (55 p. ; 21 cm.): Map of southern Idaho and the adjacent regions / by Judge W.F. Anderson of Bonanza City. With an accompaniment, compiled by Chas. Drayton Gibbes, C.E. of San Francisco (San Francisco : Warren Holt, [1880]).
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
VAULT Graff 61 (NLO)

Idaho - Maps - 1883

Idaho. Chicago : Geo. F. Cram, [1883].
Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928. Cram's unrivaled family atlas of the world (1883)
1 map : col. ; 29 x 23 cm.
Inset (8 x 6 cm.): [Northern Idaho].
In: Cram, George Franklin. Cram's unrivaled family atlas of the world (Chicago : Geo.F. Cram, c1883), p. 78.
folio G1019 .G463 1883b, p. 78 (PrCt)

Idaho - Maps - 1883 - Railroads

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1883)
1 map : col. ; 20 x 12 cm.
Title in upper margin.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1883) opposite p. 901
H 668 .703 (1883) opp. p. 901 (PrCt)

35131 Idaho - Maps - 1892 - Railroads - Maps
1 map : col. ; 48 x 31 cm. fold in covers 17 x 11 cm. + index (14 p.)
Cover title.
Map proper titled 'Rand McNally & Co.'s Idaho.'
Condition: Fine
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection and the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library). Previous location: B-36
AMcN III PC 2980 (PrCt)

35132 Idaho - Maps - 1894 - Railroads - Maps
1 map : col. ; 47 x 31 cm.
Title in upper margin.
'Rand, McNally & Co.'s new business atlas map of Idaho. Copyright, 1892 ... ' --at bottom left.
Issued folded in accompanying index (14 p.; 17 cm.): Rand, McNally & Co.'s indexed county and township pocket map and shippers' guide of Idaho. Chicago and New York : Rand, McNally & Co., c1894.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
map2F G4271.P3 1894 .R3 (PrCt)

35133 Idaho - Maps - 1900-1960 - Topographic maps - Topographic maps
Authors: Geological Survey (U.S.)
c. 190 maps : col. ; on sheets 45 x 33 cm. fold. to 18 x 27 cm.
Scale 1:62,500.
Dates of publication vary.
Moffat lists 23 maps before 1940.
Coverage is not complete at this scale; see index map in box 50.
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisles 42 and 43 (July 2012).
Reference: Moffat, Riley. Map index to topographic quadrangles of the United States, 1882-1940 (Santa Cruz, Calif.: Western Association of Map Libraries, 1986)
map6C G3700 19-- .US, box 50 (PrCt)

35134 Idaho - Maps - 1900-1960 - Topographic
Idaho - Maps - 1910 - Railroads - Maps
1 map : col. ; 47 x 30 cm.
Includes key to railroads numbered 1-12 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Idaho railroads.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 194 (PrCt)

Idaho - Maps - 1911 - Railroads - Maps
1 map : col. ; 64 x 47 cm.
‘Rand, McNally & Co.’s new commercial atlas map of America map of Idaho.’ -- Beneath scale bar.
Includes key to railroads numbered 3-132 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Idaho railroads.
Issued folded in accompanying index (34 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally & Co.’s indexed county and township pocket map and shippers’ guide of Idaho. Chicago and New York : Rand, McNally & Co., c1911.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 195 (PrCt)

Idaho - Maps - 1913 - Railroads - Maps
1 map : col. ; 64 x 47 cm.
Includes key to railroads numbered 3-132 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Idaho railroads.
Issued folded in accompanying index (23 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally & Co.’s indexed county and township pocket map and shippers’ guide of Idaho. Chicago and New York : Rand, McNally & Co., c1913.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
‘Copyrighted by R. McN & Co. April 21, 1913’ -- in ms. on verso of title page.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 196 (PrCt)
Co., c1914.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
on verso of title page.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 198 (PrCt)

35140 Idaho - Maps - 1916 - Railroads<<>>Railroads
- Maps
The Rand-McNally new commercial atlas map of
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally and Company. Shippers guide -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm.
Plate no. 104A.
Includes key to railroads numbered 1-132 (with
gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Idaho
railroads.
Issued folded in accompanying index (30 p. ; 17
cm.): Rand-McNally indexed pocket map and
shippers' guide of Idaho. Chicago ; New York
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
'Jan 7th 1916 CJW [?] -- in ms. on verso of title
page.
'11-1 env. 14 copyright 1916' -- typewritten label
pasted on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 199 (PrCt)

35141 Idaho - Maps - 1919 - Railroads
- Maps
Rand-McNally indexed pocket map and shippers'
guide of Idaho. Chicago ; New York : Rand
McNally & Co., c1919.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally and Company. Shippers guide -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
30 p. ; 17 cm.
Imperfect; lacking folded map.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Editor's copy; many index entries marked in red
pencil.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 200 (PrCt)

35142 Idaho - Maps - 1920 - Railroads<<>>Idaho
- Maps - 1920 - Road maps<<>>Road
maps<<>>Railroads - Maps
The Rand McNally new commercial atlas map of
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- National
Highways Association -- Rand McNally and
Company. Shippers guide -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm.
Plate no. 104E.
Includes key to railroads numbered 23-132 (with
gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Idaho
railroads.
On verso: Idaho automobile road map. 1 map :
col. ; 65 x 47 cm. Plate no.: 611E. 'National
Highways Association roads used by permission.'
Issued folded in accompanying index (31 p. ; 17
cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists'
and shippers' guide of Idaho. Chicago ; New York
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 201 (PrCt)

35143 Idaho - Maps - 1920 - Railroads<<>>Idaho
- Maps - 1920 - Road maps<<>>Road
maps<<>>Railroads - Maps
The Rand McNally new commercial atlas map of
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally and Company. Shippers guide --
National Highways Association -- Library of
Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm.
Plate no. 104E.
Includes key to railroads numbered 23-132 (with
gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Idaho
railroads.
On verso: Idaho automobile road map. 1 map :
col. ; 65 x 47 cm. Plate no.: 611E. 'National
Highways Association roads used by permission.'
Issued folded in accompanying index (31 p. ; 17
cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists'
and shippers' guide of Idaho. Chicago ; New York
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Handstamp on front cover: Register of
copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington,
D.C.
'2/28/20' -- in ms. on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 203 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

35146 Idaho - Maps - 1922 - Road maps - Maps - 1922 - Road maps - Railroad - Maps

1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm. 'The Rand McNally new commercial atlas map of Idaho.' -- Beneath scale bar.
Plate no. 104G.
Includes key to railroads numbered 3-132 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Idaho railroads.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Idaho. 1 map : col. ; 65 x 46 cm. Plate no.: 1021G.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Handstamp on front cover: Register of copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.
9/26/22' -- in pencil on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 202 (PrCt)

35147 Idaho - Maps - 1923 - Railroad - Maps

1 map : col. ; 64 x 47 cm. 'The Rand McNally new commercial atlas map of Idaho.' -- Beneath scale bar.
Plate no. 104H.
Includes key to railroads numbered 3-132 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Idaho railroads.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Idaho. 1 map : col. ; 64 x 46 cm. Plate no.: 1021G.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Handstamp on front cover: Register of copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.
'5/10/23' -- in pencil on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 205 (PrCt)
Idaho: Maps - 1925 - Railroads<<>>Idaho: Maps - 1925 - Road maps<<>>Road maps<<>>Railroads - Maps


Issued folded in accompanying index (28 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Idaho. San Francisco; Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1926.

Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Handstamp on front cover: Register of copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 207 (PrCt)

Idaho: Maps - 1927 - Road maps<<>>Washington (State) - Maps - 1927 - Road maps<<>>Montana - Maps - 1927 - Road maps<<>>Road maps

Rand McNally junior auto road map : Idaho.
Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, [1927].


1 map : col. ; 44 x 28 cm. on sheet 47 x 31 cm.
Plate no. I-38.


Uniform titles: Junior auto trails -- Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 23.8 (PrCt)

Idaho: Maps - 1928 - Railroads<<>>Idaho: Maps - 1928 - Road maps<<>>Road maps<<>>Railroads - Maps


1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm.
Plate no. 9R27.

Includes key to railroads numbered 3-150 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Idaho railroads.

On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Idaho. 1 map : col. ; 64 x 46 cm. Plate no.: 2 N 24. Includes key to 9 named 'Principal trails in Idaho'.

Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Handstamp on front cover: Register of copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 208 (PrCt)
Idaho - Maps - 1928 - Railroads - Maps

1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm.
Plate no. 7R27.
Includes key to railroads numbered 3-150 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Idaho railroads.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Idaho. 1 map : col. ; 65 x 46 cm. Plate no.: 2 N 24. Includes key to 9 named 'Principal trails in Idaho'.
Issued folded in accompanying index (28 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Idaho. San Francisco; Chicago; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1928.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 211 (PrCt)

Idaho - Maps - 1928 - Railroads - Maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 43 on sheet 69 x 46 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:1,398,000].
Plate no. J-35.
Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto road map of Idaho, Wyoming ... (Chicago and New York: Rand McNally, 1928). 32 p. : maps, ill. ; 19 cm.
Title page handstamped "Register of copyrights, Library of Congress ..."and dated "4-24-28" in ms.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 359 (PrCt)

Idaho - Maps - 1928 - Road maps - Wyoming - Maps - 1928 - Road maps

1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm.
Plate no. 7R27.
Includes key to railroads numbered 3-150 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Idaho railroads.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Idaho. 1 map : col. ; 65 x 46 cm. Plate no.: 2 N 24. Includes key to 9 named 'Principal trails in Idaho'.
Issued folded in accompanying index (28 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Idaho. San Francisco; Chicago; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1928.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 212 (PrCt)

Idaho - Maps - 1928 - Road maps - Wyoming - Maps - 1928 - Road maps

1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm.
Plate no. 7R27.
Includes key to railroads numbered 3-150 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Idaho railroads.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Idaho. 1 map : col. ; 65 x 46 cm. Plate no.: 2 N 24. Includes key to 9 named 'Principal trails in Idaho'.
Issued folded in accompanying index (28 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Idaho. San Francisco; Chicago; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1928.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 210 (PrCt)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 43 cm. on sheet 69 x 46 cm.
Plate no. J-35."

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 23.11 (PrCt)

35158 **Idaho - Maps - 1928 - Road maps**

**Road maps**


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 43 cm. on sheet 69 x 46 cm.
Plate no. J-35."

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 23.13 (PrCt)

35159 **Idaho - Maps - 1929**

**Aeronautical charts**


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
31 p. : 3 maps (2 folded) ; 24 cm.

Cover title: Rand McNally standard indexed map with air trails: Idaho
Uniform title: Air trails
Folded map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back to back, col. ; each 64 x 47 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm., inside back cover, scale 1:1,267,200): Rand McNally standard map of Idaho. Plate no. 7R28.
Includes key to railroads -- Rand McNally standard map of Idaho with air trails. Plate nos. "12N28" and "7R28."

Accompanying index includes "airport directory", "aids to navigation", and "elements of practical air navigation" by William E. Johnson, (p. 20-31).
Index also includes map (15 x 20 cm., on p. 20-21): Rand McNally airway map : United States. Includes "key to [commercial] air lines."
Cover art: Airplane flying above passenger train. "50¢" -- printed on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (October 2010).
RMcN Air Trails 4C 12 (PrCt)

35160 **Idaho - Maps - 1929 - Road maps**


Authors: Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 38 cm. on sheet 61 x 46 cm.
Plate no. C-144-J.C.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 24.17 (PrCt)

35161 **Idaho - Maps - 1929 - Road maps**


Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 24.15.2 (PrCt)

35162 **Idaho - Maps - 1929 - Road maps**


Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 114 (PrCt)

35163 **Idaho - Maps - 1929 - Road maps**


Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map

RMcN AE 24.15.2 (PrCt)
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 134 (PrCt)

35164 Idaho - Maps - 1929 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Independent Oil Men of America -- Valley Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 0, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 177 (PrCt)

35165 Idaho - Maps - 1929 - Road maps
Authors: Spread Eagle -- Independent Oil Men of America -- Valley Oil Company -- Red Hat Gasoline -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 38 cm. on sheet 61 x 46 cm.
Panel art: Service station, three cars, gas truck.
Added title: Spread Eagle official road map: Idaho.
Plate no. C-144-J.C.
Verso includes mileage chart and: Spread Eagle official road map: United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 24.20 (PrCt)

35166 Idaho - Maps - 1929 - Road maps
Road map of Idaho showing : state highways and connecting roads. Caldwell, Idaho : State Department of Public Works, 1929.
1 map : col. ; 58 x 39 cm. on sheet 61 x 41 cm.
Panel art: State seal.
Added title: Bureau of Highways map of the state of Idaho...January 1, 1929.
Verso includes mileage chart and map of interstate connections in the west.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 24.15.1 (PrCt)

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.

Idaho - Maps - 1930-1939 - Road maps - Idaho - Maps - 1930-1939 - Aeronautical charts
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 47 cm. on sheet 69 x 50 cm.
Plate nos. 1:11S, C, and 7R29.
Keyed to railroads in red.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 23.1X (PrCt)

35168 Idaho - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Road map of Idaho : showing state highways and connecting roads, 1930 / published for free distribution by the Department of Public Works ; J.D. Wood, commissioner. Boise, Idaho. State Department of Public Works, 1930.
1 map : col. ; 68 x 39 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Bureau of Highways map of the state of Idaho : showing state highways and connecting roads, January 1, 1930 / Rex. G. Thurber.
Map on verso (19 x 19 cm.): [Western U.S.] Panel art: Idaho state seal.
Editor's copy; ms. annotations identify bridge locations.
Accompanied by typescript letter dated November 25, 1930 from Idaho public works commissioner J.D. Wood and bridge engineer Chas. A. Kyle to Rand McNally; includes ms. note "recd. 12-1-30 Brink."
Also accompanied by typescript list (2 leaves) of 80 bridges.
Filled with a group of related U.S. state maps identifying bridges along major highways, ca. 1927-ca. 1939 (in RMcN AE folders 172 and 173).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 173.10 (PrCt)

35169 Idaho - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 277 (PrCt)

35170 Idaho - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 323 (PrCt)

35171 Idaho - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Rand McNally junior auto road map of Idaho.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1930].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 28 cm. on sheet 46 x 31 cm.
Plate no. L-1128._
Verso blank.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 23.14 (PrCt)

35172 Idaho - Maps - 1931
Idaho - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
23 p. : 6 maps (2 folded) ; 24 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally pocket maps : Idaho : counties, cities, towns, auto roads, railroads, city maps, hotels, 1930 census
Uniform title: Pocket maps
Index includes maps of Boise, Lewiston, Pocatello, and Twin Falls (p. 22-23).
Cover art: Cars on road alongside passenger train.
"50¢" -- printed on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Pocket 4C 50 (PrCt)

35173 Idaho - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 38 cm. on sheet 61 x 46 cm.
Panel art: Car, mountains, lake.
Added title: Conoco 1931 official road map: Idaho. Plate no. E-144-J.C.
Verso includes four city insets and: Conoco official road map: United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 24.32 (PrCt)

35174 Idaho - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 0, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 461 (PrCt)

35175 Idaho - Maps - 1931
Idaho - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 44 x 28 cm. on sheet 45 x 30 cm.
Verso includes insets of Glacier and Yellowstone National Parks and: Mileage chart of the western United States.
Panel art: Woman reading road map.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 23.20 (PrCt)

35176 Idaho - Maps - 1932
Idaho - Maps - 1932 - Road maps

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
35177  
**Idaho - Maps - 1932 - Road maps**  
Glacier National Park (Mont.) - Maps - 1932 - Road maps  
Yellowstone National Park - Maps - 1932 - Road maps  
Grand Teton National Park (Wyo.) - Maps - 1932 - Road maps  
United States - Maps - 1932 - Pictorial maps  
Road maps - Pictorial maps  
*Travel Idaho with Conoco.* Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1932].  
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).  
1 map : col. ; 58 x 38 cm. on sheet 61 x 46 cm.  
Panel art: U.S. outline with Conoco symbol.  
Added title: Conoco...official road map: Idaho.  
Plate no. F-144-J.  
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).  
*RMcN AE 24.40 (PrCt)*

35178  
**Idaho - Maps - 1932 - Road maps**  
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).  
1 folded map  
Panel title.  
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.  
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).  
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 823 (PrCt)

35183 Idaho - Maps - 1933 - Road maps

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Idaho Oil Co. (Pocatello, Idaho) -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 875 (PrCt)

35184 Idaho - Maps - 1933 - Road maps

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil Company -- Lee, Robert E., fl. 1933 -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Cover: License plate motif.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 0, DUP 0.
Panel art: Shell logo, license plates, woman driving convertible car, dog, signed by artist "Robert E. Lee."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 915 (PrCt)

35185 Idaho - Maps - 1933 - Road maps

Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; 58 x 38 cm. on sheet 61 x 46 cm.
Added panel title: Idaho: Standard service on every road.
Verso includes inset maps of Boise, Pocatello and Yellowstone National Park and: 1933 road map of western United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 23.23 (PrCt)

35186 Idaho - Maps - 1933 - Road maps

Road map of Idaho showing state highways and connecting roads. Boise, Idaho : State Department of Public Works, 1933.
1 map : col.; 58 x 39 cm. on sheet 61 x 42 cm.

Panel art: State seal.
Add title: Bureau of Highways map of the state of Idaho showing state highways...
Verso includes 8 city insets and: Map of western states showing U.S. highways.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Gousha Clients 1028 (PrCt)

35187 Idaho - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

Travel Idaho with Conoco. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co.,[1934].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (3 panel,R,G): Outline map of North America, logo.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1078 (PrCt)

35188 Idaho - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Gem State Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (2 panel, R,B): Pictorial map of Idaho.
Plate no. H-244-JC.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 0, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1129 (PrCt)

35189 Idaho - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (3 panel, R,Y): Diagonal "Shell" on red stripe, logo.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1129 (PrCt)

35190 Idaho - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

[Texaco road map of Idaho]. [Chicago : Rand...
Plate no. I-290-S.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1224 (PrCt)

35197 Idaho - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1464 (PrCt)

35198 Idaho - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
1 map : col. ; 76 x 50 cm. on sheet 79 x 54 cm.
Panel art: Mountain and lake.
Added title: Bureau of Highways map of the state of Idaho showing state highways... .
Verso includes pictorial views and: Idaho relief map showing points of interest.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 24.47 (PrCt)

35199 Idaho - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Yellowstone National Park - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 57 x 36 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. I-290-S.
Panel art: Signposts with slogans "Standard gasoline unsurpassed" and "Standard service on every road."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 5159 (PrCt)

35200 Idaho - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Idaho - Maps - 1936 - Relief
1 map : col. ; 76 x 51 cm. on sheet 79 x 54 cm.
Panel art: Picture of road with mountain.
Added title: Bureau of Highways map of the state of Idaho showing state highways... .
Verso includes pictorial views and: Idaho relief map showing points of interest.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 24.51 (PrCt)

35201 Idaho - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Montana - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Wyoming - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- White Eagle Division -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 60 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Panel art: Mobilgas sign.
RMcN AE 25A.2 (PrCt)

35202 Idaho - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Travel Idaho with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1936]?
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1604 (PrCt)

35203 Idaho - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Idaho - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Travel Idaho with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1936]?
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1604 (PrCt)
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1704 (PrCt)

35204 Idaho - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 38 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell official road map : Idaho.
Plate nos. "244-J.C." and "12-L"
Maps on verso (28 x 44 cm. and smaller): Shell official road map : United States -- Boise -- Lewiston -- Pocatello -- Twin Falls.
Handstamped Panel art: Shell logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 163.11B(PrCt)

35205 Idaho - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: woman driving car and slogan "travel with us, Standard Stations, Inc., & authorized distributors."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1762 (PrCt)

35206 Idaho - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
1936 - Road maps & Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Travel Idaho with Conoco : every Conoco station is a branch of the Conoco Travel Bureau.
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1936].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 38 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Conoco... official road map : Idaho
Date from RMcN AE 158 ms. index.
Plate no. 2-J-5
Panel art: Conoco logo over outline of North America.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 158.17 (PrCt)

35207 Idaho - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Yosemite National Park (Calif.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Idaho : Standard Oil road map... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, 1936.
Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 37 cm.
Panel title.
Plate nos. "290-S.C." and "J-1".
Maps on verso (27 x 44 cm. and smaller): 1936 road map : United States ... -- Yellowstone National Park -- Boise -- Pocatello.
Panel art: woman driving car.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 169.7 (PrCt)

35208 Idaho - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Montana - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 60 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Fourteenth edition."
Panel art: Service station.
Verso includes maps of four cities and: Pure Oil pathfinder for United States. Plate no. S.3512.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 25A.11 (PrCt)

35209 Idaho - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Montana - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- White Eagle Division -- Rand McNally and Company --
35210 Idaho - Maps - 1937 - Road maps

Travel Idaho with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1937?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1879 (PrCt)

35211 Idaho - Maps - 1937 - Road maps

Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 2031 (PrCt)

35212 Idaho - Maps - 1937 - Road maps

Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 38 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell official road map : Idaho.
Plate nos. "244 J.C." and "4-K-8."
Maps on verso (29 x 44 cm. and smaller): Shell official road map : United States -- Boise -- Lewiston -- Pocatello -- Twin Falls.
Panel art: Shell logo and motto "tour with confidence."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

35213 Idaho - Maps - 1937 - Road maps

Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Standard logos; slogans "Standard gasoline, unsurpassed" and "America's favorite service station system."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1991 (PrCt)

35214 Idaho - Maps - 1937 - Road maps

Travel Idaho with Conoco : every Conoco station is a branch of the Conoco Travel Bureau.
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1937].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 38 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Conoco... official road map : Idaho
Date from RMcN AE 158 ms. index.
Plate nos. "244 J.C." and "7-10-J"
Panel art: Conoco logo over outline of North America.
Handstamped "1937" and "copyrighted."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 158.19 (PrCt)
Panel art: Standard logo; slogans "Standard gasoline, unsurpassed" and "Fill your motoring needs at Standard ... ."
Handstamped "1937" and "copyrighted".
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN AE 25A.21 (PrCt)

35219 Idaho - Maps - 1938 - Road maps--Montana - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Swinging through Idaho, Montana the Sovereign way ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1938].
Authors: Sovereign Service -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 60 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Panel art: Sovereign logo, attendant, woman driving.
Verso includes insets of four cities and:
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 25A.24 (PrCt)

Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- White Eagle Division -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 60 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Panel art: Mobilgas sign.
Added title: Mobilgas road map of Idaho, Montana. Plate no. S.3671.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 25A.22 (PrCt)

35221 Idaho - Maps - 1938 - Road maps--Road maps
Travel Idaho with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1938?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3106 (PrCt)

35222 Idaho - Maps - 1938 - Road maps--Road maps
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
**Gousha Clients 3222 (PrCt)**

**Idaho - Maps - 1938 - Road maps**

*Shell road map : Idaho ... Chicago : H. M. Gousha Company, [1938].*

Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 38 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell official road map of Idaho.
Date from RMcN AE 164 ms. index.
Plate nos. "344 J.C. 10-L" and "12-L 1938-1"
Maps on verso (28 x 44 cm. and smaller):
Legend: United States mileage and driving time along main transcontinental highways -- Boise -- Lewiston -- Pocatello -- Twin Falls.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 18 1938 ...."
Panel art: Shell logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 164.9 (PrCt)**

**Idaho - Maps - 1938 - Road maps**


Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Standard Oil gas station, Standard Gasoline logo and slogan "at your service from Canada to Mexico, Standard Stations Inc., Standard Oil Dealers."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
**Gousha Clients 3278 (PrCt)**

**Idaho - Maps - 1938 - Road maps**


Authors: United States Tourist Service
2 maps on 1 sheet, both sides : col. ; on sheet 56 x 44 cm. folded to 22 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Advertisers and distribution of fish and game indicated by red overprinting.
Includes advertisements in margins.
Includes insets: Northern tip of Idaho. -- Map of Boise. -- Salt Lake City.
Includes advertisement for Western Air Express, which changed its name to Western Air Lines in 1941.
Printing code below title on Idaho side of map: 52038-110 [May 20 1938, 110K copies?].
**map2F G4271 .P2 1938 U5 (PrCt)**

**Idaho - Maps - 1938 - Road maps**

*Texaco touring map : Idaho ... tour with Texaco. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1938].*

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 62 x 38 cm. on sheet 72 x 54 cm.
Panel art: U.S. outline.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Idaho. Plate no. T.3810.
Includes insets of six cities, Glacier National Park and Yellowstone National Park.
On verso: Texaco sectional trip map [of the western states]. Plate no. T.3851.
Includes inset of San Francisco region.
Panel annotated "T-38."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 25A.20 (PrCt)**

**Idaho - Maps - 1938 - Road maps**

*Yellowstone National Park - Maps - 1938 - Road maps*  
*Grand Teton National Park (Wyo.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps*  
*Glacier National Park (Mont.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps*  
*Waterton-Glacier International Peace Park (Mont. and Alta.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps*  
*Travel Idaho with Conoco : every Conoco station is a branch of the Conoco Travel Bureau.*

Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1938].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Conoco ... official road map of Idaho.
Date from RMcN AE 159 ms. index.
Plate nos. "344-J. 10-L" and "5382" Maps on verso (29 x 21 cm. and smaller):
Panel art: Conoco logo over outline of North America.
America.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul
16 1938 ...."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 159.9 (PrCt)

35228 Idaho - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Yellowstone National Park - Maps -
1938 - Road maps
Idaho: Standard Oil road map. Chicago : H. M.
Gousha Company, 1938.
Authors: Standard Oil Company of California --
H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 37 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: 1938 road map : Idaho.
Plate nos. "290-S.C." and "11-L"
Maps on verso (27 x 44 cm. and 21 x 17 cm.):
1938 road map : United States -- Yellowstone
National Park.
Panel art: Standard Oil gas station and crown
logo.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Aug
1 1938 Rand McNally & Co. .... "
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 168.7 (PrCt)

35229 Idaho - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Yellowstone National Park - Maps -
1938 - Road maps
Idaho : Standard Stations road map / ... Standard
Stations Inc. & authorized distributors. Chicago : H.
M. Gousha Company, 1938.
Authors: Standard Oil Company of California --
Standard Stations, Inc. -- H.M. Gousha Company
-- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 57 x 36 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: 1938 road map : Idaho : prepared
exclusively for Standard Oil Company of
California.
Plate nos. "290-S.C." and "11-L"
Maps on verso (27 x 44 cm. and smaller): 1938
road map : United States -- Yellowstone National
Park -- [Map of the western United States
showing Standard Oil territories].
Panel art: Color illustration of car at Standard
service station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 5013 (PrCt)

35230 Idaho - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Montana - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Swinging through Idaho, Montana the Sovereign
way ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company,
[1939].
Authors: Sovereign Service -- Rand McNally and
Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry
Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 60 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Panel art: Sovereign logo, attendant, woman
driving.
Added title: Sovereign Service road map: Idaho,
Montana. Plate no. U.3671.
Verso includes insets of four cities and:
Sovereign Service road map: United States.
Plate no. U.3512.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 25A.26 (PrCt)

35231 Idaho - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Travel Idaho with Conoco ... Conoco Travel
Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1939?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco
Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M.
Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America,
Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry
Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3399 (PrCt)

35232 Idaho - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Shell road map : Idaho. Chicago : H.M. Gousha
Co., [1939?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha
Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry
Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with
confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry
Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3537 (PrCt)

35233 Idaho - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Shell road map : Idaho ... Chicago : H. M.
Gousha Company, [1939].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha
Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry
Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 38 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell official road map of Idaho.
Date from RMcN AE 165 ms. index.
Plate nos. "344 J.C. 10-M" and "10-M 1939-1"
Maps on verso (28 x 44 cm. and smaller):
Legend : United States mileage and driving time
along main transcontinental highways -- Boise --
Lewiston -- Pocatello -- Twin Falls.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Aug

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
35234 Idaho - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- Standard Stations, Inc. -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Standard station and Standard gasoline logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3624 (PrCt)

35235 Idaho - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Texaco touring map: Idaho ... tour with Texaco. Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1939].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 62 x 38 cm. on sheet 71 x 53 cm.
Panel art: U.S. outline.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Idaho. Plate no. (3)T.3810.
Includes insets of six cities, Glacier National Park, and Yellowstone National Park.
On verso: Texaco sectional trip map [of the western states]. Plate no. T.3939(M). Includes insets of five city regions.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 159.9A (PrCt)

35238 Idaho - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- Standard Stations, Inc. -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3624 (PrCt)

35239 Idaho - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 62 x 38 cm. on sheet 71 x 54 cm.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Panel no. 10-39.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Idaho. Plate no. U3810.
Includes insets of six cities, Glacier National Park, and Yellowstone National Park.
On verso: Texaco sectional trip map [of the western states]. Plate no. T.3939(M). Includes insets of five city regions.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 25A.30 (PrCt)
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 60 cm. on sheet 50 x 68 cm.
Panel art: Pure compass.
Added title: Idaho, Montana...Pure. Plate no. V.4019.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 25A.29 (PrCt)

35240 Idaho - Maps - 1940 - Road maps>>>Montana - Maps - 1940 - Road maps>>>Road maps
Rand McNally road map : Idaho, Montana.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1940].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 60 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Plate no. V.4019.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 25A.33 (PrCt)

35241 Idaho - Maps - 1940 - Road maps>>>Montana - Maps - 1940 - Road maps>>>Road maps
Idaho, Montana Union Oil road map.
Chicago : Union Oil Company of California -- Rand McNally and Company, [1940].
Authors: Union Oil Company of California -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 60 cm. on sheet 50 x 68 cm.
Panel art: 50th year of service emblem.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 25A.34 (PrCt)

35242 Idaho - Maps - 1940 - Road maps>>>Road maps
Travel Idaho with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau.
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1940?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3761 (PrCt)

35243 Idaho - Maps - 1940 - Road maps>>>Road maps
Shell map of Idaho.
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1940?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: Idaho.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3867 (PrCt)

35244 Idaho - Maps - 1940 - Road maps>>>Road maps
Idaho : Standard Oil road map ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., c1940.
Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Standard station, gasoline logo, and slogan "At your service from Canada to Mexico, Standard Stations Inc., Standard Oil dealers".
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Gousha Clients 3962 (PrCt)

35245 Idaho - Maps - 1940 - Road maps>>>West (U.S.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps>>>Road maps
Texaco touring map : Idaho with sectional map of adjoining states.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1940].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 62 x 38 cm. on sheet 71 x 54 cm.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Panel no. 9-40.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Idaho. Plate no. 3810.
includes insets of six cities, Glacier National Park, and Yellowstone National Park.
On verso: Texaco sectional trip map [of the western states]. Plate no. 3939 (M). Includes insets of five city regions.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 25A.31 (PrCt)

Idaho road map and travel hints : at the sign of service, Vico Motor Oil, Pep 88 Gasoline.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1940?].
Authors: Utah Oil Refining Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 62 x 38 cm. on sheet 71 x 54 cm.
Panel art: Standard station, gasoline logo, and slogan "At your service from Canada to Mexico, Standard Stations Inc., Standard Oil dealers".
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Gousha Clients 3962 (PrCt)
McNally and Company -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 40 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Road map: Utah Oil Refining Co.: Idaho.
Plate no. V.4081.
Maps on verso (21 x 18 cm. and smaller):
Yellowstone National Park & Grand Teton National Park -- Idaho Falls -- Lewiston -- Boise -- Pocatello -- Twin Falls.
Panel art: Pictorial map of Idaho (21 x 16 cm.) with Vico Motor Oil and Pep 88 Gasoline logos.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RmCN Clients 4632 (PrCt)

Idaho - Maps - 1941 - Road maps

35247 Idaho - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Idaho road map and travel hints. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1941].
Authors: Utah Oil Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 41 cm. on sheet 68 x 51cm.
Panel art: Pictorial map of Idaho.
Verso includes maps of five cities and map of Yellowstone National Park and Grand Teton National Park.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RmCN AE 25A.35 (PrCt)

35248 Idaho - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Travel Idaho with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1941?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4101 (PrCt)

35249 Idaho - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Shell map of Idaho. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1941?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
**Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)**

35253  **Idaho - Maps - 1942 - Road maps**

*Shell map of Idaho.* Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1942].

Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

At head of panel title: Idaho. Panel art: Shell logo, statement "all points of military interest have been removed voluntarily from this map and index" and slogan "tour with confidence."

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

**Gousha Clients 4551 (PrCt)**

35254  **Idaho - Maps - 1942 - Road maps**


Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Panel art: Standard station; slogan "At your service from Canada to Mexico."

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

**Gousha Clients 4616 (PrCt)**

35255  **Idaho - Maps - 1942 - Road maps**


Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

2 maps : col. ; 43 x 32 cm. and 50 x 33 cm., on sheet 54 x 72 cm.

Panel title.

Added titles: Texaco touring map of Utah. Plate no. X. 3842-- Texaco touring map of Idaho. Plate no. X. 3810

Date from RMcN AE 76 ms. index.

Map on verso (51 x 68 cm.): Texaco sectional trip map of western U.S.

Panel art: Texaco sign.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 76.4 (PrCt)**

35256  **Idaho - Maps - 1942 - Road maps**


Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 50 x 32 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Texaco touring map of Idaho.

Date from RMcN AE 143 ms. index.

Includes table of "State and federal gasoline taxes -- as of 2nd May, 1942."

Plate no. X.3810

Inset (43 x 32 cm.): Texaco touring map of Utah.

Map on verso (50 x 68 cm.): Texaco sectional trip map of the western U.S.

Panel art: Texaco sign.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 143.1 (PrCt)**

35257  **Idaho - Maps - 1945 - Road maps**

*Travel Idaho with Conoco ...* Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1945].

Authors: Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

**Gousha Clients 4678 (PrCt)**

35258  **Idaho - Maps - 1946 - Road maps**

*Travel Idaho with Conoco ...* Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1946].

Authors: Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

**Gousha Clients 4765 (PrCt)**

35259  **Idaho - Maps - 1946 - Road maps**

*Shell map of Idaho.* Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1946].

Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

At head of panel title: Idaho. Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."

**Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.**

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

**Gousha Clients 4865 (PrCt)**

**35260**

Idaho - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Shell map of Idaho. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1946].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

**Gousha Clients 4866 (PrCt)**

**35261**

Idaho - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Idaho points of interest and touring map ... / Standard stations and Chevron gas stations.
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., c1946.
Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- Chevron Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Logan, Maurice, 1886-1977 -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: car, campsite, couple, mountain landscape signed "Maurice Logan" and slogan "at your service from Canada to Mexico."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

**Gousha Clients 4940 (PrCt)**

**35262**

Idaho - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Yellowstone National Park - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Grand Teton National Park (Wyo.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Glacier National Park (Mont.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Waterton-Glacier International Peace Park (Mont. and Alta.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Shell map of Idaho. Chicago : H. M. Gousha Company, [1946].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 59 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Highway map of Idaho.
Date from RMcN AE 166 ms. index.
Plate nos. "515-J T-5" and "T-5 1946-2"
Maps on verso (28 x 21 cm. and smaller):
Handstamped "received ... Apr 29 1947 Rand McNally & Co. Blazed Trails Dept. ... ."
Panel art: Shell logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

**Gousha Clients 5080 (PrCt)**

**35263**

Idaho - Maps - 1947 - Electric Lines
Territory served by Idaho Power Company.
Authors: Idaho Power Company
1 map : col. ; on sheet 28 x 43 cm.
Shows electric transmission lines, hydro-electric plants (1-17), and communities and mines served in Idaho and Oregon.

**map1F G4271 .N4 1947 I4 (PrCt)**

**35264**

Idaho - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Travel Idaho with Conoco ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1947?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "U", indicating 1947 publication.
Panel art: family standing in front of car and statement "for long trips ask ... about Touraide."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

**Gousha Clients 5177 (PrCt)**

**35265**

Idaho - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Shell map of Idaho. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1947?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "U", indicating 1947 publication.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

**Gousha Clients 5177 (PrCt)**

**35266**

Idaho - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Travel Idaho with Conoco ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1947].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "U", indicating 1947 publication.
Panel art: family standing in front of car and statement "for long trips ask ... about Touraide."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Idaho points of interest and touring map ...
Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., c1948.
Authors: Standard Oil Company of California --
Chevron Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company --
Logan, Maurice, 1886-1977 -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: couple in mountain landscape signed "Maurice Logan"; Standard Oil Company of California logos for "RPM motor oil" and "Chevron supreme" gas.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5015 (PrCt)

Idaho - Maps - 1947 - Road maps

Yellowstone National Park - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1947].
Authors: Utah Oil Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company --
1 map : col.; 65 x 44 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Road map : Utah Oil Refining Co. : Idaho.
Imprint from p. 1.
Text and maps printed back-to-back on 4 sheets (each 23 x 40 cm.), stapled and folded to 23 x 11.
Panel art: mountain landscape; logos for "RPM motor oil" and "Chevron supreme" gas.
Includes index map at front.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
RMcN AE 76.34 (PrCt)

Idaho - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Shell map of Idaho.
Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company --
1 map : col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5448 (PrCt)

Idaho - Maps - 1949 - Road maps
Idaho points of interest and touring map ...
Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., c1948.
Authors: Standard Oil Company of California --
Chevron Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company --
H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([1], 15 p.) : 8 col. maps; 23 x 21 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Cover title.
"Prepared exclusively for Standard of California"
-- Page 1
Imprint from p. 1.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
For information refer to the title page of this volume.
Cover title: Rand McNally pocket maps of Idaho, Northwest --
Rand McNally pocket maps of Idaho : for tourists, travelers, shippers, general, commercial and business reference.
Chicago ; New York ; San Francisco : Rand McNally & Company, 1949, c1941.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company.
Pocket maps -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
20 p. : 2 col. maps on 1 sheet (folded) ; 24 cm. "1949 edition."
Cover title: Rand McNally pocket maps : Idaho : complete indexed reference map ... [and] highway map.
Uniform title: Pocket maps
Foldded map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back to back, col.; 65 x 47 cm. and 47 x 65 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of Idaho. Plate no.
890128. Includes key to railroads. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RPmcN AE 76.40 (PrCt)


RMcN Pocket 4C 52 (PrCt)


Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm.

Panel title. Added title: Sinclair : Idaho, Montana Date from RMcN AE 75 ms. index.


Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 75.4 (PrCt)

35273 Idaho - Maps - 1951 - Road maps<<>>Yellowstone National Park - Maps - 1951 - Road maps<<>>Road maps


Authors: Utah Oil Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

1 map : col. ; 65 x 40 cm., folded to 25 x 10 cm.


Plate no. 1-4081-5.


RMcN Clients 4634 (PrCt)


19 p. : 2 col. maps on 1 sheet (folded) ; 24 cm. "1952 edition."

Cover title: Rand McNally Idaho pocket map: reference map ... [and] detailed highway map

Uniform title: Pocket maps Folded map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back to back, col. ; 65 x 47 cm. and 57 x 37 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of Idaho. Plate no. 543. Includes key to railroads. -- Rand McNally Road Map: Idaho. Plate no. 4-473849(A)V-7. "2 maps in one, $1" -- front cover.

Cover art: Schematic road sign labeled "reference map .... "

Handstamp on cover: Display room sample, do not remove.


RMcN Pocket 4C 54 (PrCt)


19 p. : 2 col. maps on 1 sheet (folded) ; 24 cm. "1952 edition."

Cover title: Rand McNally Idaho pocket map: reference map ... [and] detailed highway map

Uniform title: Pocket maps Folded map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back to back, col. ; 65 x 47 cm. and 47 x 65 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of Idaho. Plate no. 54321. Includes key to railroads. -- Rand McNally Road Map: Idaho. Plate no. 2-464019V-10. "2 maps in one, $1" -- front cover.

Cover art: Schematic road sign labeled "reference map .... "


RMcN Pocket 4C 53 (PrCt)

Authors: Idaho. Dept. of Highways -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 60 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Official highway map of Idaho
Editor's copy (?); added title cartouche mostly trimmed away.
Plate no. 9-484081V-9
Maps on verso (24 x 15 cm. and 19 x 20 cm.):
Points of interest [pictorial map] -- Northwestern United States.
Panel art: color photographs of outdoor activities.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1503 (PrCt)

Idaho - Maps - 1960 - Road maps
Authors: Texaco, inc. -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 59 x 43 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Touring map of Idaho.
Plate no. 515-J-7-HH.
Maps on verso (22 x 37 cm. and smaller):
Panel art: Texaco sign; illustrations of car passing rural and urban gas stations.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Clients 3804 (PrCt)

Idaho - Maps - 1960 - Road maps
Idaho / Yellowstone National Park and Grand Teton National Park (Wyo.). -- Maps - 1960 - Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 60 x 37 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair : Idaho and western Montana
Date from RMcN AE 75 ms. index.
Plate no. 6-5301(B)-5
Maps on verso (70 x 43 cm.): Sinclair : Eastern Montana and Wyoming
Panel art: Vignettes of "America's scenic wonders", family in car.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 75.7X (PrCt)

Idaho - Maps - 1959 - Road maps
Idaho - Maps - 1959 - Pictorial maps
1959 highway map : Idaho, the gem state,
35287
Idaho - Maps - 1962
Idaho - Maps - 1962 - Railroads
Northwestern States - Maps - 1962 - Road maps
Waterton-Glacier International Peace Park (Mont. and Alta.) - Maps - 1962 - Road maps
Grand Teton National Park (Wyo.) - Maps - 1962 - Road maps
Railroads - Maps
19 p. : 2 col. maps on 1 sheet (folded) ; 24 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally Idaho pocket reference map [and] detailed highway map
Uniform title: Pocket maps
"2 maps" -- front cover.
Map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back to back, col.; 65 x 47 cm. and 87 x 65 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of Idaho. Includes key to railroads.
Cover art: stylized and labeled map symbols (e.g. "elevations", "points of interest", "air facilities", etc.) "$1.50" -- printed on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Jan. 2010).
RMcN Pocket 4C 55 (PrCt)

35289
Idaho - Maps - 1963-1973 - Road maps
Idaho - Maps - 1963-1973 - Counties
Counties
Road maps
Counties - Maps
Authors: Idaho. Dept. of Highways -- United States. Federal Highway Administration -- Logility Transportation (Des Plaines, Ill.)
1 atlas ([114] p.) : all maps ; 44 x 78 cm. in post binder 50 x 68 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:127,500], Title of each map: General highway map ... County, Idaho.
Selected populated areas shown in circular insets.
Individual map dates vary from 1963-73, most are 1971-72.
In same binder with Montana and Utah.
map8C G4221 .P2 1963, Idaho (PrCt)

35290
Idaho - Maps - 1964 - Road maps
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1964 - Road maps
Idaho - Maps - 1964 - Pictorial maps
Pictorial maps
1 map, col.; 65 x 43 cm. folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Opposite panel title: Idaho : the gem state, 1964
Added title: Official highway map of Idaho.
Plate no. 4-484081V-15
Insets (22 x 18 cm. and smaller): Boise and vicinity -- Coeur d’Alene -- Idaho Falls -- Boise and Garden City -- Pocatello -- Twin Falls.
Maps on verso (24 x 15 cm. and 19 x 20 cm.): Points of interest [pictorial map] -- Northwestern United States.
Panel art: color photograph of woman holding flowers, highway in background.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1504 (PrCt)

1 map, col.; 65 x 43 cm. folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Opposite panel title: Idaho : the gem state.
Added title: Official highway map of Idaho.
Plate no. 6-484081V-17
Insets (22 x 18 cm. and smaller): Boise and vicinity -- Coeur d’Alene -- Idaho Falls -- Boise and Garden City -- Pocatello -- Twin Falls.
Maps on verso (24 x 15 cm. and 19 x 20 cm.): Points of interest [pictorial map] -- Northwestern United States.
Panel art: color photograph of Boy Scouts with lake in background.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1505 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map, col.; 43 x 65 cm. folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Apparently issued as sales sample and / or printer’s proof; includes blank title panels for overprinting.
Insets (each 10 x 10 cm.): Boise, Ida. -- Great Falls, Mont. -- Cheyenne, Wyo.
Plate no. 6-56648-16.
Maps on verso (37 x 60 cm. and smaller): [Road map of Montana] -- Waterton-Glacier International Peace Park -- Yellowstone and Grand Teton National Parks, Wyo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1517 (PrCt)

Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Sinclair Auto Tour Service -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map, col.; 36 x 27 cm., folded to 19 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Idaho.
Plate no. 686015B-8.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Insights (10 x 6 cm. and smaller): Pocatello -- Boise -- Sun Valley.
Maps on verso (36 x 54 cm. and smaller):
Montana -- Waterton-Glacier Internatl' Peace Park -- Butte -- Great Falls -- Billings.
Panel art: Sinclair logo, abstracted traffic signs.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2841 (PrCt)

1 map, col. ; 60 x 44 cm. folded to 23 x 10 cm. Panel title.
Added title: Official highway map of Idaho.
Insets (22 x 18 cm. and smaller): Boise and vicinity -- Coeur d'Alene -- Idaho Falls -- Boise and Garden City -- Pocatello -- Twin Falls.
Maps on verso (24 x 15 cm. and 19 x 20 cm.):
Points of interest [pictorial map] -- Northwestern United States.
Panel art: color photograph of woman sitting in foreground of canyon.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1509 (PrCt)

Authors: Idaho. Transportation Dept.
117 maps; each 22 x 29 cm.
Scale 1:253,440.
M192
map5C G4271.P2 1972 I3 (PrCt)

Authors: Idaho. Dept. of Highways -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map, col. ; 59 x 44 cm. folded to 23 x 10 cm.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Panel title.
Added title: Official highway map of Idaho.
Insets (16 x 16 cm. and smaller): Boise and Garden City -- Coeur d'Alene -- Idaho Falls -- Lewiston -- Pocatello -- Moscow -- Twin Falls -- Caldwell -- Nampa.
Panel art: color photograph of family looking at "Snake River" sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1510 (PrCt)

35300
Idaho - Maps - 1972 - Road maps - Pictorial maps
Plate no. 736731-5.
Plate no. 736731-4.
Panel art: color photograph of autumn in the Sawtooth Mountains.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1511 (PrCt)

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 1513 (PrCt)

35303


Authors: Idaho. Dept. of Highways -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map, col. ; 60 x 44 cm. folded to 23 x 10 cm. "1974 edition"

Panel title.

Added title: Idaho : official highway map.

Insets (16 x 16 cm. and smaller): Coeur d’Alene -- Idaho Falls -- Lewiston -- Pocatello -- Moscow -- Twin Falls -- Nampa [and] Caldwell -- Boise and Garden City.

Plate no. 746731-6.


Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 1514 (PrCt)

35305


Idaho / issued ... by the Idaho Transportation Department. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Co., 1976.

Authors: Idaho. Transportation Dept. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map, col. ; 60 x 44 cm. folded to 23 x 10 cm. "1976-1977 edition"

Panel title.

Added title: Idaho : official highway map.

Insets (16 x 16 cm. and smaller): Coeur d’Alene -- Idaho Falls -- Lewiston -- Pocatello -- Moscow -- Twin Falls -- Nampa [and] Caldwell -- Boise and Garden City.

Plate no. 766731-7.


Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 1515 (PrCt)

35304


1 map : col. ; 55 x 35 cm., folded to 11 x 23 cm. "1974 Edition."

Panel title.

Added title: Idaho.

Plate no. 746731-7.

Inset (13 x 11 cm. and 11 x 11 cm.):


Maps on verso (34 x 57 cm. and smaller): Montana -- Yellowstone and Grand Teton Natl. Parks -- Great Falls.

Panel art: road signs.

Forms part of a collection of stock editions of Rand McNally road maps, some apparently issued as sales samples and / or printer's proofs for prospective commercial clients.

Uniform series title (established by cataloger): Stock road maps

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (April 2010).

RMcN Stock 157 (PrCt)

35306


Idaho / issued ... by the Idaho Transportation Department. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Co., 1979.

Authors: Idaho. Transportation Dept. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map, col. ; 60 x 44 cm. folded to 23 x 10 cm. "1979 edition"

Panel title.

Added title: Idaho : official highway map.

Insets (16 x 16 cm. and smaller): Coeur d’Alene -- Idaho Falls -- Lewiston -- Pocatello -- Moscow -- Twin Falls -- Nampa [and] Caldwell -- Boise and Garden City.

Plate no. 7866731-7.


Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 1515 (PrCt)
1979 - Road maps Interstate 86 - Maps - 1979 - Road maps Interstate 90 - Maps - 1979 - Road maps Pictorial maps

Authors: Idaho. Transportation Dept. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map, col. ; 59 x 44 cm. folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"1979 edition"
Panel title.
Added title: Idaho : official highway map / issued by the Idaho Transportation Department
Insets (16 x 16 cm. and smaller): Coeur d'Alene -- Idaho Falls -- Lewiston -- Pocatello -- Moscow -- Twin Falls -- Nampa [and] Caldwell -- Boise and Garden City
Plate no. 796731-9 [?].
Panel art: color photograph of mountain scene.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
*RMcN Clients 1516 (PrCt)

35307 Idaho - Maps 1983 Counties - Maps

Authors: University of Idaho. College of Mines and Earth Resources. Dept. of Geography.
Cart-O-Graphics Laboratory -- DeLucia, Alan A. -- Carto-O-Graphics Laboratory, University of Idaho
Bibliography : p. [106-108].
ISBN 0940982021
G1481. C37 1983 (NLO)


Authors: Allan Cartography (Firm) -- Raven Maps & Images -- Geological Survey (U.S.)
1 map : col. ; 156 x 99 cm.
Scale 1:500,000. 1 in. = approx. 8 miles. 1 cm. = 5 km. : (W 117°--W 111°/N 49°--N 42°).
Relief shown by gradient tints, shading, and spot heights.
*maproll G4270 1992 A5 (PrCt)*

35309 Idaho - Maps 1997 Montana - Maps 1997 Road maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. EasyFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; fold. to 24 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Uniform title: EasyFinder Laminate.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
ISBN 0528967096
*RMcN Road Map 1997 Idaho (PrCt)

35310 Idaho - Maps 2005 Road maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. EasyFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; fold. to 24 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Uniform title: EasyFinder Laminate.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
ISBN 0528856111
*RMcN Road Map 2005 Idaho (PrCt)


Authors: Preston, Ralph N. -- Western Guide Publishers (Corvallis, Or.)
[61] p. (chiefly maps, illus.) ; 45 cm.
Cover title.
Transparent overlay inserted.
Includes reproductions of early maps.
19690 ICN76 map6C 85 (NLO)


Authors: Preston, Ralph N. -- Western Guide Publishers (Corvallis, Or.)
[61] p. (chiefly maps, illus.) ; 45 cm.
Facsimiles of 26 manuscript and printed maps, variously dated 1814 through [197-?].

Cover title.

Transparent overlay inserted.

Gift 92.

map6C G1481.S1 M3 1972 (NLO)

35313 Idaho - Maps - Collections, 1814-1972

Idaho - Historical geography - Maps - 1972

Trails - Idaho - Maps - 1972


Authors: Preston, Ralph N. -- Western Guide Publishers (Corvallis, Or.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) [61 p. (chiefly maps, illus.) ; 45 cm.]

Facsimiles of 26 manuscript and printed maps, variously dated 1814 through [197-?].

Cover title.

Transparent overlay inserted.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

35314 Idaho - Maps - Collections, 1863-1890

Idaho - Historical geography - Maps - 1890


Authors: Wells, Merle W. -- Idaho State Historical Society -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (28 p. : ill., 26 maps) ; 62 cm.

Caption title.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

35315 Idaho - Maps - Collections, 1863-1890

Idaho - Historical geography - Maps - 1890

Counties - Maps - Historical atlases


Authors: Wells, Merle W. -- Idaho State Historical Society -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (28 p. : ill., 26 maps) ; 62 cm.

Caption title.

Ayer oversize G1480 .A7 1978 (NLO)

35316 Idaho - Maps - Road maps - 1863

Montana - Maps - Road maps - 1863

Mullan Road - Maps - 1863

Road maps


1 map ; 53 x 126 cm.

Scale 1:300,000.

Coordinat: W 116°50'--W 111°55'/N 47°45'--N 46°15'.

Relief shown by form lines at 300-foot intervals.


Also issued as part of the U.S. Serial Set, 43rd Congress, 3rd session. Senate Ex. Doc. 91 (Serial 1149).

Duplicate copies: G 931 .6 -- Govt. 1149

Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.

References: Wheat, Mapping the Transmississippi West, v. 5, part 1, p. 85-95 and part 2. p. 389, no. 1079

map8F Graff 2932, map 4 (PrCt)

Idaho - Maps - Road maps - 1863

Montana - Maps - Road maps - 1863

Mullan Road - Maps - 1863

Road maps


1 map ; 53 x 126 cm.

Scale 1:300,000.

Coordinat: W 116°50'--W 111°55'/N 47°45'--N 46°15'.

Relief shown by form lines at 300-foot intervals.


Also issued as part of the U.S. Serial Set, 43rd Congress, 3rd session. Senate Ex. Doc. 91 (Serial 1149).

Duplicate copies: G 931 .6 -- Govt. 1149

Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.

References: Wheat, Mapping the Transmississippi West, v. 5, part 1, p. 85-95 and part 2. p. 389, no. 1079

map8F Graff 2932, map 4 (PrCt)
maps of the U.S.; this collection was dispersed at some unknown date; the Newberry card catalog describes individual maps with collective call number G 1083 .575; location of these maps unknown (June 2007).

G 1083 .575 (NLO)

35318 Idaho Springs (Colo.) - Description and travel - 1940<<>><<>>Idaho Springs Region (Colo.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps<<>><<>>Clear Creek County (Colo.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps<<>><<>>United States Highway 40 - Maps - 1940<<>><<>>United States Highway 6 - Maps - 1940<<>><<>>Idaho Springs (Colo.) - Pictorial works - 1940<<>><<>>Aerial photographs - Idaho Springs (Colo.) - 1940<<>><<>>Road maps<<>><<>>Counties - Maps Idaho Springs, Colorado and Mount Evans : America's highest automobile road : in the heart of Colorado's scenic and gold mining wonderland. [Idaho Springs, Colo.? Idaho Springs Chamber of Commerce?, ca. 1940?].
Authors: Idaho Springs. Chamber of Commerce -- Akerman, James R.
1 brochure : col. ; on sheet 46 x 31 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"Address inquiries the Idaho Springs Chamber of Commerce ..."
Includes 3 maps (12 x 19 cm. and smaller): U.S. highway #40 -- Idaho Springs and Highways 40 and 6 showing various points of interest -- U.S. highway #6.
Includes untitled aerial photo of Idaho Springs (B&W, 12 x 21 cm.)
Panel art: Colorado mountain scene.
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).
Road map4C G4314 .I2P2 1940 .I3 (PrCt)

Authors: Jammir, Vinson
In Shannon McCune, ed., Eminent Geographers (Gainesville, Fla.: Dept. of Geog., Univ. of Fla., 1972-), v.1, pp. 1-3..
BHC 1812
Vert 1381 (PrCt)

1 CD-ROM : sd., col. ; 4 3/4 in. + 1 user's guide ([21] p. : col. ill. ; 13 x 14 cm.)
Digital facsimile of manuscript dated 1154; original based on material furnished by Roger II, king of the Normans in Sicily.
Includes a reproduction of Idrisi's Geography with the complete text in Arabic and French, the 1999 revision of P.A. Jaubert's French translation of 1836-1840, and interactive maps reproduced from Bibliothèque nationale Ms. arabe 2221.
User's guide includes bibliographical references.
Text in French and Arabic.
Title from title screen.
Subtitle on disc label: Atlas du monde au XIIe siècle
Interactive multimedia.
Series statements: Collection Bibliothèque nationale de France / Sources -- Sources (Bibliothèque nationale de France)
System requirements for PC: Pentium 166 MHz processor; 32MB of RAM; Windows 95 or higher; 800 x 600 monitor with millions of colors; 8x CD-ROM drive.
System requirements for Mac: PowerPC 120 MHz processor; 27MB of RAM; System 7.5.3 or higher; 800 x 600 monitor with millions of colors; 8x CD-ROM drive.
ISBN 2717721355 ; 9782717721355
CD-ROM G93 .I3714 2000 (NLO)

35321 Idrisi, ca. 1100-1166. World Map, 1154
Al-Idrissi and 'Roger's Book'. 1977.
Authors: Gies, Frances
In Aramco world magazine 28, no.4 (Jy-Ag 77): 14-19
Vert 502 (PrCt)

35322 Idrisi, ca. 1100-1166. World Map, 1154
Interpretation of Al-Idrissi's map. 1954.
Authors: Khan, Abdul Hamid
Cited in Imago Mundi annual bibliography.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

35323 Ieper (Belgium) - Maps - 1620
Hypra Flandriae urbm et villarum. [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Guicciardini, Lodovico, 1521-1589 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 35 x 32 cm.
Derived from a 1567 woodcut by Lodovico...
Illinois - Maps - 1909 - Railroads -
Indexes<<>>Railroads - Maps
Rand McNally & Co.'s indexed county and
township pocket map and shippers' guide of
Illinois. Chicago and New York : Rand McNally &
Co., c1909.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally and Company. Shippers guide -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
78 p. ; 17 cm.
Imperfect; lacking folded map.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 216 (PrCt)

Illinois - Maps - 1919 - Railroads -
Indexes<<>>Railroads - Maps
Rand McNally indexed pocket map and shippers’
guide of Illinois. Chicago and New York : Rand
McNally & Co., c1919.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally and Company. Shippers guide -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
75 p. ; 17 cm.
Imperfect; lacking folded map.
Editor's copy; many index entries marked in red
pencil.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 225 (PrCt)

Illinois - Maps - 1920 - Railroads -
Indexes<<>>Railroads - Maps
Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists’ and
shippers’ guide of Illinois. Chicago ; New York : Rand
McNally & Co., c1920.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally and Company. Shippers guide -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
75 p. ; 17 cm.
Imperfect; lacking folded map.
Editor's copy; many index entries marked in red
pencil.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 227 (PrCt)

Illinois - Maps - 1921 - Railroads -
Indexes<<>>Railroads - Maps
Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists’ and
shippers’ guide of Illinois. Chicago ; New York : Rand
McNally & Co., c1921.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally and Company. Shippers guide -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
71 p. ; 17 cm.
Imperfect; lacking folded map.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 228 (PrCt)

Illinois - Maps - 1926 - Railroads -
Indexes<<>>Railroads - Maps
Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists’ and
shippers’ guide of Illinois. San Francisco ;
Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Co.,
c1926.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally and Company. Shippers guide -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
72 p. ; 17 cm.
Imperfect; lacking folded map.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 234 (PrCt)
35338 IJssel Lake (Netherlands) - Maps - 1588 - Nautical charts - IJssel Lake (Netherlands) - Maps - 1588 - Nautical charts

A Description of the truoo famous rivers, streams or channells the Flie & the Maersdee ... [Amsterdam : Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, 1666].

Authors: Waghenae, Lucas Janszoon, 1534 or 5-1606 -- Waghenae, Lucas Janszoon, 1534 or 5-1606. The Mariners mirrour (1588) -- Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, Ltd.

1 map ; 32 x 49 cm.

Includes coastal profiles.

Oriented with north at bottom left.


Map Ref oversize Ayer 135 .W13 1588 map [2] (PrCt)

35339 IJssel Lake (Netherlands) - Maps - 1816 - Texel (Netherlands) - Maps - 1816

The Texel. London : L. Luffman, [1816]?

Authors: Luffman, J. (John), 1756-1846 -- Luffman, J. (John), 1756-1846. Select plans of cities, harbours, forts, &c ... [1816?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 17 x 22 cm.

In: Luffman, John. Select plans of cities, harbours, forts, &c ... (London: Luffman, [1816?]), plate [26].

folio Ayer 135 .L94 1816 pl. [26] (PrCt)

35340 IJssel Lake (Netherlands) - Maps - 1950 - IJsselmeer (Netherlands) SEE IJssel Lake (Netherlands) - Ysselmeer (Netherlands) SEE IJssel Lake (Netherlands) - Zuyder Zee (Netherlands) SEE IJssel Lake (Netherlands) - Zuyder Zee (Netherlands)

SEE IJssel Lake (Netherlands)

Zee (Netherlands) SEE IJssel Lake (Netherlands)


Authors: Koninklijke Nederlandse Toeristen Bond ANWB -- Koeman, C. (Cornelis), 1918- -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

95 p. : ill., 1 map (folded) ; 20 cm.

Series: Reisgidsen voor Nederland 'Literatuuropgave': p. 95.

Previously owned by C. Koeman.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes DJ16 .R6 1950 (NLO)

35341 IJssel Lake (Netherlands) - Maps - Bibliography - IJssel Lake (Netherlands) - Historical geography - Maps - Bibliography - Waddenzee (Netherlands) - Maps - Bibliography - Waddenzee (Netherlands) - Historical geography - Maps - Bibliography


Authors: Walsmit, Erik -- Explokart (Program) 744 p. : ill. (some col.), maps (some col.) ; 32 cm.

In Dutch with a summary in English.

Includes bibliographical references (p. 728-734) and index.

Series: Utrechts Historisch-Cartografische studies ; 9 -- Utrechtse historisch-cartografische Studies ; 9.

LC Card Number: 2011413739

ISBN 9789061942306 ; 9061942306 folio Z6027.N4 S65 2009 (NLO)

35342 IJssel River Valley (Netherlands) - Maps - 1629 - Fortification - Veluwe (Netherlands) - Maps - 1629 - Fortification - Gelderland (Netherlands) - Maps - 1629 - Fortification - Dieren (Netherlands) - Maps - 1629 - Fortification - Brummen (Netherlands) - Maps - 1629 - Fortification

Nieuwe perfecte kaerte van d'Yssel-Stroom met een gedeelte van de Veluwe ... inval van Graef Hendrick van Berg ... in den jare 1629. Amsterdam : Claes Ianss. Visscher, [1629].

Authors: Visscher, Claes Jansz., 1586 or 7-1606 -- Berckenrode, Cornelis Florisz. van, fl. 1607 or 1608-1635 -- Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 39 x 54 cm.

Added title in upper case in upper margin: Den Yssel-Stroom van Arnhem tot beneden Deventer met een gedeelte van de Veluwe.

Details fortifications along the IJssel River Valley between Arnhem and Deventer.

Oriented with north at upper right.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Inset maps (12 x 15 cm. and smaller): [Dieren] /Geteekent ende gemeeten by C. F. van Berckenrode -- [Brummen].
Remnants of binding stub on verso.
Forms part of the Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Campbell, Tony. Claes Jansz. Visscher : a hundred maps described (1968), p. 21, no. 74
Visscher 89 (PrCt)

35343 Ikaria (Greece : Municipality) - Maps - 1528<<>><Ikaria Island (Greece) SEE Ikaria (Greece : Municipality)<<>><Woodcuts [Map of Ikaria in the Kyklades Islands of the Aegean Sea]. [Venice : Nicolò Zoppino, 1528].
Authors: Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530 -- Zoppino, Nicolò, fl. 1508-1544 -- Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530. Libro di Benedetto Bordone : nel qual si ragiona de tutte l'isole del mondo ... (1528)
1 map : woodcut ; within printed borders 8 x 14 cm., on sheet 31 x 21 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
"Nicaria" identified at bottom right of the island.
Oriented with north at upper right.
In: Bordon, Benedetto. Libro di Benedetto Bordone : nel qual si ragiona de tutte l'isole del mondo ... (Venice : Nicolò Zoppino, 1528), folio XLVII.
Case folio G 117 .108, folio XLVII (PrCt)

35344 Ikaria Island (Greece) - Maps - 1689<<>><Ikaria Island (Greece) SEE Ikaria Island (Greece)<<>><Kariot Island (Greece) SEE Ikaria Island (Greece)<<>><Nicaria Island (Greece) SEE Ikaria Island (Greece)
Authors: Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718 -- Padoani, Domenico, fl. 1689 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718. Citta, fortezze, isole, e porti principale dell' Europa ... (1689)
1 map ; 13 x 17 cm.
In: Coronelli, Vincenzo. Citta, fortezze, isole, e porti principale dell' Europa, in pianti, et in eluatione, descritte, e publicate ad uso dell' Academia cosmografica degli argonauti ([Venice : Domenico Padoani, 1689] pl. [74]. Engraved plate '182.' One of four plates printed on the same sheet, opening [74].
VAULT folio Ayer 135 .C8 1689 pl. 74 (PrCt)

35345 Ile D'Orléans (Québec) - Maps - 1744<<>><Saint Lawrence River - Maps - 1744
_Carte de l'Ile d'Orleans et du passage de la traverse dans le Fleuve St. Laurent. Paris, 1744.
1 map ; 20 x 28 cm.
Relief shown pictorially.
Numbered 12 in lower left margin.
Graff 650 v. 3, opp. p. 66 (PrCt)

35346 Ile-de-France (France) - Maps - 1598-1606<<>><Paris Metropolitan Area (France) - Maps - 1598-1606
1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 42 cm.
Printed no. 25 and English letterpress text on verso beginning: The territorie of Paris commonly called, the Isle of France. ... .
In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatrum orbis terrarum ... (London : J. Norton, 1606), [plate 25 A].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1606, [plate 25 A] (PrCt)

35347 Ile-de-France (France) - Maps - 1651<<>><Paris Metropolitan Area (France) - Maps - 1651<<>><Région Parisienne (France) SEE Ile-de-France (France)
_Gouvernement general de l'Isle de France et pays circomvoisins. Paris : chez Pierre Mariette, 1651 [i.e. 1659?].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Somer, J. -- Mariette, Pierre, 1603-1657 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. Cartes generales de toutes les...
les parties du monde ... (1658 [i.e. 1659?])
1 map : hand col. ; 38 x 51 cm.
In: Sanson, Nicolas. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (Paris : Pierre Mariette, 1658 [i.e. 1659?]) v. 1, pl. [38]
VAULT Case oversize G1015 .S35 1658 v. 1, pl. [38] (PrCt)

35348 Ile-de-France (France) - Maps - 1659<<>>Paris Metropolitan Area (France) - Maps - 1659

Diocese, prevoste, et eslection de Paris ... Paris : chez l'autheur; chez P. Mariette, [1659?].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Peyrounin, A. -- Mariette, Pierre, 1603-1657 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (1658 [i.e. 1659?])
1 map : hand col. ; 38 x 51 cm.
In: Sanson, Nicolas. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (Paris : Pierre Mariette, 1658 [i.e. 1659?]) v. 1, pl. [39]
Manuscript '8' on verso.
VAULT Case oversize G1015 .S35 1658 v. 1, pl. [39] (PrCt)

35349 Ile-de-France (France) - Maps - 1692

Le Gouvernement general de l'Isle de France; ou la generalité de Paris ... . Premiere partie. Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : H. Jaillot [i.e. P. Mortier], 1692 [i.e. 1696].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. [Atlas nouveau contenant toutes les parties du monde ... ] (1696)
1 map : hand col. ; 42 x 64 cm.
Continued on adjoining sheet by: Gouvernement generalité de Paris ...
In: Sanson, Nicolas. [Atlas nouveau contenant toutes les parties du monde ... ] (Amsterdam : Pierre Mortier, 1696) v. 1, map [14].
Forms part of atlas published by P. Mortier in Amsterdam; chiefly comprised of maps bearing the counterfeit imprint of H. Jaillot in Paris.
Case oversize G 1007 .78 v. 1, map [14] (PrCt)

35350 Ile-de-France (France) - Maps - 1692

Gouvernement generalité de Paris, divisée en eslections ... Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : H. Jaillot [i.e. P. Mortier], 1692 [i.e. 1696].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. [Atlas nouveau contenant toutes les parties du monde ... ] (1696)
1 map : hand col. ; 42 x 64 cm.
Continued on adjoining sheet by: Le Gouvernement general de l'Isle de France ...
Added title, upper margin: Seconde partie du gouvernement general ... 1692.
In: Sanson, Nicolas. [Atlas nouveau contenant toutes les parties du monde ... ] (Amsterdam : Pierre Mortier, 1696) v. 1, map [15].
Forms part of atlas published by P. Mortier in Amsterdam; chiefly comprised of maps bearing the counterfeit imprint of H. Jaillot in Paris.
Case oversize G 1007 .78 v. 1, map [15] (PrCt)

35351 Ile-de-France (France) - Maps - 1692<<>>Paris Metropolitan Area (France) - Maps - 1692

Gouvernement generalité de Paris divisé en eslections. Paris, [ca. 1692].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G175-176
2 maps : hand col. ; 41 x 63 cm. each
Added title: Le Gouvernement general de L'Isle de France; ou la generalité de Paris ...
Phillips 3452 v. 2 no. 11. 2756
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map6F G5832.14 1692 S2 (PrCt)

35352 Ile-de-France (France) - Maps - 1695<<>>Orléanais (France) - Maps - 1695<<>>Paris Metropolitan Area (France) - Maps - 1695

Gouvernement generalité de Paris, divisée en eslections ... Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : H. Jaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], [1695?].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. Atlas nouveau : contenant toutes les parties du monde (1692 [i.e. 1695?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : hand col. ; 42 x 64 cm.
In counterfeit edition of: Sanson, Nicolas. Atlas nouveau : contenant toutes les parties du monde (Paris [i.e. Amsterdam]) : H. Jaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], 1692 [i.e. 1695?] pl. [18].
Added title, upper margin: Seconde partie du gouvernement general de l'Isle de France ...
Map dated 1692.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .S19 1692 pl. [18] (PrCt)

35353 Ile-de-France (France) - Maps - 1695<<>>Paris Metropolitan Area (France) - Maps - 1695

Le Gouvernement general de l'Isle de France; ou la generalité de Paris ... . Premiere partie. Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : H. Jaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], [1695?].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. Atlas nouveau : contenant toutes les parties du monde (1692 [i.e. 1695?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : hand col. ; 42 x 64 cm.
In counterfeit edition of: Sanson, Nicolas. Atlas nouveau : contenant toutes les parties du monde (Paris [i.e. Amsterdam]) : H. Jaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], 1692 [i.e. 1695?] pl. [17].
Map dated 1692.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .S19 1692 pl. [17] (PrCt)
35354 Ile-de-France (France) - Maps - 1700
Les Environ de Paris à l'usage de monseigneur le Duc de Bourgogne ... Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : H. Jaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], 1696 [i.e. ca. 1700].
Authors: Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712. Atlas minor ad usum serenissimi burgundiae ducis ... [ca. 1700] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 61 cm.
Added title, upper margin: Nova territorii parisiensis tabula ad usum serenissimi Burgundiae Ducis ...
In counterfeit edition of: Jaillot, Alexis Hubert. Atlas minor ad usum serenissimi burgundiae ducis ... ([Amsterdam : Pieter Mortier, ca. 1700]) no. [14].
Manuscript '73' in lower right.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .V8 1700 map [71] (PrCt)

35355 Ile-de-France (France) - Maps - 1700
Le Gouvernement de L'Isle de France.
[Amsterdam] : Damien de Templeux [i.e. Frederik de Wit], [ca. 1700]?
Authors: Templeux, Damien de, -1620 -- Wit, Frederik de -- Wit, Frederik de. Atlas [ca. 1700] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 39 x 50 cm.
In: Wit, Frederik de. Atlas (Amsterdam : bij Wit, Frederik de Wit in de Calverstraet bij den Dam inde Witte Paskaert. [ca. 1700]?). no. [18].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .W8 A no. [18] (PrCt)

35356 Ile-de-France (France) - Maps - 1710
Gouvernement general de l’Isle de France ou sont la France, le Valois, Soissonnois, le Beauvaisis, Laonnois, la Brie ...
Amsterdam : Chez F. de Witt ; Chez P. Mortier [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher, 1710]?
1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 58 cm.
In: Visscher, Nicolas, Atlas minor. ... (Amstelaedami [Amsterdam] : ex officina Nicolai Visscher [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher], [1710?] map [70].
Manuscript '72' in upper right.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .V8 1700 map [70] (PrCt)

35357 Ile-de-France (France) - Maps - 1710<<<Paris Metropolitan Area (France) - Maps - 1710
Carte particuliere du terroir et des environs des Paris qui est la plus grande partie de l’Isle de France ... Amstel: N. Visser [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher, 1710].
Authors: Vivier, François de , d. 1782 -- Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Visscher, Elizabeth, fl.
1702-1726 -- Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702. Atlas minor ... [1710?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 55 x 48 cm.
Title in upper margin.
In: Visscher, Nicolaes. Atlas minor ... (Amstelaedami [Amsterdam] : ex officina Nicolai Visscher [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher], [1710?] map [71].
Manuscript '73' in lower right.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .V8 1700 map [71] (PrCt)

35358 Ile-de-France (France) - Maps - 1711<<<<Paris Metropolitan Area (France) - Maps - 1711
Authors: L’Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Desrosiers, F. -- Académie royale des sciences (France) -- L’Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726. [Collection of maps of the world] [1732?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 63 cm.
Title and imprint in upper margin.
In composite atlas without title page: L’Isle, Guillaume de. [Collection of maps of the world. Paris : s.n. , 1732?]. [plate 10].
Number "10" in ms. on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
VAULT Baskes oversize G1015 .L57 1700, [plate 10] (PrCt)

35359 Ile-de-France (France) - Maps - 1724
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Somer, J. -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Delamarche, Charles François, 1740-1817. Atlas général : contenant le détail des quatre parties du monde [1798?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 38 x 51 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:585,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
In composite world atlas possibly compiled and published by Charles François Delamarche: Atlas général : contenant le détail des quatre parties du monde [Paris? : s.n., 1798?]. [ptie 1], [plate 64].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .A77 1798, [ptie 1], [plate 64] (NLO)

35360 Ile-de-France (France) - Maps - 1740<<<<Paris Metropolitan Area (France) - Maps - 1740
Collection of maps of the world.
[Collection of maps of the world] [1732?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 63 cm.
Title and imprint in upper margin.
In composite atlas without title page: L’Isle, Guillaume de. [Collection of maps of the world. Paris : s.n. , 1732?]. [plate 10].
Number "10" in ms. on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
VAULT Baskes oversize G1015 .L57 1700, [plate 10] (PrCt)
Ile de France (France) - Maps - 1741


Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Cordier, Robert (Engraver) -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Delamarche, Charles François, 1740-1817. Atlas général : contenant le détail des quatre parties du monde [1798?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 35 x 57 cm.

Scale [ca. 1:875,000].

Relief shown pictorially.

In composite world atlas possibly compiled and published by Charles François Delamarche: Atlas général : contenant le détail des quatre parties du monde [Paris? : s.n., 1798?], [plate 1], [plate 65].

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .A77 1798, [ptie 1], [plate 65] (NLO)

Île-de-France (France) - Maps - 1754

Gouvernement général de l'Isle de France divisé par pays / par le Sr. Robert ... ; [Elisabeth?] Haussard fecit. [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy], 1754.

Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Didier, 1723-1786 -- Haussard, Elisabeth -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1790?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 52 cm.

In: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles. Atlas universel / par M. Robert ... et par M. Robert de Vaugondy son fils ... (A Paris : Chez De la Marche, géographe, rue du Foin St. Jacques, Collège de Me. Gervais, 1757, [i.e. 1790?]), [plate 31].

"Isle de France" and "31" -- oversize letterpress title and number stamped on verso.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1790, [plate 31] (PrCt)

Île-de-France (France) - Maps - 1777

Gouvernement général de l'Isle de France divisé par pays / par le Sr. Robert ... ; [Elisabeth?] Haussard fecit. [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy], 1754.

Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Didier, 1723-1786 -- Haussard, Elisabeth -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1790?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 50 x 52 cm.

In: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles. Atlas universel (Paris : Chez les auteurs, quay de l'Horloge du Palais, Boudet libraire imprimeur du roi, rue St. Jacques, 1757 [i.e. 1758?]), [plate 31].

"Isle de France" -- oversize letterpress title stamped on verso.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1757, [plate 31] (PrCt)
Carte du gouvernement de l'Isle de France et de celui de l'Orléanois / projetée ... par M. Bonne ... a Paris 1771. À Venise [Venice] : par P. Santini ; chez Mr. Remondini, 1777.
Authors: Bonne, Rigobert, 1727-1794 -- Santini, P. -- Remondini, Giuseppe Antonio, 1747-1811 -- Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (1784 [i.e. 1807?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 55 x 41 cm.
In: Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (Venise : par P. Santini, rue Ste. Justine, chez M. Remondini, 1784 [i.e. 1807?])], v. 1, no. "P.I. 16"
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .S4 1807, v. 1, no. 16 (PrCt)

Ile-de-France (France) - Maps - 1971
Authors: Bloch, Marc -- Cornell University Press -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Ile-de-France (France) - Maps - 1988
Authors: Guides bleus -- Institut géographique national (France) -- Pineau, René -- Mirande, Alain -- Hachette (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library) 620 p. : ill. (some col.), genealogical table, 73 maps (some col.), plans ; 23 cm.
Cartography by Institut géographique national (IGN), René Pineau, and Alain Mirande. Cf. t.p. verso.
"Atlas routier et touristique de l'Ile-de-France": P. [17]-35.
Maps on lining papers and back cover.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [584]-585) and indexes.
Series: Guides bleus -- Guides bleus.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 88203173
ISBN 201012331X ; 9782010123313
Baskes G153 .G84 Île-de-France (1988) (NLO)
Deepening of the Illinois and Michigan Canal. [Chicago? s.n. , 1871].

Authors: Chicago (Ill.). Board of Public Works -- Chicago (Ill.). Board of Public Works. Annual report of the Board of Public Works to the Common Council of the City of Chicago (1871) -- University Press (Cambridge, Mass.) -- Welch, Bigelow & Co. -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

3 elevation profiles and 1 map ; 5 x 20 cm. and smaller, on sheet 16 x 26 cm., folded to 16 x 14 cm.

Title from bottom of sheet.


Approximate coordinates: (W 88°04'23"--W 87°32'41"/N 41°55'39"--N 41°35'00")

Scales vary.

In: Chicago (Ill.). Board of Public Works. Tenth annual report of the Board of Public Works to the Common Council of the City of Chicago, for the municipal fiscal year ending March 31, 1871 (Cambridge, Mass. : University Press ; Welch, Bigelow, & Co., 1871), following p. 16.

Uniform title: Annual report of the Board of Public Works to the Common Council of the City of Chicago.

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Case J 7896 .165, v. 10, following p. 16 (PrCt)

Illinois and Michigan Canal (Ill.) - Maps - 1830
Map and profile of the proposed route for the Michigan and Illinois Canal, surveyed in 1830 by W.B. Guion & H. Belin, civil engineers, reduced from the original drawing by J.R. Irwin, Lieut., U.S.A. [Washington, D.C. s.n., 1834].


1 map ; plate mark 52 x 84 cm., on sheet 63 x 96 cm.


Index map.

Shows area between Lake Michigan and the confluence of the Fox and Illinois Rivers.

References: Claussen & Friis (1941), no. 33; Midwest Map Catalog 4-1873; R. W. Karrow and D. Buisseret, Gardens of delight: maps and travel accounts of Illinois and the Great Lakes from the collections of Hermon Dunlap Smith (Chicago: Newberry Library, 1984), no. 28.

Duplicate copy: Govt. 263, Doc. 546, at end.

Forms part of the Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

map6F G4102 .I4 1830 .G8 (PrCt)
Illinois and Michigan Canal (III.) - Maps - 1883

Illinois and Michigan Canal (III.) - Maps - 1888

Illinois and Michigan Canal (III.) - Maps - 1890

Illinois and Michigan Canal (III.) - Maps - 1890

Index map [to Map & profile of the proposed route for a waterway between Lake Michigan & Mississippi River]. [Boston : Forbes Co., 1890].


1 map ; 28 x 30 cm.
'Scale: 1 inch = 3 miles. Survey of 1888-9.'
Indexes 10 maps (col.; 66 x 224 cm. or smaller) also detached from Serial Set 2748 and filed as map6F oG4102.14 1890 .U5 sheets 2-11.
Personal and corporate names from sheets 2-11.
Uniform title, sheets 2-11: Map & profile of the proposed route for a waterway between Lake Michigan & Mississippi River.

MMC 4-1882.

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

map6F G4102.l4 1890 .U5 sheet 1 (PrCt)

Illinois and Michigan Canal (III.) - Maps - 1890


1 map ; 40 x 92 cm.
'To accompany my report ... W.L. Marshall, Captain of Engineers ... February 28, 1890 ... .'
'Forbes Co., Boston & N.Y.'
Accompanied by Map showing the several routes for that part of the proposed waterway lying between Lake Michigan and Joliet, Ill., 3 profiles and 1 hydrograph of the proposed canal [map6F oG4102.14 1890 .U5 sheets 22-26].
Not in MMC.
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Digital image available as part of the Newberry Library's Great Lakes Digital Collection via the CARLI Digital Collections website (accessed Nov. 2007):

http://collections.carli.illinois.edu/cgi-bin/getimage.exe?CISOROOT=/nby_grlakes&CISOPTR=1010

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection
Illinois and Michigan Canal (Ill.) - Maps - 1890
Illinois and Michigan Canal (Ill.) - Maps - 1890
Des Plaines River (Wis. and Ill.) - Maps - 1890
Illinois Waterway (Ill.) - Maps - 1890
Hennepin Canal (Ill.) - Maps - 1890

Map showing the several routes for that part of the proposed waterway lying between Lake Michigan and Joliet, Ill. Boston: Forbes Co., 1890.

1 map: 45 x 51 cm.
'To accompany my report ... W. L. Marshall, Captain of Engineers ... February 28, 1890 ... .', 'Forbes Co., Boston & N.Y.'
Accompanied by Outline map of waterway between Lake Michigan and La Salle, Ill. showing location of proposed locks and dams, 3 profiles and 1 hydrograph of the proposed canal [map6F G4102.I4 1890 .U5 sheets 21 and 23-26].
Digital image available as part of the Newberry Library's Great Lakes Digital Collection via the CARLI Digital Collections website (accessed Nov. 2007): http://collections.carli.illinois.edu/cgi-bin/getimage.exe?CISOROOT=nby_grlakes&CISOPTR=1101 Not in MMC.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

35382
map6F G4102.I4 19-- I4 (PrCt)
Newberry Library - Exhibitions - Catalogs
Measuring a vision: the mapping of Chicago's waterways: an exhibition using material drawn from Lewis University Canal Archives and from the Newberry Library / curators: Cheryl Hahn and Maureen Flanagan (The Newberry Library), with assistance from John Lamb (Lewis University) and David Buissere (The Newberry Library).
[Chicago]: Newberry Library, c1988.
vi, 36 p. : ill., 16 maps ; 21 x 26 cm.
"Opening at the Illinois State Museum, Lockport Gallery, 22 May 1988."
"Sponsored by the Illinois State Museum, The Hermon Dunlap Smith Center for the History of Cartography at The Newberry Library, Lewis University, and the Chicago Maritime Society."
Includes 16 entries; this copy annotated in pencil with Newberry call numbers.
Bibliography: p. 36.
This copy annotated in pencil with Newberry call numbers.
Duplicate copies: HE393.5.I3 M4 1988 -- Ref HE393.5.I3 M4 1988b
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
ISBN 0911028390
Map Ref Z881.L814 I55 1988 (NLO)

35381
map6F G4102.I4 1890 U5 sheet 22 (PrCt)
Illinois and Michigan Canal (Ill.) - Maps - 1938
Illinois - Maps - 1938 - Parks
Illinois and Michigan Canal parkways system.
[Chicago : Illinois State Planning Commission, 1938].
Authors: Illinois State Planning Commission -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: hand col.; 68 x 112 cm.
Includes location map and vignette of canal boat being rope-towed by mule team.
Enlarged version of map issued as plate IV in Illinois park, parkway and recreational area plan (Chicago: Illinois State Planning Commission, 1938) [FG 8960.44]; cf. OCLC 26610753.
Digital image available as part of the Newberry Library's Great Lakes Digital Collection via the CARLI Digital Collections website (accessed Nov. 2007):
http://collections.carli.illinois.edu/cgi-bin/getimage.exe?CISOROOT=nby_grlakes&CISOPTR=973 M1227 rev
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
: from the earliest period to the present time: in three volumes (Chicago: A. T. Andreas, publisher, 1884-1886), v. 3, p. 137.

Added title: Pumping works at Bridgeport.

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Ayer 160.9 .A5 1884, v. 3, p. 137 (PrCt)

35384 Illinois and Michigan Canal National Heritage Corridor (Ill.) - Bibliography

The Illinois & Michigan Canal National Heritage Corridor: a guide to its history and sources.


Authors: Conzen, Michael P. -- Carr, Kay J. xii, 337 p.: ill., facsims.: 26 cm.

Includes index.

F547.I13 145 1988 (NLO)

35385 Illinois and Michigan Canal National Heritage Corridor (Ill.) - Maps - 1983

Illinois - Maps - 1983 - Parks - I & M Canal National Heritage Corridor (Ill.) SEE Illinois and Michigan Canal National Heritage Corridor (Ill.)


Authors: Conzen, Michael P. -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map: on sheet 85 x 153 cm.

Blue-line print.
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Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

map8F G4102.I4 1983 .C6 (PrCt)

35386 Illinois and Michigan Canal National Heritage Corridor (Ill.) - Maps - 1985 - Parks


Authors: Upper Illinois Valley Association -- Conzen, Michael P. -- Brooks, Elizabeth -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map: col.; on sheet 43 x 56 cm.

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

map4F G4102.I4 1985 U6 (PrCt)

35387 Illinois and Michigan Canal National Heritage Corridor (Ill.) - Maps - 1993 - Parks

Historical map & guide to the Illinois and Michigan Canal National Heritage Corridor.

[Chicago]: Canal Corridor Association, 1993.

Authors: Conzen, Michael P. -- Keig, Susan Jackson -- Northern Illinois University. Cartographic Laboratory -- Canal Corridor Association (Ill.) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)

6 maps: col.; on sheet 90 x 44 cm. fold. in covers 23 x 14 cm.

Includes 'Historical highlights of the canal,' descriptions and photographs of locations along the canal, index map, list of visitor centers, and bibliography.

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

ISBN 0226092607

map4C G4102.I4 1993 C6 (PrCt)

35388 Illinois and Michigan Canal National Heritage Corridor (Ill.) - Maps - 1995


Authors: Fitzsimons, Gray, 1955- -- Hanson, Lee H. -- Historic American Buildings Survey/Historic American Engineering Record -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)

viii, 409 p.: ill.; folded map; 28 cm.

Spine title: Inventory of historic engineering & industrial structures within the Illinois & Michigan Canal National Heritage Corridor

"Historic American Buildings Survey/Historic American Engineering Record."

Includes one folded map of Illinois & Michigan Canal National Heritage Corridor.

Includes bibliographical references and index.


Also issued online.

LC Card Number: 95039888

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

folio T22.13 F58 1995 (NLO)

35389 Illinois - Automobile travel - Guidebooks - 1922 - Middle West - Automobile travel - Guidebooks - 1922


Authors: Breidert, Helen A. -- Chicago Daily News, Inc. -- Eriksen, Jens -- 'Highway' SEE Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Breedert, Helen A.
51p. : ills., map ; 21 cm.
'Routes by Helen A. Breedert -- 'Highway' in The Daily News.'
Issued with folded Rand McNally map in pocket at back; map removed and stored flat [Map6F G4101.P2 1922 C5].
Includes directions for 37 different routes and index to towns.
Cover illustration, car cresting hill on moonlit night, by Jens Eriksen.
map4C G4101.P2 1922 C5 (PrCt)

Travel and description, 1765-1865, together with a list of county histories, atlases, and biographical collections and a list of territorial and state laws, by Solon Justus Buck ... Springfield, Ill. The Trustees of the Illinois State Historical Library, 1914.
Authors: Buck, Solon J. (Solon Justus), 1884-1962
4 p. l., iii-xi, 514 p. front. (port.) facsims. 23 cm.
Series: Collection of the Illinois State Historical Library ; v. 9
Duplicate copy: Ayer 290 .B945 1914
F 896 .443 v.9 (NLO)

Authors: Messinger, John, 1771-1846 -- Lyon, Lucius, 1800-1851 -- United States. General Land Office -- National Archives (U.S.)
8 leaves
Xerox copy of orig. ms. in National Archives, Records of the General Land Office (RG 49), Boundaries no.22.
BHC 2201
Vert 1674 (PrCt)


Illinois Central Railroad Company - Maps
[Illinois Central Railroad Company right of way atlases, ca. 1855-1909 : Illinois, Mississippi and parts of Louisiana, Missouri, Tennessee, and Indiana]. [ca. 1855-ca. 1909].

14 ms. atlases (chiefly hand col. maps) ; 58 x 80 cm. or smaller
Each volume comprised of large-scale manuscript maps detailing trackage and immediately adjacent right of way, mostly for Illinois and Mississippi but also for parts of Louisiana, Missouri, Tennessee, and Indiana. Most volumes detail the Illinois Central Railroad's right of way, but others include sections of the Terre Haute, Alton, and St. Louis Railroad, the St. Louis, Alton, and Terre Haute Railroad, the Alton and Terre Haute Railroad (IC 8 S3), and the Baton Rouge, Hammond & Eastern Railroad (IC 6 B3).
Some volumes record dates of land deeds and other land title transactions and include the names of current and former landowners.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Arranged alphabetically by state.
These atlases lack significant detail for areas outside the railroad's right of ways.


Illinois Central IC Map + 2 (PrCt)

Authors: Illinois Central Railroad Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
Broadside, on sheet 65 x 28 cm., fold. to 28 x 22 cm.
Map proper has title 'Map of Illinois Central electrified suburban service' (1 map ; col. ; 34 x 12 cm.).
Shows area served between Chicago Loop and Richton, Ill.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
map1F G4104.C6A1 1927 I4 (PrCt)

Authors: Illinois Central Railroad Company -- Newberry Library
16 p. ; 28 cm.
Printout of Record Group 18 (only) from online inventory on Newberry Library website (accessed October 2013):
http://www.newberry.org/collections/FindingAids/iccrr/ICRR.html#series18
Most maps are shelved flat by fixed-location call numbers (IC Map 2F, 4F, 6F, etc.) in map cases in the 4A stacks, with the exception of rolled maps previously numbered as 6F 115-141, but later reclassified with Library of Congress call numbers. These exceptions are noted in the online inventory.
Vert 1733, no. 1 (PrCt)

Illinois Central Railroad Company - Trials, litigation, etc. - Collections, 1855-1860 - Bates, George C., d. 1886 - Trials, litigation, etc. - Collections, 1855-1860 - Bates v. Illinois Central Railroad Company (1861) - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - Collections, 1818-1855 - Railroads - Maps
Authors: Illinois Central Railroad Company -- Bates, George C., d. 1886 -- Wills, John A. -- Roe, G. Scott -- Everett D. Graft Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library) -- Willis, John A. SEE Wills, John A.
73 p. ; 24 cm.
"(Third edition.)"
"Illinois Central Railroad Co. annual meeting of stockholders for the election of directors, &c." -- Page [3].
At head of title: United States of America.
Forms the first item in a volume containing related documents; the title is also assigned collectively to the entire volume. The documents were published with various titles by various authors, most between 1854-1860; most relate to the suit of George C. Bates against the Illinois Central Railroad, and were collected and bound together by John A. Willis, attorney for Bates.


The documents are cataloged separately with individual Graff numbers, but most are bound and shelved together as Graff 2082.

The collection originally included 6 Chicago maps (4 prints and 2 manuscripts variously dated 1818-1855); these were removed and separately cataloged as VAULT drawer Graff 678 [map], VAULT drawer Graff 1800, VAULT Graff 2060 (Broadside Box 5), VAULT drawer Graff 2080, VAULT drawer Graff 4301, and VAULT Graff 4755 (Broadside Box 7).

Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library. Duplicates copy (first document only): H 668 .4335 Graff 2082 (NLO)

35396 Illinois Central Railroad Company - Trials, litigation, etc. - Maps - Collections, 1883-1896

Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - Collections, 1883-1896

Lakeshore development - Collections, 1883-1896

v. 2

1883-1896 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - Collections, 1883-1896

Real property - Trials, litigation, etc. - Loop (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - Collections, 1883-1896

Real property - Trials, litigation, etc. - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - Collections, 1883-1896

Shorelines - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - Collections, 1883-1896


8 v. : maps (many folded, some col.) ; 25 cm.

Binder’s title.

Other title: [Lakefront case]

Collection of court documents relating to the controversy over ownership rights to land developed by the Illinois Central Railroad in downtown Chicago, east of Michigan Avenue. Suit was filed in 1883 in the Cook County Circuit Court by the Illinois Attorney General and continued through various motions and appeals until at least 1896. The City of Chicago was also party to the proceedings.

Contents: v. 1. [Documents from the Circuit Court of Cook County, Illinois and the U.S. Circuit Court, Northern District of Illinois, 1883-1887] -- v. 2. [Documents from the U.S. Circuit Court, Northern District of Illinois, 1887] -- v. 3. In the Circuit Court of the United States, for the Northern District of Illinois ... evidence on behalf of complainant and of each of said defendants ... 1887 -- v. 4. [Documents filed with the U.S. Supreme Court, 1890-1891; opinion of Justice Harlan, U.S. Circuit Court, Northern District of Illinois] -- v. 5. [Documents filed with the U.S. Supreme Court, 1892-1894] -- v. 6. [Briefs on hearings July 5-13, 1887, U.S. Circuit Court] -- v. 7.]. Record, cases nos. 14,135, 14,414, 14,415, & 14,416, Supreme Court of the United States, October term, 1891 [and] Decrees in lake front case [1893 and 1896] -- v. 8.]. [U.S. Circuit Court, miscellaneous briefs and documents, 1895].

This bound copy of documents belonged to B.F. Ayer, attorney for the Illinois Central in the case. They include ms. notes and corrections to the official texts.

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Case KF1501.9.I5 A5 1883 (NLO)

35397 Illinois - Cities and towns - Maps - 1945


Authors: Illinois. Dept. of Revenue -- Zachia, H. -- Wilson, A.

1 map : 54 x 40 cm.

Inset of parts of Cook and Lake counties.

map4F G4104 .A1 1945 I5 (PrCt)

35398 Illinois - Counties - Historical geography - Maps - 1906

Illinois - Administrative and political divisions - Counties - Maps - Historical atlases

 Counties of Illinois : their origin and evolution, with twenty-three maps showing the original and the present boundary lines of each county of the state. Springfield : Secretary of State, 1906.

Authors: Illinois. Office of Secretary of State

1 atlas (67 p. : 23 maps) ; 23 cm.

'This pamphlet consists of an article entitled, Counties of Illinois, extracted from the Illinois blue book of 1906.'--T.p. verso.

F547.A15 I5 1906 (NLO)

35399 Illinois - Counties - Historical geography - Maps - 1934

Administrative and political divisions - Counties - Maps - Historical atlases

 Counties of Illinois : their origin and evolution, with twenty-three maps showing the original and the present boundary lines of each county of the state. Springfield : Secretary of State, 1934.

Authors: Illinois. Office of Secretary of State

1 atlas (67 p. : 23 maps) ; 23 cm.

'This pamphlet consists of an article entitled, Counties of Illinois, extracted from the Illinois blue book of 1906.'--T.p. verso.

F547.A15 I5 1934 (NLO)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
state. [Springfield, Illinois : Illinois Secretary of State?, 1934].
Authors: Illinois. Office of Secretary of State 1 atlas (67 p. : 23 maps) : 23 cm.
'This pamphlet consists of an article entitled, 'Counties of Illinois' extracted from the Blue book of 1905 and amended to date ...' -p. [3].
'Compiled and published by Edward J. Hughes, Secretary of State.'
Authors: Church, Harry Victor, 1870- -- General Drafting Company -- D.C. Heath and Company -- Zimmerman, Ruth -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) vii, 342 p. : ill., 34 maps, ports. ; 20 cm.
One map by General Drafting Co. Includes questions and exercises for students. Includes index.
Authors: Young, William Mark -- Northern Trust Company -- Hermion Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : col. ; 53 x 43 cm. Includes views and portraits, and 'legend,' including synopsis of Lincoln's life.
Forms part of the Hermion Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library). map4F G4101.S1 1940 Y6 (PrCt) 35408 Illinois - Historical geography - Maps - 1812 -
Illinois - Historical geography - Maps - 1883

Authors: Blanchard, Rufus, 1821-1904 -- Chicago Tribune -- Vogel, Virgil J.
1 map : col. ; on sheet 53 x 39 cm.
Reduced and edited facsimile.
From Chicago Sunday Tribune (18 September 1938), Graphic Section, p. 1.
'The rare and unusual historical map of Illinois which appears on this page was published in 1883...'; the reference is to Blanchard's Historical map of Illinois (original in Ayer 160.5 I3 B65 1883).
'Copies of this page, in the size and colors shown and framed under glass, can be obtained at the Chicago Tribune Public Service offices...'.
Removed from the Virgil J. Vogel Papers.
map4F G4101.S1 1883 .B5 1938 (PrCt)

Illinois - Historical geography - Maps - 1883

Historical map of Illinois showing early discoveries, explorations, Indian villages, missions, trails, battle field, forts, block houses, first settlements and mail routes, also a chronological tablet of Illinois history arranged in centuries and decades. Chicago : The National School Furnishing Co., 1883.
Authors: Blanchard, Rufus, 1821-1904 -- National School Furnishing Co. (Chicago, Ill.) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 107 x 70 cm. fold. to 23 x 15 cm.
In Blanchard, Rufus. History of Illinois, to accompany an historical map of the state ... . 128 p.; 23 cm. (Chicago: National School Furnishing Co., 1883) in pocket.
Scale [ca. 1:559,000].
Shows date of county organization and dates of first settlement.
Inset: Map showing the progress of settlements ...
Includes: Tablet of Illinois history -- Census of Illinois.

Illinois - Historical geography - Maps - 1934-Pictorial maps

An Historical and geographical map of the state of Illinois "the prairie state" / Karl Smith, May '34. Louisville, Ky. Karl Smith, c1934.
Authors: Smith, Karl -- Blatchford family
1 map : col. ; 54 x 38 cm.
Pictorial map.
Scale [ca. 1:1,200,000]; (W 91030'--W 87030'/N 42030'--N 37000').
Removed from the Blatchford family papers (Newberry Library).
References: OCLC 14217564
map4F GG4101 .S1 1934 .S6 (PrCt)

Illinois - Historical geography - Maps - 1967-Pictorial maps

Authors: Design Group 3 -- Angle, Paul M. (Paul McClelland), 1900-1975 -- Bryan, Mary Lynn McCree -- Illinois. Sesquicentennial Commission -- History House, Inc. -- Jewel Tea Company -- General Drafting Collection (Newberry Library) -- McCree, Mary Lynn SEE Bryan, Mary Lynn McCree
1 map : col. ; 59 x 41 cm.
Pictorial map.
Includes illus. of important historical Illinois people and five inset maps showing the evolution of Illinois to statehood.
'Chronology' in right margin.
'Produced in cooperation with the Illinois Sesquicentennial Commission [by] Jewel Companies.'
Annotated in lower right corner: B13-510-B.
map4F G4101 .S1 1967 .D4 (PrCt)


Historic Illinois places. [198-].
1 map
Indexed by list of National Register of Historic Places on verso.
temp map6F G4101.S1 198-.R4 (PrCt)

Illinois - Historical geography - Maps - 1992

Authors: Fletcher, Harvey F., 1922-- Carto-Graphic Galleries -- Fletcher & Boeselt --
Tanner, Helen Hornbeck
1 map; 33 x 26 cm. on sheet 43 x 28 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:2,450,000] (W 9400'-W 8730'/N 4350'--N 3700').
Title in lower right corner: Illinois joins the union - 1818.
'Reproduced from the Fletcher-Boeselt Collection, A Historical Series of Restored Early American Cartography ... Copyright, Nov. 1986, Fletcher-Boeselt, Carto-Graphies Galleries.'
Includes historical notes.
Shows number of delegates represented from each of original 15 counties in state constitutional convention of 1818.
Duplicate copy (signed "Harvey F. Fletcher 11-4-91" and gift of Helen H. Tanner, 1992):
map1F G4101.S1 1992 .F5a
References: OCLC 28159814.
93.
map1F G4101.S1 1992 .F5 (NLO)

Authors: Fletcher, Harvey F., 1922- -- Carto-Graphic Galleries -- Fletcher & Boeselt
1 map; 52 x 40 cm. on sheet 61 x 46 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:1,500,000] (W 9400'-W 8730'/N 4350'--N 3700').
Title in lower right corner: Illinois joins the union - 1818.
'Reproduced from the Fletcher-Boeselt Collection, A Historical Series of Restored Early American Cartography ... Copyright, Nov. 1986, Fletcher-Boeselt, Carto-Graphies Galleries.'
Includes historical notes.
Shows number of delegates represented from each of original 15 counties in state constitutional convention of 1818.
Duplicate copy:
map4F G4101.S1 1992 .F5a
References: OCLC 26860667.
93.
map4F G4101.S1 1992 .F5 (NLO)

Authors: Long, John Hamilton -- DenBoer, Gordon, 1933- -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas: 276 maps; 289 x 222 mm.
Compiled by Gordon Den Boer.
Includes inscription (to R. Baskes?)
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
References: Black, Maps and history (1997) p. 235
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Authors: Booth, Arlyn -- Illinois State Library
78 p.; 28 cm.
Updated periodically; only most recent copy is kept.
Vert 1571 (PrCt)

A Plan of the several villages in the Illinois country, with part of the River Mississippi &c. [London, 1778].
Authors: Hutchins, Thomas, 1730-1799 -- Almon, John, 1737-1805 -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map; 19 x 13 cm.
Imprint trimmed from bottom margin.
Covers the Mississippi River valley in southwestern Illinois and southeastern Missouri, between Saint Louis and the mouth of the Kaskaskia River.
Scale [ca. 1:1,650,000].
The text was issued separately to accompany: Hutchins, Thomas. A New map of the western parts of Virginia, Pennsylvania, Maryland and North Carolina ... (London, 1778) [VAULT oversize Graff 2029 map].
Digital image available as part of the Newberry Library's Great Lakes Digital Collection via the CARLI Digital Collections website (accessed Nov. 2007):
http://collections.carli.illinois.edu/cgi-bin/getimage.exe?CISOROOT=/nby_grlakes&CISOPTR=1868
VAULT oversize Graff 2029 opp. p. [1] (PrCt)

repeat
Annotated photocopies of original published Springfield, Ill.: Ill. Dept. of Transportation, [19--?]; reproduced from original in the Illinois State Library.

Encapsulated in mylar sheet (55 x 101 cm.) and bound with instructions (7 p.) for using the plat maps and survey field notes.

Paste-on title, copy 1: Index map: General Land Office plats of Illinois, 1807-1891.

Paste-on title, copy 2 with paste-on added title: Index map: State of Illinois field notes.

Scale [ca. 1:1,200,000].

95 Local History Ref map6F G4101.B5 1891 .I5 1995 Index (NLO)


Authors: United States. General Land Office -- United States. Surveyor General -- Illinois State Archives

495 v. + index.

Reproduced on microfilm: [Springfield, Ill.: Illinois State Archives, 198-?]. 59 microfilm reels ; 16 mm.

Accompanying plat maps: Federal township plats [Microfiche 2710].


Manuscript field notes describing all Illinois townships. Compiled by survey teams under contract to the U.S. Surveyor General and the U.S. General Land Office. Most townships are comprised of 6 square miles containing 36 sections, each 1 mile square. The notes chiefly describe township and section lines, and the manner in which corners were marked, but occasionally include brief mention of natural features and vegetation, including prairie, timber, bodies of water, salines, salt licks, islands, soil quality, sloughs, and fields. Man-made features infrequently described: wagon trails, roads, settlements, buildings, Indian reservations, traces, and boundaries of French, English, and Indian claims. Names of surveyors, chainmen, flagmen, and other Land Office officials regularly included. Once a township survey was completed, the notes were forwarded to the Surveyor General for approval and subsequent compilation of manuscript plat maps for each township.


Title frame of microfilm version: Illinois survey field notes, 1849.

Box title of microfilm version: Illinois land records; original Ill. field notes.

95 For digital reproductions of the plats (but not the field notes) see the Illinois Secretary of State website (accessed September 2011): http://landplats.ilsos.net/

Microfilm 1176 (NLO)


Authors: United States. General Land Office -- United States. Surveyor General -- Illinois State Archives

53 v. (ms. maps) ; on microfiches 11 x 15 cm.

Microfiche reproductions of manuscript plat maps of all Illinois townships prepared 1807-1891 under the direction of the U.S. Surveyor General and the U.S. General Land Office from ms. field notes compiled by survey teams. Most townships are comprised of 6 square miles containing 36 sections, each 1 mile square.

Accompanying field notes: Federal land surveyors' field notes [Microfilm 1176].

The maps and field notes are indexed by annotated photocopies of: State of Illinois field notes [map] / [Illinois Department of Transportation [Local History map6F G4101.B5 1891 .I5 1995 Index].

Scale of most plats [ca. 1:31,680]. [2 inches to 1 mile].

Most original plats dated between 1807-1891; variant plats of townships surveyed more than once are also included; 2 plats dated 1967 and 1970.

Plats chiefly show township and section lines, but occasionally show natural features and vegetation, including prairie, timber, bodies of water, salines, salt licks, sloughs, and fields. Man-made features infrequently included: wagon trails, roads, settlements, Indian reservations, town sites, buildings, traces, and French, English, and Indian claims. Margins include notes and endorsements by surveyors and other Land Office officials. Title, dates, description, and additional information in Descriptive inventory of the archives of the State of Illinois / by Victoria Irons and Patricia C. Brennan. Springfield, Ill.:
Illinois State Archives, 1978 p. 645-649. The
plats form ISA Record Group 953.12 and are part
Surveyor General's records for Illinois. Various
dated 1804-1970.
Reproduced on 682 microfiches: [Chicago:
Newberry Library, 1995]; produced for the
Newberry Library by Micrecord (Lombard, Ill.) in
1995 from [198-?] microfilm of originals in the
Illinois State Archives; microfilm stored in
microfiche jackets in Special Collections [map3C
go4101.B5 1891].
Title frame of microfilm version: General Land
Office plats of Illinois, 1807-1891.
Title frame of microfilm version: Illinois township
plats.
95
For digital reproductions of all plats see the
Illinois Secretary of State website (accessed
September 2011): http://landplats.il sos.net/
Microfiche 2710 (NLO)

Illinois - Maps - 1819

Illinois. Paris, [1819]?
Authors: Alès, 1797-1878 -- Hermon Dunlap
Smith Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 29 x 21 cm.
'Gravé pare Alès, Rue des Noyers No. 50, A
Paris.'
Apparently detached from an atlas.
Shows counties and former capitol of Vandalia
(est. 1819).
Forms part of the Hermon Dunlap Smith
Collection (Newberry Library).
Smith map2F G4100 1819 A5 (PrCt)

Illinois - Maps - 1819

Authors: Melish, John, 1771-1822 -- Harrison,
Samuel, 1789-1818 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : 63 x 47 cm.
'Constructed from the surveys in the General
Land Office and other documents by John
Melish.'
Engraved by Samuel Harrison.
'Improved to 1819.'
'Entered according to act of Congress ... 1818.'
Scale [1:950,400]. 15 miles to an inch.
Includes references to the township and range
rectangular survey system.
The 1818 edition of the map reproduced on the
Library of Congress website as a raster image
(July 2006):
http://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g4100.ct000892
LC Card Number: 2003627085
Ayer p133 .M52 1818 (NLO)

Illinois - Maps - 1822

Geographical, statistical, and historical map of
Authors: Carey & Lea -- Yeager, Joseph,
approximately 1792-1859 -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 29 x 21 cm. on sheet 45 x 56
cm.
Detached from A Complete ... American atlas
(Philadelphia: Carey & Lea, 1822) pl. 33.
Cf. MMC 4-1419.
4106
Fitzgerald map4F G4100 1822 .C3 (PrCt)

Illinois - Maps - 1822

Geographical, statistical, and historical map of
Authors: Carey & Lea -- Yeager, Joseph,
approximately 1792-1859 -- Hermon Dunlap
Smith Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 29 x 21 cm. on sheet 45 x 56
cm.
Detached from A Complete historical,
chronological, and geographical American atlas
(Philadelphia: H. C. Carey and I. Lea, 1822), 'No.
33.'
Title in letterpress above map; title within map
border: Illinois.
Scale ca. 1:2,200,000.
Map surrounded by descriptive letterpress.
Forms part of the Hermon Dunlap Smith
Collection (Newberry Library).
Reference: “R. W. Karrow and D. Buisseret,
Gardens of delight: maps and travel accounts of
Illinois and the Great Lakes from the collections
of Hermon Dunlap Smith (Chicago: Newberry
Library, 1984), no. 40; not in Checklist of printed
maps of the Middle West to 1900, vol. 4.
map4F G4100 1822 .C3 (PrCt)

Illinois - Maps - 1822

Illinois. Philadelphia : H.C. Carey and I. Lea,
1822.
Authors: H.C. Carey & I. Lea (Firm) -- Yeager,
Joseph, approximately 1792-1859 -- H.C. Carey
& I. Lea (Firm). A Complete historical,
chronological, and geographical American atlas
(1822) -- William B. Greenlee Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 21 cm.
Engraved title within neatline.
Added letterpress title in uppercase and oversize
lettering, top margin: Geographical, statistical,
and historical map of Illinois
In: H.C. Carey and I. Lea (Firm). A Complete
historical, chronological, and geographical
American atlas ... (Philadelphia : H. C. Carey
and I. Lea, 1822), [map 28].
"No. 33." -- In letterpress at upper right.
Forms part of the William B. Greenlee Collection
(Newberry Library).
oversize Greenlee 4891 .C27 1822 [map 28]
(PrCt)

Illinois - Maps - 1822

Map of the allotments [in Illinois]. London :
Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme & Brown, 1822.
Authors: Hall, Sidney -- Woods, John, d. 1829.
Two years’ residence in the settlement on the English Prairie, in the Illinois country, United States ... (1822) -- Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme, and Brown -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 23 x 17 cm.
Shows townships in southeastern Illinois.
Scale [ca. 1:906,000].
In Woods, John. Two years’ residence in the settlement on the English Prairie, in the Illinois country, United States ... (London : Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme, and Brown, 1822) opposite title page (Newberry Library)
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copy: VAULT Ruggles 381
Graff 4742 opp. p. 145 (PrCt)

Illinois - Maps - 1823
Authors: Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 22 cm.
Detached from Lucas's General atlas (Baltimore, 1823).
Scale ca. 2,060, 000.
Forms part of the Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library).
Previously filed as Smith map 2F G4100 1824.L8
Digital image available as part of the Newberry Library's Great Lakes Digital Collection via the CARLI Digital Collections website (accessed Nov. 2007):
http://collections.carli.illinois.edu/cgi-bin/getimage.exe?CISOROOT=../nby_grlakes&CISOPTR=319
map2F G4100 1823 .L8 (PrCt)

Illinois - Maps - 1823
Authors: Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 67 x 55 cm.
Detached from Tanner's New American atlas (Philadelphia, 1823).
Scale ca. 1:1,100,000.
In upper margin: American Atlas.
Reference: Checklist of printed maps of the Middle West, 4-1425.
Forms part of the Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library).
map6F G4100 1823 .T3 (PrCt)

Illinois - Maps - 1823
Illinois and Missouri. Philadelphia : H. S. Tanner, 1823 [i.e. 1826?].
Authors: Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858. A New American atlas containing maps of the several states of the North American union ... (1823, [i.e. 1826?])
1 map : hand col. ; 67 x 55 cm.
Running title in upper margin: American atlas.
In: Tanner, Henry Schenck. A New American atlas containing maps of the several states of the North American union ... (Philadelphia : H. S. Tanner, 1823, [i.e. 1826?]) map [17].
MMC 4-1418
5201
Digital image available as part of the Newberry Library's Great Lakes Digital Collection via the

Illinois - Maps - 1823>>>Missouri - Maps - 1823>>>Counties - Maps
1 map ; 47 x 42 cm., folded to 23 x 13 cm.
Scale [1: 1,520,640]. "Scale of 24 miles to the inch."
Duplicate copies: VAULT Ruggles 22 -- Graff 224
Digital image available as part of the Newberry Library's Great Lakes Digital Collection via the CARLI Digital Collections website (accessed Nov. 2007):
http://collections.carli.illinois.edu/cgi-bin/getimage.exe?CISOROOT=/nby_grlakes&CISOPTR=975 VAULT Ayer 138 .B3 1823, opposite title page (PrCt)

Graff 224, opposite title page (PrCt)
A Gazetteer of the states of Illinois and Missouri : containing a general view of each state, a general view of their counties, and a particular description of their towns, villages, rivers, &c., &c. : with a map, and other engravings / by Lewis C. Beck. Albany : Printed by Charles R. and George Webster, 1823.
Authors: Beck, Lewis C. (Lewis Caleb), 1798-1853 -- Webster, Charles Richard, 1762-1834 -- Webster, George, 1762-1823 -- Balch, Rawdon & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Contains one of the first large scale maps of the states, twenty-four miles to the inch.
Errata: p. [viii].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
References: Streeter Americana. III, 1438; Howes, W. U.S.iana (2nd ed.) B297; Sabin 4231; Bradford, T.L. Bibl. manual, 324; Buck 180; Rumsey 4071
LC Card Number: rc 01001996
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

A Gazetteer of the states of Illinois and Missouri : containing a general view of each state, a general view of their counties, and a particular description of their towns, villages, rivers, &c., &c. : with a map, and other engravings / by Lewis C. Beck. Albany : Printed by Charles R. and George Webster, 1823.
Authors: Beck, Lewis C. (Lewis Caleb), 1798-1853 -- Webster, Charles Richard, 1762-1834 -- Webster, George, 1762-1823 -- Balch, Rawdon & Co. -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library) -- Rudy Lamont Ruggles Collection (Newberry Library)
Contains one of the first large scale maps of the states, twenty-four miles to the inch.
Errata: p. [viii].
Maps also cataloged separately.
Duplicate copies: VAULT Ruggles 22 -- Graff 224
References: Streeter Americana. III, 1438; Howes, W. U.S.iana (2nd ed.) B297; Sabin 4231; Bradford, T.L. Bibl. manual, 324; Buck 180;
Maps - 1823>>>Surveys - Missouri - Maps - 1823


Authors: Morse, Sidney E. (Sidney Edwards), 1794-1871 -- N. & S.S. Jocelyn (Firm) -- Beck, Lewis C. (Lewis Caleb), 1798-1853 -- Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library)

map2F G4101.B5 1823 M6 (PrCt)

Illinois - Maps - 1824

Illinois. Philadelphia : A. Finley, [1824?].

Authors: Finley, A. (Anthony) -- Young & Delleker -- Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library)

map1F G4100 1824 F5 (PrCt)

Illinois - Maps - 1825

Carte géographique, statistique et historique de l'Illinois. [Paris?] : J. Carez, [1825?].

Authors: Alès, 1797-1878 -- Carez, J., -- Buchon, J. A. C. (Jean Alexandre C.), 1791-1846 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

map1F G4100 1824 .Y6 (PrCt)

Illinois - Maps - 1823

A Gazetteer of the states of Illinois and Missouri : containing a general view of each state, a general view of their counties, and a particular description of their towns, villages, rivers, &c., &c. : with a map, and other engravings / by Lewis C. Beck. Albany : Printed by Charles R. and George Webster, 1823.

Authors: Beck, Lewis C. (Lewis Caleb), 1798-1853 -- Webster, Charles Richard, 1762-1834 -- Webster, George, 1762-1823 -- Balch, Rawdon & Co. -- Everett D. Graff


Contains one of the first large scale maps of the states, twenty-four miles to the inch.

Errata: p. [viii].

Maps also cataloged separately.

Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.

Duplicate copies: VAULT Ruggles 22 -- VAULT Ayer 138 .B3 1823

References: Streeter Americana. III, 1438; Howes, W. U.S.iana (2nd ed.) B297; Sabin 4231; Bradford, T.L. Bibl. manual, 324; Buck 180; Rumsey 4071

LC Card Number: rc 01001996

Graff 224 (NLO)


Authors: Morse, Sidney E. (Sidney Edwards), 1794-1871 -- N. & S.S. Jocelyn (Firm) -- Beck, Lewis C. (Lewis Caleb), 1798-1853 -- Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 24 x 18 cm.

Detached from Morse's Atlas of the United States, on an improved plan ... (New Haven, 1823), pl. [11]

Scale ca. 1:3,600,000.

Shows extent of Federal land surveys.

Facing map on separate sheet: Index to Illinois and Missouri.

'The map of Illinois and Missouri was copied, by permission, from a map prefixed to the Gazetteer of those states by Lewis G. Beck, Esq. and published during the present year.' -- Preface to Morse's Atlas.

Forms part of the Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library).

map2F G4101.B5 1823 M6 (PrCt)
1825), no. 37.
Phillips 1176, no. 37
Ayer 133 .B92 1825 (NLO)

1 map : col. ; 67 x 57 cm.
‘Improved to 1825’
Ayer map6F G4100 1823 .T3 1825 (NLO)

1 map : hand col. ; 20 x 25 cm.

1 map : hand col. ; 28 x 21 cm.
In: Finley, Anthony. A New general atlas, comprising a complete set of maps, representing the grand divisions of the globe ... (Philadelphia : A. Finley, 1826) pl. 27.
Case folio G1019 .F5 1826 pl. 27 (PrCt)

1 map ; 30 x 21 cm.
Engraved title within neatline. Added letterpress title in uppercase and oversize lettering, top margin: Geographical, statistical, and historical map of Illinois In: H.C. Carey and I. Lea (Firm). A Complete historical, chronological, and geographical American atlas ... (Philadelphia ; London ; Leipzig ; Paris : H.C. Carey & I. Lea ; John Miller ; Bossange Freres, 1827) pl. [28]. Sheet 'No. 33.' oversize Ayer 135 .C268 1827 pl. 28 (PrCt)

Authors: Knight, John, approximately 1802-1872 -- Darby, William, 1775-1854 -- Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Darby, William, 1775-1854 View of the United States ... (1828)
1 map : hand col. ; 12 x 16 cm.
Case G 83 .216 pl. 12 (PrCt)

Authors: Finley, A. (Anthony) -- Dawes, Charles Gates, 1865-1951
2 maps in 1 v. Photostat reproductions from the originals in the possession of Charles G. Dawes. Scale not given.
oversize G 1089 .3 (NLO)

35449 Illinois - Maps - 1831 Illinois. [19-.]. Authors: Finley, A. (Anthony) -- Young & Delleker -- Finley, A. (Anthony). A New general atlas, comprising a complete set of maps, representing the grand divisions of the globe ... (1831)
1 map : 30 x 23 cm. folded to 23 cm. Photostat reproduction (negative) of original published Philadelphia: A. Finley, 1831. Scale [ca. 1:2,200,000] Bound with his Indiana. 1830. [Ayer 133.5 .F51 1830]
Ayer 133.5 .F51 1831 (NLO)

35450 Illinois - Maps - 1832 Illinois. Philadelphia : A. Finley, [1832]. Authors: Finley, A. (Anthony) -- Young & Delleker -- Finley, A. (Anthony). A New general atlas, comprising a complete set of maps, representing the grand divisions of the globe ... (1832)
1 map : hand col. ; 29 x 21 cm. Detached from Finley's New general atlas, Philadelphia, 1832, no. 27. Gift of Rod and Madge Webster, 1997.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Illinois - Maps - 1832

Illinois. Philadelphia : A. Finley, [1832].
Authors: Finley, A. (Anthony) -- Young & Delleker -- Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 29 x 21 cm.
Detached from Finley's New general atlas, Philadelphia, 1832, no. 27.
Forms part of the Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library).
References: R. W. Karrow and D. Buisseret, Gardens of delight: maps and travel accounts of Illinois and the Great Lakes from the collections of Hermon Dunlap Smith (Chicago: Newberry Library, 1984), no. 44; cf. Checklist of printed maps of the Middle West to 1900, 4-1436.

Illinois - Maps - 1833

Illinois and Missouri / J. Knight sc. [Philadelphia : H.S. Tanner, 1832].
Authors: Knight, J. (Jonathan), 1787-1868 -- Baird, Robert, 1798-1863. View of the valley of the Mississippi, or, The emigrant's and traveller's guide to the West ... (1832) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
1 map ; 15 x 12 cm.
In: Baird, Robert. View of the valley of the Mississippi, or, The emigrant's and traveller's guide to the West ... (Philadelphia : H.S. Tanner, 1832), between p. 200-201.
Page 200 -- at upper right.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.

Graff 141, between p. 200-201 (PrCt)

Illinois - Maps - 1833

Illinois / Young & Delleker sc. Philada. [Philadelphia : A. Finley, [1833]].
Authors: Young & Delleker -- Finley, A. (Anthony) -- Finley, A. (Anthony). A New general atlas ... (1833) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 28 x 21 cm.
In: Finley, Anthony. A New general atlas : comprising a complete set of maps, representing the grand divisions of the globe ... (Philadelphia : Anthony Finley, 1833), plate 27.
Sheet corner numbered 27.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1019 .F5 1833, plate 27 (PrCt)

Illinois - Maps - 1833

Illinois and Missouri. [Hartford, Conn. Andrus & Judd, 1833].
Authors: Melish, John, 1771-1822 -- Andrus & Judd -- Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection
1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 30 cm. fold. to 12 x 8 cm.
in original covers
Compiled by J.H. Young, engraved by E.F. Woodward, and sold by Mitchell & Hinman, Philadelphia.
Cover title: Mitchell's map of Illinois.

(b) -- (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 24 x 19 cm.
Detached from Melish's Comprehensive atlas (New York, 1835), pl. 49.
Scale 1:3,180,000.
Reference: Checklist of printed maps of the Middle West to 1900, 4-1450.
Forms part of the Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library).

(map1F G4100 1832 .F5a (PrCt)

Illinois - Maps - 1834

Map of Illinois & Missouri. Benton, Ill., [1834].
Authors: Burr, David H., 1803-1875 -- Outdoor Illinois Magazine
1 map ; 59 x 42 cm.
Facsimile (Illinois portion only) of original published [New York?, ca. 1834].
Scale [ca. 1:1,161,000.

(map1F G4100 1832 .F5a (PrCt)

Illinois - Maps - 1834

Authors: Young, J. H. (James Hamilton) -- Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Woodward, E. F. -- Mitchell & Hinman
1 map : hand col. ; 38 x 30 cm., folded in cover 12 x 8 cm.
'By J.H. Young ; engraved by E.F. Woodward.'
'Longitude west of Washington.'
Scale [ca. 1:1,760,000] (W 92°--W 87°/N 43°--N 37°).
Includes Illinois population table according to 1830 census, lists of steamboat routes, and inset 'Map of the Lead Mine region east of the Mississippi.'
Includes text about public lands on inside of cover.
LC Card Number: 91681729
Case miniature G 10896 .996 (NLO)

Illinois - Maps - 1834

The Tourist's pocket map of the State of Illinois exhibiting its internal improvements, roads, distances, etc. Philadelphia : S. Augustus Mitchell, 1834.
Authors: Young, J. H. (James Hamilton) -- Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Woodward, E. F. -- Mitchell & Hinman
1 map : hand col. ; 38 x 30 cm., folded in cover 12 x 8 cm.
'By J.H. Young ; engraved by E.F. Woodward.'
'Distance west of Washington.'
Scale [ca. 1:1,760,000] (W 92°--W 87°/N 43°--N 37°).
Includes Illinois population table according to 1830 census, lists of steamboat routes, and inset 'Map of the Lead Mine region east of the Mississippi.'
Includes text about public lands on inside of cover.
LC Card Number: 91681729
Case miniature G 10896 .996 (NLO)
35458 Illinois - Maps - 1834<<<<Missouri - Maps - 1834
Illinois and Missouri / J. Knight sc. [Philadelphia : H. S. Tanner, 1834].
Authors: Knight, J. (Jonathan), 1787-1858 -- Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Baird, Robert, 1798-1863. View of the valley of the Mississippi, or, The emigrant's and traveller's guide to the West ... (1834) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 15 x 12 cm.
In: Baird, Robert. View of the valley of the Mississippi, or, The emigrant's and traveller's guide to the West ... (Philadelphia : H. S. Tanner, 1834), between p. 214-215.
"Page 200" [!] -- at upper right.
Duplicate copies: G 875 .065 -- Graff 5279

35459 Illinois - Maps - 1835
Authors: Young, J. H. (James Hamilton) -- Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Woodward, E. F. -- Mitchell & Hinman -- Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 30 cm., folded in covers 14 x 8 cm.
Detached from brown leather covers with gilt title: Mitchell's map of Illinois
"Longitude west of Washington."
Scale [ca. 1:1,760,000] (W 92°--W 87°/N 43°--N 37°).
Inset: Map of the Lead Mine region east of the Mississippi River.
Letterpress text about public lands inside front cover.
Issued folded to 14 x 18 cm.
Forms part of the Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library).
map2F G4100 1835 .Y6 (PrCt)

35460 Illinois - Maps - 1835<<<<Missouri - Maps - 1835
Illinois & Missouri. 1835.
Authors: Bradford, T. G. (Thomas Gamaliel), 1802-1887 -- Boynton, George W., -1884 -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 25 x 19 cm.
Detached from a Thomas Gamaliel Bradford atlas published Boston, [ca. 1835], pl. 49.
Scale 1:3,300,000.
MMC 4-1450.
4107

Fitzgerald map1F G4100 1835 .B7 (PrCt)
35461 Illinois - Maps - 1835<<<<Missouri - Maps - 1835
Illinois & Missouri. [New York , 1835].
Authors: Bradford, T. G. (Thomas Gamaliel), 1802-1887 -- G.W. Boynton & Co. -- Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 25 x 19 cm.
Detached from Bradford's Comprehensive atlas (New York, 1835), pl. 49.
Scale 1:3,240,000.
Reference: Checklist of printed maps of the Middle West to 1900, 4-1450.
Forms part of the Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library).
map1F G4100 1835 .B7, copy 2 (PrCt)

35462 Illinois - Maps - 1836<<<<Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1836<<<<Middle West - Description and travel - 1836
Map of Illinois, with a plan of Chicago / engraved by J.T. Hammond, New York. New York : Published by B.S. Squire, Jr., 1836, c1835.
Authors: Squire, Bela S., Jr. -- Hammond, John T., b. ca. 1820 -- Phelps, Humphrey, active 19th century. Travelers guide & emigrants directory, through the states of Ohio, Illinois, Indiana and Michigan (1836) -- Squire, Bela S., Jr. Chicago (1836) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map and 1 broadside: hand col. ; 46 x 32 cm. and 56 x 45 cm., folded in covers 13 x 8 cm.
Map also includes the following wording: "Engd. by J.T. Hammond N. York. Entered according to act of Congress on the 1.st day of Decr. in the year 1835 by Bela S. Squire Jr. in the clerks office of the District Court of the Southern District of New York."
Scale: 1:1,382,400. 60 miles to 2 3/4 inches.
Inset map (8 x 9 cm.): Chicago Broadside caption title: "Travelers guide & emigrants directory, through the states of Ohio, Illinois, Indiana and Michigan."
At foot of broadside: "Entered according to act of Congress, in the clerks office of the Southern District of the state of New-York, in the year 1836 by H. Phelps & B.S. Squire, Jun."
Both sheets folded into covers with added title: "Squire's map of Illinois"
Broadside pasted inside front cover; map pasted inside back cover.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Graff 3268 (NLO)

Illinois - Maps - 1836<<<<Middle West - Maps - 1836
Map of Illinois with parts of Indiana, Wisconsin, &c. [Washington, D.C.? s.n., 1836?].
House of Representatives SEE United States.
Congress. House
1 map ; 46 x 32 cm.
'David H. Burr, draughtsman to the House of Reps. U.S.'
1000a
ICN 42-2403
Ayer 133 .B96 1836 (NLO)

35464 Illinois - Maps - 1836<<>>Missouri - Maps - 1836
1 v. : 9 maps ; 220 x 142 mm.
Cong24-1,Hd215;Claussen&F132-140
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

North part of N.E. land district of Illinois.
Washington, 1836.
1 map : hand col. ; 28 x 27 cm.
Covers northeastern Illinois and the Chicago region.
Duplicate copy: Govt 291.
4091 and 4092.
Digital image available as part of the Newberry Library's Great Lakes Digital Collection via the CARLI Digital Collections website (accessed Nov. 2007):
http://collections.carli.illinois.edu/cgi-bin/getimage.exe?CISOROOT=/nby_grlakes&CISOPTR=819
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Fitzgerald map2F G4102.N59B5 1836 U5 (PrCt)

Northwest land district of Illinois : [showing progress of public land surveys in 1835].
Washington, 1836.
1 map : hand col. ; 28 x 33 cm.
At head of title: C.
Covers northwestern Illinois only.
4119
Digital image available as part of the Newberry Library's Great Lakes Digital Collection via the CARLI Digital Collections website (accessed Nov. 2007):
http://collections.carli.illinois.edu/cgi-bin/getimage.exe?CISOROOT=/nby_grlakes& CISOPTR=824
Fitzgerald map4F G4102.N61B5 1836 U5 (PrCt)

Illinois - Maps - 1837-1838
Illinois in 1837 : a sketch descriptive of the situation, boundaries, face of the country, prominent districts, prairies, rivers, minerals, animals, agricultural productions, public lands, plans of internal improvement, manufacturers, &c., of the state of Illinois : also, suggestions to emigrants, sketches of the counties, cities, and principal towns in the state : together with a letter on the cultivation of the prairies, by the Hon. H.L. Ellsworth : to which are annexed the letters from A rambler in the West. Philadelphia : Published by S. Augustus Mitchell, and by Grigg & Elliot, No. 9, N. Fourth Street, 1837.
Contains extracts from A gazetteer of Illinois by John Mason Peck, 1834.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copies and variant edition: Baskes.

Map detached from Baskes F545 .I45 1837 [copy 2 of 2], cataloged separately, and filed as Map2F G4100 1838 .M5 (PrCt)

References: Sabin 34260; Howes, W. U.S.iana (2nd ed.), M689; Graff coll. 2840

map2F G4100 1838 .B7, copy 1 (PrCt)

Graff 2840 (NLO)


Diagram of the state of Illinois [showing progress of public land surveys in 1837]. Washington, 1837.


1 map : hand col. ; 55 x 30 cm.


1 map : hand col. ; 55 x 30 cm.


At head of title: No. 2.

Scale 1:1,140,480.

4123

Digital image available as part of the Newberry Library's Great Lakes Digital Collection via the CARLI Digital Collections website (accessed Nov. 2007): http://collections.carli.illinois.edu/cgi-bin/getimage.exe?CISOROOT=/nby_grlakes&CISOPTR=818

Fitzgerald map4F G4101.B5 1837 U5 (PrCt)

35469 Illinois - Maps - 1838

Illinois. [Boston], 1838.

Authors: Bradford, T. G. (Thomas Gamaliel), 1802-1887 -- Boynton, George W., -1884

1 map : hand col. ; 34 x 27 cm.

Detached from an edition of Bradford's Illustrated atlas; no plate number.

Carroll and Lake counties are not shown.

Scale ca. 1:1,740,000.

Gift of Rod and Madge Webster.

map2F G4100 1838 .B7, copy 2 (PrCt)

35470 Illinois - Maps - 1838

Illinois. [Boston], 1838.

Authors: Bradford, T. G. (Thomas Gamaliel), 1802-1887 -- Boynton, George W., -1884 -- Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 34 x 27 cm.

Detached from an edition of Bradford's Illustrated atlas; no plate number.

Carroll and Lake counties are not shown.

Scale ca. 1:1,740,000.

Forms part of the Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library).

map2F G4100 1838 .B7, copy 1 (PrCt)

35471 Illinois - Maps - 1838


1 map : hand col. ; 37 x 31 cm.


Scale [ca. 1:1,820,000].

Prime meridian: Washington.

Entered for copyright by A. D. Jones in 1838.

Eddy's Lithography. Graphic Court, Boston.

Includes diagram showing division of townships.

Ayer 160.5 I3 J7 1838 [map] (PrCt)


Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868. -- Young, J. H. (James Hamilton) -- Illinois in 1837 (1838)

1 map : hand col. ; 39 x 32 cm.


Scale [ca. 1:1,806,000].

Copper engraving printed in blue ink, with yellow outline coloring for counties and red for railroads (which criss-cross the state, though none had yet been built).

Duplicate or variant copies of this map may be found in other copies of the book: Baskes F545 .I45 1837, copy 1 (bookplate of G.F. Fitzgerald) -- VAULT Ruggles 260 -- VAULT Ruggles 261.


map2F G4100 1838 .M5 (PrCt)
Fitzgerald map4F G4101.B5 1838 U5 copy 1 (PrCt)

35474 Illinois - Maps - 1839

Illinois. [Boston], 1838 [i.e. 1839?].
Authors: Bradford, T. G. (Thomas Gamaliel), 1802-1887 -- Boynton, George W., -1884
1 map : hand col. ; 34 x 27 cm.
Detached from an edition of Bradford's Illustrated atlas, plate no. 24.
Shows Carroll and Lake Counties, created in February and March of 1839.
Scale [ca. 1:1,740,000].
map2F G4100 1838 .B7 1839, copy 1 (PrCt)

35475 Illinois - Maps - 1839

Illinois. [Boston], 1838 [i.e. 1839?].
Authors: Bradford, T. G. (Thomas Gamaliel), 1802-1887 -- Boynton, George W., -1884 -- Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 34 x 27 cm.
Detached from an edition of Bradford's Illustrated atlas, plate no. 24.
Shows Carroll and Lake Counties, created in February and March of 1839.
Scale [ca. 1:1,740,000].
Forms part of the Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library).

map2F G4100 1838 .B7 1839, copy 1 (PrCt)

35476 Illinois - Maps - 1839

Illinois. [Boston], 1838 [i.e. 1839?].
Authors: Bradford, T. G. (Thomas Gamaliel), 1802-1887 -- Boynton, George W., -1884 -- Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 71 x 55 cm., folded to 8 x 14 cm.
"Entered according to act of Congress in the year 1839 by H.S. Tanner, in ... Pennsylvania." Folded into red covers with spine title: Illinois & Missouri
Prime meridian: Greenwich.
Removed from the Blachford family papers (Newberry Library) [Midwest MS Blachford]

map2F G4100 1839 .T3 (PrCt)

35477 Illinois - Maps - 1839 - Railroads, Proposed

Map of Illinois with parts of Indiana, Ouishconsin &c. [London : C. Roworth and Sons, ca. 1839].
Authors: Burr, David H., 1803-1875 -- Cairo City and Canal Company -- C. Roworth and Sons -- Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library) -- Roworth (C.) & Sons SEE C. Roworth and Sons
1 map ; 44 x 32 cm.

Shows proposed railroads.
Not in Checklist of printed maps of the Middle West to 1900, v.4.
Forms part of the Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library).

map2F G4104 .C3 1839 C3, map 2 (PrCt)

35478 Illinois - Maps - 1839 - Surveys

Illinois - Maps - 1839

Diagram of the state of Illinois. 1839.
Authors: U.S. Surveyor General for Illinois and Missouri -- Milburn, William -- Stone, William James, 1798-1865 -- United States. Congress. Senate -- General F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 53 x 31 cm.
Detached from U.S. 26th Congress, 1st session, 1839-1840. Senate Document 21 [Serial Set 355].
Scale 1:1,140,480.
At head of title: H. Claussen & Friis (1941) 330. 4128

Fitzgerald map4F G4101.B5 1839 U5 (PrCt)

35479 Illinois - Maps - 1840

Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1840 Illinois - Maps - 1840 - Lead mines and mining

Lead mines and mining

-Illinois - Maps - 1840-Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1840

1 map : hand col. ; 80 x 55 cm., folded to 15 x 8 cm.
Insets (15 x 15 cm. and smaller): Map of the lead region -- Vicinity of Chicago -- Vicinity of Alton & St. Louis.
Includes numbered key to U.S. General Land Office districts.
"Entered according to act of Congress, in the year 1840, by J.H. Colton, in ... New York."
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Diagram of the state of Illinois. 1840.
1 map : hand col. ; 52 x 31 cm.
Detached from U.S. 26th Congress, 2nd session, 1840-1841. Senate Document 61 [Serial Set 377].
Scale 1:1,140,480.
Digital image available as part of the Newberry Library’s Great Lakes Digital Collection via the CARLI Digital Collections website (accessed Nov. 2007):
http://collections.carli.illinois.edu/cgi-bin/getimage.exe?CISOROOT=/nby_grlakes&CISOPTR=827
Fitzgerald map4F G4101.B5 1840 U5 (PrCt)

1 map : hand col. ; 52 x 32 cm.
Scale 1:1,140,480.
4127
Digital image available as part of the Newberry Library’s Great Lakes Digital Collection via the CARLI Digital Collections website (accessed Nov. 2007):
http://collections.carli.illinois.edu/cgi-bin/getimage.exe?CISOROOT=/nby_grlakes&CISOPTR=977
Fitzgerald map4F G4101.B5 1841 U5 (PrCt)

1 map : hand col. ; 27 x 16 cm.
Detached from U.S. 26th Congress, 2nd session, 1840-1841. Senate Document 92 [Serial Set 377].
4129
Digital image available as part of the Newberry Library’s Great Lakes Digital Collection via the CARLI Digital Collections website (accessed Nov. 2007):
http://collections.carli.illinois.edu/cgi-bin/getimage.exe?CISOROOT=/nby_grlakes&CISOPTR=821
Fitzgerald map2F G4101.B5 1841 U5a (PrCt)

A New map of Illinois with its proposed canals, roads & distances from place to place along the stage and steam boat routes. (Philadelphia : Carey & Hart, 1845).
Authors: Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Carey & Hart -- Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858. A New universal atlas ... (1845) 1 map : hand col. ; 34 x 26 cm.
'Entered according to act of Congress, in the year 1841, by H. S. Tanner ... '
Inset (11 x 8 cm.): Lead region.
In: Tanner, Henry Schenck. A New universal atlas ... (Philadelphia : Carey & Hart, 1845) map 31.
Case oversize G1019 .T2 1845 map 31 (PrCt)

A New map of Illinois with its proposed canals, roads & distances. Philadelphia : Carey & Hart, 1841.
Authors: Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Carey & Hart -- J. & W.W. Warr (Firm) -- Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library) -- Warr (John & Wm. W.), engravers, Philadelphia
SEE J. & W.W. Warr (Firm) 1 map : hand col. ; 34 x 26 cm.
Entered for copyright 1841.
Detached from an edition of Tanner's A New universal atlas ... (Philadelphia, [ca. 1842-1845]), pl. 31.
Margins include 2 columns of 'Steam boat routes' (i.e., distance tables).
Inset (11 x 7 cm.): Lead region.
Forms part of the Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library).
References: R. W. Karrow and D. Buisseret, Gardens of delight: maps and travel accounts of Illinois and the Great Lakes from the collections of Hermon Dunlap Smith (Chicago: Newberry Library, 1984), no. 49; Checklist of printed maps of the Middle West to 1900, 4-1482, 5203, 5204, 5205 and 5206.
map2F G4100 1841 .T3a (PrCt)


A New map of Illinois with its proposed canals, roads & distances. Philadelphia : Tanner, [ca. 1841?].

Authors: Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858
1 map : hand col. ; 33 x 25 cm.
Detached plate 31 from an edition of Tanner, Henry Schenck. A New universal atlas ... (Philadelphia, [ca. 1841-ca.1845]).
Margins include 2 columns of 'Steam boat routes' (i.e., distance tables).
Inset (11 x 7 cm.): Lead region.
Duplicate copy: Case oversize oG1019.T2 1845
MMc 4-1482, 5203, 5204, 5205 and 5206.
Gift'89-Kantor.
map2F G4100 1841 .T3 (PrCt)

35486 Illinois - Maps - 1842
Illinois. [New York], 1842.

Authors: Greenleaf, J. (Jeremiah), 1791-1864 -- Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 26 cm.
Detached from Greenleaf's New universal atlas (Brattleboro, VT.: J. Greenleaf, 1842), no. 46
Scale ca. 1:2,000,000.
Forms part of the Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library).
map2F G4100 1842 .G7 (PrCt)


Diagram of the state of Illinois : accompanying the report of Nov. 7th, 1843. Washington, 1843.
1 map ; 53 x 31 cm.
Scale 1:1,140,480.
At head of title: G.
4130
Digital image available as part of the Newberry Library's Great Lakes Digital Collection via the CARLI Digital Collections website (accessed Nov. 2007):
http://collections.carli.illinois.edu/cgi-bin/getimage.exe?CISOROOT=/nby_grlakes&CISOPTR=812 Fitzgerald
map4F G4101.B5 1843 U5 (PrCt)


Illinois. [New York], [1856?], c1844.
Authors: Morse, Sidney E. (Sidney Edwards), 1794-1871 -- Breese, Samuel, 1802-1873
1 map : col. ; 34 x 27 cm.
Includes Kankakee County, formed in 1853; dated 1856 in pencil.
'Entered according to act of Congress in the year 1844 ...'
Lithograph derived from wax engraving; the original wax engraving was presumably issued as part of their Cerographic atlas of the United States (New York, 1842-1845).
Scale ca. 1:1,800,000.
Prime meridians: Greenwich and Washington.
For wax engraved edition see Map2F G4100 1844 .M6 (PrCt)
map2F G4100 1844 .M6 1856 (PrCt)

35489 Illinois - Maps - 1844<<>>Map printing - Cerographs - Maps - 1844<<>>Cerographs
Illinois. [New York], c1844.
Authors: Morse, Sidney E. (Sidney Edwards), 1794-1871 -- Breese, Samuel, 1802-1873 -- Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 34 x 27 cm.
'Entered according to act of Congress in the year 1844 ...'
Presumably issued as part of their Cerographic atlas of the United States (New York, 1842-1845).
Scale ca. 1:1,800,000.
Prime meridians: Greenwich and Washington.
Forms part of the Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library).
Digital image of another copy available on the David Rumsey Map Collection website (accessed March 2010):
For lithographic edition see Map2F G4100 1844 .M6 1856 (PrCt)
map2F G4100 1844 .M6 (PrCt)


Diagram of the state of Illinois. 1845.
Authors: United States. General Land Office -- United States. Congress. Senate -- Conway, F. R.
1 map ; 60 x 32 cm.
Detached from U.S. 29th Congress, 1st session, 1845-1846. Senate Document 16 [Serial Set 472].
M1017
map4F G3701.B5 1845 U5 no. 4 (map l.6.) (PrCt)

1 map; 53 x 31 cm.
Detached from U.S. 31st Congress, 1st session, 1849-1850. Senate Document 1, 2 [Serial Set 550].
Scale [ca. 1:1,108,372].
MMC 4-1509
4132
Digital image available as part of the Newberry Library’s Great Lakes Digital Collection via the CARLI Digital Collections website (accessed Nov. 2007):
http://collections.carli.illinois.edu/cgi-bin/getimage.exe?CISOROOT=/nby_grlakes&CISOPT=820
Fitzgerald map4F G4101.BS 1849 U5 (PrCt)

Illinois - Maps - 1850
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868; -- Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co. -- Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868. Mitchell, S. Augustus. New universal atlas ... (1852)
1 map; hand col.; 37 x 30 cm.
Entered according to act of Congress in ... 1850 by Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co. ...
oversize G1019 .N49 1852 pl. 32 (PrCt)

New sectional map of the state of Illinois : also exhibiting the internal improvements, distances between towns, villages, post offices, the outlines of prairies, woodlands, marshes, & the lands donated to the State by the genl. govt. for the purpose of internal improvements / by J.M. Peck, John Messinger, and A.J. Mathewson ; compiled from the United States surveys ; engraved by S. Stiles & Co. New-York : J.H. Colton & Co., 1850, c1836.
"Entered according to Act of Congress in the year 1836."
Scale [1:633,600].
Prime meridian: Washington.
Insets: Vicinity of Galena, the lead region and part of Wisconsin and Iowa -- Vicinity of Alton & St. Louis.
Includes notes on public lands, land districts and Illinois & Michigan Canal.
Ayer p133 .P36 1850 (NLO)

1 map; 53 x 31 cm.
Detached from U.S. 31st Congress, 2nd session, 1850-1851. Senate Document 2 [Serial Set 588].
Illinois - Maps - 1851

**Lead mines and mining - Illinois - Maps - 1851**

**Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1851**

**Wall maps**

*New sectional map of the state of Illinois compiled from the United States surveys: also exhibiting the internal improvements, distances between towns, villages and post offices, the outlines of prairies, woodlands, marshes and the lands donated to the state by the Genl. Govt. for the purpose of internal improvements / by J.M. Peck, John Messinger and A.J. Mathewson; engraved by S. Stiles & Co. N. York: J. H. Colton & Co., 1851.*

Authors: Peck, John Mason, 1789--1858; Messinger, John, 1771--1846; Mathewson, A. J. -- Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- S. Stiles & Co. -- Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 98 x 64 cm., sectioned, mounted, and fold. to 59 x 47 cm.

Scale 1:633,600 or 10 miles to an inch.

Profile of Illinois and Michigan Canal in right margin. Includes note on public land surveys, land districts, and canals.

MS note in ink in left margin on population of Illinois Territory in 1818.

Forms part of the Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library).


**Insets: (16 x 17 cm. and 23 x 22 cm.): Victory of Galena, the Lead Region and part of Wisconsin and Iowa. -- Victory of Alton & St. Louis.**
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**map6F G4100 1852 .P4 (PrCt)**

Illinois - Maps - 1852

**Maps on stationery - Maps - 1852**

*Map of Illinois. Chicago: Published by Rufus Blanchard, 52 La Salle St.; lith. of Ed. Mendel, Cor. Lake & Lasalle St., [1852?].*

Authors: Blanchard, Rufus, 1821-1904 -- Mendel, Edward, 1827-1884

1 map ; 21 x 12 cm.

Scale [ca. 1:3,193,000]

Coordinates: (E 91°30' -- E 87°30' / N 42°30' -- N 37°00').

Printed on cover of a four-page lettersheet; remaining pages are blank.

Another Blanchard lettersheet, with a map of Chicago, is part of the Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (MapF G4104 .C6 1852 B6). Acc. no. 2008022950.

**map1F G4100 1852 .B6 (NLO)**

Illinois - Maps - 1852

**Surveys - Surveys - Maps - 1852**

*Diagram of the state of Illinois, accompanying report of 30th October 1852. Washington, 1852.*


1 map ; 56 x 38 cm.

Detached from U.S. 32nd Congress, 2nd session, 1852-1853. Senate Document 1 [Serial Set 658].

Scale [ca.1:1,088,372].

At head of title: G. 4121

Digital image available as part of the Newberry Library’s Great Lakes Digital Collection via the CARLI Digital Collections website (accessed Nov. 2007):

http://collections.carli.illinois.edu/cgi-bin/getimage.exe?CISOROOT=/nby_grlakes&CISOPTR=815

**map1F G4100 1852 .BS (NLO)**

Illinois - Maps - 1853


1 map ; hand col. ; 97 x 65 cm.

Mounted on orig. wooden rollers. Condition: Varnish darkened, cracked and slightly torn at extremities, small piece (ca. 1/4 x 1/4 inch) missing at Mississippi River in JoDaviess County; else v. good. Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection. Previous location: C-unboxed (top
35506 Illinois - Maps - 1854--Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1854

Authors: Ensign, Bridgman & Fanning -- Horace Thayer & Co. -- Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 51 x 41 cm.
Inset: Chicago.
Includes table of population, by counties.
Scale ca. 1:1,200,000.
Entered for copyright by Horace Thayer & Co.
Forms part of the Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library).
Missing July 2011.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
map4F G4100 1854 .E5 (PrCt)

35507 Illinois - Maps - 1854--Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1854

Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; hand col.; 36 x 27 cm.
Inset: Vicinity of Chicago.
Ayer p133 .C695 1854 (NLO)

35508 Illinois - Maps - 1854--Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1854

Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; hand col.; 36 x 28 cm. fold. in covers 13 x 9 cm.
Inset: Vicinity of Chicago.
Scale [ca. 1:1,900,800].
Forms part of the Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library).
map2C G4100 1854 .C6 (PrCt)


Morse's map of Illinois. 1854.
Authors: Morse, Charles W. (Charles Walker), 1823-1887 -- Blanchard, Rufus, 1821-1904 -- Taylor & Hoyt, printers, New York -- Colby, Charles Galusha, 1830-1866
1 map : hand col.; 69 x 49 cm.
State 1 of the map.
Shows Illinois Central Railroad as proposed from Freeport to Mendota and from Decatur to Cairo. Rufus Blanchard's address given as 195 Broadway, N.Y. 528
Smith map4F G4100 1854 .M6 state 1 (PrCt)


Cairo City. Chicago : [Illinois Central Railroad Company, 1854?].
Authors: Illinois Central Railroad Company -- Acheson, Henry -- Illinois Central Railroad Company. Sectional maps, showing 2,500,000 acres farm and wood lands of the Illinois Central Rail Road Company ... [1854?] -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 11 x 19 cm.
"Achesons lith. Chicago"
Details lands for sale in the region around Cairo in the southern tip of Illinois in latter-day Alexander, Pulaski, and Massac Counties.
"At the junction of the Mississippi Rivers, terminus of the road. Rapidly improving, from ten to twenty steamboats constantly running or discharging freights. Country back, heavily timbered with poplar, oak, cotton-wood, gum, elm, cypress, &c., &c. The shaded tracts indicate the Central Rail Road lands."
Scale [ca. 1:1,930,000]
Coordinates: (W 89°35'--W 88°50'/N 37°20'--N 37°'00').
"Plate no. 1."
In: Illinois Central Railroad Company. Sectional maps, showing 2,500,000 acres farm and wood lands of the Illinois Central Rail Road Company, in all parts of the state of Illinois : with the line of their rail road, and other intersecting rail roads (Chicago : [Illinois Central Railroad Company Office, [1854?]), [map 2].
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library. Available online as part of the Newberry Library's Great Lakes Digital Collection via the CARLI Digital Collections website (accessed Jan. 2011): http://collections.carli.illinois.edu/u?/nby_grlakes, 1090
Graff 2081 [map 2] (NLO)
and wood lands of the Illinois Central Rail Road Company in all parts of the state of Illinois : with the line of their rail road, and other intersecting rail roads. Chicago : [Illinois Central Railroad Company, 1854?].
Authors: Illinois Central Railroad Company -- Acheson, Henry -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([34] leaves) : 34 maps (some folded) ; 24 cm.
Cover title.
"Office, up to the first of May, no. 84 Lake Street ... after that date, at no. 52 Michigan Avenue ... ."
"The shaded sections show the lands of the Company."
Maps lithographed by Henry Acheson.
State coordinates: (W 91°31'/N 42°25'; W 87°50'/N 42°30').
Scales differ.
Selected maps also cataloged separately.
Errors in printed plate numbers.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Available online as part of the Newberry Library's Great Lakes Digital Collection via the CARLI Digital Collections website (accessed Jan. 2011): http://collections.carli.illinois.edu/u?/nby_grlakes, 1090
Graff 2081 [map 1] (NLO)

35513 Illinois - Maps - 1855
Authors: Morse, Charles W. (Charles Walker), 1823-1887 -- Ranney, A. -- Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 34 x 27 cm. fold. in covers 13 x 9 cm.
Folded into brown cloth embossed covers with gilt title: Illinois. A. Ranney.
Letterpress advertising for 'A. Ranney, publisher, 195 Broadway, N.Y.' inside front cover.
Scale [ca. 1:1,760,800].
Forms part of the Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library).
map3C G4100 1855 .M6 (PrCt)

1 map ; 41 x 53 cm.
No scale given.
Ayer p133 .I29 1855 (NLO)

35515 Illinois - Maps - 1855<<<Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1855
Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's atlas of the world ... (1855-1856) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 29 cm.
9 cm.: Vicinity of Chicago.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

oversize G 10 .185 v.1, pl. 39 (PrCt)

35516 Illinois - Maps - 1855>>>Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1855
Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 28 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:1,750,000].
Inset (9 x 8 cm.): Vicinity of Chicago.
MMC 4-1454
4116
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Fitzgerald map4F G4100 1855 .C6 (PrCt)

35517 Illinois - Maps - 1855>>>Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1855
Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 28 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:1,750,000].
Inset (9 x 8 cm.): Vicinity of Chicago.
Forms part of the Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Smith map4F G4100 1855 .C6 (PrCt)

1 map : hand col. ; 69 x 49 cm.
State 2 of the map.
Shows Illinois Central Railroad ca. 1855, as proposed from Freeport to Dixon, and as complete from Decatur to Cairo.
Rufus Blanchard's address given as 52 LaSalle St., Chicago.
529
Digital image available as part of the Newberry Library's Great Lakes Digital Collection via the CARLI Digital Collections website (accessed Nov. 2007):
http://collections.carli.illinois.edu/cgi-bin/getimage.exe?CISOROOT=nby_grlakes&CISOPTR=1843
Ayer map4F G4100 1854 .M6 state 2 (PrCt)

Authors: Central Military Tract Railroad Co. -- Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company -- Illinois Central Railroad Company -- J.H. Eastburn's Press -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 71 x 50 cm.
Shows existing and proposed railroads, including the Central Military Tract Railroad (later acquired by the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company) and the Illinois Central Railroad Company.
Scale [ca. 1:930,600].
Coordinates: (W 91°34'00"--W 87°29'00"/N 42°30'00"--N 36°57'00")
Printed on tissue paper.
Includes "Explanation."
Digital image available as part of the Newberry Library's Great Lakes Digital Collection via the CARLI Digital Collections website (accessed August 2012):
http://collections.carli.illinois.edu/cgi-bin/getimage.exe?CISOROOT=nby_grlakes&CISOPTR=677
Photocopy (of another copy?) filed as map1F G4101.P3 1855 .R3 197-.
A variant edition, dated May 1st 1855, was issued in: Central Military Tract Railroad Co.
broadsid Graff 5088 (NLO)

Authors: Central Military Tract Railroad Co. -- Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company -- Illinois Central Railroad Company -- J.H.
Illinois - Maps - 1855

railroads for Illinois

D.B. Cooke & Co’s railway guide for Illinois

revised edition issued on 1855

R. W. Karrow and D. Buisseret, Gardens of delight: maps and travel accounts of Illinois and the Great Lakes from the collections of Hermon Dunlap Smith (Chicago: Newberry Library, 1984), no. 57; cf. Checklist of printed maps of the Middle West to 1900, 4-1552.

map 4F G4101 .P3 1855 .C6 (PrCt)

35522

Illinois - Maps - 1855

railroads for Illinois

D.B. Cooke & Co’s railway guide for Illinois

revised edition issued on 1855

R. W. Karrow and D. Buisseret, Gardens of delight: maps and travel accounts of Illinois and the Great Lakes from the collections of Hermon Dunlap Smith (Chicago: Newberry Library, 1984), no. 57; cf. Checklist of printed maps of the Middle West to 1900, 4-1552.

map 4F G4101 .P3 1855 .C6 (PrCt)

35521

Illinois - Maps - 1855

railroads for Illinois

D.B. Cooke & Co’s railway guide for Illinois

revised edition issued on 1855

R. W. Karrow and D. Buisseret, Gardens of delight: maps and travel accounts of Illinois and the Great Lakes from the collections of Hermon Dunlap Smith (Chicago: Newberry Library, 1984), no. 57; cf. Checklist of printed maps of the Middle West to 1900, 4-1552.

map 4F G4101 .P3 1855 .C6 (PrCt)
Illinois - Maps - 1856
1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 30 cm. Detached from S. Augustus Mitchell's New universal atlas (Philadelphia: Desilver, 1856), plate '32.'
Scale ca. 1:1,800,000.
Forms part of the Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library).
map2F G4100 1856 .D4 (PrCt)

Illinois - Maps - 1856 - Geology
Case 4A 3175 (1858 vol.) (PrCt)

Illinois - Maps - 1856 - Railroad - Maps
Morse’s map of Illinois. [ca. 1856]. Authors: Morse, Charles W. (Charles Walker), 1823-1887 -- Blanchard, Rufus, 1821-1904
1 map : hand col. ; 69 x 49 cm. State 3 of the map. Shows Illinois Central Railroad main line, Freeport, and Chicago branches as completed; railroads shown in red.
Earlier Taylor & Hoyt imprint removed; Rufus Blanchard’s address given as 52 LaSalle St. in Chicago.
Includes border (6 cm.) and 50 advertisements in red.
530 map6F G4100 1854 .M6 state 3 (PrCt)

Illinois - Maps - 1856 - Railroads
Map shewing proposed route of Quincy and Palmyra Railroad. [Quincy, Ill.?:] : Hobrecker, [1856]. Authors: Quincy and Palmyra Railroad -- Hobrecker -- Herald Book and Job Office (Quincy, Ill.) -- Quincy Herald (Quincy, Ill.)
1 map : hand col. ; 12 x 9 cm. In Charter of the Quincy and Palmyra Rail Road Company... July 10, 1856 (Quincy, Ill. : The Herald Book and Job Office, 1856) opposite page [5].
Case 4A 3175 (1856 vol.), opposite page [5] (PrCt)

Illinois - Maps - 1857
1 map : hand col. ; 98 x 60 cm. fold. in cloth covers 15 x 10 cm. In dark blue cloth embossed covers with gilt title: Chapman's sectional map of Illinois. Includes table of census figures, by counties, for 1850 & 1855.
map3G G4100 1857 .C5 (PrCt)

Illinois - Maps - 1857
Morse's map of Illinois. [ca. 1856]. Authors: Morse, Charles W. (Charles Walker), 1823-1887 -- Blanchard, Rufus, 1821-1904
1 map : hand col. ; 69 x 49 cm. State 3 of the map. Shows Illinois Central Railroad main line, Freeport, and Chicago branches as completed;
Illinois - Maps - 1857 - Railroads

Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company SEE ALSO Burlington and Missouri River Railroad Company

Illinois - Maps - 1858 - Railroads

Panel maps and plans, on one hundred imperial folio sheets (New York ; London : J.H. Colton ; Trübner, 1857), pl. [41]. Inset map, 9 x 9 cm.; Vicinity of Chicago. Printed plate 'No. 46.' Map copyrighted 1855. Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library). 

Illinois - Maps - 1858 - Railroads

Case oversize G 10896 .198 (NLO)

35530 Illinois - Maps - 1857 - Railroads


35531 Illinois - Maps - 1858 - Railroads

Map of the completed and projected route of the Burlington and Missouri River Railroad in Iowa and its connections in northern Illinois, southern Wisconsin, and southeastern Iowa. [Boston : T.R. Marvin and Son, 1858].

35532 Illinois - Maps - 1858 - Railroads

Map of the Jacksonville and Savanna Railroad; together with Railroad. Engineer's report, on the location of the Jacksonville and Savanna Railroad in Iowa, May 2006; January 2013. 

35533 Illinois - Maps - 1858 - Railroads

D.A. J. Gemmell Lith., 1857. [Map of the St. Louis, Alton and Chicago Railroad. Report of the directors of the St. Louis, Alton and Chicago Railroad Company. May, 1858 (Boston: T.R. Marvin & Son, 1858)] at end. 22 cm. [Case 4A 3175 (1858 vol., part 1)]

35534 Illinois - Maps - 1859 - Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1859


35535 Illinois - Maps - 1859 - Railroads

St. Louis, Alton and Chicago Railroad; together with a map showing its connections: also, the charter and amendment thereto (Canton, Ill.: Printed by Davison & Nicolet, 1858) opposite title page. 13, [2] p.; 22 cm. [Case 4A 3175 (1858 vol., part 2)]
Illinois - Maps - 1863

Map printing - Lithographs - Maps - 1863

A New township map of Illinois, showing all the rail roads, stations, and towns : also exhibiting in colors the geological features of the state with topographical and statistical tables. Chicago : Chas. Shober's Lithographic Establishment, 1863.

Authors: Wilber, C. D. (Charles Dana), 1831-1893? -- Shober, Charles -- Illinois Central Railroad Company

Drawn from official sources and original surveys by C.D. Wilber, M.A., Secretary of the Illinois Natural History Society.

"Printed in colors at Chas. Shobers Lithographic Establishment, corner of Lake and Clark Sts., Telegraph Building, Chicago, 1863."

Detached from rollers.

Forms part of the Illinois Central Railroad archives, Newberry Library.

Previously shelved as IC Map6F 120


Illinois Central map6F G4101.C5 1863 .W5 (PrCt)


Map of the State of Illinois ... Chicago : T.E. Hopkins, [1863?].

Authors: Walling, Henry Francis, 1825-1888 -- Hopkins, T. E. -- Blodget, Lorin, 1823-1901 -- Walling, Henry Francis, 1825-1888. City of Chicago (1863) -- Blatchford, E. W., Mrs. 1 map : hand col. ; 179 x 130 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Scale [ca. 1:342,000].

Insets: Geological map of the State of Illinois, 1863 (39 x 21 cm.) -- Climatological map of the State of Illinois ... by Lorin Blodget (40 x 21 cm.) -- Military map of the United States (20 x 32 cm.)

Also includes insets of the following cities and towns (39 x 30 cm. and smaller): Aurora, Bloomington, Chicago, Elgin, Freeport, Galena, Jacksonville, Joliet, La Salle, Litchfield, Mendota, Morris, Ottawa, Peoria, Peru, Quincy, Rock Island, Rockford and Springfield.

Inset map "City of Chicago" (1 map : col. ; 39 x 30 cm.) includes table "shipments from Chicago, 1862" and population figures for 1850 and 1860; "scale 2,400 feet per inch."

Portraits of U.S. officials and military officers in margins.


Sectioned, mounted on cloth, and folded to 23 x 11 cm.

For the 1863 New York editions of the map cf. MMC 4-0381 and MMC 4-1598.

316442

NL 20-20-920

G 10896 .95 (NLO)

35544 Illinois - Maps - 1864


Authors: Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884 -- Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 55 x 39 cm.

Detached from a atlas, pl. 55-56.

Scale ca. 1,150,000.

Census data for Alabama-Indiana on verso (p. 67-68).

Reference: Checklist of printed maps of the Middle West, 4-1603.

Forms part of the Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library).

map4F G4100 1864 .J6a (PrCt)

35545 Illinois - Maps - 1864


Authors: Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884 -- Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett). 1827-1884

Johnson's new illustrated family atlas of the world ... (1869) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 55 x 39 cm.

"Entered according to act of Congress in the year 1864, by A.J. Johnson in the Clerk's Office of the District Court of the United States for the Southern District of New York."

In: Johnson, Alvin Jewett. Johnson's new illustrated family atlas of the world ... (New York : A.J. Johnson, publisher, 1869), [plate 30]

Sheet corners numbered 59 and 60.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1019 .J5 1869, [plate 30] (PrCt)

35546 Illinois - Maps - 1864


Authors: Johnson and Ward -- Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884 -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 55 x 39 cm.

Detached from an atlas, pl. 55-56.

Scale [ca. 1,150,000].

MMC 4-1603

Census data for Alabama-Indiana on verso (p. 67-68).

4104

Fitzgerald map4F G4100 1864 .J6 (PrCt)


...
1865-1866: Railroads - Maps
Diagram of the state of Illinois. 1865.
1 map : hand col. ; 56 x 38 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:1,114,285].
Digital image available as part of the Newberry Library's Great Lakes Digital Collection via the CARLI Digital Collections website (accessed Nov. 2007):
http://collections.carli.illinois.edu/cgi-bin/getimage.exe?CISOROOT=/nby_grlakes&CISOPTR=826
Fitzgerald map4F G4101.B5 1865 U5 (PrCt)

Illinois - Maps - 1866: Railroads
Authors: United States. General Land Office -- Bowen & Co. -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 56 x 38 cm.
Shows land grant railroads, their 6 and 15 mile limits, "Seat of Land Office," and lead and copper regions.
Digital image available as part of the Newberry Library's Great Lakes Digital Collection via the CARLI Digital Collections website (accessed Nov. 2007):
http://collections.carli.illinois.edu/cgi-bin/getimage.exe?CISOROOT=/nby_grlakes&CISOPTR=814
Fitzgerald map4F G4101.P3 1866 .U5 (PrCt)

Illinois - Maps - 1867: Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1867
Authors: G.W. & C.B. Colton & Co. -- Gray, Omando Willis -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 58 x 40 cm.
Detached from an atlas by O.W. Gray, pl. 136-137.
Scale 1:1,045,440.
Inset (17 x 11 cm.): Plan of Cook County & vicinity of Chicago.
On verso: Indexed reference list--Illinois.
MMC 4-1619
4118
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Fitzgerald map4F G4100 1867 .C6 (PrCt)

Illinois - Maps - 1867: Cook County (Ill.) - Maps - 1867
Authors: G.W. & C.B. Colton & Co. -- Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 58 x 39 cm.
Scale 1:1,045,440 or "16½ miles to an inch.' Description and statistics of Illinois on verso.
Shows names of townships.
Inset: Plan of Cook County & vicinity of Chicago.
Forms part of the Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
map4F G4100 1867 .C6 1870 (PrCt)

Illinois - Maps - 1869
Sectional map of [Illinois]. [Chicago : Rufus Blanchard], 1869.
Authors: Blanchard, Rufus, 1821-1904 -- Illinois State Geological Survey -- Marcy, Oliver, 1820-1899 -- Vasey, George -- Illinois Central Railroad Company
1 map : hand col. ; 108 x 82 cm.
Title transcription uncertain and incomplete; map damaged with significant loss of detail.
'Entered according to act of Congress, in the year 1869 by R. Blanchard ...'.
Marginal contents: Census of the State of Illinois, 1865 -- The Geology of Illinois / by Oliver Marcy -- List of forest trees occuring throughout the state / prepared by Dr. Geo. A. Vasey.
Not in MMC; only known copy?
Sent to Conservation Lab (April 2003).
Illinois Central map6F G4100 1869 .B6 (PrCt)

Illinois - Maps - 1870
Authors: Campbell, R. A. (Robert Allen), 1836 or 1837- -- Walling, Henry Francis, 1825-1888 -- Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 29 maps ; 400 x 325 mm.
withA3417:MitchellNewGeneralAtlas Phillips 1511

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

35553 Illinois - Maps - 1870
Johnson's Illinois. New York, [1870?].
Authors: Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884
-- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Probably detached from Johnson's new
illuminated family atlas of the world (New York,
1870) pl. 59-60.
On verso: Appendix to the geographical index (p.
52-53).
4105
Fitzgerald map4F G4100 1870 .J6 (PrCt)

35554 Illinois - Maps - 1870 - Counties - Maps
Campbell's new atlas of the state of Illinois with
descriptions historical ... Chicago : R.A.
Campbell, 1870.
Authors: Campbell, R. A. (Robert Allen), 1836 or
1837- -- Walling, Henry Francis, 1825-1888 --
Foster, J. W. (John Wells), 1815-1873 --
Bateman, Newton -- Worthen, Amos Henry,
1813-1888 -- Dunlap, M. L. -- Bradwell, Myra
1 atlas (86 p. : 31 col. maps (1 fold.)) ; 39 x 33
cm.
Imperfect: maps, 6, 8, 9, 11 & 12, listed in
contents, wanting.
Atlases in Libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 1513.
Phillips 1511.
153913
ICN76
oversize G 10896 .13 (NLO)

35555 Illinois - Maps - 1870 - Counties - Maps
Atlas of the state of Illinois : to which is added an
atlas of the United States, maps of the
Higgins, 1870.
Authors: Warner & Higgins -- Worley & Bracher --
Bourquin, F. (Frederick), b. 1808
1 atlas (91, [3] p., col. maps) ; 48 cm.
Engraved by Worley & Bracher; printed by F.
Bourquin.
Cf. Phillips 1512.
OCLC 56327107.
Case oversize G 10896 .056 (NLO)

35556 Illinois - Maps - 1870 - Railroads - Maps
Higgins, [1870].
Authors: Warner & Higgins -- H.H. Lloyd & Co. --
Worley & Bracher -- Bourquin, F. (Frederick), b.
1808 -- Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 39 x 30 cm.
"From H.H. Lloyd Co.'s Atlas of the United
States."
In: Atlas of the state of Illinois : to which is added
an atlas of the United States ... (Philadelphia:
Warner & Higgins, 1870), pl. 43.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library).
Case oversize G 10896 .056, pl. 43 (PrCt)

35557 Illinois - Maps - 1871 - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1871 - Wall maps
Watson's new township and sectional map of
Illinois ... New York : G. Watson, 1871.
Authors: Watson, Gaylord -- Chicago Region
Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 110 x 73 cm. folded to 27 x 18
cm.
Scale: 9 miles to an inch.
Inset (42 x 29 cm.): City of Chicago
72683 recat
NL 33-8652.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library).
G 10896 .96 (NLO)

35558 Illinois - Maps - 1871 - Springfield Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1871 - Sangamon County (Ill.) - Maps - 1871
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 23 cm.
Detached from an atlas, p.45.
Inset: Vicinity of Springfield.
MMC 4-1650.
1141
Fitzgerald map2F G4100 1871 .M5 (PrCt)

35559 Illinois - Maps - 1872
Asher & Adams' Illinois. New York : Asher &
Adams, 1872.
Authors: Asher & Adams -- Hermon Dunlap
Smith Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 55 x 39 cm.
Detached from Asher & Adams's New
commercial, topographical, and statistical atlas
and gazetteer of the United States (New York,
1872), p. 67-68.
Scale 1:1,267,200 or 20 miles to an inch.
Shows railroads.
Forms part of the Hermon Dunlap Smith
Collection (Newberry Library).
map4F G4100 1872 .A8a (PrCt)

35560 Illinois - Maps - 1872
Authors: Asher, firm, publishers, New York --
Asher & Adams) -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 55 x 39 cm.
Scale 1:1,267,200.
Detached from an atlas, p. 67-68.
Shows railroads.
4102
Fitzgerald map4F G4100 1872 .A8 (PrCt)
Mayer & Co. -- Mayer (J.) & Co. SEE J. Mayer & Co. 
1 map : hand col. ; 162 x 96 cm. 
'From original surveys, made under the direction of A.H. Worthen.' 
'Drawn by W. Billington, O.H. St. John, & C.K. Worthen.' 
'Published by Legislative Authority.' 
Scale not given. 
Relief shown by hachures. 
Includes grid. 
Duplicate copy (with manuscript additions): 
MapRoll G4101.C5 1875 .W6a (PrCt) 
maproll G 10896 .43 (NLO)

35572 Illinois - Maps - 1877<<>>Sangamon County (III.) - Maps - 1877<<>>Springfield Region (III.) - Maps - 1877 
County & township map of the state of Illinois. 1877. 
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library) 
1 map : hand col. ; 52 x 34 cm. 
Detached from Mitchell's New general atlas, pl. 70. 
Inset: Vicinity of Springfield. 
Maps of Chicago and Cincinnati on verso. 
MMC 4-1693 
4063 
Fitzgerald map4F G4100 1878 .U5 (PrCt)

35573 Illinois - Maps - 1878 
Authors: United States. General Land Office -- Roeser, C. (Charles) -- Bien, Julius, 1826-1909 
1 map : col. ; 77 x 47 cm. 
Scale 1:887,040. 
M1183 
map6F G4100 1878 .U5 (PrCt)

35574 Illinois - Maps - 1878 - 
Railroads<<>>Railroads - Maps 
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) 
1 map : col. ; 39 x 66 cm., folded in covers to 16 x 9 cm. 
Title in upper margin. 
Insets (8 x 10 cm. and 15 x 14 cm.): Vicinity of Davenport and Rock Island -- Chicago and vicinity. 
Issued in accompanying index of railroads and place names (57 p. ; 16 cm.); Rand McNally & Co.'s indexed map of Illinois : showing the railroads in the state ... 
"Entered according to act of Congress, in the year 1878, by Rand, McNally & Co. .... " -- title page verso. 
Poor condition; map separated into three pieces. 
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library). 
map3C G4101 .P3 1878 .R3 (PrCt)
Illinois - Maps - 1881 - Railroads

1 map : col. ; 65 x 39 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:956,000].
In Rand, McNally & Co.'s new indexed business atlas, 9th ed. (Chicago, 1881) between p. 240-241; index and population statistics on p. 240-250.
Includes insets of the Chicago and Quad Cities regions.
Separated into 2 pieces.
Uniform title: Commercial atlas.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection.
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .C7 1881, bet. p. 240-241 (PrCt)

Illinois - Maps - 1883

Illinois. Chicago : Geo. F. Cram, [1883].
Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928. Cram's unrivaled family atlas of the world (1883)
1 map : col. ; 31 x 21 cm.
folio G1019.G463 1883b, p. 50 (PrCt)

Illinois - Maps - 1883 - History

Historical map of Illinois. [19-].
Authors: Blanchard, Rufus, 1821-1904
1 map
19-- facsimile. Negative photostat of map originally published in 1883 [In Ayer 160.5 I3 B65 1883]. 2 sheets.
temp map4F G4101.S1 1883.B5 19-- (PrCt)

Illinois - Maps - 1883 - Railroads

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Illinois. Railroad and Warehouse Commission -- Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library) --
Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 40 cm.
'Prepared for the 1882 report of Railroad and Warehouse Commissioners.'
Scale ca. 1:950,000.
Insets: Vicinity of Davenport & Rock Island. -- Chicago and vicinity.
Forms part of the Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library).
References: R. W. Karrow and D. Buisseret, Gardens of delight: maps and travel accounts of Illinois and the Great Lakes from the collections of Hermon Dunlap Smith (Chicago: Newberry Library, 1984), no. 60; cf. Checklist of printed maps of the Middle West to 1900, 4-1734.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
map4F G4101 .P3 1883 R3 (PrCt)

Illinois - Maps - 1883 - Railroads - Maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1883)
1 map : col. ; 20 x 12 cm.
Title in upper margin.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1883) opposite p. 1904.
map2F G4101.P3 1883 .R3 (PrCt)

Illinois - Maps - 1884 - Railroads - Maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Poor's
Illinois - Maps - 1885 - Railroad land grants
Authors: United States. General Land Office -- Strum, G. P. (Gustave P.) -- Julius Bien & Co. -- Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 74 x 45 cm.
Scale 1:887,040 or '14 miles to 1 inch.'
Shows railroads, railroad land grants, and canals.
Forms part of the Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library).
map6F G4100 1885 .U5 (PrCt)

Illinois - Maps - 1885 - Railroads - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1885)
1 map : col. ; 26 x 19 cm.
Title in right margin.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1885) between p. 638-639
H 668 .703 (1884) bet. p. 662-663 (PrCt)

Illinois - Maps - 1887 - Railroad intersections
Elections, 1888-1892 - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Roche, John A., 1844-1904 -- Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 48 x 30 cm., in portfolio
Scale ca. 1:1,250,000.
 Insets: Vicinity of Rock Island & Davenport. -- Chicago and vicinity.
Mounted on boards and bound into portfolio with maps of Chicago and Cook County.
Cover of portfolio stamped 'John A. Roche,' mayor of Chicago from 1887-1889.
Forms part of the Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library).
map6C G4104.C6 1888 .R3, map 2 (PrCt)

Illinois - Maps - 1887 - Railroad intersections
Elections, 1888-1892 - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Roche, John A., 1844-1904 -- Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 48 x 30 cm., in portfolio
Scale ca. 1:1,250,000.
 Insets: Vicinity of Rock Island & Davenport. -- Chicago and vicinity.
Mounted on boards and bound into portfolio with maps of Chicago and Cook County.
Cover of portfolio stamped 'John A. Roche,' mayor of Chicago from 1887-1889.
Forms part of the Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library).
map6C G4104.C6 1888 .R3, map 2 (PrCt)
Gift '71.

Prime meridians: Greenwich and Washington.

front of envelope.

Engraved copper printing plate, pr

Scale [ca. 1:3,000,000].

1 map : copper printing plate ; 22 x 17 cm.

Authors: John Bartholomew and Son

Illinois

1800-

Engravings

Scale [ca. 1:870,000].

1 map : col. ; 78 x 49 cm.

Scale [ca. 1:870,000].

Issued folded into cover (18 x 11cm.) with title: The Railroad Commissioners’ map of Illinois. January, 1890.

Inset (31 x 20 cm.): Connections with Belt Line, Chicago.

Digital image of this copy available by website subscription to American West : sources from the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library, Chicago (produced by Adam Matthew Digital; accessed November 2011):


9&previous=2&pageindex=1&prevpos=95439

Previously shelved as Case G 10896 .7307

Gift '45

IGN73

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

map4F G4101.P3 1890 .R3 (PrCt)

Illinois - Maps - 1890-1899<<>>Map printing -

Engravings - Maps - 1890-1899<<>>Engraving -

Specimens<<>>Copperplates - Specimens -

1800-1899<<>>Engravings<<>>Printing plates

Illinois. [Edinburgh?, 189?-].

Authors: John Bartholomew and Son

1 map : copper printing plate ; 22 x 17 cm.

Scale [ca. 1:3,000,000].

Engraved copper printing plate, proof attached to front of envelope.

Prime meridians: Greenwich and Washington.

Gift '71.

map4C 8 (PrCt)

Illinois - Maps - 1890-1899<<>>Map printing -

Engravings - Maps - 1890-1899<<>>Engraving -

Specimens<<>>Copperplates - Specimens -

1800-1899<<>>Engravings<<>>Printing plates

Illinois. [Edinburgh?, 189?-].

Authors: John Bartholomew and Son

1 map : copper printing plate ; 22 x 17 cm.

Scale [ca. 1:3,000,000].

Engraved copper printing plate, proof attached to front of envelope.

Prime meridians: Greenwich and Washington.

Gift '71.

map4C 8 (PrCt)

Illinois - Maps - 1890-1899<<>>Map printing -

Engravings - Maps - 1890-1899<<>>Engraving -

Specimens<<>>Copperplates - Specimens -

1800-1899<<>>Engravings<<>>Printing plates

Illinois. [Edinburgh?, 189?-].

Authors: John Bartholomew and Son

1 map : copper printing plate ; 22 x 17 cm.

Scale [ca. 1:3,000,000].

Engraved copper printing plate, proof attached to front of envelope.

Prime meridians: Greenwich and Washington.

Gift '71.

map4C 8 (PrCt)

Illinois - Maps - 1891

Blanchard's map of Illinois, showing every town in the state in a new and improved style ...
Illinois Division -- Forstall, R. L. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (32 p., 17 folded leaves of plates) : 17 col. maps (folded) ; 18 cm.
Cover title: Cyclists' road book of Illinois, 1892.
Pages 28-32 left blank for memoranda.
Scales differ.
Owner's inscription: R.L. Forstall, 18 Arr 47, CTS
Duplicate copy: Case V 135 .494
Beers & Co.
Phillips 12069.
Baskes G1406.E63 .L43 1892 (NLO)

These Official cyclist's road book of Illinois: containing sixteen sectional maps and an index map, showing all highways, railroads, towns, streams, &c. ... / Compiled ... by L.W. Conkling and C.L. Steen. New York : J.B. Beers & Co., 1892.
Illinois Division -- Forstall, R. L. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (32 p., 17 folded leaves of plates) : 17 col. maps (folded) ; 18 cm.
Cover title: Cyclists' road book of Illinois, 1892.
Pages 28-32 left blank for memoranda.
Scales differ.
Owner's inscription: R.L. Forstall, 18 Arr 47, CTS
Duplicate copy: Case V 135 .494
Beers & Co.
Phillips 12069.
Baskes G1406.E63 .L43 1892 (NLO)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- World's Columbian Exposition (1893 : Chicago, Ill.) -- Illinois. Board of World's Fair Commissioners -- Illinois Central Railroad Company -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 245 x 140 cm.
"Copyright, 1893, by Rand, McNally & Co."
Scale [1:253,440] "Scale of statute miles. Four miles to one inch."
Inset view (30 x 38 cm.): Illinois State Building. World's Columbian Exposition.
Forms part of the Illinois Central Railroad archives, Newberry Library.
Formerly shelved as IC Map 18 and IC Map 6F 121.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
maproll G4100 1892 .R3 (PrCt)

Illinois - Maps - 1892 - Railroad system. Reduced scale.
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1892) -- Chicago & Eastern Illinois Railroad Company
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.
Identifies coal regions.
Inset (6 x 5 cm.): Chicago and Eastern Illinois Railroad system [in the eastern U.S.]
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1892) p. 121
H 668 .703 (1892) p. 121 (PrCt)

Illinois - Maps - 1892 - Railroad system. Reduced scale.
Authors: Chicago and Eastern Illinois Railroad Company -- Barnard & Gunthorp (Chicago, Ill.)
1 map ; 28 x 18 cm.
'Shaded portion shows coal territory.'
Inset (9 x 7 cm.): Chicago and Eastern Illinois Railroad system. Reduced scale.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
In Chicago and Eastern Illinois Railroad Company. Third annual report (since consolidation) of the Chicago and Eastern Illinois Railroad Company ... 1892 (Chicago: Barnard & Gunthorp, 1892) opposite title page
5A 7267 (1891-1892 vol.) (PrCt)

35601 Illinois - Maps - 1892 - Railroads - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Commercial atlas (1892) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 66 x 43 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:947,000].
Uniform title: Commercial atlas.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection.
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .C7 1892, p. 180-181
(PrCt)

35602 Illinois - Maps - 1892 - Railroads - Maps
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm. fold in covers 17 x 11 cm. + index (75, [1] p.)
Cover title.
Map proper titled 'Rand McNally & Co.'s Kansas.'
Condition: Fine
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection and the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library). Previous location: B-36
AMcN III PC 3020 (PrCt)

Election returns: abstract of the official returns of the elections held November 8, 1892 and November 6, 1888, in the State of Illinois, as returned to the Secretary of State. [Springfield] : Illinois Secretary of State, 1893.
Authors: Illinois. Office of Secretary of State -- Rand McNally and Company -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Illinois. Secretary of State SEE Illinois. Office of Secretary of State
4 maps : col. ; on sheet 51 x 71 cm.
Tables give results for 1888 and 1892 presidential and gubernatorial races for the state, subdivided by county, and the presidential races for Cook County, subdivided by city wards and suburban townships; maps show districts and apportionment (populations) as of 1893.
Contents: Map of Illinois showing congressional apportionment. -- Map of Illinois showing senatorial apportionment. -- Congressional apportionment of Cook & Lake Counties. -- Senatorial apportionment of Cook County.
Forms part of the Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection at the Newberry Library.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
map 4F G4101 .F7 1893 I5 (PrCt)

Map of the Chicago and Eastern Illinois Railroad system. [New York : s.n., 1893].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1893) -- Chicago & Eastern Illinois Railroad Company
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.
Identifies coal regions.
Inset (6 x 5 cm.): Chicago and Eastern Illinois Railroad system [in the eastern U.S.]
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1893) p. 149
H 668 .703 (1893) p. 149
(PrCt)

Map of the Chicago and Eastern Illinois Railroad system. [Chicago : Chicago and Eastern Illinois Railroad Company?, 1893?].
Authors: Chicago and Eastern Illinois Railroad Company -- Barnard & Gunthorp (Chicago, Ill.)
1 map ; 28 x 17 cm.
‘Shaded portion shows coal territory.’
Inset (9 x 7 cm.): Chicago and Eastern Illinois Railroad system. Reduced scale.
In Chicago and Eastern Illinois Railroad
Company. Fourth annual report (since consolidation) of the Chicago and Eastern Illinois Railroad Company ... 1893 (Chicago: Barnard & Gunthorp, 1893) at end.

5A 7267 (1892-1893 vol.) (PrCt)

Map of the Centralia & Chester Railroad company. [New York : s.n., 1894].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1894) -- Centralia and Chester Railroad Company
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1894) p. [133]
H 668 .703 (1894) p. [133] (PrCt)

Map of the Chicago and Eastern Illinois Railroad system. [New York : s.n., 1894].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1894) -- Chicago & Eastern Illinois Railroad Company
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.
Identifies coal regions.
Inset (6 x 5 cm.): Chicago and Eastern Illinois Railroad system [in the eastern U.S.]
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1894) p. 377
H 668 .703 (1894) p. 377 (PrCt)

Map of the Chicago and Eastern Illinois Railroad system. [Chicago : Chicago and Eastern Illinois Railroad Company?, 1894].
Authors: Chicago and Eastern Illinois Railroad Company -- Stromberg, Allen & Co. (Chicago, Ill.)
1 map ; 28 x 17 cm.
'Shaded portion shows coal territory.'
Inset (9 x 7 cm.): Chicago and Eastern Illinois Railroad system. Reduced scale.
In Chicago and Eastern Illinois Railroad Company. Annual report of the Chicago and Eastern Illinois Railroad Company ... 1894
(Chicago: Stromberg, Allen & Co., 1894) at end.
5A 7267 (1893-1894 vol.) (PrCt)

Military map of Illinois. [Springfield, Ill. Adjutant General ; printed by Ed. F. Hartman, 1895].
Authors: Illinois. Adjutant General's Office.
Biennial report of the Adjutant General of Illinois to the Governor and Commander-in-Chief, 1893 and 1894 (1895) -- Orendorff, Alfred -- Hartman, Ed. F. -- Rand McNally and Company
1 map : col. ; 65 x 42 cm., folded to 21 x 12 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:950,400]. Statute miles, 69.16 = 1 degree (W 91°30'--W 87°30' / N 42°30'--N 37°00').
Base map copyrighted 1889 by Rand McNally & Co.
Indexed to stations.
G 10896 .428 (NLO)

Map of the Centralia & Chester Railroad company. [New York : s.n., 1895].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1895) -- Centralia and Chester Railroad Company
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1895) p. 147
H 668 .703 (1895) p.147 (PrCt)

Map of the Chicago and Eastern Illinois Railroad system. [New York : s.n., 1895].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1895) -- Chicago & Eastern Illinois Railroad Company
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.
Identifies coal regions.
Inset (6 x 5 cm.): Chicago and Eastern Illinois Railroad system [in the eastern U.S.]
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1895)
Illinois - Maps - 1895 - Railroads - Maps
1 map : col. ; 65 x 42 cm.

Illinois - Maps - 1896 - Railroads - Maps
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1896) -- Centralia and Chester Railroad Company
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1896) p. 157

Illinois - Maps - 1896 - Railroads - Maps
Map of the Chicago and Eastern Illinois Railroad system. [Chicago : Chicago and Eastern Illinois Railroad Company?, 1895].
Authors: Chicago and Eastern Illinois Railroad Company -- Corbitt & Burnham (Chicago, Ill.)
1 map ; 28 x 17 cm.
'Shaded portion shows coal territory.'
Inset (9 x 7 cm.): Chicago and Eastern Illinois Railroad system. Reduced scale.
In Chicago and Eastern Illinois Railroad Company. Annual report of the Chicago and Eastern Illinois Railroad Company ... 1895 (Chicago: Corbitt & Burnham, 1895) at end.

Illinois - Maps - 1896 - Railroads - Maps
Map of the Chicago and Eastern Illinois Railroad system. [New York : s.n., 1896].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1896) -- Chicago & Eastern Illinois Railroad Company
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.
Identifies coal regions.
Inset (6 x 5 cm.): Chicago and Eastern Illinois Railroad system [in the eastern U.S.]
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1896) p. 447

Illinois - Maps - 1896 - Railroads - Maps
Map of the Chicago and Eastern Illinois Railroad system. [Chicago : Chicago and Eastern Illinois Railroad Company?, 1896].
Authors: Chicago and Eastern Illinois Railroad Company -- Stromberg, Allen & Co. (Chicago, Ill.)
1 map ; 28 x 17 cm.
'Shaded portion shows coal territory.'
Inset (9 x 7 cm.): Chicago and Eastern Illinois Railroad system. Reduced scale.

Illinois - Maps - 1896 - Wall maps
Authors: Blanchard, Rufus, 1821-1904 -- Blanchard, Rufus, 1821-1904. Atlas of Chicago showing new street names, street numbers and street car lines in colors [1895-1896]
1 map : hand col. ; 112 x 63 cm. on 2 sheets each 58 x 71 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:570,000].
Margins include indexes to counties and towns and 1800-1880 census data.
In: Blanchard, Rufus. Atlas of Chicago showing new street names, street numbers and street car lines in colors (Chicago : Rufus Blanchard, [1895-1896]), leaves 4-5.
Case oversize G 10896.09, leaves 4-5 (PrCt)
Illinois - Maps - 1897-1963 - Topographic maps
Illinois, 15 minute series (topographic).
Authors: Geological Survey (U.S.) -- Illinois. Dept. of Registration and Education -- Illinois State Geological Survey
279 maps : col.; 45 x 35 cm., on sheets 54 x 44 cm.
Scale 1:62,500.
Compiled by the U.S. Geological Survey in association with other agencies, including the Illinois State Geological Survey and Illinois Dept. of Registration and Education.
Collection comprised of sheets variously dated 1897-1963 (bulk 1921-1957); formerly owned by the New York State Library, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, and Central Washington University.
Incomplete. Lacking about 90 sheets, but including multiple editions and/or duplicates of others. Includes 197 of approximately 274 quadrangle titles covering Illinois at this scale; for Newberry Library holdings, see index map filed with collection.
Relief shown by contours and spot heights.
Duplicate and variant copies form a second Newberry collection of this series of Illinois quadrangles; see Map6C G3700 19-.U5, box 57 (PrCt)
2001
map3C G4101 s62 .U5 (PrCt)

Illinois - Maps - 1897 - Bicycle Trails
Bicycle Trails - Illinois - Maps - 1897-<--Illinois - Maps - 1897 - Road maps
Cyclists' road map of Illinois. [19--].
Authors: Black, Arthur D. -- League of American Wheelmen. Illinois Division
1 map
19-- facsimile. Photocopy. Originally published 1897. 5 sheets.
temp map1F G4101.P2  1897 .B5 (PrCt)

Railroad map of Illinois / prepared under the direction of, and presented by, Cicero J. Lindly, Chas. S. Rannels, and Jos. E. Bidwill, Railroad and Warehouse Commissioners. Chicago : Rand, McNally & Co., March 1, 1897.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Illinois. Railroad and Warehouse Commission -- Bidwill, Joseph E. -- Dwyer, John, 19th cent. -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col., mounted on linen ; 76 x 46 cm., folded in covers to 17 x 9 cm.
Inset (25 x 20 cm.): Map of Chicago : showing railroad system.
"Compliments of Jos. E. Bidwill [autograph], Railroad and Warehouse Commissioners of Illinois."--label inside front cover.
"John Dwyer" -- previous owner's name stamped in gold on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
map3C G4101 .P3 1897 .R3a (PrCt)

and mining - Coal mines and mining - Illinois - Maps - 1897 - Railroads - Maps

Map of the Chicago and Eastern Illinois Railroad system. [Chicago : Chicago and Eastern Illinois Railroad Company?, 1897].
Authors: Chicago and Eastern Illinois Railroad Company -- Stromberg, Allen & Co. (Chicago, Ill.)
1 map ; 28 x 17 cm.
'Shaded portion shows coal territory.'
Inset (9 x 7 cm.): Chicago and Eastern Illinois Railroad system. Reduced scale.
In Chicago and Eastern Illinois Railroad Company. Annual report of the Chicago & Eastern Illinois Railroad Company ... 1897
(Chicago: Stromberg, Allen & Co., 1897) at end.
5A 7267 (1896-1897 vol.) (PrCt)

35624 Illinois - Maps - 1898 - Postal service - Illinois - Maps - 1898 - Railroads - Wall maps - Railroads -

Post route map of the state of Illinois : showing post offices with the intermediate distances and mail routes in operation on the 1st of June, 1901.
Authors: United States. Post Office Dept. -- Haake, A. von -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 116 x 76 cm., folded in covers to 18 x 11 cm.
"Published by order of Postmaster General Charles Emory Smith, under the direction of A. von Haake, topographer P.O. Dept."
Inset (25 x 16 cm. ): Environ of Chicago.
Cover title: Map of Illinois.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
map3C G4101 .P8 1901 .U5 (PrCt)

35625 Illinois - Maps - 1898 - Railroads - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1898 - Railroads - Railroads -

(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 76 x 46 cm., folded in covers to 17 x 11 cm.
"Copyright, 1897, by Rand, McNally & Co."
Inset (25 x 20 cm.): Map of Chicago : showing railroad system.
Cover title: The Railroad Commissioners' map of Illinois. 1898.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).


Map of the Chicago and Eastern Illinois Railroad system. [New York : s.n., 1898].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1898) -- Chicago & Eastern Illinois Railroad Company
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.
Identifies coal regions.
Inset (6 x 5 cm.): Chicago and Eastern Illinois Railroad system [in the eastern U.S.]
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1898) p. 365
H 668 .703 (1898) p. 365 (PrCt)


Map of the Chicago and Eastern Illinois Railroad system. [Chicago : Chicago and Eastern Illinois Railroad Company?, 1898].
Authors: Chicago and Eastern Illinois Railroad Company -- Stromberg, Allen & Co. (Chicago, Ill.)
1 map ; 28 x 17 cm.
'Shaded portion shows coal territory.'
Inset (9 x 7 cm.): Chicago and Eastern Illinois Railroad system. Reduced scale.
In Chicago and Eastern Illinois Railroad Company. Annual report of the Chicago & Eastern Illinois Railroad Company ... 1898
(Chicago: Stromberg, Allen & Co., 1897) at end.
5A 7267 (1897-1898 vol.) (PrCt)

35628 Illinois - Maps - 1899 - Bicycle Trails - Bicycle Trails - Illinois - Maps - 1899

Authors: League of American Wheelmen. Illinois Division -- Black, Arthur D. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 v. : 5 maps ; 124 x 73 mm.
(ol9)
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

35629 Illinois - Maps - 1899 - Railroads - Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1899 -
Illinois - Maps - 1905 - Railroads


1 map : col. ; 65 x 42 cm., folded to 13 x 7 cm.

"Rand, McNally & Co.'s new business atlas map of Illinois. Copyright, 1904 ... Copyright 1902, by Rand, McNally & Co." -- at bottom right.

Includes key to railroads 1-97 (with gaps in numbering).

"Scales: statute miles, 15 = 1 inch; kilometres, 24 = 1 inch."

Index on verso.

Detached from missing covers.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

map3C G4101 .P3 1905 .R3 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Chicago, Illinois."
"Containing a carefully compiled series of photographs of all turns and confusing intersecting cross roads with an indicating arrow showing road, also profile maps and distance between photographs as well as instructions for reaching sixty-five towns in northern Illinois and Wisconsin via the best automobile road ways."
Contents of photo plates: [Chicago to Lake Geneva], no. 1-38 -- Lake Geneva to Williams Bay, Delavan Lake, Delavan and Beloit, no. 1-10 -- Return from Lake Geneva, no. 1-22.
Includes strip maps covering Chicago to lake Geneva (5 p.), Lake Geneva to Beloit (2 p.), Lake Geneva to Chicago (6 p.), as well as a map of Lake Geneva (2 p.) keyed to a 'List of holders of property surrounding Lake Geneva.'
Includes numerous automobile advertisements.
Series: Photographic runs ; series C
Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Case GV1024 .C44 1905 (NLO)

35658
Illinois - Maps - 1905 - Road
maps>>>Wisconsin - Maps - 1905 - Road
maps>>>Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1905 -
Road maps>>>Automobile travel - Illinois -
Guidebooks - 1905>>>Automobile travel -
Wisconsin - Guidebooks - 1905<<<>Automobiles -
Description and travel - Guidebooks -
1905<<<>Wisconsin - Description and travel -
Guidebooks - 1905<<<>Photographic
automobile guidebooks<<<>Road maps<<<>Strip
maps<<<>Landowners - Maps

1 vol., unpaged : photographs, ill., maps ; 20 cm.
At head of title: Photo-auto guide : a series of photographic reproductions of all turns and intersecting cross roads, with arrows pointing to the right road. Giving distances between turning points, and outline maps of the entire route
Cover title: Photographic automobile map : Chicago to Rockford, Rockford to Beloit, Beloit to Delavan, Delavan Lake, and Lake Geneva.
Uniform title: Photo auto guide
"Copyright 1905 by H. Sargent Michaels."
Includes strip maps covering Chicago to Rockford (6 p.), Rockford to Beloit (west route ; 4 p.), and maps of Lake Geneva (2 p.), and Lake Delavan (2 p.) keyed to "List[s] of holders of property surrounding [the lakes]."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection.
Gift of Andrew McNally III.
Digital images available as part of the Newberry Library's Great Lakes Digital Collection via the CARLI Digital Collections website (accessed Nov. 2007):
http://collections.carli.illinois.edu/cgi-bin/getimage.exe?CISOROOT=/nby_grlakes&CISOPTR=1554
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
map4C G4101 .P2A 1905 R3 (PrCt)

35659
Illinois - Maps - 1905 - Road
maps>>>Wisconsin - Maps - 1905 - Road
maps>>>Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1905 -
Road maps>>>Automobiles - Road Guides -
Illinois - 1905<<<>Illinois - Description and
travel - Guidebooks - 1905<<<>Automobiles -
Road Guides - Wisconsin - 1905<<<>Wisconsin -
Description and travel - Guidebooks - 1905<<<>Lake Geneva (Wis.) -
Maps - 1905 - Landowners<<<>Lake Delavan
(Wis.) - Maps - 1905 -
Landowners<<<>Photographic automobile
guidebooks<<<>Road maps<<<>Strip
maps<<<>Landowners - Maps

Chicago to Rockford, Rockford to Beloit; Beloit to Delavan, Delavan to Lake Geneva. Chicago and New York : Rand McNally & Company, 1905.

1 vol., unpaged : photographs, ill., maps ; 20 cm.
At head of title: Photo-auto guide : a series of photographic reproductions of all turns and intersecting cross roads, with arrows pointing to the right road. Giving distances between turning points, and outline maps of the entire route
Cover title: Photographic automobile map : Chicago to Rockford, Rockford to Beloit, Beloit to Delavan, Delavan Lake, and Lake Geneva.
Uniform title: Photo auto guide
"Copyright 1905 by H. Sargent Michaels."
Includes strip maps covering Chicago to Rockford (6 p.), Rockford to Beloit (west route ; 4 p.), and maps of Lake Geneva (2 p.), and Lake Delavan (2 p.) keyed to "List[s] of holders of property surrounding [the lakes]."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection.
Gift of Andrew McNally III.
Digital images available as part of the Newberry Library's Great Lakes Digital Collection via the CARLI Digital Collections website (accessed Nov. 2007):
http://collections.carli.illinois.edu/cgi-bin/getimage.exe?CISOROOT=/nby_grlakes&CISOPTR=1554
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
map4C G4101 .P2A 1905 R3 (PrCt)

35660
Illinois - Maps - 1906 - Railroads<<<>Indiana -
Maps - 1906 - Railroads<<<>Chicago Region

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1906) -- Illinois, Iowa and Minnesota Railway -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.
Covers region bounded by Milwaukee, the Chicago region, and Gary, Indiana.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1906) p. 1678
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
H 668 .703 (1906) p. 1678 (PrCt)

Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1906)
1 map : col. ; 26 x 20 cm.
Title in right margin.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1906) between p. 352-353
H 668 .703 (1906) bet. p. 352-353 (PrCt)

Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (158 p.) : ill. (some col.), 60 maps (chiefly col.), ports. ; 38 cm.
"Published by Geo. F. Cram, Chicago, Ill."--On most maps.
Imperfect: Lacking map pasted to inside back cover.
Includes index to towns, counties, and railroads of Illinois.
Includes index.
Publisher's green cloth binding.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Reclassified; formerly Baskes folio G1019 .C743 1906
References: Phillips 1514
Baskes folio G1019 .G4565 1906 (NLO)

35663 Illinois - Maps - 1907
The Rand-McNally vest pocket map of Illinois.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 42 cm. fold. in covers 15 x 7 cm.
Cover title.
Map, titled 'Illinois,' has red overprinting showing railroads.
Indexed on verso. Condition: Slight tears at folds, else fine Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection. Previous location: B-36
AMcN III PC 3040 (PrCt)

Chicago, Indiana & Southern Railroad. Buffalo, N.Y. Matthews-Northrup Works, [1907?].
Authors: Matthews-Northrup Company -- Chicago, Indiana & Southern Railroad Company
1 map ; 21 x 27 cm.
In Chicago, Indiana & Southern Railroad Company. First annual report of the board of directors ... to the stockholders ... 1906 (Cleveland: [Chicago, Indiana & Southern Railroad Company?, 1907?]) opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1906 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1907)
1 map : col. ; 26 x 20 cm.
Title in right margin.
Added title in right margin: Poor's manual--Railroad map of the United States,1907. Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1907) following p. 376
H 668 .703 (1907) following p. 376 (PrCt)

1 map : col. ; 65 x 42 cm.
'Rand, McNally & Co.'s new business atlas map of Illinois. Copyright, 1907 ... Copyright, 1902 ...' -- at bottom left.
Includes key to railroads numbered 2-97 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Illinois. Railroads.
Issued folded in accompanying index (56 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand, McNally & Co.'s indexed county and township pocket map and shippers' guide of Illinois. Chicago and New York : Rand McNally & Co. c1907.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

**RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 215 (PrCt)**

**35667**

**Illinois - Maps - 1907 - Road maps**

*Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1907 - Road maps**

*Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1907 - Road maps**

*Springfield Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1907 - Road maps**

*Peoria Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1907 - Road maps**

*Mendenhall's guide and road map of Illinois. Cincinnati : C.S. Mendenhall, 1907. Authors: C.S. Mendenhall (Firm) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Mendenhall (C.S.) see C.S. Mendenhall (Firm) 1 map : col. ; 95 x 65 cm. fold. in covers 17 x 10 cm.

Includes 187 numbered routes keyed to automobile driving notes in accompanying text (31, [1] p.; 17 cm.)

Insets (19 x 18 cm. and smaller): Map of Illinois showing territory covered by detailed district maps on verso -- Chicago -- St. Louis.

Maps on verso (40 x 42 cm. and smaller):

Mendenhall's road map of St. Louis district -- Mendenhall's road map : Chicago district -- Mendenhall's road map of Springfield, Ill. district -- Mendenhall's road map of Peoria, Ill. district -- Map of Illinois showing territory covered by detailed district maps.

Cover art: Car with 4 riders, one holding a map.


Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**map3C G4101.P2 1907 M4 (PrCt)**

**35668**

**Illinois - Maps - 1908 - Election districts**


1 chart : ports., col. maps ; on 3 sheets 72 x 101 cm.

Contents: Sht. 1 recto: Illinois [map] / Rand McNally & Co., c1908 [col., 65 x 42 cm.], shows congressional districts, 1-25, in red overprinting; map is surrounded by black and white photographs of national leaders (beginning with Theodore Roosevelt) and colored reproductions of flags -- Sht. 1 verso: Index with populations, information about Oglesby County and the electoral districts -- Sht. 2 recto: Col. maps of United States, Cuba, Malaysia, Philippines, Puerto Rico, Hawaii, Alaska, Mexico, by all Rand McNally -- Sht. 2 verso: Tables: "The growth of our country" [populations for 1880, 1890, 1900]; "American tariff from 1791 to 1901"; "Miles of railroads in the United States, 1830-1908" -- Sht. 3 recto: Col. maps of World, United States showing growth by cessions, and Canada; chart of distances between U.S. cities; surrounded by portraits of the presidents -- Sht. 3 verso: "Map showing course of the Atlantic fleet of the U.S. Navy -- from Hampton Roads to San Francisco" (2 hemispheres); maps of Central America, Isthmus of Panama; table of battleships.

map6F G3201.AT 1908 .R3 (PrCt)

**35669**


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

**35670**


In Chicago, Indiana & Southern Railroad Company, Second annual report of the board of directors ... to the stockholders ... 1907 (Cleveland: [Chicago, Indiana & Southern Railroad Company?, 1908?]) bound as second leaf before title page.

5A 7267 (1907 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

**35671**


In Chicago, Indiana & Southern Railroad Company. Third annual report of the board of directors ... to the stockholders ... 1908

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

(Cleveland: [Chicago, Indiana & Southern Railroad Company?, 1908?]) opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1908 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1908) -- Chicago, Joliet and Kansas City Railway
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Includes company logo (2 cm. in diam.): C J & KC
Covers northern Illinois and southeastern Iowa.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1908) p. 828
H 668 .703 (1908) p. 828 (PrCt)

Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1908) -- Mississippi River and Bonne Terre Railway
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.
Covers parts of southwestern Illinois and and eastern Missouri.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1908) p. 561
Also numbered '36' at bottom left.
H 668 .703 (1908) p. 561 (PrCt)

Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1908)
1 map : col. ; 26 x 20 cm.
Title in right margin.
Added title in right margin: Poor's manual--Railroad map of the United States,1908.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1908) between p. 480-481
H 668 .703 (1908) bet. p. 480-481 (PrCt)

226 p. : maps ; 20 cm.
Title page verso: "Copyright 1910 by Geo. W. Kuehl."
Includes "routes extending into Iowa, Missouri, Minnesota, Wisconsin, Indiana, Michigan, Ohio, Pennsylvania, New York and Canada."
Issued with 7 (?) separate and colored regional maps of Illinois (27 x 37 cm. and smaller, folded to 16 x 11 cm., and handstamped A-G on verso): Section A [-G] : automobile road map of Illinois / engraved and printed by the Kenyon Company, Des Moines, Iowa ; copyrighted 1909 by Geo. W. Kuehl.
Lettered maps keyed to route descriptions in the book.
Incomplete; lacking maps B and C.
Also includes small map printed on cardstock (8 x 16 cm.): Demorest, W.S. Auto route : Chicago, Dixon and Sterling ([S.I.] : W.S. Demorest, c1911)
Folded and cardstock maps in pocket inside back cover.
LC Card Number: 10010453
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Case GV1024 .A925 (NLO)

Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1909) -- Mississippi River and Bonne Terre Railway
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.
Covers parts of southwestern Illinois and and eastern Missouri.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1909) p. 543
H 668 .703 (1909) p. 543 (PrCt)

Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1909)
1 map : col. ; 26 x 20 cm.
Title in right margin.
Added title in right margin: Poor's manual--Railroad map of the United States,1909.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
of Illinois. Copyright, 1910 ... Copyright, 1902 ...’
-- at bottom left.
Includes key to railroads numbered 2-96 (with
gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Illinois
railroads.
Issued folded in accompanying index (86 p.; 17
cm.): Rand McNally & Co.’s indexed county and
township pocket map and shippers’ guide of
Illinois. Chicago and New York: Rand McNally &
Co. c1910.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 217 (PrCt)

35683 Illinois - Maps - 1911 - Railroads<><>Indiana -
Maps - 1911 - Railroads<><>Chicago, Indiana &
Southern Railroad Company - Maps -
1911<><>Railroads - Maps
The Chicago, Indiana & Southern R.R. January,
1911. Buffalo, N.Y. The Matthews-Northrup
Works, 1911.
Authors: Matthews-Northrup Company --
Chicago, Indiana & Southern Railroad Company
1 map: col.; 21 x 27 cm.
In Chicago, Indiana & Southern Railroad
Company. Fifth annual report of the board of
directors ... to the stockholders ... 1910
(Cleveland: [Chicago, Indiana & Southern
Railroad Company?, 1911?] opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1910 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

35684 Illinois - Maps - 1911 - Railroads<><>Missouri -
Maps - 1911 - Railroads<><>Mississippi
River and Bonne Terre Railway - Maps -
1911<><>Railroads - Maps
Map of the Mississippi River and Bonne Terre
Railway. [New York: s.n., 1911].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the
United States (1911) -- Mississippi River and
Bonne Terre Railway
1 map: 19 x 12 cm.
Covers parts of southwestern Illinois and and
eastern Missouri.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United
States (New York, 1911) p. 1057
H 668 .703 (1911) p. 1057 (PrCt)

35685 Illinois - Maps - 1911 -
Railroads<><>Railroads - Maps
Illinois. [Chicago] : Rand McNally & Co., 1911,
c1902.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally and Company. Commercial atlas (1911)
-- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 65 x 42 cm.
Running title, right margin: Rand-McNally
indexed atlas.
Scale [ca. 1:939,000].
Keyed to 67 railroads numbered in red.
In Rand, McNally & Co.’s commercial atlas of
America, 1st [i.e. 42nd?] ed. (Chicago, 1911) p.
204-205; index and population statistics on p.
203, 206-207 and 210-211.
Uniform title: Commercial atlas.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection.
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .C7 1911, p. 204-205
(PrCt)

35686 Illinois - Maps - 1912 - Railroads<><>Indiana -
Maps - 1912 - Railroads<><>Chicago, Indiana &
Southern Railroad Company - Maps -
1912<><>Railroads - Maps
Chicago, Indiana & Southern R.R. January, 1912.
Buffalo, N.Y. The Matthews-Northrup Works,
1912.
Authors: Matthews-Northrup Company --
Chicago, Indiana & Southern Railroad Company
1 map: col.; 21 x 27 cm.
In Chicago, Indiana & Southern Railroad
Company. Sixth annual report of the board of
directors ... to the stockholders ... 1912
(Cleveland: [Chicago, Indiana & Southern
Railroad Company?, 1912?] opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1911 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

35687 Illinois - Maps - 1912 - Railroads<><>Missouri -
Maps - 1912 - Railroads<><>Mississippi
River and Bonne Terre Railway - Maps -
1912<><>Railroads - Maps
Map of the Mississippi River and Bonne Terre
Railway. [New York: s.n., 1912].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the
United States (1912) -- Mississippi River and
Bonne Terre Railway
1 map: 19 x 12 cm.
Covers parts of southwestern Illinois and and
eastern Missouri.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United
States (New York, 1912) p. 1107
H 668 .703 (1912) p. 1107 (PrCt)

35688 Illinois - Maps - 1912 -
Railroads<><>Railroads - Maps
The Rand-McNally new commercial atlas map of
Illinois. Chicago: Rand McNally & Co., c1912,
c1902.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally and Company. Shippers guide -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 66 x 43 cm.
‘Rand, McNally & Co.’s new business atlas map
of Illinois. Copyright, 1902 ...’ -- at bottom right.
Includes key to railroads numbered 6-188 (with
gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Illinois
railroads.
Issued folded in accompanying index (78 p.; 17
cm.): Rand McNally & Co.’s indexed county and
township pocket map and shippers’ guide of
Illinois. Chicago and New York: Rand McNally &
Co. c1912.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Illinois - Maps - 1912 - Road maps
The Rand McNally motorists' road map in sections. Section I. Chicago and surrounding country: showing 25,000 miles of highways. Chicago: Rand McNally & Co., 1912.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. The Rand McNally motorists' road map in sections (1912-1913) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 66 x 82 cm., folded in covers to 19 x 12 cm.
Series: The Rand McNally motorists' road map in sections
"Scale: 4 miles to 1 inch."
Issued in covers with [7] p. of Rand McNally advertising at front; map detached from covers.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
map3C G4101 .P2 1913 .R3, section 1 (PrCt)

Illinois - Maps - 1913 - Railroads
1 map : col. ; 66 x 43 cm.
'Rand, McNally & Co.'s new business atlas map of Illinois. Copyright, 1902 ...' -- at bottom right. Includes key to railroads numbered 6-188 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Illinois railroads.
Issued folded in accompanying index (78 p.; 17 cm.): Rand McNally & Co.'s indexed county and township pocket map and shippers' guide of Illinois. Chicago and New York : Rand McNally & Co. c1913.
'Copyrighted Rand McNally & Co. Mar 31, 1913' -- in ms. on page [7].
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 219 (PrCt)

Illinois - Maps - 1913 - Railroads
1 map : col. ; 66 x 43 cm.
'Rand, McNally & Co.'s new business atlas map of Illinois. Copyright, 1902 ...' -- at bottom right. Includes key to railroads numbered 6-188 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Illinois railroads.
Issued folded in accompanying index (78 p.; 17 cm.): Rand McNally & Co.'s indexed county and township pocket map and shippers' guide of Illinois. Chicago and New York : Rand McNally & Co. c1913.
'Copyrighted Rand McNally & Co. Mar 31, 1913' -- in ms. on page [7].
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 220 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
The Rand McNally motorists' road map in sections. Section III. Chicago and Illinois River Valley and surrounding country : showing 25,000 miles of highways. Chicago : Rand, McNally & Company, 1913.

Series: The Rand McNally motorists' road map in sections

"Scale: 4 miles to 1 inch."

Issued folded in covers to 19 x 12 cm.

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

map3C G4101 .P2 1913 .R3, section 4 (PrCt)

35697

Illinois - Maps - 1914 - Railroads - Maps


1 map : col. ; 66 x 43 cm.

"Rand, McNally & Co.'s new business atlas map of Illinois. Copyright, 1902 ..." -- at bottom right.

Includes key to railroads numbered 6-188 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Illinois railroads.

Issued folded in accompanying index (78 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally & Co.'s indexed county and township pocket map and shippers' guide of Illinois. Chicago and New York : Rand McNally & Co. c1914.


Uniform title: Shippers guide.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 221 (PrCt)

35698

Illinois - Maps - 1914 - Railroads - Maps


1 map : col. ; 66 x 43 cm.

"Rand, McNally & Co.'s new business atlas map of Illinois. Copyright, 1902 ..." -- at bottom right.

Includes key to railroads numbered 6-188 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Illinois railroads.

Issued folded in accompanying index (78 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally & Co.'s indexed county and township pocket map and shippers' guide of Illinois. Chicago and New York : Rand McNally & Co. c1914.

Uniform title: Shippers guide.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 221 (PrCt)

35698

Illinois - Maps - 1914 - Railroads - Maps


1 map : col. ; 66 x 43 cm.

"Rand, McNally & Co.'s new business atlas map of Illinois. Copyright, 1902 ..." -- at bottom right.

Includes key to railroads numbered 6-188 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Illinois railroads.

Issued folded in accompanying index (78 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally & Co.'s indexed county and township pocket map and shippers' guide of Illinois. Chicago and New York : Rand McNally & Co. c1914.

Uniform title: Shippers guide.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 221 (PrCt)

35698

Illinois - Maps - 1914 - Railroads - Maps


1 map : col. ; 66 x 43 cm.

"Rand, McNally & Co.'s new business atlas map of Illinois. Copyright, 1902 ..." -- at bottom right.

Includes key to railroads numbered 6-188 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Illinois railroads.

Issued folded in accompanying index (78 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally & Co.'s indexed county and township pocket map and shippers' guide of Illinois. Chicago and New York : Rand McNally & Co. c1914.

Uniform title: Shippers guide.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 221 (PrCt)
1915<>Roads - Maps
Authors: Matthews-Northrup Company -- Chicago, Indiana & Southern Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 22 x 28 cm.
5A 7267 (1914 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

35702 Illinois - Maps - 1918 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : on sheet 72 x 56 cm.
Keyed to 90 named road signs.
Scale [ca. 1:730,000],
Cover art: Motorist driving up hill, passing tree and pole.
Cover handstamped "Register of copyright, Library of Congress ... " and dated "Pubd. 6/8 [?]."
Ptg. 6/1. 6/9/20" in ms.
Formed separately?
Uniform title: Auto trails Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Auto Trails 6F 1 (PrCt)

35704 Illinois - Maps - 1918 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : on sheet 72 x 56 cm.
Keyed to 90 named road signs.
Scale [ca. 1:730,000],
Cover title: A Guide to the blazed trails.
Uniform title: Auto trails Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Auto Trails 6F 2 (PrCt)
Illinois - Maps - 1918 - Road maps

**53705**

**RMcN Auto Trails 4C 6 (PrCt)**

**Illinois - Maps - 1918 - Road maps**

**Wisconsin - Maps - 1918 - Road maps**
**Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1918 - Road maps**
**Milwaukee Region (Wis.) - Maps - 1918 - Road maps**

**Road maps**

**Rand McNally official auto trails map**

**Chicago, Milwaukee section : southeastern Wisconsin, northeastern Illinois : 1918.**


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; on sheet 72 x 56 cm.

Keyed to 36 named road signs.

Scale [ca. 1:585,000].

Issued folded in cover with subtitle: A Guide to the blazed trails.

Uniform title: Auto trails

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**35706**

**RMcN Auto Trails 6F 94 (PrCt)**

**Illinois - Maps - 1919 - Railroads**

**Illinois - Maps - 1919 - Road maps**

**Railroads - Maps**

**The Rand McNally new commercial atlas map of Illinois.**


1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm.

Plate no. 172D.

Includes key to railroads numbered 4-188 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Illinois railroads.

On verso: Illinois automobile road map. 1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm. Plate no.: 612c. National Highways Association roads used by permission.'


Uniform title: Shippers guide.

‘Copyrighted, April 26, 1919’ -- in ms. on cover.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

**35707**

**RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 224 (PrCt)**

**Illinois - Maps - 1919 - Road maps**

**Road maps**

**Rand McNally official 1919 auto trails map**

**district number 1 : Illinois, western Indiana, S.E. Iowa, N.E. Missouri.**


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; on sheet 71 x 56 cm.

Keyed to 80 named road signs.

Scale [ca. 1:434,000].

Handstamped "1" on verso.

Uniform title: Auto trails

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Digital image available as part of the Newberry Library's Great Lakes Digital Collection via the CARLI Digital Collections website (accessed Nov. 2007): http://collections.carli.illinois.edu/cgi-bin/getimage.exe?CISOROOT=/nby_grlakes&CISOPTR=1649

**RMcN Auto Trails 6F 3 (PrCt)**

**Illinois - Maps - 1919 - Road maps**

**Rand McNally official 1919 auto trails map**

**district number 1 : Illinois, western Indiana, S.E. Iowa, N.E. Missouri.**


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; on sheet 72 x 56 cm.

Keyed to 80 named road signs.

Scale [ca. 1:730,000].

Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto trails map:

**district number 1 : Illinois, N.E. Missouri, S.E. Iowa**

[Chicago: Rand McNally, 1919]. 40 p. : maps, ill. ; 19 cm.

Cover title: A Guide to the blazed trails.

Cover handstamped "Register of copyrights, Library of Congress ... " and dated "Aug. 8, 1919" in ms.

Uniform title: Auto trails

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).


**RMcN Auto Trails 6F 4 (PrCt)**

**Illinois - Maps - 1919 - Road maps**

**Rand McNally official 1919 auto trails map**

**district number 1 : Illinois, western Indiana, S.E. Iowa, N.E. Missouri.**


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; on sheet 71 x 56 cm.

Keyed to 80 named road signs.

Scale [ca. 1:730,000].

Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto trails map:

**district number 1 : Illinois, N.E. Missouri, S.E. Iowa**

[Chicago: Rand McNally, 1919]. 40 p. : maps, ill. ; 19 cm.

Cover title: A Guide to the blazed trails.

Cover handstamped "Register of copyrights, Library of Congress ... " and dated "Aug. 8, 1919" in ms.

Uniform title: Auto trails

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).


**Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.**

**For more information refer to the title page of this volume.**
Illinois - Maps - 1919 - Road maps

35710 Illinois - Maps - 1919 - Road maps

Authors: Clason Map Co.
1 map : col. ; 65 x 38 cm.
Detached from Clason's Illinois road map and railway guide (Denver: Clason Map Company, 1920). The guide (16 cm. ; 72 p.) is filed in the Map Information File.
Gift, 1985
4138 map4F G4101.P2 1920 C6 (PrCt)

Illinois - Maps - 1920 - Road maps

35713 Illinois - Maps - 1920 - Road maps

Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 226 (PrCt)

Illinois - Maps - 1920 - Road maps

35714 Illinois - Maps - 1920 - Road maps

1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm.
Plate no. 172E.
Includes key to railroads numbered 4-191 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Illinois railroads.
On verso: Illinois automobile road map. 1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm. Plate no. 612c. 'National Highways Association roads used by permission.'
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 19 (PrCt)

Illinois - Maps - 1920 - Railroads

35715 Illinois - Maps - 1920 - Road maps

1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm.
Plate no. 172E.
Includes key to railroads numbered 4-191 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Illinois railroads.
On verso: Illinois automobile road map. 1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm. Plate no. 612c. 'National Highways Association roads used by permission.'
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Auto Trails 6F 5 (PrCt)
Handstamp on front cover: Register of copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.

'3/15/21' -- manuscript date on front cover.

Uniform title: Shippers guide.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 229 (PrCt)


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Commercial atlas (1921) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 65 x 42 cm.

Added title, right margin: Commercial atlas of America.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
35720 Illinois - Maps - 1921 - Road maps Indiana - Maps - 1921 - Road maps
1 map : 94 x 69 cm. on sheet 95 x 71 cm.
Verso blank.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 26.3 (PrCt)

35721 Illinois - Maps - 1921 - Road maps Rand McNally official 1921 auto trails map :
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; on sheet 72 x 56 cm.
Keyed to 94 named road signs.
Scale [ca. 1:745,000].
Cover art: Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN AE 26.3 (PrCt)

35722 Illinois - Maps - 1921 - Road maps Rand McNally official auto trails map :
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
50 p. : maps, ill. ; 19 cm.
Imperfect; lacking folded map and back cover.
Cover title: Rand McNally official auto trails map : Illinois, north east Missouri, south east Iowa : district number 1
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 79 (PrCt)

35723 Illinois - Maps - 1921 - Road maps Rand McNally official 1921 auto trails map :
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
52 p. : maps (1 folded) ; 19 x 11 cm.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Keyed to named road signs.
Scale [ca. 1:745,000].
Cover art: Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Clients 4838 (PrCt)

The Chicago and Eastern Illinois Railway and connections. Chicago : Poole Bros., [1922, i.e. 1924?].
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Chicago and Eastern Illinois Railroad Company
1 map ; 23 x 16 cm.
'1-23-22' -- at bottom right.
Plate no.: 6289.
Mileage table on verso.
5A 7267 (1923 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm.
'The Rand, McNally new commercial atlas map of Illinois.' -- Beneath scale bar.
Plate no. 172G.
Includes key to railroads numbered 4-191 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Illinois railroads.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Illinois. 1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm. Plate no.
1005G.
'7/1/22' -- manuscript date on front cover.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 230 (PrCt)

35726 Illinois - Maps - 1922 - Road maps<<<Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1922 - Road maps<<<Lincoln Highway - Maps - 1922<<<Starved Rock Trail (Ill.) - Maps - 1922<<<Wall maps<<<Road maps
Rand McNally & Co.'s detailed survey map of northeast Illinois. [Chicago and New York]: Rand, McNally & Co., [1922?].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Lincoln Highway Association -- Library of Congress.
Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 94 x 66 cm., folded in covers to 18 x 13 cm.
Place of publication from front cover.
Cover title: Northeast Illinois: Rand McNally detailed survey map: counties, cities, towns, villages, townships, sections, railroads, streams, lakes, etc.: roads in detail.
"Use of the name 'Lincoln Highway' on this map has been authorized by the Lincoln Highway Association." -- at bottom right.
Identifies route of "Starved Rock Trail" in DuPage County.
Plate nos. "405" and "503".
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
map3C G4101 .P2 1922 .R3 (PrCt)

35728 Illinois - Maps - 1922 - Road maps<<<Middle West - Maps - 1922 - Road maps<<<Road maps
Authors: Chicago Daily News, Inc. -- Rand McNally and Company
1 map: 92 x 70 cm.
Scale ca. 1:810,000.
Includes list of "Trail & highway markings."
Coverage extends to Postville, Iowa; Grand Rapids, Mich.; Bardstown, Ky.; and Elwins, Mo.
map6F G4101.P2 1922 C5 (PrCt)

35729 Illinois - Maps - 1922 - Road maps<<<Road maps
1 map: 91 x 70 cm. folded to 19 x 11 cm. + accompanying text (8 pages; 19 cm.)
Cover title: Illinois State Automobile Association official road and trails map of Illinois and adjoining territory
"Vermilion County Illinois Automobile Club" -- front cover.
Issued folded with accompanying text on "first aid and road service", "official garages", "Illinois motor camps", and "official hotels."
Uniform title: Auto trails
Verso blank.
Cover art: Illinois State Automobile Association logo.
Editor's copy (?); directory of Illinois motor camps extensively marked up in red and blue pencil and initialed "H E L [?]"

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 1525 (PrCt)

35730 Illinois - Maps - 1922 - Road maps

Rand McNally official 1922 auto trails map:

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; on sheet 87 x 68 cm

Keyed to 99 named road signs.

Scale [ca. 1:618,000]].

Right bottom section of map missing.

Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto trails map:


Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.

Cover handstamped "Register of copyrights, Library of Congress ... and dated "4/28/22" in ms.

Uniform title: Auto trails

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).

RMcN Auto Trails 4C 84 (PrCt)

35731 Illinois - Maps - 1922 - Road maps

[Rand McNally official 2922 auto trails map:

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

Map missing.

Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto trails map:


Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.

Cover marked "1922" in ms.

Uniform title: Auto trails

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).

RMcN Auto Trails 4C 83 (PrCt)

35732 Illinois - Maps - 1923 - Railroads - Road maps


1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm.

'The Rand, McNally new commercial atlas map of Illinois.' -- Beneath scale bar.

Plate no. 172H.

Includes key to railroads numbered 4-191 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Illinois railroads.

On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Illinois. 1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm. Plate no.: 1005G.


'3/28/23' -- manuscript date on front cover.

Uniform title: Shippers guide.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 231 (PrCt)

35733 Illinois - Maps - 1923 - Road maps - Covers

Illinois official auto trails map / issued by Louis L. Emmerson, Secretary of State, Automobile Dept. [Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, 1923?].


19 x 11 cm.

Cover only; lacking folded map.

Cover title.

Uniform title: Automobile Department


Dated "12/22/23" in pencil beneath stamp.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 1527 (PrCt)

35734 Illinois - Maps - 1923 - Road maps

Rand McNally official 1923 auto trails map:

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Jan. 1924).

RMcN Auto Trails 4C 72 (PrCt)
Illinois - Maps - 1924 - Road maps

Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 79 x 62 cm., folded to 56 x 142 cm.
Keyed to 77 named road signs.
Scale [ca. 1:1,070,000].
Cover title: Remington game load trails.
Index to cities and towns in left margin.
In lower right corner: F-13-A.
On verso, "Junior auto trails map of the United States" and advertisements for rifles, ammunition and other sporting goods.
Cover has imprint of "Von Lengerke & Antoine, sporting goods exclusively, 33 So. Wabash Ave., Chicago, Illinois."
Cover art (2 panels): Ducks rising above marshland.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Illinois - Maps - 1924 - Road maps
Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 79 x 62 cm., folded to 56 x 142 cm.
Keyed to 77 named road signs.
Scale [ca. 1:1,070,000].
Cover title: Remington game load trails.
Index to cities and towns in left margin.
In lower right corner: F-13-A.
On verso, "Junior auto trails map of the United States" and advertisements for rifles, ammunition and other sporting goods.
Cover has imprint of "Von Lengerke & Antoine, sporting goods exclusively, 33 So. Wabash Ave., Chicago, Illinois."
Cover art (2 panels): Ducks rising above marshland.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Illinois - Maps - 1924 - Road maps
Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 79 x 62 cm., folded to 56 x 142 cm.
Keyed to 77 named road signs.
Scale [ca. 1:1,070,000].
Cover title: Remington game load trails.
Index to cities and towns in left margin.
In lower right corner: F-13-A.
On verso, "Junior auto trails map of the United States" and advertisements for rifles, ammunition and other sporting goods.
Cover has imprint of "Von Lengerke & Antoine, sporting goods exclusively, 33 So. Wabash Ave., Chicago, Illinois."
Cover art (2 panels): Ducks rising above marshland.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Illinois - Maps - 1924 - Road maps
Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 79 x 62 cm., folded to 56 x 142 cm.
Keyed to 77 named road signs.
Scale [ca. 1:1,070,000].
Cover title: Remington game load trails.
Index to cities and towns in left margin.
In lower right corner: F-13-A.
On verso, "Junior auto trails map of the United States" and advertisements for rifles, ammunition and other sporting goods.
Cover has imprint of "Von Lengerke & Antoine, sporting goods exclusively, 33 So. Wabash Ave., Chicago, Illinois."
Cover art (2 panels): Ducks rising above marshland.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Illinois - Maps - 1924 - Road maps
Illinois official auto trails map. [Springfield] : State Automobile Department, 1924.
1 map : both sides ; 106 x 68 cm. on sheet 56 x 72 cm.
Keyed to 71 named road signs.
Includes fee schedules and motor vehicle laws.
Marked "Ill. official auto trails map" in ms.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
R McN Auto Trails 4C 109 (Pr Ct)

Illinois - Maps - 1924 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Illinois. Office of Secretary of State -- Emmerson, Louis L. -- North Shore Motor Club (Chicago, Ill.)
1 map ; 106 x 68 cm. on sheet 57 x 72 cm.
Northern half of map on recto, southern half on verso.
Includes text 'synopsis of the motor vehicle law' and table showing licenses issued and fees received, 1911-1923.
Issued folded in printed cover 19 x 11 cm.
Handstamp on cover: Touring Bureau, North Shore Motor Club, 5600 Sheridan Road.
Gift 198-?
s Fitzgerald map 4F G4101.P2 1924 R3 (NLO)

Illinois - Maps - 1925 - Railroads
1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm.
Plate no. 7R24.
Includes key to railroads numbered 4-191 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Illinois railroads.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Illinois. 1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm. Includes key to 16 named 'Principal trails in Illinois.'
Issued folded in accompanying index (71 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Illinois. San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Co., c1925.
Handstamp on front cover: Register of copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.
’2/21/25 ’ -- manuscript date on front cover.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
R McN Shippers Guide 4C 233 (Pr Ct)

Illinois - Maps - 1925 - Road maps
Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 80 x 62 on sheet 88 x 73 cm.
Keyed to 77 named road signs.
Scale [ca. 1:760,000].
Plate no. G-15 A.
On verso: Rand McNally detailed 1925 auto trails map : Chicago and vicinity. Keyed to 8 named road signs. Scale [ca. 1:284,000]. Includes inset of the park and boulevard system of Chicago.
Plate no. G-15-B.
Cover title: Rand McNally official auto trails map : Illinois, Chicago and vicinity.
On cover and first page in black pen ms. "Equity no. 5641". In red pen in ms. on cover "Inc. equity no. U.S. district 6" and "Rand McNally .... M.E. Thompson(?). ....... The rest is illegible.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Title page and back cover both stamped "Filed Feb 23 1926 at ......o clock......M. Charles M. Bates. clerk."

Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN Auto Trails 4C 187 (PrCt)

Illinois - Maps - 1925 - Road maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 80 x 62 on sheet 88 x 73 cm.
Keyed to 77 named road signs.
Scale [ca. 1:760,000].
Plate no. G-15 A.
On verso: Rand McNally detailed 1925 auto trails map : Chicago and vicinity. Keyed to 8 named road signs. Scale [ca. 1:284,000]. Includes inset of the park and boulevard system of Chicago.
Plate no. G-15-B.
Cover title: Rand McNally official auto trails map : Illinois, Chicago and vicinity.
Cover handstamped "Register of copyrights, Library of Congress .... " and dated "4/17/25" in ms.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
RV1 - Maps - 1928 - Road maps

Illinois : motor trails are calling. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1928?].
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 59 x 38 cm. on sheet 61 x 46 cm. Plate art: Standard brand logos.
Panel no. ADV-584 (A.D. 994).
On verso: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) territorial road map featuring federal system of highways. Plate no. obscured. -- Chicago and vicinity. Plate no. B.
AE index records 1929 date, but plate nos. suggests 1928.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 25.23 (PrCt)

35766 Illinois - Maps - 1928 - Road maps

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Illinois.
Secretary of State -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Plate no. B-131-JC.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 61 (PrCt)

35767 Illinois - Maps - 1928 - Road maps

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shaffer Oil and Refining Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 77 (PrCt)

35768 Illinois - Maps - 1928 - Road maps

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
35769 Illinois - Maps - 1928 - Road maps

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 2.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 88 (PrCt)

35770 Illinois - Maps - 1928 - Road maps

Outdoor Illinois. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1928?].
1 map : col. ; 59 x 44 cm. on sheet 61 x 46 cm.
Panel art: River with falls.
Added title: Map of Illinois: featuring fish and game preserves, state institutions, recreation centers and points of interest. Plate no. B-131-J.C.
AE index records 1929 date, but plate no. suggests 1928.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 25.20.1 (PrCt)

35771 Illinois - Maps - 1928 - Road maps

1 map : col. ; 68 x 45 cm. on sheet 71 x 53 cm.
Panel art: State outline, state seal, compass.
Added title: Illinois official 1928 auto road map.
Plate no. B-131-J.C.
Inset: Chicago and vicinity.
Handstamped 'Automobile Touring & Travel Bureau...Chicago...'
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 25.16 (PrCt)

35772 Illinois - Maps - 1928 - Road maps

1 map : col. ; 68 x 45 cm., folded to 18 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. B-131-J.C.
Inset (19 x 18 cm.): Chicago and vicinity.
Panel art: Outline of state with state seal and outline; compass rose.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN AE 25.17 (PrCt)

35773 Illinois - Maps - 1928 - Road maps

Highway map and guide of Illinois. Aurora, Mo. Mid-West Map Company, [1928].
Authors: Mid-West Map Company -- Authorized Guide & Map Service -- Indian Refining Company.
1 map : 54 x 30 cm. on sheet 56 x 38 cm.
Date from AE index.
Panel includes label (printed in color) for "Indian Gas" pasted over AG&MS logo.
Panel no. P82625.
Closely trimmed, resulting in some loss of detail along right side.
Listing of guide and map stations on verso.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 25.18 (PrCt)

35774 Illinois - Maps - 1928 - Road maps

1 map : col. ; 80 x 62 cm. on sheet 88 x 73 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:780,000].
Includes inset of Chicago region.
Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto road map of Illinois ... (Chicago and New York: Rand McNally, 1928). 64 p. : maps, ill. ; 19 cm.
Title page handstamped "Register of copyrights, Library of Congress ..."and dated "5-5-28" in ms.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 360 (PrCt)

35775 Illinois - Maps - 1928 - Road maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 79 x 61 cm. on sheet 82 x 72 cm.
Inset: Chicago and vicinity.
Torn and separated in 2 pieces.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 26.2 (PrCt)

RMcN Air Trails 4C 14 (PrCt)

35780 Illinois - Maps - 1929 - Iowa - Maps - 1929 - Road maps

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Iowa Mutual Insurance Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Illinois - Maps - 1929 - Road maps

Authors: Langwith, A. L. (Afred Logan) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 57 x 36 cm. on sheet 58 x 37 cm.
Date from AE index.
'Standard size.'
"Series S 21-396."
On verso: Langwith's motor trails map: Michigan.
Includes inset of western upper Michigan.
Margins closely trimmed.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 25.19 (PrCt)

Illinois - Maps - 1929 - Road maps

*1929 Illinois: motor trails are calling /... compliments of Standard Oil Company (Indiana).* Chicago: H.M. Gousha Company, 1929.
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 58 x 38 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) 1929 official road map: Illinois.
Plate no. C-131 J.C.
Maps on verso (29 x 44 cm. and 21 x 19 cm.):
Standard Oil Company (Indiana) territorial road map [of the midwest United States] -- Chicago and vicinity.
Panel art: Standard Oil Company logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 5012 (PrCt)

Illinois - Maps - 1929 - Road maps

Authors: American Automobile Association -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 84 x 54 cm. on sheet 86 x 55 cm.
Date from AE index.
Plate no. 3016B.
Shows locations of AAA touring bureaus.
Verso includes insets of Chicago and St. Louis.
Trimmed, resulting in some loss of detail on verso.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 25.21 (PrCt)

Illinois - Maps - 1929 - Road maps

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Dixie Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 125 (PrCt)

Illinois - Maps - 1929 - Road maps

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Firestone Tire and Rubber Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 135 (PrCt)

Illinois - Maps - 1929 - Road maps

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Independent Oil Men of America -- Valley Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 178 (PrCt)

Illinois - Maps - 1929 - Road maps

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Marland Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 0, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 205 (PrCt)

Illinois - Maps - 1929 - Road maps

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 147 (PrCt)
35789 Illinois - Maps - 1929 - Road maps

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shaffer Oil and Refining Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
**Gousha Clients 227** (PrCt)

35790 Illinois - Maps - 1929 - Road maps

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
**Gousha Clients 257** (PrCt)

35791 Illinois - Maps - 1929 - Road maps

Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, 1929.
Authors: Illinois. Office of Secretary of State -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Johnson's Service Station (Chicago, Ill.) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; 68 x 45 cm. on sheet 71 x 53 cm.
Panel art: State outline, state seal, compass.
Added panel title: Official 1929 road map of Illinois.
Added title: Illinois official 1929 auto road map.
Plate no. C-131-J.C.
Includes inset of Chicago and vicinity.
Handstamped 'Johnson's Service Station, 121st St. & Western Ave. .... '
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 25.20** (PrCt)

35792 Illinois - Maps - 1929 - Road maps

*Highway map and guide of Illinois.* Aurora, Mo.
Mid-West Map Company, [1929].
Authors: Mid-West Map Company -- Authorized Guide & Map Service -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; 53 x 31 cm. on sheet 56 x 44 cm.
Date from AE index.
Panel art: AG&MS logo.
Panel no. 270034.
Listing of guide and map stations on verso.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 25.22** (PrCt)

35793 Illinois - Maps - 1929 - Road maps

Rand McNally junior auto road map of Illinois.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [1929].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Hotel Kaskaskia (La Salle, Ill.) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 43 x 28 cm. fold. in covers 13 x 9 cm.
Cover imprinted "Compliments Hotel Kaskaskia, the best in La Salle, Illinois."
Photograph of hotel on front cover, room rates and dining room prices on back.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**map3C G4101.P2 1929 R3** (PrCt)

35794 Illinois - Maps - 1929 - Road maps

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; 67 x 53 cm. on sheet 71 x 56 cm.
Panel art: Driver asking directions at station.
Includes inset of Chicago region.
Verso includes insets of five cities, downtown Chicago and untitled map of middle western and eastern United States.
Separated into several pieces; incomplete; lacking small sections.
Glued back-to-back with RMcN AE 026.11A.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 26.11** (PrCt)


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; 63 x 47 cm. on sheet 69 x 50 cm.
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Plate nos. 1:12S, 7R29 and 10N25.
Inset of Chicago region.
Keyed to railroads in red.
Includes inset of Chicago region.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 26.1X (PrCt)

35796 Illinois - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Bridges - Illinois - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Authors: Illinois. Division of Highways -- Comer, W. A., fl. 1930 -- Sheets, Frank T., b. 1890 -- Burch, G. F., fl. 1930 -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 61 x 41 cm.
"Revised to July 1, 1930."
"Frank T. Sheets, chief highway engineer."
Inset (21 x 13 cm.): [Chicago region,]
Map on verso (19 x 14 cm.): Map of Illinois showing U.S. marked routes.
Editor's copy; ms. annotations identify bridge and ferry locations.
Accompanied by typescript letter (2 leaves) dated December 2, 1930 from Illinois bridge engineer G.F. Burch to Rand McNally.
Filed with a group of related U.S. state maps identifying bridges along major highways, ca. 1927-ca. 1939 (in RMcN AE folders 172 and 173), many associated with Rand McNally cartographer John G. Brink.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 173.11 (PrCt)

35797 Illinois - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
1 map : col. ; 80 x 62 cm.
Plate no. L-1075.
Inset (33 x 27 cm.): Chicago and vicinity.
Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto road map of Illinois ... (Chicago and New York: Rand McNally & Company, 1930). 55 p. : maps, ill. ; 19 cm.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B, BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Handstamp on title page: Register of Copyrights.
Library of Congress, Washington, D.C.
'5-2-30' in ms. on title page.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 472 (PrCt)

35799 Illinois - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Clothing trade - Illinois - Maps - 1930 - Clothing trade - Richman Brothers Co. - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Authors: Richman Brothers Co. -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 389 (PrCt)

35800 Illinois - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Indiana - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Middle West - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
1930 highway guide of Illinois and Indiana : Linco ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1930].
Authors: Lincoln Refining Co. (Robinson, Ill.) --
Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 62 x 48 cm. on sheet 65 x 51 cm.
Panel art: Outline of Illinois and Indiana.
Verso includes four city maps and: Linco highway guide of north-central United States. Plate no. L.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 39.9 (PrCt)

35803 Illinois - Maps - 1930 - Road maps

West - Maps - 1930 - Road maps

Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- Iowa Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company
-- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 38 cm. on sheet 61 x 46 cm.
Panel art: Car at service station.
Added title: Rand McNally special auto road map of Illinois. Plate no. L-1076.
On verso: Cities Service road map: north-central states. Plate no. L.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 26.10 (PrCt)

35804 Illinois - Maps - 1930 - Road maps

Authors: Johnson Oil Refining Co. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress.
Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 38 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Johnson auto road map of Illinois. Plate no. L 1076.
Map on verso (28 x 44 cm.): Johnson through route map of north-central states.
Panel art: B&W illustrations of speeding cars and three Johnson winged hourglass logos.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1556 (PrCt)

35805 Illinois - Maps - 1930 - Road maps

Sinclair road map : Illinois ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1930].
1 map : col. ; 43 x 28 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Rand McNally junior auto road map of Illinois.
Uniform title: Junior auto trails.
Date from RMcN AE 186 ms. index.
Plate no. L-1076
 Insets (17 x 9 cm. and smaller): Chicago -- East St. Louis -- Peoria.
Map on verso (44 x 59 cm.): Sinclair territorial road map of the north central states.
Panel art: Sinclair gasoline logo.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 186.15 (PrCt)

**35806 Illinois - Maps - 1930 - Road maps**

*Map of Illinois showing state highways.*
[Springfield, Ill.?] : Division of Highways, 1930.
Authors: Coner, W. A. -- Illinois. Division of Highways -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 62 x 41 cm. on sheet 66 x 43 cm.
Added title, in upper margin: Illinois roads.
Includes inset of Chicago region.
'Revised to Jan 1, 1930.'
On verso: Map of Illinois showing U.S. marked routes.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 25.25 (PrCt)

**35807 Illinois - Maps - 1930 - Road maps**

Authors: Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Buehler -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 38 cm. on sheet 61 x 46 cm.
Panel art: Car, river, mountains; drawn by Buehler.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 25.24 (PrCt)

**35808 Illinois - Maps - 1930 - Road maps**

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 278 (PrCt)

**35809 Illinois - Maps - 1930 - Road maps**

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Deep Rock Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 303 (PrCt)

**35810 Illinois - Maps - 1930 - Road maps**

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 324 (PrCt)

**35811 Illinois - Maps - 1930 - Road maps**

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 440 (PrCt)

**35812 Illinois - Maps - 1930 - Road maps**

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Western Oil Refining Company -- Columbus Oil Co. (Columbus, Ohio) -- Silver Flash -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Silver Flash appears on all title panels. Silver Flash Motor Oil variously associated with Western Oil Refining Co. and Columbus Oil Co.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 428 (PrCt)

**35813 Illinois - Maps - 1930 - Road maps**

[Springfield, Ill.?] : Secretary of State, 1930.
Authors: Illinois. Office of Secretary of State -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 44 cm. on sheet 71 x 54 cm.
Panel art: Cowboy, indian, stagecoach, car on road.
Verso includes table of distances.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 25.26 (PrCt)

**35814 Illinois - Maps - 1930 - Road maps**

*Illinois - Maps - 1930 - Road maps.*
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 80 x 62 cm. on sheet 88 x 73 cm.
Plate no. L-1075.
Includes inset of Chicago region.
Verso blank.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 26.13 (PrCt)

35815 Illinois - Maps - 1930 - Road maps>Road maps
Authors: Skelly Oil Company -- Middleton Oil Company -- Langwith, A. L. (Alfred Logan) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 58 x 36 cm. on sheet 61 x 45 cm.
Panel art: Cars around Skelly sign.
"Standard size."
Includes inset of Chicago region.
On verso: Langwith's map of United States showing U.S. highways and connecting roads.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 25.27 (PrCt)

35816 Illinois - Maps - 1930 - Road maps>Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 68 x 53 cm. on sheet 71 x 56 cm.
Includes inset of Chicago region.
Verso blank.
Glued back-to-back with RMcN AE 026.11.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 26.11A (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Pocket maps -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
71 p.: 26 maps (2 folded); 24 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally pocket maps: Illinois: counties, cities, towns, auto roads, railroads, city maps, hotels, 1930 census
Uniform title: Pocket maps

Folded map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet: back to back, col.; 64 x 47 cm. and 68 x 52 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of California. Plate nos. "No.1:12S", "7R30" and "10N25." Includes key to railroads and inset of the Chicago region (23 x 11 cm.) -- Rand McNally official 1931 auto road map: Illinois. Plate no. M-1075. Includes inset of the Chicago region (28 x 23 cm.)
Index includes maps of Alton, Aurora, Belleville, Bloomington, Cairo, Champaign-Urbana, Chicago region, Danville, Decatur, Davenport and Rock Island, East St. Louis, Elgin, Evanston, Freeport, Galesburg, Joliet, Kankakee, Moline, Ottawa, Peoria, Quincy, Rockford, Springfield and Waukegan (p. 56-71).
Cover art: Cars on road alongside passenger train.
"50¢" -- printed on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).

RMcN Pocket 4C 57 (PrCt)

Chicago and Eastern Illinois Railway and connections. [Chicago? Chicago and Eastern Illinois Railroad Company?, 1931, i.e. 1937?].
Authors: Chicago and Eastern Illinois Railroad Company
1 map; 23 x 16 cm.
'1-29-'31' -- at bottom right.
Plate no.: 6306.
Printed on heavy green paper stock.
5A 7267 (1937 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Chicago and Eastern Illinois Railway and connections. [Chicago? Chicago and Eastern Illinois Railroad Company?, 1931, i.e. 1937?].
Authors: Chicago and Eastern Illinois Railroad Company
1 map; 23 x 16 cm.
'1-29-'31' -- at bottom right.
Plate no.: 6306.
5A 7267 (1938 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Chicago and Eastern Illinois Railway and connections. [Chicago? Chicago and Eastern Illinois Railroad Company?, 1931, i.e. 1939?].

Authors: Chicago and Eastern Illinois Railroad Company
1 map; 23 x 16 cm.
'1-29-'31' – at bottom right.
Plate no.: 6306.

35824 Illinois - Maps - 1931 - Road maps<<<Northeastern States - Maps - 1931 - Road maps

Library)

35823 Illinois - Maps - 1931 - Road maps<<<Indiana - Maps - 1931 - Road maps<<<Northeastern States - Maps - 1931 - Road maps

On verso: Linco highway guide of north-central United States. Plate no. M.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 26.17 (PrCt)

35825 Illinois - Maps - 1931 - Road maps

"Revised to Jan 1, 1931."
Includes inset of Chicago region. Verso includes table of distances and: Map of Illinois showing U.S. marked routes. Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 25.29 (PrCt)

35826 Illinois - Maps - 1931 - Road maps

1 map : col. ; 58 x 38. Panel title. Added title: Dixie auto road map of Illinois Date from RMcN AE 66 ms. index. Plate no. 15. O 19 M.

RMcN AE 26 (PrCt)
Illinois - Maps - 1931 - Road maps

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Dedication: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 605 (PrCt)

Illinois - Maps - 1931 - Road maps

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Deep Rock Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Dedication: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 467 (PrCt)

Illinois - Maps - 1931 - Road maps

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Manuscript on title panel: "2nd edit."
Dedication: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 545 (PrCt)

Illinois - Maps - 1931 - Road maps

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Sinclair Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Dedication: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 579 (PrCt)

Illinois - Maps - 1931 - Road maps

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Dedication: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 605 (PrCt)

Illinois - Maps - 1931 - Road maps

Authors: Illinois. Office of Secretary of State -- Stratton, William J. -- Cities Service Oil Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 43 cm. on sheet 71 x 53 cm.
Panel art: Cowboy, indian, stagecoach, car on road.
Added title: Official 1931 Illinois highway map.
Includes inset of Chicago region.
Verso includes table of distances.
Handstamped "Cities Service Station...Waukegan, Ill."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 25.31 (PrCt)

Illinois - Maps - 1931 - Road maps

1 map : col. ; 68 x 43 cm., folded to 24 x 9 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Official 1931 Illinois highway map.
Inset (26 x 20 cm.): "22 Loop" Chicago and vicinity.
Panel art: Color illustration of cowboy, indian, stagecoach, and car on road.
Handstamp: W.H. Jacob, Dallas City, Illinois.
Gift 2013, James R. Akerman.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4763 (PrCt)

Illinois - Maps - 1931 - Road maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 53 cm. on sheet 72 x 57 cm.
Plate no. M-1075.
Includes inset of Chicago region.
Verso blank.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection.
(RMcn AE 26.14 (PrCt)

35835 Illinois - Maps - 1931 - Road maps >> Road maps
   Authors: Skelly Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
   (Newberry Library)
   1 map: col.; 57 x 37 cm. on sheet 61 x 46 cm.
   Panel art: Cars around Skelly sign.
   Verso includes maps of Chicago, East St. Louis, Springfield and: Auto road map of north central United States.
   Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection.
(RMcn AE 26.20 (PrCt)

35836 Illinois - Maps - 1931 - Road maps >> Road maps
   Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection
   (Newberry Library)
   1 map: col.; 58 x 38 cm. on sheet 61 x 46 cm.
   Panel art: Standard Oil brand signs.
   Panel no. ADV. -733 (A. D. 3645).
   On verso: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) 1931 official road map: United States -- Chicago and vicinity.
   Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection.
(RMcn AE 25.32 (PrCt)

35837 Illinois - Maps - 1931 - Road maps >> Road maps
   Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
   (Newberry Library)
   1 map: col.; 68 x 53 cm. on sheet 71 x 56 cm.
   Spring edition.
   Includes inset of Chicago region.
   Verso blank.
   Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection.
(RMcn AE 26.16 (PrCt)

35838 Illinois - Maps - 1932 - Road maps >> Road maps
   Authors: Lincoln Refining Co. (Robinson, Ill.) --
   Ohio Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
   (Newberry Library)
   1 map: col.; 56 x 48 cm. on sheet 65 x 51 cm.
   Panel art: Outline of Illinois, Indiana, Ohio.
   On verso: Linco highway guide of north-eastern United States. Plate no. N.
   Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection.
(RMcn AE 26.26 (PrCt)

35839 Illinois - Maps - 1932 - Road maps >> Road maps
   Authors: Lincoln Refining Co. (Robinson, Ill.) --
   Ohio Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection
   (Newberry Library)
   1 map: col.; 56 x 48 cm., folded to 22 x 11 cm.
   Panel title.
   Added title: Linco highway guide of Illinois and Indiana.
   Plate no. N-1077.
   Map on verso (30 x 49 cm. and smaller): Linco highway guide of north-eastern United States.
   Panel art: Linco Ethyl gasoline logo and outline of Illinois, Ohio, and Indiana.
   Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection.
(RMcn Clients 4199 (PrCt)

35840 Illinois - Maps - 1932 - Road maps >> Road maps
   Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Koolmotor Gasoline -- Rand McNally and Company
   -- Rand McNally Collection
   (Newberry Library)
   1 map: col.; 69 x 45 cm. on sheet 71 x 56 cm.
   Panel art: Swordsman.
   Added title: Cities Service road map of Illinois.
   Plate no. N-10-P.
   Verso includes maps of five cities and: Cities Service road map of United States. Plate no. 111. N 44 N.
   Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection.
(RMcn AE 26.27 (PrCt)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Entry Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Gousha Clients 781 (PrCt)

35850 Illinois - Maps - 1932 - Road maps >>>Road maps
Authors: Illinois. Division of Highways -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 80 x 52 cm. on sheet 84 x 56 cm.
Panel art: state capitol, rural roads, Chicago skyline.
"April 1st 1932.
Verso includes maps of five cities.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 25.40 (PrCt)

35851 Illinois - Maps - 1932 - Road maps >>>Road maps
Authors: Illinois. Office of Secretary of State -- Stratton, William J. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 43 cm. on sheet 71 x 54h cm.
Panel art: Cowboy, indian, stagecoach, car on road.
Verso includes table of distances.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 25.41 (PrCt)

35852 Illinois - Maps - 1932 - Road maps>>>Road maps
Authors: Producers and Refiners Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 38 cm. on sheet 61 x 46 cm.
Panel art: Light beacons over cars and city scape.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 26.21 (PrCt)

35853 Illinois - Maps - 1932 - Road maps>>>Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 42 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Panel art: Dinosaurs fighting.
Verso includes 6 city maps and United States mileage map (plate no. F-100-S).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 25.44 (PrCt)

35854 Illinois - Maps - 1932 - Road maps >>>Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 38 cm. on sheet 61 x 46 cm.
Panel art: Standard Oil brand signs.
Panel no. ADV.-759 (A. D. 4527).
On verso: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) 1932 official road map: United States -- Chicago and vicinity. Plate no. F-160-C.C.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 25.37 (PrCt)

35855 Illinois - Maps - 1932 - Road maps>>>Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 53 cm. on sheet 71 x 56 cm.
Panel art: Texaco compass on U.S. map.
Includes inset map of Chicago.
Verso includes 5 city maps and: Texaco road map: 1932: United States Chicago and vicinity. Plate no. C.C.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 26.18X (PrCt)

Travel Illinois with Conoco. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1932].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 38 cm. on sheet 61 x 46 cm.
Panel art: Outline of U.S.
Added title: Conoco ... official road map: Illinois. Plate no. F-231-J.C.
On verso: Conoco pictorial map of the United States -- Chicago and vicinity. Plate no F-160-C.C.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 25.38 (PrCt)

35857 Illinois - Maps - 1933 - Road maps--Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1933 - Road maps--Century of Progress International Exposition (1933-1934 : Chicago, Ill.) - Maps--Road maps
Official map of Illinois system of highways : 1933.
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, 1933.
1 map : col. ; 81 x 53 cm. on sheet 84 x 56 cm.
Panel art: state seal.
Verso includes maps of Springfield, St. Louis, 1933 world's fair grounds (plate no. G-244-S), regional map showing major highway routes to the fair, and: Metropolitan map: Chicago and vicinity. Plate no. G-190-S.C.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 25.42 (PrCt)

35858 Illinois - Maps - 1933 - Road maps--Indiana - Maps - 1933 - Road maps--Northeastern States - Maps - 1933 - Road maps--Road maps
1933 Linco highway guide of Illinois and Indiana.
Authors: Lincoln Refining Co. (Robinson, Ill.) -- Ohio Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 59 x 47 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Panel art: Compasses on outline of the Midwest.
On verso: Linco highway guide of north-eastern United States. Plate no. O.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 39.21 (PrCt)

35859 Illinois - Maps - 1933 - Road maps--Indiana - Maps - 1933 - Road maps--Northeastern States - Maps - 1933 - Road maps--Road maps
1933 Linco highway guide of Illinois and Indiana.
Authors: Lincoln Refining Co. (Robinson, Ill.) -- Ohio Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 59 x 47 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Panel art: Compasses on outline of the midwest
On verso: Linco highway guide of north-eastern United States. Plate no. O.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 39.25 (PrCt)

35860 Illinois - Maps - 1933 - Road maps--Indiana - Maps - 1933 - Road maps--Ohio - Maps - 1933 - Road maps--Road maps
Texaco road map : Illinois, Indiana, Ohio ; 1933.
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 67 x 72 cm. on sheet 71 x 75 cm.
Panel art: Texaco compass on U.S. outline.
 Added title cartouche razored out.
Includes inset of Chicago region.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 26.28 (PrCt)

35861 Illinois - Maps - 1933 - Road maps--Indiana - Maps - 1933 - Road maps--Ohio - Maps - 1933 - Road maps--Road maps
Texaco road map : Illinois, Indiana, Ohio ; 1933.
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 67 x 71 cm. on sheet 71 x 76 cm.
Panel art: Texaco compass on U.S. outline.
Includes inset of Chicago region.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 26.34 (PrCt)

35862 Illinois - Maps - 1933 - Road maps--Indiana - Maps - 1933 - Road maps--Ohio - Maps - 1933 - Road maps--Road maps
Texaco road map : Illinois, Indiana, Ohio ; 1933...
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1933].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 67 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 117 ms. index.
Plate no. A3. 2615
Inset (17 x 29 cm.): Chicago III.
Maps on verso (56 x 53 cm. and smaller): 1933

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Texaco road map: Ohio -- Cincinnati -- Toledo -- Columbus -- Cleveland -- Indianapolis -- Peoria -- South Bend -- Springfield.
Panel Art: Texaco compass logo over U.S. outline.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 117.30 (PrCt)

35863 Illinois - Maps - 1933 - Road maps Indiana
Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Authors: H. M. Gousha Company -- Gulf Oil Corporation -- H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 859 (PrCt)

35864 Illinois - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 68 x 45 cm. on sheet 71 x 56 cm.
Panel art: Outline of car on road.
Plate no. O-10-P.
Verso includes maps of five cities and: Cities Service road map of United States. Plate no. O-44-P.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 26.29 (PrCt)

35865 Illinois - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Travel Illinois with Conoco ... Chicago: H. M. Gousha Company, [1933].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- H. M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 58 x 38 cm. on sheet 61 x 46 cm.
Panel art: Outline map of U.S with pictorial vignettes.
Added title: Conoco official road map: Illinois.
Plate no. G-231-J.C.
On verso: Conoco official road map: United States -- Chicago and vicinity. Plate no. G.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 25.47 (PrCt)

35866 Illinois - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
[Dixie Oil Company road map of Illinois]. Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1933].
Authors: Dixie Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 58 x 38 cm. on sheet 61 x 46 cm.
Title cartouche and corner razored out of sheet.
Cover: Dixie station.
Plate no. 13. O 10 M.
On verso: Dixie auto road map of United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 26.2X (PrCt)

35867 Illinois - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Authors: H. M. Gousha Company -- Barnsdall Oil Co. -- H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 800 (PrCt)

35868 Illinois - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Authors: H. M. Gousha Company -- '=Continental Oil Company -- H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 824 (PrCt)

35869 Illinois - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Authors: H. M. Gousha Company -- Illinois.
Division of Highways -- H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 970 (PrCt)

35870 Illinois - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Authors: H. M. Gousha Company -- Phillips Petroleum Company -- H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 888 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
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35871 Illinois - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil Company -- Lee, Robert E., fl. 1933 -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Cover: License plate motif.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Panel art: Shell logo, license plates, woman driving convertible car, dog, signed by artist "Robert E. Lee."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 916 (PrCt)

35872 Illinois - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Socony-Vacuum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 950 (PrCt)

35873 Illinois - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 958 (PrCt)

35874 Illinois - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Tide Water Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 976 (PrCt)

35875 Illinois - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 38 cm. on sheet 61 x 46 cm.
'Tenth edition.'
Panel art: Pure Oil logo and car by road signs.
Added title: Pure Oil pathfinder for Illinois. Plate no. 13. O 10 M.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 26.30 (PrCt)

35876 Illinois - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 38 cm. on sheet 61 x 46 cm.
Panel art: Standard Oil crown logo.
On verso: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) 1933 official road map: United States -- Chicago and vicinity. Plate no. G.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 25.51 (PrCt)

35877 Illinois - Maps - 1934
Authors: W.W. Hixson & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([127] p.) : [106] maps ; 22 x 28 cm.
Cover title: Plat book of the state of Illinois. Includes list of cities & towns of Illinois.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1405 .H5 1934 (NLO)

35878 Illinois - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Socony Vacuum Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (2 panel, R,B): Outline map of midwest, compass rose centered on Chicago, view of modernistic buildings.
Plate no. H-231-JC.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 4.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Edward J. Hughes, Secretary of State.
Authors: Illinois. Office of Secretary of State.
Automobile Department -- Hughes, Edward J., 1888-1944 -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 38 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. 13. P 10 M.
Map on verso (38 x 29 cm.): Official 1934 road map: Chicago and vicinity.
Panel art: Illinois state seal.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4749 (PrCt)

Illinois - Maps - 1934 - Road maps<<>>Indiana - Maps - 1934 - Road maps<<>>Northeastern States - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
1934 Linco highway guide of Illinois and Indiana.
Authors: Lincoln Refining Co. (Robinson, Ill.) -- Ohio Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 47 cm. on sheet 68 x 50 cm.
Panel art: Compasses on outline of the midwest.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 26.43 (PrCt)

Illinois - Maps - 1934 - Road maps<<>>Indiana - Maps - 1934 - Road maps<<>>Northeastern States - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
1934 Linco highway guide of Illinois and Indiana.
Authors: Lincoln Refining Co. (Robinson, Ill.) -- Ohio Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 47 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Panel art: Compasses on outline of the midwest.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 26.37 (PrCt)

Illinois - Maps - 1934 - Road maps<<>>Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1934 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Official map of Illinois highways 1934 / issued by Edward J. Hughes, Secretary of State,
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

- Maps - 1934 - Road maps Ohio - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

*Texaco road map : Illinois, Indiana, Ohio : 1934.*
  *Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, 1934.*
  *Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)*
  1 map : col. ; 67 x 71 cm. on sheet 71 x 75 cm.
  Panel art: Texaco compass on U.S. outline.
  Includes inset of Chicago region.
  Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
  RMcN AE 26.38 (PrCt)

35888 *Illinois - Maps - 1934 - Road maps Indiana - Maps - 1934 - Road maps Ohio - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

*Texaco road map : Illinois, Indiana, Ohio : 1934.*
  *Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, 1934.*
  *Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)*
  1 map : col. ; 67 x 71 cm. on sheet 71 x 75 cm.
  Panel art: Texaco compass on U.S. outline.
  Includes inset of Chicago region.
  Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
  RMcN AE 26.38 (PrCt)

35885 *Illinois - Maps - 1934 - Road maps Indiana - Maps - 1934 - Road maps Ohio - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

*Texaco road map : Illinois, Indiana, Ohio : 1934.*
  *Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, 1934.*
  *Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)*
  1 map : col. ; 67 x 71 cm. on sheet 71 x 75 cm.
  Panel art: Texaco compass on U.S. outline.
  Includes inset of Chicago region.
  Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
  RMcN AE 26.38 (PrCt)

35886 *Illinois - Maps - 1934 - Road maps Indiana - Maps - 1934 - Road maps Ohio - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

*Texaco road map : Illinois, Indiana, Ohio : 1934.*
  *Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, 1934.*
  *Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)*
  1 map : col. ; 67 x 65 cm.
  Panel title.
  Plate no. 2615
  Inset (17 x 29 cm.): Chicago Ill.
  Maps on verso (56 x 53 cm. and smaller): 1934 Texaco road map: Ohio -- Cincinnati -- Toldeo -- Columbus -- Cleveland -- Indianapolis -- Peoria -- South Bend -- Springfield.
  Panel Art: Texaco compass logo over U.S. outline.
  Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
  RMcN AE 117.39 (PrCt)

35887 *Illinois - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

*1934 road map : Illinois, Indiana : Gulf.*
  *Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, 1934.*
  *Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)*
  1 map : col. ; 50 x 43 cm. on sheet 61 x 46 cm.
  Panel art: Car, customer, and two attendants at gas station.
  Added title: Gulf Refining Co. 1934 official road map: Illinois, Indiana. Plate no. 3419-P.
  Verso includes mileage table.
  Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
  RMcN AE 26.42 (PrCt)

35888 *Illinois - Maps - 1934 - Road maps Indiana - Maps - 1934 - Road maps Ohio - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

*Gulf info-map : Illinois and Indiana.*
  *Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, 1934.*
  *Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)*
  1 map : col. ; 58 x 38 cm. on sheet 112 x 42 cm.
  Panel art: Attendant filling radiator.
  Added title: Gulf Refining Co. 1934 official road map: Illinois, Indiana. Plate no. 3419-P.
  On verso: Gulf Refining Co. 1934 official road map: United States. Plate no. P. 44.
  Both maps printed in 3 sections with intervening text.
  Pages 1-6 (recto) and 7-12 (verso).
  Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
  RMcN AE 26.44 (PrCt)

35889 *Illinois - Maps - 1934 - Road maps Indiana - Maps - 1934 - Road maps Ohio - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

*1934 road map : Illinois, Indiana : Gulf.*
  *Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, 1934.*
  *Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)*
  1 map : col. ; 49 x 43 cm. on sheet 61 x 46 cm.
  Panel art: Car, customer and two attendants at gas station.
  Added title: Gulf ... 1934 official road map: Illinois, Indiana. Plate no. 3419-P.
  Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
  RMcN AE 39.31 (PrCt)

35890 *Illinois - Maps - 1934 - Road maps Indiana - Maps - 1934 - Road maps Ohio - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

*Gulf info-map : Illinois and Indiana.*
  *Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, 1934.*
  *Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)*
  1 map : col. ; 58 x 38 cm. on sheet 112 x 41 cm.
  Panel art: Attendant filling radiator.
  Added title: Gulf ... 1934 official road map: Illinois, Indiana. Plate no. 3419-P.
  On verso: Gulf ... 1934 official road map: United
Illinois - Maps - 1934 - Road maps


Authors: Chicago Motor Club -- American Automobile Association -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 84 x 55 cm. on sheet 97 x 61 cm. Panel art: Car with bridge, mountains and waterfall.


Verso includes maps of St. Louis and Chicago regions and a listing of points of interest.
Handstamped "May 21 1934."

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 39.34 (PrCt)

Illinois - Maps - 1934 - Road maps


Authors: Chicago Tribune -- WGN (Radio station : Chicago, Ill.) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; on sheet trimmed to 68 x 46 cm. Panel title.

Includes logo of WGN radio station, Chicago. Imperfect; editor's copy of a road map trimmed on three sides.
Inset (29 x 18 cm.): Chicago. Previously bound with other maps in a portfolio marked "Points of Interest" and dated 1934.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 25.48 (PrCt)

Illinois - Maps - 1934 - Road maps


Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 69 x 45 cm. on sheet 71 x 56 cm. Panel art: Outline of car on road.
Plate no. P-10-P.
Verso includes maps of five cities and: Cities Service road map of United States. Plate no. P-44-P.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 189.11 (PrCt)

Illinois - Maps - 1934 - Road maps


Authors: Globe Oil & Refining Companies -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 38 cm. on sheet 61 x 46 cm. Panel art: Mountain and city scape.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 26.39 (PrCt)

Illinois - Maps - 1934 - Road maps


Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Barnsdall Oil Co. -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm. Panel title.

Cover (1 panel, R,B): Diagonal lettering "America's [logo] first refiner."
Plate no. H-231-JC.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Gousha Clients 1003 (PrCt)

Illinois - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

Travel Illinois with Conoco. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1934].

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm. Panel title.

Cover (3 panel,R,G): Outline map of North America, logo.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Gousha Clients 1029 (PrCt)

Illinois - Maps - 1934 - Road maps


Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Deep Rock Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm. Panel title.

Cover (3 panel, R,B,Y): Line drawing of sedan.

Gousha Clients 1029 (PrCt)
spreading uphill in yellow slash.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

**Gousha Clients 1063 (PrCt)**

35898 Illinois - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Illinois.
Division of Highways -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 22 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (1 panel, BL): Simple typography and state seal within double-rule border.
Plate no. H-189-SC.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

**Gousha Clients 1193 (PrCt)**

35899 Illinois - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Johnson Oil Refining Co. -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (3 panel, O,BL): Three logos, line drawings of oil wells, refinery, gas station.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

**Gousha Clients 1083 (PrCt)**

35900 Illinois - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (3 panel, R,G,BL): Six cars speeding towards service station, logo.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

**Gousha Clients 1100 (PrCt)**

35901 Illinois - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (3 panel, R,Y): Diagonal "Shell" on red stripe, logo.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

**Gousha Clients 1130 (PrCt)**

35902 Illinois - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Socony Vacuum Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (3 panel, R,B): Streamlined car rounding curve between tree and fence.
Plate no. H-231-JC.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

**Gousha Clients 1170 (PrCt)**

35903 Illinois - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (3 panel, R,B,P): Geese flying over hills, sedan passing lake.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

**Gousha Clients 1178 (PrCt)**

35904 Illinois - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Tide Water Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (1 panel, O,BL): "Tydol trails thru...[photo woman, attendant, gas pump] Ask the man at the pump!"
Plate no. H-231-JC.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

35905 Illinois - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 38 cm. on sheet 61 x 46 cm.
'Eleventh edition.'
Panel art: Pure Oil logo on map of eastern U.S.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 26.41 (PrCt)

35906 Illinois - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 38 cm. on sheet 61 x 46 cm.
Panel art: Shell logo.
On verso: Shell official road map: United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 25.53 (PrCt)

35907 Illinois - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Barr, fl. 1934 -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 42 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair 1934 official road map : Illinois.
Map on verso (31 x 49 cm.): Sinclair recreational map : United States.
Panel art: Boy with toy dinosaur waving at car, Sinclair gas station in background; signed "Barr" [?]
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 181.21 (PrCt)

35908 Illinois - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Panel art: Boy with toy dinosaur waving to couple in car.
Added title: Sinclair 1934 official road map: Illinois.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 26.40 (PrCt)

35909 Illinois - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Most of panel title, added title, and plate numbers razored out of sheet.
Panel art: Mobilgas sign.
Verso includes seven city maps and: Mobilgas Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc. road map of United States. Plate no. T.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 26.3X (PrCt)

35910 Illinois - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Most of panel title, added title, and plate numbers razored from sheet.
Panel art: Mobilgas sign.
Verso includes seven city maps and: Mobilgas Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc. road map of United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 26.6X (PrCt)

35911 Illinois - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

Swinging through Illinois the Sovereign way ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [ca. 1934].
Authors: Sovereign Service -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Panel art: Sovereign logo, attendant, woman driving.
Added title and plate numbers razored out of sheet.
Verso includes insets of four cities and: Sovereign Service road map: United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 26.X (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
tides -- as of May 1st, 1935."
Plate no. 2615
Inset (29 x 17 cm.): Chicago Ill.
Maps on verso (53 x 57 cm. and smaller): Texaco
road map: Ohio -- Cincinnati -- Toledo -- Columbus -- Cleveland.
Panel Art: Texaco compass logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 117.53 (PrCt)

35918 Illinois - Maps - 1935 - Road maps<<>>Indiana
- Maps - 1935 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 58 x 43 cm. on sheet 82 x 45 cm.
Verso includes 8 city maps.
Cover: Attendants servicing car.
Opposite cover: Women in bathroom.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 26.49 (PrCt)

35919 Illinois - Maps - 1935 - Road maps<<>>Indiana
- Maps - 1935 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 58 x 43 cm. on sheet 82 x 45 cm.
Verso includes 8 city maps.
Cover: Attendants servicing car.
Opposite cover: Women in bathroom.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 26.21X (PrCt)

35920 Illinois - Maps - 1935 - Road maps<<>>Indiana
- Maps - 1935 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 58 x 43 cm. on sheet 82 x 46 cm.
Cover: Attendants servicing car.
On opposite cover: Women in bathroom.
Verso includes 8 city maps.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 39.38 (PrCt)

35921 Illinois - Maps - 1935 - Road maps<<>>Middle
West - Maps - 1935 - Road maps<<>>Road
maps
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- H.M.
Gousha Company -- K. L. Y. -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 58 x 38 cm. on sheet 61 x 46 cm.
Panel art: Flying horse.
Annotated "5/30/35 K.L.Y."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 25.55 (PrCt)

35922 Illinois - Maps - 1935 - Road maps<<>>Petroleum Industry and Trade -
United States - Maps - 1935<<>>Pure Oil
Company - Maps - 1935 - Petroleum Industry and Trade<<>>Road maps
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 63 x 41 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Twelfth edition."
Panel art: Outline of eastern U.S., station, car.
On verso: Pathfinder road map of Pure-Oil land. Plate no. O.3511.
Identifies Pure Oil fields, refineries, and terminals.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 26.50 (PrCt)

35923 Illinois - Maps - 1935 - Road maps<<>>Petroleum Industry and Trade -
United States - Maps - 1935<<>>Pure Oil
Company - Maps - 1935 - Petroleum Industry and Trade<<>>Road maps
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 63 x 41 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Twelfth edition."
Panel art: Outline of eastern U.S., station, car.
On verso: Pathfinder road map of Pure-Oil land. Plate no. O.3511.
Identifies Pure Oil fields, refineries, and terminals.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 26.19X (PrCt)
Illinois - Maps - 1935 - Road maps

35924 Illinois - Maps - 1935 - Road maps

Travel Illinois with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1935?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1318 (PrCt)

35925 Illinois - Maps - 1935 - Road maps

Illinois road map ... / compliments of Deep Rock Oil Companies. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1935?].
Authors: Deep Rock Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Gas pump and globe with "gasoline, Deep-Rock, motor oils" logo; line of cars on curving road.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1351 (PrCt)

Illinois - Maps - 1935 - Road maps

35926 Illinois - Maps - 1935 - Road maps

Travel Illinois with the Independent. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1935?].
Authors: Globe Oil & Refining Companies -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Globe gas station attendant; slogans"we are home owned" and "keep rollin' with Globe."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1351 (PrCt)

35927 Illinois - Maps - 1935 - Road maps

Authors: H. M Gousha Company -- Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
In manuscript on title panel: "Special (Green)."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

35928 Illinois - Maps - 1935 - Road maps

Authors: H. M Gousha Company -- Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1265 (PrCt)

35929 Illinois - Maps - 1935 - Road maps

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Tide Water Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (3 panel, O,B): Profile of woman driver, scarf blowing in wind.
Plate no. I-231-JC.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1232 (PrCt)

35930 Illinois - Maps - 1935 - Road maps

N.A.C. road map of Illinois ... / prepared by Engineering Department, National Automobile Club . Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1935?].
Authors: National Automobile Club -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: National Automobile Club logo, list of district offices.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1395 (PrCt)

35931 Illinois - Maps - 1935 - Road maps

Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
**Gousha Clients 1430 (PrCt)**

**35932 Illinois - Maps - 1935 - Road maps>>Road maps**

Authors: Shell Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 38 cm. on sheet 61 x 46 cm.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 26.47 (PrCt)**

**35933 Illinois - Maps - 1935 - Road maps>>Road maps**

Authors: Shell Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 38 cm. on sheet 61 x 46 cm.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 26.20X (PrCt)**

**35934 Illinois - Maps - 1935 - Road maps>>Road maps**

Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Panel art: Group of dinosaurs.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 26.48 (PrCt)**

**35935 Illinois - Maps - 1935 - Road maps >>Road maps**

Highway map and guide of Illinois : Smith Oil and Refining Co. Aurora, Mo. Smith Oil and Refining Company, [1935?].
Authors: Smith Oil and Refining Company --
Mid-West Map Company -- K. L. Y. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 50 x 38 cm. on sheet 56 x 44 cm.
Panel art: Car on road.
Added title: Highway map & guide of Illinois. Verso includes directory of "M.W.M. guide and map stations of Illinois."
Annotated "5/35 K.L.Y."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 25.56 (PrCt)**

**35936 Illinois - Maps - 1935 - Road maps>>Road maps**

Authors: Socony Vacuum Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Mobilgas winged horse logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
**Gousha Clients 1496 (PrCt)**

**35937 Illinois - Maps - 1935 - Road maps>>Road maps**

Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Photo of gas station attendant and slogan "let the Standard Oil Company serve you."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
**Gousha Clients 1499 (PrCt)**

**35938 Illinois - Maps - 1935 - Road maps>>Road maps**

Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 38 cm. on sheet 61 x 46 cm.
Panel art: Service attendant and customers.
Panel no. ADV.759 A. D. 7312.
Added title: Standard Oil Company stations of Illinois.
Verso includes directory of "M.W.M. guide and map stations of Illinois." Annotated "5/35 K.L.Y."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
**Gousha Clients 1496 (PrCt)**

**Note:** Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1 map : col. ; 58 x 38 cm. on sheet 61 x 46 cm.
Panel art: Photo of highway.
Verso includes a synopsis of the motor vehicle law, points of interest and: 1936 road map: Chicago and vicinity. Plate no. R.3641.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 34.10 (PrCt)

Authors: Illinois. Office of Secretary of State -- Hughes, Edward J. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 80 x 53 cm., folded to 21 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Maps on verso (40 x 35 cm. and smaller):
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Gousha Clients 1662 (PrCt)

Authors: Illinois. Office of Secretary of State -- Hughes, Edward J. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 38 cm. on sheet 61 x 46 cm.
Panel art: Photo of highway.
Verso includes a synopsis of the motor vehicle law, points of interest and: 1936 road map: Chicago and vicinity. Plate no. R.3641.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 26.51 (PrCt)

Authors: Illinois. Office of Secretary of State -- Hughes, Edward J. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 72 cm. on sheet 71 x 75 cm.
Panel art: Texaco compass and framed sign.
Includes insets of Chicago and Milwaukee regions.
Verso includes 8 city maps and: Texaco road map: Ohio. Plate no. R.3643.
AE index lists as "(5)."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 27.2 (PrCt)

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 72 cm. on sheet 71 x 75 cm.
Panel art: Texaco compass and framed sign.
Plate no. R.2615.
Includes insets of Chicago and Milwaukee regions.
Verso includes 8 city maps and: Texaco road map: Ohio. Plate no. R.3643.
AE index lists as "(6)."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 27.3 (PrCt)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Cities Service logo and "serves a nation" slogan.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1560 (PrCt)

35951 Illinois - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 39 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Cities Service invites you to tour Illinois.
Plate no. 317-SC - J-3
Maps on verso (29 x 44 cm. and smaller): Cities Service invites you to tour United States -- Chicago -- Rockford -- East St. Louis -- Springfield -- Peoria.
Panel art: Cities Service logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 157.8A (PrCt)

35952 Illinois - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Travel Illinois with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1936?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1605 (PrCt)

35953 Illinois - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Travel Illinois with Conoco : every Conoco station is a branch of the Conoco Travel Bureau.
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1936].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 57 x 38 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Conoco ... official road map : Illinois
Date from RMcN AE 158 ms. index.
Plate no. 2-J-5
Maps on verso (21 x 28 cm. and smaller): Hammond, Gary, Michigan City region -- Springfield -- Davenport ... [and] Rock Island -- Peoria -- Rockford -- Quincy -- Decatur -- Chicago and vicinity.
Panel art: Conoco logo over outline of North America.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 158.18 (PrCt)

35954 Illinois - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Authors: Deep Rock Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Panel art: Female motorist.
Verso includes insets of four cities and: ... Deep Rock ... road map, 11th edition, of United States. Plate no. R.3512.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 26.23X (PrCt)

35955 Illinois - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Authors: Deep Rock Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Panel art: Female motorist.
Verso includes insets of four cities and: ... Deep Rock ... road map, 11th edition, of United States. Plate no. R.3512.
Panel annotated "R-36."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 27.5 (PrCt)

35956 Illinois - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Authors: Deep Rock Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Panel art: Female motorist.
Verso includes 4 city maps and: ... Deep Rock ... road map, 11th edition, of United States. Plate no. R.3512.
Panel art: Female motorist.
Verso includes insets of four cities and: ... Deep Rock ... road map, 11th edition, of United States. Plate no. R.3512.
Panel annotated "R-36."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 34.9 (PrCt)


35964 Illinois - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1705 (PrCt)

35965 Illinois - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 58 x 38 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell official road map: Illinois.
Plate nos. "231-J.C." and "2-J-6"
Map on verso (29 x 44 cm.): Shell official road map: United States.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
R McN AE 163.12B (PrCt)

35966 Illinois - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 65 x 43 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Panel art: Service station.
Added title razored out of sheet. Plate no. R.3600.
Annotated "2nd add."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
R McN AE 26.25X (PrCt)

35967 Illinois - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 65 x 43 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Panel art: Service station.

35968 Illinois - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 65 x 43 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Panel art: Service station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
R McN AE 27.4 (PrCt)

35969 Illinois - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Authors: Socony Vacuum Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Mobilgas winged horse logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1754 (PrCt)

35970 Illinois - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Illinois: Mobilgas ... Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1936].
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 65 x 43 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Panel art: Mobilgas sign.
Panel no. 6.
Added title: Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc. Lubrite Division road map of Illinois. Plate no. R.3600.
Verso includes seven city maps and:
Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc. Lubrite Division road map of United States. Plate no. R.3512.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
R McN AE 26.8X (PrCt)

35971 Illinois - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Illinois: Mobilgas ... Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1936].
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Panel art: Mobilgas sign.
Panel no. 6.
Added title: Socony-Vacuum Oil Co. ... road map of Illinois. Plate no. R.3600.
Verso includes 7 city maps and:
Socony-Vacuum Oil Co. ... road map of United States. Plate no. R.3512.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 27.6 (PrCt)

35975 Illinois - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm. on sheet 68 x 46 cm.
Plate no. R.3600.
Verso blank.
Listed on index as a Linco map.
Glued back-to-back with RMcN AE 026.7XA.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 26.7X (PrCt)

35976 Illinois - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Guiding you through Illinois ... Sovereign Service. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1936].
Authors: Sovereign Service -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Panel art: Sovereign logo, attendant, [woman driving].
Verso includes insets of four cities and:
Sovereign Service road map of United States. Plate no. R.3512.
Added title and plate no. razored out of map.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 27.7 (PrCt)

35977 Illinois - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Guiding you through Illinois ... Sovereign Service. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1936].
Authors: Sovereign Service -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Panel art: Sovereign logo, attendant, woman driving.
Added title: Rand McNally road map of Illinois.
Plate no. R.3600.
Verso includes 4 city maps and: Rand McNally road map of United States. Plate no. R.3512.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 27.8 (PrCt)

35978 Illinois - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Guiding you through Illinois ... Sovereign Service. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1936].
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm. on sheet 68 x 46 cm.
Plate no. R.3600.
Verso blank.
Listed on index as a Linco map.
Glued back-to-back with RMcN AE 026.7XA.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 26.7X (PrCt)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalog Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>35979</td>
<td>Illinois - Maps - 1936 - Road maps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35980</td>
<td>Illinois - Maps - 1936 - Road maps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35981</td>
<td>Illinois - Maps - 1936 - Road maps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35982</td>
<td>Illinois - Maps - 1936 - Road maps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35983</td>
<td>Illinois - Maps - 1936 - Road maps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35984</td>
<td>Illinois - Maps - 1936 - Road maps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35985</td>
<td>Illinois - Maps - 1937 - Road maps</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.**

**For more information refer to the title page of this volume.**
Plate nos. "189-S.C." and "K-3."
Maps on verso (39 x 34 cm. and smaller):
Chicago and vicinity -- Springfield -- Peoria -- Rock Island, Moline and vicinity ... Davenport, Bettendorf, Iowa -- East St. Louis ... Saint Louis.
Panel art: Illinois state seal in outline of state.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Gousha Clients 1916 (PrCt)

1 map : col. ; 68 x 72 cm. on sheet 71 x 75 cm. Panel art: U.S. outline. Panel no. 9-37.
RMcN AE 27.12 (PrCt)

1 map : col. ; 68 x 72 cm. on sheet 71 x 75 cm. Panel art: U.S. outline. Panel no. 5-37.
RMcN AE 27.14 (PrCt)

1 map : col. ; 68 x 72 cm. on sheet 71 x 75 cm. Panel art: U.S. outline. Panel no. 3-37.
Verso includes inset of Milwaukee, Minneapolis and Isle Royale and: Texaco road map: Wisconsin. Plate no. S.3722. Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 27.15 (PrCt)

1 map : col. ; 68 x 72 cm. on sheet 71 x 75 cm. Panel art: U.S. outline. Panel no. 12-37.
Verso includes insets of Milwaukee, Minneapolis and Isle Royale and: Texaco road map: Wisconsin. Plate no. S.3722. Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 27.16 (PrCt)

1 map : col. ; 68 x 66 cm. Panel title: Texaco road map : Illinois, Indiana. Date from RMcN AE 155 ms. index. Includes table of "State and federal gasoline taxes -- as of June 28th, 1937."
Plate no. S.2615 Insets (29 x 17 cm. and and 12 x 8 cm.): Chicago -- Chicago, Milwaukee.
Maps on verso (72 x 56 cm. and smaller): Texaco road map: Wisconsin -- Isle Royale -- Milwaukee -- Minneapolis, St. Paul.
RMcN AE 155.10 (PrCt)
Illinois - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm. on sheet 92 x 46 cm.
Panel art: Gulf sign above cars on road.
Added title: Gulf road map of Illinois. Plate no. S.3600.
Top and bottom margins damaged extensively.
Verso includes map of the Chicago region (plate no. S.) and: Gulf road map of North Dakota, South Dakota, Nebraska, Minnesota, Iowa, Wisconsin, Illinois, Indiana, Michigan. Plate no. S.3731.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 26.13X (PrCt)

Illinois - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally & Company
1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm. on sheet 92 x 45 cm.
Panel art: Cities Service sign, car and outline of the United States.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jun 3 -1937 ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 157.11 (PrCt)

Illinois - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm.
Panel title. Added title: Cities Service invites you to tour Illinois.
Plate nos. "331-J" and "9-K"
Maps on verso (28 x 43 cm. and smaller): Cities Service territorial road map [of the Middle West] -- Chicago and vicinity -- Rockford -- East St. Louis -- Springfield -- Peoria.
Panel art: Cities Service sign, car and outline of the United States.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jun 3 -1937 ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 27.11 (PrCt)

Illinois - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm. on sheet 92 x 45 cm.
Panel art: Gulf sign above cars on road.
On opposite panel: Form 740-K.
Added title: Gulf road map of Illinois. Plate no. S.3600.
Verso includes map of the Chicago region (plate no. S.) and: Gulf road map of North Dakota, South Dakota, Nebraska, Minnesota, Iowa, Wisconsin, Illinois, Indiana, Michigan. Plate no. S.3731.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1805 (PrCt)

Illinois - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Authors: Barnsdall Oil Co. -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Barnsdall Oil Co. logo and slogan "be square dependable products by Barnsdall, 'America's first refiner'".
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1834 (PrCt)

Illinois - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Map of United States, car, Cities Service sign and "serves a nation" slogan.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1834 (PrCt)
Authors: Deep Rock Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 64 x 42 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Panel art: Deep Rock sign, road, fence.
Verso includes maps of four cities and: ... Deep Rock ... road map, 12th edition, of United States.
Added title and plate numbers razored out of sheet.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 27.17 (PrCt)
36001 Illinois - Maps - 1937 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Deep Rock Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 64 x 42 cm. on sheet 68 x 50 cm.
Panel art: Deep Rock sign, road, fence.
Verso includes 4 city maps and: ... Deep Rock ... road map, 12th edition, of United States. Plate no. S.3600.
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1914 (PrCt)
36002 Illinois - Maps - 1937 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Road map : Illinois ... / Economy Oil Co., Atlantic, Iowa ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1937.
Authors: Economy Oil Company, Atlantic, Iowa -- Pennfield Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
Verso includes 4 city maps and: ... Deep Rock ... road map, 12th edition, of United States. Plate no. S.3512.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 34.17 (PrCt)
36003 Illinois - Maps - 1937 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Travel Illinois with the Independent. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1937?].
Authors: Globe Oil & Refining Companies -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 64 x 42 cm. on sheet 23 x 11 cm.
Panel art: Globe gas station attendant; slogans "we are home owned" and "keep rollin' with Globe."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1919 (PrCt)
36004 Illinois - Maps - 1937 - Road maps

Illinois road map ... / Johnson Oil Refining Company ... Chicago, Illinois. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1937?].
Authors: Johnson Oil Refining Co. -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Johnson Winged 70 gasoline logo and outline map of the midwestern states.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1931 (PrCt)

36005 Illinois - Maps - 1937 - Road maps

Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: car on road, Phillips 66 sign, and slogan "there's a Phillips station ahead."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1957 (PrCt)

36006 Illinois - Maps - 1937 - Road maps

Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; 64 x 42 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Phillips 66 ... 1937 official road map : Illinois.
Plate nos. "331-J" and "9-K"
Maps on verso (29 x 44 cm. and smaller): Phillips 66 ... official road map : United States -- Chicago and vicinity -- Peoria -- Springfield.
Panel art: Car approaching Phillips 66 sign on curving road.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "May 7 1937"
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 162.26 (PrCt)

36007 Illinois - Maps - 1937 - Road maps

Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; 64 x 42 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Added title and plate number razored out of sheet.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 26.11X (PrCt)

36008 Illinois - Maps - 1937 - Road maps

Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; 64 x 42 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Fourteenth edition.
Panel art: Station, Pure sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 27.18 (PrCt)

36009 Illinois - Maps - 1937 - Road maps

Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; 64 x 42 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Fourteenth edition.
Panel art: Station, Pure sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 34.13 (PrCt)

36010 Illinois - Maps - 1937 - Road maps

Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 2032 (PrCt)

36011 Illinois - Maps - 1937 - Road maps


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Editor's copy (?); includes manuscript note in pencil: 3rd edit.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 2033 (Pr Ct)

36015 Illinois - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Illinois : Mobilgas ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1937].
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Panel art: Mobilgas sign.
Verso includes seven city maps and:
Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc. road map of United States.
Panel & added titles and plate numbers razored out of sheet.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 34.12 (Pr Ct)

36016 Illinois - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Illinois : Mobilgas ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1937].
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Panel art: Mobilgas sign.
Panel no. 7.
Added title: Mobilgas ... Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc. road map of Illinois. Plate no. S.3600.
Verso includes 7 city maps and: Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc. road map of United States. Plate no. S.3512.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 34.16 (Pr Ct)

36017 Illinois - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Swinging through Illinois the Sovereign way ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1937].
Authors: Sovereign Service -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Panel art: Sovereign logo, attendant, woman driving.
Verso includes insets of four cities and:
Handstamped "May 11 1937."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 26.9X (Pr Ct)

36018 Illinois - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Swinging through Illinois the Sovereign way ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1937].
Authors: Sovereign Service -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Panel art: Sovereign logo, attendant, woman driving.
Verso includes insets of four cities and:
Handstamped "May 11 1937."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 26.9X (Pr Ct)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Panel art: Sovereign logo, attendant, woman driving.
Added title: Sovereign Service road map: Illinois.
Plate no. S.3600.
Verso includes 4 city maps and: Sovereign Service road map: United States. Plate no. S.3512.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 34.15 (PrCt)

36019 Illinois - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Company
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: cars, gas pumps, and "Standard Service" sign
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 2003 (PrCt)

36020 Illinois - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 38 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) : official road map of Illinois:
Plate nos. "331-J.C.-10-L" and "4382"
Maps on verso (21 x 28 cm. and smaller):
Hammond, Gary, Michigan City region -- Springfield -- Davenport ... [and] Rock Island -- Peoria -- Rockford -- Quincy -- Decatur -- Chicago and vicinity.
Panel art: Conoco logo over outline of North America.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 16 1938 ...
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 159.10 (PrCt)

36021 Illinois - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Tydol gasoline and Veedol motor oil logos, and slogan "travel in the best circles."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 2090 (PrCt)
Illinois - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

**Illinois info-map : Gulf.** Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1938].
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 42 cm. on sheet 82 x 46 cm.
Panel art: Gulf sign above cars on road.
On opposite panel: Form 864-K.
Verso includes map of the Chicago region (plate no. T.) and: Gulf road map of North Dakota, South Dakota, Nebraska, Minnesota, Iowa, Wisconsin, Illinois, Indiana, Michigan. Plate no. (2) T.3860.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 27.23 (PrCt)**

Illinois - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

**Illinois road map ... / Barnsdall ...** Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1938?].
Authors: Barnsdall Oil Co. -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Barnsdall Oil Co. logo and slogan "be square dependable products by Barnsdall, 'America's first refiner'".
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
**Gousha Clients 3020 (PrCt)**

Illinois - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

**Road map, Illinois / Chicago Motor Club A.A.A.** Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1938?].
Authors: Chicago Motor Club -- American Automobile Association -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Cityscape and Chicago Motor Club logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
**Gousha Clients 3137 (PrCt)**
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 3044 (PrCt)

36030 Illinois - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: car driving through hills, Cities Service sign.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 3057 (PrCt)

36031 Illinois - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Illinois road map : Cities Service ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1938].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 58 x 38 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Cities Service invites you to tour Illinois.
Date from RMcN AE 156 ms. index.
Plate no. 331-J.C. - 10-L

Map on verso (28 x 44 cm.): Cities Service road map of the United States.
Panel art: Cities Service sign, car on winding road.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 18 1938 ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 156.7 (PrCt)

36032 Illinois - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- Iowa Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"Iowa Oil Co. edition."
Panel title.
Panel art: car driving through hills, Cities Service sign.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 3058 (PrCt)

36033 Illinois - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Travel Illinois with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1938?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 3107 (PrCt)

36034 Illinois - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Illinois road map ... Deep Rock. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1938].
Authors: Deep Rock Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm. on sheet 68 x 50 cm.
Panel art: Deep Rock sign, road, stream, fisherman, mountain.
Verso includes maps of four cities and: Road map, 14th edition: United States ... Deep Rock.
Plate no. T 3512.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 27.20 (PrCt)

36035 Illinois - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Travel Illinois with the Independent. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1938?].
Authors: Globe Oil & Refining Companies -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Globe gas station attendant; slogans"we are home owned" and "keep rollin' with Globe."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 3139 (PrCt)

36036 Illinois - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Authors: Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation -- Gallup Map Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Gallup Map & Supply Co. (Kansas City, Mo.) SEE Gallup Map Company -- Gallup's Inc. (Kansas City, Mo.) SEE Gallup Map Company

1 map : col. ; 48 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Diamond Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation motor trails map : Illinois.
Date from RMcN AE 160 ms. index.
Maps on verso (29 x 44 cm. and smaller):

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Illinois - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

   - Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
   - 1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
   - Panel title.
   - Panel art: car, Phillips 66 tanker truck on road, Phillips 66 sign, and slogan "there's a Phillips station ahead."
   - Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
   - Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
   - Gousha Clients 3185 (PrCt)

   - Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
   - 1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm.
   - Panel title.
   - Plate no. 331-J.C.-10-L
   - Maps on verso (29 x 44 cm. and smaller): Phillips 66 ... official road map : United States -- Chicago and vicinity -- Springfield -- Peoria.
   - Panel art: Car approaching Phillips 66 truck on curving road.
   - Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 18 1938 ... ."
Illinois - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

36044 Shell road map : Illinois ... Chicago : H. M. Gousha Company, [1938].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H. M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 38 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell official road map of Illinois.
Plate nos. "331-J.C. 10-L" and "12-L 1938-1" Date from RMcN AE 164 ms. index.
Map on verso (29 x 44 cm.): Legend : United States mileage and driving time along main transcontinental highways.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 18 1938 ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 164.10 (PrCt)

Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Panel art: Service station.
Added title: U.S. map title, logo, and plate number razored out of sheet.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 26.14X (PrCt)

Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Panel art: Service station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 27.24 (PrCt)

36047 Tour Illinois with Skelly. [Kansas City, Mo.] : Greiner-Fifield Litho Co. [1938].
Authors: Skelly Oil Company -- Greiner-Fifield Litho Co. (Kansas City, Mo.) -- Martin, Bernard, 1912-1998 -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 57 x 37 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Skelly official motor trails map : Illinois.
"Copyright -- Greiner-Fifield Litho Co., K.C., Mo."
Date from RMcN AE 167 ms. index.
Inset (18 x 15 cm.): Chicago and vicinity.
Panel art: Skelly gas station and rural road scene, signed "Bernard Martin."
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Oct 20 1938 Rand McNally & Co. by R.C. ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 167.3 (PrCt)

Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Panel art: Mobilgas sign.
Panel no. 8.
Added title: Mobilgas...road map of Illinois. Plate no. T.3600.
Verso includes seven city maps and:
Mobilgas...road map of United States. Plate no. T.3512.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 27.25 (PrCt)

Authors: Standard Oil Company of Indiana -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: cars, gas pumps, and "Standard Service" sign
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Gousha Clients 3289 (PrCt)

[1938].
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 58 x 38 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) : official road map of Illinois.
Plate nos. "331-J.C.-10-L".
Date from RMcN AE 168 ms. index.
Maps on verso (27 x 44 cm. and smaller):
Panel art: gas pumps and cars.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Aug 1 1938 Rand McNally & Co. ... .".
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 168.8 (PrCt)

36051 Illinois - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Tydol gasoline sign, profiles of three cars, and slogan "stop at this sign for safe motoring."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3303 (PrCt)

36052 Illinois - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Illinois. 1939.
1 map : col. ; 83 x 46 cm.
Detached from Federal writers' project. Illinois.
Maps on verso, both signed 'F.H.': Key to Chicago tours (41 x 25 cm.) -- Chicago and vicinity (51 x 39 cm.)
Very fragile and damaged.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
temp map 4F G4100 1939 .F4 (PrCt)

36053 Illinois - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Travel Illinois with Conoco : every Conoco station is a branch of the Conoco Travel Bureau.

Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1939].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 58 x 38 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Conoco ... official road map of Illinois.
Date from RMcN AE 159 ms. index.
Plate no. 331-J.C.-11-M.
Maps on verso (21 x 28 cm. and smaller):
Hammond, Gary, Michigan City region -- Springfield -- Davenport ... [and] Rock Island -- Peoria -- Rockford -- Quincy -- Decatur -- Chicago and vicinity.
Panel art: Conoco logo over outline of North America.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Aug 17 1939 ... ".
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 159.10A (PrCt)

36054 Illinois - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 80 x 52 cm., folded to 21 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
"Henry Horner, governor" -- title panel.
Plate nos. "189-S.C." and "M-2."
Maps on verso (39 x 34 cm. and smaller):
Chicago and vicinity -- Rock Island, Moline and vicinity ... Davenport, Bettendorf, Iowa -- East St. Louis ... Saint Louis -- Rockford -- Peoria -- Springfield.
Panel art: Photo of a sculpture of Lincoln.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Gousha Clients 3455 (PrCt)

36055 Illinois - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Middle West - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"Tourist edition."
Panel title.
Panel art: road leading to a Cities Service gas station and sign; slogan "buy at this sign."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 3354 (PrCt)

Illinois - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Travel Illinois with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1939?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 3400 (PrCt)

Illinois - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Illinois road map ... Deep Ro[ck]. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1939?].
Authors: Deep Rock Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm. on sheet 68 x 50 cm.
Part of panel title, all of added title, and plate numbers razored out of sheet.
Panel art: Deep Rock sign, road, fisherman, swimmer.
Verso includes insets of four cities and: Road map, 14th edition: United States: Deep Rock.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 26.4X (PrCt)

Illinois - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Authors: Deep Rock Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Panel art: Deep Rock sign, calendar, radio log.
Verso includes maps of four cities and: Road map, 15th edition: United States ... Deep Rock.
Plate no. U.3512.
Illinois - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

36062 Illinois - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Travel Illinois with the Independent. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1939?].
Authors: Globe Oil & Refining Companies -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Globe gas station attendant;
slogans "we are home owned" and "keep rollin' with Globe."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3434 (PrCt)

36063 Illinois - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Authors: Illinois. Office of Secretary of State -- Hughes, Edward J. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 45 cm. on sheet 71 x 53 cm.
Panel art: Photo of rural road.
Verso includes five city maps and a mileage chart.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 27.31 (PrCt)

36064 Illinois - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Road map of Illinois and United States. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1939?].
Authors: Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation."
Panel art: photograph of gas station attendant
and slogan "smiling service, 'all the way.'"
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3463 (PrCt)

36065 Illinois - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Road map of Illinois by National. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1939].
Authors: National Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Panel art: En-Ar-Co sign, station, red car.
Added title and plate numbers razored from sheet.
Verso includes maps of four cities and: En-Ar-Co road map of United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 27.30 (PrCt)

36066 Illinois - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: winding road, Phillips 66 sign, and slogan "there's a Phillips station ahead."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3495 (PrCt)

36067 Illinois - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Illinois ... Pure Oil pathfinder. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1939].
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Panel art: Pure compass, cartoon people.
Added title: Illinois ... Pure (plate no. U.3600).
On verso: United States ... Pure (plate no. U.3707).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 27.34 (PrCt)

36068 Illinois - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3538 (PrCt)

36069 Illinois - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Shell road map : Illinois ... Chicago : H. M. Gousha Company, [1939].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 58 x 38 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell official road map of Illinois.
Plate nos. "331-J.C. 11-M" and "11-M 1939-1"
Date from RMcN AE 165 ms. index.
Maps on verso (29 x 44 cm. and 29 x 21 cm.):
Legend : United States mileage and driving time
along main transcontinental highways -- Chicago
and vicinity.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Aug
10 1939 ... "
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 165.10 (PrCt)

36073 Illinois - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Road maps
Illinois : Sinclair road map. Chicago : Rand
McNally & Company, [1939].
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally
and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map ; col. ; 65 x 42 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Panel art: Service station.
U.3600.
On verso: Recreational map: Sinclair: United
States. Plate no. U.3420.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 27.32 (PrCt)

36074 Illinois - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Tydol trails thru Illinois. Chicago : H.M. Gousha
Co., 1939.
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company --
H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map ; col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Tydol gasoline and Veedol motor oil
signs; profiles of stylized cars.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry
Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3656 (PrCt)

36075 Illinois - Maps - 1940 - Railroads
Chicago and Eastern Illinois Railroad Company - Maps
- 1940
Chicago and Eastern Illinois Railway and
connections. [Chicago? Chicago and Eastern
Illinois Railroad Company?, 1940, i.e. 1941?]
Authors: Chicago and Eastern Illinois Railroad
Company
1 map ; 23 x 16 cm.
'11-12-40' -- at bottom center.
Corporate logo at head of title: C & El
Plate no.: 6306.
In Chicago and Eastern Illinois Railway
Company. Nineteenth annual report ... December
31, 1940 [Chicago?: Chicago and Eastern Illinois
Railroad Company?, 1941?] inside back cover.
5A 7267 (1940 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

36076 Illinois - Maps - 1940 - Railroads
Chicago and Eastern Illinois Railroad Company - Maps
- 1940
Chicago & Eastern Illinois Railway and
connections. [Chicago? Chicago and Eastern
Illinois Railroad Company?, 1940, i.e. 1942?]
Authors: Chicago and Eastern Illinois Railroad
Company
1 map ; 23 x 16 cm.
'11-12-40' -- at bottom center.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 27.43 (PrCt)

36083 Illinois - Maps - 1940 - Road maps Middle West - Maps - 1940 - Road maps

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 68 x 43 cm. on sheet 71 x 53 cm.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Panel no. 4-40.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Illinois. Plate no. V.3811.
Includes inset maps of the Chicago region and Springfield.
On verso: Texaco sectional trip map [of the Middle West]. Plate no. 3900 F. Includes inset of the Chicago region.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 27.36 (PrCt)

36084 Illinois - Maps - 1940 - Road maps Middle West - Maps - 1940 - Road maps

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 67 x 43 cm. on sheet 71 x 53 cm.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Panel no. 9-40.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Illinois. Plate no. V.3811.
Includes inset maps of the Chicago region and Springfield.
On verso: Texaco sectional trip map [of the Middle West]. Plate no. 3900 F. Includes inset of the Chicago region.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 27.37 (PrCt)

36085 Illinois - Maps - 1940 - Road maps

Illinois road map ... / Bareco Oil Company, formerly Barnsdall Refining Corp. Chicago: H.M. Gousha Co., 1940.
Authors: Bareco Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 3688 (PrCt)

36086 Illinois - Maps - 1940 - Road maps

Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: road with cars, Cities Service sign and gas station attendant; slogan "helpful service wherever you go!"
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 3713 (PrCt)

36087 Illinois - Maps - 1940 - Road maps

Travel Illinois with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago: H.M. Gousha Co., [1940?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 3762 (PrCt)

36088 Illinois - Maps - 1940 - Road maps

Authors: Fleet-Wing Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 65 x 43 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Panel art: Fleet Wing sign, title on ribbon.
Verso includes insets of four cities and:
Fleet-Wing road map of United States. Plate no. V.3512.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 27.41 (PrCt)

36089 Illinois - Maps - 1940 - Road maps

Highway map of Illinois: Johnson ... products. Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1940].
Authors: Johnson Oil Refining Co. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 65 x 43 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Panel art: Hourglass with wings on Johnson sign.
Added title: Johnson highway map of Illinois. Plate no. V.3600.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Verso includes four city maps and: Johnson highway map of United States. Plate no. V.3512. Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 27.38 (PrCt)**

**36090 Illinois - Maps - 1940 - Road maps**

**Road map of Illinois and United States.** Chicago: H.M. Gousha Co., [1940?].

Authors: Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title: "Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation."

Panel art: photograph of gas station attendant and slogan "smiling service, 'all the way.'"

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 3805 (PrCt)

**RMcN AE 27.40 (PrCt)**

**36091 Illinois - Maps - 1940 - Road maps**

**Road map : Illinois ... [by National].** Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1940].

Authors: National Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map: col.; 65 x 43 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.

Titles and plate numbers razored from both maps.

Verso includes maps of four cities and the United States.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 27.40 (PrCt)**

**36092 Illinois - Maps - 1940 - Road maps**

**Illinois official road map / Phillips 66.** Chicago: H.M. Gousha Co., 1940.

Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title: Panel art: winding road, Phillips 66 sign, and slogan "there's a Phillips station ahead."

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 3829 (PrCt)

**RMcN AE 27.40 (PrCt)**

**36093 Illinois - Maps - 1940 - Road maps**

**Illinois ... Pure Oil pathfinder.** Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1940].

Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map: col.; 65 x 43 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.

Panel art: Pure compass, cartoon people.

**RMcN AE 27.40 (PrCt)**

**36094 Illinois - Maps - 1940 - Road maps**


Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map: col.; 65 x 42 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.

Plate no. V.3600.


Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 27.44 (PrCt)**

**36095 Illinois - Maps - 1940 - Road maps**

**Shell map of Illinois.** Chicago: H.M. Gousha Co., [1940?].

Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title: At head of panel title: Illinois.

Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 3868 (PrCt)

**RMcN AE 27.42 (PrCt)**

**36096 Illinois - Maps - 1940 - Road maps**

**Illinois : Sinclair ... road map.** Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1940].

Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map: col.; 65 x 42 cm. on sheet 68 x 50 cm.

Panel art: Sinclair sign.


Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 27.42 (PrCt)**

**36097 Illinois - Maps - 1940 - Road maps**

**Illinois : Sinclair H.C. Gasoline road map.** Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1940?].

Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map: col.; 65 x 45 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.

Panel title:

**Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.**

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Added title: Road map : Sinclair Illinois
Plate no. V. 3600
Map on verso (31 x 48 cm.): Recreational map : Sinclair United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

**36109**
Illinois - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Authors: Skelly Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Skelly sign and car.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

**36102**
Illinois - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 67 x 43 cm. on sheet 71 x 54 cm.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Panel no. A-41.

**36103**
Illinois - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 67 x 43 cm. on sheet 71 x 54 cm.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Panel no. C-41.

**36101**
Illinois - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm. on sheet 92 x 46 cm.
Panel art: Gulf sign above car on road.
On opposite panel: Form 1593-X.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
36104  **Illinois - Maps - 1941 - Road maps**

*Illinois with sectional map of adjoining states.*
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1941].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 67 x 43 cm. on sheet 71 x 54 cm.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Panel no. F-41.
Includes inset maps of the Chicago region and Springfield.
On verso: Texaco sectional trip map [of the Middle West]. Plate no. W. 4105 (F). Includes inset of the Chicago region.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
*RMcN AE 27.47 (PrCt)*

36105  **Illinois - Maps - 1941 - Road maps**

*Quad Cities (Ill. and Iowa) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps*<br> *Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps*<br> *Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps*<br> *Rockford (Ill.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps*<br> *Peoria (Ill.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps*<br> *Springfield (Ill.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps*<br> *Road maps 1941 Illinois official highway map / issued by the State of Illinois Department of Public Works and Buildings, Division of Highways, April 1, 1941. [Springfield, Ill.?] : Illinois Division of Highways, 1941.*
Authors: Illinois, Division of Highways -- Drury, John, 1898- -- Neville, Marion, 1901-1967 -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Illinois. Dept. of Public Works and Buildings, Division of Highways SEE Illinois. Division of Highways
1 map : col. ; 80 x 52 cm.
Issued folded to 21 x 19 cm.
Maps on verso (39 x 34 cm. and smaller): Rock Island, Moline ... Davenport, Bettendorf ... -- East St. Louis ... St. Louis ... -- Chicago and vicinity -- Rockford, Illinois -- Peoria, Illinois -- Springfield, Illinois.
Removed from the John Drury-Marion Neville Papers, Midwest Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
*map4F G4101.P2 1941 .J4 (PrCt)*

36106  **Illinois - Maps - 1941 - Road maps**

*Illinois road map ... / Bareco Oil Company, formerly Barnsdall Refining Corp. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1941].*<br>Authors: Bareco Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: "B Square" logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).<br>Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
*Gousha Clients 4030 (PrCt)*

36107  **Illinois - Maps - 1941 - Road maps**

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: car, Cities Service sign and infant dressed as a gas station attendant; slogan "start every trip at your Cities Service dealer's."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).<br>Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
*Gousha Clients 4062 (PrCt)*

36108  **Illinois - Maps - 1941 - Road maps**

*Travel Illinois with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1941].*<br>Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).<br>Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
*Gousha Clients 4102 (PrCt)*

36109  **Illinois - Maps - 1941 - Road maps**

*Travel Illinois with the Independent. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1941].*<br>Authors: Globe Oil & Refining Companies -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 22 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Dated "'41" on title panel.
Panel art: Globe gas station attendant; slogans "we are home owned" and "keep rollin' with Globe."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).<br>Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
*Gousha Clients 4132 (PrCt)*

36110  **Illinois - Maps - 1941 - Road maps**

*Highway map of Illinois ; [Johnson ... Products]. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1941].*<br>Authors: Johnson Oil Refining Co. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
McNally and Company -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; 65 x 42 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Panel art: Hour glass with wings on Johnson sign.
Added title and plate numbers razored from sheet.
Verso includes state traffic laws and: Johnson highway map of United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
(RMcN AE 27.50 (PrCt)

36115 Illinois - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Shell map of Illinois. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1941]?
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; 65 x 42 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Plate no. W.3600.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
(RMcN AE 27.49 (PrCt)

36116 Illinois - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Shell map of Illinois. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1941]?
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; 65 x 42 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Plate no. W.3600.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4217 (PrCt)

36111 Illinois - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
D-X road map of Illinois and United States. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1941]?
Authors: Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation."
Panel art: D-X sign and Diamond gas station facade.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4148 (PrCt)

36112 Illinois - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Road map of Illinois ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1941]?
Authors: Pennzoil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: car on road beneath ad for "amazing, new Pennzip 'Z' gasoline"and slogan "sound your 'Z' for pennzip and Pennzoil."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4168 (PrCt)

36113 Illinois - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: road, Phillips 66 sign, and slogan "there's a Phillips station ahead."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4180 (PrCt)

36114 Illinois - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Illinois ... Pure Oil pathfinder. Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [1941].
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; 65 x 42 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Panel art: Pure compass, cartoon people.
Added title: Illinois ... Pure (plate no. W.3600).
On verso: United States ... Pure (plate no. W. 3870).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
(RMcN AE 27.51 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
and "copyrighted."
3 copies of same map. 
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library). 
RMcN AE 25.2X (copies 1-3) (PrCt)

36118 Illinois - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Illinois : Sinclair ... road map. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1941].
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 42 cm. on sheet 68 x 51cm. 
Panel art: Car on road under sign.
Added title and plate number razored from map. 
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 27.52 (PrCt)

36119 Illinois - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Authors: Skelly Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title. 
Panel art: Skelly sign and gas station attendant. 
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4266 (PrCt)

36120 Illinois - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title. 
Panel art: cars, gas pumps, and "Standard Service" sign. 
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4301 (PrCt)

36121 Illinois - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title. 
Panel art: airplane, car and Tydol flying "A" gasoline logo. 
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4318 (PrCt)

Chicago and northern Illinois : America's greatest industrial and transportation center : rail, highway, water, air, pipeline. Chicago : Territorial Information Department, 1941. 
1 map : col. ; 50 x 79 cm. on sheet 54 x 82 cm. 
Copyright 1941 by Commonwealth Edison Company and subsidiary companies. 
"A list of all communities served appears in the accompanying booklet": booklet wanting. 
Includes key to steam and electric railroads, trunk highways, navigable waterways, air routes, airports, and pipelines. 
On verso: Chicago and vicinity. 78 x 51 cm. 
Indicates "boundary of Chicago Switching District" and "various industrial areas either occupied or available." 
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library). 
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library). 
RMcN AE 34.51 (PrCt)
Illinois - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Illinois with sectional map of adjoining states.
Chicago: H. M. Gousha Co., [1942].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: "B Square" logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4372 (PrCt)

Illinois - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Travel Illinois with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago: H.M. Gousha Co., [1942].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4372 (PrCt)

Illinois - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Travel Illinois with the Independent. Chicago: H.M. Gousha Co., [1942].
Authors: Globe Oil & Refining Companies -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Globe gas station attendant; slogans "we are home owned" and "keep rollin' with Globe."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4372 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
36130 Illinois - Maps - 1942 - Road maps

Authors: Illinois. Office of Secretary of State -- Hughes, Edward J. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 44 cm, on sheet 71 x 53 cm.
Panel art: Photo of stream.
Plate no. X.3600.
Verso includes 5 city maps and a mileage chart.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 34.24 (PrCt)

36131 Illinois - Maps - 1942 - Road maps

Authors: Johnson Oil Refining Co. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm, on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Panel art: Hour glass with wings on Johnson sign.
Added title: Johnson highway map of Illinois.
Plate no. X 3600.
Verso includes state traffic laws and: Johnson highway map of United States. Plate no. X. 4089.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 34.27 (PrCt)

36132 Illinois - Maps - 1942 - Road maps

D-X road map of Illinois and United States. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1942?].
Authors: Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation."
Panel art: D-X sign and Diamond gas station facade.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4485 (PrCt)

36133 Illinois - Maps - 1942 - Road maps

Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: road, Phillips 66 sign, and slogan "there's a Phillips station ahead."

36134 Illinois - Maps - 1942 - Road maps

Illinois ... Pure Oil pathfinder road map. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1942].
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 42 cm, on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Panel art: Directional sign with cardinal directions.
Added title: Illinois ... Pure (plate no. X 3600). On verso: United States ... Pure (plate no. X. 3870).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 34.21 (PrCt)

36135 Illinois - Maps - 1942 - Road maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 42 cm, on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Plate no. X 3600.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 34.19 (PrCt)

36136 Illinois - Maps - 1942 - Road maps

Shell map of Illinois. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1942?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: Illinois.
Panel art: Shell logo, statement "all points of military interest have been removed voluntarily from this map and index" and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4552 (PrCt)

36137 Illinois - Maps - 1942 - Road maps

Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 42 cm, on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Panel art: Sinclair pump.
Illinois - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Tour Illinois with Skelly : see America now / courtesy of Skelly Oil Company, U.S.A. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1942].
Authors: Skelly Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Skelly sign, stars and profiles of cars.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4625 (PrCt)

36143 Illinois - Maps - 1944 - Road maps
Illinois official highway map ... / Dwight H. Green, Governor ; Department of Public Works and Buildings, Division of Highways, Springfield. [Springfield, Ill.? Illinois Division of Highways?], 1944.
1 map : col. ; 80 x 52 cm., folded to 21 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
"Copyright State of Illinois April 1, 1944.
Includes H.M. Gousha Co. plate nos. "189-S.C." and "R-2", but no explicit Gousha imprint.
Maps on verso (39 x 34 cm. and smaller):
Chicagoland region -- Rockford -- Elgin and vicinity -- Aurora -- Joliet and vicinity -- Rock Island-Moline and vicinity ... [and]
Davenport-Bettendorf, Iowa -- Peoria and vicinity -- Bloomington-Normal -- Quincy -- Champaign-Urbana -- East St. Louis ... [and]
Saint Louis -- Springfield and vicinity -- Decatur -- Alton -- Danville.
Panel art: photo of Lincoln's tomb in Springfield.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Gousha Clients 4668 (PrCt)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 42 cm. on sheet 92 x 46 cm.
Panel art: Gulf sign above car on road.
On opposite panel: Form S. P. 1825-X.
Verso includes map of the Chicago region (plate no. Z) and: Road map of Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kentucky, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, New York, Ohio, Ontario, Pennsylvania, Virginia, West Virginia, Wisconsin. Plate no. Z 4200 (3).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 34.30 (PrCt)

36144  Illinois - Maps - 1945 - Administrative and political divisions
Authors: Illinois. Dept of Revenue
1 map ; on sheet 61 x 46 cm.
map4F G4101 .F7 1945 I5 (PrCt)

36145  Illinois - Maps - 1945 - Road maps<<>>Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1945 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
1945 Illinois official highway map ... / State of Illinois : Department of Public Works and Buildings. Division of Highways, Springfield ; Dwight H. Green, Governor. [Springfield, Ill.? Illinois Division of Highways?], 1945.
1 map : col. ; 80 x 52 cm., folded to 21 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
"Copyright State of Illinois April 1, 1945."
Includes H.M. Gousha Co. plate nos. "189-S.C." and "S-1", but no explicit Gousha imprint.
Maps on verso (39 x 34 cm. and smaller):
Chicago and vicinity -- Rockford -- Elgin and vicinity -- Aurora -- Joliet and vicinity -- Rock Island-Moline and vicinity ... [and]
Davenport-Bettendorf, Iowa -- Peoria and vicinity -- Blomington-Normal -- Quincy -- Champaign-Urbana -- East St. Louis ... [and]
Saint Louis -- Springfield and vicinity -- Decatur -- Alton -- Danville.
Panel art: photo of the state capital building, Springfield.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Gousha Clients 4697 (PrCt)

36146  Illinois - Maps - 1945 - Road maps<<>>Iowa - Maps - 1945 - Road maps<<>>Missouri - Maps - 1945 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Travel Illinois with Conoco ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1945].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Co., [1945].

1 map : col. ; 78 x 48 cm. on sheet 82 x 59 cm.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Panel no. 115.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Illinois.
Includes inset of Chicago region.
On verso: Texaco touring map of Iowa, Missouri.
Cartouche no. 15. Plate no. 454425.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 44.5 (PrCt)

36148  Illinois - Maps - 1945 - Road maps<<>>Iowa - Maps - 1945 - Road maps<<>>Missouri - Maps - 1945 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 78 x 48 cm. on sheet 82 x 59 cm.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Panel no. 115.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Illinois.
Includes inset of Chicago region.
On verso: Texaco touring map of Iowa, Missouri.
Cartouche no. 15. Plate no. 454425.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 72.12 (PrCt)

36149  Illinois - Maps - 1945 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
1 map : col. ; 78 x 48 cm. on sheet 82 x 59 cm.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Panel no. 115.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Illinois.
Includes inset of Chicago region.
On verso: Texaco touring map of Iowa, Missouri.
Cartouche no. 15. Plate no. 454425.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 34.31 (PrCt)
Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).  
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm. 
Panel title. 
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo. 
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library). 
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011). 
Gousha Clients 4679 (PrCt) 

36150 Illinois - Maps - 1945 - Road maps>>>Road maps 
Illinois ... [Marathon ... ]. Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [1945]. 
Authors: Marathon Oil Company -- Ohio Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) 
1 map : col. ; 65 x 42 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm. 
Panel art: Marathon sign over cars. 
Part of panel title, added title, and plate numbers razored out of sheet. 
On verso: Marathon: Ohio Oil Co. ... road map: United States. 
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library). 
RMcN AE 34.36 (PrCt) 

36151 Illinois - Maps - 1945 - Road maps>>>Road maps 
Illinois ... Pure Oil road map. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1945]. 
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) 
1 map : col. ; 65 x 42 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm. 
Panel art: Pure sign. 
Added title: Illinois ... Pure (plate no. 453600-1). 
On verso: United States ... Pure (plate no. 453870). 
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library). 
RMcN AE 34.34 (PrCt) 

36152 Illinois - Maps - 1945 - Road maps>>>Road maps 
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) 
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm. 
Plate no. 453600-1. 
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library). 
RMcN AE 34.32 (PrCt) 

36153 Illinois - Maps - 1945 - Road maps>>>Road maps 
Shell map of Illinois. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1945?]. 
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library) 
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm. 
Panel title. 
At head of panel title: Illinois. 
Panel art: Shell logo, statement "all points of military interest have been removed voluntarily from this map and index" and slogan "tour with confidence." 
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library). 
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011). 
Gousha Clients 4703 (PrCt) 

36154 Illinois - Maps - 1945 - Road maps>>>Road maps 
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library) 
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm. 
Panel title. 
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library). 
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011). 
Gousha Clients 4716 (PrCt) 

36155 Illinois - Maps - 1945 - Road maps>>>Road maps 
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library) 
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm. 
Panel title. 
Panel art: cars, gas pumps, "Standard Service" sign, and statement "help conserve paper ...". 
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library). 
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011). 
Gousha Clients 4717 (PrCt)
36158 Illinois - Maps - 1946 - Road maps

Shell map of Illinois. Chicago : H. M. Gousha Company, [1946].
1 map : col. ; 67 x 45 cm. on sheet 71 x 53 cm.
Panel art: State capitol, archives, and centennial buildings.
Added title: Illinois. Plate no. 6-423600-5.
Verso includes photo vignettes and: Southern Lake Michigan region. Plate no. 4603.
Beneath distance table: 463912.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 34.60 (PrCt)

36159 Illinois - Maps - 1946 - Road maps

1 map : col. ; 67 x 45 cm. on sheet 71 x 53 cm.
Panel art: State capitol, archives, and centennial buildings.
Added title: Illinois. Plate no. 6-423600-5.
Verso includes photo vignettes and: Southern Lake Michigan region. Plate no. 4603.
Beneath distance table: 463912.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 34.60 (PrCt)

36160 Illinois - Maps - 1946 - Road maps

Illinois official highway map ... / State of Illinois; Department of Public Works and Buildings, Division of Highways, Springfield ; Dwight H. Green, Governor; [Springfield, Ill.? Illinois Division of Highways?], 1946.
1 map : col. ; 80 x 52 cm., folded to 21 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
"Copyright State of Illinois April 1, 1946."
Includes H.M. Gousha Co. plate nos. "189-S.C." and "T-1," but no explicit Gousha imprint.
Maps on verso (39 x 34 cm. and smaller):
Chicago and vicinity -- Rockford -- Elgin and vicinity -- Aurora -- Joliet and vicinity -- Rock Island-Moline and vicinity ... [and]
Davenport-Bettendorf, Iowa -- Peoria and vicinity -- Blomington-Normal -- Quincy -- Champaign-Urbana -- East St. Louis ... [and]
Saint Louis -- Springfield and vicinity -- Decatur -- Alton -- Danville.
Panel art: color photo of "Route 80, near Mississippi Palisades State Park".
Forms part of the H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Gousha Clients 4796 (PrCt)

36161 Illinois - Maps - 1946 - Road maps

Ilinois road map. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1946].
1 map : col. ; 67 x 45 cm. on sheet 71 x 53 cm.
Panel art: State capitol, archives, and centennial buildings.
Added title: Illinois. Plate no. 6-423600-5.
Verso includes photo vignettes and: Southern Lake Michigan region. Plate no. 4603.
Beneath distance table: 463912.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 166.11 (PrCt)

36157 Illinois - Maps - 1945 - Road maps

Illinois with Wisconsin : Texaco ... __, Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1945].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 78 x 48 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Illinois.
Date from RMcN AE 151 ms. index.
Includes table of "Gasoline taxes -- as of 2nd Nov., 1945."
Plate no. 454424
Inset (32 x 23 cm.): Chicago.
Map on verso (63 x 55 cm.): Texaco touring map of Wisconsin.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 151.11 (PrCt)

36159 Illinois - Maps - 1946 - Road maps

1 map : col. ; 67 x 45 cm. on sheet 71 x 53 cm.
Panel art: State capitol, archives, and centennial buildings.
Added title: Illinois. Plate no. 6-423600-5.
Verso includes photo vignettes and: Southern Lake Michigan region. Plate no. 4603.
Beneath distance table: 463912.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 34.60 (PrCt)

36160 Illinois - Maps - 1946 - Road maps

Illinois official highway map ... / State of Illinois; Department of Public Works and Buildings, Division of Highways, Springfield ; Dwight H. Green, Governor; [Springfield, Ill.? Illinois Division of Highways?], 1946.
1 map : col. ; 80 x 52 cm., folded to 21 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
"Copyright State of Illinois April 1, 1946."
Includes H.M. Gousha Co. plate nos. "189-S.C." and "T-1," but no explicit Gousha imprint.
Maps on verso (39 x 34 cm. and smaller):
Chicago and vicinity -- Rockford -- Elgin and vicinity -- Aurora -- Joliet and vicinity -- Rock Island-Moline and vicinity ... [and]
Davenport-Bettendorf, Iowa -- Peoria and vicinity -- Blomington-Normal -- Quincy -- Champaign-Urbana -- East St. Louis ... [and]
Saint Louis -- Springfield and vicinity -- Decatur -- Alton -- Danville.
Panel art: color photo of "Route 80, near Mississippi Palisades State Park".
Forms part of the H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Gousha Clients 4796 (PrCt)

36161 Illinois - Maps - 1946 - Road maps

1 map : col. ; 67 x 45 cm. on sheet 71 x 53 cm.
Panel art: State capitol, archives, and centennial buildings.
Added title: Illinois. Plate no. 6-423600-5.
Verso includes photo vignettes and: Southern Lake Michigan region. Plate no. 4603.
Beneath distance table: 463912.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 166.11 (PrCt)

Panel art: "Sohio Standard Oil" sign and slogan "the sign of service."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3051 (PrCt)
Illinois - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
- Maps - 1946 - Road maps

1 map : col. ; 78 x 48 cm. on sheet 82 x 59 cm.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 34.43 (PrCt)

Illinois - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
- Maps - 1946 - Road maps

1 map : col. ; 78 x 48 cm. on sheet 82 x 59 cm.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 34.45 (PrCt)

Illinois - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
- Maps - 1946 - Road maps

1 map : col. ; 78 x 48 cm. on sheet 82 x 59 cm.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 34.44 (PrCt)
1946 - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 78 x 48 cm. on sheet 82 x 59 cm.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Panel no. 16.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Illinois.
Includes inset of Chicago region.
On verso: Texaco touring map of Indiana, Ohio.
Cartouche no. 13. Plate no. 6-454426-2.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 37.24 (PrCt)

Additional catalog entries for similar maps are as follows:

RMcN AE 34.44 (PrCt)
RMcN AE 34.58 (PrCt)
RMcN AE 37.22 (PrCt)
RMcN AE 37.23 (PrCt)
RMcN AE 115.30 (PrCt)
RMcN AE 115.31 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Illinois - Maps - 1946 - Road maps

- Road maps


Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map: col.; 78 x 48 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Texaco touring map of Illinois

Date from RMcN AE 115 ms. index.

Includes table of "Gasoline taxes -- as of 2nd Jan., 1946."

Plate no. 6-454424-2

Inset (32 x 21 cm.): Chicago

Map on verso (51 x 71 cm.): Texaco touring map of Indiana, Ohio.

Panel Art: Texaco sign.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 115.32 (PrCt)

Illinois - Maps - 1946 - Road maps

- Iowa - Maps - 1946 - Road maps


Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map: col.; 78 x 48 cm. on sheet 82 x 59 cm.

Panel art: Texaco sign.

Panel no. 106.

Added title: Texaco touring map of Illinois

Cartouche no. 14. Plate no. 6-4424-5

Includes inset of Chicago region.

On verso: Texaco touring map of Iowa, Missouri.

Cartouche no. 15. Plate no. 6-4425-5.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 34.39 (PrCt)

Illinois - Maps - 1946 - Road maps

- Iowa - Maps - 1946 - Road maps


Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map: col.; 78 x 48 cm. on sheet 82 x 59 cm.

Panel art: Texaco sign.

Panel no. 116.

Added title: Texaco touring map of Illinois

Cartouche no. 14. Plate no. 6-4424-6

Includes inset of Chicago region.

On verso: Texaco touring map of Iowa, Missouri.

Cartouche no. 15. Plate no. 6-4425-6.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 34.40 (PrCt)

Illinois - Maps - 1946 - Road maps

- Iowa - Maps - 1946 - Road maps


Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map: col.; 78 x 48 cm. on sheet 82 x 59 cm.

Panel art: Texaco sign.

Panel no. 86.

Added title: Texaco touring map of Illinois

Cartouche no. 14. Plate no. 6-4424-4.

Includes inset of Chicago region.

On verso: Texaco touring map of Iowa, Missouri.

Cartouche no. 15. Plate no. 6-454215-5.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 34.41 (PrCt)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalog Entry</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 36180 | Illinois - Maps - 1946 - Road maps<<>>Iowa - Maps - 1946 - Road maps<<>>Missouri - Maps - 1946 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 78 x 48 cm. on sheet 82 x 59 cm.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Panel no. 16.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Illinois.
Cartouche no. 14. Plate no. 6-4424-2.
Includes inset of Chicago region.
On verso: Texaco touring map of Iowa, Missouri.
Cartouche no. 15. Plate no. 6-4424-5.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 34.59 (PrCt) |
| 36181 | Illinois - Maps - 1946 - Road maps<<>>Iowa - Maps - 1946 - Road maps<<>>Missouri - Maps - 1946 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 78 x 48 cm. on sheet 82 x 59 cm.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Panel no. 66.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Illinois.
Cartouche no. 14. Plate no. 6-4424-3.
Includes inset of Chicago region.
On verso: Texaco touring map of Iowa, Missouri.
Cartouche no. 15. Plate no. 6-4424-5.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 44.6 (PrCt) |
| 36182 | Illinois - Maps - 1946 - Road maps<<>>Iowa - Maps - 1946 - Road maps<<>>Missouri - Maps - 1946 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 78 x 48 cm. on sheet 82 x 59 cm.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Panel no. 86.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Illinois.
Cartouche no. 14. Plate no. 6-4424-4.
Includes inset of Chicago region.
On verso: Texaco touring map of Iowa, Missouri.
Cartouche no. 15. Plate no. 6-454215-5.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 44.8 (PrCt) |
| 36183 | Illinois - Maps - 1946 - Road maps<<>>Iowa - Maps - 1946 - Road maps<<>>Missouri - Maps - 1946 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 78 x 48 cm. on sheet 82 x 59 cm.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Panel no. 106.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Illinois.
Cartouche no. 14. Plate no. 6-4424-5.
Includes inset of Chicago region.
On verso: Texaco touring map of Iowa, Missouri.
Cartouche no. 15. Plate no. 6-4424-5.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 44.9 (PrCt) |
| 36184 | Illinois - Maps - 1946 - Road maps<<>>Iowa - Maps - 1946 - Road maps<<>>Missouri - Maps - 1946 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 78 x 48 cm. on sheet 82 x 59 cm.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Panel no. 116.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Illinois.
Cartouche no. 14. Plate no. 6-4424-6.
Includes inset of Chicago region.
On verso: Texaco touring map of Iowa, Missouri.
Cartouche no. 15. Plate no. 6-4424-5.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 44.10 (PrCt) |
| 36185 | Illinois - Maps - 1946 - Road maps<<>>Iowa - Maps - 1946 - Road maps<<>>Missouri - Maps - 1946 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 78 x 48 cm. 

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Illinois.
Includes table of "Gasoline taxes -- as of 2nd Aug., 1946."
Plate no. 6-4424-4.  
Inset (32 x 24 cm.) Chicago, Ill.  
Map on verso (78 x 54 cm.): Texaco touring map of Iowa, Missouri.  
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 72.21 (PrCt)

36186 Illinois - Maps - 1946 - Road maps<>Iowa - Maps - 1946 - Road maps<>Missouri - Maps - 1946 - Road maps<>Road maps
Illinois with Iowa, Missouri : Texaco. Chicago :  
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map : col. ; 78 x 48 cm.  
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Illinois.
Includes table of "Gasoline taxes -- as of 16th Nov., 1946."
Plate no. 6-4424-6.  
Inset (32 x 24 cm.) Chicago, Ill.  
Map on verso (78 x 54 cm.): Texaco touring map of Iowa, Missouri.  
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 72.21 (PrCt)

36187 Illinois - Maps - 1946 - Road maps<>Iowa - Maps - 1946 - Road maps<>Missouri - Maps - 1946 - Road maps<>Road maps
Illinois with Iowa, Missouri : Texaco. Chicago :  
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map : col. ; 78 x 48 cm.  
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Illinois.
Includes table of "Gasoline taxes -- as of 2nd Oct., 1946."
Plate no. 6-4424-5.  
Inset (32 x 24 cm.) Chicago, Ill.  
Map on verso (78 x 54 cm.): Texaco touring map of Iowa, Missouri.  
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 72.22 (PrCt)

36188 Illinois - Maps - 1946 - Road maps<>Iowa - Maps - 1946 - Road maps<>Missouri - Maps - 1946 - Road maps<>Road maps
Illinois with Iowa, Missouri : Texaco. Chicago :  
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map : col. ; 78 x 48 cm.  
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Illinois.
Includes table of "Gasoline taxes -- as of 2nd June, 1946."
Plate no. 6-4424-3.  
Inset (32 x 24 cm.) Chicago, Ill.  
Map on verso (78 x 54 cm.): Texaco touring map of Iowa, Missouri.  
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 72.23 (PrCt)
cartoon images, and slogan "Cities Service dealers help make every trip a treat."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4729 (PrCt)

36192 Illinois - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Travel Illinois with Conoco ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1946?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4766 (PrCt)

36193 Illinois - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Illinois ... / Cities Service. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1946?].
Authors: Iowa Oil Company -- Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"Iowa Oil Co. edition."
Panel title.
Panel art: Cities Service gas station, various cartoon images, and slogan "Cities Service dealers help make every trip a treat."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4728 (PrCt)

36194 Illinois - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
D-X road map of Illinois and United States.
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1946?].
Authors: Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation."
Panel art: D-X sign and Diamond gas station facade.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4729 (PrCt)

36195 Illinois - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Illinois / The Ohio Oil Company. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1946?].
Authors: Ohio Oil Company -- Marathon Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: The Ohio Oil Co. road map : Illinois.
Plate no. 463600V.
Map on verso (31 x 47 cm.): The Ohio Oil Co. road map : United States.
Panel art: Car driving past Marathon sign with marathon runner logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4251 (PrCt)

36196 Illinois - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: road, Phillips 66 sign, and slogan "there's a Phillips station ahead."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4824 (PrCt)

36197 Illinois - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm. on sheet 68 x 50 cm.
Plate no. 463600V.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 34.47 (PrCt)

36198 Illinois - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Shell map of Illinois. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1946?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: Illinois.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4867 (PrCt)

36199 Illinois - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Illinois road map and pictorial sightseeing guide :
Sinclair ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1946].
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 42 cm. on sheet 68 x 50 cm. Panel art: Car on road under sign, attendant.
Verso includes five city maps and pictorial views keyed to location map.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 34.48 (PrCt)

36203 Illinois - Maps - 1946 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Skelly Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm. Panel title.
Panel art: Skelly sign, stars and profiles of cars.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4923 (PrCt)

36205 Illinois - Maps - 1946 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm. Panel title.
Panel art: gas station attendant and man in car.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4970 (PrCt)

36206 Illinois - Maps - 1946 - Road maps<<>>Wisconsin - Maps - 1946 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 78 x 48 cm. on sheet 82 x 59 cm. Panel art: Texaco sign.
Panel no. 16.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Illinois.
Cartouche no. 14, Plate no. 6-454424-2. Includes inset of Chicago region.
On verso: Texaco touring map of Wisconsin.
Cartouche no. 16. Plate no. 6-4428-2.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 34.42 (PrCt)
Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 78 x 48 cm. on sheet 82 x 59 cm.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Panel no. 76.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Illinois.
Cartouche no. 14. Plate no. 6-4424-3.
Includes inset of Chicago region.
On verso: Texaco touring map of Wisconsin.
Cartouche no. 16. Plate no. 6-4428-3.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 34.57 (PrCt)

Illinois - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Wisconsin - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Illinois with Wisconsin : Texaco ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1946].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 78 x 48 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Illinois.
Date from RMcN AE 151 ms. index.
Includes table of "Gasoline taxes -- as of 2nd Jan., 1946."
Plate no. 6-454424-2
Inset (32 x 23 cm.): Chicago.
Map on verso (63 x 55 cm.): Texaco touring map of Wisconsin.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 151.12 (PrCt)

Illinois - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Wisconsin - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Illinois with Wisconsin : Texaco ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1946].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 78 x 48 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Illinois.
Date from RMcN AE 151 ms. index.
Includes table of "Gasoline taxes -- as of 2nd July, 1946."
Plate no. 6-4424-3
Inset (32 x 23 cm.): Chicago.
Map on verso (63 x 55 cm.): Texaco touring map of Wisconsin.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 151.24 (PrCt)

Illinois - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Wisconsin - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
1947 Illinois official highway map ... / State of Illinois, Department of Public Works and Buildings, Division of Highways ; Dwight H. Green, Governor. [Springfield, Ill.? Illinois
Division of Highways?), 1947.
Authors: Illinois. Division of Highways -- Illinois.
Dept. of Public Works and Buildings -- Green,
Dwight H. (Dwight Herbert), 1897-1958 -- H.M.
Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection
(Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 80 x 52 cm., folded to 21 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
"Copyright State of Illinois April 1, 1947."
Includes H.M. Gousha Co. plate nos. "189-S.G."
and "12-U", but no explicit Gousha imprint.
Maps on verso (39 x 34 cm. and smaller):
Chicago and vicinity -- Rockford -- Elgin and
vicinity -- Aurora -- Joliet and vicinity -- Rock
Island-Moline and vicinity ... [and]
Davenport-Bettendorf, Iowa -- Peoria and vicinity
-- Blomington-Normal -- Quincy --
Champaign-Urbana -- East St. Louis ... [and]
Saint Louis -- Springfield and vicinity -- Decatur
-- Alton -- Danville.
Panel art: color photo of "Canyon at Mathiessen
State Park".
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry
Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library).
Gousha Clients 5113 (PrCt)

36213 Illinois - Maps - 1947 - Road
maps>>>Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1947 -
Road maps>>>Road maps
Illinois road map / issued by Edward J. Barrett,
Secretary of State. Chicago : Rand McNally &
Company, [1947?].
Authors: Illinois. Office of Secretary of State --
Barrett, Edward J., 1900-1977 -- Rand McNally
and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 44 cm., folded to 24 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. 7-423600-6.
"Copyright by Rand McNally & Company."
Maps on verso (23 x 50 cm. and 12 x 7 cm.):
Southern Lake Michigan region -- Principal
through routes of Illinois.
Panel art: Color illustration of state capitol
building.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4750 (PrCt)

36214 Illinois - Maps - 1947 - Road maps>>>East
(U.S.) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps>>>Road maps
Illinois info-map : Gulf. Chicago : Rand McNally &
Company, [1947].
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally
and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm. on sheet 82 x 46 cm.
Panel art: Gulf sign above car on road.
On opposite panel: Form S. P. 1825-X.
7-463600V-2.
Verso includes map of the Chicago region (plate
no. 47) and: Road map of Illinois, Indiana, Iowa,
Kentucky, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, New
York, Ohio, Ontario, Pennsylvania, Virginia, West
Virginia, Wisconsin. Plate no. 7-4200(3)-7.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 32.3 (PrCt)

36215 Illinois - Maps - 1947 - Road maps>>>East
(U.S.) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps>>>Road maps
Illinois info-map : Gulf. Chicago : Rand McNally &
Company, [1947].
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally
and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm. on sheet 82 x 46 cm.
Panel art: Gulf sign above car on road.
On opposite panel: Form S. P. 1825-X.
7-463600V-1.
Verso includes map of the Chicago region (plate
no. 47) and: Road map of Illinois, Indiana, Iowa,
Kentucky, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, New
York, Ohio, Ontario, Pennsylvania, Virginia, West
Virginia, Wisconsin. Plate no. 7-4200(3)-6.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 32.4 (PrCt)

36216 Illinois - Maps - 1947 - Road maps>>>East
(U.S.) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps>>>Road maps
Illinois info-map : Gulf. Chicago : Rand McNally &
Company, [1947].
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally
and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 42 cm. on sheet 82 x 46 cm.
Panel art: Gulf sign above car on road.
On opposite panel: Form S. P. 1825-X.
7-463600V-3.
Verso includes map of the Chicago region (plate
no. 47) and: Road map of Illinois, Indiana, Iowa,
Kentucky, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, New
York, Ohio, Ontario, Pennsylvania, Virginia, West
Virginia, Wisconsin. Plate no. 7-4200(3)-7.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 32.6 (PrCt)

36217 Illinois - Maps - 1947 - Road maps>>>East
(U.S.) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps>>>Road maps

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
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Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm. on sheet 82 x 46 cm.
Panel art: Gulf sign above car on road.
On opposite panel: Form S. P. 1825-X.
Verso includes map of the Chicago region (plate no. 47) and: Road map of Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kentucky, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, New York, Ohio, Ontario, Pennsylvania, Virginia, West Virginia, Wisconsin. Plate no. 473785V(3).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 32.8 (PrCt)

36221 Illinois - Maps - 1947 - Road maps>>>Iowa - Maps - 1947 - Road maps>>>Missouri - Maps - 1947 - Road maps>>>Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 78 x 48 cm. on sheet 82 x 59 cm.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Panel no. 27.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Illinois.
Includes inset of Chicago region.
On verso: Texaco touring map of Iowa, Missouri.
Cartouche no. 15. Plate no. 7-4425-7.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 44.22 (PrCt)

36222 Illinois - Maps - 1947 - Road maps>>>Iowa - Maps - 1947 - Road maps>>>Missouri - Maps - 1947 - Road maps>>>Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 78 x 48 cm. on sheet 82 x 59 cm.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Panel no. 37.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Illinois.
Includes inset of Chicago region.
On verso: Texaco touring map of Iowa, Missouri.
Cartouche no. 15. Plate no. 7-4425-8.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 72.38 (PrCt)

36223 Illinois - Maps - 1947 - Road maps>>>Iowa - Maps - 1947 - Road maps>>>Missouri - Maps - 1947 - Road maps>>>Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 78 x 48 cm. on sheet 82 x 59 cm.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Panel no. 27.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Illinois.
Includes inset of Chicago region.
On verso: Texaco touring map of Iowa, Missouri.
Cartouche no. 15. Plate no. 7-4425-7.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 72.38 (PrCt)
Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 78 x 48 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Illinois. Includes table of "Gasoline taxes -- as of 16th March, 1947."
Plate no. 7-4424-9.
Inset (32 x 23 cm.) Chicago, Ill.
Map on verso (78 x 54 cm.): Texaco touring map of Iowa, Missouri.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 72.39 (PrCt)

36224 Illinois - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Illinois road map ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1947?].
Authors: Bareco Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: "B Square" logo.
Gousha Clients 5003 (PrCt)

36225 Illinois - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Cities Service gas station, various cartoon images, and slogan "Cities Service dealers help make every trip a treat."
Gousha Clients 5037 (PrCt)

36226 Illinois - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Travel Illinois with Conoco ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1947?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "U", indicating 1947 publication.
Panel art: family standing in front of car and statement "for long trips ask ... about Touraide."
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Plate no. 7-463600V-1.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 32.2 (PrCt)

36231 Illinois - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Shell map of Illinois. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1947?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Plate title.
Plate no. includes letter "U", indicating 1947 publication.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5179 (PrCt)

36232 Illinois - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 42 cm. on sheet 68 x 50 cm.
Panel art: Car on road under sign, attendant.
Verso includes five city maps and pictorial views keyed to location map.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 32.5 (PrCt)

36233 Illinois - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Panel art: Car on road under sign, attendant.
Panel no. 7 47.
Verso includes five city maps and pictorial views keyed to location map.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

36234 Illinois - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Authors: Skelly Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Plate title.
Plate no. includes letter "U", indicating 1947 publication.
Panel art: Skelly sign, car and group of people on beach.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5219 (PrCt)

36235 Illinois - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Plate title.
Plate no. includes letter "U", indicating 1947 publication.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5235 (PrCt)

36236 Illinois - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Plate title.
Plate no. includes letter "U", indicating 1947 publication.
Panel art: gas station attendant talking to man in car.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5254 (PrCt)

36237 Illinois - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Wisconsin - Maps - 1947 - Road maps

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map: col.; 78 x 48 cm. on sheet 82 x 59 cm.

Panel art: Texaco sign.

Panel no. 27.

Added title: Texaco touring map of Illinois.


Includes inset of Chicago region.

On verso: Texaco touring map of Wisconsin.

Cartouche no. 16. Plate no. 7-4428-5.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 32.9 (PrCt)

36238 Illinois - Maps - 1947 - Road maps>>>Wisconsin - Maps - 1947 - Road maps>>>Road maps


Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map: col.; 78 x 48 cm. on sheet 82 x 59 cm.

Panel art: Texaco sign.

Panel no. 37.

Added title: Texaco touring map of Illinois.


Includes inset of Chicago region.

On verso: Texaco touring map of Wisconsin.

Cartouche no. 16. Plate no. 7-4428-6.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 32.12 (PrCt)

36239 Illinois - Maps - 1947 - Road maps>>>Wisconsin - Maps - 1947 - Road maps>>>Road maps


Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map: col.; 78 x 48 cm. on sheet 82 x 59 cm.

Panel art: Texaco sign.

Panel no. 107.

Added title: Texaco touring map of Illinois.


Includes inset of Chicago region.

On verso: Texaco touring map of Wisconsin.

Cartouche no. 16. Plate no. 7-4428-8.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 32.13 (PrCt)

36240 Illinois - Maps - 1947 - Road maps>>>Wisconsin - Maps - 1947 - Road maps>>>Road maps

Illinois with Wisconsin: Texaco... Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1947].

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

1 map: col.; 78 x 48 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Texaco touring map of Illinois.

Date from RMcN AE 151 ms. index.

Includes table of "Gasoline taxes -- as of 2nd Feb., 1947."

Plate no. 7-4424-8

Inset (32 x 23 cm.): Chicago.

Map on verso (63 x 55 cm.): Texaco touring map of Wisconsin.

Panel art: Texaco sign.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 151.30 (PrCt)

36241 Illinois - Maps - 1947 - Road maps>>>Wisconsin - Maps - 1947 - Road maps>>>Road maps

Illinois with Wisconsin: Texaco... Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1947].

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map: col.; 78 x 48 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Texaco touring map of Illinois.

Date from RMcN AE 151 ms. index.

Includes table of "Gasoline taxes -- as of 16th March, 1947."

Plate no. 7-4424-9

Inset (32 x 23 cm.): Chicago.

Map on verso (63 x 55 cm.): Texaco touring map of Wisconsin.

Panel art: Texaco sign.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 151.31 (PrCt)

36242 Illinois - Maps - 1947 - Road maps>>>Wisconsin - Maps - 1947 - Road maps>>>Road maps

Illinois with Wisconsin: Texaco... Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1947].

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map: col.; 78 x 48 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Texaco touring map of Illinois.

Date from RMcN AE 151 ms. index.

Includes table of "Gasoline taxes -- as of 2nd Oct., 1947."

Plate no. 7-4424-11

Inset (32 x 23 cm.): Chicago.

Map on verso (63 x 55 cm.): Texaco touring map of Wisconsin.

Panel art: Texaco sign.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 151.32 (PrCt)
**Illinois - Maps - 1948-1991 - Topographic maps**


Maps on verso (39 x 34 cm. and smaller):
Chicago and vicinity -- Rockford -- Elgin and vicinity -- Aurora -- Joliet and vicinity -- Rock Island-Moline and vicinity ... [and]
Davenport-Bettendorf, Iowa -- Peoria and vicinity -- Blomington-Normal -- Quincy -- Champaign-Urbana -- East St. Louis ... [and]
Saint Louis -- Springfield and vicinity -- Decatur -- Alton -- Danville.
Panel art: color photo of man fishing at "Apple River Canyon State Park".
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Gousha Clients 5533 (PrCt)

36247 Illinois - Maps - 1948 - Road maps<<>>Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
1 map : col. ; 68 x 44 cm. on sheet 71 x 53 cm.
Panel art: State capitol, archives, and centennial buildings.
Verso includes photos and: Southern Lake Michigan region. Plate no. 8-4603-2.
Beneath distance table: 483912.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 32.18 (PrCt)

36248 Illinois - Maps - 1948 - Road maps<<>>Iowa - Maps - 1948 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 42 cm. on sheet 92 x 46 cm.
Panel art: Gulf sign above car on road.
On opposite panel: Form S. P. 1825-X.
Verso includes map of the Chicago region (plate no. 8-4090-1) and: Gulf: Iowa info-map. Plate no. 483603 V.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 34.65 (PrCt)

36249 Illinois - Maps - 1948 - Road maps<<>>Middle West - Maps - 1948 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 43 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Panel art: Pure sign.
Panel no. 48-A.
Added title: Illinois ... Pure. Plate no. 8-463600V-3.
Verso includes untitled map of the Middle West with inset of Lake Superior region. Plate no. 8-473785V(2)-2.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 34.64 (PrCt)

36250 Illinois - Maps - 1948 - Road maps<<>>Middle West - Maps - 1948 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Illinois and adjoining states : Mobilgas ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1948].
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 42 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Panel art: Mobilgas sign, car in oval.
Verso includes insets of the Chicago, Peoria and Springfield regions and untitled map of the Middle West. Plate no. 8-473785V(4)-1.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 32.16 (PrCt)

36251 Illinois - Maps - 1948 - Road maps<<>>Middle West - Maps - 1948 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Illinois and adjoining states : Mobilgas ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1948].
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Panel art: Mobilgas sign, car in oval.
Verso includes insets of the Chicago, Peoria and Springfield regions and untitled map of the Middle West. Plate no. 8-473785V(4)-1.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 34.62 (PrCt)

36252 Illinois - Maps - 1948 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Illinois / Cities Service. Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948?].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Illinois - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Travel Illinois with Conoco ... Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Plate title. Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
Panel art: family standing in front of car and statement "for long trips ask ... about Touraide."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5357 (PrCt)

Illinois - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Plate no. 8-463600V-2.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 32.15 (PrCt)

Illinois - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Shell map of Illinois. Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title. Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5449 (PrCt)

Illinois - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
36260 Illinois - Maps - 1948 - Road maps


Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

1 map : col. ; 64 x 43 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Panel art: Car on road under signs, bird, rabbit.
Verso includes five city maps and pictorial views keyed to location map.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
_RMcN AE 32.17 (PrCt)_

36261 Illinois - Maps - 1948 - Road maps

_Highway map: Illinois / compliments of Standard Oil Company (Indiana)._ Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948].

Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
_Gousha Clients 5540 (PrCt)_

36265 Illinois - Maps - 1949 - Pictorial maps


Authors: Standard Oil Company (Ohio) -- Sohio Petroleum Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

1 map : col. ; 64 x 43 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Panel art: Sohio sign above cars on road.
"Edition F" on panel.
Added title: Sohio ... road map of Illinois. Plate no. 8-463600V-2.
On verso: Sohio ... road map of United States. Plate no. 8-464089-3.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
_RMcN AE 32.14 (PrCt)_

36263 Illinois - Maps - 1948 - Road maps


Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
Panel art: gas station attendant talking to man in car, Texol Flying "A" gasoline sign, Veedol motor oil logo, and slogan "at this sign ... everything that's good for your car."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
_Gousha Clients 5540 (PrCt)_

36264 Illinois - Maps - 1948 - Road maps


Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

1 map : col. ; 78 x 48 cm. on sheet 82 x 59 cm.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Illinois.
Includes inset of Chicago region.
On verso: Texaco touring map of Wisconsin.
Cartouche no. 16. Plate no. 8-4428-9.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
_RMcN AE 34.61 (PrCt)_

- Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
- For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Forms part of the Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library).


Authors: Sajovic, William -- Chicago tribune -- Vogel, Virgil J.
1 map : col. ; 50 x 35 cm.
Removed from the Virgil J. Vogel Papers.
map2F G4101.A5 1949 S3 (PrCt)

Authors: Chicago and Eastern Illinois Railroad Company -- M. A. F., fl. 1951 -- F., M. A., fl. 1951
1 map ; 23 x 18 cm.
Initials 'M.A.F.' [?] at bottom right.
Covers Illinois and parts of adjacent states.
5A 7267 (1948 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Map showing C & E I railroad system. [Chicago? Chicago and Eastern Illinois Railroad Company?, 1949?].
Authors: Chicago and Eastern Illinois Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 9 x 6 cm., on sheet 28 x 21 cm.
Summary route map drawn above image of three trains.
5A 7267 (1948 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

36269 Illinois - Maps - 1949 - Road maps<<Indiana - Maps - 1949 - Road maps<<Ohio - Maps - 1949 - Road maps<<Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 78 x 48 cm. on sheet 82 x 59 cm.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Panel nos. 41 and 51249.
Includes inset of Chicago region.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 28.3 (PrCt)

36270 Illinois - Maps - 1949 - Road maps<<Middle West - Maps - 1949 - Road maps<<Road maps
Illinois and Great Lakes states : ... Pure ... trip map. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1949].
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Panel art: Pure sign.
Panel no. 49-A.
Added title: Illinois ... Pure. Plate no. 9-463600V-4.
Verso includes untitled map of the Middle West with inset of Lake Superior region.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 28.2 (PrCt)

36271 Illinois - Maps - 1949 - Road maps<<Middle West - Maps - 1949 - Road maps<<Road maps
Illinois and adjoining states : Mobilgas ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1949].
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm. on sheet 68 x 50 cm.
Panel art: Mobilgas sign, car in oval.
Verso includes insets of Chicago region, Peoria and Springfield and untitled map of the Middle West. Plate no. 9-473785V(4)-2.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 28.5 (PrCt)

36272 Illinois - Maps - 1949 - Road maps<<Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 42 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Plate no. 9-463600V-4.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 28.5 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

RMcN AE 28.4 (PrCt)

36273 Illinois - Maps - 1949 - Road maps<<><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><<
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 77 x 48 cm. on sheet 82 x 59 cm.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Panel nos. 1 and 8-50.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Illinois.
Includes inset of Chicago region.
On verso: Texaco touring map of Iowa, Missouri.
Cartouche no. 15. Plate no. 0-4425-18.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 28.6A (PrCt)

Illinois - Maps - 1950 - Road maps<<<<Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 65 x 42 cm. on sheet 92 x 46 cm.
Panel art: Gulf sign above car on road.
On opposite panel: Form S. P. 1825-X.
Verso includes map of the Chicago region (plate no. 0-4090-5) and: Gulf: Iowa info-map. Plate no. 0-483603V-5.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 28.9 (PrCt)

Illinois - Maps - 1950 - Road maps<<<<Road maps
Authors: Automobile Association of New Jersey -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Rand McNally road map : Illinois. Plate no. 0-463600-9
Map on verso (31 x 47 cm.) Rand McNally road map : United States.
Panel art: MCA and AANJ logo above line drawing of car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 41 (PrCt)

Illinois - Maps - 1950 - Road maps<<<<Road maps
Buy with confidence at this sign : Red Head for less : road map of Illinois. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1951]?
36286 Illinois - Maps - 1950 - Road maps
Illinois Sinclair ... road map and pictorial sightseeing guide. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1950].
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Panel art: Sinclair sign over road.
Added title: Road map: Illinois: world's finest ... Sinclair ....
Verso includes five city maps and pictorial views.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
R McN AE 28.8 (PrCt)

36290 Illinois - Maps - 1951 - Railroads - Freight and freightage - Statistics
Chicago and Eastern Illinois Railroad Company - Maps - 1951 - Freight and freightage - Statistics
Map showing C & E I Railroad system. [Chicago? Chicago and Eastern Illinois Railroad Company?, 1951?].
Authors: Chicago and Eastern Illinois Railroad Company -- M. A. F., fl. 1951 -- F., M. A., fl. 1951
1 map ; 23 x 18 cm.
Initials 'M. A. F.' (?) at bottom right.
Summary route map with legend to 'miles : main tracks, December 31, 1951.'
5A 7267 (1950 vol. [1]) (PrCt)
Beneath distance table: 483912.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 28.15 (PrCt)

1 map : col. ; 68 x 44 cm., folded to 24 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. 1-423600-9.
"Copyright by Rand McNally & Company."
Maps on verso (23 x 50 cm. and 12 x 7 cm.): Southern Lake Michigan region -- Principal through routes of Illinois.
Panel art: Color illustration of state capitol building.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4751 (PrCt)

Illinois ... Marathon ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [1951].
Authors: Marathon Oil Company -- Ohio Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 42 cm. on sheet 67 x 45 cm.
Panel art: Marathon sign.
Added title: Marathon...road map: Illinois. Plate no. 1-463600-10.
Verso includes maps of Champaign-Urbana (plate no. 50-110), Springfield (plate no. 50-111) and Chicago (plate no. 50-109-1) and: Pictorial map of Illinois. Plate no. 1-5059-1.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 28.23 (PrCt)

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 78 x 48 cm. on sheet 82 x 59 cm.
Panel art: Texaco station on road.
Panel nos. G I and 12-51.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Illinois.
Includes inset of Chicago region.
On verso: Texaco touring map of Indiana, Ohio.
Cartouche no. 13. Plate no. 1-4426-23.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 28.20 (PrCt)

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 97 x 60 cm. on sheet 102 x 74 cm.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Panel nos. Ix and 6-51.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Illinois.
Cartouche no. 14. Plate no. 1-4424-24J.
Includes inset of Chicago region.
On verso: Texaco touring map of Iowa, Missouri.
Cartouche no. 15. Plate no. 1-4425-22J.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 28.13 (PrCt)

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 78 x 48 cm. on sheet 82 x 59 cm.
Panel art: Texaco station and road.
Panel nos. I and 12-51.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Illinois.
Includes inset of Chicago region.
On verso: Texaco touring map of Iowa, Missouri.
Cartouche no. 15. Plate no. 1-4425-23.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 28.1X (PrCt)

36297 Illinois - Maps - 1951 - Road maps - Iowa - Maps - 1951 - Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 42 cm. on sheet 92 x 46 cm.

RMcN AE 28.17 (PrCt)

36298 Illinois - Maps - 1951 - Road maps\\><\\>Middle West - Maps - 1951 - Road maps\\><\\>Road maps


RMcN AE 28.18 (PrCt)

36299 Illinois - Maps - 1951 - Road maps\\><\\>Middle West - Maps - 1951 - Road maps\\><\\>Road maps


RMcN AE 28.14 (PrCt)

36300 Illinois - Maps - 1951 - Road maps\\><\\>Road maps


36301 Illinois - Maps - 1951 - Road maps\\><\\>Road maps


36302 Illinois - Maps - 1951 - Road maps\\><\\>Road maps


36303 Illinois - Maps - 1951 - Road maps\\><\\>Road maps

Panel art: M & H Gas logo and directory of gas stations.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4204 (PrCt)

36304 Illinois - Maps - 1951 - Road maps
\textit{Road map of Illinois / compliments of Michigan Mutual Liability Company of Detroit ... through its affiliate Associated General Fire Company ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1951].}
Authors: Michigan Mutual Liability Company (Detroit, Mich.) -- Associated General Fire Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 42 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. 1-463600-10.
Map on verso (31 x 48 cm.): Rand McNally road map : United States.
Panel art: Illustration of woman on beach and man with golf clubs.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4214 (PrCt)

36305 Illinois - Maps - 1951 - Road maps
\textit{Road map of Illinois / compliments of Midland Cooperative Wholesale ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1951].}
Authors: Midland Cooperative Wholesale (Firm) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 42 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. 1-463600-10.
Map on verso (31 x 48 cm.): Rand McNally road map : United States.
Panel art: Illustration of car driving up mountain side.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4215 (PrCt)

36306 Illinois - Maps - 1951 - Road maps
\textit{Illinois / National Automobile Club ... San Francisco ... [and] Los Angeles. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1951].}
Authors: National Automobile Club -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 42 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. 1-463600-10.
Map on verso (32 x 48 cm.): Rand McNally road map : United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1740 (PrCt)

36307 Illinois - Maps - 1951 - Road maps
\textit{Road map of Illinois / CO-OP. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1951].}
Authors: National Cooperatives, inc. -- Consumers Cooperative Association (U.S.) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 42 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Title panel includes CO-OP logo and photo of "Largest CCA [Consumers Cooperative Association] refinery ... headquarters in Kansas City, Missouri."
Plate no. 1-463600-10
Map on verso (32 x 48 cm.): Rand McNally road map : United States.
Title panel includes prominent blank space intended for handstamp of local Co-Op.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 624 (PrCt)

36308 Illinois - Maps - 1951 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 42 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Plate no. 1-463600-10.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 28.16 (PrCt)

36309 Illinois - Maps - 1951 - Road maps
\textit{Road map of Illinois : see America ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1951].}
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Panel art: Lake, cartoon figures, cars.
Plate no. 1-463600-10.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 28.19A (PrCt)

36310 Illinois - Maps - 1951 - Road maps
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
maps

Road map of Illinois : see America ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1951].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Panel art: Lake, cartoon figures, cars.
Plate no. 1-463600-10.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 28.19B (PrCt)

36314 Illinois - Maps - 1951 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 78 x 47 cm. on sheet 82 x 59 cm.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Illinois.
Includes inset of Chicago region.
On verso: Texaco touring map of Wisconsin.
Cartouche no. 16. Plate no. 1-4428-16.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 28.21 (PrCt)

36315 Illinois - Maps - 1951 - Road maps
Road maps
Illinois with Wisconsin : tour with Texaco.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1951].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 77 x 47 cm. on sheet 82 x 59 cm.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Illinois.
Includes inset of Chicago region.
On verso: Texaco touring map of Wisconsin.
Cartouche no. 16. Plate no. 1-4428-17.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 28.22 (PrCt)

Illinois - Maps - 1952 - Railroads
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Pocket maps -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
56 p. : 2 col. maps on 1 sheet (folded) ; 24 cm.
"1952 edition."
Cover title: Rand McNally Illinois pocket map.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
reference map ... [and] detailed highway map

Uniform title: Pocket maps

Folded map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back to back, col. ; 63 x 46 cm. and 65 x 42 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of Illinois. Plate no. 54. Includes key to railroads and inset of the Chicago region (23 x 14 cm.) -- Rand McNally road map : Illinois. Plate no. 5-463600-20.

"2 maps in one, $1" -- front cover.

Cover art: Schematic road sign labeled "reference map ... ."


RMcN Pocket 4C 60 (PrCt)

Map showing Chicago & Eastern Illinois Railroad Company and connecting lines. [Chicago? Chicago and Eastern Illinois Railroad Company?, 1952?].
Authors: Chicago and Eastern Illinois Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 28 x 22 cm.
Summary route map.

5A 7267 (1951 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

36318 Illinois - Maps - 1952 - Road maps<<>>Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1952 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
1 map : col. ; 68 x 44 cm., folded to 24 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. 2-423600-10.
"Copyright by Rand McNally & Company."
Maps on verso (23 x 50 cm. and 12 x 7 cm.): Southern Lake Michigan region -- Principal through routes of Illinois.
Panel art: Color illustration of state capitol building.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 4752 (PrCt)

36319 Illinois - Maps - 1952 - Road maps<<>>Iowa - Maps - 1952 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 42 cm. on sheet 92 x 46 cm.
Panel art: Gulf sign above cars on road.
On opposite panel: Form S. P. 1825-X.
Added title: Illinois. Plate no. 2-463600V-12.
Verso includes map of the Chicago region (plate no. 2-4090-7) and: Iowa. Plate no. 2-483603V-7.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 28.29 (PrCt)

36320 Illinois - Maps - 1952 - Road maps<<>>Middle West - Maps - 1952 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 42 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Panel art: Pure sign, cartoon figures.
Opposite panel no. 52-A.
Added title: Illinois...Pure. Plate no. 2-463600-12.
Verso includes four city maps and an untitled map of the Middle West. Plate no. 2-473785V-4)-7.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 28.2X (PrCt)

36321 Illinois - Maps - 1952 - Road maps<<>>Middle West - Maps - 1952 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Miracle fold road map : Illinois and adjoining states ... Mobilgas. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1952].
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Foldex Limited -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm. on sheet 74 x 46 cm.
Panel art: Mobilgas sign.
Verso includes insets of five cities and untitled map of the Middle West. Plate no. 2-473785V(4)-6.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 28.25 (PrCt)

36322 Illinois - Maps - 1952 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
Illinois - Maps - 1952 - Road maps


Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

1 map: col.; 64 x 42 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm. Panel art: Sinclair sign over station and car.


Verso includes 7 city maps and: Sinclair: United States. Plate no. 525118.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 28.27 (PrCt)

Illinois - Maps - 1953 - Railroads - Maps

Map defining the key location occupied by the C & E I railroad system in relation to the nation’s principal markets and major productive areas. [Chicago? Chicago and Eastern Illinois Railroad Company?, 1953?].

Authors: Chicago and Eastern Illinois Railroad Company

1 map: col.; 28 x 22 cm. Summary route map of Illinois and Indiana printed above map of the United States.


5A 7267 (1952 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Illinois - Maps - 1954 - Railroads - Maps


Authors: Chicago and Eastern Illinois Railroad Company -- M. A. F., fl. 1951 -- F., M. A., fl. 1951

1 map; 24 x 18 cm. Initials ‘M.A.F.’ [?] at bottom right.

Includes mileage statistics dated ‘December 31, 1954.’

‘File 33-4-11’--in lower right margin. Covers Illinois and parts of adjacent states.


5A 7267 (1953 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Illinois - Maps - 1954 - Railroads - Maps


Authors: Illinois Terminal Railroad Company

1 map: col.; on sheet 28 x 21 cm. Title supplied by cataloger.

Summary route map printed within the outline of Illinois; ‘eight annual report’ printed across map.


5A 7267 (1953 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Illinois - Maps - 1954 - Railroads - Maps

Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1954 - Railroads - Maps


Authors: Illinois Terminal Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 28 x 21 cm.
Covers Illinois.
Inset (10 x 10 cm.): [Map of Illinois Terminal Railroad between Alton, Edwardsville, and St. Louis].
5A 7267 (1953 vol. [1]) (Pr Ct)

36330 Illinois - Maps - 1954 - Road maps
Hereford cattle - Illinois - Maps - 1954
Proofs (Printing) - 1954 - Specimens
Dummies (Bookselling) - 1954 - Specimens
Road maps
This is the Illinois Polled Hereford road map.
Authors: Illinois Polled Hereford Breeders Association -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 44 cm.
"Published in January 1954 by the members of the Illinois Polled Hereford Breeders Association."
"Copyright by the H.M. Gousha Company, Chicago-San Jose."
"See the reverse side of this map for the directory of Illinois Polled Hereford herds and the key to map locations."
Apparently a printer's proof: verso blank.
Recto lacks herd symbols noted beneath title.
Plate no. 12-BB-506-J.
Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Company Collection (Newberry Library).
map 4F G4101.J5 1954 .I4 (Pr Ct)

36331 Illinois - Maps - 1954 - Road maps
Illinois - Maps - 1954 - Pictorial maps
Pictorial maps - Illinois - Maps - 1954
Road maps
Illinois : ... Marathon ... Ohio Oil Company.
Authors: Marathon Oil Company -- Ohio Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 42 cm. on sheet 68 x 45 cm.
Panel art: Marathon sign over station.
Added title: Marathon...road map: Illinois. Plate no. 4-463600-16.
Verso includes maps of Champaign-Urbana, Springfield and Chicago and: Pictorial map of Illinois. Plate no. 4-5059-4.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 28.3X (Pr Ct)

36332 Illinois - Maps - 1954 - Road maps
Indiana - Maps - 1954 - Road maps
Ohio - Maps - 1954 - Road maps
Road maps
Illinois with Indiana, Ohio : tour with Texaco.
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 77 x 47 cm. on sheet 82 x 59 cm.
Panel art: Texaco station on road.
Panel nos. G I and 654.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Illinois.
Cartouche no. 14. Plate no. 4-4424-30.
Includes inset of Chicago region.
On verso: Texaco touring map of Indiana, Ohio.
Cartouche no. 13. Plate no. 4-4426-28.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 28.7X (Pr Ct)

36333 Illinois - Maps - 1954 - Road maps
Middle West - Maps - 1954 - Road maps
Miracle fold road map : Illinois and adjoining states ... Mobilgas.
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Foldex Limited -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm. on sheet 74 x 46 cm.
Panel art: Mobilgas sign.
Patent no. 2179172.
Added title: Illinois...Pure. Plate no. 4-463600-17.
Verso includes four city maps and an untitled map of the Middle West. Plate no. 4-473785V(4)-9.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 28.4X (Pr Ct)

36334 Illinois - Maps - 1954 - Road maps
Middle West - Maps - 1954 - Road maps
Miracle fold road map : Illinois and adjoining states ... Mobilgas.
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Foldex Limited -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm. on sheet 74 x 46 cm.
Panel art: Mobilgas sign.
Patent no. 2179172.
Added title: Illinois: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company, Inc. Plate no. 4-463600-16 and 4M12.
Verso includes insets of five cities and untitled map of the Middle West. Plate no. 4-473785V(4)-7.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 28.5X (Pr Ct)

36335 Illinois - Maps - 1954 - Road maps
Illinois : Sinclair.
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
1 map : col. ; 77 x 47 cm. on sheet 82 x 59 cm.
Panel art: Sinclair station on road.
Panel nos. G I and 654.
Added title: Sinclair touring map of Illinois.
Cartouche no. 14. Plate no. 4-4424-30.
Includes inset of Chicago region.
On verso: Sinclair touring map of Indiana, Ohio.
Cartouche no. 13. Plate no. 4-4426-28.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 28.7X (Pr Ct)
Company (U.S.) - Maps - 1955>Railroads - Maps
Authors: Illinois Terminal Railroad Company
1 map; 28 x 21 cm.
Covers Illinois.
Inset (10 x 10 cm.): [Map of Illinois Terminal Railroad between Alton, Edwardsville, and St. Louis].
5A 7267 (1954 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 78 x 48 cm. on sheet 82 x 59 cm.
Panel art: Texaco station on road.
Panel nos. G 1 and 256.
On verso: Texaco touring map of Indiana, Ohio. Cartouche no. 13. Plate no. 5-4426-31.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 28.13X (PrCt)

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 78 x 48 cm. on sheet 82 x 59 cm.
Panel art: Texaco station and road.
Panel nos. I and 1155.
On verso: Texaco touring map of Iowa, Missouri. Cartouche no. 15. Plate no. 5-4425-31.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 28.15X (PrCt)

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 78 x 48 cm. on sheet 82 x 59 cm.
Panel art: Texaco station and road.
Panel nos. I and 1155.
On verso: Texaco touring map of Iowa, Missouri. Cartouche no. 15. Plate no. 5-4425-31.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 28.12X (PrCt)

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 78 x 48 cm. on sheet 82 x 59 cm.
Panel art: Texaco station and road.
Panel nos. I and 1155.
On verso: Texaco touring map of Iowa, Missouri. Cartouche no. 15. Plate no. 5-4425-31.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 28.14X (PrCt)

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 78 x 48 cm. on sheet 82 x 59 cm.
Panel art: Texaco station and road.
Panel nos. J and 156.
On verso: Texaco touring map of Wisconsin. Cartouche no. 16. Plate no. 5-4428-25.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 28.12X (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Illinois State Library -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col., mounted on cloth; 121 x 90 cm.
Title, imprint, and indexes to counties and physical features in bottom margin.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Scale [1:494,208]. "1 inch = 7.8 miles."
Coordinates: (W 91°30'-W 87°30'/N 42°30'-N 37°00')
Plate no. 6R53
Inset (47 x 39 cm.): Chicago [region]
Mounted on cloth; detached from 1 of 2 wooden rollers.
Gift 2011, Illinois State Library
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
maproll G4100 1956 .R3 (PrCt)

Authors: Sajovic, William -- Chicago tribune -- Vogel, Virgil J.
1 map : col. ; 50 x 35 cm.
From Chicago Tribune (3 December 1956), part 4, p. 14.
Removed from the Virgil J. Vogel Papers.
map2F G4101.A5 1956 S3 (PrCt)

Chicago & Eastern Illinois Railroad. [Chicago? Chicago and Eastern Illinois Railroad Company?], 1956 [i.e. 1957?].
Authors: Chicago and Eastern Illinois Railroad Company -- M. A. F., fl. 1951 -- F., M. A., fl. 1951
1 map ; 24 x 18 cm.
Initials 'M.A.F.' (?) at bottom right.
Includes mileage statistics dated 'December 31, 1956.'
'File 33-4-11'--in lower right margin.
Covers Illinois and parts of adjacent states.
5A 7267 (1956 vol. 1.) (PrCt)

Authors: Illinois Terminal Railroad Company
1 map ; 28 x 21 cm.
Covers Illinois.
Inset (10 x 10 cm.): [Map of Illinois Terminal Railroad between Alton, Edwardsville, and St. Louis].
map of the Middle West. Plate no. 6-473785V(4)-11.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 28.33X (PrCt)

36362 Illinois - Maps - 1956 - Road maps - Middle West - Maps - 1956 - Road maps
Authors: Socony Mobil Oil Company -- Foldex Limited -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 42 cm. on sheet 74 x 46 cm.
Panel art: Mobilgas sign.
Patent no. 2179172.
Verso includes insets of five cities and untitled map of the Middle West. Plate no. 6-473785V(4)-9.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 28.29X (PrCt)

36363 Illinois - Maps - 1956 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 42 cm. on sheet 74 x 46 cm.
Plate no. 5618.
Verso blank.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 28.25X (PrCt)

36364 Illinois - Maps - 1956 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm. on sheet 74 x 46 cm.
Plate no. 6-463600-21.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 28.24X (PrCt)

36365 Illinois - Maps - 1956 - Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 42 cm. on sheet 74 x 46 cm.
Panel art: Picturesque scenes over motorists. Opposite panel no. 56B.
Verso includes 7 city maps and: Sinclair: United States. Plate no. 6-525118-8.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 28.18X (PrCt)

36366 Illinois - Maps - 1956 - Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm. on sheet 74 x 46 cm.
Panel art: Picturesque scenes over motorists. Opposite panel no. 56A.
Verso includes 7 city maps and: Sinclair: United States. Plate no. 6-525118-7.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 28.19X (PrCt)

36367 Illinois - Maps - 1956 - Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm. on sheet 74 x 46 cm.
Panel art: Picturesque scenes over motorists. Opposite panel no. 56A.
Verso includes 7 city maps and: Sinclair: United States. Plate no. 6-525118-7.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 28.20X (PrCt)

36368 Illinois - Maps - 1956 - Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm. on sheet 74 x 46 cm.
Panel art: Picturesque scenes over motorists. Opposite panel no. 56A.
Verso includes 7 city maps and: Sinclair: United States. Plate no. 6-525118-7.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 28.28X (PrCt)

36369 Illinois - Maps - 1956 - Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 42 cm. on sheet 74 x 46 cm.
Panel art: Picturesque scenes over motorists. Opposite panel no. 56B.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 2751 (PrCt)

36373 Illinois - Maps - 1958-1959 - Road maps
Illinois - Maps - 1958-1959 - Road maps

36372 Illinois - Maps - 1957 - Road maps
Illinois - Maps - 1957 - Road maps

36371 Illinois - Maps - 1957 - Railroads
Illinois - Maps - 1957 - Railroads

36370 Illinois - Maps - 1956 - Road maps
Illinois - Maps - 1956 - Road maps
Illinois - Maps - 1959 - Road maps
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm., on sheet 74 x 46 cm. Panel art: Pure sign over station.
Added title: ... Illinois
Plate no. 9-5618-6.
Maps on verso (43 x 48 cm. and smaller): [Middle West] -- Chicago -- Peoria -- Springfield.
Panel art: Pure Oil Company sign and gas station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2221 (PrCt)

Official earth science polyconic projection map showing the Indians of the state of Illinois. Detroit : Hearne Brothers, [196?-?].
Authors: Hearne Brothers -- Bauxar, J. Joseph
1 map : col. ; 173 x 128 cm.
Notes and 'Map of original 551 American Indian tribal ranges' on verso.
Inset: Illinois archaeological map.
M202
maproll G4101.E1 196-.H4 (PrCt)

Official earth science polyconic projection map showing the Indians of the state of Illinois. Detroit : Hearne Brothers, [196?-?].
Authors: Hearne Brothers -- Bauxar, J. Joseph -- Concordia University (River Forest, Ill.)
1 map : col. ; 173 x 128 cm.
Mounted on cloth and spring-loaded rollers for classroom use.
Notes and 'Map of original 551 American Indian tribal ranges' on verso.
Inset: Illinois archaeological map.
Gift of Concordia University, River Forest, 2006.
maproll G4101.E1 196-.H4a (PrCt)

Illinois - Maps - 1960 - Railroads
Chicago & Eastern Illinois Railroad. [Chicago? Chicago and Eastern Illinois Railroad Company?], 1960 [i.e. 1961?].

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Chicago and Eastern Illinois Railroad Company -- M. A. F., fl. 1951 -- F., M. A. F., fl. 1951
1 map ; 23 x 18 cm.

Initials 'M.A.F.' (?) at bottom right.

Includes mileage note dated December 31, 1960.

File 33-4-11--in lower right margin.

Covers Illinois and parts of adjacent states.


5A 7267 (1960 vol. [1]) (PrCt)


Map showing territory served by Chicago & Eastern Illinois Railroad. [Chicago? Chicago and Eastern Illinois Railroad Company?, 1960?].
Authors: Chicago and Eastern Illinois Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 28 x 22 cm.

Summary map emphasizing routes in Illinois and Indiana.
Includes five inset photographs of industries located along the C & E I right of way.


5A 7267 (1959 vol. [1]) (PrCt)


Authors: Illinois Terminal Railroad Company
1 map ; 24 x 18 cm.

Inset (10 x 10 cm.): [Map of Illinois Terminal Railroad between Alton, Edwardsville, and St. Louis].


5A 7267 (1959 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

36385 Illinois - Maps - 1960 - Road maps<<>>Chicago Region (III.) - Maps - 1960 - Road maps<<>>Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1960 - Road maps<<>>Road maps

Authors: Illinois -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map; 82 x 46 cm.

Panel title.
"Distributed free by the State of Illinois" -- title panel
Maps on verso (40 x 54 cm. and smaller):
Chicago and vicinity -- Rock Island Moline and vicinity -- Rockford and vicinity -- Elgin and vicinity -- Aurora and vicinity -- Kankakee and vicinity -- East St. Louis St. Louis and vicinity -- Joliet and vicinity -- Peoria and vicinity -- Bloomington Normal -- Champaign Urbana -- Quincy -- Danville and vicinity -- Springfield and vicinity -- Decatur -- Alton.
Plate no. 11-HH-827-S.

Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Company Collection (Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).


36386 Illinois - Maps - 1960 - Road maps<<>>Indiana - Maps - 1960 - Road maps<<>>Road maps

Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 42 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.
Added title: Illinois
Plate no. 0-5618-10
Map on verso (65 x 42 cm.): Indiana
Panel art: Bird's eye view of Gulf service station
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 1106 (PrCt)

36387 Illinois - Maps - 1961 - Geology

Authors: Bier, James Allen -- Illinois State Geological Survey
1 map : col. ; 69 x 41 cm.

temp map4F G4101.C5 1961 B5 (PrCt)


Authors: Illinois Terminal Railroad Company
1 map ; 25 x 19 cm.

Inset (10 x 10 cm.): [Map of Illinois Terminal Railroad between Alton, Edwardsville, St. Louis and O'Fallon].

36391 Illinois - Maps - 1963 - Road maps
Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1963
Authors: Illinois. Office of Secretary of State -- H.M. Goushá Company -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 82 x 46 cm. fold. to 22 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. 11-KK827-S
Maps on verso (40 x 54 cm. and smaller):
Panel art: Photo of the intersection of Int. 94 and Ill Rt. 194.
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Road map4C G4101 .P2 1963 .I4 (PrCt)

36392 Illinois - Maps - 1963 - Road maps
United States Highway 30 - Maps - 1963
Authors: Travelmats (Firm)
2 maps ; on sheet 26 x 36 cm.
Issued as a placemat, with scalloped edges.
List of "Recommended stops between Waterman, Illinois & ...Blair, Nebraska" is keyed to maps.
Printed in brown ink.
"IV 563 E."
map1F G3701 .P2 1963 .T7, Hwy. 30 (PrCt)

36393 Illinois - Maps - 1963 - Road maps
Authors: Texaco, inc. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 68 x 43 cm. : col., folded to 18 x 9 cm.
Title panel.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Illinois Plate no. 3-5618-19.
Maps on verso (28 x 43 cm. and smaller): Texaco touring map of northeastern Illinois showing Illinois tollway -- Peoria -- Rockford -- Connecting routes between Illinois Tri-State Tollway and Indiana Toll Road -- Springfield -- Decatur -- St.Louis, Mo. -- Davenport, Iowa, Moline-Rock Island, Ill. -- Champaign Urbana.
Panel art: Texaco sign; illustrations of car routes.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
passing rural and urban gas stations.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3812 (PrCt)

36394 Illinois - Maps - 1964 - Pictorial maps
<<<Pictorial maps - Illinois - Maps - 1964
Pictorial maps
Prairie state : Illinois highways to adventure.
Authors: Sajovic, William -- Chicago tribune --
Vogel, Virgil J.
1 map : col. ; 52 x 31 cm.
From Chicago Tribune Magazine (5 July 1964),
Removed from the Virgil J. Vogel Papers.
map2F G4101.A5 1964 S3 (PrCt)

36395 Illinois - Maps - 1964 - Road maps
<<<Middle West - Maps - 1964 - Road maps
Road maps
c1964.
Authors: Leonard Refineries, Inc. (Alma, Mich.) --
Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 42 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. 4-5618-23.
Maps on verso (43 x 48 cm. and smaller): [Map
of midwestern United States -- Chicago -- St.
Louis ... [and] East St. Louis and vicinity.
Panel art: Cartoon family in car above state of
Michigan with Leonard logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4189 (PrCt)

36396 Illinois - Maps - 1965 - Road maps
<<<Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1965 - Road maps
Authors: Illinois -- Rand McNally and Company --
Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) --
Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 88 x 49 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Prepared by Rand McNally & Company."
Plate no. 656420-1.
Maps on verso (57 x 45 cm. and smaller):
Chicago and vicinity -- Chicago metropolitan
expressway system and tollway connections --
Chicago downtown -- Rock Island, Moline and
vicinity -- [St. Louis, East St. Louis] -- East St.
Louis, St. Louis and vicinity -- Rockford and
vicinity -- Champaign, Urbana -- Danville and
vicinity -- Bloomington, Normal -- Quincy --
Peoria and vicinity -- Kankakee and vicinity --
Springfield and vicinity -- Decatur.
Panel art: "Keep Illinois beautiful" logo and photo
of car on highway.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4753 (PrCt)

36397 Illinois - Maps - 1966 - Road maps
<<<Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps
Authors: Illinois -- Rand McNally and Company --
Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago
Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 88 x 49 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Prepared by Rand McNally & Company."
Plate no. 666420-2.
Maps on verso (57 x 45 cm. and smaller):
Chicago and vicinity -- Chicago metropolitan
expressway system and tollway connections --
Chicago downtown -- Rock Island, Moline and
vicinity -- [St. Louis, East St. Louis] -- East St.
Louis, St. Louis and vicinity -- Rockford and
vicinity -- Champaign, Urbana -- Danville and
vicinity -- Bloomington, Normal -- Quincy --
Peoria and vicinity -- Kankakee and vicinity --
Springfield and vicinity -- Decatur.
Panel art: Color photo of cars driving on roadway
by water.
Handstamp: Register of Copyrights, Library of
A900148.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4754 (PrCt)
36399 Illinois - Maps - 1967 - Road maps - Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1967 - Road maps

1 map : col. ; 88 x 49 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. 696420-5.
Maps on verso (57 x 45 cm. and smaller):
Chicago and vicinity -- Chicago metropolitan expressway system and tollway connections -- Chicago downtown -- Rock Island-Moline and vicinity -- [St. Louis, East St. Louis] -- East St. Louis, St. Louis and vicinity -- Rockford and vicinity -- Champaign, Urbana -- Danville and vicinity -- Bloomington, Normal -- Quincy -- Peoria and vicinity -- Kankakee and vicinity -- Springfield and vicinity -- Decatur.
Panel art: Aerial photo of state capitol building in Springfield.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4766 (PrCt)

36402 Illinois - Maps - 1969 - Road maps - Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1969 - Road maps

1 map ; 88 x 49 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. 696420-5.
Maps on verso (57 x 45 cm. and smaller):
Chicago and vicinity -- Chicago metropolitan expressway system and tollway connections -- Chicago downtown -- Rock Island-Moline and vicinity -- [St. Louis, East St. Louis] -- East St. Louis, St. Louis and vicinity -- Rockford and vicinity -- Champaign, Urbana -- Danville and vicinity -- Bloomington, Normal -- Quincy -- Peoria and vicinity -- Kankakee and vicinity -- Springfield and vicinity -- Decatur.
Panel art: Photo of old state capitol building in Springfield.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4764 (PrCt)

36403 Illinois - Maps - 1969 - Road maps - Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1969 - Road maps

1 map : col. ; 88 x 49 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. 696420-5.
Maps on verso (57 x 45 cm. and smaller):
Chicago and vicinity -- Chicago metropolitan expressway system and tollway connections -- Chicago downtown -- Rock Island-Moline and vicinity -- [St. Louis, East St. Louis] -- East St. Louis, St. Louis and vicinity -- Rockford and vicinity -- Champaign, Urbana -- Danville and vicinity -- Bloomington, Normal -- Quincy -- Peoria and vicinity -- Kankakee and vicinity -- Springfield and vicinity -- Decatur.
Panel art: Photo of old state capitol building in Springfield.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4767 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

1 map : col. ; 89 x 49 cm. folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"Prepared by Rand McNally & Company."
"Copyright 1973 by State of Illinois -- January 1, 1971"
"For free copies of this map write to ... Secretary of State’s Office ... " -- title panel.
Plate no. 716420-7.
Maps on verso (57 x 45 cm. and smaller):
Chicago and vicinity -- Chicago metropolitan expressway system -- Chicago downtown -- Rock Island-Moline -- St. Louis -- East St. Louis, St. Louis -- Rockford -- Champaign-Urbana -- Danville -- Bloomington-Normal -- Quincy -- Peoria -- Kankakee -- Springfield -- Decatur.
Panel art: Standard flaming torch logo; outline of Springfield, Ill.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Clients 1532 (PrCt)

Diversified Map Corporation, c1971.
Authors: Standard Oil Company -- American Oil Company -- Diversified Map Corporation -- Artcraft Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 48 x 34 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
© Dimapco" Maps on verso (38 x 34 cm. and smaller):
Chicago & vicinity -- Peoria -- Rockford -- Springfield.
Panel art: Standard flaming torch logo; outline of Illinois.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3234 (PrCt)

Authors: Illinois -- Cartech Inc. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 88 x 49 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
*Copyright 1973 by State of Illinois--January 1,
Plate no. 716420-
Maps on verso (57 x 45 cm. and smaller):
Chicago and vicinity -- Chicago metropolitan expressway system and tollway connections -- Chicago downtown -- Quad Cities area -- [St. Louis, East St. Louis] -- East St. Louis, St. Louis and vicinity -- Rockford and vicinity -- Champaign, Urbana -- Danville and vicinity -- Bloomington, Normal -- Quincy -- Peoria and vicinity -- Kankakee and vicinity -- Springfield and vicinity -- Decatur.
Panel art: Road sign illustrations.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4769 (PrCt)

Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 77 x 44 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"1973 Edition"
Plate title.
Plate no.736744-7
Inset (15 x 9 cm.): Springfield.
Maps on verso (44 x 43 cm. and smaller):
Metropolitan Chicago -- Decatur -- Peoria -- Davenport-Moline, Rock Island -- Rockford -- St. Louis and vicinity.
Panel art: photograph of station attendant, Phillips 66 sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Clients 2030 (PrCt)

Authors: Illinois. Division of Tourism -- Illinois. Department of Business and Economic Development -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
20 maps : col. ; 17 x 11 cm. and smaller, on sheet 47 x 119 cm., folded to 24 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
*Prepared and distributed by State of Illinois Division of Tourism, Department of Business and
Economic Development."
"750M-4-73" -- Back panel.
Numbered pictorial tour maps accompanied by
descriptive text and running tally of mileage
between destinations.
Panel art: Color cartoon family in car driving
away from city.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4878 (PrCt)

36413 Illinois - Maps - 1973 - Road maps<>Counties - Maps
Illinois state atlas. Rockford, Ill. Rockford Map
Authors: Rockford Map Publishers
1 atlas (232 p.: maps, tables); 28 cm.
[Rev. ed.]
Includes maps of each county, guides to
recreational areas, and hotel/motel directory.
Previous editions published with title: Enjoy
Illinois: State atlas.
Includes maps of each county, guides to
recreational areas, hotel/motel directory, and
index.
Cf. Phillips 12076.
26720
ICN76
LC Card Number: 76362818
map4C 115 (NLO)

36414 Illinois - Maps - 1974 - Road maps<>Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1974 - Road maps
Rand McNally map of Illinois. [Chicago?] : Rand
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally and Company. Stock road maps -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago
Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; 77 x 43 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"1974 Edition"
Panel title.
Added title: Illinois
Plate no. 746744-8.
Inset (14 x 9 cm.): Springfield.
Maps on verso (28 x 43 cm. and smaller):
Metropolitan Chicago -- Decatur -- Peoria --
Davenport, Moline, Rock Island -- Rockford -- St.
Louis and vicinity.
Panel art: Texaco sign; illustration of car at
Texaco gas station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3957 (PrCt)

36416 Illinois - Maps - 1975 - Road maps<>Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps
Authors: Illinois -- Illinois. Department of
Transportation -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; 69 x 38 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"Map reproduced with the cooperation of the
Illinois Department of Transportation."
Plate no. 716420-
Maps on verso (40 x 32 cm. and smaller):
Chicago and vicinity -- Chicago metropolitan
expressway system and tollway connections --
Chicago downtown -- Springfield and vicinity.
Panel art: Color photo of sun through trees.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4770 (PrCt)

36417 Illinois - Maps - 1975 - Road maps<>Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps
Authors: Illinois -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map
Collection (Newberry Library).
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 88 x 49 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. 716420-
Maps on verso (57 x 45 cm. and smaller):
Chicago and vicinity -- Chicago metropolitan expressway system and tollway connections --
Chicago downtown -- Quad Cities area -- [St. Louis, East St. Louis] -- East St. Louis, St. Louis and vicinity -- Rockford and vicinity --
Champaign, Urbana -- Danville and vicinity --
Bloomington, Normal -- Quincy -- Peoria and vicinity -- Kankakee and vicinity -- Springfield and vicinity -- Decatur.
Panel art: Color illustration of fur trapper and indian.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4771 (PrCt)

Illinois - Maps - 1976 - Road maps

1 map : 77 x 43 cm., folded to 21 x 9 cm.
“1976 Edition”
Panel title.
Added title: Illinois
Plate no. 766744-10.
Inset (15 x 9 cm.): Springfield.
Maps on verso (44 x 42 cm. and smaller):
Metropolitan Chicago -- Decatur -- Peoria --
Davenport-Moline Rock Island (Quad Cities) --
Rockford -- St. Louis and vicinity.
Panel art: Road signs
Forms part of a collection of stock editions of Rand McNally road maps, some apparently issued as sales samples and / or printer's proofs for prospective commercial clients.
Uniform series title (established by cataloger):
Stock road maps
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (April 2010).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Stock 110 (PrCt)

Illinois - Maps - 1976 - Transportation

Authors: Illinois. Department of Transportation -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 88 x 49 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.
“© Copyright 1976 by the State of Illinois”
Panel title.
Outlines intercity rail passenger and intercity bus routes.
Insets (23 x 14 cm. and 12 x 10 cm.): Air service [in Illinois] -- Commuter rail service [Chicago and suburbs].
Extensive "public transportation directory" on verso.
Panel art: Repeating typographic art (air, bus, rail); Illinois Dept. of Transportation logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4920 (PrCt)

Illinois - Maps - 1976 - Airways

Authors: Illinois. Department of Transportation -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 88 x 49 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"© Copyright 1976 by the State of Illinois"
Outlines intercity rail passenger and intercity bus routes.
Insets (23 x 14 cm. and 12 x 10 cm.): Air service [in Illinois] -- Commuter rail service [Chicago and suburbs].
Extensive "public transportation directory" on verso.
Panel art: Repeating typographic art (air, bus, rail); Illinois Dept. of Transportation logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1535 (PrCt)

Illinois - Maps - 1976 - Railroads

Authors: Illinois. Department of Transportation -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 88 x 49 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"© Copyright 1976 by the State of Illinois"
Outlines intercity rail passenger and intercity bus routes.
Insets (23 x 14 cm. and 12 x 10 cm.): Air service [in Illinois] -- Commuter rail service [Chicago and suburbs].
Extensive "public transportation directory" on verso.
Panel art: Repeating typographic art (air, bus, rail); Illinois Dept. of Transportation logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1535 (PrCt)
Authors: Illinois -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 88 x 49 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. 716420-8.
Maps on verso (57 x 45 cm. and smaller):
Chicago and vicinity -- Chicago metropolitan expressway system and tollway connections --
Chicago downtown -- Quad Cities area -- [St. Louis, East St. Louis] -- East St. Louis, St. Louis and vicinity --
Rockford and vicinity --
Champaign, Urbana -- Danville and vicinity --
Bloomington, Normal -- Quincy -- Peoria --
Kankakee and vicinity -- Springfield and vicinity --
Decatur.
Panel art: Color photos of Illinois drivers license and ID card.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4772 (PrCt)

Illinois - Maps - 1979 - Road maps<<>>Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1979 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Illinois -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 88 x 49 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. 796420-8.
Maps on verso (57 x 45 cm. and smaller):
Chicago and vicinity -- Chicago metropolitan expressway system and tollway connections --
Chicago downtown -- Quad Cities area -- [St. Louis, East St. Louis] -- East St. Louis, St. Louis and vicinity --
Rockford and vicinity --
Champaign, Urbana -- Danville and vicinity --
Bloomington, Normal -- Quincy -- Peoria --
Kankakee and vicinity -- Springfield and vicinity --
Decatur.
Panel art: Road signs.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4773 (PrCt)

20 interesting, educational, and sometimes even amazing trips to take in Illinois. Springfield, Ill. Illinois Office of Tourism, [1979].
20 maps : col. ; 18 x 10 cm. and smaller, on sheet 47 x 105 cm., folded to 24 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"... Worrect to the Illinois Office of Tourism, Department of Business and Economic Development ... " and "500M 4/79" -- Back panel.
Numbered pictorial tour maps accompanied by descriptive text.
Panel art: Color illustration of car driving across pictorial map of Illinois.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4879 (PrCt)
Includes 6 inset maps showing urban land use; notes.
Scale 1:200,000.
Covers northeastern Illinois and the Chicago region.
On verso: Satellite image map of northeastern Illinois.
Gift, 1986.
4266
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
map6F G4102.N59 1985 N6 (PrCt)

36427 Illinois - Maps - 1985 - Remote sensing images
Remote sensing images - Illinois - 1985
Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1985 - Remote sensing images
1 map : col. ; 128 x 77 cm.
Includes references 1-10 and notes.
Insets: Major hydrological units... -- Quaternary deposits -- ... Coverage index ... -- Location map for landscape feature description.
Gift, 1986.
4267
map8F G4100 1985 .J4 (PrCt)

36428 Illinois - Maps - 1988 - Cartoon Maps
Caricatures and cartoons - Maps - Specimens
Authors: MacNelly, Jeff
1 map : col. ; 38 x 21 cm.
From Chicago Tribune 13 March 1988.
Includes other MacNelly cartoons and text by Steve Daley.
570
map2F G4101.A6 1988 M3 (PrCt)

Authors: Kleppner, Paul -- Tobias -- Dahlberg, C. -- Vaupel -- Northern Illinois University Press -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (viii, 94 p. : col. maps) ; 28 cm.
1st ed.
Edited by Kleppner and Tobias; cartography by Dahlberg and Vaupel.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
ISBN 0875801366
Baskes folio JK5792 .P65 1988 (NLO)

36431 Illinois - Maps - 1991 - Road maps
Authors: DeLorme (Firm)
1 atlas (96 p.) : 42 col. maps ; 40 cm.
1st ed.
Scale 1:150,000. 1 in. to 2.4 miles.
Relief shown by contours.
Includes indexes.
Text and advertisements on inside covers.
LC Card Number: 93675063
ISBN 0899332137 ; 9780899332130
oversize G1405.D4 1991 (NLO)

36432 Illinois - Maps - 1995 - Road maps
Authors: Illinois. Dept. of Transportation -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 89 x 50 cm. fold. to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
"Copyright 1995 by State of Illinois" at bottom of legend.
Inset (8 x 6 cm.): Illinois rail passenger routes.
Maps on verso (49 x 36 cm. and smaller):
Chicago and vicinity -- Chicago metropolitan expressway system -- St. Louis -- East St. Louis,
St. Louis -- Quad Cities -- Carbondale -- Peoria --
De Kalb -- Freeport -- Champaign Urbana --
Galesburg -- Bloomington Normal -- Danville --
Decatur -- Rockford -- Springfield -- Kankakee --
Quincy.
Panel art: The Old Landmark Inn on the St. Louis-Vincennes Trace.
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Road map4C G4101 .P2 1995 .I4 (PrCt)

36437 Illinois - Maps - 2006 - Road maps<<<<Road maps
Authors: DeLorme (Firm) -- De Lorme (Firm) SEE DeLorme (Firm)
1 map : col. ; fold. to 24 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Uniform title: EasyFinder Laminated.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
ISBN 0528994735

RMcN Road Map 2004 Illin (PrCt)

Introduction to the site:
http://www.idaillinois.org/cgi-bin/ida/specificCollection.pl?url=isl9
http://www.idaillinois.org/cdm4/browse.php?
Illinois - Maps - Exhibitions -


36443  Illinois River Valley (Ill.) - Geography - Illinois and Michigan Canal Region (Ill.) - Economic Conditions - Illinois River Valley (Ill.) - Economic Conditions


36446  Illinois, State Library - Map Collections - Illinois State Library's map collection. Authors: Booth, Arlyn From Illinois Mapnotes 6 (Spring, 1985). map. BHC 2279 Vert 1746 (PrCt)


RMcN Clients 4921 (PrCt)

36450 Illinois - Topographic maps - 1890
[Map of Lake County (part)]. [ca. 1890].
Authors: Illinois. State Geological Survey -- Rolfe, Charles Wesley, 1850-1934
1 map; annotated.
Photocopy of one of a series of ca. 1890 topographic maps of counties prepared by the State Geological Survey under the supervision of C.W. Rolfe, and reproduced by the Van Dyke process.
Original maps on file in the library of the Survey.
BHC 325
Vert 566 (PrCt)

Authors: Illinois State Library
v. ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
Formerly folio Z6027.U52 I385
Map Ref folio Z6027.U52 I385 (NLO)

Large-scale topographic quadrangles of Illinois held by the Illinois State Library (June 1994).
Authors: Illinois State Library
[2], 47, 21 p. ; 28 cm.
Updated periodically.
Vert 1059 (PrCt)

36453 Illinois Town (Ill.) - Pictorial works - 1842 Wiggins' Ferry (Ill.) SEE Illinois Town (Ill.)
View of Illinois Town. [Saint Louis, Mo. John Caspar Wild, 1842?].
1 view ; 12 x 20 cm.
Anonymous view without imprint.
"Copyright secured."

36454 Illinois. University. Library. Map and Geography Library
Authors: Cobb, David A., 1945- p. 383-384
Z 5896 .44, v. 56, p. 383-384 (PrCt)

36455 Illinois Waterway (Ill.) - Maps - 1954 Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1954 - Hydrography
Authors: United States. Army. Corps of Engineers. Chicago District -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
11 maps ; in folder (4 p. ; 28 x 44 cm.)
Scale [ca. 1:345,000].
'Transverse scale is about three times the longitudinal scale.'
Cover map shows 'Principal waterways of the United States.'
On back page: General information for navigators of the Illinois Waterway ... January 1954.
Gift of the Belgian Consulate, Chicago, 2005.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
mapiF G4101 .P53 1954 U5 (PrCt)

36456 Illinois Waterway (Ill.) - Maps - 1968
Illinois waterways : the connecting link between the Great Lakes and the Mississippi River / Department of the Army, Chicago District, Corps of Engineers. Chicago : Corps of Engineers, [ca. 1968].
Authors: United States. Army. Corps of Engineers -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 28 x 60 cm. fold. to 22 x 10 cm.
Cover title.
Shows locks, dams, and major industrial facilities along route.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
punning>>>Puns and punning - Imaginary Places - Maps - 1984>>>Names, Geographical - Maps - 1984 -
Humor>>>Gazetteers
The Islands of Pun and the Free Associations.
Authors: Amor, Richard -- Humphrey, William, fl. 1984
1 map ; 49 x 65 cm.
Copyright 1984 Richard Amor and William Humphrey, 141 Stevens Drive, Milledgeville, Ga.
Imaginary map including 'Teddirosa Veldt,' 'Dubbelon Tundra,' 'Itsaburditsa Plain,' 'Jose Cañu Sea,' etc.
Inset (16 x 22 cm.): Pun City.

36467
Imaginary places - Maps - Collections,
2004>>>Cartography in art>>>Maps in art
1st ed.
ISBN 156894308 (pbk. : alk. paper)
GA105.3 .H346 2004 (NLO)

36468
Imaginary places - Maps - Collections
Geographical myths - Maps - Collections
Voyages, Imaginary - Maps - Collections
Literary landmarks - Maps - Collections
Utopias - Maps - Collections
Düsseldorf : Rauch, c1965.
Authors: Dahl, Jürgen, 1929-227 p. : ill., maps ; 26 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 225-[228]).
LC Card Number: 66073296
G560 .D3 1965 (NLO)

36469
Imaginary places - Maps - Collections
Geographical myths - Maps - Collections
Voyages, Imaginary - Maps - Collections
Literary landmarks - Maps - Collections
Cartography - Imaginary places - History
Cartographic curiosities - 1973
Maps - Miscellanea - Specimens
Authors: Jacobs, Frank -- Viking Studio Books
1 atlas (xii, 244 p.) : col. ill., maps (chiefly col.) ; 24 x 28 cm.
Contents: Cartographic misconceptions -- Literary creations -- Artography -- Zoomorphic maps -- (Political) parody -- Maps as propaganda -- Obsolete proposals -- Ephemerol states -- Strange borders -- Exclaves and enclaves -- A matter of perspective -- Iconic Manhattan -- Linguistic cartography -- Based on the underground -- Fantastic maps -- Cartograms and other data maps -- Maps from outer space -- Watchamacallit.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Scales differ.
LC Card Number: 2009008369
ISBN 9780142005255 ; 0142005258
Map Ref G1046.B8 J3 2009 (NLO)

36470
Imaginary places - Maps - Collections
Geographical myths - Maps - Collections
Voyages, Imaginary - Maps - Collections
Literary landmarks - Maps - Collections
Cartography - Imaginary places - History
Cartographic curiosities - 1979
Imaginary Voyages SEE Voyages, Imaginary
Maps - Miscellanea - Specimens
Authors: Post, Jeremiah Benjamin, 1937- Ballantine Books
1 atlas (xiv, 210 p. : ill., maps) ; 22 x 28 cm.
New, rev. ed.,
This copy includes printout of email sent by the author to the MapHist discussion group Nov. 19, 2008; addresses past criticism of the atlas.
Gift 1979
LC Card Number: 79063506
ISBN 0345273990
Map Ref folio G3122 .P6 1979 (NLO)

36471
Imaginary places - Maps - Collections
Geographical myths - Maps - Collections
Voyages, Imaginary - Maps - Collections
Literary landmarks - Maps - Collections
Cartography - Imaginary places - History
Cartographic curiosities - 1973
Maps - Miscellanea - Specimens
Authors: Post, Jeremiah Benjamin, 1937- -- Mirage Press, Baltimore
1 atlas (xi, [284] p. : maps, ill.) ; 29 cm.
9538
ICN74
LC Card Number: 73075640
ISBN 0883581086 ; 088358011X (pbk.)
map4C 28 (NLO)

36472
Imaginary places - Pictorial works -

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1929 <> Pictorial maps - 1929 <> White and Weber, firm (Chicago, Ill.) - Buildings - Pictorial works - 1929 <> Chicago Region (III.) - Pictorial works - 1929 - Buildings <> Pictorial maps

_Hid in this White and Weber town is ever this friendly greeting: may your New Year aims be your all year joy as the days and weeks go fleeting / from recent work of Charles E. White, Bertram A. Weber, architects Chicago ; BAW del. Chicago : White and Weber, 1929._


1 map ; 25 x 33 cm.

An imaginary view featuring buildings designed by the firm (some in the Chicago region), with a galleon, rising sun, and airplane at upper left; at upper right, as an inset in a decorative cartouche, is a residence with palm trees.

Removed from the Raymond F. DaBoll Papers (Newberry Library).

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

map2F G9931 .E644 1929 .W4 (PrCt)

36473

Imago Mundi

_Imago Mundi: the first fifty years and the next ten._ 1986.

Authors: Harley, J. B. (John Brian)


BHC 1355

Vert 962 (PrCt)

36474

Imago Mundi <> Japanese cartography - Historiography

_Half a century of Imago Mundi and Japan._ 1988.

Authors: Unno, Kazutaka, 1921-

Reprinted from Chizu (Map: Journal of the Japan Cartographers' Assoc.) 26, no.3 (1988).

In Japanese with English summary.

BHC 1661

Vert 1246 (PrCt)

36475


_Xaver Imfeld 1853-1909 : Meister der Alpentopographie / Madlena Cavelti Hammer ... [et al.] ; herausgegeben: IG Xaver Imfeld; Sarren : Von Ah Druck AG, c2006._

Authors: Hammer, Madlena Cavelti

191 p. : ill. (chiefly col.), maps ; 31 cm.

Includes bibliographical references and index.

Contents: Biografie / Nikolaus von Flüe -- Kartenwerk / Madlena Cavelti Hammer -- Gebirgsreliefs / Madlena Cavelti Hammer -- Alpenpanoramen / Thomas Germann -- Ingenieurprojekte / Paul Caminada -- Imfelds

10 maps : col. ; 33 cm.

Immi/_Imfelds_ : a residence with palm trees.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
"Julius Bien & Co. lith. N.Y."
Color-coded pie charts showing relative proportion of immigrants from Austria, Bohemia, Canada, China, Denmark, France, Germany, Great Britain, Hungary, Ireland, Italy, "Norway & Sweden", Poland, Russia, and other countries in 46 U.S. states and Washington, D.C.
Number 49 on "list of illustrations" (p. 5).
Digital image of another copy available on the David Rumsey Map Collection website (accessed January 2014):
http://www.davidrumsey.com/luna/servlet/s/16o171
oversize Govt. I 12.2 :At6 plate 16 (Pr Ct)

36479
Authors: Fisher, Susanna
Includes bibliographical references (p. 137-149) and index.
LC Card Number: 2001019981
ISBN 0967482658 (alk. paper) ; 9780967482651 (alk. paper)
Z286.M3 F57 2001 (NLO)

36480
The Story of the blue back chart / comp. from notes collected from various sources by Elena Wilson. London : Imray, Laurie, Norie & Wilson, ltd., 1937.
Authors: Wilson, Elena
40 p. facsims., illus. 26 cm.
"A brief survey of the history of our firm, tracing the development of private chart publishing from its earliest days"--p. 7.
Presentation copy, signed and dated by the author.
5A 7948 (NLO)

36481
Incunabula - Bibliography - Union lists>Incunabula - Italy - Union lists>Union catalogs - Italy
Authors: Guarnaachelli, T. M. (Teresa Maria) -- Valenziani, Enrichetta -- Centro nazionale d'informazioni bibliografiche (Italy) -- Newberry Library. John M. Wing Foundation
6 v. : facsims ; 30 cm.
Includes bibliographies.
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.
Wing folio Z 313035 .375 (NLO)

36482
Incunabula - Italy - Florence - Bibliography - Catalogs>Illustrated books - Italy - History - 1400-1599 - Bibliography
Authors: Fava, Domenico, 1873-- Biblioteca nazionale centrale di Firenze -- Newberry Library.
John M. Wing Foundation
1 p. l., v-xxiv, 278 p. : plates, facsims ; 21 cm.
At head of title: Domenico Fava.
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 38036363
Wing Z 312735 .F662 (NLO)

36483
Authors: Chamber of Commerce (Independence, Mo.)
1 map : col. ; 14 x 17 cm., on sheet 28 x 44 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Historic Independence Missouri ... Handstamped "Population - 1961 - 82,200" on panel.
Includes 10 pictorial vignettes of historical
India. Great Trigonometrical Survey - History

The great arc : the dramatic tale of how India was mapped and Everest was named / John Keay.


Authors: Keay, John


1st American ed.

Includes bibliographical references (p. 173-175) and index.

ISBN 0060195185.

QB296.I5 K43 2000 (NLO)

36485 India - Historical Geography

Ancient Indian geography . 1954.

Authors: Agrawala, Vasudeva Sharana


Cited in Imago Mundi annual bibliography.

Newberry holdings not verified (PrCT)

36486 India - Historical geography - Maps - 1744

India, as described by all authors before the fifth century. [London, 1744].

Authors: Harris, John, 1667?-1719 -- Woodward, Thomas, d. 1751? -- Harris, John, 1667?-1719.

Navigantium atque itinerantium bibliotheca. Or, A complete collection of voyages and travels (1744-1748)

1 map ; 21 x 30 cm.


folio G 12. 387 v. 1, opp. p. [369] (PrCT)

36487 India - Historical geography - Maps - 1791

India, Maps - 1791

An Historical disquisition concerning the knowledge which the ancients had of India : and the progress of trade with that country prior to the discovery of the passage to it by the Cape of Good Hope : with an appendix, containing observations on the civil policy, the laws and judicial proceedings, the arts, the sciences, and religious institutions of the Indians / by William Robertson.


Half title: Historical disquisition concerning ancient India

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Includes bibliographical references and index.

Full brown leather; red leather label on spine gold-stamped: Robertson's India.


References: ESTC T78953

Baskes DS436.A2 R6 1791 (NLO)

36488 India - Historical geography - Maps - 1812

India, Maps - 1812

An Historical disquisition concerning the knowledge which the ancients had of India, and the progress of trade with that country prior to the discovery of the passage to it by the cape of Good Hope : with an appendix, containing observations on the civil policy, the laws and judicial proceedings, the arts, the sciences, and religious institutions of the Indians / by William Robertson.


1st American, from the 5th London ed.

Includes bibliographical references and index.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Walsh 153

Baskes DS436.A2 R6 1812 (NLO)

36489 India - Historical geography - Maps - 1897

Forty-one years in India. New York : Longmans, 1897.

Authors: Roberts, Frederick Sleigh -- Longmans -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. : 9 maps ; 230 x 154 mm.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
36490 India - Historical geography - Maps - 1910-1919
1 map : col. ; 22 x 16 cm. Inset (6 x 5 cm.): Sketch map showing the extent of each Presidency and the Protected States attached to it.
In: William Collins Sons and Co. The Collegiate atlas : consisting of forty-four maps of modern geography, embracing all the latest discoveries and changes in boundaries and eighteen maps of historical geography, with copious index (Glasgow, London, and Edinburgh : William Collins, Sons, & Company, [191-?]), [plate] 47. Printed plate numbers "46" and "47" on thumb index at right.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .C625 1910z, [plate] 47

36491 India - Historical geography - Maps - 1934
Historical atlas of India, for the use of high schools, colleges, and private students ... London : Longmans, 1934.
Authors: Joppen, Charles, 1878- -- Longman (Firm) -- William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (20 p., 33 maps) ; 25 cm.
Includes bibliographical references.
Forms part of the William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library), Greenlee 4891 .J81 1934

36492 India - Historical geography - Maps - 1937
Authors: Green, Edward Wastie -- W. & A.K. Johnston Limited -- Macmillan and Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (43 p.) : 20 col. maps ; 29 cm.
Maps of India at scale [ca. 1:15,500,000]. Relief shown by shading.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number:45029845
Baskes folio G2281.S1 G74 1937

36493 India - Historical geography - Maps - 1949
Authors: Davies, Cuthbert Collin, 1896-1974 -- Oxford University Press
1 atlas (94 p. : 48 maps) ; 26 cm.
Includes bibliographical references. Includes maps illustrating history.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G2281.S1 D38 1959

36494 India - Historical geography - Maps - 1959
Historical atlases
2nd ed.
Several maps by R.W. Ford.
Map inside back cover.
Includes bibliographical references. Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: map59001096
References: Phillips 9692
Baskes G2281.S1 D38 1959

36495 India - Historical geography - Maps - 1963
Historical atlases
1 atlas : 47 maps ; 247 x 185 mm.
Includes maps illustrating history.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

36496 India - History, Ancient - Maps - 1765
Ad antiqua Indiae geographiam tabula / auctor d'Anville ... ; Guill. De-la-Haye. [Paris : s.n.], M DCG LVX [1765].
Authors: Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d', 1697-1782 -- Haye, G. de la -- Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d', 1697-1782. [Atlas général] [ca. 1786?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 35 x 37 cm.
Inset (7 x 10 cm.): Ptolemaic tabulae (in parte maritimâ) brevis imago [Sri Lanka].

36497 India - History, Ancient - Maps - 1765
Taprobana SEE Sri Lanka

36498 India - History, Ancient - Maps - 1765
South Asia - History, Ancient - Maps

36499 India - History, Ancient - Maps - 1765
Sri Lanka - History, Ancient - Maps
In composite atlas without title page: Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d'. [Atlas général] [Paris : s.n., ca. 1786?]. [plate 52].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1019 .A598 1786, [plate 52] (PrCt)
36497

India - History, Ancient - Maps - 1840 Periplus of the Erythrian Sea
Periplus : coast of India. [Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, 1840].
Authors: Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846 -- Lea & Blanchard -- Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (1840)
1 map ; 9 x 6 cm. Details Eastern coast of India.
In: Murray, Hugh. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, successors to Carey & Co., for George W. Gorton, 1840) v. 1, p. 28. Wax engraving.
G 11 .607 v. 1, p. 28 (PrCt)
36498

India - Maps - 1540 Woodcuts
Tabvla Asiae X. [Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1540].
Authors: Ptolemy, 2nd cent. -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Ptolemy, active 2nd century. Geographia (1540) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. woodcut ; 24 x 31 cm., mounted on backing sheet 31 x 38 cm. Letterpress title above woodcut map with letterpress place names.
References: Karrow, Mapmakers of the 16th cent., p. 423; Shirley, T.Ptol-8a
VAULT Baskes folio G1005 1540, [plate 26] (PrCt)
36501

India - Maps - 1565 South Asia - Maps - 1565
Seconda tavola [South Asia, from the Persian Gulf to the Ganges, oriented with south at the top]. [Venice] : Ferando Berteli exc., 1565.
Authors: Bertelli, Ferando -- Ramusio, Giovanni Battista, 1485-1557 -- Gastaldi, Giacomo, approximately 1500-approximately 1565 -- Nelli, Niccolò, fl. 1562-1573 -- Hoepli, Ulrico, 1847-1935 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 269 x 366 mm. (neat line), on sheet remargined to 429 x 553 mm. Derived from maps by Giovanni Ramusio and Giacomo Gastaldi; see Karrow 30/72. Covers region between Arabian Peninsula and the Ganges River delta. Sheet 2 of a 3-sheet map of Asia and Africa. Issued to accompany: Prima tavola [(Venice]: Bertelli, 1565) [VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .L2 1575 Al pl. [38]] -- Terza tavola [(Venice]: Bertelli, 1565) [Novacco 4F 389; duplicate copy: VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .L2 1575 Al pl. [21]]. Oriented with north at bottom. Relief shown pictorially. Manuscript '100' in lower right. Duplicate copy of sheet 2: VAULT oversize Ayer
36502

Authors: Cook, Andrew S. -- India Office Library and Records -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
15 p. : maps ; 21 cm. Cover title.
135 .L2 1575 Al pl. [20]
Karrow 30/74.2.
Tooley 73.
Ex Hoeppli.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
i11
Novacco 4F 387 (PrCt)

36502

India - Maps - 1565<><><>South Asia - Maps - 1565<><><>Asia - Maps - 1565
Seconda tavola [South Asia, from the Persian Gulf to the Ganges, oriented with south at the top]. [Venice]: Ferando Bertelli exc., 1565.
Authors: Bertelli, Ferando -- Ramosio, Giovanni Battista, 1485-1557 -- Gastaldi, Giacomo, approximately 1500-approximately 1565 -- Nelli, Niccolò, fl. 1562-1573 -- [Italian assembled-to-order atlas] [ca. 1575?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 269 x 367 mm. (neat line)
Derived from maps by Giovanni Ramosio and Giacomo Gastaldi; see Karrow 30/72.
Covers region between Arabian Peninsula and the Ganges River delta.
Sheet 2 of a 3-sheet map of Asia and Africa.
Issued to accompany: Prima tavola ([Venice]: Bertelli, 1565) [VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .L2 1575 Al pl. [38]] -- Terza tavola ([Venice]: Bertelli, 1565) [Novacco 4F 389; duplicate copy: VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .L2 1575 Al pl. [21]]
Oriented with north at bottom.
Relief shown pictorially.
In: [Italian assembled-to-order atlas] [Venice?: s.n., ca. 1575?], plate [20].
Duplicate copy of sheet 2: Novacco 4F 387. Karrow 30/74.2.
Tooley 73.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .L2 1575 Al, plate [20] (PrCt)

36503

Partie meridionale de l'Inde ... Paris : Pierre Mariette, 1654 [i.e. 1659].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Somer, J. -- Mariette, Pierre, 1603-1657 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (1658 [i.e. 1659?])
1 map ; hand col. ; 37 x 51 cm.
In: Sanson, Nicolas. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (Paris : Pierre Mariette, 1658 [i.e. 1659?]) v. 1, pl. [9]
Damaged sections at side margins replaced with manuscript paste-on patches.
VAULT Case oversize G1015 .S35 1658 v. 1, pl. [9] (PrCt)

36504

India - Maps - 1670 - Coasts - Nautical charts - Manuscripts<><><>Malabar Coast (India) - Maps - 1670 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts<><><>Surat (India) - Maps - 1670 -
Manuscripts<><><>Velha Goa (India) -1670 - Manuscripts<><><>Nautical charts - India - Maps - 1670 - Coasts - Manuscripts<><><>Nautical charts - Malabar Coast (India) - Maps - 1670 - Coasts - Manuscripts<><><>Manuscript maps
<><><>Nautical charts
[Coste de Malabar]. [ca. 1670].
Authors: Cartes Marines Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library)
Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 30, sheet 21
1 ms. map : hand col. ; 479 x 1,017 mm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Added title (oversize lettering): Mer des Indes. Nautical chart detailing the western coast of India between the Gulf of Cambry (later Khambha-t) south to Cape Comorin (later Kanniya-kuma-ri), then east through Manepar (later Manapappu) to the region around Toute Cary (later Tuticorin). Includes inset maps of Surat (100 x 145 mm.) and Velha Goa (207 x 191 mm.) with pictorial drawings of forts and villages.
Scale [ca. 1:2,050,000].
Depths shown with soundings; mountains shown pictorially.
Oriented with north at upper left.
Pen-and-ink and watercolor (green, red, yellow, blue); mounted on cloth.
Sheet 21 of 117 in the Cartes Marines Manuscript Map Collection, detailing French colonial interests worldwide, ca. 1640-ca. 1726.
Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 41.
Ayer ms map proj 00
Digital image available as part of the Newberry Library's Great Lakes Digital Collection via the CARLI Digital Collections website (accessed Nov. 2010): http://collections.carli.illinois.edu/u/?nby_grlakes, 802
VAULT drawer Ayer MS map 30 sheet 21 (NLO)

36505

India - Maps - 1701<><><>South Asia - Maps - 1701<><><>Southeast Asia - Maps - 1701 India or the Mogul's empire. [London : T. Childe, 1701].
Authors: Moll, Herman, -1732 -- Childe, Timothy -- Moll, Herman, -1732. A System of geography -- or, A new & accurate description of the earth 1701
1 map ; 17 x 18 cm.
Case folio G 117 .58 pt. 2, p. 74 (PrCt)

36506

India - Maps - 1703
India on this side Ganges. [London : s.n., 1703].
Authors: Seller, John, fl. 1658-1698 -- Seller,
John, fl. 1658-1698. A New system of geography: designed in a most plain and easie method ... (1703) 1 map ; 11 x 13 cm. Anonymous map in Seller, John. A New system of geography: designed in a most plain and easie method ... (London: Jeremiah Seller; Charles Price; John Senex, 1703) map [36].

Case 3A 1704 map [36] (PrCt)

36507 India - Maps - 1703 - Coasts - Nautical charts <<>> Nautical charts - India - Maps - 1703 - Coasts <<>> Coromandel Coast (India) - Maps - 1703 - Nautical charts <<>> Nautical charts - Coromandel Coast (India) - Maps - 1703 <<>> Nautical charts

A Large chart of part of the coast of Coremandell from Point Pedro to Armegon. London [i.e. Amsterdam: Theatrum Orbis Terrarum Ltd., 1970]. Authors: Thornton, John, 1641-1708 -- English Pilot. Part 3 (1703) -- Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, Ltd. 1 map ; 44 x 53 cm.


36510 India - Maps - 1703 - Coasts - Nautical charts <<>> Nautical charts - India - Maps - 1703 - Coasts <<>> Malabar Coast (India) - Maps - 1703 - Nautical charts <<>> Nautical charts - Malabar Coast (India) - Maps - 1703 <<>> Nautical charts

A Large draught of the Mallabar coast from Bassalore to Cape Comaroone. London [i.e. Amsterdam: Theatrum Orbis Terrarum Ltd., 1970]. Authors: Thornton, John, 1641-1708 -- English Pilot. Part 3 (1703) -- Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, Ltd. 1 map ; 43 x 54 cm.

Oriented with north at left.

Shows the western coast of India from 'Bassalore' [i.e. Mangalore?] to Kanniya Kumari [previously Cape Comorin].


36508 India - Maps - 1703 - Coasts - Nautical charts <<>> Nautical charts - India - Maps - 1703 - Coasts <<>> Coromandel Coast (India) - Maps - 1703 - Nautical charts <<>> Nautical charts - Coromandel Coast (India) - Maps - 1703 <<>> Nautical charts

A New chart of part of the coast of Coromandell from Armegon to Bimlepam. London [i.e. Amsterdam: Theatrum Orbis Terrarum Ltd., 1970]. Authors: Thornton, John, 1641-1708 -- English Pilot. Part 3 (1703) -- Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, Ltd. 1 map ; 43 x 53 cm.


36511 India - Maps - 1703 - Coasts - Nautical charts <<>> Nautical charts - India - Maps - 1703 - Coasts <<>> Nautical charts

A Large draught of part of the coast of India from Bombay to Bassalore. London [i.e. Amsterdam: Theatrum Orbis Terrarum Ltd., 1970]. Authors: Thornton, John, 1641-1708 -- English Pilot. Part 3 (1703) -- Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, Ltd. 1 map ; 44 x 53 cm.

Oriented with north at left.

Shows the western coast of India between Bombay and 'Bassalore' [i.e. Mangalore?].

36512 **India - Maps - 1710**

**Pakistan - Maps - 1710**

Magini Mogolis imperivm de novo correctum et divisum / per F. de Witt. Amsterdam [Amsterdam] : ex officina P. Mortier, [ca. 1710?].

Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Mortier, Pierre -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:2

1 map : hand col. ; 43 x 57 cm.

Remnants of binding stub on verso.

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**Sack map 4F G7650 1710 .W5 (PrCt)**

36513 **India - Maps - 1721**

**China - Maps - 1721**

East Indies - Maps - 1721

A New map of India & China from the latest observations / By I. Senex. [London : s.n., 1721].

Authors: Senex, John, -1740 -- East India Company -- Senex, John, -1740. A New general atlas : containing a geographical and historical account of all the empires, kingdoms, and other dominions of the world ... (1721) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map: hand col.; 49 x 58 cm.

Includes dedication to the East India Company.

In: Senex, John. A New general atlas : containing a geographical and historical account of all the empires, kingdoms, and other dominions of the world ... (London : Daniel Browne [and 8 others], 1721), v. 2, between p. 186-187.

**Oversize Ayer 135 .S5 1721 v. 2, between p. 186-187 (PrCt)**

36514 **India - Maps - 1723**

Carte des Côtes de Malabar et de Coromandel : presentée au roy / par ... G. Delisle ; Marin sculpsit. A Paris : chez l'auteur ... sur le Quay de l'Horloge ..., 1723.

Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Marin, fl. 1722-1723 -- Louis XV, King of France, 1710-1774 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:3

1 map : hand col.; 43 x 57 cm.

'Presentée au Roy.'

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**Sack map 4F G7650 1723 .L5 (PrCt)**

36516 **India - Maps - 1724**

Coasts - Nautical charts - Manuscripts

**Indian Ocean - Maps - 1724**

Nautical charts - Manuscripts

Lakshadweep (India) - Maps - 1724 - Coasts - Nautical charts - Manuscripts

Maldives - Maps - 1724 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts


**Nautical charts**

Carte de la presqu'île des Indes faisant partie des etats du Grand Mogol : partie meridionale. [1724?].


1 ms. map : hand col.; 507 x 708 mm.

Nautical chart of the Indian coast (south of 11° North) and the Indian Ocean islands of Ceylon (later Sri Lanka), Lakshadweep and Maldives.

Scale [ca. 1:2,810,000]. 'Echelle de 40 lieues francaises' [= 79 mm.]

Includes 4 lines of text referring to maps by Guy Tachard and Pieter Goos.

Continuation of adjacent chart of northern India (Ayer MS map 30, sheet 29); date inferred from Boucher's map of the Hugli River (sheet 31). Depths shown with soundings.

Pen-and-ink and watercolor (green, yellow, brown, red); mounted on cloth.

Sheet 30 of 117 in the Cartes Maritimes Manuscript Map Collection, detailing French colonial interests worldwide, ca. 1640-ca. 1726.

Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 164 Ayer ms maps proj 00

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Digital image available as part of the Newberry Library’s Great Lakes Digital Collection via the CARLI Digital Collections website (accessed Nov. 2010):
http://collections.carli.illinois.edu/u/?nby_grlakes, 836
VAULT drawer Ayer MS map 30 sheet 30 (NLO)

36517  India - Maps - 1724 - Coasts - Nautical charts - Manuscripts<<><>><><>Nautical charts - India - Maps - 1724 - Coasts - Manuscripts<<><><>><>Manuscript maps
<<><>><><>><><>><><>><>Nautical charts
Carte de la presqu'île des Indes faisant partie des etats du Grand Mogol : partie septentrionale. [1724?].
Authors: Boucher, fl. 1724 -- Tachard, Guy, 1651-1712 -- Goos, Pieter, ca. 1616-1675 -- Cartes Marines Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 30, sheet 29
1 ms. map : hand col. ; 511 x 715 mm.
Author, 'Boucher yngenieur,' from adjacent map of southern India (Ayer MS map 30, sheet 30); date inferred from Boucher's map of the Hugli River (sheet 31).
Nautical chart of the coast of India from 11°north of the equator to a line connecting the Gulf of Khambha-t in the west and Point Palmyras in the east.
Scale [ca. 1:2,810,000]. 'Echelle de 40 lieues francaises' [= 79 mm.]
Adjacent map includes 4 lines of text referring to maps by Guy Tachard and Pieter Goos.
Depths shown with soundings.
Pen-and-ink and watercolor (green, yellow, brown, red); mounted on cloth. Includes paste-on flap extending the northeastern coast, 69 x 81 mm.
Sheet 29 of 117 in the Cartes Marines Manuscript Map Collection, detailing French colonial interests worldwide, ca. 1640-ca. 1726.
Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 165 Ayers ms amp proj 00
Digital image available as part of the Newberry Library’s Great Lakes Digital Collection via the CARLI Digital Collections website (accessed Nov. 2010):
http://collections.carli.illinois.edu/u/?nby_grlakes, 832
VAULT drawer Ayer MS map 30 sheet 29 (NLO)

36518  India - Maps - 1730
Nieuwe kaart vant Keyzer Ryk van den Grooten Mogol / J. Keysr fecit 1730. Amsterdam : door Isaak Tirion, 1730.
Authors: Tirion, Isaak -- Keizer, Jacob, fl.
1706-1750 -- Tirion, Isaak. Nieuwe en beknopte hand-atlas ... (1748 [i.e. 1769?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 27 x 35 cm.
Verso numbered "N 86" in manuscript.
In: Tirion, Isaak. Nieuwe en beknopte hand-atlas ... (Amsterdam : Isaak Tirion, 1744 [i.e. 1769?]), plate [84].
oversize Ayer 135 .T55 1744, plate [84] (PrCt)

36519  India - Maps - 1732<<><>><><><>Mogul Empire - Maps - 1732
1 map : hand col. ; 33 x 53 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:9,000,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
In composite world atlas possibly compiled and published by Charles François Delamarche: Atlas général : contenant le détail des quatre parties du monde [Paris? : s.n., 1798?], [ptie 2], [plate 33].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .A77 1798, [ptie 2], [plate 33] (NLO)

36520  India - Maps - 1733<<><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><>India - Maps - 1733<<><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><<
India - Maps - 1743 - Missions - Jesuits

A Large chart of part of the coast of Coremandell 1748

Authors: W. and J. Mount, and T. Page (Firm), fl.


Duplicate copy: G 12 .455

In: The English pilot. The third book, Describing the sea-coasts ... shewing ... the East-Indies, and all over the Oriental Ocean ... (London: W. and J. Mount and T. Page, 1748) following p. 36.

Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger): English Pilot. Part 3 (1748)

oversize Ayer 135 .E55 1748 following p. 36 (PrCt)

India - Maps - 1745 - Coasts - Nautical charts

A Large chart of part of the coast of Coremandell from Armegon to Bimlepam. London: [W. and J. Mount and T. Page, 1748].

Authors: W. and J. Mount, and T. Page (Firm), fl.

In: The English pilot. The third book, Describing the sea-coasts ... shewing ... the East-Indies, and all over the Oriental Ocean ... (London: W. and J. Mount and T. Page, 1748) between p. 36-37.

Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger): English Pilot. Part 3 (1748)

oversize Ayer 135 .E55 1748 bet. p. 36-37 (PrCt)

India - Maps - 1745 - Coasts - Nautical charts

A Large chart of part of the coast of Coremandell from Armegon to Bimlepam.

Authors: W. and J. Mount, and T. Page (Firm), fl.

In: The English pilot. The third book, Describing the sea-coasts ... shewing ... the East-Indies, and all over the Oriental Ocean ... (London: W. and J. Mount and T. Page, 1748) between p. 36-37.

Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger): English Pilot. Part 3 (1748)

oversize Ayer 135 .E55 1748 bet. p. 36-37 (PrCt)
A Large draught of the Malabar coast from Bassalore to Cape Comaroone. [London : W. and J. Mount and T. Page, 1748].
Authors: W. and J. Mount, and T. Page (Firm), fl. 1748-1755 -- English Pilot. Part 3 (1748) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 43 x 53 cm.
Oriented with north at left.
Shows the western coast of India between Bombay and 'Bassalore' [i.e. Mangalore?] to Kanniya Kumari [previously Cape Comorin].
In: The English Pilot. The third book, Describing the sea-coasts ... shewing ... the East-Indies, and all over the Oriental Ocean ... (London : W. and J. Mount and T. Page, 1748) opposite p. 33.

A New chart of the coast of Orissa and Galconda. [London : W. and J. Mount and T. Page, 1748].
Authors: W. and J. Mount, and T. Page (Firm), fl. 1748-1755 -- English Pilot. Part 3 (1748) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 43 x 52 cm.
Shows the eastern coast of India from Vishakhapatnam to Palmyras Point.
In: The English pilot. The third book, Describing the sea-coasts ... shewing ... the East-Indies, and all over the Oriental Ocean ... (London : W. and J. Mount and T. Page, 1748) opposite p. 37.

36529 India - Maps - 1748 - Coasts - Nautical charts
A New chart of the coast of Orissa and Galconda. London [i.e. Amsterdam : Theatrum Orbis Terrarum Ltd., 1970].
Authors: Thornton, John, 1641-1708 -- English Pilot. Part 3 (1703) -- Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, Ltd.
1 map ; 44 x 52 cm.
Shows the eastern coast of India from Vishakhapatnam to Palmyras Point.
Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger):

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Bourguignon d'. [Atlas général] [Paris : s.n., ca. 1786?], [plates 27-28].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes oversize G1019 .A598 1786, [plates 27-28] (PrCt)**

36532 **India - Maps - 1761**

*Account of the war in India.* London : Jefferys T, 1761.
Authors: Cambridge, Richard Owen
1 v. ; 27 cm.
F 6943.14 (NLO)

36533 **India - Maps - 1761-1792**

*India.* London, 1902.
Authors: R. & R. Clark (Firm) -- Fortescue, J. W. (John William), Sir, 1859-1933
3 maps : col. ; 44 x 33 cm. and smaller.
Scale 1:5,065,000.
M1253

**map2F G5731.S1 1902 F6 pl. 9 (PrCt)**


*A Map of the Malabar and Coromandel coasts / E. Bowen sculp.* [London : s.n., 1762].
Authors: Bowen, Emanuel, -1767 -- Jesuits -- Travels of the Jesuits, into various parts of the world : particularly China and the East-Indies ... (1762) -- Le Gobien, Charles, 1653-1708 -- Lockman, John, 1698-1771 -- Piety, T. -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 29 x 28 cm., folded to 17 x 10 cm.
Covers India south of 19° N; includes northern Sri Lanka.
'Vol. 1, pag. 1' engraved at upper right.
In Travels of the Jesuits, into various parts of the world : particularly China and the East-Indies ... / [edited by Charles Le Gobien and translated by John Lockman], 2d ed. cor. ([London] : T. Piety, 1762) v. 1, opposite p. [1]
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.

**Graff 2519 v. 1, opp. p. [1] (PrCt)**

36535 **India - Maps - 1763-1783 - Military history - Military history - India - Maps - 1763-1783**

*Plans of actions fought in India.* London, 1902.
Authors: Walker & Cockerell -- Fortescue, J. W. (John William), Sir, 1859-1933
10 maps : col. ; on sheet 19 x 43 cm.
M1251

**map2F G5731.S1 1902 F6 pl. 9 (PrCt)**

36536 **India - Maps - 1766-1767 - Southeast Asia - Maps - 1766-1767 - Indonesia - Maps - 1766**

*A New and accurate map of the Empire of the Great Mogul, together with India on both sides the Ganges, and the adjacent countries ... / by Eman. Bowen.* [London : s.n., 1766].
Authors: Bowen, Emanuel, -1767 -- Bowen, Emanuel, -1767. The Maps and charts to The modern part of the universal history (1766) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 34 x 41 cm.
In: Bowen, Emanuel. The Maps and charts to The modern part of the universal history / [with maps by Emanuel Bowen and Thomas Kitchin] (London : Printed for T. Osborne [et al.], 1766), [plate 26].
Manuscript nos. "XXVI" at upper right and "26" on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes oversize G1015 .M3 1766, [plate 26] (NLO)**


*The East Indies with the roads / by Thomas Jeffreys.* London : by Robt. Sayer, No. 53 in Fleet Street, 30th Apr. 1768.
Authors: Jeffreys, Thomas, -1771 -- East India Company -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Kitchin, Thomas, 1718-1784. A General atlas, describing the whole universe : being a complete collection of the most approved maps extant ... [1788?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 107 x 135 cm., on 2 composite sheets
"The second edition."
Dedication: To the Directors of the Honble. East India Company...
Printed from 4 plates on 4 sheets joined to form 2 composite and adjacent sheets; northern half stamped "24" on verso; southern half stamped "25" on verso.
In: Kitchin, Thomas. A General atlas, describing the whole universe : being a complete collection of the most approved maps extant ... (London : Printed for Robert Sayer, [1788?]) no. 24-25.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes oversize G1015 .K57 1788, [plates 24-25] (NLO)**

36538 **India - Maps - 1775 - Pilot Guides - China - Maps - 1775 - Pilot Guides - Pilot Guides**

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
India - Maps - 1775
Pilot Guides - China - Maps - 1775

Instructions sur la navigation des Indes Orientales et de la Chine : pour servir au Neptune oriental ... Paris : Chez Demonville ... ; et a Brest : Chez Malassis ..., 1775.

Authors: Après de Mannevillette, Jean-Baptiste-Nicolas-Denis d’, 1707-1780 -- Chez Demonville (Firm) -- Chez Malassis (Firm) -- Jones, Harford, Sir, 1764-1847 [4], Iviii, 574, [14], xv, [1] p.; 26 cm.

Does not include maps.


Bookplate of Harford Jones.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize GI015 .R598 1790, [plate 110] (PrCt)

India - Maps - 1778
A Map of Hindoostan, or the Mogul Empire: from the latest authorities. 1778 [i.e. 1816?].


1 map: hand col.; 101 x 117 cm.


Imprint on map: London 1st January 1788.


India - Maps - 1792-1800
A Map of the peninsula of India...MDCCXCII.

London : W. Faden, 1792-1800 [i.e. 1817?].

Authors: Faden, William, 1749-1836 -- BAKER, B. (Benjamin), fl. 1766-1824 -- Faden, William, 1749-1836. [General atlas] [18177]

1 map: hand col.; 99 x 81 cm. on two sheets 'Third edition.'

'A double line distinguishes likewise the several roads which have been measured by Captain Pringle from 1777 to 1785; except the road from Madras to Raj-mundry, which was measured by Capt. Douglas in 1781. The road across the peninsula, with a Parallel Line of Dots, is that which was followed by the British Prisoners from Candapoor to Madras, on their release, in March 1784.'


Bound in atlas as adjacent sheets, both dated 1792...1800; title from southern sheet.

Northern sheet verso handstamped '45'; southern sheet verso handstamped '46.'

oversize G 10 .282 pl. 46 and 47 (PrCt)

India - Maps - 1794
A New general map of the East Indies exhibiting ... the Ganges or Hindoostan ... and the dominions of the English East India Company ... / by Thomas Jefferys ...; with additions ... by Majr.

In: Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1790, [plate 110] (PrCt)

India - Maps - 1788
A Map of Hindoostan, or the Mogul Empire: from the latest authorities. 1778 [i.e. 1816?].


1 map: hand col.; 101 x 117 cm.


Imprint on map: London 1st January 1788.

Case U 007 .131, v. 1, opposite p. 404 (PrCt)

**India - Maps - 1800**

*A Map of the peninsula of India from the 19th degree north latitude to Cape Comorin, MDCCXCII. 1800 [i.e. 1816]?


1 map : hand col. ; 97 x 80 cm. on 2 sheets


Versos handstamped '8.'


**India - Maps - 1800**

*Hind, Hindoostan, or India ... MDCCLXXXVIII.

London : W. Faden, 1800 [i.e. 1817]?


1 map : hand col. ; 68 x 52 cm.

'3d edition...June 1, 1800.'


Verso handstamped '44.'

*oversize G 10 .282 pl. 45 (PrCt)*

**India - Maps - 1800**

*Recueil de cartes geog description de l'Indostan.


Authors: Rennell, James, 1742-1830 -- Tardieu -- Blondeau, 18th/19th cent. -- Poignee -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 11 maps ; 304 x 235 mm.

Ed:Buache;E:Tardieu&Blondeau Phillips 9697

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

*Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)* (PrCt)

**India - Maps - 1802<<>>Pakistan - Maps - 1802**

*Hindoostan. [London] : Cadell and Davies [et al], 1802 [i.e. 1807].

Authors: Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826 -- Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Lowry, fl. 1802-1807 -- Cadell & Davies -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826. Modern geography ... (1807)

1 map ; 25 x 20 cm. Arrowsmith dirext.'

'From Arrowsmith's map of Asia.'

'Published March 1st, 1802 ...'

In: Pinkerton, John. Modern geography, a
description of the empires, kingdoms, states, and colonies ... (London : T. Cadell and W. Davies ; Longman, Hurst, Rees, and Orme, 1807), 'Vol. II. page 309.

folio G 11 .693 v. 2, opp. p. 309 (PrCt)

36550 India - Maps - 1811
Voyages to India. London : W. Miller, 1811.
Authors: Mountnorris, George A. -- Miller, W. 4 v. ; 30 cm.
G 131 .59 (NLO)

36551 India - Maps - 1811<>Bangladesh - Maps - 1811
Hindostan. London : Cadell & Davies [et al], 1811 [i.e. 1815].
Authors: Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826 -- Hebert, Lewis, fl. 1809-1838 -- Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Cadell & Davies -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826. A Modern atlas : from the latest and best authorities ... (1815) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 59 x 49 cm.
Drawn under the direction of Mr. Pinkerton by L. Hebert.'
Running title in upper margin: Pinkerton's modern atlas.
In: Pinkerton, John. A Modern atlas : from the latest and best authorities ... (London : Printed by T. Bensley for T. Cadell and W. Davies and Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme and Brown, 1815), pl. [34].
oversize Ayer 135 .P6 1815 pl. [34] (PrCt)

36552 India - Maps - 1813
Authors: Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Neele, George -- Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824. Neele's general atlas : consisting of a complete set of maps compiled from the best authorities ... (1814 [i.e. 1815]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 29 x 22 cm.
In: Neele, Samuel John and George. Neele's general atlas : consisting of a complete set of maps compiled from the best authorities, and including all the new discoveries (London : [Samuel and George Neele] ; Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme, and Brown ; Cadell & Davies, 1814 [i.e. 1815]), [plate 45].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Engraved no. XXIX at upper right.
Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1817, map 41 (NLO)

36553 India - Maps - 1813
Authors: Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Neele, George -- Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824. Neele's general atlas : consisting of a complete set of maps compiled from the best authorities ... (1814 [i.e. 1815]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 27 x 21 cm.
In: Neele, Samuel John and George. Neele's general atlas : consisting of a complete set of maps compiled from the best authorities, and including all the new discoveries (London : [Samuel and George Neele] ; Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme, and Brown ; Cadell & Davies, 1814 [i.e. 1815]), [plate 46].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Engraved no. XXX at upper right.
Baskes folio G1019 .N4 1814, [plate 46] (PrCt)

36554 India - Maps - 1814<>South Asia - Maps - 1814<>Sri Lanka - Maps - 1814<>Ganges River Valley (India and Bangladesh) - Maps - 1814<>Ganges River Valley (India and Bangladesh) - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1814<>Asia, South SEE South Asia<>Hindoostan SEE India<>Southern Asia SEE South Asia
Authors: J. & G. Menzies -- Rennell, James, 1742-1830 -- Dassauville, William -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1817?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 44 x 36 cm. on sheet 54 x 71 cm.
Inset (11 x 9 cm.): Isle of Ceylon
Right margin includes ancillary maps printed from a separate plate (18 x 21 cm. and smaller, ).:
[Profile of a] Section of the Ganges ... see Rennell's memoirs of a map of Hindoostan -- A View of the course of the Ganges, through the country in the dry season ... see Rennell's memoirs of a map of Hindoostan -- Inland navigation of the River Ganges / Dassauville sculpt.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1817, map 41 (NLO)

Authors: Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1817?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 44 x 36 cm. on sheet 54 x 71 cm.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1 map : hand col. ; 33 x 59 cm.
Insets in upper margin (16 x 15 cm. and 16 x 44 cm.): Cabul -- Nepal.
Engraved 'No. 43' at upper right.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1817, map 43 (NLO)

36558
India - Maps - 1820
Hindoostan; or India: drawn from the most recent authorities. Philad. [Philadelphia] : M. Carey & Son, 1820.
Authors: Aspin, Jehoshaphat, active 18th century-19th century -- Paguenaud, E. -- Kneass, William, 1780-1840 -- Lavoisne, C. V. -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- M. Carey & Son -- Lavoisne, C. V. A Complete genealogical, historical, chronological and geographical atlas ... (1820)
1 map : hand col. ; 32 x 31 cm.
In: Lavoisne, C. V. A Complete genealogical, historical, chronological and geographical atlas ... (Philadelphia : Published by M. Carey and Son ; printed by T.H. Palmer ..., 1820) map [25].
Printed plate 'No. 65.'
Added title: Geographical, historical, and statistical map of India.
oversize F 006 .48 pl. 25 (PrCt)

36559
India - Maps - 1821
British India, southern part / Neele sculpt.
[Edinburgh] : Drawn & engraved for Thomson's New general atlas, [1821?].
1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 58 cm.
In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (Edinburgh ; London ; Dublin : John Thomson and Company ; Baldwin, Craddock, and Joy ; John Cumming, 1817, [i.e. 1821?] map 42. Engraved 'No. 42' at upper right and printed paste-on label 'No. 42' on verso.
oversize Ayer 135 .T4 1817 map 42 (PrCt)

36560
India - Maps - 1821
Hindoostan; or India: drawn from the most recent authorities. Philadelphia : M. Carey and Sons, 1821.
Authors: Lavoisne, C. V. -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Aspin, Jehoshaphat, active 18th century-19th century -- Paguenaud, E. -- Kneass, William, 1780-1840 -- Lavoisne, C. V. A Complete genealogical, historical, chronological, and geographical atlas ... (Philadelphia : M. Carey and Sons, 1821) pl. [24]. Printed plate 'No. 65.'
Added title: Geographical, historical, and
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalog Entry</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

1 map: hand col.; 32 x 59 cm. Insets in upper margin (16 x 15 cm. and 16 x 44 cm.): Cabul -- Nepal. In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas: consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (Edinburgh; London; Dublin: John Thomson and Company; Baldwin, Craddock and Joy; John Cumming, 1817, [i.e. 1821?]) map 43. Engraved 'No. 43' at upper right. Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1821, v. 2, map 43 (Pr Ct) |


1 map: hand col.; 45 x 38 cm. Inset (11 x 9 cm.): Isle of Ceylon. In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas: consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (Edinburgh; London; Dublin: John Thomson and Company; Baldwin, Craddock and Joy; John Cumming, 1817, [i.e. 1821?]) map 41. Printed paste-on label 'No. 41' on verso. Baskes oversize Ayer 135 .T4 1817 map 43 (Pr Ct) |


| 36565 | *India - Maps - 1822*<br>Punjab (India) - Maps - 1822<br>Improved map of India from all the latest and most authentic materials ... London: [Arrowsmith?, 1822?]. Authors: Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 1 map; 259 x 246 cm, on 7 sheets + index map, all fold. in portfolio to 33 cm. Sheets vary in size. Inset: Map of the Punjab district. Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 1086. 48548 NL 35-3214 folio G 1069.04 (NLO) |

| 36566 | *India - Maps - 1822*<br>South Asia - Maps - 1822<br>Sri Lanka - Maps - 1822<br>Ganges River Valley (India and Bangladesh) - Maps - 1822<br>Ganges River Valley (India and Bangladesh) - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1822<br>Hindoostan. [Edinburgh]: Drawn and engraved for Thomson's New general atlas, [1822?]. Authors: Rennell, James, 1742-1830 -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas: consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1822?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) |

1 map: hand col.; 44 x 38 cm. on sheet 53 x 69 cm. Inset (11 x 9 cm.): Isle of Ceylon. Right margin includes ancillary maps printed from a separate plate (18 x 21 cm. and smaller,: [Profile of a] Section of the Ganges ... see Rennell's memoirs of a map of Hindoostan -- A View of the course of the Ganges, through the country in the dry season ... see Rennell's
memoirs of a map of Hindoostan -- Inland navigation of the River Ganges.
In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas: consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (Edinburgh ; London ; Dublin : Printed by G. Ramsay and Co. for J. Thomson and Co. ; Baldwin, Cradock and Joy ; John Cumming, 1821 [i.e. 1822?]), v. 2, map 41.
Engraved 'No. 41' at upper right.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1821, v. 2, map 41 (NLO)

India - Maps - 1823
Authors: Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Hall, Sidney -- Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823. A New general atlas constructed from the latest authorities ... (1823) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 24 x 20 cm.
In: Arrowsmith, Aaron. A New general atlas constructed from the latest authorities ... Exhibiting the boundaries and divisions, also the chains of mountains and other geographical features of all the known countries in the world (Edinburgh ; London : A. Constable & Co., 1823), pl. 33.
folio Ayer 135 .A65 1823 pl. 33 (PrCr)

India - Maps - 1825
Hindoostan. [Philadelphia ; New York etc.]
Samuel F. Bradford and Murray, Fairman and Co., Peter A. Mesier etc., 1825?
1 map ; 31 x 24 cm.
H.S. Tanner sc.'
Ayer 135 .R29 plate [28] (PrCr)

India - Maps - 1825
South Asia - Maps - 1825
Authors: Morse, Sidney E. (Sidney Edwards), 1794-1871 -- N. & S.S. Jocelyn (Firm) -- Morse, Sidney E. (Sidney Edwards), 1794-1871. A New universal atlas of the world, on an approved plan ... (1825)
1 map : hand col. ; 24 x 20 cm.
In: Morse, Sidney E. A New universal atlas of the world, on an approved plan ... (New Haven [Mass.] : N. & S.S. Jocelyn, 1825) pl. [28]
folio G 1083 .S59 pl. [28] (PrCr)

India - Maps - 1826
Hindoostan. Philadelphia : A. Finley, [1826].
Authors: Finley, A. (Anthony) -- Young & Delleker -- Finley, A. (Anthony). A New general atlas, comprising a complete set of maps, representing the grand divisions of the globe ... (1826)
1 map : hand col. ; 28 x 21 cm.
In: Finley, Anthony. A New general atlas, comprising a complete set of maps, representing the grand divisions of the globe ... (Philadelphia : A. Finley, 1826) pl. 54.
Case folio G1019 .F5 1826 pl. 54 (PrCr)

India - Maps - 1829
Authors: Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas: consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (1829) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 58 cm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Engraved no. '42' at upper right.
Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1829 map 42 (NLO)

India - Maps - 1829
Nepal - Maps - 1829
Afghanistan - Maps - 1829
Authors: Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas: consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (1829) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 32 x 59 cm.
In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas: consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (1829) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 32 x 59 cm.
In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas: consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (1829) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 32 x 59 cm.
In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas: consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (1829) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 32 x 59 cm.
In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas: consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (1829) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 32 x 59 cm.
In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas: consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (1829) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 32 x 59 cm.
In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas: consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (1829) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 32 x 59 cm.
In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas: consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (1829) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 32 x 59 cm.
In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas: consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (1829) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 32 x 59 cm.
In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas: consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (1829) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 32 x 59 cm.
In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas: consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (1829) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 32 x 59 cm.
In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas: consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (1829) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 32 x 59 cm.
Authors: Rennell, James, 1742-1830 -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent.
A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (1829) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 44 x 39 cm. on sheet 54 x 73 cm.
Inset (11 x 9 cm.): Isle of Ceylon
Right margin includes ancillary maps printed from a separate plate (18 x 21 cm. and smaller);
[Profile of a] Section of the Ganges ... see Rennell's memoirs of a map of Hindoostan -- A View of the course of the Ganges, through the country in the dry season ... see Rennell's memoirs of a map of Hindoostan -- Inland navigation of the River Ganges.
In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (Edinburgh ; London ; Dublin : Printed by H. & J. Pillans, for John Thomson ; Baldwin & Cradock ; John Cumming, 1829), map 41.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Engraved no. "41" at upper right.

Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1829 map 41 (NLO)

36574
India - Maps - 1831-1836
India [-XII]. [London] : Chapman and Hall ; Baldwin & Cradock, 1831-1836 [i.e.1844].
1 map : hand col.; on 12 sheets each 41 x 35 cm.
Sheets titled separately and variously dated 1831-1836.
Sheets II, III, and VI bear imprint of Baldwin & Cradock.
Indexed by sheet XII, subtitled 'Index map'.

oversize Ayer 135 .S67 1844 v. 1, pl. [96-107] (PrCt)

36575
India - Maps - 1831-1836
Sri Lanka - Maps - 1831
Hindoostan. Edinburgh : D. Lizars, [1831?].
Authors: Lizars, Daniel, 1760-1812 -- Hamilton, John, fl. 1831 -- Lizars, Daniel, 1760-1812. The

Edinburgh geographical and historical atlas ... [1831?]
1 map : hand col.; 38 x 47 cm.
Inset (10 x 8 cm.): Isle of Ceylon.
In: Lizars, Daniel. The Edinburgh geographical and historical atlas ... (Edinburgh [etc.] : John Hamilton [and others, 1831?] pl. [42].
Engraved plate no. 'XLIX.'

oversize G 10 .514 pl. [42] (PrCt)

36576
India - Maps - 1832
India / by J. Arrowsmith. London : J. Arrowsmith, 35 Essex Street, Strand, 15 Feby. 1832.
Authors: Arrowsmith, John, 1790-1873 -- Arrowsmith, John, 1790-1873. The London atlas of universal geography ... (1837) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 62 x 52 cm.
Engraved no. "30" at upper right.
In: Arrowsmith, John. [The London atlas of universal geography : exhibiting the physical & political divisions of the various countries of the world, constructed from original materials] [London : J. Arrowsmith, 1837], map 30.

Baskes oversize G1019 .A778 1837, map 30 (NLO)

36577
India - Maps - 1833
Authors: Young & Delleker -- Finley, A. (Anthony) -- Finley, A. (Anthony). A New general atlas ... (1833) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 28 x 21 cm.
In: Finley, Anthony. A New general atlas : comprising a complete set of maps, representing the grand divisions of the globe ... (Philadelphia : Anthony Finley, 1833), plate 55.
Sheet corner numbered 55.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1019 .F5 1833, plate 55 (PrCt)

36578
India - Maps - 1834-1836
South Asia - Maps - 1834
Indie / G. Russo del. ; V. Russo scr. [Naples : Luigi Galanti?], 1834.
Authors: Russo, Giosuè, 1781-1840 -- Russo, Vincenzo, fl. 1834-1836 -- Russo, Luigi, fl. 1834-1836 -- Galanti, Luigi. Atlante di geografia moderna ... (1834-1836 [i.e. 1847?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 32 x 40 cm.
In: Galanti, Luigi. Atlante di geografia moderna : in 30 carte (Naples : [Luigi Galanti], 1834-1836 [i.e. 1847?]), plate 22
Engraved no. 22 at upper right.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1019 .G23 1836, plate 22 (PrCt)
Map of the eastern frontier of British India, with the adjacent countries, comprising Bengal, Bootan, Sihet, Assam, Muneepore, Arrakan, Burma, the Tenasserim provinces, with parts of Siam and of Ynan in China ... Calcutta : Oriental Lith. Press, 1838.

Authors: Pemberton, R. B. (Robert Boileau) -- Oriental Litho Press
1 map ; 136 x 51 cm. on 4 sheets, folded to 31 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:1,013,760]; 16 miles to the inch.

Eames folio G 1069 .67 (NLO)

36580 India - Maps - 1840
Hindoostan. London : Mr. Bull, [ca. 1840].
Authors: Starling, Thomas -- Bull and Churton -- Bull, Mr., fl. ca. 1840 -- Perkins and Bacon -- Starling, Thomas. The Royal cabinet atlas ... [ca. 1840]
1 map : hand col. ; 14 x 8 cm.
In: Starling, Thomas. The Royal cabinet atlas ... (London : Bull and Churton, [ca. 1840]) 'Pl. LVII' [i.e. 31].
map3C 5 map [31] (PrCt)

36581 India - Maps - 1840 - Ecclesiastical geography
1 map
In Buchanan, Claudius. Christian researches in India : to which are prefixed a memoir of the author, and an introductory sketch of Protestant missions in India, with an appendix, containing a summary of the subsequent progress of missionary operations in the East (London : Society for the Promotion of Popular Instruction, 1840). Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copy: D 817 .9711

Baskes BR325 .P45, [map] (PrCt)

36582 India - Maps - 1840<p>&gt;&gt;&gt;Pakistan - Maps - 1840
Authors: Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846 -- Lea & Blanchard -- Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (1840)
1 map ; 11 x 18 cm.
Keyed to dozens of references on p. 326.
In: Murray, Hugh. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, successors to Carey & Co., for George W. Gorton, 1840) v. 2, p. 324.

Wax engraving.
G 11 .607 v. 2, p. 324 (PrCt)

36583 India - Maps - 1840<p>&gt;&gt;&gt;South Asia - Maps - 1840
1 map : hand col. ; 23 x 18 cm.
Case G1019 .B95 1840 pl. 17 (PrCt)

36584 India - Maps - 1840<p>&gt;&gt;&gt;Sri Lanka - Maps - 1840
Authors: Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846 -- Lea & Blanchard -- Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (1840)
1 map ; 11 x 18 cm.
Keyed to dozens of references on p. 327.
In: Murray, Hugh. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, successors to Carey & Co., for George W. Gorton, 1840) v. 2, p. 325.
Wax engraving.
G 11 .607 v. 2, p. 325 (PrCt)

36585 India - Maps - 1841
India (northern part) / drawn & engraved by J. Archer, Pentonville, London. London : Grattan & Gilbert, [1841?].
Authors: Archer, Joshua, fl. 1833-1866 -- Grattan & Gilbert -- Mudie, Robert, 1777-1842. Gilbert's modern atlas of the earth ... (1841) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 22 x 29 cm.
Running title at bottom left: Gilbert's modern atlas of the earth ... (London : Grattan and Gilbert, [1841?]), [plate 34].
Printed no. 34 at bottom center.

Baskes folio G1019 .M83 1841, [plate 34] (PrCt)

36586 India - Maps - 1841<p>&gt;&gt;&gt;Sri Lanka - Maps - 1841
India (southern part) / drawn & engraved by J. Archer, Pentonville, London. London : Grattan & Gilbert, [1841?].
Authors: Archer, Joshua, fl. 1833-1866 -- Grattan & Gilbert -- Mudie, Robert, 1777-1842. Gilbert's modern atlas of the earth ... (1841) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 22 x 27 cm.
Running title at bottom left: Gilbert's modern atlas of the earth ... (London : Grattan and Gilbert, [1841?]), [plate 35].
Printed no. 35 at bottom center.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Baskes folio G1019 .M83 1841, [plate 35]  
(PrCt)

36587
India - Maps - 1845
Hindoostan. [New York : H.S. Tanner, 1845].
Authors: Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 --  
Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858. A New  
general atlas, comprising a complete set of maps  
... (1845)
1 map ; hand col. ; 27 x 21 cm.
In: Tanner, Henry Schenck. A New general atlas,  
comprising a complete set of maps ... (New York  
: Tanner's Geographical Establishment, 1845)  
map '24'.

Case oversize G1019 .T2 1845 map 66 (PrCt)

36588
India - Maps - 1845
Ganges River Delta (Bangladesh and India) - Maps - 1845
Hindoostan. [Philadelphia : Carey & Hart, 1845].
Authors: Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 --  
Carey & Hart -- Tanner, Henry Schenck,  
1786-1858. A New universal atlas ... (1845)
1 map ; hand col. ; 36 x 28 cm.
Inset (14 x 11 cm.): Delta of the Ganges.
In: Tanner, Henry Schenck. A New universal  
atlas ... (Philadelphia : Carey & Hart, 1845) map  
'66.'

Case oversize G1019 .T2 1845 map 66 (PrCt)

36589
India - Maps - 1846
Authors: Society for the Diffusion of Useful  
Knowledge (Great Britain)
1 v. : 20 map plates ; 36 cm.
See Cain, Mead T. 'The Maps of the Society for  
the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge: a publishing  
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 1087
Eames folio G 1069.83 (NLO)

36590
India - Maps - 1847
Maps of India. London : C. Knight, 1847.
Authors: Society for the Diffusion of Useful  
Knowledge (Great Britain) -- J. & C. Walker  
-- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 13 maps ; 360 x 232 mm.
inclMss,LtColHJWoods; gift to BL  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.  
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)  
(PrCt)

36591
India - Maps - 1847
Administrative and political divisions - Pakistan - Maps - 1847
Ganges River Delta (India and Bangladesh) - Maps - 1847
Hindoostan. [Philadelphia : S. Augustus Mitchell,  
1847].
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel  
Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Mitchell, S. Augustus  
(Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868. A New universal  
atlas containing maps of the various empires,  
kingsdoms, states, and republics of the world ...  
(1847)
1 map ; hand col. ; 28 x 35 cm.
Inset (14 x 11 cm.): Delta of the Ganges.
Includes 50 references to colonial districts.
In: Mitchell, S. Augustus. A New universal atlas  
containing maps of the various empires,  
kingsdoms, states, and republics of the world ...  
(Philadelphia : S. Augustus Mitchell, 1847) pl.  
[67].
Printed plate no. '66' lined out and replaced with  
manuscript '67'.

oversize G 10 .579 pl. [67] (PrCt)

36592
India - Maps - 1850
Administrative and political divisions - Pakistan - Maps - 1850
Ganges River Delta (India and Bangladesh) - Maps - 1850
Hindoostan. [Philadelphia] : Thomas,  
Cowperthwait & Co. 1850 [i.e. 1852].
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel  
Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Thomas, Cowperthwait  
& Co. -- Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel  
New universal atlas ... (1852)
1 map ; hand col. ; 36 x 29 cm.
Entered according to act of Congress in ...  
1850 by Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co. ... .
Later edition of map previously published by S.A.  
Mitchell.
Inset (14 x 11 cm.): Delta of the Ganges.
In: Mitchell, S. Augustus. New universal atlas ...  
(Philadelphia : Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co.,  
1852) pl. '69.'

oversize G1019 .N49 1852 pl. 69 (PrCt)

36593
India - Maps - 1851
Bangladesh - Maps - 1851
Hyderabad (India) - Maps - 1851
Pictorial works - Delhi (India) - Maps - 1851
Pictorial works
Northern India including the presidency of  
Calcutta. London & New York : John Tallis &  
Company, [1851].
Authors: Rapkin, J. -- Tallis, John, 1817-1876 --  
Wray, A. H., fl. 1851 -- Kernot, J. H., fl. 1851 --  
Martin, Robert Montgomery, 1803?-1868. Tallis's  
illustrated atlas, and modern history of the world ...  
(1851)
1 map ; hand col. ; 22 x 30 cm.
Inset views (6 x 11 cm. and smaller): Seal of the  
East India Company -- Car of Juggernaut -- The  
British residency, Hyderabad -- Hindooos -- Tiger  
hunt -- Ruins, Old Delhi.
In: Martin, Robert Montgomery. Tallis's illustrated  
atlas, and modern history of the world ... (London  
: New York : J. Tallis, 1851) pl. [31b].

folio G1019 .M197 1851 pl. [31b] (PrCt)

36594
India - Maps - 1851
South Asia - Maps - 1851
Delhi (India) - Maps - 1851
Pictorial works - Lahore (Pakistan) - Maps - 1851
Pictorial works
British India. London & New York : John Tallis &  
Company, [1851].
Authors: Rapkin, J. -- Tallis, John, 1817-1876 --  

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Wray, A. H., fl. 1851 -- Greatbach, G., fl. 1851 -- Martin, Robert Montgomery, 1803?-1868. Tallis's illustrated atlas, and modern history of the world ... (1851)
1 map: hand col.; 30 x 22 cm.
Inset views (10 x 6 cm. and smaller): Beloochee's
-- Lahore -- Indian procession -- Cotub Minar Delhi.
In: Martin, Robert Montgomery. Tallis's illustrated atlas, and modern history of the world ... (London ; New York : J. Tallis, 1851) pl. [30].
folio G1019 .M197 1851 pl. [30] (PrCt)

36595
India - Maps - 1853
India. London [i.e. New York] : Chapman and Hall [i.e. Harper & Brothers, 1853].
Authors: Lowry, Joseph Wilson, 1803-1879 -- Harper & Brothers -- Chapman and Hall -- Lowry, Joseph Wilson, 1803-1879. Lowry's Universal atlas constructed and engraved from the most recent authorities (1853)
1 map: col.; 27 x 21 cm.
In: Lowry, Joseph Wilson. Lowry's Universal atlas constructed and engraved from the most recent authorities (New York : Harper and Brothers, 1853) pl. [31].
Printed plate nos. 'B', '45' and '48'.
folio G 10 .525 pl. [31] (PrCt)

36596
India - Maps - 1853<br>Afghanistan - Maps - 1853
India, Afghanistan, Beloochistan, Birmah &c.
London [i.e. New York] : Chapman and Hall [i.e. Harper & Brothers, 1853].
Authors: Lowry, Joseph Wilson, 1803-1879 -- Harper & Brothers -- Chapman and Hall -- Lowry, Joseph Wilson, 1803-1879. Lowry's Universal atlas constructed and engraved from the most recent authorities (1853)
1 map: col.; 70 x 84 cm. on 4 sheets.
Title from the western sheet.
Added title from bottom margins of plates [33] and [35]: India.
In: Lowry, Joseph Wilson. Lowry's Universal atlas constructed and engraved from the most recent authorities (New York : Harper and Brothers, 1853) pl. [32-35].
Sheets variously numbered 'C', '46', '48', '50' and '52'.
folio G 10 .525 pl. [32-35] (PrCt)

36597
India - Maps - 1854<br>Atlastes, Indic - 1854 (Provisional Heading)<br>Indic Atlases SEE Atlases, Indic
Authors: J. & C. Walker (Firm) -- Pharoah -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.: 68 maps; 286 x 238 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

36598
India - Maps - 1859-1870<br>Bombay (India) - Maps - 1859-1870<br>Chennai (India) - Maps - 1859-1870
1859-1870<<>>Madras (India : State)
A Handbook for India: being an account of the three presidencies, and of the overland route: intended as a guide for travellers, officers, and civilians: with vocabularies and dialogues of the spoken languages of India: with travelling map and plans of towns. London: John Murray, 1859 [i.e. 1870?].
2 v.: 4 maps; 18 cm.
Cover Title: Murray's hand-book, India
Spine Title: Hand-book of India
Dedication signed: Edward B. Eastwick.
Includes bibliographical references and indexes.
Maps engraved by J. & C. Walker.
Folded map in pocket of pt. 2.
Publisher's advertisements on endpapers and "Murray's handbook advertiser, 1870", pt. 2, 66 p. at end.
Series: [Murray's handbooks for travellers] -- Murray's handbooks for travellers.
Bookseller's label: Augs. Webster and Stockley, 60 Piccadilly W.
Former owner's inscription: J.H. Mossop, 1872.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Full text of another copy of v. 1 (but not the maps) available online via Google Books
(accessed January 2013):
http://books.google.com/books?id=4uMwAQAAM AAJ
Full text of another copy of v. 2 available online via Hathi Trust Digital Library (accessed January 2013):
http://hdl.handle.net/2027/yale.39002014791389
References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray's handbooks for travellers, 219
LC Card Number: 05010084
Baskes G153 .M97 no. 219 (1859) (NLO)

36599
India - Maps - 1860<br>South East Asia - Maps - 1860<br>Calcutta (India) - Maps - 1860<br>Bombay (India) - Maps - 1860<br>Madras (India) - Maps - 1860
Johnston's Hindospain or British India... [New York] : Johnson & Browning, [1860].
Authors: Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827--1884 -- Johnson & Browning -- Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884. Johnson's new illustrated (steel plate) family atlas ... (1860)
1 map: hand col.; 30 x 40 cm.
Insets (12 x 11 cm. and smaller): Beloochee's Indian procession -- Lahore -- Indian procession -- Cotub Minar Delhi.
In: Johnson, Alvin Jewett. Johnson's new illustrated family atlas of India -- Bombay -- Calcutta -- Madras... .
In: Johnston, Alvin Jewett. Johnston's new illustrated family atlas of India... [New York] : Johnson & Browning, [1860].
Full text of another copy of v. 1 (but not the maps) available online via Google Books
Full text of another copy of v. 2 available online via Hathi Trust Digital Library (accessed January 2013):
http://hdl.handle.net/2027/yale.39002014791389
References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray's handbooks for travellers, 219
LC Card Number: 05010084
Baskes G153 .M97 no. 219 (1859) (NLO)
Illustrated (steel plate) family atlas ... (New York: Johnson and Browning, 1860) plate '85'.

**36601 India - Maps - 1861**


Authors: Johnston, Alexander Keith, 1804-1871 -- W. & A.K. Johnston Limited -- William Blackwood and Sons -- Johnston, Alexander Keith, 1804-1871. The Royal atlas of modern geography ... (1861)

1 map : col. ; 43 x 59 cm.

Partly hand colored.

Running title: Keith Johnston's general atlas.

In: Johnston, Alexander Keith. The Royal atlas of modern geography : exhibiting, in a series of entirely original and authentic maps ... (Edinburgh and London : William Blackwood and Sons, 1861), map 32.

*oversize G 10 .456, map 32 (PrCt)*

**36602 India - Maps - 1866**

*A General map of India, compiled chiefly from surveys executed by order of the government of Singapore.


Nos. "32" and "33" printed on verso.

*oversize G 10 .42, plate 32-33 (PrCt)*

**36603 India - Maps - 1867**


Authors: Johnston, Alexander Keith, 1804-1871 -- W. & A.K. Johnston Limited -- William Blackwood and Sons -- Johnston, Alexander Keith, 1804-1871. The Royal atlas of modern geography ... (1861)

1 map : col. ; 43 x 59 cm.

Partly hand colored.

Running title: Keith Johnston's general atlas.

In: Johnston, Alexander Keith. The Royal atlas of modern geography : exhibiting, in a series of entirely original and authentic maps ... (Edinburgh and London : William Blackwood and Sons, 1861), map 32.

*oversize G 10 .456, map 33 (PrCt)*

**36604 India - Maps - 1872**

*The British possessions in the East Indies : with dependence states and countries adjacent ... compiled by J. Hugh Johnson F. R. G. S.*


Authors: Johnson, John Hugh, fl. 1854-1870 -- Edward Stanford Ltd. -- A. Fullarton & Co. -- A. Fullarton & Co. The Royal illustrated atlas of modern geography [1872?]

1 map : col. ; 40 x 52 cm.

Inset (11 x 11 cm.): Continuation of map on same scale [southern India and Sri Lanka].

"Engraved at Stanford's Geographical Establishment, 6 Charing Cross, London".

In: A. Fullarton & Co. The Royal illustrated atlas of modern geography (London and Edinburgh : A. Fullarton and Co.,[1872?]), plate [41].

Printed plate no. "XLI" on verso and at upper right.

*Case oversize G1019 .J5 1869, [plate 53] (PrCt)*

**36605 India - Maps - 1874**

*A General map of India, compiled chiefly from surveys executed by order of the government of...
India ... London : J. & C. Walker, 1874.
Drawn and engraved by J. & C. Walker.
In two parts.

Eames G 1069 .S5 (NLO)

India - Maps - 1882
Authors: Smith, George, 1833-1919 -- John Murray (Firm) -- Stanford, Edward, 1827-1904 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. : 16 maps ; 190 x 131 mm.
Maps by Stanford.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

India - Maps - 1883
Indian empire. Chicago : Cram, [1883].
Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928. Cram's unrivalled family atlas of the world (1883) 1 map : col. ; 28 x 22 cm.

folio G1019 .G463 1883b, p. 114 (PrCt)

India - Maps - 1884 - Missions - France - Maps - 1884
Authors: Gracey, J. T. (John Talbot), 1831-1912 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v.
Cf. OCLC 6716189.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

India - Maps - 1885
India / by J. Bartholomew, F.R.G.S. Edinburgh : A. & C. Black, [1885].
Authors: Bartholomew, John, 1831-1893 -- Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- Adam and Charles Black (Firm). Black's general atlas of the world ... (1885) 1 map : col. ; 41 x 60 cm.

"North sheet" -- printed at bottom center.
In: Adam and Charles Black. Black's general atlas of the world : embracing the latest discoveries, new boundaries, and other changes, accompanied by introductory letterpress and index (Edinburgh : Adam and Charles Black, 1885), plate 32.
oversize G1019 .B63 1885, plate 32 (PrCt)

India - Maps - 1885
Authors: Bartholomew, John, 1831-1893 -- Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- Adam and Charles Black (Firm). Black's general atlas of the world ... (1885) 1 map : col. ; 41 x 58 cm.

"South sheet" -- printed below title at top.
Inset (7 cm. in diam.): Sketch shewing the position of India.
In: Adam and Charles Black. Black's general atlas of the world : embracing the latest discoveries, new boundaries, and other changes, accompanied by introductory letterpress and index (Edinburgh : Adam and Charles Black, 1885), plate 33.
oversize G1019 .B63 1885, plate 33 (PrCt)

India - Maps - 1885<->South Asia - Maps - 1885
Twelve maps of India, to accompany the statement exhibiting the moral and material progress and condition of India during the year 1882-83. [London : India Office?], 1885.
Authors: Saunders, Trelawney, 1821-1910 -- Great Britain. India Office 1 atlas : 12 maps ; folio (?) 'Prepared by order of Her Majesty's secretary of state for India in council ...'
Newberry lacking accompanying 'Statement'?
Scale not given.
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 1089
Eames G 1069 .S72 (NLO)

India - Maps - 1887<->Burma - Maps - 1887<->Railroads - Maps - India. [Chicago : George F. Cram, 1887].
Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928. Cram's standard American atlas of the world (1887) 1 map : col. ; 40 x 28 cm.
'Engraved expressly for the Standard World Atlas.'
Inset (17 x 6 cm.): South eastern provinces of India (or Further India).

Case oversize G1019 .G455 1887, p. 279 (PrCt)

India - Maps - 1888<->Bombay (India) - Maps - 1888<->Calcutta (India) - Maps - 1888<->Southeast Asia - Maps - 1888
British India. [Chicago : Rand, McNally & Co., 1888].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company. Rand, McNally & Co.'s improved indexed business atlas and shipper's guide ... (1888) -- Rand McNally and Company. Commercial atlas (1888) 1 map : col. ; 48 x 31 cm.
Added title in right margin: Rand, McNally & Co.'s British India.

oversize G1019 .B63 1885, plate 32 (PrCt)
Publisher's advertisements on endpapers and 8 p. at end.
Series: [Murray's handbooks for travellers] -- Murray's handbooks for travellers.
Former owner's inscription: E.B. Haskell, 1893-4.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Full text of another copy (but not all the maps) available via Google Books (accessed January 2013):
http://books.google.com/books?id=Z-8wAQAAAM AAJ
References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray's handbooks for travellers, 224
Baskes G153 .M97 no. 224 (1892) (NLO)

36616 India - Maps - 1893
1 atlas (xii p., 60 col. maps, 85 p.) ; 19 cm.
Maps by J. Bartholomew & Co.
Phillips 3202.
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 1092
Eames folio G 1069.42 (NLO)

36617 India - Maps - 1894
Authors: W. & A.K. Johnston Limited
1 v. : 16 map plates ; 31 cm.
Phillips 03203
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 1092
Eames folio G 1069.42 (NLO)

A Handbook for travellers in India, Ceylon and Burma: including the provinces of Bengal, Bombay, and Madras, (the Panjub, north-west provinces, Rajputana, central provinces, Mysore, etc.), the native states Assam and Cashmere. London ; Calcutta : John Murray ; Thacker, Spink & Co., 1894.
Folded map in pocket.
Includes index.
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Ixiii, 484 p., [37] leaves of plates (23 folded) : ill., 37 maps (chiefly col.), plans ; 18 cm.
2nd ed.
Cover title: Murray's hand-book, India and Ceylon
Spine title: Hand-book for India and Ceylon
Half title: Handbook to India, Ceylon, Burma, and Cashmere
Contributions from F. Spratt, R.E. Acklom, and H. Beauchamp; section on Burma by E.S. Symes; section on Ceylon by A.H. Gordon. Cf. Lister.
Imperfect; issued with 45 (?) maps, but this copy lacks folded pocket map and 4 leaves of plates.
Folded map in pocket. 1 v. with 37 maps. Lacking 4 leaves of plates and folded map in pocket
"With seventy-five maps and plans."
Includes index.
Publisher's advertisements on endpapers.
Series: [Murray's handbooks for travellers] -- Murray's handbooks for travellers.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray's handbooks for travellers, 225
Baskes G153 .M97 no. 225 (1894) (NLO)

36619 India - Maps - 1897
Thacker's reduced survey map of India, edited by J.G. Bartholomew ... Calcutta : Thacker, 1897.
Ixxix, 484 p., 2, [40] leaves of plates (28 folded) : ill., 74 maps and plans (chiefly col.) ; 18 cm.
3rd ed.
Cover title: Murray's hand-book, India, Burma & Ceylon
Spine title: Hand-book for India, Burma and Ceylon
Half title: Handbook to India, Burma and Ceylon
Revised by Norwood Young and H. Beauchamp.
Cf. Lister.
"With seventy-four maps and plans."
Folded map in pocket.
Includes index.
Publisher's advertisements on endpapers.
Series: [Murray's handbooks for travellers] -- Murray's handbooks for travellers.
Illustrated bookplate: Campbeltown Free Public Library.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copy (removed from the Frances Wells Shaw papers in the Midwest Manuscript Collection at the Newberry Library): DS406 .M97 1898
References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray's handbooks for travellers, 226
LC Card Number: 05010083
Baskes G153 .M97 no. 226 (1898) (NLO)

36620 India - Maps - 1897
Authors: W. & A.K. Johnston Limited
1 map : col. ; 98 x 88 cm., fold. to 26 x 14 cm. + index (64 p.)
2d edition, extended and revised to date, with inset produce maps, and tea district maps, sketch maps of Calcutta, Bombay, and Madras, and general index ...
Scale: 1:4,435,200; 1 inch -- 70 English miles.
Eames G 1069 .87 (NLO)

36621 India - Maps - 1898
A Handbook for travellers in India, Burma and Ceylon : including the provinces of Bengal, Bombay, and Madras, the Punjab, north-west provinces, Rajputana, central provinces, Mysore, etc., the native states Assam and Cashmere. London ; Calcutta : John Murray ; Thacker, Spink, & Co., 1898.
1860-1907
Maps
3rd ed.
Cover title: Murray's hand-book, India, Burma & Ceylon
Spine title: Hand-book for India, Burma and Ceylon
Half title: Handbook to India, Burma and Ceylon
Revised by Norwood Young and H. Beauchamp.
Cf. Lister.
"With seventy-four maps and plans."
Folded map in pocket.
Includes index.
Publisher's advertisements on endpapers.
Series: [Murray's handbooks for travellers] -- Murray's handbooks for travellers.
Illustrated bookplate: Campbeltown Free Public Library.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copy (removed from the Frances Wells Shaw papers in the Midwest Manuscript Collection at the Newberry Library): DS406 .M97 1898
References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray's handbooks for travellers, 226
LC Card Number: 05010083
Baskes G153 .M97 no. 226 (1898) (NLO)
Overland routes to India -- Bombay -- Madras and environs -- Calcutta -- Calcutta and environs -- India : religions -- India : languages -- Island of Singapore.

Eames folio G 1069 .73 (NLO)

36623


A Handbook for travellers in India, Burma, and Ceylon : including the provinces of Bengal, Bombay, and Madras, the Punjab, north-west provinces, Rajputana, central provinces, Mysore, etc., the native states, Assam and Cashmere. London ; Calcutta : John Murray ; Thacker, Spink, & Co., 1901.


1xxxv p., 484 p., 2, [38] leaves of plates (28 folded) : ill., 74 maps and plans (chiefly col.) ; 18 cm.

4th ed.

Cover title: Murray's hand-book, India, Burma & Ceylon

Spine title: Hand-book for India, Burma, and Ceylon


Imperfect; issued with 45 (?) maps, but this copy lacks folded map in pocket.

"With seventy-four maps and plans."


References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray’s handbooks for travellers, 227

LC Card Number: 01021832

Baskes DS413 .F6 (NLO)


Illustrated guide to the South Indian Railway, including the Tanjore board, Pondicherry, Travancore State and Peralam-Karaiikkal Railways. London ; Trichinopoly : South Indian Railway Co. [ca. 1905].

Authors: South Indian Railway Co., Ltd. -- Waterlow and Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

xi, [1], 339, xxvi p., [1], 44 leaves of plates : ill., map ; 22 cm. + 1 folded map in pocket

Printed by Waterlow & Sons, London.

Cover title: South Indian railway illustrated guide.

Contents: (maps) Map shewing ancient divisions of India -- South Indian railway map shewing the South Indian Railway and other lines in connection therewith.

Subject (LCSH): South Indian Railway Co., Ltd.

Last date mentioned: June 1904. Cf. p. 120. Advertisements: xxvi p. at end. LC Card Number 20013224

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes DS406 .J4 1905 (NLO)


A Handbook for travellers in India, Burma and Ceylon : including the provinces of Bengal, Bombay, Madras, the united provinces of Agra and Lucknow, the Panjab, the North-West Frontier province, Beluchistan, Assam, and the central provinces, and the native states of Rajputana, central India, Kashmire, Hyderabad, Mysore, etc. London ; Calcutta : J. Murray ; Thacker, Spink, & Co., 1906.


cxv, 524, 8 p., 2, [51] leaves of plates (34 folded) : ill., 49 maps (chiefly col.), plans ; 18 cm.

5th ed.

Cover title: Murray’s hand-book, India, Burma & Ceylon

Spine title: Hand-book for India, Burma, and Ceylon

Revised by H.C. Fanshawe. Cf. Lister.


Series statement from publisher’s advertisement.
on front endpapers.
"With seventy-eight maps and plans."
Folded map in pocket.
"Murray's Indian handbook advertiser, 1906-1907 ...": 8 p. at end.
Series: [Murray's handbooks for travellers] --
Murray's handbooks for travellers.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray's handbooks
for travellers, 228
Baskes G153 .M97 no. 228 (1906) (NLO)

36627
India - Maps - 1907
<> Burm a - Maps - 190 7
<> Sri Lanka - Maps - 1907

A Handbook for travellers in India, Burma and
Ceylon : including the provinces of Bengal,
Bombay, Madras, the united provinces of Agra
and Lucknow, the Panjab, the North-west
Frontier Province, Beluchistan, Assam, and the
central provinces, and the native states of
Rajputana, central India, Kashmir, Hyderabad,
Mysore, etc. London ; Calcutta : John Murray ;
Thacker, Spink, & Co., 1907.
Authors: Fanshawe, H. C. (Herbert Charles),
1852-1923 -- John Murray (Firm) -- Murray's
handbooks for travellers -- John Bartholomew &
Co. -- Edward Stanford Ltd. -- Walker & Boutall --
Wm. Hutchinson & Co. -- J. & C. Walker (Firm) --
W. & A.K. Johnston Limited -- Weller & Graham
-- Thacker, Spink & Co. -- Longtell, G. B. -- Roger
S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) --
Hutchinson (Wm.) & Co. SEE Wm. Hutchinson &
Co.

cxvi, 524 p., [57] leaves of plates (34 folded) : ill.,
81 maps and plans (chiefly col.) ; 18 cm.
6th ed.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Series: [Murray's handbooks for travellers] --
Murray's handbooks for travellers.
Cover title: Murray's handbook, India, Burma &
Ceylon
Spine title: Handbook for India, Burma, and
Ceylon
Revised by H.C. Fanshawe. Cf. Lister.
Maps by John Bartholomew & Co., Stanford's
Geographical Est., Walker & Boutall, Weller &
Graham, J. & C. Walker, W. & A.K. Johnston,
Wm. Hutchinson & Co.
"With eighty-one maps and plans."
Folded map in pocket.
Former owner's inscription: G.B. Longtell, Oct.
1907
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray's handbooks
for travellers, 229
LC Card Number: agr11001232
Baskes G153 .M97 no. 229 (1907) (NLO)

36628
India - Maps - 1909
<> Burm a - Maps - 1909
<> Sri Lanka - Maps - 1909

A Handbook for travellers in India, Burma, and
Ceylon: including the provinces of Bengal,
Bombay, Madras, the united provinces of Agra
and Lucknow, the Panjab, Eastern Bengal and
Assam, the Northwest Frontier province,
Baluchistan, and the central provinces, and the
native states of Rajputana, central India,
Kashmir, Hyderabad, Mysore, etc. London ;
Calcutta : John Murray ; Thacker, Spink, & Co.,
1909.
Authors: Fanshawe, H. C. (Herbert Charles),
1852-1923 -- John Murray (Firm) -- Murray's
handbooks for travellers -- John Bartholomew &
Co. -- Edward Stanford Ltd. -- Walker & Boutall --
Wm. Hutchinson & Co. -- J. & C. Walker (Firm) --
W. & A.K. Johnston Limited -- Weller & Graham
-- Thacker, Spink & Co. -- Mal i, Pierre - Bagg, L.
H. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry
Library)
cxvi, 528, 12 p., [56] leaves of plates (36 folded) :
il., 82 maps and plans (chiefly col.) ; 19 cm.
7th ed.
Cover title: Murray's handbook, India, Burma &
Ceylon
Spine title: Handbook for India, Burma, and
Ceylon
Maps by John Bartholomew & Co., Weller &
Graham Ltd., J. & C. Walker, Walker & Boutall,
Stanford's Geographical Est., W. & A.K.
Johnston, Wm. Hutchinson & Co.
"With eighty-two maps and plans."
Folded map in pocket.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
"Murray's Indian handbook advertiser ...": 12 p. at
end.
Series: [Murray's handbooks for travellers] --
Murray's handbooks for travellers.
Former owner's signature: Mr. Pierre Mali.
Former owner's inscription: Room Z9 S.S.
Cleveland. L.H. Bagg.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray's handbooks
for travellers, 230
Baskes G153 .M97 no. 230 (1909) (NLO)

India - Maps - 1910-1919

India. Glasgow & London : William Collins, Sons,
& Co., Limited. [191-?].
Authors: William Collins Sons and Co. -- Roger
S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) --
William Collins Sons and Co. The Collegiate atlas
... [191-?]
1 map : col. ; 29 x 23 cm.
In: William Collins Sons and Co.The Collegiate atlas :
consisting of forty-four maps of modern
graphy, embracing all the latest discoveries
and changes in boundaries and eighteen maps of
historical geography, with copious index
(Glasgow, London, and Edinburgh : William
Printed plate number repeated on thumb index at

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
"Murray's handbooks for travellers.
Series: [Murray's handbooks for travellers].
"Murray's Indian handbook advertiser": 24 p. at end.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Folded map in pocket.
References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray's handbooks for travellers, 231
Baskes G153 .M97 no. 231 (1911) (NLO)

A Handbook for travellers in India, Burma and Ceylon: including the provinces of Bengal, Bombay, Madras, the united provinces of Agra and Oudh, the Panjab, Bihar and Orissa, Assam, the Northwest Frontier province, Baluchistan, and the central provinces, and the native states of Rajputana, central India, Kashmir, Hyderabad, Mysore, etc. London; Calcutta: John Murray; Thacker, Spink, & Co., 1913.
Cover title: Murray's handbook, India, Burma, and Ceylon
Preface signed: C.E. Buckland.
"With seventy-nine maps and plans."
Includes bibliographical references and index.
"Murray's Indian handbook advertiser": 16 p. at end.
Series: [Murray's handbooks for travellers]--Murray's handbooks for travellers.
Stamp: Charles comte de Flandre, prince de Belgique.
Laid in: photograph of a woman.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray's handbooks for travellers, 232
Baskes G153 .M97 no. 232 (1913) (NLO)

India - Maps - 1913<>>>Railroads<>>>Railroads - India - Maps - 1913<>>>Railroads - Maps
India: showing railways open and under construction on 31-3-13. London: George Philip & Son, 1913.
Authors: Burrrard, Sidney Gerald, Sir, 1860--George Philip & Son
1 map: col.; 72 x 88 cm. fold in covers 17 x 12 cm.

Former owner's inscription: Wm. R. Kaler, Detroit, Michigan, 1913.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copy: G 69.6
References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray's handbooks for travellers, 231
Baskes G153 .M97 no. 231 (1911) (NLO)

A Handbook for travellers in India, Burma, and Ceylon: information for travellers and residents: with four maps. London: Published by Thos. Cook & Son, [1910]?
Authors: Thomas Cook Ltd.--Cook's handbooks--W. & A.K. Johnston Limited--Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Forward dated: 1910.
Includes index.
Series: Cook's handbooks.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .C625 India (1910) (NLO)

India, Burma, and Ceylon: information for travellers and residents: with four maps. London: Published by Thos. Cook & Son, [1910]?
Authors: Thomas Cook Ltd.--Cook's handbooks--W. & A.K. Johnston Limited--Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Forward dated: 1910.
Includes index.
Series: Cook's handbooks.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .M97 no. 231 (1911) (NLO)

India, Burma, and Ceylon: information for travellers and residents: with four maps. London: Published by Thos. Cook & Son, [1910].
Authors: Thomas Cook Ltd.--Cook's handbooks--W. & A.K. Johnston Limited--Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Forward dated: 1910.
Includes index.
Series: Cook's handbooks.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .C625 India (1910) (NLO)
India - Maps - 1914

Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 22 maps, 41 city plans
1st ed.
Variant binding.
Includes advertising dated 1937 and priced in marks.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

India - Maps - 1918

1918<<<Sri Lanka - Maps - 1918
10th ed.
Cover title: Murray's handbook, India, Burma & Ceylon
Spine title: Handbook for India, Burma, and Ceylon
Preface signed: C.E. Buckland.
"With seventy-nine maps and plans."
Folded map in pocket.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Series: [Murray's handbooks for travellers] -- Murray's handbooks for travellers.
Former owner's inscription: C.F. Corbould-Ellis, Goring on Thames, Ox., England.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Variant of Lister, W.B.C. Murray's handbooks for travellers, 233.

India - Maps - 1921

1921<<<Burma - Maps - 1921<<<Sri Lanka - Maps - 1921
India, Burma, and Ceylon : information for travellers and residents : with four maps. London : Published by Thos. Cook & Son, 1921.
Authors: Thomas Cook Ltd. -- Cook's handbooks -- W. & A.K. Johnston Limited -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Includes index.
Series: Cook's handbooks.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .C66 India (1921) (NLO)

India - Maps - 1924

11th ed.
Cover title: Murray's handbook, India, Burma & Ceylon
Spine title: Handbook for India, Burma, and Ceylon
Edited by John G. Cumming and C.E. Buckland.
Cf. Lister.
Folded map in pocket.
"With eighty-five maps and plans."
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Series: [Murray's handbooks for travellers] -- Murray's handbooks for travellers.
Former owner's inscription: Marguerite Culloch, Indianapolis.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray's handbooks for travellers, 234
Baskes G153 .M97 no. 234 (1924) (NLO)

India - Maps - 1926


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
12th ed.
Cover title: Murray's handbook, India, Burma & Ceylon
Spine title: Handbook for India, Burma, and Ceylon
Folded map in pocket.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Series: [Murray's handbooks for travellers] -- Murray's handbooks for travellers.
Laid in: Map of Delhi.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray's handbooks for travellers, 235
Baskes G153 .M97 no. 235 (1926) (NLO)

India - Maps - 1928
Authors: Survey of India -- Tandy, E. A. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 34 maps ; 340 x 214 mm.
ed: EATandy
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCl)

India - Maps - 1929
Authors: Cotton, Evan, Sir, 1868-1939 -- Hearn, Gordon Risley, Sir, b. 1871 -- John Murray (Firm) -- Murray's handbooks for travellers -- John Bartholomew and Son -- Emery Walker Limited -- Edward Stanford Ltd. -- Thacker, Spink & Co. -- Canisius-Kolleg Bibliothek (Berlin, Germany) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
13th ed.

Cover title: Murray's handbook, India, Burma & Ceylon
Spine title: Handbook for India, Burma, and Ceylon
Revised by Evan Cotton. Cf. Lister.
Maps by John Bartholomew & Son, Emery Walker Ltd., and Stanford's Geographical Est.
"With numerous maps and plans."
Folded map in pocket.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Series: [Murray's handbooks for travellers] -- Murray's handbooks for travellers.
Bookseller's stamp: Canisius-Kolleg Bibliothek, Berlin.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray's handbooks for travellers, 235
Baskes G153 .M97 no. 236 (1929) (NLO)

India - Maps - 1930
Authors: Nobel, Alphons, 1895-1972 -- Technisch-Wirtschaftliche Auslandsführer -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Includes bibliographical references (p. 193-195) and index.
Series: Technisch-Wirtschaftliche Auslandsführer ; Bd. 2
Map on front endpapers.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes HC433 .N63 1930 (NLO)

India - Maps - 1930-1939 - Railroads - 1930-1939
Tourists' map of India / Government of India, State Railways Department. London : Publicity Officer, Indian State Railways, [193-?].
Authors: India. State Railways Dept.
1 map : col. ; 54 x 39 cm.
In "Notes" box at lower right, a rubber stamp:
Broad guage...green, Metre guage...purple, Your route...red.
This map has a route outlined in red pencil, and a manuscript "list of hotels" in Bombay, Udaipur, Jaipur, Agra, Delhi, Simla, Lahore, Rawalpindi, Srinagar (Kashmir), Peshawar, Lucknow, Benares, Cuttack, and Darjeeling.
Presumably the map was prepared by the Publicity Officer for use by a particular tourist.
map4F G7651 .P3 1930 .I5 (PrCl)

India - Maps - 1933
A Handbook for travellers in India, Burma and Ceylon.


Inset: Ceylon.

Coordinates: (E 60° /N 35°).

Scale: Scale 1:18,000,000

Title from envelope.

Envelope 23 x 31 cm.

2 maps (8 overlays) : col. ; each 19 x 23 cm, in envelope 23 x 31 cm.

14th ed.

Cover title: Murray's handbook, India, Burma & Ceylon

Spine title: Handbook for India, Burma, and Ceylon

Revised by Evan Cotton. Cf. Lister.


Folded map in pocket.

"With numerous maps and plans."

Includes bibliographical references and indexes.

Series: [Murray's handbooks for travellers] -- Murray's handbooks for travellers.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray's handbooks for travellers, 237

Baskes G153 .M97 no. 237 (1933) (NLO)


Philips' synthetic maps. Series 9, Indian Empire / by E.G.R. Taylor. London ; Liverpool: George Philip & Son ; London Geographical Institute ; Philip, Son & Nephew. [before 1936].


2 maps (8 overlays) : col. ; each 19 x 23 cm, in envelope 23 x 31 cm.

Title from envelope.

Publication date based on contents of maps.

Maps show Sind, Pakistan, as part of Bombay (separated in 1935) and Bihar and Orissa as one province (made into separate provinces in 1936)."

Consisting of eight transparencies and two coloured foundation maps with suggestions for class use"--Envelope.

Accompanied by: Suggestions for class use ([1] leaf).

Scale: Scale 1:18,000,000

Coordinate: (E 60°--E 101°/N 35°--N 6°).

Inset: Ceylon.

Relief shown by gradiant tints.


Previously owned by Eila M. J. Campbell?

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G153 .M97 no. 238 (1938) (NLO)


Authors: Hearn, Gordon Risley, Sir, b. 1871 -- John Murray (Firm) -- Murray's handbooks for travellers -- John Bartholomew & Son -- Emery Walker Limited -- Edward Stanford Ltd. -- Thacker, Spink & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

Cxxxviii, 792 p., [32] leaves of plates (29 folded) : ill., 52 maps (chiefly col.), plans ; 18 cm.

15th ed.

Cover title: Murray's handbook, India, Burma & Ceylon

Spine title: Handbook to India, Burma, and Ceylon

Revised by Gordon Hearn. Cf. Lister.


Folded map in pocket.

"With numerous maps and plans."

Includes bibliographical references and indexes.

Publisher's advertisements on endpapers and [2] p. at end.

Series: [Murray's handbooks for travellers] ; Murray's handbooks for travellers.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Duplicate copy: G 69 .602

References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray's handbooks for travellers, 238

Baskes G153 .M97 no. 238 (1938) (NLO)

India - Maps - 1941

India / Sir Firoz Khan Noon. [London]: Britain in Pictures Limited, [1941].


One map by F. Nichols.

Date of publication from Carney.

"With twelve plates in colour and twenty-six illustrations in black and white."

Series: The British commonwealth in pictures --
India - Maps - 1942}}>

**Burma - Maps - 1942**

*India*. Chicago : Chicago Tribune, 1942.

Authors: Chicago tribune -- Rand McNally and Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 52 x 39 cm.

Detached from Chicago Daily Tribune (1 January 1942).

Copyright by Rand McNally & Company, Chicago.'

Inset: Burma.

Scale ca. 1:6,600,000.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Baskes map8C G3201.S7 1940 .C68, no. 4 (PrCt)

---

**India - Maps - 1943**

*Pocket guide to India*. Washington : War and Navy Departments, 1943.


1 v. : 2 maps

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

---

**India - Maps - 1944}}>

**Calligraphic maps - 1944**

*India / [George Salter].* [New York : Random House, 1944].


1 map ; on sheet 21 x 14 cm.


Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.

Wing ZP 983 .S171, no. 440, p. 2 (PrCt)

---

**India - Maps - 1944}}>

**Calligraphic maps - 1944**

*India / [George Salter].* [New York : Random House, 1944].


1 map ; on sheet 21 x 14 cm.


Shows area between Strait of Hormuz on the west, Saigon on the east, Afghanistan on the north, and Singapore on the south.

Shows Burma Road.

Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.

Wing ZP 983 .S171, no. 440, p. 2 (PrCt)

---

**India - Maps - 1945 - Road maps}}>

**Road maps**

*Road map of India*. [Dehra Dun] : Survey of India, 1945.

Authors: Survey of India

1 map : col. ; 99 x 72 cm. fold. to 19 x 13 cm.

Paper label on front panel of folded map has same title, rubber stamp of "Bhawnani & Sons, stationers & booksellers."

Scale 1:1,680,000. 50 miles = 1 in.; (E 620--E 900/N 340--N 060).

Relief shown by shading and spot heights.

"Published under the direction of ... Surveyor General of India."


Includes 2 insets showing eastern and western portions of India.

map4C G7651 .P2 1942 .S8 (PrCt)

---

**India - Maps - 1949**


Authors: Thevenot, Jean de -- India National Archives

1 v. ; 25 cm.

G 69 .872 (NLO)

---

**India - Maps - 1949}}>

**Pakistan - Maps - 1949}}>

**Burma - Maps - 1949}}>

**Sri Lanka - Maps - 1949**


Authors: Hearn, Gordon Risley, Sir, b. 1871 -- John Murray (Firm) -- Murray's handbooks for travellers -- Emery Walker Limited -- Edward Stanford Ltd. -- John Bartholomew and Son -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newbury Library)

cxxiv, 792 p., [23] leaves of plates (18 folded) : ill., 43 maps (some col.), plans ; 19 cm.

16th ed.

Cover title: Murray's handbook, India, Pakistan, Burma & Ceylon

Spine title: Handbook for India, Pakistan, Burma, and Ceylon

Revised by Gordon Hearn. Cf. Lister.

Maps by Emery Walker, Stanford's Geographical Est., and John Bartholomew & Son.

Folded map in pocket.

"With numerous maps and plans."

Includes bibliographical references and index.

Series: [Murray's handbooks for travellers] -- Murray's handbooks for travellers.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray’s handbooks for travellers, 239
Baskes G153 .M97 no. 239 (1949) (NLO)

India - Maps - 1951
Tourist's handbook of India. Delhi : Jainco, 1951.
Authors: Jain, A. C. -- Jainco (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 12 maps
nd
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Authors: Lothian, Arthur Cunningham, Sir, b. 1887 -- John Murray (Firm) -- Murray’s handbooks for travellers -- Emery Walker Limited -- Edward Stanford Ltd. -- John Bartholomew and Son -- Morsman, E. Kimball -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Maps by Emery Walker, Stanford’s Geographical Est., and John Bartholomew & Son.
"With numerous maps and plans."
Folded map in pocket.
Series: [Murray’s handbooks for travellers] -- Murray’s handbooks for travellers.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray’s handbooks for travellers, 241
Baskes G153 .M97 no. 241 (1959) (NLO)

Cover title: Murray’s handbook, India, Pakistan, Burma, and Ceylon
Spine title: Handbook for India, Pakistan, Burma, and Ceylon
Includes bibliographical references and indexes.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray’s handbooks for travellers, 240
Baskes G153 .M97 no. 240 (1955) (NLO)

Cover title: Murray’s handbook, India, Pakistan, Burma & Ceylon
Spine title: Handbook for India, Pakistan, Burma, and Ceylon
Maps by Emery Walker, Stanford’s Geographical Est., and John Bartholomew & Son.
"With numerous maps and plans."
Folded map in pocket.
Includes bibliographical references, indexes, and errata.
Series: [Murray’s handbooks for travellers] -- Murray’s handbooks for travellers.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray’s handbooks for travellers, 242
Baskes G153 .M97 no. 242 (1962) (NLO)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Murray’s handbooks for travellers. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library. 
References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray’s handbooks for travellers, 244 
ISBN 0719506050 ; 9780719506055 

Baskes G153 .M97 no. 244 (1968) (NLO) 36660 

Authors: Nagel Publishers -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 
Spine title: Nagel’s Indien, Nepal. ‘56 schwarzweisse Pläne, 8 mehrfarbige Karten und Pläne.’ 
Map on endpapers. 
Includes index. 
Folded map loose. 
Series: Nagel Enzyklopädie-Reiseführer 
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library. 
ISBN 2826306294 ; 9782826306290 ; 2826306294 

Baskes G153 .N343 Indien (1975) (NLO) 36661 

22nd ed. / edited by L.F. Rushbrook Williams. 
Includes bibliographical references and indexes. 
Series: [Murray’s handbooks for travellers] -- Murray’s handbooks for travellers. 
Spine title: Handbook for India, Pakistan, Nepal, Bangladesh, & Sri Lanka 
‘Contributors to this edition of the Handbook include Mildred Archer and W.G. Archer on art, Penelope Chetwode on Khajuraho, Elizabeth von Führer Haimendorf on Nepal, J.D.A. Stainton on Nepalese flora’--Half t.p. verso. 
Maps by Emery Walker, Stanford’s Geographical Est., and George Philip & Son. 
Folded map in pocket. 
Illustrated bookplate: John E. Davis. 
Former owner’s label: J.E. Davis, British Aerospace, Dhahran, Saudi Arabia. 
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. 
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
the Newberry Library.

References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray's handbooks for travellers, 245

Authors: Fodor's travel guides -- Fodor's Travel Publications, Inc. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

36663 India - Maps - 1989
Authors: Cadogan guides -- Kusy, .F -- Globe Pequot Press -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 37 maps
2nd ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

36664 India - Maps - 1989
Authors: Penguin guides -- Michell, George -- Davies, Philip (Philip H.) -- Viking Press -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
2 v. : ill., maps, plans ; 24 cm.
Contents: v. 1. Buddhist, Jain, Hindu / George Michell -- v. 2. Islamic, Rajput, European / Philip Davies.
Includes bibliographical references and indexes.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 89051299
ISBN 067080696X (v. 1) ; 9780670806966 (v. 1) ; 0670808474 (v. 2) ; 9780670808472 (v. 2)
Baskes NA1501 .M53 1989 (NLO)

36665 India - Maps - 1989 - Guidebooks
Authors: Nicholson, Louise -- Century -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.
3rd ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

36666 India - Maps - 1990 - Atlases, Indic - 1990 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: TT Maps -- Oxford University Press -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 150 maps ; 347 x 250 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Authors: Kaushal, Beeba Singh -- Amrit -- Indian Book Depot -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 120 maps ; 280 x 219 mm.
In Hindi.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Authors: TTK Maps -- Mutiah -- Poovendran -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 28 maps ; 346 x 244 mm.
Edited by Mutiah and Poovendran.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

36669 India - Maps - 1995 - Road maps - Bangladesh - Maps - 1995 - Road maps
Authors: Lonely Planet Publications (Firm) -- Finlay, Hugh -- Steinhart Katzir Publishers -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (163 p.) : ill. (chiefly col.), 48 col. maps ; 23 cm.
1st ed.
Spine title: India travel atlas
By Hugh Finlay. Cf. p. 4.
Sectional maps at scale 1:1,250,000.
Relief shown by gradient and bathymetric tints.
In English, French, German, Spanish, and Chinese.
Includes index.
Series: Lonely Planet travel atlas.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
ISBN 0864422709 ; 9780864422705
Baskes G2281.P2 F56 1995 (NLO)

36670 India - Maps - Bibliography - 1700-1900 - Survey of India - Bibliography - National Archives of India - Map collections - Bibliography - Catalogs
Authors: Prasad, Sri Nandan -- Survey of India -- National Archives of India
xiv, 543 p. ; 25 cm.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Includes index.
Formerly Z6027.I39 I53 1975 LC Card Number: 77904797
Map Ref Z6027.I39 I53 1975 (NLO)

36671 India - Maps - Bibliography
Catalogs<<<Goa, Damam and Diu (India) - Maps - Bibliography - Catalogs<<<India - Maps - Collections - Facsimiles<<<Goa, Damam and Diu (India) - Maps - Collections - Facsimiles
Cartas antiguas da India existentes em Portugal (séculos XVIII, XIX e XX) / por A. Teixeira da Mota. Lisboa [Lisbon] : Junta de Investigações Científicas do Ultramar, 1979 [i.e. 1980].
Authors: Mota, A. Teixeira da (Avelino Teixeira) -- Centro de Estudos de Cartografia Antiga (Portugal). Secção de Lisboa -- Junta de Investigações Científicas do Ultramar -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
"Secção de Lisboa."
"Trabalho organizado para o Seminário Internacional de História Indo-Portuguesa (Pangim, novembro de 1978)"--P. [5].
Includes bibliographical references (p. 8-10) and index.
Series: Série Separatas / Centro de Estudos de Cartografia Antiga ; 116 -- Série Separatas (Centro de Estudos de Cartografia Antiga (Portugal)) ; 116.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 82112613
Baskes folio Z6027.I39 M67 1980 (NLO)

36672 India - Maps - Collections,
1511-1846<<<India - Maps - Bibliography - 1511-1846
Authors: Gole, Susan, 1935-
1 portfolio ([8] p., [70] leaves of plates (some folded)) : chiefly maps ; 51 cm.
1st ed.
Case oversize G2280.G6 1980 (NLO)

36673 India - Maps - Collections,
1795-1935<<<Maharashtra (India) - Maps - Collections, 1795-1935<<<Maharashtra (India). Department of Archives - Map collections
Authors: Kunte, B. G. -- Gondil, V. T. -- Kharade, A. K. -- Maharashtra (India). Department of Archives
ix, 31 p. : chiefly maps (some col.) ; 42 cm.
oversize G2280 .M34 (NLO)

36674 India - Nautical Cartography - 1700-1873<<<Nautical Cartography - India - 1700-1873
Authors: Prakash, Satya
BHC 1641
Vert 1226 (PrCt)

36675 India, South - Maps - 1744<<<Sri Lanka - Maps - 1744
A Map of India on the west side of the Ganges ... [London, 1744].
Authors: Harris, John, 1667?-1719 -- Woodward, Thomas, d. 1751? -- Harris, John, 1667?-1719.
Navigantium atque itinerrarium bibliotheca. Or, A complete collection of voyages and travels (1744-1748)
1 map ; 31 x 21 cm.
folio G 12. 387 v. 1, opp. p. 773 (PrCt)

1 map ; 20 x 31 cm.
Directional arrows show predominant monthly currents in the Indian Ocean.
"Liv. I. II. III. IV. V." -- At upper left.
"No. 13." -- At upper right.
Forms part of the William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library).
Greenlee 4691 .B71 1780 [map 13] (PrCt)

36677 India, South - Maps - 1816
British India, southern part / Neele sculp.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

India, South - Maps - 1851

Sri Lanka - Maps - 1851

Calcutta (India) - Maps - 1851

Pictorial works

Southern India including the presidencies of Bombay & Madras. London & New York : John Tallis & Company, [1851].

Authors: Rapkin, J. - Tallis, John, 1817-1876 -- Wray, A. H., fl. 1851 -- Kernot, J. H., fl. 1851 -- Martin, Robert Montgomery, 1803?-1868. Tallis's illustrated atlas, and modern history of the world ... (1851)

1 map : hand col. ; 29 x 21 cm.


In: Martin, Robert Montgomery. Tallis's illustrated atlas, and modern history of the world ... (London ; New York : J. Tallis, 1851) pl. [31a].

India, South - Maps - 1855

An Atlas of the southern part of India : including plans of all the principal towns & cantonments, reduced from the Grand Trigonometrical Survey of India shewing also the Tenasserim Provinces. [Madras : Pharoah & Co., 1855].


1 atlas ([70] leaves : 67 maps (some col., some folded)) ; 29 cm.

'Reduced from the Grand Trigonometrical Survey of India ...'

'Engraved by J. & C. Walker, London.'

Issued to accompany A Gazetteer of southern India ... (Madras, India: Pharoah & Co., 1855). xv, 728 p. ; 26 cm. [Eames G 69 .33]

Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 1088.

LC Card Number: 72215084

Eames folio G 1069 .052 (NLO)

India, South - Maps - 1973


Authors: Möller, Gerd -- Möller, Elfriede -- Goldstadt-Reiseführer -- Moeller -- Goldstadtverlag -- Roger S. Baskes Collection

290 p. : ill., 26 maps, plans ; 17 cm.

Includes bibliographical references (p. 285-286) and index.

Series: Goldstadt-Reiseführer ; Bd. 207 [i.e. 208] -- Goldstadt-Reiseführer ; Bd. 208.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G153 .G65 Bd. 208 (1973) (NLO)

India, South - Maps - 1990


Authors: Vestner, Heinz -- Nelles guides -- Nelles Verlag -- Roger S. Baskes Collection

256 p. : col. ill., 30 col. maps ; 20 cm.

1st ed.

Edited by Heinz Vestner.

Includes index.

Series: Nelles guides

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

ISBN 3886183610 ; 9783886183616 ; 1853651788 (U.K.) ; 9781853651786 (U.K.)

Baskes G153 .N45 Southern India (1990) (NLO)

India - Surveys - 1880

Topographical surveying - 1880

Indian systems of geographical map making. 1880.

Authors: Holdich, Thomas Hungerford, Sir, 1843-1929

p. 41-52


'From Royal Engineer Institute.'

Ayer Modern MS Karrow, box 2, folder 16, no. 14 (PrCt)

India - Surveys - 1886

Topographical surveying - 1886

The Survey of India. 1886.

Authors: Walker, James Thomas, 1826-1896 -- British Association for the Advancement of Science

p. 65-79


'Abstract of address before Geographical Section of British Association.'

Ayer Modern MS Karrow, box 3, folder 25, no. 2 (PrCt)
Indian cartography - Canada - Hudson's Bay Company. Archives
Peter, 1769-1822 - Canada - Indian cartography
Indian maps in the Hudson's Bay Co. archives : a comparison of five area maps recorded by Peter Fidler, 1801-1810. 1985-1986.
Authors: Beattie, Judith Hudson
Vert 620 (PrCt)

Indian cartography - Canada - Hudson's Bay Company. Archives - Fidler, Peter, 1769-1822 - Canada - Indian cartography
The Indian maps recorded by Peter Fidler, 1801-1810.
Paper read at the 11th Int'l Conf. on the History of Cartography, Ottawa (July 1985).
Vert 623 (PrCt)

Indian cartography - Exhibitions - Catalogs - North America - Indian cartography - Exhibitions - Catalogs - Newberry Library - Exhibitions
Authors: Warhus, Mark -- Newberry Library -- Mapline special no. 7 (September 1993) -- Kenneth Nebenzahl, Jr., lectures in the history of cartography -- International Conference on the History of Cartography (15th : 1993 : Chicago) -- Hermon Dunlap Smith Center for the History of Cartography
p. [1]-24 : maps, ill. ; 28 cm.
Catalog of an exhibition at the Newberry Library, June 16-August 5, 1993.
"Installed as part of the eleventh series of the Kenneth Nebenzahl Jr. lectures in the History of Cartography and the 15th International Conference on the History of Cartography." -- p. 24
This exhibit, another Newberry exhibit titled "Two by two : twenty-two pairs of maps from the Newberry Librar", and the conference were organized in conjunction with the Nebenzahl lectures.
In: Mapline. Special no. 7 (September 1993): [1]-24.
Includes 62 entries; this copy annotated in pencil with Newberry call numbers.
Duplicate copy: Map Ref folio GA101 .M3, Special no. 7 (September 1993)
See also lectures published in 1998, but first delivered in 1993 during the Nebenzahl Lectures:

Map Ref folio Z881.C525 N48 1993 (NLO)

Indian cartography - Exhibitions - Newberry Library - Exhibitions
Newberry’s maps unfold a richness of ideas. 1993.
Authors: Chicago tribune
1 p. : 22 cm.
From Chicago Tribune, July 16, 1993.
BHC 1773
Vert 1353 (PrCt)

Indian cartography - Indians - Digital mapping - Digital mapping - Indians - Indians of North America - Maps
Indigenous cartographies and counter-mapping . 2012.
Authors: Cartographica 47, no. 2 (Summer 2012) -- University of Toronto Press p. 77-145
Forms complete issue of Cartographica 47, no. 2 (Summer 2012), p. 77-145.
Full text of all articles available by purchase via University of Toronto Press website (accessed June 2012):
http://utpjournals.metapress.com/content/xt2118565762/?p=270db4a16bab49c7a27031f2f5beb492&pi=0
GA1 .C28, v. 47, no. 2 (Summer 2012) (PrCt)

Indian cartography - Indigenous cartography SEE Indian cartography - Cartography, Indian SEE Indian cartography - Aboriginal cartography SEE Indian cartography - Cartography, Aboriginal SEE Indian cartography - Primitive SEE Indian cartography - Cartography, Aboriginal SEE

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Indian cartography

SEE Indian cartography

ALSO Indian cartography

From wax-finding to map-making : the spacial information fields of aboriginal peoples. 1981.


BHC 1072

Vert 638 (PrCt)

Indian cartography - Mexico City

(Mexico) SEE Cartography - Mexico City (Mexico) - History SEE Mexico City (Mexico) - Maps - 1565 - Landowners - Manuscripts - Facsimiles SEE Landowners - Mexico City (Mexico) - Maps - 1565 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles - Landowners - Maps

Painting a map of sixteenth-century Mexico City : land, writing, and native rule / edited by Mary E. Miller and Barbara E. Mundy ; with essays by Dennis Carr ... [et al.]. New Haven : Beinecke Rare Book & Manuscript Library, Yale University ; Distributed by Yale University Press, c2012.

Authors: Miller, Mary Ellen -- Mundy, Barbara E. -- Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library -- Yale University Press


Regarding the ca. 1565 Codex Reese manuscript map held by Yale University's Beinecke Library (WA MSS S-2533), detailing land ownership in Mexico City with Indian pictographs.

Contents: The Beinecke map / Mary E. Miller -- The Beinecke map : iconography and physical properties / Dennis Carr -- Pictography, writing, and mapping in the valley of Mexico and the Beinecke map / Barbara E. Mundy -- Sibling maps, spatial rivalries : the Beinecke map and the Plano Parcial de la Ciudad de México / Maria Castañeda de la Paz -- The traces of the creative process : pictorial materials and techniques in the Beinecke map / Diana Magaloni Kerpel -- Analytical report of the pigments and binding materials used on the Beinecke map / Richard Newman and Michele Derrick -- On the margins of Mexico City : what the Beinecke map shows / Pablo Escalante Gonzalez -- Crown and Tlatoque : the iconography of rulership in the Beinecke map / Barbara E. Mundy -- Nahuatl hieroglyphic writing and the Beinecke map / Gordon Whittaker -- A Mexican map abroad : the Beinecke map in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries / Dennis Carr -- Afterword / Mary E. Miller and Barbara E. Mundy -- Conservation of the Beinecke map / Gisela Noack -- Individuals named hieroglyphically on the plots of the Beinecke map / Gordon Whittaker.

Includes bibliographical references (p. [197]-208) and index.

Digital images of the map available on Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library website (accessed September 2013):

http://beinecke.library.yale.edu/collections/highlight/codex-reese

LC Card Number: 2012033155
ISBN 9780300180718 (hbk.) ; 0300180713 (hbk.)

folio G1549.M6 P2 2012 (NLO)

Indian cartography - North America - Bibliography SEE North America - Indian cartography - Bibliography SEE Indians of North America - Maps - Bibliography


Authors: Karrow, Robert W. -- Karrow, Robert W. Maps for American Indian history : selected bibliography of modern maps, atlases, and map catalogs and bibliographies useful for Indian studies, with a section on Native American mapping (1992)

1 v. (ca. 300 p. in various pagination) : ill., maps ; in 3-ring binder (30 cm.)

Collective title.

Photocopies of 23 journal articles and 1 unpublished typescript.


Map Ref folio E59.C25 A78 (NLO)

36692 Indian cartography - North America - History


Includes bibliographical references and index.

Based on lectures first delivered at the eleventh Kenneth Nebenzahl, Jr., Lectures in the History of Cartography, organized to follow the fifteenth International Conference on the History of Cartography, both held at the Newberry Library in 1993.


Map Ref E59.C25 C37 1998 (NLO)

36693 Indian cartography - North America - History

Authors: Warhus, Mark -- Edward D. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) xiv, 242 p. : ill. (some col.), maps (some col.) ; 24 cm.

1st ed.

'A Thomas Dunne book.'

Includes bibliographical references (p. [230]-236) and index.


LC Card Number: 96044903

ISBN 0312150547

Map Ref E59.C25 W37 1997 (NLO)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

36694  Indian cartography - North America - North America - Indian cartography
   The Pre-European cartography of native America. 1995.
   Authors: Davis, Lee -- International Map Collectors' Society
   9 leaves: maps, ill.; 28cm.
   Paper prepared for IMCoS Symposium (14th)
   BHC 2272
   Vert 1739 (PrCt)

   Authors: Short, John R.
   176 p. : ill., maps ; 22 cm.
   In this reinterpretation of U.S. history, the author argues that, until now, writing about and popular understanding of the exploration and mapping of the New World has largely ignored the pivotal role played by indigenous people.
   Contents: Introduction: Creation myths and cartographic encounters ; Amerindian mappings -- Colonial cartographies: Encounters in a settled land ; Landings in a strange land -- Imperial cartographies: Surveying the West : Lewis and Clark and others ; Expedition into the 'desert' ; Fremont and Tah-Kai-Buhl ; 'Warren's map' ; Closing the frontier in the west -- Conclusions: Cartographic encounters in Australia ; Journey's end.
   Includes bibliographical references (p. 157-162) and index.
   ISBN 9781861894366 ; 1861894368
   GA408.5.W47 S56 2009 (NLO)

   Erythraei sive Rvbri Maris Periplvs / olim ab Arriano descriptus, nunc verò ab Abrah. Ortelio ex eodem delineatus. [London : J. Norton, 1597] [i.e. 1606].
   In: Ortelius, Abraham. "Parergon, sive, Veteris geographiae aliquot tabvlae", part of the historical atlas section of Ortelius's Theatrum orbis terrarum ... (London : J. Norton, 1606), [plate 147].
   Signature "xxxiij" and English letterpress text on verso beginning: The Peregrination of Vlysses. The manifold wandering voigages of Vlysses ... . "Cartographic sources: (Ulysses;) Homerus' Odyssee, (Annonis Periplvs:) Isaac Tzetzes, Ovidius and Ausonius." -- From Marcel P.R. van den Broecke's Cartographica Neerlandica website, which includes a digital image of another copy of the map (accessed August 2012); see http://www.orteliusmaps.com/book/ort224.html
   VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1606, [plate 147] (PrCt)

36697  Indian Ocean - Maps - 1540 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Indian Ocean - Maps - 1540 - Manuscripts - Nautical charts - Facsimiles (Provisional Heading) - Indian Ocean - Maps - 1540 - Manuscripts - Nautical charts - Facsimiles
   12 p., [34] p. of plates : col. ill. ; 44 cm.
   Facsimile of 1540 manuscript held by the University of Coimbra.
   Translation of: Tábuas dos roteiros da India de D. Joao de Castro.
   OCLC 21799957.
   Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
   Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

   Indian Ocean and Southeast Asia]. [Barcelona, Erythraei sive Rvbri Maris Periplvs / [i.e. 1606].
   In: Ortelius, Abraham. "Parergon, sive, Veteris geographiae aliquot tabvlae", part of the historical atlas section of Ortelius's Theatrum orbis terrarum ... (London : J. Norton, 1606), [plate 147].
   Signature "xxxiij" and English letterpress text on verso beginning: The Peregrination of Vlysses. The manifold wandering voigages of Vlysses ... . "Cartographic sources: (Ulysses;) Homerus' Odyssee, (Annonis Periplvs:) Isaac Tzetzes, Ovidius and Ausonius." -- From Marcel P.R. van den Broecke's Cartographica Neerlandica website, which includes a digital image of another copy of the map (accessed August 2012); see http://www.orteliusmaps.com/book/ort224.html
   VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1606, [plate 147] (PrCt)

36697  Indian Ocean - Maps - 1540 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Indian Ocean - Maps - 1540 - Manuscripts - Nautical charts - Facsimiles (Provisional Heading) - Indian Ocean - Maps - 1540 - Manuscripts - Nautical charts - Facsimiles
   12 p., [34] p. of plates : col. ill. ; 44 cm.
   Facsimile of 1540 manuscript held by the University of Coimbra.
   Translation of: Tábuas dos roteiros da India de D. Joao de Castro.
   OCLC 21799957.
   Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
   Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

36701 Indian Ocean - Maps - 1656 - Nautical charts
Nautical charts - Indian Ocean - Maps - 1656
Ost Indien van Cabo de Bona Esperanca to Ceilon / uit gegraven door Arnold Colom.
Amsterdam : Op het Water, in de Lichtende Colom, [1656?].
Authors: Colom, Arnold, 1624-1668 -- Colom, Arnold, 1624-1668. Zee-atlas, ofte Water-wereldt [1656?]
1 map : hand col. ; 63x 53 cm.
In extreme lower right corner, just outside border: 10 [sic].
Backed with linen.
Digital image available on MapForum website (accessed Sept. 2010) :
http://www.mapforum.com/07/colefahr.htm
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .C7 1656, map 11 (PrCt)

36702 Indian Ocean - Maps - 1687 - Nautical charts
- Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Nautical charts - Indian Ocean - Maps - 1687 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Nautical charts
Mer des Indes. [19-].
Authors: Blaeu, Joan, 1596-1673 -- Bibliotheque nationale (France). Ge B 1136 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1687 manuscript portolan.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France BN Ge B 1136 (PrCt)

36703 Indian Ocean - Maps - 1698 - Nautical charts
- Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Nautical charts - Indian Ocean - Maps - 1698 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Nautical charts
Mer des Indes. [19-].
Authors: Blaeu, Joan, 1596-1673 -- Bibliotheque nationale (France). Res Ge B 1137 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1698 manuscript portolan covering the eastern Indian Ocean.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France BN Res Ge B 1137 (PrCt)

36704 Indian Ocean - Maps - 1703 - Nautical charts
Nautical charts - Indian Ocean - Maps - 1703
East Indies - Maps - 1703 - Nautical charts - East Indies - Maps - 1703
China Sea - Maps - 1703 - Nautical charts
Nautical charts

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
China Sea - Maps - 1703

Amsterdam : Theatrum Orbis Terrarum ltd., 1970.

1 atlas : ill., plates, 37 maps ; 47 cm.
Facsimile reprint of: Thornton, John. The English pilot. The third book. Describing the sea coasts ... in the oriental navigation ... divided into three parts ... (London: printed by John How for the author, 1703); reproduced from the copy in the Maritiem Museum Prins Hendrik.

Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger):
English Pilot. Part 3 (1703)
Based on the 1675 ed. by J. Seller.

Includes maps variously credited to J. Clark, W. Dampier, the East India Company, E. Halley, J. Hayes, G. Mercator, J. Munden, S. Nicholls, C. Shovell, and E. Wright.

Introduction by Coolie Verner and R. A. Skelton.
Distributed in the U.S. by Rand McNally and in Great Britain by George Philip & Son.

'The first part, shewing ... the navigation from England to the East-Indies, and ... the Oriental Ocean.'

'The second part, containing necessary instructions for sailing between England and the East-Indies ...'

'The third part, describing the sea-coasts ... from Cape Bon Esperance, all over the Oriental Ocean ...'

Series: Theatrum Orbis Terrarum series of atlases in facsimile, 5th ser., v. 3.
National Maritime Museum catalogue v. 3, pt. 1, no. 426
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger):
English Pilot. Part 3 (1703)

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCT)

36706

Indian Ocean - Maps - 1703 - Nautical charts

Amsterdam : Theatrum Orbis Terrarum ltd., 1970.

1 atlas : ill., plates, 40 maps ; 47 cm.
Facsimile reprint of: Thornton, John. The English pilot. The third book. Describing the sea coasts ... in the oriental navigation ... divided into three parts ... (London: printed by John How for the author, 1703); reproduced from the copy in the Maritiem Museum Prins Hendrik.

Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger):
English Pilot. Part 3 (1703)
Series: Theatrum Orbis Terrarum series of atlases in facsimile, 5th ser., v. 3.
Based on the 1675 ed. by J. Seller.

Includes maps variously credited to J. Clark, W. Dampier, the East India Company, E. Halley, J. Hayes, G. Mercator, J. Munden, S. Nicholls, C. Shovell, and E. Wright.

Introduction by Coolie Verner and R. A. Skelton.
Distributed in the U.S. by Rand McNally and in Great Britain by George Philip & Son.

'The first part, shewing ... the navigation from England to the East-Indies, and ... the Oriental Ocean.'

'The second part, containing necessary instructions for sailing between England and the East-Indies ...'

'The third part, describing the sea-coasts ... from Cape Bon Esperance, all over the Oriental Ocean ...'

Maps also cataloged separately.
References: National Maritime Museum catalogue v. 3, pt. 1, no. 426
Formerly oversize G 10 .27
70-2091
ICN 70

Map Ref oversize G1025 .T37 ser. 5, v. 3 (NLO)

Carte de la suite de la Mer des Indes ou sont comprises. en partie les isles de Tenasserin et Sumatra. [ca. 1720].

Authors: Cartes Marines Manuscript Map Collection


1 ms. : hand col. ; 496 x 703 mm.

Nautical chart of the Bay of Bengal detailing the coast between Orissa (India) in the west and Tavoy (Burma) in the east. Continued southward on adjacent sheet (Ayer MS map 30, sheet 33).

Scale [ca. 1:2,080,000]. 'Echelle de 40 lieües' [=107 mm.]

Depths shown with soundings.

Pen-and-ink and watercolor (green, brown, yellow, red, grey); mounted on cloth.

Sheet 32 of 117 in the Cartes Marines Manuscript Map Collection, detailing French colonial interests worldwide, ca. 1640-ca. 1726.

Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 128 Ayer ms map proj 00

Digital image available as part of the Newberry Library's Great Lakes Digital Collection via the CARLI Digital Collections website (accessed Nov. 2010):

http://collections.carli.illinois.edu/u/?nb_y_grlakes, 842

**South**<br>Nautical charts<br>*A Chart of the East Indian Ocean from the Islands of Maldivy to Cambodia.* [London : J. Knaptón et al., 1728].<br>Authors: Harris, John, 1667?-1719 -- Knaptón, James, -1738 -- Harris, John, 1667?-1719. Atlas maritimus & commercialis ... (1728) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)<br>1 map ; 49 x 59 cm.<br>In: [Harris, John et al.] Atlas maritimus & commercialis ... (London : Printed for James and John Knaptón [et al.], 1728) plate '33.'

**36710**<br>Indian Ocean - Maps - 1748 - Nautical charts<br>Nautical charts - Indian Ocean - 1748<br>East Indies - Maps - 1748 - Nautical charts<br>China Sea - Maps - 1748 - Nautical charts<br>Pilot guides - 1748 - Nautical charts<br>*The English pilot. The third book, Describing the sea-coasts ... islands, bays, roads, harbours, and ports in the oriental navigation, shewing the property and nature of the winds ... courses and distances from one place to another, the setting of tides and currents ... divided into three parts ... shewing ... the East-Indies, and all over the Oriental Ocean ...* London : W. and J. Mount and T. Page, on Postern-Hill on Tower-Hill, 1748.<br>Authors: W. and J. Mount and T. Page (Firm), fl. 1748-1755 -- Mount, William, d. 1769 -- Page, Thomas, d. 1762 -- Thornton, Samuel, fl. 1703-1739 -- Nicholls, Sutton -- Price, Charles, fl. 1700-1707 -- Warren, Thomas Gregory, fl. 1748 -- Wood, William, fl. 1748 -- East India Company -- Dampier, William, 1652-1715 -- English Pilot.<br>Part 3 (1748) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)<br>1 atlas (70 p. : ill., 42 maps) ; 47 x 31 cm.<br>Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger): English Pilot. Part 3 (1748)<br>'The first part, shewing ... the navigation from England to the East-Indies, and ... the Oriental Ocean.'<br>'The second part, containing necessary instructions for sailing between England and the East-Indies ...'<br>'The third part, describing the sea-coasts ... from Cape Bona Esperanca, and all over the Oriental Ocean ...'.

Most map titles and imprints have apparently been revised from earlier states of copperplates. Includes maps variously credited to W. Dampier, the East India Company, S. Nicholls, C. Price, S. Thornton, T. Warren, W. Mount, T. Page, W. Wood, and the firm of W. and J. Mount, and T. Page.<br>Error in pagination: p. 63 numbered 62.<br>Maps also cataloged separately.<br>References Phillips 606; OCLC 40005396.

**36711**<br>Indian Ocean - Maps - 1748 - Nautical charts<br>Nautical charts - Indian Ocean - Maps - 1748<br>Indian Coast (Africa) - Maps - 1748 - Nautical charts<br>Indian Coast (India) - Maps - 1748 - Nautical charts<br>*A Chart of the western part of the East-Indies, with all the adjacent islands from Cape Bona Esperanca to the Island of Zelone.* [London : W. and J. Mount and T. Page, 1748].<br>Authors: W. and J. Mount, and T. Page (Firm), fl. 1748-1755 -- English Pilot. Part 3 (1748) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)<br>1 map ; 42 x 56 cm.<br>Oriented with north at left.<br>In: The English pilot. The third book, Describing the sea-coasts ... shewing ... the East-Indies, and all over the Oriental Ocean ... (London : W. and J. Mount and T. Page, 1748) following p. 20.<br>Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger): English Pilot. Part 3 (1748)<br>oversize Ayer 135 .E55 1748 following p. 20 (PrCt)


Authors: Buffon, Georges Louis Leclerc, comte de, 1707-1788 -- Imprimerie royale (France) -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:X46
1 map ; 49 x 57 cm.<br>Title expanded by cataloger.<br>Engraved 'No. 3.' in upper right corner.<br>Probably issued in an atlas forming part of: Buffon, Georges Louis Leclerc. *Histoire naturelle, générale et particulière, avec la description du Cabinet du roi ...* (Paris: De l'Imprimerie royale, 1750-1804). 44v. ; 26 cm.<br>The atlas may have been issued with volumes [25-29], published 1783-1788: *Histoire naturelle des minéraux*; cf. OCLC 6371564.<br>Duplicate copy: Ayer 135 .C32 178 following p. 20.

**36713**<br>Indian Ocean - Maps - 1803 - Nautical charts<br>Nautical charts - Indian Ocean - Maps - 1803 - Ocean currents<br>*A Chart of the Indian Ocean and the adjacent islands from the Cape of Good Hope to the Island of Zelone.* [London : J. Hill on Tower (PrCt)]
1 map ; 179 x 227 cm.<br>Oversize Ayer 135 .C32 178 following p. 20.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Ocean - Maps - 1803>Nautical charts
Chart of the Indian Ocean improved from the chart of M. d'Après de Manneville : and ... discoveries by S. La Rochette. 1803 [i.e. 1816?].
[General atlas of modern geography ... ] [1775-1816] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 59 x 111 cm.
In: Faden, William [and others]. [General atlas of modern geography : a collection of large scale maps and charts of all parts of the world] ((London, etc. : W. Faden, etc., 1775-1816)) v. 2, pl. [3].
Imprint on map: London: Published by W. Faden ... June 4th 1803.
Inset: Anemo-hydrography of the monsoons according to Vicomte Grenier [i.e. Grentier].
Verso handstamped '2.


Authors: Rapkin, J. -- Tallis, John, 1817-1876 -- Winkles, Henry, 1800-ca. 1860 -- Martin, Robert Montgomery, 1803-1868. Tallis's illustrated atlas, and modern history of the world ... (1851)
1 map : hand col. ; 22 x 31 cm.
Inset views (13 x 10 cm.): [Mauritius].
Inset views (5 x 7 cm. and smaller): Native village, Madagascar -- Point de Galle, Ceylon -- Port Louis, Mauritius -- North Beach, Prince of Wales Island -- Fall of the River Rouche, Isle of Bourbon.
In: Martin, Robert Montgomery. Tallis's illustrated atlas, and modern history of the world ... (London ; New York : J. Tallis, 1851) pl. [45].
folio G1019 .M197 1851 pl. [45] (PrCt)

Indian Ocean - Maps - 1853>Pacific Ocean - Maps - 1853>United States Naval Expedition to Japan (1852-1854) - Maps - 1856
Chart showing the track of the flagships of the U. S. Japan Expedition to the Eastd. of the Cape of Good Hope 1853 & 1854 / Ackerman lith. [New York ; London : D. Appleton and Co. ; Trubner & Co., 1856].
Authors: United States Naval Expedition to Japan (1852-1854) -- Perry, Matthew Calbraith, 1794-1858 -- Perry, Matthew Calbraith, 1794-1858. Narrative of the expedition of an American squadron to the China Seas and Japan (1856) -- Hawks, Francis L. (Francis Lister), 1798-1866 -- Ackerman Lithr. -- D. Appleton and Company -- Trübner & Co.
1 map ; 42 x 26 cm.
In: Perry, Matthew Calbraith. Narrative of the expedition of an American squadron to the China seas and Japan : performed in the years 1852, 1853, and 1854 / compiled ... by Francis L. Hawks (New York : D. Appleton and Co. ; London : Trubner & Co., 1856), opposite page 95.
Scale ca. [1:46,000,000].
Map has been repaired on verso with self-adhesive tape.
Case DS809 .P45 1856, opposite page 95 (PrCt)

Indian Ocean - Maps - 1891>Nautical charts

1 atlas (16 p., 35 leaves of plates) : 35 maps (some col.) ; 33 x 37 cm.
Edited by Neumayer?
Includes bibliographical references.
Publisher’s paper covered boards.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 4163
Baskes folio G2851.C7 D38 1891 (NLO)


The Indian Ocean - physical. [London] : George Philip & Son, Ltd. ; The London Geographical Institute, [1913].
Authors: George Philip & Son -- London Geographical Institute -- Philip, George, 1870-1937. Philips' mercantile marine atlas : a series of 35 plates ... with ... distances between ports ... (1913)
1 map : col. ; 31 x 31 cm.
Relief and bathymetry shown with color shading.
Includes two elevation profiles of the Indian Ocean (each 1 x 8 cm.).
Insets (each 14 x 12 cm.): [The Malay Archipelago] -- The Malay Archipelago showing visibility of land.
In: Philip, George. Philips' mercantile marine atlas : a series .of 35 plates ... with ... distances...

oversize H 7001.68, plate 26 (PrCt)

36718 Indian Ocean - Maps - 1913 - Trade routes

The Indian Ocean. [London] : George Philip & Son, Ltd. ; The London Geographical Institute, [1913].

Authors: George Philip & Son -- London Geographical Institute -- Philip, George, 1870-1937. Philips' mercantile marine atlas : a series of 35 plates ... with ... distances between ports ... (London : Liverpool : G. Philip & Son, ltd. ; The London Geographical Institute ; Philip, Son & Nephew, 1913), plate 10.

oversize H 7001.68, plate 10 (PrCt)

36719 Indian Ocean - Navigation

Pilot guides, Portuguese

Deterramina das coordenadas geográficas no Oceano Indico pelos pilotos portugueses e pilotos árabes no principio do século XVI. Coimbra : [Coimbra Editora], 1960.

Authors: Morais, J. Custodio de

4A 15537 (NLO)

36720 Indian Peaks Wilderness (Colo.) - Description and travel - 1989


Authors: Jenkins, Tom

6 p. : col. photos, map

From: Travel holiday (May 1989).


36721 Indian River County ( Fla.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps

Saint Lucie County (Fla.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps

Martin County (Fla.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps

Counties - Maps


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- NAVTEQ (Firm) -- Rand McNally and Company.

Street guide -- Rand McNally and Company.

StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm.

"1st edition" and "New title" -- front cover

"$21.95" -- back cover

Uniform title: Street guide --StreetFinder.

Forms part of the Rand McNally-StreetFinder.

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

ISBN 0528863517

RMcN StrFdr 2007.I5 (PrCt)


A Map of the Indian Territory : northern Texas and New Mexico [i.e. Oklahoma]. 1844.

Authors: Gregg, Josiah, 1806-1850

1 map

 Shows part of present-day Oklahoma.

References: Wheat 482.

temp map2F G4021.E1 1844 .G7 (PrCt)


[Map showing route of U.S. cavalry expedition to the Wichita Mountains, Indian Territory]. 1868.


Ayer MS 3039 map 6

1 ms. map : cloth ; 303 x 281 mm.

Shows region in southwest Oklahoma and north central Texas; centered on the Washita and Red River valleys, extending east to the mouth of the Washita, and south to the upper Trinity and Brazos Rivers. Identifies expedition route, primary roads, and military posts.

Accompanies 10th U.S. Cavalry officer Samuel L. Woodward's manuscript Journal of an expedition to the Wichita Mountains, from June 1st to July 13th, 1868 (42 p. ; 25 cm.).

Forms part of the Papers of Benjamin Henry Grierson, Woodward's commanding officer (Ayer MS 3039 box 11), the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection and the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library).

Scale [ca. 1:1,190,000] '1 inch: 18.94 miles.'

Limited relief shown with hachures.

Pen-and-ink on cloth.

Ayer ms map proj 97

VAULT drawer Ayer MS 3039 map 6 (NLO)

36724 Indian Territory - Maps - 1883 - Oklahoma - Maps - 1883

Indian Ty. Chicago : Geo. F. Cram, [1883].

Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 --
Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928. Cram's unrivaled family atlas of the world (1883)
1 map : col. ; 23 x 29 cm.
Inset (3 x 12 cm.): Continuation of Indian ty.
[Oklahoma panhandle]
In: Cram, George Franklin. Cram's unrivaled
family atlas of the world (Chicago : Geo.F. Cram,
c1883), p. 66.
fo!io G1019 .G463 1883b, p. 66 (PrCt)

Indian Territory - Maps - 1888 -
Railroads<<>>Oklahoma - Maps - 1888 -
Railroads<<>>Railroads - Maps
Rand, McNally & Co.'s Indian Territory. [Chicago :
Rand, McNally & Co., 1888].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company. Rand,
McNally & Co.'s improved indexed business atlas
and shipper's guide ... (1888) -- Rand McNally
and Company. Commercial atlas (1888)
1 map : col. ; 31 x 48 cm.
Title in upper margin.
In Rand, McNally & Co.'s improved indexed
business atlas and shipper's guide ... (Chicago:
Rand McNally, 1888) p. 468-469.
Keyed to index of towns and railroads on
p.466-467.
Uniform atlas title: Commercial atlas.
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .C7 1888, p. 468-469
(PrCt)

Indian Territory - Maps - 1889 -
Indian Reservations<<>>Indian Reservations - Indian
Territory - Maps - 1889<<>>Oklahoma - Maps -
1889- Indian Reservations<<>>Indian
Reservations - Oklahoma - Maps - 1889
Indian territory / compiled under the direction of
the Hon. John H. Oberly, Commissioner of Indian
Affairs, by C.A. Maxwell. 1889.
Authors: U.S. Bureau of Indian Affairs -- United
States. Department of the Interior -- Maxwell, C.
A. -- Maxwell, William -- Oberly, John H.,
1837-1899 -- Olberg, John -- United States.
Congress. Senate
1 map : col. ; 59 x 80 cm.
Detached from 'Letter from the Secretary of the
Interior ... in response to resolution of March 10,
1890 ... concerning the legal status of the Indians
in Indian Territory' in U.S. 51st Congress, 1st
session, 1889-1890. Senate Executive Document
78 [Serial Set 2686].
Scale 1:760,320.
Includes references 1-31.
Digital image of this copy available by website
subscription to American West : sources from the
Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana
at the Newberry Library, Chicago (produced by
Adam Matthew Digital; accessed November
alse&map=True&previous=6&vpath=SearchResults
36725

Exhibited at the Newberry Library as part of
Mapping Manifest Destiny : Chicago and the
American West (November 3, 2007-February 16,
2008). 537
map6F G4021.E1 1889 U5 (PrCt)

Indian Territory - Maps - 1894 -
Indian reservations<<>>Indian reservations - Indian
Territory - Maps - 1894<<>>Oklahoma - Maps -
1894 - Indian reservations<<>>Indian
reservations - Oklahoma - Maps -
1894<<>>Kiowa, Comanche, and Apache
Indian Reservation (Oklahoma) - Maps - 1894
Map of the Kiowa, Comanche and Apache
Reservation / compiled from U.S. surveys,
personal knowledge and other sources by D.P.
Smith, c.e. [Chickasha, Oklahoma : D.P. Smith,
1894].
Authors: Smith, D. P. -- Smith, D. P. D.P. Smith's
pocket map and write-up of the Kiowa,
Gomanche[]] and Apache reservation ... March
1st, 1894 -- Everett D. Graff Collection of
Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 60 x 59 cm., folded to 16 x 10 cm. +
booklet (22, 54, [16] p. ; 18 cm.)
Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying
booklet with cover title: D.P. Smith's pocket map
and write-up of the Kiowa, Gomanche[]] and
Apache reservation ... March 1st, 1894.
Township map of southwestern Oklahoma,
including the Fort Sill region and parts of
latter-day Kiowa, Caddo, Grady, Comanche,
Stephens, Tillman, Cotton, and Jefferson
Counties.
'Scale, 4 miles to 1 inch.'
Booklet includes 16 p. of advertising at end.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of
Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Graff 3838 (NLO)

Indian Territory - Maps - 1895 -
Indians<<>>Indians - Indian Territory - Maps -
1895<<>>Oklahoma - Maps - 1895 -
Indians<<>>Indians - Oklahoma - Maps -
1895<<>>Cherokee Indians - Maps -
1895<<>>Indians of North America - Maps
Map of the Cherokee Nation. Tahlequah, I. T. J.
W. Duncan, 1895.
Authors: Duncan, James William, 1861-1940
1 map : blueprint ; 63 x 47 cm., on sheet 70 x 58
cm.
'Showing the Districts, court houses, post offices
&c.'
Detached from metal spring-loaded roller.
See Wise, Donald A. 1895 Duncan map of the
Cherokee nation in Tulsa annals v. 31, no. 3
(Summer 1996): 20-22; electronic version of
article available on Tulsa Genealogical Society
website (August 2006):
http://home.earthlink.net/~dawise/duncan.htm
map4F G4021.E1 1895 .D8 (PrCt)
Indian Territory - Maps - 1900 - Real property

Classification map of Creek and Seminole nations / prepared for the Bradley Real Estate Co. [Muskogee, Okla.? Bradley Real Estate Co.?, ca. 1900?].

Authors: Ricksecker, Hockbusch & Patton -- Bradley Real Estate Co. (Oklahoma) -- Hall Lithographing Co. -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col., mounted on cloth ; 65 x 58 cm.

"Ricksecker, Hockbusch and Patton, civil engineers, Muskogee, I.T."

"Prepared for the Bradley Real Estate Co."

Printed by Hall Lithographing Co., Topeka, Kansas.

Land classification shown with color codes on U.S. General Land Office range and township grid.

Also shows railroads.

Scale [ca. 1:250,000]. "4 miles to an inch."

Coordinates: (W 97°00´--W 95°15´/N 36°15´--N 34°45´).

Exhibited at the Newberry Library as part of Mapping Manifest Destiny: Chicago and the American West (November 3, 2007-February 16, 2008).

Ayer p133 .RS53 (NLO)

Indian Territory - Maps - 1901 - Indian reservations

Indian Reservation (Oklahoma) - Maps - 1901 [Map of the Kiowa, Comanche, and Apache Indian Reservation in Oklahoma]. Burlingame, Kan. J.E. Reninger, [1901].

Authors: Reninger, John E. -- Reninger, John E. Guide book on Kiowa, Comanche, and Apache reservation, with sectional map, also diagram of corner stones ... [1901] -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)

1 map : orange paper ; 32 x 23 cm., folded to 13 x 9 cm.

Title supplied by cataloger.


In Reninger, John E. Guide book on Kiowa, Comanche, and Apache reservation, with sectional map, also diagram of corner stones ... (Burlingame, Kansas : J.E. Reninger [1901]) inside front cover.

Township map of southwestern Oklahoma, including the Fort Sill region and parts of latter-day Kiowa, Caddo, Grady, Comanche, Stephens, Tillman, Cotton, and Jefferson Counties.

Inset (11 x 11 cm.); Diagram of corner stones [marking township sections]

Advertising material at end of volume.

Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.

Graff 3463 inside front cover (PrCt)

Indian Territory - Maps - 1904 - Indian reservations

Indian reservations - Oklahoma - Maps - 1904


Authors: Ricksecker, Hockbusch & Patton (Muskogee, Okla.) -- Geological Survey (U.S.) -- August Gast & Co. -- Bradley Realty Bank and Trust Co. (Muskogee, Okla.) -- Gast (August) & Co. SEE August Gast & Co.

1 map : col. ; 89 x 66 cm.

'Compiled from official records of the United States Geological Survey.'

'Prepared for the Bradley Realty Bank and Trust Co.'

Scale [ca. 1:240,000].

Sections are colored to indicate agricultural land, rocky prairie land, hilly and rocky prairie, and mountain land.

16253

ICN75

map6F 4020 (PrCt)

Indian Territory - Maps - 1907 - Indians - Land tenure - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

Graff 3463 inside front cover (PrCt)
Oklahoma - Maps - 1907 - Manuscripts -
Facsimiles - Indian Territory - Maps - 1907 - Real property - Manuscripts -
Facsimiles - Oklahoma - Maps - 1907 - Real property - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps -
Facsimiles - Indians of North America - Maps
[Township maps of Indian Territory]. [S.I. s.n., 1907?].
1 atlas ([142] maps) ; 13 x 19 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Reduced photostatic reproductions (positive) of manuscript township maps compiled ca. 1907 (?), possibly by the U.S. Geological Survey or the U.S. General Land Office, on printed township grids comprised of 36 sections and 144 quarter-sections.
Some maps are signed by, among others, C. Stoll, C.H. Dana, S.A. Detwiler, and Arch. S. Hassan; some maps hand-stamped 'Oklahoma Map Co., 520-521 Equitv Bldg., phone 2481, Muskogee, Okla.'
Mimeographed sheet of land values assigned by class ('natural open bottom', 'best black prairie', etc.) pasted on verso of map for Township North 18, Range 18 East of Indian Meridian.
Ayer 250.1 .I5 P71 1895 (NLO)

36733
Indiana County (Pa.) - Maps - 1856 -
Landowners - Counties - Maps -
Authors: Peelor, David -- McLaughlin, J. B. -- Kinter, J. A. -- Barker, William J. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 2 parts, 42 x 26 in. each.
Originally published North Hector, N.Y.: William J. Barker, 1856.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 756 (PrCt)

36734
Indian Dunes National Lakeshore (Ind.) - Maps - 2008 -
Indiana Dunes State Park (Ind.) - Maps - 2008
1 map : col. ; 19 x 42 cm., on sheet 40 x 42 cm.
Title panel.
Added title from back panel: Indiana Dunes *GPO: 2006 320-369/00523 Reprint 2006" Inset (7 x 14 cm.). [Location map]
Descriptive text and color photos on both sides. Issued as brochure folded to 21 x 10 cm.
Gift 2011, Autumn Mather
map2F G4092.I45 2006 .U5 (PrCt)

36737
Indiana Dunes National Lakeshore (Ind.) - Maps - 1921 -
Road maps - Indiana Dunes State Park (Ind.) - Maps - 1921 - Road maps
Indiana Dunes State Park (Ind.) - Maps - 1921 - Railroads - Indiana Dunes National Lakeshore (Ind.) - Maps - 1921 - Railroads - Maps
Strip maps
Map of Indiana Dunes: the wonder region of the Middle West / by P.S. Goodman, member of the Prairie Club. Chicago, Ill. Rand McNally & Co., [1921?].


1 strip map in 3 sections: col.; on sheet 76 x 73 cm.

Reduced printout of digital photograph; printed with Adobe Reader ver. 9; reproduced from undated original map (colored) in possession of Indiana Dunes State Park in Chesterton, Indiana.

Reduced neatline measurement: 41 x 64 cm. Relief shown by shading and spot heights.

Includes driving directions for route between Chicago and Michigan City detailing mileage between turns.

Neatline measurement: 70 x 70 cm. Issued folded to 19 x 9 cm. in covers. Imperfect: separated from covers; covers damaged with some loss of detail. Handstamp on front cover: Register of Copyrights, Library of Congress ... Dated "6/24/21" in ms.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

References: Cf. OCLC 60655977 (1918 ed.); cf. OCLC 31601417 and 247554462 (1920 editions).

36739  Indiana Dunes State Park (Ind.) - Maps - 1940-1949- Indiana Dunes National Lakeshore (Ind.) - Maps - 1940-1949

Indiana Dunes State Park, Porter County, Indiana. [Indianapolis, Ind.? Indiana Division of State Parks, Lands, and Waters?, 194-?]. Authors: Indiana. Division of State Parks, Lands, and Waters -- Indiana Dunes State Park (Ind.)

1 map; photocopies; 42 x 48 cm., on 12 sheets each 22 x 28 cm.

Reduced printout of digital photograph; reproduced from anonymous and undated original map (colored) in possession of Indiana Dunes State Park in Chesterton, Indiana.

"2182 acres."

Includes location map.


References: Cf. OCLC 56883873

map1F G4092 .I45 1940-1949 .I5 (PrCt)


Map of Indiana Dunes: the wonder region of the Middle West / by P.S. Goodman, member of the Prairie Club. Chicago, Ill. Rand McNally & Co., [1921?].


1 strip map in 3 sections: col.; on sheet 76 x 73 cm.

Cover title: Indiana Dunes: Rand McNally pocket map: railroads and stations, roads, trails, houses, streams, marshes, swamps, etc.

Uniform title: Pocket maps

"The data upon which this map is based is from the Official Survey, The United States soil map of Porter County, and from original sketches and photographs by the author."

Contents: "Sec. 1. Miller to Dune Park Station. Sec. 2. Dune Park Station to Tremont. Sec. 3. Tremont to Michigan City."

Show locations of buildings on the shoreline, including the "Prairie Club Camp."

Plate no. 958 E1

Relief shown by shading and spot heights.

Inset (15 x 14 cm.): Indiana Dunes and vicinity showing main highways.

Includes driving directions for route between Chicago and Michigan City detailing mileage between turns.

Neatline measurement: 70 x 70 cm. Issued folded to 19 x 9 cm. in covers. Imperfect: separated from covers; covers damaged with some loss of detail. Handstamp on front cover: Register of Copyrights, Library of Congress ... Dated "6/24/21" in ms.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

References: Cf. OCLC 60655977 (1918 ed.); cf. OCLC 31601417 and 247554462 (1920 editions).

map1F G4092 .I45 1921 .G6 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

1 map: hand col.; 28 x 21 cm.
Engraved title within neatline.
Added letterpress title in uppercase and oversize lettering, top margin: Geographical, statistical, and historical map of Indiana
In: H.C. Carey and I. Lea (Firm). A Complete historical, chronological, and geographical American atlas ... (Philadelphia : H.C. Carey and I. Lea, 1822), [map 27].
"No. 32." -- In letterpress at upper right.
Forms part of the William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library).

36751

Indiana - Maps - 1827
1 map; 28 x 21 cm.
Engraved title within neatline.
Added letterpress title in uppercase and oversize lettering, top margin: Geographical, statistical, and historical map of Indiana
In: H.C. Carey and I. Lea (Firm). A Complete historical, chronological, and geographical American atlas ... (Philadelphia ; London ; Leipzig

36752

Indiana - Maps - 1829
Authors: Finley, A. (Anthony) -- Young & Delleker -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map; 27 x 21 cm. in portfolio 30 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:1,700,000].
Originally issued in pocket size with stamped cover (9 cm.); shelved in upright portfolio (30 cm.).
Duplicate or variant of map no. 26 issued in Finley, A. A new general atlas (Philadelphia: A. Finley, 1829).

36753

Indiana - Maps - 1830
Indiana. [19--].
Authors: Finley, A. (Anthony) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map; 27 x 21 cm. fold. to 23 cm.
Photostat reproduction (negative) of original published Philadelphia: A. Finley, 1830
Scale [ca. 1:1,710,720]; about 27 miles to 1 inch.
Bound with his Illinois. 1831. [Ayer 133.5 .F51 1831]

36754

Indiana - Maps - 1833
Indiana / Young & Delleker sc. Philada.
[Philadelphia]: A. Finley, [1833].
Authors: Young & Delleker -- Finley, A. (Anthony) -- Finley, A. (Anthony). A New general atlas ... (1833) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map; hand col.; 28 x 21 cm.
In: Finley, Anthony. A New general atlas : comprising a complete set of maps, representing the grand divisions of the globe ... (Philadelphia : A. Finley, 1833), plate 26.
Sheet corner numbered 26.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

36755

Indiana - Maps - 1833
Authors: Young, J. H. (James Hamilton) -- Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map; hand col.; 36 x 29 cm, folded to 12 x 7 cm.
Cover title: Mitchell's map of Indiana.
'Entered ... 1833 ...'
Scale [ca. 1:1,270,000]; 20 miles to an inch.
Includes tables: Steam boat routes -- Population of ... Indiana ... 1830.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Indiana - Maps - 1841


Authors: Bradford, T. G. (Thomas Gamaliel), 1802-1887 -- Bradford, T. G. (Thomas Gamaliel), 1802-1887. A Comprehensive atlas ... (1835, [i.e. 1841?]}) -- Boynton, George W., -1884 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 25 x 19 cm.


folio Ayer 135.B75 1835 pl. 20, p. 54 (PrCt)

Indiana - Maps - 1841

A New map of Indiana with its roads & distances. [Philadelphia : Carey & Hart, 1845].

Authors: Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Carey & Hart -- Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858. A New universal atlas ... (1845) 1 map : hand col. ; 33 x 26 cm.

'Entered according to act of Congress, in the year 1841, by H. S. Tanner ... .

Inset (3 x 20 cm.): Profile of the Wabash and Erie Canal.

In: Tanner, Henry Schenck. A New universal atlas containing maps of the various empires, kingdoms, states, and republics of the world ... (Philadelphia : S. Augustus Mitchell, 1847) pl. '30.'

Case oversize G1019 .T2 1845 map 30 (PrCt)

Indiana - Maps - 1845

A Sketch of the public surveys in Indiana. 1845.


1 map : 45 x 26 cm.

Detached from U.S. 29th Congress, 1st session, 1845-1846. Senate Document 16 [Serial Set 472].

M1015

map4F G3701.B5 1845 US no. 2 (map G) (PrCt)

Indiana - Maps - 1847


1 map ; 44 x 26 cm.

In U.S. 30th Congress, 1st session, 1847-1848. Senate Document 2, after p. 72.

Scale 1:1,140,480 or '18 miles to an inch.' Above title: F.

In upper right corner: S. Doc. no. 2 1st Sess. 30th Cong.

Reference: Koeppe, Carto-bibliography of maps, 504 (30-1) S.exdoc. 2, map 3.

Govt. 504, map 3 (PrCt)

Indiana - Maps - 1847

A New map of Indiana with its roads & distances. Philada. S. Augustus Mitchell, 1847.

Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Burroughs, H. N. -- Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868. A New universal atlas containing maps of the various empires, kingdoms, states, and republics of the world ... (1847)

1 map ; hand col. : 32 x 26 cm.

Inset (4 x 20 cm.): Profile of the Wabash and Erie Canal.

In: Mitchell, S. Augustus. A New universal atlas containing maps of the various empires, kingdoms, states, and republics of the world ... (Philadelphia : S. Augustus Mitchell, 1847) pl. '30.'

oversize G 10 .579 pl. 30 (PrCt)

Indiana - Maps - 1850

A New map of Indiana with its roads & distances. Philadelphia : Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co., 1850 [i.e. 1852].

Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co. -- Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868. Mitchell, S. Augustus. New universal atlas ... (1852)

1 map : hand col. ; 32 x 27 cm.

Entered according to act of Congress in ... 1850 by Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co. ... .


Inset (4 x 21 cm.): Profile of the Wabash and Erie Canal.

In: Mitchell, S. Augustus. New universal atlas ... (Philadelphia : Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co.) 1852 pl. '31.'

oversize G1019 .N49 1852 pl. 31 (PrCt)

Indiana - Maps - 1855


Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's atlas of the world ... (1855-1856)

1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 29 cm.

**oversize G 10 .185 v.1, pl. 36 (PrCt)**

### Indiana - Maps - 1857


*Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's general atlas ... (1857) 1 map : hand col. ; 144 x 97 cm., sectioned and fractional sections, the boundaries of civil townships and counties, canals and railroads, the location of cities, villages and post offices / compiled and draughted by Frederick Stein. Indianapolis : Asher & Adams, 1865, c1864.**

*Authors: Stein, Frederick -- Brown, Ryland Thomas, 1807-1890 -- J. Sage & Sons (Buffalo, N.Y.) 1 map : hand col. ; 144 x 97 cm. Scale ca. 1:316,800. "Geological survey compiled and arranged by R. T. Brown, Prof. of Nat. Science N. W. Christian University and late State Geologist." Below imprint: Lith. Sage Sons & Co., Buffalo, N.Y. Includes tables "Representation in Congress & ratio of increase of population of the states & territories," "Railroads of the state of Indiana from census 1860," "Date of organization and population of Indiana by counties from census 1860," "Population of the principal cities, towns and villages, compiled from the latest reports" and "Diagram illustrating the relative course & position of each state with ratio of increase from 1790 to 1860." Includes views of state schools for the blind and for the deaf and dumb, and the state hospital for the insane. Decorative border (ca. 4 cm. wide) includes four vignettes. Just inside decorative border at bottom center: Entered according to act of Congress in the year 1864...."

**maproll G4090 1864 .S7 (PrCt)**

### Indiana - Maps - 1859

**Colton's Indiana. New York : J.H. Colton and Company, 1859.**


### Indiana - Maps - 1864

**Johnson's Indiana. New York : A.J. Johnson, 1864.**


### Indiana - Maps - 1865<<>>Wall maps

**Asher & Adams’ New civil and congressional township map of the state of Indiana ... from the latest official United States surveys, exhibiting the sections and fractional sections, the boundaries of civil townships and counties, canals and railroads, the location of cities, villages and post offices / compiled and draughted by Frederick Stein. Indianapolis : Asher & Adams, 1865, [c1864].**

*Authors: Stein, Frederick -- Brown, Ryland Thomas, 1807-1890 -- J. Sage & Sons (Buffalo, N.Y.) -- Asher & Adams -- Lith. Sage Sons & Co. (Buffalo, N.Y.) -- Asher (J.) Sons & Co., Buffalo, N.Y., printers SEE J. Sage & Sons (Buffalo, N.Y.) 1 map : hand col. ; 144 x 97 cm., sectioned and mounted on linen, fold. in slipcase 26 x 11 cm. "Geological survey compiled and arranged by R. T. Brown, Prof. of Nat. Science N. W. Christian University and late State Geologist." To left of imprint: Lith. Sage Sons & Co., Buffalo, N.Y.  **366766 Indiana - Maps - 1865<<>>Wall maps  **Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.**
Scale [ca. 1:316,800.]
Title on slipcase: Indiana. Includes tables "Representation in Congress & ratio of increase of population of the states & territories," "Railroads of the state of Indiana from census 1860," "Population of Indiana by counties from census 1860," "Location of congressional districts in state of Indiana," and "Diagram illustrating the relative course & position of each state with ratio of increase from 1790 to 1860." Includes views of state schools for the blind and for the deaf and dumb, and the state hospital for the insane. Decorative border trimmed off before mounting, presumably with loss of copyright notice (see other copy, Map4F G4090 1864 .S7).

G 10895 .84 (NLO)

36768 Indiana - Maps - 1870-1871 Counties - Maps
oversize G 10895 .05 (NLO)

oversize G 10895.05, no. 34 (PrCt)

36770 Indiana - Maps - 1870 - Railroads - Railroads - Maps
Case G 10895 .178 (NLO)

36771 Indiana - Maps - 1871

Authors: Asher & Adams -- Asher, Adams & Higgins -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 atlas : 10 maps ; 452 x 323 mm. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. References: Ristow 443; Phillips 1598
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

36772 Indiana - Maps - 1871 Counties - Maps
colio G1400.A4 1871a (NLO)

36773 Indiana - Maps - 1872
Colton's guide map of Indiana ... Chicago : Blanchard, 1872. Authors: Blanchard, Rufus, 1821-1904 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Blanchard & Eastman, fl. 1872 1 map ; 41 x 30 cm. Scale: 1:1,267,200. 20 miles to an inch.
Case G 10895 .18 (NLO)

36774 Indiana - Maps - 1873
Fitzgerald map4F G4100 1873 .G7 (PrCt)

36775 Indiana - Maps - 1874
map4F G4100 1874 .G7, map 3 (PrCt)

**Indiana - Maps - 1878**


map6F G4090 1878 .U5 (PrCt)

**Indiana - Maps - 1879-1880 - Administrative and political divisions**


**Indiana - Maps - 1881 - Indian land transfers**


'Scale 10 miles to 1 inch' [1:633,600]. Cessions are keyed by number to the report. Missing January 2008. map6F G4091 .E1 1881 R6 (PrCt)
Railroads\\railroads - Maps

1 map : col. ; 48 x 31 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:1,034,000].
In Rand, McNally & Co.'s new indexed business atlas, 9th ed. (Chicago, 1881) p. 230-231; index and population statistics on p. 229 and 232-239. Inset (8 x 9 cm.): City of Indianapolis.
Uniform title: Commercial atlas.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection.
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .C7 1881, p. 230-231 (PrCt)

**Indiana - Maps - 1882**

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 48 x 30 cm. fold in covers 10 x 16 cm. + index (48, [4] p.)
Cover title.
Map proper, titled 'Rand McNally & Co.'s Indiana,' shows railroads overprinted in red.
Condition: V. good. Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection. Previous location: B-19 AMcN III PC 2270 (PrCt)

**Indiana - Maps - 1882 - Railroads - Indianapolis (Ind.) - Maps - 1882 - Railroads - Railroads - Maps**

1 map : col. ; 48 x 31 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Inset (8 x 9 cm.): City of Indianapolis.
Issued folded in accompanying index (48 p. ; 18 cm.): Rand, McNally & Co.'s indexed county and township map of Indiana. Chicago : Rand, McNally & Co., 1882.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
map2F G4091.P3 1882 .R3 (PrCt)

**Indiana - Maps - 1883**

*Indiana. Chicago : Geo. F. Cram, [1883].*
Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928. Cram's unrivaled family atlas of the world (1883)
1 map : col. ; 30 x 23 cm.
In: Cram, George Franklin. Cram's unrivaled family atlas of the world (Chicago : Geo.F. Cram, c1883), p. 47.
folio G1019 .G463 1883b, p. 47 (PrCt)

**Indiana - Maps - 1883 - Railroads - Railroads - Maps**

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1883)
1 map : col. ; 12 x 17 cm.
Title in right margin.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1883) opposite p. 650 H 668 .703 (1883) opp. p. 650 (PrCt)

**Indiana - Maps - 1884 - Railroads - Railroads - Maps**

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1884)
1 map : col. ; 12 x 17 cm.
Title in right margin.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1884) opposite p. 625 H 668 .703 (1884) opp. p. 625 (PrCt)

**Indiana - Maps - 1885 - Railroads - Railroads - Maps**

Authors: Cincinnati, Indianapolis, St. Louis, and Chicago Railway Company -- Robert Clarke & Co.
1 map ; 28 x 17 cm.
In Cincinnati, Indianapolis, St. Louis, and Chicago Railway Company. Sixth annual report to the stockholders of the Cincinnati, Indianapolis, St. Louis and Chicago Railway Company ... 1885 (Cincinnati : Press of Robert...
Indiana - Maps - 1885 - Railroads - Maps
Title in right margin.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1885) between p. 616-617
H 668 .703 (1885) bet. p. 616-617 (PrCt)

Indiana - Maps - 1886 - Railroads - Maps
Map of the Cincinnati, Indianapolis, St. Louis & Chicago Railway & connections. [Cincinnati: Robert Clarke & Co., 1886].
Authors: Cincinnati, Indianapolis, St. Louis, and Chicago Railway Company -- Robert Clarke & Co.
1 map; 28 x 17 cm.
Incomplete; top and bottom of sheet trimmed. In Cincinnati, Indianapolis, St. Louis, and Chicago Railway Company. Seventh annual report to the stockholders of the Cincinnati, Indianapolis, St. Louis and Chicago Railway Company ... 1886 (Cincinnati: Press of Robert Clarke & Co., 1886) at end.
5A 7267 (1885-1886 vol.) (PrCt)

Indiana - Maps - 1886 - Railroads - Maps
Indiana. [Chicago : George F. Cram, 1887].
Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928. Cram's standard American atlas of the world (1887) 1 map: col.; 55 x 39 cm.
Keyed to town and railroad index on p. 66-69.
Case oversize G1019 .G455 1887, p. 70-71 (PrCt)

Indiana - Maps - 1887 - Railroads - Maps
Rand, McNally & Co.'s Indiana. Chicago: Rand, McNally & Co., 1887 [i.e. 1888].
'Copyright, 1887 ...'
Title in right margin.
In Rand, McNally & Co.'s improved indexed business atlas and shipper's guide ... (Chicago: Rand McNally, 1888) p. 312-313.
Keyed to index of towns and railroads on p. 314-324.
oversize RMcN atlas .C7 1888, p. 312-313 (PrCt)

Indiana - Maps - 1888 - Railroads - Maps
East (U.S.) - Maps - 1888 - Railroads - Maps
Map of the Cincinnati, Indianapolis, St. Louis & Chicago Railway & connections. [Cincinnati: Robert Clarke & Co., 1888].
Authors: Cincinnati, Indianapolis, St. Louis, and Chicago Railway Company -- Robert Clarke & Co.
1 map; 14 x 28 cm.
Detached from Cincinnati, Indianapolis, St. Louis & Chicago Railway Company. Eighth annual report to the stockholders ... 1887 (Chicago: Robert Clarke & Co., 1887) [5A 7267 (1886-1887 vol.) at end]
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor & Greenough (New York, N.Y.) -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1888)
1 map : col. ; 26 x 20 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Advertising on verso for American Bank Note Company and Poor & Greenough, bankers and brokers, New York.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1888) between p. 352-353
H 668 .703 (1888) bet. p. 352-353 (PrCt)

Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor & Greenough (New York, N.Y.) -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1890)
1 map : col. ; 26 x 20 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1890) between p. 176-177
H 668 .703 (1890) bet. p. 176-177 (PrCt)

Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1891)
1 map : col. ; 26 x 20 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1891) between p. 176-177
H 668 .703 (1891) bet. p. 176-177 (PrCt)

Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1892)
1 map : col. ; 26 x 20 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1892) between p. 144-145
H 668 .703 (1892) bet. p. 144-145 (PrCt)
Handstamp on title page: Library of Congress.

Copyright Apr 2 1894. City of Washington.

11532 Z2 -- in pencil on title page.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 266 (PrCt)


Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1895)

1 map : col. ; 26 x 20 cm.

Title in right margin.

Added title in right margin: Railroad map of the United States - section 4.

Advertising on verso.

In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1895) between p. xxxvi-[1]

H 668 .703 (1895) bet. p. xxxvi-[1] (PrCt)


Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1896)

1 map : col. ; 26 x 20 cm.

Title in right margin.

Added title in right margin: Railroad map of the United States - section 4.

Advertising on verso.

In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1896) between p. xxi-[1]

H 668 .703 (1896) bet. p. xxi-[1] (PrCt)


Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1897)

1 map : col. ; 26 x 20 cm.

Title in right margin.

Added title in right margin: Railroad map of the United States - section 4.

Advertising on verso.

In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1897) between p. xvi-[1]

H 668 .703 (1897) bet. p. xvi-[1] (PrCt)


Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1898)

1 map : col. ; 26 x 20 cm.

Title in right margin.
Added title in right margin: Railroad map of the United States - section 9 - 1898.

Advertising on verso.

In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1898) between p. xvi-[1]

H 668 .703 (1898) bet. p. xvi-[1] (PrCt)


Map of the Chicago, Indianapolis and Louisville Railway. [New York : s.n., 1898].

Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1898) -- Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville Railway Company

1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.

In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1898) between p. 90-91

H 668 .703 (1898) bet. p. 90-91 (PrCt)


Map of the Chicago, Indianapolis and Louisville Railway. [New York : s.n., 1899].

Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1899) -- Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville Railway Company

1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.

Text on verso.

In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1899) p. 280

H 668 .703 (1899) p. 280 (PrCt)

36816 Indiana - Maps - 1899 - Railroads - Maps


Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1899)

1 map : col. ; 26 x 20 cm.

Title in right margin.

Added title in right margin: Poor's manual--Railroad map of the United States,1899.

Advertising on verso.

In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1899) between p. 288-289

H 668 .703 (1899) bet. p. 288-289 (PrCt)

36817 Indiana - Maps - 1900-1960 - Topographic maps - Topographic maps


Authors: Geological Survey (U.S.)

5 maps : col. ; on sheets 45 x 33 cm. fold. to 18 x 27 cm.

Scale 1:62,500.

Dates of publication vary.

Moffat lists 30 maps before 1940.

Coverage is not complete at this scale; see index

map in box 61.

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisles 42 and 43 (July 2012).

Reference: Moffat, Riley. Map index to topographic quadrangles of the United States, 1882-1940 (Santa Cruz, Calif.: Western Association of Map Libraries, 1986)


map6C G3700 19-- U5, box 61 (PrCt)

36818 Indiana - Maps - 1900-1960 - Topographic maps - Topographic maps

Indiana, 7.5 minute series (topographic). Washington, D.C. The Survey, [ca. 1900-ca.1960].

Authors: Geological Survey (U.S.)

ca. 885 maps : col. ; on sheets 54 x 44 cm. fold. to 17 x 28 cm.

Scale 1:24,000.

Dates of publication vary.

According to USGS, coverage at this scale complete in 705 maps.

Coverage may not be complete at this scale; see index map in box 61.

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisles 42 and 43 (July 2012).


map6C G3700 19-- U5, boxes 61-63 (PrCt)

36819 Indiana - Maps - 1900 - Railroads - Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville Railway Company - Maps - 1900 - Railroads - Maps

Map of the Chicago, Indianapolis and Louisville Railway. [New York : s.n., 1900].

Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1900) -- Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville Railway Company

1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.

Text on verso.

In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1900) p. 241

H 668 .703 (1900) p. 241 (PrCt)

36820 Indiana - Maps - 1900 - Railroads - Maps


Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1900)

1 map : col. ; 26 x 20 cm.

Title in right margin.

Added title in right margin: Poor's manual--Railroad map of the United States,1900.

Advertising on verso.

In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1900) between p. 256-257

H 668 .703 (1900) bet. p. 256-257 (PrCt)

36821 Indiana - Maps - 1900 - Railroads - Maps

Map of north western Indiana, 1900. [Chicago : Donohue & Henneberry, 1900].


map6C G3700 19-- U5, box 61 (PrCt)
Indiana - Maps - 1901 - Railroads

Map of the Chicago, Indianapolis and Louisville Railway. [New York : s.n., 1901].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1901) -- Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville Railway Company.
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1901) p. 225.
H 668 .703 (1901) p. 225 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

36848 Indiana - Maps - 1906 - Railroads <> Railroads - Maps
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1905)
1 map : col. ; 26 x 20 cm.
Title in right margin.
Added title in right margin: Poor's manual -- Railroad map of the United States, 1906.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1906) between p. 336-337
H 668 .703 (1906) bet. p. 412-413 (PrCt)

36849 Indiana - Maps - 1906 - Railroads <> Railroads - Maps
1 map : col. ; 65 x 46 cm.
'Rand, McNally & Co.'s new business atlas map of Indiana. Copyright, 1906 ... Copyright, 1902 ...' -- at bottom right.
Includes key to railroads numbered 1-77 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Indiana Railroads.
Issued folded in accompanying index (44 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand, McNally & Co.'s indexed county and township pocket map and shippers' guide of Indiana. Chicago and New York : Rand, McNally & Co., c1906.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 267 (PrCt)

Map of the Southern Indiana Railway, Chicago Southern Railway and connections. [New York : s.n., 1906].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1906) -- Southern Indiana Railway Company -- Chicago Southern Railway
1 map ; 19 x 13 cm.
Covers Indiana and parts of Illinois, Michigan, Kentucky and Ohio.
Verso blank.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1906) between p. 412-413
H 668 .703 (1906) bet. p. 412-413 (PrCt)

36851 Indiana - Maps - 1907 - Railroads <> Middle West - Maps - 1907 - Railroads <> Cincinnati, Bluffton and Chicago Railroad Company -
Maps - 1907 <> Railroads - Maps
Map showing lines of Cincinnati, Bluffton and Chicago Railroad. [New York : s.n., 1907].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1907) -- Cincinnati, Bluffton and Chicago Railroad Company
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.
Covers Indiana and parts of adjacent states.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1907) p. 539
H 668 .703 (1907) p. 539 (PrCt)

36853 Indiana - Maps - 1907 - Railroads <> Railroads - Maps
1 map : col. ; 65 x 46 cm.
'Rand, McNally & Co.'s new business atlas map of Indiana. Copyright, 1907 ... Copyright, 1902 ...' -- at bottom right.
Includes key to railroads numbered 1-77 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Indiana Railroads.
Issued folded in accompanying index (45 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand, McNally & Co.'s indexed county and township pocket map and shippers' guide of Indiana. Chicago and New York : Rand, McNally & Co., c1907.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 269 (PrCt)

Map of the Southern Indiana Railway, Chicago Southern Railway and connections. [New York : s.n., 1907].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1907) -- Southern Indiana Railway Company -- Chicago Southern Railway
1 map ; 19 x 13 cm.
Covers Indiana and parts of Illinois, Michigan, Kentucky and Ohio.
Verso blank.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1907) between p. 512-513
H 668 .703 (1907) bet. p. 512-513 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
United States (1907) -- Southern Indiana Railway Company -- Chicago Southern Railway
1 map ; 19 x 13 cm.
Covers Indiana and parts of Illinois, Michigan, Kentucky and Ohio.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1907) p. 589
H 668 .703 (1907) p. 589 (PrCt)

Map of the Southern Indiana Railway, Chicago Southern Railway and connections. [New York : s.n., 1907].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1907) -- Southern Indiana Railway Company -- Chicago Southern Railway
1 map ; 19 x 13 cm.
Covers Indiana and parts of Illinois, Michigan, Kentucky and Ohio.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1908) p. 475
H 668 .703 (1908) p. 475 (PrCt)

Map showing lines of Cincinnati, Bluffton and Chicago Railroad. [New York : s.n., 1908].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1908) -- Cincinnati, Bluffton and Chicago Railroad Company
1 map ; 18 x 12 cm.
Covers Indiana and parts of adjacent states. Also numbered '26' at bottom left.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1908) p. 401
H 668 .703 (1908) p. 401 (PrCt)

36857 Indiana - Maps - 1908 - Railroads<<>>Railroads - Maps
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1908)
1 map : col. ; 26 x 20 cm.
Title in right margin.
Added title in right margin: Poor's manual--Railroad map of the United States,1908. Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1908) between p. 384-385
H 668 .703 (1908) bet. p. 384-385 (PrCt)

Map of the Southern Indiana Railway, Chicago Southern Railway and connections. [New York : s.n., 1908].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1908) -- Southern Indiana Railway Company -- Chicago Southern Railway
1 map ; 19 x 13 cm.
Covers Indiana and parts of Illinois, Michigan, Kentucky and Ohio.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1908) p. 475
H 668 .703 (1908) p. 475 (PrCt)

36860 Indiana - Maps - 1908 - Road maps<<>>Road maps<<>>Railroads - Maps
1 map : col. ; 64 x 46 cm., folded in covers to 16 x 11 cm.
Added title in upper margin: The Rand-McNally automobile map of Indiana.
"The red lines on this map represent the roads that have been personally inspected by the 'good roads' advocate, Sidney J. King, publisher of King's official route guide..." --in bottom margin.
"Rand McNally & Co.'s new business atlas map of Indiana. Copyright, 1908...Copyright, 1902, by Rand McNally & Co." -- at bottom right.
Issued in accompanying index (62 p. ; 16 cm.): Rand McNally & Co.'s new automobile road map of Indiana...
"Scales: statute miles, 11 = 1 inch ; kilometres, 18 = 1 inch."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
map3C G4091 .P2 1908 .R3 (PrCt)
Indiana - Maps - 1909 - Railroads - Indexes - Railroad - Maps
70 p.; 17 cm.
Imperfect; lacking folded map.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 270 (PrCt)

Indiana - Maps - 1909 - Railroads - Maps
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1909)
1 map: col.; 26 x 20 cm.
Title in right margin.
Added title in right margin: Poor's manual--Railroad map of the United States,1909.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1909) between p. 384-385
H 668 .703 (1909) bet. p. 384-385 (PrCt)

Indiana - Maps - 1909 - Real property -- Nelson Morris Ranch (Tex.) - Maps - 1909
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Straus Bros. & Co. (Ligonier, Ind.)
1 map: col.; 31 x 22 cm.
Alternative title: Indiana.
With red overprinting showing "counties in which Straus Bros. & Co. have lands."
Also shows by red overprinting in Newton, Jasper, and Porter counties, the "Nelson Morris Ranch, 20,000 acres;" but the ranch was actually located near Midland, Texas.
On verso: Rand, McNally & Co.'s new 11 x 14 map of Ohio [with Straus Bros. overprinting in red].
Acquisition #2008100251.
map2F G4091.G46 1909 .S7 (PrCt)

Indiana - Maps - 1909 - Road maps - Ohio - Maps - 1909 - Road maps - Illinois - Maps - 1909 - Road maps - Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1909 - Road maps - Automobile travel - Middle West -
Photo auto guide -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 vol., unpagd (268 p.) : ill., strip maps ; 23 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally photo-auto guide "Photo-auto maps. Photographs of every turn, together with a topographical outline of road showing railroad crossings, bridges, school houses and all landmarks, with accurate distances between."
Uniform title: Photo auto guide "Copyright 1907 by G. S. Chapin, Chicago; copyright 1909 by Rand McNally & Co., Chicago."
Two hundred seventy eight photographs depicting the route from Chicago and Cleveland to Chicago; also includes strip maps (by G.S. Chapin of Chicago) of the routes with distances indicated between points photographed.
Contents of photo plates, all bearing titles beginning "Photo-auto maps ...: " Chicago to South Bend. No. 1-42 -- South Bend to Toledo. No. [42a]-103 -- Toledo to Cleveland No. 104-130 -- Cleveland to Buffalo. No. 131-132 (one leaf only) -- Cleveland to Toledo. 641-[607a] -- Toledo to South Bend. No. 607-544 -- South Bend to Chicago. No. [543a]-495.
Includes map "Condensed route of the Photo-auto maps" and strip maps covering Chicago to Cleveland (plates 1-14).
Includes numerous automobile-related advertisements.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection at the Newberry Library.
Missing June 2008; Feb. 2010
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Case GV1024 .C375 1909 (NLO)
Southeastern Railway Company
1 map ; 19 x 13 cm.
Covers Indiana and parts of Illinois, Michigan, Kentucky and Ohio.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1911) p. 1819
H 668 .703 (1911) p. 1819 (PrCt)

36869
Authors: Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville Railway Company.
1 map ; 21 x 15 cm.
Covers Indiana and parts of Illinois, Ohio, Michigan, and Kentucky.
On verso: Table 19. Track mileage.
In Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville Railway Company. Fifteenth annual report ... for the fiscal year ended ... 1912 [Chicago?: Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville Railway Company?, 1912?] p. [32].
5A 7267 (1912 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

36870
Indiana - Maps - 1913 - Railroads<<>>Railroads - Maps
1 map : col. ; 64 x 46 cm.
‘Rand, McNally & Co.’s new business atlas map of Indiana. Copyright, 1902 ... ‘ -- at bottom. Includes key to railroads numbered 8-186 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Indiana railroads.
Issued folded in accompanying index (70 p. ; 17 cm.).: Rand McNally & Co.’s indexed county and township pocket map and shippers’ guide of Indiana. Chicago and New York : Rand, McNally & Co., c1913.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
‘Copyrighted Rand McNally & Co. April 19, 1913’ -- in ms. on p. 9.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 271 (PrCt)
36874  Indiana - Maps - 1917 - Railroads <<<>> Indiana - Maps - 1917 - Road maps <<<>> Road maps

Clason's guide map of Indiana. Denver, Colo.

36875  Indiana - Maps - 1917 - Road maps <<<>> Indiana - Maps - 1917 <<<>> Automobile travel - Indiana - Guidebooks - 1917 <<<>> Indianapolis (Ind.) - Maps - 1917 - Road maps <<<>> Road maps <<<>> Counties - Maps

Clason Map Co., 1917.
Authors: Clason Map Co.
1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm. fold. in covers 16 x 10 cm. + index (61, [2] p.)
Shows railroads in black, highways in red.
Index to towns in right margin.
Scale ca. 1:700,000.
Cover title: Clason's guide to Indiana with map of auto routes.
On pp. 2-5 of index booklet: Map of Indianapolis business district. -- Map of auto roads in and out of Indianapolis. -- Map of business district Fort Wayne Indiana. -- Map of auto roads in and out of Evansville.
map3C G4090 1917 .C53 (PrCt)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; on sheet 56 x 72 cm.
Keyed to 53 named road signs.
Scale [ca. 1:724,000].

Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto trails map:
district no. 2 : Indiana, southern Michigan,
western Ohio, eastern Illinois [Chicago: Rand McNally, 1918]. 44 p. : maps, ill. ; 19 cm.
Cover subtitle: A Guide to the blazed trails.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN Auto Trails 6F 7 (PrCt)

Indiana - Maps - 1918 - Road maps Ohio - Maps - 1918 - Road maps

Rand McNally official auto trails map : district no.
2 : eastern Illinois, Indiana, southern Mich.,
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; on sheet 56 x 72 cm.
Keyed to 53 named road signs.
Scale [ca. 1:724,000].

Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto trails map:
district no. 2 : Indiana, southern Michigan,
western Ohio, eastern Illinois [Chicago: Rand McNally, 1918]. 44 p. : maps, ill. ; 19 cm.
Cover subtitle: A Guide to the blazed trails.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN Auto Trails 6F 8 (PrCt)

Indiana - Maps - 1919 - Railroads Indiana - Maps - 1919 - Road maps

Rand McNally new commercial atlas map of
Shippers guide -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 46 cm.
Plate no.: 139D
Includes key to railroads numbered 8-166 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Indiana railroads.
On verso: Indiana automobile road map. 1 map :
col. ; 65 x 46 cm. Plate no.: 613C. 'National
Highways Association roads used by permission.'
Issued folded in accompanying index (63 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand-McNally indexed pocket map and shippers' guide of Indiana. Chicago ; New York :
Rand McNally & Co., c1919.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 274 (PrCt)

Indiana - Maps - 1918 - Road maps Ohio - Maps - 1918 - Road maps

Rand McNally official auto trails map : district no.
2 : eastern Illinois, Indiana, southern Mich.,
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Le Rossell, Geo. -- Rand McNally and Company.
Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; on sheet 56 x 72 cm.
Keyed to 53 named road signs.
Scale [ca. 1:724,000].

Issued folded inside cover: Rand McNally official auto trails map : district no. 2 : Indiana, southern Michigan, western Ohio, eastern Illinois.
Cover subtitle: A Guide to the blazed trails.
Cover signed "Geo. [?] Le [?] Rossell, Jr."
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).

RMcN Auto Trails 4C 1 (PrCt)
State Automobile Association -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; on sheet 56 x 71 cm.
Keyed to 53 named road signs.
Scale [ca. 1:724,000].
Issued in paper cover with added title: Official auto trails map of Indiana, and adjacent parts of Illinois, Michigan, and Ohio / trails organized, marked and this map issued by Hoosier State Automobile Association ... Indianapolis ... issued July 1919.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Digital image available as part of the Newberry Library’s Great Lakes Digital Collection via the CARLI Digital Collections website (accessed Nov. 2007):
http://collections.carli.illinois.edu/cgi-bin/getimage.exe?CISOROOT=/nby_grlakes&CISOPTR=1613
RMcN Auto Trails 6F 9 (PrCt)

Indiana - Maps - 1919 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; on sheet 56 x 71 cm.
Keyed to 53 named road signs.
Scale [ca. 1:724,000].
Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto trails map : district no. 2 : Indiana, western Ohio, southern Michigan . 36 p. : maps, ill. ; 19 cm.
Cover subtitle: A Guide to the blazed trails.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 20 (PrCt)

Indiana - Maps - 1920 - Railroads
1 map : col. ; 65 x 46 cm. Plate no.: 139E
Includes key to railroads numbered 8-186 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Indiana railroads.
On verso: Indiana automobile road map. 1 map : col. ; 65 x 46 cm. Plate no.: 613C. ‘National
Indiana - Maps - 1920 - Railroads

The Rand McNally new commercial atlas map of Indiana. [Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [1920].
1 map : col. ; 65 x 46 cm.
Plate no.: 139E
Includes key to railroads numbered 8-186 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Indiana railroads.

On verso: Indiana automobile road map. 1 map: col.; 65 x 46 cm. Plate no.: 613C. 'National Highways Association roads used by permission.' Issued folded in accompanying index (61 p.; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Indiana. Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1920.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

Indiana - Maps - 1920 - Railroads

The Rand McNally new commercial atlas map of Indiana. [Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [1920].
1 map : col.; 65 x 46 cm.
Plate no.: 139E
Includes key to railroads numbered 8-186 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Indiana railroads.

On verso: Indiana automobile road map. 1 map: col.; 65 x 46 cm. Plate no.: 613C. 'National Highways Association roads used by permission.' Issued folded in accompanying index (61 p.; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Indiana. Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1920.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Handstamp on front cover: Register of copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.
'Feb. 6, 1920' -- in ms. on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

Indiana - Maps - 1920 - Road maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; on sheet 71 x 56 cm.
Keyed to 98 named road signs.
Cover title: Rand McNally official auto trails map: district no. 2: Indiana, So. Michigan, western Ohio, northern Kentucky.
Cover handstamped "Register of copyrights, Library of Congress ..." and dated "Pubd 6/7. Ptd. 6/1. 6/19/20" in ms.
Cover art: Auto driving up hill, passing tree and pole.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Indiana - Maps - 1920 - Road maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
Map missing.
Cover title: Rand McNally official auto trails map: district no. 2: Indiana, So. Michigan, western Ohio, northern Kentucky.
Cover art: Auto driving up hill, passing tree and pole.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Indiana - Maps - 1920 - Road maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
Map missing.
Cover title: Rand McNally official auto trails map: district no. 2: Indiana, So. Michigan, western Ohio, northern Kentucky.
Cover art: Auto driving up hill, passing tree and pole.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

36889

36890

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Indiana - Maps - 1921 - Road maps<<Ohio - Maps - 1921 - Road maps<<Road maps
[Chicago]: Rand McNally & Co., 1921.
Map missing.
Cover title: Rand McNally official auto trails map: Indiana, southern Michigan, western Ohio, northern Kentucky: district no. 2.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B, BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 61 (PrCt)

Indiana - Maps - 1921 - Road maps<<Ohio - Maps - 1921 - Road maps<<Road maps
[Chicago]: Rand McNally & Co., 1921.
Cover title: Rand McNally official auto trails map: Indiana, southern Michigan, western Ohio, northern Kentucky: district no. 2.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B, BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 77 (PrCt)
1 map : col. ; on sheet 71 x 56 cm.
Keyed to 58 named road signs.
Scale [ca. 1:780,000].
Issued folded to 19 x 10 cm. in paper cover with
added title: Rand McNally official auto trails map :
district no. 2 : Indiana, southern Michigan,
western Ohio, northern Kentucky (Chicago and
Prominent advertisement, front cover: Strattons
Garage ... Bluffton, Ohio.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).

36901 Indiana - Maps - 1922 - Railroads - Maps

Rand McNally standard map of Indiana.
[Chicago] : Rand McNally & Co. [1922].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally and Company. Shippers guide -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 46 cm.
'The Rand McNally new commercial atlas map of
Indiana.' -- at bottom right.
Plate no.: 139G
Includes key to railroads numbered 8-186 (with
gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Indiana
railroads.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of
Indiana. 1 map : col. ; 65 x 46 cm. Plate no.: 1000H.
Issued folded in accompanying index (55 p. ; 17
cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists'
and shippers' guide of Indiana. Chicago ; New
York : Rand McNally & Company, c1922.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
'Copyrighted July 27, 1922' -- in ms. on front
cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

36902 Indiana - Maps - 1923 - Road
maps - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1923 - Road
maps - Indianapolis (Ind.) - Maps - 1923 - Road
maps - Gray's trunk line map of Indiana showing route
numbers, surfacing of roads and mileage
between cities. [Chicago? s.n.], 1923.
Authors: O.W. Gray & Son -- Springfield Fire and
Marine Insurance Company -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region
Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 57 x 35 cm. on sheet 58 x 41 cm.
"Copyright 1923."
Advertisement at bottom right: A word to
automobile owners and dealers ... Springfield
Fire and Marine Insurance Company ... Western
Department ... Chicago.
"Price 25 cents."
Left margin includes titles only of "Gray's
transcontinental map," "Gray's map of Illinois,"
"Gray's map of Wisconsin," "Gray's map of
Michigan."
Verso includes maps of Indianapolis and
Chicago.
Printed in green on yellow paper.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library).

36903 Indiana - Maps - 1923 - Road maps - Ohio - Maps - 1923 - Road maps - Kentucky - Maps - 1923 - Road maps

Rand McNally official 1923 auto trails map :
district number 2 : Indiana, eastern Illinois,
southern Michigan, northern Kentucky, western
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 107 x 68 cm. on sheet
57 x 71 cm.
Keyed to 56 named road signs.
Scale [ca. 1:661,000].
Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying
index: Rand McNally official auto trails map :
district no. 2 : Indiana, southern Michigan,
western Ohio, northern Kentucky (Chicago: Rand
20 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally official auto trails map:
Indiana, southern Michigan, western Ohio,
northern Kentucky: district no. 2.
Cover handstamped "Register of copyrights,
Library of Congress ... ." and dated "5/4/23" in
ms.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching
pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).

36904 Indiana - Maps - 1923 - Road maps - Ohio - Maps - 1923 - Road maps - Kentucky - Maps - 1923 - Road maps

Rand McNally official 1923 auto trails map :
district number 2 : Indiana, eastern Illinois,
southern Michigan, northern Kentucky, western
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 107 x 67 cm. on sheet
57 x 71 cm.
Keyed to 56 named road signs.
Scale [ca. 1:661,000].
Map separated into two pieces.
Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying
index: Rand McNally official auto trails map :

Cover title: Rand McNally official auto trails map: Indiana, southern Michigan, western Ohio, northern Kentucky: district no. 2.

Cover dated “1923” in ms.

Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.

Uniform title: Auto trails

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).

RMcN Auto Trails 4C 95 (PrCt)

36905

Indiana - Maps - 1924 - Railroads


1 map : col. ; 65 x 46 cm. 'The Rand McNally new commercial atlas map of Indiana.' -- at bottom right.

Plate no.: 9R23

Includes key to railroads numbered 8-186 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Indiana railroads.

On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Indiana. 1 map : col. ; 65 x 46 cm. Plate no.: 1000H.

Issued folded in accompanying index (52 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Indiana. Chicago : New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1924.

Uniform title: Shippers guide.

Handstamp on front cover: Register of copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.

'2/14/24' -- in ms. on front cover.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 281 (PrCt)

36906

Indiana - Maps - 1924 - Road maps


1 map : col. ; 67 x 38 cm. on sheet 69 x 41 cm. Copyright 1924, Chicago Motor Club .

Panel art: Chicago Motor Club seal.

Added title: Official road map of Indiana.

Printed by Walton & Spencer Co., Chicago.

Verso includes list of Chicago Motor Club service stations, mileage tables, advertisements for numerous Chicago hotels, and a small map of the Atlantic Yellowstone Pacific Hiw between Chicago and Sioux Falls.

"Price 50 cents."

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 40.11 (PrCt)

36907

Indiana - Maps - 1924 - Road maps

Indiana - Maps - 1924 - Electric utilities

Kentucky - Maps - 1924 - Road maps

Tennessee - Maps - 1924 - Road maps

Central Indiana Power Company - Maps - 1924 - Road maps

Central Indiana Power Company ... presents to you road map of Indiana. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, 1924.


1 map : col. ; 80 x 56 cm., folded to 18 x 10 cm. Cover title.

Added titles: Rand McNally official 1924 auto trails map Indiana -- Map of the territory served by the subsidiaries of the Central Indiana Power Company.

Uniform title: Auto trails

Identifies Central Indiana Power locations.

Plate no. F-11-A

Map on verso (61 x 81 cm.): Rand McNally official 1924 auto trails map Kentucky, Tennessee.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 348 (PrCt)

36908

Indiana - Maps - 1924 - Road maps

Kentucky - Maps - 1924 - Road maps

Tennessee - Maps - 1924 - Road maps

Road maps


1 map : col. ; 80 x 63 cm. on sheet 89 x 73 cm. Scale [ca. 1:661,000].

Keyed to 52 named road signs.

Plate no. F-11-A.


Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto trails map:

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Indiana - Maps - 1925 - Road maps

1 map : col. ; 81 x 63 cm. on sheet 88 x 73 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:661,000].
Keyed to 47 named road signs.
Plate no. G-14.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).

Indiana - Maps - 1925 - Railroads

1 map : col. ; 65 x 46 cm.
Plate no.: 8R25
Includes key to railroads numbered 8-186 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Indiana railroads.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Indiana. 1 map : col. ; 65 x 46 cm. Includes key to 13 named 'Principal trails in Indiana.'
Issued folded in accompanying index (57 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Indiana. San Francisco; Chicago; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1926.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

Indiana - Maps - 1925 - Road maps

1 map : col. ; 81 x 63 cm. on sheet 88 x 73 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:661,000].
Keyed to 47 named road signs.
Plate no. G-14.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).

Indiana - Maps - 1926 - Road maps

1 map : col. ; 81 x 63 cm. on sheet 88 x 73 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:661,000].
Keyed to 47 named road signs.
Plate no. G-14.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).

Indiana - Maps - 1926 - Railroads

1 map : col. ; 65 x 46 cm.
Plate no.: 8R25
Includes key to railroads numbered 8-186 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Indiana railroads.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Indiana. 1 map : col. ; 65 x 46 cm. Includes key to 13 named 'Principal trails in Indiana.'
Issued folded in accompanying index (57 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Indiana. San Francisco; Chicago; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1926.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

Indiana - Maps - 1927 - Road maps

1 map : col. ; 81 x 63 cm. on sheet 88 x 73 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:661,000].
Keyed to 47 named road signs.
Plate no. G-14.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).

Indiana - Maps - 1927 - Road maps

1 map : col. ; 81 x 63 cm. on sheet 88 x 73 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:661,000].
Keyed to 47 named road signs.
Plate no. G-14.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
Indiana - Maps - 1926 - Road maps
Official highway map of Indiana / Hoosier Motor Club of Indianapolis, AAA. Indianapolis, Ind. Hoosier Motor Club, Spink Arms Hotel 22 W. Vermont Street, [1926?].
Authors: Hoosier Motor Club (Indianapolis, Ind.) -- American Automobile Association -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
Plate no. H 14
Panel art: HMC and AAA logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 65 (PrCt)

Indiana - Maps - 1926 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col ; 80 x 62 cm. on sheet 88 x 73 cm.
Keyed to 19 named road signs.
Scale [ca. 1:676,000].
Plate no. H. 14.
Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto road map : Indiana, (Chicago and New York: Rand McNally & Company, 1926), 64 p. : maps, ill. ; 20 cm.
Title page handstamped "Register of copyrights, Library of Congress ..."and dated "4-7-26" in ms. In ms. on first page "2nd L. cl. 3 shelf."
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 251 (PrCt)

Indiana - Maps - 1927 - Road maps
Indiana motor trails are calling ... Standard Oil Company (Indiana). Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1927].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Title from map proper: Standard Oil Company

Indiana - Maps - 1927 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 80 x 62 cm. on sheet 88 x 72 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:676,000].
Plate no. I 14.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 307 (PrCt)

Indiana - Maps - 1928 - Railroads
1 map : col. ; 65 x 46 cm.
Plate nos.: 7N26 -- 7R27
Includes key to railroads numbered 8-186 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Indiana railroads.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Indiana. 1 map : col. ; 65 x 46 cm. Includes key to 7 named 'Principal trails in Indiana.'
Issued folded in accompanying index (56 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Indiana. San Francisco; Chicago; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1928.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 284 (PrCt)
Indiana - Maps - 1928 - Railroads

1 map : col. ; 65 x 46 cm.
Plate nos.: 7N26 -- 7R27
Includes key to railroads numbered 8-186 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Indiana railroads.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Indiana. 1 map : col. ; 65 x 46 cm. Includes key to 7 named 'Principal trails in Indiana.'
Issued folded in accompanying index (56 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Indiana. San Francisco; Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1928.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Handstamp on title page: Register of copyrights.
Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.
't-30-28' -- in ms. on title page.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 286 (PrCt)

Indiana - Maps - 1928 - Road maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 80 x 62 cm. on sheet 88 x 73 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:676,000].
Title page handstamped "Register of copyrights, Library of Congress ..."and dated "5-4-28" in ms.
Cover title: Rand McNally official auto road map : Indiana.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching
pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 362 (PrCt)

36935 Indiana - Maps - 1928 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 80 x 62 cm. on sheet 88 x 73 cm.
Plate no. J 18
Cover title: Rand McNally official auto road map : Indiana.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 363 (PrCt)

36936 Indiana - Maps - 1928 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 28 cm. on sheet 46 x 31 cm.
Date from AE Index.
Verso blank.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 39.6 (PrCt)

36937 Indiana - Maps - 1928 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 81 x 62 cm. on sheet 88 x 73 cm.
Verso blank.
Separated into two pieces.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 39.6A (PrCt)

36938 Indiana - Maps - 1928 - Road maps
Highway map and guide of Indiana. Aurora, Mo.
Midwest Map Company, [1928?].
Authors: Mid-West Map Company -- Authorized Guide & Map Service -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 53 x 34 cm. on sheet 56 x 43 cm.
Date from AE Index.
Panel no. Q102620.
Verso includes directory of Authorized service stations numbered 11-293.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 40.16 (PrCt)

36939 Indiana - Maps - 1929 - Aeronautical charts - Indexes
49 p. : 1 map ; 24 cm.
Imperfect: issued with 3 maps, but this copy lacks folded maps (2 maps on 1 sheet : back to back, colored.)
Cover title: Rand McNally standard indexed map with air trails : Indiana
Uniform title: Air trails
Accompanying index includes "airport directory", "aids to navigation", and "elements of practical air navigation" by William E. Johnson, (p. 38-49). Index also includes map (15 x 20 cm., on p. 38-39): Rand McNally airway map : United States. Includes "key to [commercial] air lines."
Cover art: Airplane flying above passenger train. "50¢" -- printed on front cover.
Editor's copy; cover title and illustration crossed out in blue pencil.
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Added title: Standard Oil Company (Indiana)
1929 official road map: Indiana. Plate no. C-132
J.C.
Shows locations of Standard service stations.
On verso: Standard Oil Company (Indiana)
territorial road map featuring federal system of
highways. Plate no. obscured.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 40.19 (PrCt)

36941 Indiana - Maps - 1929 - Road maps
Official AAA road map : Indiana. [Washington,
D.C.?] : AAA, [1929?].
Authors: American Automobile Association --
Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col ; 84 x 55 cm. on sheet trimmed to 86
x 56 cm.
Date from AE Index.
Apparently issued without panel title.
Plate no. 3006-B.
Shows locations of AAA touring bureaus.
Verso includes list of AAA clubs, hotels, a ferry
list, advertisements and small maps of Chicago
(plate nos. 5039 and A), Indianapolis (plate no.
5099) and Louisville (plate nos. 5119 and C).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 40.18 (PrCt)

36942 Indiana - Maps - 1929 - Road maps
Indiana. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1929].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Firestone Tire
and Rubber Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry
Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 136 (PrCt)

36943 Indiana - Maps - 1929 - Road maps
Indiana, Northeastern United States. Chicago :
H.M. Gousha Co., '1929.
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Hotel Severin
-- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry
Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 176 (PrCt)

36944 Indiana - Maps - 1929 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Independent
Oil Men of America -- Abshire Oil Company --
H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry
Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 179 (PrCt)

36945 Indiana - Maps - 1929 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Marland Oil
Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry
Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry
Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 206 (PrCt)

36946 Indiana - Maps - 1929 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shaffer Oil
and Refining Company -- Deep Rock Oil
Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry
Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry
Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 228 (PrCt)

36947 Indiana - Maps - 1929 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil
Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry
Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry
Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 243 (PrCt)

36948 Indiana - Maps - 1929 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Standard Oil
Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry
Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 258 (PrCt)

Indiana - Maps - 1929 - Road maps
Highway map of Indiana. Topeka, Kan. Highway Map Company, [1929?].
Authors: Highway Map Company (Topeka, Kan.) -- Titus, Wm. J. -- Ferger's Pharmacy
(Indianapolis, Ind.) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 43 x 27 cm. on sheet 72 x 44 cm.
Wm. J Titus, State Highway Engineer.
Date from AE index.
Panel art: Car on road in oval.
Panel no. B 929112.
Panel handstamped "Ferger's Pharmacy ...
Indianapolis."
Lists service stations, stores and restaurants.
Advertisements on verso.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 40.21 (PrCt)

Indiana - Maps - 1929 - Road maps
Where shall we go? : map showing points of interest in Indiana. Indianapolis : Indiana Department of Conservation, 1929.
Authors: Indiana. State Highway Commission (1919-1953) -- Indiana. Dept. of Conservation -- Bodine, H. D. -- Wm. B. Burford (Firm) -- Indianapolis Blue Print & Supply Co. -- Sauer's, Chas. G. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 57 x 39 cm. on sheet trimmed to 58 x 41 cm.
Below panel title: Abshire Oil Company. Goshen, Ind.
Panel art: Service station, three cars, gas truck.
Added title: Spread Eagle official road map:
Indiana.
Plate no. C-132 J.C.
Verso includes mileage chart and: Spread Eagle official road map: United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 40.17 (PrCt)

Indiana - Maps - 1930-1939 - Railroads
Rand McNally standard map of Indiana. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [193-?].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 63 x 47 cm. on sheet 70 x 50 cm.
Plate nos. 1:13S, 7R29 and 7N26.
Keyed to railroads in red.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 39.1X (PrCt)

Indiana - Maps - 1930 - Pictorial maps
Indiana / by George Annand; [illustrations by Sydney Fletcher. [S.l. s.n., ca. 1930].
Authors: Annand, George -- Fletcher, Sydney E. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 28 x 12 cm.
Lacking imprint; trimmed from unidentified

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. 
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
magazine published ca. 1930.
"Where city, town, and countryside are knit together by one common inheritance" -- bottom margin.
Includes Indiana state seal.
Mounted on backing sheet; backing obscures printed content on verso.
Previously bound with a collection of pictorial maps in binders labeled "Points of Interest."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 190.57 (PrCt)**

**Indiana - Maps - 1930 - Road maps**

---

**Map of the Indiana state highway system ... / [issued by the] State Highway Commission ...**
Authors: Indiana. State Highway Commission -- Haywood Publishing Co. (Lafayette, Ind.) -- Indianapolis Blue Print & Supply Co. -- Kellem, Fred, fl. 1930 -- Brink, John G. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 76 x 52 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: 1930 state highway system of Indiana.
"Planagraph print by Indianapolis Blue Print & Supply Co., Indianapolis, Ind."
"August 1, 1930."
Editor's copy; ms. annotations identify bridge locations.
Accompanied by typescript letter dated Nov. 13, 1930 from Indiana assistant chief engineer Fred Kellem to Rand McNally cartographer John G. Brink.
Filed with a group of related U.S. state maps identifying bridges along major highways, ca. 1927-ca. 1939 (in RMcN AE folders 172 and 173).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 173.12 (PrCt)**

**Indiana - Maps - 1930 - Clothing trade**

---

**Indiana. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1930.**
Authors: Richman Brothers Co. -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

**Gousha Clients 390 (PrCt)**

---

**Indiana - Maps - 1930 - Road maps**

---

**West - Maps - 1930 - Road maps**

**Johnson Indiana "Tourguide"...**
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1930].
Authors: Johnson Oil Refining Co. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 38 cm. on sheet 61 x 46 cm.
Panel art: Three Johnson logos and three cars.
Added title: Johnson auto road map of Indiana.
Plate no. L-1071.
On verso: Johnson through route map of north-central states.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 39.7 (PrCt)**

**Indiana - Maps - 1930 - Road maps**

---

**Conoco 1930 road map of Indiana.**
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Buehler -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 38 cm. on sheet 61 x 46 cm.
Panel art: Car, river, mountains; drawn by Buehler.
Added title: Conoco 1930 official road map: Indiana. Plate no. D-132- J.C.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 40.22 (PrCt)**

**Indiana - Maps - 1930 - Road maps**

---

**Johnson Indiana "Tourguide" ...**
Authors: Johnson Oil Refining Co. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 38 cm. on sheet 61 x 46 cm.
Panel art: Car, river, mountains; drawn by Buehler.
Added title: Johnson auto road map of Indiana.
Plate no. L-1071.
On verso: Johnson through route map of north-central states.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 1071 (PrCt)**

**Indiana - Maps - 1930 - Road maps**

---

**Indiana. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1930.**
Authors: Richman Brothers Co. -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

**Gousha Clients 325 (PrCt)**

---

**Indiana - Maps - 1930 - Road maps**

---

**Indiana. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1930].**
Authors: Richman Brothers Co. -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

**Gousha Clients 325 (PrCt)**
36974  Indiana - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 463 (PrCt)

36975  Indiana - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Deep Rock Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 488 (PrCt)

36976  Indiana - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 546 (PrCt)

36977  Indiana - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Sinclair Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 580 (PrCt)

36978  Indiana - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 53 cm. on sheet 72 x 57 cm. Plate no. M-1072.
Verso blank.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 39.10 (PrCt)

36979  Indiana - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
1931 Indiana : highways are happy ways. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1931].
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 38 cm. on sheet 61 x 46 cm.
Panel art: Standard product logos.
Panel no. ADV.-733 (A.D. 3645).
Added title: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) 1931 official road map: Indiana. Plate no. E-232-J.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 40.25 (PrCt)

36980  Indiana - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 69 x 53 cm. on sheet 72 x 56 cm. Spring edition."
Verso blank.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 39.12 (PrCt)

36981  Indiana - Maps - 1932 - Pictorial maps
A Map of Indiana showing its history, points of interest, and the holdings of the Dept. of Conservation / Lee Carter, cartographer. Indpls. [Indianapolis, Ind.] : Oval & Koster, 1932.
Authors: Carter, Lee, cartographer -- Indiana.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Dept. of Conservation -- Oval & Koster
1 map : col. ; 87 x 61 cm.
Pictorial map; includes historical notes.
Issued in envelope with variant title: Indiana, the Hoosier state: an illustrative historical map.
M1064
map4F G4091.S1 1932 .C3 (PrCt)

36982 Indiana - Maps - 1932 - Pictorial maps
Indiana - Historical geography - Maps - 1932 - Pictorial maps
Indiana - 1932
Road maps
Pictorial maps

A Map of Indiana showing its history, points of interest, and the holdings of the Dept. of Conservation / Lee Carter, cartographer. Indpls. [Indianapolis, Ind.] : Oval & Koster, 1932.
Authors: Carter, Lee, cartographer -- Indiana. Dept. of Conservation -- Oval & Koster -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 87 x 61 cm.
Pictorial map; includes historical notes.
Previously bound with a collection of pictorial maps in binders labeled "Points of Interest."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 192.5 (PrCt)

36983 Indiana - Maps - 1932 - Road maps
Middle West - Maps - 1932 - Road maps
Road maps

Authors: Socony-Vacuum Corporation -- Lubrite Refining Corporation (Saint Louis, Mo.) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 38 cm.
Added title: Mobilgas auto road map of Indiana.
Plate no. 13 .N 11 M
Map on verso (29 x 44 cm.): Mobilgas auto road map : central states.
Panel art: Mobilgas stations.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 186.26 (PrCt)

36984 Indiana - Maps - 1932 - Road maps
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- Koolmotor Gasolene -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 69 x 45 cm. on sheet 71 x 56 cm. 1932 edition*.
Panel art: Swordsman.
Plate no. N - 11 - P.
Verso includes 7 city maps and: Cities Service road map of United States. Plate no. N11.N44N.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 39.19 (PrCt)

36985 Indiana - Maps - 1932 - Road maps
Indiana. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1932].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 631 (PrCt)

36986 Indiana - Maps - 1932 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Deep Rock Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 659 (PrCt)

36987 Indiana - Maps - 1932 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil Company -- Lee, Robert E., fl. 1933 -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Cover: License plate motif.
Panel art: Shell logo, license plates, couple in convertible car (woman driving), dog, signed by artist "Robert E. Lee."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 695 (PrCt)

36988 Indiana - Maps - 1932 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Sinclair Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 0, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 736 (PrCt)

36989 Indiana - Maps - 1932 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 736 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

36990 Indiana - Maps - 1932 - Road maps  
**Indiana.** Chicago: H.M. Gousha Co., 1932.  
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 folded map  
Panel title.  
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.  
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).  
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).  
**Gousha Clients 761 (PrCt)**  

36991 Indiana - Maps - 1932 - Road maps  
**Indiana.** Chicago: H.M. Gousha Co., 1932.  
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Tide Water Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 folded map  
Panel title.  
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.  
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).  
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).  
**Gousha Clients 782 (PrCt)**  

36992 Indiana - Maps - 1932 - Road maps  
**Map showing points of interest in Indiana.**  
[Indianapolis]: Indiana Department of Conservation, 1932.  
1 map: col.; 71 x 49 cm. on sheet 97 x 61 cm.  
Publication no. 27 (10th revision). 1932."  
Added title: 1932 state highway system of Indiana.  
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).  
**RMcN AE 40.26 (PrCt)**  

36993 Indiana - Maps - 1932 - Road maps  
**Map of the Indiana state highway system ...**  
Authors: Indiana. State Highway Commission -- Indianapolis Blue Print & Supply Co. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map: col.; 76 x 53 cm. on sheet 85 x 56 cm.  
Panel art: Indiana state seal.  
Added title: 1932 state highway system of Indiana.  
Verso includes 23 city maps and a mileage table. Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).  
**RMcN AE 40.29 (PrCt)**  

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.  
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Indiana - Maps - 1932 - Road maps

1932 Indiana: highways are happy ways.
Chicago: H.M. Gousha Company, [1932].
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 58 x 38 cm. on sheet 61 x 46 cm.
Panel art: Standard product logos.
Panel no. ADV.-759 (A.D. 4527).
Shows locations of Standard service stations.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Road map

Indiana - Maps - 1932 - Road maps

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 68 x 53 cm. on sheet 72 x 56 cm.
Panel art: Texaco compass on U.S. outline.
Verso includes 5 city maps and: Texaco road map: 1932: United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Indiana - Maps - 1933 - Road maps

1933 World Fair highways: A Century of Progress
International Exposition / map prepared by the Traffic Division [shows state and U.S. highways and "World's Fair route markers"].
Includes annotations in blue pencil.
Removed from the Francis Wells Shaw Papers [Newberry Library Midwest MS ShawF].
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Road map

Indiana - Maps - 1933 - Road maps

1933 official road map: Indiana. Chicago: Rand McNally Company, [1933?].
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 58 x 43 cm. on sheet 60 x 45 cm.
Plate no. I3. N11M.
Verso blank.
Monochromatic reduction of RMcN AE 039.20.
Includes index, information about points of interest, hotels, bridges, ferries and A.A.A. club touring bureaus, and auxiliary map: 1933 World's Fair highways: A Century of Progress
International Exposition / map prepared by the Traffic Division [shows state and U.S. highways and "World's Fair route markers"].
Includes annotations in blue pencil.
Removed from the Francis Wells Shaw Papers [Newberry Library Midwest MS ShawF].
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Road map

Indiana - Maps - 1933 - Road maps

1933 Specimens

1933 World's Fair highways: A Century of Progress
International Exposition / map prepared by the Traffic Division [shows state and U.S. highways and "World's Fair route markers"].
Includes annotations in blue pencil.
Removed from the Francis Wells Shaw Papers [Newberry Library Midwest MS ShawF].
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Road map

Indiana - Maps - 1933 - Road maps

1933 - access routes

Official Indiana road map. Washington, D.C.
American Automobile Association, [1933?].
Authors: Chicago Motor Club -- American Automobile Association -- Shaw, Frances Wells, 1872-1937 -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 67 x 56 cm. on sheet 97 x 61 cm.
Panel art: car with bridge, mountains, waterfall and motor club logo.
Added title: Official AAA road map: Indiana. Plate no. 3032 B.
"This map issued annually. Next edition Spring 1934."
Includes 6 city maps.
Verso includes index, information about points of interest, hotels, bridges, ferries and A.A.A. club touring bureaus, and auxiliary map: 1933 World's Fair highways: A Century of Progress
International Exposition / map prepared by the Traffic Division [shows state and U.S. highways and "World's Fair route markers"].
Includes annotations in blue pencil.
Removed from the Francis Wells Shaw Papers [Newberry Library Midwest MS ShawF].
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Road map

Indiana - Maps - 1933 - Road maps

1933 - access routes

Official Indiana road map. Washington, D.C.
American Automobile Association, [1933?].
Authors: Chicago Motor Club -- American Automobile Association -- Shaw, Frances Wells, 1872-1937 -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 67 x 56 cm. on sheet 97 x 61 cm.
Panel art: car with bridge, mountains, waterfall and motor club logo.
For monochromatic reduction of this map (lacking indexes in left and right margins), see RMcN AE 039.20A.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 39.20 (PrCt)

37002 Indiana - Maps - 1933 - Road maps Road maps
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; 68 x 45 cm. on sheet 72 x 56 cm. 1933 edition."
Panel art: Outline of car on road.
Plate no. O-11-P.
Verso includes 7 city maps and: Cities Service road map of United States. Plate no. O-44-P.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 39.22 (PrCt)

37003 Indiana - Maps - 1933 - Road maps Road maps
Travel Indiana with Conoco : the land of pleasure. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1933].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Meier, -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; 58 x 38 cm. on sheet 61 x 46 cm. Panel art: Conoco logo on U.S. outline.
Added title: Conoco ... official road map: Indiana.
Plate no. G-232- J.C.
Shows locations where Conoco products sold.
Verso includes 4 city maps and: Conoco ... official road map: United States. Plate no. obscured.
Dated 1934 on AE Index.
Annotated "6-18-34 Meier."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 40.32 (PrCt)

37004 Indiana - Maps - 1933 - Road maps Road maps
Dixie road map of Indiana. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1933].
Authors: Dixie Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; 58 x 38 cm. on sheet 61 x 46 cm. Panel art: Dixie station.
Date from AE Index.
Added title: Dixie auto road map of Indiana. Plate no. I.3. O 11 M.
On verso: Dixie auto road map of United States. Plate no. J.1. 3259-O.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 39.24 (PrCt)

37005 Indiana - Maps - 1933 - Road maps Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Barnsdall Oil Co. -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 801 (PrCt)

37006 Indiana - Maps - 1933 - Road maps Road maps
Indiana. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1933].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- '=-Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 825 (PrCt)

37007 Indiana - Maps - 1933 - Road maps Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 889 (PrCt)

37008 Indiana - Maps - 1933 - Road maps Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil Company -- Lee, Robert E., fl. 1933 -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Cover: License plate motif.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Panel art: Shell logo, license plates, woman driving convertible car, dog, signed by artist "Robert E. Lee."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 917 (PrCt)

37009 Indiana - Maps - 1933 - Road maps Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Socony-Vacuum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

**Gousha Clients 951 (PrCt)**

**37010 Indiana - Maps - 1933 - Road maps**

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

**Gousha Clients 959 (PrCt)**

**37011 Indiana - Maps - 1933 - Road maps**

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Tide Water Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

**Gousha Clients 977 (PrCt)**

**37012 Indiana - Maps - 1933 - Road maps**

*Map of the Indiana state highway system ... February 1, 1933.* [Indianapolis?] : Indiana State Highway Commission, 1933.
Authors: Indiana. State Highway Commission -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 78 x 52 cm. on sheet 87 x 56 cm.
Panel art: Indiana state seal.
Added title: State highway system of Indiana.
Verso includes 23 city maps and a mileage table.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 40.30 (PrCt)**

**37013 Indiana - Maps - 1933 - Road maps**

*Pure Oil pathfinder for Indiana*. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1933].
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 38 cm. on sheet 61 x 46 cm.
Tenth edition.
Date from AE Index.
Panel art: Pure Oil logo and car by road signs.
Plate no. 13. O11M.

On verso: Pure Oil pathfinder for United States.
Plate no. J1 . 3259-O.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 39.23 (PrCt)**

**37014 Indiana - Maps - 1933 - Road maps**

Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 38 cm. on sheet 61 x 46 cm.
Panel art: Standard crown.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 40.33 (PrCt)**

**37015 Indiana - Maps - 1934 - Road maps**

Authors: Chicago Motor Club -- American Automobile Association -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 67 x 56 cm. on sheet 97 x 61 cm.
Panel art: car with bridge, mountains, waterfall and motor club logo.
Added title: Official AAA road map: Indiana. Plate no. 3032 C.
"This map issued annually. Next edition Spring 1935."
Includes 6 city maps.
Verso lists points of interest, hotels, bridges, ferries and A.A.A. club touring bureaus.
Handstamped "May 21 1934."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 40.31 (PrCt)**

**37016 Indiana - Maps - 1934 - Road maps**

*Cities Service road map of Indiana*. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1934].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 69 x 45 cm. on sheet 71 x 56 cm.
Tourist edition.
Panel art: Outline of car on road.
Plate nos. P-11-P and C. S. O. 1934.
Verso includes 7 city maps and: Cities Service road map of United States. Plate no. P-44-P.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Indianapolis - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

Travel Indiana with Conoco. Chicago: H.M. Gousha Co., [1934].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (3 panel, R,G): Outline map of North America, logo.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1084 (PrCt)

Indiana - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Johnson Oil Refining Co. -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (3 panel, O, BL): Three logos, line drawings of oil wells, refinery, gas station.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1108 (PrCt)

Indiana - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (3 panel, R,G, BL): Six cars speeding towards service station, logo.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1110 (PrCt)

Indiana - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (3 panel, R,Y): Diagonal “Shell” on red stripe, logo.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1131 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Socony
Vacuum Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (3 panel, R,B): Streamlined car rounding curve between tree and fence.
Plate no. H-232-JC.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1171 (PrCt)

37028
Indiana - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

Map of the Indiana state highway system ... January 1934. [Indianapolis?] : Indiana State Highway Commission, 1934.
Authors: Indiana. State Highway Commission -- Brink, John G. -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 82 x 53 cm. on sheet 87 x 56 cm.
Panel art: Indiana state seal.
Added title: State highway system of Indiana.
Verso includes 23 city maps and a mileage table.
Handstamped "received May 4 1934."
Annotated "Brink."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 40.35 (PrCt)

37029
Indiana - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

MWM highway map : Indiana / compliments of Hotel Plankinton, Milwaukee, Wisconsin. [Aurora, Mo.?] : Mid-West Map Company, [1934?].
Authors: Mid-West Map Company -- Hotel Plankinton (Milwaukee, Wis.) -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map ; 49 x 31 cm., folded to 22 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
"Compliments of Hotel Plankinton, Milwaukee, Wisconsin" overprinted in red on panel title.
Plate no. B56ER.
Verso includes directory of MWM-associated businesses in Indiana.
In poor condition; separated into 5 pieces.
Panel art: Illustration of car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4931 (PrCt)

37030
Indiana - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 38 cm. on sheet 61 x 46 cm. Eleventh edition."
Panel art: Pure Oil logo on map of eastern U.S.
On verso: Pure Oil pathfinder for United States.
Plate no. P.3408.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 39.30 (PrCt)

37025
Indiana - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (3 panel, R,B,P): Geese flying over hills, sedan passing lake.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1179 (PrCt)

37026
Indiana - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Tide Water Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (1 panel, O,BL): "Tydol trails thru...[photo woman, attendant, gas pump] Ask the man at the pump!"
Plate no. H-232-JC.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1201 (PrCt)

37027
Indiana - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

Indiana road map : Illinois Automobile Club, affiliated with National Automobile Association.
Kansas City, Mo. Gallup Map & Supply Company, [1934?].
Authors: Illinois Automobile Club -- National Automobile Association (U.S.) -- Gallup Map Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 51 x 34 cm. on sheet 56 x 43 cm.
Date from AE Index.
Added title: Gallup's comprehensive road map of Indiana.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 39.30 (PrCt)

RMcN AE 40.36 (PrCt)

RMcN AE 40.35 (PrCt)

RMcN AE 40.36 (PrCt)

RMcN AE 40.36 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Panel art: American Automobile Association logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 68 (PrCt)

37038 Indiana - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Travel Indianawith Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1935?
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1317 (PrCt)

37039 Indiana - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Indiana road map ... / compliments of Deep Rock Oil Companies. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1935?]
Authors: Deep Rock Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Gas pump and globe with "gasoline, Deep-Rock, motor oils" logo; line of cars on curving road.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1352 (PrCt)

37040 Indiana - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Travel Indiana with the Independent. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1935?]
Authors: Globe Oil & Refining Companies -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Globe gas station attendant; slogans "we are home owned" and "keep rollin' with Globe."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1371 (PrCt)

37041 Indiana - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Auto-Owners Insurance Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Cover (1 panel, R,B): Type, logo, space for "Compliments of....".
Plate no. H-139-SC.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1253 (PrCt)

37042 Indiana - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1267 (PrCt)

37043 Indiana - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Tide Water Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (3 panel, O,B): Profile of woman driver, scarf blowing in wind.
Plate no. I-232-JC.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1233 (PrCt)

37044 Indiana - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Authors: Indiana. State Highway Commission -- Brink, John G. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 80 x 52 cm. on sheet 84 x 55 cm.
Panel art: Indiana state seal.
Added title: State highway system of Indiana Verso includes 20 city maps and: Map showing the distance from Indianapolis to other cities in the United States.
Handstamped "Received May 6 1935."
Annotated "Brink."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 40.38 (PrCt)

37045 Indiana - Maps - 1935 - Road maps

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
37048

*Indiana - Maps - 1935 - Road maps***


Authors: Pennzoil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Panel art: National Automobile Club logo, list of district offices.

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

**Gousha Clients 1424 (PrCt)**

37049

*Indiana - Maps - 1935 - Road maps***


Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.


Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

**Gousha Clients 1431 (PrCt)**

37050

*Indiana - Maps - 1935 - Road maps***


Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Panel art: Photo of gas station attendant and slogan "let the Standard Oil Company serve you."

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

**Gousha Clients 1500 (PrCt)**

37051

*Indiana - Maps - 1935 - Road maps***


Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- K. L. Y. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 58 x 38 cm. on sheet 61 x 46 cm.

Panel art: Attendant, couple driving, two women talking to attendant.


Annotated "6-7-35 K.L.Y. [?]"

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 40.39 (PrCt)**

37052

*Indiana - Maps - 1936 - Road maps***

*Shell : 1936 road map : Indiana ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, 1936.*

Authors: Shell Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 58 x 38 cm. on sheet 61 x 46 cm.

Panel art: Shell logo.

Added title: Shell official road map: Indiana.

On verso: Shell official road map: United States.

Plate no. Q.3512.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 39.36 (PrCt)**

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.

Thirteenth edition.

Panel art: Cities Service logo.

Added title: Cities Service serves a nation slogan.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 38.3 (PrCr)

37056 Indiana - Maps - 1936 - Road maps


Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Panel art: Cities Service logo and "serves a nation" slogan.

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 1561 (PrCr)

RMcN AE 38.8 (PrCr)

37057 Indiana - Maps - 1936 - Road maps


Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 64 x 39 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Cities Service invites you to tour Indiana.

Plate nos. 346-S.C. - J-3

Maps on verso (29 x 44 cm. and smaller): Cities Service invites you to tour United States -- Indianapolis -- Evansville -- Fort Wayne -- South Bend -- Terre Haute.

Panel art: Cities Service logo.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 157.9A (PrCr)

37058 Indiana - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Travel Indiana with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1936?].

Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Panel art: Conoco Travel Bureau logo.

Forms part of North America, Conoco logo.

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 157.9A (PrCr)

37059 Indiana - Maps - 1936 - Road maps


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Travel Indiana with the Independent. Chicago:

H.M. Gousha Co., [1936?].
Authors: Globe Oil & Refining Companies -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Globe gas station attendant; slogans "we are home owned" and "keep rollin' with Globe."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1648 (PrCt)

Indiana - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 58 x 38 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Airplane, car, and boat, Phillips 66 logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1676 (PrCt)

Indiana - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Panel art: Female motorist.
Verso includes 4 city maps and: ... Deep Rock ... road map, 11th edition, of United States. Plate no. R.3512.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 158.19 (PrCt)

Indiana - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1624 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
**Panel art: Mobilgas sign.**

1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.

Collection (Newberry Library)

McNally and Company

Authors: Socony

Company, [1936].

Indiana : Mobilgas

maps

Indiana Gousha Clients 1755 (PrCt)

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 1706 (PrCt)

Indiana - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

1936 road map : Indiana : Shell ... Chicago : H. M. Gousha Company, 1936.

Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 58 x 38 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Shell official road map : Indiana.

Plate nos. "232-J.C." and "J-1"

Map on verso (29 x 44 cm.): Shell official road map : United States.

Panel art: Shell logo.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 163.13B (PrCt)

Indiana - Maps - 1936 - Road maps


Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Helck, Peter, 1893-1988 -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.

Cover (signed "Helck"): Sinclair station.


Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 38.2 (PrCt)

Indiana - Maps - 1936 - Road maps


Authors: Socony Vacuum Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Panel art: Mobilgas winged horse logo.

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 1755 (PrCt)

Indiana - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Indiana : Mobilgas ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1936].

Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.

Panel art: Mobilgas sign.

Panel no. 6.

Added title: Socony-Vacuum Oil Co. ... road map of Indiana. Plate no. R.3604.

Verso includes four city maps and:

Socony-Vacuum Oil Co. ... road map of United States. Plate no. R.3512.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 38.4 (PrCt)

Indiana - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Indiana : Mobilgas ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1936].

Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.

Panel art: Mobilgas sign.

Panel no. 6.

Added title: Socony-Vacuum Oil Co. ... road map of Indiana. Plate no. R.3604.

Verso includes 4 city maps and: Socony-Vacuum Oil Co. ... road map of United States. Plate no. R.3512.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 39.17X (PrCt)

Indiana - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Guiding you through Indiana ... Sovereign Service. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1936].

Authors: Sovereign Service -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.

Panel art: Sovereign logo, attendant, woman driving.

Added title: Rand McNally road map of Indiana. Plate no. R.3604.

Verso includes 4 city maps and: Rand McNally road map of United States. Plate no. R.3512.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 38.6 (PrCt)

Indiana - Maps - 1936 - Road maps


Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm. on sheet 68 x 46 cm.

Panel art: Standard crown in compass above cars.

Under city maps: No. ADV. 759 (A.D. 7923).

Added title: 1936 Indiana road guide ... Plate no. R.3604.

Verso includes eight city maps and: 1936 United States road map ... Plate no. R.3512.
Indiana - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm. on sheet 68 x 46 cm.
Panel art: Standard crown in compass above cars.
Added title: 1936 Indiana road guide ... . Plate no. R.3604.
Verso includes 8 city maps and: 1936 United States road map ... . Plate no. R.3512.
Below city maps: ADV. 759 (A. D. 7923).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 39.18X (PrCt)

Indiana - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Tydol trails thru Indiana ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, 1936.
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 57 x 27 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: 1936 Tydol trails : Indiana.
Plate nos. "232 J-C" and "J-1".
Maps on verso (28 x 43 cm. and smaller): 1936 Tydol trails : United States -- South Bend -- Fort Wayne.
Panel art: Cartoon of Tydol "Little Engineer"; automobile license plate.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 171.4B (PrCt)

Indiana - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Authors: Tide Water Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Cartoon mechanic and license plate with slogan "wherever you go, go on Tydol and Veedol", says the little engineer."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1779 (PrCt)

Indiana - Maps - 1937 - Road maps

WGN Chicago Tribune ... auto road map : Indiana. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1937].
Authors: WGN (Radio station : Chicago, Ill.) -- Chicago tribune -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Plate no. R. 3604.
Verso blank.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 38.16 (PrCt)
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm. on sheet 92 x 45 cm.
Panel art: Gulf sign above cars on road.
On opposite panel: Form 740-L.
Added title: Gulf road map of Indiana. Plate no. S.3604.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 38.12 (PrCt)

37081 Indiana - Maps - 1937 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm. on sheet 92 x 45 cm.
Panel art: Gulf sign above cars on road.
On opposite panel: Form 740-L.
Added title: Gulf road map of Indiana. Plate no. S.3604.
Handstamped "Apr. 12 1937."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 39.12X (PrCt)

37082 Indiana - Maps - 1937 - Road maps<<>>Middle West - Maps - 1937 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Indiana : Mobilgas ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1937].
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Panel art: Mobilgas sign.
Panel no. 7.
Added title: Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc. road map of Indiana. Plate no. S.3604.
Verso includes four city maps and:
Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc. road map of United States. Plate no. S. 3512.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 38.14 (PrCt)

37083 Indiana - Maps - 1937 - Road maps<<>>Northeastern States - Maps - 1937 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Cities Service invites you to tour Indiana.
Plate nos. "332-J" and "10-K"
Maps on verso (28 x 43 cm. and smaller): Cities Service territorial road map [of the northeastern U.S.] -- Indianapolis -- Evansville -- Fort Wayne -- South Bend -- Terre Haute.
Panel art: Cities Service sign, car and outline of the United States.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jun 3 -1937 ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 157.12 (PrCt)

37084 Indiana - Maps - 1937 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
1937 Indiana road map. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1937].
Authors: Barnsdall Oil Co. -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Barnsdall Oil Co. logo and slogan "be square dependable products by Barnsdall, 'America's first refiner'."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1806 (PrCt)

37085 Indiana - Maps - 1937 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Indiana 1937 road map / Cities Service ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1937.
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Map of United States, car, Cities Service sign and "serves a nation" slogan.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1835 (PrCt)

37086 Indiana - Maps - 1937 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Travel Indiana with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1937?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco...
Indiana - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Travel Indiana with Conoco : every Conoco station is a branch of the Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1937].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 57 x 38 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Conoco official road map : Indiana Date from RMcN AE 158 ms. index.
Plate nos. "332-J" and "10-K" Maps on verso (21 x 28 cm. and smaller):
Hammond, Gary, Michigan City region -- South Bend -- Indianapolis -- Fort Wayne -- Evansville -- Chicago and vicinity.
Panel art: Conoco logo over outline of North America.
Handstamped "1937" and "copyrighted". Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 158.21A (PrCt)

Indiana - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Indiana road map ... Deep Rock. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1937].
Authors: Deep Rock Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Panel art: Deep Rock sign, road, fence.
Added title: ... Deep Rock ... road map, 12th edition: Indiana. Plate no. S.3604.
Verso includes 4 city maps and: ... Deep Rock ... road map, 12th edition of United States. Plate no. S. 3512.
Handstamped "May 19 1937."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 39.13X (PrCt)

Indiana - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: car on road, Phillips 66 sign, and slogan "there's a Phillips station ahead." Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1958 (PrCt)

Indiana - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: car on road, Phillips 66 sign, and slogan "there's a Phillips station ahead." Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1958 (PrCt)

Indiana - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 38 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Phillips 66 ... 1937 official road map : Indiana.
Plate nos. "332-J" and "10-K" Map on verso (29 x 44 cm.): Phillips 66 ... official road map : United States.
Panel art: Car approaching Phillips 66 sign on curving road.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "May 7 1937" Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 162.27 (PrCt)
maps

**Indiana : Pure Oil pathfinder.** Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1937].
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm. Fourteenth edition."
Panel art: Pure Oil station.
Added title: Pure Oil pathfinder for Indiana. Plate no. S.3604.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 38.11 (PrCt)

37097 **Indiana - Maps - 1937 - Road maps - Road maps**

**Indiana : Pure Oil pathfinder.** Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1937].
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm. Fourteenth edition."
Panel art: Pure Oil station.
 Added title: Pure Oil pathfinder for Indiana. Plate no. S.3604.
Handstamped "Mar. 1 1937."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 39.14X (PrCt)

37098 **Indiana - Maps - 1937 - Road maps - Road maps**

**Indiana : Pure Oil pathfinder.** Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1937].
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm. on sheet 68 x 51cm.
Cover (signed "Helck"): Sinclair station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 38.10 (PrCt)

37099 **Indiana - Maps - 1937 - Road maps - Road maps**

**Indiana : Pure Oil pathfinder.** Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1937].
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm. Dated "1938" in error (?) on RMcN AE 164 ms.
Index.
Map on verso (29 x 44 cm.): Shell official road map: United States.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 18 1938 .... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 164.11 (PrCt)

37092 **Indiana - Maps - 1937 - Road maps - Road maps**

**Indiana : Pure Oil pathfinder.** Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1937].
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm. Dated "1938" in error (?) on RMcN AE 164 ms.
Index.
Map on verso (29 x 44 cm.): Shell official road map: United States.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 18 1938 .... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 164.11 (PrCt)

37097 **Indiana - Maps - 1937 - Road maps - Road maps**

**Indiana : Pure Oil pathfinder.** Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1937].
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm. Dated "1938" in error (?) on RMcN AE 164 ms.
Index.
Map on verso (29 x 44 cm.): Shell official road map: United States.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 18 1938 .... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 164.11 (PrCt)
and road.
Handstamped "Sep 27 1937" on title panel.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN AE 39.10X (PrCt)

37103 Indiana - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
1 map : col. ; 58 x 38 cm. on sheet 61 x 46 cm.
Panel art: Attendant, cars at pumps.
Verso includes four city maps and: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) 1937 road map: United States.
Under city maps: No. ADV. 759 (A. D. 8749).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 38.17 (PrCt)

37104 Indiana - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
1 map : col. ; 58 x 38 cm. on sheet 61 x 46 cm.
Panel art: Attendant, cars at pumps.
Verso includes four city maps and: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) 1937 road map: United States.
Below city maps: ADV. 759 (A. D. 8749).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 39.11X (PrCt)

37105 Indiana - Maps - 1937- Road maps
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Tydol gasoline and Veedol motor oil logos, and slogan "travel in the best circles."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 2091 (PrCt)

37106 Indiana - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Travel Indiana with Conoco : every Conoco station is a branch of the Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1938]. Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago
Region Map Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : col. ; 58 x 38 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Conoco ... official road map of Indiana
Date from RMcN AE 159 ms. index.
Plate nos. "332-J.C.-10-L" and "5382"
Maps on verso (21 x 28 cm. and smaller):
Hammond, Gary, Michigan City region -- South Bend -- Indianapolis -- Fort Wayne -- Evansville --
Chicago and vicinity.
Panl art: Conoco logo over outline of North America.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 16 1938 ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 159.11 (PrCt)

Indiana - Maps - 1938 - Road maps<<>>East (U.S.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps<<>>Road
maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm. on sheet 92 x 46 cm.
Panel art: Gulf sign above cars on road.
On opposite panel: Form 864-L.
Added title: Gulf: Indiana info map. Plate no. (2) T.3604.
Verso includes map of the Indianapolis region (plate no. S.) and: Gulf road map of Ontario,
Michigan, Illinois, Indiana, Ohio, Pennsylvania, New Jersey, New York, New Hampshire,
Vermont, Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island, Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West
Virginia, Kentucky. Plate no. T.3860.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 39.8X (PrCt)

Indiana - Maps - 1938 - Road maps<<>>East (U.S.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps<<>>Road
maps
Indiana road map ... / Barnsdall ... Chicago : H.M.
Gousha Co., [1938?].
Authors: Barnsdall Oil Co. -- H.M. Gousha
Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Barnsdall Oil Co. logo and slogan "be square dependable products by Barnsdall,
"America's first refiner".
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3021 (PrCt)
maps

37113 Indiana - Maps - 1938 - Road maps Road maps

37114 Indiana - Maps - 1938 - Road maps Road maps
Indiana road map : Cities Service ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1938]. Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library). 1 map : col. ; 58 x 38 cm. Panel title. Added title: Cities Service invites you to tour Indiana. Date from RMcN AE 156 ms. index. Plate no. 332-J.C. - 10-L. Map on verso (28 x 44 cm.): Cities Service road map of the United States. Panel art: Cities Service sign, car on winding road. Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 18 1938 ... ." Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library). RMcN AE 156.8 (PrCt)

37115 Indiana - Maps - 1938 - Road maps Road maps

37116 Indiana - Maps - 1938 - Road maps Road maps

37117 Indiana - Maps - 1938 - Road maps Road maps

37118 Indiana - Maps - 1938 - Road maps Road maps

37119 Indiana - Maps - 1938 - Road maps Road maps
Road map : Indiana and United States. Chicago :
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

H.M. Gousha Co., [1938?].
Authors: Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation --
H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: compass rose and Diamond, 760
Motor Oil, and D-X Gasoline logos.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry
Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3171 (PrCt)
37122
Indiana - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Indiana official road map : Phillips 66. Chicago :
H.M. Gousha Company, 1938.
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M.
Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 38 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Phillips 66 ... 1938 official road map :
Indiana.
Plate no. 332-J.C.-10-L
Map on verso (29 x 44 cm.): Phillips 66 ... official
road map : United States.
Panel art: Car approaching Phillips 66 truck on
curving road.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul
18 1938 ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 162.5 (PrCt)
37123
Indiana - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Indiana : Pure Oil pathfinder. Chicago : Rand
McNally & Company, [1938].
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and
Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry
Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Panel art: Pure Oil station.
Panel no. P. O. 38.
Added title: Indiana ... Pure. Plate no. T.3604.
On verso: United States ... Pure. Plate no.
T.3707.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 38.30 (PrCt)
37124
Indiana - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Indiana : Pure Oil pathfinder. Chicago : Rand
McNally & Company, [1938].
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and
Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry
Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Panel art: Phillips 66 tanker truck on road,
Phillips 66 sign, and slogan "there's a Phillips
station ahead."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry
Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3186 (PrCt)
37125
Indiana - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Rand McNally road map : Indiana. Chicago :
Rand McNally & Company, [1938].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Plate no. T 3604.
Verso blank.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 38.26 (PrCt)
37126
Indiana - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Indiana official road map : Phillips 66. Chicago :
H.M. Gousha Company, 1938.
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M.
Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
37124

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Indiana - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

37127  RMcN AE 39.3X (PrCt)

37128  RMcN AE 38.22 (PrCt)

37129  RMcN AE 39.9X (PrCt)

37130  RMcN AE 39.2X (PrCt)
37133 Indiana - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Swinging through Indiana ... Sovereign Service. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1938].
Authors: Sovereign Service -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm. Panel art: Sovereign logo, attendant, woman driving.
Verso includes four city maps and: Sovereign Service road map: United States. Plate no. T 3512.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 38.27 (PrCt)

37134 Indiana - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Swinging through Indiana ... Sovereign Service. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1938].
Authors: Sovereign Service -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm. Panel art: Sovereign logo, attendant, woman driving.
Verso includes four city maps and: Sovereign Service road map: United States. Plate no. T 3512.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 39.5X (PrCt)

37135 Indiana - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 57 x 38 cm. on sheet 61 x 46 cm. Panel art: Attendant, cars at pumps.
Verso includes four city maps and: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) road map: United States. Plate no. T 3512.
Below city maps: ADV. 759 (A. D. 9182).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 38.29 (PrCt)

37136 Indiana - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 61 x 43 cm. on sheet 71 x 54 cm. Panel art: U.S. outline.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Indiana. Plate no. T.3812. Includes insets of five cities.
Verso includes insets of Chicago and New York regions and: Texaco sectional trip map [of the eastern U.S.]. Plate no. T.3849.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 38.23 (PrCt)

37137 Indiana - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm. Panel title.
Panel art: Tydol gasoline sign, profiles of three cars, and slogan "stop at this sign for safe motoring."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3304 (PrCt)

37138 Indiana - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Tydol trails thru Indiana ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, 1938.
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 57 x 40 cm. Panel title.
Maps on verso (28 x 43 cm. and smaller): United States -- South Bend -- Fort Wayne.
Panel art: Tydol sign and cars.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 22 1938 Rand McNally & Co. ..."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 171.5A (PrCt)

37139 Indiana - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Travel Indiana with Conoco : every Conoco station is a branch of the Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1939].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 38 cm. Panel title.
Added title: Conoco ... official road map of Indiana.
Date from RMcN AE 159 ms. index.
Plate no. 332-J.C.-11-M
Maps on verso (21 x 28 cm. and smaller):
Hammond, Gary, Michigan City region -- South Bend -- Indianapolis -- Fort Wayne -- Evansville -- Chicago and vicinity.
Panel art: Conoco logo over outline of North America.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Aug 17 1939 ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 159.11A (PrCt)

37140
Indiana - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 61 x 42 cm. on sheet 92 x 46 cm.
Panel art: Gulf sign above cars on road.
On opposite panel: Form 1179-L.
Added title: Gulf Indiana info map. Plate no. U.3604.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 38.39 (PrCt)

37141
Indiana - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Indian Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 61 x 43 cm. on sheet 72 x 54 cm.
Panel art: U.S. outline.
Panel no. 10-39.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Indiana. Plate no. U.3812. Includes insets of five cities.
Verso includes inset of Chicago region and: Texaco sectional trip map [of the Middle West]. Plate no. U. 3900 (E).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 38.37 (PrCt)

37142
Indiana - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Road maps
Travel Indiana with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1939].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M.

37143
Indiana - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Road maps
Texaco touring map : Indiana with sectional map of adjoining states. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1939].
Authors: Texas Company -- Indian Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 61 x 43 cm. on sheet 72 x 54 cm.
Panel art: U.S. outline.
Panel no. 10-39.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Indiana. Plate no. U.3812. Includes insets of five cities.
Verso includes inset of Chicago region and:
Texaco sectional trip map [of the Middle West]. Plate no. U. 3900 (E).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 38.35 (PrCt)

37144
Indiana - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Road maps
Indiana road map / Cities Service. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1939?].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"Tourist edition."
Panel title.
Panel art: road leading to a Cities Service gas station and sign; slogan "buy at this sign."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3355 (PrCt)

37145
Indiana - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Road maps
Travel Indiana with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1939?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M.
Indian - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

**Indiana road map ... Deep Rock ...** Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1939].
Authors: Deep Rock Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Panel art: Deep Rock sign, calendar, radio log.
Added title: Road map, 15th edition: Indiana ... Deep Rock ... . Plate no. U.3604.
Verso includes 4 city maps and: Road map , 15th edition: United States ... Deep Rock ... . Plate no. U 3512.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 38.34 (PrCt)**

**Indiana official road map / Phillips 66.** Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1939.
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: winding road, Phillips 66 sign, and slogan "there's a Phillips station ahead."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
**Gousha Clients 3496 (PrCt)**

**Indiana official road map / En-Ar-Co White Rose dealer.** Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1939].
Authors: National Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Panel art: En-Ar-Co sign, station, red car.
Added panel title: Road map of Indiana by National.
Added title: En-Ar-Co road map of Indiana. Plate no. U.3604.
Verso includes four city maps and: En-Ar-Co road map of United States. Plate no. U.3512.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 38.34 (PrCt)**

**Indiana official road map / Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)**
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation."
Panel art: photograph of gas station attendant and slogan "smiling service, 'all the way'."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
**Gousha Clients 3464 (PrCt)**
Indiana - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

Indiana - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

37153

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Panel no. U.3604.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 38.38 (PrCt)**

37154

**Shell road map : Indiana.** Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1939?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
**Gousha Clients 3539 (PrCt)**

37155

**Shell road map : Indiana ...** Chicago : H. M. Gousha Company, [1939].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 38 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell official road map of Indiana.
Plate nos. "332-J.C. 11-M" and "11-M 1939-1" Date from RMcN AE 165 ms. index.
Map on verso (29 x 44 cm.): Legend : United States mileage and driving time along main transcontinental highways.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Aug 10 1939 ..., " Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 165.11 (PrCt)**

37156

**Indiana : Sinclair road map.** Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1939].
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 42 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Panel art: Attendant giving directions to motorists.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 38.40 (PrCt)**

37157

**Tour Indiana with Skelly.** Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1939.
Authors: Skelly Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Skelly sign and car.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
**Gousha Clients 3597 (PrCt)**

37158

**Swinging through Indiana the Sovereign way.** Chicago : Rand McNally & Company , [1939].
Authors: Sovereign Service -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Panel art: Sovereign logo, attendant, woman driving.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 38.44 (PrCt)**

37159

Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 57 x 38 cm. on sheet 61 x 46 cm.
Panel art: Attendant, cars at pumps.
Verso includes four city maps and: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) road map: United States. Plate no. U.3512.
Below city maps: ADV. 759 (A. D. 9536).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 38.40 (PrCt)**

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Indiana - Maps - 1940 - Road maps

Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Tydol gasoline and Veedol motor oil signs; profiles of stylized cars.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3657 (PrCt)

Indiana - Maps - 1940 - Road maps

Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 42 cm. on sheet 92 x 46 cm.
Panel art: Gulf sign above car on road.
On opposite panel: Form 1478-L.
Added title: Gulf: Indiana info map. Plate no. V.3604.
Verso includes map of the Indianapolis region and:
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 38.50 (PrCt)

Indiana - Maps - 1940 - Road maps

Texaco touring map : Indiana with sectional map of adjoining states. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1940].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 61 x 43 cm. on sheet 71 x 54 cm.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Panel no. 9-40.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Indiana. Plate no. V.3812. Includes insets of five cities.
Verso includes inset of Chicago region and:
Texaco sectional trip map [of the Middle West]. Plate no. V.3900 (E).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 38.53 (PrCt)

Indiana - Maps - 1940 - Road maps

Highway map of Indiana : Johnson ... Products. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1940].
Authors: Johnson Oil Refining Co. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Panel art: Hour glass with wings on Johnson sign over car.
Added title: Johnson highway map of Indiana. Plate no. V.3604.
Verso includes four city maps and: Johnson highway map of United States. Plate no. V.3512.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 38.51 (PrCt)

37167 Indiana - Maps - 1940 - Road maps

Road map of Indiana and United States. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1940].
Authors: Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation."
Panel art: photograph of gas station attendant and slogan "smiling service, 'all the way'".
Forms part of H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3806 (PrCt)

37168 Indiana - Maps - 1940 - Road maps

1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Panel art: En-Ar-Co sign over road and farms.
Added title: The National Refining Company road map of Indiana. Plate no. V.3604.
Verso includes four city maps and: The National Refining Company road map of United States. Plate no. V.3512.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 38.48 (PrCt)

37169 Indiana - Maps - 1940 - Road maps

Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: winding road, Phillips 66 sign, and slogan "there's a Phillips station ahead."
Forms part of H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3830 (PrCt)

37170 Indiana - Maps - 1940 - Road maps

Indiana ... Pure ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1940].
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Company)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Panel art: Pure compass, cartoon characters.
Added title: Indiana ... Pure. Plate no. V.3604.
On verso: United States ... Pure. Plate no. V.3870.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 38.47 (PrCt)

37171 Indiana - Maps - 1940 - Road maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Panel no. V.3604.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 38.49 (PrCt)

37172 Indiana - Maps - 1940 - Road maps

Shell map of Indiana. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1940].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: Indiana.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3869 (PrCt)

37173 Indiana - Maps - 1940 - Road maps

Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Panel art: Sinclair sign.
Added title: Road map: Sinclair: Indiana. Plate no. V.8604.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 38.46 (PrCt)

37174 Indiana - Maps - 1940 - Road maps

Tour Indiana with Skelly. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1940.
Authors: Skelly Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Panel art: Pure compass, cartoon characters.
Added title: Indiana ... Skelly. Plate no. V.3512.
On verso: United States ... Pure. Plate no. V.3870.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 38.48 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

37175

Indiana - Maps - 1940 - Road maps

Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: cars, gas pumps, and "Standard Service" sign.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3978 (PrCt)

37176

Indiana - Maps - 1940 - Road maps

Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 57 x 38 cm. on sheet 61 x 46 cm.
Panel art: Attendant, cars at pumps.
Added title: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) road map: Indiana. Plate no. V.3784.
Verso includes four city maps and: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) road map: United States. Plate no. V.3512.
Below city maps: ADV. 759 (A. D. 10110).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 38.45 (PrCt)

37177

Indiana - Maps - 1940 - Road maps

Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Wm. Busse & Son, Inc. (Park Ridge, Ill.) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Busse (Wm.) & Son, Inc., Park Ridge, Ill. SEE Wm. Busse & Son, Inc. (Park Ridge, Ill.)
1 map : col. ; 57 x 38 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Road map : Indiana.
Plate no. V.3784.
IMaps on verso (28 x 44 cm. and smaller): Road map : United States -- Evansville -- Ft. Wayne -- Indianapolis -- South Bend.

37178

Indiana - Maps - 1940 - Road maps

Tydol trails thru Indiana / issued by Tide Water Associated Oil Company ... Tulsa. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1940.
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: drawing of a wagon train and slogan "follow the trails of the pioneers in your modern motor car."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3999 (PrCt)

37179

Indiana - Maps - 1941 - Road maps

Indiana into-map : Gulf. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1941].
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 42 cm. on sheet 92 x 46 cm.
Panel art: Gulf sign above car on road.
On opposite panel: Form 1593-L.
Verso includes map of the Indianapolis region (plate no. W) and: Road map of Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kentucky, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, New York, Ohio, Ontario, Pennsylvania, Virginia, West Virginia, Wisconsin: Gulf. Plate no. W. 4118 (3).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 38.54 (PrCt)

37180

Indiana - Maps - 1941 - Road maps

Texaco touring map : Indiana with sectional map of adjoining states. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1941].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 61 x 43 cm. on sheet 71 x 54 cm.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Panel no.A-41.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Indiana. Plate

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

RMcN AE 38.55 (PrCt)

37181 Indiana - Maps - 1941 - Road maps

Middle West - Maps - 1941 - Road maps


RMcN AE 38.56 (PrCt)

37182 Indiana - Maps - 1941 - Road maps

Middle West - Maps - 1941 - Road maps


RMcN AE 38.57 (PrCt)

37183 Indiana - Maps - 1941 - Road maps


Gousha Clients 4063 (PrCt)

37184 Indiana - Maps - 1941 - Road maps


RMcN Clients 4980 (PrCt)

37185 Indiana - Maps - 1941 - Road maps


Gousha Clients 4103 (PrCt)

37186 Indiana - Maps - 1941 - Road maps


Gousha Clients 4149 (PrCt)

37187 Indiana - Maps - 1941 - Road maps

** Road map of Indiana ... Chicago : H.M.

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 4063 (PrCt)
Gousha Co., [1941?].
Authors: Pennzoil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: car on road beneath ad for "amazing, new Pennzip 'Z' gasoline" and slogan "sound your 'Z' for Pennzip and Pennzol.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4168 (PrCt)

37188 Indiana - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 38 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: road, Phillips 66 sign, and slogan "there's a Phillips station ahead."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4168 (PrCt)

37189 Indiana - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 38 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. 332-J.C.-12-O.
Maps on verso (28 x 43 cm. and 6 x 10 cm.):
Phillips Petroleum Company official road map : United States -- A Credit card good from coast to coast [map of the United States].
Panel art: Road, Phillips 66 sign, and slogan "there's a Phillips station ahead."
Handstamped "Copyrighted", "1941", and "Received from [blank] Jul 28 1941, Rand McNally & Co. Blazed Trails Dept. by [illegible initials]."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4984 (PrCt)

37190 Indiana - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Plate no. W.3604.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 38.59 (PrCt)

37191 Indiana - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Shell map of Indiana. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1941?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: Indiana.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4218 (PrCt)

37192 Indiana - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Shell map of Indiana. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1941?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 38 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell official road map of Indiana.
Plate nos. "322-J.C.-12-O" and "12-O-1941-1" Maps on verso (29 x 44 cm. and smaller): United States -- Hammond, Gary, Michigan City region -- Indianapolis -- Fort Wayne.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Handstamped "Copyrighted", "1941", and "Received from [blank] Oct 18 1941, Rand McNally & Co. Blazed Trails Dept. by RE."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 5009 (PrCt)

37193 Indiana - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Authors: Skelly Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Skelly sign and gas station attendant.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4267 (PrCt)

37194 Indiana - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm. Panel title.
Panel art: cars, gas pumps, and "Standard Service" sign.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4302 (PrCt)

37195 Indiana - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm. Panel title.
Panel art: airplane, car and Tydol flying "A" gasoline logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4319 (PrCt)

37196 Indiana - Maps - 1942 - Road maps - Middle West - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 61 x 43 cm. on sheet 72 x 54 cm. Panel art: Texaco sign.
Panel no. A-42.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Indiana. Plate no. X.3812. Includes insets of five cities.
On verso: Texaco sectional trip map [of the Middle West]. Plate no. X. 4104 (E). Includes inset of Chicago region.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 37.3 (PrCt)

37197 Indiana - Maps - 1942 - Road maps - Ohio - Maps - 1942 - Road maps - Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps - Indiana - Maps - 1942 - Pictorial maps - Pictorial maps - Indiana - Maps - 1942 - Pictorial maps
Authors: Sun Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 71 cm. on sheet 71 x 75 cm. Panel art: Smiling attendant under sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 37.2 (PrCt)

37198 Indiana - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Indiana road map / Cities Service Oils ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1942].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm. Panel title.
Panel art: rural road scene, Cities Service Oils logo, and slogan "start every trip at your Cities Service dealer's."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4373 (PrCt)

37199 Indiana - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Travel Indiana with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1942].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm. Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4421 (PrCt)

37200 Indiana - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Highway map of Indiana : Johnson ... Products. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1942].
Authors: Johnson Oil Refining Co. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 42 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm. Panel art: Hour glass with wings on Johnson sign over car.
Added title: Johnson highway map of Indiana. Plate no. X. 3604.
On verso: Johnson highway map of United States. Plate no. X. 4089.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 37.8 (PrCt)

37201 Indiana - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Road map : Indiana ... Marathon. Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [1942].
Authors: Marathon Oil Company -- Ohio Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Panel art: Marathon sign over "Oil is ammunition" stamp.
Added title: Marathon ... road map of Indiana. Plate no. X.3604.
On verso: Marathon ... road map of United States. Plate no. X. 4089.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 37.7 (PrCt)

37202 Indiana - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
D-X road map of Indiana and United States. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1942]?
Authors: Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation."
Panel art: D-X sign and Diamond gas station facade.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4486 (PrCt)

37203 Indiana - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: road, Phillips 66 sign, and slogan "there's a Phillips station ahead."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4511 (PrCt)

37204 Indiana - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Indiana ... Pure Oil pathfinder road map. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1942].
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Panel art: Directional sign with cardinal directions.
Opposite panel no. P-42.
Added title: Indiana ... Pure. Plate no. X. 3604.
Verso includes photo views and: United States ... Pure. Plate no. X. 3870.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 37.6 (PrCt)

37205 Indiana - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 42 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Plate no. X.3604.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 37.4 (PrCt)

37206 Indiana - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Shell map of Indiana. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1942]?
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: Indiana.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4553 (PrCt)

37207 Indiana - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 42 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Panel art: Sinclair pump.
Added title: Sinclair: Indiana. Plate no. X.3604.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 37.5 (PrCt)

37208 Indiana - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally...
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalog Entry</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RMcN AE 37.11 (PrCt)</td>
<td>Indiana - Maps - 1944 - Road maps - East (U.S.) - Maps - 1944 - Road maps - Road maps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMcN AE 37.12 (PrCt)</td>
<td>Indiana - Maps - 1944 - Road maps - Middle West - Maps - 1944 - Road maps - Road maps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMcN AE 37.14 (PrCt)</td>
<td>Indiana - Maps - 1944 - Road maps - East (U.S.) - Maps - 1944 - Road maps - Road maps</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.**

**For more information refer to the title page of this volume.**
Maps - 1944 - Road maps

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 51 x 71 cm. on sheet 59 x 82 cm.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Panel no. 15.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Indiana, Ohio. Cartouche no. 13. Plate no. Z.4426.
Includes list of gasoline taxes by state.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 53.9 (PrCt)


Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 50 x 50 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Indiana, Ohio. Date from RMcN AE 115 ms. index.
Includes table of "Gasoline taxes -- as of 2nd Nov., 1944."
Plate no. Z.4426
Map on verso (47 x 71 cm.): Texaco touring map of Kentucky, Tennessee.
Panel Art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 115.12 (PrCt)


Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 51 x 71 cm. on sheet 59 x 82 cm.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Panel no. 25.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Indiana, Ohio. Cartouche no. 13. Plate no. Z.4426.
On verso: Texaco touring map of Pennsylvania. Cartouche no. 4. Plate no. Z.4215. Includes Pennsylvania Turnpike fare table and list of gasoline taxes by state.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 37.13 (PrCt)


Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 51 x 71 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Indiana, Ohio. Date from RMcN AE 115 ms. index.
Includes table of "Gasoline taxes -- as of 2nd Dec., 1944."
Plate no. Z.4426
Map on verso (43 x 78 cm.): Texaco touring map of Pennsylvania.
Panel Art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 115.13 (PrCt)


Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 51 x 71 cm. on sheet 59 x 82 cm.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Panel no. 115.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Indiana, Ohio. Cartouche no. 13. Plate no. 454426.
Includes list of gasoline taxes by state.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 37.15 (PrCt)


Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 51 x 71 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Indiana, Ohio. Date from RMcN AE 115 ms. index.
Includes table of "Gasoline taxes -- as of 2nd Nov., 1945."
Plate no. 454426
Map on verso (47 x 71 cm.): Texaco touring map of Kentucky, Tennessee.

**RMcN AE 37.19 (PrCt)**

37227 **Indiana - Maps - 1945 - Road maps**

_Author_:
Shell map of Indiana. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1945?].

*Authors:* Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm. Panel title.

- At head of panel title: Indiana. Panel art: Shell logo, statement "all points of military interest have been removed voluntarily from this map and index" and slogan "tour with confidence."

**Gousha Clients 4704 (PrCt)**

37228 **Indiana - Maps - 1946 - Road maps**

_Author_:
Shell map of Indiana. Chicago : H. M. Gousha Company, [1946].

*Authors:* Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

1 map : col. ; 58 x 38 cm. Panel title.

- Handstamped "received ... Apr 29 1947 Rand McNally & Co. Blazed Trails Dept. .... ". Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
- Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 166.14 (PrCt)**

37229 **Indiana - Maps - 1946 - Road maps**

_Author_:

*Authors:* Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm. on sheet 92 x 46 cm. Panel art: Gulf sign above car on road.


**RMcN AE 37.27 (PrCt)**

37230 **Indiana - Maps - 1946 - Road maps**

_Author_:

*Authors:* Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm. on sheet 92 x 46 cm. Panel art: Gulf sign above car on road. On opposite panel: Form S. P. 1825-L. Added title: Gulf: Indiana info-map. Plate no. 463604-V. Verso includes map of the Indianapolis region (plate no. 46) and: Road map of Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kentucky, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, New York, Ohio, Ontario, Pennsylvania, Virginia, West Virginia, Wisconsin. Plate no. 6-4200(3)-5. Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 37.31 (PrCt)**

37231 **Indiana - Maps - 1946 - Road maps**

_Author_:

*Authors:* Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 65 x 42 cm. on sheet 68 x 50cm. Panel art: Cartoon characters in car over Pure logo. Added title: Indiana ... Pure. Plate no. 6-423604-2. Verso includes untitled map of the Middle West (plate no. 463785V (2)) and inset of Lake Superior region. Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 37.34 (PrCt)**

37232 **Indiana - Maps - 1946 - Road maps**

_Author_:

*Authors:* Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 65 x 42 cm. on sheet 68 x 50cm. Panel art: Cartoon characters in car over Pure logo. Added title: Indiana ... Pure. Plate no. 6-423604-2. Verso includes untitled map of the Middle West (plate no. 463785V (2)) and inset of Lake Superior region. Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 37.34 (PrCt)**

37233 **Indiana - Maps - 1946 - Road maps**

_Author_:

*Authors:* Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 65 x 42 cm. on sheet 68 x 50cm. Panel art: Cartoon characters in car over Pure logo. Added title: Indiana ... Pure. Plate no. 6-423604-2. Verso includes untitled map of the Middle West (plate no. 463785V (2)) and inset of Lake Superior region. Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 37.34 (PrCt)**

37234 **Indiana - Maps - 1946 - Road maps**

_Author_:

*Authors:* Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 65 x 42 cm. on sheet 68 x 50cm. Panel art: Cartoon characters in car over Pure logo. Added title: Indiana ... Pure. Plate no. 6-423604-2. Verso includes untitled map of the Middle West (plate no. 463785V (2)) and inset of Lake Superior region. Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 37.34 (PrCt)**

37235 **Indiana - Maps - 1946 - Road maps**

_Author_:

*Authors:* Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 65 x 42 cm. on sheet 68 x 50cm. Panel art: Cartoon characters in car over Pure logo. Added title: Indiana ... Pure. Plate no. 6-423604-2. Verso includes untitled map of the Middle West (plate no. 463785V (2)) and inset of Lake Superior region. Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 37.34 (PrCt)**

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

Authors: Sun Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map: col.; 55 x 71 cm. on sheet 59 x 82 cm.
Panel art: Car on road under road sign.

Added title: Ohio, Indiana. Plate no. 464145-1.
Verso includes 6 city maps and: Metropolitan Cleveland. Plate no. 463515. -- Historical-pictorial map of Ohio, Indiana: Sunoco.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 37.21 (PrCt)


Authors: Sun Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map: col.; 55 x 71 cm. on sheet 59 x 82 cm.
Panel art: Car on road under road sign.

Added title: Ohio, Indiana. Plate no. 464145-1.
Verso includes 6 city maps and: Metropolitan Cleveland. Plate no. 463515. -- Historical-pictorial map of Ohio, Indiana: Sunoco.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 37.32 (PrCt)


Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map: col.; 51 x 71 cm. on sheet 59 x 82 cm.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Panel no. 56.

Added title: Texaco touring map of Indiana, Ohio. Cartouche no. 13. Plate no. 6-454426-3.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 37.36 (PrCt)


Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map: col.; 51 x 71 cm. on sheet 59 x 82 cm.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Panel no. 126.

Added title: Texaco touring map of Indiana, Ohio. Cartouche no. 13. Plate no. 6-4426-7.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 37.42 (PrCt)


Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map: col.; 51 x 71 cm. on sheet 59 x 82 cm.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Panel no. 56.

Added title: Texaco touring map of Indiana, Ohio. Cartouche no. 13. Plate no. 6-454426-3.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Indiana, Ohio.
Panel title.
Company
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 51 x 71 cm. on sheet 59 x 82 cm.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Panel no. 126.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Indiana, Ohio.
Cartouche no. 13. Plate no. 6-4426-7.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 53.28 (PrCt)

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 51 x 71 cm. on sheet 59 x 82 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Indiana, Ohio.
Date from RMcN AE 115 ms. index.
Includes table of "Gasoline taxes as of 2nd Dec., 1946."
Plate no. 6-4426-7
On verso (43 x 78 cm.): Texaco touring map of Kentucky, Tennessee.
Panel Art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 115.49 (PrCt)

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 51 x 71 cm., folded to 10 x 20 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Indiana, Ohio.
Plate no. 6-4426-4.
Map on verso (47 x 70 cm.): Texaco touring map of Kentucky, Tennessee
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Clients 3665 (PrCt)

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 51 x 71 cm. on sheet 59 x 82 cm.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Panel no. 96.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Indiana, Ohio.
Cartouche no. 13. Plate no. 6-4426-5.
On verso: Texaco touring map of Michigan.
Cartouche no. 17. Plate no. 6-4427-4. Includes insets of northwestern Michigan and Isle Royale and list of gasoline taxes by state.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 37.25 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Panel no. 16.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Indiana, Ohio.
Cartouche no. 13. Plate no. 6-454426-2.
On verso: Texaco touring map of Michigan.
Cartouche no. 17. Plate no. 6-4427-2. Includes
insets of northwestern Michigan and Isle Royale
and list of gasoline taxes by state.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 37.26 (PrCt)

37244 Indiana - Maps - 1946 - Road maps Ohio -
Maps - 1946 - Road maps Michigan -
Maps - 1946 - Road maps Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 51 x 71 cm. on sheet 59 x 82 cm.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Panel no. 96.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Indiana, Ohio.
Cartouche no. 13. Plate no. 6-4426-5.
On verso: Texaco touring map of Michigan.
Cartouche no. 17. Plate no. 6-4427-4. Includes
insets of northwestern Michigan and Isle Royale
and list of gasoline taxes by state.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 37.41 (PrCt)

37245 Indiana - Maps - 1946 - Road maps Ohio -
Maps - 1946 - Road maps Michigan -
Maps - 1946 - Road maps Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 51 x 71 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 58 ms. index.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Indiana-Ohio.
Plate no. 6-4426-5.
On verso (67 x 55 cm.): Texaco touring map of
Michigan.
Insets (5 x 7 cm. and 16 x 18 cm.): Isle Royale --
Northwestern Michigan.
Panel art: Texaco sign over "Paper is precious"
slogan.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 58.22 (PrCt)

37247 Indiana - Maps - 1946 - Road maps Ohio -
Maps - 1946 - Road maps Michigan -
Maps - 1946 - Road maps Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 51 x 71 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Indiana, Ohio.
Date from RMcN AE 115 ms. index.
Includes table of "Gasoline taxes -- as of 2nd
Sept., 1946."
Plate no. 6-4426-5
Maps on verso (67 x 55 cm. and smaller): Texaco
touring map of Michigan -- Isle Royale --
northwestern Michigan.
Panel Art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 115.20 (PrCt)

37248 Indiana - Maps - 1946 - Road mapsOhio -
Maps - 1946 - Road maps Michigan -
Maps - 1946 - Road maps Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 51 x 71 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Indiana, Ohio.
Date from RMcN AE 115 ms. index.
Includes table of "Gasoline taxes -- as of 2nd
Jan., 1946."
Plate no. 6-454426-2
Maps on verso (67 x 55 cm. and smaller): Texaco
touring map of Michigan -- Isle Royale --
northwestern Michigan.
Panel Art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 115.21 (PrCt)

37249 Indiana - Maps - 1946 - Road maps Ohio -
Maps - 1946 - Road maps Michigan -
Maps - 1946 - Road maps Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 51 x 71 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 58 ms. index.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Indiana-Ohio.
Plate no. 6-454426-2.
On verso (67 x 55 cm.): Texaco touring map of
Michigan.
Insets (5 x 7 cm. and 16 x 18 cm.): Isle Royale --
Northwestern Michigan.
Panel art: Texaco sign over "Paper is precious"
slogan.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Maps - 1946 - Road maps

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 51 x 71 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Indiana, Ohio.
Date from RMcN AE 115 ms. index.
Includes table of "Gasoline taxes -- as of 2nd Sept., 1946."
Plate no. 6-4426-5
Map on verso (43 x 78 cm.): Texaco touring map of Michigan.
Panel Art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 115.46 (PrCt)

37250

Indiana - Maps - 1946 - Road maps

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 51 x 71 cm.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Panel no. 66.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Indiana, Ohio.
Cartouche no. 13. Plate no. 6-4426-4.
On verso: Texaco touring map of Pennsylvania.
Cartouche no. 4. Plate no. 6-454215-5. Includes Pennsylvania Turnpike fare table and list of gasoline taxes by state.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 115.46 (PrCt)

37251

Indiana - Maps - 1946 - Road maps

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 51 x 71 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Indiana, Ohio.
Date from RMcN AE 115 ms. index.
Includes table of "Gasoline taxes -- as of 2nd June, 1946."
Plate no. 6-4426-4
Map on verso (43 x 78 cm.): Texaco touring map of Pennsylvania.
Panel Art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 115.46 (PrCt)

37252

Indiana - Maps - 1946 - Road maps

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 50 x 71 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Indiana, Ohio.
Date from RMcN AE 130 ms. index.
Includes table of "Gasoline taxes -- as of 2nd June, 1946."
Plate no. 6-4426-4.
Map on verso (43 x 77 cm.): Texaco touring map of Pennsylvania.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 130.43 (PrCt)

37253

Indiana - Maps - 1946 - Road maps

Indiana / Cities Service. Chicago: H.M. Gousha Co., [1946?].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Cities Service gas station, various cartoon images, and slogan "Cities Service dealers help make every trip a treat."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4730 (PrCt)

37254

Indiana - Maps - 1946 - Road maps

Travel Indiana with Conoco ... Chicago: H.M. Gousha Co., [1946?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4767 (PrCt)

37255

Indiana - Maps - 1946 - Road maps

D-X road map of Indiana and United States. Chicago: H.M. Gousha Co., [1946?].
Authors: Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation."
Panel art: D-X sign and Diamond gas station facade.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4800 (PrCt)

Indiana - Maps - 1946 - Road maps

37256

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4869 (PrCt)

Indiana - Maps - 1946 - Road maps

37260

1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: road, Phillips 66 sign, and slogan "there's a Phillips station ahead."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4870 (PrCt)

Indiana - Maps - 1946 - Road maps

37261

1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm. on sheet 68 x 50 cm.
Plate no. 463604V.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 37.30 (PrCt)

Indiana - Maps - 1946 - Road maps

37262

1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm. on sheet 68 x 50 cm.
Plate no. 463604V.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 37.28 (PrCt)

Indiana - Maps - 1946 - Road maps

37263

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4869 (PrCt)
**Indiana road map and pictorial sight-seeing guide: Sinclair.** Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1946].
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 50 x 68 cm. Panel art: Road sign, car and attendant.
Added title: Sinclair: Indiana. Plate no. 6-463604V-1.
Verso includes five city maps and pictorial views keyed to location map.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 37.33 (PrCt)

37267  **Indiana - Maps - 1947 - Road maps>>East (U.S.) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps**

**Indianapolis info-map : Gulf.** Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1947].
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm. on sheet 92 x 46 cm. Panel art: Gulf sign above car on road.
On opposite panel: Form S. P. 1825-L.
Verso includes map of the Indianapolis region (plate no. 47) and: Road map of Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kentucky, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, New York, Ohio, Ontario, Pennsylvania, Virginia, West Virginia, Wisconsin. Plate no. 7-4200(3)-7.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 37.43 (PrCt)

37268  **Indiana - Maps - 1947 - Road maps>>Middle West - Maps - 1947 - Road maps**

**Indiana and Great Lakes states : Pure Oil trip map.** Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1947].
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm. on sheet 68 x 50cm. Panel art: Cartoon characters in car over Pure logo.
Panel no. 47-A.
Added title: Indiana ... Pure. Plate no. 7-423604-2.
Verso includes untitled map of the Middle West (plate no. 473785V (2)) and an inset of the Lake Superior region.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 37.37 (PrCt)

37270
Authors: Sun Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 55 x 71 cm. on sheet 59 x 82 cm.
Panel art: Car on road under road sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 37.39 (PrCt)

37271
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 51 x 71 cm. on sheet 59 x 82 cm.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Panel no. 27.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 37.45 (PrCt)

37272
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 51 x 71 cm. on sheet 59 x 82 cm.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Panel no. 37.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Indiana, Ohio. Cartouche no. 13. Plate no. 7-4426-9.
On verso: Texaco touring map of Michigan. Cartouche no. 17. Plate no. 7-4427-6. Includes insets of northwestern Michigan and Isle Royale and list of gasoline taxes by state.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 37.46 (PrCt)

37273
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 51 x 71 cm. on sheet 59 x 82 cm.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Panel no. 67.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Indiana, Ohio. Cartouche no. 13. Plate no. 7-4426-11.
On verso: Texaco touring map of Michigan. Cartouche no. 17. Plate no. 7-4427-7. Includes insets of northwestern Michigan and Isle Royale and list of gasoline taxes by state.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 37.47 (PrCt)

37274
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 51 x 71 cm. on sheet 59 x 82 cm.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Panel no. 107.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Indiana, Ohio. Cartouche no. 13. Plate no. 7-4426-12.
On verso: Texaco touring map of Michigan. Cartouche no. 17. Plate no. 7-4427-8. Includes insets of northwestern Michigan and Isle Royale and list of gasoline taxes by state.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 37.49 (PrCt)

37275
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 51 x 71 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 58 ms. index.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Indiana - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Maps - 1947 - Road maps
1 map : col. ; 48 x 69 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Indiana, Ohio.
Date from RMcN AE 37.48 ms. index.
Includes table of "Gasoline taxes -- as of 2nd June, 1947."
Plate no. 7-4426-11.
Maps on verso (65 x 52 cm. and smaller): Texaco touring map of Pennsylvania.
Michigan -- Isle Royale.
Panel Art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 118.16 (PrCt)

Indiana - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Maps - 1947 - Road maps
1 map : col. ; 48 x 69 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Indiana, Ohio.
Date from RMcN AE 118 ms. index.
Includes table of "Gasoline taxes -- as of 2nd June, 1947."
Plate no. 7-4426-11.
Maps on verso (65 x 52 cm. and smaller): Texaco touring map of Michigan -- Northwestern Michigan -- Isle Royale.
Panel Art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 118.18 (PrCt)

Indiana - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Maps - 1947 - Road maps
1 map : col. ; 50 x 71 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Indiana, Ohio.
Date from RMcN AE 118 ms. index.
Includes table of "Gasoline taxes -- as of 2nd Oct., 1947."
Plate no. 7-4426-12.
Maps on verso (65 x 52 cm. and smaller): Texaco touring map of Michigan -- Northwestern Michigan -- Isle Royale.
Panel Art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 118.18 (PrCt)

Indiana - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Maps - 1947 - Road maps
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Indiana, Ohio.
Date from RMcN AE 130 ms. index.
Includes table of "Gasoline taxes -- as of 2nd June, 1947."
Plate no. 7-4426-11.
Maps on verso (43 x 77 cm.): Texaco touring map of Pennsylvania.
Panel Art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 130.66 (PrCt)
Gousha Clients 5039 (PrCt)

37290  Indiana - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Road maps
Shell map of Indiana. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1947?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "U", indicating 1947 publication.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence." Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5140 (PrCt)

37291  Indiana - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Panel art: Road sign, car and attendant.
Verso includes five city maps and pictorial views keyed to location map.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 37.40 (PrCt)

37292  Indiana - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm. on sheet 68 x 50 cm.
Panel art: Road sign, car and attendant.
Panel no. 947.
Added title: Sinclair: Indiana. Plate no. 7-463604V-5.
Verso includes five city maps and pictorial views keyed to location map.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 37.40 (PrCt)

37293  Indiana - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Road maps
Tour Indiana with Skelly / courtesy of Skelly Oil Company, U.S.A. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1947?].
Authors: Skelly Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "U", indicating 1947 publication.
Gousha Clients 5082 (PrCt)

37288  Indiana - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Road maps
Road map of Indiana : D-X. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1947?].
Authors: Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "U", indicating 1947 publication.
Plate no. includes letter "U", indicating 1947 publication.
D-X was the trademark of Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation.
Panel art: D-X sign and slogan "the sign of friendly service." Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5013 (PrCt)

37289  Indiana - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Road maps
Road map of Indiana : Pennzip! gasoline. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1947?].
Authors: Pennzoil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "U", indicating 1947 publication.
Pennzip was the trademark of the Pennzoil Company.
Panel art: stylized "Z" with slogan "fast starts, smooth power, long mileage." Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5079 (PrCt)

37287  Indiana - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Road maps
Travel Indiana with Conoco ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1947?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "U", indicating 1947 publication.
Panel art: family standing in front of car and statement "for long trips ask ... about Touraide." Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5039 (PrCt)
Indianapolis region and group of people on beach.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5220 (PrCt)

Indianapolis - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "U", indicating 1947 publication.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5236 (PrCt)

Indianapolis - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "U", indicating 1947 publication.
Panel art: gas station attendant talking to man in car.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5255 (PrCt)

Indianapolis - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Pocket maps -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
43 p. : 2 col. maps on 1 sheet (folded) ; 24 cm.
"1948 edition."
Cover title: Rand McNally pocket maps : Indiana : complete indexed reference map ... [and]
highway map
Uniform title: Pocket maps
Folded map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back to back, col. ; 65 x 48 cm. and 66 x 48 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of Indiana. Plate nos. "7890128" and PM 13". Includes key to railroads.
-- Indiana : Rand McNally road map. Plate no. 8-463604V-2.
Cover art: Cars on road alongside passenger train.
"50¢" -- printed on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Pocket 4C 64 (PrCt)

Indianapolis - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm. on sheet 92 x 46 cm.
Panel art: Gulf sign above car on road.
On opposite panel: Form S. P. 1825
Added title: Gulf: Indiana info-map. Plate no. 8-463604V-4.
Verso includes map of the Indianapolis region (plate no. 47) and: Road map of Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kentucky, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, New York, Ohio, Ontario, Pennsylvania, Virginia, West Virginia, Wisconsin. Plate no. 473785V (3).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 37.55 (PrCt)

Indianapolis - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Indiana and Great Lakes states : ... Pure. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1948].
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Panel art: Pure sign.
Panel no. 48-B.
Added title: Indiana ... Pure. Plate no. 8-463604V-4.
Verso includes untitled map of the Middle West (plate no. 8-473785V(2)-2) and inset of Lake Superior region.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 36.1X (PrCt)
Indiana - Maps - 1948 - Road maps

Travel Indiana with Conoco ... Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
Panel art: family standing in front of car and statement "for long trips ask ... about Touraide.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5358 (PrCt)

Indiana - Maps - 1948 - Road maps

Road map of Indiana / D-X the sign of friendly service. Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948].
Authors: Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
D-X was the trademark of Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation.
Panel art: D-X sign.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5388 (PrCt)

Indiana - Maps - 1948 - Road maps

Indiana ... / compliments of Phillips Petroleum Company, Bartlesville, Oklahoma. Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948].
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
Panel art: couple in a convertible driving towards a Phillips gas station, Phillips 66 logo, and slogan "for cleanliness and service there's a Phillips 66 station ahead."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5416 (PrCt)

Indiana - Maps - 1948 - Road maps

Indiana / Cities Service. Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
Panel art: Cities Service gas station, various cartoon images, and slogan "Cities Service dealers help make every trip a treat."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5316 (PrCt)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalog Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>37315</td>
<td><strong>Indiana - Maps - 1948 - Road maps</strong>&lt;br&gt;<strong>Sohio Standard Oil road map of Indiana</strong>: another Standard Oil service. Chicago : Rand McNally &amp; Company. [1948?]. Authors: Standard Oil Company (Ohio) -- Sohio Petroleum Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).&lt;br&gt;1 map : col ; 65 x 43 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm. <em>Edition F</em>&lt;br&gt;Panel title.&lt;br&gt;Added title: Sohio road map of Indiana&lt;br&gt;Plate no. 8-463604V-2.&lt;br&gt;Map on verso (31 x 47 cm.): Sohio road map of United States.&lt;br&gt;Panel art: &quot;Sohio Standard Oil&quot; logo and illustration of cars on a divided highway.&lt;br&gt;Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).&lt;br&gt;Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).&lt;br&gt;RMcN Clients 3053 (PrCt)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37317</td>
<td><strong>Indiana - Maps - 1949 - Road maps</strong>&lt;br&gt;<strong>Middle West - Maps - 1949 - Road maps</strong>&lt;br&gt;<strong>Road maps</strong>&lt;br&gt;<strong>Indiana and Great Lakes states</strong>: ... Pure.&lt;br&gt;Chicago : Rand McNally &amp; Company, [1949]. Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).&lt;br&gt;1 map : col ; 65 x 43 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm. <em>Edition F</em>&lt;br&gt;Panel art: Pure sign.&lt;br&gt;Panel no. 49-A.&lt;br&gt;Added title: Indiana ... Pure.&lt;br&gt;Plate no. 9-463604V-6.&lt;br&gt;Verso includes untitled map of the Middle West with inset of Lake Superior region.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 36.2 (PrCt)

37318 Indiana - Maps - 1949 - Road maps>Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Plate no. 9-463604V-6.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 36.3 (PrCt)

37319 Indiana - Maps - 1949 - Road maps>Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Panel art: Road sign with bird and rabbit.
Panel no. 49.
Verso includes five city maps and pictorial views keyed to location map.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 36.1 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Pocket maps -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
43 p. : 2 col. maps on 1 sheet (folded) ; 24 cm.
"1950 edition."
Cover title: Rand McNally pocket maps : Indiana: complete indexed reference map ... [and] highway map
Uniform title: Pocket maps
Folded map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back to back, col. ; 65 x 48 cm. and 66 x 48 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of Indiana. Plate nos. "90123" and PM 13". Includes key to railroads. -- Indiana: Rand McNally road map. Plate no. 0-463604V-9.
Cover art: Car on road alongside passenger train.
"75¢" -- printed on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Pocket 4C 65 (PrCt)

Indiana ... the new Marathon gasoline : the Ohio Oil Company ... Chicago: Rand McNally & Co., [1950].
Authors: Marathon Oil Company -- Ohio Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 33 cm.
Panel title.
Apparently a printer's proof; verso blank.
Added title: Pictorial map of Indiana.
Date from R McN AE 194 ms. index.
Plate no. 5060.
Insets (10 x 9 each): Ft. Wayne -- Indianapolis -- Terre Haute -- Evansville.
Panel art: Marathon sign.
Previously bound with a collection of pictorial maps in binders labeled "Points of Interest."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 194.10X (PrCt)

37322 Indiana - Maps - 1950 - Road maps>East (U.S.) - Maps - 1950 - Road maps>Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm. on sheet 92 x 46 cm.
Panel art: Gulf sign above car on road.
On opposite panel: Form S. P. 1825.
"1950 edition."
Verso includes map of the Indianapolis region (plate no. 50) and: Road map of Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kentucky, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, New York, Ohio, Ontario, Pennsylvania, Virginia, West Virginia, Wisconsin. Plate no. 0-473785V(3)-8.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 36.9 (PrCt)

37323 Indiana - Maps - 1950 - Road maps>East (U.S.) - Maps - 1950 - Road maps>Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm. on sheet 92 x 46 cm.

Indiana - Maps - 1950 - Road maps
Maps - 1950 - Road maps
Pictorial maps - 1950 - Pictorial maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 51 x 71 cm. on sheet 59 x 82 cm.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Panel nos. K and 7-50.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Indiana, Ohio. Cartouche no. 13. Plate no. 0-4426-19.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 36.4 (PrCt)

Indiana - Maps - 1950 - Road maps
Maps - 1950 - Road maps
Pictorial maps - 1950 - Pictorial maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 51 x 71 cm. on sheet 59 x 82 cm.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Panel nos. G and 8-50.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Indiana, Ohio. Cartouche no. 13. Plate no. 0-4426-19.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 36.5 (PrCt)

Indiana - Maps - 1950 - Road maps
Maps - 1950 - Road maps
Pictorial maps - 1950 - Pictorial maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 51 x 71 cm. on sheet 59 x 82 cm.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Panel nos. H and 7-50.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Indiana, Ohio. Cartouche no. 13. Plate no. 0-4426-19.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 36.6 (PrCt)
Indianapolis & Louisville Railway Company?, [1951].
Authors: Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville Railway Company -- Monon (Railroad) -- Hoosier Line SEE Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville Railway Company OR SEE Monon (Railroad)
5A 7267 (1950 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

Authors: Marathon Oil Company -- Ohio Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
RMcN AE 36.14 (PrCt)

Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm. Panel art: Pure sign. Panel no. 51-A. Added title: Indiana ... Pure. Plate no. 1-463604V-11. Verso includes four city maps and an untitled map of the Middle West (plate no. 1-473785V(4)-5. Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 36.13 (PrCt)

RMcN AE 36.16 (PrCt)

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 43 cm. on sheet 74 x 46 cm. Panel art: Mobilgas sign. Panel patent no. 2179172. Added title: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company, Inc.: Indiana. Plate nos. 2-463604V-13 and 2M15. Verso includes maps of five cities and an untitled map of the Middle West. Plate no. 2-473785V(4)-6. Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 36.18 (PrCt)

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
RMcN AE 36.11 (PrCt)
Indiana - Maps  - 1951 - Road maps

*Road map of Indiana / compliments of the
Cincinnati Oil Works Co. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1951].*

Authors: Cincinnati Oil Works Company (Ohio) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- White Rose Gasoline SEE Cincinnati Oil Works Company (Ohio)

1 map : col. ; 65 x 42 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel art: Stylized compass rose and White Rose gasoline logo.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 4692 (PrCt)

Indiana - Maps - 1952 - Road maps


40 p. : 2 col. maps on 1 sheet (folded) ; 24 cm. "1952 edition."

Cover title: Rand McNally Indiana pocket map : reference map ... [and] detailed highway map

Uniform title: Pocket maps

Folded map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back to back, col. ; 65 x 48 cm. and 66 x 48 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of Indiana. Plate no. 543210. Includes key to railroads. -- Indiana : Rand McNally road map. Plate no. 2-463604V-13.

2 maps in one, $1" -- front cover.

Cover art: Schematic road sign labeled "reference map ...." 
Handstamp on title page: Register of Copyrights, Library of Congress ... certificate no. AA218888.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).

RMcN Pocket 4C 66 (PrCt)
Indianastates. Plate no. 2-5075-1.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 36.21 (PrCt)

Indiana : Maps - 1952 - Road maps
Authors: Sinclar Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Plate no. 2-463604V-13.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 36.23 (PrCt)

Indiana : Maps - 1952 - Road maps
Authors: Marathon Oil Company -- Ohio Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm. on sheet 68 x 45 cm.
Panel art: Marathon sign.
Verso includes maps of four cities and: Pictorial map of Indiana. Plate no. 2-5060-2
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 36.19 (PrCt)

Indiana : Maps - 1952 - Road maps
Indiana : Monon (Railroad) - Maps - 1953 - Railroads
The Hoosier Line. [Chicago? Chicago, Indiana & Louisville Railway Company?, 1953?].
Authors: Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville Railway Company -- Monon (Railroad)
1 map : col. ; 26 x 17 cm.
5A 7267 (1952 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

Indiana : Maps - 1952 - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 51 x 71 cm. on sheet 59 x 82 cm.
Panel art: Texaco station on road.
5A 7267 (1952 vol. [3]) (PrCt)
Panel nos. H and 1153.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Indiana, Ohio.
Cartouche no. 13. Plate no. 3-4426-27.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 36.4X (PrCt)

Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1953].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 51 x 71 cm. on sheet 59 x 82 cm. Panel art: Texaco station on road.
Panel nos. K and 1053.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Indiana, Ohio.
Cartouche no. 13. Plate no. 3-4426-27.
On verso: Texaco touring map of Michigan. Cartouche no. 17. Plate no. 3-4427-22. Includes insets of northwestern Michigan and Isle Royale and list of gasoline taxes by state.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 36.6X (PrCt)

Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1953].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 51 x 71 cm. on sheet 59 x 82 cm. Panel art: Texaco station on road.
Panel nos. G and 1053.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Indiana, Ohio.
Cartouche no. 13. Plate no. 3-4426-27.
On verso: Texaco touring map of Pennsylvania. Cartouche no. 4. Plate no. 3-454215-28. Includes Pennsylvania Turnpike fare schedule and list of gasoline taxes by state.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 36.5X (PrCt)

Authors: Marathon Oil Company -- Ohio Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm. on sheet 68 x 45 cm. Panel art: Marathon sign over station.
Added title: The Ohio Oil Co. road map: Indiana. Plate no. 4-463604V-17
Verso includes maps of four cities and: Pictorial map of Indiana. Plate no. 4-5060-4.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 36.9X (PrCt)

Indiana - Maps - 1954 - Road maps>>Middle West - Maps - 1954 - Road maps>>Road maps
Pure Oil dealers welcome you to Indiana...
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm. on sheet 68 x 46 cm. Panel art: Pure sign.
Opposite panel no. 54-B.
Added title: Indiana ... Pure. Plate no. 4-463604V-18.
Verso includes Indiana four city maps and an untitled map of the Middle West. Plate no. 4-473785V(4)-9.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 36.7X (PrCt)

Indiana - Maps - 1954 - Road maps>>Middle West - Maps - 1954 - Road maps>>Road maps
Pure Oil dealers welcome you to Indiana...
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm. on sheet 74 x 46 cm. Panel art: Pure sign over farm and cityscape.
Opposite panel no. 54-A.
Added title: Indiana ... Pure. Plate no. 4-463604V-17.
Verso includes Indiana four city maps and an untitled map of the Middle West. Plate no. 4-473785V(4)-5.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 36.13X (PrCt)

Indiana - Maps - 1954 - Road maps>>Middle West - Maps - 1954 - Road maps>>Road maps
Miracle fold road map : Indiana and adjoining states ... Mobilgas. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1954].
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Foldex Limited -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm. on sheet 74 x 46 cm. Panel art: Mobilgas sign.
Panel patent no. 2179172.
Added title: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company, Inc.: Indiana. Plate nos. 4-463604V-17 and 4M13.
Verso includes maps of five cities and an untitled map of the Middle West. Plate no. 4-473785V(4)-7.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 36.14X (PrCt)

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 51 x 71 cm. on sheet 59 x 82 cm.
Panel art: Texaco station on road.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Indiana, Ohio.
Cartouche no. 13. Plate no. 4-4426-28.
On verso: Texaco touring map of Michigan.
Cartouche no. 17. Plate no. 4-4427-23. Includes insets of northwestern Michigan and Isle Royale, and list of gasoline taxes by state.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 36.11X (PrCt)

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 51 x 71 cm. on sheet 59 x 82 cm.
Panel art: Texaco station on road.
Panel nos. G and 654.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Indiana, Ohio.
Cartouche no. 13. Plate no. 4-4426-28.
On verso: Texaco touring map of Pennsylvania.
Cartouche no. 4. Plate no. 4-454215-29.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 36.10X (PrCt)

37356 Indiana - Maps - 1954 - Road maps>>>Road maps Whenever you are in Indiana you're close to something you won't want to miss! Indianapolis, Ind. Department of Commerce and Public Relations, [1954]?
Authors: Indiana. Dept. of Commerce, Agriculture, Industry, and Public Relations -- Chicago Historical Society
1 map : col. ; on sheet 55 x 42 cm.
Shows major highways only; includes marginal index to points of index.
Text and photos on verso.
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.

CHS Coll., Map no. 405 (PrCt)

Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm. on sheet 74 x 46 cm.
Panel art: Attendant giving directions to motorists.
Opposite panel no. 54B.
Added title: Sinclair: Indiana. Plate no. 4-463604V-18.
Verso includes eight city maps and: Sinclair: United States. Plate no. 4-525118-4.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 36.8X (PrCt)

Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm. on sheet 74 x 46 cm.
Panel art: Attendant giving directions to motorists.
Opposite panel no. 54A.
Added title: Sinclair: Indiana. Plate no. 4-463604V-17.
Verso includes eight city maps and: Sinclair: United States. Plate no. 4-525118-3.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 36.12X (PrCt)

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 50 x 71 cm. on sheet 59 x 82 cm.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Indiana, Ohio.
(Cartouche no. 13, plate no. 5-4426-31).
On verso: Texaco touring map of Michigan.
(Cartouche no. 17, plate no. 5-4427-26), and insets of northwestern Michigan and Isle Royale.
Panel art: Texaco station on road.
Panel nos. K and 1155.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 56.18X (PrCt)


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 51 x 71 cm. on sheet 59 x 82 cm. Added title: Texaco touring map of Indiana, Ohio (Cartouche no. 13, plate no. 5-4426-31). On verso: Texaco touring map of Michigan (Cartouche no. 17, plate no. 5-4427-26), and insets of northwestern Michigan and Isle Royale. Panel art: Texaco station on road.
Panel nos. K and 1155.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 56.19X (PrCt)

37361 Indiana - Maps - 1956 - Road maps>>>East (U.S.) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps>>>Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm. on sheet 92 x 46 cm. Panel art: Gulf sign above cars.
On opposite panel: Form S. P. 1825-L.-5A. Added title: Indiana. Plate no. 6-463604V-24. Verso includes map of the Indianapolis region (plate no. 50) and: Road map of Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kentucky, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, New York, Ohio, Ontario, Pennsylvania, Virginia, West Virginia, Wisconsin. Plate no. 6-473785V3-22.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 36.20X (PrCt)

37364 Indiana - Maps - 1956 - Road maps>>>East (U.S.) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps>>>Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm. on sheet 91 x 46 cm. Panel art: Gulf sign above cars.
On opposite panel: Form S. P. 1825-L.-6C. Added title: Indiana. Plate no. 6-463604V-26. Verso includes map of the Indianapolis region (plate no. 50) and: Road map of Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kentucky, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, New York, Ohio, Ontario, Pennsylvania, Virginia, West Virginia, Wisconsin. Plate no. 6-473785V3(3)-24.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 36.23X (PrCt)

37362 Indiana - Maps - 1956 - Road maps>>>East (U.S.) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps>>>Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm. on sheet 92 x 46 cm. Panel art: Gulf sign above cars.
On opposite panel: Form S. P. 1825-L.-5A. Added title: Indiana. Plate no. 6-463604V-24. Verso includes map of the Indianapolis region (plate no. 50) and: Road map of Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kentucky, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, New York, Ohio, Ontario, Pennsylvania, Virginia, West Virginia, Wisconsin. Plate no. 6-473785V3-22.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 36.17X (PrCt)

Authors: Ohio Oil Company -- Marathon Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 65 x 42 cm. on sheet 74 x 46 cm.
Panel art: Scenic views over motorists.
Opposite panel no. 56B.
Added title: Indiana. Plate no. 6-5601-1.
Verso includes eight city maps and: Sinclair: United States. Plate no. 6-525118-8.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 36.25X (PrCt)

Indiana - Maps - 1957 - Railroads<<>>Roads maps
Indiana / Standard Oil Company. [Chicago, 1957?].
EMc Clients 1537 (PrCt)
Summary route map.
In Monon (Railroad). Annual report, 1958
[Chicago?: Monon Railroad? 1959?] on back cover.
5A 7267 (1958 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

37379 Indiana - Maps - 1959 - Railroads<<>>Monon (Railroad) - Maps - 1959 - Railroads<<>>Railroads - Maps
Monon : the Hoosier Line and connections.
[Chicago? Monon Railroad?, 1959?].
Authors: Monon (Railroad)
1 map : col. ; 28 x 21 cm.
Covers Indiana and parts of surrounding states; routes of several lines identified with company logos.
In Monon (Railroad) Annual report, 1958
[Chicago?: Monon Railroad? 1959?] inside back cover.
5A 7267 (1958 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

37380 Indiana - Maps - 1959 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
1959 state highway system of Indiana.
Authors: Indiana. State Highway Dept. -- Wm. B. Burford (Firm) -- Chicago Historical Society.
1 map : col. ; 75 x 53 cm.
Panel title: 1960 Indiana official highway map.
Photos, text and city maps on verso.
Panel art: Aerial photo of Interstate 65 in Boone County.
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.
CHS Coll., Map no. 421 (PrCt)

Indiana : DX : see America best ... by car! St. Louis, Mo. Diversified Map Corp., [196-?].
Authors: Sunray DX Oil Co. -- Diversified Map Corporation -- DX Oil Co. SEE ALSO Burford, William B., 1846-1927
1 map : col. ; 77 x 54 cm.
Panel title: 1959 Indiana official highway map.
Photos, text and city maps on verso.
Panel art: Aerial photo of Indianapolis.
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.
CHS Coll., Map no. 412 (PrCt)

The Monon is a class I railroad operating principally in the State of Indiana ... [Chicago? Monon Railroad, 1960?].
Authors: Monon (Railroad)
1 map : col. ; 12 x 17 cm.
Caption title.
Summary route map.
In Monon (Railroad). 1959 annual report
[Chicago?: Monon Railroad? 1960?] inside back cover.
5A 7267 (1959 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

37383 Indiana - Maps - 1960 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
1960 state highway system of Indiana.
Authors: Indiana. State Highway Dept. -- Wm. B. Burford (Firm) -- Chicago Historical Society.
1 map : col. ; 75 x 53 cm.
Panel title: 1960 Indiana official highway map.
Photos, text and city maps on verso.
Panel art: Aerial photo of Interstate 65 in Boone County.
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.
CHS Coll., Map no. 421 (PrCt)

Principal cities and areas served by the Monon Road's 540-mile system ... [Chicago? Monon Railroad, 1961?].
Authors: Monon (Railroad)
1 map ; on sheet 20 x 27 cm.
Summary route map of Indiana and adjacent regions.
In Monon (Railroad). 1960 annual report
5A 7267 (1960 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

37385 Indiana - Maps - 1961 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
1961 state highway system of Indiana.
1 map : col. ; 73 x 54 cm.
Panel title: 1961 Indiana official highway map.
Photos, text and city maps on verso.
Panel art: Photo of Knightstown Spring in Henry County.
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.
CHS Coll., Map no. 422 (PrCt)

Rand McNally Indiana pocket map. San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1962, [i.e.1966?].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company.
Pocket maps -- Rand McNally and Company.
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
38 p. : 2 col. maps on 1 sheet (folded) ; 24 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally Indiana pocket reference map [and] detailed highway map
Uniform title: Pocket maps
"2 maps" -- front cover.
Map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back to back, col. ;64 x 47 cm. and 66 x 43 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of Indiana. Includes key to railroads -- Indiana : Rand McNally road map.
"Copyright © 1966 [!]" Plate no. 6-5601-28.
Cover art: stylized and labeled map symbols (e.g. "elevations", "points of interest", "air facilities", etc.)
"$1.50" -- printed on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Jan. 2010).
RMcN Pocket 4C 67 (PrCt)

Indiana - Maps - 1962-1968
Indiana - Maps - 1962-1968 - Road maps
Rand McNally Indiana pocket map. San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1962, [i.e.1968?].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Pocket maps -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
38 p. : 2 col. maps (folded) ; 24 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally Indiana pocket reference map [and] detailed highway map
Uniform title: Pocket maps
"2 maps" -- front cover.
Map contents (2 maps on 2 sheets, col. ;64 x 47 cm. and 66 x 45 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm., loose inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of Indiana. Includes key to railroads -- Indiana [road map]. "Copyright © 1966 [!]" Plate no. 686716-2.
On verso: insets of Gary-Hammond and Michigan City Region, Indianapolis, Evansville, Fort Wayne, South Bend, Terre Haute (25 cm x 36 cm and smaller)
Cover art: stylized and labeled map symbols (e.g. "elevations", "points of interest", "air facilities", etc.)
"$1.95" -- printed on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Jan. 2010).
RMcN Pocket 4C 68 (PrCt)

Indiana - Maps - 1964 - Road maps
Indiana Region (Ind.) - Maps - 1964 - Road maps
Authors: Leonard Refineries, Inc. (Alma, Mich.) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Indiana : Rand McNally road map.
Plate no. 4-5601-24.
Panel art: Cartoon family in car above state of Michigan with Leonard logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4190 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Commission?, 1974?].
Authors: Indiana. Division of Planning -- Indiana.
State Highway Commission -- Bredensteiner & Associates (Indianapolis, Ind.) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 73 x 47 cm., folded to 22 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: 1974-75 Indiana state highway system
"Cartography by the Division of Planning."
"Bredensteiner & Associates, Inc."
Maps on verso (19 x 26 cm. or smaller): Map of the United States showing mileage from Indianapolis to other points -- Calumet area -- Michigan City -- South Bend -- Lafayette, West Lafayette -- Fort Wayne -- Anderson -- Muncie -- Richmond -- Terre Haute -- Bloomington -- Columbus -- Vincennes -- Evansville -- Falls City area.
Panel art: Color photo of covered bridge and inset photo of Governor Otis R. Bowen.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4775 (PrCt)

37392 Indiana - Maps - 1974 - Road maps<>Road maps
1 map : col. ; 65 x 44 cm., folded to 24 x 10 cm. "1974 Edition"
Panel title.
Added title: Indiana
Plate no.766743-11.
Panel art: Road signs
Forms part of a collection of stock editions of Rand McNally road maps, some apparently issued as sales samples and / or printer's proofs for prospective commercial clients.
Uniform series title (established by cataloger): Stock road maps
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (April 2010).
RMcN Stock 109 (PrCt)

37395 Indiana - Maps - 1977 - Road maps<>Road maps
Authors: Indiana. Division of Planning -- Indiana.
State Highway Commission -- Success Inc. (Indianapolis, Ind.) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 72 x 41 cm., folded to 22 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: 1977 Indiana state highway system
"Cartography by the Division of Planning."
"Success Inc., Indianapolis, Indiana."
Maps on verso (19 x 26 cm. or smaller): Map of the United States showing mileage from

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Panel art: Aerial photo of highway system. 
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library). 
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 4776 (PrCt)

Indiana, her counties, her townships, and her towns / compiled by Joan Colbert Gioe. 
Authors: Gioe, Joan Colbert -- Researchers (Firm)
1 atlas ([30] p.) : maps ; 28 cm. 
folio G4090 .G56 (NLO)

Indiana - Maps - 1985 - Road maps<>Indiana Toll Road (Ind.) - Maps - 1985<>Road maps
1 map : col. ; 73 x 47 cm. fold. to 22 x 12 cm. 
Panel title. 
Added title: 1985 Indiana state highway system. 
"Cartography by the [Indiana] Division of Program Development in cooperation with the U.S. Department of Transportation, Federal Highway Administration."
Inset (6 x 45 cm.): Indiana toll road. 
Maps on verso (22 x 22 cm. and smaller): Indianapolis -- South Bend -- Fort Wayne -- Map of the United States -- Lafayette, West Lafayette -- Muncie -- Calumet area -- Michigan City -- Terre Haute -- Anderson -- Vincennes -- Bloomington -- Columbus -- Richmond -- Evansville -- Falls City area. 
Panel art: Color photo of balloon race Indiana State Fair by Michael A. Lanning. 
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).
Road map4C G4091 .P2 1985 .I5 (PrCt)

Indiana - Maps - 1986 - Road maps<>Indiana Toll Road (Ind.) - Maps - 1986<>Road maps
Authors: Indiana. Dept. of Highways. Division of Program Development -- United States. Federal Highway Administration 
1 map : col. ; 72 x 47 cm. fold. to 24 x 12 cm. 
Panel title. 
Added title: 1986 Indiana state highway system. 
"Cartography by the [Indiana] Division of
Indiana - Maps - 1987 - Road maps Road maps


Map Company - Bibliography
Authors: Kingsbury, Robert C.
Vert 432 (PrCt)

39 p. : col. ill., photos. maps ; 28 cm.
Travel Vertical File G3711 .E635 1976 .N3 (PrCt)

802-839 p. : col. ill., photos. maps ; 28 cm.
Travel Vertical File G3711 .E635 1977 .N3 (PrCt)

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 strip map : col. ; 13 x 49 cm., folded to 15 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. 565502V
Verso dated "7-56"; includes turnpike fare schedules and attraction guide.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Clients 3788 (PrCt)

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 13 x 49 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 116 ms. index.
Plate no. 565502V
Panel art: Texaco logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 strip map : col. ; 13 x 49 cm., folded to 15 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. 565502V
Verso dated "7-56"; includes turnpike fare schedules and attraction guide.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Clients 3788 (PrCt)

Authors: Indiana. Division of Fish and Wildlife
1 leaflet (3-fold) ; ill. ; fold. to 22 x 10 cm

Authors: Platt, H. -- Historic Urban Plans (Firm) -- Indiana State Library
1 map ; 26 x 21 cm.
Facsimile of original published Columbus, Ohio: H. Platt, 1821; 'reproduced ... from the original in the Indiana State Library. This is the number 63 of an edition limited to 500 copies.'
Scale [ca. 1:8,750].
Includes 'notes' on street widths, lots sizes, reservations, etc.
73-7369
map2F 4094 .J4 (PrCt)

37414 Indianapolis (Ind.) - Maps - 1892 City directory map of Indianapolis, Ind. Indianapolis, 1892.
Authors: Burford, William B., 1846-1927 -- R.L. Polk & Co. -- Burford, William B., 1846-1927 SEE ALSO Wm. B. Burford (Firm)
1 map ; 76 x 62 cm.
Detached from Polk Co.'s Indianapolis city directory (Indianapolis, 1892).
Shows ward boundaries.
4268
map6F G4094.I4 1892 B9 (PrCt)

37415 Indianapolis (Ind.) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps<<>>Indianapolis Region (Ind.) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps<<>>Road maps

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1 map : col. ; 58 x 43 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm. Panel title.
Added title: Indianapolis street map.
Plate no. 675726-11.

1 map : col. ; 58 x 43 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm. Panel title.
Added title: Indianapolis street map.
Plate no. 685726.

1 map : col. ; 58 x 43 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm. Panel title.
Added title: Indianapolis street map.
Plate no. 70-5726-14.

1 map : col. ; 58 x 43 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm. Panel title.
Added title: Indianapolis street map.
Plate no. 7303.

1 map : both sides, col. ; 89 x 80 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm. "1976 edition." Panel title.
Added title: Indianapolis street map. "This map published by Tempo Designs ... Chicago, Illinois ..." Keyed to directory of 52 Standard gas stations. Plate no.7303.

1 map : both sides, col. ; 89 x 83 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm. "1977 edition" Keyed to directory of Indiana National Bank locations. Panel title.
Added title: Indianapolis street map. Plate no. 767303.
Inset (14 x 13 cm.): Downtown Indianapolis points of interest. Panel art: Photograph of Indiana National Bank at night; fireworks.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1551 (PrCt)

37420 Indianapolis (Ind.) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps
Indianapolis (Ind.) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps
Indianapolis street map and directory / Standard Oil Company - Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map ; both sides, col. ; 89 x 83 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"1976 Edition"
Panel title.
Added title: Indianapolis street map.
"This map published by Tempo Designs, Inc. ... Chicago, Illinois 60601"
"Front cover photo courtesy of Indiana Department of Commerce."
Keyed to directory of dozens of Standard gas stations.
Plate no. 767303-1.
Inset (13 x 16 cm.): Downtown Indianapolis.
Panel art: color photograph of downtown Indianapolis, Standard flaming torch logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3260 (PrCt)

37421 Indianapolis (Ind.) - Maps - 1994 - Road maps
Marion County (Ind.) - Maps - 1994 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company.
StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 atlas (112 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
$12.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-91314-X
RMcN StrFdr 1994 .I53 (PrCt)

37422 Indianapolis (Ind.) - Maps - 2000 - Road maps
Marion County (Ind.) - Maps - 2000 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company.
StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 atlas (144 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
$15.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-98017-3
RMcN StrFdr 2000 .I53 (PrCt)

37423 Indianapolis (Ind.) - Maps - 2002 - Road maps
Hamilton County (Ind.) - Maps - 2002 - Road maps
Indianapolis (Ind.) - Maps - 2002 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company.
StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 atlas (81, 62 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Date on cover: 2003
$15.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-99334-8
RMcN StrFdr 2002 .I53 (PrCt)

37424 Indianapolis (Ind.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps
Marion County (Ind.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps
Hamilton County (Ind.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company.
StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 atlas (A-G, 1567-2775, 62 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm. +1 CD-ROM.
$19.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-99903-6
RMcN StrFdr 2004 .I53 (PrCt)

37425 Indianapolis (Ind.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps
Indianapolis Region (Ind.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps
Marion County (Ind.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps
Indianapolis, Marion & southern Hamilton counties StreetFinder. Skokie, Ill. Rand McNally , 2005.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company.
StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map (144 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
$15.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-99746-6
RMcN StrFdr 2005 .I53 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Indianapolis, Marion and southern Hamilton counties street guide. [Skokie, Ill.] : Rand McNally, 2005.
1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm. +1 CD-ROM.
$19.95
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528854216
RMcN StrFdr 2006 .I53 (PrCt)

Indianapolis (Ind.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps
Indianapolis Region (Ind.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps
Indianapolis & vicinity street guide. Chicago, Ill. Rand McNally, 2006 [i.e. 2005].
1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm. +1 CD-ROM.
"7th edition" --front cover.
"© 2006", but received by the Newberry Library in 2005.
Accompanied by CD-ROM disc with title: Street guide: Indianapolis & vicinity.
$19.95
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528855425
RMcN StrFdr 2006 .I53 (PrCt)

Indianapolis (Ind.) - Pictorial works - 1960 - Railroad yards
New York Central Railroad Company - Pictorial works - 1960 - Railroad yards
Railroads - Maps
Aerial photograph shows construction in progress at Central's new electronic yard near Indianapolis ... [New York? New York Central Railroad Company?, 1960?].
Authors: New York Central Railroad Company 1 view ; 21 x 28 cm.
Caption title.

Indianapolis Region (Ind.) - Maps - 1959 - Road maps
Hertz Corporation - Maps - 1959 - Automobile leasing and renting - Maps - 1959
Hertz Rent a Car map of Indianapolis and surrounding area. [Chicago] : Rand McNally & Company, [1959?].
Authors: Hertz Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 33 x 35 cm., folded to 22 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Indianapolis and surrounding area Plate no. R. L. 59 S 33.
Includes illustration of car with "1959" on the front license plate.
Identifies Hertz office locations.
Panel art: Hertz logo above car with "1959" on front license plate.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1387 (PrCt)

Indianapolis Region (Ind.) - Maps - 1970 - Road maps
Hertz Rent a Car map of Indianapolis and surrounding area. [Chicago] : Rand McNally & Company, [1970].
Authors: Hertz Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- W.H. Wilton, inc. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 23 x 24 cm., folded to 22 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Indianapolis and surrounding area "Copyright, W.H. Wilton, Inc."
Plate no. R.L. 60 S-120B.
Includes illustration of car with "1960" on the front license plate.
Map on verso (17 x 17 cm.): Hartford Conn. Identifies Hertz office locations.
Panel art: Car on highway ramp; cityscape in the background.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1388 (PrCt)

Indianapolis Region (Ind.) - Maps - 1959 - Road maps
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; col. ; 57 x 43 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.
"1972 edition."
Panel title.
Added title: Indianapolis street map.
Plate no.72-5726-16.
Insets (11 x 12 cm. and 9 x 9 cm.): Speedway
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

area -- Downtown area.
Map on verso (37 x 26 cm.): Indianapolis and vicinity.
Panel art: Shell logo and color illustration of Indianapolis 500 Speedway.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2487 (PrCt)

37431

Indians - Great Lakes Region (North America)
Authors: Tanner, Helen Hornbeck -- Hast, Adele -- Pinther, Miklos -- University of Oklahoma.
Press -- Newberry Library -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
xv, 224 p. : ill., col. maps ; 32 cm.
1st ed.
Includes index.
Series: Civilization of the American Indian series ; v. 174
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
References: Black 181; Wolf 876; 43 TMC 51; 41
Imago158
LC Card Number: 86004353
ISBN 0806115157 (alk. paper)
Map Ref E78.G7 A87 1987b (NLO)

37432

Indians - Great Lakes Region (North America)
Authors: Tanner, Helen Hornbeck -- Hast, Adele -- Pinther, Miklos -- University of Oklahoma.
Press -- Newberry Library -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
xv, 224 p. : ill., col. maps ; 32 cm.
1st ed.
Includes index.
Series: Civilization of the American Indian series ; v. 174
References: Black 181; Wolf 876; 43 TMC 51; 41
Imago158
LC Card Number: 86004353
ISBN 0806115157 (alk. paper)
Map Ref oversize E78.G7 A87 1987c (NLO)

37433

Indians - Great Lakes Region (North America)
Atlas of Great Lakes Indian history. Selections [maps only] / Helen Hornbeck Tanner, editor-in-chief, Adele Hast, associate editor ... ; cartography by Miklos Pinther. [Norman : Published for the Newberry Library by the University of Oklahoma Press, 1987].
Authors: Tanner, Helen Hornbeck -- Hast, Adele -- Pinther, Miklos -- University of Oklahoma.
Press -- Newberry Library -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 33 col. maps ; 29 x 49 cm.
Maps removed and bound into portfolio without accompanying text (of 224 pages).
References: Black 181; Wolf 876; 43 TMC 51; 41
Imago158
LC Card Number: 86004353
ISBN 0806115157 (alk. paper)
Map Ref oversize E78.G7 A87 1987c (NLO)

37434

Indians in art - Catalogs<<>>White, John, fl. 1585-1593<<>>Bry, Theodor de, 1528-1598<<>>Virginia - In art - Catalogs<<>>North Carolina - In art - Catalogs<<>>Indians of North America - Maps
Authors: Sloan, Kim -- Chaplin, Joyce E. -- Feest, Christian F. -- Kuhlemann, Ute
256 p. : ill. (chiefly col.), maps ; 28 cm.
ISBN 9780807858257 (paper).
To Collection Services for cataloging, Mar. 2008 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Case GA201 N49 no.18 (NLO)</td>
<td>Indians of North America - Maps</td>
<td>Krokar, James Paul</td>
<td>Six reproductions of Indian image reproductions from 1542 to 1619.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case GA201 .N49 .no.13 (NLO)</td>
<td>Indians of North America - Maps</td>
<td>Allain, Mathé</td>
<td>Six slides + 1 booklet (28 p.; 16 cm.).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case GA201 .N49 no.13 (NLO)</td>
<td>Indians of North America - Maps</td>
<td>Allain, Mathé</td>
<td>Two reproductions of Indian image reproductions from 1542 to 1640.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ayer E141 .T54 1986 (NLO)</td>
<td>Indians of North America - Maps</td>
<td>Thevet, André</td>
<td>Title from accompanying booklet.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ayer E141 .T54 1986 (NLO)</td>
<td>Indians of North America - Maps</td>
<td>Thevet, André</td>
<td>Six reproductions of Indian images from 1542 to 1640. Series statements: Newberry Library slide set; no. 13 -- Occasional papers (Columbus Quincentennial Program in Transatlantic Encounters).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ayer E141 .T54 1986 (NLO)</td>
<td>Indians of North America - Maps</td>
<td>Thevet, André</td>
<td>Title from accompanying booklet.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ayer E141 .T54 1986 (NLO)</td>
<td>Indians of North America - Maps</td>
<td>Thevet, André</td>
<td>Title from accompanying booklet.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ayer E141 .T54 1986 (NLO)</td>
<td>Indians of North America - Maps</td>
<td>Thevet, André</td>
<td>Title from accompanying booklet.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ayer E141 .T54 1986 (NLO)</td>
<td>Indians of North America - Maps</td>
<td>Thevet, André</td>
<td>Title from accompanying booklet.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ayer E141 .T54 1986 (NLO)</td>
<td>Indians of North America - Maps</td>
<td>Thevet, André</td>
<td>Title from accompanying booklet.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ayer E141 .T54 1986 (NLO)</td>
<td>Indians of North America - Maps</td>
<td>Thevet, André</td>
<td>Title from accompanying booklet.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ayer E141 .T54 1986 (NLO)</td>
<td>Indians of North America - Maps</td>
<td>Thevet, André</td>
<td>Title from accompanying booklet.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Indonesia - 1932-East Indies - Maps - 1932
Authors: Knol, K. G. -- J.B. Wolters (Firm) --
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 38 maps ; 293 x 212 mm.
2nd ed.
KoemanKnoLB2+;Moereels&Lekkerkerker
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

Indonesia - Maps - 1701-East Indies - Maps - 1701
The Principal islands of the East Indies. [London : T. Childe, 1701].
Authors: Moll, Herman, -1732 -- Childe, Timothy --
Moll, Herman, -1732. A System of geography --
or, A new & accurate description of the earth 1701
1 map ; 16 x 18 cm.
In: Moll, Herman. A System of geography; or, A
Case folio G 117.58 pt. 2, p. 55 (PrCt)

Indonesia - Maps - 1720-Nautical charts -
Manuscripts-Java Sea - Maps - 1720 -
Nautical charts - Manuscripts-Nautical charts - Indonesia - Maps - 1720 -
Manuscripts-Nautical charts - Java Sea -
Maps - 1720 - Manuscripts-Manuscript maps -Nautical charts
Carte de Borneo et d'une partie de l'isle de java. [ca. 1720].
Authors: Cartes Marines Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer
Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) --
Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 30, sheet 41
1 ms. map : hand col. ; 498 x 700 mm.
Nautical chart of coastal Indonesia and the Java Sea, detailing eastern Borneo, eastern Java,
western Celebes, Bali Island, Lombok, Sumbawa, and western Flores Island. Continued on
adjacent sheet to include western Borneo, western Java, and southern Sumatra (Ayer MS map 30, sheet 42).
Scale [ca. 1:1,670,000]. 'Echelle de trente lieues a 20 au degréz' [= 100 mm.]
Oriented with north at left.
Indonesia - Maps - 1769>>Borneo - Maps - 1769>>East Indies - Maps - 1769
Nieuwe kaart van de Sundasche eilanden als Borneo, Sumatra en Groot Iava &c. Amsterdam : door Isaak Tirion, [1769?].
Authors: Tirion, Isaak -- Tirion, Isaak. Nieuwe en beknopte hand-atlas ... (1748 [i.e. 1769?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 27 x 35 cm.
Verso numbered "N 91" in manuscript.
In: Tirion, Isaak. Nieuwe en beknopte hand-atlas ... (Amsterdam : Isaak Tirion, 1744 [i.e. 1769?]), plate [89].
oversize Ayer 135 .T55 1744, plate [89] (PrCt)

1 map ; 20 x 31 cm.
Directional arrows show predominant monthly currents in the Indian Ocean.
"Liv. I. II. III. et IV." -- At upper left.
"No. 15" -- At upper right.
Inset (10 x 6 cm.): Isles Moluques ... .
Forms part of the William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library).
Greenlee 4891 .B71 1780 [map 15] (PrCt)

Indonesia - Maps - 1818>>East Indies - Maps - 1818
East India Isles / drawn under the direction of Mr. Pinkerton by L. Hebert ; Neele sculpt. 352 Strand. Philada. [Philadelphia] : Published by Dobson, [1818].
Authors: Hebert, Lewis, fl. 1809-1838 -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826 -- Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Dobson, Thomas, 1751-1823 -- Thomas Dobson and Son -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826. A Modern atlas : from the latest and best authorities exhibiting the various divisions of the world ... (1818)
1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 68 cm.
Running title: Pinkerton's modern atlas
In: Pinkerton, John. A Modern atlas : from the latest and best authorities exhibiting the various divisions of the world ... (Philadelphia : Thomas
37455 Indonesia - Maps - 1872<>East Indies - Maps - 1872
Authors: Bartholomew, John, 1831-1893 -- A. Fullarton & Co. -- A. Fullarton & Co. The Royal illustrated atlas of modern geography [1872?]
1 map : col. ; 29 x 40 cm.
Printed plate no. "XIX" at bottom right.
Case oversize G1019 .A38 1872, plate [19]

37456 Indonesia - Maps - 1872<>East Indies - Maps - 1872
Authors: Bartholomew, John, 1831-1893 -- Royal Geographical Society (Great Britain) -- A. Fullarton & Co. -- A. Fullarton & Co. The Royal illustrated atlas of modern geography [1872?]
1 map : col. ; 41 x 54 cm.
Printed plate no. "LXX" at upper right and pasted on verso.
Case oversize G1019 .A38 1872, plate [70]

1 atlas (61 folded leaves of plates) : 61 folded col. maps ; 39 cm.
Edition: 2e. uitg. met verbeterkaarten.
Spine title: Atlas van Nederlandsch Indië
Maps dated between 1856 and 1875; most maps dated 1869. Covers Indonesia and Java.
Relief shown by hachures; depths shown by soundings.
Publisher's red cloth binding with decorative gold stamping.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Koeman Mel,2; Phillips 3214
Baskes folio G2400 .M46 1875 (NLO)

37458 Indonesia - Maps - 1897<>East Indies - Maps - 1897
Authors: Gelder, W. van (Willem) -- Trap, Pieter Willem Marinus, 1821-1905 -- J.B. Wolters (Firm) -- Gerards, W. J. -- Bisschop, A. -- Schols, J. -- Tibbe, Paul -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([4] p., 9 [i.e. 8] folded leaves of plates) : 9 col. maps (chiefly folded) ; 32 cm.
Edition: 5de, herziene druk.
Maps by P.W.R. Trap.
Col. map on t.p.
Scales differ.
Binder's label: A. Bisschop, Semarang-Cheribon.
Owner's signature: J. (?) Schols.
Bookplate: Ex libris Paul Tibbe.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Koeman A5
Baskes folio G2400 .G45 1897 (NLO)

37459 Indonesia - Maps - 1911<>East Indies - Maps - 1911
Guide through Netherlands India. Amsterdam : Bussy, 1911.
Authors: Koninklijke Paketvaart Maatschappij -- Bussy -- Lithos -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 11 maps
CLithos
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
References: Cf. OCLC 4522038.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
Indonesia - Maps - 1924

Authors: Gelder, W. van (Willem) -- Lekkerkerker, C. -- J.B. Wolters (Firm) -- Wissenburgh, G. H. -- Tibbe, Paul -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([5], 16 p., 12 folded leaves of plates) : 13 col. maps (chiefly folded) ; 33 cm.
Col. map on t.p.
Plates 1-3 with text and additional maps on verso.
Publisher's advertisements on endpapers.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Publisher's advertisements laid-in.
Owner's signature: G.H. Wissenburgh.
Bookplate: Ex libris Paul Tibbe.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Koeman, Geld A18
Baskes folio G2400 .G45 1924 (NLO)

Indonesia - Maps - 1925

Authors: Gerards, W. J. -- Land, A. L. -- Tibbe, Paul -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (23 p. of plates (some folded), [4], [11] p.) ; 32 col. maps (some folded) ; 22 cm.
Edition: 12e verm. druk.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G2400 .G45 1924 (NLO)
Cover title: Teekenatlas van Nederlandsch Indië in 32 kaartjes
Includes index.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Publisher’s printed paper covered boards.
Bookplate: Ex libris Paul Tibbe.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Koeman Gera B12
Baskes folio G2400 .G422 1937 (NLO)

37467
Indonesia - Maps - 1937

Authors: Gelder, W. van (Willem) -- Lekkerkerker, C. -- Broederschool Sint Jozef (Bandung, Indonesia)=J.B. Wolters (Firm) -- Tibbe, Paul -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (26 p.) : 21 col. maps ; 27 cm.
Publisher’s advertisements on back cover.
Scales differ.
Stamp: Broederschool, Bandoeng, Sint Jozef.
Bookplate: Ex libris Paul Tibbe.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Koeman Geld C9
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Baskes G2400 .G43 1937 (NLO)

37468
Indonesia - Maps - 1937

Authors: Gelder, W. van (Willem) -- Lekkerkerker, C. -- J.B. Wolters (Firm) -- Tibbe, Paul -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (various pagings) : 12 col. maps (some folded) ; 30 cm.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Bookplate: Ex libris Paul Tibbe.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
References: Koeman Geld A21;1 blue ;1,brown
Baskes folio G2400 .G53 1925 (NLO)

37469
Indonesia - Maps - 1948

Authors: Gelder, W. van (Willem) -- Lekkerkerker, C. -- Eibergen, P. (Pieter), 1889-- Bos, Pieter Roelf, 1847-1902. Kleine schoolatlas der gehele aarde -- J.B. Wolters (Firm) -- Tibbe, Paul -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (various pagings) : 63 maps (chiefly col.) ; 31 cm.
"Tezamen in één band gebonden F 9,50."
Scales differ.
Contains: Bos, Pieter Roelof. Kleine schoolatlas der gehele aarde.
Kleine schoolatlas der gehele aarde has half t.p.
Earlier editions of Gelder’s work have title: Schoolatlas van Nederlandsch Oost-Indië, or Schoolatlas van Nederlandsch Indië.
Bookplate: Ex Libris Paul Tibbe.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G2400 .G31 1948 (NLO)

37470
Indonesia - Maps - 1958 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Soekarno, C. S. -- Penkala -- Penerbitan Balai Buku -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 22 maps ; 309 x 260 mm.
C:Penkala
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

37471
Indonesia - Maps - 1958- Road maps

Java (Indonesia) - Maps - 1958 - Road maps
Authors: Standard-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Standard-Vacuum Sales Company SEE Standard-Vacuum Oil Company
1 map : col. ; 43 x 99 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm. Panel title.
Title and legends in Indonesian.
Plate no. 8-5524-2.
Map on verso (24 x 89 cm.): [Java].
Panel art: color illustration of two men in front of House of Representatives building; Stanvac and Mobiloil logos.
Two copies; RMcN Clients 3288 handstamped "Jun 12 1958"
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Clients 3287-3288 (PrCt)

37472 Indonesia - Maps - 1985 - Guidebooks
Authors: Moon travel handbooks -- Dalton, Bill -- Moon Publications -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.
3rd ed.
Ed:BillDalton
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Authors: Praptomo, Suhardi -- Mutiarasolo -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (52 p.) : 44 maps ; 29 cm.
"Penunjang Program CBSA"
"Untuk Sekolah Dasar"
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G2400 .P7 1986 (NLO)

37474 Indonesia - Maps - 1988
Authors: Insight guides -- Oey, E. -- Nelles Verlag -- APA Publications (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 10 maps
3rd ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

37475 Indonesia - Maps - 1988 - Description and Travel
Authors: Blair, Lawrence -- Bantam Books (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.
1st ed.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

37476 Indonesia - Maps - 1988 - Guidebooks
Authors: Hildebrand's travel guides -- Huehn, Kurt G. (Kurt Goetz) -- Karton + Grafik Verlagsgesellschaft -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.
2nd ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

37477 Indonesia - Maps - 1988 - Guidebooks
Authors: Hildebrand's travel guides -- Huehn, Kurt G. (Kurt Goetz) -- Karton + Grafik Verlagsgesellschaft -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.
4th ed.
Ed:BillDalton
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

37478 Indonesia - Maps - 1988 - Guidebooks
Authors: Moon travel handbooks -- Dalton, Bill -- Moon Publications -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.
Edition: A1
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

37479 Indus River - Maps - 1975 - Guidebooks
Authors: Fairley, Jean -- Day, J. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.
Edition: A1
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

37480 Industrial Archaeology - United States - Map Use<<>>Topographic maps - United States - Map Use
Quadrangular treasure : the cartographic route to industrial archeology. [19--].
Authors: Vogel, Robert M.
Apparently from Industrial Archaeology, issue and date unknown, p. 25-52. maps, ills.
BHC 2401
Vert 1952 (PrCt)

37481 Ingelheim am Rhein (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1552<<>>Woodcuts
Ingelheimica Aula, Ingelheimer Sal. [Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552].

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552. Cosmographiae universalis ... (1552) -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : woodcut ; 10 x 12 cm., on sheet 32 x 21 cm.
Added letterpress title above woodcut: De Ingelheim sacri Romani imperii ualle.
In: Münster, Sebastian. Cosmographiae universalis ... (Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552), p. 491.

VAULT folio Ayer 7 .M8 1552, p. 491 (PrCt)


Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960-- Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)
224 p. : maps ; 29 cm.
1st ed.
'Deluxe edition."
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).
'3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.'
Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).
Includes indexes.
Series: Family maps
ISBN 1420307533 ; 9781420307535 ; 1420307541 ; 9781420307542
Local History Ref F572.I5 B69 2007 (NLO)

37483 Ingham County (Mich.) - Maps - 1859 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps

Size of original: 8 parts; 4 are 28 x 18 in. each; 2 are 28 x 19.5 in. each, and 2 are 28 x 17 in. each. Scale: 1:50,688. Originally published Philadelphia, Geil, Harley & Siverd, 1859.
Microfiche 583, no. 333 (PrCt)


Includes historical notes by LeRoy Barnett and personal name index by G.K. Wiskemann. Includes index.
79-46442
folio G1413.I5 G45 1979 (NLO)

37485 Ingham County (Mich.) - Maps - 1880<<>>Counties - Maps

Authors: D.W. Ensign & Co.
1 map : hand col. ; 21 x 20 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:220,000].
Karpinski 525.
F 90143 .246 bet. p. 8-9 (PrCt)

37486 Ingolstadt Region (Germany) - Maps - 1710

Authors: Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. -- Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. Atlas curieux -- oder, Neuer und compendieuser atlas 1710 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 16 x 27 cm.
In: Bodenehr, Gabriel. Atlas curieux; oder, Neuer und compendieuser atlas ... (Augsburg : Gabriel Bodenehr, 1710?) pl. [65]. Engraved plate no. '68.'
Ayer 135 .B6 pl. 65 (PrCt)
Ingermanlandiae seu Ingriae novissima tabul

References: Bagrow, L. Hist. of Russian cartography, v.2, p. 184, 242

Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Homann Erben (Firm) -- Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724. Atlas novus terrarum orbis [ca. 1745] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; hand col. ; 46 x 54 cm.
In: Homann, Johann Baptist. Atlas novus terrarum orbis (Nuremberg : [Homann Erben, ca. 1745]), [plate 159].
Inset view (15 x 24 cm.): St. Petersburg.
Map dated 1734.
Manuscript ‘161’ and ‘163’ on verso.
oversize Ayer 135 .H7 1730, [plate 159] (PrCt)

Inland Sea Region (Japan) - Maps - 1971

37491


Authors: Richie, Donald, 1924-- Weatherhill -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

290 p. : ill., 1 folded map ; 24 cm.
1st ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library
Baskes DS895.15 R5 1971 (NLO)

Inman Yard (Atlanta, Ga.) - Pictorial works - 1959 - Railroads - Southern Railway Company - Pictorial works - 1959 - Railroads - Maps

37492

[Aerial photograph of Inman Yard in Atlanta, Georgia]. [Richmond, Va.? Southern Railway?, 1959?].

Authors: Southern Railway (U.S.)

1 view ; 8 x 15 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
In Southern Railway. 1958 annual report [Richmond, Va?: Southern Railway?, 1959?] p. 12
5A 7267 (1958 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

In River Valley - Pictorial works - 1590 - Innsbruck Region (Austria) - Pictorial works - 1590 - Gries am Brenner (Austria) - Pictorial works - 1590 - Charles V, Holy Roman Emperor, 1500-1558 - Ferdinand I, Holy Roman Emperor, 1503-1564 - Inntal SEE In River Valley

Prospectus Amoniiis Vallis Dneniponticae ... ; Schlosberg. die Clause in Alpibus Tirolensibus ; Monument occurrus Imp. Caroli V et Ferdinandi fratris. [Cologne : s.n.], 1590 [i.e. ca. 1620].

Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1599 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Hoefnagel, Joris, 1542-1601 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
3 views : hand col. ; 20 x 50 cm. and smaller
Based on 1590 views by Joris Hoefnagel; see R.A. Skelton's Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed.
of Civitates orbis terrarum.
Includes references A-G.
Cartouche at bottom right, describing the 1530 meeting at Gries am Brenner between Emperor Charles V and Emperor Ferdinand I: Imp. Caes. Carolo V P.F. Avg. ex Hispanis Italiq ... et Ferdinando Hvnq Boemia ...
Latin letterpress text on verso under title:
Prospectus Amonissimvs Vallis Oeniponticae ...
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 5, pl. 59 (PrCt)

37493 Inner Hebrides (Scotland) - Maps - 1854
Black's guide to Staffa, Iona, Glencoe and the Caledonian Canal: with a description of Oban and vicinity, and the route from Lochlomond Head to Ballachulish and Fort William, accompanied by map, charts, and views.
Edinburgh: Adam and Charles Black, 1854.
Authors: Adam and Charles Black (Firm)
-- Black's guide books -- Bartholomew, John, 1805-1861 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Cover title: Staffa, Iona, Glencoe
Maps by J. Bartholomew.
Advertisements: 48 p. at end.
Includes advertising dated 1854.
Includes index.
Series: Black's guide books.
Series statement from publisher advertisements.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .B55 Staffa, Iona, Glencoe (1854) (NLO)

37494 Innsbruck (Austria) - Maps - 1900
<--Innsbruck Region (Austria) - Maps - 1900<--Stubay Alps (Austria) - Maps - 1900<--Oeztal Alps (Austria and Italy) - Maps - 1903
Authors: Woerl, Leo, 1843-1918 -- Woerl's Reisebücherverlag -- Woerl's Reisehandbücher -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Forward dated: 1903.
Includes index.
Series: Woerl's Reisehandbücher.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .W64 Innsbruck (1903) (NLO)

37495 Innsbruck (Austria) - Maps - 1929
Authors: Wagner'sche Universitätsbuchhandlung -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
68 p., [10] p. of plates (2 folded) : ill., 2 maps (1 col.) ; 19 cm.
2nd ed.
Folded map inside back cover.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes DB879.I6 W34 1929 (NLO)

37496 Innsbruck (Austria) - Maps - 1951
Plan von Innsbruck. [Innsbruck, Austria]: Creditanstalt-Bankverein, 1951.
Authors: Creditanstalt-Bankverein
1 sheet : photo, ill., map ; fold. to 16 x 11 cm
Travel Vertical File G6494 .I7 1951 .C7 (PrCt)

37497 Innsbruck (Austria) - Maps - 1983 - Guidebooks
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm)
1 v.
3rd ed.
DD 879.I6 155 1983 (NLO)

37498 Innsbruck (Austria) - Pictorial works - 1575
Oenipons, siue Enipontus vulgo Inssbruck ... [Cologne: s.n., M.D. LXXV [1575, ie. ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Hoefnagel, Joris, 1542-1601 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : hand col. ; 33 x 43 cm.
Derived from a drawing by Joris Hoefnagel; see R.A. Skelton's Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.
Latin letterpress text on verso under title:
Aenipons.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 2, pl. 42 (PrCt)

37499 Innsbruck (Austria) - Pictorial works - 1575
Oenipons, siue Enipontus vulgo Inssbruck ... [Amsterdam : Jan Jansson], M.D. LXXV [1575, i.e. 1657].
Authors: Jansson, Jan, 1590--1622
1601

Baskes G153 .W64 Innsbruck (1903) (NLO)

Innsbruck (Austria) - Maps - 1903
Authors: Wagner'sche Universitätsbuchhandlung -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
68 p., [10] p. of plates (2 folded) : ill., 2 maps (1 col.) ; 19 cm.
2nd ed.
Folded map inside back cover.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes DB879.I6 W34 1929 (NLO)

Innsbruck (Austria) - Maps - 1951
Plan von Innsbruck. [Innsbruck, Austria]: Creditanstalt-Bankverein, 1951.
Authors: Creditanstalt-Bankverein
1 sheet : photo, ill., map ; fold. to 16 x 11 cm
Travel Vertical File G6494 .I7 1951 .C7 (PrCt)

Innsbruck (Austria) - Maps - 1983 - Guidebooks
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm)
1 v.
3rd ed.
DD 879.I6 155 1983 (NLO)

Innsbruck (Austria) - Pictorial works - 1575
Oenipons, siue Enipontus vulgo Inssbruck ... [Cologne: s.n., M.D. LXXV [1575, ie. ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Hoefnagel, Joris, 1542-1601 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : hand col. ; 33 x 43 cm.
Derived from a drawing by Joris Hoefnagel; see R.A. Skelton's Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.
Latin letterpress text on verso under title:
Aenipons.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 2, pl. 42 (PrCt)

Innsbruck (Austria) - Pictorial works - 1575
Oenipons, siue Enipontus vulgo Inssbruck ... [Amsterdam : Jan Jansson], M.D. LXXV [1575, i.e. 1657].
Authors: Jansson, Jan, 1590--1622
1601

The Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .W64 Innsbruck (1903) (NLO)
Innsbruck (Austria) - Pictorial works - 1620<<>>Schlosssammlung Ambras - Pictorial works - 1620<<>>Oenipontis (Austria) SEE Innsbruck (Austria)

Elegantissimus à parte orientali Oenipontis prospectus. [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Colyns, Alexander, fl. fl. 1598 -- Hoefnagel, Joris, 1542-1601 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 view : hand col. ; 35 x 50 cm.
Based on view by Alexander Colyns; redrawn by Joris Hoefnagel; see R.A. Skelton's Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum. Foreground includes a prominent view of 'Castrum Ameras à serenissimo Archiduce Ferdinando Austriaco ....'

Latin letterpress text on verso under title:

Oenipontis a parte orientali, etc. vicinorum.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 5, pl. 58 (PrCt)

37501

Innsbruck (Austria) - Tourism - 1952

Authors: Verkehrsverein Innsbruck

1 leaflet (4-fold) : map ; fold. to 21 x 10 cm
Travel Vertical File G6494 .I7 1952 .V4 (PrCt)

37502

Innsbruck Region (Austria) - Maps - 1710

Insprug mit der gegen auf 2 Stunden. Augsburg : Gabriel Bodenehr, 1710.
Authors: Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. -- Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. Atlas curieux -- oder, Neuer und compendieuser atlas 1710 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 14 x 21 cm.
In: Bodenehr, Gabriel. Atlas curieux; oder, Neuer und compendieuser atlas ... ([Augsburg : Gabriel Bodenehr, 1710?]!) pl. [59]. Engraved plate no. '62.'
Ayer 135 .B6 pl. 59 (PrCt)

37503

Ino, Tadataka, 1745-1818<<>>Surveyors,

Japanese

Authors: Otani, Ryokichi, 1875-1934 -- Sugimura, Kazue

v. 358 p. : ill. ; 22 cm.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

37504

Instituto y Observatorio de Marina (Spain). Biblioteca - Map collections - Catalogs

Catálogo de la colección de cartografía de la Biblioteca del Real Instituto y Observatorio de la Armada / Francisco José González González (coord.) ... [et al.]. San Fernando (Cádiz) : Real Instituto y Observatorio de la Armada, Biblioteca y Archivo Histórico, 2002.
Authors: González González, Francisco José -- Instituto y Observatorio de Marina (Spain).

Biblioteca
2 v. : ill., maps ; 30 cm.
Series: Boletín ROA ; no. 1-2/2002
Formerly folio Z6026.H9 IS8 2002
Map Ref folio Z6026.H9 IS8 2002 (NLO)

37505

Instituto y Observatorio de Marina (Spain) - Handbooks, manuals, etc.<<<>>Archives - Spain - Handbooks, manuals, etc.

Authors: Instituto y Observatorio de Marina (Spain) -- Real Instituto y Observatorio de la Armada (San Fernando) See Instituto y Observatorio de Marina (Spain)

5p. : illos. ; 24 cm.
A brief history of the archives, followed by a list of the 'fondos' with inclusive dates and number of items in each series.
Vert 2270, no. 3 (PrCt)

37506

Insurance Maps

Insurance surveying and map making. 1910.
Authors: Getty, R.
7 p. map.
Xerox copy.
Vert 37 (PrCt)

37507

Insurance Maps

Insurance mapping for industry. 1981.
Authors: Wright, Helena
14 [4p.]; 28cm.
Paper 'p'resented at 'Mapping the Americas,' Philadelphia, PA...1981.'
BHC 2570.
Vert 2107 (PrCt)

37508

Insurance Maps - South Dakota -

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Dakota resources : insurance maps at the South Dakota Historical Resource Center. 1980.
Authors: Otto, Kathryn
BHC 1912
Vert 1478 (PrCt)

37509 Intraglio Printing
The Intaglio process. 1983.
Authors: Vachon, Auguste
In The Archivist (Ottawa), 10, no.3 (May-June 1983): 1-5. Ills..
Brief explanations of line engraving, etching, drypoint, mezzotint, and aquatint printing techniques, and how to identify them in prints. English and French.
BHC 2512
Vert 1760 (PrCt)

37510 Inter-State Industrial Exposition of Chicago - Pictorial works - 1873 Pictorial works - Chicago (Ill.) - Inter-State Industrial Exposition of Chicago - 1873
Inter-State Industrial Exposition [view]. [Chicago : Van Arsdale & Massie, 1873].
The Inter-State Exposition souvenir ... (1873) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view ; col. ; 13 x 20 cm.
View of exhibition building erected in Lake Park (latter-day Grant Park) between Monroe, Adams and Jackson Streets.
In: Inter-State Industrial Exposition of Chicago. The Inter-State Exposition souvenir : containing a historical sketch of Chicago, also a record of the great Inter-State Exposition of 1873 from its inception to its close ... (Chicago : Van Arsdale & Massie, 1873), between p. 36-[37].
"Lithographing by Truesdell, Lott & Co. ... Chicago ; Die cutting by Drake & Forbes ... ; The Lakeside Press, printers ... ; Cox, Henderson & Co., binders ..." -- Title page verso.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Case T499.B1 I5 1873, between p. 36-[37] (PrCt)

37511 International Cartographic Association
Enschede, Netherlands : The Association, 1986?
Authors: Ormeling, Ferjan, 1942- -- International Cartographic Association -- Campbell, Eila M. J. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
138 p. : ill., facsims., maps, ports. ; 30 cm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
ISBN 9070310112
Baskes folio GA101 .O76 1986 (NLO)

37512 International Conference On the History of Cartography (13th : 1989 : Amsterdam)
Authors: Edney, Matthew H.
13 p. : 28cm.
Vert 869 (PrCt)

Authors: International Conference on the History of Cartography (13th : 1989 : Amsterdam)
40 p. : maps : 30 cm.
Vert 2307, no. 1 (PrCt)

Authors: International Conference on the History of Cartography (13th : 1989 : Amsterdam)
116 p. : ill., maps ; 30 cm.
Vert 2308 (PrCt)

80 p. : 30 cm.
Vert 2306 (PrCt)


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalog entry</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
Authors: International Conference on the History of Cartography (9th : 1981 : Pisa, Italy, etc.)
[36] p. ; 23 x 24 cm.
Includes list of authors, work sessions, programme, notes on sponsoring organizations, venues of exhibitions.
Vert 550, no. 13 (PrCt)

37526 International Geographical Congress (16th : 1949 : Lisbon)
Authors: Skelton, R. A. (Raleigh Ashlin), 1906-1970 -- Codazzi, Angela -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
p. 93-95
In Imago Mundi 6 (1949): 93-95.
Map Ref folio GA1 .I6, v. 6, p. 93-95 (PrCt)

37527 International Map Collectors’ Society - Congresses - 1985
Authors: International Map Collectors’ Society 64 p. : maps, ills. ; 21 cm.
Constitutes issue no. 25 of the IMCoS journal.
GA101 .I43, no. 25 (PrCt)

37528 International Map Collectors’ Society - Congresses - 1986
<<Conferences SEE SUBDIVISION Congresses UNDER SUBJECTS AND NAMES OF ORGANIZATIONS
<<Conventions (Congressess) SEE SUBDIVISION Congresses UNDER SUBJECTS AND NAMES OF ORGANIZATIONS
<<International conferences, congresses and conventions SEE SUBDIVISION Congresses UNDER SUBJECTS AND NAMES OF ORGANIZATIONS
<<Symposia SEE SUBDIVISION Congresses UNDER SUBJECTS AND NAMES OF ORGANIZATIONS
<<Meetings SEE SUBDIVISION Congresses UNDER SUBJECTS AND NAMES OF ORGANIZATIONS
<<Symposiums SEE SUBDIVISION Congresses UNDER SUBJECTS AND NAMES OF ORGANIZATIONS
Authors: International Map Collectors’ Society 48 p. : maps, ills. ; 21 cm.
Constitutes issue no. 21 of the IMCoS journal.

37529 International Map Collectors’ Society - History
<<Map societies
<<Map collections - History
Authors: Gole, Susan, 1935- -- International Map Collectors’ Society 72 p. : ill. (some col.) ; 30 cm.
Includes bibliographical references.
folio GA101.G65 2000 (NLO)

37530 International Map Collectors’ Society - Periodicals
<<Map collections - Periodicals
<<Cartography - History - Periodicals
<<Maps - Collectors and collecting - Periodicals
Authors: International Map Collectors’ Society v. : ill., maps ; 21 cm.
Issued quarterly.
Other title: Journal of the International Map Collectors’ Society.
Partion of title: International Map Collectors’ Society journal.
Indexes: 1980-1994. 1 v. (Includes key to revised numbering of issues.)
Description based on: Vol. 4, no. 2 (May 1984) [issue no. 16]; title from cover.
Newberry holdings (as of March 2013): v. 1, no.1(Sept. 1980)-no.131(Winter 2012) <ongoing>
Numbering irregularities; vol. designation does not appear on all issues.
LC Card Number: 91641878
GA101 .I43 (NLO)

Mapping America [program & directory of participants]. 1990.
Authors: International Map Collectors’ Society -- Washington Map Society 23 p. : ill. ; 28 cm.
Program, sponsors, participants, exhibitors, etc. 2 copies
BHC 1195 and BHC 2065
Vert 802 (PrCt)

37532 International map of the world (1:1,000,000)
Die Internationale weltkarte im masstab 1:1.000.000 ... 1915.
Authors: Byström, Axel Herman, 1858- -- International Geographical Congress (10th : 1913 ; Rome) -- R. Società geografica italiana -- Reale Società geografica italiana SEE R. Società geografica italiana -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
p. 49-65
In International Geographical Congress (10th : 1913 ; Rome) Atti del X Congresso internazionale

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Ayer 2 .I8 1913 (NLO)

37533 International map of the world (1:1,000,000)
A Re-appraisal of the International map of the
world on the millionth scale : paper submitted to
XIXth Geographical Congress. [London?
Directorate of Military Survey, War Office and Air
Ministry? 1960?].
Authors: Gardiner, R. A. -- International
Geographical Congress (19th : 1960 : Stockholm,
Sweden) -- Great Britain. Directorate of Military
Survey -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry
Library)
map (col.) ; 29 cm.
Errata sheet laid in.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio GA323 .G37 1960 (NLO)

37534 International Map of the World (1:1,000,000)
Darstellungstragen des Kartenmassstab
1:1,000,000. Berlin : Kiepert, 1970.
Authors: Schulz, Georg
30 p. : map ; 21 cm.
Includes col. map: Kartenprobe.
Series: Kartographische Miniaturen;
Mitteilungen für Kartenfreunde ; Nr. 3.
GA106 .S3 (NLO)

37535 International map of the world (1:2,500,000)
The Map of the world in scale of 1:2,500,000.
[19--?].
Authors: Haack, Erfried -- International map of
the world (1:2,500,000)
6 p. : fold. map.
Mimeographed.
Accompanied by a folding map showing the
sheet coverage of the 1:2,500,000 map.
Vert 66 (PrCt)

37536 International Society of Curators of Early Maps - Congresses - Photographs
Members of the International Society of Curators
of Early Maps at the meeting in Uppsala,
Sweden, 13 June 1991 / Photo Edward Dahl.
[Uppsala, 1991].
Authors: Dahl, Edward H. -- International Society
of Curators of Early Maps -- International Society
for the History of Cartography. International
Society of Curators of Early Maps SEE
International Society of Curators of Early Maps --
ISCEM SEE International Society of Curators of
Early Maps
1 photographic print : col. : 11 x 16 cm.
Individuals identified by diagram on verso.
Vert 984, no. 3 (PrCt)

37537 Interstate 35 - Historical geography - Maps - 2006<<<United States - Road maps -
Sources<<<Road maps - Sources<<<Road maps
Camino del Norte : how a series of watering
holes, fords, and dirt trails evolved into Interstate
35 in Texas. College Station : Texas A&M
Authors: Erlichman, Howard J., 1953-
xi, 284 p. : maps ; 25 cm.
1st ed.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 245-273)
and index.
Table of contents on Library of Congress website
(March 2006):
http://www.loc.gov/catdir/toc/ecip0518/20050228
55.html
Series: Centennial series of the Association of
Former Students, Texas A&M University ; no.
105
LC Card Number 2005022855
ISBN 1585444731 (cloth : alk. paper)
HE356.U55 E75 2006 (NLO)

37538 Interstate 75 - Maps - 1966 - Road
maps<<<East (U.S.) - Maps - 1966 - Road
maps<<<Marathon Oil Company - Maps -
1966 - Road maps<<<Strip maps<<<Road
maps
Interstate 75 : Michigan to Florida featuring
Marathon station locations / Marathon.
Authors: Marathon Oil Company -- Library of
Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally
and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry
Library)
1 map : col. ; 79 x 15 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. 6622.
Handstamp: Register of Copyrights, Library of
F43419.
Panel art: Color illustration of compass directions
with images of buildings, people, flora, and fauna.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4283 (PrCt)

37539 Interstate 75 - Maps - 1966 - Road
maps<<<East (U.S.) - Maps - 1966 - Road
maps<<<Marathon Oil Company - Maps -
1966 - Road maps<<<Strip maps<<<Road
maps
Interstate 75 : Michigan to Florida featuring
Marathon station locations / Marathon.
Authors: Marathon Oil Company -- Rand McNally
and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 79 x 15 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. 6622.
Panel art: Color illustration of compass directions
with images of buildings, people, flora, and fauna.
Titel panel handstamped "Jul. 12, 1966."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 4284 (PrCt)

37540 Interstate 75 - Maps - 1968 - Road maps<<>>East (U.S.) - Maps - 1968 - Road maps<<>>Marathon Oil Company - Maps - 1968 - Road maps<<>>Strip maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Marathon Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 79 x 12 cm., folded to 18 x 9 cm. 
Panel title.
Added title: Interstate 75 featuring Marathon stations.
Plate no. 6822-2.
Verso includes 16 maps of I-75 interchanges (9 x 10 cm. or smaller) leading to Marathon gas stations between Michigan and Florida.
Panel art: Color illustration of cars driving by images of buildings, flora, and fauna.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4286 (PrCt)

Authors: Marathon Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 79 x 12 cm., folded to 18 x 9 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Interstate 75 featuring Marathon stations.
Plate no. 7022-3.
Verso includes 16 maps of I-75 interchanges (9 x 10 cm. or smaller) leading to Marathon gas stations between Michigan and Florida.
Panel art: Color illustration of cars driving by images of buildings, flora, and fauna.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4289 (PrCt)

Authors: Marathon Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 79 x 12 cm., folded to 18 x 9 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Interstate 75 featuring Marathon stations.
Plate no. 6822-2.
Verso includes 16 maps of I-75 interchanges (9 x 10 cm. or smaller) leading to Marathon gas stations between Michigan and Florida.
Panel art: Color illustration of cars driving by images of buildings, flora, and fauna.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 622 (PrCt)

Authors: Continental Oil Company -- National Advertising Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
7 maps : col. ; 20 x 48 cm. and smaller, on sheet 46 x 88 cm., folded to 24 x 10 cm.
"This directory has been compiled as a service to the driving public by National Advertising Company, a subsidiary of 3M Company"
"Food, lodging, points of interest" for U.S. Interstate Highways 80, 25, 70.
Panel art: Conoco logo flying away from Earth and slogan “Ride the hot one! Hottest brand going.”
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 622 (PrCt)

37544 Interstate 95 - Maps - 1965 - Road maps<<>>Atlantic States - Maps - 1965 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Travel the Interstate 95 corridor : safe, fast, economical, pleasant turnpike driving, New York to Florida. [Richmond, Va.?] : Trevvett, Christian & Co., [1965?].
Authors: Trevvett, Christian & Co. (Richmond, Va.) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 56 x 23 cm. folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: The North-South Interstate 95 corridor
“The Delaware Memorial Bridge : underwater work began May 28, 1964 ...”

Authors: Hunter, Dave, 1941- -- Mile Oak Publishing Inc. (Ontario, Canada)
1 atlas (128, 93 p. : col. maps, ill.) ; 22 cm.
“1994 edition.”
"Revised" -- Front cover.
Tumble format; divided into two sections, northbound and southbound.
Strip maps of U.S. Interstate 75, identifying all exits, restaurants, hotels, and gas stations.
“Sorry, 1995 edition all sold out ... Please accept this complimentary copy of the 1994 edition ... 1996 edition will be available on Monday, October 2nd, 1995 ... " -- Adhesive label on front cover.
map4C G3707.I5 1994 .H8 (PrCt)

Authors: Continental Oil Company -- National Advertising Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
7 maps : col. ; 20 x 48 cm. and smaller, on sheet 46 x 88 cm., folded to 24 x 10 cm.
"This directory has been compiled as a service to the driving public by National Advertising Company, a subsidiary of 3M Company"
"Food, lodging, points of interest" for U.S. Interstate Highways 80, 25, 70.
Panel art: Conoco logo flying away from Earth and slogan “Ride the hot one! Hottest brand going.”
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 622 (PrCt)

37546 Interstate 95 - Maps - 1965 - Road maps<<>>Atlantic States - Maps - 1965 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Travel the Interstate 95 corridor : safe, fast, economical, pleasant turnpike driving, New York to Florida. [Richmond, Va.?] : Trevvett, Christian & Co., [1965?].
Authors: Trevvett, Christian & Co. (Richmond, Va.) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 56 x 23 cm. folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: The North-South Interstate 95 corridor
“The Delaware Memorial Bridge : underwater work began May 28, 1964 ...”

Authors: Hunter, Dave, 1941- -- Mile Oak Publishing Inc. (Ontario, Canada)
1 atlas (128, 93 p. : col. maps, ill.) ; 22 cm.
“1994 edition.”
"Revised" -- Front cover.
Tumble format; divided into two sections, northbound and southbound.
Strip maps of U.S. Interstate 75, identifying all exits, restaurants, hotels, and gas stations.
“Sorry, 1995 edition all sold out ... Please accept this complimentary copy of the 1994 edition ... 1996 edition will be available on Monday, October 2nd, 1995 ... " -- Adhesive label on front cover.
map4C G3707.I5 1994 .H8 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
"... It is anticipated that a truck stop providing fuel, repairs, lodging and special restaurant services will be operating by mid 1965. ... " Panel art: photograph of cars driving on turnpike, framed by interstate shield. Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library). Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

Investors Diversified Services -1975

Travel Vertical File G4144 .M5Q42 1975 .I5 (PrCt)

Invitatio lectoris in cosmographiam claudi ptolomei Alexandrini noviter ideomate germano contextam incipit foeliciter<<>>Ptolemy, active 2nd century. Geography. German<<>>Bayerische Staatsbibliothek

To Collection Services for cataloging, Jan. 2011 (PrCt)


To Collection Services for cataloging, Jan. 2011 (PrCt)

Ionia County (Mich.) - Maps - 1861 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
Local History Ref F572.I6 B69 2007 (NLO)

Local History Ref F572.I6 B69 2007 (NLO)

... It is anticipated that a truck stop providing fuel, repairs, lodging and special restaurant services will be operating by mid 1965. ... " Panel art: photograph of cars driving on turnpike, framed by interstate shield. Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library). Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)


Microfiche 583, no. 334 (Pr Ct)

Scale ca. [1:340,000]. F 90144.79 opp. p. 9 (Pr Ct)


37554 Ionia County (Mich.) - Maps - 1906 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps Standard atlas of Ionia County, Michigan : including a plat book of the villages, cities and townships of the county, map of the state, United States and world, patrons directory, reference business directory and departments devoted to general information, analysis of the system of U.S. land surveys, digest of the system of civil government, etc. etc. Chicago : Geo. A. Ogle & Co., 1906.
Authors: Geo. A. Ogle & Co. -- Chicago Historical Society 1 atlas (93, xxii p.) : ill., 44 hand col. maps, ports. ; 46 cm. Scale [1:31,680], 2 in. to 1 mile. Roan and cloth; worn. Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005; includes CHS ownership markings. CHS Coll., Atlas no. 115 oversize G4113.I5G46 1906 .03 (NLO)

Includes index to owners and business directory. Scale [1:50,688], 1 1/4 in. = 1 mile. Advertisements on covers and interspersed. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

37556 Ionia (Mich.) - Maps - 1840 - Real property - Manuscripts<<>>Manuscript maps Map of Ionia, Ionia County, Michigan Territory. [ca. 1840?]. Authors: Chicago Historical Society 1 ms. map : hand col. ; 36 x 45 cm. 'Scale 300 feet to one inch.' Anonymous cadastral map. Pen-and-ink and watercolor (blue, yellow, grey). Mounted on linen. Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.
CHS Coll., Map no. 267 (Pr Ct)

Authors: Bayhan, Susan -- Gillett, A. -- Keskin -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. 2nd ed. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (Pr Ct)

37558 Ionia Islands (Greece) - Maps - 1753 - Coasts - Nautical charts<<>>Nautical charts - Ionia Islands (Greece) - 1753 - Coasts<<>>Ionia Sea - Maps - 1753 - Coasts - Nautical charts<<>>Nautical charts - Ionia Sea - 1753 - Coasts<<>>Corfu Island (Greece) - Maps - 1753 - Coasts - Nautical charts<<>>Nautical charts - Corfu Island (Greece) - 1753 - Coasts<<>>Paxos Island (Greece) - Maps - 1753 - Coasts - Nautical charts<<>>Nautical charts - Paxos Island (Greece) - 1753 - Coasts<<>>Antipaxos Island (Greece) - Maps - 1753 - Coasts - Nautical charts<<>>Nautical charts

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Ios Island (Greece) - Maps - 1881

Altitudes, Charts, diagrams, etc. - Iowa - 1881

Railroads - Charts, diagrams, etc. - Iowa - 1881

Railroad Company - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1881


Ios Island (Greece) - SEE Ios Island (Greece)

Nautical charts - Antipaxos Island (Greece) - 1771

A Chart of the islands Corfu, Pachsu and Antipacshu ... / J. Gascoyne sculp. [London : J. Mount and T. Page, 1771].


1 map ; 40 x 52 cm.

Oversize Ayer 135 .E55 1753 following p. 56 (PrCt)

Iosco County (Mich.) - Maps - 1976

Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps


Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Iosco County Board of Comissioners (Mich.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (26 p.) : 19 maps ; 28 cm.

Cover title. 'Sponsored by Iosco County Board of Comissioners.'

Includes index to owners and local government directory.

Scale [1:50,688].

Township maps of scale 1 1/4 in. to 1 mile. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.


Iowa - 1881 - Railroads - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. - Iowa - 1881

Railroads - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1881

Illinois Central Railroad Company - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1881


Iowa - 1881 - Railroads - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. - Iowa - 1881

Railroads - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1881

Illinois Central Railroad Company - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1881

Maps Landowners - Maps
Atlas of Iowa County, Iowa : drawn from actual surveys and the county records, to which is added a rail road & sectional map of the state of Iowa. Clinton, Iowa : Harrison & Warner, 1874. Authors: Harrison & Warner -- Chicago Historical Society
1 atlas (43 p.) : maps ; 42 cm.
Scale [1:31,680]
Library buckram; lacks outline plan of city, p. 5. Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005; includes CHS ownership markings.
CHS Coll., Atlas no. 128
oversize G4153.16G46 1874.H3 (NLO)

Iowa County (Ohio) - Maps - 1968 -
Landowners - Counties -
Maps - Landowners - Maps
1 atlas (31, [1] p.) : 17 maps ; 31 cm.
Cover title.
Includes farmers directory and index to advertisers. Advertisements on covers and interspersed. Scale not given.
Owner's stamp: Kirkpatrick Variety, North English, Iowa.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G4153.16G46 1968.H3 (NLO)

Iowa County (Wis.) - Maps - 1800-1899 -
Landowners - Counties -
Maps - Landowners - Maps
370 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
1st ed.
'Deluxe edition.'
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).
‘3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.’ Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).
Includes indexes.
Series: Family maps  
ISBN 1420304879 ; 9781420304879  
Local History Ref F587.I6 B69 2006 (NLO)

37567  
**iowa - Description and travel - 2010**  
Authors: Iowa. Dept. of Economic Development  
188 p. : col. photos, maps ; 27 cm.  
Travel Vertical File G4151 .E635 2010 .I6 (PrCt)

37568  
**iowa - Geography - 1874<i> Iowa - Maps - 1874**  
Class book of geography of Iowa and county, state, and federal government : in easy lessons by questions and answers, especially adapted to the capacity intermediate classes in our public schools / by J. M. Ross. Des Moines : Mills & Co., 1874.  
Authors: Ross, J. M., of Cincinnati -- Rhode Island Historical Society -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)  
Printed in double columns.  
Bookplate: Rhode Island Historical Society.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection at the Newberry Library.  
Baskes F621.3 .R67 1874 (NLO)

37569  
**iowa Great Lakes (iowa) - Maps - 1718-1990**  
Authors: Parsons, John W. -- Kennedy, Steve -- Livewire Printing Company  
88 p. : ill., maps ; 28 cm  
folio G1432.I6 P37 1991 (NLO)

37570  
**iowa - Maps - 1838<i> Wisconsin - Maps - 1838<i> Middle West - Maps - 1838**  
Authors: Boynton, George W., -1884 -- Bradford, T. G. (Thomas Gamaliel), 1802-1887  
1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 29 cm.  
Scale 1:1,600,500.  
Prime meridian: Washington.  
Inset: Part of Wisconsin and Iowa.  
In upper right margin: 41.  
27483  
map2F 4120 (PrCt)

37571  
**iowa - Maps - 1839**  
Map of the surveyed part of Iowa Territory. St. Louis, Mo. John Plumbe Junr. 1839.  
Authors: Plumbe, John, 1809-1857 -- Dupré, Eugene Charles -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map ; 48 x 38 cm.  
Detached from Plumbe, John. Sketches of Iowa and Wisconsin ... (St. Louis, John Plumbe Junr., 1839) [*Ayer oF621 .P73 1839, opposite title page].  
Scale [1:316,000] (W 92° 50' -- W 90° 10'/N 43° 10' -- N 40° 20').  
Variant: Map includes longitude and latitude not present on Graff maps 3307 (published separately) and 3309.  
90  
Ayer map2F G4152.E2 1839 P6 (NLO)

37572  
**iowa - Maps - 1840<i> Davenport Region (iowa) - Maps - 1840<i> Des Moines Region (iowa) - Maps - 1840<i> Keokuk Region (iowa) - Maps - 1840**  
Map of the surveyed part of Iowa : exhibiting the sections, townships & ranges compiled from the United States surveys / by Jesse Williams, late a clerk in the Surveyor General's Office, Cincinnati ; Engraved by Sherman & Smith, New York. New York : Published by J.H. Colton, 1840.  
A Description of the United States lands in Iowa(1840) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)  
1 map : hand col. ; 81 x 50 cm., folded to 14 x 9 cm.  
"Entered according to act of Congress in the year 1840, by J.H. Colton, in the Clerk's Office of the District Court of the Southern District of New York."  
Includes endorsement and signature of "Ezekiel S. Haines, Surveyor General, United States, for the District of Ohio, Indiana, Michigan and the Territories of Michigan and Wisconsin."  
Township map of far eastern Iowa lands adjacent to the Mississippi River between the Yellow River and Keokuk.  
Scale [1:380,160]. "Scale of 6 miles to the inch."  
Insets (11 x 20 cm. and 18 x 10 cm.): Map of Rock Island Rapids of the Mississippi River -- Map of Des Moines Rapids of the Mississippi River.  
In: Williams, Jesse. A Description of the United States lands in Iowa : being a minute description of every section and quarter section, quality of soil, groves of timber, prairies, ledges of rock, coal banks, iron and lead ores, water-falls, mill-seats, etc., etc., etc. : with an appendix (New York : J.H. Colton, 1840), inside back cover.  
Cover title: Iowa with a topographical map from the U.S. Survey.  
Book's running title: Description of lands in Iowa. "The descriptions ... have been ... compiled from the original field notes now on file in the Surveyor-General's Office at Dubuque." -- Book's preface.  
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.  
References: Sabin 104241

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.  
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
LC Card Number: 48035165
Graff 4678, inside back cover (PrCt)

37573
**Iowa - Maps - 1842**

**Iowa.** [New York : Sidney E. Morse & Co., 1842].
Authors: Morse, Sidney E. (Sidney Edwards), 1794-1871 -- Morse, Sidney E. (Sidney Edwards), 1794-1871. The Cerographic atlas of the United States (1842-1845)
1 map ; 34 x 27 cm.
oversize G 1083 .59 pl. [8] (PrCt)

37574
**Iowa - Maps - 1845**

**Iowa.** Philadel[elphi]a : Carey & Hart, [1845].
Authors: Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Carey & Hart -- Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858. A New universal atlas ... (1845) 1 map : hand col. ; 38 x 30 cm.
In: Tanner, Henry Schenck. A New universal atlas containing maps of the various empires, kingdoms, states, and republics of the world ... (Philadelphia : Carey & Hart, 1845) map '34.'
Case oversize G1019 .T2 1845 map 34 (PrCt)

37575
**Iowa - Maps - 1845 - Surveys <-> Surveys - Iowa - Maps - 1845**

**Sketch of the public surveys in Iowa territory.**
1845.
1 map ; 34 x 30 cm.
Detached from U.S. 29th Congress, 1st session, 1845-1846. Senate Document 16 [Serial Set 472].
M1018
map4F G3701.B5 1845 U5 no. 5 (PrCt)

37576
**Iowa - Maps - 1847**

**Iowa.** Philada. S. Augustus Mitchell, 1847.
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868. A New universal atlas containing maps of the various empires, kingdoms, states, and republics of the world ... (1847) 1 map ; hand col. ; 38 x 30 cm.
In: Mitchell, S. Augustus. A New universal atlas containing maps of the various empires, kingdoms, states, and republics of the world ... (Philadelphia : S. Augustus Mitchell, 1847) pl. '34.'
oversize G 10.579 pl. 34 (PrCt)

37577
**Iowa - Maps - 1847 - Surveys <-> Surveys - Iowa - Maps - 1847**

**Sketch of the public surveys in Iowa / D. McClelland, sc. Washington : [Govt. Print. Off., 1847].**
Senate Document 2, map 5 -- United States. Government Printing Office
1 map ; 45 x 57 cm.
In U.S. 30th Congress, 1st session, 1847-1848. Senate Document 2, after p. 72.
Scale 1:1,140,480 or '18 miles to an inch.' Above title: B.
Reference: Koeppe, Carto-bibliography of maps, 504 (30-1) S.exdoc. 2, map 5.
Govt. 504, map 5 (PrCt)

37578

**Sketch of the public surveys in Iowa territory.** [Washington? U.S. General Land Office?, 1847?].
Authors: United States. General Land Office -- United States. Surveyor General for Iowa, Minnesota Territory and Wisconsin -- U.S. Surveyor General for Iowa, Minnesota Territory and Wisconsin SEE United States. Surveyor General for Iowa, Minnesota Territory and Wisconsin
1 map ; 37 x 30 cm.
Scale [1:1,140,480] 1 in. = 18 mi.
Shows boundary line by treaty with Sac and Fox Indians to west; Half Breed, Sac & Fox Reservation to south.
map G 10912 .91 (NLO)

37579
**Iowa - Maps - 1850**

*A New map of the state of Iowa.* Philada. Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co., 1850 [i.e. 1852].
New universal atlas ... (1852) 1 map : hand col. ; 29 x 37 cm.
Entered according to act of Congress in ... 1850 by Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co., .....
In: Mitchell, S. Augustus. New universal atlas ... (Philadelphia : Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co., 1852) pl. '35.'
oversize G1019 .N49 1852 pl. 35 (PrCt)

37580
**Iowa - Maps - 1851 - Surveys <-> Surveys - Iowa - Maps - 1851**

**Sketch of the public surveys in Iowa.** Dubuque, Iowa : Surveyor General's Office, 1851.
1 map ; 44 x 57 cm., folded to 25 cm.
'Surveyor General's Office, Dubuque, October 21st 1851, George B. Sargent, Sur. Gen.'
At head of title: B
B sketch of the public surveys in Iowa
Scale [1:1,140,480]. 1 in. = 18 miles.
Shows rivers, township lines, and correction
lines.

Ay 133 .U59i 1851 (NLO)

37581 Iowa - Maps - 1852
Colton's, township map, of the state of Iowa compiled from the United States surveys, & other authentic sources. New York : J.H. Colton, 1852, c1851.
Authors: Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Atwood, John M., approximately 1818- -- Howes, Wright -- Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 62 x 74 cm. fold. in cloth covers 15 x 10 cm.
Cover title: Township map of the state of Iowa.
Colton's advertising inside front cover (green).
Condition: fine.
Forms part of the Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Gift 1976, Wright Howes.

map3C G4150 1852 .C6 copy 2 of 2 (PrCt)

37582 Iowa - Maps - 1852
Colton's township map of the state of Iowa compiled from the United States surveys ... New York : J.H. Colton, 1852, c1851.
Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Mendenhall, Edward -- Howes, Wright -- Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 61 x 73 cm. fold. in cloth covers 15 x 9 cm.
Cover title: Township map of the state of Iowa.
Bookseller's printed label inside front cover: E. Mendenhall, maps, book & print seller ... Cincinnati, Ohio
Advertising inside front cover (red).
Includes table.
Condition: good.
Forms part of the Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Gift 1976, Wright Howes.

map3C G4150 1852 .C6 copy 1 of 2 (PrCt)

37583 Iowa - Maps - 1854
Colton's township map of the state of Iowa ... New York : J.H. Colton, 1852, c1851.
Authors: J.H. Colton & Co. -- Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893
1 map : hand col. ; 55 x 62 cm., folded in cover 15 x 10 cm.
'Entered according to act of Congress in the year 1851 by J.H. Colton in the clerks office of the dist. court for the southn. dist. of New York.'
Scale [ca. 1:920,000]
Coordinates: (W 96°38'--W 90°08' / N 43°31'--N 40°23').
Prime meridians: Greenwich and Washington.
Includes text.
G 10912 .2 (NLO)

37584 Iowa - Maps - 1854
Colton's, township map, of the state of Iowa compiled from the United States surveys, & other authentic sources. New York : J.H. Colton, 1854, c1851.
Authors: Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Atwood, John M., approximately 1818- -- Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Howes, Wright -- Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 62 x 74 cm. fold. in cloth covers 15 x 10 cm.
Includes table: Population of Iowa, according to the U.S. Census [1840 & 1850].
Cover title: Township map of the state of Iowa.
Advertising inside front cover.
Condition: fair; map detached from covers.
Forms part of the Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Gift 1976, Wright Howes.
map3C G4150 1854 .C6 copy 1 of 2 (PrCt)

37585 Iowa - Maps - 1854
Colton's, township map, of the state of Iowa compiled from the United States surveys, & other authentic sources. New York : J.H. Colton, 1854, c1851.
Authors: Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Atwood, John M., approximately 1818- -- Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Howes, Wright -- Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 62 x 74 cm. fold. in cloth covers 15 x 10 cm.
Includes table: Population of Iowa, according to the U.S. Census [1840 & 1850].
Cover title: Township map of the state of Iowa.
Advertising inside front cover.
Condition: very good, but coloring faded.
Forms part of the Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Gift 1976, Wright Howes.

map3C G4150 1854 .C6 copy 2 of 2 (PrCt)

37586 Iowa - Maps - 1854
A Township map of the state of Iowa compiled from the United States surveys ... Fairfield, Iowa : Henn, Williams & Co. ; Philadelphia : R. L. Barnes, 1854.
Authors: Henn, Williams & Co. (Fairfield, Iowa) -- Barnes, Rufus L. -- Henn, Bernhart, 1817-1865 -- Williams, Jesse -- Temple, George D. -- Temple, Edward A. -- Friend & Aub -- Anthony, William P., fl. 1856 -- Howes, Wright -- Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 53 x 87 cm. fold. in cloth covers 15 x 10 cm.
'Henn, Williams & Co. dealers in land, land warrants & exchange, Fairfield, Iowa.'
Copyright entered in 1854 by R. L. Barnes.

map3C G4150 1854 .C6 copy 1 of 2 (PrCt)
Cover title: Township map of Iowa.  
Inscription inside front cover: Wm. P. Anthony [?], Portland N.Y. Bought 1856, on trip to Iowa.  
Condition: fair.  
Forms part of the Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library).  
Gift 1976, Wright Howes.  
map3C G4150 1854 .H4 (PrCt)

37587 Iowa - Maps - 1855  
Colton's, township map, of the state of Iowa compiled from the United States surveys, & other authentic sources. New York : J. H. Colton and Co., 1855, c1851.  
1 map : hand col. ; 63 x 74 cm. fold. in cloth  
Cover title: Township map of the state of Iowa.  
Condition: very fine.  
Forms part of the Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library).  
Gift 1976, Wright Howes.  
map3C G4150 1855 .C6 copy 1 of 2 (PrCt)

37588 Iowa - Maps - 1855  
Colton's, township map, of the state of Iowa compiled from the United States surveys, & other authentic sources. New York : J. H. Colton and Co., 1855, c1851.  
1 map : hand col. ; 63 x 74 cm. fold. in cloth  
Cover title: Township map of the state of Iowa.  
Condition: fine.  
Forms part of the Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library).  
Gift 1976, Wright Howes.  
map3C G4150 1855 .C6 copy 2 of 2 (PrCt)

37589 Iowa - Maps - 1855  
Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's atlas of the world ... (1855-1856)  
1 map : hand col. ; 28 x 35 cm.  
oversize G 10 .185 v.1, pl. 42 (PrCt)

37590 Iowa - Maps - 1855  
A Township map of the state of Iowa. Fairfield, Iowa : Henn, Williams & Co. ; Philadelphia : R.L. Barnes, 1855.  
Authors: Henn, Williams & Co. (Fairfield, Iowa) -- Barnes, Rufus L. -- Friend & Aub -- Parker, Nathan H. (Nathan Howe) -- Keen & Lee (Chicago, Ill.)  
1 map : hand col. ; 50 x 84 cm.  
Lith. of Friend & Aub, Phila.'  
'Entered according to act of Congress in ... 1854 by R.L. Barnes ... Penna.'  
Seperated along folds and detached from Parker, Nathan H. Iowa as it is in 1855 ... (Chicago: Keen and Lee, 1855) at end [Case G 912.659].  
Duplicate copy of the map (in better condition): Graft 1857.  
Cf. OCLC 35782326.  
map4F G4150 1855 .H4 (PrCt)

37591 Iowa - Maps - 1855  
A Township map of the state of Iowa compiled from the United States surveys ... Fairfield, Iowa : Henn, Williams & Co. ; Philadelphia : R.L. Barnes, 1855, c1854.  
Authors: Henn, Williams & Co. (Fairfield, Iowa) -- Barnes, Rufus L. -- Henn, Bernhart, 1817-1865 -- Williams, Jesse -- Temple, George D. -- Temple, Edward A. -- Friend & Aub -- Munson, Merritt -- Howes, Wright -- Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map : hand col. ; 53 x 88 cm. fold. in cloth  
Henn, Williams & Co. dealers in land, land warrants & exchange Fairfield, Chariton, Sioux City and Ft. Dodge, Iowa.'  
Copyright entered in 1854 by R. L. Barnes.  
Cover title: Henn, William & Co.'s township map of Iowa.  
Inscription inside front cover: Merritt Munson, Geneseo Henry Co., Illinois.  
Condition: fine.  
Forms part of the Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library).  
Gift 1976, Wright Howes.  
map3C G4150 1855 .H4 (PrCt)

37592 Iowa - Maps - 1855  
A Township map of the state of Iowa compiled from the United States surveys ... Fairfield, Iowa : Henn, Williams & Co. ; Philadelphia : R.L. Barnes, 1855, c1854.  
Authors: Henn, Williams & Co. (Fairfield, Iowa) -- Barnes, Rufus L. -- Henn, Bernhart, 1817-1865 -- Williams, Jesse -- Temple, George D. -- Temple, Edward A. -- Friend & Aub -- Howes, Wright -- Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map : hand col. ; 53 x 88 cm. fold. in cloth  
Henn, Williams & Co. dealers in land, land warrants & exchange Fairfield, Chariton, Sioux City and Ft. Dodge, Iowa.'  
Copyright entered in 1854 by R. L. Barnes.  
Cover title: Henn, William & Co.'s township map of Iowa.  
Inscription inside front cover: Merritt Munson, Geneseo Henry Co., Illinois.  
Condition: fine.  
Forms part of the Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library).  
Gift 1976, Wright Howes.  
map3C G4150 1855 .H4 (PrCt)
covers 15 x 10 cm.
'Henn, Williams & Co. dealers in land, land warrants & exchange, Fairfield and Chariton, Iowa.'
Copyright entered in 1854 by R. L. Barnes.
Cover title: Henn, William & Co.'s township map of Iowa.
Condition: very good.
Forms part of the Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Gift 1976, Wright Howes.
map3C G4150 1855 .44a (PrCt)

37593
**Iowa - Maps - 1855**<ref>Map printing - Lithographs - Maps - 1855</ref><ref>Lithographs Iowa</ref>
New York : J.H. Colton & Co., 1855 [i.e. 1856].
1 map : hand col. ; 29 x 36 cm. fold. to 18 x 10 cm.
'Entered according to act of Congress in ... 1855 by J.H. Colton & Co. in ... New York.'
'Corrections furnished by N.H. Parker' printed within border 7 x 73 mm.; for variant issue of this map, also dated 1855, see the 1857 edition of Parker's Iowa Handbook [G 912.66 opposite title page and Graff 3188 opposite title page]
In Parker, Nathan H. The Iowa handbook for 1856 ... (Boston : John P. Jewett and Co.; Cleveland : H.P.B. Jewett; New York : Sheldon, Blakeman & Co., 1856) opposite title page [G 912 .56599]
G 912 .56599 opp. t.p. (PrCt)

37594
**Iowa - Maps - 1855**<ref>Map printing - Lithographs - Maps - 1855</ref><ref>Lithographs Iowa</ref>
New York : J.H. Colton & Co., 1855 [i.e. 1857].
1 map : hand col. ; 29 x 36 cm. fold. to 18 x 10 cm.
'Entered according to act of Congress in ... 1855 by J.H. Colton & Co. in ... New York.'
Duplicate copy: G 912.66 opposite title page
'Corrections furnished by N.H. Parker' printed within border 5 x 67 mm.; for variant issue of this map, also dated 1855, see the 1856 edition of Parker's Iowa Handbook [G 912 .6599 opp. t.p.]
In Parker, Nathan H. The Iowa handbook for 1857 ... (Boston : John P. Jewett and Co.; Cleveland : Jewett, Proctor & Worthington; New York : Sheldon, Lamport & Blakeman, 1857) opposite title page [Graff 3158].
Authors: Morse, Charles W. (Charles Walker), 1823-1887 -- Blanchard, Rufus, 1821-1904 -- Keen & Lee (Chicago, Ill.) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 60 x 80 cm. fold in covers 15 x 10 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:875,000].
Cover stamping: Morse's map of Iowa. 1856. Keen & Lee, Chicago.
Advertisement for Keen & Lee inside front cover.
ICN74.
Graff 2907 (NLO)

1 map : hand col. ; 73 x 114 cm.
'Compiled from the U.S. surveys and personal reconnaissance by Nathan H. Parker, author of 'Iowa as it is,' Clinton Io.'
'Engraved, printed and mounted by J.H. Colton & Co. ... New York.'
'Entered according to act of Congress in the year 1856 by N.H. Parker in the clerks office for the District of Iowa.'
Scale [ca. 1:506,880] 'Scale of 8 miles to 1 inch.'
Inset (23 x 19 cm.): Map showing the connections between the Iowa and Eastern rail roads.
Previously shelved as Ayer p133 P24 1856. For variant edition, bearing imprint of Keen & Lee in Chicago, see Graff 3190.
map6F G4150 1856 .P3 (PrCt)
Graff 3190 (NLO)

1 map : hand col. ; 73 x 114 cm.
'Compiled from the U.S. surveys and personal reconnaissance by Nathan H. Parker, author of 'Iowa as it is,' Clinton Io.'
'Engraved, printed and mounted by J.H. Colton & Co. ... New York.'
'Entered according to act of Congress in the year 1856 by N.H. Parker in the clerks office for the District of Iowa.'
Scale [ca. 1:506,880] 'Scale of 8 miles to 1 inch.'
Inset (23 x 19 cm.): Map showing the connections between the Iowa and Eastern rail roads.
Previously shelved as Ayer p133 P24 1856. For variant edition, bearing imprint of Keen & Lee in Chicago, see Graff 3190.
map6F G4150 1856 .P3 (PrCt)
Graff 3190 (NLO)

37601 Iowa - Maps - 1856 - Railroads - Middle West - Maps - 1856 - Railroads - Maps Parker's sectional & geological map of Iowa exhibiting her iron lead copper coal and other geological resources and all rail roads completed ... New York : J.H. Colton & Co. ; Chicago : D.B. Cooke & Co., 1856.
Authors: Parker, Nathan H. (Nathan Howe) -- J.H. Colton & Co. -- D.B. Cooke & Co. -- Rogers, R. H. -- Janson, P. -- Howes, Wright -- Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 82 x 122 cm. fold. in cloth covers 16 x 11 cm.
Cover title: Sectional and geological map of Iowa.
Inset (23 x 20 cm.): Map showing the connections between the Iowa and Eastern rail roads.
Includes table 'Railroads in Iowa.'
Colton's advertising inside front cover.
Inscription inside back cover and on map verso: R. H. Rogers.
Inscription on map verso: P. Janson Condition: very good, tear along one section of map.
Forms part of the Wright Howes Map Collection
(Newberry Library).
Gift 1976, Wright Howes.
map3C G4150 1856 .P3 (PrCt)

37602 Iowa - Maps - 1857
Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's general atlas ... (1857)
1 map : hand col. ; 29 x 36 cm.
oversize G10 .188 pl. 44 (PrCt)

37603 Iowa - Maps - 1858
map Henn, Williams & Co.'s sectional map of the state of Iowa. Fairfield, Iowa : Henn, Williams & Co. ; Chicago, Ill. : W.B. Keen, 1858.
Authors: Henn, Williams & Co. (Fairfield, Iowa) -- Keen, William Brantley, 1826-1896 -- Ferd. Mayer & Co. 1 map : col. ; 67 x 92 cm., folded in cover 15 x 10 cm.
Cover title: Henn, Williams & Co.'s new sectional map of Iowa
'Entered according to act of Congress in the year 1858 by W.B. Keen in the clerk's office of the district court of the state of Illinois.'
'Compiled from the official surveys of the United States and the public records of the state and counties & from personal reconnaissances.'
'Engraved & printed by Ferd. Mayer & Co., New York.'
Also shows railroads and counties.
Scale not given.
Coordinates: (W 96°38´--W 90°08´/N 43°31´--N 40°23´).
Case G 10912 .388 (NLO)

1 map : hand col. ; 22 x 37 cm., folded to 21 x 14 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:1,700,000].
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
References: Howes D532; cf. OCLC 18167884 Graff 1162, opposite title page (PrCt)

37605 Iowa - Maps - 1859
Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's atlas of America ... (1859) -- Johnson & Browning 1 map : hand col. ; 29 x 36 cm.
In: Colton George Woolworth. Colton's atlas of America, illustrating the physical and political geography of North and South America and the West India islands (New York : J.H. Colton and Co., 1859), pl. [42]. Printed plate 'No. 47.' Map copyrighted 1855.
Case oversize G1100 .C6 1859 pl. 42 (PrCt)

37606 Iowa - Maps - 1860 Nebraska - Maps - 1860
map Johnson's Iowa and Nebraska. [New York] : Johnson & Browning, [1860].
Authors: Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884 -- Johnson & Browning -- Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884. Johnson's new illustrated (steel plate) family atlas ... (1860) 1 map : hand col. ; 28 x 42 cm.
In: Johnson, Alvin Jewett. Johnson's new illustrated (steel plate) family atlas ... (New York : Johnson and Browning, 1860) plate '50' oversize G 10 .454 pl. 50 (PrCt)

37607 Iowa - Maps - 1864 Nebraska - Maps - 1864
Authors: Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884 -- Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884. Johnson's new illustrated family atlas of the world ... (1869) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 39 x 55 cm.
"Entered according to act of Congress in the year 1864, by A.J. Johnson in the Clerk's Office of the District Court of the United States for the Southern District of New York."
Covers all of Iowa and part of eastern Nebraska.
In: Johnson, Alvin Jewett. Johnson's new illustrated family atlas of the world ... (New York : A.J. Johnson, publisher, 1869), [plate 33] Sheet corners numbered 65 and 66.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Iowa - Maps - 1865

Chapman's sectional map of the state of Iowa, compiled from the U.S. surveys ... New York: J.H. Colton, 1865, c1864.
Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Howes, Wright -- Wright Howes
Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 42 x 52 cm. fold. to 13 x 8 cm. in covers
Cover title: Chapman's sectional map of Iowa.
'Colt's map of the state of Iowa, compiled from the records of the surveys of R.R. grants, railroad lines, towns, general topography, &c., compiled from the records of the land office at Sioux City, Des Moines, la. Mills & Co., 1869.
Authors: Chapman, Silas
Milwaukee : Silas Chapman, 1865, c1864.
Chapman's sectional map of the state of Iowa; showing all the vacant lands, limits of R.R. grants, railroad lines, towns, general topography, &c., compiled from the records of the land office at Sioux City, Des Moines, la. Mills & Co., 1869.
Authors: Chapman, Silas
Milwaukee : Silas Chapman, 1865, c1864.
Chapman's sectional map of the state of Iowa; showing all the vacant lands, limits of R.R. grants, railroad lines, towns, general topography, &c., compiled from the records of the land office at Sioux City, Des Moines, la. Mills & Co., 1869.
Authors: Chapman, Silas
Milwaukee : Silas Chapman, 1865, c1864.
Chapman's sectional map of the state of Iowa; showing all the vacant lands, limits of R.R. grants, railroad lines, towns, general topography, &c., compiled from the records of the land office at Sioux City, Des Moines, la. Mills & Co., 1869.
Authors: Chapman, Silas
Milwaukee : Silas Chapman, 1865, c1864.
Chapman's sectional map of the state of Iowa; showing all the vacant lands, limits of R.R. grants, railroad lines, towns, general topography, &c., compiled from the records of the land office at Sioux City, Des Moines, la. Mills & Co., 1869.
Authors: Chapman, Silas
Milwaukee : Silas Chapman, 1865, c1864.
Chapman's sectional map of the state of Iowa; showing all the vacant lands, limits of R.R. grants, railroad lines, towns, general topography, &c., compiled from the records of the land office at Sioux City, Des Moines, la. Mills & Co., 1869.
Authors: Chapman, Silas
Milwaukee : Silas Chapman, 1865, c1864.
Chapman's sectional map of the state of Iowa; showing all the vacant lands, limits of R.R. grants, railroad lines, towns, general topography, &c., compiled from the records of the land office at Sioux City, Des Moines, la. Mills & Co., 1869.
Authors: Chapman, Silas
Milwaukee : Silas Chapman, 1865, c1864.
Chapman's sectional map of the state of Iowa; showing all the vacant lands, limits of R.R. grants, railroad lines, towns, general topography, &c., compiled from the records of the land office at Sioux City, Des Moines, la. Mills & Co., 1869.
Authors: Chapman, Silas
Milwaukee : Silas Chapman, 1865, c1864.
Chapman's sectional map of the state of Iowa; showing all the vacant lands, limits of R.R. grants, railroad lines, towns, general topography, &c., compiled from the records of the land office at Sioux City, Des Moines, la. Mills & Co., 1869.
Authors: Chapman, Silas
Milwaukee : Silas Chapman, 1865, c1864.
Chapman's sectional map of the state of Iowa; showing all the vacant lands, limits of R.R. grants, railroad lines, towns, general topography, &c., compiled from the records of the land office at Sioux City, Des Moines, la. Mills & Co., 1869.
Authors: Chapman, Silas
Milwaukee : Silas Chapman, 1865, c1864.
Chapman's sectional map of the state of Iowa; showing all the vacant lands, limits of R.R. grants, railroad lines, towns, general topography, &c., compiled from the records of the land office at Sioux City, Des Moines, la. Mills & Co., 1869.
Authors: Chapman, Silas
Milwaukee : Silas Chapman, 1865, c1864.
Chapman's sectional map of the state of Iowa; showing all the vacant lands, limits of R.R. grants, railroad lines, towns, general topography, &c., compiled from the records of the land office at Sioux City, Des Moines, la. Mills & Co., 1869.
Authors: Chapman, Silas
Milwaukee : Silas Chapman, 1865, c1864.
Chapman's sectional map of the state of Iowa; showing all the vacant lands, limits of R.R. grants, railroad lines, towns, general topography, &c., compiled from the records of the land office at Sioux City, Des Moines, la. Mills & Co., 1869.
Authors: Chapman, Silas
Milwaukee : Silas Chapman, 1865, c1864.
Chapman's sectional map of the state of Iowa; showing all the vacant lands, limits of R.R. grants, railroad lines, towns, general topography, &c., compiled from the records of the land office at Sioux City, Des Moines, la. Mills & Co., 1869.
Authors: Chapman, Silas
Milwaukee : Silas Chapman, 1865, c1864.
Chapman's sectional map of the state of Iowa; showing all the vacant lands, limits of R.R. grants, railroad lines, towns, general topography, &c., compiled from the records of the land office at Sioux City, Des Moines, la. Mills & Co., 1869.
Authors: Chapman, Silas
Milwaukee : Silas Chapman, 1865, c1864.
Chapman's sectional map of the state of Iowa; showing all the vacant lands, limits of R.R. grants, railroad lines, towns, general topography, &c., compiled from the records of the land office at Sioux City, Des Moines, la. Mills & Co., 1869.
Authors: Chapman, Silas
Milwaukee : Silas Chapman, 1865, c1864.
Chapman's sectional map of the state of Iowa; showing all the vacant lands, limits of R.R. grants, railroad lines, towns, general topography, &c., compiled from the records of the land office at Sioux City, Des Moines, la. Mills & Co., 1869.
Authors: Chapman, Silas
Milwaukee : Silas Chapman, 1865, c1864.
Chapman's sectional map of the state of Iowa; showing all the vacant lands, limits of R.R. grants, railroad lines, towns, general topography, &c., compiled from the records of the land office at Sioux City, Des Moines, la. Mills & Co., 1869.
Authors: Chapman, Silas
Milwaukee : Silas Chapman, 1865, c1864.
Chapman's sectional map of the state of Iowa; showing all the vacant lands, limits of R.R. grants, railroad lines, towns, general topography, &c., compiled from the records of the land office at Sioux City, Des Moines, la. Mills & Co., 1869.
Authors: Chapman, Silas
Milwaukee : Silas Chapman, 1865, c1864.
Chapman's sectional map of the state of Iowa; showing all the vacant lands, limits of R.R. grants, railroad lines, towns, general topography, &c., compiled from the records of the land office at Sioux City, Des Moines, la. Mills & Co., 1869.
Authors: Chapman, Silas
Milwaukee : Silas Chapman, 1865, c1864.
Chapman's sectional map of the state of Iowa; showing all the vacant lands, limits of R.R. grants, railroad lines, towns, general topography, &c., compiled from the records of the land office at Sioux City, Des Moines, la. Mills & Co., 1869.
Authors: Chapman, Silas
Milwaukee : Silas Chapman, 1865, c1864.
37615  Iowa - Maps - 1871 - Railroads<<>>Railroads - Maps
Colton's sectional map of the state of Iowa : compiled from the U.S. Surveys & other authentic sources, exhibiting the sections, fractional sections, counties, cities, towns, villages, post offices, railroads & other internal improvements.
Authors: G.W. & C.B. Colton & Co.
1 map : col. ; 61 x 91 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:570,240]. 9 miles to an in.
Shows railroads completed, in progress and proposed.
Within engraved border.
Case G 10912.188 (NLO)

37616  Iowa - Maps - 1872-1873
Map of Iowa engraved expressly for Iowa progress. [Chicago?] : Baker - Co. , [1873].
Authors: Baker & Co. (Chicago, Ill.) -- Hyatt, H. S.
Manufacturing, agricultural and industrial resources of Iowa ... (1872) -- Iowa. State Board of Immigration -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map : wood engraving ; 16 x 23 cm., on sheet folded to 19 x 14 cm.
In: Hyatt, H. S. Manufacturing, agricultural and industrial resources of Iowa ... under the direction of the State Board of Immigration (Des Moines, Iowa. : Republican Steam Printing House, 1872), opposite title page.
Title page dated 1872; front cover dated 1873.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Graff 2034, opposite title page (PrCt)

Cedar Bluffs : its quarries & water-power and as a narrow-gage [!] railway center : three ry. cos. incorporated. [Chicago? Baker & Co.?, 1873].
Authors: Iowa Railroad Land Co. -- Baker & Co. (Chicago, Ill.) -- Hyatt, H. S.
Manufacturing, agricultural and industrial resources of Iowa ... (1872) -- Iowa. State Board of Immigration -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map : wood engraving ; 9 x 14 cm., on sheet 14 x 22 cm.
Anonymous map without imprint.
"Cedar Bluffs, Cedar County, Iowa" -- at bottom right.
Covers much of Iowa.
In: Hyatt, H. S. Manufacturing, agricultural and industrial resources of Iowa ... under the direction of the State Board of Immigration (Des Moines, Iowa. : Republican Steam Printing House, 1872), p. [131].

37618  Iowa - Maps - 1872-1873 - Railroads<<>>Cedar Falls Region (Iowa) - Maps - 1872-1873 - Railroads<<>>Railroads - Maps
Map of Cedar Falls, showing its lines of railroads, etc. [Chicago? Baker & Co.?, 1873].
Authors: Citizen's Association (Muscatine, Iowa) -- Baker & Co. (Chicago, Ill.) -- Hyatt, H. S.
Manufacturing, agricultural and industrial resources of Iowa ... (1872) -- Iowa. State Board of Immigration -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map : wood engraving ; 7 x 9 cm., on sheet 22 x 14 cm.
Anonymous map without imprint.
Directory of "Citizens' Association" in bottom margin.
In: Hyatt, H. S. Manufacturing, agricultural and industrial resources of Iowa ... under the direction of the State Board of Immigration (Des Moines, Iowa. : Republican Steam Printing House, 1872), p. [88].
Title page dated 1872; front cover dated 1873.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Graff 2034, p. [88] (PrCt)

37619  Iowa - Maps - 1872-1873 - Railroads<<>>Clinton Region (Iowa) - Maps - 1872-1873 - Railroads<<>>Railroads - Maps
The City of Clinton, Iowa and its railroad connections. [Chicago? Baker & Co.?, 1873].
Authors: Baker & Co. (Chicago, Ill.) -- Hyatt, H. S.
Manufacturing, agricultural and industrial resources of Iowa ... (1872) -- Iowa. State Board of Immigration -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map : wood engraving ; 6 x 9 cm., on sheet 22 x 14 cm.
Anonymous map without imprint.
Descriptive text about Clinton in bottom margin.
In: Hyatt, H. S. Manufacturing, agricultural and industrial resources of Iowa ... under the direction of the State Board of Immigration (Des Moines, Iowa. : Republican Steam Printing House, 1872), p. 94.
Title page dated 1872; front cover dated 1873.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Graff 2034, p. 94 (PrCt)

Map of Fort Madison and its railroad connections. [Chicago] : Baker - Co. , [1873].
Authors: Baker & Co. (Chicago, Ill.) -- Hyatt, H. S.
Manufacturing, agricultural and industrial resources of Iowa ... (1872) -- Iowa. State Board of Immigration -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library) 155 p. : 8 maps (wood engravings, 1 folded), charts ; 22 cm. Title page dated 1872; front cover dated 1873. Maps by Baker & Co. of Chicago. Maps also cataloged separately. Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library. LC Card Number: 44025021
Graff 2034 (NLO)

1 map : wood engraving ; 6 x 9 cm., on sheet 22 x 14 cm. Printed within letterpress advertisement with title: Railroad lands in Iowa. 1,700,000 acres for sale by the Iowa Railroad Land Co.
Bottom margin includes descriptive text signed "John B. Calhoun, Land Commissioner, Iowa R.R. Land Co., Cedar Rapids, Iowa .... " In: Hyatt, H. S. Manufacturing, agricultural and industrial resources of Iowa ... under the direction of the State Board of Immigration (Des Moines, Iowa. : Republican Steam Printing House, 1872), inside front cover.
Title page dated 1872; front cover dated 1873. Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library. Graff 2034, inside front cover (PrCt)

1 map : wood engraving ; 9 x 13 cm., on sheet 14 x 22 cm. In: Hyatt, H. S. Manufacturing, agricultural and industrial resources of Iowa ... under the direction of the State Board of Immigration (Des Moines, Iowa. : Republican Steam Printing House, 1872), p. [97]. Title page dated 1872; front cover dated 1873. Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library. Graff 2034, p. [97] (PrCt)

Authors: Andreas, A. T. (Alfred Theodore), 1839-1900 -- Andreas Atlas Co.
vii, 590 p. : illus., maps (part col.), ports. ; 46 cm. Other title: A. T. Andreas' Illustrated historical atlas of the State of Iowa. Includes views of First to Ninth Congressional Districts.
Phillips 1639.
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 1672. oversize G 10912 .04 (NLO)

OCLC 146000.  
6A 537 (NLO)

37626  
**Iowa - Maps - 1875 - Lands for sale**  
**Nebraska - Maps - 1875 - Lands for sale**  
**Burlington and Missouri River Railroad Company - Maps - 1875 - Lands for sale**  
**Railroads - Maps**  
*Iowa and Nebraska land-buyers' guide.*  
Burlington, Iowa : Burlington and Missouri River Railroad Company, 1875.  
Authors: Fisk & Russell -- Burlington and Missouri River Railroad Company.  
4 p. : 2 maps (14 x 48 and 15 x 47 cm.) ; 54 cm.  
Exhibited at the Newberry Library as part of Mapping Manifest Destiny : Chicago and the American West (November 3, 2007-February 16, 2008).  
*temp map4F G4151.G4 1875 F5 (PrCt)*

37627  
**Iowa - Maps - 1878**  
*State of Iowa.* New York, 1878.  
1 map : col. ; 52 x 48 cm.  
Scale 1:760,320.  
M1184  
*map6F G4150 1878 .J5 (PrCt)*

37628  
**Iowa - Maps - 1878 - Railroads**  
**Des Moines (Iowa) - Maps - 1878 - Railroads - Maps**  
1 map : col. ; 38 x 41 cm.  
Title in upper margin.  
'Rand, McNally & Co., relief plate map engravers, Chicago.'-- at bottom left.  
Inset (5 x 7 cm.): Vicinity of Des Moines.  
Issued folded in accompanying index (16 p. ; 16 cm.): Rand, McNally & Co.'s indexed map of Iowa. Chicago : Rand, McNally & Co., 1878.  
Handstamp on title page; Library of Congress copyright no. 6412. 1877 ....  
Uniform title: Shippers guide.  
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).  
*map2F G4151.P3 1878 .R3 (PrCt)*

37629  
**Iowa - Maps - 1879 - Railroads - Maps**  
*Cram's rail road & township map of Iowa.*  
Chicago : Geo. F. Cram, 1879.  
Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Western Map Depot (Chicago, Ill.) -- Howes, Wright -- Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library).  
1 map : hand col. ; 38 x 51 cm. fold. in cloth covers 14 x 10 cm.  
Cover title: Indexed railroad and township map of Iowa.  
Includes 16 p. index: Official census of Iowa. County census inside front cover.  
Condition: map very fine, cover good.  
Forms part of the Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library).  
Gift 1976, Wright Howes.  
*map3C G4151.P3 1879 C7 (PrCt)*

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)
over size G1019 .B63 1885, plate 44L (PrCt)

37638 Iowa - Maps - 1885 - Railroads>>>Railroads - Maps
Map of Iowa. For Poor's manual of railroads for 1885. Chicago : Rand, McNally & Co., 1885.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1885)
1 map : col. ; 21 x 27 cm.
Title in upper margin.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1885) opposite p. 729
H 668 .703 (1885) opp. p. 729 (PrCt)

37639 Iowa - Maps - 1887
Iowa. Chicago : Fairbanks & Palmer, 1887.
Authors: Remlap, L. T., 1844-- Fairbanks & Palmer -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 24 x 31 cm.
Probably detached from Gaskell's new and complete family atlas of the world, first published by Fairbanks & Palmer (Chicago, 1886) p. 112
On verso (p. 111): Chicago.
Cf. Phillips 6235.
4112 Fitzgerald map2F G4104.C6 1887 .P3 (PrCt)

37640 Iowa - Maps - 1887 - Railroads>>>Missouri - Maps - 1887 - Railroads>>>Railroads - Maps
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor & Greenough (New York, N.Y.) -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1887)
1 map : col. ; 26 x 19 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Advertising on verso: Poor & Greenough, bankers and brokers ... New York
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1887) between p. 720-721
H 668 .703 (1887) bet. p. 720-721 (PrCt)

37641 Iowa - Maps - 1887 - Railroads>>>Railroads - Maps
Iowa. [Chicago : George F. Cram, 1887].
Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928. Cram's standard American atlas of the world (1887)
1 map : col. ; 40 x 55 cm.
In: Cram, George Franklin. Cram's standard American atlas of the world (Chicago : George F. Cram, 1887), p. 82-83.
Keyed to town and railroad index on p. 78-80.
Case oversize G1019 .G455 1887, p. 82-83 (PrCt)

37642 Iowa - Maps - 1887 - Railroads>>>Wall maps>>>Railroads - Maps
Map of Iowa : prepared and printed for the Railroad Commissioners, to accompany their report for 1887. Chicago : Rand, McNally & Co., 1887, c1884.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Iowa. Board of Railroad Commissioners -- Morgan, E.Y., 19th cent. -- Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 81 x 113 cm.
Color coded to detail railroads.
Hand stamped 'compliments of E. Y. Morgan.'
Forms part of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company archives; see Jackson and Curtis, Guide to the Burlington Archives in the Newberry Library (1949) p. 329, no. + 9 I4 .1.
maproll G4151.P3 1887 .R3 (PrCt)

37643 Iowa - Maps - 1888 - Railroads>>>Missouri - Maps - 1888 - Railroads>>>Railroads - Maps
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor & Greenough (New York, N.Y.) -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1888)
1 map : col. ; 26 x 19 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Advertising on verso for American Bank Note Company and Poor & Greenough, bankers and brokers, New York.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1888) between p. 736-737
H 668 .703 (1888) bet. p. 736-737 (PrCt)

37644 Iowa - Maps - 1888 - Railroads>>>Railroads - Maps
Rand, McNally & Co.'s new township map of Iowa. Chicago : Rand, McNally & Co., [1888].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company. Rand, McNally & Co.'s improved indexed business atlas and shipper's guide ... (1888) -- Rand McNally and Company. Commercial atlas (1888)
1 map : col. ; 31 x 48 cm.
Added title in upper margin: Rand, McNally & Co.'s Iowa.
In Rand, McNally & Co.'s improved indexed business atlas and shipper's guide ... (Chicago: Rand McNally, 1888) p. 372-373.
Keyed to index of towns and railroads on p. 371 and 374-380.
Uniform atlas title: Commercial atlas.
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .C7 1888, p. 372-373 (PrCt)

37645 Iowa - Maps - 1888 - Railroads>>>Wall maps>>>Railroads - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Iowa. Board of Railroad Commissioners -- Illinois Central Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 81 x 113 cm.
Color coded to detail railroads.
Upper half of map damaged, with significant loss of detail.
Forms part of the Illinois Central Railroad archives, Newberry Library.
Formerly shelved as IC Map 24 and IC Map6F 125
References: C.C. Mohr, Guide to the Illinois
Central archives in the Newberry Library
maproll G4151.P3 1888 .R3 (PrCt)

37646 Iowa - Maps - 1889 - Railroads
Missouri - Maps - 1889 - Railroads
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor & Greenough (New York, N.Y.) -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1889)
1 map : col. ; 26 x 19 cm.
Title in upper margin. Advertising on verso for American Bank Note Company and Poor & Greenough, bankers and brokers, New York.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1889) between p. 736-737 H 668 .703 (1889) bet. p. 736-737 (PrCt)

37647 Iowa - Maps - 1889 - Railroads
Railroads - Maps
1 map : col. ; 32 x 48 cm.
Added title in upper margin: Rand, McNally and Co.'s Iowa.
Issued folded in accompanying index (43 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand, McNally & Co.'s indexed county and township pocket map of Iowa. Chicago and New York: Rand, McNally & Co., 1887 [sic].
map2F G4151.P3 1889 .R3 (PrCt)

37648 Iowa - Maps - 1890 - Railroads
Missouri - Maps - 1890 - Railroads
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1890)
1 map : col. ; 25 x 20 cm.
Title in upper margin. Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1890) between p. 528-529 H 668 .703 (1890) bet. p. 528-529 (PrCt)

37649 Iowa - Maps - 1890 - Railroads
Railroads - Maps
Rand, McNally & Co.'s indexed county and township pocket map and shippers' guide of Iowa, accompanied by a new and original compilation and ready reference index, showing in detail the entire railroad system... Chicago : Rand McNally, [1890].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Shippers guide
1 map : col. ; folded to 17 cm. + accompanying index (44 p. ; 17 cm.)
Uniform title: Shippers guide G 10912 .732 (NLO)

37650 Iowa - Maps - 1890 - Railroads
Railroads - Maps
Railroad map of Iowa. Des Moines : Western Litho. Co., [ca. 1890?].
Authors: Western Litho. Co. (Des Moines, Iowa) -- Iowa. Board of Railroad Commissioners -- Chicago Historical Society
1 map : hand col. ; 55 x 86 cm.
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.
CHS Coll., Map no. 581 (PrCt)

37651 Iowa - Maps - 1891 - Railroads
Missouri - Maps - 1891 - Railroads
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1891)
1 map : col. ; 25 x 20 cm.
Title in upper margin. Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1891) between p. 384-385 H 668 .703 (1891) bet. p. 384-385 (PrCt)

37652 Iowa - Maps - 1891 - Railroads
Railroads - Maps
1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm. fold in covers 11 x 17 cm. + index (44 p.)
Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection and the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library). Previous location: B-30 AMcN III PC 2780 (PrCt)

37653 Iowa - Maps - 1892 - Railroads
Missouri - Maps - 1892 - Railroads
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1892)
1 map : col. ; 25 x 20 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Advertisements on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1892) between p. 288-289 H 668 .703 (1892) bet. p. 288-289 (PrCt)

37654 Iowa - Maps - 1892 - Railroads - Maps
Rand McNally & Co.'s Iowa. [Chicago]: Rand McNally & Co., [1892], c1889.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Commercial atlas (1892) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:838,000].
In Rand, McNally & Co.'s enlarged business atlas, 22nd ed. (Chicago, 1892) p. 208-209; index and population statistics on p. 210-213.
Uniform title: Commercial atlas.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection.
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

37658 Iowa - Maps - 1894 - Railroads - Maps
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
Title in upper margin.
'Rand, McNally & Co.'s new business atlas map of Iowa. Copyright, 1889 ... ' -- at bottom left. Issued folded in accompanying index (46 p. ; 17 cm.).: Rand, McNally & Co.'s indexed county and township pocket map and shippers' guide of Iowa. Chicago and New York: Rand, McNally & Co., c1894.
Handstamp on title page: Library of Congress copyright Mar. 23 1894 ...
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
map4F G4151.P3 1894 .R3 (PrCt)

37655 Iowa - Maps - 1893 - Railroads - Missouri - Maps - 1893 - Railroads - Maps
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1893)
1 map : col. ; 26 x 20 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Advertising on verso for American Bank Note Company and Poor & Greenough, bankers, New York.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1893) between p. xvi-[1]
H 668 .703 (1893) bet. p. xvi-[1] (PrCt)

37659 Iowa - Maps - 1895
Up-to-date map of Iowa. With marginal index and much statistical information ... Minneapolis, Minn. Rand McNally, [1895].
Authors: Joslin, Frank J. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Rand McNally & Co.'s new 11 x 14 map of Iowa [1895] 1 map ; 22 x 31 cm. fold. to 17 cm.
Cover title.
Added title on map: Rand McNally & Co.'s new 11 x 14 map of Iowa
Scale 1:5,544,000; 50 statute miles to 13/4 inches.
G 10912 .9 (NLO)

37656 Iowa - Maps - 1894 - Railroads - Missouri - Maps - 1894 - Railroads - Maps
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1894)
1 map : col. ; 26 x 20 cm.
Title in right margin.
Added title in right margin: Railroad map of the United States - section 8.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1894) between p. xvi-[1]
H 668 .703 (1894) bet. p. xvi-[1] (PrCt)

37660 Iowa - Maps - 1895 - Railroads - Missouri - Maps - 1895 - Railroads - Maps
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1895)
1 map : col. ; 26 x 20 cm.
Title in right margin.
Added title in right margin: Railroad map of the United States - section 8.
Advertising on verso.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1895) between p. xxxvi-[1]
H 668 .703 (1895) bet. p. xxxvi-[1] (PrCt)

1 map : col. ; 26 x 20 cm.
Title in right margin.
Added title in right margin: Railroad map of the United States - section 8.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1896) between p. xxii-[1]
H 668 .703 (1896) bet. p. xxii-[1] (PrCt)

1 map : col. ; 26 x 20 cm.
Title in right margin.
Added title in right margin: Railroad map of the United States - section 8.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1897) between p. xvi-[1]
H 668 .703 (1897) bet. p. xvi-[1] (PrCt)

1 map : col. ; 83 x 116 cm.
Noted in legend: 'Prepared and printed for the Railroad Commissioners, to accompany their report.'
Additional copyright dates in legend: 1894, 1895, 1896, 1897, 1898.
Backed with cloth and mounted on wooden rollers.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
artifacts cage RMcN maproll 2 : 3. 3 (PrCt)

1 map : col. ; 26 x 20 cm.
Title in right margin.
Added title in right margin: Railroad map of the United States - section 11 - 1898.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1898) between p. xvi-[1]
H 668 .703 (1898) bet. p. xvi-[1] (PrCt)

1 map : col. ; 26 x 20 cm.
Title in right margin.
Added title in right margin: Poor's manual--Railroad map of the United States, 1899.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1899) between p. 624-625
H 668 .703 (1899) bet. p. 624-625 (PrCt)

ca. 67 maps : col. ; on sheets 45 x 33 cm. fold. to 18 x 27 cm.
Scale 1:62,500.
Dates of publication vary.
Moffat lists 44 maps before 1940.
Coverage is not complete at this scale; see index map in box 63.
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisles 42 and 43 (July 2012).
Reference: Moffat, Riley. Map index to topographic quadrangels of the United States, 1882-1940 (Santa Cruz, Calif.: Western Association of Map Libraries, 1986)
map6C G3700 19--.U5, box 63 (PrCt)

1 map : col. ; on sheet 45 x 33 cm. fold. to 18 x 27 cm.
Scale 1:125,000.
Dates of publication vary.
Moffat lists 14 maps before 1940.
Coverage is not complete at this scale; see index map in box 63.
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisles 42 and 43 (July 2012).
Reference: Moffat, Riley. Map index to topographic quadrangels of the United States, 1882-1940 (Santa Cruz, Calif.: Western Association of Map Libraries, 1986)
map6C G3700 19--.U5, box 63 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Association of Map Libraries, 1986)
map6C G3700 19-- .U5, box 63 (PrCt)

37668 Iowa - Maps - 1900-1960 - Topographic maps
Topographic maps
Iowa, 7.5 minute series (topographic).
Authors: Geological Survey (U.S.)
ca. 1422 maps : col. ; on sheets 54 x 44 cm. fold. to 17 x 28 cm.
Scale 1:24,000.
Dates of publication vary.
According to USGS, coverage at this scale complete in 1114 maps.
Coverage may not be complete at this scale; see index map in box 63.
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisles 42 and 43 (July 2012).
map6C G3700 19-- .U5, boxes 63-67 (PrCt)

37669 Iowa - Maps - 1900 - Railroads
Railroads
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1900)
1 map : col. ; 26 x 20 cm.
Title in right margin.
Added title in right margin: Poor's manual--Railroad map of the United States, 1900.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1900) between p. 496-497
H 668 .703 (1900) bet. p. 496-497 (PrCt)

37670 Iowa - Maps - 1901 - Railroads
Railroads
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1901)
1 map : col. ; 26 x 20 cm.
Title in right margin.
Added title in right margin: Poor's manual--Railroad map of the United States, 1901.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1901) between p. 496-497
H 668 .703 (1901) bet. p. 496-497 (PrCt)

37671 Iowa - Maps - 1901 - Railroads
Railroads
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. commercial atlas (1901)
-- Rand McNally collection (Newberry library)
over size G 10912 .424 (NLO)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1904)
1 map : col. ; 26 x 20 cm.
Title in right margin.
Added title in right margin: Poor's manual--Railroad map of the United States, 1904.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1904) between p. 448-449
H 668 .703 (1904) bet. p. 448-449 (PrCt)

Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1905)
1 map : col. ; 26 x 20 cm.
Title in right margin.
Added title in right margin: Poor's manual--Railroad map of the United States, 1905.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1905) between p. 544-545
H 668 .703 (1905) bet. p. 544-545 (PrCt)

Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1906)
1 map : col. ; 26 x 20 cm.
Title in right margin.
Added title in right margin: Poor's manual--Railroad map of the United States, 1906.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1906) between p. 576-577
H 668 .703 (1906) bet. p. 576-577 (PrCt)

Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1907) -- Fort Dodge, Des Moines and Southern Railroad Company
1 map ; 13 x 19 cm.
Text verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1907) p. 769
Also numbered '49' at bottom left.
H 668 .703 (1907) p. 769 (PrCt)

Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1907)
1 map : col. ; 26 x 20 cm.
Title in right margin.
Added title in right margin: Poor's manual--Railroad map of the United States, 1907.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1907) between p. 592-593
H 668 .703 (1907) bet. p. 592-593 (PrCt)

1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
'Rand, McNally & Co.'s new business atlas map of Iowa. Copyright, 1907 ... Copyright, 1902' --at bottom right.
Includes key to railroads numbered 0-58 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Iowa. Railroads.
Issued folded in accompanying index (36 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand, McNally & Co.'s indexed county and township pocket map and shippers' guide of Iowa. Chicago and New York : Rand, McNally & Co., c1907.
Editor's copy (?): index entries marked in pen, trimmed away and/or pasted on.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 242 (PrCt)

Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1908) -- Fort Dodge, Des Moines and Southern Railroad Company
1 map ; 13 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1908) p. 639
H 668 .703 (1908) p. 639 (PrCt)

Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1908)
Iowa - Maps - 1916 - Railroads

1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
Plate no.: 138D
Includes key to railroads numbered 6-186 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Iowa railroads.
On verso: Iowa automobile road map. 1 map ; on sheet 55 x 71 cm.
Issued folded in accompanying index (50 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally & Co.'s indexed pocket map and shippers' guide of Iowa. Chicago and New York : Rand McNally & Co., c1914.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
'Copyrighted R. McN & Co, Jan. 21, 1914' -- in ms. on title page verso.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 246 (Pr Ct)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

Map missing.

Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto trails map:
district no. 10 : southern Iowa, northern Missouri, N.E. Kansas [Chicago: Rand McNally, 1919]. 36 p. : maps, ill. ; 19 cm.

Cover title: A Guide to the blazed trails.

Cover handstamped "Register of copyrights, Library of Congress ... " and dated "Aug. 8, 1919" in ms.

Cover separated from index.

Uniform title: Auto trails

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).

RMcN Auto Trails 4C 16 (PrCt)

37696

iowa - Maps - 1919 - Road maps

Missouri - Maps - 1919 - Road maps


Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).

RMcN Auto Trails 4C 29 (PrCt)

37697

iowa - Maps - 1920 - Railroads

Indexes

Road maps


Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 251 (PrCt)

37698

iowa - Maps - 1920 - Railroads

Road maps


Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 251 (PrCt)
Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
Plate no.: 138E
Includes key to railroads numbered 6-186 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Iowa railroads.
On verso: Iowa automobile road map. 1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm. Plate no.: 614e. 'National Highways Association roads used by permission.'
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Handstamp on front cover: Register of copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.
'January 28/20' -- in ms. on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 249 (PrCt)

37701 Iowa - Maps - 1920 - Road maps Missouri - Maps - 1920 - Road maps Road maps Iowa - Maps - 1920 - Road maps
RMcN Auto Trails 6F 55 (PrCt)

37702 Iowa - Maps - 1920 - Road maps Missouri - Maps - 1920 - Road maps Road maps
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 250 (PrCt)

oversize RMcN atlas .C7 1921, p. 236-237 (PrCt)

37706

iowa - Maps - 1921 - Road maps<<>>Missouri - Maps - 1921 - Road maps<<>>Road maps

RMcN Auto Trails 6F 57 (PrCt)

37707

iowa - Maps - 1921 - Road maps<<>>Missouri - Maps - 1921 - Road maps<<>>Road maps

RMcN Auto Trails 4C 252 (PrCt)

37705

iowa - Maps - 1921 - Railroads<<>>Railroads - Maps

RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 252 (PrCt)

37708

iowa - Maps - 1921 - Road maps<<>>Missouri - Maps - 1921 - Road maps<<>>Road maps


RMcN Auto Trails 4C 70 (PrCt)
**Rand McNally official 1921 auto trails map:**


[Chicago]: Rand McNally & Co., [1921].

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map; col.: on sheet 87 x 67 cm.

Keyed to 86 named road signs.

Scale [ca. 1:828,000].

Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto trails map:
district no. 10: Iowa, northern Missouri, northeastern Kansas, western Illinois (Chicago and New York:

Cover title: Rand McNally official auto trails map:
Iowa, northern Missouri, north east Kansas, western Illinois: district no. 10.

Cover art (1 panel, O.B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.

Cover handstamped "Register of copyrights, Library of Congress... and dated "6/24/21" in ms.

Uniform title: Auto trails

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).

**RMcN Auto Trails 4C 87 (PrCt)**

---

**iowa - Maps - 1923 - Railroads -> Road maps -> Road maps -> Railroads -> Maps**

Rand McNally standard map of Iowa. [Chicago]: Rand McNally & Co., [1923].


1 map: col.; 47 x 64 cm.

'The Rand McNally new commercial atlas map of Iowa...' -- at bottom right.

Plate no.: 138H

Includes key to railroads numbered 6-186 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Iowa railroads.

On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Iowa. 1 map: col.; 47 x 64 cm. Plate no.: 1010H. Issued folded in accompanying index (40 p.; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Iowa. Chicago; New York: Rand McNally & Company, c1922.

Uniform title: Shippers guide.


'5/14/23' -- manuscript date on front cover.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

**RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 253 (PrCt)**

---

**iowa - Maps - 1923 - Road maps -> Road maps -> Road maps -> Road maps -> Maps**

Rand McNally official 1922 auto trails map:

[Chicago]: Rand McNally & Co., [1922].

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

Map missing.

Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto trails map:

Cover title: Rand McNally official auto trails map: iowa, northern missouri, north east kansas western illinois: district no. 10.

Cover dated "1922" in ms.

Cover art (1 panel, O.B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.

Uniform title: Auto trails

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).

**RMcN Auto Trails 4C 81 (PrCt)**
Iowa - Maps - 1924 - Railroads

Authors: Rand McNally and Company

Rand McNally official 1924 auto trails map:
district number 10: Iowa, Nebraska, S.

Authors: Rand McNally and Company

Includes key to railroads numbered 6-186 (with
gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Iowa
railroads.

On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of
Iowa. 1 map: col.; 47 x 64 cm. Plate no.: 3N24.
Includes key to 9 named "Principal trails in Iowa."

Iowa - Maps - 1924 - Road maps

Random McNally standard map of Iowa. Chicago:
Rand McNally & Co., 1924.

Authors: Rand McNally and Company

Includes key to railroads numbered 6-186 (with
gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Iowa
railroads.

On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of
Iowa. 1 map: col.; 47 x 64 cm. Plate no.: 3N24.
Includes key to 9 named "Principal trails in Iowa."

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

RMcN Auto Trails 4C 96 (PrCt)

Iowa - Maps - 1924 - Railroads

Iowa - Maps - 1924 - Road maps

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Co. , 1924.
1 map ; col. : 62 x 80 on sheet 73 x 88 cm.
Keyed to 46 named road signs.
Scale [ca. 1:699,000].
Plate no. F-15-A.
Lacking accompanying index.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 118 (PrCt)

37723
Iowa - Maps - 1924 - Road maps
1 map ; col. : 62 x 80 on sheet 73 x 88 cm.
Keyed to 46 named road signs.
Scale [ca. 1:699,000].
Plate no. F-15-A.
Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto trails map : Iowa (Chicago and New York: Rand McNally, 1924). 64 p. : maps, ill. ; 19 cm.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 119 (PrCt)

37724
Iowa - Maps - 1925 - Road maps
1 map ; col. : 47 x 64 cm.
Plate no.: 7R24
Includes key to railroads numbered 6-186 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Iowa railroads.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Iowa. 1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm. Plate no.: 3N24.
Includes key to 9 named 'Principal trails in Iowa.'
Issued folded in accompanying index (43 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Iowa. San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1925.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Handstamp on front cover: Register of copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.
'3/20/25' -- manuscript date on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 258 (PrCt)

37725
Iowa - Maps - 1925 - Road maps
1 map ; col. : 62 x 80 on sheet 73 x 88 cm.
Keyed to 47 named road signs.
Scale [ca. 1:691,000].
Plate no. G-18.
Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto trails map : Iowa (Chicago and New York: Rand McNally, 1925). 64 p. : maps, ill. ; 20 cm.
In ms. on cover: "official property of J. G. Brink 1923 5."
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 212 (PrCt)

37726
Iowa - Maps - 1925 - Road maps
1 map ; col. : 62 x 80 on sheet 73 x 88 cm.
Keyed to 47 named road signs.
Scale [ca. 1:691,000].
Plate no. G-18.
Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto trails map : Iowa (Chicago and New York: Rand McNally, 1925). 64 p. : maps, ill. ; 20 cm.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 152 (PrCt)

37727
Iowa - Maps - 1925 - Road maps
Iowa - Maps - 1925 - Road maps
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 189 (PrCt)

iowa - Maps - 1925 - Road maps
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 189 (PrCt)

Iowa - Maps - 1926 - Railroads
Iowa (Chicago and New York: Rand McNally, 1925). 64 p. : maps, ill. ; 20 cm.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 261 (PrCt)

1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
Plate no.: 9R25
Includes key to railroads numbered 6-186 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Iowa railroads.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Iowa. 1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm. Plate no.: 3N24. Includes key to 9 named 'Principal trails in Iowa.' Issued folded in accompanying index (44 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Iowa. San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1926.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 259 (PrCt)

Iowa - Maps - 1926 - Railroads
Iowa - Maps - 1926 - Road maps
Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Iowa. San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1926.
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
Plate no.: 9R25
Includes key to railroads numbered 6-186 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Iowa railroads.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Iowa. 1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm. Plate no.: 3N24. Includes key to 9 named 'Principal trails in Iowa.' Issued folded in accompanying index (44 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Iowa. San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1926.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 260 (PrCt)

Iowa - Maps - 1926 - Road maps
1 map : col. ; 62 x 80 on sheet 73 x 88 cm.
Keyed to 20 named road signs.
Scale [ca. 1:699,000].
Plate no. G-18.
Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto road map : Iowa (Chicago and New York: Rand McNally, 1926).
44 p. : maps, ill. ; 19 cm.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B.BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 252 (PrCt)

37735

**Iowa - Maps - 1927 - Road maps**

Rand McNally official 1926 auto road map : Iowa.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; col. : 62 x 80 on sheet 73 x 88 cm.
Keyed to 20 named road signs.
Scale [ca. 1:699,000].
Plate no. H-19.
Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto road map : Iowa (Chicago and New York: Rand McNally, 1926).
44 p. : maps, ill. ; 19 cm.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B.BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 253 (PrCt)

37736

**Iowa - Maps - 1927 - Road maps**

Rand McNally junior auto road map : Iowa.
1 map ; col. ; 28 x 44 cm. on sheet 32 x 47 cm.
Plate no. I-25.
Uniform titles: Junior auto trails -- Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 42.6 (PrCt)

37737

**Iowa - Maps - 1927 - Road maps**

1927 motor road guide of Iowa : compliments of Cities Service Oil Company.
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; col. ; 28 x 44 cm. on sheet 31 x 46 cm.
Panel art: Motorists viewing scenery.
Shows locations of Cities Service stations.
Verso includes 5 city maps.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 42.12A (PrCt)

37738

**Iowa - Maps - 1927 - Road maps**

Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Junior auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; col. ; 28 x 44 cm. on sheet 31 x 46 cm.
Panel art: Tourists viewing scenery.
Shows locations where Cities Service products sold.
Verso includes maps of five cities.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 42.12A (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
"12N28" and "11N28". Both folded maps include insets of Des Moines (13 x 19 cm.) Accompanying index includes "airport directory", "aids to navigation", and "elements of practical air navigation" by William E. Johnson, (p. 32-43). Index also includes map (15 x 20 cm., on p. 32-33): Rand McNally airway map: United States. Includes "key to [commercial] air lines." Cover art: Airplane flying above passenger train. "50¢" -- printed on front cover.

Handwritten note laid into index: "Acquired from Burke's Bookstore, 182 N. Main Street, Memphis Tenn. @ 15¢ each. Has many more..."

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (October 2010).

RMcN Air Trails 4C 16 (PrCt)


Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Iowa Mutual Insurance Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 folded map

Panel title.

Plate no. C-127-J.C..

Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 193 (PrCt)


Authors: Langwith, A. L. (Afred Logan) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 37 x 52 cm. on sheet timmed to 38 x 54 cm.

Date from AE index.

"Series S 21-396."


Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 41.16 (PrCt)


Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 53 x 68 cm. on sheet 56 x 71 cm.

Panel art: Driver asking directions at station.

Added title: Texaco road map: 1929: Iowa.

Verso includes maps of 7 cities and: Texaco road map: 1929: North central states.

Damaged and incomplete; separated into several pieces.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 42.9A (PrCt)


Authors: American Automobile Association -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 84 x 56 cm. on sheet trimmed to 58 x 86 cm.

Date from AE index.

Plate no. 3021A.

Shows locations of AAA touring bureaus.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 41.17 (PrCt)


Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Firestone Tire and Rubber Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 folded map

Panel title.

Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 137 (PrCt)


Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Independent Oil Men of America -- Valley Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 folded map

Panel title.

Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 180 (PrCt)


Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Marland Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 folded map

Panel title.

Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 207 (PrCt)

37758 Iowa - Maps - 1929 - Road maps

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shaffer Oil and Refining Company -- Deep Rock Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 2.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 229 (PrCt)

37759 Iowa - Maps - 1929 - Road maps

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 244 (PrCt)

37760 Iowa - Maps - 1929 - Road maps

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 259 (PrCt)

37761 Iowa - Maps - 1929 - Road maps

Iowa : primary road system : weekly service map ... showing type of roadway and construction condition. Ames, Ia. Iowa Highway Commission, 1929.
Authors: Iowa. Highway Commission -- Brink, John G. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : blueprint ; 59 x 88 cm. on sheet 62 x 92 cm.
Week of Oct. 31, 1929."
No. "29" in upper upper right corner.
"50 cents per single copy. $10.00 per season."
Marked by hand in red.
Manuscript notes on verso: Corrected to 1-1-30
[date lined out]. See later map. Rec'd. 11-1-30.
JB [?] [i.e. John Brink?]  12-4-29.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 41.19 (PrCt)

37762 Iowa - Maps - 1929 - Road maps

Highway map and guide of Iowa. Aurora, Mo.
Mid-West Map Company, [1929].
Authors: Mid-West Map Company -- Authorized Guide & Map Service -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 40 x 53 cm. on sheet 44 x 56 cm.
Date from AE index.
Panel art: AG & MS logo.
Verso includes directory of Authorized service stations numbered 1-5 and 11-317.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 41.18 (PrCt)

37763 Iowa - Maps - 1929 - Road maps

Rand McNally official 1929 auto road map : Iowa.
1 map ; col. : 62 x 79 cm.
Plate no. K-23.
Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto road map of Iowa ... (Chicago and New York : Rand McNally & Company, 1929). 35 p. : maps, ill. ; 19 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally official auto road map : Iowa.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails
'4-23-29' in ms. on title page.
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 402 (PrCt)

37764 Iowa - Maps - 1929 - Road maps

Rand McNally official 1929 auto road map : Iowa.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; col. : 62 x 79 cm.
Plate no. K-23.
Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto road map of Iowa ... (Chicago and New York : Rand McNally & Company, 1929). 35 p. : maps, ill. ; 19 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally official auto road map : Iowa.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails
'4-23-29' in ms. on title page.
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 402 (PrCt)
Detached from the Des Moines Register (June 22, 1930) section 12. Probably issued with an accompanying text article (not present with this copy).

Caption below map: This map shows 2,317.2 miles of concrete paving ... in Iowa and the 1,000 miles ... under construction this summer. When ... complete in 1933, we will have 5,000 miles of paving and 1,800 miles of all weather highways on the state road system.

Mounted on sheet of heavy paper.

Cf. Iowa primary road map, 1931 (Ames, Ia.: Iowa Highway Commission, 1931), bearing text on verso with heading "Iowa has stepped out of the mud!" [RMcN AE 041.22].

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 41.20 (PrCt)

37769 **iowa - Maps - 1930** - Road maps

**Road maps**

**iowa.** Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1930.

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 folded map

Panel title.

Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

**Gousha Clients 304 (PrCt)**

37770 **iowa - Maps - 1930** - Road maps

**Road maps**

**iowa.** Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1930.

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Deep Rock Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 folded map

Panel title.

Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

**Gousha Clients 304 (PrCt)**

37771 **iowa - Maps - 1930** - Road maps

**Road maps**

**iowa.** Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1930].

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 folded map

Panel title.

Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

**Gousha Clients 326 (PrCt)**

37772 **iowa - Maps - 1930** - Road maps

**Road maps**

**iowa.** Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1930.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 0, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 405 (PrCt)

37773 Iowa - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 442 (PrCt)

37774 Iowa - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Rand McNally official 1930 auto road map : Iowa.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; col. : 62 x 79 cm.
Plate no. L 1090.
Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto road map of Iowa ... (Chicago and New York : Rand McNally & Company, 1930). 35 p. : maps, ill. ; 19 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally official auto road map : Iowa.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 454 (PrCt)

37775 Iowa - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 68 cm. on sheet 56 x 71 cm.
Plate no. L-1090.
Verso blank.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 42.9 (PrCt)

37776 Iowa - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Road map of Iowa : Marathon products ... compliments of Transcontinental Oil Co. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1930].
Authors: Transcontinental Oil Co. -- Marathon Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm. on sheet 46 x 61 cm.
Panel art: Marathon runner, cars, service station.
Added title: Rand McNally special auto road map of Iowa. Plate no. L-1091.
On verso: Rand McNally junior auto road map of United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 42.8 (PrCt)

37777 Iowa - Maps - 1931-1969 - Road maps - Slides
Cartography - Iowa - History - 1931-1969 - Slides
Cartography in art - Slides
Maps in art Romantic and modernist images on twentieth century Iowa official state highway maps.
Authors: Block, Daniel -- Hermon Dunlap Smith Center for the History of Cartography
6 slides : col. + 1 booklet (14, [2] p. ; 17 cm.)
Title from accompanying booklet.
The Popular Cartography and Society NEH Summer Institute, 2001
Reproductions from six road maps between 1931 and 1969. Originals of first five are in the Newberry Library.
Includes bibliographical references.
Series: Newberry Library slide set ; no. 28
ISBN 0911028722
Case GA201 .N49 no.28 (NLO)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Folded map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back to back, col. : 48 x 64 cm. and 54 x 68 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of Iowa. Plate nos. "No.1:14S", "7R30" and "11N28." Includes key to railroads and inset of Des Moines region (13 cm. x 9 cm.) -- Rand McNally official 1931 auto road map : Iowa. Plate no. M-1090.

Index includes maps of Boone, Burlington, Cedar Rapids, Clinton, Council Bluffs, Davenport and Rock Island (IL), Des Moines, Dubuque, Fort Dodge, Iowa City, Keokuk, Marshalltown, Mason City, Muscatine, Ottumwa, Sioux City, Waterloo (p. 36-46).

Cover art: Cars on road alongside passenger train.

"50¢" -- printed on front cover.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).

RMcN Pocket 4C 69 (PrCt)

37779 Iowa - Maps - 1931 - Road maps<<>>Middle West - Maps - 1931 - Road maps<<>>Cities Service Company - Maps - 1931<<>>Road maps

Cities service road map of Iowa / compliments of Iowa Oil Company (distributors of Cities Service products). Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1931?].

Authors: Iowa Oil Company -- Cities Service Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 44 x 68 cm., folded to 18 x 10 cm.

Panel title.

Panel no. M-12-P.

Maps on verso (33 x 53 cm. and smaller): Cities service road map of north central United States -- Des Moines, Iowa -- Sioux City -- Davenport -- Cedar Rapids -- Dubuque -- Council Bluffs -- Waterloo.

"Cities Service stations" identified on map.

Panel art: Color illustration of tractor cutting crop.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 4831 (PrCt)

37780 Iowa - Maps - 1931 - Road maps<<>>Middle West - Maps - 1931 - Road maps<<>>Road maps

Cities Service road map of Iowa. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1931].

Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 45 x 68 cm. on sheet 56 x 72 cm.

Panel art: Combine harvesting.

Plate no. M-12 - P.

Verso includes maps of 7 cities and: Cities Service road map of north central United States.

Plate no. M.

Listed on AE Index as "Sr."

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 42.12 (PrCt)

37781 Iowa - Maps - 1931 - Road maps<<>>Middle West - Maps - 1931 - Road maps<<>>Road maps


Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm. on sheet 46 x 61 cm.

Series 1931."

Panel art: Attendant pumping gas.

Plate no. M - 12 - P.


Listed on AE Index as "Sr."

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 42.14 (PrCt)

37782 Iowa - Maps - 1931 - Road maps<<>>Middle West - Maps - 1931 - Road maps<<>>Road maps


Authors: Skelly Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 38 x 57 cm. on sheet 46 x 61 cm.

Panel art: Outlines of cars, Skelly logo.


Red circles indicate locations where Skelly products sold.


Listed on AE Index as "Sr."

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 42.14 (PrCt)

37783 Iowa - Maps - 1931 - Road maps<<>>Road maps


Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 folded map

Panel title.

Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 464 (PrCt)

37784 Iowa - Maps - 1931 - Road maps<<>>Road maps


Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Deep Rock Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 489 (PrCt)

37785 Iowa - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 547 (PrCt)

37786 Iowa - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 607 (PrCt)

37787 Iowa - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 697 (PrCt)

37788 Iowa - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 724 (PrCt)

37789 Iowa - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 824 (PrCt)

37790 Iowa - Maps - 1932 - Road maps
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 877 (PrCt)

37791 Iowa - Maps - 1932 - Road maps
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 924 (PrCt)

37792 Iowa - Maps - 1932 - Road maps
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 977 (PrCt)
Iowa - Maps - 1932 - Road maps

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
**Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)**

**Iowa road map : Parco. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, 1932.**
Authors: Producers and Refiners Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm. on sheet 46 x 61 cm. Panel art: Light beacons over cars and cityscape.

Added title: Rand McNally senior 1932 auto road map of Iowa. Plate no. 13. N 12 M.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 42.15 (PrCt)**

**37802 Iowa - Maps - 1932 - Road maps**

Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm. on sheet 46 x 61 cm. Panel art: Standard brand logos.
Panel no. ADV.- 759 (A.D. 4527).
Added title: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) 1932 official road map: Iowa. Plate no. F-227-J.C.
Shows locations of Standard service stations.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 41.24 (PrCt)**

**37803 Iowa - Maps - 1932 - Road maps**

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

1 map : col. ; 53 x 68 cm. on sheet 56 x 71 cm. Panel art: Texaco compass on U.S. outline.
Verso includes 6 city maps and: Texaco road map: 1932: United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 42.16 (PrCt)**

**37804 Iowa - Maps - 1932 - Road maps**

Travel Iowa with Conoco. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1932].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm. on sheet 46 x 61 cm. Panel art: Conoco logo and compass on U.S. outline.
Added title: Conoco ... official road map: Iowa. Plate no. F-227- J.C.
Shows locations where Conoco products sold.
Verso includes maps of Davenport, Rock Island, Des Moines, Sioux City and: Conoco pictorial map of the United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 41.25 (PrCt)**

**37805 Iowa - Maps - 1933 - Road maps**

1933 Iowa and Missouri road map / Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc., White Eagle Division. Kansas City, Mo. Gallup Map & Supply Co., [1933?].
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Gallup Map Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

2 maps : col. ; each 28 x 42 cm. on sheet 61 x 46 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm. Panel title.
State indexes include "U.S. census estimate 1933."
Contents: Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc., White Eagle Division road map of Iowa -- Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc., White Eagle Division road map of Missouri.
Maps on verso (28 x 43 cm. and smaller):
Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc., White Eagle Division road map of United States -- Greater Kansas City -- St. Louis, Mo. -- Sioux City, Iowa -- Des Moines, Iowa -- Davenport-Rock Island-Moline.
Panel art: Mobilgas winged horse logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

**RMcN Clients 4962 (PrCt)**

**37806 Iowa - Maps - 1933 - Road maps**

Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

1 map : col. ; 45 x 68 cm. on sheet 56 x 71 cm. Panel art: Outline of car on road.
Plate no. O-12 - P.
Shows locations of Cities Service stations.
Verso includes maps of 7 cities and: Cities Service road map of United States. Plate no. O-44-P.
Listed on AE Index as "Sr."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 42.19 (PrCt)**

**37807 Iowa - Maps - 1933 - Road maps**

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

**Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.**
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 890 (PrCt)

37812 Iowa - Maps - 1933 - Road maps

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Lee, Robert E., fl. 1933 -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Cover: License plate motif.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Panel art: Shell logo, license plates, woman driving convertible car, dog, signed by artist "Robert E. Lee."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 918 (PrCt)

37813 Iowa - Maps - 1933 - Road maps

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Socony-Vacuum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 952 (PrCt)

37814 Iowa - Maps - 1933 - Road maps

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 960 (PrCt)

37815 Iowa - Maps - 1933 - Road maps

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Tide Water Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection

Gousha Clients 826 (PrCt)
37816 Iowa - Maps - 1933 - Road maps

Authors: Iowa. Highway Commission -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 52 x 78 cm. on sheet 55 x 82 cm.
Panel art: Capitol dome over farm, road and orchard; two cartoons.
Added title: Iowa state highway map ... July 1, 1933.
Verso includes scenic views.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 41.27 (PrCt)**

37817 Iowa - Maps - 1933 - Road maps

Authors: Producers and Refiners Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm. on sheet 46 x 61 cm.
Panel art: Light beacons over cars and cityscape.
Added title: Rand McNally senior 1933 auto road map of Iowa. Plate no. 13. O 12 M.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 42.21 (PrCt)**

37818 Iowa - Maps - 1933 - Road maps

Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm. on sheet 46 x 61 cm.
Panel art: Pure Oil logo and car by road signs.
Added title: Pure Oil logo and car by road signs.
Listed on AE Index as "Sr."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 42.20 (PrCt)**

37819 Iowa - Maps - 1933 - Road maps

Pure Oil pathfinder : Iowa / with compliments of the Pure Oil Company U.S.A. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, 1933?
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"Tenth edition."
Panel title.
Added title: Pure Oil pathfinder for Iowa.
Plate no. 13. O 12 M.
Map on verso (28 x 44 cm.): Pure Oil pathfinder for United States.
Panel art: Pure logo behind car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
**RMcN AE 41.28 (PrCt)**

37820 Iowa - Maps - 1933 - Road maps

Authors: Skelly Oil Company -- Langwith, A. L. (Afred Logan) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 36 x 58 cm. on sheet 46 x 61 cm.
Identified as "Langwith" map on AE Index.
Panel art: Skelly logo.
Added title: Skelly 1933 motor trails map: Iowa.
Verso includes maps of Des Moines and the Davenport region and: Skelly 1933 official motor trails map: United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 41.28 (PrCt)**

37821 Iowa - Maps - 1933 - Road maps

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 68 cm. on sheet 56 x 71 cm.
Panel art: Texaco compass on U. S. outline.
Verso includes 6 city maps and: Texaco road map: 1933: United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 42.18 (PrCt)**

37822 Iowa - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 45 x 68 cm. on sheet 56 x 71 cm.
Panel art: Outline of car on road.
Plate nos. P-12-P and C. S. O. 1934.
Shows locations of Cities Service stations.
Verso includes 7 city maps and: Cities Service road map of United States. Plate no. P-44-P.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 42.23 (PrCt)**

### 37823 Iowa - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

**37823 Iowa - Maps - 1934 - Road maps**

Authors: Derby Oil Company (Wichita, Kan.) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm. on sheet 46 x 61 cm.
Panel art: Derby logo, car on road by river.
Added title: Rand McNally senior 1934 auto road map of Iowa.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 42.26 (PrCt)**

### 37824 Iowa - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

**37824 Iowa - Maps - 1934 - Road maps**

**Travel Iowa with Globe gasoline : get the most out of motoring.** Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, 1934.
Authors: Globe Oil & Refining Companies -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm. on sheet 46 x 61 cm.
Panel art: Mountain and city scape.
Added title: Rand McNally senior 1934 auto road map of Iowa.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 42.35 (PrCt)**

### 37825 Iowa - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

**37825 Iowa - Maps - 1934 - Road maps**

**Iowa 1934 road map : Barnsdall.** Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1934.
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Barnsdall Oil Co. -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (1 panel, R,B): Diagonal lettering "America's [logo] first refiner."
Plate no. H-227-JC.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
**Gousha Clients 1005 (PrCt)**

### 37826 Iowa - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

**37826 Iowa - Maps - 1934 - Road maps**

**Travel Iowa with Conoco.** Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1934].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Continental
Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (3 panel, R,Y): Line drawing of sedan speeding uphill in yellow slash.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
**Gousha Clients 1102 (PrCt)**

### 37827 Iowa - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

**37827 Iowa - Maps - 1934 - Road maps**

**Iowa road map : Deep-Rock.** Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1934].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Deep Rock Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (3 panel, R,B,Y): Line drawing of sedan speeding uphill in yellow slash.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
**Gousha Clients 1065 (PrCt)**

### 37828 Iowa - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

**37828 Iowa - Maps - 1934 - Road maps**

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (3 panel, R,G,Bl): Six cars speeding towards service station, logo.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
**Gousha Clients 1112 (PrCt)**

### 37829 Iowa - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

**37829 Iowa - Maps - 1934 - Road maps**

**Shell road map : Iowa.** Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1934].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (3 panel, R,Y): Diagonal "Shell" on red stripe, logo.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
**Gousha Clients 1132 (PrCt)**

### 37830 Iowa - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

**37830 Iowa - Maps - 1934 - Road maps**

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
maps
Road map of Iowa, 1934. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1934.
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Socony
Vacuum Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (3 panel, R,B): Streamlined car rounding curve between tree and fence.
Plate no. H-227-JC.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1172 (PrCt)

37831 Iowa - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (3 panel, R,B,P): Geese flying over hills, sedan passing lake.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1180 (PrCt)

37832 Iowa - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Tide Water Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (1 panel, O,BL): "Tydol trails thru...[photo woman, attendant, gas pump] Ask the man at the pump!"
Plate no. H-227-JC.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1202 (PrCt)

37833 Iowa - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Authors: Iowa. Highway Commission -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 52 x 78 cm. on sheet 55 x 82 cm.
Panel art: Indian with spear, roads, farm.
Added title: Iowa state highway map ... June 1, 1934.
Verso includes scenic views.
Handstamped "Received Jun. 15 1934."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 41.30 (PrCt)

37834 Iowa - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Authors: Marathon Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm. on sheet 46 x 61 cm.
Panel art: Marathon runner.
Added title: Rand McNally senior 1934 auto road map of Iowa.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 42.25 (PrCt)

37835 Iowa - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
MWM highway map : Iowa / compliments of Hotel Plankinton, Milwaukee, Wisconsin. Aurora, Mo. Mid-West Map Company, [1934?].
Authors: Mid-West Map Company -- Hotel Plankinton (Milwaukee, Wis.) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 28 x 42 cm., folded to 22 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: MWM official road map : Iowa.
"Copyrighted by Mid-West Map Company, Aurora, Mo."
"Compliments of Hotel Plankinton, Milwaukee, Wisconsin" overprinted in red on panel title.
Plate no. Y410EI.
Inset (6 x 6 cm.): [Abraham Lincoln Memorial Bridge and vicinity].
Verso includes directory of MWM-associated businesses in Iowa.
In poor condition; separated into 2 pieces.
Panel art: Illustration of car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4932 (PrCt)

37836 Iowa - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm. on sheet 46 x 61 cm.
Eleventh edition."
Panel art: Pure Oil logo on outline of eastern U. S.
On verso: Pure Oil pathfinder for United States.
Plate no. P.3408.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
RMcN AE 42.24 (PrCt)

37837 Iowa - Maps - 1934 - Road maps<br>Road maps
*Shell road map : Iowa.* Chicago : H. M. Gousha Company, [1934].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm. on sheet 46 x 61 cm.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Added title: Shell official road map: Iowa. Plate no. 2H-227-J.C.
On verso: Shell official road map: United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
RMcN AE 41.31 (PrCt)

37838 Iowa - Maps - 1934 - Road maps<br>Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 64 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Panel art: Boy with toy dinosaur waving to woman in car.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
RMcN AE 42.27 (PrCt)

37839 Iowa - Maps - 1934 - Road maps<br>Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 68 cm. on sheet 56 x 71 cm.
Panel art: Texaco compass on U. S. outline.
Verso includes 6 city maps and: Texaco road map: 1934: United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
RMcN AE 42.22 (PrCt)

37840 Iowa - Maps - 1934 - Road maps<br>Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 54 x 69 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. 3412.
Maps on verso (35 x 51 cm. and smaller): Texaco road map : United States -- Sioux City -- Waterloo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 189.13 (PrCt)

37841 Iowa - Maps - 1935 - Road maps<br>National parks and reserves - Maps - 1935<br>Road maps
*iowa : Texaco road map.* Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1935?].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 68 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco road map : Iowa.
Includes table of "State and federal gasoline taxes -- as of May 23rd, 1935."
Plate no. 3412.
Maps on verso (35 x 51 cm. and smaller): Texaco road map : United States -- Sioux City -- Waterloo -- Cedar Rapids -- Council Bluffs -- Davenport -- Des Moines.
Adhesive label no. "17" on verso.
Panel art: Texaco compass logo.
Hand-drawn "34" and line in red.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 170.17 (PrCt)

37842 Iowa - Maps - 1935 - Road maps<br>Petroleum Industry and Trade - United States - Maps - 1935<br>Road maps
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 41 x 63 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Twelfth edition." Plate no. O.3511; 1933 date code.
Panel art: Outline of eastern U.S., station, car.
Added title: Pure Oil pathfinder for Iowa. Plate no. Q.12.
On verso: Pathfinder road map of Pure-Oil-land.
Plate no. O.3511; 1933 date code.
Identifies Pure Oil fields, refineries, and terminals.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 42.31 (PrCt)

37843 Iowa - Maps - 1935 - Road maps<br>Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 68 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: 1935 Road maps.
Plate no. 3412.
Maps on verso (35 x 51 cm. and smaller): Texaco road map : United States -- Sioux City -- Waterloo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 42.22 (PrCt)
Iowa - Maps - 1935 - Road maps

Authors: American Automobile Association -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 55 x 84 cm., folded to 21 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Official AAA road map : Iowa.
“This map issued annually. Next edition spring, 1936.”
Plate no. 3021-G.
Maps on verso (6 x 9 cm. and smaller):
Davenport -- Des Moines -- Omaha -- Sioux City.
Panel art: American Automobile Association logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN AE 42.32A (PrCt)

Iowa - Maps - 1935 - Road maps

Travel Iowa with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1935?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1319 (PrCt)

Iowa - Maps - 1935 - Road maps

Iowa road map ... / compliments of Deep Rock Oil Companies. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1935?].
Authors: Deep Rock Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Gas pump and globe with "gasoline, Deep-Rock, motor oils" logo; line of cars on curving road.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1353 (PrCt)

Iowa - Maps - 1935 - Road maps

Authors: Derby Oil Company (Wichita, Kan.) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm. on sheet 46 x 61 cm.
Panel art: Derby logo, car on road by river.
Panel art: Car on road under oxen wagon.
Added title: Iowa state highway map ... April 1, 1935.
Verso includes scenic views.
Handstamped "Received May 4 1935." Marked "Dup."
Separated in 2 pieces.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 41.32 (PrCt)

37851 Iowa - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Iowa : "best in the long run" ... Marathon Oil Co.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1935].
Authors: Marathon Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm. on sheet 46 x 61 cm.
Panel art: Marathon runner.
Added title: Rand McNally auto road map of Iowa. Plate no. Q.12.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 42.32 (PrCt)

37852 Iowa - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
N.A.C. road map of Iowa ... / prepared by Engineering Department, National Automobile Club . Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1935?].
Authors: National Automobile Club -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: National Automobile Club logo, list of district offices.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1397 (PrCt)

37853 Iowa - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1432 (PrCt)

37854 Iowa - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm. on sheet 46 x 61 cm.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Added title: Shell official road map: Iowa. Plate no. Q.12.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 42.29 (PrCt)

37855 Iowa - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 64 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Panel art: Group of dinosaurs.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 42.30 (PrCt)

37856 Iowa - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Photo of gas station attendant and slogan "Let the Standard Oil Company serve you."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1501 (PrCt)

37857 Iowa - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 68 cm. on sheet 56 x 71 cm.
Panel art: Texaco compass and framed sign.
Added title: Texaco road map: Iowa. Plate no. 3412.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.  
Panel title.
Panel art: Barnsdall Oil Co. logo and slogan "be square to your motor with Barnsdall dependable products".  
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).  
Gousha Clients 1538 (PrCt)

iowa - Maps - 1936 - Road maps  
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Cities Service logo and "serves a nation" slogan.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).  
Gousha Clients 1562 (PrCt)

RMcN AE 157.10A (PrCt)
iowa - Maps - 1936 - Road maps  
Travel Iowa with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1936?].  
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 64 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).  
Gousha Clients 1607 (PrCt)

iowa - Maps - 1936 - Road maps  
Travel Iowa with Conoco : every Conoco station is a branch of the Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1936].  
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Conoco ... official road map : Iowa
Date from RMcN AE 158 ms. index.
Plate no. 2-J-5
Maps on verso (21 x 14 cm. and smaller):
Davenport ... [and] Rock Island -- Waterloo -- Sioux City -- Dubuque -- Iowa City -- Fort Dodge -- Spirit Lake region -- Omaha ... [and] Council Bluffs -- Des Moines -- Cedar Rapids.
Panel art: Conoco logo over outline of North America.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 158.20 (PrCt)

iowa - Maps - 1936 - Road maps  
Iowa road map ... Deep Rock. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1936].
Authors: Deep Rock Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Panel art: Female motorist under Deep Rock sign.
Added title: ... Deep Rock ... road map, 11th edition: Iowa. Plate no. R.3603.
Verso includes 4 city maps and: ... Deep Rock ... road map, 11th edition, of United States. Plate no. R.3512.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 43.6 (PrCt)

iowa - Maps - 1936 - Road maps  
Authors: Dixie Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Panel art: Dixie logo.
Added title: Rand McNally road map of Iowa.
Plate no. R.3603.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 43.9 (PrCt)

37865 Iowa - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Travel Iowa with the Independent. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1936?].
Authors: Globe Oil & Refining Companies -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Globe gas station attendant; slogans "we are home owned" and "keep rollin' with Globe."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1649 (PrCt)

37866 Iowa - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Authors: Home Mutual Insurance Association -- Riherd, John J.,
1 map : col. ; 20 x 26 cm. fold. to 11 x 8 cm.
On front panel when folded: Home Mutual Insurance Association of Iowa ... our record, Jan. 1, 1928 ... Jan. 1, 1936 ... .
On verso, advertisements for Home Mutual, Iowa road laws, key to county numbers on Iowa license plates.
With rubber stamp of "John J. Riherd, Comm. Nat'l Bank Bldg., Phone 139, Knoxville, Iowa." Acc. # 2008100251.
Road map1F G4151 .P2 1936 .H6 (PrCt)

37867 Iowa - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Iowa : "best in the long run"... Marathon Oil Co.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1936].
Authors: Marathon Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 46 x 68 cm.
Panel art: Marathon runner.
Added title: Rand McNally road map of Iowa.
Plate no. R.3603.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 43.8 (PrCt)

37868 Iowa - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Phillips 66 ... 1936 official road map : Iowa.
Plate nos. "327 - J" and "J-2"
Map on verso (29 x 44 cm.): Phillips 66 ... 1936 official road map : United States.
Panel art: Plane, car and boat under Phillips 66 logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 162.41 (PrCt)

37869 Iowa - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Thirteenth edition."
Panel art: Pure Oil station.
Added title: Pure Oil pathfinder for Iowa. Plate no. R.3603.
Verso includes 13 city maps.
Pasted back-to-back to RMcN AE 042.33.3.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 42.33A (PrCt)

37870 Iowa - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Thirteenth edition."
Panel art: Pure Oil logo, service station.
Added title: Pure Oil pathfinder for Iowa. Plate no. R.3603.
Verso includes 13 city maps.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 43.4 (PrCt)

37871 Iowa - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Iowa - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

1936 road map: Iowa: Shell ... Chicago: H. M. Gousha Company, 1936.
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel art: Mobilgas sign.
Added title: Shell official road map: Iowa.
Plate nos. "327-J" and "J-2"
Map on verso (29 x 44 cm.): Shell official road map: United States.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 163.14B (PrCt)

Iowa - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Helck, Peter, 1893-1988 -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Panel art: Service station; signed "Helck."
Pasted back-to-back to RMcN AE 042.13X.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 42.14X (PrCt)

Iowa - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Panel art: Standard crown in compass above cars.
Added title: 1936 Iowa road guide ... . Plate no. R.3603.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 42.33 (PrCt)

Iowa - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

1936 road map: Iowa: Shell ... Chicago: H. M. Gousha Company, 1936.
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel art: Mobilgas sign.
Added title: Socony-Vacuum Oil ... road map of Iowa. Plate no. R.3603.
Verso includes 4 city maps and: Socony-Vacuum Oil ... road map of United States. Plate no. R.3512.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 41.1X (PrCt)

Iowa - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Guiding you through Iowa ... Sovereign Service ... Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1936].
Authors: Sovereign Service -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Panel art: Sovereign logo, attendant, woman driving.
Added title: Rand McNally road map of Iowa. Plate no. R.3603.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 43.7 (PrCt)

Iowa - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 46 x 68 cm.
Panel art: Standard crown in compass above cars.
Added title: 1936 United States road map ... . Plate no. R.3512.
Below city maps: ADV. 759 (A. D. 7923).
Pasted back-to-back to RMcN AE 042.33A.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 42.33 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 43.2 (PrCt)

37879 Iowa - Maps - 1936 - Road maps


Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 53 x 68 cm. on sheet 56 x 72 cm.

Panel art: Texaco compass and framed sign.


Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 43.1 (PrCt)

37880 Iowa - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Tydol trails thru Iowa ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, 1936.

Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 37 x 57 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: 1936 Tydol trails : Iowa.

Plate nos. "327 J" and "J-2".

Maps on verso (28 x 43 cm. and smaller): 1936 Tydol trails : United States -- Sioux City -- Des Moines.

Panel art: Cartoon of Tydol "Little Engineer"; automobile license plate.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 171.5B (PrCt)

37881 Iowa - Maps - 1936 - Road maps


Authors: Tide Water Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Panel art: Cartoon mechanic and license plate with slogan "wherever you go, go on Tydol and Veedol", says the little engineer.

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 1780 (PrCt)

37882 Iowa - Maps - 1937 - Road maps

Iowa - Maps - 1937 - Road maps

Missouri - Maps - 1937 - Road maps

Middle West - Maps - 1937 - Road maps

Keokuk and Hamilton Bridge (Iowa and Illinois) - Access routes - Maps - 1937

Auto trails to the Keokuk and Hamilton Bridge / Keokuk & Hamilton Bridge Co. Keokuk, Iowa, Hamilton, Ill. ... [S.l. s.n., 1937?].

Authors: Keokuk & Hamilton Bridge Co. (Iowa and Illinois) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 20 x 28 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Handstamped "Received from [blank] Jan 23 1937 Rand McNally & Co. by CH."

Panel art: Black and white bird's-eye view photo of bridge.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 5082 (PrCt)

37883 Iowa - Maps - 1937 - Road maps

Middle West - Maps - 1937 - Road maps


Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 42 x 64 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Cities Service invites you to tour Iowa.

Plate nos. "327-J.C." and "9-K" Map on verso (28 x 43 cm. and smaller): Cities Service territorial road map [of the Middle West] -- Davenport ... [and] Rock Island -- Cedar Rapids -- Sioux City -- Des Moines -- Waterloo -- Dubuque.

Panel art: Cities Service sign, car and outline of the United States.

Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jun 3 -1937 ... ."

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 157.13 (PrCt)

37884 Iowa - Maps - 1937 - Road maps

Iowa : 1937 road map : Cities Service ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1937].

Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jun 3 -1937 ... ."

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 43.21 (PrCt)

37885 Iowa - Maps - 1937 - Road
Iowa - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 53 x 68 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco road map: Iowa
Includes table of "State and federal gasoline taxes -- as of June 28, 1937."
Plate no. S. 3412
Map on verso (72 x 68 cm.): Texaco road map: Minnesota
Panel art: United States outline.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 43.10 (PrCt)

Iowa - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 53 x 68 cm. on sheet 75 x 71 cm.
Panel art: U.S. outline.
Panel no. 3-37.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 43.10 (PrCt)

Iowa - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 53 x 68 cm. on sheet 75 x 71 cm.
Panel art: U.S. outline.
Panel no. 7-37.
Title partly torn away.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 43.18 (PrCt)

Iowa - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Barnsdall Oil Co. logo and slogan "be square dependable products by Barnsdall, 'America's first refiner'".

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1807 (PrCt)

iowa - Maps - 1937 - Road maps Road maps
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Map of the United States, car, Cities Service sign and "serves a nation" slogan.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1836 (PrCt)

iowa - Maps - 1937 - Road maps Road maps
Travel iowa with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1937].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1882 (PrCt)

iowa - Maps - 1937 - Road maps Road maps
Travel iowa with Conoco : every Conoco station is a branch of the Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1937].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Conoco ... official road map : iowa Date from RMcN AE 158 ms. index.
Plate nos. "327-J.C." and "9-K"
Maps on verso (21 x 14 cm. and smaller):
Davenport ... [and] Rock Island -- Waterloo -- Sioux City -- Dubuque -- Iowa City -- Fort Dodge -- Spirit Lake region -- Omaha ... [and] Council Bluffs -- Des Moines -- Cedar Rapids.
Panel art: Conoco logo over outline of North America.
Handstamped "1937" and "copyrighted".
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 158.22A (PrCt)

iowa - Maps - 1937 - Road maps Road maps
Road map : iowa. Travel carefree and trouble-free with Pennfield and Paraland Products / Dubbert Oil Co., Laurens, iowa.
Authors: Dubbert Oil Company (Laurens, iowa) -- Pennfield Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library) -- Penn Field Products SEE Pennfield Oil Company -- Paraland Products SEE Pennfield Oil Company.
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Outdoor recreation scenes and car.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1913 (PrCt)

iowa - Maps - 1937 - Road maps Road maps
Travel iowa with the Independent. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1937].
Authors: Globe Oil & Refining Companies -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Globe gas station attendant; slogans "we are home owned" and "keep rollin'...
with Globe.*
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

**Gousha Clients 1920 (PrCt)**

Iowa - Maps - 1937 - Road maps

Iowa road map ... / Johnson Oil Refining Company ... Chicago, Illinois. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1937]?
Authors: Johnson Oil Refining Co. -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Johnson Winged 70 gasoline logo and outline map of the midwestern states.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

**Gousha Clients 1933 (PrCt)**

Iowa - Maps - 1937 - Road maps

Iowa : Marathon products ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1937].
Authors: Marathon Oil Company -- Ohio Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 64 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Marathon runner.
Added title: Marathon road map of Iowa. Plate no. S.3603.
Verso includes 4 city maps and: Marathon road map of United States. Plate no. S.3512.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 43.17 (PrCt)**

Iowa - Maps - 1937 - Road maps

Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: car on road, Phillips 66 sign, and slogan "there's a Phillips station ahead."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

**Gousha Clients 1959 (PrCt)**

Iowa - Maps - 1937 - Road maps

Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Phillips 66 ... 1937 official road map : Iowa.
Plate nos. "327-J.C." and "9-K"
Map on verso (29 x 44 cm.): Phillips 66 ... official road map : United States.
Panel art: Car approaching Phillips 66 sign on curving road.
Handstamped "1937"
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 162.28 (PrCt)**

Iowa - Maps - 1937 - Road maps

Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 64 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Fourteenth edition."
Panel art: Pure Oil station.
Added title: Pure Oil pathfinder for Iowa. Plate no. S.3603.
Handstamped "Mar. 1 1937."
Pasted back-to-back to RMcN AE 042.14X.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 42.13X (PrCt)**

Iowa - Maps - 1937 - Road maps

Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 64 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Fourteenth edition."
Panel art: Pure Oil station.
Added title: Pure Oil pathfinder for Iowa. Plate no. S.3603.
Handstamped "1937."
Pasted back to RMcN AE 042.14X.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 43.12 (PrCt)**

Iowa - Maps - 1937 - Road maps

Shell road map : Iowa. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1937]?
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

---

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Iowa - Maps - 1937 - Road maps

Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Helck, Peter, 1893-1988 -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 64 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Panel art: Service station; signed "Helck."
Handstamped "Apr. 12 1937."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 43.11 (PrCt)

Iowa - Maps - 1937 - Road maps

Follow the Skelly tailor through Iowa with this up-to-date road map / Norton Oil Company, Lemont, Illinois. [Tulsa, Okla.? Skelly Oil Company?], 1937.
Authors: Skelly Oil Company -- Norton Oil Company (Lemont, Ill.) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 37 x 58 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Skelly 1937 official motor trails map : Iowa.
Handstamped "Sep 27 1937" on title panel.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4960 (PrCt)

Iowa - Maps - 1937 - Road maps

Verso includes 4 city maps and: Sovereign Service road map: Iowa. Plate no. S.3603.
Handstamped "Feb. 2 1937."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 43.13 (PrCt)

Iowa - Maps - 1937 - Road maps

Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Crumbaker, Herbert D. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 64 cm. on sheet 50 x 68 cm.
Panel art: Mobilgas sign.
Panel no. 7.
Added title: ... Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc. road map of Iowa. Plate no. S.3603.
Verso includes 4 city maps and: ... Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc. road map of United States. Plate no. S.3512.
Handstamped "Feb. 2 1937."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 42.12X (PrCt)
On verso: Texaco sectional trip map [of the Middle West]. Plate no. T.3850. Includes insets of the Kansas City, Minneapolis and Chicago regions.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 43.28 (PrCt)

37919 Iowa - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
iowa road map ... / Barnsdall ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1938?].
Authors: Barnsdall Oil Co. -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Barnsdall Oil Co. logo and slogan "be square dependable products by Barnsdall, 'America's first refiner'".
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3022 (PrCt)

37920 Iowa - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
iowa road map / Cities Service ahead. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1938?].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: car driving through hills, Cities Service sign.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3060 (PrCt)

37921 Iowa - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
iowa road map : Cities Service ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1938].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Cities Service invites you to tour Iowa.
Date from RMcN AE 156 ms. index.
Plate no. 327-J.C. 9-L
Map on verso (28 x 34 cm.): Cities Service road map of the United States.
Panel art: Cities Service sign, car on winding road.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 18 1938 ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 156.9 (PrCt)

37922 Iowa - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
iowa road map / Cities Service ahead. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1938?].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- Iowa Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"Iowa Oil Co. edition."
Panel title.
Panel art: car driving through hills, Cities Service sign.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3061 (PrCt)

37923 Iowa - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Travel Iowa with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1938?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3109 (PrCt)

37924 Iowa - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Travel Iowa with Conoco : every Conoco station is a branch of the Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1938].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Conoco ... official road map of Indiana
Date from RMcN AE 159 ms. index.
Plate nos. "327-J.C. 9-L" and "4382".
Maps on verso (10 x 28 cm. and smaller): Omaha ... [and] Council Bluffs -- Des Moines -- Cedar Rapids -- Waterloo -- Sioux City -- Dubuque -- Iowa City -- Davenport ... [and] Rock Island -- Fort Dodge -- Spirit Lake region.
Panel art: Conoco logo over outline of North America.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 16 1938 ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 159.12 (PrCt)

37925 Iowa - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
iowa road map ... Deep Rock ... Chicago : Rand

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
McNally & Company, [1938].
Authors: Deep Rock Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 64 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Panel art: Deep Rock sign, road, stream.
Added title: Road map, 14th edition: Iowa ... Deep Rock ... . Plate no. T.3603.
Verso includes 4 city maps and: Road map, 14th edition: United States ... Deep Rock ... . Plate no. T 3512.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 42.6X (PrCt)

37929 Iowa - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Road maps
Diamond ... road map : Iowa and United States.
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1938].
Authors: Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 48 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Diamond Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation motor trails map : Iowa.
Date from RMcN AE 160 ms. index.
Plate no. 327-J.C. 9-L
Maps on verso (29 x 44 cm. and smaller): Legend : United States mileage and driving time along main transcontinental highways -- Council Bluffs ... [and] Omaha -- Davenport ... Rock Island ... Moline -- Des Moines -- Sioux City -- Cedar Rapids.
Panel art: Diamond, 760 Motor Oil, and D-X logos; line drawings of cartoon figures.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Oct 12 1938 "...
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 160.5 (PrCt)

37930 Iowa - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: car, Phillips 66 tanker truck on road, Phillips 66 sign, and slogan "there's a Phillips station ahead."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3187 (PrCt)

37931 Iowa - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 64 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Panel art: Pure Oil station.
Panel no. P. O. 38.
Added title: ... Pure ... Iowa .... Plate no. T.3603.
On verso: United States ... Pure. Plate no. T.3707.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 42.2X (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

37932 Iowa - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
*Shell road map* : Iowa. Chicago : H. M. Gousha Co., [1938].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H. M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell official motor trails map : Iowa.
Plate nos. "327-J.C. 9-L" and "12-L 1938-1".
Date from RMcN AE 164 ms. index.
Maps on verso (28 x 43 cm.): Legend : United States mileage and driving time along main transcontinental highways.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 15 1938 ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 164.12 (PrCt)

37936 Iowa - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 56 cm. on sheet 52 x 68 cm.
Panel art: Sinclair gas station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 42.3X (PrCt)

37937 Iowa - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
*Skelly official motor trails map* : Iowa. Chicago : Skelly Oil Company, [1938].
Authors: Skelly Oil Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 56 cm. on sheet 52 x 68 cm.
Panel art: Skelly gas station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 43.29 (PrCt)

37939 Iowa - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
*Tour Iowa with Skelly* : [Kansas City, Mo.] : Greiner-Fifield Litho Co., [1938].
Authors: Skelly Oil Company -- Greiner-Fifield Litho. Co. (Kansas City, Mo.) -- Martin, Bernard, 1912-1998 -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 36 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Skelly official motor trails map : Iowa.
"Copyright --- Greiner-Fifield Litho Co., K.C., Mo."
Date from RMcN AE 167 ms. index.
Maps on verso (28 x 43 cm. and smaller): Skelly official motor trails map : United States -- Des Moines -- Davenport, Iowa, Rock Island, Moline, Illinois.
Panel art: Skelly gas station and rural road scene, signed "Bernard Martin."
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Oct 20 1938 Rand McNally & Co. by R.C. ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 167.5 (PrCt)
maps
_iowa : Mobilgas ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1938]._
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 64 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Panel art: Mobilgas sign.
Panel no. 8.
Added title: ... Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc. road map of Iowa. Plate no. T.3603.
Verso includes 4 city maps and: ... Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc. road map of United States. Plate no. T.3512.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
_RMcN AE 42.5X (PrCt)_

37940
_iowa - Maps - 1938 - Road maps>>>Road maps
Swinging through iowa ... Sovereign Service.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1938].
Authors: Sovereign Service -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 64 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Panel art: Sovereign logo, attendant, woman driving.
Verso includes 4 city maps and: Sovereign Service road map: United States. Plate no. T 3512.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
_RMcN AE 42.7X (PrCt)_

37941
_iowa - Maps - 1938 - Road maps>>>Road maps
Swinging through iowa ... Sovereign Service.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1938].
Authors: Sovereign Service -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 64 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Panel art: Sovereign logo, attendant, woman driving.
Verso includes 4 city maps and: Sovereign Service road map: United States. Plate no. T 3512.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
_RMcN AE 43.25 (PrCt)_

37942
_iowa - Maps - 1938 - Road maps>>>Road maps
Highway map : iowa : Standard service.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1938].
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm. on sheet 46 x 61 cm.
Panel art: Cars, pumps, attendant, Standard sign.
Added title: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) road map: Iowa. Plate no. T.3709.
Verso includes 6 city maps and: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) road map: United States. Plate no. T 3512.
Below city maps: ADV. 759 (A. D. 9182).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
_RMcN AE 42.4X (PrCt)_

37943
_iowa - Maps - 1938 - Road maps>>>Road maps
Highway map : iowa : Standard service.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1938].
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm. on sheet 46 x 61 cm.
Panel art: Cars, pumps, attendant, Standard sign.
Added title: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) road map: Iowa. Plate no. T.3709.
Verso includes 6 city maps and: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) road map: United States. Plate no. T 3512.
Below city maps: ADV. 759 (A. D. 9182).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
_RMcN AE 43.23 (PrCt)_

37944
_iowa - Maps - 1938 - Road maps>>>Road maps
Tydol trails thru iowa.
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Tydol gasoline sign, profiles of three cars, and slogan "stop at this sign for safe motoring."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
_Gousha Clients 3305 (PrCt)_

37945
_iowa - Maps - 1938 - Road maps>>>Road maps
Tydol trails thru iowa ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, 1938.
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: 1938 Tydol trails : Iowa.
Plate nos. "327-J.C. 9-L" and "1381."
Maps on verso (28 x 44 cm. and smaller): United States -- Sioux City -- Des Moines.
Panel art: Tydol sign and cars.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul
22 1938 Rand McNally & Co. ..."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 171.6A (PrCt)

37946 Iowa - Maps - 1939 - Road maps<<>>Middle West - Maps - 1939 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Texaco touring map : Iowa. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1939?].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 41 x 59 cm. on sheet 54 x 71 cm.
Panel art: U.S. outline.
Panel no. 1-39.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Iowa. Plate no. (3) T.3813.
Includes 5 city maps.
On verso: Texaco sectional trip map [of the Middle West]. Plate no. T.3850. Includes insets of the Kansas City, Minneapolis and Chicago regions.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 43.37 (PrCt)

37947 Iowa - Maps - 1939 - Road maps<<>>Middle West - Maps - 1939 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Texaco touring map : Iowa with sectional map of adjoining states. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1939].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 41 x 59 cm. on sheet 54 x 72 cm.
Panel art: U.S. outline.
Panel no. 7-39.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Iowa. Plate no. U.3813.
Includes 5 city maps.
On verso: Texaco sectional trip map [of the Middle West]. Plate no. U 3900 (G). Includes insets of the Minneapolis and Chicago regions.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 43.38 (PrCt)

37948 Iowa - Maps - 1939 - Road maps<<>>Middle West - Maps - 1939 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Texaco touring map : Iowa with sectional map of adjoining states. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1939].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 41 x 59 cm. on sheet 54 x 71 cm.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Panel no. 10-39.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Iowa. Plate no. U.3813.

37949 Iowa - Maps - 1939 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Iowa road map / Cities Service. Chicago : The H.M. Gousha Company, [1939?].
Authors: Cities Service Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 66 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"Tourist edition."
Panel title.
Added title: Cities Service invites you to tour Iowa.
Includes plate number including the letter M, indicating publication date of 1939.
Map on verso (31 x 48 cm.): United States Panel art: Cities Service sign and gas station in rural landscape.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 562 (PrCt)

37950 Iowa - Maps - 1939 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Iowa road map / Cities Service. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1939?].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"Tourist edition."
Panel title.
Panel art: road leading to a Cities Service gas station and sign; slogan "buy at this sign."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3356 (PrCt)

37951 Iowa - Maps - 1939 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Travel Iowa with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1939?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3402 (PrCt)

37952 Iowa - Maps - 1939 - Road maps<<>>Road maps

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Travel Iowa with Conoco: every Conoco station is a branch of the Conoco Travel Bureau.
Chicago: H.M. Gousha Co., [1939].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Conoco ... official road map of Iowa
Date from RMcN AE 159 ms. index.
Plate no. 327-J.C. 1-M
Maps on verso (10 x 28 cm. and smaller): Omaha ... [and] Council Bluffs -- Des Moines -- Cedar Rapids -- Waterloo -- Sioux City -- Dubuque -- Iowa City -- Davenport ... [and] Rock Island -- Fort Dodge -- Spirit Lake region.
Panel art: Conoco logo over outline of North America.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Aug 17 1939 ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 159.12A (PrCt)

37953 Iowa - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Road maps
Iowa road map ... Deep Rock ... Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1939].
Authors: Deep Rock Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Panel art: Deep Rock sign, calendar, radio log.
Added title: Road map, 15th edition: Iowa ... Deep Rock ... . Plate no. U.3603.
Verso includes 4 city maps and: Road map, 15th edition: United States ... Deep Rock ... . Plate no. U.3512.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 43.35 (PrCt)

37954 Iowa - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Travel Iowa with the Independent. Chicago: H.M. Gousha Co., [1939]?
Authors: Globe Oil & Refining Companies -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Globe gas station attendant; slogans "we are home owned" and "keep rollin' with Globe."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 3436 (PrCt)

37955 Iowa - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Road map of Iowa and United States. Chicago: H.M. Gousha Co., [1939]?
Authors: Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation."
Panel art: photograph of gas station attendant and slogan "smiling service, 'all the way'."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 3465 (PrCt)

37956 Iowa - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
1939 road map: Iowa ... / Midland Cooperative Wholesale, Minneapolis, Milwaukee. Chicago: H.M. Gousha Co., 1939.
Authors: Midland Cooperative Wholesale (Firm) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Midland Coop Products logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 3479 (PrCt)

37957 Iowa - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Road map of Iowa: En-Ar-Co White Rose dealer. Chicago: Rand McNally & Company; [1939].
Authors: National Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Panel art: En-Ar-Co sign, station, red car.
Added panel title: Road map of Iowa by National.
Added title: En-Ar-Co road map of Iowa. Plate no. U.3603.
Verso includes four city maps and: En-Ar-Co road map of United States. Plate no. U.3512.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 43.34 (PrCt)

37958 Iowa - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: winding road, Phillips 66 sign, and slogan "there's a Phillips station ahead."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 3497 (PrCt)

37959 Iowa - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Maps</th>
<th>Library</th>
<th>Call Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Iowa - Maps - 1939 - Road maps</td>
<td>RMcN AE 43.33 (PrCt)</td>
<td>37960</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iowa - Maps - 1939 - Road maps</td>
<td>RMcN AE 43.31 (PrCt)</td>
<td>37961</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iowa - Maps - 1939 - Road maps</td>
<td>RMcN AE 43.36 (PrCt)</td>
<td>37962</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iowa - Maps - 1939 - Road maps</td>
<td>RMcN AE 165.12 (PrCt)</td>
<td>37963</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iowa - Maps - 1939 - Road maps</td>
<td>RMcN AE 43.30 (PrCt)</td>
<td>37964</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iowa - Maps - 1939 - Road maps</td>
<td>RMcN AE 3598 (PrCt)</td>
<td>37965</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iowa - Maps - 1939 - Road maps</td>
<td>RMcN AE 43.33 (PrCt)</td>
<td>37966</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Below city maps: ADV. 759 (A. D. 9536).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 43.32 (PrCt)

37967 Iowa - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 57 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm. Panel title.
Added title: Road map : Iowa
Plate no. U-3709.
Maps on verso (28 x 44 cm. and smaller): Road map : United States -- Cedar Rapids -- Council Bluffs -- Davenport -- Des Moines -- Sioux City -- Waterloo.
Panel art: Red, white and blue illustration of cars at gas pumps and slogan "standard service." Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3152 (PrCt)

37968 Iowa - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm. Panel title.
Panel art: Tydol gasoline and Veedol motor oil signs; profiles of stylized cars. Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3658 (PrCt)

37969 Iowa - Maps - 1940 - Road maps

Middle West - Maps - 1940 - Road maps

Texaco touring map : Iowa with sectional map of adjoining states. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1940].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 41 x 59 cm. on sheet 54 x 71 cm. Panel art: Texaco sign.
Panel no. 4-40.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Iowa. Plate no. V.3813.
Includes 5 city maps.
On verso: Texaco sectional trip map [of the
Middle West]. Plate no. V. 3900 (G). Includes insets of the Minneapolis and Chicago regions. Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 43.45 (PrCt)

37970 Iowa - Maps - 1940 - Road maps

Iowa road map ... / Bareco Oil Company, formerly Barnsdaul Refining Corp. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1940.
Authors: Bareco Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 10 cm. Panel title.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3689 (PrCt)

37971 Iowa - Maps - 1940 - Road maps

Iowa road map / Cities Service. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1940].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm. Panel title.
Panel art: road with cars, Cities Service sign and gas station attendant; slogan "helpful service wherever you go!" Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3715 (PrCt)

37972 Iowa - Maps - 1940 - Road maps

Travel Iowa with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1940?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm. Panel title.
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3764 (PrCt)

37973 Iowa - Maps - 1940 - Road maps

Highway map of Iowa : Johnson ... Products. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1940].
Authors: Johnson Oil Refining Co. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm. Panel art: Hour glass with wings on Johnson sign over car.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Added title: Johnson highway map of Iowa. Plate no. V.3603.
Verso includes 4 city maps and: Johnson highway map of United States. Plate no. V.3512.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 43.41 (PrCt)

37974 Iowa - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Road map of Iowa and United States. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1940].
Authors: Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation."
Panel art: photograph of gas station attendant and slogan "smiling service, 'all the way'."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3807 (PrCt)

37975 Iowa - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Authors: National Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Panel art: National sign over road and farms.
Added title: The National Refining Company road map of Iowa. Plate no. V.3603.
Verso includes 4 city maps and: The National Refining Company road map of United States. Plate no. V.3512.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 43.43 (PrCt)

37976 Iowa - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Iowa official road map / Phillips 66. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1940.
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: winding road, Phillips 66 sign, and slogan "there's a Phillips station ahead."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3831 (PrCt)

37977 Iowa - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Iowa ... Pure Oil pathfinder. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1940].
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Panel art: Pure compass, cartoon characters.
Added title: ... Pure ... Iowa ... . Plate no. V.3603.
On verso: United States ... Pure. Plate no. V.3870.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 43.44 (PrCt)

37978 Iowa - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Plate no. V.3603.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 43.40 (PrCt)

37979 Iowa - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Shell map of Iowa. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1940].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: Iowa.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3870 (PrCt)

37980 Iowa - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Iowa : Sinclair ... road map. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1940].
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 50 x 68 cm.
Panel art: Sinclair sign.
Added title: Road map: Sinclair: Iowa. Plate no. V.3603.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 43.42 (PrCt)

37981 Iowa - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Tour Iowa with Skelly. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1940.
Authors: Skelly Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Panel art: Pure Oil sign, and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3870 (PrCt)

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Iowa - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Texaco touring map of Iowa. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1940].
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Skelly sign and car.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3928 (PrCt)

Iowa - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Iowa with sectional map of adjoining states. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1941].
1 map : col. ; 41 x 59 cm. on sheet 54 x 72 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: drawing of a wagon train and slogan "follow the trails of the pioneers in your modern motor car."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4000 (PrCt)

Iowa - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Iowa road map ... / Bareco Oil Company, formerly Barnsdall Refining Corp. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1941].
1 map : col. ; 41 x 59 cm. on sheet 54 x 71 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: "B Square" logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4031 (PrCt)

Iowa - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Texaco touring map : Iowa with sectional map of adjoining states. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1941].
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: car, Cities Service sign and infant dressed as a gas station attendant; slogan "start every trip at your Cities Service dealer's."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4064 (PrCt)

Includes 5 city maps.
On verso: Texaco sectional trip map [of the Middle West]. Plate no. W. 4106 (G). Includes insets of the Minneapolis and Chicago regions. Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcn AE 43.47 (PrCt)

Iowa - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Iowa map ... / Cities Service. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1941].
1 map : col. ; 41 x 59 cm. on sheet 54 x 71 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Panel no. A-41.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Iowa. Plate no. W.3813.

Includes 5 city maps.
On verso: Texaco sectional trip map [of the Middle West]. Plate no. W. 4106 (G). Includes insets of the Minneapolis and Chicago regions. Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcn AE 43.48 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Iowa - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Travel Iowa with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1941?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4104 (PrCt)

Iowa - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Travel Iowa with the Independent. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1941].
Authors: Globe Oil & Refining Companies -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 22 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Dated "'41" on title panel.
Panel art: Globe gas station attendant; slogans "we are home owned" and "keep rollin' with Globe."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4133 (PrCt)

Iowa - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Highway map of Iowa : Johnson ... Products. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1941].
Authors: Johnson Oil Refining Co. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Panel art: Hour glass with wings on Johnson sign over car.
Added title: Johnson highway map of Iowa. Plate no. W.3603.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 43.50 (PrCt)

37992 Iowa - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
D-X road map of Iowa and United States.
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1941?].
Authors: Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation."
Panel art: D-X sign and Diamond gas station facade.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4150 (PrCt)

37993 Iowa - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: road, Phillips 66 sign, and slogan "there's a Phillips station ahead."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4182 (PrCt)

37994 Iowa - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- R. E. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm. on sheet 46 x 61 cm.
Panel art: Tree-lined road.
Hand stamped "Copyrighted" and "Received Jul 28 1941. Rand McNally & Co. Blazed Trails
37995 Iowa - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
37996 Iowa - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
37997 Iowa - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
37998 Iowa - Maps - 1941 - Road maps

Maps on verso (29 x 44 cm. and smaller): United States -- Davenport ... Rock Island -- Des Moines -- Cedar Rapids -- Waterloo.

Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."

2 copies.

RMcN Clients 5010 handstamped "Copyrighted", "1941", and "Received from [blank] Jul 28 1941, Rand McNally & Co. Blazed Trails Dept. by RE."
RMcN Clients 5011 handstamped "Copyrighted", "1941", and "Received from [blank] Oct 18 1941, Rand McNally & Co. Blazed Trails Dept. by RE."

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN AE 43.51 (PrCt)

37999 Iowa - Maps - 1941 - Road maps

Maps on verso (29 x 44 cm. and smaller): United States -- Davenport ... Rock Island -- Des Moines -- Cedar Rapids -- Waterloo.

Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."

2 copies.

RMcN Clients 5010 handstamped "Copyrighted", "1941", and "Received from [blank] Jul 28 1941, Rand McNally & Co. Blazed Trails Dept. by RE."
RMcN Clients 5011 handstamped "Copyrighted", "1941", and "Received from [blank] Oct 18 1941, Rand McNally & Co. Blazed Trails Dept. by RE."

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN AE 43.51 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Iowa - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Skelly Oil Company - Maps - 1941
Authors: Skelly Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 41 x 59 cm. on sheet 54 x 71 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: 1941 official road map of Iowa.
Identifies "locations where Skelly products are sold."
Maps on verso (29 x 44 cm. and smaller): United States -- Skelly credit service from coast to coast [map of the United States] -- Davenport [and] Rock Island -- Cedar Rapids -- Sioux City -- Des Moines.
Panel art: Skelly service man at gas pump with Skelly sign.
Title and back panels handstamped "1941", "Copyrighted", and "Received from [blank] Jul 25 1941, Rand McNally & Co. Blazed Trails Dept. by RE [?]".
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4422 (PrCt)

Iowa - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Middle West - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 41 x 59 cm. on sheet 54 x 71 cm.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Iowa. Plate no. X.3813.
Includes 5 city maps.
On verso: Texaco sectional trip map [of the Middle West]. Plate no. X 4106 (G). Includes insets of the Minneapolis and Chicago regions.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 44.2 (PrCt)

Iowa - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Iowa road map ... / by Bareco Oil Company. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1942?].
Authors: Bareco Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: "B Square" logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4352 (PrCt)

Iowa - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Iowa road map / Cities Service Oils ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1942?].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
No edition statement.
Panel title.
Panel art: rural road scene, Cities Service Oils logo, and slogan "start every trip at your Cities Service dealer's."
Editor's copy; main map handstamped "return route": "2" in blue wax pencil on title panel.
Edited by the same hand as 2 other maps, Gousha Clients 4386 and Gousha Clients 4400.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4374 (PrCt)

Iowa - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Travel Iowa with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1942?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4422 (PrCt)

Iowa - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Travel Iowa with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1942?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Back panel art: red bird with worm and slogan "the fill that stretches, Conoco Bronz-z-z gasoline."
Includes maps with plate numbers suggesting
Iowa - Maps - 1942 - Road maps

1941 and 1942 dates of publication.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4423 (PrCt)

Iowa - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Travel Kansas with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1942?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Rural road scene, Cities Service Oils
Panel title.
"Iowa Oil Co. edition."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4429 (PrCt)

Iowa - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Travel Iowa with the Independent. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1942].
Authors: Globe Oil & Refining Companies -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Back panel art: Red bird with worm and slogan "the fill that stretches, Conoco Bronz-z-z gasoline."
Includes maps with plate numbers suggesting 1941 and 1942 dates of publication.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4425 (PrCt)

Iowa - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Road, Phillips 66 sign, and slogan "there's a Phillips station ahead."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4512 (PrCt)

Iowa - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Highway map of Iowa : Johnson ... Products.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1942].
Authors: Johnson Oil Refining Co. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Panel art: Hour glass with wings on Johnson sign over car.
Added title: Johnson highway map of Iowa. Plate no. X.3603.
On verso: Johnson highway map of United States. Plate no. X.4089.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 44.3 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
38015 Iowa - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: Iowa.
Panel art: Shell logo, statement "all points of military interest have been removed voluntarily from this map and index" and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4554 (PrCt)

38016 Iowa - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Tour Iowa with Skelly: see America now / courtesy of Skelly Oil Company, U.S.A. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1942.
Authors: Skelly Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Skelly sign, stars and profiles of cars.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4601 (PrCt)

38017 Iowa - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Company
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: cars, gas pumps, "Standard Service" sign, and statement "help national defense, conserve paper ... ."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4626 (PrCt)

38018 Iowa - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: Iowa.
Panel art: Tide logo, statement "all points of military interest have been removed voluntarily from this map and index" and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4705 (PrCt)
Iowa - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Highway map : Iowa ... / compliments of Standard Oil Company (Indiana). Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1945?].
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: cars, gas pumps, "Standard Service" sign, and statement "help conserve paper ...".
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4718 (PrCt)

Iowa - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Missouri and adjoining states : Mobilgas ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1946].
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Panel art: Mobilgas sign, car in oval.
Added panel title: Iowa and adjoining states: Mobiloil ..... Added title: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company, Inc.: Iowa. Plate nos. 463603V -1 and 146-A.
Verso includes 4 city maps and untitled map of the Middle West. Plate no. 463785V (6)-1.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 44.16 (PrCt)

Iowa - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Missouri - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
- 1946 - Road maps
- 1946 - Road maps
- 1946 - Road maps
- 1946 - Road maps
- 1946 - Road maps
- 1946 - Road maps
Iowa, Missouri with Kansas, Nebraska : Texaco.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1946].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; 73 x 55 cm. on sheet 82 x 59 cm.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Panel no. 106.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Iowa, Missouri. Cartouche no. 15. Plate no. 6-4425-5. On verso: Texaco touring map of Kansas, Nebraska. Cartouche no. 23. Plate no. 6-4417-6.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 44.12 (PrCt)

Iowa - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Missouri - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
- 1946 - Road maps
- 1946 - Road maps
- 1946 - Road maps
- 1946 - Road maps
Iowa, Missouri with Kansas, Nebraska : Texaco.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1946].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; 73 x 55 cm. on sheet 82 x 59 cm.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Panel no. 86.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Iowa, Missouri. Cartouche no. 15. Plate no. 6-4425-4-5. Last digit mostly obscured.
On verso: Texaco touring map of Kansas, Nebraska. Cartouche no. 23. Plate no. 6-4417-5.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 44.13 (PrCt)

Iowa - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Missouri - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
- 1946 - Road maps
- 1946 - Road maps
- 1946 - Road maps
- 1946 - Road maps
Iowa, Missouri with Kansas, Nebraska : Texaco.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1946].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; 73 x 55 cm. on sheet 82 x 59 cm.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Panel no. 66.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Iowa, Missouri. Cartouche no. 15. Plate no. 6-4425-3. On verso: Texaco touring map of Kansas, Nebraska. Cartouche no. 23. Plate no. 6-4417-4.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 44.14 (PrCt)
Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 73 x 55 cm. on sheet 82 x 59 cm.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Panel no. 106.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Iowa, Missouri. Cartouche no. 15. Plate no. 6-4425-5.
On verso: Texaco touring map of Kansas, Nebraska. Cartouche no. 23. Plate no. 6-4417-6.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 48.13 (PrCt)**

Panel art: Texaco sign.
Panel no. 16.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Iowa, Missouri. Cartouche no. 15. Plate no. 6-454425-2.
On verso: Texaco touring map of Kansas, Nebraska. Cartouche no. 23. Plate no. 6-4417-2.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 48.16 (PrCt)**

Panel art: Texaco sign.
Panel no. 16.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Iowa, Missouri. Cartouche no. 15. Plate no. 6-454425-2.
On verso: Texaco touring map of Kansas, Nebraska. Cartouche no. 23. Plate no. 6-4417-2.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 48.16 (PrCt)**

Panel art: Texaco sign.
Panel no. 16.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Iowa, Missouri. Cartouche no. 15. Plate no. 6-454425-2.
On verso: Texaco touring map of Kansas, Nebraska. Cartouche no. 23. Plate no. 6-4417-2.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 48.16 (PrCt)**

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 75 x 55 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Iowa, Missouri.
Date from RMcN AE 72 ms. index.
Plate no. 6-4425-3
Map on verso (55 x 68 cm.): Texaco touring map of Kansas, Nebraska.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 72.18 (PrCt)

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 75 x 55 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Iowa, Missouri.
Date from RMcN AE 72 ms. index.
Plate no. 6-454425-2
Map on verso (55 x 68 cm.): Texaco touring map of Kansas, Nebraska.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 72.19 (PrCt)

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 75 x 55 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Iowa, Missouri.
Dated “January 1946” on verso.
Plate no. 6-454425-2
Map on verso (55 x 68 cm.): Texaco touring map of Kansas, Nebraska.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 78.9 (PrCt)

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 75 x 55 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Iowa, Missouri.
Dated “September 1946” on verso.
Plate no. 6-4425-3
Map on verso (55 x 68 cm.): Texaco touring map of Kansas, Nebraska.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 78.10 (PrCt)

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 75 x 55 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Iowa, Missouri.
Dated “August 1946” on verso.
Plate no. 6-4425-4
Map on verso (55 x 68 cm.): Texaco touring map of Kansas, Nebraska.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 78.11 (PrCt)

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 75 x 55 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Iowa, Missouri.
Dated “October 1946.”
Plate no. 6-4425-5
Map on verso (55 x 68 cm.): Texaco touring map of Kansas, Nebraska.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 78.12 (PrCt)
maps

Shell map of Iowa. Chicago: H. M. Gousha Company, [1946].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title. Added title: Shell highway map of Iowa.
Date from RMcN AE 166 ms. index.
Plate nos. "503-J T-6" and "T-6 1946-2"
Map on verso (44 x 56 cm.): Highway map : United States, Canada and Mexico.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Handstamped "received ... Apr 29 1947 Rand McNally & Co. Blazed Trails Dept. ... ."
Forms part of Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 166.15 (PrCt)

38044 Iowa - Maps - 1946 - Road maps

Iowa / Cities Service. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1946?].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title. Panel art: Cities Service gas station, various cartoon images, and slogan "Cities Service dealers help make every trip a treat."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4732 (PrCt)

38045 Iowa - Maps - 1946 - Road maps

Travel Iowa with Conoco ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1946?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4768 (PrCt)

38046 Iowa - Maps - 1946 - Road maps

Authors: Iowa. Highway Commission -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 52 x 77 cm. on sheet 55 x 81 cm.
Cover: State capitol building.
On opposite cover: Country road.
"Revised to October 1st, 1946."
Verso includes notes on Iowa's centennial anniversary and scenic views.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 44.15 (PrCt)

38047 Iowa - Maps - 1946 - Road maps

Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally
"Revised to October 1st, 1946."
Verso includes notes on Iowa's centennial anniversary and scenic views.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 44.15 (PrCt)
and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Panel art: Road sign, car and attendant.
Added title: Sinclair: Iowa. Plate no. 463603V.
Verso includes 5 city maps and pictorial views keyed to small state map.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 44.17 (PrCt)

38048 Iowa - Maps - 1946 - Road maps<>>>Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Panel art: Road sign, car and attendant.
Added title: Sinclair: Iowa. Plate no. 463603V-1.
Verso includes 5 city maps and pictorial views keyed to small state map.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 44.18 (PrCt)

38049 Iowa - Maps - 1946 - Road maps<>>>Road maps
Tour Iowa with Skelly: see America now / courtesy of Skelly Oil Company, U.S.A. Chicago: H.M. Gousha Co., 1946.
Authors: Skelly Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Skelly sign, stars and profiles of cars.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4925 (PrCt)

38050 Iowa - Maps - 1946 - Road maps<>>>Road maps
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: gas station attendant and man in car.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4972 (PrCt)

Iowa, Missouri with Kansas, Nebraska: Texaco. Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1947].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 76 x 55 cm. on sheet 82 x 59 cm.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Panel no. 67.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 44.23 (PrCt)

38052 Iowa - Maps - 1947 - Road maps<>>>Missouri - Maps - 1947 - Road maps<>>>Kansas - Maps - 1947 - Road maps<>>>Road maps
Iowa, Missouri with Kansas, Nebraska: Texaco. Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1947].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 76 x 55 cm. on sheet 82 x 59 cm.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Panel no. 107.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Iowa, Missouri. Cartouche no. 15. Plate no. 7-4425-10. On verso: Texaco touring map of Kansas, Nebraska. Cartouche no. 23. Plate no. 7-4417-10.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 44.24 (PrCt)

38053 Iowa - Maps - 1947 - Road maps<>>>Missouri - Maps - 1947 - Road maps<>>>Kansas - Maps - 1947 - Road maps<>>>Road maps
Iowa, Missouri with Kansas, Nebraska: Texaco. Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1947].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 73 x 55 cm. on sheet 82 x 59 cm.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Panel no. 67.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 48.28 (PrCt)

38054 Iowa - Maps - 1947 - Road maps<>>>Missouri - Maps - 1947 - Road maps<>>>Kansas - Maps - 1947 - Road maps<>>>Road maps
Iowa, Missouri with Kansas, Nebraska: Texaco. Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1947].

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; 76 x 55 cm. on sheet 82 x 59 cm.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Panel no. 107.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Iowa, Missouri. Cartouche no. 15. Plate no. 7-4425-10.
On verso: Texaco touring map of Kansas, Nebraska. Cartouche no. 23. Plate no. 7-4417-10.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 72.41 (PrCt)

Iowa, Missouri with Kansas, Nebraska : Texaco.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1947].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; 78 x 55 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Iowa, Missouri. Date from RMcN AE 78 ms. index.
Plate no. 7-4425-10
Verso dated "June 1947."
Map on verso (55 x 78 cm.): Texaco touring map of Kansas, Nebraska.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 78.28 (PrCt)

Iowa-Missouri with Kansas-Nebraska : Texaco.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1947].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; 78 x 55 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Iowa, Missouri. Date from RMcN AE 78 ms. index.
Plate no. 7-4425-10
Verso dated "October 1947."
Map on verso (55 x 69 cm.): Texaco touring map of Kansas, Nebraska.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 78.30 (PrCt)

Iowa - Maps - 1947 - Road maps Road maps
Iowa road map ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1947].
Authors: Bareco Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: "B Square" logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5004 (PrCt)

Iowa - Maps - 1947 - Road maps Road maps
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Cities Service gas station, various cartoon images, and slogan "Cities Service dealers help make every trip a treat."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5040 (PrCt)

38061 Iowa - Maps - 1947 - Road maps

Travel Iowa with Conoco ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1947?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Plate no. includes letter "U", indicating 1947 publication.
Panel art: family standing in front of car and statement "for long trips ask ... about Touraide."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5083 (PrCt)

38062 Iowa - Maps - 1947 - Road maps

Authors: Iowa. Highway Commission -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 52 x 77 cm. on sheet 55 x 81 cm.
Panel art: Winter scene.
On opposite panel: Car and truck on road.
Verso includes scenic views.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcn AE 44.19 (PrCt)

38063 Iowa - Maps - 1947 - Road maps

Road map of Iowa and United States : D-X. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1947?].
Authors: Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "U", indicating 1947 publication.
D-X was the trademark of Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation.
Panel art: D-X sign and slogan "the sign of friendly service."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5124 (PrCt)

38064 Iowa - Maps - 1947 - Road maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Plate no. 7-463603V-1.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcn AE 44.20 (PrCt)

38065 Iowa - Maps - 1947 - Road maps

Shell map of Iowa. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1947?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "U", indicating 1947 publication.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5180 (PrCt)

38066 Iowa - Maps - 1947 - Road maps

Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 50 x 68 cm.
Panel art: Road sign, car and attendant.
Verso includes 5 city maps and pictorial views keyed to small state map.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcn AE 44.26 (PrCt)

38067 Iowa - Maps - 1947 - Road maps

Tour Iowa with Skelly / courtesy of Skelly Oil Company, U.S.A. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1947?].
Authors: Skelly Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "U", indicating 1947 publication.
Panel art: Skelly sign, car and group of people on beach.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Iowa - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "U", indicating 1947 publication.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Iowa - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "U", indicating 1947 publication.
Panel art: gas station attendant talking to man in car.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Iowa - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Pocket maps -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
34 p.: 2 col. maps on 1 sheet (folded); 24 cm.
"1948 edition."
"11-47 printed on p. 34.
Cover title: Rand McNally pocket maps: Iowa: complete indexed reference map ... [and] highway map
Uniform title: Pocket maps
Folded map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet: back to back, col.; 48 x 65 cm. and 48 x 66 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of Iowa. Plate no. 7890128. Includes key to railroads and inset of Des Moines region (13 cm. x 10 cm). -- Rand McNally road map: Iowa. Plate no. 8-463603V-2.
Cover art: Cars on road alongside passenger train.
"50¢" -- printed on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).

Iowa - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Iowa and central United States ... Pure ... Iowa ... . Plate no. 8-463603V-2.
Verso includes untitled map of the Middle West. Plate no. 8-473785V(3)-1.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Iowa - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Iowa and adjoining states: Mobilgas ... Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1948].
Authors: Mobil Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Panel art: Pure sign.
Panel no. 48-A.
Added title: ... Pure ... Iowa .... Plate no. 8-463603V-2.
Verso includes untitled map of the Middle West. Plate no. 8-473785V(3)-1.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Iowa - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Iowa and adjoining states: Mobilgas ... Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1948].
Authors: Mobil Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Panel art: Mobilgas sign, car in oval.
Added panel title: Iowa and adjoining states: Mobil Oil ....
Added title: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company, Inc.: Iowa. Plate nos. 8-463603V-3 and 8M05.
Verso includes 4 city maps and untitled map of the Middle West. Plate no. 8-473785V(6)-1.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Iowa, Missouri with Kansas, Nebraska - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Iowa, Missouri with Kansas, Nebraska: Texaco. Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1948].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Library
1 map : col. ; 73 x 55 cm. on sheet 82 x 59 cm.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Panel nos. 1N and 28.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Iowa, Missouri. Cartouche no. 15. Plate no. 8-4425-12.
On verso: Texaco touring map of Kansas, Nebraska. Cartouche no. 23. Plate no. 8-4417-11.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 44.31 (PrCt)

38074 Iowa - Maps - 1948 - Road maps<>>Missouri
- Maps - 1948 - Road maps<>>Kansas - Maps - 1948 - Road maps<>>Nebraska - Maps - 1948 - Road maps<>>Road maps
Iowa, Missouri with Kansas, Nebraska : Texaco.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1948].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 76 x 55 cm. on sheet 82 x 59 cm.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Panel nos. 1N and 28.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Iowa, Missouri. Cartouche no. 15. Plate no. 8-4425-12.
On verso: Texaco touring map of Kansas, Nebraska. Cartouche no. 23. Plate no. 8-4417-11.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 48.34 (PrCt)

38075 Iowa - Maps - 1948 - Road maps<>>Missouri
- Maps - 1948 - Road maps<>>Kansas - Maps - 1948 - Road maps<>>Nebraska - Maps - 1948 - Road maps<>>Road maps
Iowa, Missouri with Kansas, Nebraska : Texaco.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1948].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 75 x 55 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Iowa, Missouri.
Date from RMcN AE 72 ms. index.
Plate no. 8-4425-12
Map on verso (55 x 68 cm.): Texaco touring map of Kansas, Nebraska.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 72.48 (PrCt)

38076 Iowa - Maps - 1948 - Road maps<>>Missouri
- Maps - 1948 - Road maps<>>Kansas - Maps - 1948 - Road maps<>>Nebraska - Maps - 1948 - Road maps<>>Road maps
Iowa-Missouri with Kansas-Nebraska : Texaco.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1948].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 78 x 55 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Iowa, Missouri.
Date from RMcN AE 78 ms. index.
Plate no. 8-4425-12
Verso dated "November 1947."
Map on verso (55 x 69 cm.): Texaco touring map of Kansas, Nebraska.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 78.34 (PrCt)

38077 Iowa - Maps - 1948 - Road maps<>>Road maps Iowa / Cities Service. Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948?].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
Panel art: Cities Service gas station, various cartoon images, and slogan "Cities Service dealers help make every trip a treat."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5317 (PrCt)

38078 Iowa - Maps - 1948 - Road maps<>>Road maps Travel Iowa with Conoco ... Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
Panel art: family standing in front of car and statement "for long trips ask ... about Touraide."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5359 (PrCt)

38079 Iowa - Maps - 1948 - Road maps<>>Road maps Iowa / Cities Service. Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948?].
Authors: Iowa Oil Company -- Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"Iowa Oil Co. edition."
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
Panel art: Cities Service gas station, various cartoon images, and slogan "Cities Service..."
Iowa - Maps - 1948 - Road maps

- Road map of Iowa and United States / D-X the sign of friendly service. Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948?].
  Authors: Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
  1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
  Panel title.
  Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
  Panel art: D-X sign.
  Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
  Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
  Gousha Clients 5389 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Pocket maps -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
34 p. : 2 col. maps on 1 sheet (folded) ; 24 cm. "1950 edition."
"1-50" -- p. 34.
Cover title: Rand McNally pocket maps : Iowa : complete indexed reference map ... [and] highway map
Uniform title: Pocket maps
Folded map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back to back, col. ; 48 x 65 cm. and 48 x 66 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of Iowa. Plate no. 90123.
Includes key to railroads and inset of Des Moines region (13 cm. x 9 cm). -- Rand McNally road map : Iowa. Plate no. 0-463603V-8.
Cover art: Car on road alongside passenger train. "75c" -- printed on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Pocket 4C 71 (Pr.Ct)


Iowa, Missouri with Kansas, Nebraska : Texaco. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1950].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 73 x 55 cm. on sheet 82 x 59 cm.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Panel nos. 1N and 10-50.
 Added title: [Texaco touring map of Iowa, Missouri]. Cartouche razored out. Plate no. 0-4425-20.
On verso: Texaco touring map of Kansas, Nebraska. Cartouche no. 23. Plate no. 0-4417-19.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 45.9 (Pr.Ct)

38095  Iowa - Maps - 1950 - Road maps>>>Road maps

Authors: Standard Oil Company (Ohio) -- Sohio Petroleum Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 65 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm. "Edition 9"
Panel title.
Added title: Rand McNally road map : Iowa.
Plate no. 0-463603V-9.
Map on verso (32 x 47 cm.): Rand McNally road map : United States.
Panel art: "Sohio Standard Oil" logo and illustration of cars on a divided highway.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3054 (Pr.Ct)

38096  Iowa - Maps - 1951 - Road maps>>>Middle West - Maps - 1951 - Road maps>>>Road maps

Iowa and north central United States ... Pure ... Iowa ... . Plate no. 1-463603V-10.
Verso includes 4 city maps and untitled map of the Middle West. Plate no. 1-473785V(6)-4.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 45.6 (Pr.Ct)

38097  Iowa - Maps - 1951 - Road maps>>>Missouri - Maps - 1951 - Road maps>>>Kansas - Maps - 1951 - Road maps>>>Nebraska - Maps - 1951 - Road maps>>>Road maps

Iowa, Missouri with Kansas, Nebraska ... tour with Texaco. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1951].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 73 x 55 cm. on sheet 82 x 59 cm.
Panel art: Texaco station on road.
Panel nos. 1N and 12-51.
 Added title: Texaco touring map of Iowa, Missouri. Cartouche no. 15. Plate no. 1-4425-23.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 45.6 (Pr.Ct)

38098  Iowa - Maps - 1951 - Road maps>>>Road maps

Travel Iowa with Derby : products with a pedigree. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1951?].
Authors: Derby Oil Company (Wichita, Kan.) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm., folded to 25 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Rand McNally road map : Iowa
Includes 1950 census statistics.
Plate no. 1-463603-V10.
Map on verso (31 x 48 cm.): Rand McNally road
map : United States
Panel art: Illustration of woman standing between
car and horses.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 658 (PrCt)

38101 Iowa - Maps - 1951 - Road maps<<<Road
maps
Road map of Iowa : North Star Gasoline : made
for the north. Chicago : Rand McNally &
Company, [1951?].
Authors: Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation --
Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library) -- North Star
Gasoline SEE Mid-Continent Petroleum
Corporation
1 map : col. ; 42 x 65 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Rand McNally road map : Iowa.
Plate no. 1-463603V-10.
Map on verso (31 x 47 cm.): Rand McNally road
map : United States.
Back panel includes prominent advertising for
Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation products.
Panel art: Color illustration of a car on a mountain
road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1872 (PrCt)

38102 Iowa - Maps - 1952<<<Iowa - Maps - 1952 -
Railroads<<<Iowa - Maps - 1952 - Road
maps<<<Road maps<<<Railroads - Maps
Rand McNally Iowa pocket map. San Francisco ;
Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company,
c1952.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally and Company. Pocket maps -- Library of
Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
32 p. : 2 col. maps on 1 sheet (folded) ; 24 cm.
"1952 edition."
Cover title: Rand McNally Iowa pocket map :
reference map ... [and] detailed highway map
Uniform title: Pocket maps
Folded map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back
to back, col. ; 48 x 65 cm. and 47 x 66 cm.,
folded to 23 x 11 cm., inside back cover): Rand
McNally standard map of Iowa. Plate no. 543210.
Includes key to railroads and inset of Des Moines
region (13 cm. x 9 cm). -- Rand McNally road
map : Iowa. Plate no. 1-463603V-11.
"2 maps in one, $1" -- front cover.
Cover art: Schematic road sign labeled
"reference map ... ."
Handstamp on title page: Register of Copyrights,
Library of Congress ... certificate no. 219302.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Pocket 4C 72 (PrCt)

38103 Iowa - Maps - 1952<<<Iowa - Maps - 1952 -
Railroads<<<Iowa - Maps - 1952 - Road
maps<<<Road maps<<<Railroads - Maps
Rand McNally Iowa pocket map. San Francisco ;
Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company,
c1952.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally and Company. Pocket maps -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
32 p. : 2 col. maps on 1 sheet (folded) ; 24 cm.
"1952 edition."
Cover title: Rand McNally Iowa pocket map :
reference map ... [and] detailed highway map
Uniform title: Pocket maps
Folded map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back
to back, col. ; 48 x 65 cm. and 43 x 66 cm.,
folded to 23 x 11 cm., inside back cover): Rand
McNally standard map of Iowa. Plate no. 543211.
Includes key to railroads and inset of Des Moines
region (13 cm. x 9 cm). -- Rand McNally road
map [of Iowa]. Plate no. 2-463603V-13.
"2 maps in one, $1" -- front cover.
Cover art: Schematic road sign labeled
"reference map ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Pocket 4C 73 (PrCt)
Authors: Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway Company
1 map ; 8 x 10 cm.
Details old and new railroad lines.
'Office of Chief Engineer, Chicago, Ill. - Feb. 1, 1952.'
Accompanied by caption explaining map.
5A 7267 (1951 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

38105 Iowa - Maps - 1952 - Road maps<>Middle West - Maps - 1952 - Road maps<>Road maps
Pure Oil dealers welcome you to Iowa. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1952].
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Added panel title: Sectional map: north central states.
Panel art: Pure sign surrounded by cartoon characters.
Opposite panel no. 52-A.
Added title: ... Pure ... Iowa ... Plate no. 2-463603V-12.
Verso includes 4 city maps and an untitled map of the Middle West. Plate no. 2-473785V(6)-5.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 45.13 (PrCt)

38106 Iowa - Maps - 1952 - Road maps<>Middle West - Maps - 1952 - Road maps<>Road maps
Miracle fold road map : Iowa and adjoining states ...
Mobilgas ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1952].
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Foldex Limited -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 46 x 74 cm.
Panel art: Mobilgas sign.
Panel patent no. 2179172.
Added title: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company, Inc.: Iowa. Plate nos. 2-463603V-12 and 2M16.
Verso includes 5 city maps and an untitled map of the Middle West. Plate no. 2-473785V(6)-5.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 45.10 (PrCt)

38107 Iowa - Maps - 1952 - Road maps<>Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Plate no. 2-463603V-12.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 45.11 (PrCt)

38108 Iowa - Maps - 1952 - Road maps<>Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Panel art: Sinclair sign over station and road.
Panel no. 52A.
Added title: Sinclair: Iowa. Plate no. 2-463603V-12.
Verso includes 9 city maps and: Sinclair: United States. Plate no. 525118.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 45.12 (PrCt)

38109 Iowa - Maps - 1953 - Road maps<>Missouri - Maps - 1953 - Road maps<>Road maps
Iowa, Missouri with Kansas, Nebraska : tour with Texaco. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1953].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 73 x 55 cm. on sheet 82 x 59 cm.
Panel art: Texaco station on road.
Panel nos. 1N and 1053.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Iowa, Missouri. Cartouche no. 15. Plate no. 3-4425-27.
On verso: Texaco touring map of Kansas, Nebraska. Cartouche no. 23. Plate no. 3-4417-25.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 45.1X (PrCt)

38110 Iowa - Maps - 1954 - Road maps<>Middle West - Maps - 1954 - Road maps<>Road maps
Pure Oil dealers welcome you to Iowa. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1954].
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 46 x 74 cm.
Panel art: Pure sign over farm and citiescape.
38111 Iowa - Maps - 1954 - Road maps

*Miracle fold road map : Iowa and adjoining states* ... *Mobilgas ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1954].
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Foldex Limited -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 46 x 74 cm.
Panel art: Mobilgas sign.
Panel patent no. 2179172.
Added title: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company, Inc.: Iowa. Plate nos. 4-463603V-16 and 4M18.
Verso includes 5 city maps and an untitled map of the Middle West. Plate no. 4-473785V(6)-7.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 45.3X (PrCt)

38112 Iowa - Maps - 1954 - Road maps

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 73 x 55 cm. on sheet 82 x 59 cm.
Panel art: Service station on road.
Panel nos. 1L and 554.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Iowa, Missouri. Plate no. 4-4425-28.
Verso includes map of Minneapolis-St. Paul and: Texaco touring map of Minnesota. Plate no. 4-4429-23.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 45.7X (PrCt)

38113 Iowa - Maps - 1954 - Road maps

Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 46 x 74 cm.
Panel art: Attendant giving directions to motorists.
Opposite panel no. 54 A.
Added title: Sinclair: Iowa. Plate no. 4-463603V-16.
Verso includes 9 city maps and: Sinclair: United States. Plate no. 4-525118-3.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 45.4X (PrCt)

38114 Iowa - Maps - 1954 - Road maps

Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 46 x 74 cm.
Panel art: Attendant giving directions to motorists.
Opposite panel no. 54 B.
Added title: Sinclair: Iowa. Plate no. 4-463603V-17.
Verso includes 9 city maps and: Sinclair: United States. Plate no. 4-525118-4.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 45.5X (PrCt)

38115 Iowa - Maps - 1954 - Road maps

Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 46 x 74 cm.
Panel art: Attendant under Standard sign.
Added title: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) highway map: Iowa. Plate no. 4-463603V-16.
Verso includes 7 city maps and: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) highway map: United States. Plate no. 4-5075-3.
Below mileage chart: (AD 5-252).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 45.2X (PrCt)

38116 Iowa - Maps - 1955 - Road maps

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 76 x 55 cm. on sheet 82 x 59 cm.
Panel art: Texaco station and road.
Panel nos. 1 N and 1155.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Iowa, Missouri. Cartouche no. 15. Plate no. 5-4425-31.
On verso: Texaco touring map of Kansas, Nebraska. Cartouche no. 23. Plate no. 5-4417-29.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Iowa - Maps - 1965 - Road maps

Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 46 x 74 cm.
Panel art: Scenic views over motorists.
Opposite panel no. 56A.
Added title: Sinclair: Iowa. Plate no. 6-463603V-20.
Verso includes 9 city maps and: Sinclair: United States. Plate no. 6-525118-7.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 45.14X (PrCt)

Iowa - Maps - 1966 - Road maps

Authors: Marathon Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 42 x 64 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Added title: Iowa: Rand McNally road map
Plate no. 5-5635-21.
Maps on verso (43 x 47 cm. and smaller): [Map of the Middle West] -- Des Moines -- Ottumwa -- Omaha ... [and] Council Bluffs -- Sioux City.
Panel art: Marathon sign with directional signs to points of interest.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4278 (PrCt)

Iowa - Maps - 1966 - Interstate 29 - Maps - 1966 - Road maps

Iowa State Highway Commission, Ames, Iowa.
Added title: 1966 official highway map of Iowa. Maps on verso (42 x 66 cm. and smaller):
Panel art: Iowa Highway 14: Des Moines River and bridge.
Outline map on verso details Interstates 29, 35,
RMcN Clients 4778 (PrCt)

RMcN Clients 4779 (PrCt)

RMcN Clients 4780 (PrCt)

RMcN Stock 136 (PrCt)


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Quincy, Ill."
Maps on verso (16 x 22 cm. or smaller):
Quad-Cities, Davenport-Bettendorf, Iowa [and]
Rock Island-Moline, Illinois -- Mason City --
Waterloo, Cedar Falls -- Dubuque -- Ft. Dodge --
Ames -- Clinton -- Sioux City -- Marshalltown --
Cedar Rapids-Marion -- Burlington -- Iowa City,
Coralville -- Council Bluffs, Iowa [and] Omaha,
Nebraska -- Des Moines metropolitan area --
Ottumwa.
Panel art: Color illustration of Iowa state seal and
portrait of William Milo Stone ("Iowa's second war
governor") signed "Bill McKnight."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 4782 (PrCt)

38142 Iowa - Maps - 1986 - Road maps
Eastern Iowa Tourism Association visitor's guide
and state map. Bellevue, Iowa : Iowa Department
of Transportation, c1986.
Authors: Eastern Iowa Tourism Association
(Bellevue, Iowa) -- Iowa. Dept. of Transportation
1 map : col. ; 46 x 67 cm., fold. to 24 x 9 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Transportation map / Iowa
Department of Transportation
“Copyright 1986 by Iowa Department of
Transportation” at bottom of legend.
Map on verso (19 x 12 cm.): [County map of
eastern Iowa]
Panel art: Outdoor recreation scenes.
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4
Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).
Road map4C G4151 .P2 1986 .E3 (PrCt)

38143 Iowa - Maps - 1997 - Road maps
Iowa EasyFinder. Chicago : Rand McNally,
c1997.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally and Company. EasyFinder -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; fold. to 24 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Uniform title: EasyFinder
Laminated.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
ISBN 0528972049
RMcN Road Map 1997 Iowa (PrCt)

38144 Ipswich (England) - Maps - 1610 - Pictorial
works
Ipswich. 1975.
Authors: Speed, John, 1552?-1629 -- Ipswich
(England : Borough)
1 view ; 36 x 43 cm.
Facsimile of original published 1610.
Includes references: A-I, K-N, P-T, V-Z, 3-9
2137
map2F G5754.I8A 1975 I8 no. 1 (PrCt)

38145 Ipswich (England) - Maps - 1674
The Borough corporati of Ipswich in com, Suff.
1795.
Authors: Ogilby, John, 1600-1676 -- Stuaard,
Thomas -- Ipswich (England : Borough)
1 map ; 36 x 46 cm.
Facsimile of original published 1674.
Includes ‘Table of reference’ and views of 14
buildings.
2138
map2F G5754.I8A 1975 I8 no. 2 (PrCt)

38146 Ipswich (England) - Maps - 1778
A Map of the town of Ipswich. 1775.
Authors: Pennigton, Joseph -- Ipswich (England :
Borough)
1 map ; 36 x 46 cm.
Facsimile of original published 1778.
2139
map2F G5754.I8A 1975 I8 no. 3 (PrCt)

38147 Ipswich (England) - Maps - 1867
Ipswich. 1867.
Authors: White, Edward -- Ipswich (England :
Borough)
1 map ; 36 x 45 cm.
Facsimile of original published 1867.
2140
map2F G5754.I8A 1975 I8 no. 4 (PrCt)

38148 Iran - Historical geography - Maps -
1971
Persian Gulf - Historical geography -
Maps - 1971
Historical atlas of Iran. Teheran : Teheran Univ.
Pr., 1971.
Authors: Tehran University -- Pourkamal --
Bastani-Parizi -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 v. : 29 maps ; 477 x 331 mm.
C:Pourkamal;Ed:Bastani-Parizi;Black,198
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

38149 Iran - History, Ancient - Maps - 1831
Iraq - History, Ancient - Maps - 1831
The Eastern part of the ancient Persian empire.
[London] : Chapman and Hall, 1831 [i.e.1844].
Authors: Long, George, 1800
-- Chapman and Hall -- J. & C. Walker (Firm) -- Society for the
Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (Great Britain) --
Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge
(Great Britain). Maps of the Society for the
Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (1844) -- Edward
E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 27 x 35 cm.
In: Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge.
Maps of the Society for the Diffusion of Useful
Knowledge (London : Chapman and Hall, 1844)
v. 1, plate [89].
oversize Ayer 135 .S67 1844 v. 1, pl. [89]
(PrCt)
38150  Iran - History - To 640 - Maps - 2005<<<>>>Middle East - History - To 622 - Maps - 2005<<<>>>Wall maps
Ancient Persia / Rand McNally and Company ;
map editor, Richard N. Frye. [Skokie, Ill.] : Rand McNally, c[2005?].
Authors: Frye, Richard Nelson, 1920- --
Grantham, George -- Rand McNally and
Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
3 maps : col. ; within rectangle 92 x 123 cm. on
plastic sheet 183 x 137 cm.
Scales vary.
Rand McNally world history series / series editor,
George Grantham.
Title from lower right corner ordering information,
"Reorder #12636 Ancient Persia."
Contents: Achaemenid Empire, 549-330 B.C. --
Parthian Empire, 141 B.C.-224 A.D. -- Sasanian
Empire, 224-651 A.D.
"Markable surface."
Untrimmed copy with color registration marks
along right edge of sheet.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
artifacts cage RMcN maproll 3 : 3.3, no. 2
(PrCt)

38151  Iran - Maps - 1540<<<>>>Middle East - Maps - 1540<<<>>>Woodcuts
Tabvla Asiae V. [Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1540].
Authors: Ptolemy, active 2nd century.
Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Petri, Heinrich,
1508-1579 -- Ptolemy, active 2nd century.
Geographia (1540) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. woodcut ; 24 x 33 cm.,
mounted on backing sheet 31 x 38 cm.
Letterpress title above woodcut map with
letterpress place names.
In: Ptolemy, 2nd cent. Geographia vniuersalis :
vetus et nova / [edited by Sebastian Münster]
(Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1540), [plate 21].
Letterpress no. 21 and text on verso: Tabula V
Asiae. Continent haec tabula Assyriam, Susianam,
Mediam, Perfidem ... .
Forms part of an incomplete copy of Sebastian
Münster's 1540 edition of Ptolemy's Geography
(lacking intervening pages of text between maps).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copies (complete with full text,
uncolored): VAULT Case folio Y 642 .P95 --
References: Karrow, Mapmakers of the 16th
cent., p. 423; Shirley, T.Ptol-8a
VAULT Baskes folio G1005 1540, [plate 21]
(PrCt)

38152  Iran - Maps - 1570
Persici sive Sophorvm regni typvs. [Antwerp :
Aegid. Coppenium Diesth, 1570].
Authors: Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598 --
Gastaldi, Giacomo, approximately
1500-approximately 1565 -- Diesth, Aegid.
Coppenius (Aegidius Coppenius) -- Ortelius,
Abraham, 1527-1598. Theatrvm orbis terrarvm
(1570)
1 map ; 34 x 49 cm.
Partially based on Gastaldi's map of Asia Minor
and Persia; see Karrow, p. 8.
In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatrvm orbis terrarvm
(1570).
Printed no. 49 and Latin letterpress text on verso
beginning: Persiae regnvm siue sophorvm
imperivm. Persarum imperium vti olim celebre,
sic etiamnum ... .
Duplicate copy: VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7
1570.
Digital image of another copy available on Marcel
P.R. van den Broecke's Cartographica
http://www.orteliusmaps.com/editionsmidres/157
0L%20Theatrummidres/208-209Ort167.htm.
References: Karrow, Mapmakers of the sixteenth
century (1993), p. 8 and 246; Broecke, Ortelius
VAULT Case oversize G 1007 .64, [plate 49]
(PrCt)

38153  Iran - Maps - 1588
Persici sive Sophorvm regni typvs. [Antwerp :
Christophe Plantin, 1588].
Authors: Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598 --
Gastaldi, Giacomo, approximately
1500-approximately 1565 -- Plantin, Christophe,
approximately 1520-1589 -- Ortelius, Abraham,
1527-1598. Theatro de la tierra vniversal (1588)
-- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 34 x 48 cm.
Partially based on Gastaldi's map of Asia Minor
and Persia; see Karrow, p. 8.
In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatro de la tierra
vniversal (1588).
Printed no. 95 and Spanish letterpress text on verso
beginning: Reyno de Persia, o Imperio de
los Sophies ... .
Digital image of another copy available on Marcel
P.R. van den Broecke's Cartographica
Neerlandica website (accessed April 2012):
http://www.orteliusmaps.com/editionsmidres/157
0L%20Theatrummidres/208-209Ort167.htm.
References: Karrow, Mapmakers of the sixteenth
century (1993), p. 8 and 246; Broecke, Ortelius
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1588, [plate 95]
(PrCt)

38154  Iran - Maps - 1606<<<>>>Middle East - Maps - 1606
Persici sive Sophorvm regni typvs. [London :
John Norton, 1606].
Authors: Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598 --
Gastaldi, Giacomo, approximately
1500-approximately 1565 -- Norton, John, -1612
-- Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598. Theatrvm orbis

VAULT Oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1606, [plate 109] (PrCt)


VAULT Ayer 110 .P9 1625, v. 1, p. 724 (PrCt)


VAULT Ayer 110 .P9 1626, p. 385 (PrCt)

38157 Iran - Maps - 1626 Middle East - Maps - 1626 The Kingdom of Persia with the cheef cities and habites described. [London] : G. Humble [i.e J. Legate and W. Humble], 1626 [i.e. 1646]. Authors: Speed, John, 1552?-1629 -- Goos, Abraham -- Humble, George, d. 1640 -- Legate, John, d. 1658 -- Humbel, William, 1612-1686 -- Speed, John, 1552?-1629. A Prospect of the most famous parts of the world ... together with ... Great Brittaines empire (1646) 1 map : 34 x 42 cm. on sheet 42 x 54 cm. Title in upper margin. Insets (3 x 10 cm. each): Spaha -- Ormus -- Tarvis -- Gilan. Margins include portraits of natives in local costume. Letterpress text on verso (p. 33-34) under the following heading: The description of the Kingdome of Persia. In: Speed, John. A Prospect of the most famous parts of the world ... together with ... Great Brittaines empire (London : Printed by John Legatt, for William Humble, 1646) map [17].

Case oversize G 117 .82 map [17] (PrCt)

38158 Iran - Maps - 1658 Middle East - Maps - 1658 Description de l'empire du Sophi des Perse ... Paris : Pierre Mariette, [1659?]. Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Somer, J. -- Mariette, Pierre, 1603-1657 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (1658 [i.e. 1659?]) 1 map : hand col. ; 38 x 51 cm. In: Sanson, Nicolas. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (Paris : Pierre Mariette, 1658 [i.e. 1659?]) v. 1, pl. [7] Damaged sections at side margins replaced with manuscript paste-on patches.

VAULT Case oversize G 1015 .S35 1658 v. 1, pl. [7] (PrCt)

the Newberry Library.  
**Carte de Perse.** Amsterdam : Jean Cövens et Corneille Mortier, [1741?].  
Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Stemmers, Jan, fl. 1695-1734 -- Cövens et Mortier -- L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726. Atlas nouveau, contenant toutes les parties du monde ... [1741?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 60 cm.  
Added title in upper margin: Nova et accurata imperii Persici ... .  
In: L'Isle, Guillaume de. Atlas nouveau, contenant toutes les parties du monde ... (Amsterdam : J. Covens & C. Mortier, [1741?]) v. 2, pl. [31].  
**oversize Ayer 135 .L695 1741 v. 2, pl. [31] (PrCt)**

**Iran - Maps - 1745**  
*Imperii Persici in omnes suas provincias ...*  
Nuremberg : Homann Erben, [ca. 1745].  
Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Homann Erben (Firm) -- Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724. Atlas novus terrarium orbis ... [ca. 1745] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 56 cm.  
In: Homann, Johann Baptist. Atlas novus terrarium orbis (Nuremberg : [Homann Erben, ca. 1745]), [plate 175].  
Manuscript '179' on verso.  
**oversize Ayer 135 .H7 1730, [plate 175] (PrCt)**

**Iran - Maps - 1747**  
Authors: Bowen, Emanuel, -1767 -- Innys, William, d. 1756 -- Bowen, Emanuel, -1767. A Complete system of geography ... (1747)  
1 map ; 33 x 41 cm.  
In: Bowen, Emanuel. A Complete system of geography : being a description of ... the known world (London : Printed for William Innys, etc., 1747) v. 2, pl. [35].  
**Case oversize G114 .B68 1747 v. 2, pl. 35 (PrCt)**

**Iran - Maps - 1769 - Facsimiles**  
*Opulentissimi regni Persiae iuxta suas provincias recentissima et accuratissima designatio.* Tehran : Sahab Geographic & Drafting Institute, 2005.  
Oregon State University Libraries / University Library

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Geoinformatikai Tanszé
1 map : col. ; 40 x 47 cm.
Scale ca. 1:6,350,000.
map4F G7620 1769 L6 2005 (PrCt)

38167

Iran - Maps - 1769

Nieuwe kaart van 't ryk van Persie. Amsterdam: door Isaak Tirion, [1769?].
Authors: Tirion, Isaak -- Tirion, Isaak. Nieuwe en beknopte hand-atlas ... (1748 [i.e. 1769?]!) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 28 x 35 cm.
Verso numbered "N 84" in manuscript.
In: Tirion, Isaak. Nieuwe en beknopte hand-atlas ... (Amsterdam : Isaak Tirion, 1744 [i.e. 1769?]), plate [82].
oversize Ayer 135 .T55 1744, plate [82] (PrCt)

38168

Iran - Maps - 1774

Authors: Dunn, Samuel, -1794 -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Robert Sayer and John Bennett (Firm) -- Dunn, Samuel, -1794. A New atlas of the mundane system ... (1778) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 43 cm.
In: Dunn, Samuel. A New atlas of the mundane system ... (London : R. Sayer and J. Bennett, 1778), pl. 25. Title page dated 1778; map dated 1774.
oversize Ayer 135 .D85 1778 pl. 25 (PrCt)

38169

Iran - Maps - 1779

Carte de l'Empire de Perse / dressée sur les cartes du Sr. d'Anville. À Venise [Venice] : par P. Santini ; chez Mr. Remondini, 1779.
Authors: Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d', 1697-1782 -- Laurie & Whittle -- Laurie & Whittle. A New and elegant imperial sheet atlas comprehending general and particular maps of every part of the world ... [1801?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 50 x 55 cm.
In: Dunn, Samuel. A New atlas of the mundane system ... (London : printed and published by R. Laurie and J. Whittle, 1800 [i.e. 1801?] no. 40. Stamped "40" on verso. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .R63 1801 no. 40 (NLO)

38170

Iran - Maps - 1786

Persia : divided into its great provinces / by Samuel Dunn. London : Printed for Robt. Sayer ... as the Act directs, 10 June, 1786.
Authors: Dunn, Samuel, -1794 -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Dunn, Samuel, -1794. A New atlas of the mundane system ... [1789?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 43 cm, on sheet 47 x 57 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:8,000,000]
Relief shown pictorially.
Prime meridian: Ferro.
In: Dunn, Samuel. A New atlas of the mundane system, or, Of geography and cosmography ... (London : Printed for Robert Sayer and Co., [1789?]), [plate 25]. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .D86 1789 [plate 25] (NLO)

38171

Iran - Maps - 1794

A New map of the empire of Persia / from Monsr. D Anville ... London : Laurie & Whittle, 12th May, 1794.
Authors: Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d', 1697-1782 -- Laurie & Whittle -- Laurie & Whittle. A New and elegant imperial sheet atlas comprehending general and particular maps of every part of the world ... [1801?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 50 x 55 cm.
In: Dunn, Samuel. A New atlas of the mundane system ... (London : printed and published by R. Laurie and J. Whittle, 1800 [i.e. 1801?] no. 40. Stamped "40" on verso. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .D86 1801 no. 40 (NLO)

38172

Iran - Maps - 1794

A New map of the empire of Persia from Monsr. d'Anville ... with several additions and emendations. 1794 [i.e. 1816?].
1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 55 cm.
In: Faden, William [and others]. [General atlas of modern geography : a collection of large scale maps and charts of all parts of the world] ((London, etc. : W. Faden, etc., 1775-1816)) v. 2, pl. [7].
Imprint on map: Published by Laurie and Whittle ... 12th May 1794.
Verso handstamped '5.'

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Iran - Maps - 1794

Persia : divided into its great provinces / by Samuel Dunn. London : Laurie & Whittle, 1794.
Authors: Dunn, Samuel, -1794 -- Laurie & Whittle -- Dunn, Samuel, -1794. A New atlas of the mundane system ... (1800) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 43 cm., on sheet 47 x 59 cm.
"Published by Laurie & Whittle, 53 Fleet Street London, as the Act directs 12th May 1794."
Scale [ca. 1:8,000,000]
Relief shown pictorially.
Prime meridian: Ferro.
In: Dunn, Samuel. New atlas of the mundane system, or, Of geography and cosmography ... (London : Printed and published by Robert Laurie and James Whittle ... (successors to the late Mr. Robert Sayer), 1800), [plate 25]
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.


Iran - Maps - 1797

La Persia delineata sulle ultime osservazioni. Rome : Calcografia camerale, 1798 [i.e. 1801].
Authors: Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824 -- Calcografia camerale (Rome, Italy) -- Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824. Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (1792-1801) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 43 cm.
In: Cassini, Giovanni Maria. Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (Rome : Presso la Calcogr. camerale, 1792-1801) v. 3 pl. 2.
Map dated 1797.

oversize Ayer 135 .C33 1792 v. 3 pl. 2 (PrCt)

Iran - Maps - 1804

Authors: Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823. A New and elegant general atlas comprising all the new discoveries, to the present time ... (1804) -- John Conrad & Co. -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 20 x 24 cm.
In: Arrowsmith, Aaron. A New and elegant general atlas comprising all the new discoveries, to the present time ... (Philadelphia [etc.] : J. Conrad & Co. [and others], 1804) pl. 30.

Ayer 135 .A65 1804 pl. 30 (PrCt)

Iran - Maps - 1811

Authors: Cary, John, approximately 1754-1835 -- Cary, John, approximately 1754-1835. Cary's New universal atlas ... (1811 [i.e. 1812?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 44 x 50 cm.
In: Cary, John. Cary's New universal atlas, containing distinct maps of all the principal states and kingdoms throughout the world (London: Printed for J. Cary, 1811 [i.e. 1812?]) pl. [38].
Printed paste-on no. 42.

oversize Ayer 135 .C3 1811 pl. 38 (PrCt)

Iran - Maps - 1811

Persia. London : Cadell & Davies [et al], 1811 [i.e. 1815].
Authors: Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826 -- Hebert, Lewis, fl. 1809-1838 -- Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Cadell & Davies -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826. A Modern atlas : from the latest and best authorities ... (1815) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 68 cm.
Drawn under the direction of Mr. Pinkerton by L. Hebert.'
Running title in upper margin: Pinkerton's modern atlas.

oversize Ayer 135 .P6 1815 pl. [35] (PrCt)

Iran - Maps - 1813

Authors: Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Neele, George -- Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824. Neele's general atlas : consisting of a complete set of maps compiled from the best authorities ... (1814 [i.e. 1815]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 22 x 27 cm.
In: Neele, Samuel John and George. Neele's general atlas : consisting of a complete set of maps compiled from the best authorities, and including all the new discoveries (London : [Samuel and George Neele] ; Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme and Brown ; Cadell & Davies, 1814 [i.e. 1815]), [plate 44].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Engraved no. XXVIII at lower right.

Baskes folio G1019 .N4 1814, [plate 44] (PrCt)

Iran - Maps - 1817

Authors: J. & G. Menzies -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1817?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 43 x 49 cm.
Printed paste-on label 'No. 44' at upper right.
In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (Edinburgh ; London ; Dublin : George Ramsay for John Thomson and Company [et al, 1817?]), map 44.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Digital image of another copy available on the David Rumsey Map Collection website (accessed Feb. 2010):
http://www.davidrumsey.com/luna/servlet/detail/RUMSEY~8~1~28368~1120797

Iran - Maps - 1818
Persia / drawn under the direction of Mr. Pinkerton by L. Hebert ; Neele sculpt. 352 Strand. Philada. [Philadelphia] : Published by Dobson, [1818].
Authors: Hebert, Lewis, fl. 1809-1838 -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826 -- Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Dobson, Thomas, 1751-1823 -- Thomas Dobson and Son -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826. A Modern atlas : from the latest and best authorities exhibiting the various divisions of the world ... (1818)
1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 68 cm.
Running title: Pinkerton's modern atlas
In: Pinkerton, John. A Modern atlas : from the latest and best authorities exhibiting the various divisions of the world ... (Philadelphia : Thomas Dobson & Son, 1818), plate [34]

Case oversize G1019 .T4 1817, plate [34] (PrCt)

Iran - Maps - 1821
Authors: J. & G. Menzies -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1821?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 43 x 49 cm.
In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (Edinburgh ; London ; Dublin ; John Thomson and Company ; Baldwin, Craddock, and Joy ; John Cumming, 1817, [i.e. 1821?]) map 44.
Printed paste-on label 'No. 44' on verso.
oversize Ayer 135 .T4 1817 map 44 (PrCt)

Iran - Maps - 1822
Authors: Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (1822) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 58 cm.
In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (Edinburgh ; London ; Dublin : Printed by G. Ramsay and Co. for J. Thomson and Co. ; Baldwin, Craddock and Joy ; John Cumming, 1821 [i.e. 1822?]), v. 2, map 44.
Engraved 'No. 44' at upper left.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1821, v. 2, map 44 (NLO)

38183
Iran - Maps - 1825
Persia. [Philadelphia ; New York etc. Samuel F. Bradford and Murray, Fairman and Co., Peter A. Mesier etc., 1825?].
1 map ; 23 x 39 cm.
Tanner sc.'

Ayer 135 .R29 plate [27] (PrCt)

38184
Iran - Maps - 1827
Persia. 1827.
Authors: Jesuits -- Jesuits. Letters from Missions (1825-1829)
1 map : hand col. ; 19 x 24 cm.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scale [ca. 1:11,200,000].
Traces of erased imprint still visible at lower left.
D 804 .79, v. 8, opp. t.p. (PrCt)

38185
Iran - Maps - 1829
Authors: Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (1829) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 59 cm.
In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (Edinburgh ; London ; Dublin ; John Thomson and Company ; Baldwin, Craddock and Joy ; John Cummings, 1821 [i.e. 1822?]), v. 2, map 44.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library. 
Engraved no. ‘44’ at upper right. 
Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1829 map 44 
(NLO)

38186 Iran - Maps - 1831
Caucasus - Maps - 1831
Afghanistan - Maps - 1831
Persia. Edinburgh : D. Lizzars, [1831?].
Authors: Lizzars, Daniel, 1760-1812 -- Hamilton, John, fl. 1831 -- Lizzars, Daniel, 1760-1812. The Edinburgh geographical and historical atlas ... [1831?]
1 map : hand col. ; 38 x 48 cm.
In: Lizzars, Daniel. The Edinburgh geographical and historical atlas ... (Edinburgh [etc.] : John Hamilton [and others, 1831?]!) pl. [41]. Engraved plate no. ‘XLVIII.’
oversize G 10 .514 pl. [41] (PrCt)

38187 Iran - Maps - 1831
Iraq - Maps - 1831
Persia with part of the Ottoman empire. London : Chapman and Hall, 1831 [i.e.1844].
1 map : hand col. ; 27 x 35 cm.
oversize Ayer 135 .S67 1844 v. 1, pl. [90] (PrCt)

38188 Iran - Maps - 1840
Map of Persia. [Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, 1840].
Authors: Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846 -- Lea & Blanchard -- Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (1840) 1 map ; 11 x 18 cm.
Keyed to dozens of references on p. 298. 
In: Murray, Hugh. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, successors to Carey & Co., for George W. Gorton, 1840) v. 2, p. 299. 
Wax engraving. 
G 11 .607 v. 2, p. 299 (PrCt)

38189 Iran - Maps - 1841
Authors: Archer, Joshua, fl. 1833-1866 -- Grattan & Gilbert -- Mudie, Robert, 1777-1842. Gilbert’s modern atlas of the earth ... (1841) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 28 x 23 cm.
Running title at bottom left: Gilbert’s modern atlas 
In: Mudie, Robert. Gilbert’s modern atlas of the earth ... (London : Grattan and Gilbert, [1841?]), [plate 32]. Printed no. 32 trimmed at bottom center. 
Baskes folio G1019 .M83 1841, [plate 32] (PrCt)

38190 Iran - Maps - 1845
Arabian Peninsula - Maps - 1845
Middle East - Maps - 1845
Persia, Arabia, &c. [Philadelphia : Carey & Hart, 1845]. 
Authors: Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Carey & Hart -- Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858. A New universal atlas ... (1845) 1 map : hand col. ; 28 x 36 cm.
In: Tanner, Henry Schenck. A New universal atlas ... (Philadelphia : Carey & Hart, 1845) map ‘65.’
Case oversize G1019 .T2 1845 map 65 (PrCt)

38191 Iran - Maps - 1851
Ispahan (Iran) - Maps - 1851 - Pictorial works
Authors: Rapkin, J. -- Tallis, John, 1817-1876 -- Warren, H., fl. 1851 -- Fisher, S. -- Martin, Robert Montgomery, 1803?-1868. Tallis’s illustrated atlas, and modern history of the world ... (1851) 1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 22 cm. 
Inset views (6 x 10 cm. and smaller): Ispahan -- Kurds -- Persian -- Bactrian camel. 
In: Martin, Robert Montgomery. Tallis’s illustrated atlas, and modern history of the world ... (London ; New York : J. Tallis, 1851) pl. [33]. 
folio G1019 .M197 1851 pl. [33] (PrCt)

38192 Iran - Maps - 1853
Authors: Lowry, Joseph Wilson, 1803-1879 -- Harper & Brothers -- Chapman and Hall -- Lowry, Joseph Wilson, 1803-1879. Lowry’s Universal atlas constructed and engraved from the most recent authorities (1853) 1 map : col. ; 27 x 21 cm. 
In: Lowry, Joseph Wilson. Lowry’s Universal atlas constructed and engraved from the most recent authorities (New York : Harper and Brothers, 1853) pl. [38]. 
Printed plate nos. ‘C’ and ‘56. 
folio G 10 .525 pl. [38] (PrCt)

38193 Iran - Maps - 1853
Afghanistan - Maps - 1853
Middle East - Maps - 1853
Authors: Lowry, Joseph Wilson, 1803-1879 -- Harper & Brothers -- Chapman and Hall -- Lowry, Joseph Wilson, 1803-1879. Lowry’s Universal atlas constructed and engraved from the most recent authorities (1853) 1 map : col. ; 28 x 21 cm. 
In: Lowry, Joseph Wilson. Lowry’s Universal atlas constructed and engraved from the most recent authorities (New York : Harper and Brothers,
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)


Authors: Alai, Cyrus -- E.J. Brill (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 199 maps ; 378 x 288 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)


Authors: Alai, Cyrus -- E.J. Brill (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
xii, 466 p. : ill. (some col.), maps (some col.) ; 37 cm.
"HdO"--Cover.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 423-430) and indexes.
LC Card Number: 2010012770
ISBN 9004184015 (hardback : alk. paper) ; 9789004184015 (hardback : alk. paper) ; 900418628X (set) ; 9789004186286 (set)
Map Ref GA1261 .A433 2010 (NLO)

38202  Iraq - Maps - 1766 - Middle East - Maps - 1766 A New & accurate map of Persia with the adjacent countries ... / by Eman. Bowen. [London : s.n., 1766].

Authors: Bowen, Emanuel, -1767 -- Bowen, Emanuel, -1767. The Maps and charts to The modern part of the universal history (1766) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 34 x 41 cm.
In: Bowen, Emanuel. The Maps and charts to The modern part of the universal history / [with maps by Emanuel Bowen and Thomas Kitchin] (London : Printed for T. Osborne [et al.], 1766), [plate 25].
Manuscript nos. "XXV" and "25" at upper right.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .M3 1766, [plate 25] (NLO)

Authors: U.S. Aeronautical Chart and Information Center 2 maps : col. ; each 91 x 91 cm., on sheet 103 x 97 cm.
On verso: Afghanistan (CL303).
Scale 1:2,000,000.
Printed on silk.
'Restricted.'
'S.F. Sept. 1950.'
Gift of Vivian and Julie Weatherby, 2008.
map1F G7611.P6 1950 .U5 (PrCt)


Title on t.p. verso: Majmuah-i asnad-i tariki va naqshshaha-yi jughrafiyai-i Khaliji-i Fars.
Series: Majmuah-i asnad-i tariki va naqshshaha-yi jughrafiyai-i Khaliji-i Fars ; jild 2 folio G2251.S1 M87 1985 (NLO)

38205  Ireland - Description and travel - 1844 Ireland : Dublin, the Shannon, Limerick, Cork, and the Kilkenny races, the round towers, the lakes of Killarney, the county of Wicklow, O'Connell and the Repeal Association, Belfast and the Giant's causeway. New York : Harper & Brothers, 1844.

Does not include maps.
Bound with four other works with spine title: Kohl's travels.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes DB25.K792 no. 3 (NLO)

38206 Ireland - Estate Maps

Estate Maps - Ireland

The Estate maps of Trinity College : an introduction and annotated catalogue. 1964.
Authors: Aalen, F. H. A. -- Hunter, R.J. -- Dublin.
University -- Hermathena no. 98 (1964)
p. 85-96, sketch-maps, bibliography
Cited in Imago Mundi annual bibliography.
X 007 .39 no. 8 (1964) (PrCt)

38207 Ireland - Historical geography

1530-1750

Cartography - Ireland - History 1530-1750

Smyth, William J., 1949-.

Map-making, landscapes, and memory (2006)

Authors: Kearns, Gerry -- Andrews, John
Harwood, 1927- -- Cronin, Nessa -- Hennessy, Mark -- Clayton, Daniel -- Smyth, William J., 1949-
p. 138-166 : maps ; 27 cm.
In Journal of historical geography 34, no. 1
G 141 .J68, v. 34, no. 1, p. 138-166 (PrCt)

38208 Ireland - Historical geography

1500-1799

Cartography - Ireland - History 1500-1799

Ireland - Maps - Collections

Authors: Smyth, William J., 1949- -- University of Notre Dame. Press

Contents: Marking out the terrain -- Making the documents of conquest speak. Making Ireland visible : maps as instruments of conquest ; Maps versus memory : exploring the hidden Irelands ; The transformation of Ireland, 1641-1654 : wars of the "body politic" ; William Petty and the construction of Cromwellian Ireland ; Society, settlement and immigration in mid-seventeenth-century Ireland : the evidence of the "1659 census" -- Regional case-studies.
Dublin County : changing social geographies in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries ; County Kilkenny : territorial, social and settlement hierarchies ; County Tipperary : property, patronage and population -- A world turned upside down. Revolutionary changes in the territorial organization of Irish society, 1530-1750 ; Upheavals in economy, family naming patterns and language, 1530-1750 -- A global context.
Ireland and America : England’s first frontiers. Includes bibliographical references (p. 527-554) and index.
Series: Critical conditions ; [16].
LC Card Number: 2006015666
ISBN 0268017816 (cloth : alk. paper) ; 9780268017811 (cloth : alk. paper)
DA969 .S73 2006 (NLO)

38209 Ireland - Historical geography

1914

Map - Ireland - Historical geography Maps - Ireland - Maps - 1914

Map of noble Erin island of kings. Brooklyn, N.Y.
G.H. O'Sullivan, 1914.
Authors: O'Sullivan, George H.
1 map : col. ; 56 x 45 cm.
‘This map is reproduced from an heirloom in the possession of the family of George H. O’Sullivan ...

... The map is declared to be practically correct as to detail and as to the localities in which kings, chiefs, and families of famous Irish names once ruled.’
Coordinates: W 10 25'--W 5 10'/ N 55 25'--N 51 5'.
folios E 6942 .55 (NLO)

38210 Ireland - Historical geography

1969

Map - Ireland - Historical geography Maps - Ireland - Maps - 1969

Pictorial maps - Ireland - Maps - 1969

Pictorial maps

Authors: Bullock, L. G. -- John Bartholomew and Son
1 map : col. ; 95 x 62 cm. folded to 25 x 17 cm.
Pictorial map with coats of arms.
Scale [ca. 1:600,000] (W 10°30' -- W 5°30'/N 55°30'--N 51°30').
90
map4C G5781.S1 1969 B8 (NLO)

38211 Ireland - Historical geography

1973

Map - Ireland - Historical geography Maps - 1973

1 atlas (261 p. : 74 maps) ; 24 cm.
Bibliography: p. 246-252.
Includes index.
73-9397
ICN74
ISBN 041608110X ; 0416081207 (pbk.)
map4C 29 (NLO)

38212 Ireland - Historical geography

1981

Map - Ireland - Historical geography Maps - 1981

Historical atlases

Ireland - Maps - 1566
Hibernia insula non longe à Britan[n]ia in oceano ... 1565 / Venetijs aeneis formis Bolognini Zalter|e|n anno MDLXVI. Venice : Zaltieri, 1566.
Authors: Zaltieri, Bolognino, fl. 1555-1576 -- Forlani, Paolo -- Leo S. Olschki (Firm) -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 313 x 226 mm. (neat line), 332 x 245 mm. (plate mark)
Engraving attributed to Paolo Forlani.
Woodward 58.
Tooley 316.
British Library Map Catalogue on CD-ROM (Maps C.7.e.1.(14.) and Maps K.Top.51.1).
Ex Olschki.
b106
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Novacco 2F 73 (PrCt)

Ireland - Maps - 1567 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<br>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Hibernia: Insula non procul ab Anglia vulgare Hirlandia vocata / Jo: Goghe. [Dublin : Public record Office of Ireland, 1882].
Authors: Goghe, John -- Burghley, William Cecil, Baron, 1520-1598 -- Ireland. Public Record Office. Facsimiles of national manuscripts of Ireland (1874-84) -- Cecil, William, Baron Burghley, 1520-1598 SEE Burghley, William Cecil, Baron, 1520-1598 -- Burleigh, William Cecil, Baron, 1520-1598 SEE Burghley, William Cecil, Baron, 1520-1598
1 map : col. ; 39 x 52 cm.
Facsimile of original manuscript in Public Record Office, London.
In Ireland. Public Record Office, Facsimiles of national manuscripts of Ireland (Dublin: Public record Office of Ireland, 1874-84), v. 4, pt. 1, pl. V.
Descriptive text in same volume, pp. xv-xvi.
"...Contains numerous additions of names in the handwriting of Sir William Cecil, ..." p. xv.
A partial reproduction of the original map is available on the BBC website (accessed March 2010):
http://news.bbc.co.uk/today/hi/today/newsid_8307000/8307233.stm
Case oversize Z 109 .43, v. 4, pt. 1, pl. V (PrCt)

Ireland - Maps - 1570-1572 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<br>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
[Map of Ireland]. [S.l. s.n., 19--].
Authors: Nowell, Laurence, 1530-1598 -- Ireland. Public Record Office. Facsimiles of national manuscripts of Ireland
1 map ; 26 x 18 cm.
Photographic reproduction on two contiguous sheets of ca. 1570-1572 manuscript attributed to Laurence Nowell; reproduced from original in the British Library (Cottonian Domitian A.XVIII, ff. 101, 103)
For a full description see the English historical review, v. 20, p. 311.
Scale not given.
One of six photostatic reproductions of 16th-century maps in portfolio titled Maps of Ireland [S.l.: s.n., 19--]
Case folio G 1042 .55 (NLO)

Ireland - Maps - 1572-1606
Eryn. Hiberniae Britannicae insvlae, nova descriptio. Irlandt. [London : John Norton], 1572 [i.e. 1606].
Authors: Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598 -- Smetho, Dmo. -- Norton, John, -1612 -- Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598. Theatrum orbis terrarum ... (1606) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 35 x 47 cm.
Oriented with north at right.
Note at bottom right, dated 1572, mentions horseman "Dmo. Smetho."
Printed no. 14 and English letterpress text on verso beginning: Ireland. Ireland, which the Greekes and Latines call Hibernia ... .
In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatrum orbis terrarum ... (London : J. Norton, 1606), [plate 14].
Digital image of a duplicate or variant edition available on Marcel P.R. van den Broecke's Cartographica Neerlandica website (accessed June 2012):
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1606, [plate 14] (PrCt)

Ireland - Maps - 1580 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<br>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Authors: Ireland. Public Record Office.
Facsimiles of national manuscripts of Ireland

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

(1874-84) -- Vincent Brooks, Day & Son
1 map : col. ; 28 x 46 cm.
Facsimile of original MS in Public Record Office, London.
In Ireland. Public Record Office. Facsimiles of national manuscripts of Ireland (Dublin: Public record Office of Ireland, 1874-84), v. 4, pt. 1, pl. XV.
The facing page has all the place names set in type as a guide to reading the map.
Descriptive text in same volume, pp. xxvii-xxix.
Case oversize Z 109 .43, v. 4, pt. 1, pl. XV (PrCt)

38225
Ireland - Maps - 1588
Eryn. Hiberniae Britannicae insvlae, nova descriptio. Ireland. [Antwerp : Christophe Plantin, 1588].
1 map : hand col. ; 34 x 47 cm.
In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatro de la tierra universal (Antwerp : Christophe Plantin, 1588), [plate 13].
Printed no. 13 and Spanish letterpress text on verso beginning: Irlanda. Irlanda por los escritores latinios y griegos llamada Hibernia ....
Digital image of a duplicate or variant edition available on Marcel P.R. van den Broecke's Cartographica Neerlandica website (accessed Feb. 2012):
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1588, [plate 13] (PrCt)

38229
Ireland - Maps - 1599
Irelande. [S.l.: s.n., 1599].
Authors: Boazio, Baptista -- Elstracke, Renold, fl. 1590-1630 -- Sudbury, John -- Emery Walker Limited -- British Library
1 map : col. ; 52 x 82 cm.
Facsimile of original published [London? : s.n., 1599?]; reproduced from original in the British Library.
‘Your maiesties most humble and loyall subiect, Baptista Boazio ; graven by Renolde Elstrack.’
Title in lower margin: Map of Ireland, about 1600.
Scale [ca. 1:500,000].
Oriented with north to the right.
Relief shown pictorially.
Includes text, statement of dedication, glossary, coat of arms, and col. ill.
G 1042 .11 (NLO)

Ireland - Maps - 1599
Authors: Boazio, Baptista -- Elstracke, Renold, fl. 1590-1630 -- Sudbury, John -- Trinity College (Dublin, Ireland). Ms. 1209, 83
1 map ; 49 x 76 cm. on 8 sheets, in portfolio 30 x 23 cm.
Photostatic reproduction of original published [London? : s.n., 1599?]; reproduced from original in Trinity College, Dublin.
‘Collected & partly sureied by Baptista Boazio ... grauen by Renolde Elstrack.’
For a full description see the English historical review, v. 20, p. 312-313.
Scale [ca. 1:500,000].
Oriented with north to the right.
Relief shown pictorially.
Includes text, statement of dedication, glossary, coat of arms, and col. ill.
One of six photostatic reproductions of 18th-century maps in portfolio titled Maps of Ireland [S.l.: s.n., 19--].
329206
Case folio G 1042 .55 no. 1 (NLO)

Ireland - Maps - 1606
Authors: Boazio, Baptista -- Vrients, Jan Baptista, geographicarum tabularum calcographus, excud. Antuerpiae.
British Library
1 map : col. ; 52 x 82 cm.
Oriented with north to the right.
Relief shown pictorially.
Includes text, statement of dedication, glossary, coat of arms, and col. ill.
One of six photostatic reproductions of 18th-century maps in portfolio titled Maps of Ireland [S.l.: s.n., 19--].
329206
Case folio G 1042 .55 no. 1 (NLO)

38230
Ireland - Maps - 1606
Authors: Boazio, Baptista -- Vrients, Jan Baptista, geographicarum tabularum calcographus, excud. Antuerpiae.
British Library
1 map : col. ; 52 x 82 cm.
Oriented with north to the right.
Relief shown pictorially.
Includes text, statement of dedication, glossary, coat of arms, and col. ill.
One of six photostatic reproductions of 18th-century maps in portfolio titled Maps of Ireland [S.l.: s.n., 19--].
329206
Case folio G 1042 .55 no. 1 (NLO)

38227
Ireland - Maps - 1599
Irelande. 1981.
Authors: Boazio, Baptista -- Elstracke, Renold, fl. 1590-1630 -- Sudbury, John
1 map Facsimile of original published [London?: s.n., 1599?].
Accession no. 81-58441.
temp map6F 5780 1599 .B6 1981 .S2 (PrCt)

38228
Ireland - Maps - 1599
Authors: Boazio, Baptista -- Elstracke, Renold, fl. 1590-1630 -- Sudbury, John -- Emery Walker Limited -- British Library
1 map : col. ; 52 x 82 cm.
Facsimile of original published [London? : s.n., 1599?]; reproduced from original in the British Library.
‘Your maiesties most humble and loyall subiect, Baptista Boazio ; graven by Renolde Elstrack.’
Title in lower margin: Map of Ireland, about 1600.
Scale [ca. 1:500,000].
Oriented with north to the right.
Relief shown pictorially.
Includes text, statement of dedication, glossary, coat of arms, and col. ill.
G 1042 .11 (NLO)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 42 x 56 cm.
Includes dedication to " ... Iacobu Magnae Brittanie ... Regii".
Oriented with north at right.
Manuscript signature "XLj" and English letterpress text on verso, beginning: "Ireland. Giralduis Cambrensis, a good writer ... ".
"Cartographic sources: a derivative of the large Boazio Ireland map engraved by Elstrach and published by Sudbury in 1599." -- From Marcel P.R. van den Broecke's Cartographica Neerlandica website, which includes a digital image of another copy of this map (accessed September 2012); see http://www.orteliusmaps.com/book/ort23.html
References: Broecke, Ortelius atlas maps (1996), p. 64; not in Karrow.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 6, pl. 3 (PrCt)

Ireland - Maps - 1610
The Kingdome of Irland divided into severall provinces and the[n] againe divided into counties ... [London] : Iohn Sudbury and George Humble [i.e. J. Legate and W. Humble], 1610 [i.e. 1646].
Authors: Speed, John, 1552?--1629 -- Hondius, Jodocus, 1563-1612 -- Sudbury, John -- Humble, George, d. 1640 -- Legate, John, d. 1658 -- Humble, William, 1612-1686 -- Speed, John, 1552?-1629. A Prospect of the most famous parts of the world ... together with ... Great Brittaines empire (1646)
1 map ; 37 x 41 cm. on sheet 42 x 54 cm.
Includes portraits of natives in local costume.
Letterpress text on verso (p. 137-138) under the following heading: Ireland, as it was, and is inhabited, the site and commodities of the land described and declared.
In: Speed, John. A Prospect of the most famous parts of the world ... together with ... Great Brittaines empire (London : Printed by John Legatt, for William Humble, 1646) map [85].
Case oversize G 117 .82 map [85] (PrCt)

Ireland - Maps - 1620 - Cities and towns
[Maps of Galway, Limerick, Dublin, and Cork]. [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Hondius, Jodocus, 1563-1612 -- Speed, John, 1552?-1629 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
4 maps : hand col. ; 16 x 18 cm. and smaller on sheet 41 x 54 cm.
Contents: Galwaye -- Lymericke -- Dvbline -- Corke.
Maps include references.
Side margins include vignettes of natives in local costume.
Latin letterpress text on verso under titles: Dvblinvm Hiberniae -- Limmericvm -- Corcahia -- Galwaia.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 6, pl. 3 (PrCt)
The Theatre of the Empire of Great-Britain ... (1676) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 37 x 41 cm. on sheet 42 x 55 cm.
Includes portraits of natives in local costume.
Letterpress text on verso (p. 137-138) under the following heading: Ireland, as it was, and is inhabited, the site and commodities of the island, described and declared.
In: Speed, John. The Theatre of the Empire of Great-Britain ... (London : Printed for T. Bassett and R. Chiswell, 1676) map [64].

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .S7 1676 map [64] (PrCt)

38235 Ireland - Maps - 1680

Regnum Hiberniae divisum in quatuor partes... Amsterdam, [ca. 1680].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Danckerts, Justus, 1635-1701 -- Danckerts, Justus, 1635-1701.
Atlas [ca. 1680] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 57 x 48 cm.
In: Danckerts, Justus. Atlas (Amsterdam : J. Danckers, [ca. 1680]) pl. [27]. Ms. no. '28' in lower right.

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .D18 A pl. 27 (PrCt)

38236 Ireland - Maps - 1680

Novissima ac prae caeteris aliis accuratissima regni et insula Hiberniae delineatio. Amsterdam, [ca. 1710].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Mortier, Pierre -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:K6
1 map : 70 x 49 cm.
Koeman v. 3, p. 214, no. [71].
4283
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Sack map4F G5780 1680 .W5 state 1710 (PrCt)

38237 Ireland - Maps - 1685

Hiberniae delineatio quod hactenus licuit, perfectissima studio Guilielmi Petty ... [London? W. Petty?, 1685?].
1 v. : 36 map plates
Cf. Phillips 8228
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 2097.
365453
NL 28-3197

Case oversize G 1042.67 (NLO)

38238 Ireland - Maps - 1685

A Geographical description of ye kingdom of Ireland. Collected from ye actual survey made by Sr. William Petty, corrected and amended, by the advice, & assistance, of several able artists ... Containing one general mapp, of ye whole kingdom, with four provincial mapps, & 32 county mapps ... To which is added a mapp of Great Britaine and Ireland, together with an index of the whole ... London : Fra[ncis] Lamb, [1685].

Authors: Petty, William, Sir, 1623-1687 -- Lamb, Francis -- Guilford, Earl of
1 atlas : 38 maps ; 15 cm.
[1st ed.], according to Chubb.
Double-paged title within ornamental border.
Maps also cataloged separately.
References: Phillips 2938; Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 2098.
E 1164
NL 33-8569

Case G 1042 .668 (NLO)

38239 Ireland - Maps - 1685

A Generall mapp of the Kingdom of Ireland. [London : Francis Lamb, 1685].
1 map ; 22 x 17 cm.

Case G 1042 .668 pl. [2] (PrCt)

38240 Ireland - Maps - 1688

Novissima ac prae caeteris aliis accuratissima regni et insulae Hiberniae : delineatio in qua sunt Lagenia, Ultonia, Connachia, et Momonia Provinciae, divisae in triginta duos comitatus qui et sunt divisi in omnes subjacentes baronnetus / per Fredericum De Witt. [Amsterdam : Frederik de Wit, 1688?].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Wit, Frederik de. [Atlas] [1688?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map on 2 sheets : hand col. ; 70 x 48 cm. "Amstelodami cum privilegio D.D. ordinum Hollandiae Westrisea[u]e." Scale [ca. 1:710,000]. Relief shown pictorially.
Two sheet mounted together as one.
In: Wit, Frederik de. [Atlas] (Amsterdam : Frederik de Wit [1688?]), [plate 27]. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .W47 1688, [plate 27] (NLO)

38241 Ireland - Maps - 1689

A general mapp of Ireland... London : Berry, 1689.
1 map : col. ; 42 x 56 cm.

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B48 1680 pl. 32

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

(PrCt)

38242 Ireland - Maps - 1691 - Manuscripts - FacsimilesManuscript maps - Facsimiles
[A Map of Ireland, under the designation of 'Cyprus' or 'Macaria' / Phylotus, i.e. Charles O'Kelly]. Dublin : Forster & Co., [1882]. Authors: O'Kelly, Charles, 1621-1695 1 map : col.; 46x 62 cm. Facsimile of original MS in the Royal Irish Academy, Dublin.
In Ireland. Public Record Office, Facsimiles of national manuscripts of Ireland (Dublin: Public record Office of Ireland, 1874-84), v. 4, pt. 2, pl. XCVI, no. 1.
The map is a part of O'Kelly's pseudonymous manuscript history of the Irish Wars of the Revolution (1688-1691), entitled Macaria excidium, or, The destruction of Cyprus. Descriptive text in same volume, p. cx.
Case oversize Z 109 .43, v. 4, pt. 1, pl. XCVI, no. 1 (PrCt)

38243 Ireland - Maps - 1693 - Names, GeographicalNames, Geographical - Ireland - Maps - 1693---Gazetteers
Le Royaume d'Irlande diuisé en ses provinces, subdivisé en shireries ... Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : H Jaillot [i.e. P. Mortier], 1693 [i.e. 1696]. Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. [Atlas nouveau contenant toutes les parties du monde ... ] (1696) 1 map : hand col.; 87 x 61 cm. Added title, upper margin: Le Royaume d'Irlande diuisé en ses quatre provinces, qui sont la Lagenie ... . Accompanied, on the previous leaf, by: Table alphabetique des noms de villes, bourgs, etc. ... l'Irlande.
Inset (15 x 16 cm): Les Côtes maritimes d'Angleterre ...
In: Sanson, Nicolas. [Atlas nouveau contenant toutes les parties du monde ... ] (Amsterdam : Pierre Mortier, 1696) v. 1, map [7]. Forms part of atlas published by P. Mortier in Amsterdam; chiefly comprised of maps bearing the counterfeit imprint of H. Jaillot in Paris.
Case oversize G 1007 .78 v. 1, map [7] (PrCt)

38244 Ireland - Maps - 1695
Royaume d'Irlande diuisé en ses provinces, subdivisé en shireries ou comtés ... Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : H. Jaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], 1695 ?. Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. Atlas nouveau : contenant toutes les parties du monde (1692 [i.e. 1695 ?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col.; 88 x 61 cm. Added title, upper margin: Le Royaume d'Irlande divisé en quatre provinces, qui sont ... dressé sur les memoires les plus nouveaux par le Sr. Sanson geographe du roy.
Inset (16 x 16 cm.): Les côtes maritimes d'Angleterre ... et d'une partie de France In counterfeit edition of: Sanson, Nicolas. Atlas nouveau : contenant toutes les parties du monde (Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : H. Jaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], 1692 [i.e. 1695?]) pl. [10]. Map dated 1693.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .S19 1692 pl. [10] (PrCt)

38245 Ireland - Maps - 1700

38246 Ireland - Maps - 1700

38247 Ireland - Maps - 1700

38248 Ireland - Maps - 1700
Le Royaume d'Irlande diuisé en ses provinces ... Paris, [ca. 1700]. Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:K1 1 map : hand col.; 89 x 59 cm. Inset outline map of British Isles.
38249 Ireland - Maps - 1701


Authors: Moll, Herman, -1732 -- Childe, Timothy -- Moll, Herman, -1732. A System of geography -- or, A new & accurate description of the earth 1701

1 map ; 18 x 17 cm.


38250 Ireland - Maps - 1702 - Coasts - Nautical charts

*Chart of the north coast of Ireland.* [London: John Seller, 1702?].

Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger): English Pilot. Part 1 [1702?]


38251 Ireland - Maps - 1702 - Coasts - Nautical charts

*The South-west coast of Ireland from Dungarvan to the River Shannon.* [London: John Seller, 1702?].

Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger): English Pilot. Part 1 [1702?]

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .E55 1690 [pt. 1], pl. [17] (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Authors: Seller, John, fl. 1658-1698 -- Seller, John, fl. 1658-1698. A New system of geography : designed in a most plain and easie method ... (1703)
1 map ; 11 x 13 cm.
Anonymous map in Seller, John. A New system of geography : designed in a most plain and easie method ... (London : Jeremiah Seller ; Charles Price ; John Senex, 1703) map [12].
Manuscript 'p' in lower right.

Case 3A 1704 map [12] (PrCt)

38255

Ireland - Maps - 1703 - Coasts - Nautical charts


Nautical charts
A New and correct chart of the coast of Ireland.
London [i.e. Amsterdam : Theatrum Orbis Terrarum Ltd., 1970].
Authors: Thornton, John, 1641-1708 -- English Pilot. Part 3 (1703) -- Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, Ltd.
1 map ; 43 x 53 cm.
Insets (16 x 14 cm. and 15 x 16 cm.): Cork Harbour -- Dublin Bay.
Oriented with north at right.
Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger): English Pilot. Part 3 (1703)

Map Ref oversize G1025 .T37 ser. 5, v. 3, bet. p. 4-5 (PrCt)

38256

Ireland - Maps - 1710

Hiberniae regnum tam in praecipuas Ultoniae, Connaciacae, Lageniae, et Momoniae ... Amst: Bat [Amsterdam] : Nicolaum Visscher [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher, 1710]?

1 map : hand col. ; 56 x 46 cm.
In: Visscher, Nicolaes. Atlas minor ... (Amsteladami [Amsterdam] : ex officina Nicolai Visscher [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher], [1710?]) map [5].
Manuscript '8' at bottom right.

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .V8 1700 map [5] (PrCt)

38257

Ireland - Maps - 1710

Regnwm Hiberniae, divisum in provincias Ultoniam, Connachiam, Lageniam et Momoniam.
Amsterdam, [ca. 1710].

Authors: Valck, G. (Gerard), 1651 or 2-1726 -- Valck, Leonard, 1675-1746 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:K5
1 map ; 55 x 48 cm.
3183 rev
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Sack map4F G5780 1710 .V3 (PrCt)

38258

Ireland - Maps - 1712

Ireland : corrected from the latest observation, divided into its provinces, counties & baronies, shewing the principal roads, and the distances of places in common reputed miles by inspection, where barracks are erected &c. / by John Senex.
Imprint: London : John Senex ..., 1712.
Authors: Senex, John, -1740 -- Senex, John, -1740. The Universal geographer ... [1764?] -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map on 2 sheets : hand col. ; 96 x 67 cm.
"Drawn & Engrav’d by I. Senex."
Scale [ca. 1:940,000]
Relief shown pictorially.
Prime meridian: London.
Two sheet mounted together as one.
Illustrated title cartouche
Inset map: A map of the British Isles. Scale [ca. 1:6,500,000].
In: Senex, John. The Universal geographer ... (London : Printed for Robert Sayer, [1764?]), plate [9].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .S45 1764, plate [9] (NLO)

38259

Ireland - Maps - 1720

A New map of Ireland according to the latest observatio[n] / by John Senex ... 1720. [London : s.n.], 1720.
Authors: Senex, John, -1740 -- Lovat, Simon Fraser, Lord, 1667?-1747 -- Senex, John, -1740. A New general atlas : containing a geographical and historical account of all the empires, kingdoms, and other dominions of the world ... (1721) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: hand col. ; 57 x 49 cm.
Includes dedication to "Simon Lord Lovat".
In: Senex, John. A New general atlas : containing a geographical and historical account of all the empires, kingdoms, and other dominions of the world ... (London : Daniel Browne [and 8 others], 1721), v. 2, between p. 262-263.

oversize Ayer 135 .S5 1721 v. 2, between p. 262-263 (PrCt)

38260

Ireland - Maps - 1725

Hiberniae regni in provincias Ultoniam, Connachiam, Lageniam, Momoniam[ue] divisi.
Amsterdam, [ca. 1725].
Sanson, geogr. ordre. du roy
Leinster et Connaugh, divisées en leurs comtés :
la provce. de Mounster et partie des provces. de
Partie meridiole. du royaume d'Irlande : ou sont

Ireland

Case oversize G 1007 .81 pl. [76] (PrCt)

Authors: Allard, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709 -- Cóvens et Mortier -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library), Ill:K4
1 map ; 57 x 48 cm.
3182
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Sack map 4F G 5780 1725 .A4 (PrCt)

38261 Ireland - Maps - 1728 - Coasts - Nautical charts<<>>Nautical charts - Ireland - Maps - 1728 - Coasts<<>>Nautical charts
A Compleat chart of the coast of Ireland. [London : J. Knapton et al., 1728].
Authors: Harris, John, 1667?-1719 -- Knapton, James, -1738 -- Harris, John, 1667?-1719. Atlas maritimus & commercialis ... (1728) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 55 x 48 cm.
In: [Harris, John et al.] Atlas maritimus & commercialis ... (London : Printed for James and John Knapton [et al.], 1728) plate '5'.
oversize Ayer 135. A 83 1728 pl. 5 (PrCt)

38262 Ireland - Maps - 1740
A Map of the kingdom of Ireland from ye latest and best observations : for Mr. Tindal's continuation of Mr. Rapin's history. [London : Knapton, ca. 1740?].
1 map ; 47 x 38 cm.

38263 Ireland - Maps - 1740
Regnum Hiberniae. tam secundum IV provincias principales ... [Augsburg] : Mattheai Seutteri, [ca. 1740?].
Authors: Seutter, Mattheaus, 1678-1756 -- Seutter, Mattheaus, 1678-1756. [A Collection of Seutter maps][1726-1773]
1 map : hand col. ; 54 x 47 cm.
Forms part of a made-to-order composite atlas chiefly comprised of undated maps issued ca. 1734-ca. 1744.
Case oversize G 1007 .81 pl. [76] (PrCt)

38264 Ireland - Maps - 1741
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Boazio, Baptista -- Speed, John, 1552?-1629 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Delamarche, Charles François, 1740-1817. Atlas général : contenant le détail des quatre parties du monde [1798?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 38 x 48 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:875,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
Baskes oversize G 1015 .A77 1798, [ptie 1], [plate 14] (NLO)

Ireland - Maps - 1741
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Delamarche, Charles François, 1740-1817. Atlas général : contenant le détail des quatre parties du monde [1798?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 39 x 48 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:875,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
Baskes oversize G 1015 .A77 1798, [ptie 1], [plate 13] (NLO)

Ireland - Maps - 1745
Hiberniae regnum tam in praecipuas Ultoniae, Connaciae, Laceniae et Momoniae ... Nuremberg : Homann Erben, [ca. 1745].
1 map : hand col. ; 56 x 47 cm.
In: Homann, Johann Baptista. Atlas novus terrarum orbis (Nuremberg : [Homann Erben, ca. 1745]), [plate 24].
Manuscript 'No. 24' and '25' on verso.
oversize Ayer 135 .H 7 1730, [plate 24] (PrCt)

Ireland - Maps - 1745
Le Royaume d'Irlande divisé en provinces ...
Paris : Le Rouge, 1745 [i.e. 1748?].
Authors: Le Rouge, Georges-Louis -- Le Rouge, Georges-Louis. Recueil contenant des cartes nouvelles ... (1742 [i.e. 1748?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 55 x 47 cm.
In: Le Rouge, Georges-Louis. Recueil contenant des cartes nouvelles ... (Paris : chez le Sr. Le Rouge, 1742 [i.e. 1748?]) .
Manuscript "11" on verso.
oversize Ayer 135 .L6 1742 pl. 11 (PrCt)

38270
Ireland - Maps - 1750
Royaume d'Irlande divisée en ses quatre provinces... / par le Sr. Robert ... ; Guil., Delahaye sculpsit. [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy], 1750.
Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Haye, G. de la -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1790?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 53 cm.
In: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles. Atlas universel / par M. Robert ... et par M. Robert de Vaugondy son fils ... (A Paris : Chez De la Marche, géographe, rue du Foin St. Jacques, Collège de Me. Gervais, 1757, [i.e. 1790?]).
"19" -- oversize letterpress number stamped on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1757, [plate 19] (PrCt)

38271
Ireland - Maps - 1750
Royaeume d'Irlande divisée en ses quatre provinces... / par le Sr. Robert ... ; Guil., Delahaye sculpsit. [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy], 1750.
Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Haye, G. de la -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1790?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 53 cm.
In: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles. Atlas universel / par M. Robert ... et par M. Robert de Vaugondy son fils ... (A Paris : Chez De la Marche, géographe, rue du Foin St. Jacques, Collège de Me. Gervais, 1757, [i.e. 1790?]).
"19" -- oversize letterpress number stamped on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1790, [plate 18] (PrCt)

38272
Ireland - Maps - 1758 - Coasts - Nautical charts
Authors: W. and J. Mount, T. Page and Son, 1758.
1 map ; 43 x 53 cm.
Covers Galway, Clare and Limerick Counties. Oriented with north at left.
In: The English pilot, for the southern navigation ... on the coast of England, Scotland, Ireland, Holland, Flanders, Spain, Portugal, to the Streight’s-Mouth; with the coasts of Barbary, and off to the Canary, Madeira, Cape de Verde and Western-Islands (London : Printed for W. and J. Mount, T. Page and Son, on Tower-Hill, 1758), [plate 13].
Baskes oversize G1793 .E55 1758, [plate 13] (PrCt)

38273
Ireland - Maps - 1758 - Coasts - Nautical

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
The South-west coast of Ireland from Dungarvan to the River Shannon. [London : W. and J. Mount, T. Page and Son, 1758].
Authors: W. and J. Mount, T. Page and Son (Firm), fl. 1755-1762 -- English Pilot. Part 1 (1758) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 44 x 52 cm.
Covers Kerry, Cork and Waterford Counties.
Inset (17 x 26 cm.): Kinsale Harbour.
In: The English pilot, for the southern navigation ... on the coast of England, Scotland, Ireland, Holland, Flanders, Spain, Portugal, to the Streight's-Mouth; with the coasts of Barbary, and off to the Canary, Madeira, Cape de Verde and Western-Islands (London : Printed for W. and J. Mount, T. Page and Son, on Tower-Hill, 1758), [plate 14].
Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger):
English Pilot. Part 1 (1758)
Baskes oversize G1793 .E55 1758, [plate 14] (PrCt)

Chart of the northwest coast of Ireland from Lough Swilly to Slyne Head. [London : W. and J. Mount, T. Page and Son, 1758].
Authors: W. and J. Mount, T. Page and Son (Firm), fl. 1755-1762 -- English Pilot. Part 1 (1758) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 44 x 54 cm.
Covers Donegal, Sligo and Mayo Counties.
Oriented with north at left.
In: The English pilot, for the southern navigation ... on the coast of England, Scotland, Ireland, Holland, Flanders, Spain, Portugal, to the Streight's-Mouth; with the coasts of Barbary, and off to the Canary, Madeira, Cape de Verde and Western-Islands (London : Printed for W. and J. Mount, T. Page and Son, on Tower-Hill, 1758), [plate 12].
Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger):
English Pilot. Part 1 (1758)
Baskes oversize G1793 .E55 1758, [plate 12] (PrCt)

[Coastal chart of southeastern Ireland]. [London : W. and J. Mount, T. Page and Son, 1758].
Authors: W. and J. Mount, T. Page and Son (Firm), fl. 1755-1762 -- English Pilot. Part 1 (1758) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 43 x 53 cm.
Covers Dublin, Wicklow, Wexford and Waterford Counties.
Oriented with north at right.
Inset (25 x 28 cm.): The Channel and city of Dublin.
In: The English pilot, for the southern navigation ... on the coast of England, Scotland, Ireland, Holland, Flanders, Spain, Portugal, to the Streight's-Mouth; with the coasts of Barbary, and off to the Canary, Madeira, Cape de Verde and Western-Islands (London : Printed for W. and J. Mount, T. Page and Son, on Tower-Hill, 1758), [plate 10].
Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger):
English Pilot. Part 1 (1758)
Baskes oversize G1793 .E55 1758, [plate 10]
Ireland - Maps - 1766 - Coasts - Nautical charts
Chart of the northwest coast of Ireland from Lough Swilly to Slyne Head. [Dublin : Jane Grierson, 1766].
Authors: Grierson, Jane, fl. 1766 -- English Pilot. Part 1 (1766) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 44 x 53 cm.
Covers Donegal, Sligo and Mayo counties.
Oriented with north at left.
In: The English pilot. Part 1, describing the coasts ... in the southern navigation upon the coasts of England, Scotland, Ireland, Holland, Flanders, Spain, Portugal ... (Dublin: Jane Grierson, 1766) opposite p. 51.
Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger):
English Pilot. Part 1 (1766)
oversize Ayer 135 .E55 1766 opp. p. 51 (PrCt)

Ireland - Maps - 1766 - Coasts - Nautical charts
Chart of the seacoasts of Ireland from Dublin to London Derry. [Dublin : Jane Grierson, 1766].
Authors: Grierson, Jane, fl. 1766 -- English Pilot. Part 1 (1766) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 43 x 53 cm.
Covers Dublin, Louth, Down and Antrim counties. Inset (20 x 32 cm.): Lough Foyle or the passage to Londonderry. Oriented with north at right.
In: The English pilot. Part 1, describing the coasts ... in the southern navigation upon the coasts of England, Scotland, Ireland, Holland, Flanders, Spain, Portugal ... (Dublin: Jane Grierson, 1766) following p. 46.
Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger):
English Pilot. Part 1 (1766)
oversize Ayer 135 .E55 1766 following p. 46 (PrCt)

Ireland - Maps - 1766 - Coasts - Nautical charts
Chart of the South-west coast of Ireland from Dungarvan to the River Shannon. [Dublin : Jane Grierson, 1766].
Authors: Grierson, Jane, fl. 1766 -- English Pilot. Part 1 (1766) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 44 x 51 cm.
Covers Kerry, Cork and Waterford counties. Inset (17 x 25 cm.): Kinsale Harbour.
In: The English pilot. Part 1, describing the coasts ... in the southern navigation upon the coasts of England, Scotland, Ireland, Holland, Flanders, Spain, Portugal ... (Dublin: Jane Grierson, 1766) opposite p. 51.
Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger):
English Pilot. Part 1 (1766)
oversize Ayer 135 .E55 1766 opp. p. 51 (PrCt)

Ireland - Maps - 1774
Ireland, divided into its four provinces; subdivided into counties. London : R. Sayer and John Bennett, 1778.
Authors: Dunn, Samuel, -1794 -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Robert Sayer and John Bennett (Firm) -- Dunn, Samuel, -1794. A New atlas of the mundane system ... (1778) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 44 x 53 cm.
Covers: Coasts of Ireland.
In: The English pilot. Part 1, describing the coasts ... in the southern navigation upon the coasts of England, Scotland, Ireland, Holland, Flanders, Spain, Portugal ... (Dublin: Jane Grierson, 1766) opposite p. 51.
Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger):
English Pilot. Part 1 (1766)
oversize Ayer 135 .K6 1773 pl. 10-11 (PrCt)

Ireland - Maps - 1774
A Map of the kingdom of Ireland ... London : Robt. Sayer, [1773].
Authors: Rocque, John, -1762 -- Kitchin, Thomas, 1718-1784 -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Kitchin, Thomas, 1718-1784. A General atlas describing the whole universe ... (1773) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; hand col.; on 2 sheets 120 x 96 cm.
Upper left corner torn.
Inset (24 x 20 cm.): The Sea coasts of Great Britain and Ireland.
oversize Ayer 135 .T55 1744, plate [17] (PrCt)

Ireland - Maps - 1773
Nieuwe kaart van Ierland / I. Condet, sculp. te Amsterdam : by Isaak Tirion, [1769?].
Authors: Tirion, Isaak -- Condet, Johannes, 1711-1781 -- Tirion, Isaak. Nieuwe en beknopte hand-atlas ... (1748 [i.e. 1769?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 34 x 27 cm.
Verso numbered "No 17" in manuscript.
In: Tirion, Isaak. Nieuwe en beknopte hand-atlas ... (Amsterdam : Isaak Tirion, 1744 [i.e. 1769?]), plate [17].
oversize Ayer 135 .T55 1744, plate [17] (PrCt)
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 35 x 32 cm.
In: Dunn, Samuel. A New atlas of the mundane system ... (London : R. Sayer and J. Bennett, 1778), pl. 7. Title page dated 1778; map dated 1774.

Ireland - Maps - 1776
Hibernian atlas. London : Sayer & Bennett, 1776.
Authors: Scale, Bernard -- Robert Sayer and John Bennett (Firm)
1 atlas : 37 map plates
References: Phillips 8230; Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 2099
G 1042 .8 (NLO)

Ireland - Maps - 1777 - Road maps
Taylor and Skinner’s maps of the roads of Ireland, surveyed 1777. Dublin : W. Wilson, 1778.
Authors: Taylor, George, geographer, fl. 1778 -- Skinner, Andrew, geographer -- Nicol, G. (George) -- Murray, John, 1745-1793 -- Terry, Garnet -- Wilson, William, bookseller, Dublin -- Downes, C. -- Perry, Edmond Sexton Pery, viscount, 1719-1806 -- Nicol, George, 1740 or 41-1829 SEE Nicol, G. (George) 1 atlas (xvi, 16 p., 288 p. of maps ; fold. map (front.)) ; 26 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:123,390]
Title page and maps engraved by G. Terry; dedication by Downes.
Dedication: To ... Edmond Sexten Pery ... George Taylor, Andrew Skinner.
‘A new & accurate map of the kingdom of Ireland,’ by Taylor & Skinner: fold. map inserted.
‘Subscribers ... Pages shewing their seats’: 16 p. (3d group)
Phillips 8226.
100605 rev
LC Card Number: 75654444
map4C 41 (NLO)

Ireland - Maps - 1778 - Road maps
Authors: Taylor, George, geographer, fl. 1778 -- Skinner, Andrew, geographer
1 atlas
Phillips 8226.
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 2100
G 1042 .86 (NLO)

Ireland - Maps - 1778 - Road maps
Authors: Taylor, George, geographer, fl. 1778 -- Skinner, Andrew, geographer -- Terry, Garnet -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 288 maps ; 260 x 157 mm.
1st ed.


LC Card Number: 78654442 ISBN 0716500639 ICN74

map4C 42 (NLO)


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)


oversize Ayer 135 .T5 1732 map [4] (PrCt)


38298 Ireland - Maps - 1788 British Isles - Maps - 1788 - Nautical charts - British Isles - 1788 - Nautical charts A Map of the kingdom of Ireland, divided into provinces, counties and baronies ... / by J. Rocque, chorographer to His Majesty. London : printed for Robt. Sayer, [1788?]. Authors: Rocque, John, -1762 -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Kitchin, Thomas, 1718-1784. A General atlas, describing the whole universe : being a complete collection of the most approved maps extant ... [1788?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 121 x 95 cm., on 2 composite sheets Includes brief navigation notes in manuscript (pencil). Inset (23 x 20 cm.): The Sea coasts of Great Britain and Ireland. In: Kitchin, Thomas. A General atlas, describing the whole universe : being a complete collection of the most approved maps extant ... (London : Printed for Robert Sayer, [1788?]), no. 10-[11]. Printed from 4 plates on 4 sheets joined to form 2 composite and adjacent sheets; northern half stamped "10" on verso; southern half not stamped on verso. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library. Baskes oversize G1015 .K57 1778, no. 10-11 (NLO)


38301 Ireland - Maps - 1790 - Coasts - Nautical charts

The South-west coast of Ireland from Dungarvan to the River Shannon. [London : Mount and Davidson, 1790].

Authors: Mount & Davidson (Firm), fl. 1789-1800
-- English Pilot. Part 1 (1790) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 44 x 52 cm.
Covers Derry, Cork and Waterford Counties.
In: The English pilot for the southern navigation : describing the sea-coasts, capes, headlands, bays, roads, harbours, rivers and ports : together with the soundings, sands, rocks and dangers, on the coasts of England, Scotland, Ireland, Holland, Flanders, Spain, Portugal, to the Streight’s-Mouth; with the coasts of Barbary, and off to the Canary, Madeira, Cape de Verde and Western-Islands (London : Printed for Mount and Davidson, on Tower-Hill, 1790), [plate 19].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1793 .E55 1790, [plate 19] (PrCt)

38302 Ireland - Maps - 1790 - Coasts - Nautical charts

A Chart of the northwest coast of Ireland from Lough Swilly to Slyne Head. [London : Mount and Davidson, 1790].
Authors: Mount & Davidson (Firm), fl. 1789-1800
-- English Pilot. Part 1 (1790) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 43 x 54 cm.
Covers Donegal, Sligo and Mayo Counties.
Oriented with north at left.
In: The English pilot for the southern navigation : describing the sea-coasts, capes, headlands, bays, roads, harbours, rivers and ports : together with the soundings, sands, rocks and dangers, on the coasts of England, Scotland, Ireland, Holland, Flanders, Spain, Portugal, to the Streight’s-Mouth; with the coasts of Barbary, and off to the Canary, Madeira, Cape de Verde and Western-Islands (London : Printed for Mount and Davidson, on Tower-Hill, 1790), [plate 15].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1793 .E55 1790, [plate 15] (PrCt)

38303 Ireland - Maps - 1790 - Coasts - Nautical charts

Ireland - Maps - 1790 - Coasts - Nautical charts

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Ireland - Maps - 1790 - Coasts - Nautical charts
A Chart of the sea coasts of Ireland from Dublin to London-Derry. [London : Mount and Davidson, 1790].
Authors: Mount & Davidson (Firm), fl. 1789-1800 -- English Pilot. Part 1 (1790) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 43 x 53 cm.
Covers Dublin, Louth, Down and Antrim Counties.
Inset (20 x 34 cm.): Lough Foyle or the passage to London-Derry.
Oriented with north at right.
In: The English pilot for the southern navigation : describing the sea-coasts, capes, headlands, bays, roads, harbours, rivers and ports : together with the soundings, sands, rocks and dangers, on the coasts of England, Scotland, Ireland, Holland, Flanders, Spain, Portugal, to the Streight's-Mouth; with the coasts of Barbary, and off to the Canary, Madeira, Cape de Verde and Western-Islands (London : Printed for Mount and Davidson, on Tower-Hill, 1790), [plate 14].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1793 .E55 1790, [plate 14] (PrCt)

Ireland - Maps - 1792 - Ecclesiastical geography
A New map of Ireland civil and ecclesiastical. 1792 [i.e. 1816]?
[General atlas of modern geography ... ] [1775-1816] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; hand col. ; 106 x 85 cm. on two sheets
In: Faden, William [and others]. [General atlas of modern geography : a collection of large scale maps and charts of all parts of the world] ([London, etc. : W. Faden, etc., 1775-1816]) v. 1, pl. 9 and 10.
Imprint on map: [Northern and Southern plates respectively] London...1792...W. Faden & Wm. Allen; ...1792...Faden...London...Allen...Dublin. Bound in atlas as adjacent sheets: Title from northern sheet. Northern and southern sheets handstamped verso "7" and "7*" respectively.
oversize Ayer 135 .G32 1775 v. 1, pl. 9-10 (PrCt)
A New and accurate map of Ireland : drawn from the best authorities / by Thos. Bowen. [London : s.n., 1793?].
Authors: Bowen, Thomas, -1790 -- Bankes, Thomas, b. 1744. A New and authentic system of universal geography, antient and modern : including all the late important discoveries made by the English ... [1793?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 28 x 18 cm.
Prime meridian: London.
Relief shown pictorially.
In: Bankes, Thomas. A New and authentic system of universal geography, antient and modern : including all the late important discoveries made by the English ... (London : Printed for C. Cooke ... [et al., 1793?]), opposite p. 930.
Engraved number "84" at bottom right.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G115 .B36 1793, opposite p. 930 (NLO)

Ireland - Maps - 1794
Ireland divided into its four provinces, subdivided into counties / by Samuel Dunn. London : Laurie & Whittle, 1794.
Authors: Dunn, Samuel, -1794 -- Laurie & Whittle -- Dunn, Samuel, -1794. A New atlas of the mundane system ... (1800) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; hand col. ; 35 x 32 cm., on sheet 47 x 59 cm.
"Published by Laurie & Whittle, 53 Fleet Steet, London, as the Act directs 12th May, 1794."
Scale [ca. 1:1,400,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
Prime meridian: London.
In: Dunn, Samuel. New atlas of the mundane system, or, Of geography and cosmography ... (London : Printed and published by Robert Laurie and James Whittle ... (successors to the late Mr. Robert Sayer), 1800), [plate 7].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G115 .B36 1793, opposite p. 930 (NLO)

Ireland - Maps - 1794
British Isles - Maps - 1794 - Nautical charts - British Isles - 1794 - Wall maps - Nautical charts - A Map of the kingdom of Ireland divided into provinces, counties, and baronies ... / by J. Rocque ... London : Laurie & Whittle, 53 Fleet Street, 12th May 1794.
Authors: Rocque, John, -1762 -- Laurie & Whittle -- Kitchin, Thomas, 1718-1784. A General atlas describing the whole universe ... (1795) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; hand col. ; 121 x 97 cm., on 2 composite sheets each 67 x 99 cm.
Title cartouche at upper left; imprint at bottom center.
Inset (23 x 20 cm.): The Sea coasts of Great Britain and Ireland.
In: Kitchin, Thomas. A General atlas describing the whole universe ... (London : Printed and published by Robert Laurie and James Whittle, no. 53 Fleet Street, 1795), [plates 9-10].
Printed from 4 plates on 4 sheets joined to form 2 composite and adjacent sheets; southern half stamped "10" on verso; northern half not stamped on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .K57 1795, [plates 9-10] (NLO)

Ireland - Maps - 1795
La parte occidentale della Irlanda che comprende le provincie di Connaught Munster. Rome : Calcografia camerale, 1797.
Authors: Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824 -- Calcografia camerale (Rome, Italy) -- Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824. Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (1792-1801) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; hand col. ; 43 x 30 cm.
In: Cassini, Giovanni Maria. Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (Rome : Presso la Calcogr. camerale, 1792-1801) v. 2 pl. 54.
Map dated 1795.
oversize Ayer 135 .C33 1792 v. 2 pl. 54 (PrCt)

Ireland - Maps - 1795
Authors: Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824 -- Calcografia camerale (Rome, Italy) -- Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824. Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (1792-1801) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; hand col. ; 43 x 30 cm.
In: Cassini, Giovanni Maria. Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (Rome : Presso la Calcogr. camerale, 1792-1801) v. 2 pl. 53.
Map dated 1795.
oversize Ayer 135 .C33 1792 v. 2 pl. 53 (PrCt)

Ireland - Maps - 1795
genealogy SEE Maps as genealogical sources
Ortelius improved or a new map of Ireland wherein are inserted the principal families.
Dublin : [196-?].
Authors: O’Conor, Charles, 1764-1828 -- Thompson, S. -- Wogan, Pat. 20th cent. -- Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598
1 map : col. ; 58 x 54 cm.
Facsimile of orginal published 1795.
68-2759
M1264
map4F G5781.E6225 1795 O2 196- (PrCt)

38317 Ireland - Maps - 1798
A New map of Ireland divided into provinces, counties &c. / by Thos. Kitchin geogr. London : Laurie & Whittle, 12th May 1798.
Authors: Kitchin, Thomas, 1718-1784 -- Laurie & Whittle -- Laurie & Whittle. A New and elegant imperial sheet atlas comprehending general and particular maps of every part of the world ... [1801?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 62 x 55 cm.
In Robert Laurie and James Whittle. A New and elegant imperial sheet atlas comprehending general and particular maps of every part of the world ... (London : printed and published by R. Laurie and J. Whittle, 1800 [i.e. 1801?]!)) no. 7. Engraved "4" (?) on recto; stamped "7" on verso. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .R63 1801 no. 7 (NLO)

38318 Ireland - Maps - 1798-1801
Memoirs of the rebellion in Ireland. Dublin : J. Milliken, 1798 [i.e. 1801].
Authors: Musgrave, Richard -- Milliken, J. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 10 maps ; 268 x 212 mm.
2nd ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

38319 Ireland - Maps - 1802
Ireland. [London] : Cadell and Davies [et al], 1802 [i.e. 1807].
Authors: Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826 -- Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Lowry, fl. 1802-1807 -- Cadell & Davies -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826. Modern geography ... (1807) 1 map ; 25 x 20 cm. Arrowsmith direc't.
'Published March 1st, 1802 ...' In: Pinkerton, John. Modern geography, a description of the empires, kingdoms, states, and colonies ... (London : T. Cadell and W. Davies ; Longman, Hurst, Rees, and Orme, 1807), 'Vol. 1 page 211.
folio G 11 .693 v. 1, opp. p. 213 (PrCt)

38320 Ireland - Maps - 1803
Royaume d'Irlande divisé en ses quatre provinces ... / par le Sr. Robert. À Venise [Venice : Santini ; chez Mr. Remondini]. 1803.
Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Santini, P. -- Remondini, Giuseppe Antonio, 1747-1811 -- Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (1784 [i.e. 1807?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 52 cm.
In: Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (Venice : par P.
Irish maps and atlases:

38321 Ireland - Maps - 1803
Authors: Wilson, William -- Fleming, J. -- Fleming, J. H. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 2 maps ; 216 x 136 mm.
3rd ed.
and4pls;Wilson'sMap;BonarLaw 191 (i)
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

38322 Ireland - Maps - 1804
Authors: Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823. A New and elegant general atlas comprising all the new discoveries, to the present time ... (1804) -- John Conrad & Co. -- Kneass, William, 1780-1840 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 25 x 20 cm.
In: Arrowsmith, Aaron. A New and elegant general atlas comprising all the new discoveries, to the present time ... (Philadelphia [etc.] : J. Conrad & Co. [and others], 1804 pl. 6
Ayer 135 .A65 1804 pl. 6 (PrCt)

38323 Ireland - Maps - 1804
*A Map of Ireland according to the best authorities.* Philadelphia : Mathew Carey, 1804.
Authors: Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Scott, J. T. (Joseph T.) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839. Carey's General atlas ... (1804) 1 map ; 34 x 32 cm.
In: Carey, Mathew. Carey's General atlas ... (Philadelphia : Published by Mathew Carey, April 24th, 1804) pl. [8].
oversize Ayer 135 .C27 1804 pl. 8 (PrCt)

38324 Ireland - Maps - 1811
*A New map of Ireland, divided into its provinces and counties; also the opposite coasts of Scotland and Wales.* London : J. Cary, 1811.
Authors: Cary, John, approximately 1754-1835 -- Cary, John, approximately 1754-1835. Cary's New universal atlas ... (1811 [i.e. 1812?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; hand col. ; 44 x 50 cm.
In: Cary, John. Cary's New universal atlas, containing distinct maps of all the principal states and kingdoms throughout the world (London: Printed for J. Cary, 1811 [i.e. 1812?]) pl. [8].
Printed paste-on no. 11.
oversize Ayer 135 .C3 1811 pl. 8 (PrCt)

38325 Ireland - Maps - 1813
Authors: Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Neele, George -- Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824. Neele's general atlas : consisting of a complete set of maps compiled from the best authorities ... (1814 [i.e. 1815]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map on 2 sheets : hand col. ; 42 x 28 cm.
Title from northern sheet.
In: Neele, Samuel John and George. Neele's general atlas : consisting of a complete set of maps compiled from the best authorities, and including all the new discoveries (London : [Samuel and George Neele] ; Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme, and Brown ; Cadell & Davies, 1814 [i.e. 1815]), [plates 15-16].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Engraved nos. Xia-Xlb.
Baskes folio G1019 .N4 1814, [plates 15-16] (PrCt)

38326 Ireland - Maps - 1813>Northern Ireland - Maps - 1813
*Ireland.* London : Cadell & Davies [et al], 1813 [i.e. 1815].
Authors: Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826 -- Hebert, Lewis, fl. 1809-1838 -- Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Cadell & Davies -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826. A Modern atlas : from the latest and best authorities ... (1815) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 50 x 69 cm.
Drawn under the direction of Mr. Pinkerton by L. Herbert.'
Running title in upper margin: Pinkerton's modern atlas.

38327 Ireland - Maps - 1814
*Irland from the best authorities.* Philadelphia : M. Carey, and Johnson & Warner, 1814.
Authors: Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Johnson & Warner -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839. A General atlas, being a collection of maps of the world and quarters ... (1814) 1 map : hand col. ; 17 x 20 cm.
In: Carey, Mathew. A General atlas, being a collection of maps of the world and quarters ... (Philadelphia : Published by M. Carey, and Johnson & Warner, 1814), pl. [41].
Ayer 135 .C27 1814 pl. 41 (PrCt)

38328 Ireland - Maps - 1815
*New traveller's guide through Ireland.* Dublin : J. Santini, rue Ste. Justine, chez M. Remondini, 1784 [i.e. 1807?]), v. 1, no. "P.I. 43"
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .S4 1807, v. 1, no. 43 (PrCt)
Cumming, 1815.
Authors: Cumming, John, publisher -- Burke -- Taylor, John, fl. 1790-1825 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 12 maps
E:Burke,JTaylor;BonarLaw212(ii)
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCr)

38329

Ireland - Maps - 1815
Digitally image of another copy available on the Digital image of another copy available on the
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog website (accessed Feb. 2010):
http://www.newberry.org/collections/cartographiccatalog.aspx?

Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1817, map 10
(NLO)

38330

Ireland - Maps - 1815
Authors: Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1817?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 58 x 48 cm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Digital image of another copy available on the
David Rumsey Map Collection website (accessed Feb. 2010):
http://www.davidrumsey.com/luna/servlet/detail/RUMSEY~8~1~28331~1120760

Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1817, map 10
(NLO)

38333

Ireland - Maps - 1817<<>>Giant's Causeway
(Northern Ireland) - Pictorial works - 1817
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1817, map 10
(NLO)

38331

Ireland - Maps - 1817
[i.e. 1823].
Authors: Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Hall, Sidney -- Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823. A New general atlas constructed from the latest authorities ... (1823) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 24 x 20 cm.
In: Arrowsmith, Aaron. A New general atlas constructed from the latest authorities ... Exhibiting the boundaries and divisions, also the chains of mountains and other geographical features of all the known countries in the world (Edinburgh ; London : A. Constable & Co., 1823), pl. 7.

folio Ayer 135 .A65 1823 pl. 7 (PrCr)

38332

Ireland - Maps - 1817<<>>Bank of Ireland - Pictorial works - 1817
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1817, map 10
(NLO)
**Ireland - Maps - 1818**

*Ireland / drawn under the direction of Mr. Pinkerton by L. Hebert ; Neele sculpt.* 352

*Strand. Philada.* [Philadelphia] : Published by Dobson, [1818].

Authors: Hebert, Lewis, fl. 1809-1838 -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826 -- Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Dobson, Thomas, 1751-1823 -- Thomas Dobson and Son -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826.

A Modern atlas : from the latest and best authorities exhibiting the various divisions of the world ... (1818)

1 map : hand col.; 69 x 49 cm.

Running title: Pinkerton's modern atlas

In: Pinkerton, John. A Modern atlas : from the latest and best authorities exhibiting the various divisions of the world ... (Philadelphia : Thomas Dobson & Son, 1818), plate [11]


---

**Ireland - Maps - 1820**

*Ireland: drawn from the best authorities ...* 38335


Authors: Lavoisne, C. V. -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- M. Carey & Son -- Aspin, Jehoshaphat, active 18th century-19th century -- Yeager, Joseph, approximately 1792-1859 -- Lavoisne, C. V. A Complete genealogical, historical, chronological and geographical atlas ... (1820)

1 map : hand col.; 34 x 32 cm.

In: Lavoisne, C. V. A Complete genealogical, historical, chronological and geographical atlas ... (Philadelphia : Published by M. Carey and Son ; printed by T.H. Palmer ..., 1820) map [11].

Printed plate 'No. 35.'

Added title: Geographical and statistical map of Ireland.

*oversize F 006 .48 pl. 11 (PrCt)*

---

**Ireland - Maps - 1821**

*Ireland: drawn from the best authorities...* 38336

*Philadelphia : M. Carey and Sons, 1821.*

Authors: Lavoisne, C. V. -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Aspin, Jehoshaphat, active 18th century-19th century -- Yeager, Joseph, approximately 1792-1859 -- Lavoisne, C. V. A Complete genealogical, historical, chronological, and geographical atlas ... (1821)

1 map : hand col.; 34 x 32 cm.

In: Lavoisne, C. V. A Complete genealogical, historical, chronological, and geographical atlas ... (Philadelphia : M. Carey and Sons, 1821) pl. [11].

Printed plate 'No. 35.'

Added title: Geographical and statistical map of Ireland.

*Case oversize G1030 .L4 1821 pl. 11 (PrCt)*

---

**Ireland - Maps - 1822** 38337

*Bank of Ireland - Pictorial works - 1822*

*Southern part of Ireland.* [Edinburgh] : Drawn & engraved for Thomson's New general atlas,

[1822?].

Authors: Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1822?].

Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col.; 48 x 57 cm.

Inset view (10 x 18 cm.): View of the Bank of Ireland.

Engraved 'No. 10 *Part 1.' at upper right.

In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (Edinburgh ; London ; Dublin : Printed by G. Ramsay and Co. for J. Thomson and Co. ; Baldwin, Cradock and Joy ; John Cumming, 1821 [i.e. 1822?]), v. 1, map 10, part 1.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

*Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1821, v. 1, map 10, part 1 (NLO)*

---

**Ireland - Maps - 1822** 38338

*Giant's Causeway (Northern Ireland) - Pictorial works - 1822*

*Northern part of Ireland.* [Edinburgh] : Drawn & engraved for Thomson's New general atlas, [1822?].

Authors: Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1822?].

Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col.; 48 x 58 cm.

Inset view (9 x 17 cm.): View of the Giants Causeway in the County of Antrim.

Engraved 'No. 10 *Part 2.' at upper right.

In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (Edinburgh ; London ; Dublin : Printed by G. Ramsay and Co. for J. Thomson and Co. ; Baldwin, Cradock and Joy ; John Cumming, 1821 [i.e. 1822?]), v. 1, map 10, part 2.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

*Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1821, v. 1, map 10, part 2 (NLO)*

---

**Ireland - Maps - 1825** 38339

*New and correct Irish atlas: being a complete set of provincial and county maps, divided into baronies, containing the principal cross-roads, cities, towns, rivers, canals, &c. &c. together with a general map of Ireland shewing the relative situation of each county, and a typographical description of the same.* Dublin : Printed by George & John Grierson and Martin Keene, [ca. 1825].

Authors: Grierson, George Abraham, fl. 1822-1826 -- Grierson, John -- Keene, Martin, bookseller -- Beauford, William H., 1735-1819 -- Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Taylor, John, fl. 1790-1825 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas ([39] leaves of plates) : 37 maps ; 25 x 37 cm.

Maps by W. Beauford, Neele, and J. Taylor.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1830 .N49 1825 (NLO)

38340 Ireland - Maps - 1825

Ireland. [Philadelphia ; New York etc. Samuel F. Bradford and Murray, Fairman and Co., Peter A. Mesier etc., 1825?].
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 57 cm.
Ayer 135 .R29 plate [8] (PrCt)

38341 Ireland - Maps - 1826

Ireland. Philadelphia : A. Finley, [1826].
Authors: Finley, A. (Anthony) -- Young & Delleker -- Finley, A. (Anthony). A New general atlas, comprising a complete set of maps, representing the grand divisions of the globe ... (1826)
1 map : hand col. ; 28 x 21 cm.
In: Finley, Anthony. A New general atlas, comprising a complete set of maps, representing the grand divisions of the globe ... (Philadelphia : A. Finley, 1826) pl. 41.
Case folio G1019 .F5 1826 pl. 41 (PrCt)

38342 Ireland - Maps - 1829 Bank of Ireland - Pictorial works - 1829

Authors: Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (1829) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 57 cm.
Inset view (9 x 17 cm.): View of the Giants Causeway in the County of Antrim.
In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (Edinburgh ; London ; Dublin : Printed by H. & J. Pillans, for John Thomson ; Baldwin & Cradock ; John Cumming, 1829), map 10, part 2. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Engraved no. '10 *Part 2.' at upper right.
Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1829 map 10, part 2 (NLO)

38343 Ireland - Maps - 1829 Giant's Causeway

Request and cite items by the complete call number referring the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Place names appearing on these maps are indexed in General alphabetical index to the townlands and towns, parishes, and baronies of Ireland: based on the census of Ireland for the year 1851. Baltimore: Genealogical Pub. Co., 1984. [Local History Ref DA979 .G46 1984] Case oversize G 1042 .367 (NLO)

38348 Ireland - Maps - 1832

Authors: Arrowsmith, John, 1790-1873 -- Arrowsmith, John, 1790-1873. The London atlas of universal geography ... [1837] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 60 x 48 cm.
Engraved no. “7” at upper right.
In: Arrowsmith, John. [The London atlas of universal geography : exhibiting the physical & political divisions of the various countries of the world, constructed from original materials] [London : J. Arrowsmith, 1837], map 7. Baskes oversize G1019 .A778 1837, map 7 (NLO)

38349 Ireland - Maps - 1833

Authors: Young & Delleker -- Finley, A. (Anthony) -- Finley, A. (Anthony). A New general atlas ... (1833) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 28 x 22 cm.
In: Finley, Anthony. A New general atlas : comprising a complete set of maps, representing the grand divisions of the globe ... (Philadelphia : Anthony Finley, 1833), plate 42. Sheet corner numbered 42.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .F5 1833, plate 42 (PrCt)

38350 Ireland - Maps - 1837

Lewis's Atlas comprising the counties of Ireland, and a general map of the kingdom. London : S. Lewis & Co., 1837.
Authors: Lewis, Samuel, d. 1865 -- Creighton, R. -- Dower, John, active 1838-1846?
1 atlas (2 p. l., 33 col. maps on 33 l. (1 fold.)) ; 33 cm.
Prepared to accompany Lewis' Topographical dictionary of Ireland ... 1837; for 1970 reprint of the Dictionary, see Local History Ref DA979 .L48 1970
Maps drawn by R. Creighton and S. Lewis, jr., and engraved by I. Dower. folio G 42 .5 Atlas (NLO)

38347 Ireland - Maps - 1831

Ireland. Edinburgh : D. Lizards, [1831?].
Authors: Lizards, Daniel, 1760-1812 -- Hamilton, John, fl. 1831 -- Lizards, Daniel, 1760-1812. The Edinburgh geographical and historical atlas ... [1831?]
1 map : hand col. ; 81 x 51 cm. on 2 sheets.
Title from northern plate.
Added title, upper margin of southern sheet: Ireland southern part.
In: Lizards, Daniel. The Edinburgh geographical and historical atlas ... (Edinburgh [etc.]: John Hamilton [and others, 1831?]) pl. [11-12]. Engraved plate nos. ‘XIV’ and ‘XV.

38351 Ireland - Maps - 1837

Authors: Lewis, Samuel, d. 1865 -- Creighton, R. -- Dower, John, active 1838-1846? -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 33 maps ; 323 x 250 mm.
1st ed.
C:RCreighton;E:JohnDower;ChubbXV;Smith#33 Phillips 8233
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

38352 Ireland - Maps - 1837 Names, Geographical - Ireland <><> Gazetteers
Topographical dictionary of Ireland.
Authors: Lewis, Samuel, d. 1865
2 v. + atlas (33 map plates ; 31 cm.)
Facsimile of original published 1837.
folio D979.L48 1970 (NLO)

38353 Ireland - Maps - 1838
Ireland. [London] : Chapman and Hall, 1838 [i.e.1844].
Authors: Chapman and Hall -- J. & C. Walker (Firm) -- Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (Great Britain) -- Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (Great Britain).
Maps of the Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (1844) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 56 x 45 cm.
Composite map formed from 2 sheets trimmed and pasted together; cf. table of contents.
oversize Ayer 135 .S67 1844 v. 1, pl. [29-30] (PrCt)

38354 Ireland - Maps - 1840
1 map : hand col. ; 23 x 18 cm.
Case G1019.B95 1840 pl. 4 (PrCt)

38355 Ireland - Maps - 1840
Map of Ireland. [Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, 1840].
Authors: Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846 -- Lea & Blanchard -- Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (1840)
1 map ; 18 x 11 cm.
Keyed to dozens of references on p.435.
In: Murray, Hugh. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, successors to Carey & Co., for George W. Gorton, 1840) v. 1, p. 434.
Wax engraving.
G 11 .607 v. 1, p. 434 (PrCt)

38356 Ireland - Maps - 1840
Ireland. London : Mr. Bull, [ca. 1840].
Authors: Starling, Thomas -- Bull and Churton -- Bull, Mr., fl. ca. 1840 -- Perkins and Bacon -- Starling, Thomas. The Royal cabinet atlas ... [ca. 1840]
1 map : hand col. ; 14 x 8 cm.
In: Starling, Thomas. The Royal cabinet atlas ... (London : Bull and Churton, [ca. 1840]) 'Pl. XX' [i.e. 13].
map3C 5 map [13] (PrCt)

38357 Ireland - Maps - 1841
Authors: Archer, Joshua, fl. 1833-1866 -- Grattan & Gilbert -- Mudie, Robert, 1777-1842. Gilbert's modern atlas of the earth ... (1841) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 28 x 22 cm.
Running title at bottom left: Gilbert's modern atlas of the earth ... (London : Grattan and Gilbert, [1841?]), [plate 7].
Printed no. 18 at upper left.
Baskes folio G1019.M83 1841, [plate 7] (PrCt)

38358 Ireland - Maps - 1841
Authors: Hall, S. C. (Samuel Carter), 1800-1889 -- Hall, S. C., Mrs., 1800-1881 -- Adlard, Alfred -- How and Parsons (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
2 v.? : 17 maps ; 265 x 190 mm.
V1,2+Divs5,6&8
C:AAdlard;344drwgs;SmithI
V1,2+Divs5,6&8
C:AAdlard;344drwgs;SmithI-1
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Cf. OCLC 11643489.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

38359 Ireland - Maps - 1841- 1843
Ireland : its scenery ... London : How & Parsons, 1841-1843.
Authors: Hall, S. C. (Samuel Carter), 1800-1889 -- Hall, S. C., Mrs., 1800-1881 -- Adlard, Alfred -- How and Parsons (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 18 map plates ; 26 cm.
Case G 42.38 (NLO)

38360 Ireland - Maps - 1842
Ireland. [London : Chapman and Hall], 1842 [i.e.1844].
Authors: Chapman and Hall -- J. & C. Walker (Firm) -- Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (Great Britain) -- Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (Great Britain).
Maps of the Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (1844) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 38 x 30 cm.
oversize Ayer 135 .S67 1844 v. 1, pl. [28] (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

38361 Ireland - Maps - 1844
_ Ireland._ London : [s.n.?], 1844.
Authors: Hall, S. C. (Samuel Carter), 1800-1889 -- Hall, S. C., Mrs., 1800-1881 -- How and Parsons (Firm)
3 v. : 18 map plates
New ed.
Case G 42.3801 (NLO)

38362 Ireland - Maps - 1845
_ Ireland._ [Philadelphia : Carey & Hart, 1845].
Authors: Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Carey & Hart -- Henry Schenck, 1786-1858. A New general atlas, comprising a complete set of maps ... (1845) 1 map : hand col. ; 28 x 21 cm.
In: Tanner, Henry Schenck. A New universal atlas ... (Philadelphia : Carey & Hart, 1845) map '46.'
Case oversize G1019.T2 1845 map 46 (PrCt)

38363 Ireland - Maps - 1845
_ Ireland._ [New York : H.S. Tanner, 1845].
Authors: Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858. A New general atlas, comprising a complete set of maps ... (1845) 1 map : hand col. ; 27 x 21 cm.
In: Tanner, Henry Schenck. A New general atlas, comprising a complete set of maps ... (New York : Tanner's Geographical Establishment, 1845) map '6'.
oversize G 10.622 map 6 (PrCt)

38364 Ireland - Maps - 1847
_ Ireland._ [Philadelphia : S. Augustus Mitchell, 1847].
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868. A New universal atlas containing maps of the various empires, kingdoms, states, and republics of the world ... (1847) 1 map ; 27 x 21 cm.
In: Mitchell, S. Augustus. A New universal atlas containing maps of the various empires, kingdoms, states, and republics of the world ... (Philadelphia : S. Augustus Mitchell, 1847) pl. [47].
Printed plate no. '46' lined out and replaced with manuscript '47'.
oversize G 10.579 pl. [47] (PrCt)

38365 Ireland - Maps - 1849 (Provisional Heading)
_ Atlas to topographical dictionary of Ireland._ London : S. Lewis, 1849.
Authors: Lewis, Samuel, d. 1865 -- Creighton, R. -- Dower, John, active 1838-1846? -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 33 maps ; 295 x 230 mm.
ChubbXVI
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
_Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)_

38366 Ireland - Maps - 1850
_ Ireland._ [Philadelphia] : Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co., 1850 [i.e. 1852].
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co. -- Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868. Mitchell, S. Augustus. New universal atlas ... (1852) 1 map : hand col. ; 28 x 21 cm.
Entered according to act of Congress in ... 1850 by Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co. ... .
In: Mitchell, S. Augustus. New universal atlas ... (Philadelphia : Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co., 1852) pl. '48'.
oversize G1019.N49 1852 pl. 48 (PrCt)

38367 Ireland - Maps - 1851
Authors: Rapkin, J. -- Tallis, John, 1817-1876 -- J. & F. Tallis (Firm) -- Marchant, J., fl. 1851 -- Rogers, J., fl. 1851 -- Martin, Robert Montgomery, 1803?-1868. Tallis's illustrated atlas, and modern history of the world ... (1851) 1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 22 cm.
Inset views (6 x 11 cm. and smaller): St. Patrick's, Dublin -- Limerick Castle -- Round Tower, Wicklow -- The Holy Well -- Ross Castle, Lake of Killarney.
In: Martin, Robert Montgomery. Tallis's illustrated atlas, and modern history of the world ... (London ; New York : J. Tallis, 1851) pl. [7].
folio G1019.M197 1851 pl. [7] (PrCt)

Authors: Mitchell, Brian, 1957- -- Genealogical Publishing Co.
1 atlas (123 p.) : maps ; 26 cm.
"It is intended that this volume of maps be used in conjunction with the 'General alphabetical index to the townslands and towns, parishes, and baronies of Ireland' (Alexander Thom, Dublin, 1861; repr. by Genealogical Publishing Company, Baltimore, 1984)."--Intro.
The "General alphabetical index" was "based on the census of Ireland for the year 1851."
Shows counties, baronies, civil parishes, dioceses, poor law unions, and probate districts; links these with major record sources of Ireland.
Scale not given.
Bibliography: p. 10.
LC Card Number: 85082530

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Michael Colton (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's atlas of the world ... (1855-1856)
1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 29 cm.
oversize G 10 .185 v.2, pl. 15 (PrCt)

Ireland - Maps - 1855 - Genealogy
Ireland - Maps - 1855 - Railroads
A General map of Ireland : to accompany the report of the Railway Commissioners shewing the principal physical features and geological structure of the country. [Dublin] : Hodges & Smith ; London : Longman & Co., [1855].
1 map: ; 192 x 156 cm. on 6 sheets each 64 x 78 cm.
'Constructed in 1836 and engraved in 1837-8. The geology revised and improved in 1855.'
Scale 1:253,440.
Not accompanied by the Report of the commissioners.
Longitudinal scale, 4 mi. to an in.; vertical scale, 1 mi. to an in.
Explanatory note signed: Thos. A. Larcom. The geological lines were laid down by Sir R.J. Griffith.
Signed: Richard Griffith, April 1855.
Mounted on linen.
Map G 1042 .44 (NLO)

Ireland - Maps - 1857
1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 29 cm.
In: Johnson's Ireland. [New York] : Johnson & Browning, [1860].
Authors: Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884 -- Johnson & Browning -- Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884. Johnson's new illustrated (steel plate) family atlas ... (1860)
1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 29 cm.
38376 Ireland - Maps - 1861
Authors: Johnston, Alexander Keith, 1804-1871 -- W. & A.K. Johnston Limited -- William Blackwood and Sons -- Johnston, Alexander Keith, 1804-1871. The Royal atlas of modern geography ... (1861)
1 map: col.; 56 x 45 cm.
Partly hand colored.
Running title: Keith Johnston's general atlas.
oversize G 10 .456, map 9 (PrCt)

38377 Ireland - Maps - 1865
Authors: Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- Black's guide books -- Bartholomew, John, 1831-1893 -- R. & R. Clark (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Cover title: Black's guide to Ireland.
Maps by John Bartholomew.
Printed by R. and R. Clark, Edinburgh.
Map on front lining papers.
Publisher's catalog, 31 p. at end.
Publisher's illustrated green cloth binding.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .B55 Ireland (1865) (NLO)

38378 Ireland - Maps - 1866<=>Dublin Region
(Ireland) - Maps - 1866
Ireland / by J. Bartholomew, F.R.G.S. London & Liverpool: George Philip & Son, [1866].
Authors: Bartholomew, John, 1831-1893 -- Hughes, William, 1817-1876. Grand atlas universel: ou collection de cartes nouvelles ... (1866) -- George Philip & Son
1 map : col.; 98 x 59 cm., on 2 sheets each 49 x 59 cm.
Title from top left of "north sheet."
Added title from bottom right of "south sheet": Ireland.
Inset (10 x 17 cm.): Environos of Dublin.
No. "10" and "11" printed on versos.
oversize G 10 .42, plate 10-11 (PrCt)

38379 Ireland - Maps - 1867<=>Scotland - Maps - 1867<=>Shetland (Scotland) - Maps - 1867
Johnson's Ireland; Johnson's Scotland.
Johnson's new illustrated family atlas of the world ... (1869) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
2 maps: hand col.; 39 x 28 cm. and 40 x 28 cm., on sheet 46 x 68 cm.
"Entered according to act of Congress in the year 1867, by A. J. Johnson in the Clerk's Office of the District Court of the United States for the Southern District of New York."
Inset (8 x 5 cm.): Shetland Isles.
In: Johnson, Alvin Jewett. Johnson's new illustrated family atlas of the world ... (New York: A.J. Johnson, publisher, 1869), [plate 42]
Sheet corners numbered 83 and 84.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1019 .J5 1869, [plate 42] (PrCt)

38380 Ireland - Maps - 1871-1873
Handbook for travellers in Ireland.
London: John Murray, 1871 [i.e. 1873?].
Authors: Deane, J. C. (John Connellan) -- Fennell, H. -- John Murray (Firm) -- Murray's handbooks for travellers -- Edward Stanford Ltd -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Publisher's advertisements on endpapers and "Murray's handbook advertiser, 1873", 80 p. at end.
Edited by J.C.Deane and contributions from H. Fennell. Cf. Lister.
Includes map by Edward Stanford Ltd.
Issued with 3 maps, but this copy imperfect; lacking 1 of 2 folded pocket maps.
"With travelling maps."
Includes index.
Series: [Murray's handbooks for travellers] -- Murray's handbooks for travellers.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray's handbooks for travellers, 356
Baskes G153 .M97 no. 356 (1871) (NLO)

38381 Ireland - Maps - 1872
Ireland according to the government surveys / by...
Ireland - Maps - 1878

Authors: Williams, W. Mattieu (William Mattieu), 1820-1892 -- John Murray (Firm) -- Murray’s handbooks for travellers -- Edward Stanford Ltd. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)


Cover title: Murray’s hand-book, Ireland
Spine title: Hand-book for Ireland
Maps engraved by Stanford’s Geographical Est.
"With maps and plans."
Issued with 9 maps, but this copy imperfect; lacking map to face p. 5 (?).
Folded map in pocket.
Includes index.
Publisher’s advertisements on endpapers and "Murray’s handbook advertiser, 1887-88", 48 p. at end.
Series: [Murray’s handbooks for travellers] -- Murray’s handbooks for travellers.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Full text of another copy (but not the maps) available online via HathiTrust Digital Library (February 2013):
http://hdl.handle.net/2027/nyp.33433003277849
References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray’s handbooks for travellers, 357
LC Card Number: 04002267
Baskes G153 .M97 no. 357 (1878) (NLO)

Ireland - Maps - 1880-1889

Atlas & geography of Ireland : a description of the country, and of the several counties . Dublin ; London ; Liverpool : M.H. Gill & Son ; G. Philip & Son, [188-?].
Authors: Joyce, P. W. (Patrick Weston), 1827-1914 -- Bartholomew, John, 1831-1893 -- M.H. Gill & Son (Dublin, Ireland) -- George Philip & Son -- Gill (M.H.) & Son (Dublin, Ireland) SEE
M.H. Gill & Son (Dublin, Ireland)
1 atlas (56, 28 p. : col. maps) ; 28 cm.
"Includes 33 coloured maps by John Bartholomew."

Ireland - Maps - 1881

Philips’ handy atlas of the counties of Ireland / constructed by John Bartholomew ; revised by P.W. Joyce. London : George Philip & Son, 1881.
Authors: Bartholomew, John, 1831-1893 -- Joyce, P. W. (Patrick Weston), 1827-1914 -- George Philip & Son -- Milltown Institute of Theology and Philosophy -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (41 p., 33 folded leaves of plates) : 32 col. maps ; 19 cm.
Spine title: Philips’ county atlas of Ireland
Issued with 33 maps, but this copy imperfect; lacking map no. 1
Relief shown by hachures.
"With consulting index."
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 2939.
Baskes G1830 .B33 1881 (NLO)

Ireland - Maps - 1881<=>Names,

Geographical - Ireland - 1881

1 atlas (58 p.) : ill., maps ; 28 cm.
Facsimile reprint, with new introduction, of original published as Philip’s Handy atlas of the counties of Ireland / John Bartholomew ; rev. by P.W. Joyce. London : George Philip & Son, 1881.
Includes index.
Bibliography: p. xii-xiv.
List of addresses for further research: p. 58.
Scales differ.
LC Card Number: 85675008
ISBN 0920297005
folio G 42 .4555 (NLO)

Ireland - Maps - 1883

Ireland. Chicago : Geo. F. Cram, [1883].
Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928. Cram’s unrivaled family atlas of the world (1883)
1 map : col. ; 27 x 20 cm.
In: Cram, George Franklin. Cram’s unrivaled family atlas of the world (Chicago : Geo. F. Cram,
Ireland - Maps - 1885
Philips' handy atlas of the counties of Ireland / constructed by John Bartholomew ; revised by P.W. Joyce. London : George Philip & Son, 1885 .
Authors: Bartholomew, John, 1831-1893 -- Joyce, P. W. (Patrick Weston), 1827-1914 -- George Philip & Son -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (41 p., 33 folded leaves of plates) : 33 col. maps : 19 cm.
Spine title: Philips' county atlas of Ireland
"With consulting index."
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1830 .B33 1885 (NLO)

Ireland - Maps - 1885
Rand McNally, 1888) p. 568-569.

Ireland - Maps - 1890
Authors: Baddeley, Mountford John Byrde, 1843-1906 -- Bartholomew, John, 1831-1893 -- John Bartholomew & Co. -- A. Dulau & Co. -- Booth, Frederick A. -- Adair, Laura -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
xv, 165, 64 p., [18] leaves of plates (chiefly folded) : 18 hand col. maps ; 17 cm.
2nd ed., rev.
Spine title: Baddeley's Ireland
"John Bartholomew & Co."--On maps.
Index map on lining paper.
"Erratum": tipped in facing p. [1], second sequence.
"Thorough guide advertiser": 64 p. at end.
Includes index.Series: Thorough guide series ; 12 Publisher's red cloth binding.
Owner's inscription: Fredk. A. Booth, summer of 1891.
Former owner: Laura Adair; ms. annotations on t.p.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .T56 Ireland, pt. 1 (1890) (NLO)

Ireland - Maps - 1891
2nd ed., rev.
"John Bartholomew & Co."--On maps.
Imperfect; issued with 26 (?) maps, but this copy lacking map of Killarney District
Index map on lining paper.
Includes index.
Advertisements: 84, 7 p. at end.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .T56 Ireland, pt. 2 (1891) (NLO)

Ireland - Maps - 1892
Ireland. Part I, Northern counties, including Dublin and neighbourhood / by M.J.B. Baddeley ; eighteen maps and plans by Bartholomew.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Index map on lining paper.
"Thorough guide advertiser": 88 p. at end.
Includes index.
Series: Thorough guide series ; 12
Publisher's red cloth binding.
Former owner: J.C. Bradshaw.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G153 .T56 Ireland, pt. 1 (1892) (NLO)

Ireland - Maps - 1897

Authors: Baddeley, Mountford John Byrde, 1843-1906 -- Thorough guide series -- Bartholomew, John, 1831-1893 -- A. Dulau & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
12, xv, 211, 96 p., [19] leaves of plates (chiefly folded) : 19 hand col. maps ; 17 cm.
Index map on lining paper.
Errata slip tipped in facing p. 99, third sequence.
"Thorough guide advertiser": 96 p. at end.
Includes index.
Series: Thorough guide series
Publisher's red cloth binding.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

LC Card Number: 02023390
Baskes G153 .T56 Ireland, pt. 1 (1897) (NLO)

Ireland - Maps - 1898 <<>> Ireland - Historical geography - Maps - 1898

Authors: Joyce, P. W. (Patrick Weston), 1827-1914 -- McCarthy, P. W. (Patrick Weston), 1827-1914 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 32 maps ; 315 x 240 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Ireland - Maps - 1901

1 atlas (2 p.l., 24 p. 69 col. maps on 33 double pl.) : 56 cm.
'Compiled and drawn from reliable official data and the latest information.' - Indexed
Phillips 2940.
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 2194
oversize G 1042 .74 (NLO)

38399 Ireland - Maps - 1901
External Reference:

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Authors: Ward, Charles Slegg -- Thorough guide series -- John Bartholomew & Co. -- A. Dulau & Co. -- Hawes, F. M. -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. (various pagings) : 26 hand col. maps and plans (chiefly folded) ; 17 cm.
4th ed.
Index map on lining paper.
"Thorough guide advertiser": 96 p. at end.
Includes index.
Series: Thorough guide series
Owner’s inscription: Property of F.M. Hawes; ms. annotations at end.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 02023388
Baskes G153 .T56 Ireland, pt. 2 (1901) (NLO)

38403

Ireland - Maps - 1904
Authors: Lang, R. T. (Robert Turnbull), b. 1870 -- Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- Black's guide books -- Bartholomew, J. G. (John George), 1860-1920 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
x, 162, 104 p., [16] leaves of plates : ill., 10 col. maps (chiefly folded) ; 17 cm.
6th ed.
Cover title: Ireland
Former Ownership History:
"Illustrated with maps, plans, etc."
Maps by John Bartholomew.
Includes index.
Advertisements, 104 p. at end.
Series: Black's guide books -- Black's guide books.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .B55 Ireland (1904) (NLO)

38400

Ireland - Maps - 1902
Authors: John Murray (Firm) -- Murray's handbooks for travellers -- Cooke, J.
1 v.
6th ed.
Lister, W.B.C. A Bibliography of Murray's handbooks for travellers and biographies of authors, editors, revisers and principal contributors (Dereham: Dereham Books, 1993) no. 359.
G 42 .6 (NLO)

38401

Ireland - Maps - 1902
Authors: Johnston, Charles, 1867-1931 -- Henry T. Coates & Co. -- A.W. Elson & Co. -- Lineham, Mary L. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Photogravures by A.W. Elson & Co.
Each plate accompanied by guard sheet with descriptive letterpress.
Includes index.
Gilt cloth binding & dust jacket.
Former owner’s inscription: Mary L. Lineham, Christmas, 1902.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 01026264
Baskes DA912 .J73 (NLO)

38402

Ireland - Maps - 1902-1906
Ordinance map of Ireland published on a scale of one inch to a mile. Southampton, Eng. Ordnance Survey, 1902-1906.
Authors: Ordnance Survey (Ireland)
186 maps : col. ; on sheets 39 x 54 cm. (several sheets larger, folded to 39 x 54 cm.) + index map 44 x 33 cm.
Scale 1:63,360.
Revised edition, based on surveys made in the 1830s and 1840s.
Index map shows 205 sheets; area coverage complete in 186 sheets.
Title taken from index map.
All sheets mounted on muslin.
Relief shown by hachures; spot heights in feet.
map2F 5780.1 (PrCt)

38404

Ireland - Maps - 1906
Authors: Cooke, John, 1850-1931 -- John Murray (Firm) -- Murray's handbooks for travellers -- Edward Stanford Ltd. -- Brentano's (Firm) -- Walker & Boutall -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
ix, 57, 575, [24], 11, 36 p., [20] leaves of plates (17 folded) : 43 maps and plans (some col.) ; 18 cm.
7th ed. / rev. and ed. by John Cooke.
Publisher's advertisements on endpapers.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Series: [Murray's handbooks for travellers] -- Murray's handbooks for travellers.
Cover title: Murray's handbook, Ireland
Spine title: Handbook for Ireland
"With 43 maps and plans."
"With index-directory for 1908."
Erratum slip tipped-in before p. [1], second sequence.
Bookseller's label: Brentano's.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray's handbooks for travellers, 360
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

IRLAND - MAPS - 1908 - ROAD MAPS
Contour road book of Ireland. London : Gall & Inglis, 1908.
Authors: Inglis, Harry R. G., d. 1939 -- Gall & Inglis -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 6 maps ; 157 x 93 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

IRLAND - MAPS - 1909
1 v. (various pagings) : 27 col. maps and plans (some folded) ; 17 cm.
5th ed.
"John Bartholomew & Co."--On maps.
Includes additional map of Galway, not listed in map index
Index map on lining paper.
At head of title: Thorough guide series.
Advertisement facing t.p. also identifies series as "Baddeley's guides."
"Thorough guide advertiser": 56 p. at end.
Includes index.
Series: Thorough guide series
Publisher's red cloth binding.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

IRLAND - MAPS - 1909

Philips' handy administrative atlas of Ireland: a series of detailed county maps showing local government and parliamentary divisions, with lists of county boroughs, municipal boroughs, urban districts, rural districts, parliamentary boroughs and divisions, and consulting index / edited by George Philip. London ; Liverpool : George Philip & Son ; Philip, Son & Nephew, [1909].
Authors: Philip, George, 1870-1937 -- London Geographical Institute -- George Philip & Son -- Philip, Son & Nephew -- Myers, Albert Cook, fl. 1912 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (11, 40 p., [72] p. of plates) ; 37 col. maps ; 19 cm.
Publisher's green cloth binding.
Relief shown by hachures.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Label tipped in: This book is intended to be sold to the public at the published price, and is supplied to the trade on terms which will not allow of discount.
Former owner's inscription: Albert Cook Myers, Dublin, 1:x1:1912.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

IRLAND - MAPS - 1910-1919
Authors: William Collins Sons and Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- William Collins Sons and Co. The Collegiate atlas ... [191-?]
1 map : col. ; 29 x 22 cm.
"Ireland" in oversize manuscript lettering on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

IRLAND - MAPS - 1911
Ireland. Part II, East, west, and south, including Dublin and Howth / by C.S. Ward ; edited by W. Baxter ; twenty-seven maps and plans by Bartholomew. London ; Liverpool : George Philip & Son ; Philip, Son & Nephew, [1911].

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

John Bartholomew & Co. -- Thomas Nelson & Sons -- Hanson, C. J. Whistler -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. (various pagings) : 27 col. maps and plans (some folded) ; 17 cm.
6th ed.
At head of title: Thorough guide series.
"John Bartholomew & Co."--On maps.
Index map on lining paper.
Advertisement facing t.p. also identifies series as "Baddeley's guides."
"Thorough guide advertiser": 48 p. at end.
Includes index.
Series: Thorough guide series
Publisher's red cloth binding.
Stamped on t.p.: C.J. Whistler Hanson, 23 Jul 1913.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .T56 Ireland, pt. 2 (1911) (NLO)

Ireland - Maps - 1912
xxxi, viii, 384, 88 p., [43] leaves of plates (some folded) : ill., 25 maps (some col., some folded), 2 plans (part fold.) ; 18 cm.
25th ed.
'Revised and brought up to date by Gordon Home and G.E. Mitton.'--T.p. verso.
Imperfect; folded map in pocket missing.
Map on lining papers.
Series: Black's guide books.
Series statement from publisher advertisements.
Folded map in pocket at end.
Advertisements: 88 p. at end.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 43036670
Baskes G153 .B55 Ireland (1912) (NLO)

Ireland - Maps - 1912-1918 - Road maps
Authors: Great Britain. Ordnance Survey -- Ordnance Survey (Ireland)
25 maps : col. ; 46 x 69 cm. each, on sheets folded to 18 x 10 cm. in box 21 x 16 x 11 cm.
Collective title supplied by cataloger; each sheet bears unique title on recto, e.g. Cork.
Individual printed title panels pasted on versos, e.g. Ordnance Survey road map of Cork.
Numbered 1-25 and keyed to index map, also pasted on versos.
Scale 1:126,720. "1/2 inch to 1 mile."
Reduced from one inch maps published 1899-1913, partly revised.
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 2107. 331055
24-566
Case G 1042 .37 (NLO)

Ireland - Maps - 1912 - Guidebooks
Authors: John Murray (Firm) -- Murray's handbooks for travellers -- Cooke, J. 1 v.
8th ed.
Lister, W.B.C. A Bibliography of Murray's handbooks for travellers and biographies of authors, editors, revisers and principal contributors (Dereham: Dereham Books, 1993) no. 361.
G 42 .611 (NLO)

Ireland - Maps - 1913
7th ed. rev.
Map on lining papers.
Includes index.
Advertisements, 48 p. at end.
Series: Thorough guide series ; 5.
Bookplate: Ex libris Sir David Owen (Port of London Authority), the gift of Lady Owen, Nov. 1941.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .T56 Ireland, pt. 1 (1913) (NLO)

Ireland - Maps - 1923 - Road maps
Route guide and atlas of Ireland. London : Geographia, [1923?].
Authors: Geographia Ltd. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newbury Library)
1 v. : 20 maps 6d;nd
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Ireland - Maps - 1930
Rand McNally standard map of Ireland. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1930?].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Shaw,
Frances Wells, 1872-1937
1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm. fold. in covers 17 x 11 cm.
Cover title: Ireland : Rand McNally pocket map.
In tiny type below scale: The Rand-McNally New
Library Atlas Map of Ireland.
Scale 1:728,640 or "statute miles, 11.5 = 1 inch."
Index to provinces and chief cities in left margin,
full index on verso.
Plate nos. "No.3:09 S" and "4R30."
Price 50¢.
Advertisement for RMcN Air trails maps on back
cover.
Removed from the Francis Wells Shaw Papers
[Newberry Library Midwest MS ShawF].
map3C G5780 1930 .R3 (PrCt)

38417 Ireland - Maps - 1930 - Road maps Road maps
See Ireland first : tourist map / issued by the Irish
Tourist Association (Inc.), Dublin, with the
compliments of the United States Lines. Dublin :
Irish Tourist Association, [ca. 1930].
Authors: G.W. Bacon & Co. -- Irish Tourist
Association -- United States Lines Company --
Alex. Thom & Co. -- Shaw, Frances Wells,
1872-1937
1 map : col. ; 46 x 40 cm., fold. to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Scale 1:1,000,000 or "1 inch = 16 miles."
"The copyright of this map is the property of G.
W. Bacon & Co."
"Printed in the Irish Free State, on Irish paper, by
Alex. Thom & Co., Ltd., Dublin."
Index to towns in left and right margins, "general
information" and "List of approved roads, frontier
posts, and customs stations for motorists
between the Irish Free State and Northern
Ireland."
Small losses at two folds due to rodent damage.
Removed from the Francis Wells Shaw Papers
[Newberry Library Midwest MS ShawF].
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4
Stacks, Aisle 3.
Road map4C G5781.P2 1930 .B3 (PrCt)

38418 Ireland - Maps - 1931
In search of Ireland / by H. V. Morton, with
illustrations and a map. New York : Dodd, Mead
and Company, 1931.
Authors: Morton, H. V. (Henry Vollam),
1892-1979 -- Dodd, Mead & Company
xiii, 356 p. front., plates, 1 map ; 22 cm.
Maps on lining-papers.
Bibliography: p. ix-x.
LC Card Number: 31006721
G 42 .593 (NLO)

38419 Ireland - Maps - 1931
In search of Ireland / by H.V. Morton. London :
Methuen & Co. Ltd., 1931.
Authors: Morton, H. V. (Henry Vollam),
1892-1979 -- Taylor, Alfred E., active 1920-1940
-- Methuen & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
xiii, 280, 8 p., [24] leaves of plates : ill., 1 map ;
20 cm.
3rd ed.
"With sixteen illustrations and a map."
Map on endpapers by A.E. Taylor.
Includes bibliographical references (p. ix-x) and
index.
Publisher’s advertisements, 8 p. at end.
Inscription: Mother. August 1931.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 31009614
Baskes DA977 .M6 1931 (NLO)
American expeditionary force to help protect the
British Isles.'

Scale ca. 1:930,000.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

**Baskes map8C G3201.S7 1940 .C68, no. 5 (PrCt)**

### 38424 Ireland - Maps - 1943


Authors: O’Faoláin, Seán, 1900-1991 -- Nichols, F. -- Britain in pictures -- British people in pictures

-- William Collins Sons and Co. -- Harned, Julie -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)


One map by F. Nichols.

"With 8 plates in colour and 22 illustrations in black & white."


Former owner’s inscription: Julie Harned, ARC. January 1944, Nottingham, England.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Duplicate copy: F 42 .444

References: Carney, M. Britain in pictures, 39

LC Card Number: a 44000813

**Baskes DA630 .B75 no. 39 (1943) (NLO)**

### 38425 Ireland - Maps - 1949


Authors: Muirhead, L. Russell (Litellus Russell), 1896- -- Blue guide -- John Bartholomew and Son -- Ernest Benn Ltd. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Griffiths, D. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

Ixxii, 296, 31 p., [12] leaves of plates (some folded) : 48 maps and plans (some folded, some col.) ; 16 cm.

2nd ed.

Spine title: Muirhead’s Ireland

*With a complete atlas of Ireland and 15 other maps and plans.*

Maps by John Bartholomew & Son.

Includes bibliographical references (p. xlix-l) and index.

Series: The blue guides -- Blue guide.

Owner’s inscription: D. Griffiths.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Duplicate copy: G 42 .596

LC Card Number: 49049126

**Baskes G153 .B58 Ireland (1949) (NLO)**

### 38426 Ireland - Maps - 1950 - Genealogy

*Ireland in whose fields flourish a noble race ...* Dublin : Heraldic & Genealogical Research Bureau, [ca 1950?].

Authors: MacLysaght, Edward -- Heraldic & Genealogical Research Bureau (Dublin, Ireland)

1 map : col. ; 49 x 37 cm.

At bottom right: This map, showing the location of the principal Irish families together with the leading families of Norman origin ... is the result of research ... by Dr. Edward MacLysaght.

Scale not given.

**oversize E 6942 .54 (NLO)**

### 38427 Ireland - Maps - 1958-1969 - Language and languages

*Linguistic atlas and survey of Irish dialects.*


Authors: Wagner, Heinrich, 1923- -- Baoill, Colm O. -- Dublin Institute for Advanced Studies

1 atlas (4 v. : col. maps) ; 31-43 cm.

Vol. 4, by H. Wagner and C. O. Baoill.

Includes bibliographical references.

Contents: v. 1. Introduction, 300 maps -- v. 2. The dialects of Munster -- v. 3. The dialects of Connacht -- v. 4. The dialects of Ulster and the Isle of Man. Specimens of Scottish Gaelic dialects. Phonetic texts of East Ulster Irish.

LC Card Number: map59000936

**oversize X 8288 .506 (NLO)**

### 38428 Ireland - Maps - 1962


Authors: Muirhead, Findlay, 1860-1935 -- Blue guide -- Muirhead, L. Russell (Litellus Russell), 1896- -- Ernest Benn Ltd. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 46 map plates

3rd ed.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) (PrCt)**

### 38429 Ireland - Maps - 1967


Authors: Muirhead, Findlay, 1860-1935 -- Blue guide -- Muirhead, L. Russell (Litellus Russell), 1896- -- Ernest Benn Ltd. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 46 map plates

3rd ed.

2nd, corrected impression.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) (PrCt)**

### 38430 Ireland - Maps - 1968 - Genealogy

*Maps as genealogical sources - 1968* Dublin : Chicago tribune

7 maps ; on sheet 28 x 22 cm.

Includes map of Ireland and 6 enlarged sections.

M1296

map1F G5781.E6225 1968 C5 1977 (PrCt)

38431 Ireland - Maps - 1970

Authors: Everyman guides -- Piehler, H. A. -- John Bartholomew & Co. -- London House -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 20 maps
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

38432 Ireland - Maps - 1976 - Road maps -- Northern Ireland - Maps - 1976 - Road maps

Authors: Automobile Association (Great Britain) -- Beach, Russell
306, 30 p. : ill. (some col.), maps (some col.) ; 31 cm.
Edited by P.O. Russell.
ISBN 0091270200
folio DA980 .A95 1976 (NLO)


Irish county maps showing locations of churches.
Authors: Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints. Genealogical Dept.
1 v. ; 28 cm.
folio G1831 .E42 I7 1977 (NLO)

38434 Ireland - Maps - 1978

Authors: Morton, H. V. (Henry Vollam), 1892-1979 -- Dodd, Mead & Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.
Cl. OCLC 4325342.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

38435 Ireland - Maps - 1980-1989

Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Automobile Association (Great Britain) -- Prentice-Hall, inc. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 37 plates
1st ed.
Issued in partnership with the Automobile Association (tall format); cf. A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher, 1832-1990, p. 277.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library ( Pending Donation) (PrCt)


The Deliberate follies of Ireland. Irish Georgian Society, [198-].
Authors: De Fouw, Jan -- Irish Georgian Society
1 map : col. ; 28 x 40 cm.
Includes 8 drawings and 11 photographs of buildings and list of 111 buildings, organized by county.
85-77750
4041
map2F G5781.E644 198- D4 (PrCt)

38437 Ireland - Maps - 1987 - Road maps -- Road maps

Authors: Automobile Association (Great Britain) -- Beach, Russell
1 atlas (xii, 52 p.) : col. ill., chiefly col. maps ; 24 cm.
Includes index.
Series: AA automaps.
OCLC 16471971.
ISBN 0861455967 (pbk)
G1831 .P2 A73 1987 (NLO)

38438 Ireland - Maps - 1989

Authors: Insight guides -- Bell, B. -- Nelles Verlag -- APA Publications (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 11 maps
2nd ed.
No. 144 in a series.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)


Heraldic scroll & map of family names & origins / DK. Dublin : Mullins of Dublin, [199-?].
Authors: K., D. -- D. K. -- Mullins of Dublin (Firm)
1 map : col. ; 40 x 29 cm. on sheet 105 x 73 cm. fold in covers 27 x 19 cm.
Identifies places of origin of family names; surrounded by the arms of 32 counties and 776 families.
map4C G578.6E6225 1990 .M8 (PrCt)

38440 Ireland - Maps - 1991

Authors: Penguin guides -- Tucker, A. -- Viking Press -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 13 maps
3rd ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)
Ireland - Maps - 1997

1997

Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Automobile Association (Great Britain) -- Macmillan Travel -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.: 9 maps, 30 city plans
3rd ed.
Edition statement on cover: 4e.
Issued in partnership with the Automobile Association (short format); cf. A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher, 1832-1990, p. 277.
Cover price: $23.95.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

PrCt

Ireland - Maps - 1997 - Land use

1997

Lands use

Ireland - Maps - 1997

- Ireland - Maps - 1997

- Ireland - Maps - 1997

- Ireland - Geography - 1997

Authors: Aalen, F. H. A. -- Whelan, Kevin, 1958- -- Stout, Matthew -- University of Toronto Press
1 atlas (352 p. : ill. (some col.), col. maps) ; 31 cm.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
LC Card Number: cn 97930818
ISBN 0802042945 (bound)
folio G1831.G4 A84 1997 (NLO)

Ireland - Maps - 1998 - Road maps

1998

Road maps

Ireland - Maps - 1998

- Cities and towns

- Ireland - Maps - 1998

- Road maps

The Complete road atlas of Ireland, scale 1:210 000. [Dublin : Ordnance Survey of Ireland, 1998].
Authors: Ordnance Survey (Ireland) -- Ordnance Survey of Northern Ireland
1 atlas (vi, 118 p.) : col. ill., col. maps ; 27 cm.
Cover title.
At head of cover title: Ordnance Survey.
'Northern Ireland information supplied by Ordnance Survey of Northern Ireland'--Prelim. p.
Includes city and town maps, distance chart, conversion tables, and gazetteer.
Rev. ed. of: The Ordnance Survey road atlas of Ireland.
LC Card Number: 99464951
ISBN 1901496813 ; 9781901496819
G1831.P2 O7 1998 (NLO)

Ireland - Maps - 2001

2001

Northern Ireland - Maps - 2001

Road maps

Authors: Michelin green guides -- Michelin Travel Publications (Firm) -- Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
"Published in 2001"--Inside front cover.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 40) and index.
Series: The green guide -- Michelin green guides.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
ISBN 2060000238 (pbk.) ; 9782060000237 (pbk.)

Ireland - Maps - 2011 - Land use

2011

Land use

Ireland - Maps - 2011

- Ireland - Maps - 2011

- Ireland - Geography - 2011

1 atlas (422 p. : ill. (chiefly col.), maps (chiefly col.)) ; 31 cm.
Rev. and expanded 2nd ed.
ISBN 9781859184592 ; 1859184596
folio G1831.G4 A84 2011 (NLO)

Ireland - Maps - Bibliography - 1612

1612

Authors: Law, Andrew Bonar

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Ireland - Maps - Bibliography - 1612-1850
Authors: Law, Andrew Bonar
334 p. : maps ; 31 cm.
Includes indexes.
Bibliography: p. 8.
Formerly folio Z6027.I7 L38 1997
LC Card Number: gb 98007308
ISBN 0953224104
Map Ref folio Z6027.I7 L38 1997 (NLO)

Ireland - Maps - Collections, 1565-1599
Maps of Ireland. [S.l. s.n., 19--].
6 maps : various sizes ; in portofolio 30 x 23 cm.
Spine title.
Photostatic reproductions of anonymous manuscript and signed printed maps of Ireland variously compiled between 1565-1599 by B. Boazio, R. Elstracke, F. Jobson, L. Nowell, Sebastiano di Re, J. Sudbury, and B. Zaltieri.
Gift of Frederic Ives Carpenter.
329206
Case folio G 1042 .55 (NLO)

Ireland - Maps - Exhibitions - Catalogs>>Library of Congress - Exhibitions - Catalogs
The Emerald Isle in maps. 1990.
Authors: Dempsey, Patrick -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division
10 p. ; 28 cm.
Catalog of an exhibition held from 6 Feb.-9 Sept. 1990.
Duplicate copy: Vert 2042
BHC 1071
Vert 734 (PrCt)

Ireland - Maps - Exhibitions - Catalogs>>Library of Congress - Exhibitions - Catalogs
The Emerald Isle in maps. 1990.
Authors: Dempsey, Patrick -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division
5 leaves; 28 cm.
Duplicate copy: Vert 734
BHC 2497
Vert 2042 (PrCt)

Re-mapping the tour: Mary Ireland's 1923 scrapbook at the Newberry Library. [2005].
Authors: Hailey, Charlie
6 p. ; 28 cm.
Unpublished typescript.
Describes chronological scrapbook of a solo trip made by Mary Ireland between August 1-August 23, 1923, between her home near New Haven to Portland, Maine, where she meets her husband Gordon Ireland [Map5C G3720 1923 .I7 (PrCt)]
Includes bibliographic references.
The scrapbook includes numerous manuscript annotations and unidentified fragments of printed maps trimmed to illustrate daily itineraries.
Vert 2281 (PrCt)

Irian Jaya Barat (Indonesia) - Maps - 1753>>Misool Island (Indonesia) - Maps - 1753>>Mixoal Island (Indonesia) SEE Misool Island (Indonesia)
Kaart van de Papoasche Eilanden. Amsterdam : by Is. Tirion, MDCCLIII [1753].
Authors: Tirion, Isaak -- Tirion, Isaak. Nieuwe en beknopte hand-atlas ... (1748 [i.e. 1769?]?) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 31 x 35 cm.
Verso numbered "N 93" in manuscript.
In: Tirion, Isaak. Nieuwe en beknopte hand-atlas ... (Amsterdam : Isak Tirion, 1744 [i.e. 1769?]), plate [91].
oversize Ayer 135 .T55 1744, plate [91] (PrCt)

Authors: Schütze, E. -- Texas. General Land Office -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: Blueprint, 40.5 x 36 in. Scale 1:66,660. Originally compiled 1893.
Go to the Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Irish Cartography - Exhibitions
- Cartography - Ireland - History - Exhibitions - Catalogs
- Ireland - Maps - Exhibitions - Catalogs

Three hundred years of Irish printed maps;
[Catalogue of an exhibition in the Ulster Museum], 9-20 February, 1972, [by Andrew Law].
Belfast, 1972.
Authors: Law, Andrew Bonar -- Ulster Museum -- Queen's University Festival
32 p. : ill. ;18 cm.
Cover title.
3A 6753 (NLO)

Irish Sea - Maps - 1689 - Nautical charts
- Isle of Man - Maps - 1689 - Nautical charts
- Clwyd (Wales) - Maps - 1689 - Coasts - Nautical charts
- Lancashire (England) - Maps - 1689 - Coasts - Nautical charts
- Dumfries (Scotland) - Maps - 1689 - Coasts - Nautical charts

Authors: Collins, Greeneville, fl. 1669-1698 -- Lonsdale, John Lwther, Viscount, 1655-1700 -- Collins, Greeneville, fl. 1669-1698. Great Britain’s coasting-pilot ... (1749) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 43 x 54 cm.
Engraved date “1689” mostly erased from plate; cf. Verner, Captain Collins’ coasting pilot.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Includes dedication to "Honble. Sr. John Lowther, Bart. ... ".
Includes coastal profiles.
Oriented with north at right.
In: Collins, Greeneville. Great Britain’s coasting-pilot ... (London : Printed by William and John Mount and Thomas Page, 1749), [plate 22].
Engraved no. 29 at upper left. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1811.P5 C6 1749, [plate 22] (PrCt)

Irish Sea - Maps - 1794 - Nautical charts
- Isle of Man - Maps - 1794 - Nautical charts
- Clwyd (Wales) - Maps - 1794 - Harbors - Nautical charts
- Lamlash (Scotland) - Maps - 1794 - Harbors - Nautical charts

A New and original hydrographical survey of the North and St. George’s Channels... 1794 [i.e. 1816?] .
1 map : hand col. ; 96 x 64 cm.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

In: Faden, William [and others]. [General atlas of modern geography : a collection of large scale maps and charts of all parts of the world] ([London, etc. : W. Faden, etc., 1775-1816]) v. 1, pl. 18.
Imprint on map: London ... 1794 ... LAURIE & WHITTLE
Verso handstamped '14,'
Includes costal views and remarks by Joseph Huddart.
oversize Ayer 135 .G32 1775 v. 1, pl. 18 (PrCt)

38458

Irish Sea - Maps - 1913 - Trade routes - Irish Sea - Maps - 1913 - Saint George's Channel (Ireland and Wales) - Maps - 1913 - Trade routes - Saint George's Channel (Ireland and Wales) - Maps - 1913 - North Channel (Northern Ireland and Scotland) - Maps - 1913 - Trade routes - North Channel (Northern Ireland and Scotland) - Maps - 1913
The Irish Channel. [London] : George Philip & Son, Ltd. ; The London Geographical Institute, [1913].
Authors: George Philip & Son -- London Geographical Institute -- Philip, George, 1870-1937. Philips' mercantile marine atlas : a series of 35 plates ... with ... distances between ports ... (1913)
1 map : col. ; 66 x 45 cm.
Identifies trade routes and distances, e.g. "Dublin to Holyhead 61 [nautical miles]."
Insets (7 x 9 cm. and smaller): Dublin Bay -- Belfast -- The Clyde -- Barrow -- Cork Harbour -- Cardiff -- Fishguard -- Swansea -- Barry -- Bristol.
In: Philip, George. Philips' mercantile marine atlas : a series of 35 plates ... with ... distances between ports ... (London ; Liverpool : G. Philip & Son, ltd. ; The London Geographical Institute ; Philip, Son & Nephew, 1913), plate 4.
oversize H 7001 .68, plate 4 (PrCt)

38459

Iroise (France) - Maps - 1800-1802 - Nautical charts - Iroise (France) - Maps - 1800-1802 - Brest (France) - Maps - 1800-1802 - Harbors - Nautical charts - Brest (France) - Maps - 1800-1802 - Nautical charts
General chart of the Iroise passage or Bay of Brest from Ushant to the Isle of Saints ... 1800. 1802 [i.e. 1816?].
1 map : hand col. ; 69 x 58 cm
In: Faden, William [and others]. [General atlas of modern geography : a collection of large scale maps and charts of all parts of the world] ([London, etc. : W. Faden, etc., 1775-1816]) v. 1, pl. [60].
Imprint on map: London ... W. Faden ... 1802. Includes 5 coastal views.
'Surveyed by directions of ... Admiral Earl St. Vincent.'
Verso handstamped '42.'
oversize Ayer 135 .G32 1775 v. 1, pl. 60 (PrCt)

38460

Iron County (Mich.) - Maps - 1903 - Wall maps - Counties - Maps
Rogers' map of Iron County, Michigan / compiled from U.S. gov't and geological surveys by H. E. McClintock, September 1903. [Crystal Falls, Mich.] : C.M. Rogers, c1903.
Authors: McClintock, H. E., fl. 1903 -- Rogers, Charles M., fl. 1903 -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 87 x 111 cm., folded in covers to 17 x 11 cm.
"Scale: 1 mile = 1 inch."
Detached from covers.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
map3C G4113 .I7 1903 .M3 (PrCt)

38461

Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Iron County 4-H Board of Directors (Mich.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (47 p.) : 39 maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title: Map of Iron County, Michigan / compiled by directions of ... Admiral Earl St. Vincent.
'Sponsored by 4-H Board of Directors.'
Scale of township maps [ca. 1:50,688]. 1 1/4 inch equals 1 mile.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G4113.I7G46 1960 .R58 (NLO)

38462

Map of Iron County, Michigan. 1961. Authors: Davison, Earl
1 map
temp map4F G4113 .I7 1961 D3 (PrCt)

38463

Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Iron County Board of Commissioners (Mich.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (56 p.) : 39 maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title: Map of Iron County, Michigan / compiled by directions of ... Admiral Earl St. Vincent.
'Sponsored by Iron County Board of...

Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Iron County Board of Commissioners (Mich.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (56 p.) : 39 maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
'Sponsored by Iron County Board of Commissioners.'
Scale of township maps [ca. 1:50,688]. 1 1/4 inch equals 1 mile.
Includes business directory and index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 81675257
Baskes folio G4113.17G46 1979 .R58 (NLO)


Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Iron County Board of Commissioners (Mich.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (56 p.) : 39 maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
'Sponsored by Iron County Board of Commissioners.'
Scale of township maps [ca. 1:50,688]. 1 1/4 inch equals 1 mile.
Includes business directory and index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 83675970
Baskes folio G4113.17G46 1982 .R58 (NLO)

38466 Iron County (Wis.) - Maps - 1911 - Railroads - Vilas County (Wis.) - Maps - Railroads - Chicago and North Western Railway Company - Maps - 1911 - Tourist maps - Wisconsin - Maps - Railroads - Maps

[Map of Chicago and North Western Railway lines in Iron and Vilas counties, Wisconsin].
[Chicago : Chicago and North Western Railway Passenger Department, 1911].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Chicago and North Western Railway Company.
Passenger Department -- Chicago and North Western Railway Company.
Western Railway Company. Passenger Department. Lakes and resorts of the Northwest (1911)
1 map : col. ; 20 x 19 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Attributed to Rand McNally and Co. because its design, with printed date and plate number, is similar to the last map in the volume, printed by Rand McNally and Co.
"Copyright, 1903, by Chicago & North-Western Ry. Co., Chicago, Ill."
"4793" -- Plate number at bottom left.
"4-14-11" -- Date at bottom center.
Scale [ca. 1:189,000]
Coordinates: (W 90°04'15"--W 89°59'25"/N 46°11'05"--N 46°08'15")
Details eastern Iron County, western Vilas County, and the northern half of the Lac du Flambeau Indian Reservation in far north central Wisconsin.
Identifies many lakes comprising the Turtle Waters and Manitowash Waters, resorts, and fishing and hunting camps.
In: Lakes and resorts of the Northwest : a tourists’ guide to the summer resorts and fishing and hunting grounds reached via the North Western line, with information covering summer train service, and a complete list of hotels, with their location, rates and capacity, etc. (Chicago, Ill. : Chicago & North Western Railway Passenger Department, 1911) p. 28.
Adjacent text on p. 29: The Manitowash Waters. With a good guide one can go up the Manitowash River ...
G 89 .16 p. 28 (PrCt)

38467 Iroquois County (Ill.) - Maps - 1860 - Counties - Maps

Authors: Iroquois County Gen. Soc.
map4F G 4103.I6G46 1860 .WS 1983 (PrCt)

38468 Iroquois County (Ill.) - Maps - 1860 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps

[Map of Iroquois and Kankakee counties]. 1860
Authors: Wilson, John, 19th cent. -- Iroquois County Genealogical Society
1 map ; 39 x 41 cm.
Added title: Map of Iroquois County Illinois in 1860.
Facsimile (covering Iroquois County only) of part of a map by John Wilson; cf. MMC 4-1899. 83-54065
487
map4F G 4103.I6G46 1860 W5 1983 (PrCt)

38469 Iroquois County (Ill.) - Maps - 1860 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps

[Map of Iroquois County (Ill.) - 1860: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche]. [Washington,
Irvine, Javan B. (Javan Bradley), 1831-1904
Surveying - North Dakota - 1871
Rosser-Whistler Eastern Yellowstone Surveying Expedition, 1871
Montana - Discovery and Exploration - 1871
North Dakota - Discovery and Exploration - 1871
Rosser, Thomas Lafayette, 1836-1910
Rosser-Whistler Eastern Yellowstone Surveying Expedition, 1871
Whistler, Joseph Nelson Garland, 1822-1899
Rosser-Whistler Eastern Yellowstone Surveying Expedition, 1871
Authors: Lubetkin, M. John -- South Dakota State Historical Society
p. 125-162 : illus., ports., maps ; 23 cm.
In South Dakota history 37, no. 2 (Summer 2007): 125-162.
F 923 .006, v. 37, no. 2, p. 125-162 (Pr Ct)

Isabela (Basilan Island, Philippines) - Maps - 1862 - Manuscripts
Manuscript maps Reco[n]ciemento de la Isabela de Basilan. 1862.
Authors: Burriel, Juan Nepomuceno -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library.
Manuscript map. Ayer MS 1306 map 1
1 ms. map : hand col., cloth ; 171 x 121 mm. on sheet 323 x 225 mm.
Shows the city and surrounding region of Isabela on Basilan Island in the Philippine province of Zamboanga. Forms part of colonel Juan Nepomuceno Burriel's manuscript Ytinerario de la escursion hecha a Mindanao y Jolo (Ayer MS 1306), describing the Spanish army expedition of 1862.
Scale 1:10,000. 'Escala de 1/10,000.'
Relief shown by form lines.
Pen-and-ink (black, blue, green, red).
Bound between leaves 22-23; pencilled '2' in upper right corner.
Forms part of both the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection and the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library).
Lietz, P.S. Calendar of Philippine documents Ayer Coll., 306
Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 276
Butler, R.L. Check list mss. Ayer Coll., 1306
Quirolo, C. Philippine cartography (1963 ed.), p. 112
Blair & Robertson. Philippine Islands (1903 ed.),
v. 53 p. 400
Ayer ms map proj 94.
VAULT Ayer MS 1306 map 1 (NLO)

Authors: Central Printers (Mt. Pleasant, Mich.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([42] p.) : 21 maps ; 22 x 25 cm.
Cover title.
"Compiled from the latest official records and revised to November 1, 1931, from official real estate transfers."
Scale not given.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G4113.I8G46 1931 .C4 (NLO)

38480 Isabella County (Mich.) - Maps - 1955 - Landowners - Counties - Maps
Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Isabella County 4-H Council (Mich.) -- Fordyck, Earl E. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (24 p.) : 14 maps ; 22 x 28 cm.
Cover title.
"Sponsored by Isabella County 4-H Council."
Scale [1:50,688]. 1 1/4 in. = 1 mile.
Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Former owner’s inscription: Earl E. Fordyck, R.R. 1, Mt. Pleasant.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G4113.I8G46 1955 .R58 (NLO)

38481 Isanti County (Minn.) - Maps - 1898 - Landowners - Counties - Maps
Authors: C.M. Foote & Co. (Minneapolis, Minn.) -- Foote, E. J. -- Weston, Geo. F. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:

Microfiche 583, no. 374 (PrCt)

38482 Ischia (Italy) - Maps - 1586
Insula Aenaria hodie Ischia : Mare Tirrenvm / Marius Cartarius f. ... Vale Neapoli XV Cale[n]das Sextilis, salutis anno DLXXXVI. Naples, 1586.
Authors: Cartaro, Mario, ca. 1540 -- Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598 -- Norton, John, -1612 -- Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598. Theatrum orbis terrarum ... (Newberry Library) 1 map : 367 x 523 mm. (neat line), 372 x 525 mm. (plate mark)
Title from uppercase and oversize lettering above the island.
Imprint, possibly obscuring an earlier imprint, from dedication at upper left (33 lines total): Illmiae. ac Excellma. D. Isabellae Feltriae ... . Keyed to 167 numbered sites identified in 2 cartouches at bottom.
Oriented with north at bottom.
Tooley 320.
Ex De Landau; ex Finaly. d30
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Novacco 4F 211 (PrCt)

38483 Ischia (Italy) - Maps - 1590-1606
Ischia, quae olim Aenaria / Ivlivs Isolinvs describ. [London : John Norton, 1590 [i.e. 1606].
Authors: Jasolino, Giulio, 1538-1622 -- Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598 -- Norton, John, -1612 -- Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598. Theatrum orbis terrarum ... (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 35 x 48 cm.
In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatrum orbis terrarum ... (London : J. Norton, 1606), [plate 88].
Printed no. 88 and English letterpress text on verso beginning: The ille Ischia. That this iland hath been ... .
Oriented with north at bottom.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .07 1606, [plate 88] (PrCt)

38484 Ischia (Italy) - Maps - 1689
Authors: Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718 -- Padoani, Domenico, fl. 1689 -- Edward E. Ayer
Ischia (Italy) - Maps - 1704
L'isle d'Ischia dans le voisinage de Naples.
Amsterdam, 1704.
Authors: Blaeu, Joan, 1596-1673 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : hand col. ; 38 x 49 cm.
Koeman Bl 85 (14); re-engraving of Bl 35A (56).
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6712.I8 1704 B6 (PrCt)

Isfahan (Iran) - Maps - 1840 - Pictorial works
Ispahan. [Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, 1840].
Authors: Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846 -- Lea & Blanchard -- Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (1840) 1 view ; 3 x 6 cm.
In: Murray, Hugh. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, successors to Carey & Co., for George W. Gorton, 1840) v. 2, p. 308.
Wax engraving.
G 11 .607 v. 2, p. 308 (PrCt)

Isfahan (Iran) - Pictorial works - 1714
Spahan. [Amsterdam : R. en G. Wetstein et al, 1714].
Authors: Bruyn, Cornelis de, 1652-1727 -- Bruyn, Cornelis de, 1652-1727. Cornelis de Bruins Reizen over Moskovie, door Persie en Indie: vervyket met driehondert kunstplaten ... (1714) -- Wetstein, Gerard, 1680-1755 -- Wetstein, Rudolf, active 1701-1736 -- Oostenwyk, Joannes -- Gaete, Hendrik van de
1 view ; 30 x 190 cm., folded to 41 x 25 cm.
Anonymous view without imprint.
Title from center of top margin.
Engraved plate no. 74 in top right corner.
In: Bruyn, Cornelis de. Cornelis de Bruins Reizen over Moskovie, door Persie en Indie: vervyket met driehondert kunstplaten ... (Amsterdam : R. en G. Wetstein, J. Oosterwyk, H. van de Gaete, 1714), between p. 146-147.
Case oversize G 131 .118, between p. 146-147

Iskenderun, Gulf of (Turkey) - Maps - 1771 - Nautical charts
The Gulf of Scandaroon / by John Gaudy ; Thus appeareth Tripoli. [London : W. and J. Mount, T. and T. Page, 1771].
Authors: Gaudy, John, fl. ca. 1705-ca.1740 -- W. and J. Mount, T. and T. Page (Firm), fl. ca. 1753-1755 -- English Pilot. Part 3 (1753) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
2 maps ; 20 x 16 cm. and 12 x 23 cm., on sheet 46 x 30 cm.
Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger): English Pilot. Part 3 (1753)
Case oversize Ayer 135 .E55 1753 following p. 81 (PrCt)

Iskenderun, Gulf of (Turkey) - Maps - 1771 - Nautical charts
The Gulf of Scandaroon / by John Gaudy ; Thus appeareth Tripoli. [London : J. Mount and T. Page, 1771].
Authors: Gaudy, John, fl. ca. 1705-ca.1740 -- Mount, John, d. 1786 -- Page, Thomas, d. 1781 -- English Pilot. Part 3 (1771) -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)
2 maps ; 20 x 16 cm. and 12 x 22 cm., on sheet 47 x 30 cm.
Engraved map (Scandaroon) and woodcut map (Tripoli) printed beneath letterpress text (p. 81): A Description of the coasts of Syria.
In: The English pilot : Part III : Describing the sea-coasts ... in the whole Mediterranean Sea (London : Printed for J. Mount, and T. Page, on Tower-Hill, 1771), [plates 55-56].
Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger):

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
English Pilot. Part 3 (1771)
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the
Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1956.P5 E5 1771, [plates
55-56] (PrCt)

38491 Isla de Pinos (Cuba) - Maps - 1906<<<Isle of
Pines (Cuba) SEE Isla de Pinos (Cuba)
Rand McNally & Co.’s Map of the Isle of Pines,
West Indies. Chicago : Rand McNally & Co.,
c1906.
Authors: Binckley & Slaughter -- Rand McNally
and Company -- Andrew McNally III Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map ; 69 x 66 cm. fold. in covers 17 x 10 cm.
Map title repeated on paper cover.
'Drawn by Binckley & Slaughter, civil engineers,
Nueva Gerona.'
Scale ca. 1:103,500.
Much of the island is divided into mile-square
numbered parcels.
Inset: Map showing location of Isle of Pines
[c1904].
Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection.
Previous location: McNally’s vault B 15
map6F G4922.I8 1906 B5 (PrCt)

38492 Islam - Historical geography - Maps -
1951<<<Islamic countries - Historical
geography - Maps - 1951<<<Muslims -
Historical geography - Maps -
1951<<<Ecclesiastical geography - Maps -
1951<<<Middle East - Historical geography -
Maps - 1951<<<Asia - Historical geography -
Maps - 1951<<<Africa - Historical geography -
Maps - 1951<<<Atlasses, Dutch -
1951<<<Historical atlases
Univ. Pr., 1951.
Authors: Hazard, Harry W. -- Princeton University
Press
1 atlas. : 49 maps ; 28 cm.
References: Phillips 7624
folio G 1060 .393 (NLO)

38493 Islam - Historical geography - Maps -
1957<<<Islamic countries - Historical
geography - Maps - 1957<<<Muslims -
Historical geography - Maps -
1957<<<Ecclesiastical geography - Maps -
1957<<<Middle East - Historical geography -
Maps - 1957<<<Asia - Historical geography -
Maps - 1957<<<Africa - Historical geography -
Maps - 1957<<<Atlasses, Dutch -
1957<<<Historical atlases
Historical atlas of the Muslim peoples / [compiled
by R. Roelvink, with the collaboration of Saleh A.
el Ali, Hussain Monès, Mohd. Salim ; with a
foreword by H.A.R. Gibb]. Amsterdam :
Djambatan, c1957.
Authors: Roelvink, R. (Roelof) -- El-Ali, Saleh A.
-- Munis, Husayn, 1911- -- Salim, Mohammad,
Dr. -- Djambatan (Firm : Amsterdam,
Netherlands) -- Kalt, Steven -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (x, 40 p.) : 39 col. maps ; 30 cm.
Scales differ.
Former owner’s signature: Steven Kalt.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the
Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 7626
LC Card Number: a 58000314
Baskes folio G1786.S1 R6 1957 (NLO)

38494 Islam - Historical geography - Maps -
1981<<<Islamic countries - Historical
geography - Maps - 1981<<<Muslims -
Historical geography - Maps -
1981<<<Ecclesiastical geography - Maps -
1981<<<Middle East - Historical geography -
Maps - 1981<<<Asia - Historical geography -
Maps - 1981<<<Africa - Historical geography -
Maps - 1981<<<Atlasses, Dutch -
1981<<<Historical atlases
An Historical atlas of Islam / edited by William C.
Brice under the patronage of the Encyclopaedia
Authors: Brice, William Charles -- E.J. Brill (Firm)
1 atlas (xii, 71 p.) : 56 col. maps ; 42 cm.
Includes bibliographical references and indexes.
Scales differ.
LC Card Number: 81212100
ISBN 9004061169
oversize G1786.S1 H6 1981 (NLO)

38495 Islam - Historical geography - Maps -
1981<<<Islamic countries - Historical
geography - Maps - 1981<<<Muslims -
Historical geography - Maps -
1981<<<Ecclesiastical geography - Maps -
1981<<<Middle East - Historical geography -
Maps - 1981<<<Asia - Historical geography -
Maps - 1981<<<Africa - Historical geography -
Maps - 1981<<<Atlasses, Dutch -
1981<<<Historical atlases
An Historical atlas of Islam / edited by William C.
Brice under the patronage of the Encyclopaedia
Authors: Brice, William Charles -- E.J. Brill (Firm)\n= Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry
Library)
1 atlas (x, 40 p.) : 39 col. maps ; 30 cm.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
LC Card Number: 81212100
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

38496 Islam - Historical geography - Maps -
2010<<<Islamic countries - Historical
geography - Maps - 2010<<<Muslims -
Historical geography - Maps -
2010<<<Ecclesiastical geography - Maps -
2010<<<Middle East - Historical geography -
Maps - 2010<<<Asia - Historical geography -

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Maps - 2010 Atlases, Dutch - 2010 Historical atlases


Authors: Birken, Andreas, 1942- -- Brill Academic Publishers

1 atlas (viii, 126 p.) : col. maps ; 25 x 31 cm.

Covers the history of the Islamic world from 1800 until the year 2000 in 85 maps detailing population, history and politics, religion, and the economy. Colonialism and de-colonization are extensively covered for the entire Islamic world, including post-USSR Central Asia. Includes maps about Iraq and the Gulf Wars, Afghanistan, the Arab-Israeli conflict and the strategic issue of water management. The index lists variants of all place names in the Atlas.

Includes bibliographical references (p. viii) and index.

Scales differ.

LC Card Number: 2010043684
ISBN 9789004184497 (hardback : alk. paper) ; 900418449X (hardback : alk. paper)

folios G1786.S1 B5 2010 (NLO)

38497 Islamic Cartography - Bibliography

A Select bibliography of classical Moslem cartography. 1980.

Authors: Bosse, David C.

3p.; 28cm.

Xerox copy of typescript, 1980.

BHC 1078

Vert 644 (PrCt)

38498 Island County (Wash.) - Maps - 2009 - Road maps

Skagit County (Wash.) - Maps - 2009 - Road maps

Whatcom County (Wash.) - Maps - 2009 - Road maps

San Juan Island (Wash.) - Maps - 2009 - Road maps

Counties - Maps

Island, Skagit & Whatcom counties street guide.

Chicago : Rand McNally, c2009.


1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm.

"1st edition" -- front cover

Cover title: Island, Skagit & Whatcom counties street guide : including the San Juan Island Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.

"$14.95" -- back cover

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

ISBN 0528877208

RMcN StrFdr 2009 .I8 (PrCt)

38499 Islands - Area measurement - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1855

Lakes - Area measurement - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1855


Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's atlas of the world ... (1855-1856)

1 chart ; 29 x 36 cm.


oversize G 10.185 v.2, pl. 2 (PrCt)

38500 Islands, Bay of (N.L.) - Maps - 1764 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Faccsimiles

Nautical charts - Islands, Bay of (N.L.) - Maps - 1764 - Manuscripts - Faccsimiles

Nautical charts

A Plan of the Bay of Three Islands in Newfoundland, with its contained harbours and rivers; taken on board H. M. S. Guernsey, June, 1764. [19--].


1 map

Photostatic reproduction of 1764 manuscript.


folio Ayer 136 .H91 1909 ser. 2, v. 4, pl. 42-43 (PrCt)

38501 Islands - Indonesia - Maps - 1528 Islands of the South China Sea - Maps - 1528 Woodcuts

Map of five Indonesian or South China Sea islands. [Venice : Nicolò Zoppino, 1528].

Authors: Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530 -- Zoppino, Nicolò, fl. 1508-1544 -- Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530. Libro di Benedetto Bordon : nel qual si ragiona de tutte l’isole del monde ... (1528)

1 map ; woodcut ; within printed borders 8 x 14 cm., on sheet 31 x 21 cm.

Title supplied by cataloger.


References: Suárez, Early mapping of Southeast Asia (1999) p. 120; Karrow, Mapmakers of the 16th cent. (1993), p. 92

Case folio G 117 .108, folio LXX (PrCt)


LC Card Number: 01019942

VAULT folio Ayer 7 .B65 1528 (NLO)

Islands - Maps - 1528 (NLO)

38506 Islands - Maps - 1528<>Isolarios (Island books) - 1528<>Nautical charts - Islands - 1528<>Atlases, Italian - 1528<>Map printing - Woodcuts - Maps - 1528<>Woodcuts

Libro di Benedetto Bordone : nel qual si ragiona de tutte l'isole del mondo, con li lor nomi antichi & moderni, historie, fauole, & modi del loro uiuere, & in quel parte del mare stanno, & in quel parallelo & clima giacciono : con il breve di papa Leone ... et gratia et priuilegio della illustrissima Signoria com’ in quelli appare. Vinegia [Venice] : Nicolò d'Aristotile, detto Zoppino, M.D.XXVIII [1528].

Authors: Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530 -- Zoppino, Nicolò, fl. 1508-1544 -- Cortés, Hernán, 1485-1547 -- Ptolemy, active 2nd century

10 preliminary leaves, lxxiii numbered leaves : 110 maps ; 32 cm.

Imprint from colophon: Impresse in Vinegia per Nicolo d'Aristotile, detto Zoppino, nel mese di Giugno, M.D.XXVIII ...

Uniform title: Libro di Benedetto Bordone

Also published under title: Isolario di Benedetto Bordone

Includes map of Mexico City derived from the Hermán Cortés map of 1524 (folio X), and map of Sicily derived from Ptolemy (folio XXV).

Includes errors in printed pagination.

Maps also cataloged separately.

Duplicate copy: VAULT folio Ayer 7 .B65 1528


LC Card Number: 01019942

VAULT folio Ayer 7 .B65 1528 (NLO)

Islands - Maps - 1534<>Isolarios (Island books) - 1534<>Atlases, Italian - 1534

Isolario di Benedetto Bordone nel qual si ragiona di tutte l'isole del mondo ... [Venice : Nicolo d'Aristotile, detto Zoppino], 1534.

Authors: Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530 -- Zoppino, Nicolò, fl. 1508-1544 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

4 p. i., lxxiii numb. leaves : maps (3 folded), plans ; 30 cm.

Uniform title: Libro di Benedetto Bordone.

Colophon: Impresse in Vinegia per Nicolo d'Aristotile, detto Zoppino, nel mese di giugno, del M.D.XXXXIII.

Title in red and black within ornamental wood-cut border.

First published, Venice, 1528, under title: Libro di Benedetto Bordone. Nel qual si ragiona de tutte l'isole del mondo ...

Duplicate copy: Case folio G 117 .1081

Phillips 163.

Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 248.

VAULT folio Ayer 7 .B65 1534 (NLO)

Islands - Maps - 1534<>Isolarios (Island books) - 1534<>Atlases, Italian - 1534

Isolario di Benedetto Bordone nel qual si ragiona di tutte l'isole del mondo ... [Venice : Nicolo d'Aristotile, detto Zoppino], 1534.

Authors: Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530 -- Zoppino, Nicolò, fl. 1508-1544

19 p. incl. 3 double-page maps, lxxiiii numb. leaves.

Uniform title: Libro di Benedetto Bordone.

Colophon: Impresse in Vinegia per Nicolo d'Aristotile, detto Zoppino, nel mese di giugno, del M.D.XXXXIII.

Title in red and black within ornamental wood-cut border.

First published, Venice, 1528, under title: Libro di Benedetto Bordone. Nel qual si ragiona de tutte l'isole del mondo ...

Duplicate copy: VAULT folio Ayer 7 .B65 1534 (NLO)


LC Card Number: 01019942

VAULT folio Ayer 7 .B65 1534 (NLO)
Duplicate copy: VAULT Ayer 7 .B65 1534
Phillips 163.
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 248.
Case folio G 117 .1081 (NLO)

38510 Islands - Maps - 1547 Isolarios (Island books) - 1547 Atlases, Italian - 1547
Isolario di Benedetto Bordone nel qual si ragiona di tutte l'isole del mondo ... Venice [Venice] : M. Federico Toresano, 1547.
Authors: Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530 -- Toresano, Federico, fl. 1547 -- Olschki, Leo S. (Leo Samuel), 1861-1940 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
10 p. l. incl. 3 double-page maps, lxxiii numb. l. : maps ; 31 cm.
Signatures: AA4, BB-DD², A-D6, E4, F², G-M6, N8.
Title in red and black within ornamental woodcut border.
Errors in foliation.
Bookplate of Leonis S. Olschki.
Phillips 164.
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 249.
VAULT folio Ayer 7 .B65 1547 (NLO)

38511 Islands - Maps - 1560-1569 Isolarios (Island books) - 1560-1569 Atlases, Italian - 1560-1569
Isolario di Benedetto Bordone nel qual si ragiona di tutte l'isole del mondo ... Venice [Venice] : Francesco di Leno?, 1567.
Authors: Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530 -- Leno, Francesco di, fl. 1534-1567 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
10 p. l., lxxiii f. incl. maps, plans, illus. 31 cm. (fol.)
Assigned to 1537 by Harrisse and to 1569? by British museum. Di Leno is known to have printed between 1559 and 1570.
Several errors in foliation.
Title within ornamental wood-cut border.
References: Phillips 165; Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 250; Harrisse BAV 221; JCB, 1919, I, 122; BM (Italian), p. 120
VAULT Ayer 7 .B65 1560 (NLO)

38512 Islands - Maps - 1658 Isolarios (Island books) - 1658 Atlases, Italian - 1658
Arcipelago con tutte le isole. Venice : F. Nicolini, 1658.
Authors: Boschini, Marco, 1613-1678 -- Bartolommeo da li Sonetti, fl. 1485 -- Nicolini, F. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 49 maps ; 230 x 164 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
References: Nord 32
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

VAULT folio Ayer 7 .B65 1568 (PrCt)

11 maps ; on sheet 104 x 71 cm.
'Published at the Admiralty, 20th March 1917, under the superintendence of Rear-Admiral J. F. Parry...Hydrographer.'
'Small corrections 1919 - 1936 1921 - 2-18 - 10-21 1927 - 10-1 - 1930 - 10-1 - 11-1 1931 - 10-1 1932 - (IX-23) 1939 - 3-1 - 1940 - 9-17 - 1941 3-29.'
Contents: Macquarie Island [95 x 47 cm.] -- Macquarie Island : Hasselborough Bay [17 x 18 cm.] -- Bounty Islands [15 x 17 cm.] -- Antipodes Islands [14 x 17 cm.] -- Auckland Is.--Carnley Hbr. : Camp Cove [9 x 10 cm.] -- Antipodes Is. : Depot Anchorage [9 x 10 cm.] -- Campbell Island : South or Perserverance Harbour [11 x 21 cm.] -- Auckland Is. : Hanfield Inlet [7 x 16 cm.] -- Auckland Islands [22 x 16 cm.] -- Campbell Island [14 x 16 cm.] -- Auckland Islands : Port Ross or Sarah's Bosom Harbour [20 x 35 cm.].
Scales vary.
Upper right: 102.45.
Fitzgerald polar map 235 (PrCt)

38514 Islands of the Arctic - Geography - 2002 Islands of the Arctic - Geography - 2002
Authors: Dowdeswell, J. A. -- Hambrey, M. J. -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
xiv, 280 p. : col. ill., col. maps ; 26 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 269) and indexes.
Contents: Introduction: the geography of the Arctic Islands -- Evolution of the Arctic islands --

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Weather, climate and atmospheric effects --
Glaciers and ice sheets -- Icebergs and sea ice --
Frost action -- Arctic coasts, rivers and lakes --
Animals and plants -- Indigenous peoples, exploration and environmental islands --
Postscript: the future of the Arctic islands.

Publisher description on Library of Congress website (Dec. 2006):
http://www.loc.gov/catdir/description/cam031/200 207369.html

Forms part of the Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection at the Newberry Library.

LC Card Number: 2002073769
ISBN 0521813336 ; 9780521813334
Fitzgerald G615 .D68 2002 (NLO)

38516 Islands of the Atlantic - Maps -
1848<>Islands of the Mediterranean - Maps -
1848

PrCt

Islands of the Atlantic - Maps -
1848<>Islands of the Mediterranean - Maps -
1848

Authors: Avezac, M. d' (Marie Armand Pascal), 1800-1875 -- Froberville, Eugène de -- Lacroix, Frédéric, d. 1864 -- Hoefer, M. (Jean Chrétien Ferdinand), 1811-1878 -- MacCarthy, Oscar, 1815- -- Charlier, Victor -- Firmin-Didot (Firm) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) [808] p. plates, maps. 21 cm.


Series: L'univers. Histoire et description de tous les peuples. [t. 16].

OCLC 42539611.

Ayer 6 A95 1848 (NLO)

38517 Islands of the Atlantic - Maps -
1851<>Azores - Maps - 1851<>Bermuda Islands - Maps - 1851<>Canary Islands - Maps - 1851<>Cape Verde - Maps - 1851<>Madeira (Madeira Islands) - Maps - 1851<>Azores - Maps - 1851- Pictorial works<>Tenerife (Canary Islands) - Maps - 1851 - Pictorial works<>Funchal (Madeira Islands) - Maps - 1851 - Pictorial works<>São Vicente Island (Cape Verde) - Maps - 1851 - Pictorial works


Authors: Rapkin, J. -- Tallis, John, 1817-1876 -- Winkles, Henry, 1800-ca. 1860 -- Martin, Robert Montgomery, 1803?-1868. Tallis's illustrated atlas, and modern history of the world ... (1851) 4 maps : hand col. ; 23 x 22 cm. and smaller, on sheet 37 x 26 cm.

Contents: Azores or Western Isles -- Madeira or Summers Isld. -- [Canary and Cape Verde Islands.]

Inset views (9 x 5 cm. and smaller): Villa Franca, Azores -- Fayal, Azores -- Pico, Azores -- Chapel in the Rock St. Vicente, Cape de Verde -- Tenerife, Canary Islands -- Funchal, Madeira.

In: Martin, Robert Montgomery. Tallis's illustrated atlas, and modern history of the world ... (London ; New York : J. Tallis, 1851) pl. [26].

folio G1019 .M197 1851 pl. [26] (PrCt)

38518 Islands of the Indian Ocean - Maps -
1844<>Indian Ocean - Maps -
1844<>Amirante Islands (Seychelles) - Maps - 1844<>Seychelles - Maps -
1844
Socotra (Yemen) - Maps -
1844
Lakshadweep (India) - Maps -
1844
Maldives - Maps -
1844
Andaman Islands (India) - Maps -
1844
Nicobar Islands (India) - Maps -
1844
Diego Garcia (British Indian Ocean Territory) - Maps -
1844
Madagascar - Maps -
1844
British Indian Ocean Territory - Maps -
1844
Cocos (Keeling) Islands - Maps -
1844
Mauritius - Maps -
1844
Réunion - Maps -
1844
Kerguelen or Desolation I. - Maps -
1844
Keeling isles - Maps -
1844
And Socotra - Maps -
1844
Amirantes - Maps -
1844
Islands of the Mediterranean - Maps -
1570
Sardinia (Italy) - Maps -
1570
Sicily (Italy) - Maps -
1570
Corfu Island (Greece) - Maps -
1570
Jarbah Island (Tunisia) - Maps -
1570
Malta - Maps -
1570
Insularvm aligvot maris Mediterranei descriptio.
VAULT Case oversize G 1007 .64, [plate 38] (PrCt)

1844
Islands of the Mediterranean - Maps -
1570
Sardinia (Italy) - Maps -
1570
Sicily (Italy) - Maps -
1570
Corfu Island (Greece) - Maps -
1570
Jarbah Island (Tunisia) - Maps -
1570
Malta - Maps -
1570
Insularvm aligvot maris Mediterranei descriptio.
6 maps : hand col. ; 23 x 24 cm. and smaller, on sheet 46 x 62 cm.
In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatro de la tierra universal (Antwerp : Christophe Plantin, 1588), [plate 76].
Map of Sardinia probably based on a map by Sigismondo Arquer; map of Malta probably based on a map by Jean Quintin; see Karrow.
Printed no. 76 and Spanish letterpress text on verso beginning: Sicilia. Nemo veterum Historicum vel Geographorum non meminit ...
Duplicate copy: VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1570
VAULT Case oversize G 1007 .64, [plate 38] (PrCt)

1844
Islands of the Mediterranean - Maps -
1593
Sicily (Italy) - Maps -
1593
Cyprus - Maps -
1593
Corsica (France) - Maps -
1593
Sardinia (Italy) - Maps -
1593
Crete (Greece) - Maps -
1593
Balearic Islands (Spain) - Maps -
1593

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

1593<>Malta - Maps - 1593<>Mytilene Island (Greece) SEE Lesbos Island (Greece)<><>Mytilene Island (Greece) SEE Lesbos Island (Greece)<><>Lesbos Island (Greece) - Maps - 1593 [Maps of Mediterranean islands]. [Antwerp : s.n., 1593?].
Authors: Jode, Gerard de, 1509-1591 -- Wierix, Antonie, -1604 -- Jode, Gerard de, 1509-1591.
Specvlvm orbis terrarvm (1593) 8 maps : hand col. ; 15 x 30 cm. and smaller, on sheet 42 x 54 cm.
Collective title supplied by cataloger.
Contents: Sicilia insula maris inferi. iuxta Istriam sita.
Latin letterpress text on verso (fol. 17, sig. R): Sicilia insula ...
Engraving attributed to Antonie Wierix.
In: Jode, Gerard de. Specvlvm orbis terrarvm (Antwerp : A. Coninx, 1593), map [17].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .J9 1593, map [17] (PrCt)

Theatrum orbis terrarvm ... (1606) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
6 maps : hand col. ; 23 x 24 cm. and smaller, on sheet 45 x 56 cm.
Contents: Sardinia -- Sicilia insula / descripta à Iacobo Castaldo Pedemontano cosmographo -- Corfiv -- Zerbi insula olim Lotophagitis -- Elba -- Malta olim Melita insula.
In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatrum orbis terrarvm ... (London : J. Norton, 1606), [plate 87].
Map of Sardinia probably based on a map by Sigismondo Arquer; map of Malta probably based on a map by Jean Quintin; see Karrow.
Printed no. 87 and English letterpress text on verso beginning: Sicilia. There is not one either ... .
Digital image of another copy available on Marcel P.R. van den Broecke’s Cartographic

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1606, [plate 87] (PrCt)

Islands of the Mediterranean - Maps - 1766<>Malta - Maps - 1766<>Malta Gozo Comino - Maps - 1766<>Cape Verde - Maps - 1766<>Saldanha Bay (South Africa) - Maps - 1766<>Tenerife (Canary Islands) - Maps - 1766<>Castle of Good Hope (Cape Town, South Africa) - Maps - 1766<>Table Bay (South Africa) - Maps - 1766<>Madeira Islands - Maps - 1766<>Saint Helena - Maps - 1766
Particular draughts of some of the chief African islands in the Mediterranean, as also in the Atlantic and Ethiopic oceans. [London : s.n., 1766].
Authors: Bowen, Emanuel, -1767 -- Bowen, Emanuel, -1767. The Maps and charts to The modern part of the universal history (1766) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 8 maps ; 18 x 21 cm. and smaller, on sheet 38 x 46 cm.
Title from upper margin.
Contents: An Accurate map of the Islands of Malta, Goze & Cuming -- An Accurate chart of Cape DeVerd Islands being an improvement of Captn. Roberts's draughts -- The Bay of Aogà de Saldanha -- Island of the Teneriffe -- A Plan of the Dutch fort at the Cape of Good Hope -- A Draught of Table Bay -- Island of Madera -- A Correct map of the Island of St. Hellena belonging to the English East India Company / By Eman. Bowen
In: Bowen, Emanuel. The Maps and charts to The modern part of the universal history / [with maps by Emanuel Bowen and Thomas Kitchin] (London : Printed for T. Osborne & al., 1766), [plate 35].
Manuscript no. "XXXV" at upper right. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .M3 1766, [plate 35] (NLO)

Islands of the Mediterranean - Maps - 1851<>Gibraltar - Maps - 1851<>Malta - Maps - 1851<>Ionian Islands (Greece) - Maps - 1851<>Gibraltar - Maps - 1851 - Pictorial works -Valletta (Malta) - Maps - 1851 - Pictorial works -Ithake (Greece) - Maps - 1851<>Kerkyra (Greece) - Maps - 1851 - Pictorial works
Authors: Rapkin, J. -- Tallis, John, 1817-1876 -- Winkles, Henry, 1800-ca. 1860 -- Martin, Robert

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Montgomery, 1803? - 1868. Tallis's illustrated atlas, and modern history of the world ... (1851) 4 maps : hand col. ; 15 x 16 cm. and smaller, on sheet 36 x 27 cm.

Contents: Gibraltar -- Malta -- Corfu -- [Ionian Islands].
Inset maps (4 x 5 cm. and smaller): Gozo -- Paxo -- Cerigo.

In: Martin, Robert Montgomery. Tallis's illustrated atlas, and modern history of the world ... (London ; New York : J. Tallis, 1851) pl. [27].
folio G1019 .M197 1851 pl. [27] (PrCt)

38525 Islands of the Pacific - Maps -
1795<<<Oceania - Maps - 1795<<<South Pacific Ocean - Maps - 1795<<<Polynesia - Maps - 1795<<<East Indies - Maps - 1795<<<Australia - Maps - 1795 -


Authors: Reilly, Franz J. J. von -- Ponheimer, Kil. (Kilian) -- Djurberg, Daniel, 1744-1834 -- Roberts, Henry, Lieut., 1757-1796 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 446 x 621 mm. (neat line)
Details routes of various voyages of discovery. Engraved no. 'VII' at bottom right; remnants of binding stub on verso.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
k6 Novacco 6F 38 (PrCt)

38526 Islands of the Pacific - Maps -

1840<<<Pitcairn Island - Maps - 1840<<<Juan Fernández Islands - Maps -

Polynesia or Islands in the Pacific Ocean.
London : Chapman and Hall, 1840 [i.e.1844].
Authors: Chapman and Hall -- J. & C. Walker (Firm) -- Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (Great Britain) -- Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (Great Britain).
Maps of the Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (1844) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
20 maps : hand col. ; 18 x 21 cm. and smaller, on sheet 34 x 41 cm.

Contents: Mariana Is. ... discovered by Magellan -- Pelew Is. ... discovd. by Villalobos -- Marshall Ids. ... discovd. by Marshall -- Galapagos Ids. -- Sandwich Ids. ... discovered by Cook -- Gilbert Ids -- Otdia -- Marquesas Is. ... discovered by Alvaro Medaño -- Samoa ... by discovd. by Bougainville -- Admiralty Isles discovd. by le Maire ... Dampier ... Medaño -- Santa Cruz Is. discovered by Medaño -- Fiji Islands discovd. by Tasman -- Tonga-Tabou Id. -- Vanikoro Id. -- The Low Archipelago -- Otaheite -- Norfolk Id. -- Cooks or Hervey Isles -- Pitcairn Island discovd. by Carteret -- Juan Fernandez visited by Anson. Lower margin includes 'Names of discoverers in the Low Archipelago', including Beechey, Billingshausen, Bligh, Boennecho, Bougainville, Broughton, Byron, Carteret, Cook, Dencrcasteaux, Duperrey, Edwards, Gilbert, Henderson, Hunter, Ireland, Kotzebue, Le Maire, Maurrelle, Patrickson, Quiros, Roggewein, Schouten, Tasman, Turnbull, Vancouver, Wallis, Wilson.

oversize Ayer 135 .S67 1844 v. 2, pl. [156] (PrCt)

38527 Islands of the Pacific - Maps -
1855<<<New Zealand - Maps - 1855<<<Hawaii - Maps -

Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's atlas of the world ... (1855-1856) -- United States Exploring Expedition (1838-1842) 7 maps ; 19 x 29 cm. and smaller on sheet 48 x 41 cm.


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
New Zealand -- Viti Group or Feejee Islands and Tonga or Friendly I. -- Society Islands -- Marqueasas or Washington I. -- Galapagos Islands. Printed plate 'No. 33.'

*over size G 10 .185 v.2, pl. 42 (PrCt)*

### 38528 Islands of the Pacific - Maps - 1857


Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's general atlas ... (1857) -- United States Exploring Expedition (1838-1842)

7 maps ; 19 x 29 cm. and smaller on sheet 44 x 36 cm.

In: Colton, George Woolworth. Colton's general atlas : containing one hundred and seventy steel plate maps and plans, on one hundred imperial folio sheets (New York ; London : J.H. Colton ; Trübner, 1857), pl. [92]. One sheet with seven maps. Contents: Hawaiian Group or Sandwich Islands -- Samoan or Navigators I. -- New Zealand -- Viti Group or Feejee Islands and Tonga or Friendly I. -- Society Islands -- Marqueasas or Washington I. -- Galapagos Islands. Printed plate 'No. 98.' Map copyrighted 1855.

*oversize G 10 .188 pl. 92 (PrCt)*


515 p. : ill., 9 maps ; 21 cm.

Original publisher's illustrated binding.

Owner's embossed stamp: Library of John F. Esan.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

*LC Card Number: 04024163
Baskes DU21 .A37 (NLO)*

### 38530 Islands of the Pacific - Maps - 1974 - Islands of the Pacific - History - Explorations


Authors: Peele, William T. -- National Geographic Society (U.S.)

1 map : col. ; 56 x 92 cm.

Scale 1:18,000,000.

'Supplement to National Geographic, December, 1974, page 732A, vol. 146 no. 6.'

On verso, text, illustrations, map: Ancient seaways span earth's largest ocean.

*M1244 map4F G9230 1974 N3 (PrCt)*


Authors: Dodge, Ernest Stanley -- University of Minnesota. Press -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v.

1st ed.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

*Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)*

### 38532 Ilna insula - Maps - 1654

*Ilna insula*. [198-].

Authors: Blaeu, Joan, 1596-

1 map


*temp map4F G5772.I8 1654 .B5 198-.J6 (PrCt)*

### 38533 Isle de Batz (France) - Maps - 1793 - Nautical charts - Isle de Batz (France) - Maps - 1793 - Nautical charts - Morlaix River (France) - Maps - 1793 - Mouth - Nautical charts - Morlaix River (France) - Maps - 1793 - Mouth - Nautical charts - Chart of the road of Bas with the entrance of the rivers of St. Pol and Morlaix. London : W. Faden, 1793.

Authors: Faden, William, 1749-1836 -- Faden, William, 1749-1836. Le Petit Neptune français -- or, French coasting pilot for the coast of Flanders Channel Bay of Biscay and Mediterranean 1793

1 map ; 25 x 19 cm.

In: Faden, William. Le Petit Neptune français; or, French coasting pilot, for the coast of Flanders, Channel, Bay of Biscay, and Mediterranean ... (London : W. Faden, 1793). [Plate 10].

*map4C 123 pl. 10 (PrCt)*

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 - Bibliography
- Catalogs - 1770-1773 - Bibliography - Catalogs -
1770-1773 - Map publishing - France - Bibliography - Catalogs -
1770-1773 - Booksellers and bookselling - France - Bibliography - Catalogs -
1770-1773 - Publishers' catalogs - France - 1770

L'Isle des ouvrages géographiques de Guillaume de l'Isle de l'Academie royale des sciences et premier géographe de Sa Majesté, avec le tems auquel ils ont été publiez. A Paris : Chez l'auteur, quay de l'Horloge, avec privilége du roy, [1770?].

Authors: Buache, Philippe, 1700-1773 -- L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Buache, Philippe, 1700-1773. Liste des cartes géographiques de Philippe Buache [1770?] -- Newberry Library.

John M. Wing Foundation
1 sheet ([2] p.) ; 41 x 24 cm.

Caption title.

Buache was successor to De l'Isle. Cf. Nouv. biog. gén., VII, column 676.

Latest date listed: 1770.

"Liste des cartes géographiques de Philippe Buache : avec le tems auquel elles ont été publiées": p. [2].


Wholly engraved.

Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.

Case Wing Z 45 .18 ser. 1c no. 44 (NLO)

L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726. Carte de la Babylonie nommée aujourd'hui Hierac-Arab (1766)

Map publishing - France - Prospectuses - 1766 - Map industry and trade - France - Prospectuses -
1766 - Booksellers and bookselling - France - Prospectuses - 1766 - Iraq - Maps - 1766 - Babylonia - Maps - 1766

Avertissement sur la Carte de la Babylonie de feu M. Guillaume de l'Isle ... / par M. Bonne ... Paris : De l'imprimerie de Herissant, imprimeur du Cabinet du roi, 1766.

Authors: Bonne, Rigobert, 1727-1794 -- L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Hérissant, Jean-Thomas, d. 1772 -- L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726. Carte de la Babylonie nommée aujourd'hui Hierac-Arab (1766) 8 p. : folded map ; 27 cm. Imperfect; lacking folded map (of Babylonia or Iraq?).

Issued with a second map (?): Carte de la retraite des Dix Mille ...

Contemporary binding; no. 2 of 8 titles bound together.

Case GA7 .L47 1764 [no. 2 of 8] (NLO)

L'Isle, Guillaume De, 1675-1726. Carte Des Pays Voisins de la Mer Caspiene

Cartography - Caucus - History - 1700-1799

The Sources for G. Delisle's 'Carte des Pays Voisins de la Mer Caspiene' of 1723. 1956.


Cited in Imago Mundi annual bibliography.

Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

Pays Voisins de la Mer Caspiene

Cartography - Caucus - History - 1700-1799

The Sources for G. Delisle's 'Carte des Pays Voisins de la Mer Caspiene' of 1723. 1956.


Cited in Imago Mundi annual bibliography.

Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

L'Isle, Guillaume De, 1675-1726 - Cartography - France - History - 1600-1800

Guillaume de L'Isle's cartographic milieu / by Ronald Lockmann. 2011.

Authors: Lockmann, Ronald F. -- Chicago Map Society

66 leaves : maps, ill. ; 28 cm.

Printout of Microsoft PowerPoint presentation given "at the Chicago Map Society ... 20 October 2011."

Vert 1337, no. 3 (PrCt)

L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 - Cartography - North America - History - 1700-1799


Authors: Lockmann, Ronald F. p. 20-31


folio Z673 .W47, v. 10, p. 20-31 (PrCt)

L'Isle, Guillaume De, 1675-1726 - In Russia - Cartography

Cassini, César François, 1714-1784 - In Central Europe

Two scientists as cartographer pilgrims in central and eastern Europe: Delisle and Cassini III. 1995.


Abstracts (in English and French) of paper read at Int. Conf. on Hist. of Cartog. (16th), Vienna, 1995.

Vert 2009 (PrCt)

L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 - Lisle, Claude de, 1644-1720 - Cartographers, French

Cartography - North America - History - 1700-1799

L'atelier Delisle : l'Amerique du Nord sur la table a dessin. Sillery, Quebec : Septentrion ; Saint-Laurent : Diffusion, Dimedia, [2000].


Includes bibliographical references (p. [285]-290) and index.

Discusses maps in L'Isle, Guillaume de and Claude de Lisle. [Delisle sketches : photostatic reproductions of 18th-century manuscript maps

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
of America compiled by Guillaume and Claude de L'Isle], 7 v. : ca. 185 maps ; various sizes, bound in portfolios 32 x 46 cm. + index (41 leaves ; 33 cm.) [MapPhoto France AN Delisle Sketches] ISBN 289448173X

GA863.5.L57 D39 2000 (NLO)

38541 L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 - Manuscripts - Bibliography
Authors: Galloway, Patricia Kay 11 p. ; 28 cm.
Photocopy of typescript checklist for L'Isle, Guillaume de and Claude de Lisle. [Delisle sketches : photostatic reproductions of 18th-century manuscript maps of America compiled by Guillaume and Claude de L'Isle], 7 v. : ca. 185 maps ; various sizes, bound in portfolios 32 x 46 cm. + index (41 leaves ; 33 cm.) [MapPhoto France AN Delisle Sketches]
Vert 2278 (PrCt)

38542 L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 - Projections - Euler, Leonhard, 1707-1783 - Projections - Ptolemy, active 2nd century. - Projections - Map projection - Ptolemaic - 1700-1799 - Ptolemaic projection (Cartography)
Die Delisleische Projektion nach Leonhard Euler und ihre Beziehungen zur 1. Ptolemäus-Projektion. [Breslau : Hirt , 1933].
Authors: Diercke, P. -- Geographische Wochenschrift -- Geogr. Woch. SEE Geographische Wochenschrift p. 105-107
In Geographische Wochenschrift 1933: 105-107.
Not at Newberry Library (Dec. 2009) (PrCt)

"Description de Tiflis": p. 6-8. Contemporary binding; no. 4 of 8 titles bound together.
Case GA7 .L47 1764 [no. 4 of 8] (NLO)

38545 Isle of Man - Maps - 1610
The Isle of Man exactly describ'd, and into several parishes divided. [London] : Thomas Bassett ... and Richard Chiswell, 1610 [i.e. 1676].
Authors: Durham, Thomas, fl. 1595 -- Speed, John, 1552?-1629 -- Bassett, Thomas -- Chiswell, Richard -- Speed, John, 1552?-1629. The Theatre of the Empire of Great-Britain ... (1676) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 37 x 30 cm. on sheet 42 x 55 cm. 'Described by Tho. Dvrham anno. 1595.' 'Performed by John Speed anno 1610.' Includes coats-of-arms.
Letterpress text on verso (p. 91-92) under the following heading: Man Island.
In: Speed, John. The Theatre of the Empire of...
Great-Britain ... (London : Printed for T. Bassett and R. Chiswell, 1676) map [47].

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .S7 1676 map [47] (PrCt)

38546 Isle of Man - Maps - 1610

The Isle of Man exactly described, and into several parishes diuided ... [London : J. Legate and W. Humble], 1610 [i.e. 1646].
Authors: Durham, Thomas, fl. 1595 -- Speed, John, 1552?-1629 -- Legate, John, d. 1658 -- Humble, William, 1612-1686 -- Speed, John, 1552?-1629. A Prospect of the most famous parts of the world ... together with ... Great Brittaines empire (1646)
1 map ; 36 x 30 cm. on sheet 42 x 54 cm.
'Described by Tho. Dvrham ano. 1595.'
'Performed by John Speed anno 1610.'
Letterpress text on verso (p. 91-92) under the following heading: Man Iland.
In: Speed, John. A Prospect of the most famous parts of the world ... together with ... Great Brittaines empire (London : Printed by John Legatt, for William Humble, 1646) map [68].

Case oversize G 117 .82 map [68] (PrCt)

38547 Isle of Man - Maps - 1693<<>>Peel Castle (Isle of Man) - Pictorial works - 1693

The Isle of Man / H. Moll sculp. [London : s.n., 1693].
Authors: Collins, Greenevil, fl. 1669-1698 -- Moll, Herman, -1732 -- William Stanley, 9th Earl of Derby -- Collins, Greenevil, fl. 1669-1698. Great Britain's coasting-pilot ... (1693) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
[1st ed.?]
Publication date from binder's instructions.
Cover title: Isle of Man
'Upwards of seventy illustrations.'
Maps by George Philip & Son.
Printed by Butler & Tanner, the Selwood Printing Works.
Series title from cover.
Includes index, advertisements and business directories.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1811.P5 C6 1693, part 2, [plate 22] (PrCt)

38548 Isle of Man - Maps - 1693<<>>Peel Castle (Isle of Man) - Pictorial works - 1693

The Isle of Man / H. Moll sculp. [London : s.n., 1749].
Authors: Collins, Greenevil, fl. 1669-1698 -- Moll, Herman, -1732 -- William Stanley, 9th Earl of Derby -- Collins, Greenevil, fl. 1669-1698. Great Britain’s coasting-pilot ... (1749) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 43 x 56 cm.
Title from oversize lettering at center.
Includes dedication to "William, Ele. of Derby, Lord of ye Isle of Man ... by Capt. G. Collins".
Inset view (7 x 14 cm.): Peel Castel.
Oriented with north at right.
In: Collins, Greenville. Great Britain’s coasting-pilot ... (London : Printed by William and John Mount and Thomas Page, 1749), [plate 24].
Engraved no. 31 at upper left.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1811.P5 C6 1749, [plate 24] (PrCt)
Isle of Man - Maps - 1925
The Isle of Man / by William Radcliffe ; with preface by Sir Hall Caine ; with 23 illustrations from photographs, three maps and two plans. London : Methuen & Co., 1925.
Authors: Radcliffe, William -- Caine, Hall, Sir, 1853-1931 -- Methuen & Co. -- John Bartholomew and Son -- Jarrold and Sons -- Bristow, Leslie Beaconsfield -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
xiv, 207 p., [26] leaves of plates : ill., 3 maps (1 col., 1 folded), plans ; 16 cm.
Maps by John Bartholomew and Son.
Printed by Jarrold & Sons.
Map inside front cover.
Includes index.
Series: Little guides.

Isle of Man - Maps - 1950
Authors: Ward, Lock and Company, ltd. -- Ward Lock guides -- John Bartholomew and Son -- Wyman & Sons -- Pearson, C. -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
10th ed.
Cover title: Isle of Man
Maps by John Bartholomew & Son.
Printed by Wyman & Sons.
Series title from cover.
"Special appendix for anglers."
Includes index, advertisements and hotel directory.
Owner's inscription: C. Pearson, 104 Cambridge Road, Liverpool 23.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .L58 Isle of Man (1925) (NLO)
Relief shown pictorially.
Insets (each 22 x 27 cm.): Mona insvla, vulgo Anglesey -- Mona insvla: vulgo the Isle of Man.
Latin text on verso, numbered p. 263-264.
Gift 1972, Philip Hofer.

map 4F G5752.W5 1646 .J3 (PrCt)

38557
Isle of Wight (England) - Maps - 1646
 Insets (10 x 16 cm. and 15 x 15 cm.): Newport -- Southampton (England) -- 1646
Wight Island. London : John Sudbury and G. Humbell [i.e J. Legate and W. Humble], [1646].
Authors: Speed, John, 1552?-1629 -- White, William, fl. 1611 -- Sudbury, John -- Humble, George, d. 1640 -- Legate, John, d. 1658 -- Humble, William, 1612-1686 -- Speed, John, 1552?-1629. A Prospect of the most famous parts of the world ... together with ... Great Brittaines empire (1646)
1 map ; 37 x 49 cm. on sheet 42 x 54 cm.
Insets (10 x 16 cm. and 15 x 15 cm.): Newport -- Southampton.
Margin includes coats-of-arms.
Letterpress text on verso (p. 15-16) under the following heading: Wight island.
In: Speed, John. A Prospect of the most famous parts of the world ... together with ... Great Brittaines empire (London : Printed by John Legatt, for William Humble, 1646) map [30].
Case oversize G 117 .82 map [30] (PrCt)

38558
Isle of Wight (England) - Maps - 1676
 Insets (10 x 16 cm. and 15 x 15 cm.): Newport -- Southampton (England) -- 1676
Wight Island. London : Thomas Bassett ... and Richard Chiswell, [1676].
Authors: Speed, John, 1552?-1629 -- White, William, fl. 1611 -- Bassett, Thomas, Richard -- Speed, John, 1552?-1629. The Theatre of the Empire of Great-Britain ... (1676) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 37 x 49 cm. on sheet 42 x 55 cm.
Insets (10 x 16 cm. and 15 x 15 cm.): Newport -- Southampton.
Margin includes coats-of-arms.
Letterpress text on verso (p. 15-16) under the following heading: The Description of the Wight island.
In: Speed, John. The Theatre of the Empire of Great-Britain ... (London : Printed for T. Bassett and R. Chiswell, 1676) map [9].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .S7 1676 map [9] (PrCt)

38559
Isle of Wight (England) - Maps - 1693
 Nautical charts
 Insets (10 x 16 cm. and 15 x 15 cm.): Newport -- Southampton (England) -- 1693
A Large draught of the Isle of Wight and Owers. [London : W. and J. Mount and T. Page, 1748].
Authors: W. and J. Mount, and T. Page (Firm), fl. 1748-1755 -- English Pilot. Part 3 (1748) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 44 x 80 cm.
oversize Ayer 135 .E55 1748 opp. p. 5 (PrCt)

38560
Isle of Wight (England) - Maps - 1748
 Nautical charts
 A Large draught of the Isle of Wight and Owers. [London : W. and J. Mount and T. Page, 1748].
Authors: W. and J. Mount, and T. Page (Firm), fl. 1748-1755 -- English Pilot. Part 3 (1748) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 44 x 80 cm.
oversize Ayer 135 .E55 1748 opp. p. 5 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Isle of Wight (England) - Maps - 1895
The Isle of Wight : with notes for geologists and cyclists / by C.S. Ward ; eight maps and plans by Bartholomew. London : Dulau & Co., 1895.
Lacking portion of map of Cowes, Ryde, Bembridge, Sandown, and Newport Maps chiefly hand colored.
Index map on lining paper.
"Corrigenda" tipped in following p. 2, second sequence.
"Thorough guide advertiser": 96 p. at end. Includes index.
Series: Thorough guide series ; 17
Publisher's red cloth binding.
Inscription: W.H.P.H. [Thisbell?], Ryde, a memento of the Jubilee visit, June, 1897, from Peter.
Pencil drawing entitled "Arreton, Manor House" on blank "notes" page preceding advertisements.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .T56 Isle of Wight (1895) (NLO)

Isle of Wight (England) - Maps - 1888
Authors: Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- Black's guide books -- Bartholomew, John, 1831-1893 -- DeLauncey -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
x, 85, 31 p., [3] leaves of plates (1 folded) : ill., 1 map ; 18 cm.
Map by J. Bartholomew.
Includes index.
Series statement from publisher's advertisement on rear endpapers.
Former owner's signature: DeLauncey Raul.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .B55 Isle of Wight (1865) (NLO)

Isle of Wight (England) - Maps - 1885
Authors: Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- Black's guide books -- Bartholomew, John, 1831-1893 -- DeLauncey -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
x, 85, 31 p., [3] leaves of plates (1 folded) : ill., 1 map ; 18 cm.
Map by J. Bartholomew.
Includes index.
Series statement from publisher’s advertisement on rear endpapers.
Former owner’s signature: DeLauncey Raul.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .B55 Isle of Wight (1865) (NLO)
Bartholomew.
"With map."
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Series: [Murray's handbooks for travellers] -- Murray's handbooks for travellers.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection at the Newberry Library.
Full text of another copy (but not the map)
available online via Hathi Trust Digital Library (accessed February 2013):
http://hdl.handle.net/2027/njp.32101072878026
References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray's handbooks for travellers, 338

Baskes G153 .M97 no. 338 (1898) (NLO)

38566
Isle of Wight (England) - Maps - 1904
Authors: Little guides -- Clinch, George, 1860-1921 -- Bedford, F. D. -- Methuen & Co. -- Turnbull & Spears -- Bristow, Leslie Beaconsfield -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)
Printed by Turnbull and Spears.
Map inside front cover.
Includes index.
Series: Little guides.
Armorial bookplate: Leslie Beaconsfield Bristow. Eastbourne, Sussex.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G153 .L58 Isle of Wight (1904) (NLO)

38567
Isle of Wight (England) - Maps - 1908<<>>Isle of Wight (England) - Pictorial works - 1908
Isle of Wight / painted by A. Heaton Cooper ; described by A.R. Hope Moncrieff. London : Adam and Charles Black , 1908.
Authors: Moncrieff, A. R. Hope (Ascott Robert Hope), 1846-1927 -- Cooper, A. Heaton (Alfred Heaton), b. 1863 -- Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)
Each plate accompanied by guard sheet with descriptive letterpress.
Includes index.
Publisher's blue cloth binding with gold stampping.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 09005689

Baskes DA670.W6 M7 1908 (NLO)

38568
Isle of Wight (England) - Maps - 1909-1910
A Pictorial and descriptive guide to the Isle of Wight : in six sections, with walks and excursions by road, rail and steamer from each centre : map of the island and plans of Ryde, Sandown, Shanklin and Ventnor. London : Ward, Lock & Co., [1909 or 1910].
Authors: Ward, Lock and Company, ltd. -- Ward Lock guides -- Elmer, W. B. -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library) -- John Bartholomew & Co. -- Butler & Tanner Ltd. -- Selwood Printing Works
1 v. (various pagings, [37] leaves of plates (5 folded) : ill., 6 maps (5 col. folded) ; 18 cm. 16th ed.
Publication date from binder's instructions.
Cover Title: Isle of Wight
Maps by John Bartholomew & Co. and GWB.
Printed by Butler & Tanner, the Selwood Printing Works.
'Upwards of seventy illustrations'
Series title from cover.
Includes index, advertisements and business directories.
Owner's inscription: W.B. Elmer.
Series: Thorough guide series.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G153 .W3 Isle of Wight (1909) (NLO)

38569
Isle of Wight (England) - Maps - 1913
The Isle of Wight : including notes for geologists / by C.S. Ward ; editor W. Baxter ; eight maps and plans by Bartholomew. London ; New York : Thomas Nelson and Sons, 1913.
Maps by John Bartholomew & Co. Map on front endpapers.
Includes bibliographical references (p. xiv, third sequence) and index.
Series: Thorough guide series.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G153 .T56 Isle of Wight (1913) (NLO)

38570
Isle Royale (Mich.) - Maps - 1850 -
1 map : hand col. ; 42 x 61 cm.
From a copy of Foster and Whitney's Report on
the geology and topography of a portion of the Lake Superior land district in the State of Michigan (Washington: G.P.O., 1850-51). Scale ca. 1:174,000. Shows geological formations by three colors; also mineral lands, mines, and furnaces. References: Karpinski 764; Midwest Map Catalog 5-1409; Koepp 571 (31-1) H.exdoc 5, map 5. map4F G4112 .6C5 1850 F6 (PrCt)

**38571 Isle Royale (Mich.) - Maps - 1939**

**38572 Isles of Scilly (England) - Maps - 1689 - Nautical charts - Isles of Scilly (England) - 1689 - Nautical charts The Islands of Scilly / Yeats fec. [London : s.n., 1689].** Authors: Collins, Greenville, fl. 1669-1698 -- Yeates, Nicholas, fl. 1680-1681 -- Tovey, Abraham, -- Grafton, Henry Fitzroy, Duke of, 1663-1690 -- Collins, Greenville, fl. 1669-1698. Great Britain's coasting-pilot ... (1693) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : 45 x 54 cm. Dedication at upper left: To his grace Henry Duke of Grafton... presented by Capt. G. Collins ... Three columns of letterpress text (on sheet 15 x 54 cm.) pasted to bottom of engraved map: A True description of the setting of the tides ... by Abraham Tovey, Master-Gunner ... In: Collins, Greenville. Great Britain's coasting-pilot ... (London : Printed by William and John Mount and Thomas Page, 1749), [plate 13]. Engraved no. 20 at upper left. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library. References: C. Verner, "Captain Collins' coasting pilot : a cartobibliographical analysis" in Map Collectors' Circle. Map Collectors' series, no. 51 (1969), p. 24, no. 12 (state 2). Baskes oversize G1811.P5 C6 1693, part 1, [plate 12] (PrCt)

**38573 Isles of Scilly (England) - Maps - 1729 - Nautical charts - Isles of Scilly (England) - Maps - 1729 - Nautical charts**
*A Map of Scilly Islands. [Dublin : Jane Grierson], 1729 [i.e. 1766].** Authors: Ginver, Nicholas,18th cent. -- Barlow, James S., fl. ca. 1733-1767 -- Grierson, Jane, fl. 1766 -- English Pilot. Part 1 (1766) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 42 x 52 cm. on sheet 53 x 66 cm. Accompanied by descriptive text in right and bottom margins In: The English pilot. Part 1, describing the coasts ... in the southern navigation upon the coasts of England, Scotland, Ireland, Holland, Flanders, Spain, Portugal ... (Dublin: Jane Grierson, 1766) following p. 30. Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger): English Pilot. Part 1 (1766) oversize Ayer 135 .E55 1766 following p. 30 (PrCt)

*Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.*
Isny im Allgäu (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1552 - Ysna (Germany) SEE Isny im Allgäu (Germany) - Yssna (Germany) SEE Isny im Allgäu (Germany). Woodcuts [View of Isny im Allgäu, Germany]. [Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552].
Authors: Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552. Cosmographiae uniuersalis ... (1552) -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : woodcut ; 6 x 8 cm., on sheet 32 x 21 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Added letterpress title above woodcut: Ysna.
In: Münster, Sebastian. Cosmographiae uniuersalis ... (1552) -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579.
Possibly an inaccurate view, since some of the woodcuts in this volume were used for more than one town.
VAULT folio Ayer 7 .M8 1552, p. 561 (PrCt)

Isola Tiberina (Rome, Italy) - Pictorial works - 1590 - Rome (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1590 - Bridges - Tiber River (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1590
[View of Isola Tiberina and Tiber River bridges in Rome]. Antuerpiae [Antwerp] : Guilielmus van Nieulandt fecit et excud. [ca. 1590].
Authors: Nieulandt; Guilielmus van; fl. ca. 1590 -- Cock, Johannes; fl. ca. 1590 -- De Landau, Horace, barone, 1824-1903 -- Finaly, Madame, d. 1938 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view ; 395 x 866 mm. (neat line), on composite sheet 419 x 870 mm.
Prominent dedication at top center: Ornatissimo viro Ioanni de Cock omnis antiquitatis in amicitiae et grati animi symbolvm Gviliemvs de Nieulandt L.M. DD.
Includes views of the the Ponte Fabrico and the Ponte Rotto.
Descriptive text in French, Latin and Dutch in 6 columns in bottom margin.
Apparently printed from 3 plates.
Manuscript '106' at lower left.

Ex De Landau; ex Finaly.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

[Isole famose porti, fortezze, e terre maritime sottoposte alla Ser.ma Sig.ria di Venetia ad altri principi christiani, et al Sig.or Turco, nouame[n]te poste in luce]. [Venice? Alla libraria del segno di S. Marco? ; G.F. Camocio?, 1574?].
1 atlas ([47] leaves of plates) : 1 ill., 46 maps (some hand. col.) ; 21 x 28 cm.
Lacking t.p.; title and imprint supplied by Phillips 3975.
Several of the plates have the imprint of the Venetian map seller Camocio; some plates are signed "NB F" (Nicolas Beatrizet); others by Domenico Zenoi.
Maps include dedications to Donato Geronimo, Andrea Gradenico, Iacomo Ricordomi and Zorzi.
"A collection of maps to illustrate the war between Turkey and Venice, 1570-73, comprising maps of the coasts and of the most important parts of Austria, Turkey, Greece, and the principal islands of the Mediterranean sea; also of Italy, England, Ireland and Iceland. During the middle of the 16th century map printing reached a high development in Italy, especially in Venice. Laferi's atlas is not the only instance of maps first published on detached leaves and afterwards collected and brought into the market with a common title-page. Such a collection, in oblong folio, was published about
1572 by Camocio ... This collection contains 88
maps ... An almost complete copy is preserved in
the Royal Library at Stockholm."--Phillips 3975
Contents: [Map of Europe, Africa and part of
Asia] ... 1568 -- [Map of Italy] ... 1571 -- Venetia --
Istria ... 1571 -- Zarra et contato citta principale
della Dalmatia -- Sebenico et contato citta nella
Dalmatia ... 1571 -- Scardona ... MDLXXI -- Trau
-- Spallato -- Clissa principal fortezza el Turcho --
Curcoli insula ... 1571 -- Golfo di Venetia, citta di
Ragvi, Castel Novo, citta di Cataro -- Golfo de
Ludrin -- Antiuari cita in confine della Dalmatia et
Albania ... MCLXXI -- Dulcigno -- Provincia di
Albania -- Scurtari -- Durazzo ... MDLXXI --
Valona -- Sappoto ... 1570 -- Corfu insula -- Colfo
della Prevesa -- Isola de Zafalonia -- Zante --
Golfo de Lepanto -- Morea -- La Citta di Modon --
Palaiopolis -- Isola de Cerigo -- Candia -- Isola de
Scharpanto -- Milo insula -- Tine insula -- Ncisia
-- Isola de Samo -- Isola de Palmosa -- Isola de
Sio -- Isola del Negroponte -- Insula De Metilene
-- Costantinopoli -- Rodi - Rodi Citta -- Cipro
insula -- Nicossia- Famagosta -- Vera
disposizione et ordine de tutta l'armata.
Table of contents and foliation written in same
hand.
Damaged bookplate: Ex Libris [?]
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Maps also cataloged separately.
For 1605 manuscript versions of the maps of Klis,
Croatia [plate 10], the Gulf of Kotor, Montenegro
[plate 12], and Shkodër, Albania [plate 17], all
compiled by Christof Tarnowsky, see Novacco 2F
208, sheets 1-3.
References: Shirley, Maps in the British Library
T.Cam-1a; Phillips 3975
VAULT Baskes folio G1955 .C3 1574 (NLO)

38580 Isolarios (Island books) - 1580<<>Islands -
Maps - 1580<<>Atlases, Italian -
1560<<>Islands of the Mediterranean - Maps
- 1580<<>Islands - Maps - 1580<<>Atlases, Italian
- 1580
Diporti notturni. Dialoghi familiari ... Con la
dimostrazione figurale intagliata da Michel
'Angelo Marrella ... 1579. Ancona : Francesco
Salvioni, 1580.
Authors: Ferretti, Francesco -- Salvioni, Francesco
Imprint from colophon.
62-7
ICN 62-1263
Case U 0 .293 (NLO)

38581 Isolarios (Island books) - 1582 - Manuscripts -
Facsimiles<<>Islands - Maps - 1582
- Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>Mediterranean
Sea - Maps - 1582 - Nautical charts
- Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>Nautical charts
- Mediterranean Sea - 1582 - Manuscripts -
Facsimiles<<>Manuscript maps -
Facsimiles<<>Millo, Antonio. Isulario et
portolano (1582)<<>Island books SEE
Isolarios (Island books)<<>Isolarii (Island
books) SEE Isolarios (Island
books)<<>Isolarios (Island books) SEE
ALSO Islands - Maps<<>Islands - Maps SEE
ALSO Isolarios (Island books)<<>Nautical
charts
Isolario / Antonio Millo ; transcription of the Italian
original, Agamemnon Tselikas. Athens :
Authors: Millo, Antonio -- Palavicino, Sforza --
Tselikas, Agamemnon -- Tolas, Giorgos --
Scoutari, Artemis -- Navari, Leonora -- Ioannou,
Sylvia -- AdVenture Publications (Firm : Athens,
Greece
vlix, 300 p. : maps ; 29 cm.
Manuscript facsimile of: Millo, Antonio. Isulario et
portolano (1582).
English, Greek, and Italian text.
Original ms. dedicated to Signor Sforza
Palavicino.
Reproduced from original held by the collector
Sylvia Ioannou.
With contributions by George Tolas, Artemis
Scoutari and Leonora Navari.
English translation by Eleni Agathou.
Includes bibliographical references (p. xxxix) and
indexes.
ISBN 9789608779228 ; 9608779227
folio GA1077.M48 M5513 2006 (NLO)

38582 Isolarios (Island books) - 1604<<>Islands -
Maps - 1604<<>Atlases, Italian -
1604<<>Islands of the Mediterranean - Maps
- 1604
Dialoghi notturni ... Doue si ragiona di
ordinanze, & del marciar esserciti, & del modo
sicuro di allogiarli ... Ancona : G.B. Ciotti, 1604.
Authors: Ferretti, Francesco -- Ciotti, G. B. --
Whatman, James, 1741-1798
Title within historiated border.
Bookplate of James Whatman.
56-1248
ICN 56-5907
Case U 0 .294 (NLO)

38583 Isolarios (Island books)<<>Islands - America
- Maps<<>Islands - Western Hemisphere
- Maps
Karten von Amerika in dem isolario general.
Innsbruck : Wagner, 1908.
Authors: Santa Cruz, Alonso de, 1505-1567 --
Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 15 map plates ; 40 cm.
Facsimile,
Ayer 133 S23 S23 1908 (NLO)

38584 Isolarios (Island books)<<>Islands - Maps
Isolarii, fifteenth to seventeenth century. 2007.
Authors: Tolas, Giorgos -- Harley, J. B. (John

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Israel - Maps - 1967
Authors: Nagels Reiseführer -- Nagel Publishers
-- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
447, 23 p. : 39 maps and plans (some col.) ; 16 cm.
Edition: 2., verbesserte Aufl.
Spine title: Nagels Israel '15 Schwarz-Weiss-Pläne, 24 farbige Pläne.'
Map on endpapers.
'Israel Karten und Pläne': 23 p. at end.
Includes index.
Series: Nagels Reiseführer
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .N342 Israel (1967) (NLO)

Israel - Maps - 1985
Authors: Karta (Firm) -- Israel Survey --
Macmillan & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Neuberry Library)
1 v. : 40 maps ; 495 x 350 mm.
3rd ed.
C:IsraelSurvey;inHebrew
 Cf. Phillips 09771
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

Israel - Maps - 1995
Israel. [Basingstoke, England?] ; New York?] : Baedeker Stuttgart ; Jarrold ; Automobile
Association ; Macmillan, 1995.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Baedeker
Stuttgart -- Automobile Association (Great Britain)
-- Jarrold and Sons -- Macmillan & Co. -- Roger
S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 69 plates
3rd ed.
Issued in partnership with the Automobile
Association (short format); cf. A. Hinrichsen,
Cover price: $24.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

38592 **Issaquena County (Miss.) - Maps - 1860-1869 - Landowners**<br>**Maps**<br>[**Issaquena County (Miss.) - 186-: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche], [Washington, D.C.] : LC G&M Division, [1983?].<br>Authors: McFarland, A. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps<br>1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.<br>The complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.<br>Size of original: 32.5 x 19.5 in. Scale: 1:63,360.<br>Originally published [186?-]. Only covers part of the county.<br>Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps: Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps [Washington, D.C. : Library of Congress, Geography and Map Division, 1983?].
**Microfiche 583, no. 252 (PrCr)**

38593 **Issaquena County (Miss.) - Maps - 1873 - Landowners**<br>**Maps**<br>[**Issaquena County (Miss.) - 1873: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche], [Washington, D.C.] : LC G&M Division, [1983?].<br>Authors: Searles, Jas. M. -- Stratton, David -- Lewis, Hugh -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps<br>1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.<br>The complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.<br>Size of original: 34.5 x 39 in. Scale: 1:65,000.<br>Originally published New Orleans: Hugh Lewis, 1873.<br>Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps: Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps [Washington, D.C. : Library of Congress, Geography and Map Division, 1983?].
**Microfiche 583, no. 386 (PrCr)**

38594 **İstanbul Arkeoloji Müzeleri. Manuscript 1621**<br>**Atlases, Turkish - 1570 - Manuscripts**<br>Nautical charts, Turkish - 1570 - Manuscripts<br>**Turkey. Archaeological Museums of Istanbul**<br>SEE **İstanbul Arkeoloji Müzeleri**<br>**İstanbul Arkeoloji Müzeleri**<br>**İstanbul Arkeoloji Müzeleri**<br>**İstanbul Arkeoloji Müzeleri**<br>**İstanbul Arkeoloji Müzeleri**<br>**İstanbul Arkeoloji Müzeleri**<br>**Atlas-i hümâyun SEE İstanbul Arkeoloji Müzeleri**<br>**Manuscript 1621**<br>**Nautical atlases SEE Nautical charts**<br>Nautical charts<br>**Nautical charts**<br>**Nautical charts**

38596 **İstanbul Region (Turkey) - Maps - 1825 - Turkey - Maps - 1825 - Greece - Maps - 1825**<br>**Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1825**

38597 **Environ of Constantinople. [Philadelphia ; New York etc. Samuel F. Bradford and Murray,
Detached from assorted Board publications, and bound together as a separate atlas. Added letterpress title from top margin: Mission to Turkey.

**Ayer 136 .A5 1846 pl. 9 (PrCt)**

### Istanbul Region (Turkey) - Maps - 1841-1846

**Istanbul**

**Missions - Asia - Maps - 1841**

**Constantinople and the Bosphorus.** Boston, 1841.

Authors: American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions -- American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions. Maps and illustrations of the missions of the American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions, 1841 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map; 10 x 18 cm.

In: American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions. Maps and illustrations of the missions of the American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions, 1841 (Boston, Mass. ; : American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions?, 1841)).

Forms pl. 2B of a collection of wax-engraved maps, apparently detached from assorted Board publications, and bound together as a separate atlas. Added letterpress title from bottom margin: Mission to Turkey.

**Ayer 136 .A5 1841 pl. 2B (PrCt)**

### Istanbul Region (Turkey) - Maps - 1846-1858

**Istanbul**

**Missions - Asia - Maps - 1846**

**Constantinople and the Bosphorus.** Boston, 1846.

Authors: American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions -- American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions. Maps and illustrations of the missions (1846) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map; 21 x 13 cm.

In: American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions. Maps and illustrations of the missions (Boston? ; American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions?, 1846). Forms pl. 9 of a collection of wax-engraved maps, apparently detached from assorted Board publications, and

bound together as a separate atlas. Added letterpress title from top margin: Mission to Turkey.

**Ayer 136 .A5 1846 pl. 9 (PrCt)**

### Istanbul (Turkey) - Description and travel - 1974


Authors: Converse, Gordon N.

1 p. : photos


**Travel Vertical File G7434 .I8E635 1974 .C6 (PrCt)**

### Istanbul (Turkey) - Description and travel - 1977


Authors: Roberts, Steven V. -- Roberts, Cokie

1 p. : map


**Travel Vertical File G7434 .I8E635 1977 .R6 (PrCt)**

### Istanbul (Turkey) - Description and travel - 1981

**Istanbul. Istanbul : Turkish Ministry of Tourism and Information, 1981.**

Authors: Turkey. Turizm Bakanligi

1 booklet (12 p.) : col. photos, map ; 20 x 22 cm.

**Travel Vertical File G7434 .I8E635 1981 .T8 (PrCt)**

### Istanbul (Turkey) - Description and travel - 1987


Authors: Barnes, Helen

1 p. : map and photo


**Travel Vertical File G7434 .I8E635 1987 .B3 (PrCt)**

### Istanbul (Turkey) - Description and travel - 1992

**Turkish delight.** [S.l.] : Travel Holiday, 1992.

Authors: Weller, Anthony

18 p. : col. map and photos ; 28 cm.


### Istanbul (Turkey) - Description and travel - 1994


Authors: Cowell, Alan

1 p. : map and photos


**Travel Vertical File G7434 .I8E635 1994 .C6 (PrCt)**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Entry Number</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Pages/Photos/Maps</th>
<th>Call Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

38613
Istanbul (Turkey) - Maps - 1574
Constantinopoli. [Venice]: Appresso Gioan. Francesco Camocio, [1574?]. Authors: Camocio, Giovanni Francesco, 16th cent. -- Camocio, Giovanni Francesco, 16th cent. [Isole famose porti, fortezze, e terre maritime sottoposte alla Ser.ma Sig.ria di Venetia ad altri principi christiani, et al Sig.or Turco] [1574?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map; 16 x 26 cm. Oriented with north at upper right. Bottom margin includes references A-I, K-T, V-Z, AA-II, KK-TT, VV-ZZ, AAA-III, and KKK-NNN. In atlas lacking title page: Camocio, Giovanni Francesco. [Isole famose porti, fortezze, e terre maritime sottoposte alla Ser.ma Sig.ria di Venetia ad altri principi christiani, et al Sig.or Turco, nouame[n]te poste in luce] [Venice?: Alla libraria del segno di S. Marco?; G.F. Camocio?, 1574?], [plate 40]. Manuscript no. 40 at upper right. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library. VAULT Baskes folio G1955 .C3 1574, [plate 40] (Pr.Ct)

38614
Istanbul (Turkey) - Maps - 1620

38615
Istanbul (Turkey) - Maps - 1689

38616
Istanbul (Turkey) - Maps - 1689 - Pictorial works

38617
Istanbul (Turkey) - Maps - 1696 - Pictorial works
Veue de Constantinople. [Paris: De Fer, 1696]. Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer,
Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes -- avec leurs fortifications ... (1695-1696) 1 map ; 20 x 27 cm.
In: Fer, Nicolas de. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes; avec leurs fortifications ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, 1695-1696) pt. 8, map [172].
Manuscript '23' at upper right.
Case folio U 26. 293 pt. 8, map [172] (PrCt)

38618 Istanbul (Turkey) - Maps - 1713 - Pictorial works
Veue, de Constantinople. [Paris : De Fer, 1713?]. Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Introduction à la fortification ... [1713?] 1 view ; 10 x 17 cm.
In: Fer, Nicolas de. Introduction à la fortification ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, [1713?]) map [169]. For later state of this map, with engraved plate number, see Case folio U 26.292.
For earlier version of this map, engraved on different plate, see Case folio U 26.293.
Case oversize U 26 .2919 map [169] (PrCt)

38619 Istanbul (Turkey) - Maps - 1792<<<Constantinople (Turkey) SEE Istanbul (Turkey)<<<Byzantium (Turkey : City) SEE Istanbul (Turkey)
A Plan of the city of Constantinople. [London? J. Stockdale?, 1792?]. Authors: Andrews, John, 1736-1809 -- Andrews, John, 1736-1809. A Collection of plans of the most capital cities of ... Europe and ... the world [1792?]] -- Stockdale, John, 1749?--1814 1 map ; 17 x 24 cm.
Case folio G 13 .036 pl. 32 (PrCt)

38620 Istanbul (Turkey) - Maps - 1840
Constantinople. Stambool. London : Chapman and Hall, 1840 [i.e.1844].
1 map : hand col. ; 31 x 39 cm.

'Hellert.'
'Engraved by B.R. Davies.'
oversize Ayer 135 .S67 1844 v. 2, pl. [171]

38621 Istanbul (Turkey) - Maps - 1840 - Pictorial works
Constantinople. [Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, 1840].
Authors: Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846 -- Lea & Blanchard -- Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846. The Encyclopædia of geography ... (1840) 1 view ; 4 x 10 cm.
Wax engraving.
G 11 .607 v. 2, p. 209 (PrCt)

38622 Istanbul (Turkey) - Maps - 1893<<<Turkey - Maps - 1893
[2nd ed.]
Edition statement from Lister.
Maps engraved by Edward Weller and F.S. Weller.
Two folded maps in pockets.
Includes index.
Publisher's advertisements on endpapers and "Murray's handbook advertiser, 1892-1893 ...", 58 p. at end.
Series: [Murray's handbooks for travellers] -- Murray's handbooks for travellers. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray's handbooks for travellers, 105
LC Card Number: 05007129
Baskes G153 .M97 no. 105 (1893) (NLO)

Istanbul (Turkey) - Maps - 1896
Authors: De Amicis, Edmondo, 1846--1915 -- Lansdale, Maria Hornor, b. 1860 -- Henry T. Coates & Co. -- Gilbo, W. H. -- Burk &
McFetridge -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
2 v. : ill., 1 folded col. map, plates ; 24 cm.
Large-paper ed.
'Illustrated.'
'One hundred and fifty copies printed.'--T.p. verso. Newberry has copy no. 107.
Each plate accompanied by guard sheet with descriptive letterpress.
Includes index.
White cloth; gold-stamped pictorial design on cover and spine; red cloth dust jacket with gold-stamped spine title.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copy (copy no. 104): 4A 9097
Baskes DR721 .A51 1896 (NLO)

38624
Istanbul (Turkey) - Maps - 1899
Authors: Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- Black's guide books -- Koufopoulos, Demetrius -- Bartholomew, John, 1805-1861 -- John Bartholomew & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
2nd ed.
Maps by J. Bartholomew.
Folded map in pocket at end.
Includes index.
Series: Black's guide books.
Series statement from publisher advertisements.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 05003031
Baskes G153 .B55 Constantinople (1899) (NLO)

38625
Istanbul (Turkey) - Maps - 1900
[3rd ed.]
Cover title: Murray's hand-book, Constantinople, Brusa, and the Troad
Spine title: Hand-book for Constantinople, etc.
Edition statement from Lister.

38626
Istanbul (Turkey) - Maps - 1905
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 9 maps, 34 city plans
1st ed.
Includes advertising dated 1905 and priced in marks.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (PENDING DONATION) (PrCt)

38627
Istanbul (Turkey) - Maps - 1914
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 18 maps, 65 city plans
2nd ed.
Includes advertising dated 1922.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (PENDING DONATION) (PrCt)

38628
Istanbul (Turkey) - Maps - 1923
Gallipoli (Turkey) - Maps - 1923
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 18 maps, 65 city plans
2nd ed.
Includes advertising dated 1922.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (PENDING DONATION) (PrCt)
Istanbul (Turkey) - Pictorial works - 1567
Co[n]stantinopolis. Venetia [Venice] : In Venetia all' insegna della Colon[na] [i.e. Bolognino Zaltieri], M.D. LXVII [1567, i.e.1569].
Authors: Ballino, Giulio, d. ca. 1592 -- Ballino, Giulio, d. ca. 1592. De' disegni delle piu illustri città, et fortezze del mondo ... (1569) -- Zaltieri, Bolognino, fll. 1555-1576
1 view ; 16 x 26 cm.
Includes references 1-57.
Letterpress text on verso.
In: Ballino, Giulio. De’ disegni delle piu illustri città, et fortezze del mondo ... (Venice: Bolognino Zaltieri, 1569), plate [46].

Istanbul (Turkey) - Pictorial works - 1570
Costantinopol / Per Claudio Ducheto 1570 ; A F. [Rome] : Claudio Ducheto, 1570.
Authors: Duchetti, Claudio, fl. 1554-1585 -- A. F., fl. 1570 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 243 x 439 mm. (neat line) on sheet 309 x 448 mm.
Bottom margin includes monogram 'AF' and references 1-58.
Relief shown pictorially.
Oriented with north at upper right.
Tooley 156.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Novacco 2F 220 (PrCt)

Istanbul (Turkey) - Pictorial works - 1580
Eigentlicher Abriss der Stadt Constantinopol. [Nürnberg : Durch Katharina Lantzenbergerin, 1613].
Authors: Schweigger, Salomon, 1551-1622
1 view ; 8.5 x 10.3 cm.
In Schweigger's Ein neue Reysbeschreibung auss Teutschland nach Constantinopol vnd Jerusalem (Nürnberg, 1613), p. 102.
Title in letterpress to left of view; references A-Z, 1-10 below and on facing page.

VAULT Ayer DR424 .S3 1613 no. 1, p. 102 (PrCt)

Istanbul (Turkey) - Pictorial works -
Collections, 1819-1819<br>Maps - 1819-1819<br>Bosphorus (Turkey) - Maps - 1819-1819<br>Dardanelles Strait (Turkey) - Maps - 1819
Voyage pittoresque de Constantinople et des rives du Bosphore d’après les dessins de m. Melling ... Pub. par mm. Treuttel et Würtz. Paris [etc.] ; Chez les éditeurs, 1819.

2 v. front. (port.) ; 48 fold. pl., 3 fold. maps ; 69 cm. (v. 1) and 100 cm. (v. 2)
Issued in parts: 12 parts of 4 plates each, with descriptive letter-press by C. de Lacroetelle; an additional part of maps, with accompanying topographical description, by J.D. Barbéti du Bocage.
"De l'imprimerie de P. Didot, l'aîné, imprimeur du roi."

Maps include: Plan de la ville de Constantinople et de ses faubourgs ... / par Fr. Kauffer ; enrichie de nouveaux détails par J.-D. Barbéti du Bocage 1819; F.P. Michel sculp. Plate impression 51.3 x 85 cm. Includes: Plan[s] particulier[s] de serails [and] du chateau des sept tours. -- Plan topographique de Bosphore de Thrace ou Canal de Constantinople et de ses environs ... par Fr. Kauffer ; J.-D. Barbéti du Bocage. 1819. 51.2 x 86.5 cm. -- Plan indicatif des points d'où M. Melling a dessiné les vues. 57.5 x 86.5 cm.
On spine: "Texte".
Some plates have an additional credit (after Dessiné par ... and Gravé par ...): Terminé par ...

In the instance of F.-D. Née these are dated, ranging from 1806 to 1815.
Formerly Wing oversize G 5902 .57
Bookplate: John M. Wing.
LC Card Number: 05003026
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.

Case Wing oversize DR721 .M52 (NLO)
38644 Istria (Croatia and Slovenia) - Maps - 1725
L'Istrie. Amsterdam, [ca. 1725].
Authors: Blaeu, Joan, 1596-1673 -- Covens et Mortier -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:186
1 map : hand col. ; 37 x 48 cm.
Cl. Koeman B1 87 (75).

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Sack map 4F G6842.18 1725 B6 (PrCt)

38645 Istria (Croatia and Slovenia) - Maps - 1780
Nouvelle carte de l'Istrie suivant le plan dressé sur les lieux. Å Venise [Venice] : par P. Santini ; chez Mr. Remondini, 1780.
Authors: Santini, P. -- Remondini, Guiseppe Antonio, 1747-1811 -- Santini, P. Atlas univerzal dresser sur les meilleures cartes modernes (1784 [i.e. 1807?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 44 x 55 cm.
In: Santini, P. Atlas univerzal dresser sur les meilleures cartes modernes (Venice : par P. Santini, rue Ste. Justine, chez M. Remondini, 1784 [i.e. 1807?]), v. 2, no. "P. II. 16"
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .S4 1807, v. 2, no. 16 (PrCt)

38646 Istria (Croatia and Slovenia) - Maps - 1791
Lo Stato Veneto da terra diviso nelle sue provincie, quarta parte che compren de porzioni del Dogado e dell' Istria. Rome : Calcografia camerale, 1792.
Authors: Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824 -- Calcografia camerale (Rome, Italy) -- Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824. Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (1792-1801) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 43 cm.
In: Cassini, Giovanni Maria. Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (Rome : Presso la Calcogr. camerale, 1792-1801) v. 1 pl. 36.
Map dated 1791.

oversize Ayer 135 .C33 1792 v. 1 pl. 36 (PrCt)

38647 Istria (Croatia and Slovenia) - Maps - 1792
La Dalmazia co le isole adiacenti. Rome : Calcografia camerale, 1792.
Authors: Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824 -- Calcografia camerale (Rome, Italy) -- Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824. Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (1792-1801) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 43 cm.

oversize Ayer 135 .C33 1792 v. 1 pl. 37 (PrCt)

38648 Istria (Croatia and Slovenia) - Maps - 1910-1919

1 map : col. ; on sheet 53 x 65 cm., folded to 20 x 13 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Panel and series title: G. Freytags Automobil- und Radfahrer-Karten
Scale 1:300,000.
Inset (18 x 35 cm.): [Parts of Slovenia and Croatia]
Road sections with greater than 4% vertical grade shown in red.
Forms sheet 30 of a 30-sheet road map series covering Germany and Central Europe; see index map on title panel.
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).

Road map 4C G6872.18P2 191- .F7 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

38650

Itä-Suomen lääni - Maps - 1741
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Delamarche, Charles François, 1740-1817. Atlas général : contenant le détail des quatre parties du monde [1798?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
1 map : hand col. ; 44 x 53 cm.
Baskes oversize G1015 .A77 1798, [ptie 1], [plate 36] (NLO)

38651

Italian Cartography - 1500-1599 - Dutch Influences - Dutch cartography - History - 1500-1599 - Italian Influences
The Cartographical relationships between Italy and the Low Countries in the sixteenth century. 1981.
Authors: Schilder, Günter -- International Conference on the History of Cartography (9th : 1981 : Pisa, Italy, etc.) [1] leaf
Abstract of paper presented at IX Int. Conf. on Hist. of Cart., Italy, 1981.
Vert 547, no.4 (PrCt)

38652

Italian Cartography - 1500-1599 - Map printing - 1500-1599
Preliminary draft of paper prepared for Int. Conf.
on the Hist. of Cartog. (13th), Amsterdam, 1989. Vert 2162 (PrCt)

38653

Italian Cartography - 1500-1699 - Exhibitions - Catalogs - John Carter Brown Library - Map Collections - Exhibitions - Catalogs
'The Italian cartographic tradition,' p. 68-80, 10 maps, ill.
Ayer folio E135.1A H68 (NLO)

38654

Italian Cartography - 1550-1570 - Lafréry, Antoine, 1512-1577
The Pre-atlas 'atlas' of Antonio Lafretri. 1986.
Authors: Kiddoo, Kevin
In AB Bookman's Weekly 77 (9 June 1986): 2707-2708
BHC 1008
Vert 576 (PrCt)

38655

Italian cartography - History - 1818
Authors: Zurla, Placido, 1769-1834 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 96 p. : 3 fold. maps ; 31 cm.
Ayer 129 .Z9 1818 (NLO)

38656

Italy - Cartography - History - 1500-1599
Una Grande carta d'Italia del secolo XVI finora sconosciuta. [Firenze : Leo S. Olschki, 1934].
In: La Bibliofilia 36, no. 4 (April 1934): 125-136. On three sheets of an unidentified printed map of Italy (ca.1500-1525?) in the Salzburg Studienbibliothek.
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.
Wing folio Z 007 .05, v. 36, p. 125-136 (PrCt)

38657

Italy, Central - Guidebooks - 1843 - Rome (Italy) - Guidebooks - 1843 - Rome Region (Italy) - Guidebooks - 1843 - Papal States - Guidebooks - 1843
Handbook for travellers in central Italy : including the Papal States, Rome, and the cities of Etruria : with a traveling map. London ; Florence ; Paris ; Leipsig : John Murray and Son ; Molini ; Gallignani, freres ; Stassin & Xavier ; Longman and Co., 1843.
Yale G9010 .N48 (NLO)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
38659 Italy, Central - History, Ancient - Maps -
1711<<>><>Italy, Central - Maps - 1711
Regionum Italiae mediaram tabula geographica
pernocscendis Historiae Romanae primordiis
praesertim, sed et cui multa sequoris aevi addita
/ autore G. Dellsle ... ; Derosiers sculp. / Parisii
[Paris] : apud auctorem in Ripa sequanams vulgo
dicta le Quai de l'Horloge ... , Apr. 1711 .
Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726.
1 map : hand col. ; 44 x 61 cm.
Title in top margin.
Inset (18 x 18 cm.): Urbs Septicollis
The continental map includes
errata p. xxxviii.
Includes index.
Series: [Mr. Murray's hand-books for travellers on
the continent] -- Murray's handbooks for
travellers.
Series statement from publisher's advertisements
pasted to inside front and back covers.
Former owner's signature: T. Frankland Lewes.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Digital version of another copy of the text (not
the map!) available on Google Books (accessed
December 2012):
http://books.google.com/books?id=3BUQAAAAAY
A AJ
References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray's handbooks
for travellers, 124
LC Card Number: 17011489
Baskes G153 .M97 no. 124 (1843) (NLO)

38660 Italy, Central - History, Ancient - Maps -
1712<<>><>Italy, Central - Maps - 1712
A New map of Latium, Etruria, and as much of
antient Italy as lay between Gallia Cisalpina and
Graecia Magna : shewing their principal divisions,
cities, towns, rivers, mountains, &c. / Sutton
Nicholls sculp. [Oxford : s.n., 1710].
Authors: Nicholls, Sutton -- William, Duke of
Gloucester, 1689-1726 -- Wells, Edward,
1667-1727. A New sett of maps both of antient
and present geography ... (1700) -- Edward E.
Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 34 x 47 cm.
"Dedicated to his highness William Duke of
Gloster."
In: Wells, Edward. A New sett of maps both of
antient and present geography ... (Oxford :
Printed at the Theater, 1700), plate [17]
oversize Ayer 135 .W4 1700, plate [17] (PrCt)

38661 Italy, Central - History, Ancient - Maps -
1726<<>><>Historical atlases
Romani Imperii primordia ut apud Florum.
Authors: Moll, Herman, -1732 -- Moll, Herman,
-1732. Thirty two new and accurate maps of
the geography of the ancients ... (1726)
1 map ; 15 x 22 cm.
In: Moll, Herman. Thirty two new and accurate
maps of the geography of the ancients, as
contained in the Greek and Latin classicks ...
[London : H. Moll ; T. Bowles ; J. Bowles, 1726]
pl. '23.
Case G 1002 .586 pl. 23 (PrCt)
43x215]38665
[43x371]38664
[43x526]38663

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Ancient - Maps - 1741<<>>Rome (Italy) - History, Ancient - Maps - 1741

Regionum Italiae mediocrum tabula geographica. Amstelodami [i.e. Amsterdam] : I. Covens et C. Mortier, [1741?].

Authors: L’Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Covens et Mortier -- L’Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726. Atlas nouveau, contenant toutes les parties du monde ... [1741?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 44 x 60 cm.

Inset (17 x 18 cm.): Urbis Septicollis.

In: L’Isle, Guillaume de. Atlas nouveau, contenant toutes les parties du monde ...

(Amsterdam : J. Covens & C. Mortier, [1741?]) v. 2, pl. [66]

oversize Ayer 135 .L695 1741 v. 2, pl. [66] (PrCt)

38663

Italy, Central - Maps - 1648

Estats de l’eglise et de Toscane . [Paris : P. Mariette], 1648 [i.e.1659?].

Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Mariette, Pierre, 1603-1657 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (Paris : Pierre Mariette, 1658 [i.e. 1659?]) v. 1, pl. [86]

VAULT Case oversize G1015 .S35 1658 v. 1, pl. [86] (PrCt)

38664

Italy, Central - Maps - 1680<<>>Tuscany (Italy) - Maps - 1680

Status ecclesiasticus et magnus ducatus Toscanae. Amstelodam, [ca. 1680].


1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 56 cm.

In: Danckerts, Justus. Atlas (Amsterdam : J. Danckers, [ca. 1680]) pl. [7]. Ms. no. '8' in upper right.

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .D18 A pl. 7 (PrCt)

38665

Italy, Central - Maps - 1700<<>>Emilia-Romagna (Italy) - Maps - 1700

Status ecclesiasticus et magnus ducatus Toscanae. [Amsterdam] : Fredericuc de Wit, [ca. 1700?].

Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Wit, Frederik de. Atlas [ca. 1700?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 57 cm.

In: Wit, Frederik de. Atlas (Amsterdam : bij Frederick de Wit in de Calverstraet bij den Dam inde Witte Paskaert. [ca. 1700?]) no. [31].

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .W8 A no. [31] (PrCt)

38666

Italy, Central - Maps - 1700<<>>Emilia-Romagna (Italy) - Maps - 1700<br>Ferrara (Italy : Province) - Maps - 1700


1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 52 cm.

Covers central Italy.

Inset: Carte du Ferraro.

3020 rev

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Sack map4F G6712.C4 1700 N6 (PrCt)

38667

Italy, Central - Maps - 1703

Continentis Italiae pars media. Amsterdam, 1703.

Authors: Schenk, Peter, 1660-1718 or 9 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:192

1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 55 cm.

Covers central Italy.

Scale [ca. 1:870,000].

2036

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Sack map4F G6712.C4 1703 S3 (PrCt)

38668

Italy, Central - Maps - 1710

Italien Eigentlich also genandt. Augsburg : Gabriel Bodenehr, 1710.

Authors: Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. -- Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. Atlas curieux -- oder, Neuer und compendieuser atlas 1710 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 15 x 20 cm.

In: Bodenehr, Gabriel. Atlas curieux; oder, Neuer und compendieuser atlas ... ([Augsburg : Gabriel Bodenehr, 1710?]) pl. [48]. Engraved plate no. '49.'

Ayer 135 .B6 pl. 48 (PrCt)

38669

Italy, Central - Maps - 1710

Status ecclesiastici magni duty ducatus Florentini. Nuremberg, [ca. 1710].

Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:196

1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 56 cm.

Covers central Italy.

2024

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Sack map4F G6712.C4 1710 H6 (PrCt)

38670

Italy, Central - Maps - 1710

Status ecclesiastici, magnus ducatus Florentiae. Amsterdam, [ca. 1710].

Authors: Valck, G. (Gerard), 1651 or 2-1726 -- Valck, Leonard, 1675-1746 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:200

1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 57 cm.

Covers central Italy.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
38671 Italy, Central - Maps - 1710<<>>Tuscany (Italy) - Maps - 1710
Status ecclesiasticus et magnus ducatus Thoscanae. [Amsterdam] : Fredericum de Wit [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher, 1710?].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Visscher, Elizabeth, fl. 1702-1726 -- Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702. Atlas minor ...
[1710?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 56 cm.
Covers central Italy.
In: Visscher, Nicolaes. Atlas minor ...
(Amstelaedami [Amsterdam] : ex officina Nicolai Visscher [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher], [1710?])
Manuscript '94' in upper right.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .V8 1700 map [92]
(PrcT)

38672 Italy, Central - Maps - 1719
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
I:195
1 map : hand col. ; 51 x 58 cm.
Covers central Italy.
2076
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6712.C4 1719 F4 (PrcT)

38673 Italy, Central - Maps - 1721<<>>Emilia-Romagna (Italy) - Maps - 1721
Estat du grand duc de Toscane ... Amsterdam, [ca. 1725].
Authors: Cóvens et Mortier -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
I:194
1 map : hand col. ; 57 x 43 cm.
Covers central Italy.
2158
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6712.C4 1725 C6 (PrcT)

38674 Italy, Central - Maps - 1721<<>>Emilia-Romagna (Italy) - Maps - 1721
Authors: Jaillot, Bernard Jean Hyacint, 1673-1739 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
I:197
1 map : hand col. ; 51 x 64 cm.
Covers central Italy.
3018
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6712.C4 1721 J3 (PrcT)

38675 Italy, Central - Maps - 1725
Estats de L'Eglise et de Toscane. Amsterdam, [ca. 1725].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Cóvens et Mortier -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
I:193
1 map : hand col. ; 56 x 43 cm.
Covers central Italy.
2112
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6712.C4 1725 S3 (PrcT)

38676 Italy, Central - Maps - 1725
Status ecclesiasticus et magnus ducatus Thoscanae. Amsterdam, [ca. 1725].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Cóvens mort et Mortier -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
I:201
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 56 cm.
Covers central Italy.
2100
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6712.C4 1725 W5 (PrcT)

38677 Italy, Central - Maps - 1740
Novissima et accuratissima delineatio status ecclesiæ et magni ducatus Heturiae. [Augsburg] : Matth. Seutter, [ca. 1740?].
Authors: Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756 -- Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756. [A Collection of Seutter maps] [1726-1773]
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 56 cm.
Forms part of a made-to-order composite atlas chiefly comprised of undated maps issued ca. 1734-ca. 1744.
Case oversize G 1007 .81 pl. [29] (PrcT)

38678 Italy, Central - Maps - 1745
Status ecclesiastic magnique ducatus Florentini nova exhibitio ... Nuremberg : Homann Erben, [ca. 1745].
Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Homann Erben (Firm) -- Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724. Atlas novus terrarum orbis [ca. 1745] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 56 cm.
In: Homann, Johann Baptist. Atlas novus terrarum orbis (Nuremberg : [Homann Erben, ca. 1745]), [plate 45].
Manuscript 'No. 45' and '46' on verso.
Oversize Ayer 135 .H7 1730, [plate 45] (Prct)

38679 Italy, Central - Maps - 1791
Lo Stato Ecclesiastico delineato sulle ultime osservazioni e diviso nelle sue province. Rome : Calcografia camerale, 1792.
Authors: Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824 -- Calcografia camerale (Rome,
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Italy) -- Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824. Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (1792-1801) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 43 cm.
In: Cassini, Giovanni Maria. Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (Rome : Presso la Calcogr. camerale, 1792-1801) v. 1 pl. 27.
Map dated 1791.
oversize Ayer 135 .C33 1792 v. 1 pl. 27 (PrCt)

38680
Italy, Central - Maps - 1800 - Ancient
Li Contorni antichi di Roma. Rome : Calcografia camerale, 1798 [i.e. 1801].
Map dated 1801.
oversize Ayer 135 .C33 1792 v. 3 pl. 51 (PrCt)

38681
Italy, Central - Maps - 1853-1884
A Handbook for travellers in central Italy. London ; Paris ; Florence ; Rome : John Murray ; A. & W. Galignani and Co. ; Stassin and Xavier ; Goodman ; Piale ; Gallarini ; Spithöver, 1856, 1857.
2 v. : ill., 4 maps, plans ; 18 cm.
Spine title: Hand-book, central Italy
Other title: Part 1 cover title: Murray's hand-book, south Tuscany & Papal States
Part 2 cover title: Murray's hand-book, Rome & its environs
Issued with 5 maps (?), but this copy incomplete; part 1 lacking folded map in pocket
Includes indexes.
"Murray's handbook advertiser, 1853": pt. 2, 32 p. at end.
Series: [Murray's handbooks for travellers] -- Murray's handbooks for travellers.
Series statement from publisher's advertisement on front endpapers, pt. 1.
Part 2: Former owner's inscription: John N. Foster, 1854
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray's handbooks for travellers, 126
LC Card Number: 04012588
Baskes G153 .M97 no. 126 (1853) (NLO)

38682
Italy, Central - Maps - 1856-1865
A Handbook for travellers in central Italy. London ; Paris ; Florence ; Rome : John Murray ; A. & W. Galignani and Co. ; Stassin and Xavier ; Goodman ; Piale ; Gallarini ; Spithöver, 1856, 1857.
2 v. : ill., 4 maps, plans ; 18 cm.
Spine title: Hand-book, central Italy
Other title: Part 1 cover title: Murray's hand-book, south Tuscany & Papal States
Part 2 cover title: Murray's hand-book, Rome & its environs
Issued with 5 maps (?), but this copy incomplete; part 1 lacking folded map in pocket
Includes indexes.
"Murray's handbook advertiser, 1853": pt. 2, 32 p. at end.
Series: [Murray's handbooks for travellers] -- Murray's handbooks for travellers.
Series statement from publisher's advertisements on endpapers, pt. 2.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
Italy second part: Central Italy & Rome
Maps
Italy, Central
(PrCt)
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

38687 Italy, Central - Maps - 1872<Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1872
Italy second part: Central Italy & Rome. Koblenz : K. Baedeker, 1872.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 3 maps, 9 city plans
3rd ed.
Includes advertising dated 1871 and priced in shillings and thalers.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

38688 Italy, Central - Maps - 1875<Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1875
Italy second part: Central Italy & Rome. Leipzig : K. Baedeker, 1875.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 7 maps, 12 city plans, 1 view
4th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1874 and priced in marks.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

38689 Italy, Central - Maps - 1875<Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1875
Italy second part: Central Italy & Rome. Leipzig : K. Baedeker, 1875.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 7 maps, 12 city plans, 1 view
4th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1874 and priced in marks.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

38690 Italy, Central - Maps - 1877<Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1877
Italy second part: Central Italy & Rome. Leipzig ; London : K. Baedeker ; Dulau, 1877.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Dulau & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 7 maps, 27 city plans, 1 view
5th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1877 and priced in marks.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

38691 Italy, Central - Maps - 1877<Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1877
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 7 maps, 21 city plans, 1 view
5th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1878 and priced in marks.
Condition: Worn.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

38692 Italy, Central - Maps - 1879<Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1879
Italy second part: Central Italy & Rome. Leipzig : K. Baedeker ; Dulau, 1879.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Dulau & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 7 maps, 27 city plans, 1 view
6th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1879 and priced in marks.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Authors: Mears, T. Lambert (Thomas Lambert), 1839-1918 -- John Murray (Firm) -- Murray's handbooks for travellers
1 v.
10th ed.
Lister, W.B.C. A Bibliography of Murray's handbooks for travellers and biographies of authors, editors, revisers and principal contributors (Dereham: Dereham Books, 1993) no. 133.
G 35.607 (NLO)

38694 Italy, Central - Maps - 1881<Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1881

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

plates) : ill., 13 maps (some col.), plans ; 17 cm.
Series: [Murray’s handbooks for travellers] --
Murray’s handbooks for travellers.
Cover title: Murray’s hand-book, central Italy
Spine title: Hand-book, central Italy
Revised by H.W. Pullen. Cf. Lister.
Maps engraved by Edward Weller and F.S.
Weller.
"With travelling maps, plans of towns, galleries,
etc."
Includes indexes and errata.
Publisher’s advertisements on endpapers and
"Murray’s hand-book advertiser, 1893-1894",64
p. at end.
References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray’s handbooks
for travellers, 134
Former owner’s signature: Boyne.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Another copy of the the text (but not all maps?)
available on Google Books (accessed December
2012):
http://books.google.com/books?id=K889AAAIA
A
Baskes G153 .M97 no. 134 (1892) (NLO)
38701
Italy, Central - Maps - 1893<br>Rome (Italy) -
Maps - 1893
Italy second part: Central Italy and Rome. Leipzig
; London : K. Baedeker, 1893.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm)
1 v. : 46 plates
11th ed.
A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker’s Reisehandbucher,
G 35.061 v2 (NLO)
38702
Italy, Central - Maps - 1893<br>Rome (Italy) -
Maps - 1893
Italy second part: Central Italy & Rome. Leipzig
; London : K. Baedeker, 1893.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 10 maps, 35 city plans, 1 view
11th ed.
A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker’s Reisehandbucher,
Includes advertising dated 1893 and priced in
marks.
Condition: Fair.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)
38703
Italy, Central - Maps - 1893<br>Rome (Italy) -
Maps - 1893
Italy second part: Central Italy & Rome. Leipzig
; K. Baedeker, 1893.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 10 maps, 35 city plans, 1 view
11th ed.
A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbucher,
Includes advertising dated 1895 and priced in
marks.
Condition: Poor.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)
38704
Italy, Central - Maps - 1894
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 10 maps, 33 city plans, 1 view
10th ed.
A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbucher,
1832-1900, no. F119.
Includes advertising dated 1895 and priced in
marks.
Condition: Fair.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)
38705
Italy, Central - Maps - 1897<br>Rome (Italy) -
Maps - 1897
Italy second part: Central Italy & Rome. Leipzig
; London : K. Baedeker ; Dulau, 1897.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Dulau & Co.
-- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 11 maps, 41 city plans, 1 view
12th ed.
A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbucher,
1832-1900, no. E154.
Includes advertising dated 1897 and priced in
dollars.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)
38706
Italy, Central - Maps - 1897<br>Rome (Italy) -
Maps - 1897
Italy second part: Central Italy & Rome. Leipzig
; K. Baedeker, 1897.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 11 maps, 41 city plans, 1 view
12th ed.
A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbucher,
1832-1900, no. E154.
Includes advertising dated 1897 and priced in
marks.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)
38707
Italy, Central - Maps - 1900-1901<br>Florence
(Italy) - Maps - 1899-1901
A Handbook for travellers in central Italy :
including Tuscany, the Tuscan islands, Umbria,
the Marches, and part of the late patrimony of
Saint Peter. London : John Murray, 1900 [i.e. 1901?].
12th ed. / rewritten by Herbert H. Jeaffreson. Publisher's advertisements on endpapers and "Murray's handbook advertiser, 1900-1901", 48 p. at end.
Cover title: Murray's hand-book, central Italy
Spine title: Hand-book, central Italy
Maps by Walker & Boutall, J. Bartholomew, and F.S. Weller.
Folded map in pocket.
Includes index.
Series: [Murray's handbooks for travellers] -- Murray's handbooks for travellers.
Former owner's signature: H.D.P.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray's handbooks for travellers, 135
Baskes G153 .M97 no. 135 (1900) (NLO)

38708 Italy, Central - Maps - 1900<<>>>Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1900
Italy second part: Central Italy & Rome. Leipzig ; London ; New York : K. Baedeker ; Dulau ; Scribner's, 1904.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 11 maps, 46 city plans, 1 view
13th ed.
Includes advertising priced in dollars.
Condition: Fair.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

38709 Italy, Central - Maps - 1900<<>>>Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1900
Italy second part: Central Italy & Rome. Leipzig ; London : K. Baedeker ; Dulau, 1900.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Dulau & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 11 maps, 46 city plans, 1 view
13th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1902 and priced in marks.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

38710 Italy, Central - Maps - 1903<<>>>Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1903
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 14 maps, 49 city plans, 1 view
13th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1903 and priced in marks.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

38711 Italy, Central - Maps - 1904<<>>>Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1904
Italy second part: Central Italy and Rome. Leipzig ; London ; New York : K. Baedeker, 1904.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm)
1 v. : 64 plates
14th ed.
A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher, 1832-1900, no. E156.
G 35.062 v2 (NLO)

38712 Italy, Central - Maps - 1904<<>>>Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1904
Italy second part: Central Italy & Rome. Leipzig ; London ; New York : K. Baedeker ; Dulau ; Scribner's, 1904.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Dulau & Co. -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 14 maps, 49 city plans, 1 view
14th ed.
A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher, 1832-1900, no. E156.
Includes advertising dated 1904 and priced in marks.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Condition: Fair.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

38714 Italy, Central - Maps - 1909<>Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1909
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm)
1 v. : 74 plates
15th ed.
G 35.059 (NLO)

38715 Italy, Central - Maps - 1909<>Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1909
Central Italy & Rome. Leipzig ; New York : K. Baedeker ; Scribner's, 1909.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 19 maps, 55 city plans
15th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1909 and priced in dollars.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

38716 Italy, Central - Maps - 1909<>Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1909
Central Italy & Rome. Leipzig ; New York : K. Baedeker ; Scribner's, 1909.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 19 maps, 55 city plans
15th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1913 and priced in dollars.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

38717 Italy, Central - Maps - 1909<>Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1909
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Ollendorff, Paul -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 19 maps, 55 city plans
14th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1919 and priced in dollars.

Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

38718 Italy, Central - Maps - 1922-1925<>Florence Region (Italy) - Maps - 1922-1925<>Siena (Italy : Province) - Maps - 1922-1925
Authors: Touring club italiano -- Guida d'Italia del T.C.I. -- Bertarelli, L. V. (Luigi Vittorio), 1859-1926 -- Antonio Vallardi (Firm) -- Ricordi (Firm) -- Ricordi (G.) and Co. SEE Ricordi (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
4 v. (611, 420, 618, 867 p., [80] leaves of plates) : 164 col. maps and plans (some folded) ; 16 cm. 1a ed.
Maps by Antonio Vallardi and G. Ricordi & c. Includes maps on lining papers; bibliographical references (v. 4, p. 787-800) and indexes.
Contents: v. 1. Territorio a est e a sud della linea ferroviaria Firenze-Arezzo-Perúgia-Foligno-Terni-Roma, con 19 carte geografiche, 8 piante di città e 10 piante di edifici. 1924 -- v. 2.
Series: Guida d'Italia del T.C.I.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 28010472
Baskes DG416.C742 A33 1922 (NLO)

38719 Italy, Central - Maps - 1924
Authors: Griebens-Reiseführer -- Griebens-Verlag -- Goldschmidt, Albert -- Kraatz, Leopold -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Cover title: Italien II, Rom u. Neapel 'Mit 11 Karten und 13 Grundrissen.'
Maps lithographed by Leopold Kraatz. Folded map loose.
Advertisements: vi p. at end.
Includes index.
Series: Griebens Reiseführer ; Bd. 80b
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 80b (1924) (NLO)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
A New map of antient Italy together with the adjoining islands of Sicily, Sardinia, and Corsica: shewing their principal divisions, cities, towns, rivers, mountains, &c. / Sutton Nicholls sculp. [Oxford : s.n., 1700].

Authors: Nicholls, Sutton -- William, Duke of Gloucester, 1689-1700 -- Wells, Edward, 1667-1727. A New sett of maps both of antient and present geography ... (1700) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col.; 35 x 48 cm.

"Dedicated to his highness William Duke of Gloucester."

In: Wells, Edward. A New sett of maps both of antient and present geography ... (Oxford : Printed at the Theater, 1700), plate [14]

oversize Ayer 135 .W4 1700, plate [14] (Pr Ct)

38730 Italy - Historical geography - Maps - 1740 Italiae antique insularem Siciliae, Sardiniae, Corsicae ... [Augsburg] : Matthaeum Seutter, [ca. 1740?].

Authors: Seutter, Matthias, 1678-1756 -- Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756. [A Collection of Seutter maps] [1726-1773]

1 map : hand col.; 47 x 55 cm.

Forms part of a made-to-order composite atlas chiefly comprised of undated maps issued ca. 1734-ca. 1744.


Case oversize G 1007 .81 pl. [95] (Pr Ct)


Authors: Holt, Edgar, 1900--1975 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)


1st American ed.

Bibliography: p. [301]-305.

Includes index.

First published under title: Risorgimento: the making of Italy, 1815-1870.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

LC Card Number: 76135573

Baskes DG552 .H6 1970 (NLO)


Authors: Cramer, J. A. (John Anthony), 1793-1848 -- Findlay, A. (Alexander), 1790-1870 -- Parker, Joseph

1 map on 2 sheets : col.; 54 x 70 cm. and 59 x 70 cm.

Detached from Cramer's A geographical and historical description of ancient Italy (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1826) [G 35001 .19].
Scale [ca. 1:1,152,000. 1 in. = ca. 20 milliares]; (E 06°30'-E 18°45'/N 46°54'-N 36°00').
Sardinia included as inset.
18° overlap of North and South sheets.
Contents: [Sht. 1] Pars septentrionalis. -- [Sht. 2] Pars australis.
map6F G6711.S2 1825 C7 (PrCt)

38733
Italy - Historical geography - Maps - 1911

Italy - Maps - 1911
Authors: Baetzmann, F. (Frederik), 1841-1913 -- Sørensen, C. -- H. Aschehoug & co. (W. Nygaard), publisher. -- Kingsby, Julius -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)
Maps by C. Sørensen.
Former owner's signature: Julius Kingsby.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskets DG552 .B34 1911 (NLO)

38734
Italy - History, Ancient - Maps - 1562

Disegno dell'Italia secondo la descrittione della geografia di Strabone, nel fine del quarto libro ... tauola iii ... / p[er] Iacomo Gastaldo. [Venice?, 1562?].
Authors: Gastaldi, Giacomo, approximately 1500-approximately 1565 -- Strabo -- Bonaccioli, Alfonso, 1502-1581 -- Almagià, Roberto, 1884-1962 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 407 x 383 mm. (neat line), 414 x 388 mm. (plate mark)
Karrow 30/97.
d6
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Novacco 2F 104 (PrCt)

38735
Italy - History, Ancient - Maps - 1715

Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Liébaux, Jean Baptiste -- L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726. [Collection of maps of the world] [1732?] -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 62 cm.
In composite atlas without title page: L'Isle,
Guillaume de. [Collection of maps of the world. Paris : s.n., 1732?], [plate 47].
Number "47" in ms. on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection at the Newberry Library.
VAULT Baskets oversize G1015 .L57 1700, [plate 47] (PrCt)

38736
Italy - History, Ancient - Maps - 1721

Etruria - History, Ancient - Maps - 1721

Tuscany (Italy) - History, Ancient - Maps - 1721

Rome - History, Ancient - Maps - 1721

Pliny, the Younger -- Trajan, Emperor of Rome, 53-117

Domitian, Emperor of Rome, 51-96

Authors: Pliny, the Younger -- Cellarius, Christoph, 1638-1707 -- Hertzog, Johann Christian, d. 1728 -- Fritsch, Thomas, d. 1726 -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)
'Edito nova quasdam notulas adiecit m. Io. Christ. Herzog.'
Maps contents: Etruria -- Campania -- Introitus in provinciam -- Provincia Pontica.
Added engraved t.p.
Includes indexes.
Some ms. annotations.
Contemporary vellum binding.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskets PA6638 .A2 1721 (NLO)

38737
Italy - History, Ancient - Maps - 1726

Rome - History, Ancient - Maps - 1726

Historical atlases

Authors: Moll, Herman, -1732 -- Moll, Herman, -1732. Thirty two new and accurate maps of the geography of the ancients ... (1726)
1 map ; 14 x 22 cm.
In: Moll, Herman. Thirty two new and accurate maps of the geography of the ancients, as contained in the Greek and Latin classicke ... (London : H. Moll ; T. Bowles ; J. Bowles, 1726) pl. '24.
Case G 1002 .586 pl. 24 (PrCt)

38738
Italy - History, Ancient - Maps - 1738

L'Italie proprement dite pour l'intelligence de l'Histoire Romaine de Mr. Rollin / par le Sr. D'Anville, Géographe ordre. du Roi, Decembre 1738 ; gravée pour Bourgoin l'aigne. [Paris : s.n., 17--].
Authors: Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d',...
38739 Italy - History, Ancient - Maps - 1739 - Road maps

Carte de l'Italie proprement dite où l'objet principal a été de tracer les voyes Romaines, pour l'intelligence de l'Histoire Romaine de Mr. Rollin / par le Sr. D'Anville, Géographe ordre. du Roi, Juillet 1739 : gravée pour Bourgoin l'aîne. [Paris : s.n., 17-].
Authors: Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d', 1697-1782 -- Bourgoin, P. -- Rollin, Charles, 1661-1741 -- Lopez-Majano, Jadwiga
1 map ; 23 x 41 cm.
At upper left: Tome II, page 245.
Covers southern Italy.
Scale [ca. 1:2,500,000].
map2F G6711 .S1 1738 .A5, no. 2 (PrCt)

38740 Italy - History, Ancient - Maps - 1741

La Gaule Cisalpine pour l'Histoire Romaine de Mr. Rollin / par le Sr. D'Anville, Géographe ordre. du Roi, Dec. 1741 ; gravée pour Bourgoin L. [Paris : s.n., 17-].
Authors: Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d', 1697-1782 -- Bourgoin, P. -- Rollin, Charles, 1661-1741 -- Lopez-Majano, Jadwiga
1 map ; 21 x 33 cm.
At upper left: Tome IV, page 169.
map2F G6711 .S1 1738 .A5, no. 3 (PrCt)

38741 Italy - History, Ancient - Maps - 1741 - Rome - History, Ancient - Maps - 1741

Tabula Italiae antiquae. Amstelodami [i.e. Amsterdam] : I. Cóvens et C. Mortier, [1741?].
Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Condé, Johannes, 1711-1781 -- Cóvens and Mortier -- L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726. Atlas nouveau, contenant toutes les parties du monde ... [1741?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; hand col. ; 47 x 60 cm.
In: L'Isle, Guillaume de. Atlas nouveau, contenant toutes les parties du monde ... (Amsterdam : J. Covens & C. Mortier, [1741?]) v. 2, pl. [65]
oversize Ayer 135 .L695 1741 v. 2, pl. [65]

38742 Italy - History, Ancient - Maps - 1751

Italia antiqua cum insulis Sicilia, Sardinia, et Corsica ... a Nicolao Sanson ... / redacta, accurante Robert de Vaugondy filio. [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy], 1751.
Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Didier, 1723-1786 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1758?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 53 cm.
"Italia" -- oversize letterpress title stamped on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1757, [plate 9] (PrCt)

38743 Italy - History, Ancient - Maps - 1751 - Italy - Maps - 1751

Italia antiqua cum insulis Sicilia, Sardinia, et Corsica ... a Nicolao Sanson ... / redacta, accurante Robert de Vaugondy filio. [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy], 1751.
Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Didier, 1723-1786 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1758?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 53 cm.
"9" -- oversize letterpress number stamped on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1790, [plate 8] (PrCt)

38744 Italy - History, Ancient - Maps - 1764 - Italy - Maps - 1764 - Rome - History, Ancient - Maps - 1764

Tabula Italiae antiquae : in regiones XI ad Augusto divisae et tum ad mensuras itineraris tum ad observationes astronomicas exactae / accurate Gulielmo Del'Isle ... London : Printed for John Bowles ..., Robt. Sayer ..., [1764].
Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Senex, John, -1740 -- Bowles, John, 1701-1779 -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Senex, John, -1740. The Universal geographer ... [1764?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 60 cm.
Scale [1:2,400,000].

Date from atlas.

Originally published by John Senex.

Details Italy as divided into regions by Augustus.

Relief shown pictorially.

Shows boundaries, rivers, roads and settlements.

In: Senex, John. The Universal geographer ... (London : Printed for Robert Sayer, [1764?]), plate [28].

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .S4 1764, plate [28] (NLO)

38745

Italy - History, Ancient - Maps - 1764<Italy - Maps - 1764<Italy - Maps - 1764<Italy - History, Ancient - Maps - 1764<Italy - History, Ancient - Maps - 1764

Tabula Italie antiquae geographica quam excellentissimus dominus Dux de la Rochefoucauld ... ; auctor d'Anville ... [Paris : s.n.], M DCC LXIV [1764].

Authors: Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d', 1697-1782 -- La Rochefoucauld-d'Enville, Louis-Alexandre, duc de, 1743-1792 -- Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d', 1697-1782. [Atlas général] [ca. 1786?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 16 x 18 cm.

Insets (14 cm. in diam. and 10 x 10 cm.): Urbs Septicollis -- [Region around Rome].

In composite atlas without title page: Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d', 1697-1782 -- Laurie & Whittle, MDCCXLV [1764, i.e. 1799].

Authors: Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d', 1697-1782 -- Laurie & Whittle -- Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d', 1697-1782. A Complete body of ancient geography ... (1799) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 57 x 48 cm.

Insets (13 cm. in diam. and 10 x 10 cm.): [Region around city of Rome] -- Urbs Septicollis.

In: Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d'. A Complete body of ancient geography ... (London : R. Laurie and J. Whittle, 1799).


Verso handstamped '5.

oversize Ayer 135 .K6 1773 pl. [40] (PrCt)

38747

Italy - History, Ancient - Maps - 1778<Italy - Maps - 1778

Italia antiqua cum insulis Sicilia, Sardinia et Corsica ... / à Nicolao Sanson ... ; redacta accurata Robert de Vaugondy filio ... À Venise [Venice] : par P. Santini ; chez Mr. Remondini, 1778.

Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Didier, 1723-1786 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Santini, P. -- Remondini, Giuseppe Antonio, 1747-1811 -- Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (1784 [i.e. 1807?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 52 cm.

In: Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (Venice : par P. Santini, rue Ste. Justine, chez M. Remondini, 1784 [i.e. 1807?]), v. 2, no. "P. II. 60"

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .S4 1807, v. 2, no. 60 (PrCt)

38748

Italy - History, Ancient - Maps - 1827<Italy - Historical geography - Maps - 1827<Italy - Maps - 1827<Italy - History, Ancient - Maps - 1827<Italy - Historical geography - Maps - 1827<Italy - Maps - 1827


Authors: Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Finley, A. (Anthony) -- Finley, A. (Anthony). Atlas classica, or, Select maps of ancient geography (1831) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 26 x 21 cm.

Inset (7 cm. diam.): [Rome region].

In: Finley, Anthony. Atlas classica, or, Select maps of ancient geography : both sacred and profane (Philadelphia : Anthony Finley, 1831), [plate 6].

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1019 .F5 1833, [plate 6] (PrCt)

38749

Italy - History, Ancient - Maps - 1830

Ancient Italy II. London : Baldwin & Cradock, 1830.

Authors: J. & C. Walker (Firm) -- Baldwin & Cradock -- Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (Great Britain) -- Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (Great Britain). A Series of maps, modern and ancient (1829-1831)

1 map : hand col. ; 24 x 40 cm.

Covers most of central and southern Italy.


Issued, with another map, in paper cover with letterpress text at bottom: No. 7 containing: Italy, modern, no. II. Italy, ancient, no. II.

oversize G 1001 .S2 fascicule 7, map [2] (PrCt)
Kollegiatstiftes Zeitz.
ISBN 3-623-00483-9
temp map6F G3201.A 1999 K7, no. 9 (PrCt)

38758 Italy - Maps - 1540?><><Corsica (France) - Maps - 1540?><><Woodcuts

Tabvla Evropae VI. [Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1540].
Authors: Ptolemy, active 2nd century -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Ptolemy, active 2nd century.
Geographia (1540) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. woodcut ; 25 x 33 cm., mounted on backing sheet 31 x 38 cm.
Letterpress title above woodcut map with letterpress place names.
Letterpress no. 8 and text on verso: Italia et Corsica, sexta Europae tabula ....
Forms part of an incomplete copy of Sebastian Münster's 1540 edition of Ptolemy's Geography (lacking intervening pages of text between maps).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Karrow, Mapmakers of the 16th cent., p. 424; Shirley, T.Ptol-8a
VAULT Baskes folio G1005 1540, [plate 42] (PrCt)


Authors: Gourmont, Gilles de, b. ca. 1480 -- Liechtenstein, Prince -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : woodcut ; 531 x 748 mm. (neat line), on composite sheet remargined to 617 x 846 mm. Printed from 2 blocks on 2 sheets.
Oversize and uppercase title above neat line. Imprint from added title in letterpress cartouche at bottom center (15 lines): Italia peninsula, omnium terrarum alumna ....
Ex Liechtenstein.
d1
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Novacco 6F 25 (PrCt)

38760 Italy - Maps - 1552?><><Sardinia (Italy) - Maps - 1552?><><><Woodcuts

De Italiae. [Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552].
Authors: Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552. Cosmographiae unieralis .... (1552) -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : woodcut ; 23 x 17 cm., on sheet 32 x 21 cm.
Letterpress title above woodcut map with letterpress place names.
Covers northern and central Italy, Corsica, and northern Sardinia.
Oriented with north at bottom.
VAULT folio Ayer 7 .M8 1552, p. 138 (PrCt)

38761 Italy - Maps - 1552?><><Woodcuts

Descripicio Italiae secundum varios eius populos

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

... [Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552].
Authors: Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552. Cosmographiae universalis ... (1552) -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : woodcut ; 8 x 13 cm., on sheet 32 x 21 cm.
Letterpress title above woodcut map with letterpress place names.
Added title from center of map: Italia
In: Münster, Sebastian. Cosmographiae universalis ... (Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552), p. 137.
VAULT folio Ayer 7 .M8 1552, p. 137 (PrCt)

38762
Italy - Maps - 1558

Authors: Luchino, Vincenzo, fl. 1550-1566 -- Almagià, Roberto, 1884-1962 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 400 x 566 mm. (neat line), 445 x 591 mm. (plate mark)
Title in oversize and uppercase lettering above neat line.
Imprint from note to the reader in cartouche at bottom center (7 lines total): Accipe candide let. Elegantioris Italiae topographiam, aneis nostris formis excussam ... . Manuscript ‘42’ on verso, upper right.
Tooley 327.
Ex Almagià.
d2
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Novacco 4F 199 (PrCt)

38763
Italy - Maps - 1561

Authors: Gastaldi, Giacomo, approximately 1500-approximately 1565 -- Licinius, Fabius, 1521-1565 -- Lange, Otto, 1879-1944 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 533 x 769 mm. (neat line), on composite sheet 553 x 804 mm.
Printed from 2 plates on 2 sheets; plate prominently cracked at lower right.
Tooley 328.
Karrow 30/90.
Almagià, Monumenta Italia cartographica (1929) p. 26-27 and plate XXVIII.
Bella and Bella, Cartografia rara ... dalla collezione Franco Novacco (1986) p. 73, no. 65.
Arrigoni and Bertarelli, Carte geografiche dell’Italia (1930) p. 3, no. 4.
Almagià, Monumenta cartographica vaticana II (1948) p. 31.
L. Lago, Theatrum Adriae (1989) p. 74-75, fig. 41 and p. 248, no. 93.
Ex Lange.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Novacco 4F 201 (PrCt)

38764
Italy - Maps - 1561

Authors: Hoepli, Ulrico, 1847-1935 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 399 x 626 mm. (neat line), on composite sheet 486 x 669 mm.
Printed from 2 plates on 2 sheets.
Tooley 329.
Almagià, Monumenta Italia cartographica (1929) p. 16.
Ex Hoepli.
d3
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Novacco 4F 200 (PrCt)

38765
Italy - Maps - 1565

Italia nouamete posta in luce et da molti errori emendata / In Venetia appresso Ferrando Bertelli MDLXV. Venice : Bertelli, 1565.
Authors: Bertelli, Ferando -- Hoepli, Ulrico, 1847-1935 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; hand col. ; trimmed to 393 x 563 mm. , on composite sheet 458 x 565 mm.
Printed from 2 plates on 2 sheets.
Tooley 333.
Almagià, Monumenta Italia cartographica (1929) p. 16.
L. Lago, Imago mundi et italieae (1992) v. 2, p. 166, fig. 5.
Tooley 333.
Printed from 2 plates on 2 sheets.
Ex Hoepli.
d7a
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map
Collection (Newberry Library).

**Novacco 4F 203** (PrCt)

**Italy - Maps - 1565**

*Italia nouamete posta in luce et da molti errori emendata / In Venetia appresso Ferrando Bertelli MDLXV. Venice : Bertelli, 1565.*

Authors: Bertelli, Ferando -- Lange, Otto, 1879-1944 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; trimmed to 392 x 565 mm., on composite sheet 417 x 579 mm.


Tooley 333.

Printed from 2 plates on 2 sheets.

Ex Lange.

Duplicate copy, hand colored: Novacco 4F 203.
d7

Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**Novacco 4F 202** (PrCt)

**Italy - Maps - 1569**

*Map of Italy*. Venice : Paolo Forlani Veronese, M.D.LXVII [1569].

Authors: Forlani, Paolo -- Gastaldi, Giacomo, approximately 1500-approximately 1565 -- Vicentino, Carlo -- Ludwig Rosenthal's Antiquariat -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 523 x 764 mm. (neat line), on composite sheet 551 x 819 mm.

Cartouche at lower right (35 lines total): Al molto magico. et eccellimo. sigor. Carlo Vicentino ... .

Tooley 336.

Printed no. 32 and Latin letterpress text on verso beginning: Italia. Italia prouinciarum orbis primaria ...

Duplicate copy: VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1570


**VAULT Case oversize G 1007 .64, [plate 32]** (PrCt)

**Italy - Maps - 1571**


Authors: Camocio, Giovanni Francesco, 16th cent. -- Gradenico, Andrea -- Zorzi -- Ricordomi, Iacomo -- Camocio, Giovanni Francesco, 16th cent. -- Isole famose porti, fortezze, e terre marine sottoposte alla Ser.ma Sig.ria di Venetia ad altri principi christiani, et al Sig.or Turco] [1574?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 17 x 22 cm.

Title supplied by cataloger.


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Italy - Maps - 1572


Authors: Gastaldi, Giacomo, approximately 1500-approximately 1565 -- Zenoi, Domenico, fl. 1560-1580 -- Bertelli, Donato, fl. 1558-1584 -- Lipomani, Andrea -- Gilhofer & Ranschburg (Vienna, Austria) -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 393 x 515 mm. (neat line), 399 x 523 mm. (plate mark)

Cartouche at bottom center (32 lines total): Al molto r. do. & illustre abbate Andrea Lipomani. Il golfo di Venetia illre. sor. mio có le regioni, città ... .

Later state of a 1567 plate derived from Giacomo Gastaldi's 1561 map.

Manuscript '143' and 'Lobris [?] 1019' in lower left; '32502' on verso.

References to variant editions: Karrow 30/90.1 ; Almagià, Monumenta Italiæ cartographica (1929) p. 27.

Almagià, Monumenta cartographica vaticana II (1948) p. 32.


Ex Rosenthal.

d11

Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Novacco 4F 205 (PrCt)

38773

Italy - Maps - 1588

Italie novissima descriptio / avctore Iacobo Castaldo Pedemontano. [Antwerp : Christophe Plantin, 1588].

Authors: Gastaldi, Giacomo, approximately 1500-approximately 1565 -- Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598 -- Plantin, Christophe, approximately 1520-1589 -- Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598.

Theatro de la tierra vniversal (1588) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; hand col. ; 34 x 48 cm.

In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatro de la tierra vniversal (Antwerp : Christophe Plantin, 1588), [plate 64].

Printed no. 64 and Spanish letterpress text on verso beginning: Italia. Italia la principal de todas las prouincias d'el orbe ...


VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1588, [plate 64] (PrCt)

Italy - Maps - 1590

Geographia moderna de tvtta l'Italia : con le sue regioni, città ... / Giacopo di Castaldi autr. ; Mathej Florimj for. Senis. Senis [Siena] : Mathej
It. Maps - 1590

Geografia moderna di tutta l'Italia: con le sue regioni ... / Giacopo de Castaldi autr. ; Petrus Petrucci. [Siena]: Petrus Petrucci. [ca. 1590].
Authors: Gastaldi, Giacomo, approximately 1500-approximately 1565 -- Petrucci, Pietro, 16th cent. -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).


Novacco 4F 207 (PrCt)

Italy - Maps - 1599


1 map; 388 x 507 mm. (neat line), on sheet trimmed to 392 x 513 mm.
Title from cartouche bearing 22 lines of text.
Imprint from dedication in lower left (21 lines total): All. Illmo. sigre. ... Francesco Morosino ... . Ecco la geografia di tutta l'Italia di Iaco. Gastaldi ... [Il] tutto tratto fidelmente ... per Gio. Batista Veneliano ... .

Almagià, Monumenta Italia cartographica (1929) p. 27.
Almagià, Monumenta cartographica vaticana II (1948) p. 32.

Ex Almagià.

Novacco 4F 198 (PrCt)

Italy - Maps - 1599 - Cities and towns

Theatrum orbis Italicarum. Venetiis [Venice: s.n.], 1599.

Authors: Bertelli, Pietro, ca. 1571-1621

1 v.: maps and views; 18 x 25 cm. (oblong 4to)

ICN 58-690

Case G 35004.092 (NLO)
Printed no. 71 and English letterpress text on verso beginning: Italia. Italia the chiefe province of the world ... .


**VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1606, [plate 71]** (PrCt)

### 38780 Italy - Maps - 1607

*Italiae, Sardiniae, Corsicae, & continium regionum nova tabula ... / Amstelodami excudit Petrus Kaerius anno a nato Christo 1607.*

Amsterdam, 1607.

Authors: Keere, Pieter van den, 1571-ca. 1646 -- Destombes, Marcel, 1905-1983 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 338 x 451 mm. (neat line), on sheet trimmed to 402 x 559 mm.

Upper and side margins include 7 city insets and 8 vignettes of natives in costume.


Ex Destombes.

d15

Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**Novacco 4F 209** (PrCt)

### 38781 Italy - Maps - 1608<<>>Wall maps


Authors: Magini, Giovanni Antonio, 1555-1617 -- Wright, Benjamin, 1575-1613 -- Teuere, fl. 1608 -- Francis Roux-Devillas (Firm) -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Teuere, fl. 1608 SEE Teuere, fl. 1608

1 map ; hand col ; 850 x 1,070 mm. (neat line), on 2 composite sheets.

Printed from 6 plates on 6 sheets.

Transcription of "Teuere" (cartouche engraver's name at bottom right) uncertain; begins with F or J instead?

Imprint from dedication in upper right (15 lines total): Al sermo. sor. ... sigor. Don Francesco Gonzalez prencipe di Mantoua & Moserrato ... .

Includes note to reader (17 lines): L'intagliatore à i studiosi lettori ... .

Ex Roux-Devillas.

Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).


**Novacco 6F 26 (PrCt)**

### 38782 Italy - Maps - 1616 - Cities and towns<<>>Cities and towns - Italy - Maps - 1616


Authors: Bertelli, Pietro, ca. 1571-1621 -- Amadio, Dominico -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas : 67 maps ; 163 x 220 mm.

2nd ed.

Printed by Dominico Amadio.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)** (PrCt)

### 38783 Italy - Maps - 1620<<>>Magini, Giovanni Antonio, 1555-1617<<>>Magini, Fabio, fl. 1620


Amsterdam : Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, 1974.


1 atlas (various pagings) : 61 maps ; 43 cm.

Facsimile of original published Bologna: S. Bonomi, 1620; reproduced from copy owned by Fiorenza Maranelli.

On original title page: "... Data in luce da Fabio suo figliuolo ... Oliuerius Galtus inu. & sc."

"Bibliographical note" in English and Italian: p.v-xxix.

English and Italian.

Series: Theatrum Orbis Terrarum series of atlases in facsimile, 6th ser., v. 5

Formerly Map6C 77

Cont.74

ICN75

ISBN 9022112438

**Map Ref oversize G1025 .T37 ser. 6, v. 5 (NLO)**

### 38784 Italy - Maps - 1620<<>>Magini, Giovanni Antonio, 1555-1617<<>>Magini, Fabio, fl. 1620


Amsterdam : Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, 1974.


1 atlas (various pagings) : 61 maps ; 43 cm.

Facsimile of original published Bologna: S. Bonomi, 1620; reproduced from copy owned by Fiorenza Maranelli.

On original title page: "... Data in luce da Fabio..."
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

suó figliuolo ... Oluerius Galtus inu. & sc."
"Bibliographical note" in English and Italian: p.v-xxix.
English and Italian.
Series: Theatrum Orbis Terrarum series of atlases in facsimile, 6th ser., v. 5
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
ISBN 9022112438
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

38785 Italy - Maps - 1625
Authors: Purchas, Samuel, 1577?-1626 -- Hondius, Jodocus, 1563-1612 -- Purchas, Samuel, 1577?-1626. Purchas his pilgrimes (1625) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : copper engraving ; 13.2 x 17.0 cm. on sheet 32 x 21 cm.
VAULT Ayer 110 .P9 1625, v. 2, p. 1235 (PrCt)

38786 Italy - Maps - 1626
Italia newly augmented. [London] : George Humble [i.e J. Legate and W. Humble], 1626 [i.e. 1646].
Authors: Speed, John, 1552?-1629 -- Humble, George, d. 1640 -- Legate, John, d. 1658 -- Humble, William, 1612-1686 -- Speed, John, 1552?-1629. A Prospect of the most famous parts of the world ... together with ... Great Brittaines empire (1646)
1 map ; 34 x 41 cm. on sheet 42 x 54 cm.
Insets (4 x 7 cm. each): Verone -- Naple -- Venice -- Rome -- Genva -- Florence. Margins include portraits of natives in local costume.
Letterpress text on verso (p. 25-26) under the following heading: The description of Italy. In: Speed, John. A Prospect of the most famous parts of the world ... together with ... Great Brittaines empire (London : Printed by John Legatt, for William Humble, 1646) map [13].
Case oversize G 117 .82 map [13] (PrCt)

38787 Italy - Maps - 1630
Italia di Gio: Ant. Magini, data in luce da Fabio suo figliuolo ... [Bologna : Presso C. Ferroni, 1630].
Authors: Magini, Giovanni Antonio, 1555-1617 -- Magini, Fabio, fl. 1620 -- Ferroni, C.
1 atlas ([8], 24 p., 61 maps on 121 l.) ; 41 cm.
Engraved t.-p. with 1620 imprint supplied from original edition?
Mounted port., dated 1632, inserted.
Cf. Phillips 3061.
Case oversize G 1035 .546 (NLO)

38788 Italy - Maps - 1635-1695<<>>Sicily (Italy) - Maps - 1635-1695
Italia di Matteo Grevter. Roma [Rome] : Nuuoamente ristampa, ruiesta, et augmentata da Domenico de Rossi herede di Gio. Giacomo de Rossi, dalle sue stampe in Roma ... l'anno 1635 [i.e. 1695?].
Authors: Greuter, Matthäus, ca. 1566-1638 -- Rossi, Domenico de, 1647-1719 -- Rossi, Giacomo Giovanni de -- Riaio, Ottavio -- Almagià, Roberto, 1884-1962 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 1,161 x 2,105 mm. (neat line), on 12 sheets
Printed "9" in the imprint date possibly altered (in manuscript?) to "3"; Domenico de Rossi is known to have published a 1695 edition of Matthäus Greuter's map (first published 1630).
Ex Almagià. Previously filed as Novacco 6F 27; later filed with fixed location Novacco 2F maps (September 2011).
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
d17
Novacco map2F G6710 1635 .G8 (PrCt)

38789 Italy - Maps - 1643
Carte generale de l'Italie et des isles et pays circonvoisins ... Paris : Melchior Tavernier ; chez Pierre Mariette, 1643 [i.e.1659?].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Tavernier, Melchior, d. 1641 -- Mariette, Pierre, 1603-1657 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667.
Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (1658 [i.e. 1659?])
1 map ; hand col. ; 40 x 55 cm.
In: Sanson, Nicolas. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (Paris : Pierre Mariette, 1658 [i.e. 1659?]) v. 1, pl. [83]
VAULT Case oversize G1015 .S35 1658 v. 1, pl. [83] (PrCt) (1949-), no. (261). Visscher 60 (PrCt)

38790 Italy - Maps - 1644 Ateliers, Dutch - 1644
Theatre du monde ou atlas nouvel V3 (Italy). Amsterdam : Blaeu, 1644.
Authors: Blaeu, Willem Janszoon, 1571-1638 -- Blaeu, Joan, 1596-1673 -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 64 maps ; 530 x 340 mm.
By Willem Janszoon Blaeu and / or Joan Blaeu.
KoemanBl 35E;FrenchText
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

38791 Italy - Maps - 1650 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Schottus, Franciscus, 1548-1622 -- Scotto -- Rossi, P. de -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 20 maps ; 164 x 112 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

38792 Italy - Maps - 1652
Tabula Italiae, Corsicae, Sardiniae, et adjacentium regnorum ... [Amsterdam] : Nicolaus
Iohannis Visscher, 1652.
Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1618-1679 -- Goos, Abraham -- Visscher Map Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map ; 36 x 45 cm.
Margins include town views and vignettes of natives in local costume.
Forms part of the Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Duplicate copy (colored): Visscher 060.
Hollstein, F. W. H. Dutch and Flemish etchings, engravings, and woodcuts, ca. 1450-1700
(1949-), no. (261).
Visscher 59 (PrCt)

38793 Italy - Maps - 1652
Tabula Italiae, Corsicae, Sardiniae, et adjacentium regnorum ... [Amsterdam] : Nicolaus
Iohannis Visscher, 1652.
Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1618-1679 -- Goos, Abraham -- Visscher Map Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map ; hand col. ; 36 x 45 cm.
Margins include town views and vignettes of natives in local costume.
Forms part of the Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Duplicate copy (uncolored): Visscher 059.
Hollstein, F. W. H. Dutch and Flemish etchings, engravings, and woodcuts, ca. 1450-1700
(1949-), no. (261).
Visscher 60 (PrCt)

38794 Italy - Maps - 1672 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Schottus, Franciscus, 1548-1622 -- Scotto -- Brigonci, G.P. -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 37 maps ; 150 x 85 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

38795 Italy - Maps - 1676
Authors: Speed, John, 1552?-1629 -- Bassett, Thomas -- Chiswell, Richard -- Speed, John,
1552?-1629. The Theatre of the Empire of Great-Britain ... (1676) -- Edward E. Ayer
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 34 x 42 cm. on sheet 42 x 55 cm.
Insets (4 x 7 cm. each): Verone -- Naples -- Venice -- Rome -- Genva -- Florence.
Margins include portraits of natives in local costume.
Letterpress text on verso (p. 25-26) under the following heading: The description of Italy.
In: Speed, John. The Theatre of the Empire of Great-Britain ... (London : Printed for T. Bassett
and R. Chiswell, 1676) map [81].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .S7 1676 map [81] (PrCt)

38796 Italy - Maps - 1680
Novissima et accuratissima totius Italiae, Corsidae et Sardiniae descrip. Amsterdam :
Justus Danckerts, [ca. 1680].
Authors: Danckerts, Justus, 1622-ca.1680 -- Danckerts, Theodore, 1663-ca.1727 --
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 48 x 56 cm.
In: Danckerts, Justus. Atlas (Amsterdam : J.
Danckers, [ca. 1680]) pl. [10]. Ms. no. '11' in upper right.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .D18 pl. 10 (PrCt)

38797 Italy - Maps - 1680
Novissima et accuratissima totius Italiae, Corsidae et Sardiniae descrip. Amsterdam, [ca.
1680].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Danckerts, Justus, 1635-1701 -- Danckerts, Justus, 1635-1701.
Atlas [ca. 1680] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 48 x 56 cm.
In: Danckerts, Justus. Atlas (Amsterdam : J.
Danckers, [ca. 1680]) pl. [5]. Ms. no. '6' in upper right.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .D18 A pl. 5 (PrCt)

38798 Italy - Maps - 1680
... and Richard Chiswell, [1676].
Authors: Speed, John, 1552?-1629 -- Bassett, Thomas -- Chiswell, Richard -- Speed, John,
1552?-1629. The Theatre of the Empire of Great-Britain ... (1676) -- Edward E. Ayer
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 34 x 42 cm. on sheet 42 x 55 cm.
Insets (4 x 7 cm. each): Verone -- Naples -- Venice -- Rome -- Genva -- Florence.
Margins include portraits of natives in local costume.
Letterpress text on verso (p. 25-26) under the following heading: The description of Italy.
In: Speed, John. The Theatre of the Empire of Great-Britain ... (London : Printed for T. Bassett
and R. Chiswell, 1676) map [81].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .S7 1676 map [81] (PrCt)
Novissima et accuratissima totius Italiae, Corsicae, et Sardiniae descriptio correcta.
Amsterdam, [ca. 1680].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- R. & J. Ottens -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). 1:85
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 56 cm.
2190
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Sack map4F G6710 1680 .W5 (PrCt)

38801 Italy - Maps - 1682
Totius Italiae tabula. Amsterdam : C. Allard, [1682?].
Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Allard, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709 -- Allard, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709. Atlas minor sive tabulæ geographicae ... [1682?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 46 x 55 cm.
In: Allard, Carel. Atlas minor sive tabulæ geographicae proecipuoru regnum regionum, insularum, provinicarum, etc. (Amsterdam : C. Allard, 1682?) pl. 20.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .A4 A pl. 20 (PrCt)

38802 Italy - Maps - 1688---Sardinia (Italy) - Maps - 1688---Corsica (France) - Maps - 1688
Novissima et accuratissima totius Italiae, Corsicae et Sardiniae / descriptio correcta mutis aucta et in Lucem edita per F. De Witt.
[Amsterdam : Frederik de Wit, 1688?].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Wit, Frederik de.
[Atlas] [1688?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 56 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:2,400,000].
Prime meridian: Ferro.
Relief shown pictorially.
Illustrated hand colored title cartouche; sea decorated with ships.
In: Wit, Frederik de. [Atlas] (Amsterdam : Frederic de Wit [1688??]). [plate 8].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .W47 1688, [plate 8] (NLO)

38803 Italy - Maps - 1689 - Geography - Tables
Tables or divisions of the principall states that compose Italy. London : Berry, 1689.
Authors: Berry, William, fl. 1669-1708 -- Berry, William, fl. 1669-1708. [A Collection of maps of the world] [1680-1689] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 table ; 57 x 45 cm.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B48 1680 pl. 8 (PrCt)

38804 Italy - Maps - 1690
Novissima et accuratissima totius Italiae, Corsicae et Sardiniae descriptio correcta ... / per F. de Witt. Amstelodami [Amsterdami : Frederick de Wit?, ca. 1690?].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
3 pl. : 1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 56 cm.
Remnants of binding stub on verso.
Koeman v. 3, p. 214 (81*).
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Sack map4F G6710 1690 .W5 (PrCt)

38805 Italy - Maps - 1692 - Names, Geographical---Names, Geographical---Italy - 1692---Gazetteers
L'Italie distinguée suivant l'estendue de tous les estats ... Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : H. laillot [i.e. P. Mortier], 1682 [i.e. 1696].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. [Atlas nouveau contenant toutes les parties du monde ... ] (1696) 1 map : hand col. ; 54 x 88 cm.
Added title, upper margin: L'italies divisée suivant l'estendue de toutes ses souverainetés ... .
Accompanied, on the previous leaf, by: Table alphabetique des noms ... d'Italie.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Italy - Maps - 1695
L'Italie distinguée suivant l'estendue de tous les estats ... Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : Chez H. Jaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], [1695]?

Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. Atlas nouveau : contenant toutes les parties du monde (1692 [i.e. 1695?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 54 x 87 cm.
Added title, upper margin: L'Italie suivie divisée l'estendue de toutes ses souverainetoes ...
In counterfeit edition of: Sanson, Nicolas. Atlas nouveau contenant toutes les parties du monde (1692 [i.e. 1695?]) pl. [88].
Map dated 1692.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .S19 1692 pl. [88] (PrCt)

Italy - Maps - 1695<>Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1695
Estats de l'Empire des Turqes en Europe subdivisés suivant l'estendue des beglerbeglicz ou gouvernements ... Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : Chez H. Jaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], [1695]?

Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. Atlas nouveau : contenant toutes les parties du monde (1692 [i.e. 1695?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 53 x 86 cm.
Added title, upper margin: Estats de l'Empire des Turqes en Europe, ou sont ...
In counterfeit edition of: Sanson, Nicolas. Atlas nouveau : contenant toutes les parties du monde (Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : H. Jaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], 1692 [i.e. 1695?]) pl. [95].
Map dated 1692.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .S19 1692 pl. [95] (PrCt)

Italy - Maps - 1697
Italia in sous quoscunque status divisa.
Amsterdam, 1697.

Authors: Allard, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709 -- Deur, Johannes fl. 1699-1714 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:75
1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 58 cm.
Koeman v. 1 p. 35 [A1 .50].
Includes continuation inset of Sicily. 2184

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6710 1697 .J3 (PrCt)

Italy - Maps - 1700
L'Italie distinguée suivant tous les estats, royaumes, republiques, duchés et principautés ... Paris, 1697.

Authors: Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:78
1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 58 cm.
Added title: Nova Italieae descriptio, in regna, respublicas et status divisae.
Phillips 5956 [104].
2235
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6710 1697 .J3 (PrCt)

Italy - Maps - 1700

1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 62 cm.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
2201
Sack map4F G6710 1700 .L5 (PrCt)

Italy - Maps - 1700
L'Italie distinguee suivant tous les estats, royaumes, republiques, duchés et principautés ...

Authors: Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712. Atlas minor ad usum serenissimi burgundiae ducis ... (ca. 1700)) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 59 cm.
Added title, upper margin: Nova Italiae descrip. in regna, respublicas et status divisae ad usum ...
In counterfeit edition of: Jaillot, Alexis Hubert. Atlas minor ad usum serenissimi burgundiae ducis ... (ca. 1700) no. [30].
Manuscript '30' at upper right.

Italy - Maps - 1700
A New map of present Italy together with the adjoyning islands of Sicily, Sardinia, and Corsica : shewing their principal divisions, cities, towns, rivers, mountains, &c. / Sutton Nicholls sculp.
[Oxford : s.n., 1700].

Authors: Nicholls, Sutton -- William, Duke of Gloucester, 1689-1700 -- Wells, Edward, 1667-1727. A New set of maps both of antient and present geography ... (1700) -- Edward E.
Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 35 x 48 cm.
"Dedicated to his highness William Duke of Gloucester."

In: Wells, Edward. A New sett of maps both of antient and present geography ... (Oxford : Printed at the Theater, 1700), plate [15]


Italy - Maps - 1700

Authors: Stridbeck, Johann, 1665

Koppmayer, Jakob, b. 1640

Berey, Claude Auguste, fl. 1689-1722 -- Riccioli, Giovanni Battista, 1598-1671 -- Jesuits -- Académie royale des sciences (France) -- L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726. [Collection of maps of the world] [1732?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Simonneau, L., 1645-1728 SEE

Simonneau, Charles, 1645-1728

1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 61 cm.

Three lines of engraved text beneath cartouche erased from copperplate.

In composite atlas without title page: L'Isle, Guillaume de. [Collection of maps of the world. Paris : s.n. , 1732?], [plate 48].

Number "48" in ms. on verso.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

VAULT Baskes oversize G1015 .L57 1700, [plate 48] (PrCt)

Italy - Maps - 1701


1 map : hand col. ; 44 x 59 cm.

Continuation inset: Isle et royaume de Sicile. 2089

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Sack map4F G6710 1701 .N6 (PrCt)

Italy - Maps - 1703
Italie. [London : s.n. , 1703].

Authors: Seller, John, fl. 1658-1698 -- Seller, John, fl. 1658-1698. A New system of geography : designed in a most plain and easie method...

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Anonymous map in Seller, John. A New system of geography: designed in a most plain and easie method ... (London : Jeremiah Seller ; Charles Price ; John Senex, 1703) map [19].

Manuscript 'y' in lower right.

Case 3A 1704 map [19] (PrCt)

---

**38819 Italy - Maps - 1706**

*L'Italie distinguée suivant l'estendue de tous les estats ... / par le Sr. Sanson ; Cordier sculpsit.*


Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Cordier, Robert (Engraver) -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Louis, Dauphin of France, 1661-1711 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:L2

1 map : hand col. ; 54 x 87 cm. on composite sheet 61 x 91 cm.

Title from cartouche.

Added title in upper margin: L'Italie divisée suivant l'estendue de toutes ses souveraintes ... .

Includes dedication to 'Monseignevrle le Dauphin.'

Printed from 2 plates on 2 sheets.

In manuscript on verso: Düütsland.

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**Sack map6F G6710 1706 .S2 (PrCt)**

---

**38820 Italy - Maps - 1706<>Basilica di San Pietro in Vaticano - Pictorial works - 1705<>Mantua (Italy) - Maps - 1705<>Messina (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1705<>Vesuvius (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1705<>Genoa (Italy) - Maps - 1705<>Milan (Italy) - Maps - 1705<>Turin (Italy) - Maps - 1705<>Montecassino (Monastery) - Pictorial works - 1705<>Naples (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1705<>Venice (Italy) - Maps - 1705<>Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1705


Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Starckman, P. -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:L1

1 map : hand col. ; 99 x 83 cm. on composite sheet folded to 58 x 66 cm.

Title from cartouche.

Added title in upper margin: L'Italie divisée suivant l'etendue de ses etats, royaumes, republicques, principautés, duchés.

Side and bottom margins comprised of separately printed maps and views dated 1705 (23 x 34 cm. and smaller): L'Eglise de St. Pierre a Rome / Sr. de Fer [Plate no.] 95 -- Mantouë, ville considerable d'Italie ... / N. de Fer ; H. van Loon fec [Plate no.] 88 -- Messine, residence ordinaire du Viceroy de Sicile / [Plate no.] 104 -- Le Mont Vesuve ou montagne de somma pres de Naples / N. de Fer [Plate no.] 101 -- Genes, ditte la superbe, fameux port ... / Sr. de Fer ; C. Inselin sculpsit [Plate no.] 81 -- Turin ville capitale de Piemont ... / Sr. de Fer ; H. van Loon fec. ( [Plate no.] 155 -- Milan ville des plus grandes, des plus riches ... / Sr. de Fer ; C. Inselin sculpsit [Plate no.] 99 -- Venise ville capitale de la plus celebre ... / Sr. de Fer [Plate no.] 96 -- Plan de la ville de Rome / de Fer [Plate no.] 94.


Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**Sack map4F G6710 1706 .F4 (PrCt)**

---

**38821 Italy - Maps - 1707**


Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Starckman, P. -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:76

1 map : hand col. ; 44 x 53 cm.

2091

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**Sack map4F G6710 1707 .F4 (PrCt)**

---

**38822 Italy - Maps - 1708**

*L'Italie distinguée suivant l'estendue de tous les estats ... Paris : Hubert Jaillot, 1708 [i.e. 1737??].

Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Cordier, Robert (Engraver) -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712. [Atlas français] (1700 [i.e. 1737?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 44 x 64 cm.

In: Jaillot, Alexis Hubert. [Atlas français] (Paris : Jaillot, 1700 [i.e. 1737?]) pl. [22].

Map dated 1708.

Manuscript title 'Italie' and no. '25' on verso.

**VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .J25 1700 pl. [22] (PrCt)**

---

**38823 Italy - Maps - 1708**

*L'Italie distinguée suivant l'estendue de tous les estats, royaumes, republiques, duches ... Paris, 1708.

Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Cordier, Louis, -1711 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:79

1 map : hand col. ; 45 x 64 cm.

3016

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**Sack map4F G6710 1708 .S2 (PrCt)**

---

**38824 Italy - Maps - 1708 - Postal Service<>Postal**

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Service - Italy - Maps - 1708
*Carte particuliére des postes de l'Italie*. Amsterdam, [ca. 1708].
Authors: Baudrand, Michel Antoine, 1633-1700 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:86
1 map : hand col. ; 43 x 54 cm. Inset: Isle de Sicile.
Cf. Koeman Mor 1 v. 11 (81).
2170
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map 4F G6711. P8 1708 B3 (PrCt)

Italy - Maps - 1710
*Italien für die Reisende*. Augsburg : Gabriel Bodenehr, 1710.
Authors: Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. -- Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. Atlas curieux -- oder, Neuer und compendieuser atlas 1710 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 15 x 23 cm.
In: Bodenehr, Gabriel. Atlas curieux; oder, Neuer und compendieuser atlas 1710 -- (Augsburg : Gabriel Bodenehr, 1710?) pl. [55]. Inset maps, 6 x 5 cm. and 4 x 8 cm.: Stras von Venedig nacher Teutschland über Pontabel -- Stras von Rom aufe Napoli. Engraved plate no. '56.'

Ayer 135 .B6 pl. 55 (PrCt)

Italy - Maps - 1710
Authors: Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. -- Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. Atlas curieux -- oder, Neuer und compendieuser atlas 1710 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 13 x 20 cm.
In: Bodenehr, Gabriel. Atlas curieux; oder, Neuer und compendieuser atlas ... (Augsburg : Gabriel Bodenehr, 1710?) pl. [39]. Engraved plate no. '40.'

Ayer 135 .B6 pl. 39 (PrCt)

Italy - Maps - 1710
*Statuum totius Italiae novissima repraesentatio geographica*. Nuremberg, [ca. 1710].
Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:77
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 56 cm.
2171
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map 4F G6710 1710 .H6 (PrCt)

Italy - Maps - 1710
*Totius Italiae tabula*. [Amsterdam] : Nicolaum Visscher [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher, 1710?].
1 map : hand col. ; 44 x 54 cm.

Includes dedication to 'Principi Cosmo III.'
In: Visscher, Nicolaes. Atlas minor ... (Amstelaeademi [Amsterdam] : ex officina Nicolai Visscher [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher], [1710?]) map [88].
Manuscript '90' in upper right.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .V8 1700 map [88] (PrCt)

Italy - Maps - 1710 - Road maps
*Reise-Cart von Italien... Augsburg : Gabriel Bodenehr, 1710.*
Authors: Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. -- Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. Atlas curieux -- oder, Neuer und compendieuser atlas 1710 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 15 x 23 cm.
In: Bodenehr, Gabriel. Atlas curieux; oder, Neuer und compendieuser atlas ... (Augsburg : Gabriel Bodenehr, 1710?) pl. [55]. Inset maps, 6 x 5 cm. and 4 x 8 cm.: Stras von Venedig nacher Teutschland über Pontabel -- Stras von Rom aufe Napoli. Engraved plate no. '56.'
Ayer 135 .B6 pl. 55 (PrCt)

Italy - Maps - 1714 - Postal Service
*Postal Service - Italy - Maps - 1714-<><>Aria, Mount (Sicily) - Pictorial works - 1714<><>Etna, Mount (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1669<><>Vesuvius (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1631*

A New map of Italy. London, [ca. 1730].
1 map : hand col. ; 59 x 99 cm.
Inset views, 14 x 23 cm. and smaller: A Cataract on in 1669 -- Mont Vesuvius two leagues from Naples.
Copy 1 of 2.
Copy 2: Ayer ,135 M7 1730 pl. 25.
Henry N. Stevens, The World described, no. 27f.

From the collection of the Duke of Tuscany, Duke of Tuscany, 1724.

38825
38826
38827
38828
38829
38830

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
In Moll, Herman. The World described; or, A new and correct set of maps ... ([London]: T. Bowles, [between 1732 and 1735]) no. 25.
Inset views, 14 x 23 cm. or smaller: A Cataract of air in Mt. Aeolis in Italy -- Mount Aetna or Mongibello in Sicily beeing a true draught of ye eruption in 1669 -- Mont Vesuvius two leagues from Naples.
Copy 2 of 2.
Henry N. Stevens, The World described, no. 27f.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1719</td>
<td>Sicily (Italy) - Maps - 1719</td>
<td></td>
<td>Senex, John, John, -1740 -- Harris, John, active 1680-1739 or 1740 -- Strafford, Thomas Wentworth, Earl of, 1672-1739 -- Senex, John, -1740.</td>
<td>A New general atlas : containing a geographical and historical account of all the empires, kingdoms, and other dominions of the world ... (1721) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col.; 48 x 56 cm. Includes dedication to the &quot;Earl of Strafford.&quot; Inset (14 x 17 cm.): The Island of Sicily. In: Senex, John. A New general atlas : containing a geographical and historical account of all the empires, kingdoms, and other dominions of the world ... (London : Daniel Browne [and 8 others], 1721), v. 1, between p. 158-159.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Wing oversize W 235 .1 (NLO)**

**38840**

**Italy - Maps - 1724 (Provisional Heading)**


Authors: Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d', 1675-1638 -- Blaue, Joan, 1596-1673

1 v.: 285 map plates; 54 cm.

Incomplete.

KoemanBl 103,104,105,106

Phillips 03054

**Case oversize G 35004.1 (NLO)**

**38841**

**Italy - Maps - 1734**

*Statuum totius Italiae novissima repraesentatio geographic* ... / Ioah. Bapt. Homanno ... ; sculpst Georg Mathaeus Frantz. [Nuremberg : Homann, 1734 or later].


1 map: hand col.; 47 x 57 cm.

In: Homann, Johann Baptist. Kleiner Atlas scholasticus von sechs und zwantzig charten (Leipzig ; Nuremberg : Johann Friedrich Gleditsch ; Johann Baptist Homann, [1734 or later]), [plate 12].

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .H7 1734, [plate 12] (PrCt)

**38842**

**Italy - Maps - 1740**

*A Map of Italy with its kingdoms, states &c. from the lastest & best observations : for Mr. Tindal's continuation of Mr. Rapin's history.* [London? Knapton, ca. 1740?].


1 map; 37 x 45 cm.


**38843**

**Italy - Maps - 1740<>Cartography - Italy - Historical geography - Maps - 1740**

*Parallele du contour de l'Italie selon les cartes de MM. de l'Isle et Sanson, et celle qui resulte de l'analyse geographique de de continent par le S. Anville.* [Paris, ca. 1776].


1 map; 36 x 44 cm.


oversize Ayer 135 .A6 1727 pl. 19 (PrCt)

**38844**

**Italy - Maps - 1740<>Corsica (France) - Maps - 1740**


Authors: Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756 -- Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756. Atlas novus sive tabulae geographicae totius orbis faciem, partes, imperia, regna et provincias exhibentes [1740?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map: hand col.; 48 x 56 cm.


Scale [ca. 1:2,400,000].

In: Seutter, Matthaeus. Atlas novus sive tabulae geographicae totius orbis faciem, partes, imperia, regna et provincias exhibentes (Augsburg : [Seutter, 1740?]), plate [16].

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

VAULT Baskes oversize G1015 .S48 1740, plate [16] (NLO)

**38845**

**Italy - Maps - 1740<>Sardinia (Italy) - Maps - 1740<>Corsica (France) - Maps - 1740**

*Nova et exactissima totius Italiae, Sardiniae et Corsicae.* [Augsburg]: Matth. Seutteri, [ca. 1740?].

Authors: Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756 -- Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756. [A Collection of Seutter maps] [1726-1773]

1 map: hand col.; 48 x 56 cm.

Forms part of a made-to-order composite atlas chiefly comprised of undated maps issued ca. 1734-ca. 1744.


Case oversize G 1007 .81 pl. [22] (PrCt)

**38846**

**Italy - Maps - 1741**

*L'Italie.* Amsterdam : Jean Cóvens et Corneille Mortier, [1741?].

Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Riccioli, Giovanni Battista, 1598-1671 -- Ruyter, Baltasar, 18th cent. -- Cóvens and Mortier -- L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726. Atlas nouveau, contenant toutes les parties du monde ... [1741?]

-- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Riccioli, R. P., 1598-1671 SEE Riccioli, Giovanni Battista, 1598-1671

1 map: hand col.; 46 x 58 cm.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Italy - Maps - 1742

*Italia in suos status divisa et ex prototypo del Isiliano / desumta elementis insuper geographiae Schazianis accomodata curantibus Homannianis Hereditibus.* [Nuremberg] : Homannianis Hereditibus, L Ano MDCCXLII.

Authors: L'Ise, Guillaume de; Johann Jakob, 1726-1804 -- Riccioli, Giovanni Battista, 1598-1671 -- Homann Erben (Firm) -- Homann Erben (Firm). Major atlas scholasticus ex triginta sex generalibus et specialibus mappis Homannianis ... [1776?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 56 cm.

Added title in top margin: Gli stati d'Italia secondo le osservazioni fatte dalla Società di Sc. di Parigi, dal R.P. Riccioli ... / delineati dall'eccllmo. Sgr. de L'Ise, ed accomodati agli elementi geografici del Sgr. Schaz ...

In: Homann Erben (Firm). Major atlas scholasticus ex triginta sex generalibus et specialibus mappis Homannianis ... [Nuremberg : Homannianis Hereditibus, 1776?], [plate 21].

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

*Baskes oversize G1015 .A77 1776, [plate 21] (PrCt)*

---

Italy - Maps - 1743

*L'Italie dressée sur les dernres. observations ...* A Paris : Rue des Grands Augustins, vis a vis le Panier Fleury, 1743.


1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 62 cm.

"Les côtes sont prises sur les cartes marines faittes depuis peu par ordre de Monseignr. le Comte de Maurepas."

Scale [ca. 1:2,600,000]. Relief shown pictorially.


*Baskes oversize G1015 .A77 1798, [ptie 2], [plate 10] (NLO)*

---

Italy - Maps - 1743

*L'Italie dressée sur les dernres. observations ...* A Paris : Le Rouge, 1743 [i.e. 1748?].

Authors: Le Rouge, Georges-Louis -- Le Rouge, Georges-Louis. Recueil contenant des cartes nouvelles ... [1742 [i.e. 1748?]] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 62 cm.

In: Le Rouge, Georges-Louis. Recueil contenant des cartes nouvelles ... [Paris : chez le Sr. Le Rouge, 1742 [i.e. 1748?]].

Manuscript '97 on verso.

*Baskes oversize G1015 .H66 1776, [plate 21] (PrCt)*

---

Italy - Maps - 1745

*Belii typus in Italia, victoris aquilae progressus in statu mediolanensi et ducatu mantuae demonstraus ...* [Nuremberg : Homann Erben, ca. 1745].


1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 54 cm.


Manuscript 'No. 41' and '42' on verso.

*Baskes oversize G1019 .A598 1786, [plates 22-23] (PrCt)*

---

Italy - Maps - 1745

*Domini Veneti cum vicinis Parmae Mutinae Mantuae et Mirandol statibus nova descriptio ...* Nuremberg : Homann Erben, ca. 1745.
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 60 cm.
Added title in upper margin: Nova Italiae descriptio, in regna, respUBLICAS et status divisiae ...
Koeman v. 2, p. 59, C & M 8, [no.] (69).
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Sack map4F G6710 1760 .L5 (PrCt)

38865 Italy - Maps - 1761-1766
Italy volgens de allernieuwste uitgave van den Herre D'Anville. Amsterdam : by Isaak Tirion, MDCC. LXS [1761].
Authors: Tirion, Isaac -- Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d', 1697-1782 -- Tirion, Isaak.
Nieuwe en beknopte hand-atlas ... (1748 [i.e. 1769?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 39 x 44 cm.
Inset (6 x 6 cm.): [Malta].
Verso numbered "N 76" in manuscript.
In: Tirion, Isaak. Nieuwe en beknopte hand-atlas ... (Amsterdam : Isaak Tirion, 1744 [i.e. 1769?]), plate [74].

oversize Ayer 135 .T55 1744, plate [74] (PrCt)

38866 Italy - Maps - 1763
L'Italie divisée en ses différents etats, royaumes et républiques / dressée ... par le Sr. Janvier, géographe. A Paris : Chés Lattré graveur ... avec privélège du Roi, 1763.
Authors: Janvier, Jean Denis -- Lattré, Jean -- Lattré, Jean. Atlas geographique : contenant la mappemonde et les quatre parties avec les différents états (1784) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:2,600,000]
Relief shown pictorially.
Prime meridian: Ferro.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.


38867 Italy - Maps - 1764-1766
Italy, with the islands of Sicily, Sardinia and Corsica [cartographic material] / by d'Anville, geographer to the French King. Paris [i.e. London] : R.W. Seale, [1764?].
Authors: Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d', 1697-1782 -- Seale, Richard William -- Senex, John, -1740. The Universal geographer ... [1764?] -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map on 2 sheets : hand col ; 80 x 67 cm.
"The author accounts for the construction of this map in a work intitled A geographical analysis of Italy."
Scale [ca. 1:1,500,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
Prime meridian: London.
Two sheet mounted together as one.
In: Senex, John. The Universal geographer ... (London : Printed for Robert Sayer, [1764?]), plate [19].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .S45 1764, plate [19] (NLO)

38868 Italy - Maps - 1766
A Map of Italy / by Mr. Palairet with improvements and additions from the best authorities by L. Delarochette ; Tho. Kitchin sculpt. London : Printed for John Bowles at the Black Horse in Cornhil, and Carington Bowles next the Chapter House in St. Pauls Church Yard, [1766 or earlier?].
In a composite atlas bound together without title page: Bowles, John. [Bowles's universal atlas]. [London : John Bowles ; Carrington Bowles, 1711-1766], map [22].
Manuscript plate number 22 added in ink at upper right by previous owner.
Case oversize G1015 .B68 1766 map [22] (PrCt)

38869 Italy - Maps - 1769
Authors: Lalande, Joseph Jérôme Le François de, 1732-1807 -- Rizzi-Zannoni, Giovanni Antonio, 1736-1814 -- Desaint, Jean, d. 1776 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 18 maps ; 307 x 253 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
References: Cremonini 76

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

38870 Italy - Maps - 1769
Nieuwe kaart van Italië na de nieuwste waarnemingen van de L'Isle en andere. Amsterdam : by Isaak Tirion, [1769?].
Authors: Tirion, Isaac -- L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1765 -- Tirion, Isaak. Nieuwe en beknopte hand-atlas ... (1748 [i.e. 1769?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 32 x 37 cm.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
The Northern part of present Italy including

Italy - Maps - 1780


Atlas géographique des quatre parties du monde [1785?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 62 cm.

"Revue et corrigée en 1780."

Scale [ca. 1:2,575,000].

Relief shown pictorially.


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .L565 1785, [plate 22] (NLO)

Italy - Maps - 1783

_Carte d'Italie assujetie aux observations astronomiques comprenant toutes les grandes routes ... avec les distances par postes. À Venise [Venice] : par P. Santini, 1783.

Authors: Santini, P. -- Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (1784 [i.e. 1807?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 73 x 80 cm. on composite sheet

Printed from 6 plates on 6 sheets trimmed and joined to form a composite sheet.

In: Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (Venice : par P. Santini, rue Ste. Justine, chez M. Remondini, 1784 [i.e. 1807?]), v. 2, [no. 1 A].

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .S4 1807, v. 2, [no. 1 A] (PrCt)

Italy - Maps - 1783\rightarrow Switzerland - Maps - 1783


Authors: Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Stackhouse, Thomas, 1756-1836 -- Stackhouse, Thomas, 1756-1836. An Universal atlas : being a set of maps, to illustrate ancient and modern geography ... (1782) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 36 cm.

In: Stackhouse, Thomas. An Universal atlas : being a set of maps, to illustrate ancient and modern geography ... (London : Printed for the author, and sold by Ashby and Neele ... [et al], 1782 [i.e. 1783?]), plate 25.

Hand stamped with oversize "25" at upper right.

oversize Ayer 135 .S77 1782, plate 25 (PrCt)

Italy - Maps - 1785

_A Map of Italy with its kingdoms, states &c. from the lastest & best observations : for Mr. Tindal's continuation of Mr. Rapin's history. [London : s.n., ca. 1785?].


1 map : 37 x 45 cm.

In: Rapin de Thoyras, M. [Maps and plans of Tindal's continuation of Rapin's History of England] [London : John Harris?, 1785-1789?] map [7].

oversize Ayer 135 .T5 1732 map [7] (PrCt)

Italy - Maps - 1785 - Road maps<<>>Road maps


1 v. : 27 maps ; 210 x 137 mm.

2nd ed.

frADury,1774;E:PA Andrews

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Italy - Maps - 1786

_Italy : divided into its states, with their subdivisions / by Samuel Dunn. London : Printed for Robt. Sayer ..., as the Act directs, 10 June 1786.

Authors: Dunn, Samuel, -1794 -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Dunn, Samuel, -1794. A New atlas of the mundane system ... [1789?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 29 x 42 cm., on sheet 47 x 57 cm.

Scale [ca. 1:4,200,000].

Relief shown pictorially.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Prime meridian: Ferro.
In: Dunn, Samuel. A New atlas of the mundane system, or, Of geography and cosmography ... (London : Printed for Robert Sayer and Co., [1789?]), [plate 18].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .D86 1789 [plate 18] (NLO)

38883
Italy - Maps - 1786 - Postal service
Postal service - Italy - Maps - 1786 - Sicily (Italy) - Maps - 1786 - Corsica (France) - Maps - 1786 - Road maps
Italy, divided into its dominions, and the islands of Sicily, Sardinia and Corsica / from Mr. d'Anville, by the late Thomas Jefferys ... ... to which have been added the post roads, & ca. London : printed for R. Sayer, 1st. May 1786.
A General atlas, describing the whole universe : being a complete collection of the most approved maps extant ... [1788?].
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 58 x 50 cm.
Added title in upper margin: Carte de l'Italie, et toutes ses routes de poste, à l'usage des voyageurs
In: Kitchin, Thomas. A General atlas, describing the whole universe : being a complete collection of the most approved maps extant ... (London : printed for Robert Sayer, [1788?]), no. 16. Stamped "16" on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .K57 1788, [plate 16] (NLO)

38884
Italy - Maps - 1788
Atlas géographique des quatre parties du monde [1801?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 62 cm.

“Revue et corrigée en 1788.”
Scale [ca. 1:2,575,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .L565 1801, [plate 23] (NLO)

38885
Italy - Maps - 1789-1815 - History
Carte générale du théâtre de la guerre en Italie et dans les Alpes ... Paris : Chez l'auteur, [1802?].
Authors: Bancer d’Albe, Louis Albert Ghislain, baron de, 1761-1824 -- Blondeau, 18th/19th cent. -- Bordiga, Benedetto Maria Marco, 1768-1847 -- Bordiga, Ignazio Gaudenzo Maria, 1773-1837 -- Mantelli, Girolamo -- Piquet, Charles, 1771-1827
2 maps (307 x 324 cm. and 307 x 226 cm.)
1802-1804 Malta
1802

Carte générale du théâtre de la guerre en Italie et dans les Alpes ... Paris : Chez l’auteur, [1802?].

Bibliothèque Nationale, en Pluviose An 10.

Maps

Second part bears title: Carte générale des royaumes de Naples, Sicile & Sardaigne, ainsi que des Isles de Malte & de Goze.
Title on boxes: Italie ... 1re [2e] partie.
Below cartouche of pt. 2: Déposée à la Bibliothèque Nationale, en Pluviose An 10.
Sheets cut and mounted on canvas; 3 sheets partly colored.
Relief shown by hachures.
Prime meridian: Ferro.
Cartouche (pt. 1) engraved by Mantelli; sheet 5 (pt. 2) signed "par Blondeau."
Boxes have label of Charles Piquet, engraver and map seller.

Includes (in pt. 1) 'Notes geographiques,' "Table des longitudes et latitudes des principaux points de la carte," 'Abrégé historique des campagnes des Français en Italie,' 'Carte générale de la Grece ancienne et moderne' and (in pt. 2) 'Précis historique de la conquête de Naples' (with map of central Italy).

map4C 7 (PrCt)

oversize Ayer 135 .C33 1792 v. 1 pl. 18 (PrCt)

38887 Italy - Maps - 1793
An Accurate map of Italy : from the latest improvements and regulated by astronomical observations. [London : s.n., 1793?].
Authors: Bankes, Thomas, b. 1744 -- Bankes, Thomas, b. 1744. A New and authentic system of universal geography, antient and modern : including all the late important discoveries made by the English ... [1793?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 18 x 27 cm.
"Engraved for Bankes's new system of geography published by royal authority."
Scale [ca. 1:6,500,000].
In: Bankes, Thomas. A New and authentic system of universal geography, antient and modern : including all the late important discoveries made by the English ... (London : Printed for C. Cooke ... [et al., 1793?]), opposite p. 892.
Engraved number "76" at bottom right.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G115 .B36 1793, opposite p. 892 (NLO)

38888 Italy - Maps - 1793
Authors: Gravier, Y. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 25 maps ; 180 x 125 mm.
Text in Italian and French.
OCLC 12139149.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

38889 Italy - Maps - 1793 Wall maps
Authors: Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824 -- Calcografia camerale (Rome, Italy) -- Bevilacqua, Eugenia -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Cassini, Giovanni Maria, 1745-ca. 1824 SEE Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824
1 map : hand col. ; 1,925 x 1,835 mm. (neat line), on 15 sheets.
Printed from 15 plates on 15 sheets; neat line dimensions estimated.
Sheet 15 includes table of geographic coordinates for 94 places.

Arrigoni and Bertarelli, Carte geografiche dell'Italia (1930) p. 11-12, no. 82.
Sewn into contemporary binding (491 x 405 mm.) with spine title: Map of Italy.
Bound with 2 other maps, both dated 1797: Topografia fisica della Campania di Scipione Breislak ... / delineata dal reg. geog. Gio. Ant. Rizzi-Zannoni -- Carte de' crateri esistenti tra il Vesuvio e la spiaggia di Cuma / Gius. Guerra. ... Ex Bevilacqua (perhaps geographer Eugenia Bevilacqua?).
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

i22 VAULT oversize Novacco 7C 3 [map 1 of 3] (PrCt)

38890 Italy - Maps - 1794
Italy : divided into its states, with their subdivisions / by Samuel Dunn. London : Laurie & Whittle, 1794.
Authors: Dunn, Samuel, -1794 -- Laurie & Whittle -- Dunn, Samuel. A New atlas of the mundane system ... (1800) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 29 x 42 cm., on sheet 47 x 59 cm.
"Published by Laurie & Whittle, 53 Fleet Street, London, as the Act directs 12th May 1794."
Scale [ca. 1:4,200,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
Prime meridian: Ferro.
In: Dunn, Samuel. New atlas of the mundane system, or, Of geography and cosmography ... (London : Printed and published by Robert Laurie and James Whittle ... (successors to the late Mr. Robert Sayer), 1800), [plate 18]
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .D86 1800 [plate 18] (NLO)

38891 Italy - Maps - 1794 Postal service Postal service - Italy - Maps - 1794
A New map of Italy with the islands of Sicily, Sardinia, & Corsica ... to which have been added the post roads ... / from Monsr. D'Anville ... London : Laurie & Whittle, No. 53 Fleet Street, 12th May 1794.
Authors: Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d', 1697-1782 -- Laurie & Whittle -- Kitchin, Thomas, 1718-1784. A General atlas describing the whole universe ... (1795) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 58 x 50 cm.
Added title in top margin: Carte de l'Italie, et de toutes ses routes de poste, à l'usage des voyageurs.
In: Kitchin, Thomas. A General atlas describing the whole universe ... (London : Printed and published by Robert Laurie and James Whittle, Written by: Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)
no. 53 Fleet Street, 1795). [plate 16].
Number "16" stamped on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .K57 1795, [plate 16] (NLO)

38892 Italy - Maps - 1794 - Postal service
Postal service - Italy - Maps - 1794
Road maps A New map of Italy, with the islands of Sicily, Sardinia & Corsica ... to which have been added the post roads ... / from Monsr. d'Anville ...
London : Laurie & Whittle, 12th May, 1794.
Authors: Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d', 1697-1782 -- Laurie & Whittle -- Laurie & Whittle. A New and elegant imperial sheet atlas comprehending general and particular maps of every part of the world ... [1801?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 50 x 50 cm.
Added title in upper margin: Carte de l'Italie, et de toutes ses routes de poste ...
In Robert Laurie and James Whittle. A New and elegant imperial sheet atlas comprehending general and particular maps of every part of the world ... (London : printed and published by R. Laurie and J. Whittle, 1800 [i.e. 1801?]) no. 17. Stamped "17" on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .R63 1801 no. 17 (NLO)

38893 Italy - Maps - 1796
Italy and Sardinia from the best authorities.
Philadelphia : M. Carey, 1796.
Authors: Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Guthrie, William, 1708-1770 -- Tiebout, Cornelius -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839. Carey's General atlas ... (1796)
1 map ; 33 x 35 cm.
In: Carey, Mathew. Carey's General atlas ... (Philadelphia : M. Carey, 1796) pl. [16].

Case folio G1019.C25 1796 pl. 16 (PrCt)

38894 Italy - Maps - 1796
Itineraire d'Italie. [Paris? s.n.], 1796.
Authors: Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 17 maps ; 178 x 123 mm.

anon
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

38895 Italy - Maps - 1797
Italy. [Edinburgh : s.n., 1797].
Authors: Encyclopaedia Brittanica (1797) -- Encyclopaedia Britannica, inc.
1 map ; 17 x 21 cm.
Anonymous map in Encyclopaedia britannica; or, A dictionary of arts, sciences, and miscellaneous literature (Edinburgh : A. Bell and C. Macfarquhar, 1797) v. 9, opposite p. 364.

Engraved 'Plate CCLVII.'
folio A 21 .2583 v. 9, opposite p. 364 (PrCt)

38896 Italy - Maps - 1798
Italy / S. Allardice sc. [Philadelphia : s.n., 1798].
Authors: Allardice, S. (Samuel) -- Encyclopaedia -- or, A dictionary of arts sciences and miscellaneous literature 1798 -- Encyclopaedia Britannica (1798)
1 map ; 17 x 20 cm.
In an American edition of the Encyclopaedia Britannica, issued as: Encyclopaedia; or, A dictionary of arts, sciences, and miscellaneous literature ... (Philadelphia : Thomas Dobson, 1798) v. 9, opposite p. 390.
Engraved 'Plate CCLVII.'
A 2 .254 v. 9, opposite p. 390 (PrCt)

38897 Italy - Maps - 1800
Guida per il viaggio d'Italia in posta. Genoa : Tessera, 1800.
Authors: Tessera -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
24 maps ; 210 x 137 mm.
Lacking 1 map?
Cl. OCLC 45583312.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

38898 Italy - Maps - 1800 - Ancient
L'Italia antica divisa nelle sue regioni. Rome : Calcografia camerale, 1798 [i.e. 1801].
Authors: Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824 -- Calcografia camerale (Rome, Italy) -- Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824. Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (1792-1801) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; hand col. ; 44 x 33 cm.

oversize Ayer 135 .C33 1792 v. 3 pl. 50 (PrCt)

38899 Italy - Maps - 1800<<>>Dalmatia (Croatia) - Maps - 1800<<>>Corsica (France) - Maps - 1800
Italy with the addition of the southern parts of Germany ... 1800 [i.e. 1816]?
1 map : hand col. ; 124 x 106 cm. on 2 sheets. '2d edition describing the new divisions.'
In: Faden, William [and others]. [General atlas of modern geography : a collection of large scale maps and charts of all parts of the world] ([London, etc. : W. Faden, etc., 1775-1816]) v. 1,
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

pl. [75-76].
Imprint on map: London ... Willm. Faden ... 1800.
Versos handstamped '54.'
oversize Ayer 135 .G32 1775 v. 1, pl. 75-76 (PrCt)

38900 Italy - Maps - 1802
Italy. [London] : Cadell and Davies [et al], 1802 [i.e. 1807].
Authors: Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826 -- Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Boscovich, Ruggero Giuseppe, 1711-1787 -- Rizzi-Zannoni, Giovanni Antonio, 1736-1814 -- Lowry, fl. 1802-1807 -- Cadell & Davies -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826. Modern geography ... (1807) 1 map ; 20 x 25 cm.
Arrowsmith direxit.'
'From Boscovich, Zannoni &c.'
'Published March 1st, 1802 ... .'
folio G 11 .693 v. 1, opp. p. [673] (PrCt)

38901 Italy - Maps - 1804
Authors: Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823. A New and elegant general atlas comprising all the new discoveries, to the present time ... (1804) -- John Conrad & Co. -- Marshall, Thomas K. -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 20 x 25 cm.
In: Arrowsmith, Aaron. A New and elegant general atlas comprising all the new discoveries, to the present time ... (Philadelphia [etc.] : J. Conrad & Co. [and others], 1804) pl. 22
Ayer 135 .A65 1804 pl. 22 (PrCt)

38902 Italy - Maps - 1804
Italy and Sardinia from the best authorities. Philadelphia : Mathew Carey, 1804.
Authors: Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Tiebout, Cornelius, fl. 1773-1832 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839. Carey's General atlas ... (1804) 1 map ; 32 x 36 cm.
In: Carey, Mathew. Carey's General atlas ... (Philadelphia : Published by Mathew Carey, April 24th, 1804) pl. 16.
oversize Ayer 135 .C27 1804 pl. 16 (PrCt)

38903 Italy - Maps - 1807
L'Italie divisée en ses différents états, royaumes et republiques / par le Sr. Janvier géographe. À Venise [Venice] ; par François Santini ... ; chez Mr. Remondini, [1807]?
Authors: Janvier, Jean Denis -- Santini, Francesco -- Remondini, Guiseppe Antonio, 1747-1811 -- Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (1784 [i.e. 1807]?) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 63 cm.
In: Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (Venice : par P. Santini, rue Ste. Justine, chez M. Remondini, 1784 [i.e. 1807?]), v. 2, no. "P.II. 1" Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .S4 1807, v. 2, no. 1 (PrCt)

38904 Italy - Maps - 1807
Itineraire d'Italie, contenant la description des routes les plus frequentées et des principales villes d'Italie ... Florence : N. Pagni, 1807 .
Authors: Pagni, Niccolo -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 14 maps ; 180 x 120 mm. 7th ed.
OCLC 36851056.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

38905 Italy - Maps - 1807
L'Italie divisée en ses différents états avec les nouveaux départements ... À Bassano : Chez Joseph Remondini & fils, 1807.
Authors: Remondini, Giuseppe Antonio, 1747-1811 -- Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (1784 [i.e. 1807?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 84 cm.
In: Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (Venice : par P. Santini, rue Ste. Justine, chez M. Remondini, 1784 [i.e. 1807?]), v. 2, [no. 1 B] Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .S4 1807, v. 2, [no. 1 B] (PrCt)

38906 Italy - Maps - 1807
Authors: Vallardi, Giuseppe, 1784-1861 -- Tofani, G. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 14 maps ; 180 x 110 mm. 6th ed.
OCLC 41097788.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

38907 Italy - Maps - 1809
Northern Italy. London : Cadell & Davies [et al], 1809 [i.e. 1815].
Authors: Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826 -- Hebert, Lewis, fl. 1809-1838 -- Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Cadell & Davies -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826. A Modern atlas : from the latest and
best authorities ... (1815) -- Edward E. Ayer
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 68 cm.
Drawn under the direction of Mr. Pinkerton by L. Hebert.'
Running title in upper margin: Pinkerton's modern atlas.
oversize Ayer 135 .P6 1815 pl. [28] (PrCt)

38911 Italy - Maps - 1814
Authors: Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Neele, George -- Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824. Neele's general atlas : consisting of a complete set of maps compiled from the best authorities ... (1814 [i.e. 1815]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map on 2 sheets : hand col. ; 54 x 42 cm.
Title and imprint from northern sheet.
Imprint on southern sheet: Published December 24th, 1814 by S & G. Neele, 352 Strand
In: Neele, Samuel John and George. Neele's general atlas : consisting of a complete set of maps compiled from the best authorities, and including all the new discoveries (London : Samuel and George Neele : Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme, and Brown ; Cadell & Davies, 1814 [i.e. 1815]), [plates 37-38].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Engraved nos. XXIIia-XXIIIb.
Baskes folio G1019 .N4 1814, [plates 37-38] (PrCt)

38912 Italy - Maps - 1814
Authors: Scott, Robert, 1777-1841 -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1817?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 57 x 47 cm.
Inset (11 x 14 cm.) : Island of Elba.
Printed paste-on label 'No. 26' at upper left.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1817, map 26 (NLO)

38913 Italy - Maps - 1814
Italy / R. Scott sculp. [Edinburgh] : Drawn & engraved for Thomson's New general atlas,
1814.
Authors: Scott, Robert, 1777-1841 -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1821?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 57 x 47 cm.
Inset (11 x 14 cm.): Island of Elba.
In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (Edinburgh ; London ; Dublin : John Thomson and Company ; Baldwin, Craddock, and Joy ; John Cumming, 1817, [i.e. 1821?]?) map 26. Printed paste-on label 'No. 26' on verso.
**oversize Ayer 135 .T4 1817 map 26 (PrCt)**

**38914 Italy - Maps - 1816**
*Italy with the addition of the southern parts of Germany...* London : W. Faden, 1816 [i.e. 1817?].
Authors: Faden, William, 1749-1836 -- Delarochette, L. (Louis), 1731-1802 -- Faden, William, 1749-1836. [General atlas] [1817?] 1 map : hand col. ; 124 x 108 cm. on 2 sheets
Bound in atlas as adjacent sheets; title from northern sheet, dated 1816.
Northern sheet handstamped '25'on verso; southern sheet handstamped '26.'
**oversize G 10 .282 pl. 26 and 27 (PrCt)**

**38915 Italy - Maps - 1820**
Authors: Vallardi, Giuseppe, 1784-1861 -- Fratelli Vallardi (Milan, Italy) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Vallardi (P. & G.), publishers, Milan SEE Fratelli Vallardi (Milan, Italy) -- Vallardi Fratelli (Milan, Italy) SEE Fratelli Vallardi (Milan, Italy) -- P.G.V. SEE Fratelli Vallardi (Milan, Italy) -- Vallardi, P. G. SEE Fratelli Vallardi (Milan, Italy)
1 v. : 16 maps ; 190 x 123 mm.
12th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)**

**38916 Italy - Maps - 1820-1825 Italy - Historical geography - Maps - 1820**
*Map of Italy, including the places rendered celebrated by battles and sieges.* Philadelphia : M. Carey & Son, [1820].
Authors: Lavoisne, C. V. -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- M. Carey & Son -- Yeager, Joseph, approximately 1792-1859 -- Lavoisne, C. V. A Complete genealogical, historical, chronological and geographical atlas ... (1820)
1 map : hand col. ; 34 x 28 cm.
In: Lavoisne, C. V. A Complete genealogical, historical, chronological and geographical atlas ... (Philadelphia : Published by M. Carey and Son ; printed by T.H. Palmer ..., 1820) map [17].
Printed plate 'No. 52.'
**Added title: Geographical and statistical map of Italy. oversize F 006 .48 pl. 17 (PrCl)**

**38917 Italy - Maps - 1821**
*Map of Italy, including the places rendered celebrated by battles and sieges.* Philadelphia : M. Carey and Sons, 1821.
Authors: Lavoisne, C. V. -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Yeager, Joseph, approximately 1792-1859 -- Lavoisne, C. V. A Complete genealogical, historical, chronological, and geographical atlas ... (1821)
1 map : hand col. ; 34 x 28 cm.
In: Lavoisne, C. V. A Complete genealogical, historical, chronological, and geographical atlas ... (Philadelphia : M. Carey and Sons, 1821) pl. [17]. Printed plate 'No. 52.'
**Added title: Geographical and statistical map of Italy. Case oversize G1030 .L4 1821 pl. 17 (PrCt)**

**38918 Italy - Maps - 1822-1825 Elba (Italy) - Maps - 1822**
Authors: Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1822?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 57 cm.
Inset (11 x 14 cm.): Island of Elba.
In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (Edinburgh ; London ; Dublin: Printed by G. Ramsay and Co. for J. Thomson and Co.; Baldwin, Cradock and Joy; John Cumming, 1821 [i.e. 1822?]), v. 1, map 26
Engraved 'No. 26' at upper left.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
**Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1821, v. 1, map 26 (NLO)**

**38919 Italy - Maps - 1825**
Authors: Morse, Sidney E. (Sidney Edward), 1794-1871 -- N. & S.S. Jocelyn (Firm) -- Morse, Sidney E. (Sidney Edwards), 1794-1871. A New universal atlas of the world, on an approved plan ... (1825)
1 map : hand col. ; 24 x 19 cm.
In: Morse, Sidney E. A New universal atlas of the world, on an approved plan ... (New Haven [Mass.] : N. & S.S. Jocelyn, 1825) pl. [25]
**folio G 1083 .595 pl. [25] (PrCt)**

**38920 Italy - Maps - 1825**
*South Italy.* [Philadelphia ; New York etc. Samuel F. Bradford and Murray, Fairman and Co., Peter A. Mesier etc., 1825?].
Authors: Rees, Abraham, 1743-1825 -- Alcock, I. H., fl. 1824 -- Bradford, Samuel F. (Samuel


Ayer 135 .R29 plate [19] (PrCt)

38924 Italy - Maps - 1830-1840

Italy II/IV, London : Chapman and Hall, 1830-1840 [i.e.1844].


Sheet I credited to 'Orgiazzi, Dalbe, Stucchi.' Sheet IV subtitled 'General map including Sicily, Malta Sardinia, Corsica &c.'


oversize Ayer 135 .S67 1844 v. 1, pl. [38, 40, 42, and 44] (PrCt)

38925 Italy - Maps - 1831<<>>Corsica (France) - Maps - 1831<<>>Sardinia (Italy) -1831<<>>Malta - Maps - 1831

Italy. Edinburgh : D. Lizzars, [1831?].

Authors: Lizzars, Daniel, 1760-1812 -- Hamilton, John, fl. 1831 -- Lizzars, Daniel, 1760-1812. The Edinburgh geographical and historical atlas ... [1831?] 1 map : hand col. ; 51 x 45 cm. Inset (5 x 5 cm.): Malta.

In: Lizzars, Daniel. The Edinburgh geographical and historical atlas ... (Edinburgh [etc.]: John Hamilton [and others, 1831?]) pl. [35]. Engraved plate no. "XL.

oversize G 10 .514 pl. [35] (PrCt)

38926 Italy - Maps - 1833

Italy / Young & Delleker sc. Philada. [Philadelphia] : A. Finley, [1833].

Authors: Young & Delleker -- Finley, A. (Anthony) -- Finley, A. (Anthony). A New general atlas ... (1833) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 28 x 21 cm. In: Finley, Anthony. A New general atlas, comprising a complete set of maps, representing the grand divisions of the globe ... (Philadelphia : A. Finley, 1833), plate 49. Sheet corner numbered 49. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1019 .F5 1833, plate 49 (NLO)

38923 Italy - Maps - 1830

Italy II. London : Baldwin & Cradock, 1830.

Authors: J. & C. Walker (Firm) -- Baldwin & Cradock -- Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (Great Britain) -- Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (Great Britain). A Series of maps, modern and ancient (1829-1831) 1 map : hand col. ; 24 x 40 cm. Covers most of central and southern Italy.


Issued, with another map, in paper cover with letterpress text at bottom: No. 7 containing: Italy, modern, no. II. Italy, ancient, no. II.

oversize G 1001 .82 fascicule 7, map [1] (PrCt)

38922 Italy - Maps - 1829<<>>Elba (Italy) - Maps - 1829


Authors: Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (1829) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 58 cm. Inset (11 x 14 cm.): Island of Elba.


Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1829 map 26 (NLO)

38921 Italy - Maps - 1826

Italy. Philadelphia : A. Finley, [1826].

Authors: Finley, A. (Anthony) -- Young & Delleker -- Finley, A. (Anthony). A New general atlas, comprising a complete set of maps, representing the grand divisions of the globe ... (1826) 1 map : hand col. ; 28 x 21 cm.

In: Finley, Anthony. A New general atlas, comprising a complete set of maps, representing the grand divisions of the globe ... (Philadelphia : A. Finley, 1826) pl. 48.

Case folio G1019 .F5 1826 pl. 48 (PrCt)
Maps

Italy - Maps - 1834<<>>Sicily (Italy) - Maps - 1834<<>>Naples (Italy) - Maps - 1834
Le Due Sicilie / G. Russo del. ; A. Rosso inc. (Naples : Luigi Galanti?), 1834.
Authors: Russo, Giosefu, 1781-1840 -- Rossi, Antonio, fl. 1834-1847 -- Russo, Vincenzo, fl. 1834-1836 -- Galanti, Luigi. Atlante di geografia moderna ... (1834-1836 [i.e. 1847?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 40 x 32 cm.
Inset (8 cm. in diam.): Pianta della città di Napoli / V. Russo inc.
In: Galanti, Luigi. Atlante di geografia moderna: in 30 carte (Naples : [Luigi Galanti], 1834-1836 [i.e. 1847?]), plate 7
Engraved no. 7 at upper right.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1019 .G23 1836, plate 7 (PrCt)

Italy - Maps - 1835<<>>Milan (Italy) - Maps - 1835
Italia settentrionale / Giosefu Russo del. ; Vincenzo Russo inc. ; Luigi Russo scr. (Naples : Luigi Galanti?), 1835.
Authors: Russo, Giosefu, 1781-1840 -- Russo, Vincenzo, fl. 1834-1836 -- Russo, Luigi, fl. 1834-1836 -- Galanti, Luigi. Atlante di geografia moderna ... (1834-1836 [i.e. 1847?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 32 x 40 cm.
Inset (6 x 7 cm.): Pianta di Milano
In: Galanti, Luigi. Atlante di geografia moderna: in 30 carte (Naples : [Luigi Galanti], 1834-1836 [i.e. 1847?]), plate 6
Engraved no. 6 at upper right.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1019 .G23 1836, plate 6 (PrCt)

Italy - Maps - 1840
Authors: Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846 -- Lea & Blanchard -- Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (1840)
1 map ; 11 x 18 cm.
Keyed to dozens of references on p.8.
Wax engraving.
G 11 .607 v. 2, p. 6 (PrCt)

Italy - Maps - 1840
Map of Italy: south part. (Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, 1840).
Authors: Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846 -- Lea & Blanchard -- Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (1840)
1 map ; 11 x 18 cm.
Keyed to dozens of references on p.9.
Wax engraving.
G 11 .607 v. 2, p. 7 (PrCt)

Italy - Maps - 1840 - Postal service
Postal service - Italy - Maps - 1840<<>>Roman Forum (Rome, Italy) - Maps - 1840<<>>Naples Region (Italy) - Maps - 1840<<>>Pompeii (Extinct city) - Maps - 1840<<>>Agrigento (Italy) - Maps - 1840<<>>Siracusa (Italy)
[Nuovissima guida del viaggiatore in Italia : Maps], Milan : Ferdinando Artaria e figlio, [ca. 1840/?].
Authors: Artaria, Ferdinando, e figlio, Milan -- Cattaneo, Giuseppe -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 14 maps (11 fold., 2 hand col.) ; 23 cm.
Presumably these maps were issued to accompany his Nuovissima guida del viaggiatore in Italia, which appeared in a number of editions, including a 4th (1836) and an 11th (1857); all editions for which descriptions have been found have the maps bound in with the text.
Most maps have titles in Italian and French; most show roads, postal towns and other symbols which appear to indicate frequency of the mails, although there is no explanation of symbols.
map4C G6711 .P8 1840 A7 (PrCt)

Italy - Maps - 1841
Italy (northern part) / drawn & engraved by J. Archer, Pentonville, London. London : Grattan & Gilbert, [1841?].
Authors: Archer, Joshua, fl. 1833-1866 -- Grattan & Gilbert -- Mudie, Robert, 1777-1842. Gilbert's modern atlas of the earth ... (1841) -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 22 x 28 cm.
Running title at bottom left: Gilbert's modern atlas
In: Mudie, Robert. Gilbert's modern atlas of the earth ... (London : Grattan and Gilbert, [1841?]), [plate 19].
Baskes folio G1019 .M83 1841, [plate 19]
(PrCt)

Italy - Maps - 1841
Italy (southern part) / drawn & engraved by J. Archer, Pentonville, London. London : Grattan & Gilbert, [1841?].
Authors: Archer, Joshua, fl. 1833-1866 -- Grattan & Gilbert -- Mudie, Robert, 1777-1842. Gilbert's modern atlas of the earth ... (1841) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 25 x 32 cm.
Running title at bottom left: Gilbert's modern atlas
In: Mudie, Robert. Gilbert's modern atlas of the earth ... (London : Grattan and Gilbert, [1841?]), [plate 20].
Baskes folio G1019 .M83 1841, [plate 20]
(PrCt)

Italy - Maps - 1841
Italy. [Boston : J. W. Wilkins & R. B. Carter, 1841?].
Authors: Bradford, T. G. (Thomas Gamaliel), 1802-1887 -- Bradford, T. G. (Thomas Gamaliel), 1802-1887. A Comprehensive atlas ... (1835, [i.e. 1841?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 25 x 19 cm.
folio Ayer 135 .B75 1835 pl. 35, p. 88 (PrCt)

Italy - Maps - 1845
Italy. [New York : H.S. Tanner, 1845].
Authors: Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858. A New general atlas, comprising a complete set of maps ... (1845)
1 map : hand col. ; 27 x 21 cm.
In: Tanner, Henry Schenck. A New general atlas, comprising a complete set of maps ... (New York : Tanner's Geographical Establishment, 1845) map '15'.
oversize G 10 .622 map 15 (PrCt)

Italy - Maps - 1846
Italy, Turkey and Greece. Boston, 1846.
Authors: American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions -- American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions. Maps and illustrations of the missions (1846) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 14 x 20 cm.
In: American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions. Maps and illustrations of the missions ([Boston? : American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions?], 1846). Forms pl. 7 of a collection of wax-engraved maps, apparently detached from assorted Board publications, and bound together as a separate atlas. Added manuscript title from top margin: Greece.
Ayer 136 .AS 1846 pl. 7 (PrCt)

Italy - Maps - 1847
Authors: Russo, Giosuè, 1781-1840 -- Rossi, Antonio, fl. 1834-1847 -- Merolla, Giustino -- Galanti, Luigi. Atlante di geografia moderna ... (1834-1836 [i.e. 1847?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 41 x 33 cm.
Inset (9 x 10 cm.): Pianta della villa di Roma
In: Galanti, Luigi. Atlante di geografia moderna : in 30 carte (Naples : [Luigi Galanti], 1834-1836 [i.e. 1847?]), plate 5
Engraved no. 5 at upper right.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1019 .G23 1836, plate 5
(PrCt)

Italy - Maps - 1848
Postal service--Postal service - Italy - Maps - 1848--Europe, Southern - Postal service--Postal service - Europe, Southern - Maps - 1848-Alps Region - Postal service--Postal service - Alps Region - Maps - 1848
Authors: Roost, Johann Baptist, fl. 1836-1864 -- Wenng, Carl F., fl. 1845-1848
1 map : hand col. ; on 2 sheets each 44 x 75 cm. fold. in covers to 23 x 14 cm.
Title and imprint from southern sheet.
Cover title: Italien von I. B. Roost. 'Lithographiert v. C. F. Wenng.'
Inset (14 x 18 cm.): Südöstliche forsetzung der karte.
Outline map (17 x 11 cm.) of distances between main cities on verso of southern sheet.
Haupt-verbindungen in Deutschen meilen = Communications principales en milles allemandes.
Sectioned into 24 panels; mounted on cloth.
map4C G6711.P8 1848 R6 (PrCt)

Italy - Maps - 1853
Authors: Lowry, Joseph Wilson, 1803-1879 -- Harper & Brothers -- Chapman and Hall -- Lowry, Joseph Wilson, 1803-1879. Lowry's Universal atlas constructed and engraved from the most
recent authorities (1853)
1 map : col. ; 56 x 42 cm. on 2 sheets
Title from the southern sheet.
Added titles from bottom margins: Italy, N.W. --
Italy, N.E. -- Italy, S.
Insets on southern sheet (8 x 9 and 6 x 8 cm.):
Bay of Naples enlarged -- Malta & Gozo
enlarged.
In: Lowry, Joseph Wilson. Lowry's Universal atlas
constructed and engraved from the most recent
authorities (New York : Harper and Brothers,
1853) pl. [16-17].
Sheets variously numbered 'D', '23' through '26'
and '17' through '20'.

Italy, Switzerland, Sardinia & Corsica
1853<<>>Switzerland
1 map : hand col. ; 71 x 54 cm.
Chevalier, Armand, fl. 1860
et Comp. SEE Cosson et Comp. (Firm), fl. 1860

Italy / dresée par A. H. Dufour : gravée par Ch.
Dyonnet. Paris : Paulin & Le Chevalier,
[1860-1861].
Authors: Dufour, A.-H. (Auguste-Henri),
1798-1865 -- Dyonnet, Ch. -- Paulin Le
Chevalier (Firm), fl. 1857-1861 -- Le Chevalier,
Armand, fl. 1860-1872 -- Cosson et Comp.
(Firm), fl. 1860 -- Gille'F, Firmin, 1820-1872 --
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry
Library), III: L3 -- Paniconographie Gille'F SEE
Gille'F, Firmin, 1820-1872 -- Typographie Cosson
et Comp. SEE Cosson et Comp. (Firm), fl. 1860
-- Le Chevalier, Armand, fl. 1860-1872 SEE Le
Chevalier, Armand, fl. 1860-1872
1 map : hand col. ; 71 x 54 cm.
24.
'Paris.- Typ. Cosson et Comp. ...
Paniconographie Gille'F ...'
Probably detached from: Dufour, A.-H. Atlas
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map
Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map6F G6710 1860 .D8 (PrCt)

Italy - Maps - 1860-1869 - Road maps
Italy - Maps - 1860-1869 - Postal Service - Italy - Maps -
1860-1869

Italy - Maps - 1863<<>>Malta - Maps - 1863
Authors: Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884
-- Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884
Johnson's new illustrated family atlas of the world ...
(1869) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
Newberry Library.
1 map : hand col. ; 55 x 37 cm.
Title from center left of sheet.
Added title at upper left: Venetia, Kingdom of
Italy, Piedmont & Lombardy ... .
Inset (8 x 11 cm.): Malta and its dependencies.
"Entered according to act of Congress in the year
1863, by A. J. Johnson in the Clerk's Office of the
District Court of the United States for the
Southern District of New York." 
In: Johnson, Alvin Jewett. Johnson's new
illustrated family atlas of the world ... (New York :
A. J. Johnson, publisher, 1869), [plate 47]
Sheet corners numbered 93 and 94.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1019 .J5 1869, [plate 47]
(PrCt)

Italy - Maps - 1866<<>>Rome (Italy) - Maps -
1866
Italien zweiter theil: Mittel-Italien und Rom.
Koblenz : K. Baedeker, 1866.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 2 maps, 7 city plans
1st ed.
A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher,
1832-1990, no. D375.
Includes advertising dated 1866 and priced in
thalers.
Condition: Worn.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

Italy - Maps - 1866<<>>Rome Region (Italy) - Maps -
1866
Italy / by W. Hughes. London & Liverpool :
George Philip & Son, [1866].
Authors: Hughes, William, 1817-1876. Grand
atlases universel : ou collection de cartes nouvelles
road maps...
... (1866) -- Moltke, Helmuth, Graf von, 1800-1891 -- George Philip & Son
1 map : col. ; 98 x 61 cm., on 2 sheets each 49 x 61 cm.
Title from bottom left of "south sheet."
Added title from bottom margin of "north sheet": Italy
Insets (21 x 16 cm. and smaller): (1) Rome and its environs (from the map of Barone di Moltke) -- (2) Turin and its environs -- (1) Malta and its dependencies -- (2) Naples and its environs
In: Hughes, William. Grand atlas universel : ou collection de cartes nouvelles ... (Paris ; Leipzig ; London : J. Rothschild ; G. Philip and Son, 1866), plate 24-25.
Nos. "24" and "25" printed on verso.
oversize G 10 .42, plate 24-25 (PrCt)

38946 Italy - Maps - 1872>>>Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1872
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 3 maps, 9 city plans
3rd ed.
Includes advertising dated 1871 and priced in thalers.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

38947 Italy - Maps - 1872>>>Sicily (Italy) - Maps - 1872>>>Messina, Strait of (Italy) - Maps - 1872>>>Malta - Maps - 1872>>>Naples, Bay of (Italy) - Maps - 1872>>>Rome Region (Italy) - Maps - 1872>>>Rome (Italy : Province) - Maps - 1872
Authors: Kiepert, Heinrich, 1818-1899 -- Swanston, George H. -- A. Fullarton & Co. -- A. Fullarton & Co. The Royal illustrated atlas of modern geography [1872?]
1 map : col. ; 41 x 51 cm.
Insets (9 x 15 cm. and smaller): Sicily -- Strait of Messina -- Malta and it dependencies -- Bay of Naples and its vicinity -- Rome and the adjoining country.
Printed plate no. "XLVII" printed in upper corners and pasted on verso.
Case oversize G1019 .A38 1872, plate [47] (PrCt)

38948 Italy - Maps - 1883
Italy. Chicago : Geo. F. Cram, [1883].
Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928. Cram's unrivaled family atlas of the world (1883)
1 map : col. ; 29 x 23 cm.
In: Cram, George Franklin. Cram's unrivaled family atlas of the world (Chicago : Geo.F. Cram, c1883), p. 106.
folio G1019 .G463 1883b, p. 106 (PrCt)

38949 Italy - Maps - 1885
Italy / by J. Bartholomew, F.R.G.S. Edinburgh : A. & C. Black, [1885].
Authors: Bartholomew, John, 1831-1893 -- Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- Adam and Charles Black (Firm). Black's general atlas of the world ... (1885)
1 map : col. ; 54 x 43 cm.
oversize G1019 .B63 1885, plate 25 (PrCt)

38950 Italy - Maps - 1887
Italy. [Chicago : George F. Cram, 1887].
Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928. Cram's standard American atlas of the world (1887)
1 map : col. ; 39 x 28 cm.
'Engraved expressly for the Standard World Atlas.'
Case oversize G1019 .G455 1887, p. 272 (PrCt)

Authors: Bertarelli, L. V. (Luigi Vittorio), 1859-1926 -- Touring club italiano -- Capriolo e Massimini -- Geometra Borgomanero (Firm : Italy) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Touring Club Ciclistico Italiano SEE Touring club italiano -- Borgomanero (Geometra), firm, Italy SEE Geometra Borgomanero (Firm : Italy) 22 v. : ill., maps ; 15 cm.
Statements of responsibility appear on t.p. immediately after "Guida-itinerario ... limitrofi."
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

38952

Italy - Maps - 1899
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 15 maps, 49 city plans
4th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1899 and priced in marks.
Condition: Fair.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

38953

Italy - Maps - 1902
Authors: Macmillan & Co. -- Macmillan guide -- Walker & Cockerell -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
ciii, 351 p., [37] leaves of plates : 38 maps (some col., some folded), plans ; 18 cm.
2nd ed.
Cover title Italy
Series: Macmillan's guides.
Maps by Walker & Cockerell.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .M33 Italy (1902) (NLO)

38954

Italy - Maps - 1902
Authors: Touring club italiano -- Guida d'Italia del T.C.I. -- Bertarelli, L. V. (Luigi Vittorio), 1859-1926 -- Ricordi (Firm) -- Antonio Vallardi (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : maps ; 15 cm.
Annual publication issued between 1896-1905?; Newberry holds 1902, v. 2 only? [August 2004]
Continued by: Touring club italiano. Annuario generale
Includes indexes.
Baskes DG416 .T68 (NLO)

38955

Italy - Maps - 1903
Oberitalien und Mittelitalien. Leipzig : Bibliographisches Institut, 1903.
Authors: Meyers Reisebücher -- Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 63 maps
7th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

38956

Italy - Maps - 1904
Italy from the Alps to Naples. Leipzig ; London ; New York : K. Baedeker, 1904.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm)
1 v. : 70 plates
1st ed.
G 35.063 (NLO)

38957

Italy - Maps - 1904
Italy from the Alps to Naples. Leipzig ; London ; New York : K. Baedeker ; Dulau ; Scribner's, 1904.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Dulau & Co. -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 26 maps, 44 city plans
1st ed.
Includes advertising dated 1904 and priced in dollars.
Condition: Worn.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

38959  
**Italy - Maps - 1904**
*Italy from the Alps to Naples.* Leipzig ; London ; New York  : K. Baedeker ; Dulau ; Scribner's, 1904.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Dulau & Co. -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 26 maps, 44 city plans
1st ed.
Includes advertising dated 1907 and priced in marks.

Condition: Fair.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

38960  
**Italy - Maps - 1904****<>>>Switzerland - Maps - 1904**
*Italien und die Italienische Schweiz.* Dessau : H. Oesterwitz, 1904.
Authors: Stork, Willy -- Oesterwitz, H. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 13 maps
nd

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

38961  
**Italy - Maps - 1906-1910 - Road maps****<>>>Ayer, Edward Everett, 1841-1927 - Travel - Maps****<>>>Italy - Maps - 1910**
Authors: Cartes Taride (Firm) -- Bineteau, P. -- Imprimerie Monrocq -- Brentano's (Firm) -- Papeterie-Librarie Lionnet -- Ayer, Edward Everett, 1841-1927
3 maps ; col. ; 82 X 76 cm. and smaller; fold. to 19 x 13 cm. and smaller.
Scale 1:600,000.
Numbered consecutively with their Carte routière de France.

Contents: Sht. 30. Italie: Section nord (2 copies; 8/06 & 8/10). -- Sht. 32. Italie: Section sud (n.d.)."P. Bineteau, delt." Both copies of sheet 30 stamped "Brentano's...Paris;" sheet 32 has label of "Papeterie-Librarie Lionnet."
Formerly the property of Edward E. Ayer; sht. 30, copy 1 and sht. 32 are annotated to show Ayer's route.
map4C G5696.P2 1902 A9, shts. 30, 32 (PrCt)

38962  
**Italy - Maps - 1908**
*Italien in 60 tagen.* Leipzig : Bibliographisches Institut, 1908.
Authors: Gsell-Fels, Th. (Theodor), 1818-1898 -- Meyers Reisebücher -- Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
2 v. in 1 : 63 maps
9th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

38963  
**Italy - Maps - 1908**
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 25 maps, 52 city plans
6th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1913 and priced in marks.

Condition: Fair.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

38964  
**Italy - Maps - 1909**
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Ollendorff, Paul -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 25 maps, 52 city plans
3rd ed.
Includes advertising dated 1910 and priced in marks.

Condition: Fair.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

38965  
**Italy - Maps - 1909**
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 25 maps, 52 city plans
2nd ed.
Includes advertising dated 1909 and priced in marks.

Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

38966  
**Italy - Maps - 1909**
*Italy from the Alps to Naples.* Leipzig ; London ; New York : K. Baedeker ; T. Fisher Unwin ; Scribner's, 1909.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- T. Fisher Unwin (Firm) -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 25 maps, 52 city plans

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Includes advertising dated 1919 and priced in shillings.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Italy - Maps - 1909
Italy from the Alps to Naples. Leipzig ; London ; New York : K. Baedeker ; T. Fisher Unwin ; Scribner's, 1909.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- T. Fisher Unwin (Firm) -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 25 maps, 52 city plans
2nd ed.
A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher, 1832-1900, no. E177.
Includes advertising dated 1922 and priced in shillings.
Condition: Fair.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Italy - Maps - 1911-1912
Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag -- Goldschmidt, Albert -- Schultz-Riesenber, W. -- Kraatz, Leopold -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
399, 16 p., [19] folded leaves of plates : 20 col. maps (some folded), 9 plans ; 16 cm.
'Mit 20 Karten und 9 Grundrissen.'
Maps lithographed by Leopold Kraatz.
Folded map in pocket.
Advertisements: 16 p. at end.
Includes index.
Series: Grieben's Reiseführer ; Bd. 80
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 80 (1910-1911) (NLO)

Italy - Maps - 1910-1919
Authors: William Collins Sons and Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- William Collins Sons and Co. The Collegiate atlas ...
[191-?]
1 map : col. ; 30 x 24 cm.
Printed plate number repeated on thumb index at right.
"Italy" in oversize manuscript lettering on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .C625 1910z, [plate] 15 (PrCt)

Italy - Maps - 1912
Oberitalien und Mittelitalien. Leipzig : Bibliographisches Institut, 1912.
Authors: Gsell-Fels, Th. (Theodor), 1818-1898 -- Meyers Reisebücher -- Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 67 maps
9th ed.
1912-13; rebound
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Italy - Maps - 1913
Italy / by Frank Fox ; with 32 full-page illustrations

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- Fox, Frank, 1874-1960 -- R. & R. Clark (Firm) -- Baskes, Julie -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
x, 206 p., [32] leaves of plates : 32 col. plates, 1 map ; 23 cm.
Includes indexes.
Formerly owned by Julie Baskes.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: w 15000063
Baskes G153 .B54 Italy (1913) (NLO)

Italy - Maps - 1913
Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag -- Goldschmidt, Albert -- Kraatz, Leopold -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
5. vollständig neu bearbeitet Aufl. [5th ed.]
'Mit 21 Karten und 9 Grundrissen.'
Maps lithographed by Leopold Kraatz.
Folded map in pocket.
Advertisements: 24 p. at end.
Includes index.
Griebens Reiseführer ; Bd. 80
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 80 (1913) (NLO)

Italy - Maps - 1914 - Topographic maps
Authors: Istituto geografico militare (Italy)
1 atlas (107 p. : 38 col. maps) ; 48 cm.
'Indice dei nomi contenuti nella Carta corografica del regno d'Italia e delle regioni adiacenti': 107 p. at beginning with separate t.-p.
Scale 1:500,000.
Cf. Phillips 8984
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 2338
oversize G 1035 .44 (NLO)

Italy - Maps - 1920
Authors: Monmarché, Marcel, 1872-1945 -- Hermann, L., active 1906-1939 -- Thuillier, Louis -- Collection des guides-Joanne -- Guides bleus -- Hachette (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
77, lxii, 532 p. : 98 maps and plans (some col., some folded) ; 16 cm.
Édition de 1914, réimprimé en 1920.
Preface signed: Marcel Monmarché.
On cover: Les guides bleus.
Maps by L. Hermann and L. Thuillier.
Folded col. map in pocket.
Includes indexes.
Laid in: Mailand, Bertolini's Hôtel Europa (folded leaf, in German).
Series: Collection des guides-Joanne -- Guides bleus
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .C65 Italie (1920) (NLO)

Italy - Maps - 1921 - Literary landmarks
Italy - Maps - 1921
Classical associations of places in Italy / by Frances Ellis Sabin. Madison, Wis. Frances Ellis Sabin, 1921.
Authors: Sabin, Frances Ellis, 1870-1943 -- St. Mary's Seminary (Perryville, Mo.)
'Ex libris St. Mary's Seminary, Perryville, Mo.'
To Collection Services for cataloging, Sept. 2008 (PrCt)

Italy - Maps - 1922-1924
Authors: Bertarelli, L. V. (Luigi Vittorio), 1859-1926 -- Touring club italiano -- Corbellini, P. (Pietro) -- Guides bleus -- Hachette (Firm) -- Macmillan & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
2 v. : 99 maps and plans (some folded, some col.) ; 16 cm.
At head of title: Touring club Italien.
Maps by Touring club italien and P. Corbellini.
Includes indexes.
Maps on lining-papers.
Series: Guides bleus
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G84 Italie (1920) (NLO)

Italy - Maps - 1926
Italie des Alpes a Naples. Leipzig ; Paris : K. Baedeker ; Depôt Général pour la France ; Agence Générale de Libraire et des publications, 1926.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Depôt Général pour la France -- Agence Générale de Libraire et des publications -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 32 maps, 61 city plans
4th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1929.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

38980 Italy - Maps - 1926
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 32 maps, 61 city plans
7th ed.
A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher, 1832-1990, no. D413.
Includes advertising dated 1928 and priced in marks.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

38981 Italy - Maps - 1928
Italy from the Alps to Naples. Leipzig ; London ; New York : K. Baedeker, 1928.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- George Allen & Unwin -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 93 plates
3rd ed.
G 35.0632 (NLO)

38982 Italy - Maps - 1928
Italy from the Alps to Naples. Leipzig ; London ; New York : K. Baedeker ; George Allen & Unwin ; Scribner's, 1928.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- George Allen & Unwin -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 193 plates
3rd ed.
Includes advertising dated 1934.
Condition: Fair.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

38983 Italy - Maps - 1928 Italy - Maps - 1928 Cities and towns Cities and towns - Italy - Maps - 1928
Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag -- Bertarelli, L. V. (Luigi Vittorio), 1859-1926 -- Vota, Giuseppe -- Wormstall, Max -- Corbellini, P. (Pietro) -- Touring club italiano -- Goldschmidt, Albert -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Italian Touring Club SEE Touring club italiano
698 p., [21] folded leaves of plates : 61 col. maps (some folded) 11 plans (some folded) ; 16 cm.
At head of title: Touring Club Italiano.
'22 Karten, 39 Stadtpläne, 11 Grundrisse.'
Imperfect: Map facing t.p. missing?
Map on lining-papers.
Some folded maps loose.
Includes index.
Series: Guida d'Italia del T.C.I. -- Bd. 80
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 38016713
Baskes DG416.C742 Z5 1928 (NLO)

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Series: Grieben Reiseführer; Bd. 85
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 85 (1929) (NLO)

38986 Italy - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Stanford-italo americana petroli - Maps - 1930 - Società italo-americana pel petrolio SEE Standard-italo americana petroli - Road maps
Authors: Mittino, Silvio -- Standard-italo americana petroli -- De Agostini, G. (Giovanni), 1863-1941 -- G. de Agostini (firm) -- Scotton, Mario -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Società italo-americana pel petrolio SEE Standard-italo americana petroli
1 atlas ([16], 23 p., 28 folded leaves of plates) : ill. (some col.), 29 col. maps ; 15 cm.
Includes list and illustrations of stations and warehouses of Società italo-americana pel petrolio.
Scale 1:1,000,000.
Index map on lining papers.
Stamp: Biblioteca di Mario Scotton.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G1986. P2 D4 1930 (NLO)

38987 Italy - Maps - 1931
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) 1 v. : 75 plates 8th ed.

DG 416 K38 1931 (NLO)

38988 Italy - Maps - 1931
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. : 34 maps, 64 city plans 8th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1933 and priced in marks.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

38989 Italy - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
Florence (Italy) - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
All roads lead to the Grand Hotel Florence: touring map of Italy. Florence, Italy : A. Molitor, 1931?
Authors: Grand Hotel (Florence, Italy) -- Molitor, A. -- Pestellini, P.
11 p. ; 22 x 11 cm. + map tipped in (col.) ; 40 x 27 cm.
Testimonials inside front cover all dated 1930.
Untitled map shows Italy north of Naples, with "Grand Hotel Firenze" indicated by arrow; map verso has city plan of Florence and tables of distances.
In lower right corner of map: Dis[ponabile] P. Pestellini.

Accession #2008100251.
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).

Road map 4C G6711. P2 1931 . M6 (PrCt)

38990 Italy - Maps - 1934
Series: Ten pound series.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G153 .T4 Italy (1934) (NLO)

38991 Italy - Maps - 1935 - Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1935
Authors: Bertarelli, L. V. (Luigi Vittorio), 1859-1926 -- Vota, Giuseppe -- Cruciani, Alessandro -- Touring club italiano -- Corbellini, P. (Pietro) -- Guides bleus -- Hachette (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) xxix, 481 p. : 62 maps and plans (some folded, some col.) ; 16 cm.
"La présente édition, entièrement refondue, a été révisée et mise à jour par le 'Service du Guide d'Italie du T.C.I.' et spécialement par mm. Giuseppe Vota et dr. Alessandro Cruciani. La cartographie a été préparée et revisée par le 'Service cartographique du T.C.I.' :P. vi, foot-note.
At head of title: Touring club italien.
Half title: Italie en trois volumes. 2e v.
Includes index.
Map on endpaper.
Series: Guides bleus
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

LC Card Number: 35017362
Baskes G153 .G84 Italie Centrale (1935) (NLO)

38992 Italy - Maps - 1937-1939 - Sicily (Italy) -

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Maps - 1937-1939
Italien von den Alpen bis Sizilien : kleine Ausgabe mit Angaben für Autofahrer. Berlin : Grieben-Verlag, 1937 [i.e.1939?].
Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag -- Kraatz, Leopold -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
7. Aufl. [7th ed.]
Includes advertising dated 1939.
'Mit 39 Karten, 12 Grundrissen und Bilde ranhang.'
Maps lithographed by Leopold Kraatz.
'Sucher,' for use with map, in pocket.
Advertisements: 49 p. at end.
Includes index.
Series: Grieben-Reiseführer ; Bd. 85
3 copies.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 85 (1937) [copies 1-3] (NLO)

38993 Italy - Maps - 1938
Authors: Consociazione turistica italiana -- Touring club italiano -- Corbellini, P. (Pietro) -- Guides bleus -- Hachette (Firm) -- Kennedy, John P. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Touring club italiano SEE ALSO Consociazione turistica italiana -- Consociazione turistica italiana SEE ALSO Touring club italiano
xlviii, 623 p. : 67 col. maps (some folded) ; 17 cm. [3e éd.]
Maps by Touring Club Italiano and P. Corbellini.
Map on endpaper.
Includes indexes.
Owner's mark: John P. Kennedy.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G84 Italie (1938) (NLO)

38994 Italy - Maps - 1938
Authors: Istituto centrale di statistica del regno d'Italia -- Tipografia Ippolito Failli -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Failli (Ippolito)Tipografia SEE Tipografia Ippolito Failli SEE Tipografia Ippolito Failli
1 atlas (35 pages, 94 leaves of plates (some folded)) : 94 maps (some folded) ; 32 cm
Cover title.
Scale 1:350,000
Coordinates: (E 6°37' -- E 18°47'/N 47°05' -- N 35°17').
Index map on cover.
Lacking map 86 and errata slip; includes duplicate copy of map 3
Includes index.
In portfolio.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1986.F7 I88 1938 (NLO)

38995 Italy - Maps - 1944 - Maps, Physical
Italy. 1944.
Authors: Raisz, Erwin, 1893-1968
1 map ; 32 x 27 cm.
M1073
map1F G6711.C2 1944 R3 (PrCt)

38996 Italy - Maps - 1949
Authors: Nagel travel guide series -- Hachette (Firm) -- Guides bleus -- Martineau, G. R. -- Touring club italiano -- Nagel Publishers -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 66 maps
Hachette Guide Bleu English
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

38997 Italy - Maps - 1949
liv, 515, xlviii p. : 63 col. maps (some folded) ; 16 cm.
Map on endpaper.
'Practical information, supplement'--xlviii p. at end.
Includes index.
Ms. annotations in ink following p. 515.
Owner's stamp: Cathedral Village Library.
Owner's inscription: Hallowell, Henry R.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 50001166
Baskes G153 .N34 Italy (1949) (NLO)

38998 Italy - Maps - 1953
Authors: More, Jasper, 1907-- Countries of Europe -- B.T. Batsford Ltd. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Maps on lining papers.
Series statement from dust jacket.
Includes index.
Series: [The 'Countries of Europe' series] -- Countries of Europe series.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
**Baskes D907 .C68 Italy (1953) (NLO)**

**38999 Italy - Maps - 1954**

Authors: Touring club italiano -- Guides bleus -- Hachette (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
cvi, 706 p. : 84 col. maps (some folded) ; 16 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [lxx]-[lxxiii]) and index.
Map on endpaper.
Series: Guides bleus
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 54038550
**Baskes G153 .G4 Italy (1954) (NLO)**

**39000 Italy - Maps - 1956**

Authors: Hachette world guides -- Touring club italiano -- Touring club italiano. Ufficio cartografico -- Antonio Vallardi (Firm) -- Hachette (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Maps by Ufficio cartografico del T.C.I. and Antonio Vallardi.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [lxx]-[lxxiii]) and index.
Map on front lining papers.
Series: Hachette world guides.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 56037386
**Baskes G153 .H33 Italy (1956) (NLO)**

**39001 Italy - Maps - 1956**

Authors: Nagel travel guide series -- Nagel Publishers -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
xv, 755 p., 92 p. of plates : 172 maps and plans (some col.) ; 16 cm.
Cover title: Nagel's Italy travel guide
Color map on lining papers.
Includes index.
Series: Nagel travel guide series.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
**Baskes G153 .N34 Italy (1956) (NLO)**

**39002 Italy - Maps - 1956 - Cities and towns<<<Cities and towns - Italy - Maps - 1956 (Provisional Heading)*

Authors: Touring club italiano -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 91 maps ; 240 x 230 mm.
Phillips 8950
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)**

**39003 Italy - Maps - 1958**

Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Baedeker Stuttgart -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 21 plates
1st ed.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)**

**39004 Italy - Maps - 1958**

Authors: Nagels Reiseführer -- Edschmid, Kasimir 1890-1966 -- Roccardi, M. -- Nagel Publishers -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
xxiii, 861, 92 p. : 164 maps (some col.) ; 16 cm.
Edition: 7., verbesserte Aufl.
Spine title: Nagels Italien '92 ganzseitige dreifarbig Tafeln, 79 schwarz-weiss Pläne.'
Map on endpapers.
'Italia' (maps): 92 p. at end.
Includes index.
Series: Nagels Reiseführer
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
**Baskes G153 .N342 Italien (1958) (NLO)**

**39005 Italy - Maps - 1959<<<Road maps**

*Italy / Michelin.* London : News Chronicle Book Department, c1959.
Authors: Michelin green guides -- Michelin Tyre Company -- Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- News Chronicle Book Department -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
254 p. : ill. (some col.), 101 col. maps, plans (some col.) ; 26 x 12 cm.
1st ed.
"English edition."
Cover title.
"Michelin's Tourist Services offer you an edition in English of their Guide to Italy ..."--P. 2.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 44) and index.
Series: Michelin green guides
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Baskes G153 .M53 Italy (1959) (NLO)

39006  Italy - Maps - 1962
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- George Allen & Unwin -- Macmillan & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 48 plates
Includes advertising dated 1963.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

39007  Italy - Maps - 1966
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Baedeker Stuttgart -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 21 plates
4th ed.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

39008  Italy - Maps - 1969
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Baedeker Stuttgart -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 21 plates
5th ed.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

39009  Italy - Maps - 1969 Road maps
Authors: Michelin green guides -- Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Dickens Press -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.
1st ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

39010  Italy - Maps - 1969 - Road maps (Provisional Heading) Road maps
Authors: Touring club italiano -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
3 v. : 183 maps ; 324 x 250 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

39011  Italy - Maps - 1970-1979
Transportation>--Transportation - Italy - Maps - 1970-1979
[Transportation map of Italy : showing airways, sea trade routes, and roads]. [S.I. s.n., 197-?].
Authors: Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 36 x 27 cm., folded to 19 x 15 cm.
Anonymous map without imprint; title supplied by cataloger.
Place names in Italian.
Includes insets (7 x 9 cm. and smaller): [Lake Maggiore and Como regions] -- [Lake Garda region] -- [Italian Riviera].
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25.
folio RMcN Airlines 4C 16 (PrCt)

39012  Italy - Maps - 1972
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Baedeker Stuttgart -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 21 plates
6th ed.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

39013  Italy - Maps - 1974 Road maps
Authors: Michelin green guides -- Michelin Tyre Company -- Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Simone, Charlene -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
271 p. : ill. (some col.), 104 col. maps, col. plans ; 26 x 12 cm.
8th ed.
Cover title.
"English edition."
Includes bibliographical references (p. 271) and index.
Series: [Michelin green guides] -- Michelin green guides.
Former owner's signature: Charlene Simone.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .M53 Italy (1974) (NLO)

39014  Italy - Maps - 1980 Guidebooks
Authors: Fodor's travel guides -- Fodor's Travel Publications, Inc. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
39023 Italy - Maps - 1996

Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Automobile Association (Great Britain) -- Macmillan Travel -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 1 map, 37 city plans, 1 view
3rd ed.
Issued in partnership with the Automobile Association (short format); cf. A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher, 1832-1990, p. 277.
Cover price: $24.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

39024 Italy - Maps - 1997

Authors: Eyewitness travel guides -- Dorling Kindersley, Inc. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 84 maps
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

39025 Italy - Maps - 1999

Italy / Dana Facaros & Michael Pauls. London ; Old Saybrook, Conn. Cadogan Guides ; Distributed in the USA by the Globe Pequot Press, c1999.
Authors: Facaros, Dana -- Pauls, Michael -- Map Creation Ltd. -- Cadogan guides -- Cadogan Books -- Globe Pequot Press -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
x, 942 p. : ill., 48 maps (1 col.), plans ; 21 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 915-916) and index.
Map inside front cover.
Series: Cadogan guides.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
ISBN 186011900X ; 9781860119002
Baskes G153 .C33 Italy (1999) (NLO)

39026 Italy - Maps - 2000 Road maps

Authors: Michelin green guides -- Michelin Travel Publications (Firm) -- Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
503 p. : col. ill., 74 col. maps, col. plans, ports. (chiefly col.) ; 24 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 438-439) and index.
Series: The green guide -- Michelin green guides.
Map inside front cover.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
ISBN 2060000041 ; 9782060000046
Baskes G153 .M53 Italy (2000) (NLO)

39027 Italy - Maps - Bibliography - 1300-1600<<>>Cartography - Italy - History - 1300-1600<<>>Italy - Maps - Collections, 1300-1600

Authors: Almagià, Roberto, 1884-1962 -- Istituto geografico militare (Italy) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
vi, 88 p. : maps (part double) ; 53 cm.
Phillips 8966.
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 2319.
oversize Ayer 136 .A4 1929 (NLO)

39028 Italy - Maps - Bibliography - 1400-1715<<>>Cartography - Italy - History - 1400-1715<<>>Italy - Maps - Collections, 1400-1715

Imago Italicae : the making of Italy in the history of cartography from the Middle Ages to the modern era : reality, image and imagination from the codices of Claudius Ptolemy to the Atlante of Giovanni Antonio Magini. Trieste : EUT, 2002.
Authors: Lago, Luciano -- Cassi, Laura -- Taylor, Christopher, 1949- -- Garwood, Christopher -- Università degli studi di Trieste, Dipartimento di scienze geografiche e storiche -- Associazione dei geografi italiani -- Istituto geografico militare (Italy)
833 p. : ill. (some col.), maps ; 49 cm.
1st ed.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [775]-811) and indexes.
Translation from the Italian of Imago Italicae : la fabbrica dell'Italia nella storia della cartografia tra Medioevo ed età moderna : realtà, immagine ed immaginazione.
'This book was printed in October 2002 by Officine grafiche Stanmoda S.R.L. ... Hand binding by Legatoria Rivani, Bologna. Printed in 2000 copies'--Colophon.
Guerres de la révolution (Paris, 1839).

Authors: Bielaerds, J.
Libraire Militaire de Petit, [1839].

Carte militaire pour l'intelligence des operationes de l'armee d'Italie en 1796 / Bielaerds, ft. [Paris] : Libraire Militaire de Petit, [1839].

Authors: Bielaerds, J.-B. -- Jomini, Antoine Henri, baron de, 1779-1869. Atlas pour servir à l'intelligence de l'Histoire critique et militaire des guerres de la révolution (1839) -- Petit, J.-B.

1 map : hand col. ; 56 x 57 cm.

Relief shown by hachures.
Folding flap (12 x 29 cm.) at left center extends coverage from Lake Garda to Brescia.
Positions of French and Austrian troops indicated by colors.
At upper right: Pl. XXIII.

Case oversize F 393 .457, pl. 23 (PrCt)

Italy, Northern - Maps - 1567<<>>Po River Valley (Italy) - Maps - 1567

Noua descrittione di tutto il ducaudo di Milano, del Piamonte, del paese de Suizzeri, et gran parte di altre regioni continanti ... Venetia [Venice] : apresso Ferrando Bertelli, M.D. LXVII [1567].

Authors: Forlani, Paolo -- Bertelli, Ferando -- Lange, Otto, 1879-1944 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 295 x 449 mm. (neat line), 298 x 455 mm. (plate mark)
Attributed to Paolo Forlani; see Woodward 69.
Possibly incomplete; neither the city of Milan nor southern Switzerland included; possibly lacking northern half of a 2-sheet map.
This sheet covers northern Italy and the upper Po River valley as far south as the Parma region.
Lower half of title cartouche blank.
Arrigoni and Bertarelli, Carte geografiche dell'Italia (1930) p. 353, no. 3089.
Almagià, Monumenta cartographica vaticana II (1948) p. 86, no. 6.
Bella and Bella, Cartografia rara ... dalla collezione Franco Novacco (1986) p. 83, no. 75.
Ex Lange.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
d39

Novacco 2F 159 (PrCt)

Italy, Northern - Maps - 1570<<>>Lombardy (Italy) - Maps - 1570


Authors: Settala, Giovan Giorgio, b. ca. 1490 -- Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Diesth, Aegid. Coppenium (Aegidius Coppenius) -- Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598. Theatrvm orbis terrarvm (1570) -- Septala, Ioanne Georgia, b. ca. 1490 SEE Settala, Giovan Giorgio, b. ca. 1490 -- Septala, Johannes Georgius, b. ca. 1490 SEE Settala, Giovan Giorgio, b. ca. 1490
1 map ; 35 x 47 cm.
In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatrvm orbis terrarvm (Antwerp : A.C. Diesth, 1570), [plate 33].
Engraved by Franz Hogenberg; see Karrow, p. 5.
Printed no. 33 and Latin letterpress text on verso.

Case oversize F 393 .457, pl. 23 (PrCt)

Italy, Northern - Maps - 1567<<>>Po River Valley (Italy) - Maps - 1567

Noua descrittione di tutto il ducaudo di Milano, del Piamonte, del paese de Suizzeri, et gran parte di altre regioni continanti ... Venetia [Venice] : apresso Ferrando Bertelli, M.D. LXVII [1567].

Authors: Forlani, Paolo -- Bertelli, Ferando -- Lange, Otto, 1879-1944 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 295 x 449 mm. (neat line), 298 x 455 mm. (plate mark)
Attributed to Paolo Forlani; see Woodward 69.
Possibly incomplete; neither the city of Milan nor southern Switzerland included; possibly lacking northern half of a 2-sheet map.
This sheet covers northern Italy and the upper Po River valley as far south as the Parma region.
Lower half of title cartouche blank.
Arrigoni and Bertarelli, Carte geografiche dell'Italia (1930) p. 353, no. 3089.
Almagià, Monumenta cartographica vaticana II (1948) p. 86, no. 6.
Bella and Bella, Cartografia rara ... dalla collezione Franco Novacco (1986) p. 83, no. 75.
Ex Lange.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
d39

Novacco 2F 159 (PrCt)

Italy, Northern - Maps - 1570<<>>Lombardy (Italy) - Maps - 1570


Authors: Settala, Giovan Giorgio, b. ca. 1490 -- Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Diesth, Aegid. Coppenium (Aegidius Coppenius) -- Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598. Theatrvm orbis terrarvm (1570) -- Septala, Ioanne Georgia, b. ca. 1490 SEE Settala, Giovan Giorgio, b. ca. 1490 -- Septala, Johannes Georgius, b. ca. 1490 SEE Settala, Giovan Giorgio, b. ca. 1490
1 map ; 35 x 47 cm.
In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatrvm orbis terrarvm (Antwerp : A.C. Diesth, 1570), [plate 33].
Engraved by Franz Hogenberg; see Karrow, p. 5.
Printed no. 33 and Latin letterpress text on verso.
Digital image of a duplicate or variant edition available on Marcel P.R. van den Broecke's Cartographica Neerlandica website (accessed July 2012):

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1606, [plate 74] (PrCt)

39042 Italy, Northern - Maps - 1606<--->Veneto (Italy) - Maps - 1606<--->Istria (Croatia and Slovenia) - Maps - 1606<--->Friuli (Italy) - Maps - 1606

Stato del la repubblica di Venetia in Italia / Buntadino di Buntadini. [Venice?] : Henricus Zuccckius fecit, 1606.
Authors: Buntadini, Buntadino, de fl. 1606 -- Zuccckius, Henricus, fl. 1606 -- Malvasia, Antonio Galeazzo, fl. 1606 -- Ludwig Rosenthal's Antiquariat -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 348 x 490 mm. (neat line), 371 x 516 mm. (plate mark)
Includes dedication to 'Sigr. Antonio Galeazzo Malusia' by 'Buntadino di Buntadini.'
Detached from a binding; manuscript '14' at upper right.
Damage in center crease backed with paper patch on verso (23 x 18 mm.)
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
e2-21
Novacco 4F 319 (PrCt)

39043 Italy, Northern - Maps - 1630<--->Piedmont (Italy) - Maps - 1630<--->Lombardy (Italy) - Maps - 1630

Carte particulieres des dychez de Mantove, Millan, Parme, Plaizance, Gennes et Piedmont. [Paris? s.n., ca. 1630].
Authors: Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 406 x 622 mm. (neat line) on composite sheet
Assembled from 4 sheets.
Multiple copies of this map held by the British Library; see the COPAC catalog website (August 2004): http://www.copac.ac.uk/copac/wzgw
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
d38.5
Novacco 4F 310 (PrCt)

39044 Italy, Northern - Maps - 1648

Basse Lombardie ou sont les estats de Venise ... [Paris] : chez l'auteur, 1648 [i.e.1659?].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Mariette, Pierre, 1603-1657 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (1658 [i.e. 1659?])
1 map ; hand col. ; 42 x 58 cm.
Covers northern Italy between 43-46° N and
31-38° E.
In: Sanson, Nicolas. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (Paris : Pierre Mariette, 1658 [i.e. 1659?]) v. 1, pl. [85]
VAULT Case oversize G1015 .S35 1658 v. 1, pl. [85] (PrCt)

39045 Italy, Northern - Maps - 1648
Haute Lombardie et pays circonvoisins ou sont les estats de Savoye ... [Paris] : chez l'auteur, 1648 [i.e.1659?].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Plaes, A. B. de la, fl. 1640-1658 -- Mariette, Pierre, 1603-1657 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667.
Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (1658 [i.e. 1659?])
1 map : hand col. ; 41 x 55 cm.
Covers northern Italy between 44-46° N and 27-33° E.
In: Sanson, Nicolas. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (Paris : Pierre Mariette, 1658 [i.e. 1659?]) v. 1, pl. [84]
VAULT Case oversize G1015 .S35 1658 v. 1, pl. [84] (PrCt)

39046 Italy, Northern - Maps - 1691<>Lombardy (Italy) - Maps - 1691
Authors: Nolin, Jean Baptiste, 1648-1708 -- Du Tralage, Jean Nicolas, d. 1699 -- Bourbon, Louis August de, 1670-1736 -- Johan Gabriel Sack
Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:95
1 map : hand col. ; 42 x 58 cm.
2006
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6712.N6 1691 N6 (PrCt)

39047 Italy, Northern - Maps - 1700
Reipublicae Genuensis et ducatus Mediolanensis, Parmensis et Montisferrati ... Amstelodami [Amsterdam] : Frederici de Wit, [ca. 1700?].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Wit, Frederik de. Atlas [ca. 1700?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 56 cm.
In: Wit, Frederik de. Atlas (Amsterdam : bij Frederick de Wit in de Calverstraet bij den Dam inde Witte Paskaert. [ca. 1700?]) no. [29].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .W8 A no. [29] (PrCt)

39048 Italy, Northern - Maps - 1700<>Istria (Croatia and Slovenia) - Maps - 1700
Accuratissima dominii Veneti in Italia, ducatus Parmae, Placentiae, Modenae regii et Mantuæ ... Amstelodami [Amsterdam] : F. de Wit, [ca. 1700?].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Wit, Frederik de. Atlas [ca. 1700?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 60 cm.
In: Wit, Frederik de. Atlas (Amsterdam : bij Frederick de Wit in de Calverstraet bij den Dam inde Witte Paskaert. [ca. 1700?]) no. [30].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .W8 A no. [30] (PrCt)

39049 Italy, Northern - Maps - 1700<>Italy, Southern - Maps - 1700<>Europe, Southern - Maps - 1700
Authors: Nicholls, Sutton -- William, Duke of Gloucester, 1689-1700 -- Wells, Edward, 1667-1727. A New set of maps both of antient and present geography ... (1700) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
2 maps ; 24 x 35 cm. and 20 x 20 cm., on sheet 54 x 42 cm.
"Dedicated to his highness William Duke of Gloucester."
In: Wells, Edward. A New set of maps both of antient and present geography ... (Oxford : Printed at the Theater, 1700), plate [16] oversize Ayer 135 .W4 1700, plate [16] (PrCt)

39050 Italy, Northern - Maps - 1700<>Venice (Italy : Province) - Maps - 1700<>Istria (Croatia and Slovenia) - Maps - 1700
Respublica Veneta, ducatus Mutinæ, Parmae et Mirandulae. Amsterdam, [ca. 1700].
Authors: Valck, G. (Gerard), 1651 or 2-1726 -- Valck, Leonard, 1675-1746 -- Johan Gabriel Sack
Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:167
1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 59 cm.
2103
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6712.N6 1700 V3 (PrCt)

39051 Italy, Northern - Maps - 1702<>Spanish Succession, War of, 1701-1714 - Maps
Grand teatre de la guerre en Italie. Amsterdam, [1702?].
Authors: Cóvens et Mortier -- Johan Gabriel Sack
Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:90, 91, 92, 93
1 map : hand col. ; 95 x 116 cm. on 4 sheets each 53 x 64 cm.
Added title: Carte du teatre de la guerre en Italie. Apparently published in 4 sheets to cover northern Italy; northeast sheet lacking.
2225
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6712.N6 1702 C6 (PrCt)

39052 Italy, Northern - Maps - 1702<>Spanish Succession, War of, 1701-1714 - Maps
Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:132
1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 54 cm.
Covers northwestern Italy.

2121

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Sack map4F G6712.N61 1702 H6 (PrCt)

39053 Italy, Northern - Maps - 1710

Status et ducatus Mediolanensis et Parmensis; quin etiam Veneti dominii ac ducatus Mantuani partes occidentaliares ad habitis Genuae republicae reliquorum finibus. Amstelo Batavum [Amsterdam] : Carolum Allard [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher, 1710?].

Authors: Allard, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709 -- Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Visscher, Elizabeth, fl. 1702-1726 -- Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702.

Atlas minor ... [1710?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 59 cm.

Covers northwestern Italy.

In: Visscher, Nicolaes. Atlas minor ...

(Amstelaedami [Amsterdam] : ex officina Nicolai Visscher [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher], [1710?]) map [91].

Manuscript '92' in upper right.

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .V8 1700 map [90] (PrCt)

39054 Italy, Northern - Maps - 1710

Die Niedere oder oostliche Lombardia. Augsburg : Gabriel Bodenehr, 1710.

Authors: Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. -- Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. Atlas curieux -- oder, Neuer und compendieuser atlas 1710 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 15 x 20 cm.

In: Bodenehr, Gabriel. Atlas curieux; oder, Neuer und compendieuser atlas ... ([Augsburg : Gabriel Bodenehr, 1710?]) pl. [43]. Engraved plate no. '44.'

Ayer 135 .B6 pl. 43 (PrCt)

39055 Italy, Northern - Maps - 1710

Status Mediolanensis. Amsterdam, [ca. 1710].

Authors: Valck, G. (Gerard), 1651 or 2-1726 -- Valck, Leonard, 1675-1746 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:137

1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 57 cm.

2122

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Sack map4F G6712.N6 1710 V3 (PrCt)

39056 Italy, Northern - Maps - 1710

De Stoel des oorlogs in Italien waar in vetroont werden de staat van Milano, de republicen van Venetien en Genoua, de landen van Parma, Mantoua, Modena, Ferrara ... Amst. Bat. [Amsterdam] : Nicolaum Visser [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher, 1710?].

Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Anse, Luggert van, fl. 1690-1716 -- Visscher, Elizabeth, fl. 1702-1726 -- Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702.

Atlas minor ... [1710?] -- Edward E. Ayer

Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 55 x 73 cm.

Title in upper margin.

Covers northwestern Italy.

In: Visscher, Nicolaes. Atlas minor ... (Amstelaedami [Amsterdam] : ex officina Nicolai Visscher [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher], [1710?]) map [91].

Manuscript '93' in upper left.

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .V8 1700 map [91] (PrCt)

39057 Italy, Northern - Maps - 1715

Status ecclesiastic maguique Dcutus Florentini / repraesentata a lo. Bapt. Homanno. Norimbergae [Nuremberg : Johann Baptist Homann, ca. 1715?].

Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:LI21

1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 56 cm.

Remnants of binding stub on verso.

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Sack map4F G6712.1715 .H6 (PrCt)

39058 Italy, Northern - Maps - 1716

Domini Veneti cum vicinis Parmae, Mutiniae, Mantuue et Mirandolae statibus nova descriptio. Nuremberg, 1716.

Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:162

1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 57 cm.

Phillips 5966 [36].

2236

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Sack map4F G6712.N6 1716 H6 (PrCt)

39059 Italy, Northern - Maps - 1720

[Northern and central Italy]. S.l. s.n., [ca. 1720].

Authors: Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:94

1 map : hand col. ; 44 x 48 cm.

Title above map apparently masked during printing.

Inset: [Provence].

2227

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Sack map4F G6712.N6 1720 N6 (PrCt)

39060 Italy, Northern - Maps - 1725

Nova et prae caeteris aliis status et ducatus Mediolanensis, Parmensis et Montis Ferrati. Amsterdam, [ca. 1725].

Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:138

1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 60 cm.

Phillips 3448 v. 5 no. 51.
Italy, Northern - Maps - 1729
_Dominium Venetum cum adjacentibus Mediolan, Mantuano, Mutinensi, Miran, Dolano, Parmensi, Placentino ducatibus ..._ [Augsburg] : Matth. Seutter, [ca. 1740?].
Authors: Seutter, Georg Matthäüs, 1729-1760 -- Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756 -- Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756. [A Collection of Seutter maps] [1726-1773]
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 56 cm.
"G. Mattheus Seutter junior sculpsit 1729 in Wöhrdt."
Forms part of a made-to-order composite atlas chiefly comprised of undated maps issued ca. 1734-ca. 1773.
In: Seutter, Matthaeus. _Atlas novus sive tabulae geographicae totius orbis faciem, partes, imperia, regna et provincias exhibentes_ (Augsburg : [Seutter], 1740?), plate [18]
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

VAULT Baskes oversize G1015 .S48 1740, plate [18] (NLO)

Italy, Northern - Maps - 1740<<>>Veneto (Italy) - Maps - 1740
Authors: Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756 -- Seutter, Georg Matthäüs, 1729-1760 -- Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756. Atlas novus sive tabulæ geographicae totius orbis faciem, partes, imperia, regna et provincias exhibentes (Augsburg : [Seutter], 1740?), plate [18]
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.


Italy, Northern - Maps - 1742
_Le Duché de Milan, de Mantoue, de Parmé et de Plaisance ..._ Paris : Le Rouge, 1742 [i.e. 1748?].
Authors: Le Rouge, Georges-Louis -- Le Rouge, Georges-Louis. Recueil contenant des cartes nouvelles ... (1742 [i.e. 1748?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 64 cm.
Above title: Succession of Charles VI, in Italy.
In: Le Rouge, Georges-Louis. Recueil contenant des cartes nouvelles ... (Paris : chez le Sr. Le Rouge, 1742 [i.e. 1748?]).
Manuscript "104" on verso.
Italy, Northern - Maps - 1745
Cursus fluminis Padi vel Po per Longobardiam a fonte usque et Ostia ... [Nuremberg : Homann Erben, ca. 1745].

Italy, Northern - Maps - 1747
Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1790?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

Italy, Northern - Maps - 1750
Etat de l'Église, Grand Duché de Toscane, et isle de Corse / par le Sr. Robert ... [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy], 1750.
Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1790?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

Italy, Northern - Maps - 1766
A New and accurate map of Italy drawn from the best authorities / by Thos. Kitchin geogr. [London : s.n., 1766].
Authors: Kitchin, Thomas, 1718-1784 -- Bowen, Emanuel, -1767. The Maps and charts to The modern part of the universal history (1766) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

Italy, Northern - Maps - 1774
The North part of Italy, comprehending the dominions of the king of Sardinia, the estates of Parma & Modena, of Genoa, Venice & Lucca; with the dutchies of Milan & Mantua; the modern part of the mundane system ... (1778) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

Italy, Northern - Maps - 1783
The Northern part of present Italy including the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
39074  
**Italy, Northern - Maps - 1794**  
The North part of Italy : comprehending the dominions of the King of Sardinia, the estates of Parma & Modena, of Genoa, Venice & Lucca : with the Dutcheis of Milan & Mantua / by Samuel Dunn. London : Printed for Robt. Sayer ..., as the Act directs, 10 June 1796.  
Authors: Dunn, Samuel, -1794 -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Dunn, Samuel, -1794. A New atlas of the mundane system ... [1797?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 43 cm, on sheet 47 x 57 cm.  
Scale [ca. 1:1,525,000].  
Relief shown pictorially.  
Prime meridian: Ferro.  
In: Dunn, Samuel. New atlas of the mundane system, or, Of geography and cosmography ... (London : Printed and published by Robert Laurie and James Whittle ... (successors to the late Mr. Robert Sayer), 1800), [plate 19]  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.  
**Baskes oversize G1015 .D86 1799 [plate 19]** (NLO)

39075  
**Italy, Northern - Maps - 1799**  
A New map of the middle and upper parts of Italy ... / from the general map of d'Anville ... ; Jones & Smith, sculp., 13 Pleasant Row, Pentonville. London : Robt. Laurie & Jas. Whittle, 25th March 1799.  
Authors: Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d', 1697-1782 -- Jones & Smith -- Laurie & Whittle -- Laurie & Whittle. A New and elegant imperial sheet atlas comprehending general and particular maps of every part of the world ... [1801?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map : hand col. ; 66 x 50 cm.  
In Robert Laurie and James Whittle. A New and elegant imperial sheet atlas comprehending general and particular maps of every part of the world ... (London : printed and published by R. Laurie and J. Whittle, 1800 [i.e. 1801?]) no. 19. Stamped "19" on verso.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.  
**Baskes oversize G1015 .R63 1801 no. 19** (NLO)

39076  
**Italy, Northern - Maps - 1816**  
Authors: Hewitt, N. R. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1821?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map : hand col. ; 57 x 47 cm.  
In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (Edinburgh ; London ; Dublin : John Thomson and Company ; Baldwin, Craddock, and Joy ; John Cumming, 1817, [i.e. 1821?]) map 27. Printed paste-on label "No. 27" on verso.  
**oversize Ayer 135 .T4 1817 map 27** (PrCt)

39077  
**Italy, Northern - Maps - 1816**  
Authors: Scott, Robert, 1777-1841 -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1817?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 58 cm.
Engraved 'No. 27' at upper right.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Digital image of another copy available on the David Rumsey Map Collection website (accessed Feb. 2010):
http://www.davidrumsey.com/luna/servlet/detail/RUMSEY--8-1:28348--1120777
Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1817, map 27
(NLO)

Italy, Northern - Maps - 1818

39078

Northern Italy / drawn under the direction of Mr. Pinkerton by L. Hebert ; Neele sculpt. 352
Strand. Philada. [Philadelphia] : Published by Dobson, [1818].
Authors: Hebert, Lewis, fl. 1809-1838 -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826 -- Neele, Samuel
John, 1758-1824 -- Dobson, Thomas, 1751-1823
-- Thomas Dobson and Son -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826. A Modern atlas : from the latest and best authorities exhibiting the various divisions of the world ... (1818)
1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 68 cm.
Running title: Pinkerton's modern atlas
In: Pinkerton, John. A Modern atlas : from the latest and best authorities exhibiting the various divisions of the world ... (Philadelphia : Thomas Dobson & Son, 1818), plate [27]
Case oversize G1019 .P56 1818, plate [27]
(PrCt)

Italy, Northern - Maps - 1822

39079

Authors: Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1822?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 50 x 59 cm.
In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (Edinburgh ; London ; Dublin : George Ramsay for Thomson's New General Atlas, [1829?]).
Engraved no. '27 Part 1st' at upper right.
Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1829 map 27, part 1
(NLO)

Italy, Northern - Maps - 1823

39080

Authors: Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Hall,
Sidney -- Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823. A New general atlas constructed from the latest authorities ... (1823) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 20 x 25 cm.
In: Arrowsmith, Aaron. A New general atlas constructed from the latest authorities ... Exhibiting the boundaries and divisions, also the chains of mountains and other geographical features of all the known countries in the world (Edinburgh ; London : A. Constable & Co., 1823), pl. 17.
folio Ayer 135 .A65 1823 pl. 17 (PrCt)

Italy, Northern - Maps - 1829

39081

Authors: Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (1829) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 50 x 59 cm.
In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (Edinburgh ; London ; Dublin ; Printed by H. & J. Pillans, for John Thomson ; Baldwin & Cradock ; John Cumming, 1829), map 27, part 1.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Engraved no. '27 Part 1st' at upper right.
Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1829 map 27, part 1
(NLO)

Italy, Northern - Maps - 1834<<>>Sardinia

39082

Italy - Maps - 1834

39083

North Italy 8c. and the passes of the Alps & Appenines / by J. Arrowsmith. London : J. Arrowsmith, 35 Essex Street, Strand, 15 Feby. 1834.
Authors: Arrowsmith, John, 1790-1873 -- Arrowsmith, John, 1790-1873. The London atlas of universal geography ... [1837] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 50 x 60 cm.
Inset (13 x 8 cm.): Sardinia.
Engraved no. "17" at lower right.
In: Arrowsmith, John. [The London atlas of universal geography : exhibiting the physical & political divisions of the various countries of the world, constructed from original materials] [London : J. Arrowsmith, 1837], map 17.
Baskes oversize G1019 .A778 1837, map 17 (NLO)

Italy, Northern - Maps - 1840<<>>Switzerland

39083

North Italy and Switzerland. London : Longman & Co., [1840].
1 map : hand col. ; 18 x 23 cm.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Italy, Northern - Maps - 1842

**Tuscany**

*Handbook for travellers in northern Italy : states of Sardinia, Lombardy and Venice, Parma and Piacenza, Modena, Lucca, Massa-Carrara, and Tuscany, as far as the Val d’Arno : with a travelling map.* London ; Paris ; Florence ; Leipsig : John Murray and Son ; Maison ; Molini ; Longman & Co., 1842.


Cover title: Murray’s hand-book, northern Italy

Spine title: Hand-book, northern Italy

By Francis Palgrave. Cf. Lister.

Folded map in pocket by J. & C. Walker.

Publisher’s advertisements [2] p. at end.

Series: [Mr. Murray’s hand-books for travellers on the continent, &c.] -- Murray’s handbooks for travellers.

Series statement from publisher’s advertisement pasted inside front cover.

Illustrated bookplate: Holland House.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray’s handbooks for travellers, 108

**Baskes G153 .M97 no. 108 (1842) (NLO)**

---

Italy, Northern - Maps - 1845


Authors: Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Carey & Hart -- Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858. A New universal atlas ... (1845) 1 map : hand col. ; 28 x 23 cm.

In: Tanner, Henry Schenck. A New universal atlas ... (Philadelphia : Carey & Hart, 1845) map '57.'

**Case oversize G1019 .T2 1845 map 57 (PrCt)**

---

Italy, Northern - Maps - 1846

*Hand-book for travellers in northern Italy : states of Sardinia, Lombardy and Venice, Parma and Piacenza, Modena, Lucca, Massa-Carrara, and Tuscany as far as the Val d’Arno.* London ; Paris ; Florence : John Murray ; Galignani and Co. ; Stassin and Xavier ; Molini, 1846.


2nd ed., corr. to the present time.

Cover title: Murray’s hand-book, northern Italy


Maps engraved by J. & C. Walker.

Folded map in pocket.

"With travelling map and plans."

Includes index.

"The handbook advertiser for 1846": 36 p. at end.

Series: [Mr. Murray’s hand-books for travellers] -- Murray’s handbooks for travellers.

Series statement from publisher’s advertisement on front endpapers.

Bookplate: Congregational Library Boston, Mass.

Embossed stamp: American Congregational Association Boston.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray’s handbooks for travellers, 109

**Baskes G153 .M97 no. 109 (1846) (NLO)**

---

Italy, Northern - Maps - 1847

*Italy, north part.* [Philadelphia : S. Augustus Mitchell, 1847].

Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868. A New universal atlas containing maps of the various empires, kingdoms, states, and republics of the world ... (1847) 1 map ; hand col. : 28 x 23 cm.

In: Mitchell, S. Augustus. A New universal atlas containing maps of the various empires, kingdoms, states, and republics of the world ... (Philadelphia : S. Augustus Mitchell, 1847) pl. [58].

Printed plate no. ‘57’ lined out and replaced with manuscript ‘58.

**oversize G 10 .579 pl. [58] (PrCt)**

---

Italy, Northern - Maps - 1850

*Italy, north part.* [Philadelphia : Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co. 1850 [i.e. 1852].

Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co. -- Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868. New universal atlas ... (1852) 1 map : hand col. ; 29 x 23 cm.

Entered according to act of Congress in ... 1850 by Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co., ... '


**oversize G1019 .N49 1852 pl. 59 (PrCt)**
Italy, Northern - Maps - 1851

Northern Italy. London & New York : John Tallis & Company, [1851].

Authors: Rapkin, J. -- Tallis, John, 1817-1876 -- Wray, A. H., fl. 1851 -- Allen, John Baylis, 1803-1876 -- Martin, Robert Montgomery, 1803?-1868. Tallis's illustrated atlas, and modern history of the world ... (1851)

1 map : hand col.; 21 x 29 cm.

Inset views (4 x 7 cm. and smaller): The Grand Canal, Venice -- St. Peter's, Rome.

In: Martin, Robert Montgomery. Tallis's illustrated atlas, and modern history of the world ... (London ; New York : J. Tallis, 1851) pl. [20].

Baskes G1019 .M197 1851 pl. [20] (PrCt)

Italy, Northern - Maps - 1853

A Handbook for travellers in northern Italy : being a guide to the states of Sardinia, Lombardy and Venice, Parma and Piacenza, Modena, Lucca, and Tuscany as far as the Val D'Arno : with map and plans. London ; Paris ; Florence : John Murray ; A. & W. Galignani and Co. ; Stassin et Xavier ; Molini ; Goodban, 1853.

Authors: Pentland, Joseph Barclay, 1797-1873 -- John Murray (Firm) -- Murray's handbooks for travellers -- Ponthenier frères -- J. & C. Walker (Firm) -- A. and W. Galignani (Firm) -- Stassin et Xavier (Paris, France) -- Foster, John N. -- Byles, J. B. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)


Cover title: Murray's hand-book, northern Italy.


Edited by J.B. Pentland. Cf. Lister.

Maps by Ponthenier frères and J. & C. Walker. Issued with 5 maps (?), but this copy incomplete, lacking inserted map in pocket.

Includes bibliographical references and index.

"Murray's hand-book advertiser, 1853": 24 p. at end.

Series: [Murray's handbooks for travellers] -- Murray's handbooks for travellers.

Former owner's inscriptions: John N. Foster, 1854; J.N. Foster, Sandy House.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray's handbooks for travellers, 111b

Digital version of another copy (but not all maps) available online via Hathi Trust Digital Library (accessed December 2012): http://hdl.handle.net/2027/yale.39002002433275

39091 Italy, Northern - Maps - 1854

Handbook for travellers in northern Italy. London ; Paris ; Florence : John Murray ; A. & W. Galignani Co. ; Stassin & Xavier ; Molini ; Goodban, 1854.

Authors: Humphreys, Henry Noel, 1810-1879 -- John Murray (Firm) -- Murray's handbooks for travellers -- A. and W. Galignani and Co. -- Stassin et Xavier (Paris, France) -- J. & C. Walker (Firm) -- May, W. -- Thom, DeCourcy W. (DeCourcy Wright), 1858-1932 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 1 map, plans ; 18 cm.

5th ed. / carefully rev. and corr. to the present time, with traveling map and plans.

Issued in 2 parts, but this copy incomplete, lacking part 2 and its folded map.


Edited by H.N. Humphreys. Cf. Lister.

Map engraved by J. & C. Walker.


Publisher's advertisements on end papers and "Murray's handbook advertiser, 1854", 32 p. at end of pt. 2.

References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray's handbooks for travellers, 112

Series: [Murray's handbooks for travellers] -- Murray's handbooks for travellers.


Part 2: Bookplate: De Courcy Wright Thom.


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G153 .M97 no. 112 (1854) (NLO)

Italy, Northern - Maps - 1855


Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's atlas of the world ... (1855-1856)

1 map : hand col.; 29 x 36 cm.


oversize G 10 .185 v.2, pl. 27 (PrCt)

Italy, Northern - Maps - 1856

Sardinia (Italy) - Maps - 1856

Sardinia (Italy). London : Tallis, 1856.

Authors: Rapkin, J.

Digital version of another copy (but not all maps) available online via Hathi Trust Digital Library (accessed December 2012): http://hdl.handle.net/2027/yale.39002002433275

Baskes G153 .M97 no. 111 (1853) (NLO)
Italy, Northern - Maps - 1858

*Handbook for travellers in northern Italy.* London; Paris; Florence; Milan; Venice; Rome; John Murray; A. & W. Galignani & Co.; Stassin & Xavier; Goodban; Artaria; Münster; Gallerini; Piale; Spithöver, 1856.


2 v. : 7 maps, plans; 18 cm.

6th ed. / carefully rev. and corr. to the present time, with two travelling maps and seven plans of towns.

Spine title: Hand-book, north Italy

Other title: Part 1 cover title: Murray's hand-book, Sardinia, Lombardy & Venice

Part 2 cover title: Murray's hand-book, Tuscany, Lucca & Florence

Revised by J.B. Pentland, with contributions by Count di Collegno. Cf. Lister.

Maps engraved by J. & C. Walker.

Issued with 8 maps (?), but this copy incomplete, lacking folded map in pocket of part 1.


Includes indexes.

"Murray's handbook advertiser, 1857", 34 p. at end of pt. 2.

Series: [Murray's handbooks for travellers] -- Murray's handbooks for travellers.

Series statement from publisher's advertisements on endpapers, pt. 1.

Part 1: Former owner's inscription: Geo. R. Baldwin, Boston, U.S.A.

Part 2: Stamp: Coppel & Comp, Friederichshaller Bitterwasser.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray's handbooks for travellers, 113

Baskes G153 .M97 no. 113 (1856) (NLO)

Trübner, 1857), pl. [77]. Printed plate 'No. 83.'

Map copyrighted 1855.

oversize G 10 .188 pl. 77 (PrCt)

39095

Italy, Northern - Maps - 1858

*Handbook for travellers in northern Italy.* London; Paris; Florence; Milan; Venice; Rome; John Murray; A. W. Galignani & Co.; Stassin & Xavier; Goodban; Artaria; Münster; Gallerini; Piale; Spithöver, 1858.


2 v. : 9 maps, plans; 18 cm.

7th ed. / carefully rev. to the present time, with two travelling maps and seven plans of towns.

Spine title: Hand-book, north Italy

Other title: Part 1 cover title: Murray's hand-book, Sardinia, Lombardy & Venice


Maps engraved by J. & C. Walker.

Part 2 cover title: Murray's hand-book, Tuscany, Luccy & Florence

Contents: Part 1. comprising the continental states and island of Sardinia, Lombardy, and Venice -- pt. 2. Parma, Piacenza, Modena, Florence, Pisa, Lucca, and Tuscany as far as the Val d’Arno.

Part 1 has folded map in pocket.

Includes indexes.

Series: [Murray's handbooks for travellers] -- Murray's handbooks for travellers.

Series statement from publisher's advertisement on front endpapers, pt. 1.


Part 2: Former owner's inscription: W.B.M. Hyme, Octbr 2de, 1858, Genève.


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Digital version of another copy (but not maps) available via Hathi Trust Digital Library (accessed December 2012):

http://hdl.handle.net/2027/njp.32101073691626 -- http://hdl.handle.net/2027/njp.32101073691634

References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray's handbooks for travellers, 114

Baskes G153 .M97 no. 114 (1858) (NLO)
1 map : hand col. ; 29 x 36 cm.
In: Johnson, Alvin Jewett. Johnson's new illustrated (steel plate) family atlas ... (New York : Johnson and Browning, 1860) plate 78.

39097  Italy, Northern - Maps - 1860<>Sardinia (Italy) - Maps - 1860<>Tuscany (Italy) - Maps - 1860
Handbook for travellers in northern Italy : comprising Piedmont, Liguria, Lombardy, Venetia, Parma, Modena, and Romagna. London ; Paris ; Florence ; Milan ; Venice ; Rome : John Murray ; A. W. Galignani & Co. ; Stassin & Xavier ; Goodban ; Meiners ; Münster ; Plate ; Spithöver ; Gallerini, 1860.
Authors: Pentland, Joseph Barclay, 1797-1873 -- John Murray (Firm) -- Murray's handbooks for travellers -- A. and W. Galignani and Co.-- Stassin et Xavier (Paris, France) -- J. & C. Walker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
8th ed. / carefully rev. to the present time, with a travelling map and fifteen plans of towns.
Cover title: Murray's hand-book, northern Italy
Spine title: Hand-book, northern Italy
Edited by J.B. Pentland. Cf. Lister.
Issued with 16 maps (?), both this copy incomplete, lacking folded map in pocket.
Maps engraved by J. & C. Walker.
Series statement from publisher's advertisement on front lining papers.
Folded map in pocket.
Includes index.
"Murray's foreign handbook advertiser, 1860": 48 p. at end.
Series: [Murray's handbooks for travellers] -- Murray's handbooks for travellers.
Former owner's signature: J. Ridgway.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray's handbooks for travellers, 115

Baskes G153 .M97 no. 115 (1860) (NLO)

39100  Italy, Northern - Maps - 1865
Italie, premiere partie: Italie septentrionale.
Koblenz : K. Baedeker, 1865.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 5 maps, 16 city plans
3rd ed.
Includes advertising dated 1865 and priced in thalers.


oversize G 10 .456, map 13 (PrCt)

Italy, Northern - Maps - 1863
Handbook for travellers in northern Italy : comprising Piedmont, Liguria, Lombardy, Venetia, Parma, Modena, and Romagna. London ; Paris ; Florence ; Milan ; Turin ; Venice ; Rome : John Murray ; A. W. Galignani & Co. ; Stassin & Xavier ; Goodban ; Artaria & Son ; Meiners ; Maggi ; Münster ; Plate ; Spithöver, 1863.
9th ed. / carefully rev. to the present time, with a travelling map and fifteen plans of towns.
Spine title: North Italy
Edited by J.B. Pentland. Cf. Lister.
Maps engraved by J. & C. Walker.
Folded map in pocket.
Includes index.
"Murray's handbook advertiser. 1865": 72 p. at end.
Series: [Murray's handbooks for travellers] -- Murray's handbooks for travellers.
Limp dark blue leather; gold-stamped spine label: North Italy.
Armorial stamp: Henry J. Butter[field], Cliffe Castle.
Bookseller's advertisement pasted to inside back cover.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray's handbooks for travellers, 116
Digital copy of another copy (but not all maps) available online via Hathi Trust Digital Library (accessed December 2012):
http://hdl.handle.net/2027/hvd.hnnxf

Baskes G153 .M97 no. 116 (1863) (NLO)

Maps engraved by J. & C. Walker.

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Italy, Northern - Maps - 1866
Handbook for travellers in northern Italy : comprising Piedmont, Liguria, Lombardy, Venetia, Parma, Modena, and Romagna. London ; Paris ; Florence ; Milan ; Turin ; Venice ; Rome ; Naples : John Murray ; A. W. Galignani & Co. ; Xavier ; Goodban ; Artaria & Son ; Maggi ; Münster ; Piale ; Spithöver ; Naples ; Detken, 1866.
Authors: Pentland, Joseph Barclay, 1797-1873 -- John Murray (Firm) -- Murray's handbooks for travellers -- J. & C. Walker (Firm) -- A. and W. Galignani (Firm) -- Xavier (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
xxxvi, 596, [6] leaves of plates (4 folded) : 17 maps, plans ; 18 cm.
10th ed. / carefully rev. to the present time, with a travelling map and sixteen plans of towns.
Cover title: Murray's hand-book, northern Italy
Spine title: Hand-book, northern Italy
Edited by J.B. Pentland. Cf. Lister.
Folded map in pocket engraved by J. & C. Walker.
Includes index.
Publisher's advertisements on endpapers.
Series: [Murray's handbooks for travellers] -- Murray's handbooks for travellers.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Digital version of another copy (but not maps) available online via Hathi Trust Digital Library (accessed December 2012): http://hdl.handle.net/2027/mdp.39015050625535
References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray's handbooks for travellers in northern Italy : comprising Turin, Milan, Pavia, Cremona, the Italian lakes, Bergamo, Brescia, Verona, Mantua, Vicenza, Padua, Venice, Ferrara, Bologna, Ravenna, Rimini, Modena, Parma, Placentia, Genoa, the Riviera, and the intermediate towns and routes. London ; Paris ; Florence ; Milan ; Turin ; Rome ; Naples : John Murray ; Galignani's Library ; Boyveau ; Goodban ; Loescher ; Sacchi ; Maggi ; Venice ; Ongania ; Spithöver ; Piale ; Monaldini ; British Library ; Riviera di Chiaja, 1874.
Authors: Johnson, James Yate -- Eaton, Fred. A. (Frederick Alexis) -- John Murray (Firm) -- Murray's handbooks for travellers -- Weller, Edward, -1884 -- J. & C. Walker (Firm) -- A. and W. Galignani (Firm) -- Boyveau (Firm) -- Hyde, S. T. -- Bruni, Lewis -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
13th ed. / carefully rev., with a travelling map, and plans of towns, galleries, etc.
Cover title: Murray's hand-book, northern Italy
Spine title: Hand-book, northern Italy
Includes index.
Publisher's advertisements on endpapers and "Handbook advertiser, 1875", 72 p. at end.
Series: [Murray's handbooks for travellers] --
Murray's handbooks for travellers.
Former owner's signature: S.T. Hyde.
Former owner's inscription: Lewis Bruni, Genoa.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray's handbooks for travellers, 120
Baskes G153 .M97 no. 120 (1874) (NLO)

Italy, Northern - Maps - 1874
Italy first part: Northern Italy. Leipzig : K. Baedeker, 1874.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 7 maps, 28 city plans
3rd ed.
Includes advertising dated 1874 and priced in shillings.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Italy, Northern - Maps - 1877
Italy first part: Northern Italy. Leipzig : K. Baedeker, 1877.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 8 maps, 30 city plans
4th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1877 and priced in marks.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Italy, Northern - Maps - 1878
Authors: Meyers Reisebücher -- Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 26 maps
3rd ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Italy, Northern - Maps - 1878
Authors: Meyers Reisebücher -- Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 26 maps
3rd ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Italy, Northern - Maps - 1879
Italy first part: Northern Italy. Leipzig ; London : K. Baedeker ; Dulau, 1879.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Dulau & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 8 maps, 32 city plans
5th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1881 and priced in marks.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Italy, Northern - Maps - 1882
Italy first part: Northern Italy. Leipzig ; London : K. Baedeker ; Dulau, 1882.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Dulau & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 15 maps, 32 city plans
6th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1883 and priced in marks.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Italy, Northern - Maps - 1883
Handbook for travellers in northern Italy: comprising Turin, Milan, Pavia, Cremona, the Italian lakes, Bergamo, Brescia, Verona, Mantua, Vicenza, Padua, Venice, Ferrara, Bologna, Ravenna, Rimini, Modena, Parma, Piacenza, Genoa, the Riviera, and the intermediate towns and routes. London ; Paris ; Florence ; Milan ; Turin ; Venice ; Rome ; Naples : John Murray ;
Scribner's Sons -- Wellford -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 19 maps, 33 city plans
8th ed.
Includes advertising priced in dollars.
Condition: Fair.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Italy, Northern - Maps - 1889
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Ollendorff, Paul -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 18 maps, 28 city plans
12th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1889 and priced in marks.
Condition: Fair.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Italy, Northern - Maps - 1891
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 17 maps, 29 city plans
13th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1893 and priced in marks.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Italy, Northern - Maps - 1892
Italy first part: Northern Italy. Leipzig ; London : K. Baedeker ; Dulau, 1892.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Dulau & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 16 maps, 28 city plans
9th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1893 and priced in marks.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Italy, Northern - Maps - 1897
Handbook for travellers in northern Italy: comprising Turin, Milan, Pavia, Cremona, the Italian lakes, Bergamo, Brescia, Verona, Mantua, Vicenza, Padua, Venice, Ferrara, Bologna, Ravenna, Rimini, Modena, Parma, Placenza, Geona, the Riviera, and the intermediate towns and routes. London ; Paris ; Florence ; Milan ; Venice ; Rome ; Naples : John Murray ; Galignani...
39129 Italy, Northern - Maps - 1899

Italy first part: Northern Italy. Leipzig ; London : K. Baedeker ; Dulau, 1899.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Dulau & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 25 maps, 35 city plans
11th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1900 and priced in dollars.
Condition: Fair.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

39130 Italy, Northern - Maps - 1899

Italy first part: Northern Italy. Leipzig ; London : K. Baedeker ; Dulau, 1899.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Dulau & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 25 maps, 35 city plans
11th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1900 and priced in dollars.
Condition: Fair.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

39131 Italy, Northern - Maps - 1899

Italy first part: Northern Italy. Leipzig : K. Baedeker, 1899.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 25 maps, 35 city plans
11th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1900 and priced in dollars.
Condition: Fair.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

39132 Italy, Northern - Maps - 1899

Italy first part: Northern Italy. Leipzig : K. Baedeker, 1899.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 25 maps, 35 city plans
11th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1900 and priced in dollars.
Condition: Fair.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

39133 Italy, Northern - Maps - 1899

Italy first part: Northern Italy. Leipzig : K. Baedeker, 1902.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 29 maps, 39 city plans
16th ed.
A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher, 1832-1900, no. D370.
Includes advertising dated 1902 and priced in dollars.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Italy, Northern - Maps - 1902
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 29 maps, 39 city plans
16th ed.
A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher, 1832-1900, no. D370.
Includes advertising dated 1903 and priced in dollars.
Condition: Fair.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Italy, Northern - Maps - 1903
Italy first part: Northern Italy. Leipzig ; London : K. Baedeker ; Dulau, 1903.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Dulau & Co. -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 30 maps, 39 city plans
12th ed.
A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher, 1832-1900, no. E139.
Includes advertising dated 1903 and priced in dollars.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Italy, Northern - Maps - 1903
Italy first part: Northern Italy. Leipzig ; London ; New York : K. Baedeker ; Dulau ; Scribner's, 1903.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Dulau & Co. -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 30 maps, 39 city plans
12th ed.
A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher, 1832-1900, no. E139.
Includes advertising dated 1903 and priced in dollars.
Condition: Fair.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Italy, Northern - Maps - 1906
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Dulau & Co. -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 71 plates
13th ed.
A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher, 1832-1900, no. E140.
G 35.062 v1 (NLO)

Italy, Northern - Maps - 1906
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Dulau & Co. -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 30 maps, 40 city plans, 1 view
13th ed.
A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher, 1832-1900, no. E139.
Includes advertising dated 1905 and priced in dollars.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

**Italy, Northern - Maps - 1906**


Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 36 maps, 45 city plans, 1 view

17th ed.


**Italy, Northern - Maps - 1911**


Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 36 maps, 45 city plans, 1 view

18th ed.


**Italy, Northern - Maps - 1913**

Northern Italy. Leipzig ; London ; New York : K. Baedeker ; T. Fisher Unwin ; Scribner's, 1913.

Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- T. Fisher Unwin (Firm) -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 36 maps, 45 city plans, 1 view

14th ed.

At head of title: Italian touring club.

Spine title: Muirhead's Norther

Series: Griebens Reiseführer ; Bd. 80a

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 80a (1924) (NLO)

39156

Italy, Northern - Maps - 1925 Florentine

Italy (Italy) - Maps - 1925


Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag

-- Goldschmidt, Albert -- Kraatz, Leopold -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)


8. Aufl. [8th ed.]

'Mit 23 Karten und 10 Grundrissen.'

Imperfect: Map at end missing.

Maps lithographed by Leopold Kraatz.

Includes index.

Series: Griebens Reiseführer ; Bd. 80a

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 80a (1925) (NLO)

39157

Italy, Northern - Maps - 1926


Authors: Meyers Reisebücher -- Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 46 maps


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PmtCt)

39158

Italy, Northern - Maps - 1927


cx, 485 p. : 62 maps and plans (chiefly col., some folded) ; 16 cm.

'Second impression.'

Spine title: Muirhead's Northern Italy

At head of title: Italian touring club.

39160

Italy, Northern - Maps - 1927 Central


Cover title: Cook's traveller's handbook

Northern & Central Italy

Spine title: Northern & Central Italy


Printed by Turnbull & Spears.

Includes bibliographical references and index.

Series: Cook's traveller's handbooks -- Cook's handbooks

Publisher's loose leaf binding by Efetc.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G153 .C66 Italy, Northern & Central (1927) (NLO)

39161

Italy, Northern - Maps - 1930

Northern Italy. Leipzig ; London ; New York : K. Baedeker, 1930.

Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm)

1 v. : 105 plates

15th ed.


G 35.0622 (NLO)

39162

Italy, Northern - Maps - 1930

Northern Italy. Leipzig ; London ; New York : K. Baedeker ; George Allen & Unwin ; Scribner's, 1930.

Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- George Allen & Unwin -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Entry Number</th>
<th>Title Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>39163</td>
<td><strong>Italy, Northern - Maps - 1930</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Northern Italy.</em> Leipzig ; London ; New York : K. Baedeker ; George Allen &amp; Unwin ; Scribner's, 1930.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- George Allen &amp; Unwin -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 v. : 45 maps, 59 city plans, 1 view</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>15th ed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Includes advertising dated 1931 and priced in shillings.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Condition: Fair.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39167</td>
<td><strong>Italy, Northern - Maps - 1938</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Florence (Italy) - Maps - 1938</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag -- Kraatz, Leopold -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10. Aufl. [10th ed.]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>'Mit 21 Karten, 2 Grundrissen und Bilderanhang.' Maps lithographed by Leopold Kraatz.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Advertisements: 24 p. at end.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Includes index.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Series: Guida breve ; v. 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Baskes DG416.C744 A32 1937 (NLO)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39168</td>
<td><strong>Italy, Northern - Maps - 1953</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Northern Italy.</em> Chicago : Rand McNally, 1953.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 v. : 61 map plates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4th ed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) (PrCt)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39169</td>
<td><strong>Italy, Northern - Maps - 1954</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Baedeker Stuttgart -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 v. : 29 plates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1st ed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Condition: Fair.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39170</td>
<td><strong>Italy, Northern - Maps - 1955</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Italy, Northern - Maps - 1967
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Baedeker Stuttgart -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 28 plates
7th ed.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Italy, Northern - Maps - 1970
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Baedeker Stuttgart -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 28 plates
8th ed.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Italy, Northern - Maps - 1971
Alps, Italian (Italy) - Maps - 1971 Rome Region (Italy) - Maps - 1971
Authors: Rossiter, Stuart -- Blue guide -- Flower, John, 1929- -- Ernest Benn Ltd. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
624 p., 15 [i.e. 16] p. of plates : maps and plans (some col., some folded) ; 20 cm.
6th ed.
'Atlas and 58 maps & plans.'
Maps by John Flower.
Series: The blue guides -- Blue guide.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 71877936
ISBN 0310016014 ; 0510016014 ; 9780510016012
Baskes G153 .B58 Italy Northern (1971) (NLO)
1977.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Baedeker
Stuttgart -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 v. : 28 plates
10th ed.
A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker’s Reisehandbücher,
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

39177 Italy, Northern - Maps - 1978
Authors: Muirhead, Findlay, 1860-
Blue guide -- Macadam, Alta -- Flower, John, 1929-
Ernest Benn Ltd. -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 v. : 73 map plates
7th ed.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
(PrCt)

39178 Italy, Northern - Maps - Bibliography
Map collections - Italy, Northern - Directories -
1987-1990
<Tuscany (Italy) - Maps -
Bibliography - Map collections - Tuscany (Italy) -
Directories - 1987-1990
Documenti geocartografici nelle biblioteche e
negli archivi privati e pubblici della Toscana.
Authors: Catalogazione di cimeli geocartografici
3 v. : maps (some col.), ill. ; 30 cm.
Contents: 1. Le plante dell’ufficio Fiumi e Fossi di
Pisa. -- v. 2. I Fondi cartografici dell’Archivio di
Stato di Firenze: I. Miscellanea di plante. -- v. 3.
Introduzione allo studio delle geocarte nautiche di
tipo medievale e la raccolta della Biblioteca
comunale di Siena.
No more published?
Includes bibliographical references and indexes.
Series: Catalogazione di cimeli geocartografici ;
2-4
Formerly folio Z6027.18 D65 1987
ISBN 8822235118 (v. 1) ; 8822235460 (v. 2)
Map Ref folio Z6027.18 D65 1987 (NLO)

39179 Italy, Northwestern - Maps - 1710
Die Obere oder Westliche Lombardia. Augsburg :
Gabriel Bodenehr, 1710.
Authors: Bodenhe, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. --
Bodenhe, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. Atlas curieux
-- oder, Neuer und compendiueser atlas 1710 --
Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 15 x 20 cm.
In: Bodenhe, Gabriel. Atlas curieux; oder, Neuer
und compendiueser atlas ... ([Augsburg : Gabriel
Bodenehr, 1710?]) pl. [42]. Engraved plate no.
‘43.’
Ayer 135 .B6 pl. 42 (PrCt)

39180 Italy, Northwestern - Maps - 1791
L’Alta Lombardia quarto foglio che comprende
parte degli Stati del re di Sardegna parte della
Repubblica di Genova edificati di Parma e
Placenza e di Modena. Rome : Calcografia
camerale, 1792.
Authors: Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria),
1745-ca. 1824 -- Calcografia camerale (Rome, Italy)
-- Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria),
1745-ca. 1824. Nuovo atlante geografico
universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni
(1792-1801) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 43 cm.
In: Cassini, Giovanni Maria. Nuovo atlante
giografico universale delineato sulle ultime
osservazioni (Rome : Presso la Calcogr.
camerale, 1792-1801) v. 1 pl. 41.
Map dated 1791.
oversize Ayer 135 .C33 1792 v. 1 pl. 41 (PrCt)

39181 Italy, Northwestern - Maps - 1791
L’Alta Lombardia seondo foglio che comprende
gli Stati Austriaci della Medesima e porzione
degli stati del re di Sardegna. Rome : Calcografia
camerale, 1792.
Authors: Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria),
1745-ca. 1824 -- Calcografia camerale (Rome, Italy)
-- Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria),
1745-ca. 1824. Nuovo atlante geografico
universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni
(1792-1801) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 43 cm.
In: Cassini, Giovanni Maria. Nuovo atlante
giografico universale delineato sulle ultime
osservazioni (Rome : Presso la Calcogr.
camerale, 1792-1801) v. 1 pl. 39.
Map dated 1791.
oversize Ayer 135 .C33 1792 v. 1 pl. 39 (PrCt)

39182 Italy, Northwestern - Maps - 1791
L’Ala Lombardia terzo foglio che comprende
parte degli Stati del re di Sardegna e parte della
Repubblica di Genova. Rome : Calcografia
camerale, 1792.
Authors: Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria),
1745-ca. 1824 -- Calcografia camerale (Rome, Italy)
-- Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria),
1745-ca. 1824. Nuovo atlante geografico
universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni
(1792-1801) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 43 cm.
In: Cassini, Giovanni Maria. Nuovo atlante
giografico universale delineato sulle ultime
osservazioni (Rome : Presso la Calcogr.
camerale, 1792-1801) v. 1 pl. 40.
Map dated 1791.
oversize Ayer 135 .C33 1792 v. 1 pl. 40 (PrCt)

39183 Italy, Northwestern - Maps - 1791
France, Northeastern - Maps - 1791
<>>>Switzerland,
Southwestern - Maps - 1791
L'Alta Lombardia primo foglio che comprende parte degli Stai del re di Sardenia croe' la Savoja e porzioni del Piemonte e del Monsserrato. Rome : Calcografia camerale, 1792.
Authors: Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824 -- Calcografia camerale (Rome, Italy) -- Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824. Nuovo atlan te geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (1792-1801) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 43 cm.
Map dated 1791.
oversize Ayer 135 .C33 1792 v. 1 pl. 38 (PrCt)

39184 Italy - Pictorial works - 1620 - Cities and towns<<Cities and towns - Italy - Pictorial works - 1620<<Parma (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1620<<Siena (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1620<<Palermo (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1620<<Trapani (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1620
[Views of Italian cities]. [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Cock, Hieronymus, ca. 1510-1570 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
4 views : hand col. ; 13 x 47 cm. and smaller on sheet 41 x 54 cm.
Contents: Parma [derived from a 1550 woodcut by Sebastian Münster] -- Siena [possibly derived from 1555 print by Hieronymus Cock] -- Panhormvs, Palermo vulgarirer ... -- Drepanvm [derived from an anonymous Italian engraving].
For more information see R.A. Skelton's Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.
Latin letterpress text on verso under titles: Parma -- Siena -- Panhormvs -- Drepanvm.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 1, pl. 48 (PrCt)

39185 Italy - Road maps - 1988<<Cities and towns - Italy - Road maps - 1988<<Road maps Italia, atlante stradale De Agostini : 1:250 000.
Authors: Motta, Giuseppe -- Istituto geografico De Agostini -- Istituto geografico De Agostini. Servizio cartografico
1 atlas (xvii, 353, 96 p.) : col. maps ; 27 cm.
Scale 1:250,000.
Italian; Legend in Italian, English, French, and German.
*A cura del Servizio Cartografico dell'Istituto Geografico De Agostini, diretto da Giuseppe Motta"--T.p. verso.
Includes strip maps, maps of provincial capitals, tourist itineraries (maps with text), and index. "Catalogo 30421"--T.p. verso.
ISBN 8840200800
To Collection Services for cataloging, Jan 2011 (PrCt)

39186 Italy, Southern - Historical geography - Maps - 1595-1606<<Diomedes Islands, Mediterranean Sea (Imaginary place) - Historical geography - Maps - 1595-1606<<Italy, Southern - Maps - 1595-1606<<Diomedes Islands, Mediterranean Sea (Imaginary place) - Maps - 1595-1606
Italia nam tellus Graecia Maior erat Ouid. 4. Fast / Hanc Italiae partem exteriorem sic describere conabar Abrahamus Ortelius. [London : John Norton], 1595 [i.e. 1606].
1 map : hand col. ; 33 x 47 cm.
Oriented with north at left.
Includes dedication to "D. Ioachimo Camerario" in cartouche at upper right.
In: Ortelius, Abraham. "Parergon, sive, Veteris geographiae aliquaq tabvlae", part of the historical atlas section of Ortelius's Theatrum orbis terrarum ... (London : J. Norton, 1606), [plate 135].
Inset (7 cm. diameter, round): Diomedea insuale. Signature "xxij" and English letterpress text on verso beginning: Magna Graecia, or Great Greece. That a greater part of the true and ancient Italy ... .
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1606, [plate 135] (PrCt)

39187 Italy, Southern - Historical geography - Maps - 1782<<Italy, Southern - Maps - 1782
Authors: Neele, Samuel John, 1758--
39188 Italy, Southern - Historical geography - Maps - 1783=>Italy, Southern - Maps - 1783

39189 Italy, Southern - History, Ancient

39190 Italy, Southern - Maps - 1552=>=>Woodcuts

39191 Italy, Southern - Maps - 1557

39192 Italy, Southern - Maps - 1557
different plates, with identical titles and no imprint: Novacco 2F 171 and VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .L2 1575 Al pl. [8].
Almagià, Monumenta Italia cartographica (1929) p. 31 and plate XXXVIII.
Almagià, Monumenta cartographica vaticana II (1948) p. 94.
Tooley 401.
Ex Hoepli.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
d42
Novacco 4F 337 (PrCt)

39193 Italy, Southern - Maps - 1558
Nova regni Neapolit. descript. usquae ad pharum ... / Pyrro Ligorio Neap. auctore; Sebastianus a Regibus Clodiensis in aës incidebat. Romae [Rome]: Jo. Baptista de Caualleris formis, M.D. LVIII [1558].
Authors: Ligorio, Pirro, ca. 1513-1583 -- Re, Sebastiano di, fl. 1550-1560 -- Cavalleri, Giovanni Battista de, 1530-1597 -- Finaly, Madame, d. 1938 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 433 x 674 mm. (neat line), on sheet 443 x 680 mm.
Oriented with north at upper left.
In manuscript on verso: La Romagna et il Regno (Roma 1558).
Karrow 51/5.
Cf. Almagià, Monumenta cartographica vaticana II (1948) p. 46.
Tooley 403.
Ex Morosini.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
d43
Novacco 4F 339 (PrCt)

39194 Italy, Southern - Maps - 1558
Nova regni Neapolit. descript. usquae ad pharum ... / Pyrro Ligorio Neap. auctore; Sebastianus a Regibus Clodiensis in aës incidebat. Romae [Rome]: Michaelis Tramezini formis, M.D. LVIII [1558].
Authors: Ligorio, Pirro, ca. 1513-1583 -- Re, Sebastiano di, fl. 1550-1560 -- Tramezzino, Michele, d. 1579 -- Morosini, Count -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; hand col.; 436 x 675 mm. (neat line), on sheet remargined to 600 x 735 mm.
Oriented with north at left.
In manuscript on upper right on verso: 53.
Karrow 51/5.
Almagià, Monumenta Italia cartographica (1929) p. 31.
Almagià, Monumenta cartographica vaticana II (1948) p. 46.
Tooley 403.
Ex Morosini.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
d43a
Novacco 4F 340 (PrCt)

39195 Italy, Southern - Maps - 1560
Regno di Napoli. [Venice? or Rome? s.n., ca.1560].
Authors: Ziletti, Giordano, 16th cent. -- [Italian assembled-to-order atlas] [ca. 1575?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 326 x 487 mm. (neat line)
In: [Italian assembled-to-order atlas] [Venice?: s.n., ca. 1575?], plate [8]
Anonymous map apparently derived from another map with identical title, but published by Giordano Ziletti (Venice, 1557); cf. Novacco 4F 337 (copy 1) and Novacco 4F 338 (copy 2).
See also another anonymous map with identical title and no imprint, but engraved on a different plate: Novacco 2F 171.
Oriented with north at upper left.
Cf. Tooley 404.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .L2 1575 Al, plate [8] (PrCt)

39196 Italy, Southern - Maps - 1560
Regno di Napoli. [Venice? or Rome? s.n., ca.1560].
Authors: Ziletti, Giordano, 16th cent. -- Ludwig Rosenthal's Antiquariat -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 302 x 480 mm. (neat line), 306 x 484 mm. (plate mark)
Also similar to another anonymous map, engraved on a different plate, with identical title and no imprint, forming part of an Italian assembled-to-order atlas without title page

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Italy, Southern - Maps - 1570

Regni Neapolitani verissima secundvm antiquorvm et recentiorvm traditionem descriptio / Pyrrho Ligorio avct. [Antwerp : Christophe Plantin, 1588].


In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatro de la tierra universal (Antwerp : Christophe Plantin, 1588), [plate 75].

Printed no. 75 and Spanish letterpress text on verso beginning: El reyno Napolitano. Todo esto reyno se contiene ...

Oriented with north at upper left.


VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1588, [plate 75] (PrCt)

Italy, Southern - Maps - 1591

Naples (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1591

Regno di Napoli / Prospero Parisio ; Natale Bonifacio, Natale, 1538-1592 -- Cybo-Malaspina, Alberico, 1534-1623 -- Almagià, Roberto, 1884-1962 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : 352 x 537 mm. (neat line), on composite sheet 563 x 822 mm.

Dedication in upper left to ' ... Alberico Cybo. pricipe d' imperio & di Massà, marchese di Carrara ... [signed] Prospero Parisio.'

Added title in cartouche beneath neat line at top: S.P.Q. Neapolitani ... 'Con licentia di Superiori.'

Margins include lists of Neapolitan kings, nobility and ecclesiastics, coats-of-arms, ancient coins, and a view of Naples (59 x 63 mm.): Napoli gentile.

Oriented with north at upper left.

Printed from 2 plates on 2 sheets.


Almagià, Monumenta Italia cartographica (1929) p. 46-47, plate LI (1).

Ex Almagià.

Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

d44

Novacco 4F 341 (PrCt)

Italy, Southern - Maps - 1593

Naples (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1593

Neapolitani regni exacta ac diligens / delineatio authore Pyrrho Ligorio. [Antwerp] : Gerardus de

Antiquorvm et recentiorvm traditionem descriptio / Pyrrho Ligorio avct. [Antwerp : Christophe Plantin, 1588].


In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatro de la tierra universal (Antwerp : Christophe Plantin, 1588), [plate 75].

Printed no. 75 and Spanish letterpress text on verso beginning: El reyno Napolitano. Todo esto reyno se contiene ...

Oriented with north at upper left.


VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1588, [plate 75] (PrCt)

Italy, Southern - Maps - 1593

Naples (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1593

Neapolitani regni exacta ac diligens / delineatio authore Pyrrho Ligorio. [Antwerp] : Gerardus de

Antiquorvm et recentiorvm traditionem descriptio / Pyrrho Ligorio avct. [Antwerp : Christophe Plantin, 1588].


In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatro de la tierra universal (Antwerp : Christophe Plantin, 1588), [plate 75].

Printed no. 75 and Spanish letterpress text on verso beginning: El reyno Napolitano. Todo esto reyno se contiene ...

Oriented with north at upper left.


VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1588, [plate 75] (PrCt)
lode excudebat. [1593?].

Authors: Ligorio, Pirro, ca. 1513-1583 -- Jode, Gerard de, 1509-1591 -- Wierix, Antonie, -1604 -- Jode, Gerard de, 1509-1591. Speculvm orbis terrarvm (1593)
1 map : hand col. ; 38 x 52 cm.
Inset view (9 x 23 cm.): Napoli.

Latin letterpress text on verso (fol. 19, sig. T):

Regnvm Neapolitanum ...

Engraving attributed to Antonie Wierix.

In: Jode, Gerard de. Speculvm orbis terrarvm (Antwerp : A. Coninx, 1593), map [19].

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .J9 1593, map [19] (PrCt)

39202 Italy, Southern - Maps - 1606

Regni Neapolitani verissima secvndvm antyrho Ligorio avct. [London : John Norton, 1606].

Authors: Ligorio, Pirro, ca. 1513-1583 -- Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598 -- Norton, John, -1612 -- Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598. Theatrum orbis terrarum ... (1606) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 35 x 48 cm.

In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatrum orbis terrarum ... (London : J. Norton, 1606), [plate 85].

Printed no. 85 and English letterpress text on verso beginning: the kingdom of Naples. This kingdom generally comprehended ... .

Oriented with north at upper left.


VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1606, [plate 85] (PrCt)

39203 Italy, Southern - Maps - 1615


Authors: Verricy, Giovanni Rigo, fl. 1615 -- Siciliano, Hieronimo, fl. 1615 -- Nava, S. Antonio, fl. 1615 -- Ludwig Rosenthal's Antiquariat -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 734 x 758 mm. (neat line), on composite sheet 791 x 803 mm.

Dedication at lower right to ' ... S. Antonio Nava Barone di Cagnano e di Carpin ... Napoli a di 20 di Agosto 1615 ... [signed] Gio. Rigo Verricy.'

Margins includes coats-of-arms and portrait busts.

Printed from 4 plates on 4 sheets.

Incomplete; missing printed section at lower right (104 x 78 mm.) replaced with patch bearing manuscript stippling.

Manuscript 'A. No. 61' on verso.

Almagià, Monumenta Italia cartographica (1929) p. 46.
Ex Rosenthal.

Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

d46 Novacco 2F 172 (PrCt)

39204 Italy, Southern - Maps - 1648

Royaume de Naples . [Paris : chez l'auteur, 1648 [i.e.1659?].

Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Plaes, A. B. de la, fl. 1640-1658 -- Mariette, Pierre, 1603-1657 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667.

Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (1658 [i.e. 1659?])
1 map : hand col. ; 39 x 56 cm.

Covers southern Italy between 40-43° N.

In: Sanson, Nicolas. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (Paris : Pierre Mariette, 1658 [i.e. 1659?]) v. 1, pl. [87]

VAULT Case oversize G1015 .S35 1658 v. 1, pl. [87] (PrCt)

39205 Italy, Southern - Maps - 1648

Calabre citerieure et vteriorieure, le Far de Messine &c. [Paris : P. Mariette], 1648 [i.e.1659?].

Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Plaes, A. B. de la, fl. 1640-1658 -- Mariette, Pierre, 1603-1657 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667.

Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (1658 [i.e. 1659?])
1 map : hand col. ; 40 x 55 cm.

Added title: Mer Tirrene et Mer Inferieure.

Covers southern Italy and northeastern Sicily between 37-40° N and 36-42° E.

In: Sanson, Nicolas. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (Paris : Pierre Mariette, 1658 [i.e. 1659?]) v. 1, pl. [88]

VAULT Case oversize G1015 .S35 1658 v. 1, pl. [88] (PrCt)

39206 Italy, Southern - Maps - 1680

Regnum Neapolitanum in quo sunt Aprutium ulterius et Citerius, comitatus Molisius, terra Laboris, Capitanita principatus ulterior et citerior, terra Bariensis et Hidruntina, Basilicata, Calabria citerior et ulterior. Amsterdam, [ca. 1680].


Atlas [ca. 1680] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 57 x 47 cm.

In: Danckerts, Justus. Atlas (Amsterdam : J. Danckers, [ca. 1680]) pl. [8]. Ms. no. '9' in upper left.

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .D18 A pl. 8 (PrCt)

39207 Italy, Southern - Maps - 1690-1699

Le Royaume de Naples divisé en douze provinces. Paris, [169-].

Authors: Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 6th state ; 41 x 49 cm.

In: Jaillot, Alexis Hubert. Atlas (Paris : E. Guillaume, [1690-1699]) pl. 83. Ms. no. '1' in upper left.

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .C3 A pl. 83 (PrCt)
Italy, Southern - Maps - 1695
Le Royaume de Naples divisé en douze provinces ... Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : H. Jaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], [1695?].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?--1712 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. Atlas nouveau : contenant toutes les parties du monde (1692 [i.e. 1695?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 42 x 53 cm.
In counterfeit edition of: Sanson, Nicolas. Atlas ... contenant toutes les parties du monde (1692 [i.e. 1695?]) pl. [89].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .S19 1692 pl. [89] (PrCt)

Italy, Southern - Maps - 1696 - Names, Geographical
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. [Atlas nouveau contenant toutes les parties du monde ... ] (1696)
1 map : hand col. ; 43 x 53 cm.
Accompanied, on the previous leaf, by: Table contenant toutes les parties du monde ... ] (1696)
In: Sanson, Nicolas. [Atlas nouveau contenant toutes les parties du monde ... ] (Amsterdam : Pierre Mortier, 1696) v. 2, map [17].
Forms part of atlas published by P. Mortier in Amsterdam; chiefly comprised of maps bearing the counterfeit imprint of H. Jaillot in Paris.
VAULT oversize G 1007 .781 v. 2, map [17] (PrCt)

Italy, Southern - Maps - 1700
Regnum Neapolis in quo sunt Aprutium Ulterius et Citerius ... Amerstdami [Amsterdam] : Fredericum de Witt, [ca. 1700?].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Wit, Frederik de. Atlas [ca. 1700?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 56 x 47 cm.
In: Wit, Frederik de. Atlas (Amsterdam : bij Frederik de Wit in de Calverstraet bij den Dam inde Witte Paskael. [ca. 1700?]) no. [32].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .W8 A no. [32] (PrCt)

Italy, Southern - Maps - 1702
1 map : hand col. ; 55 x 45 cm.
Includes text: Division geographique et historique du royaume de Naples.
2102
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6712.S6 1702 N6 (PrCt)

Italy, Southern - Maps - 1703-1706
Authors: Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:220-221
1 map : hand col. ; 86 x 72 cm. on 2 sheets each 53 x 79 cm.
Added titles: Partie septentrionale du Royaume de Naples -- Partie meridionale du Royaume de Naples.
3021
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6712.S6 1703 J3 (PrCt)

Italy, Southern - Maps - 1703<<<Malta - Maps - 1703
Continents Italicae pars australior. Amsterdam, 1703.
Authors: Schenk, Peter, 1660-1735 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:236
1 map : hand col. ; 57 x 47 cm.
Inset: [Melita vulgo Malta].
2068
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6712.S6 1703 S3 (PrCt)

Italy, Southern - Maps - 1708
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:218
1 map : hand col. ; 55 x 40 cm.
2106
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6712.S6 1708 F4 (PrCt)

Italy, Southern - Maps - 1709
Regnum Neapolis. Amsterdam, 1709.
Authors: Valck, G. (Gerard), 1651 or 2-1726 -- Valck, Leonard, 1675-1746 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:226
1 map : hand col. ; 56 x 48 cm.
Phillips 4276 no. 8.
2124
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Sack map4F G6712.S6 1709 V3 (PrCt)

39216 Italy, Southern - Maps - 1710
Authors: Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. -- Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. Atlas curieux -- oder, Neuer und compendieuser atlas 1710 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col.; 15 x 21 cm.
In: Bodenehr, Gabriel. Atlas curieux; oder, Neuer und compendieuser atlas ... ([Augsburg : Gabriel Bodenehr, 1710?]) pl. [50]. Engraved plate no. '51.'
Ayer 135 .B6 pl. 50 (PrCt)

39217 Italy, Southern - Maps - 1710
Novissima & exactissima totius regni Neapolis tabvla praesentis bell[i] statvi accommodata et exhibita. Norimbergae [i.e. Amsterdam] : Joanne Bapt. Homanno [i.e. Elisabeth Visscher], 1710?
Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Johann Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:222 1 map : hand col.; 42 x 53 cm.
Phillips 3448 v. 5 no. 95. 2115
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6710 1715 .H6a (PrCt)

39218 Italy, Southern - Maps - 1710
Carte nouvelle des royaumes de Naples et de Sicile. Amsterdam, [ca. 1710].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Johann Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:227 1 map : hand col.; 57 x 47 cm.
Koeman C&M 10 (12). 2108
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6712.S6 1710 S2 (PrCt)

39219 Italy, Southern - Maps - 1710>>>Italy, Central - Maps - 1710
Authors: Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. -- Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. Atlas curieux -- oder, Neuer und compendieuser atlas 1710 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col.; 14 x 21 cm.
In: Bodenehr, Gabriel. Atlas curieux; oder, Neuer und compendieuser atlas ... ([Augsburg : Gabriel Bodenehr, 1710?]) pl. [49]. Engraved plate no. '50.'
Ayer 135 .B6 pl. 49 (PrCt)

39220 Italy, Southern - Maps - 1715<<<Vesuvius (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1715
Novissima & exactissima totius regni Neapolis / a Ioanne Bapt. Homanno. Norimbergae [Nuremberg : Johann Baptist Homann, ca. 1715?].
Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Johann Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:24 1 map : hand col.; 55 x 47 cm.
Cartouche at bottom right illustrated with view of Vesuvius (12 x 14 cm.).
Remnants of binding stub on verso.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6710 1715 .H6a (PrCt)

39221 Italy, Southern - Maps - 1725
Le Royaume de Naples divisé en douze provinces. Amsterdam, [ca. 1725].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- R. & J. Ottens -- Johann Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:222 1 map : hand col.; 42 x 53 cm.
Phillips 3448 v. 5 no. 95. 2115
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6712.S6 1725 S3 (PrCt)

39222 Italy, Southern - Maps - 1741
Regnum Neapolis. Amsterdam, [ca. 1741].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Covens et Mortier -- Johann Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:227 1 map : hand col.; 57 x 47 cm.
Koeman C&M 10 (12). 2108
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6712.S6 1741 W5 (PrCt)

39223 Italy, Southern - Maps - 1745
Novissima & exactissima totius regni Neapolis tabula ... Nuremberg : Homann Erben, [ca. 1745].
oversize Ayer 135 .H7 1730, [plate 48] (PrCt)

39224 Italy, Southern - Maps - 1745<<<Sicily (Italy) - Maps - 1745
Le Royaume de Naples et de Sicile ... Paris : Le Rouge, 1745 [i.e. 1748?].
Authors: Le Rouge, Georges-Louis -- Le Rouge,
Georges-Louis. Recueil contenant des cartes nouvelles ... (1742 [i.e. 1748?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 56 x 47 cm.
Inset (13 x 17 cm.): La Sicile.
In: Le Rouge, Georges-Louis. Recueil contenant des cartes nouvelles ... (Paris : chez le Sr. Le Rouge, 1742 [i.e. 1748?])
Manuscript '106' on verso.

oversize Ayer 135 .L6 1742 pl. 106 (PrCt)

39225
Italty, Southern - Maps - 1750
Novissima & exactissima totius regni Neapolis tabula. Nuremberg, [ca. 1750].
Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:219
1 map : hand col.; 55 x 47 cm.
Phillips 3499 no. 16.
2099
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6712.S6 1750 H6 (PrCt)

39226
Italy, Southern - Maps - 1750>>Naples (Kingdom) - Maps - 1750
Partie septentriionale du royaume de Naples / par le Sr. Robert ... [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy], 1750.
Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1758?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 47 x 57 cm.
In: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles. Atlas universel (Paris : Chez les auteurs, quay de l'Horloge du Palais, Boudet libraire imprimeur du roi, rue St. Jacques, 1757 [i.e. 1758?]), [plate 89].
"Naples Septenli" -- oversize letterpress title stamped on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1757, [plate 89] (PrCt)

39227
Italy, Southern - Maps - 1750>>Naples (Kingdom) - Maps - 1750
Partie septentriionale du royaume de Naples / par le Sr. Robert ... [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy], 1750.
Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1790?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 47 x 58 cm.
In: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles. Atlas universel / par M. Robert ... et par M. Robert de Vaugondy son fils ... (A Paris : Chez De la Marche, géographe, rue du Foin St. Jacques, Collège de Me. Gervais, 1757, [i.e. 1790?]), [plate 90].
"Naples Septenli" and "90" -- oversize letterpress title and number stamped on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1790, [plate 89] (PrCt)

39228
Italy, Southern - Maps - 1750<<>>Sicily (Italy) - Maps - 1750<<>>Malta - Maps - 1750
Partie méridionale du royaume de Naples où se trouvent la Calabre et l'isle et royaume de Sicile / par le Sr. Robert ... [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy], 1750.
Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1758?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 46 x 58 cm.
Inset (15 x 15 cm.): Supplément pour l'isle de Malte.
In: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles. Atlas universel (Paris : Chez les auteurs, quay de l'Horloge du Palais, Boudet libraire imprimeur du roi, rue St. Jacques, 1757 [i.e. 1758?]), [plate 90].
"Naples Meridil." -- oversize letterpress title stamped on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1757, [plate 89] (PrCt)

39229
Italy, Southern - Maps - 1750<<>>Sicily (Italy) - Maps - 1750<<>>Malta - Maps - 1750
Partie méridionale du royaume de Naples où se trouvent la Calabre et l'isle et royaume de Sicile / par le Sr. Robert ... [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy], 1750.
Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1758?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 46 x 58 cm.
Inset (15 x 15 cm.): Supplément pour l'isle de Malte.
In: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles. Atlas universel (Paris : Chez les auteurs, quay de l'Horloge du Palais, Boudet libraire imprimeur du roi, rue St. Jacques, 1757 [i.e. 1758?]), [plate 90].
"Naples Meridil." and "90" -- oversize letterpress title and number stamped on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1790, [plate 89] (PrCt)

39230
Italy, Southern - Maps - 1766<<>>Sicily (Italy) - Maps - 1766
A New & accurate map of the kingdoms of Naples & Sicily ... / by Eman. Bowen. [London : s.n.], 1766].
Authors: Bowen, Emanuel, -1767 -- Bowen, Emanuel, -1767. The Maps and charts to The modern part of the universal history (1766) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 31 x 21 cm.
In: Bowen, Emanuel. The Maps and charts to The modern part of the universal history / [with maps by Emanuel Bowen and Thomas Kitchin] (London: Printed for T. Osborne [et al.], 1766), [plate 17].

Engraved "No. 24" at bottom left. Manuscript nos. "XVII" at upper right and "17" on verso.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .M3 1766, [plate 17] (NLO)

39231 Italy, Southern - Maps - 1766<<>>Sicily (Italy) - Maps - 1766

Italy plate II. [London : s.n., 1766].

Authors: Bowen, Emanuel, -1767 -- Bowen, Emanuel, -1767. The Maps and charts to The modern part of the universal history (1766) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 22 x 38 cm. Anonymous map without imprint. Title from top margin. Adjacent to maps of Italy by Emanuel Bowen (plates [16-17]).

In: Bowen, Emanuel. The Maps and charts to The modern part of the universal history / [with maps by Emanuel Bowen and Thomas Kitchin] (London : Printed for T. Osborne [et al.], 1766), [plate 18].

Manuscript no. "2" on verso. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .M3 1766, [plate 18] (NLO)

39232 Italy, Southern - Maps - 1775<<>>Sicily (Italy) - Maps - 1775

Carte nouvelle de Royaumes de Naples, et de Sicile ... / par le Sr. Sanson ... Amsterdam : Chez I. Côvens et C. Mortier, [ca. 1775?].

Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Côvens et Mortier -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III: L26 1 map ; 45 x 56 cm. Continuation inset (9 x 26 cm.): Partie de Sicilie. Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Sack map4F G6710 1775 .S3 (PrCt)

39233 Italy, Southern - Maps - 1779

Partie septentrionale du royaume de Naples / par le Sr. Robert. À Venise [Venice] : P. Santini ; Chez Mr. Remondini, 1779.

Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Santini, P. -- Remondini, Giuseppe Antonio, 1747-1811 -- Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (1784 [i.e. 1807?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; hand col. ; 45 x 56 cm.

In: Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (Venice : par P. Santini, rue Ste. Justine, chez M. Remondini, 1784 [i.e. 1807?]), v. 2, no. "P. II. 23" Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .S4 1807, v. 2, no. 23 (PrCt)

39234 Italy, Southern - Maps - 1779<<>>Sicily (Italy) - Maps - 1779<<>>&Malta - Maps - 1779

Partie meridionale du royaume de Naples ou se trouvent la Calabre et l’isle et royaume de Sicile / par le Sr. Robert. À Venise [Venice] : P. Santini ; Chez Mr. Remondini, 1779.

Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Santini, P. -- Remondini, Giuseppe Antonio, 1747-1811 -- Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (1784 [i.e. 1807?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; hand col. ; 46 x 56 cm. Inset (14 x 14 cm.): Supplement pour l’isle de Malte. In: Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (Venice : par P. Santini, rue Ste. Justine, chez M. Remondini, 1784 [i.e. 1807?]), v. 2, no. "P. II. 24" Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .S4 1807, v. 2, no. 24 (PrCt)

39235 Italy, Southern - Maps - 1782


Authors: Neele, Samuel John, 175--178-- Stackhouse, Thomas, 1756-1836 -- Stackhouse, Thomas, 1756-1836. An Universal atlas : being a set of maps, to illustrate ancient and modern geography ... (1782) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; hand col. ; 36 x 36 cm.

In: Stackhouse, Thomas. An Universal atlas : being a set of maps, to illustrate ancient and modern geography ... (London : Printed for the author, and sold by Ashby and Neele ... [et al], 1782 [i.e. 1783?]), plate 27. Hand stamped with oversize "27" at upper right.

oversize Ayer 135 .S77 1782, plate 27 (PrCt)

39236 Italy, Southern - Maps - 1783

The Southern & middle parts of present Italy with the islands of Sicily, Sardinia & Corsica / engrav’d by Samuel John Neele, no. 352 Strand. [London] : Published by T. Stackhouse, June 1st 1783.

Authors: Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Stackhouse, Thomas, 1756-1836 -- Stackhouse, Thomas, 1756-1836. An Universal atlas : consisting of a complete set of maps ... (1785)/=Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

Baskes oversize Ayer 135 .S77 1782, plate 27 (PrCt)
Italy, Southern - Maps - 1790

Authors: Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824 -- Calcolografia camerale (Rome, Italy) -- Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824. Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (1792-1801) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 43 cm.
Map dated 1790.
oversize Ayer 135 .C33 1792 v. 1 pl. 19 (PrCt)

Italy, Southern - Maps - 1799

A New map of Sicily the First or the Kingdom of Naples ... / from Zannoni's map ... ; engraved by B. Baker, Islington. London : Laurie & Whittle, 12th May, 1799.
Authors: Rizzi-Zannoni, Giovanni Antonio, 1736-1814 -- Baker, B. (Benjamin), fl. 1766-1824 -- Laurie & Whittle -- Laurie & Whittle. A New and elegant imperial sheet atlas comprehending general and particular maps of every part of the world ... [1801?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 65 x 48 cm.
In Robert Laurie and James Whittle. A New and elegant imperial sheet atlas comprehending general and particular maps of every part of the world ... (London : printed and published by R. Laurie and J. Whittle, 1800 [i.e. 1801?]) no. 20. Stamped "20" on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .R63 1801 no. 20 (NLO)

Italy, Southern - Maps - 1818

Southern Italy / drawn under the direction of Mr. Pinkerton by L. Hebert ; Neele sculpt. 352 Strand. Philadelphia ; New York : Published by Bradford & Inskeep, Philadelphia ; Inskeep & Bradford, New-York & Moses Thomas, Philadelphia, [1818].
Authors: Hebert, Lewis, fl. 1809-1838 -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826 -- Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Bradford and Inskeep -- Inskeep and Bradford -- Thomas, Moses, 1787-1865 -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826. A Modern atlas : from the latest and best authorities exhibiting the various divisions of the world ... (1818)
1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 68 cm.
Running title: Pinkerton's modern atlas Inset (8 x 8 cm.) : Is. of Malta and Gozo : shewing their distance from the most southern point of Sicily.
In: Pinkerton, John. A Modern atlas : from the latest and best authorities exhibiting the various divisions of the world ... (Philadelphia : Thomas Dobson & Son, 1818), plate [28]
Case oversize G1019 .P56 1818, plate [28] (PrCt)

Italy, Southern - Maps - 1822

Authors: Hewitt, N. R. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1821?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 58 x 46 cm.
In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (Edinburgh ; London ; Dublin : John Thomson and Company ; Baldwin, Cradock, and Joy ; John Cumming, 1817, [i.e. 1821?]) map 27, part 4.
Engraved 'No. 27, part 4' at lower right.
oversize Ayer 135 .T4 1817 map 27, part 4 (PrCt)

Italy, Southern - Maps - 1824

Authors: Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (Edinburgh ; London ; Dublin : John Thomson and Company ; Baldwin, Cradock, and Joy ; John Cumming, 1817, [i.e. 1821?]) map 27, part 4.
Engraved 'No. 27, part 4' at lower right.
oversize Ayer 135 .T4 1817 map 27, part 4 (PrCt)

Italy, Southern - Maps - 1818

Gozo Island (Malta) - Maps - 1818

Southern Italy / drawn under the direction of Mr. Pinkerton by L. Hebert ; Neele sculpt. 352 Strand. Philadelphia ; New York : Published by Bradford & Inskeep, Philadelphia ; Inskeep & Bradford, New-York & Moses Thomas, Philadelphia, [1818].
Authors: Hebert, Lewis, fl. 1809-1838 -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826 -- Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Bradford and Inskeep -- Inskeep and Bradford -- Thomas, Moses, 1787-1865 -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826. A Modern atlas : from the latest and best authorities exhibiting the various divisions of the world ... (1818)
1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 68 cm.
Running title: Pinkerton's modern atlas Inset (8 x 8 cm.) : Is. of Malta and Gozo : shewing their distance from the most southern point of Sicily.
In: Pinkerton, John. A Modern atlas : from the latest and best authorities exhibiting the various divisions of the world ... (Philadelphia : Thomas Dobson & Son, 1818), plate [28]
Case oversize G1019 .P56 1818, plate [28] (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
39242 Italy, Southern - Maps - 1823
Authors: Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Hall, Sidney -- Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823. A New general atlas constructed from the latest authorities ... (1823) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 20 x 25 cm.
In: Arrowsmith, Aaron. A New general atlas constructed from the latest authorities ... Exhibiting the boundaries and divisions, also the chains of mountains and other geographical features of all the known countries in the world (Edinburgh ; London : A. Constable & Co., 1823), pl. 18.
folio Ayer 135 .A65 1823 pl. 18 (PrCt)

39243 Italy, Southern - Maps - 1829<<>>Sicily (Italy) - Maps - 1829
Authors: Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (1829) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 59 x 48 cm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Engraved no. '27 Part 4' at lower right.
Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1829 map 27, part 4 (NLO)

39244 Italy, Southern - Maps - 1832<<>>Malta - Maps - 1832
South Italy / by J. Arrowsmith. London : J. Arrowsmith, 35 Essex Street, Strand, 15 Feby. 1832.
Authors: Arrowsmith, John, 1790-1873 -- Arrowsmith, John, 1790-1873. The London atlas of universal geography ... [1837] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 59 x 51 cm.
Inset (10 x 14 cm.): The Maltese Islands.
Engraved no. "18" at upper right.
In: Arrowsmith, John. [The London atlas of universal geography : exhibiting the physical & political divisions of the various countries of the world, constructed from original materials] [London : J. Arrowsmith, 1837], map 18.
Baskes oversize G1019 .A778 1837, map 18 (NLO)

39245 Italy, Southern - Maps - 1840
Italy, south part. London : Longman & Co., [1840].
1 map : hand col. ; 23 x 18 cm.
Case G1019 .B95 1840 pl. 10 (PrCt)

39246 Italy, Southern - Maps - 1840<<>>Sicily (Italy) - Maps - 1840
Naples or the two Sicilies. London : Mr. Bull, [ca. 1840].
Authors: Starling, Thomas -- Bull and Churton -- Bull, Mr. ; ca. 1840 -- Perkins and Bacon -- Starling, Thomas. The Royal cabinet atlas ... [ca. 1840]
1 map : hand col. ; 14 x 8 cm.
In: Starling, Thomas. The Royal cabinet atlas ... (London : Bull and Churton, [ca. 1840]) 'Pl. XXXVI' [i.e. 20].
map3C 5 map [20] (PrCt)

39247 Italy, Southern - Maps - 1845<<>>Naples Region (Italy) - Maps - 1845
Kingdom of Naples or the two Sicilies. [Philadelphia : Carey & Hart, 1845].
Authors: Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Carey & Hart -- Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858. A New universal atlas ... (1845)
1 map : hand col. ; 33 x 27 cm.
Inset (10 x 9 cm.): Environs of Naples.
In: Tanner, Henry Schenck. A New universal atlas ... (Philadelphia : Carey & Hart, 1845) map '58.'
Case oversize G1019 .T2 1845 map 58 (PrCt)

39248 Italy, Southern - Maps - 1847<<>>Sicily (Italy) - Maps - 1847
Kingdom of Naples or the two Sicilies. [Philadelphia : S. Augustus Mitchell, 1847].
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868. A New universal atlas containing maps of the various empires, kingdoms, states, and republics of the world ... (1847)
1 map : hand col. ; 32 x 26 cm.
Inset (10 x 9 cm.): Environs of Naples.
In: Mitchell, S. Augustus. A New universal atlas containing maps of the various empires, kingdoms, states, and republics of the world ... (Philadelphia : S. Augustus Mitchell, 1847) pl. [59].
Printed plate no. '58' lined out and replaced with manuscript '59.'
oversize G 10 .579 pl. [59] (PrCt)

39249 Italy, Southern - Maps - 1850<<>>Sicily (Italy) - Maps - 1850
Kingdom of Naples or the two Sicilies.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

[Philadelphia] : Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co. 1850 [i.e. 1852].
New universal atlas ... (1852)
1 map : hand col. ; 33 x 27 cm.
Entered according to act of Congress in ... 1850 by Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co. ... 
Inset (10 x 9 cm.): Environs of Naples.
oversize G1019 .N49 1852 pl. 61 (PrCt)

39250 Italy, Southern - Maps - 1851<<<<>Italy, Central - Maps - 1851
Southern Italy. London & New York : John Tallis & Company, [1851].
Authors: Rapkin, J. -- Tallis, John, 1817-1876 -- Wray, A. H., fl. 1851 -- Rogers, J., fl. 1851 -- Martin, Robert Montgomery, 1803?-1868. Tallis's illustrated atlas, and modern history of the world ... (1851)
1 map : hand col. ; 22 x 30 cm.
Inset views (4 x 8 cm. and smaller): Benevento -- Naples and Vesuvius.
In: Martin, Robert Montgomery. Tallis's illustrated atlas, and modern history of the world ... (London ; New York : J. Tallis, 1851) pl. [21].
folio G1019 .M197 1851 pl. [21] (PrCt)

39251 Italy, Southern - Maps - 1853<<<<>Naples (Italy) - Maps - 1853
Handbook for travellers in southern Italy : being a guide for the continental portion of the Kingdom of the Two Sicilies, including the city of Naples and its suburbs, Pompeii, Herculaneum, Vesuvius, the islands of the Bay of Naples, and that portion of the Papal States, which lies between the contorni of Rome and the Neapolitan frontier / by Octavian Blewitt. London ; Paris ; Florence ; Naples : John Murray ; Galignani & Co. ; Stassin & Xavier ; Molini & Goodban ; Detken, 1855 [i.e. 1857].
2nd ed., entirely rev. and corr. to the present time.
"Murray's handbook advertiser, 1857": 34 p. at end.
Cover title: Murray's hand-book, south Italy & Naples
Spine title: Hand book for south Italy & Naples Edited by J.P. Lacaita. Cf. Lister. Imperfect; issued with 5 maps, but this copy lacking folded pocket map.
"The publisher thinks proper to state that Mr. Blewitt, the author of the former edition ... is not responsible for the changes ..."--Preface. Maps engraved by J. & C. Walker. Folded map in pocket.
Includes index.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
AJ
Baskes G153 .M97 no. 199 (1855) (NLO)

39253 Italy, Southern - Maps - 1855--Italy, Central - Maps - 1855--Malta - Maps - 1855
Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's atlas of the world ... (1855-1856)
1 map : hand col. ; 29 x 36 cm.
oversize G 10 .185 v.2, pl. 28 (PrCt)

39254 Italy, Southern - Maps - 1857--Italy, Central - Maps - 1858--Malta - Maps - 1857
Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's general atlas ... (1857)
1 map : hand col. ; 29 x 36 cm.
In: Colton, George Woolworth. Colton's general atlas : containing one hundred and seventy steel plate maps and plans, on one hundred imperial folio sheets (New York ; London : J.H. Colton ; Trübner, 1857), pl. [78]. Inset map, 9 x 11 cm.: Malta and its dependencies. Printed plate 'No. 84.' Map copyrighted 1855.
oversize G 10 .188 pl. 78 (PrCt)

39255 Italy, Southern - Maps - 1858--Naples (Italy) - Maps - 1858
A Handbook for travellers in southern Italy : being a guide for the continental portion of the Kingdom of the Two Sicilies : with a travelling map and plans. London ; Paris ; Florence ; Rome ; Naples
: John Murray ; Gagnigni & Co. ; Stassin & Xavier ; Goodban ; Piale ; Spithöver ; Gallarini ; Detken, 1858.
Authors: Lacaita, James Philip, 1813-1895 -- John Murray (Firm) -- Murray's handbooks for travellers -- J. & C. Walker (Firm) -- A. and W. Gagnigni and Co. -- Stassin et Xavier (Paris, France) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
3rd ed., entirely rev. and corr. on the spot.
Cover title: Murray's hand-book, south Italy & Naples
Spine title: Hand-book for south Italy & Naples
Edited by J.P. Lacaita. Cf. Lister.
Imperfect; issued with 5 (?) maps, but this copy lacks folded pocket map.
Maps engraved by J. & C. Walker.
Series statement from publisher's advertisement on front endpapers.
Includes index.
"Murray's handbook advertiser, 1858": 36 p. at end.
Full text of another copy (but not all the maps?) available online via Hathi Trust Digital Library (accessed January 2013): http://hdl.handle.net/2027/hvd.hnnrz4
Series: [Murray's handbooks for travellers] -- Murray's handbooks for travellers.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray's handbooks for travellers, 201
Baskes G153 .M97 no. 201 (1858) (NLO)

39256 Italy, Southern - Maps - 1860--Italy, Central - Maps - 1860--Sardinia (Italy) - Maps - 1860--Sicily (Italy) - Maps - 1860
Johnson's southern Italy. [New York] : Johnson & Browning, [1860].
Authors: Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884 -- Johnson & Browning -- Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884. Johnson's new illustrated (steel plate) family atlas ... (1860)
1 map : hand col. ; 31 x 40 cm.
Inset (9 x 12 cm.): Malta.
In: Johnson, Alvin Jewett. Johnson's new illustrated (steel plate) family atlas ... (New York : Johnson and Browning, 1860) plate '79.
oversize G 10 .454 pl. 79 (PrCt)

39257 Italy, Southern - Maps - 1861--Sardinia (Italy) - Maps - 1861--Sicily (Italy) - Maps - 1861--Naples, Bay of (Italy) - Maps - 1861
Authors: Johnston, Alexander Keith, 1804-1871 -- W. & A.K. Johnston Limited -- William Blackwood and Sons -- Johnston, Alexander Keith, 1804-1871. The Royal atlas of modern geography ... (1861)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 57 cm.
Inset (12 x 14 cm.): Bay of Naples.
Partly hand colored.
Running title: Keith Johnston's general atlas.
oversize G 10 .456, map 14 (PrCt)

39258 Italy, Southern - Maps - 1862-1864--Naples

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
A Handbook for travellers in southern Italy : being a guide for the provinces formerly constituting the continental portion of the Kingdom of the Two Sicilies : with a travelling map, several plans, &c. London ; Paris ; Florence ; Rome ; Naples : John Murray ; Galignani & Co. ; Stassin & Xavier ; Goodban ; Piale ; Spithöver : Gallarini ; Detken, 1862 [i.e. 1864?].


Cover title: Murray's hand-book, south Italy & Naples

Spine title: Hand-book for south Italy & Naples

Edited by J.B. Pentland. Cf. Lister.

Maps engraved by J. & C. Walker.

Folded map in pocket.

Includes bibliographical references and index.

Series: [Murray's handbooks for travellers] -- Murray's handbooks for travellers.

Stamp: Ursuline Convent, Mount Angela, St. Peter, Montana.

Former owner's signature: Thomas Burges.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray's handbooks for travellers, 202

LC Card Number: 35034670

Baskes G153 .M97 no. 202 (1862) (NLO)

---

Italy, Southern - Maps - 1867

Southern Italy. Koblenz ; London ; Edinburgh : K. Baedeker ; Williams & Norgate, 1867.

Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Williams & Norgate -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 4 maps, 6 city plans

1st ed.


Includes advertising dated 1867 and priced in shillings.

Condition: Excellent.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

---

Italy, Southern - Maps - 1869

Italy third part: Southern Italy. Leipzig ; Koblenz : K. Baedeker, 1869.

Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 4 maps, 6 city plans

1st ed.


Includes advertising dated 1867 and priced in shillings.

Condition: Excellent.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray's handbooks for travellers, 205

Baskes G153 .M97 no. 205 (1868) (NLO)
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 6 maps, 7 city plans
2nd ed.
Includes advertising dated 1870 and priced in shillings.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Italy, Southern - Maps - 1872
Italy third part: Southern Italy. Leipzig : Koblenz : K. Baedeker, 1872.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 7 maps, 8 city plans
3rd ed.
Includes advertising dated 1872 and priced in shillings.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Italy, Southern - Maps - 1873
Italy third part: Southern Italy. Leipzig : Koblenz : K. Baedeker, 1873.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 7 maps, 8 city plans
4th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1873 and priced in shillings.
Condition: Fair.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Italy, Southern - Maps - 1875
Italy third part: Southern Italy. Leipzig : K. Baedeker, 1875.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Osgood, James R., fl. 1875 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 7 maps, 8 city plans
5th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1875 and priced in dollars.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Italy, Southern - Maps - 1877
Italy third part: Southern Italy. Leipzig : K. Baedeker, 1877.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 8 maps, 12 city plans
6th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1877 and priced in marks.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Italy, Southern - Maps - 1880
Italy third part: Southern Italy. Leipzig : K. Baedeker, 1880.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 24 maps, 14 city plans
7th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1880 and priced in marks.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Italy, Southern - Maps - 1883
Italy third part: Southern Italy. Leipzig : K. Baedeker, 1883.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 24 maps, 16 city plans
8th ed.
A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher, 1832-1990, no. E166.
Includes advertising dated 1883 and priced in marks.
Condition: Fair.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Italy, Southern - Maps - 1884
Authors: Thomas Cook Ltd. -- Cook's tourist's handbooks -- W. & A.K. Johnston Limited -- Simpkin and Marshall -- Unwin Brothers (Firm) -- Sheard, Titus -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Spine title: Cook’s southern Italy Maps by W. & A.K. Johnston.
Includes index.
Series: Cook’s tourist’s handbooks -- Cook’s handbooks.
Former owner’s inscription: Titus Sheard, Little
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
39270 Italy, Southern - Maps - 1887

Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Dulau & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 26 maps, 17 city plans
9th ed.
G 35.06 v3 (NLO)

39271 Italy, Southern - Maps - 1887

Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Dulau & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 26 maps, 17 city plans
9th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1888 and priced in marks.
Condition: Worn.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

39272 Italy, Southern - Maps - 1887

Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Dulau & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 26 maps, 17 city plans
9th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1887 and priced in marks.
Condition: Fair.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

39273 Italy, Southern - Maps - 1890

Italy third part: Southern Italy. Leipzig, London : K. Baedeker, 1890.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 25 maps, 16 city plans
10th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1890 and priced in marks.
Condition: Excellent.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

39274 Italy, Southern - Maps - 1892-1907

A Handbook for travellers in southern Italy and Sicily : comprising the description of Naples and its environs, Pompeii, Herculaneum, Vesuvius, Sorrento, the islands of Capri, and Ischia, Amalfi, Paestum, and Capua, the Abruzzi and Calabria, Palermo, Girgenti, the Greek temples, and Messina. London : Murray, John Murray, 1892 [i.e. 1907?]
Authors: Pullen, H. W. (Henry William), 1836-1903 -- John Murray (Firm) -- Murray’s handbooks for travellers -- Edward Stanford Ltd. -- J. & C. Walker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 7 maps (some col.), plans ; 18 cm.
9th ed., rev. and corr. on the spot.
Incomplete; issued in 2 volumes with 15 (?) maps, but this copy lacks pt. 2 and 8 (?) maps.
"With Index and directory for 1905."
Publisher’s advertisements on endpapers and "Murray’s handbook advertiser, 1907-1908 ...", pt. 1, 40 p. at end.
Spine title: South Italy
Part 1 cover title: Murray’s handbook, South Italy, 1903
Part I., Naples, &c.
Revised by H.W. Pullen. Cf. Lister.
Maps by Edward Stanford and J. & C. Walker.
"With maps, plans, etc."
Folded map in pocket of pt. 1.
"This handbook is now the property of Edward Stanford ..."--t.p. verso.
Includes indexes.
Series: [Murray’s handbooks for travellers] -- Murray’s handbooks for travellers.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray’s handbooks in southern Italy and Sicily : comprising the description of Naples and its environs, Pompeii, Herculaneum, Vesuvius, Sorrento, the islands of Capri, and Ischia, Amalfi, Paestum, and Capua, the Abruzzi and Calabria, Palermo, Girgenti, the Greek temples, and Messina. London : Murray, John Murray, 1892 [i.e. 1907?].
Authors: Pullen, H. W. (Henry William), 1836-1903 -- John Murray (Firm) -- Murray’s handbooks for travellers -- Edward Stanford Ltd. -- J. & C. Walker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 7 maps (some col.), plans ; 18 cm.
9th ed., rev. and corr. on the spot.
Incomplete; issued in 2 volumes with 15 (?) maps, but this copy lacks pt. 2 and 8 (?) maps.
"With Index and directory for 1905."
Publisher’s advertisements on endpapers and "Murray’s handbook advertiser, 1907-1908 ...", pt. 1, 40 p. at end.
Spine title: South Italy
Part 1 cover title: Murray’s handbook, South Italy, 1903
Part I., Naples, &c.
Revised by H.W. Pullen. Cf. Lister.
Maps by Edward Stanford and J. & C. Walker.
"With maps, plans, etc."
Folded map in pocket of pt. 1.
"This handbook is now the property of Edward Stanford ..."--t.p. verso.
Includes indexes.
Series: [Murray’s handbooks for travellers] -- Murray’s handbooks for travellers.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray’s handbooks in southern Italy and Sicily : comprising the description of Naples and its environs, Pompeii, Herculaneum, Vesuvius, Sorrento, the islands of Capri, and Ischia, Amalfi, Paestum, and Capua, the Abruzzi and Calabria, Palermo, Girgenti, the Greek temples, and Messina. London : Murray, John Murray, 1892 [i.e. 1907?].
Authors: Pullen, H. W. (Henry William), 1836-1903 -- John Murray (Firm) -- Murray’s handbooks for travellers -- Edward Stanford Ltd. -- J. & C. Walker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 7 maps (some col.), plans ; 18 cm.
9th ed., rev. and corr. on the spot.
Incomplete; issued in 2 volumes with 15 (?) maps, but this copy lacks pt. 2 and 8 (?) maps.
"With Index and directory for 1905."
Publisher’s advertisements on endpapers and "Murray’s handbook advertiser, 1907-1908 ...", pt. 1, 40 p. at end.
Spine title: South Italy
Part 1 cover title: Murray’s handbook, South Italy, 1903
Part I., Naples, &c.
Revised by H.W. Pullen. Cf. Lister.
Maps by Edward Stanford and J. & C. Walker.
"With maps, plans, etc."
Folded map in pocket of pt. 1.
"This handbook is now the property of Edward Stanford ..."--t.p. verso.
Includes indexes.
Series: [Murray’s handbooks for travellers] -- Murray’s handbooks for travellers.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray’s handbooks in southern Italy and Sicily : comprising the description of Naples and its environs, Pompeii, Herculaneum, Vesuvius, Sorrento, the islands of Capri, and Ischia, Amalfi, Paestum, and Capua, the Abruzzi and Calabria, Palermo, Girgenti, the Greek temples, and Messina. London : Murray, John Murray, 1892 [i.e. 1907?].
Authors: Pullen, H. W. (Henry William), 1836-1903 -- John Murray (Firm) -- Murray’s handbooks for travellers -- Edward Stanford Ltd. -- J. & C. Walker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 7 maps (some col.), plans ; 18 cm.
9th ed., rev. and corr. on the spot.
Incomplete; issued in 2 volumes with 15 (?) maps, but this copy lacks pt. 2 and 8 (?) maps.
"With Index and directory for 1905."
Publisher’s advertisements on endpapers and "Murray’s handbook advertiser, 1907-1908 ...", pt. 1, 40 p. at end.
Spine title: South Italy
Part 1 cover title: Murray’s handbook, South Italy, 1903
Part I., Naples, &c.
Revised by H.W. Pullen. Cf. Lister.
Maps by Edward Stanford and J. & C. Walker.
"With maps, plans, etc."
Folded map in pocket of pt. 1.
"This handbook is now the property of Edward Stanford ..."--t.p. verso.
Includes indexes.
Series: [Murray’s handbooks for travellers] -- Murray’s handbooks for travellers.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray’s handbooks in southern Italy and Sicily : comprising the description of Naples and its environs, Pompeii, Herculaneum, Vesuvius, Sorrento, the islands of Capri, and Ischia, Amalfi, Paestum, and Capua, the Abruzzi and Calabria, Palermo, Girgenti, the Greek temples, and Messina. London : Murray, John Murray, 1892 [i.e. 1907?].
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 25 maps, 17 city plans
11th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1895 and priced in marks.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

39277 Italy, Southern - Maps - 1896
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Dulau & Co.
1 v. : 42 plates
12th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1896 and priced in marks.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

39278 Italy, Southern - Maps - 1896
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Dulau & Co.
-- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 28 maps, 19 city plans
13th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1900 and priced in dollars.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

39279 Italy, Southern - Maps - 1896
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Dulau & Co.
-- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 28 maps, 19 city plans
13th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1900 and priced in marks.
Condition: Fair.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

39280 Italy, Southern - Maps - 1900
Italy third part: Southern Italy. Leipzig ; London : K. Baedeker ; Dulau, 1900.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Dulau & Co.
-- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 28 maps, 19 city plans
13th ed.
Lacking front plan.
Includes advertising dated 1900 and priced in marks.
Condition: Worn.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

39281 Italy, Southern - Maps - 1900
Italy third part: Southern Italy. Leipzig : K. Baedeker, 1900.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 28 maps, 19 city plans
13th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1900 and priced in dollars.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)
Includes advertising dated 1900 and priced in marks.
Condition: Poor.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

39285 Italy, Southern - Maps - 1902<>Sicily (Italy) - Maps - 1902
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.: 27 maps, 23 city plans
13th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1902 and priced in marks.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

39286 Italy, Southern - Maps - 1903
Italy third part: Southern Italy. Leipzig; London; New York: K. Baedeker; Dulau; Scribner's, 1903.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Dulau & Co. -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.: 27 maps, 24 city plans
14th ed.
A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher, 1832-1900, no. E172.
Includes advertising dated 1905 and priced in marks.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

39287 Italy, Southern - Maps - 1903
Italy third part: Southern Italy. Leipzig; London; New York: K. Baedeker; Dulau; Scribner's, 1903.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Dulau & Co. -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.: 27 maps, 24 city plans
14th ed.
A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher, 1832-1900, no. E172.
Includes advertising dated 1907 and priced in marks.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

39288 Italy, Southern - Maps - 1903
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Paul Ollendorff, Paul -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.: 58 plates
15th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1908 and priced in marks.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.: 30 maps, 28 city plans
14th ed.
A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher, 1832-1900, no. E140.
Includes advertising dated 1906 and priced in marks.
Condition: Fair.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

39290 Italy, Southern - Maps - 1907
Italie meridionale. Leipzig; Paris: K. Baedeker; Paul Ollendorff, 1907.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Ollendorff, Paul -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.: 30 maps, 28 city plans
14th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1907 and priced in marks.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

39291 Italy, Southern - Maps - 1908
Southern Italy. Leipzig; London; New York: K. Baedeker, 1908.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm)
1 v.: 58 plates
15th ed.
G 35.0639 (NLO)

39292 Italy, Southern - Maps - 1908<>Sicily (Italy) - Maps - 1908
Southern Italy and Sicily. Leipzig; London; New York: K. Baedeker, 1908.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Dulau & Co. -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.: 30 maps, 28 city plans
15th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1908 and priced in dollars.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
*Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)* (Pr.Ct)

39293 Italy, Southern - Maps - 1908>>Sicily (Italy)
- Maps - 1908
*Southern Italy and Sicily.* Leipzig ; London ; New York : K. Baedeker ; Dulau ; Scribner's, 1908.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Dulau & Co. -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 30 maps, 28 city plans
15th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1908 and priced in marks.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
*Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)* (Pr.Ct)

39294 Italy, Southern - Maps - 1908>>Sicily (Italy)
- Maps - 1908
*Southern Italy and Sicily.* Leipzig ; London ; New York : K. Baedeker ; Dulau ; Scribner's, 1908.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Dulau & Co. -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 30 maps, 28 city plans
15th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1908 and priced in marks.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
*Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)* (Pr.Ct)

39295 Italy, Southern - Maps - 1910>>Sicily (Italy)
- Maps - 1910
Authors: Gsell-Fels, Th. (Theodor), 1818-1898 -- Meyers Reisebücher -- Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 58 maps
5th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
*Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)* (Pr.Ct)

39296 Italy, Southern - Maps - 1911>>Sicily (Italy)
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

39300 Italy, Southern - Maps - 1912>>Sicily (Italy)
- Maps - 1912

*Southern Italy and Sicily*. Leipzig ; London ; New York : K. Baedeker ; T. Fisher Unwin ; Scribner's, 1912.

Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- T. Fisher Unwin (Firm) -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 30 maps, 34 city plans

16th ed.


Condition: Good.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

195301

Italy, Southern - Maps - 1922--Sicily (Italy)

- Maps - 1922


Authors: Thomas Cook Ltd. -- Cook's tourist's handbooks -- W. & A.K. Johnston Limited -- Simkin, Marshall, Hamilton, Kent & Co. Ltd. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

viii, 392 p. ; [6], 18 maps (col., folded) ; 18 cm.

Issued with 6 maps and 1 plan, but this copy imperfect; lacking p. 1-158, plan, and 3 maps.


Includes index.


Armorial bookplate: Joan Redfern.

Bookseller's label: Libreria e cartoleria Luigi del Re, via de Pucci 17, Firenze.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

LC Card Number: 48043018

Baskes G153 .C66 Italy, Southern (1922) (NLO)

- Maps - 1925

*The Traveller's handbook for Southern Italy* by L.V. Bertarelli, President of the club'--Pref.

Maps by P. Corbellini and Touring Club Italiano.

Map on endpaper.

Includes index.

Duplicate copy: G 35 .882

Series: The blue guides -- Blue guide. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

LC Card Number: 25027652

Baskes G153 .B58 Italy Southern (1925) (NLO)

39303

Italy, Southern - Maps - 1925

*Southern Italy*. Paris : Hachette, 1925.

Authors: Muirhead, Findlay, 1860-1935 -- Blue guide -- Hachette (Firm)

1 v. : 76 map plates

1st ed.

G 35 .882 (NLO)

39304

Italy, Southern - Maps - 1926-1928--Abruzzo (Italy) - Maps - 1926-1928--Molise (Italy) - Maps - 1926--Puglia (Italy) - Maps - 1926-1928


Authors: Touring club italiano -- Guida d'Italia del T.C.I. -- Bertarelli, L. V. (Luigi Vittorio), 1859-1926 -- Ricordi (Firm) -- Antonio Vallardi (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

3 v. (800, 618, 811 p., [84] leaves of plates) : 183 col. maps and plans (some folded), plans ; 16 cm.

1a ed.

Maps by G. Ricordi & c. and A. Vallardi.

Maps on lining papers.

Includes bibliographical references (v. 2, p. [561]-565) and indexes.

Contents: v. 1. Abruzzo, Molise e Púglia -- v. 2. Nápoli e dintorni -- v. 3. Campañia, Basilicata e Calábría.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Dust jacket.

LC Card Number: 38032138

Baskes DG416.C742 A35 1926 (NLO)

39305

Italy, Southern - Maps - 1926--Naples (Italy) - Maps - 1926--Sicily (Italy) - Maps - 1926


Authors: Meyers Reisebücher -- Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 60 maps

6th ed.


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)
39306 Italy, Southern - Maps - 1927<>Naples (Italy) - Maps - 1866<>Sicily (Italy) - Maps - 1927<>Sardinia (Italy) - Maps - 1927
Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag -- Bertarelli, L. V. (Luigi Vittorio), 1859-1926 -- Touring club italiano -- Goldschmidt, Albert -- Antonio Vallardi (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
'Von L.V. Bertarelli.'
Cover title: Süd-Italien '18 Karten, 13 Stadtpläne, 13 Grundrisse.'
Maps printed by A. Vallardi.
Map on inside front cover.
Includes index.
Series: Griebens Reiseführer ; Bd. 203
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 203 (1927) (NLO)

39307 Italy, Southern - Maps - 1930
lxxii, 537,a-y p. : 81 maps and plans (some folded, some col.) ; 16 cm.
2nd ed.
At head of title: Italian touring club.
Maps by Touring Club Italiano and P. Corbellini.
'81 maps and plans.'
Maps on endpapers.
Includes index.
Series: The blue guides -- Blue guide.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 30019981
Baskes G153 .B58 Italy Southern (1930) (NLO)

39308 Italy, Southern - Maps - 1930<>Sicily (Italy) - Maps - 1930
Southern Italy and Sicily. Leipzig ; London ; New York : K. Baedeker ; George Allen & Unwin ; Scribner's, 1930.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- George Allen & Unwin -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 75 plates
17th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1930 and priced in shillings.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

39309 Italy, Southern - Maps - 1930<>Sicily (Italy) - Maps - 1930
Southern Italy and Sicily. Leipzig ; London ; New York : K. Baedeker ; George Allen & Unwin ; Scribner's, 1930.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- George Allen & Unwin -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 75 plates
17th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1930 and priced in shillings.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

39310 Italy, Southern - Maps - 1936<>Sicily (Italy) - Maps - 1936<>Malta - Maps - 1936<>Tripoli (Libya) - Maps - 1936
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 33 maps, 44 city plans
17th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1936 and priced in shillings.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

39311 Italy, Southern - Maps - 1959
lxxx, 312 p., [15] leaves of plates (chiefly folded) : 45 maps and plans (some folded, some col.) ; 17 cm.
3rd ed.
Spine title: Muirhead's southern Italy 'With 45 maps and plans.'
Includes map on endpapers.
Includes bibliographical references (p. xli-xlviii) and indexes.
Series: The blue guides -- Blue guide.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Owner’s inscription: H.F. Smith.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copy: G 35 .605
LC Card Number: 59002543
Baskes G153 .B58 Italy Southern (1959) (NLO)

39312 Italy, Southern - Maps - 1966
Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag
-- Karl Thiemig AG -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
223 p. : 5 maps (some col., some folded) ; 17 cm.
Map inside front cover.
Includes index.
Series: Grieben-Reiseführer ; Bd. 203
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

39313 Italy, Southern - Maps - Bibliography
Map collections - Italy, Southern - Directories - 1986
Maps - Bibliography
Map collections - Campania (Italy) - Directories - 1986
Authors: Catalogazione di cimeli geocartografici
143 p. : maps (some col.), ill. ; 30 cm.
No more published?
Summary in English.
Includes bibliographical references and indexes.
Series: Catalogazione di cimeli geocartografici ; 1
Formerly folio Z6027.18 D63 1986
LC Card Number: 86201859
ISBN 8822234146
Map Ref folio Z6027.18 D63 1986 (NLO)

39314 Italy - Topographic maps - Bibliography - Catalogs
Topographic maps - Italy - Bibliography - Catalogs
Topografia - Map collections - Bibliography - Catalogs
Biblioteca nazionale (Naples, Italy) - Map collections - Catalogs
Manuscript maps - Catalogs
Authors: Valerio, Vladimiro -- Biblioteca nazionale (Naples, Italy) -- Italy. Officina Topografica
111 p. : maps ; 29 cm.
"Istituto Italiano per gli Studi Filosofici, Università degli Studi di Napoli, Istituto di Matematica della Facoltà di Architettura."
Includes indexes.
Formerly folio Z6028 .V26
Duplicate copy: Vert 2205
BHC 2678
ISBN 8877230002
Map Ref folio Z6028 .V26 (NLO)

39315 Itamaracá Island (Brazil) - Maps - 1671 - Pictorial works
I. Tamaraca. [London : John Ogilby, 1671].
Authors: Ogilby, John, 1600-1676 -- Ogilby, John, 1600-1676. America : being the latest, and most accurate description of the New World ... (1671) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view ; 28 x 34 cm.
Includes references A-G.
Engraved plate number '1' at lower left.
In: Ogilby, John. America : being the latest, and most accurate description of the New World ... (London : Printed by the author, 1671) following p. 516.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O3 1671 following p. 516 (PrCt)

39316 Itaparica Island (Brazil) - Pictorial works - 1671
All Saints Bay (Brazil) - Pictorial works - 1671
Salvador (Brazil) - Pictorial works - 1671
Sinus Omnium Sanctorum[m]. [London : John Ogilby, 1671].
Authors: Ogilby, John, 1600-1676 -- Ogilby, John, 1600-1676. America : being the latest, and most accurate description of the New World ... (1671) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view ; 28 x 35 cm.
Includes references A-N.
Engraved plate number '8.'
In: Ogilby, John. America : being the latest, and most accurate description of the New World ... (London : Printed by the author, 1671) following p. 502.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O3 1671 following p. 502 (PrCt)

39317 Itapeteninga River (Brazil) - Maps - 1889
Paranapanema River (Brazil) - Maps - 1889
Itapeteninga River (Brazil) SEE Itapeteninga River (Brazil)
Authors: São Paulo (Brazil : State). Comissão Geográfica e Geológica -- Sampaio, Teodoro,

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Imprensa Nacional SEE Brazil. Departamento de Imprensa Nacional -- Imprensa Nacional (Brazil)
SEE Brazil. Departamento de Imprensa Nacional
1 atlas (1 p. l., [2], 14 p. xxv (i. e. 26) maps) ; 40 x 58 cm.
LC Card Number: gs 11000384
oversize G 9906 .78 (NLO)

39318 Itasca County (Minn.) - Maps - 1978 - Landowners<<<>
- Landowners - Maps
Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Itasca County 4-H Council (Minn.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (116 p.) : 81 maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
Includes index to owners and business directory.
Scale [1:50,688]. 1 1/4 in. = 1 mile.
Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 79318176
Baskes folio G4143.18G46 1978 .R58 (NLO)

1 ms. strip map on 3 sheets
Title supplied by cataloger.
Printed in top margin: Interstate Commerce Commission Bureau of Valuation
Manuscript map on 3 sheets compiled on printed ICC forms for the Chicago, Milwaukee, and St. Paul Railway Company; numbered as adjacent pages 199, 198, and 193 (west to east).
Shows depot, related buildings, and Walnut Avenue railroad crossing with automatic gates and flashing lights.
Illegible signatures of officials "for carrier" and "for I.C.C." at upper right.
Covers track miles 19 and 20.
Scale [ca. 1:748]
Approximate coordinates: (W 88°01'16"--W 88°00'29"/N 41°58'23"--N 41°58'13")
Oriented with north at top.
Size of original indeterminable from photographs of manuscript held by the Milwaukee Public Library's Milwaukee Road archives (manuscript missing ca. 2011).
Uncataloged photographs filed as map2F G4104.I8P3 1913 .U55 (PrCt); on 3 sheets each 46 x 31 cm.; gift of Gerald A. Danzer, ca. 2011.
http://atlantic.at.northwestern.edu/ingest/newberry/selection/railroad-valuation-map-Itasca-il-1919
Danzer's notes printed and filed in Newberry Map Information file for map2F G4104.I8P3 1913 .U55 (PrCt)
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
http://atlantic.at.northwestern.edu/ingest/newberry/selection/railroad-valuation-map-Itasca-il-1919 (PrCt)

39320 Itasca, Lake (Minn.) - Maps - 1834
Itasca Lake (the source of the Mississippi River, 3160 miles from the Balize). New York, 1834.
Authors: Allen, James, 1806-1846 -- Schoolcraft, Henry Rowe, 1793-1864 -- Schoolcraft, Henry Rowe, 1793-1864.
Narrative of an expedition through the upper Mississippi to Itasca Lake ... (1834) -- Harper & Brothers -- Everett D. Graf Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 17 x 11 cm.
In: Schoolcraft, Henry Rowe. Narrative of an expedition through the upper Mississippi to Itasca Lake ... (New York : Harper, 1834), opposite p. 56.
Scale [ca. 1:82,000].
Forms part of the Everett D. Graf Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Graf 3698, opp. p. 56 (PrCt)

39321 Itasca, Lake (Minn.) - Maps -
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
(Ithaca, N.Y.) - Maps - 1955
Maps on stationery - Maps - 1955
Road maps
Authors: Cornell Heights Residential Club (Ithaca, N.Y.) -- Chicago Historical Society
1 map : col. ; 28 x 22 cm.
Printed on verso of Club stationery.
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.

CHS Coll., Map no. 198 (PrCt)

39329 Ithaca (N.Y.) - Pictorial works - 1873

Authors: Historic Urban Plans (Firm)
1 birds-eye view ; 48 x 64 cm.
'Reproduced ... from a lithograph in the collection of the Tompkins County Trust Company, Ithaca.'
Details of original publication not known.
Scale varies.
Includes 'references' 1-24, A-G, [7 unlettered references.], O-P, and R-U.
Gift
ICN78
map4F G3804.I8A3 1873 B5 (PrCt)

39330 Ithaca (N.Y.) - Pictorial works - 1882

Authors: Burleigh, L. R. -- Historic Urban Plans (Firm)
1 birds-eye view ; 38 x 68 cm.
Facsimile of original published 1882.
Includes references: 1-56.
435
map4F G3804.I8A3 1882 B8 1970 (PrCt)

39331 Ithake (Greece) - Pictorial works - 1807

Authors: Tomkins, Peltro William, 1760-1840 -- Wright, J. H., fl. 1808-1818 -- Gell, William, Sir, 1777-1836. The geography and antiquities of Ithaca (1807)
1 view : aquatint ; 19 x 30 cm.
In Gell, William, The geography and antiquities of Ithaca ... (London : Printed by J. Wright, St. John's Square, for Longman, Hurst, Rees, and Orme, Paternoster-row, 1807), after p. 28.

Case folio DF901.I8 G3 1807, after p. 28 (PrCt)

39333 Itinerarium Antonini - Maps - 0200-0299

Rome - Maps - 0200-0299
Road maps
[Itinerarium Antonini itinerary SEE Itinerarium Antonini].

Case folio DF901.I8 G3 1807, before p. 29 (PrCt)

39334 Itzhoe (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1620

Itzhoae florentissimae Holsatiae op. [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Rantzau, Henrik, 1526-1598 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : hand col. ; 17 x 49 cm.

Latin letterpress text on verso under titles: Itzhoae -- Flensbvrgvm.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135.B8 1573, v. 4, pl. 30 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

39335  Itzehoe (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1657
Itzhoaoa florentissimae Holsatiae op.
[Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657].
Authors: Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664 -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Illustriorvm principiumque urbiub septentrionalium Europae tabulab [1657] -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Theatrum urbiub (1657)
1 view : hand col. ; 17 x 49 cm.
On same sheet with: Flensbvrgvm.
Includes seal of city of Itzehoe.
Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Itzohoa.
In: Jansson, Jan. Illustriorvm principiumque urbiub septentrionalium Europae tabulab, v. 1, [plate 24].
Issued in volume 1 of 8 in Jansson's townbook atlases, collectively known as the Theatrum urbiub (Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657).
References: Krogt, Peter van der. Koeman's catalog of atlases, collectively known as the Theatrum urbium septentrionalium Europae tabulae, v. 1, [plate 24].

Case oversize G 117 .452, v. 1, [plate 24] (PrCt)

39336  Ivano-Frankivska oblast (Ukraine) - Maps - 1787<<>>Galicia, Eastern (Ukraine) - Maps - 1787
Authors: Maire, François Joseph, b. 1738 -- Carl und Friedrich Bargum (Firm) -- Maire, François Joseph, b. 1738. Atlas der roiuaumes de Galicie et de Lodomerie ... (178[7]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 57 x 42 cm.
Covers latter-day Ivano-Frankivska Oblast in Eastern Ukraine (Ukraine).
Scale [ca. 1:340,000]. Relief shown pictorially and by hachures. French and German.
In: Maire, François Joseph. Atlas des roiuaumes de Galicie et de Lodomerie ... (Vienna : Char. et Fred. Bargum et comp., 178[7]; [map 9].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.


39337  Izmir, Gulf of (Turkey) - Maps - 1753 - Nautical charts<<<Nautical charts - Izmir, Gulf of (Turkey) - 1753<<<Nautical charts
Authors: W. and J. Mount, T. and T. Page (Firm), fl. ca. 1753-1755 -- English Pilot. Part 3 (1753) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 15 x 17 cm.
Engraved map printed on page of letterpress text.
Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger): English Pilot. Part 3 (1753)
oversize Ayer 135 .E55 1753 p. 75 (PrCt)

39338  Izmir, Gulf of (Turkey) - Maps - 1771 - Nautical charts<<<Nautical charts - Izmir, Gulf of (Turkey) - 1771-SEE Smyrna, Gulf of (Turkey)<<<<Nautical charts
Authors: Mount, John, d. 1786 -- Page, Thomas, d. 1781 -- English Pilot. Part 3 (1771) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 15 x 17 cm. on sheet 47 x 30 cm. Letterpress text at top of sheet (p. 75): A Description of the road of Smyrna.
In: The English pilot : Part III : Describing the sea-coasts ... in the whole Mediterranean Sea (London : Printed for J. Mount, and T. Page, on Tower-Hill, 1771), [plate 50].
Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger): English Pilot. Part 3 (1771)
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1956.P5 E5 1771, [plate 50] (PrCt)

16 p. : maps ; 16 cm.
Vert 2272, no. 5 (PrCt)

39340  J. W. Norie & Co. - Bibliography - Maps<<<Nautical charts - Bibliography - 1817<<<Nautical charts
Catalogue of the latest and most approved charts, pilots, and navigation books published...by J.W. Norie & Co. March 1, 1817. 1817.
Authors: J. W. Norie & Co.
12p.; 21cm.
Electrostatic copy of orig. in Library of Congress.
BHC 212
Vert 524 (PrCt)

39341  Jacinto (Miss.) - Courthouse - 1990
Authors: Jacinto Foundation, Inc.
1 leaflet (3-fold) : map and ills. ; 22 x 9 cm.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

Microfiche 583, no. 1019 (PrCt)


Microfiche 583, no. 1020 (PrCt)


Microfiche 583, no. 1021 (PrCt)


Local History Ref F547.J2 B69 2007 (NLO)

39346  Jackson County (Ill.) - Maps - 1900 - Railroads - Manuscripts<<<Perry County (Ill.) - Maps - 1900 - Railroads - Manuscripts<<<Jackson County (Ill.) - Maps - 1900 - Landowners - Manuscripts<<<Perry County (Ill.) - Maps - 1900 - Railroads - Manuscripts<<<St. Louis Central Railroad - Maps - 1800-1899 - Manuscripts<<<Manuscript maps <<<Counties - Maps<<<Railroads - Maps<<<Strip maps<<<Landowners - Maps Map of the St. Louis Central Railroad from Murphysboro [I] to Pinckneyville, Jackson & Perry Co[unties] Illinois, 23.54 miles. [ca. 1900?]. Authors: St. Louis Central Railroad -- Saint Louis Central Railroad SEE St. Louis Central Railroad 1 ms. map : hand col. ; 83 x 747cm. on 4 sheets fold. to 44 x 39 cm. Drawn on cloth. Scale [1:4,800] '400 feet to 1 inch.' Strip map detailing the names of the former property owners, with the amount of acreage acquired by the railroad company along its right of way. oversize H 668 .778 (NLO)

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

39348  Jackson County (Ind.) - Maps - 1878 - Landowners<<>Counties - Maps<<>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Randall, George A. -- McClellan, J. A. -- Nay, B. A. -- Unigraphic (Evansville, Ind.) 1 atlas (93 p. : ill., maps, ports.) ; 36 cm.
Series: The Heritage Collection illustrated atlas. 78-41965.
folio G1403.J2 R3 1878a (NLO)

Authors: Thompson and Everts -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 6 parts, 26 x 23.5 in. each. Scale 1:43,000. Originally published Anamosa, Iowa: Thompson & Everts, 1867.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps: Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 1 atlas (44 p.) : 22 maps ; 22 x 29 cm.
Cover title. "Sponsored by Jackson County Farm Bureau."--Cover. Scale [1:50,688] Township maps of scale 1 1/4 in. to 1 mile. Advertisements on covers and interspersed. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

39350  Jackson County (Iowa) - Maps - 1893 - Landowners<<>Counties - Maps<<>Landowners - Maps
Authors: North West Publishing Co. -- Chicago Historical Society 1 atlas (55 p.) : maps ; 46 cm.
Contents: Atlas -- Analysis of the system of United States land surveys -- Patrons’ directory of Jackson County, Iowa.
Scales differ. Library buckram. Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005; includes CHS ownership markings. CHS Coll., Atlas no. 127

39351  Jackson County (Kan.) - Maps - 1921 - Landowners<<>Counties - Maps<<>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Geo. A. Ogle & Co.
1 atlas (2 p. l., 7-53, xxii p. incl. 23 maps, ill.) ; 46 cm.
Phillips 14173.
LC Card Number: 2001626295
oversize F 92542 .642 (NLO)

Authors: Geil, Samuel -- Jones, S. L. -- Alexander, Jos. M. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Microfiche 583, no. 335 (PrCt)

Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Jackson County Farm Bureau (Mich.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (44 p.) : 22 maps ; 22 x 29 cm.
'Plat book compiled and published by Interstate Publishing Company of Philadelphia, PA. ; data entry by MGS member John McAuliffe.'

Running title: MGS index to 1887 Jackson County plat book.

Scale: [1:31,680]. 2 in. to the mile.

LC Card Number: 91-135228 /MAP folio G1428.J2 F5 1990 (NLO)

39355
Jackson County (Minn.) - Maps - 1936-1990 - Landowners

Maps - Landowners - Counties - Maps

Atlas of Jackson County, Minnesota: containing maps, plats of the townships, rural directory, pictures of farms and families, articles about history, etc. / compiled 1990 by Title Atlas Company. Minneapolis, Minn. Title Atlas Co., 1990.

Authors: Title Atlas Co. (Minneapolis, Minn.) -- Central Atlas Co. (Chicago, Ill.). Standard atlas of Jackson County, Minnesota (1936) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (2 v.) : ill., 45 maps, ports. ; 33 cm.

Cover title: Atlas, Jackson County, Minnesota

Volume 2 has cover title: Pictorial section, Jackson County, Minnesota.

Includes indexes to owners and county directories.

Scale [ca. 1:45,000].


Advertisements interspersed in [v.2].

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.


39356
Jackson County (Minn.) - Maps - 1975 - Landowners

Maps - Landowners - Counties - Maps


Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Jackson County (Minn.) Soil and Water Conservation District -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (54 p.) : 20 maps ; 28 cm.

'Sponsored by Jackson County Soil & Water Conservation District.'--Cover.

Scale [1:50,688] or 1 1/4 inch equals 1 mile.

Cover title.

Includes index.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

LC Card Number: 76360919


39357
Jackson County (Mo.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners

Maps - Landowners - Counties - Maps

Family maps of Jackson County, Missouri : with homesteads, roads, waterways, towns, cemeteries, railroads, and more. Norman, Okla.


Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960-

274 p. : maps ; 28 cm.

1st ed.

'Deluxe edition.'

Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).

'3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.'

Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township). Includes indexes.

ISBN 1420300415

Local History Ref F472.J2 B69 2005 (NLO)

39358
Jackson County (Mo.) - Maps - 1877 - Landowners

Maps - Landowners - Counties - Maps

An illustrated historical atlas map of Jackson County, Mo. : carefully compiled from personal examinations and surveys / published by Brink, McDonough & Co. [Independence, Mo.] : Jackson County Historical Society, 1976.

Authors: Brink, McDonough & Co. -- Jackson County Historical Society (Mo.)

1 atlas (73 p. : ill., maps (some col.)) ; 41 cm.


oversize G1438.J2 B7 1976 (NLO)

39359
Jackson County (Mo.) - Maps - 1887 - Landowners

Maps - Landowners - Counties - Maps

[Jackson County (Mo.) - 1887: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche], [Washington, D.C.] : LC G&M Division, [1983?].

Authors: Edwards, John P. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps

1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.

Size of original: 6 parts; 4 are 18.5 x 28 in. each and 2 are 20.5 x 28 in. each. Scale: 1:31,680. Originally published Quincy, Ill.: John P. Edwards, 1887.

Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:


Microfiche 583, no. 400 (PrCt)

39360
Jackson County (Mo.) - Maps - 1911 -
Jackson County (Ohio) - Maps - 1875 - Landowners - Maps

Authors: Lake, D. J. -- Titus, Simmons & Titus (Philadelphia, Pa.) -- Worley & Bracher -- Bourquin, F. (Frederick), b. 1808 -- Union Printing Co.
1 atlas (45 [i.e. 35] p. : ill., maps, ports.) ; 32 cm. Facsimile of original published Philadelphia: Titus, Simmons & Titus, 1875. 'Blank pages have been eliminated and some page sequences changed for technical reasons to facilitate reproduction.' Cf. Phillips 2388.
75-21741 folio G1398.J2 L3 1875a (NLO)

Jackson County (Ohio) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners - Counts - Maps

Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960- -- Arphax Libr. Co. (Norman, Okla.)
210 p. : maps ; 28 cm. 1st ed. 'Deluxe edition.'
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov). '3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers; creeks & railroads.' Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).
Includes indexes.
Series: Family maps
ISBN 1420307401; 9781420307405
Local History Ref F497.J2 B69 2007 (NLO)

Jackson County (Ohio) - Maps - 1896 - Landowners - Counts - Maps

Atlas of Jackson County, Ohio, from actual surveys by and under the directions of D.J. Lake, C.E., to which is added a township map of the state of Ohio, also an outline & railroad map of the United States. Philadelphia: Titus, Simmons & Titus, 1875.
Authors: Lake, D. J. -- Titus, Simmons & Titus (Philadelphia, Pa.)
Atlas in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 1787. oversize G 10892 .876 (NLO)

39363

39364

39365
19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Microfiche 583, no. 1023 (PrCt)

39369
Jackson County (Wis.) - Maps - 1991 - Landowners - Black River State Forest (Ill.) - Maps - Counties - Landowners - Maps
Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Jackson County 4-H Parents and Leaders Association -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (81 p.) : 33 maps (chiefly col.) ; 28 cm. 12th ed.
Cover title.
Copyright date from p. 3.
"Sponsored by Jackson County 4-H Parents and Leaders Association"--Cover.
Includes government and business directories and indexes.
Scale [1:50,688]. 1 1/4 in. = 1 mile.
Includes map of Black River State Forest.
Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Shows federal conservation areas, state lands, and county forest lands.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 91675271

39366
Jackson County (W. Va.) - Maps - 1780-1789 - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps
Authors: Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: Photocopy (negative), 6 parts, 23 x 17 in. each. Originally compiled [178-?]
Microfiche 583, no. 1391 (PrCt)

39367
Jackson County (W. Va.) - Maps - 1931 - Land ownership - Counties - Maps
Atlas and farmers' directory of Jackson County, Wisconsin : containing plats of all townships with owners' names, an outline map of the county and a state map of Wisconsin : compiled from latest data on record and from personal investigation. Saint Paul, Minn. ; [Minneapolis, Minn.?] : The Farmer ; Webb Publishing Co ; Farm, Stock and Home, 1931.
Authors: Webb Publishing Co. -- Farmer (Saint Paul, Minn.) -- Farm, Stock, and Home
Scale [1:42,240]. 1 1/2 in. to 1 mile.
'On township maps township roads are shown with parallel lines, rural routes are shown with broken black lines, location of farm buildings is shown with black square, school district boundary lines are shown with feathered edge.'
Includes indexes and advertisements.
Annotations in pencil on some pages.
Newberry accession no. 2006110350
LC Card Number: 2005633542
oversize G4123.J2 W4 1931 (NLO)

39368
Jackson County (W. Va.) - Maps - 1946 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps
Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Marathon Forms Map Service (Milwaukee, Wis.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (29 leaves) : 31 maps ; 22 x 29 cm.
Cover title.
Scale not given.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

39370
Jackson Hole (Wyo.) - Maps - 1943 - Jackson Hole National Monument (Wyo.) - Maps - 1943
1 map ; 37 x 28 cm.
'Prepared in Branch of Land Planning May 3, 1943 by J.J. Black.'
At head of title: Department of the interior. Harold L. Ickes, Secretary. National Park Service.
Newton B. Drury, director.
Scale [ca. 1:264,500].
Relief shown by hachures.
Ayer p133 .US8 1943 (NLO)

39371
Jackson (Mich.) - Maps - 1870
The City of Jackson, Michigan. Chicago, 1870.
1 map : col. ; 40 x 55 cm.
'Showing its rail roads, real estate, parks, manufacturing sites...' Detached from The Land Owner 2 (Chicago: J.M. Wing and Co., 1870) bet. p. 142-143. [Case Wing +H94.005].
Jackson (Miss.) - Description and travel - 1970

*Jackson today: A city of change / challenge.*

Jackson, Miss. City of Jackson, [ca. 1970].

Authors: Rothas, Frederick J., 1836-1898. New Orleans, Jackson, and Great Northern Railroad Company -- Illinois Central Railroad Company -- Rothas, Frederick J., 1836-1898. [Atlas of the New Orleans, Jackson, and Great Northern Railroad] [1872?]

1 ms. map: hand col.; 54 x 17 cm.

Title supplied by cataloger.

Strip map detailing a section of the New Orleans, Jackson, and Great Northern Railroad (later part of the Illinois Central Railroad Company).

Covers part of Jackson, Mississippi; shows railroad junction with the Vicksburg & Meridian Railroad, a street railroad, passenger and freight depots, two hotels, ditches, fields, and clearings; running measure of distances in feet recorded in margin.

Scale [1:4,800]

Approximate coordinates: (W 90°12'00"--W 90°10'46"/N 32°18'32"--N 32°17'17")

Pen-and-ink and watercolor (black, grey, brown, blue, green, red).

In: Rothas, Frederick J. [Atlas of the New Orleans, Jackson, and Great Northern Railroad] [not before 1872?]. p. 232-233.

Forms part of the Illinois Central Railroad Company Archives at the Newberry Library.

Illinois Central IC 6 N4.2, p. 232-233 (NLO)
Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960-- Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)
228 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
1st ed.
'Deluxe edition.'
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).
'3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.'
Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).
Includes indexes.
Series: Family maps
ISBN 1420303465
Local History Ref F377.J2 B69 2006 (NLO)

39379
Jackson Park map / map prepared by Friends of the Parks, with the Geography Department of Chicago State University. Chicago : Friends of the Parks, 1986.
Authors: Chicago State University. Dept. of Geography. Cartographic Center -- Lennix, Roland -- Friends of the Parks (Chicago, Ill.) -- Bumstead, Richard C. -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 71 x 53 cm.
1st ed.
Panel title.
"Cartographic Center, Department of Geography, Chicago State University, July, 1986. Frederick Blum, project director. Roland Lennix, Jr., cartographer."
"Cover drawing by Richard C. Bumstead."
Scale [ca. 1:4,800]. 1 in. = 400 ft.
Includes key to features and points of interest.
Verso includes historical notes, reproductions of photographs taken at the World's Columbian Exposition of 1893, reproductions of park maps originally published in 1871, 1893, and 1895 (18 x 21 cm. and smaller), and contemporary map (27 x 20 cm.): South Shore Country Club Park Issued folded to 29 x 11 cm.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
References: OCLC 18784411 and 35886999
LCCN: 96-683354
4408

39380
Jackson Purchase (Ky.) - Maps - 1974
Authors: Franklin, William A.
8i, 137 p. : ill., graphs, maps ; 22 x 28 cm.
Comprises Ballard, Calloway, Carlisle, Fulton, Graves, Hickman, McCracken, and Marshall Counties.
To Collection Services for cataloging, August 2010 (PrCt)

39381
Authors: Cockrell, Monroe F. (Monroe Fulkerson), b. 1884 -- Ring, Emery L. -- Henderson, G. F. R. (George Francis Robert), 1854-1903. Stonewall Jackson and the American Civil War
1 map : photocopy ; 43 x 40 cm.
'Prepared by Monroe F. Cockrell ; drawn by Emery L. Ring.'
Scale [1:696,960]. 1 in. = 11 miles.
Blueprint.
Relief shown by curved lines.
map G 10834 .184 (NLO)

39382
Jackson Street Bridge (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1887<<>>Bridges - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1887<<>>Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1887 - Bridges Plan of Jackson St. Bridge & viaduct, Chicago, Ill. 1887. [Chicago : Bureau of Engineering, 1888].
Authors: Chicago (Ill.). Bureau of Engineering -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 38 x 62 cm.
Scale ca. 1:810.
Cross-section above map shows boat in river.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
map4F G4104 .C6P24 1887 C6, no. 2 (PrCt)

39383
Jacksonville ( Fla.) - Maps - 1913 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Jacksonville (Fla.). Engineering Dept. -- Conrad, R. A. -- Swost, L. D. -- H. & W.B. Drew
(Continued on next page...)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1 map ; 53 x 64 cm., folded to 15 x 7 cm.
"Copyright 1913, by the city of Jacksonville."
Includes street and subdivision indexes.
In Standard guide of Jacksonville with map and St. Augustine (Jacksonville, Fla. : H. & W.B. Drew Co., [1913?]) inside back cover. 40 p. ; 16 cm.
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).
Road map4C G3934.J2P2 1913 .J3 (PrCt)

39384 Jacksonville (Fla.) - Maps - 1940-1949 - Road maps

Jacksonville (Fla.) - Maps - 1940-1949 - Road maps

Dolph's map of Jacksonville, Florida, and vicinity / published by Frank B. Dolph ; compliments of Telfair Stockton & Company, Inc. Fort Lauderdale, Fla. Frank B. Dolph, [194-?].
Authors: Frank B. Dolph Company -- Telfair Stockton & Company -- Dolph (Frank B.)
Company SEE Frank B. Dolph Company
1 map : col. ; 70 x 49 cm. on sheet 86 x 58 cm. folded to 22 x 11 cm.
Panel title: Street map of Jacksonville and nearby beaches.
Scale ca. [1:28,500].
Includes street index.
Insets: Downtown Jacksonville -- Map of Beach Cities [showing Ponte Vedre to Atlantic Beach].
map4F G3934 .J2P2 1914- F7 (PrCt)

39385 Jacksonville (Fla.) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps

Jacksonville (Fla.) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps

Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 70 x 64 cm., folded to 23 x 12 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Jacksonville street map.
Plate no. 6-6207-4.
Insets (21 x 21 cm. and 12 x 12 cm.): Jacksonville and vicinity -- Downtown Jacksonville.
Panel art: Pure Oil Co. sign and Firebird gas logo; motto "Discover America best by car."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2244 (PrCt)

39388 Jacksonville (Fla.) - Maps - 1969 - Road maps

Jacksonville (Fla.) - Maps - 1969 - Road maps

Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 70 x 63 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Jacksonville street map.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1200 (PrCt)

39387 Jacksonville (Fla.) - Maps - 1968 - Road maps

Jacksonville (Fla.) - Maps - 1968 - Road maps

Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 71 x 64 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Jacksonville street map.
Plate no. 686207-5.
Insets (20 x 21 cm. and 12 x 12 cm.): Jacksonville and vicinity -- Downtown Jacksonville.
Panel art: Illustration of road and Gulf service station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1159 (PrCt)
Jacksonville and vicinity
Insets (20 x 21 cm. and 12 x 12 cm.):
Jacksonville and vicinity -- Downtown Jacksonville.
Panel art: Illustration of road and Gulf service station.
Includes two Library of Congress copyright handstamps with certificate numbers.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Identifies bank locations.
Identifies Amoco service station locations.
Added title: Jacksonville street map.
Panel title.
23 x 11 cm.
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
Authors: Amoco Oil Company
"1976 Edition."
Panel title.
Added title: Jacksonville street map.
Plate no. 706207
1 map : both sides, col. ; 70 x 65 cm., on sheet 74 x 46 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Forms part of a collection of stock editions of Rand McNally road maps, some apparently issued as sales samples and / or printer's proofs for prospective commercial clients.
Uniform series title (established by cataloger): Stock road maps
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (April 2010).
RMcN Stock 67 (PrCt)

Jacksonville (Fla.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps<>>>Amoco Oil Company - Maps - 1975<>>>Road maps
Authors: Amoco Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Tempo Designs, Inc. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 70 x 64 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"1975 edition."
Panel title.
Added title: Jacksonville street map.
Identifies Amoco service station locations.
Identifies bank locations.
Plate no. 746207-11.
Also bears imprint of Tempo Designs, Inc. of Chicago, Illinois.
 Insets (21 x 21 cm. and 12 x 12 cm.):
Jacksonville and vicinity -- Downtown Jacksonville.
Panel art: "Amoco" gas logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2983 (PrCt)

1 map : both sides, col. ; 70 x 66 cm., on sheet 74 x 46 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"1976 Edition."
Panel title.
Added title: Jacksonville street map.
Plate no. 766207-12
Inset (15 x 12 cm.): Downtown Jacksonville. West side of city continued on verso; verso includes inset map (21 x 21 cm.): Jacksonville and vicinity.
Panel art: road signs.
Forms part of a collection of stock editions of Rand McNally road maps, some apparently issued as sales samples and / or printer's proofs for prospective commercial clients.
Uniform series title (established by cataloger): Stock road maps
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1233 (PrCt)
1 atlas (128 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
"New updated edition" -- front cover.
$15.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528969390
RMcN StrFdr 1999 .J35 (PrCt)

39397
Jacksonville (Fla.) - Maps - 2003 - Road maps
>> Duval County (Fla.) - Maps - 2003
>> Road maps
>> Duval County (Fla.) - Maps - 2003
>> Road maps
>> Nassau County (Fla.) - Maps - 2003
>> Road maps
>> Saint Johns County (Fla.) - Maps - 2003
>> Road maps
>> Counties - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (192 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
ISBN 0528993194
RMcN StrFdr 2003 .J35a (PrCt)

39398
Jacksonville (Fla.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps
>> Jacksonville Region (Fla.) - Maps - 2005
>> Road maps
>> Duval County (Fla.) - Maps - 2005
>> Road maps
>> Clay County (Fla.) - Maps - 2005
>> Road maps
>> Nassau County (Fla.) - Maps - 2005
>> Road maps
>> Saint Johns County (Fla.) - Maps - 2005
>> Road maps
>> Counties - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
"7th edition" -- front cover.
$19.95
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528955187
RMcN StrFdr 2005 .J35 (PrCt)

39399
Jacksonville (Fla.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps
>> Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (145, 54 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Date on cover: 2003.
Jacksonville EasyFinder : Local street detail.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. EasyFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; fold. to 24 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Uniform title: EasyFinder Laminated.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
ISBN 0528956191
RMcN Road Map 2005 JacFL (PrCt)


Jacksonville & St. Augustine street guide.
1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
"9th edition" -- front cover.
Cover title: Jacksonville & St. Augustine street guide : including Duval county and portions of Clay, Nassau, & St. Johns counties
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
"$19.95" -- back cover
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 9780528877615
RMcN StrFdr 2009 .J35 (PrCt)

39402 Jacksonville (Ill.) - Description and travel - Guidbooks - 2009<<<<<<<<Morgan County (Ill.) - Description and travel - Guidbooks - 2009 Visitor's guide : including Jacksonville, South Jacksonville, and all of Morgan County.
Authors: Jacksonville Area Convention & Visitors Bureau
1 pamphlet (44p.) : col. photos, maps ; 23 x 11 cm.
Travel Vertical File G4104 .J2E635 2009 J2 (PrCt)

Authors: Jacksonville Area Convention & Visitors Bureau/
1 flyer (3-fold) : col. photos ; 22 x 10 cm.
Travel Vertical File G4104 .J2Q48 2009 J2 (PrCt)

Authors: Prairie Land Heritage Museum (Jacksonville, Ill.)
1 leaflet (4-fold) : col. photos, map ; 22 x 9 cm.
Travel Vertical File G4104 .J2Q48 2009 P7 (PrCt)

Authors: Jacksonville Area Convention & Visitors Bureau
1 flyer : photos, map ; 28 x 43 cm.
Travel Vertical File G4104 .J2E644 2009 J2 (PrCt)

39406 Jacksonville (Ill.) - Historic buildings - 2009<<<<Lincoln, Abraham, 1809-1865 - Homes and haunts

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
A Plat of lands belonging to the trustees of Illinois College. [New York?, 1836?].
Authors: Illinois College -- Everett D. Graff
Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 47 x 38 cm.
In Illinois College. Description of Jacksonville and of the plot of lands herto annexed, and now offered for sale in behalf of Illinois College [New York?, 1836?].
Scale [ca. 1:2,450].
Insets: [Township map of part of Cass County near Jacksonville] -- [Map of college lands southwest of Jacksonville].
Printed on tissue paper.
Graff 2087 [map] (PrCt)

Hertz Rent a Car map of Jacksonville and vicinity. [Chicago] : Rand McNally & Co., [1960?].
Authors: Hertz Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- W.H. Wilton, inc. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 19 x 33 cm., folded to 22 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Jacksonville and vicinity "Copyright, W.H. Wilton, Inc."
Plate no. R.L. 60 S 48.
Map on verso (13 x 17 cm.): Downtown Jacksonville
Includes illustration of car with "1960" on the front license plate.
Identifies Hertz office locations.

Authors: Shell Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 70 x 64 cm., on sheet 74 x 46 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.
"1972 edition."
Panel title.
Added title: Jacksonville street map.
Plate no.726207-9.
Insets (21 x 21 cm. and 12 x 11 cm.):
Jacksonville and vicinity -- Downtown Jacksonville.
Panel art: Shell logo and color illustration of Jacksonville Beach and Community Center (aerial view).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2488 (PrCt)

Jacmel (Haiti) - Maps - 1700-1799 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Plan de la ville et Baye de Jacmel. [19-].
Authors: France. Service hydrographique.
Archives. 152-10-3 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 18th-century manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France ASH 152-10-3 (PrCt)

Jacobszoon, Jan - De Kaert Va[N]Der Zee (1541)
Oude hollandsche zeevaart-uitgaven: De oudste leeskaarten. 1908.
Authors: Burger, C. P. (Combertsus Pieter), 1858-1936
Tijdschrift voor boek en bibliotheekwezen 6 (1908): 245-61.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

Jacobszoon, Jan - De Kaert Va[n] der Zee (1541)
Oude zeekaartboeken in nieuwe uitgaven. 1917.
Authors: Burger, C. P. (Combertsus Pieter), 1858-1936
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)
39414 Jaffna Peninsula - Maps - 1846 Missions - Asia - Maps - 1846
Jaffna. Boston, 1846.
Authors: American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions -- American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions. Maps and illustrations of the missions (1846) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 9 x 11 cm.
Ayer 136 .A5 1846 pl. 19B (Pr Ct)
39415 Jaffna Peninsula (Sri Lanka) - Maps - 1841 Missions - Asia - Maps - 1841
Authors: American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions -- American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions. Maps and illustrations of the missions of the American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions, 1841 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 18 x 11 cm.
In: American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions. Maps and illustrations of the missions of the American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions, 1841 ([Boston, Mass.? : American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions?], 1841)). Forms pl. 5B of a collection of wax-engraved maps, apparently detached from assorted Board publications, and bound together as a separate atlas. Added letterpress title from bottom margin: Ceylon Mission
Ayer 136 .A5 1841 pl. 5B (Pr Ct)
39416 Jäger, Johann Wilhelm Abraham, 1718-1790.
Grand atlas d’Allemagne (1789)
Authors: Satzinger, Walter
15 p. : 6 fold. maps, ill. ; 29 cm.
Photocopy of draft version (?) of article later published in Imago Mundi 28 (1976): 94-104.
BHC 2186
Vert 1660 (Pr Ct)
39417 Jajce (Bosnia and Hercegovina) - Pictorial works - 1552-<><>laitze (Bosnia and Hercegovina) SEE Jajce (Bosnia and Hercegovina)<><>laitze (Bosnia and Hercegovina)
Hercegovina) SEE Jajce (Bosnia and Hercegovina)<><>Woodcuts
[View of Jajce, Bosnia and Hercegovina]<><>Woodcuts
Jajce (Bosnia and Hercegovina) SEE Jajce (Bosnia and Hercegovina). [Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552].
Authors: Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552. Cosmographiae universalis ... (1552) -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : woodcut ; 6 x 9 cm., on sheet 32 x 21 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Added letterpress title in adjacent margin: laitze situs.
In: Münster, Sebastian. Cosmographiae universalis ... (Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552), p. 916. Possibly an inaccurate view, since some of the woodcuts in this volume were used for more than one town.
VAULT folio Ayer 7 .M8 1552, p. 916 (Pr Ct)
39418 Jakarta (Indonesia) - Maps - 1696 - Fortification
Plan de Batavia. Paris : De Fer, [1696].
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes -- avec leurs fortifications ... (1695-1696) 1 map 21 x 28 cm.
In: Fer, Nicolas de. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes; avec leurs fortifications ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, 1695-1696) pt. 7, map [147] Manuscript '(23)' at upper right.
Case folio U 26. 293 pt. 7, map [147] (Pr Ct)
39419 Jakarta (Indonesia) - Maps - 1713 - Fortification
Plan de Batavia. Paris : De Fer, [1713?].
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Introduction à la fortification ... [1713?]
1 map ; 16 x 29 cm.
In: Fer, Nicolas de. Introduction à la fortification ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, [1713?]) map [175]. For later state of this map, with engraved plate number, see Case folio U 26 .292.
For earlier version of this map, engraved on different plate, see Case folio U 26 .293.
Case oversize U 26 .2919 map [175] (Pr Ct)
39420 Jakarta (Indonesia) - Maps - 1792
A Plan of the city of Batavia. [London? J. Stockdale?, 1792?].
Authors: Andrews, John, 1736-1809 -- Andrews, John, 1736-1809. A Collection of plans of the most capital cities of ... Europe and ... the world [1792?] -- Stockdale, John, 1749?-1814
1 map ; 17 x 23 cm.
In: Andrews, John. A Collection of plans of the most capital cities of every empire, kingdom, republic and electorate in Europe and some remarkable cities in the other three parts of the

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalog</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jamaica - Maps - 1671&lt;&lt;&gt;&gt;Caribbean Area - Maps - 1671 A New &amp; exact mapp of ye isle of Jamaicca : as it was lately surveyed by order of Sr. Thomas Mediford, Bart. late gover[n]or, divided into precincts or parishes with its ports, bayes, etc. London : Printed for Richard Blome, 1671. Authors: Blome, Richard, d. 1705 -- Modyford, Thomas, Sir, ca.1620-1679 -- Mediford, Thomas SEE Modyford, Thomas, Sir, ca.1620-1679 1 map ; 29 x 33 cm. fold. to 18 x 10 cm. In Blome's A Description of the Island of Jamaica (London, 1678), opp. p. 1. Includes inset of Caribbean area. Cartouche flanked by arms of the island and its governors. Scale ca. 1:860,000. Reference: Kapp, Printed maps of Jamaica (1968), no. 17.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
VAULT Ayer 109 B6 1678, map 1 (PrCt)

39428 Jamaica - Maps - 1671 - Landowners><><Landowners - Maps Novissima et accuratissima Jamaicae descriptio ... [London : John Ogilby, 1671]. Authors: Ogilby, John, 1600-1676 -- Lamb, Francis -- Ogilby, John, 1600-1676. America : being the latest, and most accurate description of the New World ... (1671) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map; 42 x 50 cm. A catalogue of the several precincts at bottom center includes many numbered references, including the names of land owners. In: Ogilby, John. America : being the latest, and most accurate description of the New World ... (London : Printed by the author, 1671) following p. 336. VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O3 1671 following p. 336 (PrCt)

39429 Jamaica - Maps - 1671 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts><><Nautical charts - Jamaica - Maps - 1671 - Manuscripts><><Manuscript maps ><><Nautical charts Carte de lisle de la lamayque apartenant aux anglois : scitué 18 degréz 5 minutes latitude nord et 300 degréz 30 minutes de longitude. [ca. 1671]. Authors: Lea, Philip, fl. 1683-1700 -- Blome, Richard, d. 1705 -- Cartes Marines Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 30, sheet 68 1 ms. map; hand col.; 511 x 719 mm. Unsigned map of Jamaica showing 14 parishes, including 3 without names. Based on A New & exact mapp of ye isle of Jamaica...lateley surveyed by order of Sr. Thomas Mediford ... late Gover[no]r ... (London : Richard Blome, 1671); probably based on survey by Philip Lea. First published in Richard Blome’s A Description of the island of Jamaica : with other isles and territories in America ... (London : Printed by T. Milbourne, 1672). Cf. Kit S. Kapp, The printed maps of Jamaica up to 1825. Map collectors’ series, v. 5, no. 42 (1968): p. 12, no. 17. Scale [ca. 1:355,000], “Echelle de 36 miles ou 12 lieues François” [= 163 mm.] Depths shown with soundings; relief shown pictorially. Pen-and-ink and watercolor (green, grey, brown, yellow, red); mounted on cloth. Sheet 68 of 117 in the Cartes Marines Manuscript Map Collection, detailing French colonial interests worldwide, ca. 1640-ca. 1726. Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library). Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 38 Ayer ms map proj 00 Digital image available as part of the Newberry Library's Great Lakes Digital Collection via the CARLI Digital Collections website (accessed Nov. 2010): http://collections.carli.illinois.edu/u?/nby_grlakes, 927 VAULT drawer Ayer MS map 30 sheet 68 (NLO)


India navigation ... London, 1689 (Amsterdam: Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, 1967) pl. [13].
Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger):
English Pilot. Part 4 (1689)
Map Ref oversize G1025 .T37 ser. 4, v. 1, pl. [13] (PrCt)

Jamaica - Maps - 1703 - Coasts - Nautical charts
1 map ; on sheet 44 x 55 cm.
Inset (22 x 18 cm. and smaller): Antegoa -- St. Christopher -- Barbados -- Bermuda -- Martanico.
In: The Fourth part of the general English pilot. Describing the ... east-coast of America: from Greenland to the River Amazones ... (London: Printed by I. Dawks, for Jer. Seller, and Cha. Price at the Hermitage-Stairs in Wapping, 1703) pl. [18].
Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger):
English Pilot. Part 4 (1703)
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .E55 1690 [pt. 4], pl. [18] (PrCt)

Jamaica - Maps - 1710
Jamaica, Americae septentrionalis ampla insula, a Christophoro Columbo detecta ... Amst. Bat. [Amsterdam] : Nicolaum Visser [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher, 1710]?
Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Anse, Luggert van, fl. 1690-1716 -- Visscher, Elizabeth, fl. 1702-1726 -- Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702.
Atlas minor ... [1710?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 51 x 58 cm.
In: Visscher, Nicolaes. Atlas minor ... (Amstelaedami [Amsterdam] : ex officina Nicolai Visscher [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher], [1710?]) map [112].
Manuscript '114' in upper right.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .V8 1700 map [112] (PrCt)

Jamaica - Maps - 1732 - Coasts - Nautical charts
A New map of Jamaica ... / from actual surveys made by Mr. Sheffield and others. London: Printed for John Bowles at the Black Horse in Cornhill, and Carington Bowles in St. Pauls Church Yard, [1766 or earlier?].
Authors: Browne, Patrick, 17207-1790 -- Sheffield, Mr., active 1749 -- Bowles, John, 1701-1779 -- Bowles, Carington, 1724-1793 -- Bowles, John, 1701-1779. Bowles's universal atlas [1711-1766]
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 55 cm.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
In a composite atlas bound together without title page: Bowles, John. [Bowles's universal atlas]. [London : John Bowles ; Carrington Bowles, 1711-1766], map [37].
Manuscript plate number 37 added in ink at upper right by previous owner.

**Case oversize** G1015 .B68 1766 map [37] (PrCt)

39438 **Jamaica - Maps - 1773**

*A New map of the island of Jamaica from an actual survey. London, 1773.*
Authors: Universal magazine of knowledge and pleasure
1 map ; 25 x 36 cm.
Detached from Universal Magazine 52 (April 1773) opposite p. 169.
Kapp, Maps of Jamaica, 114.
3014
*A 51 .9242 v. 52, opp. p. 169 (PrCt)*

39439 **Jamaica - Maps - 1774**

*Island of Jamaica, divided into counties, and parishes / according to the best authorities, by Thomas Kitchin, geogr. Hydrographer to his Majesty. [London : s.n.], 1774.*
Authors: Kitchin, Thomas, 1718-1784 -- Browne, Patrick, 1720?-1790. The Civil and natural history of Jamaica ... (1789) -- B. White and Son -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- White (B.) and Son, publisher, London, fl. 1785-1791 SEE B. White and Son
1 map ; 30 x 63 cm., on sheet folded to 37 x 23 cm.
'Publish'd June 1st 1774, as the Act directs.'
In: Browne, Patrick. The Civil and natural history of Jamaica ... (London : B. White and Son, 1789), opposite p. 1
'To face Title page Vol 2d. Plate V.' -- binder's directions (for a different book) at upper right.
'Scale of [25] Miles' = 104 mm.
Relief shown with hachures.
References: Kapp, Printed maps of Jamaica up to 1825, no. 98 (Map Collectors' Series no. 42, 1968)
*A 51 .9242 v. 52, opp. p. 169 (PrCt)*

39440 **Jamaica - Maps - 1775**

*Kingston (Jamaica) - Maps - 1775 - Harbors*<---Savanna-La-Mar (Jamaica) - Maps - 1775 - Harbors<---Bluefields (Jamaica) - Maps - 1775 - Harbors

*A New and correct chart of the island of Jamaica* ... London : Robt. Sayer, 1775 [i.e. 1780].
Authors: Jefferys, Thomas, 1721 -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Robert Sayer and John Bennett (Firm) -- Jefferys, Thomas, d. 1771. The West-India atlas ... (1780) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 44 x 59 cm.
Map dated 1775.
Engraved Roman numeral 'I' at upper right.
Insets (15 x 21 cm. each): The Harbour of Bluefields ... -- The Harbours of Kingston and Port Royal.

39441 **Jamaica - Maps - 1777**

*Carta rappresentante l'isola della Giammaica. [Livorno : G.T. Masi, 1777].*
Authors: Rossi, D. Veremondo, fl. 1763 -- Masi, G. T. -- Masi, G. T. Atlante dell' America, contenente le migliori carte geografiche ... (1777) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 19 x 30 cm.
In: Masi, G. T. Atlante dell' America, contenente le migliori carte geografiche ... (Livorno : Gio. Tommaso Masi, e Comp., 1777) pl. [22].
VAULT folio Masi, e Comp., 1777 pl. [22] (PrCt)

39442 **Jamaica - Maps - 1780**

1 map ; 20 x 32 cm.
"Liv X, XIV" -- At upper left.
"No. 38" -- At upper right.
Forms part of the William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library).
*Greenlee 4691 .B71 1780 [map 40] (PrCt)*

39443 **Jamaica - Maps - 1783 - Coasts - Nautical charts<<<Nautical charts - Jamaica - Maps - 1783 - Coasts<<<Jamaica - Maps - 1783 - Administrative and political divisions<<<Nautical charts**

*A New and correct chart of the island of Jamaica with its bays, harbours, rocks, soundings &c. [London] : J. Mount & T. Page, [1783].*
Authors: Jno. Mount and Tho. Page, [1783].
1 map ; 45 x 67 cm.
Shows parish boundaries.
In: The English pilot : Describing the West-India navigation, from Hudson's Bay to the River

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger):

English Pilot. Part 4 (1783)

oversize Ayer 135.E55 1783 opp. p. 51 (PrCt)

39444 Jamaica - Maps - 1794<<<Bluefields (Jamaica) - Maps - 1814 - Harbors<<<Kingston (Jamaica) - Maps - 1814 - Harbors<<<Port Royal (Jamaica) - Maps - 1814 - Harbors

Jamaica from the latest surveys / improved and engraved by Thomas Jefferys ... London : Laurie & Whittle, 12th May, 1794.
Authors: Jefferys, Thomas, -1771 -- Laurie & Whittle -- Laurie & Whittle. A New and elegant imperial sheet atlas comprehending general and particular maps of every part of the world ... [1801?] -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 44 x 61 cm.

Insets (each 16 x 21 cm.): The Harbour of Bluefields -- The Harbours of Kingston and Port Royal.

In Robert Laurie and James Whittle. A New and elegant imperial sheet atlas comprehending general and particular maps of every part of the world ... (London : printed and published by R. Laurie and J. Whittle, 1800 [i.e. 1801?]) no. 52.

Stamped "52" on verso.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskets oversize G1015 .R63 1801 no. 52 (NLO)

39445 Jamaica - Maps - 1804<<<Wall maps

... Map of the island of Jamaica. London, 1804.
Authors: Robertson, James -- Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824

1 map : hand col. ; 88 x 187 cm.

Scale [ca. 1:128,000].

References: Kapp, Printed maps of Jamaica up to 1825, no. 137 (Map Collectors' Series no. 42, 1968)

85-82592

map4F G4960 1804 .R6 (PrCt)

39446 Jamaica - Maps - 1807<<<Kingston (Jamaica) - Maps - 1807

Authors: Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Renny, Robert. An History of Jamaica ... (1807) -- Cawthorn, J., fl. 1807 -- Cawthorne, J., fl. 1807

SEE Cawthorn, J., fl. 1807

1 map ; 17 x 42 cm., on sheet folded to 27 x 22 cm.

30 'statute miles 69 1/2 to a degree' = 63 mm.

Relief shown with hachures.

Inset (7 x 8 cm.): Plan of the town of Kingston

39447 Jamaica - Maps - 1814<<<Bluefields (Jamaica) - Maps - 1814 - Harbors<<<Kingston (Jamaica) - Maps - 1814 - Harbors<<<Port Royal (Jamaica) - Maps - 1814 - Harbors

Authors: Clerk, T. (Thomas) -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- John Thomson & Co. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1817?] -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 41 x 60 cm.

Insets (each 16 x 21 cm.): The Harbour of Bluefields -- The Harbours of Kingston and Port Royal.

Printed paste-on label 'No. 62' at upper right.


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskets oversize G1019 .T4 1817, map 62 (NLO)

39448 Jamaica - Maps - 1814<<<Bluefields (Jamaica) - Maps - 1814 - Harbors<<<Kingston (Jamaica) - Maps - 1814 - Harbors<<<Port Royal (Jamaica) - Maps - 1814 - Harbors


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskets oversize G1019 .T4 1817, map 62 (NLO)

39449 Jamaica - Maps - 1821<<<Bluefields (Jamaica) - Maps - 1821 - Harbors<<<Kingston (Jamaica) - Maps - 1821

In: Renny, Robert. An History of Jamaica : with observations on the climate, scenery, trade, productions, negroes, slave trade ... (London : Printed for J. Cawthorn, 1807), opposite p. [1].
Duplicate copy: F 974 .74

39450 Jamaica - Maps - 1822
1 map : hand col. ; 28 x 30 cm.
Engraved title within neatline. Added letterpress title in uppercase and oversize lettering, top margin: Geographical, statistical, and historical map of Jamaica
In: H.C. Carey and I. Lea (Firm). A Complete historical, chronological, and geographical American atlas ... (Philadelphia : H.C. Carey and I. Lea, 1822), [map 36].
"No. 41." -- In letterpress at upper right.
Forms part of the William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library).
oversize Greenlee 4891 .C27 1822 [map 36] (PrCrT)

39451 Jamaica - Maps - 1822
Authors: Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846 -- Lea & Blanchard -- Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (1840)
1 map ; 4 x 6 cm.
In: Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846 -- Lea & Blanchard -- Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (1840)
1 map ; 4 x 6 cm.

39452 Jamaica - Maps - 1827
1 map : hand col. ; 28 x 30 cm.
Engraved title within neatline. Added letterpress title in uppercase and oversize lettering, top margin: Geographical, statistical, and historical map of Jamaica
oversize Ayer 135 .C268 1827 pl. 36 (PrCrT)

39453 Jamaica - Maps - 1829
Authors: Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846 -- Lea & Blanchard -- Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (1840)
1 map ; 4 x 6 cm.
In: Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846 -- Lea & Blanchard -- Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (1840)
1 map ; 4 x 6 cm.

39454 Jamaica - Maps - 1840
Map of Jamaica. [Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, 1840].
Authors: Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846 -- Lea & Blanchard -- Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (1840)
1 map ; 4 x 6 cm.
In: Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846 -- Lea & Blanchard -- Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (1840)
1 map ; 4 x 6 cm.
References 1-17 below map.
In: Murray, Hugh. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, successors to Carey & Co., for George W. Gorton, 1840) v. 3, p. 293.
Wax engraving.
G 11 .607 v. 3, p. 293 (PrCt)

39455 Jamaica - Maps - 1851<<>><Port Royal (Jamaica) - Maps - 1851 - Pictorial works<<>><Kingston (Jamaica) - Maps - 1851 - Pictorial works<<>><Port Antonio (Jamaica) - Maps - 1851 - Pictorial works
Authors: Rapkin, J. -- Tallis, John, 1817-1876 -- Martin, Robert Montgomery, 1803?-1868. Tallis's illustrated atlas, and modern history of the world ... (1851)
1 map : hand col. ; 22 x 30 cm.
Names of artist and engraver obscured by replacement binding stub.
Inset views (6 x 11 cm. and smaller): Port Royal Harbour -- Kingston -- Port Antonio -- [Flying fish]
-- Sugar mill.
In: Martin, Robert Montgomery. Tallis's illustrated atlas, and modern history of the world ... (London ; New York : J. Tallis, 1851) pl. [77].
folio G1019 .M197 1851 pl. [77] (PrCt)

39456 Jamaica - Maps - 1888<<>><Wall maps
Authors: Liddell, Colin -- Jamaica. Public Works Dept. -- Edward Stanford Ltd.
1 map : col. ; 61 x 160 cm.
Sectioned and mounted on cloth; issued folded to 22 x 15 cm.
93091502NL
sc map6F G4960 1888 .L5 (NLO)

39457 Jamaica - Maps - 1895
Map of the island of Jamaica. London : Stanford's Geographical Establishment, 1895 [i.e. 1899].
Authors: Liddell, Colin -- Harrison, Thomas -- Edward Stanford Ltd.
1 map : col. ; 28 x 62 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:395,000].
Relief shown by hachures.
94
map4F G4960 1895 .L5 (NLO)

39458 Jamaica - Maps - 1902
Stark's Jamaica guide : (illustrated) containing a description of everything relating to Jamaica of which the visitor or resident may desire
information, including its history, inhabitants, government, resources, and places of interest to travellers : fully illustrated with maps, engravings, and photo-prints / by James H. Stark. Boston : James H. Stark, c1902.
Authors: Stark, James Henry -- St. Louis Public Library -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Cover title: Stark's history and guide to Jamaica
Includes: Includes bibliographical references and index.
Ownership markings and discard stamp from the St. Louis Public Library.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes F1871 .S79 1902 (NLO)

39459 Jamaica - Maps - 1920 - Tourist maps<<>><Jamaica - Maps - 1920 - Road maps<<>><Tourist maps - Jamaica - 1920<<>><Road maps
Tourist map of the island of Jamaica, B. W. I. [Philadelphia?] : s.n, [ca. 1920?].
Authors: D'Invilliers, Edward Vincent, 1857--
Tourist maps Jamaica
Road maps Jamaica

39460 Jamaica - Maps - 1946 - Road maps<<>><Wall maps<<>><Wall maps - Jamaica - 1946
1 map : col. ; 57 x 145 cm., folded in covers to 32 x 13 cm.
Publication date from cover with added title: Jamaica Automobile Association. Road map of Jamaica : revised 1946.
map4C G4961.P3 1946 .L5 (PrCt)

39461 Jamaica - Maps - 1963 - Road maps<<>><Kingston (Jamaica) - Maps - 1963 - Road maps<<>><Montego Bay (Jamaica) - Maps - 1963 - Road maps<<>><Spanish Town (Jamaica) - Maps - 1963 - Road maps
Authors: Texaco, inc. -- Rand McNally and
"Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume."
Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 21 x 50 cm., folded to 18 x 9 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Jamaica.
Plate no. 3-5223-11
Maps on verso (27 x 25 cm. and smaller):
Kingston -- Montego Bay -- Spanish Town.
Panel art: Texaco sign; illustrations of car passing rural and urban gas stations.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3809 (PrCt)

39462 Jamaica - Maps - 1966 - Road maps
Kingston (Jamaica) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps
Mandeville (Jamaica) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps
Spanish Town (Jamaica) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps
Montego Bay (Jamaica) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps
Authors: Texaco, inc. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office
Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 36 x 82 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. 666405-2
Inset (8 x 8 cm): [West Indies location map].
Maps on verso (43 x 29 cm. and smaller):
Kingston -- Mandeville -- Spanish Town -- Montego Bay.
Panel art: Color photo of "Runaway Bay, North Shore Beach"; slogan "trust your car to the man who wears the [Texaco] star."
In English and Spanish.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3885 (PrCt)

39464 Jamaica - Maps - 1968
Jamaica / [Central Intelligence Agency].
Authors: United States. Central Intelligence Agency -- Magnus, Albert R.
1 map : col. ; 12 x 24 cm.
Scale 1:1,060,000; (W 78°00'--W 76°30'/N 18°30'--N 18°00')
Relief shown by shading and spot heights.
In lower left margin: 58783 11-68.
Includes location map, area comparison map, and 4 ancillary maps: Population. -- Agriculture. -- Land utilization. -- Mining and industry.
map4F G3200 1967 .U5, Jamaica (PrCt)

39465 Jamaica - Maps - 1975 - Road maps
Kingston (Jamaica) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps
Mandeville (Jamaica) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps
Spanish Town (Jamaica) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps
Montego Bay (Jamaica) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps
Authors: Texaco, inc. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 36 x 82 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"1975 Edition"
Panel title.
Plate no. 756405-2
Inset (8 x 8 cm): [West Indies location map].
Maps on verso (43 x 29 cm. and smaller):
Kingston -- Mandeville -- Spanish Town -- Montego Bay.
Panel art: Color photo of Blue Mountain Peak.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3970 (PrCt)

39466 Jamaica - Maps - 1991 - Photo maps
Photo maps - Jamaica - 1991
Authors: Nature Conservancy (U.S.) -- Eosat -- Jamaica Conservation and Development Trust --
Lithographic Printers Ltd. (Jamaica) -- Earth Observation Satellite Corp. SEE Eosat 1 map : col. ; 28 x 68 cm. on sheet 51 x 79 cm. 'This is a mosaic of 4 LANDSAT TM satellite images taken from an altitude of 705 km (courtesy of EOSAT).'
© 1991 the Jamaica Conservation and Development Trust and The Nature Conservancy.'
Scale 1:250,000.
Lambert Conical Orthomorphic projection.

Authors: Mumford, Ian -- Clark, Peter K. [1], 16 leaves : ill., maps ; 28 cm.
Ayer Modern MS Karrow, box 3, folder 29, no. 5 (PrCt)

39471 James River (Va.) - Maps - 1700-1799 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles. Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Carte de la Rivière St. George ... [19-].
Authors: France. Service hydrographique. Archives. 135-3-10 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map Photostatic reproduction of 18th-century manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France ASH 135-3-10 (PrCt)

Authors: France. Ministère de la guerre. Archives historiques. 7C 219 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1781 manuscript.
Original ms. forms part of the Guerre Etat-Major archives.
Photocopy forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France Guerre Etat Major 7C 219 (PrCt)

39473 Jamestown Bridge (Jamestown, R.I.) - access routes - Maps - 1941<<>>Connecticut - Maps - 1941 - Road maps<<>>Rhode Island - Maps - 1941 - Road maps<<>>Cape Cod (Mass.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps<<>>United States Highway 1 - Maps - 1941<<>>Highway 1 (U.S.) SEE United States Highway 1<<>>Route 1 (U.S.) SEE United States Highway 1<<>>U.S. 1 SEE United States Highway 1<<>>U.S. Highway 1 SEE United States Highway 1<<>>U.S. Route 1 SEE United States Highway 1<<>>Road maps
Travel scenic 1 to the new Jamestown Bridge Ferry System / [map by] The National Survey. Chester, Vt. The National Survey, [1941?].
Authors: National Survey Company -- Jamestown Bridge-Ferry System 1 map : col. ; 22 x 51 cm. fold. to 23 x 11 cm.
Cover title.
Title on back cover: Save miles on the historica Jamestown-Newport Ferry, Rhode Island Route 138.
Map shows New York City to Cape Cod with the route highlighted in red; detail of bridge shown in magnifying glass. On verso, auxiliary map of area between Peace Dale and Little Compton, photographs, ‘SummerFerry Schedule.’ The Bridge opened for traffic in 1940. Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).

Jamestown Festival Park (Va.) - Description and travel - 1989
Authors: Jamestown Festival Park
1 leaflet (3-fold) : col photos, maps ; 23 x 11 cm

Jamestown Festival Park (Va.) - Social customs - 1989
Authors: Jamestown Settlement
1 leaflet : ills ; 23 x 10 cm

Jamestown (Saint Helena) - Maps - 1703 - Pictorial works
A Prospect of James Fort on the island of St. Hellen[.] [Amsterdam : Theatrum Orbis Terrarum Ltd., 1970].
Authors: Thornton, John, 1641-1708 -- English Pilot. Part 3 (1703) -- Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, Ltd.
1 view ; 19 x 35 cm.
Oriented with north at bottom left.
Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger): English Pilot. Part 3 (1703)
Map Ref oversize G1025 .T37 ser. 5, v. 3, opp. p. 19 (PrCt)

Jamestown (Va.) - Maps - 1607
Authors: Hull, John -- A.H. Robins Company -- Magnus, Albert R.
1 map : col. ; 36 x 45 cm.
Artist’s 1957 rendering of the Chesapeake settlement of Jamestown, Virginia, as it appeared in 1607.
Pictorial map, showing Powhatan and ships
Discovery, Susan Constant, and Godspeed in the James River.
Digital image available on America’s History in the Making website (accessed Dec. 2010) :

http://wwwlearner.org/courses/amerhistory/images/archive/thumbs/3608_tn.jpg
map2F G3884 .J15 1607 .H6 (PrCt)

Jammu and Kashmir (India) - Maps - 1842<<>>Ladakh (India) - Maps - 1842<<>>Gilgit District (Pakistan) - Maps - 1842<<>>Bultistan SEE Gilgit District (Pakistan)<<>>Wall maps
Map of Kashmir; Ladak & Little Tibet, and of the countries between the Sutluj and the Oxus ...
Compiled by order of the court of directors, of the East India Company ... [London : J. Walker?], 1842.
Authors: Walker, John, 1786-1873 -- East India Company
1 map ; 92 x 124 cm., folded to 20 cm.
Scale: 40 English miles to 3 inches.
Inset: Sketch map of the countries north of Iskardo and Ladak.

Eames G 106947 .9 (NLO)

Map of Kashmir with parts of adjacent mountains : surveyed on the basis of the Great Trigonometrical Survey of India, under the instructions of Lieutt. Colonel A.S. Waugh ...
Surveyor General of India, by Captain T.G. Montgomery ... 1st Assistant, G.T. Survey of India, ... and the assistants under his orders during 1855, 56 & 57. [London?] : J. & C. Walker, lith., [1891?].
1 map : hand col. ; 121 x 125 cm. on 2 sheets folded to 23 x 17 cm. in slipcase
Date of publication inferred from text at bottom left: Surveyor General's Field Office, Dehra Dooon, 24th May, 1859. Reg. no. 138, S.I.D.--May 91.--150.
At lower right: Photozincographed at the Survey of India offices, Calcutta.
Stamped slipcase title: Kashmir.
Spine title: Kashmir.
Slipcase stamped “Thacker, Spink & Co.
Calcutta. 11/-”
Shows roads, tracks, and glaciers.
Sectioned into 48 panels and mounted on cloth.

Eames G 106947 .9 (NLO)
Relief shown with hachures and spot heights. Inset (18 x 25 cm.): Kashmir route map / by Captain T.G. Montgomerie. Scale [1:126,720]. 'Half an inch to one mile.' Includes small manuscript continuation (pencil and crayon) in bottom right margin.

map4C G7653 .J3 1855 S9 1891 (NLO)

39480 Jammu and Kashmir (India) - Maps - 1916 - Guidebooks


Authors: Jammu and Kashmir (India) -- Civil and Military Gazette Press -- Darbar -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v.

Issued under the authority of the Government of India by the President in Kashmir, with the concurrence of the Darbar'; cf. OCLC 19833452.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

39481 Jammu and Kashmir (India) - Maps - 1929 - Manuscripts

Baber, Zonia - Travel - Maps - 1929 - Manuscripts


Authors: Baber, Zonia -- Utley, George Burwell, 1876-1946 1 ms. map : hand col. ; 9 x 11 cm., on sheet 29 x 22 cm.

Manuscript map drawn in top margin of letter by Zonia Baber, geographer and president of the Chicago Geographical Society; written from Srinagar in Kashmir, dated 21 Oct. 1929, and addressed to Newberry Librarian George B. Utley.

Inset (9 x 8 cm.): Vale of Kashmir.

On leaf 1 of a 4-leaf ms. letter describing her journey from Mombasa, Kenya to Bombay and Kashmir, India by ship, train, automobile, and houseboat.

Pen-and-ink (black, red).

Forms part of Utley's papers in the Newberry Library Archives, Record Group No. 3, Subgroup 4, Series 3 (Personal Papers, 1879-1946); shelved in 4A stacks, aisle 6, range13 (June 2010). For biographical notes about Baber, see Janice Monk, "Practically all the geographers were women", a paper presented in Chicago at the Society of Woman Geographers Triennial, May 25, 2008, and available on The Society of Woman Geographers website (accessed June 2010): http://www.iswg.org/about1.html

Case Archives 03/04/03, Box 1, Folder 4 (PrCt)

39482 Jämtlands Län (Sweden) - Maps - 1891


Authors: Högborn, Arvid Gustaf, 1857-1940 -- Svenska reseböcker -- Generalstabens litografiska anstalt -- Gerber, Hugo -- Larneu, Hjaluiar -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

73 p., [1] folded leaf of plates : 3 maps (1 col., 1 folded) ; 16 cm.

Edition: 2. omarb. och tillökte uppl.

Maps by Generalstabens litografiska anstalt.

Series: Svenska reseböcker ; 3

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Former owner's signature: Hjaluiar Larneu.

Baskes G153 .S93 [no.] 3 (NLO)

39483 Jan Mayen Island - Maps - 1662

Insula que a Ioanne Mayen : nomen sortita est. [Amsterdam : Blaeu, 1662?].

Authors: Blaeu, Joan, 1596-1673 -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 44 x 55 cm.

Scale ca. 1:126,000.

Cartouche, lower right, vacant.


Possibly detached from Blaeu, Joan. Atlas major. Amstelaedami, MDCLXII.

Fitzgerald polar map 181 (PrCt)

39484 Jan Mayen Island - Maps - 1720

Jan Mayen Eyland. [Amsterdam? s.n., 1720 or later].

Authors: Zorgdrager, Cornelis Gijsbertsz -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

III:X31 1 map ; 17 x 23 cm.

Unsigned map without imprint.

'Pag: 79' -- at upper right.

Detached from an edition of Zorgdrager, Cornelis Gijsbertsz. Bloeiende opkomst der aloude en hedendaagsche Groenlandsche visscery (1720 or later).

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).


Sack map1F G9782.J3 1720 .Z6 (PrCt)

39485 Jane Addams Houses (Chicago, Ill.) - Pictorial works - 1936 - Chicago (Ill.) - Pictorial works - 1936 - Public housing - Jane Addams Houses (Chicago, Ill.) - Pictorial works - 1936 - Public housing - Chicago (Ill.) - Pictorial works - 1936 - Government housing SEE Public housing - Housing projects, Government SEE Public housing

Jane Addams Houses, Chicago / courtesy of the Federal Emergency Administration of Public Works Housing Division. [Chicago : University of Chicago Press, 1936].
1 view ; 13 x 23 cm.
Reduced reproduction of anonymous original artwork.

Bird's-eye view.
Duplicate copy: Wing ZP 983 .C43116 Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
I 0896 .013, between p. 488-489 (PrCt

39489
Japan - Maps - 1528<<<<Ciampagiu SEE Japan<<<<Woodcuts

1 map : woodcut ; within printed borders 8 x 14 cm., on sheet 31 x 21 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Identifies Jaan as "Ciampagiu."
Oriented with north at upper left.
In: Bordon, Benedetto. Libro di Benedetto Bordon : nel qual si ragiona de tutte l'isole del mondo ... (Venice : Nicolò Zoppino, 1528), folio LXVIII.
Case folio G 117.108, folio LXVIII (PrCt)

39490
Japan - Maps - 1595-1606
laponiae insulvae descriptio / Ludoico Teisera auctore. [London : John Norton, 1595 [i.e. 1606].
1 map : hand col. ; 33 x 45 cm.
In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatrum orbis terrarum ... (London : J. Norton, 1606), [plate 107].
Printed no. 107 and English letterpress text on verso beginning: The Ile Iapan, or Iaponia. John Peter Maffey, in the twelfth ... .
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1606, [plate 107] (PrCt)

39487
Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Novus Atlas
Authors: Keuning, Johannes, 1881-1957 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) p. 71-98
In Imago Mundi 8 (1951), p. 71-98.
Map Ref folio GA1 .I6, v. 8, p. 71-98 (PrCt)

39488
Japan - Historical geography - Maps - 1875 (Provisional Heading)
Historical atlas of Japan. Japan, 1875.
Authors: Japan -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 46 maps ; 180 x 120 mm.
nd
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

39486
Janos (Mexico) - Maps - 1767 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<<<Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Plano del Presidio de S.Felipe y Santiago de Janos dependiente de la governacion de la Nueva Vizcaya situado en 31 grados y 18 minutos de Latitud Boreal, y 258° y 24' de Longitud, respecto de meridiano de Tenerife. Drawn by Joseph de Urrutia. [19--].
Authors: Urrutia, José de, 1728
Drawn by Joseph de Urrutia
Longitud, respecto de meridiano de Tenerife.

1 view ; 13 x 23 cm.
Includes profile of fortifications: Perefil cortado sobre la linea X. Z.
MapPhoto England BL Add. Ms. 17662.1 (PrCt)

39487
Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Novus Atlas
Authors: Keuning, Johannes, 1881-1957 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) p. 71-98
In Imago Mundi 8 (1951), p. 71-98.
Map Ref folio GA1 .I6, v. 8, p. 71-98 (PrCt)

39488
Japan - Historical geography - Maps - 1875 (Provisional Heading)
Historical atlas of Japan. Japan, 1875.
Authors: Japan -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 46 maps ; 180 x 120 mm.
nd
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

39489
Japan - Maps - 1528<<<<Ciampagiu SEE Japan<<<<Woodcuts

1 map : woodcut ; within printed borders 8 x 14 cm., on sheet 31 x 21 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Identifies Jaan as "Ciampagiu."
Oriented with north at upper left.
In: Bordon, Benedetto. Libro di Benedetto Bordon : nel qual si ragiona de tutte l'isole del mondo ... (Venice : Nicolò Zoppino, 1528), folio LXVIII.
Case folio G 117.108, folio LXVIII (PrCt)

39490
Japan - Maps - 1595-1606
laponiae insulvae descriptio / Ludoico Teisera auctore. [London : John Norton, 1595 [i.e. 1606].
1 map : hand col. ; 33 x 45 cm.
In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatrum orbis terrarum ... (London : J. Norton, 1606), [plate 107].
Printed no. 107 and English letterpress text on verso beginning: The Ile Iapan, or Iaponia. John Peter Maffey, in the twelfth ... .
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1606, [plate 107] (PrCt)

39487
Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Novus Atlas
Authors: Keuning, Johannes, 1881-1957 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) p. 71-98
In Imago Mundi 8 (1951), p. 71-98.
Map Ref folio GA1 .I6, v. 8, p. 71-98 (PrCt)

39488
Japan - Historical geography - Maps - 1875 (Provisional Heading)
Historical atlas of Japan. Japan, 1875.
Authors: Japan -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 46 maps ; 180 x 120 mm.
nd
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)
39492 Japan - Maps - 1626

_Iapponiae noua & accurata descriptio / per R.P. Antonium Franciscum Cardim, Societas Iesv ad elogia Iaponica._ [London, s.n., 1646].

Authors: Cardim, Antonio Francisco, 1596-1659

1 map : copper engraving ; 11.5 x 15.3 cm. on page 32 x 22 cm.


VAULT Ayer 110 .P9 1626, v. 1, p. 413 (PrCt)

39494 Japan - Maps - 1669

_De Land reyse van Osacca tot ledo ; De Water reyse van Nangasacqui tot Osacca._ [Amsterdam?, 1669?].

Authors: Montanus, Arnoldus, 1625?-1683

2 maps ; 20 x 52 cm. on sheet 47 x 61 cm.

Issued in Montanus, Arnoldus. Gedenkwaerdige gesantschappen... (Amsterdam, 1669) and in Ogilby, John. _Atlas Japonensis._ London, 1670.

4036

map4F G7960 1669 M6 copy 1 (PrCt)

39495 Japan - Maps - 1669

_De Land reyse van Osacca tot ledo ; De Water reyse van Nangasacqui tot Osacca._ London, 1670.

Authors: Montanus, Arnoldus, 1625?-1683

2 maps ; 20 x 52 cm. on sheet 47 x 61 cm.


First issued in Montanus, Arnoldus. Gedenkwaerdige gesantschappen... (Amsterdam, 1669).

4037

Case oversize G 67 .59 [maps] (PrCt)

39496 Japan - Maps - 1669-1760


Authors: Montanus, Arnoldus, 1625?-1683

2 maps ; 20 x 52 cm. on sheet 47 x 61 cm.

Facsimiles of original maps published Amsterdam, 1669 and London, 1670.

4038

oversize Ayer 135.5 .T26 1909 plate 9, nos. 3-4 (PrCt)

39497 Japan - Maps - 1700

_Nova et accvrrata Iaponiae, terrae Esonis, ac insularum adjacentium ..._ [Amsterdam : Ioannem Ianssonium [i.e. Frederik de Wit, ca. 1700]].

References: H. Cortazzi, Isles of gold (1983) p. 44 and pl. 64; L. Walter, Japan : a cartographic vision (1994) p. 189, no. 30; Cf. OCLC 495096687

Forms part of the William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library).

Greenlee 4851.5 .J2 C26 1646, facing p. [1] (PrCt)
39501 Japan - Maps - 1747
Authors: Bowen, Emanuel, -1767 -- Innys, William, d. 1756 -- Bowen, Emanuel, -1767. A Complete system of geography ... (1747) 1 map ; 34 x 42 cm.
In: Bowen, Emanuel. A Complete system of geography : being a description of ... the known world (London : Printed for William Innys, etc., 1747) v. 2, pl. [39].
Case oversize G114 .B68 1747 v. 2, pl. 39 (PrCt)

39502 Japan - Maps - 1750
L’Empire du Japon, divisé en sept principales parties ... / par le Sr. Robert ... [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy], 1750.
Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1758?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 53 cm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1757, [plate 99] (PrCt)

39503 Japan - Maps - 1750
L’Empire du Japon, divisé en sept principales parties ... / par le Sr. Robert ... [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy], 1750.
Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1759?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 52 cm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1790, [plate 99] (PrCt)

39504 Japan - Maps - 1766
A New and accurate map of the Empire of Japan : laid down from the memoirs of the Portuguese and Dutch, and ... Jesuit missionaries / by Eman. Bowen. [London : s.n., 1766].
Authors: Bowen, Emanuel, -1767 -- Jesuits -- Bowen, Emanuel, -1767. The Maps and charts to The modern part of the universal history (1766) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 31 x 22 cm.
In: Bowen, Emanuel. The Maps and charts to The modern part of the universal history / [with maps by Emanuel Bowen and Thomas Kitchin] (London : Printed for T. Osborne [et al.], 1766), [plate 29]. Manuscript nos. "XXIX" and "29" at upper right.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .M3 1766, [plate 29] (NLO)

39505 Japan - Maps - 1769
Nieuwe kaart van't Keizerryk Japan na de nieuste ontekkingen. Amsterdam: door Isaak Tirion, [1769?].
Authors: Tirion, Isaak -- Tirion, Isaak. Nieuwe en beknopte hand-atlas ... (1748 [i.e. 1769?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: hand col.; 26 x 30 cm.
Verso numbered "N 90" in manuscript.
In: Tirion, Isaak. Nieuwe en beknopte hand-atlas ... (Amsterdam: Isaak Tirion, 1744 [i.e. 1769?]), plate [88].
oversize Ayer 135 .T55 1744, plate [88] (PrCt)

39506 Japan - Maps - 1778
L’Empire du Japon divisé in sept principales parties... / par le Sr. Robert. À Venise [Venice]: par P. Santini; chez Mr. Remondini, 1778.
Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1746 -- Remondini, Giuseppe Antonio, 1747-1811 -- Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (1784 [i.e. 1807?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: hand col.; 45 x 51 cm.
In: Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (Venice: par P. Santini, rue Ste. Justine, chez M. Remondini, 1784 [i.e. 1807?]), v. 2, no. "P. II. 35" Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .S4 1807, v. 2, no. 35 (PrCt)

39507 Japan - Maps - 1794<<>>Korea - Maps - 1794
The Empire of Japan divided into seven principal parts ... with the kingdom of Corea. 1794 [i.e. 1816?].
1 map: hand col.; 47 x 62 cm.
[From Kempfer and the Portugese.]
Imprint on map: London: Printed by Laurie and Whittle ... 12th May 1794.
Verso handstamped '12.

39508 Japan - Maps - 1794<<>>Korea - Maps - 1794
The Empire of Japan divided into seven principal parts ... with the kingdom of Corea / from Kempfer and the Portugese. London: Laurie & Whittle, 12th May 1794.
Authors: Kaempfer, Engelbert, 1651-1716 -- Laurie & Whittle -- Laurie & Whittle. A New and elegant imperial sheet atlas comprehending general and particular maps of every part of the world ... [1801?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: hand col.; 47 x 62 cm.
In Robert Laurie and James Whittle. A New and elegant imperial sheet atlas comprehending general and particular maps of every part of the world ... (London: printed and published by R. Laurie and J. Whittle, 1800 [i.e. 1801?] no. 43. Stamped "43" on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .R63 1801 no. 43 (NLO)

A Chart of the N.E. coast of Asia, and Japanese isles: with the track of His Majesty's sloop Providence and her tender in 1796 and 1797 under the command of Wm. Robt. Broughton Esq. / T.G. Vashon delin. ; S.I. Neele sculp., 352 Strand. London: Cadell & Davies, Strand, May 1st 1804.
1 map: hand col.; 49 x 67 cm. folded to 21 x 19 cm.
In: Broughton, William Robert. A Voyage of discovery to the north Pacific Ocean ... the coast of Asia ... the island of the Insu ... coasts of Japan, the Lieuchieux ... isles, as well as the coast of Corea ... Performed in His Majesty's sloop Providence and her tender, in the years 1795, 1796, 1797, 1798 (London: Printed for T. Cadell and W. Davies, 1804), opposite title page. Complete digital reproduction of another copy of Broughton's book available on Harvard University website (accessed Feb. 2012): http://pds.lib.harvard.edu/pds/view/12329001
References: Graff 416 (sold as Newberry duplicate).
folio Ayer 125.1 1795 .B7, opposite title page (PrCt)

39510 Japan - Maps - 1802
Japan. [London]: Cadell and Davies [et al], 1802 [i.e. 1807].
Authors: Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826 --
Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Kaempfer, Engelbert, 1651-1716 -- King -- Lowry, fl. 1802-1807 -- Cadell & Davies -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826. Modern geography ... (1807)
1 map ; 20 x 25 cm.
Arrowsmith direxit.'
'From Kaempfer and King.'
'Published March 1st, 1802 ... '.

folios G 11.693 v. 2, opp. p. 179 (PrCt)

39511 Japan - Maps - 1804

Authors: Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823. A New and elegant general atlas comprising all the new discoveries, to the present time ... (1804) -- John Conrad & Co. -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 20 x 24 cm.
In: Arrowsmith, Aaron. A New and elegant general atlas comprising all the new discoveries, to the present time ... (Philadelphia [etc.] : J. Conrad & Co. [and others], 1804) pl. 27.
Ayer 135 .A65 1804 pl. 27 (PrCt)

39512 Japan - Maps - 1809<<>>>Korea - Maps - 1809

Japan. London : Cadell & Davies [et al], 1809 [i.e. 1815].
Authors: Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826 -- Hebert, Lewis, fl. 1809-1838 -- Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Cadell & Davies -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826. A Modern atlas : from the latest and best authorities ... (1815) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 58 x 63 cm.
Drawn under the direction of Mr. Pinkerton by L. Hebert.'
Running title in upper margin: Pinkerton's modern atlas.
In: Pinkerton, John. A Modern atlas : from the latest and best authorities ... (London : Printed by T. Bensley for T. Cadell and W. Davies and Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme and Brown, 1815), pl. [33].
oversize Ayer 135 .P6 1815 pl. [33] (PrCt)

39513 Japan - Maps - 1818<<>>>Korea - Maps - 1818

Japan / drawn under the direction of Mr. Pinkerton by L. Hebert ; Neele sculpt. 352 Strand. Philadelphia ; New York : Published by Bradford & Inskipp, Philadelphia ; Inskipp & Bradford, New-York and Moses Thomas, Philadelphia, [1818].
Authors: Hebert, Lewis, fl. 1809-1838 -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1824 -- Charles, H. -- Bradford and Inskipp -- Inskipp and Bradford -- Thomas, Moses, 1787-1865 -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826. A Modern atlas : from the latest and best authorities exhibiting the various divisions of the world ... (1818)
1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 63 cm.
Running title: Pinkerton's modern atlas
"Printed by H. Charles."
Also covers Korea.
In: Pinkerton, John. A Modern atlas : from the latest and best authorities exhibiting the various divisions of the world ... (Philadelphia : Thomas Dobson & Son, 1818), plate [32]
Case oversize G1019 .P56 1818, plate [32] (PrCt)

39514 Japan - Maps - 1823

Authors: Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Hall, Sidney -- Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823. A New general atlas constructed from the latest authorities ... (1823) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 20 x 24 cm.
In: Arrowsmith, Aaron. A New general atlas constructed from the latest authorities ... Exhibiting the boundaries and divisions, also the chains of mountains and other geographical features of all the known countries in the world (Edinburgh ; London : A. Constable & Co., 1823), pl. 42.
folio Ayer 135 .A65 1823 pl. 42 (PrCt)

39515 Japan - Maps - 1825

Empire of Japan . [Philadelphia ; New York etc. Samuel F. Bradford and Murray, Fairman and Co., Peter A. Mesier etc., 1825?]
1 map ; 23 x 39 cm.
H.S. Tanner sc.'

39516 Japan - Maps - 1829

Authors: Jesuits -- Fratelli Bordega -- Jesuits. Letters from Missions (1825-1829) -- Bordiga, Benedetto Maria Marco, 1768-1847 SEE ALSO Fratelli Bordega -- Bordiga, Giovanni Battista, 1799- SEE ALSO Fratelli Bordega -- Bordiga, Ignazio Gaudenzio Maria, 1773-1837 SEE ALSO Fratelli Bordega -- Bordiga, Gaudenzio,
1773-1837 SEE Bordiga, Ignazio Gaudenzio
Maria, 1773-1837
1 map : hand col. ; 17 x 21 cm.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scale [ca. 1:5,250,000].
Trace of erased imprint still visible at lower left.
D 804 .79, v. 17, opp. t.p. (PrCt)

39517 Japan - Maps - 1835<<>>Nagasaki-shi (Japan) - Maps - 1835 - Harbors
Empire of Japan. London : Chapman and Hall, 1835 [i.e.1844].
1 map : hand col. ; 38 x 30 cm.
‘Kruzenstern, Kaempfer &c.’
Inset (12 x 13 cm.): Nagasaki harbour.
Continuation inset (6 x 5 cm.): Eastern poit of Yesso.
oversize Ayer 135 .S67 1844 v. 1, pl. [112] (PrCt)

39518 Japan - Maps - 1837 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Aou, Tohkoku -- Kawachiya -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
2 v. : 69 maps ; 283 x 198 mm.
Beans, p36
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

39519 Japan - Maps - 1840
Map of Japan. [Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, 1840].
Authors: Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846 -- Lea & Blanchard -- Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (1840)
1 map ; 11 x 11 cm.
Keyed to dozens of references in bottom margin.
In: Murray, Hugh. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, successors to Carey & Co., for George W. Gorton, 1840) v. 2, p. 482.
Wax engraving.
G 11 .607 v. 2, p. 482 (PrCt)

39520 Japan - Maps - 1851<<>>Korea - Maps -
1851<<>>Tokyo (Japan) - Maps - 1851 - Pictorial works
Authors: Rapkin, J. -- Tallis, John, 1817-1876 -- Kernot, J. H., fl. 1851 -- Warren, H., fl. 1851 -- Martin, Robert Montgomery, 1803?--1868. Tallis’s illustrated atlas, and modern history of the world ... (1851)
1 map : hand col. ; 22 x 30 cm.
Inset views (6 x 10 cm. and smaller): Yedo -- Coreans -- State barge.
In: Martin, Robert Montgomery. Tallis’s illustrated atlas, and modern history of the world ... (London : New York : J. Tallis, 1851) pl. [43].
folio G1019 .M197 1851 pl. [43] (PrCt)

39521 Japan - Maps - 1855<<>>Nagasaki-shi Region (Japan) - Maps - 1855
Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton’s atlas of the world ... (1855-1856)
1 map : hand col. ; 29 x 36 cm.
In: Colton, George Woolworth. Colton’s atlas of the world: illustrating physical and political geography (New York : London : J.H. Colton ; Trübner, 1855-1856) v. 2, pl. [38]. Inset maps, 9 x 13 cm. and 9 x 5 cm.: Yesso and the Japanese Kuriles -- Bay of Nagasaki. Printed plate ‘No. 29.’
oversize G 10 .185 v.2, pl. 38 (PrCt)

39522 Japan - Maps - 1855<<>>United States Naval Expedition to Japan (1852-1854) - Maps - 1855
Map of the Japan Islands : copied from von Siebolds with slight additions & corrections, by the U.S. Japan Expedition and other authorities / compiled by order of Commodore M.C. Perry, U.S.N. by Lieuts. W.L. Maury and Silas Bent ; Ackerman, James, 19th cent. -- D. Appleton and Co. ; Trübner & Co., 1856].
Authors: Siebold, Philipp Franz von, 1796-1866 -- Maury, William L. -- Bent, Silas, 1820-1887 -- United States Naval Expedition to Japan (1852-1854) -- Perry, Matthew Calbraith, 1794-1858 -- Perry, Matthew Calbraith, 1794-1858. Narrative of the expedition of an American squadron to the China Seas and Japan (1856) -- Hawks, Francis L. (Francis Lister), 1798-1866 -- Ackerman, James, 19th cent. -- D. Appleton and Company -- Trübner & Co.
1 map ; 30 x 34 cm.
In: Perry, Matthew Calbraith. Narrative of the expedition of an American squadron to the China seas and Japan: performed in the years 1852, 1853, and 1854 / compiled ... by Francis L. Hawks (New York : D. Appleton and Co. ; London : Trübner & Co., 1856), opposite page 261.
Scale [ca. 1:7 000 000].
General map with relief shown by hachures.
Case DS809 .P45 1856, opposite page 261
(PrCt)

39523 Japan - Maps - 1857
Nagasaki-shi Region (Japan) - Maps - 1857
and Company, 1857.
Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George
Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's
general atlas ... (1857)
1 map : hand col.; 29 x 36 cm.
In: Colton, George Woolworth. Colton's general atlas ... containing a hundred and seventy steel
plate maps and plans, on one hundred imperial folio sheets. New York: J.H. Colton; Trübner,
1857, pl. [88]. Inset maps, 9 x 13 cm. and 9 x 5 cm.: Yesso and the Japanese Kuriles --
Bay of Nagasaki. Printed plate 'No. 94.' Map copyrighted 1855.
oversize G 10 .188 pl. 88 (PrCt)

39524 Japan - Maps - 1860
Hokkaido (Japan) - Maps - 1860
Nagasaki-shi Region (Japan) - Maps - 1860
Eso (Japan) SEE Hokkaido (Japan)
Yesso (Japan) SEE Hokkaido (Japan)
lesso (Japan) SEE Hokkaido (Japan)
Isesu (Japan) SEE Hokkaido (Japan)
Ezo (Japan) SEE Hokkaido (Japan)
Ezochi (Japan) SEE Hokkaido (Japan)
Isle d'Eso (Japan) SEE Hokkaido (Japan)
Johnson's Japan, Nippon, Kiussiu, Sikok, Yesso ... [New York]: Johnson & Browning, [1860].
Authors: Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884 -- Johnson & Browning -- Johnson, A. J. (Alvin
Jewett), 1827-1884. Johnson's new illustrated (steel plate) family atlas ... (1860)
1 map: hand col.; 34 x 35 cm.
Insets (9 x 13 cm. and smaller): Yesso ... -- Bay of Nagasaki.
In: Johnson, Alvin Jewett. Johnson's new illustrated (steel plate) family atlas ... (New York: Johnson
and Browning, 1860) plate '87'.
oversize G 10 .454 pl. 87 (PrCt)

39525 Japan - Maps - 1870
Mountains - Mountains - Japan - Maps - 1870
Authors: Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.: 23 maps; 180 x 118 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

39526 Japan - Maps - 1872
Manchuria (China) - Maps - 1872
Kuril Islands (Russia) - Maps - 1872
Nagasaki-shi (Japan) - Maps - 1872
HARBORS - Shimonoseki-shi (Japan) - Pictorial works - 1872
Mandshuria (China) SEE Manchuria (China)
Simoneske (Japan) SEE Shimonoseki-shi (Japan)
Japan, Mandshuria, (showing the course of the Amur River) the Kurile Isles &c. according to the
British & Russian Admiralty surveys, Krusenstern, Siebold &c. / by J. Bartholomew
Authors: Bartholomew, John, 1831-1893 -- Great Britain. Admiralty -- Krusenstern, Ivan
Fedorovich, 1770-1846 -- Siebold, Philipp von, 1796-1866 -- A. Fullarton & Co. -- A.
Fullarton & Co. The Royal illustrated atlas of modern geography [1872?] 1 map: col.; 36 x 31 cm.
Added title in upper margin: Islands of Japan. Inset (8 x 9 cm. and 7 x 16 cm.): Port of
Nagasake in the island of Kiou-siou [map] -- Port of Simoneseke, Japan [view].
Margins includes vignettes of natives in local costume.
In: A. Fullarton & Co. The Royal illustrated atlas of modern geography (London and Edinburgh:
A. Fullarton and Co., [1872?]), plate [69].
Printed plate no. "LXIX" at upper right.
Case G1019 .A38 1872, plate [69] (PrCt)

39527 Japan - Maps - 1874
Atlas of Japan. Japan, [1874?].
Authors: Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.: 28 maps; 176 x 120 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

39528 Japan - Maps - 1884
Authors: John Murray (Firm) -- Murray's handbooks for travellers
1 v. 2nd ed.
Lister, W.B.C. A Bibliography of Murray's handbooks for travellers and biographies of
authors, editors, revisers and principal contributors (Dereham: Dereham Books, 1993)
no. 278.
G 67 .601 (NLO)

39529 Japan - Maps - 1884
Authors: John Murray (Firm) -- Murray's handbooks for travellers -- Satow -- Roger S.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.
2nd ed.
Lister, W.B.C. A Bibliography of Murray's handbooks for travellers and biographies of authors, editors, revisers and principal contributors (Dereham: Dereham Books, 1993) no. 278.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCl)

39530 Japan - Maps - 1885
Authors: Hassenstein, Bruno, 1839-1902 -- Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- George Philip & Son -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 4 maps ; 193 x 123 mm.
(of7?);+P:GeoPhilip
Phillips 3210.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCl)

39531 Japan - Maps - 1885-1887
Authors: Hassenstein, Bruno, 1839-1902 -- Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) 1 atlas (2 v. in 1 : maps) ; 57 cm.
Cover title.
Phillips 3210.
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 1116 oversize G 1067 .39 (NLO)

39532 Japan - Maps - 1885<<>>>Tokyo Region (Japan) - Maps - 1885
Authors: Bartholomew, John, 1831-1893 -- Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- Adam and Charles Black (Firm). Black's general atlas of the world ... (1885)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 31 cm.
Inset (7 x 7 cm.) : Environs of Tokio.
In: Adam and Charles Black. Black's general atlas of the world : embracing the latest discoveries, new boundaries, and other changes, accompanied by introductory letterpress and index (Edinburgh : Adam and Charles Black, 1885), plate 34A.
oversize G1019 .B63 1885, plate 34A (PrCl)

1 atlas (xxii folded leaves of plates) : 23 maps (some col.) ; 45 cm.
Added title page: Beiträge zur Kenntniss der japanische Landwirthschaft "Von Prof. Dr. Max Fesca"--Added t.p.
Spine title: Chisan yoran zu Japanese and English; title and publisher statement romanized from the Japanese.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 72807073
Baskes oversize G2356.J1 J3 1890 (NLO)

39534 Japan - Maps - 1891
Authors: John Murray (Firm) -- Murray's handbooks for travellers 1 v. : 15 map plates 3rd ed.
Lister, W.B.C. A Bibliography of Murray's handbooks for travellers and biographies of authors, editors, revisers and principal contributors (Dereham: Dereham Books, 1993) no. 279.
G 67 .603 (NLO)

39535 Japan - Maps - 1891
Authors: John Murray (Firm) -- Murray's handbooks for travellers -- Chamberlain, Basil Hall, 1850-1935 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. : 15 maps 3rd ed.
Lister, W.B.C. A Bibliography of Murray's handbooks for travellers and biographies of authors, editors, revisers and principal contributors (Dereham: Dereham Books, 1993) no. 279.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCl)

39536 Japan - Maps - 1894
A Handbook for travellers in Japan / by Basil Hall Chamberlain and W.B. Mason. London ;
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

39538 Japan - Maps - 1899<<>>Taiwan - Maps - 1899
5th ed., rev. and augm.
Cover title: Murray's hand-book, Japan
Spine title: Hand-book for Japan
Half title: A handbook to the Japanese Empire Maps by Toyo Engraving Office and Meteorological Observatory (Tokyo).
English with some Japanese.
Added title page in Japanese bound after p. 577.
Folded map in pocket.
"With twenty-eight maps and plans and numerous illustrations."
"Advertisements": 54 p. at end.
Top of title page torn with some loss of text
Includes bibliographical references, index, and errata.
Series: [Murray's handbooks for travellers] -- Murray's handbooks for travellers.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Full text of another copy (but not all the maps) available online via Google Books (accessed February 2013):
http://books.google.com/books?id=ppo2AAAAMA
AJ
References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray's handbooks for travellers, 281
LC Card Number: 05007184
Baskes G153 .M97 no. 281(1899) (NLO)

39539 Japan - Maps - 1901<<>>Taiwan - Maps - 1901
Authors: Chamberlain, Basil Hall, 1850-1935 -- Mason, W. B. -- John Murray (Firm) -- Murray's handbooks for travellers -- Toyoodo Engraving Office -- Chuo Kishodai (Japan) -- Kelly & Walsh -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) ix, 579, 93 p., [23] leaves of plates (21 folded) : ill., 19 maps (chiefly col.), plan ; 18 cm.
Cover title: Murray's hand-book, Japan
Spine title: Hand-book for Japan
Half title: A handbook to the Japanese Empire
Added title page in Japanese bound after p. 579.
English with some Japanese.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Maps by Toyodo Engraving Office and Meteorological Observatory (Tokyo).

"With twenty-eight maps and plans and numerous illustrations."

Folded map in pocket.

"Advertisements": 93 p. at end.

Includes bibliographical references, index, and errata.

Series: [Murray’s handbooks for travellers] -- Murray’s handbooks for travellers.

Former owner’s signature: S.A. Zwicton.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray’s handbooks for travellers, 282

Baskes G153 .M97 no. 282 (1901) (NLO)

39540

Japan - Maps - 1902


2 v. : ill., 1 folded col. map, plates ; 21 cm.

'The Bertram Bryan Co. Lith Phila.'--On map.

Each plate accompanied by guard sheet with descriptive letterpress.

Photogravures by Gilbo & Co.

Includes index.

Red cloth; gold-stamped pictorial design on cover and spine; red cloth dust jacket with gold-stamped spine title.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Duplicate copy: G 67 .386

Baskes DS809 .H33 1902 (NLO)

39541

Japan - Maps - 1903 - Geography (Provisional Heading)


Authors: Japan -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. ; 223 x 151 mm.

in Japanese

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

39542

Japan - Maps - 1903 (Provisional Heading)


Authors: Japan -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas ; 224 x 153 mm.

in Japanese

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

39543

Japan - Maps - 1903<<>>Taiwan - Maps - 1903


xi, 586, 68 p., [23] leaves of plates (20 folded) : ill., 21 maps (chiefly col.), plan ; 19 cm.

7th ed., rev.

Cover title: Murray's hand-book, Japan

Spine title: Hand-book for Japan

Half title: A handbook to the Japanese Empire


English with some Japanese.


Maps by Toyodo Engraving Office, Meteorological Observatory (Tokyo), and K. Ogawa.

"With twenty-eight maps and plans and numerous illustrations."

Folded map in pocket.

"Advertisements": 68 p. at end.

Includes bibliographical references, index, and addenda.

Series: [Murray’s handbooks for travellers] -- Murray’s handbooks for travellers.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Full text of another copy (but not all the maps) available online via the Internet Archive (accessed February 2013):

http://archive.org/details/handbookfortravethejohn

References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray’s handbooks for travellers, 283

LC Card Number: 04004397

Baskes G153 .M97 no. 283 (1903) (NLO)

39544

Japan - Maps - 1907<<>>Taiwan - Maps - 1907


Cover title: Murray's handbook, Japan
Spine title: Hand-book for Japan
Half title: A handbook to the Japanese Empire
English and some Japanese.
Maps by Toyodo Engraving Office and Meteorological Observatory (Tokyo).
Added title page. in Japanese bound after p. 570.
"With thirty maps and plans and numerous illustrations."
Folded map in pocket.
"Advertisements": 32 p. at end.
Lacking plate facing p. 37
Includes bibliographical references, index, and addenda.
Series: [Murray's handbooks for travellers] --
Murray's handbooks for travellers.
Former owner’s inscription: A.M. Fuend, Jr., 3 A. Campbell.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Full text of another copy (but not all the maps)
available online via Google Books (accessed February 2013):
http://books.google.com/books?id=fKdBAQAAIA
AJ
References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray's handbooks for travellers, 284
LC Card Number: 07041574
Baskes G153 .M97 no. 284 (1907) (NLO)

39546
Japan - Maps - 1914<<<Taiwan - Maps - 1914
Authors: Chamberlain, Basil Hall, 1850-1935 --
Mason, W. B. -- Weston, Walter, 1861-1940 --
Daunt, H. E. -- Gordon, E. L. -- Nutter, Horace --
Orange, J. -- Schwartz, H. B. -- Vieth, Werner --
Beart, Edward -- John Murray (Firm) -- Murray's handbooks for travellers -- Toyodo Engraving Office -- Kelly & Walsh -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
555, 38 p., [25] leaves of plates (21 folded) : ill.,
23 col. maps ; 19 cm.
Cover title: Murray's hand-book, Japan
Spine title: Hand-book for Japan
Half title: A handbook to Japan
English with some Japanese.
Maps engraved by Toyodo Engraving Office.
Issued with 24 (?) maps, but this copy lacks folded pocket map.
"With thirty maps and plans and numerous illustrations."
"Advertisements": 38 p. at end.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Series: [Murray's handbooks for travellers] --
Murray’s handbooks for travellers.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Full text of another copy (but not all the maps)
available online via Hathi Trust Digital Library (accessed February 2013):
http://hdl.handle.net/2027/nnc1.50290956
References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray's handbooks for travellers, 285
Baskes G153 .M97 no. 285 (1913) (NLO)

39547

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
62. [38] p. of plates : ill., 3 maps ; 19 cm.
'Special ed. for the Panama-Pacific International Exposition.'
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes HE3358 .J37 1915 (NLO)

39548 Japan - Maps - 1920-1929 - Administrative and political divisions
--- Japan - Maps - 1920-1929 - Economics
--- Japan - Maps - 1920-1929 - Wall maps
Japon / par les professeurs Yamasaki de l'Université Impériale de Tôkyô & Jean Brunhes, du Collège de France. Paris : Libraire Hatier, 8, Rue d'Assis, [192-?].
Authors: Yamasaki -- Brunhes, Jean, 1869-1930
-- Demersseman, A. -- Hatier (Firm) --
Gaillac-Monrocq et Cie. (Paris, France) --
Denoyer-Geppert Company -- Southern Illinois University at Carbondale
1 map : col., mounted on cloth and wooden rollers ; 110 x 95 cm.
Added title: Japon politique et économique.
"Carte no. 34. Collection Jean Brunhes."
"A. Demersseman del. & lith. , Rue de Sèvres no. 21, Paris."
"Sold and mounted by Denoyer-Geppert Company, 5235-57 Ravenswood Ave., Chicago."
-- Printed paste-on label in bottom margin.
Gift of Southern Illinois University, 2011.
maproll G7960 1920z .Y3 (PrCt)

39549 Japan - Maps - 1920-1930
--- Korea - Maps - 1928-1929
--- Taiwan - Maps - 1920
Terry's guide to the Japanese empire, including Korea and Formosa, with chapters on Manchuria, the Trans-Siberian railway, and the chief ocean routes to Japan : a handbook for travellers with 8 specially drawn maps and 23 plans / by T. Philip Terry. Boston ; New York ; London : Houghton Mifflin Company, 1925.
Authors: Terry, T. Philip (Thomas Philip), 1864-1945 -- Terry's guides -- Houghton, Mifflin and Company -- Constable (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
cclxxxiv (i.e. 272), 790 (i.e. 787) p. 30 col. maps (part fold.) ; 16 cm.
Rev. ed. [i.e. 3rd ed.]
Bibliography: p. cclxxxi - cclxxix.
Includes index.
Laid in: travel notes and itinerary written on Imperial Hotel of Tokyo stationary; lunch menu for Nara Hotel dated Sept. 30, 1929; timetable.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 28023289
Baskes DS805 .T45 1928 (NLO)

39550 Japan - Maps - 1925
Authors: Japan. Tetsudosho -- Japan. Official guides -- Japan. Tetsudoin -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 8 maps
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

39551 Japan - Maps - 1928-1930
--- Korea - Maps - 1928-1929
--- Taiwan - Maps - 1928
Terry's guide to the Japanese empire, including Korea and Formosa, with chapters on Manchuria, the Trans-Siberian railway, and the chief ocean routes to Japan : a handbook for travellers with 8 specially drawn maps and 23 plans / by T. Philip Terry. Boston ; New York ; London : Houghton Mifflin Company ; Constable [etc., etc.], 1928.
Authors: Terry, T. Philip (Thomas Philip), 1864-1945 -- Terry's guides -- Houghton, Mifflin and Company -- Constable (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
cclxxxiv, 799 p. : 29 maps (part fold.) ; 16 cm.
Revision ed. [i.e. 3rd ed.]
Bibliography: p. cclxxxii - cclxxxiv.
Includes index.
Laid in: travel notes and itinerary written on Imperial Hotel of Tokyo stationary; lunch menu for Nara Hotel dated Sept. 30, 1929; timetable.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 28023289
Baskes DS805 .T45 1928 (NLO)

39552 Japan - Maps - 1930
--- Korea - Maps - 1930
--- Taiwan - Maps - 1930
Terry's guide to the Japanese Empire : including Korea and Formosa, with chapters on Manchuria, the Trans-Siberian Railway, and the chief ocean routes to Japan : a handbook for travelers, with 8 specially drawn maps and 23 plans / by T. Philip Terry. Boston ; New York ; London : Houghton Mifflin Co. ; Constable & Co. ; Kyô-Bun-Kwan, 1930.
Revision ed.
Includes bibliographical references (p. cclxxiii-cclxxxiv) and index.
Advertisements at end and on lining papers.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes DS805 .T45 1930 (NLO)

39553 Japan - Maps - 1933
Japanese Maps 1938 - 1945

39555 Japan - Maps - 1938
Authors: Thomas Cook Ltd. -- Cook's handbooks -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 3 maps
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

39556 Japan - Maps - 1939
Authors: Schwind, Martin -- Deutsche Gesellschaft -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 33 maps ; 190 x 266 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

39557 Japan - Maps - 1942
Authors: Japan. Tetsudosho -- Japan. Official guides -- Japan. Tetsudoin -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 63 maps
2nd ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

39558 Japan - Maps - 1944
Authors: General Drafting Company -- Esso Standard Oil Company -- General Drafting Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 56 x 45 on sheet 58 x 84 cm.
Includes panel title: War Map III: featuring the Pacific theater.
Includes 20 numbered and two unnumbered insets: Manila and vicinity. -- Philippine Islands.
Map is strictly geographical; shows no information about battles or troop movements.
Apparently intended to be issued with map of 'The Pacific theater' on back; this (proof?) copy has a blank back and is unfolded.
In lower right corner of map, '944' (i.e., September 1944).
Presumably the first issue; on title panel, no letter follows 'Esso Marketers.'
Forms part of the General Drafting Collection (Newberry Library).
map4F G3201 .S7 1942 G4, map 3, state 44/09, issue 1, recto (PrCt)
small letter 'B' follows 'Esso Marketers.'
Forms part of the General Drafting Collection (Newberry Library).
map4F G3201 .S7 1942 G4, map 3, state 44/09, issue 2, verso (PrCt)

Authors: Raisz, Erwin, 1893-1968
1 map ; 31 x 27 cm.
73-9946
M1069
map1F G7961.C2 1944 R3 (PrCt)

39561 Japan - Maps - 1945
1 v. : 7 maps
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

39562 Japan - Maps - 1945<>>>Asia - Maps - 1945
Authors: Geographia Map Company -- Gross, Alexander, 1879-1958
10 maps : col. ; various sizes on 1 sheet 100 x 139 cm.
Collective title from panel (col., ill.); sheet folded to 35 x 25 cm.
Added titles: Geographia map of the Pacific Ocean -- Large print map of Japan and its possessions.
Map on recto: Geographia map of the Pacific Ocean. 64 x 100 cm. Colored to show 'farthest Japanese penetration,' 'places occupied by U.S. forces,' and 'probable new U.S. bases'.
Collective title, verso: Large print map of Japan and its possessions ....
Contents, verso: Taiwan (Formosa) [9 x 8 cm.] -- Ogasawara Shima (Bonin Is.) [5 x 5 cm.] -- Japanese Empire [66 x 9 cm.] -- Commonwealth of the Philippines [20 x 14 cm.] -- [Mineralogical map of Japan, 17 x 18 cm.] -- Japan on a larger scale [95 x 72 cm.] -- [Map of Japanese population density, 17 x 18 cm.] -- South East Asia [19 x 15 cm.] -- Oceania and Australia [28 x 39 cm.].
Gift 93.
sc map5C G7960 1945 .G4 (NLO)

39563 Japan - Maps - 1946
Authors: Nihon Kotsu Kosha -- Japan. Official guides -- Japan Travel Bureau -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 21 maps
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

39564 Japan - Maps - 1946-1947 - Administrative and political divisions
Authors: United States. Dept. of State. Division of Research for Far East -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1v, 652 p. ; 22 x 35 cm. + atlas (47 fold. col. maps ; 52 x 47 cm.)
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 47032095
Baskes oversize DS805 .U52 1946 (NLO)

39565 Japan - Maps - 1952
Authors: Nihon Kotsu Kosha -- Japan. Official guides -- Japan Travel Bureau -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 62 maps
1st ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

39566 Japan - Maps - 1952
Authors: Nihon Kotsu Kosha -- Japan. Official guides -- Japan Travel Bureau -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 14 maps
2nd ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

39567 Japan - Maps - 1953
Authors: Nihon Kotsu Kosha -- Japan. Official guides -- Japan Travel Bureau -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 62 maps
2nd ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

39568 Japan - Maps - 1954
Japan: the official guide. Tokyo : Japan Travel
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

39573 Japan - Maps - 1963

Authors: Nihon Kotsu Kosha -- Japan. Official guides -- Japan Travel Bureau -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 62 maps
9th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

39574 Japan - Maps - 1964

Authors: Moriya, Yoshio -- Teikoku Shoin -- Nihon Shuppan Boeki Kabushiki Kaisha -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (55 p.): col. ill., 19 col. maps ; 31 cm. Maps on endpapers.
Includes index.
'What to see and what to know in 21 National parks'--P. 41-42.
Scales differ.
Bookseller's label: Imported and distributed by Japan Publications Trading Co.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: map64000338
Baskes folio G2355 .T45 1964 (NLO)

39575 Japan - Maps - 1966-1970

Authors: Nihon Kotsu Kosha -- Japan. Official guides -- Japan Travel Bureau -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 85 maps
With 1970 addenda.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

39576 Japan - Maps - 1970

Authors: Heibonsha -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 55 maps ; 164 x 115 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

39577 Japan - Maps - 1970

Authors: Isida, Ryuziro, 1904- -- Kokusai Kyoiku Joho Senta
1 atlas (viii, 64, 64 p. : col. maps) ; 38 cm.
Geography of Japan: physical, economic, and social, by R. Isida: p. [2]-64 (3d group) in English, French, and Spanish.
70-1342
IGN 72
folio G 1067 .054 (NLO)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
39578 Japan - Maps - 1971 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Japan -- Campbell, Eila M. J. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 37 maps ; 260 x 185 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

39579 Japan - Maps - 1973

Teikoku's complete atlas of Japan / editor, editorial department of Teikoku-Shoin Co., Ltd., with editorial collaboration of Yoshio Moriya.
5th ed.
Maps on endpapers.
Includes index.

To Collection Services for cataloging, April 2011 (PrCt)

39580 Japan - Maps - 1977

Teikoku's complete atlas of Japan / editor, Editorial Department of Teikoku-Shoin Co., Ltd., with editorial collaboration of Yoshio Moriya.
Authors: Moriya, Yoshio -- Teikoku Shoin
55 p. : col. ill., col. maps ; 30 cm.
Includes index.

To Collection Services for cataloging, April 2011 (PrCt)

39581 Japan - Maps - 1979 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Japan -- Koeman, C. (Cornelis), 1918-- -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 40 maps ; 260 x 183 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

39582 Japan - Maps - 1984 - Guidebooks

Authors: Fodor's travel guides -- Fodor's Travel Publications, Inc. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

39583 Japan - Maps - 1985 - Hotels, Taverns, Etc. - Guidebooks

Authors: Richie, Donald, 1924-- -- Miyamoto, Sadao -- Shufunotomo (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.
1st ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

39584 Japan - Maps - 1989

Authors: Modot, Jean -- Pezeu-Massabauu, Jacques -- Daudé, Evelyne -- Lannois, Philippe -- Guides bleus -- Prentice-Hall, inc. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
800 p. : 47 maps and plans ; 19 cm.
1st American ed.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Maps on endpapers.
Translation of: Japon.


39585 Japan - Maps - 1993

Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Baedeker Stuttgart -- Automobile Association (Great Britain) -- Jarrold and Sons -- Prentice-Hall, inc. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 50 plates
1st ed.
Issued in partnership with the Automobile Association (short format); cf. A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher, 1832-1990, p. 277.

Cover price: $24.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

39586 Japan - Maps - Bibliography

Authors: Campbell, Tony -- Map Collectors' Circle -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
22 p., 28 plates ; 25 cm.
Bibliography: p. 5.
Series: Map collectors' series ; no. 36.
Duplicate copy: Map Ref Z6003 .M3 no. 36
Cited in Imago Mundi annual bibliography.

LC Card Number: 77431742
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Ayer 290.C1445 1967 (NLO)

39587 Japan - Maps - Bibliography - 1550-1864<<>>East Asia - Maps - Bibliography - 1550-1864
Ancient maps of the far east, especially Japan.
1957.
Authors: Laures, Johannes
BHC 1628
Vert 1214 (PrCt)

39588 Japan - Maps - Bibliography - 1600-1868
A List of Japanese maps of the Tokugawa era.
Jenkinton [Pa.] : Tall Tree Library, 1951.
Authors: Beans, George Harry, 1894-1978 -- Tall Tree Library Publications, no. 23 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
51 p. maps. 31 cm.
Other title: Japanese maps of the Tokugawa era.
Series: Tall Tree Library publication, no. 23 'One hundred and fifty copies.'
Ayer 290.B29 1951 (NLO)

39589 Japan - Maps - Bibliography - 1600-1868
Authors: Beans, George Harry, 1894-1978 -- Tall Tree Library Publications, nos. 24-26 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
3 v. : maps (facsim.) ; 31 cm.

39590 Japan - Maps - Collections
Authors: Nakamura, Hiroshi, 1891- -- William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library)
3 v. ; 37 cm.
Forms part of the William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library).
Greenlee folio 4890 N16 1966 (NLO)

39591 Japan - Maps - Collections, 1200-1900
Authors: Japan. Nagasaki -- Koeman, C. (Cornelis), 1918- -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 38 maps ; 313 x 220 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

39592 Japan - Maps - Collections, 1600-1868
Authors: Yamashita, Kazumasa -- Around World Library -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 94 maps ; 190 x 121 mm.
signedYamashita:Baskes;4thPtg,2000
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

39593 Japan - Maps - Collections, 1600-1868
Authors: Yamashita, Kazumasa -- Kashiwashobo -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 217 maps ; 306 x 231 mm.
1st ed.
signedYamashita:Baskes
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

39594 Japan - Maps - Collections<<>>Cartography - Japan - History
Old maps in Japan. Osaka : Sogensha, [1973].
Authors: Namba, Matsutaro, 1894- -- Unno, Kazutaka, 1921- -- Muroga, Nobuo, 1907-1982 -- Murray, Patricia -- Sogensha
x, 204 p. : 93 col. maps (part fold.) ; 38 cm.
Translation of Nihon no kochizu, edited by Nanba Matsutaro, Nobuo Muroga, and Unno Kazutaka; translated by Patricia Murray.
LC Card Number: 74171086
folio G 1067 .644 (NLO)

39595 Japan - Maps - Collections<<>>Cartography - Japan - History<<>>Japan - Maps - Bibliography
2 v. ; 45 cm. + Sekaiyu hen kaisetsu (95 p.) in v. 2.
Added Latin title: Monumenta cartographica Japonica.
"Kanshu- : Nakamura Hiroshi."
Legends in Japanese and English.
Issued in a case.
LC Card Number: 74802722
Legends in Japanese and English.
Case oversize G2355 .N57 1972 (NLO)

39596 Japan - Maps - Exhibitions - Catalogs<<>>Kobe Shiritsu Hakubutsukan - Map collections - Exhibitions - Catalogs
Kochizu ni miru sekai to Nihon : chizu wa kataru yume to roman : kaikan isshunen kinen tokubetsu ten / henshu Kobe Shiritsu Hakubutsukan ; kanshu Oda Takeo ... et al. ; shippitsu Kunikida Akiko ... et al. [Kobe-shi] : Kobe-shi Kenko Kyoiku Kosha, Showa 58 [1983].
Authors: Oda, Takeo, 1907-2006 -- Kunikida, Akiko -- Kobe Shiritsu Hakubutsukan

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
115 p. : chiefly ill. (some col.) ; 24 x 25 cm.
Added title: Kaikan isshunen kinen tokubetsu ten kochizu ni miru sekai to Nihon.
Catalog of an exhibition held at Kobe Shiritu Hakubutsukan, Oct. 8 - Nov. 23, 1983.
List of exhibits also in English.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 114-115).
G2355 .K6 (NLO)

39597 Japan - Maps - Exhibitions - Catalogs - Tenri Gyarari - Map collections - Exhibitions - Catalogs
Exhibition of old maps and globes of Japan.
Tokyo : Tenri Gallery, [1993].
Authors: Tenri Gyarari
In Japanese; English title taken from back cover.
Catalog of an exhibition held at Tenri Gallery, Tokyo, May 15-June 11, 1993.
BHC 1721
Vert 1304 (PrCt)

39598 Japan - Missionary Cartography - 1500-1599
Some aspects of the missionary cartography of Japan during the sixteenth century. 1949.
Authors: Kish, George, 1914-
From Imago Mundi 6 (1949): 39-46. maps.
BHC 1534
Vert 1125 (PrCt)

Chinese and Japanese ports. [London] : George Philip & Son, Ltd. ; The London Geographical Institute, [1913].
Authors: George Philip & Son -- London Geographical Institute -- Philip, George, 1870-1937. Philips' mercantile marine atlas : a series of 35 plates ... with ... distances between ports ... (1913)
1 map : col. ; 48 x 65 cm.
Identifies trade routes and distances, e.g.
"Shanghai to Yokohama 1030 [nautical miles]."
Insets (32 x 32 cm. and smaller): The Mainland of Japan with the islands of Kiushiu & Shikoku -- Approaches to Shanghai -- Port Arthur & Dalny -- Wei-Hai-Wei -- Kia-Chow -- Tokio Bay.
In: Philip, George. Philips' mercantile marine atlas : a series of 35 plates ... with ... distances between ports ... (London ; Liverpool : G. Philip & Son, ltd. ; The London Geographical Institute ; Philip, Son & Nephew, 1913), plate 13.
oversize H 7001 .68, plate 13 (PrCt)

39600 Japanese cartography -

Collections - Collections
Authors: Kurita, Mototsugu, b.1890 -- Kurita, Mototsugu, 1890-1955 SEE Kurita, Mototsugu, b.1890
[1] l., 90 plates ; in portfolio 40 cm.
Not at Newberry Library (June 2012) (PrCt)

39601 Japanese cartography - History - 1830-1843 - Maps On Plates
A Map of the world on an old Imari plate. 1954.
Authors: Kish, George, 1914-
BHC 1560
Vert 1149 (PrCt)

39602 Japanese cartography - History - Maps On Plates
A Map of Japan on a Hirado plate. 1956.
Authors: Volker, T.
BHC 1663
Vert 1248 (PrCt)

39603 Jaques, Cristobal, fl. 1516-1526 - Expeditions - Cartography - Rio de la Plata (Uruguay and Argentina) - History - 1521
Authors: Laguarda Trias, Rolando A.
62p. : map, ills., table ; 24 cm.
'Apartado de Revista Nacional no. 219.'
Vert 2273, no. 2 (PrCt)

39604 Jarcho, Saul - Bibliography - Medical mapping - Bibliography
Saul Jarcho. [ca. 1975?].
Authors: Jarcho, Saul, 1906-2000
2 leaves ; 28 cm.
Undated typescript bibliography; includes works dated to 1974.
BHC 1422
Vert 1022 (PrCt)

Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960- -- Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)
282 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
1st ed.
"Deluxe edition."
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents purchased in the past, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).
Jasper County Rural Youth.'

Sponsored by the Jasper County Farm Bureau.

Scale of township maps [ca. 1:50,688]
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Phillips 12284
LC Card Number: map51001553
Baskes folio G4103.J3G46 1951 .R58 (NLO)

Jasper County (Ill.) - Maps - 1971 -
Landowners - Counties -
Maps - Landowners - Maps
Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Jasper County Farm Bureau (Ill.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (38 p.) : 19 maps ; 28 cm.
Sponsored by the Jasper County Farm Bureau.
Cover title.
Scale [ca. 1:50,688]. 1 1/4 in. to 1 mile.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Jasper County (Ill.) - Maps - 1981 -
Landowners - Counties -
Maps - Landowners - Maps
Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (38 p.) : 19 maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
Copyright 1967 - Revised 1981.'
Scale [ca. 1:50,688]. 1 1/4 in. to 1 mile.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 81675395

Jasper County (Ind.) - Maps - 1900 -
Counties -
Maps - Counties -
Map of Jasper County, Indiana. [Chicago : Donohue & Henneberry, 1900].
Authors: Ball, T. H. (Timothy Horton), 1826-1913 -- Donohue & Henneberry -- Chicago Historical Society
1 map ; 34 x 16 cm.
Detached from Ball, T. H. Northwestern Indiana from 1800 to 1900 ... (Crown Point, Valparaiso [etc.] ; Chicago : Donohue & Henneberry, printers, 1900).
Scale [1:190,080] '3 miles to the inch.'
Checklist of printed maps of the Middle West to 1900, no. 3-0777
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.
CHS Coll., Map no. 385 (PrCt)

Baskes folio G4103.J3G46 1900 .R58 (NLO)

Jasper County (Ill.) - Maps - 1951 -
Landowners - Counties -
Maps - Landowners - Maps
Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Jasper County Farm Bureau (Ill.) -- Jasper County Rural Youth (Ill.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (38 p.) : 19 maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
'Sponsored by the Jasper County Farm Bureau [and] the Jasper County Rural Youth.'


Jasper County (Ill.) - Maps - 1941 -
Landowners - Counties -
Maps - Landowners - Maps
Authors: W.W. Hixson & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([17] leaves) : 17 maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
Scale not given.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G4103.J3G46 1941 .H3 (NLO)

Jasper County (Ill.) - Maps - 1902 -
Landowners - Counties -
Maps - Landowners - Maps
Historical atlas of Jasper County, Illinois : including, map of the state, county and townships, brief history of state and county, biographical sketches of patrons and an illustrated, industrial writeup of county.
Vincennes, Ind. F.C. Hardacre, 1902.
Illustrated, industrial writeup of county.

Baskes folio G4103.J3G46 1902 .H3 (NLO)

Jasper County (Ill.) - Maps - 1913 -
Landowners - Counties -
Maps - Landowners - Maps
Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 28 x 18 cm.
Published by the Jasper County Farm Bureau.


Jasper County (Ill.) - Maps - 1981 -
Landowners - Counties -
Maps - Landowners - Maps
Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (38 p.) : 19 maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
Copyright 1967 - Revised 1981.'
Scale [ca. 1:50,688]. 1 1/4 in. to 1 mile.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 81675395

Jasper County (Ill.) - Maps - 1971 -
Landowners - Counties -
Maps - Landowners - Maps
Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Jasper County Farm Bureau (Ill.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (38 p.) : 19 maps ; 28 cm.
Sponsored by the Jasper County Farm Bureau.
Cover title.
Scale [ca. 1:50,688]. 1 1/4 in. to 1 mile.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Jasper County (Ind.) - Maps - 1900 -
Counties -
Maps - Counties -
Map of Jasper County, Indiana. [Chicago : Donohue & Henneberry, 1900].
Authors: Ball, T. H. (Timothy Horton), 1826-1913 -- Donohue & Henneberry -- Chicago Historical Society
1 map ; 34 x 16 cm.
Detached from Ball, T. H. Northwestern Indiana from 1800 to 1900 ... (Crown Point, Valparaiso [etc.] ; Chicago : Donohue & Henneberry, printers, 1900).
Scale [1:190,080] '3 miles to the inch.'
Checklist of printed maps of the Middle West to 1900, no. 3-0777
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.
CHS Coll., Map no. 385 (PrCt)

Jasper County (Ind.) - Maps - 1980 -
Landowners - Counties -
Maps - Countes -
Map of Jasper County, Indiana. [Chicago : Donohue & Henneberry, 1980].
Authors: Ball, T. H. (Timothy Horton), 1826-1913 -- Donohue & Henneberry -- Chicago Historical Society
1 map ; 34 x 16 cm.
Detached from Ball, T. H. Northwestern Indiana from 1800 to 1900 ... (Crown Point, Valparaiso [etc.] ; Chicago : Donohue & Henneberry, printers, 1900).
Scale [1:190,080] '3 miles to the inch.'
Checklist of printed maps of the Middle West to 1900, no. 3-0777
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.
CHS Coll., Map no. 385 (PrCt)
**Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)**

**Maps<>Landowners - Maps**


Authors: Town & Country Publishing Co. -- Farmers & Merchants National Bank

(Rensselaer, Ind.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (72 p.) : 51 maps (some folded) ; 28 cm. 1980 ed.

Cover title.

'A T&C publication.'

'Compliments of Farmers & Merchants National Bank.'

Includes advertisements, business directory, and indexes.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.


**39613**

**Jasper County (Iowa) - Maps - 1871**

**Landowners<>Counties - Maps<>Landowners - Maps**


Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps

1 map : on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.


**Microfiche 583, no. 191 (PrCt)**

**39614**

**Jasper County (Iowa) - Maps - 1887**

**Landowners<>Counties - Maps<>Landowners - Maps**


Authors: Foote, C. M. (Charles M.), 1849-1899 -- Hood, E. C. (Edwin C.) -- Jasper County Genealogical Society

1 atlas (54 p.) : maps ; 45 cm.


Cover title.

Scale of principal maps 1:31,680 or 2 in. = 1 mile.

Includes patron's directory and index.

**oversize G1433.J3 F6 1985 (NLO)**

**39615**

**Jasper County (Iowa) - Maps - 1984**

**Landowners<>Counties - Maps<>Landowners - Maps**


Authors: R.C. Booth Enterprises -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (49 p.) : 25 maps ; 32 cm.

Scale [ca. 1:45,000].

Cover title.

Includes directory.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.


**39616**

**Jasper County (Miss.) - Maps - 1800-1899**

**Landowners<>Counties - Maps<>Landowners - Maps**


Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960--

282 p. : maps ; 28 cm.

1st ed.

'Deluxe edition.'

'Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).

'3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.'

Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).

Includes indexes.

Series: Family maps

ISBN 1420307282 ; 9781420307283

Local History Ref F347.J4 B69 2007 (NLO)

**39617**

**Jasper County (Mo.) - Maps - 1905**

**Landowners<>Counties - Maps<>Landowners - Maps**

*Plat book of Jasper County, Missouri : compiled from county records and actual surveys*. Carthage, Mo. Ashcraft & Qualls, 1905.

Authors: Ashcraft & Qualls -- Volk, Albert

1 atlas (2-66 p.) : 66 col. maps (1 folded) ; 48 cm.

'Engraved by Albert Volk.'

Scales differ.

Includes indexes and maps of Missouri and the United States.

LeGear. Atlases of the United States, 5262

LC Card Number: 2005632156

52-695

ICN 52-2077
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

oversize F 88445 .696 (NLO)

39618 Jasper County (Tex.) - Maps - 1879 - Landowners<->Counties - Maps<->Landowners - Maps
Authors: Texas. General Land Office -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 32 x 17.5 in. Scale 1:133,320. Originally compiled 1879.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: Photocopy (positive) 63.5 x 35.5 in. Originally compiled 1898.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: Title supplied by cataloger.
Identifies islands of "Iaua Maggiore", "Sondur" and "Condur".

39620 Java Creek Camp (Suriname) - Pictorial works - 1791
View of the camp at the Java Creek. London : Published ... by J. Johnson, 1791.
Authors: Barlow -- Stedman, John Gabriel, 1744-1797. Narrative, of a five years' expedition, against the revolted Negroes of Surinam (1796) -- Johnson, Joseph, 1738-1809 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : hand col. ; 7.3 x 12.9 cm.
In J. G. Stedman, Narrative, of a five years' expedition, against the revolted Negroes of Surinam (London: J. Johnson, 1796), v. 2, opp. p. 182.
On same page with "View of the encampment at Jerusalem;" plate is signed "Barlow sculp."
Ayer 1300.5 .G6 S81 1796, v. 2, opp. p. 182 (PrCt)

39621 Java (Indonesia) - Description and travel - 1889<->Java (Indonesia) - Description and travel - 1985<->Earle, Arthur, fl. 1889 - Travels
Authors: Earle, Sue
Pp. 54-59 ; col. photo, map ; 29 cm.
From: Discovery 13, no. 11 (Nov. 1985): 54-59.
Quoting from her great-grandfather's 1889 diary of his travels in Java, the author attempts to retrace his journey.
Travel Vertical File G8091 .E635 1889 .E2 (PrCt)

39622 Java (Indonesia) - Maps - 1528<->Con Dao Island (Vietnam) - Maps - 1528<->Islands of the South China Sea - Maps - 1528<->Sondur Island (Vietnam) SEE Con Dao Island (Vietnam)<->Con Son Island (Vietnam) SEE Con Dao Island (Vietnam)<->Pulu Condore Island (Vietnam) SEE Con Dao Island (Vietnam)<->Woodcuts [Map of Java (Indonesia) and Con Dao Island (Vietnam)]. [Venice : Nicolò Zoppino, 1528].
Authors: Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530 -- Zoppino, Nicolò, fl. 1508-1544 -- Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530. Libro di Benedetto Bordon : nel qual si ragiona de tutte l'isole del mondo ... (1528)
1 map : woodcut ; within printed borders 8 x 14 cm., on sheet 31 x 21 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Identifies islands of "Iaua Maggiore", "Sondur" and "Condur".
In: Bordon, Benedetto. Libro di Benedetto Bordon : nel qual si ragiona de tutte l'isole del mondo ... (Venice : Nicolò Zoppino, 1528), folio LXIX.
References: Suárez, Early mapping of Southeast Asia (1999) p. 120; Karrow, Mapmakers of the 16th cent. (1993), p. 92
Case folio G 117 .108, folio LXIX (PrCt)

39623 Java (Indonesia) - Maps - 1625
Die Insel Iava Maior. [Franckfurt am Mäyn : Hartmann Palthenium in Verlegung der Hulsichen, 1625].
Authors: Hulsius, Levinus, d. 1606. Erste Schiffart In die Orientalische Indien (1625) -- Parthenius, Hartmann, fl. 1615-1631 -- Hulsius Erben -- Hulsius, Levinus, d. 1606. [Sammlung von sechs und zwanzig Schiffahrten] (1608-1650) 1 map ; 8.4 x 11.9 cm. on sheet 20 x 15 cm.
In Hulsius, Levinus, Erste Schiffart In die Orientalische Indien (Franckfurt am Mäyn : durch Hartmann Palthenium in Verlegung der Hulsichen, 1625), opp. p. 45.
In upper right corner: P. 45.
VAULT Ayer 110 .H9 1608, v. 1, pt. 1, p. 45 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Java (Indonesia) - Maps - 1720 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts
Java (Indonesia) - Maps - 1720 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts
Banten Region (Indonesia) - Maps - 1720 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts
Java (Indonesia) - Maps - 1720 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts
Maps - 1720 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts
Java (Indonesia) - Maps - 1720 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts
Nautical charts - Indonesia - Maps - 1720 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts
Java - Maps - 1720 - Manuscripts
Nautical charts - Indonesia - Jakarta Region - Maps - 1720 - Manuscripts
Nautical charts - Indonesia - Banten Region - Maps - 1720 - Manuscripts
Coasts - Indonesia - Java - Maps - 1720 - Manuscripts
Manuscript maps

Carte de l'isle de Java ou sont les villes de Bataua et Bantam. [ca. 1720].
Authors: Cartes Marines Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 30, sheet 47
1 ms. map : hand col. ; 465 x 1,092 mm.
Nautical chart detailing the coast and outlying islands of northwestern Java (Indonesia) from the Anyer-Lor region (previously Anjer or Anger) eastward past Tanjung Pujet (previously St. Nicholas Point) to the cape at Tanjung Karawang (previously Krawang or Baloeboek); includes generalized town plans of Jakarta (previously Batavia) and Banten (previously Bantam).
Scale [ca. 1:141,000], 'Echelle de 2 lieuës a 15 au degreé' [= 92 mm.]
Place names in French and Dutch.
Oriented with north at bottom.
Depths shown with soundings.
Pen-and-ink and watercolor (green, brown, red, yellow); mounted on cloth.
Sheet 47 of 117 in the Cartes Marines Manuscript Map Collection, detailing French colonial interests worldwide, ca. 1640-ca. 1726.
Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 136
Ayer ms map proj 00
Digital image available as part of the Newberry Library's Great Lakes Digital Collection via the CARLI Digital Collections website (accessed Nov. 2010):
http://collections.carli.illinois.edu/u?/nby_grlakes, 861
VAULT drawer Ayer MS map 30 sheet 47 (NLO)

Java (Indonesia) - Maps - 1872 - Borneo - Maps - 1872 - Sarawak River (Sarawak) - Pictorial works - 1872 - Kuching (Sarawak) - Pictorial works - 1872
Principal Dutch colonies, in the Indian Seas.
London and Edinburgh : A. Fullarton & Co., [1872?].
2 maps : col. ; 14 x 26 cm. and 23 x 15 cm., on sheet 48 x 32 cm.
Added titles: (1) Java according to van de Velde / drawn by Augustus Petermann F.R.G.S. ; engraved by G.H. Swantston -- (2) Borneo reduced from the large map constructed by the Borneo Church Mission Institution / by Augustus Petermann F.R.G.S. ; engraved by G.H. Swantston.
Margins include assorted pictorial vignettes, including natives in local costume and view (6 x 16 cm.): River Sarawak & town of Kuchin.
Printed plate no. "XX" at upper right.
Case oversize G1019 .A38 1872, plate [20] (PrCt)

Java (Indonesia) - Maps - 1928 - Road maps
Authors: Vereeniging Toeristenverkeer (Indonesia) -- Topografische Inrichting (Jakarta, Indonesia) -- Shaw, Frances Wells, 1872-1937
1 map : col. ; 42 x 73 cm, folded in cover 21 x 13 cm
Cover title: Java tourist map : Garoet and environs.
Scale 1:100,000.
Relief shown by contours, shading and spot heights.
Legend and text in Dutch and English.
Relief shown by contours, shading, and spot heights.
Removed from the Francis Wells Shaw Papers [Newberry Library Midwest MS ShawF].
map3C G8091.E635 1928 .O3 (PrCt)

Java (Indonesia) - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Authors: Vereeniging Toeristenverkeer (Indonesia) -- Topografische Inrichting (Jakarta, Indonesia) -- Officieele Vereeniging voor Toeristenverkeer in Nederlandsch-Indie SEE Vereeniging Toeristenverkeer (Indonesia) -- Travellers' Official Information Bureau of the
Netherlands Indies SEE Vereeniging
Toeristenverkeer (Indonesia) -- Shaw, Frances
Wells, 1872-1937
1 map : col. ; 62 x 81 cm, folded in cover 21 x 13
cm
Cover title: Toeristenkaart van Midden-Java =
Tourist map of middle Java.
Scale 1:250,000.
Legend and text in Dutch and English.
Relief shown by contours, shading, and spot
heights.
"No. 3489."
Includes pencilled note about Dyeng Plateau.
Removed from the Francis Wells Shaw Papers
[Newberry Library Midwest MS Shaw F].
map 3C G8091.E635 1930 .03 (Pr Ct)

39628
Java - Maps - 1703 - Coasts - Nautical
charts<>Nautical charts - Java - Maps -
1703 - Coasts<>Madura Strait (Indonesia) -
Maps - 1703 - Nautical charts<>Nautical
charts - Madura Strait (Indonesia) - Maps -
1703<>Bali Strait (Indonesia) - Maps - 1703 -
Nautical charts<>Nautical charts - Bali
Strait (Indonesia) - Maps - 1703<>Madura
Island (Indonesia) - Maps - 1703 - Coasts -
Nautical charts<>Nautical charts - Madura
Island (Indonesia) - Maps - 1703 -
Coasts<>Nautical charts
A Large draught of the east end of Java and
Madura shewing the Straights of Bally.  London
[i.e. Amsterdam : Theatrum Orbis Terrarum Ltd.,
1970].
Authors: Thornton, John, 1641-1708 -- English
Pilot. Part 3 (1703) -- Theatrum Orbis Terrarum,
Ltd.
1 map ; 43 x 53 cm.
Oriented with north at right.
Covers eastern Java from 113° to 114° 30´ E.
and 6° 30´ to 8° 50´ S.
In facsimile reprint of: Thornton, John. The
(Amsterdam : Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, 1970)
between p. 68-69.
Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger):
English Pilot. Part 3 (1703)
Map Ref oversize G1025 .T37 ser. 5, v. 3, bet.
p. 68-69 (Pr Ct)

39630
Java - Maps - 1748 - Coasts - Nautical
charts<>Nautical charts - Java - Maps -
1748 - Coasts<>Bali Strait (Indonesia) -
Maps - 1748 - Nautical charts<>Nautical
charts - Java from the west end to Batavia ... shewing ...
the East Indies, and all over the Oriental Ocean ...
Authors: W. and J. Mount, and T. Page (Firm), fl.
1748-1755 -- English Pilot. Part 3 (1748) --
Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 44 x 105 cm.
Covers the coast of Java between Banten Bay
and the Jakarta region.
Oriented with north at bottom.
In: The English pilot. The third book, Describing
the sea-coasts ... shewing ... the East-Indies, and
all over the Oriental Ocean ... (London : W. and
J. Mount and T. Page, 1748) following p. 52.
Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger):
English Pilot. Part 3 (1748)
oversize Ayer 135 .E55 1748 following p. 52
(Pr Ct)

Java - Maps - 1748 - Coasts - Nautical
charts<>Nautical charts - Java - Maps -
1748 - Coasts<>Madura Strait (Indonesia) -
Maps - 1748 - Nautical charts<>Nautical
charts - Madura Strait (Indonesia) - Maps -
1748<>Bali Strait (Indonesia) - Maps - 1748 -
Nautical charts<>Nautical charts - Bali
Strait (Indonesia) - Maps - 1748<>Madura
Island (Indonesia) - Maps - 1748 - Coasts -
Nautical charts<>Nautical charts - Madura
Island (Indonesia) - Maps - 1748 -
Coasts<>Nautical charts
A New and correct chart of part of the Island of
Java from the west end to Batavia with the
Straights of Sunda.  London [i.e. Amsterdam :
Theatrum Orbis Terrarum Ltd., 1970].
Authors: Thornton, John, 1641-1708 -- English
Pilot. Part 3 (1703) -- Theatrum Orbis Terrarum,
Ltd.
1 map ; 44 x 52 cm.
Oriented with north at right.
Covers eastern Java from 113° to 114° 30´ E.
and 6° 30´ to 8° 50´ S.
In: The English pilot. The third book, Describing
the sea-coasts ... shewing ... the East-Indies, and
Nautical chart of part of the Java Sea and Indonesia, detailing Bangka Strait and the coasts of southeastern Sumatra, Bangka Island, and Billiton Island. Continued southward on adjacent sheet to the southern tip of Sumatra and northwestern Sumatra (Ayer MS map 30, sheet 44).

Scale [ca. 1:579,000] ‘Echelle de 15 lieues a 20 au degré’ [= 144 mm.]

Depths shown with soundings.

Pen-and-ink and watercolor (green, brown, yellow, red); mounted on cloth.

Sheet 43 of 117 in the Cartes Marines Manuscript Map Collection, detailing French colonial interests worldwide, ca. 1640-ca. 1726. Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 142

Ayer ms map proj 00

Digital image available as part of the Newberry Library's Great Lakes Digital Collection via the CARLI Digital Collections website (accessed Nov. 2010):

http://collections.carli.illinois.edu/unbry_grlakes, 855

VAULT drawer Ayer MS map 30 sheet 43 (NLO)

---

Nautical chart of part of the Java Sea and Indonesia, detailing Bangka Strait and the coasts of southeastern Sumatra, Bangka Island, and Billiton Island. Continued southward on adjacent sheet to the southern tip of Sumatra and northwestern Sumatra (Ayer MS map 30, sheet 44).

Scale [ca. 1:579,000] ‘Echelle de 15 lieues a 20 au degré’ [= 144 mm.]

Depths shown with soundings.

Pen-and-ink and watercolor (green, brown, yellow, red); mounted on cloth.

Sheet 43 of 117 in the Cartes Marines Manuscript Map Collection, detailing French colonial interests worldwide, ca. 1640-ca. 1726. Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 142

Ayer ms map proj 00

Digital image available as part of the Newberry Library's Great Lakes Digital Collection via the CARLI Digital Collections website (accessed Nov. 2010):

http://collections.carli.illinois.edu/unbry_grlakes, 855

VAULT drawer Ayer MS map 30 sheet 43 (NLO)
yellow, red); mounted on cloth.
Sheet 44 of 117 in the Cartes Marines
Manuscript Map Collection, detailing French
colonial interests worldwide, ca. 1640-ca. 1726.
Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript
Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 131
Ayer ms map proj 00
Digital image available as part of the Newport
Library's Great Lakes Digital Collection via the
CARLI Digital Collections website (accessed
Nov. 2010):
http://collections.carli.illinois.edu/u/?nby_grlakes,
857
VAULT drawer Ayer MS map 30 sheet 44
(NLO)

Java Sea - Maps - 1720 - Nautical charts -
Manuscripts<>Sunda Strait (Indonesia) -
Maps - 1720 - Nautical charts -
Manuscripts<>Sumatra (Indonesia) - Maps -
1720 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts<>Java
(Indonesia) - Maps - 1720 - Nautical charts -
Manuscripts<>Nautical charts - Java Sea -
Maps - 1720 - Manuscripts<>Nautical charts -
Sunda Strait (Indonesia) - Maps - 1720 -
Manuscripts<>Nautical charts - Sumatra
(Indonesia) - Maps - 1720 -
Manuscripts<>Nautical charts - Java
(Indonesia) - Maps - 1720 -
Manuscripts<>Manuscript maps
<>Nautical charts
Carte de la suite des isles de Java et Sumatra.
[ca. 1720].
Authors: Cartes Marines Manuscript Map
Collection (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer
Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) --
Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map
30, sheet 45
1 ms. map : hand col. ; 498 x 697 mm.
Nautical chart detailing the eastern half of the
Sunda Strait in the Java Sea (Indonesia),
detailing the southern tip of Sumatra and
northwestern Java. Continued westward on
adjacent sheet (Ayer MS map 30, sheet 46).
Scale [ca. 1:144,000] 'Echelle de trois lieües'
[= 118 mm.]
Place names in French and Dutch.
Oriented with north at left.
Depths shown with soundings; mountains shown
pictorially.
Pen-and-ink and watercolor (green, brown,
yellow, red); mounted on cloth.
Sheet 45 of 117 in the Cartes Marines
Manuscript Map Collection, detailing French
colonial interests worldwide, ca. 1640-ca. 1726.
Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript
Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 144
Ayer ms map proj 00
Digital image available as part of the Newport
Library's Great Lakes Digital Collection via the
CARLI Digital Collections website (accessed
Nov. 2010):
http://collections.carli.illinois.edu/u/?nby_grlakes,
862
VAULT drawer Ayer MS map 30 sheet 46
(NLO)

Java Sea - Maps - 1748 - Nautical charts -
Manuscripts<>Bali Sea (Indonesia) - Maps -
1748 - Nautical charts -
Manuscripts<>Java Sea -
Maps - 1748 - Manuscripts<>Nautical charts -
Java Sea -
Maps - 1748 - Manuscripts<>Nautical charts -
Sunda Strait (Indonesia) - Maps - 1720 -
Manuscripts<>Nautical charts - Sumatra
(Indonesia) - Maps - 1720 -
Manuscripts<>Nautical charts - Java
(Indonesia) - Maps - 1720 -
Manuscripts<>Manuscript maps
<>Nautical charts
Carte d'une partie des isles de Sumatra et de
Java. [ca. 1720].
Authors: Cartes Marines Manuscript Map
Collection (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer
Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) --
Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map
30, sheet 46
1 ms. map : hand col. ; 500 x 697 mm.
Nautical chart detailing the western half of the
Sunda Strait in the Java Sea (Indonesia),
detailing the southern tip of Sumatra and
northwestern Java. Continued eastward on
adjacent sheet (Ayer MS map 30, sheet 45).
Scale [ca. 1:144,000] 'Echelle de trois lieües'
[= 118 mm.]
Place names in French and Dutch.
Oriented with north at left.
Depths shown with soundings; mountains shown
pictorially.
Pen-and-ink and watercolor (green, brown,
yellow, red); mounted on cloth.
Sheet 46 of 117 in the Cartes Marines
Manuscript Map Collection, detailing French
colonial interests worldwide, ca. 1640-ca. 1726.
Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript
Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 132
Ayer ms map proj 00
Digital image available as part of the Newport
Library's Great Lakes Digital Collection via the
CARLI Digital Collections website (accessed
Nov. 2010):
http://collections.carli.illinois.edu/u/?nby_grlakes,
862
VAULT drawer Ayer MS map 30 sheet 46
(NLO)
A Large draught from Benjar on the island of Borneo to Macasser on the island of Celebes shewing the streights of Baily with the islands to the eastward thereof. [London : W. and J. Mount and T. Page, 1748].

Authors: W. and J. Mount, and T. Page (Firm), fl. 1748-1755 -- English Pilot. Part 3 (1748) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : 45 x 54 cm.

Chart of the Java Sea detailing coastal regions in Borneo, Celebes, Java, Bali, Lombok, and Sumbawa.

In: The English pilot. The third book, Describing the sea-coasts ... shewing ... the East-Indies, and all over the Oriental Ocean ... (London : W. and J. Mount and T. Page, 1748) following p. 64.

Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger): English Pilot. Part 3 (1748)

oversize Ayer 135 .E55 1748 following p. 64 (PrCt)

39640 Jay County (Ind.) - Maps - 1881 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps

Historical hand atlas illustrated : containing large scale copper plate maps of each state and territory of the United States and the provinces of Canada together with a complete reference map of the world ... twelve farm maps and history of Jay County, Indiana, illustrated. Containing a history of the county, biographical sketches, lithographis views of buildings, portraits of prominent men, general statistics, miscellaneous matters, etc. Chicago : H.H. Hardesty, 1881.

Authors: H.H. Hardesty (Firm) -- Hardesty, Hiram H., 1834-1898 -- Hardesty (H.H.) & Co. SEE H.H. Hardesty (Firm)

1 atlas (xxiv, [15]- 228 p. : ill., maps,(part fold) ports.) ; 38 cm.

folio F 895435 .408 (NLO)


Authors: Brown, Ellen Firsching

Pp. 34-41 : illls. ; 28 cm.


Vert 2, no. 2 (PrCt)

39642 Jay I. Kislak Foundation<<>>Library of Congress<<>>Kislak Foundation SEE Jay I. Kislak Foundation


Authors: Frey, Jennifer

3 p. ; 28 cm.

Reprint from Washington Post (7 April 2004): C01.

Vert 885, no. 2 (PrCt)

39643 Jeff Davis County (Tex.) - Maps - 1894 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps


Authors: Stakemann, M. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps

1 map ; on microfiche. ; 38 cm.

Size of original: 20 x 16.5 in. Scale 1:133,320.

Originally published 1894. Only covers part of the county.


Local History Ref F532.J4 B69 2007 (NLO)

ISBN 1420306383 ; 9781420306385

Local History Ref F532.J4 B69 2007 (NLO)
39645 Jefferson (Clayton County, Iowa : Township) - Maps - 1886 - Landowners<->Littleport (Iowa) - Maps - 1886 - Landowners<->Edgewood (Iowa) - Maps - 1886


1 map : hand col. ; 42 x 64 cm.

Compiled by George E. Warner and Charles M. Foote.

"Warner & Foote, publishers. Minneapolis, Minn."

Cadastral map; identifies landowners.

Scale 1:31,680. 2 in. to the mile

Coordinates: (W 91°14'07"--W 91°01'10" / N 42°52'50"--N 42°43'17")

Insets of towns in adjacent Volga Township (23 x 20 cm and 16 x 16 cm): Edgewood : Edgewood P.O. Scale 1:3,600. 300 ft. to an in. - Little Port : Little Port P.O. Scale 1:3,600. 300 ft. to an in.


oversize F 91218.95, pages 30-31 (NLO)
within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).

Includes indexes.

Series: Family maps

ISBN 1420310879 ; 9781420310870

Local History Ref F547.J4 B69 2010 (NLO)

39649 Jefferson County (Ill.) - Maps - 1900 - Landowners<>Counties - Maps<>Landowners - Maps


Authors: Beauman, Guy -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps

1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.

Size of original: 20.5 x by 20 in. Scale 1:80,000.

Originally published 1900.


Microfiche 583, no. 118 (PrCt)

39650 Jefferson County (Ill.) - Maps - 1930 - Landowners<>Counties - Maps<>Landowners - Maps


Authors: W.W. Hixson & Co. -- Livingston, John T. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (17 leaves) : 17 maps ; 22 x 29 cm.

Cover title.

Printed on cover: "Plat book of"; "Jefferson" written in ms.

Scale not given.

Stamped on cover: John T. Livingston.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.


Authors: General Map Company -- Holt, Roy H. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- General Map Company (Rockford, Ill.) SEE General Map Company

1 atlas (19 p.) : 17 maps ; 22 x 28 cm.

Cover title.

Imperfect: lacking original cover and p. 1-2; title written in ms. on paper cover: Jefferson Co., Ill. Scale [ca. 1:50,000].

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Phillips 12288


Authors: Moore, William L. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas [(16) leaves] : 16 maps ; 25 x 28 cm.

Cover title.

"Drawn & copyright by Wm. L. Moore, Mt. Vernon, Ill."--On all maps.

Scale [ca. 1:43,000].

Advertisements on covers.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

LC Card Number: map62000508


Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Jefferson County Farm Bureau (Ill.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (35 p.) : 18 maps ; 22 x 28 cm.

Scale [1:50,688]. 1 1/4 in. = 1 mi.

Cover title.

'Sponsored by Jefferson County Farm Bureau.' Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.


Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Jefferson County Farm Bureau Association (Ill.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (34 p.) : 18 maps ; 28 cm.

Sponsored by Jefferson County Farm Bureau.

Scale [1:50,688] Scale of township maps: 1 1/4 in. to 1 mile.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Entry ID</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Geography and Map Division. LC G&amp;M Division land ownership maps</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>39656</td>
<td>Jefferson County (Ill.) - Maps - 1981 -</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rockford Map Publishers - Jefferson County Farm Bureau (Ill.) -</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Originally published Fairfield, Iowa: Harrison &amp; Warner, 1871.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 atlas (34 p.) : 17 maps (some col.) ; 29 cm.</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>20th century landownership maps: Library of Congress. Geography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;Rev. 1975.&quot;</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>and Map Division. LC G&amp;M Division land ownership maps [</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;Sponsored by Jefferson County Farm Bureau.&quot;</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Division, 1983?].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Includes index to owners and business directory.</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Microfiche 583, no. 192 (PrCt)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Scale [1:50,688], 1 1/4 in. = 1 mile.</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Jefferson County (Iowa) - Maps - 1784 - Landowners -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Advertisements on covers and interspersed.</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Facsimiles - Counties -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 atlas (34 p.) : 17 maps (some col.) ; 28 cm.</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Maps - Jefferson County (Ind.) - Maps - 1900 -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;Rev. 1981.&quot;</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Jefferson County - Landowners - Counties - Maps -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cover title.</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>[Jefferson County (Ind.) - 1900: LC G&amp;M land ownership maps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Includes index to owners and business directory.</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>on microfiche], [Washington, D.C.] : LC G&amp;M Division, [1983?].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Scale [ca. 1:50,688]. 1 1/4 in. = 1 mile.</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Authors: Carnahan, James -- Lodge, Benjamin --</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Advertisements on covers and interspersed.</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&amp;M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Division land ownership maps [Washington, D.C. : Library of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LC Card Number: 83675773</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Congress, Geography and Map Division, 1983?].</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1 atlas (42 p. : ill., maps) ; 41 cm.
oversize G1253.J4 B4 1864a (NLO)

Authors: Dunham, J. R. -- Library of Congress.
Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 47 x 40 in. Scale: 1:42,240.
Originally published Fairbury, Neb.: J.R. Dunham, 1889.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 420 (PrCt)

Authors: Gillespie, D. C. -- Library of Congress.
Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 51.5 x 36 in. Originally published Brookville, Pa.: D.C. Gillespie, 1857.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 757 (PrCt)

Authors: Texas. General Land Office -- Library of Congress.
Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 21.5 x 18.5 in. Scale 1:133,320. Originally compiled 1879.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 1027 (PrCt)

Jefferson County (Ohio) - Maps - 1856 - Landowners<< Counties - Maps<>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Keyly, Jas. -- Rickey, Jos. M. -- Lee & Marsh -- Library of Congress.
Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 56 x 37 in. Scale: 1:43,000.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 502 (PrCt)
Jefferson County (W. Va.) - Maps - 1809 - 
Landowners-----Counties - 
Maps-----Landowners - Maps 
39675 Jefferson County (W. Va.) - Maps - 1809 - 
Landowners-----Counties - 
Maps-----Landowners - Maps 
Authors: Varle, Charles -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm. 
Size of original: 33.5 x 24.5 in. Scale 1:136,000. Originally published 1809. 
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps: 
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 
Microfiche 583, no. 1258 (PrCt) 

Jefferson County (W. Va.) - Maps - 1852 - 
Landowners-----Counties - 
Maps-----Landowners - Maps 
39676 Jefferson County (W. Va.) - Maps - 1852 - 
Landowners-----Counties - 
Maps-----Landowners - Maps 
Authors: Brown, S. Howell -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm. 
Size of original: 39 x 52.5 in. Scale 1:26,700. Originally published 1852. 
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps: 
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 
Microfiche 583, no. 1399 (PrCt) 

Jefferson County (W. Va.) - Maps - 1852 - 
Landowners-----Counties - 
Maps-----Landowners - Maps 
No. 43 -- Confederate States of America. Army -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm. 
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps: 
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm. 
Photocopy (reduced?) of original published [Staunton, Va.? : S. Howell Brown?], 1852; reproduced from wall map in the Library of Congress. 
‘By S. Howell Brown from actual survey with the farm limits.’ 
‘Entered according to act of Congress in ... 1852 by S. Howell Brown in ... Western District of Virginia at Staunton.’ 
Shows Jefferson County before the formation of West Virginia in 1863. 
Scale of photocopy [ca. 1:35,000]. Relief shown with hachures. 
Oriented with north at upper right. 
Gift 2000. 
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
[Washington, D.C. : Library of Congress,
Geography and Map Division, 1983?].
Microfiche 583, no. 1289 (PrCt)

39680 Jefferson County (W. Va.) - Maps - 1883 -
Landowners<->Counties -
Maps<->Landowners - Maps
[Jefferson County (W. Va.) - 1883: LC G&M land
ownership maps on microfiche], [Washington,
D.C.] : LC G&M Division, [1983?].
Authors: Brown, S. Howell -- Smith, J. L. --
Library of Congress. Geography and Map
Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 2 parts, 31 x 45.5 in. and 29.5 x
45.5 in. Scale 1:26,700. Originally published
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing
19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map
Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
[Washington, D.C. : Library of Congress,
Geography and Map Division, 1983?].
Microfiche 583, no. 1395 (PrCt)

39681 Jefferson County (Wis.) - Maps - 1887 -
Landowners<->Counties -
Maps<->Landowners - Maps
Illustrated atlas of Jefferson County, Wisconsin.
Authors: H.R. Page & Co.
1 atlas ([115] p.) : col. maps ; 46 cm.
Scale on township maps [1:31,680].
Patrons' directory: p. 113-115.
Phillips 17781.
Shelved with photocopy duplicate (reduced and
bound).
66-1686
ICN 68
7A 9 (NLO)

39682 Jefferson County (Wis.) - Maps - 1899 -
Landowners<->Counties -
Maps<->Landowners - Maps
Plat book of Jefferson County, Wisconsin
Authors: Foote, C. M. (Charles M.), 1849-1899 --
Hood, E. C. (Edwin C.) -- E.P. Noll & Co. -- C.M.
Foote & Co. (Minneapolis, Minn.) -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Foote
(C.M.) & Co. SEE C.M. Foote & Co.
(Minneapolis, Minn.)
1 atlas (58 p.) : 35 maps (part fold., part col.) ; 48
cm.
'Drawn from actual surveys and the county
records by C.M. Foote & E.C. Hood.'
'E.P. Noll & Co. map publishers no. 9 N. Sixth St,
Philadelphia, Pa'
Scale of township maps [1:31,680].
Includes patrons' directory and index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 2648.
Baskes oversize G4118.J4 F63 1899 (NLO)

39683 Jefferson County (Wis.) - Maps - 1899 -
Landowners<->Watertown (Wis.) - Maps -
1899 - Landowners<->Counties -
Maps<->Landowners - Maps
Plat book of Jefferson County, Wisconsin.
Authors: Foote, C. M. (Charles M.), 1849-1899 --
Hood, E. C. (Edwin C.) -- E.P. Noll & Co. -- C.M.
Foote & Co. (Minneapolis, Minn.) -- Chicago
Historical Society
1 atlas (58 p.) : 35 maps (part fold., part col.) ; 48
cm.
'Drawn from actual surveys and the county
records by C.M. Foote & E.C. Hood.'
'E.P. Noll & Co. map publishers no. 9 N. Sixth St,
Philadelphia, Pa'
Scale of township maps [1:31,680].
Includes patrons' directory and index.
Phillips 2648.
Library buckram; includes folding map of
Watertown.
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society,
2005; includes CHS ownership markings.
CHS Coll., Atlas no. 141
Duplicate copy: Baskes oversize G4118.J4 F63
1899.
oversize G4123.J4G46 1899 .F6 (NLO)

39684 Jefferson County (Wis.) - Maps - 1900 -
Landowners<->Counties -
Maps<->Landowners - Maps
[Jefferson County (Wis.) - 1900: LC G&M land
ownership maps on microfiche], [Washington,
D.C.] : LC G&M Division, [1983?].
Authors: Banner Printing Co. -- Library of
Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC
G&M Division land ownership maps.
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 2 parts, 19.5 x 37 in. each. Scale
1:42,240. Originally published Jefferson, Wis.:
Banner Printing Co., 1900.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing
19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map
Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
[Washington, D.C. : Library of Congress,
Geography and Map Division, 1983?].
Microfiche 583, no. 1423 (PrCt)

39685 Jefferson County (Wis.) - Maps - 1919 -
Landowners<->Counties -
Maps<->Landowners - Maps
Standard atlas of Jefferson County, Wisconsin ...
Authors: Geo. A. Ogle & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (83, 22 p.) : ill., 43 maps ; 45 cm.
Scale varies.
Jefferson County (Wis.) - Maps - 1930 - Landowners - Counties - Maps
Authors: W.W. Hinson & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (117 p.) : 53 maps ; 43 cm.
Cover title.
Lacking t.p.?
Scale not given.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Phillips 17782.
Baskes oversize G4123.J4G46 1930 .R6 (NLO)

Jefferson County (Wis.) - Maps - 1996 - Landowners - Counties - Maps
Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Jefferson County Farm Bureau (Wis.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (42 p.) : 17 maps ; 28 cm.
'Sponsored by Jefferson County Farm Bureau.'
Cover title.
Includes indexes.
Scale: 1:50,688. Cadastral maps of townships: 1 1/4 inch equals 1 mile.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Jefferson National Expansion Memorial (Saint Louis, Mo.) - Tourism - 1970
Authors: Jefferson National-Expansion Memorial Association -- Tovo, Jerry
1 leaflet (4-fold) : col. photos, ills ; fold. to 23 x 9 cm

Jefferson National Expansion Memorial (Saint Louis, Mo.) - Tourism - 1989
Authors: Jefferson National Expansion Memorial Association
1 booklet (19 p) : photos, ills, maps ; 37 cm

The Monticello mountaintop. [Charlottesville, Va.? The Foundation?], 1993.
Authors: Thomas Jefferson Memorial Foundation, Inc.
1 map : col., ill. ; 33 x 36 cm. on sheet 44 x 61 cm.
Map (birds-eye view) appears as part of a brochure issued for an exhibition at Monticello (Apr. 13 - Dec. 31, 1993).

Text and illustrations on both sides of brochure; issued folded to 22 x 10 cm.
Gift 93.

39695 Jefferson, Thomas, 1743-1826 - Paris (France) - Historical geography - Maps - 1976

Authors: Rice, Howard C. -- Princeton University Press -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

39696 Jefferys, Thomas, -1771

The Bankruptcy of Thomas Jeffreys: an episode in the economic history of 18th century map-making. 1966.
Authors: Harley, J. B. (John Brian) -- Imago Mundi (1966)
BHC 2032
Vert 675 (Pr Ct)

39697 Jefferys, Thomas, -1771. A Map of the most inhabited part of New England - Maps - Bibliography

Most inhabited part. 1947.
Authors: Goodrich, Nathaniel Lewis, 1880-
p. 99-101
A bibliography of Jefferys' Map of the most inhabited part of New England.
4S 32, v. 4, p. 99-101 (Pr Ct)

39698 Jelenia Góra (Poland : Voivodship) - Maps - 1710 - Legnica (Poland : Voivodship) - Maps - 1710 - Jelenia Góra (Poland) - Maps - 1710 - Pictorial works - Jawor (Poland) - Maps - 1710 - Pictorial works

Ducatus Silesiae Lauranni. Amsterdam, [ca. 1710].
Authors: Kühnovio, Friedrich, d. 1675 -- Schenk, Peter, 1660-1718 or 9 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:32 1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 57 cm.
Koeman v. 3 p. 121 [65].
Insets: Hirschberg -- Lauer ohne die Vorstätte. 2276
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:32 (Pr Ct)

Jemappes, Battle of, Jemappes, Belgium,
1792 - Maps - 1800
Authors: British military library, or, Journal -- J. Carpenter and Co., publisher, London -- Jones & Smith
1 map ; 14 x 24 cm.
In British military library, or, Journal no. 22 (July 1800), opposite p. 328.
In lower margin: Military Journal No. 22.
Accompanied by "A Short account of the memorable battle of Jemappes...," p. 328-330.
Keyed to references in text, 1-13.
Case oversize F 393 .457, pl. 6 (PrCt)

39700 Jenompe, Battle of, Jemappes, Belgium, 1792 - Maps - 1839
Authors: Bieiaerds, J.-B. -- Jomini, Antoine Henri, baron de. 1779-1869. Atlas pour servir à l'intelligence de l'Histoire critique et militaire des guerres de la révolution (1839) -- Petit, J.-B.
1 map : hand col. ; 16 x 22 cm.
Relief shown by hachures.
Positions of French and Austrian troops indicated by colors.
At upper right: Pl. VI.
Case oversize F 393 .457, pl. 6 (PrCt)

39701 Jena (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1620
Iena Thuringiae vrb, cum propter Musas ... [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : hand col. ; 10 x 22 cm. on sheet 41 x 54 cm.
Anonymous view.
On same sheet with: Weimaria nobile Thuringiae opp. illust. Saxoniae dvcm sedes -- Erdordia, magnifica atque celeberrima Thurigorum vrb -- Gotha, percelebri murorum ambitu, propugnaculis, formis planis ... -- Fvldensis civitatis, et celeberrimae abbatiae eiusdem imago.
Latin letterpress text on verso under titles: Weimaria -- Erdordia -- Iena -- Gotha -- Fvlda.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 1, pl. 25 (PrCt)

39702 Jenkinson, Anthony, d. 1611
[Notes on Anthony Jenkinson]. [Chicago, 198-?].
Authors: Karrow, Robert W.
1 file folder ; 25 x 30 cm.
Vert 3109 (PrCt)

39703 Jenkinson, Anthony, d. 1611
Authors: Laughton, John Knox, 1830-1915 -- Dictionary of national biography (1885-1901) p. 744-746 ; 24 cm.
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3108, no. 4.
E 445 .8411, v. 10, p. 744-746 (PrCt)

39704 Jenkinson, Anthony, d. 1611. Nova absolutaue Russiae, Moscoviae, & Tartarieae (1562)
Jenkinson's map of Russia. [s'Gravenhage : Mouton & Co., 1956].
Authors: Keuning, Johannes -- Imago mundi (1565) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
p. 172-175 : 3 maps ; 29 cm.
In: Imago mundi 13 (1956): 172-175.
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3108, no. 8.
Map Ref folio GA1 .I6, v. 13, p. 172-175 (PrCt)

39705 Jenkinson, Anthony, d. 1611. Nova absolutaue Russiae, Moscoviae, & Tartarieae (1562)
The Newly found Jenkinson's map of 1562 / Krystyna Szykula. [Amsterdam, 1989].
Authors: Szykula, Krystyna
Vert 3108, no. 7 (PrCt)

39706 Jenkinson, Anthony, d. 1611. Nova absolutaue Russiae, Moscoviae, & Tartarieae (1562)
Authors: Szykula, Krystyna -- Polski przeglad kartograficzny (1990) p. 81-82 : 3 maps ; 25 cm.
Photocopies from: Polski przeglad kartograficzny 22 (1990): 81-82.
Vert 3108, no. 1 (PrCt)

39707 Jenkinson, Anthony, d. 1611. Nova absolutaue Russiae, Moscoviae, & Tartarieae (1562)
The re-discovered Jenkinson map of Russia
Authors: Keuning, Johannes
Vert 3108, no. 5 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
dated 1562: further investigations. 1995.
Authors: Szykula, Krystyna -- Wroclaw University Library -- International Conference on the History of Cartography (16th : 1995 : Vienna)

Vert 2015 (PrCt)

Authors: Baron, Samuel H. -- Cartographica (1989)
p. 72-85 : 4 maps ; 25 cm.
Duplicate copy (photocopies) and copy of original typescript of article: Vert 3108, no. 6.
GA1 .C28, v. 26, p. 72-85 (PrCt)

Authors: Baddeley, John F. (John Frederick), 1854-1940 -- Baddeley, John F. (John Frederick), 1854-1940. Russia, Mongolia, China (1919)
p. cxviii-cxxii ; 29 cm.
In: Baddeley, John F. Russia, 1562.
Derivation from: Geographical magazine 36 p. 144 (1963)
References: Cf. Phillips 1615
Series: Heritage collection
References: Cf. Phillips 1615
folio G4103.J6 L3 1978 (NLO)

Authors: Halladay, E. -- Geographical magazine (1963)
p. 144-151 ; 3 maps, ill. ; 25 cm.
Photocopies from: Geographical magazine 36 (1963): 144-151.
Vert 3108, no. 3 (PrCt)

Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960-- Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)
224 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
1st ed.
'Deluxe edition.'
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).
3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.' Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).
Includes indexes.
Series: Family maps
ISBN 1420304852 ; 9781420304855
Local History Ref F532.J53 B69 2006 (NLO)

Authors: Lathrop, J. M. (James M.) -- Summers, J. H. -- D.J. Lake & Company -- Lake, D. J. -- Unigraphic (Evansville, Ind.)
Series: Heritage collection
References: Cf. Phillips 1615
folio G1403.J6 L3 1978 (NLO)

Authors: Lathrop, J. M. (James M.) -- Summers, J. H. -- Mead, H. C. -- D.J. Lake & Company -- Lake, D. J. -- John V. Bergen Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (48, [20] p.) : maps (some col.) ; 44 cm.
Includes patrons directory.
Scale 1:31,680 and 1:3,600
This copy lacks map for south part of North Vernon (p. 32 in contents).
Forms part of the John V. Bergen Collection (Newberry Library).
oversize G1403.J6 L3 1884 (NLO)

39714 Jerez de la Frontera (Spain) - Pictorial works - 1620 Xeres de la Frontera. [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Hoefnagel, Joris, 1542-1601 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : hand col. ; 15 x 46 cm.
Derived from a drawing by Joris Hoefnagel; see R.A. Skelton's Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed.
of Civitates orbis terrarum.
On same sheet with: Conil, insigne Hispanie oppidum ad fretum Herculeum ...
Latin letterpress text on verso under titles: Conil -- Xeres de la Frontera.

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 2, pl. 6 (PrCt)

Jersey (Channel Islands) - Maps - 1694
A New and accurat map of His Majesties Island of Jersey ... London : John Newton , 1694.
Authors: Dumaresq, Philip, 1650?--1690 -- Lempriere, Thomas, engr. -- Falle, Philip, 1656-1742 -- Newton, John, fl. 1688-1696
1 map ; 30 x 38 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:92,500].
Oriented with north at upper left.
Relief shown pictorially.
The 'numeros in the several ... tythings shew the number of ... houses.'

F 459435 .298 [map] (PrCt)

Jersey (Channel Islands) - Maps - 1734
A New and accurat map of His Majesties Island of Jersey ... London : 1734.
Authors: Dumaresq, Philip, 1650?--1690 -- Lempriere, Thomas, engr. -- Falle, Philip, 1656-1742 -- Wotton, T.
1 map ; 30 x 38 cm.
In Falle, Philip. Caesarea, or, An account of Jersey. 2nd ed. (London: Printed for T. Wotton, 1734).
Scale [ca. 1:92,500].
Oriented with north at left.
Relief shown pictorially.
Soundings in fathoms.
The 'numeros in the several Vintains or Tythings shew the number of the habitations or houses ...'.
Differs from the 1694 ed. by the addition of soundings.

F 459435 .302 [map] (PrCt)

Jersey (Channel Islands) - Maps - 1783<->Elizabeth Castle (Jersey) -1783
A Plan of the island of Jersey... 1783 [i.e. 1816?].
[General atlas of modern geography ... ]
[1775-1816] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; hand col. ; 51 x 68 cm.
Imprint on map: 2d. Edtn. London...1783...Faden
Verso handstamped '9.'
Includes inset (14 x 13 cm.): Plan of Elizabeth Castle

oversize Ayer 135 .G32 1775 v. 1, pl. 13 (PrCt)

Jersey (Channel Islands) - Maps - 1799
Jersey, 1799 [i.e. 1816?].
1 map ; hand col. ; 40 x 67 cm.
Imprint on map: Longman and Rees...London...1799.
Verso handstamped '9.'

oversize Ayer 135 .G32 1775 v. 1, pl. 12 (PrCt)

Jersey (Channel Islands) - Maps - 1818<->Guernsey (Channel Islands) - Maps - 1818<->Isles of Scilly (England) - Maps - 1818<->Shetland (Scotland) - Maps - 1818 Remote British Isles / drawn under the direction of Mr. Pinkerton by L. Hebert ; Neele sculpt. 352 Strand. Philada. [Philadelphia] : Published by Dobson, [1818].
Authors: Hebert, Lewis, fl. 1809-1838 -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826 -- Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Dobson, Thomas, 1751-1823 -- Thomas Dobson and Son -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826. A Modern atlas : from the latest and best authorities exhibiting the various divisions of the world ... (1818)
3 maps : hand col. ; 37 x 49 cm. and smaller, on sheet 78 x 55 cm.
Collective title.
Contents: Jersey and Guernsey -- Scilly Isles -- Shetland Isles.
Running title: Pinkerton's modern atlas
In: Pinkerton, John. A Modern atlas : from the latest and best authorities exhibiting the various divisions of the world ... (Philadelphia : Thomas Dobson & Son, 1818), plate [12]

Case oversize G1019 .P56 1818, plate [12] (PrCt)

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 67 x 64 cm., folded in covers to 21 x 10 cm.
"New edition" -- front cover.
"Ward boundaries and numbers, red."
"Scale: 3 inches to one mile."
Street index on verso.
Front cover dated "1907" in pencil.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
map4C G3814 .J5F7 1907 .R3 (PrCt)

39723 Jersey City (N.J.) - Pictorial works - 1948 - Railroads-<>-New York Region - Pictorial works - 1948 - Railroads-<>-Central Railroad of New Jersey - Pictorial works - 1948-<>Railroads - Maps
Authors: Fairchild Aerial Surveys, inc. -- Central Railroad of New Jersey
1 view ; 29 x 36 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Colored aerial photograph; keyed to references 1-19 in left margin.
5A 7267 (1948 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

39724 Jersey City (N.J.) - Pictorial works - 1951 - Railroads-<>-Central Railroad of New Jersey - Pictorial works - 1951-<>Railroads - Maps
Authors: Central Railroad of New Jersey
1 view ; 29 x 21 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
5A 7267 (1950 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Authors: Central Railroad of New Jersey
1 view ; 30 x 22 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
5A 7267 (1957 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

39726 Jersey County (Ill.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners-<>-Counties -

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Maps</th>
<th>Landowners - Maps</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Family maps of Jersey County, Illinois : with homesteads, roads, waterways, towns, cemeteries, railroads, and more / by Gregory A. Boyd. Norman, Okla. Arphax Pub. Co., c2007. Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960-- Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.) 220 p. : maps ; 28 cm. 1st ed. 'Deluxe edition.' Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (<a href="http://www.glorecords.blm.gov">www.glorecords.blm.gov</a>). '3 maps per township: Homesteads &amp; other Land Patents; Roads ; Rivers, Creeks &amp; Railroads.' Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township). Includes indexes. Series: Family maps ISBN 142030822X ; 9781420308228 Local History Ref F547.J5 B69 2007 (NLO)</td>
<td>1977</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Jerusalem - Historical geography - Maps - 1978 | Historical atlases |
Jerusalem - Historical geography - Maps - 1990 | Jerusalem - Maps - 1990 | Historical atlases |
Jerusalem - Historical geography - Maps |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VAULT Case C 22.560, map 3 (PrCt)</th>
<th>VAULT Case C 22.560, map 3 (PrCt)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>39733 Jerusalem - History, Ancient - Maps - 1600&lt;&lt;Jerusalem - Maps - 1620&lt;br&gt;Descripicio antique urbis Hierosolymorum, qua amplitudine et splendor tempe Chiristi ... ;&lt;br&gt;Noua vrbis Hierosolymitanae descriptio, qua forma &amp; situ ... [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].&lt;br&gt;Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 --&lt;br&gt;Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 --&lt;br&gt;Civitates orbis terrarum -- Laicksteen, Peter, fl. ca. 1556-1570 -- Sgrooten, Christian, 1532-1608 --&lt;br&gt;Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)&lt;br&gt;2 maps : hand col. ; 32 x 28 cm. and 32 x 24 cm.&lt;br&gt;on sheet 41 x 54 cm.&lt;br&gt;Derived from a 1570 print by Peter Laicksteen and Christian Sgrooten; see R.A. Skelton's Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.&lt;br&gt;Two maps of Jerusalem; biblical recreation of city on the left and contemporary 17th-century view on right.&lt;br&gt;Descripicio text in upper left (13 lines total): Hierosolyma, clarissima totius orientis ciuitas ludaee metropolis ... .&lt;br&gt;Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Ierosolyma.&lt;br&gt;In: Braun, Georg and Franz Hogenberg. Civitates orbis terrarum [Cologne : Pieter von Brachel?, ca. 1570] v. 1, plate 52&lt;br&gt;VAULT oversize Ayer 135.B8 1573, v. 1, pl. 52&lt;br&gt;(PrCt)</td>
<td>39735 Jerusalem - History, Ancient - Maps - 1686&lt;&lt;&lt;Jerusalem - Maps - 1686&lt;&lt;&lt;Hand coloring - Netherlands - 1686&lt;br&gt;Jerusalem. [Dordrecht ; Amsterdam : Hendrick en Jacob Keur ; Marcus Doornick, 1686].&lt;br&gt;Authors: Blome, Richard, d. 1705 --&lt;br&gt;Santen, Dirck Jansz van, 1637 or 1638-1708 --&lt;br&gt;Biblia : dat is, De gantsche H. Schrifture (1686) --&lt;br&gt;Keur, Hendrik --&lt;br&gt;Keur, Jacob --&lt;br&gt;Doornik, Marcus Willemsz.&lt;br&gt;1 map : hand col.&lt;br&gt;Other title: Jerusalem&lt;br&gt;In: Biblia : dat is, De gantsche H. Schrifture (Dordrecht: by Hendrick en Jacob Keur ; Amsterdam : by Marcus Doornick, 1686), Ouden testament, after fol. 209.&lt;br&gt;Apparently after a map by Richard Blome.&lt;br&gt;Elaborate hand color with gold highlighting, similar to coloring by Dirck Jansz van Santen in the 1682 edition of this Bible held by the University Library of Amsterdam; cf. Truusje Goedings, &quot;Master colourist Dirk Jansz van Santen (1637/38-1708)&quot;, dated 1992 and available on the Paulus Swaen Old Maps and Prints website (accessed May 2013):&lt;br&gt;<a href="http://www.swaen.com/Dirk-Jansz-van-Santen.php">http://www.swaen.com/Dirk-Jansz-van-Santen.php</a>&lt;br&gt;At lower right: 3.&lt;br&gt;In scrolls at right and left: Verklaringen der cyfer getale[n], 1-35, 36-60.&lt;br&gt;Letterpress text on verso: Beschryvinge van Jerusalem [2 p.].&lt;br&gt;References: Delano-Smith, Maps in Bibles in the Newberry Library (1989), no. 20.4 ; Cf. Laor, Maps of the Holy Land (1986), 959.&lt;br&gt;Digital image of a very similar map available on Jewish National and University Library website (accessed Jan. 2010):&lt;br&gt;<a href="http://jnul.huji.ac.il/dl/maps/jer/images/jer115/Jer15_15_b.jpg">http://jnul.huji.ac.il/dl/maps/jer/images/jer115/Jer15_15_b.jpg</a>&lt;br&gt;VAULT Case oversize C 23 .2532, Ouden testament, after fol. 209 (PrCt)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Josephus;" this copy lacks that caption.

Pomeroy states that the Jerusalem plate was finished on March 12, 1793 (p.4).

Digital image of another copy on Jewish National and University Library website (accessed August 2009):

www.jnul.huji.ac.il/dl/maps/jer/html/jer119.htm


map1F  G7504 .J4 1793 .A5 2009 (PrCt)

39737 Jerusalem - History, Ancient - Maps - 1827

Jerusalem - Historical geography - Maps - 1827

Jerusalem Region - History, Ancient - Maps - 1827

Jerusalem Region - Historical geography - Maps - 1827

Jerusalem Region - Maps - 1827

Bible - Geography - Maps - 1827

The Land of Moriah or Jerusalem and the adjacent country / H.S. Tanner. Philada.


Authors: Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Finley, A. (Anthony) -- Finley, A. (Anthony). Atlas classica, or, Select maps of ancient geography (1831) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col.; 27 x 21 cm.

Includes keys to Biblical locations.

In: Finley, Anthony. Atlas classica, or, Select maps of ancient geography: both sacred and profane (Philadelphia : Anthony Finley, 1831), [plate 9].

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1019 .F5 1833, [plate 9] (PrCt)

39741 Jerusalem - Maps - 1620

Archaeology

Jerusalem - Archaeology - Maps - 1620

Ierusalem. [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].

Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Adrichem, Christiaan van, 1533-1585 -- Loose, Arnold de, fl. 1584 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col.; 73 x 50 cm. on 2 sheets, each 41 x 54 cm.

'... [D]escripta per Christianum Adrichom Delphum.'

Engraving by Christiaan van Adrichem derived from 1584 map by Franz Hogenberg and Arnold de Loose; see R.A. Skelton's Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum. Title beneath city crest at upper right.

Added title at upper left: Ierusalem, et suburbia eius, sic ut tempere Christi ...

Latin letterpress text on verso:

Hiervsalem vrbs ...

Map keyed to hundreds of numbered references on verso.

In: Braun, Georg and Franz Hogenberg. Civitates

Authors: Villalpando, Juan Bautista, 1552-1608 -- Halma, Francois, 1653-1722 -- Bible. O.T. Greek. Septuagint. 1709

1 map; 21 x 33 cm.


Based on plan by Juan Bautista Villaipando.

At upper left corner: Pag. 652.


Case C 309 .3615, opp. p. 652 (PrCt)

39740 Jerusalem - Maps - 1320

Manuscripts

Facsimiles

Manuscript maps - Facsimiles

[Map of Jerusalem]. [Hanover : Wechel, 1611].

Authors: Vesconte, Pietro -- Sanuto, Marino, 1466-1535 -- Sanuto, Marino, 1466-1535. Liber secretorum fidelium crvcis super Terrae Sanctae recruperatione et conservatione ... (1611) -- Bongars, Jacques, 1544-1612. Gesta Dei per Francos, siue Orientalium expeditionvm ... (1611) 1 map; 26 x 19 cm.

In: Sanuto, Marino. Liber secretorum fidelium crvcis super Terrae Sanctae recruperatione et conservatione ... (1611), at end, no. 4.

This edition of the Liber secretorum was issued with: Bongars, Jacques. Gesta Dei per Francos, siue Orientalium expeditionvm ... [Hanoviae [Hanover] : typis Wechelianis, apud heredes I. Aubrii, 1611].

Facsimile of a manuscript map in Sanuto's Liber secretorum (ca.1320); the maps in this work have been attributed to both Sanuto and Vesconte.

At upper right: IV.

Case folio F 095 .33, map 4 (PrCt)

39739 Jerusalem - Maps - 0070

Vera Hierosolymsae veteris imago. [Franeker : F. Halma, 1709].

Authors: Villalpando, Juan Bautista, 1552-1608 -- Halma, Francois, 1653-1722 -- Bible. O.T. Greek. Septuagint. 1709

1 map; 21 x 33 cm.


Based on plan by Juan Bautista Villaipando.

At upper left corner: Pag. 652.


Case C 309 .3615, opp. p. 652 (PrCt)
orbis terrarum [Cologne: Pieter von Brachel?, ca. 1620] v. 4, plates 58-59
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 4, pl. 58-59 (PrCt)

39742 Jerusalem - Maps - 1842
Authors: Roberts, David. 1796-1864 -- Terra Sancta Arts -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.
Reproductions of lithographs originally published 1842.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

39743 Jerusalem - Maps - 1924
Jerusalem : a practical guide to Jerusalem and its environs, with excursions to Bethlehem, Hebron, Jericho, the Dead Sea and the Jordan, Nablious, Nazareth, Beyrout, Baalbek, Damascus, etc. / by Eustace Reynolds-Ball. London : A. & C. Black, 1924.
3rd ed. rev. & in part rewritten.
Includes index.
Series: Black's guide books.
Series statement from publisher advertisements.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .B55 Jerusalem (1924) (NLO)

39744 Jerusalem - Maps - 1937
Authors: Steinmatzky's guides -- Vilnay, Zev, 1900-1988 -- Steinmatzky -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 28 maps
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

39745 Jerusalem - Maps - 1969 - Guidebooks
Authors: Kotker, Norman -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.
Paperback ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

39746 Jerusalem - Maps - 1976 - Guidebooks

Authors: Canetti, Nicolai -- Haddington -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.
1st ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

39747 Jerusalem - Maps - Bibliography
Newberry Library - Map Collections - Bibliography - Catalogs
Authors: Newberry Library
1 leaf
Manuscript list of items in the Library's collections.
Vert 295 (PrCt)

39748 Jerusalem - Maps - Collections
Jerusalem - Pictorial works - Collections
Jerusalem - Historical geography - Maps - Collections
Jerusalem - Historical geography - Pictorial works - Collections
Cartography - Jerusalem - History
Historical atlases

Maps in pocket.

LC Card Number: 55031696


39749 Jerusalem - Maps - Exhibitions - Catalogs Hebrew Union College-Jewish Institute of Religion - Map Collections - Exhibitions - Catalogs


Authors: Moldovan, Alfred, 1921- -- Hebrew Union College-Jewish Institute of Religion 16 p.: maps; 28 cm.

Cover title: Maps and views: Jerusalem: center of the world.


BHC 1846

Vert 1415 (PrCt)

39750 Jerusalem - Maps - Exhibitions - Catalogs Osher Map Library - Exhibitions - Catalogs University of Southern Maine Osher Map Library Jerusalem 3000: three millennia of history

Portland, Me. University of Southern Maine, 1996.

Authors: Osher Map Library -- University of Southern Maine. Osher Map Library SEE Osher Map Library

Jerusalem 3000 : three millennia of history

2 catalogs (32 p. and [8] p., each with maps and illustrations); 28 cm.

An exhibition at Osher Map Library, University of Southern Maine, April 17, 1996 - October 5, 1996.

Vert 1934. nos. 1-2 (PrCt)

39751 Jerusalem - Maps - Exhibitions Jerusalem - Pictorial works - Exhibitions Temple of Jerusalem (Jerusalem) - Pictorial works - Exhibitions Jewish Theological Seminary of America. Library - Map collections - Exhibitions


Authors: Mintz, Sharon Liberman -- Deitsch, Elka -- Jewish Theological Seminary of America. Library -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

71 p.: ill. (some col.), facsimils., maps, views; 23 cm.

'The exhibit ... brings together different types of materials from the Library's collection'--Pref.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

LC Card Number: 98112369

ISBN 0873340728; 9780873340724

Baskes DS109 .T69 1996 (NLO)

39752 Jerusalem - Pictorial works - 1517


Authors: Fine, Oronce, 1494-1555 -- Pilinski, Adam, 1810-1887

1 view; 24 x 73 cm.

Facsimile of 1517 original; "reproduction par procédé Adam Pilinski."

Not at Newberry Library (Dec. 2012) (PrCt)

39753 Jerusalem - Pictorial works - 1552 Woodcuts

Jerusalem / C. I. [Jacob Clauzer]. [Basel: Heinrich Petri, 1552].

Authors: Clauzer, Jacob, 16th cent. -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552. Cosmographiae universalis ... (1552) -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 view: woodcut; 16 x 38 cm., on sheet 32 x 40 cm.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Title at upper center.
Added letterpress title above woodcut: Jerusalem ciuitas sancta, olim metropolis regni ludaici ... .
Letterpress text on verso (Latin and Hebrew): Civitas iervsalem[m] ... 

VAULT folio Ayer 7 .M8 1552, p. 1016-1017 (PrCt)

---

Jerusalem - Pictorial works - 1552<<<<Woodcuts
Jerusalem. [Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552].
Authors: Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552. Cosmographiae uniwersalis ... (1552 -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : woodcut ; 11 x 8 cm., on sheet 32 x 21 cm.
In: Münster, Sebastian. Cosmographiae uniwersalis ... (Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552), p. 1014.
Letterpress text on verso (Latin and Hebrew): Civitas iervsalem[m] ...

VAULT folio Ayer 7 .M8 1552, p. 1014 (PrCt)

---

Jerusalem - Pictorial works - 1569
Civitas Hiervsalem. [Venice : Bolognino Zaltieri, 1569].
Authors: Ballino, Giulio, d. ca. 1592 -- Ballino, Giulio, d. ca. 1592. De' disegni delle piu illustri citti, et fortezze del mondo ... (1569) -- Zaltieri, Bolognino, fl. 1555-1576
1 view ; 15 x 27 cm.
Inset views in bottom margin (5 x 8 cm. and 4 x 9 cm.): Dispatio sepvltvre Dominice -- Forma capelle in Beptelem.
Includes references 1-16.
Letterpress text on verso.
In: Ballino, Giulio. De' disegni delle piu illustri citti, et fortezze del mondo ... (Venice: Bolognino Zaltieri, 1569), plate [26]

VAULT Case folio G 117 .06, plate [26] (PrCt)

---

Jerusalem - Pictorial works - 1572<<<<Palestine - Pictorial works - 1572
Antiquae iervsalem vera iconographia ad sacrae lectionis praecipeve et aliarm de illa vrbe historiar. Antwerp, [1572].
1 view ; 29 x 24 cm.
A view of the walled city, looking east.
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.
Wing oversize ZP 5465 .P7013 v. 7 (PrCt)

---

Jerusalem - Pictorial works - 1575
Hiervsalem / S. Du Perac f. [Rome?] : B. M. excudebat, [1575?].
Authors: Du Pérac, Etienne, d. 1604 -- B. M., 16th cent. -- M., B., 16th cent. -- Hoepli, Ulrico, 1847-1935 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view ; 315 x 654 mm. (plate mark), on sheet 360 x 655 mm.
View of Jerusalem seen from the west.
Detached from a binding; center crease damaged with some loss of detail, later repaired with a manuscript patch.
Tooley 341.
Ex Hoepfi.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

i30 Novacco 2F 232 (PrCt)

---

Jerusalem - Pictorial works - 1580
Beschreibung der jetzigen Stadt Jerusalem. [Nürnberg : Durch Katharina Lantzenbergerin, 1613].
Authors: Schweigger, Salomon, 1551-1622
1 view ; 8.5 x 11.5 cm.
In Schweigge's Ein neue Reyssbeschreibung auss Teutschland nach Constantinopel vnd Jerusalem (Nürnberg, 1613), p. 304.

---

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Hierosolyma.

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 2, pl. 54 (PrCt)

39763

Jerusalem - Pictorial works - 1642<<<Woodcuts

Deser Conterfeytinge der Stadt Jerusalem behoort te staen tuschen Pag. 6. ende 7. in de eerste A. [Amsterdam : Theunis Jacobsz, 1642].
Authors: Bünting, Heinrich, 1545-1606 -- Bünting, Heinrich, 1545-1606. Itinerarium Sacrae Scripturae, dat is, Het Reysboeck der Heyligher Schrift (1642) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : woodcut ; 15 x 25 cm.
Title in letterpress in upper border.
Digital image of a very similar map (though from a different woodblock and with a different letterpress title) available on Hebrew University website (accessed Nov. 2010) : http://jnul.huji.ac.il/dl/maps/jer/images/jer020/Jer020_b.jpg

Baskes BS630 .B79128 1642, after p. 6 (PrCt)

39764

Jerusalem - Pictorial works - 1678

Nova urbs Ierusalem. [Nürnberg : Gedruckt bey Wolfgang Moritz Endter, 1678].
Authors: Zorzi, Giovanni Domenico, fl. 1525-1558 -- Harant z Polzic a Bezdruzic, Krystof, 1564-1621. Der christliche Ulysses (1678) 1 view : copper engraving ; 120 x 169 mm.
A much-reduced version of Giovanni Domenico Zorzi's 1546 view of the city (Karrow, Mapmakers of the sixteenth century, 87/12.2).
In upper rightcorner: Pag. 371.
Includes reference numbers 1-40, with key on p. 371-373.

Case G 61008 .386, p. 371 (PrCt)

39765

Jerusalem - Pictorial works - 1780

Authors: Probst, Georg Balthasar -- F. I. S., F. I., 18th cent. -- S., F. I., 18th cent. -- Leiheele, J. F., 18th cent. -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view ; 323 x 1,016 mm. (plate mark), on sheet 389 x 1,050 mm.
Other title: Jerusalem hodierna
View of Jerusalem from the east.
Bottom margin includes parallel references 1-79
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

in Latin and German.
At bottom center: No. 32 C.P.S.C.M.
Printed from 2 plates on 2 sheets.
Repaired with backing patches.
References: E. Laor, Maps of the Holy Land
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map
Collection (Newberry Library).

39766 Jerusalem - Pictorial works - 1840
Jerusalem. [Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, 1840].
Authors: Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846 -- Lea & Blanchard -- Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846. The
Encyclopaedia of geography ... (1840)
1 view ; 4 x 9 cm.
In: Murray, Hugh. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, successors to Carey & Co., for George W. Gorton, 1840) v. 2, p. 252.
Wax engraving.

39767 Jerusalem - Pictorial works - 1860
Jerusalem. [New York : Johnson & Browning, 1860].
(steel plate) family atlas ... (1860)
1 view ; 7 x 12 cm.
Running title, upper margin: Descriptive Geography of Asia.
In: Johnson, Alvin Jewett. Johnson's new illustrated (steel plate) family atlas ... (New York : Johnson and Browning, 1860) page '71.

39768 Jerusalem - Pictorial works - 1868
Environ and neighbourhood of Jerusalem.
(Newberry Library)
Includes bibliographical references (p. 24).
Embosed stamp: Joseph A. Sadony, private.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

39769 Jerusalem - Pictorial works - 1873 - Relief models<<>>Illes, Stefan
The 19th century model of Jerusalem. [197-?].
Authors: Museum of the History of Jerusalem -- Illes, Stefan. [Relief model of Jerusalem, 1873]
1 flyer (6 panels : col. ill.) ; on sheet 22 x 34 cm. fold. to 22 x 9 cm.
Undated description and photos of relief model constructed by Stefan Illes for the Vienna Universal Exhibition of 1873; original in the
Museum of the History of Jerusalem.

39770 Jerusalem - Pictorial works - 1904 - Relief models<<>>Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904 : Saint Louis, Mo.) - Pictorial works
When Jerusalem was built in St. Louis : a large scale model of Jerusalem in the Louisiana Purchase Exposition 1904 / Rehav Rubin.
Authors: Rubin, Rehav -- Palestine exploration quarterly 132 (2000)
p. 59-70 : maps ; 25 cm.

39771 Jerusalem (Suriname) - Pictorial works - 1791
View of the encampment at Jerusalem.
London : Published ... by J. Johnson, 1791.
Authors: Barlow -- Stedman, John Gabriel, 1744-1797. Narrative, of a five years' expedition, against the revolted Negroes of Surinam (1796)
-- Johnson, Joseph, 1738-1809 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view ; hand col. ; 7.3 x 12.9 cm.
In J. G. Stedman, Narrative, of a five years' expedition, against the revolted Negroes of Surinam (London: J. Johnson, 1796), v. 2, opp. p. 182.

39772 Jervis, John B. (John Bloomfield), 1795-1885<<>>Hydraulic engineers - United States - Biography<<>>Croton Aqueduct (N.Y.) - History
The "Practicable" engineer : John B. Jervis and the old Croton Aqueduct / Larry D. Lankton.
Authors: Lankton, Larry D.
i, 30 p. : ill. ; 22 cm.
Series: Essays in public works history, no. 5.
Includes bibliographical references.

39773 Jessamine County (Ky.) - Historical geography - Maps - 1998<<>>Calligraphic maps - 1998<<>>Counties - Maps
Authors: Keig, Susan Jackson -- Bower, Billy Jackson. Mills, murders and more : in early days of Jessamine County, Kentucky (1998) maps

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

Authors: Keig, Susan Jackson -- Bower, Billy Jackson. Crossing the river : and other lore of Jessamine County, Kentucky (1999) maps
In Bower, Billy Jackson, Crossing the river : and other lore of Jessamine County, Kentucky (Nicholasville, KY : B.J. Bower, c1999).
F457 .J5 B6821 1999 [maps] (PrCt)

Authors: Keig, Susan Jackson -- Bower, Billy Jackson. A history of the Ash Grove Pike, Catnip Hill Pike and other byways of Jessamine County (2002) maps
In Bower, Billy Jackson, A history of the Ash Grove Pike, Catnip Hill Pike and other byways of Jessamine County, Kentucky (Nicholasville, Ky. : Billy Jackson Bower, c2002).
F457 .J5 B6824 2002 [maps] (PrCt)

Authors: Keig, Susan Jackson -- Bower, Billy Jackson. Rails, rivers, roads and early years in Jessamine County, Kentuck (2009) maps
In Bower, Billy Jackson, Rails, rivers, roads and early years in Jessamine County, Kentucky [Nicholasville, KY: Jessamine County Historical Society], c2009.
F457.J5 B6825 2009 [maps] (PrCt)

Authors: Hewitt (E.A. and G.W.) -- Smith, Gallup & Co. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map : on microfiche 11 x 15 cm. Size of original: 3 parts; 2 are 18.5 x 55.5 in. each and 1 is 17.5 x 55.5 in. each. Scale 1:63,360. Originally published New York: Smith, Gallup & Co., 1861.

Authors: Chez Denis -- Denis, Louis, 1725-1794 1 atlas ([1], 45 leaves of plates) : 41 hand col. maps (1 folded) : 10 x 13 cm. Half title: Empire des solipses divisé en cinq assistances et subdivisé par provinces .... Imprint from engraved half title page. Scales vary.
Phillips, P.L. List of geographical atlases, 81. World atlas of Jesuit institutions. Many of the regional maps identify Jesuit missions, colleges, seminaries, etc., with summary statistical notes.
98020205NL Case G1046.E423 A8 1764 (NLO)

Authors: Jesuits -- Denis, Louis, 1725-1794 -- Dupont, A. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. : 43 maps ; 92 x 130 mm. Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Authors: United States. National Park Service 1 leaflet (6-fold) : col. photos, map ; 22 x 10 cm. Travel Vertical File G4182 .J4 1995 U5 (PrCt)


Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)
containing outline map of the county; plat of all the townships with owner's names; Kansas state map and history and atlas of the World War.

Mankato, Kansas : The Western Advocate, 1921.

Authors: Western Advocate, Mankato, Kansas

1 atlas (55, [52] p. : maps (part col.) ill.) ; 39 cm.

oversize F 92543 .05 (NLO)

39782

Jews - Historical geography - Maps -
0476-1450<<<<Palestine - History -Maps -
0476-1450<<<<Israel - History -Maps -
0476-1450<<<<Middle East - Historical geography - Maps - 0476-1450<<<<Historical atlases


Authors: Beinart, Haim -- Karta (Firm)

1 atlas : 74 maps

folio G1046 E43 B4 1981 (NLO)

39783

Jews - Historical geography - Maps -
0476-1450<<<<Palestine - History -Maps -
0476-1450<<<<Israel - History -Maps -
0476-1450<<<<Middle East - Historical geography - Maps - 0476-1450<<<<Historical atlases


Authors: Beinart, Haim -- Karta (Firm) -- Simon and Schuster, inc. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas : 89 maps

C:Carta

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

39784

Jews - Historical geography - Maps -
1794<<<<Bible - Geography - Maps -

The Whole works of Flavius Josephus / translated from the original Greek by Charles Clarke to which are added, marginal references, and historical, critical, and explanatory notes by the Reverend Mr. Yorke, of Oxford. London : Printed for the proprietors and sold by J. Walker ..., Pearson and Rawlinson ..., Jackson ..., Crutwell ..., Thorn ..., Wood ..., Frobisher ..., and Hodson ..., 1794.

Authors: Josephus, Flavius -- Clarke, Charles -- Yorke, Rev. -- Walker, John -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)


Uniform Title: Works. English. 1794.

'Containing I. The antiquities of the Jews, from the creation of the world, to the destruction of the temple by the Emperor Caius Caligula, in twenty books. II. The defence of the Jewish antiquities, in answer to Apion, in two parts. III. The wars of the Jews with the Romans, in seven books. IV. The martyrdom of the Maccabees -- VI. Philo's embassy from the Jews of Alexandria to Caius Caligula."

"With the addition of a new map of Palestine, the Temple of Jerusalem, and the genealogy of Herod the Great, taken from Villalpandus, Reland, &c."

"All carefully revised, and compared with the original Greek."

Title page in double line border; printed in black and red.

Includes bibliographic references and indexes.

Contents: (from t.p.) I. The antiquities of the Jews, in twenty books -- II. Their wars with the Romans, in seven books -- III. The life of Josephus written by himself -- IV. His book against Apion, in defence of the antiquities of the Jews, in two parts -- V. The martyrdom of the Maccabees -- VI. Philo's embassy from the Jews of Alexandria to Caius Caligula.

Inscription: Rev. Dr. Robert W. Frank. Peace, serenity, and a Merry Christmas. Dec. 23/41 [?].

Forms part of the McCormick Theological Seminary Collection at the Newberry Library.


Case folio DS116 J613 1733 (NLO)

39785

Jews - Historical geography - Maps -
1794<<<<Bible - Geography - Maps -

The Works of Flavius Josephus / translated into English by Sir Roger L'Es Strange, Knight ; to which are added, two discourses and several remarks and observations upon Josephus together with maps, sculptures and accurate indexes. London : Printed for James, John, and Paul Knapton, 1733.

Authors: Josephus, Flavius -- James, John and Paul Knapton (Firm) -- Gucht, Michael van der, 1660-1725 -- L'Es Strange, Roger, Sir, 1616-1704 -- Wells, Edward, 1677-1722 -- Frank, Robert Worthe, 1890-1978 -- McCormick Theological Seminary -- McCormick Theological Seminary Collection (Newberry Library)


5th ed.

Added engraved t.p.

Uniform title: Works. English. 1733

Maps and plates by M. Vander Gucht and Edward Wells.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio DS17 .D425 1992 (NLO)


Authors: Gilbert, Martin, 1936-- Banks, Arthur -- Weidenfeld and Nicolson
1 atlas
5A 5738 (NLO)


Authors: Gilbert, Martin, 1936-- Banks, Arthur -- Weidenfeld and Nicolson -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 112 maps ; 250 x 180 mm.
C:ArthurBanks;Alexander, Guide to atlases 4895
Includes maps illustrating history.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)


Authors: Friesel, Evyatar -- Karta (Firm) -- Oxford University Press -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 113 maps ; 302 x 237 mm.
Edition: A1
C:Carta
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)


Authors: De Lange, N. R. M. (Nicholas Robert Michael), 1944-- Lovell Johns Ltd. -- Facts on File, Inc. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (240 p. : ill. (some col.), 55 col. maps, ports., col. plans) ; 31 cm.
Jiangsu Sheng (China) - Maps - 1945 - Topographic maps
- Maps - Cloth maps
- Specimens - Escape maps
- Specimens - Kiangsu Province (China)
SEE Jiangsu Sheng (China) - Topographic maps

Authors: United States. Army Map Service -- United States. Army Map Service. Kiangsu, 1:50,000 -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map fragment : col., cloth ; 36 x 32 cm., folded to 12 x 10 cm.
Printed on silk.
Map series: [A.M.S. L784]
Scale 1:50,000
Added series title in top margin: Kiangsu 1:50,000
"Type B, A[MS 2?] in top margin.
Escape map printed on cloth for the use of downed airplane pilots (on silk or acetate rayon?).
Fragment only from northwest section of sheet. Sheet no. 4 of 4 in a collection of escape maps of the Far East published during World War II by U.S. and Australian government agencies at varying scales.
Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection. Previously shelved as AMcN III PC 120 (PrCt) map4C G7800 svar .U5, no. 4 (PrCt)

America - Maps
Blueprints
Map showing proposed reservation for the Jicarilla Apaches in New Mexico / compiled from official sources by H. Hartmann, C.E., Santa Fe, N.M., January 1887. [Santa Fe, N.M.? s.n., 1887]

Authors: Hartmann, H. -- Grierson, Benjamin Henry, 1826-1911 -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map : blueprint ; 502 x 335 mm.
Blueprint of manuscript map.
Scale [1:126,720] "160 chains to one inch."
Formerly part of the Papers of Benjamin Henry Grierson at the Newberry Library.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Shelved in Graff Vault Broadside Box 5 (July 2010).
Digital image available by website subscription to American West : sources from the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library, Chicago (produced by Adam Matthew Digital; accessed July 2010):
http://www.americanwest.amdigital.co.uk/index.asp

VAULT broadside Graff 1808 (NLO)

39795 Jigsaw puzzle maps - 1832
Atlases, French - 1832
[Jigsaw puzzle maps (10) & 10 lithographs]. 1832.
Authors: France -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 20 maps ; 243 x 295 mm.
In mahogany box.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

39796 Jigsaw puzzle maps - 1837
Atlases, French - 1837
Authors: Dopter (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 8 maps ; 320 x 410 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

39797 Jigsaw puzzle maps - 1840
Atlases, French - 1840
Atlas [jigsaw puzzles]. Paris : Logerot, [ca. 1840?].
Authors: Fremin, A. R., active approximately 1810-approximately 1860 -- Dyonna, Ch. -- Logerot, A. (Auguste) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 7 maps ; 230 x 304 mm.
Shows independent Republic of Texas.
Includes maps engraved by Ch. Dyonna.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

39798 Jigsaw puzzle maps - 1848
Atlases, French - 1848
Authors: Barbé du Bocage, Jean-Guillaume, 1795-1848 -- Basset -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 7 maps ; 250 x 327 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

39799 Jigsaw puzzle maps - 1877
Atlases, British - 1877
Atlas. London : G. Philip, [ca. 1877?].
Authors: George Philip & Son -- Philip, George, 1870-1937 -- Hughes, William, 1817-1876 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 11 maps ; 200 x 250 mm.
Includes 6 cube maps (jigsaw puzzles) and 5 paper maps.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

39800 Jigsaw puzzle maps - 1880
Atlases, French - 1880
Authors: Jullien -- Verneau, C. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 6 maps ; 240 x 336 mm.
35 (?) pieces.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

39801 Jigsaw puzzle maps - 1885
Atlases, French - 1885
Authors: Pauly, G. -- Hausermann, R. -- Guerin, G. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 7 maps ; 348 x 455 mm.
Includes maps engraved by R. Hausermann.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

39802 Jigsaw puzzle maps - 1889
Atlases, French - 1889
Authors: Dufrenoy (Firm) -- Erhard Bros. (Firm) -- Bagge, C. -- Hachette (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 6 maps ; 270 x 359 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

39803 Jigsaw puzzle maps - 1905
Atlases,
Jihomoravský Kraj (Czech Republic) - Maps - 1745
Marchionatus Moraviae circulus Brunnensis quem mandato Caesareo ... Nuremberg: Homann Erben, [ca. 1745].
1 map : hand col. ; 91 x 57 cm. on 2 adjacent sheets
Added sheet titles: Circuli Brunnensis pars septentrionalis -- Circuli Brunnensis pars meridionalis.
In: Homann, Johann Baptist. Atlas novus terrarum orbis (Nuremberg: [Homann Erben, ca. 1745]), [plate 132-133].
Engraved plate numbers '83' and '84'.
Manuscript numbers 134, 136, 135, 137 on versos.
oversize Ayer 135 .H7 1730, [plate 132-133] (PrCl)

Jihomoravský Kraj (Czech Republic) - Maps - 1745
Marchionatus Moraviae circuli Znoymensis et Iglaviensis ... Nuremberg: Homann Erben, [ca. 1745].
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 57 cm.
2338
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:44 (PrCl)

Jihomoravsky (Czech Republic) - Maps - 1700
Marchionatus Moraviae circuli Hradistiensis. Nuremberg, [ca. 1700].
Authors: Müller, J. C. (Johann Christoph), 1673-1721 -- Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:49
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 56 cm.
Phillips 4257 v. 2, no. 100. 2291
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:49 (PrCl)

Jihomoravský Kraj (Czech Republic) - Maps - 1745
Marchionatus Moraviae circulus Brunnensis quem mandato Caesareo ... Nuremberg: Homann Erben, [ca. 1745].
1 map : hand col. ; 91 x 57 cm. on 2 adjacent sheets
Added sheet titles: Circuli Brunnensis pars septentrionalis -- Circuli Brunnensis pars meridionalis.
In: Homann, Johann Baptist. Atlas novus terrarum orbis (Nuremberg: [Homann Erben, ca. 1745]), [plate 132-133].
Engraved plate numbers '83' and '84'.
Manuscript numbers 134, 136, 135, 137 on versos.
oversize Ayer 135 .H7 1730, [plate 132-133] (PrCl)

Jihomoravský Kraj (Czech Republic) - Maps - 1745
Marchionatus Moraviae circuli Znoymensis et Iglaviensis ... Nuremberg: Homann Erben, [ca. 1745].
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 57 cm.
2338
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:44 (PrCl)

Jihomoravsky (Czech Republic) - Maps - 1700
Marchionatus Moraviae circuli Znoymensis et Iglaviensis. Nuremberg, [ca. 1700].
Authors: Müller, J. C. (Johann Christoph), 1673-1721 -- Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:49
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 56 cm.
Phillips 4257 v. 2, no. 100. 2291
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:49 (PrCl)

Jihomoravský Kraj (Czech Republic) - Maps - 1745
Marchionatus Moraviae circulus Hradistiensis. Nuremberg, [ca. 1700].
Authors: Müller, J. C. (Johann Christoph), 1673-1721 -- Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:49
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 56 cm.
Phillips 4257 v. 2, no. 100. 2291
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:49 (PrCl)
Homann Erben, [ca. 1745].

Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Homann Erben (Firm) -- Müller, J. C. (Johann Christoph), 1673-1721 -- Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724. Atlas novus terrarum orbis [ca. 1745] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 56 cm.
In: Homann, Johann Baptist. Atlas novus terrarum orbis (Nuremberg : [Homann Erben, ca. 1745]), [plate 135].

Manuscript '137' and '139' on verso.

oversize Ayer 135 .H7 1730, [plate 135] (PrCt)

39811 Jno. Mount and Tho. Page - History - Mount family - Page family Genealogy of the Mount and Page family members connected with the firm. [19--?].
1 p. ; 28 cm.
Xerox copy of typescript.
BHC 1908
Vert 1474 (PrCt)


Dunlieth. Chicago : [Illinois Central Railroad Company, 1854?].

Authors: Illinois Central Railroad Company -- Acheson, Henry -- Illinois Central Railroad Company. Sectional maps, showing 2,500,000 acres farm and wood lands of the Illinois Central Rail Road Company ... [1854?] -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 11 x 18 cm.
"Acheson lith. Chicago"

Details lands for sale in the northwest tip of Illinois near latter-day East Dubuque in Jo Daviess County.

"The northern terminus of the railroad on the Mississippi, 300 miles below St. Paul, opposite Dubuque. Merchandise for the northern Mississippi and Iowa is shipped here. A fine hotel located here, a rapidly growing country, Galena. Fine agricultural soil throughout the section. Daily line of steamers leave Dunleith for St. Paul. The shaded tracts indicate the Illinois Central Railroad lands."

Scale [ca. 1:1,930,000]
Coordinates: (W 90°45'--W 89°55'/N 42°25'--N 42°05').

"Plate no. 22."

In: Illinois Central Railroad Company. Sectional maps, showing 2,500,000 acres farm and wood lands of the Illinois Central Rail Road Company, in all parts of the state of Illinois : with the line of their rail road, and other intersecting rail roads

(Chicago : [Illinois Central Railroad Company]
Office, [1854?]}. [map 23].
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library. Available online as part of the Newberry Library's Great Lakes Digital Collection via the CARLI Digital Collections website (accessed Jan. 2011): http://collections.carli.illinois.edu/u?/nby_grlakes, 1090
Graff 2081 [map 23] (NLO)

39813 Jo Daviess County (Ill.) - Maps - 1872-1913 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps


3 atlases in 1 v. (251 p. in various pagings : ill., maps, ports.) ; 36 cm.


folio G1408.J6 C6 1980 (NLO)

39814 Jo Daviess County (Ill.) - Maps - 1872 - Counties - Maps


Authors: Warner, Higgins & Beers -- Worley & Bracher

1 atlas (95 p.) : maps (part double) ; 47 x 40 cm.

'Worley & Bracher, Lith., Philada. c1872 by Geo. A. Ogle & Co.'

folio F 896453 .054 (NLO)

39815 Jo Daviess County (Ill.) - Maps - 1893 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps


Authors: North West Publishing Co.

1 atlas (63 p.) : chiefly col. maps (some folded) ; 46 cm.

Includes "Patrons' Directory."

folio F 896453 .635 (NLO)

39816 Jo Daviess County (Ill.) - Maps - 1923 - Landowners - Wall maps - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps

Jo Daviess County Illinois. Indianapolis, Ind. Ford
Jo Daviess County (Ill.) - Maps - 1954 - Landowners - Maps
'Sponsored by Jo Daviess County Rural Youth [and] Jo Daviess County 4-H Federation.' Scale [1:50,688]. 1 1/4 in. to 1 mile. Includes alphabetical index and index map. Advertising material on covers and interspersed. Owner's mark: Walter Steffes, Elizabeth, Ill. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Jo Daviess County (Ill.) - Maps - 1961 - Landowners - Maps
1 atlas (40 p.) : 25 maps ; 25 cm. Cover title.
Includes index to farmers. Advertisements on covers and interspersed. Scale not given. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Jo Daviess County (Ill.) - Maps - 1979 - Landowners - Maps
1 atlas (56 p.) : 25 maps ; 25 cm. Cover title.
Scale not given. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Jo Daviess County (Ill.) - Maps - 1988 - Landowners - Maps
Jo Daviess County Rural Youth (Ill.) -- Jo Daviess County 4-H Fédération (Ill.) -- Steffes, Walter -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (48 p.) : 26 maps ; 28 cm. Cover title.
At head of title: FHP farm & home directory. Scale [1:63,360]. 1 in. = 1 mile. Includes directory to occupants, plat owners and businesses. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

João Pessoa (Paraíba, Brazil) - History - Siege, 1634 - Maps
João Pessoa (Paraíba, Brazil) - Maps - 1635 - Paraíba (Brazil : State) Maps - 1635 - Paraíba (Brazil : City) SEE João Pessoa (Paraíba, Brazil) - Paraíba (Brazil : City) SEE João Pessoa (Paraíba, Brazil) - Abbeiding der stad en forstrenz van Parayba. Amsterdam : Claes Jansz. Visscher, [1635]. Authors: Visscher, Claes Jansz., 1586 or 7-1652 -- Visscher, Nicolaes, 1618-1679 -- Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 52 cm. Details the Dutch capture of João Pessoa (previously known as Paraíba) in December, 1634. Inset map (19 x 33 cm.) of northeastern Brazil: Brasiliae pars. Parallel letterpress text in Dutch and French pasted at bottom of map: Eyghentlijcke af-beeldinghe der stad Parayba ... = Naisve representation de la ville Parayba ... a Amsterdam, Chez Nicolas Iansz Visscher, demeurant a la rue de Calver-straat, l'an 1635. Map and text both include references 1-14.

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)
Forms part of the Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Remnants of binding stub on verso.


Visscher 80 (PrCt)


Authors: Rouzet, Anne -- Rouzet, Anne.


Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3151, no. 1. Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.

Wing folio Z 32465 .759, p. 105-106 (PrCt)

39824 Jode, Gerard De, 1509-1591. Speculum Orbis Terrarum, 1578


Authors: Orion Booksellers Ltd., London 'Privately printed, 25 copies only.'

Vert 76 (PrCt)

39825 Joden Savanne (Suriname) - Pictoral works - 1791<<>>Jew's Savannah (Suriname) SEE Joden Savanne (Suriname)

View of the settlement called the Jew's Savannah. London : Published ... by J. Johnson, 1791.

Authors: Stedman, John Gabriel, 1744-1797 -- Stedman, John Gabriel, 1744-1797. Narrative, of a five years' expedition, against the revolted Negroes of Surinam (1796) -- Johnson, Joseph, 1738-1809 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 view : hand col. ; 7.2 x 13.0 cm.

In J. G. Stedman, Narrative, of a five years' expedition, against the revolted Negroes of Surinam (London: J. Johnson, 1796), v. 2, opp. p. 292.

On same page with "View of the Blue Bergh..."


Ayer 1300.5 .G6 S81 1796, v. 2, opp. p. 292 (PrCt)


Original typescript title: The Bergshammar map and chart collection. Title changed in ms. to The Johann Gabriel Sack map and chart collection. Spine title: Sack collection

Most maps published in France, the Netherlands, and Germany between 1690-1750.

Geographical coverage is strongest for western Europe.


Annotated in red by Newberry staff.

Maps separately cataloged in the online Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (accessed July 2009):

http://www.biblioserver.com/newberry/index.php?m=search&iId=&f$type=data&q=Johan%20Gabriel%20Sack%20Map%20Collection

Duplicate copy (lacking Newberry staff

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
39827
Johnnes a Lasco Bibliothek - Map collections - Exhibitions - Catalogs
Authors: Johannes a Lasco Bibliothek -- Recke, Michael
87 p. : 41 maps (some col.) ; 17 x 25 cm.
Catalog of an exhibit developed by Michael Recke of 41 maps, dated 1486-1837, from the Johannes a Lasco Bibliothek in Emden, Germany, held Aug. 10-Sept. 6, 2001 at the Library.
In German.
GA190 .J65 2001 (NLO)

39828
John Bartholomew and Son
Bartholomew - on the map. 1963.
Authors: British Printer
From British Printer (September 1963): 97-104.
Vert 350 no. 1 (PrCt)

39829
John Bartholomew and Son
Publisher / dealer descriptions: John Bartholomew & Son Limited. 1972.
Authors: Chittleburg, M. J.
p. 32-33
In S. L. A. Geography and Map Division. Bulletin. no. 88 (June 1972), p. 32-33
Contains a brief history of the firm and an outline of current production.
SS 105, no. 88, p. 32-33 (PrCt)

39830
John Bartholomew and Son - Date codes - 1826-1995 - Bartholomew (Firm) - Date codes - 1826-1995 - Maps - Date codes - 1826-1995 - Dating maps - 1826-1995
A Brief guide to dating Bartholomew maps / this page has been compiled by Ken Winch, retired Bartholomew's Librarian and Map Curator. [S.l. s.n., 1995 or later].
Authors: Winch, Kenneth L. -- John Bartholomew and Son -- Bartholomew (Firm)
3 leaves ; 28 cm.
Printout of Adobe Acrobat file from the British Cartographic Society website (accessed September 2012):
The text was provided by the Bartholomew Archive at the National Library of Scotland.
Vert 335 no. 19 (PrCt)

39831
John Bartholomew and Son. Times atlas of the world (1967) - Reviews - Times atlas of the world (1967) - Reviews
The Comprehensive edition of the Times Atlas. [1967?].
Authors: Tucker, W. A. -- Times Newspapers Limited
Photocopies from unidentified source, perhaps a company or trade journal published by Times Newspapers Limited.
BHC 2345
Vert 1897 (PrCt)

39832
John Carter Brown Library - Map Collections
Sharing the treasures of the John Carter Brown, American history in maps, a noteworthy publishing venture of the University. 1959.
Authors: Adams, Thomas Randolph, 1921-
Cited in Imago Mundi annual bibliography.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

39833
John Carter Brown Library - Map Collections
Authors: Bowman, Christine
In Brown alumni monthly. v. 73, no. 2 (Nov. 1972), p. 16-23, cover. maps
A brief note on the collection, with reproductions of five maps.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

39834
[16] leaves ; 28 cm.
Formerly Z6022 .J65 1963
Map Ref folio Z6022 .J65 1963 (NLO)

39835

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
John Day River Valley (Or.) - Maps - 1865 - Manuscripts
Ochoco National Forest (Or.) - Maps - 1865 - Manuscripts
Crook County (Or.) - Maps - 1865 - Manuscripts
Grant County (Or.) - Maps - 1865 - Manuscripts
Harney County (Or.) - Maps - 1865 - Manuscripts
United States. Army. Oregon Cavalry Regiment, 1st (1861-1866) - Oregon - History - Civil War, 1861-1865 - Manuscript maps
Indians - Maps - 1865 - Manuscript maps
Counties - Maps - Indians of North America - Maps
 DIAGRAM OF ROUTE FROM CAMP DAHLGREN [sic] TO INDIAN SPRINGS. 1865.
Journal (1851-1880) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 ms. map : hand col. ; 41 x 32 cm., on sheet folded to 26 x 18 cm.
In Williams, Loren L. Journal v. 3, opening [57]. Forms part of Williams's manuscript journals, chronicling his life in Oregon between 1851-1880. Details region south of the south fork John Day River, including Camp Dahlgren and sections of Beaver Creek, Silver Creek, and Silvies River in latter-day Crook, Grant, and Harney Counties and the Ochoco National Forest in Oregon. Campsites variously dated August 22-September 10, 1865. Pen-and-ink and wash. Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
VAULT folio Graff 4683 v. 3, opening [57] (PrCt)

Wing Z325.M91 C37 2008 (NLO)


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
John Tallis & Company. Aberdeen, ca. 1852
Authors: Mellor, Roy E. H.
BHC 1829
Vert 1397 (Pr.Ct)

Johnson City (Tenn.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps
Johnson City Region (Tenn.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps
Bristol (Tenn.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps
Kingsport (Tenn.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps
Road maps
Johnson City, Britsol & Kingsport street guide.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- NAVTEQ (Firm) -- Rand McNally and Company.
Street guide -- Rand McNally Collection
StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 atlas (various pagnation) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
"1st edition" -- front cover.
"$16.95" -- back cover
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection.
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528870548
RMcN StrFdr 2008 .J6 (Pr.Ct)

Johnson County (Ill.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners- Counties - Maps
Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960-
Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)
192 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
1st ed.
'Deluxe edition.'
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management
(www.glorecords.blm.gov).
'3 maps per township: Homesteads & other Land Patents; Roads ; Rivers, Creeks & Railroads.'
Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).
Includes indexes.
Series: Family maps
ISBN 1420308351 ; 9781420308358
Local History Ref F547.J6 B69 2007 (NLO) 39843

Johnson County (Ill.) - Maps - 1950 - Landowners- Counties - Maps
Authors: General Map Company -- Johnson County Farm Bureau (Ill.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (24 p.) : 10 maps ; 22 x 28 cm.
Cover title.
"Sponsored by Johnson County Farm Bureau."
Scale [ca. 1:51,000]
Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: map50000943

Johnson County (Ill.) - Maps - 1972 - Landowners- Counties - Maps
Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Johnson County (Ill.) Board of Commissioners -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (24 p.) : 12 maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
"Sponsored by Johnson County Board of Commissioners."
Includes index to owners.
Scale [1:50,688], 1 1/4 in. = 1 mile.
Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G4103.J7G46 1972 .R58 (NLO) 39847

Johnson County (Ind.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners- Counties - Maps
Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960-
Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)
176 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
1st ed.
'Deluxe edition.'
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management
(www.glorecords.blm.gov).
'3 maps per township: Homesteads & other Land Patents; Roads ; Rivers, Creeks & Railroads.'
Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).
Includes indexes.
Series: Family maps
ISBN 1420308351 ; 9781420308358
Local History Ref F547.J6 B69 2007 (NLO) 39848
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

39849 Johnson County (Ind.) - Maps - 1820-1900 - Landowners - Maps
 Atlas of Johnson County Indiana, 1820 to 1900 : featuring maps, pictures, text and statistics from county atlases (1866, 1881, 1900), county histories (1881, 1898, 1913) and many other sources. Franklin, Ind. Johnson County Historical Society, 1984.
Includes reprinted sections and excerpts from numerous 19th-century Johnson County histories and atlases.
Compiled and edited by John V. Bergen sponsored and published by Johnson County Historical Society; printed by William B. Burtford Printing Co., Indianapolis, Ind.
Includes indexes.
oversize G1403.J7 A84 1984 (NLO)

39850 Johnson County (Ind.) - Maps - 1866 - Landowners - Maps
Size of original: 6 parts; 4 are 25 x 18.5 in. each and 2 are 25 x 20 in. each. Scale 1:50,688.
Microfiche 583, no. 169 (PrCt)

39851 Johnson County (Iowa) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners - Maps
Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960- -- Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)
230 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
1st ed.
'Deluxe edition.'
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).
'3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.'
Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).
Includes indexes.
Series: Family maps
ISBN 1420308041 ; 9781420308044
Local History Ref F627.J6 B69 2007 (NLO)

39852 Johnson County (Iowa) - Maps - 1870 - Landowners - Maps
Combination atlas map of Johnson County, Iowa. Geneva, Ill. Thompson & Everts, 1870.
Authors: Thompson and Everts Co.
1 atlas ; 44 cm.
Case oversize G1433 J546 1870 (NLO)

39853 Johnson County (Iowa) - Maps - 1881 - Landowners - Maps
Authors: J. H. Beers & Co. -- Chicago Historical Society
1 atlas ([5], 6-93, [14] p.) : ill., hand col. maps (1 folded), ports. ; 45 cm.
Scale: [1:31,680]
Includes directories, brief history of Johnson County, and brief biographies and portraits of early Johnson County residents.
Library buckram.
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005; includes CHS ownership markings.
CHS Coll., Atlas no. 102
LeGear. Atlases of the United States, 4535
LC Card Number: 2006629302
oversize G4093.J7G46 1881 .B4 (NLO)

39854 Johnson County (Iowa) - Maps - 1900 - Landowners - Maps
Atlas of Johnson County, Iowa : containing maps of villages, cities and townships of the county : maps of state, United States and world : farmers directory, business directory, general information ... Davenport, Iowa : Huebinger Survey and...
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Map Co., 1900.
Authors: Huebinger Surveying and Map Publishing Co. -- Huebinger Brothers SEE Huebinger Surveying and Map Publishing Co. 1 atlas (109 p. : col. maps, ports.) ; 46 cm. oversize F 91244 .054 (NLO)


oversize F 92545 .394 (NLO)

Microfiche 583, no. 217 (PrCt)


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Joliet (Ill.) - Biography
Authors: Hitchings, Sinclair, 1933-
In Boston prints and printmakers, 1670-1775.

Joliet (Ill.) - Geography
Authors: Conzen, Michael P. -- Arthur, Curtis
xii, 151 p. : ill. ; 28 cm.
folio F549.J7 T56 1988 (NLO)

Joliet (Ill.) - Maps - 2007 - Road
maps<<><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><>
Authors: Vacher, Antoine, 1873- -- Bulletin de la Section de géographie (1907)
p. 258-267 ; 25 cm.
In: Bulletin de la Section de géographie 22 (1907): 258-267.
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3110, no. 1.
G 11 .F8, v. 22, p. 258-267 (PrCt)

39869 Jolivet, Jean, fl. 1544-1560. Nouvelle description des Gaules (1560)
Jean Jolivet's "Description des Gaules" / by François de Dainville. [Amsterdam : N. Israel, 1964].
Authors: Dainville, François de -- Imago mundi (1664) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
p. 45-52 : 5 plates (maps) ; 28 cm.
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3110, no. 2.
Map Ref folio GA1 .I6, v. 18, p. 45-52 (PrCt)

Authors: Secret, François
p. 372
Y 014 .1042, v. 23, no. 2, p. 372 (PrCt)

39871 Jones County (Iowa) - Maps - 1962 - Landowners-<->Counties - Maps-<->Landowners - Maps
Jones County farm plat book. [Anamosa, Iowa] : Published by McCarn Abstract Co. and Anamosa newspapers ... Journal and Eureka, [1962].
Authors: McCarn Abstract Co. (Anamosa, Iowa) -- Anamosa Journal -- Anamosa Eureka -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (17 p.) : 17 maps ; 28 cm.
'1962 ed.'
Cover title.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Scale not given.

39872 Jones County (Iowa) - Maps - 1969 - Landowners-<->Counties - Maps-<->Landowners - Maps
Authors: Directory Service Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (38 p.) : 13 maps ; 25 cm.
Cover title.
Scale not given.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

39873 Jones County (Tex.) - Maps - 1879 - Landowners-<->Counties - Maps-<->Landowners - Maps
Authors: Texas. General Land Office -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 21 x 16.5 in. Scale 1:133,320.
Originally compiled 1887.
Microfiche 583, no. 1030 (PrCt)

39874 Jones County (Tex.) - Maps - 1880-1889 - Landowners-<->Counties - Maps-<->Landowners - Maps
Authors: Panhandle Abstract Co. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 16.5 x 15 in. Scale 1:150,000.
Originally published Anson, Tex.: Panhandle Abstract Co., [188-?]
Microfiche 583, no. 1031 (PrCt)

39875 Jones Live-Map Meter Co. - Advertising - 1909-<->Road maps - Advertising-<->Road maps - Mechanical aids-<->Map reading - Mechanical aids-<->Road maps
The Live-map. [New York : Jones Live-Map Meter Dept., United Manufacturers, Broadway and 76th Street], c1909.
Authors: Jones Live-Map Meter Co. -- Jones, J. W., fl. 1909 -- Automobile Touring Club of America -- United Manufacturers
Cover title.
Added title, p. [3]:The Jones Live-Map "sticks to the right road"
Place of publication and publisher information on p. [7].
"Copyright 1909, Jones Live-Map Meter Co." -- Illustration of paper disc with driving directions on page [2].
"[I]nvented by Mr. J.W. Jones, inventor of the disc phonograph record, the Jones Speedometer,

39878 Jordan - Maps - 1908<<<<Middle East - Maps - 1908
Karte des Ostjordanlandes. Leipzig, [1908].
Authors: Schumacher, Gottlieb -- Deutscher Verein sur Erforschung Palästina’s, Leipzig -- Haupt, Rudolf, 1858- -- J.C. Hinrichs Verlag -- Wagner & Debes
3 maps : col. ; 60 x 57 cm. (1 smaller) + index map.
Scale 1:63,360.
Relief shown by shaded form lines.
'Geograph. Anstalt von Wagner und Debes.'
Index map (of Near East, 1:700,000) shows coverage complete in 12 sheets; library has sheets A4, A5, B5.
map4F 7510 (PrCt)

Authors: Schroeder Reiseführer -- Wilcke, H. -- Kurt Schroeder Verlag -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 19 maps
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

39880 Jordan - Maps - 1996
Authors: Rollin, Sue -- Streetly, Jane -- Blue guide -- Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- W.W. Norton & Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1st ed.
Maps on inside covers.
Series: Blue guide
Includes bibliographical references (p. 42) and index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
ISBN 0393314200 (pbk.) ; 9780393314205 (pbk.) ; 0713641088 (pbk. : UK) ; 9780713641080 (pbk. : UK)

39881 Jordan, Mark, 1521-1595
Authors: Jordan, Mark, 1521-1595
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

39882  Jordan, Mark, 1521-1595
[Notes on Marcus Jordan]. [Chicago, 198-?].
Authors: Karrow, Robert W.
1 file folder ; 25 x 30 cm.
Bibliographical notes and drafts used in the preparation of the chapter on Marcus Jordan in:
Karrow, Mapmakers of the sixteenth century and their maps (1993).
Vert 3113 (PrCt)

39883  Jordan, Mark, 1521-1595
Marcus Jordan. [København : E. Munksgaard, 1943].
Authors: Nørlund, N. E. (Niels Erik), 1885-1981 --
Nørlund, N. E. (Niels Erik), 1885-1981. Danmarks kortlaegning (1943)
p. 24-30 ; 50 cm.
In: Nørlund, N. E. (Niels Erik). Danmarks kortlaegning (København: E. Munksgaard, 1943),
p. 24-30.
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3112, no. 3.
oversize G 1050 .224 v. 4, p. 24-30 (PrCt)

39884  Jordan, Mark, 1521-1595
Authors: Petersen, Carl S. (Carl Sophus),
1873-1958 -- Dansk biografisk leksikon
(1933-1944)
p. 81 ; 24 cm.
In: Dansk biografisk leksikon (København : J.H. Schultz, 1933-44), v. 12, p. 81.
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3112, no. 2.
E 45 .212, v. 12, p. 81 (PrCt)

39885  Jordan, Mark, 1521-1595
Cartography - Jutland (Denmark) - History
Jylland (Denmark)<><>Cimbric Peninsula (Denmark)
SEE Jutland (Denmark)
Authors: Erslev, Ed. (Edvard), 1824-1892
Copenhagen
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

39886  Jordan, Mark, 1521-1595. Gemene
beschriuinge des Jodischen Landes (ca. 1546)
The Palestine map of Mark Jorden. [Jerusalem :
Israel Map Collectors Society, 1988].
Authors: Meurer, Peter H. -- Journal (Asfane mapot Yisra'el) --
Israel Map Collectors Society.
Journal SEE Journal (Asfane mapot Yisra'el) --
Israel Map Collectors Society. Journal SEE
Journal (Asfane mapot Yisra'el) -- IMCS Journal
SEE Journal (Asfane mapot Yisra'el)
p. 13-16 : map ; 22 cm.
In: Journal (Asfane mapot Yisra'el) 5 (November
English translation of excerpts from Meurer 1987,
with additional commentary by editor.
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3112, no. 3.
GA1321 .J68, v. 5, p. 13-16 (PrCt)

39887  Jordan, Mark, 1521-1595. Gemene
beschriuinge des Jodischen Landes (ca. 1546)
Die Palästina-Karte Mark Jordens (vermutlich
Wittenberg, um 1546). [Bad Neustadt a.d. Saale :
D. Pfaehler, 1987].
Authors: Meurer, Peter H. -- Speculum orbis (1987)
p. 9-12 : 1 map, ill. ; 30 cm.
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3112, no. 1.
folio GA101 .S64, v. 3, p. 9-12 (PrCt)

39888  Journal du monde ou géographo-historique -
Prospectives - 1771<<>><>Periodicals -
Publishing - France - Prospectives -
1771<<>><>Map publishing - France -
Prospectives - 1771<<>><>Map industry and trade - France -
Prospectives - 1771<<>><>Booksellers and bookselling -
France - Prospectives - 1771
Journal du monde ou géographo-historique : orné
de cartes analytiques et itinéraires : par une
société de gens de lettres. Paris ; Lyon : Chez
Lejay, libraire, rue Saint Jacques ; Chez Morlet,
libraire, au cabinet littéraire, place des Terreaux,
1771.
Authors: Le Jay, Edme, 18cent. -- Morlet,
Claude -- LeJay, Edme-Jean, 18cent. SEE
Le Jay, Edme-Jean, 18cent. -- Newberry Library.
John M. Wing Foundation
13 p. ; 17 cm.
Prospectus for "Journal du monde ou
géographo-historique."
Title vignette; head- and tail-pieces.
"Les souscriptions ... se paieront d'avance
suivant l'usage, & pour l'année entière. Le prix
est de 19 liv. 4 s. à Lyon (lieu de l'impression du
Journal); de 24 liv. pour Paris & le reste du
royaume, port franc du journal; & de 19 liv. 4 s.
non compris le port, pour tous pays
étrangers"--P. 11.
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the
Newberry Library.
Case Wing Z 45 .18 ser. 1d n 67 (NLO)

39889  La Joya (Baja California, Mexico) - Pictorial
works - 1858-1860 - Indians<<>><>Indians - La
Joya (Baja California, Mexico) - Pictorial
works - 1858-1860<<>><>La Jolla (Baja
California, Mexico) SEE La Joya (Baja
California, Mexico)<<>><>Indians of Mexico -
Maps
La Joya. A Kaliforniai félszigetén / Rajzolta
Xantus J. 1858. Pest [ Budapest]: Nyom. Haske
és Társa, 1859 [i.e. 1860].
Authors: Xántus, János, 1825
-- Társa, 1859 [i.e. 1860].
SEE Jántus, János, 1825
-- Lauffer és Társa
(Budapest, Hungary) -- Xántus, János,
1825-1894. Utazás Kalifornia déli részeiben
(1860) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western
Americana (Newberry Library)
1 view : col. ; 11 x 18 cm.
View of an Indian pueblo, possibly in Baja California.
In Xántus, János. Utazás Kalifornia déli részeiben. Itra Xántus János ... Egy földképpel, nyolcz kő- és nyolcz fametszetted (Pest, Hungary : Lauffer és Stolp, 1860) at end.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Graff 4785 at end (PrCt)

39890  Juan de Fuca, Strait of (B.C. and Wash.) - Discovery and exploration - Spanish - Northwest Coast of North America - Discovery and exploration - Spanish - Spain - Discovery and exploration - America - Discovery and exploration - Spanish - American - Discovery and exploration - Sources - British Columbia - Description and travel - Vancouver Island (B.C.)

Spanish explorations in the strait of Juan de Fuca, by Henry R. Wagner. Santa Ana, Calif.
Fine arts Press, 1933.
Authors: Wagner, Henry Raup, 1862-1957
Contents: Introduction.--The Quimper expedition of 1790.--The Eliza expedition of 1791.--The Galiano-Valdés expedition of 1792.--The Spanish establishment of Neah bay.--Documentary.
"Documentary" (p. [75]-299) include translations of the original diaries of Spanish exploration on the northwest coast, and related correspondence.
"Sources": p. 67-73.
"Printed on white Strathmore Broadcaster text ... Four hundred and twenty-five copies have been printed."
Ayer 113 .W12 1933 (NLO)

39891  Juan de Fuca, Strait of (B.C. and Wash.) - Maps - 1790 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles

Mapo del Estrecho de Fuca, reconocido por el alférez de navio de la Real Armada Don Manuel Quimper en la expedicion que hizo con la balanda de S.M. de su mando, nombrada 'la Princesa Real' en el año de 1790. [19--].
Authors: López de Haro, Gonzalo, d. 1823 -- Quimper, Manuel -- Archivo General de Indias. Guadalajara Leg.1.(8) -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1790 manuscript.
Torres Lanzas, Pedro. Relación descriptiva de los mapas, planos, & de México y Floridas existentes en el Archivo General de Indias (Sevilla, 1900) v. 2: 428, 87-88.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

39892  Juan de Fuca, Strait of (B.C. and Wash.) - Maps - 1791 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles

Plan d'une partie de la côte no. de l'Amérique. Decouverte par Mr. Braklui en 1786 suv le vau. le London longuie. [19--].
Authors: Kergarion, M. de -- Braklui -- France.
Service hydrographique. Archives. 172-4-2 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1791 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France ASH 172-4-2 (PrCt)

39893  Juan Gulf (France) - Maps - 1744

Plan de la rade du Gourian et des Isles Ste. Marguerite. [Amsterdam : Hendrik de Leth, 1744].
Authors: Leth, Hendrik de, 1703-1766 -- Leth, Hendrik de, 1703-1766. Plusieurs plans des ports et rades de la Mer Mediterranee = Naukeurige Afbeeldingh van de Voornamste Havenen, Baayen, en Gronden, Langs de Middellantsche Zee (1744) -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III: X6 a, b, c, d
1 map ; 17 x 24 cm., on sheet 56 x 65 cm.
Anonymous map without imprint.
Printed on the same sheet with: Plan de la baye et rades des Isles d Hieres -- Plan du port de Cadequie en Catalogne. A Amsterdam, Chez Henry de Leth -- Plan de la ville et port de Colouire.
Oriented with north at upper right.
Forms part of an incomplete (?) atlas comprised of loose and uncut sheets: Leth, Hendrik de.
Plusieurs plans des ports et rades de la Mer Mediterranee = Naukeurige Afbeeldingh van de Voornamste Havenen, Baayen, en Gronden, Langs de Middellantsche Zee (Amsterdam : Henrik de Leth, 1744) sheet 3 of 5.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map 4F G5672.M4P55 1744 .L4 sheet 3 of 5 (PrCt)


Authors: Har-El, Menashe -- Taub, Bathsheba -- Karta (Firm)
61 p. : ill., 8 col. maps ; 23 cm.

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes -- avec leurs fortifications ...
(1695-1696)
1 map ; 17 x 20 cm.
In: Fer, Nicolas de. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes; avec leurs fortifications ...
(Paris : Nicolas de Fer, 1695-1696) pl. 2, map [24].
Manuscript ('15') at upper right.
Case folio U 26. 293 pt. 2, map [24] (PrCt)

Jülich (Germany) - Maps - 1713 - Fortification

Jülich ville d'Alemagne, capitale du duché de même nom ... (Paris : De Fer, [1713?]).
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Loon, H. V. (Herman van) -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720.
Introduction à la fortification ... [1713]?
1 map ; 17 x 19 cm.
In: Fer, Nicolas de. Introduction à la fortification ...
(Paris : Nicolas de Fer, [1713?]) map [89].
Map dated 1705.
For later state of this map, with engraved plate number, see Case folio U 26. 292.
For earlier version of this map, engraved on different plate, see Case folio U 26. 293.
Case oversize U 26. 2919 map [89] (PrCt)

Jülich Region (Germany) - Maps - 1696

Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. [Atlas nouveau contenant toutes les parties du monde ...] (1696)
1 map : hand col. ; 42 x 54 cm.
In: Sanson, Nicolas. [Atlas nouveau contenant toutes les parties du monde ...] (Amsterdam : Pierre Mortier, 1696) v. 1, map [25].
Forms part of atlas published by P. Mortier in Amsterdam; chiefly comprised of maps bearing the counterfeit imprint of H. Jaillot in Paris.
State 2 of the map.
Later state: Sack map4F oG6362.J9 1692 S3 state 1730
Pastoureau, Jaillot I E [78].
4256
Case oversize G 1007 .781 v. 1, map [25] (PrCt)

Jülich Region (Germany) - Maps - 1696 - Names, Geographical - Jülich Region (Germany) - Maps - 1696 - Gazetteers

Le Duché de jüliers ... Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : H. Jaillot [i.e. P. Mortier], 1696.
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. [Atlas nouveau contenant toutes les parties du monde ...] (1696)
1 map : hand col. ; 42 x 54 cm.
Accompanied on previous leaf, by: Table
alphabetique des noms de villes ... de liliers.
In: Sanson, Nicolas. [Atlas nouveau contenant toutes les parties du monde ... ] (Amsterdam : Pierre Mortier, 1696) v. 1, map [25].
Forms part of atlas published by P. Mortier in Amsterdam; chiefly comprised of maps bearing the counterfeit imprint of H. Jaillot in Paris.
Case oversize G 1007 .781 v. 1, map [25] (PrCt)

39901 Jülich Region (Germany) - Maps - 1730
Le Duché de Juliers, l'Abbaye de St. Cornelis Munster, la Baronne de Wickrad, et ... Aix la Chapelle. Amsterdam, ca. [1730].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- R. & J. Ottens -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:H44
1 map : hand col. ; 42 x 54 cm.
Copy of plate published by Jaillot.
Ca. 1730 state of the map.
State 2: Case+G 1007.781 v. 1 no. [24]
3231 rev
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6362.J9 1692 S3 state 1730 (PrCt)

39902 Julien, R. J. (Roche Joseph) -
Catalogs<<Map industry and trade - France - Catalogs - 1763<<Booksellers and bookselling - France - Catalogs - 1763<<Booksellers' catalogs - France - 1763<<Book prices (Publishing) - France - 1763<<Maps - Bibliography - Catalogs
Nouveau catalogue de cartes géographiques et topographiques; plans de villes, sièges & batailles; cartes marines, cartes astronomiques & de géographie ancienne; cartes & plus de plusieurs feuilles avec la hauteur & la longueur de chacune en pieds & pouces; divers atlas; mémoires ou analyses de cartes; méthodes & traités de géographie sphères & globes, &c. Divisé en deux parties ... Paris : R.J. Julien, 1763.
Authors: Julien, R. J. (Roche Joseph) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
2 pts. in 1 v. 16 cm.
Bound with: Robert de Vaugondy, D. Essai sur l'histoire de la géographie ... (Paris : A. Boudet, 1755).
Ayer 7 .R695 1755 (NLO)

39903 Juneau County (Wis.) - Maps - 1876 -
Landowners<<Counties - Maps<<Landowners - Maps
Authors: Nash, G. V. -- Morgan, F. B. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps.
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 4 parts, 32.5 x 20.5 in. each.
Scale 1:42,240. Originally published 1876.
Microfiche 583, no. 1424 (PrCt)

39904 Juneau County (Wis.) - Maps - 1998 -
Landowners<<Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps
Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Jefferson County Farm Bureau (Wis.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (68 p.) : 29 maps (chiefly col.) ; 28 cm. 16th ed.
Cover title.
Copyright date from p. 2.
Includes business directory and index to landowners.
Scale [1:50,688]. 1 1/4 in. = 1 mile.
Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 98676858

39905 Jungfrau (Switzerland) - Maps - 1924 -
Topographic maps<<Topographic maps
1 map : col. ; 24 x 35 cm. fold to 18 x 11 cm.
Scale 1:50 000. (E 7°55'40"/N 46°34'25'--N 46°34'25"/E 8°09'26'--E 7°55'40').
Series: Topographischer Atlas der Schweiz ; Bl. 489.
Additional series number: Section 2, Bl. XVIII. 'Gedruckt 1924.'
map3C G6042.J8 1924 S9 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

39906 Jungfrau (Switzerland) - Pictorial works - 1990-1999
Berner Oberland : Jungfrau-Region, Schweiz
Switzerland Suisse Svizzerà. Meiringen [Switzerland] : Brügger AG., [199-?].
Authors: Berann, Heinrich C. -- Brügger AG. -- Rugenbräu (Interlaken, Switzerland)
1 view : col. ; 25 x 40 cm.
Advertisement for Rugenbräu beer along bottom of sheet.
map1F G6042 .J8 1990 .B4 (PrCl)

39907 Jura (France) - Maps - 1670<Joubs (France) - Maps - 1670
Sequani. Paris, [ca. 1670].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Somer, J. -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G141
1 map : hand col. ; 42 x 56 cm.
Added title: Archidiacne de Salins ... . 2697
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G5833.F7:3J8 1670 .S2 (PrCl)

39908 Jura (France) - Maps - 1961<Jura Mountains (France and Switzerland) - Maps - 1961<Re roads maps
Authors: Guides verts Michelin -- Guide du Pneu Michelin -- Michelin green guides -- Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Magasin du Pélérin de Vézelay -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Pélérin de Vézelay (Firm) SEE Magasin du Pélérin de Vézelay
122 p. : ill. (some col.), 60 maps (chiefly col.), col. plans ; 26 x 12 cm.
11e éd.
Cover title.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 17) and index.
Series: Guides verts Michelin -- Guides verts Michelin.
Stamp: Le magasin du Pélérin de Vézelay.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

39909 Jura (France) - Maps - 1967<Jura Mountains (France and Switzerland) - Maps - 1967<Re roads maps
Authors: Guides verts Michelin -- Guide de Pneu Michelin -- Guides verts Michelin.
Stamp: Le magasin du Pélérin de Vézelay.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

39910 Jura (France) - Maps - 1969<Jura Mountains (France and Switzerland) - Maps - 1969<Re road maps
16e éd.
Cover title.
Distributor’s label pasted on cover: French and European Publications, Inc. French Division ... New York, N.Y.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 41) and index.
Series: Les guides verts Michelin -- Guides verts Michelin.
Former owner’s signature: George E. Leonard III.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

39911 Jura (France) - Maps - 1980<Jura Mountains (France and Switzerland) - Maps - 1980<Jra-Comté (France) - Maps - 1980<Re roads maps
Authors: Guides verts Michelin -- Guide de tourisme -- Michelin green guides -- Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 139 p. : ill. (some col.), 62 col. maps, plans (chiefly col.) ; 26 x 12 cm.
3e éd.
Cover title.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 7) and index.
Series: Guides verts Michelin -- Guide de tourisme -- Guides verts Michelin.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

39912 Jutland (Denmark) -1740 - Coasts - Nautical charts<Jutland (Denmark) -1740 - Coasts - Nautical charts
A Chart of Jutland and the islands of Omtren.
Jutland (Denmark) - Maps - 1588 - Coasts - Nautical charts - Jutland (Denmark) - 1588 - Coasts

A Description of the outermost coastes of Jutland both of the Belt side & of the North sea side ... between Aelbiger Diep or hauen and Rijncope. [Amsterdam : Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, 1966].
London 1588 (Amsterdam : Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, 1966) map [43]

Map Ref oversize G1025 .T37 ser. 3, v. 2, map [43] (PrCt)

Jutland (Denmark) - Maps - 1588 - Coasts - Nautical charts - Jutland (Denmark) - 1588 - Coasts

A Description of the outermost coastes of Jutland both of the Belt side & of the North sea side ... between Aelbiger Diep or hauen and Rijncope. [Amsterdam : Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, 1966].
London 1588 (Amsterdam : Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, 1966) map [43]

Map Ref oversize G1025 .T37 ser. 3, v. 2, map [43] (PrCt)

Jutland (Denmark) - Maps - 1588 - Coasts - Nautical charts - Jutland (Denmark) - 1588 - Coasts

A Description of the outermost coastes of Jutland both of the Belt side & of the North sea side ... between Aelbiger Diep or hauen and Rijncope. [Amsterdam : Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, 1966].
London 1588 (Amsterdam : Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, 1966) map [43]

Map Ref oversize G1025 .T37 ser. 3, v. 2, map [43] (PrCt)

Map Ref oversize G1025 .T37 ser. 3, v. 2, map [42] (PrCt)

39917 Jutland (Denmark) - Maps - 1588 - Coasts - Nautical charts

Jutland (Denmark) - Maps - 1588 - Coasts

Nautical charts


Authors: Waghenaer, Lucas Janszoon, 1534 or 5-1606 -- Doetecam, Jan van -- Raphelengius, Franciscus, 1539-1597 -- Claesz, Cornelis, ca. 1546-1609 -- Waghenaer, Lucas Janszoon, 1534 or 5-1606. Speculum nauticum super navigatione maris Occidentalis confectum, continens omnes oras maritimae Galliae, Hispaniae et praecipuarum partium Angliae (1588) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 33 x 51 cm.

Incompletely dated '158.'

Includes coastal profiles.

Oriented with north at lower left.

Descriptive text on verso (p. 43).


VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .W13 1588 map [44] (PrCt)

39918 Jutland (Denmark) - Maps - 1680

Iutiae tabula in qua sunt dioeceses Alburgensis, Wiburgensis, Ripensis et Arhusiensis quae et sunt diviseae in omnia dominia. Amsterdam, [ca. 1680].


1 map : hand col. ; 57 x 46 cm.

In: Danckerts, Justus. Atlas (Amsterdam : J. Danckers, [ca. 1680]) pl. [32]. Ms. no. ‘33’ in lower right.

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .D18 A pl. 32 (PrCt)

39919 Jutland (Denmark) - Maps - 1682

Iutiae tabula in qua sunt dioeceses. Amsterdam : C. Allard, [1682?].

Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Allard, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709 -- Allard, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709.

Atlas minor sive tabulae geographicae ... [1682?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 57 x 46 cm.

In: Allard, Carel. Atlas minor sive tabulae geographicae proecipuorum regnorum regionum, insularum, provinciarum, etc. (Amsterdam : C. Allard, 1682?]) pl. 7.

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .A4 A pl. 7 (PrCt)

39920 Jutland (Denmark) - Maps - 1700

Tabula Generalis Jutiae ... Nuremberg, [ca. 1700].

Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:Q20

1 map ; 56 x 47 cm.

3300

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Sack map4F G6922.J8 1700 H6 (PrCt)

39921 Jutland (Denmark) - Maps - 1700

Iutiae tabula in qua sunt dioeceses Alburgensis, Wiburgensis, Ripensis et Arhusiensis. Amsterdam, [ca. 1705].

Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Wit, Frederik de. Atlas [ca. 1700?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 57 x 46 cm.

In: Wit, Frederik de. Atlas (Amsterdam : bij Frederick de Wit in de Calverstraet bij den Dam inde Witte Paskaert. [ca. 1700?]) no. [66].

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .W8 A no. [66] (PrCt)

39922 Jutland (Denmark) - Maps - 1725

Iutiae tabula in qua sunt dioeceses Alburgensis, Wiburgensis, Ripensis et Arhusiensis. Amsterdam, [ca. 1725].

Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Cóvens et Mortier -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:Q19

1 map ; 57 x 46 cm.

3301

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Sack map4F G6922.J8 1725 C6 (PrCt)

39923 Jutland (Denmark) - Maps - 1745

Tabula generalis Iutiae continens dioeceses quatuor ... Nuremberg : Homann Erben, [ca. 1745].

Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Homann Erben (Firm) -- Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724. Atlas novus terrarum orbis [ca. 1745] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 56 x 48 cm.

In: Homann, Johann Baptist. Atlas novus terrarum orbis (Nuremberg : [Homann Erben, ca. 1745]), [plate 144].

Manuscript '146' on verso.

oversize Ayer 135 .H7 1730, [plate 144] (PrCt)
Kabul (Afghanistan) - Description and travel - 1843

Kabool : a personal narrative of a journey to, and residence in that city, in the years 1836, 7, and 8.

Philadelphia : Carey & Hart, 1843.

Authors: Burnes, Alexander, Sir, 1805-1841 -- Carey & Hart -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
96 p.; 24 cm.

Does not include maps?
'Cheap edition'--Front wrapper.
From the 2nd ed.
Published without the 'Appendix,' cf. preface.Includes original wrapper.
Bound with four other works with spine title: Kohl's travels.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copy: G 639 .134

Baskes DB25 .K792 no. 5 (NLO)

Kakabeka Falls (Ont.) - Maps - 1858

Kaministiquia River (Ont.) - Maps - 1858

Saskatchewan River (Sask. and Man.) - Maps - 1858

Kakabeka Falls (Ont.) - Geological cross sections - 1858

Kaministiquia River (Ont.) - Geological cross sections - 1858

Saskatchewan River (Sask. and Man.) - Geological cross sections - 1858

Kaministiquia River (Ont.) SEE Kaministiquia River (Ont.)

Map and section shewing the structure of the Kakabeka Falls, River Kaministiquia ... ; Section and map. -- So. branch of R. Saskatchewan/ [signed] J. Hector. 1858.

London : John Arrowsmith, litho., 1859.


Exploration -- British North America : papers relative to the exploration by Captain Palliser of that portion of British North America which lies between the northern branch of the river Saskatchewan and the frontier of the United States ... (1859) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

2 maps and 2 geological sections : hand col. ; on sheet 33 x 19 cm.

In Palliser, John. Exploration -- British North America : papers relative to the exploration by Captain Palliser of that portion of British North America which lies between the northern branch of the river Saskatchewan and the frontier of the United States ... (London : Printed by George Edward Eyre and William Spottiswoode ... for Her Majesty's Stationery Office, 1859) map [6]
Numbered 'Sh. 3' and 'Sh. 4'.

VAULT folio Ayer 169.3 .P2 1859 map [6] (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1 map ; 21 x 12 cm.
Forms pl. 8B of a collection of wax-engraved maps, apparently detached from assorted Board publications, and bound together as a separate atlas. Added letterpress title from bottom margin: Mission to Borneo.

39936
Ayer 136 .A5 1841 pl. 8B (PrCt)

Kalimantan Barat (Indonesia) - Maps - 1846
Western Borneo. Boston, 1846.
Authors: American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions -- American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions. Maps and illustrations of the missions (1846) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 16 x 12 cm.

39937
Ayer 136 .A5 1846 pl. 23 (PrCt)

Kalimnos Island (Greece) - Maps - 1528
Calamo Island (Greece) SEE Kalimnos Island (Greece) - Woodcuts
[Map of Kalimnos in the Dodekanesos Islands of the Aegean Sea]. [Venice : Nicolò Zoppino, 1528].
Authors: Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530 -- Zoppino, Nicolò, fl. 1508-1544 -- Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530.
Libro di Benedetto Bordone : nel qual si ragiona de tutte l'isole del mondo ... (1528)
1 map : woodcut ; within printed borders 8 x 14 cm., on sheet 31 x 21 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Identifies "Calamo" at center of island.
Oriented with north at left.
In: Bordon, Benedetto. Libro di Benedetto Bordone : nel qual si ragiona de tutte l'isole del mondo ... (Venice : Nicolò Zoppino, 1528), folio XLVII [i.e. XLVIII].
Case folio G 117 .108, folio XLVII [i.e. XLVIII] (PrCt)

39938
Ayer 136 .A5 1846 pl. 23 (PrCt)

Kalispe Indian Reservation (Wash.) - Pictorial works - 1886
Pend d'Oreille Reservation (Wash.) SEE Kalispel Indian Reservation (Wash.)

39939
Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 2, pl. 35 (PrCt)

Kalkar (Düsseldorf, Germany) - Maps - 1620
Calcarias, dvcatvs Clivensis, mvltis dotibvs, nobile opp. [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Sgrooten, Christian, 1532-1608 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 33 x 48 cm.
Possibly derived from a drawing by Christian Sgrooten; see R.A. Skelton's Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum. Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Calcarias.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 2, pl. 35 (PrCt)

39940
Ayer 136 .A5 1573 (PrCt)

Kalkar (Düsseldorf, Germany) - Maps - 1657
Calcarias, dvcatvs Clivensis, mvltis dotibvs, nobile opp. [Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657].
Authors: Jansson, Jan, 1588--1664 -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Urbium totius Germaniae superioris illustriorum clariorumque tabulae ... Pars posterior [i.e. prior] (1657) -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Theatrum urbium (1657)
1 map : hand col. ; 33 x 48 cm.
Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Calcarias.
Case oversize G 117 .452, v. 2, [plate 23] (PrCt)
Kam’ianets’-Podil’s’kyi (Ukraine) - Pictorial works - 1693

Kam’ianets’-Podil’s’kyi (Ukraine) - Maps - 1693

Fortification

Kamchatka Peninsula (Russia) - Maps - 1774-1793

Beschreibung von dem Lande Kamtschatka

Reise von Kamtschatka nach Amerika


Authors: Steller, Gerog Wilhelm, 1709-1778.

Description des principales villes; avec leurs fortifications ...

(1695-1696) pt. 2, map [23].

Manuscript (‘14’) at upper right.

Case folio U 26. 293 pt. 2, map [23] (PrCt)

Kamchatka Peninsula (Russia) - Maps - 1851

Poluoostrov’ Kamchatka s’ kart’

Gidrograficheskago Departamenta, 1851 g. [St. Petersburg] : Gidrograficheskii departament, 1851.

Authors: Russia. Gidrograficheskii departament


4A 19086 (NLO)

Kamianets’-Podil’s’kyi (Ukraine) - Maps - 1713

Pictorial works - 1600

Kamianets’-Podil’s’kyi (Ukraine) - Pictorial works - 1600

Atlantes Neerlandici, collectively known as the Theatrum orbis terrarum.

Issued in volume 1 of 8 in Jansson’s townbook atlases, collectively known as the Theatrum orbis terrarum (Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657).

References: Krogt, Peter van der. Koeman's urbium (Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657).

4A 19086 (NLO)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Kampen (Netherlands) - Maps - 1820

VRbis Campensis ad Isalam fllvivm icon. [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Deventer, Jacob van, d. 1575 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 33 x 47 cm.
Derived from a drawing by Jacob van Deventer; see R.A. Skelton’s Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.
Includes references 1-17.
Added title at top in uppercase lettering: Campen. Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Campena.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 3, pl. 34 (PrCt)

Kanabec County (Minn.) - Maps - 1971 - Landowners

Atlas of Kanabec County, Minnesota : containing maps, plats of the townships, rural directory, pictures of farms & families, articles about history, etc. / compiled 1971 by Title Atlas Company. Minneapolis, Minn. Title Atlas Co., c1971.
Authors: Title Atlas Co. (Minneapolis, Minn.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (15, [178] p.): ill., 21 maps, ports.; 33 cm.
Cover title: Pictorial atlas, Kanabec County
Includes biographical information of landowners.
Scale not given.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Kanazawa-Shi (Japan) - Maps - 1984 - Guidebooks

Authors: Stevens, Ruth -- Kanazawa Tourist Association -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.
Cf. OCLC 15074352.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)


Authors: Johnson, Linda, 1949 June 21 -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ill., 3 maps ; 24 cm.
Summary: In 1880, an Indian named Paul Kandik and French explorer Francois Mercier traveled across northeastern Alaska and western Canada to create the earliest known manuscript map of the region. Examines how two men from such different backgrounds combined their extensive knowledge of the country to map the Kandik River region. Draws on historical letters, geographical analysis, and the original map itself, held in the University of California’s Bancroft Library.
Includes reproduction of original ms. map: Map of Upper Yukon, Tananah and Kuskokwim rivers / drawn by Paul Kandik, Yukon Indian ; lettering by Francois Mercier, trader. Size of original: 1 ms. map ; on sheet 22 x 28 cm. Scale [ca.
Contents: The Kandik map : reflections on time and space -- Searching for Paul Kandik -- Documenting a mystery -- François Mercier : agent of change -- Mapping the North : where the Kandik map fits in -- Meetings and meanings. Includes bibliographical references and index.

Forms part of the Gerald F. FitzGerald Collection at the Newberry Library.

LC Card Number: 2008018450
ISBN 9781602230323 (cloth : alk. paper);
1602230323 (cloth : alk. paper); 9781602230422
(pbk. : alk. paper) ; 1602230420 (pbk. : alk. paper)

FitzGerald GA475.Y8 J64 2009 (NLO)


Authors: Kenyon Company (Des Moines, Iowa) -- Webb Publishing Co.

1 atlas. ; 41 cm.
oversize G1428 .K4 A85 1915 (NLO)

39960 Kane County (Ill.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Kane County (Ill.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners - Counties - Maps

Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960- -- Araphox Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
250 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
1st ed.
'Deluxe edition.'
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).

'3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.' Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).

Includes indexes.
Series: Family maps
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
ISBN 1420309145 ; 9781420309140
Local History Ref F547.K2 B69 2008 (NLO)

39961 Kane County (Ill.) - Maps - 1851 - Landowners - Kane County

Authors: Rees, James H. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 2 parts, 21.5 x 40.5 in. each.

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Microfiche 583, no. 103 (PrCt)

Kane County (Ill.) - Maps - 1860 - Counties - Maps - Kane County (Ill.) - Maps - 1860 - Counties - Maps

[Kane County (Ill.) - 1860: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche], [Washington, D.C.] : LC G&M Division, [1983?].
Authors: Mann, Adin -- Matthews, Crane & Co. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 2 parts, 28 x by 53 in. each.

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Microfiche 583, no. 119 (PrCt)

Kane County (Ill.) - Maps - 1872 - Counties - Maps - Kane County (Ill.) - Maps - 1872 - Atlases - Kane County (Ill.) - Maps - 1872 - Counties - Maps

Combination atlas map of Kane County, Illinois. Geneva, Ill. Thompson & Everts, 1872.
Authors: Thompson and Everts -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas. ; 41 cm.

Cover title: New combination atlas Kane County Ill. 1871.
Phillips 3722.
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 1551
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection
Authors: Wilson, John, 19th cent. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 42 x 33 in. Scale 1:126,720.
Originally published 1860.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Microfiche 583, no. 117 (PrCt)

Kankakee County (Ill.) - Maps - 1883 - Counties - Maps
Authors: J.H. Beers & Co. -- Kankakee Valley Genealogical Society
1 atlas (168, [12], [53] p. : ill., maps, ports.) ; 44 cm.
Includes index.
Cf. Phillips 1542.
oversize G1408.K3 B4 1883x (NLO)

Kankakee County (Ill.) - Maps - 1955 - Hydrography - Kankakee County (Ill.) - Maps - 1955 - Kankakee County (Ill.) - Maps - 1955 - Road maps - Counties - Maps
General drainage map Kankakee County. 1955.
Authors: Illinois. Division of Waterways
1 map : col. ; 69 x 105 cm.
Scale 1:63,360.
5028
map6F G4103.K3C3 1955 14 (PrCt)

Kankakee County (Ill.) - Maps - 1999 - Landowners - Kankakee County (Ill.) - Maps - 1999 - Road maps - Counties - Maps
This is Kankakee County, Illinois : an up-to-date historical narrative with county and township maps and many unique aerial photographs of cities, towns, villages and farmsteads / by John Drury. Chicago : The Loree Company, 1955.
Authors: Drury, John, 1898- -- Illinois. Bureau of Research and Planning -- Loree Company (Chicago, Ill.)
vi, 522 p. : chiefly ill., maps ; 29 cm.
Cover title: Informative, historical, pictorial review of Kankakee County
Spine title: Kankakee County, Illinois
The township maps (which show, but do not name, the location of homesteads) were 'prepared by the [Illinois] Bureau of Research and Planning. Division of Highways, Department of Public Works and Buildings.'
Series: American aerial county history series.
Illinois ; no. 25
folio F547.K25 D78 1955 (NLO)

Kankakee County (Ill.) - Maps - 1990 - Landowners - Kankakee County (Ill.) - Maps
Kankakee County, Illinois, atlas & plat book. [Battle Lake, Minn.; Kankakee, Ill. Accurate Pub. & Printing] ; Distributed by the Kankakee County Farm Bureau, [c1990].
Authors: Accurate Publishing & Printing, Inc. -- Kankakee County Farm Bureau (Ill.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (42 p.) : 22 maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
Scale 1 1/4 in. to 1 mile [1:50,688].
Includes indexes.
Contents: Business directory -- County index -- County plat book listing -- Facts about land descriptions -- Township maps -- General highway map -- Index to owners.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1408.K3 R58 1985 (NLO)

Kankakee County (Ill.) - Maps - 1999 - Landowners - Kankakee County (Ill.) - Maps - 1999 - Road maps - Counties - Maps
Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Kankakee County Farm Bureau (Ill.)
1 atlas (46 p.) : ill., maps (some col.) ; 28 cm.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Travel Kansas City and vicinity with Conoco ...

Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1947?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "U", indicating 1947 publication.
Panel art: family standing in front of car and statement "for long trips ask ... about Touraide." 
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5085 (PrCt)

39984 Kansas City (Kan.) - Maps - 1974 - Road maps>>> Kansas City (Mo.) - Maps - 1974 - Road maps>>> Road maps
1 map : both sides, col. ; 87 x 60 cm., on sheet 46 x 74 cm, folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"1974 Edition"
Panel title
Added title: Kansas City : Mo. : street map
Plate no.746057N
In Rand, McNally & Co.'s improved indexed business atlas and shipper's guide ... (Chicago: Rand McNally, 1888) p. 381.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company.
Shelved in 4 A Stacks, Aisle 25 (May 2011).
RMcN AE 192.24 (PrCt)

39987 Kansas City (Mo.) - Maps - 1886
G. M. Hopkins’ map of Kansas City, Missouri.
Philadelphia, 1886.
Authors: Hopkins, Griffith Morgan -- MacCormack, Walter S. -- Sweet Bros. (firm) 1 map : hand col. ; 54 x 49 cm.
Scale 1:15,840.
Compliments of Sweet Bros., real estate and investments, ... Kansas City, Mo.'
M1040
map4F G4164.K2 1886 H6 (PrCt)

39988 Kansas City (Mo.) - Maps - 1888 - Railroads>>> Railroads - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company. Rand, McNally & Co.'s improved indexed business atlas and shipper's guide ... (1888) -- Rand McNally and Company. Commercial atlas (1888) 1 map ; 30 x 23 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Title in upper margin: Rand, McNally & Co.'s Missouri [!].
In Rand, McNally & Co.'s improved indexed business atlas and shipper's guide ... (Chicago: Rand McNally, 1888) p. 381.
Uniform atlas title: Commercial atlas.
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .C7 1888, p. 381 (PrCt)

5A 7267 (1961 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

39986 Kansas City, Mo. - 1930 - Pictorial maps>>> Pictorial maps - Kansas City, Mo. - 1930>>> Road maps>>> Pictorial maps
Authors: Allen, Earl W., fl. 1930 -- J. C. Nichols Companies (Kansas City, Mo.) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Nichols (J.C.) Companies, Kansas City, Mo. SEE J. C. Nichols Companies (Kansas City, Mo.)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 82 cm.
Margins include historical vignettes of the Kansas City.
"This map is a reduction of large mural in the offices of J.C. Nichols Companies, 310 Ward Parkway, Country Club Plaza ... ."
Previously bound with a collection of pictorial maps in binders labeled “Points of Interest.”
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 192.24 (PrCt)

39989 Kansas City (Mo.) - Maps - 1934 - Road maps>>> Kansas City Region (Kan. and Mo.)
Kansas City (Mo.) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps

**Maps**

Highway map : Kansas City / compliments of Standard Oil Company of Indiana. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1942?].

Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Panel art: cars, gas pumps, and "Standard Service" sign.

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

**Gousha Clients 4514 (PrCt)**

---

40007

Kansas City (Mo.) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps

**Maps**


Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Panel art: road, Phillips 66 sign, and slogan "there's a Phillips station ahead."

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

**Gousha Clients 4627 (PrCt)**

---

40008

Kansas City (Mo.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps

**Maps**

Highway map : Kansas City / compliments of Standard Oil Company (Indiana). Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948?].

Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.


Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

**Gousha Clients 5238 (PrCt)**

---

40009

Kansas City (Mo.) - Maps - 1949 - Road maps

**Maps**

Highway map : Kansas City / compliments of Standard Oil Company (Indiana). Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1949?].

Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Plate no. includes letter "U", indicating 1949 publication.

Panel art: road, Phillips 66 sign, and slogan "there's a Phillips station ahead."

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

**Gousha Clients 5783 (PrCt)**

---

40010

Kansas City (Mo.) - Maps - 1950 - Road maps

**Maps**

Highway map : Kansas City / compliments of Standard Oil Company (Indiana). Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1950?].

Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Plate no. includes letter "W", indicating 1950 publication.


Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

**Gousha Clients 6343 (PrCt)**

---

40011

Kansas City (Mo.) - Maps - 1951 - Road maps

**Maps**

Highway map : Kansas City / compliments of Standard Oil Company (Indiana). Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1951?].

Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Plate no. includes letter "X", indicating 1951 publication.

Panel art: cars, gas pumps, "Standard Service" sign, and slogan "help national defense, conserve paper ...".

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

**Gousha Clients 6993 (PrCt)**
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

"Standard" signs.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5524 (PrCt)

40009 Kansas City (Mo.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps<<<<Saint Louis (Mo.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps<<<<Road maps
Texaco map of metropolitan Kansas City and St. Louis. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1948].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 34 x 52 cm. on sheet 36 x 54 cm.
Added title: Texaco metropolitan Kansas City. Cartouche no. 55. Plate no. 484410.
On verso: Texaco metropolitan St. Louis. Cartouche no. 56. Plate no. 484411.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 12.40A (PrCt)

40010 Kansas City (Mo.) - Maps - 1971 - Road maps<<<<Kansas City (Kan.) - Maps - 1971 - Road maps<<<<Kansas City Region (Kan. and Mo.) - Maps - 1971 - Road maps<<<<Road maps
Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 86 x 60 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Street map of Kansas City, Kans.-Mo.
Insets (15 x 12 cm. and 8 x 17 cm.): Downtown Kansas City, Mo. -- [Northern continuation of main map].
Plate no. 716057N-10.
Panel art: Gray and red illustration of a Phillips 66 service station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2012 (PrCt)

40011 Kansas City (Mo.) - Maps - 1973 - Road maps<<<<Kansas City (Kan.) - Maps - 1973 - Road maps<<<<Kansas City Region (Kan. and Mo.) - Maps - 1973 - Road maps<<<<Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company -- Amoco Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 86 x 60 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm. "1973 edition"
Panel title.
Added title: Kansas city street map, Kans.-Mo. Insets (15 x 12 cm. and 8 x 18 cm.): Downtown Kansas City, Mo. -- [Northern continuation of main map].
Plate no. 736057N-12.
Panel art: Standard flaming torch logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3237 (PrCt)

Authors: Standard Oil Company -- Amoco Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Tempo Designs, Inc. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 86 x 60 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm. "1975 edition"
Panel title.
Added title: Kansas city street map, Kans.-Mo. "This map published by Tempo Designs ... Chicago, Illinois " signs.
Keyed to directory of 49 Standard gas stations. Plate no. 756057N-14.
Insets (33 x 26 cm. and smaller): Kansas City and vicinity. -- Downtown Kansas City, Mo. -- [Northern continuation of main map].
Panel art: Standard flaming torch logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3248 (PrCt)

40013 Kansas City (Mo.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps<<<<Kansas City (Kan.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps<<<<Kansas City Region (Kan. and Mo.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps<<<<Road maps
Authors: Mobil Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 53 x 59 cm., folded to 16 x 9 cm. "1975 edition"
Panel title.
Panel art: Mobil winged horse logos.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1679 (PrCt)

40014 Kansas City (Mo.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps

**Kansas City (Kan.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps**
**Kansas City Region (Kan. and Mo.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps**

*Kansas City / Phillips 66, the performance company. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Co., 1975.*

Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 86 x 59 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.
"1975 Edition"
Panel title.
Added title: Phillips 66 street map of Kansas City, Kans.-Mo.
Plate no.756057N-14.
Insets (33 x 26 cm. and smaller): Kansas City and vicinity -- Downtown Kansas City, Mo. -- [Northern continuation].
Panel art: illustration of goose flying over mountain landscape.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2061 (PrCt)

40015 Kansas City (Mo.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps

**Kansas City (Kan.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps**
**Kansas City Region (Kan. and Mo.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps**


Authors: Standard Oil Company -- Amoco Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Tempo Designs, Inc. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 86 x 60 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"1975 edition"
Panel title.
Added title: Kansas city street map, Kans.-Mo.
"This map published by Tempo Designs ... Chicago, Illinois ... ."
Keyed to directory of 49 Standard gas stations.
Insets (33 x 26 cm. and smaller): Kansas City and vicinity -- Downtown Kansas City, Mo. -- [Northern continuation of main map].
Plate no. 756057N-14.
Panel art: Standard flaming torch logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3247 (PrCt)

40016 Kansas City (Mo.) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps

**Kansas City Region (Kan. and Mo.) -**

*Maps - 1976 - Road maps**
**Standard Oil Company - Maps - 1976 - Road maps**


Authors: Standard Oil Company -- Amoco Oil Company -- Tempo Designs, Inc. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 86 x 60 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"1976 edition."
Panel title.
Added title: Kansas City, Kans.-Mo. street map.
"This map published by Tempo Designs, inc., ... Chicago, Illinois."
"Copyright © by Rand McNally & Co."
Plate no. 766057N-15.
Insets (34 x 26 cm. and smaller): Kansas City and vicinity -- Downtown Kansas City Mo. -- [Continuation map of northern Kansas City].
Identifies Standard gas station locations.
Panel art: Color illustration of equestrian statue, Fort Osage, and Standard logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4826 (PrCt)

40017 Kansas City (Mo.) - Maps - 1979 - Road maps

**Kansas City (Kan.) - Maps - 1979 - Road maps**
**Kansas City Region (Kan. and Mo.) - Maps - 1979 - Road maps**

*Kansas City / Standard. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Co., [1979?].*

Authors: Standard Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 86 x 79 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Kansas City street map, Kans.-Mo.
"This map is copyrighted by Tempo Designs, Inc., ... Chicago, Illinois."
"Copyright © Rand McNally & Co."
Plate no. 796057N-18.
Insets (33 x 26 cm. and smaller): Kansas City and vicinity -- Downtown Kansas City, Mo. -- [Northern continuation of main map].
Panel art: Photograph of Buckingham Fountain in Chicago; Standard flaming torch logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
RMcN Clients 3265 (PrCt)

40018 Kansas City (Mo.) - Maps - 2000 - Road maps

**Kansas City Region (Kan. and Mo.) - Maps - 2000 - Road maps**

*Kansas City & vicinity StreetFinder. Skokie, Ill. Rand McNally, c2000.*

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (192 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Cover title: Greater Kansas City.
$17.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN StrFdr 2000 .K33 (PrCt)

40022 Kansas City (Mo.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps<<>>Kansas City (Kan.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps<<>>Kansas City Region (Kan. and Mo.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps
ISBN 0528859293
RMcN StrFdr 2006 .K33a (PrCt)

40023 Kansas City (Mo.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps<<>>Kansas City (Kan.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps<<>>Kansas City Region (Kan. and Mo.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps
ISBN 0528866826
RMcN StrFdr 2007 .K33 (PrCt)

40024 Kansas City (Mo.) - Pictorial works - 1961 - Railroads<<>>Kansas City Southern Railway - Pictorial works - 1961<<>>Railroads - Maps
On same sheet with: [Aerial photograph of Cedar Grove industrial district of Shreveport, Louisiana]
5A 7267 (1960 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

40025 Kansas City Region (Kan. and Mo.) - Historical geography - Maps - 1967 - Pictorial maps
Authors: Chamber of Commerce of Greater Kansas City -- Wolfe, Byron B. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 40 cm., folded to 22 x 10 cm. Panel title.
Added title: Kansas City's historic heritage.
Historical notes and directory of points of interest on verso.
Panel art: Illustration of 2 white explorers and Indian signed "Byron B. Wolfe 1965 ©.”
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4868 (PrCt)

40026 Kansas City Region (Kan. and Mo.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 59 cm. on sheet 46 x 68 cm. Panel art: Standard crown in compass above cars.
Added title: 1936 Kansas City Kans.-Mo. and vicinity road map .... Plate no. R.3646.
On verso: Downtown Kansas city .... Plate no. R.3650.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 50.8.1 (PrCt)

40027 Kansas City Region (Kan. and Mo.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 59 cm. on sheet 46 x 68 cm. Panel art: Standard crown in compass above cars.
Added title: 1936 Kansas City Kans.-Mo. and vicinity road map .... Plate no. R.3646.
On verso: Downtown Kansas city .... Plate no. R.3650.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 50.8.1 (PrCt)

40028 Kansas City Region (Kan. and Mo.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Travel Kansas City and vicinity with Conoco : every Conoco station is a branch of the Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1936].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 52 cm. Panel title.
Added title: Conoco ... official road map : Kansas City and vicinity.
Date from RMcN AE 158 ms. index.
Plate no. J-2
Maps on verso (28 x 43 cm. and 28 x 21 cm.): Greater Kansas City -- Downtown Kansas City, Missouri.
Panel art: Conoco logo over outline of North America.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 158.2 (PrCt)

40029 Kansas City Region (Kan. and Mo.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Travel Kansas City and vicinity with Conoco : every Conoco station is a branch of the Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1937].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm. Panel title.
Added title: Conoco ... official road map : Kansas City and vicinity.
Date from RMcN AE 158 ms. index.
Plate no. 11-K
Maps on verso (28 x 43 cm. and 28 x 21 cm.): Greater Kansas City -- Downtown Kansas City.
Panel art: Conoco logo over outline of North America.
Handstamped "1937" and "copyrighted".
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 158.4A (PrCt)

40030 Kansas City Region (Kan. and Mo.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Maps on verso (28 x 43 cm. and 28 x 21 cm.): Greater Kansas City -- Downtown Kansas City.
Panel art: Conoco logo over outline of North America.
Handstamped "1937" and "copyrighted".
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 158.4A (PrCt)
Kansas City and vicinity official road map:
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 53 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Phillips 66 ... 1938 official road map: Kansas City and vicinity.
Plate nos. "273-S." and "12-L".
Maps on verso (28 x 43 cm. and 21 x 28 cm.): Greater Kansas City -- Downtown Kansas City, Missouri.
Panel art: Car approaching Phillips 66 truck on curving road.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 18 1938 ... "
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 162.23 (PrCt)

Kansas City Region (Kan. and Mo.) - Maps - 1944 - Road maps<<>>Middle West - Maps - 1938 - Road maps<<>>Saint Louis (Mo.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 52 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Gulf : Missouri info-map
Date from RMcN AE 71 ms. index.
Plate no. T.3606.
Inset (22 x 16 cm.): Kansas City (Kans.-Mo.) and vicinity.
Maps on verso (42 x 58 cm. and 21 x 19 cm.): Gulf road map of North Dakota, South Dakota, Nebraska, Minnesota, Iowa, Wisconsin, Illinois, Indiana, Michigan -- St. Louis and vicinity.
Panel art: Gulf sign over station and cars on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 71.1X (PrCt)

Kansas City Region (Kan. and Mo.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps<<>>Kansas City (Mo.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Travel Kansas City and vicinity with Conoco: every Conoco station is a branch of the Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1939].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Conoco ... official road map: Kansas City and vicinity.
Date from RMcN AE 159 ms. index.
Plate nos. "273-S" and "10-M"
Maps on verso (28 x 43 cm. and 28 x 21 cm.): Greater Kansas City -- Downtown Kansas City.
Panel art: Conoco logo over outline of North America.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Aug 17 1939 ... "
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 159.41 (PrCt)

Kansas City Region (Kan. and Mo.) - Maps - 1944 - Road maps<<>>Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1944<<>>Road maps
Texaco map of metropolitan Kansas City and St. Louis. Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [1944].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 34 x 52 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco : metropolitan Kansas City
Date from RMcN AE 72 ms. index.
Plate no. Z.4410.
Map on verso (52 x 34 cm.): Texaco : metropolitan St. Louis
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 72.25 (PrCt)

Kansas City Region (Kan. and Mo.) - Maps - 1944 - Road maps<<>>Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1944<<>>Road maps
Texaco map of metropolitan Kansas City and St. Louis. Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [1946].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 34 x 52 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco : metropolitan Kansas City
Date from RMcN AE 72 ms. index.
Plate no. 464410.
Map on verso (52 x 34 cm.): Texaco : metropolitan St. Louis
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 72.26 (PrCt)
On verso: Texaco: metropolitan St. Louis. Plate no. Z.4411.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 48.36 (PrCt)

40036 Kansas City Region (Kan. and Mo.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps>>>Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps>>>Road maps
Texaco map of metropolitan Kansas City and St. Louis. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1946].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 34 x 52 cm. on sheet 36 x 54 cm.
Panel art: none.
Added title: Texaco: metropolitan Kansas City
Cartouche no. 55. Plate no. 464410.
On verso: Texaco: metropolitan St. Louis.
Cartouche no. 56. Plate no. 464411.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 48.37 (PrCt)

40037 Kansas City Region (Kan. and Mo.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps>>>Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps>>>Road maps
Texaco map of metropolitan Kansas City and St. Louis. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1946].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 34 x 52 cm., folded to 18 x 9 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco: metropolitan Kansas City
Plate no. 464410
Map on verso (52 x 34 cm.): Texaco metropolitan St. Louis
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Clients 3663 (PrCt)

40038 Kansas City Region (Kan. and Mo.) - Maps - 1950 - Road maps>>>Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1950 - Road maps>>>Road maps
Texaco map of metropolitan Kansas City and St. Louis. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1950].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 34 x 52 cm. on sheet 36 x 54 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco metropolitan Kansas City.
Date from RMcN AE 73 ms. index.
Plate no. 504410.
Map on verso (33 x 51 cm.): Texaco metropolitan St. Louis.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 73.9 (PrCt)

40039 Kansas City Region (Kan. and Mo.) - Maps - 1954 - Road maps>>>Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1954 - Road maps>>>Road maps
Metropolitan St. Louis and Kansas City ... tour with Texaco. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1954?].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; col. ; 42 x 53 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of St. Louis and vicinity.
Plate no. 4-423518-10.
Map on verso (42 x 55 cm.): Texaco touring map of Kansas City and vicinity.
Panel art: Texaco gas station on hilly rural road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Clients 3742 (PrCt)

40040 Kansas City Region (Kan. and Mo.) - Maps - 1959 - Road maps>>>Hertz Corporation - Maps - 1959<<<Automobile leasing and renting - Maps - 1959<<<Road maps
Hertz Rent a Car map of Kansas City, Mo. and surrounding area. [Chicago] : Rand McNally & Company, [1959?].
Authors: Hertz Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 34 x 35 cm., folded to 22 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Kansas City, Mo. and vicinity
Plate no. R.L. 59 S 70.
Identifies Hertz office locations.
Panel art: Hertz logo above car with "1959" on front license plate.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1390 (PrCt)

40041 Kansas City Region (Kan. and Mo.) - Maps - 1959 - Road maps>>>Kansas City (Mo.) - Maps - 1959 - Road maps>>>Kansas City (Kan.) - Maps - 1959 - Road maps>>>Road maps
Kansas City / Standard Oil Company. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Company, [1959?].
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; col. ; 64 x 43 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Kansas City and vicinity.
Plate no. 9-543646-4.
Map on verso (31 x 48 cm): Kansas City ... street map.
Panel art: Standard flaming torch sign and illustration of gas station attendant helping a woman in a car read a map; slogan "as you travel, ask us."
Handstamp: "Apr 24 1959."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RRMcN Clients 3185 (PrCt)

40044 Kansas City Region (Kan. and Mo.) - Maps - 1964 - Road maps>>>Kansas City (Mo.) - Maps - 1964 - Road maps>>>Kansas City (Kan.) - Maps - 1964 - Road maps>>>Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- J. C. Nichols Companies (Kansas City, Mo.) -- Tetirick, James -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 86 x 60., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Kansas City, Kans.-Mo. street map.
Prominent advertisement for J.C. Nichols and Company real estate on back panel.
Plate no. 646057N-4.
Insets (15 x 12 cm. and 8 x 18 cm.): Downtown Kansas City Mo. -- [North central continuation].
Panel art: Color photograph of "Liberty Memorial and skyline".
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RRMcN Clients 3408 (PrCt)

40045 Kansas City Region (Kan. and Mo.) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps>>>Kansas City (Mo.) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps>>>Kansas City (Kan.) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps>>>Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company -- American Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress, Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 86 x 60., on sheet folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Kansas City, Kans.-Mo. street map.
Plate no. 6 6057N-6.
Insets (15 x 12 cm. and 8 x 18 cm.): Downtown Kansas City Mo. -- [North central continuation].
Panel art: Standard flaming torch sign; slogans "as you travel, ask us" and "discover America best by car"; watercolor-style illustration of American landmarks.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RRMcN Clients 3210 (PrCt)
40046  Kansas City Region (Kan. and Mo.) - Maps - 1968 - Road maps<<>>Kansas City (Kan.) - Maps - 1968 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col ; 43 x 60 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"This map published by Tempo Designs, Inc. ... Lincolnwood, Illinois 60646"
Plate no. 676057N-7
Insets (15 x 12 cm. and 8 x 18 cm.): Downtown Kansas City, Mo. -- [Kansas City, northern end].
Panel art: Standard flaming torch sign and slogan "as you travel, ask us"; outline of Kansas and Missouri.
Handstamp: Register of copyrights, Library of Congress, Washington D.C., certificate no. 47132C.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3217 (PrCt)

40047  Kansas City Region (Kan. and Mo.) - Maps - 1969 - Road maps<<>>Kansas City (Kan.) - Maps - 1969 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress.
Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col ; 86 x 60 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Authors: Automobile Club of Missouri -- American Automobile Association -- Cadon Map Co. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col ; 99 x 86 cm., folded to 26 x 13 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Automobile Club of Missouri : Kansas City and vicinity.
Inset (14 x 14 cm.): Lee's Summit.
Map on verso (66 x 56 cm.): Automobile Club of Missouri : Kansas City and Vicinity.
Panel art: Illustrations of Kansas City landmarks and AAA logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1553 (PrCt)

40048  Kansas City Region (Kan. and Mo.) - Maps - 1970 - Road maps<<>>Kansas City (Kan.) - Maps - 1970 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress.
Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (86 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
$9.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN StrFdr 1993 .K33 (PrCt)

40051 Kansas City Region (Kan. and Mo.) - Maps - 1995 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map (143 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
All new edition."
$12.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN StrFdr 1995 .K33 (PrCt)

40052 Kansas City Region (Kan. and Mo.) - Maps - 2002 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (127, 64 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Date on cover: 2002.
$19.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-97921-3
RMcN StrFdr 2002 .K33 (PrCt)

40053 Kansas City Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Road maps
Travel Kansas City and vicinity with Conoco. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1934].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (3 panel,R,G): Outline map of North America, logo.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1033 (PrCt)

40054 Kansas City Southern Railway - Pictorial works - 1951 - Headquarters - Kansas City (Mo.) - Pictorial works - 1951 - Buildings - Railroads - Maps
Kansas City Southern Building. [New York? Kansas City Southern Railway?, 1951?].
Authors: Kansas City Southern Railway
1 view ; 28 x 41 cm.
Photo reproduction.

5A 7267 (1950 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

40055 Kansas - Historical geography - Maps - 1972 - Counties - Maps
Authors: Socologsky, Homer Edward, 1922- -- Self, Huber -- University of Oklahoma. Press -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 84 maps ; 32 cm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Authors: Socologsky, Homer Edward, 1922- -- Self, Huber -- University of Oklahoma. Press -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 84 maps ; 32 cm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Authors: Socologsky, Homer Edward, 1922- -- Self, Huber -- University of Oklahoma. Press
1 atlas : 84 maps ; 32 cm.
folio G1456 S1 56 1988 (NLO)

[Lands of Kansas, Delaware, Ottawa, Peoria, Kaskaskia, Wea, and Piankeshaw Indians in Kansas]. [1830?].
Authors: McCoy, Isaac, 1784-1846 -- Kansas State Historical Society
1 map ; on sheet 43 x 56 cm.
Photostatic copy (positive) of MS map in William Clark Papers, Kansas State Historical Society. Scale ca. 1:316,800.
No. 6 in a group of maps assembled by Dorothy V. Jones for her Licence for empire: Colonialism by treaty in early America (1982).
With I. McCoy field notes of Delaware lands & outlet, Sep. 6 - Nov. [6], 1830. Survey dated Dec. 30, 1830. U.S. Indian Superintendency Papers 1: 56, Kansas State Historical Society, Topeka, Kansas. See also I. McCoy map datelined 'Shawanee, Jackson Co., Mo., Sept. 4, 1833' now in Nat'l. Archives. KSHS has photostatic copy of map which is lettered by a different hand.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
but conveys identical information as this map. Dates of survey, however, indicate this wd. be earlier.’ -- Inscription by Ms. Jones on verso. Shows 'seat of govt.' pencilled in on original inked MS.

Gift of Dorothy V. Jones.

map4F G4201.G6 183- M3, no. 6 (PrCt)


Map of the proposed Indian Territory / drawn by John C. McCoy, Fayette, Mo. [1830?].
Authors: McCoy, Isaac, 1784-1846 -- United States. National Archives and Records Administration. RG 75, map 158 -- Kansas State Historical Society

1 map ; on sheet 34 x 58 cm.

Photostatic copy (positive) of copy in the Kansas State Historical Society

Scale ca. 1:2,027,500.

No. 7 in a group of maps assembled by Dorothy V. Jones for her Licence for empire: Colonialism by treaty in early America (1982).

'Isaac McCoy & family arrived in Fayette Aug. 8, 1829' -- Inscription by Ms. Jones on verso.

Gift of Dorothy V. Jones.

map4F G4201.G6 183- M3, no. 7 (PrCt)

40060 Kansas - Maps - 1833 - Black Bob Indian Reservation<>>Black Bob Indian Reservation (Kan.) - Maps - 1833<>>Shawnee Indian Lands (Kan.) SEE Black Bob Indian Reservation (Kan.)

Authors: McCoy, Isaac, 1784-1846 -- McCoy, John C. -- Kansas State Historical Society

1 map ; on sheet 28 x 44 cm.

Photostatic copy (positive) of MS map in Kansas State Historical Society

Scale 1:633,600 or '10 miles to the inch.'

No. 5 in a group of maps assembled by Dorothy V. Jones for her Licence for empire: Colonialism by treaty in early America (1982).


Shows 'seat of govt.' pencilled in on original inked MS.

Gift of Dorothy V. Jones.

map4F G4201.G6 183- M3, no. 5 (PrCt)

40061 Kansas - Maps - 1833 - Indian Reservations<>>Indian Reservations - Kansas - Maps - 1833

Lands located for the Shawnee's, Peoria's and Kaskaskia's, and the Wea's and Piankashaw's,
as surveyed / by John C. McCoy, in 1833. 1833.
Authors: McCoy, John C. -- Kansas State Historical Society

1 map ; on sheet 24 x 59 cm.

Photostatic copy (negative) of original MS in collections of the Archives Division, Kansas State Historical Society, Topeka.

Scale not indicated.

No. 10 in a group of maps assembled by Dorothy V. Jones for her Licence for empire: Colonialism by treaty in early America (1982).

'See notes on Cherokee north boundary map' -- Inscription by Ms. Jones on verso.

Gift of Dorothy V. Jones.

map4F G4201.G6 183- M3, no. 10 (PrCt)

40062 Kansas - Maps - 1834 - Kickapoo Indian Reservation<>>Kickapoo Indian Reservation (Kan.) - Maps - 1834

Plat of the survey of the Kickapoo lands : surveyed in 1833-4 under instructions from General William Clark...Westport, Jackson County Missouri, August 1st 1834 / Isaac McCoy, surveyor. 1834.
Authors: McCoy, Isaac, 1784-1846 -- Kansas State Historical Society

1 map ; on sheet 43 x 56 cm.

Photostatic copy (positive) of copy in the Kansas State Historical Society

Scale 1:150,400 or '2 1/2 miles to the inch.'

No. 3 in a group of maps assembled by Dorothy V. Jones for her Licence for empire: Colonialism by treaty in early America (1982).


Gift of Dorothy V. Jones.

map4F G4201.G6 183- M3, no. 3 (PrCt)

40063 Kansas - Maps - 1836 - Osage Reserve<>>Osage Reserve (Kan.) - Maps - 1836

Plat of the survey of the northern boundary line of Osage Reservation / surveyed by John C. McCoy, July 1836. 1836.
Authors: McCoy, John C. -- Kansas State Historical Society

1 map ; on 3 sheets 43 x 28 cm.

Photostatic copy (positive) of copy in the Kansas State Historical Society

Scale ca. 1:320,000.

No. 2 in a group of maps assembled by Dorothy V. Jones for her Licence for empire: Colonialism by treaty in early America (1982).


Gift of Dorothy V. Jones.

map4F G4201.G6 183- M3, no. 2 (PrCt)
40064 Kansas - Maps - 1837 - Delaware Indian Reservation<>>>Delaware Indian Reservation (Kan.) - Maps - 1837
[Plat of the Delaware lands, Part II]. 1837.
Authors: McCoy, Isaac, 1784-1846 -- United States. National Archives and Records Administration. RG 75, map 159, part 2 -- Kansas State Historical Society
1 map ; on sheet 39 x 60 cm.
Photostatic copy (positive) of copy in the Kansas State Historical Society; the original MS is in the National Archives, RG 75, map 159, part 2.
No. 13 in a group of maps assembled by Dorothy V. Jones for her Licence for empire: Colonialism by treaty in early America (1982).
'Shows Kaw tract & Delaware outlet' -- Inscription by Ms. Jones on verso.
Gift of Dorothy V. Jones.
map4F G4201.G6 183- M3, no. 13 (PrCt)

40065 Kansas - Maps - 1837 - Delaware Indian Reservation<>>>Delaware Indian Reservation (Kan.) - Maps - 1837
Authors: McCoy, Isaac, 1784-1846 -- United States. National Archives and Records Administration. RG 75, map 159, part 1 -- Kansas State Historical Society
1 map ; on sheet 39 x 61 cm.
Photostatic copy (positive) of copy in the Kansas State Historical Society; the original MS is in the National Archives, RG 75, map 159, part 1.
No. 12 in a group of maps assembled by Dorothy V. Jones for her Licence for empire: Colonialism by treaty in early America (1982).
'April 10, 1837. Isaac McCoy' -- Inscription by Ms. Jones on verso.
Gift of Dorothy V. Jones.
map4F G4201.G6 183- M3, no. 12 (PrCt)

40066 Kansas - Maps - 1838 - Indian Reservations<>>>Indian Reservations - Kansas - Maps - 1838<>>>Sauk Indian Reservation (Kan.) - Maps - 1838<>>>Iowa Indian Reservation (Kan.) - Maps - 1839<>>>Ioway Indian Reservation (Kan.) SEE Iowa Indian Reservation (Kan.)
[Sauk and Ioway tracts in Kansas] / surveyed by W. S> Donohoe under instructions from J. C. McCoy, 1837 & 1838. 1838.
Authors: McCoy, John C. -- Kansas State Historical Society
1 map ; on sheet 39 x 61 cm.
Photostatic copy (negative) of original MS in collections of the Archives Division, Kansas State Historical Society, Topeka.
Scale not indicated.
No. 11 in a group of maps assembled by Dorothy V. Jones for her Licence for empire: Colonialism by treaty in early America (1982).
'See notes on Cherokee north boundary map' -- Inscription by Ms. Jones on verso.
Gift of Dorothy V. Jones.
map4F G4201.G6 183- M3, no. 11 (PrCt)

40067 Kansas - Maps - 1838 - Potawatomi Indian Reservation<>>>Potawatomi Indian Reservation (Kan.) - Maps - 1838
Plat of the Potawatomi lands : surveyed in 1838 / by J. C. McCoy. 1838.
Authors: McCoy, John C. -- United States. National Archives and Records Administration. RG 75, map 95 -- Kansas State Historical Society
1 map ; on sheet 53 x 41 cm.
Photostatic copy (positive) of copy in the Kansas State Historical Society; the original MS is in the National Archives, RG 75, map 95.
Scale 1:316,800 or '5 miles to the inch.'
No. 8 in a group of maps assembled by Dorothy V. Jones for her Licence for empire: Colonialism by treaty in early America (1982).
'Shows 'seat of govt.'
Gift of Dorothy V. Jones.
map4F G4201.G6 183- M3, no. 8 (PrCt)

40068 Kansas - Maps - 1839 - Delaware Indian Reservation<>>>Delaware Indian Reservation (Kan.) - Maps - 1839
Delaware lands as surveyed by J. McCoy 1839; filed May 3d, 1855. 1839.
Authors: McCoy, John C. -- Kansas State Historical Society
1 map ; on sheet 35 x 57 cm.
Photostatic copy (negative) of original MS in collections of the Archives Division, Kansas State Historical Society, Topeka.
Shows Delaware and Kickapoo lands, parcels belonging to 'Kansas half breeds' along Kansas River.
Docket title, visible in reverse on photostat.
Scale 1:316,800; '5 miles to 1 inch.'
No. 14 in a group of maps assembled by Dorothy V. Jones for her Licence for empire: Colonialism by treaty in early America (1982).
Gift of Dorothy V. Jones.
map4F G4201.G6 183- M3, no. 14 (PrCt)

40069 Kansas - Maps - 1841 - Wyandot Reservation<>>>Wyandot Indian Reservation (Kan.) - Maps - 1841<>>>Kansas City (Kan.) - Maps - 1841
Plat of Wyandot lands surveyed in conformity with the treaty with the Delawares, containing 39 sections / J. McCoy surveyed. 1841.
Authors: McCoy, John C. -- Mitchell, D. D. -- United States. National Archives and Records Administration. RG 75, map 695 -- Kansas State Historical Society
1 map ; on sheet 51 x 44 cm.
Photostatic copy (positive) of copy in the Kansas State Historical Society; the original MS is in the National Archives.
Original inscribed 'From D. D. Mitchell, 1841.'
Scale ca. 1:32,000.
No. 1 in a group of maps assembled by Dorothy V. Jones.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

V. Jones for her Licence for empire: Colonialism by treaty in early America (1982).
Gift of Dorothy V. Jones.
map4F G4201.G6 183- M3, no. 1 (PrCt)

Map of Kansas and Nebraska territories, giving the location of towns and cities, the Indian reservations by the treaties of 1854, and the original boundaries of the Indian lands. Chicago : Mellen & Co., [1854?].
Authors: Mellen & Co. (Chicago Ill.) -- Mendel, Edward, 1827-1884 -- Howes, Wright -- Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 72 cm. fold. in cloth covers 14 x 10 cm.
Cover title: Kansas and Nebraska.
Includes table: Mission stations.
Condition: very fine.
Forms part of the Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library).
map3C G4201.E1 1854 M4 (PrCt)

40071 Kansas - Maps - 1855
Map of Kansas territory / by J. Butler Chapman ; to accompany his History of Kansas.
Authors: Chapman, J. Butler -- Chapman, J. Butler. History of Kansas (1855) -- Lippincott, Grambo & Co. -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 31 x 35 cm., folded to 13 x 15 cm.
Cover title.
Scale 1:1, 267,200
A three page explanation precedes the map.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
References: Howes C 293; Wagner-Camp 252 VAULT Graff 4826 (NLO)

40072 Kansas - Maps - 1855 - Nebraska - Maps - 1855 - Pacific railroads - Explorations and surveys - Maps - 1855 - Railroads - Maps From the mouth of Trap Creek to the Santa Fe Crossing [Map no. 2]. 1855.
1 map ; 81 x 61 cm.
Detached from Pacific Railroad Reports, v. 11, pt. 2, no. 31.
Covers Kansas and southern Nebraska.
Scale 1:760,320.
Wheat 844
Uniform title: Pacific Railroad Reports map6F G4051.P3 1853 .U5 v. 11, pt. 2, no. 31 (PrCt)

Authors: Whitman, E. B. (Edmund Burke), 1812-1883 -- Searl, A. D. -- John P. Jewett and Company (Boston, Mass.) -- L.H. Bradford & Co. -- Howes, Wright -- Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 68 x 53 cm. folded in cloth covers 16 x 10 cm.
Cover title: Township map of eastern Kansas. "Entered according to act of Congress in the year 1856 by E.B. Whitman & A.D. Searl, in the clerks office of the District Court of Mass."
Coordinates: (W 97°30'--W 94°30'/N 40°00'--N 37°00')
Identifies Indian reservations & villages, roads & trails (including the Santa Fe Trail), trading posts, forts, missions, and post offices.
Inset (16 x 16 cm.): Government reservation. The geographical centre of U.S. possessions [in the Fort Riley region].
Includes 3 views at bottom (5 x 8 cm. or smaller):
Ruins of Eldridge House, Lawrence, Kansas. Destroyed May 21st 1856 -- Constitution Hall, Topeka, Kansas -- Eldridge House, Lawrence, Kansas.
Advertising dated June 15, 1856 inside front cover.
3 copies.
Copies 1 and 2 and cataloged as map3C G4200 1856.W5; both are part of the Wright Howes Map Collection; front cover detached from copy 2.
Copy 3 cataloged as Graff 4640; forms part of the Wright Howes Map Collection.
Digital image of another copy available on the Kansas Historical Society's "Kansas Memory" website (accessed February 2014): http://www.kansasmemory.org/item/213048/page /1
map3C G4200 1856 .W5 [copies 1 and 2] (PrCt)

Duplicate copy: Map3C G4200 1857 . W5 (PrCt)
map G 10925 . 915 (NLO)

MacLean and Lawrences sectional map of Kansas Territory [!] compiled from the U.S.
(Newberry Library)
1 map ; 100 x 101 cm.
Endorsed by L.A. MacLean of the Surveyor General Office in Lecompton, Kansas.
Scale not given.
Missing Oct. 2006
Duplicate copy: Map3C G4200 1857 . W5 (PrCt)
Ayer p133 . U59k 1857m (NLO)

MacLean and Lawrences sectional map of Kansas Territory [!] compiled from the U.S.
1 map ; 100 x 101 cm.
Endorsed by L.A. MacLean of the Surveyor General Office in Lecompton, Kansas.
Scale not given.
Missing Oct. 2006
Duplicate copy: map G 10925 . 915 (PrCt)
McGuigan's Lith., [1858].
1 map ; 58 x 44 cm.
Scale: ca. 1:1,140,480, or "18 miles to an inch."
From the southern border of Kansas, north to the Missouri River, and west to the Sixth Principal Meridian, shows hydrology and status of surveys; also shows Indian tribal lands and reservations.
Reference: Koepp 945 (35-1) H.exdoc. 2, map 14.
map4F G4201 .B5 1857 .U5 (PrCt)

1 map : hand col. ; 24 x 59 cm., folded to 15 x 9 cm.
"Entered according to act of Congress in the year 1859 by E. Mendenhall in the clerks' office of the district court of the southern district of Ohio."
Scale [ca. 1:2,100,000]
Approximate coordinates: (W 105°22'--W 94°28'/N 41°15'--N 36°40')
Relief shown with hachures.
Prime meridian: Washington.
Covers Kansas, southern Nebraska, and eastern Colorado.
Identifies the "Great Santa Fe Trail" and the "South Platte Route" overland trails connecting Kansas City and other Missouri River towns to the regions around Pike's Peak and latter-day Denver in Colorado's "Gold region", which is hand colored in yellow.
In: Gunnison, John Williams. Guide to the Kansas gold mines at Pike's Peak : describing the routes, camping places, tools, outfits, etc. from notes of Capt. J.W. Gunnison, Topographical Engineer. Also, an address on the new gold mines, delivered at Kansas City, by Col. Wm. Gilpin, of Independence, Mo. (Cincinnati, Ohio : E. Mendenhall, no. 3 College Hall, Walnut Hill, 1859), inside back cover.
"Explanations of map" -- p. 12-13 of the guide.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
References: OCLC 27658871
Graff 1693 [map] (PrCt)

40081 Kansas - Maps - 1862 - Surveys - Nebraska - Maps - 1862 - Surveys - Middle West - Maps - 1862
Map showing the progress of the public surveys in Kansas and Nebraska. 1862.
Authors: United States. General Land Office -- United States. Congress. House
1 map ; 60 x 51 cm.
Midwest Map Catalog 13-0601 592
map4F G4201.B5 1862 U5 (PrCt)

Authors: Wickes, George T. -- Shoemaker, Robert Myers, 1815-1885 -- Union Pacific Railway, Eastern Division -- Union Pacific Railway Company -- Ehrgott, Forbiger & Co. -- Union Pacific Railway, Eastern Division. Reports of preliminary surveys for the Union Pacific Railway, Eastern Division (1866) -- Golay, P. (Philip) -- Robert Clarke & Co. -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
Kansas - Maps - 1870


Authors: G.W. & C.B. Colton & Co.
1 map : col. ; 62 x 114 cm. folded in cover 16 x 10 cm.
Cover title: Sectional map of the state of Kansas.
Scale: 9 miles to 1 in.
Case G 10925 .18 (NLO)

Kansas - Maps - 1876

State of Kansas ... Compiled from the official records of the General Land Office and other sources by C. Roeser ... Photo lith. & print. by Julius Bien. New York : Julius Bien, 1876.

Authors: United States. General Land Office -- Roeser, C. (Charles) -- Bien, Julius, 1826-1909
1 map : col. ; 55 x 76 cm.
Scale 1:950,400; 15 miles to 1 inch.
map G 10925 .914 (NLO)

Kansas - Maps - 1877


Authors: G.W. & C.B. Colton & Co. -- Howes, Wright -- Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 122 x 72 cm. on 2 sheets each 75 x 64 cm. fold. in cloth covers 16 x 10 cm.
Sheet titles at bottom: Eastern sheet ... -- Western sheet ....
Colton's advertising inside front cover.
Condition: fine.
Forms part of the Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Gift 1976, Wright Howes.
map3C G4200 1877 .C6 (PrCt)

Kansas - Maps - 1878 - Railroads


1 map : col. ; 47 x 31 cm.
Handstamped date of 1877 revised to 1878 in pencil.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
map2F G4201.P3 1878 .R3 (PrCt)

Kansas - Maps - 1879


1 map : col. ; 55 x 76 cm., folded to 24 cm.
‘Compiled from the official records of the General Land Office and other sources by C. Roeser.’
At head of title: Department of the Interior, General Land Office, J.A. Williamson, commissioner.
Scale [1:950,400].
Ayer 133 .U57 1879 (NLO)

A Geographically correct map of Kansas & Colorado : showing principal cities & towns, including the famous health & pleasure resorts of the Rocky Mountains, reached by the Kansas Pacific Railway, the "Golden Belt Route".

[Kansas City? s.n., 1879].

Authors: Kansas Pacific Railway Company -- Smart, Stephen F. Leadville, Ten Mile, Eagle River, Elk Mountain, Tin Cup : and all other noted Colorado mining camps ... (1879) -- Ramsey, Millett & Hudson -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 25 x 64 cm., on sheet folded to 20 x 14 cm.

In: Smart, Stephen F. Leadville, Ten Mile, Eagle River, Elk Mountain, Tin Cup : and all other noted Colorado mining camps : illustrated, with accurate map of the Leadville district, and Kansas and Colorado, together with U.S. and state mining laws, and rules of the national land department (Kansas City, Mo. : Ramsey, Millett & Hudson, 1879), inside back cover. Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.

Digital image available on the Historic maps in Western Americana at the Newberry Library. Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)

Graff 3819, inside back cover (PrCt)


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : col. ; 31 x 48 cm. fold. in covers 16 x 9 cm. + index (19 p., [4] leaves)

Map, titled 'Rand McNally & Co.'s Kansas,' has red overprinting showing railroads. Index copyrighted 1879. Condition: Map torn at fold, else v. good. Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection. Previous location: B-19 AMcN III PC 2380 (PrCt)


Scale [ca. 1:1,530,000].


oversize RMcN atlas .C7 1881, p. 306-307 (PrCt)


Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928. Cram's unrivaled family atlas of the world (1883) 1 map : col. ; 23 x 29 cm.

In: Cram, George Franklin. Cram's unrivaled family atlas of the world (Chicago : Geo.F. Cram, c1883), p. 53.

folio G1019 .G463 1883b, p. 53 (PrCt)
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Cover title: Kansas.
Reduced in size.
Cf. Phillips 1710.
folio G4155 .E9 1982 (NLO)

40102 Kansas - Maps - 1887 <-> Counties - Maps
The Official state atlas of Kansas : compiled from
government surveys, county records, and
Authors: L.H. Everts & Co. -- L.H. Everts & Co.
SEE ALSO Everts, L. H. (Louis H.)
1 atlas (339 [i.e. 531] p., [25] folded leaves of plates) : ill., col. maps ; 46 cm.
LC Card Number: 83675976
oversize F 925 .642 (NLO)

40103 Kansas - Maps - 1887 - Railroads <-> Railroads - Maps
Railroad and county map of Kansas. Chicago : Geo. F. Cram, [1887].
Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928.
Cram's standard American atlas of the world (1887)
1 map : col. ; 39 x 55 cm.
In: Cram, George Franklin. Cram's standard
American atlas of the world (Chicago : George F. Cram, 1887), p. 94-95.
Keyed to town and railroad index on p. 90-92.
Case oversize G1019 .G455 1887, p. 94-95 (PrCt)

Authors: G.W. & C.B. Colton & Co. -- Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Company -- Geo. H. Ellis Company (Boston, Mass.)
1 map : col. ; 40 x 59 cm.
Detached from Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Company. Sixteenth annual report of the board of directors of the Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Co. to the stockholders ... 1887 (Boston: Geo. H. Ellis, 1888) [5A 7267 (1887 vol.) at end]
map4F G4201.P3 1888 C6 (PrCt)

40105 Kansas - Maps - 1888 - Railroads <-> Railroads - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company. Rand, McNally & Co.'s improved indexed business atlas and shipper's guide ... (1888) -- Rand McNally and Company. Commercial atlas (1888)
1 map : col. ; 31 x 49 cm.
Title in upper margin.
In Rand, McNally & Co.'s improved indexed business atlas and shipper's guide ... (Chicago: Rand McNally, 1888) p. 472-473.
Keyed to index of towns and railroads on p.470-471 and 474-479.
Uniform atlas title: Commercial atlas.
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .C7 1888, p. 472-473 (PrCt)

40106 Kansas - Maps - 1889 <-> Maps on stationery - Maps - 1889
Kansas, revised 1889. Topeka, Kan., 1889.
Authors: Crane (George W.) & Co., Topeka
1 map : col. ; 19 x 26 cm.
Letterhead stationery of Geo. W. Crane & Co. on verso.
M1062
map1F G4200 1889 .C7 (PrCt)

40107 Kansas - Maps - 1889 - Railroads <-> Railroads - Maps
1 map : col. ; 65 x 48 cm.
'Rand, McNally & Co.'s new business atlas map of Kansas. Copyright, 1888 ... ' -- at bottom left. Issued folded in accompanying index (43 p. ; 17 cm.);
forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
map4F G4201.P3 1889 .R3 (PrCt)

Authors: G.W. & C.B. Colton & Co. -- Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Company -- Geo. H. Ellis Company (Boston, Mass.)
1 map : col. ; 40 x 59 cm.
In Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Company. Eighteenth annual report of the board of directors to the stockholders ... 1890 [Boston?: Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Company?, 1890] at end
5A 7267 (1890 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

40109 Kansas - Maps - 1890 - Railroads <-> Railroads - Maps
Official railroad map of Kansas. Buffalo, N.Y.
Matthews-Northrup Co., 1890.
Authors: Kansas. Board of Railroad Commissioners -- Matthews-Northrup Company
1 map : col. ; 31 x 51 cm.
Issued folded in accompanying index (49 p.; 17 cm.): Rand McNally & Co.’s indexed county and township pocket map and shippers’ guide of Kansas. Chicago and New York: Rand, McNally & Co., c1894.

Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

40117 Kansas - Maps - 1895
The Matthews-Northrup up-to-date map of Kansas. Buffalo and New York: Matthews-Northrup Co., complete engraving and printing works, c1895.
Authors: Matthews-Northrup Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office
1 map: col.; 29 x 50 cm.
Cover title: The Matthews-Northrup up-to-date map: Kansas
Scale ‘21 miles to the inch.’
Plate no. 6.94 at bottom right.
Index on verso.
Issued in covers folded to 6 x 13 cm.
In ms. on verso: 6637 Jan. 28, 1895.
Series: Indexed vest pocket series.
map2F G4200 1895 .M3 (PrCt)

40118 Kansas - Maps - 1895 - Railroads
1 map: col.; 50 x 30 cm.
Issued folded in accompanying index (34 p.; 18 cm.): Rand, McNally & Co.'s indexed county and township pocket map and shippers' guide of Kansas. Chicago: Rand, McNally & Co., 1885.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
map2F G4201.P3 1885 .R3 (PrCt)

40119 Kansas - Maps - 1900-1960 - Topographic maps
Authors: Geological Survey (U.S.)
c. 56 maps: col.; on sheets 45 x 33 cm. fold. to 18 x 27 cm.
Scale 1:62,500.
Dates of publication vary.
Moffat lists 12 maps before 1940.
Coverage is not complete at this scale; see index map in box 68.
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisles 42 and 43 (July 2012).

40120 Kansas - Maps - 1900-1960 - Topographic maps
Kansas, 30 minute series (topographic). Washington, D.C. The Survey, [ca. 1891-ca.1918].
Authors: Geological Survey (U.S.)
c. 5 maps: col.; on sheets 45 x 33 cm. fold. to 18 x 27 cm.
Scale 1:125,000.
Dates of publication vary.
Moffat lists 74 maps before 1940.
Coverage is not complete at this scale; see index map in box 68.
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisles 42 and 43 (July 2012).
Reference: Moffat, Riley. Map index to topographic quadrangles of the United States, 1882-1940 (Santa Cruz, Calif.: Western Association of Map Libraries, 1986)
map6C G3700 19--.U5, box 68 (PrCt)

40121 Kansas - Maps - 1900-1960 - Topographic maps
Kansas, 7.5 minute series (topographic). Washington, D.C. The Survey, [ca. 1900-ca.1960].
Authors: Geological Survey (U.S.)
c. 2094 maps: col.; on sheets 54 x 44 cm. fold. to 17 x 28 cm.
Scale 1:24,000.
Dates of publication vary.
According to USGS, coverage at this scale complete in 1563 maps.
Coverage may not be complete at this scale; see index map in box 68.
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisles 42 and 43 (July 2012).
map6C G3700 19--.U5, boxes 68-74 (PrCt)

40122 Kansas - Maps - 1901 - Railroads
Kansas. [Chicago]: Rand McNally & Co., 1901, c1888.
1 map: col.; 47 x 65 cm.
Added title, top margin: Rand, McNally & Co.'s Kansas
Scale [ca. 1:1,010,000].
Keyed to 18 railroads numbered in red.
In Rand, McNally & Co.'s enlarged business atlas, 31st ed. (Chicago, 1901) p. 300-301; index and population statistics on p. 298-299 and

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
40125 Kansas - Maps - 1907 - Railroads<<>>Railroads - Maps
Kansas City Region (Kan. and Mo.) - Maps - 1907 - Railroads<<>>Kansas City-Western Railway - Maps - 1907<<>>Railroads - Maps
Map of the Kansas City-Western Railway. [New York : s.n., 1907].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1907) -- Kansas City-Western Railway
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Covers region bounded by Topeka, Leavenworth, and Kansas City.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1907) p. 1115
H 668 .703 (1907) p. 1115 (PrCt)

40126 Kansas - Maps - 1907 - Railroads<<>>Railroads - Maps
Kansas - Maps - 1907 - Railroads<<>>Railroads - Maps
Kansas City Region (Kan. and Mo.) - Maps - 1907 - Railroads<<>>Kansas City-Western Railway - Maps - 1907<<>>Railroads - Maps
Map of the Kansas City-Western Railway. [New York : Rand McNally & Co., 1907, c1903].
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
'Rand, McNally & Co.'s new business atlas map of Kansas. Copyright, 1907 ... Copyright, 1903 ...'
-- at bottom left.
Includes key to railroads numbered 5-45 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Kansas. Railroads.
Issued folded in accompanying index (34 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand, McNally & Co.'s indexed county and township pocket map and shippers' guide of Kansas. Chicago and New York : Rand, McNally & Co., c1907.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 307 (PrCt)

40127 Kansas - Maps - 1908 - Railroads<<>>Kansas City Region (Kan. and Mo.) - Maps - 1908 - Railroads<<>>Kansas City-Western Railway - Maps - 1908<><>Railroads - Maps
Map of the Kansas City-Western Railway. [New York : s.n., 1908].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1908) -- Kansas City-Western Railway
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Covers region bounded by Topeka, Leavenworth, and Kansas City.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1908) p. 1048
H 668 .703 (1908) p. 1048 (PrCt)

40128 Kansas - Maps - 1911 - Railroads<<>>Railroads - Maps
Kansas - Maps - 1911 - Railroads<<>>Railroads - Maps
Kansas City Region (Kan. and Mo.) - Maps - 1911 - Railroads<<>>Kansas City-Western Railway - Maps - 1911<<>>Railroads - Maps
Map of the Kansas City-Western Railway. [New York : s.n., 1911].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1911) -- Kansas City-Western Railway
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:1,010,100].
Keyed to 21 railroads numbered in red.
In Rand, McNally & Co.'s commercial atlas of America, 1st [i.e. 42nd?] ed. (Chicago, 1911) p. 286-287; index and population statistics on p. 288-290.
Uniform title: Commercial atlas.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection.
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .C7 1911, p. 286-287 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
40129 Kansas - Maps - 1913 - Railroads<->Roads - Maps


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Shippers' guide -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.

'Rand, McNally & Co.'s new business atlas map of Kansas. Copyright, 1903 ...' -- at bottom right. Includes key to railroads numbered 6-150 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Kansas railroads.

Issued folded in accompanying index (46 p.; 17 cm.): Rand McNally & Co.'s indexed county and township pocket map and shippers' guide of Kansas. Chicago and New York : Rand McNally & Co., c1914.

Uniform title: Shippers' guide.

'Copyrighted R.McN & Co Jan 16, 1914.' -- in ms. on title page verso.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 304 (PrCt)

40130 Kansas - Maps - 1913 - Railroads<->Roads - Maps


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Shippers' guide -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.

'Rand, McNally & Co.'s new business atlas map of Kansas. Copyright, 1903 ...' -- at bottom right. Includes key to railroads numbered 5-150 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Kansas railroads.


Uniform title: Shippers' guide.

'Copyrighted R.McN & Co Jan 3rd 1916. CJW' -- in ms. on title page verso.

'11-1 Envelope 13' -- in ms. on cover.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 303 (PrCt)

40131 Kansas - Maps - 1914 - Railroads<->Roads - Maps


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Shippers' guide -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.

'Rand, McNally & Co.'s new business atlas map of Kansas. Copyright, 1903 ...' -- at bottom right. Includes key to railroads numbered 6-150 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Kansas railroads.

Issued folded in accompanying index (46 p.; 17 cm.): Rand-McNally & Co.'s indexed county and township pocket map and shippers' guide of Kansas. Chicago and New York : Rand McNally & Co., c1914.

Uniform title: Shippers' guide.

'Copyrighted R.McN & Co Jan 16, 1914.' -- in ms. on title page verso.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 302 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Added title, top margin: Kansas.
Running title, top margin: Commercial atlas of America.
Scale [ca. 1:1,010,000].
Keyed to 23 railroads numbered in red.
In Rand McNally commercial atlas of America, 52nd ed. (Chicago, 1921) p. 270-271; index and population statistics on p. 272-274.
Uniform title: Commercial atlas.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection.
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .C7 1921, p. 270-271 (PrCt)

40139 Kansas - Maps - 1922 - Railroads<<>>Kansas - Maps - 1922 - Road maps<<>>Road maps<<>>Railroads - Maps
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
'The Rand McNally new commercial atlas map of Kansas'--at top right.
Plate no.: 217G.
Includes key to railroads numbered 6-162 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Kansas railroads.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Kansas. 1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm. Plate no.: 1029G.
Issued folded in accompanying index (38 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Kansas. Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1923.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Handstamp on front cover: Register of copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.
'3/14/23' -- in ms. on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 297 (PrCt)

40141 Kansas - Maps - 1924 - Railroads<<>>Kansas - Maps - 1924 - Road maps<<>>Road maps<<>>Railroads - Maps
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
'The Rand McNally new commercial atlas map of Kansas'--at top right.
Plate no.: 9R23
Includes key to railroads numbered 6-162 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Kansas railroads.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Kansas. 1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm. Plate no.: 1029G.
Issued folded in accompanying index (38 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Kansas. Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1924.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Handstamp on front cover: Register of copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.
'2/19/24' -- in ms. on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 295 (PrCt)

40140 Kansas - Maps - 1923 - Railroads<<>>Kansas - Maps - 1923 - Road maps<<>>Road maps<<>>Railroads - Maps
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
'The Rand McNally new commercial atlas map of Kansas'--at top right.
Plate no.: 217H.
Includes key to railroads numbered 6-162 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Kansas railroads.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Includes key to railroads numbered 6-162 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Kansas railroads.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Kansas. 1 map: col.; 47 x 64 cm. Includes key to 11 named 'principal trails in Kansas.' Plate no.: 2N24.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Handstamp on front cover: Register of copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.
'4/17/24' -- in ms. on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 296 (PrCt)

40145 Kansas - Maps - 1925 - Railroads<>Kansas - Maps - 1925 - Road maps<>Road maps<>Road maps
1 map: col.; 62 x 80 on sheet 73 x 88 cm. Keyed to 99 named road signs.
Scale [ca. 1:1,267,000].
Plate no.: F-17-A.
Cover title: Rand McNally official auto trails map: Nebraska, Kansas.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 126 (PrCt)

40146 Kansas - Maps - 1925 - Road maps<>Hutchinson Oil Co. (Hutchinson, Kan.) - Maps - 1925<>Road maps
Tourists' map of Kansas : showing all trails and their names, main automobile roads ... /compliments of ... Hutchinson Oil Co., Hutchinson, Kansas. Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [ca. 1925].
Authors: Hutchinson Oil Co. (Hutchinson, Kan.) -- Rand McNally Company -- Rand McNally Company and Tractor Oil SEE Hutchinson Oil Co.
1 map: col.; 32 x 21 cm., on sheet folded to 24 x 17 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally official auto trails map: Nebraska, Kansas.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 296 (PrCt)
railroads.

On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Kansas. 1 map : col. : 47 x 64 cm. Includes key to 11 named ‘Principal trails in Kansas.’ Issued folded in accompanying index (41 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Kansas. San Francisco; Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1926.

Uniform title: Shippers guide.


Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).

**RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 293 (PrCt)**

---

**40152 Kansas - Maps - 1926 - Road maps<<<>>Road maps**


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 63 x 80 on sheet 73 x 88 cm.

Keyed to 37 named road signs.

Scale (ca.1:1,250,000)::


Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto road map : Kansas, Nebraska (Chicago and New York: Rand McNally, 1926). 48 p. : maps, ill. ; 19 cm.

Title page handstamped "Register of copyrights, Library of Congress ...", dated "4-16-26" and cited"L. closet 4-4" in ms.

Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.

Uniform title: Auto trails

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

**RMcN Auto Trails 4C 254 (PrCt)**

---

**40153 Kansas - Maps - 1926 - Road maps<<<>>Road maps**


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 63 x 80 on sheet 73 x 88 cm.

Keyed to 37 named road signs.

Scale [ca.1:1,250,000].:


Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto road map : Kansas, Nebraska (Chicago and New York: Rand McNally, 1926). 48 p. : maps, ill. ; 19 cm.

Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.

Uniform title: Auto trails

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).

**RMcN Auto Trails 4C 254 (PrCt)**

---

**40154 Kansas - Maps - 1926 - Road maps<<<>>Road maps**

*Gallup’s comprehensive road map of Kansas.* Kansas City, Mo. Gallup Map & Supply Co., [1926?].

Authors: Gallup Map Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 28 x 43 cm. on sheet 31 x 46 cm.

Date from AE Index.

Blank on verso.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 47.11 (PrCt)**

---

**40155 Kansas - Maps - 1926 - Road maps<<<>>Road maps**


Authors: State Highway Commission of Kansas -- Kansas. State printing plant -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : 41 x 54 cm. on sheet 43 x 56 cm.

At lower right: Feb. 1926.

Verso blank with exception of title panel.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 47.12 (PrCt)**

---

**40156 Kansas - Maps - 1927 - Railroads<<<>>Railroads - Maps**


1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.

Plate no.: 7R26

Includes key to railroads numbered 6-162 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Kansas railroads.

On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Kansas. 1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm. Includes key to 11 named ‘Principal trails in Kansas.’

Issued folded in accompanying index (40 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Kansas. San Francisco; Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1927.

Uniform title: Shippers guide.


Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection

---

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Kansas - Maps - 1927 - Road maps

Kansas - Maps - 1927

1 map : col. ; 62 x 80 on sheet 73 x 88 cm.
Scale [ca.1:1,252,000].:
Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto road map of Kansas, Nebraska (Chicago and New York: Rand McNally, 1927). 48 p. : maps, ill. ; 19 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally official auto road map : Kansas, Nebraska.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 310 (PrCt)

Kansas - Maps - 1927 - Road maps

Kansas - Maps - 1927 - Road maps

1 map : col. ; 62 x 80 on sheet 73 x 88 cm.
Scale [ca.1:1,252,000].:
Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto road map of Kansas, Nebraska (Chicago and New York: Rand McNally, 1927). 48 p. : maps, ill. ; 19 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally official auto road map : Kansas, Nebraska.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 310 (PrCt)

Kansas - Maps - 1927 - Road maps

Kansas - Maps - 1927 - Road maps

1 map : col. ; 62 x 80 on sheet 73 x 88 cm.
Scale [ca.1:1,252,000].:
Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto road map of Kansas, Nebraska (Chicago and New York: Rand McNally, 1927). 48 p. : maps, ill. ; 19 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally official auto road map : Kansas, Nebraska.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 310 (PrCt)

Kansas - Maps - 1927 - Road maps

Kansas - Maps - 1927 - Road maps
Panel art: Standard brand logos.
Panel no. ADV-584 (A.D. 994).
Added title: Standard Oil Company (Indiana)
official road map: Kansas. Plate no. B-133 J.C.
Shows locations of Standard service stations.
On verso: Standard Oil Company (Indiana)
territorial road map featuring federal system of
highways. Plate no. B-102 S.C.
Bears 1928 date codes, but dated 1929 on AE
Index.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 47.17 (PrCt)

40169 Kansas - Maps - 1928 - Road
maps>>>Nebraska - Maps - 1928 - Road
maps>>>Road maps
Rand McNally official 1928 auto road map:
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 58 on sheet 46 x 69 cm.
Scale [ca.1:1,330,000].
On verso: Rand McNally official auto road map:
Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying
index: Rand McNally official auto road map of
Kansas, Nebraska ... (Chicago and New York:
Rand McNally, 1928). 48 p. : maps, ill. ; 19 cm.
Title page handstamped "Register of copyrights,
Library of Congress ..." and dated "4-28-28" in
ms.
Cover title: Rand McNally official auto road map:
Kansas, Nebraska.
Cover art (1 panel, O.B.BL): Indian sketching
pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 30 (PrCt)

40170 Kansas - Maps - 1928 - Road
maps>>>Road maps
Kansas, United States. Chicago : H.M. Gousha
Co., [1928].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Independent
Oil Men of America -- H.M. Gousha Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 0, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry
Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 64 (PrCt)

40171 Kansas - Maps - 1928 - Road
maps>>>Road maps
Kansas. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1928].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil
Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry
Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 0, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry
Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 91 (PrCt)

40172 Kansas - Maps - 1928 - Road
maps>>>Road maps
Kansas. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1928].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Standard Oil
Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 2.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry
Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 102 (PrCt)
40173 Kansas - Maps - 1928 - Road maps
Highway map of Missouri : "the right way" : complete road information . Topeka, Kan. Highway Map Company, [1928].
Authors: Highway Map Company (Topeka, Kan.). -- Cutler, T. H., fl. 1928 -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 36 x 40 cm.
Panel title.
"T. H. Cutler, state highway engineer."
Date from AE 70 ms. index.
Includes advertisements and directory of service stations, hotels and retail stores.
Panel art: Car on road within oval.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 70.15 (PrCt)

40174 Kansas - Maps - 1928 - Road maps
Service Stations - Kansas - Maps - 1928 - Directories
Highway map of Kansas. Topeka, Kan. Highway Map Company, [1928?].
Authors: Highway Map Company (Topeka, Kan.). -- Buck, W. V. -- Peerless Oil Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 23 x 47 cm. on sheet 43 x 72 cm. W. V. Buck, state highway engineer."
Date from AE index.
Panel no. D 03911.
Includes directory of service stations, hotels and retail stores.
Panel title.
Advertises on verso.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 47.16 (PrCt)

40175 Kansas - Maps - 1928 - Road maps
Service Stations - Kansas - Maps - 1928 - Directories
Highway map and guide of Kansas. Aurora, Mo. Mid-west Map Company, [1928?].
Authors: Mid-West Map Company -- Authorized Guide & Map Service -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 36 x 53 cm. on sheet 37 x 56 cm.
Date from AE Index.
Panel no. Q60618.
Verso includes directory of Authorized service stations numbered 11-309.
Sheet trimmed at bottom, resulting in some loss of text.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 47.15 (PrCt)

40177 Kansas - Maps - 1929 - Road maps
Nebraska - Maps - 1929 - Road maps
Authors: Langwith, A. L. (Alfred Logan) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; col. ; 25 x 43 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 80 ms. index.
RMcN AE 80.12 (PrCt)

40178 Kansas - Maps - 1929 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Panel title. Distribution: NL 1, LC 0, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 115 (PrCt)

40179 Kansas - Maps - 1929 - Road maps
Kansas. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1929].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title. Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 260 (PrCt)

40180 Kansas - Maps - 1929 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Independent Oil Men of America -- Valley Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title. Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 181 (PrCt)

40181 Kansas - Maps - 1929 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Marland Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title. Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 208 (PrCt)

40182 Kansas - Maps - 1929 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title. Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 245 (PrCt)

40183 Kansas - Maps - 1929 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title. Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 260 (PrCt)
**Highways of Kansas / the K-T Oil Corporation, Wichita, Kansas.** Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1930?].


1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm. Panel title.

Added title: Rand McNally special auto road map of Kansas Plate no. L-1117

Identifies locations of K-T gas stations. Map on verso (29 x 44 cm.): [Road map of the western United States].

Panel art: Illustration of car on a mountain road.


Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 1574 (PrCt)

**Kansas - Maps - 1930 - Road maps**

**Middle West - Maps - 1930 - Road maps**

**United States Highway 40 - Maps - 1930**

**Road maps**

**Tourist guide for Kansas and surrounding territory / Long Oil Co.** [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Company, [1930?].

Authors: Long Oil Company -- Independent Oil Men of America -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 39 x 79 cm., folded to 21 x 10 cm. Panel title.

Added title: Long Oil Company road map of Kansas, southern Nebraska, eastern Colorado. "United States interstate route 40 S. and 40 shown in red".

Maps on verso (18 x 39 cm. and smaller): [Road map of the midwestern United States] -- Greater Kansas City -- Atchison -- Manhattan -- Lawrence -- Topeka.

Panel art: Illustration of car at Long’s gas station with Independent Oil logo.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 4184 (PrCt)

**Kansas - Maps - 1930 - Road maps**

**Middle West - Maps - 1930 - Road maps**

**West (U.S.) - Maps - 1930 - Road maps**

**Wilcox road map : Kansas.** Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1930].

Authors: H.F. Wilcox Oil and Gas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm. on sheet 46 x 61 cm. Panel art: Service station.

Added title: Rand McNally special auto road map of Kansas Plate no. L-1117.

Verso includes a mileage distance table and: Wilcox road map of the central-western states. Plate no. L.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 46.7 (PrCt)

**Kansas - Maps - 1930 - Road maps**

**Nebraska - Maps - 1930 - Road maps**

**Texaco road map : 1930 : Kansas, Nebraska**


Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 53 x 68 cm. on sheet 56 x 71 cm. Verso blank.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 46.8 (PrCt)

**Kansas - Maps - 1930 - Road maps**

**Nebraska - Maps - 1930 - Road maps**

**Texaco road map : 1930 : Kansas-Nebraska**


Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 53 x 68 cm.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 79.9 (PrCt)

**Kansas - Maps - 1930 - Road maps**

**Road maps**

**Kansas.** Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1930.

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 folded map Panel title.

Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 281 (PrCt)

**Kansas - Maps - 1930 - Road maps**

**Road maps**

**Kansas.** Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1930].

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Dixie Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 folded map Panel title.

Distribution: NL 1, LC 0, DUP 0.

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Kansas - Maps - 1930 - Road maps

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 406 (PrCt)

Kansas - Maps - 1930 - Road maps

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 443 (PrCt)

Kansas - Maps - 1931 - Middle West - Maps - 1931 - Road maps

Authors: Skelly Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 57 cm. + text (8 p. ; 18 cm.)
Panel art: Outlines of cars, Skelly logo.
Added title: Rand McNally senior 1931 auto road map : Kansas, Nebraska.
Plate nos. "30%", "7R30" and "12N2." Includes key to railroads and insents of the Wichita-Hutchinson region and the Topeka-Kansas City region (11 cm. x 16 cm. and 11 x 18 cm.) -- Rand McNally official 1931 auto road map : Kansas, Nebraska.
Plate no. M-1115.
Index includes maps of greater Kansas City, Atchinson, Topeka, and Wichita (p. 34-37).
Cover art: Cars on road alongside passenger train.
"50¢" -- printed on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).

RMcN Pocket 4C 75 (PrCt)
40200  Kansas - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
     Nebraska - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
     Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
     1 map : col. ; 53 x 68 cm. on sheet 57 x 73 cm.
     Plate no. M-1115.
     Verso blank.
     Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
     RMcN AE 46.9 (PrCt)

40201  Kansas - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
     Nebraska - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
     Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
     1 map : col. ; 53 x 68 cm. on sheet 56 x 71 cm.
     Spring edition."
     Verso blank.
     Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
     RMcN AE 46.10 (PrCt)

40202  Kansas - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
     Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
     1 folded map
     Panel title.
     Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
     Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
     Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
     Gousha Clients 465 (PrCt)

40203  Kansas - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
     Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
     1 folded map
     Panel title.
     Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
     Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
     Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
     Gousha Clients 465 (PrCt)

40204  Kansas - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
     Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Sinclair Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
     1 folded map
     Panel title.
     Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
     Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
     Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
     Gousha Clients 581 (PrCt)

40205  Kansas - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
     Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
     1 folded map
     Panel title.
     Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
     Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
     Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
     Gousha Clients 608 (PrCt)

40206  Kansas - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
     Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
     1 map : col. ; 39 x 58 cm. on sheet 46 x 61 cm.
     Panel art: Standard brand logos.
     Panel no. ADV- 733 (A. D. 3645).
     Added title: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) 1931 official road map: Kansas. Plate no. E-233-J.
     Shows locations of Standard service stations.
     Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
     RMcN AE 47.20 (PrCt)

40207  Kansas - Maps - 1932 - Road maps
     Middle West - Maps - 1932 - Road maps
     West (U.S.) - Maps - 1932 - Road maps
     Authors: H.F. Wilcox Oil and Gas Company --
Kansas - Maps - 1932 - Road maps

40208

Kansas - Maps - 1932 - Road maps

40209

Kansas - Maps - 1932 - Road maps

40210

Kansas - Maps - 1932 - Road maps

40211

Kansas - Maps - 1932 - Road maps

40212

Kansas - Maps - 1932 - Road maps

40213

Kansas - Maps - 1932 - Road maps

40214

Kansas - Maps - 1932 - Road maps

Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm. on sheet 46 x 61 cm.
Panel art: Service station.
On verso: Wilcox road map of the central-western states. Plate no. N.
AE Index lists as "Sr."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 46.13 (PrCt)

40208 Kansas - Maps - 1932 - Road maps

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 68 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: 1932 Texaco road map : Kansas-Nebraska
Plate no. A 5. 2722
Maps on verso (36 x 52 cm. and smaller): Texaco road map, 1932 : United States -- Topeka -- Wichita -- Hutchinson -- Lincoln -- Greater Kansas City -- Omaha.
Panel art: Texaco compass on U. S. outline.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 79.17 (PrCt)

40209 Kansas - Maps - 1932 - Road maps

Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 45 x 69 cm. on sheet 56 x 71cm.
Panel art: Swordsman.
Plate no. N - 13 - P.
Shows locations of Cities Service stations.
Verso includes 5 city maps and: Cities Service road map of United States. Plate no. I11.N44N.
AE Index lists as "Sr."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 46.14 (PrCt)

40210 Kansas - Maps - 1932 - Road maps

Kansas. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1932].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Gousha Clients 633 (PrCt)

40211 Kansas - Maps - 1932 - Road maps

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil Company -- Lee, Robert E., fl. 1933 -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Cover: License plate motif.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 0, DUP 0.
Panel art: Shell logo, license plates, couple in convertible car (woman driving), dog, signed by artist "Robert E. Lee."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 697 (PrCt)

40212 Kansas - Maps - 1932 - Road maps

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Sinclair Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 738 (PrCt)

40213 Kansas - Maps - 1932 - Road maps

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 770 (PrCt)

40214 Kansas - Maps - 1932 - Road maps

Authors: Producers and Refiners Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm. on sheet 46 x 61 cm.
Panel art: Light beacons over cars and cityscape.
Gousha Clients 770 (PrCt)
40215 Kansas - Maps - 1932 - Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm. on sheet 46 x 61 cm.
Panel art: Standard brand logos.
Panel no. ADV.- 759 ( A. D. 4527).
Added title: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) 1932 official road map: Kansas. Plate no. F-233-J. C.
Shows locations of Standard service stations.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 46.12 (PrCt)

40216 Kansas - Maps - 1932 - Road maps
Kansas state highway system. Topeka, Kan.
State Highway Commission, 1932.
Authors: State Highway Commission of Kansas -- Kansas. State printing plant -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; on sheet 43 x 56 cm.
Corrected to January 1, 1932."
Panel art: none.
Panel no. 14-2532-s.
Includes inset of Kansas City region.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 47.21 (PrCt)

40217 Kansas - Maps - 1932 - Road maps
Authors: State Highway Commission of Kansas -- Kansas. State printing plant -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; on sheet 43 x 56 cm.
May 1, 1932." Panel art: none.
Panel no. 14-3956-s.
Includes inset of Kansas City region.
Verso includes mileage table and list of county auto license tag prefix numbers.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 47.24 (PrCt)

40218 Kansas - Maps - 1932 - Road maps
United States - Maps - 1932 - Pictorial maps
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
 Kansas - Maps - 1933 - Road maps

**Kansas - Maps - 1933 - Road maps**

*Conoco official road map of Kansas. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, 1933.*
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company --Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 45 x 69 cm. on sheet 56 x 71 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo, license plates, woman
Distribution: NL 1, LC 0, DUP 0.
Gousha Clients 827 (PrCt)

**Kansas - Maps - 1933 - Road maps**

Authors: Cities Service Oil Company --Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 45 x 69 cm. on sheet 56 x 71 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo, license plates, woman
Distribution: NL 1, LC 0, DUP 0.
Gousha Clients 827 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

40229 Kansas - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 919 (PrCt)

40230 Kansas - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Tide Water Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 961 (PrCt)

40231 Kansas - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Kansas state highway system. Topeka : State Highway Commission, 1933.
Authors: State Highway Commission of Kansas -- Kansas. State printing plant -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; on sheet 43 x 71 cm.
April 1, 1933.
Panel art: none.
Panel no. 14-7585-s.
Verso includes mileage table and list of county auto license tag prefix numbers.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 47.25 (PrCt)

40232 Kansas - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- National Broadcasting Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 64 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Panel art: Dinosaur, ship, train, plane, N.B.C. radio's Sinclair Minstrels, gas station.
Added title: Sinclair 1933 official road map: Kansas. Plate no. J 1.013M.
AE Index lists as "Sr."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 46.18 (PrCt)

40233 Kansas - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Missouri - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Kansas City Region (Kan. and Mo.) - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Fairfax Bridge (Kansas City, Kan.) - Access routes - Maps - 1934 - Fairfax Bridge (Kansas City, Kan.) - Pictorial works - 1934 - Road maps
The Direct route : save time, save mileage : Fairfax Bridge / Regional Bridge Co. Kansas City, Mo. Gallup Map & Supply Co., [1934 or later].
Authors: Regional Bridge Co. (Kansas and Missouri) -- Gallup Map Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Fairfax Bridge Regional Bridge Co. (Kansas and Missouri) SEE Regional Bridge Co. (Kansas and Missouri)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 57 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Gallup's road map of Kansas City and surrounding territory.
"On September 27, 1934, the bridge was accepted by the Regional Bridge Company and immediately turned over to the Missouri and Kansas Highway Departments ..."
Map on verso (44 x 29 cm.): [Greater Kansas City area].
Panel art: Color bird's-eye view of Fairfax Bridge and surrounding area.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 5069 (PrCt)

40234 Kansas - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Nebraska - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 68 cm. on sheet 56 x 71 cm.
Spring edition.
Panel art: Texaco compass on U. S. outline.
Added title: 1934 Texaco road map: Kansas, Nebraska. Plate no. P.22.
Verso includes six 6 city maps and: Texaco road map: 1934: United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 46.19 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
40243 Kansas - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (3 panel, R,Y): Diagonal “Shell” on red stripe, logo.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1113 (PrCt)

40244 Kansas - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Tide Water Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (1 panel, O,BL): "Tydol trails thru...[photo woman, attendant, gas pump] Ask the man at the pump!"
Plate no. H-233-JC.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1203 (PrCt)

40245 Kansas - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

Authors: Marathon Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; col. ; 38 x 58 cm. on sheet 46 x 61 cm.
Panel art: Marathon runner.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 46.21 (PrCt)

40246 Kansas - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

Shell road map : Kansas. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1934].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; col. ; 38 x 57 cm. on sheet 46 x 61 cm.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Added title: Shell official road map: Kansas. Plate no. H-233-J. C.
On verso: Shell official road map: United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 47.28 (PrCt)

40247 Kansas - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map ; col. ; 42 x 64 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Panel art: Boy with toy dinosaur waving to woman in car.
AE Index lists as "Sr."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 46.23 (PrCt)

40248 Kansas - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

Authors: State Highway Commission of Kansas -- Kansas. State printing plant -- Brink, John G. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; col. ; on sheet 44 x 71 cm.
April 1, 1934."
Panel art: none.
Panel nos. 15-3000 and 3-34--5M.
Verso includes mileage table and list of county auto license tag prefix numbers.
Panel stamped "Received May 3 1934" and signed "Brink" in red crayon.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 47.27 (PrCt)

40249 Kansas - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

Authors: State Highway Commission of Kansas -- Kansas. State printing plant -- Brink, John G. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; sheet 44 x 71 cm.
September 1, 1934."
Panel art: none.
Panel nos. 15-6818 and 2-35--3M.
Verso includes mileage table and list of county auto license tag prefix numbers.
Panel stamped "Received May 7 1935" and signed "Brink" in red crayon.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 47.29 (PrCt)

40250 Kansas - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
[Texaco road map of Kansas]. [Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, 1934?].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; on sheet trimmed to 25 x 49 cm.
Title and imprint supplied by cataloger.
Imperfect; editor's copy of a Texaco road map trimmed on all sides to outline a single U.S. state. Date from previous binding marked "Points of Interest" and dated 1934.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 189.14 (PrCt)

40251 Kansas - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Missouri - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Kansas, Missouri : with routes to Denver, Omaha, Des Moines, Chicago, Indianapolis, Memphis, Little Rock, Oklahoma City and Trinidad, Colo. : Gousha guide. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, c1935.
38 p. : col. maps ; 24 x 31 cm.
Cover title.
"Guide G" -- front cover.
Uniform title: Gousha guide.
Imprint inside front cover.
"Copyright July 1935."
"Formerly the Hobbs guide."
Includes national index map to Gousha guides covering U.S. regions A-S, city maps, route itineraries with mileages, elevation profiles, key to road surfaces (asphalt, gravel, macadam, etc.), and directories of local hotels, tourist attractions, etc.
Foldout map following p. 18: Guide 'G' index map of Kansas, Missouri (Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1935]). 1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.
Plate no. I-10.
"25¢" -- front cover.

Cover art: profile of car in motion.
Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Company Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34, Range 7 (Jan. 2011).
folio Gousha atlas 1935 .G6, guide G (PrCt)

40252 Kansas - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Missouri - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 68 cm. on sheet 56 x 71 cm.
Panel art: Texaco compass and framed sign.
Added title: Texaco road map: Kansas, Nebraska. Plate no. 3322.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 46.24 (PrCt)

40253 Kansas - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Missouri - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Kansas, Nebraska : Texaco road map. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1935?].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 53 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco road map: Kansas, Nebraska.
Includes table of "State and federal gasoline taxes as of May 23rd, 1935."
Plate no. 3322.
Maps on verso (35 x 51 cm. and smaller): Texaco road map: United States -- Topeka -- Wichita -- Hutchinson -- Lincoln -- Kansas City -- Omaha.
Panel art: Texaco compass logo.
Adhesive label no. "22" on verso.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 170.22 (PrCt)

40254 Kansas - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Missouri - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 68 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco road map: Kansas, Nebraska.
Date from RMcN AE 79 ms. index.
Plate no. 3322
Maps on verso (35 x 51 cm. and smaller): Texaco road map: United States -- Topeka -- Wichita -- Hutchinson -- Lincoln -- Greater Kansas City -- Omaha.
Panel art: Texaco compass.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 79.29 (PrCt)

40259 Kansas - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Travel Kansas with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1935?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Texaco scarf blowing in wind.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1269 (PrCt)

40256 Kansas - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Authors: Derby Oil Company (Wichita, Kan.) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm. on sheet 46 x 61 cm.
Panel art: Derby logo, car on road by river.
AE Index lists as "Sr." and "Marathon & Derby."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 46.27 (PrCt)

40257 Kansas - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Travel Kansas with the Independent. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1935?].
Authors: Globe Oil & Refining Companies -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Globe gas station attendant; slogans"we are home owned" and "keep rollin' with Globe."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1373 (PrCt)

40258 Kansas - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Cities Service road map of Kansas. Chicago :
H.M. Gousha Co., 1935.
Authors: H. M Gousha Company -- Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1269 (PrCt)
40262 Kansas - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
N.A.C. road map of Kansas ... / prepared by Engineering Department, National Automobile Club. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1935?]. Authors: National Automobile Club -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: National Automobile Club logo, list of district offices.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1398 (PrCt)

40263 Kansas - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
1 map; col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1433 (PrCt)

40264 Kansas - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
1 map; col.; 38 x 57 cm. on sheet 46 x 61 cm.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 46.25 (PrCt)

40265 Kansas - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
1 map; col.; 42 x 64 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Panel art: Group of dinosaurs.

40266 Kansas - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
1 map; col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Photo of gas station attendant and slogan "let the Standard Oil Company serve you."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1502 (PrCt)

40267 Kansas - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
1 map; col.; 38 x 58 cm. on sheet 46 x 61 cm.
Panel art: Attendant, couple driving, two women talking to attendant.
Added title: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) 1935 official road map: Kansas. Plate no. I-7528-J.C.
Verso includes maps of Topeka, Wichita, the Kansas City region and: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) 1935 official road map: United States. Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 47.30 (PrCt)

40268 Kansas - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
1 map; col.; on sheet 44 x 71 cm. April 1, 1935.
Panel art: none.
Panel nos. 15-7528-s and 5-35--10,100.
Verso includes mileage table and list of counties showing auto license tag prefix numbers.
Panel stamped "Received JUN 13 1935" and signed "Briule" in red crayon.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 47.31 (PrCt)
Added title: Conoco official road map: Kansas
Date from RMcN AE 158 ms. index.
Plate no. 2-J-5
Maps on verso (28 x 21 cm. and smaller):
Kansas City and vicinity -- Dodge City --
Hutchinson -- Wichita -- Manhattan -- Topeka --
Lawrence -- St. Joseph -- Leavenworth.
Panel art: Conoco logo over outline of North America.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 158.21 (PrCt)

40276 Kansas - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Dixie 1936-1937 road map: Kansas. Chicago:
Rand McNally & Company, [1936].
Authors: Dixie Oil Company -- Rand McNally and
Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Panel art: Dixie logo.
Added title: Rand McNally road map of Kansas.
Plate no. R.3610.
On verso: Rand McNally road map of United
States. Plate no. R.3512.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 50.6 (PrCt)

40277 Kansas - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Travel Kansas with the Independent. Chicago:
H.M. Gousha Co., [1936].
Authors: Globe Oil & Refining Companies -- H.M.
Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Globe gas station attendant;
slogans "we are home owned" and "keep rollin' with Globe."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1650 (PrCt)

40278 Kansas - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M.
Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Phillips 66 ... 1936 official road map:
Kansas.
Plate nos. "333-J." and "11-J."
Map on verso (29 x 44 cm.): Phillips 66 ... 1936
official road map: United States.
Panel art: Plane, car and boat under Phillips 66
logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 162.42 (PrCt)

40279 Kansas - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
1936 Road map: Kansas / Shell. Chicago: H.M.
Gousha Co., 1936.
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha
Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with
confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1708 (PrCt)

40280 Kansas - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
1935 road map: Kansas /Shell... Chicago: Rand
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- Rand McNally and
Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell official road map: Kansas.
Plate no. Q.13
Map on verso (44 x 28 cm.): Shell official road
map: United States.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 163.15B (PrCt)

40281 Kansas - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Kansas: Sinclair road map. Chicago: Rand
McNally & Company, [1936].
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally
and Company -- Helck, Peter, 1893-1988 -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Panel art: Service station; signed "Helck."
Added title: Sinclair road map: Kansas. Plate no.
R.3610.
On verso: Sinclair recreational map: United
States. Plate no. R.3420.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 50.3 (PrCt)

40282 Kansas - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Kansas: Mobilgas ... Chicago: Rand McNally &
Company, [1936].
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand
McNally and Company -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Panel art: Mobilgas sign in circle with compass
logo.
40283 Kansas - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Guiding you through Kansas ... Sovereign Service ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1936].
Authors: Sovereign Service -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Panel art: Sovereign logo, attendant, woman driving.
Added title: 1936 Kansas road guide ... . Plate no. R.3610.
Verso includes 4 city maps and: Rand McNally road map of Kansas. Plate no. R.3512.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
R McN AE 50.5 (PrCt)

40284 Kansas - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 46 x 68 cm.
Panel art: Standard crown in compass above cars.
Added title: 1936 Kansas road guide ... . Plate no. R.3610.
Verso includes 5 city maps and: 1936 United States road map ... . Plate no. R.3512.
Below Kansas City map: ADV. 759 (A. D. 7923).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
R McN AE 46.28 (PrCt)

40285 Kansas - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 46 x 68 cm.
Panel art: Standard crown in compass above cars.
Added title: 1936 Kansas road map ... . Plate no. R.3610.
Verso includes 5 city maps and: 1936 United States road map ... . Plate no. R.3512.

40286 Kansas - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Tydol trails thru Kansas ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, 1936.
Authors: Tide Water Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 37 x 57 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: 1936 Tydol trails : Kansas.
Plate nos. "333 J." and "11-J."
Maps on verso (28 x 43 cm. and 9 x 22 cm.):
1936 Tydol trails : United States -- Kansas City and vicinity
Panel art: Cartoon of Tydol "Little Engineer"; automobile license plate.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
R McN AE 171.6B (PrCt)
Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Map of United States, car, Cities Service sign and "serves a nation" slogan.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1837 (PrCt)

Kansas - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Travel Kansas with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co. , [1937?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1883 (PrCt)

Kansas - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Travel Kansas with Conoco : every Conoco station is a branch of the Conoco Travel Bureau.
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1937].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Conoco official road map : Kansas Date from RMcN AE 158 ms. index.
Plate no. "333-J.C." and "10-K"
Maps on verso (28 x 21 cm. and smaller):
Kansas City and vicinity -- Dodge City -- Hutchinson -- Wichita -- Manhattan -- Topeka -- Lawrence -- St. Joseph -- Leavenworth.
Panel art: Conoco logo over outline of North America.
Handstamped "1937" and "copyrighted".
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 158.23A (PrCt)

Kansas - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Travel Kansas with the Independent. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1937?].
Authors: Globe Oil & Refining Companies -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Globe gas station attendant; slogans "we are home owned" and "keep rollin' with Globe."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1921 (PrCt)

Kansas - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Konoco road map : Kansas. Chicago : KonsOil Co., [1937?].
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Outdoor recreation scenes, car, and slogan "Travel carefree and trouble-free with Pennfield and Paraland products."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1915 (PrCt)

Kansas - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
KonsOil road map : Kansas. Chicago : KonsOil Co., [1937?].
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "there's a Phillips station ahead."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1960 (PrCt)

Kansas - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
KonsOil road map : Kansas. Chicago : KonsOil Co., [1937?].
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 2036 (PrCt)

Kansas - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Helck, Peter, 1893-1988 -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 64 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Panel art: Service station; signed "Helck."
Added title: Sinclair road map: Kansas. Plate no.
40303 Kansas - Maps - 1938 - Road maps<<>>Great Plains - Maps - 1938 - Road maps<<>>Road maps

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 37 x 67 cm. on sheet 54 x 71 cm.
Panel art: U.S. outline.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Kansas. Plate no. T.3814. Includes insets of 5 cities.
On verso: Texaco sectional trip map [of the Great Plains states]. Plate no. T.3850. Includes insets of the Kansas City, Chicago and Minneapolis regions.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 50.13 (PrCt)

40304 Kansas - Maps - 1938 - Road maps<<>>Great Plains - Maps - 1938 - Road maps<<>>Road maps

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 37 x 67 cm. on sheet 54 x 71 cm.
Panel art: U.S. outline.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Kansas. Plate no. T.3814. Includes insets of 5 cities.
On verso: Texaco sectional trip map [of the Great Plains states]. Plate no. T.3850. Includes insets of the Kansas City, Chicago and Minneapolis regions.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 50.14 (PrCt)

40305 Kansas - Maps - 1938 - Road maps<<>>Kansas City Region (Kan. and Mo.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps<<>>Road maps

Travel Kansas with Conoco: every Conoco station is a branch of the Conoco Travel Bureau.
Chicago: H.M. Gousha Company, [1938].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Conoco ... official road map of Kansas
Date from RMcN AE 159 ms. index.
Plate no. 333-J.C. 10-L
Map on verso (28 x 44 cm.): Cities Service road map of the United States.
Panel art: Cities Service sign, car on winding road.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 18 1938 ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 159.13 (PrCt)

40306 Kansas - Maps - 1938 - Road maps<<>>Road maps

Kansas road map ... / Barnsdall ... Chicago: H.M. Gousha Co., [1938?].
Authors: Barnsdall Oil Co. -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Barnsdall Oil Co. logo and slogan "be square dependable products by Barnsdall, 'America's first refiner'.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3023 (PrCt)

40307 Kansas - Maps - 1938 - Road maps<<>>Road maps

Kansas road map / Cities Service ahead. Chicago: H.M. Gousha Co., [1938?].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; fold to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: car driving through hills, Cities Service sign.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3062 (PrCt)

40308 Kansas - Maps - 1938 - Road maps<<>>Road maps

Kansas road map: Cities Service ... Chicago: H.M. Gousha Company, [1938].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Cities Service invites you to tour Kansas.
Date from RMcN AE 156 ms. index.
Plate no. 333-J.C. 10-L
Map on verso (28 x 44 cm.): Cities Service road map of the United States.
Panel art: Cities Service sign, car on winding road.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 18 1938 ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 156.10 (PrCt)

40309 Kansas - Maps - 1938 - Road maps<<>>Road maps

Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 16 1938 ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 159.13 (PrCt)
40310 Kansas - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3110 (PrCt)

40311 Kansas - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Panel art: Car approaching Phillips 66 truck on curving road.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3142 (PrCt)

40313 Kansas - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Panel art: compass rose and Diamond, 760 Motor Oil, and D-X Gasoline logos.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3154 (PrCt)

40314 Kansas - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Panel art: car, Phillips 66 tanker truck on road, Phillips 66 sign, and slogan "there's a Phillips station ahead."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3188 (PrCt)

40315 Kansas - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Panel art: Deep Rock sign, road, stream.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 160.6 (PrCt)
Kansas - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

40316 Kansas - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Shell road map : Kansas . Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1938?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3226 (PrCt)

40317 Kansas - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Shell road map : Kansas ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1938].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell official road map of Kansas.
Plate nos. "333-J.C. 10-L" and "12-L 1938-1"
Date from RMcN AE 164 ms. index.
Map on verso (29 x 44 cm.): Legend : United States mileage and driving time along main transcontinental highways.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 164.13 (PrCt)

40318 Kansas - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 64 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Panel art: Service station.
Added title: Road map: Sinclair: Kansas. Plate no. T.3610.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 50.16 (PrCt)

40319 Kansas - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Tour Kansas with Skelly. [Kansas City, Mo.] : Greiner-Fifield Litho Co., [1938].
Authors: Skelly Oil Company -- Greiner-Fifield Litho Co. (Kansas City, Mo.) -- Martin, Bernard,
1912-1998 -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 39 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Skelly official motor trails map: Kansas.
"Copyright --- Greiner-Fifield Litho Co., K.C., Mo."
Date from RMcN AE 167 ms. index.
Maps on verso (28 x 43 cm. and smaller): Skelly official motor trails map: United States -- Greater Kansas City -- Wichita.
Panel art: Skelly gas station and rural road scene, signed "Bernard Martin."
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Oct 20 1938 Rand McNally & Co. by R.C. ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 167.6 (PrCt)

40320 Kansas - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Kansas : Mobilgas ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1938].
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 64 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Panel art: Mobilgas sign in circle with compass directions.
Panel no. 8.
Verso includes 4 city maps and Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc. road map of United States. Plate no. T.3512.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 50.18 (PrCt)

40321 Kansas - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Swinging through Kansas ... Sovereign Service ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1938].
Authors: Sovereign Service -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 64 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Panel art: Sovereign logo, attendant, woman driving.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 50.15 (PrCt)

40322 Kansas - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Highway map : Kansas ... / compliments of Standard Oil Company of Indiana. Chicago : H.M.
Gousha Co., [1938?].
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- H.M. Gousha Company, 1938.

Tydol trails thru Kansas ... maps Kansas Gousha Clients 3290 (PrCt)
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Gousha Clients 3290 (PrCt)

40323 Kansas - Maps - 1938 - Road maps Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) : official road map of Kansas.
Plate nos. "333-J.C.-10-L"
Date from RMcN AE 168 ms. index.
Maps on verso (27 x 44 cm. and smaller):
Standard Oil Company (Indiana) official road map : United States -- Kansas City --Topeka -- Wichita.
Panel art: gas pumps and cars.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "1938".
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 168.9 (PrCt)

40324 Kansas - Maps - 1938 - Road maps Road maps
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Tydol gasoline sign, profiles of three cars, and slogan "stop at this sign for safe motoring."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3306 (PrCt)

40325 Kansas - Maps - 1938 - Road maps Road maps
Tydol trails thru Kansas ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, 1938.
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company, [1939].

H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 57 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: 1938 Tydol trails : Kansas.
Plate nos. "333-J.C.-10-L" and "4382."
Maps on verso (28 x 44 cm. and 9 x 21 cm.):
United States -- Kansas City and vicinity.
Panel art: Tydol sign and cars.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 22 1938 Rand McNally & Co. ..."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 171.7A (PrCt)

40326 Kansas - Maps - 1939 - Road maps Road maps
Texaco touring map : Kansas. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1939?].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 37 x 67 cm. on sheet 54 x 71 cm.
Panel art: U.S. outline.
Panel no. 1-39.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Kansas. Plate no. (3) T.3814. Includes insets of 5 cities.
On verso: Texaco sectional trip map [of the Great Plains states]. Plate no. T.3900(K). Includes insets of the Kansas City, Chicago and Minneapolis regions.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 50.21 (PrCt)

40327 Kansas - Maps - 1939 - Road maps Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 37 x 67 cm. on sheet 54 x 71 cm.
Panel art: U.S. outline.
Panel no. 6-39.
On verso: Texaco sectional trip map [of the Great Plains states]. Plate no. U.3900(K). Includes insets of the Kansas City, Chicago and Minneapolis regions.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 50.22 (PrCt)

40328 Kansas - Maps - 1939 - Road maps Road maps
Texaco touring map : Kansas with sectional map of adjoining states. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1939].

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 37 x 67 cm. on sheet 54 x 71 cm.
Panel art: U.S. outline.
Panel no. 10-39.
On verso: Texaco sectional trip map [of the Great Plains states]. Plate no. U.3900(K). Includes insets of the Kansas City, Chicago and Minneapolis regions.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 50.23 (PrCt)

40329 Kansas - Maps - 1939 - Road maps<Kansas City Region (Kan. and Mo.)> - Maps - 1939 - Road maps Road maps Travel Kansas with Conoco: every Conoco station is a branch of the Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H. M. Gousha Company, [1939].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H. M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Conoco ... official road map of Kansas
Date from RMcN AE 159 ms. index.
Plate no. 333-J.C. 11-M
Maps on verso (29 x 21 cm. and smaller):
Kansas City and vicinity -- Dodge City -- Hutchinson -- Wichita -- Manhattan -- Topeka -- Lawrence -- St. Joseph -- Leavenworth.
Panel art: Conoco logo over outline of North America.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Aug 17 1939 ... "
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 159.13A (PrCt)

Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H. M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Highway map of Kansas.
Date from RMcN AE 166 ms. index.
Plate nos. "525-J T-7" and "T-7 1946-2"
Map on verso (44 x 56 cm.): Highway map : United States, Canada and Mexico.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Handstamped "received ... Apr 29 1947 Rand McNally & Co. Blazed Trails Dept. ..... "
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 166.16 (PrCt)

Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H. M. Gousha Company -- H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"Tourist edition."
Panel title.
Panel art: road leading to a Cities Service gas station and sign; slogan "buy at this sign."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3357 (PrCt)

40332 Kansas - Maps - 1939 - Road maps<Kansas City Region (Kan. and Mo.)> - Maps - 1939 - Road maps Travel Kansas with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H. M. Gousha Co., [1939].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H. M. Gousha Company -- H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3403 (PrCt)

40333 Kansas - Maps - 1939 - Road maps<Kansas City Region (Kan. and Mo.)> - Maps - 1939 - Road maps Kansas road map ... Deep Rock ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1939].
Authors: Deep Rock Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Panel art: Deep Rock sign, calendar, radio log.
Added title: Road map, 15th edition: Kansas ... Deep Rock ... Plate no. U.3610.
Verso includes 4 city maps and: Road map, 15th edition: United States ... Deep Rock ... Plate no. U.3512.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 159.13A (PrCt)

40334 Kansas - Maps - 1939 - Road maps<Kansas City Region (Kan. and Mo.)> - Maps - 1939 - Road maps Travel Kansas with the Independent ... Travel Kansas with the Independent ... Chicago : H. M. Gousha Co., [1939?].
Authors: Globe Oil & Refining Companies -- H. M. Gousha Company -- H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Globe gas station attendant; slogans"we are home owned" and "keep rollin'
with Globe.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3437 (Pr Ct)

40335 Kansas - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Road map of Kansas and United States. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1939?].
Authors: Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation -- H. M. Gousha
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation."
Panel art: photograph of gas station attendant
and slogan "smiling service, 'all the way'."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3466 (Pr Ct)

40336 Kansas - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Road map of Kansas : En-Ar-Co White Rose dealer. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company,
[1939].
Authors: National Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 65 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Panel art: En-Ar-Co sign, station, red car.
Added panel title: Road map of Kansas by
National.
Added title: En-Ar-Co road map of Kansas. Plate no. U.3610.
Verso includes 4 city maps and: En-Ar-Co road map of United States. Plate no. U.3512.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 50.24 (Pr Ct)

40337 Kansas - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: winding road, Phillips 66 sign, and slogan "there's a Phillips station ahead."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3496 (Pr Ct)

40338 Kansas - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 65 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Plate no. U.3610.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 50.25 (Pr Ct)

40339 Kansas - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Shell road map : Kansas. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1939?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3541 (Pr Ct)

40340 Kansas - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Shell road map : Kansas ... Chicago : H. M. Gousha Company, [1939].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell official road map of Kansas.
Plate nos. "333-J.C. 11-M" and "11-M- 1939-1" Date from RMcN AE 165 ms. index.
Map on verso (29 x 44 cm.): Legend : United States mileage and driving time along main
transcontinental highways.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received Aug 10 1939 ...
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 165.13 (Pr Ct)

40341 Kansas - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Tomaso, Rico, 1898-1985 --
Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 65 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Panel art: Sinclair service station; signed "Rico Tomaso."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**Kansas - Maps - 1939 - Road maps**

Authors: Skelly Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Skelly sign and car.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3599 (PrCt)

**Kansas - Maps - 1939 - Road maps**

Swinging through Kansas ... Sovereign Service ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1939].
Authors: Sovereign Service -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 65 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Panel art: Sovereign logo, attendant, woman driving.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 50.26 (PrCt)

**Kansas - Maps - 1939 - Road maps**

Highway map : Kansas ... / compliments of Standard Oil Company of Indiana. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1939].
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: cars, gas pumps, and "Standard Service" sign.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3643 (PrCt)

**Kansas - Maps - 1939 - Road maps**

Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Tydol gasoline and Veedol motor oil signs; profiles of stylized cars.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Panel no. 9-40.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Kansas. Plate no. 3814. Includes insets of 5 cities.
On verso: Texaco sectional trip map [of the Great Plains states]. Plate no. 3900 (K). Includes insets of the Kansas City, Chicago and Minneapolis regions.
"Road surface conditions edited to 2nd September, 1940."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 50.32 (PrCt)

40349 Kansas - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Road maps
Kansas road map ... / Bareco Oil Company, formerly Barnsdall Refining Corp. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1940.
Authors: Bareco Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3690 (PrCt)

40350 Kansas - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Road maps
Kansas road map / Cities Service. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1940?].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: road with cars, Cities Service sign and gas station attendant; slogan "helpful service wherever you go!"
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3716 (PrCt)

40351 Kansas - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Road maps
Travel Kansas with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1940?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3765 (PrCt)

40352 Kansas - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Road maps
Highway map of Kansas : Johnson products.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1940].
Authors: Johnson Oil Refining Co. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 65 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Panel art: Hour glass with wings on Johnson sign over car.
Added title: Johnson highway map of Kansas.
Plate no. V.3610.
Verso includes 4 city maps and: Johnson highway map of United States. Plate no. V.3512.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 50.29 (PrCt)

40353 Kansas - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Road maps
Road map of Kansas and United States. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1940?].
Authors: Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation."
Panel art: photograph of gas station attendant and slogan "smiling service, 'all the way'."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3808 (PrCt)

40354 Kansas - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: National Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 50 x 68 cm.
Panel art: En-Ar-Co sign over road and farms.
Added title: The National Refining Company road map of Kansas. Plate no. V.3610.
Verso includes 4 city maps and: The National Refining Company road map of United States. Plate no. V.3512.
Dated 1939 on AE Index; plate codes indicate 1940.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 50.28 (PrCt)

40355 Kansas - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
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Panel art: winding road, Phillips 66 sign, and slogan "there's a Phillips station ahead."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3832 (PrCt)

40356 Kansas - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 65 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm. Plate no. V.3610.
Dated 1939 on AE Index; plate codes indicate 1940.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 50.27 (PrCt)

40357 Kansas - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Shell map of Kansas. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1940?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: Kansas.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3871 (PrCt)

40358 Kansas - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Kansas : Sinclair ... road map. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1940].
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 65 cm. on sheet 50 x 68 cm.
Panel art: Sinclair sign.
Added title: Road map: Sinclair: Kansas. Plate no. V.3610.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 50.30 (PrCt)

40359 Kansas - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Tour Kansas with Skelly. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1940.
Authors: Skelly Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Skelly sign and car.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3929 (PrCt)

40360 Kansas - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Highway map : Kansas ... / compliments of Standard Oil Company of Indiana. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1940?].
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: cars, gas pumps, and "Standard Service" sign.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3979 (PrCt)

40361 Kansas - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Tydol trails thru Kansas / issued by Tide Water Associated Oil Company ... Tulsa. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1940.
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: drawing of a wagon train and slogan "follow the trails of the pioneers in your modern motor car."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4001 (PrCt)

40362 Kansas - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Great Plains - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Texaco touring map : Kansas with sectional map of adjoining states. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1941].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 37 x 68 cm. on sheet 54 x 71 cm.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Panel no. A-41.
On verso: Texaco sectional trip map [of the Great Plains states]. Plate no. W. 4110(K). Includes insets of southern Texas and the Kansas City and Minneapolis regions.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
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Kansas - Maps - 1941 - Road maps

**Kansas road map ... / Bareco Oil Company,** formerly Barnsdall Refining Corp. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1941?].
Authors: Bareco Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: "B Square" logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4032 (PrCt)

**Kansas - Maps - 1941 - Road maps**

**Kansas road map / Cities Service.** Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1941?].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: car, Cities Service sign and infant dressed as a gas station attendant; slogan "start every trip at your Cities Service dealer's."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4065 (PrCt)

**Kansas - Maps - 1941 - Road maps**

**Travel Kansas with the Independent.** Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1941].
Authors: Globe Oil & Refining Companies -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 22 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Dated "41" on title panel.
Panel art: Globe gas station attendant; slogans "we are home owned" and "keep rollin' with Globe."

**Kansas - Maps - 1941 - Road maps**

**Highway map of Kansas : Johnson products.** Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1941].
Authors: Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation."
Panel art: D-X sign and Diamond gas station facade.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4151 (PrCt)

**Kansas - Maps - 1941 - Road maps**

**Kansas official road map / Phillips 66.** Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1941.
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: road, Phillips 66 sign, and slogan "there's a Phillips station ahead."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4183 (PrCt)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalog Number</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Edition</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Additional Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
40378 Kansas - Maps - 1942 - Road maps

Authors: Bareco Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: "B Square" logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4353 (PrCt)

40379 Kansas - Maps - 1942 - Road maps

Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: rural road scene, Cities Service Oils logo, and slogan "start every trip at your Cities Service dealer's."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4376 (PrCt)

40380 Kansas - Maps - 1942 - Road maps

Authors: Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Back panel art: circus elephant with slogan "mileage you'll never forget Conoco Nth Motor oil."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4424 (PrCt)

40381 Kansas - Maps - 1942 - Road maps

Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: airplane, car and Tydol flying "A" gasoline logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4321 (PrCt)

40382 Kansas - Maps - 1942 - Road maps

Authors: Johnson Oil Refining Co. -- H.M. Gousha
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 65 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Panel art: Hour glass with wings on Johnson sign over car.
Added title: Johnson highway map of Kansas. Plate no. X. 3610.
On verso: Johnson highway map of United States. Plate no. X. 4089.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 48.5 (PrCt)

40383 Kansas - Maps - 1942 - Road maps

Authors: Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation."
Panel art: D-X sign and Diamond gas station facade.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4488 (PrCt)

40384 Kansas - Maps - 1942 - Road maps

Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: road, Phillips 66 sign, and slogan "there's a Phillips station ahead."
Formed part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4513 (PrCt)

40385 Kansas - Maps - 1942 - Road maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 65 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Plate no. X.3610.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 48.3 (PrCt)

40386 Kansas - Maps - 1942 - Road maps

Kansas : Sinclair H-C gasoline road map.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1942].
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 65 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Panel art: Sinclair pump.
Added title: Sinclair: Kansas. Plate no. X. 3610.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 48.2 (PrCt)

40387 Kansas - Maps - 1942 - Road maps

Tour Kansas with Skelly : see America now / courtesy of Skelly Oil Company, U.S.A. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1942.
Authors: Skelly Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Skelly sign, stars and profiles of cars.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4602 (PrCt)

40388 Kansas - Maps - 1942 - Road maps

Highway map : Kansas : Standard service.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1942].
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 51 x 69 cm.
Panel art: Cars under Standard sign, attendant, pump.
On opposite panel: No. ADV. 759 (A. D. 11080).
Added title: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) road map: Kansas. Plate no. X. 3610.
Verso includes 6 city maps and: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) road map: United States. Plate no. X. 4089.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 48.1 (PrCt)

40389 Kansas - Maps - 1942 - Road maps

Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: statue of minuteman with caption "buy war bonds and stamps", Tydol gasoline logo, Veedol motor oil logo, and statement "Oil is ammunition, use it wisely."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4642 (PrCt)

40390 Kansas - Maps - 1942 - Road maps

Kansas with sectional map of adjoining states.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1942].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 37 x 68 cm. on sheet 54 x 71 cm.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Panel no. A-42.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Kansas. Plate no. X. 3814. Includes 5 city maps.
On verso: Texaco sectional trip map [of the western U.S.]. Plate no. X. 4110(K). Includes insets of southern Texas and the Kansas City and Minneapolis-St. Paul regions.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 48.4 (PrCt)

40391 Kansas - Maps - 1943 - Road maps

Kansas with sectional map of adjoining states.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1943].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 37 x 67 cm. on sheet 54 x 71 cm.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Panel no. A-43.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Kansas. Plate no. X. 3814. Includes 5 city maps.
On verso: Texaco sectional trip map [of the western U.S.]. Plate no. Y. 4110(K). Includes...
insets of southern Texas and the Kansas City
and Minneapolis-St. Paul regions.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 48.6 (PrCt)

40392 Kansas - Maps - 1944 - Road maps Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 65 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Plate no. Z.3610.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 48.8 (PrCt)

40393 Kansas - Maps - 1945 - Road maps Road maps
Travel Kansas with Conoco ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1945?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4682 (PrCt)

40394 Kansas - Maps - 1945 - Road maps Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 65 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Panel art: Cars under Standard sign, attendant, pump.
Added title: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) road map: Kansas. Plate no. 45 3610.
Annotated “5-423610-1” in crayon.
Verso includes 6 city maps and: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) road map: United States.
Plate no. 454089.
Below Kansas City map: No. ADV. 759 (A. D. 11080).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 48.9 (PrCt)

40395 Kansas - Maps - 1946 - Road maps Great Plains - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Kansas and adjoining states : Mobilgas ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1946].
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Panel art: Mobilgas sign, car in oval.
Added panel title: Kansas and adjoining states: Mobiloil ... .
Added title: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company, Inc.: Kansas. Plate nos. 463610V and 146.
Verso includes maps of Topeka, Wichita, the Kansas City region and an untitled map of the Great Plains. Plate no. 463785V (8).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 48.18 (PrCt)

40396 Kansas - Maps - 1946 - Road maps Great Plains - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Kansas and adjoining states : Mobilgas ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1946].
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 50 x 68 cm.
Panel art: Mobilgas sign, car in oval.
Added panel title: Kansas and adjoining states: Mobiloil ... .
Added title: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company, Inc.: Kansas. Plate nos. 463610V-1 and 146-A.
Verso includes maps of Topeka, Wichita, the Kansas City region and an untitled map of the Great Plains. Plate no. 463785V (8)-1.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 48.19 (PrCt)

40397 Kansas - Maps - 1946 - Road maps Road maps
Kansas / Cities Service. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1946?].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Cities Service gas station, various cartoon images, and slogan “Cities Service dealers help make every trip a treat.”
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4733 (PrCt)

40398 Kansas - Maps - 1946 - Road maps Road maps
Travel Kansas with Conoco ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1946?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America,
Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4769 (PrCt)

**40403 Kansas - Maps - 1946 - Road maps**

*D-X road map of Kansas and United States.*
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1946?].
Authors: Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation."
Panel art: D-X sign and Diamond gas station facade.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4872 (PrCt)

**40404 Kansas - Maps - 1946 - Road maps**

*Tour Kansas with Skelly : see America now / courtesy of Skelly Oil Company, U.S.A.*
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1946.
Authors: Skelly Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Skelly sign, stars and profiles of cars.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4926 (PrCt)

**40405 Kansas - Maps - 1946 - Road maps**

*Highway map : Kansas : Standard.*
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1946].
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Plate no. 463610V.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 48.17 (PrCt)

**40406 Kansas - Maps - 1946 - Road maps**

*Road map : Kansas / compliments of Tide Water Associated Oil Company, New York, San Francisco, Tulsa.*
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1946].
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4872 (PrCt)
[1946?].
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: gas station attendant and man in car.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4973 (PrCt)

40407 Kansas - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Kansas road map ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1947?].
Authors: Bareco Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: "B Square" logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5005 (PrCt)

40408 Kansas - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Cities Service gas station, various cartoon images, and slogan "Cities Service dealers help make every trip a treat."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5041 (PrCt)

40409 Kansas - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Travel Kansas with Conoco ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1947?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "U", indicating 1947 publication.
Panel art: family standing in front of car and statement "for long trips ask ... about Touraide."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5084 (PrCt)

40410 Kansas - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Kansas road map ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1947?].
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)/
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "U", indicating 1947 publication.
D-X was the trademark of Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation.
Panel art: D-X sign and and slogan "the sign of friendly service."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5125 (PrCt)

40411 Kansas - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Shell map of Kansas. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1947?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "U", indicating 1947 publication.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5181 (PrCt)

40412 Kansas - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Panel art: Road sign, car and attendant.
Verso includes 5 city maps and pictorial views keyed to location map.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 48.24 (PrCt)

40413 Kansas - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Verso includes 5 city maps and pictorial views keyed to location map.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 48.26 (PrCt)


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Pocket maps -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
32 p. : 2 col. maps on 1 sheet (folded) ; 24 cm. "1948 edition."
Cover title: Rand McNally pocket maps : Kansas : complete indexed reference map ... [and] highway map
Uniform title: Pocket maps
Folded map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back to back, col. ; 47 x 64 cm. and 47 x 65 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of Kansas. Plate no. 7890123. Includes key to railroads and insets of the Wichita-Hutchinson region and the Topeka-Kansas City region (11 cm. x 16 cm. and 11 x 18 cm.) -- Kansas : Rand McNally road map. Plate no. 8-463610V-2.
Cover art: Cars on road alongside passenger train.
"50c" -- printed on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Pocket 4C 76 (PrCt)

40418 Kansas - Maps - 1948 - Road maps - Great Plains - Maps - 1948 - Road maps

Kansas and adjoining states : Mobilgas ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1948].
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Panel art: Mobilgas sign, car in oval.
Added panel title: Kansas and adjoining states: Mobiloil ... Added title: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company, Inc.: Kansas. Plate nos. 8-463610V-3 and 8M06.
Verso includes maps of Topeka, Wichita, the Kansas City region and an untitled map of the Great Plains. Plate no. 8-473785V (8)-1.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 48.32 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
**40419  Kansas - Maps - 1948 - Road maps**

_Kansas / Cities Service._ Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948?].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
Panel art: Cities Service gas station, various cartoon images, and slogan "Cities Service dealers help make every trip a treat."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
_Gousha Clients 5319 (PrCt)_

**40420  Kansas - Maps - 1948 - Road maps**

_Travel Kansas with Conoco..._. Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
Panel art: family standing in front of car and statement "for long trips ask ... about Touraide."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
_Gousha Clients 5360 (PrCt)_

**40421  Kansas - Maps - 1948 - Road maps**

_Road map of Kansas and United States / D-X the sign of friendly service._ Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948?].
Authors: Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
Panel art: D-X sign.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
_Gousha Clients 5390 (PrCt)_

**40422  Kansas - Maps - 1948 - Road maps**

_Kansas ... / compliments of Phillips Petroleum Company, Bartlesville, Oklahoma._ Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948?].
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
Panel art: couple in a convertible driving towards a Phillips gas station, Phillips 66 logo, and slogan "for cleanliness and service there's a Phillips 66 station ahead."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
_Gousha Clients 5418 (PrCt)_

**40423  Kansas - Maps - 1948 - Road maps**

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Plate no. 8-463610V-2.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
_RMcN AE 48.30 (PrCt)_

**40424  Kansas - Maps - 1948 - Road maps**

_Shell map of Kansas._ Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
_Gousha Clients 5452 (PrCt)_

**40425  Kansas - Maps - 1948 - Road maps**

Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Panel art: Road sign with bird, rabbit and car.
Added title: Sinclair: Kansas. Plate no. 8-463610V-5.
Verso includes 5 city maps and pictorial views keyed to location map.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
_RMcN AE 48.33 (PrCt)_

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
40426 Kansas - Maps - 1948 - Road maps

Tour Kansas with Skelly / courtesy of Skelly Oil Company, U.S.A. Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948?].
Authors: Skelly Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
Panel art: Skelly sign, car and group of people on beach.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5512 (PrCt)

40427 Kansas - Maps - 1948 - Road maps

Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 64 cm. on sheet 51 x 69 cm.
Panel art: Attendants servicing car under large signs.
Added title: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) road map: Kansas. Plate no. 8-463610V-3.
Verso includes inset maps of Topeka, Wichita, the Kansas City region and: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) road map: United States. Plate no. 8-464089V-2.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 48.31 (PrCt)

40428 Kansas - Maps - 1948 - Road maps

Road map: Kansas / compliments of Tide Water Associated Oil Company, New York, San Francisco, Tulsa. Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948?].
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
Panel art: gas station attendant talking to man in car, Tydol Flying "A" gasoline sign, Veedol motor oil logo, and slogan "at this sign ... everything that's good for your car."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5543 (PrCt)

40429 Kansas - Maps - 1949 - Road maps

Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 50 x 68 cm.
Panel art: Road sign with bird, rabbit and car.
Verso includes 5 city maps and pictorial views keyed to location map.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 49.2 (PrCt)

40430 Kansas - Maps - 1949 - Road maps

Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 65 cm. on sheet 51 x 69 cm.
Panel art: Attendants servicing car under large signs.
Added title: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) road map: Kansas. Plate no. 9-463610V-4.
Verso includes inset maps of Topeka, Wichita, the Kansas City region and: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) road map: United States. Plate no. 9-464089V-3.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 49.1 (PrCt)

40431 Kansas - Maps - 1950-1951 - Electric Lines

Service area maps, Kansas City Power and Light Company. [Kansas City, Mo. Kansas City Power and Light Company, 1951-1952].
Authors: Kansas City Power and Light Company 2 maps : col. ; on sheets 28 x 43 cm.
Detached from Kansas City Power and Light Company, Annual report (Kansas City, Mo., 1951-52).
Maps show electric lines and communities served in Northeastern Kansas, Northwestern Missouri, and counties around Mason City in North Central Iowa.
map1F G4161 .N4 1950 K3 (PrCt)


Electric Lines: Kansas - Maps - 1950-1955 Natural gas pipelines - Kansas - Maps -
Natural gas pipelines - Kansas - Maps -

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Kansas Power and Light Company system.
[Topeka : Kansas Power and Light Company, 1951-1956].
Authors: Kansas Power and Light Company
5 maps : col. ; 21 x 40 cm. and smaller
Detached from Kansas Power and Light Company, Annual report (Topeka, 1951-1956).
Maps show electric and gas transmission lines, power plants, and compressor stations.

map1F G4201 .N4 1950 K3 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company. Pocket maps -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
32 p. : 2 col. maps on 1 sheet (folded) ; 24 cm.
"1950 edition."
Cover title: Rand McNally pocket maps : Kansas : complete indexed reference map ... [and] highway map
Uniform title: Pocket maps
Folded map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back to back, col. ; 47 x 64 cm. and 47 x 65 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of Kansas. Plate no. 80128( ?). Includes key to railroads and insets of the Wichita-Hutchinson region and the Topeka-Kansas City region (11 cm. x 16 cm. and 11 x 18 cm.) -- Kansas : Rand McNally road map. Plate no. 0-463610V-7.
Cover art: Cars on road alongside passenger train.
"75c" -- printed on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Pocket 4C 77 (PrCt)

40434 Kansas - Maps - 1950 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company, [1950].
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Plate no. 0-463622 V - 8.
On verso: Rand McNally road map: United States. Plate no. 5015V.
AE Index identifies as "Iowa."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 45.5 (PrCt)

Map showing flood areas in Missouri and Kansas : June and July 1951. [Chicago? Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Company?], 1951 [i.e. 1952?].
Authors: Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Company
1 map : 10 x 12 cm.
In Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Company. 57th annual report ... December 31, 1951 [New York?: Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway?, 1952?] p. 13
5A 7267 (1951 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

40436 Kansas - Maps - 1951 - Road maps<<>>Great Plains - Maps - 1951 - Road maps
M Miracle fold road map : Kansas and adjoining states ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1951].
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Foldex Limited -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 64 cm. on sheet 46 x 74 cm.
Panel art: Mobilgas sign.
Patent no. 2179172.
Verso includes 5 city maps and an untitled map of the Great Plains. Plate no. 1-473785V(8)-4.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 49.5 (PrCt)

40437 Kansas - Maps - 1951 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Kansas road map / Be Square dependable products. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1951?].
Authors: Barnsdall Oil Co. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Kansas / Rand McNally road map. Plate no. 1-463610V-9
Map on verso (31 x 48 cm.): Rand McNally road map United States
Panel art: Barnsdall logo
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 304 (PrCt)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Plate no. 1-463610V-9.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 49.6 (PrCt)

40442 Kansas - Maps - 1952 Road maps Road maps

28 p. : 2 col. maps on 1 sheet (folded) ; 24 cm.
"1952 edition."
Cover title: Rand McNally Kansas pocket map : reference map ... [and] detailed highway map
Uniform title: Pocket maps
Folded map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back to back, col. ; 47 x 64 cm. and 48 x 65 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of Kansas. Plate no. 548210 [?]. Includes key to railroads and insets of the Wichita-Hutchinson region and the Topeka-Kansas City region (11 cm. x 16 cm. and 11 x 18 cm). -- Kansas : Rand McNally road map. Plate no. 2-463610V-11.
"2 maps in one, $1" -- front cover.
Cover art: Schematic road sign labeled "reference map ... ."
Handstamp on title page: Register of Copyrights, Library of Congress ... certificate no. aa218893.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Pocket 4C 78 (PrCt)

40443 Kansas - Maps - 1952 Great Plains - Maps - 1952 Road maps Road maps

Miracle fold road map : Kansas and adjoining states ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1952].
28 p. : 2 col. maps on 1 sheet (folded) ; 24 cm.
"1952 edition."
Cover title: Rand McNally Kansas pocket map : reference map ... [and] detailed highway map
Uniform title: Pocket maps
Folded map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back to back, col. ; 47 x 64 cm. and 42 x 65 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of Kansas. Plate no. 543.
Includes key to railroads and insets of the Wichita-Hutchinson region and the Topeka-Kansas City region (11 cm. x 16 cm. and 11 x 18 cm). -- Kansas : Rand McNally road map. Plate no. 4-463610V-13.
"2 maps in one, $1" -- front cover.
Cover art: Schematic road sign labeled "reference map ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Pocket 4C 79 (PrCt)
40444 Kansas - Maps - 1952 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 42 x 65 cm. on sheet 46 x 74 cm.
Patent no. 2179172.
Added title: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company, Inc.: Kansas. Plate nos. 4-463610V-13 and 4M14.
Verso includes 7 city maps and: Sinclair: United States. Plate no. 4-525118-4.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 49.2X (PrCt)

40445 Kansas - Maps - 1952 - Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 64 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Patent no. 2-463610V-10.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 49.7 (PrCt)

40446 Kansas - Maps - 1952 - Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 64 cm. on sheet 51 x 69 cm.
Panel art: Attendants servicing car under large sign.
Added title: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) highway map: Kansas. Plate no. 2-463610V-7.
Verso includes 6 city maps and: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) highway map: United States. Plate no. 2-5075-1.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 49.10 (PrCt)

40447 Kansas - Maps - 1954 - Road maps
Great Plains - Maps - 1954 - Road maps
Miracle fold road map : Kansas and adjoining states ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1954].
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Foldex Limited -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 64 cm. on sheet 46 x 73 cm.
Panel art: Mobilgas sign.
Patent no. 2179172.
Added title: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company, Inc.: Kansas. Plate nos. 2-463610V-10 and 2M17.
Verso includes 5 city maps and an untitled map of the Great Plains. Plate no. 2-473785V(8)-5.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 49.9 (PrCt)

40448 Kansas - Maps - 1954 - Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 65 cm. on sheet 46 x 74 cm.
Panel art: Attendant giving direct motorists.
Opposite panel no. 54 B.
Added title: Sinclair: Kansas. Plate no. 4-463610V-14.
Verso includes 7 city maps and: Sinclair: United States. Plate no. 4-525118-4.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 49.2X (PrCt)

40449 Kansas - Maps - 1954 - Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 46 x 74 cm.
Panel art: Attendant giving directions to motorists.
Opposite panel no. 54A.
Verso includes 7 city maps and: Sinclair: United States. Plate no. 4-525118-3.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 49.4X (PrCt)

40450 Kansas - Maps - 1954 - Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 65 cm. on sheet 46 x 74 cm. Panel art: Attendant under Standard sign. 
Added title: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) highway map: Kansas. Plate no. 4-463610V-13. 
Verso includes 6 city maps and: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) highway map: United States. Plate no. 4-5075-3. 
Below city maps: AD 5-252. 
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library). 
RMcN AE 49.1X (PrCt) 

40451 Kansas - Maps - 1956 - Road maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) 
1 map : col. ; 42 x 65 cm. on sheet 46 x 74 cm. Plate no. 6-463610V-17. 
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library). 
RMcN AE 49.9X (PrCt) 

40452 Kansas - Maps - 1956 - Road maps

Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) 
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 46 x 74 cm. 
Panel art: Scenic views over motorists. 
Opposite panel no. 56A. 
Added title: Sinclair: Kansas. Plate no. 6-463610V-17. 
Verso includes 7 city maps and: Sinclair: United States. Plate no. 6-525118-7. 
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library). 
RMcN AE 49.7X (PrCt) 

40453 Kansas - Maps - 1956 - Road maps

Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) 
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 46 x 74 cm. 
Panel art: Standard sign, attendant handing out map. 
Added title: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) highway map: Kansas. Plate no. 6-463610V-17. 
Verso includes 6 city maps and: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) highway map: United States. Plate no. 6-5075-5. 
Below city maps: AD 6198. 
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library). 
RMcN AE 49.8X (PrCt) 

40454 Kansas - Maps - 1961 - Road maps

Authors: State Highway Commission of Kansas -- Kansas State Highway Commission ... -- Hutchinson in the clouds over a highway and the State Highway Commission of Kansas logo. 
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library). 
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011). 
RMcN Clients 1558 (PrCt) 

40455 Kansas - Maps - 1961 - Road maps

Authors: State Highway Commission of Kansas -- Kansas State Highway Commission ... -- Hutchinson in the clouds over a highway and the State Highway Commission of Kansas logo. 
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library). 
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011). 
RMcN Clients 4783 (PrCt) 

40456 Kansas - Maps - 1962-1964

Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) 
1 map : col. ; 38 x 65 cm., folded to 20 x 13 cm. 
Panel title. 
At head of title: Midway USA. 
"Kansas state printing plant, Topeka, Kansas." Maps on verso (24 x 44 cm. and smaller); 1861-1961 : 100 years of achievement [pictorial map of Kansas] -- Kansas City and vicinity -- Wichita and vicinity -- Topeka and vicinity -- Salina and vicinity -- Hutchinson and vicinity. 
Panel art: Color illustration of a Conestoga wagon in the clouds over a highway and the State Highway Commission of Kansas logo. 
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library). 
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011). 
RMcN Clients 4783 (PrCt)
Maps - 1962-1964 - Road maps<<>>Road maps<<>>Railroads - Maps
Rand McNally Kansas pocket map. San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1962 [ i.e. 1964?].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Pocket maps -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
28 p. : 2 col. maps on 1 sheet (folded) ; 24 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally Kansas pocket reference map [and] detailed highway map
Uniform title: Pocket maps "2 maps" -- front cover.
Map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back to back, col. :47 x 64 cm. and 42 x 60 cm. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of Kansas. Includes key to railroads and insets of the Wichita-Hutchinson region and the Topeka-Kansas City region (11 cm. x 16 cm. and 11 x 18 cm.) -- Kansas : Rand McNally road map. "Copyright © 1964 [!]" Plate no. 4-5641-19. Includes inset of Wichita (7 x 7 cm.)
Cover art: stylized and labeled map symbols (e.g. "elevations", "points of interest", "air facilities", etc.) "$1.95" -- adhesive sticker on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Jan. 2010).
RMcN Pocket 4C 80 (PrCt)

Authors: State Highway Commission of Kansas -- Kansas. State printing plant -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 37 x 66 cm., folded to 20 x 12 cm. Panel title.
Includes color photos of Kansas interstate roads and pictorial map of attractions.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1559 (PrCt)

Authors: Travelmats (Firm)
2 maps ; on sheet 26 x 36 cm. Issued as a placemat, with scalloped edges.
Lists of "Recommended stops between Kansas City, Missouri & El Rancho, Colorado" and "Between Colorado Springs, Colorado & Grand Junction, Colorado" are keyed to maps.
Printed in brown ink.
"G 663 III."
map1F G3701 .P2 1963 .T7, Hwy. 24 (PrCt)

General highway map[s] ... Kansas. 1966-1976.
Authors: Kansas. State Highway Commission
105 maps ; 28 x 36 cm. and smaller.
Scale [ca. 1:250,000.]
M193
map4C G4201.P2 1966 K3 (PrCt)

General highway map : ... County, Kansas / prepared by the State Highway Commission of
Includes blank title panel (for overprinting?).

40462 Kansas - Maps - 1968 - Road maps


Authors: Standard Oil Company -- American Oil Company -- Diversified Map Corporation -- Tempo Designs, Inc. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col ; 34 x 48 cm., folded to 23 x 9 cm. Panel title.

"This map published by Tempo Designs, Inc. ... Lincolnwood, Illinois 60646"

Insets (7 x 7 cm. and 7 x 7 cm.): Salina -- Hutchinson.

Maps on verso (13 x 25 cm. and smaller): Kansas City -- Topeka -- Wichita.

Panel art: Standard flaming torch sign and slogan "as you travel, ask us"; outline of Kansas.

Title panel dated "June 1968" in black ink.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 3216 (PrCt)

40463 Kansas - Maps - 1969 - Road maps

Nebraska - Maps - 1969 - Road maps

Dummies (Bookselling) - 1969 - Specimens


1 map : col ; 36 x 57 cm., folded to 11 x 23 cm. Includes blank title panel (for overprinting?). Plate no. 696837-1.

Insets (20 x 18 cm. and smaller): Kansas City and vicinity -- Topeka -- Wichita.

Maps on verso (35 x 63 cm. and smaller):

Nebraska -- Omaha and vicinity -- Lincoln.


Forms part of a collection of stock editions of Rand McNally road maps, some apparently issued as sales samples and / or printer's proofs for prospective commercial clients.

Uniform series title (established by cataloger): Stock road maps

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Stock 154 (PrCt)

40464 Kansas - Maps - 1973 - Road maps


1 map : col ; 37 x 66 cm., folded to 20 x 12 cm. Panel title.

Added title: 1973 Kansas official highway map

"Copyright--State Highway Commission, Topeka, Kansas"

"Printed by Robert R. (Bob) Sanders, state printer. O-910"

Inset (19 x 25 cm. and smaller): Mileage map.

Maps on verso (25 x 59 cm. and smaller):

Kansas Interstate system -- Kansas City area -- Hays -- Salina -- Manhattan -- Topeka -- Lawrence -- Junction City -- Great Bend -- Hutchinson -- Newton -- Emporia -- Garden City -- Dodge City -- Wichita -- Coffeyville -- Pittsburg.

Panel art: Color photo of a man fly-fishing near a waterfall.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 1560 (PrCt)

40465 Kansas - Maps - 1974 - Road maps

Interstate 70 - Maps - 1974 - Road maps

Interstate 35 - Maps - 1974 - Road maps

Road maps


Authors: State Highway Commission of Kansas -- Sanders, Robert R., active 1973-1974 -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col ; 38 x 70 cm., folded to 20 x 12 cm. Panel title.

Added title: 1974 Kansas official highway map.

"Copyright--State Highway Commission, Topeka, Kansas."

"Printed by Robert R. (Bob) Sanders, state printer. O-910."
40466  Kansas - Maps - 1974 - Road maps

*RmMc Clients 4923 (PrCt)

40467  Kansas - Maps - 1975 - Road maps

*RmMc Stock 155 (PrCt)

40468  Kansas - Maps - 2005 - Road maps

*RMcN Clients 1561 (PrCt)

40469  Kansas - Maps - Collections, 1500-1899

*RMcN Road Map 2005 Kansa (PrCt)

40470  Kansas - Maps - Collections, 1500-1899 - Counties - Maps

*RMcN Clients 1561 (PrCt)

40471  Kara Strait (Russia) - Maps - 1612 - Karsskie Vorota (Russia) SEE Kara Strait (Russia) - Waygats (Russia) SEE Kara Strait (Russia) - Fretum Nasovicum (Russia) SEE Kara Strait (Russia) - Nova Zembla. Russiae sive Moscoviae pars.

*Fol. 135.B280 1961 (NLO)

---

Inset (12 x 23 cm.): Mileage map.
Maps on verso (25 x 58 cm. and smaller):
Kansas Interstate system -- Scenic and memorial routes in Kansas -- Kansas City area -- Manhattan -- Junction City -- Topeka -- Lawrence -- Hays -- Great Bend -- Salina -- Newton -- Emporia -- Garden City -- Dodge City -- Hutchinson -- Wichita -- Coffeyville -- Pittsburgh.

Panel art: Color photo of an airplane flying near a waterfall.
Handstamped "Jul 10 1974" on title panel.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)
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40472  
Karelia (Russia) - Maps - 1666
Leningradskai oblast (Russia) - Maps - 1666
Kymenlaaki (Finland) - Maps - 1666

La Carelie, et l'Ingrie, ou Ingermanland / par le Sr. Sanson... A Paris : Chez l'auteur, 1666.
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688 -- Charles François Delamarche, 1740-1817. Atlas général : contenant le détail des quatre parties du monde [1798?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 43 x 53 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:875,000]. Relief shown pictorially.
Baskes oversize G1015 .A77 1798, [ptie 1], [plate 37] (NLO)

40473  
Karelia (Russia) - Maps - 1741
Ingria (Russia) - Maps - 1741
Ladoga Lake (Russia) - Maps - 1741

La Carelie et l'Ingrie, ou Ingermenland / par le Sr. Sanson... A Paris : Chez l'auteur, 1666.
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688 -- Charles François Delamarche, 1740-1817. Atlas général : contenant le détail des quatre parties du monde [1798?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 43 x 53 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:875,000]. Relief shown pictorially.
Baskes oversize G1015 .A77 1798, [ptie 1], [plate 37] (NLO)

40475  
Karl Baedeker (Firm) - Bibliography - Catalogs - Cities and towns - Maps - Bibliography - Guidebooks - Bibliography - Catalogs - Travel - Guidebooks - Bibliography

Authors: Hinrichsen, Alex W. -- Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Hinrichsen, Ursula
344 p. : ill. ; 17 cm.
Edition: 2. Auflage
Formerly Z6011 .H488 1991
ISBN 3922293190
Map Ref Z6011 .H488 1991 (NLO)

40476  
Karl Baedeker (Firm) - History - John Murray (Firm) - History - Travel - Guidebooks - History - Voyages and travels - History - Publishers and publishing - Great Britain - History

Authors: Keates, Jonathan, 1946--Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
106 p. : ill. ; 19 cm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
ISBN 9781907903021 (hbk.) ; 190790302X (hbk.)
Baskes G153 .K43 2011 (NLO)

40477  
Karlovë Vary (Czech Republic) - Maps - 1903-1904
Karlovë Vary Region (Czech Republic) - Maps - 1903-1904
Karlsbad (Czech Republic) SEE Karlovy Vary (Czech Republic) SEE Karlovy Vary (Czech Republic)
Karlsbad und Umgebung : praktisches Handbuch

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
40480
Karnak (Egypt) - Maps - 1840 - Pictorial works
Ruins of Karnak. [Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, 1840].
Authors: Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846 -- Lea & Blanchard -- Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (1840) 1 view ; 4 x 7 cm.
G 11 .607 v. 2, p. 564 (PrCt)

40481
Authors: Texas. General Land Office -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 23 x 22.5 in. Scale 1:133,320. Originally compiled 1880.
Microfiche 583, no. 1032 (PrCt)

40482
Karpathos Island (Greece) - Maps - 1528<<>>Scarpanto Island (Greece) SEE Karpathos Island (Greece)<<>>Woodcuts [Map of Karpathos in the Kyklades Islands of the Aegean Sea]. [Venice : Nicolò Zoppino, 1528].
Authors: Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530 -- Zoppino, Nicolò, fl. 1508-1544 -- Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530. Libro di Benedetto Bordone : nel qual si ragiona de tutte l’isole del mondo ... (1528)
1 map : woodcut ; within printed borders 8 x 14 cm., on sheet 31 x 21 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
"Scarpanto" identified at bottom center of the island.
Oriented with north at upper right.
In: Bordon, Benedetto. Libro di Benedetto Bordone : nel qual si ragiona de tutte l’isole del mondo ... (Venice : Nicolò Zoppino, 1528), folio LII.
Case folio G 117 .108, folio LII (PrCt)

40483
Karpathos Island (Greece) - Maps - 1574<<>>Isola de Scharpanto (Greece) SEE Karpathos Island (Greece)<<>>Scharpanto (Greece) SEE Karpathos Island (Greece)
Map of Karpathos in the Kyklades Islands of the Aegean Sea]. [Venice : Giovanni Francesco Camocio?, 1574?].
Authors: Beatrizet, Nicolas, 1507?-1570? -- N. B. F., 1507?-1570? -- Camocio, Giovanni Francesco, 16th cent. -- Camocio, Giovann Francesco, 16th cent. [Isole famose porti, fortezze, e terre maritime sottoposte alla Ser.ma Sig. ria di Venetia ad altri principi christiani, et al
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

40484 Karrow, Robert W., Louis Charles, 1878-1956 - Map collections
Louis Charles Karpinski, historian of mathematics and cartography. [ca. 1975?].
Authors: Jones, Phillip S.
37 p. ; 28 cm.
Photocopy of undated typescript; includes references dated to 1972.
Includes bibliography of Karpinski's works numbered 1-161.
Vert 1097, no. 1 (PrCt)

40485 Karpinski, Louis Charles, 1878-1956 - Map collections
Authors: Jones, Phillip S.
p. 185-202 ; 28 cm.
Includes bibliography of Karpinski's works numbered 1-166.
Vert 1097, no. 2 (PrCt)

40486 Karpinski, Louis Charles, 1878-1956 - Map collections
Manuscript maps - America - Collections - Manuscript maps - North America - Collections - Manuscript maps - United States - Collections - Cartography - America - History
Manuscript maps relating to American history in French, Spanish, and Portuguese archives. 1928.
Authors: Karpinski, Louis Charles, 1878-1956 -- American Historical Review 33 (1928)
p. 328-330
From: American Historical Review 33 (1928):
328-330.
BHC 1511
Vert 1102, no. 1 (PrCt)

40487 Karrow, Robert W. - Newberry Library -

Map collections
Bob Karrow retires / [James R. Akerman]. [2011].
Authors: Akerman, James R. -- Mapline no. 115-116 (Fall 2011)
Draft version of article published in Mapline no. 115-116 (Fall 2011).
Vert 2115, no. 4 (PrCt)

Authors: Akerman, James R. -- Mapline no. 115-116 (Fall 2011)
p. [1]-4 ; photos ; 28 cm.
Includes "selected bibliography, 1971-2009" (p. 3-4).
Photocopy filed as Vert 2115, no. 5 (PrCt)
Map Ref folio GA101 .M3, no. 115-116 (Fall 2011) (PrCt)

Bob Karrow hits the road / [Kelly McGrath]. [2011].
Authors: McGrath, Kelly -- Newberry Library.
Annual report (2010-2011)
p. 25-28 ; color photos ; 23 cm.
Photocopy filed as Vert 2115, no. 6 (PrCt)

Authors: Karrow, Robert W. -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library. Manuscript. Ayer Modern MS Karrow
2 linear feet (5 boxes)
Robert William Karrow, Jr. was born in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, 5 August 1945, and educated in the public schools of Hartland, Wisconsin. He received the B.S. degree from the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee in 1968 and

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
the M.S.L.S. degree from the University of Wisconsin-Madison in 1971. Since July 1971, he has been employed at the Newberry Library, first as Map Cataloger, from 1975 as Curator of Maps, and, from 1989, as Curator of Special Collections. He is the author of Mapmakers of the Sixteenth Century and their Maps (1993) and numerous articles and book reviews. He received the Ph.D. in history from Loyola University of Chicago in 1999 with a dissertation on Intellectual Foundations of the Cartographic Revolution. Included are photocopies of annual reports, correspondence, diaries, contemporary newspaper and periodical accounts of the Wheeler survey, topographical surveys in general, telegraphic longitude, biographical information, photographs, and lists of maps. Also included are published and unpublished secondary literature relating to these topics, manuscript research notes, correspondence, and bibliographical information about primary and secondary sources. The material was collected by Robert Karrow, the Newberry Library’s Curator of Maps, during the course of research for a major article and a planned (but never completed) dissertation in American History. Additional research on telegraphic longitude resulted in a conference paper and a brief published article. Archival research was conducted at several libraries and the National Archives.

Organized in 7 series.

Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library)


Ayer Modern MS Karrow (NLO)

40491 Kaskaskia (Ill.) - Maps - 1766 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Maps - Facsimiles

A Plan of Cascasquias with the design of an enceinte. 1982.

Authors: Pittman, Philip, captain -- William L. Clements Library
1 map ; 29 x 39 cm.

Photostat of 1766 manuscript in the William L. Clements Library, Ann Arbor.

Inscribed 'To His Excellency Genl. Gage.'


4312

map2F G4104.K3 1766 P5 1982 (PrCt)

40492 Kaskaskia (Ill.) - Maps - 1770

A Plan of Cascaskies / Thos. Kitchin sculpsit.


Authors: Kitchin, Thomas, 1718-1784 -- Pittman, Philip, captain. The Present state of the European settlements on the Mississippi [sic] ... (1770) -- Nourse, J. (John), d. 1780 -- Historic Urban Plans (Firm)
1 map ; 26 x 48 cm.

Facsimile of original published in Pittman, Philip. The Present state of the European settlements on the Mississippi [sic] ... (London : J. Nourse, 1770); ‘reproduced from the original in the Library of Congress. This is number 36 of an edition limited to 500 copies.’

Scale [ca. 1:4,850] 1,200 feet = 73 mm.

Includes references A-D.

Relief shown by hachures.

73-7369

map2F 4104.K3 (PrCt)

40493 Kaskaskia (Ill.) - Maps - 1770 - Cascaskies (Ill.) SEE Kaskaskia (Ill.)

A Plan of Cascaskies / Thos. Kitchin sculpsit.
[London : J. Nourse, 1770].

Authors: Kitchin, Thomas, 1718-1784 -- Pittman, Philip, captain. The Present state of the European settlements on the Mississippi [sic] ... (1770) -- Nourse, J. (John), d. 1780 -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 26 x 48 cm., on sheet folded to 26 x 20 cm.

Scale [ca. 1:4,850] 1,200 feet = 73 mm.

Includes references A-D.

Relief shown by hachures.

In Pittman, Philip. The Present state of the European settlements on the Mississippi [sic] ... (London : J. Nourse, 1770) between p. 42-43. Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library. Duplicate copies: VAULT Ruggles 283 -- VAULT Ayer 150.5 ,M76 P6 1770

VAULT folio Graff 3302 bet. p. 42-43 (PrCt)

40494 Kaskaskia (Ill.) - Maps - 1810 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps

Plat of the common field and town tract of Kaskaskia, [Washington : s.n., 1811].

Authors: Rector, William, fl. 1809-1820 -- Rector, Elias, fl. 1809-1813 -- United States. Congress. Senate

1 map ; 51 x 41 cm.


Scale ca. 1:23,708.

The Rectors were district surveyors. Shows long lots, with names of land owners, survey no., record no., area. Accompanying text has tables of claims and their disposition.

Koeppl ASP0029-02 (11-3) Pub. land 180, map 3.

map2F G4104.K3 1810 R4 (PrCt)

40495 Kaskaskia (Ill.) - Pictorial works - 1841

View of Kaskaskia, Ills. [Saint Louis, Mo. John Caspar Wild, 1841].
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)


1 view; 12 x 19 cm.
Anonymous view without imprint.
Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library).
Duplicate copies: folio Graff 4127 -- Ayer 160.5 .M76 W66 1948 (facsimile reprint)

VAULT folio Ayer 160.5 .M76 W66 1841, plate XII, between p. [60-61] (PrCt)

40498 Kassel (Germany) - Maps - 1792
A Plan of the city of Cassel. [London? J. Stockdale?, 1792?].
Authors: Andrews, John, 1736-1809 -- Andrews, John, 1736-1809. A Collection of plans of the most capital cities of ... Europe and ... the world [1792?] -- Stockdale, John, 1749?-1814
16 x 24 cm. 1 map ; 16 x 24 cm.

Case folio G 13 .036 pl. 25 (PrCt)

40499 Kassel (Germany) - Maps - 1800
Authors: Stockdale, John, 1749?-1814 -- Stockdale, John, 1749?-1814. A Geographical, historical, and political description of the empire of Germany, Holland, the Netherlands, Switzerland, Prussia, Italy, Sicily, Corsica, and Sardinia ... (1800)
1 map ; 17 x 25 cm.
Includes 'References' 1-35.
In: Stockdale, John. A Geographical, historical, and political description of the empire of Germany, Holland, the Netherlands, Switzerland, Prussia, Italy, Sicily, Corsica, and Sardinia ... (London : Printed for John Stockdale, 1800), plate 9, opposite p. 159.
M251

tfolio G 30 .333 pl. 9, opp. p. 159 (PrCt)

40500 Kassel (Germany) - Maps - 1827<<<-Wilhelmshöhe (Kassel, Germany) - Maps - 1827
Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag -- Goldschmidt, Albert -- Kraatz, Leopold -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
6. Aufl. [6th ed.]
'Mit 4 Karten und 1 Grundriss.' Maps lithographed by Leopold Kraatz. Map on inside front cover. Includes index.
Series: Grieben Reiseführer ; Bd. 156

Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 156 (1927) (NLO)

40501 Kassel (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1620
Cassvia, communiter Cassel, florentissim[m] lanigerae Hassiae oppidum ... [Cologne : s.n., Gabriell Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:159 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : hand col.; 16 x 47 cm. on sheet 41 x 54 cm.
Anonymous view.
Latin letterpress text on verso under titles: Martpvrgvm -- Cassvla..
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 1, pl. 26 (PrCt)

40502 Kasteel van Breda (Breda, Netherlands) - Pictorial works - 1700
Le Chateau de Breda / Karrewyn fecit. [Brussels? s.n., ca. 1700?].
Authors: Karrewijn, fl. ca. 1700 -- Karrewyn, fl. ca. 1700 SEE Karrewijn, fl. ca. 1700
1 view ; 15 x 20 cm.
Detached from an unidentified book; found laid in the Newberry's copy of Goor, Thomas Ernst van, Beschryving der stadt en lande van Breda (1744).
map1F G6004 .B7:2K3 1700 .K3 (PrCt)

40503 Kasteel van Breda (Breda, Netherlands) - Pictorial works - 1743
Het Hof des Princen van Oranje te Breda / P. De Swart, ad viv. del. ; B. F. Immink fec et sculp. 1743. [s'Gravenhage : Jacobus vanden Kieboom, 1744].
Authors: Swart, Pieter de, 1709-1773 -- Immink, B. F. -- Goor, Thomas Ernst van, 1710-1750.
Beschryving der stadt en lande van Breda (1744) -- Kieboom, Jacobus van den, fl. 1729-1744
1 view ; 31 x 39 cm.
In Goor, Thomas Ernst van, Beschryving der stadt en lande van Breda (s'Gravenhage: J. vanden Kieboom, 1744), after p. 60.
In upper right corner: Pag. 61.
G 46912 .35, after p. 60 (PrCt)

40504 Kathara Monastery (Ithaca Island, Greece) - Pictorial works - 1807<<>>Ithaca Island (Greece) - Pictorial works - 1807
Authors: Tomkins, Peltro William, 1760-1840 -- Wright, J. H., fl. 1808-1818 -- Gell, William, Sir, 1777-1836. The geography and antiquities of Ithaca (1807)
1 view ; 20 x 75 cm. fold to 30 x 21 cm.
In Gell, William, The geography and antiquities of Ithaca ... (London : Printed by J. Wright, St. John's Square, for Longman, Hurst, Rees, and Orme, Paternoster-row, 1807), after p. 90.
Case folio DF901.I8 G 1807, after p. 90 (PrCt)
Kâtip Çelebi, 1609-1657.
Cihannûma
p. 44-48
Map Ref folio GA1 .I6, v. 1, p. 44-48 (PrCt)
Kattegat (Denmark and Sweden) -1740 - Nautical charts<<>>Nautical charts - Kattegat (Denmark and Sweden) - 1740<<>>Great Belt (Denmark) - Maps - 1740 - Nautical charts<<>>Nautical charts - Great Belt (Denmark) - 1740<<>>Little Belt (Denmark) - Maps - 1740 - Nautical charts<<>>Nautical charts - Little Belt (Denmark) - 1740<<>>Nautical charts
Authors: Mount, William, d. 1769 -- Page, Thomas, d. 1762 -- English Pilot. Part 2 (1740) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 43 x 79 cm., on composite sheet 46 x 85 cm.
Oriented with north at left.
In: The English pilot : The second part : Describing the sea-coasts ... in the whole northern navigation ... the north coast of England and Scotland ... the sea-coast of Flanders ... Norway ... Russia ... and Nova Zembla, as far as the Tartarian Sea ... The sea-coasts of Sweden ... in the Baltick-Sea (London : William Mount and Thomas Page, 1740), [plate 13].
Printed from 2 plates on 2 sheets joined to form 1 composite sheet.
Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger): English Pilot. Part 2 (1740)
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1793 .E552 1740, [plate 13] (PrCt)

40507 Kattegat (Denmark and Sweden) -1749 - Nautical charts

Kattegat (Denmark and Sweden) -1749 - Nautical charts

Great Belt (Denmark) - Maps - 1749 - Nautical charts

Little Belt (Denmark) - Maps - 1749 - Nautical charts

Store Belt (Denmark) SEE Great Belt (Denmark)

Store Belt (Denmark) SEE Great Belt (Denmark)

Store Strait (Denmark) SEE Great Belt (Denmark)

Lille Bælt (Denmark) SEE Little Belt (Denmark)

Kattegat (Denmark and Sweden) SEE Kattegat (Denmark and Sweden)

Nautical charts


1 map; 43 x 78 cm.

Oversize Ayer 135 .E55 1749 following p. 32 (PrCt)

40508 Katwijk aan Zee (Netherlands) - Maps - 1631 - Archaeology

Eerfame leeter hier hebt ghij ce caerte va[n] de fondame[n]ten ... dorp Cattwijck op Zee ... [Amsterdam] : C. J. Visscher excudebat, 1631. Authors: Visscher, Claes Jansz., 1586 or 7-1652 -- Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map; 29 x 40 cm.

Oversize Ayer 108 .C7 v. 10 Atlas, pl. 25 (PrCt)

40509 Kauai (Hawaii) - Maps - 1785 - Pictorial works

Kauai (Hawaii) - Maps - 1785 - Pictorial works


1 map; 22 x 38 cm.

Oversize Ayer 118 .C7 1785c Atlas pl. [25] (PrCt)

40510 Kauai (Hawaii) - Maps - 1785 - Pictorial works

Kauai (Hawaii) - Maps - 1785 - Pictorial works


1 map; 22 x 38 cm.

Oversize Ayer 118 .C7 1785c Atlas pl. [25] (PrCt)

40511 Kauai (Hawaii) - Maps - 1785 - Pictorial works

Kauai (Hawaii) - Maps - 1785 - Pictorial works


1 map; 22 x 47 cm.

Oversize Ayer 118 .C7 1785c Atlas pl. [27] (PrCt)

40512 Kauai (Hawaii) - Maps - 1785 - Pictorial works

Kauai (Hawaii) - Maps - 1785 - Pictorial works

An Inland view, in Atooi. London : G. Nicol and T. Cadell, 1785. Authors: Cook, James, 1728-1779 -- Webber,
Maps

Landowners

Counties


Authors: Jones & Murphy -- Library of Congress.

Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps

1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.

Size of original: 22 x 15.5 in. Scale 1:133,320.

Originally published 1878.

Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:

Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps


Microfiche 583, no. 1033 (PrCt)


Authors: Beck, W. M. -- Texas. General Land Office -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps

1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.

Size of original: Blueprint, 42 x 28 in. Originally compiled 1896; traced 1931.

Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:

Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps


Microfiche 583, no. 1034 (PrCt)

40517 Kay County (Okla.) - Maps - 1921 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps

Warden atlas of Kay County, Okla.; containing plats of each township ... cities, towns, rural routes, location of farms, soil, crops ... Oklahoma City : Warden Co., 1921.

Authors: Warden Company, Oklahoma City -- Shapiro, Oscar

1 atlas (45 p. : ill., ports., maps) ; 30 cm.

Bookplate of Oscar Shapiro.

oversize F 92746 .955 (NLO)

40518 Kea (Greece) - Maps - 1753 - Harbors - Nautical charts<<>>Nautical charts - Kea (Greece) - 1753 - Harbors<<>>Nautical charts


Authors: W. and J. Mount, T. and T. Page (Firm), fl. ca. 1753-1755 -- English Pilot. Part 3 (1753) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 15 x 16 cm.

Engraved map printed on page of letterpress text. Oriented with north at lower left.

In: The English pilot. Part III. Describing the...
sea-coasts, capes, head-lands, bays, roads, harbours, rivers and ports ... in the whole Mediterranean Sea ... (London : Printed for W. and J. Mount, T. and T. Page, on Tower-Hill, 1753) p. 64. Running title: A Description of the Sea Archipelagus.

Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger):

English Pilot. Part 3 (1753)

oversize Ayer 135 .E55 1753 p. 64 (PrCt)

40519 Kea (Greece) - Maps - 1771 - Harbors - Nautical charts

[Nautical charts - Kea (Greece) - 1771 - Harbors]

SEE Kea (Greece) - Nautical charts

The Haven of Zea. [London : J. Mount and T. Page, 1771].

Authors: Mount, John, d. 1786 -- Page, Thomas, d. 1781 -- English Pilot. Part 3 (1771) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 15 x 16 cm. on sheet 47 x 30 cm.

Engraved map printed beneath of letterpress text. (p. 64): A Description of the Sea Archipelagus.

Oriented with north at lower left.

In: The English pilot : Part III : Describing the sea-coasts ... in the whole Mediterranean Sea (London : Printed for J. Mount, and T. Page, on Tower-Hill, 1771), [plate 45]

Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger):

English Pilot. Part 3 (1771)

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1956.P5 E5 1771, [plate 45] (PrCt)

40520 Kea Island (Greece) - Maps - 1528 - Woodcuts

[Map of Kea Island in the Kyklades of the southern Aegean Sea]. [Venice : Nicolò Zoppino, 1528].

Authors: Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530 -- Zoppino, Nicolò, fl. 1508-1544 -- Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530. Libro di Benedetto Bordone : nel qual si ragiona de tutte l’isole del mondo ... (1528)

1 map : woodcut ; within printed borders 8 x 14 cm., on sheet 31 x 21 cm.

Title supplied by cataloger.

"Zea" identified at lower center of the island.

Oriented with north at upper right.

In: Bordon, Benedetto. Libro di Benedetto Bordone : nel qual si ragiona de tutte l’isole del mondo ... (Venice : Nicolò Zoppino, 1528), folio XLII.


Case folio G 117 -108, folio XLII (PrCt)

40521 Kealakekua Bay (Hawaii) - Maps - 1785 - Pictorial works


Authors: Cook, James, 1728-1779 -- Webber, John, 1751-1793 -- Byrne, W. -- Cook, James, 1772-1779. A Voyage to the Pacific Ocean ... (1785) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 22 x 50 cm.

In: Cook, James. A Voyage to the Pacific Ocean : undertaken by the command of His Majesty for making discoveries in the northern hemisphere ... in the years 1776, 1777, 1778, 1779 and 1780 (London : Printed by H. Hughes, for G. Nicol ... and T. Cadell, 1785) v. 10, pl. [54]. Engraved plate no. '68.'

oversize Ayer 118 .C7 v. 10 Atlas, pl. 54 (PrCt)

40522 Kealakekua Bay (Hawaii) - Maps - 1785 - Pictorial works


Authors: Cook, James, 1728-1779 -- Webber, John, 1751-1793 -- Byrne, W. -- Cook, James, 1772-1779. A Voyage to the Pacific Ocean ... (1785) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 22 x 50 cm.

In atlas accompanying: Cook, James. A Voyage to the Pacific Ocean ... for making discoveries in the Northern Hemisphere ... in the years 1776, 1777, 1778, 1779, and 1780 (London : Printed by H. Hughes for G. Nicol and T. Cadell) Atlas pl. [54]. Engraved plate no. '68.'

oversize Ayer 118 .C7 1785c Atlas pl. [54] (PrCt)

40523 Kealakekua Bay (Hawaii) - Maps - 1784 - Cook, James, 1728-1779 - Death and burial - Pictorial works - 1784

[The death of Captain Cook]. [London, 1784].

Authors: Webber, John, 1751-1793 -- Bartolozzi, Francesco, 1727-1815 -- Byrne, William, 1743-1805

1 print : engraving, b&w ; 25 x 38 cm.

Proof impression of plate, lacking all lettering and with less shading than finished print.

On verso, MS in brown ink, 'T.T.'

This proof was laid in a copy of Cook's A voyage to the Pacific ocean. Undertaken, by the command of His Majesty, for making discoveries in the northern hemisphere. Performed under the direction of Captains Cook, Clerke, and Gore, in His Majesty's ships the Resolution and Discovery; in the years 1776, 1777, 1778, 1779, and 1780 ... The 2d ed. (London, G. Nicol and T. Cadell, 1785.) [Ayer 118 .C7 v. 10].

The finished engraving has the title above, the attribution 'Drawn by J. Webber; the figures engraved by F. Bartolozzi, R.A.; the landscape by W. Byrne,' and the imprint 'London, Published as the act directs, 1 July 1785, by W. Byrne, No. 79 Titchfield Street, & J. Webber, No. 312 Oxford Street.'

map2F G4382 .K4 1784 W4, no. 4 (PrCt)

40524 Kealakekua Bay (Hawaii) - Pictorial works - 1784 - Dance - Kealakekua Bay (Hawaii) -
Pictorial works - Early works to 1800
1800 Hawaiians - Portraits - Early works to 1800
[A Man of the Sandwich Islands, dancing].
[London, 1784].
Authors: Grignon, Charles, 1717-1810 -- Webber, John, 1751-1793 -- Cook, James, 1728-1779
1 print : engraving, b&w ; 25 x 18 cm.
Drawing of man with cap; hut, wall, vegetation, hills in background.
Proof impression of plate, lacking all lettering and with less shading than finished print.
This proof was laid in a copy of Cook's A voyage to the Pacific ocean. Undertaken, by the command of His Majesty, for making discoveries in the northern hemisphere. Performed under the direction of Captains Cook, Clerke, and Gore, in His Majesty's ships the Resolution and Discovery; in the years 1776, 1777, 1778, 1779, and 1780 ... The 2d ed. (London, G. Nicol and T. Cadell, 1785.) [Ayer 118 .C7 v. 10].
The finished engraving has the title above and the attribution 'J. Webber del. ; C. Grignion sc..'
map2F G4382 .K4 1784 W4, no. 2 (PrCt)

40525
Kealakekua Bay (Hawaii) - Pictorial works - 1793 Hawaiians - Boats - Pictorial works - 1793 Outrigger canoes - Hawaii - Kealakekua Bay - Pictorial works - 1793 Masks - Hawaii - Kealakekua Bay - Pictorial works - 1784
[A canoe of the Sandwich Islands, the rowers masked]. [London, 1784].
Authors: Grignon, Charles, 1717-1810 -- Webber, John, 1751-1793 -- Cook, James, 1728-1779
1 print : engraving, b&w ; 23 x 38 cm.
Proof impression of plate, lacking all lettering and with less shading than finished print.
This proof was laid in a copy of Cook's A voyage to the Pacific ocean. Undertaken, by the command of His Majesty, for making discoveries in the northern hemisphere. Performed under the direction of Captains Cook, Clerke, and Gore, in His Majesty's ships the Resolution and Discovery; in the years 1776, 1777, 1778, 1779, and 1780 ... The 2d ed. (London, G. Nicol and T. Cadell, 1785.) [Ayer 118 .C7 v. 10].
The finished engraving has the title above and the attribution 'J. Webber del. ; C. Grignion sc..'
map2F G4382 .K4 1784 W4, no. 3 (PrCt)

40526
Kealakekua Bay (Hawaii) - Pictorial works - 1793 Cook, James, 1728-1779 Karakakooa Bay (Hawaii) SEE Kealakekua Bay (Hawaii) Owyhee SEE Hawaii
A View of Karakakooa Bay in Owyhee, where Captn. Cook was killed / E. Scott sculp. [London : s.n., 1793?].
Authors: Scott, Edmund, ca. 1746-1810 -- Bankes, Thomas, b. 1744. A New and authentic system of universal geography, antient and modern : including all the late important discoveries made by the English ... [1793?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view ; 20 x 34 cm., on sheet 40 x 24 cm.
"Engraved for Bankes's new system of geography published by royal authority."
In: Bankes, Thomas. A New and authentic system of universal geography, antient and modern : including all the late important discoveries made by the English ... (London : Printed for C. Cooke ... [et al., 1793?]), opposite p. 98.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G115 .B36 1793, opposite p. 98 (PrCt)

40527
Kearney County (Neb.) - Maps - 1916 - Landowners - Nebraska - Maps - 1916 - Road maps - Road maps - County maps - Landowners - Maps
Atlas and plat book of Kearney County, Nebraska, containing outline map of the county; plans of all the townships with owners' names; Nebraska state map showing automobile roads and map of the United States; also farm animal chart ... Minden, Neb. Minden Courier, c1916.
Authors: Minden Courier, Minden, Neb.
1 atlas (39, [18] p., ill., maps) ; 40 cm.
folio F 92446 .05 (NLO)

40528
Kearny, Stephen Watts, 1794-1848 - Franklin, William Buel, 1823-1903 - Kearny Expedition, 1845 - Overland journeys to the Pacific - Southwest, New - Description and travel
Authors: Franklin, William Buel, 1823-1903 -- Schubert, Frank N.
xiv, 41 p., [1] leaf of plates (fold.) : ill., map, ports. ; 23 cm.
Series: Engineer historical studies ; no. 1.
Bibliography: p. 41.
E405.2 .F84 1979 (NLO)

40529
Keene (N.H.) - Maps - Collections, 1733-1892 - Counties - Maps
Authors: Old Maps (Firm)
1 atlas (45 p. : maps) ; 36 cm.
"With a narrative history."
ISBN 0911653066
folio G1224.K4 E17 1983 (NLO)
Kefermarkt (Austria) - Catholic church buildings - 1978


Authors: Verlag Hofstetter-Dia

1 booklet (28 p) : col. photos ; 21 cm

Text in German, French, and English.


Keith County (Neb.) - Maps - 1913 - Landowners - Maps

Standard atlas of Keith County, Nebraska : including a plat book of the villages, cities and townships of the county : map of the state, United States and the world ; patrons directory, reference business directory and departments devoted to general information : analysis of the system of U.S. land surveys, digest of the system of civil government, etc., etc. / compiled and published by Geo. A. Ogle & Co. Chicago : Geo. A. Ogle & Co., 1913.

Authors: Geo. A. Ogle & Co. -- Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Allen, Wm. -- Peterson, Bertha E. -- Keith County Historical Society (Neb.)

1 atlas (71, xxiii p.) : ill., col. maps, ports. ; 46 cm.

Nebraska, United States and world maps by Geo. F. Cram.

Township maps predominantly at scale [ca. 1:36,206]. 1 3/4 in to 1 mile.

Imperfect: map of Ogalla (p. 10) torn, portion missing.

Scales differ.

Former owner: Wm. Allen.

Inscribed by Bertha E. Peterson to Keith County Historical Society, 1964.

Includes indexes and advertisements.

oversize G4193.K4G46 1913 .O3 (NLO)

Kelepha (Greece) - Maps - 1689


Authors: Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718 -- Padoani, Domenico, fl. 1689 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718. Citta, fortezze, isole, e porti principale dell' Europa ... (1689) 1 map ; 27 x 44 cm.


VAULT folio Ayer 135 .C8 1689 pl. 86 (PrCt)

Kelley, Donald Greame, 1913-<><><><><>Rand McNally and Company - Biography


Errata slip bound in over table of contents; 'Don Kelly would have smiled with understanding to see how neatly the misspelling of the word errata slipped by.'

Kelley was Director of the Cartographic Department of Rand McNally in 1939.

'Designed and printed at Engdahl Typography'--T.p. verso.

'150 copies printed.

Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.

Wing ZP 983 .E55 (NLO)

Keltenhofer, Stephan, 16th cent. -<><><><><>Keltenhofer, Stephan, 16th cent. SEE Keltenhofer, Stephan, 16th cent. SEE Keltenhofer, Stephan, 16th cent. [Notes on Stephan Keltenhofer]. [Chicago, 198-?].

Authors: Karrow, Robert W.

1 file folder ; 25 x 30 cm.

Bibliographical notes and drafts used in the preparation of the chapter on Stephan Keltenhofer in: Karrow, Mapmakers of the sixteenth century and their maps (1993).

Vert 3114 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Kempen (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1552<<<<Woodcuts
[View of Kempen, Germany]. [Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552].
Authors: Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552. Cosmographiae universalis ... (1552) -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : woodcut ; 6 x 9 cm., on sheet 32 x 21 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Added letterpress title above woodcut:
Campidonia, ulugo Kempten.
In: Münster, Sebastian. Cosmographiae universalis ... (Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552), p. 562.
Possibly an inaccurate view, since some of the woodcuts in this volume were used for more than one town.
VAULT folio Ayer 7 .M8 1552, p. 562 (PrCt)

Kempen (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1620
Campidonia vulgo Kempten, peruetus sacri romani imperij oppid. [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Abelin, Johann Philipp -- Rogl, Hans, fl. 1563-1565 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : hand col. ; 33 x 45 cm.
Keyed to references 1-27 at bottom left.
Derived from a 1569 woodcut associated with Johann Philipp Abelin and Hans Rogl; see R.A. Skelton's Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.
Latin letterpress text on verso under title:
Campidonia, vulgo Kempten.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 2, pl. 38 (PrCt)

Kempen (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1657
Campidonia vulgo Kempten, peruetus sacri romani imperij oppid. [Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657].
Authors: Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664 -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Urbinum totius Germaniae superioris illustrorum cliarumque tabulae ... Pars posterior [i.e. prior] (1657) -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Theatrum urbium (1657)
1 view : hand col. ; 33 x 45 cm.
Keyed to references 1-27 at bottom left.
Latin letterpress text on verso under title:
Campidonia.
In: Jansson, Jan. Urbinum totius Germaniae superioris illustrorum cliarumque tabulae ... Pars posterior [i.e. prior] 1657, [plate 24].
Issued in volume [2] of 8 in Jansson's townbook atlases, collectively known as the Theatrum urbium (Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657).
Case oversize G 117 .452, v. 2, [plate 24] (PrCt)

Kempen-Ingolstadt (Germany) - Maps - 1704<<<<Spanish Succession, War of, 1701-1714 - Maps<<<<Augsburg Region (Germany) - Maps - 1704<<<<Donauwörth Region (Germany) - Maps - 1704<<<<Höchstadt Region (Germany) - Maps - 1704
Nouvelle carte du pays de Donavert et Hochstett &c. Amsterdam, 1704.
Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Schenk, Pieter, ca. 1698-1775 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:97
1 map : hand col. ; 38 x 48 cm.
Added title: Nieuwe kaart van t'land Donavert en Hochstett &c.
Includes 3 inset maps of the Augsburg, Donauwörth, and Höchstadt regions with accompanying references A-E, A-G & H, and A-E.
2337, 2339, 2340, and 2341
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johann Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:97 (PrCt)

Kempen Region (Germany) - Maps - 1710
Augsburg mit der Gegend auf 2 Stunden.
Augsburg : Gabriel Bodenehr, 1710.
Authors: Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. -- Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. Atlas curieus -- oder, Neuer und compendieuser atlas 1710 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 16 x 27 cm.
In: Bodenehr, Gabriel. Atlas curieus; oder, Neuer und compendieuser atlas ... ([Augsburg : Gabriel Bodenehr, 1710?]) pl. [72]. Engraved plate no. '75.'
Ayer 135 .B6 pl. 72 (PrCt)

Kenai Peninsula (Alaska) - Maps - 1779 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<<<Nautical charts - Kenai Peninsula (Alaska) - Maps - 1779 - Manuscripts<<<<Manuscript maps - Facsimiles<<<<Nautical charts
Plano de la Ensenada de Nuestra Señora de Regla situada en la latitud de 59 grados 8 minutos norte y en 49 grados 11 minutos de longitud al oeste del Puerto de San Blas ... [19--].
Authors: Pantoja y Arriaga, Juan -- Archivo General de Indias. Carpeta de Mapas 18 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
40543  Kendall County (III.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners<<<Countsies - Maps<<<Landowners - Maps
Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960- -- Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)
142 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
1st ed.
‘Deluxe edition.’
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).
‘3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.’
Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).
Includes indexes.
Series: Family maps
ISBN 1420302140
Local History Ref F547.K4 B69 2005 (NLO)

40544  Kendall County (III.) - Maps - 1851 - Landowners<<<Countsies - Maps<<<Landowners - Maps
Authors: Rees, James H. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 2 parts, 21.5 x 40.5 in. each.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 1035 (PrCt)

40554 Kendall County (Tex.) - Maps - 1899 - Landowners-<>-Counties - Maps<>-Landowners - Maps
Authors: Hunnicutt -- Giles, J. Bascom -- Texas. General Land Office -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: Blueprint, 34.5 x 32.5 in. Scale 1:50,688. Originally published Philadelphia and Augusta, Me.: J. Chace, Jr. and Wm. R. Shaw, 1856.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps: Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 269 (PrCt)

40557 Kennebec County (Me.) - Maps - 1879 - Landowners-<>-Counties - Maps<>-Landowners - Maps
The Old maps of Kennebec County, Maine in 1879. Fryeburg, Me. Saco Valley Printing, c1983.
Authors: Halfpenny, H. E. -- Caldwell and Halfpenny (Philadelphia, Pa.) -- Worley & Bracher -- Bourquin, F. (Frederick), b. 1808 -- Saco Valley Printing -- Halfpenny, H. E. Atlas of Kennebec County, Maine (1879) 1 atlas (55 p. : 64 maps) ; 28 cm.
"These pages contain 64 maps of Kennebec County, Maine as compiled by the Atlas of Kennebec County, Maine [compiled and drawn from official plans and actual surveys by H.E. Halfpenny] (Caldwell and Halfpenny, Philadelphia, 1879)."
Original maps engraved by Worley & Bracher and printed by F. Bourquin.

40558 Kennebec River (Me.) - Maps - 1700-1799 - Mouth - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<>-Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Carte de l'entrée de la rivière de Quinnebequi et de ses environs ... [19--].
Authors: France. Service hydrographique. Archives. 135-3-7 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 18th-century manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France ASH 135-3-7 (PrCt)

A Plan of Kennebec River and the forts thereon, built by the forces raised for the defence of the eastern frontiers of the province of Massachusetts Bay; drawn and inscribed to

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Major-Gen. John Winslow, Commander-in-chief there, by John Indick; dated Boston, Nov. 12, 1754. [19-?].


1 map

Photostatic reproduction of 1754 manuscript.


folio Ayer 136. H91 1907 ser. 1, v. 1, pl. 23-24 (PrCt)

Kenneth Nebenzahl, inc.

40560

Kennedy, Joseph Camp Griffith, 1813-1887


Authors: Friis, Herman Ralph, 1905-


Includes a bibliography and a list of the slides that accompanied the paper.

Vert 108 (PrCt)

Kenneth Nebenzahl, inc.

40561

Kenneth Nebenzahl, inc.

Catalogs

Frontier Americana : discovery, exploration and travel in the Western Hemisphere. Chicago : K. Nebenzahl, inc., [197-?].

Authors: Kenneth Nebenzahl, inc. -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. (unpaged) : ill., maps ; 26 cm.

'Catalogue Twenty-one.'

Includes bibliographical references.

Ayer Z1236.K45 1970 (NLO)

Kenneth Nebenzahl, inc.

40562

Kenneth Nebenzahl, inc.

Catalogs

Map industry and trade - Catalogs


51 nos. in 13 v. : ill., maps ; 15-28 cm.


Uniform title: Compass (Chicago, Ill.)

Ayer folio Z999 .N454 (NLO)

Kenneth Nebenzahl, inc.

40563

40564

Kenosha County (Wis.) - Maps - 1873 - Landowners

Maps


1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.

Size of original: 6 parts; 4 are 18 x 24.5 in. each and 2 are 19 x 24.5 in. each. Scale 1:42,240.

Originally published Winneconne, Wis.: E.M. Harney, 1873.


Microfiche 583, no. 1435 (PrCt)

Kenneth Nebenzahl, inc.

40565

Kenosha County (Wis.) - Maps - 1963 - Landowners

Maps


Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Kenosha County Farm Bureau (Wis.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (16 p.) : 9 maps ; 22 x 28 cm.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 297 (PrCt)

40572 Kent County (Md.) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps
<<>> Road maps
<<>> Counties - Maps
General highway map Kent County Maryland.
Authors: Maryland. Dept. of Transportation
1 map : col. ; 43 x 44 cm.
Inserts: Georgetown and vicinity. -- Tolchester Beach. -- Chesapeake Landing. -- Chestertown.
-- Still Pond. -- Betterton. -- Rock Hall. -- Kentmore Park. -- Millington.
temp map4F G3843.A 1964-1985 M3 map 14 (PrCt)

40573 Kent County (Mich.) - Maps - 1876 - Landowners
<<>> Counties - Maps
Illustrated historical atlas of the county of Kent, Michigan. Chicago : H. Belden, 1876.
Authors: H. Belden & Co. -- Higgins, Belden & Company -- Chicago Historical Society
1 atlas (92 p.) : ill., col. maps ; 45 cm.
Includes patrons' directory, brief history of county and biographical notes on early residents.
Scale not given.
Library buckram.
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005; includes CHS ownership markings.
CHS Coll., Atlas no. 114
oversize G4113.K4G46 1876 .B45 (NLO)

40574 Kent County (Mich.) - Maps - 1907 - Landowners
<<>> Counties - Maps
Authors: Geo. A. Ogle & Co. -- Williams, T. O. -- Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (80, [13], 102-139, viii, x-xxii p.) : ill., 70 col. maps, ports. ; 46 cm.
Map of Michigan, United States and world published by Geo. F. Cram.
Includes portraits of residents, patron's reference directory, and indexes to owners and portraits.
Scale of township maps 2 in. to 1 mile. Scale [1:31,680].
Scale of Grand Rapids and environs maps 400 ft. to 1 in. Scale [1:4,800].
Publisher's half-bound red leather and black cloth over boards.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: map50000269
Baskes oversize G4113.K4G46 1907 .O3 (NLO)

40575 Kent County (Mich.) - Maps - 1983 - Landowners
<<>> Counties - Maps
Rockford Map Publishers ; Distributed by Kent County 4-H Leaders Association, c1983.
Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Kent County 4-H Leaders Association (Mich.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (54 p.) : 25 maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
Includes index to owners and business directory.
Scale [1:50,688]. 1 1/4 in. to 1 mile.
Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 85675053

40576 Kent County (Tex.) - Maps - 1888 - Landowners
<<>> Counties - Maps
Authors: Texas. General Land Office -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division.
LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 22 x 17.5 in. Scale 1:133,320.
Originally compiled 1888.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 1037 (PrCt)

40577 Kent (England) - Geomorphology
<<>> Morphology - Maps
<<>> Packe, Christopher, 1686-1749
Christopher Packe (1686-1749), physician-cartographer of Kent. 1977.
Vert 1068 (PrCt)
Kent (England) - Guidebooks - 1885
Handbook to the county of Kent: containing full information concerning all its favourite places of resort, both on the coast and inland / by G. Phillips Bevan; with map and plans. London: Edward Stanford, 1885.
Inset: A Plan of the town of Sandwich [sheet 22].
Includes list of subscribers on sheet 21.
Issued with folded map lacking in this copy.
5th ed.
Cover title: Tourists' guide to Kent
Spine title: Tourists' Kent
Map by Edward Stanford.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .S73 Kent (1885) (NLO)

Authors: Saxton, Christopher, b. 1542 -- Hogenberg, Remy, 1536-1587 -- Margary, Harry
1 map ; 41 x 55 cm.
Facsimile of original published 1575.
In Two hundred and fifty years of map making in the county of Sussex (Lympne Castle, Eng.: H. Margary, 1970) sheet 3.
Scale [ca. 1:280,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
map6F 5753.S9.1 sht. 3 (PrCt)

Kent (England) - Maps - 1596
Authors: Symonson, Philip, d. 1598 -- Stent, Peter, fl. 1643-1667 -- Whitwell, Charles -- Great Britain. Ordnance Survey
1 map ; 54 x 80 cm.
'By the travayle of Phil: Symonson of Rochester gent. 1596.'
Facsimile of original published [London]: Peter Stent, [ca. 1650].
Scale [ca. 1:118,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
Includes tables of hundreds, towns, parishes, etc. and a note on publication history.
10820
ICN74
map6F 5753 .K4 (PrCt)

Kent (England) - Maps - 1646<<<<Rochester (Kent, England) - Maps - 1646
Kent with her cities and earles described and observed. [London]: G Humble [i.e. J. Legate and W. Humble], [1646].
Authors: Speed, John, 1552?-1629 -- Humble, George, d. 1640 -- Legate, John, d. 1658 -- Humble, William, 1612-1686 -- Speed, John, 1552?-1629. A Prospect of the most famous parts of the world ... together with ... Great Britaines empire (1646)
1 map ; 37 x 49 cm. on sheet 42 x 54 cm.
Insets (11 x 17 cm. and 9 x 11 cm.): Canterbury -- Rochester.
Includes coats-of-arms in upper margin.
Letterpress text on verso (p. 7-8) under the following heading: Kent.
In: Speed, John. A Prospect of the most famous parts of the world ... together with ... Great Britaines empire (London: Printed by John Legatt, for William Humble, 1646) map [26].
Case oversize G 117 .82 map [26] (PrCt)

Kent with her cities and earles described and observed. [London]: Tho. Bassett ... and Ric. Chiswell, [1676].
Authors: Speed, John, 1552?-1629 -- Bassett, Thomas -- Chiswell, Richard -- Speed, John, 1552?-1629. The Theatre of the Empire of Great-Britain ... (1676) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 37 x 49 cm. on sheet 42 x 55 cm.
Insets (11 x 17 cm. and 9 x 11 cm.): Canterbury -- Rochester.
Includes coats-of-arms in upper margin.
Letterpress text on verso (p. 7-8) under the following heading: Kent.
In: Speed, John. The Theatre of the Empire of Great-Britain ... (London: Printed for T. Bassett and R. Chiswell, 1676) map [5].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .S7 1676 map [5] (PrCt)

Kent (England) - Maps - 1769<<<<Sandwich (England) - Maps - 1769
A Topographical-map of the County of Kent ... Lympne Castle, Eng. Harry Margary, [1697].
Authors: Andrews, John, 1736-1809 -- Dury, Andrew -- Herbert, William, 1718-1795 -- George III, King of Great Britain, 1738-1820 -- Margary, Harry
1 map ; on 25 sheets 51 x 77 cm. + index map.
Facsimile of original published London: A. Dury and W. Herbert, 1769.
Includes list of subscribers on sheet 21.
Dedicated to George III.
Inset: A Plan of the town of Sandwich [sheet 22].
70-1316
ICN78
map4F G5753.K4 1769 .A5 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
A Topographical-map of the County of Kent : in twenty five sheets, on a scale of two inches to the mile, from an actual survey ... London : Printed for A. Dury ... and W. Herbert ... , 1769.


1 map : hand col. ; on 25 sheets each 57 x 76 cm.

'John Andrews Sculp.'

'Published according to Act of Parliament January ye 1st 1769.'

Spine title: Maps of Kent.

Scale [1:31,680]. 2 in. = 1 mile.

London meridian.

Relief shown by hachures.

Shows off-shore soundings and sand bars.

Inset on plate 22: A Plan of the town of Sandwich. 1 map ; 24 x 31 cm. Includes dedication to King George III and a list of subscribers in ornate cartouche mounted by royal coat of arms (plate 21).

Bound with: A Map of the county of Kent taken from an actual survey as an index to the large one / T. Kitchin sculp. Scale [ca. 1:154,000]. 1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 60 cm. Contemporary newspaper clipping pasted inside front cover, citing 'several mistakes which might have been prevented'; addressed to the 'printer of the St. John Chronicle, Mr. Baldwin.'

OCLC 43123813

Acc. no. 70-360

map7C G5753.K4 1769 .A57 (PrCt)

Kent (England) - Maps - 1769<<>>Sandwich

Kent (England) - Maps - 1769<<>>Canterbury

Kent (England) - Maps - 1769<<>>Wall maps

A Topographical-map of the county of Kent : in twenty five sheets, on a scale of two inches to the mile, from an actual survey : in which are expressed all the roads, lanes, churches, towns, villages, noblemen and gentlemen seats, Roman roads, hills, rivers, woods, cottages & every thing remarkable in the count : together with the division of the lathes & their subdivision into hundreds / by Jn. Andrews, Andw. Dury, & Wm. Herbert. London : Printed for A. Dury in Duke's Court, St. Martins Lane, and W. Herbert at No. 27 in Gulstons Square, White Chappel ... ; Published according to act of Parliament, January ye 1st, 1769.


1 map in 25 sheets : hand col. ; sheets 55 x 72 cm. + 1 index map : hand col. ; 49 x 70 cm. "John Andrews sculp."

Scale [1:31,680]. 2 in. = 1 mile.

London meridian.

Relief shown by hachures; depth shown by soundings.

Shows sand bars; sea decorated with ships.

Dedication to King George the Third and a list of subscribers in ornate cartouche with royal coat of arms.

Index map: A map of the county of Kent taken from an actual survey as an index to the large one / T. Kitchin sculp. Scale [ca. 1:154,000].

Inset map: A plan of the town of Sandwich. Scale 16 perches to an inch.


References: Bodleian Library. County maps of the British Isles (2nd rev. ed.), 225; Rodger 220. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G5753.K4 1769 .A57 (NLO)

Kent (England) - Maps - 1800-1809

Topographical and statistical description of the county of Kent : containing an account of its situation, extent, towns, roads, rivers, minerals, fisheries, manufactures, commerce, fairs, agriculture, markets, curiosities, antiquities, natural history, civil and ecclesiastical jurisdictions, &c. : to which is prefixed a copious travelling guide ... forming a complete county itinerary : also, a list of the markets and fairs, and an index table shewing at one view the distances of all the towns from London and from each other / by George Alexander Cooke ; illustrated with a map of the county. London : Printed for C. Cooke, No. 17, Paternoster Row, by Brimmer and Co., Water Lane, Fleet Street ; And sold by all the booksellers in the United Kingdom, [180-?].


Includes bibliographical references (p. [29]-34). Issued as part of a series of descriptive guides to the counties of Great Britain.

Bound with one other title.

Contemporary half bound brown leather, marbled papers over boards.
Kent (England) - Maps - 1801 - Topographic maps

General survey of England and Wales ... County of Kent. London, 1798 [i.e. 1801].


1 map : hand col. ; 115 x 170 cm. on 4 sheets each 63 x 90 cm.

Added title: ... An Entirely new & accurate survey of the County of Kent with part of the county of Essex.


521

map6F G5753.K4 1801 G7 (PrCt)

Kent (England) - Maps - 1821 - Topographic maps

Map of the county of Kent, from an actual survey made in the years 1819 & 1820. London, 1821.

Authors: Greenwood, C. (Christopher), 1786-1855 -- Neele & Son -- Pringle, George

1 map : hand col. ; 110 x 171 cm., mounted on cloth and folded to 30 x 19 cm. in original slipcase 32 x 21 cm.

Scale [ca. 1:63,360].

See Harley, J.B. Christopher Greenwood ... ; Appendix II, no. 8 (London, 1962) [IF 45988.95399].

88-9814

5143

map6F G5753.K4 1821 G7 (PrCt)

Kent (England) - Maps - 1858 - Topographic maps


Authors: King, R. J. (Richard John), 1818-1879 -- John Murray (Firm) -- Murray's handbooks for travellers -- W. & A.K. Johnston Limited -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

xxxix, 379 p. : 1 map ; 18 cm.

Cover title: Murray's hand-book, Kent & Sussex


Includes newspaper clippings and ms. notes tipped in throughout.

By R.J. King. Cf. Lister.

Folded map in pocket engraved by W. & A.K. Johnston.

Series: [Murray's handbooks for travellers] -- Murray's handbooks for travellers.

Series statement from publisher's advertisements on front endpapers.

"With map."

Includes bibliographical references and index.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Full text of another copy (but not the map?) available online via Hathi Trust Digital Library (accessed February 2013):

http://hdl.handle.net/2027/uc2.ark:/13960/t6445nr 15

References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray's handbooks for travellers, 325

LC Card Number: 03005352

Baskes G153 .M97 no. 325 (1858) (NLO)

Kent (England) - Maps - 1863-1865 - Topographic maps

A Handbook for travellers in Kent and Sussex. London : John Murray, 1863 [i.e. 1865?].

Authors: King, R. J. (Richard John), 1818-1879 -- John Murray (Firm) -- Murray's handbooks for travellers -- W. & A.K. Johnston Limited -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)


2nd ed., rev.

"Publisher's advertisements on endpapers and "Murray's handbook advertiser, 1865", 72 p. at end.

Cover title: Murray's hand-book, Kent & Sussex


Revised by R.J. King. Cf. Lister.

Folded map in pocket engraved by W. & A.K. Johnston.

"With map."

Imperfect: t.p. torn with loss of text

Includes bibliographical references and index.

Series: [Murray's handbooks for travellers] -- Murray's handbooks for travellers.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray’s handbooks for travellers, 326

Baskes G153 .M97 no. 326 (1863) (NLO)
Kent (England) - Maps - 1872
Authors: Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- Black's guide books -- Bartholomew, John, 1805-1861 -- John Bartholomew & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
New ed.
Map on lining papers.
Maps by J. Bartholomew.
Publisher's catalog: 21 p. at end.
Includes index.
'Catalogue of Sir Walter Scott's works' at end.
Series: Black's guide books
Series statement from publisher advertisements.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .B55 Kent (1872) (NLO)

Kent (England) - Maps - 1877
Kent. London : Murray, 1877.
Authors: John Murray (Firm) -- Murray's handbooks for travellers -- Chambers, G. F. 1 v.
4th ed.
Lister, W.B.C. A Bibliography of Murray's handbooks for travellers and biographies of authors, editors, revisers and principal contributors (Dereham: Dereham Books, 1993) no. 328.
G 45453 .6 (NLO)

Kent (England) - Maps - 1892-1897
Handbook for travellers in Kent. London : John Murray, 1892 [i.e. 1897]?
Authors: Springett, William Douglas, 1850-1928 -- John Murray (Firm) -- Murray's handbooks for travellers -- Bartholomew, John, 1831-1893 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
5th ed.
Publisher's advertisements on endpapers and "Murray's handbook advertiser, 1896-1897 ... ".
56 p. at end.
Cover title: Murray's hand-book, Kent
Spine title: Hand-book for Kent
Edited by W.D. Springett. Cf. Lister.
Maps engraved by J. Bartholomew.
Imperfect; issued with 6 (?) maps, but this copy lacks folded pocket map.
"With maps and plans."
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Series: [Murray's handbooks for travellers] -- Murray's handbooks for travellers.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray's handbooks for travellers, 329
LC Card Number: 03005371
Baskes G153 .M97 no. 329 (1892) (NLO)

Kent (England) - Maps - 1892-1906
Handbook for travellers in Kent. London : John Murray, 1892 [i.e. 1906]?
Authors: Springett, William Douglas, 1850-1928 -- John Murray (Firm) -- Murray's handbooks for travellers -- Bartholomew, John, 1831-1893 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
5th ed.
Publisher's advertisements on endpapers and "Murray's handbook advertiser, 1905-1906 ... ", 48 p. at end.
"With index revised to 1904."
Cover title: Murray's hand-book, Kent
Spine title: Hand-book for Kent
Edited by W.D. Springett. Cf. Lister.
Maps engraved by J. Bartholomew.
Folded map in pocket.
"With maps and plans."
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Series: [Murray's handbooks for travellers] -- Murray's handbooks for travellers.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray's handbooks for travellers, 329
Baskes G153 .M97 no. 329 (1904) (NLO)

Kent (England) - Maps - 1903
Kent / by George Clinch ; illustrated by F.D. Bedford and from photographs. London : Methuen & Co., 1903.
Authors: Little guides -- Clinch, George, 1860-1921 -- Bedford, F. D. -- John Bartholomew & Co. -- Methuen & Co. -- Aberdeen University Press -- Fosbrooke, Cicely -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Maps by John Bartholomew & Co.
Printed by Aberdeen University Press.
Map on inside front cover.
Includes index.
Series: Little guides.
Former owner's signature: Cicely Fosbrooke.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .L58 Kent (1903) (NLO)
Kent (England) - Maps - 1905
Black's guide to Kent. London : A. & C. Black, [ca. 1905].
Authors: Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- Black's guide books -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
xii, iv, 116, viii, 132, 64 p., [29] leaves of plates : ill., 9 maps (col., folded), plans ; 17 cm.
Cover title: Kent
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .B55 Kent (1905) (NLO)

Kent (England) - Maps - 1909
3rd ed.
Cover title: West Kent
Advertisements on lining papers and 96 p. at end.
Includes index.
Series: Black's guide books.
Stumped on inside cover: W.F. Lace.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .B55 West Kent (1909) (NLO)

Kent (England) - Maps - 1915
Authors: Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- Black's guide books -- Bartholomew, John, 1805-1861 -- Walker & Boustall -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
4th ed.
Spine title: West Kent
Maps by J. Bartholomew and Walker & Boustall.
Series: Black's guide books.
Series statement from cover.
Advertisements: 66 p. at end.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .B55 West Kent (1915) (NLO)

Kent (England) - Maps - 1920
v, iv, 120, 76 p., [10] leaves of plates (6 folded) : col. ill., 7 maps (chiefly col.) ; 18 cm.
5th ed. / with four illustrations in colour and seven maps & plans.
Cover title: West Kent
Advertisements, 76 p. at end and on lining papers.
Includes index.
Series: Black's guide books.
Series statement from cover.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .B55 West Kent (1920) (NLO)

Kent (England) - Maps - 1920 - Guidebooks
Authors: Highways & byways series -- Jerrold, W. -- Thomson, Hugh, 1860-1920 -- Macmillan & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCI)

Kent (England) - Maps - 1923
1 v. : 1 map
12mo;C:EmeryWalker
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCI)

Kent (England) - Maps - 1927-1927>Railroads - Maps
Kent / by J. Charles Cox ; revised by Philip M. Johnston, with twenty-four illustrations, two maps and four plans. London : Methuen & Co., 1927.
xiv, 327 p., [27] leaves of plates (some folded) : ill., 6 col. map and plans ; 16 cm.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.


LC Card Number: 76365468
ISBN 0900947381
lower case g 1045.463 (NLO)

Kent (England) - Maps - Bibliography - Electronic information resources - Kent (England) - Maps - Collections, 1575-1900 - Electronic information resources

Printed Maps of Kent, 1575 - 1900 [Internet resource] / compiled by R.A. Burgess. 2009. Authors: Burgess, R. A. Internet resource
Available on the Oldkentmaps website (accessed March 2009) : http://www.oldkentmaps.co.uk/
Includes digital reproductions of over 200 maps.
http://www.oldkentmaps.co.uk/ (PrCt)

Kent (England) - Road maps - 17th cent. - Road maps

Kent in early road books of the seventeenth century. [London : Kent Archaeological Society, 1933]. Authors: Box, Edward Gaspar -- Archaeologia cantiana -- Archaeologia cantiana SEE Archaeologia cantiana
In Archaeologia cantiana 44 (1933): 1-12.
F 024546.46, v. 44, p. 1-12 (PrCt)

Kentucky - 1950 - Road maps - Roads - Road maps

1 map : col. ; 42 x 65 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm. Panel title. Added title: Kentucky-Tennessee : Rand McNally road map.
Plate no. 0-453615V-8.
Map on verso (31 x 47 cm.): Rand McNally road map United States.
Panel art: Compass rose, outlines of 2 cars, line drawings of people and recreational activities. Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2400 (PrCt)

40610 Kentucky - 1956 - Road maps - Tennessee - Maps - 1956 - Road maps - Southern States - Maps - 1956 - Road maps - Road maps

Pure Oil dealers welcome you to Kentucky, Tennessee. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1956].
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 64 cm. on sheet 46 x 74 cm. Added title: Kentucky, Tennessee ... Pure (Plate no. 6-453615V-18).
Includes inset of Great Smoky Mountains National Park.
On verso: [Southeastern U.S.] (Plate no. 6-473785V(2)-11), continuation inset of southern Florida, and 4 city maps.
Panel art: Pure sign over station.
Opposite panel no. 56-A.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 55.4X (PrCt)

40611 Kentucky - Bridges - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1932 - Bridges - Kentucky - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1932 - Road maps
Authors: Kentucky. Bureau of Highways -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
2 charts ; on 2 leaves each 43 x 34 cm. Anonymous typescript lists of 26 bridges and 41 ferries, probably compiled by the Kentucky Bureau of Highways at the request of Rand McNally.
Includes summary statistical notes, including rivers crossed, bridge locations, and highway numbers.
Editor's copy; includes ms. corrections to town names.
Previously filed with a highway map of Kentucky (193?-?); map missing April 1986; cf. RMcN AE 173 Index.
Filed with a group of related U.S. state maps identifying bridges along major highways, ca. 1927-ca. 1939 (in RMcN AE folders 172 and 173), many associated with Rand McNally cartographer John G. Brink.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 173.15 (PrCt)

The Great settlement area. Frankfort, Ky.

Authors: Chinn, George Morgan -- Kentucky Historical Society
1 map ; 38 x 57 cm.
Inset: [Fort Harrod and environs].
temp map2F G3951.S1 1975 K4 (PrCt)

Authors: Rone, Wendell Holmes -- Mayfield Printing Co.
64 p. illus., maps, ports. ; 28 cm.
Place of publication and publisher supplied by hand stamp.
74-11768
ICN74
map4C 48 (PrCt)

40614 Kentucky Lake Region (Ky. and Tenn.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps - Pictorial maps - Barkley, Lake, (Ky. and Tenn.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps - Pictorial maps - Land Between the Lakes (Ky. and Tenn.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps - Pictorial maps - Pictorial maps - Lake Barkley, Land Between the Lakes.
Kentucky Lake's western waterland : Kentucky Lake-Barkley, Land Between the Lakes. Grand Rivers, Ky. Kentucky's Western Waterland, [ca. 1975].
Authors: Derdeyn, Eugene -- Kentucky's Western Waterland (Firm)
1 map : col. ; on sheet 44 x 56 cm.
Panel title on verso: Kentucky Lake, Lake Barkley & Land Between the Lakes: map.
Pictorial road map by Eugene Derdeyn. Descriptive text on verso.
temp map4F G3952.K4 1975 D4 (PrCt)

Map showing the Indian country west of Carolina. By Capt. George Haigh. May 27th 1752. [19--].

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Includes Fayette, Jefferson, and Lincoln Counties, and key to symbols for forts, stations, salt licks, towns, houses, mills, roads, and Indian "wigwams."

Identifies properties of some land owners, including "Col. Boon's", "Morgan's mill", "Genl. Clark's grant", etc.

Scale [1:633,600]. “Scale of 10 miles to an inch.” Coordinates: (W 86°05'-W 82°50'/N 39°15'-N 36°00')

Relief shown pictorially.

Prime meridian: Philadelphia.

Watermark: plow and motto "Work & be rich"

(Gravell, Catalogue of American watermarks, 1690-1835, no. 535)

Previously owned by Willard R. Jillson and Frank C. Cutter.

Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library).

Mounted within 2 plastic plates each 69 x 61 cm.


For later state of the map, with printed date of 1784, see VAULT oversize Graff 1323 no. 2 (Nebenzahl state 4 and Wheat & Brun 633).

Digital image of another variant issue available on Library of Congress website (Nebenzahl state 3 and Wheat & Brun 632; accessed January 2013):

http://memory.loc.gov/cgi-bin/query/h?ammem/gmd:@field%28NUMBER+@band%28g3950+ar079@9200%29%29

VAULT Ayer map8C G3950 1784 .F5 (NLO)


This map of Kentucke, drawn from actual observations, is inscribed with the most perfect respect, to His Excellency, George Washington, late Commander in Chief of their Army / By their humble servant, John Filson.


Authors: Filson, John, approximately 1747-1788 -- Pursell, Henry D. -- Rook, Ternon, 1765?-1809 -- Washington, George, 1732-1799 -- Adams, James, 1724?-1792 -- Filson, John, approximately 1747-1788.

The Discovery, settlement and present state of Kentucke (1784) -- Jilison, Willard Rouse, 1890-1975 -- Deering, Frank Cutter, 1866-1939 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 51 x 46 cm., mounted within 2 plastic plates each 69 x 61 cm.

State 2 of the map, lacking printed date of publication; see Nebenzahl.

Published separately to accompany; Filson, John. The Discovery, settlement and present state of Kentucke (Wilmington, Del.: James Adams, 1784).

Includes note acknowledging Daniel Boone, Levi Todd, James Harrod, Christopher Greenup, John Cowan, and William Kennedy.

Covers eastern and central Kentucky, and adjacent parts of southwestern Ohio, southeastern Indiana, and northern Tennessee.
Includes note acknowledging Daniel Boone, Levi Todd, James Harrod, Christopher Greenup, John Cowan, and William Kennedy.

Covers Fayette, Jefferson, and Lincoln Counties in eastern and central Kentucky, and adjacent parts of southwestern Ohio, southeastern Indiana, and northern Tennessee.

Includes key to symbols for forts, stations, salt licks, towns, houses, mills, roads, and Indian "wigwams"; identifies properties of some land owners, including "Col. Boon's", "Morgan's mill", "Genl. Clark's grant", etc.

Scale [1:633,600]. "Scale of 10 miles to an inch." Coordinates: (W 86°05'-W 82°50'/N 39°15'-N 36°00')

Relief shown pictorially.

Prime meridian: Philadelphia.

Watermark: plow and motto "Work & be rich" (Gravell, Catalogue of American watermarks, 1690-1835, no. 535)

State 4 of the map, with printed date of 1784; see Nebenzahl.

This copy published separately, then bound in after publication and subsequently removed from accompanying text: The discovery, settlement and present state of Kentucke / by John Filson. Wilmington [Del.] : James Adams, 1784.


Mounted between 2 plastic envelopes each 69 x 61 cm.

Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.

For earlier state of the map, lacking printed date of 1784, see VAULT Ayer map4C G3950 1784 .F5 (Nebenzahl state 2 and Wheat & Brun 631).

Digital image of another variant issue available on Library of Congress website (Nebenzahl state 3 and Wheat & Brun 632; accessed January 2013):

http://memory.loc.gov/cgi-bin/query/h?ammem/gmd:@field%28NUMBER+@band%28g3950+ar0 79200%29%29

VAULT oversize Graff 1323 no. 2 (NLO)

Kentucky - Maps - 1793<<<>Falls of the Ohio (Ky. and Ind.) - Maps - 1793

A Map of Kentucky. [London] : John Stockdale, 1793 [i.e. 1794].

Printed date 1793 [i.e. 1794].

Title at top of sheet: Virginia (western part, i.e., Kentucky).

Inset: New map of the states of Georgia, South and North Carolina, Virginia and Maryland.

Original at the Newberry Library: Graff 1323.

temp map4F G3950 1784 .F5 1939 .U5 (PrCt)

Kentucky - Maps - 1794<<<>Fayette County (Ky.) - Maps - 1794

Map of the state of Kentucky, with the adjoining territories / J. Russell. London : H.D. Symonds, 1794.


Ayer 109.5 .M7 1794 opp. p. 504 (PrCt)

Kentucky - Maps - 1794<<<>Jefferson County (Ky.) - Maps - 1794

Map of the state of Kentucky, with the adjoining territories / J. Russell. London : H.D. Symonds, 1794.


Ayer 109.5 .M7 1794 opp. p. 504 (PrCt)

Kentucky - Maps - 1795

Kentucky, reduced from Elihu Barker's large map. [Philadelphia : Mathew Carey, 1797?].


1 map ; 22 x 49 cm. fold. to 24 cm.

'W. Barker, sculp.'

'Engraved for Carey's American edition of Guthrie's Geography improved.'

Appears in: Carey's American atlas, 1795.

Scale [ca. 1:1,450,000].
Authors: Barker, Elihu -- Conder, Thomas, 1746 or 1747-1831 -- Debrett, John, 1752-1822 -- Imlay, Gilbert, 1754?-1828?. A Topographical description of the western territory of North America (1797) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 34 x 75 cm.
By Elihu Barker of Philadelphia
Scale [ca. 1:857,500].
Prime meridian: London
Graff 2091 opp. p. 378 (PrCt)

Kentucky: [Philadelphia : F. and R. Bailey, 1795].
Authors: Scott, J. T. (Joseph T.) -- Francis & Robert Bailey (Firm) -- Scott, J. T. (Joseph T.)
The United States gazetteer ... (1795)
1 map ; 15 x 18 cm.
Anonymous map without imprint.
In: Scott, Joseph T. The United States gazetteer ... (Philadelphia : Printed by F. and R. Bailey, 1795), opposite column KEN-KEN.
Bar scale of 70 miles = 31 mm.
Duplicate copy: Case 5A 277
Case G 833 .B25 1795 (P

Kentucky: [Philadelphia : Printed by H. Sweitzer, for M. Carey, 1796].
1 map ; 14 x 18 cm.
In: Carey, Mathew. Carey's American pocket atlas ... (Philadelphia : Printed by H. Sweitzer, for M. Carey, 1801) pl. [13].
Ayer 135 .B27 1801 pl. 13 (PrCt)

Authors: Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823. A New and elegant general atlas comprising all the new discoveries, to the present time ... (1804) -- John Conrad & Co. -- Lewis, Samuel, 1753 or 1754-1822 -- Harrison, William, 1774 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 20 x 25 cm.
In: Arrowsmith, Aaron. A New and elegant general atlas comprising all the new discoveries, to the present time ... (Philadelphia [etc.]: J. Conrad & Co. [and others], 1804) pl. 50.
Ayer 135 .A65 1804 pl. 50 (PrCt)

Kentucky, reduced from Elihu Barker's large map. Philadelphia : Mathew Carey, 1804.
Authors: Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Barker, W. (William), fl. 1795-1803 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839. Carey's General atlas ... (1804)
1 map ; 22 x 49 cm.
In: Carey, Mathew. Carey's General atlas ... (Philadelphia : Published by Mathew Carey, April 24th, 1804) pl. 40.
oversize Ayer 135 .C27 1804 pl. 40 (PrCt)

Kentucky, reduced from Elihu Barker's large map. Philadelphia : M. Carey, 1796.
1 map ; 23 x 50 cm.
In: Carey, Mathew. Carey's General atlas ... (Philadelphia : M. Carey, 1796) pl. [39].
Case folio G1019.C25 1796 pl. 39 (PrCt)

Kentucky: Philadelphia : M. Carey, 1801.
Authors: Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Barker, W. (William), fl. 1795-1803 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839. Carey's American pocket atlas ... (1801)
1 map ; 14 x 18 cm.
In: Carey, Mathew. Carey's American pocket atlas ... (Philadelphia : M. Carey, 1801) pl. [13].
Ayer 135 .C27 1801 pl. 13 (PrCt)
Kentucky - Maps - 1818

Authors: Gridley, Enoch G. -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- University of Kentucky Library Associates -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 22 x 41 cm.
Facsimile of original issued in Carey's General atlas, Philadelphia, 1818.
Scale ca. [1:1,700,000].
Relief shown by hachures.
Series: Kentucky map facsimile ; [series] 5
Ayer p133 .G835 (NLO)

Kentucky - Maps - 1818

Kentucky. [London : s.n., 1818].
Authors: Melish, John, 1771-1822 -- Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme, and Brown -- Cuming, John, fl. 1818
1 map : 19 x 37 cm.
Scale ca. [1:2,000,000].
Relief show by hachures.
Prime meridians: London and Washington
Case E164 .M53 1818 opp. p. 411 (PrCt)

Kentucky - Maps - 1818

A Map of the state of Kentucky, from actual survey (1818)
A Map of the state of Kentucky, from actual survey. Also part of Indiana and Illinois ... [Lexington, Ky. University of Kentucky Library Associates, 1962].
1 map : 62 x 144 cm. on 3 sheets 69 x 54 cm.
Facsimile of original published Frankfort, Ky., 1818.
'Scale: 69.5 miles to a degree.'
Issued with accompanying pamphlet: Dugan,
Frances Lathrop Smith. Footnote to a map. [Lexington, Ky.: University of Kentucky Library Associates], 1962. 7 p. ; 23 cm. [Ayer 133.5 .M969 D866 1962]
Series: Keepsake (University of Kentucky Library Associates) no. 9.
Ayer p133.5 .M969 1818 (NLO)

Kentucky - Maps - 1820-1829

Map of Kentucky and Tennessee compiled from the latest authorities. Philadelphia : A. Finley, [182?-?].
1 map : hand col. ; 43 x 54 cm. fold. in leather covers 15 x 10 cm.
Cover title: Kentucky & Tennessee.
Finley's advertising inside front cover.
Inscription inside front cover: A. Caufield, U.S. Army.
Condition: fine.
Forms part of the Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Gift 1976, Wright Howes.
map3C G3950 182- .F5 (PrCt)

Kentucky - Maps - 1822

1 map : hand col. ; 28 x 46 cm.
Engraved title within neatline.
Added letterpress title in uppercase and oversize lettering, top margin: Geographical, statistical, and historical map of Kentucky
In: H.C. Carey and I. Lea, [1822]. A Complete historical, chronological, and geographical American atlas ... (Philadelphia : H.C. Carey and I. Lea, 1822), [map 22].
"No. 27." -- In letterpress at upper right.
Forms part of the William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library).
oversize Greenlee 4891 .C27 1822 [map 22] (PrCt)

Kentucky - Maps - 1823

Authors: Morse, Sidney E. (Sidney Edwards), 1794-1871 -- N. & S.S. Jocelyn (Firm) -- Morse, Sidney E. (Sidney Edwards), 1794-1871. An Atlas of the United States, on an approved plan ... (1823)
1 map : hand col. ; 19 x 26 cm.
In: Morse, Sidney E. An Atlas of the United States, on an approved plan ... (New Haven, Mass. : N. & S.S. Jocelyn, 1823) pl. [9]

Case folio G 1083 .587 pl. [9] (PrCt)

40642 Kentucky - Maps - 1828

Authors: Knight, John, approximately 1802-1872 -- Darby, William, 1775-1854 -- Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Darby, William, 1775-1854 View of the United States ... (1828)
1 map : hand col. ; 12 x 16 cm.
Case G 83 .216 pl. 11 (PrCt)

40643 Kentucky - Maps - 1831

1 map ; 24 x 38 cm.
'Published June 1, 1831.'
Scale [ca. 1:2,217,600]
Coordinates: (W 90°-W 82°/N 39°--N 35°).
Relief shown by hachures.
In [Maps of Kentucky and Tennessee detached from various atlases, 1831-1855]. [Various places: various publishers], 1831-1855.
Binder's title: Maps of Kentucky and Tennessee.
oversize G 10883 .55 (NLO)

40644 Kentucky - Maps - 1831

Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Young, J. H. (James Hamilton) -- Howes, Wright -- Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 43 x 54 cm. fold. in leather covers 16 x 9 cm.
Condition: very fine.
Forms part of the Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Gift 1976, Wright Howes.
map3C G3950 1831 .M5 (PrCt)

40645 Kentucky - Maps - 1832

Kentucky and Tennessee / J. Knight sc. [Philadelphia : H.S. Tanner, 1832].
Authors: Knight, J. (Jonathan), 1787-1858 --
Kentucky - Maps - 1832

Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Young, J. H. (James Hamilton) -- Howes, Wright -- Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 42 x 56 cm. fold. in leather covers 14 x 9 cm.
Cover title: Kentucky & Tennessee.
Includes table of statistics; plate number '10' in upper right.
1830 census figures inside front cover printed by 'Adam Waldie, Typ. Philadelphia.'
Green cover.
Condition: very fine.
Forms part of the Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Gift 1976, Wright Howes.
map3C G3950 1832 .M5a (PrCt)
1779-1852 -- Howes, Wright -- Wright Howes
Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 45 x 56 cm. fold. in leather covers 14 x 8 cm.
Sold by Mitchell & Hinman.
Cover title: Mitchell's map of Kentucky and Tennessee.
Scale [ca. 1:1,440,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
Prime meridian: Washington.
Insets: Vicinity of Louisville (11 x 15 cm.) --
Vicinity of Frankfort & Lexington (11 x 15 cm.) --
Vicinity of Nashville (9 x 14 cm.)
Tables: Principal stage routes through Kentucky
and Tennessee -- Steam boat routes.
Census of 1830 inside front cover.
Inscription inside back cover: Ralph Haskins at
Louisville.
Inscription inside back cover: R. Haskins of Boston Massachusetts.
Condition: very good.
Forms part of the Wright Howes Map Collection
(Newberry Library).
Gift 1976, Wright Howes.
map3C G3950 1836 .M5 (PrCt)

40652 Kentucky - Maps - 1836<>Tennessee -
Maps - 1836<>Louisville Region (Ky.) -
Maps - 1836<>Frankfort Region (Ky.) -
Maps - 1836<>Lexington Region (Ky.) -
Maps - 1836<>Nashville Region (Tenn.) -
Maps - 1836
Map of the states of Kentucky and Tennessee.
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Young, J. H. (James Hamilton) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 41 x 54 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:1,440,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
Prime meridian: Washington.
Includes tables of 'steam boat routes of the
states of Kentucky and Tennesse. 1836, ' and
'principal stage routes.'
Insets: Vicinity of Louisville -- Vicinity of Frankfort
and Lexington -- Vicinity of Nashville.
1830 census by counties inside front cover.
Previously shelved as Ayer p133 .M678 1836
Ayer
4581
ICN75rev
map4F 3950.2 (PrCt)

40653 Kentucky - Maps - 1838
Authors: Bradford, T. G. (Thomas Gamaliel), 1802-1887
1 map : hand col. ; 27 x 34 cm.
Scale 1:1,932,480; 30 1/2 miles to an inch.
In [Maps of Kentucky and Tennessee detached
from various atlases, 1831-1855]. [Various places: various publishers], 1831-1855.
in the letter. Apparently written by or for William Kinney and the law office of Read & Taylor of Maiden Lane in New York City.

Kinney's response to Taylor's request for information on Virginia laws issued between 1778 and 1824 regarding western Kentucky bounty lands issued to Virginia Revolutionary War soldiers. Refers to land tenure issues involving commercial land speculators and Cherokee and Chickasaw Indians; Kinney supports military claimants over all others.

Untitled ms. map drawn at bottom of p. [3] shows portions of Kentucky, Tennessee, Missouri, Illinois, and Indiana. 'Land in dispute' bounded by the Tennessee state line and the Tennessee, Mississippi, and Ohio Rivers. Hand colored; 190 x 255 mm.; pen-and-ink and watercolor (red and green).

Forms part of both the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection and the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection. Includes bibliographical references.

Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 267. 35-2377

Ayer ms map proj 95

VAULT Ayer oversize KF2523 .B7 K56 1840 (NLO)

Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Burroughs, H. N. 1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 35 cm.

'Entered according to Act of Congress in the year 1846, by H.N. Burroug[h]s, in the Clerks Office of the Eastern District of Pennsylvania.'

Scale [ca. 1:2,000,000]

Coordinates: (W 89°34'--W 81°58'/N 39°09'--N 36°27')

Relief shown by hachures.

Inset maps: [Bluegrass region] -- Falls of Ohio -- [Maysville to Clarksburg region]

Includes distance tables of 'Louisville to Pittsburg' and 'Louisville to New Orleans.'

Prime meridian: Washington.

Detached from A new universal atlas.


In [Maps of Kentucky and Tennessee detached from various atlases, 1831-1855]. [Various places: various publishers], 1831-1835.

Binder's title: Maps of Kentucky and Tennessee.

oversize G 10883 .55 (NLO)

**Kentucky - Maps - 1846**

*A New map of Kentucky, with its roads & distances from place to place along the stage & steam boat routes. By S. Augustus Mitchell.*


Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Burroughs, H. N. -- University of Kentucky Library Associates -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 27 x 32 cm.


'Entered according to Act of Congress, in the year 1846, by H.N. Burroughs.'

Scale ca. 1:2,200,000.

Relief shown by hachures.

Includes distance tables of 'Louisville to Pittsburg' and 'Louisville to New Orleans.'

Insets: Falls of Ohio.--[Lexington region]--[Maysville region].

Series: Kentucky map facsimile ; [series] 7

Ayer p133.5 .M68 1962 (NLO)

Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Burroughs, H. N. -- Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868. A New universal atlas containing maps of the various empires, kingdoms, states, and republics of the world ... (1847)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1 map; hand col. : 26 x 32 cm.
In: Mitchell, S. Augustus. A New universal atlas containing maps of the various empires, kingdoms, states, and republics of the world ... (Philadelphia : S. Augustus Mitchell, 1847) pl. 27.

oversize G 10 .579 pl. 27 (PrCt)

40665 Kentucky - Maps - 1859<<>>Tennessee - Maps - 1859

Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1891. Colton's atlas of America ... (1859) -- Johnson & Browning 1 map ; hand col. ; 29 x 36 cm.
Entered according to act of Congress in ... 1859 by Colton, G. Woolworth. Colton's atlas of America, illustrating the physical and political geography of North and South America and the West India islands (New York : J.H. Colton and Co., 1859), pl. [33]. Printed plate 'No. 38.' Map copyrighted 1855.

oversize G 1100 .C6 1859 pl. 33 (PrCt)

40666 Kentucky - Maps - 1860<<>>Tennessee - Maps - 1860

Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1891. Colton's atlas of America ... (1855) -- Johnson & Browning 1 map ; hand col. ; 28 x 36 cm.
'Rented according to act of Congress in ... 1855 by J.H. Colton & Co. in the Clerk's Office of the District Court of the United States for the Southern District of New York.'
Detached from an atlas, no. '38.'
Descriptive text about Ohio on verso.
Relief shown by hachures.
Entered according to act of Congress in the year 1855 by J.H. Colton & Co. in the Clerk's Office of the District Court of the United States for the Southern District of New York.'

Detached from various atlases, 1831-1855. [Various places: various publishers], 1831-1855.
Binder's title: Maps of Kentucky and Tennessee.

oversize G 10 .185 v.1, pl. 33 (PrCt)
40670 Kentucky - Maps - 1863

Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Frego, A. H. -- Howes, Wright --
1 map : hand col. ; 31 x 50 cm. fold. in booklet to 16 x 9 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Added titles: County and railroad map of Kentucky -- County and railroad map of Tennessee.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Cover title: Rand, McNally & Co.'s railroad, county and township indexed map of Kentucky
Booklet title: Rand, McNally & Co.'s indexed county map of Kentucky. 32 p.; 17 cm.
map3C G3951.P3 1882 R3 (PrCt)

Kentucky - Maps - 1883 - Railroads - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1883)
1 map : col. ; 10 x 21 cm.
Title in right margin, partly trimmed away.
In Poor's manual of the railroad of the United States (New York, 1883) opposite p. 522
H 668 .703 (1883) opp. p. 522 (PrCt)

Kentucky - Maps - 1883 - Railroads - Maps
Railroad and county map of Kentucky & Tennessee. Chicago : Geo. F. Cram, [1883].
Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928. Cram's unrivaled family atlas of the world (1883)
1 map : col. ; 23 x 33 cm.
Inset (3 x 3 cm.): Eastern part of Tennessee.
In: Cram, George Franklin. Cram's unrivaled family atlas of the world (Chicago : Geo.F. Cram, c1883), p. 45.
folio G1019 .G463 1883b, p. 45 (PrCt)

Kentucky - Maps - 1884 - Railroads - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1884)
1 map : col. ; 16 x 28 cm.
Title in upper margin.
In Poor's manual of the railroad of the United States (New York, 1884) between p. 500 and 501
H 668 .703 (1884) bet. p. 500 and 501 (PrCt)

Kentucky - Maps - 1884 - Railroads - Maps
1 map : col. ; 31 x 48 cm. fold in covers 10 x 16 cm. + index (39, [5] p.)
Cover title.
Map proper titled 'New County and Railroad Map of Kentucky' and 'County and Railroad Map of Tennessee.' Condition: Very fine. Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Chicago : Rand, McNally & Co., c1886.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 31 x 50 cm., folded in covers to 18 x 11 cm.
Title in upper left corner.
Added title in bottom right corner: County and railroad map of Tennessee
Added title in top margin: Rand McNally & Co.'s Kentucky and Tennessee
Issued in accompanying index: Rand McNally & Co.'s indexed county map of Kentucky with a
new and original compilation and index ...
(Chicago: Rand, McNally & Company, c1882 [[])).
32 p. ; 18 cm.
Cover title: Rand, McNally & Co.'s indexed map of Kentucky.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

40685 Kentucky - Maps - 1887 -
Railroads<<>>>Tennessee - Maps - 1887 -
Railroads<<>>>Railroads - Maps
New county and railroad map of Kentucky.
Chicago : Rand, McNally & Co., [1888].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company. Rand, McNally & Co.'s improved indexed business atlas and shipper's guide ... (1888) -- Rand McNally
and Company. Commercial atlas (1888)
1 map : col. ; 31 x 49 cm.
Added title at bottom right: County and railroad map of Tennessee.
Added title in upper margin: Rand, McNally & Co.'s Kentucky and Tennessee.
In Rand, McNally & Co.'s improved indexed business atlas and shipper's guide ... (Chicago: Rand McNally, 1888) p. 296-297.
Keyed to index of towns and railroads on p. 294-295, 298-311.
Uniform atlas title: Commercial atlas.
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .C7 1888, p. 296-297 (PrCt)

40686 Kentucky - Maps - 1887 -
Railroads<<>>>Tennessee - Maps - 1889 -
Railroads<<>>>Railroads - Maps
New county and railroad map of Kentucky.
Chicago : Rand, McNally & Co., [1889].
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor & Greenough (New York, N.Y.) -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1889)
1 map : col. ; 19 x 25 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Advertising on verso for American Bank Note Company and Poor & Greenough, bankers and brokers, New York.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1888) between p. 688-689
H 668 .703 (1888) bet. p. 688-689 (PrCt)

40687 Kentucky - Maps - 1887 -
Railroads<<>>>Tennessee - Maps - 1889 -
Railroads<<>>>Railroads - Maps
New county and railroad map of Kentucky.
1 map : col. ; 31 x 51 cm.
Title at upper left.
Added title at bottom right: County and railroad map of Tennessee.
Added title in upper margin: Rand, McNally and Co.'s Kentucky.
'Rand, McNally & Co.'s business atlas map of

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Kentucky and Tennessee. Copyright, 1888 ... --at upper left.
Issued folded in accompanying index (45 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand, McNally & Co.'s indexed county and railroad pocket map and shippers' guide of Kentucky. Chicago : Rand, McNally & Co., 1889.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
map2F G3951.P3 1889 .R3 (PrCt)

Kentucky - Maps - 1890 - Railroads<<>>Tennessee - Maps - 1890 - Railroads<<>>Railroads - Maps
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1890)
1 map : col. ; 19 x 25 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1890) between p. 368-369 H 668 .703 (1890) bet. p. 368-369 (PrCt)

Kentucky - Maps - 1890 - Railroads<<>>Tennessee - Maps - 1890 - Railroads<<>>Railroads - Maps
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Map includes Tennessee.
Issued folded in accompanying index (42 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally & Co.'s indexed county and railroad pocket map and shippers' guide of Kentucky. Chicago and New York : Rand, McNally & Co., c1888.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008). RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 309 (PrCt)

Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1891)
1 map : col. ; 19 x 25 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Advertising on verso for American Bank Note Company, New York.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1891) between p. 352-353 H 668 .703 (1891) bet. p. 352-353 (PrCt)

Post route map of the states of Kentucky and Tennessee ... in operation on the 1st of December 1892. [Washington, D.C. U.S. Post Office], 1892, [i.e. 1893].
'The service on this diagram brought up to date of Feb. 1, 1893.' --Printed statement dated in manuscript.
Insets (21 x 21 cm. and 7 x 8 cm.): Environ of Louisville -- Environ of Chattanooga.
Forms part of the Illinois Central Railroad archives, Newberry Library.
Formerly shelved as IC Map 30 and IC Map6F 136
maproll G3951.P8 1892 .U5 (PrCt)

Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1892)
1 map : col. ; 19 x 25 cm.
The service on this diagram brought up to date of Feb. 1, 1893.' --Printed statement dated in manuscript.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1892) between p. 408-409 H 668 .703 (1892) bet. p. 408-409 (PrCt)

Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1893)
1 map : col. ; 19 x 25 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Advertising on verso for American Bank Note Company.
Kentucky - Maps - 1897 - Railroads - Maps - 1897 - Railroads - Maps
1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm.
'TRand, McNally & Co.'s new business atlas map of Kentucky and Tennessee. Copyright, 1895 ...' beneath scale bars at upper right.
 Also covers Tennessee.
Includes keys to Tennessee and Kentucky railroads numbered 1-71 and 1-61 (with gaps in numbering).
Issued folded in accompanying index (60 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand, McNally & Co.'s indexed county and railroad pocket map and shippers' guide of Kentucky. Chicago and New York: Rand, McNally & Co., c1897.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
map4F G3951.P3 1897 .R3 (PrCt)

Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1899)
1 map : col. ; 19 x 25 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Added title in upper margin: Railroad map of the United States - section 11.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1897) between p. xvi-[1]
H 668 .703 (1897) bet. p. xvi-[1] (PrCt)

Kentucky - Maps - 1900-1960 - Topographic maps - Topographic maps
Authors: Geological Survey (U.S.)
ca. 34 maps : col. ; on sheets 45 x 33 cm. fold. to 18 x 27 cm.
Scale 1:62,500.
Dates of publication vary.
Moffat lists 116 maps before 1940.
Coverage is not complete at this scale; see index map in box 74.
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisles 42 and 43 (July 2012).
Reference: Moffat, Riley. Map index to topographic quadrangles of the United States, 1882-1940 (Santa Cruz, Calif.: Western Association of Map Libraries, 1986)
map6C G3700 19-- .U5, box 74 (PrCt)

Kentucky - Maps - 1900-1960 - Topographic maps - Topographic maps
Kentucky, 7.5 minute series (topographic). Washington, D.C. The Survey, [ca. 1900-ca.1960].
Authors: Geological Survey (U.S.)
ca. 963 maps : col. ; on sheets 54 x 44 cm. fold.
map7C G3700 .J5 19--.U5, box 74 (PrCt)
to 17 x 28 cm.
Scale 1:24,000.
Dates of publication vary.
According to USGS, coverage at this scale complete in 774 maps.
Coverage may not be complete at this scale; see index map in box 74.
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisles 42 and 43 (July 2012).
map6C G3700 19-- .U5, boxes 74-77 (PrCt)

40707 Kentucky - Maps - 1900 - Railroads胥 Tennessee - Maps - 1900 - Railroads胥 Railroads - Maps
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1900)
1 map : col. ; 19 x 25 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Added title in upper margin: Poor's manual--railroad map of the United States, 1900.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1900) between p. 432-433
H 668 .703 (1900) bet. p. 432-433 (PrCt)

Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1901)
1 map : col. ; 19 x 25 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Added title in upper margin: Poor's manual--railroad map of the United States, 1901.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1901) between p. 432-433
H 668 .703 (1901) bet. p. 432-433 (PrCt)

Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1902)
1 map : col. ; 20 x 26 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Added title in upper margin: Poor's manual--Railroad map of the United States, 1902.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1902) between p. 272-273
H 668 .703 (1902) bet. p. 272-273 (PrCt)

Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1903)
1 map : col. ; 20 x 26 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Added title in upper margin: Poor's manual--Railroad map of the United States, 1903.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1903) following p. 288
H 668 .703 (1903) following p. 288 (PrCt)

Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1904)
1 map : col. ; 20 x 25 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Added title in upper margin: Poor's manual--Railroad map of the United States, 1904.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1904) following p. 288
H 668 .703 (1904) following p. 288 (PrCt)

Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1905)
1 map : col. ; 20 x 25 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Added title in upper margin: Poor's manual--Railroad map of the United States, 1905.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1905) between p. 288-289
H 668 .703 (1905) bet. p. 288-289 (PrCt)

Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1906)
1 map : col. ; 20 x 25 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Added title in upper margin: Poor's manual--Railroad map of the United States, 1906.
Railroad map of the United States, 1906.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1906) between p. 288-289
H 668 .703 (1906) bet. p. 288-289 (PrCt)

40714 Kentucky - Maps - 1907 - Railroads - Maps
1 map : col. ; 90 x 39 cm.
'Rand, McNally & Co.'s new business atlas map of Kentucky. Copyright, 1907 ... Copyright, 1903... -- beneath scale bars at upper left.
Includes key to railroads numbered 2-56 (with gaps in numbering).
Issued folded in accompanying index (55 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand, McNally & Co.'s indexed county and railroad pocket map and shippers' guide of Kentucky. Chicago and New York: Rand, McNally & Co., c1907.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
map6F G3951.P3 1907 .R3 (PrCt)

40715 Kentucky - Maps - 1907 - Railroads - Maps
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1907)
1 map : col. ; 20 x 26 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Added title in upper margin: Poor's manual -- Railroad map of the United States, 1907.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1907) between p. 448-449
H 668 .703 (1907) bet. p. 448-449 (PrCt)

40716 Kentucky - Maps - 1908 - Railroads - Maps
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1908)
1 map : col. ; 20 x 26 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Added title in upper margin: Poor's manual -- Railroad map of the United States, 1908.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1908) between p. 328-329
H 668 .703 (1908) bet. p. 328-329 (PrCt)

40717 Kentucky - Maps - 1909 - Railroads - Maps
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1909)
1 map : col. ; 20 x 26 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Added title in upper margin: Poor's manual -- Railroad map of the United States, 1909.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1909) between p. 328-329
H 668 .703 (1909) bet. p. 328-329 (PrCt)
Kentucky - Maps - 1919 - Railroads -
Indexes: Road maps: Railroads -
Plate no.: 616C. 'National Highways Association roads used by permission.' Issued folded in accompanying index (78 p.; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Kentucky. Chicago; New York: Rand McNally & Company, c1920.
'Feby. 2/20' -- in ms. on front cover.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMCN Shippers Guide 4C 318 (PrCt)

Kentucky - Maps - 1920 - Railroads -
Plate no.: 142E.
Includes key to railroads numbered 1-152 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Kentucky railroads.
On verso: Kentucky automobile road map. 1 map : col.; 39 x 90 cm. Plate no.: 616C. 'National Highways Association roads used by permission.' Issued folded in accompanying index (78 p.; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Kentucky. Chicago; New York: Rand McNally & Company, c1920.
'Feby. 2/20' -- in ms. on front cover.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMCN Shippers Guide 4C 319 (PrCt)
Includes key to railroads numbered 1-152 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Kentucky railroads.

Plate no.: 9R23.

On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Kentucky. 1 map : col. ; 39 x 89 cm. Includes key to 8 named 'principal trails in Kentucky'.

Issued folded in accompanying index (70 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Kentucky. Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1924.

Uniform title: Shippers guide.

Handstamp on front cover: Register of copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.

'3/4/24' -- in ms. on front cover.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 325 (PrCt)

40735


Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [1925].


1 map : col. ; 39 x 90 cm.

Includes key to railroads numbered 8-152 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Kentucky railroads.

Plate no.: 8R24.

On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Kentucky. 1 map : col. ; 39 x 89 cm. Includes key to 8 named 'principal trails in Kentucky'.

Issued folded in accompanying index (74 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Kentucky. San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1925.

Uniform title: Shippers guide.


Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 326 (PrCt)

40736


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 63 x 81 on sheet 73 x 88 cm.

Keyed to 44 named road signs.

Scale [ca. 1:1,067,000].

Plate no. G-11.

Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto trails map : Kentucky, Tennessee (Chicago and New York: Rand McNally, 1925), 64 p. : maps, ill. ; 20 cm.

Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.

Uniform title: Auto trails

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN Auto Trails 4G 190 (PrCt)

40737


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 63 x 80 on sheet 73 x 88 cm.

Keyed to 45 named road signs.

Scale [ca. 1:1,058,000].

Plate no. G-11.

Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto trails map : Kentucky, Tennessee (Chicago and New York: Rand McNally, 1925), 64 p. : maps, ill. ; 20 cm.

Cover handstamped "Register of copyrights, Library of Congress ..."and dated "1/31/25" in ms. In ms. on first page "1. cl. 3 sheff."

Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.

Uniform title: Auto trails

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).

RMcN Auto Trails 4G 190 (PrCt)

40738


Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [1926].


1 map : col. ; 39 x 90 cm.

Includes key to railroads numbered 5-152 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Kentucky railroads.

Plate no.: 9R25.

On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Kentucky. 1 map : col. ; 40 x 90 cm. Includes key to 8 named 'principal trails in Kentucky'.

Issued folded in accompanying index (75 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Kentucky. San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1926.

Scale [ca. 1:1,067,000].

Plate no. G-11.

Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto trails map : Kentucky, Tennessee (Chicago and New York: Rand McNally, 1926), 64 p. : maps, ill. ; 20 cm.

Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.

Uniform title: Auto trails

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN Auto Trails 4C 326 (PrCt)
Uniform title: Shippers guide. 
Handstamp on title page: Register of copyrights. 
Library of Congress. Washington, D.C. 
'5/17/26' -- in ms. on title page. 
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library). 
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008). 

RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 327 (PrCt) 

Kentucky - Maps - 1926 - Road maps
Tennessee - Maps - 1926 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 63 x 80 on sheet 73 x 88 cm. 
Keyed to 20 named road signs. 
Scale [ca. 1:1,067,000].
Plate no. H-11.

Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library). 
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008). 

RMcN Auto Trails 4C 256 (PrCt) 

Kentucky - Maps - 1926 - Road maps
Tennessee - Maps - 1926 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 28 x 42 cm. on sheet 30 x 46 cm. 
Cover (3 panels): Mammoth Cave, Kentucky Derby, men picking tobacco. 
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library). 

RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 327 (PrCt) 

Kentucky - Maps - 1927 - Road maps
Tennessee - Maps - 1927 - Road maps
Ohio - Maps - 1927 - Road maps
Mississippi - Maps - 1927 - Road maps
1 map : col. ; 28 x 44 cm. on sheet 32 x 47 cm. 
Plate no. I-18.

Running title: Junior auto road atlas of the eastern United States and Canada. Pages 42 and 43.
Verso includes partial maps of Ohio (plate no. I-16) and Mississippi (plate no. I-20).
Uniform titles: Junior auto trails -- Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library). 

RMcN AE 51.4 (PrCt) 

Kentucky - Maps - 1927 - Road maps
Tennessee - Maps - 1927 - Road maps
Map no. 11 : automobile roads in Kentucky and Tennessee ... Gulf. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1927]. 
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Gulf Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : folded to 23 x 11 cm. 
Panel title.
Title from map proper: Gulf Refining Co. official road map no. 11 : Kentucky and Tennessee 
(Plate no. A).

On verso, insets of 4 cities. 
Cover (1 panel, O,B): Roadster with couple speeding uphill, Gulf gasoline logo. 
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library). 
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Issued folded in accompanying index (75 p.; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Kentucky. San Francisco; Chicago; New York: Rand McNally & Company, c1928.

Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 329 (PrCt)

Kentucky - Maps - 1928 - Railroads
Articles - Kentucky - Maps - 1928 - Road maps
Rand McNally standard map of Kentucky.
Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1928].
1 map: col.; 39 x 90 cm.
Includes key to railroads numbered 5-152 and A (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Kentucky railroads.
Plate no.: 7R27.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Kentucky. 1 map: col.; 40 x 90 cm. Includes key to 8 named 'principal trails in Kentucky'.
Issued folded in accompanying index (75 p.; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Kentucky. San Francisco; Chicago; New York: Rand McNally & Company, c1928.

Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 330 (PrCt)

Kentucky - Maps - 1928 - Railroads
Articles - Kentucky - Maps - 1928 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 62 x 80 on sheet 73 x 88 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:1,067,000].
Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto road map of Kentucky, Tennessee... (Chicago and New York: Rand McNally, 1928). 40 p.: maps, ill.; 19 cm.
Title page handstamped "Register of copyrights, Library of Congress ... " and dated "4-28-28" in ms.
Cover title: Rand McNally official auto road map: Kentucky, Tennessee.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B, BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection

40751 Kentucky - Maps - 1928 - Road maps
Tennessee - Maps - 1928 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Gulf Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 50 (PrCt)

40752 Kentucky - Maps - 1928 - Road maps
Tennessee - Maps - 1928 - Road maps
Gousha Clients 50 (PrCt)

40753 Kentucky - Maps - 1928 - Road maps
Tennessee - Maps - 1928 - Road maps
Gousha Clients 50 (PrCt)
40754 Kentucky - Maps - 1929 - Road maps<<<Road maps
1 map : col. ; 35 x 63 cm. on sheet 37 x 66 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:1,067,000].
Plate no. B
Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto road map of Kentucky, Tennessee... (Chicago and New York: Rand McNally, 1928). 40 p.: maps, ill.; 19 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally official auto road map : Kentucky, Tennessee.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 369 (PrCt)

40755 Kentucky - Maps - 1929 - Road maps<<<Road maps
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm. on sheet 46 x 61 cm.
Panel art: Service station, cars, boat and plane.
Dated 1929 on AE Index; plate nos. indicate 1928.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 52.12 (PrCt)

40756 Kentucky - Maps - 1929 - Road maps<<<Road maps
Highway map and guide of Kentucky and Tennessee. Aurora, Mo. Midwest Map Company, [1928?].
Authors: Mid-West Map Company -- Authorized Guide & Map Service -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map ; 35 x 63 cm. on sheet 37 x 66 cm.

40757 Kentucky - Maps - 1929 - Road maps<<<Road maps
63 p.: 3 maps (2 folded); 24 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally standard indexed map with air trails: Kentucky
Uniform title: Air trails
Folded map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet: back to back, col.; each 39 x 90 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm., inside back cover, scale 1:747,600): Rand McNally standard map of Kentucky. Plate no. 7R28. Includes key to railroads -- Rand McNally standard map of Kentucky with air trails. Plate nos. "12N28" and "7R28".
Accompanying index includes "airport directory", "aids to navigation", and "elements of practical air navigation" by William E. Johnson, (p. 52-63).
Index also includes map (15 x 20 cm., on p. 52-53): Rand McNally airway map : United States. Plate nos. "11N28" and "12R28". Includes "key to [commercial] air lines."
Cover art: Airplane flying above passenger train. "50¢" -- printed on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (October 2010).
RMcN Air Trails 4C 18 (PrCt)
Kentucky - Maps - 1929 - Road maps

No. 11 : 1929 : automobile roads : Kentucky and Tennessee ... Gulf ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, 1929.
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 28 x 44 cm. on sheet 31 x 46 cm. Panel art: Car going uphill.
Added title: Gulf Refining Co. 1929 official road map no. 11: Kentucky, Tennessee. Plate no. C-107 - J.C.
Verso includes 4 city maps.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Gousha Clients 139 (Pr.Ct)

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Gousha Clients 246 (PrCt)


RMcN AE 51.15X (PrCt)

40769 Kentucky - Maps - 1930 - Pictorial maps<br>Tennessee - Maps - 1930 - Road maps<br>Road maps<br>Pictorial maps<br>Rand McNally official 1930 auto road map : Kentucky - 1930<br>George Rogers Clark Memorial Bridge (Louisville, Ky.) - Access routes - Maps - 1930 - Southern States - Maps - 1930 - Road maps<br>Louisville Municipal Bridge (Louisville, Ky.) SEE George Rogers Clark Memorial Bridge (Louisville, Ky.)<br>Road maps<br>Pictorial maps<br>The New Louisville Municipal Bridge. [Sl. s.n., 193-?].<br>Authors: George Rogers Clark Memorial Bridge (Louisville, Ky.) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)<br>1 map : col. ; 21 x 29 cm.<br>Pictorial map of Kentucky prominently identifying the bridge (later re-named the George Rogers Clark Memorial Bridge.)<br>Incomplete and lacking imprint; mounted on backing sheet with obscured panel title; verso includes part of map (of the southern U.S.?).<br>Previously bound with a collection of pictorial maps in binders labeled "Points of Interest."<br>Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 190.48 C (PrCt)

40770 Kentucky - Maps - 1930 - Road maps<br>Road maps<br>Standard road map of Kentucky and adjacent territory. New York : General Drafting Co., Inc., 1930.<br>Authors: Standard Oil Company of Kentucky -- General Drafting Company -- Brink, John G. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)<br>1 map : col. ; 42 x 57 cm. on sheet 46 x 61 cm.<br>Panel art: Outline of state, pioneer wagon, and car.<br>Added title: Standard road map of Kentucky and adjacent territory.<br>Shows locations of Standard stations. Includes inset of Louisville. Selected town names marked in yellow and linked to pencilled note "Do not show on our maps. (Brink) 7-15-30."

RMcN AE 52.17 (PrCt)

40771 Kentucky - Maps - 1930 - Road

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Kentucky - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
40774  Tennessee - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
40775  Tennessee - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
40776  Tennessee - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
40777  Tennessee - Maps - 1930 - Road maps

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)
Kentucky - Maps - 1930 - Road maps

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Western Oil Refining Company -- Columbus Oil Co. (Columbus, Ohio) -- Silver Flash -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Silver Flash appears on all title panels. Silver Flash Motor Oil variously associated with Western Oil Refining Co. and Columbus Oil Co.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 430 (PrCt)

Kentucky - Maps - 1930 - Road maps

Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm. on sheet 46 x 61 cm.
Panel art: Attendant pumping gas.
Plate no. L-1052.
Verso includes 9 city maps.
Listed on AE index as "Jr."; annotated "R 1930 Jr. Ky-Tenn. Pure Oil."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 51.8 (PrCt)

Kentucky - Maps - 1930 - Road maps

1 map ; col. ; 63 x 80 cm.
Plate no. L 1051.
Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto road map of Kentucky, Tennessee ... (Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, 1930). 39 p. : maps, ill. ; 19 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally official auto road map: Kentucky, Tennessee.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 474 (PrCt)

Kentucky - Maps - 1930 - Road maps

1 map ; col. ; 62 x 80 cm. on sheet 73 x 88 cm.
Plate no. L 1051.
Verso blank.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 51.7 (PrCt)

Kentucky - Maps - 1930 - Road maps

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; col. ; 53 x 68 cm. on sheet 56 x 71 cm.
Plate no. L 1051.
Verso blank.
Glued to RMcN AE 051.9.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 51.9A (PrCt)

Kentucky - Maps - 1931

Rand McNally pocket maps of Kentucky : for tourists, travelers, shippers, general, commercial

9-7-30' in ms. on title page.

40778 40779 40780 40781 40782 40783 40784
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Pocket maps -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
61 p. : 12 maps (2 folded) ; 24 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally pocket maps: Kentucky : counties, cities, towns, auto roads, railroads, city maps, hotels, 1930 census
Uniform title: Pocket maps
Folded map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back to back, col. ; 39 x 89 cm and 39 x 75 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of Kentucky. Plate nos. "No.1:16S" and "7R30". Includes key to railroads.
Index includes maps of Covington, Frankfort, Henderson, Hopkinsville, Lexington, Middlesboro, Louisville, Owensboro, Paducah, and Winchester (p. 55-61).
Cover art: Cars on road alongside passenger train.
"50¢" -- printed on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Pocket 4C 82 (PrCt)

40787 Kentucky - Maps - 1931 - Road maps -- Road maps
State highway department : 1931 winter edition road map of Kentucky showing condition of U. S. and state routes as of Nov. 1, 1931. [Frankfort, Ky.?] : State Highway Commission, 1931.
Authors: Kentucky. State Highway Commission -- C. G. M. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 40 x 80 cm. on sheet 42 x 83 cm.
Panel art: Photo of new state capitol.
Added title: Official road map of Kentucky.
Roads classified by type of surface.
Includes insets of 5 cities.
"C G M" in lower right corner.
Verso includes photos of historic points of interest and tables of highway distances.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 52.18 (PrCt)

40788 Kentucky - Maps - 1931 - Road maps -- Road maps
Road condition map of Kentucky as of Jan. 1, 1931. [Frankfort, Ky.?] : [State Highway Commission?], 1931.
Authors: Kentucky. State Highway Commission -- Lowman, P. I. -- Miller -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : blueprint ; 68 x 104 cm. on sheet 74 x 109 cm.
Roads classified by type of surface.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 52.19 (PrCt)

40789 Kentucky - Maps - 1931 - Road maps -- Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 39 x 75 cm. on sheet 45 x 80 cm.
Plate no. M-1051.
Verso blank.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
Kentucky - Maps - 1931 - Road

maps<<>>Tennessee - Maps - 1931 - Road
maps<<>>Atlantic States - Maps - 1931 - Road
maps<<>>Ohio - Maps - 1931 - Road
maps<<>>Road maps
Road map : Kentucky, Ohio, West Virginia / Red Pepper ... Ethyl Gasoline Corporation, New York, U.S.A. Chicago, Ill : Rand McNally & Company, [1931?].
Authors: Ethyl Corporation -- Ashland (Firm) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Ashland Refining Company SEE Ashland (Firm) -- Red Pepper Gasoline SEE Ethyl Corporation -- Ashland Refining Products SEE Ashland (Firm) -- Ashland Products SEE Ashland (Firm) -- Ethyl Gasoline Corporation SEE Ethyl Corporation 2 maps : col. ; each 43 x 28 cm., on sheet 58 x 43 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Added titles: Auto road map of Kentucky, Tennessee -- Auto road map of Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia. Plate nos. M-1052 and M-1033. Map on verso (43 x 28 cm.): Auto road map of Ohio Panel art: Ashland Refining Products and Old Gold Oil logos in red and green Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011). RMcN Clients 278 (PrCt)

40793 Kentucky - Maps - 1931 - Road

maps<<>>Tennessee - Maps - 1931 - Road
maps<<>>Northeastern States - Maps - 1931 - Road
maps<<>>Road maps

40794 Kentucky - Maps - 1931 - Road

maps<<>>Tennessee - Maps - 1931 - Road
maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library) 1 folded map Panel title. Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0. Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library). Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011). Gousha Clients 466 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Kentucky - Maps - 1931 - Road maps

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Gulf Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 0, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 503 (PrCt)

Kentucky - Maps - 1931 - Road maps

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 549 (PrCt)

Kentucky - Maps - 1931 - Road maps

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Sinclair Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 582 (PrCt)

Kentucky - Maps - 1932 - Road maps

Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- Louisiana Oil Refining Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 45 x 69 cm. on sheet 56 x 71 cm.
Panel art: Swordsman.
Plate no. M - 14 - P.
Shows locations of Cities Service stations.
Verso includes 3 city maps and: Cities Service road map of United States. Plate no. 111.N44N.
AE Index lists as "Sr."

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 51.19 (PrCt)

40802 Kentucky - Maps - 1932 - Road maps<<>><<>>Tennessee - Maps - 1932 - Road maps<<>><<>>Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 28 x 43 cm. on sheet 31 x 46 cm.
Plate no. N-14-P.
Verso blank.
Listed as "Sr. Gulf Refining (first issue)" on AE Index.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 51.15 (PrCt)

40803 Kentucky - Maps - 1932 - Road maps<<>><<>>Tennessee - Maps - 1932 - Road maps<<>><<>>Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 38 x 59 cm. on sheet 46 x 61 cm.
Panel art: Woman driver with attendant.
Verso includes 5 city maps.
Listed on AE index as 'Sr. P.'
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 51.17 (PrCt)

40804 Kentucky - Maps - 1932 - Road maps<<>><<>>Tennessee - Maps - 1932 - Road maps<<>><<>>Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 634 (PrCt)

40805 Kentucky - Maps - 1932 - Road maps<<>><<>>Tennessee - Maps - 1932 - Road maps<<>><<>>Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil Company -- Lee, Robert E., fl. 1933 -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Cover: License plate motif.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 0, DUP 0.
Panel art: Shell logo, license plates, couple in convertible car (woman driving), dog, signed by artist "Robert E. Lee:"
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 698 (PrCt)

40806 Kentucky - Maps - 1932 - Road maps<<>><<>>Tennessee - Maps - 1932 - Road maps<<>><<>>Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Sinclair Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 0, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 739 (PrCt)

40807 Kentucky - Maps - 1932 - Road maps<<>><<>>Tennessee - Maps - 1932 - Road maps<<>><<>>Road maps
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 38 x 58 cm. on sheet 46 x 61 cm.
Ninth edition."
Panel art: Pure sign.
Plate no. I 4. N14M.
On verso: Pure Oil pathfinder for United States.
Plate no. J 1. 3259 N.
AE Index lists as "Sr."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 51.16 (PrCt)

40808 Kentucky - Maps - 1932 - Road maps<<>><<>>Tennessee - Maps - 1932 - Road maps<<>><<>>Road maps
Pure Oil pathfinder: Kentucky, Tennessee / with compliments of the Pure Oil Company U.S.A.
Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1932?].
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 38 x 58 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"Tenth edition."
Panel title.
Added title: Pure Oil pathfinder for Kentucky, Tennessee.
Plate no. 14 N 14 M.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Map on verso (28 x 44 cm.): Pure Oil pathfinder for United States.
Panel art: Pure logo behind car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4835 (PrCt)

40809 Kentucky - Maps - 1932 - Road maps
Tennessee - Maps - 1932 - Road maps
Texas road map : Kentucky, Tennessee.
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 68 cm. on sheet 56 x 71 cm.
Panel art: Texaco compass on U. S. outline.
Verso includes 9 city maps and: Texaco road map: 1932: United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 51.18 (PrCt)

40810 Kentucky - Maps - 1932 - Road maps
Tennessee - Maps - 1932 - Road maps
United States - Maps - 1932 - Pictorial maps
Pictorial maps - United States - Maps - 1932
Road maps - Pictorial maps
Travel Kentucky, Tennessee with Conoco.
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 57 cm. on sheet 46 x 61 cm.
Panel art: Conoco logo and compass on U.S. outline.
Added title: Conoco official road map: Kentucky, Tennessee. Plate no. F-207 - J.C.
Shows retail locations for Conoco products.
Verso includes photo views of the Conoco Travel Bureau (Denver, Colo.), 4 city maps and: Conoco pictorial map of the United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 52.24 (PrCt)

40811 Kentucky - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Road maps
State highway department : 1933 spring edition road map of Kentucky. [Frankfort, Ky.]: State Highway Commission, 1933.
Authors: Kentucky. State Highway Commission -- H. T. B. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 40 x 74 cm. on sheet 42 x 82 cm.
Panel art: Photo of state capitol.
Added title: Road condition map of Kentucky. Roads classified by type of surface. Includes insets of 11 cities.
"H.T.B. '32" in lower right corner.
Verso includes photo views of points of interest and tables of highway distances.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 52.27 (PrCt)

40812 Kentucky - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Tennessee - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 45 x 68 cm. on sheet 56 x 71 cm.
Panel art: Car on road.
Plate no. O-14-P.
Shows locations of Cities Service stations.
Verso includes maps of Memphis, Louisville, Nashville and: Cities Service road map of United States. Plate no. O-44-P.
AE Index lists as "Sr."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 51.21 (PrCt)

40813 Kentucky - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Tennessee - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Lexington Region (Ky.) - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Lexington Region (Ky.) - Maps - 1933
Road maps - Pictorial maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company of Kentucky -- General Drafting Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 57 cm. on sheet 46 x 61 cm.
Panel art: Outline of moving car.
Added title: 1933 standard road map of Kentucky and adjacent territory.
Covers most of Kentucky and parts of adjacent states.
Shows locations of Standard stations.
Includes inset of Louisville.
Pictorial map on verso: Kentucky Blue Grass region.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 52.27 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
40815 Kentucky - Maps - 1933 - Road maps<<<Tennessee - Maps - 1933 - Road maps<<<Phillips Petroleum Company - Maps - 1933<<<Road maps
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Locations of "Phillips products" identified on map. Map on verso (28 x 44 cm.): Phillips Petroleum Company 1933 official road map : United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4833 (PrCt)

40816 Kentucky - Maps - 1933 - Road maps<<<Tennessee - Maps - 1933 - Road maps<<<Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 28 x 43 cm. on sheet 61 x 46 cm.
Panel art: outline maps with points of interest in the 3 states.
Added title: Ashland Refining Company ... auto road map, Kentucky, Tennessee. Plate no. O-1052.
On same sheet with: Ashland Refining Company auto road map: Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia. Plate no. O-1033.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
40817 Kentucky - Maps - 1933 - Road maps<<<Tennessee - Maps - 1933 - Road maps<<<Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Gulf Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 0, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 828 (PrCt)

40818 Kentucky - Maps - 1933 - Road maps<<<Tennessee - Maps - 1933 - Road maps<<<Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 0, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 892 (PrCt)

40819 Kentucky - Maps - 1933 - Road maps<<<Tennessee - Maps - 1933 - Road maps<<<Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil Company -- Lee, Robert E., fl. 1933 -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 folded map
Panel title.
Cover: License plate motif.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 0, DUP 0.
Panel art: Shell logo, license plates, woman driving convertible car, dog, signed by artist "Robert E. Lee."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 920 (PrCt)

40820 Kentucky - Maps - 1933 - Road maps<<<Tennessee - Maps - 1933 - Road maps<<<Road maps
Cruising thru Kentucky, Tennessee with Tydol Oil Company. Plate no. O-1052.
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1933.
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Tide Water Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 980 (PrCt)

40821 Kentucky - Maps - 1933 - Road maps<<<Tennessee - Maps - 1933 - Road maps<<<Road maps
Cruising thru Kentucky, Tennessee with Tydol Oil Company. Plate no. O-1060.
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1933.
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Tide Water Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 920 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
maps<<>>Road maps
Highway map and guide of Kentucky & Tennessee. Aurora, Mo. Mid-West Map Company, [1933?].
Authors: Mid-West Map Company -- Authorized Guide & Map Service -- Shaw, Frances Wells, 1872-1937
1 map: col.; 39 x 52 cm. fold. to 22 x 14 cm. Advertisements for hotels and ferries surround map.
Panel art: AG&MS logo.
Panel no. C353-5. Listing of guide and map stations on verso.
Removed from the Francis Wells Shaw Papers [Newberry Library Midwest MS ShawF].
map2F G3951.P2 1933 .A9 (PrCt)

40825 Kentucky - Maps - 1934 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
State highway department 1934 fall edition road map of Kentucky. [Frankfort, Ky.?]: State Highway Commission, 1934.
Authors: Kentucky. State Highway Commission -- H. T. B. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: 40 x 74 cm. on sheet 42 x 83 cm. Panel art: Photo of state capitol.
Added title: Road condition map of Kentucky. Includes insets of 11 cities.
Roads classified by type of surface. "H.T.B. '32" in lower right corner.
Verso includes photo views of points of interest and tables of highway distances.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 52.28 (PrCt)

40826 Kentucky - Maps - 1934 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
[Texaco road map of Kentucky]. [Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, 1934?].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; on sheet trimmed to 27 x 57 cm. Title and imprint supplied by cataloger.
Imperfect; editor's copy of a Texaco road map trimmed on all sides to outline a single U.S. state.
Date from previous binding marked "Points of Interest" and dated 1934.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 189.15 (PrCt)

40827 Kentucky - Maps - 1934 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Lexington Region (Ky.) - Maps - 1934 - Road maps<<>>Lexington Region (Ky.) - Maps - 1934 - Pictorial maps<<>>Pictorial maps - Lexington Region (Ky.) - Maps - 1934<<>>Road maps<<>>Pictorial maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company of Kentucky -- General Drafting Company -- Rand McNally

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
40828 Kentucky - Maps - 1934 - Road maps<<>>Tennessee - Maps - 1934 - Road maps<<>>Northeastern States - Maps - 1934 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company (Robinson, Ill.) -- Ohio Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 64 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Panel art: Compasses on outline of Midwest states, Linco beacon.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 51.30 (PrCt)

40829 Kentucky - Maps - 1934 - Road maps<<>>Tennessee - Maps - 1934 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- Louisiana Oil Refining Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 45 x 69 cm. on sheet 56 x 71 cm.
Panel art: Outline of car on road.
Plate no. P-14-P.
Shows locations of Cities Service and Loreco stations.
Verso includes maps of Memphis, Louisville, Nashville and: Cities Service road map of United States. Plate no. P-44-P.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 51.26 (PrCt)

40830 Kentucky - Maps - 1934 - Road maps<<>>Tennessee - Maps - 1934 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm. on sheet 46 x 61 cm.
Panel art: Attendants filling radiator and giving directions to motorist; boy watching.
Mileage table and pictures of Gulf services on verso.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 51.29 (PrCt)

40831 Kentucky - Maps - 1934 - Road maps<<>>Tennessee - Maps - 1934 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm. on sheet 41 x 112 cm.
Panel art: Attendant filling radiator.
Added title: ... Gulf Refining Co. 1934 official road map: Kentucky, Tennessee.
On verso: ... Gulf Refining Co. 1934 official road map: United States. Plate no. P. 44.
Both maps printed in 3 sections with intervening text.
Pages 1-6 (recto) and 7-12 (verso).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 51.31 (PrCt)

40832 Kentucky - Maps - 1934 - Road maps<<>>Tennessee - Maps - 1934 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Travel Kentucky Tennessee with Conoco. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1934].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1034 (PrCt)

40833 Kentucky - Maps - 1934 - Road maps<<>>Tennessee - Maps - 1934 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (3 panel, R,G,BL): Six cars speeding towards service station, logo.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1104 (PrCt)

Kentucky - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Tennessee - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover: Diagonal "Shell" on red stripe, logo.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1134 (PrCt)

Kentucky - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Tennessee - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; col. ; 53 x 68 cm. on sheet 56 x 71 cm.
Panel art: Texaco compass on U. S. outline.
On verso includes 9 city maps and: Texaco road map: 1934: United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 51.25 (PrCt)

Kentucky - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Authors: Kentucky. State Highway Commission -- H. T. B. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 40 x 75 cm. on sheet 40 x 83 cm.
Panel art: Photo of state capitol.
Added title: Road condition map of Kentucky. Includes insets of 11 cities.
Roads classified by type of surface.
"H.T.B. '32" in lower right corner.
Verso includes photo views of points of interest and highway distance tables.
Handstamped "Received May 7 1935."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 52.30 (PrCt)
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau.
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1322 (PrCt)

Identifies Pure Oil fields, refineries, and terminals.
On verso: Pathfinder road map of Pure Oil-land ... Plate no. O.3511.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1270 (PrCt)

Added title: Pure Oil pathfinder for Kentucky, Tennessee.
On verso: Pathfinder road map of Pure Oil-land ... Plate no. O.3511.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1236 (PrCt)

Added title: ... Gulf Refining Co. 1935 official road map: Kentucky, Tennessee.
On opposite cover: Women in bathroom.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1399 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

40847  Kentucky - Maps - 1935 - Road maps>Tennessee - Maps - 1935 - Road maps>Road maps
Authors: Pennzoil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: B&W photo of man and woman paying gas station attendant; Pennzoil and Pennzip gasoline sign.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1425 (PrCt)

40848  Kentucky - Maps - 1935 - Road maps>Tennessee - Maps - 1935 - Road maps>Road maps
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1434 (PrCt)

40849  Kentucky - Maps - 1935 - Road maps>Tennessee - Maps - 1935 - Road maps>Road maps
Shell 1935 road map : Kentucky, Tennessee.
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 57 cm. on sheet 46 x 61 cm.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 51.33 (PrCt)

40850  Kentucky - Maps - 1935 - Road maps>Tennessee - Maps - 1935 - Road maps>Road maps
Sinclair : Kentucky, Tennessee road map.
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 64 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Panel art: Group of dinosaurs.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 51.36 (PrCt)

40851  Kentucky - Maps - 1935 - Road maps>Tennessee - Maps - 1935 - Road maps>Road maps
Kentucky, Tennessee : Texaco road map.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1935].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 68 cm. on sheet 56 x 71 cm.
Panel art: Texaco compass and framed sign.
Panel no. 3-35.
Added title: Texaco road map: Kentucky, Tennessee. Plate no. 3416.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 51.32 (PrCt)

40852  Kentucky - Maps - 1935 - Road maps>Tennessee - Maps - 1935 - Road maps>Road maps
Kentucky, Tennessee : Texaco road map.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1935?].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 52 x 67 cm.
Plate title.
Added title: Texaco road map: Kentucky, Tennessee. Includes table of "State and federal gasoline taxes -- as of June 1st, 1935."
Plate no. 3416.
Maps on verso (34 x 50 cm. and smaller) : Texaco road map : United States -- Nashville -- Paducah -- Covington -- Frankfort -- Louisville -- Lexington -- Chattanooga -- Knoxville -- Memphis.
Panel art: Texaco compass logo.
Adhesive label no. "12" on verso.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 170.12 (PrCt)

40853  Kentucky - Maps - 1936 - Road maps>Tennessee - Maps - 1936 - Road maps>Great Smoky Mountains National Park (N.C. and Tenn.) - Maps - 1936>Road maps
Travel Kentucky, Tennessee with Conoco : every Conoco station is a branch of the Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1936].

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco
Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Conoco official road map : Kentucky, Tennessee
Date from RMcN AE 158 ms. index.
Plate no. J-1
Panel art: Conoco logo over outline of North America.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 158.22 (PrCt)

Kentucky - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Tennessee - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Pictorial maps
Kentucky - Maps - 1936 - Pictorial maps
Road maps
Pictorial maps
New York City : General Drafting Co., Inc. 1936.
Authors: Standard Oil Company of Kentucky -- General Drafting Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 44 x 59 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: 1936 Standard Oil road map : Kentucky and Tennessee
Inset (9 x 9 cm.): Louisville
Maps on verso (29 x 25 and smaller): Kentucky Blue Grass region -- Herrington Lake -- Lexington, heart of the Blue Grass.
Panel art: Two automobiles.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 169.8 (PrCt)

Kentucky - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Tennessee - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Road maps
Road maps
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Cities Service logo and "serves a nation" slogan.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1563 (PrCt)

Kentucky - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Tennessee - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 64 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Cities Service invites you to tour Kentucky, Tennessee.
Plate no. 331-S.C - J-3
Maps on verso (28 x 43 cm. and smaller): Cities Service invites you to tour United States -- Memphis -- Louisville -- Nashville.
Panel art: Cities Service logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 157.12A (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Gallup Map Company -- American Colotype Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : col. ; 37 x 58 cm.
Panel title.

Added title: Gulf ... 1936 official road map : Kentucky, Tennessee.
"Litho. in U.S.A. by American Colotype Company, Clifton, N.J."
Maps on verso (22 x 35 cm. and smaller): Gulf mileage map of the United States -- Louisville -- Memphis -- Lexington -- Nashville.
Panel art: Gulf sign over cars on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 161.9 (PrCt)

40860
Kentucky - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Road maps
MWM highway map : Kentucky and Tennessee / compliments of the Tyler, a homelike hotel ... Louisville, Kentucky. Aurora, Mo. Mid-West Map Company, [1936?].
Authors: Mid-West Map Company -- Tyler Hotel (Louisville, Ky.) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 32 x 50 cm., folded to 22 x 10 cm.
Panel title.

Added title: MWM : Kentucky & Tennessee.
"Copyrighted by Mid-West Map Company, Aurora, Mo."
Plate no. F67ERW.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 5099 (PrCt)

40861
Kentucky - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.

Added title: Phillips 66 ... 1936 official road map : Kentucky, Tennessee.
Plate nos. "207-J.C." and "J-1"
Map on verso (29 x 44 cm.): Phillips 66 ... 1936 official road map : United States.
Panel art: Plane, car and boat under Phillips 66 logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 162.43 (PrCt)

40862
Kentucky - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Road maps
Kentucky, Tennessee : Pure Oil pathfinder .
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1936].
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm. Thirteenth edition."
Panel art: Pure Oil logo, service station.

Verso includes 9 city maps.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 51.1X (PrCt)

40863
Kentucky - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Road maps
Kentucky, Tennessee : Pure Oil pathfinder .
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1936].
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm. Thirteenth edition." Panel art: Pure Oil logo, service station.

Verso includes 9 city maps.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 54.3 (PrCt)

40864
Kentucky - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.

Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1709 (PrCt)

40865
Kentucky - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.

Added title: Shell official road map : Kentucky, Tennessee.
Plate nos. "207-J.C." and "J-1"
Map on verso (29 x 44 cm.): Shell official road map: United States. Panel art: Shell logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 163.16B (PrCt)

Kentucky - Maps - 1936 - Road maps>>>Tennessee - Maps - 1936 - Road maps>>>Road maps
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm. Panel art: Service station; signed "Helck."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 51.2X (PrCt)

Kentucky - Maps - 1936 - Road maps>>>Tennessee - Maps - 1936 - Road maps>>>Road maps
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 50 x 68 cm. Panel art: Mobilgas sign in circle with compass directions.
Panel no. 6.
Added title: Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc. road map of Kentucky, Tennessee. Plate no. R 3615.
Verso includes 4 city maps and Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc. road map of United States. Plate no. R.3512.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 54.4 (PrCt)

Kentucky - Maps - 1936 - Road maps>>>Tennessee - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 68 cm. on sheet 56 x 71 cm. Panel art: Texaco compass and framed sign.
Panel no. 3-36.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 54.1 (PrCt)

Kentucky - Maps - 1936 - Road maps>>>Tennessee - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 68 cm. on sheet 56 x 71 cm. Added title: Texaco road map: Kentucky, Tennessee (Plate no. R. 3416).
On verso: Texaco road map: United States (Plate no. R.167), and 9 city maps.
Panel art: Texaco compass and framed sign.
Panel no. 7-36.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 54.12 (PrCt)

Kentucky - Maps - 1936 - Road maps>>>Tennessee - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Tydol trails thru Kentucky, Tennessee... Chicago: H.M. Gousha Company, 1936.
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 37 x 47 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: 1936 Tydol trails : Kentucky, Tennessee.
Plate nos. "207 J.C." and "J-1".
Maps on verso (28 x 43 cm. and smaller): 1936 Tydol trails: United States -- Nashville -- Chattanooga.
Panel art: Cartoon of Tydol "Little Engineer"; automobile license plate.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 171.7B (PrCt)

Kentucky - Maps - 1936 - Road maps>>>Tennessee - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Y blinded ...
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

40874

Kentucky - Maps - 1937 - Road maps

KY - Maps - 1937 - Road maps

Tyr (4 x 5 cm.): Louisville, Kentucky; Tennessee.
Panel title.
Panel art: Conoco logo over outline of North America.
Handstamped "1937" and "copyrighted".
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 158.24A (PrCt)

40875

Kentucky - Maps - 1937 - Road maps

KY - Maps - 1937 - Road maps

Authors: Tide Water Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Cartoon mechanic and license plate with slogan "wherever you go, go on Tydol and Veedol", says the little engineer.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jun 1 1937 Rand McNally & Co. .... "
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 169.21A (PrCt)

40876

Kentucky - Maps - 1937 - Road maps

KY - Maps - 1937 - Road maps

Tydol thru Kentucky, Tennessee with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1937.
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Conoco official road map: Kentucky, Tennessee.
Handstamped "1937" and "copyrighted".
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 158.24A (PrCt)

40877

Kentucky - Maps - 1937 - Road maps

KY - Maps - 1937 - Road maps

Tydol thru Kentucky, Tennessee with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1937.
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Handstamped "1937" and "copyrighted".
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 158.24A (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Handstamped "Apr 12 1937."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 51.5X (PrCt)

40885 Kentucky - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Tennessee - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Kentucky, Tennessee : Sinclair road map.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1937].
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Helck, Peter, 1893-1988 -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 64 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Panel art: Service station; signed "Helck."
Added title: Sinclair road map: Kentucky, Tennessee. Plate no. S.3615.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 54.7 (PrCt)

40886 Kentucky - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Tennessee - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Kentucky, Tennessee : Mobilgas ... Mobilgas sign in circle with compass logos, and slogan "travel in the best circles."
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1937].
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 64 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Panel art: Mobilgas sign in circle with compass directions.
Panel no. 7.
Added title: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company, Inc. road map of United States. Plate no. S.3512.
Verso includes 4 city maps and: Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc. road map of United States. Plate no. S.3615.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 51.12X (PrCt)

40888 Kentucky - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Tennessee - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Kentucky, Tennessee : Mobilgas ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1937].
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 64 cm. on sheet 50 x 68 cm.
Added title: Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc. road map of Kentucky, Tennessee (Plate no. S.3615).
On verso: Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc. road map of United States (Plate no. S. 3512), and 4 city maps.
Panel art: Mobilgas sign in oval with compass directions.
Panel no. 7.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 54.10 (PrCt)

40889 Kentucky - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Tennessee - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Tydol gasoline and Veedol motor oil logos, and slogan "travel in the best circles."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 2094 (PrCt)

40890 Kentucky - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Tennessee - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Southern States - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Kentucky, Tennessee : Cities Service ... Cities Service invites you to tour Kentucky, Tennessee.
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 64 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Cities Service invites you to tour Kentucky, Tennessee.
Plate nos. "307-J" and "10-K".
Panel art: Cities Service sign, car and outline of the United States. Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jun 3 -1937 ... ."

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 157.15 (PrCt)**

**40891 Kentucky - Maps - 1937 - Road maps<>Tennessee - Maps - 1937 - Road maps<>Southern States - Maps - 1937 - Road maps<>Road maps**


Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).


**RMcN AE 54.13 (PrCt)**

**40894 Kentucky - Maps - 1938 - Road maps<>East (U.S.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps<>Road maps**

**Texaco touring map : Kentucky. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1938].**

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).


**RMcN AE 51.11X (PrCt)**

**40895 Kentucky - Maps - 1938 - Road maps<>East (U.S.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps<>Road maps**

**Texaco touring map : Kentucky. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1938].**

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).


**RMcN AE 54.14 (PrCt)**

**40896 Kentucky - Maps - 1938 - Road\**

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
40899 Kentucky - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Road maps
Kentucky. Tennessee. [1938].
Authors: Standard Oil Company of Kentucky -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 27 x 67 cm. on sheet 54 x 71 cm.
Added title: Standard Oil road map : Kentucky and Tennessee.
Inset (9 x 9 cm.): Louisville.
Pictorial map on verso (25 x 25 cm. and smaller): Kentucky : Blue Grass region -- Herrington Lake -- Lexington, heart of the Blue Grass.
Panel art: photographs of leisure activities.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Aug 1 1938 Rand McNally & Co. ...."Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 168.10 (PrCt)

40900 Kentucky - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: car driving through hills, Cities Service sign.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3063 (PrCt)

40901 Kentucky - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Road maps
Travel Kentucky, Tennessee with Conoco: every Conoco station is a branch of the Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1938].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Conoco ... official road map of Kentucky, Tennessee
Date from RMcN AE 159 ms. index.
Plate nos. "307-J.C. 11-L" and "5382".
Panel art: Conoco logo over outline of North America.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 16 1938 ... ."Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 159.14 (PrCt)
Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3111 (PrCt)

Kentucky - Maps - 1938 - Road maps<<<Tennessee - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Kentucky, Tennessee road map ... Deep Rock ...
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1938].
Authors: Deep Rock Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 64 cm. on sheet 50 x 68 cm.
Panel art: Deep Rock sign, road, stream.
Added title: Road map, 14th edition: Kentucky, Tennessee ... Deep Rock ... . Plate no. T.3615.
Verso includes 4 city maps and: Road map, 14th edition: United States ... Deep Rock ... . Plate no. T 3512.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 51.13X (PrCt)

Kentucky - Maps - 1938 - Road maps<<<Tennessee - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Kentucky, Tennessee road map ... Deep Rock ...
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1938].
Authors: Deep Rock Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 64 cm. on sheet 50 x 68 cm.
Panel art: Deep Rock sign, road, stream.
Added title: Road map, 14th edition: Kentucky, Tennessee ... Deep Rock ... . Plate no. T.3615.
On verso: Road map, 14th edition: United States ... Deep Rock ... . (Plate no. T 3512), and 4 city maps.
Panel art: Deep Rock sign, road, stream.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 54.17 (PrCt)

Kentucky - Maps - 1938 - Road maps<<<Tennessee - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Diamond ... road map : Kentucky, Tennessee and United States. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1938].
Authors: Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 48 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Diamond Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation motor trails map : Kentucky, Tennessee.
Date from RMcN AE 160 ms. index.

Plate no. 307-J.C. 11-L
Maps on verso (29 x 44 cm. and smaller):
Legend : United States mileage and driving time along main transcontinental highways --
Louisville -- Memphis -- Nashville -- Lexington -- Cincinnati -- Chattanooga.
Panel art: Diamond, 760 Motor Oil, and D-X logos; line drawings of cartoon figures.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Oct 12 1938 ... "
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 160.7 (PrCt)

Kentucky - Maps - 1938 - Road maps<<<Tennessee - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Road map : Kentucky, Tennessee and United States. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1938].
Authors: Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: compass rose and Diamond, 760 Motor Oil, and D-X Gasoline logos.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3155 (PrCt)

Kentucky - Maps - 1938 - Road maps<<<Tennessee - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: car, Phillips 66 tanker truck on road, Phillips 66 sign, and slogan "there's a Phillips station ahead."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3189 (PrCt)

Kentucky - Maps - 1938 - Road maps<<<Tennessee - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Phillips 66 ... 1938 official road map : Kentucky, Tennessee.
Plate no. 307-J.C. 11-L
Map on verso (29 x 44 cm.): Phillips 66 ... official
road map: United States.
Panel art: Car approaching Phillips 66 truck on curving road.
Handstamped "May 1938"
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 162.7 (PrCt)

40908 Kentucky - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Tennessee - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Kentucky, Tennessee: Pure Oil pathfinder.
Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1938].
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 42 x 64 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Panel art: Pure Oil station.
Panel no. P. O. 38.
Added title: Kentucky, Tennessee ... Pure. Plate no. T.3615.
On verso: United States ... Pure. Plate no. T.3707.
Handstamped "Apr. 11 1938."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 51.8X (PrCt)

40909 Kentucky - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Tennessee - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Shell road map: Kentucky, Tennessee.
Chicago: H. M. Gousha Co., [1938?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H. M. Gousha Company -- H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3227 (PrCt)

40911 Kentucky - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Tennessee - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Shell road map: Kentucky, Tennessee.
Chicago: H. M. Gousha Company, [1938].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H. M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell official road map of Kentucky, Tennessee.
Plate nos. "307-J.C. 11-L" and "12-L 1938-1"
Date from RMcN AE 164 ms. index.
Map on verso (29 x 44 cm.): Legend: United States mileage and driving time along main transcontinental highways.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... 1938 ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 164.14 (PrCt)

40912 Kentucky - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Tennessee - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Rand McNally official road map of Kentucky, Tennessee.
Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1938].
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 42 x 64 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Panel art: Service station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 51.14X (PrCt)

40913 Kentucky - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Tennessee - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Rand McNally official road map of Kentucky, Tennessee.
Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1938].
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 51 x 68 cm.
Panel art: Recreational map.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 51.14X (PrCt)

40914 Kentucky - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Tennessee - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Rand McNally official road map of Kentucky, Tennessee.
Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1938].
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 51 x 68 cm.
Panel art: Recreational map.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 51.14X (PrCt)
Tydol trails thru Kentucky, Tennessee ...  
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally 
Collection (Newberry Library) 
1 map : col. ; 37 x 57 cm. 
Panel title. 
Added title: 1938 Tydol trails : Kentucky, 
Tennessee. 
Plate nos. "307-J.C. 11-L" and "5382." 
Maps on verso (28 x 44 cm. and smaller): United States -- Nashville -- Chattanooga. 
Panel art: Tydol sign and cars. 
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 22 1938 Rand McNally & Co. ..." 
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection 
(Newberry Library). 
RMcN AE 171.8A (PrCt)
40915  
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha 
Collection (Newberry Library) 
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm. 
Panel title. 
Panel art: Tydol gasoline sign, profiles of three cars, and slogan "stop at this sign for safe motoring." 
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library). 
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011). 
Gousha Clients 3307 (PrCt)
40916  
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection 
(Noeberry Library) 
1 map : col. ; 42 x 64 cm. on sheet 46 x 92cm. 
Panel title. 
Panel art: Gulf sign above cars on road. 
On opposite panel: Form 864-F. 
Added title: Gulf: Kentucky, Tennessee info-map. 
Plate no. T.3615. 
Verso includes map of the Great Smokies National Park and: Gulf road map of Virginia, Kentucky, Tennessee, North Carolina, South Carolina, Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia, Florida. Plate no. T.3860. 
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection 
(Newberry Library). 
RMcN AE 51.9X (PrCt)
40917  
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection 
(Noeberry Library) 
1 map : col. ; 42 x 64 cm. on sheet 46 x 92cm. 
Added title: Gulf: Kentucky, Tennessee info-map. 
Plate no. T.3615. 
On verso: Gulf road map of Virginia, Kentucky, Tennessee, North Carolina, South Carolina, 
Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia, Florida. Plate no. (2) T.3860, continuation inset of 
southern Florida, and map of the Great Smokies National Park (plate no. T). 
Panel art: Gulf sign above cars on road. 
On opposite panel: Form 864-F. 
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection 
(Newberry Library). 
RMcN AE 54.18 (PrCt)
40918  
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) 
1 map : col. ; 27 x 67 cm. on sheet 54 x 71 cm. 
Added title: Teidosol touring map of Kentucky 
(Plate no. U.3815). 
Includes insets of 8 cities. 
On verso: Teidosol sectional trip map [of the central and southern U.S.] (Plate no. U. 3900 (D)), and inset of the Chicago region. 
Panel art: U.S. outline. 
Panel no. 7-39. 
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection 
(Newberry Library). 
RMcN AE 54.20 (PrCt)
40919  
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) 
1 map : col. ; 27 x 67 cm. on sheet 54 x 71 cm. 
Added title: Teidosol touring map of Kentucky. 
Plate no. U.3815. Includes insets of 8 cities. 
On verso: Teidosol sectional trip map [of the central and southern U.S.] (Plate no. U. 3900 (D)), and inset of the Chicago region. 
Panel art: U.S. outline. 
Panel no. 10-39. 
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection 
(Newberry Library). 
RMcN AE 54.21 (PrCt)
40920  
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection 
(Noeberry Library) 
1 map : col. ; 27 x 67 cm. on sheet 54 x 71 cm. 
Added title: Teidosol touring map of Kentucky. 
Plate no. U.3815. Includes insets of 8 cities. 
On verso: Teidosol sectional trip map [of the central and southern U.S.] (Plate no. U. 3900 (D)), and inset of the Chicago region. 
Panel art: U.S. outline. 
Panel no. 10-39. 
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection 
(Newberry Library). 
RMcN AE 54.21 (PrCt)
40921 Kentucky - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
<Tennessee - Maps - 1939 - Road maps>
Great Smoky Mountains National Park (N.C. and Tenn.) - Maps - 1939
Road maps
Travel Kentucky, Tennessee with Conoco : every Conoco station is a branch of the Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1939].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Conoco ... official road map of Kentucky, Tennessee
Date from RMcN AE 159 ms. index.
Plate no. 307-J.C. 11-M
Panel art: Conoco logo over outline of North America.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received Aug 17 1939 ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 159.14A (PrCt)

40922 Kentucky - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
<Tennessee - Maps - 1939 - Road maps>
Road maps
Travel Kentucky, Tennessee with Conoco : every Conoco station is a branch of the Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1939].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell official road map of Kentucky, Tennessee.
Plate nos. "307-J.C. 11-M" and "11-M-1939-1"
Date from RMcN AE 165 ms. index.
Map on verso (29 x 44 cm. and 21 x 29 cm.):
Panel art: Shell logo.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received Aug 10 1939 ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 165.14 (PrCt)

40923 Kentucky - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
<Tennessee - Maps - 1939 - Road maps>
Road maps
Travel Kentucky, Tennessee road map / Cities Service. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1939?].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"Tourist edition."
Panel title.
Plate nos. "307-J.C." and "9-M."
Panel art: road leading to a Cities Service gasoline station and sign; slogan "buy at this sign."
Main map printed in red and black.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3358 (PrCt)

40924 Kentucky - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
<Tennessee - Maps - 1939 - Road maps>
Road maps
Travel Kentucky, Tennessee with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1939?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"Tourist edition."
Panel title.
Plate nos. "307-J.C." and "11-M."
Panel art: road leading to a Cities Service gasoline station and sign; slogan "buy at this sign."
Main map printed in red, black, yellow and blue.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3359 (PrCt)

40925 Kentucky - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
<Tennessee - Maps - 1939 - Road maps>
Road maps
Travel Kentucky, Tennessee road map ... Deep Rock ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1939].
Authors: Deep Rock Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Added title: Road map, 15th edition: Kentucky, Tennessee ... Deep Rock ... (Plate no. U.3615).
On verso: Road map, 15th edition: United States Great Smoky Mountains National Park (N.C. and Tenn.) ... Deep Rock ... (Plate no. U.3615).
Panel art: Lower left title...
... Deep Rock ... (Plate no. U 35120, and 4 city maps.
Panel art: Deep Rock sign, calendar, radio log.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 54.26 (PrCt)**

**40926 Kentucky - Maps - 1939 - Road maps**

*Road map of Kentucky, Tennessee and United States.* Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1939?].
Authors: Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
“Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation.”
Panel art: photograph of gas station attendant and slogan “smiling service, 'all the way.'”
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

**Gousha Clients 3467 (PrCt)**

**40927 Kentucky - Maps - 1939 - Road maps**

Authors: National Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Added panel title: Road map of Kentucky, Tennessee by National.
Added title: En-Ar-Co road map of Kentucky, Tennessee (Plate no. U.3615).
On verso: En-Ar-Co road map of United States (Plate no. U.3512), and 4 city maps.
Panel art: En-Ar-Co sign, station, red car.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 54.24 (PrCt)**

**40928 Kentucky - Maps - 1939 - Road maps**

Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: winding road, Phillips 66 sign, and slogan “there's a Phillips station ahead.”
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

**Gousha Clients 3500 (PrCt)**

**40929 Kentucky - Maps - 1939 - Road maps**

*Kentucky, Tennessee - Maps -1939 - Road maps*  
*Kentucky, Tennessee ... Pure ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1939].
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Added title: Kentucky, Tennessee ... Pure ... (Plate no. U.3615).
On verso: United States ... Pure ... (Plate no. U.3707).
Panel art: Pure compass, cartoon characters.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 54.25 (PrCt)**

**40930 Kentucky - Maps - 1939 - Road maps**

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Plate no. U.3615.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 54.22 (PrCt)**

**40931 Kentucky - Maps - 1939 - Road maps**

*Shell road map : Kentucky, Tennessee.* Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1939?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Plate no. U.3615.
On verso: United States ... Pure ... (Plate no. U.3707).
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence.”
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

**Gousha Clients 3542 (PrCt)**

**40932 Kentucky - Maps - 1939 - Road maps**

Authors: Shell Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Added title: Road map : Sinclair : Kentucky, Tennessee (Plate no. U.3615).
Panel art: Couple in car at service station.

**Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.**

**For more information refer to the title page of this volume.**
*Travel Kentucky, Tennessee with Conoco...*  
*Conoco Travel Bureau.* Chicago: H.M. Gousha Co., [1940?].

**Authors:** Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

**Gousha Clients 3767 (PrCt)**

40940 Kentucky - Maps - 1940 - Road maps  
Tennessee - Maps - 1940 - Road maps  
Road map of Kentucky, Tennessee and United States. Chicago: H.M. Gousha Co., [1940?].

**Authors:** Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation."
Panel art: photograph of gas station attendant and slogan "smiling service, 'all the way'."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

**Gousha Clients 3809 (PrCt)**

40941 Kentucky - Maps - 1940 - Road maps  
Tennessee - Maps - 1940 - Road maps  

**Authors:** National Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Added title: The National Refining Company road map of Kentucky, Tennessee (Plate no. V.3615).
On verso: The National Refining Company road map of United States (Plate no. V.3512), and 4 city maps.
Panel art: White Rose sign over road and farms.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 54.34 (PrCt)**

40942 Kentucky - Maps - 1940 - Road maps  
Tennessee - Maps - 1940 - Road maps  

**Authors:** Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: winding road, Phillips 66 sign, and slogan "there's a Phillips station ahead."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

**Gousha Clients 3872 (PrCt)**

40943 Kentucky - Maps - 1940 - Road maps  
Tennessee - Maps - 1940 - Road maps  

**Authors:** Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Added title: Kentucky, Tennessee ... Pure ... (Plate no. V.3615).
On verso: United States ... Pure ... (Plate no. V.3870).
Panel art: Pure compass, cartoon characters.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 54.35 (PrCt)**

40944 Kentucky - Maps - 1940 - Road maps  
Tennessee - Maps - 1940 - Road maps  

**Authors:** Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Plate no. V.3615.
On verso: Rand McNally road map: United States (Plate no. V.3512).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 54.33 (PrCt)**

40945 Kentucky - Maps - 1940 - Road maps  
Tennessee - Maps - 1940 - Road maps  
Shell map of Kentucky, Tennessee. Chicago: H.M. Gousha Co., [1940?].

**Authors:** Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: Kentucky, Tennessee.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

**Gousha Clients 3872 (PrCt)**

40946 Kentucky - Maps - 1940 - Road maps  
Tennessee - Maps - 1940 - Road maps  
Kentucky, Tennessee : Sinclair ... road map. Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1940].

**Authors:** Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally
and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Added title: Road map: Sinclair; Kentucky, Tennessee (Plate no. V.3615).
On verso: Recreational map: Sinclair; United States (Plate no. V.3420).
Panel art: Sinclair sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 54.30 (PrCt)

Kentucky - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Tydol trails thru Kentucky, Tennessee / issued by Tide Water Associated Oil Company ... Tulsa.
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1940.
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: drawing of a wagon train and slogan "follow the trails of the pioneers in your modern motor car."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4002 (PrCt)

Kentucky - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 65 cm. on sheet 46 x 92 cm.
Added title: Gulf ; Kentucky, Tennessee info-map. Plate no. V.3615.
On verso: Gulf road map of Virginia, Kentucky, Tennessee, North Carolina, South Carolina, Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia, Florida (Plate no. V.4009 (2)), continuation inset of southern Florida, and map of the Great Smokies National Park (plate no. V).
Panel art: Gulf sign over cars on road.
On opposite panel: Form S. P. 1179F.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 54.32 (PrCt)

Kentucky - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Texaco touring map : Kentucky with sectional map of adjoining states. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1941].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 27 x 67 cm. on sheet 54 x 71 cm.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Kentucky (Plate no. W.3815).
Includes insets of 8 cities.
On verso: Texaco sectional trip map [of the central and southern U.S.] (Plate no. W. 4103 (D)), and inset of the Chicago region.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Panel no. A.41.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 54.39 (PrCt)

Kentucky - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Road maps
Texaco touring map : Kentucky with sectional map of adjoining states. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1941].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 27 x 67 cm. on sheet 54 x 71 cm.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Kentucky (Plate no. W.3815).
Includes insets of 8 cities.
On verso: Texaco sectional trip map [of the central and southern U.S.] (Plate no. W. 4103 (D)), and inset of the Chicago region.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Panel no. B.41.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 54.40 (PrCt)

Kentucky - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Southern States - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 46 x 92 cm.
Added title: Gulf ; Kentucky, Tennessee info-map. Plate no. V.3615.
On verso: Gulf road map of Virginia, Kentucky, Tennessee, North Carolina, South Carolina, Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia, Florida (Plate no. V.4009 (2)), continuation inset of southern Florida, and map of the Great Smokies National Park (plate no. V).
Panel art: Gulf sign over cars on road.
On opposite panel: Form S. P. 1179F.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 54.33 (PrCt)
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 27 x 67 cm. on sheet 54 x 71 cm.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Kentucky
(Plate no. W.3815).
Includes insets of 8 cities.
On verso: Texaco sectional trip map [of the central and southern U.S.] (Plate no. W. 4103 (D)), and inset of the Chicago region.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Panel no. E - 41.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 54.41 (PrCt)

40954 Kentucky - Maps - 1941 - Road maps<>Tennessee - Maps - 1941 - Road maps<>Road maps
Travel Kentucky, Tennessee with Conoco ...
Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1941]?
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4106 (PrCt)

40955 Kentucky - Maps - 1941 - Road maps<>Tennessee - Maps - 1941 - Road maps<>Road maps
D-X road map of Kentucky, Tennessee and United States. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1941]?
Authors: Mid-Continental Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"Mid-Continental Petroleum Corporation."
Panel art: D-X sign and Diamond gas station facade.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4152 (PrCt)

40956 Kentucky - Maps - 1941 - Road maps<>Tennessee - Maps - 1941 - Road maps<>Road maps
Road map of Kentucky, Tennessee ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1941].
Authors: Pennzoil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: car on road beneath ad for "amazing, new Pennzip 'Z' gasoline"and slogan "sound your 'Z' for pennzip and Pennzoil."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4170 (PrCt)

40957 Kentucky - Maps - 1941 - Road maps<>Tennessee - Maps - 1941 - Road maps<>Road maps
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: road, Phillips 66 sign, and slogan "there's a Phillips station ahead."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4185 (PrCt)

40958 Kentucky - Maps - 1941 - Road maps<>Tennessee - Maps - 1941 - Road maps<>Road maps
Kentucky, Tennessee ... Pure ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1941].
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Added title: Kentucky, Tennessee ... Pure ... (Plate no. W.3615).
On verso: United States ... Pure ... (Plate no. W. 3870).
Includes pictorial views.
Panel art: Pure compass, cartoon characters.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 54.37 (PrCt)
Kosul - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Plate no. W.3615.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 54.38 (PrCt)

Kentucky - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Shell map of Kentucky, Tennessee. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1941?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: Kentucky, Tennessee.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4221 (PrCt)

Kentucky - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Sesquicentennial of Kentucky and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 65 cm. on sheet 46 x 92 cm.
Added title: Gulf : Kentucky, Tennessee info-map (Plate no. W.3615).
On verso: Gulf road map of Virginia, Kentucky, Tennessee, North Carolina, South Carolina,
Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia, Florida (Plate no. W.4118 (2)), continuation inset of southern Florida, and map of the Great Smokies National Park (plate no. W).
Panel art: Gulf sign over car on road.
On opposite panel: Form 1593-F.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 54.36 (PrCt)

Kentucky - Maps - 1942 - History
Authors: Hardin, Bayless
1 map : 24 x 51 cm.
Xerox copy, location of the original unknown.
temp map2F G3950 1942 .H3 (PrCt)

Kentucky - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Kentucky with sectional map of adjoining states. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1942].
Authors: Texas Company -- Indian Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 27 x 67 cm. on sheet 54 x 72 cm.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Panel no. A-42.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Kentucky.
Plate no. X.3815. Includes insets of 8 cities.
On verso: Texaco sectional trip map [of the eastern U.S.]. Plate no. X.4103 (D). Includes inset of the Chicago region.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 53.4 (PrCt)

Kentucky - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: airplane, car and Tydol flying "A" gasoline logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4322 (PrCt)
Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: rural road scene, Cities Service Oils logo, and slogan "start every trip at your Cities Service dealer's."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4377 (PrCt)

40967 Kentucky - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Tennessee - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Road maps
Travel Kentucky, Tennessee with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1942].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4426 (PrCt)

40968 Kentucky - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Tennessee - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Road map : Kentucky, Tennessee ... Marathon.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [1942].
Authors: Marathon Oil Company -- Ohio Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Panel art: Directional sign with cardinal directions.
Opposite panel no. P-42.
Added title: Marathon, Tennessee ... Pure. Plate no. X. 3615.
Verso includes photo views and: United States ... Pure. Plate no. X. 3870.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 53.1 (PrCt)

40969 Kentucky - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Tennessee - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Authors: Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation."
Panel art: D-X sign and Diamond gas station facade.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection - (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4489 (PrCt)

40970 Kentucky - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Tennessee - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: road, Phillips 66 sign, and slogan "there's a Phillips station ahead."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4515 (PrCt)

40971 Kentucky - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Tennessee - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Road maps
Kentucky, Tennessee ... Pure Oil pathfinder road map. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1942].
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Panel art: Directional sign with cardinal directions.
Opposite panel no. P-42.
Added title: Kentucky, Tennessee ... Pure. Plate no. X. 3615.
Verso includes photo views and: United States ... Pure. Plate no. X. 3870.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 53.2 (PrCt)

40972 Kentucky - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Tennessee - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Rand McNally road map : Kentucky, Tennessee.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1942].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Plate no. X.3615.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 53.3 (PrCt)

40973 Kentucky - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Tennessee - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Shell map of Kentucky, Tennessee. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1942].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"Shell Oil Company." Panel art: Shell logo and slogan.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection - (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4493 (PrCt)
Kentucky - Maps - 1942 - Road maps

Panel title:
At head of panel title: Kentucky, Tennessee.
Panel art: Shell logo, statement "all points of military interest have been removed voluntarily from this map and index" and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4555 (PrCt)

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Kentucky - Maps - 1942 - Road maps

Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: statue of minuteman with caption "buy war bonds and stamps", Tydol gasoline logo, Veedol motor oil logo, and statement "Oil is ammunition, use it wisely."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4643 (PrCt)

1 map : col. ; 27 x 67 cm. on sheet 54 x 72 cm.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Panel no. C-42.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Kentucky.
Plate no. Y.3815. Includes insets of 8 cities.
On verso: Texaco sectional trip map [of the eastern U.S.]. Plate no. Y.4103 (D). Includes inset of the Chicago region.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 53.7 (PrCt)

Kentucky - Maps - 1943 - Road maps

Plate no. Y.3615. Includes insets of Great Smoky Mountains National Park (plate no.Y.) and: Road map of Virginia, Kentucky, Tennessee, North Carolina, South Carolina, Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia, Florida: Gulf. Plate no. Z. 4200 (2). Includes inset of southern Florida.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 53.8 (PrCt)

Kentucky - Maps - 1944 - Road maps

Plate no. Z.3615. Includes insets of Great Smoky Mountains National Park (plate no.Z.) and: Road map of Virginia, Kentucky, Tennessee, North Carolina, South Carolina, Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia, Florida: Gulf. Plate no. Z. 4200 (2). Includes inset of southern Florida.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

40979 Kentucky - Maps - 1945 - Road maps<Tennessee - Maps - 1945 - Road maps>Road maps
Travel Kentucky, Tennessee with Conoco ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1945?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4683 (PrCt)

40980 Kentucky - Maps - 1945 - Road maps<Tennessee - Maps - 1945 - Road maps>Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 43 x 78 cm. on sheet 46 x 92 cm.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Panel title.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

40981 Kentucky - Maps - 1945 - Road maps<Tennessee - Maps - 1945 - Road maps>Road maps
Kentucky, Tennessee ... Marathon. Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [1945].
Authors: Marathon Oil Company -- Ohio Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Panel art: Marathon sign over cars on road.
Added title: Marathon: the Ohio Oil Co. road map: Kentucky, Tennessee. Plate no. 453615.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

40982 Kentucky - Maps - 1945 - Road maps<Tennessee - Maps - 1945 - Road maps>Road maps
Kentucky, Tennessee ... Pure Oil road map. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1945].
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
“Revised edition.”

1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Panel art: Pure logo.
Added title: Kentucky, Tennessee ... Pure. Plate no. 453615.
Verso includes photo views and: United States ... Pure. Plate no. 453870.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

40983 Kentucky - Maps - 1945 - Road maps<Tennessee - Maps - 1945 - Road maps>Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Plate no. 453615.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

40984 Kentucky - Maps - 1946 - Road maps<Tennessee - Maps - 1946 - Road maps>Great Smoky Mountains National Park (N.C. and Tenn.) - Maps - 1946>Road maps
Shell map of Kentucky, Tennessee. Chicago : H. M. Gousha Company, [1946].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell highway map of Kentucky, Tennessee.
Date from RMcN AE 166 ms. index.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Handstamped "received ... Apr 29 1947 Rand McNally & Co. Blazed Trails Dept. ... "
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

40985 Kentucky - Maps - 1946 - Road maps<Tennessee - Maps - 1946 - Road maps>Road maps
Kentucky, Tennessee road map / Cities Service Oils ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1946?].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"Revised edition."
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Panel title.
Panel art: rural road scene, Cities Service Oils logo, and slogan "start every trip at your Cities Service dealer's."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4734 (PrCt)

Kentucky - Maps - 1946 - Road maps

Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 44 x 78 cm. on sheet 46 x 92 cm.
Panel art: Gulf sign over car on road.
On opposite panel: Form S.P. 1825-F.
Added title: Kentucky. Plate no. 6-4516-2.
On verso: Tennessee. Plate no. 6-4517-2.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 53.20 (PrCt)

Kentucky - Maps - 1946 - Road maps

Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 43 x 78 cm. on sheet 46 x 92 cm.
Panel art: Gulf sign over car on road.
On opposite panel: Form S.P. 1825-F.
Added title: Kentucky. Plate no. 6-4516-1.
On verso: Tennessee. Plate no. 6-4517-1.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 53.21 (PrCt)

Kentucky - Maps - 1946 - Road maps

Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 43 x 78 cm. on sheet 46 x 92 cm.
Panel art: Cartoon characters in car over Pur logo, and slogan "there's a Phillips station ahead."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4827 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
40993 Kentucky - Maps - 1946 - Road maps>>Tennessee - Maps - 1946 - Road maps>>Road maps
Shell map of Kentucky, Tennessee. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1946?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: Kentucky, Tennessee.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

40994 Kentucky - Maps - 1946 - Road maps>>Tennessee - Maps - 1946 - Road maps>>Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Panel art: Road sign, car and attendant.
Added title: Sinclair: Kentucky, Tennessee. Plate no. 6-453615V-1.
Verso includes pictorial views keyed to location map and 8 city maps.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 53.23 (PrCt)

40995 Kentucky - Maps - 1946 - Road maps>>Tennessee - Maps - 1946 - Road maps>>Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Panel art: Road sign, car and attendant.
Added title: Sinclair: Kentucky, Tennessee. Plate no. 6-453615V-2.
Verso includes pictorial views keyed to location map and 8 city maps.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

40996 Kentucky - Maps - 1946 - Road maps>>Tennessee - Maps - 1946 - Road maps>>Road maps
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: gas station attendant and man in car.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

40997 Kentucky - Maps - 1946 - Road maps>>Tennessee - Maps - 1946 - Road maps>>Road maps
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Panel art: Mobilgas sign, car in oval.
Added panel title: Kentucky, Tennessee and southeastern United States: Mobiloi ... .
Added title: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company, Inc.: Kentucky, Tennessee. Plate nos. 6-453615V and 146.
Verso includes maps of Louisville, Memphis, Nashville, the Great Smoky Mountains National Park and an untiitled map of the southeastern states. Plate no. 463785V (2). Includes inset of southern Florida.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 53.22 (PrCt)

40998 Kentucky - Maps - 1947 - Road maps>>Tennessee - Maps - 1947 - Road maps>>Road maps
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Cities Service gas station, various cartoon images, and slogan "Cities Service dealers help make every trip a treat."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Kentucky - Maps - 1947 - Road maps

1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 50 x 68 cm.
Panel art: Cartoon characters in car over Pure logo.
Panel no. 47-A.
Added title: Kentucky, Tennessee ... Pure. Plate no. 7-453615V-1.
Verso includes untitled map of the southern and midwestern United States. Plate no. 473785V (4).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 53.29 (PrCt)

41009

Kentucky - Maps - 1947 - Road maps

Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "U", indicating 1947 publication.
Panel art: gas station attendant talking to man in car.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5258 (PrCt)

41010

Kentucky - Maps - 1948 - Road maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Pocket maps -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
54 p. : 2 col. maps on 1 sheet (folded) ; 24 cm. "1948 edition."
Cover title: Rand McNally pocket maps : Kentucky : complete indexed reference map ... [and] highway map
Uniform title: Pocket maps
Folded map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back to back, col. ; 39 x 89 and 37 x 57 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of Kentucky. Plate nos. "6" and "PM 16". Includes key to railroads. -- Kentucky, Tennessee : Rand McNally road map. Plate no. 8-453615V-2.
Cover art: Cars on road alongside passenger train.
"50c" -- printed on front cover.
Handstamp on title page: Permanent publishing division file : Return to locked bookcase : Edition
11-47.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Pocket 4C 83 (PrCt)

41011 Kentucky - Maps - 1948 - Road
maps<>><>Tennessee - Maps - 1948 - Road
maps<>><>Road maps
Kentucky, Tennessee / Cities Service. Chicago ;
San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948?].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M.
Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948
publication.
Panel art: Cities Service gas station, various
cartoon images, and slogan "Cities Service
dealers help make every trip a treat."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry
Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5320 (PrCt)

41012 Kentucky - Maps - 1948 - Road
maps<>><>Tennessee - Maps - 1948 - Road
maps<>><>Road maps
Travel Kentucky, Tennessee with Conoco ...;
Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- H.M.
Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948
publication.
Panel art: family standing in front of car and
statement "for long trips ask ... about Touraide."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry
Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5361 (PrCt)

41013 Kentucky - Maps - 1948 - Road
maps<>><>Tennessee - Maps - 1948 - Road
maps<>><>Road maps
Kentucky, Tennessee info-map : Gulf. Chicago :
Rand McNally & Company, [1948].
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally
and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 78 cm. on sheet 46 x 92 cm.
Panel art: Gulf sign over car on road.
On opposite panel: Form S.P. 1825-F.
Added title: Kentucky. Plate no. 8-4516-7.
Includes inset of the Great Smoky
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 53.45 (PrCt)

41014 Kentucky - Maps - 1948 - Road
maps<>><>Tennessee - Maps - 1948 - Road
maps<>><>Road maps
Road map of Kentucky, Tennessee / D-X the sign
of friendly service. Chicago ; San Jose : H.M.
Gousha Co., [1948?].
Authors: Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation --
H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948
publication.
D-X was the trademark of Mid-Continen
Petroleum Corporation.
Panel art: D-X sign.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry
Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5391 (PrCt)

41015 Kentucky - Maps - 1948 - Road
maps<>><>Tennessee - Maps - 1948 - Road
maps<>><>Road maps
Road map of Kentucky, Tennessee : Pennzip!
gasoline. Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co.,
[1948?].
Authors: Pennzoil Company -- H.M. Gousha
Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry
Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948
publication.
Pennzip was the trademark of the Pennzoil
Company.
Panel art: stylized "Z" with slogan "fast starts,
smooth power, long mileage."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry
Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5402 (PrCt)

41016 Kentucky - Maps - 1948 - Road
maps<>><>Tennessee - Maps - 1948 - Road
maps<>><>Road maps
Kentucky, Tennessee ... / compliments of Phillips
Petroleum Company, Bartlesville, Oklahoma.
Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948?].
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M.
Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948
publication.
Panel art: couple in a convertible driving towards
a Phillips gas station, Phillips 66 logo, and slogan
"for cleanliness and service there's a Phillips 66
station ahead."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry
Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5419 (PrCt)

41017 Kentucky - Maps - 1948 - Road maps<>><>Tennessee - Maps - 1948 - Road maps<>><>Road maps
Kentucky, Tennessee and south central United States ... Pure ... trip map. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1948].
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 50 x 68 cm.
Panel art: Pure sign.
Panel no. 48-A.
Added title: Kentucky, Tennessee ... Pure. Plate no. 8-453615V-3.
Verso includes an untitled map of the southern and midwestern United States. Plate no. 8-473785V(4)-2.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 53.41 (PrCt)

41018 Kentucky - Maps - 1948 - Road maps<>><>Tennessee - Maps - 1948 - Road maps<>><>Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 50 x 68 cm.
Plate no. 8-453615V-3.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 53.42 (PrCt)

41019 Kentucky - Maps - 1948 - Road maps<>><>Tennessee - Maps - 1948 - Road maps<>><>Road maps
Shell map of Kentucky, Tennessee. Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5544 (PrCt)

41020 Kentucky - Maps - 1948 - Road maps<>><>Tennessee - Maps - 1948 - Road maps<>><>Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Panel art: Road sign with bird, rabbit and car.
Verso includes pictorial views keyed to location map and 8 city maps.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 53.40 (PrCt)

41021 Kentucky - Maps - 1948 - Road maps<>><>Tennessee - Maps - 1948 - Road maps<>><>Road maps
Road map : Kentucky, Tennessee / compliments of Tide Water Associated Oil Company, New York, San Francisco, Tulsa. Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948?].
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
Panel art: gas station attendant talking to man in car, Tydol Flying "A" gasoline sign, Veedol motor oil logo, and slogan "at this sign ... everything that's good for your car."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5544 (PrCt)

41022 Kentucky - Maps - 1948 - Road maps<>><>Tennessee - Maps - 1948 - Road maps<>><>Southern States - Maps - 1948 - Road maps<>><>Road maps
Kentucky, Tennessee and southeastern United States : Mobilgas ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1948].
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 50 x 68 cm.
Panel art: Mobilgas sign, car in oval.
Added panel title: Kentucky, Tennessee and southeastern United States: Mobiloil ... .
Added title: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company, Inc.: Kentucky, Tennessee. Plate nos. 8-453615V-3 and 8M07.
Verso includes maps of Louisville, Memphis, Nashville, the Great Smoky Mountains National Park and an untitled map of the southeastern states. Plate no. 8-473785V(2)-1. Includes inset of southern Florida.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 53.40 (PrCt)
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 43 x 78 cm. on sheet 46 x 92 cm.
Added title: Kentucky (Plate no. 9-4516-8).
On verso: Tennessee (Plate no. 9-4517-8), and inset of the Great Smoky Mountains National Park.
Panel art: Gulf sign over car on road.
On opposite panel: Form S.P. 1825.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 55.1 (PrCt)

41024 Kentucky - Maps - 1949 - Road maps<>Tennessee - Maps - 1949 - Road maps<>Road maps
Kentucky, Tennessee and southern central United States ... Pure ... trip map. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1949].
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Added title: Kentucky, Tennessee ... Pure (Plate no. 9-453615V-3).
On verso: [Southern and midwestern U.S.] (Plate no. 9-473785V(4)-3).
Panel art: Pure sign.
Panel no. 49-A.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 55.2 (PrCt)

41025 Kentucky - Maps - 1949 - Road maps<>Tennessee - Maps - 1949 - Road maps<>Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 42 x 65 cm. on sheet 50 x 68 cm.
Plate no. 9-453615V-3.
On verso: Rand McNally road map: United States (Plate no. 9-464089-5).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 55.3 (PrCt)

54 p. : 2 col. maps on 1 sheet (folded) ; 24 cm.
"1950 edition."
Cover title: Rand McNally pocket maps : Kentucky : complete indexed reference map ... [and] highway map
Uniform title: Pocket maps
Folded map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back to back, col. ; 39 x 89 and 37 x 57 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of Kentucky. Plate no. 90123.
Includes key to railroads. -- Kentucky, Tennessee ... Marathon. Chicago : Rand McNally road map. Plate no. 0-453615V-4.
Cover art: Cars on road alongside passenger train.
"75¢" -- printed on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Pocket 4C 84 (PrCt)

1 map : col. ; 39 x 86 cm. on sheet 44 x 90 cm.
April 1, 1950 edition."
Added title: Official Kentucky road map / drawing by D.M. Burgess.
Includes 13 city maps.
Verso includes pictorial views, mileage and pictorial maps of the state, and a key to 37 parks and other points of interest.
Cover photo by Arthur C. Dodd: Schooner at Kentucky Lake.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 55.7 (PrCt)

Authors: Marathon Oil Company -- Ohio Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 45 x 68 cm.
Added title: The Ohio Oil Co. road map: Kentucky, Tennessee (Plate no. 0-453615V-7).
On verso: Pictorial map of Kentucky, Tennessee, inset of Great Smoky Mountains National Park, and 5 city maps.
Panel art: Marathon sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 55.4 (PrCt)

41029 Kentucky - Maps - 1950 - Road maps<<<Tennessee - Maps - 1950 - Road maps<<<Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 44 x 78 cm. on sheet 46 x 92 cm.
Added title: Kentucky (Plate no. 0-4516-16).
On verso: Tennessee (Plate no. 0-4517-16), and inset of the Great Smoky Mountains National Park.
Panel art: Gulf sign over car on road.
On opposite panel: Form S.P. 1825-F.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 55.9 (PrCt)

41030 Kentucky - Maps - 1950 - Road maps<<<Tennessee - Maps - 1950 - Road maps<<<Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Added title: Sinclair : Kentucky, Tennessee (Plate no. 0-453615V-7). Verso includes 8 city maps and pictorial views keyed to location map.
Panel art: Sinclair sign over road.
Panel no. 50-A.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 55.8 (PrCt)

41031 Kentucky - Maps - 1950 - Road maps<<<Southern States - Maps - 1950 - Road maps<<<Road maps
Kentucky, Tennessee and southeastern states ... Pure ... trip map. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1950].
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Added title: Kentucky, Tennessee ... Pure (Plate no. 0-453615V-9). On verso: [Southern U.S.] (Plate no. obscured), and continuation inset of southern Florida.
Panel art: Pure sign.
Panel no. 50-B.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 55.6 (PrCt)

Kentucky, Tennessee ... Marathon ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [1951].
Authors: Marathon Oil Company -- Ohio Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 65 cm. on sheet 45 x 67 cm.
Added title: The Ohio Oil Co. road map: Kentucky, Tennessee (Plate no. 1-453615V-10). On verso: Pictorial map of Kentucky, Tennessee, inset of Great Smoky Mountains National Park, and 5 city maps.
Panel art: Marathon sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 55.14 (PrCt)

41033 Kentucky - Maps - 1951 - Road maps<>Tennessee - Maps - 1951 - Road maps<>Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 78 cm. on sheet 46 x 92 cm.
Added title: Kentucky (Plate no. 514516). On verso: Tennessee (Plate no. 514517), and inset of the Great Smoky Mountains National Park.
Panel art: Gulf sign above cars on road.
On opposite panel: Form S.P. 1825-F.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 55.10 (PrCt)

41034 Kentucky - Maps - 1951 - Road maps<>Tennessee - Maps - 1951 - Road maps<>Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 65 cm. on sheet 50 x 68 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 55.12 (PrCt)

41035 Kentucky - Maps - 1951 - Road maps<>Tennessee - Maps - 1951 - Road maps
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Kentucky, Tennessee and southeastern States ... Pure ... trip map. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1951].
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 64 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm. Added title: Kentucky, Tennessee ... Pure (Plate no. 1-453615V-10).
On verso: [Southern U.S.] (Plate no. 1-473785V(2)-6), continuation inset of southern Florida, and 4 city maps.
Panel art: Pure sign. Panel no. 51-A.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 55.11 (PrCt)

Kentucky - Maps - 1952

Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Foldex Limited -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 65 cm. on sheet 46 x 74 cm. Added title: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company, Inc.: Kentucky, Tennessee (Plate nos. 1-453615V-10 and 1M19).
On verso: [Southeastern U.S.] (Plate no. 1-473785V(2)-6), continuation inset of southern Florida, map of the Great Smoky Mountains National Park, and 6 city maps.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 55.13 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Pocket maps -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
48 p. : 2 col. maps on 1 sheet (folded) ; 24 cm. "1952 edition."
Cover title: Rand McNally Kentucky pocket map : reference map ... [and] detailed highway map Uniform title: Pocket maps Folded map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back to back, col. ; 39 x 89 cm. and 42 x 60 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of Kentucky. Includes key to railroads. -- Kentucky : Rand McNally road map. Plate no. 5623. Includes insets of Cincinnati, Paducah, Owensboro, Lexington, and Louisville (9 x 14 cm. and smaller). "2 maps in one, $1" -- front cover.
Cover art: Schematic road sign labeled "reference map ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Pocket 4C 87 (PrCt)

Kentucky - Maps - 1952

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Pocket maps -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
48 p. : 2 col. maps on 1 sheet (folded) ; 24 cm. "1952 edition."
Cover title: Rand McNally Kentucky pocket map : reference map ... [and] detailed highway map Uniform title: Pocket maps Folded map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back to back, col. ; 39 x 89 cm. and 37 x 57 cm.,
"2 maps in one, $1" -- front cover.
Cover art: Schematic road sign labeled "reference map ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Pocket 4C 86 (PrCt)
41043 Kentucky - Maps - 1952 - Road maps<<>>Tennessee - Maps - 1952 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Added title: Sinclair : Kentucky, Tennessee (Plate no. 2-453615V-12).
Includes inset of Great Smoky Mountains National Park.
On verso: Sinclair : United States (Plate no. 525118), and 9 city maps.
Panel art: Large Sinclair sign over station, farm and road.
Panel no. 52A.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 55.20 (PrCt)
41044 Kentucky - Maps - 1952 - Road maps<<>>Tennessee - Maps - 1952 - Road maps<<>>Southern States - Maps - 1952 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Pure Oil dealers welcome you to Kentucky, Tennessee ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1952].
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Added panel title: Sectional map, southeastern states.
Added title: Kentucky, Tennessee ... Pure (plate no. 2-453615V-12).
Includes inset of the Great Smoky Mountains National Park.
On verso: [Southeastern U.S.] (plate no. 2-473785V(2)-7), and continuation inset of southern Florida.
Panel art: Pure sign surrounded by cartoon characters.
Opposite panel no. 52-A.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 55.16 (PrCt)
41045 Kentucky - Maps - 1952 - Road maps<<>>Tennessee - Maps - 1952 - Road maps<<>>Southern States - Maps - 1952 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
**41046 Kentucky - Maps - 1953 - Road maps**

*Kentucky, Tennessee tourguide map : Gulf.*
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1953].
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 78 cm. on sheet 46 x 92 cm.
Added title: Kentucky (Plate no. 3-514516-6), and inset of the Great Smoky Mountains National Park.
On verso: Tennessee (Plate no. 3-514517-6), and inset of the Great Smoky Mountains National Park.
Panel art: Gulf sign above cars on road.
On opposite panel: Form S.P. 1825F.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 55.14X (PrCt)**

**41047 Kentucky - Maps - 1954 - Road maps**

*Kentucky, Tennessee tourguide map : Gulf.*
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 78 cm. on sheet 46 x 92 cm.
Added title: Kentucky (Plate no. 4-514516-10), and inset of the Great Smoky Mountains National Park.
On verso: Tennessee (Plate no. 4-514517-9), and inset of the Great Smoky Mountains National Park.
Panel art: Gulf sign above cars on road.
On opposite panel: Form S.P. 1825F.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 55.15X (PrCt)**

**41048 Kentucky - Maps - 1954 - Road maps**

*Kentucky, Tennessee tourguide map : Gulf.*
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 78 cm. on sheet 46 x 92 cm.
Added title: Kentucky (Plate no. 4-514516-10), and inset of the Great Smoky Mountains National Park.
On verso: Tennessee (Plate no. 4-514517-9), and inset of the Great Smoky Mountains National Park.
Panel art: Gulf sign above cars on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 55.15X (PrCt)**

**41049 Kentucky - Maps - 1954 - Road maps**

*Kentucky, Tennessee tourguide map : Gulf.*
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 78 cm. on sheet 46 x 92 cm.
Added title: Kentucky (Plate no. 4-514516-10), and inset of the Great Smoky Mountains National Park.
On verso: Tennessee (Plate no. 4-514517-9), and inset of the Great Smoky Mountains National Park.
Panel art: Gulf sign above cars on road.
On opposite panel: Form S.P. 1825F.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 55.14X (PrCt)**

**41050 Kentucky - Maps - 1954 - Road maps**

*Kentucky, Tennessee tourguide map : Gulf.*
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 78 cm. on sheet 46 x 92 cm.
Added title: Kentucky (Plate no. 4-514516-10), and inset of the Great Smoky Mountains National Park.
On verso: Tennessee (Plate no. 4-514517-9), and inset of the Great Smoky Mountains National Park.
Panel art: Gulf sign above cars on road.
On opposite panel: Form S.P. 1825F.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 55.15X (PrCt)**

**41051 Kentucky - Maps - 1954 - Road maps**

*Kentucky, Tennessee tourguide map : Gulf.*
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 78 cm. on sheet 46 x 92 cm.
Added title: Kentucky (Plate no. 4-514516-10), and inset of the Great Smoky Mountains National Park.
On verso: Tennessee (Plate no. 4-514517-9), and inset of the Great Smoky Mountains National Park.
Panel art: Gulf sign above cars on road.
On opposite panel: Form S.P. 1825F.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 55.15X (PrCt)**

---

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Kentucky - Maps - 1956 - Road maps

Kentucky, Tennessee tourguide map : Gulf.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1956].
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection

On verso: Great Smoky Mountains National Park.
Includes inset of the Great Smoky Mountains National Park.

Opposite panel no. 56B.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 55.2X (PrCt)

41061 Kentucky - Maps - 1959-1973 - Road maps

Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection

On verso: Great Smoky Mountains National Park.
Includes inset of the Great Smoky Mountains National Park.

Opposite panel no. 56A.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 55.6X (PrCt)

41062 Kentucky - Maps - 1960 - Road maps

Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection

Opposite panel no. 56A.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 55.2X (PrCt)

41063 Kentucky - Maps - 1960 - Road maps

Authors: Paducah Newspapers, Inc.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection

Opposite panel no. 56A.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 55.2X (PrCt)

41064 Kentucky - Maps - 1960 - Road maps

Authors: Paducah Newspapers, Inc.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection

Opposite panel no. 56A.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 55.2X (PrCt)

41065 Kentucky - Maps - 1960 - Road maps

Authors: Paducah Newspapers, Inc.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection

Opposite panel no. 56A.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 55.2X (PrCt)

41066 Kentucky - Maps - 1960 - Road maps

Authors: Paducah Newspapers, Inc.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection

Opposite panel no. 56A.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 55.2X (PrCt)

41067 Kentucky - Maps - 1960 - Road maps

Authors: Paducah Newspapers, Inc.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection

Opposite panel no. 56A.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 55.2X (PrCt)
woman in a car read a map; slogan "as you travel, ask us."
Handstamp: "Sept 8 1960."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3195 (PrCt)

**Kentucky - Maps - 1962***

**Kentucky - Maps - 1962 - Railroads**

**Kentucky - Maps - 1962 - Road maps**

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Pocket maps -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
47 p. : 2 col. maps on 1 sheet (folded) ; 24 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally Kentucky pocket reference map [and] detailed highway map
Uniform title: Pocket maps
"2 maps" -- front cover.
Map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back to back, col. ; 39 x 89 cm. and 42 x 60 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of Kentucky. Includes key to railroads. -- Kansas : Rand McNally road map.
Plate no. 3-5623-19. Includes insets of Cincinnati, Paducah, Owensboro, Lexington, and Louisville (9 x 14 cm. and smaller).
Cover art: stylized and labeled map symbols (e.g. "elevations", "points of interest", "air facilities", etc.)
"$1.95" -- adhesive sticker on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Jan. 2010).
RMcN Pocket 4C 88 (PrCt)

**Kentucky - Maps - 1962 - Road maps**

Kentucky : official highway map. Frankfort, Ky.
Published ... by Kentucky Tourist and Travel Division, Department of Public Information, 1962.
Authors: Kentucky. Department of Highways -- Kentucky. Dept. of Public Information. Division of Tourist and Travel Promotion -- Vaughn, Lynn E. -- Carpenter, Ralph C. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Lynn E. Vaughn SEE Vaughn, Lynn E. -- Ralph C. Carpenter SEE Carpenter, Ralph C.
1 map : col. ; 40 x 86 cm., on sheet folded to 22 x 12 cm.
Panel title.
Insets (13 x 13 cm. and smaller): Louisville and vicinity -- Covington-Newport and vicinity -- Lexington.
Map on verso (10 x 10 cm.): [Map of parks and shrines in Kentucky : keyed to directory].
Panel art: color illustration of horse jockey; road map section in background.
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Clients 4924 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Kentucky - Maps - 1965 - Road maps

1 map : col. ; 40 x 86 cm., folded to 22 x 12 cm.
Panel title.

Kentucky : 1965 official highway map. Frankfort, Ky. Published for free distribution by Travel Division, Public Information Department, 1965.

Authors: Kentucky. Dept. of Highways -- Kentucky. Dept. of Public Information. Travel Division -- Carver, Ralph C. -- Warren, R. D. -- Rand McNally Collection

1 map : col. ; 33 x 60 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Plate no. 5
Panel title.

1965 SEE United States Highway 65
1968 SEE United States Highway 75
1968 SEE United States Highway 71
1968 SEE United States Highway 65

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 1563 (PrCt)
Kentucky. Dept. of Public Information -- Akerman, James R.
1 map : col. ; 39 x 85 cm. fold. to 22 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: 1968 Kentucky Department of Highways road map
Inset maps (10 x 9 cm. each): Louisville -- Master plan of interstate highways leading to Kentucky.
Strip maps on verso (11 x 44 cm. and smaller):
 Interstate 64 -- Western Kentucky Parkway -- Blue Grass Parkway -- Mountain Parkway -- Interstate 71 -- Interstate 75 -- Kentucky Turnpike and Interstate 65.
Panel art: Photograph of horses at a fence.
See unpublished typescript of exhibition captions compiled by James Akerman [Vert 1713, no. 2, part 1, p. 68]
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).
Road map4C G3951 .P2 1968 .K4 (PrCt)

1 map : col. ; 39 x 85 cm., on sheet folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Insets (each 10 x 13 cm.): Lexington -- Louisville -- Covington-Newport.
Maps on verso (34 x 9 cm. and smaller):
 Interstate 64 -- Green River Parkway -- Western Kentucky Parkway -- Purchase Parkway -- Interstate 71 -- Blue Grass Parkway -- Mountain Parkway -- Daniel Boone Parkway -- Pennyrile Parkway -- Kentucky Turnpike and Interstate 65 -- Interstate 75 -- Audubon Parkway -- Cumberland Parkway.
"Printed with state funds. KRS 57.375" Panel art: illustration of the letters KY superimposed over horse jockey playing a bugle.
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Clients 1565 (PrCt)

41074 Kentucky - Maps - 1973 - Road

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Kentucky - Maps - 1974 - Road maps

Panel title.

Insets (10 x 13 cm. and smaller): Cincinnati -- Nashville -- Chattanooga.


Panel art: 12 color images of traffic and road signs.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 4290 (PrCt)

Kentucky - Maps - 1974 - Road maps

Panel title.

Insets (14 x 10 cm. and smaller): Nashville -- Cincinnati -- Chattanooga.


Panel art: road signs.

Forms part of a collection of stock editions of Rand McNally road maps, some apparently issued as sales samples and / or printer's proofs for prospective commercial clients.

Uniform series title (established by cataloger):
Stock road maps
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)**

Bibliography: p. 176-182.
Includes index.
79-42392.

**folio G1330.A77 1977 (NLO)**

41081 Kentucky - Maps - 1977 - Road maps
Interstate 64 - Maps - 1977 - Road maps
Green River Parkway (Ky.) - Maps - 1975 - Road Maps
Western Kentucky Parkway (Ky.) - Maps - 1977 - Road maps
Purchase Parkway (Ky.) - Maps - 1977 - Road maps
Interstate 71 (Ky. and Ohio) - Maps - 1977 - Road maps
Blue Grass Parkway (Ky.) - Maps - 1977 - Road maps
Mountain Parkway (Ky.) - Maps - 1977 - Road maps
Daniel Boone Parkway (Ky.) - Maps - 1977 - Road maps
Pennyrile Parkway (Ky.) - Maps - 1977 - Road maps
Interstate 65 - Maps - 1977 - Road maps
Interstate 75 - Maps - 1977 - Road maps
Audubon Parkway (Ky.) - Maps - 1977 - Road maps
Cumberland Parkway (Ky.) - Maps - 1977 - Road maps
Road maps

Kentucky road map : official highway and parkway map. Frankfort, Ky. Distributed by Kentucky Department of Public Information, 1977.


1 map : col. ; 39 x 85 cm., on sheet folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.


Insets (each 10 x 13 cm.): Ashland -- Owensboro -- Covington-Newport.
Maps on verso (34 x 9 cm. and smaller):
Interstate 64 -- Western Kentucky Parkway -- Green River Parkway -- Interstate 71 -- Purchase Parkway -- Blue Grass Parkway -- Bert T. Combs Mountain Parkway -- Daniel Boone Parkway -- Pennyrile Parkway -- Interstate 65 -- Interstate 75 -- Audubon Parkway -- Cumberland Parkway.

"Printed with state funds. KRS 57.375"
Panel art: color illustration of cars on a highway.
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN Clients 1567 (PrCt)**

41082 Kentucky - Maps - 1979 - Road maps
Trucking - Kentucky - Maps - 1979 - Road maps

Map of Kentucky : showing designated class AAA and AA trucking highways / prepared by Kentucky Department of Transportation, Cartographic Section ; map by Floyd Terrell. Frankfort : Kentucky Department of Transportation, 1979.

Authors: Kentucky. Dept. of Transportation -- Terrell, F. G. -- Logility Transportation (Des Plaines, Ill.) -- Terrell, Floyd SEE Terrell, F. G. 1 map : col. ; 22 x 47cm.
Inset: Louisville [area].
On verso, rules for weight and dimensions of trucks, "structures with clearances of 13'6" or less on AAA and AA highways."


41083 Kentucky - Maps - 1980 - Counties - Maps
Kentucky in maps. Lexington : [s.n.], 1980.

Authors: Withington, William A. -- Pauer, Gyula -- Franklin Geographical Society (Ky.)
vi, 79 p. : ill., maps ; 22 x 28 cm.
Includes index.

Bibliography: p. 70-73.

**folio G1330 .W5 1980 (NLO)**

41084 Kentucky - Maps - 1990 - Road maps
Kentucky - Maps - 1990 - Counties - Maps
Map projection - Polyconic
Road maps - Counties - Maps
General highway map ... County, Kentucky / prepared by the Kentucky Transportation Cabinet, Department of Highways, Division of Planning, in cooperation with the U.S. Department of Transportation, Federal Highway Administration. [Frankfort, Ky. Dept. of Highways. Division of Planning, 1990].

Authors: Kentucky. Dept. of Highways -- United States. Dept. of Transportation -- United States. Federal Highway Administration
1 atlas (120 leaves) : all maps ; 29 x 37 cm.
Photocopies of [1990 ed.]

Running title.
Earlier editions known as: General highway county maps of Kentucky.
Scales vary ;
Polyconic projection.

**folio G1331.P2 K4 1990a (NLO)**

41085 Kentucky - Maps - Bibliography

Authors: Jillson, Willard Rouse, 1890-

Bibliography: p. 176-182.
Includes index.
79-42392.

**folio G1330.A77 1977 (NLO)**

41086 Kentucky - Maps - Bibliography -
1562-1900

Virginia - Maps - Bibliography - 1562-1900


Authors: Sames, James Walter, 1921- -- Woods, Lewis C.


Includes bibliographical references.

Formerly folio Z6027.U25 S25

LC Card Number: 76003233

ISBN 0916968049

Map Ref folio Z6027.U25 S25 (NLO)

41087

Tennessee - Maps - Collections, 1831-1855

Maps of Kentucky and Tennessee detached from various atlases, 1831-1855. [Various places : various publishers], 1831-1855.


7 maps : hand col. ; 30 x 43 cm. and smaller in portfolio 49 x 40 cm.


Binder's title: Maps.

Maps also cataloged separately.

oversize G 10883 .55 (NLO)

41088

Kenya - Maps - 1970 (Provisional Heading)


Authors: Kenya. Survey -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 49 maps ; 405 x 380 mm.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

41089

Kenya - Maps - 1971

Digital mapping - Atlases - 1971

Digital mapping - Maps - 1971

Computer atlas of Kenya, with a bibliography on computer mapping. Ottawa : Dept. of Geography, Carleton University, 1971.

Authors: Taylor, D. R. F. (David Ruxton Fraser), 1937- -- Carleton University. Dept. of Geography

1 atlas (121 leaves : ill.) ; 28 cm.

Includes bibliographical references (leaves 101-121).

5A 5646 (NLO)

41090

Keokuk County (Iowa) - Maps - 1800-1899

Landowners

Maps

Landowners - Maps


Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960- -- Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)

220 p. : maps ; 28 cm.

1st ed.

'Deluxe edition.'

Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).

'3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.'

Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).

Includes indexes.

Series: Family maps

ISBN 1420307622 ; 9781420307627

Local History Ref F627.K3 B69 2007 (NLO)

41091

Keokuk County (Iowa) - Maps - 1861

Landowners

Maps

Landowners - Maps


Authors: James, S. A. -- Barnes, Rufus L. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps -- Library of Congress. U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey Collection

1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.


Microfiche 583, no. 193 (PrCt)

41092

Keokuk County (Iowa) - Maps - 1874-1899

Landowners

Maps

Landowners - Maps

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Atlas of Keokuk County, Iowa: drawn from actual surveys and the county records, to which is added a rail road & sectional map of the state of Iowa. Clinton, Iowa: Harrison & Warner, 1874. Authors: Harrison & Warner -- Chicago Historical Society
1 atlas (49 p.) : col. maps ; 42 cm.
Scale [1:31,680]
Library buckram; lacks outline plan of city, p. 5. Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005; includes CHS ownership markings.
CHS Coll., Atlas no. 125
oversize G4153.K4G46 1874 .H3 (NLO)

41093 Keokuk County (Iowa) - Maps - 1912 - Landowners - Maps
Atlas of Keokuk County, Iowa. [Sigourney, Iowa]: Sigourney Review, W. L. Etter, publisher, [1912?]. Authors: Sigourney review -- Etter, W. L.
Scale: [1:37,500]
'Facts about Iowa and Keokuk County': p. [2] at the end.
LC Card Number: map59000377
oversize G4153.K4G46 1912 .S34 (NLO)

41094 Keokuk County (Iowa) - Maps - 1931 - Landowners - Maps
1931 atlas of Keokuk County. [Sigourney, Iowa?] : The Sigourney Review, [1931?]. Authors: Sigourney review
1 atlas ([35] p.) : col. maps ; 35 cm.
Cover title: Atlas of Keokuk County, Iowa, 1931.
Scale [ca. 1:168,000].
Includes index.
LC Card Number: 2007626929
folio G4153.K4G46 1931 .S34 (NLO)

41095 Keokuk County (Iowa) - Maps - 1971 - Landowners - Maps
Authors: Hawkeye Farm Plat Book Company -- Wonderlich, Jacob L. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (32 p.) : 19 maps ; 31 cm.
Cover title.
Includes farm directory.
Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Scale not given.
Former owner: Jacob L. Wonderlich, Richland, Iowa.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

41096 Kerch Strait (Ukraine and Russia) - History, Ancient - Maps - 1730 - Crimea (Ukraine) - Maps - 1730
Authors: Sanson, Guillaume -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Delamarche, Charles François, 1740-1817.
Atlas général : contenant le détail des quatre parties du monde [1798?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 39 x 48 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:870,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
Baskes oversize G1015 .A77 1798, [ptie 2], [plate 78] (NLO)

41097 Kerguelen Islands - Maps - 1788
Terre de Kerguelen, appelée par M. Cook, Island de la Désolation / Par M. Bonne, Ingénieur-Hydrographe de la Marine ; Bonne Fil, del? ; André sculp. [Paris? s.n., ca. 1788?]. Authors: Bonne, Rigobert, 1727-1794 -- André, Gaspard, active 1768-1801 -- Bonne Fil. -- Cook, James, 1728-1779 -- Fresne, Marion du -- Resolution (Ship) -- Discovery (Ship) -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 23 x 21 cm. on sheet 32 x 48 cm.
'Cook, 3e. Voyage' -- upper left.
'140' -- upper right.
'1788' in MS. (pencil, bookdealer's date?) on verso.
Fitzgerald polar map 236 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Authors: Petermann, A. (August), 1822-1878 -- Petermanns geographische Mitteilungen (1858) 10 maps ; within box 25 x 20 cm. on sheet 27 x 22 cm.
Scales: 1:100,000 ; [ca. 1:25,800,000] (E 25°-E 77°/S 25°-S 54°).
Consists of 6 small maps of the Kerguelen and McDonald islands according to Heard (25 November 1853), MacDonald (3 January 1854), Hutton (1 December 1854), Attway (3 December 1854), Rees (4 December 1854), Neumayer (9 January 1857) and a location map.
Auxiliary maps: Kerguelen Insel / nach den Englischen Aufnahmen von Cook (1777), Rhodes (1799), & Ross (1840) / gez[eichnet] von B. Hassenstein. Scale 1:600,000. 11 x 11 cm. -- Insel St. Paul : (Umrisss Skizze) / nach Blackwood ; Insel St. Paul / nach Denham's Aufnahme u[nd] andere Quellen. Scales 1:100,000. Both 5x5 cm.
Includes profiles of St. Paul Island.
Accompanies article: Die sogenannten 'König Max-Inseln', Kerguelen, St. Paul, Neu Amsterdam u.s.w., eine geographische Skizze der haupt-sächlichsten Inseln im Südlichen Indischen Ocean / von A. Petermann (pp. 17-33). Reference: Smits, Petermann's maps, no. 93. G 007 .67, v. 4 (1858), opp. p. 48 (PrCt)

41099 Kerguelen Islands - Maps - 1949 - Harbors - Proofs (Printing) - 1949 - Specimens

Authors: Great Britain. Hydrographic Office -- Wyatt, A. G. N. -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
19 maps ; col. ; various sizes, on 1 sheet 104 x 71 cm.
'Published at the Admiralty 7th June 1946, under the superintendence of Rear Admiral A. G. N. Wyatt, Hydrographer. New edition 28th Jan. 1949.'
Graphic index to above ports on Admiralty chart no. 2398, 'Iles de Kerguelen' (1954).
Printing proof with paste on notice: 'Note: In addition to any coloured areas shown on this chart, corrections have been made as follows ... .' In upper right: 38.49.
G.B. Hyd. Dept. Pl. No.: 800.
Fitzgerald polar map 237 (PrCt)

41100 Kerguelen Islands - Maps - 1954 - Proofs (Printing) - 1954 - Specimens

Authors: Great Britain. Hydrographic Office -- Day, Archibald -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; col. ; 64 x 98 cm.
'Published at the Admiralty 2nd Nov. 1951, under the superintendence of Rear-Admiral A. Day ... Hydrographer. New edition 26th Feb. 1954.'
With additions and corrections to 1952.
Inset map: Iles de Kerguelen: index to plans on chart no. 800 ['Ports ... Iles de Kerguelen' (Admiralty, 1949)].
Inset profiles: View A: lat. 48°39'45' S., long. 69°11'30' E. -- View B: lat. 48°56'45' S., long. 70°11'10' E. -- View C: lat. 49°47'00' S., long. 68°54'00' E. -- View D: lat. 49°29'30' S., long. 70°24'00' E.
Printing proof with paste-on notice: 'Note: In addition to any coloured areas shown on this chart, corrections have been made as follows ... .' In upper right: 67.54.
Fitzgerald polar map 238 (PrCt)

41101 Kerguelen Islands - Pictorial works - 1785

Authors: Cook, James, 1728-1779 -- Webber, John, 1751-1793 -- Newton -- Cook, James, 1728-1779. A Voyage to the Pacific Ocean ... (1785) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 23 x 39 cm.
In: Cook, James. A Voyage to the Pacific Ocean : undertaken by the command of His Majesty for making discoveries in the northern hemisphere ... in the years 1776, 1777, 1778, 1779 and 1780 (London : Printed by H. Hughes, for G. Nicol ... and T. Cadell, 1785) v. 10, pl. [3]. Engraved plate no. 4.
oversize Ayer 118 .C7 v. 10 Atlas, pl. 3 (PrCt)

41102 Kerguelen Islands - Pictorial works - 1785

Authors: Cook, James, 1728-1779 -- Webber, John, 1751-1793 -- Newton -- Cook, James, 1728-1779. A Voyage to the Pacific Ocean ... (1785) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 23 x 39 cm.
In atlas accompanying: Cook, James. A Voyage to the Pacific Ocean ... for making discoveries in the Northern Hemisphere ... in the years 1776,
41103 Kerkyra (Greece) - History - Siege, 1716<<>>Corfu Island (Greece) - History - Siege, 1716
Plan du siege de Corfu par terre et par mer. Nuremberg, [1716?].
Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:190-191
2 maps : hand col.; 39 x 43 cm.
Added title: Plan de la place de Corfu avec ses environs.
Includes descriptions of siege; insets of stages of battle (sheet 1) and profiles of fortifications (sheet 2).
2059
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6814.C5S1 1716 H6 (PrCt)

41104 Kerkyra (Greece) - Maps - 1689 - Pictorial works<<>>Corfu Island (Greece) - Maps - 1689
- Pictorial works
Authors: Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718 -- Padoani, Domenico, fl. 1689 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718. Citta, fortezze, isole, e porti principale dell' Europa ... (1689)
1 map ; 27 x 42 cm.
VAULT folio Ayer 135 .C8 1689 pl. 53 (PrCt)

41105 Kerkyra (Greece) - Maps - 1689 - Pictorial works<<>>Corfu Island (Greece) - Maps - 1689
- Pictorial works
Authors: Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718 -- Padoani, Domenico, fl. 1689 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718. Citta, fortezze, isole, e porti principale dell' Europa ... (1689)
1 map ; 13 x 42 cm.
VAULT folio Ayer 135 .C8 1689 pl. 53 (PrCt)

41106 Kerkyra (Greece) - Maps - 1689 - Pictorial works<<>>Corfu Island (Greece) - Maps - 1689
- Pictorial works
Authors: Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718 -- Padoani, Domenico, fl. 1689 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718. Citta, fortezze, isole, e porti principale dell' Europa ... (1689)
1 map ; 13 x 42 cm.
VAULT folio Ayer 135 .C8 1689 pl. 53 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528854909
RMcN StrFdr 2005 .K42 (PrCt)

41115 Kern County (Calif.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps
<<>>Road maps<<>>Counties - Maps
1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
"16th edition" -- front cover.
$14.95
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528854909
RMcN StrFdr 2005 .K42 (PrCt)

41116 Kern County (Calif.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps
<<>>Road maps<<>>Counties - Maps
1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
"17th edition" -- front cover.
$14.95" -- back cover
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 052886601X
RMcN StrFdr 2007 .K42 (PrCt)

41117 Kern County (Calif.) - Maps - 2009 - Road maps
<<>>Road maps<<>>Counties - Maps
1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
"18th edition" -- front cover.
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
"$14.95" -- back cover
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 052887439X
RMcN StrFdr 2009 .K42 (PrCt)

41118 Kern County (Tex.) - Maps - 1879 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Texas. General Land Office -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 19.5 x 27.5 in. Scale 1:133,320.
Originally compiled 1879.
Microfiche 583, no. 1038 (PrCt)

41119 Kerry (Ireland) - Maps - 1685
Kerry County. [London : Francis Lamb, 1685].
1 map ; 11 x 14 cm.
Engraved plate number '30).
Case G 1042 .668 pl. [36] (PrCt)

41120 Kershaw County (S.C.) - Maps - 1825 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
Kershaw District, South Carolina. [Baltimore : F. Lucas Jr., 1825.
1 map ; 45 x 55 cm.
Surveyed by J. Boykin, 1820. Improved for Mills' atlas, 1825.
In: Mills, Robert. Atlas of the state of South Carolina ... (Baltimore : F. Lucas Jr., [1825]) pl. [15].

41121 Keulen, Gerard Van, 1678-1726 - Cartography - Pacific Coast (North America) - History - 1710-1712
Authors: Koeman, C. (Cornelis), 1918-In Geografisch Institut der Rijksuniversiteit. Bulletin van de Vakgroep Kartografie, no.5
(1977), p.3-23, maps.

HBC 221

Vert 533 (PrCt)

41122  Keulen, Johannes Van, 1633 or

34-1689<>Globes

An Inventory of Johannes van Keulen's
globe-factory in Amsterdam, dated 1689. 1969.
Authors: Koeman, C. (Cornelis), 1918-
Paper presented at the 3rd Intl. Symposium on
10 leaves.

Vert 156 (PrCt)

41123  Kewaunee County (Wis.) - Maps - 1895 -

Landowners<>Counties -

Maps<>Landowners - Maps
[Kewaunee County (Wis.) - 1895: LC G&M land
ownership maps on microfiche], [Washington,
D.C.] : LC G&M Division , [1983?].
Authors: Rooney, W. T. -- Schleis, A. M. --
Library of Congress. Geography and Map
Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps.
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 4 parts, 28.5 x 21 in. each. Scale
1:31,680. Originally published Kewaunee, Wis.:
W.T. Rooney & A.N. Schleis, 1895.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing
19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map
Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
[Washington, D.C. ; Library of Congress,
Geography and Map Division, 1983?].
Microfiche 583, no. 1426 (PrCt)

41124  Kewaunee County (Wis.) - Maps - 1930-1939 -

Road maps<>Road maps<< Counties -

Maps
Map of Kewaunee County, Wisconsin / Standard
Map Co., Chicago. [Kewaunee, Wis.] : Kewaunee
County Highway Commission, [193-].
Authors: Standard Map Company -- Kewaunee
County (Wis.) -- Highway Commission
1 map : col. ; 43 x 30 cm., folded to 18 x 9 cm.
Imprint from cover, which also has photograph of
county courthouse.
Population figures inside front cover are from
1930 census.
"Herman Griese, Highway Commissioner."

map2F G4123.K5P2 193- .S8 (PrCt)

41125  Keweenaw County (Mich.) - Maps - 1850 -

Geology<>Geology - Keweenaw County
(Mich.) - Maps - 1850<>Keweenaw County
(Mich.) - Maps - 1850 - Mines and mineral
resources<>Mines and mineral resources -

Keweenaw County (Mich.) - Maps - 1850
Geological map of Keweenaw Point, Lake
Steam Lith. Press, [1850].
Authors: Foster, J. W. (John Wells), 1815-1873 --
Whitney, J. D. (Josiah Dwight), 1819-1896 -- Hill,
S. W. -- Schlatter, W. -- Duval, Peter S., 1804 or
1805-1886

1 map : hand col. ; 28 x 56 cm.

From a copy of Foster and Whitney's Report on
the geology and topography of a portion of the
Lake Superior land district in the State of
Scale ca. 1:172,000.
Shows geological formations by five colors; also
mineral lands, mines, and furnaces.
References: Karpinski 765; Midwest Map Catalog
5-1564; Koepp 571 (31-1) H.exdoc 5, map 6.
map2F G4113 .K5C5 1850 F6 (PrCt)

41126  Keweenaw County (Mich.) - Maps - 1960-1969 -

Road maps<>Road maps<< Counties -

Maps
Road map, Keweenaw County, Michigan.
[196-?].
Authors: Jackson, J. W.
1 map

map4F G4113.K5 196- .J3 (PrCt)

41127  Keweenaw County (Mich.) - Maps - 1988 -

Landowners<>Counties -

Maps<>Landowners - Maps
Land atlas and plat book, Keweenaw County,
Michigan, 1988. Rockford, Ill. Rockford Map
Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Keweenaw
County (Mich.), Board of Commissioners -- Roger
S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (28 p.) : 20 maps ; 28 cm.
Scale [1:50,688]. 1 1/4 in. = 1 mile
Coordinates: (W 89°14'--W 87°34'/N 48°16'--N
47°11').

Cover title.
'Distributed by Keweenaw Board of
Commissioners.'
Includes business directory and index to owners.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.


41128  Key West (Fla.) - Maps - 1874

Map of the city of Key West, Monroe County,
Florida, from the original maps, plans, surveys,
and from the deeds on record in the 'Monroe
County records.' Compiled and drawn by order of
the hon. Board of county commissioners. July
1874 ... surveyed and drawn by Chas. W. Tift ...
Andrew J. Kemp, assistant. New York : American
Photo-Lithographic Company, [1874].
Authors: Tift, Charles W. -- Kemp, Andrew J. --
American Photo-Lithographic Company --
Monroe County (Fla.) -- Board of county
commissioners
1 map ; 66 x 83 cm.
Scale 1:1600; 3/4 inches to 100 feet.
Very brittle; separated into pieces.

temp map6F G3934.K4 1874 T5 (PrCt)

41129  Key West (Fla.) - Maps - 1874

Map of the city of Key West, Monroe County,
Florida, from the original maps, plans, surveys,
and from the deeds on record in the 'Monroe

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
41136  Kiel (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1620
    Chilionvm, vulgo Kyell, lautm atque uetus tum Holsatiae ... [Cologne: s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civilitates orbis terrarum -- Visscher, Cornelis, fl. 1585 -- Rantzau, Henrik, 1526-1598 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : hand col.; 33 x 48 cm.
Possibly derived from a drawing by Cornelis Visscher and forwarded to Braun and Hogenberg by Henrik Rantzau in 1558; see R.A. Skelton's Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civilitates orbis terrarum.
Includes references A-G.
Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Chilionvm.
1 view : hand col.; 33 x 48 cm.
Title and cartouche altered and several costumed figures erased from plate; see v.d. Krogt.
Includes references A-G, including the home of Henrik Rantzau.
Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Chilionvm, vulgo Kyell.
In: Jansson, Jan. Illustriorvm principumque urbiium septentrionalium Europae tabulae [1657] -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Theatrum orbis terrarum (1657)
1 view : hand col.; 33 x 48 cm.
Title and cartouche altered and several costumed figures erased from plate; see v.d. Krogt.
Includes references A-G, including the home of Henrik Rantzau.
Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Chilionvm, vulgo Kyell.
In: Jansson, Jan. Illustriorvm principumque urbiium septentrionalium Europae tabulae, v. 1, [plate 28].
Issued in volume 1 of 8 in Jansson's townbook atlases, collectively known as the Theatrum orbis terrarum (Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657).
Case oversize G 117 .452, v. 1, [plate 28] (PrCt)

41139  Kiev (Ukraine : Guberniya) - Maps - 1750-1798
    Kiev Region (Ukraine) - Maps - 1750
    Ukraine pars, qvae Kiovia Palatinatus vulgo dictur / per Guilhelmum Le Vasseur de Beauplan S. R. M. Poloniae architectum militarem etc. Amstelodami [Amsterdam] : ex officina I. Covens et C. Mortier, [ca. 1750?].
Authors: Beauplan, Guillaume Le Vasseur de Beauplan et C. Mortier, [ca. 1750?].
1 map : hand col.; 41 x 56 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:875,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
In composite world atlas possibly compiled and published by Charles François Delamarche: Atlas général : contenant le détail des quatre parties du monde [Paris? : s.n., 1798?], [ptie 1], [plate 56].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .A77 1798, [ptie 1], [plate 56] (NLO)

41140  Kiev (Ukraine) - Maps - 2009 - Road maps
    Kiev (Ukraine) - Maps - 2009 - Local transit
    Kiev (Ukraine) - Maps - 2009 - Railroads
    Kiev (Ukraine) - Maps - 2009 - Transportation information guide
    Kyiv (Ukraine) - Road maps
    Kyiv (Ukraine) - Railroads
Authors: Geosvit (Kiev Ukraine) -- Barabanova, Yelena
1 map : col.; 52 x 72 cm., folded to 24 x 13 cm.
Printed entirely in Ukrainian; translated by Y. Barabanova.
Publisher's website on front panel (accessed Feb. 2012): www.geosvit.ua
Insets (10 x 11 cm. and 7 x 9 cm.): [Korchuvate] -- [Teremki].
Maps on verso (38 x 47 cm. and smaller): [Kyiv metro map] -- [Suburban trains map] -- [Bus routes map] -- [City centre map] -- [Streetcars routes map].
Gift 2012, Yelena Barabanova.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Kildare (Ireland : County) - Maps - 1685
*Kildare County.* [London : Francis Lamb, 1685].
1 map ; 11 x 15 cm.
Engraved plate number '(7).
Case G 1042 .668 pl. [10] (PrCt)

Kildare (Ireland : County) - Maps - 1752<<>>Leixlip (Ireland) - Maps - 1752 - Pictorial works
*To the Rt. Honble. James, Earl of Kildare ... this map of said county is ... dedicated.* [198-].
Authors: Noble, John -- Keenan, James -- Pomarede, Daniel, 18th cent. -- Andrews, John Harwood, 1927 -- Irish Georgian Society 1 map ; 98 x 70 cm. on 2 sheets.
Facsimile of original published 1752.
Includes 'A View of Leixlip' and 3 other views.
Accompanied by notes by J.H. Andrews (in Map Information File.)
81-58304
4164
map4F G5783.K5 1752 N6 198- (PrCt)

Kildare (Ireland : County) - Maps - 1783<<>>Taylor, Alexancer, D.1828
*A Map of the county of Kildare.* Dublin : Royal Irish Academy, 1883.
Authors: Taylor, Alexander, d. 1828 -- Andrews, John Harwood. 1927 -- Margary, Harry -- Headley Bros. -- Royal Irish Academy 1 map ; 155 x 139 cm. on 6 sheets each fold. to 38 x 28 cm.
Lieu:t Alex:cr Taylor of His Majesty's 81:st Reg:t, 1783.'
Facsimile of original published 1783.
Facsimile 'printed by Headley Brothers, Ashford, Kent, for Harry Margary, Lympne Castle, Kent.' Scale 1:40,320.
Issued in portfolio.
Accompanied by J. H. Andrews. Alexander Taylor and his map of County Kildare (38 cm. ; x p.).
Bibliography: p. x.
ISBN 0901714267
folio G1833.K5 T3 1983 (NLO)

Kildare (Ireland) - Historical geography - Maps - 1986<<>>Historical atlases
*Kildare.* Dublin : Royal Irish Academy, 1986.
Cover title.
Series: Irish historic towns atlas ; no.1
Includes bibliography.
ISBN 0901714518
oversize G1834.K55 A53 1986 (NLO)

Kilkenny (Ireland : County) - Maps - 1685
*Kilkenny County.* [London : Francis Lamb, 1685].
1 map ; 10 x 14 cm.
Engraved plate number '(11).
Case G 1042 .668 pl. [14] (PrCt)

Killarney, Lakes of (Ireland) - Maps - 1868<<>>Killarney (Kerry, Ireland) - Maps - 1868<<>>Ireland - Maps - 1868
Authors: Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- John Bartholomew & Co. 1 v. : 3 map plates Killarney (Kerry, Ireland) - Maps - 1868 G 4246 .1 (NLO)

Killarney, Lakes of (Ireland) - Maps - 1896<<>>Killarney (Kerry, Ireland) - Maps - 1896
*A Descriptive and pictorial guide to the Killarney Lakes, their picturesque scenery and other attractions : with excursions through the south-west of Ireland : including street guide through Cork.* London ; New York : Ward, Lock & Bowden, [1896].
Authors: Ward, Lock & Bowden, ltd. -- Ward Lock & Co's illustrated guide books -- Ward Lock guides -- Espy, Florence M. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. (various pagings) : ill. (some col.), 4 maps (some col., some folded) ; 17 cm.
Cover title: Killarney Lakes, with circular tours round the coasts of Kerry & Cork
Added title page: Killarney : its lakes and scenery "With maps and coloured and other illustrations." Advertisements on lining papers and interspersed.
Includes directories at end: Ward, Lock, & Bowden’s guide books advertiser, 1896; Ward, Lock, & Bowden’s hotel, hydropathic establishment, and boarding house directory, 1896.
Includes index.
Owner’s inscription: Florence M. Espy, July 1900. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .W3 Killarney Lakes (1896) (NLO)
41148  Kineton Hundred (Warwickshire, England) - Maps - 1913
Kineton Lakes and district : excursions, drives, routes to and from, hotels, and other information : the Kerry coast, Dingle peninsula, antiquities, etc. : with maps of lakes and district. Cork : Printed and Published by Guy & Co., [1913?].
Authors: Guy's reliable south of Ireland illustrated descriptive guides -- Balf, M. W. (Michael William), 1808-1870 -- Falconer, Edmund, 1814-1879 -- Guy & Co. -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)
Music and text to "Kinetarne" p. [16]-[17]. Music by M.W. Balf; words by E. Falconner.
Advertisements: xx p.
Series: Guy's reliable south of Ireland illustrated descriptive guides ; 2.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskets DA990.K45 K55 1913 (NLO)

41149  Kimble County (Tex.) - Maps - 1879 - Landowners<<<Counties - Maps<<<Landowners - Maps
Authors: Texas. General Land Office -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 16 x 28 in. Scale 1:133,320.
Originally compiled 1879.
Microfiche 583, no. 1039 (PrCt)

41150  Kimble County (Tex.) - Maps - 1892 - Landowners<<<Counties - Maps<<<Landowners - Maps
Authors: Texas. General Land Office -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 14.5 x 23 in. Originally compiled Austin, Tex.: U.S. General Land Office, 1892.
Microfiche 583, no. 1040 (PrCt)

41151  Kineton Hundred (Warwickshire, England) - Maps - 1725
A Map of Kineton-Hundred, reduced from an actual survey made in the year 1725 / by Henry Beighton, of Griffin, Warwickshire, F.R.S. 1730.
Authors: Beighton, Henry, 1686 or 7-1743 -- Dugdale, William, Sir, 1605-1686. Antiquities of Warwickshire illustrated (1730)
1 map ; 34 x 32 cm.
Scale ca. 1:15,700.
'N.B. The maps & characters are explain'd in the Knightlow hundred. map.'
Case oversize F 024594.252, v. 1, after p. 369 (PrCt)

41152  King and Queen County (Va.) - Maps - 1863 - Landowners - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<<Manuscript maps - Facsimiles<<<Counties - Maps<<<Landowners - Maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: Manuscript, 30 x 33 in. Scale 1:80,000. Originally compiled 1863. Only covers part of the county.
Microfiche 583, no. 1249 (PrCt)

41153  King Christian IX Land (Greenland) - Maps - 1884<<<Eskimo Cartography<<<Wooden maps<<<Indian cartography - Greenland<<<Cartographic curiosities - 1884<<<Maps - Miscellanea - Specimens The Coastline 100 km northward from Ammassalik, East Greenland. [Copenhagen : Royal Library, 2009].
Authors: Kuniit, fl. 1883-1885 -- Holm, Gustav -- Möhl, Jeppe -- International Conference on the History of Cartography (23d : 2009 : Copenhagen) -- Kalaallit Nunaata Katersugaasivia -- Greenlandic National Museum SEE Kalaallit Nunaata Katersugaasivia 2 carved wooden maps ; mounted on board 27 x 18 cm. in box 27 x 19 x 3 cm.
"These woodcut maps were made by the Inuit hunter Kuniit from the Umiilik settlement in Ammassalik Fiord, and sold to the Danish naval captain Gustav Holm in East Greenland, 1883-85. Originals are held in the Greenland
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm +1 CD-ROM.
Cover title.
Includes three county atlases with separate title pages: King County street guide -- Pierce County street guide -- Snohomish County street guide. Cover dated 2004; "©2003" -- title page.
Accompanied by CD-ROM disc with title: 2004 street guide: King, Pierce, & Snohomish Counties $45.95
Uniform titles: StreetFinder -- Street guide. Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-99850-1
RMcN StrFdr 2004 .K546 b (PrCt)

King County (Wash.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps--->Road maps--->Counties - Maps
King County street guide. [Skokie, Ill.] : Rand McNally , 2004.
Cover dated 2004; "©2003" -- title page.
$21.95
Uniform titles: StreetFinder -- Street guide. Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-99847-1
RMcN StrFdr 2004 .K546 (PrCt)

King County (Wash.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps--->Snohomish County (Wash.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps--->Road maps--->Counties - Maps
3 atlases in 1 v. (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm. +1 CD-ROM
Cover title.
Includes three county atlases with separate title pages: Snohomish County street guide -- King County street guide -- Pierce County street guide. Cover dated 2005; "©2004" -- title page.
Accompanied by CD-ROM disc with title: 2005 street guide: King, Pierce, & Snohomish Counties $45.95
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder. Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528955853
RMcN StrFdr 2005 .K546 b (PrCt)
41164  **King County (Wash.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps**<br>3 atlases in 1 v. (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm.<br>Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).<br>ISBN 0528955845
**RMcN StrFdr 2005 .K546c (PrCt)**

**RMcN StrFdr 2005 .K546c (PrCt)**

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528854623
RMcN StrFdr 2006 .K546a (PrCt)

41169 King County (Wash.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps<>>>Road maps<>>>Counties - Maps
King County street guide. Chicago, Ill. Rand McNally , 2006 [i.e. 2005].
Authors: Thomas Bros. Maps -- Thomas Bros.
StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Dated 2006, but received by the Newberry Library in 2005.
Cover dated 2006; "©2005" -- title page.
$21.95
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528854585
RMcN StrFdr 2006 .K546c (PrCt)

41170 King County (Wash.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps<>>>Snohomish County (Wash.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps<>>>Road maps<>>>Counties - Maps
King & Snohomish counties street guide. Chicago, Ill. Rand McNally , 2006 [i.e. 2005].
Authors: Thomas Bros. Maps -- Thomas Bros.
StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
2 atlases in 1 v. (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Dated 2006, but received by the Newberry Library in 2005.
Cover dated 2006; "©2005" -- title page.
$31.95
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528854615
RMcN StrFdr 2006 .K546 (PrCt)

41171 King County (Wash.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps<>>>Snohomish County (Wash.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps<>>>Road maps<>>>Counties - Maps
Authors: Thomas Bros. Maps -- Thomas Bros.
StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
2 atlases in 1 v. (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Title page copyrighted 2006; cover dated 2007.
Cover title.
Includes two county atlases with separate title pages: Snohomish County street guide -- King County street guide.
"$31.95" -- back cover
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528854623
RMcN StrFdr 2006 .K546d (PrCt)

41172 King County (Wash.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps<>>>Pierce County (Wash.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps<>>>Road maps<>>>Counties - Maps
Authors: Thomas Bros. Maps -- Thomas Bros.
StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
2 atlases in 1 v. (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Dated 2006, but received by the Newberry Library in 2005.
Cover dated 2007; "©2006" -- title page.
$31.95
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-85886-6
RMcN StrFdr 2007 .K546 b (PrCt)

41173 King County (Wash.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps<>>>Pierce County (Wash.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps<>>>Road maps<>>>Counties - Maps
Authors: Thomas Bros. Maps -- Thomas Bros.
StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
2 atlases in 1 v. (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Title page copyrighted 2007; cover dated 2007.
Cover title.
Includes two county atlases with separate title pages: King County street guide -- Pierce County street guide.
"$31.95" -- back cover
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528854623
RMcN StrFdr 2007 .K546 (PrCt)
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. 
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
King County (Wash.) - Maps - 2009 - Road maps
1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title: Seattle & King County street guide
Title page copyrighted 2007; cover dated 2008.
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
"$29.95" -- back cover
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528870351
RMcN StrFdr 2009 .K546 (PrCt)

King George Bay (South Shetland Islands) - Maps - 1821 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
1 map (manuscript facsimile) ; 39 x 64 cm.
Photographic reproduction of 1821 manuscript map in the Hydrographic Department.
Profile insets: Martins Island [4 x 12 cm.] -- Penguin Island from the anchorage [5 x 10 cm.] -- Cape Melville [5 x 13 cm.].
Handstamped: Hydrographic Department. Copy of original document.
Typed label (6 x 16 cm.) pasted to lower right of reproduction: Bransfield's plan of Georges Bay, South Shetands. See Geographical Journal xciv, 315 October 1939. Map D. Geographical Review xxi. 491 July 1941.
MS. annotation (pencil), lower left: J. M. Wordie.
Fitzgerald polar map 226 (PrCt)

King's County (Ireland) - Maps - 1685
1 map (manuscript facsimile) ; 39 x 64 cm.
Photographic reproduction of 1685 manuscript map in the Hydrographic Department.
Profile insets: St. Sheep [4 x 12 cm.] -- Cape Melville [5 x 13 cm.].
Handstamped: Hydrographic Department. Copy of original document.
Typed label (6 x 16 cm.) pasted to lower right of reproduction: Bransfield's plan of Georges Bay, South Shetands. See Geographical Journal xciv, 315 October 1939. Map D. Geographical Review xxi. 491 July 1941.
MS. annotation (pencil), lower left: J. M. Wordie.
Fitzgerald polar map 226 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
King's Lynn (England) - Maps - 1797
Plan of the town of Lynn, shewing the entrance of the proposed cut to Eau Brink. [Norwich, Eng. Norfolk Record Society, 1975].
Authors: Faden, William, 1749-1836 -- Norfolk Record Society
1 map ; 26 x 26 cm.
Inset on facsimile of Faden, William. A Topographical map of the county of Norfolk, surveyed and measured in the years of 1790, 91, 92, 93 and 94 by Thos. Donald, Thos. Milne and assistants (London, 1797; reprint [1975])
Scale [ca. 1:6,600].
Soundings in feet.
map4F 5753 .N4 sht. 1 (PrCt)

King William County (Va.) - Maps - 1865 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Campbell, Albert H. (Albert Henry), 1826-1899 -- Blackford, Benjamin Lewis -- Confederate States of America. Army -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: Manuscript, 20 x 20.5 in. Scale 1:80,000. Originally compiled 1865.
Microfiche 583, no. 1284 (PrCt)

King William County (Va.) - Maps - 1865 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Reynolds & Darling -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: Blueprint, 23 x 34 in. Scale 1:80,000. Originally compiled 1865.
Microfiche 583, no. 1284 (PrCt)

Kings County (Calif.) - Maps - 2003 - Road maps<<>>Tulare County (Calif.) - Maps - Maps

StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).


RMcN StrFdr 2003 .K545 (PrCt)


Microfiche 583, no. 503 (PrCt)


Microfiche 583, no. 506 (PrCt)


Microfiche 583, no. 504 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Kingsbridge (New York, N.Y.) - Maps - 1780 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles


Facsimile of H. Simcoe, wife of the first Lieutenant Governor of the province of Upper Canada, 1792-6 (Toronto: W. Briggs, 1911) [E5 .S5848]


Kingsbury County (S.D.) - Maps - 1899 - Landowners - Counties - Maps

Kingsbury County (S.D.) - Maps - 1929 - Landowners - Counties - Maps

Kingsbury County (S.D.) - Maps - 1899 - Landowners - Counties - Maps


Facsimile of H. Simcoe, wife of the first Lieutenant Governor of the province of Upper Canada, 1792-6 (Toronto: W. Briggs, 1911) [E5 .S5848]


Facsimile of H. Simcoe, wife of the first Lieutenant Governor of the province of Upper Canada, 1792-6 (Toronto: W. Briggs, 1911) [E5 .S5848]


Facsimile of H. Simcoe, wife of the first Lieutenant Governor of the province of Upper Canada, 1792-6 (Toronto: W. Briggs, 1911) [E5 .S5848]
Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map  
Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1777 manuscript.  
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map  
Collection (Newberry Library).  
Map Photo France GG 15-1-7 (PrCt)

41209  Kinney County (Tex.) - Maps - 1879 - Landowners- Counties - Maps-Landowners - Maps  
Authors: Texas. General Land Office -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps  
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.  
Size of original: 20 x 30.5 in. Scale 1:133,320.  
Originally compiled 1879.  
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps: Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps  
Microfiche 583, no. 1041 (PrCt)

41210  Kinney County (Tex.) - Maps - 1884 - Landowners- Counties - Maps-Landowners - Maps  
Authors: New York & Texas Land Co. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps  
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.  
Size of original: 24 x 33 in. Scale 1:140,000.  
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps: Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps  
Microfiche 583, no. 1042 (PrCt)

41211  Kino, Eusebio Francisco,  
Authors: Burrus, Ernest J. -- Arizona Pioneers’ Historical Society -- Edward E. Ayer Collection  
(Newberry Library)  
[1st ed.]  
Bibliography: p. 77-84.  
Includes index.  
750 copies printed.  
References: LC 65; HT 56; Fiat 42  
folio Ayer 129.5 .S7 B972 1965 (NLO)

41212  Kino, Eusebio Francisco,  
Authors: Burrus, Ernest J. -- Arizona Pioneers’ Historical Society -- Edward E. Ayer Collection  
(Newberry Library)  
[1st ed.]  
Bibliography: p. 77-84.  
Includes index.  
750 copies printed.  
References: LC 65; HT 56; Fiat 42  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.  
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

This chart of Kingsale Harbour ... / J. Harris sculp. [London : s.n., 1749].  
Authors: Collins, Greenvile, fl. 1669-1698 -- Harris, John, active 1680-1739 or 1740 -- Southwell, Robert, Sir, 1635-1702 -- Collins, Greenvile, fl. 1669-1698. Great Britain’s coasting-pilot ... (1749) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map ; 45 x 57 cm.  
Includes dedication to “Sr. Robert Southwell ... Principall Secretary of State for the Kingdom of Ireland by Capt. G. Collins”.  
Oriented with north at bottom right.  
In: Collins, Greenvile. Great Britain’s coasting-pilot ... (London : Printed by William and John Mount and Thomas Page, 1749), [plate 30].  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.  
Baskes oversize G1811.P5 C6 1749, [plate 30] (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.  
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Kinsale Harbour (Ireland) - Maps - 1757 - Nautical charts

Kinsale Region (Ireland) - Maps - 1757 - Coasts - Nautical charts

Kinsale Harbour (Ireland) - 1757 - Nautical charts - Kinsale Region (Ireland) - 1757 - Coasts - Bay of Old Head (Ireland) SEE Kinsale Harbour (Ireland) - Old Head Bay (Ireland) SEE Kinsale Harbour (Ireland)


1 map ; 40 x 51 cm.

Oriented with north at bottom right.


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.


Baskes oversize G1811.P5 C614 1757, [plate 15] (PrCt)


Authors: Volkov, S. J.


Cited in Imago Mundi annual bibliography.

Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

Kiriilov, Ivan Kirilovich, 1689-1737 - Meridians (Geodesy)

The Prime meridian of Dagø and øsel. Tartu : Tartu State University, 1975.

Authors: Varep, Endel -- Tartu State University 16 p. ; 20 cm.

BHC 2394

Vert 1945 (PrCt)


Authors: Kish, George, 1914- - From Ann Arbor News, July 13, 1989.

BHC 1558

Vert 1147 (PrCt)

Kit Carson County (Colo.) - Maps - 1922 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps

Standard atlas of Kit Carson County, Colorado; including a plat book of the villages, cities and townships of the county. Map of the State, United States and world. Patrons directory ... Chicago : Geo. A. Ogle & Co., 1922.

Authors: Geo. A. Ogle & Co.

1 atlas (69, xxii p. (chiefly maps (part col.)) ; 46 cm.

Most of the alternate pages blank.

Phillips 11658.

oversize F 93445 .642 (NLO)

Kitchener (Ont.) - Maps - 1979 - Road maps

Kitchener Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1979 - Road maps - Waterloo Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1979 - Road maps - Ontario - Maps - 1979 - Road maps


Authors: Rolph-McNally Limited -- National Map Service -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 59 x 44 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.

"1979 Edition"

Panel title.

"Street maps copyright, © National Map Service"


Panel art: Color photo of downtown Edmonton.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 2354 (PrCt)

Kitchener, Waterloo, Cambridge, Guelph: Markham, Ont. Allmaps Canada Ltd., [199-?].


1 map : coll. ; 299 x 158 cm., folded to 95 x 29 cm.

Cover title.

$5.95

Uniform title: StreetFinder.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

ISBN 0886407524

RMcN StrFdr 199-.K52 (PrCt)
5A 7267 (1952 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Travel Vertical File G4364 .K73G52 1970 .T7 (PrCt)

SD428.K58 K55 1936 (NLO)

Vert 158 (PrCt)

Case oversize G 117 .452, v. 2, [plate 30] (PrCt)

41226 Klis (Croatia) - Maps - 1574<<>>Klis Region (Croatia) - Maps - 1574<<>>Split Region (Croatia) - Maps - 1574- Manuscripts<<>>Adriatic Coast (Balkan Peninsula) - Maps - 1574<<>>Cyprian War, 1570-1571 - Maps Clissa principal fortezza del Turcho nella Dalmatia ... [Venice? Giovanni Francesco Camocio?, 1574?]. Authors: Camocio, Giovanni Francesco, 16th cent. -- Camocio, Giovanni Francesco, 16th cent. [Isole famose porti, fortezze, e terre maritime sottoposte alla Ser.ma Sig.ria di Venetia ad altri principi christiani, et al Sig.or Turco] [1574?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 15 x 20 cm. Relief shown pictorially. In atlas lacking title page: Camocio, Giovanni Francesco. [Isole famose porti, fortezze, e terre maritime sottoposte alla Ser.ma Sig.ria di Venetia ad altri principi christiani, et al Sig.or Turco] [1574?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) [plate 10]. Manuscript no. 10 at upper right. For 1605 manuscript apparently derived from this earlier printed map, see: Tarnowsky, Christof. Clissa principal fortezza del Turcho nella Dalmatia, etchiaue del rego. di Bosna lontano da Clissa principal fortezza del Turcho nella Dalmatia, et chiaue del rego. di Bosna lontano da ... [1574?] -- Encyclopaedia Britannica, ed. by J. C. Lorimer, 3rd ed. (London: 1907-1908) v. 6, p. 879. -- Theatrum urbium (1657) pars posterior [i.e. prior] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) [plate 10]. Manua [n]t after the last line of each catalog entry.  
Case oversize G 117 .452, v. 2, [plate 30] (PrCt)
Klondike River Valley (Yukon) - Maps - 1897 - Gold Mines and Mining
Klondike River Valley (Yukon) - Maps - 1897 - Newspaper maps - Klondike River Valley (Yukon) - 1897

Klondike River Valley (Yukon)


Authors: Chicago record -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 8 maps ; 212 x 146 mm.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Klondike River Valley (Yukon) - Maps - 1897 - Road maps - Gold mines and mining - Alaska - Access roads - Maps - 1897 - Road maps

Klondike road maps : selling comfort and convenience on the route(s) to the gold fields.

Authors: Burnette, Ian

p. 45 - 56 : ills., maps ; 28 cm.

In The Portolan 67 (Winter 2006): 45-56.

folio GA101 .P67, no. 67, p. 45-56 (PrCt)

Kloster Einsiedeln - Pictorial works - 1552 - Einsiedeln (Switzerland) - Pictorial works - 1552 - Einsiedeln Abbey SEE Kloster Einsiedeln - Woodcuts

[View of the Benedictine abbey in Einsiedeln, Switzerland]. [Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552].

Authors: Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552. Cosmographiae universalis ... (1552) -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 view : woodcut ; 3 x 6 cm., on sheet 32 x 21 cm.

Title supplied by cataloger.

Added letterpress title above woodcut: De loco Heremitarum in obscura sylua, ulugo Einsidlen

In: Münster, Sebastian. Cosmographiae universalis ... (Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552), p. 385.

Possibly an inaccurate view, since some of the woodcuts in this volume were used for more than one town.

VAULT folio Ayer 7 .M8 1552, p. 385 (PrCt)

Kloster St. Blasien - Pictorial works - 1552 - Sankt Blasien (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1552 - St. Blasien Abbey (Sankt Blasien, Germany) SEE Kloster St. Blasien - Woodcuts

[View of the Sankt Blasien Abbey in Sankt Blasien, Germany]. [Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552].

Authors: Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552. Cosmographiae universalis ... (1552) -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 view : woodcut ; 4 x 5 cm., on sheet 32 x 21 cm.

Title supplied by cataloger.

Added letterpress title above woodcut: De loco Heremitarum in obscura sylua, ulugo Einsidlen

In: Münster, Sebastian. Cosmographiae universalis ... (Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552), p. 385.

Possibly an inaccurate view, since some of the woodcuts in this volume were used for more than one town.

VAULT folio Ayer 7 .M8 1552, p. 385 (PrCt)
universalis ... (Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552), p. 588. Possibly an inaccurate view, since some of the woodcuts in this volume were used for more than one town.

VAULT folio Ayer 7 .M8 1552, p. 588 (PrCt)

41232 Knightlow Hundred (Warwickshire, England) - Maps - 1725
Map of Knightlow-Hundred, reduced from an actual survey made in the year 1725 / by Henry Beighton, Fellow of the Royal Society. 1730. Authors: Beighton, Henry, 1686 or 7-1743 1 map ; 32 x 32 cm. Slightly reduced photocopy of map published in Dugdale, William. Antiquities of Warwickshire illustrated (London, 1730), v. 1, after p. 2. Scale ca. 1:130,500. Includes 'Explanation of the mapps' and key to some 38 cultural features and minerals. map2F G5753 .W3 :3K6 1725 .B4 2008 (PrCt)

41233 Knightlow Hundred (Warwickshire, England) - Maps - 1725

41234 Knin (Croatia) - Maps - 1689 - Pictorial works

41236 Knin (Croatia) - Maps - 1689 - Pictorial works

The Milwaukee-Kansas City Southern Joint Agency map showing tracks from West End to Leeds. [Kansas City, Mo.?] : Office of the Chief Engineer K.C.S. Ry., April 22, 1945. Authors: Kansas City Southern Railway -- Chicago, Milwaukee, and St. Paul Railway Company -- Danzer, Gerald A. 1 map : white print ; 52 x 91 cm. Details railroad yards in Kansas City, Missouri. Identifies connecting railroads and dozens of industries and companies adjacent to the yards; includes tables of railroad yard names and their car capacities. "Drawing no. 228-17." "No scale." Approximate coordinates: (W 94°39'30"--W 94°33'10";N 39°10'45"--N 39°05'10") *The Kansas City Southern, along with the Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul and Pacific

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Railroad, used Joint Agency Yard from 1942 until 1985." -- From the Wikimapia website (accessed November 2011):
http://wikimapia.org/4071712/Knoche-Joint-Agency-Yard
Diaz print or whiteprint.
Gift 2011, Gerald A. Danzer

**map6F G4164.K2P3 1945 .K3 (NLO)**

41238 Knoxwood (Ill.) - Maps - 1926 - Real property

Fred'k H. Bartlett's North Shore properties : in section 13, Town 44 N. Range 11 E. of the 3rd P.M. and in sections 18 and 19, Town 44 N. Range 12 E. of the 3rd P.M. in Lake County, Illinois. [Chicago : Bartlett, ca. 1926].
Authors: Bartlett, Frederick Henry, 1875-- Greissinger, E. R. -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 85 x 98 cm.
A detailed plat map of the unincorporated community of Knoxwood.
Includes inset location map showing roads and large landowners between Waukegan and Deerfield, Mundelein and Lake Michigan.
Blueprint (white lines) on linen.
Note at lower left on restrictive covenants in effect until May 1, 1956, includes a prohibition on ownership or occupancy by non-Caucasians.
At bottom of map: Chicago's largest real estate operators.
Rubber stamp on verso: E. R. Greissinger Realtor ... N. Kedzie Ave.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**temp map6F G4104.K55 1926 B3 (PrCt)**

41239 Knox County (Ill.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners

Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960- -- Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)
273 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
1st ed.
'Deluxe edition.'
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).
'3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.'
Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).
Includes indexes.
Series: Family maps
ISBN 1420300997
Local History Ref F547.K7 B69 2005 (NLO)

41240 Knox County (Ill.) - Maps - 1861 - Landowners

Authors: Thompson, M. H. -- Mendel, Edward, 1827-1884 -- Forbes, Jean -- Knox County, Illinois Genealogical Society
74 p. ; maps ; 28 cm.
Facsimile of original published: E. Mendel : Chicago, 1861


41241 Knox County (Ill.) - Maps - 1861 - Landowners

Authors: Thompson, M. H. -- Mendel, Edward, 1827-1884 -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 2 sheets, 33.5 x 48.5 in. and 31 x 51 in. Scale 1:42,000. Originally published 1861.

**Microfiche 583, no. 120 (PrCt)**

41242 Knox County (Ill.) - Maps - 1870 - Landowners

Authors: Andreas, Lyter & Co.
91 p. : ill., maps (part double), plates ; 46 cm.
Imperfect: t. p. lacking.
Phillips 12321.

**oversize G1408.K6 A5 1870 (NLO)**

41243 Knox County (Ill.) - Maps - 1903 - Landowners

Authors: Geo. A. Ogle & Co.
1 atlas ; 46 cm.
41244 Knox County (Ill.) - Maps - 1917-1922 - Landowners<<Counties - Maps<<Landowners - Maps
Chamber of Commerce, Galesburg, Ill.
Authors: W.W. Hixson & Co. -- Knox County, Illinois Genealogical Society
1 atlas (20 leaves) : maps ; 22 x 28 cm.
Facsimile of original published by W.W. Hixson & Co. ca. 1917-1922.
Scale [ca. 1:50,688]. 1 1/4 in. to 1 mile.
'Showing acreage, ownership of lands, roads, etc'--Cover.

41245 Knox County (Ill.) - Maps - 1930-1939 - Landowners<<Counties - Maps<<Landowners - Maps
Authors: Farm Plat Book Publishing Co. (Mankato, Minn.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (60 p.) : 22 col. maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
Includes index to farmers and business directory. Advertisements on cover and interspersed.
Scale not given.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

41246 Knox County (Ill.) - Maps - 1938 - Landowners<<Counties - Maps<<Landowners - Maps
Plat book of Knox County, Illinois : containing outline map of the county and plats of all the townships showing cities, and villages, federal, state, county and township roads, ownership, acreage, shape and location of farms, lakes, rivers and creeks, schools, churches and cemeteries / compiled and published by the Globe Map & Atlas Publishers. Rockford, Ill.
1 atlas (39 p.) : 21 maps ; 21 x 28 cm.
Published in collaboration with E.J. Tupper Company, Galesburg, Ill.
Scale not given.
Folded outline map (47 x 37 cm.) of Knox County, Ill., pasted to inside back cover.
Stamp: From Thos. E. Johnson, 247 So. Chambers St., Galesburg, Ill.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

41247 Knox County (Ill.) - Maps - 1966 - Landowners<<Counties - Maps<<Landowners - Maps
Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Knox County Farm Bureau (Ill.) -- University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. Agricultural Experiment Station. Soil survey map of Knox County (1966) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Cover title.
'Sponsored by Knox County Farm Bureau.' Township maps of scale 1 1/4 in. to 1 mile. Scale [1:50,688].
Soil survey map of Knox County, prepared by University of Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station, folded and attached inside back cover. Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Includes business and government directories, and indexes.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

41248 Knox County (Ill.) - Maps - 1971 - Landowners<<Counties - Maps<<Landowners - Maps
Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Knox County Soil & Water Conservation District (Ind.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (34 p.) : 21 maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
"Sponsored by Knox County Soil & Water Conservation District."
Includes index to owners and business directory. Scale [1:50,688], 1 1/4 in. = 1 mi.
Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

41249 Knox County (Ill.) - Maps - 1972 - Landowners<<Counties - Maps<<Landowners - Maps
Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Knox County Farm Bureau (Knox County, Ill.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (48 p.) : 22 maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
'Sponsored by Knox County Farm Bureau.' Includes index.
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Scale [ca. 1:50,688]. 1 1/4 in. to 1 mile.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Knox County Farm Bureau (Ill.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Rev. 1977.
Cover title.
'Distributed by Knox County Farm Bureau.'
Scale [1:50,688];
Township maps of scale 1 1/4 in. to 1 mile.
Includes business directory and indexes.
Publisher's catalog, p. [1]-[2] at end.
Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

41251 Knox County (Ind.) - Maps - 1880 - Landowners- Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps
An Illustrated historical atlas of Knox County, Indiana ... Philadelphia : D.J. Lake, 1880.
Authors: Griffing, B. N. -- D.J. Lake & Company -- John V. Bergen Collection (Newberry Library) -- Griffing, Bruce N., fl. 1871-1890 SEE Griffing, B. N.
1 atlas (64, [9] p. : ill., maps (some col.), ports) ; 42 cm.
Includes index.
Includes 'History of Knox County, Indiana' and 'List of patrons.'
Forms part of the John V. Bergen Collection (Newberry Library).
oversize G1403.K5 G7 1880 (NLO)

41252 Knox County (Ind.) - Maps - 1880 - Landowners- Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps
An Illustrated historical atlas of Knox County, Indiana ... Evansville, Ind. Unigraphic, 1977.
Authors: Griffing, B. N. -- D.J. Lake & Company -- Unigraphic (Evansville, Ind.)
[82], 26 p. : ill., maps, ports. ; 36 cm.
Spine title: Combined atlases of Knox County, Ind.--1880-1903.
Includes index.
Bound with Historical atlas of Knox County, Ind. ... (Vincennes, Ind.: F.C. Hardacre, 1903; reprinted Evansville, Ind.: Unigraphic, 1977) [folio G1403.K5 G7 1880a no. 2]
Series: The Heritage collection illustrated atlas.
Cf. Phillips 12831.
77-34439.
folio G1403.K5 G7 1880a no. 1 (NLO)

41253 Knox County (Ind.) - Maps - 1903 - Landowners- Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps
Historical atlas of Knox County, Ind. ... Evansville, Ind. Unigraphic, 1977.
Authors: Hardacre, F. C. -- Unigraphic (Evansville, Ind.)
1 atlas (108, 35, 4 p. : ill., maps, ports.) ; 36 cm.
Reprint of the 1903 ed. published by F.C. Hardacre, Vincennes, Ind.
Spine title: Combined atlases of Knox County, Ind.--1880-1903.
Includes index.
'The Heritage collection illustrated atlas.'
Bound with Griffing, B. N. An Illustrated historical atlas of Knox County, Indiana ... (Philadelphia: D.J. Lake & Co., 1880; reprinted Evansville, Ind.: Unigraphic, 1977) [folio G1403.K5 G7 1880a no. 1]
77-34439
folio G1403.K5 G7 1880a no. 2 (NLO)

41254 Knox County (Ky.) - Maps - Bibliography
Authors: Jillson, Willard Rouse, 1890-1956)
34 p. 23 cm.
Includes printed and manuscript sources for the period 1750-1956.
4A 3834 (NLO)

41255 Knox County (Neb.) - Maps - 1920 - Landowners- Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps
1 atlas (65, [17] p.) : 35 col. maps ; 45 cm.
'Coprighted by G. W. Anderson, 1920.'
Scale [1:36,205]
Scale of township maps: 1 3/4 inches to 1 mile.
U.S. Survey map bound after t.p.
Laid in: Announcement for Knox County wolf hunt; pages 3-4 and 9-10 of Verdigre eagle, dated Oct. 19, 1933.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Phillips 15492.
Le Gear, C. U.S. Atlases, 2242
Baskes oversize G4193.K7G46 1920 .A53

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Knox County (Ohio) - Maps - 1871 -
Landowners<->Counties -
Maps<->Landowners - Maps
Cf. Phillips 2390. 72-4083
map6C 32 (NLO)

Knox County (Ohio) - Maps - 1970-1979 -
Landowners<->Counties -
Maps<->Landowners - Maps

Knox County (Ohio) - Maps - 1977 -
Landowners<->Counties -
Maps<->Landowners - Maps

Knox County (Tenn.) - Maps - 1895 -
Landowners<->Counties -
Maps<->Landowners - Maps

Knox County (Tex.) - Maps - 1880 -
Landowners<->Counties -
Maps<->Landowners - Maps

41265 Knoxville (Tenn.) - Pictorial works - 1886
1 birds-eye view ; 43 x 70 cm.
Facsimile of original published 1886.
381
map4F G3964.K7A3 1886 W4 1975 (PrCt)

41266 Koblenz (Germany : Gebietseinheiten) - Maps - 1701-1701<br>Wiesbaden (Germany) - Maps - 1701-1701<br>Mainz (Rhineland-Palatinate, Germany) - Maps - 1701
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:191
1 map : hand col. ; 41 x 54 cm.
2430
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:191 (PrCt)

41267 Koblenz (Germany) - Maps - 1695-1713 - Fortification
Coblentz, ville d'Allemagne, de l'archevéché de Treves ... [Paris : De Fer, 1695].
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes -- avec leurs fortifications ... (1695-1696)
1 map ; 19 x 25 cm.
In: Fer, Nicolas de. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes; avec leurs fortifications ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, 1695-1696) pt. 2, map [19].
Manuscript '10' at upper right.
Case folio U 26. 293 pt. 2, map [19] (PrCt)

41268 Koblenz (Germany) - Maps - 1713-1713 - Fortification
Coblentz ville d'Allemagne ... Paris : De Fer, [1713?].
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Introduction à la fortification ... [1713?]
1 map ; 19 x 25 cm.
In: Fer, Nicolas de. Introduction à la fortification ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, [1713?]) map [91].
Map dated 1705.
For later state of this map, with engraved plate number, see Case folio U 26 .292.
For earlier version of this map, engraved on
Koblenz (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1549-1552<<>>Rhine River Valley - Pictorial works - 1549-1552<<>>Moselle River Valley - Pictorial works - 1549-1552<<>>Woodcuts 
[View of Koblenz and the confluence of the Rhine and Moselle Rivers in Germany] / R. M. D. [Rudolf Manuel Deutsch]. [Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1549 [i.e.1552].
Authors: Manuel, Hans Rudolf, 1525-1571 -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Johann V, of Isenburg-Grenzau, ca. 1507-1556 -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552. Cosmographiae uniusalis ... (1552) -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 view : woodcut ; 17 x 38 cm., on sheet 32 x 40 cm.

Koch, Rudolf, 1876-1934. Deutschland, 1933 Deutschlandkarte. 1934.
Authors: Haupt, Georg, b. 1870 P. 28 ; 28 cm.
A note on the 1933 map of Germany published by Rudolf Koch.

Authors: U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey -- Davidson, George, 1825-1911 -- Lindenkohl, H. (Henry) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 29 x 24 cm.

Authors: Bach, Marie -- Degn, Ole -- Strømstad,
Kohl, J. G. (Johann Georg), 1808-1878
*J.G. Kohl und seine Bedeutung für die deutsche Landes- und Volksforschung.* 1940.
Authors: Alexander, A. -- Deutsche geographische Blätter 43 (1940): 7-126
In Deutsche geographische Blätter 43 (1940): 7-126.
Cited in Imago Mundi annual bibliography.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

Kohl, J. G. (Johann Georg), 1808-1878
*Johan Georg Kohl and America.* [197-?].
Authors: Wolter, John Amadeus, 1925- -- International Conference on the History of Cartography (8th : 1979 : Berlin)
14p. 30cm.
Paper prepared for Int. Conf. on the Hist. of Cartog. (8th), Berlin, 1979.
Vert 2103 (PrCt)

Kohl, J. G. (Johann Georg), 1808-1878
*Exhibitions - Catalogs.* Library of Congress. Kohl Collection - Exhibitions - Catalogs
BHC 1722
Vert 1305 (PrCt)

Kohler (Sheboygan County, Wis.) - Spa pools
*Kohler Waters Spa : 2004 Menu of Services.*
Authors: Kohler Waters Spa
1 booklet (27 p) : col photos ; 23 x 10 cm
Travel Vertical File G4124 .K7E63 2004 .K6 (PrCt)

Kokomo (Colo.) - Pictorial works
*Kokomo [Colorado].* [London : s.n., 1881].
Authors: Hayes, Augustus Allen, 1837-1892 -- Hayes, Augustus Allen, 1837-1892.
New Colorado and the Santa Fé Trai (1881) -- C. Kegan Paul & Co. -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view ; 18 x 9 cm.
Anonymous view without imprint.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copy: Ayer 4A 984
Graff 1831, p. 129 (PrCt)

Kolding (Denmark) - Pictorial works
*1620<<>>Colding (Denmark) SEE Kolding (Denmark)*
*Colding Schlos vnd Stat.* [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Rantzau, Henrik, 1526-1598 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : hand col. ; 35 x 48 cm.
Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Coldinga.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 5, pl. 32 (PrCt)

Kolding (Denmark) - Pictorial works
*Colding Schlos vnd Stat.* [Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657].
Authors: Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664 -- Rantzau, Henrik, 1526-1598 -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664.
Illustriorvm principumque urbis septentrionalium Europae tabulae [1657] -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Theatrum urbiurn (1657)
1 view : hand col. ; 35 x 47 cm.
Includes dedication to "Henrici Ranzouij" and references A-I, K-T, V-Z, and 1-7.
Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Coldinga.
In: Jansson, Jan. Illustriorvm principumque urbiurn septentrionalium Europae tabulae, v. 1, [plate 20].
Issued in volume 1 of 8 in Jansson's townbook atlases, collectively known as the Theatrum urbiurn (Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657).
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 5, pl. 32 (PrCt)

Kollataj, Hugo, 1750-1812. Planta Miasta Krakowa (1785)
Authors: Odlanicka-Poczobutt, Anna --
Comorra. [Cologne : s.n., 1595 [i.e. ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Hoefnagel, Joris, 1542-1601 -- Hoefnagel, Jacob, 1573-?--approximately 1632 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : hand col. ; 20 x 48 cm.
Based on 1595 view by Joris Hoefnagel; forwarded to Braun and Hogenberg by Jacob Hoefnagel; see R.A. Skelton's Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.
On same sheet with another view with same title. Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Comara.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 5, pl. 55 (PrCt)

Komarno (Zapadoslovenský kraj, Slovakia) - Pictorial works - 1595
Komorra / Communicauit G. Houf. Ao. 1595, depict a filio. [Amsterdam : Jan Jansson], 1595 [i.e. ca. 1657].
Authors: Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664 -- Hoefnagel, Joris, 1542-1601 -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664.
Urbium totius Germaniae sveriorius illustriorum clariorumque tabulæ ... Pars posterior [i.e. prior] (1657) -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Theatrum urbium (1657)
1 view : hand col. ; 17 x 48 cm.
Title at top, left of center.
On same sheet with another view with same title. Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Comarvm.
In: Jansson, Jan. Urbium totius Germaniae sveriorius illustriorum clariorumque tabulæ ... Pars posterior [i.e. prior] 1657, [plate 35].
Issued in volume [2] of 8 in Jansson's townbook atlases, collectively known as the Theatrum urbium (Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657).
Case oversize G 117 .452, v. 2, [plate 35] (PrCt)

Komarno (Zapadoslovenský kraj, Slovakia) - Pictorial works - 1595
Komorra. [Amsterdam : Jan Jansson], 1595 [i.e. ca. 1657].
Authors: Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664 -- Hoefnagel, Joris, 1542-1601 -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664.
Urbium totius Germaniae sveriorius illustriorum clariorumque tabulæ ... Pars posterior [i.e. prior] 1657 -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Theatrum urbium (1657)
1 view : hand col. ; 17 x 48 cm.
Title at top, left of center.
On same sheet with another view with same title. Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Comarvm.
In: Jansson, Jan. Urbium totius Germaniae sveriorius illustriorum clariorumque tabulæ ... Pars posterior [i.e. prior] 1657, [plate 35].
Issued in volume [2] of 8 in Jansson's townbook atlases, collectively known as the Theatrum urbium (Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657).
Case oversize G 117 .452, v. 2, [plate 35] (PrCt)

Komarom (Zapadoslovenskoj kraj, Slovakia) - Pictorial works - 1595
Komarom / Communicauit G. Houf. Ao. 1595, depict a filio. [Amsterdam : Jan Jansson], 1595 [i.e. ca. 1657].
Authors: Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664 -- Hoefnagel, Joris, 1542-1601 -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664.
Urbium totius Germaniae sveriorius illustriorum clariorumque tabulæ ... Pars posterior [i.e. prior] (1657) -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Theatrum urbium (1657)
1 view : hand col. ; 17 x 48 cm.
Title at top, left of center.
On same sheet with another view with same title. Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Comarvm.
In: Jansson, Jan. Urbium totius Germaniae sveriorius illustriorum clariorumque tabulæ ... Pars posterior [i.e. prior] 1657, [plate 35].
Issued in volume [2] of 8 in Jansson's townbook atlases, collectively known as the Theatrum urbium (Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657).
Case oversize G 117 .452, v. 2, [plate 35] (PrCt)
Latitude and longitude text on verso under title:
Comarvm.
In: Jansson, Jan. Urbium totius Germaniae
superiorius illustrorum clariormque tabulae ...
Pars posterior [i.e. prior] 1657, [plate 35].
Issued in volume [2] of 8 in Jansson's townbook
atlases, collectively known as Theatrum
urbium (Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657).
References: Krogt, Peter van der. Koeman's
Atlantes Neerlandici, vol. IV-1 (2010), p. 273 and
Case oversize G 117 .452, v. 2, [plate 35]
(PrCt)
41289 Komarom (Hungary) - Maps - 1567 -
Fortification<<>><>Komarno
(Zapadoslovenskykraj, Slovakia) - Maps -
1567 - Fortification
Il Uero disegno del sito e della fortezza di Comar ...
Venetia [Venice] : alla libraria della Colona [i.e.
Bolognino Zaltieri], 1567 [i.e. 1569].
Authors: Ballino, Giulio, d. ca. 1592 -- Ballino,
Giulio, d. ca. 1592. De' disegni delle più illustri
città, et fortezze del mondo ... (1569) -- Zaltieri,
Bolognino, fl. 1555-1576
1 map ; 18 x 27 cm.
View of the fortifications of Komarom, Hungary
(on the north side of the Danube River) and / or
of Komarno, Slovakia (on the south side).
Letterpress text on verso.
In: Ballino, Giulio. De' disegni delle più illustri
città, et fortezze del mondo ... (Venice: Bolognino
Zaltieri, 1569), plate [24].
VAULT Case folio G 117 .06, plate [24] (PrCt)
41290 Kong Christian X Land (Greenland) - Maps -
1900<<>><>Konung Oscars Fjord (Greenland) -
Maps - 1900<<>><>Kejsar Frans Josefs Fjord (Greenland) -
Maps - 1900<<>><>Greenland, Eastern - Maps - 1900
Karta över Konung Oscars Fjord och Kejsar
Frans Josefs Fjord upprättad under svenska
Grönländsexpeditionen 1899 / af P. Dusén ;
Astronomiska ortbestämningarna af F. Åkerblom.
[Stockholm] : Fototlit. Generalstabens
Litografiska Anstalt, [1900?].
Authors: Generalstabens Litografiska Anstalt --
Åkerblom, F. -- Dusén, P. -- Swedish Greenland
Expedition (1899) -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 48 x 52 cm.
Scale 1:500,000.
Mounted on cloth.
Fitzgerald polar map 95 (PrCt)
41291 Kong Christian X Land (Greenland) - Maps -
1932<<>><>Greenland, Eastern - Maps - 1932
Eirik Raude's Land fra Sofiasund til Youngsund ...
/ Mælingar af Norges Svalbard- og
Ishavs-undersøkelser 1929, 1931 ; Redaksjon K.
G. Gleditsch ; Astronomiske observasjonar og
utrekninog Hans S. Jelstrup... ; Triangulering,
detaljmaeling, utrekning og konstruksjon Bernard
Luncke, Wilhelm Solheim. Oslo : Norges
geografiske oppmåling, 1932.
Authors: Norway. Norges Svalbard- og
Ishavs-undersøkelser -- Norges geografiske
oppmåling -- Gleditsch, K. G. (Kristen Gran),
1867-1946 -- Jelstrup, Hans S. -- Luncke,
Bernard -- Solheim, Wilhelm -- Gerald F.
Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 76 x 72 cm.
Above title proper: Austgr_nland : East
Greenland.
'Reproduserd og prenta i Norges Geografiske
Opmåling 1932.'
Fitzgerald polar map 102 (PrCt)
41292 Kong Mountains (Geographical Myth)<<>><>Africa, West - Geographical
Myths<<>><>Africa, West - Maps - Bibliography
'From the best authorities': the mountains of
Kong in the cartography of West Africa. 1991.
Authors: Bassett, Thomas J. -- Porter, Philip
Wiley
Offprint from the Journal of African history 32
Includes checklist of maps dated 1511-1934 (p.
400-413),
Vert 999 (PrCt)
41293 Kongelige Bibliotek (Denmark). Kortsamling -
Exhibitions - Catalogs<<>><>Greenland - Maps -
Exhibitions<<>><>Arctic regions - Maps -
Exhibitions
Maps, myths and narratives : cartography of the
far north = Kort, myter og fortællinger :
kortlægningen af det yderste nord / det Kongelige
Bibliotek. Copenhagen : Det Kongelige Bibliotek,
2009.
Authors: Kongelige Bibliotek (Denmark) --
International Conference on the History of
Cartography (23d : 2009 : Copenhagen)
1 lea
tiful : ills. maps (part. col.) : 60 x 42 cm fold.
to 30 x 11 cm.
Floor plan and guide to an exhibition at The
Royal Library mounted in connection with the
23rd International Conference on the History of
English and Danish.
The dates of the exhibition are July 12 -
September 26 2009.
Vert 1107, no. 2 (PrCt)
41294 Königsberg (Germany) - Maps -
1652<<>><>Kaliningrad (Kaliningradskai a
oblast, Russia) - Maps - 1652
Koningsberga. [Kassel and Basel :
Bärenreiter-Verlag, 1965].
Authors: Zeiller, Martin, 1589-1661 -- Merian,
Matthaeus, 1593-1650 -- Merian, Matthaeus,
1621-1687. Topographia Germaniae (1599-1965)
-- Bärenreiter-Verlag (Kassel, Germany) -- Roger
S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; on sheet 31 x 38 cm., folded to 31 x 17 cm.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Facsimile of anonymous original edited by Martin Zeiller and published [Frankfurt: Matthaeus Merian, 1652].
Issued as part of the multi-volume reprint of Topographia Germaniae (Kassel und Basel : Bärenreiter-Verlag, 1959-1965), v. 3, between p. 30-31, in the section almost at end titled Topographia Prussiae et Pomerelliae.

41295 Konigsberg (Germany) - Maps - 1620<>Koningsbergh (Kaliningrad oblast, Russia) - Maps - 1820 Grundriss der Haupt und Residenz Stadt Konigsberg : nach der neuen polizeilichen Eintheilung und den jetzt revidirten Strassen Benennungen. Weimar : Im Verlage des Geograph. Instituts, 1820.
Authors: Geographisches Institut (Weimar, Thuringia, Germany)
1 map : 29 x 41 cm., on sheet 35 x 48 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:11,300].
Includes indexes of churches and official buildings.
Forms one of nine plates bound together without title page in a composite atlas (57 x 38 cm.) with spine title: Maps of Europe.
oversize G 1030 .55 (NLO)

41296 Konigsberg (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1620<>Koningsbergh (Kaliningrad oblast, Russia) SEE ALSO Kaliningrad (Kaliningradskaja oblast, Russia) Mons Regivs; Prvssiae sive Borvssiae ... [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : hand col. ; 19 x 41 cm.
Anonymous view.
Added title at top: Die Furstliche haupttstatt Konigssbergh in Preussen.
On same sheet with: Riga, per commode ad Duna. amnem sita ...
Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Mons Regivs -- Riga.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 3, pl. 43 (PrCt)

41297 Konigsberg (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1657
Mons Regivs; Prvssiae sive Borvssiae ... [Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657].
Authors: Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664 -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Illustriorvm principiumque urbiwm septentrionalium Europae tabulae [1657] -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Theatrum urbiwm (1657)
1 view : hand col. ; 20 x 41 cm.
Anonymous view.
Added title at top: Die Furstliche haupttstatt Konigssbergh in Preussen.
On same sheet with: Riga, per commode ad Duna. amnem sita ...
Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Riga.
In: Jansson, Jan. Illustriovm principiumque urbiwm septentrionalium Europae tabulae, v. 1, [plate 35].
Issued in volume 1 of 8 in Jansson's townbook atlases, collectively known as the Theatrum urbiwm (Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657).
Case oversize G 117 .452, v. 1, [plate 35] (PrCt)

41298 Koninklijk Nederlands Aardrijkskundig Genootschap - Exhibitions - Catalogs<>Nederlands Aardrijkskundig Genootschap see Koninklijk Nederlands Aardrijkskundig Genootschap<>Royal Dutch Geographical Society see Koninklijk Nederlands Aardrijkskundig Genootschap
'Deze publicatie verscheen bij de tentoonstelling 'In dank aanvaard: 3 collecties jubileren.' De tentoonstelling vond plats van 13 mei tot 26 augustus 2005 in de Universiteitsbibliotheek Amsterdam...' - Colophon.
To Collection Services for cataloging, Aug. 2005 (PrCt)

41299 Koninklijk Nederlands Leger- En Wapenmuseum Generaal Hoefer - Bibliography<>Weapons - History - Bibliography<>Military history - Bibliography
Authors: Koeman, C. (Cornelis), 1918- -- Nederlands Leger- en Wapenmuseum Generaal Hoefer
In Armamentaria. Aflevering 8. .
Ordered July 27, 1977 (order no. 33370); apparently not received.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

41300 Konstanz (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1620
Constantia, vulgo Costnitz memorabile Sueuie opp. ... [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Edward E. Ayer

1 map : hand col. ; 26 x 19 cm., on sheet folded to 33 x 20 cm.
On same sheet with two geological sections (each 9 x 20 cm.): Sections. No. 1. The Kootanie Pass -- No. 2. Boundary Pass.
In Palliser, John. Exploration -- British North America : further papers relative to the exploration by the expedition under Captain Palliser of that portion of British North America which lies between the northern branch of the river Saskatchewan and the frontier of the United States and between the Red River and the Rocky Mountains, and thence to the Pacific Ocean (London : Printed by George Edward Eyre and William Spottiswoode ... for Her Majesty's Stationery Office, 1860) map [11]

Authors: Sullivan, J. W., fl. 1860 -- Palliser, John, 1807-1887 -- Arrowsmith, John, 1790-1873 -- British North American Exploring Expedition -- Palliser, John, 1807-1887. Exploration -- British North America : further papers relative to the exploration by the expedition under Captain Palliser of that portion of British North America which lies between the northern branch of the river Saskatchewan and the frontier of the United States ... (1860) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 28 x 50 cm., on sheet folded to 33 x 19 cm.
In Palliser, John. Exploration -- British North America : further papers relative to the exploration by the expedition under Captain Palliser of that portion of British North America which lies between the northern branch of the river Saskatchewan and the frontier of the United States and between the Red River and the Rocky Mountains, and thence to the Pacific Ocean (London : Printed by George Edward Eyre and William Spottiswoode ... for Her Majesty's Stationery Office, 1860) map [10]
Covers Kootenay Lake, the Kootenay River, and part of the Columbia River.
Scale [ca. 1:850,000].
VAULT folio Ayer 169.3 .P2 1859 map [10]
Korcula Island (Croatia) - Maps - 1528 - Woodcuts

[Map of island of Korcula in the Adriatic Sea].

[Venice : Nicolò Zoppino, 1528].

Authors: Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530 -- Zoppino, Nicolò, fl. 1508-1544 -- Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530. Libro di Benedetto Bordone : nel qual si ragiona de tutte l'isole del mondo ... (1528)

1 map : woodcut ; within printed borders 8 x 14 cm., on sheet 31 x 21 cm.

Title supplied by cataloger.

Korcula island is identified as Curzola.

In: Bordon, Benedetto. Libro di Benedetto Bordone : nel qual si ragiona de tutte l'isole del mondo ... (Venice : Nicolò Zoppino, 1528), folio XXXIII.


Case folio G 117 .108, folio XXXIII (PrCt)

Korcula Island (Croatia) - Maps - 1571 - Curziola (Croatia) SEE Korcula (Croatia)


Authors: Camocio, Giovanni Francesco, 16th cent. -- Camocio, Giovanni Francesco, 16th cent. [Isole famose porti, fortezze, e terre maritime sottoposte alla Ser.ma Sig.ria di Venetia ad altri principi cristiani, et al Sig.or Turco] [1574?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : 16 x 21 cm.

Relief shown pictorially.

In atlas lacking title page: Camocio, Giovanni Francesco. [Isole famose porti, fortezze, e terre maritime sottoposte alla Ser.ma Sig.ria di Venetia ad altri principi cristiani, et al Sig.or Turco, nouame[n]te poste in luce] [Venice? : Alla libraria del segno di S. Marco? ; G.F. Camocio?, 1574?], [plate 11].

Manuscript no. 11 at upper right.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 91 x 67 cm.

On verso: proof of relief and hydrography plates.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN map6F G7900 1950 R3 (PrCt)

Korea - Maps - 1797 - Japan - Maps - 1797

Le isole del Giappone e la Corea delineata sulle ultime osservazioni. Rome : Calcografia camerale, 1798 [i.e. 1801].

Authors: Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824 -- Calcografia camerale (Rome, Italy) -- Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824. Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (1792-1801) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 43 cm.

In: Cassini, Giovanni Maria. Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (Rome : Presso la Calcogr. camerale, 1792-1801) v. 3 pl. 10.

Map dated 1797.

oversize Ayer 135 .C33 1792 v. 3 pl. 10 (PrCt)

Korea - Maps - 1815 - Japan - Maps - 1815


1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 59 cm.

Engraved 'No. 38' at upper right.


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Digital image of another copy available on the David Rumsey Map Collection website (accessed Feb. 2010):

http://www.davidrumsey.com/luna/servlet/detail/RUMSEY~8~1~28361~1120790

Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1817, map 38 (NLO)

Korea - Maps - 1815 - Japan - Maps - 1815


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Digital image of another copy available on the David Rumsey Map Collection website (accessed Feb. 2010):

http://www.davidrumsey.com/luna/servlet/detail/RUMSEY~8~1~28361~1120790

Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1817, map 38 (NLO)
Korea - Maps - 1822 <-> Japan - Maps - 1822
Corea and Japan. [Edinburgh] : Drawn & engraved for Thomson's New general atlas, [1822?].
Authors: Hall, Basil, 1788-1844 -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1822?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 50 x 61 cm.
In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (Edinburgh ; London ; Dublin : Printed by G. Ramsay and Co. for J. Thomson and Co. ; Baldwin, Cradock and Joy ; John Cumming, 1821 [i.e. 1822?]), v. 2, map 38.
Includes notes on 'Corea Archipelago' from 'Capt. Halls account of a voyage of discovery to the west coast of Corea in H. M. Ship Aleeste & Sloop Lyra 1816.'
Engraved 'No. 38' at upper right.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1821, v. 2, map 38 (NLO)

Korea - Maps - 1829 <-> Japan - Maps - 1829
Authors: Hall, Basil, 1788-1844 -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (1829) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 62 cm.
Includes notes on 'Corea Archipelago' from 'Capt. Halls account of a voyage of discovery to the west coast of Corea in H. M. Ship Aleeste & Sloop Lyra 1816.'
In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (Edinburgh ; London ; Dublin : Printed by H. & J. Pillans, for John Thomson ; Baldwin & Cradock ; John Cumming, 1829), map 38.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Engraved no. '38' at upper right.
Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1829, map 38 (NLO)


Seoul Region (Korea) <-> Aeronautical charts <-> Topographic maps
AAF cloth chart : Keijo / prepared under the direction of the Chief of Engineers, U.S. Army, by the Army Map Service ; reproduced under the direction of the Commanding General, U.S. Army Air Forces for the Aeronautical Chart Service.
Washington, D.C. Army Map Service, U.S. Army, 1943 [i.e. 1945].
1 map : col., cloth (acetate rayon) ; 45 x 54 cm, folded to 9 x 16 cm.
2nd ed.
Title from oversize lettering in top margin.
"Second edition - AMS 2" -- Top margin.
Dated in bottom right margin: 4/45 KG.
Map series statement in bottom margin: A.M.S. 5301
Added series title in top left margin: Eastern Asia 1:1,000,000.
Sheet no. in upper right margin: N5 52.
"For use by War and Navy Department Agencies only. Not for sale or distribution."
Covers the central section of the Korean peninsula.
Scale 1:1,000,000.
Coordinates: (E 126°--E 132°/N 40°--N 36°).
"Modified polyconic projection of the International Map of the World."
Relief shown by gradient tints, contours, and spot heights; depths shown by contours and soundings.
Escape map printed on acetate rayon cloth for the use of downed airplane pilots.
Includes "index to boundaries", "index to adjoining sheets", and glossary.
Shows wind direction and ocean currents.
Map on verso (cataloged separately): AAF cloth chart : Vladivostok
Sheet no. 2 of 4 in a collection of escape maps of the Far East published during World War II by U.S. and Australian government agencies at varying scales.
Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection at the Newberry Library.
Previously shelved as AmCn III PC 120 (PrCt)
References: Cf. OCLC 62457907
map4G 7800 svar .U5 no. 2 (NLO)

forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library. Previously shelved as AMcN III PC 120 (PrCt)

References: Cf. OCLC 62457907

map4C G7800 svar .U5 no. 2 (NLO)


1 map : col. ; 60 x 97 cm. folded in cover 24 x 13 cm.

'Compiled in 2000 by the National Geography Institute (NGI), Ministry of Construction & Transportation, Republic of Korea.'

Other title: 1:3,000,000 Korea and vicinity.

Cover title: Map of Korea and vicinity.

Scale 1:3,000,000.

Shows Far East region centered on the Korean peninsula, including the Japanese islands, northeast China and southeastern Russia. Relief shown by gradient tints, contours, shading, and spot heights. Depths shown by gradient tints and contours.

In English, with publishers' names also in Korean.

OCLC 46405043.

Gift 2001

temp map4C G7900 2000 .K8 (PrCt)

41322 Korea - Maps - Collections, 1200-1900<<<<Cartography - Korea - History Han’guk ko chido = Old maps of Korea. Soul T’ukpyolsi [Seoul] : Han’guk Tosogwanhak Yon’guhoe, 1977. Authors: Son, Hui-Yi, Ch’an--Che, Hong-gyu -- Lee, Chan -- Han’guk Tosogwanhak Yon’guhoe -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (249 p.) : 118 maps (some col., some folded) ; 38 cm.

Title on verso of t.p.: Old maps of Korea. English and Korean.

Colophon pasted in.

Includes bibliographical references.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.


Baskes folio G2330 .H26 1977 (NLO)

Korone (Greece) - Maps - 1699 - Pictorial works
Authors: Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718 -- Padouani, Domenico, fl. 1699 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718. Citta, fortezze, isole, e porti principale dell' Europa ... (1699)
1 map ; 27 x 44 cm.

Kos Island (Greece) - Maps - 1528 - Woodcuts
[Map of Kos in the Dodekanesos Islands of the Aegean Sea]. [Venice : Nicolò Zoppino, 1528].
Authors: Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530 -- Zoppino, Nicolò, fl. 1508-1544 -- Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530. Libro di Benedetto Bordon : nel qual si ragiona de tutte l'isole del mondo ... (1528)
1 map ; woodcut ; within printed borders 8 x 14 cm., on sheet 31 x 21 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
"Lango" identified at upper center of the island. Oriented with north at upper right.
In: Bordon, Benedetto. Libro di Benedetto Bordon : nel qual si ragiona de tutte l'isole del mondo ... (Venice : Nicolò Zoppino, 1528), folio LV.
Case folio G 117 .108, folio LV (PrCt)

Kosciusko County (Ind.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners - Maps
Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960--Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)
222 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
1st ed.
'Deluxe edition.'

Kosciusko County, Indiana. [Chicago] : Rand McNally, 1908.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Baker & Co. (Indianapolis, Ind.) -- Chicago Historical Society
1 map ; col. ; 42 x 33 cm.
Hand-stamped 'Baker & Co., Indianapolis.'

Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).
'3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.'
Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).
Includes indexes.
ISBN 1420302167
Local History Ref F532.K8 B69 2006 (NLO)

Kosciusko County (Ind.) - Maps - 1879 - Landowners - Maps
Combination atlas map of Kosciusko County, Indiana. Evansville, Ind. Unigraphic, 1974.
Authors: Kingman Brothers -- Shober & Carqueville -- Kosciusko County Historical Society -- Unigraphic (Evansville, Ind.)
131 p. : ill., maps ; 36 cm.
Reprint of the 1879 ed. published by Kingman Brothers, Chicago.
folio G1403.K6 K5 1974 (NLO)
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Kostajnica (Croatia)

Castanovitivm. [Cologne : s.n.,] 1617 [i.e. ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Rye, Egidius van der, fl. 1573-1617 -- Hoefnagel, Joris, 1542-1601 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : hand col. ; 30 x 53 cm.
Derived from view by Egidius van der Rye; redrawn in 1617 by Joris Hoefnagel; see R.A. Skelton's Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.
Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Cassovia.
In: Braun, Georg and Franz Hogenberg. Civitates orbis terrarum [Cologne: Pieter von Brachel?, ca. 1620] v. 6, plate 31; plate number possibly altered in manuscript.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 6, pl. 31 (PrCt)

Kossuth County (Iowa) - Maps - 1975 - Landowners-Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps
Authors: Directory Service Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (96 p.) : 28 col. maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
Includes index of owners and business directory. Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Scale not given.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Kostajnica (Croatia) - Pictorial works - 1617
Castanovitivm. [Cologne : s.n.,] 1617 [i.e. ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Rye, Egidius van der, fl. 1573-1617 -- Hoefnagel, Joris, 1542-1601 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : hand col. ; 31 x 44 cm.
Based on view by Egidius van der Rye and adapted by Joris Hoefnagel in 1617; see R.A. Skelton's Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.
Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Castanovitivm.
In: Braun, Georg and Franz Hogenberg. Civitates orbis terrarum [Cologne: Pieter von Brachel?, ca. 1620] v. 6, plate 42
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 6, pl. 42 (PrCt)
Kotor, Gulf of (Montenegro) - Maps - 1605
Manuscripts<<>>Dubrovnik (Croatia) SEE Kotor, Gulf of (Montenegro) SEE Kotor (Montenegro)
Kotor (Montenegro) SEE Herceg-Novi (Montenegro) SEE Herceg-Novi (Montenegro) SEE Castelnuovo (Montenegro) SEE Castelnuovo (Montenegro) SEE Herceg-Novi (Montenegro) SEE Herceg-Novi (Montenegro) SEE Herceg-Novi (Montenegro) SEE Herceg-Novi (Montenegro) SEE Herceg-Novi (Montenegro) SEE Herceg-Novi (Montenegro) SEE Herceg-Novi (Montenegro)
Voracco 2F 208 sheet 1 of 3 (PrCt)

Kotor (Montenegro) - Maps - 1689
Authors: Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718 -- Padoani, Domenico, fl. 1689 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718. Citta, fortezze, isole, e porti principale dell' Europa ... (1689) 1 map ; 14 x 32 cm.
In: Coronelli, Vincenzo. Citta, fortezze, isole, e porti principale dell' Europa, in pianti, et in eluatione, descritte, e publicate ad uso dell' Academia cosmografica degli argonauti ([Venice] : Domenico Padoani, 1689) pl. [57]. One of two plates printed on the same sheet, opening [57].
VAULT folio Ayer 135 .C8 1689 pl. 57 (PrCt)

Kotor (Montenegro) - Maps - 1689 - Pictorial works
Authors: Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718 -- Padoani, Domenico, fl. 1689 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718. Citta, fortezze, isole, e porti principale dell' Europa ... (1689) 1 map ; 13 x 17 cm.
In: Coronelli, Vincenzo. Citta, fortezze, isole, e porti principale dell' Europa, in pianti, et in eluatione, descritte, e publicate ad uso dell' Academia cosmografica degli argonauti ([Venice] : Domenico Padoani, 1689) pl. [50]. Engraved plate '105.' One of four plates printed on same sheet, opening [50].
VAULT folio Ayer 135 .C8 1689 pl. 50 (PrCt)

2 leaves ; 28 cm.
Vert 2259, no. 3 (PrCt)

Krałów (Poland) - Maps - 1928
A Little guide-book to the royal residence Cracow and its environs. Cracow [KRAKOW] : Published by the Society for the Promotion of Foreign Travel in Poland, 1928.
Authors: Society for the Promotion of Foreign Travel in Poland -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Cover title: Cracow
"With 36 illustrations, railways, air-ways and one map."
Folded col. map bound in at end with street index on verso.
Advertisements: p. 87-92.
Kraków (Poland) - Maps - Bibliography - Catalogs - 1595-1900


Authors: Odlanicki-Poczobutt, Michal -- Akademia Górniczo-Hutnicza im. S. Staszica w Krakowie 285 p. : maps ; 31 cm.

At head of title: Akademia Górniczo-Hutnicza im. Stanisława Staszica ...

Catalog of 64 maps of Kraków dated 1595-1900; each entry accompanied by reduced photograph.

Summary in English, French, German, and Russian; table of contents also in English, French, German, and Russian.

Bibliography: p. 272-274.

foilo Z6027.P77 K37 1981
LC Card Number: 82118908

Map Ref folio Z6027.P77 K37 1981 (NLO)

Kraków (Poland) - Pictorial works - 1620

Cracovia minoris Poloniae metropolis / Depictum ab Egidio van der Rye, communic. Georgius Houfnaglius. [Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657].

Authors: Rye, Egidius van der, fl. 1573-1617 -- Hoefnagel, Joris, 1542-1601 -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664.

Illustriorvm principumque urbi sunt septentrionalium Europae tabulae [1657] -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Theatrum urbium (1657)

1 view : hand col. ; 36 x 106 cm. on sheet 49 x 109.

Includes references 1-10.

Verso blank.

Followed by letterpress text on next page with title: Cracovia.

Printed on 2 sheets from 2 plates.

Issued in volume 1 of Jansson’s townbook atlases, collectively known as the Theatrum urbium (Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657).


Case oversize G 117 .452, v. 1, [plate 39] (PrCt)

Kraków (Poland) - Pictorial works - 1657

Cracoviae minoris Poloniae metropolis / Depictum ab Egidio van der Rye, communic. Georgius Houfnaglius. [Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657].

Authors: Jollain, F. [Paris] : Se vendent a Paris chez Iollain...

Based on view by Egidius van der Rye and adapted by Joris Hoefnagel in 1617; see R.A. Skelton’s Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.

Includes references A-I, K-O.

Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Cracovia.

In: Jansson, Jan. Illustriorvm principumque urbi sunt septentrionalium Europae tabulae, v. 1, [plate 40].

Issued in volume 1 of Jansson’s townbook atlases, collectively known as the Theatrum urbium (Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657).


Case oversize G 117 .452, v. 1, [plate 40] (PrCt)

Kraków (Poland) - Pictorial works - 1700

Cracovia. [Paris] : Se vendent a Paris chez Iollain rue S. laques a la ville de Cologne, [ca. 1700].

Authors: Jollain, Francis -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 view ; 286 x 496 mm. (neat line), on composite sheet 408 x 579 mm.

Bottom margin includes Latin and French text in 2 columns of 10 lines each.

Apparently printed from 2 plates on 2 sheets.

Manuscript ‘76’ in upper right.

Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

I30 Novacco 4F 186 (PrCt)
41354 Kraków (Poland : Voivodeship) - Boundaries - History, 1257-1945

*Historical alterations of the administrative boundaries of the city of Cracow and its suburbs.*

1981.

Authors: Baka, Władyslaw -- International Conference on the History of Cartography (9th : 1981 : Pisa, Italy, etc.)

4 maps on sheet 30 x 36 cm.

Accompanies abstract of paper presented at IX Int. Conf. on Hist. of Cart., Italy, 1981.

Missing July 2009.

Vert 549, no. 11 (PrCt)


Vert 201, no. 9 (PrCt)

41356 Kremnica (Slovakia) - Maps - 1840 - Pictorial works

*Kremnitz.* [Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, 1840].

Authors: Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846 -- Lea & Blanchard -- Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (1840) 1 view ; 3 x 6 cm.

In: Murray, Hugh. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, successors to Carey & Co.; for George W. Gorton, 1840) v. 2, p. 126.

Wax engraving.

G 11 .607 v. 2, p. 126 (PrCt)

41357 Kremp (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1620

*Crempa Holtsiaie opp. Ioannis Ranzovii eqvit avrat industria mvntiss.* [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].

Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Rantzau, Henrik, 1526-1598 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 view ; hand col. ; 17 x 48 cm.

Forwarded to Braun and Hogenberg by Henrik Rantzau; see R.A. Skelton’s Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.


VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 4, pl. 35 (PrCt)

41358 Krempe (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1657

*Crempa.* [Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657].

Authors: Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664 -- Jansson, landowners.

Verso numbered "No 26" in manuscript.

In: Tirion, Isaa. Nieuwe en beknopte hand-atlas ... (Amsterdam : Isaa Tirion, 1744 [i.e. 1769?]), plate [26].

oversize Ayer 135 .T55 1744, plate [26] (PrCt)
Jan, 1588-1664. Illustriorvm principumque urbium septentrionalium Europae tabulae [1657] -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Theatrum urbiun (1657) 
1 view : hand col.; 17 x 48 cm. 
On same sheet with: Reinholdsvrga. 
Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Crempa 
In: Jansson, Jan. Illustriorvm principumque urbium septentrionalium Europae tabulae, v. 1, [plate 30]. 
Issued in volume 8 in Jansson’s townbook atlases, collectively known as the Theatrum urbiun (Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657). 
Case oversize G 117 .452, v. 1, [plate 30] (PrCt)

41359 
Kreuzberg (Berlin, Germany) - Maps - 1977 
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 
1 v. : 8 plates 
1st ed. 
Condition: Excellent. 
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. 
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

41360 
Kristianstad (Sweden) - Maps - 1700 
Accurata Scaniae, Blekingiae, et Hallandiae descriptio. Amstelodami [Amsterdam] : Frederici de Wit, [ca. 1700?]. 
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Wit, Frederik de. 
Atlas [ca. 1700?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 
1 map : hand col.; 48 x 57 cm. 
Includes northern continuation inset (18 x 16 cm.). 
In: Wit, Frederik de. Atlas (Amsterdam : bij Frederick de Wit in de Calverstraet bij den Dam inde Witte Paskaert. [ca. 1700?]) no. [69]. 
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .W8 A no. [69] (PrCt)

41361 
Krkonoše (Czech Republic and Poland) - Maps - 1876<>Klodzko (Poland : Voivodeship) - Maps - 1876<>Glatz (Germany : Grafschaft) - Maps - 1876 
Riesengebirge und die Grafschaft Glatz. Leipzig : Bibliographisches Institut, 1876. 
Authors: Letzner, D. -- Meyers Reisebücher -- Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 
1 v. : 11 maps 
3rd ed. 
paper 
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. 
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

41362 
Krkonoše (Czech Republic and Poland) - Maps - 1892<>Klodzko (Poland : Voivodeship) - Maps - 1892<>Glatz (Germany : Grafschaft) - Maps - 1892 
Riesengebirge und die Grafschaft Glatz. Leipzig : Bibliographisches Institut, 1892. 
Authors: Letzner, D. -- Meyers Reisebücher -- Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 
1 v. : 9 maps 
8th ed. 
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. 
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

41363 
Krkonoše (Czech Republic and Poland) - Maps - 1897<>Jizera Mountains (Poland and Czech Republic) - Maps - 1897<>Lusatia (Germany) - Maps - 1897 
Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag -- Ebert, Julius -- Goldschmidt, Albert -- Kraatz, Leopold -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 
IV, 233, 24 p. : 4 maps (some folded, some col.); 16 cm. 
Series: Grieben-Reisebücher ; Bd. 18. 
Maps lithographed by Leopold Kraatz. 
Advertisements, 24 p. at end. 
Includes index. 
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library. 
Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 18 (1897) (NLO)

41364 
Krkonoše (Czech Republic and Poland) - Maps - 1901<>Jizera Mountains (Poland and Czech Republic) - Maps - 1901<>Lusatia (Germany) - Maps - 1901 
Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag -- Otto, Dr. -- Goldschmidt, Albert -- Kraatz, Leopold -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 
81, 4 p., [1] leaf of plates : 2 folded maps (some col.); 16 cm. 
Riesengebirge,"
Maps lithographed by Leopold Kraatz.
Advertisements, 4 p. at end.
Includes index.
Series: Griebens Reisebücher ; Bd. 81.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskets G153 .G75 Bd. 81 (1901) (NLO)

Authors: Letzner, D. -- Meyers Reisebücher -- Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 18 maps
13th ed.
paper
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag -- Beck, Siegfried -- Goldschmidt, Albert -- Kraatz, Leopold -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)
Maps lithographed by Leopold Kraatz.
Advertisements, [7]-40 p. at end.
Includes index.
Series: Grieben-Reiseführer ; Bd. 18.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskets G153 .G75 Bd. 18 (1911-1912) (NLO)

Authors: Meyers Reisebücher -- Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 32 maps
17th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Authors: Meyers Reisebücher -- Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 28 maps
19th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

41369 Krkonose (Czech Republic and Poland) - Maps - 1925<<>>Jizera Mountains (Poland and Czech Republic) - Maps - 1925<<>>Lusatia (Germany) - Maps - 1925<<>>Riesengebirge (Czech Republic and Poland) SEE Krkonose (Czech Republic and Poland) Das Riesengebirge : Iser- und Lausitzer Gebirge sowie Waldenburger Gebirge. Berlin : Grieben-Verlag ; A. Goldschmidt, 1925.
Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag -- Goldschmidt, Albert -- Kraatz, Leopold -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)
28. Aufl. [28th ed.]
Cover title: Riesengebirge 1925
'Mit 10 Karten und 4 Panoramen.'
Maps lithographed by Leopold Kraatz.
Imperfect: Folded map at end loose.
Advertisements: 13 p. at end.
Includes index.
Series: Grieben-Reiseführer ; Bd. 18.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskets G153 .G75 Bd. 18 (1925) (NLO)

Authors: Meyers Reisebücher --

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 v. : 20 maps  
1935/6

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.  
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Krkonose (Czech Republic and Poland) - Maps - 1930

[Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)]

1 v. : 7 maps

Krkonoše (Czech Republic and Poland) - Maps - 1935

(Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig)  
1 v. : 26 maps  
22nd ed.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.  
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Krkonose (Czech Republic and Poland) - Pictorial works - 1820

[Crosno (Krosno, Poland)]

[Crosno. [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620]].

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.  
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Kungliga Biblioteket (Sweden) - Map Collections

Some notes on The Royal Library maps and prints collection. 1990.

Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Edward E. Ayer

Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : hand col. ; 13 x 46 cm.
On same sheet with: Posnania : elegans Poloniae in finibus Silesiae ciuitas.
Includes references 1-5.
Latin letterpress text on verso under titles: Posnania -- Croso.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 6, pl. 46 (PrCt)

41377 Krosno (Krosno, Poland) - Pictorial works - 1657
Krosno. [Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657] [Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657].
Authors: Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664 -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Illustriorvm principiumque urbiwm septentrionalium Europae tabulae [1657] -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Theatrum urbiwm (1657)
1 view : hand col. ; 13 x 46 cm.
On same sheet with: Posnania : elegans Poloniae in finibus Silesiae ciuitas.
Includes references 1-5.
Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Posnania.
In: Jansson, Jan. Illustriorvm principiumque urbiwm septentrionalium Europae tabulae, v. 1, [plate 43].
Issued in volume1 of 8 in Jansson's townbook atlases, collectively known as the Theatrum urbiwm (Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657).
References: Krogt, Peter van der. Koeman's urbium (Aatlases, collectively known as the Theatrum urbium septentrionalium Europae tabulae, v. 1, [plate 43]).
In: Jansson, Jan. Illustriorvm principiumque urbiwm septentrionalium Europae tabulae, v. 1, [plate 43].
Issue number 1 of 8 in Jansson's townbook atlases, collectively known as the Theatrum urbiwm (Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657).
References: Krogt, Peter van der. Koeman's urbium (Aatlases, collectively known as the Theatrum urbium septentrionalium Europae tabulae, v. 1, [plate 43]).

Case oversize G 117 .452, v. 1, [plate 43] (PrCt)

41378 Kulmbach Region (Germany) - Maps - 1716 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Plassenburg (Germany) - Maps - 1716 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles (Germany)

Authors: Dülp, Johann Georg, 1684-1722 -- Vollet, Hans -- Staatsarchiv Bamberg -- Kulturreferat der Stadt Kulmbach
1 map : col. ; 41 x 60 cm.
Facsimile of original manuscript map of 1716 in the Staatsarchiv Bamberg.
Accompanied by one page of text by Hans Vollet (see Information File).
map4F G6299.K9 1716 D8 1985 (PrCt)

41379 Kungliga Biblioteket (Sweden) - Map Collections

Some notes on The Royal Library maps and prints collection. 1990.

Authors: Kungligene Biblioteket (Sweden)
1 leaf ; 30 cm.
BHC 2254
Vert 1812 (PrCt)

41380 Kungliga Biblioteket (Sweden) - Map collections - Catalogs - German cartography

Gamla tyska kartor i Kungl. biblioteket. [Lund, etc. Scandinavian University Press, etc., 1914].
Authors: Dahlgren, E. W. (Erik Wilhelm), 1848-1934 -- Kungliga Biblioteket (Sweden) -- Nordisk tidskrift för bok- och biblioteksväsen (1914)
p. 103-132 ; 26 cm.

41381 Kuopio (Finland) - Maps - 1861
Kuopion läänin karta. 1. osa. Savon ja Hämeeenmaa. Toimittiv G. Thilén, 1852-1856. [Helsinki, Finland : R. Polénin ja k:n, 1861] [Helsinki, Finland : R. Polénin ja k:n, 1861].
Authors: Thilén, G. -- Polénin, R.
1 map ; 86 x 64 cm., folded to 24 x 18 cm. in slip case. 24 x 19 cm.
Series: Suomalaisen kirjallisuuden seuran toimituksia. 22. osa.
Bonaparte 251 (NLO)

41382 Kuranda (Qld.) - Ethnology - 1990 - Tjapukai Aboriginal Dance Theatre - 1990
Tjapukai : Aboriginal dance theatre. Kuranda : Tjapukai Aboriginal Dance Theatre, etc. [ca.1990s].
Authors: Tjapukai Aboriginal Dance Theatre, etc. 1990

Travel Vertical File G8964 .K88E1 1990 .T5 (PrCt)

41383 Kurdistan (Iran and Iraq) - Maps - 1846 - Missions - Asia - Maps - 1846
Country of the Nestorians. Boston, 1846. [Boston, 1846].
Authors: American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions -- American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions. Maps and illustrations of the missions (1846) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 11 x 19 cm.
In: American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions. Maps and illustrations of the missions ([Boston? : American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions?], 1846). Forms pl. 16 of a collection of wax-engraved maps, apparently detached from assorted Board publications, and bound together as a separate atlas. Added letterpress title from right margin: Mission to the
Kuril Islands (Russia) - Pictorial works - 1798


Authors: Neele -- Stockdale, John, 1749?-1814 -- La Pérouse, Jean-François de Galaup, comte de, 1741-1788. The Voyage of La Pérouse round the world, in the years 1785, 1786, 1787, and 1788 ... (1798) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library).
1 view ; 10 x 21 cm.

London. Published August 29th 1798, by I. Stockdale, Piccadilly.

In La Pérouse, Jean-François de Galaup, comte de. The Voyage of La Pérouse round the world, in the years 1785, 1786, 1787, and 1788 ... (London : J. Stockdale, 1798) v. 2, between p. 92-93.

Duplicate copy: Ayer 123.L17 1798a

Graff 2397 v. 2, between p. 92-93 (PrCt)

---

Kuroshio - Maps - 1854


Chart of the Kuro Siwo or Japan Stream of the Pacific : analogous to the Gulf Stream of the Atlantic, as investigated by the officers of the U.S. Japan Expedition in 1854. [New York ; London : D. Appleton and Co. ; Trubner & Co., 1856].

Authors: United States Naval Expedition to Japan (1852-1854) -- Perry, Matthew Calbraith, 1794-1858 -- Perry, Matthew Calbraith, 1794-1858. Narrative of the expedition of an American squadron to the China seas and Japan (1856) -- Hawks, Francis L. (Francis Lister), 1798-1866 -- D. Appleton and Company -- Trübner & Co.
1 map ; 22 x 30 cm., on sheet folded to 25 x 16 cm.

Shows route of the Kuroshio and other North Pacific Ocean currents.
Scale approximately 1:38,200,000
Coordinates: (E 113°-W 135°/N 60°--S 10°).
Accompanying description by the editor Francis L. Hawk on pages 495-497.
Prime meridian: Greenwich.
Mercator projection.

Also available online via National Library of Australia website:

In: Perry, Matthew Calbraith. Narrative of the expedition of an American squadron to the China seas and Japan : performed in the years 1852, 1853, and 1854 / compiled ... by Francis L. Hawks (New York : D. Appleton and Co. ; London : Trübner & Co., 1856), opposite page 495.

Case DS809 .P45 1856, opposite page 495 (NLO)

---

Kuruman Region (South Africa) - Maps - 1836

Road maps - Ottoshoop Region (South Africa) - Maps - 1836 - Road maps - Northern Cape (South Africa) - Maps - 1836 - Road maps - South Africa - Maps - 1836 - Road maps - Venable, Mr. - Travel, 1836 - Maps - Mosika Region (South Africa) SEE Ottoshoop Region (South Africa) - Mosega Region (South Africa) SEE Ottoshoop Region (South Africa) - Road maps

Map of the road from Kuruman to Mosika / Devereux sc. [Boston : s.n., 1836].

Authors: Devereux -- Venable, Mr. -- American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions -- Missionary Herald (Boston, Mass.) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map ; 19 x 11 cm.

'The map below gives ... names of the more important stopping places, rivers, etc.'

In Venable, Mr. 'Journal of Mr. Venable from Kuruman to Moselekatsi's country' in American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions. The Missionary Herald v. 33, no. 6 (June 1837), p. [237]
References: Graff 2827 (sold as Newberry duplicate).

Ayer 1 .M45 v. 33, no. 6 (June 1837), p. [237] (PrCt)

---

Kvarner Islands (Croatia) - Maps - 1528

Kvarner (Croatia) - Maps - 1528 - Kvarner Gulf (Croatia) SEE Kvarner (Croatia) - Gulf of Kvarner (Croatia) SEE Kvarner (Croatia) - Woodcuts

[Map of the Kvarner Islands and the Kvarner Gulf, Croatia]. [Venice : Nicolò Zoppino, 1528].

Authors: Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530 -- Zoppino, Nicolò, fl. 1508-1544 -- Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530. Libro di Benedetto Bordone : nel qual si ragiona de tutte l'isole del mondo ... (1528)
2 maps : woodcut ; within printed borders 13 x 33 cm., on sheet 31 x 41 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
"Parte de Schiavonia" prominently identified.
Oriented with north at upper right.

In: Bordon, Benedetto. Libro di Benedetto Bordone : nel qual si ragiona de tutte l'isole del mondo ... (Venice : Nicolò Zoppino, 1528), folio XXIX.


Case folio G 117.108, folio XXIX (PrCt)
Kyklades (Greece) - Maps - 1528
Paros Island (Greece) - Maps - 1528
Antiparos Island (Greece) - Maps - 1528
Despotiko Island (Greece) - Maps - 1528
Paros Island (Greece) SEE Paros Island
Antiparos Island (Greece) SEE Antiparos Island
Despotiko Island (Greece) SEE Despotiko Island

Maps [Map of Paros, Antiparos and Despotiko in the Kyklades Islands of the Aegean Sea]. [Venice: Nicolò Zoppino, 1528].
Authors: Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530 -- Zoppino, Nicolò, fl. 1508-1544 -- Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530. Libro di Benedetto Bordon: nel qual si ragiona de tutte l’isole del mondo ... (1528)
1 map: woodcut; within printed borders 8 x 14 cm., on sheet 31 x 21 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Identifies "Pario", "Antipario" and "Irochi." Oriented with north at upper right.
In: Bordon, Benedetto. Libro di Benedetto Bordon: nel qual si ragiona de tutte l’isole del mondo ... (1528)
In: Bordon, Benedetto. Libro di Benedetto Bordon: nel qual si ragiona de tutte l’isole del mondo ... (1528)

Case folio G 117 .108, folio XLVI (PrCt)

Kyklades (Greece) - Maps - 1528
Iraklia Island (Greece) - Maps - 1528
Heraclia Island (Greece) SEE Iraklia Island

Maps [Map of Iraklia and adjacent islands in the Kyklades Islands of the Aegean Sea]. [Venice: Nicolò Zoppino, 1528].
Authors: Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530 -- Zoppino, Nicolò, fl. 1508-1544 -- Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530. Libro di Benedetto Bordon: nel qual si ragiona de tutte l’isole del mondo ... (1528)
1 map: woodcut; within printed borders 8 x 14 cm., on sheet 31 x 21 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Identifies "Secussa", "Semussa", "Heraclia", "Chiero" and "Pyra."
In: Bordon, Benedetto. Libro di Benedetto Bordon: nel qual si ragiona de tutte l’isole del mondo ... (1528)

Case folio G 117 .108, folio XLVI (PrCt)

Kyklades (Greece) - Maps - 1528
Kínaros Island (Greece) - Maps - 1528
Levitha Island (Greece) - Maps - 1528
Zinara Island (Greece) SEE Kínaros Island
Levitha Island (Greece) SEE Kínaros Island

Maps [Map of Kínaros and Levitha in the Kyklades Islands of the Aegean Sea]. [Venice: Nicolò Zoppino, 1528].
Authors: Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530 -- Zoppino, Nicolò, fl. 1508-1544 -- Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530. Libro di Benedetto Bordon: nel qual si ragiona de tutte l’isole del mondo ... (1528)
1 map: woodcut; within printed borders 8 x 14 cm., on sheet 31 x 21 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.

Case folio G 117 .108, folio XLVI (PrCt)
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

VAULT Baskes folio G1955.C3 1574, [plate 29] (PrCt)

41395 Kythera Island (Greece) - Maps - 1689


Authors: Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718 -- Padoani, Domenico, fl. 1689 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718. Citta, fortezze, isole, e porti principale dell' Europa ... (1689) 1 map ; 27 x 46 cm.


VAULT folio Ayer 135 .C8 1689 pl. 82 (PrCt)

41396 Kythnos Island (Greece) - Maps - 1528<<>>Kythnos Island (Greece) SEE Kythnos Island (Greece) - Woodcuts

[Map of Kythnos Island in the Kyklades of the southern Aegean Sea]. [Venice : Nicolò Zoppino, 1528].

Authors: Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530 -- Zoppino, Nicolò, fl. 1508-1544 -- Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530. Libro di Benedetto Bordone : nel qual si ragiona de tutte l'isole del mondo ... (1528) 1 map : woodcut ; within printed borders 8 x 14 cm., on sheet 31 x 21 cm.

Title supplied by cataloger.

"Kythnos" identified at center right of the island.

Oriented with north at upper left.

In: Bordon, Benedetto. Libro di Benedetto Bordone : nel qual si ragiona de tutte l'isole del mondo ... (Venice : Nicolò Zoppino, 1528), folio XLII.


Case folio G 117 .108, folio XLII (PrCt)

41397 Labrador (N.L.) - Coasts - Maps - 1862<<>>Harmony

(ship)<<>>Labrador (Nfld.) SEE Labrador (N.L.)

Chart of the coast of Labrador / sketched for the use of the Captain of the Harmony by L.T. Reichel, 1862. [S.I. s.n., 1931?].

Authors: Reichel, Levin Theodore, 1812-1878 -- Brethren's Society for the Furtherance of the Gospel among the Heathen -- Kraatz, Leopold -- Society for the Furtherance of the Gospel among the Heathen SEE Brethren's Society for the
Furtherance of the Gospel among the Heathen
1 map : blueprint ; 61 x 49 cm.
Facsimile of original published Berlin: Lith. Anst.
V. Leopold Kraatz, [1862?].
Covers from Sugviluit, a bay north of Nuvukulluk,
to Byron Bay just below Cape Webuck.
Relief shown by hachures.
In lower left: Table of Bearings and Distances
mostly from Notes & Observations of Capt.
White.
Shows mission stations and trading stations by
symbol.
The 'Harmony,' built in 1861, was used for the
annual visits by Moravian missionaries under the
auspices of the Brethren's Society for the
Furtherance of the Gospel among the Heathen;
the track of the ship is indicated by a dashed line.
Coastal views around the title: Nennoktut near
Hebron. -- The Hare. -- The Gull. -- Ikkerasak,
cape Mugford, Klikertaksoak. -- Kinqiktuk. -- The
Saddle.
A hand-drawn facsimile, presumably copied from
the original acquired by the Royal Geographical
Reference: Alberta Auringer Wood,
Newfoundland and Labrador Map Bibliography
Acc. no. 2008021550.
map4F G3611 .P5 1862 .R4 1931 (NLO)

Lac qui Parle County (Minn. : 1871- ) - Maps -
1800-1899 - Landowners<<>>Counties -
Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
Family maps of Lac qui Parle County, Minnesota :
with homesteads, roads, waterways, towns,
cemeteries, railroads, and more / by Gregory A.
Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960--
Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)
306 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
1st ed.
'Deluxe edition.'
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or
similar land patents, as recorded on the database
of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal
Bureau of Land Management
(www.glorecords.blm.gov).
'3 maps per township: homesteads & other land
patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.'
Includes maps showing county location within
state, surrounding counties, congressional
townships within the county, cities and towns
within the county, and county cemeteries. There
is also an index of surnames for county patents
(with parcel-counts for each surname), and a
surname/township index (with parcel-counts for
each surname by township).
Includes indexes.
Series: Family maps
ISBN 1420306715 ; 9781420306712
Local History Ref F612.L2 B69 2007 (NLO)

Labrador (N.L.) - Maps - 1786 - Coasts -
Nautical charts<<>>Nautical charts - Labrador
(N.L.) - 1786 - Coasts<<>>Cape Bluff (N.L.) -
Maps - 1786 - Nautical charts<<>>Nautical
charts - Cape Bluff (N.L.) - 1786<<>>Petty
Harbour (N.L.) - Maps - 1786 - Nautical
charts<<>>Nautical charts - Petty Harbour
(N.L.) - 1786<<>>Charlotte Harbour (N.L.) -
Maps - 1786 - Nautical charts<<>>Nautical
charts - Charlotte Harbour (N.L.) -
1786<<>>Wall maps<<>>Nautical charts
A Chart of part of the coast of Labrador, from
the straights of Bell Isle, to Cape Bluff / surveyed
by Joseph Gilbert in 1767, and engraved by
Thomas Jefferys ... London : Published by
permission of the Right Honourable the Lords
Commissioners of the Admiralty ; printed for
Robert Sayer, 53 Fleet Street, 1 Augt. 1786.
Authors: Gilbert, Joseph, fl. 1769-1799 --
Jefferys, Thomas, -1771 -- Great Britain.
Admiralty -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Laurie &
Whittle. The North American pilot for
Newfoundland, Labrador, the Gulf and River St.
Laurence ... (1794) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map ; 54 x 45 cm.
Insets (8 x 15 cm. and 15 x 15 cm.): Petty
Harbour -- The Three harbours of Sophia
Charlotte and Mecklenburg.
In: Robert Laurie and James Whittle. The North
American pilot for Newfoundland, Labrador, the
Gulf and River St. Laurence ... (London : Printed
and published by Robert Laurie and James
Whittle ... successors to the late Mr. Robert
Sayer, 1794), map 18.
Printed plate no. "XVIII" at upper right ; "18" on
verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1186.P5 .C6 1794, map 18
(PrcT)
Township maps: 1 1/2 in. to 1 mile. Includes index and maps of Minnesota and the United States. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Phillips 4793; LeGear. Atlases of the United States, 1953

LC Card Number 2005633546

Baskes oversize G4143.L2G46 1913 .W43 (NLO)

41404 Lafayette County (Wis.) - Maps - 1874 - Landowners<->Counties - Maps<->Landowners - Maps


1 atlas; 28 cm.

Reprint of original published Madison, Wisc.: Harrison & Warner, 1874.

Reprint of original published Madison, Wisc.: Harrison & Warner, 1874.

Reprint of original published Madison, Wisc.: Harrison & Warner, 1874.

Reprint of original published Madison, Wisc.: Harrison & Warner, 1874.

Reprint of original published Madison, Wisc.: Harrison & Warner, 1874.

Reprint of original published Madison, Wisc.: Harrison & Warner, 1874.

Reprint of original published Madison, Wisc.: Harrison & Warner, 1874.

Reprint of original published Madison, Wisc.: Harrison & Warner, 1874.

Reprint of original published Madison, Wisc.: Harrison & Warner, 1874.

Reprint of original published Madison, Wisc.: Harrison & Warner, 1874.

Reprint of original published Madison, Wisc.: Harrison & Warner, 1874.

Reprint of original published Madison, Wisc.: Harrison & Warner, 1874.


Authors: Boswell, Roy V., 1894-

Typescript sale catalog.

Newberry holdings not verified (Pr Ct)


Authors: Shiras, Winfield

P. 55-60


Also a photocopy: Vert 174.

Z 584 .991, v. 9, p. 55-60 (Pr Ct)


Authors: Shiras, Winfield -- Yale University Library Gazette (1935) -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library)

Pp. 55-60

In: Yale University Library Gazette, no. 3 (January 1935): 55-60.

Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection.

Vert 174 (Pr Ct)


Authors: Destombes, Marcel, 1901-1983

42 p.; 28 cm.

Includes indexes.

Series: Nouvelles de l'estampe ; 1970, no 5

Formerly lower case g 10 .227

Map Ref folio GA863.5.L3 D4 1970 (NLO)


Authors: Destombes, Marcel, 1901-1983

42 p.; 28 cm.

Includes indexes.

Series: Nouvelles de l'estampe ; 1970, no 5

Formerly lower case g 10 .227

Map Ref folio GA863.5.L3 D4 1970 (NLO)
national de la gravure française, 1970.
Authors: Destombes, Marcel, 1905-1983
42 p. ; 28 cm.
Photocopy.
Includes indexes.
Series: Nouvelles de l’estampe ; 1970, no 5
Vert 1330, no. 2 (PrCt)

4141 Laforté, Antoine, 1512-1577. Speculum Romanae magnificientiae - Bibliography - 1500-1599 - Maps - Bibliography
Authors: Christie's Paris -- Christie's Paris.
Important livres anciens, livres d'artistes et manuscrits (9 juin 2006) -- Newberry Library
Antiquarian Catalog Collection
p. 96-147 : 106 maps ; 27 cm.
Descriptions of 106 lots of 16th-century Italian printed maps of the Lafrieri type.
In: Christie's Paris, Important livres anciens, livres d'artistes et manuscrits, 9 juin 2006 (sale catalog 5324), pp. 96-147.
Forms part of the Newberry Library Antiquarian Catalog Collection.
Newberry Library Rare Book Catalog Collection (PrCt)

4141 Laforté, Antoine, 1512-1577. Speculum Romanae magnificientiae - Bibliography - Catalogs
Bertelli, Ferando - Bibliography - Catalogs
The "Speculum Romanae magnificientiae" of Antonio Lafrieri : a monument of the Renaissance, together with a description of a Bertelli collection of maps; offered for sale by Bernard Quaritch. London : [Printed by Strangeways and Sons, 1925?].
Authors: Bernard Quaritch (Firm) -- Quaritch (Bernard), firm, London SEE Bernard Quaritch (Firm)
Cover title.
Formerly Z6022 .Q2
Map Ref Z6022 .Q2 (NLO)

4141 Laforté, Antoine, 1512-1577. Speculum Romanae magnificientiae - Bibliography - Catalogs
Rome (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1500-1599 Exhibitions - Rome (Italy) - Buildings, structures, etc. - Exhibitions
The Virtual tourist in Renaissance Rome : printing and collecting the Speculum romanae magnificientiae / Rebecca Zorach with contributions by Nina Dubin ... [et al.]. Chicago : Joseph Regenstein Library, 2008.
Authors: Zorach, Rebecca, 1969- -- University of Chicago. Library. Special Collections Research Center -- Newberry Library. John M. Wing Foundation
184 p. : ill. ; 28 cm.
Catalog of an exhibition held September 24, 2007-February 11, 2008, Special Collections Research Center, University of Chicago Library.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 173-184).
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.
ISBN 9780943056371
Wing folio DG62.5 .L23 Z673 2008 (NLO)

Photocopy.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Vert 281 (PrCt)

4143 Laforté, Antoine, 1512-1577. Speculum Romanae magnificientiae - Bibliography - Catalogs
University of Chicago. Library - Map collections - Bibliography - Catalogs
A Descriptive catalogue of engravings from the University of Chicago Library’s Speculum romanae magnificientiae / compiled by the staff of the Department of Special Collections. Chicago : University of Chicago Library, Dept. of Special Collections, 1973.
Authors: University of Chicago. Library. Dept. of Special Collections
1 v. (unfoliated) ; 28 cm.
"This catalog describes a collection of 994 engravings of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries plus a few of the eighteenth century" --Leaf [5].
Photocopy.
folio DG62.5 .D47 1973a (NLO)

4144 Laforté, Antoine, 1512-1577. Speculum Romanae magnificientiae - Exhibitions - Architecture - Italy - Rome
Engraving, Italian - 1500-1599 - Exhibitions - Rome (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1500-1599 Exhibitions - Rome (Italy) - Buildings, structures, etc. - Exhibitions
The Virtual tourist in Renaissance Rome : printing and collecting the Speculum romanae magnificiantea / Rebecca Zorach with contributions by Nina Dubin ... [et al.]. Chicago : Joseph Regenstein Library, 2008.
Authors: Zorach, Rebecca, 1969- -- University of Chicago. Library. Special Collections Research Center -- Newberry Library. John M. Wing Foundation
184 p. : ill. ; 28 cm.
Catalog of an exhibition held September 24, 2007-February 11, 2008, Special Collections Research Center, University of Chicago Library.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 173-184).
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.
ISBN 9780943056371
Wing folio DG62.5 .L23 Z673 2008 (NLO)
LaGrange County (Ind.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps
1st ed.
"Deluxe edition."
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents purchased in the past, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).
"3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads." Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).
Includes indexes.
Series: Family maps
ISBN 1420320416 ; 9781420320411
Local History Ref F532.L17 B69 2012 (NLO)

LaGrange County (Ind.) - Maps - 1864 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Microfiche 583, no. 155 (PrCt)

LaGrange County (Ind.) - Maps - 1874 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps
An Illustrated historical atlas of La Grange County, Indiana / map work of townships and plats made by S.W. and P.A. Durant ... [et al.]. Chicago : Andreas & Baskin, 1874.
Authors: Andreas & Baskin -- Durant, Samuel W. -- Durant, Pliny A. -- Durant, S. W. & P. A., firm, civil engineers, St. Charles, Ill.
1 atlas (69 p.) : maps, ill. ; 44 cm.
"Map work of townships and plats made by S.W. & P.A. Durant."
oversize F 89547.43 (NLO)

LaGrange County (Ind.) - Maps - 1893 - Land ownership - Counties - Maps
Authors: Lagrange Pub. oversize F 89547.42 (NLO)

LaGrange County (Ind.) - Maps - 1908 - Lagrange County (Ind.) SEE LaGrange County (Ind.) - Maps - 1933 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps
Authors: Murray, Harold E. -- Journal Publishing Company (Sturgis, Mich.) -- Shepardson Abstract Office (LaGrange, Ind.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([62] p.) : 27 maps, ill. ; 27 x 31 cm.
Date on t.p. added in ink.
'The Journal Publishing Company, Sturgis, Michigan.'
Scales differ.
Includes advertisements, lists of public officials, and property owners by township, and index. Most sheets have rubber stamp 'From Shepardson Abstract Office, LaGrange, Indiana.' Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1403.L2 M87 1933 (NLO)

LaGrange County (Ind.) - Maps - 1933 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps
Authors: Murray, Harold E. -- Journal Publishing Company (Sturgis, Mich.) -- Shepardson Abstract Office (LaGrange, Ind.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([62] p.) : 27 maps, ill. ; 27 x 31 cm.
Date on t.p. added in ink.
'The Journal Publishing Company, Sturgis, Michigan.'
Scales differ.
Includes advertisements, lists of public officials, and property owners by township, and index. Most sheets have rubber stamp 'From Shepardson Abstract Office, LaGrange, Indiana.' Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1403.L2 M87 1933 (NLO)
County, Ind.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([40] p.) : ill., 14 maps ; 28 cm.
'Sponsored by the LaGrange County Home Economics Club.'
Cover title.
Scale not given.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Phillips 12838.
**Baskes folio G4093.L2G46 1951 .R58 (NLO)**

41422 Lahave (N.S.) - Maps - 1744 - Harbors
Authors: Bellin, Jacques Nicolas, 1703-1772 --
Heuillard, Guillaume d', d. ca. 1770 -- Charlevoix,
Pierre-François-Xavier de, 1682-1761 -- Giffart,
Pierre François, b. 1677 -- Charlevoix,
Pierre-François-Xavier de, 1682-1761. Histoire et
description generale de la Nouvelle France
(1744) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western
Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 20 x 29 cm.
In Charlevoix, Pierre-François-Xavier de. Histoire et
description generale de la Nouvelle France
Scale [ca. 1:48,775].
Relief shown by hachures; soundings in fathoms.
Oriented with north at right.
Numbered 5 in lower left margin.
**Graff 650 v. 2, opp. p. 342 (PrCt)**

41423 Lahontan, Louis Armand de Lom d'Arce,
baron de, 1666-1716<<<Minnesota -
Discovery and exploration
Lahontan in Minnesota. [Saint Paul : Minnesota
Historical Society, 1933].
Authors: Leacock, Stephen, 1869-1944 --
Minnesota history -- Leacock, Stephen Butler,
1869-1944 SEE Leacock, Stephen, 1869-1944
p. 366-377 : plates
Minnesota history 14 (1933): 367-377 : plates
**F 911 .583, v. 14, p. 367-377 (PrCt)**

41424 Laicksteen, Peter, 16th cent.<<<Laienstein,
Petrus, 16th cent. SEE Laiesteen, Peter, 16th cent.<<<Laiestin,
Petrus, 16th cent. SEE Laiestin, Peter, 16th cent. SEE
Laickstein, Peter, 16th cent.<<<Larcksteen,
Petrus, 16th cent. SEE Laiestin, Peter, 16th cent.<<<Lacksteyn,
Petrus, 16th cent. SEE
Laicksten, Peter, 16th cent.
[Notes on Peter Laicksteen]. [Chicago, 198-?].
Authors: Karrow, Robert W.
1 file folder ; 25 x 30 cm.
Bibliographical notes and drafts used in the
preparation of the chapter on Peter Laicksten in:
Karrow, Mapmakers of the sixteenth century and
their maps (1993).
**Vert 3115 (PrCt)**

41425 Lake (Cook County, Ill. : Township) - Maps -
1917-1925 - Real property<<<Chicago (Ill.) -
Maps - 1917-1925 - Real property<<<Atlases
- Lake (Cook County, Ill. : Township) -
1917-1925<<<Real property - Lake (Cook
County, Ill. : Township) - Maps -
1917-1925<<<Real property - Chicago (Ill.) -
Maps - 1917-1925
Real Estate Map Publishing Co's atlas of Lake :
39th to 87th : State St. to Crawford [i.e. Cicero]
Ave. Chicago : Real Estate Map Publishing
Company, 1917.
Authors: Real Estate Map Publishing Co. --
Milner, J. -- Goonder, Seth M. -- Greeley, Morris L.
-- Barney, L. J. -- Greeley-Howard-Norlin Co. --
Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry
Library)
1 atlas (2 v. in 1 (36, 36 p.)) : maps (some col.) ;
76 cm.
Includes updates for 1923-1925.
Cover title: Lake.
At head of title: J. Milner; Seth M. Goonder.
'Showing subdivisions, dedications and vacations
of streets and alleys with complete marginal
notes pertaining thereto, house numbers,
schools, railroads, and stations, elevated
railroads and stations, street railways, parks,
boulevards and other general information;
compiled and corrected to date from surveyors
notes, original plats and deeds, or authentic
copies thereof through courtesy of Mr. Morris L.
Greeley and Greeley-Howard-Norlin Co.,
surveyors; Real Estate Map Publishing
Company; L.J. Barney, draughtsman.'
Blueprint laid in.
Vol. 2 includes index of subdivisions.
Scale [1:2400]. 1 in.=2
76 cm.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library).
**oversize G1408.C7 .R43 1917 (NLO)**

41426 Lake (Cook County, Ill. : Township) - Maps -
1917 - Real property<<<Chicago (Ill.) - Maps -
1917 - Real property<<<Lakeview (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps -
1917 - Real property<<<Rogers Park (Chicago, Ill.) -
Maps - 1917 - Real property<<<West Rogers Park (Chicago, Ill.)
- Maps - 1917 - Real property<<<West Town
(Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1917 - Real property<<<West Ridge
(Chicago, Ill.) SEE West Rogers Park

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Land ownership maps on microfiche:
Lake County (Calif.)

1 map : on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 2 parts, 25 x 32 in. and 29.5 x 32 in. Scale 1:80,000.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:

Microfiche 583, no. 21 (PrCt)

41429 Lake County (Fla.) - Maps - 1982 - Landowners<<Counties - Maps<<Landowners - Maps

Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (50 p.) : maps (1 col.) ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
Includes index to owners and business directory.
Scale [1:50,688]. 1 1/4 in. = 1 mile.
Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 84675622
Baskes folio G3933.L3G46 1982 .R58 (NLO)

41430 Lake County (Fla.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps<<Summer County (Fla.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps<<Road maps<<Counties - Maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- NAVTEQ (Firm) -- Rand McNally and Company.
Street guide -- Rand McNally and Company.
StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
"1st edition" -- front cover
"$15.95" -- back cover
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528859447
RMcN StrFdr 2007.L352 (PrCt)

41431 Lake County (Ill.) - Aerial photographs - 1970 <<McHenry County (Ill.) - Aerial photographs - 1970 <<Kane County (Ill.) - Aerial photographs - 1970<<Cook County (Ill.) - Aerial photographs - 1970<<<<Chicago Region (Ill.) - Aerial photographs - 1970<<<<Aerial photographs - Chicago Region (Ill.) - 1970<<<<Wall maps

Authors: Northeastern Illinois Planning Commission -- Chicago Aerial Survey -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library) --

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)
Lake County (Ill.) - Maps - 1873 - Landowners - Maps - 1873 - Counties - Maps

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 4 parts; 2 are 25 x 18 in. each and 2 are 24 x 18 in. each. Scale 1:48,500.
Originally published 1861.

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Microfiche 583, no. 122 (PrCt)

1807 - Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
1929 - Lake County (Ill.) - Maps - 1929 - Landowners - Lake County (Ill.) - Maps - 1929 - Backcountry routes
SEE Trails - Bridle paths SEE Trails - Foot paths SEE Trails

41438 Lake County (Ill.) - Maps - 1973 - Road maps - Counties - Maps
Authors: Creative Sales Corp. -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 80 x 74 cm., on sheet 95 x 68 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Printers proof; verso blank.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
map4F G4103.L2E63 1929 A5 (PrCt)

41439 Lake County (Ill.) - Maps - 1973 - Road maps - Counties - Maps
Authors: Creative Sales Corp. -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 80 x 63 cm., on sheet 95 x 68 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Printers proof; street index on verso.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
map4F G4103.L2P2 1973 C7a (PrCt)

41440 Lake County (Ill.) - Maps - 1973 - Road maps - Wall maps - Road maps - Counties - Maps
Authors: Creative Sales Corp. -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 69 x 135 cm., on sheet 89 x 124 cm.
Panel title.
Eastern and western sections of the map printed back-to-back on one sheet.
Printers proof; printed on same sheet with: Northwest Chicago suburban map.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
map6F G4103.C7P2 1973 C7a (PrCt)

41441 Lake County (Ill.) - Maps - 1995 - Road maps - McHenry County (Ill.) - Maps - 1995 - Road maps - Atlases - Lake County (Ill.) - Atlases - McHenry County (Ill.) - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (80, 64 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
"New updated edition."
$15.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
ISBN 052891331X
RMcN StrFdr 1995 L353 (PrCt)
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
ISBN 0528969404
RMcN StrFdr 1998 .L353 (PrCt)

1 atlas (80, 64 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
"New updated edition."
$15.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
ISBN 0528972294
RMcN StrFdr 1998 .L353 (PrCt)

1 atlas (80, 64 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
"New updated edition."
$15.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
ISBN 0528972294
RMcN StrFdr 1998 .L353 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (85, 58 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Date on cover: 2002.
$17.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
ISBN 0528992821
RMcN StrFdr 2002 .L353 (PrCt)

1 atlas (85, 52 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Date on cover: 2002.
$17.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
ISBN 0528992821
RMcN StrFdr 2002 .L353 (PrCt)

1 atlas (85, 58 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Date on cover: 2003.
$17.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
ISBN 0528992236
RMcN StrFdr 2003 .L353 (PrCt)

41449 Lake County (Ill.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps<>>>McHenry County (Ill.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps<>>>Atlases - Lake County (Ill.) -
2004<<>>Atlases - McHenry County (Ill.) - 2004<<>>Road maps<<>>Counties - Maps
1 atlas (A-I, 2345-2758, 77 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm. +1 CD-ROM.
Accompanied by CD-ROM disc with title: 2004 street guide: Chicago 7-County.
$19.95
Uniform titles: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
ISBN 0-528-99900-1
RMcN StrFdr 2004 .L353 (PrCt)

41452 Lake County (Ill.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps<<>>McHenry County (Ill.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps<<>>Atlases - Lake County (Ill.) - 2007<<>>Atlases - McHenry County (Ill.) - 2007<<>>Road maps<<>>Counties - Maps
1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm. "$19.95" -- back cover
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
ISBN 0528859757
RMcN StrFdr 2007 .L353 (PrCt)

41453 Lake County (Ill.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps<<>>McHenry County (Ill.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps<<>>Atlases - Lake County (Ill.) - 2008<<>>Atlases - McHenry County (Ill.) - 2008<<>>Road maps<<>>Counties - Maps
1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm. "$19.95" -- back cover
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
ISBN 0528860852
RMcN StrFdr 2008 .L353 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
2009>Road maps>Counties - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- NAVTEQ (Firm) -- Rand McNally and Company.
Street guide -- Rand McNally and Company.
StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
"57th edition" -- front cover
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
"$19.95" -- back cover
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
ISBN 0528874314.
RMcN StrFdr 2009 .L353 (PrCt)

41458 Lake County (Ind.) - Maps - 1968 -
Landowners>Counties - Maps
Maps>Landowners - Maps
1968 township maps, Lake County, Indiana showing ownerships / prepared by Lake County Surveyor Steve W. Manich. [Crown Point, Ind.? Lake County Surveyor's Office?], 1968.
Authors: Lake County (Ind.). Surveyor -- Manich, Steve W. -- McClendon, Dennis
1 atlas ([1] p. : all maps) ; 58 x 48 cm.
Cover title.
Inset "Index map" on "sheet no. 1"; single-sheet "Map of Lake County Indiana" on "sheet no. 16."
Scales vary.
Purchased 2012 from cartographer Dennis McClendon of Chicago; accession no. McNally 2012060501.
map7C G4093.L3G46 1968 .L3 (PrCt)

41455 Lake County (Ind.) - Maps - 1933 - Road maps>Wall maps>Road maps>Counties - Maps
Map of Lake County Indiana Jan. 1933 . [Crown Point, Ind.? Lake County Surveyor's Office?], 1933.
Authors: Elster, Henry R. -- Schoenbeck, Edwin F. -- Lake County (Ind.). Surveyor -- Chicago Historical Society
1 map ; on sheet 124 x 39 cm.
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.
CHS Coll., Map no. 380 (PrCt)

41456 Lake County (Ind.) - Maps - 1937 -
Landowners>Landowners - Maps
Maps>Landowners - Maps
1937 map of Lake County, Indiana showing ownerships / compiled by Lake County Surveyor H.E. Beine, Deputy County Surveyor. [Crown Point, Ind.? : Lake County Surveyor's Office, 1937 .
Authors: Lake County (Ind.). Surveyor -- Schoenbeck, Edwin F. -- Beine, H. E. -- McClendon, Dennis
1 atlas ([16] p. : all maps) ; 56 x 49 cm.
Cover title.
Inset "Index map" on "sheet no. 1"; single-sheet "Map of Lake County Indiana" on "sheet no. 16."
Scales vary.
Purchased 2012 from cartographer Dennis McClendon of Chicago; accession no. McNally 2012060501.
map7C G4093.L3G46 1937 .L3 (PrCt)

41457 Lake County (Ind.) - Maps - 1950 -
Landowners>Counties - Maps
1950 map of Lake County, Indiana showing ownerships / compiled by Lake County Surveyor and Engineer Samuel E. Brownsten. [Crown Point, Ind.? Lake County Surveyor's Office?], 1950.
Authors: Lake County (Ind.). Surveyor -- Brownsten, Samuel E. -- McClendon, Dennis
1 atlas ([16] p. : all maps) ; 58 x 48 cm.
Cover title.
Inset "Index map" on "sheet no. 1"; single-sheet "Map of Lake County Indiana" on "sheet no. 16."
Scales vary.
Purchased 2012 from cartographer Dennis McClendon of Chicago; accession no. McNally 2012060501.
map7C G4093.L3G46 1950 .L3 (PrCt)

41459 Lake County (Ind.) - Maps - 2001 -
Road maps>Porter County (Ind.) - Maps - 2001 -
Road maps>Counties - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (128 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
©2001 -- title page.
$17.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528988964.
RMcN StrFdr 2001 .L354 (PrCt)
1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
"2nd edition" -- front cover.
$19.95
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528848275
RMcN StrFdr 2005 .L354 (PrCt)

41461 Lake County (Mich.) - Maps - 1900 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Consolidated Publishing Co. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 6 parts; 4 are 17.5 x 25 in. each and 2 are 20 x 25 in. each. Scale: 1:31,680.
Originally published Minneapolis: Consolidated Publishing Co., 1900.
Microfiche 583, no. 340 (PrCt)

Farm ownership plat book of Lake County, Michigan. [Reed City, Mich.] : Cooper Press, [193?].
Authors: Cooper Press (Reed City, Mich.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([17] leaves) : 17 maps ; 22 x 28 cm.
"Compiled and printed by the Cooper Press, Reed City and White Cloud."
Cover title.
Scale not given.
Map of Peacock township repeated on leaves [11] and [12].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G4113.L2G46 193- .C6 (NLO)


<< Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
Authors: W.W. Hixson & Co. -- Caldwell, H. L. Oil structure survey : Lake County, Dover Twp. (1938) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([16] leaves) : 17 maps ; 22 x 28 cm. + map (37 x 35 cm. folded to 18 x 24 cm.)
Cover title.
County map folded and attached to leaf [1].
Scale not given.
Laid in: Map, hand-drawn in ink, colored in green and red pencil: Oil structure survey : Lake County, Dover Twp. / H.L. Caldwell. Nov. 21, 1938.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 14706
Baskes folio G4113.L2G46 1930 .W9 (NLO)

41464 Lake County (Ohio) - Maps - 1840 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Ohio Genealogical Society. Lake County Chapter
18 leaves, 34 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
The 11 pages of maps are not facsimilies, but are newly-drawn from 1840 tax list data.
ISBN 0528848275
81-49233
folio G4083.L2 O35 (NLO)

41465 Lake County (Ohio) - Maps - 1857 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Matthews, S. H. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 60 x 43.5 in. Scale: 1:43,000.
Microfiche 583, no. 628 (PrCt)

41466 Lake County (S.D.) - Maps - 1899 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
Microfiche 583, no. 628 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Lake District (England) - Maps - 1783-1794

Lake District (England) - Maps - 1816

Lake District (England) - Maps - 1816
Descriptive tour & guide to the Lakes. Carlisle : Jollie, 1816. Authors: Housman, John -- Jollie -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. : 5 maps ; 178 x 107 mm. 7th ed. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (PENDING DONATION) (PrCt)

Lake District (England) - Maps - 1844

Lake District (England) - Maps - 1850

Lake District (England) - Maps - 1857

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Lake District (England) - Maps - 1863
Black's picturesque guide to the English lakes : including an essay on the geology of the district, by John Phillips ... with twelve outline views by Mr. Flintoft, and numerous illustrations. Edinburgh : Adam and Charles Black, 1863.
xxxii, 283, 16 p., [13] leaves of plates (some folded) : ill., 8 maps (some folded), 1 plan ; 17 cm.
12th ed.
Spine title: Black's guide to the lakes
Maps by J. Bartholomew and W. Hughes.
Series: Black's guide books.
Series statement from publisher advertisements.
Advertisements: 16 p. at end.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .B55 English Lakes (1863) (NLO)

Lake District (England) - Maps - 1865
Authors: Martineau, Harriet -- Banks, W. -- Garnett, J. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 10 maps
3rd ed.
nd; rebound
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Lake District (England) - Maps - 1876
Authors: Martineau, Harriet -- Garnett, J. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 1 map
5th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Lake District (England) - Maps - 1878
Jenkinson's eighteenpenny guide to the English Lake District ... with map. London, 1878.
Authors: Jenkinson, Henry Irwin, d. 1891
1 v. : map ; 16mo.
Ed. 2.
G 4523 .45 (NLO)

Lake District (England) - Maps - 1879
Authors: Jenkinson, Henry Irwin, d. 1891 -- Stanford, Edward, 1827-1904 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 13 maps
6th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Lake District (England) - Maps - 1880
The Thorough guide to the English Lake District / by M.J.B. Baddeley ; with maps, general and sectional (corrected from the Ordnance Survey). London : Dulau & Co. , 1880.
Cover title: Baddeley's English Lake District "J. Bartholomew." --On maps.
Includes index.
Series: [Thorough guide series]
Publisher's red cloth binding.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .T56 Lake District (1880) (NLO)

Lake District (England) - Maps - 1882
The English Lake District / by M.J.B. Baddeley ; with maps, general and sectional (corrected from the Ordnance Survey) by Bartholomew. London : Dulau & Co. , 1882.
1 v. (various pagings) : 13 hand col. maps (chiefly folded) ; 17 cm.
2nd ed., rev.
Cover title: Baddeley's English Lake District
Index map on lining paper.
Imperfect: lacking p. i-ii of advertisements at end and general map facing t.p.
Advertisements: xxvi p. at end.
Includes index.
Series: Thorough guide series ; 1
Lake District (England) - Maps - 1883

Black's picturesque guide to the English lakes: including the geology of the district by John Phillips, outline mountain views by Mr. Flintoft, illustrations by Birket Foster. Edinburgh: Adam and Charles Black, 1882.


xxv, 293, 112 p., [16] leaves of plates (1 folded) : ill., 16 maps ; 17 cm.

20th ed.

Spine title: Black's guide to the lakes
Maps by J. Bartholomew, Sidney Hall, and W. Hughes.

Illustrations on lining papers.

"Advertisements, Black's guide books": 112 p. at end.

Includes index.

Series: Black's guide books.


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

LC Card Number: 03005488

Baskes G153 .B55 English Lakes (1882) (NLO)

Lake District (England) - Maps - 1884

The English Lake District / by M.J.B. Baddeley; with maps, general and sectional (corrected from the Ordnance Survey) by Bartholomew. London: Dulau & Co., 1884.


Spine title: Baddeley's English Lake District Map on front endpapers.

Includes indexes.

Publisher's advertisements: xxiv p. at end.

Series: Thorough guide series.

Former owner's signature: H.I.[7]. Luckett.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G153 .T56 Lake District (1884) (NLO)


4, [2], xxix, 216, 64 p., [14] leaves of plates (chiefly folded) : 14 maps (chiefly col.) ; 17 cm.


"Addenda (1888)": p.[1] second sequence.

"Thorough guide advertiser": 64 p. at end. Includes index.

Index map on lining paper.

Series: Thorough guide series ; 1

Publisher's red cloth binding.

With embossed stamp: W.H. Smith & Son, London.

Owner's inscription: Charles J. Livingood, Kes[w?]lick, 1888 (July).

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G153 .T56 Lake District (1886) (NLO)

Lake District (England) - Maps - 1889

A Handbook to the English lakes included in the counties of Cumberland, Westmoreland, and Lancashire ... London : J. Murray, 1889.

Authors: John Murray (Firm) -- Murray's handbooks for travellers -- Hackett Smith, W. P. (Walter Parry), 1859-1946


[3rd ed.?]

Uniform title: Lake district, Eng.

Two maps in pocket.

LC Card Number: 03005365

References: Lister, W.B.C. A Bibliography of Murray's handbooks for travellers and biographies of authors, editors, revisers and principal contributors (Dereham: Dereham Books, 1993) no. 368.

G 4523 .6 (NLO)

Lake District (England) - Maps - 1889<--Road maps

The English Lake District / by M.J.B. Baddeley; with maps, general and sectional (corrected up to date from the Ordnance Survey) by J. Bartholomew. London: Dulau & Co., 1889.


xxix, 249, 64 p., [15] leaves of plates (chiefly folded) : ill., 15 hand col. maps and plans (some folded) ; 17 cm.

5th ed., rev. and enl.

Spine title: Baddeley's English Lake District "John Bartholomew & Co."--On panorama.

Index map on lining paper.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Lake District (England) - Maps - 1891
The English Lake District / by M.J.B. Baddeley ; with fifteen maps, general and sectional (corrected up to date from the Ordnance Survey), by J. Bartholomew. London : Dulau & Co., 1891.
1 v. (various pagings) : folded col. ill., 15 hand col. maps and plans (some folded) ; 17 cm.
"John Bartholomew & Co."--On general map and panorama.
Index map on lining paper.
"Thorough guide advertiser": 82 p. at end.
Includes index.
Publisher’s red cloth binding.
Series: Thorough guide series ; 1
Owner’s signature: J.T. Mah[onney]?
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .T56 Lake District (1891) (NLO)

Lake District (England) - Maps - 1895
The English Lake District / by M.J.B. Baddeley ; with 15 maps, general and sectional (corrected up to date from the Ordnance Survey), by Bartholomew. London : Dulau & Co., 1895.
7th ed., thoroughly rev.
Issued with 15 maps, but this copy imperfect: lacking 1 map
Includes index.
Index map on lining paper.
"Thorough guide advertiser": 98 p. at end.
Series: Thorough guide series ; 1
Publisher’s red cloth binding.
Former owner’s signature: W. Litterington.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .T56 Lake District (1895) (NLO)

Lake District (England) - Maps - 1897
Authors: Baddeley, Mountford John Byrde, 1843-1906 -- Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- Black's guide books -- Bartholomew, John, 1805-1861 -- John Bartholomew & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
21st ed.
Maps by J. Bartholomew.
Map on back cover.
Series: Black’s guide books.
Includes index.
Imperfect: front cover detached.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .B55 English Lakes (1897) (NLO)
Lake District (England) - Maps - 1905
Includes 2 additional maps not listed in map index: untitled sectional map of Windermere; "Cycling routes from Liverpool, Manchester, Leeds, Bradford, York, &c."
Index map on lining paper.
"Thorough guide advertiser": 80 p. at end. Includes index.
Series: Thorough guide series ; 1 Publisher's red cloth binding.
Former owner: Spencer.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .T56 Lake District (1902) (NLO)

Lake District (England) - Maps - 1906
The English Lake District / by M.J.B. Baddeley ; with 18 maps, panoramas, etc. (corrected up to date from the Ordnance Survey) by Bartholomew. London : Dulau & Co., 1906.
Includes index.
Maps by John Bartholomew & Co.
Printed by Turnbull & Spears.
Includes index.
Series: Little guides.
Bookseller's label: E.S. Fowler. 11 Gildredge Road, Eastbourne.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .T56 English Lakes (1905) (NLO)

Lake District (England) - Maps - 1909
The English Lake District / by M.J.B. Baddeley ; with 18 maps, panoramas, etc. (corrected up to date from the Ordnance Survey) by Bartholomew. London ; New York : Thomas Nelson, 1909.
Includes 2 additional maps not listed in map index: untitled sectional map of Windermere; "Cycling routes from Liverpool, Manchester, Leeds, Bradford, York, &c."
Stamp: Prince of Wales Lake Hotel, Grasmere English lakes, J. Cowperthwaite, proprietor.
Series: Thorough guide series ; 1 Publisher's red cloth binding.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .T56 Lake District (1906) (NLO)
Lake District (England) - Maps - 1913<<>>Road maps

The English Lake District / by M.J.B. Baddeley ; with 18 maps, panoramas, etc. (corrected up to date from the Ordnance Survey) by Bartholomew. London ; New York : Thomas Nelson, 1913.
1 v. (various pagings) : folded col. ill., 19 col. maps and plans (some folded) ; 17 cm.
Cover title: English lakes
At head of title: Thorow guide series.
"John Bartholomew & Co."--On maps.
Includes additional map not listed in map index:
Approaches from Liverpool, Manchester, Leeds, Bradford, York, &c.
Index map on lining paper.
Advertisement facing t.p. also identifies series as "Baddeley's guides."
"Thorow guide advertiser": 32 p. at end.
Includes index.
Publisher's red cloth binding.
Series: Thorow guide series
Inscription: 4 Egerton Road, Greenwich, London, S.E. 10; ms. annotations on blank "notes" pages preceding advertisements.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .T56 Lake District (1909) (NLO)

Lake District (England) - Maps - 1919

Authors: Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- Black's guide books -- Home, Gordon, 1878-1969 -- Bartholomew, John, 1805-1861 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
T.p. states presence of three maps, while only one is listed in the table of contents and only one map is present.
Map by J. Bartholomew.
Series statement from publisher advertisements.
Series: Black's guide books.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .B55 English Lakes (1919) (NLO)

Lake District (England) - Maps - 1921-1922

Cover title: English Lake District Maps by John Bartholomew & Son.
Printed by Butler & Tanner.
"Upwards of sixty illustrations"
Series title from cover.
Includes index, advertisements and business directories.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .W3 Lake District (1921) [copies 1 and 2] (NLO)

Lake District (England) - Maps - 1923

The English Lake District / originally compiled by M.J.B. Baddeley ; with 19 coloured contour maps (mostly on the scale of one inch to the mile) by J. Bartholomew. London : Ward, Lock & Co., [1923?].
14th ed., rev.
On cover: Thorow guides.
"John Bartholomew & Son, Ltd."--On maps.
Index maps on lining papers.
Advertisement facing t.p. also identifies series as "Baddeley's guides."
Includes index.
Series: Thorow guides
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .T56 Lake District (1923) (NLO)
Lake District : with an outline guide for pedestrians : map of district and three section maps.

Authors: Ward, Lock and Company, ltd. -- Ward Lock guides -- John Bartholomew and Son -- Butler & Tanner Ltd. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G153 .W3 Lake District (1923) (NLO)

Lake District (England) - Maps - 1925

The English Lake District / originally compiled by M.J.B. Baddeley ; with 15 coloured contour maps (mostly on the scale of one inch to the mile).

Authors: Baddeley, Mountford John Byrde, 1843-1906 -- Thorough guide series -- John Bartholomew and Son -- Ward, Lock and Company, ltd. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

320 p., [18] leaves of plates (chiefly folded) : col. ill., 15 col. maps and plans ; 17 cm.


"John Bartholomew & Son, Ltd., Edinburgh"--On maps.

Includes index.

Index maps on lining papers.


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G153 .T56 Lake District (1925) (NLO)

Lake District (England) - Maps - 1930

English Lakes.

Authors: Kitbag travel books -- Palmer, William T., 1877-1954 -- Harrap -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 1 map

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Lake District (England) - Maps - 1930-1931

A Pictorial and descriptive guide to the English Lake District : with an outline guide for pedestrians and a special section for motorists : map of district and three section maps.

Authors: Ward, Lock & Co., [1930 or 1931].

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G153 .T56 Lake District (1934) (NLO)

Lake District (England) - Maps - 1932


1 v. : 1 map

12mo

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Lake District (England) - Maps - 1934

The English Lake District / originally compiled by M.J.B. Baddeley ; with 15 coloured contour maps (mostly on the scale of one inch to the mile).


320 p., [18] leaves of plates (chiefly folded) : col. ill., 18 maps and plans (chiefly col.) ; 17 cm.


Title on dust jacket: Baddeley's guide to the English Lake District

Maps by John Bartholomew & Son and John Bartholomew & Co.

Includes index.

Index maps on lining papers.

Series: The Baddeley guides -- Thorough guide series.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G153 .T56 Lake District (1934) (NLO)

Lake District (England) - Maps - 1935-1937

A Pictorial and descriptive guide to the English Lake District : with an outline guide for pedestrians and a special section for motorists : map of district and three section maps.

Authors: Ward, Lock & Co., [1930 or 1931].

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G153 .T56 Lake District (1934) (NLO)
Authors: Ward, Lock and Company, ltd. -- Ward Lock guides -- John Bartholomew and Son -- Butler & Tanner Ltd. -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. (various pagings, [28] leaves of plates (4 folded)) : ill., 6 maps (4 col. folded), 1 plan ; 18 cm.
22nd ed., rev.
2 copies; copy 1 has binder's instructions dated 1935-1936; copy 2 has binder's instructions dated 1936-1937.
Cover title: English Lake District 'Sixty illustrations' Maps by John Bartholomew & Son.
Printed by Butler & Tanner.
Series title from cover.
Includes index, advertisements and business directories.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .T56 Lake District (1935) [copies 1 and 2] (NLO)

41506 Lake District (England) - Maps - 1937-1943
Cumberland (England) - Maps - 1937-1943
Westmorland (England) - Maps - 1937-1943
Authors: Mee, Arthur, 1875-1943 -- King's England -- Hodder and Stoughton -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
At head of title: The King's England.
"First printed 1937 ... reprinted 1943."--T.p. verso.
Includes index.
Series: The King's England
Former owner: Robert J. Saunders.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 37036351
Baskes DA670.C9 L35 1937 (NLO)

41507 Lake District (England) - Maps - 1940
The Lake District / originally compiled by M.J.B. Baddeley ; with 15 coloured contour maps (mostly on the scale of one inch to the mile). London : Ward, Lock & Co., [ca. 1940].
Authors: Baddeley, Mountford John Byrde, 1843-1906 -- Ward, Lock and Company, ltd. -- Ward Lock guides -- Bartholomew, John, 1831-1893 -- Butler & Tanner Ltd. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
; 17 cm.
17th ed. rev.
Map by John Bartholomew.
Printed by Butler & Tanner.
Includes index.
Publisher's note tipped in: The publishers regret that owing to the Control of Maps order and other exigencies of the situation, it is not at present possible to include the customary complete set of maps and plans in this guide.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .T56 Lake District (1940) (NLO)

41508 Lake District (England) - Maps - 1946
The Lake District / originally compiled by M.J.B. Baddeley ; with 14 coloured contour maps (mostly on the scale of one inch to the mile) and 6 other maps and plans. London : Ward, Lock & Co., [1946?].
Authors: Baddeley, Mountford John Byrde, 1843-1906 -- Ward, Lock and Company, ltd. -- Ward Lock guides -- John Bartholomew and Son -- Butler & Tanner Ltd. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
320 p., [18] leaves of plates : ill., 18 maps (some col., some folded), plans ; 17 cm.
18th ed. rev.
Maps by John Bartholomew & Son.
Printed by Butler & Tanner.
Maps on lining papers.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .T56 Lake District (1946) (NLO)

41509 Lake District (England) - Maps - 1948
Authors: Wallace, Doreen, 1897 -- Face of Britain -- Batsford, Brian Cook -- B.T. Batsford Ltd. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
viii, 120 p., [68] p. of plates : ill. (some col.), 2 maps ; 22 cm.
"Illustrated from photographs."
Maps on lining papers.
Dust jacket designed by Brian Cook.
Includes index.
Series: The face of Britain -- Face of Britain.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes DA670.L1 W35 1948 (NLO)

41510 Lake District (England) - Maps - 1949
Authors: Baddeley, Mountford John Byrde,
Lake District (England) - Maps - 1966
"John Bartholomew & Son, Ltd."--On maps.
"With 15 maps and plans." Series statement from advertisement. Previous editions published as part of thorough guide series under title: The English Lake District. Includes index.
Series: [The Ward Lock guides]
Owner's inscription: L. + K. Bowser, June 1957; ms. annotations on "notes" pages at end.
Inscription: ... with love from K. after a lovely holiday, June '84.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 77410971
Baskes G153 .T56 Lake District (1956) (NLO)

Lake District (England) - Maps - 1964
320 p., [12] leaves of plates (chiefly fold.) ; 18 cm.
23rd ed. / edited by Reginald J.W. Hammond.
"15 maps and plans." "John Bartholomew & Son, Ltd."--On maps. Includes index.
Series: Red guide
Former owner: W.A. Shotton.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 56044640
Baskes G153 .T56 Lake District (1959) (NLO)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalog Entry</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>41516</td>
<td><strong>Lake District (England) - Maps - 1988</strong>&lt;br&gt;<code>Lancashire (England) - Maps - 1988</code>&lt;br&gt;<em>Lake District &amp; Lancashire</em>. England : Readers Digest, 1988.&lt;br&gt;Authors: Automobile Association (Great Britain) -- Reader's Digest Association -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)&lt;br&gt;1 v. : 8 maps&lt;br&gt;1st ed.&lt;br&gt;Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.&lt;br<strong>Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)</strong> (PrCt)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41519</td>
<td><strong>Lake Erie - Discovery and Exploration</strong>&lt;br&gt;<code>Cartography - Lake Erie - History</code>&lt;br&gt;<em>Who discovered the lake of the Eries?</em>&lt;br&gt;1984-1985.&lt;br&gt;Authors: Shriver, Philip R.&lt;br&gt;From Timeline (Ohio Historical Society) 1 , no.2 (Dec. 1984-Jan. 1985): 36-41. maps.&lt;br BHC 2280&lt;br Vert 1747 (PrCt)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41520</td>
<td><strong>Lake Forest College. Donnelly Library - Map Collections - Catalogs</strong>&lt;br&gt;<em>The Donnelley Library's special collection of maps, atlases, and books from the 16th to the 19th century.</em> [1990?]&lt;br&gt;Authors: Lake Forest College&lt;br&gt;15 leaves ; 28 cm.&lt;br&gt;Accompanied by cover letter from Lake Forest College librarian Arthur H. Miller to Newberry curator Paul Saenger dated 29 May 1990.&lt;br BHC 1767&lt;br Vert 1347 (PrCt)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41521</td>
<td><strong>Lake Forest (Ill.) - Maps - 1910</strong>&lt;br&gt;<code>Landowners</code>&lt;br&gt;<em>Landowners - Lake Fores (Ill.) - Maps - 1910</em>&lt;br&gt;<em>Rudolph's map of Lake Forest, Lake County, Illinois</em>. Chicago : Emil Rudolph, 1910.&lt;br&gt;Authors: Rudolph, Emil -- Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)&lt;br&gt;1 map ; 68 x 50 cm.&lt;br&gt;Scale ca. 1:9,750.&lt;br&gt;Relief shown by hachures.&lt;br Shows names of some landowners on larger parcels.&lt;br Includes advertising for John Griffith, 'real estate, loans, renting, insurance.'&lt;br Forms part of the Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library).&lt;br Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).&lt;br map4F G4104.L3 1910 R8 (PrCt)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41523</td>
<td><strong>Lake George, Battle of, N.Y., 1755 - Maps</strong>&lt;br&gt;<code>United States - History - French and Indian War, 1755-1763 - Maps</code>&lt;br&gt;<em>The Most awful day that my eyes ever beheld</em>&lt;br&gt;Deerfield, Mass. Historic Deerfield, 2008.&lt;br&gt;Authors: Bosse, David C. -- Historic Deerfield, Inc.&lt;br Pp. 15-19 : 3 col. maps ; 27 cm.&lt;br In Historic Deerfield 9, no. 1 (Summer 2008): 15-19.&lt;br On the Battle of Lake George, 8 September 1755.&lt;br Vert 636, no. 2 (PrCt)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 41524 | **Lake George, Battle of, N.Y., 1755 - Maps**<br>`United States - History - French and Indian War, 1755-1763 - Maps`

Authors: Dunnigan, Brian Leigh -- Historic Deerfield, Inc.

Pp. 11-14 : 2 col. maps ; 27 cm.
In Historic Deerfield 9, no. 1 (Summer 2008): 11-14.

On the Battle of Lake George, 8 September 1755.

Vert 636, no. 2 (PrCt)

41527 Lake George (N.Y.) - Maps - 1756 - Docks, Wharves, Etc. - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>>United States - History - French and Indian War, 1755-1763 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles

A Plan of the wooden peer, built in Lake George, by Col. Bagly, in Nov., 1756 ... [19--].


map 1

Photostatic reproduction of 1756 manuscript.


folio Ayer 136 .H91 1909 ser. 2, v. 1, pl. 7 (PrCt)

41528 Lake George (N.Y.) - Maps - 1756 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>>United States - History - French and Indian War, 1755-1763 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles

A Colored 'scetch of Lake George' drawn by Capt. Abercrombie, about 1756. [19--].

Authors: Abercrombie, Thomas, Capt., fl.


map 1

Photostatic reproduction of 1756 manuscript.

In: Hulbert, Archer Butler. The Crown Collection of photographs of American maps. Series 1

Cleveland, Ohio: Arthur H. Clark Co., 1907.

folio Ayer 136 .H91 1907 ser. 1, v. 1, pl. 19 (PrCt)

41529 Lake George (N.Y.) - Maps - 1756 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>>United States - History - French and Indian War, 1755-1763 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles

A Colored plan of Lake George, from Fort William Henry to Ticonderoga, shewing prosoroed roads of communication drawn about 1756. [19--].

Authors: British Library. Crown 121:22 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

map 1

Photostatic reproduction of 1756 manuscript.

MapPhoto England BL Crown 121:22 (PrCt)

41530 Lake George (N.Y.) - Maps - 1756 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>>United States - History - French and Indian War, 1755-1763 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles


Authors: Loring, Joshua, 1744-1789 -- Faden, William, 1749-1836 -- Faden map collection

map 1

Photostatic reproduction of 1756 manuscript; no. 19 of the Faden Map Collection at the Library of Congress.

Scale of original [ca. 1:253,440].

Oriented with north at bottom right.

Relief shown pictorially.

Depths shown by soundings.

Includes references A-I and K-M.

LC Maps of North America, 1750-1789, no. 1076.

map2F 3802.G4 (PrCt)
maps - Facsimiles
A Plan of 'Lake George, laid down by me in the month of October, 1756, G.C. Wetterström, Capt. of R.A.R.', [19--].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1756 manuscript.
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1759 manuscript.
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1760 manuscript.
Hulbert Collection
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1763 manuscript.

VAULT Ayer MS 1040 map (NLO)

41536 Lake St. Clair (Mich. and Ont.) - Maps - 1817 - Nautical charts - Great Lakes Region (North America) - Maps - 1817 - Nautical charts
Track survey of the Lake and River St. Clair, 1886. Authors: Bayfield, Henry Wolsey, 1795-1885 -- Renny, Henry Laws -- Great Britain. Hydrographic Office -- J. & C. Walker (Firm) -- Great Lakes Cartographic Resource Center 1 map ; 51 x 28 cm. Facsimile of original published 1817. 86-91067
map4F G3312.S43P5 1817 B3 1986 (PrCt)

41537 Lake Valley (Sierra County, N.M.) - Pictorial works - 1883
Graff 3513 bet. p. 34-35 (PrCt)

41538 Lakeland ( Fla.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps - Winter Haven (Fla.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps - Road maps
RMcN Road Map 2006 LakFL (PrCt)


Lakeview [in Chicago, Cook County, Ill. : personal property taxation index map]. [Chicago : Cook County Assessor's Office, 1931?]. Authors: Cook County (Ill.). Assessor's Office -- Cook County (Ill.). Assessor's Office. Cook County personal property assessment for 1931 -- Jacobs, J.L. (Jacob Louis), 1885- -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 11 x 9 cm. Title expanded by cataloger. Index map to Chicago neighborhood bounded by Western Ave., Lake Michigan, Devon Ave., and Fullerton Ave. Keyed to 46 separate tax district lists. Each numbered list is arranged alphabetically by personal names, and includes street addresses and assessed personal property tax value in dollars. In: Cook County (Ill.). Office of Assessor. Cook County personal property assessment for 1931 [for Jefferson, Lake View, North Town, and Rogers Park] ([Chicago : Cook County Assessor's Office, 1931?]), inside front cover. Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

Lakeview central. [Chicago?] : Happell-Anderson, c1866.
Authors: Happell-Anderson -- Lakeview Central Business Association (Chicago, Ill.) -- Chicago (III.). Department of Economic Development -- MoMing Dance and Arts Center (Chicago) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 30 x 46 cm.
"© 1985 happell-anderson." -- at bottom right.
"Sponsored by the Lakeview Central Business Association ... in cooperation with the Department of Economic Development, City of Chicago." -- on verso.
Pictorial advertising map; directories of restaurants, services, theaters, clubs, and Lakeview Central Business Association programs on verso.
Not drawn to scale.
Removed from the records of the MoMing Dance and Arts Center as duplicate (Feb. 2011); MoMing shown at bottom left.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).


41544 Lakeview (Chicago, Ill.) - Pictorial works - 1985

Lakeview Central / art and design of map ... by Happel-Anderson Design. Chicago : Lakeview Central Business Association, c1985.
Authors: Happell-Anderson Design -- Lakeview Central Business Association (Chicago, Ill.) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : col. ; 30 x 46 cm.
Pictorial view, looking north from Barry and the El; many places of business labeled.
Coverage extends from the lake to Racine, Barry to Roscoe.
On verso, location map, descriptive text, list of sponsoring businesses.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).


Authors: Texas & Pacific Railway. Land Dept. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps: Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps

Microfiche 583, no. 1045 (PrCt)

41546 Lambert, le chanoine, 11th-12th cent. Liber Floridus - Lambert-de-Saint-Omer, 11th-12th cent. SEE Lambert, le chanoine, 11th-12th cent. - Lambert, of Saint Omer, 11th-12th cent. SEE Lambert, le chanoine, 11th-12th cent. - Lambertus, Canonicus Audomarensis, 11th-12th cent. SEE Lambert, le chanoine, 11th-12th cent. Die älteste Verfahen der Erdkreisstellung. [Gotha : Justus Perthes, 1933].
Authors: Uhden, Richard -- Petermanns geographische Mitteilungen
p. 177-180


41549 Lambs Point (Norfolk, Va.) - Pictorial works - 1961 - Railroads - Norfolk and Western Railway Company - Pictorial works - 1961 - Railroads - Maps N & W's vast harbor facilities at Lambs Point, Norfolk. [Roanoke, Va.? Norfolk and Western Railway Company?, 1961?]. Authors: Norfolk and Western Railway Company. 1 view ; 17 x 23 cm. Caption title. Aerial photograph. 2 inset photos (each 5 x 7 cm.): Insert sketches show the new coal pier to be constructed and the merchandise pier to be built ... In Norfolk and Western Railway Company. 1960 annual report [Roanoke, Va.? Norfolk and Western Railway Company?, 1961?] p. 17. 5A 7267 (1960 vol. [2]) (PrCt)


Lanark (Ont. : County) - Maps - 1863-1880 - Landowners--->Renfrew (Ont. : County) - Maps - 1863-1881 - Landowners--->Counties - Maps--->Landowners - Maps
Illustrated atlas of Lanark County, 1880 ; Illustrated atlas of Renfrew County, 1881 : Map of the counties of Lanark and Renfrew from actual surveys under the direction of H.F. Walling, published by D.P. Putnam, Prescott, C.W., 1868. Owen Sound, Ont. Richardson, Bond & Wright, 1972.
3 atlases in 1 v. (69 p. : ill., 25 p. of maps, ports.) ; 45 cm.
Includes historical sketches of the counties.
72-555 ICN74 map6C 64 (NLO)

Lanarkshire (Scotland) - Maps - Bibliography
Authors: Paton, George H.
"200 copies ... printed in Carstairs hospital, Lanarkshire."
lower case f 43948 .7 (NLO)

Lancashire (England) - Maps - 1610--->Lancaster (England) - Maps - 1610
The Countie Pallatine of Lancaster described and divided into hundreds. [London] : Thomas Bassett ... and Ric. Chiswell, 1610 [i.e. 1676].
Authors: Speed, John, 1552?-1629 -- Hondius, Jodocus, 1563-1612 -- Bassett, Thomas -- Chiswell, Richard -- Speed, John, 1552?-1629.
The Theatre of the Empire of Great-Britain ... (1676) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 37 x 50 cm. on sheet 42 x 55 cm. Inset (14 x 17 cm.) : Lancaster. Includes coats-of-arms and portraits of kings from Lancaster and York.
Letterpress text on verso (p. 75-76) under the...
following heading: The Description of Lancia-shire.
In: Speed, John. The Theatre of the Empire of Great-Britain ... (London: Printed for T. Bassett and R. Chiswell, 1676) map [39].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .S7 1676 map [39] (PrCt)

41558 Lancashire (England) - Maps - 1610<<><><><><>Lancaster (Engtland) - Maps - 1610
The Countie Pallatine of Lancaster described and divided into hundreds. [London]: G. Humbell [i.e. J. Legate and W. Humble], 1610 [i.e. 1646].
Authors: Speed, John, 1552?-1629 -- Hondius, Jodocus, 1563-1612 -- Humbel, George, d. 1640 -- Legate, John, d. 1658 -- Humble, William, 1612-1686 -- Speed, John, 1552?-1629. A Prospect of the most famous parts of the world ... together with ... Great Britaines empire (1646)
1 map ; 37 x 50 cm. on sheet 42 x 54 cm.
Inset (13 x 16 cm.): Lancaster
Includes coats-of-arms and portraits of kings from Lancaster and York.
Letterpress text on verso (p. 75-76) under the following heading: Lancia-shire.
In: Speed, John. A Prospect of the most famous parts of the world ... together with ... Great Britaines empire (London: Printed by John Legatt, for William Humble, 1646) map [60].
Case oversize G 117 .82 map [60] (PrCt)

Authors: Johnston, Francis Raymond -- Eccles and District History Society
1 atlas (43 p. : 20 maps) ; 22 cm.
Cover title.
17992
ICN75
map4C 63 (PrCt)

41560 Lancashire (England) - Maps - 1786
A Map of the county of Lancashire, 1786.
Authors: Yates, William, ca. 1738-1802 -- Harley, J. B. (John Brian) -- Historic Society of Lancashire and Cheshire
1 map (21 p., 22-48 p. of map sections) ; 19 x 26 cm.
Facsimile of original published 1786; includes introduction by J. B. Harley.
LC Card Number: 76653344
7Q 306 (NLO)

41561 Lancashire (England) - Maps - 1800
Topographical and statistical description of the county of Lancaster : containing an account of its situation, extent, towns, roads, rivers, lakes, mines, minerals, fisheries, manufactures, trade, commerce, agriculture, fairs, markets, curiosities, antiquities, natural history, civil and ecclesiastical jurisdictions, &c. : to which is prefixed a copious travelling index ..., forming a complete county itinerary ... / by George Alexander Cooke ; illustrated with a map of the county. London: Printed for C. Cooke, No. 17, Paternoster Row, by Brimmer and Co., Water Lane, Fleet Street: And sold by all the booksellers in the United Kingdom, [1800?].
Added title from red leather spine label: Topography of Cheshire and Lancashire.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [20]-22).
Issued as part of a series of descriptive guides to the counties of Great Britain.
Bound with one other title.
Contemporary half bound brown leather, marbled papers over boards.
Tail-pieces.
Bookplate of Alfred Mead Raymond.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes DA670.C6 C66 1806 (NLO)

41562 Lancashire (England) - Maps - 1825
History, directory, and gazetteer, of the county Palatine of Lancaster. Illustrations. Liverpool: Published and sold by William Wales & Co., 1824-5 [i.e. 1825].
1 atlas ([10] folded leaves of plates) : ill., 12 maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
"Maps, plans, and tables delivered with vol. I [and] vol. II".
Accompanies: History, directory, and gazetteer, of the county Palatine of Lancaster / by Edward Baines.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Former owner's signature: Robert Huiding[?], 1829.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1818.L3 H57 1825 (NLO)

41563 **Lancashire (England) - Maps - 1880 - Guidebooks**

Authors: John Murray (Firm) -- Murray's handbook for travellers -- Davidson, A. T. 1 v.
2nd ed.
Lister, W.B.C. A Bibliography of Murray's handbooks for travellers and biographies of authors, editors, revisers and principal contributors (Dereham: Dereham Books, 1993)
no. 396.
G 4546.6 (NLO)

41564 **Lancashire (England) - Maps - 1920**

Authors: Little guides -- Cheetham, F. H. (Frank Halliday), b. 1872 -- John Bartholomew and Son -- Methuen & Co. -- Aberdeen University Press -- Bristow, Leslie Beaconsfield -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
xii, 296 p., [27] leaves of plates : ill., 2 maps (1 col., 1 folded), plans ; 16 cm.
Maps by John Bartholomew and Son.
Printed by the Aberdeen University Press.
Map inside front cover.
Includes index.
Series: Little guides.
Armorial bookplate: Leslie Beaconsfield Bristow.
Eastbourne, Sussex.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 20022715
Baskes G153 .L58 Lancashire (1920) (NLO)

41565 **Lancashire (England) - Maps - 1951 - Yorkshire (England) - Maps - 1951**

Authors: Walmsley, Leo, 1892- -- Festival of Britain (1951) -- About Britain -- Geographical Projects (Firm) -- William Collins Sons and Co. -- Brewers' Society (London, England) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
92 p. : ill. (some col.), maps ; 22 cm.
Maps by Geographical Projects, Ltd.
'A short reading list: p. 92.
'The About Britain guides are sponsored by the Brewer's society as their contribution to the Festival of Britain 1951.' --Inside front cover.
Series: About Britain ; no. 9
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes DA11 .A2 1951 no. 9 (NLO)


Authors: Singleton, Frank -- Face of Britain -- Batsford, Brian Cook -- B.T. Batsford Ltd. -- Rantanen, Walter J. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
vii, 144 p., [50] p. of plates : ill. (1 col.), map ; 22 cm.
Dust jacket designed by Brian Cook.
Includes Includes bibliographical references (p. 135-136) and index.
Series: The face of Britain -- Face of Britain. Illustrated bookplate of Walter J. Rantanen.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copy: DA670.L2 S56
LC Card Number: 52064441
Baskes DA670.L2 S56 1952 (NLO)

41567 **Lancashire (England) - Maps - Bibliography**

*A Descriptive list of the printed maps of Lancashire, 1577-1900*. Manchester, 1938.
Authors: Whitaker, Harold xvi, 248 p. faces.
Cited in Imago Mundi annual bibliography.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

41568 **Lancaster County (Neb.) - Maps - 1921 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Counties - Atlas of Lancaster County, Nebraska ... Des Moines, Iowa : Anderson, 1921 .**

Phillips 15496
*oversize F 92448 .054 (NLO)*


Authors: Scott, Joshua -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 36 x 47.5 in. Scale 1:63,360.
Originally published Lancaster, Pa.: Joshua Scott, 1824.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 760 (PrCt)

41570 **Lancaster County (Pa.) - Maps - 1842 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps**

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Lancaster County (Pa.) - Maps - 1851 - Landowners ->> Counties - Maps ->> Landowners - Maps
Authors: Scott, Joshua -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 2 parts, 41 x 23 in. each. Scale 1:65,000. Originally published 1851.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 761 (PrCt)

Lancaster County (Pa.) - Maps - 1858 - Landowners ->> Counties - Maps ->> Landowners - Maps
Authors: Scott, Joshua -- Scott, James D. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 6 parts, 24 x 18.5 in. each. Originally published Philadelphia: James D. Scott, 1858.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 763 (PrCt)

Lancaster County (Pa.) - Maps - 1875 - Landowners ->> Counties - Maps ->> Landowners - Maps
Authors: Everts & Stewart -- Lancaster County Historical Society, Lancaster, Pennsylvania -- Bookmark (Firm)
xviii, 120 p. : ill., maps, ports. ; 43 cm.
Facsimile of Combination atlas map of Lancaster County, Pennsylvania (Philadelphia: Everts and Stewart, 1875).
'Sponsored by the Lancaster County Historical Society, Lancaster, Pennsylvania.'
Not at Newberry?; ordered April 1977; never received?
Copies of the facsimile held by 23 libraries, including Allen County (Ind.) Public Library, Ball State University, and Western Michigan University --OCLC (2003)
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

Lancaster County (S.C.) - Maps - 1825 - Landowners ->> Counties - Maps ->> Landowners - Maps
Authors: Graves & Steinbarger (Boston, Mass.)
1 atlas (275 p.) : ill. (chiefly col.), maps (chiefly col.), facsims. (chiefly col.) ; 44 cm.
Includes index and facsimile of original title page.
'Limited ed.'
[Edited by?] Alan Giagnocavo ; contributions by Thomas R. Ryan ... [et al.].
'Published on the occasion of the 15th anniversary of Fox Chapel Publishing.'
Scales differ.
ISBN 0977700402 (hardcover) ; 9780977700400 (leatherbound) ; 9780977700417 (leatherbound)
oversize G1263.L3 IS 2006 (NLO)

1 map ; 58 x 50 cm.
Surveyed by J. Boykin, 1820. Improved for Mills' atlas, 1825."
In: Mills, Robert. Atlas of the state of South Carolina ... (Baltimore : F. Lucas, Jr., [1825]) pl. [16].

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Public domain

Land transactions in Illinois prior to the sale of public domain. 1984.

Land grants - Illinois - 1807
Land transactions in Illinois prior to the sale of public domain. 1984.

Land grants - Illinois - 1807
Land transactions in Illinois prior to the sale of public domain. 1984.
Landau in der Pfalz (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1547-1552 - Woodcuts

Die Stat Landaw / W. S. [Basel : Heinrich Petri], 1547 [i.e.1552].

Authors: W. S., 16th cent. -- S., W., 16th cent. -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552. Cosmographiae uniuersalis ... (1552) -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 view : woodcut ; 17 x 38 cm., on sheet 32 x 40 cm.

Dated "1547" above engraver's monogram "W. S." at bottom center.

Added letterpress title above woodcut: Landoia ciutat imperialis, depicta ad effigiem ... . Relief shown pictorially.

Letterpress 469 and text on verso: Civitas Landoiensis & Rhenenis ... .

In: Münster, Sebastian. Cosmographiae uniuersalis ... (Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552), p. 470-471.


VAULT folio Ayer 7.M8 1552, p. 470-471 (PrCt)

Landau in der Pfalz Region (Germany) - Maps - 1710 - Philiburg Region (Germany) - Maps - 1710


Authors: Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. -- Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. Atlas curieux -- oder, Neuer und compendieuser atlas 1710 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 16 x 26 cm.

In: Bodenehr, Gabriel. Atlas curieux; oder, Neuer und compendieuser atlas ... (Augsburg : Gabriel Bodenehr, 1710?) pl. [84]. Engraved plate no. '87.'

Ayer 135 .B6 pl. 84 (PrCt)

Landbouwhoogeschool Wageningen.

Bibliotheek - Map Collections - Catalogs - Netherlands - Maps - Bibliography - Atlases, Dutch - Bibliography


'Eerste voorlopige uitgave van een catalogus, bewerkt door mevrouw Mr. C.G.H. Wilkens-Rothe.' lower case g 1046 .97 (NLO)

Landes (France) - Maps - 1680

L'Evesché d'Aire. Amsterdam, [ca. 1680].

Authors: Duval, P. (Pierre), 1619-1682 -- Schenk & Valck, Amsterdam -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G104 1 map ; 42 x 52 cm.

2722

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Sack map4F G5833.A48:3L2 1680 D8 (PrCt)


1 atlas (140 p. : ill., 80 col. maps ; 32 x 37 cm. 2nd ed.

Includes bibliographical references (p. 134-136) and index.

Relief shown by contours, gradient and bathymetric tints, form lines, and landforms.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

LC Card Number: 73014921

ISBN 0471036285 ; 9780471036289

Baskes folio G1046.C2 U5 1974 (NLO)
Landowners - Maps - Illinois - 1910-1940
W. W. Hixson & Co.
Survey to plot early land ownership in state.
1990.
Authors: Conzen, Michael P.
Vert 809 (PrCt)

Illinois - Landowners - Maps - Bibliography
Authors: Illinois State Library
17 leaves ; 28 cm.
BHC 1675
Vert 1259 (PrCt)

Landowners - Maps - United States - History
United States - Landowners - Maps - History
Landownership maps and county atlases. 1984.
Authors: Conzen, Michael P.
From Agricultural History 58, no.2 (April 1984): p. 119-122
119-122.
BHC 1143
Vert 755 (PrCt)

Landowners - Maps - United States - History
United States - Landowners - Maps - History
The County landownership map in America : its commercial development and social transformation 1814-1939. 1984.
Authors: Conzen, Michael P.
Imago mundi p. 9-31 : maps, ill.
BHC 1144
Vert 756 (PrCt)

Landowners - Maps - United States - History
United States - Landowners - Maps - History
Real property - Maps - United States - History
Land ownership SEE Landowners
Land ownership SEE Landowners
Land ownership SEE Landowners
Land ownership maps SEE Landowners - Maps
Land ownership maps SEE Landowners - Maps
Real property
SEE ALSO Landowners
SEE ALSO Real property
Landowners - Maps
Purveying the agrarian dream : commercial development and social transformation of the county land ownership map in America, 1814-1939. 1983.
Authors: Conzen, Michael P.
8 p.
Vert 809 (PrCt)

Landowner
Landowners
Landowners
Real property
Land ownership maps
SEE

Landowners

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Landshut (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1578

Landshvt / Deping. Georgivs Hoefnagle
Antverpian ... [Cologne : s.n.], M.D. LXXVIII [1578, i.e. ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Hoefnagel, Joris, 1542-1601 -- Albrecht V, Duke of Bavaria, 1528-1579 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : hand col. ; 32 x 42 cm.
Derived from a 1578 drawing by Joris Hoefnagel; see R.A. Skelton’s Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.
Dedication: Alberto D.G. Com. Pal. ... Bavariae Dvci ....
Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Landshvtvm.

Landshut (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1578

Landshvt / Deping. Georgivs Hoefnagle
Antverpian ... [Amsterdam : Jan Jansson], M.D. LXXVIII [1578, i.e. 1657].
Dedication: Alberto D.G. Com. Pal. ... Bavariae Dvci ....
Latin letterpress text on verso under title: totius Germaniae svperiorus illustriorum clariorumque tabulae ...
Pars posterior [i.e. prior] 1657. [plate 66].
Issued in volume [2] of 8 in Jansson’s townbook atlases, collectively known as the Theatrum urbium (Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657).
Case oversize G 117 .452, v. 2, [plate 66] (PrCT)

41600 Langlade County (Wis.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps

Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960- -- Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)
300 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
1st ed.
'Deluxe edition.'
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).
'3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.' Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).
Includes indexes.
Series: Family maps
ISBN 1420303961
Local History Ref F587.L3 B69 2006 (NLO)


Standard atlas of Langlade county, Wisconsin : including a plat book of the villages, cities and townships of the county, map of the state, United States and world, patrons directory, reference business directory and departments devoted to general information, analysis of the system of U.S. land surveys, digest of the system of civil government, etc., etc. / compiled and published by Geo. A. Ogle & Co. Chicago : G.A. Ogle & Co., 1913.
Authors: Geo. A. Ogle & Co. -- George F. Cram Company
1 atlas (93, xxiii p.) : ill., maps (most hand col.,...
1 atlas (98 p.) : maps (1 folded), port. ; 33 cm.
Autograph ed.
Includes landowner, school and government directories, and indexes.
Signed by compiler, p. 8.
Advertisements on front endpaper.
Scales differ.
From "Autograph" [i.e. author's preface] (p.7): Whoever tries conscientiously to map one of these North Wisconsin counties soon makes the startling discovery that the detail of our local geography, away from the main roads and streams, is about as well known as that of Thibet or the Congo region. The map returned by the government surveyors in the eighteen-fifties was incredibly bad: . . . Although few sections remain which some one could not correctly map, this scattered knowledge of innumerable individuals has seldom been put on paper, and still more seldom been brought together into a general map covering any considerable extent of ground; so that Lower Bass Lake (for example) which in reality is four separate lakes, in the last county atlas and even on the State's recent soil map, appears as one.
folio G4123.L4G46 1927 .B35 (NLO)

41603 Langlade County (Wis.) - Maps - 1963 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps
Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Langlade County (Wis.). County Clerk -- Revie, Ned -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (32 p.) : 25 maps ; 22 x 28 cm.
Cover title.
"These books available at County Clerks office."
Includes index to owners and government directory.
Scale [1:50,688]. 1 1/4 in. = 1 mile.
Former owner's signature: Ned Revie.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskets folio G4123.L4G46 1963 .R58 (NLO)

Authors: Schmidt, W. -- Streit, Karl, 1874-1935 -- Carl Winter's Universitätsbuchhandlung -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 14 maps ; 410 x 280 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

1 atlas (224 p. : col. ill., col. maps) ; 31 cm.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 217-218) and index.
LC Card Number: 95015336
ISBN 0816033889
folio P106 .L67 1996 (NLO)
References: Karrow, Mapmakers of the sixteenth century (1993), p. 6; Broecke, Ortelius atlas maps (1996), p. 89
VAULT Case oversize G 1007 .64, [plate 12] (PrCt)

Languedoc (France) - Maps - 1588-00-Provence (France) - Maps - 1588-00-Savoie (France and Italy) - Maps - 1588-00-Comtat Venaissin (France) - Maps - 1588-00-Rhône River Valley (Switzerland and France) - Maps - 1588

Galliae Narbonens ; Sabaudiae dvcat / autore Aegidio Bulionio Belga ; Venvxini comitats nova descr. / autore Stephano Ghebellino. [Antwerp : Christophe Plantin, 1588].
3 maps : hand col. ; 34 x 22 cm. and smaller, on sheet 46 x 62 cm.
In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatre de la tierra universal (Antwerp : Christophe Plantin, 1588), [plate 26].
First map derived from earlier work by Charles de l'Ecluse; see Karrow.
Printed no. 26 and Spanish letterpress text on verso beginning: La costa de la Gallia Narbonense. Los lugares mas famosos ... .
VAULT Oversize Ayer 135 .07 1588, [plate 26] (PrCt)

Languedoc (France) - Maps - 1570-00-Savoie (France and Italy) - Maps - 1570-00-Gallia Narbonensis ora maritima recenter descripta ; Sabaudiae, et Bvgvndiae Comitatus descriptio / autore Aegidio Bulionio Belga.
[Antwerp : Aegid. Coppenium Diesth, 1570].
2 maps ; 30 x 22 cm. and 30 x 21 cm., on sheet 41 x 55 cm.
In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatrum orbis terrarvm (Antwerp : A.C. Diesth, 1570), [plate 12].
Derived from earlier work by Charles de l'Ecluse; see Karrow.
Engraved by Franz Hogenberg; see Karrow, p. 5.
Printed no. 12 and Latin letterpress text on verso beginning: Galliae nar Bonensis ora maritima ... Duplicate copy: VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .07 1570

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
3 maps : hand col.; 35 x 22 cm. and smaller, on sheet 45 x 55 cm.
First map derived from earlier work by Charles de l'Ecluse; see Karrow.
Printed no. 29 and English letterpress text on verso beginning: The Coast of Narbonne. The principall places alonge this coast ... .
In:Ortelius, Abraham. Theatrum orbis terrarum ... (London : J. Norton, 1606), [plate 29].
Digital image of a duplicate or variant edition available on Marcel P.R. van den Broecke's Cartographica Neerlandica website (accessed July 2012):
References: Karrow, Mapmakers of the sixteenth century (1993), p. 6, 17, and 161; Broecke, Koeman, v. 3, p. 214, no. [84].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1606, [plate 29] (PrCt)

4161 Languedoc (France) - Maps - 1651
Gouvernement general du Languedoc, divise en ses vingt deux dioceses. [Paris : P. Mariette, 1651 [i.e. 1659]].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Cordier, Robert (Engraver) -- Mariette, Pierre, 1603-1657 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (1658 [i.e. 1659])
1 map : hand col.; 42 x 53 cm.
In: Sanson, Nicolas. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (Paris : Pierre Mariette, 1658 [i.e. 1659?]) v. 1, pl. [49]
VAULT Case oversize G1015 .S35 1658 v. 1, pl. [49] (PrCt)

4162 Languedoc (France) - Maps - 1680
Gouvernement general de Languedoc.
Amsterdami, [ca. 1725].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Covens et Mortier -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). Ill:G23
1 map ; 43 x 53 cm.
Ca. 1725 state of map first published ca. 1680.
Koeman, v. 3, p. 214, no. [84].
Scale 1:700,000.
3267
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G5833.L3 1680 W5 state 1725 (PrCt)

4163 Languedoc (France) - Maps - 1700
Langvedoc. Amsterdam [Amsterdam : Frederik de Wit, ca. 1700?].
Authors: Blaeu, Willem Janszoon, 1571-1638 -- Wit, Frederik de -- Wit, Frederik de. Atlas [ca. 1700?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 43 x 53 cm.
In: Wit, Frederik de. Atlas (Amsterdam : bij Frederik de Wit in de Calverstraet bij den Dam inde Witte Paskaert. [ca. 1700?]) no. [25].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .W8 A no. [25] (PrCt)

4164 Languedoc (France) - Maps - 1710
Præfectura generalis Languedociae.
Amsterdam, [ca. 1710].
Authors: Valck, G. (Gerard), 1651 or 2-1726 -- Valck, Leonard, 1675-1746 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). Ill:G24
1 map ; 46 x 56 cm.
3265
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G5833.L3 1710 V3 (PrCt)

4165 Languedoc (France) - Maps - 1712 - Canals<-- Canal Du Midi (France) - Maps - 1712
Le Gouvernement general de Languedoc ... Paris, 1712.
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Starckman, P. -- Bénard, J. F. (Jacques François) -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). Ill:G29
1 map ; 45 x 68 cm.
Added title: Le Canal royal de Languedoc. Pastoureau, Fer IIC [29].
3263 rev
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G5833.L3P53 1712 F4 (PrCt)

4166 Languedoc (France) - Maps - 1721
Gouvernement general de Languedoc qui comprend deux generalitez ... Paris, 1721.
Authors: Jaillot, Bernard Jean Hyacinthe, 1673-1739 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). Ill:G22
1 map ; 76 x 91 cm.
Pastoureau, Jaillot II, [181-182].
4360
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map6F G5833.L3 1721 J3 (PrCt)

4167 Languedoc (France) - Maps - 1721
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Cordier, Robert (Engraver) -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Delamarche, Charles François, 1740-1817. Atlas général : contenant le détail des quatre parties du monde [1798?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 40 x 53 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:865,000].
Relief shown pictorially.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

Baskes oversize G1015 .A77 1798, [ptie 1], [plate 71] (NLO)

41618 Languedoc (France) - Maps - 1740<br>Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1740<br>Le Gouvernement general de Laguèdoc ... Amsterdam, [ca. 1740].
Authors: Côvens et Mortier -- L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G25-26
1 map : hand col. ; 56 x 88 cm. on 2 sheets each 62 x 48 cm.
State 2 of the map, bearing Guillaume de L'Isle's name instead of Sanson's name.
State 1: Ayer +135 L695 1741, v. 1, nos. [32-33].
3266 Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G5833.L3 1740 C6 state 2 (PrCt)

41619 Languedoc (France) - Maps - 1741<br>Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1741<br>Le Gouvernement general de Laguèdoc divisé en trois lieutennes generales ... Amsterdam : Jean Covens & Corneille Mortier, [1741?].
Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Côvens et Mortier -- L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726. Atlas nouveau, contenant toutes les parties du monde ... [1741?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 56 x 88 cm. on 2 sheets each 68 x 55 cm.
Title from western sheet.
In: L'Isle, Guillaume de. Atlas nouveau, contenant toutes les parties du monde ... (Amsterdam : J. Covens & C. Mortier, [1741?]) v. 1, pl. [32-33].
State 1 of the map, bearing Sanson's name, later replaced by that of Guillaume de L'Isle.
State 2: Sack map4F oG5833.L3 1740 C6 state 2.
4301

oversize Ayer 135 .L695 1741 v. 1, pl. [32-33] (PrCt)

41620 Languedoc (France) - Maps - 1745
Gubernatio generalis Languedociae occitania olim dictae in 3. generales divisae ... [Nuremberg : Homann Erben, ca. 1745].
1 map : hand col. ; 44 x 56 cm.
Added title above upper margin: Le gouvernement general de Languedoc divisé en trois lieutenances generales ... sur les memoires du St. Tillemon, par J. B. Nolin.
In: Homann, Johann Baptist. Atlas novus terrarum orbis (Nuremberg : [Homann Erben, ca. 1745]), [plate 17].
Map dated 1742.
Manuscript 'No. 17' and '18' on verso.
oversize Ayer 135 .H7 1730, [plate 17] (PrCt)

41621 Languedoc (France) - Maps - 1752
Gouvernement général du Languedoc divisé par diocèses ... / par le Sr. Robert ... ; Moreau inv. et sculp. [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy], 1752.
Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Moreau, Jean Michel, 1741-1814 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1758?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 47 cm.
In: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles. Atlas universel (Paris : Chez les auteurs, quay de l'Horloge du Palais, Boudet libraire imprimeur du roi, rue St. Jacques, 1757 [i.e. 1758?]), [plate 46].
"Languedoc" -- oversize letterpress title stamp on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1757, [plate 46] (PrCt)

41622 Languedoc (France) - Maps - 1752
Gouvernement général du Languedoc divisé par diocèses ... / par le Sr. Robert ... ; Moreau inv. et sculp. [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy], 1752.
Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Moreau, Jean Michel, 1741-1814 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1790?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 48 cm.
In: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles. Atlas universel (Paris : Chez les auteurs, quay of l'Horloge du Palais, Boudet libraire imprimeur du roi, rue St. Jacques, 1757 [i.e. 1758?]), [plate 47].
"47" -- oversize letterpress number stamp on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1790, [plate 47] (PrCt)

41623 Languedoc (France) - Maps - 1777<br>Foix (France) - Maps - 1777<br>Roussillon (France) - Maps - 1777
41625 Langwith, A. L. (Alfred Logan)<br>Langwith Inc. (Minneapolis, Minn.)<br>United States - Road maps - 1900-1959<br>Langwith Publishing Company SEE Langwith Inc. (Minneapolis, Minn.)<br>L.P. Co. SEE Langwith Inc. (Minneapolis, Minn.)<br>Langwith Advertising and Publishing Co. SEE Langwith Inc. (Minneapolis, Minn.)<br>Road maps<br>Information on Langwith maps. 2009.<br>Authors: Solomonson, Craig<br>2 p. ; 28 cm.<br>Printout of posting to MAPHIST 22 Feb. 2009.<br>Vert 38, no. 1 (PrCt)<br>41631 Lapeer County (Mich.) - Maps - 1800-1899<br>Landowners - Maps<br>Family maps of Lapeer County, Michigan : with homesteads, roads, waterways, towns, cemeteries, railroads, and more / by Gregory A. Boyd. Norman, Okla. Arphax Pub. Co., c2007.<br>Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960--<br>266 p. : maps ; 28 cm.<br>1st ed.<br>'Deluxe edition.'<br>Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal government of the United States.<br>41627 Lannoy, Ferdinand, ca. 1511-1579<br>[Notes on Ferdinand de Lannoy]. [Chicago, 198-?].


Authors: Karrow, Robert W.<br>1 file folder ; 25 x 30 cm.<br>Bibliographical notes, correspondence, and drafts used in the preparation of the chapter on Ferdinand de Lannoy in: Karrow, Mapmakers of the sixteenth century and their maps (1993).<br>Vert 3116 (PrCt)
Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).

'3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.'

Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).

Includes indexes.

Series: Family maps
ISBN 1420308149 ; 9781420308143

Local History Ref F572.L3 B69 2007 (NLO)

41632 Lapeer County (Mich.) - Maps - 1858 - Landowners - Counties - Maps

Authors: Pettibone, Darwin A., 1827-1894 -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps on microfiche ; 1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 38 x 49 in. Scale: 1: 100,000.
Originally published Bridgeport Center, Mich.: D. A. Pettibone, 1858. Only covers part of the county.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps: Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps on microfiche ; 1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.

Microfiche 583, no. 353 (PrCt)

41633 Lapeer County (Mich.) - Maps - 1863 - Landowners - Counties - Maps

Authors: Doughty, W. E. -- Gross, I. -- Geil & Harley -- Geil, Samuel -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps on microfiche ; 1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps: Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps on microfiche ; 1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.

Microfiche 583, no. 341 (PrCt)

41634 Lapeer County (Mich.) - Maps - 1920-1929 - Landowners - Counties - Maps

Authors: W.W. Hixson & Co. -- Grewe, Henry -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)


Cover title.

County map pasted onto leaf [1].

Scale not given.


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G4113.L3G46 1920z .H5 (NLO)

41635 Lapham, Increase Allen, 1811-1875

Milwaukee's gentlemen paleontologists. 1983.

Authors: Mikulic, Donald C.


BHC 1938

Vert 1406 (PrCt)

41636 Lapham, Increase Allen, 1811-1875

Increase Allen Lapham : he made maps, too

1990.

Authors: Peters, Thomas W.

[7] leaves ; 28 cm.

Typescript of paper for Geography 577, University of Wisconsin, Madison, 29 November 1990.

BHC 1937

Vert 1501 (PrCt)

41637 Lapham, Increase Allen, 1811-1875

Wisconsin, a sectional map (1846)

Lapham's 1846 Wisconsin, a sectional map...

1890.

Authors: Peters, Thomas W.

[9] leaves ; 28 cm.

Typescript of paper for Geography 577, University of Wisconsin, Madison, 6 December 1990.

BHC 1936

Vert 1500 (PrCt)


Prospectus : Carte générale de la Turquie d'Europe, en 15 feuillets : dressée, sur des matériaux rassemblés par M. le lieutenant-général comte Guilleminot, directeur-général du Dépôt de la guerre, et M. le maréchal-de camp baron de Tromelin, inspecteur-général d'infanterie, par M. le chevalier Lapie, officier supérieur au corps royal des ingénieurs-géographes militaires. [Paris] : De l'imprimerie d'Everat, rue du Cadran, n°. 16,
Lapland - Maps - 1612
Lappiae pars. [Franckfurt am Mayn : Erasmo Kempffern, in Verlegung Leuini Hulsij Wittibe, 1612].
Authors: Veer, Gerrit de. Dritter Theil : Warhafftiger Relation Der dreyen newen ... Schiiffahrt (1612) -- Kempffern, Erasmus -- Hulsian Erben -- Hulsian, Levinus, d. 1606. [Sammlung von sechs und zwanzig Schiiffahrtten] (1608-1650) 1 map ; 10.5 x 10.8 cm.
In Veer, Gerrit de, Dritter Theil : Warhafftiger Relation Der dreyen newen ... Schiiffahrt (Franckfurt am Mayn: Erasmo Kempffern, in Verlegung Leuini Hulsij Wittibe, 1612), opp. p. 92.
In upper right corner: Pa. In cartouche at upper right, three Sámi people, one with bow and arrow, the other two on skis.
VAULT Ayer 110 .H9 1608, v. 1, pt. 3, p. 92 (PrCt)

Lapland - Maps - 1666
1 map : hand col. ; 42 x 53 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:875,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
Baskes oversize G1015 .A77 1798, [ptie 1], [plate 33] (NLO)

Lapland - Maps - 1674
[Lapland]. [Oxford : At the Theater, 1674].
Authors: Scheffer, Johannes, 1621-1679 -- Scheffer, Johannes, 1621-1679. The History of Lapland (1674) -- Oxford University Press 1 map ; 19 x 28 cm. fold. to 23 x 14 cm. In Scheffer, Johannes, The history of Lapland, wherein are shewed the original, manners, habits, marriages, conjurations, &c. of that people (Oxford : At the Theater, 1674), opp. p. 1.
In upper left corner: Pa. Shows area from 'The Fells or hills dividing Swedland from Norway' on the west to 'The White Sea' on the east and from 'The Bothnie Bay' and 'Tavastia' on the south to 'North Cape.'
Case folio G 536 .788, p. 1 (PrCt)

Lapland - Maps - 1740
Nautical charts -- Kola Peninsula (Russia) - Maps - 1740 - Coasts - Nautical charts -- Kola Peninsula (Russia) - Maps - 1740 - Coasts -- Nautical charts -- Kola Peninsula (Russia) - Maps - 1740 - Coasts -- Kola River (Russia) - Maps - 1740 -- Kildin Island (Russia) - Maps - 1740
The Coast of Lapland from ye river of Kola to ye islands of Swetnoes. [London : William Mount and Thomas Page, 1740].
Authors: Mount, William, d. 1769 -- Page, Thomas, d. 1762 -- English Pilot. Part 2 (1740) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 29 x 52 cm. Oriented with north at lower right. Insets (13 x 17 cm. and 13 x 35 cm.): The Island of Kelduyn -- The River of Kola in the Great Besteek.
In: The English pilot : The second part :
Describing the sea-coasts ... in the whole northern navigation ... the north coast of England and Scotland ... the sea-coast of Flanders ... Norway ... Russia ... and Nova Zembla, as far as the Tartarian Sea ... The sea-coasts of Sweden ... in the Baltic-Sea (London : William Mount and Thomas Page, 1740). [plate 25].

Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger): English Pilot. Part 2 (1740)

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes oversize G1793 .E552 1740, [plate 25] (PrCt)**

**41646 Lapland - Maps - 1749**

*Lapland (Sweden)*

*Maps - 1747*


1 map : hand col. ; 42 x 53 cm.

Scale [ca. 1:875,000].

Relief shown pictorially.

In composite world atlas possibly compiled and published by Charles François Delamarche: Atlas général : contenant le détail des quatre parties du monde [Paris? : s.n., 1798?], [ptie 1], [plate 32].

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes oversize G1015 .A77 1798, [ptie 1], [plate 32] (NLO)**

**41647 LaPorte County (Ind.) - Maps - 1862**

*Landowners - Counties - Maps*


Authors: Geil, Harley, Leamings, Cathcart & J.D. Nash -- Nash, J. D.-- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps

1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.

Size of original: 54.5 x 38.5 in. Scale 1:50,688.


Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps: Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps


**Microfiche 583, no. 154 (PrCt)**

**41648 LaPorte County (Ind.) - Maps - 1874**

*LaPorte County (Ind.)SEE LaPorte County (Ind.) - Maps - 1874 - Landowners - Maps**

See

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

Authors: Higgins, Belden & Company
1 atlas (120 p. : ill., col. maps) ; 45 cm.
Includes index.
Contains a railroad map of the United States and Canada, and a sectional and township map of Indiana.

**LaPorte County Map**

41653 Laporte County (Ind.) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps
LaPorte County (Ind.) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps
LaPorte County (Ind.) SEE Laporte County (Ind.)
Road maps

**LaPorte County (Ind.) - Maps - 1986 - Road maps**

LaPorte (Ind.) - Maps - 1986 - Road maps
LaPorte County (Ind.) - Maps - 1986 - Road maps

**LaPorte (Ind.) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps**

LaPorte (Ind.) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps
LaPorte County (Ind.) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

41662 Larue County (Ky.) - Maps - 1899 - Landowners<<>Counties - Maps<<>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Williams, Charles, fl. 1899 -- Barnes, C. M. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 30 x 33.5 in. Originally published 1899.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Microfiche 583, no. 235 (PrCt)

41663 Las Cases, Emmanuel-Auguste-Dieudonné, Comte De, 1766-1842. Genealogical, Chronological, Historical, and Geographical Atlas (1801)
Authors: Goffart, Walter A.
6 leaves : 28 cm.
Xerox copy of typescript
Vert 1797 (PrCt)

41664 Las Vegas (Nev.) - Maps - 1848-1940<Cartography - Las Vegas (Nev.) - History - 1848-1940
Authors: Chung, Su Kim -- Rankin, Kathy p. 64-81 : maps ; 26 cm.
In Western Association of Map Libraries, Information bulletin 39, no. 2 (March 2008): 64-81.
folio Z673 .W47, v. 39, no. 2, p. 64-81 (PrCt)

41665 Las Vegas (Nev.) - Maps - 1993 - Road maps<<>Henderson (Nev.) - Maps - 1993 - Road maps<>>Boulder City (Nev.) - Maps -

1993 - Road maps<<>North Las Vegas (Nev.) - Maps - 1993 - Road maps<<>Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. EasyFinder
1 map : col. ; 67 x 55 cm.
Uniform title: EasyFinder
Insets: The Strip. -- Downtown Las Vegas.
On verso: Continuation, insets of Henderson and Boulder City.
$2.95
Panel art: Red and blue, MAP.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Missing January 2013.
ISBN 0-528-96516-6
RMcN Road Map 1993 L377 (PrCt)

Las Vegas (Nev.) - Maps - 1997 - Road maps<<>Las Vegas Valley (Nev.) - Maps - 1997 - Road maps<<>Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (192 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
$15.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528969501
RMcN StrFdr 1997 .L377 (PrCt)

Las Vegas (Nev.) - Maps - 2003 - Road maps<<>Clark County (Nev.) - Maps - 2003 - Road maps<<>Road maps<<>Counties - Maps
1 atlas (486, 1,559 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Date on cover: 2003.
$24.95
Uniform titles: StreetFinder -- Street guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-95705-8
RMcN StrFdr 2003 .L377 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 70 x 55 cm.
Uniform title: EasyFinder
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-96951-9
RMcN StrFdr 2004 .L377 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map (A-E, 486-487, 602-1592 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm. +1 CD-ROM.
$24.95
Uniform titles: StreetFinder -- Street guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN StrFdr 2004 .L377 (PrCt)

StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm. +1 CD-ROM.
Dated 2006, but received by the Newberry Library in 2005.
Accompanied by CD-ROM disc with title: Street guide: Las Vegas & Clark County.
$24.95
StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title: The Thomas guide : Las Vegas street guide : including Pahrump, Henderson, Boulder City, and Bullhead City
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder. "$24.95" -- back cover
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-85928-X
RMcN StrFdr 2007 .L377 (PrCt)
41674 Las Vegas Region (Nev.) - Maps - 1991 - Road maps

Authors: Champion Map Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (88 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
$12.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-91166-X
RMcN StrFdr 1991 .L377 (PrCt)

41675 Las Vegas Region (Nev.) - Maps - 1994 - Road maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (128 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
New updated edition."
$14.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-96898-X
RMcN StrFdr 1995 .L377 (PrCt)

41677 Las Vegas Region (Nev.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. EasyFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; fold. to 24 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Uniform title: EasyFinder
Laminated.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
ISBN 0528856537
RMcN Road Map 2005 LasNV (PrCt)

41678 LaSalle Street Station (Chicago, Ill.) - Pictorial works - 1951 - Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul, and Pacific Railroad Company - Pictorial works - 1951 - Railroad stations - Pictorial works - Chicago (Ill.) - 1951 - Railroad stations - La Salle Street Station (Chicago, Ill.) SEE LaSalle Street Station (Chicago, Ill.) - Railroad roads - Maps

[Photograph of LaSalle Street Station in Chicago]. [Chicago? Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway?, 1951?].
Authors: Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway Company -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view ; 13 x 21 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
5A 7267 (1950 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

41679 Lassen National Forest (Calif.) - Maps - 1940

California Region, 1940].
Authors: United States. Forest Service -- Griffin, R. H. -- Moore, R. H. -- Jackson, C. D. -- Vitali, F. -- Calvert, W.
1 map : col. ; 47 x 54 cm. fold. to 23 x 10 cm.
Scale ca. [1:324,000].
Shows roads, trails, railroads, transmission lines, ranger & guard stations, campgrounds, winter sports area, game refuge, primitive area.
Descriptive text and photographs on verso and in right margin.
map 4F G4362 .L3 1940 G7 (PrCt)

41680 Latin America - Geography Geographers - Latin America
Authors: Jones, Clarence Fielden, 1893-1991 -- National Research Council (U.S.). Committee on Latin American Geography -- Northwestern University (Evanston, Ill.) Dept. of Geography -- Campbell, Eila M.J. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
vii, 176 p. ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
Late in 1947 and early in 1948, the Committee on Latin American Geography of the Division of Geology and Geography of the National Research Council set up several working Subcommittees to investigate the status of geographic work in Latin America. Their chief objective was to compile a survey of (1) geographers in Latin America and their research programs; (2) programs of geographic work by Latin American government agencies, including geographic mapping programs; (3) geographic societies in Latin America and their fields of interest and publications'--P. 1-2.
Typescript.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskets folio F1408.9 .G46 1951 (NLO)

41681 Latin America - Historical geography - 2012 Latin America - Geography - 2012
Imperial geographies and spatial memories in Spanish America / guest editors, Alexander Hidalgo and John F. López. [Syracuse, N.Y. ; Austin, Tex.] : Conference of Latin Americanist Geographers ; Distributed by the University of Texas Press, 2012.
Special issue of: Journal of Latin American geography, volume 11.
F1408.9 .J47 2012 (NLO)

41682 Latin America - Historical geography - Maps - 1932 Latin America - Maps - 1932
An Atlas of Hispanic American history.
Washington, D.C. [s.n.], 1932.
Authors: Wilgus, A. Curtis (Alva Curtis), 1897-1981 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
Cover title.
Phillips 10843
Ayer 135 .W67 1932 (NLO)

41683 Latin America - Historical geography - Maps - 1936 Central America - Historical geography - Maps - 1936
Historical atlases
Atlas histórico de la América hispano-portuguesa, por J. Dantín Cereceda y V. Loriente Cancio ... Madrid : Sucesores de Rivadeneyra, s.a., artes gráficas, 1936-.
Authors: Dantín Cereceda, Juan, 1881-1943 -- Loriente Cancio, V. -- Madrid (Spain). Centro de estudios históricos. Sección hispano-americana -- Rivadeneyra (Firm) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ( v.) : maps ; 41 cm.
Incomplete?; Newberry holds vol. 2 only?; no more issued?
At head of title: Junta para ampliación de estudios e investigaciones científicas. Centro de estudios históricos. Sección hispano-americana. Issued in parts.
Bibliographies included.
References: Phillips 18042
LC Card Number: map44000124
NL 40-5883
oversize Ayer 135 .D19 1936 (NLO)
Map Collection and the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library).
Not drawn to scale.
Ayer ms map proj 97

VAULT Ayer MS 1245 maps (NLO)

41688 Latin America - Maps - 1758
Central America - Maps - 1758
South America - Maps - 1758

Atlas geographic de la America septentrional y meridional...
Por...
Thomas Lopez pensionista de S.M. en la corte de Paris año de 1758.

Madrid:
Se hallará en casa de Antonio Sanz, [1758].

Authors: López de Vargas Machuca, Tomás,
1731-1802 -- Sanz, Antonio, Il. 1728-1790 --
Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([12] 116 p. : 38 maps ; 13 cm.
Relates entirely to Spanish America.
With portrait of the dedicatee, Ferdinand VI,
signed: Dibujado y gravado por Manuel Salvador
Carmona Paris 1758.
References: Phillips 1159; Atlases in libraries of
Chicago (1936) no. 1255; Sabin 41999; Palau y
Dulcet, 1948, VII, 140284; Medina BHA 3859.

Ayer 135 .L8 1758 (NLO)

41689 Latin America - Maps - 1919

Atlas America Latina. New York: General
Drafting, 1919.

Authors: General Drafting Company -- Morris,
Frank B. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 37 maps ; 414 x 285 mm.
Edited by Frank B. Morris.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
References: Phillips 18046

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

41690 Latin America - Maps - 1922-1940

South America - Maps - 1922-1940
West Indies - Maps - 1922-1940
Central America - Maps - 1922-1940
Mexico - Maps - 1922-1940

[Map of Hispanic America, 1:1,000,000].
1940?).

Authors: International map of the world
(1:1,000,000) -- American Geographical Society
of New York -- International Map Committee
maps: col.; on sheets 47 x 69 cm. each
Incomplete map series; index map shows
coverage complete in 105 sheets; Newberry
sheets variously dated 1922-[ca. 1940?]

Title from American Geographical Society of New
York List of publications.
Titles in upper left margins: South America,
[North America, West Indies] 1:1,000,000.
Issues in quadrangles of 4° latitude by 6°
longitude, coordinated with the International map
of the world (1:1,000,000).
Scale 1:1,000,000.
Relief shown by contours, hypsometric tints
and

41687 Latin America - Manuscripts - Maps - Collections, 1830- Manuscript maps
[Maps of Latin American countries and regions].
1830.

Authors: Ulloa, León -- Edward E. Ayer
Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) --
Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection (Newberry
Library) -- Newberry Library. Manuscript map.
Ayer MS 1245 maps
13 ms. maps: hand col.; 74 x 124 mm. and
smaller
Rough outline maps drawn by Leon Ulloa as part
of his unpublished 1830 manuscript Relacion
historial y geográfica de las republicas de la
America española (Ayer MS 1245).
Contents: Islas Antillas -- Mejico ó Nueva España
-- Guatemala: Estados Unidos de Centro
America -- Republica de Venezuela -- Nuevo
Reino de Granada -- Republica del Ecuador --
Republica del Perú -- Republica de Bolívia --
Republica de Chile -- Confederacion del Rio de
La Plata -- Patagonia -- Paraguay -- Republica
Oriental del Uruguay.
Pen-and-ink and watercolor (blue, red, green,
yellow).
Form part of both the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript

41686 Latin America - Historical geography - Maps - 1983

Latin American hist teaching atlas. Madison:
Wisconsin UP, 1983.

Authors: Lombardi, Cathryn L -- University of
Wisconsin Press -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 v. : 104 maps ; 280 x 216 mm.
1st ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

41685 Latin America - Historical geography - Maps - 1969

Historical atlas of Latin America. New York:
Cooper Square, 1969.

Authors: Wilgus, A. Curtis (Alva Curtis),
1897-1981 -- Cooper Square -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 175 maps ; 234 x 158 mm.
A2156
Cf. Phillips 18044
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

41676 Latin America - Maps - 1967

Map Collection and the Edward E. Ayer
Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library).
Not drawn to scale.
Ayer ms map proj 97

VAULT Ayer MS 1245 maps (NLO)
spot heights.
For earlier editions of these sheets see Case oversize G 10 .44.
map6F 4400 (NLO)

41691 Latin America - Maps - 1922<<<>Map projection - Lambert azimuthal - 1922<<<>Lambert azimuthal projection (Cartography)
Authors: American Geographical Society of New York -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 165 x 144 cm. on 3 sheets
1st ed.
Scale 1:6,000,000.
oversize Ayer 133 .A51 1922 (NLO)

41692 Latin America - Maps - 1922<<<>Mexico - Maps - 1922<<<>Central America - Maps - 1922<<<>South America - Maps - 1922
Authors: Anglo South American Bank -- London Geographical Institute -- George Philip & Son -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (20 p.) : 11 maps (chiefly col.) ; 35 cm.
Cover title: Commercial atlas of Latin America "The London Geographical Institute"--On maps.
"Lithographed and printed by George Philip & Son, Ltd."
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1102.L3Q1 A85 1922 (NLO)

41693 Latin America - Maps - 1922<<<>Mexico - Maps - 1922<<<>Central America - Maps - 1922<<<>South America - Maps - 1922
Authors: Filsinger, Ernst B., 1880- -- General Drafting Company -- United States. Government Printing Office -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
xii, 734 p. : 43 maps ; 21 cm.
Rev. ed.
Stamp (p. 33): The Little Shop, 50 E. 4th St. Maps copyright General Drafting Co.
Folded map in pocket.
Series: Department of Commerce, Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce miscellaneous series ; no. 89 -- Miscellaneous series (United States. Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce) ; no. 89.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 705-722) and index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Full text of another copy available online via HathiTrust Digital Library (accessed June 2013): http://babel.hathitrust.org/cgi/ LC Card Number: 22027402
Baskes F1408.29 .F55 1922 (NLO)

41694 Latin America - Maps - 1942<<<>Map projection - Bipolar Oblique Conic Conformal - 1942<<<>Bipolar Oblique Conic Conformal projection (Cartography)
Authors: American Geographical Society of New York -- A. Hoen & Co. -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
2 maps : col. ; 79 x 110 cm. and 154 x 111 cm., on 3 sheets, mounted on 2 sheets, fold. to 39 x 24 cm.
Compiled and drawn by the American Geographical Society of New York ...
Reproduced and printed by A. Hoen & co., inc., Baltimore.'
'Projection: Bipolar oblique conic conformal.' Relief shown by contours and spot heights on some sheets; depths shown by contours and soundings.
Includes text, diagr., 'Table of scale conversion numbers,' and index map.
Scale 1:5,000,000.
Added titles: Mexico, Central America and the West Indies -- South America.
4383 pamphlet Ayer 133 .A51 1942 (NLO)

41695 Latin America - Maps - 1946-1949<<<>Map projection - Bipolar Oblique Conic Conformal - 1946-1949<<<>Bipolar Oblique Conic Conformal projection (Cartography)
5 maps : col. ; 77 x 113-115 cm.
Contents: 1A. Mexico, Central America, and the West Indies.--1B. South America, sheet north.--1C. South America, sheet south.--1D. Alaska, northern Canada, and Greenland.--1E. United States, southern Canada, and Newfoundland.
Added title: Standard map series designation system: Series 1106.
'Projection: Bipolar oblique conic conformal.' Relief shown by hypsometric tints.
Issued also without hypsometric tints.
Sheets 1A-1C first published in 1942 by the American Geographical Society, with an index to place names.
Atlas of the Americas, sheet 1A-1E
[U.S. Army Map Service. A.M.S. 1106]

oversize Ayer 133 .A51 1946 (NLO)

41696 Latin America - Maps - 2005


Includes index.

Paperback binding.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

ISBN 0471706973

folio RMcN atlas .G6 2005 .L3 (PrCt)

41699 Latin America - Maps - Cities and towns - Collections, 1500-1900<<>>Philippines - Maps - Cities and towns - Collections, 1500-1900<<>>Cities and towns - Latin America - Maps - Collections, 1500-1900<<>>Cities and towns - Philippines - Maps - Collections, 1500-1900

Planos de ciudades iberoamericanas y filipinas existentes en el Archivo de Indias. [Madrid : Istituto de Estudios de Administración Local?], 1951.

Authors: Archivo General de Indias -- González, Julio -- Instituto de Estudios de Administración Local (Spain). Seminario de Urbanismo -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

v. 1. Láminas. -- v. 2. Reseña, por Julio González y González.

LC Card Number: map5300280

Ayer 108.5 .S73 1951 (NLO)

41700 Latin America - Maps - Cities and towns - Collections, 1600-1900<<>>Philippines - Maps - Cities and towns - Collections, 1600-1900<<>>Cities and towns - Latin America - Maps - Collections, 1600-1900<<>>Cities and towns - Philippines - Maps - Collections, 1600-1900


Authors: Archivo General de Indias -- González, Julio -- Instituto de Estudios de Administración Local (Spain). Seminario de Urbanismo -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

v. 1. Láminas. -- v. 2. Reseña, por Julio González y González.

Includes bibliographical references and indexes.

Reprint of the 1951 ed.

ISBN 8470689845

Ayer folio G1544.A1 S7 1981 (NLO)

41701 Latin America - Maps - Collections, 1500-1899

-- Cities and towns<<>>Cities and towns - Latin America - Maps - Collections,

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
In: Münster, Sebastian. Cosmographiae universalis ... (Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552), p. 540
Possibly an inaccurate view, since some of the woodcuts in this volume were used for more than one town.

NEWBERRY LIBRARY CARTOGRAPHIC CATALOG (2015)

41714 Laubinga, Sveuiae opp. Alberti Magni patria.
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : hand col.; 13 x 50 cm.
Anonymous view.

41715 DC : LC G&M Division, [1983?].

41717 In: Mills, Robert. Atlas of the state of South Carolina ... [1825] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 45 x 57 cm.
'Surveyed by Henry Gray D.S., 1820. Improved for Mills' atlas, 1825.'

41718 In: Motes, Margaret Peckham -- Motes, Margaret Peckham -- Southern Historical Press, 1994.
Authors: Mills, Robert, 1781 - 1858 -- Janson, Jan, 1588-1664 -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Urbium totius Germaniae superius illustriurum clariorumque tabulae ...
Pars posterior [i.e. prior] (1657) -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Theatrum urbiu (1657)
1 view : hand col.; 13 x 50 cm.
Title from cartouche at lower right.
Added title in uppercase lettering at top center:
Laubinga.
On same sheet with: Brixia Tyrolis.
Latin letterpress text on verso under titles: Brixina -- Lavbinga.

41719 Library of Congress. LC Card Number: 95112348
ISBN 0893085014 ; 9780893085018
F279.S257 M68 1994 (NLO)

41720 request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
for more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1 map : on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 41 x 37 in. Scale: 1:63,360.
Originally published 1883.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing
19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map
Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
[Washington, D.C. : Library of Congress,
Geography and Map Division, 1983?].

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

41718 Lawaça County (Tex.) - Maps - 1879 -
Landowners<<>Counties -
Maps<<>Landowners - Maps
[Lawaça County (Tex.) - 1879: LC G&M land
ownership maps on microfiche]. [Washington,
D.C.] : LC G&M Division, [1983?].
Authors: Texas. General Land Office -- Library of
Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC
G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map : on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 20.5 x 21.5 in. Scale 1:133,320.
Originally compiled 1879.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing
19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map
Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
[Washington, D.C. : Library of Congress,
Geography and Map Division, 1983?].

Microfiche 583, no. 838 (PrCr)

41719 Lawaça County (Tex.) - Maps - 1896 -
Landowners<<>Counties -
Maps<<>Landowners - Maps
[Lawaça County (Tex.) - 1896: LC G&M land
ownership maps on microfiche]. [Washington,
D.C.] : LC G&M Division, [1983?].
Authors: Pressler, Chas. W. - -- Bramlette, H. M. - --
Texas. General Land Office -- Library of
Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC
G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map : on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: Blueprint, 2 parts, 21.5 x 41 in.
each. Originally compiled 1896; traced 1914.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing
19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map
Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
[Washington, D.C. : Library of Congress,
Geography and Map Division, 1983?].

Microfiche 583, no. 1047 (PrCr)

41720 Lawes Rabjohns Ltd. - Catalogs<<>Surveys -
Instruments - Catalogs
Technical catalogue, section 8 : surveying
instruments and equipment. London : Lawes
Rabjohns, 1953.
Authors: Lawes Rabjohns Ltd. -- Maylor, W. D. --
Broe, Eric F. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
viii, 44 p. : ill. ; 25 cm.
Abridged ed.
Cover title.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960-- Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)
202 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
1st ed.
'Deluxe edition.'
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).
'3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.'
Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).
Includes indexes.
Series: Family maps
ISBN 1420309889 ; 9781420309881
Local History Ref F547.L4 B69 2009 (NLO)

41724 Lawrence County (Ill.) - Maps - 1875 - Landowners—Counties - Maps—Landowners - Maps
Atlas of Lawrence Co. Illinois / drawn from actual surveys and the county records ; to which is added a railroad & sectional map of the state. Evansville, Ind. Unigraphic, inc., c1979.
Authors: W.R. Brink & Co. -- Brink, Wesley Raymond -- Unigraphic (Evansville, Ind.)
1 atlas (45, 14 p.) : ill., maps : 36 cm.
On cover: The Heritage collection: illustrated atlas from Unigraphic.
Includes index.
folio G1408.L4 B7 1979 (NLO)

41725 Lawrence County (Ill.) - Maps - 1920 - Landowners—Counties - Maps—Landowners - Maps
Authors: W.W. Hixson & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([14] leaves) : 14 maps (1 fold.) ; 28 cm.
Cover-title.
Scale not given.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Phillips 12340

41726 Lawrence County (Ill.) - Maps - 1960 - Landowners—Counties - Maps—Landowners - Maps
Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Lawrence County Farm Bureau Young Adults (Ill.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (28 p.) : 14 maps ; 22 x 29 cm.
Cover title.
“Sponsored by Lawrence County Farm Bureau Young Adults.”
Includes index to owners.
Scale [1:50,688], 1 1/4 in. = 1 mile.
Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G4103.L4G46 1960 .R58 (NLO)

41727 Lawrence County (Ill.) - Maps - 1969 - Landowners—Counties - Maps—Landowners - Maps
Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Lawrence County (Ill.), County Clerk & Recorder -- Lawrence County (Ill.). Board of Supervisors -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (29 p.) : 11 maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
“Sponsored by Lawrence County Board of Supervisors.”
Includes index to owners and county government directory.
Scale [1:50,688], 1 1/4 in. = 1 mile.
Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 2010587069
Baskes folio G4103.L4G46 1969 .R58 (NLO)

41728 Lawrence County (Ind.) - Maps - 1860-1869 - Landowners—Counties - Maps—Landowners - Maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 13 parts, 17 x 13 in. each.
Scale 1:42,240.
Originally published [186-?].
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Lawrence County (Ind.) - Maps - 1879<<<Counties - Maps
An Atlas of Lawrence County, Indiana.
Authors: Griffing, B. N. -- D.J. Lake & Company
Not at Newberry?; ordered July 1981; never received?
Held by 7 libraries, including Allen County (Ind.)
Public Library, Cincinnati Historical Society, and
the Milwaukee County Federated Library System
--OCLC (2003).
Not at Newberry Library (Sept. 2010) (PrCt)

Lawrence County (Miss.) - Maps - 1800-1899 -
Landowners<<<Counties - Maps<<<Landowners - Maps
Family maps of Lawrence County, Mississippi : with homesteads, roads, waterways, towns,
cemeteries, railroads, and more. Norman, Okla.
Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960-
-- Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)
214 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
1st ed.
'Deluxe edition.'
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or
similar land patents, as recorded on the database
of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal
Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).
'3 maps per township: homesteads & other land
patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.'
Includes maps showing county location within
state, surrounding counties, congressional
townships within the county, cities and towns
within the county, and county cemeteries. There
is also an index of surnames for county patents
(with parcel-counts for each surname), and a
surname/township index (with parcel-counts for
each surname by township).
Includes indexes.
ISBN 1420300571
Local History Ref F347.L35 B69 2005 (NLO)

Lawrence County (Ohio) - Maps - 1882-1887 -
Landowners<<<Counties - Maps<<<Landowners - Maps
Atlas of Lawrence County, Ohio : Hardesty -
1882, Lake - 1887. [Ironton, Ohio?] : Lawrence
County Historical Society, [1985].
Authors: Hardesty, Hiram H., 1834-1898
Historical hand-atlas ... outline map and history of
Lawrence County, Ohio (1882) -- D.J. Lake &
Company. An Atlas of Lawrence County, Ohio
(1887) -- Lawrence County Genealogical Society
(Ohio)
2 atlases in 1 v. (various pagings : maps, port.) ;
32 cm.
Abridged facsimile reprints of: Historical
hand-atlas ... outline map and history of
Lawrence County, Ohio. Chicago : H.H.
Hardesty, 1882 -- An Atlas of Lawrence County,
Cover title: 1882 Hardesty, 1887 Lake atlas.
Includes index and directories.
'Mrs. Phyllis N. Hamner is responsible for the
atlas publication project, and John L. Jones and
Caryn Shoemaker researched, indexed, and
designed the reproduction.'
Scales differ.
LC Card Number: 86-156179 /MAP
folio G1398.L3 A8 1985 (NLO)

Lawrence County (Pa.) - Maps - 1860 -
Landowners<<<Counties - Maps<<<Landowners - Maps
[Lawrence County (Pa.) - 1860: LC G&M land
ownership maps on microfiche]. [Washington,
D.C.] : LC G&M Division, [1983?].
Authors: Ames, N. S. -- Barker, William J. --
Library of Congress. Geography and Map
Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 2 parts, 51.5 x 26 in. and 51.5 x
29 in. Originally published Philadelphia: Wm. J.
Barker, 1860.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing
19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map
Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
[Washington, D.C. : Library of Congress,
Geography and Map Division, 1983?].
Microfiche 583, no. 764 (PrCt)

Lawrence County (Pa.) - Maps - 1872 -
Landowners<<<Counties - Maps<<<Landowners - Maps
Atlas of the county of Lawrence and the state of
Pennsylvania, from actual surveys and official
Authors: G.M. Hopkins & Co. -- Hopkins, Griffith
Morgan -- Busch, Edward, fl. 1872-1887 --
Durant, Samuel W. -- Unigraphic (Evansville,
Ind.) -- Hopkins (G.M.) Company SEE G.M.
Hopkins & Co. -- G.M. Hopkins & Co. SEE ALSO
Hopkins, Griffith Morgan -- Hopkins, Griffith
Morgan SEE ALSO G.M. Hopkins & Co.
1 atlas (2 v. in 1 : 56 maps) ; 36 cm.
Reprint of 1872 ed. published by G.M. Hopkins &
Co., Philadelphia.
The reproduction of this book has been made
possible through the sponsorship of The New
Castle Junior Woman's Club, New Castle, Pa.
Bound with [Durant, S. W.] History of Lawrence
County, Pennsylvania, 1978 (reproduction of
1877 edition).
80-45873
folio G1263.L4A75 1872a (NLO)

Lawrence County (S.D.) - Maps - 1894 -
Landowners<<<Counties - Maps<<<Landowners - Maps
[Lawrence County (S.D.) - 1894: LC G&M land
ownership maps on microfiche]. [Washington,
D.C.] : LC G&M Division, [1983?].
Authors: Ames, N. S. -- Barker, William J. --
Library of Congress. Geography and Map
Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
[Washington, D.C. : Library of Congress,
Geography and Map Division, 1983?].
Microfiche 583, no. 905 (PrCt)
ownerships maps on microfiche]. [Washington, D.C.]: LC G&M Division, [1983?].
Authors: Kimball, G. R. -- Clark, Alvin -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: Blueprint, 2 parts, 33 x 57.5 and 33 x 60.5 in. Scale 1:31,680. Originally compiled 1894.

Microfiche 583, no. 857 (PrCt)

41735 Lawrence (Kan.) - Maps - 1854
Authors: Searl, Albert Dwight, 1831- -- Bradford, Lodowick H., ca. 1815- -- Historic Urban Plans (Firm) -- Kansas State Historical Society
1 map ; 56 x 54 cm., reduced from 66 x 63 cm.
Facsimile of original published Boston: L.H. Bradford & Co., [1854?]. 'reproduced ... from an original lithograph in the ... Kansas Historical Society. This is number 20 of an edition limited to 500 copies.'
'Surveyed Oct. 1854 by A.D. Searl.'
Scale [ca.1:6,4800] not '450 feet to an inch.'
Relief shown by hachures.
73-7369
ICN73
map4F 4204.L3 (PrCt)

41736 Lawrence (Mass.) - Pictorial works - 1876
1 birds-eye-view ; 47 x 70 cm.
Facsimile.
Includes references: 1-39.
367
map6F G 3764.L3A3 1876 B3 1976 (PrCt)


Historic land map: Lawrence (Maidenhead) Township... ; 1875 map of Lawrence Township ; Township of Lawrence, Mercer County, N.J., 1978. 1978.
Authors: Lawrence Historic and Aesthetic Commission
3 maps : col. ; 41 x 27 cm. on sheet 59 x 89 cm.
Includes historical notes and references A-D, 1-15, 1-17.

41738 Layng, Theodore E. - Bibliography
Authors: Kidd, Betty H. -- Nagy, Thomas L.
BHC 1577
Vert 1166 (PrCt)

41739 Lázár, deák, active
1515-1528<><><>Cartography - Hungary - History
The Earliest known map of Hungary, 1528.
[Amsterdam : N. Israel, 1964].
Authors: Immédi-Molnár, László -- Imago mundi (1964) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
p. 53-59
Map Ref folio GAI .I6, v. 18, p. 53-59 (PrCt)

41740 Lázár, deák, active
1515-1528. Tabula Hungariae
Lázár deák 'Tabula Hungariae...' címÜ térképének eddig ismeretlen kiadásai. [19--?].
Authors: Bendefy, László
Vert 351 (PrCt)

41741 Lazio (Italy) - Geography
La Geografia nel Lazio. [Roma : Casa editrice Leonardo da Vinci, 1933].
Authors: Almagià, Roberto, 1884-1962 -- Istituto di studi romani. Le scienze fisiche e biologiche in Roma e nel Lazio (1933)
p. 1-17
Not at Newberry Library (Dec. 2009) (PrCt)

41742 Lazio (Italy) - Historical geography - Maps - 1595-1606<><><>Circeo Mountain (Italy) - Historical geography - Pictorial works - 1595-1606<><><>Lazio (Italy) - Maps - 1595-1606<><><>Circeo Mountain (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1595-1606<><><>Mons Circaeus (Italy) SEE Circeo Mountain (Italy)<><><>Monte Circaeus (Italy) SEE Circeo Mountain (Italy)<><><>Circaeus Mountain (Italy) SEE Circeo Mountain (Italy)

Lativm / ex conatibus geographicis Abrah. Ortelij Antverp. [London : John Norton], 1595 [i.e. 1606].
SEE Welser, Marcus, 1558-1614
1 map : hand col. ; 34 x 45 cm.
Includes dedication to "Marco Velsero" in cartouche at upper left.
In: Ortelius, Abraham. "Parergon, sive, Veteris geographiae aliquot tabvlae", part of the historical atlas section of Ortelius's Theatrum orbis terrarum ... (London : J. Norton, 1606), [plate 134].
Inset (9 x 11 cm.): Mons Circaevs, ad vivvm delineatus / ab Angelo Breventano
Signature "xxj" and English letterpress text on verso beginning: Lativm. Lativm, which the excellent poet Virgil ... .
"Cartographic sources: numerous classical authors, specifically Vergilius, Plinius, Varro, Halicarnasseus, Festus and Ausonius." -- From Marcel P.R. van den Broecke's Cartographica Neerlandica website, which includes a digital image of another copy of the map (accessed August 2012); see http://www.orteliusmaps.com/book/ort209.html
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1606, [plate 134] (PrCt)

41745 Lazio (Italy) - Maps - 1725
Campagna di Roma, olim Latium. Amsterdam, [ca. 1725].
1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 47 cm.
Koeman B1 88 [275].
2105 Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6713.L3 1725 B6 (PrCt)

41746 Lazio (Italy) - Maps - 1790
Authors: Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824 -- Calcografia camerale (Rome, Italy) -- Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824. Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (1792-1801) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 43 cm.
oversize Ayer 135 .C33 1792 v. 1 pl. 28 (PrCt)

41747 Lazio (Italy) - Maps - 1827 - Archaeology - Lazio (Italy) - Maps - 1827 - Italy - Maps - 1827 - Archaeology - Lazio (Italy) - Maps - 1827 - Latium (Italy) SEE Lazio (Italy)
Mvnificentia ... Caroli lohannis comitis Blessington hoc tentamen geographicvm exhibens Lativm vetvs et regiones conterminas Etrviae, Sabinae, Aeqvorvm Volscorvmqve jvxta faciem hodiernam post plvrimas trigonometricas observationes et locorvm perscrvtationes a Wilhelmo Gell ... delineatvm, ab Antonio Nibby ... crebris annotationibus illystratvm nvc primvm prordit. [S.l.? s.n.], 1827.
Authors: Gell, William, Sir, 1777-1836 -- Nibby, A. (Antonio), 1792-1839 -- Troiani, E. 1 map ; 72 x 80 cm. fold. to 24 cm.
'E. Troiani sculp. 1827.'
Scale: 1:93,866.66; 10 geographic miles to 6 3/4 inches.
G 103501 .3 (NLO)

41748 Lazio (Italy) - Maps - 1935
Authors: Touring club italiano -- Guida d'Italia del Lazio (non compresa Roma) -- Alberto Bertarelli -- Mario Bertarelli
1 map ; 34 x 64 cm.
LAZIO/LV 1935 1/28,000 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of each volume.
Lazio (Italy) - Maps - 1935-1941
Authors: Touring club italiano -- Guida d'Italia del T.C.I. -- Guida d'Italia del Consociazione turistica italiana -- Bertarelli, L. V. (Luigi Vittorio), 1859-1926 -- Consociazione turistica italiana -- Antonio Vallardi (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
486 p., [20] leaves of plates (some folded) : 37 maps and plans (some col., some folded) ; 16 cm.
2a ed.
Includes imprint of Consociazione turistica italiana and advertising dated 1941 [?].
Maps by Antonio Vallardi.
Maps on lining papers.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 456-461) and index.
Series: Guida d'Italia del T.C.I.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
For variant copy with advertising dated 1941 [?], see Baskes DG416.C742 L35 1935 [copy 2 of 2]
LC Card Number 38002480
Baskes DG416.C742 L35 1935 [copy 1 of 2] (NLO)

Lazio (Italy) - Maps - Bibliography - 1972<>>>Rome (Italy : Province) - Maps - Bibliography - 1972<>>>Lazio (Italy) - Maps - Collections<>>>Rome (Italy : Province) - Maps - Collections<>>>Lazio (Italy) - Road maps - 1972<>>>Road maps - Lazio (Italy) - 1972<>>>Road maps
Authors: Frutaz, Amato Pietro -- Istituto di Studi Romani
3 v. : [316] leaves of plates (maps, chiefly fold., some col.) ; 38 cm.
At head of title: Instituto di studi romani.
Colored map in pocket of v. 3 (91 x 122 cm. fold. to 36 x 25 cm.): Carta automobilistica del Lazio al 190.000. Editore Automobile Club d'Italia, Roma, 1972.
folio GA895.L37 F78 (NLO)

Lazius, Wolfgang, 1514-1565
Authors: Andresen, Andreas, 1828-1871 -- Andresen, Andreas, 1828-1871. Der Deutsche peintre-graveur (1872-1878) -- Newberry Library.
Duplicate copy (reduced photocopies): Vert 3118, no. 3.
over size Ayer 135.5 A44 1948, p. 43-45 (PrCt)
Lazius, Wolfgang, 1514-1565
[Notes on Wolfgang Lazius]. [Chicago, 198-?].
Authors: Karrow, Robert W.
1 file folder ; 25 x 30 cm.
Bibliographical notes, photographs of maps, and drafts used in the preparation of the chapter on Wolfgang Lazius in: Karrow, Mapmakers of the sixteenth century and their maps (1993).
Vert 3119 (PrCt)

Lazius, Wolfgang, 1514-1565. Tabula Hungariae (1528)<<<Stereotyping (Printing) - 1528<<<Map printing - Germany - 1528<<<Map printing - Stereotyping (Printing) - 1528
A Very early example of stereo-typing for map lettering. [197-?].
Authors: Koeman, C. (Cornelis), 1918-4 p.
Discusses the 1528 edition of Lazarus Secretarius’ map of Hungary.
Carbon copy of typescript.
Vert 121 (PrCt)

Lazius, Wolfgang, 1514-1565. Tabula Hungariae<<<Apian, Peter, 1495-1552.
Tabula Hungariae (1528)
Der Autor der ältesten Ungarnkarte und seine Mitarbeiter. [Wien : Österreichische geographische Gesellschaft, 1974].
Authors: Bernleithner, Ernst, 1903- -- Mitteilungen der Österreichischen Geographischen Gesellschaft (1974)
p. 178-183 ; 24 cm.
Vert 354, no. 2 (PrCt)

Lazius, Wolfgang, 1514-1565. Tabula Hungariae<<<Apian, Peter, 1495-1552.
Tabula Hungariae (1528)
Authors: Bernleithner, Ernst, 1903- -- Mitteilungen der Österreichischen Geographischen Gesellschaft (1977)
p. 111-113 ; 24 cm.
Vert 354, no. 3 (PrCt)

Leadville Region (Colo.) - Maps - 1879 - Mines and mineral resources<<<Mines and mineral resources - Leadville Region (Colo.) - Maps - 1879
Topographical map of the carbonate regions in the vicinity of Leadville, Colorado. Chicago, 1879.
Authors: Boehmer, Max -- Weston, John W.
1 map : col. ; 53 x 85 cm.
Detached from covers 18 x 12 cm.
57-1091
542
map4F G4314 .L4A1 1879 .B6 (PrCt)
Leavitt, Franklin – Cartography – White

41768

Leavitt, Franklin – Cartography – White

41765

Leake County (Miss.) – Maps – 1800-1899 – Landowners – Maps


Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960- -- Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)

221 p. : maps ; 28 cm.

1st ed.

'Deluxe edition.'

Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).

'3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.'

Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).

Includes indexes.

ISBN 1420300547

Local History Ref F347.L4 B69 2005 (NLO)

41764


Authors: Geological Survey (U.S.) -- Emmons, Samuel Franklin, 1841-1911

1 atlas (3 leaves, maps (part double)) ; 52 x 45 cm.


Phillips 11638. 

oversize M 7583 .915 v. 12 (NLO)

41767


Leavenworth, Kansas and its railroad connections. Chicago, 1870.

Authors: Land Owner -- Baker & Co. (Chicago, Ill.) -- J.M. Wing & Co.

1 map : col. ; 40 x 55 cm.

Detached from The Land Owner 2 (Chicago: J.M. Wing and Co., 1870), between p. 90-91 [Case Wing +H94.005].

Wood engraving.

5042 rev 

map4F G3704.A1 1869 L3, sheet 17 (PrCt)

41766

Leavenworth County ( Kan.) – Maps – 1894 – Landowners – Counties – Maps

[Leavenworth County ( Kan.) - 1894: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche].


Authors: Waite, F. C. -- Short, Harold C. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps

1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.

Size of original: 4 parts, 33 x 23.5 in. each. Scale 1:31,680. Originally published 1894.

Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:

Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps


Microfiche 583, no. 219 (PrCt)
Mountains (N.H. and Me.) - History
Bibliography
Cartography - New Hampshire - History
Bibliography
Authors: Berthelsen, John F. -- Dartmouth compass (1982)
p. 2-5
In: Dartmouth compass v. 1, no. 3 (Summer 1982): p. 2-5.
For 1859 edition of Leavitt's pictorial map of the White Mountains held by the Newberry, see G 10842.5
BHC 1199
Vert 824, no. 1 (PrCt)

Leavitt, Franklin Cartography - White Mountains (N.H. and Me.)
History
Cartography - New Hampshire - History
Leavitt's maps with views of the White Mountains, New Hampshire. 2010.
Authors: Masters, Kurt S. -- MapHist (Online discussion list)
2 p. ; 28 cm.
Printout from the MapHist electronic discussion group dated 6 August 2010.
For 1859 edition of Leavitt's pictorial map of the White Mountains, see G 10842.5
Vert 824, no. 2 (PrCt)

Leavitt, Franklin Cartography - White Mountains (N.H. and Me.)
History
Cartography - New Hampshire - History
Authors: Tatham, David -- Barnhill, Georgia Brady, 1944-. Prints of New England ... (1991) -- Newberry Library. John M. Wing Foundation p. 105-134 ; 28 cm.
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.
Wing folio NE510 .P74 1991 p. 105-134 (PrCt)

Lebanon County (Pa.) - Maps - 1819 - Landowners
Counts - Maps
Authors: Smith, Thomas, fl. 1819 -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: Photocopy (negative), 15 x 21.5 in. Scale 1:158,400. Originally compiled [1819?]
Microfiche 583, no. 734 (PrCt)

Lebanon County (Pa.) - Maps - 1860 - Landowners
Counts - Maps
Authors: Bridgens, H. F. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 4 parts; 2 are 21.5 x 26 in. each and 2 are 21.5 x 27.5 in. each. Scale 1:42,000. Originally published Philadelphia: Hy. F. Bridgens, 1860.
Microfiche 583, no. 765 (PrCt)

Lebanon County (Pa.) - Maps - 1875 - Landowners
Counts - Maps
Authors: Beers, F. W. (Frederick W.) -- F.A. Davis, 1875.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Wing folio NE510 .P74 1991 p. 105-134 (PrCt)

Lebanon - Maps - 1780
Carte de la Phoenicie et des environs de Damas / par le Sr. d'Anville ... ; De la Haye, fil. A Paris : chez l'auteur, aux Galeries du Louvre, 1780.
Authors: Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d', 1697--ca. 1755 -- [Atlas général] [ca. 1786] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 33 cm.
"Dressée en 1752, Publiée en 1780."
In composite atlas without title page: Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d'. [Atlas général] [Paris : s.n., ca. 1786?], [plate 25].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1019 .A598 1786, [plate 25]
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

41775 Lebanon - Maps - 1846<<>>Missions - Asia - Maps - 1846
The Druze district of Lebanon. Boston, 1846.
Authors: American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions -- American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions. Maps and illustrations of the missions (1846) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 19 x 11 cm.
Ayer 135.B6 1846 pl. 6 (PrCt)

41776 Leblanc, Aubrey L. Computer Cartography in Canada<<>>Digital mapping
Authors: Peucker, Thomas K.
BHC 2259
Vert 1816, no. 2 (PrCt)

41777 Lebrija (Spain) - Pictorial works - 1620<<>>Nebriasa (Spain) SEE Lebrija (Spain)
Le Brix. [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Hoefnagel, Joris, 1542-1601 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : hand col. ; 16 x 42 cm.
Derived from a drawing by Joris Hoefnagel; see R.A. Skelton’s Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum. On same sheet with: Settenil.
Latin letterpress text on verso under titles: Nebriasa -- Septenilivm.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135.B8 1573, v. 3, pl. 5 (PrCt)

41778 Lech River Valley (Germany and Austria) - Maps - 1710
Der Lech-Fluss von Füessen im Altgöw an, Biszuseinen Auslauf in die Donaw. Augsburg : Gabriel Bodenehr, 1710.
Authors: Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. -- Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. Atlas curieux -- oder, Neuer und compendieuser atlas 1710 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
2 maps : hand col. ; ea 7 x 38 cm.
In: Bodenehr, Gabriel. Atlas curieux; oder, Neuer und compendieuser atlas ... ([Augsburg : Gabriel Bodenehr, 1710?]) pl. [70]. Engraved plate no. '73.'
Ayer 135.B6 pl. 70 (PrCt)

41779 Lee County (Fla.) - Maps - 1995 - Road maps<<>>Fort Myers (Fla.) - Maps - 1995 - Road maps<<>>Road maps<<>>Counties - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (112 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
New edition.*
$15.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-91354-9
RMcN StrFdr 1995.L44 (PrCt)

41780 Lee County (Fla.) - Maps - 2003 - Road maps<<>>Collier County (Fla.) - Maps - 2003 - Road maps<<>>Road maps<<>>Counties - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (229, 56 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Date on cover: 2003.
$19.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-99219-8
RMcN StrFdr 2003.L44 (PrCt)

41781 Lee County (Fla.) - Maps - 2003 - Road maps<<>>Collier County (Fla.) - Maps - 2003 - Road maps<<>>Road maps<<>>Counties - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (112 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Cover not dated.
$19.95.
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-99219-8
RMcN StrFdr 2003.L44A1 (PrCt)
Maps

1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
"3rd edition" -- front cover.
$19.95
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528853821
RMcN StrFdr 2005 .L44 (PrCt)

Lee County (Fla.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps - Collier County (Fla.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps - Road maps - Counties - Maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- NAVTEQ (Firm) -- Rand McNally and Company.
Street guide -- Rand McNally and Company.
StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
"4th edition" -- front cover.
"$19.95" -- back cover
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528859501
RMcN StrFdr 2007 .L44 (PrCt)


Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960- -- Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)
338 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
1st ed.
'Deluxe edition.'
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).
'3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.'
Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).
Includes indexes.
Series: Family maps
ISBN 1420309544 ; 9781420309546
Local History Ref F547.L5 B69 2008 (NLO)

Lee County (Ill.) - Maps - 1872 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps

Combination atlas map of Lee County, Illinois.
Chicago, Ill. Everts, Baskin, and Stewart, 1872.
Authors: Everts, Baskin, and Stewart
82 p. : ill., maps (part double, part fold.) ; 44 cm.
oversize G1408.L5 E9 1872 (NLO)

Lee County (Ill.) - Maps - 1900 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps

Authors: Geo. A. Ogle & Co.
folio F 89649 .642 (NLO)

Lee County (Ill.) - Maps - 1949 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps

Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Dixon Evening Telegraph (Amboy, Ill.) -- Lee County Farm Bureau (Lee County, Ill.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library).
1 atlas (56 p.) : 23 maps (1 folded) ; 22 x 28 cm.
Cover title.
Sponsored by the Lee County Farm Bureau and the Dixon Evening Telegraph.
Includes business directory.
Scale not given.
Imperfect: many loose pages.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G4103.L5G46 1949 .R58 (NLO)

Lee County (Iowa) - Maps - 1874 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps

An Illustrated historical atlas of Lee County, Iowa.
Chicago : A.T. Andreas, 1874.
Authors: Andreas, A. T. (Alfred Theodore), 1839-1900
91 p. : ill., maps ; 45 cm.
Cover title: Andreas' illustrated historical atlas of Lee County, Iowa, 1874.
OCLC 12364761.
Atlasses in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 1687.

Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Lee County (Iowa) Board of Supervisors -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Cover title.
'Distributed by Lee County Board of Supervisors.'
Scale 1:50,688. 1 1/4 inch to 1 mile.
Includes business directory and index to owners.
Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Includes publisher's catalog: p. [1]-[2] at end.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 77362537

41790  Lee County (Miss.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
Family maps of Lee County, Mississippi : with homesteads, roads, waterways, towns, cemeteries, railroads, and more. Norman, Okla.
Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960--Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)
165 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
1st ed.
'Deluxe edition.'
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).
'3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers; creeks & railroads.'
Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).
Includes indexes.
ISBN 1420301896
Local History Ref F347.L45 B69 2005 (NLO)

41791  Lee County (Tex.) - Maps - 1879 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Texas. General Land Office -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map : on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 23.5 x 16.5 in. Scale 1:133,320.
Originally compiled 1879.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Microfiche 583, no. 1049 (PrCt)

41792  Lee County (Tex.) - Maps - 1888 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Maxcy, John W.--Wynne, Amos -- Texas. General Land Office -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map : on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: Blueprint, 40 x 38.5 in. Scale 1:66,660. Originally compiled 1888; traced 1890.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Microfiche 583, no. 1050 (PrCt)

Authors: Derdeyn, Eugene -- Conrad, Theresa -- Perspecto Map Co.
1 drawing : col. ; on sheet 44 x 28 cm.
Panel title from verso.
Pictorial floor plan of Lee Hospital in Johnstown, Pennsylvania.
Beneath the plan is an untitled pictorial road map of the Johnstown region (10 x 28 cm.) by Eugene Derdeyn and Theresa Conrad.

41794  Leech Lake (Cass County, Minn. : Lake) - Maps - 1834
Leech Lake. New York, 1834.
Authors: Allen, James, 1806-1846 -- Schoolcraft, Henry Rowe, 1793-1864 -- Schoolcraft, Henry Rowe, 1793-1864. Narrative of an expedition through the upper Mississippi to Itasca Lake ... (1834) -- Harper & Brothers -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 16 x 11 cm.
In: Schoolcraft, Henry Rowe. Narrative of an
expedition through the upper Mississippi to Itasca Lake ... (New York : Harper, 1834), opposite p. 76.
Scale [ca. 1:335,000].
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Graff 3698, opp. p. 76 (PrCt)

41795

Leeds (England) - Maps - Bibliography
Authors: Bonser, Kenneth J. -- Nichols, Harold xxiv, 147 p. : folded plate, folded maps ; 23 cm.
LC Card Number: a 61002593
F 45947 .9 v. 47 (NLO)

41796

Leeuwarden (Netherlands) - Historical geography - Maps - 1846<--Leeuwarden (Netherlands) - Maps - 1846<--Historical atlases
Authors: Eekhoff, Wopke, 1809-1880 -- Mieling, C.W., fl. 1839-1849 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 2 v. : illus., 6 fold. maps, plans, plates (part fold.) ; 23 cm.
Includes bibliographical references.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
'Steendr. v. C.W., fl. 1839-1880 Mieling te 's Hage'--on maps and plates.
Baskes DJ411.L4 E4 (NLO)

41797

Leeuwarden (Netherlands) - Maps - 1580
Leewardvm, occidentalis Frisiae opp. 1580. [Cologne : s.n.], 1580 [i.e. ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Deventer, Jacob van, d. 1575 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 28 cm. Derived from a drawing by Jacob van Deventer; see R.A. Skelton's Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum. Added title at top in uppercase lettering: Leevwaerden. On same sheet with: Franicheria, nobiliu[m] hominum, in Frisia ... .
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 3, pl. 36 (PrCt)

41798

Authors: Bonne, Rigobert, 1727-1794 -- Pellet, J.-L. (Jean-Léonard) -- Bonne, Rigobert, 1727-1794. Atlas de toutes les parties connues du globe terrestre ... [1780?] -- William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library) 10 maps ; 11 x 22 cm. and smaller, on sheet 25 x 38 cm.
Title from main map of the Leeward Islands in the West Indies.
Ancillary maps in bottom margin (each 7 x 7 cm.): I. de la Barboude -- I. St. Christophe -- I. Antigoo -- I. de la Dominique -- I. de Sainte Lucie -- I. de la Barbade -- I. de St. Vincent -- I. de la Grenade -- I. de Tabago.
"Liv. X, XII, XIII et XIV." -- At upper left.
"No. 49" -- At upper right.
Forms part of the William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library).
Greenlee 4891 .B71 1780 [map 50] (PrCt)

41799

Leeward Islands (West Indies) - Maps - 1822
American atlas ... (Philadelphia : H.C. Carey and I. Lea, 1822), [map 40].
"No. 45." -- In letterpress at upper right.
Forms part of the William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library).

oversize Greenlee 4891 .C27 1822 [map 40] (PrCt)

41800 Leeward Islands (West Indies) - Maps - 1827
1 map ; 28 x 22 cm.
Engraved title within neatline.
Added letterpress title in uppercase and oversize lettering, top margin: Geographical, statistical, and historical map of the Leeward Islands
In: H.C. Carey and I. Lea (Firm). A Complete historical, chronological, and geographical American atlas ... (Philadelphia ; London ; Leipzig ; Paris : H.C. Carey & I. Lea ; John Miller ; Bossange Freres, 1827) pl. [40]. Sheet 'No. 45.'
oversize Ayer 135 .C268 1827 pl. 40 (PrCt)

41801 Leeward Islands (West Indies) - Maps - Collections, 1643-1871<<<West Indies, French - Maps - Collections, 1643-1871<<<France - History - West Indies - Revolution, 1789 - Exhibitions [Facsimiles of Leeward Islands and French West Indies maps and views], 1899.
Authors: Société d'histoire de la Guadeloupe -- Images de la Revolution aux Antilles (Exhibition) -- Boisseau, Jean, fl. 1637-1658 -- Fahlberg, Samuel, 1758-1834 -- Du Tertre, Peré -- Bellin, Jacques Nicolas, 1703-1772
12 maps
temp map4F G5031.A 1989 .S6 (PrCt)

41802 Lefkas Island (Greece) - Pictorial works - 1807<<<Amaxikhi Island (Greece) SEE Lefkas Island (Greece)<<<Lefkada Island (Greece) SEE Lefkas Island (Greece)<<<Leucadia Island (Greece) SEE Lefkas Island (Greece)<<<Leukadha Island (Greece) SEE Lefkas Island (Greece)<<<Leukas Island (Greece) SEE Lefkas Island (Greece)<<<Levkas Island (Greece) SEE Leukadhia Island (Greece) SEE

Lefkas Island (Greece)<<>>Levkas Island (Greece) SEE Leukadhia Island (Greece) SEE Leukas Island (Greece) SEE

Authors: Tomkins, Peltro William, 1760-1840 -- Wright, J. H., fl. 1808-1818 -- Gell, William, Sir, 1777-1836. The geography and antiquities of Ithaca (1807)
1 view : aquatint ; 19 x 30 cm.
In Gell, William, The geography and antiquities of Ithaca ... (London : Printed by J. Wright, St. John's Square, for Longman, Hurst, Rees, and Orme, Paternoster-row, 1807), after p. 74.

Case folio DF901.I8 G3 1807, after p. 74 (PrCt)

Legnica (Poland : Voivodship) - Maps - 1683<<<Wroclaw (Poland : Voivodship) - Maps - 1683<<<Legnica (Poland) - Maps - 1683 - Pictorial works Ducatus Silesiae Ligniciensis. London, [ca. 1683].
Authors: Janssonius van Waesberge, Johannes, fl. 1642-1681 -- Pitt, Moses, fl. 1654-1696 -- Swart, Steven, 1641-1683 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:31
1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 45 cm.
Cf. Phillips 7785 v. 1 no. 29.
Inset: Fürstliche stadt Lignitz.
2275

Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:31 (PrCt)

Authors: Chapman, Isaac A. -- Williams, D. G. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: Photocopy (positive) in 4 parts, 43 x 26.5 in. each. Originally compiled 1816; copied [1960?]
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Microforme 583, no. 765a (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

41805 Lehigh County (Pa.) - Maps - 1862 - Landowners<>Counties - Maps<>Landowners - Maps
[Lehigh County (Pa.) - 1862: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche], [Washington, D.C.]: LC G&M Division, [1983?].
Authors: Aschbach, G. A. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 58 x 68.5 in. Scale 1:39,600.
Originally published Allentown, Pa.: G.A. Aschbach, 1862.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 766 (PrCt)

41806 Lehigh County (Pa.) - Maps - 1865 - Landowners<>Counties - Maps<>Landowners - Maps
[Lehigh County (Pa.) - 1865: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche], [Washington, D.C.]: LC G&M Division, [1983?].
Authors: Aschbach, G. A. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 58.5 x 69.5 in. Scale 1:39,600.
Originally published Allentown, Pa.: G.A. Aschbach, 1865.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 767 (PrCt)

41807 Lehigh County (Pa.) - Maps - 1876 - Landowners<>Counties - Maps<>Landowners - Maps
New illustrated atlas of Lehigh County, Pennsylvania / compiled & drawn from personal examinations, surveys & under the personal supervision of F.A. Davis and published under the superintendence of H.L. Kochersperger.
Authors: Davis, F. A., fl. 1876 -- Kochersperger, H. L. -- Reading Publishing House -- O.W. Gray & Son -- Unigraphic (Evansville, Ind.) -- Lehigh County Historical Society -- Gray (O. W.) & Son, Philadelphia SEE O.W. Gray & Son
1 atlas (72, vi, 37 p.) : ill., maps ; 35 cm.
Reproduction of the 1876 ed. published by the Reading Publishing House, Reading, PA, made possible through the sponsorship of the Lehigh County Historical Society, Allentown, PA.
Cover title: Illustrated atlas, The heritage collection from Unigraphic

41808 Lehigh County (Pa.) - Maps - 2003 - Road maps<>Northampton County (Pa.) - Maps - 2003 - Road maps<>Road maps<>Counties - Maps
Lehigh & Northampton counties street guide.
1 atlas (6,252-7,344, 33 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm. + 1 CD-ROM
$14.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-99681-9
RMcN StrFdr 2003 .L445 (PrCt)

41809 Lehigh County (Pa.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps<>Northampton County (Pa.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps<>Road maps<>Counties - Maps
Lehigh & Northampton counties street guide.
1 atlas (A-I, 6252-7344, 37p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
$14.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 052895525X
RMcN StrFdr 2004 .L445 (PrCt)

41810 Lehigh County (Pa.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps<>Northampton County (Pa.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps<>Road maps<>Counties - Maps
Lehigh & Northampton counties street guide.
[Skokie, Ill.]: Rand McNally, 2005.
1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
$15.95
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528855875
RMcN StrFdr 2005 .L445 (PrCt)

41811  
Lehman's (Store : Kidron, Ohio) - 1990  
*Visit Ohio's Amish country*: Lehman's. Kidron, Ohio : Lehman's, [ca.1990s].  
Authors: Lehman's  
1 leaflet (4-fold) : col. photos, map ; fold. to 23 x 10 cm  

41812  
Map of the east precinct or settlers part of Leicester, as first laid out from 1714 to 1717, with the subsequent divisions compiled from the original surveys in the proprietors records. Boston : J. H. Bufford's Lith., 1860.  
Authors: Denny, Joseph Addison, 1804-1875 -- J.H. Bufford & Co.  
1 map ; 44 x 26 cm.  
Shows lot numbers, landowners' names. Some annotations in ink.  
map2F G3764.L4 1860 D4 (PrCt)

41813  
Leicestershire (England) - Maps - 1926  
Authors: Highways & byways series -- Firth, John B. (John Benjamin), 1868-1943 -- Griggs, Frederick Landseer Maur, 1876-1938 -- Walker, Emery, Sir, 1851-1933 -- Macmillan & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 v. : 1 map (fold. to 12mo?)  
Map by Emery Walker.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.  
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

41814  
Leicestershire (England) - Maps - 1610<<<<Leicester (England) - Maps - 1610  
Leicester both county and citie described ... [London] : John Sudbury and George Humble [i.e. J. Legate and W. Humble], 1610 [i.e. 1646].  
Authors: Speed, John, 1552?-1629 -- Hondius, Jodocus, 1563-1612 -- Sudbury, John -- Humble, George, d. 1640 -- Legate, John, d. 1658 -- Humble, William, 1612-1686 -- Speed, John, 1552?-1629. A Prospect of the most famous parts of the world ... together with ... Great Brittaines empire (1646)  
1 map ; 37 x 50 cm. on sheet 42 x 54 cm.  
Inset (15 x 14 cm.) : Leicester  
Includes coats-of-arms.  
Letterpress text on verso (p. 61-62) under the following heading: Leicester-shire.  
In: Speed, John. A Prospect of the most famous parts of the world ... together with ... Great Brittaines empire (London : Printed by John Legatt, for William Humble, 1646) map [53].  
Case oversize G 117 .82 map [53] (PrCt)

41815  
Leicestershire (England) - Maps - 1676<<<<Leicester (England) - Maps - 1676  
Leicester both county and citie described ... [London] : Tho. Bassett ... and Richard Chiswell, [1676].  
Authors: Speed, John, 1552?-1629 -- Hondius, Jodocus, 1563-1612 -- Bassett, Thomas -- Chiswell, Richard -- Speed, John, 1552?-1629. The Theatre of the Empire of Great-Britain ... (1676) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map ; 37 x 50 cm. on sheet 42 x 55 cm.  
Inset (15 x 14 cm.) : Leicester.  
Includes coats-of-arms.  
Letterpress text on verso (p. 61-62) under the following heading: The Description of Leicestershire.  
In: Speed, John. The Theatre of the Empire of Great-Britain ... (London : Printed for T. Bassett and R. Chiswell, 1676) map [32].  
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .S7 1676 map [32] (PrCt)

41816  
Leicestershire (England) - Maps - 1822<<<<Leicestershire (England) - Pictorial works - 1822  
A Topographical and statistical description of the county of Leicestershire : containing an account of its situation, extent, towns, roads, rivers, minerals, fisheries, manufactures, trade, commerce, agriculture, curiosities, antiquities, natural history, civil and ecclesiastical jurisdiction, &c. : to which are prefixed the direct and principal cross roads, distances of stages, inns, and noblemen and gentlemen's seats : also a list of the markets and fairs, and an index table, exhibiting at one view the distances of all the towns from London and of towns from each other : the whole forming a complete county itinerary / by G.A. Cooke, Esq. ; illustrated with a map of the county and four interesting views. London : Printed by assignment from the executors of the late C. Cooke for Sherwood, Neely, and Jones, Paternoster-Row ; And sold by all booksellers, [1822?].  
Authors: Cooke, George Alexander -- Cooke, Charles, fl. 1789-1817 -- Sidney, George, fl. 1805-1825 -- Sherwood, Neely, and Jones -- Dean, Ruth -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
"G. Sidney, printer, Northumberland Street, Strand"--T.p. verso.  
Includes index.  
Bound with 3 other titles.  
Illustrated bookplate of Ruth Dean; written in ms.: Of Sanders, High St., Oxford, for 3/-, Spring '30.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.  
Baskes DA670.L5 C66 1822 (NLO)

41817  
Leicestershire (England) - Maps - 1822<<<<Leicestershire (England) - Maps - 1822  
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.  
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1912 Rutland (England) - Maps - 1912
Leicestershire and Rutland / by Alfred Harvey and V.B. Crowther-Beynon; with thirty-two illus. and two maps. London: Methuen & Co., 1912.
Authors: Little guides -- Harvey, Alfred -- Crowther-Beynon, Vernon Bryan -- John Bartholomew & Co. -- Methuen & Co. -- Turnbull & Spears -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
xiv, 234 p., [34] leaves of plates : ill., 2 maps (1 col., 1 folded) ; 16 cm.
Maps by John Bartholomew & Co.
Printed by Turnbull & Spears.
Map inside front cover.
Includes index.
Series: Little guides.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 12015696
Baskes G153 .L58 Leicestershire (1904) (NLO)

41818 Leicestershire (England) - Maps - Bibliography
Authors: Baum, Robert Kenneth
[10], 74 p. : ill., maps (part fold.) ; 26 cm.
Bibliography: p. 74.
Formerly G 10459 .08
LC Card Number: 73159209
ISBN 0902520016 ; 0902520024 (signed ed.)
Map Ref Z6027.G7 B38 1972 (NLO)

41819 Leiden (Netherlands) - Maps - 1574
Leyden, Batavorum Lugdunum, vulgo Leyden ... [Cologne : s.n., M D LXXIIII [1574, i.e. ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Liefrinck, Johannes, 1518-1573 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 34 x 48 cm.
Derived from a 1574 engraving by Johannes Liefrinck; see R.A. Skelton's Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.
Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Leida.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 2, pl. 25 (PrCt)

41820 Leiden (Netherlands) - Maps - 1578 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Authors: Dulmanhorst, Salomon Davidsson van -- Dou, Jan Pietersoon -- E.J. Brill (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 55 maps; 462 x 303 mm.
Facsimile of 1578 manuscript map.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
References: OCLC 17668039
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

41821 Leiden (Netherlands) - Maps - 1682
Lugduni Batavorum vulgo Leyden sic ultimo amplificati delineatio. Amsterdam : C. Allard, [1682?].
Authors: Allard, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709 -- Allard, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709. Atlas minor sive tabulae geographicae ... [1682?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 49 x 59 cm.
In: Allard, Carel. Atlas minor sive tabulæ geographicæ proecipuorum regnorum regionum, insularum, provinciarum, etc. (Amsterdam : C. Allard, 1682?) pl. 74.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .A4 A pl. 74 (PrCt)

41822 Leinster (Ireland) - Maps - 1610<br>Dublin (Ireland) - Maps - 1610
The County of Leinster with the citie Dublin described ... [London] : Thomas Bassett ... and Richard Chiswell, 1610 [i.e. 1676].
Authors: Speed, John, 1552?--1629 -- Hondius, Jodocus, 1563-1612 -- Bassett, Thomas -- Chiswell, Richard -- Speed, John, 1552?-1629. The Theatre of the Empire of Great-Britain ... (1676) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 37 x 50 cm. on sheet 42 x 55 cm.
Inset (15 x 17 cm.): Dublin.
Letterpress text on verso (p. 141-142) under the following heading: Leinster.
In: Speed, John. The Theatre of the Empire of Great-Britain ... (London : Printed for T. Bassett and R. Chiswell, 1676) map [66].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .S7 1676 map [66] (PrCt)

41823 Leinster (Ireland) - Maps - 1610<br>Dublin (Ireland) - Maps - 1610
The Countie of Leinster with the citie Dublin described ... [London] : Thomas Sudbury and George Humble [i.e. J. Legate and W. Humble], 1610 [i.e. 1646].
Authors: Speed, John, 1552?-1629 -- Hondius, Jodocus, 1563-1612 -- Sudbury, John -- Humble, George, d. 1640 -- Legate, John, d. 1658 -- Humble, William, 1612-1686 -- Speed, John, 1552?-1629. A Prospect of the most famous parts of the world ... together with ... Great Brittaines empire (1646)
1 map ; 37 x 50 cm. on sheet 42 x 54 cm.
Inset (15 x 17 cm.): Dublin.
Letterpress text on verso (p. 141-142) under the following heading: Leinster.
In: Speed, John. A Prospect of the most famous parts of the world ... together with ... Great Brittaines empire (London : Printed by John Legatt, for William Humble, 1646) map [87].
Case oversize G 117 .82 map [87] (PrCt)
Leinster (Ireland) - Maps - 1685
Leinster Province. [London : Francis Lamb, 1685].
Authors: Petty, William, Sir, 1623—1687. -- Lamb, Francis, -- Petty, William, Sir, 1623—1687. A Geographical description of ye kingdom of Ireland ... [1685] 1 map ; 14 x 10 cm.
Case G 1042 .668 pl. [3] (PrCt)

Leipzig (Germany) - Maps - 1776
Authors: Breitkopf, Johann Gottlob Immanuel, 1719-1794 -- Printing times and lithographer (1875) -- Wyman & Sons -- Printing times and lithographer (1875) -- Newberry Library. John M. Wing Foundation 1 map ; 19 x 23 cm. Facsimile of 1776 map printed from movable type.
In: Printing times and lithographer n.s. 1, no. 6 (June 15, 1875): opposite p. 128. Illustrates an anonymous article on "Typometry." Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.
Wing Z 007 .746, n.s., v. 1, opposite p. 128 (PrCt)

Leipzig (Germany) - Maps - 1847
Leipzig (Germany) - Maps - 1847
Leipzig Region (Germany) - Maps - 1847
Authors: Eltzner, Adolf, 1816-1891 -- Kuhlmeier, G. -- Rocca, L. -- VEB Tourist Verlag -- Arnhold, Helmut 1 map ; col. ; 42 x 45 cm. Facsimile of map originally published Leipzig:
On verso, notes on the map by Helmut Arnhold.
map4F G6299.L28 1847 .E4 1983 (PrCt)

Leipzig (Germany) - Maps - 1887
Former owner's inscriptions: A.C. White, Itaca, N.Y.; Andrew C. White, June 28, 1887.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes DD901.L54 G34 1887 (NLO)

Leipzig (Germany) - Maps - 1897
Leipzig Region (Germany) - Maps - 1897
Führer durch Leipzig und Umgebung / herausgegeben von Leo Woerl ; mit einem Plane der Stadt. Leipzig : Woerl's Reisebücherverlag, [1897?].
Forward dated: 1897. Includes index.
Series: Woerl's Reisehandbücher.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .W64 Leipzig (1897) (NLO)
Leipzig (Germany) - Maps - 1927

Leipzig Region (Germany) - Maps - 1927

Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag -- Goldschmidt, Albert -- Kraatz, Leopold -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Maps lithographed by Leopold Kraatz.
'Mit 3 Karten.'
Includes index.

Leipzig (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1620

Lipsiae insignis Saxoniae urbis et celeberimi emporij vera effigies. [Cologne : s.n., M. DC. XVII [1617, i.e. ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : hand col. ; 27 x 46 cm.
Includes references 1-18.
Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Lipsia.
In: Braun, Georg and Franz Hogenberg. Civitates orbis terrarum [Cologne: Pieter von Brachel?, ca. 1620] v. 6, plate 17

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 6, pl. 17 (PrCt)

Leipzig (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1588

Pars posterior [i.e. prior] (1657)
Authors: Jansson, Jan, 1588

In: Braun, Georg and Franz Hogenberg. Civitates orbis terrarum [Cologne: Pieter von Brachel?, ca. 1620] v. 6, plate 17

Added title: Leibzigk.

View derived from a 1595 print by Conrad Knobloch and Manasse Steinberger; see R.A. Skelton's Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.

Leipzig (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1657

Leibzigk.

Authors: Jansson, Jan, 1588 -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664 -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Urbium totius Germaniae superius illustrium clariorumque tabulae ... Pars posterior [i.e. prior] (1657) -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Theatrum urbium (1657)
1 view : hand col. ; 15 x 47 cm. on sheet 41 x 54 cm.


VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 1, pl. 28 (PrCt)
Leipzig (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1657<<>><>Leipz (Germany) SEE Leipzig (Germany)<<>><>Leiptz (Germany) SEE Leipzig (Germany)

Die Statt Leipziz. [Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657].
Authors: Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664 -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Urbium totius Germaniae superiorius illustriorum clariorumque tabulae ... Pars posterior [i.e. prior] (1657) -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Theatrum urbium (1657)
1 view : hand col. ; 35 x 51 cm.
Alternate title: Die Statt Leipziz
Includes references 1-26.
Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Lipsia.
In: Jansson, Jan. Urbium totius Germaniae superiorius illustriorum clariorumque tabulae ... Pars posterior [i.e. prior] 1657, [plate 74].
Issued in volume [2] of 8 in Jansson's townbook atlases, collectively known as the Theatrum urbium (Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657).

Leipzig Region (Germany) - Maps - 1720
Geographischer entwurff des amtes Leipzig ... Amsterdam, [ca. 1720].
Authors: Schenk, Pieter, ca. 1698-1775 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:288
1 map : hand col. ; 50 x 47 cm.
Includes place name index in margins.
2526
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740.S2 no. II:288 (PrCt)

Leith Region (Edinburgh, Scotland) - Maps - 1749 - Coasts - Nautical charts<<>><>Edinburgh Region (Scotland) - Maps - 1749 - Coasts - Nautical charts<<>><>Nautical charts - Leith Region (Edinburgh, Scotland) - 1749 - Coasts<<>><>Nautical charts - Edinburgh Region (Scotland) - 1749 - Coasts<<>><>Leith (Edinburgh, Scotland) - Picoral works - 1749<<>><>Nautical charts
Authors: Collins, Greenville, fl. 1669-1698 -- Yeates, Nicholas, fl. 1680-1681 -- Flemming, James, 18th cent -- Collins, Greenville, fl. 1669-1698. Great Britain's coasting-pilot ... (1749) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Fleming, James, 18th cent SEE Flemming, James, 18th cent.
1 map ; 44 x 56 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Includes dedication to "Sr. James Fleming, Lord Provost of ye city of Edinburgh ... by Capt. Greenville Collins ... ".
Inset view (11 x 36 cm.): Prospect of Leith from the east.
In: Collins, Greeneville, Great Britain's coasting-pilot ... (London : Printed by William and John Mount and Thomas Page, 1749), [plate 42].
Engraved letter O at upper left.
Oriented with north to bottom.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1811.P5 C6 1749, [plate 42] (PrCt)
the Newberry Library.
Baskes DA610 .L43 1964 (NLO)

41842 Lelewel, Joachim, 1786-1861 - Biography
Authors: Hoskins, Janina W.
17p.: ill.; 23cm.
BHC 1578
Vert 1128 (PrCt)

41843 Lelewel, Joachim, 1786-1861 - Map Collections
Joachim Lelewel and his collection of maps.
Authors: Mikos, Michael J. -- International Conference on the History of Cartography (10th : 1983 : Dublin)
9p.
Paper presented at Int. Conf. on the Hist. of Cartog. (10th), Dublin, 1983.
Vert 1410 (PrCt)

41844 Lemont (Ill.) - Historical geography
Authors: Conzen, Michael P. -- Zimring, Carl A., 1969-- -- Alberts, Amy D.
v. 250 p. : ill., maps ; 28 cm.
Series: Studies on the Illinois & Michigan Canal corridor ; no. 7
Includes bibliographical references.
folio F549.L5 L66 1994 (NLO)

Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960-- -- Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)
332 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
1st ed.
'Deluxe edition.'
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).
'3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.'
Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).
Includes indexes.
Series: Family maps

41846 Lenawee County (Mich.) - Maps - 1844<>>Counties - Maps
Map of Lenawee County. [19--].
Authors: Higgins, Sylvester Wesley, 1798-- -- Douglas, Columbus C. -- Hubbard, Bela, 1814-1896 -- Stone, William James, 1798-1865 -- Houghton, Douglass, 1809-1845 -- State Archives of Michigan
1 map ; 43 x 48 cm.
Negative photocopy of original published Washington, D.C., 1844; reproduced from original in the State Archives of Michigan.
map2F G4113.L5 1844 H5 (PrCt)

Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 2 parts, 39 x 5 x 29.5 in. each.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps: Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 342 (PrCt)

41848 Lenawee County (Mich.) - Maps - 1874 - Landowners<>>Counties - Maps<>>Landowners - Maps
Combination atlas map of Lenawee County, Michigan. Evansville, Ind. -- Unigraphic, 1978.
Authors: Everts & Stewart -- Unigraphic (Evansville, Ind.)
1 atlas (143, 55 p. : ill., maps) ; 36 cm.
Reprint of the 1874 ed. published by Everts & Stewart, Chicago.
Duplicate copy: oversized F 9015 .18
folio G1413.L5 E9 1874a (NLO)

Authors: Caldwell, George B. -- Unigraphic (Evansville, Ind.)
1 atlas (126, 67 p. : maps) ; 36 cm.
Reprint of original published [S.l.]: George B. Caldwell, 1893.
Bound with reprints of: Combination atlas map of Lenawee County, Michigan (Chicago: Everts & Stewart, 1874) --Standard atlas of Lenawee County (Chicago: Geo. A. Ogle & Co., 1916).
Duplicate copy: oversize F 9015 .18

Standard atlas of Lenawee County, Michigan, including a plat book of the villages ...
Authors: Geo. A. Ogle & Co. -- Unigraphic (Evanvsille, Ind.)
1 atlas (143, 23, 62 p. : ill., maps, ports.) ; 36 cm.
Bound with reprints of: Combination atlas map of Lenawee County, Michigan (Chicago: Everts & Stewart, 1874) -- Atlas of Lenawee County, Michigan ([S.l.]: George B. Caldwell, 1893).
Duplicate copy: oversize F 9015 .18

Atlas and plat book of Lenawee County, Michigan : containing outline map of the county, map of Lenawee County and surrounding counties, plats of all the townships with owners' names, state map, map of the United States, map of the world, map of New Europe, also history and atlas of the World War. Adrian, Mich. Adrian Daily Telegram, 1921.
Authors: Kenyon Company (Des Moines, Iowa) -- Adrian Daily Telegram -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (49, [52] p.) : ill., 39 col. maps, ports. ; 40 cm.
Maps by the Kenyon Company, Inc., Map makers, Des Moines, Iowa.
'Compiled from latest data on record.'
Scales differ.
Includes index.
Ms. annotations facing some township maps.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copy: oversize G1413.L5 K46 1921

41852 Length - Measurement
How long was it then. 1975.
Authors: Brown, Norman L.
Vert 364 (PrCt)

41853 Length - Measurement
Linear units, old and new. 1939.
Authors: McCaw, George Tyrrell, 1870-1942

41854 Length - Measurement - Dictionaries
Measure. 1952.
p. 1521-1524
The best compact list of old units of measure, with modern equivalents in English and metric units.

41855 Length - Measurement - Dictionaries
Authors: Amiran, D. H. K. -- Schick, A. P. -- International Geographical Union
315 p.
Nothing on old units of measure, but very thorough tables covering conversions between modern units, conversion of map scales, lengths of meridians and parallels, etc., in English and metric units.

41856 Length - Measurement - Dictionaries
Authors: Doursther, Horace
iv, 603 p. ; 23 cm.
Reprint of the 1840 ed. published by M. Hayez, Brussels.

41857 Length - Measurement - Dictionaries
Land measures; French, Spanish and English land measures of the United States and Canada, with units, English equivalents, reduction and conversion factors. Houston : Priv. print., 1946.
Authors: Reasonover, John Roy, 1905-viii, 124 p. : diagrs., tables ; 24 cm.
4A 19192 (NLO)

41858 Length - Measurement - France - Dictionaries
Authors: Zupko, Ronald Edward
xlvii, 208 p. ; 22 cm.
Bibliography: p. 189-208.

41859 Length - Measurement-<><>Weight (Physics) - Measurement
Delivered version : a 15th century guide to weights and measures. [19--].

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Kelley, James E. (James Edward), 1929-
17p.
Xerox copy of typescript: map, ills.
BHC 1544
Vert 1134 (PrCt)

41860

Lenox globe, 1511
Globes - 1511
The Lenox globe. 1879.
Authors: DeCosta, Benjamin Franklin, 1831-1904
In Magazine of American history 3, no.9 (September 1879): 529-540, map, ill.
BHC 1411
Vert 1011 (PrCt)

41861

Lenox Library - Map collections
Lenox collection Lafreir. [Van Wert, Ohio, 2009].
Lists of the 109 maps in the Lafrey-type atlas in the Lenox Collection of the New York Public Library.
Contents: Photograph of original MS index; photograph of 2 p. typed index, with Nordenskiöld
and Wieder numbers (presumably prepared by the Lenox Library); 4 p. typescript list prepared by
Wilson Duprey, listing maps, dates, and Tooley numbers.
Vert 173, no. 2 (PrCt)

41862

Leon County (Fla.) - Maps - 1883 - Landowners><><>Counties - Maps><><>Landowners - Maps
[Leon County (Fla.) - 1883: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche]. [Washington,
D.C.]: LC G&M Division, [1983?].
Authors: Ball, LeRoy D. -- Bradford, Jno. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map
Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 22.5 x 19 in. Scale 1:133,320.
Originally compiled 1879.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing
19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC
G&M Division land ownership maps
[Washington, D.C. : Library of Congress,
Geography and Map Division, 1983?].
Microfiche 583, no. 1051 (PrCt)

41863

Leon County (Fla.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps><><>Tallahassee (Fla.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps><><>Tallahassee Region (Fla.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps><><>Gadsden County (Fla.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps><><>Counties - Maps
Tallahassee street guide. Chicago, Ill. Rand
McNally, 2006, [i.e. 2005].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally and Company. Street guide -- Rand
McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
"3rd edition" --front cover.
"© 2006", but received by the Newberry Library in
2005.
$17.95
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528855174
RMcN StrFdr 2006 .T34 (PrCt)

41864

Leon County (Tex.) - Maps - 1879 - Landowners><><>Counties - Maps><><>Landowners - Maps
[Leon County (Tex.) - 1879: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche]. [Washington,
D.C.]: LC G&M Division, [1983?].
Authors: Texas. General Land Office -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC
G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 22.5 x 19 in. Scale 1:133,320.
Originally compiled 1879.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing
19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC
G&M Division land ownership maps
[Washington, D.C. : Library of Congress,
Geography and Map Division, 1983?].
Microfiche 583, no. 1051 (PrCt)

41865

León (Nicaragua) - Maps - 1860 - Pictorial works><><>El Realejo (Nicaragua) - Maps - 1860 - Pictorial works
Plain of Leon ; Entrance to the port of Realejo.
[New York : Johnson & Browning, 1860].
Authors: Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827--1884
-- Johnson & Browning -- Johnson, A. J. (Alvin
Jewett), 1827-1884. Johnson's new illustrated
(steel plate) family atlas ... (1860)
2 views ; 7 x 12 cm. and smaller.
Running title, upper margin: State of Nicaragua.
In: Johnson, Alvin Jewett. Johnson's new
illustrated (steel plate) family atlas ... (New York :
Johnson and Browning, 1860) page '58.
oversize G 10 .454 p. 58 (PrCt)

41866

Leon (Spain : Provincia) - Maps - 1680><><>Asturias (Spain) - Maps - 1680
Legionis regnum et Asturiarum principatus.
Amsterdam, [ca. 1680].
Authors: Schenk & Valck, Amsterdam -- Johan
Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
I:34
1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 46 cm.
2191
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map
Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6563.L4 1680 S3 (PrCt)

41867

Leonardi, Antonio, fl.
1455-1496><><>Cartographers, Italian - 1400-1499><><>Emigli, Daniele

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Notizie del cartografo veneziano Antonio Leonardi; con una appendice su Daniele Emiglio (o Emilei) e la sua laurea padovana. 1997.
Authors: Bianchi, Rossella
p. 165-221

PA8004 .R47 F55 1997, p. 165-221 (PrCt)

41868 Leonardo, da Vinci, 1452-1519
Leonardo de Vinci and his cartography. 1981.
Authors: Kish, M. Susan -- International Conference on the History of Cartography (9th : 1981 : Pisa, Italy, etc.)
1 leaf.
Abstract of paper presented at IX Int. Conf. on Hist. of Cart., Italy, 1981.
Missing July 2009.
Vert 549, no. 10 (PrCt)

41869 Leonardo, da Vinci, 1452-1519
Authors: Sarnazz, Carlo
Pp. 7-24 : maps, ills. (part col.) ; 24 cm.
Inscribed by the author.
Vert 2266 (PrCt)

Memoir on a mappemonde by Leonardo da Vinci, being the earliest map hitherto known containing the name of America : now in the royal collection at Windsor / Communicated to the Society of Antiquaries by Richard Henry Major. London : Printed by J.B. Nichols & Sons, 1865.
Authors: Major, Richard Henry, 1818-1891 -- J.B. Nichols and Sons
From Archaeologia, v. 40.
oversize G 1001 .546 (NLO)

41871 Lepanto, Battle of, Greece, 1571 - Pictorial works - Ionian Sea - Maps - 1571 - Greece - Maps - 1571 - Navies - Pictorial works - 1571
[Map of the Ionian Sea and the Battle of Lepanto]. Venice : [Francesco Rampazetto], 1572.
1 map ; 19 x 27 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
In Contarini, Giovanni Pietro. Historia delle cose svesse dal principio della guerra mossa da Selim Ottomano a'Venetiani (Venice: Francesco Rampazetto, 1572) between p. 49-[50].
Anonymous map showing the Turkish and Venetian navies outside Lepanto in the region roughly bounded by the Ionian Islands, the Gulfs of Patras and Corinth, Akarnania, and northwestern Peloponnesus.
Relief shown pictorially.
Case 4A 2087 bet. p. 49-[50] (PrCt)

41872 Lepanto, Battle of, Greece, 1571 - Pictorial works - Navies - Maps - 1571 - Pictorial works Warhaftige Conterfactur wie die türckhen und christen ihre Armata ... den 7 October A. 1571 ... [Nuremberg? Balthasar Jenichen?. 1571?].
Authors: Jenichen, Balthasar, fl. 1563-1592 -- B. I. fl. 1563-1592 -- De Landau, Horace, barone, 1824-1903 -- Finaly, Madame, d. 1938 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view ; on sheet 241 x 333 mm.
Cartouche at bottom right includes statistical notes on the Turkish fleet, followed by artist's mark 'B I', probably the monogram of Balthasar Jenichen (7 lines total); for a list of other battle plans by Jenichen cf. G.K. Nagler, Die Monogrammisten v. 1, p. 818-819.
Title (complete in 4 lines) from cartouche along right side.
View of the Battle of Lepanto, showing the order of battle of the Christian and Turkish fleets; does not show any land features.
Mounted on backing sheet of heavy paper, 269 x 352 mm.
Ex De Landau; ex Finaly.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
g9
Novacco 2F 62 (PrCt)

41873 Lepanto, Battle of, Greece, 1571 - Pictorial works - Navies - Pictorial works - 1571
Authors: Bertelli, Ferando -- Sebeni, Nadal Bonifacio -- Almagià, Roberto, 1884-1962 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view ; 343 x 622 mm. (neat line), on sheet remargined to 406 x 646 mm.
Sebeni's abbreviated name appears below cartouche in upper left, dedicated to 'Marchio Michel dignisimo Procurator d. S. Marco.'
View of the Battle of Lepanto; upper right shows part of the western coast of the Gulf of Corinth.
Lepanto, Battle of, Greece, 1571 - Pictorial works

Il Vero ordine delle armi de Christiana et Turchescha ordinate il giorno della bataglia che fu alli VII Ottubrio 1571 ... Lepanto et Zaffalonia ... [S.l. s.n., 1571?].
Authors: Rota, Martin, fl. 1572
View of the Battle of Lepanto; western portion of the Gulf of Corinth shown at top.
Ex Rappaport.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

41877

Lepanto, Battle of, Greece, 1571 - Pictorial works

Il Gra[n]de et miracoloso fatto d'arme navale occorso tra le armate Christiana et Turchesca ai Cruzolari presso il golfo di Lepanto, l'anno 1571 di 7 Ottobre ... / Stephanus Ghibellinus faciebat.
Authors: Ghebellinus, Stephanus -- Zalteri, Giulio -- Zalteri, Rocco -- Porcelaga,
Bartholomeo, fl. 1572 -- De Landau, Horace, barone, 1824-1903 -- Finaly, Madame, d. 1938 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view ; 325 x 465 mm. (neat line), 335 x 484 mm. (plate mark)
View of the Battle of Lepanto; upper right shows part of the western coast the Gulf of Corinth.
Includes dedication to Conte Bartholomeo Porcelaga.
Ex De Landau; ex Finaly.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

41878

Lepanto, Battle of, Greece, 1571 - Pictorial works

[View of the Battle of Lepanto] / Martino Rota sibincensis Venetiis faciebat.
[Venice? Martino Rota?, 1572?].
Authors: Rota, Martin, 1520-1583 -- Hoepli, Ulrico, 1847-1935 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view ; 324 x 462 mm. (neat line), 328 x 465 mm. (plate mark)
Martino Rota's name appears in cartouche at bottom left, following 22-line poem: En? sculptor navalis pugnae ad echinadas undas ... acterno elogio hoc uctra sit laude dicatum.
Western coast of the Gulf of Corinth shown at upper right.
Ex Hoepli.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

41879

Lérida (Spain) - History - Seige, 1707 -

Ex Almagià.
Maps<<>>Orléans, Philippe, duc d', 1674-1723
Plan of the town and castle of Lerida, with the
approaches made before it by the French &
Spanish armies under the command of the D. of
Orléans during the siege began Oct. 2, 1707.
[London : s.n., ca. 1789?].
Authors: Rapin de Thoyras, M. (Paul), 1661-1725
-- Tindal, N. (Nicolas), 1667-1774 -- Basire,
Isaac, 1704-1768 -- Rapin de Thoyras, M. (Paul),
1661-1725. [Maps and plans of Tindal's
continuation of Rapin's History of England]
[1785-1789?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map ; 36 x 47 cm.
Title in bottom margin.
'For Mr. Tindal's continuation of Mr. Rapin's
history of England.'
Includes numerous references.
In: Rapin de Thoyras, M. [Maps and plans of
Tindal's continuation of Rapin's History of
England] [London : John Harrison?, 1785-1789?] map [51].

oversize Ayer 135 .T5 1732 map [51] (PrCt)

41880 Lérida (Spain) - History - Seige, 1707 -
Maps<<>>Orléans, Philippe, duc d', 1674-1723
Plan of the town and castle of Lerida, with the
approaches made before it by the French &
Spanish armies under the command of the D. of
Orléans during the siege began Oct. 2, 1707.
[London? Knapton, ca. 1740?].
Authors: Basire, Isaac, 1704-1768 -- Rapin de
Thoyras, M. (Paul), 1661-1725 -- Tindal, N.
(Nicolas), 1667-1774 -- Knapton (Firm) -- Rapin
de Thoyras, M. (Paul), 1661-1725. The History of
England (1732-1747)
1 map ; 36 x 47 cm.
Title in bottom margin.
'For Mr. Tindal's continuation of Mr. Rapin's
history of England.'
Includes numerous references.
Written in French by Mr. Rapin de Thoyras.
Translated into English with additional notes, by
N. Tindal (London : James, John and Paul
Knapton, 1732-1747) v. [6] map [49]


41881 Lérida (Spain) - Maps -
1700-1799<<>>Tarragona (Spain) - Maps -
1700-1799
[Map of Lerida and Tarragona, Spain]. [Paris? or
Amsterdam? s.n., 17--?].
Authors: Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection
(Newberry Library). III:I164
1 map : hand col. ; 67 x 50 cm.
Incomplete; untitled sheet forming the far
western portion of a muti-sheet map (issued in 2
or 3 sheets?)
Oversize and uppercase lettering parallel to left
margin: Royaume d' Aragon.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map
Collection (Newberry Library).

Sack map4F G6563.L5 17-- .M3 (PrCt)

41882 Leros Island (Greece) - Maps - 1528<<>>Iero
Island (Greece) SEE Leros Island
(Greece)<<>>Woodcuts
[Map of Leros in the Dodekanesos Islands of the
Aegean Sea]. [Venice : Nicolò Zoppino, 1528].
Authors: Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530 --
Zoppino, Nicolò, fl. 1508-1544 -- Bordon,
Benedetto, 1450-1530. Libro di Benedetto
Bordone : nel qual si ragiona de tutte l'isole del
monde ... (1528)
1 map : woodcut ; within printed borders 8 x 14
cm., on sheet 31 x 21 cm., on sheet 31 x 21 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
"Iero" identified on western side of the island.
In: Bordon, Benedetto. Libro di Benedetto
Bordone : nel qual si ragiona de tutte l'isole del
monde ... (Venice : Nicolò Zoppino, 1528), folio
XLVII.
References: Karrow, Mapmakers of the 16th

Case folio G 117 .108, folio XLVII (PrCt)

41883 Lerouge, George Louis, 18Th Cent. Atlas
Ameriquain Septentrionale, 1778
A Unique revolutionary war atlas. 1977.
Authors: Cobb, David A., 1945-

Vert 381 (PrCt)

41884 Lerouge, George Louis, 18Th Cent. Mappe
monde nouvelle (1744)<<>>Cartography -
Fonte Fantasy<<>>Bering, Vitus Jonassen,
1681-1741. Expedition, 1732-1749
George Louis LeRouge, Vitus Bering, and
Admiral de Fonte : a cautionary tale about
Authors: Heckrotte, Warren -- Dahl, Edward H.
Reprinted from The Map Collector (autumn,
BHC 1723
Vert 1306 (PrCt)

41885 Lesbos Island (Greece) - Maps -
1528<<>>Woodcuts
[Map of Lesbos Island and part of the Turkish
coast in the Aegean Sea]. [Venice : Nicolò
Zoppino, 1528].
Authors: Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530 --
Zoppino, Nicolò, fl. 1508-1544 -- Bordon,
Benedetto, 1450-1530. Libro di Benedetto
Bordone : nel qual si ragiona de tutte l'isole del
monde ... (1528)
1 map : woodcut ; within printed borders 16 x 14
cm., on sheet 31 x 21 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Identifies "Metelin", "Colpho de Hicremiachia",
"Colpho de Caloni" on the island; "Capo
Maria" identified on the Turkish coast.
Oriented with north at left.
In: Bordon, Benedetto. Libro di Benedetto
Bordone : nel qual si ragiona de tutte l'isole del
monde ... (Venice : Nicolò Zoppino, 1528), folio LIX.
Case folio G 117 .108, folio LIX (PrCt)

41886 Lesbos Island (Greece) - Maps - 1574<>>>Metileme Island (Greece) SEE Lesbos Island (Greece)
Insula de Metileme / NB F. [Venice? Giovanni Francesco Camocio?, 1574?].
Authors: Beatrizet, Nicolas, 1507?-1570? -- N. B. F., 1507?-1570? -- Camocio, Giovanni Francesco, 16th cent. -- Camocio, Giovanni Francesco, 16th cent. [Isola famose porti, fortezze, e terre maritime sottoposte alla Ser.ma Sig.ri di Venetia ad altri principi christiani, et al Sig.or Turco] [1574?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 21 x 16 cm.
Monogram of Nicolas Beatrizet (NB F) at bottom left; see Nagler, Die Monogrammisten, v. 4, p. 738-739, no. 2341.
Title from oversize lettering at center of island. Blank cartouche at bottom left.
Relief shown pictorially.
Oriented with north at left.
In atlas lacking title page: Camocio, Giovanni Francesco. [Isola famose porti, fortezze, e terre maritime sottoposte alla Ser.ma Sig.ri di Venetia ad altri principi christiani, et al Sig.or Turco, nouame[n]te poste in luce] [Venice? : Alla libraria del segno di S. Marco? ; G.F. Camocio?, 1574?], [plate 39].
Manuscript no. 39 at upper left.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
VAULT Baskes folio G1955 .C3 1574, [plate 39] (PrCt)

41887 Leslie, John, ca. 1527-1596
John Leslie: bishop, spy and mapmaker. [19--?].
Authors: Lamont-Brown, Raymond
From a periodical, pp. 16-19.
BHC 1780
Vert 651 (PrCt)

41888 Lesser Sunda Islands - Maps - 1908
Authors: Edward Stanford Ltd. -- Guilleminard, F. H. H. (Francis Henry Hill), 1852-1933 -- Guilleminard, F. H. H. (Francis Henry Hill), 1852-1933. Australasia : Malaysia and the Pacific archipelagoes ... (1908)
1 map : col.; 16 x 44 cm.

41889 Lettering - Atlases, American - 1850-1972<>>>Atlases, American - Lettering - 1850-1972
Authors: Carpenter, Stefanie Ann Thesis (M.A.) submitted at the Univ. of Wis. 1975.
BHC 1118
Vert 730 (PrCt)

41890 Leukas (Greece) - Maps - 1528<>>>Santa Maura (Greece) SEE Leukas (Greece)
<>>>Lefkas (Greece) SEE Leukas (Greece)<>>>Woodcuts
[Map of the island of Leukas in the Ionian Sea]. [Venice : Nicolò Zoppino, 1528].
Authors: Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530 -- Zoppino, Nicolò, fl. 1508-1544 -- Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530. Libro di Benedetto Bordonone : nel qual si ragiona de tutte l'isole del mondo ... (1528)
1 map : woodcut; within printed borders 8 x 14 cm., on sheet 31 x 21 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
The island is identified as S. Maura.
In: Bordon, Benedetto. Libro di Benedetto Bordonone : nel qual si ragiona de tutte l'isole del mondo ... (Venice : Nicolò Zoppino, 1528), folio XXXV.
Case folio G 117 .108, folio XXXV (PrCt)

41891 Leukas (Greece) - Maps - 1689
Authors: Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718 -- Padoani, Domenico, fl. 1689 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718. Citta, fortezze, isole, e porti principale dell' Europa ... (1689)
1 map ; 25 x 44 cm.
VAULT folio Ayer 135 .C8 1689 pl. 56 (PrCt)

41892 Leuthen, Battle of, Lutynia, Poland, 1757 - Maps - 1799<>>>Lutynia (Poland) - History - 1757 - Maps<>>>Lissa
Plan of Leuthen or Lissa, in Silesia, which took place on the 5th of Decemr. 1757 : and wherein the Austrians commanded by Prince Charles of Lorrain were defeated by the Prussians under the orders of Frederick the Great / Russell junr. sculpt.[London : J. Carpenter, and Co., 1799].

Scale 1:4,086,720 or 'English miles, 64½ to 1 inch.'
map2F G8950 1908 .S7, no. 12 (PrCt)
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Lewis and Clark Centennial Exposition (1905 : Portland, Or.) - Pictorial works - Maps - 1905 - Pictorial works
1 view : col. ; 52 x 99 cm.
Not drawn to scale.
Facsimile of view originally published by the Exposition and printed by the Mutual Label & Lithograph Co. in 1905.
Names and relative locations of Exposition buildings printed in upper and lower margins.
'Opened June 1st, closes Oct. 15th 1905.'
View shows area roughly bounded by Reed to Thurston Sts. and 31st to 24th Sts.
91073101NL
map6F G4294.P6A3 1905 C3 1980 (NLO)

Lewis and Clark County (Mont.) - Maps - 1890 - Landowners - Maps
[Lewis and Clark County (Mont.) - 1890: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche].
Authors: Bickel, Paul S. A. -- Rumsey, William D. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 44.5 x 35.5 in. Scale: 1:126,720. Originally published 1890.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps: Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 414 (PrCt)

Lewis and Clark County (Mont.) - Maps - 1898 - Counties - Maps
Enlarged copy of a portion of Lewis & Clark County Montana : showing Green Creek, Lewis & Clark Pass & Cadotte Pass, also Capt. Lewis return trail as placed thereon / by Dr. Elliott Coues. [S.l. s.n., 1898].
Authors: Coues, Elliott, 1842-1899 -- United States. General Land Office -- Larvrenteur, Charles, 1807-1872. Forty years a fur trader on the upper Missouri ... (1898) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map ; on sheet 23 x 30 cm., folded to 23 x 15 cm.
Apparantly derived from earlier work by the U.S. General Land Office.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Graff 2404 v. 1, between p. 264-265 (PrCt)

Lewis and Clark Expedition (1804-1806) - Maps - 1905 - West (U.S.) - Historical geography - Maps - 1804-1806 - West (U.S) - Maps - 1905
Includes: [Map showing route of the Lewis and Clark Expedition] / compiled by Frank Bond, chief clerk (17 x 27 cm.), opposite p. 4.
F880 .F78 1930 (NLO)

Authors: Muhly, Frank -- Lewis and Clark Trail Heritage Foundation. Philadelphia Chapter -- Lewis and Clark Interagency Partnership
1 map : col. ; on sheet 47 x 91 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Shows route of the expedition during periods of "preparation," "recruitment," and "exploration and homecoming."
List of selected Lewis and Clark sites by state, list of federal agencies in the Lewis and Clark Interagency Partnership, and col. ills. on verso. Scale 1:6,336,000. 1 in. = 100 miles.
map4F G4127.L4 2003 L4 (PrCt)

Lewis and Clark Expedition (1804-1806) - Maps - 2003 - Missouri River Valley (Missouri) - Maps - 1803-1806 - Mississippi River Valley (Missouri and Illinois) - Maps -

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Lewis and Clark Expedition (1804-1806) - Maps - 2003
Authors: McElfresh Map Co. -- McElfresh, Earl B. 1 map : col. ; 60 x 90 cm.
Col. printed reproduction of watercolor original (21st-century painting).
Scale [ca. 1:5,000,000].
Relief shown by hachures. "This map is an attempt to trace the principal Indian trails and paths, as well as the established post roads, pioneer routes, king's highways and other thoroughfares that constituted the transportation network, circa 1804, of what became the contiguous United States."
Text and col. ill. on verso.
Crossroad of America series.
map4F G3701 .S12 2003 M3 (PrCt)
41909 Lewis and Clark Expedition (1804-1806) - Maps - West (U.S.) - Maps - 1806
Facsimile of original published: Natchez, Miss. : Andrew Marschall, 1806; see Ayer128.3 L6 U5 1806a 1st ed.
Edited with an introduction by Doug Erickson, Jeremy Skinner, and Paul Merchant.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [321]-324) and index.
LC Card Number: 2004023507 Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

41910 Lewis and Clark Expedition (1804-1806) - Maps - West (U.S.) - Maps - 1902
Authors: Lewis, Meriwether, 1774-1809 -- Clark, William, 1770-1838 -- Hosmer, James Kendall, 1834-1927 -- A.C. McClurg & Co. -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 2 v. fronts. (port.) ; maps, plan ; 22 cm.
Includes facsimile t.-p. of original edition of 1814.
LC Card Number: 02025625 Ayer 128.3 .L6 1902 (NLO)

41911 Lewis and Clark Expedition (1804-1806) - Maps - West (U.S.) - Maps - 1917
Authors: Lewis, Meriwether, 1774-1809 -- Clark, William, 1770-1838 -- A.C. McClurg & Co. -- Newberry Library. John M. Wing Foundation 2 v. ; 22 cm.
4th ed.
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.
Wing ZP 983 A1023 1917 (NLO)

Authors: Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division.
Microfiche 583, no. 236 (PrCt)

In Burr, David H. and Simeon De Witt. An Atlas of the State of New York : containing a map of the State and of the several counties (New York: David H. Burr, 1829; republished Ithaca: Stone and Clark, 1839) pl. [26]. Map dated 1829 and 1839; engraved 'No. 27.'
Case oversize G 10851 .13 pl. 26 (PrCt)

41914 Lewis County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1857 - Landowners - Counties -
Lexington, Battle of, Lexington, Mass., 1775

Maps

[41915] Lewis County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1875 - Landowners - Counties

Maps


Authors: Beers, D. G. (Daniel G.) -- Pomeroy, Whitman & Co. (Philadelphia, Pa.) -- Wehle, Martin

1 atlas (79 p. : folded maps, ill.) ; 41 cm.


No. 159 of 300 copies.

'Number 36 of a series.'

79-43544

oversize G1253.L4 B4 1875a (NLO)

Maps

41916 Lexington, Battle of, Lexington, Mass., 1775 - Maps


A Plan of the town and harbour of Boston shewing the late engagement between the King's troops & the provincials ... New Haven, Conn. Yale University Library, 1863.

Authors: De Costa, J. -- Hall, Charles, ca. 1720-1780. -- Meriden Gravure Company -- Yale University. Library -- Whitworth, Richard, 1734?-1811

1 map : col. ; 37 x 49 cm. mounted on cloth

Facsimile of original published London, 1775; reproduced from original at Yale University Library.

"C. Hall, engraver. London, I. De Costa, July 29th 1775."

"Reproduced in collotype by the Meriden Gravure Company."

Battles of Lexington and Concord shown pictorially; includes "references" 1-19 keyed to Boston siege of 1775.

"Humbly inscribed to Richd. Whitworth Esqr. Member of Parliament for Stafford by...De Costa."

Scale ca. [1:120,000].

Relief shown by hachures; soundings in fathoms. Prime meridian: London.

63-1653

IGN73

map4F G3764 .B6A1 1775 .D4 1963 (PrCt)

Maps

41917 Lexington, Battle of, Lexington, Mass., 1775 - Maps


A Plan of the town and harbour of Boston shewing the late engagement between the King's troops & the provincials ... New Haven, Conn. Yale University Library, 1863.

Authors: De Costa, J. -- Hall, Charles, ca. 1720-1780. -- Meriden Gravure Company -- Yale University. Library -- Whitworth, Richard, 1734?-1811

1 map : col. ; 41 x 55 cm.

Facsimile of original published London, 1775; reproduced from original at Yale University Library.

"C. Hall, engraver. London, I. De Costa, July 29th 1775."

"Reproduced in collotype by the Meriden Gravure Company."

Battles of Lexington and Concord shown pictorially; includes "references" 1-19 keyed to Boston siege of 1775.

"Humbly inscribed to Richd. Whitworth Esqr. Member of Parliament for Stafford by...De Costa."

Scale ca. [1:120,000].

Relief shown by hachures; soundings in fathoms. Prime meridian: London.

Nebenzahl (3d state).

IGN75rev

map2F 3701.S3.113 (PrCt)
Scale ca. [1:120,000].
Relief shown by hachures; soundings in fathoms.
Prime meridian: London.
Forms part of the Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library).

41922 Lexington (Ky.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps
Lexington (Ky.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps
Lexington & the Bluegrass region street guide.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- NAVTEQ (Firm) -- Rand McNally and Company.
Street guide -- Rand McNally and Company.
StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 atlas (various paginations) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
"1st edition" and "includes University of Kentucky campus map" -- front cover
"$19.95." -- back cover
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528866486
RMcN StrFdr 2007 .L49 (PrCt)

41923 Lexington (Va.) - Historic buildings - 1988
Authors: Stonewall Jackson Foundation
1 leaflet (2-fold) : col. photos, map ; fold. to 23 x 10 cm
"Photographs of Jackson House interior and photographs of William Garl Brown portrait of Jackson copyright H. K. Barnett."
(PrCt)

41924 Lexington (Va.) - Museums - 1980-1989
McCormick Farm : home of the famous reaper.
[Lexington, Va. McCormick Farm, 198-?].
Authors: McCormick Farm (Lexington, Va.)
1 card : ills ; 23 x 10 cm
(PrCt)

Map of the west coast of Africa from Sierra Leone to Cape Palmas : including the colony of Liberia / compiled chiefly from the surveys and observations of the late Revd. J. Ashmun ; J.H. Young sc. Philada. [Philadelphia] : A. Finley, [1833].
Authors: Ashmun, J. (Jehudi), 1794-1828 -- Young, J. H. (James Hamilton) -- Finley, A. (Anthony) -- Finley, A. (Anthony). A New general atlas ... (1833) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 21 x 28 cm.
Inset (10 x 10 cm.): Plan of the town of Monrovia
In: Finley, Anthony. A New general atlas : (Newberry Library).
RMcN Road Map 2005 LexKY (PrCt)

41921 Lexington (Ky.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps
Lexington EasyFinder : Local street detail.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. EasyFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; fold. to 24 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Uniform title: EasyFinder
Laminated.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
ISBN 0528954989
RMcN Road Map 2005 LexKY (PrCt)

1 map : 49 x 57 cm.
Surveyed by M. Coate, 1820. Improved for Mills' atlas, 1825.'
In: Mills, Robert. Atlas of the state of South Carolina ... (Baltimore : F. Lucas, Jr., [1825]) pl. [17].
oversize Ayer 135 .M6 1825 pl. [17] (PrCt)

41920 Lexington (Ky.) - Maps - 1955 - Pictorial maps - Lexington (Ky.) - 1955 - Pictorial maps
Foundation for the Preservation of Historic Lexington and Fayette County, [1955?].
Authors: Lancaster, Clay -- Foundation for the Preservation of Historic Lexington and Fayette County (Lexington, Ky.) -- Middleton, R. Hunter (Robert Hunter), 1898-1985
1 map : col. ; 43 x 53 cm.
Oriented with north at left.
Roughly bounded by Fifth, Walnut, Church, and Broadway Streets.
"Begin in lower left corner at Hunt-Morgan House ... All buildings existing in 1955 restored to appearance in 1865."
Selected buildings show pictorially and accompanied by historical notes.
Scale not given.
Forms part of the R. Hunter Middleton papers
(Newberry Library) [Wing Modern MS Middleton].
map4F G3954 .L4A5 1955 .L3 (PrCt)
comprising a complete set of maps, representing the grand divisions of the globe ... (Philadelphia : Anthony Finley, 1833), plate 60.
Sheet corner numbered 60.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .F5 1833, plate 60 (PrCt)

41926
Liberty County (Tex.) - Maps - 1879 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps

Authors: Texas. General Land Office -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 24 x 24 in. Scale 1:133,320.
Originally compiled 1879.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps: Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 1052 (PrCt)

41927
Liberty County (Tex.) - Maps - 1895 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps

Authors: Texas. General Land Office -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 24 x 25.5 in. Scale 1:133,320.
Originally compiled 1895.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps: Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 1053 (PrCt)

41929

Federal, provincial and municipal map libraries in Canada : a folio of selected plans / Association of Canadian Map Libraries = Association des cartothèques canadiennes. [Waterloo, Ont.] : Cartographic Centre, Faculty of Environmental Studies, University of Waterloo, 1979.
Authors: University of Waterloo. Faculty of Environmental Studies. Cartographic Centre -- Association of Canadian Map Libraries -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 portfolio ([3] leaves, 8 folded leaves of plates) : 8 plans ; 44 cm.
"Cartographic Section, Dept. of Geography, U.W.O"--Bottom right margin of each plan.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 78316759
Baskes oversize Z679.2.C2 U54 1975 (NLO)

41928

University map libraries in Canada : a folio of selected plans / edited by Serge A. Sauer ; Association of Canadian Map Libraries = Association des cartothèques canadiennes. London [Ont.] : Published in co-operation with the Department of Geography, University of Western Ontario, 1975.
Authors: University of Western Ontario. Department of Geography. Cartographic Section -- Sauer, Serge A. -- University of Western Ontario. Department of Geography -- Association of Canadian Map Libraries -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 portfolio ([2] leaves, 8 folded leaves of plates) : 8 plans ; 44 cm.
"Cartographic Section, Dept. of Geography, U.W.O"--Bottom right margin of each plan.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
 LC Card Number: 78316759
Baskes oversize Z679.2.C2 U54 1975 (NLO)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. Hauslab-Liechtenstein Collection

Library acquires extensive map collection. 1975. Authors: Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division


Describes the provenance and scope of the Hauslab-Liechtenstein collection.

Vert 299 (PrCt)

Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. Hauslab-Liechtenstein Collection


BHC 1738

Vert 1320 (PrCt)

Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. Hauslab-Liechtenstein Collection


Abstract of paper presented at IX Int. Conf. on Hist. of Cart., Italy, 1981.

Vert 551, no.4 (PrCt)

Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division - History


Vert 1824 (PrCt)

Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division - History


Photocopy, signed by the author.

BHC 2193

Vert 1666 no. 1 (PrCt)

Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. Lessing J. Rosenwald Collection


On maps by Diego Gutiérrez, André Thevet, Franz Hogenberg, Jacopo Gastaldi and Gabriel Tatton.

Vert 215 (PrCt)

Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division - Library of Congress - Map collections


"This address, which was compiled and edited by Richard W. Stephenson largely from reports and other writings by Philip Lee Phillips, was originally presented at the first annual dinner of the Phillip Lee Phillips Society, April 26, 1996"--P. 1.

Includes bibliographical references.


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

LC Card Number: 00301333

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Baskes folio Z733.U63 G467 1998 (NLO)

Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division - Map collections
Authors: Wise, Donald A. -- Special libraries 69 (December 1978)
p. 486-490
From Special libraries 69 (December 1978): 486-490.
Vert 486 (PrCt)

Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division - Maps - Conservation and restoration
Authors: Dalrymple, Helen -- Library of Congress information bulletin
Pp. 208-209 : map, ills. ; 28 cm.
Vert 437, no. 2 (PrCt)

Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division - Millard Fillmore Map Collection - Map collections
Authors: Stephenson, Richard W., 1930- -- International Conference on the History of Cartography (8th : 1979 : Berlin)
9 leaves; 30 cm.
Paper prepared for Int. Conf. on Hist. of Cartog. (8th), Berlin, 1979
Vert 1832 (PrCt)

Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division - Periodicals - Bibliography
Cartography - Periodicals - Bibliography
Geography - Periodicals - Bibliography
Selected geographical and cartographical serials containing list and / or reviews of current maps and atlases. 1975.
Authors: Wise, Donald A.
34 leaves ; 28 cm.
BHC 2560
Vert 2098 (PrCt)

Newberry duplicate: Govt. LC 1.17 v. 30.
Vert 205 (PrCt)

Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division - Philip Lee Phillips Society
[Flyer announcing formation of the Philip Lee Phillips Society]. [1995?].
Authors: Philip Lee Phillips Society -- Library of Congress, Geography and Map Division
3 items ; 28 cm.
BHC 2264
Vert 1731 (PrCt)

Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division - Reference Service
Vert 479 (PrCt)

Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division - Reports
p. 55-61
Cited in Imago Mundi annual bibliography.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

Library of Congress - Map collections - History
Congress' first map collection. 1969.
p. 7-17
BHC 2267
Vert 1824 (PrCt)

Library of Congress - Map collections - Manuscript maps - Collections - Facsimiles
Foreign American history Mss. copies in Library of Congress. 1940.
Authors: Griffin, Grace Gardner
Results accumulated in 23 years amount to 30,000 manuscripts from foreign archives.
From McMurtrie printing index in Newberry Library; not examined.
Held by John Crear Library, University of Chicago [778 .051]
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Libungan (Philippines) - 1862 -
Manuscripts<--->Libungan (Philippines) -
Maps - 1862 - Pictorial works -
Manuscripts<--->Manuscript maps

Croquis de 'Libungan,' en el brazo norte del rio de Mindanao. 1862.

Authors: Burriel, Juan Nepomuceno -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library.

Manuscript map. Ayer MS 1306 map 10
1 ms. map : hand col. ; 89 x 140 mm. on sheet 228 x 324 mm.

Shows settlement of Libungan on the northern arm of the Mindanao River about 7 miles southeast of Cotabato City (Philippines).

Identifies prominent structures, including kitchens and a fort. Forms part of colonel Juan Nepomuceno Burriel's manuscript Ytinerario de la escursión hecha á Mindanao y Joló (Ayer MS 1306), describing the Spanish army expedition of 1862.

Scale not given.

Relief shown by form lines.

Accompanied, two leaves previous, by a view:

Fuerte de Libungan en el brazo norte del Rio de Mindanao ... De[cie]mbre 1862. As on the map prominent buildings and features are identified.

Pen-and-ink (blue, black, green, red) and pencil. Bound between leaves 140-141.

Forms part of both the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection and the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library).

Lietz, P.S. Calendar of Philippine documents Ayer Coll., 306
Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 284
Butler, R.L. Check list mss. Ayer Coll., 1306
Quirino, C. Philippine cartography (1963 ed.), p. 113
Blair & Robertson. Philippine Islands (1903 ed.), v. 53 p. 400

Ayer ms map proj 94

VAULT Ayer MS 1306 map 9 (NLO)

Libya - History, Ancient - Maps -
1726<--->Africa, North - History, Ancient -
Maps - 1726<--->Historical atlases

Lybia ad mentem Herodoti. [London : H. Moll et al, 1726].

Authors: Moll, Herman. -1732 -- Moll, Herman, -1732. Thirty two new and accurate maps of the geography of the ancients ... (1726)

1 map : 15 x 22 cm.

In: Moll, Herman. Thirty two new and accurate maps of the geography of the ancients, as contained in the Greek and Latin classicks ... (London : H. Moll ; T. Bowles ; J. Bowles, 1726) pl. '19.

Case G 1002 .586 pl. 19 (PrCt)

Libya - Maps - 1703<--->Tunisia - Maps - 1703

The Kingdomes of Tunis and Tripoli / by J. Seller. [London : s.n., 1703].

Authors: Seller, John, fl. 1658-1698 -- Seller, John, fl. 1658-1698. A New system of geography : designed in a most plain and easie method ... (1703)

1 map ; 11 x 14 cm.

In Seller, John. A New system of geography : designed in a most plain and easie method ... (London : Jeremiah Seller ; Charles Price ; John Senex, 1703) map [44].

Case 3A 1704 map [44] (PrCt)

Libya - Maps - 1943 - Road maps<--->Road maps

Bengasi - Tripoli road map / drawn & reproduced by 517 Corps Field Survey Coy. R.E. Jan. 1943 ;

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Licking County (Ohio) - 1866-1875 - Landowners

Pretty nice} Licking County (Ohio) - Maps - 1866-1875 - Pictorial works

works >> Counties - Maps >> Landowners - Maps


‘Township maps were used from the 1875 atlas and village and town plats ... from the 1866 maps’--Preface.

Indexed by Everts, L. H. 1875 history of Licking County, Ohio: plus new indexes (Knightstown, Ind. : Bookmark, 1975) [f F 8925.277].

Cf. Phillips 2394.

ICN 74

map 4 F G8261 .P2 1943 .G7 (Pr Ct)

---

Licking County (Ohio) - Maps - 1875 - Landowners


Also includes Index of names to the 1992 Licking County Atlas / compiled by the Licking County, Ohio, Chapter, Ohio Genealogical Society. The 1875 atlas indexed by Everts, L. H. 1875 history of Licking County, Ohio: plus new indexes (Knightstown, Ind.: Bookmark, 1975) [f F 8925.277].

repr 1866 & 1875 folio G1398.L5 N5 1992 (NLO)

---

Licking County (Ohio) - Maps - 1854 - Landowners


Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:


Microfiche 583, no. 644 (Pr Ct)

---

Licking County (Ohio) - Maps - 1847-1875 - Landowners


Also includes Index of names to the 1992 Licking County Atlas / compiled by the Licking County, Ohio, Chapter, Ohio Genealogical Society. The 1875 atlas indexed by Everts, L. H. 1875 history of Licking County, Ohio: plus new indexes (Knightstown, Ind.: Bookmark, 1975) [f F 8925.277].

repr 1866 & 1875 folio G1398.L5 N5 1992 (NLO)

---

Licking County (Ohio) - Maps - 1854 - Landowners


Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:


Microfiche 583, no. 644 (Pr Ct)
41970  Liechtenstein - Maps - 1957 - Literary landmarks

41971  Liège (Belgium) - Maps - 1657

41972  Liege (Belgium) - Maps - 1713 - Fortification

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Liège (Belgium) - Maps - 1905<<>>Liège Region (Belgium) - Maps - 1905


Authors: Fiedler, Otto -- Kraatz, Leopold -- Goldschmidt, Albert -- Grieben-Verlag -- Halrick, Alan -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1905;

Maps lithographed by Leopold Kraatz.


Series: Griebens Reiseführer ; Bd. 99

Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 99 (1905) (NLO)

Liège (Belgium) - Pictorial works - 1657

Leodii, Eburonom Augustoe prima auspicio / [Joris Hoefnagel]. [Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657].

Authors: Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664 -- Hoefnagel, Joris, 1542-1601 -- Groesbeck, Gerard van, 1508-1580 -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Urbium totius Germaniae superius illustrium clarorumque tabulae ... Pars posterior [i.e. prior] (1657) -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Theatrum urbium (1657)

1918

View derived from a drawing supplied by Gerard van Groesbeck, and similar in style to the work of Joris Hoefnagel; see R.A. Skelton’s Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.

Includes references 1-64.

Includes descriptive text.

Oriented with north at upper left.

Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Leodivm.


VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 1, pl. 11 (PrCt)

Liège (Belgium) - Province - Maps - 1588

Leo diensis dioecesis typvs / cum gratia et privilegio decennali, A. Ort. [Antwerp : Christophe Plantin, 1588].


1905;

1 map : hand col. ; 32 x 47 cm.

Added title: Leodivm.

In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatro de la tierra universal (Antwerp : Christophe Plantin, 1588), [plate 33].

Printed no. 33 and Spanish letterpress text on verso under title: Leodivm.


VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 1, pl. 11 (PrCt)
41978  Liège (Belgium : Province) - Maps - 1593

Episcopatvs Leodiensis in se continens dvcatvms
Bovillonensem Marchionatvm Francimontensem et
comitatum Borchlonensem et Hasbaniae cvm
aliquot baronatib. / Johan. a Schilde authore.

Authors: Schille, Hans van, fl. 1533-1586 -- Jode,
Gerard de, 1509-1591 -- Wierix, Antonie, -1604 --
Jode, Gerard de, 1509-1591. Specvlvm orbis
terrarvm (1593)
1 map : hand col. ; 31 x 50 cm.
Oriented with north at upper left; "oost" (east) and
"west" transposed in error on compass rose at
center.
Latin letterpress text on verso (fol. 43, sig. Xx):
Leodiensis episcopatvs ...
Engraving attributed to Antonie Wierix.
In: Jode, Gerard de. Specvlvm orbis terrarvm
(1593) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry
Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 55 cm.

41979  Liége (Belgium : Province) - Maps - 1606

Leodiensis dioecesis typvs / cum gratia et
priuilegio decennali, A. Ort. Coloniae [Cologne,
i.e. London : John Norton, 1606].

Authors: Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598 -- Norton,
John, -1612 -- Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598.
Theatrum orbis terrarvm ... (1606) -- Edward E.
Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 37 x 48 cm.
Oriented with north at left.
Printed no. 37 and English letterpress text on
verso beginning: The Bishoppriec of Liege. It is
a common ...
In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatrum orbis terrarvm ...
Digital image of a duplicate or variant edition
available on Marcel P.R. van den Broecke's
Cartographica Neerlandica website (accessed
July 2012):
References: Karrow, Mapmakers of the sixteenth
century (1993), p. 18; Broecke, Ortelius atlas

41980  Liége (Belgium : Province) - Maps -
1680<<>>Limburg (Belgium : Province) -
Maps - 1680

Dioecesis Leodiensis accurata tabula.
Amsterdam, [ca. 1680].
Authors: Hondius, Hendrik, b. 1573 -- Schenk &
Valk, Amsterdam -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map
Collection (Newberry Library). II:216
1 map : hand col. ; 45 x 53 cm.

41981  Liège (Belgium : Province) - Maps - 1682

Leodiensis episcopatus in omnes subjacentes
provincias distincte divisiv. Amsterdam : C.
Allard, [1682?].
Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Allard,
Carel, 1648-ca. 1709 -- Allard, Carel, 1648-ca.
1709. Atlas minor sive tabulae geographicae ...
[1682?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry
Library)
1 map : col. ; 46 x 55 cm.
In: Allard, Carel. Atlas minor sive tabulae
geographicae proecipuorum regnorvm regnorum,
insularum, provinciarvm, etc. (Amsterdam : C.
Allard, 1682?) pl. 56.

41982  Liege (Belgium : Province) - Maps -
1690<<>>Limburg (Belgium : Province) -
Maps - 1690

Dioecesis Leodiensis accurata tabula.
Amsterdam, [ca. 1690].
Authors: Allard, Hugo, d. 1691 -- Johan Gabriel
Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:210
1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 53 cm.

41983  Liége (Belgium : Province) - Maps - 1692

Names, Geographical<<>>Names.
Geographical - Liège (Belgium : Province) -
Maps - 1692<<>>Gazetteers
Estat et seigneurie de l'esvesché de Lyee ... 
Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : H. Iaillot [i.e. P. Mortier],
1692 [i.e.1696].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Mortier,
Pierre -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 --
Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. [Atlas nouveau
contenant toutes les parties du monde ... ] (1696)
1 map : hand col. ; 55 x 41 cm.
Accompanied, on the previous leaf, by: Table alphabetique des noms de villes ... de Lyee.
In: Sanson, Nicolas. [Atlas nouveau contenant toutes les parties du monde ... ] (Amsterdam : Pierre Mortier, 1696) v. 1, map [22].
Forms part of atlas published by P. Mortier in Amsterdam; chiefly comprised of maps bearing the counterfeit imprint of H. Jaillot in Paris.

**Case oversize G 1007 .S19 1692 pl. [22]** (PrCt)

41984

**Liége (Belgium : Province) - Maps - 1695**

Estat et Seigneurie de l'Evesché de Lyee ou sont les comtés de Hasbain, de Loozt, et de Horn, le marquisat de Franchimont, et le pays de Condroz ... Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : Chez H. Jaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], 1695?.
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. Atlas nouveau : contenant toutes les parties du monde (1692 [i.e. 1695?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 54 x 41 cm.
In counterfeit edition of: Sanson, Nicolas. Atlas nouveau : contenant toutes les parties du monde (Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : H. Jaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], 1692 [i.e. 1695?]) pl. [61].
Map dated 1692.

**VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .S19 1692 pl. [61]** (PrCt)

41985

**Liége (Belgium : Province) - Maps - 1695**

Le Limbourg, ou sont le duché de Limbourg, le comté de Dalem ... Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : H. Jaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], 1695?.
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. Atlas nouveau : contenant toutes les parties du monde (1692 [i.e. 1695?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 42 x 55 cm.
In counterfeit edition of: Sanson, Nicolas. Atlas nouveau : contenant toutes les parties du monde (Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : H. Jaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], 1692 [i.e. 1695?]) pl. [53].
Map dated 1692.

**VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .S19 1692 pl. [53]** (PrCt)

41986

**Liége (Belgium : Province) - Maps - 1695**

Le Duché de Luxembourg divisé en quartier walon, et allemann ... Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : H. Jaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], 1695?.
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. Atlas nouveau : contenant toutes les parties du monde (1692 [i.e. 1695?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 57 x 69 cm.
In counterfeit edition of: Sanson, Nicolas. Atlas nouveau : contenant toutes les parties du monde (Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : H. Jaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], 1692 [i.e. 1695?]) pl. [38].
Map dated 1692.

**VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .S19 1692 pl. [38]** (PrCt)

41987

**Liége (Belgium : Province) - Maps - 1696**

Names, Geographical <=><Names, Geographical - Liége (Belgium : Province) - Maps - 1696<=><Limburg (Belgium : Province) - Maps - 1696 <=><Gazetteers

Le Limbourg, ou sont le duché de Limbourg le comté de Dalem ... Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : H. Jaillot [i.e. P. Mortier], 1696.
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. Atlas nouveau : contenant toutes les parties du monde (1692 [i.e. 1695?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 42 x 56 cm.
Accompanied, on the previous leaf by: Table alphabetique des noms de villes ... du Limbourg.
In: Sanson, Nicolas. Atlas nouveau : contenant toutes les parties du monde ... ] (Amsterdam : Pierre Mortier, 1696) v. 1, map [13].
Forms part of atlas published by P. Mortier in Amsterdam; chiefly comprised of maps bearing the counterfeit imprint of H. Jaillot in Paris.

**Case oversize G 1007 .781 v. 1, map [13]** (PrCt)

41988

**Liége (Belgium : Province) - Maps - 1698**

Leodiensis episcopatus in omnes subjacente provincias ... / per Nicolaum Visscher. Amst: Bat: [Amsterdam] : [Nicolaes Visscher], [ca. 1698].
Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
III:M120
1 map : hand col. ; 45 x 55 cm.
Remnants of binding stub on verso.
Koeman v. 3, p. 182, no. (189).
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**Sack map4F G6013.L4 1698 .V5** (PrCt)

41989

**Liége (Belgium : Province) - Maps - 1700**

Leodiensis episcopatus in omnes subjacentes provincias ... Amst: Bat: [i.e. Amsterdam] : Nicolaum Visscher [i.e. Frederik de Wit], [ca. 1700?].
Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Wit, Frederik de -- Wit, Frederik de. Atlas [ca. 1700?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 45 x 55 cm.
41990  Liège (Belgium : Province) - Maps - 
1700<FF>Belgium - Maps - 1700
La Basse partie de l'estat et seigneurie de l'evesché de Lyeege, &c. / L. Scherm dellin. et sculp. A Amsterdam : Chez Pierre Mortier, & compagne ... [ca.1700].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Scherm, Lorenz, fl. 1692-1720 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:217
1 map : hand col. ; 79 x 58 cm. on composite sheet
Title from cartouche.
Added title in upper margin: Carte nouvelle de l'estat et seigneurie de l'evesché de Lyeege ... / par le Sr. Sanson ... 
Printed from 2 plates on 2 sheets.
Koeman v. 3, p. 13, M 1, no. (57).
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
VAULT oversize Sack map6F G6013.L4 1700 .S2 (PrCt)
Duplicate copy (colored): VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:217 (PrCt)

41993  Liege (Belgium : Province) - Maps - 
1700<FF>Limburg (Netherlands) - Maps - 1700
Le Limbourg ou sont le duché de Limbourg, le comté de Dalem, les Seigneuries de Fauquemont et de Rolduc. Paris, [ca. 1700].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?.1712 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:M122
1 map : 41 x 54 cm.
3346 rev
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6003.L5 1700 J3a (PrCt)

41994  Liege (Belgium : Province) - Maps - 
1708<FF>Luxembourg (Belgium) - Maps - 1708
Authors: Fricx, Eugène-Henri, d. 1733 -- Harrewijn, Franciscus, 1700-1764 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:M126
1 map ; 40 x 54 cm.
Newberry duplicate (or variant issue): Sack map4F oG6010 1706 .F7 sheet 18.
Phillips 7962 no. [18].
3349
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6013.L4 1708 F7 (PrCt)

41995  Liège (Belgium : Province) - Maps - 
1710<FF>Limbourg Region (Belgium) - Maps - 1710
Limburgi ducatus et comitatus Valckenburgi nova descriptio. [Amsterdam] : N. Visscher [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher , 1710?].
Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Visscher, Elizabeth, fl. 1702-1726 -- Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702. Atlas minor ... [1710?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 56 cm.
In: Visscher, Nicolaes. Atlas minor ... (Amstelaeadi [Amsterdam] : ex officina Nicolai Visscher [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher], [1710?]) map

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Liege (Belgium : Province) - Maps - 1720<<>>Limburg (Belgium : Province) - Maps - 1720<br>Liege (Belgium : Province) - Maps - 1720<br>Leodiensis episcopatus pars septentrionalis<br>[media]. Amsterdam, [ca. 1720].
Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Schenk, Pieter, ca. 1698-1775 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
II:213-214
1 map : hand col. ; 92 x 114 cm. on 2 sheets each 53 x 62 cm.
Authors: Asselbergs, Florine G. L. (Florine Gabrielle Laurence), 1975-xv, 372 p. : ill., maps (1 col.) ; 23 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 337-359) and index.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
42001 Lienzo de Quauhquechollan - Guatemala - Maps - ca. 1535 - Guatemala - Indian cartography - Aztec Cartography - Indian cartography - Guatemala
Authors: Asselbergs, Florine G. L. (Florine Gabrielle Laurence), 1975-
p. 12-18 : maps, part. col. : 30 cm.
A color reproduction of the map is on pp. 16-17.
Map Ref folio GA101 .C34, v. 28, p. 12-18 (PrCt)

42002 Lièpvrette River Valley (France) - Maps - 1552 - Haut-Rhin (France) - Maps - 1552 - Lièpvre Region (France) - Maps - 1552 - Woodcuts
Authors: Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552. Cosmographiae universalis ... (1552) -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : woodcut ; 22 x 16 cm., on sheet 32 x 40 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Oriented with north at right.
In: Münster, Sebastian. Cosmographiae universalis ... (Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552), p. 433.
VAULT folio Ayer 7 .M8 1552, p. 433 (PrCt)

42003 Lier (Belgium) - Maps - 1620
Lira, elegans et amoenum Brabantiae opp. adeo, vt multorum huius tractus ... [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Deventer, Jacob van, d. 1575 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 32 x 39 cm.
Derived from a drawing by Jacob van Deventer; see R.A. Skelton’s Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.
Added title at top in uppercase lettering: Lier. Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Lyra.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 4, pl. 11 (PrCt)

Authors: Gatty, Harold, 1903- -- Gatty, Fenna -- Felber, Harold -- Grady, G. -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 51 x 109 cm.
Star chart on verso.
Duplicate copy: Ayer 8.9 .N2 G26 1943
Waterproofed edition shelved as L 996 .327 L 996 .326 [map] (PrCt)

42005 Ligonier (Pa.) - Maps - 1756 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
A 'Plan of Fort Ligonier' [on the Loyal Hanon Creek], with its outworks. [19--].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1756 manuscript.
folio Ayer 136 .H91 1907 ser. 1, v. 2, pl. 31 (PrCt)

42006 Ligonier (Pa.) - Maps - 1756 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
A 'plan of Fort Ligonier, with part of the retranchment'. [19--].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1756 manuscript.
folio Ayer 136 .H91 1907 ser. 1, v. 2, pl. 32 (PrCt)

42007 Ligorio, Pirro, ca. 1510-1583 - Architecture - Rome (Italy) - Antiquities
Authors: Gaston, Robert W.
303 p. : ill., facsims., plans ; 24 cm.
Series: Villa I Tatti ; 10.
Includes index.
NA1120 .P57 1988 (NLO)
Roman Studies, 1919].
Authors: Ashby, Thomas, 1874-1931 -- Journal of Roman studies (1919)
p. 170-201 : ill. ; 28 cm.
Concerns MS. Canon Ital. 138.
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3122, no. 1.
F 0236 .004, v. 9, p. 170-201 (PrCt)

42019 Ligorio, Pirro, ca. 1513-1583<<>Cartography - Naples (Italy : Province) - History Note intorno a Pirro Ligorio e alla cartografia napoletana della seconda metà del secolo XVI. 1904.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

42020 Ligorio, Pirro, ca. 1513-1583<<>Decoration and ornament, Architectural - Ferrara (Italy) - 1500-1599 Pirro Ligorio and decoration of the late sixteenth century at Ferrara / David R. Coffin. [New York : College Art Association of America, 1955].
Authors: Coffin, David R. -- Art bulletin (1955) p. 167-185 : ill. ; 29 cm.
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3122, no. 9.
W 007 .125, v. 37, p. 167-185 (PrCt)

Vert 3122, no. 11 (PrCt)

42022 Liguria (Italy) - Historical geography - Maps - 1830-1839 Genovesato : col trattati 30 maggio 1814 di Parigi, e 10 dicembre 1814 di Vienna. [Milano : Presso P.E. Giusti, 1819-1852],
Authors: Litta, Pompeo, 1781-1852. Famiglie celebri di Italia (1819-1852) -- Giusti, P. E. 1 map : hand col. ; on sheet 48 x 64 cm.
In Litta, Pompeo. Famiglie celebri di Italia (Milano: Presso P.E. Giusti, 1819-1852), v. 10, fol. [213-14].
At upper right: Tav. XXV.
Five colored coats of arms at upper left.
Covers central part of Liguria, from Noli to Recco.
Case oversize E 6835 .5, v. 10, fol. [213-14] (PrCt)

42023 Liguria (Italy) - Historical geography - Maps - 1830-1839 Genovesato : col trattati 30 maggio 1814 di Parigi, e 10 dicembre 1814 di Vienna. [Milano : Presso P.E. Giusti, 1819-1852],
Authors: Litta, Pompeo, 1781-1852. Famiglie celebri di Italia (1819-1852) -- Giusti, P. E. 1 map : hand col. ; on sheet 48 x 64 cm.
In Litta, Pompeo. Famiglie celebri di Italia (Milano: Presso P.E. Giusti, 1819-1852), v. 10, fol. [213-14].
At upper right: Tav. XXV.
Five colored coats of arms at upper left.
Covers central part of Liguria, from Noli to Recco.
Case oversize E 6835 .5, v. 10, fol. [213-14] (PrCt)

42024 Liguria (Italy) - Historical geography - Maps - 1830-1839 Genovesato : col trattati 30 maggio 1814 di Parigi, e 10 dicembre 1814 di Vienna. [Milano : Presso P.E. Giusti, 1819-1852],
Authors: Litta, Pompeo, 1781-1852. Famiglie celebri di Italia (1819-1852) -- Giusti, P. E. 1 map : hand col. ; on sheet 48 x 64 cm.
Six colored coats of arms at upper right, below title.
Covers eastern part of Liguria, from Rapallo to Lerici.
Case oversize E 6835 .5, v. 10, fol. [215-16] (PrCt)

Disposition of French and Austrian troops indicated by colors.
In upper right corner: Pl. XXI.
Case oversize F 393 .457, pl. 21 (PrCt)

42026 Liguria (Italy) - Maps - 1680<<>Piedmont (Italy) - Maps - 1680 La Republique de Gènes. Amsterdam. [ca. 1725].
Authors: Schenk & Valck, Amsterdam -- Johan
42031 Liguria (Italy) - Maps - 1747

L'Etat de la republique de Genes tiré des meilleures cartes d'Italie ... Paris : Le Rouge, 1747 [i.e. 1748?].

Authors: Le Rouge, Georges-Louis -- Le Rouge, Georges-Louis. Recueil contenant des cartes nouvelles ... (1742 [i.e. 1748?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col.; 42 x 108 cm. on 2 sheets.

Title from western sheet.

Added title, eastern sheet: Stato di Genova con altri adiacenti ...

In: Le Rouge, Georges-Louis. Recueil contenant des cartes nouvelles ... (Paris : chez le Sr. Le Rouge, 1742 [i.e. 1748?]).

Manuscript '102' and '103' on versos.

case oversize Ayer 135 .L6 1742 pl. 102-103 (PrCt)

42032 Liguria (Italy) - Maps - 1764<<>>Corsica (France) - Maps - 1764<<>>Sardinia (Italy) - Maps - 1764


Authors: Dury, Andrew -- Chaffrión, José, 1653-1698 -- Mackenzie, James Stewart -- Ellis, J. (John), fl. 1750-1800

1 map ; 103 x 187 cm. on 8 sheets each 54 x 69 cm.

'Taken from the celebrated Spanish map of Chaffrión; with many additions and improvements by A. Dury.'

Scale [ca. 1:138,000].

Bound as sheets 21-29 in Dury, Andrew. A Chorographical map of the King of Sardinia's dominions, on twelve sheets ([London], 1765).

Prime meridian: [Ferro].

Relief shown pictorially.

Insets engraved by John Ellis on plate 6 (bound as sheet 27): Carte de l'isle de Corse (41 x 22 cm.).

Dedication: To ... James Stewart Mackenzie ...

A. Dury.

73-8748

IGN74

map7C 11 shts. 21-29 (PrCt)

42033 Liguria (Italy) - Maps - 1783


Authors: Remondini, Giuseppe Antonio, 1747-1811 -- Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (1784 [i.e. 1807?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col.; 45 x 65 cm.

In: Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (Venice : par P.}

--

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Liguria (Italy) - Maps - 1916

Authors: Touring club italiano -- Guida d'Italia del T.C.I. -- Bertarelli, L.V. (Luigi Vittorio), 1859-1926 -- Antonio Vallardi (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
2 v. (372, 440 p., [48] leaves of plates) : 51 col. maps and plans (some folded) ; 16 cm.
1a ed.
Maps by Antonio Vallardi.
Maps on lining papers.
Includes indexes.
Series: Guida d'Italia del T.C.I
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 28009115
Baskets DG416.C742 L5 1916 (NLO)

Liguria (Italy) - Maps - 1967

Authors: Touring club italiano -- Guida d'Italia del T.C.I. -- Antonio Vallardi (Firm) -- Bertarelli, L.V. (Luigi Vittorio), 1859-1926 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
503, 35 p., [31] leaves of plates (some folded) : 38 maps and plans (some col., some folded) ; 17 cm.
5a ed.
Maps by Antonio Vallardi.
Maps on lining papers.
Includes bibliographic references (p. 454-463) and indexes.
'Notizie pratiche': 35 p. at end.
Series: Guida d'Italia del T.C.I
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskets DG416.C742 L5 1967 (NLO)

Liguria (Italy) - Maps - 1986

Authors: Touring club italiano -- Guida d'Italia del T.C.I. -- Antonio Vallardi (Firm) -- Bertarelli, L.V. (Luigi Vittorio), 1859-1926 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
503, 35 p., [31] leaves of plates (some folded) : 38 maps and plans (some col., some folded) ; 17 cm.
5a ed.
Maps by Antonio Vallardi.
Maps on lining papers.
Includes bibliographic references (p. 454-463) and indexes.
'Siegi e 18 stemmi': 18 p. at end.
Series: Guida d'Italia del T.C.I
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskets DG416.C742 L5 1986 (NLO)

Liguria (Italy) - Maps - 1916

Authors: Touring club italiano -- Guida d'Italia del T.C.I. -- Bertarelli, L.V. (Luigi Vittorio), 1859-1926 -- Antonio Vallardi (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
503, 35 p., [31] leaves of plates (some folded) : 38 maps and plans (some col., some folded) ; 17 cm.
5a ed.
Maps by Antonio Vallardi.
Maps on lining papers.
Includes bibliographic references (p. 454-463) and indexes.
'Siegi e 18 stemmi': 18 p. at end.
Series: Guida d'Italia del T.C.I
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskets DG416.C742 L5 1916 (NLO)
Lille (France) - History - Siege, 1708<<>>Spanish Succession, War of, 1701-1714 - Maps
Plan de la ville de Lille. Brussels, 1709.
III:U38
1 map ; 33 x 54 cm.
Includes inset profile of fortifications.
Phillips 7962 no. [38].

Lille (France) - Maps - 1713 - Fortification
Lille, ville forte des Pais Bas. Paris : De Fer, [1713?].
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Loon, H. V. (Herman van) -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Introduction à la fortification ... [1713?]
1 map ; 20 x 27 cm.
In: Fer, Nicolas de. Introduction à la fortification ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, [1713?]) map [52].
For later state of this map, with engraved plate number, see Case folio U 26 .292.
For earlier version of this map, engraved on different plate, see Case folio U 26 .293.
Case oversize U 26 .2919 map [52] (PrCt)

Lille (France) - Maps - 1740 - Fortification
Lisle a strong and rich city in the Earldom of Flanders, taken by the allies in 1708, and restor'd to the French King by the Treaty of Utrecht.
[London? Knapton, ca. 1740?].
1 map ; 36 x 47 cm.
Added title in bottom margin: Plan of the city and citadel of Lisle. For Mr. Tindal's continuation of Mr. Rapin's History of England.
Oriented with north at upper left.

Lille (France) - Maps - 1785 - Fortification
Lisle a strong and rich city in the Earldom of Flanders, taken by the allies in 1708, and restor'd to the French King by the Treaty of Utrecht.
[London : s.n., ca. 1785?].
1 map ; 35 x 46 cm.
Added title in bottom margin: Plan of the city and citadel of Lisle. For Mr. Tindal's continuation of Mr. Rapin's History of England.
Oriented with north at upper left.
42047 Lille (France) - Maps - 1816<<<Lisle (France) SEE Lille (France)

Authors: Luffman, J. (John), 1756-1846 -- Luffman, J. (John), 1756-1846. Select plans of cities, harbours, forts, &c. (1816?) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 17 x 22 cm.
In: Luffman, John. Select plans of cities, harbours, forts, &c. ... (London: Luffman, [1816?]), plate [45].


[Map of the fictional islands of Lilliput and Blefuscu off the shore of Sumatra]. [London : B. Motte, 1726].
Authors: Moll, Herman, -1732 -- Swift, Jonathan, 1667-1745. Travels into several remote nations of the world : in four parts (1726) -- Swift, Jonathan, 1667-1745. Gulliver's travels (1726) -- Motte, Benjamin, d. 1738
1 map ; 16 x 11 cm.
Anonymous map without title.
Coast of Sumatra derived from earlier work by Herman Moll; cf. Bracher.
In Swift, Jonathan. Travels into several remote nations of the world : in four parts / by Lemuel Gulliver, first a surgeon, and then a captain of several ships (London : Printed for Benj. Motte, at the Middle Temple-Gate in Fleet-street, 1726) v. 1, pt. 1, opposite p. [1] 'Discovered, A.D. 1699.'
'Plate. I Part. I Page 1.'
Forms part of the Rudy Lamont Ruggles Collection.
Duplicate copy: Case 4A 928

VAULT Ruggles 324 v. 1, pt. 1, opp. p. [1] (PrCt)

42052 Lima (Peru) - Maps - 1671 - Pictorial works

Callao de Lima. [London : John Ogilby, 1671].
Authors: Ogilby, John, 1600-1676 -- Ogilby, John, 1600-1676. America : being the latest, and most accurate description of the New World ... (1671) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view ; 27 x 35 cm.
Includes scene of naval battle in foreground.
Includes references A-I.
Engraved plate number '7.'
In: Ogilby, John. America : being the latest, and most accurate description of the New World ... (London : Printed by the author, 1671) following p. 466.

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O3 1671 following p. 466 (PrCt)

Authors: Nuyens, Elisabeth Maria Theresia Wilhelmina -- Limburgs Geschied- en Oudheidkundig Genootschap -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Limburg Historical Society SEE Limburgs Geschied- en Oudheidkundig Genootschap

192 p. : maps (2 fold.) ; 25 cm. + atlas (1 leaf, 12 col. maps ; 38 cm.)

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

References: OCLC 23395152

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

In: Ortelius, Abraham. "Parergon, sive, Veteris geographiae aliqvot tabvlae", part of the historical atlas section of Ortelius's Theatrum orbis terrarum ... (London : J. Norton, 1606), [plate 157].

Manuscript signature “XLV” and English letterpress text on verso beginning: The Duchie of Limborgh, in the Low Countries. Germany Inferior, or, as we now ... .

“Cartographic sources: very little is known about the life and works of the Antwerp expert in law and mathematics Aegidius Martini, whose map of Limburg was not only model for the present plate, but also for many more Limburg maps to come (Meurer p. 190-191). The role of Gaston Spinola, Count of Bruyai, mentioned in the 1609/1612L text, in making this map is unclear.” -- From Marcel P.R. van den Broecke's Cartographica Neerlandica website, which includes a digital image of another copy of the map (accessed September 2012); see http://www.orteliusmaps.com/book/ort67.html

References: OCLC 23395152

Oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1606, [plate 157] (PrCt)

Limburg (Netherlands) - Maps - 1602 - 1630


Authors: Visscher, Claes Jansz., 1586 or 7 - Martini, Aegidius, fl. 1603-1622 -- Keere, Pieter van den, 1571-ca. 1646 -- Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 36 x 47 cm.

'Auctore Aegido Martini anno 1616'. Inset view (5 x 8 cm.): Limborch.

Vignette of natives in local costume at lower right.

Forms part of the Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library).

'A reissue of the map in Kaerius' Germania Inferior, 1617, which was itself an improved version of the Mercator-Hondius map of 1603'--Campbell, Tony. Claes Jansz. Visscher : a hundred maps described (1968), p. 18, no. 52. Koeman, C. Atlantes Neerlandici (1967-1985), v. 3, p. 159, Vis 1 A, no. 15 and p. 177, no. 45.

Visscher 64 (PrCt)

Limburg (Netherlands) - Maps - 1680 - 1700

Ducatus Limburgum. Amsterdam, [ca. 1680].

Authors: Martini, Aegidius, fl. 1603-1622 -- Schenk & Valck, Amsterdam -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:M125 1 map ; 36 x 47 cm.

3345 Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Limburg (Netherlands) - Maps - 1668<>><><Limburg (Belgium : Province) - Maps - 16680

Tabula ducatus Limburch. et comitatus Valckenenburch. in lucem edita a F. de Wit. Amsterdam, [ca. 1680].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:M124
1 map : hand col. ; 45 x 55 cm.
3348
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Limburg (Netherlands) - Maps - 1695<>><><North Rhine-Westphalia (Germany) - Maps - 1696

Gueldre Espagnole, ou quartier de Ruremonde dans le duché de Gueldre ... Amsterdam [i.e. H. Jaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], [1695?].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 :
contenant toutes les parties du monde (1692 [i.e. 1695?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 45 x 55 cm.
In counterfeit edition of: Sanson, Nicolas. Atlas nouveau contenant toutes les parties du monde (1696)
(Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : H. Jaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], 1692 [i.e. 1695?]) pl. [52].
Map dated 1692.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .W8 A no. [131] (PrCt)

Limburg (Netherlands) - Maps - 1696<>><><Names, Geographical - Maps - 1696

Gueldre Espagnole, ou quartier de Ruremonde dans le duché de Gueldre ... Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : H. Jaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], 1696.
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 :
Atlas nouveau contenant toutes les parties du monde ... ] (1696)
1 map : hand col. ; 42 x 55 cm.
Accompanied, on the previous leaf by: Table alphabétique des noms de villes ... de la Gueldre Espagnole.
In: Sanson, Nicolas. [Atlas nouveau contenant toutes les parties du monde ... ] (Amsterdam : Pierre Mortier, 1696) v. 1, map [12].
Forms part of atlas published by P. Mortier in Amsterdam; chiefly comprised of maps bearing the counterfeit imprint of H. Jaillot in Paris.
Case oversize G 1007 .781 v. 1, map [12] (PrCt)

Limburg (Netherlands) - Maps - 1700<>><><Essen (Germany : Gebietseinheit) - Maps - 1700

Gueldre Espagnole, ou quartier de Ruremonde ... Paris, [ca. 1700].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:M43
1 map : 40 x 53 cm.
3414
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Limburg (Netherlands) - Maps - 1700<>><><Limburg (Belgium : Province) - Maps - 1700

Tabula ducatus Limburch et comitatus Valckennenburch ... Amsterdam : Frederic de Wit, [ca. 1700?].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Wit, Frederik de. Atlas [ca. 1700?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 45 x 56 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Oriented with north at upper right.
In: Wit, Frederik de. Atlas (Amsterdam : bij Frederik de Wit in de Calverstraet bij den Dam inde Witte Paskaert. [ca. 1700?]) no. [131].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .W8 A no. [131] (PrCt)

Limburg (Netherlands) - Maps - 1708<>><><Limburg (Belgium : Province) - Maps - 1708

Authors: Frix, Eugène-Henri, d. 1733 -- Harrewijn, Fransciscus, 1700-1764 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
III:M121
1 map : 39 x 54 cm.
Newberry duplicate (or variant issue): Sack map4F gG6010 1706 .F7 sheet 12.
Phillips 7962 no. [12].
3357
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Limburg (Netherlands) - Maps - 1720<>><><Lübeck (Germany : Gebietseinheit) - Maps - 1720

Limburgi ducatus et comitatus Valckenenburgi nova descriptio. Amsterdam, [ca. 1720].
Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Schenck, Pieter, ca. 1698-1775 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:M123
1 map : 45 x 55 cm.
3362
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Limburg (Netherlands) - Maps - 1720<>><><Limburg (Belgium : Province) - Maps - 1720

Limburgi ducatus et comitatus Valckenenburgi nova descriptio. Amsterdam, [ca. 1720].
Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Schenck, Pieter, ca. 1698-1775 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:M123
1 map : 45 x 55 cm.
3362
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Limburg (Netherlands) - Maps - 1720<>><><Essen (Germany : Gebietseinheit) - Maps - 1720

Limburgi ducatus et comitatus Valckenenburgi nova descriptio. Amsterdam, [ca. 1720].
Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Schenck, Pieter, ca. 1698-1775 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:M123
1 map : 45 x 55 cm.
3362
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
42073 Limburg (Netherlands) - Maps - 1725<<>>>Essen (Germany : Gebietseinheit) - Maps - 1725<<<<>Düsseldorf (Germany : Gebietseinheit) - Maps - 1725
Tetracha ducatus Goldriae Ruremondana sive Hispanica. Amsterdam, [ca. 1725].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Cóvens et Mortier -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:M41
1 map ; 48 x 59 cm.
3415
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6003.L5 1725 C6 (PrCt)

42074 Limburg (Netherlands) - Maps - 1739<<<<>Liège (Belgium : Province) - Maps - 1739<<<<>Meuse River Valley - Maps - 1739
Nieuwe en nauwekeurige kaart van de drie landen van Overmaaze, Valkenburg, Daalhem en's Hertogenrade / J. Keyser sculp. 1739. te Amsterdam : by Isaak Tirion, 1739.
Authors: Tirion, Isaac -- Keyser, J. (Jacob), fl. 1706-1750 SEE Keizer, Jacob, fl. 1706-1750 -- Tirion, Isaak. Nieuwe en beknopte hand-atlas ... (1748 [i.e. 1769?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 26 x 31 cm.
Verso numbered "N 32" in manuscript.
In: Tirion, Isaak. Nieuwe en naauwkeurige kaart van de drie landen van Overmaaze, Valkenburg, Daalhem en's Hertogenrade / J. Keyser sculp. 1739. te Amsterdam : by Isaak Tirion, 1744 [i.e. 1769?]), plate [32].
oversize Ayer 135 .T55 1744, plate [32] (PrCt)

42075 Limburg (Netherlands) - Maps - 1745<<<<>Roermond Region (Netherlands) - Maps - 1745
Carte particuliere des environs de Roermonde, Venlo, le Marais de Peel ... sur la copie de Bruxelles par E. H. Frix. Amsterdam : Chez Cóvens et Mortier, [1745].
Authors: Cóvens et Mortier -- Frix, Eugène-Henri, d. 1733 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:M42
1 map ; 40 x 54 cm.
Title and imprint in upper margin.
Koeman v. 2, p. 84, C&M 17, no. (6).
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6003.L5 1745 .C6 (PrCt)

42076 Limburg (Netherlands) - Maps - 1928
Te voet door Zuid-Limburg. 's-Gravenhage [etc.] : A.N.W.B. Toeristenbond voor Nederland, [ca.1919].
Authors: Koninklijke Nederlandse Toeristen Bond ANWB -- Koeman, C. (Cornelis), 1918- -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
99 p., 8 leaves of plates : ill., 4 maps (some col.) ; 20 cm.
Folded maps loose.
Errata slips inserted.
Previously owned by C. Koeman.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes DJ16 .T4 1919 (NLO)

42077 Limerick (Ireland : County) - Maps - 1685
Limerick County. [London : Francis Lamb, 1685].
1 map ; 10 x 14 cm.
In: Petty, William. A Geographical description of ye kingdom of Ireland ... (London: Francis Lamb, [1685]) pl. [37].
Engraved plate number '(31).
Case G 1042 .668 pl. [37] (PrCt)

42078 Limerick (Ireland) - Maps - 1640 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Authors: British Library. Manuscript -- Vincent Brooks, Day & Son
1 map : col. ; 46 x 62 cm.
Facsimile of original MS in the British Library.
In Ireland. Public Record Office, Facsimiles of national manuscripts of Ireland (Dublin: Public record Office of Ireland, 1874-84), v. 4, pt. 2, pl. LVI.
The following plate has all the words on the map set in type, as an aid to reading.
Descriptive text in same volume, p. xcvi, dates plan to "the latter years of the first half of the seventeenth century."
Case oversize Z 109 .43, v. 4, pt. 1, pl. LVI (PrCt)

Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960- -- Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)
238 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
1st ed.
'Deluxe edition.'
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).
'3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.'
Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
United States - Illinois - 1833-1836

Lincoln the surveyor. 1926.
Authors: Sandburg, Carl, 1878-1967
2 leaves ; 28 cm.
From his Abraham Lincoln: The Prairie Years and The War Years (New York, 1926), p. 44-46.
Vert 2290, no. 2 (PrCt)

42088 Lincoln Auto Court (Cheyenne, Wyo.) - 1950
Lincoln Auto Court. Cheyenne, Wyo. Lincoln Auto Court, 1950.
Authors: Lincoln Auto Court (Cheyenne, Wyo.)
1 folder (4 p.) : map ; 11 x 7 cm.
Includes table of distances from Cheyenne.
Travel Vertical File G4264 .C5E635 1950 .L5 (PrCt)

42089 Lincoln County (Me.) - Maps - 1857 -
Landowners<<>>Counties -
Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Hopkins, Griffith Morgan -- Lee & Marsh
-- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 2 parts, 29 x 58.5 in. each.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 270 (PrCt)

42090 Lincoln County (Me.) - Maps - 1857 -
Landowners<<>>Counties -
Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
The Old maps of Lincoln County, Maine in 1857.
Authors: Hopkins, Griffith Morgan -- Lee & Marsh
-- Saco Valley Printing
46 p. : 50 maps ; 28 cm.
Not at Newberry (April 2010)?
June 1985 facsimile of wall map by G.M. Hopkins
Includes index.
Not at Newberry (April 2010); ordered from Saco Valley 1985; not received?
OCLC 12641169.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

42091 Lincoln County (Miss.) - Maps - 1800-1899 -
Landowners<<>>Counties -
Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
Family maps of Lincoln County, Mississippi:
deluxe edition : with homesteads, roads,
Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960-- Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)
258 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
1st ed.
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).
3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.
Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).
Includes indexes.
Series: Family maps
ISBN 1420302868
Local History Ref F347.L6 B69 2006 (NLO)

42092 Lincoln County (Neb.) - Maps - 1894 -
Landowners<<>>Counties -
Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Fort, I. A. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 27.5 x 33 in. Scale: 1:126,720.
Originally published 1894.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 421 (PrCt)

42093 Lincoln County (Or.) - Maps - 1895 -
Landowners<<>>Counties -
Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Johnson, John F. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 27.5 x 33 in. Scale: 1:126,720.
Originally published 1895.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 258 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Lincoln County (S.D.) - Maps - 1900 - Landowners-Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps

Microfiche 583, no. 858 (PrCt)

Lincoln County (Wis.) - Maps - 1997 - Landowners-Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps


Lincoln County (Wis.) - Maps - 1975 - Landowners-Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps
Standard atlas of Lincoln County, Wisconsin : including a plat book of the villages, cities and townships of the county : map of the state, United States and world : patrons directory, reference business directory and departments devoted to general information, analysis of the system of U.S. land surveys, digest of the system of civil government, etc., etc. / compiled and published by Geo. A. Ogle & Co. Chicago : Geo. A. Ogle & Co., 1914.

Authors: Geo. A. Ogle & Co. -- George F. Cram Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

Lincoln Highway Dusty doughboys on the Lincoln highway: the 1919 army convoy in Iowa. 1975. Authors: Fox, Diana J.
In the Palimpsest 56, no.3 (May/June 1975):
66-87. maps, ills...
BHC 1615
Vert 1201 (PrCt)

42100 Lincoln Highway - Guidebooks -
1916>>>Automobile travel - Lincoln Highway -
Guidebooks - 1916>>>Automobile travel -
United States - Guidebooks -
1916>>>Lincoln Highway - Maps -
1913>>>Road maps
Authors: Lincoln Highway Association -- Rand McNally and Company. The Lincoln Highway: a connected improved transcontinental highway [1913?] -- American Automobile Association -- Pleiades Press (Sacramento, Calif.)
168 p. : ill. (some folded), folded map ; 22 cm.
Includes index.
Accompanied by separate facsimile map (laid in): Rand McNally and Company. The Lincoln Highway: a connected improved transcontinental highway ... Approved ... September 10th, 1913 by the Lincoln Highway Association ... Detroit, Michigan. Copyrighted 1911 and 1912 by the American Automobile Association ... [Plate no.] 415. (Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., engravers, [1913?], reprint 1995?). 1 map ; 32 x 51 cm., folded to 20 x 12 cm.
ISBN 0918959004
map4C G3702.L5 1916 .L5 1995 (PrCt)

42101 Lincoln Highway - History>>>Lincoln Highway - Pictorial works>>>Lincoln Highway - Maps - 2008>>>Chicago (Ill.) -
Maps - 2008 - Road maps>>>Chicago Region (Ill.) -
Maps - 2008 - Road maps
Authors: Ogorek, Cynthia L. -- Arcadia Publishing -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
127 p. : ill., map ; 24 cm.
Once known as the "Main Street of America," the Lincoln Highway through western Indiana and eastern Illinois became the first urban bypass on the first hard-surfaced transcontinental highway in the nation. Some 200 vintage photographs visit sites that early-day tourists saw, and documents the people who made the highway what it was.
Contents: The original route -- The roadway de luxe -- If you build it, they will come -- A different kind of interurban -- How the bypass was bypassed -- The highway as destination.
Series: Images of America.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
LC Card Number: 2007938997

42102 Lincoln Highway - History>>>United States -
Road maps - Sources>>>Road maps
Authors: Hokanson, Drake, 1951-
xix, 159 p., [80] p. of plates : ill., map, ports. ; 24 x 27 cm.
10th anniversary ed.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [153]-154) and index.
ISBN 0877456763
HE356.L7 H65 1999 (NLO)

42103 Lincoln Highway - Maps - 1915>>>United States -
Maps - 1915 - Road maps>>>United States -
Maps - 1915 - Roads, Proposed>>>Highway planning - United States -
Maps - 1915<<<Road maps
Authors: National Highways Association -- John V. Bergen Collection (Newberry Library) -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division
1 map : col. ; 21 x 92 cm.
"Every city, town, village, and hamlet throughout its entire length ... April 1915." Includes "Tentative designation of [37 numbered] national highways" in the northern U.S.
Bears "duplicate" handstamp of the Library of Congress.
Forms part of the John V. Bergen Collection (Newberry Library).
mapF G3702.L5 1915 .N3 (PrCt)

42104 Lincoln Highway - Maps - 1916>>>United States -
Maps - 1916 - Road maps>>>Road maps
The Lincoln Highway: a connected, improved transcontinental highway, open to lawful traffic of all descriptions without toll charges. [2002].
Authors: Lincoln Highway Association -- American Automobile Association -- Rand McNally and Company -- Pleiades Press
1 map ; 32 x 51 cm.
Copyrighted 1911 and 1912 by the American Automobile Association and September 1913 by the Lincoln Highway Association and the American Automobile Association."
Plate no. 415.
Table on verso: As upon April first, 1916 subject to minor revision: cities, towns, etc. on the Lincoln Highway ... 3,331 miles, New York to San Francisco.
Photocopy of original colored map published in

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
temp map1F G3702.L5 1916 L5 2002 (PrCt)

42105 Lincoln Highway - Maps - 1920 - Pennsylvania - Maps - 1920 - Road maps - Road maps - Strip maps
Panel title on verso: Strip map no. 2: Philadelphia, Pa. to Gettysburg, Pa....
Verso includes "detailed maps of the route through the cities of Philadelphia, Lancaster, York and Gettysburg."
Bears "gift" handstamp of the Library of Congress.
Forms part of the John V. Bergen Collection (Newberry Library).
2003
map4F G3702.L5 1920 L5 (PrCt)

42106 Lincoln Highway - Maps - 1929 - United States - Maps - 1929 - Road maps - Road maps - Strip maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map: col.; 13 sections (7 x 52 cm. and smaller), on sheet 68 x 53 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco strip maps of the Lincoln Highway.
Plate no. K-152
Insets (4 x 7 cm. and smaller): Aurora, Berkeley, Boone, Canton, Carson City, Cedar Rapids, Chambersburg, Cheyenne, Clinton, Columbus, Fort Wayne, Gettysburg, Greensburg, Joliet, Lancaster, Mansfield, Marshall Town, Massillon, New Brunswick, North Platte, Omaha, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Sacramento, Salt Lake City, San Francisco, Stirling, Trenton, and York.
Map on verso (33 x 54 cm and 16 x 27 cm.):
Texaco road map: 1929: United States featuring Lincoln Highway -- Lincoln Highway [index to strip maps].
Panel Art: Texaco attendant giving map
directions to couple in car.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 181.10 (PrCt)

Authors: Sumpter, Kriste Wagner -- Lincoln Highway Association 1 leaflet (4-fold): ills, photos, map; fold to 22 x 9 cm
Travel Vertical File G3702 .L5E624 1990 .L5 (PrCt)

42108 Lincoln Hills (Colo.) - Maps - 1920 - Real property
Authors: Lincoln Hills Inc. -- Schulten, Susan 1 map; on 4 sheets 28 x 22 cm.
Photocopies of map (20 x 10.5 inches) in advertising pamphlet issued on behalf of Lincoln Hills, an African-American resort community west of Denver in Gilpin County, Colorado. Map is interspersed with descriptions of the area, information about prices of lots, and endorsements.
Gift of Susan Schulten, 2006.
map1F G4314 .L53 1920 L5 2006 (PrCt)

Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- University of Nebraska (Lincoln campus) -- Library of Congress.
Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map: col.; 40 x 44 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Street map of Lincoln.
Plate no. 7005.
Inset (10 x 10 cm.): Downtown Lincoln.
Maps on verso: (19 x 20 cm. and smaller): Lincoln and vicinity -- University of Nebraska : City Campus / furnished by the University of Nebraska -- University of Nebraska : East Campus / furnished by the University of Nebraska.
Panel art: Gray and red illustration of a Phillips 66 service station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

(Nebraska Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1998 (PrCt)

42110 Lincoln (Neb.)-Pictorial works-1880
Birds eye view of Lincoln, Nebraska. Ithaca, N.Y.
Authors: Koch, Augustus, fl. 1871-1880--Historic Urban Plans (Firm)--Ramsey, Millett & Hudson
1 view; 46 x 66 cm.
Reprint of the 1880 ed. published by Ramsey, Millett & Hudson, Kansas City, Mo.
'This is number 45 of an edition limited to 500 copies.'
Includes index to points of interest and illus.

42111 Lincoln (Ont. : County)-Maps-1782-1876
Landowners<>Welland (Ont. : County)<>Maps-1782-1876-
Landowners<>Niagara Region (Ont.)-Maps-1782-1876-
Landowners<>Counties-Maps<>Landowners-Maps
The Mini atlas of early settlers in the district of Niagara:1782-1876.[St. Catharines, Ont.
Historical Society of St. Catharines, 1984].
Authors: Nesfield, N. A., fl. 1815--Hall, Francis, lieut., fl. 1816--Tremaine, George R.--
Tremaine, G. M., fl. 1862--Ridout, Thomas, d. 1829--Smyth, David William, Sir, 1764-1837--
H.R. Page & Co. Illustrated historical atlas of the counties of Lincoln & Welland Ont. (1876)--
Jones, Augustus, ca. 1763-1836--Ontario. Dept.
of Public Records and Archives--Ontario.
Ministry of Natural Resources--Taylor, Corlene--
Parnall, Maggie--Historical Society of St.
Catharines
1 atlas (74 leaves): ill., maps; 28 cm.
[Rev. ed.]
'... A collection of sixty-nine maps showing the location of the early settlers by lot and
concession.'
Comprised of greatly reduced photocopies of
18th and 19th century works variously credited to
F. Hall, A. Jones, N.A. Nesfield, H.R. Page & Co.,
Thomas Ridout, D. Smyth, and the Tremaine
family, or held by the Ontario Ministry of Natural
Resources and the Ontario Dept. of Public
Records and Archives.
'Co-ordinated by Corlene Taylor and Maggie
Parnall.'
Caption title.
Covers Lincoln and Welland Counties in Ontario.
ISBN 0969158513
folio F1059.N5 M56 (NLO)

42112 Lincoln (Ont. : County)-Maps-1876-
Landowners<>Welland (Ont. : County)-Maps-1876-
Landowners<>Counties-Maps<>Landowners-Maps
 Illustrated historical atlas of the counties of
Lincoln & Welland, Ont. [Port Elgin, Ont. Ross
Cumming, 1971].
Authors: H.R. Page & Co.--Craig (Alexander),
lithographer, Toronto--Dufferin and Ava,
Frederick Temple Hamilton-Temple-Blackwood,
marquis of 1826-1902--Cumming, Ross, 1919-
1 atlas (88 p.: ill., maps); 46 cm.
Facsimile of original published Toronto: H.R.
Page, 1876.
Cover title: Historical atlas of Lincoln & Welland,
Ontario.
'Alexr. Craig Stream lith. Toronto.'
Dedication: To .. .The Earl of Dufferin.
'We have omitted provincial maps from the
reprint edition, since they have no direct
reference to Niagara Peninsula.'--Foreword.
LC Card Number: 73159090
map6C 36 (NLO)

42113 Lincoln Parish (La.)-Maps-1800-1899-
Landowners<>Counties-Maps<>Landowners-Maps
Family maps of Lincoln Parish, Louisiana: with
homesteads, roads, waterways, towns,
cemeteries, railroads, and more. Norman, Okla.
Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960--
--Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)
1862<<>>Chicago City Cemetery (Ill.) SEE
Lincoln Park-Chicago (Ill.)- City section)
1862<<>>Lincoln Park (Chicago, Ill.)--Maps-1862-
Public works<<>>Public works-Chicago (Ill.)--Maps-
1862<<>>Lincoln City Cemetery (Ill.) SEE
Lincoln Park-Chicago (Ill.)- City section)
Plat of Cemetery Park / [Chicago Board of Public
Works<<>>Public works
Local History Ref F377.L5 B69 2007 (NLO)
Lincoln Park (Chicago, Ill. : City section)-Maps-1862-
Cemeteries<<>>Cemeteries-Lincoln Park (Chicago, Ill. : City section)-Maps-1862-
Cemeteries<<>>Cemeteries-Lincoln Park (Chicago, Ill. : City section)-Maps-1862-
Parks-Lincoln Park (Chicago, Ill. : City section)-Maps-1862<--Chicago (Ill.)-Maps-1862-
Cemeteries<<>>Cemeteries-Lincoln Park (Chicago, Ill. : City section)-Maps-1862<<>>Chicago (Ill.)-Maps-1862-
Public works<<>>Public works-Chicago (Ill.)-Maps-
1862<<>>Chicago City Cemetery (Ill.) SEE
Lincoln Park-Chicago (Ill.)- City section) SEE
Lincoln Park (Chicago, Ill. : City section)
Plat of Cemetery Park / [Chicago Board of Public...
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

42115

Authors: Bryan, I. J. -- Chicago (Ill.).
Commissioners of Lincoln Park -- Bryan, I. J. Report of the Commissioners and a history of Lincoln Park (1899) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Bryan, I. J. A History of Lincoln Park (1899) SEE Bryan, I. J. Report of the Commissioners and a history of Lincoln Park (1899) 1 map ; 16 x 11 cm.
Anonymous map in Bryan, I.J. Report of the Commissioners and a history of Lincoln Park / compiled by I.J. Bryan, Secretary to the Commissioners (Chicago : Commissioners of Lincoln Park, 1899) p. 16.
'Scale 700 ft. = one inch.'
Duplicate copy: W 19.5
Digital reproduction of another copy available on the Hidden Truths website created by Pamela Bannos for Northwestern University (accessed June 17, 2008): http://hiddentruths.northwestern.edu/maps/a1863_plat.jpg
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library), G 8960 .16 p. 16 (PrCt)

42116

Plan of Lincoln Park, 1870. [Chicago : Commissioners of Lincoln Park, 1899].
Authors: Bryan, I. J. -- Chicago (Ill.).
Commissioners of Lincoln Park -- Bryan, I. J. Report of the Commissioners and a history of Lincoln Park (1899) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; on sheet 30 x 23 cm.
Anonymous map in Bryan, I.J. Report of the Commissioners and a history of Lincoln Park / compiled by I.J. Bryan, Secretary to the Commissioners (Chicago : Commissioners of Lincoln Park, 1899) p. [21].
'Scale 500 ft. to one inch.'
Duplicate copy: W 19.5
Digital reproduction of another copy available on the Hidden Truths website created by Pamela Bannos for Northwestern University (accessed June 20, 2008): http://hiddentruths.northwestern.edu/maps/a1870_map_bryant.jpg
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library), G 8960 .16 p. [21] (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

following title page.
Uniform title: Annual report of the Board of Public
Works to the Common Council of the City of
Chicago.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library).
Case J 7896 .165, v. 9, following title page
(PrCt)

42118 Lincoln Park (Chicago, Ill. : City section) -
Maps - 1871<><><><><><><>Parks - Lincoln Park
(Chicago, Ill. : City section) - Maps - 1871
Plan for the extension of Lincoln Park, north from
Asylum Place, to about 500 feet north of Diversy
[sic] St. and southerly to North Ave. / designed by
J.G. Gindele, architect & civil engineer. Chicago :
engraved & printed by Chas. Shober & Co.,
lithographers and engravers, Cor. Lake & Clark
Streets, Telegraph Building, [ca. 1871].
Authors: Gindele, J. G. (John George) -- Charles
Shober & Co. -- Shober, Charles -- Heinemann,
W., fl. ca. 1871 -- Blatchford, E.W. (Eliphalet
Wickes), 1826-1914 -- Chicago Region Map
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 50 x 94 cm.
Above publisher's imprint: Chas. Shober [and] W.
Heinemann.
Scale [1:3,600.] "Scale 300 feet to one inch."
Oriented with north at left.
Damaged and incomplete; lacking sections at
upper and bottom right.
Gift, E.W. Blatchford, 1908.
567
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library).
map6F G4104.C6:2L5 1871 .G5 (PrCt)

42119 Lincoln Park (Chicago, Ill. : City section) -
Maps - 1873 - Cemeteries<><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><> 1...
renewal - Lincoln Park (Chicago, Ill. : City section) - Maps - 1962-1967


Authors: Chicago (Ill.). Department of Urban Renewal -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)

iii, 124 pages : maps (some folded) ; 28 cm.

"Plan dated January 1962 ... second printing November 1967."

Cover title.

folio HT177.C5 C532 1962 (NLO)

42123

Lincoln Park (Chicago, Ill. : City section) - Maps - 1967 - Urban renewal

Urban renewal - Lincoln Park (Chicago, Ill. : City section) - Maps - 1967


Authors: Chicago (Ill.). Department of Urban Renewal -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; on sheet 55 x 73 cm.

Shows land use and building footprints in area bounded by Lincoln Park, Halsted, Webster, and North.

Includes notes on 'Major elements of the urban renewal plan.'

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

map1F G4104.C6:2L5 1967 .C6 (PrCt)

42124

Lincoln Park (Chicago, Ill. : City section) - Maps - 1968-1968


Yippies (Organization) SEE Youth International Party-1968-1968

Y.I.P. SEE Youth International Party


Authors: Youth International Party -- Chicago Seed -- Mabley, Jack -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- The Seed (Chicago, Ill.) SEE Chicago Seed -- Yippies (Organization) SEE Youth International Party -- Y.I.P. SEE Youth International Party

1 map ; on sheet 28 x 22 cm.

Details the Youth International Party's upcoming Festival of Life in Lincoln Park, planned to coincide with the 1968 Democratic National Convention in Chicago.

Identifies "music area", "Yippie Pentagon", "hog farm", "Church of the Free Spirit", etc.

Oriented with north at left.

Festival schedule on verso, beneath street address of the Chicago Seed, an underground newspaper: "Youth International Party, 837 N. LaSalle. Daring espouse [sic]-- top secret Yippie plans for Lincoln Park."

Manuscript note on map:"Joe Tugs, Phil Ochs, MC 5, Detroit bands, 10-15 Chi."

Forms part of the Jack Mabley papers at the Newberry Library; previously filed with a folder of related materials about the Democratic convention, including Chicago American newspaper clippings written by Mabley [Midwest MS Mabley, Box 16, Folder 162, shelved in 3A Stacks, Aisle 57, Range 3 (Feb. 2009)]

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

map1F G4104.C6:2L5 1968 .Y5 (PrCt)

42125

Lincoln Park (Chicago, Ill. : City section) - Maps - 1984-1984

Lincoln Park Zoo - Maps - 1984-1984

Chicago (Ill.). Lincoln Park Zoo SEE Lincoln Park Zoo

Lincoln Park map / Cartography Laboratory, Department of Geography, University of Illinois at Chicago ; map prepared for Friends of the Parks. Chicago : Friends of the Parks, c1984.

Authors: University of Illinois at Chicago. Cartography Laboratory -- Friends of the Parks (Chicago, Ill.) -- R.R. Donnelley and Sons Company -- Midway Airlines -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 84 x 27 cm., folded to 29 x 11 cm.

Cover title.

Scale [ca. 1:12,000].

Depths shown by contours.

Title within border: Lincoln Park.

"This map made possible by: The R.R. Donnelley & Sons Company and Midway Airlines ..."

Includes indexes to points of interest and inset.

Text, ill., and map of Lincoln Park Zoo on verso.


Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

map4F G4104 .C6:2L4 1984 .F7 (PrCt)

42126

Lincoln Park (Chicago, Ill. : City section) - Maps - 1995

City planning-1995

Lincoln Park (Chicago, Ill. : City section) - Maps - 1995-1995

Parks-1995-1995

Lincoln Park (Chicago, Ill. : City section) - Maps - 1995-1995

Lincoln Park (Chicago, Ill. : City section) - Pictorial works - 1995-1995

Lincoln Park (Chicago, Ill. : City section) - 1995


Authors: Albert Lorenz Studio -- Lorenz, Albert, 1941- -- Chicago Park District (Chicago, Ill.) -- Chicago Park District (Chicago, Ill.) Lincoln Park Steering Committee -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Lincoln Park Steering Committee (Chicago, Ill.) SEE Chicago Park District (Chicago, Ill.) Lincoln Park Steering Committee -- Lorenz Studio SEE Albert Lorenz Studio -- Lorenz (Albert) Studio SEE Albert
Lincoln Park (Chicago, Ill. : City section) -
Maps - Collections, 1849-2008 - Electronic information resources -
Cemeteries -
Lincoln Park (Chicago, Ill. : City section) -
Maps - Collections, 1849-2008 - Electronic information resources -
Chicago (Ill.) -
Maps - Collections, 1849-2008 - Cemeteries -
Electronic information resources -
Cartography - Chicago (Ill.) -
History - 1849-2008 - Electronic information resources -
Parks - Lincoln Park (Chicago, Ill. : City section) -
Maps - Collections, 1849-2008 - Electronic information resources -
Chicago (Ill.) -
Historical geography - Maps - 1849-2008 - Electronic information resources
Hidden truths : the Chicago City Cemetery & Lincoln Park : then & now [Internet resource] / Pamela Bannos. c2008.
Authors: Bannos, Pamela, 1959- -- Northwestern University (Evanston, Ill.) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)

Internet resource
Northwestern University website created by photographer Pamela Bannos (accessed June 14, 2008): http://hiddentruths.northwestern.edu/
Includes wide variety of digital material, including partial reproductions of 33 Chicago maps, many other 19th- and early 20th-century documents, audio interviews, and a one-hour podcast.
Paper printouts of partial map reproductions (variously dated 1849-2008) filed as Vert 498 no. 3.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
http://hiddentruths.northwestern.edu/ (PrCt)

Lincoln's New Salem State Park (Ill.) -
Tourism - 1962
Authors: Division of Parks and Memorials, Department of Conservation
1 leaflet (6-fold) : photos, col. map ; 23 x 11 cm
Travel Vertical File G4102 .L56E635 1962 .D5 (PrCt)

Lincoln Sea (Arctic Ocean) - Maps -
1874<<<<Baffin Bay (North Atlantic Ocean) - Maps - 1874<<<<Smith Sound (Arctic Ocean) -
Maps - 1874
The Discoveries north of Smith Sound / by the U.S. Ship Polaris, under the command of C. F. Hall, 1871-1873. [Taunton : Hydrographic Dept., 1939].
1 map ; 104 x 60 cm.
'Photostatic copy of chart at Admiralty -- courtesy of J. W. Wright, June 1939.' -- MS. note on recto (pencil) by J. M. Wordie.
Partial authorship attributed to E. K. Kane and I. I. Hayes.
'Published April 1874 at the Hydrographic Office, Washington, D.C. R. H. Wyman, Commo. U.S.N. Hydrographer to the Bureau of Navigation.'
Plate no.: 555.
MS. note reproduced in photostat: Smith Sound -- Discoveries North of (Duplicate). A 3693 Shelf T t.
Fitzgerald polar map 175 (PrCt)

Lincolnshire (England) - Maps -
1610<<<<Lincoln (England) - Maps - 1610
The Countie and citie of Lyncolne described ...
Lincolnshire (England) - Maps - 1610

Lincoln (England) - Maps - 1610
The Countie and citie of Lyncolne described ...
[London] : J. Legate and W. Humble], 1610 [i.e. 1646].
Authors: Speed, John, 1552?-1629 -- Hondius, Jodocus, 1563-1612 -- Legate, John, d. 1658 -- Humble, William, 1612-1686 -- Speed, John, 1552?-1629. A Prospect of the most famous parts of the world ... together with ... Great Brittaines empire (1646)
1 map ; 37 x 43 cm. on sheet 42 x 54 cm.
Inset (11 x 23 cm.) : Lincoln.
Includes coats-of-arms.
Letterpress text on verso (p. 63-64) under the following heading: The Description of Lincolnshire.
In: Speed, John. The Theatre of the Empire of Great-Britain ... (London : Printed for T. Bassett and R. Chiswell, 1676) map [33].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135.S7 1676 map [33] (PrCt)

Lincolnshire (England) - Maps - 1800-1809
Topographical and statistical description of the county of Lincoln : containing an account of its situation, extent, towns, roads, rivers, minerals, fisheries, manufactures, commerce, fairs, agriculture, markets, curiosities, antiquities, natural history, civil and ecclesiastical jurisdictions, &c. : to which is prefixed a copious travelling guide ... forming a complete county itinerary : also, a list of the fairs, and an index table shewing at one view the distances of all the towns from London and from each other / by George Alexander Cooke ; illustrated with a map of the county. London : Printed for C. Cooke, No. 17, Paternoster Row, by Brimmer and Co., Water Lane, Fleet Street : And sold by all the booksellers in the United Kingdom, [1800?].
Added title from red leather spine label: Topography of Derbyshire, Nottinghamshire and Lincolnshire.
Includes index.
Issued as part of a series of descriptive guides to the counties of Great Britain.
Bound with 2 other titles.
Contemporary half bound brown leather, marbled papers over boards.
Bookplate of Alfred Mead Raymond.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes DA670.D43 C66 1800z (NLO)

Lincolnshire (England) - Maps - 1890 - Guidebooks
Lincolnshire. London : Murray, 1890.
Authors: Jeans, G. E. (George Edward), 1848-1921 -- John Murray (Firm) -- Murray's handbooks for travellers
1 v.
1st ed.
Lister, W.B.C. A Bibliography of Murray's handbooks for travellers and biographies of authors, editors, revisers and principal contributors (Dereham : Dereham Books, 1993) no. 401.
G 4548.6 (NLO)

Lincolnshire (England) - Maps - 1903
Authors: Jeans, G. E. (George Edward), 1848-1921 -- John Murray (Firm) -- Murray's handbooks for travellers
1 v. : 4 maps
2nd ed.
Lister, W.B.C. A Bibliography of Murray's handbooks for travellers and biographies of authors, editors, revisers and principal contributors (Dereham : Dereham Books, 1993) no. 402.
G 4548 .601 (NLO)

Lincolnshire (England) - Maps - 1916
Authors: Little guides -- Methuen & Co. -- Cox, J. Charles (John Charles), 1843-1919 -- John Bartholomew & Co. -- Turnbull & Spears -- Fosbrooke, Cicely -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
xv, 363 p., [27] leaves of plates : ill., 3 maps (1 col., 1 folded), plan ; 16 cm.
Maps by John Bartholomew & Co. Printed by Turnbull & Spears.
Map inside front cover.
Includes index.
Series: Little guides.
Former owner's signature: Cicely Fosbrooke.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 16020580
**Baskes G153 .L58 Lincolnshire (1916) (NLO)**

**42136**
**Lincolnshire (England) - Maps - 1926**
Authors: Highways & byways series -- Rownley, W. F. (Willingham Franklin). 1845-1927 -- Griggs, Frederick Landseer, 1876-1938 -- Macmillan & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 v. : 1 map
12mo
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)**
(PrCt)

**42137**
**Lincolnshire (England) - Maps - 1952<>Fens, the (England) - Maps - 1952**
Authors: Barley, M. W. (Maurice Willmore), 1909-1990 -- Face of Britain -- Batsford, Brian Cook -- B.T. Batsford Ltd. -- Rantanen, Walter J. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
191 p. : ill. (1 col.), map ; 22 cm.
Includes index.
Illustrated bookplate of Walter J. Rantanen.
Series: The face of Britain
Illustrated bookplate by the author and photographs by the author and others.
Includes index.
Dust jacket designed by Brian Cook.
Series: The face of Britain -- Face of Britain.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
**LC Card Number: 52067710**
**Baskes DA670.L7 B37 1952 (NLO)**

**42138**
Authors: Great Britain. Ordnance Survey -- Great Britain. Ordnance Survey. 1:50,000 landranger -- sheet 130 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 82 x 82 cm, folded to 23 x 14 cm.
Ed. 4.
Cover title: Grantham & surrounding area
"1/90/891989 S."
Scale 1:50,000
Relief shown by contours, spot heights, and land forms.
Transverse Mercator proj.
Coordinates: (W 0°50'00"--W 0°13'45"/N 53°02'30"--N 52°40'00")
Series: 1:50,000 landranger series ; sheet 130 -- Great Britain. Ordnance Survey. 1:50,000 landranger ; sheet 130.
Legend in English, French, and German.
"The all purpose map with public rights of way and tourist information"--Cover.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
**LC Card Number: 031922130X ; 9780319221303**
**Baskes G5753.L5 1990 .G7 (NLO)**

**42139**
**Lindau (Bavaria, Germany) - Pictorial works - 1552<>Woodcuts**
*Lindaw*. [Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552].
Authors: Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552. Cosmographiae univerialis ... (1552) -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 view : hand col. woodcut ; 27 x 36 cm., on sheet 32 x 40 cm.
Title and coat-of-arms at center of map.
Added letterpress title above woodcut: Lindoiae ciuitas insularis, undique aqua lacunari circumfusa.
Keyed to references A-I and K-O in bottom margin.
Letterpress 531 and text on verso: Lindoviensis secundum situm quem hoc ... .
Oriented with north at bottom.
In: Münster, Sebastian. Cosmographiae univerialis ... (Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552), p. 532-533.
**VAULT folio Ayer 7 .M8 1552, p. 532-533 (PrCt)**

**42140**
**Lindau (Germany : Landkreis) - Pictorial works - 1620**
*Lindola, oppidum imperij insulare, vnidique aqua Acromi lacus circumtusum*. [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1564 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 view : hand col. woodcut ; 27 x 36 cm., on sheet 41 x 54 cm.
View derived from a 1550 woodcut by Sebastian Münster; see R.A. Skelton's Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.
Added title in uppercase lettering: Lindaw.
On same sheet with: Nvrnberga florentissimum urbs, fortissimo aquae et murorum ambitu, politia illustrem ... -- Vrbs, magnifico templo ... -- Vrbs Salisbvrgensis genvina descriptio.
Latin letterpress text on verso under titles: Nvrnberga -- Vrbs -- Saltzbvrgvm -- Lindoia.
**VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 1, pl. 31 (PrCt)**
42141 **Lindberg, Otto G., 1886-1968** General Drafting Company


Authors: Lindberg, Otto G., 1886-1968 -- General Drafting Company
[48] p. ; ill. (photos) : 24 cm.

Photocopy.

Otto G. Lindberg founded General Drafting Company.

Includes photographs of Lindberg and General Drafting headquarters in Convent Station, N.J.

References: OCLC 4454732

LCCN: 56-20520

Vert 2246, no. 1 (PrCt)

42142 **Lindsay, Alexander. [Rutter, ca. 1540]** Scotland - Coasts - 1540

*Scottish Cartography - Influences - 1540*

Alexander Lindsay's rutter of the Scottish seas circa 1540. [19--?].

Authors: Taylor, Alexander Burt

3 leaves : 30 cm.

BHC 2310

Vert 1864 (PrCt)

42143 **Lingg, Ferdinand, 1827-1899** Globes, Relief

*Das Lingg'sche Erdprofil als Teil eines Relief-Globus. 1972.*


Vert 203 no. 2 (PrCt)

42144 **Linguistic Atlases - Bibliography** British Columbia. University. Library - Map Collections - Catalogs

*Linguistic atlases. [19--?].*

Authors: British Columbia. University. Library.

4 leaves.

Photocopy of typescript.

25873

Vert 430 (PrCt)

42145 **Linguistic Atlases** Historical Cartography

*Design and production of a historical atlas of languages of the Indo-European group... 1978.*


Vert 445 (PrCt)

42146 **Linn County (Iowa)** Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps


Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960-- Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)

258 p. : maps ; 28 cm.

1st ed.

'Deluxe edition.'

Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).

'3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.'

Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).

Includes indexes.

Series: Family maps

ISBN 142030741X ; 9781420307412 ; 1420307428 ; 9781420307429

Local History Ref F627.L7 B69 2007 (NLO)
19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress, Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 195 (PrCt)

42149 Linn County (Iowa) - Maps - 1907 - Landowners-Counties - Maps-Landowners - Maps
Authors: Iowa Publishing Co. (Davenport, Iowa)
224 p. : maps, ports., ill.; 46 cm.
Includes local advertising, part illustrated, in some cases also giving brief history of companies or clubs.
Section of portraits includes individuals, families, and groups, with name, occupation, and date of residence in the county.
Somme individuals are listed as deceased.
oversize F 91252 .054 (NLO)

42150 Linn County (Iowa) - Maps - 1962 - Landowners-Counties - Maps-Landowners - Maps
Authors: Official farm plat book and directory (Mankato, Minn.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (56 p.) : 23 maps ; 29 cm.
Cover title.
Scale not given.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G4153.L5G46 1962 .053 (NLO)

42151 Linn County (Iowa) - Maps - 1969 - Landowners-Counties - Maps-Landowners - Maps
Authors: Hawkeye Farm Plat Book Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (48 p.) : 22 maps ; 31 cm.
Cover title.
Scale not given.
Includes farmer's directory and advertiser's index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G4153.L5G46 1969 .L5 (NLO)

Linn County (Mo.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners-Counties - Maps-Landowners - Maps
Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960-
1st ed.
'Deluxe edition.'
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).
'3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.'
Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).
Includes indexes.
Series: Family maps
ISBN 1420304550 ; 9781420304558 ; 1420304542 ; 9781420304541
Local History Ref F472.L8 B69 2006 (NLO)

Linn County (Mo.) - Maps - 1876 - Landowners-Counties - Maps-Landowners - Maps
An Illustrated historical atlas of Linn County, Missouri, compiled, drawn and published from personal examinations and surveys. [Linneus, Mo. Linneus Community Betterment, 1972].
Authors: Edwards Brothers, Philadelphia -- Linneus Community Betterment, Linneus, Mo.
1 atlas (44 p. : ill., 24 p. of maps, ports.) ; 32 cm.
Reduced facsimile of original published Philadelphia: Edwards Brothers, 1876.
Scale of township maps [ca. 1:50,000] not '2 inches to the mile.'
'History of Linn County, Missouri' --p. 5, 8.
73-7567
ICN74
map4C 26 (PrCt)

Linn County (Mo.) - Pictorial works - 1946 - Railroads-County (Mo.) - Pic- torial works - 1946 - Railroads-Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Company - Pictorial works - 1946-Railroads - Maps

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
42155  
**Linz (Austria) - Maps - 1910**>>>**Linz Region (Austria) - Maps - 1910**<<<**Danube River Valley - Maps - 1910**


Forward dated: 1910.

Includes index.

Series: Woerl's Reisehandbücher.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G153 .W64 Linz (1910) (NLO)

42156  
**Linz (Austria) - Pictorial works - 1594**

*Lintvm Avstriae vulgo Lintz / effigilavit Lucas à Valckenburgh ; communicat Georgius Houfnaglius.* [Amsterdam : Jan Jansson], 1594 [i.e. 1657].

Authors: Valckenberg, Lucas van, fl. 1594 -- Hoefnagel, Joris, 1542-1601 -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Urbium totius Germaniae sveriorius illustrorum clarorumque tabulae ... Pars posterior [i.e. prior] (1657) -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Theatrum urbium (1657)

1 view : hand col. ; 35 x 49 cm.

Includes references A-I, K-S.

Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Lintvm Austriae oppidum.

In: Jansson, Jan. Urbium totius Germaniae sveriorius illustrorum clarorumque tabulae ... Pars posterior [i.e. prior] 1657, [plate 72].

Issued in volume [2] of 8 in Jansson's townbook atlases, collectively known as the Theatrum urbium (Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657).


**Case oversize G 117 .452, v. 2, [plate 72]** (PrCt)

42157  
**Linz (Austria) - Pictorial works - 1594**

*Lincivm Austriae vulgo Lintz / effigilavit Lucas à Valckenburgh ; communicat Georgius Houfnaglius.* [Amsterdam : Jan Jansson], 1594 [i.e. 1657].

Authors: Valckenberg, Lucas van, fl. 1594 -- Hoefnagel, Joris, 1542-1601 -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Urbium totius Germaniae sveriorius illustrorum clarorumque tabulae ... Pars posterior [i.e. prior] (1657) -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Theatrum urbium (1657)

1 view : hand col. ; 35 x 49 cm.

Includes references A-I, K-S.

Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Lincivm Austriae oppidum.

In: Jansson, Jan. Urbium totius Germaniae sveriorius illustrorum clarorumque tabulae ... Pars posterior [i.e. prior] 1657, [plate 72].

Issued in volume [2] of 8 in Jansson's townbook atlases, collectively known as the Theatrum urbium (Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657).


**Case oversize G 117 .452, v. 2, [plate 72]** (PrCt)

42158  
**Linz (Austria) - Pictorial works - 1970**


Authors: Porizka 1 postcard : col. photos ; 11 x 15 cm

**Travel Vertical File G6494.L59 1970 .F7** (PrCt)

42159  
**Linz (Austria) - Tourism - 1970**


Authors: Fremdenverkehrsverband Linz 1 leaflet (3-fold) : col. photos, map ; fold. to 22 x 21 cm

"A walk through the Old Quarter of Linz" (2 p) laid in.

**Travel Vertical File G6494 .L59 1970 .F7** (PrCt)

42160  
**Linz (Austria) - Tourism - Maps - 1980**

*Linz. Linz, Austria : Fremdenverkehrsbüro Linz, [ca. 1980s].*

Authors: Fremdenverkehrsbüro Linz 1 sheet : photos, maps ; fold. to 20 x 10 cm

Text in English, French, Italian, and German

**Travel Vertical File G6494 .L59 1980 .F7** (PrCt)

42161  
**Lippe (Germany) - Maps - 1881-1887**

*Uebersichtskarte des Fürstenthums Lippe in 6 Sectionen, Maassstab 1:25,000 (1881-1883) und Karte vom Fürstenthum Lippe im Maassstab 1:80,000 (1887).* 1982.

Authors: Landesvermessungsamt Nordrhein-Westfalen -- Greve, W. -- Knesebeck, H. v.d. -- Schäfer, Feichner

**Travel Vertical File G6494 .L59 1980 .F7** (PrCt)
1 map

temp map8C G6362.L49 1881 .U3 1982 (PrCt)

42162 Lippstadt (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1620 Lippe. [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Hamelmann, Hermann, 1525-1595 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : hand col. ; 17 x 44 cm.
In cartouche at bottom right: Lippia opp. licet Comitib. de Lippia subdit ... h[a]ec Hermannus Hammelmannus.
On same sheet with: Dortmvd.
Latin letterpress text on verso under titles: Lippia -- Origines vrbis et comitativs Tremomensis.
In: Braun, Georg and Franz Hogenberg. Civitates orbis terrarum [Cologne: Pieter von Brachel?, ca. 1620], v. 4, plate 20
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 4, pl. 20 (PrCt)

42163 Lippstadt (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1657<<>>Lippe (Germany : City) SEE Lippstadt (Germany)
Lippe / h[a]ec Hermannus Hammelmannus.
[Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657].
Authors: Hamelmann, Hermann, 1525-1595 -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664 -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Urbium totius Germaniae svisoerius illustriorum clariorumque tabulae ... Pars posterior [i.e. prior] (1657) -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Theatrum urbiun (1657)
1 view : hand col. ; 17 x 44 cm., on sheet 49 x 59 cm.
On same sheet with: Dortmvd.
Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Lippia. In: Jansson, Jan. Urbium totius Germaniae svisoerius illustriorum clariorumque tabulae ... Pars posterior [i.e. prior] 1657, [plate 73].
Issued in volume [2] of 8 in Jansson's townbook atlases, collectively known as the Theatrum urbiun (Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657).
Case oversize G 117 .452, v. 2, [plate 73] (PrCt)

Authors: Kish, George, 1914-
Xerox copy of typescript.
BHC 1553
Vert 1142 (PrCt)

42165 Lisbon (Portugal) - Hotels - 1980
Hoteis = Hotels : Lisboa, Portugal. Lisbon, Portugal : Secretaria de Estado da Informação e Turismo, [ca. 1980s].
Authors: Secretaria de Estado da Informação e Turismo
1 booklet (46 p) : photo, map ; 22 x 24 cm
In Portuguese, French, English, and German.
Table translation card laid in.
Travel Vertical File G6694 .L5E635 1980 .S4 (PrCt)

42166 Lisbon (Portugal) - Maps - 1572- Pictorial works<>>>Cascais (Portugal) - Maps - 1572 - Pictorial works<>>>Belém (Portugal) - Maps - 1572 - Pictorial works
Olisipo, sive vt pervetvstae lapidvm inscriptiones habent Vlysippo, vvlgo Lisbona Florentissimvm Portvgalliae emporiv. [Antwerp, 1572?].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590
1 view : hand col. ; 21 x 48 cm.
'Cum priuilegio.'
Perspective view, scale varies.
At bottom of sheet: Cascal Lusitaniae opp: Bethleem [view, 14 x 48 cm.]
From an edition of Braun and Hogenberg's Civitates orbis terrarum, published at Antwerp between 1572-1617.
Greenlee
ICN73
map2F 6694.L5 (PrCt)

42167 Lisbon (Portugal) - Maps - 1600-1699 - Pictorial works
[View of Lisbon]. [198-?].
Authors: Kobe City Museum
1 view : col. ; 29 x 30 cm.
Facsimile of 17th-century silk screen in Kobe City Museum.
Detail of World map and four big cities of the world; see The Silk road on the sea, nos 259, 454.
Maps
With three figures.

42168 Lisbon (Portugal) - Maps - 1785 - Harbors - Manuscripts<>>>Setubal (Portugal) - Maps - 1785 - Harbors - Manuscripts<>>>Manuscript maps

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Plano del Puerto de Lisboa y de Sectubal, en el Reyno de Portugal. 1785.
Authors: Cuesta, Andres de la -- Caamaño, Vincente
1 ms. map : ink with color wash details ; 49 x 70 cm.
Number on verso: 53.
86-88298
536
MS map4F G6694.L5P55 1785 C8 (PrCt)

42169  Lisbon (Portugal) - Maps - 1792
A Plan of the city of Lisbon. [London? : J. Stockdale?, 1792?].
Authors: Andrews, John, 1736-1809 -- Andrews, John, 1736-1809. A Collection of plans of the most capital cities of ... Europe and ... the world [1792?] -- Stockdale, John, 1749?-1814
1 map ; 17 x 26 cm.
Case folio G 13 .036 pl. 5 (PrCt)

42170  Lisbon (Portugal) - Maps - 1816 - Harbors<<>>Lisbon Region (Portugal) - Maps - 1816<<>>Tagus River (Spain and Portugal) - Maps - 1816 - Mouth
Lisbon. London : I. Luffman, 1816?.
Authors: Luffman, J. (John), 1756-1846 -- Luffman, J. (John), 1756-1846. Select plans of cities, harbours, forts, &c ... [1816?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 20 x 18 cm.
In: Luffman, John. Select plans of cities, harbours, forts, &c ... (London: Luffman, 1816?), plate [37].
folio Ayer 135 .L94 1816 pl. [37] (PrCt)

42171  Lisbon (Portugal) - Maps - 1832<<>>Lisbon Region (Portugal) - Maps - 1832<<>>Lisbon (Portugal) - Maps - 1832 - Pictorial works
Lisboa (Lisboa). [London] : Chapman & Hall, 1832 [i.e.1844].
1 map : hand col. ; 31 x 39 cm.
'Drawn by W.B. Clarke, Arch.'
'Engraved & printed by J. Henshall.'
Inset (8 x 13 cm.): The Environs of Lisbon.
Inset view (7 x 39 cm.): Lisbon from the Quinta da Torrinha Val de Pereiro.
In: Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge.
oversize Ayer 135 .S67 1844 v. 2, pl. [183] (PrCt)

42172  Lisbon (Portugal) - Maps - 1840 - Pictorial works
Lisboa, [Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, 1840].
Authors: Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846 -- Lea & Blanchard -- Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (1840)
1 view ; 3 x 6 cm.
In: Murray, Hugh. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, successors to Carey & Co., for George W. Gorton, 1840) v. 1, p. 594.
Wax engraving.
G 11 .607 v. 1, p. 594 (PrCt)

42173  Lisbon (Portugal) - Maps - 1890
Authors: Século (Lisbon, Portugal) -- A. Editora (Firm : Lisbon, Portugal) -- Editora (A.), firm, Lisbon, Portugal SEE A. Editora (Firm : Lisbon, Portugal) -- William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 82 cm. fold. to 14 x 10 cm.
At head of title: Brinde de 'O Seculo.'
"O Seculo' é o jornal de maior circulação em Portugal.'
Forms part of the William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library).
Greenlee 4764 .S44 n.d. (NLO)

42174  Lisbon (Portugal) - Maps - 1949
Lisboa / des. de A. Soares e E. Olmo. [Lisbon : Livraria Portugal, 1949?].
1 map : col. ; 39 x 73 cm. fold. to 22 x 10 cm.
In Araújo, Norberto de, Guide to Lisbon (Lisbon, [1949?]), at end.
Scale 1:10,000.
Auxiliary maps on verso: Mancha de Cidade de Lisboa -- Indicaçao esquimática das linhas a seguir nas 5 excursóes A-B-C-D-E [keyed to accompanying text] -- Principais saídas de Lisboa.
To Collection Services for cataloging, 10 Feb. 2009 (PrCt)

42175  Lisbon (Portugal) - Maps - 1960
Business and shopping district of the city : gen. map of Lisbon. Lisbon, [ca. 1960].
1 sheet : photo, col. ills, map ; fold. to 27 x 19 cm
Includes advertising for businesses.
Travel Vertical File G6694 .L5 1960 .B8 (PrCt)

42176  Lisbon (Portugal) - Maps - 1988-2001 - Guidebooks
Lisbon. Singapore : APA, [between 1988 and...
42177  *Lisbon (Portugal) - Maps - 1996*  
*New York : Macmillan Travel, 1996.*  
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Automobile Association (Great Britain) -- Macmillan Travel -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 v. : 26 plates  
2nd ed.  
Issued in partnership with the Automobile Association (short format); cf. A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher, 1832-1990, p. 277.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.  
*Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)*  
(PrCt)

42178  *Lisbon (Portugal) - Pictorial works - 1572*  
*Olisipo quae nunc Lisboa : ciuitas amplissima Lusitaniae, ad Tagum, totos orientis, et multarum insularum Africcoaeque et Americoe emporium nobilissimum.* [Lisbon? s.n., 18-?]  
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590  
1 view : hand col. ; on sheet 70 x 98 cm.  
Enlarged version (19th-century lithograph?) of engraved view first published in Cologne, 1572.  
Numbers on view keyed to 140 named places in margins.  
Mounted and varnished on pasteboard.  
93  
*sc map9C G6694.L5 A3 1572 B7 18-- (NLO)*

42179  *Lisbon (Portugal) - Pictorial works - 1620*  
*Olisipo, sive vi pervetustae lapidum inscriptions habent, Vlysippo, vlgò Lisbona florentissimvm Portgalliae emporiv[m].* [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].  
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590  
1 view : hand col. ; 20 x 48 cm. on sheet 41 x 51 cm.  
Added title: Lisbona.  
Anonymous view.  
On same sheet with: Cascale.  
Latin letterpress text on verso under added titles: Olisipo nvnc Lisbona -- Cascale et Bethlehem oppidvia.  
In: Braun, Georg and Franz Hogenberg. Civitates orbis terrarum [Cologne: Pieter von Brachel?, ca. 1620] v. 1, plate 1  
*VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 1, pl. 1 (PrCt)*

42180  *Lisbon (Portugal) - Pictorial works - 1620*  
*Olissippo quae nunc Lisboa ...* [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].  
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590  
Civitates orbis terrarum -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 view : hand col. ; 33 x 47 cm.  
Anonymous view.  
Bottom margin includes references 1-140.  
Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Olisipo.  
*VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 5, pl. 2 (PrCt)*

42181  *Lisbon Region (Portugal) - Maps - 1710*  
*Lissabon mitt der Gegend auff...* Augsburg : Gabriel Bodenehr, 1710.  
Authors: Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. -- Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. Atlas curieux -- oder, Neuer und compendieuser atlas 1710 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map : hand col. ; 13 x 21 cm.  
In: Bodenehr, Gabriel. Atlas curieux; oder, Neuer und compendieuer atlas ... ([Augsburg : Gabriel Bodenehr, 1710?]) pl. [7]. Engraved plate no. '8.'  
*Ayer 135 .B6 pl. 7 (PrCt)*

42182  *List of geographical atlases in the Library of Congress (1909) - Prospectuses*  
*Phillips, Philip Lee, 1856-1924*  
Authors: Putnam, Herbert, 1861-1955 -- Library of Congress  
1 sheet ([1] p.) ; 26 x 21 cm.  
*Vert 2235 (PrCt)*

42183  *Litchfield (Conn.) - Description and travel - 1985*  
Authors: Brooke, James  
2 p. : photos, map  
From: *New York times (6 Sept. 1985).*  
*Travel Vertical File G3784 .L6 1985 .B7 (PrCt)*

42184  *Litchfield County (Conn.) - Maps - 1859 - Landowners*  
Authors: Hopkins, Griffith Morgan -- Clark, Richard -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps  
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Litchfield County (Conn.) - Maps - 1991 - Road maps - Counties - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (117 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
$13.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-93786-3
RMcN StrFdr 1991 .L535 (PrCt)

Litchfield County (Conn.) - Maps - 1995 - Road maps - Counties - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (144 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
$14.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-91324-7
RMcN StrFdr 1995 .L535 (PrCt)

Litchfield County (Conn.) - Maps - 1999 - Road maps - Counties - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (136 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
$15.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-97886-1
RMcN StrFdr 1999 .L535 (PrCt)


Size of original: 2 sheets, 31 x 52.5 in. each.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 62 (PrCt)

Authors: Police, Carol -- Lewis, Susan A. -- Aaron Blake Publishers
1 map : col. ; 52 x 70 cm. fold. in covers 18 x 11 cm.
Includes text, index of literary landmarks, and insets of central Bath and London.
Digital image available on Library of Congress website (accessed July 2010):
http://www.loc.gov/exhibits/british/images/vc195d.jpg
ISBN 093760903X.
map3C G5751 .E65 1987 .P6 (PrCt)


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Aaron Blake Publishers -- Wolnik, Jim -- Lewis, Susan A. -- Smith, Gibbs M.
2 maps on 1 sheet : col. ; each 22 cm. in diam., sheet 53 x 68 cm., folded in cover 18 x 11 cm.
Maps keyed to text in lower margin.
Includes col. ills. of Sherlock Holmes mystery cases.
Text, specimen map, publisher's map list, and col. ill. on cover.
ISBN 087905428X.

Specimen de nouveaux caractères composant la typographie ... [Colmar] : Hoffmann, 1836.
Photocopy (2 p. only) from: Hoffmann (Firm).

Vert 1922 (PrCt)

Lithography - 1852>>Map printing - Lithographs
Printing from lithographic transfers. 1852.
Authors: Stevens, Isaac Ingalls, 1818-1862 -- United States Coast Survey. Report of Superintendent of the Coast Survey (1852) p. 108-111
BHC 315
Vert 558 (PrCt)

Lithography - 1853>>Map printing - Lithographs
Notes on lithography and lithographic transfers. 1853.
Authors: Hunt, Edward Bissell, 1822-1863 -- United States Coast Survey. Reports of the Superintendent of the Coast Survey (1853) p.90*-93*
From: Reports of the Superintendent of the Coast Survey...1853. Serial Set 716, Appendix 36, p.90*-93*.
BHC 316
Vert 559 (PrCt)

Lithography, American>>Lithography - History>>Map printing - Lithographs - History>>Lithographs
Authors: Weimerskirch, Philip J. -- From Linnaeus to Darwin: commentators on the history of biology and geology (1985) p. 167-177
BHC 2441
Vert 1992 (PrCt)

Lithography - History
Die Lithographie. 1968.
In: Schweizerisches Gutenbergmuseum. v. 54 (1968), p. 86-89
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.
Wing Z 008.08 v. 54 (PrCt)

42203
Lithograph - History>>>Map printing - Lithographs - Maps
Conservation and restoration>>>Maps - Conservation and restoration
Lithographs
The Development of lithographic cartography and conservation of a large varnished map. 1984.
Authors: Holden, Maria S. -- American Institute for Conservation of Historic and Artistic Works.
p. 75-83
Vert 989 (PrCt)

42204
Lithograph - History>>>Photolithography - History
Map printing - Lithographs - Maps - History
Map printing - Photolithography - Maps - History
Zincography - History
Lithographs>>>Lithography SEE ALSO Photolithography
Lithography, photography and photozincography in English map production before 1870. 1972.
Authors: Mumford, Ian -- Journal of the British Cartographic Society (1972)
p. 30-35
Also autographed copy.
BHC 1890
Vert 1458 (PrCt)

42205
Lithuania - Maps - 1710
Magni Ducatus Lithuaniae tabula, divisa tam in palatinatus quam in subjacentes castellanias / per F. de Witt ... Amstelodami [Amsterdam] : ex officina P. Mortier, [ca. 1710].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Mortier, Pierre -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
III:P13
1 map : hand col. ; 45 x 52 cm.
Oriented with north to right.
Note to reader in separate cartouche.
Remnants of binding stub on verso.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G7050 1710 .W5 (PrCt)

42206
Lithuania - Maps - 1730>>>Minskaia voblasts (Belarus) - Maps - 1730
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Peyrounin, A. -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles,
1 map : hand col. ; 39 x 53 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:875,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
In composite world atlas possibly compiled and published by Charles François Delamarche: Atlas général : contenant le détail des quatre parties du monde [Paris? : s.n., 1798?]. [ptie 1], [plate 50].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .A77 1798, [ptie 1], [plate 50] (NLO)

42207 Lithuania - Maps - 1745<<>>Gusev (Kaliningradskaja Oblast', Russia) - Maps - 1745
Penitissimo borusorum regi Friderico Wilhelmo ... Lithuaniam borusissam ... Nuremberg : Homann Erben, [ca. 1745].
Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663 -- Betgen, Johann Friedrich -- Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724.
Atlas novus terrarum orbis [ca. 1745] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 96 x 56 cm. on 2 sheets.
In: Homann, Johann Baptist. Atlas novus terrarum orbis (Nuremberg : [Homann Erben, ca. 1745]), [plate 150 and 153].
Inset (20 x 23 cm.): Plan von der in Lithauen neu angelegten Stadt Gumbinnen.
Map dated 1733 ... 1735.
Manuscript numbers 152, 154, 155, 167 on versos.
oversize Ayer 135 .H7 1730, [plate 150 and 153] (PrCt)

42208 Lithuania - Maps - 1776
Carte de la Lithuanie Russienne qui comprend les palatinais de ... / dressée sur l'exemplaire des Héritiers Homon 1775. À Venise [Venice] : par P. Santini ; chez M. Remondini, 1776.
Authors: Homann Erben (Firm) -- Santini, P. -- Remondini, Guiseppe Antonio, 1747-1811 -- Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (1784 [i.e. 1807?]?) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 54 x 42 cm.
In: Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (Venice : par P. Santini, rue Ste. Justine, chez M. Remondini, 1784 [i.e. 1807?]), v. 1, no. "P.I. 50"
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .S4 1807, v. 1, no. 50 (PrCt)

42209 Lithuania - Maps - 1920-1923 - Topographic maps - 1920-1923 - Topographic maps
Cover title.
Facsimiles (photocopies) of topographical maps originally compiled between 1920-1923 by Lithuania's Karotopografijos Skyriaus, a division of the Lithuanian Army.
Scale 1:100,000.
Coordinates: (E 21°--E 27°30'/N 56°30'--N 53°30').
Index map on leaf [2].
In Lithuanian.
References: OCLC 43392078 and 497531242 (map6C G7050 1920 .L5 1998 (PrCt)

42210 Lithuania - Maps - 1973 <<>>Wall maps
Authors: Andrius, J.. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 117 x 145 cm.
Scale 1:380,000.
Relief shown by gradient tints and spot heights.
Inset: Pabaltyo valstiečių draugijos savininkas = Lithuanian. Army Map Collection (Newberry Library).
artifacts cage RMcN maproll 3 : 3. 3, no. 1 (PrCt)

42211 Lithuania - Maps - Collections, 1386-1795<<>>Cartography - Lithuania - History
Authors: Alexandrowicz, Stanislaw -- Uniwersytet im. Adama Mickiewicza w Poznaniu -- Roger S.
Lithuania National Library, 1999. Lithuanian mappae SEE Lietuvos Nacionalinis muzieju.<br>
Lithuania on the map / compiled by Aldona Bieliuniene, Birute Kulnyte, Ruta Subatnienekiene ; Latin texts translated into Lithuanian by Eugenija Ulcinaite ; translated into English by Arvydas Gaizauskas. Vilnius : National Museum of Lithuania, c2002.<br>

LC Card Number: 2006629183 2005430743 ISBN 995541524X ; 9789955415244 Map Ref folio G2136.S1 L513 2002 (NLO)


fight. See Wonderland 1901 or 2."
In pencil; map 1 drawn on verso of Northern Pacific Railroad stationery; maps 2 and 3 on 2 sheets of lined notebook paper.
Finding aid for the collection available (folder level control) on Newberry Library website (accessed January 2013):
Forms part of both the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection and the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library).
Formerly shelved as Ayer MS 975a.
Gift 1972, Chicago Tribune.
VAULT Ayer MS 3220 box 1, folder 9, maps 1-3 (PrCl)

Custer battleground. [Bryan, Tex. Garry Owen Press, 19--].
1 map ; 25 x 71 cm., on sheet 27 x 73 cm.
Attributed to Walter M. Camp with information supplied by Kanipe and Edgerly; possibly based on map prepared by John William Miller.
Originally prepared ca. 1907; shows location of standing markers, many by name, at the time of preparation.
Scale [1: 15,360]. '1 1/4 in. = 800 ft.'
Reduced by 50 percent.
Relief shown by form lines and spot heights.
Oriented with north toward upper left.
Accompanied by a fact sheet on the map signed by John M. Carroll (1 leaf ; 28 cm.); see Newberry Library Map Information File.
Ayer map4F G4252.L555 1907 .C3 1900z (NLO)

Contour map of the battlefield. (U.S. Geological Survey) Custer's route as supposed by Curtis and Godfrey. [S.I.? s.n.?, 19--?].
1 map ; 19 x 40 cm.
Photostat (negative)
Scale: 1:24,000 or 1 inch = 2,000 feet.
Filed in box lettered: Custer and the Little Big Horn. Maps and articles.
Ayer 228 .C922 (NLO)

Authors: Marshall, R. B. -- Geological Survey (U.S.) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
2 maps : col. ; on sheet 50 x 41 cm.
'R.B. Marshall, Topographer.'
Surveyed in 1891.
Excepting the railroad, the fence surrounding the national cemetery reservation, and the battle monument-introduced as aids in identification of places and features-the map is intended to show the field as it was at or about the time of the battle."
Scale 1:5,280. 1 inch = 440 feet.
Scale 1:24,000. 1 inch = 2,000 feet
Coordinates: (W 107°25'/N 45°33').
Relief shown by contours.
Ayer p133 .U572 1908 (NLO)

42219 Little Bighorn, Battle of the, Mont., 1876 - Maps<>><><>Custer, George Armstrong, 1839-1876<>><><>Great Plains - Maps - 1872-1876
Original maps of Custer's Battlefield. 1980.
Authors: King, W. Kent
17 maps ; on 7 sheets
Facsimiles of originals published 1872-1876.
3011
map4F G4252.L555 1980 K5 (PrCl)

Authors: Geological Survey (U.S.) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 21 x 41 cm.
Photostat (negative)
Scale 1:24,000 or 1 inch = 2,000 feet
Filed in box lettered: Custer and the Little Big Horn. Maps and articles.
Ayer 228 .C922 (NLO)

Drawing battle lines : the map testimony of Custer's last fight / by Michael N. Donahue. El...
$19.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-97298-7
RMcN StrFdr 2002 .L55 copy 2 (PrCt)
42228
Little Rock (Ark.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps
Little Rock & vicinity StreetFinder. Skokie, Ill.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally and Company. Streetfinder -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (112 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm. 
New edition."
$15.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN StrFdr 1995 .L55 (PrCt)
42231
Little Sioux Region (Iowa) - Maps - 1899
Floyd River Valley (Iowa) - Maps - 1898
Larpenteur, Charles, 1807-1872 - Homes and haunts - Maps
A Plat of the vicinity of Little Sioux, Iowa showing the residence and grave of Charles Larpenteur 1851-1872. [S.l. s.n.], 1898.
Authors: Vincent, Mitchell, fl. 1898 -- Larpenteur, Charles, 1807-1872. Forty years a fur trader on the upper Missouri ... (1898) -- Coues, Elliott, 1842-1899 -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 17 x 14 cm.
'October 1898.'
'To Dr. Elliott Coues, Washington D.C. from Mitchell Vincent, Onawa, Iowa.'
Covers the Floyd River valley in parts of northeastern Harrison County and southwestern Monona County, Iowa.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Graff 2404 v. 1, between p. 298-299 (PrCt)
42232
Little Whitefish River (Ont.) - Maps - 1857
White Fish River, Little (Ont.) SEE Little Whitefish River (Ont.)
Whitefish River, Little (Ont.) SEE Little Whitefish River (Ont.)
Authors: Palliser, John, 1807-1887 -- Arrowsmith, John, 1790-1873 -- British North American Exploring Expedition -- Palliser, John, 1807-1887. Exploration -- British North America : papers relative to the exploration by Captain Palliser of that portion of British North America which lies between the northern branch of the river Saskatchewan and the frontier of the United States ... (1859) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 30 x 18 cm.
In Palliser, John. Exploration -- British North America : papers relative to the exploration by Captain Palliser of that portion of British North America which lies between the northern branch of the river Saskatchewan and the frontier of the United States ... (1859) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 30 x 18 cm.
In Palliser, John. Exploration -- British North America : papers relative to the exploration by Captain Palliser of that portion of British North America which lies between the northern branch of the river Saskatchewan and the frontier of the United States ... (1859) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 30 x 18 cm.
Pictorial works

Liverpool. London : Chapman & Hall, 1836 [i.e.1844].
Authors: Gage, Michael Alexander, fl. 1836-1852
-- Starling, Thomas -- Chapman and Hall --
Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge
(Great Britain) -- Society for the Diffusion of
Useful Knowledge (Great Britain). Maps of the
Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge
(1844) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry
Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 39 cm.
'Reduced by permission from Mr. Gage's
elaborate survey.'
'Reduced & engraved by T. Starling.'
Inset (8 x 10 cm.): Plan of Liverpool in the year
1729.
Inset views (7 x 15 cm. and 5 x 5 cm.): View of
Liverpool in the year 1650 -- The Blackrock
lighthouse.
Bottom margin includes elevation drawings of
prominent buildings.
In: Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge.
Maps of the Society for the Diffusion of Useful
Knowledge (London : Chapman and Hall, 1844)
v. 2, plate [184].
oversize Ayer 135 .S67 1844 v. 2, pl. [184]
(PrCt)

engraved by J. Bartholomew, Edinr. [Edinburgh :
A. Fullarton & Co., 1872?].
Authors: Bartholomew, John, 1831-1893 -- A.
Fullarton & Co. -- A. Fullarton & Co. The Royal
illustrated atlas of modern geography [1872?]
7 maps : col. ; 23 x 29 cm. and smaller, on sheet
48 x 32 cm.
Collective title in upper margin.
Contents: Holyhead Harbour -- Fleetwood --
Silloth harbour & docks -- Plan of the town &
borough of Liverpool with Birkenhead, Tranmere,
Seacombe, New Brighton &c. -- Whitehaven --
Environs of Liverpool and the estuaries of the
Mersey & Dee -- Lancaster.
In: A. Fullarton & Co. The Royal illustrated atlas
of modern geography (London and Edinburgh :
A. Fullarton and Co., [1872?]), plate [29].
Printed plate no. "XXIX" at upper right.
Case oversize G1019 .A38 1872, plate [29]
(PrCt)

42241 Liverpool (England) - Maps - 1928>>>Birkenhead (England) - Maps - 1928 (Provisional Heading)
Pocket atlas and guide to Liverpool &
Authors: Bartholomew, John -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 48 maps ; 187 x 110 mm.
Phillips 8154
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

42242 Livingston County (Ill.) - Maps - 1893 - Landowners>>>Counties - Maps>>>Landowners - Maps
Plat Book of Livingston County, Illinois. Chicago :
Authors: Geo. A. Ogle & Co.
91 p. : diagr., maps (col.) ; 46 cm.
Cf. Phillips 3723.
oversize G1408.L6 G4 1893 (NLO)

42243 Livingston County (Ill.) - Maps - 1920-1929 - Landowners>>>Counties - Maps>>>Landowners - Maps
Plat book of Livingston County, Illinois. Rockford,
Ill. W.W. Hixson & Co., [192-?].
Authors: W.W. Hixson & Co. -- Danzer, Gerald A.
1 atlas ([60 p.) : maps ; 21 x 28 cm.
Cover title.
Scale [ca. 1:50,000]; (W 88°56'--W 88°15'/N
41°07'--N 40°37').
Cadastral maps showing landowners.
Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Gift, Gerald A. Danzer, 2010

42244 Livingston County (Ill.) - Maps - 1938 - Landowners>>>Counties - Maps>>>Landowners - Maps
News review plat book, Livingston County,
Road maps >> Roads
Authors: W.W. Hixson Co. -- W.P. Sandford (Firm) --
Danzer, Gerald A.
1 atlas (62 p.) : maps ; 23 x 29 cm.
Cover title.
"Copyright 1938 by the Pontiac News Review."
Scale [ca. 1:51,500].
Cadastral maps showing landowners.
Advertisements on cover and interspersed.
Scale not given.
Gift, Gerald A. Danzer, 2010

42245 Livingston County (Ill.) - Maps - 1940 - Landowners>>>Livingston County (Ill.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps>>>Counties - Maps>>>Landowners - Maps
News review platbook & rural directory,
Livingston County, Illinois : 1940-1941. [Pontiac,


Livingston County (Mich.) - Maps - 1800-1899


Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960- -- Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)

262 p. : maps ; 28 cm.

1st ed.

'Deluxe edition.'

Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).

'3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.' Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).

Includes indexes.

Series: Family maps
ISBN 142030691X ; 9781420306910

Local History Ref F572.L8 B69 2007 (NLO)


Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:


Microfiche 583, no. 343 (PrCt)

Livingston County (Mo.) - Maps - 1976 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps


Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Missouri. Circuit Court (Livingston County) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (42 p.) : 15 maps ; 28 cm.

Cover title.

"Sponsored by Livingston County Court."

Includes index to owners, list of centennial owners, and business directory.

Scale [ca. 1:50,688]. 1 1/4 in. to 1 mile.

Advertisements on covers and interspersed.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

LC Card Number: 81675521

Baskes folio G4163.L8G46 1976 .R58 (NLO)

Livingston County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1839<<>>Counties - Maps

Map of the County of Livingston, New York : Stone and Clark, 1839.


1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 29 cm.

In Burr, David H. and Simeon De Witt. An Atlas of the State of New York : containing a map of the State and of the several counties (New York: David H. Burr, 1829; republished lithaca: Stone and Clark, 1839) pl. [43]. Map dated 1829 and 1839; engraved 'No. 44.'

Case oversize G 10851 .13 pl. 43 (PrCt)

Livingston County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1852 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Rea & Otley -- Smith & Gillette -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 52.5 x 38 in. Scale: 1:45,000.
Originally published Philadelphia: Smith & Gillette, 1852.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 514 (PrCt)

42258 Livingston County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1858 - Landowners<->Counties - Maps<->Landowners - Maps
Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 2 parts, 30 x 59 in. each.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 515 (PrCt)

42259 Livingston County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1872 - Landowners<->Counties - Maps<->Landowners - Maps
1 atlas ([iii], 4 p., 7-45 leaves : 39 leaves of maps) ; 41 cm.
Facsimile of original published New York: F.W. Beers & Co., 1872; ‘no. 252 of 300 copies’;
printed by Gates-Chili News, Rochester, N.Y.
‘Louis E. Neuman engraver. Chas. Hart lithographer.’
Map of New York State not included.
Scale of most township maps [ca. 1:39,600].
Versos of maps are blank.
Includes business directories.
Cf. Phillips 2235.
Original edition at Newberry: oversize G 108515 .085.
73-4951
ICN74
LC Card Number: 86199256

42258 Livingston County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1858 - Landowners<->Counties - Maps<->Landowners - Maps
Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 2 parts, 30 x 59 in. each.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 514 (PrCt)

42259 Livingston County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1872 - Landowners<->Counties - Maps<->Landowners - Maps
1 atlas ([iii], 4 p., 7-45 leaves : 39 leaves of maps) ; 41 cm.
Facsimile of original published New York: F.W. Beers & Co., 1872; ‘no. 252 of 300 copies’;
printed by Gates-Chili News, Rochester, N.Y.
‘Louis E. Neuman engraver. Chas. Hart lithographer.’
Map of New York State not included.
Scale of most township maps [ca. 1:39,600].
Versos of maps are blank.
Includes business directories.
Cf. Phillips 2235.
Original edition at Newberry: oversize G 108515 .085.
73-4951
ICN74
LC Card Number: 86199256

42260 Livingston County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1872 - Landowners<->Counties - Maps<->Landowners - Maps
1 atlas (45 leaves : maps) ; 41 cm.
Includes business directories.
Phillips 2235.
oversize G 108515 .085 (NLO)

Authors: Loew, K. -- Lynch, John -- Library of Congress.
Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 21 x 26 in. Scale 1:32,000.
Originally published 1870. Only covers part of the parish.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 255 (PrCt)

42262 Livno (Bosnia and Herzegovina) - Maps - 1689 - Pictorial works
Authors: Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718 -- Padoani, Domenico, fl. 1689 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718. Citta, fortezze, isole, e porti principale dell' Europa ... (1689)
1 map ; 13 x 17 cm.
In: Coronelli, Vincenzo. Citta, fortezze, isole, e porti principale dell' Europa ... (1689)
1 map ; 13 x 17 cm.
VAULT folio Ayer 135 .C8 1689 pl. 48 (PrCt)

Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Mariette, Pierre, 1634-1716 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Collection (Newberry Library). III:P11
1 map : hand col. ; 41 x 52 cm.
Remnants of binding stub on verso.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G7040 1663 .S2 (PrCt)

Ducatum Livoniae et Curlandiae nova tabula, descripta, divisa, et edita / per F. de Witt ...
Amstelodami [Amsterdam] : [Frederik de Witt, ca. 1690?].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:P12
1 map : hand col. ; 41 x 49 cm.
Remnants of binding stub on verso.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G7040 1690 .W5 (PrCt)

Ducatum Livoniae et Curlandiae nova tabula.
Amstelodami [Amsterdam] : F. de Witt [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher, 1710?].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Visscher, Elizabeth, fl. 1702-1726 -- Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702. Atlas minor ...
[1710?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 41 x 49 cm.
In: Visscher, Nicolaes. Atlas minor ...
Manuscript '14' at upper right.

Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Delamarche, Charles François, 1740-1817. Atlas général : contenant le détail des quatre parties du monde [1798?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 40 x 52 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:1,040,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
In composite world atlas possibly compiled and published by Charles François Delamarche: Atlas général : contenant le détail des quatre parties du monde [Paris? : s.n., 1798?], [ptie 1], [plate 38].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .A77 1798, [ptie 1], [plate 38] (NLO)

Ducatum Livoniae et Curlandiae cum vicinis insulis ... Nuremberg : Homann Erben, [ca. 1745].
Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Homann Erben (Firm) -- Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724. Atlas novus terrarum orbis [ca. 1745] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 56 cm.
In: Homann, Johann Baptist. Atlas novus terrarum orbis (Nuremberg : [Homann Erben, ca. 1745]), [plate 161].
Manuscript '163' and '165' on verso.
oversize Ayer 135 .H7 1730, [plate 161] (PrCt)

42268 Livorno (Italy) - Maps - 1696 - Fortification Livorno ou Ligourue est une ville nouvelle ... [Paris : De Fer, 1696].
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de., 1646-1720 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes -- avec leurs fortifications ... (1695-1696)
1 map ; 22 x 27 cm.
In: Fer, Nicolas de. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes; avec leurs fortifications ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, 1695-1696) pt. 7, map [125].
Manuscript '1' at upper right.
Case folio U 26. 293 pt. 7, map [125] (PrCt)

42269 Livorno (Italy) - Maps - 1713 - Fortification Livorno ou Ligourue est une ville nouvelle ... [Paris : De Fer, 1713?].
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Introduction à la fortification ... [1713?]
1 map ; 18 x 22 cm.
In: Fer, Nicolas de. Introduction à la fortification ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, [1713?]) map [144].
For later state of this map, with engraved plate number, see Case folio U 26 .292.
For earlier version of this map, engraved on different plate, see Case folio U 26 .293.
Case oversize U 26 .2919 map [144] (PrCt)

42270 Livorno (Italy) - Maps - 1744 - Harbors Plan de la ville et port de Livorno. [Amsterdam : Hendrik de Leth, 1744].
Authors: Leth, Hendrik de, 1703-1766 -- Leth, Hendrik de, 1703-1766. Plusieurs plans des ports...
A Pictorial and descriptive guide to Llandudno and North Wales (northern section) : six district maps and plans of Llandudno, Colwyn Bay, Rhyl, Conway, Bangor, Caernarvon, and Chester.
Authors: Ward, Lock and Company, ltd. -- Ward Lock guides -- John Bartholomew and Son -- Butler & Tanner Ltd. -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. (various pagings, [33] leaves of plates (8 folded)) : ill., 12 maps (chiefly col., 8 folded), 1 plan ; 18 cm.
Publication date from binder's instructions.
Cover title: Llandudno and North Wales 'Special section for motorists. Sixty illustrations' Maps by John Bartholomew & Son.
Printed by Butler & Tanner.
Series title from cover.
Includes index, advertisements and business directories.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .W3 Llandudno (1937) (NLO)

Llangollen Canal (England and Wales) - Maps
- 1977<<<> Weaver River (England) - Maps
- 1977 - Inland Navigation<<<> Trent and Mersey Canal (England)
The Navigator series. 1977.
Authors: Dibb, Geoffrey -- Belmont Press
1 map : col. : 29 x 94 cm.
Added title: S12. Llangollen Canal, incl. Middlewich Banch, R. Weaver, & part of Trent & Mersey Canal.
Shows junctions to several canals and travel and tourist information; verso includes time and distance tables, advertising, etc.
5106
map2F G5752.L55 1977 D5 (PrCt)

Llano County (Tex.) - Maps - 1875 - Landowners<<<>Counties
Maps<<<>Landowners - Maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: Photocopy (positive), 15.5 x 20 in. Scale 1:133,320. Originally compiled 1875.
Microfiche 583, no. 1056 (PrCt)

Llano County (Tex.) - Maps - 1879 - Landowners<<<>Counties
Maps<<<>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Texas. General Land Office -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 20 x 20.5 in. Scale 1:133,320. Originally compiled 1879.
Microfiche 583, no. 1057 (PrCt)

Llano County (Tex.) - Maps - 1890 - Landowners<<<>Counties
Maps<<<>Landowners - Maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: Blueprint, 2 parts, 20.5 x 40.5 in. Scale 1:66,660. Originally compiled Austin, Tex.: U.S. General Land Office, 1890.
Microfiche 583, no. 1058 (PrCt)

Martín Llewellyn's atlas of the east (ca. 1598). 1975.

Authors: Campbell, Tony -- International Conference on the History of Cartography (6th : 1975 : Greenwich)


Vert 1054 (PrCt)

42286 Illinois - Maps - 1932 - Road maps


Forward signed: Illinois Chamber of Commerce, Publicity Committee.

Includes road map by the Illinois Division of Highways and W.A. Comer folded in pocket. Includes index.

Former owner’s signature: Joyce Olmstead.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Full text of another copy available online via HathiTrust Digital Library (accesed May 2013):

http://hdl.handle.net/2027/uiuo.ark:/13960/t3611634z

Baskes F539.3 .I5 1932 (NLO)

42287 Illinois - Maps - 1935 - Road maps


Forward signed: Illinois Chamber of Commerce, Publicity Committee.

Includes road map by the Illinois Division of Highways and W.A. Comer folded in pocket. Includes index.

Former owner’s signature: Joyce Olmstead.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Full text of another copy available online via HathiTrust Digital Library (accesed May 2013):

http://hdl.handle.net/2027/uiuo.ark:/13960/t3611634z

Baskes F539.3 .I5 1932 (NLO)

42288 Illinois - Maps - 1935 - Road maps


Forward signed: Illinois Chamber of Commerce, Publicity Committee.

Includes road map by the Illinois Division of Highways and W.A. Comer folded in pocket. Includes index.

Former owner’s signature: Joyce Olmstead.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Full text of another copy available online via HathiTrust Digital Library (accesed May 2013):

http://hdl.handle.net/2027/uiuo.ark:/13960/t3611634z

Baskes F539.3 .I5 1932 (NLO)
42290 Llwyd, Humphrey, 1527-1568
Humphrey Llwyd of Denbigh : some documents and a catalogue / by R. Geraint Gruffydd.
[Conway : Denbighshire Historical Society, 1968].
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3120, no. 2.
DA740.D3 D45, v. 17, p. 54-107 (PrCt)

42291 Llwyd, Humphrey, 1527-1568
[Notes on Humphrey Lluyd]. [Chicago, 1967?].
Authors: Karrow, Robert W.
1 file folder ; 25 x 30 cm.
Bibliographical notes and drafts used in the preparation of the chapter on Humphrey Lluyd in:
Karrow, Mapmakers of the sixteenth century and their maps (1993).
Vert 3121 (PrCt)

42292 Llwyd, Humphrey, 1527-1568
Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598
Authors: Chotzen, Theodore Max, 1901- -- Transactions of the Honourable Society of Cymmrodorion (1937).
In: Transactions of the Honourable Society of Cymmrodorion (1937), p. 101-144 ; map ; 23 cm.
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3120, no. 1.
X 0183 .21 1937, p. 101-144 (PrCt)

42293 Lo Hung-Hsien, 1504-1564.
Kwang-Yu-T'u, 1555-58
Chinese cartography - History - 1500-1599
A Rare Chinese atlas . 1974.
Vert 395 (PrCt)

Authors: Ovenden, Mark, 1963- -- Ashworth, Mike -- Penguin (Firm).
44 p. : col. ill., maps (chiefly col.) ; 25 x 28 cm.
2nd. rev. and expanded ed.
Includes index.
LC Card Number: 2007630172 2007060103
ISBN 9780143112655 ; 0143112651
folio G1046.P33 O9 2007 (NLO)

42295 Lockport (Ill.) - Historical geography
Dow, Dorothy, 1903-1989
Authors: Conzen, Michael P. -- Daniel, Adam R., 1967- -- Abramowitz, Max W. -- Nelson, Caroline P.M.
v. 163 p. : ill. ; 28 cm.
Includes"Shake Lockport out of the box":
Lockport and Dorothy Dow Fitzgerald / Caroline P.M. Nelson.
Series: Studies on the Illinois & Michigan Canal corridor ; no. 4
Includes bibliographical references.
folio F549.L76 L63 1990 (NLO)

42296 Lodgepole Creek (Wyo.-Colo.) - Maps - 1864 - Railroads - Black Hills (S.D. and Wyo.) - Maps - 1864 - Railroads - Union Pacific Railway Company - Maps - 1864 - Pacific railroads - Explorations and surveys - Maps -
1864<<>>Railroads - Maps
1 map ; on sheet 26 x 57 cm., folded to 20 x 11 cm.
Details part of the south branch of Lodgepole Creek west of Federal in latter-day Laramie County, Wyoming.
Scale [1:9,600]. 'Scale 800 feet to 1 inch.' Relief shown by hachures.
In Union Pacific Railroad Company. Union Pacific Railroad. Report of Thomas C. Durant, vice-president and general manager, to the Board of directors, in relation to the surveys made up to the close of the year 1864 (New York : W. C. Bryant & Co., printers, 1866) between p. 2-3.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
References: OCLC 21491501
Graff 4250 between p. 2-3 (PrCt)

Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960- -- Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)
620 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
1st ed.
'Deluxe edition.'
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).
'3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.' Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).
Includes indexes.
Series: Family maps
ISBN 142030738X ; 9781420307382
Local History Ref F417.L75 B69 2006 (NLO)

42298 Logan County (Colo.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960- -- Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)
620 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
1st ed.
'Deluxe edition.'
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).
'3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.' Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).
Includes indexes.
Series: Family maps
ISBN 142030738X ; 9781420307382
Local History Ref F782.L8 B69 2007 (NLO)

42300 Logan County (Ill.) - Maps - 1893 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Warner, Higgins & Beers [105], 5-95 (i.e. 97) p. incl. 80 col. maps, illus. 48 cm.
Pagination irregular.
Phillips 12353.
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 1558. oversized G 10896 .957 (NLO)
Logan County (Ill.) - Maps - 1910 - Landowners - Maps
Standard atlas of Logan County, Illinois: including a plat book of the villages, cities and townships of the county, map of the state, United States and world ... analysis of the system of U.S. land surveys, digest of the system of civil government, etc., etc. / compiled and published by Geo. A. Ogle & Co. Chicago : Geo. A. Ogle and Co., 1910.
Authors: Geo. A. Ogle & Co.
1 atlas (107, xxii p.) : ill., ports., maps (part double) ; 46 cm.
Contains: Chronological arrangement of ancient, medieval and modern history. Includes "Patrons' reference directory of Logan County."
References: Phillips 724; Alases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 1559.

Logan County (Ill.) - Maps - 1915 - Landowners - Maps
Authors: General Map Company -- Logan County Farm Bureau (Ill.) -- Logan County 4-H Clubs (Ill.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (20 p.) : 20 maps ; 22 x 28 cm.
Cover title.
'Distributed by Logan County Farm Bureau and Logan County 4-H Clubs.'
Text on inside covers.
Scale not given.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 12356

Logan County (Ill.) - Maps - 1965 - Landowners - Maps
Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Logan County Farm Bureau (Ill.) -- University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. Agricultural Experiment Station -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Peoria County Rural Youth (Ill.) -- Roger S. Baskes

Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (40 p.) : 21 maps ; 28 cm.

Cover title.

Includes index to owners.

Scale [ca. 1:50,688] or 1 1/4 inch equals 1 mile.

forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G4103.L7G46 1899 .R58 (NLO)

Logan County (Ky.) - Maps - 1877 -

Landowners<<>>Counties -

Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps


Authors: Locke, George W. -- Wight & Son

(Ohio) -- Cook-McDowell Publications

61 p. : ill., maps ; 28 cm.

Reprint of the 1877 ed. published by Wight &

Son, Dayton, Ohio.

Edited by G.W. Locke.

Includes index.

folio G1333.L8 L6 1981 (NLO)

Logan County (Neb.) - Maps - 1800-1899 -

Landowners<<>>Counties -

Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps


Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960-

-- Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)

180 p. : maps ; 28 cm.

1st ed.

'Deluxe edition.'

Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).

'3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.'

Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).

Includes indexes.

Series: Family maps

ISBN 1420306936 ; 9781420306934

Local History Ref F672.L6 B69 2007 (NLO)

Logan County (Ohio) - Maps - 1875 -

Landowners<<>>Counties -

Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps

Combination atlas map of Logan County, Ohio. [West Liberty, Ohio : Liberty Printing, 1975].

Authors: Stewart, D. J. -- Liberty Printing (West Liberty, Ohio)

6 p., xii, 50 p. incl. 25 maps (part fold.) illus., ports. 44 cm.


'History of Logan county, Ohio': p. i-viii.

'Personal sketches': p. ix-xii.

Not at Newberry?; ordered 1982; never received?

Held by 8 libraries, including Allen County (Ind.) Public Library and the Ohio Historical Society --OCLC (2003)

Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

Loire-Atlantique (France) - Maps - 1696


Authors: Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?

Collection (Newberry Library)

Sack map F G5833.P35:3L5 1696 J3 (PrCt)

Loire-Atlantique (France) - Maps - 1696


Authors: Mortier, Pierre -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667.

[Atlas nouveau contenant toutes les parties du monde ... ] (1696)

1 map : hand col ; 56 x 43 cm.
Added title in upper margin: Nova Nannetensis episcopatus tabula .
In: Sanson, Nicolas. [Atlas nouveau contenant toutes les parties du monde ... ] (Amsterdam : Pierre Mortier, 1696) v. 2, map [8].
Forms part of atlas published by P. Mortier in Amsterdam; chiefly comprised of maps bearing the counterfeit imprint of H. Jaillot in Paris.

**Case Oversize G 1007 .78 v. 2, map [8] (PrCt)**

**42313**
Loire-Et-Cher (France) - Maps - 1706<<>>Loiret (France) - Maps - 1706
Authors: Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G127
1 map ; 45 x 63 cm.
2748
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**Sack Map4F G5833.C28:3L4 1706 J3 (PrCt)**

**42314**
Loire River Valley (France) - Maps - 1569<<>>Poitiers Region (France) - Maps - 1569<<>>History - Wars of The Huguenots, 1562 -1598 - Maps<<>>Poitiers (France) - History - Siege, 1569 - Maps Victoria di Chatolici contra Hvgonoti . [S.l. s.n., 1569?].
Authors: Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 296 x 417 mm. (plate mark), on sheet 410 x 484 mm.
Title in upper case at top.
Details the Loire River valley in west central France, in the region roughly bounded by La Rochelle, Nantes, Amboise, and the Indre River. Relief and armies shown pictorially.
14 lines of notes and references 1-76 printed from separate plate beneath map.
Notes begin: Piacque’ [?] alla divina bonta il settimo giorno di giust [?] l'anno 1569 si leuassi il campo Ugonotto dall'assedio di Poitiers ... .
References: Tooley 614.
c22
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**Novacco 2F 52 (PrCt)**

**42315**
Loire River Valley (France) - Maps - 1896
Authors: Joanne, Paul, 1847-1922 -- Collection des guides-Joanne -- Thuiller, Louis -- Hachette (Firm) -- Clafaride, B. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
39, xxviii, 314 p. : 13 maps (chiefly folded col.) ; 16 cm.
Éd. de 1894 / avec des renseignements mis au courant en 1896.
Cover title: France : la Loire

Maps by L. Thuillier.
Includes advertisements.

'Index alphabétique contenant les renseignements pratiques'--39 p. at beginning.
Series: Collection des guides-Joanne
Owner's signature: B. Clafaride [?].

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes G153 .C65 Loire (1896) (NLO)**

**42316**
Loire River Valley (France) - Maps - 1899<<>>Loire-Inférieure (France) - Maps - 1899<<>>Loire-Inférieure (France) - Geography - 1899<<>>Loire-Atlantique (France) - Maps - 1899<<>>Loire-Atlantique (France) - Geography - 1899<<>>Loire-Inférieure (France)
Authors: Joanne, Adolphe Laurent, 1813--1881 -- Dufrénoy (Firm) -- Lahure, A. (Alexis), 1849-1929 -- Hachette (Firm) -- Bowdoin College Library.

Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
67 p., [1] folded leaf of plates ; ill, 1 map (col., folded) ; 19 cm.
7e. éd.
Cover title: Géographie de la Loire-Inférieure
Map by Dufrénoy.
Printed by A. Lahure.

Former owner: Bowdoin College Library.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes DC611.L827 .J63 1899 (NLO)**

**42317**
Loire River Valley (France) - Maps - 1917
Authors: Guides bleus -- Collection des guides-Joanne -- Monmarché, Marcel, 1872-1945 -- Hermann, L., active 1906-1939 -- Monrocq frères éditeurs -- Dufrénoy (Firm) -- Hachette (Firm) -- Quinn, L. M. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Guides-Joanne SEE Collection des guides-Joanne
xxxix, 575 p., [12] folded leaves of plates ; ill, 94 maps and plans (some col.) ; 16 cm.
On cover: Les guides bleus.
Preface signed: Marcel Monmarché.
'70 cartes et 24 plans,'
Maps by L. Hermann, printed by Monrocq and Dufrénoy.

Two folded col. maps in pocket.
Includes index.
Series: Guides-Joanne -- Guides bleus -- Collection des guides-Joanne.
Errata slip tipped in, p. 533.
Owner's inscription: L.M. Quinn, Manchester, N.H.; ms. annotations on back flyleaf.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Baskes G153 .C65 Loire (1917) (NLO)

42318 Loire River Valley (France) - Maps - 1919<><>Castles - Loire River Valley (France) - Maps - 1919
Authors: Monmarché, Marcel, 1872-1945 -- Guides illustrés (Paris, France) -- Guides bleus illustrés -- Hermann, L., active 1906-1939 -- Hachette (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
"6th éd."
Cover title: Châteaux of the Loire with road made easy
Maps by L. Hermann.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copy: G 3951 .55
Baskes G153 .B58 Chateaux (1919) (NLO)

42319 Loire River Valley (France) - Maps - 1919<><>Castles - Loire River Valley (France) - Maps - 1919
Authors: Monmarché, Marcel, 1872-1945 -- Joanne guide books -- Guides illustrés (Paris, France) -- Guides bleus illustrés -- Hermann, L., active 1906-1939 -- Monrocq frères éditeurs -- Hachette (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
269 p. : ill., 17 maps (some col.) ; 16 cm.
6e éd.
'17 plans et cartes, 162 gravures.'
Introduction signed: Marcel Monmarché.
Maps by L. Hermann, printed by Monrocq.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [11]) and index.
Owner's inscription: Raisley Moorsohn ... Paris, August 1920.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G845 Loire (1919) (NLO)

42320 Loire River Valley (France) - Maps - 1924<><>Castles - Loire River Valley (France) - Maps - 1924
Authors: Monmarché, Marcel, 1872-1945 -- Guides bleus -- Aubert -- Hermann, L., active 1906-1939 -- Hachette (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Translation of: Les châteaux de la Loire. "8 plans, 15 maps, 110 illustrations."
Includes bibliographical references (p. [15]-16) and index
Map and advertisement on lining papers.
Series: The illustrated guides / edited by Marcel Monmarché -- Illustrated guides (Paris, France)
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G84 Loire (1927) (NLO)

42321 Loire River Valley (France) - Maps - 1927
Authors: Monmarché, Georges, 1900-- Guides bleus -- Hermann, L., active 1906-1939 -- Hachette (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Ixxix, 623 p. : 54 maps (some folded col.) ; 17 cm.
Maps by L. Hermann.
Maps on endpapers.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [xlvi]-l) and index.
Series: Guides bleus
Dust jacket.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G84 Loire (1927) (NLO)

42322 Loire River Valley (France) - Maps - 1934
Authors: Monmarché, Georges, 1900-- Guides bleus -- Aubert -- Hermann, L., active 1906-1939 -- Hachette (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Ixxxvi, 640 p. : 75 maps and plans (some col., 1 folded) ; 16 cm.
[Nouv. éd.] Maps by L. Hermann.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [xlxi]-lii) and index.
Maps on endpapers.
Series: Guides bleus
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G84 Loire (1934) (NLO)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

42323 Loire River Valley (France) - Maps - 1952-1953
Authors: Guides verts Michelin -- Guide du Pneu Michelin -- Michelin green guides -- Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
98 p. : ill. (some col.), genealogical table, 35 col. maps and plans ; 26 x 12 cm.
Cover title.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 3) and index.
Publisher’s advertisement: [4] p. of plates at end.
285 Francs?
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskets G153 .G68 Loire (1953) (NLO)

Authors: Guides verts Michelin -- Guide du Pneu Michelin -- Michelin green guides -- Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Pietro, Marinella -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
98 p. : ill. (some col.), genealogical table, 35 col. maps (chiefly col.), plans (some col.) ; 26 x 12 cm.
14e éd.
Cover title.
Includes bibliographical references (inside back cover) and index.
Former owner’s inscription: Marinella Pietro ...
Belluno, Italia.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
3.75NF
Baskets G153 .G68 Loire (1959) (NLO)

42325 Loiret (France) - Maps - 1703<<<Yonne (France) - Maps - 1703 Senomes. Paris, 1703.
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Mariette, Pierre, 1603-1657 -- Liébaux, Jean Baptiste -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G140
1 map ; 35 x 55 cm.
Added title: Partie meridionale de l'archevéché de Sens.
2698
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G5833.B8:3Y6 1703 S2 (PrCt)

42326 Loja (Spain) - Pictorial works - 1620

Loxa. [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Hoefnagel, Joris, 1542-1601 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : hand col. ; 35 x 49 cm.
Derived from a 1564 drawing by Joris Hoefnagel; see R.A. Skelton’s Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.
Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Loxa.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 2, pl. 7 (PrCt)

42327 Lolland (Denmark) - Maps - 1680<<<Falster (Denmark) - Maps - 1680 Lalandiae et Falstriae accurata descriptio. London, [ca. 1680].
Authors: Pitt, Moses, fl. 1654-1696 -- Janssonius van Waesberge, Johannes, fl. 1642-1681 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:Q28
1 map ; 39 x 51 cm.
3304
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6922.L6 1680 P5 (PrCt)

42328 Lombardy (Italy) - Maps - 1556 Lombardia. [Rome? s.n.], 1556.
Authors: Ludwig Rosenthal's Antiquariat -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 298 x 483 mm. (neat line), on sheet trimmed to 306 x 483 mm.
Title in banner above neat line.
Manuscript '44' and binding stub on verso.
Almagià, Monumenta Italia cartographica (1929) p. 27-28, plate XXX.
Cf. Arrigoni and Bertarelli, Carte geografiche dell'Italia (1930) p. 346, no. 3016.
Cf. Bella and Bella, Cartografia rara ... dalla collezione Franco Novacco (1986) p. 84, no. 76.
Cf. Tooley 346.
Ex Rosenthal.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
d31
Novacco 2F 156 (PrCt)

Authors: Luchino, Vincenzo, fl. 1550-1566 -- Hoepli, Ulric, 1847-1935 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1 map : 296 x 479 mm. (neat line), 303 x 481
(plate mark)
Title in banner above neat line.
Cf. Almagià, Monumenta Italia cartographica
(1929) p. 27-28, plate XXX.
F. Borroni Salvadori, Carte, piante e stampe
storiche delle raccolte
Lafreriane della Biblioteca nazionale di Firenze
Cf. Bella and Bella, Cartografia rara ... dalla
collezione Franco Novacco (1986) p. 84, no. 76.
Tooley 347.
Ex Hoepli.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map
Collection (Newberry Library).
d32
Novacco 4F 303 (PrCt)

42330 Lombardy (Italy) - Maps - 1560
La Vera descrizione di tutta la Lombardia.
Venetiis [Venice] : Jo. Francisci Camocij aereis
formis, M.D. LX [1560].
Authors: Camocio, Giovanni Francesco, 16th
cent. -- Hoepli, Ulrico, 1847-1935 -- Franco
Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 295 x 479 mm. (neat line), on sheet remargined to 359 x 519 mm.
Title above neat line.
Binding stub on verso.
Almagià, Monumenta Italia cartographica (1929)
p. 28.
F. Borroni Salvadori, Carte, piante e stampe
storiche delle raccolte
Lafreriane della Biblioteca nazionale di Firenze
(1980) p. 17, no. 43.
La Vera descrizione di tutta la Lombardia et
della sua nuova et accerta descrizione ... Venetiis [Venice] : Jo. Francisci
Camocij aereis formis, M.D. LXIIII [1564].
Authors: Camocio, Giovanni Francesco, 16th
cent. -- Hoepli, Ulrico, 1847-1935 -- Franco
Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 295 x 479 mm. (neat line), on sheet remargined to 451 x 509 mm.
Title in banner above neat line.
Manuscript "47" and binding stub on verso.
Duplicate copy (uncolored): Novacco 4F 305.
Almagià, Monumenta Italia cartographica (1929)
p. 28.
Cf. F. Borroni Salvadori, Carte, piante e stampe
storiche delle raccolte
Lafreriane della Biblioteca nazionale di Firenze
(1980) p. 95, no. 283.
Tooley 352.
Ex Lange.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map
Collection (Newberry Library).
d35a
Novacco 4F 306 (PrCt)

42333 Lombardy (Italy) - Maps - 1565
La Uera et ultima discrittione dilla Lombardia et
dai molti erori coreta ... Venetia [Venice] :
Ferando Bertelli exc., M. D. LXIII [1565].
Authors: Forlani, Paolo -- Bertelli, Ferando --
Francis Roux-Divellas (Firm) -- Franco Novacco
Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 291 x 440 mm. (neat line), 308 x 450
mm. (plate mark)
Attributed to Paolo Forlani; see Woodward 41.
Added title in banner above neat line: Lombardia.
Manuscript '181' at upper right; binding stub on verso.
Almagià, Monumenta Italia cartographica (1929)
p. 28.
Bella and Bella, Cartografia rara ... dalla
collezione Franco Novacco (1986) p. 84, no. 76.
Tooley 353.
Ex Roux-Divellas.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map
Collection (Newberry Library).
d36
Novacco 4F 307 (PrCt)

42334 Lombardy (Italy) - Maps - 1570
La Nova descrittion della Lombardia / Giorgio
Tilman fecit. Roma [Rome] : Apresso Antonio
Laffrery, 1570.
Authors: Gastaldi, Giacomo, approximately
1500-approximately 1565 -- Tilman, Giorgio, fl.
1570 -- Laffréry, Antoine, 1512-1577 -- Lange,
Otto, 1879-1944 -- Madruzzo, Cristoforo,
1512-1578 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map ; 479 x 727 mm. (neat line), on composite
sheet 490 x 790 mm.
Dedication beneath title: ... Christoforo Madruzzo
Carle. di Trento ... detta opera è descritta da
Jacobo Gastaldi cosmografo in Venetia ... .

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Almagià, Monumenta Italia cartographica (1929) p. 28-29, plate XXXI.
Almagià, Monumenta cartographica vaticana II (1948) p. 40.
Karrow 30/84.1.
Tooley 354.
Ex Lange.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**Novacco 4F 309 (PrCt)**

42335 **Lombardy (Italy) - Maps - 1575**
Authors: Bertelli, Donato, fl. 1558-1584 -- Gastaldi, Giacomo, approximately 1500-approximately 1565 -- Nani, Paolo, 16th cent. -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : hand col. ; 468 x 721 mm. (neat line), on composite sheet 485 x 733 mm.
 Derived from Giacomo Gastaldi's 1570 map; see Novacco 4F 309.
Dedication beneath title: Al clmo. Sigr. Polo Nani ... della presente tavola ... dall eccete. cosmografo Giacobo Gastaldi ... .
Printed on 2 sheets from 2 plates.
Manuscript '80', 'Lombardie', 'Antienne Lombardie', and 'Lombardia' on verso.
Almagià, Monumenta cartographica vaticana II (1948) p. 40.
Almagià, Monumenta Italia cartographica (1929) p. 28.
Karrow 30/84.2.
Cf. Tooley 354.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**Novacco 4F 308 (PrCt)**

42336 **Lombardy (Italy) - Maps - 1610-1619**
Geografia particolare della Lombardia di Giacomo Gastaldi Piemontese. [Venice] : Stefano Scolari forma in Venetia a S. Zulian, [161-?].
Authors: Gastaldi, Giacomo, approximately 1500-approximately 1565 -- Scolari, Stefano, fl. 1598-1650 -- Almagià, Roberto, 1884-1962 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : hand col. ; 701 x 1,220 mm. (neat line)
Title above neat line.
Printed from 6 plates on 6 sheets joined to form 3 sheets.
In manuscript on verso: 39.
Earlier edition published in 1559; see Karrow 30/84.5.
Almagià, Monumenta Italia cartographica (1929) p. 29.
Bella and Bella, Cartografia rara ... dalla collezione Franco Novacco (1986) p. 85, no. 77.
Ex Almagià.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**Novacco 4F 304 (PrCt)**

42337 **Lombardy (Italy) - Maps - 1620<<<Sondrio (Italy) - Maps - 1620<<<Como (Italy : Province) - Maps - 1620<<<Adda River Valley (Italy) - Maps - 1620<<<Valtellina (Italy) - Maps - 1620**
Authors: Valezio, Francesco, fl. 1600-1640 -- Monano, Rafael, fl. ca. 1580 -- Priuli, Antonio, 17th cent. -- Ludwig Rosenthal's Antiquariat -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map ; 307 x 455 mm. (neat line), 323 x 459 mm. (plate mark)
Title above neat line.
Dedication at lower left: Sermo. prencipe Antonio Privi, dvce di Venetia.
Detached from a binding; manuscript '13' at upper right.
Almagià, Monumenta Italia cartographica (1929) p. 57 and plate LXII (1).
Ex Rosenthal.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**Novacco 4F 318 (PrCt)**

42338 **Lombardy (Italy) - Maps - 1645<<<Vigevano (Italy), Battle of 1645**
Authors: Beaulieu, Sébastien de Pontault, ca. 1612-1674 -- Beaulieu, Sébastien de Pontault, ca. 1612-1674. Les Glorieuses conquestes de Louis le Grand [1694?]
1 map ; 41 x 50 cm.
Case oversize G 10307 .08 pl. 20 (PrCt)

**Novacco 4F 315 (PrCt)**

42339 **Lombardy (Italy) - Maps - 1656<<<Valenza (Italy), Battle of 1656**
Authors: Beaulieu, Sébastien de Pontault, ca. 1612-1674 -- Beaulieu, Sébastien de Pontault, ca. 1612-1674. Les Glorieuses conquestes de Louis le Grand [1694?]
1 map ; 41 x 50 cm.
Case oversize G 10307 .08 pl. 20 (PrCt)
1 map : 41 x 50 cm.

**Case oversize G 10307 .08 pl. 25 (PrCt)**

42340 **Lombardy (Italy) - Maps - 1680**

*Parte alpestre dello stato di Milano.* Amsterdam, [ca. 1680].
Authors: Schenk & Valck, Amsterdam -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:140
1 map : hand col. ; 35 x 46 cm.
2055
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
**Sack map4F G6713.L6 1680 S3 (PrCt)**

42341 **Lombardy (Italy) - Maps - 1680**

*Ducato ouero territorio di Milano.* Amsterdam, [ca. 1680].
Authors: Schenk & Valck, Amsterdam -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:141
1 map : hand col. ; 35 x 46 cm.
2048
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
**Sack map4F G6713.L6 1680 S3a (PrCt)**

42342 **Lombardy (Italy) - Maps - 1680**

*Territorio di Pavia, Lodi, Novarra, Tortona, Alessandria et altri vicini dello stato di Milano.* Amsterdam, [ca. 1680].
Authors: Schenk & Valck, Amsterdam -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:142
1 map : hand col. ; 34 x 46 cm.
2149
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
**Sack map4F G6713.L6 1680 S3b (PrCt)**

42343 **Lombardy (Italy) - Maps - 1692**

*Le Duché de Milain dans toute son estendue ...* Amsterdam : Chez P. Mortier, [1692?].
Authors: Mortier, Pierre -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:134
1 map : hand col. ; 51 x 68 cm.
Covers northern Italy. Title from cartouche at bottom left. Title repeated in upper margin.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Koeman v. 3, p. 16, Mor 1 v. II (61).
**Sack map4F G6713.L6 1692 .M6 (PrCt)**

42344 **Lombardy (Italy) - Maps - 1701**

*L'Etat de Milain divisé en ses principales parties.*

Paris, 1701.
Authors: Nolin, Jean Baptiste, 1648-1708 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:101
1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 58 cm. Scale [ca. 1:445,000].
2035
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
**Sack map4F G6713.L6 1701 N6 (PrCt)**

42345 **Lombardy (Italy) - Maps - 1706**

Authors: Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?--1712 -- Cordier, Robert (Engraver) -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:133 -- Cordier, Robert (Engraver), -approximately 1673 SEE Cordier, Robert (Engraver), 1 map : hand col. ; 50 x 66 cm.
Covers northwestern Italy.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

3047
**Sack map4F G6712.N61 1706 J3 (PrCt)**

42346 **Lombardy (Italy) - Maps - 1708**

*Carte particuliare du duche de Milain.* Amsterdam, [ca. 1708].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:135
1 map : hand col. ; 53 x 44 cm.
Covers northwestern Italy.
Cf. Koeman Mor 1 v. II (61).
2147
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
**Sack map4F G6712.N61 1708 S2 (PrCt)**

42347 **Lombardy (Italy) - Maps - 1725**

*Haute partie du duché de Milain.* Amsterdam, [ca. 1725].
Authors: Blaeu, Joan, 1596--1673 -- Cóvens et Mortier -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:139
1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 48 cm.
Covers northwestern Italy.
2111
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
**Sack map4F G6712.N61 1725 B6 (PrCt)**

42348 **Lombardy (Italy) - Maps - 1730**

Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Plaes, A. B. de la, fl. 1640-1658 -- Robert de Vaugondy,

3047
Form part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
**Sack map4F G6712.N61 1730 B6 (PrCt)**
Le Duché de Milan dans toute son estendüe ... / Manuscript 'No. 38' and '39' on verso.

1745], [plate 38].


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .A77 1798, [ptie 2], [plate 14] (NLO)

Lombardy (Italy) - Maps - 1735


Authors: Nolin, Jean Baptiste, 1648-1708 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

I:136

1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 56 cm.

Scale [ca. 1:445,000].

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Sack map4F G6713.L6 1735 N6 (PrCt)

Lombardy (Italy) - Maps - 1740

Ducatus Mediolanensis cum adjacentibus principat. et dominis. [Augsburg] : Matthaei Seuteri, [ca. 1740?].

Authors: Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 56 cm.

Forms part of a made-to-order composite atlas chiefly comprised of undated maps issued ca. 1734-ca. 1744.


Case oversize G 1007 .81 pl. [24] (PrCt)

Lombardy (Italy) - Maps - 1745

Ducatus Mediolani una cum confiniis accurata tabula ... [Nuremberg : Homann Erben, ca. 1745].


1 map : hand col. ; 45 x 56 cm.

In: Homann, Johann Baptist. Atlas novus terrarum orbis (Nuremberg : [Homann Erben, ca. 1745]), [plate 38].

Manuscript 'No. 38' and '39' on verso.

oversize Ayer 135 .H7 1730, [plate 38] (PrCt)

Lombardy (Italy) - Maps - 1750

Le Duché de Milan dans toute son estendüe ... / par J. Cóvens et C. Mortier. Amsterdam : J. Cóvens et C. Mortier, [ca. 1750?].

Authors: Cóvens et Mortier -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Sack map4F G6713.L6 1750 .C6 (PrCt)

Lombardy (Italy) - Maps - 1750

Partie occidentale de la Lombardie et pays circonvoisins ... / par le Sr. Robert ... ; Guill. Delahaye sculp. [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy], 1750.

Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Haye, G. de la -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1758?]) -- Robert S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library).

1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 54 cm.

In: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles. Atlas universel (Paris : Chez les auteurs, quay de l'Horloge du Palais, Boudet libraire imprimeur du roi, rue St. Jacques, 1757 [i.e. 1758?]), [plate 86].

"Lombardie Occiale." -- oversize letterpress title stamped on verso.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1757, [plate 86] (PrCt)

Lombardy (Italy) - Maps - 1750

Partie occidentale de la Lombardie et pays circonvoisins ... / par le Sr. Robert ... ; Guill. Delahaye sculp. [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy], 1750.

Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Haye, G. de la -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1758?]) -- Robert S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library).

1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 54 cm.

In: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles. Atlas universel (Paris : Chez les auteurs, quay of l'Horloge du Palais, Boudet libraire imprimeur du roi, rue St. Jacques, 1757 [i.e. 1758?]), [plate 86].

"Lombardie Occiale." -- oversize letterpress title stamped on verso.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1757, [plate 86] (PrCt)

"Lombardie Orientale" -- oversize letterpress title stamped on verso.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015.R598 1757, [plate 85] (PrCt)

42356

Lombardy (Italy) - Maps - 1750

Partie orientale de la Lombardie qui comprend la république de Venise ... / par le Sr. Robert ... [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy], 1750.

Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1790?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 54 cm.

In: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles. Atlas universel / par M. Robert ... et par M. Robert de Vaugondy son fils ... (A Paris : Chez De la Marche, géographe, rue du Foin St. Jacques, Collège de Me. Gervais, 1757, [i.e. 1790?]), [plate 86].

"86" -- oversize letterpress number stamped on verso.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015.R598 1790, [plate 86] (PrCt)

42357

Lombardy (Italy) - Maps - 1791 Veneto (Italy) - Maps - 1791 Friuli Venezia Giulia (Italy) - Maps - 1791 Istria (Croatia and Slovenia) - Maps - 1791

Lo Stato Veneto da terra diviso nelle sue province, prima parte che comprende il Beramasco il Cormasco il Feltirno il Bellunese e porzioni del Bresciano Veronese Vicentino Padovano Dogado Trevisano e Friuli. Rome : Calcolografia camerale, 1792.

Authors: Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824 -- Calcolografia camerale (Rome, Italy) -- Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824. Nuovo atlaite geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (1792-1801) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 43 cm.


oversize Ayer 135.C33 1792 v. 1 pl. 33 (PrCt)

42358

Lombardy (Italy) - Maps - 1821

Milanese States / Hewitt, sc Buckingham Place, Fitzroy Sq. [Edinburgh] : Drawn and engraved for Thomson's New general atlas, [1821?].


1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 58 cm.

In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (Edinburgh ; London ; Dublin : John Thomson and Co. ; Baldwin, Craddock, and Joy ; John Cumming, 1817, [i.e. 1821?]) map 27, part 2.

Engraved 'No. 27, part 2' at upper right.

oversize Ayer 135.T4 1817 map 27, part 2 (PrCt)

42359

Lombardy (Italy) - Maps - 1822

Milanese States. [Edinburgh] : Drawn and engraved for Thomson's New general atlas, [1822?].

Authors: Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1822?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 58 cm.

In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (Edinburgh ; London ; Dublin : Printed by G. Ramsay and Co. for J. Thomson and Co. ; Baldwin, Craddock and Joy ; John Cumming, 1821 [i.e. 1822?]), v. 1, map 27, part 2.

Engraved 'No. 27 Part 2' at upper right.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1019.T4 1821, v. 1, map 27, part 2 (NLO)

42360

Lombardy (Italy) - Maps - 1829


Authors: Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (1829) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 58 cm.


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1019.T4 1829 map 27, part 2 (NLO)

42361

Lombardy (Italy) - Maps - 1900 Milan Region (Italy) - Maps - 1900


Authors: Hôtel de la Ville (Milan, Italy) -- Artistic International Advertising Co. (Milan, Italy) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

30 unnumbered pages : illustrations, map ; 14 cm
Cover title.
In English.
Includes map of the lakes in Lombardy north of Milan.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes DG659.52 .S68 1900 (NLO)

42362 Lombardy (Italy) - Maps - 1930
Authors: Touring club italiano -- Guida d'Italia del T.C.I. -- Bertarelli, L. V. (Luigi Vittorio), 1859-1926 -- Antonio Vallardi (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
791 p., [34] leaves of plates (some folded) : 50 col. maps and plans (some folded) ; 16 cm.
[5th ed.?]
Maps by Antonio Vallardi.
Maps on lining papers.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 706-712) and indexes.
Series: Guida d'Italia del T.C.I.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes DG416.C742 L6 1930 (NLO)

42363 Lombardy (Italy) - Maps - 1958<<>>Piedmont (Italy) - Maps - 1958
Authors: Grieben -- Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag -- Karl Thiemig AG -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
244 p. : ill., 5 maps ; 16 cm.
Map inside front cover.
Table of contents erroneously lists maps on pp. 167 and 215.
Includes index.
Series: Grieben-Reiseführer ; Bd. 15
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 15 (1958) (NLO)

Authors: Cadogan guides -- Facaros, Dana -- Pauls, Michael -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 8 maps
Ed:DFacaros&MPauls
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCx)

42365 Lombardy (Italy) - Pictorial works - Bibliography<<>>Lombardy (Italy) - Maps - Bibliography
Authors: Civica raccolta delle stampe e dei disegni (Milan, Italy) -- Arrigoni, Paolo -- Bertarelli, Achille, 1864- -- 5 prelim. leaves, 374 p., 1 leaf ; 28 cm.
Edited by Paolo Arrigoni.
lower case folio g 3551 .047 (NLO)

42366 Lombellina (Italy) - Historical geography - Maps - 1830-1839
1 map : hand col. ; on sheet 46 x 64 cm.
In Litta, Pompeo. Famiglie celebri di Italia (Milano : Presso P.E. Giusti, 1819-1852), v. 10, fol. [185-86].
At upper right: Tav. XI.
Relief shown by form lines.
Four colored coats of arms below title.
Case oversize E 6835 .5, v. 10, fol. [185-86] (PrCx)

Map of the line of the London and Birmingham Railway, from Euston Square Station to Stony Stratford in Buckinghamshire, shewing also the principal towns, places, seats and parks on each side of the line. [London : Simpkin, Marshall and Co., 1838].
1 map : hand col. : 28 x 69 cm.
'Engraved ... by J. Shury.'
Inset profile (3 x 64 cm.) : Section shewing the levels and inclinations of the railway.
Book includes London and Birmingham Railway company report of Feb. 21, 1838, excerpted from the weekly newspaper 'The Railway Times.'
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Book printed by Willoughby and Co.  
Cf. OCLC 38670882.  
map4F G5751.P3 1838 L6 (PrCt)

42368  
London Bridge (London, England) - Pictorial works - 1597<<<<<London (England) - Pictorial works - 1597  
The View of London Bridge from east to west.  
Publications, no. 45  
1 view ; 40 x 51 cm.  
Facsimile 'photoengraved by the courtesy of Sir Sidney Lee from an impression, unique in this state, engraved in the year 1597.'  
'Specta. et habes quantum ego cum privilegio.'  
'Emery Walker ph.sc.'  
Includes dedication to the right honorable Sr. Ric. Saltonstall, text, coat-of-arms and ill.  
Scale not given.  
Publications, no. 45.  
Case oversize box F 4595 .528 v. 45 (NLO)

42369  
104 p. : ill., 24 maps ; 22 cm.  
5th ed.  
Includes index.  
Errata sheet laid in.  
Former owner's signature: Sidney Bates.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.  
Baskes DA679 .L66 1922 (NLO)

42370  
106 p. : ill., 22 maps ; 22 cm.  
5th ed.  
Includes index.  
Errata sheet laid in.  
Former owner's signature: Sidney Bates.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.  
Baskes DA679 .L663 1922 (NLO)

42371  
London (England) - Description and travel - 1985  
Authors: Yogerst, Joseph R.  
Pp. 39-43 ; col. photos ; 29 cm.  
Travel Vertical File G5754 .L7E635 1985 .Y6 (PrCt)

42372  
London (England) - Historic buildings - 1990  
In and around London. New York : Royal Oak Foundation, [ca. 1990s].  
Authors: Royal Oak Foundation  
1 sheet : col. photos, maps ; fold. to 24 x 11 cm  
Travel Vertical File G5754 .L7E644 1990 .R6 (PrCt)

42373  
London (England) - Historical geography<<<<Geography - London (England) - History  
Authors: Ogborn, Miles  
xi, 340 p. : ill., maps ; 24 cm.  
Includes bibliographical references (p. 305-333) and index.  
Series: Mappings  
Contributor biographical information, publisher description, and table of contents on Library of Congress website (June 2006):  
http://www.loc.gov/catdir/bios/guilford051/98013000.html --  
http://www.loc.gov/catdir/description/guilford051/98013000.html --  
http://www.loc.gov/catdir/toc/guilford041/98013000.html  
LC Card Number: 98013000  
ISBN 1572303433 ; 1572303654 (pbk.)  
DA682 .O33 1998 (NLO)

42374  
London (England) - Historical geography - Maps - 1300-1399  
A Sketch map of London under Richard II.  
Publications, no. 93  
1 map ; 70 x 104 cm.  
Compiled by Marjorie B. Honeybourne in 1940.  
'Redrawn by W.H. Godfrey ... and W.G. Prosser.'  
Scale [ca. 1:3,900].  
Relief shown by hachures.  
Shows wards.  
Indexed for parish churches.  
Publications, no. 93.  
Case oversize F 4595 .528 no. 93 (NLO)

42375  
Map of London from 1746 to present day. London
The Survey of London / by John Stow

London (England) Case G 45004.6 opp. p. 36 (PrCt)

Includes arms of 21 City Companies in right and
parte ([London: s.n.], 1593), opposite 36.

Relief shown pictorially.

Scale [ca. 1:15,800].

Parte, R. -- Emery Walker Limited --
54-55 -- Great Britain. Public Record Office.

Manuscript map. Exchequer Special
Commissions, 1391 -- Kingsford, Charles
Lethbridge, 1862-1926. The Early history of
Piccadilly, Leicester square, Soho and their
neighborhood based on a plan drawn in 1585
and published by the London topographical
society in 1925

1 map ; 58 x 79 cm. + 1 leaf of text (26 x 19 cm.)

Facsimile of an untitled 1585 manuscript
cadastral map detailing the Piccadilly/Soho area
in what is now the city of Westminster;
reproduced from original in the Public Records
Office.

‘The oldest dated plan or map of any part of
the London area which is known to exist ... The area
included ... extends from a little east of St.
Martin’s Lane to a little west of Bond Street.’

Redrawn by R. Tiswell?

‘Emery Walker Limited, collotypers.’

Scale [ca. 1:2,400]

Shows fields with names and areas.
Includes text and 6 signatures.

Issued to accompany Kingsford, Charles
Lethbridge, 1862-1926. The Early history of
Piccadilly, Leicester square, Soho and their
neighborhood based on a plan drawn in 1585
and published by the London topographical
society in 1925, by Charles Lethbridge Kingsford.
Cambridge [Eng.]: University Press, 1925.

55) 178 p. : plates, plans (part fold.) ; 23 cm. [F
4595 .528 v. 55]

Publications, no. 54-55.

Filed in oversize box with miscellaneous other
London Topographical Society publications.

LC Card Number: 76696840

Case oversize box F 4595 .528 v. 54 (NLO)

42384 London (England) - Maps - 1603

The Survey of London / by John Stow. London ;
1912.

Authors: Stow, John, 1525?-1605 -- Wheatley,
Henry Benjamin, 1838-1917 -- J.M. Dent & Sons
-- E.P. Dutton (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)

xxiv, 518 p. : folded map ; 18 cm.

Includes bibliographical references (p. xiv) and
index.

Introduction by Henry B. Wheatley.

Title within ornamental border.

With reproduction of t.p. of the 1603 ed.

Illustrations on lining papers.

Series: Everyman’s library / edited by Ernest
Rhys. Travel and topography ; no. 589

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.

LC Card Number: a 12001013

Baskes DA680 .S87 1912 (NLO)

42385 London (England) - Maps - 1603


Authors: Stow, John, 1525?-1605 -- Windet, J. --
Newberry Library. John M. Wing Foundation

1 v. ; 19 cm.

Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the
Newberry Library.

Wing ZP 945 .OS97 1912 (NLO)

42386 London (England) - Maps - 1612 - Real
property - Manuscripts -
Facsimiles<<>>London (England) - Maps -
1727-1728 - Real property - Manuscripts -
Facsimiles<<>>Clothworkers’ Company
(London, England) - Real property -
Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>>Darcy, Edward -
Real property - Manuscripts -
Facsimiles<<>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Survey of all lands and tenements belonging to
the Worshipful Company of the Clothworkers
of London, made by Raphe Treswell, the elder,
in the month of July A.D. 1612 in the time of Mr.
Hugh Morall, master of the said company, Mr.
James Chapman, Mr. Robert Reynolds, Mr.
Joseph Jackson, and Mr. George Rogers,
wardens of the said company (to which has been
added certain further surveys of some of the
Topographical Society, [1938].

Authors: Treswell, Ralph, 1540?-1616 -- Worgan,
John -- Clothworkers’ Company (London,

Publications, no. 72-75

9 maps ; various sizes in oversize box

Facsimiles of manuscript cadastral maps
compiled in 1612 and 1727-1728.

‘The accompanying plans are reproduced by kind
permission of the Clothworkers’ Company from a
volume in their possession.’

Cover title.

Contents: Clothworkers’ Hall in 1612 -- St. James
in the Wall, Cripplegate, London, in 1612 -- St.
James in the Wall, Cripplegate, London, in 1728 / by
John Worgan -- Neighborhood of the Fleet

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Prison in 1612 -- Neighborhood of the Fleet
Prison in 1728 -- Property on north side of
Throgmorten Street, 1612 -- Fox (Ordinary)
Court, Nicholas Lane, and property in Abchurch
Lane, 1612 -- Sir Edward Darcy's house, Billiter
Street, and adjoining properties, 1612 -- Fox
Ordinary Court, Nicholas Lane, and property in
Abchurch Lane, 1727.
Scales vary.
Table of contents in covers.
Publications, no. 72-75.
LC Card Number: 76696857
oversize box Case F 4595 .528 v. 72-75 (NLO)

42387 London (England) - Maps - 1620
Londinvm feracissimi Angiae regni metropolis.
[Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541 --
Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 --
Civitates orbis terrarum -- Edward E. Ayer
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 33 x 50 cm.
Anonymous map.
Latin letterpress text on verso under added title:
Londinvm.
In: Braun, Georg and Franz Hogenberg. Civitates
orbis terrarum [Cologne: Pieter von Brachel?, ca.
1620] v. 1, plate A
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 1, pl. A
(PrCt)

42388 London (England) - Maps - 1633 (Provisional
Heading)
A to Z of Elizabethan London. London : London
Authors: Agas, Ralph, 1545-1621 -- Prockter,
Adrian -- Taylor, R. -- London Topographical
Society -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry
Library)
1 v. : 32 maps ; 308 x 223 mm.
Facsimile of original published 1633.
Ed:AProcktor&RTaylor Howgego8
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

42389 London (England) - Maps - 1654--Westminster (London, England) -
Maps - 1654
The Newest & exactest mapp of the most famous
cities London and Westminster with their suburbs ...
[London] : Chiswick Presss, [1899].
Authors: Porter, Thomas, fl. 1654-1668 -- Walton,
Robert , 1618-1688 -- Chiswick Press -- Society
of Antiquaries of London. Library -- London
Topographical Society. Publications, no. 5
1 map ; on 2 sheets each 78 x 57 cm.
Facsimile of 1654 map compiled by Thomas
Porter and printed in London by Robert Walton;
'reproduced from the practically unique example
in the library of the Society of Antiquaries.'
Date of original from Tooley's Dictionary of
Facsimile title: Map of London and Westminster
ab. A.D. 1660 ...
Scale not given.
Publications, no. 5, p. 453.
Case oversize F 4595 .528 v. 5 (NLO)

42390 London (England) - Maps - 1657
Londinvm vulgo London. [Amsterdam : Jan
Jansson, 1657].
Authors: Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664 -- Jansson,
Jan, 1588-1664. Illustriorvm principumque urbiunm
septentrionalium Europae tabulae [1657] --
Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Theatrum urbiunm
(1657)
1 map : hand col. ; 32 x 48 cm.
Latin letterpress text on verso under title:
Londinvm.
In: Jansson, Jan. Illustriorvm principumque
urbiunm septentrionalium Europae tabulae, v. 1,
[plate 1].
Issued in volume1 of 8 in Jansson's townbook
atlases, collectively known as the Theatrum
urbiunm (Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657).
References: Krogt, Peter van der. Koeman's
Atlantes Neerlandici, vol. IV-1 (2010), p. 280 and
vol. IV-2.1 (2010), p. 1106
Case oversize G 117 .452, v. 1, [plate 1] (PrCt)

42391 London (England) - Maps - 1658<<>>Southwark (London, England) -
Maps - 1658<<>>Westminster (London, England) -
Maps - 1658<<>>Map printing -
Engravings - Maps - 1658<<>>Engravings
An Exact delineation of the cities of London and
Westminster and the suburbs thereof, together
wth. ye burrough of Sovthwark and all ye
through-fares, highwaies, streetes, lanes &
common allies within. ye same. London : London
Topographical Society, 1905.
Authors: Newcourt, Richard, d. 1679 -- Faithorne,
William, 1616-1691 -- London Topographical
Society. Publications, no. 18
1 map 84 x 183 cm. : col. ; on 8 sheets 51 x 64
cm. or 51 x 32 cm.
Facsimile of copper engraved map originally
published [London?], 1658.
'Composed by a scale, and ichnographically
described by Richard Newcourt of Somerton in
the countie of Somersett, gentleman. Willm.
Faithorne, sculpis.'
Title from accompanying sheets.
Scale [ca. 1:5,150]
Includes text, 2 indexed lists of churches, 12
coats of 'The armes of the right worl. companies
of the honorable cyty of London,' illus. of 'S.
Peters, Westminster' and 'S. Pauls, London,' and
diagr. of 'Genealogia Bruti fundatoris vrbis
Londini.'
Accompanied by title sheets (4 leaves).
Publications, no. 18.
Case oversize F 4595.528 v. 18 (NLO)

An Exact delineation of the cities of London and Westminster and the suburbs thereof, together with the burrough of Southwark... London : British Library, 2006.
Authors: Newcourt, Richard, d. 1679 -- Faithorne, William, 1616-1691 -- British Library. Maps Roll 17.a.3
1 map ; 48 x 84 cm. fold. to 21 x 15 cm.
Facsimile of eight-sheet engraved map originally published in 1658; this edition published about 1661.
Title from caption below map.
Scale ca. 1:9,000.
Includes 2 indexed lists of churches, views of 'S. Peters, Westminster' and 'S. Pauls, London,' and long historical note about the city.
map4F G5754.L7 1661 N4 2006 (PrCt)

42393 London (England) - Maps - 1670 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<<<Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
A Plan of Nevill's Alley (Court), Fetter Lane, from a drawing in the British Museum. London : London Topographical Society, 1928.
1 map ; 51 x 63 cm.
Facsimile of 1670 manuscript.
'Emery Walker Ltd. Collotypers.'
Scale not given.
Case oversize F 4595.528 v. 58 (NLO)

Grundtriss der Statt London wie solche vor und nach dem Brand anzuschen sampt dem Newen Model wie seibige wid rum Auffgebaüwet werden solle. [Frankfurt?] : s.n., [1677].
Authors: Hooke, Robert, 1635-1703 -- Abelin, Johann Philipp. Theatri Europaei
1 map ; 31 x 43 cm.
The...print of London shows the extent of the great fire of 1666 and a plan [inset, 10 x 26 cm.]...for its rebuilding, usually ascribed to Robert Hooke. It originally appeared in the Theatri Europaei published in Frankfurt by [Johann Philipp Abelin, one of the Merian heirs]...in 1677.' --Historic Urban Plans catalog (1965).
Darlington & Howgego, Printed maps of London no. 25.
For description by Kenneth Nebenzahl Inc., see Map Info File.
Cf. OCLC 8926046.
temp map2F G5754.L7 1677 H6 (PrCt)

The Public markets of the city of London...
55 p. : ill., maps ; 30 cm.
Includes a facsimile reproduction of Leybourne, William. Survey and ground-plats of the several publique markets within the city of London (1677 manuscript).
Cont.
ICN75
F 4595.528 no. 117 (NLO)

42396 London (England) - Maps - 1682
Londini Angliae regni metropolis novissima & accuratissima autore Ioanne de Ram. Amsterdam : C. Allard, [1682?].
Authors: Ram, Johannes de, 1648-1693 -- Allard, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709 -- Allard, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709. Atlas minor sive tabulae geographicae...
[1682?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.
In: Allard, Carel. Atlas minor sive tabulae geographice proecipuorum regnum regionum, insularum, provinciarum, etc. (Amsterdam : C. Allard, 1682?) pl. 4.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135.A4 A pl. 4 (PrCt)

vi. 152 p. : ill., maps, facsims. ; 31 cm.
Uniform title: London &c. actually survey'd Includes indexes.
Series: London Topographical Society publication ; no. 174 -- Publication (London Topographical Society)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Authors: Homann Erben (Firm) -- Franco
Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 503 x 1,677 mm. (neat line)
on composite sheet 531 x 1,720 mm.
Printed from 3 plates on 3 sheets.
Includes views of St. Paul's cathedral, St.
James's Square, the Custom House, and the
Royal Exchange, and notes in Latin and German.
Howgego, Printed maps of London no. 81.
Phillips 3293 nos. [42-44].
Mickwitz and Miekkavaara, Nordenskiöld
Collection v. 1, p. [atlas no.] 91, nos. 8-9.
I10
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map
Collection (Newberry Library).
Novacco 6F 16 (PrCt)

42405 London (England) - Maps - 1746
A Plan of the cities of London and Westminster,
and borough of Southwark, with the contiguous
buildings. London : London Topographical
Society, 1913-1919.
Authors: Rocque, John, -1762 -- Pine, John,
1690-1756 -- Tinney, John, d. 1761 -- London
Topographical Society. Publications, no. 34,
36-37, 41-44 -- Walker, Emery, Sir, 1851-1933
1 map ; 203 x 385 cm. on 48 sheets 43 x 57 cm.
Facsimile of original 'published in October 1746
by John Pine & John Tinney.'
Facsimile title: Rocque's map of London, 1746.
Scale [ca. 1:2,400].
'Emery Walker Ltd. Collotypers.'
Relief shown by hachures and land form
drawings.
Includes lists of abbreviations and London
aldermen's names and a statement of dedication
to the mayor and aldermen of London.
Accompanied by index map, receipt slips, and
publisher's note. 5 i.
Also accompanied by: London Topographical
Society, Eighteenth report of the council,
covering the year 1917. 9 p.
Publications, no. 34, 36-37, 41-44.
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 2085.
OCLC 5489150.
Case oversize F 4595 .528 v. 34, 36-37, 41-44
(NLO)

A New and accurate survey of the cities of
London and Westminster, the borough of
Southwark : with the country about it for nineteen
miles in length, and thirteen in depth ...
Publish'd according to Act of Parliament 1748, in sixteen
sheets = Urbium maxime insignium Londini et
Westmonasterii ... delineatio ichnographica =
Carte topographique des villes de Londres,
Westminster ... London : Printed by W.
Edwards, MDCCXLVIII [1748].
Authors: Rocque, John, -1762 -- Rocque, John,
-1762. Accurata descriptio urbium Londinensis et
Westmonasteriensis ... = Carte topographique des villes
de Londres et de Westminster ...
Wall map engraved by Richard Parr and
'publish'd 29th of April ... 1746.'
Separate regional map bound following index: A
Map of London and the adjacent country ... / John Rocque ; R. Parr sculp. [London] : John
Rocque, 1748. 1 map ; 44 x 63 cm.
Case oversize G 10455 .75 (NLO)

Plan of London & Westminster & Southwark.
Authors: Rocque, John, -1762 -- Pine, John,
1690-1756 -- Tinney, John, d. 1761 -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 25 maps ; 542 x 395 mm.
1st ed.
Engraved by JohnPine.
Howgego 95.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

and Westminster, and borough of Southwark
(1746) - Indexes
A Plan of the cities of London and Westminster,
and borough of Southwark ; with the contiguous
buildings; from an actual survey ... Lympne Castle, Eng.
Authors: Rocque, John, -1762 -- Pine, John,
1690-1756 -- Tinney, John, d. 1761 -- Margary,
Harry -- Howgego, James
1 map ; 201 x 386 cm., on 24 sheets each 83 x
56 cm. + index map, added t.p., and page of
notes.
Facsimile of original published London: J. Pine
and J. Tinney, 1746.
Scale [ca. 1:2,425].
"Edited by Harry Margary, introductory notes by
James Howgego."
Accompanied by: Index to Rocque's Plan of
London [reprint of 1747 ed.] Lympne Castle,
London (England) - Maps - 1746

Rocque, John, -1762. A Plan of the cities of London and Westminster, and borough of Southwark (1746) - Indexes


"Rocque's Plan of the cities of London and Westminster and borough of Southwark, published in 1746 ... " -- Title page verso.

Index accompanies facsimile reproduction of Rocque's complete map in 24 sheets, lacking in the Baskes collection July 2013.

For Newberry copy of the 24-sheet facsimile, see map4F G5754.L7 1746 .R6 1971

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Duplicate copy of the facsimile index: map4C 6

Baskes folio G1819.L7 R6 1746a Index (NLO)

London (England) - Maps - 1747


1 v. : 25 maps ; 308 x 223 mm.
(facs1747map)

Edited by Ralph Hyde.

Howgego 94.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

London (England) - Maps - 1755

Authors: Stow, John, 1525?--1605 -- Innys & Richardson
2 v. : 42 cm.

Case oversize G 455 .8504 (NLO)

London (England) - Maps - 1771

Authors: Andrews, John, 1736-1809 -- Andrews, John, 1736-1809. A Collection of plans of the most capital cities of ... Europe and ... the world [1792?] -- Stockdale, John, 1749?-1814
1 map ; 17 x 40 cm.


Case folio G 13 .036 pl. 1 (PrCt)

London (England) - Maps - 1777

London, Westminster and Southwark : accurately delineated from the latest surveys, to which is now first added, a correct list of upwards of 350 hackney coach fares laid down from actual measurement, and the prices regulated agreeable to the late act of Parliament 1778 / engrav'd by J. Cary. London : Publish'd as the Act directs by J. Wallis, No. 16 Ludgate Street, & J. Cary, the corner of Arundel Street, Strand, Jany. 1st, 1787.

Authors: Cary, John, approximately 1754-1835 -- Wallis, J. (John), -1818 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand colored, dissected and mounted on linen ; 31 x 54 cm, on sheet 42 x 55 cm, folded to 14 x 11 cm.

Coordinates: (W 0°09'35"--W 0°02'23"/N 51°31'55"--N 51°29'39")

Scale approximately 1:16,000

Keyed to major buildings.

Table of coach fares in bottom margin.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.


Baskes G5754.L7 1787.C37 (NLO)

London (England) - Maps - 1790

Authors: Pennant, Thomas -- Faulder, Robert,
1747 or 1748-1815 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.
1st ed.
 13enrg
 Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
 Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

42415 London (England) - Maps - 1791
 Kearsleys’ stranger’s guide, or, Companion through London and Westminster, and the country round : containing a description of the situation, antiquity, and curiosities of every place, within the circuit of fourteen miles : together with a map of the surrounding country, and a plan of the cities of London and Westminster, and the borough of Southwark. London : Printed for and sold by C. and G. Kearsley, Fleet-Street, [1791].
 Authors: Kearsley, Catharine -- Watson, John, fl. 1794 -- Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Kearsley, George, fl. 1791-1813 -- Wall, George -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
 Caption title: Stranger’s guide through and round London, for fifteen miles
 Date of publication from ESTC.
 Imperfect: lacking p. 171-176
 Former owner’s inscription: 1862, George Wall, his book.
 Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
 References: ESTC, T121276
 LC Card Number: 35034668
 Baskes DA679 .K43 1791 (NLO)

 Part of the map of London comprizing the estate of His Grace the Duke of Bedford in the parishes of St. Paul Covent Garden, St. Martin in the Fields, St. Giles in the Fields, St. George Bloomsbury, St. George The Martyr and St. Pancras; distinguished by the color yellow for the buildings and green for the land. London : London Topographical Society, [1933].
 Authors: Bedford, Duke of, 18th cent. -- London Topographical Society. Publications, no. 66
 1 map ; 58 x 104 cm.
 ‘Survey in 1795’; facsimile of 1795 manuscript.
 ‘Reproduced, full size, from the original in the archives of the present duke, by his kind permission, for the London Topographical Society.’
 Scale [ca. 1:2,500.]
 Oriented with north at bottom right. Cadastral map.

 Filed in oversize box with miscellaneous other London Topographical Society publications.
 LC Card Number: 76696856
 Case oversize box F 4595 .528 v. 66 (NLO)

42417 London (England) - Maps - 1799 (Provisional Heading)
 Authors: Horwood, Richard -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
 1 v. : 32 maps ; 545 x 370 mm.
 1st ed.
 Howgego200.1;1=200’
 Phillips 8157
 Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
 Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

 1 map : col. ; on 6 sheets each 61 x 42 cm. + introd. (5, [1] p. : maps ; 42 cm.)
 Facsimile of original published London: Milne, 1800; reproduced from original in the British Library (K. Top. VI.95).
 Original title: Milne's plan of the cities of London and Westminster ... .
 Includes introduction by G.B.G. Bull.
 Scale [ca. 1:31,800].
 ICN78
 map4F G5754.L7G4 1800 M5 1976 (PrCt)

42419 London (England) - Maps - 1803-1807
 Authors: Malcolm, James Peller, 1767-1815 -- Rivington -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
 4 v.
 1st ed.
 Cf. OCLC 5827713.
 Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
 Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

 Smith's new plan of London, Westminster & Southwark : comprehending all the new...
buildings, and 350 references to the principal streets, with the new docks at Wapping & Blackwall. London: Printed for C. Smith, mapseller, No. 172, corner of Surrey Street, Strand, Jany. 1st, 1811.
Authors: Smith, Charles, active 1800-1822 -- Köhn, C. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand colored, dissected and mounted on linen ; 40 x 74 cm, folded to 14 x 11 cm
Title on slipcase: Smith's new pocket plan of London: with the docks at Wapping & Blackwall
Scale approximately 1:16,500
Coordinates: (W 0°10'12"--E 0°00'17"/N 51°32'13"--N 51°28'53")
Additional section (40 x 16 cm) added to this edition at right to show docks.
Includes street index.
Issued in slipcase (15 x 12 cm).
Former owner's signature: C. Köhn.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Howgego, J. Printed maps of London (2nd edition), no. 225 (PrCt)
Baskes G5754.L7 1811 .S65 (NLO)

42421 London (England) - Maps - 1812
1 map : col. ; 53 x 78 cm.
Facsimile of original published London: Langley & Belch, May 1st, 1812.
Scale [ca. 1:17,200].
Includes 24 views of buildings in margins.
map4F G5754.L7 1812 L3 1971 (PrCt)

42422 London (England) - Maps - 1812 - Road maps
Smith's new plan of London, Westminster & Southwark : comprehending all the new buildings, and 350 references to the principal streets with the new docks at Wapping & Blackwall. London: Printed for C. Smith, mapseller, no. 172 corner of Surrey Street, Strand, Jany. 1st 1812.
Authors: Smith, Charles, fl. 1800-1852
1 map : hand col., mounted on cloth ; on sheet 42 x 74 cm. sectioned and fold. to 14 x 11 cm., in slipcase
"An alphabetical list of 350 principal streets with reference to their situation" -- Bottom margin.
Issued in slipcase with title label: Smith's new pocket plan of London with the docks at Wapping & Blackwall.
Accession no. Smith 2008080151
map3C G5754.L7 1812 .S6 (PrCt)

42423 London (England) - Maps - 1813 (Provisional Heading)
1 v. : 41 maps ; 308 x 223 mm.
(facs1813Faden)
[Howgego200-3;Ed:PaulLaxton;indexStreets
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

42424 London (England) - Maps - 1817<<<London (England) - Pictorial works - 1817
Walks through London ... London : Sherwood, Neely, and Jones, 1817.
Authors: Hughson, David, d. 1813 -- Pugh, Edw. -- Reid, William Hamilton, d. 1826 -- Reid, William Hamilton. Mrs. -- Sherwood, Neely, and Jones -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
2 v. : 19 maps, 76 views ; 220 x 140 mm.
Attributed to Edw. Pugh?
Includes 19 maps and 76 views?
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
References: Howgego 270
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

42425 London (England) - Maps - 1818
Leigh's new picture of London, or, A view of the political, religious, medical, literary, municipal, commercial, and moral state of the British metropolis : presenting a brief and luminous guide to the stranger, on all subjects connected with general information, business, or amusement : embellished with numerous elegant engravings of royal palaces, and public buildings of all descriptions, in London and its vicinity : also a correct plan of London, and a map of the environs. London : Printed for Samuel Leigh, 1818.
Authors: Leigh, Samuel -- Swoles, William, 1779-1847 -- Maine Historical Society -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
viii, 529, 36, [10], 12 p., [25] leaves of plates (some folded) : ill., map, plan ; 15 cm.
2nd ed. enl. and entirely re-composed.
Imperfect; lacking 1 map.
Printed by William Clowes.
Publisher's advertisements, 12 p. at end.
Includes indexes.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes DA679 .L45 1817 (NLO)


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
atlas
Authors: Alderman (Firm)
204 p. : maps ; 31 cm.
Includes index.
folio G1819 L7 V56 1987 (NLO)

42427 London (England) - Maps - 1822-1903
London (England) - Maps - Collections, 1822-1903
London (England) - Maps - Facsimiles
Cartography - London (England) - History
Authors: Book Club Associates -- Alderman Press -- Guild Publishing -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (204 p.) : 96 maps ; 31 cm.
Maps dated: 1805-1905.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [202]) and index.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1819.L7 V56 1987 (NLO)

42428 London (England) - Maps - 1827
Map of London, from an actual survey ... 1800.
1 map ; 108 x 160 cm. on 6 sheets 65 x 60 cm.
Facsimile of original published 1827; reproduced from original in the Guildhall Library.
Howgego 309 (1).
85-57260
514
map4F G5754.L7 1827 .G7 1980 (PrCt)

42429 London (England) - Maps - 1827
Leigh's new picture of London, or, A view of the political, religious, medical, literary, municipal, commercial, and moral state of the British metropolis : presenting a luminous guide to the stranger, on all subjects connected with general information, business, or amusement, to which is subjoined a description of the environs. London : Printed for Samuel Leigh and Baldwin, Cradock, and Joy, 1827.
Authors: Leigh, Samuel -- Hall, Sidney -- Clowes, William, 1779-1847 -- Baldwin, Cradock, and Joy -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
vii, 496, 36 p., [34] leaves of plates : ill., 2 folded maps ; 15 cm.
New ed., carefully rev.
Maps by Sidney Hall.
Printed by William Clowes.
Publishers' advertisements, p. [vi], [482]-496. Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes DA679 .L45 1827 (NLO)

42430 London (England) - Maps - 1831 - Road maps
Tegg's new plan of London, &c. : with 360 references to the principal streets, &c., 1831. London : Published by T. Tegg, No. 73, Cheapside, [1831].
Authors: Tegg, Thomas, 1776-1845 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col., dissected and mounted on linen ; 35 x 60 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:15,500]
Coordinates: (W 0°10'17"--W 0°01'33"/N 51°32'12"--N 51°29'35"").
Covers London from Hyde Park to Limehouse and from Pentonville to Newington Butts.
Divided into numbered squares for reference; includes index.
First published in 1823.
Folded to 16 x 12 cm in contemporary slipcase covered in marbled paper.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Darlington & Howgego. Printed maps of London, no. 295 (7)
Baskes G5754.L7 1831 .T44 (NLO)

42431 London (England) - Maps - 1836 - Docks
River Thames with the docks from Blackwall to the Tower ; Plan of Liverpool docks. New-York : Hayward & Co. Lithy. 48 Nassau St., [1836?].
Authors: Hayward & Co. (New York, N.Y.) -- Hayward, George, b. ca. 1800 -- New York (N.Y.). Board of Aldermen. Committee on Wharves. Report of the Committee on Wharves, relative to the erection of a great pier in the North River [1836?] -- Townsend, William B.
2 maps : mounted on cloth ; 20 x 38 cm. and 13 x 44 cm., on sheet 42 x 54 cm., folded to 24 x 13 cm.
Scale: 1:14,048; 2 9/16 inches=1000 yards.
H 67 .622 Maps no. 4 (NLO)

42432 London (England) - Maps - 1840
Authors: Mogg, Edward
1 map : 43 x 54 cm. fold. to 15 x 9 cm.
Scale: 1:16,917; 3 3/4 in. to a mile.
Accompanied by A list of 500 of the principal streets, with references to their situation on the accompanying plan of London, [6] p. numbered [112]-117. 15 cm.

**Case G 10455 .586 (NLO)**


London : Published by S. Lewis & Co., 13, Finsbury Place, South, [ca. 1840].


1 map : hand col., dissected and mounted on linen ; 90 x 109 cm, folded in cover 23 x 14 cm.
Publication date from Howgego.

Spine title: Lewis’ map of London
Scale [ca. 1:16,000]
Coordinates: (W 0°10'39"/N 51°29'06")

"Coloured to show the various routes of the omnibuses, a table of reference to upwards of 500 of the principal streets, squares, public buildings, &c. with the railways and stations" -- Cover.

Included index in margins.
Publisher’s advertisement on inside front cover. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes G5754.L7 1843 .C78 (NLO)**

### 42436 London (England) - Maps - 1843

*London 1843. London : exhibiting all the alterations to 1844, [i.e.1844].* 

Authors: Davies, Benjamin Rees -- Clarke, W. B. -- Chapman and Hall -- Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (Great Britain) -- Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (Great Britain).

Maps of the Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (1844) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 39 x 64 cm.

'Drawn & engraved from authentic documents & personal observation, by B.R. Davies, 16 George street, Euston square.'


**oversize Ayer 135 .S67 1844 v. 2, pl. [186] (PrCt)**

### 42434 London (England) - Maps - 1841<<>>Map printing - Embossing (Printing) - Maps - 1841<<>>Embossing (Printing)

*Bauerkeller's new embossed plan of London.*


Authors: Bauerkeller & Cie. -- Ackermann and Co.

1 map : col. ; 67 x 115 cm. fold. in slipcase 25 x 15 cm.

Scale [ca. 1:11,000].

Boroughs are distinguished by coloring.

Includes table: Account of the population of London.

Inset: [Isle of Dogs and vicinity]. 73-8844

**map4C 16 (PrCt)**

### 42435 London (England) - Maps - 1843

*Cruchley’s new plan of London : shewing all the new and intended improvements to the present time.*

London : Engraved and published by Cruchley, map seller, 81 Fleet Street, from Ludgate Street, St. Paul’s, [1843].

Authors: Cruchley, G. F. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 38 x 55 cm, on sheet 43 x 61 cm, folded in cover 15 x 10 cm.

A new ed., improved to Jany. 1st, 1843.

Cover title: Cruchley’s new plan of London improved to 1843

Scale [ca. 1:17,200]

Coordinates: (W 0°10'39"--W 0°02'56"/N 51°32'20"--N 51°29'06")

"Coloured to show the various routes of the omnibuses, a table of reference to upwards of 500 of the principal streets, squares, public buildings, &c. with the railways and stations" -- Cover.

Includes index in margins.
Publisher’s advertisement on inside front cover. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes G5754.L7 1843 .C78 (NLO)**

### 42437 London (England) - Maps - 1844<<>>Road maps

*Mogg’s strangers guide to London : exhibiting all the various alterations & improvements complete to the present time.*

[London] : Published by Edward Mogg, No. 14, Great Russell Street, Covent Garden, 1844, January 1st.

Authors: Mogg, Edward -- Clarke, W. B. -- Chapman and Hall -- Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (Great Britain).

Maps of the Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (1844) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand colored ; 40 x 57 cm, folded in cover 16 x 10 cm + 1 index (page 150-154 ; 16 cm)

Cover title: Mogg’s strangers guide through London : exhibiting all the alterations to 1844, together with the contemplated grand improvements, proposed by government and the...
Useful compendium to the London visitor, comprising the history, rise, and progress of the metropolis to the present period : embellished with numerous engravings of public buildings, ground plans of St. Paul’s Cathedral and Westminster Abbey, with its chapels, aisles, etc. ... : with a route for viewing the whole in seven days : to which is annexed a superior coloured map of London with references to the principal streets, omnibus routes, railway stations, &c. [London] : G.F. Cruchley, 1847.

Authors: Cruchley, G. F. -- Cruchley, G. F.

Cruchley’s New plan of London (1847) -- Wing, John M. (John Mansir), 1845-1917 -- Newberry Library. John M. Wing Foundation


Cover title: Cruchley’s New picture of London.

Includes folded map: Cruchley’s New plan of London

Includes index.

Publisher’s catalog: 12 p. at the end.

Bookplate: Old Corner Library John M. Wing.

John M. Wing’s manuscript note on front end sheet.

Full text (but not map) of another copy available online from HathiTrust Digital Library (accessed April 2011):
http://hdl.handle.net/2027/nyp.33433075892509

Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.

Case Wing DA679 .C957 1847 (NLO)

London (England) - Maps - 1851


-- Weber (J.J.) Verlagsbuchhandlung SEE Verlagsbuchhandlung von J.J. Weber

1 map : hand colored, dissected and mounted on linen ; 35 x 65 cm, on sheet 63 x 75 cm, folded in cover 17 x 12 cm.

Scale approximately 1:21,000

Coordinates: (W 0°11'35"--E 0°00'23"/N 51°32'35"--N 51°28'48")

Divided into 1 mile squares lettered and numbered for reference and measured from St. Paul’s Cathedral.

British royal arms in top margin as well as two ancillary views: Der Glaspalast -- Die Parlamentshäuser.

Includes index.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Hyde, R. Printed maps of Victorian London, no. 14

Baskes G5754.L7 1851 .H43 (NLO)

London (England) - Maps - 1851


Authors: Hall, Arthur -- Virtue, George, 1793?-1868 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 7 maps

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCT)

London (England) - Maps - 1851

Modern London, or London as it is. London : Murray, 1851.

Authors: John Murray (Firm) -- Murray’s handbooks for travellers -- Cunningham, P. -- Newberry Library. John M. Wing Foundation

1 v.

Lister, W.B.C. A Bibliography of Murray’s handbooks for travellers and biographies of authors, editors, revisers and principal contributors (Dereham: Dereham Books, 1993) no. 289.
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.
Wing G 455 .599 (NLO)

42443 London (England) - Maps - 1854
Authors: Collins, Henry George -- Dyos, Harold James, 1921- -- Jarman, Richard (Engraver) -- Leicester University Press -- Humanities Press
1 atlas (26, 45 p., 37 leaves (1 fold.)., maps, plans) ; 21 cm.
The maps are signed 'Drawn & engraved by R. Jarman.'
Introduction by H.J. Dyos.
Maps 'Drawn & engraved by R. Jarman.'
Scale [ca. 1:17,200].
Includes bibliographical references.
Series: The Victorian library.
72-1869
ICN74
ISBN 0718550129
map4C 23 (NLO)

42444 London (England) - Maps - 1854 - Road maps
Reynolds's map of London : divided into quarter mile sections for measuring distances. London : Published by J. Reynolds, 174, Strand, 1854.
Authors: Martin, Henry (Engraver) -- Reynolds, James, active 1845-1864 -- Ernslie, John -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newbury Library)
1 map : hand colored, mounted on linen ; 40 x 76 cm, folded in cover 16 x 10 cm + 1 guidebook (34 pages (incomplete)) : map ; 16 cm.)
Cover title: Reynolds's new map of London and visitors guide
Accompanied by guidebook and index: Guide to the sights and amusements of London.
Scale approximately 1:16,150
Coordinates: (W 0°10'31"--E 0°00'20"/N 51°32'15"--N 51°28'44").
Map in guidebook drawn and engraved by John Ernslie.
Newberry's copy of guidebook incomplete:
Lacking page 2-4 and all after page 34.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newbury Library.
Baskes G5754.L7 1854 .M37 (NLO)

42445 London (England) - Maps - 1854 - Wall maps
Laurie's new plan of London and its environs, with a scale and key for ascertaining distances, the fares of hackney coaches, porterage of parcels, &c. London : R.H. Laurie, 1854.
Authors: Lingard, John -- Outhett, John -- Laurie, Richard Holmes
1 map : 82 x 107 cm. fold. to 21 cm. in case 'By John Lingard ... Being an original survey by John Outhett with all the recent improvements.'
Scale not given.
G 10455 .488 (NLO)

1 map on 4 sheets : col. ; 59 x 44 cm. + text ([6] p. : ill. ; 59 cm.)
Cover title.
Slightly reduced reproduction of the one originally published in 1856.
Relief shown by contours and spot heights.
Scale [ca. 1:22,500]
Includes bibliographical references (p. [4])
ISBN 0902087339
oversize G5754.L7C5 1856 .M95 1993 (NLO)

42447 London (England) - Maps - 1860 - Wall maps
1 map : hand colored ; 77 x 138 cm, folded in cover 24 x 15 cm
Publication date from Hyde.
Scale approximately 1:12,750
Coordinates: (W 0°12'25"--E 0°00'21"/N 51°33'29"--N 51°28'11").
Dissected and mounted on linen.
Armorial bookplate: T. Farmer Baily, Hall Place.
Former owner's inscription: T. Farmer Baily, Hall Place.
Former owner's inscription: Dr. Habishaw, London, July 1877.
Former owner's inscription: F.A. Sondley, LL.D. ... N.C., August 18, 1922.
Stamp: Pack Memorial Public Library, Asheville, N.C.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Hyde, R. Printed maps of Victorian London, 66 (1)
Baskes G5754.L7 1860 .C78 (NLO)
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Jarman, Richard, active approximately 1853-1864SEE Jarman, Richard (Engraver)
1 map : hand col., mounted on linen ; 48 x 73 cm, folded in cover to 18 x 11 cm. + 1 guidebook ([34] p. : map ; 14 cm)
Cover title: Reynolds's map of London and visitors guide
Guidebook attached to front cover has caption title: London guide.
Guidebook includes index to map.
Scale [ca. 1:16,700]
Coordinates: (W 0°12'28"--W 0°01'00"/N 51°32'57"--N 51°28'22")
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes G5754.L7 1862 .J37 (NLO)**

---


Stanford's library map of London and its suburbs : 24 sheets, on the scale of six inches to a mile / introductory notes by Ralph Hyde. Lympne Castle, Kent ; London : Published by Harry Margary, ... in association with Guildhall Library ..., c1980.

1 map ; on 24 sheets 38 x 44 cm. + t.p., intro. & index map (4 sheets)

Scale [ca. 1:10,560].
Printed by Headley Brothers.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 5).
Duplicate copy: map6C G5754.L7 1862 S7 1980 (PrCt)
ISBN 0903541335 ; 9780903541336

**Baskes oversize G1819.L7 S79 1862a (NLO)**

---

**London (England) - Maps - 1863 - Railroads, Proposed</>Railroads - Maps**

Map of the railways proposed by the bills of the session of 1863 in the metropolis & its vicinity. London : London Topographical Society, 1863.

1 map : 61 x 61 cm.
Facsimile of original (printed London: Day & Son, Lithrs. to the Queen, 1863) forming part of the General Report of the Board of Trade on the railway and canal bills of session 1863, House of Commons Papers, 1863, vol. LXII.
Reproduced colored original in the Bishopsgate Institute.
Scale [ca. 1:31,680].
Includes text in lower margin.

**map6F G5754.L7P3 1863 D3 1973 (NLO)**

---

**London (England) - Maps - 1865**


Authors: Reclus, Elisée, 1830-- details omitted -- Vuillemin, A. (Alexandre), b. 1812 -- Edward Stanford Ltd. -- Collection des guides-Joanne -- Hachette (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
viii, 216 p. : ill., 11 maps and plans (1 folded) ; 18 cm.
Maps by A. Vuillemin and Stanford's Geographical Establishment.
Folded map in pocket Includes index and advertisements.
Laid in: folded leaf with manuscript notes regarding the text.
Series: Collection des guides-Joanne Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes G153 .C65 Londres (1865) (NLO)**

---

**London (England) - Maps - 1866**


Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 4 maps, 7 city plans
London (England) - Maps - 1866

London Region (England) - Maps - 1866


 Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 4 maps, 5 city plans
2nd ed.


Includes advertising dated 1866 and priced in thalers.

Condition: Good.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

London (England) - Maps - 1867 - Road maps

London (England) - Maps - 1867 - Railroads

Reduced Ordnance map of London. [London]: Published by J. Whitbread, map-seller, 142, Oxford Street; Vincent Brooks, lith., [approximately 1867].


1 map : hand colored, mounted on linen, 55 x 81 cm, folded in cover 17 x 11 cm + 1 index (37 pages : 16 cm)

Cover title: Whitbread's reduced Ordnance map of London

Cancel slip pasted over imprint on index reads:

London: Acton Griffith, 8 Baker Street, Portman Square; original text reads: Published by J. Whitbread, 142, Oxford Street, London.

Accompanied by index and guidebook: Index to the Reduced Ordnance map of London.

Scale approximately 1:16,500

Coordinates: (W 0°12'57"--W 0°01'24"/N 51°32'50"--N 51°28'17")

Divided into half-mile squares lettered and numbered for reference.

Shows streets, railroads (completed and in progress), and postal boundaries.

Bookplate of the Library of the Essex Institute.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Hyde, R. Printed maps of Victorian London, no. 118 (1)

Baskes G5754.L7 1867 .W55 (NLO)

London (England) - Maps - 1869

London as it is. London: Murray, 1869.

Authors: John Murray (Firm) -- Murray's handbooks for travellers -- J. & C. Walker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 10 maps

Lister, W.B.C. A Bibliography of Murray's handbooks for travellers and biographies of authors, editors, revisers and principal contributors (Dereham: Dereham Books, 1993) no. 298.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

London (England) - Maps - 1870-1879

Cruchley's reduced ordnance map of London : with 4000 street references and what to see. Edinburgh ; London : Gall & Inglis, [187-?].

Authors: Cruchley, G. F. -- Gall & Inglis

1 map : hand col., cloth backing ; 67 x 89 cm., folded in cover 19 x 12 cm. + index (36 p. ; 17 cm.)

Cover title.

Title at top: Reduced ordnance map of London.

Scale [ca. 1:12,600].

Shows detached buildings and areas covered by contiguous buildings.

Accompanied by: Index to Cruchley's railway and commercial map of London : with reference to streets, railways, &c. (36 p. ; 17 cm.)

G 10455 .2 (NLO)

London (England) - Maps - 1871

Davies's new map of the British metropolis, the boundaries of the boroughs, county court districts, railways and modern improvements. London, 1871.

Authors: Davies, Benjamin Rees -- Davies, Benjamin Rees, publisher, London SEE Davies, Benjamin Rees

1 map : 94 x 95 cm. (fold. to 8vo)

Scale 1:21,120; 1/3 mile to an inch.

G 10455 .22 (NLO)

London (England) - Maps - 1872

Routledge's guide to London and its suburbs : comprising description of all its points of interest, including the International Exhibition and the Albert Hall. London : George Routledge and Sons, [1872?].

Authors: George Routledge and Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

xvi, 202 p., [16] leaves of plates : ill., map ; 17 cm.

New ed., rev. and enl.

Cover title: Routledge's popular guide to London and its suburbs

"With original illustrations, a map, and index."

Includes index.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes DA679 .R68 1872 (NLO)
42460 London (England) - Maps - 1873
London as it is. London : Murray, 1873.
Authors: John Murray (Firm) -- Murray's handbooks for travellers -- J. & C. Walker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 10 maps
Lister, W.B.C. A Bibliography of Murray's handbooks for travellers and biographies of authors, editors, revisers and principal contributors (Dereham: Dereham Books, 1993) no. 300.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

42461 London (England) - Maps - 1875
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 6 maps, 13 city plans
5th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1875 and priced in marks.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

42462 London (England) - Maps - 1875<<>>London Region (England) - Maps - 1875
Authors: Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- Bartholomew, John, 1831-1893 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
6th ed.
Issued with 4 maps, but this copy imperfect: lacking 1 map.
Maps by John Bartholomew.
Maps on lining papers and in pockets.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .B55 London (1875) (NLO)

42463 London (England) - Maps - 1876<<>>London Region (England) - Maps - 1876
Environs of London. London : Murray, 1876.
Authors: Thorne, James, 1815-1881 -- John Murray (Firm) -- Murray’s handbooks for travellers
1 v.
Lister, W.B.C. A Bibliography of Murray's handbooks for travellers and biographies of authors, editors, revisers and principal contributors (Dereham: Dereham Books, 1993) no. 302.
G 455 .601 (NLO)

42464 London (England) - Maps - 1877<<>>Wall maps
Whitbread’s new map of London and its environs. London : [J. Whitbread?, 1877?].
Authors: Whitbread, J.
1 map ; 106 x 86 cm. (folded to 12mo)
'Published July 1st, 1870, corrected 1877.'
Scale 1:21120 1/3 mile to an inch.
Incomplete: wanting, street index except for 1 p. of the addenda.
G 10455 .97 (NLO)

42465 London (England) - Maps - 1878 - Administrative and political divisions
1 map : col. ; 69 x 117 cm.
Facsimile 'reproduced for the London Topographical Society from the 1:2500 Ordnance Survey map, 1st edition 1878.'
Scale 1:2,500.
Missing July 2006.
oversize F 4595 .528 no. 92 (NLO)

42466 London (England) - Maps - 1879
Dickens’s dictionary of London, 1879 : an unconventional handbook ... London : Charles Dickens, [1879].
Authors: Dickens, Charles, 1837-1896 -- Edward Stanford Ltd.
280, [36] p. : maps, plans ; 17 cm.
LC Card Number: 03011875
G 455 .218 (NLO)

42467 London (England) - Maps - 1879
Authors: Dickens, Charles, 1837-1896 -- Edward Stanford Ltd. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
352 p. : ill., 8 maps ; 17 cm.
Publisher’s blue cloth binding.
Advertisements on p. 319-352 and lining papers.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 03011875
Baskes DA679 .D54 1879 (NLO)

42468 London (England) - Maps - 1879
Authors: Ward, Lock, and Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Other title: Thirty-five thousand cab fares.
"Map, plans, and numerous woodcuts."
Includes index.
Series: [Ward Lock guides] -- Ward Lock guides
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .W3 London (1879) (NLO)

42469 London (England) - Maps - 1879-1889 - Guidebooks
London as it is. London : Murray, 1879.
Authors: John Murray (Firm) -- Murray's handbooks for travellers
1 v.
Lister, W.B.C. A Bibliography of Murray's handbooks for travellers and biographies of authors, editors, revisers and principal contributors (Dereham: Dereham Books, 1993)
no. 304.
G 455.6 (NLO)

Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Dulau & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 4 maps, 15 city plans
2nd ed.
A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbucher, 1832-1900, no. E197.
Includes advertising dated 1879 and priced in marks.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 6 maps, 16 city plans
4th ed.
A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbucher, 1832-1900, no. F197.
Includes advertising dated 1878 and priced in marks.
Condition: Fair.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Londres et ses environs / par Louis Rousselet.

The Post office plan of London. London, [188?-?]
Authors: Wyld, James, 1812-1887
1 map : hand col. ; 41 x 82 cm.
Includes James Wyld's advertisement, appearing on panel when folded.
M1052
map4F G5754.L7 188- W9 (PrCt)

Routledge's popular guide to London and its suburbs : comprising description of all its points of interest, including the most recent improvements and public buildings. London : George Routledge and Sons, 1880.
Authors: George Routledge and Sons -- Macland and MacDonald Lithographers -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Cover title: Routledge's popular guide to London Map lithographed by Maclure & MacDonald.
"With original illustrations, a map, and index."
Includes index.
Publisher's advertisement: [9] p. at end.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes DA679 .R68 1880 (NLO)

Bacon's new map of London : divided into half-mile squares & circles. London : G.W. Bacon & Co., 127 Strand, [between 1881 and 1890].
Authors: G.W. Bacon & Co. -- Bacon, G. W. (George Washington), 1830-1921 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand colored, mounted on linen ; 61 x 81 cm, folded in cover 18 x 12 cm.
Cover title: Bacon's new map of London and illustrated guide
Imperfect; this copy lacks accompanying guidebook.
Scale 1:15,840
Coordinates: (W 0°12'16"--W 0°00'56"/N

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
51°33'47"--N 51°28'26".
Shows Natural History Museum (opened in 1881) and Millbank Prison (closed in 1890).
Divided into half-mile squares and half-mile circles centered on Charing Cross.
Accompanied by guidebook.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Hyde, R. "Printed maps of Victorian London, no. 160"
Baskes G5754.L7 1881 .G18 (NLO)

42476 London (England) - Maps - 1881 London Region (England) - Maps - 1881
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Dulau & Co.
-- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 4 maps, 15 city plans
3rd ed.
Includes advertising dated 1881 and priced in dollars.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

42477 London (England) - Maps - 1882
Authors: C. Smith & Son -- American Exchange in Europe
1 map : col., mounted on linen ; 48 x 74 cm., folded in cover + index (53 p. ; 18 cm.), attached to cover
Cover title: Indicator map of London and visitors guide
Index title: Alphabetical list of 7,000 streets, to accompany the Indicator map of London
An alphabetical list of 7,000 streets ...
Scale [ca. 1:18,300].
Coordinates: (W 0°07´/N 51°30´).
Location tape attached to map.
With this is issued: An alphabetical list of 7,000 streets, to accompany the indicator map of London ... Also a visitor's guide ...
Red cover.
G 10455 .82 (NLO)

42478 London (England) - Maps - 1882
Authors: C. Smith & Son -- Wing, John M. (John Mansir), 1845-1917 -- Smith, Charles and Son, firm SEE C. Smith & Son -- Newberry Library.
John M. Wing Foundation
1 map : hand col., mounted on linen ; 48 x 74 cm., folded in cover 20 x 13 cm. + index (53 p. ; 18 cm.)
Scale [ca. 1:18,300].
Map equipped with measuring tape.
With this is issued: An alphabetical list of 7,000 streets, to accompany the indicator map of London... . Also a visitor's guide ... .
On cover, green: Published by C. Smith & son ... for the American exchange in Europe.
Bookplate of John M. Wing.
Duplicate copy (stamped "Navy Y.M.C.A." and "Bowles's American reading rooms, 14 Strand, London, 22 Sep [18]82"); G 10455 .82
ICN 70
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.
Wing G 10455 .021 (NLO)

42479 London (England) - Maps - 1882
Authors: Thomas Cook Ltd. -- Cook's handbooks -- W. & A.K. Johnston Limited -- Simpkin, Marshall and Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Includes index.
Series: [Cook's handbooks] -- Cook's handbooks. Publisher's illustrated binding.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .C66 London (1882) (NLO)

42480 London (England) - Maps - 1883 London Region (England) - Maps - 1883
Authors: James Reynolds & Sons -- Reynolds (James) & Sons SEE James Reynolds & Sons
1 map : col. ; 67 x 100 cm. fold. to 18 x 11 cm.
Scale 1/4 mile to an inch.
Bound with: London guide (p. [2]-36, 2 leaves.)
G 10455 .74 (NLO)

42481 London (England) - Maps - 1883 London Region (England) - Maps - 1883
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Dulau & Co.
-- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 4 maps, 15 city plans
4th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1883 and priced in dollars.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

42482 London (England) - Maps - 1884

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

Authors: Dickens, Charles, 1837-1896 -- Macmillan & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
302 p. : ill., 9 maps ; 17 cm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes DA679 .DS4 1884 (NLO)

42483 London (England) - Maps - 1884<<<London Region (England) - Maps - 1884
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Dulau & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 5 maps, 23 city plans
6th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1884 and priced in marks.
Condition: Fair.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

42484 London (England) - Maps - 1885<<<London Region (England) - Maps - 1885
Routledge's guide to London and its suburbs: comprising descriptions of all its points of interest, including the most recent improvements and public buildings. London ; New York : George Routledge and Sons , 1885.
Authors: George Routledge and Sons -- Maclear and MacDonald Lithographers -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
244 p., [1] folded leaf of plates : ill., 1 map ; 17 cm.
New ed., rev. and improved.
Map lithographed by Maclear & Macdonald.
"With original illustrations, a map, and index."
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes DA679 .R68 1885 (NLO)

42485 London (England) - Maps - 1885<<<London Region (England) - Maps - 1885
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm)
1 v. : 19 plates
5th ed.
G 455.0509 (NLO)

42486 London (England) - Maps - 1885<<<London Region (England) - Maps - 1885
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Dulau & Co.
-- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 4 maps, 15 city plans
5th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1885 and priced in marks.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

42487 London (England) - Maps - 1887
1 atlas (58 p.) : ill., 16 maps ; 17 cm.
At head of title: ABC guide to London Cover title.
Maps by J. Bartholomew.
"Price one penny."
Publisher's advertisements: p. 39-58.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1819.L7 C43 1887 (NLO)

42488 London (England) - Maps - 1887<<<London Region (England) - Maps - 1887
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm)
1 v. : 6 plates
6th ed.
G 455.06 (NLO)

42489 London (England) - Maps - 1887<<<London Region (England) - Maps - 1887
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Dulau & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 3 maps, 15 city plans
6th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1887 and priced in marks.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

42490 London (England) - Maps - 1888
Authors: Bacon, G. W. (George Washington),
1830-1921 -- Hyde, Ralph -- London
Topographical Society -- Margary, Harry -- Roger
S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 61 maps ; 308 x 223 mm.
Facsimile of 1888 original
A-ZVictLondon;Ed;RH;Hyde;Hyde73
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(Printed)

42491 London (England) - Maps - 1888<>London
Region (England) - Maps - 1888
The A to Z of Victorian London. Lympne Castle, England : H. Margary in association
Authors: Bacon, G. W. (George Washington), 1830-1921 -- Hyde, Ralph -- Margary, Harry --
Guildhall Library (London, England)
viii, 140 p. : maps ; 31 cm.
Facsimile reprint of Bacon, George W. New large scale ordnance atlas of London & suburbs
(London: G.W. Bacon, 1888).
Introductory notes by Ralph Hyde.
Includes index.
ISBN 0903541394
folio G1819 L7 B33 1987 (NLO)

42492 London (England) - Maps - 1888<>London
Region (England) - Maps - 1888
Londres et ses environs. Leipzig ; London : K.
Baedeker ; Dulau, 1888.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Dulau & Co.
-- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 4 maps, 19 city plans
7th ed.
A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher,
Includes advertising dated 1888 and priced in
marks.
Condition: Fair.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(Printed)

42493 London (England) - Maps - 1889
Indicator map of London : divided into quarter
mile squares for measuring distances. London : C.
Smith & Son, 67, Charing Cross, 1889.
Authors: C. Smith & Son -- James Reynolds & Sons
-- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)/
1 map : hand col., mounted on linen ; 49 x 73 cm,
folded in cover 19 x 12 cm + 1 index (55 p. ; 17
cm)
Cover title: Indicator map of London and visitors
guide
In bottom right margin: James Reynolds & Sons,
July 16, 1888.
Scale [ca. 1:18,400]
Coordinates: (W 0°12'33"--W 0°01'19"/N
51°32'53"--N 51°28'19")
Shows names of streets, roads, railways, docks,
and points of interest.
Issued with radial index tape measure.
Accompanied by index: Alphabetical list of
streets, public buildings, railways to accompany
the Indicator tape map of London.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes G5754.L7 1889 .C17 (NLO)

42494 London (England) - Maps - 1889-1890
Economics<>Economics - London
(England) - Maps - 1889-1890
map6F 5754.L E74.2 (PrCt)

42495 London (England) - Maps - 1889<>London
Region (England) - Maps - 1889
London and its environs. Leipzig ; London : K.
Baedeker ; Dulau, 1889.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Dulau & Co.
-- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 3 maps, 15 city plans
7th ed.
A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher,
Includes advertising dated 1890 and priced in
marks.
Condition: Fair.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(Printed)

42496 London (England) - Maps - 1889
Economics<>Economics - London
(England) - Maps - 1889
Descriptive map of London poverty 1889. London :
Authors: Booth, Charles, 1840-1916 -- London
Topographical Society
1 v. ; 64 cm.
oversize G1819 L7 B6 1984 (NLO)

42497 London (England) - Maps - 1889
Economics<>Economics - London
(England) - Maps - 1889
Poverty<<>>Poverty
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Descriptive map of London poverty, 1889.
Authors: Booth, Charles, 1840-1916 -- Edward Stanford Ltd. -- Stanford, Edward, 1827-1904
1 map : col. ; 93 x 119 cm. on 4 sheets 58 x 63 cm.
Published as an appendix to vol. 2 (of 9) in Booth, Charles. Life and labour of the people in London (London and New York, 1892-1897).
Scale [ca. 1:11,000].
'The streets are coloured according to the general condition of the inhabitants.'
ICN74
map6F 5754.L7E74 (PrCt)

Londres, ses environs et les principales villes d'Angleterre, d'Ecosse et d'Irlande : 33 cartes et plans : renseignements pratiques mis au courant en 1890. Paris : Librairie Hachette , [1890].
c, 380 p. : 33 maps and plans (chiefly folded, some col.) ; 15 cm. + 2 col. maps
Cover title: Londres et les principales villes d'Angleterre
Spine title: Londres et ses environs
2 folded, col. maps in pocket: Carte des environs de Londres; Philip's new plan of London.
Includes advertisements.
Includes index.
Imperfect: pages of advertisements removed at end.
Series: Collections des guides-Joanne.
Guides-diamant -- Guides diamant.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G847 London (1890) (NLO)

Authors: Booth, Charles, 1840-1916 -- Edward Stanford Ltd. -- Williams & Norgate -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
3 v. : 11 maps ; 222 x 150 mm.
3rd ed.
Maps by Stanford.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 3 maps, 15 city plans
8th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1892 and priced in marks.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 3 maps, 15 city plans
8th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1893 and priced in marks.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Authors: Kelly's Directories Ltd. -- Post office London directory (1892)
1 map ; 39 x 105 cm., folded to 29 cm.
G 455 .701 (NLO)

42503 London (England) - Maps - 1893
1 atlas : 16 maps
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
References: Hyde 254a-1
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

42504 London (England) - Maps - 1894
Authors: Smith, Joseph (Publisher) -- John Bartholomew & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
96, [16] p. : ill., 16 maps (some col.) ; 17 cm.
Cover title.
Maps copyright John Bartholomew & Co.
Imperfect; lacking color map.
Advertisements: p. [1]-[38].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes DA679.A12 1894 (NLO)

42505 London (England) - Maps - 1894
Authors: Ward, Lock & Bowden, ltd. -- George Philip & Son -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
11th ed.
Cover title: London Maps by George Philip & Son.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153.W3 London (1894) (NLO)

42506 London (England) - Maps - 1894<<<<<London Region (England) - Maps - 1894
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Dulau & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 3 maps, 18 city plans
9th ed.
A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbucher, 1832-1990, no. E204.
Includes advertising dated 1894 and priced in marks.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

42507 London (England) - Maps - 1894<<<<<London Region (England) - Maps - 1894
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Dulau & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 3 maps, 20 city plans
9th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1894 and priced in marks.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)
10th ed.  
Includes advertising priced in dollars.  
Condition: Good.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.  
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

42511 London (England) - Maps - 1897  
Bacon's pocket atlas of London / by G.W. Bacon.  
Authors: Bacon, G. W. (George Washington), 1830-1921 -- G.W. Bacon & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 atlas ([4], 20 p., 20 [i.e 22] folded leaves of plates) : 22 col. maps ; 18 cm.  
Cover title: Up to date pocket atlas & guide to London  
Sectional maps at scale [ca. 1:20,250].  
Map inside back cover.  
Includes indexes.  
Publisher's advertisements on endpapers and back cover.  
Publisher's color illustrated blue cloth binding.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.  
Baskes G1819.L7 B35 1897 (NLO)

42512 London (England) - Maps - 1898<<>>London Region (England) - Maps - 1898  
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Dulau & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 v. : 3 maps, 20 city plans  
11th ed.  
Includes advertising dated 1898 and priced in marks.  
Condition: Good.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.  
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

42513 London (England) - Maps - 1899  
1 atlas (16, 16; [12] p., 16 folded leaves of plates) : 17 maps (chiefly col., chiefly folded) ; 16 cm.  
Cover title: Pocket atlas & guide to London  
Maps by John Bartholomew & Co.  
Includes indexes.  
Advertisements on lining papers and [12] p. at end.  
Scales differ.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.  
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Series: Cook's handbooks.
Publisher's illustrated binding.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G153 .C66 London (1900) (NLO)

Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 25 maps, 27 city plans 12th ed.
DA 679 B2 1900 (NLO)

Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 4 maps, 21 city plans 12th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1901 and priced in marks.
Condition: Fair.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (Pr.Ct)

Authors: Kelly's Directories Ltd. -- Post office London directory (1901)
1 map : col. ; 69 x 104 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:15,840]. 4 in. to 1 mile.
Relief shown by spot heights.
G 455 .703 (NLO)

Authors: George Philip & Son -- London Geographical Institute -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (viii, 86 p.) : ill., 25 maps (chiefly col.) ; 18 cm.
Coronation year ed.
Sectional maps at scale [1:31,680].
Includes index.
Former owner's signature: M. He. King.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1819.L7 G46 1901 (NLO)

Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 3 maps, 27 city plans 14th ed.
Without 'Anhang.'
Includes advertising dated 1901 and priced in marks.
Condition: Worn.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (Pr.Ct)

Authors: Francis, Claude de la Roche -- Henry T. Coates & Co. -- Gilbo & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
2 v. : ill., 1 folded col. map, plates ; 21 cm.
Illustrated.
Each plate accompanied by guard sheet with descriptive letterpress.
Photogravures by Gilbo & Co.
Includes index.
Gilt cloth binding and dust jacket.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 01025592
Baskes DA677 .F81 1902 (NLO)

42524 London (England) - Maps - 1902 Philips' handy volume atlas of London : a series of fifty-five sectional maps and plans (on a scale of three inches to the mile) of the county of London : with fifteen special maps and plans, a directory of public buildings, &c., and a complete index. London ; Liverpool : George Philip & Son ; London Geographical Institute ; Philip, Son, & Nephew, [ca. 1905].
Authors: George Philip & Son -- London Geographical Institute -- Philip, Son & Nephew -- Niggl, Alfred -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (viii, 38, 97 p., [1], 65 folded leaves of plates) : 68 col. folded maps, plans ; 18 cm.
5th ed., rev. & enl.
Cover title: Philips' handy-volume atlas of the county of London.
Scale [1:21,120].
Includes index.
Stamp: Dipl.-Ing. Alfred Niggl.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1819.L7 G46 1905 (NLO)

42525 London (England) - Maps - 1902<<>>London Region (England) - Maps - 1902 Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 4 maps, 24 city plans
13th ed.
Includes advertising priced in dollars.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

London (Eng.) - Maps - 1902

42526 London (England) - Maps - 1902
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 4 maps, 24 city plans
13th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1904 and priced in dollars.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

42527 London (England) - Maps - 1903
Enl. ed.
Maps by John Bartholomew & Co.
Includes indexes.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 2935
Baskes G1819.L7 B374 1903 (NLO)

42528 London (England) - Maps - 1903-1904
3rd ed. rev.
Cover title: Darlington’s London and environs Maps by John Bartholomew & Co.
Includes indexes.
Series: Darlington’s handbooks.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153.D38 London (1903) (NLO)

42529 London (England) - Maps - 1903 - Ecclesiastical geography

42530 London (England) - Maps - 1903 - Guidebooks

42531 London (England) - Maps - 1903 - Local transit

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
42532 London (England) - Maps - 1904
Authors: Bacon, G. W. (George Washington), 1830-1921 -- G.W. Bacon & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (42 pages, 76 unnumbered pages of plates) : illustrations, 31 color maps ; 19 cm
Scale approximately 1:21,000.
Includes index.
Translation of: Bacon’s pocket atlas of London.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes DA679 .A12 1905 (NLO)

42533 London (England) - Maps - 1904
Authors: Conty, Henry-A. de (Henry-Alexis), 1828-1896 -- Guides pratiques Conty -- Lepage, O. -- Belleville, M. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
8e éd.
Issued with 8 maps, but this copy incomplete; lacking folded map in pocket.
Advertising sequences dated: Exercice 1902-1903.
Maps by O. Lepage; some maps signed: M. Belleville, Paris XIVe.
Includes index.
Advertisements p. [1]-20, second sequence, p. [1]-72, third sequence, and on lining papers.
Series: Guides pratiques Conty.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes DA679 .L67 1904 (NLO)

42534 London (England) - Maps - 1905
Authors: Grube, H. -- Charles Baker & Co.
Complete ed., 1905.
Cover title.
Maps copyright Chas. Baker & Co., and John Bartholomew & Co.
Folded maps pasted to inside front and back covers.
Advertisements: p. [1]-14 and 32 p. at end.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes DA679 .A12 1905 (NLO)

42535 London (England) - Maps - 1905
Authors: John Bartholomew & Co. -- Geo. Falkner & Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Falkner (Geo.) & Sons SEE Geo. Falkner & Sons
Maps by John Bartholomew & Co.
"Over 100 illustrations 2 coloured & 16 sectional maps & 25 theatre seat plans"--Cover.
Issued with 18 maps, but this copy incomplete; lacking 2 maps.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes DA679 .H36 1905 (NLO)

42536 London (England) - Maps - 1905
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm)
1 v. : 28 plates 14th ed.
G 455.061 (NLO)

42537 London (England) - Maps - 1905
London and its environs. Leipzig ; London ; New York : K. Baedeker ; Dulau ; Scribner's, 1905.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Dulau & Co. -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 4 maps, 24 city plans 14th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1905 and priced in marks.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

42538 London (England) - Maps - 1905
London and its environs. Leipzig ; London ; New York : K. Baedeker ; Dulau ; Scribner's, 1905.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Dulau & Co. -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 4 maps, 24 city plans 14th ed.
1832-1900, no. E209.
Includes advertising dated 1905 and priced in marks.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

London and its environs. Leipzig ; London ; New York : K. Baedeker ; Dulau ; Scribner's, 1905.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Dulau & Co. -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 4 maps, 24 city plans
14th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1905 and priced in marks.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

London and its environs. Leipzig ; London ; New York : K. Baedeker ; Dulau ; Scribner's, 1905.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Dulau & Co. -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 4 maps, 24 city plans
14th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1905 and priced in marks.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Authors: Edward Stanford Ltd. -- Stanford, Edward, 1827-1904 -- Eppleur, Charles -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col., disected and mounted on linen ; 63 x 99 cm, folded in cover 18 x 11 cm.
Cover title: Stanford's map of central London on the scale of four inches to one mile "Jan. 1st, 1906."
Scale [1:15,840]
Coordinates: (W 0°15'53"--W 0°02'55"/N 51°32'53"--N 51°27'37")
Shows London from Kentish Town to Clapham Common and from Rotherhithe to Acton.
"Price three shillings and sixpence"--Cover.
Book label: Chas. Eppleur, Jr., New York City.

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G5754.L7 1906 .E39 (NLO)

Authors: Ward, Lock and Company, ltd. -- Ward Lock & Co.'s illustrated guide books -- John Bartholomew & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
27th ed.
Cover title: London, 1906
Maps by John Bartholomew & Co.
Imperfect; issued with 11 (?) maps, but this copy lacking frontispiece map; plate to face p. 51 torn, missing large portion of map
"With map of London and twelwe miles round, two large section plans of central London, showing every street of importance, and eighteen includes index.
"Ward, Lock & Co.'s guidebook advertiser": xvi p., third sequence.
"Ward, Lock & Co.'s railway & steamer directory": 32 p., fourth sequence.
"Ward, Lock & Co.'s hotel, hydropathic establishment, and boarding house directory": 48 p. at end.
Series statement from cover.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .W3 London (1906) (NLO)

42546 London (England) - Maps - 1907
1 atlas (30 p., 18 folded leaves of plates) : 19 maps (chiefly col., chiefly folded) ; 16 cm.
1 atm.
ed.
Cover title: Walker's pocket atlas & guide to London
Maps by John Bartholomew & Co.
Includes indexes.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1819.L7 B374 1907 (NLO)

42547 London (England) - Maps - 1907 London Region (England) - Maps - 1907
Londres et ses environs. Leipzig ; Paris : K. Baedeker ; Paul Ollendorff, 1907.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Ollendorff, Paul -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 4 maps, 38 city plans
11th ed.
A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher, 1832-1990, no. F204.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

42548 London (England) - Maps - 1907 Isle of Wight (England) - Maps - 1907
Authors: Woerl, Leo, 1843-1918 -- Woerl's Reisebüchverlag -- Woerl's Reisehandbücher -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Includes index.
Series: Woerl's Reisehandbücher
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .W64 London (1907) (NLO)

42549 London (England) - Maps - 1907 - Road maps
Bartholomew's plan of London / John Bartholomew & Co. [Edinburgh] : John Bartholomew & Co., [1907 or later?].
Authors: John Bartholomew & Co. -- Bartholomew, J. G. (John George), 1860-1920 -- Edinburgh Geographical Institute -- W.H. Smith & Son -- Geographical Institute (Edinburgh, Scotland) SEE Edinburgh Geographical Institute 1 map : col., mounted on cloth ; 56 x 801 cm., folded in covers to 20 x 10 cm.
Index imperfect; lacking all but 2 pages of advertising for John Bartholomew & Co. and the Geographical Institute of Edinburgh.
Date estimated from OCLC 220401262, where this or a variant edition of the map was issued with accompanying booklet: Visitors' guide to London.
Scale [ca. 1:19 500]. "Scale of one mile" [= 82 mm.]
Street map showing railways, omnibus and tramway routes.
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).
London (England) - Maps - 1908
London Region (England) - Maps - 1908
Cover title: Bartholomew's handy reference atlas of London & suburbs
"From latest surveys, showing street names as altered by L.C.C. with complete indexd to streets, public buildings, etc."
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Former owner's signature: E. Hammerton.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Cf. Phillips 8163
Baskes G1819.L7 B37 1908 (NLO)

London (England) - Maps - 1910
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 4 maps, 30 city plans
16th ed.
Without 'Anhang.'
Includes advertising dated 1909 and priced in marks.
Condition: Worn.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)
Baskes folio DA675 .B47 1910 (NLO)
London (England) - Maps - 1910


Authors: Ward, Lock and Company, ltd. -- Ward Lock & Co.'s illustrated guide books -- Ward Lock guides -- John Bartholomew & Co. -- Butler & Tanner Ltd. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

x.l, 280, 88 p., [7], 64 p. of plates ; ill., 27 maps and plans (some col., some folded) ; 17 cm.


Cover title: London 1910

Other title: Half title: Guide to London

Maps by John Bartholomew & Co.

Printed by Butler & Tanner.

Includes index.


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Digital version of another copy available online via HathiTrust Digital library (accessed July 2012):

http://catalog.hathitrust.org/api/volumes/oclc/4567807.html

Baskes G153 .W3 London (1910) (NLO)

London (England) - Maps - 1912


Authors: Ward, Lock and Company, ltd. -- Ward Lock guides -- Ward Lock & Co.'s illustrated guide books -- John Bartholomew & Co. -- Butler & Tanner Ltd. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

x.l, 280, 96 p., [7], 64 p. of plates ; ill., 27 maps and plans, (some col., some folded) ; 18 cm.

36th ed. rev.

Cover title: London 1912

Half title: Guide to London

Maps by John Bartholomew & Co.

Printed by Butler & Tanner.

Includes index.

Series: Ward, Lock & Co.'s illustrated guide.
books -- Ward Lock guides.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.


Publications, no. 166
1 atlas (169 p.) : maps ; 35 cm.
Publications, no. 166
Scales differ.
ISBN 0902087533 ; 9780902087538

Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 4 maps, 34 city plans
17th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1912 and priced in marks.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)**

Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Ollendorff, Paul -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 5 maps, 43 city plans
12th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1914 and priced in marks.
Condition: Fair.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)**

**42564 London (England) - Maps - 1914**

1 atlas (24, [8] p., 18 folded leaves of plates) : 22 maps (chiefly col., chiefly folded), plans ; 17 cm.
Enl. ed.
Cover title: Walker's pocket atlas & guide to London
Maps by John Bartholomew & Co.
Includes indexes.
Publisher's advertisements on lining papers.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes G1819.L7 B35 1914 (NLO)**

Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag -- Mügge, A.M. -- Goldschmidt, Albert -- Kraetz, Leopold -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Issued with 7 (?) maps, but this copy incomplete; lacking map at end.
"Mit 7 Karten und 4 Grundrissen."
Maps lithographed by Leopold Kraetz.
Includes index.
Series: Grieben-Reiseführer ; Bd. 9.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 9 (1914) (NLO)**

The Wonderground map of London Town.
Authors: Gill, MacDonald, 1884-1947 -- Meynell, Gerard Tuke, 1877 -- London
1 map : col. ; 65 x 84 cm.
Gift '85
507
map6F G5754.L7A6 1914 .G5 (PrCt)

42568 London (England) - Maps - 1915
Authors: C. Smith & Son -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Smith (C.) & Son
SEE C. Smith & Son
1 map : col., mounted on linen ; 59 x 87 cm, folded in cover 18 x 12 cm + 1 index (73 p. ; 17 cm)
Cover title: C. Smith & Son’s tape indicator map of London
Other title: Indicator tape map of London
Scale [ca. 1:18,103]. 3 1/2 inches to one mile
Coordinates: (W 0°15'04"--W 0°01'11"/N 51°32'55"--N 51°27'22"").
Shows names of streets, roads, railways, docks, and points of interest.
Issued with radial index tape measure.
Accompanied by index: List of streets for the Indicator tape map of London.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G5754.L7 1915 .C17 (NLO)

42569 London (England) - Maps - 1915
London Region (England) - Maps - 1915
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- T. Fisher Unwin (Firm) -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 11 maps, 31 city plans
17th ed.
In 2 colors.
Includes advertising dated 1919 and priced in marks.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

42570 London (England) - Maps - 1915 - Road maps
Authors: Gross, Alexander, 1879-1958 -- Geographia Ltd. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 atlas (144 p.) : 49 maps (chiefly col.) ; 18 cm.
Sectional maps at scale [ca. 1:15,500].
Map inside front cover.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1819.L7 G76 1915 (NLO)

42571 London (England) - Maps - 1916
Authors: Bacon, G. W. (George Washington), 1830-1921 -- G.W. Bacon & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (2 unnumbered pages, 42 pages, unnumbered 76 pages of plates) : illustrations, 31 color maps ; 18 cm
Cover title: Bacon’s up to date atlas and guide to London
Spine title: Bacon’s atlas of London
Scale approximately 1:21,000.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 5211
Baskes G1819.L7 B35 1916 (NLO)

42572 London (England) - Maps - 1917
1 atlas ([12] p., folded leaves of plates) : 15 maps (chiefly col., chiefly folded), plans ; 17 cm.
Enl. ed.
Cover title: Walker’s pocket atlas & guide to London
Maps by John Bartholomew & Co.
Issued with 20 maps?; this copy incomplete, includes only 15 maps?; lacking 5 maps?
Lacking plates 14-17.
Includes indexes.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1819.L7 B37 1917 (NLO)

42573 London (England) - Maps - 1917

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
London (England) - Maps - 1917

London Region (England) - Maps - 1917


Authors: George Philip & Son -- London Geographical Institute

1 atlas (xii, 80 p., [48] p. of plates : ill., 26 maps (chiefly col.) ; 18 cm.

8th rev. ed.

Maps by John Bartholomew & Co.

Printed by Butler & Tanner.

Includes index.


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G153 .W3 London (1917) (NLO)

42574

London Region (England) - Maps - 1917


Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (xii, 68, [4] p., 64 p. of plates : 36 maps (chiefly col.), plans ; 23 cm.

3rd ed.

Cover title: Bartholomew’s handy reference atlas of London & suburbs


Maps by John Bartholomew & Co.

“From latest surveys, showing street names as altered by L.C.C. with complete index to streets, public buildings, etc.”


Includes index.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Phillips 8163

Baskes G1819.L7 B37 1917 (NLO)

42575

London (England) - Maps - 1918


Authors: George Philip & Son -- London Geographical Institute -- Philip, Son & Nephew -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (xii, 80 p., [48] p. of plates : ill., 26 maps (chiefly col.) ; 18 cm.

9th ed.

Sectional maps at scale [1:31,680].

Includes index and addenda.

Publisher’s color illustrated limp cloth binding.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Phillips 8164

Baskes G1819.L7 G46 1918 (NLO)

42577

London (England) - Maps - 1919-1920


xxxii, 280, 65 p., 64 p. of plates : ill., 2 maps, 17 plans ; 17 cm.

41st ed., rev.

Incomplete; issued with 8 maps; this copy missing 6 maps.

Publication date from binder’s instructions.

Cover title: London 'Over one hundred illustrations'

Printed by Butler & Tanner, the Selwood Printing Works.

Series title from cover.

Includes index, advertisements and business directories.


Inscription: from Father’s estate 9/7/29.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G153 .W3 London (1919) (NLO)

42578
42579 London (England) - Maps - 1920
Bartholomew's plan of London. Edinburgh : John Bartholomew & Son, [approximately 1920].
Authors: John Bartholomew and Son -- John Bartholomew & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : color, mounted on linen ; 57 x 81 cm, folded in cover 21 x 11 cm + 1 index (44 pages ; 19 cm)
Published approximately 1920 based on advertisement at end of accompanying text: Just published. Bartholomew's map of Europe showing boundaries of states according to treaties ...
Cover title: Bartholomew's plan of London, coloured : with index to streets "Copyright John Bartholomew & Co."
Place of publication and publisher from cover.
Accompanied by guidebook and index: Visitors' guide to London ; Index to streets and railway stations on the Plan of London.
Scale approximately 1:19,800
Coordinates: (W 0°13'40"--E 0°00'02"/N 51°33'36"--N 51°27'42")
Shows postal districts, railways, and omnibus and tramway routes.
"B18"--Upper left margin.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G5754.L7 1920 .J64 (NLO)

vi, 152, 76 p. : ill., 6 maps (some folded), plans ; 18 cm.
19th ed.
Cover title: London
Printed by R.R. Clark.
Maps on lining papers.
Includes index.
Publisher's cloth binding with color illustration.
Series: Black's guide books.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .B58 London (1920) (NLO)

Authors: Edward Stanford Ltd. -- Gomme, Laurence -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (6, 159 p., 84 [i.e. 87] p. of plates) : 47 col. maps ; 26 cm.
2nd ed.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 8166
Baskes G1819.L7 S73 1920 (NLO)

lxvi, 501, 72 p., [39] leaves of plates (16 fold.) : 30 maps and plans (some folded, some col.) ; 18 cm.
5th rev. impression.
Cover title: Muirhead's London and its environs '30 maps and plans.'
The appendix, 72 p. at end, has cover title: Appendix : cabs, omnibuses, tramways & underground railways, and plans of London with street index.
Includes bibliographical references (p. lxv-lxvi) and indexes.
Series: The blue guides -- Blue guide.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .B58 London (1920) (NLO)

cxvii, [1], 435, 92 p., [92] leaves of plates : 47 maps (some col., some folded), plans ; 16 cm.
"32 plans et cartes."
*Patronages officiels: Touring club de France,
Office national de tourisme, Club alpin français.
Maps by Edward Stanford Ltd.; plans by Emery Walker Ltd.
City maps based on the Ordnance Survey.
Printed by Imprimerie Paul Brodard.
Some plates printed by Dufnéry.
Includes index.
Series: Les guides bleus -- Guides bleus.
Imperfect: Lacking appendix (92 p. at end)
Inscribed: Tom - with best wishes from Gordon.
Paris, 18th August, 1928.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1819.L7 B35 1922 (NLO)

42584 London (England) - Maps - 1921
Authors: John Bartholomew & Co. -- Ward, Lock and Company, ltd. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 27 maps
42nd ed.
Includes maps by Bartholomew.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

42585 London (England) - Maps - 1922
Bacon’s pocket atlas of London. London : G.W. Bacon & Co., [1922?].
Authors: Bacon, G. W. (George Washington), 1830-1921 -- G.W. Bacon & Co. -- Bacon’s Geographical Establishment -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([2], 82 p., [74] p. of plates) : 37 col. maps ; 19 cm.
New and enl. ed.
Edition statement from cover.
Cover title: Bacon’s up to date atlas and guide to London
Spine title: Bacon’s atlas of London
Maps by Bacon’s Geographical Establishment.
Scale [ca. 1:21,000]
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1819.L7 B35 1922 (NLO)

42586 London (England) - Maps - 1922
Authors: Cassell & Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Lacking plate to face p. xvi
"Illustrated."
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes DA679 .C37 1922 (NLO)

42587 London (England) - Maps - 1922
Philips’ handy volume atlas of London : a series of fifty-five sectional maps (on a scale of three inches to the mile) of the county of London : with special maps and plans, and a complete index.
London ; Liverpool : George Philip & Son ; London Geographical Institute ; Philip, Son & Nephew, [ca. 1920].
Authors: George Philip & Son -- London Geographical Institute -- Philip, Son & Nephew -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (xi, 123 p., [1], 63 folded leaves of plates) : 67 col. maps (chiefly folded), plans ; 18 cm.
8th and rev. ed.
Cover title: Philips’ handy-volume atlas of the county of London
Sectional maps have scale [1:190,080]; scales differ for all other maps.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 8170
Baskes G1819.L7 G46 1920 (NLO)

42588 London (England) - Maps - 1922<<>>London Region(England) - Maps - 1922
Authors: George Philip & Son -- London Geographical Institute -- J. & E. Bumpus -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
11th rev. ed.
Maps by G. Philip & Son and London Geographical Institute.
Sectional maps at scale [1:31,680].
Includes index.
Publisher’s color illustrated limp cloth binding.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1819.L7 G46 1922 (NLO)

42589 London (England) - Maps - 1922<<>>London Region(England) - Maps - 1922
Authors: George Philip & Son -- London Geographical Institute -- Philip, Son & Nephew -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (xii, 80, [5] p. of plates) : 67 col. maps (chiefly folded), plans ; 18 cm.
12th rev. ed.
Sectional maps at scale [1:31,680].
Includes index.
Publisher’s color illustrated limp cloth binding.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1819.L7 G46 1923 (NLO)

42590 London (England) - Maps - 1922<<>>London
21 maps (chiefly col., chiefly folded), plans ; 17 cm.
Publisher’s advertisements on lining papers and [6] p. at end.
Includes indexes.
Scales differ.
Former owner’s signature: R.G. Howard.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes G1819.L7 B374 1924 (NLO)**


Authors: Ward, Lock and Company, ltd. -- John Bartholomew and Son -- Butler & Tanner Ltd. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 27 maps
45th ed.
Cf. OCLC 15514767.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)


Authors: Ward, Lock and Company, ltd. -- Ward Lock & Co’s illustrated guide books -- Ward Lock guides -- John Bartholomew and Son -- Butler & Tanner Ltd. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
xxii, 272, 80 p., [5], 64 p. of plates : ill., 11 maps (some col., some folded), plans ; 18 cm.
42nd. ed. rev.
Cover title: London
Printed by Butler & Tanner.
Includes index.
Advertsiments: 80 p. at end.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes G153 .W3 London (1924) (NLO)**

Authors: London Underground Limited -- Geographia Ltd. -- Waterlow and Sons -- Odhams Press -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
158 p. : ill., 11 maps (1 col.), plans ; 22 cm.
2nd ed., rev.
"Illustrated with nineteen maps, five photographs, and a series of street drawings."
Folded maps in pocket.
Includes index.
Series: The Underground guides ; no. 3 -- Underground guides ; no. 3.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes DA679 .L64 1924 (NLO)**

Authors: Bacon, G. W. (George Washington), 1830-1921 -- Bacon’s Geographical Establishment -- G.W. Bacon & Co. -- Gostuyck, G. Harold G. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (2 unnumbered pages, 82 pages, 74 unnumbered pages of plates) : 37 color maps ; 19 cm
New and enlarged edition.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Edition statement from cover.
Cover title: Bacon's up to date atlas and guide to London
Other title: Bacon's atlas of London
Maps by Bacon's Geographical Establishment.
Scale approximately 1:21,000.
Includes index.
Former owner's inscriptions: G. Harold G. Gostuyck, October 1925; G.H.G.G.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1819.L7 B35 1925 (NLO)

42602 London (England) - Maps - 1925
Bartholomew's handy reference atlas of London : showing postal districts, public buildings, etc., with complete index to street names including latest alterations made by L.C.C. Edinburgh : John Bartholomew & Son, 1925.
Authors: John Bartholomew and Son -- L. C. C. -- C., L. L. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (xii, 74 p., 80 p. of plates) : 45 maps (chiefly col.), plans ; 23 cm.
5th ed., rev. and enl.
Cover title: Bartholomew's handy reference atlas of London & suburbs
Includes index.
Advertisements on lining papers.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: map55001025
Baskes G1819.L7 B37 1925 (NLO)

42603 London (England) - Maps - 1925 - Road maps
Road atlas and route guide. No. 1, 100 miles round London : together with large separate folding map. London : "Geographia" Ltd., [1925?].
Authors: Geographia Ltd. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (40 p.) : 11 maps ; 16 cm.
Entirely new ed.
Cover title.
Also published under title: Route guide and atlas of 100 miles round London.
Folded map inside back cover.
Series: "Geographia" road atlases and route guides ; no. 1 -- Geographia road atlases and route guides ; no. 1.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1819.L7P2 G46 1925 (NLO)

42604 London (England) - Maps - 1926
Authors: Little guides -- Morton, H. V. (Henry Vollam), 1892-1979 -- Methuen & Co. -- Jarrold and Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Printed by Jarrold & Sons.
"This book, first published in 1926, replaces a previous work of the same title by the late George Clinch, published in May, 1912"--T.p. verso.
Map inside front cover.
Includes index.
Series: Little guides.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Full text (but not maps) of another copy available online via HathiTrust Digital Library (accessed March 2011):
http://catalog.hathitrust.org/api/volumes/oclc/8063931.html
Baskes G153 .L58 London (1926) (NLO)

42605 London (England) - Maps - 1926
Authors: Thomas Cook Ltd. -- Cook's traveller's handbooks -- Cook's handbooks -- Geographia Ltd. -- Simpkin, Marshall, Hamilton, Kent & Co. Ltd. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
272 p., 9 leaves of plates (1 folded) : ill., 4 maps (1 col., 1 folded), plans ; 19 cm.
Maps by Geographia Ltd.
Includes index.
Series: Cook's traveller's handbooks -- Cook's handbooks.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Another copy available online via HathiTrust Digital Library (accessed June 2011):
http://catalog.hathitrust.org/api/volumes/oclc/8064310.html
Baskes G153 .C66 London (1926) (NLO)

42606 London (England) - Maps - 1926
Authors: Ward, Lock and Company, ltd. -- Ward Lock & Co's illustrated guide books -- Ward Lock guides -- Butler & Tanner Ltd. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
xvi, 8, 272, 80 p., 64, [4] p. of plates (some folded) : ill., 27 maps and plans (some col., some folded), plans ; 18 cm.
Maps by John Bartholomew and Son.
London (England) - Maps - 1927>Road maps
Bacon's map of central London. [London]: G.W. Bacon & Co., [1927?].
Authors: G.W. Bacon & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: color, mounted on linen; 72 x 96 cm, folded in cover 20 x 12 cm + 1 guidebook (24 pages, 1 unnumbered folded leaf of plates: map; 19 cm)
Cover title: Bacon's up-to-date map of London.
Central sheet
Scale 1:15,840
Coordinates: (W 0°14'12"-W 0°00'58"/N 51°33'40"-N 51°27'32").
"Showing electric railways, tubes, bus and tramway routes, with stranger's guide and street index"--Cover.
Shows tourist attractions.
"K-2945"--Bottom left margin.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G5754.L7 1927 .G17 (NLO)

Map of the General Omnibus routes. No. 4, 1928
Authors: Taylor, Alfred E., active 1920-1940 -- London General Omnibus Company, ltd. -- Waterlow and Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: color; 42 x 53 cm, folded to 15 x 8 cm Panel title.
Scale approximately 1:78,900
Coordinates: (W 0°26'53"-E 0°12'01"/N 51°39'34"-N 51°20'11").
"Issued free"--Panel.
Bus routes color-coded to reflect "everyday routes" and those active only on certain days. Route directory on verso indexed to route numbers on map.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G5754.L7P22 1928 .T3 (NLO)

Bacon's up to date atlas and guide to transit <> Local transit - London (England) - Maps - 1928
London 1928: what to see & where to stay for what you can pay. [London: Residential Hotels and Caterers Association, 1928].
Authors: G.W. Bacon & Co. -- Residential Hotels and Caterers Association (London, England) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
108 p.: ill., 3 maps; 19 cm.
Cover title.
"The official guide of the Residential Hotels and Caterers Association."
Map by G.W. Bacon & Co.
Color maps of railways and bus routes of London tipped in.
Folded map pasted to inside back cover.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes DA679 .L63 1928 (NLO)

Authors: George Philip & Son -- London Geographical Institute -- Librairie internationale -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
14th rev. ed.
Maps by G. Philip & Son and the London Geographical Institute.
Sectional maps at scale [1:31,680]. Includes index.
Publisher's color illustrated limp cloth binding.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1819.L7 G46 1928 (NLO)

London (England) - Maps - 1929
Authors: Bartholomew, John -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.: 24 maps; 168 x 118 mm. catalogue
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

London (England) - Maps - 1929
"Enlarged (1929) edition"--Cover.
Cover title: Bacon's up to date atlas and guide to
books -- Ward Lock guides.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
**Baskes G153 .W3 London (1930) (NLO)**

**42623**

**London (England) - Maps - 1930<><>London Region(England) - Maps - 1930**

"Geographia" Greater London atlas: including outer suburbs and all the London postal area ... : complete index to streets with postal addresses.
London : Geographia Ltd., [ca. 1930].
Authors: Geographia Ltd. -- Great Britain.
Ordnance Survey -- Great Britain. Her Majesty's Stationery Office -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (96 p., 128 p. of plates) : 68 maps (chiefly col.) ; 22 cm.
4th new and rev. ed.
Edition statement from cover.
"The maps in this atlas are based upon the Ordnance Survey map with the sanction of the controller of H.M. Stationery Office."
Scale of sectional maps [ca. 1:10560].
Maps on lining papers.
Includes index.
Publisher's red cloth binding.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
**Baskes G1819.L7 G45 1930 (NLO)**

**42624**

**London (England) - Maps - 1930<><>London Region(England) - Maps - 1930**

Philips' A.B.C. pocket atlas-guide to London : with postal areas. [London] ; Liverpool : George Philip & Son ; London Geographical Institute ; Philip, Son & Nephew, [1930?].
Authors: George Philip & Son -- London Geographical Institute -- Philip, Son & Nephew -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (xii, 84 p., [48] p. of plates) : ill., 26 maps (chiefly col.) ; 18 cm.
15th rev. ed.
Sectional maps at scale [1:31,680].
Lacking portions of plates viii and ix.
Includes index and addenda.
Publisher's color illustrated limp cloth binding.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
**Baskes G1819.L7 G46 1930 (NLO)**

**42625**

**London (England) - Maps - 1930<><>London Region (England) - Maps - 1930**

Philips' handy-volume atlas of London : a series of sixty-four sectional maps (on the scale of three inches to the mile) of the county of London : with special maps and plans, and a complete index.
London ; Liverpool : George Philip & Son ; Philip, Son & Nephew, [ca. 1930].
Authors: George Philip & Son -- Philip, Son & Nephew -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (xvii, 132 p., 72 leaves of plates) : 77 col. maps (chiefly folded) ; 18 cm.
9th and enl. ed.
Sectional maps have scale [1:190,080]; scales differ for all other maps.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copy: G 10455 .68
**Baskes G1819.L7 G46 1930 (NLO)**

**42626**

**London (England) - Maps - 1930<><>London Region (England) - Maps - 1930**

Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm)
1 v. : 48 plates
19th ed.
G 455.0616 (NLO)

**42627**

**London (England) - Maps - 1930<><>London Region (England) - Maps - 1930**

Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- George Allen & Unwin -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 48 plates
19th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1930 and priced in shillings.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)**

**42628**

**London (England) - Maps - 1930<><>London Region (England) - Maps - 1930**

Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Piehler, Hermann Augustine, 1888- -- George Allen & Unwin -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 48 plates
19th ed.
Edited by H.A. Piehler.
Lacking plan.
Includes advertising dated 1931 and priced in shillings.
Condition: Poor.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)**

**42629**

**London (England) - Maps - 1931**

A Pictorial and descriptive guide to London : with large section plans of central London, map of

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Ward, Lock and Co., ltd. -- Ward Lock & Co.'s illustrated guide books -- Ward Lock guides -- John Bartholomew and Son -- Butler & Tanner Ltd. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
4th ed., revised.
Spine title: London 1934
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G1819.L7 G46 1934 (NLO)

42650

London (England) - Maps - 1934
"Geographia" authentic atlas and guide to London and suburbs. London : "Geographia" Ltd., [1934?].
Authors: Geographia Ltd. -- Thurston, Geo. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (96, 112 p.) : 60 maps (chiefly col.) ; 18 cm.
Cover title: Authentic atlas and guide to London and suburbs
Sectional maps at scale [ca. 1:20,500] or [ca. 1:24,500].
Includes indexes.
Former owner's inscription: Geo. Thurston, Derby, 1934.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G1819.L7 G449 1934 (NLO)

42635

London (England) - Maps - 1935
Authors: G.W. Bacon & Co. -- Bacon's Geographical Establishment
1 atlas (31, 45 p., [63] p. of plates) ; 38 col. maps ; 21 cm.
16th and enl. ed.
Maps by the London Geographical Institute.
Sectional maps at scale [1:25,344] or [1:31,680].
Includes index.
Publisher's illustrated paper binding.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1819.L7 G46 1934 (NLO)
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (114 p., [96] p. of plates) : 48 col. maps ; 19 cm.
Cover title: Bacon’s up to date atlas and guide to London
Maps by Bacon’s Geographical Establishment.
Sectional maps at scale [ca. 1:15,750] or [ca. 1:21,000].
Includes index.
Previous editions authored by G.W. Bacon.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1819.L7 B35 1935 (NLO)

42636

London (England) - Maps - 1935
Authors: Ward, Lock and Company, ltd. -- John Bowles and Son -- Butler & Tanner Ltd. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 27 maps
51st ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

42637

London (England) - Maps - 1935
Authors: Ward, Lock & Co’s illustrated guide books -- Ward Lock guides -- John Bowles and Son -- Butler & Tanner Ltd. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
xvi, 288, 47 p., [4], 64 p. of plates : ill., 9 maps (some col., some folded), plans ; 18 cm.
51st ed., rev.
Spine title: London 1935
Other title: Half title: Guide to London
Maps by John Bartholomew and Son.
Printed by Butler & Tanner.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newbury Library.
LC Card Number: 48039398

42638

Authors: Homeland Association Ltd. -- Geographia Ltd. -- Orr, Howard, active 1945 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 46 x 71 cm, folded in cover 19 x 13 cm.
Shows some cinemas that opened in the late 1930s and others that were closed or destroyed in 1940 during World War II.
Scale [ca. 1:21,750]
Coordinates: (W 0°14'21"--W 0°03'49"/N 51°32'23"--N 51°28'03")
Relief shown pictorially.
Includes index on inside front cover and on back cover.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G5754.L7A5 1935 .H66 (NLO)

42639

Authors: London Passenger Transport Board -- Baynard Press
1 map : col. ; 45 x 60 cm. fold. to 16 x 8 cm.
Panel title.
‘Published by London Passenger Transport Board, May, 1935.’
Schedules on verso.
Printed by The Baynard Press.
map4F G5754 .L7P1 1935 .L6 (PrCt)

42640

"Geographia” Greater London atlas : including outer suburbs and all the London postal area ... : complete index to streets with postal addresses.
London : Geographia Ltd., [ca. 1935].
Authors: Geographia Ltd. -- Great Britain.
Ordnance Survey -- Great Britain. Her Majesty's Stationery Office -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (134 p., 128 p. of plates) : 68 maps (chiefly col.) ; 22 cm.
5th new and rev. ed.
"The maps in this atlas are based upon the Ordnance Survey map with the sanction of the controller of H.M. Stationery Office."
Scale of sectional maps [ca. 1:10560].
Maps on lining papers.
London (England) - Maps - 1935
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1819.L7 G45 1935 (NLO)

London (England) - Maps - 1936
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1819.L7 G449 1937 (NLO)

London (England) - Maps - 1937
Authors: Geographia Ltd. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (80, 93 p.) : 45 maps (1 col.) ; 19 cm.
Cover title: A1 guide and atlas to London and suburbs : with index of over 13,500 streets, including a coloured map "Including L.C.C. alterations to street names"--Cover.
Scale [ca. 1:20,500].
Folded map pasted to inside back cover. Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1819.L7 G449 1937 (NLO)

London (England) - Maps - 1938
xvi, 288, 48 p., [8], 64 p. of plates : ill., 27 maps and plans (some col., some folded) ; 17 cm.
Cover title: London
Spine title: London 1938
Printed by Butler & Tanner.
Advertisements, xvi p. at beginning and 48 p. at end.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .W3 London (1938) (NLO)
London (England) - Maps - 1939

Authors: John Bartholomew and Son -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (xlii, 37, xii p.) : 20 maps (chiefly col.), plans ; 19 cm.
Previously published as: The Pocket atlas and guide to London / by J.G. Bartholomew.
Includes indexes.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

London (England) - Maps - 1939

"Geographia" authentic atlas and guide to London and outer suburbs. London :
"Geographia" Ltd., [1939?].
Authors: Geographia Ltd. -- Great Britain.
Ordnance Survey -- Her Majesty's Stationery Office -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (254 p.) : 70 maps (chiefly col.) ; 19 cm.
"The maps in this atlas are based upon the Ordnance Survey map with the sanction of the Controller of H.M. Stationery Office."
"Greatly enlarged & revised edition including L.C.C. altered street names"--Cover.
Scale [ca. 1:25,000].
Scale [ca. 1:20,000].
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

London (England) - Maps - 1940

"Geographia" Greater London atlas : including outer suburbs and all the London postal area ... : complete index to streets with postal addresses ... London : Geographia Ltd., [ca. 1940].
Authors: Geographia Ltd. -- Great Britain.
Ordnance Survey -- Her Majesty's Stationery Office -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (132 p., 128 p. of plates) : 68 maps (chiefly col.) ; 22 cm.
7th ed.
Edition statement from cover.
Includes manuscript annotations dated 1944?
"The maps in this atlase are based upon the Ordnance Survey map with the sanction of the controller of H.M. Stationery Office."
Scale of sectional maps [ca. 1:10,560].
Maps on lining papers.
54th ed., rev.
Cover title: London
"The publishers regret that owing to war-time difficulties, it is not at present possible to include the customary complete set of maps and plans in this guide"--Note tipped to p. 5.
Printed by Butler & Tanner.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .W3 London (1942) (NLO)

xii, 188 p., [84] p. of plates (14 folded) : ill. (some col.), 48 maps (some col.), plans ; 31 cm.
Cover title: County of London plan, 1943
Maps on lining papers.
Includes index.
"Supplementary list of surveys and plans prepared for the County of London plan for official use ..."--P. 186-188.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio NA9187.L7 F67 1944 (NLO)

Authors: Brown, Cecil, 1903-1983 -- London Topographical Society. Publications, no. 82 1 map ; 58 x 42 cm.
Reduced facsimile of original pen and ink and watercolor map (measuring 9 x 6 6") made by Brown in the years 1942-1945 and now in the Guildhall Library.
Case oversize box F 4595 .528 v.  82 (NLO)

A Prospect of the city of London from the southeast in the year 1945 shewing its architecture, the destruction caused by the King's enemies during the previous five years and some of the means whereby the safety of the citizens was maintained. London : London Topographical Society, 1990.
1 map ; 80 x 113 cm. fold. in covers 22 x 13 cm.
Cover title: Devastated London : The Bombed city as seen from a barrage balloon.
Reduced facsimile of original pen and ink and watercolor map (measuring 9 x 6 6") made by Brown in the years 1942-1945 and now in the Guildhall Library.
'Printed by Cook, Hammond & Kell, Ltd.'
Inset map at lower left gives locations of 80 buildings identified in cartouche at lower right.
 request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
With notes inside cover by Ralph Hyde.

42657 London (England) - Maps - 1947
Authors: G.W. Bacon & Co. -- Bacon, G. W. (George Washington), 1830-1921 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (vii, 85 unnumbered pages, 91 pages) : 45 color maps ; 19 cm
Cover title: Bacon's up-to-date atlas & guide to London
Spine title: Bacon's atlas & guide to London
Scale approximately 1:21,000.
Map on back cover.
Includes index.
Previous editions authored by G.W. Bacon.
Originally published as: Bacon's pocket atlas of London.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

42658 London (England) - Maps - 1947
Authors: Muirhead, L. Russell (Litellus Russell), 1896- -- Blue guide -- Beck, H. C. (Henry C.) -- John Bartholomew and Son -- Ernest Benn Ltd. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
xli, 266 p. : 32 maps and plans (some folded, some col.) ; 16 cm.
5th ed.
Map and text on endpapers.
Includes index.
Series: The blue guides -- Blue guide.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
'1948 printing' -- Baskes copy 1, with owner's inscription (partially obscured): Betty Jane D[?], Apr 1948.
'1949 printing' -- Baskes copy 2
Duplicate copy: G 455 .5962
LC Card Number: 47026801
Baskes G153 .B58 London (1947b) [copies 1 and 2] (NLO)

42659 London (England) - Maps - 1947
xli, 266 p., [10] leaves of plates (some folded) : 32 maps and plans (some folded, 1 col.) ; 16 cm.
5th ed.
Imprint date from publisher's list of titles in series, p. [ii].
Text and map on endpapers.
Includes index.
Series: The blue guides -- Blue guide.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
London (England) - Maps - 1948
London (England) - Guidebooks
London Metropolitan Area (England) - Maps - 1948
Road maps
Authors: G.W. Bacon & Co.
40 p. : 2 maps ; 19 cm. + 1 map : col. ; 68 x 86 cm.
Cover title.
Includes "Strangers’ guide to London" and "Bacon’s large print map of London and suburbs."
Includes index to streets.
map3C G5754 .L7 1948 .B3 (PrCt)

London (England) - Maps - 1948
London Region(England) - Maps - 1948
London Underground Limited - Maps - 1948
1 atlas (270 p.) : 63 maps ; 19 cm.
Cover title: Geographers’ A to Z atlas of London and suburbs with house numbers
Spine title: A to Z atlas of London and suburbs "Produced under the direction of Alexander Gross"--Cover.
"These maps are based upon the Ordnance Survey Map with the sanction of the controller of H.M. Stationary Office."
"Printed in the Netherlands by N.V. Druckerij G.J. Thieme, Nijmegen"--At end.
Scale of sectional maps [ca. 1:22,038].
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1819.L7 G445 1948 (NLO)

London (England) - Maps - 1948 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Bacon, G. W. (George Washington), 1830-1921 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 46 maps ; 184 x 113 mm.
price 6/
Phillips 8180
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

London (England) - Maps - 1949
Authors: Muirhead, Findlay, 1860-1935 -- Blue guide -- Muirhead, L. Russell (Litellus Russell), 1896- -- Ernest Benn Ltd. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 32 maps
7th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

London (England) - Maps - 1950
Authors: Cohen-Portheim, Paul, d. 1932 -- Mortimer, Raymond, 1895-1980 -- British heritage series (B.T. Batsford Ltd.) -- Batsford, Brian Cook -- B.T. Batsford Ltd. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
xiv, 114 p., [66] p. of plates : ill. (1 col.), map ; 23 cm.
3rd ed.
Includes index.
Dust jacket designed by Brian Cook.
Series: The "British heritage" series -- British heritage series (B.T. Batsford Ltd.)
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copy: 4A 1291
Baskes DA677 .C64 1950 (NLO)

London (England) - Maps - 1950
Bacon’s up-to-date pocket atlas of London.
Edinburgh : G.W. Bacon & Co, [1950?].
1 atlas (viii, [86], 91 p.) : 45 col. maps ; 19 cm.
Cover title: Bacon’s up-to-date atlas & guide to London
Spine title: Bacon’s atlas & guide to London Scale [ca. 1:21,000]
Includes index.
"A brief guide to London : interesting facts connected with the metropolis .... printed in Great Britain by W. & A.K. Johnston Ltd ...": 91 p. at

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
end.
Map on back cover.
Previous editions authored by G.W. Bacon.
Originally published as: Bacon’s pocket atlas of London.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
**Baskes G1819.L7 J64 1951 (NLO)**

**42668 London (England) - Maps - 1951**
Authors: John Bartholomew and Son -- Edinburgh Geographical Institute -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (xi, 32, 55 p.) : 17 col. maps, plans ; 18 cm.
Cover title: Pocket atlas guide : London central area
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)(PrCt)**

**42669 London (England) - Maps - 1951**
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- George Allen & Unwin -- Macmillan & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 10 plates
20th ed.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)(PrCt)**

**42670 London (England) - Maps - 1951**
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- George Allen & Unwin -- Macmillan & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 10 plates
20th ed.
Condition: Fair.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)(PrCt)**

**42671 London (England) - Maps - 1951**
Authors: Muirhead, Findlay, 1860-1935 -- Blue guide -- Muirhead, L. Russell (Litellus Russell), 1896-- -- Ernest Benn Ltd. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 32 maps
6th ed.

**42672 London (England) - Maps - 1951 - Description and Travel**
*In search of London.* New York : Dodd, Mead, 1951.
Authors: Morton, H. V. (Henry Vollam), 1892-1979 -- Bromage, W. H. -- Dodd, Mead & Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 2 maps
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)(PrCt)**

*Geographers’ A to Z atlas of London and suburbs.* London : Geographer’s Map Company, ltd., [1951?].
1 atlas (129, [127] p.) : 65 maps ; 19 cm.
Edited by Alexander Gross; 3/6.
New ed. featuring house numbers along main roads; L.P.T.B. Underground, bus, trolleybus and tram routes; latest building developments.
Cover title: Geographers’ A to Z clear and up-to-date atlas of London and suburbs with house numbers
Spine title: A to Z atlas of London and suburbs
"Produced under the direction of Alexander Gross"--Cover.
"Printed in the Netherlands by G.J. Thieme, Nijmegen"--At end.
These maps are based upon the Ordnance Survey Map with the sanction of the controller of H.M. Stationary Office."
Scale of sectional maps [ca. 1:22,038].
Maps on inside front cover.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
**Baskes G1819.L7 G445 1951 (NLO)**

Authors: George Philip & Son -- London Geographical Institute -- Philip, Son & Nephew -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Authors: Geographia Ltd. -- Great Britain. Ordnance Survey -- Taylor, Garnett, Evans & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (256 p.) : 70 maps (some col.) ; 19 cm.
Cover title: Authentic atlas of London
"The maps in this atlas are based upon the Ordnance Survey map with the sanction of the controller of H.M. Stationary Office."
Printed by Taylor, Garnett, Evans & Co.
Scale of sectional maps [ca. 1:200,000]. Includes index.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1819.L7 G449 1955 (NLO)

"Geographia" visitors' guide to London : with plans and large map of London showing the places of interest. London : Geographia Ltd., [ca. 1955].
Authors: Geographia Ltd. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
64 p., [1] folded leaf of plates : 5 maps (1 col., 1 folded) ; 12 cm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes DA679 .G46 1955 (NLO)

Authors: Gross, Alexander, 1879-1958 -- Geographers' Map Company, ltd. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
96 p. : ill., 5 maps (1 col.) ; 20 cm.
Map of London Underground on back cover.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes DA679 .G35 1955 (NLO)

42683 London (England) - Maps - 1956
xlv, 269 p., [9] leaves of plates (1 folded) : 31 maps and plans (some folded, some col.) ; 17 cm.
8th ed.
Rent and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1 atlas (ix, [95], 56 p.) : 49 col. maps ; 23 cm.
Enl. ed.
"The maps in this atlas are based upon the Ordnance Survey by permission of the controller of H.M. Stationery Office"--P. [iv].
On cover: Floor Renovations ltd. Renewals, repairs, reconditioning to all types of floors.
Scale of central London maps: [1:7920]; scale of all other maps: [1:15,840].
Includes indexes.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1819. L7 W15 1959 (NLO)

42687 London (England) - Maps - 1960
Authors: Everyman guides -- Piekler, H. A. -- J.M. Dent & Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 26 maps
6th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

42688 London (England) - Maps - 1961
Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag -- Karl Thiemig AG -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
199 p. : 2 maps (some col., some folded) ; 17 cm.
Map inside front cover.
Folded map in pocket.
Includes index.
Series: Grieben-Reiseführer ; Bd. 244
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 244 (1961) (NLO)

Reference atlas of Greater London; covering the whole Metropolitan Police area, with larger scale maps for central London and index for quick location of over 59,000 names. Edinburgh : Bartholomew, 1963.
Authors: John Bartholomew and Son
1 atlas (xxxiii p., 156 col. maps, 301 p.) ; 24 cm.
12th ed.
Scale of Greater London maps 1:15,840 or 4 inches to the mile.
Cf. Phillips 08194.
G 10455 .105 (NLO)

Authors: Guides bleus illustrés -- Boulanger, Robert, 1926-- Hutchison, Harold Frederick -- Imprimerie Michaud -- Hachette (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
296 p. : ill., 25 maps and plans (2 folded col.) ; 17 cm.
"Ce guide a été établi par Robert Boulanger."
Map of London Underground by Harold F. Hutchison; map of Londres printed by Michaud.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [40]-41) and index.
Series: Guides bleus illustrés
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 63053829
Baskes G153 .G845 Londres (1963) (NLO)

42691 London (England) - Maps - 1964
Authors: Geographers’ Map Company, ltd. -- Pearsall, Phyllis -- Norris, Grace -- Norris, Charlie -- Krupp, Louis
1 atlas (255 p.) : maps (most col.) ; 25 cm.
"Fifth edition 1964 (Borough Boundaries)."
Scale of maps ca. 1:19,500.
Includes index, 'areas covered by this atlas with their early-closing days,' 'London transport facilities,' and maps of 'West End cinemas,' 'West End theatres,' and the Underground.
With bookplate of 'Grace and Charlie Norris.'
To Collection Services for cataloging, 9 Feb. 2009 (PrCt)

Authors: Rossiter, Stuart -- Blue guide -- John Bartholomew and Son -- Garbutt, Paul E. (Paul Ellford), 1919-2008 -- Ernest Benn Ltd. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
'Ninth (enlarged) edition'--T.p. verso.
'With 3 maps and 30 plans.'
Maps by John Bartholomew & Son and Paul E. Garbutt.
Map of Underground printed with gazetteer on reverse.
Map and text on endpapers.
Includes bibliographical references (p. xlii-xliii) and index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 67001667

42693 London (England) - Maps - 1968
Authors: Jones, Emrys -- Sinclair, D. J. -- Pergamon Press -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 70 maps ; 580 x 448 mm.
box
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

42694 London (England) - Maps - 1969
Centre section of 9-sheet master plan of London. Sevenoaks, Kent : Geographers' Map Co. Ltd., [1969?].
Authors: Geographers' Map Company, ltd. -- Pearsall, Phyllis -- Great Britain. Ordnance Survey -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : color ; 73 x 98 cm, folded in cover 20 x 14 cm. + 1 index (87 pages ; 18 cm.)
Cover title: Nine sheet master map of greater London. Centre section
Title on index, page 1: Centre section of Geographers' 9-sheet master plan of London
"Produced under the direction of Phyllis Pearsall, F.R.G.S."--Index, page 1.
"This map is based on the Ordnance Survey maps ..."
Accompanied by street index.
Scale approximately 1:21,250
Coordinates: (W 0°15'40"--E 0°2'54"/N 51°33'29"--N 51°25'09').
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G5754.L7 1969 .G46 (NLO)

42695 London (England) - Maps - 1971
Om Ni reser till London. [Malmö?] : Allhems, [1971].
Authors: Hommerberg, Sigge, 1913- -- Allhem (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
266 p., [3] leaves of plates (some folded) : ill., 10 maps and plans (some col.,some folded) ; 21 cm.
[4th ed.?]
Folded map in pocket.
Includes index.
Series: [Serien Om Ni reser]
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes DA679 .H6 1971 (NLO)

42696 London (England) - Maps - 1972 - Architecture
Architecture -- London (England) - Maps - 1972
Authors: Metcalf, Priscilla -- Praeger Publishers

42700 London (England) - Maps - 1974 - Social
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
**Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)**

**Conditions**

**London (England) - Maps - 1974 - Politics and Government**

- London (England) - Maps - 1974 - Economics
  
  Authors: Shepherd, John -- Westaway, John -- Lee, Trevor -- Oxford University Press
  128 p. : 48 p. of maps (part col.) ; 22 x 30 cm.
  'Notes and references': p. 126-128.
  26181
  ICN76
  map4C 109 (PrCt)

**London (England) - Maps - 1978**

  Authors: Kutcher, Arthur -- Thames and Hudson -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
  128 p. : ill., map ; 28 cm.
  Includes index.
  Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
  LC Card Number: 78053473
  ISBN 0500271240 ; 9780500271247
  Baskes folio DA679 .K87 (NLO)

**London (England) - Maps - 1979**

  Authors: Rossiter, Stuart -- Blue guide -- Flower, John, 1929-- -- Ernest Benn Ltd. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
  348 p., 32 p. of plates : 18 maps and plans (some folded, some col.) ; 20 cm.
  11th ed.
  'Atlas of 32 pages and 18 other maps and plans.' Maps by John Flower.
  Includes index.
  Series: The blue guides -- Blue guide.
  Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
  ISBN 0510016006 ; 9780510016005 ; 052884637X (USA) ; 9780528846373 (USA) ; 0510016103 (pbk.) ; 9780510016104 (pbk.) ; 0528846388 pbk. (USA) ; 9780528846380 pbk. (USA)

**London (England) - Maps - 1980**

  1 v. : 7 maps
  Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
  Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

**London (England) - Maps - 1980**

- Nicholson’s London guide : a comprehensive pocket guide to London’s sights, pleasures and services, with new maps and street index.
  Authors: Robert Nicholson Publications -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
  156 p. : ill. (some col.), 16 col. maps ; 18 cm.
  Includes index.
  Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
  ISBN 0900568992 ; 9780900568992
  Baskes DA679 .N53 1978 (NLO)

**London (England) - Maps - 1979**

- London Region (England) - Maps - 1979
  Road maps
  Authors: Michelin green guides -- Tourist guide -- Michelin Tyre Company -- Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Great Britain. Ordnance Survey -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
  192 p. : ill. (some col.), 29 col. maps, col. plans, ports. ; 26 x 12 cm.
  2nd ed.
  Cover title.
  "The maps and town plans in this guide are based upon the Ordnance Survey of Great Britain ..."--P. 3.
  Includes index.
  Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
  ISBN 2060154315

**London (England) - Maps - 1980**

  Includes index.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Former owner’s signature: John Mosley.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1819.L7 G445 1980 (NLO)

42707  London (England) - Maps - 1980 - Road maps
1 atlas (160, [118] p.) : ill., chiefly col. maps ; 24 cm.
New rev. ed.
Includes index.
Scale of maps: ca 3 3/4 in to 1 mile or ca 5 3/4 in. to 1 mile.
ISBN 0900568925
G1819.L7 N5 1980 (NLO)

Authors: Michelin guides -- Michelin green guides -- Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newbery Library)
1 v. : 10 maps
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Authors: Michelin guides -- Michelin green guides -- Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newbery Library)
1 v. : 10 maps
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Authors: Great Britain. Ordnance Survey -- Newnes Books -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newbery Library)
1 v. : 115 maps ; 200 x 266 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)


Subways
Authors: Great Britain. Ordnance Survey -- Newnes Books -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newbery Library)
1 atlas (ix, 113 [i.e. 226], [159] p.) : 115 maps (chiefly col.) ; 21 cm.
Cover title.
At head of title: OS.
Key to maps on rear lining papers.
Map of London Underground on back cover.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
ISBN 0600357686 (pbk.) ; 9780600357681 (pbk.)
Baskes G1819.L7 G73 1984 (NLO)

Authors: Great Britain. Ordnance Survey -- Newnes Books
vii, 113, [80] p. : col. maps ; 21 x 27 cm.
Cover title.
At head of title: Ordnance Survey.
Includes index.
Map of London Underground inside back cover.
Map of routes into London on back cover.
ISBN 0600351343 (casebound) ; 0600357694 (pbk.)
G1819 .L7 A22 1984 (NLO)

Authors: Reveley, Betty -- Wendt, A. -- Allen, W. H. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newbery Library)
1 v.
1st ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

42714  London (England) - Maps - 1985 - Road maps
Authors: Michelin green guides -- Michelin Tyre PLC -- Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Great Britain. Ordnance Survey -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newbery Library)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
London (England) - Maps - 1986
London Region (England) - Maps - 1990 The Citisights guide to London. London : Virgin,
Series: The companion guides
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
ISBN 0002153874 ; 978002153874
Baskes DA679 .P57 1992 (NLO)

42726 London (England) - Maps - 1993
Authors: Michelin guides -- Michelin green guides -- Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 12 maps
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Fleet Street, Holborn & the Inns of Court / Roger Hudson ; photographs by Joe Whitlock Blundell.
Authors: Hudson, Roger -- Blundell, Joe Whitlock -- Haggerston Press -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
128 p. : ill., 8 maps ; 22 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 9) and index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
ISBN 1869812123 ; 9781869812126
Baskes DA685.5 F5 H83 1995 (NLO)

42728 London (England) - Maps - 1996
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Automobile Association (Great Britain) -- Macmillan Travel -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 2 maps, 17 city plans
6th ed.
Edition statement on cover: 4e.
Issued in partnership with the Automobile Association (short format); cf. A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher, 1832-1990, p. 277.
Cover price: $17.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

42729 London (England) - Maps - 1996
Authors: Michelin guides -- Michelin green guides -- Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 12 maps
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

42730 London (England) - Maps - 1997
London / Michelin. Watford, Herts. Michelin Tyre
PLC, Tourism Department,  c1997.
Authors: Michelin green guides -- Tourist guide -- Michelin Tyre PLC -- Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 426 p. : ill. (chiefly col.), 42 col. maps, col. plans, ports. (some col.) ; 24 cm.
2nd ed.
Cover title.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 386) and index.
Map on back cover.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
ISBN 2061590020 ; 9782061590027

42731 London (England) - Maps - 1998
Authors: Gumbel, Andrew -- Letts, Vanessa -- Thomas, Bella -- Map Creation Ltd. -- Cadogan guides -- Cadogan Books -- Globe Pequot Press -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) xiv, 593 p. : ill., 14 maps ; 19 cm.
[2nd ed. / updated by Vanessa Letts and Bella Thomas]
"Maps ... drawn by Map Creation Ltd."--T.p. verso.
Color maps on inside covers.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 582-583) and index.
Series: Cadogan guides.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
ISBN 1860110193 ; 9781860110191

42732 London (England) - Maps - 2000 - Guidebooks
Authors: Michelin guides -- Michelien green guides -- Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

42733 London (England) - Maps - Bibliography - 1553-1850
2d ed.
The catalogue': p. 43-284.
Bibliography: p. 35-36.
Includes index.
First ed. by I. Darlington and J. Howgego published London: George Philip & Son, 1964; see lower case g 455 .215

LC Card Number: 79305181
Map Ref Z6027.G7 D3 1978 (NLO)

42734 London (England) - Maps - Bibliography - 1851-1900
Authors: Hyde, Ralph xv, 271 p. : ill., facsims., maps, plans, ports. ; 26 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 52-53) and indexes.
Formerly lower case g 10455 .429
LC Card Number: 75324831
ISBN 0712906398
Map Ref Z6027.G7 H9 1975 (NLO)

Authors: Boyle, Lucinda -- Tabor, Joel, d. 1997 -- Bernard J. Shapiro Rare Books (Firm) -- Hyde, Ralph xi, 161 p. : col. ill., col. maps ; 32 cm.
1st ed.
Descriptions of 498 maps in collection amassed by Joel Tabor and purchased by Bernard Shapiro Rare Books ca. 2000--. Cf. preface.
Includes dozens of color plates (reduced), index, "short biographies of leading map-makers" (p. 155-157), and bibliographical references (p. 161). Formerly folio Z6027.G72 L6 2002
ISBN 0954389301
Map Ref folio Z6027.G72 L6 2002 (NLO)

42736 London (England) - Maps - Collections
The text gives a concise history and description of each map and an account of its designer. References: Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 2078 G 10455 .58 (NLO)


Authors: Barker, Felix, 1917-- Jackson, Peter, 1922-- Barrie and Jenkins (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

176 p. : ill. (some col.), 109 maps (some col.) ; 35 cm.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
References: Wolf 31
ISBN 0712636501
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

42738  London (England) - Maps - Collections, 1500-1900<<>>London (England) - Historical atlases


6 maps ; on 21 sheets each 45 x 58 cm. + t.p. & intro. (4 sheets)
Introduction by John Fisher.
81-57259
349
map8C G5754.L7A 1981 M3 (PrCt)


Authors: Sinclair, George, 1946-- BD&L (Firm) -- Workman Publishing Company
1 atlas (1 v. (unpaged)) : 15 col. views, 9 col. maps ; 36 cm.
"Includes frameable maps and views"--Cover.
Scales differ.
LC Card Number: 2009000316
ISBN 9781579127978 ; 1579127975
Case folio G1819.L7S1 S55 2009 (NLO)

42741  London (England) - Maps - Collections, 1603-1702


Authors: Brett-James, Norman G. (Norman George), 1879-- London and Middlesex Archaeological Society

1 l., 3 fold. maps ; 46 x 42 cm., in envelope 15 x 19 cm.
G 10455 .12 (NLO)

42742  London (England) - Maps - Collections, 1799-1808 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles


Scale: Scale 1:21120-31680.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [4]).
Series: London Topographical Society, Publication; 144.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
ISBN 090287312
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

42743  London (England) - Maps - Collections, 1799-1808 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles


Scale: Scale 1:21120-31680.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [4]).
Series: London Topographical Society, Publication; 144.
ISBN 090287312
oversize G1819.L7 F33 1991 (NLO)

42744  London (England) - Maps - Collections, 1818-1892
London and environs, 1818-1892 [: maps from the Parliament Papers]. [197-].
Authors: Irish Academy Press -- Great Britain. Parliament.
maps on 46 sheets
Facsimiles of originals originally published 1818-1892 in the Parliament Papers.
Accession no. 78-42482.
temp map6F G5754.L7A 197-.J7 (PrCt)

Authors: Foxell, Simon -- Black Dog (London, England)
1 atlas (278 p.) : ill. (some col.), maps (chiefly col.) ; 25 x 30 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 274-277) and index.
LC Card Number: 2008626237
ISBN 9781906155070 ; 1906155070
folio G1819.L7S1 F6 2007 (NLO)

42746  London (England) - Maps - Collections<<->>-Cartography - London (England) - History
Authors: Whitfield, Peter, 1947- -- British Library
208 p. : ill. (some col.), maps (some col.) ; 29 cm.
Contents: London Before the Fire -- The Age of Elegance -- The Victorian Metropolis -- The Shock of the New.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 206) and index.
"Like all the great historic cities of Europe, London appears to us solid and unchanging. But this solidity is an illusion, for throughout its long history London has been changing and evolving. It has been renewing or replacing the streets and buildings at its heart and has been spreading inexorably outwards."
Contributor biographical information, publisher description, and table of contents available on Library of Congress website (accessed February 2013):
http://catdir.loc.gov/catdir/enhancements/fy0709/2007386419-b.html --
http://catdir.loc.gov/catdir/enhancements/fy0709/2007386419-d.html
http://catdir.loc.gov/catdir/enhancements/fy0709/2007386419-t.html
LC Card Number: 2007386419
ISBN 9780712349185 (hb.k.) ; 0712349198 (hb.k.) ; 0712349197 (pb.k.) ; 9780712349192 (pb.k.)
folio DA677 .W53 2006 (NLO)

42747  London (England) - Pictorial works - 1550 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<->>-Manuscript maps - Facsimiles<<->>-Wall maps
Authors: Wyngaerde, Anton van den, d. 1571 -- Bodleian Library. Manuscript. Sutherland Collection LLXXX. Fo. 328 -- London Topographical Society. Publications, no.77
1 view ; 13 x 127 cm., on sheet 59 x 47 cm.
Facsimile of ca. 1550 manuscript by Anton van den Wyngaerde; reproduced from original in the 'Bodleian Library, Oxford. [Sutherland Collection LLXXX. Fo. 328].'
Not drawn to scale.
Series: London Topographical Society. Publications, no. 77
Printed in 3 sections.
Case oversize box F 4595 .528 v. 77 (NLO)

42748  London (England) - Pictorial works - 1550 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<->>-Manuscript maps - Facsimiles<<->>-Wall maps
Authors: Wyngaerde, Anton van den, d. 1571 -- Typographic Etching Company -- Bodleian Library. Manuscript. Sutherland Collection LLXXX. Fo. 328 -- London Topographical Society. Publications, no. 1
1 view ; 53 x 295 cm. on 7 sheets each 51 x 41 cm.
Facsimile of ca. 1550 manuscript by Anton van den Wyngaerde; reproduced from 'original drawing in the Sutherland Collection of topographical prints, drawings, etc., in the Bodleian Library' [Sutherland Collection LLXXX. Fo. 328].
Cover title: View of London ab. A.D. 1550, by Antony van den Wyngaerde. 'Reproduced by the Typographic Etching Company, for the Topographical Society of London 1881-2.'
Has watermark.
Not drawn to scale.
Series: London Topographical Society. Publications, no. 1
LC Card Number: 76697113
Case oversize F 4595 .528 v. 1 (NLO)

42749  London (England) - Pictorial works - 1562

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Godhed, Gyles, 16th cent. -- Agas, Ralph, 1545-1621 -- Maitland, William, 1693?-1757 -- Sloane, Hans, Sir, 1660-1753 -- Historic Urban PLans (firm)
1 birds-eye view ; 26 x 47 cm.
Facsimile of original published 1739. The 1739 map was reduced from anonymous view originally published ca. 1562, and variously attributed to Gyles Godhed or Ralph Agas; see John Fisher's introduction to A Collection of early maps of London 1553-1667 (Lympe Castle, Kent: Harry Margary in association with Guildhall Library, 1981).
Includes references A-Z and 1-47, 477
map2F G5754.L7A3 1560 M3 1967 (PrCt)

42752
London (England) - Pictorial works - 1562<<>>Wall maps
Civitas Londivm. [197-?].
Authors: Godhed, Gyles, 16th cent. -- Agas, Ralph, 1545-1621 -- Dower, John, active 1838-1846? -- Cassell, Petter & Galpin
1 view ; 111 x 41 cm. on 2 sheets each 43 x 59 cm.
Negative photocopy of 1865 facsimile of anonymous view originally published ca. 1562, and variously attributed to Gyles Godhed or Ralph Agas; see John Fisher's introduction to A Collection of early maps of London 1553-1667 (Lympe Castle, Kent: Harry Margary in association with Guildhall Library, 1981).
Added title: London in the reign of Queen Elizabeth.
map2F G5754.L7A3 1560 A3 1865 (PrCt)

42753
London (England) - Pictorial works - 1562<<>>Wall maps
Authors: Godhed, Gyles, 16th cent. -- Agas, Ralph, 1545-1621 -- London Topographical Society. Publications, no. 17
1 view ; 70 x 182 cm. on 8 sheets each 59 x 44 cm.
Facsimile of anonymous view originally published ca. 1562, and variously attributed to Gyles Godhed or Ralph Agas; see John Fisher's introduction to A Collection of early maps of London 1553-1667 (Lympe Castle, Kent: Harry Margary in association with Guildhall Library, 1981).
Added title: London in the reign of Queen Elizabeth.
Publisher's title: Plan of London (circa 1560-1570) by Ralph Agas.
Perspective map not drawn to scale. Relief shown pictorially.
Bird's-eye-view.
Includes ill., text and coats-of-arms.
Darlington and Howgego No.8
oversize F 4595 .528 v. 17 (NLO)

42754
London (England) - Pictorial works - 1600-1699
1 view ; 39 x 58 cm.
Reduced facsimile of anonymous 17th-century view previously attributed to Thomas Wyck; later attributed more generally to the Anglo-Dutch School of painting; size of original painting, 52 x
88 cm.
'Reproduced by kind permission of His Grace the Duke of Devonshire from the collection at Chatsworth House.'
Not drawn to scale.
Publications, no. 78.
Case oversize F 4595 .528 v. 78 (NLO)

42755 London (England) - Pictorial works - 1600<<>>Westminster (London, England) - Pictorial works - 1600<<>>Wall maps
Authors: Norden, John, 1548-1625? -- London Topographical Society. Publications, no. 94 -- Kungliga Biblioteket (Sweden)
1 view ; 35 x 122 cm., on sheet 61 x 127 cm.
Facsimile of view compiled in 1600 'by the industry of Jhon [sic] Norden'; reproduced from original held by the Swedish Royal Library.
'This description of the moste famous citty, London, was performed in the yeare of Christe, 1600, and in the yeare of the moste wished and happy raigne of the right renowned Quene Elisabeth, the fortye and two. Sir Nicholas Moseley Knight being Lorde Maior and Roger Clarke and Humphrey Wylde sherifes of the same.'
'From the engraving in the de la Gardie Collection in the Royal Library, Stackholm.'
Title in lower margin: View of London in 1600 by John Norden.
Not drawn to scale.
Includes illustration of a parade of mostly horsemen at bottom.
Insets: London with key to selected places of interest -- Westminster.
Publications, no. 94.

Case oversize box F 4595 .528 no. 94 (NLO)

42756 London (England) - Pictorial works - 1638
Authors: Merian, Matthaeus, 1593-1650 -- Gottfried, Johann Ludwig, 17th cent. -- London Topographical Society. Publications, no. 49
1 view ; 21 x 70 cm.
Facsimile of original published in 1638.
Index of important features at bottom of map.
Scale not given.
Publications, no. 49.
Case oversize F 4595 .528 v. 49 (NLO)

42757 London (England) - Pictorial works - 1640-1649
1 view ; 34 x 44 cm.
Facsimile of bird's-eye-view originally published 164-?
Not drawn to scale.
'Walker & Cockerell, ph. sc.'
Publications, no. 12.
LC Card Number: 76696835
Case oversize F 4595 .528 v. 12 (NLO)

42758 London (England) - Pictorial works - 1647
1 view ; on 6 sheets each 63 x 49 cm.
'Reproduced in facsimile from the original, published at Amsterdam in 1647, by Cornelius Danckers. The reproduction is in seven sheets. (Sheets 1 and 7 are printed together).'-London topographical record, v. 16.
Scale not given.
Publications, no. 19.
Case oversize F 4595 .528 v. 19 (NLO)

42759 London (England) - Pictorial works - 1650
Londinum urbs praecipua Regni Angliae. [S.l. s.n., ca. 1650?].
Authors: Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view ; 364 x 498 (neat line), on sheet 388 x 502 mm.
Title from bottom margin.
Added title in decorative cartouche at top center: Londinum.
Bottom margin printed to include 11 (?) numbered references, including 'Scala, sive Portus Whiteallii', 'Templum [S. P]auli', 'Fluvius Thamesi', and 'Pars meridionale Londini.'
Sheet closely trimmed, resulting in loss of some references, damage to others, and possibly an imprint.
View from Southwark across London Bridge. Not in Howgego.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
I8
Novacco 2F 69 (PrCt)

42760 London (England) - Pictorial works - 1662
Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>>Greenwich (London, England) - Pictorial works - 1662 -
Manuscripts - Facsimiles

A Prospect and map of London, showing the River Thames to Woolwich Reach. London: London Topographical Society, 1912.
1 view; 53 x 61 cm. in portfolio
Facsimile of manuscript drawn by Jonas Moore in 1662.
‘Emery Walker, ph. sc.’
Scale [ca. 1:30,000].
Inset: View of Greenwich.
Relief shown pictorially.
Includes panoramas of London and Greenwich.
Series: London Topographical Society. Publications, no. 31
LC Card Number: 76696847
Case oversize F 4595 .528 v. 31 (NLO)

42761 London (England) - Pictorial works - 1669
An Exact surveye of the streets, lanes, and churches contained within the rives of the city of London: first described in six plats by John Leake, John Jennings, William Marr, Willim. Leybovrn, Thomas Streete, & Richard Shortgrave in Decber. ao. 1666; by the order of the Lord Mayor, aldermen, and common covnill of the said city; reduced here into one intire plat by Iohn Leake ... Wenceslaus Hollar, fecit, 1667. London: London Topographical Society, 1909-1909.
1 view; 53 x 82 cm. on 2 sheets 64 x 48 cm. and 63 x 47 cm.
Facsimile of bird's-eye-view originally published [London]: Nathanaell Brooke, stationer, [1669?]
Alternate title: Plan of London after the fire.
Reproduced in 2 sections.
Includes 'The prospect of this city, as it appeared from the opposite Southwarke side, in the fire time,' indexes to points of interest and wards, and City of London coat of arms.
Scale [ca. 1:3,700.]
Has watermark.
'The right honourable S. William Turner, the Lord Major, ao. 1669.'
'Jonas Moore & Ralph Graterix, surveyors.'
LC Card Number: 76696838
Case oversize F 4595 .528 v. 22, 26 (NLO)

42762 London (England) - Pictorial works -
1682 Westminster (London, England) - Pictorial works - 1682
Prospect of London & Westminster taken at several stations to the southward thereof.
Authors: Morden, Robert, d. 1703 -- Lea, Philip, fl. 1683-1700 -- London Topographical Society. Publications, no. 15
1 view; 17 x 243 cm.
Facsimile of original published [London, 1682.]
In bottom margin of 1904 facsimile of 1681-1682 map reproduced on 12 sheets: Morgan, William. London &c. actually surveyed.
Case oversize F 4595 .528 v. 15 (NLO)

42763 London (England) - Pictorial works - 1720
1 portfolio: ill.; 51 x 70 cm.
Facsimile of 1720 view.
Contains 19 sheets: 6 p. of text, 12 plates reproducing the original view and transparent keys for 4 of the plates.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
ISBN 0902087487
oversize G5754.L7 1720 .K5 2003 (NLO)

42764 London (England) - Pictorial works - 1809
The 'Rhinebeck' panorama of London. 1891.
Authors: London Topographical Society. Publications, no. 125 -- Hyde, Ralph -- Jackson, Peter, 1922-
1 birds-eye view: col.; 48 x 171 cm. on 4 sheets each 63 x 48 cm.
Facsimile of original compiled ca. 1809.
Includes references 1-61, 1-84, 1-98, & 1-40 and historical notes by Ralph Hyde (63 cm.; 4 p.)
4140
map4F G5754.L7A3 1809 L7 1981 (PrCt)

42765 London (England) - Pictorial works - 1820-1829
A View of London and the surrounding country taken from the top of St. Paul's Cathedral. 1897.
Authors: Hornor, Thomas -- Parris, E.T. -- Britton, John, 1771-1857 -- Hyde, Ralph
1 view
Facsimile of original published 1820-.
Anonymous fish-eye view based on earlier works dating from 1820 by Thomas Hornor, E.T. Parris, and John Britton; see accomp. article (reprinted]
Accession no. 88-95553.

temp map6F G5754.L7A3 1820 .H6 1987 (PrCt)

42766 London (England) - Pictorial works - 1839-1879
Authors: Stamp, Gavin -- Viking Press -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.
1st ed.
210 plates
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

42767 London (England) - Pictorial works - 1849
Publications, no.105
1 view ; 12 x 678 cm. fold. to 15 x 17 cm. in portfolio
Publications, no. 105.
LC Card Number: 67093052
Case F 4595 .528 v. 105 (NLO)

42768 London (England) - Pictorial works - 1851
A Balloon view of London : (as seen from Hampstead). 1851.
Authors: Banks & Co. -- Wilson, Effingham
1 view
Cover title: A Balloon view of London in 1851. 'Published as the Act directs, May 1st, 1851, by Banks & Co., 4 Little Queen Street, Holburn. Effingham Wilson, 11 Royal Exchange.'
Accession no. 76-26575

temp map5C G5754.L7A3 1851 .B3 (PrCt)

42769 London (England) - Pictorial works - 1917
Authors: Makino, Yoshio, 1874-1956 -- Chatto & Windus (Firm) -- Arnold, Joyce W. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
30 pages, 15 unnumbered leaves of plates : color illustrations ; 24 cm
Includes poems and prose by various authors.
Inscription: Joyce W. Arnold, with love, Dorothea, Xmas 1922.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes DA684 .M34 1917 (NLO)

42770 London (England) - Pictorial works - 1930<<>>Streets - London (England) - Pictorial works - 1930
Authors: Stapleton, Alan -- Dodd, Mead & Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
vii, [2], 252 p., [40] leaves of plates : ill. ; 25 cm.
[1st American ed.]
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 31002385
Baskes DA684 .S75 1930 (NLO)

42771 London (England) - Pictorial works - 1945<<>>London (England) - Maps - 1945
A Prospect of the city of London from the southeast in the year 1945 showing its architecture, the destruction caused by the King's enemies during previous five years and some of the means whereby the safety of the citizens was maintained. London : London Topographical Society, 1949.
Authors: Brown, Cecil, 1903-1983 -- London Topographical Society. Publications, no. 82
1 map ; 58 x 42 cm. (reduced from 9´ x 6´6´´)
Scale 1:528; scale of main drawing 44´ to 1´
Publications, no. 82.
F 4595 .528 v. 82 (NLO)

Authors: Max Parrish & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
324 p. : ill. (some col.), ports., 2 col. maps ; 23 cm.
Col. maps on lining papers.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 50025333
Baskes DA684 .F56 1949 (NLO)

Authors: Mee, Arthur, 1875-1956 -- Hodder and Stoughton
"With 200 pictures."
Map on rear lining papers.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes DA677 .M43 1949 (NLO)

London (England) - Pictorial works - 1961


"With 54 photographs from the Times."

Collins national anthologies.

Includes index.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

LC Card Number: 61004027

Baskes DA677 .B66 1961 (NLO)

London (England) - Pictorial works - Collections, 1907


Authors: Chancellor, E. Beresford (Edwin Beresford), 1868-1937 -- Saint Mary's School and Junior College (Raleigh, N.C.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

xvii, 420 p. : ill. ; 25 cm.

Includes index.

Bookplate of St. Mary's School and Junior College, Raleigh, North Carolina.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes DA689.5.S7 C5 (NLO)

London (England) - Pictorial works - Collections, 1910


Authors: Muchmore Art Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

[76] p. : all ill. ; 29 cm.

Cover title: 350 views of London

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio DA684 .T45 1910 (NLO)

London (England) - Pictorial works - Collections, 1916


Authors: Moncrieff, A. R. Hope (Ascott Robert Hope), 1846-1927 -- Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- Billing and Sons -- Readdy, E. W. -- Baskes, Julie -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

viii, 312 p., [60] leaves of plates : col. ill., folded map ; 23 cm.

2nd ed.

Incomplete?; folded map missing from this copy?

Printed by Billing and Sons, Ltd., Guildford.

"With 60 full-page illustrations in colour."

Includes plates made with three color, halftone process; each plate is accompanied by guard sheet with descriptive letterpress.

Series statements and numbering from publisher's advertisements and Inman.

Includes index.

Series: [Black's beautiful books] -- [The 20s series] -- Black's beautiful books ; v. 51 -- 20s series (Adam and Charles Black (Firm))

Original publisher's illustrated binding.

Former owner: E.W. Readdy.

Formerly owned by Julie Baskes.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Inman, Colin. The A&C Black colour books, 51

Baskes Z1033.F5 B5 v. 51 (NLO)

London (England) - Pictorial works - Collections, 1979


x, 250 p. : ill., maps, ports. ; 32 cm.

'This book is intended as a memorial to ... Peter Jackson ... and Felix Barker'--page v.


ISBN 0902087541 (hbk.) ; 9780902087545 (hbk.)

folio DA677 .B37 2008 (NLO)

London (Ont.) - Maps - 1979 - Road maps

London, St. Thomas, counties of Middlesex, Elgin : city and suburbs as well as a comprehensive

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
**Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)**

**42783**

*London Region (England) - Maps - 1700*

Les Environs de Londres ou se trouve toute les villes, villages, maisons, chemins, rivières.

Amsterdam, [ca. 1700].

Authors: Mortier, Pierre -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 54 cm.

Howgego, 51 (1).

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**Sack map4F G5754.L7A1 1700 M6 (PrCt)**

---

**42784**

*London Region (England) - Maps - 1725*

Les Environs de Londres ou se trouve toute les villes, villages, maisons, chemins, rivières.

Amsterdam, [ca. 1725].

Authors: Cövens en Mortier -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

1 map : 48 x 54 cm.

Howgego, 51 (2).

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**Sack map4F G5754.L7A1 1725 C6 (PrCt)**

---

**42785**

*London Region (England) - Maps - 1745*

Les Environs de Londres a sept lieues ... Paris : Le Rouge, 1745 [i.e. 1748?].

Authors: Le Rouge, Georges-Louis -- Le Rouge, Georges-Louis. Recueil contenant des cartes nouvelles ... (1742 [i.e. 1748?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library).

1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 55 cm.

In: Le Rouge, Georges-Louis. Recueil contenant des cartes nouvelles ... (Paris : chez le Sr. Le Rouge, 1742 [i.e. 1748?]).

Manuscript '12' on verso.

Oversize Ayer 135 .L6 1742 pl. 12 (PrCt)

---

**42786**

*London Region (England) - Maps - 1745-1751*


Authors: Rocque, John, - - Parr, Richard, fl. 1723-1751 -- Burlington, Richard Boyle, Earl of, 1694-1753

1 map : on 16 sheets folded and bound to 58 cm. Parallel titles in upper margin.

Cover title: Environls of London by John Rocque 1741-1745.

Engraved by Richard Parr.

Dedication to 'Richard Boyle, Earl of Burlington ...'

Scale not given.

**Case oversize G 10455 .748 (NLO)**

---

**42787**

*London Region (England) - Maps - 1745-1745*

Accurater Grundriiss u: Gegend der Koenigst: Gross-Britannischen Haupt und Residentz-Stadt London ... Nuremberg : Homann Erben, [ca. 1745].

Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Homann Erben (Firm) -- Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724. Atlas novus terrarum orbis [ca. 1745] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection

---

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
London Region (England) - Maps - 1766
A New map of the country twenty miles round London. London : Printed for Carington Bowles in St. Pauls Church Yard, [1766 or earlier?].
Authors: Bowles, Carington, 1724-
In a composite atlas bound together without title page: Bowles, John, [Bowles’s universal atlas]. [London : John Bowles ; Carington Bowles, 1711-1766], map [9].
Printed note in bottom margin, mostly chipped away and illegible: N.B. The side of each ... Manuscript notes and plate number 9 added in ink by previous owner.
Case oversize Ayer 135 .B68 1766 map [9] (PrCt)

London Region (England) - Maps - 1786
Authors: Cary, John, approximately 1754-1835 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. : 51 maps ; 185 x 128 mm. Howgego183-1;Fordham22 Phillips 2933 Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

London Region (England) - Maps - 1790
Authors: Cary, John, approximately 1754-1835 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. : 42 maps ; 214 x 160 mm. 1st ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. References: Fordham 40; Phillips 5202 Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

London Region (England) - Maps - 1800
Authors: Cary, John, approximately 1754-1835 -- Welsh, Howard E., 1917-1990 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 51 maps ; 187 x 130 mm.
Howgego183-2;Fordham22;prov:Welsh
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

1 map : hand col. ; 26 cm. in diam., folded to 17 x 9 cm.
In The Ambulator; or, A pocket companion for the tour of London and its environs ... eleventh edition (London: Scatchard and Letterman [et. al.], 1811), opposite title page.
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.
Wing G 455 .033, opposite title page (PrCt)

42796 London Region (England) - Maps - 1811
(Provisional Heading)
Authors: Stockdale, John, 1749?-1814 -- Neele -- Cary, John, approximately 1754-1835 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
2 v. : 13 maps ; 350 x 280 mm.
C:SINeele,afterJCary
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

42797 London Region (England) - Maps - 1832
The Environs of London. London : Chapman & Hall, 1832 [i.e.1844].
Authors: Clarke, W. B. -- Chapman and Hall -- Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (Great Britain) -- Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (Great Britain). Maps of the Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (1844) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 38 cm.
oversize Ayer 135 .S67 1844 v. 2, pl. [187]
(PrCt)

42798 London Region (England) - Maps - 1855
Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's atlas of the world ...
1 map : 29 x 36 cm.
oversize G 10 .185 v.2, pl. 13 (PrCt)

42799 London Region (England) - Maps - 1857
Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's general atlas ... (1857)
1 map ; 29 x 36 cm.
In: Colton, George Woolworth. Colton's general atlas : containing one hundred and seventy steel plate maps and plans, on one hundred imperial folio sheets (New York ; London : J.H. Colton ; Trübner, 1857), pl. [63]. Printed plate 'No. 69.'
Map copyrighted 1855.
oversize G 10 .188 pl. 63 (PrCt)

42800 London Region (England) - Maps - 1857
Authors: Davies, Benjamin Rees -- Stanford, Edward, 1827-1904 -- Newberry, A., fl. 1857 -- Weale, John, 1791-1862 -- Thomas, Joseph, publisher -- Davies & Company
1 map ; hand col. ; 71 x 105 cm. fold. to 19 x 14 cm.
'Drawn & engraved by B.R. Davies in 1856.'
Scale: 1 inch to the mile.
Sectioned, mounted on cloth and folded into hardback covers.
80-51501
map3C G5754.L7A1 1857 D3 (PrCt)

Authors: Bartholomew, John, 1831-1893 -- A. Fullarton & Co. -- A. Fullarton & Co. The Royal illustrated atlas of modern geography [1872?]
3 maps : col. ; on sheet 48 x 32 cm.
Collective title in upper margin.
Contents (28 x 29 cm. and smaller): London, metropolitan burgs and southern & eastern environs -- Portland -- Estuary of the Thames and the Medway.
In: A. Fullarton & Co. The Royal illustrated atlas
Printed plate no. "XXVI" at upper right.
Case oversize G1019 .A38 1872, plate [26] (PrCt)

42802 London Region (England) - Maps - 1876><>London Metropolitan Area (England)
- Maps - 1876><>Road maps
Map of the environs of London reduced from the Ordnance Survey. London : Edward Stanford, 55 Charing Cross, [approximately 1876].
Authors: Edward Stanford Ltd. -- Great Britain.
Ordnance Survey -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand colored, dissected and mounted on linen ; 51 x 77 cm, folded in cover 17 x 13 cm. Publication date from Hyde.
Scale approximately 1:130,000
Coordinates: (W 0°49'--E 0°32'/N 51°49'--N 51°13').
Relief shown by hachures and shading.
Shows roads, wood and hills, churches and buildings, rivers, railroads and stations, canals, and parks.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Hyde, R. Printed maps of Victorian London, no. 55 (4)

42803 London Region (England) - Maps - 1897 - Bicycle Trails><>Bicycle Trails - London Region (England) - Maps - 1897
Cyclists roadbook from London. London : Murray, 1897.
Authors: John Murray (Firm) -- Murray's handbooks for travellers 1 v.
Not in Lister, W.B.C. A Bibliography of Murray's handbooks for travellers and biographies of authors, editors, revisers and principal contributors (Dereham: Dereham Books, 1993).
V 135.607 (NLO)

42804 London Region (England) - Maps - 1921><>London Metropolitan Area (England)
- Maps - 1921><>Road maps
Bartholomew's one inch to the mile environs of London. Edinburgh : John Bartholomew & Son, Ltd., [1921?].
Authors: John Bartholomew and Son -- H.J. Ryman, Ltd. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : color, mounted on linen ; 70 x 91 cm, folded to 19 x 10 cm
"Magn. varn. ... annual decrease 9' 1921."
Panel title: Bartholomew's contoured map of London environs : scale 1 inch to a mile : showing all roads for motorists, cyclists and pedestrians
Scale 1:63,360
Coordinates: (W 0°40'--E 0°09'/N 51°43'--N 51°19').
Relief shown by gradient tints and spot heights.
Shows roads, footpaths, railroads, subways, woods, mansion houses, and county boundaries. "B 21"--Upper left margin.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G5754.L7A1 1921 .J64 (NLO)

42805 London Region (England) - Maps - 1930><>London Metropolitan Area (England)
- Maps - 1930><>Road maps
Authors: Gross, Alexander, 1879-1958 -- Geographia Ltd. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : color ; 40 x 52 cm, folded to 15 x 10 cm. Scale approximately 1:235,000
Coordinates: (W 0°59'--E 0°43'/N 51°53'--N 51°04').
"Divided into five mile squares."
Shows roads, railways, and stations.
Torn at upper right with some loss of content.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G5754.L7A1 1930 .G76 (NLO)

42806 London Region (England) - Maps - 1930 - Road maps><>England, Southern - Maps - 1930 - Road maps><>Road maps
Maps by John Bartholomew & Son.
Map on endpapers.
Includes index.
Series: The blue guides -- Blue guide.
Owner's inscription: Richard A. Keefer, 1933.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 30024133
Baskes G153 .B58 London (1930) (NLO)

Authors: John Bartholomew and Son -- Grant, L. W. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
maps : 24 cm.
Includes index.
Scale [1:15,840].
Scale [1:6,336].
Former owner’s inscription: T/SGT L.W. Grant.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 8181
Baskes G1819.L7 J63 1948 (NLO)

42808 London Region (England) - Maps - 1968
New York : Pergamon Press, [1968],
Authors: Jones, Emrys -- Sinclair, Daniel James,
1923-- -- Pergamon Press
1 atlas (70 maps (part col., part fold.)) ; in
portfolio 60 cm.
Issued in two parts.
Case 7A 14 (NLO)

42809 London Region (England) - Maps -
Collections, 1828 (Provisional Heading)
[Maps from Encyclopaedia Londinensis]. London :
Wilkes, 1828.
Authors: Wilkes, John -- Neele, Samuel John,
1758-1824 -- Pass, J. -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 85 maps ; 280 x 220 mm.
(1796-1828):C:SNeele,JPass;Chubb345
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet
by R. Baskes).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

42810 London Underground Limited - Historical
geography - Maps - 1983<<>>London
(England) - Maps - 1983 -
Subways<<>>Railroads - Maps
The London Underground, a diagrammatic
history / Douglas Rose. London : [Douglas Rose],
1999.
Authors: Rose, Douglas
[16] p. : ill. ; 21 cm.
'This booklet is only available to purchasers of
the second edition.'
Includes alterations to line and station details.
ISBN 0950710148
G5754.L7 P33 1983 .R6 Suppl. (NLO)

42811 London Underground Limited - Historical
geography - Maps - 1983<<>>London
(England) - Maps - 1983 -
Subways<<>>Railroads - Maps
The London Underground : a diagrammatic
history / information collated, diagram and cover
designed and drawn by Douglas Rose. North
Authors: Rose, Douglas
1 map : col. ; 69 x 99 cm., folded in cover 24 x 21
cm.
Not drawn to scale.

42812 London Underground Limited - Historical
geography - Maps - 1990<<>>London
(England) - Maps - 1990 -
Subways<<>>Railroads - Maps
Topological transformations. 1990.
Authors: Vujakovic, Peter
From Geographical Magazine (July 1990): 44-47.
maps, ill.
BHC 2403
Vert 1954 (PrCt)

42813 London Underground Limited - Historical
geography - Maps - 1999<<>>London
(England) - Maps - 1999 -
Subways<<>>Railroads - Maps
The London underground : a diagrammatic
history / Douglas Rose. London : [Douglas Rose],
1999.
Authors: Rose, Douglas -- Capital Transport
Publishing -- Akerman, James R.
1 map : col. ; 100 x 70 cm., folded to 24 x 21 cm.
7th ed.
Cover title.
Shows dates when subway line segments and
stations began or ceased service and shows
name changes.
Specimen map and col. ill. on cover.
Scale not given.
OCLC 59556887
ISBN 1854142194 ; 9781854142191
map4C G5754 .L7P33 1999 .R6 (PrCt)

42814 London Underground Limited - Historical
geography - Maps - 1999<<>>London
Underground Limited - Maps - Collections, To
1999<<>>London (England) - Maps -
Collections, To 1999 - Subways<<>>Railroads -
Maps
No need to ask! : early maps of London's
underground railways. Harrow Weald, Middlesex :
Authors: Leboff, David -- Demuth, Tim -- London
Transport Museum
80 p. : ill., maps (chiefly col.) ; 25 x 29 cm.
Published in association with London Transport
Museum.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 80).
Contents: The making of maps -- London's
metropolitan railways -- Early electric railways --
United we stand -- The decade of designers.
ISBN 1854142151
folio HE4719.L71 L3 1999 (NLO)

42815 London Underground Limited - Maps -
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1 map : color ; 15 x 22 cm, folded to 15 x 8 cm Panel title.
Station index on verso.
Not drawn to scale.
"1156/2672D/1,000,000"--Verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G5754.L7P33 1957 .B43 (NLO)

42819 Long Beach (Calif.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps<<>>Long Beach region (Calif.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm. Panel title.
Panel art: cityscape.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3614 (PrCt)

42820 Long Beach (Calif.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps<<>>Long Beach Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Shell map of Long Beach, Wilmington, San Pedro, Signal Hill. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1940?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm. Panel title.
At head of panel title: Long Beach.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3873 (PrCt)

42818 Londonderry (Northern Ireland : County) - Maps - 1685
Londonderry County. [London : Francis Lamb, 1685].
1 map ; 10 x 14 cm.
In: Petty, William. A Geographical description of ye kingdom of Ireland ... (London: Francis Lamb, [1685]) pl. [19].
Engraved plate number '(15).
Case G 1042 .668 pl. [19] (PrCt)

42817 Londonderry (Ireland) - Surveys<<>>Great Britain. Ordnance Survey
The Londonderry memoir of 1837. [Manchester, Eng., 1973].
Authors: Freeman, Thomas Walter -- International Conference on the History of Cartography (5th : 1973 : Warsaw)
Vert 186 (PrCt)

42818 Londonderry (Northern Ireland : County) - Maps - 1685
Londonderry County. [London : Francis Lamb, 1685].
1 map ; 10 x 14 cm.
In: Petty, William. A Geographical description of ye kingdom of Ireland ... (London: Francis Lamb, [1685]) pl. [19].
Engraved plate number '(15).
Case G 1042 .668 pl. [19] (PrCt)
Long Beach (Calif.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Shell map of Long Beach, Wilmington, San Pedro, Signal Hill. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1941?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5454 (PrCt)

Long Beach (Calif.) - Maps - 1945 - Road maps
Long Beach city map / Union Oil Company.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1945?].
Authors: Union Oil Company of California -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 51 x 69 cm., folded to 18 x 9 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Street map of Long Beach, southern Los Angeles and environs.
Plate no. 454512.
Map on verso (24 x 24 cm.): Downtown Long Beach.
Panel art: Cartoon of motorists in car at gas pump; Union 76 sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Clients 4460 (PrCt)

Long Beach (Calif.) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Long Beach city map / Union Oil Company.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1947].
Authors: Union Oil Company of California -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 50 x 41 cm. on sheet 71 x 53 cm.
Added title: Street map of Long Beach, southern Los Angeles and environs. Plate no. 474512.
Verso includes pictorial views and map of downtown Long Beach (plate no. 7-454513-1).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 9.40 (PrCt)

1948 - Road maps
Shell map of Long Beach, Wilmington, San Pedro, Signal Hill. Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5290 (PrCt)

Long Beach (Calif.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Long Beach street and vicinity maps ... Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948?].
Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- Chevron Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Street map of Long Beach, Wilmington, San Pedro, Signal Hill prepared for Standard of California
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
Panel art: boat on water with city scape; logos for "RPM motor oil" and "Chevron supreme" gas.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5290 (PrCt)

Long Beach (Calif.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Long Beach city map / Union Oil Company.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1948].
Authors: Union Oil Company of California -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 50 x 68 cm. on sheet 53 x 71 cm.
Added title: Street map of Long Beach, southern Los Angeles and environs. Plate no. 484512.
Verso includes pictorial views and map of downtown Long Beach (plate no. 484513).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 9.51 (PrCt)

Long Beach (Calif.) - Maps - 1954 - Road maps
Long Beach and metropolitan Los Angeles ... tour with Texaco. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1954?].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company, [1954].
1 map : col. ; 51 x 69 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1954 publication.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 6024 (PrCt)

Gousha Clients 3950 (PrCt)

Gousha Clients 4460 (PrCt)

Gousha Clients 4460 (PrCt)
Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 57 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Long Beach street map.
Plate no. 544512VB.
Maps on verso (38 x 47 cm.): Texaco touring map of Los Angeles and vicinity recreational map.
Panel art: Texaco station alongside rural road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Clients 3726 (PrCt)

42831 Long Beach (Calif.) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps<<<Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps<<<Road maps
Long Beach city map / Union Oil Company. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1956?].
Authors: Union Oil Company of California -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 57 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Long Beach street map.
Plate no. 6-544512VB-2.
Map on verso (39 x 47 cm.): Los Angeles and vicinity recreational map.
Panel art: Illustration of cars at Union gas station with 76 Union logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Clients 4484 (PrCt)

42832 Long Beach (Calif.) - Maps - 1958 - Road maps<<<Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1958 - Road maps<<<Road maps
Long Beach city map. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Company, [1958?].
Authors: Union Oil Company of California -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 52 x 71 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Long Beach street map.
Issued for the Union Oil Company of California.
Plate no. 8-574512VB-1.
Insets (23 x 26 cm. and 8 x 9 cm.): Los Angeles and vicinity -- El Segundo.
Panel art: 3 illustrations (car driving through mountains, city scene, and a Union 76 gas station).
Handstamped "Apr 11, 1958" on title panel.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Clients 4499 (PrCt)

42833 Long Beach (Calif.) - Maps - 1959 - Road maps<<<Road maps
Long Beach / Mobil. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Company, [1959?].
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- General Petroleum Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map, both sides : col. ; 57 x 88 cm., folded to 23 x 12 cm.
Panel title.
At head of title: Miracle fold road map
Added title: Street map of Long Beach "General Petroleum Corporation ... 612 South Flower Street, Los Angeles ..." -- On back panel.
Plate no. 594512VB.
Insets (23 x 26 and 16 x 10 cm): El Segundo.
Manhattan Beach area -- Los Angeles and vicinity.
Panel art: Mobil winged horse logo over gas station.
RMcN Clients 4077 (PrCt)

42834 Long Beach (Calif.) - Maps - 1962 - Road maps

Panel title.
RMcN Clients 738 (PrCt)

42837 Long Beach (Calif.) - Maps - 1967 - Road maps

Panel title.
RMcN Clients 4532 (PrCt)

42838 Long Beach (Calif.) - Maps - 1968 - Road maps

Long Beach city map / Union Oil Company of California. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Co.,
c1968.
Authors: Union Oil Company of California -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 59 x 92 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Long Beach street map.
Plate no. 6708.
Inset (27 x 27 cm.): Los Angeles and vicinity.
Panel art: 76 Union sign against night sky.
Includes two certificate no. handstamps from the Register of Copyrights, Library of Congress, Washington, D.C.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4562 (PrCt)

42839 Long Beach (Calif.) - Maps - 1969 - Road maps<>Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1969 - Road maps<>Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 59 x 92 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Street map of Long Beach
Plate no. 6970-68-3.
Inset (27 x 27 cm.): Los Angeles and vicinity.
Panel art: Illustration of road and Gulf service station.
Includes two Library of Congress copyright handstamps with certificate numbers.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1235 (PrCt)

42840 Long Beach (Calif.) - Maps - 1970 - Road maps<>Long Beach region (Calif.) - Maps - 1970 - Road maps<>Road maps
1 map : both sides, col. ; 60 x 92 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Street map of Long Beach.
Plate no. 70-6708-4.
Inset (27 x 26 cm.): Los Angeles and vicinity.
Panel art: Gray and red illustration of a Phillips 66 service station.
F52469.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1999 (PrCt)

42841 Long Beach (Calif.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps<>Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps<>Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps<>Road maps
Long Beach / Phillips 66, the performance company. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Co., 1975.
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 60 x 92 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.
“1975 Edition”
Panel title.
Added title: Phillips 66 street map of Long Beach.
Plate no.74-6708-7.
Insets (27 x 26 cm.): Los Angeles and vicinity.
Panel art: illustration of goose flying over mountain landscape.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2062 (PrCt)

42842 Long Beach (Calif.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps<>Long Beach Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps<>Road maps
Authors: Mobil Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 30 x 53 cm., folded to 16 x 9 cm.
“1975 edition”
Panel title.
Map on verso (44 x 30): Long Beach [region]. Panel art: Mobil winged horse logos.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1680 (PrCt)

42843 Long Beach (Calif.) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps<>Long Beach Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps<>Road maps
Authors: Mobil Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 60 x 92 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
“1976 edition”
Panel title.
Plate no. 76-6708-8.
Inset (27 x 26 cm.): Los Angeles and vicinity.
Panel art: Illustrations of trees, cars on expressway, canoeing, golfing, and unidentified bridge.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1799 (PrCt)

42844 Long Beach (Calif.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps
Long Beach EasyFinder : Local street detail.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; fold. to 24 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Uniform title: EasyFinder
Laminated.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
ISBN 0528956116
RMcN Road Map 2005 LonCA (PrCt)

42845 Long Beach (Calif.) - Pictorial works - 1946 Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe
Railway Company - Pictorial works - 1946 Railroads - Maps
Aerial view of Long Beach, California, showing Santa Fe described on page 14. [New York?
Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway?, 1946?].
Authors: Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Company
1 view : col. ; 14 x 23 cm.
Photo colored to show railroad routes to Long Beach and Los Angeles harbors.
In Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Company. Fifty-first annual report of the
Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway Company ... December 31, 1945 [New York?:
Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway?, 1946?] p. [2]
5A 7267 (1945 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

42846 Long Beach Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1968 - Road maps
Authors: American Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Tempo Designs, Inc. -- Library
of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. : 60 x 92 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Long Beach street map.
Also bears imprint of Tempo Designs, Inc. of Lincolnwood, Illinois.
Plate no. 6708.
Insets (27 x 27 cm. and ): Los Angeles and vicinity
Panel art: Outline of California and "American" gas sign.
F50623" [appears twice].
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2943 (PrCt)

42847 Long Beach Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1972 - Road maps
Shell Long Beach and vicinity : featuring Los Angeles and vicinity. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. : 59 x 91 cm., on sheet 46 x 105 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.
"1972 edition."
Panel title.
Added title: Long Beach street map
Plate no.72-6708-5.
Inset (27 x 27 cm.): Los Angeles and vicinity.
Panel art: Shell logo and color illustration of sailboat in Long Beach Harbor.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2489 (PrCt)

42848 Long Beach Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1996 - Road maps
Long Beach, South Bay cities EasyFinder Plus!
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 62 x 83 cm. fold. to 32 x 23 cm.
"New map innovation."
Laminated.
$9.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-97080-1
RMcN StrFdr 1996 .L66 (PrCt)

42849 Long Island, Battle of, 1776 - Maps
United States - History - Revolution, 1775-1783 - Maps
Plan of the Battle of Long Island. 1842.
Authors: Family Magazine
1 map
Detached from The Family Magazine v. 6 (1842) [A 5.32512].
temp map1F G3802.L6S1 1775 .P5 1842 .F3 (PrCt)
Long Island, Battle of, 1776 - Maps
United States - History - Revolution, 1775-1783 - Maps
Plan of New York Island and a part of Long Island, shewing the positions of the American and British armies before, at, and after the engagement on the heights, August 27, 1776. Philadelphia, 1832.
Scale [ca. 1:157,500]. Relief shown by hachures.
Case E5 .W275505 Atlas map 2 (PrCt)

Long Island, Battle of, 1776 - Maps
A Plan of New York Island, with part of Long Island, Staten Island & east New Jersey, with a particular description of the engagement on the woody heights of Long Island, between Flatbush and Brooklyn, on the 27th of August 1776 between His Majesty's forces commanded by General Howe and the Americans under Major General Putnam, with the subsequent disposition of both armies. London: Wm. Faden, 1776.
Authors: Faden, William, 1749-1836 -- Howe, William Howe, Viscount, 1729-1814 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 42 cm.
'Engraved & publish'd by Wm. Faden.' Scale [ca. 1:95,040]; ca. 3/4 inch to 2 miles. Typeset text in 4 columns, bottom margin: An account of the proceedings of His Majesty's forces at the attack of the rebels works on Long Island, on the 27th of August 1776, taken from Gen. Howe's letter to Lord George Germaine ... dated Sep. 3, 1776.
In: Faden, William. The North American atlas, selected from the most authentic maps, charts, plans, &c. hitherto published (London: Printed for William Faden ..., 1777), pl. [17].

Long Island, Battle of, New York, N.Y., 1776 - Maps
A Plan of New York Island, with part of Long Island, Staten Island & east New Jersey, with a particular description of the engagement on the woody heights of Long Island, between Flatbush and Brooklyn, on the 27th of August 1776 between His Majesty's forces commanded by General Howe and the Americans under Major General Putnam, with the subsequent disposition of both armies. London: Wm. Faden, 1776.
Authors: Faden, William, 1749-1836 -- Howe, William Howe, Viscount, 1729-1814 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 42 cm.
'Engraved & publish'd by Wm. Faden.' Scale [ca. 1:95,040]; ca. 3/4 inch to 2 miles. Typeset text in 4 columns, bottom margin: An account of the proceedings of His Majesty's forces at the attack of the rebels works on Long Island, on the 27th of August 1776, taken from Gen. Howe's letter to Lord George Germaine ... dated Sep. 3, 1776. Has watermarks.
Relief shown by hachures. Depths shown by soundings.
LC Maps of North America, 1750-1789, 1143 Available also through the Library of Congress website as a raster image (July 2005): http://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g3802l.ar114300 Duplicate copy: Map7C 4 pl. 17 Ayer p133 .F14 1776 (NLO)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

42855 Long Island (N.Y.), Battle of, 1776>>>United States - History - Revolution, 1775-1783 - Maps

_Draft of the engagement at Long Island, Aug. 27th 1776._ 1878.
Memoirs v. 3
1 map ; on sheet 15 x 24 cm.
In Johnston, Henry Phelps. 'Campaign of 1776 around New York and Brooklyn' published in Memoirs of the Long Island Historical Society v. 3 (1878), part 2, opposite p. 50.
'Reduction from original map, drawn by J. Ewing Sept. 1776.'
M1258
_F 85146.5 v. 3, part 2. opp. (PrCt)

42856 Long Island (N.Y.), Battle of, 1776>>>United States - History - Revolution, 1775-1783 - Maps

_Sketch of the Brooklyn works in 1776._ 1878.
Memoirs v. 3
1 map ; 18 x 13 cm.
In Johnston, Henry Phelps. 'Campaign of 1776 around New York and Brooklyn' published in Memoirs of the Long Island Historical Society v. 3 (1878), part 1, opposite p. 70.
'Facsimile from the Stiles diary, Yale College Library.'
M1256
_F 85146.5 v. 3, part 1. opp. p. 70 (PrCt)

42857 Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1675 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles>>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles

_Long Island sirvaide / by Robarte Ryder._
Authors: Ryder, Robert, fl. 1670-1680 -- John Carter Brown Library -- Stinehour Press
1 map : col. ; 56 x 77 cm.
Facsimile redrawn 'from the manuscript original (drawn about 1675) in the John Carter Brown Library.'
'Reproduced by the Stinehour Press, Lunenburg, Vermont.'
Description of map and order form (2 p.) in Map Information File.
_map6F G3802.L6 1675 R9 1995 (PrCt)


_Eastern Long Island and the coast of Connecticut._ [19--].
Authors: Bien, Julius, 1826-1909 -- Long Island Historical Society.
MapCollection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 18th-century manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
_mapPhoto France ASH 135bis-10-2 (PrCt)

42859 Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1882

_Map of Long Island._ 1882.
Authors: Munsell (William Watkins) and Co., New York
1 map : col. ; 18 x 65 cm.
Detached from History of Suffolk County, New York (New York: Munsell, 1882) [F 8518.48].
Includes table giving dates of charter and settlement: Origins of towns.
546
_map4F G3802.L6 1882 W3 (PrCt)


Authors: G.W. & C. B. Colton & Co. -- Long Island Railroad Company -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. 18 x 52 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:441,650].
Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection.
_map2F G3802.L6P3 1882 .C6 (PrCt)

42861 Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1888 - Railroads>>>Railroads - Maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company. Rand, McNally & Co.'s improved indexed business atlas and shipper's guide ... (1888) -- Rand McNally and Company. Commercial atlas (1888)
1 map : col. ; 17 x 49 cm.
Title printed above neat line.
Added title in oversize lettering, upper margin: Rand, McNally & Co.'s New York.
Bottom margin includes four columns of descriptive text.
In Rand, McNally & Co.'s improved indexed business atlas and shipper's guide ... (Chicago: Rand McNally, 1888) p. 140-141.
Keyed to index of towns and railroads on p.127, 130-131, 134-135, and 138-159.
Uniform atlas title: Commercial atlas.
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
_oversize RMCN atlas .C7 1888, p. 140-141 (PrCt)


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1 map : col. ; 21 x 79 cm., folded to 24 x 11 cm.
At head of title: White Way Maps.
Scale [ca. 1:253,440].
Colored to highlight the North Hempstead and Jericho Turnpikes and the Montauk Highway; also shows railroads.
Top margin includes scale of "air line miles from Montauk Point"; bottom margin includes scale of "air line miles from Columbus Circle, New York."
Map on verso (21 x 19 cm.): Long Island and "The Sunrise Route Ferry" ... / prepared by "Mixer’s Motor Maps and Tours."
Verso includes ferry schedule and directory of golf clubs keyed to main map.
Panel art: Indian pointing to sunrise on the island, on bluff above car on road.
References: Cf. OCLC 50081554
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).
Accession no. 2002100101
Road map4C G3802.L6P2 1927 .L6 (PrCt)

42865
Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1929 - Road maps
Road map of Long Island in Soconyland, 1927.
New York : General Drafting Co., 1929.
Authors: Standard Oil Company of New York -- General Drafting Company
1 map : col. ; 20 x 80 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title. At head of title: Long Island.
Verso includes index, mileage tables, lists of yacht and golf clubs, and ferry schedules and rates.
Panel art: Socony logo and partial view of the Earth's horizon, with the northeastern U.S. identified as "Soconyland."
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).
Road map4C G3802.L6P2 1927 .S7 (PrCt)

42866
Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1929 - Wall maps - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 31 x 129 cm.
Plate no. [?]: 6476 New York-7-29
One map printed in two sections on one sheet; eastern section (31 x 50) printed above remainder of island (31 x 79 cm.)
Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto road map of Long Island ... (Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, 1929). 26 p. : maps, ill. ; 19 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally official auto road map : Long Island.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B, BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 409 (PrCt)

42867
Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Long Island in Soconyland ... 1930 road map of Long Island ... New York : General Drafting Co., Inc., 1930.
Authors: Standard Oil Company of New York -- Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 59 (PrCt)
Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1930 - Road maps

1 map : col. ; 31 x 129 cm.
Plate no. ?: 808-3 New York-6-30
One map printed in two sections on one sheet; eastern section (31 x 50) printed above remainder of island (31 x 79 cm.)
Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto road map of Long Island ... (Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, 1930). 26 p. : maps, ill. ; 19 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally official auto road map : Long Island.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 461 (PrCt)

Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1931 - Road maps

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Sinclair Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 0, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 583 (PrCt)

Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1932 - Road maps

Authors: Richfield Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally
1 map : col. ; 43 x 78 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair 1933 official road map : Long Island.
Plate no. 111. O 43 M
Map on verso (44 x 29 cm.): Metropolitan district : New York City
Panel art: Cartoon scene including dinosaur in front of Sinclair station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 98.36 (PrCt)

Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Pure Oil Pathfinder : Long Island ... tenth edition.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1933].
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 20 x 68 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Pure Oil pathfinder for Long Island.
Date from RMcN AE 98 ms. index.
Plate no. O 43 P
Panel art: Pure logo behind car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 98.32 (PrCt)

Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Pure Oil Pathfinder : Long Island ... tenth edition.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1933].
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 20 x 68 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Pure Oil pathfinder for Long Island.
Date from RMcN AE 98 ms. index.
Plate no. O 43 P
Panel art: Pure logo behind car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 98.36 (PrCt)

Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1934].
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 78 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair 1934 official road map : Long Island.
Date from RMcN AE 98 ms. index.
Plate no. P. 3453 P
Map on verso (44 x 29 cm.): Metropolitan district : New York City
Panel art: Boy with toy dinosaur waving to couple in car.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 98.51 (PrCt)

Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Motoring on Long Island. in 1933 ... Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 20 x 79 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Motoring on Long Island. in 1933 ...
Panel art: Mobiloil and Socony logos on blue background
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 98.43 (PrCt)

Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Corporation -- Standard Oil Company of New York -- General Drafting Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 20 x 79 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Motoring on Long Island. in 1934 ...
Panel art: Mobiloil and Socony logos on blue background
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 98.43 (PrCt)
42880 Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 20 x 68 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"Eleventh edition"
Panel title.
Added title: Pure Oil pathfinder for Long Island.
Plate no. P 43 P.
Panel art: Pure Oil logo laid over a map of the eastern United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2183 (PrCt)

42881 Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

In New York, Long Island : ride with Richfield.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1934].
Authors: Richfield Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 45 x 68 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Richfield golden trails in New York.
Date from RMcN AE 98 ms. index.
Plate no. P-26-P
Inset (34 x 15 cm.) : Lower New York and Long Island.
Maps on verso (34 x 52 cm. and smaller):
Richfield golden trails in Long Island and vicinity
-- Albany -- Buffalo -- Rochester -- Schenectady
-- Manhattan -- Syracuse.
Inset on verso (15 x 17 cm.): Eastern Long Island.
Panel art: Richfield eagle logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 98.46 (PrCt)

42882 Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

Authors: Standard Oil Company of New York -- Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- General Drafting Company -- Cashman-Condon Motor Co. (Newburyport, Mass.) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 20 x 79 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"1934 edition."
Panel title.
Added title: Motoring on Long Island in 1934, you will find ...
Panel art: "Socony" flying horse logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3011 (PrCt)

42884 Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1935 - Road maps

Texaco touring map : Long Island ...
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1938].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 50 x 69 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Long Island and vicinity.
Date from RMcN AE 100 ms. index.
Includes table of "State and federal gasoline taxes as of March 15th, 1938."
Plate no. T. 3816
Insets (12 x 13 cm. and 27 x 13 cm): Staten Island and connecting routes -- Connecting routes into New York City.
Maps on verso (50 x 50 cm. and smaller): Texaco sectional trip map [of eastern U.S.] -- Chicago and vicinity -- New York and vicinity -- Cleveland and vicinity -- Maritime Provinces.
Panel art: Texaco logo over outline of United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 100.15 (PrCt)

42885 Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Texaco touring map : Long Island ...
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1938].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 50 x 69 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Long Island and vicinity.
Date from RMcN AE 100 ms. index.
Includes table of "State and federal gasoline taxes December 2nd, 1938."
Plate no. (3) T. 3816
Insets (12 x 13 cm. and 27 x 13 cm.): Staten Island and connecting routes -- Connecting routes into New York City.
Panel art: Texaco logo over outline of United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 100.18 (PrCt)

42886 Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1935 - Road maps >> New York Region - Maps - 1935 - Road maps >> Road maps
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 40 x 64 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Pure Oil Pathfinder for Long Island.
Plate no. Q. 3453
Inset (12 x 14 cm.): [Eastern Long Island].
Map on verso (42 x 47 cm.): Pure Oil Pathfinder for New York metropolitan area.
Panel art: Pure station in front of outline of eastern United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 98.54 (PrCt)

42887 Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1935 - Road maps >> New York Region - Maps - 1935 - Road maps >> Road maps
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 40 x 64 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Pure Oil pathfinder for Long Island.
Date from RMcN AE 100 ms. index.
Plate no. Q. 3534
Inset (12 x 14 cm.): [Eastern Long Island].
Maps on verso (42 x 47 cm. and 22 x 10 cm.): Pure Oil pathfinder for New York metropolitan area -- Map of Manhattan New York.
Panel art: Pure logo over map of eastern U.S. and Pure Oil station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 100.12 (PrCt)

42888 Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1935 - Road maps >> New York Region - Maps - 1935 - Road maps >> Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 40 x 64 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair 1935 official road map : Long Island.
Plate no. Q. 3534
Inset (12 x 14 cm.): [Eastern Long Island].
Map on verso (42 x 47 cm.): Sinclair 1935 official road map : New York metropolitan area.
Panel art: Dinosaurs in prehistoric landscape.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 98.54 (PrCt)

42889 Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1935 - Road maps >> New York Region - Maps - 1935 - Road maps >> Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Allen, J. E., fl. 1935 -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 40 x 64 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair official road map : Long Island.
Date from RMcN AE 100 ms. index.
Plate no. Q. 3534
Inset (12 x 14 cm.): [Eastern Long Island].
Map on verso (42 x 47 cm.): Sinclair official road map : New York metropolitan area.
Panel art: Dinosaurs in prehistoric landscape; signed "J.E. Allen 35."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 100.13 (PrCt)

42890 Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1935 - Road maps >> New York Region - Maps - 1935 - Road maps >> Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Allen, J. E., fl. 1935 -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 40 x 64 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair 1935 official road map : Long Island.
Plate no. Q.3534.
Inset (12 x 15 cm.): Block Island Sound.
Map on verso (43 x 47 cm.): Sinclair 1935 official...
road map : New York metropolitan area. Panel art: Color illustration of Brontosaurus, unfolds to display other dinosaurs; signed “J.E. Allen 35”.
RMcN Clients 2613 (PrCt)

42891 Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
New York Region - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Road maps
1 map : col. ; 40 x 64 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Pure Oil pathfinder for Long Island.
Date from RMcN AE 100 ms. index.
Plate no. R. 3534
Inset (12 x 14 cm.): [Eastern Long Island]. Maps on verso (42 x 47 cm. and 22 x 10 cm.): Pure Oil pathfinder for New York metropolitan area -- Map of Manhattan New York.
Panel art: Pure logo over car at Pure Oil station. Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 100.2 (PrCt)

42892 Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
New York Region - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Road maps
1 map : col. ; 64 x 39 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair road map : Long Island.
Date from RMcN AE 100 ms. index.
Plate no. R. 3534
Inset (14 x 12 cm.): [Eastern Long Island]. Map on verso (43 x 48 cm.): Sinclair road map : New York metropolitan area.
Panel art: Cars at a neighborhood Sinclair station; signed "Helck."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 100.1 (PrCt)

42893 Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
New York Region - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 39 x 63 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: 1936 Tydol trails : Long Island.
Plate no. J-375 S.
Inset (14 x 17 cm.): Eastern Long Island.
Map on verso (42 x 47 cm.): 1936 Tydol trails : metropolitan New York City.
Panel art: Cartoon of Tydol "Little Engineer"; automobile license plate. Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 171.17B (PrCt)

42894 Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
New York Region - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Road maps
2 maps : col. ; each 39 x 78 cm., each folded to 11 x 22 cm. in covers
"1936 edition" -- front cover
Panel art: Lighthouse on shore. Comprised of 2 separate maps bearing same title but covering eastern and western sections of Long Island; issued pasted into paper cover.
Editor's copy; annotated with notes on variant place names appearing on Rand McNally maps of Long Island.
Imperfect; cover and maps trimmed into 2 pieces, resulting in some loss of the eastern map and the back cover.
Printed paste-on label, front cover: Supplied by Rand McNally ... map headquarters. New York ... Chicago ... [and] San Francisco ...
Includes handstamps "Received ... Feb. 3 - 1937, Rand McNally & Co. ... " and "Copyrighted"
RMcN Clients 1346 (PrCt)

42895 Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
New York Region - Maps - 1937 - Pictorial maps
Pictorial maps
Long Island (N.Y.) - 1937
Road maps
Long Island ... : Socony-Vacuum ... : Standard Oil of New York ... New York : General Drafting Co., Inc., 1937. Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Standard Oil Company of New York -- General Drafting Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 36 x 53 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Motoring on Long Island ... .
Maps on verso (21 x 63 cm. and 13 x 41 cm.): Motoring on Long Island [eastern section] -- [Pictorial map of Long Island].
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Panel art: Socony sign over country scene.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "1937"
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 169.5A (PrCt)

42896 Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 40 x 64 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Pure Oil pathfinder for Long Island and vicinity.
Date from RMcN AE 100 ms. index.
Plate no. S. 3708
Inset (12 x 14 cm.): Eastern Long Island.
Maps on verso (42 x 47 cm. and 22 x 10 cm.):
Pure Oil pathfinder for New York metropolitan area -- Map of Manhattan New York.
Panel art: Pure logo over car at Pure Oil station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 100.9 (PrCt)

42897 Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Helck, Peter, 1893-1988 -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 39 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair road map : Long Island and vicinity.
Date from RMcN AE 100 ms. index.
Plate no. S. 3708
Inset (14 x 12 cm.): Eastern Long Island.
Map on verso (43 x 48 cm.): Sinclair road map :
New York metropolitan area.
Panel art: attendants servicing a cars at a neighborhood Sinclair station; signed "Helck."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 100.17 (PrCt)

42898 Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Long Island : travel the route of friendly service : ... Socony-Vacuum ... : Standard Oil of New York ... New York : General Drafting Co., Inc., 1938.
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Standard Oil Company of New York -- General Drafting Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 37 x 54 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Motoring on Long Island ...
Maps on verso (22 x 64 cm. and 14 x 42 cm.):
Motoring on Long Island [eastern section] -- [Pictorial map of Long Island].
Panel art: Socony sign.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 18 1938 Rand McNally & Co. .... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 168.11 (PrCt)

42899 Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Long Island : Pure Oil pathfinder ... . Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1938].
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 40 x 64 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Long Island and vicinity.
Date from RMcN AE 100 ms. index.
Plate no. T. 3708
Inset (12 x 14 cm.): Eastern Long Island.
Maps on verso (42 x 47 cm. and 22 x 10 cm.):
New York metropolitan area -- Map of Manhattan New York.
Panel art: Pure sign over Pure Oil station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 100.17 (PrCt)

42900 Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 40 x 64 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair road map : Long Island and vicinity.
Date from RMcN AE 100 ms. index.
Plate no. T. 3708
Inset (14 x 12 cm.): Eastern Long Island.
Map on verso (42 x 47 cm.): Sinclair road map :
New York metropolitan area.
Panel art: Couple in car at Sinclair station with an attendant.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 100.21 A (PrCt)

42901 Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Motoring on Long Island ... . Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1938].
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 40 x 64 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Motoring on Long Island ...
Maps on verso (22 x 64 cm. and 14 x 42 cm.):
Motoring on Long Island [eastern section] -- [Pictorial map of Long Island].
Panel art: Socony sign.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 18 1938 Rand McNally & Co. .... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 168.11 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Long Island road map ... compliments of your Sunoco dealer. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1938].

Authors: Sunoco (Firm) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 64 x 39 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Auto road map : Long Island and vicinity.

Date from RMcN AE 100 ms. index.

Plate no. T. 3888

Insets (15 x 35 cm. and 11 x 13 cm.): New York World’s Fair 1939 -- Eastern Long Island.

Maps on verso (43 x 52 cm. and 16 x 17 cm.): Auto road map of New York metropolitan -- Lower Manhattan.

Panel art: Sunoco sign over cityscape.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 100.21 (PrCt)
Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps

Texaco touring map : Long Island with sectional map of adjoining states. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1940].

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 67 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Long Island and vicinity.
Date from RMcN AE 100 ms. index.
Includes table of "State and federal gasoline taxes as of 2nd September, 1941."
Plate no. W. 3816
Insets (12 x 8 cm. and 27 x 13 cm): Staten Island and connecting routes -- Connecting routes into New York City.
Maps on verso (50 x 50 cm. and smaller): Texaco sectional trip map [of eastern U.S.] -- Cleveland and vicinity -- New York and vicinity -- Maritime Provinces.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 100.38 (PrCt)

Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps


Authors: Sunoco (Firm) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Bodeen, George H. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 37 x 68 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Long Island and vicinity.
Date from RMcN AE 100 ms. index.
Plate no. W.3708
Insets (3 x 5 cm. and 13 x 19 cm): Fishers Island -- Eastern Long Island.
Maps on verso (51 x 26 cm. each): Metropolitan New York -- Manhattan and connecting routes.
Panel art: Car on road with historical places in background signed "Geo. H. Bodeen" (?)
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 100.39 (PrCt)

Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps


Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 39 cm.
Panel title.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 100.34 (PrCt)
Plate no. W. 3708
Insets (13 x 30 cm. and smaller): Manhattan, New York -- Fishers Island -- Eastern Long Island.
Map on verso (43 x 48 cm.): Sinclair road map: New York metropolitan area.
Panel art: Sinclair sign above car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 100.36 (PrCt)

42911 Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps>>>New York Region - Maps - 1942 - Road maps>>>Manhattan (New York, N.Y.) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps>>>Road maps
Authors: Sunoco (Firm) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 37 x 68 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Long Island and vicinity.
Date from RMcN AE 97 ms. index.
Plate no. X. 3708
Insets (14 x 19 cm. and 3 x 5 cm.): Eastern Long Island -- Fishers Island.
Maps on verso (51 x 26 cm.): Metropolitan New York -- Manhattan and main connecting routes.
Panel art: Waving Sunoco serviceman under Sunoco sign.
Does not include a pictorial map.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 97.10 (PrCt)

42912 Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps>>>New York Region - Maps - 1942 - Road maps>>>Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 35 x 65 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair Long Island and vicinity.
Date from RMcN AE 97 ms. index.
Plate no. X. 3708
Map on verso (43 x 47 cm.): Sinclair New York metropolitan area.
Panel art: Sinclair H-C gasoline pump.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2662 (PrCt)

Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 37 x 68 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair: Long Island and vicinity.
Date from RMcN AE 97 ms. index.
Plate no. 463708V
Insets (15 x 30 cm. and smaller): Manhattan, New York -- Fishers Island -- Eastern Long Island.
Maps on verso (50 x 49 cm. and 16 x 16 cm.): Long Island [pictorial map] -- Staten Island and vicinity.
Panel art: Sinclair serviceman in front of car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 97.34 (PrCt)

Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 37 x 68 cm.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
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Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair : Long Island and vicinity.
Date from RMcN AE 97 ms. index.
Plate no. 463708V-1
Insets (15 x 30 cm. and smaller): Manhattan,
New York -- Fishers Island -- Eastern Long
Island.
Maps on verso (50 x 49 cm. and 16 x 16 cm.):
Long Island [pictorial map] -- Staten Island and
vicinity.
Panel art: Sinclair serviceman in front of car on
road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 97.35 (PrCt)

42916 Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1946 - Road
maps<<>>New York Region - Maps - 1946 -
Road maps<<>>Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps -
1946 - Pictorial maps<<>>Pictorial maps -
Long Island (N.Y.) - 1946 - Road
maps<<>>Pictorial maps
Long Island : road map and pictorial sight-seeing
guide / Sinclair H-C gasoline. Chicago : Rand
McNally & Company, [1946?].
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally
and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map
Collection (Newberry Library) -- 1 map : col. ; 36 x 65 cm., folded to 17 x 9 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair Long Island and vicinity
Plate no. 463708V-1
Insets (15 x 30 cm. and smaller): Manhattan,
New York -- Fisher's Island, N.Y. -- Eastern Long
Island.
Maps on verso (47 x 30 cm. and 15 x 15 cm.):
Long Island [pictorial map keyed to marginal
illustrations] -- Staten Island and vicinity.
Panel art: Illustration of service attendant and car
on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN Clients 2665 (PrCt)

42917 Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1946 - Road
maps<<>>New York Region - Maps - 1946 -
Road maps<<>>Road maps
Long Island : Rand McNally road map. Chicago :
Rand McNally & Company, [1946].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 37 x 68 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 97 ms. index.
Plate no. 463708V
Insets (15 x 30 cm. and smaller): Manhattan,
New York -- Fishers Island -- Eastern Long
Island.
Map on verso (32 x 47 cm.): Rand McNally road
map : United States
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 97.32 (PrCt)

42918 Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1947 - Coasts -
Nautical charts<<>>Atlantic Coast (N.Y.) -
Maps - 1947 - Nautical charts<<>>New York
Harbor (N.Y. and N.J.) - Maps -
1947<<>>Connecticut River - Maps - 1947 -
Nautical charts<<>>Nautical charts - Long
Island (N.Y.) - 1947 - Coasts<<>>Nautical
charts - Atlantic Coast (N.Y.) -
1947<<>>Nautical charts - Connecticut River -
Maps - 1947<<>>Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps -
1947 - Pictorial maps<<>>Atlantic Coast (N.Y.) -
Maps - 1947 - Pictorial maps<<>>New York
Harbor (N.Y. and N.J.) - Maps - 1947 - Pictorial
maps<<>>Pictorial maps - Long Island (N.Y.) -
1947<<>>Pictorial maps - Atlantic Coast (N.Y.) -
1947<<>>Pictorial maps - New York Harbor
(N.Y. and N.J.) - 1947<<>>Nautical
charts<<>>Pictorial maps
Coastwise cruising guide no. 2 : Block Island, R.I.
to Sandy Hook, N.J. including Long Island Sound
and New York Harbor ... : Socony-Vacuum Oil
Company Inc. and affiliates Magnolia Petroleum
Co., General Petroleum Corp. Chicago : Rand
McNally & Co., [1947].
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company --
Magnolia Petroleum Company -- General
Petroleum Corporation -- Rand McNally and
Company -- Socony-Vacuum Oil Company.
Cruising guide -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 46 x 82 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Coastline cruising guide : Block
Island, R.I. to Sandy Hook, N.J. including Long
Island Sound.
Uniform title: Cruising guide.
Date from RMcN AE 175 ms. index.
Plate no. 4707.
Includes pictorial vignettes of lighthouses,
lightships and other aids to navigation.
Maps on verso (56 x 54 cm. and smaller):
Cruising guide : New York Harbor -- Tidal current
chart of Long Island Sound [2 maps] -- Tidal
current chart of New York Harbor [2 maps] --
Connecticut River.
Panel art: Mobilgas marine station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 175.2 (PrCt)

42919 Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1947 - Road
maps<<>>New York Region - Maps - 1946 -
Road maps<<>>Manhattan (New York, N.Y.) -
Maps - 1947 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Sunoco road map and historical scenic guide :
Long Island and Metropolitan New York. Chicago :
Rand McNally & Company, [1947].
Authors: Sunoco (Firm) -- Rand McNally and

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
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Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 41 x 78 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 97 ms. index.
Plate no. 7-463708V-1
Maps on verso (58 x 28 cm. each): Metropolitan New York -- Manhattan and main connecting routes.
Panel art: New York road sign in front of cars on rural road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 97.43 (PrCt)
42920
Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1947 - Road
maps<>>>New York Region - Maps - 1947 -
Road maps<>>>Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps -
1947 - Pictorial maps<>>>Pictorial maps -
Long Island (N.Y.) - 1947<>>>Road
maps<>>>Pictorial maps
Long Island road map and pictorial sight-seeing
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 37 x 68 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair : Long Island and vicinity.
Date from RMcN AE 97 ms. index.
Plate no. 7-463708V-2
Insets (15 x 30 cm. and smaller): Manhattan, New York -- Fishers Island -- Eastern Long Island.
Maps on verso (50 x 49 cm. and 16 x 16 cm.): Long Island [pictorial map] -- Staten Island and vicinity.
Panel art: Sinclair serviceman in front of car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 97.44 (PrCt)
42921
Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1948 - Coasts -
Nautical charts<>>>Atlantic Coast (N.Y.) -
Maps - 1948 - Nautical charts<>>>Atlantic
Coast (New England) - Maps - 1948 - Nautical
charts<>>>Hempstead Bay (N.Y.) - Maps -
1948 - Harbors<>>>Nautical charts - Long
Island (N.Y.) - 1948<>>>Nautical charts -
Atlantic Coast (N.Y.) - 1948<>>>Nautical
charts - Atlantic Coast (New England) -
1948<>>>Nautical charts
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Gulf Oil Corporation. Cruisedige -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 41 x 79 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Gulf cruisegide map : Sandy Hook, N.J. to Westerly, R.I.
Uniform title: Cruisedige.
Date from RMcN AE 175 ms. index.
Plate no. 484730.
Insets (17 x 40 cm.): Hempstead Bay.
Map on verso (88 x 40 cm.): Gulf cruisegide map : New London, Conn. to Eastport, Me.
Panel art: Gulf logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 175.10 (PrCt)
42922
Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1948 - Coasts -
Nautical charts<>>>Atlantic Coast (N.Y.) -
Maps - 1948 - Nautical charts<>>>New York
Harbor (N.Y. and N.J.) - Maps - 1948 - Nautical
charts<>>>City Island (New York, N.Y.) -
Maps - 1948 - Harbors<>>>Hempstead Bay (N.Y.) -
Maps - 1948 - Harbors<>>>Nautical charts -
Long Island (N.Y.) - 1948 -
Coasts<>>>Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast
(N.Y.) - 1948<>>>Nautical charts
Texaco cruising chart : Texaco Waterways
Service : 1948 edition : Atlantic coast : Block
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Texas Company. Cruising chart -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 67 x 21 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco cruising chart : Block Island, R.I. to Sandy Hook, N.J. including Long Island Sound.
Uniform title: Cruising chart.
"No. 2."
Plate no. 8-4716-1.
Panel art: Seagulls and boats with the Texaco Waterways Service logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 175.15 (PrCt)
42923
Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1948 - Road
maps<>>>New York Region - Maps - 1948 -
Road maps<>>>Manhattan (New York, N.Y.) -
Maps - 1948 - Road maps<>>>Road maps
Long Island and metropolitan New York : Sunoco
road map and historical scenic guide ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1948].
Authors: Sunoco (Firm) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 37 x 68 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 97 ms. index.
Plate no. 8-463708V-2
Maps on verso (52 x 27 cm. and 51 x 27 cm.):
Metropolitan New York -- Manhattan and main connecting routes.
Panel art: Sunoco logo over a couple by a car overlooking a rural village in a valley.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 97.5A (PrCt)

42924

Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
New York Region - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Manhattan (New York, N.Y.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Authors: Sunoco (Firm) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 40 x 78 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 100 ms. index.
Plate no. 8-463708V-2
Maps on verso (58 x 27 cm. each): Metropolitan New York -- Manhattan and connecting routes.
Panel art: Couple standing in front of car above rural landscape.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 100.4X (PrCt)

42925

Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
New York Region - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 35 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair : Long Island and vicinity.
Date from RMcN AE 97 ms. index.
Plate no. 8-463708V-3
Insets (13 x 30 cm. and 10 x 13 cm.) Manhattan, New York -- Eastern Long Island.
Map on verso (43 x 48 cm.): Sinclair : Metropolitan New York City.
Panel art: Sinclair H-C gasoline logo and road sign with a bird, rabbit, and car on rural road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 97.62 (PrCt)

42926

Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
New York Region - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Road maps
Long Island : Mobilgas : Socony-Vacuum.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1948].
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 34 x 52 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc. : Long Island (western section).
Date from RMcN AE 97 ms. index.
Plate no. 8-474612-1
Maps on verso (19 x 56 cm. and 3 x 5 cm.):
Socony-Vacuum Oil Company, Inc. : Long Island (eastern section) -- Fishers Island.
Panel art: Mobiloil and Mobilgas logos.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 97.1A (PrCt)
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 174.8 (PrCt)

42930 Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1949 - Road maps
Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1949 - Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 36 x 66 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair : Long Island and vicinity.
Date from RMcN AE 102 ms. index.
Plate no. 9-463708V-4
Insets (13 x 30 cm. and 10 x 13 cm.) Manhattan, New York -- Eastern Long Island.
Map on verso (43 x 48 cm.): Sinclair : Metropolitan New York City.
Panel art: Sinclair H-C gasoline logo and road sign with a bird, rabbit, and car on rural road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 102.6 (PrCt)

42931 Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1949 - Road maps
Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1949 - Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 34 x 52 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 102 ms. index.
Plate no. 9-474612-2
Maps on verso (19 x 56 cm. and 3 x 5 cm.): Socony-Vacuum Oil Company, Inc. : Long Island (eastern section) -- Fishers Island.
Panel art: Mobilgas and Mobilgas logos.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 102.3 (PrCt)

42932 Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1950 - Road maps
Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1950 - Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 55 x 70 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 102 ms. index.
Plate no. 9-474612-2
Maps on verso (43 x 33 cm. and smaller): Texaco harbor guide : New York Harbor -- Texaco harbor guide : City Island -- Texaco harbor guide : Hempstead Bay.
Panel art: Seagulls and boats with the Texaco Waterways Service logo.
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Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 102 ms. index.
Plate no. 0-463708V-5
Maps on verso (58 x 44 cm. and 19 x 11 cm.):
Sunoco : metropolitan New York -- Manhattan.
Panel art: Sunoco logo over a couple by a car overlooking a rural river town in a valley.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 102.54X (PrCt)

42933
Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1950 - Road maps>>>New York Region - Maps - 1950 - Road maps>>>Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm., folded to 17 x 9 cm.
Panel title.
Variant panel title: Road map : Long Island and metropolitan New York
Added title: Sinclair Long Island and vicinity
Plate no. 0-463708V-5
Insets (15 x 30 cm. and smaller): Manhattan, New York -- Fisher's Island, N.Y. -- Eastern Long Island
Map on verso (48 x 47 cm.): Sinclair metropolitan New York City
Panel art: Illustration of Sinclair sign and road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2681 (PrCt)

42935
Nautical charts>>>Pictorial maps
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Magnolia Petroleum Company -- General Petroleum Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Socony-Vacuum Oil Company.
Cruising guide -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 46 x 82 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Coastline cruising guide : Block Island, R.I. to Sandy Hook, N.J. including Long Island Sound.
Uniform title: Cruising guide.
Date from RMcN AE 174 ms. index.
Plate nos. "1-4707-3" and "1M31."
Includes pictorial vignettes of lighthouses, lightships and other aids to navigation.
Maps on verso (56 x 54 cm. and smaller):
Panel art: Mobilgas marine station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 174.29 (PrCt)

Nautical charts
1 map : col. ; 67 x 21 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco cruising chart : Block Island, R.I. to Sandy Hook, N.J. including Long Island Sound.
Uniform title: Cruising chart.
"No. 2."
Plate no. 1-4716-3.
Maps on verso (43 x 33 cm. and smaller): Texaco harbor guide : New York Harbor -- Texaco harbor guide : City Island -- Texaco harbor guide : Hempstead Bay.
Panel art: Seagulls and boats with the Texaco Waterways Service logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 174.24 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)


Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Texas Company. Cruising chart -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 44 x 78 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Texaco cruising chart : Block Island, R.I. to Sandy Hook, N.J. including Long Island Sound.

Uniform title: Cruising chart.

"No. 2."

Plate no. 1-4716-3.

Maps on verso (43 x 33 cm. and smaller): Texaco harbor guide : New York Harbor -- Texaco harbor guide : City Island -- Texaco harbor guide : Hempstead Bay.

Panel art: Seagulls and boats with the Texaco Waterways Service logo.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (October 2010).

RMcN Cruising 30 (PrCt)


Authors: Sunoco (Firm) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 40 x 78 cm.

Panel title.


Keyed to numbered pictorial vignettes in margins.

Plate no. 1-463708V-7

Maps on verso (58 x 44 cm. and 19 x 11 cm.): Metropolitan New York -- Manhattan.

RMcN AE 102.23 (PrCt)
Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1951 - Road maps

Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 36 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair : Long Island and vicinity.
Date from RMcN AE 102 ms. index.
Plate no. 1-463708V-6
Inserts (15 x 30 cm. and smaller): Manhattan, New York -- Fishers Island -- Eastern Long Island.
Map on verso (48 x 47 cm.): Sinclair : Metropolitan New York City.
Panel art: Sinclair H-C gasoline attendant by pump filling a car.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 102.35 (PrCt)

Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1951 - Road maps

42940

Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1951 - Road maps

Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 36 x 65 cm., folded to 17 x 9 cm.
Panel title.
Variant panel title: Road map : Long Island and metropolitan New York
Added title: Sinclair Long Island and vicinity
Plate no. 1-463708V-6
Map on verso (48 x 46 cm.): Sinclair metropolitan New York City
Panel art: Color illustration of HC Sinclair service attendant refuelling a car
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2703 (PrCt)

Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1951 - Road maps

Miracle fold road map : Long Island ... Mobilgas : Socony-Vacuum. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1951].
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Foldex Limited -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 34 x 67 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc. : Long Island (western section).
Date from RMcN AE 102 ms. index.
Plate no. 514612v8
Maps on verso (19 x 56 cm. and 3 x 5 cm.): Long Island (eastern section) : Socony-Vacuum Oil Company, Inc. -- Fishers Island.
Panel art: Mobiloil and Mobilgas logos.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 102.21 (PrCt)

Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1952 - Coasts - Nautical charts

42943

Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1952 - Coasts - Nautical charts

Atlantic Coast (N.Y.) - Maps - 1952 - Nautical charts
Hempstead Bay (N.Y.) - Maps - 1952 - Harbors
Manhasset Bay (N.Y.) - Maps - 1952 - Nautical charts
Oyster Bay (N.Y. : Bay) - Maps - 1952 - Nautical charts
Huntington Bay (N.Y. : Bay) - Maps - 1952 - Nautical charts

42944
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Gulf Oil Corporation. Cruiseide
-- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 41 x 79 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Gulf cruiseide map : Sandy Hook, N.J. to Westerly, R.I.
Uniform title: Cruiseide.
Date from RMcN AE 174 ms. index.
Plate no. 2-484730-2.
Inset (17 x 40 cm.): Hempstead Bay.
Maps on verso (41 x 49 cm. and smaller):
Cruiseide map : Long Island harbors -- Manhasset Bay -- Hempstead Harbor -- Oyster Bay and Huntington Bay.
Panel art: Gulf logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 174.39 (PrCt)

Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1952 - Coastal charts
Atlantic Coast (N.Y.) - Maps - 1952 - Nautical charts
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Texas Company. Cruising chart -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 67 x 21 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco cruising chart : Block Island, R.I. to Sandy Hook, N.J. including Long Island Sound.
Uniform title: Cruising chart.
"No. 2."
Plate no. 2-4716-4.
Maps on verso (43 x 33 cm. and smaller): Texaco harbor guide : New York Harbor -- Texaco harbor guide : City Island -- Texaco harbor guide : Hempstead Bay.
Panel art: Seagulls and boats with the Texaco Waterways Service logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 174.32 (PrCt)

Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1952 - Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Gulf Oil Corporation. Pictorial maps
-- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 41 x 79 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Gulf pictorial maps : Sandy Hook, N.J. to Westerly, R.I.
Uniform title: Pictorial maps.
Date from RMcN AE 174 ms. index.
Plate no. 2-484730-2.
Inset (17 x 40 cm.): Hempstead Bay.
Maps on verso (41 x 49 cm. and smaller):
Cruiseide map : Long Island harbors -- Manhasset Bay -- Hempstead Harbor -- Oyster Bay and Huntington Bay.
Panel art: Gulf logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 174.39 (PrCt)

42946 Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1952 - Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair : western Long Island.
Date from RMcN AE 102 ms. index.
Plate no. 524612V15-1
Map on verso (27 x 47 cm.): Sinclair : eastern Long Island.
Panel art: Sinclair station on road with cars.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 102.59X (PrCt)

42947 Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1952 - Road maps
Miracle fold road map : Long Island ... Mobilgas : Socony-Vacuum. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1952].
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Foldex Limited -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 34 x 56 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company, Inc. : Long Island (western section).
Date from RMcN AE 102 ms. index.
Plate no. 2-514612V8-1
Maps on verso (20 x 46 cm. and 3 x 4 cm.): Long Island (eastern section) : Socony-Vacuum Oil Company, Inc. -- Fishers Island.
Panel art: Mobiloil and Mobilgas logos.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 102.79 (PrCt)
Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1954 - Road maps

Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Foldex Limited -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 42 x 82 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Long Island (western section): Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc.
Date from RMcN AE 102 ms. index.
Plate no. 544612V18-1
Insets (5 x 34 cm. and 3 x 4 cm.): Long Island (eastern section) -- Fishers Island.
Map on verso (62 x 43 cm.): New York City street map: Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc.
Panel art: Mobilgas winged horse logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 102.6X (PrCt)

42949 Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1954 - Road maps

42950 Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1954 - Road maps

42951 Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1954 - Road maps

42952 Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1955 - Road maps

42953 Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1956 - Coasts - Nautical charts

Panels art: Crown serviceman giving thumbs up.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 102.12X (PrCt)

Panels title.
Added title: Long Island (western section): Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc.
Date from RMcN AE 102 ms. index.
Plate no. 544612V18-1
Insets (5 x 34 cm. and 3 x 4 cm.): Long Island (eastern section) -- Fishers Island.
Map on verso (62 x 43 cm.): New York City street map: Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc.
Panel art: Mobilgas winged horse logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 102.6X (PrCt)

Panels title.
Added title: Long Island (western section): Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc.
Date from RMcN AE 102 ms. index.
Plate no. 544612V18-1
 Insets (5 x 34 cm. and 3 x 4 cm.): Long Island (eastern section) -- Fishers Island.
Map on verso (62 x 43 cm.): New York City street map: Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc.
Panel art: Mobilgas winged horse logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 102.6X (PrCt)

Panels title.
Added title: Long Island (western section): Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc.
Date from RMcN AE 102 ms. index.
Plate no. 544612V18-1
 Insets (5 x 34 cm. and 3 x 4 cm.): Long Island (eastern section) -- Fishers Island.
Map on verso (62 x 43 cm.): New York City street map: Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc.
Panel art: Mobilgas winged horse logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 102.6X (PrCt)

Panels title.
Added title: Long Island (western section): Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc.
Date from RMcN AE 102 ms. index.
Plate no. 544612V18-1
 Insets (5 x 34 cm. and 3 x 4 cm.): Long Island (eastern section) -- Fishers Island.
Map on verso (62 x 43 cm.): New York City street map: Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc.
Panel art: Mobilgas winged horse logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 102.6X (PrCt)

Panels title.
Added title: Long Island (western section): Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc.
Date from RMcN AE 102 ms. index.
Plate no. 544612V18-1
 Insets (5 x 34 cm. and 3 x 4 cm.): Long Island (eastern section) -- Fishers Island.
Map on verso (62 x 43 cm.): New York City street map: Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc.
Panel art: Mobilgas winged horse logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 102.6X (PrCt)

Panels title.
Added title: Long Island (western section): Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc.
Date from RMcN AE 102 ms. index.
Plate no. 544612V18-1
 Insets (5 x 34 cm. and 3 x 4 cm.): Long Island (eastern section) -- Fishers Island.
Map on verso (62 x 43 cm.): New York City street map: Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc.
Panel art: Mobilgas winged horse logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 102.6X (PrCt)

Panels title.
Added title: Long Island (western section): Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc.
Date from RMcN AE 102 ms. index.
Plate no. 544612V18-1
 Insets (5 x 34 cm. and 3 x 4 cm.): Long Island (eastern section) -- Fishers Island.
Map on verso (62 x 43 cm.): New York City street map: Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc.
Panel art: Mobilgas winged horse logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 102.6X (PrCt)

Panels title.
Added title: Long Island (western section): Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc.
Date from RMcN AE 102 ms. index.
Plate no. 544612V18-1
 Insets (5 x 34 cm. and 3 x 4 cm.): Long Island (eastern section) -- Fishers Island.
Map on verso (62 x 43 cm.): New York City street map: Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc.
Panel art: Mobilgas winged horse logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 102.6X (PrCt)

Panels title.
Added title: Long Island (western section): Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc.
Date from RMcN AE 102 ms. index.
Plate no. 544612V18-1
 Insets (5 x 34 cm. and 3 x 4 cm.): Long Island (eastern section) -- Fishers Island.
Map on verso (62 x 43 cm.): New York City street map: Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc.
Panel art: Mobilgas winged horse logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 102.6X (PrCt)

Panels title.
Added title: Long Island (western section): Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc.
Date from RMcN AE 102 ms. index.
Plate no. 544612V18-1
 Insets (5 x 34 cm. and 3 x 4 cm.): Long Island (eastern section) -- Fishers Island.
Map on verso (62 x 43 cm.): New York City street map: Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc.
Panel art: Mobilgas winged horse logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 102.6X (PrCt)

Panels title.
Added title: Long Island (western section): Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc.
Date from RMcN AE 102 ms. index.
Plate no. 544612V18-1
 Insets (5 x 34 cm. and 3 x 4 cm.): Long Island (eastern section) -- Fishers Island.
Map on verso (62 x 43 cm.): New York City street map: Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc.
Panel art: Mobilgas winged horse logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 102.6X (PrCt)
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Texas Company. Cruising chart -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 67 x 21 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco cruising chart : Block Island, R.I. to Sandy Hook, N.J. including Long Island Sound.
Uniform title: Cruising chart.
"No. 2."
Plate no. 6-4716-8.
Maps on verso (32 x 43 cm. and smaller): Texaco harbor guide : Jamaica Bay -- Texaco harbor guide : Hempstead Bay -- Texaco harbor guide : Harlem River, East River and Long Island Sound, Panel art: Seagulls and boats with the Texaco Waterways Service logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 174.5X (PrCt)


Panel title.
Added title: Gulf cruisegide map : Sandy Hook, N.J. to Westerly, R.I.
Uniform title: Cruisegide.
Plate no. 6-484730-4.
Inset (17 x 40 cm.): Hempstead Bay.
Panel art: Gulf logo with anchor and signaling flags spelling "go Gulf."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 175.8X (PrCt)
Miracle fold road map : Long Island ... Mobilgas ... Socony Mobil Oil Company Inc. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1956].
Authors: Socony Mobil Oil Company -- Foldex Limited -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 82 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Long Island (western section) : Socony Mobil Oil Co., Inc.
Date from RMcN AE 102 ms. index.
Plate no. 6-544612V18-3
Insets (5 x 34 cm. and 3 x 4 cm.): Long Island (eastern section) -- Fishers Island.
Map on verso (62 x 43 cm.): New York City street map : Socony Mobil Oil Co., Inc.
Panel art: Mobilgas winged horse logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 102.35X (PrCt)

42959 Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1957 - Road maps<<<> New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1957 - Road maps<<<> Road maps
Miracle fold road map : Long Island and New York City / Mobil, Socony Mobil Oil Company, Inc. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Company, [1957?].
Authors: Socony Mobil Oil Company -- Foldex Limited -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 37 x 81 cm., folded to 23 x 12 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Long Island (western section).
Plate no. 7-544612V18-5.
Inset (15 x 34 cm.): Long Island (eastern section).
Map on verso (61 x 43 cm.): New York City street map.
Panel art: Mobilgas winged horse logo; Mobil logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1648 (PrCt)

42960 Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1957 - Road maps<<<> New York Region - Maps - 1957 - Road maps<<<> Westchester County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1957 - Road maps<<<> Road maps<<<> Counties - Maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 71 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added titles: Sinclair western Long Island.
Plate no. 574612V15.
Maps on verso (28 x 42 cm. and smaller.): Westchester County, N.Y. -- Eastern Long Island -- Fisher's Island, N.Y.
Panel art: Sinclair logo, gas station, and motto "see America's scenic wonders with Sinclair ..." Editor's copy (?) : light ms. annotations in blue ink.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2771 (PrCt)

42958 Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps<<<> Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair : western Long Island.
Date from RMcN AE 102 ms. index.
Plate no. 564612v15
Map on verso (27 x 47 cm. and 3 x 4 cm.): Sinclair : eastern Long Island.
Panel art: 4 illustrations of "scenic wonders" and family in car.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 102.34X (PrCt)

42961 Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1958 - Road maps<<<> New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1958 - Road maps<<<> Road maps
Miracle fold road map : Long Island and New York City / Mobil. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Company, [1958?].
Authors: Socony Mobil Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 37 x 81 cm., folded to 23 x 12 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Long Island (western section).
Plate no. 544612V18-5.
Map on verso (61 x 43 cm.): New York City street map.
Panel art: Mobilgas winged horse logo; Mobil logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1648 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Plate no. 8-544612V18-6.
Inset (14 x 34): Long Island (eastern section).
Map on verso (61 x 43 cm.): New York City street map.
Panel art: Mobil winged horse logo.
Title panel handstamped "Feb. 25 1958."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4066 (PrCt)

42962 Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1959 - Road maps<<>>New York Region - Maps - 1959 - Road maps<<>>Westchester County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1959 - Road maps<<>>Road maps<<>>Counties - Maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 32 x 79 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair eastern Long Island.
Inset (4 x 6 cm.): Fishers Island, N.Y.
Plate no. 9-5804D3-3.
Map on verso (32 x 51 cm. and smaller.): Sinclair Westchester County and metropolitan New York city area.
Panel art: Sinclair logo, gas station, and motto "see America's scenic wonders with Sinclair ...
Handstamp: Mar 18 1959
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2791 (PrCt)

Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 44 x 78 cm., folded to 23 x 12 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair cruise chart : Block Island, R.I. to Sandy Hook, N.J.
*Authorized reproduction of section of Chart 1108 by courtesy of the U.S. Coast & Geodetic Survey."
Includes directory of "Sinclair marine service" locations dated "May 1, 1963."
Plate no. 6323.
Inset (8 x 12 cm.): [Location map.
Strip map in 3 adjacent sections on verso (270 x 15 cm. total): Sinclair cruise chart : Sandy Hook, N.J. to Cape May, N.J.
Panel art: Illustration of Sinclair's World's Fair Marina in Flushing Bay, N.Y.
Handstamp: "Jul 23 1963" in red ink.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2807 (PrCt)

1 map : col. ; 61 x 82 cm., folded to 21 x 13 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Long Island (western section).
"Prepared by Rand McNally & Company."
"Mobil Oil Company, a division of Socony Mobil Oil Company ... New York ..." -- Back panel.
Plate nos. "645921-10" and "4-66-008".
Maps on verso (55 x 49 cm. or smaller): [Map of the New York World's Fair] -- Manhattan -- Rapid transit facilities.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4097 (PrCt)

42965 Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1965 - Road maps<<>>Westchester County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1965 - Road maps<<>>New York Region - Maps - 1965 - Road maps<<>>Road maps<<>>Counties - Maps
Authors: Crown Central Petroleum Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 32 x 52 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Insets (19 x 28 cm. and 6 x 4 cm.): Eastern Long Island & Westchester County ... / Sinclair oils Central Petroleum Corporation ... Baltimore, Md. [Chicago] : Rand McNally & Co., c1965.
Authors: Crown Central Petroleum Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 32 x 52 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Insets (19 x 28 cm. and 6 x 4 cm.): Eastern Long Island & Westchester County ... / Sinclair oils Central Petroleum Corporation ... Baltimore, Md. [Chicago] : Rand McNally & Co., c1965.
Authors: Crown Central Petroleum Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 32 x 52 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Insets (19 x 28 cm. and 6 x 4 cm.): Eastern Long Island & Westchester County ... / Sinclair oils Central Petroleum Corporation ... Baltimore, Md. [Chicago] : Rand McNally & Co., c1965.
Authors: Crown Central Petroleum Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 32 x 52 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Insets (19 x 28 cm. and 6 x 4 cm.): Eastern Long Island & Westchester County ... / Sinclair oils Central Petroleum Corporation ... Baltimore, Md. [Chicago] : Rand McNally & Co., c1965.
Authors: Crown Central Petroleum Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 32 x 52 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Insets (19 x 28 cm. and 6 x 4 cm.): Eastern Long Island & Westchester County ... / Sinclair oils Central Petroleum Corporation ... Baltimore, Md. [Chicago] : Rand McNally & Co., c1965.
Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps

- Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1966 - Golf courses
- Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1966 - Country clubs
- Manhattan (New York, N.Y.) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps
- Wall maps
- Golf courses - Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1966
- Country clubs - Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1966
- Road maps - Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1966
- Road maps - Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1966

1 map : both sides, col. ; 61 x 157 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added titles: Long Island (eastern section) -- Long Island (western section).
Plate no. 675922-13.
Inset (55 x 26 cm. and smaller): Manhattan -- Fishers Island -- Block Island Sound.
Panel art: nine Mobil winged horse logos.
Includes three Library of Congress Copyright Office handstamps and certificate numbers.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4143 (PrCt)

Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1967 - Road maps

- Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1967 - Road maps - Westchester County (N.Y.)
- Maps - 1967 - Road maps
- Wall maps
- Road maps - Counties - Maps

1 map : col. ; 32 x 52 cm., on sheet folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Eastern Long Island.
Plate no. 7-5804D3-20.
Inset (19 x 28 cm. and 4 x 6 cm.): [Eastern continuation of main map] -- Fishers Island.
Map on verso (70 x 42 cm.): Westchester County and metropolitan New York City.
Panel art: Silhouette of New York State and "American" gas sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2936 (PrCt)

Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1968 - Road maps

- New York Region - Maps - 1968
- Manhattan (New York, N.Y.) - Maps - 1968
- Wall maps

Authors: Mobil Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : both sides, col. ; 61 x 157 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added titles: Long Island (eastern section) -- Long Island (western section).
Plate no. 665922.
Inset (55 x 26 cm. and smaller): Manhattan -- Fishers Island -- Block Island Sound.
Panel art: nine Mobil winged horse logos.
Includes three Library of Congress Copyright Office handstamps and certificate numbers.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4120 (PrCt)

Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps

- Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1966
- Golf courses
- Manhattan (New York, N.Y.) - Maps - 1966
- Wall maps
- Country clubs
- Road maps

1 map : both sides, col. ; 61 x 157 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added titles: Long Island (eastern section) -- Long Island (western section).
Plate no. 659212-12.
Inset (55 x 26 cm.): Manhattan.
Panel art: nine American winged horse logos.
Editor's copy; manuscript notes identify golf and country clubs.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 640 (PrCt)
Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1969 - Road maps
<<>>Westchester County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1969 - Road maps
<<>>New York Region - Maps - 1969 - Road maps
<<>>Road maps
<<>>Counties - Maps

Authors: Texaco, inc. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 32 x 51 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Eastern Long Island.
Plate no. 9-5804D3-22.
Insets (19 x 28 cm. and 4 x 6 cm.): [Eastern Long Island continuation] -- Fishers Island N.Y.
Map on verso (70 x 42): Westchester County and metropolitan New York City.
Panel art: Outline of New York State and "American" gas sign.
Includes two Library of Congress copyright handstamps.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3921 (PrCt)

Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1969 - Road maps
<<>>Westchester County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1969 - Road maps
<<>>New York Region - Maps - 1969 - Road maps
<<>>Road maps
<<>>Counties - Maps

Authors: Texaco, inc. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 32 x 51 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Eastern Long Island.
Plate no. 9-5804D3-22.
Insets (19 x 28 cm. and 4 x 6 cm.): [Eastern Long Island continuation] -- Fishers Island N.Y.
Map on verso (70 x 42): Westchester County and metropolitan New York City.
Panel art: Outline of New York State and "American" gas sign.
Includes two Library of Congress copyright handstamps.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3921 (PrCt)

Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1969 - Road maps
<<>>Westchester County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1969 - Road maps
<<>>New York Region - Maps - 1969 - Road maps
<<>>Road maps
<<>>Counties - Maps

Authors: Texaco, inc. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 32 x 51 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Eastern Long Island.
Plate no. 9-5804D3-22.
Insets (19 x 28 cm. and 4 x 6 cm.): [Eastern Long Island continuation] -- Fishers Island N.Y.
Map on verso (70 x 42): Westchester County and metropolitan New York City.
Panel art: Outline of New York State and "American" gas sign.
Includes two Library of Congress copyright handstamps.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3921 (PrCt)
York Harbor [2 charts].
Panel art: Color aerial photo of boats docked at harbor.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN Clients 3956 (PrCt)

Authors: Texaco, inc. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 33 x 76 cm., on sheet 65 x 93 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"1976 Edition"
Panel title.
Added title: Eastern Long Island.
Plate no. 766904-7
Insets (26 x 55 cm. and smaller): Lower Manhattan -- [Long Island eastern continuation] -- Fishers Island.
Map on verso (85 x 62): New York City.
Panel art: Color photos of American monuments with illustration of a red, white, and blue ribbon.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3994 (PrCt)

1 map : col. ; fold. to 24 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Uniform title: EasyFinder Laminated.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
ISBN 052897131X
RMcN Road Map 1996 LonNY (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- NAVTEQ (Firm) -- Rand McNally and Company.
Street guide -- Rand McNally and Company.
StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
2 atlases in 1 v. (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
"1st edition" --front cover.
"© 2006", but received by the Newberry Library in 2005.
Cover title.
Includes two county atlases with separate title pages: Nassau County street guide -- Suffolk County street guide.
$24.95
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528955322
RMcN StrFdr 2006 .L67 (PrCt)

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 408 (PrCt)

1 map ; 20 x 26 cm., folded to 11 x 16 cm.
Scale [1:505,000]
Coordinates: W 74°01'54"--W 72°46'10"/N 41°41'38"--N 40°41'49"
Details the northern and mainland street-railroad network on Long Island Sound between New York City and the Plainville region in Connecticut.
Includes advertisements for "Derrah's street railway guide for eastern New England", the United States Hotel in Boston, and "quality chocolates made by H.D. Foss & Co."
Verso includes advertisements for the W.M.H. Gallison Co. (engineers and contractors in

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Long Island Sound (N.Y. and Conn.) - Maps - 1946 - Nautical charts


1 map : col.; 78 x 39 cm., folded in covers to 11 x 21 cm.

"1946 edition" -- front cover

Cover title: Texaco cruising chart : Long Island, Long Island Sound and New Jersey Waterway.

Uniform title: Cruising chart.

"No. 2."

Maps on verso (108 x 11 cm. and 39 x 19 cm.): New Jersey Inland Waterway [strip map in three sections] -- New York Bay and Jersey Coast.

Cover art: Seagulls, boats, and Texaco Waterways Service logo.

Editor's copy (?): index to yacht clubs trimmed away at lower right.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (October 2010).

Rand McNally Cruising 8 (PrCt)

42982

Long Island Sound (N.Y. and Conn.) - Maps - 1946 - Nautical charts


1 map : col.; 78 x 39 cm., folded in covers to 11 x 21 cm.

"1946 edition" -- front cover

Cover title: Texaco cruising chart : Long Island, Long Island Sound and New Jersey Waterway.

Uniform title: Cruising chart.

"No. 2."

Maps on verso (108 x 11 cm. and 39 x 19 cm.): New Jersey Inland Waterway [strip map in three sections] -- New York Bay and Jersey Coast.

Cover art: Seagulls, boats, and Texaco Waterways Service logo.

Editor's copy; compass roses marked "no change" by hand in blue pencil.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (October 2010).

Rand McNally Cruising 7 (PrCt)

42981

Long Island Sound (N.Y. and Conn.) - Maps - 1946 - Nautical charts


1 map : col.; 78 x 39 cm., folded in covers to 11 x 21 cm.

"1946 edition" -- front cover

Cover title: Texaco cruising chart : Long Island, Long Island Sound and New Jersey Waterway.

Uniform title: Cruising chart.

"No. 2."

Maps on verso (108 x 11 cm. and 39 x 19 cm.): New Jersey Inland Waterway [strip map in three sections] -- New York Bay and Jersey Coast.

Cover art: Seagulls, boats, and Texaco Waterways Service logo.

Editor's copy; compass roses marked "no change" by hand in blue pencil.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (October 2010).

Rand McNally Cruising 17 (PrCt)

42983

Long River (North America : Imaginary place) - Maps - 1699 - Manuscripts

Facsimiles - West (U.S.) - Maps - 1699 - Indians - Manuscripts

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Mappa del Rio Mississipi. [19--].
Authors: Lahontan, Louis Armand de Lom d'Arce, baron de, 1666-1716 -- Archivo General de Indias. 145-7-9 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1699 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto Spain AGI 145-7-9 (PrCt)

42986 Longitude
Authors: Aked, C.K.
Vert 342 (PrCt)

42987 Longitude
Authors: Forbes, Eric G.
Bibliographical notes: p.18-25.
Series: Maritime monographs and reports ; no. 10, 1974
5A 9218 (NLO)

Authors: Jolly, H. L. P.
p. 227-229
'Extract from the Report on latitudes, longitudes and azimuths presented to the Section of Geodesy (International Geodetic and Geophysical Union) at Stockholm, August 1930.'
Ayer Modern MS Karrow, box 4, folder 38, no. 6 (PrCt)

42989 Longitude - Telegraphic determination - 1844-1866
Authors: Bell, Trudy E. -- IEEE Conference on the History of Telecommunications (2001 : St. John's)
9 p. : ill., map ; 28 cm.
Ayer Modern MS Karrow, box 4, folder 42, no. 8 (PrCt)

Authors: Karrow, Robert W.
Pp. 1-3
In Mapline 52 (December 1988): 1-3, map, ill.
42991 Longitude - Télégraphie détermination - 1846-1904<>Unites States Coast Survey - 1846-1904
Authors: Karrow, Robert W.
Photocopy of typescript.
Paper submitted for History 555 at Loyola University Chicago, 17 December 1986.
Ayer Modern MS Karrow, box 4, folder 43 (PrCt)

42992 Longitude - Télégraphie détermination - 1846-1904<>Unites States Coast Survey - 1846-1904<>Telegraphic longitude SEE Longitude - Télégraphie détermination
Authors: Karrow, Robert W. -- International Conference on the History of Cartography (12th : 1987 : Paris)
8 leaves ; 28 cm.
Ayer Modern MS Karrow, box 4, folder 43 (PrCt)

42993 Longitude - Télégraphie détermination - 1849-1850
On the method of observing and recording transits, lately introduced in America ; and on some other connected subjects. 1849-1850.
Authors: Airy, George Biddell, Sir, 1801-1892 p. 26-34
Ayer Modern MS Karrow, box 4, folder 38, no. 1 (PrCt)

42994 Longitude - Télégraphie détermination - 1853
Lettre de M. Blondel a M. Arago, a l'occasion de précédentes communications sur l'emploi de la télégraphie électrique pour la perfectionnement des cartes. 1853.
Authors: Blondel, Lucien-Antoine, 1801-1883 -- Arago, F. (François), 1786-1853 p. 205-206
With response by Arago.
Ayer Modern MS Karrow, box 4, folder 38, no. 3 (PrCt)

42995 Longitude - Télégraphie détermination - 1853
Sur l'application télégraphie électrique au perfectionnement de la Carte de France (Extrait d'une lettre de M. Blondel, directeur du Dépôt de la Guerre, a l'occasion d'une communication récente de M. Faye). 1853.
Authors: Blondel, Lucien-Antoine, 1801-1883 -- Faye, H. (Hervé), 1814-1902 -- Arago, F. (François), 1786-1853 p. 29-30
With responses by Faye and Arago.
Ayer Modern MS Karrow, box 4, folder 38, no. 3 (PrCt)

42996 Longitude - Télégraphie détermination - 1856
Sur la determination des longitudes terrestres. 1856.
Authors: Le Verrier, U.-J. (Urbain J.), 1811-1877 p. 249-257, 893-894
Ayer Modern MS Karrow, box 4, folder 38, no. 7 (PrCt)

42997 Longitude - Télégraphie détermination - 1857
Credit to whom credit is due : Extract from an address before the American Institute, New York City. 1857.
Authors: Bache, A. D. (Alexander Dallas), 1806-1867 p. 139
Ayer Modern MS Karrow, box 4, folder 38, no. 2 (PrCt)

42998 Longitude - Télégraphie détermination - 1864
Courants électriques pour la détermination de l'heure. 1864.
Authors: Quetelet, Adolphe, 1796-1874 -- Quetelet, Lambert A. J., 1796-1874 SEE Quetelet, Adolphe, 1796-1874 p. 415-430
Photocopy from his Histoire des sciences mathématiques et physiques chez les belges (Bruxelles: Hayez, 1864), p. 415-430.
Ayer Modern MS Karrow, box 4, folder 38, no. 11 (PrCt)

42999 Longitude - Télégraphie détermination - 1866-1896
The Telegraphic longitude net of the United States and its connection with that of Europe...1866-1896. 1898.
Authors: Schott, Charles A. (Charles Anthony), 1826-1901 -- United States Coast Survey p. 197-204 + Photocopy of part of: Appendix no. 2 from Annual report of Coast and Geodetic Survey for 1897, pp. 197-204 (Serial set 3618) [article continues beyond p. 204].
Ayer Modern MS Karrow, box 4, folder 38, no. 14 (PrCt)

43000 Longitude - Télégraphie détermination - 1869<>Géographique Surveys West of the

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Anonymous aerial photo without imprint.

1 aerial photo (B&W) ; 14 x 20 cm.

Metropolitan street traffic survey (1926)


Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

folio HE372 .C4 1926, opposite p. 1 (PrCt)

Loop (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1855 - Railroad stations


1 map : hand col. ; 26 x 39 cm.

"Scale 200 feet to one inch."

"Contemplated improvements by straightening Chicago River, extending River Street to IIs., Centl. Rl. Rd. freight house, continuing Michigan Avenue to the river, & position of proposed draw bridges."

Includes area between North Water Street and Washington Street and Lake Michigan and Wabash Ave.

One of six Chicago maps variously dated 1818-1855 and detached from a collection of various documents related to the suit of George C. Bates against the Illinois Central Railroad; collected and bound together in one volume by
John A. Wills, attorney for Bates.
The documents are collectively titled and
cataloged by the first item in the volume: Illinois
Central Railroad Company. Documents relating
to the organization of the Illinois Central Rail-road
Company (New York : G. Scott Roe, stationer
and printer, 1855) [Graft 2082].
Digital image available as part of the Newberry
Library's Great Lakes Digital Collection via the
CARLI Digital Collections website (accessed
Nov. 2007):
http://collections.carli.illinois.edu/cgi-bin/getimage
.exe?CISOROOT=/nby_grlakes&CISOPT=693
MMC 4-0347.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library).

43012 Loop (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1872
- Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1871 - Fires - Great Fire,
Chicago, Ill., 1871 - Maps - Fires - Loop
(Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1871 - Fires -
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1871
[Map of Chicago's business district in 1872
showing extent of reconstruction following the fire
Authors: Baker & Co. (Chicago, Ill.) -- New
Chicago -- Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map ; 24 x 33 cm.
Detached from: New Chicago: a full review of the
work of reconstruction ... (Chicago, 1872) [H
2896.62].
Wood engraving.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library).
map2F G4104.C6 1872.B3 (NLO)

43013 Loop (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1881 - Real
property - Land Values - Real property -
Loop (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1881 - Land
Values
Cozzens map of the principal business portion of
Chicago. Subdivided by deed. Corrected to
January 1st 1881. Comprising all that part of the
south town, north of Van Buren Street. With
assessed valuation of ground and improvements
on each lot for 1880 to 1883 inclusive ... 
[Chicago : J.G. Cozzens, 1881].
Authors: Cozzens, James G. -- Chicago Region
Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 108 x 100 cm. fold. to 4to.
Scale not given.
Shows area from Water [i.e. Wacker] St. to Van
Buren St. and Michigan Avenue to Market [i.e.
Wacker] St.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library).
G 10896 .2 (NLO)

43014 Loop (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1891 - Real
property - Real property - Loop (Chicago,
Ill.) - Maps - 1891 - Loop (Chicago, Ill.) -
Maps - 1891 - Fire risk assessment
Maps - 1891 - Fire risk assessment - Loop (Chicago, Ill.) -
Maps - 1891 - Atlases - Loop (Chicago, Ill.) -
1891 - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps -
1891 - Atlases - Chicago (Ill.) - 1891
Atlas of the City of Chicago, central business
property volume : Chicago Avenue to Twenty
Second Street, Lake Michigan to Halsted Street.
Authors: Bromley, George Washington --
Bromley, Walter Scott -- Bourquin, F. (Frederick),
b. 1808 -- Spiel, Rudolph -- G.W. Bromley & Co. --
Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry
Library) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry
Library)
1 atlas ([3] leaves, 19 double leaves) ; 20 hand
col. maps ; 77 x 48 cm.
Scale 1:1,200 or '100 feet to the inch.'
'From actual surveys and official plans by Geo.
W. & Walter S. Bromley.'
'Engraved by Rudolph Spiel.'
'Printed by F. Bourquin.'
'Entered according to act of Congress in 1891 by
G.W. Bromley & Co. in the office of the Librarian
of Congress at Washington, D.C.'
Colored to show type of building construction
material.
Cadastral atlas.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Checklist of printed maps of the Middle West...
4-0655
LeGear L4444.
OCLC 37422595
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library).
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

43015 Loop (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1891 - Real
property - Real property - Loop (Chicago,
Ill.) - Maps - 1891 - Loop (Chicago, Ill.) -
Maps - 1891 - Fire risk assessment - Fire
risk assessment - Loop (Chicago, Ill.) -
Maps - 1891 - Atlases - Loop (Chicago, Ill.) -
1891 - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps -
1891 - Atlases - Chicago (Ill.) - 1891
Atlas of the City of Chicago, central business
property volume : Chicago Avenue to Twenty
Second Street, Lake Michigan to Halsted Street.
Authors: Bromley, George Washington --
Bromley, Walter Scott -- Bourquin, F. (Frederick),
b. 1808 -- Spiel, Rudolph -- G.W. Bromley & Co. --
Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry
Library) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry
Library)
1 atlas ([3] leaves, 19 double leaves) ; 20 hand
col. maps ; 77 x 48 cm.
Scale 1:1,200 or '100 feet to the inch.'
'From actual surveys and official plans by Geo.
W. & Walter S. Bromley.'
'Engraved by Rudolph Spiel.'
'Printed by F. Bourquin.'
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'Entered according to act of Congress in 1891 by
G.W. Bromley & Co. in the office of the Librarian
of Congress at Washington, D.C.'
Colored to show type of building construction
material.
Cadastral atlas.
References: Checklist of printed maps of the
Middle West ... 4-0655; LeGear L4444.
OCLC 37422595
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library).
**Case oversize G1409.C4 B7 1891 (NLO)**

43016 Loop (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1892
*Map of the heart of Chicago showing point of
view.* [Chicago] : George W. Melville, 1892.
Authors: Melville, George W. (George Wallace),
1841-1912 -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection
(Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 15 x 9 cm.
Scale ca. 1:20,000.
Shows the origin of a panoramic view of the city
taken from the 'Monadnock Block.'
'Note: The arrowhead radii show all the points of
the compass this grand panoramic view takes in.'
One arrow points to 'Jackson Park and the
World's Fair, 8 miles SSE.'
Mounted on heavy paper.
Does not include the view referred to.
Forms part of the Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection
at the Newberry Library.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library).
**map1F G4104 .C6:2L6 1892 M4 (PrCt)**

43017 Loop (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1893
*Map showing the business portion of Chicago.*
[Chicago : Rand McNally, 1893].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Chicago
Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 25 x 18 cm.
In Pictorial guide to Chicago and World's
Columbian Exposition (Chicago: Rand McNally,
1893).
On verso of: Rand, McNally & Co.'s map of the
city of Chicago.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library).
**3A 5723 [map 1 of 2 at end] (PrCt)**

43018 Loop (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1893
*Rand McNally & Co's Street number map of the
business portion of Chicago.* Chicago : Rand
McNally & Co., c1893.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally and Company. Bird's-eye views and
guide to Chicago (1893) -- Chicago Region Map
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; col . ; 65 x 33 cm.
Removed from Rand, McNally & Co.'s Bird's-eye
views and guide to Chicago (Chicago: Rand
McNally & Co., 1893) [Case F548.5 .R33 1893],
pocket at back.
Coverage extends west to Halsted St., north to
Chicago Ave., and south to 22d St.
Includes "explanation" of railroad, cable car, and
horse car routes.
Title repeated in tiny type in lower right corner.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library).
**map4F G4104.C6A 1893 R3, map 1 (PrCt)**

**Loop (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1893 -
Hotels---Loop (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1893 -
Theaters---World's Columbian Exposition
(1893 : Chicago, Ill.) - Maps---Hotels -
Illinois - Chicago - Maps - 1893-Theaters -
Illinois - Chicago - Maps - 1893
Rand McNally & Co's Handy map of Chicago and
the World's Fair. Chicago : Rand McNally & Co.,
c1893.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally and Company. Bird's-eye views and
and guide to Chicago (1893) -- Chicago Region Map
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col . ; 18 x 34 cm.
Removed from Rand, McNally & Co.'s Bird's-eye
views and guide to Chicago (Chicago: Rand
McNally & Co., 1893) [Case F548.5 .R33 1893],
pocket at back.
Coverage extends west to Canal St., north to
Kinzie St., and south to 67th St.
Includes lists of railroads (1-10), hotels (10-75),
and "theaters, etc." (76-92) and key to railroads,
cable car, horse car, and steamer routes.
Title in lower left corner: Rand McNally & Co.'s
Map of Chicago and the World's Fair.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library).
**map4F G4104.C6A 1893 R3, map 2 (PrCt)**

**Loop (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1897 -
Railroads---Loop (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1897-
Chicago Great Western Railway Company (1892-1909) - Maps -
1897---Railroads - Maps
Map of the business center of Chicago, showing
relative location of railway, freight & passenger
stations. [St. Paul? Chicago Great Western
Railroad Company?, 1897?].
Authors: Chicago Great Western Railway
Company (1892-1909) -- Chicago Region Map
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col . ; 21 x 14 cm.
In Chicago Great Western Railway Company.
Fifth annual report of the Chicago Great Western
Railway Company ... 1897 [St. Paul? : Chicago
Great Western Railroad Company?, 1897?] p.
[17].
View on verso (15 x 23 cm.): Chicago terminals --
the passenger station.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library).
**map 4A 5726 (1896-1897 vol.) (PrCt)**

---
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Loop (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1897 - Railroads<>>>Railroads - Loop (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1897<>>>Chicago Great Western Railway Company (1892-1909) - Maps - 1897<>>>Railroads - Maps
Chicago terminals -- showing relative locations of the passenger station and freight house. [St. Paul? Chicago Great Western Railroad Company?, 1897?].
Authors: Chicago Great Western Railway Company (1892-1909) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 13 x 20 cm.
In Chicago Great Western Railway Company. Fifth annual report of the Chicago Great Western Railway Company ... 1897 [St. Paul?: Chicago Great Western Railroad Company?, 1897?] p. [20].
Views on verso (9 x 14 cm. each): Chicago terminals : interior of passenger station -- Chicago terminals : rear view of passenger station.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
5A 7267 (1896-1897 vol.) (PrCt)

Chicago Terminal Transfer Railroad Co. map showing property of railroads in the business center of Chicago / Bradley & Poates, engrs., N.Y. [Chicago : Chicago Terminal Transfer Railroad Company, 1898?].
Authors: Chicago Terminal Transfer Railroad Company -- Bradley & Poates -- Chicago Terminal Transfer Railroad Company. First annual report of the Chicago Terminal Transfer Railroad Company for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1898 -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 50 x 78 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:6,150]
Approximate coordinates: (W 87°38'45"--W 87°36'21"/N 41°53'45"--N 41°51'14")
Bounded by Superior Street, 21st Street, Union Street, and Lake Michigan in Chicago's Loop district.
Oriented with north at right.
Keyed to color-coded legend of properties owned by 24 railroads and their passenger stations.
Detached from: Chicago Terminal Transfer Railroad Company. First annual report of the Chicago Terminal Transfer Railroad Company for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1898 [Chicago?: Chicago Terminal Transfer Railroad Company?, 1898], at end [5A 7267 (1898 vol. [1])].
Views at bottom of sheet (15 x 24 cm. and smaller): Grand Central Passenger Station -- Main waiting room [photograph] -- Train shed. Issued folded to 27 x 21 cm.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
map4F G4104.C6:2L8G46 1898 .C5 (NLO)

Loop (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1909<>>>Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1909
Map of the business portion of Chicago : from Kinzie St. to Twelfth St. and from Clinton St. to Lake Michigan. -- Chicago : Geo. F. Cram, c1909.
1 map : col. ; 27 x 21 cm. fold. to 15 x 8 cm.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
map1F G4104.C6:2L6 1909 .C7 (PrCt)

Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Illinois Tunnel Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1909) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 13 x 20 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1908) p. 1458
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
H 668 .703 (1909) p. 1458 (PrCt)

Loop (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1911<>>>Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1915
Town Tips seeing Chicago : complete and...
43027 Loop (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1915
Lloyd's guide map of Chicago (Loop section) ... [Chicago] : George F. Cram Company, printers, 1915.
Authors: Lloyd, H. C. -- George F. Cram Company -- A. Bishop & Co. (Chicago, Ill.) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Bishop (A.) & Co. SEE A. Bishop & Co. (Chicago, Ill.)
1 map : col. ; 24 x 50 cm.
Panel title.
'Copyright, 1915, by H.C. Lloyd.'
At upper right of map: For reliable furs ... shop with A. Bishop & Co. ... 12 W. Washington St. ... Numbered sites keyed to directories and assorted advertising on verso; issued folded to 26 x 9 cm.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
map4F G4104.C6:2L6 1915 .L5 (PrCt)

43028 Loop (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1922 - Road maps - Railroads - Maps
Rand McNally pocket map of Chicago Loop district. [Chicago] : Rand McNally & Co., [1922].
1 map : col. ; 48 x 31 cm.
Plate no. 889F.
Footprints of prominent buildings identified; 'index to streets' in bottom margin.
Directory on verso: Chicago Loop District : buildings, hotels, newspaper offices, railroad stations, theaters, etc.
Issued folded to 17 cm. in covers with added title: Chicago business district : Rand McNally indexed pocket map. Chicago ; New York : Rand, McNally & Company, [1922].
Handstamp on front cover: Register of copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.
'1/5/22' -- manuscript date on front cover.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 238 (PrCt)

43029 Loop (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1924 - Road maps - Railroads - Maps
1 map : col. ; 48 x 31 cm.
Plate no. 11R23.
Footprints of prominent buildings identified; 'index to streets' in bottom margin.
Directory on verso: Chicago Loop District : buildings, business houses, hotels, newspaper offices, railroad stations, and theaters.
Issued folded to 17 cm. in covers with added title: Chicago business district : Rand McNally indexed pocket map. Chicago ; New York : Rand, McNally
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Anonymous map without imprint.

"Areas of circles show relative capacities. Figures show actual capacities."

"Figure 51."


Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

folios HE372 .C4 1926, p. 161 (PrCt)

Loop (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1926 - Pedestrian traffic flow

Recommended parking restrictions: central business area of Chicago. 1926. [Chicago : Chicago Association of Commerce and Industry, 1926].


1 map ; 22 x 15 cm.

Anonymous map without imprint.

Includes pedestrian traffic statistics for all 20 corners on Madison Street between Wabash Avenue and LaSalle Street in Chicago's Loop.

"Figure 40."


Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

folios HE372 .C4 1926, p. 131 (PrCt)

Loop (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1926 - Pedestrian traffic flow


1 map : col. ; 48 x 31 cm.

Plate no. 10N25.

Footprints of prominent buildings identified; 'index prints of prominent buildings identified; 'index prints of prominent buildings identified; 'index prints of prominent buildings identified; 'index prints of prominent buildings identified; 'index prints of prominent buildings identified; 'index prints of prominent buildings identified; 'index prints of prominent buildings identified; 'index prints of prominent buildings identified; 'index prints of prominent buildings identified; 'index prints of prominent buildings identified; 'index prints of prominent buildings identified; 'index prints of prominent buildings identified; 'index prints of prominent buildings identified; 'index prints of prominent buildings identified; 'index prints of prominent buildings identified; 'index prints of prominent buildings identified; 'index prints of prominent buildings identified; 'index prints of prominent buildings identified; 'index prints of prominent buildings identified; 'index prints of prominent buildings identified; 'index prints of prominent buildings identified; 'index prints of prominent buildings identified; 'index prints of prominent buildings identified; 'index
Index maps—— Taxation of personal property
- Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1931 - Index

map1F G4104.C6A3 1934 .D3 (PrCt)

map2F G4104.C6:2L6 1933 .R3 (PrCt)


Index maps—— South Town (Chicago, Ill.) SEE
Near South Side (Chicago, Ill.)
[Index map to personal property taxation in the
Loop and Near South Side of Chicago, Cook
County, Ill.] [Chicago : Cook County Assessor’s
Office], 1931?].
Authors: Cook County (Ill.). Assessor’s Office --
Cook County (Ill.). Assessor’s Office. Cook
County personal property assessment for 1931 --
Jacobs, J.L. (Jacob Louis), 1885- -- Chicago
Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 19 x 13 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Outlines taxation districts 1-28 between the south
and main branches of the Chicago River, Lake
Michigan, and 16th Street.
Continued on another index map, titled “South
Town : south of 16th St.” (6 x 14 cm.), covering
districts 29-51 southward to Pershing Road.
Together, these two maps are keyed to 51
separate tax district lists.
Each numbered list is arranged alphabetically by
personal names, and includes street addresses
and assessed personal property tax value in
dollars.
In: Cook County (Ill.). Office of Assessor. Cook
County personal property assessment for 1931
(for South Town) ((Chicago : Cook County
Assessor’s Office, 1931?), inside front cover.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library).
folio H 81896 .195 [South Town, 1931], inside
front cover (PrCt)

43038

Loop (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1933 - Road
maps——Century of Progress International
Exposition (1933-1934 : Chicago, Ill.) - Maps -
1933——Rand McNally and Company - Maps -
1933——National Educational Association
(U.S.). Meeting (1933 : Chicago,
Ill.)——National Educational Association
(U.S.)——Road maps
Souvenir map of a Century of Progress
Exposition and Chicago Loop district : prepared
for the convenience of those attending the
seventy-first annual meeting of the National
Education Association, July 1 to 6, 1933,
Chicago, Illinois / compliments of Rand McNally
& Company, 536 S. Clark Street, Chicago,
Illinois. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company,
[1933].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- National
Educational Association (U.S.). Meeting (1933 :
Chicago, Ill.) -- National Educational Association
(U.S.) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry
Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 32 x 22 cm., folded to 18 x 12 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Chicago Loop district.
Dated "5-'33"
"Follow the route marked on the map and see the
special exhibits of book, globe and map making
in the display rooms of Rand McNally &
Company."
Inset (23 x 11 cm.): A Century of Progress
Exposition grounds.
Verso includes list of Rand McNally's "recent
educational publications", description of 10-foot
globe on display at the Century of Progress Hall
of Science, description of displays open to NEA
meeting attendees at Rand McNally's office in the
Loop, and points of interest.
Chipped with some loss of text along folds.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library).

43039

Loop (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1934 - Pictorial
maps——Pictorial maps - Loop (Chicago, Ill.)
- Maps - 1934——Pictorial maps
The Franklin Co., 328 South Jefferson St. [map
of Chicago Loop] / Raymond F. DaBoll del.
Chicago : The Franklin Co., [1934?].
Authors: DaBoll, Raymond F. -- Franklin
Company (Chicago, Ill.) -- Chicago Region Map
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : col. ; 24 x 40 cm.
Centerfold of a four-page advertising brochure.
Advertising copy in large cartouche at top center
begins: A Servicable heritage.
Cover title: Introducing number 328.
Removed from the Raymond F. DaBoll Papers.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library).

43040

Loop (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1935 - Real
property——Real property - Loop (Chicago,
Ill.) - Maps - 1935——Loop (Chicago, Ill.) -
Maps - 1935 - Clubs——Loop (Chicago, Ill.) -
Maps - 1935 - Hotels, Taverns, Etc——Loop
(Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1935 -
Theaters——Loop (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps -
1935 - Railroads——Railroads - Loop
(Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1935——Railroads -
Maps
Survey of Central District Chicago. Chicago : Lee
Harris, 1935.
Authors: Harris, Lee -- Chicago Region Map
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; on sheet 89 x 58 cm.
Photocopy of map in possession of Bob Salika,
Lyons, Illinois.
At left, extensive listing in two columns of
buildings, hotels, clubs, theaters, and terminals.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library).

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

43041 **Loop (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1946**

*Stormy weather map of the Loop : showing indoor routes through stores, public buildings and subway passages / by Leonard Rosenthal.*

[Chicago : S.n.], c1946.

Authors: Rosenthal, Leonard -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; on sheet 28 x 43 cm.

Photocopy of printed map (original probably in color).

Note at upper left begins: On snowy and rainy days you can travel in the Loop with a minimum of discomfort if you make use of the passageways and protection of Loop buildings.

Shows area between Lake and Van Buren, Michigan and Wells.

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

map1F G4104.C6:2L6 1946 R6 (PrCt)

43042 **Loop (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1961 - Road maps**

*The Battersby map of Chicago's downtown (Loop) district. Chicago : Joseph Battersby, 8 South Dearborn Street, c1955.*

Authors: Battersby, Joseph -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 56 x 24 cm.

"Revised - Jan. 1961."

Bounded by Wacker Drive, Cermak Ave., Wells St., and Michigan Ave.

Margins include photos and illustrations of landmark buildings.

Scale not given.

References: Cf. OCLC 47930275 (1955 ed.)

Accession number 2012032299

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

map2F G4104.C6:2L6 1961 B3 (PrCt)

43043 **Loop (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1998**

*Decorative maps - 1997*  

*Chicago's downtown Thursday night / illustration by Lee Csicsko. [Chicago] : Department of Cultural Affairs, c1997.*

Authors: Csicsko, Lee -- Chicago (Ill.). Department of Cultural Affairs -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; on sheet 51 x 74 cm.

Schematic, decorative map showing street pattern, Cultural Center, Harold Washington Library, Dearborn Station, Sears Tower, and the Picasso sculpture.

Logos for sponsoring organizations in lower margin.

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).


43044 **Loop (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1998**

*Near North Side (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1998*  

*Welcome to Chicago: V. I. P. Chicago, a special service of the Chicago Office of Tourism.*


Authors: Chicago CartoGraphics (Firm) -- Chicago Office of Tourism -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; col. ; 42 x 27 cm.

Includes 5 insets of 'Selected bus routes.'

Shows area bounded by Stevenson Expressway on south, Aberdeen on west, and Willow on north.

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

temp map2F G4104.C6:2L6 1998 C5 (PrCt)

43045 **Loop (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 2000**

*Near South Side (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 2000*  

*The Loop Retail Historic District (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 2000*  

*Welcome to Chicago: V. I. P. Chicago, a special service of the Chicago Office of Tourism.*


Authors: Chicago CartoGraphics (Firm) -- Chicago (Ill.). Department of Planning and Development, January 2000.

Includes 5 insets of 'Selected bus routes.'

Shows area bounded by Stevenson bus routes.

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).


43046 **Loop (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 2001**

*Near North Side (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 2001*  

*Welcome to Chicago: V. I. P. Chicago, a special service of the Chicago Office of Tourism.*


Authors: Chicago CartoGraphics (Firm) -- Chicago Office of Tourism -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; col. ; 40 x 30 cm.

Includes 5 insets of 'Selected bus routes.'

Shows area bounded by Stevenson Expressway on south, Aberdeen on west, and Willow on north.

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

temp map2F G4104.C6:2L6 2001 C5 (PrCt)

43047 **Loop (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 2002**

*Railroad tunnels - 2002*  

*Loop (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 2002*  

*Tunnels - 2002*  

*Welcome to Chicago: V. I. P. Chicago, a special service of the Chicago Office of Tourism.*


Authors: Chicago CartoGraphics (Firm) -- Chicago Office of Tourism -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; col. ; 40 x 30 cm.

Includes 5 insets of 'Selected bus routes.'

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

temp map2F G4104.C6:2L6 2002 C5 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)


Authors: Moffat, Bruce -- Central Electric Railfans’ Association -- Moffat, Bruce. Forty feet below -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)

232 p. : ill. (some col.), maps (some col.) ; 29 cm.

Updated version of work published in 1982 with title: Forty feet below.

Contents: The Illinois Telephone & Telegraph Company. Telephones and politics ; Building a railroad -- The Illinois Tunnel Company. Getting down to business ; Dial telephone service comes to Chicago ; Freight operations -- The Chicago Tunnel Company. Deficit and default ; Projecting an image from "Forty feet below" ; False hopes and failures ; Affiliated enterprises -- The tunnels today. Exploring the railroad "Forty feet below" ; The Loop flood -- Rolling stock. Locomotives and cars.

Includes index.


Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

LC Card Number: 2003268210
ISBN 0915348357 ; 9780915348350
folio TA820.C5 M64 2002 (NLO)


The Chicago freight tunnels: the organization, equipment and service of the underground tubes which handle thousands of carloads of freight each day and take a great traffic burden from the busy streets of the Loop. [Chicago] : Published by the Chicago Tunnel Terminal Corporation, c1928.

Authors: Chicago Tunnel Terminal Corporation -- Chicago Tunnel Company -- Chicago Warehouse and Terminal Co. -- Old Line Publishers (Milwaukee, Wis.) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)

32 p. : ill., 1 fold. aerial view, 1 fold. map ; 28 cm.

A promotional booklet from the corporation operating Chicago’s narrow gauge freight tunnel railroad system. The booklet provides history, description and statistics of the system.


1 map : col. ; 82 x 62 cm.

‘Data sources: base map and building ages, City of Chicago, Dept. of Business and Information, GIS Division. Building types: field observations by Michael P. Conzen and Nicholas M. Dahmann.’

Scale 1:10,000; transverse Mercator proj.

Data and cartographic platform: ArcGIS 9.1.

Shows both new construction and building conversion types of housing in area bounded by North Ave., Ashland Ave., 31st Street, and Lake Michigan.

‘Published ... on the occasion of the 102nd annual meeting of Association of American Geographers, Chicago, Illinois, March 7-11, 2006.’

Accompanied by: Re-inventing Chicago’s core : the diversity of new upscale housing districts in and near the Loop : Chicago AAG field trip guide, Tuesday, March 7, 2006 / leaders, Michael P. Conzen and Nicholas M. Dahmann. (27 p. : ill., maps ; 28 cm.) [Map4C G4104.C6E73 2006 .C6 (PrCt)]

Link to external website (June 2006):
http://maps.cityofchicago.org
Gift 2006, Michael Conzen.
OCLC 65639948
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
map6F G4104.C6E73 2006 .C6 (PrCt)
Illustrations consist of photographs, small cartoon-like drawings and large maps of the tunnel system.

Cover title: What the freight tunnels mean to Chicago. Chicago freight tunnel system.

Includes folded aerial photograph of the Loop district (21 x 29 cm. on sheet bound between p. 18-19): Chicago freight tunnel system.

Folded map at end (22 x 28 cm.): Chicago Tunnel Company, Chicago Warehouse and Terminal Co. map showing tunnels and connections.


Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

ISBN 0879940212

5A 8190 (NLO)

43051 Loop (Chicago, Ill.) - Pictorial works - Collections - Loop (Chicago, Ill.) - Pictorial works - Collections - Loop (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 2002


Authors: Knox, Janice A. -- Belcher, Heather Olivia -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)

98 pages : chiefly illustrations, map ; 24 cm. Includes index.

Series: Then & Now -- Then & now (Arcadia Publishing)

ISBN 9780738519685 ; 0738519685

Chicago Browsing F548.68.L6 K66 2002 (NLO)


1 map : col. ; 14 x 23 cm.

In: Stead, W.T. If Christ came to Chicago! : a plea for the union of all who love in the service of all who suffer (London: The Review of Reviews, 1894).

Color coded to show location of brothels, pawn brokers, saloons and lodging houses. Available online as part of the Newberry Library's Collection (Newberry Library).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalog Entry</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>43054</td>
<td>Lorain County (Ohio) - Maps - 1874 - Landowners - Counties - Maps&lt;br&gt;Lorain County, Ohio / from actual surveys by and under the directions of D. J. Lake ; assisted by B. N. Griffing ... [et al.] Evansville, Ind. Unigraphic, 1974.&lt;br&gt;Authors: Lake, D. J. -- Griffing, B. N. -- Unigraphic (Evansville, Ind.)&lt;br&gt;1 atlas (73, [4], 71 p. : maps) ; 36 cm.&lt;br&gt;Reprint of the 1874 ed. published by Titus, Simmons &amp; Titus, Philadelphia.&lt;br&gt;Includes index (71 p.) prepared by members of the Genealogical Workshop of the Lorain County Historical Society.&lt;br&gt;Maps are printed on alternate pages. References: Cf. Phillips 2395 folio G1398.L7 L3 1974 (NLO)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43055</td>
<td>Lord Howe Island - Maps - 1814&lt;&lt;&gt;&gt;Norfolk Island - Maps - 1814&lt;&lt;&gt;&gt;Queensland (Australia) - Maps - 1814&lt;&lt;&gt;&gt;New South Wales (Australia) - Maps - 1814&lt;br&gt;A New and accurate map of New South Wales with Norfolk and Lord Howe's Islands Port Jackson &amp;c. from actual surveys. Philadelphia : M. Carey, and Johnson &amp; Warner, 1814.&lt;br&gt;Authors: Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Gridley, Enoch G. -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839. A General atlas, being a collection of maps of the world and quarters ... (1814)&lt;br&gt;1 map : hand col. ; 25 x 21 cm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43056</td>
<td>Loreto (Italy) - Maps - 1570&lt;&lt;&gt;&gt;Po River Valley (Italy) - Maps - 1570 - Delta&lt;&lt;&gt;&gt;Veneto (Italy) - Maps - 1570&lt;&lt;&gt;&gt;Map printing - Woodcuts - Maps - 1570&lt;&lt;&gt;&gt;Proofs (Printing) - 1570 - Specimens&lt;&lt;&gt;&gt;Woodcuts&lt;br&gt;[Map of battle near Loreto, Italy in the Po River Valley delta]. [S.l. s.n., ca. 1570?].&lt;br&gt;Authors: Morosini, Count -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)&lt;br&gt;1 map : woodcut ; 282 x 378 mm. (neat line), on sheet 374 x 497 mm.&lt;br&gt;Anonymous.&lt;br&gt;Relief shown pictorially; soldiers and armed boats shown prominently.&lt;br&gt;Printing proof (?); blank cartouche at lower center.&lt;br&gt;Binding stub and manuscript note on verso: 130 Ferrary [?]. Ex Morosini.&lt;br&gt;Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library). e2-19 Novacco 2F 149 (PrCt)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43057</td>
<td>Loreto (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1620&lt;br&gt;Lavretvm, agni Recenateni in Italia celebre ... [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].&lt;br&gt;Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)&lt;br&gt;1 view : hand col. ; 17 x 49 cm.&lt;br&gt;Anonymous view.&lt;br&gt;Added title at top in uppercase lettering: Lavretvm.&lt;br&gt;On same sheet with: Orivetvm vulgo Oruieto Thusciae, nobilissimae Italiae regionis opp. Latin letterpress text on verso under titles: Orivetvm -- Lavretvm.&lt;br&gt;In: Braun, Georg and Franz Hogenberg. Civitates orbis terrarum [Cologne: Pieter van Brachel?, ca. 1620] v. 3, plate 51 VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 3, pl. 51 (PrCt)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Hulbert, Archer Butler, 1873-1933
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1765 manuscript.

43059 Lorient (France) - Maps - 1725 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts--Nautical charts - Lorient (France) - Maps - 1725 - Manuscripts--Manuscript maps--Nautical charts
Carte du port et rade de l'Orient. [ca. 1725]. Authors: Cartes Marines Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 30, sheet 113 1 ms. map : hand col. ; 491 x 684 mm., on sheet 561 x 742 mm. Scale [ca. 1:6,290]. 'Echelle de 200 toises' [= 62 mm.] Oriented with north at upper left. Depths shown with soundings; relief shown pictorially. Pen-and-ink and watercolor (green, brown, red, yellow); mounted on cloth. Sheet 113 of 115 (i.e. 117; includes sheets 71A and 106A) numbered leaves in the Cartes Marines Manuscript Map Collection, detailing French colonial interests worldwide, ca. 1640-ca. 1726. Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 178. Ayer ms map proj 03. Digital image available as part of the Newberry Library's Great Lakes Digital Collection via the CARLI Digital Collections website (accessed Nov. 2010):
http://collections.carli.illinois.edu/u?/nby_grlakes, 1083 VAULT drawer Ayer MS map 30 sheet 113 (NLO)

43060 Lorient (France) - Pictorial works - 1793--Saint-Malo (France) - Pictorial works - 1793--Port L'Orient (France) SEE Lorient (France)--St. Malo (France) SEE Saint-Malo (France)
View of Port L'Orient, in the province of Brittany in the kingdom of France ; The Harbour of St. Malo in the province of Brittany, in the kingdom of France / Hawkins sculp. [London : s.n., 1793?]. Authors: Hawkins, fl. ca. 1793 -- Bankes, Thomas, b. 1744. A New and authentic system of universal geography, antient and modern:

including all the late important discoveries made by the English ... [1793?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
2 views ; each 12 x 18 cm., on sheet 40 x 24 cm. "Engraved for Bankes's new system of geography published by royal authority."
In: Bankes, Thomas. A New and authentic system of universal geography, antient and modern: including all the late important discoveries made by the English ... (London : Printed for C. Cooke ... [et al., 1793?]), between p. 858-859. Engraved number "42" at bottom right.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G115 .B36 1793, between p. 858-859 (PrCt)

43061 Lorraine (France) - Maps - 1587-1606
1 map : hand col. ; 33 x 49 cm. Printed no. 30 and English letterpress text on verso beginning: Lorrain. The bounds of Lorraine in times past ...
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1606, [plate 30] (PrCt)

43062 Lorraine (France) - Maps - 1593
In: Jode, Gerard de. Specvlvm orbis terrarvm (Antwerp : A. Coninx, 1593), map [71].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .J9 1593, map [71] (PrCt)

43063 Lorraine (France) - Maps - 1661
La Lorraine et les estats qui passent sous le nom de Lorraine : sçav. le duché de Lorraine, le duché de Bar, et les terres adjacentes au duc de

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

1 map : hand col. ; 42 x 48 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:590,000].

Relief shown pictorially.

Baskes oversize G1015 .A77 1798, [ptie 1], [plate 66] (NLO)

43067 Lorraine (France) - Maps - 1695<<<<>Alsace (France) - Maps - 1695
La Lorraine, qui comprend les duchés de Lorraine et de Bar ... Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : Chez H. Jaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], [1695?].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. Atlas nouveau : contenant toutes les parties du monde (1692 [i.e. 1695?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 53 x 86 cm.
Added title, upper margin: Le Lorraine, sous le nom de laquelle, sont compris les duchés de Lorraine et de Bar ...
In counterfeit edition of: Sanson, Nicolas. Atlas nouveau : contenant toutes les parties du monde (Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : H. Jaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], 1692 [i.e. 1695?]) pl. [27].
Map dated 1692.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .S19 1692 pl. [27] (PrCt)

43068 Lorraine (France) - Maps - 1696
La Lorraine, qui comprend les duchés de Lorraine et de Bar ... Paris, 1696.
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G68
1 map ; 53 x 86 cm.
Added title: La Lorraine, sous le no, de laquelle ...

2668
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map6F G5832.L65 1696 S2 (PrCt)

43069 Lorraine (France) - Maps - 1696 - Names, Geographical<<<<>Lorraine (France) - Maps - 1696 - Cities and towns<<<<>Cities and towns - Lorraine (France) - Maps - 1696<<<<>Names, Geographical - Lorraine (France) - Maps - 1696<<<<>Gazetteers
La Lorraine, qui comprend les Duchés de Lorraine et de Bar ... Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : H. Iaillot [i.e. P. Mortier], 1696.
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. [Atlas nouveau contenant toutes les parties du monde ... ] (1696) 1 map : hand col ; 53 x 86 cm.
Added title in upper margin: La Lorraine, sous le nom de laquelle ...
Accompanied by 2 leaves of city and town plans, each leaf bearing separate collective titles: 1. Pour la carte de la Lorraine [map 5]-- 2. Pour la carte de la Lorraine ... [map 9].
Individual titles of city plans (each 11 x 15 cm.): [Map 5] Plan de la ville de Metz -- Plan de la ville de Baltsbourg -- Tovl -- Plan des villes et citadelle

2657
Sack map4F G5833.L65 169- S2 (PrCt)
de Nancy -- Plan de la ville de Verdun -- Plan de la citadelle Nancy -- Plan du château de Clermont -- Plan de la ville de Marsai -- [Map 9] Plan de la ville de Stény -- Plan de la citadelle de Mircoeur -- Plan de la ville et Saline de Dieuze -- Moyenvic -- Plan du château de Viuiers ... -- Plan du château de lametz -- Plan de Moyenvic -- Plan de la ville de Remiremont. Also accompanied, on the previous leaf, by: Table alphabétique de noms de villes, villages ... de la Lorraine.


Case oversize G 1007 .78 v. 2, map [4] (PrCt)

43070 Lorraine (France) - Maps - 1698
Generalis Lotharingiae ducatus tabula ... Amsterdam, [ca. 1698]. Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G59 1 map ; 61 x 55 cm. Koeiman v. 3 p. 182 [194]. 2658 Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Sack map4F G5833.L65 1698 V5 (PrCt)

43071 Lorraine (France) - Maps - 1700
Generalis Lotharingiae ducatus tabula ... [Amsterdam : Frederik de Wit, ca. 1700?]. Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Wit, Frederik de -- Wit, Frederik de. Atlas [ca. 1700?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 45 x 56 cm. In: Wit, Frederik de. Atlas (Amsterdam : bij Frederic de Wit in de Calverstraet bij den Dam inde Witte Paskaert. [ca. 1700?]) no. [35].

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .V8 1700 map [75] (PrCt)


Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Benoit -- L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726. [Collection of maps of the world] [1732?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 60 cm. Two lines of text erased from copperplate beneath cartouche (illegible). In composite atlas without title page: L'Isle, Guillaume de. [Collection of maps of the world. Paris : s.n., 1732?], [plate 27]. Number "27" in ms. on verso. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

VAULT Baskes oversize G1015 .L57 1700, [plate 27] (PrCt)

43073 Lorraine (France) - Maps - 1708

Sack map4F G5833.L65 1708 F4 (PrCt)

43074 Lorraine (France) - Maps - 1710<><>Alsace (France) - Maps - 1710
Generalis Lotharingiae ducatus tabula ... nec non Metensis, Tullensis, Verduens et alii tractus inserti et finitimi ... Amst. Bat. [i.e. Amsterdam] : Nicolaum Visscher [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher, 1710?]. Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Visscher, Elizabeth, fl. 1702-1726 -- Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702. Atlas minor ... [1710?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 45 x 55 cm. In: Visscher, Nicolaes. Atlas minor ... (Amstelaedami [Amsterdam] : ex officina Nicolai Visscher [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher], [1710?]) map [75]. Manuscript '77' in upper right.

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .V8 1700 map [75] (PrCt)

43075 Lorraine (France) - Maps - 1716

Sack map4G G5833.L65 1716 H6 (PrCt)

43076 Lorraine (France) - Maps - 1725
34077 Lorraine (France) - Maps - 1725
Generalis Lotharingiae ... Amsterdam, [ca. 1725].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Covens et Mortier -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G60
1 map ; 49 x 59 cm.
2659
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G5833.L65 1725 L5 (PrCt)

34078 Lorraine (France) - Maps - 1734
Les Estats du duc de Lorraine ... Paris, 1734.
Authors: Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1675 -- Le Rouge, Georges
1 map : hand col. ; on 6 sheets, each 44 x 68 cm.
2661
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G5833.L65 1734 J3 (PrCt)

34079 Lorraine (France) - Maps - 1741
Ecclesiastical geography -- Lorraine (France) - Maps - 1741
Lotharingiae et Barri ... dressée pour la lecture du mémoire de M. Durival l'aîné / par le Sr. Robert de Vaugondy ... ; M. C. Haussard. [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy], 1756.
Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Durival, Nicolas Luton, 1723-1795 -- Haussard, Catherine -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1758?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 57 cm.
"... [D]édiée au Roy du Pologne".
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
For later version of the map, on different plate with engraver's name "Groux," see Baskes oversize Ayer 135 .H7 1730, [plate 18] (PrCt)
Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1757, [plate 35] (PrCt)

34081 Lorraine (France) - Maps - 1745
Lotharingiae tabula generalis in qua duactus Lotharingiae et Barri ... Nuremberg : Homann Erben, [ca. 1745].
Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Homann Erben (Firm) -- Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724. Atlas novus terrarum orbis [ca. 1745] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 56 cm.
In: Homann, Johann Baptist. Atlas novus terrarum orbis (Nuremberg : [Homann Erben, ca. 1745]), [plate 18]. Manuscript 'No. 18' and '19' on verso.
oversize Ayer 135 .L6 1742 pl. 58 (PrCt)

34082 Lorraine (France) - Maps - 1756<<>>Berry (France) - Maps - 1756<<>>Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1756<<>>Engravings
Carte de la Lorraine et du Barrois ... dressée pour la lecture du mémoire de M. Durival l'aîné / par le Sr. Robert de Vaugondy ... ; M. C. Haussard. [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy], 1756.
Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Durival, Nicolas Luton, 1723-1795 -- Haussard, Catherine -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1758?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 57 cm.
"... [D]édiée au Roy du Pologne".
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
For later version of the map, on different plate with engraver's name "Groux," see Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1790, [plate 35] (PrCt)
Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1757, [plate 35] (PrCt)

34083 Lorraine (France) - Maps - 1756<<>>Berry (France) - Maps - 1756<<>>Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1756<<>>Engravings
Carte de la Lorraine et du Barrois ... dressée pour la lecture du mémoire de M. Durival l'aîné / par le Sr. Robert de Vaugondy ... ; Groux, [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy], 1756.
Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Durival, Nicolas Luton, 1723-1795 -- Groux, Charles Jacques -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1790?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 57 cm.
"... [D]édiée au Roy du Pologne".
In: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles. Atlas universel / par M. Robert ... et par M. Robert de Vaugondy son fils ... (A Paris : Chez De La Marche,
43084 Lorraine (France) - Maps - 1777
carte des gouvernements de Lorraine et
d'Alsace / ... par M. Bonne ... À Venise [Venice]
: par P. Santini ; chez Mr. Remondini, 1777.
Authors: Bonne, Rigobert, 1727-1818 -- Santini, P. -- Remondini, Giuseppe Antonio, 1747-1811 -- Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (1784 [i.e. 1807?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 41 x 55 cm.
In: Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (Venice : par P. Santini, rue Ste. Justine, chez M. Remondini, 1784 [i.e. 1807?]), v. 1, no. "P.I. 18"
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .S4 1807, v. 1, no. 18
(PrCt)

43085 Los Angeles (Calif.) - Landowners - Maps - Los Angeles (Calif.)
The Basis of land ownership in Los Angeles. [ca. 1960?].
Authors: Ketteringham, William
20 leaves ; 28 cm.
Photocopy of undated typescript term paper prepared for 'Geography 258'; includes references dated to 1958.
BHC 1530
Vert 1121 (PrCt)

43086 Los Angeles (Calif.) - Maps - 1857
Map of the city of Los Angeles. Los Angeles : Bancroft & Thayer, [August, 1857].
Authors: Hancock, Henry, 1822-1883 -- Bancroft & Thayer -- Chicago Historical Society
29.5 x 27.75 inches
Mounted on linen.
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.
CHS Coll., Map no. 77 (PrCt)

43087 Los Angeles (Calif.) - Maps - 1875
1 map ; 53 x 53 cm. reduced from 75 x 76 cm.
Facsimile of original published Los Angeles: Bancroft & Thayer, W.H.J. Brooks, [ca. 1875]; 'number 25 of an edition limited to 500 copies', reproduced from original in the California State Library.
Added title: Plan de la Ciudad de Los Angeles ...
Compiled from Plan de la Ciudad de Los Angeles ...
Scale ca. 1:16,200 not '5 1/3 inches to the mile'. Relief shown by hachures.
73-7369
ICN73
map4F 4364.L8 (PrCt)

Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1465 (PrCt)

Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1710 (PrCt)

Los Angeles (Calif.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Shell street guide and metropolitan map of Los Angeles and vicinity ... Chicago : H. M. Gousha Company, [1938].

Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H. M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 52 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell street map of Los Angeles.
Plate no. J-1
Maps on verso (42 x 68 cm and 11 x 16 cm.): Shell metropolitan Los Angeles and vicinity -- Santa Catalina Island.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 163.6A (PrCt)

Los Angeles (Calif.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

Shell street guide and metropolitan map of Los Angeles and vicinity : Street guide and metropolitan map of Los Angeles and vicinity : Shell ... Chicago : H. M. Gousha Company, [1939].

Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H. M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 52 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell street map of Los Angeles.
Plate no. 1-1-1938-1
Maps on verso (42 x 68 cm. and 11 x 16 cm.): Shell metropolitan Los Angeles and vicinity -- Santa Catalina Island.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 18 1938 ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 164.45 (PrCt)

Los Angeles (Calif.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps

Los Angeles street map ... Standard stations ... Chicago : H. M. Gousha Company, 1938.

Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- H. M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 49 x 49 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: 1938 street map of Los Angeles.
Plate no. L-3.
Panel art: View of city street.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Aug 1 1938 Rand McNally & Co. .... "
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 168.50 (PrCt)
Authors: Union Oil Company of California -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 67 x 85 cm. on sheet 71 x 89 cm.
Added title: Los Angeles street map. Plate no. W.3897.
On verso: Los Angeles and vicinity (recreational map). Plate no. W.3896.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AÉ 9.11X (PrCt)

Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: cityscape.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3951 (PrCt)

43099 Los Angeles (Calif.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps\\nShell map of Los Angeles and vicinity. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1941?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: Los Angeles.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4556 (PrCt)

Authors: Union Oil Company of California -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 67 x 85 cm. on sheet 71 x 89 cm.
Added title: Los Angeles street map. Plate no. W.3897.
On verso: Los Angeles and vicinity (recreational map). Plate no. W.3896.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AÉ 9.9X (PrCt)

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 69 x 42 cm. on sheet 71 x 54 cm.
Added title: Los Angeles street map. Plate no. W.3878.
Verso includes eastern city section with same title and plate number.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AÉ 9.10X (PrCt)

43102 Los Angeles (Calif.) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps\\Shell map of Los Angeles and vicinity. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1942?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: Los Angeles.
Panel art: Shell logo, statement "all points of military interest have been removed voluntarily from this map and index" and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4556 (PrCt)
Los Angeles (Calif.) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Wilmington (Los Angeles, Calif.) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Santa Catalina Island (Calif.) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Citizens National Bank (Los Angeles, Calif.) - Maps - 1942 - Wilmington (Calif.) SEE Wilmington (Los Angeles, Calif.) - Road maps
Street map of Los Angeles and vicinity / compliments of Citizens National Trust & Savings Bank of Los Angeles ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1942?].
Authors: Citizens National Bank (Los Angeles, Calif.) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Citizens National Bank street map of Los Angeles.
Identifies bank locations with red dots.
Maps on verso (42 x 67 cm. and smaller):
Metropolitan Los Angeles and vicinity -- Citizens National Bank street map of Wilmington and vicinity -- Santa Catalina Island.
Panel art: Illustration of bank building.
"Established 1890. Head office: Spring Street at Fifth, Los Angeles."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4405 (PrCt)

Los Angeles (Calif.) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 67 x 85 cm. on sheet 71 x 89 cm.
Plate no. X. 3897.
Includes inset of Pacific Palisades.
On verso: Los Angeles and vicinity recreational map. Plate no. X.3896.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 9.5 (PrCt)

Los Angeles (Calif.) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Los Angeles / Richfield travel guide. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1942?].
Authors: Richfield Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Richfield gas station and skyline.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4530 (PrCt)

Los Angeles (Calif.) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Authors: Union Oil Company of California -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 68 cm. on sheet 45 x 71 cm.
Added title: Los Angeles street map. Plate no. X. 3897.
On verso: Los Angeles and vicinity (recreational map). Plate no. X. 3896.
Annotated '42.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 9.4 (PrCt)

Los Angeles (Calif.) - Maps - 1943 - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 42 cm. on sheet 71 x 54 cm.
Panel no. 43.
Added title: Los Angeles street map. Plate no. Y .3878.
Verso shows eastern city section; includes inset of the Los Angeles Civic Center. Plate no. Y .3878.
Annotated '43.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 9.12 (PrCt)
43110 Los Angeles (Calif.) - Maps - 1945 - Road maps
Authors: Union Oil Company of California -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 67 x 85 cm. on sheet 71 x 89 cm.
Added title: Los Angeles street map. Plate no. 453896.
Includes inset of Pacific Palisades.
On verso: Los Angeles and vicinity (recreational map). Plate no. 453896.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMCN AE 166.43 (PrCt)

43111 Los Angeles (Calif.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1946 - Railroads - Santa Catalina Island (Calif.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Shell map of Los Angeles and vicinity. Chicago : H. M. Gousha Company, [1946].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 53 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell street map of Los Angeles. Date from RMcN AE 166 ms. index.
Plate no. "T-5-1946-2"
Maps on verso (43 x 68 cm. and 11 x 15 cm.):
Shell metropolitan Los Angeles and vicinity -- Santa Catalina Island.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Handstamped "received ... Apr 29 1947 Rand McNally & Co. Blazed Trails Dept. ...."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMCN AE 166.44 (PrCt)

43112 Los Angeles (Calif.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1946 - Railroads - Santa Catalina Island (Calif.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Shell map of Los Angeles and vicinity. Chicago : H. M. Gousha Company, [1946].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 53 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell street map of Los Angeles. Date from RMcN AE 166 ms. index.
Plate no. "T-5-1946-2"
Maps on verso (43 x 68 cm. and 11 x 15 cm.):
Shell metropolitan Los Angeles and vicinity -- Santa Catalina Island.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Handstamped "received ... Oct 15 1946 Rand McNally & Co. Blazed Trails Dept. ...."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMCN AE 166.42 (PrCt)
43115 Los Angeles (Calif.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- Chevron Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Logan, Maurice, 1886-1977 -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: cars on road beside water with city in background signed "Maurice Logan" and slogan "at your service from Canada to Mexico."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4941 (PrCt)

43116 Los Angeles (Calif.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Authors: Richfield Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: oblique view of a cityscape.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4843 (PrCt)

43117 Los Angeles (Calif.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Authors: Union Oil Company of California -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 67 x 85 cm. on sheet 71 x 89 cm.
Added title: Los Angeles street map. Plate no. 463897.
Includes inset of Pacific Palisades.
On verso: Los Angeles and vicinity (recreational map). Plate no. 463896.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 9.29 (PrCt)

43118 Los Angeles (Calif.) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Shell map of Los Angeles and vicinity. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1947].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "U", indicating 1947 publication.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5183 (PrCt)

43119 Los Angeles (Calif.) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- Chevron Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Logan, Maurice, 1886-1977 -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: cars on road beside water with city in background signed "Maurice Logan" and slogan "at your service from Canada to Mexico."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5016 (PrCt)

43120 Los Angeles (Calif.) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Authors: Richfield Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "U", indicating 1947 publication.
Panel art: oblique view of a cityscape.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5160 (PrCt)

43121 Los Angeles (Calif.) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Authors: Union Oil Company of California -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 67 x 84 cm. on sheet 71 x 89 cm.
Added title: Los Angeles street map. Plate no. 473897.
Includes inset of Pacific Palisades.
On verso: Los Angeles and vicinity (recreational map). Plate no. 4 3896.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 9.42 (PrCt)

43122 Los Angeles (Calif.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Los Angeles (Calif.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Shell map of Los Angeles and vicinity. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1947].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "U", indicating 1947 publication.
Authors: Los Angeles Federal Savings -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 67 x 85 cm. on sheet 71 x 89 cm.
Added title: Street map of Los Angeles. Plate no. 483897.
Includes inset of Pacific Palisades.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 9.49 (PrCt)

Los Angeles, Calif.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps

Los Angeles (Calif.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Shell map of Los Angeles and vicinity. Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5455 (PrCt)

Los Angeles, Calif.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Los Angeles street and vicinity maps ... Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948?].
Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- Chevron Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Logan, Maurice, 1886-1977 -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Street map of Los Angeles prepared for Standard of California.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
Panel art: cars on road beside water with city in background signed "Maurice Logan"; logos for "RPM motor oil" and "Chevron supreme" gas.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5291 (PrCt)

Los Angeles (Calif.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps

Authors: Union Oil Company of California -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 66 x 84 cm. on sheet 71 x 89 cm.
Added title: Los Angeles street map. Plate no. 483897.
Includes inset of Pacific Palisades.
On verso: Los Angeles and vicinity (recreational map). Plate no. 483896.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 10.3X (PrCt)

Los Angeles (Calif.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps

Los Angeles (Calif.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Signal city map : Los Angeles. Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948?].
Authors: Signal Oil and Gas Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
Panel art: oblique view of cityscape.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5431 (PrCt)

Los Angeles (Calif.) - Maps - 1950 - Road maps

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 67 x 85 cm. on sheet 71 x 90 cm.
Panel nos. 52 and 7-50.
Added title: Los Angeles street map. Cartouche no. 33N. Plate no. 503897.
Includes inset of Pacific Palisades.
On verso: Los Angeles and vicinity recreational map. Cartouche no. 34N. Plate no. 503896V.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 10.10 (PrCt)

43129  Los Angeles (Calif.) - Maps - 1952 - Road maps
> Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1952 - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 67 x 85 cm. on sheet 71 x 90 cm.
Panel nos. 52 and 652.
Added title: Los Angeles street map. Cartouche no. 33N. Plate no. 523897.
Includes inset of Pacific Palisades.
On verso: Los Angeles and vicinity recreational map.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 10.24 (PrCt)

43130  Los Angeles (Calif.) - Maps - 1953 - Road maps
> Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1953 - Road maps
Los Angeles metropolitan area ... tour with Texaco. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1953?].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 67 x 85 cm., folded to 22 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Los Angeles street map.
Plate no. 533897.
Inset (8 x 12 cm.): Pacific Palisades.
Map on verso (41 x 68 cm): Los Angeles and vicinity recreational map.
Panel art: Texaco gas station on hilly rural road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Clients 3699 (PrCt)

43133  Los Angeles (Calif.) - Maps - 1955 - Road maps
> Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1955 - Road maps
Los Angeles / issued by Orange County Automobile Club ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1955?].
Authors: Orange County Automobile Club (Calif.) -- Orange County Insurance Agency (Santa Ana, Calif.) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Foldex Limited -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 20 x 89 cm. on sheet 53 x 127 cm., folded to 27 x 15 cm.
Panel title.
"Insurance at reduced rates to club members ... Orange County Insurance Agency ... 1400 North Main Street, Santa Ana, California ... " -- Advertisement on title panel.
"Produced under license from Foldex, Limited." Added title: Street map of Los Angeles (northern section).
Plate no. 5-535217-1.
Inset (24 x 26 cm.): Los Angeles and vicinity.
Maps on verso (51 x 92 cm. and smaller): Street map of Los Angeles (southern section) -- El Segundo Redondo Beach area -- Pacific Palisades.
Panel art: Orange County Automobile Club logo. 
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library); removed from the RMcN Clients series.

43134 Los Angeles (Calif.) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps

Los Angeles ... tour with Texaco. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1956?].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 67 x 31 cm., folded to 21 x 10 cm. Panel title.
Added title: Los Angeles street map (northern section).
Plate no. 563897.
Maps on verso (67 x 55 and 8 x 12 cm.): Los Angeles street map (western section) -- Pacific Palisades.
Panel art: Texaco station alongside rural road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Clients 3778 (PrCt)

43135 Los Angeles (Calif.) - Maps - 1957 - Road maps

Los Angeles city map. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Company, [1957?].
Authors: Union Oil Company of California -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 67 x 94 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm. Panel title.
Added title: Los Angeles street map (northern section).
Issued for the Union Oil Company of California.
Plate no. 575217V beneath northern title cartouche.
Insets (24 x 26 cm. and 8 x 12 cm.): Los Angeles and vicinity -- Pacific Palisades.
Panel art: 3 illustrations (car driving through mountains, city scene, and a Union 76 gas station).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4490 (PrCt)

43136 Los Angeles (Calif.) - Maps - 1960 - Road maps

Hertz Rent a Car map of Los Angeles and vicinity. [Chicago] : Rand McNally & Co., [1960?].
Authors: Hertz Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- W.H. Wilton, inc. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 39 x 55 cm., folded to 22 x 10 cm. Panel title.
Added title: Main streets : Los Angeles "Copyright, W.H. Wilton, Inc."
Plate no. R.L. 60 S 56.
Map on verso (26 x 41 cm.): Los Angeles Calif. and vicinity Identifies Hertz office locations.
Panel art: Car on highway ramp; cityscape in the background.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1393 (PrCt)

43137 Los Angeles (Calif.) - Maps - 1962 - Road maps

Los Angeles / Mobil. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Company, [1962?].
Authors: Mobil Oil Company -- Socony Mobil Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 71 x 93 cm., folded to 26 x 14 cm. Panel title.
Added titles: Street map of Los Angeles (southern section) / Mobil Oil Company -- Street map of Los Angeles (northern section). "Mobil Oil Company, a division of Socony Mobil Oil Company ... New York ..." -- Back panel.
Plate no. 2-5800V-4
Insets (32 x 25 cm. and smaller): El Segundo Redondo Beach area -- Pacific Palisades -- Los Angeles and vicinity.
Panel art: Mobil winged horse logo and gas station.
Title panel handstamped "Apr. 25 1962".
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4087 (PrCt)

43138 Los Angeles (Calif.) - Maps - 1962 - Road maps

Enco Los Angeles street map. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Company, [1962?].
Authors: Enco Oil Company -- Humble Oil and Refining Company (Incorporated in Tex.) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 66 x 93 cm., folded to 23 x 12 cm. Panel title.
Added titles: Los Angeles street map (northern section) -- Los Angeles street map (southern section) "Humble Oil & Refining Co." - back panel
Plate no. 2-5801V-4
Insets (26 x 24 cm. and 8 x 12 cm.): Los Angeles and vicinity -- Pacific Palisades.
Panel art: Color illustrations of California

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
affections; Enco logo.
The Enco brand is short for "Energy Company."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 739 (PrCt)

Los Angeles (Calif.) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps
Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps
Wall maps
Los Angeles city map / 76 Union. [Chicago?]:
Authors: Union Oil Company of California -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress.
Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 82 x 122 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Los Angeles street map.
Issued for the Union Oil Company of California.
Plate no. 676422.
Insets (27 x 40 cm. and 9 x 14 cm.): Los Angeles and vicinity -- Pacific Palisades.
Panel art: 76 Union logo above gas station.
Includes three certificate no. handstamps from the Register of Copyrights, Library of Congress, Washington, D.C.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4533 (PrCt)

Los Angeles (Calif.) - Maps - 1967 - Road maps
Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1967 - Road maps
Wall maps
Los Angeles city map / 76 Union. [Chicago?]:
Authors: Union Oil Company of California -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress.
Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 82 x 122 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Los Angeles street map.
Issued for the Union Oil Company of California.
Plate no. 676422.
Insets (27 x 40 cm. and 9 x 14 cm.): Los Angeles and vicinity -- Pacific Palisades.
Panel art: 76 Union logo above gas station.
Includes three certificate no. handstamps from the Register of Copyrights, Library of Congress, Washington, D.C.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1201 (PrCt)

Los Angeles (Calif.) - Maps - 1968 - Road maps
Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1968 - Road maps
Wall maps
Los Angeles tourguide map / Gulf. [Chicago]:
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress.
Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 83 x 122 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Los Angeles street map.
Issued for the Union Oil Company of California.
Plate no. 686422.
Insets (27 x 40 cm. and 9 x 14 cm.): Los Angeles and vicinity -- Pacific Palisades.
Panel art: Illustration of road and Gulf service station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1201 (PrCt)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 82 x 121 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.
"1975 Edition"
Panel title.
Added title: Phillips 66 street map of Los Angeles.
Plate no. (on southern section): 7564422-11.
Insets (27 x 40 cm. and 9 x 14 cm.): Los Angeles and vicinity -- Pacific Palisades.
Panel art: illustration of goose flying over mountain landscape.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection.
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2063 (PrCt)

Los Angeles (Calif.) - Maps - 1976 - Railroads
Authors: Mobil Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress.
Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection.
"1976 edition"
Panel title.
Plate no. 766422-12.
Insets (27 x 40 cm. and 9 x 14 cm.): Los Angeles and vicinity -- Pacific Palisades.
Panel art: Illustrations of trees, cars on expressway, canoeing, golfing, and unidentified bridge.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection.
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1800 (PrCt)

Los Angeles (Calif.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps
Authors: Mobil Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company.
Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection.
"1975 Edition"
Panel title.
Added title: Los Angeles street map.
Plate no. 766422-12.
 Insets (9 x 14 cm.): [Pacific Palisades]
North side of city continued on verso.
Map on verso (27 x 40 cm.): Los Angeles and vicinity.
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Panel art: Road signs.
Forms part of a collection of stock editions of Rand McNally road maps, some apparently issued as sales samples and / or printer's proofs for prospective commercial clients.
Uniform series title (established by cataloger):
Stock road maps
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (April 2010).
RMcN Stock 185 (PrCt)

43149 Los Angeles (Calif.) - Maps - 1978 - Road maps<>>>Orange County (Calif.) - Maps - 1978 - Road maps<>>>Counties - Maps
Authors: Los Angeles Times (Firm) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Chek-Chart Corporation -- Mitock Publishers -- Los Angeles Times (Firm).
Los Angeles Times glove compartment street atlas of Orange County ... (1978)
1 atlas (280 p. : col. maps) ; 22 cm.
On each map: © H.M. Gousha Co.
Includes index.
Issued with Los Angeles Times glove compartment street atlas of Orange County ... (San Jose, Calif. ; North Hollywood, Calif. : Gousha/Chek-Chart ; exclusive distribution in Southern California by Mitock Publishers, c1978).
1 atlas (136 p. : col. maps) ; 22 cm.
References : OCLC 42594491 and 42594490
LCCN: 80-117237 and 80-117238
map4C G4364.L8P2 1978 .L6 (PrCt)

43150 Los Angeles (Calif.) - Maps - 1996 - Road maps<>>>Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 62 x 83 cm. fold. to 32 x 23 cm. New map innovation.*
Laminated.
$9.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-97084-4
RMcN StrFdr 1996 .L68 (PrCt)

43151 Los Angeles (Calif.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps<>>>Hollywood (Calif.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps<>>>Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. EasyFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; fold. to 24 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Uniform title: EasyFinder
Laminated.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
ISBN 052885606X
RMcN Road Map 2005 LosCA (PrCt)

43152 Los Angeles (Calif.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps<>>>Santa monica (Calif.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps<>>>Beverly Hills (Calif.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps<>>>Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. EasyFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; fold. to 24 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Uniform title: EasyFinder
Laminated.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
ISBN 052895606X
RMcN Road Map 2005 WesCA (PrCt)

43153 Los Angeles (Calif.) - Maps - Collections, 1849-1889<>>>Los Angeles (Calif.) - Maps - Bibliography<>>>Counties - Maps
Maps of Los Angeles, from Ord's survey of 1849 to the end of the boom of the eighties.
Authors: Robinson, W. W. 1891 William Wilcox -- Dawson's Book Shop -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
viii, 87 p. : 27 map plates (part fold., 1 fold. col. in pocket) ; 34 cm.
'Selective list of maps of Los Angeles': p. 37-87.
380 copies printed.
OCLC 2120795.
folio Ayer 135 R66 1966 (NLO)

43154 Los Angeles (Calif.) - Pictorial works - 1853<>>>Pacific railroads - Explorations and surveys - Pictorial works - 1853<>>>Railroads - Maps
Los Angeles. 1853.
Authors: Koppel, Charles -- United States Pacific Railroad Expeditions and Surveys -- Pacific Railroad Reports, v. 5, pt. 1, pl. 10 -- United States. Congress
1 view : col. ; 17 x 24 cm.
In Pacific Railroad Reports v. 5, pt. 1, pl. 10, opposite p. 35 [Serial Set 795].
Uniform title: Pacific Railroad Reports
Govt. 795 pt. 1, pl. 10, opp. p. 35 (PrCt)

43155 Los Angeles (Calif.) - Pictorial works - 1873
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 8 parts, 6 are 18 x 30 in. each, and 2 are 20 x 30 in. each. Scale 1:95,040.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps

**Microfiche 583, no. 23 (PrCt)**

43162 **Los Angeles County (Calif.) - Maps - 1898 - Landowners<<<Counties - Maps<<<Landowners - Maps**

[Los Angeles County (Calif.) - 1898: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche];
LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 4 parts, 28 x 26 in. each. Scale 1:95,000.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps

**Microfiche 583, no. 24 (PrCt)**

43163 **Los Angeles County (Calif.) - Maps - 1900 - Landowners<<<Counties - Maps<<<Landowners - Maps**

[Los Angeles County (Calif.) - 1900: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche];
LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 28.5 x 26 in. each. Scale 1:185,000.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps

**Microfiche 583, no. 25 (PrCt)**

43164 **Los Angeles County (Calif.) - Maps - 1935 - Road maps<<<Mines and mineral resources - California - Los Angeles County - Maps - 1935 Oil fields - California - Los Angeles County - Maps - 1935 - Road maps<<<Counties - Maps**

Authors: Los Angeles County (Calif.). Dept. of Forester and Fire Warden -- Meserve, Harold A.
-- California. Division of Mines -- California. Dept. of Natural Resources. Division of Mines
SEE California. Division of Mines
1 map ; 91 x 94 cm.
Apparently issued with California journal of mines and geology 50 (1954) as "plates 5 & 6 combined."
Scale [ca. 1:150,000], "Printed 1935; 1947 edition."
Shows roads, trails, firebreaks, communication lines, 5 types of boundary lines, railroads, 9 types of Forest Service and fire warden facilities, oil fields and reservoirs, 23 types of mineral resources.
Relief shown by spot heights.
Locational index of metallic and non-metallic minerals in right margin.
Includes inset of San Clemente Island and Santa Catalina Island.
Sight line from L.A. to Mt. Wilson added in red ink.

**map4F G4363 .L6H1 1935 C3 (PrCt)**

43165 **Los Angeles County (Calif.) - Maps - 1938 - Relief models<<<Relief models - Los Angeles County (Calif.) - 1938**

Contour map helps control fire and floods.
Authors: Popular Mechanics Press
1 p. : 2 ills.
Photocopy of article in Popular Mechanics 70, no. 6 (Dec. 1938): 839.
Describes a twenty-foot square relief model of Los Angeles County made from fiber board and plaster.

Vert 1867 (PrCt)

43166 **Los Angeles County (Calif.) - Maps - 1960 - Road maps<<<Los Angeles (Calif.) - Maps - 1960 - Road maps<<<Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1960 - Road maps<<<Counties - Maps**

Authors: Thomas Bros. Maps
1 atlas (various pagings) : maps ; 21 cm.
"Complete street & freeway information with index including postal zone numbers. Maps show schools, parks and house numbering system, state and federal highway numbers." -- front cover.
"$2.00"-- front cover.
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).

**Road map4C G4364.L8P2 1960 .T5 (PrCt)**

43167 **Los Angeles County (Calif.) - Maps - 1987 - Road maps<<<Orange County (Calif.) - Maps**

[43164]
Los Angeles County (Calif.) - Maps - 1997 - Geology
Los Angeles County (Calif.) - Maps - 1997 - Counties - Maps
Geologic map of the Warm Springs Mountain quadrangle, Los Angeles County, California.
1 map : col. ; 58 x 48 cm., folded to 25 x 22 cm.
Title in left and right margins: Geology - Warm Springs Mtn. quadrangle.
'Prepared in cooperation with the California Department of Conservation, Division of Mines and Geology; U.S. Forest Service, Angeles National Forest; and the U.S. Geological Survey.'
'John A. Minch Honorary Map.'
'First printing, May 1997'.
Includes acknowledgments, index to sources of geology, 3 col. cross-sections, and location map. Includes bibliography.
Relief shown by contours and spot heights.
Scale: 1:24,000.
Coordinates: (W 118°37´30´´--W 118°30´00´´/N 34°37´30´´--N 34°30´00´´).
Series: Dibblee Geological Foundation map ; no. DF-63.
Previously described in the Newberry's main online catalog (ca. 1997); possibly removed for addition to collection of other Dibblee maps still in the private collection of Roger Baskes; see catalog titled "Atlases & books with maps" on the Baskes.Com website (accessed Feb. 2010): http://baskes.com/atlas1home.htm
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

Los Angeles County (Calif.) - Maps - 1997 - Road maps - Orange County (Calif.) - Maps
L. A. Metro & Orange County StreetFinder.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
"New updated edition."
$17.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-97220-0
RMcN StrFdr 1997 .L68 (PrCt)
Includes two county atlases with separate title pages: Los Angeles County street guide -- Orange County street guide.
$34.95
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528999346
RMcN StrFdr 2004 .L68a (PrCt)

43175  Los Angeles County (Calif.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps<<>>Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps<<>>Road maps<<>>Counties - Maps
StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 22 x 30 cm.
$19.95
Uniform title: Street guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 052899932X
RMcN StrFdr 2004 .L68b (PrCt)

43176  Los Angeles County (Calif.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps<<>>Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps<<>>Ventura County (Calif.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps<<>>Road maps<<>>Counties - Maps
Authors: Thomas Bros. Maps -- Thomas Bros.
StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
2 atlases in 1 v. (various pagings) : col. maps ; 22 x 30 cm. +1 CD-ROM.
Cover title.
Includes two county atlases with separate title pages: Los Angeles County street guide -- Ventura County street guide.
$34.95
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528999370
RMcN StrFdr 2004 .L68a (PrCt)

43177  Los Angeles County (Calif.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps<<>>Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps<<>>Orange County (Calif.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps<<>>Road maps<<>>Counties - Maps
Authors: Thomas Bros. Maps -- Thomas Bros.
StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
2 atlases in 1 v. (various pagings) : col. maps ; 22 x 30 cm. +1 CD-ROM.
Cover title.
Includes two county atlases with separate title pages: Los Angeles County street guide -- Orange County street guide.
$34.95
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528956027
RMcN StrFdr 2005 .L68a (PrCt)

43178  Los Angeles County (Calif.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps<<>>Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps<<>>Road maps<<>>Counties - Maps
Los Angeles County street guide. [Skokie, Ill.] : Rand McNally, 2005.
Authors: Thomas Bros. Maps -- Thomas Bros.
StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 22 x 30 cm.
$19.95
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528955144
RMcN StrFdr 2005 .L68a (PrCt)

43179  Los Angeles County (Calif.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps<<>>Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps<<>>Ventura County (Calif.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps<<>>Road maps<<>>Counties - Maps
Authors: Thomas Bros. Maps -- Thomas Bros.
StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; fold. to 24 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Uniform title: EasyFinder Laminated.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
ISBN 0528956124
RMcN Road Map 2005 SouCA (PrCt)

43181 Los Angeles County (Calif.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps - Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps - Orange County (Calif.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps - Road maps - Counties - Maps Los Angeles & Orange counties street guide. Chicago, Ill. Rand McNally, 2006 [i.e. 2005].
2 atlases in 1 v. (various pagings) : col. maps ; 22 x 30 cm. +1 CD-ROM.
Dated 2006, but received by the Newberry Library in 2005.
Cover title.
Includes two county atlases with separate title pages: Los Angeles County street guide -- Orange County street guide.
$34.95
ISBN 0528855534
RMcN StrFdr 2006 .L68b (PrCt)

1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 22 x 30 cm.
Dated 2006, but received by the Newberry Library in 2005.
$19.95
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder. Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
ISBN 0528854933
RMcN StrFdr 2006 .L68 (PrCt)

43183 Los Angeles County (Calif.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps - Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps - Ventura County (Calif.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps - Road maps - Counties - Maps Los Angeles & Ventura counties street guide. Chicago, Ill. Rand McNally, 2006 [i.e. 2005].
2 atlases in 1 v. (various pagings) : col. maps ; 22 x 30 cm. +1 CD-ROM.
Dated 2006, but received by the Newberry Library in 2005.
Cover title.
Includes two county atlases with separate title pages: Los Angeles County street guide -- Ventura County street guide.
$34.95
ISBN 0528855344
RMcN StrFdr 2006 .L68a (PrCt)
Los Angeles & Orange counties street guide.
Authors: Thomas Bros. Maps -- Thomas Bros.
2 atlases in 1 v. (various pagings) : col. maps ; 22 x 30 cm.
Cover title.
Includes two county atlases with separate title pages: Los Angeles County street guide -- Orange County street guide.
On cover: Free interactive CD details inside [CD not included].
$34.95.
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN StrFdr 2007 .L68a (PrCt)

Los Angeles County (Calif.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps<>Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps<>Road maps<>Counties - Maps
1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 22 x 30 cm.
Cover title.
Includes two county atlases with separate title pages: Los Angeles County street guide -- Ventura County street guide.
On cover: Free interactive CD details inside [CD not included].
$34.95.
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-85939-0
RMcN StrFdr 2007 .L68b (PrCt)

Los Angeles County (Calif.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps<>Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps<>Road maps<>Counties - Maps
2 atlases in 1 v. (various pagings) : col. maps ; 22 x 30 cm.
Cover title.
Includes two county atlases with separate title pages: Los Angeles County street guide -- Orange County street guide.
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528873598
RMcN StrFdr 2009 .L68b (PrCt)

43194 Los Angeles County (Calif.) - Maps - 2009 - Road maps<<>>Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 2009 - Road maps<<>>Road maps<<>>Counties - Maps
Authors: Thomas Bros. Maps -- Thomas Bros.
1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 22 x 30 cm.
"62nd edition" -- front cover
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
"$19.95" -- back cover
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528870467
RMcN StrFdr 2009 .L68 (PrCt)

43195 Los Angeles County (Calif.) - Maps - 2009 - Road maps<<>>Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 2009 - Road maps<<>>Road maps<<>>Counties - Maps
Authors: Thomas Bros. Maps -- Thomas Bros.
1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
"2nd edition" and "26% larger maps" -- front cover
Cover title: Easy-to-read Los Angeles County street guide
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
"$19.95" -- back cover
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 052887361X
RMcN StrFdr 2009 .L68c (PrCt)


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

43200 Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Street guide and metropolitan map of Los Angeles and vicinity. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1937?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 2038 (PrCt)

43201 Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Street guide and metropolitan map of Los Angeles and vicinity. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1938?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 2038 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3228 (PrCt)

Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 47 x 65 cm. on sheet 50 x 68 cm.
Plate no. T.3896.
Verso blank.
Annotated 'T-38'.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 9.5X (PrCt)

Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company
1 map : col. ; 42 x 67 cm. fold. to 23 x 9 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Metropolitan Los Angeles and vicinity.
Plate no. L-1 1938-1
Inset (11 x 16 cm.): Santa Catalina Island
Map on verso (53 x 52 cm.): Street map of Los Angeles
Panel art: Shell logo.
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).
Road map4C G4364 .L6P2 1938 .S5 (PrCt)

Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps - Los Angeles (Calif.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Street guide and metropolitan map of Los Angeles and vicinity. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1939?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3543 (PrCt)

Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Texaco touring map : Los Angeles metropolitan area. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1939].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 41 x 54 cm. on sheet 54 x 71 cm.
Added title: Los Angeles and vicinity. Plate no. U.3876.
Annotated 'U-39'.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 9.6X (PrCt)

Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Street map of Los Angeles and vicinity / compliments of Citizens National Trust & Savings Bank of Los Angeles ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1940?].
Authors: Citizens National Bank (Los Angeles, Calif.) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: line drawing of the bank.
Locations of Citizens National Trust & Savings Bank of Los Angeles branches indicated by red dots on map.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3747 (PrCt)

Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Texaco touring map : Los Angeles metropolitan area. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1940].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 41 x 54 cm. on sheet 54 x 71 cm.
Added title: Los Angeles and vicinity. Plate no. V.3876.
On verso: Los Angeles street map. Plate no. V.3878.
Annotated 'V-40'.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Los Angeles and vicinity / issued by Automobile Club of Southern California and California State Automobile Association. Los Angeles : Automobile Club of Southern California, [1964?].
Authors: Automobile Club of Southern California -- California State Automobile Association
1 map : col. ; 57 x 85 cm. fold. to 22 x 10 cm.
Panel dated 1964 in ms.
© ACSC C-15365" on panel.
Plate no.: Map 2334
"Copyright Automobile Club of Southern California ... Los Angeles" at bottom left.
Map on verso (19 x 28 cm.): Freeway system thru Los Angeles downtown area.
Panel art: Automobile Club of Southern California logo.
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).
Road map4C G4364 .L8P2 1964 .A9 (PrCt)

Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1964 - Road maps
Authors: Kirby, Harlan -- Times Mirror Company -- Farmers' Insurance Company
1 map : col. ; 35 x 27 cm. fold. to 22 x 10 cm.
Shows freeways completed, under construction, budgeted, and "freeway routes adopted."
Relief shown pictorially.
Points of interest (1-60) below map.
"Copyright by the Times-Mirror Company."
On verso, information about points of interest, advertisement.
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).
Acquisition #2008100251.
Road map4C G4364.L8P2 1964 .K5 (PrCt)

Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps
Your guide to the Los Angeles area : streets and recreation / Los Angeles Times classified ads. [San Jose, Calif.?] : H.M. Gousha Company, c1966.
Authors: Los Angeles Times (Firm) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([1]-29, 38-120 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
Added title on p. 1: Los Angeles area
"Prepared, published, and copyrighted Copyright MCLXVI by the H.M. Gousha Company." -- p. 1
"Pages 30-37 have been omitted in this book." -- inside front cover
Cover art: color photos of the Los Angeles region.
"Price / one dollar" -- front cover
Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Company Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34, Range 7 (Jan. 2011).
Road map4C G4364.L8P2 1966 .A9 (PrCt)
Los Palacios y Villafranca (Spain) - Pictorial works - 1565<<>>Las Cabezas de San Juan (Spain) - Pictorial works - 1565<<>>Alcantara (Las Cabezas de San Juan, Spain)<<>>Palacios y Villafranca (Spain) SEE Los Palacios y Villafranca (Spain)<<>>Cabezas (Spain) SEE Las Cabezas de San Juan (Spain) [Views of Los Palacios y Villafranca and Las Cabezas de San Juan]. [Cologne : s.n.], 1565 [i.e. ca. 1620].

Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Hoefnagel, Joris, 1542-1601 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

3 views : hand col. ; 14 x 49 cm. and smaller, on sheet 41 x 59 cm. Derived from 1565 drawings by Joris Hoefnagel; see R.A. Skelton's Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.

Contents: Palacios -- Alcanerilla [i.e. Alcantara, a Moorish bridge outside Las Cabezas de san Juan] -- Cabeças.

Latin letterpress text on verso under titles: Palacios -- Alcantara -- Cabeças.


VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 5, pl. 10 (PrCt)

Lot-Ét-Garonne (France) - Maps - 1706


Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

III:G111

1 map ; 39 x 41 cm. Added titles: Evesché de Agen ... -- Seneschaussée d'Agenois ... . Dated 1679[?] in imprint, 1706 in author's statement.

2725

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Sack map4F G5833.A48:3L75 1706 S2 (PrCt)

Lothian (Scotland) - Maps - 1630

A New description of the Shyres Lothian and Linlitqua. [198-].

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Authors: Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594
1 map

43230 Loudoun (Tenn.) - Maps - 1770 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
A Colored plan and profiles of Fort Loudoun, upon Tanasse River, surveyed about 1770, by W.G. de Brahm, surveyor-general. [19-].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1770 manuscript.
folio Ayer 136 .H91 1907 ser. 1, v. 2, pl. 8

43231 Loudoun County (Va.) - Maps - 1853 - Landowners
Counties - Maps
Authors: Taylor, Yardley -- Reynolds, Thomas, fl. 1853 -- Smith, Robert Pearsall, 1827-1898 -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: Manuscript, 18.5 x 15.5 in. Scale 1:126,720. Originally compiled [186-?]. Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:

43232 Loudoun County (Va.) - Maps - 1853 - Landowners
Leesburg (Va.) - Maps - 1853
Middleburg (Va.) - Maps - 1853 - Landowners
Waterford (Va.) - Maps - 1853 - Landowners
Counties - Maps
Authors: Taylor, Yardley -- Reynolds, Thomas, fl. 1853 -- Smith, Robert Pearsall, 1827-1898 -- Janney, Asa Moore -- Janney, Werner L. 1 map : col. ; on sheet 75 x 101 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:66,000]. Includes 5 views, 4 insets, and a geological profile.
Partial inset contents (9 x 12 cm. and smaller):
Plan of Leesburg -- Plan of Middleburg -- Plan of Waterford.
M1194, M1195, M1196 and M1197.
map6F G3883 .L5G46 1853 T3 1976 (PrCt)

43233 Loudoun County (Va.) - Maps - 1860-1869 - Landowners - Manuscripts
Facsimiles
Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Counties - Maps
No. 33 -- Confederate States of America. Army -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: Manuscript, 18.5 x 15.5 in. Scale 1:126,720. Originally compiled [186-?]. Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:

43234 Loudoun County (Va.) - Maps - 1864 - Landowners - Manuscripts
Facsimiles
Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Counties - Maps
No. 30 -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: Manuscript, 24.5 x 14 in. Scale 1:126,720. Originally compiled 1864. Only covers part of the county.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:

43235 Loudoun County (Va.) - Maps - 1864 - Landowners - Manuscripts
Facsimiles
Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Counties - Maps
Authors: Smith, Robert Pearsall, 1827

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
No. 43 -- Confederate States of America. Army -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 1289 (PrCt)

43236

Louisa County (Va.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps<<>>Washington Region - Maps - 2006 - Road maps<<>>Road maps<<>>Counties - Maps
1 atlas (A-G, 728-1030 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
"3rd edition" -- front cover.
Cover not dated.
$14.95.
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-85919-6
RMcN StrFdr 2006 .L5 (PrCt)

43237

Louisa County (Iowa) - Maps - 1858 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps
Authors: Miller, A. B. -- Dugdale, C. R. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 2 parts, 23.5 x 39 in. each. Scale 1:42,500. Originally published 1858.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 196 (PrCt)

43238

Louisa County (Va.) - Maps - 1860-1869 - Landowners - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles<<>>Counties - Maps
Authors: Hotchkiss, Jedediah, 1828-1899 -- Library of Congress. Hotchkiss map collection.
No. 296 -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: Manuscript, 21.5 x 26.5 in. Scale 1:80,000. Originally compiled [186-?].
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 1290 (PrCt)

43239

Louisa County (Va.) - Maps - 1860-1869 - Landowners - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles<<>>Counties - Maps
Authors: Library of Congress. Hotchkiss map collection.
No. 45 -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: Manuscript, 16 x 22 in. Scale 1:160,000. Originally compiled [186-?].
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 1291 (PrCt)

43240

Louisa County (Va.) - Maps - 1863-1864 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
Size of original: Blueprint, 23.5 x 28.5 in. Scale 1:80,000. Originally compiled 1863-1864.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 197 (PrCt)


Louisbourg (N.S.) - History - Siege, 1745 - Maps - Maps - Fortification - Facsimiles - A Plan of the city, and fortifications, of Louisbourg; from a survey made by Richard Gridley, lieut. coll. of the train of artillery in 1745. [London] : T. Jefferys, 1757. Authors: Gridley, Richard, 1711-1796 -- Jefferys, Thomas, -1771 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 38 x 62 cm. fold. to 20 x 17 cm. Includes text, index to fortification, 'The profile,' and insets of 'A plan of the city and harbour of Louisburg ... during the siege in 1745' and 'A map of Gabarus Bay, adjoyning to Louisburg.' Scale ca. 1:3,500. Ayer 133 .G84 1757 (NLO)

43248 Louisbourg (N.S.) - History - Siege, 1755 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

A 'Plan of the town and harbour of Louisbourg; the harbour surveyed by Capt. Philip Durell; the fortifications by Capt. Henry Bastide, 1745'; shewing the trenches, batteries, and encampments at the siege. [19--].

1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1755 manuscript.

43249 Louisbourg (N.S.) - Maps - 1716 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Louisbourg (N.S.) - Maps - 1716 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Nautical charts - Louisbourg (N.S.) - Maps - 1716 - Manuscripts - Manuscript maps

Plan du havre ou port de Louis-Bourg. ce 28 xbre. 1716.

Authors: Cartes Marines Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 30, sheet 94
1 ms. map : hand col. ; 486 x 487 mm., on sheet 562 x 723 mm.
Map and nautical chart of Louisbourg detailing proposed fortifications and sight lines of cannon batteries; keyed to references A-I in left margin. Accompanied on adjacent sheet by a view: Vue du Port de Louis-Bourg dans l'Isle Royale (Ayer MS map 30, sheet 95).

Scale [ca. 1:7,060]. 'Echelle de 500 toises' [= 138 mm.]
Sheet 94 of 115 (i.e. 117; includes sheets 71A and 106A) numbered leaves in the Cartes Marines Manuscript Map Collection, detailing French colonial interests worldwide, ca. 1640-ca. 1726.
Depths shown with soundings; relief shown with shading.
Pen-and-ink and watercolor (green, red, brown, grey, yellow); mounted on cloth.
Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library).

43250 Louisbourg (N.S.) - Maps - 1744


1 map : 24 x 29 cm.
Oriented with north toward the upper right. Includes key to 12 locations.
Numbered 8 in lower left margin.

Graff 650 v. 2, opp. p. 387 (PrCr)

43251 Louisbourg (N.S.) - Maps - 1745 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Cape Breton Island (N.S.) - Maps - 1745 - Manuscripts - Louisbourg (N.S.) - Pictorial works - 1745 -
A Plan of the city, and fortifications, of Louisbourg: from a survey made by Richard Gridley, Lieut. Col. of the Train of Artillery in 1745. A Plan of the city and harbour of Louisbourg, with the French batteries that defended it, and those of the English, shewing that part of Gabarus Bay in which they landed during the siege in 1758.

Louisbourg, London, 1760. Authors: Jefferys, Thomas, -1771 -- Gridley, Richard, 1711-1796

2 maps; 38 x 42 cm. and 38 x 44 cm. on sheet 42 x 63 cm.
Map dated 1758.
Inset (10 x 12 cm.): A Map of Gabarus Bay, adjoining to Louisburg.

Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.

CHS Coll., Map no. 631 (PrCt)
1 map
folio Ayer 136 .H91 1909 ser. 2, v.  4, pl. 50 (PrCt)

43256
Louisbourg (N.S.) - Maps - 1749 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Manuscrypt maps - Facsimiles
A 'Prospect of Louisbourg, taken from N.E. Harbour, by G.H. Bastide, 1749; drawn by J. Heath'. [19--].
1 map
folio Ayer 136 .H91 1909 ser. 2, v.  4, pl. 21 (PrCt)

43257
Louisbourg (N.S.) - Maps - 1756<>Québec (Québec) - Maps - 1756<>Halifax (N.S.) - Maps - 1756
Authors: Homann Erben (Firm) -- Francis Roux-Devillas (Firm) -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
3 maps : hand col. ; 206 x 503 mm. or smaller, on sheet 479 x 522 mm. (plate mark)
j50
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Novacco 4F 71 (PrCt)

43258
Louisbourg (N.S.) - Maps - 1758 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Manuscrypt maps - Facsimiles
A Survey of the harbour of Louisbourg, with the fortifications and works of the town; drawn in 1758, by Lieut. Waters, of the Somerset. [19--].
1 map

43259
Louisbourg (N.S.) - Maps - 1760<>Louisbourg (N.S.) - History - Siege, 1745 - Maps<>Louisbourg (N.S.) - Maps - 1760 - Harbors<>Louisbourg (N.S.) - History - Siege, 1758 - Maps<>Gabarus (N.S.) - Maps - 1760
Authors: Gridley, Richard, 1711-1796 -- Jefferys, Thomas, -1771 -- Historic Urban Plans (Firm)
1 map ; 39 x 63 cm.
Facsimile of original published in Jefferys, Thomas. The Natural and civil history of the French dominions in North and South America (London: Printed for T. Jefferys, 1760) pt. 1, opposite p. 125.; facsimile 'number 110 of an edition limited to 500 copies.'
Scale [ca. 1:3,540].
Insets: A Plan of the city and harbour of Louisburg -- A Map of Gabarus Bay. 73-7369
ICN73
map4F 3424.L5 (PrCt)

43260
Louisbourg (N.S.) - Maps - 1790 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Manuscrypt maps - Facsimiles
Authors: Spain. Ministerio de la Guerra. P-b-10-37 -- Cartografía de ultramar (1949) 1 map ; 21 x 29 cm.
In Cartografía de ultramar (Madrid, Impre. de Servicio Geográfico del Ejército, 1949- ), v. 2, pl. 15.
Reproduction of original manuscript in Servicio Histórico del Ejército, Madrid, where it has the shelfmark P - b - 10 - 37. A description of and complete list of toponyms for this map are in the accompanying text volume, pp. 95-96.
folio Ayer 135 .S73 1949, v. 2, pl. 15 (PrCt)

43261
Louisbourg (N.S.) - Maps - 1820-1829
Louisburg, Nova Scotia. [182-?].
Authors: Morse and Tuttle
1 map
temp map1F G3424.L6 182-.M6 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Louisbourg (N.S.) - Maps - 1829
Authors: Haliburton, Thomas Chandler, 1796-1865 -- Torbett, Charles W.
1 map; 10 x 17 cm.
In Haliburton, Thomas Chandler. Historical and statistical account of Nova-Scotia (Halifax, 1829) v. 1, between p. 120-121.
Duplicate copy: Ayer 150.7 N9 H2 1829 v. 1.
M1045
F 829.38 v. 1, bet. p. 120-121 (PrCt)

Louisbourg (N.S.) - Maps - 1829 - Harbors<>Louisbourg (N.S.) - Maps - 1829 - Fortification
Authors: Haliburton, Thomas Chandler, 1796-1865 -- Torbett, Charles W.
1 map; 10 x 17 cm.
In Haliburton, Thomas Chandler. Historical and statistical account of Nova-Scotia (Halifax, 1829) v. 1, opposite p. 121.
Duplicate copy: Ayer 150.7 N9 H2 1829 v. 1.
M1046
F 829.38 v. 1, opp. p. 121 (PrCt)

Project archives: Fort Louisbourg map collection as of April, 1977. [S.l. s.n., 1977?].
Authors: Fortress of Louisbourg National Historic Park
128 leaves; 28 cm.
Formerly folio Z6027.C22 F676
Map Ref folio Z6027.C22 F676 (NLO)

Louisbourg (N.S.) - Pictorial works - 1716 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Vue de du port de Louis-Bourg dans l’Isle Royale.
Authors: Cartes Marines Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 30, sheet 95 -- McElfresh Map Co. -- McElfresh, Earl B.
1 map: col.; 25 x 37 cm. on sheet 63 x 96 cm.
map4F G3411 .S2 2005 M3 (PrCt)

Louisbourg (N.S.) - Pictorial works - 1716 - Fortification - Manuscripts<>Manuscript maps
Vue de du port de Louis-Bourg dans l’Isle Royale.

[1716].
Authors: Cartes Marines Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 30, sheet 95
1 ms. view: hand col.; 415 x 733 mm., on sheet 561 x 750 mm
View of Louisbourg detailing its buildings, fortifications, and fishing industry; keyed to references A-I and L-N in bottom margin.
Includes drawings of many boats and ships.
Accompanied on adjacent sheet by a map: Plan du haure ou port de Louis-Bourg (Ayer MS map 30, sheet 94).
Not drawn to scale.
Sheet 95 of 115 (i.e., 117; includes sheets 71A and 106A) numbered leaves in the Cartes Marines Manuscript Map Collection, detailing French colonial interests worldwide, ca. 1640-ca. 1726.
Pen-and-ink and watercolor (green, blue, brown, yellow, red); mounted on cloth.
Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Photographic transparency available in Spec. Coll. Image Index.
Ayer ms map proj 03
Digital image available as part of the Newberry Library's Great Lakes Digital Collection via the CARLI Digital Collections website (accessed Nov., 2010):
http://collections.carli.illinois.edu/u?/nby_grlakes
1084
VAULT drawer Ayer MS map 30 sheet 95 (NLO)

Louisbourg (N.S.) - Pictorial works - 1766 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
A North-west view of the town of Louisbourg; taken in April, 1766, by Thomas Wright. [19--].
1 view
Photostatic reproduction of 1766 manuscript.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
43268 **Louisiana - 1806 - Maps** - **Southern States - Maps - 1806**


Authors: Lafon, Barthélemy, 1769-1820 -- Harrison, William, 1774- -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 83 x 123 cm. fold. to 22 x 17 cm. in slip case (25 cm.)
Covers Louisiana and parts of Texas, Mississippi, Alabama, and Florida.
Scale 1:530,000.
Includes table of latitudes and longitudes.
Digital image available on History-Map website (accessed April 2010) : [http://www.history-map.com/picture/003/Louisiana-Coast.htm](http://www.history-map.com/picture/003/Louisiana-Coast.htm)

**Ayer 133 .L157 1806 (NLO)**

43272 **Louisiana - Maps - 1720 - Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1720 - South Sea Company - Maps - 1720**

*Louisiana by de rivier Mississipi. [Amsterdam?, 1720].*

Authors: Het groote tafereel der dwaasheid (1720)
1 map ; 17.3 x 14.4 cm.
In: Het groote tafereel der dwaasheid, vertoonende de opkomst, voortgang en ondergang der actie, bubbêl en windnegotie, in Vrankryk, Engeland, en de Nederlanden, gepleept in den jaare MDCCXX (Amsterdam?, 1720), pl. [61].
The map has been trimmed very closely and glued to a larger sheet.
At upper left: De wapen van de Compagnie [two figures with Indian headdresses supporting cornucopia with water flowing from it (i.e., not the arms of the South Sea Company)].
Shows area from 25° to 55° N., 260° to 290° E. (of Ferro?).
At site of New Orleans, shows "Orleans, nouvo camp."

**oversize H 8139.49, pl. 61 (Pr Ct)**

43273 **Louisiana - Maps - 1743 - Coasts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Gulf Coast (La.) - Maps - 1743 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles**

*Manuscript maps - Facsimiles Province de la Louisianne. MDCC.XLIII. [19--].*
Authors: Biblioteca Nacional (Spain). Louisiana -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1743 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**MapPhoto Spain BN Louisiana (Pr Ct)**

43274 **Louisiana - Maps - 1750 - Coasts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Gulf Coast (La.) - Maps - 1750 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles**

*Sketch plan of part of the Coast of Louisiana.*

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Johnson & Warner -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839. A General atlas, being a collection of maps of the world and quarters ... (1814)
1 map : hand col. ; 14 x 18 cm.
In: Carey, Mathew. A General atlas, being a collection of maps of the world and quarters ... (Philadelphia: Published by M. Carey, and Johnson & Warner, 1814) pl. [29].
Ayer 135 .C27 1814 pl. 29 (PrCt)

Authors: Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d', 1697-1782 -- Haye, G. de la -- Destombes, Marcel, 1905-1983 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 502 x 904 mm. (neat line), 530 x 935 mm. (plate mark)
'Dressée en Mai 1732. Publiée en 1752.'
Detached from an atlas; verso includes manuscript number 48.
Includes inset map of the Mississippi, Missouri, and Ohio river valleys: Partie supérieure de la Louisiane. Ex Destombes. Duplicate copies: Map 6F 3935 and Ayer 133 A63 1752. j45
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Novacco 6F 9 (PrCt)

Louisiana - Maps - 1760-1769 - Coasts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>>Gulf Coast (La.) - Maps - 1760-1769 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles Partie de la coste c'ydessus comprise entre les points E. F. fur une plus grande échelle ... [19--].
Authors: Marigny de Mandeville, Antoine Philippe de -- Spain. Ministerio de la Guerra. LM 8a-1a-a,11(2) -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of manuscript compiled 176-?.
Inset on: Carte de la Louisiane et particulièremet du fleuve Mississipi ... [MapPhoto Sp. Guerra LM 8a-1a-a,11(1)]
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto Spain Guerra LM 8a-1a-a,11(2) (PrCt)

Louisiana - Maps - 1814

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
A Complete historical, chronological, and geographical American atlas (1822) -- William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 28 x 31 cm.
Engraved title within neatline.
Added letterpress title in uppercase and oversize lettering, top margin: Geographical, statistical, and historical map of Louisiana
In: H.C. Carey and I. Lea (Firm). A Complete historical, chronological, and geographical American atlas ... (Philadelphia : H.C. Carey and I. Lea, 1822), [map 26].
"No. 31." -- In letterpress at upper right.
Forms part of the William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library).

oversize Greenlee 4891 .C27 1822 [map 26] (PrCt)

43285 Louisiana - Maps - 1830<<>>New Orleans (La.) - Maps - 1830
The Travellers pocket map of Louisiana with its canals, roads & distances from place to place, stage & steam boat routes. Philadelphia : H.S. Tanner, 1830.
Authors: Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Brose, W. -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 26 x 32 cm.
'Engraved by W. Brose.'
Inset (11 x 13 cm.): New Orleans.
Includes a tabulation of distances under title 'Steamboat routes.'
Parishes are indicated by name.
Ayer p133 .T16 1830 (NLO)

Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Young, J. H. (James Hamilton) -- Demick, W. M. -- Howes, Wright -- Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 43 x 55 cm. fold. in leather covers 16 x 9 cm.
Cover title: Louisiana, Mississippi & Alabama.
Inscription inside front cover: W. M. Demick [?].
Milwaukee Wisconsin.
Condition: fine.
Forms part of the Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Gift 1976, Wright Howes.
map3C G4010 1831 .M5 (PrCt)

43287 Louisiana - Maps - 1832<<>>Mississippi - Maps - 1832
Louisiana and Mississippi / J. Knight sc. [Philadelphia : H.S. Tanner, 1832].
Authors: Knight, J. (Jonathan), 1787-1858 -- Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Baird, Robert, 1798-1863. View of the valley of the Mississippi, or, The emigrant's and traveller's guide to the West ... (1832) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 15 x 12 cm.
In: Baird, Robert. View of the valley of the Mississippi, or, The emigrant's and traveller's guide to the West ... (Philadelphia : H.S. Tanner, 1832), between p. 246-247. "Page 247" -- at upper right.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Graff 141, between p. 246-247 (PrCt)

43288 Louisiana - Maps - 1833
Louisiana / Young & Delleker sc. Philada.
Louisiana and part of Arkansas. [Boston : J. W. Wilkins & R. B. Carter, 1841?].
Authors: Bradford, T. G. (Thomas Gamaliel), 1802-1887 -- Bradford, T. G. (Thomas Gamaliel), 1802-1887. A Comprehensive atlas ... (1835, [i.e. 1841?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; col. ; 25 x 19 cm.
folio Ayer 135 .B75 1835 pl. 15, p. 45 (PrCt)

Louisiana - Maps - 1841 - Road maps<<>>Mississippi - Maps - 1841 - Road maps<<>>Alabama - Maps - 1841 - Road maps<<>>Southern States - Maps - 1845 - Road maps<<>>Lowell, Augustus - Autographs - Forgeries<<>>Autographs - Forgeries<<>>Road maps
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Young, J. H. (James Hamilton) -- Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co. -- Lowell, Augustus -- Ide, L. N., 19th cent. -- Howes, Wright -- Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; hand col. ; 45 x 56 cm. fold. in cloth covers 14 x 9 cm.
Cover title: Mitchell's map of Louisiana, Alabama & Mississippi.
Includes tables: Steam boat routes -- Principal stage routes, through the states of Louisiana, Mississippi & Alabama.
Population figures inside front cover.
Label inside back cover: Sold at L. N. Ide's Boston map store, 138 1/2 Washington St.
Condition: very fine.
Forms part of the Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Gift 1976, Wright Howes.
map3C G4011.P2 1845 M5 (PrCt)
A New map of Louisiana with its canals, roads & distances ... Philadelphia : Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co., 1852. 1 map : hand col. ; 26 x 33 cm.


oversize G1019 .N49 1852 pl. 24 (PrCt)

A New universal atlas ... (1852)
1 map : hand col. ; 26 x 33 cm.

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Burroughs, H. N. -- Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868. A New universal atlas containing maps of the various empires, kingdoms, states, and republics of the world ... (1847)
1 map ; hand col. : 26 x 33 cm.
Inset (11 x 13 cm.): New Orleans. Includes references 1-9 and b-t.
In: Mitchell, S. Augustus. A New universal atlas containing maps of the various empires, kingdoms, states, and republics of the world ... (Philadelphia : S. Augustus Mitchell, 1847) pl. '24.

oversize G 10 .579 pl. 24 (PrCt)

Louisiana - Maps - 1850
A New map of Louisiana : with its canals, roads & distances from place to place along the stage & steam boat routes. Philadelphia : Thomas, Cowperthwait, [1850?].
Authors: Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co.
1 map : hand col., mounted on cloth ; 26 x 33 cm.
'Entered according to act of Congress in the year 1850 by Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co. in ... the eastern district of Pennsylvania.'
In lower right margin: 24.
Scale [ca. 1:2,000,000]
Coordinates: (W 95°--W 88°/N 33°--N 29°)
Prime meridian: Washington.
Inset: New Orleans.
Includes distance tables of 'New Orleans to Pittsburg', 'New Orl. to Natchitoches' and 'N. Orleans to the Balize.'
map G 10876 .58 (NLO)

Map of Louisiana representing the several land districts : prepared to accompany the Surveyor General's annual report. [S.l. s.n.], 1854.
1 map : hand col. ; 39 x 42 cm.
At head of title: (H)
Probably detached from a U.S. Congressional document.
Endorsed 'Surveyor Generals Office, Donaldsonville, La., Oct. 1st 1854, Wm. J. McCulloh, Sur. Genl. La.'
Manuscript inscription at top: To his excellency Thomas C. Reynolds, Gov. of Missouri with compliments of Henry W. Allen, Gov. of Louisiana.
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.

CHS Coll., Map no. 343 (PrCt)

Louisiana - Maps - 1855
Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's atlas of the world ... (1855-1856)
1 map : hand col. ; 29 x 36 cm.

oversize G 10 .185 v.1, pl. 29 (PrCt)

Louisiana - Maps - 1857
Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's general atlas ... (1857)

43295

43296

43297

43298

43299

43300
1 map : hand col. ; 28 x 36 cm.


43302

Louisiana - Maps - 1859


Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's atlas of America ... (1859) -- Johnson & Browning

1 map : hand col. ; 29 x 36 cm.

In: Colton George Woolworth. Colton's general atlas, illustrating the physical and political geography of North and South America and the West India islands (New York : J.H. Colton and Co., 1859), pl. [29]. Printed plate 'No. 33.' Map copyrighted 1855.

Case oversize G1100 .C6 1859 pl. 29 (PrCt)

43303

Louisiana - Maps - 1860 - Public lands - Surveys

Map of Louisiana representing the several land districts. New York : Lith. of J. Bien, [1860?].


1 map ; 39 x 41 cm.

Dated '1860' in manuscript.

At head of title: No. 8. (H)

Endorsed 'Surveyor Generals Office, Donaldsonville, La., Oct. 1st 1860, Wm. J. McCulloh, Sur. Genl. La.'

Detached from a report issued by the U.S. General Land Office or U.S. Surveyor General. At upper right: (Sen. Ex. Doc. No. 1 2d. Sess. : 36' Cong.)

Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.

CHS Coll., Map no. 344 (PrCt)

43304

Louisiana - Maps - 1864 - Railroads

J.H. Colton's map of the state of Louisiana and eastern part of Texas : compiled from United States Surveys, and other authentic sources, shewing the counties, townships, sections, fractional sections, settlement rights, railroads, &c. New York : J.H. Colton, 1864.

Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Lang & Cooper (Firm), fl. 1852-1855 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 74 x 96 cm.

'Printed by Lang & Cooper,'

Originally folded to 16 cm. in cover with title:

Colton's sectional map of Louisiana. Scale [1:633,600]. 1 in. = 10 miles

Coordinate: (W 95°15'--W 88°40'/N 33°06'--N 28°54')

Shows drainage, cities and towns, township and county boundaries, and the railroad network.

Ayer p133 .C695 1864 (NLO)

43305

Louisiana - Maps - 1876 - Lands For Sale


Authors: Dennett, Daniel -- Citizens Bank (New Orleans, La.) -- Lewis, Hugh -- Southern Land Company (New Orleans, La.)

1 map

'Red marks designate lands owned by Citizens Bank.'

Detached from: Daniel Dennett, Louisiana as it is (New Orleans: Eureka Press, 1876) inside back cover [H 31876.22]; numbers on map keyed to 'A List of the farms...for sale...by the Southern Land Company...Daniel Dennett, general manager,' pp. 264-272.

temp map6F G4011.G4 1876 C5 (PrCt)

43306

Louisiana - Maps - 1882 - Railroads


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand

Officials
McNally and Company. Shippers guide -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 23 x 31 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
map2F G4011.P3 1882 .R3 (PrCt)

Louisiana - Maps - 1883 - Railroads<>-Railroads - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Poor’s manual of the railroads of the United States (1883)
1 map : col. ; 13 x 16 cm.
Title in right margin.
In Poor’s manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1883) opposite p. 504
H 668 .703 (1883) opp. p. 504 (PrCt)

Louisiana - Maps - 1884 - Railroads<>-Railroads - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Poor’s manual of the railroads of the United States (1884)
1 map : col. ; 13 x 16 cm.
Title in right margin.
In Poor’s manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1884) opposite p. 483
H 668 .703 (1884) opp. p. 483 (PrCt)

Louisiana - Maps - 1885 - Railroads<>-Railroads - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Poor’s manual of the railroads of the United States (1885)
1 map : col. ; 13 x 16 cm.
Title in right margin.
In Poor’s manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1885) opposite p. 471
H 668 .703 (1885) opp. p. 471 (PrCt)

Louisiana - Maps - 1887 - Railroads<>-Railroads - Maps
Railroad and county map of Louisiana. Chicago : Geo. F. Cram, [1887].
Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928. Cram’s standard American atlas of the world (1887)
1 map : col. ; 55 x 40 cm.
Keyed to town and railroad index on p. 149 and 152.
Case oversize G1019 .G455 1887, p. 150-151 (PrCt)

Louisiana - Maps - 1887 - Railroads<>-Railroads - Maps
1 map : col. ; 31 x 48 cm. fold in covers 11 x 17 cm. + index (26, [2] p.)
Cover title.
Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection and the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library). Previous location: B-30
AMcN III PC 2760 (PrCt)

Louisiana - Maps - 1888 - Railroads<>-Railroads - Maps
1 map : col. ; 31 x 48 cm.
Title in upper margin.
In Rand, McNally & Co.'s improved indexed business atlas and shipper's guide ... (Chicago: Rand McNally, 1888) p. 404-405.
Keyed to index of towns and railroads on p. 406-410.
Uniform atlas title: Commercial atlas.
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .C7 1888, p. 404-405 (PrCt)

Louisiana - Maps - 1892 - Railroads<>-Railroads - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company. Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 31 x 48 cm.
Title in upper margin.
‘Rand, McNally & Co.’s business atlas map of Louisiana. Copyright, 1888 ... ’ -- at bottom right.
Issued folded in accompanying index (32 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand, McNally & Co.’s indexed county and township pocket map and shippers’ guide of Louisiana. Chicago and New York : Rand, McNally & Co., c1892.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm. fold in covers 11 x 17 cm. + index (37, [7] p.)
Cover title.
Map proper, titled 'Rand McNally & Co.'s Louisiana,' has railroads overprinted in red.
Condition: Slight tears at folds, map detached from cover, edge of back cover (ca. 1/2 inch) missing, else good. Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection and the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library). Previous location: B-30 AMcN III PC 2750 (PrCt)

43320 Louisiana - Maps - 1900-1960 - Topographic maps
Louisiana, 15 minute series (topographic).
Authors: Geological Survey (U.S.)
ca. 213 maps : col. ; on sheets 45 x 33 cm. fold. to 18 x 27 cm.
Scale 1:62,500.
Dates of publication vary.
Moffat lists 95 maps before 1940.
Coverage is not complete at this scale; see index map in box 77.
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisles 42 and 43 (July 2012).
Reference: Moffat, Riley. Map index to topographic quadrangles of the United States, 1882-1940 (Santa Cruz, Calif.: Western Association of Map Libraries, 1986)
map6C G3700 19-.U5, box 77 (PrCt)

43321 Louisiana - Maps - 1900-1960 - Topographic maps
Louisiana, 7.5 minute series (topographic).
Authors: Geological Survey (U.S.)
ca. 1210 maps : col. ; on sheets 54 x 44 cm. fold. to 17 x 28 cm.
Scale 1:24,000.
Dates of publication vary.
According to USGS, coverage at this scale complete in 869 maps.
Coverage may not be complete at this scale; see index map in box 77.
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisles 42 and 43 (July 2012).
map6C G3700 19-.U5, boxes 77-81 (PrCt)

43322 Louisiana - Maps - 1904-1913
New Orleans Region (La.) - Maps - 1904
Authors: Louisiana. Dept. of Agriculture and Immigration -- Rand McNally and Company
1 map : col. ; 45 x 65 cm. on sheet 108 x 72 cm. fold. to 25 cm.
Issued by the Louisiana State Board of Agriculture and Immigration, Baton Rouge.'
Scale [ca. 1:950,400]
Coordinates: (W 94°03' - W 88°49'/N 33°01'--N 28°55')
Inset map: Vicinity of New Orleans, scale ca. 1:281,600, at upper right.
Color coded to show kinds of lands in state.
Historical and geographical information about the state and each of its parishes at top and bottom of map.
G 10876 .5 (NLO)

43323 Louisiana - Maps - 1907 - Railroads
New Orleans Region (La.) - Maps - 1907 - Railroads
Louisiana. Chicago : Rand, McNally & Co., c1907, c1903.
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
'Rand, McNally & Co.'s new business atlas map of Louisiana. Copyright, 1907 ... Copyright, 1903 ...' -- at center right.
Includes key to railroads numbered 2-87 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title:
Louisiana. Railroads.
Inset (13 x 22 cm.): Vicinity of New Orleans. Issued folded in accompanying index (40 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand, McNally & Co.'s indexed county and township pocket map and shippers' guide of Louisiana. Chicago and New York : Rand, McNally & Co., c1907.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 332 (PrCt)

43324 Louisiana - Maps - 1913 - Railroads
New Orleans Region (La.) - Maps - 1913 - Railroads
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
'Rand, McNally & Co.'s new business atlas map of Louisiana. Copyright, 1903 ... ' -- at bottom right.
Includes key to railroads numbered 4-172 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title:
Louisiana railroads.
Inset (13 x 22 cm.): Vicinity of New Orleans. Issued folded in accompanying index (46 p. ; 17 cm.)...
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)


Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

maps>Road maps>Railroads - Maps
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
Includes key to railroads numbered 3-172 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Louisiana railroads.
Plate no.: 173E.
Inset (13 x 21 cm.): Vicinity of New Orleans.
On verso: Louisiana automobile road map. 1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm. Plate no.: 617E. 'National Highways Association roads used by permission,' Issued folded in accompanying index (57 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Louisiana. Chicago ; New York ; Rand McNally & Company, c1920.
Handstamp on front cover: Register of copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.
'2/13/20' -- in ms. on front cover.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 337 (PrCt)

43330
Louisiana - Maps - 1920 - Railroads>Louisiana - Maps - 1920 - Road maps>Railroads - Maps
The Rand McNally new commercial atlas map of Louisiana. [Chicago] : Rand McNally & Co., [1920?].
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
Includes key to railroads numbered 3-172 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Louisiana railroads.
Plate no.: 173E.
Inset (13 x 21 cm.): Vicinity of New Orleans.
On verso: Louisiana automobile road map. 1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm. Plate no.: 617E. 'National Highways Association roads used by permission,' Issued folded in accompanying index (57 p. ; 17 cm.) with cover title: Louisiana : Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide. Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, [1920?].
Imperfect; lacking title page.
Editor's copy; index entries marked.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

43331
Louisiana - Maps - 1921 - Railroads>Louisiana - Maps - 1921 - Road maps>Railroads - Maps
RAND McN Shippers Guide 4C 338 (PrCt)

43332
Louisiana - Maps - 1921 - Vegetation surveys>Louisiana - Maps - 1921 - Vegetation surveys - New Orleans Region (La.) - Maps - 1921 - Vegetation surveys
The Department of Agriculture and Immigration's map of Louisiana : a phytogeographic map showing the principal vegetation areas ... Chicago : George F. Cram Co., [1921?].
Authors: Louisiana. Dept. of Agriculture and Immigration -- George F. Cram Company -- Chicago Historical Society
1 map : col. ; 43 x 60 cm.
Inset (19 x 27 cm.): Vicinity of New Orleans. Text on verso; mounted on tissue. Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.
CHS Coll., Map no. 346 (PrCt)

43333
Louisiana - Maps - 1922 - Railroads>Louisiana - Maps - 1922 - Railroads - Maps - New Orleans Region (La.) - Maps - New Orleans Region (La.) - Maps -

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Louisiana - Maps - 1924 - Railroads - Maps
Rand McNally standard map of Louisiana.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [1924].
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
'The Rand McNally new commercial atlas map of Louisiana ... ' - at center right.
Includes key to railroads numbered 3-172 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Louisiana railroads.
Plate no.: 172G.
Inset (13 x 21 cm.): Vicinity of New Orleans.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Louisiana. 1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm. Plate no.: 1020G.
Issued folded in accompanying index (52 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Louisiana. Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1922.
Handstamp on front cover: Register of copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.
'11/23/22' -- in ms. on front cover.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 340 (PrCt)

Louisiana - Maps - 1923 - Railroads - Maps
Rand McNally standard map of Louisiana.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [1923].
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
'The Rand McNally new commercial atlas map of Louisiana ... ' - at center right.
Includes key to railroads numbered 3-170 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Louisiana railroads.
Plate no.: 173H.
Inset (13 x 21 cm.): Vicinity of New Orleans.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Louisiana. 1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm. Plate no.: 1020G.
Issued folded in accompanying index (50 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Louisiana. Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1923.
Handstamp on front cover: Register of copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.
'3/14/23' -- in ms. on front cover.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 341 (PrCt)
Louisiana. 1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm. Includes key to railroads numbered 4.

Inset (13 x 21 cm.): Vicinity of New Orleans.

On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Louisiana. 1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm. Plate no.: 2N24. Includes key to 10 named 'principal trails in Louisiana'.

Issued folded in accompanying index (53 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Louisiana. San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1925.


Uniform title: Shippers guide.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 344 (PrCt)
43346  Louisiana - Maps - 1928 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Pan American Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 74 (PrCt)

43347  Louisiana - Maps - 1929 - Road maps
47 p. : 3 maps (2 folded) ; 24 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally standard indexed map with air trails : Louisiana
Uniform title: Air trails
Folded map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back to back, col. ; each 39 x 90 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm., inside back cover, scale 1:980,000): Rand McNally standard map of Louisiana. Plate no. 10N28. Includes key to railroads. -- Rand McNally standard map of Louisiana with air trails. Plate nos. "12N28" and "10N28". Both folding maps include insets of the New Orleans region ((22 x 27 cm.)
Accompanying index includes "airport directory", "aids to navigation", and "elements of practical air navigation" by William E. Johnson, (p. 36-47). Index also includes map (15 x 20 cm., on p. 36-37): Rand McNally airway map : United States. Plate nos. "11N28" and "12R28". Includes "key to [commercial] air lines."
Cover art: Airplane flying above passenger train. "50c" -- printed on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (October 2010).
RMcN Air Trails 4C 19 (PrCt)

43348  Louisiana - Maps - 1929 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Louisiana Oil Refining Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 201 (PrCt)

43349  Louisiana - Maps - 1929 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 247 (PrCt)

43350  Louisiana - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Louisiana. Louisiana - Maps - 1930 - Road maps - Mississipi - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Official road map of Louisiana : showing primary and secondary roads ... / published expressly for the Automobile Club of Louisiana, 514 St. Charles St. ... New Orleans. Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [ca. 1930?].
Authors: Automobile Club of Louisiana -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 44 x 59 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Auto road map : Louisiana, southern Mississippi
"A section of Rand McNally Official Auto Road map : Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi ....." Maps on verso (21 x 19 cm. and 8 x 9 cm.): New Orleans -- Downtown New Orleans.
Extensive local advertising on verso.
Panel art: Automobile Club of Louisiana logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 378 (PrCt)

43351  Louisiana - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Louisiana. Louisiana - Maps - 1930 - Road maps - Mississipi - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
The Logical motor route to and from New Orleans / the Hursey Transportation Co. Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [ca. 1930].
Authors: The Hursey Transportation Co. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 44 x 59 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.


Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

**RMcN AE 1497 (PrCt)**

43352 **Louisiana - Maps - 1930 - Road maps**


Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Louisiana Oil Refining Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 folded map

Panel title.

Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

**Gousha Clients 375 (PrCt)**

43353 **Louisiana - Maps - 1930 - Road maps**


Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Pan American Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 folded map

Panel title.

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

**Gousha Clients 382 (PrCt)**

43354 **Louisiana - Maps - 1930 - Road maps**


Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 folded map

Panel title.

Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

**Gousha Clients 409 (PrCt)**

43356 **Louisiana - Maps - 1930 - Road maps**


Authors: Rand McNally and Company

1 map : col. ; 31 x 46 cm. on page trimmed to 22 x 27 cm.

Plate no. M-1100.

Verso blank.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 6.16 (PrCt)**

43357 **Louisiana - Maps - 1931**

*Louisiana - Maps - 1931 - Road maps* [in RMcN AE folders 172 and 173].

Authors: Rand McNally and Company

1 map : col. ; 31 x 46 cm. on page trimmed to 22 x 27 cm.

Plate no. M-1100.

Uniform title: Pocket maps

Folded map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back to back, col. ; 47 x 63 cm. and 68 x 53 cm., folded to 24 x 11 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of Louisiana. Plate nos. "No.1:17S", "7R30", and "10N28". Includes key to railroads and inset of the New Orleans-Baton Rouge region (22 x 27 cm.) -- Rand McNally official 1931 auto road map : Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi. Plate no. M-1100.

Index includes maps of Alexandria, Baton Rouge, New Orleans, Shreveport, and Monroe.}

---

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

Cover art: Cars on road alongside passenger train.

"50¢" -- printed on front cover.


Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).

RMcN Pocket 4C 89 (PrCt)

43358 Louisiana - Maps - 1931 - Road maps


Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Gulf Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 folded map

Panel title.

Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 504 (PrCt)

43359 Louisiana - Maps - 1931 - Road maps


Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Pan American Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 folded map

Panel title.

Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 529 (PrCt)

43360 Louisiana - Maps - 1931 - Road maps


Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 folded map

Panel title.

Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 550 (PrCt)

43361 Louisiana - Maps - 1931 - Road maps


Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Sinclair Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 folded map

Panel title.

Cover: License plate motif.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
43366 Louisiana - Maps - 1932 - Road maps

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Sinclair Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 861 (PrCt)

43367 Louisiana - Maps - 1932 - Road maps

Authors: Producers and Refiners Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm. on sheet 46 x 61 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 6.24 (PrCt)

43368 Louisiana - Maps - 1933 - Road maps

Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- Louisiana Oil Refining Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 45 x 68 cm. on sheet 56 x 71 cm.
Plate no. O - 15 - P.
Verso includes insets of five cities and: Cities Service road map of United States. Plate no. O-44-P.
Listed as 'Sr.' on AE index.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 6.35 (PrCt)

43369 Louisiana - Maps - 1933 - Road maps

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Gulf Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 0, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 921 (PrCt)

43370 Louisiana - Maps - 1933 - Road maps

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Pan American Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Map colors: R.B.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 881 (PrCt)

43371 Louisiana - Maps - 1933 - Road maps

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil Company -- Lee, Robert E., fl. 1933 -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Cover: License plate motif.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Panel art: Shell logo, license plates, woman driving convertible car, dog, signed by artist "Robert E. Lee."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 921 (PrCt)

43372 Louisiana - Maps - 1933 - Road maps

Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 65 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Listed as 'Sr.' on AE index.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 6.38 (PrCt)

43373 Louisiana - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 861 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Louisiana - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm. on sheet 46 x 61 cm.
Listed as 'Sr.' on AE index.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 6.50 (PrCt)

Louisiana - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 59 cm. on sheet 41 x 112 cm.
Added title: Gulf Refining Co. 1934 official road map: Louisiana. Map printed in 3 sections with intervening text.
Pages 1-6 (recto) and 7-12 (verso).
Listed as 'Sr.' on AE index.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 6.53 (PrCt)

Louisiana - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

Louisiana 1934 highway map ... Pan-Am. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1934.
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Pan American Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (3 panel, R,B): Three logos, futuristic cars with propellers, 1950 highways.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1094 (PrCt)

Louisiana - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

Shell road map : Louisiana. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1934].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (3 panel, R,Y): Diagonal "Shell" on red stripe, logo.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1135 (PrCt)

Louisiana - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 64 cm. on sheet 50 x 68 cm.
Listed as 'Sr.' on AE index.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 6.47 (PrCt)

Louisiana - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

[Texaco road map of Louisiana]. [Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, 1934?].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; on sheet trimmed to 37 x 41 cm.
Title and imprint supplied by cataloger.
Imperfect; editor's copy of a Texaco road map trimmed on all sides to outline a single U.S. state.
Date from previous binding marked "Points of Interest" and dated 1934.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 189.16 (PrCt)

Louisiana - Maps - 1935 - Road maps

Travel Louisiana with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1935?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Louisiana - Maps - 1935 - Road maps

The Narrowest road through the smallest village leads to Chevrolet service ... Road map of Louisiana. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1935].
Authors: General Motors Corporation. Chevrolet Motor Division -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 57 cm. on sheet 46 x 61 cm.
Added title: Chevrolet auto road map of Louisiana. Plate no. Q.3566. Locations of Chevrolet truck parts dealers shown in red.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 6.65 (PrCt)

Louisiana - Maps - 1935 - Road maps

Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 37 x 58 cm. on sheet 45 x 82 cm.
Verso includes insets of nine cities.
Listed as 'Sr.' on AE index.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 6.65 (PrCt)

Louisiana - Maps - 1935 - Road maps

Authors: Pan American Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Pan-Am logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 1421 (PrCt)

Louisiana - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Travel Louisiana with Conoco : every Conoco station is a branch of the Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1936].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Conoco ... official road map : Louisiana.
Date from RMcN AE 158 ms. index.
Plate no. J-1
Panel art: Conoco logo over outline of North America.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 158.23 (PrCt)

Louisiana - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Louisiana - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
Maps on verso (22 x 35 cm. and smaller): Cities Service invites you to tour United States -- New Orleans -- Shreveport -- Baton Rouge.
Panel art: Cities Service logo. Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1564 (PrCt)

Louisiana - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 64 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Cities Service invites you to tour Louisiana.
Plate no. 342-S.C - J-3.
Maps on verso (29 x 44 cm. and smaller): Cities Service invites you to tour United States -- New Orleans -- Shreveport -- Baton Rouge.
Panel art: Cities Service logo. Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1565 (PrCt)

Louisiana - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Authors: Pan American Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1668 (PrCt)

Louisiana - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Travel Louisiana with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1936?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1611 (PrCt)

Louisiana - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence." Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1711 (PrCt)

Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Gallup Map Company -- American Colortype Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 52 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Gulf ... 1936 official road map : Louisiana. "Litho. in U.S.A. by American Colortype Company, Clifton, N.J."
Maps on verso (22 x 35 cm. and smaller): Gulf mileage map of the United States -- New Orleans -- Shreveport -- Baton Rouge -- Monroe.
Panel art: Gulf sign over cars on road. Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 161.10 (PrCt)
map : United States.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 163.17B (PrCt)

43395 Louisiana - Maps - 1937 - Road maps<<<Road maps
Travel Louisiana with Conoco : every Conoco station is a branch of the Conoco Travel Bureau.
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1937].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Conoco logo over outline of North America.
Handstamped "1937" and "copyrighted".
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 158.25A (PrCt)

43396 Louisiana - Maps - 1937 - Road maps<<<Road maps
Louisiana 1937 road map / Cities Service.
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Map of United States, car, Cities Service sign and "serves a nation" slogan.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1839 (PrCt)

43397 Louisiana - Maps - 1937 - Road maps<<<Road maps
Travel Louisiana with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1937].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1892 (PrCt)

43398 Louisiana - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Authors: Pan American Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: "Pan-Am gasoline, motor oils" logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1948 (PrCt)

43399 Louisiana - Maps - 1937 - Road maps<<<Road maps
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 2039 (PrCt)

43400 Louisiana - Maps - 1937 - Road maps<<<Southern States - Maps - 1937 - Road maps<<<Road maps
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 64 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Cities Service invites you to tour Louisiana.
Plate no. 342 - S.C. - K-1
Panel art: Cities Service sign, car and outline of the United States.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jun 3 - 1937 .... "
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 157.16 (PrCt)

43401 Louisiana - Maps - 1938 - Road maps<<<New Orleans Region (La.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps<<<New Orleans (La.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps<<<Road maps
Travel Louisiana with Conoco : every Conoco station is a branch of the Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1938].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco

Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Conoco ... official road map of Louisiana
Date from RMcN AE 159 ms. index.
Plate nos. "329-J. 10-L" and "5382"
Panel art: Conoco logo over outline of North America.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 16 1938 ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 159.15 (PrCt)

Louisiana - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Louisiana road map / Cities Service ahead.
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1938?].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: car driving through hills, Cities Service sign.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3065 (PrCt)

Louisiana - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Louisiana road map / Cities Service ahead.
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1938?].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"Loreco edition."
Panel title.
Panel art: car driving through hills, Cities Service sign.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3112 (PrCt)

Louisiana - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Louisiana road map / Cities Service ahead.
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1938?].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: car driving through hills, Cities Service sign.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3177 (PrCt)

Louisiana - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Shell road map : Louisiana.
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1938?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3229 (PrCt)

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

maps<<>>Road maps
Shell road map : Louisiana ... Chicago : H. M. Gousha Company, [1938].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell official road map of Louisiana.
Plate no. "329-J. 10-L"
Date from RMcN AE 164 ms. index.
Map on verso (29 x 44 cm.): Legend : United States mileage and driving time along main transcontinental highways.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 164.15 (PrCt)

43411 Louisiana - Maps - 1939 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Louisiana road map / Cities Service. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1939?].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"Tourist edition."
Panel title.
Panel art: road leading to a Cities Service gas station and sign; slogan "buy at this sign."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3360 (PrCt)

43412 Louisiana - Maps - 1939 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Travel Louisiana with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1939?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3406 (PrCt)

43413 Louisiana - Maps - 1939 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Louisiana road map / issued by Tourist Bureau, Department of Commerce and Industry, Baton Rouge, Louisiana. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1939?].
Authors: Louisiana. Dept. of Commerce and Industry -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 57 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Official road map of Louisiana.
Plate nos. "329-J.C." and "M-5."
Panel art: Pelican, outline of Louisiana, and Louisiana state seal.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3459 (PrCt)

43414 Louisiana - Maps - 1939 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Highway map of Louisiana / compliments of Pan American Petroleum Corporation. Chicago : H.M.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Gousha Co., 1939.
Authors: Pan American Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: "Pan-Am gasoline, motor oils" sign and slogan "let this sign guide you to proven Pan-Am products."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3484 (PrCt)

Louisiana - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Shell road map : Louisiana. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1939?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3544 (PrCt)

Louisiana - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 50 x 53 cm. on sheet 54 x 71 cm.
Panel no. 6-39.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Louisiana.
Plate no. U.3817.
Includes insets of six cities.
Verso includes insets of Chicago and Kansas City regions and: Texaco sectional trip map [of central United States]. Plate no. T.3900 (1).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 6.57A (PrCt)

Louisiana - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Louisiana road map / Cities Service. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1940?].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 50 x 53 cm. on sheet 54 x 71 cm.
Panel no. 10-39.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Louisiana.
Plate no. U.3817.
Includes insets of six cities.
Verso includes insets of Chicago and Kansas City regions and: Texaco sectional trip map [of central United States]. Plate no. U.3900 (1).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 6.59A (PrCt)
43421 Louisiana - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Louisiana road map / Cities Service. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1940?].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: car, Cities Service sign and infant dressed as a gas station attendant; slogans "start every trip at your Cities Service dealer's" and "help give your car an extra year of youth."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3875 (PrCt)

43425 Louisiana - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Texaco touring map : Louisiana with sectional map of adjoining states. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1940].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 50 x 53 cm. on sheet 53 x 71 cm.
Panel no. 4-40.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Louisiana. Plate no. 3817. Includes insets of six cities.
Verso includes insets of Chicago and Kansas City regions and: Texaco sectional trip map of central United States]. Plate no. 3900 (1).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 6.60A (PrCt)

43427 Louisiana - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Louisiana road map / Cities Service. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1941?].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: car, Cities Service sign and infant dressed as a gas station attendant; slogan "start every trip at your Cities Service dealer's." Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4067 (PrCt)
43428 Louisiana - Maps - 1941 - Road maps

Authors: Pan American Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Pan-Am logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4164 (PrCt)

43429 Louisiana - Maps - 1941 - Road maps

Shell map of Louisiana. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1941?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: Louisiana.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4224 (PrCt)

43430 Louisiana - Maps - 1941 - Road maps

Texaco touring map : Louisiana with sectional map of adjoining states. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1941].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 50 x 53 cm. on sheet 54 x 71 cm.
Panel no. A-41.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Louisiana.
Plate no. W. 3817.
Includes insets of six cities.
Verso includes insets of Chicago and Kansas City regions and: Texaco sectional trip map [of central United States]. Plate no. W. 4108 (1).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 6.61A (PrCt)

43431 Louisiana - Maps - 1941 - Road maps

Texaco touring map : Louisiana with sectional map of adjoining states. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1941].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 50 x 53 cm. on sheet 54 x 71 cm.
Panel no. C-41.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Louisiana.
Plate no. W. 3817.
Includes insets of six cities.
Verso includes insets of Chicago and Kansas City regions and: Texaco sectional trip map [of central United States]. Plate no. W. 4108 (1).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 6.62A (PrCt)

43432 Louisiana - Maps - 1942 - Road maps

Louisiana road map / Cities Service Oils ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1942?].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: rural road scene, Cities Service Oils logo, and slogan "start every trip at your Cities Service dealer's."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4378 (PrCt)

43433 Louisiana - Maps - 1942 - Road maps

Travel Louisiana with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1942?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Includes maps with plate numbers suggesting 1941 and 1942 dates of publication.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4427 (PrCt)

43434 Louisiana - Maps - 1942 - Road maps

Louisiana highway map ... / Pan American Petroleum Corporation. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1942.
Authors: Pan American Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Pan-Am logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4502 (PrCt)

43435 Louisiana - Maps - 1942 - Road maps

Shell map of Louisiana. Chicago : H.M. Gousha...
Louisiana road map / Cities Service Oils Co., [1942?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: Louisiana.
Panel art: Shell logo, statement "all points of military interest have been removed voluntarily from this map and index" and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4557 (PrCt)

Louisiana - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
North America - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Shell map of Louisiana. Chicago : H. M. Gousha Company, [1946].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 44 x 66 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell highway map of Louisiana.
Date from RMcN AE 166 ms. index.
Plate nos. "524-J T-9" and "T-9 1946-2"
Map on verso (44 x 56 cm.): Highway map : United States, Canada and Mexico.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Handstamped "received ... Apr 29 1947 Rand McNally & Co. Blazed Trails Dept. ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 166.18 (PrCt)

Louisiana - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
North America - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Shell map of Louisiana. Chicago : H. M. Gousha Company, [1946].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 44 x 66 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell highway map of Louisiana.
Date from RMcN AE 166 ms. index.
Plate nos. "524-J T-9" and "T-9 1946-2"
Map on verso (44 x 56 cm.): Highway map : United States, Canada and Mexico.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Handstamped "received ... Apr 29 1947 Rand McNally & Co. Blazed Trails Dept. ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 166.19 (PrCt)

Louisiana - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Louisiana road map / Cities Service Oils Co., [1947?].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"Revised edition."
Panel title.
Panel art: rural road scene, Cities Service Oils logo, and slogan "start every trip at your Cities Service dealer's."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4735 (PrCt)

Louisiana - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Travel Louisiana with Conoco ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1946?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4770 (PrCt)

Louisiana - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Louisiana highway map ... / Pan American Petroleum Corporation. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1946?].
Authors: Pan American Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Pan-Am logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4815 (PrCt)

Louisiana - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Cities Service gas station, various cartoon images, and slogan "Cities Service dealers help make every trip a treat."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5043 (PrCt)
Louisiana - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Travel Louisiana with Conoco ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1947?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "U", indicating 1947 publication.
Panel art: family standing in front of car and statement "for long trips ask ... about Touraide."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5087 (PrCt)

Louisiana - Maps - 1948 - Road maps - Southern States - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Pocket maps -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
40 p. : 2 col. maps on 1 sheet (folded) ; 24 cm.
"1948 edition."
Cover title: Rand McNally pocket maps : Louisiana : complete indexed reference map ... [and] highway map
Uniform title: Pocket maps
Folded map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back to back, col. ; 47 x 64 cm. and 65 x 48 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of Louisiana. Plate no. 7890123. Includes key to railroads and inset of the New Orleans-Baton Rouge region (22 x 27 cm.) -- Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi : Rand McNally road map. Plate no. 8-463622V-2.
Cover art: Cars on road alongside passenger train.
"75¢" -- printed on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (July 2008).
RMcN Pocket 4C 31 (PrCt)

Louisiana - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Louisiana / Cities Service. Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948?].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
Panel art: Cities Service gas station, various cartoon images, and slogan "Cities Service dealers help make every trip a treat."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5321 (PrCt)

Louisiana - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Travel Louisiana with Conoco ... Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
Panel art: family standing in front of car and statement "for long trips ask ... about Touraide."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5362 (PrCt)
Louisiana - Maps - 1948 - Road maps

Louisiana highway map ... / Pan American Petroleum Corporation. Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948?].
Authors: Pan American Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
Panel art: Pan-Am logo and gas station.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5406 (PrCt)

Louisiana - Maps - 1948 - Road maps

Shell map of Louisiana. Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5456 (PrCt)

Louisiana - Maps - 1952 - Road maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Pocket maps -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
32 p. : 2 col. maps (folded) ; 24 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally Louisiana pocket reference map [and] detailed highway map
Uniform title: Pocket maps "2 maps" -- front cover.
Map contents (2 maps on 2 sheets, col. ;47 x 63 cm. and 66 x 62 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm., loose inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of Louisiana. Plate no. A-520519-231-0-2-2-2. Includes key to railroads and inset of the New Orleans-Baton Rouge region (22 x 27 cm.) -- Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi [road map].
Cover art: stylized and labeled map symbols (e.g. "elevations", "points of interest", "air facilities", etc.)
"$1.95" -- printed on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Jan. 2010).
RMcN Pocket 4C 94 (PrCt)
Louisiana - Maps - 1963 - Road maps
1 map : col. ; 66 x 71 cm. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm. Panel title.
"Prepared by Louisiana Department of Highways, Baton Rouge 4, La."
"Surface types corrected to June 1, 1963" -- Bottom right corner.
Maps on verso (15 x 18 cm. and 15 x 17 cm.):
Louisiana mileage map -- New Orleans.
Verso includes pictures of Louisiana landmarks and floral pictures by Clair Brown, Professor of Botany, Louisiana State University.
Panel art: Color illustration of pelican and water lillies.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

Louisiana - Maps - 1972 - Counties - Maps
Authors: Newton, Milton B. -- Louisiana State University. School of Geoscience.
1 atlas (viii, 188 [8] p. : maps, ill.) ; 29 cm.
Bibliography: p. 167-175.
Series: Louisiana State University. School of Geoscience. Miscellaneous publication 72-1 26406
ICN76
LC Card Number 79186216
map4C 108 (NLO)

Louisiana - Maps - 1973 - Road maps
Louisiana State University. School of Geoscience. Miscellaneous publication 72
Series: Louisiana State University. School of Geoscience. Miscellaneous publication 72-1
1 atlas (viii, 188 [8] p. : maps, ill.) ; 29 cm.
University, 1972.

Louisiana - Maps - 1974 - Road maps
Authors: Louisiana. Department of Highways -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 73 x 79 cm. ; folded to 25 x 12 cm. Panel title.
"Prepared by Louisiana Department of Highways."
Maps on verso (38 x 56 cm. or smaller):
Panel art: Color photo of boats in water.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Louisville (Ky.) - Maps - 1834

Louisville. [Philadelphia : H.S. Tanner, 1834].
Authors: Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Baird, Robert, 1798-1863. View of the valley of the Mississippi, or, The emigrant's and traveller's guide to the West ... (Philadelphia : H.S. Tanner, 1832), between p. 180-181. "Page 181" -- at upper right. Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.

Graff 141, between p. 180-181 (PrCt)

Louisville (Ky.) - Maps - 1855-1856


Louisville (Ky.) - Maps - 1857

43467 Louisville (Ky.) - Maps - 1859<>New Orleans (La.) - Maps - 1859
Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's atlas of America ... (1859) -- Johnson & Browning 2 maps : hand col. ; ea. 18 x 29 cm.
In: Colton George Woolworth. Colton's atlas of America, illustrating the physical and political geography of North and South America and the West India islands (New York : J.H. Colton and Co., 1859), pl. [30]. Printed plate 'No. 34.' Map copyrighted 1855.
Case oversize G1100 .C6 1859 pl. 30 (PrCt)

43468 Louisville (Ky.) - Maps - 1876 - Landowners<>Counties - Maps
ICN76
LC Card Number: 74021386
map8C 12 (NLO)

43469 Louisville (Ky.) - Maps - 1906 - Road maps<>Louisville Region (Ky.) - Maps - 1906 - Road maps<>Road maps
Mendenhall's new index map of greater Louisville, Ky. Cincinnati : C.S. Mendenhall, c1906.
Authors: C.S. Mendenhall (Firm) -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office 1 map : col. ; 70 x 67 cm., folded in covers to 16 x 11 cm. + index (8 p. ; 17 cm.) Scale [1:23,000]. Issued with accompanying "Index to Louisville map." Handstamped "Library of Congress. Two copies received Apr 10 1906. Copyright entry Apr 11 1906, Class E, XXc. No. 9177 copy A." Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011). References: OCLC 31039134

43470 Louisville (KY.) - Maps - 1927 - Road maps<>Road maps
Map no. 8 : automobile roads of Louisville and vicinity ... Gulf. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1927].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Gulf Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm. Panel title. Title from map proper: Gulf Refining Co. official road map no. 8 : Louisville and vicinity...Gulf (Plate no. A). On verso, insets of 4 cities. Cover (1 panel, O,B): Roadster with couple speeding uphill, Gulf gasoline logo. Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library). Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011). Gousha Clients 9 (PrCt)

43471 Louisville (KY.) - Maps - 1928 - Road maps<>Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Gulf Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library) 1 folded map Panel title. Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.

43472 Louisville (KY.) - Maps - 1929 - Road maps<>Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Gulf Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library) 1 folded map Panel title. Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library). Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011). Gousha Clients 163 (PrCt)

43473 Louisville (Ky.) - Maps - 1930 - Road maps<>Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Gulf Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library) 1 folded map Panel title. Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 360 (PrCt)

43474 Louisville (Ky.) - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Gulf Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 53 cm., fold
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 505 (PrCt)

43475 Louisville (Ky.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company of Kentucky -- General Drafting Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 35 x 29 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Crown tour of Louisville.
Verso includes 5 tour maps (7 x 11 cm. and smaller) with accompanying directions on verso to Lincoln Memorial, Blue Grass Palisades, Mammoth Cave, Madison, and Indiana Knob Country.
Panel art: photograph of Kentucky Derby.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 14 1938 Rand McNally & Co. .... ".
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 168.51 (PrCt)

43476 Louisville (Ky.) - Maps - 1966-1967 - Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 53 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Louisville street map. Copyright © 1966 ...
Plate no. 676219-5.
Inset (11 x 13 cm.): Downtown Louisville.
Map on verso (42 x 50 cm.): Louisville and vicinity (Jefferson County) Copyright © 1967 ...
Panel art: Illustration of road and Gulf service station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1160 (PrCt)

43477 Louisville (Ky.) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 53 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Louisville street map.
Plate no. 6-6219-4.
Inset (11 x 13 cm.): Downtown Louisville.
Map on verso (42 x 50 cm.): Louisville and vicinity (Jefferson County).
Handstamp date on title panel: Jan. 18 1966 Editor's copy with minor manuscript markings.
Panel art: Illustration of road and Gulf service station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4399 (PrCt)

43478 Louisville (Ky.) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps
Authors: Marathon Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 53 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Louisville street map.
Plate no. 6-6219-4.
Inset (11 x 13 cm.): Downtown Louisville.
Map on verso (42 x 49 cm. and smaller): Louisville and vicinity (Jefferson County).
Panel art: Marathon sign with directional signs to points of interest.
Includes 2 Library of Congress copyright handstamps.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4279 (PrCt)
43479 Louisville (Ky.) - Maps - 1968 - Road maps
Louisville Region (Ky.) - Maps - 1968 - Road maps
Jefferson County (Ky.) - Maps - 1968 - Road maps
Counties - Maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 54 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Louisville street map.
Plate no. 686219-6.
Inset (11 x 14 cm.): Downtown Louisville.
Map on verso (42 x 50 cm.): Louisville and vicinity (Jefferson County).
Panel art: Illustration of road and Gulf service station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1202 (PrCt)

43480 Louisville (Ky.) - Maps - 1969 - Road maps
Louisville Region (Ky.) - Maps - 1969 - Road maps
Jefferson County (Ky.) - Maps - 1969 - Road maps
Counties - Maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 54 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Louisville street map.
Plate no. 696219-7.
Inset (11 x 13 cm.): Downtown Louisville.
Map on verso (42 x 50 cm.): Louisville and vicinity (Jefferson County).
Panel art: Illustration of road and Gulf service station.
Includes two Library of Congress copyright handstamps with certificate numbers.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1236 (PrCt)

43481 Louisville (Ky.) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps
Louisville Region (Ky.) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps
Louisville & vicinity StreetFinder. [Skokie, Ill. : Rand McNally, 1976.]
1 map : col. ; 54 x 42 cm., folded to 21 x 11 cm.
"1976 Edition."
Panel title.
Added title: Louisville street map.
Plate no. 746219-12
Inset (12 x 17 cm.): Downtown Louisville.
Map on verso (43 x 49 cm.): Louisville and vicinity (Jefferson County).
Panel art: road signs.
Forms part of a collection of stock editions of Rand McNally road maps, some apparently issued as sales samples and / or printer's proofs for prospective commercial clients.
Uniform series title (established by cataloger): Stock road maps
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (April 2010).
RMcN Stock 70 (PrCt)

43482 Louisville (Ky.) - Maps - 1986 - Road maps
Louisville Region (Ky.) - Maps - 1986 - Road maps
Jefferson County (Ky.) - Maps - 1986 - Road maps
Counties - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (91 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
$9.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN StrFdr 1986 .L73 (PrCt)

43483 Louisville (Ky.) - Maps - 2000 - Road maps
Jefferson County (Ky.) - Maps - 2000 - Road maps
Counties - Maps
Louisville, Jefferson County StreetFinder. [Skokie, Ill. : Rand McNally, 2000.]
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (112 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
$14.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-97895-0
RMcN StrFdr 2000 .L73 (PrCt)

43484 Louisville (Ky.) - Maps - 2002 - Road maps
Louisville Metropolitan Area (Ky.) - Maps - 2002 - Road maps
Louisville & vicinity StreetFinder. [Skokie, Ill. : Rand McNally, 2002.]
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
Louisville (Ky.) - Maps - 2002 - Road maps
Louisville Region (Ky.) - Maps - 2002 - Road maps
$16.95.
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN StrFdr 2007 .L73 (PrCt)

Louisville (Ky.) - Pictorial works - 1853 - Counties - Maps
Louisville : View of Louisville. [Cincinnati : J.A. & U.P. James, 1853].
Authors: Massey, S. L. (Stephen L.) -- J.A. & U.P. James (Firm) -- Massey, S. L. (Stephen L.)
James' travelers companion : being a complete guide through the West and South, to the Gulf of Mexico and the Pacific ... (1853) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 view ; 3 x 8 cm.
Anonymous wood engraving without imprint.
In: Massey, S. L. James' travelers companion : being a complete guide through the West and South, to the Gulf of Mexico and the Pacific ... (Cincinnati : J.A. & U.P. James, 1853), p. 136.
Graff 946, p. 136 (PrCt)

Louisville (Ky.) - Pictorial works - 1876
Bird's eye view of Louisville, Kentucky, 1876.
Authors: Ruger, Albert -- Shober, Charles -- Historic Urban Plans (Firm)
1 birds-eye view : col. ; 30 x 48 cm.
Facsimile of original published 1876.
References: 1-54.
397
map4F G3954.L7A3 1876 R8 1975 (PrCt)

Louisville Region (Ky.) - Maps - 1793 - Falls of the Ohio (Ky. and Ind.) - Maps - 1793
Authors: Conder, Thomas, 1746 or 1747-1831 -- Debrett, John, 1752-1822 -- Imlay, Gilbert, 1754?-1828? -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 16 x 19 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:28,000].
Relief shown by hauchers.
Oriented with north at right.

Graff 2091 opp. p. 33 (PrCt)

43492 Louisville Region (Ky.) - Maps - 1891 - Landowners<<>><>Louisville (Ky.) - Maps - 1891<<>><>Wall maps<<>><>Counties - Maps<<>><>Landowners - Maps
New map of Louisville, Ky. and environs.
Louisville, Ky. Kentucky Title Company, 1891.
Authors: Drane, Merritt -- Kentucky Title Company, Louisville, Ky. -- The Courier-Journal, Louisville, Ky. -- Illinois Central Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 159 x 192 cm. on 4 sheets.
Forms part of the Illinois Central Railroad archives, Newberry Library.
Rolled in white butcher paper; awaiting conservation (2002).
4136 Illinois Central maproll G3954.L7A1 1891 C6 (PrCt)

43493 Louisville Region (Ky.) - Maps - 1960 - Road maps<<>><>Hertz Corporation - Maps - 1960<<>><>Automobile leasing and renting - Maps - 1960<<>><>Road maps
Hertz Rent a Car map of Louisville and vicinity.
Authors: Hertz Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- W.H. Wilton, inc. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 26 x 24 cm., folded to 22 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Louisville and vicinity "Copyright, W.H. Wilton, Inc."
Plate no. R.L. 60 S-122B.
Includes illustration of car with "1960" on the front license plate.
Identifies Hertz office locations.
Panel art: Los Angeles City Hall.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1395 (PrCt)

43494 Louny (Czechoslovakia) - Pictorial works - 1617<<>><>Launa (Czechoslovakia) SEE Louny (Czechoslovakia)
Lavna vulgo Lavn Bohemiae civitas. [Cologne : s.n.], 1617 [i.e. ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541--1601 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Hoefnagel, Joris, 1542-1601 -- Hoefnagel, Jacob, 1573-? -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : hand col. ; 19 x 47 cm.
Derived from view by Joris Hoefnagel; redrawn in 1617 by Jacob Hoefnagel; see R.A. Skelton's Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.
On same sheet with: Schlani vulgo Schlani Bohemiae oppidum.
Includes references A-F.
Latin letterpress text on verso under titles: Lavna -- Slana.
In: Jansson, Jan. Urbium totius Germaniae superiourus illustriorum clariorumque tabulae ... Pars posterior [i.e. prior] 1657, [plate 67].
Issued in volume [2] of 8 in Jansson's townbook atlases, collectively known as the Theatrum urbium (Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657).
References: Krogt, Peter van der. Koeman's urbiorn totius Germaniae superf.
Approximately 1632
Case oversize G 117 .452, v. 2, [plate 67] (PrCt)

43496 Louny (Czechoslovakia) - Pictorial works - 1800-1899 - Landowners<<>><>Counties - Maps<<>><>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960- -- Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)
178 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
1st ed.
'Deluxe edition.'
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).
'S 3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.'
Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each township by county).
Includes indexes.
ISBN 1420306677 ; 9781420306675

Local History Ref F672.L7 B69 2007 (NLO)

43497 Louth (Ireland : County) - Maps - 1685
Louth County. [London : Francis Lamb, 1685].
A Geographical description of ye kingdom of Ireland ... [1685]
1 map ; 11 x 14 cm.
Engraved plate number '(1).
Case G 1042 .668 pl. [4] (PrCt)

43498 Louvain (Belgium) - Maps - 1620
Louvainim, Brabantarum orbivm caput, vnica Musarum ac proes tantissimarn ... [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Deventer, Jacob van, d. 1575 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; hand col. ; 34 x 49 cm.
Derived from a drawing by Jacob van Deventer; see R.A. Skelton's Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.
Added title at top in uppercase lettering: Loeven.
Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Lovanivm.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 1, pl. 18 (PrCt)

43499 Louvain (Belgium) - Maps - 1689
Authors: Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718 -- Padoani, Domenico, fl. 1689 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718.
Citta, fortezze, isole, e porti principale dell' Europa ... (1689)
1 map ; 13 x 17 cm.
In: Coronelli, Vincenzo. Citta, fortezze, isole, e porti principale dell' Europa, in pianti, et in eluatione, descritte, e publicate ad uso dell' Academia cosmografica degli argonauti ([Venice] : Domenico Padoani, 1689) pl. [27]. Engraved plate '238'. One of four plates printed on same sheet, opening [27].
VAULT folio Ayer 135 .C8 1689 pl. 27 (PrCt)

43500 Louvain (Belgium) - Pictorial works - 1620
Louvanium per antiqua Brabantiae urbs ... [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Guicciardini, Lodovico, 1521-1589 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : hand col. ; 12 x 47 cm. on sheet 41 x 54 cm.
Added title: Loeven.
View derived from a 1567 woodcut supplied by Lodovico Guicciardini; see R.A. Skelton's Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.
On same sheet with: Bvscvmducis oppidum ludo literario ... -- Nitidissimae civitatis Mechlineensis ...
Latin letterpress text on verso under titles: Bvscvmdvcs -- Lovanivm -- Machlinia.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 1, pl. 18 (PrCt)
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43506 **Lowell (Mass.) - Pictorial works - 1876**


Authors: Bailey, H. H. -- Hazen, J. C. -- Knauber (J.) & Co., Milwaukee -- Historic Urban Plans (Firm)

1 map ; 49 x 70 cm. 

Facsimile of original published 1876. 

Includes references: 1-60. 

440

**map6F G3764.L6A3 1876 B3 1976 (PrCt)**

43507 **Lower Austria (Austria) - Maps - 1561**


Authors: Lazius, Wolfgang, 1514-1565 -- Zimmermann, Michael, fl. 1565 -- Bagrow, Leo -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library) 

1 map 

Facsimile of original published 1561. 

Issued for the International Conference on the History of Cartography (16th: Vienna, 1995). 

**temp map4F G6490 1561 .L3 1995 (PrCt)**

43508 **Lower Austria (Austria) - Maps - 1561**

*Carinthia (Austria) - Maps - 1561* 

*Map printing - Etchings - Maps - 1561* 

*Kärnten (Austria) SEE Carinthia (Austria) - Etchings* 

*Carpiniae Ducatvs cvm Palatinatv[s] Goricia.* 

[Vienna, 1561]. 

Authors: Lazius, Wolfgang, 1514-1565 -- Zimmermann, Michael, d. 1565 -- Bagrow, Leo -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library) 

1 map ; on composite sheet 578 x 435 mm. 

Printed from 2 plates on 2 sheets. 

Verso bears offset printing from an unidentified title page (?) bearing the lower half of a portrait flanked by 2 human figures and 2 columns. 

Also issued in Lazius, Wolfgang. Typi chorographici prouin: Austriae (Vienna: Michael Zimmermann, 1561). 

Described and reproduced in the Theatrum Orbis Terrarum facsimile of the Lazius book (Amsterdam, 1972) p. xiii, xxii, xxiii, and xxv [Map 6C 34]. 

References: Karrow 49/22. 

Ex Bagrow. 

Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library). 

b28

**Novacco 4F 179 (PrCt)**

43509 **Lower Austria (Austria) - Maps - 1561**

*Map printing - Etchings - Maps - 1561* 

*Marcha orientalis.* [Vienna, 1561]. 

Authors: Lazius, Wolfgang, 1514-1565 -- Zimmermann, Michael, d. 1565 -- Bagrow, Leo -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library) 

1 map ; on sheet 318 x 391 mm., remargined to 419 x 560 mm. 

Also issued in Lazius, Wolfgang. Typi chorographici prouin: Austriae (Vienna: Michael Zimmermann, 1561). 

Described and reproduced in the Theatrum Orbis Terrarum facsimile of the Lazius book (Amsterdam, 1972) p. xiii, xvii, and xix [Map 6C 34]. 

Karrow 49/17.

Ex Bagrow.

b26

Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library). 

**Novacco 4F 177 (PrCt)**

43510 **Lower Austria (Austria) - Maps - 1692**

*Names, Geographical* 

*Upper Austria (Austria) - Maps - 1692* 

*Names, Geographical - Upper Austria (Austria) - Maps - 1692* 

*Gazetteers* 

*Partie du cercle d'Austriche scavor l'archiduché d'Austriche ...* 

[Paris [i.e. Amsterdam]] : H. Jaillot [i.e. P. Mortier], 1692 [i.e. 1696]. 

Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632-1712 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. [Atlas nouveau contenant toutes les parties du monde ... ] (1696) 

1 map : hand col. ; 52 x 85 cm. 

Added title, upper margin: Partie du cercle d'Austriche scavor l'archiduché d'Austriche divisé en haut, ou av dessus de l'Ens ... Accompanied, on the previous leaf, by: Table alphabetic des noms de ... partie du cercle d'Austriche où est l'archiduché ... In: Sanson, Nicolas. [Atlas nouveau contenant toutes les parties du monde ... ] (Amsterdam : Pierre Mortier, 1696) v. 2, map [3]. 

Forms part of atlas published by P. Mortier in Amsterdam: chiefly comprised of maps bearing the counterfeit imprint of H. Jaillot in Paris. 

**Case oversize G 1007 .781 v. 2, map [3] (PrCt)**

43511 **Lower Austria (Austria) - Maps - 1697**

*Danube River Valley - Maps - 1697* 

*Archiducatus Austriæ inferioris geographică, et nouiter emendata accuratissima descriptio / Jacobus Hoffmann et Jacobus Hermundi sculps ; ... Anno salutis domini MDCXCVII.* [Vienna?], 1697. 

Authors: Hoffmann, Jacob -- Hermundt, Jacob, fl. 1697-1701 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library) 

1 map : hand col. ; 1,105 x 1,700 mm. (neat line), on 4 composite sheets 

Printed on 16 sheets from 16 plates and assembled into 4 vertical panels. 
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Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library). 

**Novacco 6F 21 (PrCt)**

43512 **Lower Austria (Austria) - Maps - 1700**

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. 

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

**Lower Austria (Austria) - Maps - 1710**

Archiducatus Austriae inferioris pars inferior in omnes ejusdem quadrantes ditioines accuratissimae et distincte delineata. Amst. Bat. [i.e. Amsterdam] : Nicom. Visscher [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher, 1710?].


1 map : hand col. ; 44 x 83 cm.

In: Visscher, Nicolaes. Atlas minor ... [1710?]. Amstelaedami [i.e. Amsterdam] : ex officina Nicolai Visscher [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher], [1710?] map [26].

Manuscript '29' on verso.

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .V8 1700 map [26] (PrCt)

**Lower Austria (Austria) - Maps - 1720**

Archiducatus Austriae inferior pars inferior. Amsterd. [ca. 1720].

Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Schenk, Pieter, ca. 1698-1775 -- Gouwen, Gilliam van der -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:62

1 map : hand col. ; 45 x 83 cm.

2003

Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 18th- and 19th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:62 (PrCt)

**Lower Austria (Austria) - Maps - 1740**

Archiducatus Austriae inferioris accuratissima tabula ... [Augsburg] : M. Seutter, [ca. 1740?].

Authors: Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756 -- Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756. [A Collection of Seutter maps] [1726-1773]

1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 56 cm.

Forms part of a made-to-order composite atlas chiefly comprised of undated maps issued ca. 1734-ca. 1744.

In: Seutter, Matthaeus. [A Collection of Seutter maps] (Augsburg [and Paris]: M. Seutter [et al], 1726-1773) plate [40].

Case oversize G 1007 .81 pl. [40] (PrCt)

**Lower Austria (Austria) - Maps - 1745**

Archiducatus Austriae inferioris in omnes suas quadrantes ... Nuremberg : Homann Erben, [ca. 1745].


1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 57 cm.

Added title in upper margin: La basse Autriche qui se divise en 4 quartieres ...


Manuscript 'No. 111' and '113' on verso.

Oversize Ayer 135 .H7 1730, [plate 109] (PrCt)

**Lower Austria (Austria) - Maps - 1784**


1 atlas : 25 maps ; 243 x 164 mm.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

References: Atlantes Austriaci, Temp/Rot A/I

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

**Lower Falls (Columbia River) - Maps - 1814**

Bonneville Region (Or.) - Maps - 1814

Lower Falls of the Columbia River]. [Philadelphia : Bradford & Inskeep, 1814].


1 map : 18 x 11 cm.

Anonymous and untitled map without imprint.

Title supplied by cataloger.

"The Great Shoot or Rapid" prominently identified.

Details river region around latter-day Bonneville (Ore.); identifies Indian village sites.
In: Lewis, Meriwether. History of the expedition under the command of Captains Lewis and Clark, to the sources of the Missouri : thence across the Rocky mountains and down the river Columbia to the Pacific ocean : performed during the years 1804-5-6 : by order of the government of the United States / [edited by Nicholas Biddle and] prepared for the press by Paul Allen (Philadelphia : Published by Bradford and Inskeep ; New York : Abm. H. Inskeep ; J. Maxwell, printer, 1814), v. 2, between p. 52-53. This copy previously owned by Thomas Jefferson, William Clark, Julia Clark, and William J. Holliday.

Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.

Digital image available by website subscription to American West : sources from the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library, Chicago (produced by Adam Matthew Digital; accessed July 2010): http://www.americanwest.amdigital.co.uk/ContentRequest and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

Anonymous map without imprint. "The Great Shoot or Rapid" prominently identified.

Details river region around latter-day Bonneville (Ore.); identifies Indian village sites.

In: Lewis, Meriwether. Travels to the source of the Missouri river and across the American continent to the Pacific Ocean ... (1814) -- Clark, William, 1770-1838 -- Lewis and Clark Expedition (1804-1806) -- Biddle, Nicholas, 1786-1844 -- Allen, Paul, 1775-1826 -- Rees, Thomas, 1777-1864 -- Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme, and Brown -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 10 x 18 cm.

Anonymous map without imprint.

"The Great Shoot or Rapid" prominently identified.

Details river region around latter-day Bonneville (Ore.); identifies Indian village sites.

In: Lewis, Meriwether. Travels to the source of the Missouri river and across the American continent to the Pacific Ocean ... (1814) -- Clark, William, 1770-1838 -- Lewis and Clark Expedition (1804-1806) -- Biddle, Nicholas, 1786-1844 -- Allen, Paul, 1775-1826 -- Rees, Thomas, 1777-1864 -- Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme, and Brown -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 10 x 18 cm.

Anonymous map without imprint.

"The Great Shoot or Rapid" prominently identified.

Details river region around latter-day Bonneville (Ore.); identifies Indian village sites.

In: Lewis, Meriwether. Travels to the source of the Missouri river and across the American continent to the Pacific Ocean ... (1814) -- Clark, William, 1770-1838 -- Lewis and Clark Expedition (1804-1806) -- Biddle, Nicholas, 1786-1844 -- Allen, Paul, 1775-1826 -- Rees, Thomas, 1777-1864 -- Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme, and Brown -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 10 x 18 cm.

Anonymous map without imprint.

"The Great Shoot or Rapid" prominently identified.

Details river region around latter-day Bonneville (Ore.); identifies Indian village sites.

In: Lewis, Meriwether. Travels to the source of the Missouri river and across the American continent to the Pacific Ocean ... (1814) -- Clark, William, 1770-1838 -- Lewis and Clark Expedition (1804-1806) -- Biddle, Nicholas, 1786-1844 -- Allen, Paul, 1775-1826 -- Rees, Thomas, 1777-1864 -- Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme, and Brown -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 10 x 18 cm.

Anonymous map without imprint.

"The Great Shoot or Rapid" prominently identified.

Details river region around latter-day Bonneville (Ore.); identifies Indian village sites.

In: Lewis, Meriwether. Travels to the source of the Missouri river and across the American continent to the Pacific Ocean ... (1814) -- Clark, William, 1770-1838 -- Lewis and Clark Expedition (1804-1806) -- Biddle, Nicholas, 1786-1844 -- Allen, Paul, 1775-1826 -- Rees, Thomas, 1777-1864 -- Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme, and Brown -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 10 x 18 cm.

Anonymous map without imprint.

"The Great Shoot or Rapid" prominently identified.

Details river region around latter-day Bonneville (Ore.); identifies Indian village sites.

In: Lewis, Meriwether. Travels to the source of the Missouri river and across the American continent to the Pacific Ocean ... (1814) -- Clark, William, 1770-1838 -- Lewis and Clark Expedition (1804-1806) -- Biddle, Nicholas, 1786-1844 -- Allen, Paul, 1775-1826 -- Rees, Thomas, 1777-1864 -- Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme, and Brown -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 10 x 18 cm.

Anonymous map without imprint.

"The Great Shoot or Rapid" prominently identified.

Details river region around latter-day Bonneville (Ore.); identifies Indian village sites.
imprint originally published [Philadelphia :
Bradford & Inskeep, 1814].
Title supplied by cataloger.
"The Great Shoot or Rapid" prominently identified.
Details river region around latter-day Bonneville (Ore.); identifies Indian village sites.
In: Lewis, Meriwether. History of the expedition under the command of Lewis and Clark : to the sources of the Missouri River, thence across the Rocky Mountains and down the Columbia River to the Pacific Ocean, performed during the years 1804-5-6, by order of the government of the United States / [edited by Elliott Coues] (New York : Francis P. Harper, 1893), v. 4, [plate 4].
Duplicate copy: G 89 .502
Graff 2484, v. 4, [plate 4] (PrCt)

Lower Falls (Columbia River) - Maps -
1817<>Bonneville Region (Or.) - Maps -
1817<>Columbia River - Maps - 1817
[Lower Falls of the Columbia River].
[Philadelphia? s.n., 1817].
Authors: Lewis, Meriwether, 1774-1809 -- Lewis, Meriwether, 1774-1809. History of the expedition under the command of Captains Lewis and Clarke ... (1817) -- Clark, William, 1770-1838 -- Lewis and Clark Expedition (1804-1806) -- Biddle, Nicholas, 1786-1844 -- Allen, Paul, 1775-1826 -- M'Vickar, Archibald, 1785-1849 -- Harper & Brothers -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 14 x 8 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
"The Great Shoot or Rapid" prominently identified.
Details river region around latter-day Bonneville (Ore.); identifies Indian village sites.
Oriented with north at bottom right.
Reduced from the original map published in 1814.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Graff 2483, v. 2, between p. 78-79 (PrCt)

Lower Lusatia (Germany and Poland) - Maps -
1717
Nova et accurata descriptio marchionatus Lusatiae inferioris. Amsterdam, [ca. 1717].
Authors: Schenk, Pieter, ca. 1698-1775 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:40
1 map : hand col. ; 41 x 54 cm.
Added title: Neue und accurate Beschreibung der Margraffthums Nieder Lausitz.
Copy 1 of 2.
Copy 2: Sack map4FoG6092.L6 1717 .S3 copy 2.
2284
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2
no. II:40 (PrCt)

Lower Lusatia (Germany and Poland) - Maps -
1717
Nova et accurata descriptio marchionatus Lusatiae inferioris. Amsterdam, [ca. 1717].
Authors: Schenk, Pieter, ca. 1698-1775 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:H27
1 map : hand col. ; 41 x 54 cm.
Added title: Neue und accurate Beschreibung der Margraffthums Nieder Lausitz.
Copy 2 of 2.
Copy 1: Sack *map8C oG5700 1740 .S2
no.
Lower Lusatia (Germany) - Maps - 1740
Marchionatus Lusatiae inferioris Bohemiae, olim regno jam elect. Saxoniae ... [Augsburg] : Matth. Seutter, [ca. 1740?].
Authors: Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756 -- Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756. [A Collection of Seutter maps] [1726-1773] -- Lotter, Tobias Conrad, 1717-1777
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 57 cm.
'Tob. Conr. Lotter sculps.'
Forms part of a made-to-order composite atlas chiefly comprised of undated maps issued ca. 1734-ca. 1744.
Case oversize G 1007 .005, v. 87, pp. 20-27.

Lower Peninsula (Michigan) - Surveys, 1815-1856
Getting southern Michigan into line. [Lansing : Michigan Dept. of State, etc., 2003].
Authors: Barnett, LeRoy
Pp. 20-27
F 901 .005, v. 87, pp. 20-27 (PrCt)

Lower Saxony (Germany) - Historical geography - Maps
Authors: Kühlhorn, Erhard -- Universität Göttingen. Institut für Historische Landesforschung -- Kommissionsverlag A. Lax
v. : illus. (some col.), maps (some fold. col. in pockets) ; 21 cm.
'Masstab 1:50,000.'
'Erläuterungsheft.'
Includes bibliographies.
Series: Veröffentlichungen des Instituts für Historische Landesforschung der Universität Göttingen ; Bd. 2.
79-S03703
DD491 .H22 H56 (NLO)

Lower Saxony (Germany) - History - Lower Saxony (Germany) - Historical Geography - Maps - Bibliography
Authors: Kühlhorn, Erhard -- Universität Göttingen. Institut für Historische Landesforschung -- Kommissionsverlag A. Lax
v. : illus. (some col.), maps (some fold. col. in pockets) ; 21 cm.
'Masstab 1:50,000.'
'Erläuterungsheft.'
Includes bibliographies.
Series: Veröffentlichungen des Instituts für Historische Landesforschung der Universität Göttingen ; Bd. 2.
79-S03703
DD491 .H22 H56 (NLO)

Lower Saxony (Germany) - Maps - 1584 - Coasts - Nautical charts
beschrijvinghe van de zee Custen van Oost Vriesslandt, met allen undiepten en bakenen = Orae maritimae Frisiae Orientalis omniumque vadorum, signorumque littorallum exactissima delineatio. [Leiden : F. Raphelengius ; C. Claesz], 1584 [i.e. 1588].
Authors: Waghenae, Lucas Janszoon, 1534 or 1560-1606 -- Doetecam, Jan van -- Raphelengius, Franciscus, 1539-1597 -- Claesz, Cornelis, ca. 1546-1609 -- Waghenaer, Lucas Janszoon, 1534 or 1560-1606. Speculum nauticum super navigatione maris Occidentalis confectum, continens omnes oras maritimas Galliae, Hispaniae et praecipuarum partium Angliae (1588) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 33 x 52 cm.
Includes coastal profiles.
Oriented with north at lower left.
Descriptive text on verso (p. 46).
1 map ; 33 x 52 cm.
Includes coastal profiles.
Oriented with north at lower left.
Descriptive text on verso (p. 46).
1 map ; 33 x 52 cm.
Includes coastal profiles.
Oriented with north at lower left.
Descriptive text on verso (p. 46).
1 map ; 33 x 52 cm.
Includes coastal profiles.
Oriented with north at lower left.
Descriptive text on verso (p. 46).
1 map ; 33 x 52 cm.
Includes coastal profiles.
Oriented with north at lower left.
Descriptive text on verso (p. 46).
1 map ; 33 x 52 cm.
Includes coastal profiles.
Oriented with north at lower left.
Descriptive text on verso (p. 46).
1 map ; 33 x 52 cm.
Includes coastal profiles.
Oriented with north at lower left.
Descriptive text on verso (p. 46).
1 map ; 33 x 52 cm.
Includes coastal profiles.
Oriented with north at lower left.
Descriptive text on verso (p. 46).
1 map ; 33 x 52 cm.
Includes coastal profiles.
Oriented with north at lower left.
Descriptive text on verso (p. 46).
1 map ; 33 x 52 cm.
Includes coastal profiles.
Oriented with north at lower left.
Descriptive text on verso (p. 46).
1 map ; 33 x 52 cm.
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:264 (PrCt)

Lower Saxony (Germany) - Maps - 1680

North Rhine-Westphalia (Germany) - Maps - 1680

Monasteriensis episcopatus. Amsterdam, [ca. 1680].

Authors: Schenk & Valck, Amsterdam -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

II:218

1 map : hand col. ; 35 x 46 cm.

2456

Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:218 (PrCt)

Lower Saxony (Germany) - Maps - 1692 - Names, Geographical

Geographical - Lower Saxony (Germany) - Maps - 1692

Gazetteers

Le Cercle de la Basse Saxe subdivisé en tous, les estats et principautés ... Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : I. Haillot [i.e. P. Mortier], 1692 [i.e. 1696].

Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Marieet, Pierre, 1603-1657 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (1658 [i.e. 1659?])

1 map : hand col. ; 40 x 53 cm.

In: Sanson, Nicolas. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (Paris : Pierre Marieet, 1658 [i.e. 1659?]) v. 1, pl. [72]

VAULT Case oversize G1015 .S35 1658 v. 1, pl. [72] (PrCt)

Lower Saxony (Germany) - Maps - 1680

Ducatus Bremiae & Ferdiae maximaque partis fluminis Visurgis descriptio. Amsterdam, [ca. 1680].

Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III: H9

1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 55 cm.

3194

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Sack map4F G6320 1680 .W5 (PrCt)

Lower Saxony (Germany) - Maps - 1680

Kassel (Germany : GebietsEinheiten) - Maps - 1680

Episcopatus Hildesiensis descriptio novissima. Amsterdam, [ca. 1680].

Authors: Gigas, Johann Michael, ca. 1582-1637? -- Schenk & Valck, Amsterdam -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:264

1 map : hand col. ; 39 x 43 cm.

2502

Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Lower Saxony (Germany) - Maps - 1700

Circulus Saxoniae inferioris in quo sunt ducatus Holsatiae, Meklenburgh ... [Amsterdam] : F. de Wit, [ca. 1700?].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Wit, Frederik de.
1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 57 cm.
In: Wit, Frederik de. Atlas (Amsterdam : bij Frederik de Wit in de Calverstraet bij den Dam inde Witte Paskaert. [ca. 1700?] no. [47].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .W8 A no. [47] (PrCt)

Lower Saxony (Germany) - Maps - 1700

Episcopatus Monasteriensis et Osnabrugensis ... Amsterdam, [ca. 1700].
Authors: Keulen, Johannes van, 1654-1715 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:221
1 map : hand col. ; 56 x 48 cm.
2459
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:249 (PrCt)

Lower Saxony (Germany) - Maps - 1700

Nova totius Westphaliea descriptio. Amsterdam : Frederic de Wit, [ca. 1700?].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Wit, Frederik de.
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 54 cm.
Oriented with north at right.
In: Wit, Frederik de. Atlas (Amsterdam : bij Frederik de Wit in de Calverstraet bij den Dam inde Witte Paskaert. [ca. 1700?] no. [61].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .W8 A no. [61] (PrCt)

Lower Saxony (Germany) - Maps - 1708

Le Cercle de la basse Saxe ... Paris, 1708.
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Cordier, Louis, -1711 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:249
1 map : hand col. ; 45 x 64 cm.
2487
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:249 (PrCt)

Lower Saxony (Germany) - Maps - 1710

Circulus Saxoniae inferioris in omnes suos status et principatus accurate divisus . Norimbergae [i.e. Amsterdam] : Ioh. Bapt. Homanni [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher, 1710?].
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 56 cm.
Inset (5 x 10 cm.): Hamburg.
In: Visscher, Nicolaes. Atlas minor ... (Amsteladeami [Amsterdam] : ex officina Nicolai Visscher [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher], [1710?]) map [18].
Manuscript ‘21’ at upper right.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .V8 1700 map [18] (PrCt)

Lower Saxony (Germany) - Maps - 1710

Authors: Keulen, Johannes van, 1654-1715 -- Johan Gabriel Sack.
Atlas [ca. 1700?].
VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:250 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 --
Visscher, Elizabeth, fl. 1702-1726 -- Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702. Atlas minor ... [1710?] --
Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 48 cm.
Title in upper margin.
In: Visscher, Nicolaes. Atlas minor ... (Amstelaedami [Amsterdam] : ex officina Nicolai Visscher [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher], [1710?]) map [20].
Manuscript '23' in upper right.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 \( V \) 8 1700 map [20] (PrCt)

43545 Lower Saxony (Germany) - Maps - 1716
_Ducatus Luneburgici et comitatus Dannebergensis accurata descriptio._ Nuremberg, [ca. 1716].
Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663--[1724 --
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:260
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 56 cm.
Phillips 5966 [82].
2498
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly
17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by
Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound
together without title page for the collector Johan
Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map
Collection (Newberry Library).
VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:259 (PrCt)

43546 Lower Saxony (Germany) - Maps - 1720
_Ducatus Luneburgici et comitatus Dannebergensis._ Amsterdam, [ca. 1720].
Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 --
Schenk, Pieter, ca. 1698-1775 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:261
1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 57 cm.
2499
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly
17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by
Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound
together without title page for the collector Johan
Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map
Collection (Newberry Library).
VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:261 (PrCt)

43547 Lower Saxony (Germany) - Maps - 1725
_Ducatus Luneburgici et Dannebergensis comitatus_ ... Amsterdam, [ca. 1725].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Côvens et Mortier --
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:259
1 map : hand col. ; 40 x 59 cm.
2497
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly
17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by
Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound
together without title page for the collector Johan
Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map
Collection (Newberry Library).
VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:259 (PrCt)

43548 Lower Saxony (Germany) - Maps - 1725
_Ducatus Brunskiensis ..._ Amsterdam, [ca. 1725].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Côvens et Mortier --
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:262
1 map : hand col. ; 39 x 51 cm.
2500
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly
17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by
Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound
together without title page for the collector Johan
Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map
Collection (Newberry Library).
VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:262 (PrCt)

43549 Lower Saxony (Germany) - Maps - 1725
_Le Cercle de la basse Saxe ..._ Amsterdam, [ca. 1725].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Côvens et Mortier --
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:247
1 map : hand col. ; 52 x 85 cm.
2485
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly
17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by
Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound
together without title page for the collector Johan
Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map
Collection (Newberry Library).
VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:247 (PrCt)

43550 Lower Saxony (Germany) - Maps - 1725
_Circulus Saxoniae inferioris ..._ Amsterdam, [ca. 1725].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Côvens et Mortier --
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:251
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 56 cm.
2489
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly
17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by
Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound
together without title page for the collector Johan
Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map
43551 Lower Saxony (Germany) - Maps - 1730
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Delamarche, Charles François, 1740-1817. Atlas général : contenant le détail des quatre parties du monde [1798?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 51 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:875,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
In composite world atlas possibly compiled and published by Charles François Delamarche: Atlas général : contenant le détail des quatre parties du monde [Paris? : s.n., 1798?], [ptie 1], [plate 86].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .A77 1798, [ptie 1], [plate 86] (NLO)

43552 Lower Saxony (Germany) - Maps - 1734
*Circulus Saxoniae inferioris in omnes suos status et principatus accurate divisus / ex conatibus Ioh. Bapt. Homanni ... Norimbergae [Nuremberg : Homann, 1734 or later].
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 54 cm.
Inset view (5 x 10 cm.): Hamburg.
In: Homann, Johann Baptist. Kleiner Atlas scholasticus von sechs und zwantzig charten (Leipzig ; Nuremberg : Johann Friedrich Gleditsch ; Johann Baptist Homann, [1734 or later]), [plate 19].

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .H7 1734, [plate 19] (PrCt)

43553 Lower Saxony (Germany) - Maps - 1735
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Delamarche, Charles François, 1740-1817. Atlas général : contenant le détail des quatre parties du monde [1798?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 39 x 51 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:870,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
In composite world atlas possibly compiled and published by Charles François Delamarche: Atlas général : contenant le détail des quatre parties du monde [Paris? : s.n., 1798?], [ptie 1], [plate 86].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .A77 1798, [ptie 1], [plate 86] (NLO)

43554 Lower Saxony (Germany) - Maps - 1740
*Saxoniae inferioris circulus juxta principatus et status ... [Augsburg] : Matthaei Seutteri, [ca. 1740?].
Authors: Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756 -- Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756. [A Collection of Seutter maps] [1726-1773]
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 56 cm.
Forms part of a made-to-order composite atlas chiefly comprised of undated maps issued ca. 1734-ca. 1744.

Case oversize G 1007 .81 pl. [57] (PrCt)

43555 Lower Saxony (Germany) - Maps - 1740
Authors: Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756 -- Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756. Atlas novus sive tabulæ saecularis totius orbis faciem, partes, imperia, regia et provincias exhibentibus [1740?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 56 cm.
"Cum gratia et privil. S.R.I. Vicariatus, in partibus Rheni, Sueviae, et juris Franconici."
Scale [ca. 1:850,000].
In: Seutter, Matthaeus. Atlas novus sive tabulæ geographicae totius orbis faciem, partes, imperia, regia et provincias exhibentibus (Augsburg : Seutter, 1740?) plate [36].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

VAULT Baskes oversize G1015 .S48 1740, plate [36] (NLO)

43556 Lower Saxony (Germany) - Maps - 1742
*La Westphalie ... Paris : Le Rouge, 1742 [i.e. 1748?].
Authors: Le Rouge, Georges-Louis -- Homann Erben (Firm) -- Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Hübner, Johann, 1668-1731 -- Le Rouge, Georges-Louis. Recueil contenant des cartes nouvelles ... (1742 [i.e. 1748?]) -- Edward
E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 57 x 48 cm.
Suisse-les dernieres observations de Homann et de Hubener,'
Includes four city fortification plans in upper margin (5 x 6 cm. each): Munster -- Stat repreh --
Paterborn -- Oldenburg.
In: Le Rouge, Georges-Louis. Recueil contenant des cartes nouvelles ... (Paris : chez le Sr. Le
Rouge, 1742 [i.e. 1748]) .
Manuscript *74* on verso.
oversize Ayer 135 .L6 1742 pl. 74 (PrCt)

43557
Lower Saxony (Germany) - Maps - 1745
Circulus Saxoniae inferioris in omnes suos status et principatus ... Nuremberg : Homann Erben,
[ca. 1745].
Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 --
Homann Erben (Firm) -- Homann, Johann
Baptist, 1663-1724. Atlas novus terrarum orbis
[ca. 1745] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection
(Ne...
Lower Saxony (Germany) - Maps - 1766
A Map of the circle of Lower Saxony ... / by Thos. Kitchin geographer. [London : s.n., 1766].
Authors: Kitchin, Thomas, 1718-1784 -- Bowen, Emanuel, -1767. The Maps and charts to The modern part of the universal history (1766) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 22 x 25 cm.
In: Bowen, Emanuel. The Maps and charts to The modern part of the universal history / [with maps by Emanuel Bowen and Thomas Kitchin] (London : Printed for T. Osborne [et al.], 1766), [plate 12].
Manuscript nos. "XII" at upper right and "12" on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .M3 1766, [plate 12] (NLO)

Lower Saxony (Germany) - Maps - 1769
Nieuwe kaart van de Neder Saxisse Kreits : vervattende selfs landen als Mekelenburg, Lauwenburg, Holstein, Bremen en Verden, Brunswyk en Lunenburg, Hanover, Hildesheim, Halberstad en Maagdenburg, te Amsterdam : by Isaak Tirion, [1769?].
Authors: Tirion, Isaak -- Tirion, Isaak. Nieuwe en beknopte hand-atlas ... (1748 [i.e. 1769?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; hand col. ; 27 x 33 cm.
Verso numbered "No 23" in manuscript.
In: Tirion, Isaak. Nieuwe en beknopte hand-atlas ... (Amsterdam : Isaak Tirion, 1744 [i.e. 1769?]), plate [23].
oversize Ayer 135 .T55 1792 v. 2 pl. 45 (PrCt)

Lower Saxony (Germany) - Maps - 1776
Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Homann Erben (Firm) -- Homann Erben (Firm). Major atlas scholasticus ex triginta sex generalibus et specialibus mappis Homannianis ... [1776?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; hand col. ; 46 x 54 cm.
In: Homann Erben (Firm). Major atlas scholasticus ex triginta sex generalibus et specialibus mappis Homannianis ... [Nuremberg : Homannianis Hereditibus, 1776?], [plate 15]
Ms. number "14" on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .H66 1776, [plate 15] (PrCt)

Lower Saxony (Germany) - Maps - 1789
A New map of the King of Great Britain's dominions in Germany, or the electorate of Lower Saxony-Luneburg and its dependencies.
London : W. Faden, 1789 [i.e. 1817?].
[General atlas] [1817?]
1 map ; hand col. ; 59 x 50 cm.
Map dated 1789; verso handstamped '30.'
oversize G 10 .282 pl. 31 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

oversize Ayer 135 .C3 1811 pl. 21 (PrCt)

43570 Lower Saxony (Germany) - Maps - 1827-1861
maps ; 72 x 85 cm. and smaller.
Facsimiles of originals published Hanover, 1827-1861.
Index map in folder.
316
map6F G6320 1827 .G3 (PrCt)

43571 Lower Saxony (Germany) - Maps - 1831
Lower Saxony. Edinburgh : D. Lizars, [1831?].
Authors: Lizars, Daniel, 1760 -- 1831 -- John, fl. 1831 -- Lizars, Daniel, 1760-1812. The Edinburgh geographical and historical atlas ... [1831?]
1 map : hand col. ; 38 x 48 cm.
In: Lizars, Daniel. The Edinburgh geographical and historical atlas ... (Edinburgh [etc.] : John Hamilton [and others, 1831?]) pl. [21].
Engraved plate no. 'XXV.
oversize G 10.514 pl. [21] (PrCt)

43572 Lower Saxony (Germany) - Maps - Bibliography
Lower Saxony (Germany). Archivverwaltung - Map collections - Bibliography - Catalogs
Niedersachsen in alten Karten : eine Ausstellung der Niedersachsenischen Archivverwaltung.
Authors: Lower Saxony (Germany).
Archivverwaltung -- Leerhoff, Heiko
Series: Veröffentlichungen der Niedersachsenischen Archivverwaltung ; Beiheft 20
'Die Vorbereitung der Ausstellung und die Bearbeitung dieses Katalogs lag in den Händen von...Heiko Leerhoff.'.
Includes bibliographical footnotes.
Z627.G3 S39 (NLO)

43573 Lower Saxony (Germany) - Maps - Collections
Authors: Leerhoff, Heiko
1 atlas (179 p.) : ill., maps (some col.) ; 34 cm. 
ISBN 3529051098
folio G1923.S3 L44 1985 (NLO)

43574 Lower Silesia (Poland) - Maps - 1665<<<>Leszno (Poland : Voivodship) - Maps - 1665
Ducatus Silesiae Glogani vera delineatio. Amsterdam, [ca. 1665].
Authors: Scultetus, Jonas, 1603-1664 -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:33
1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 45 cm.
2277
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:33 (PrCt)

43575 Lower Silesia (Poland) - Maps - 1665<<<>Leszno (Poland : Voivodship) - Maps - 1665
Ducatus Silesiae Wolanuri. Amsterdam, [ca. 1665].
Authors: Scultetus, Jonas, 1603-1664 -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:34
1 map : hand col. ; 37 x 47 cm.
Cf. Phillips 3430 v. 3, no. 11.
2278
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:34 (PrCt)

43576 Lower Silesia (Poland) - Maps - 1665<<<>Opole (Poland : Voivodship) - Maps - 1665
Ducatus Silesiae Grotnanus cum d'strictu episcopali Nissensi. Amsterdam, [ca. 1665].
Authors: Scultetus, Jonas, 1603-1664 -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:36
1 map : hand col. ; 37 x 48 cm.
Phillips 3430 v. 3, no. 15.
2280
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:36 (PrCt)

43577 Lower Silesia (Poland) - Maps - 1710-1719
Silesiae inferior. Amsterdam, [171-?].
Authors: Scultetus, Jonas, 1603-1664 -- Jansson,
Lower Silesia (Poland) - Maps - 1797
La Slesia inferiore divisa ne' suoi principi et delineata sulle ultime osservazioni. Rome : Calcografia camerale, 1797.
Authors: Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824 -- Calcografia camerale (Rome, Italy) -- Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824. Nuovo atlan managerognito universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (1792-1801) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 43 cm.
Map dated 1797.

Lowicz (Poland) - Pictorial works - 1620
Lovicivm. [Cologne : Pieter von Brachel?, ca. 1620] v. 6, plate 51.

Lowicz (Poland) - Pictorial works - 1657
Lovicivm civitas qvae est archiepiscopa. [Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657].
Authors: Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664 -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Illustriorvm principumque urium septentrionalium Europae tabulae [1657] -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Theatrum urium (1657)
1 view : hand col. ; 32 x 49 cm.
Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Lovicivm.
Lowlands (Scotland) - Maps - 1951
92 p. : ill. (some col.), maps ; 22 cm.
Maps by Geographical Projects, Ltd.
'The About Britain guides are sponsored by the Brewer's society as their contribution to the Festival of Britain 1951.'--Inside front cover.
'A short reading list'; p. 92.
Series: About Britain ; no. 11
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes DA11 .A2 1951 no. 11 (NLO)

Lowman, Matt (Matthias Paul), 1938-1992
Authors: Birkel, Paul p. 3 ; 28 cm.
Vert 2300, no. 2 (PrCt)

Lowman, Matt (Matthias Paul), 1938-1992
Authors: Crichton, John Pp. 245-46 ; 28 cm.
Original article at: Z 4603 .039, v. 91, no. 4.
Vert 2300, no. 3 (PrCt)

1st ed.
'Deluxe edition.'
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).
'3 maps per township: Homesteads & other Land Patents; Roads; Rivers, Creeks & Railroads.' Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).
Includes indexes.
Series: Family maps
ISBN 1420308246 ; 9781420308242
Local History Ref F332.L7 B69 2007 (NLO)

Lowndes County (Miss.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
1st ed.
'Deluxe edition.'
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).
'3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.' Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).
Includes indexes.
Series: Family maps
ISBN 142030223X ; 9781420302233
Local History Ref F347.LB B69 2007 (NLO)

Lubbock County (Tex.) - Maps - 1892 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Texas. General Land Office -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 20 x 17.5 in. Scale 1:133,320. Originally compiled 1892.
Microfiche 583, no. 1060 (PrCt)

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
43589  Lubbock (Texas) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. EasyFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; fold. to 24 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Uniform title: EasyFinder Laminated.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
ISBN 0528986228
RMcN Road Map 2004 LubTX (PrCt)

43590  Lübeck (Germany) - Maps - 1914 - Lübeck Region (Germany) - Maps - 1914 - Holstein - Maps - 1914
Includes index.
Series: Woerl's Reisehandbücher.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskets G153 .W64 Lübeck (1914) (NLO)

43591  Lübeck (Germany) - Maps - 1966
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. : 4 plates 2nd ed.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

43592  Lübeck (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1552 - Lübeck (Germany) SEE Lübeck (Germany) Woodcuts
Authors: Kandel, David, d. 1587 -- Stimmer, Christoph, 16th cent. -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552.
Cosmographiae uniuersalis ... (1552) -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 view : woodcut ; 9 x 39 cm., on sheet 33 x 40 cm.
Added letterpress title above woodcut: Lubecum, una ex praecelarioribus maritimis ... . In: Münster, Sebastian. Cosmographiae uniuersalis ... (Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552), p. 734-735. Letterpress 733 and text on verso: Lvbecvm Suo patrio D. Sebastiano Munstero ... .
References: Mickwitz and Miekkavaara, A.E. Nordenskiöld collection in the Helsinki University Library (1979-1995), v. 2, p. 82. VAULT folio Ayer 7 .M8 1552, p. 734-735 (PrCt)

43593  Lübeck (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1572
Lvbeca vrbs imperialis Libera, civitavtm Wandalicarvm ... [Cologne : s.n., M.D. LXXII [1572, ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Diebel, Elias, fl. ca. 1550 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 view : hand col. ; 15 x 47 cm. on sheet 41 x 54 cm.

43594  Lübeck (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1572
Lvbeca vrbs imperialis Libera, civitavtm Wandalicarvm ... [Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, M.D. LXXII [1572, i.e. 1657].
Authors: Jansson, Jan, 1588 -- Diebel; see R.A. Skelton’s Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum. Added tile in uppercase lettering at top: Lvbec. On same sheet with: Hamburga, florentissimum inferioris Saxoniae emporium ... Ao. Dni. M.D. LXXII.
Latin letterpress text on verso under titles: Lvbeca -- Hambvrga.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Issued in volume [2] of 8 in Jansson’s townbook atlases, collectively known as the Theatrum urbium (Amsterdam: Jan Jansson, 1657).


Case oversize G 117 .452, v. 2, [plate 75] (PrCt)

43595 Lublin (Poland) - Pictorial works - 1620<<<<Lublinum (Poland) SEE Lublin (Poland)

Tipvs civitatis Lvblin[n]si in regno Poloniea ...
[Amsterdam: Jan Jansson, 1657].

Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541 - Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library).

1 view : hand col.; 26 x 50 cm. Includes references 1-22. Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Lvblinvm.


VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 6, pl. 48 (PrCt)

43596 Lublin (Poland) - Pictorial works - 1657

Tipvs civitatis Lvblin[n]si in regno Poloniea ...
[Amsterdam: Jan Jansson, 1657].

Authors: Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664 -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Illustriorvm principumque urbium septentrionalium Europae tabulae [1657] -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Theatrum urbium (1657)

1 view : hand col.; 26 x 50 cm. References 1-22 in bottom margin. Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Lvblinvm.

In: Jansson, Jan. Illustriorvm principumque urbium septentrionalium Europae tabulae, v. 1, [plate 41].

Issued in volume 1 of 8 in Jansson’s townbook atlases, collectively known as the Theatrum urbium (Amsterdam: Jan Jansson, 1657).


Case oversize G 117 .452, v. 1, [plate 41]

43597 Lublin (Poland) : Voivodeship - Maps - 1787<<<<Wojewodztwo Podkarpackie (Poland) - Maps - 1787<<<<Lvivska oblast (Ukraine) - Maps - 1787<<<<Galicia (Poland and Ukraine) - Maps - 1787


Authors: Maire, François Joseph, b. 1738 -- Carl und Friedrich Bargum (Firm) -- Maire, François Joseph, b. 1738. Atlas des roiaumes de Galicie et de Lodomerie ... (178[7]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library).

1 map : hand col.; 42 x 58 cm. Covers parts of latter-day Wojewodztwo Podkarpackie and Lublin Voivodeship in Poland and Lvivska Oblast in Ukraine, all in Galicia (Poland and Ukraine).

Scale [ca. 1:340,000]. Relief shown pictorially and by hachures. French and German.


43598 Lublin (Poland) : Voivodeship - Maps - 1803<<<<Województwo Mazowieckie (Poland) - Maps - 1803<<<<Galicia (Poland and Ukraine) - Maps - 1803


1 map : hand col., mounted on linen; 44 x 54 cm, folded to 25 x 13 cm.

Scale [ca. 1:530,000]. Coordinates: (E 20°45'--E 23°45'/N 52°48'--N 50°40'). Covers portion of Galicia corresponding to portions of modern-day Lublin and Masovian Voivodeships in Poland.

Relief shown by hachures. Prime meridian: Ferro. German and French.

In: Liesganig, Joseph [Galicie occidentale & orientale] (Vienna: Im Verlage des Kunst und Industrie Comptoir’s, 1803), [West], Blatt 3. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.


Baskes G6522.G3 1803 .L54, [West], Blatt 3 (PrCt)

43599 Lubusz Region (Poland and Germany) - Maps - 1789<<<<Küstrin Region (Germany) - Maps -
Lucas County (Ohio) - Maps - 1861 - Landowners- Counties - Maps- Landowners - Maps
[Lucas County (Ohio) - 1861: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche], [Washington, D.C.]: LC G&M Division, [1983?].
Authors: Jenney, J. D. -- Jenney, E. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division.
LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 2 parts, 26 x 52.5 in. each. Scale: 1:31,680. Originally published 1861.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 649 (PrCt)

Lucas County (Ohio) - Maps - 1875 - Landowners- Counties - Maps- Landowners - Maps
[Lucas County (Ohio) - 1875: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche], [Washington, D.C.]: LC G&M Division, [1983?].
Authors: Jenney, J. D. -- Jenney, E. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division.
LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 2 parts, 26 x 52.5 in. each. Scale: 1:31,680. Originally published 1861.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 649 (PrCt)

Lucca (Italy) - Maps - 1620
Tuscia nobiliss. Italie regio Lvcam ... [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. : 35 x 52 cm.
Anonymous map.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 4, pl. 50 (PrCt)

Lucca (Italy : Province) - Maps - 1680
Stato della republica di Lucca. Amsterdam, [ca. 1680].
Authors: Schenk & Valck, Amsterdam -- Symons, Evert van Hamersveld -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:161
1 map : hand col. ; 35 x 47 cm.
2052
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6713.T6:3L8 1680 S3 (PrCt)

[Lucas County (Ohio) - 1888: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche], [Washington, D.C.]: LC G&M Division, [1983?].
Authors: Judson, C. H. -- Library of Congress.
Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 2 parts, 18 x 29 in. each. Scale: 1:42,000. Originally published 1888.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 648 (PrCt)
Lucerne Lake (Switzerland) - Maps -
1889 SEE Lucerne Lake (Switzerland) - Pictorial works - 1889 - Pictorial maps

1 map : col., mounted on linen ; 40 x 58 cm. folded to 20 x 12 cm.
Title and imprint from label on outside when folded. Perspective view, looking south.
Coordinates: (E 8°38'/N 47°12'--N 46°45').
Acquisition #2008100251.
map1C G6042.L8A3 1889 .W4 (PrCt)

43670
Lucerne (Switzerland : Canton) - Maps -
1597-1613 SEE Lucerne (Switzerland : Canton) - Maps - 1597-1613 (1597)

1 map : col., mounted on linen ; 46°45'. Coordinates: (E 8°4'/N 47°12'--N 46°45').
Acquisition #2008100251.
map3C G6042.L8A3 1889 .W4 (PrCt)

Authors: Heer, J. C. (Jakob Christoph), 1859-1925 -- Lucerne (Switzerland). Offizielle Verkehrsbureau -- Rüegg & Schaufelberger -- Wagner, Emil -- Rüttger & Co. -- H. Keller's Foreign Printing Office -- Hôtel de Balances (Lucerne, Switzerland) -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)

8th ed., 1899.

Cover title: Lucerne, lake and environs : souvenir, Hotel des Balances, Lucerne
Includes index.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskets DQ505 .H4413 1899 (NLO)

43612 Lucerne (Switzerland) - Maps - 1905 Lucerne Lake (Switzerland) - Pictorial works - 1905 Lucerne Lake (Switzerland) - Maps - 1905 Lucerne Lake (Switzerland) - Pictorial works - 1905

Guide to Lucerne, the lake, and its environs / by J.C. Heer ; issued by the official Committee of Local Development, Lucerne. Lucerne : H. Keller's Foreign Printing Office, 1905.

14th ed., 1905.

Includes index.

Advertisements: p. 159-188.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskets DQ505 .H4413 1905 (NLO)

43614 Lucerne (Switzerland) - Maps - 1913 Lucerne Lake (Switzerland) - Maps - 1913 Lucerne Lake (Switzerland) - Maps - 1913 Lucerne Lake (Switzerland) - Maps - 1913


Advertisements: 4 p. at end.
Includes index.
Series: Griebens Reiseführer ; Bd. 111 Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskets G153 .G75 Bd. 111 (1913) (NLO)

43615 Lucerne (Switzerland) - Pictorial works - 1552 Woodcuts Lucern. [Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552].

Authors: Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552. Cosmographiae universalis ... (1552) -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 view : woodcut ; 10 x 14 cm., on sheet 32 x 21 cm.
43618 Ludwigshafen am Rhein (Germany) - Maps - 1695 - Fortification
Le Fort Louis du Rhein : bastie par Louis le Gra en 1688 ... [Paris : De Fer, 1695].
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes -- avec leurs fortifications ... (1695-1696)
1 map ; 21 x 28 cm.
In: Fer, Nicolas de. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes; avec leurs fortifications ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, 1695-1696) pt. 4, map [70].
Manuscript ('13') at upper right.
Case folio U 26. 293 pt. 4, map [70] (PrCt)

43619 Lufkin Stock Yards and Feeding Company (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1900
Map of Chicago showing location of Lufkin Stock Yards and Feeding Company ... [Chicago? s.n., ca. 1900?].
Authors: Lufkin Stock Yards and Feeding Company (Chicago, Ill.) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 23 x 14 cm
Appears on verso of Lufkin Stock Yards letterhead stationery, on sheet 28 x 22 cm.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
map1F G4104.C6 190- .L8 (NLO)

43620 Luft, Hans. [World Map], 1530.
Eine Wittenberger weltkarte aus dem jahr 1529. 1596.
Authors: Bonacker, Wilhelm -- Volz, Hans, 1904- From Die Erde-(1956): 154-70-.
BHC 1427
Vert 1027 (PrCt)

43621 Lüneburg (Germany) - Maps - 1620
Lynneborch. [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Friese, Daniel, 1540-1611 -- Rantzau, Henrik, 1526-1598 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; hand col. ; 35 x 47 cm.
Based on 1596 drawing by Daniel Friese; forwarded to Braun and Hogenberg by Henrik Rantzau; see R.A. Skelton’s Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.
Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Lymnevrga.
In: Braun, Georg and Franz Hogenberg. Civitates orbis terrarum [Cologne: Pieter van Brachel?, ca. 1620] v. 5, plate 42
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 5, pl. 42 (PrCt)

43622 Lüneburg (Germany) - Maps - 1657
Lynneborch. [Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657].
Authors: Jansson, Jan, 1588 -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Urbium totius Germaniae superiores illustriorum clariorumque tabulae ... Pars posterior [i.e. prior] (1657) -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Theutrum urbium (1657)
1 map ; hand col. ; 35 x 47 cm.
Oriented with north at bottom.
Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Lymnevrgvm.
In: Jansson, Jan. Urbium totius Germaniae superiores illustriorum clariorumque tabulae ...
Lüneburg (Germany) - Maps - 1657
Lvnaebvrgvm. [Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657].
Authors: Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664 -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Urbium totius Germaniae sveriorus illustrorum clariorumque tabulae ... Pars posterior [i.e. prior] (1657) -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Theatrum urbium (1657) 1 map : hand col.; 40 x 50 cm. Includes references 1-27. Oriented with north at bottom. Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Lvneaebrvgvm.
In: Jansson, Jan. Urbium totius Germaniae sveriorus illustrorum clariorumque tabulae ... Pars posterior [i.e. prior] 1657, [plate 77].

Lüneburg Heath (Germany) - Maps - 1740
Ducatus Luneburgicus cum comitatu Dannebergensii ... [Augsburg] : Matth. Seutter, [ca. 1740?].
Authors: Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756 -- Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756. [A Collection of Seutter maps] [1726-1773] 1 map : hand col.; 48 x 57 cm. Forms part of a made-to-order composite atlas chiefly comprised of undated maps issued ca. 1734-ca. 1744. In: Seutter, Matthaeus. [A Collection of Seutter maps] [1726-1773] 1 map : hand col.; 48 x 57 cm. Forms part of a made-to-order composite atlas chiefly comprised of undated maps issued ca. 1734-ca. 1744.

Lüneburg Heath (Germany) - Maps - 1927
'Mit 3 Karten und 2 Plänen.'
Maps lithographed by Leopold Kraatz. 'Sucher,' for use with map, on folded leaf at end. Includes index.
Series: Griebens Reiseführer ; Bd. 170 Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 170 (1927) (NLO)

Lüneburg Heide (Germany) - Maps - 1931
Authors: Grieben, Albert -- Grieben-Verlag -- Goldschmidt, Albert -- Leopold -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

Lüneburg Heath (Germany) - Maps - 1740
Ducatus Luneburgicus cum comitatu Dannebergensii ... [Augsburg] : Matth. Seutter, [ca. 1740?].
Authors: Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756 -- Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756. [A Collection of Seutter maps] [1726-1773] 1 map : hand col.; 48 x 57 cm. Forms part of a made-to-order composite atlas chiefly comprised of undated maps issued ca. 1734-ca. 1744. In: Seutter, Matthaeus. [A Collection of Seutter maps] [1726-1773] 1 map : hand col.; 48 x 57 cm. Forms part of a made-to-order composite atlas chiefly comprised of undated maps issued ca. 1734-ca. 1744.

Lüneburg Heath (Germany) - Maps - 1927
'Mit 3 Karten und 2 Plänen.'
Maps lithographed by Leopold Kraatz. 'Sucher,' for use with map, on folded leaf at end. Includes index.
Series: Griebens Reiseführer ; Bd. 170 Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 170 (1927) (NLO)

Lüneburg Heath (Germany) - Maps - 1931
Authors: Grieben, Albert -- Grieben-Verlag -- Goldschmidt, Albert -- Leopold -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)


43641 Lusatia (Germany and Poland) - Maps - 1724 Totius marchionatus Lusatiae. Nuremberg, [ca. 1724].
Authors: Hübner, Johann, 1668-1724 -- Homann, Johann, 1668-1731 -- Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:37 1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 55 cm. Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack. Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). References: Phillips 4257 .v. 2, no. 83. 2281 VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:37 (PrCt)

43642 Lusatia (Germany) - Maps - 1745 Totius Marchionatus Lusatiae tam superioris quam inferioris ... Nuremberg : Homann Erben, [ca. 1745].
Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Homann Erben (Firm) -- Hübner, Johann, 1668-1731 -- Homann, Johann Baptist,

In: Homann, Johann Baptist. Atlas novus terrarum orbis (Nuremberg : [Homann Erben, ca. 1745]), plate 154.

Manuscript ‘156’ and ‘158’ on verso.

Oversize Ayer 135.H7 1730, [plate 154] (PrCt)

---

Luxembourg (Belgium) - Maps - 1796

La Luxazia divisa ne’ suoi stati e delineata sulle ultime osservazioni. Rome : Calcografia camerale, 1797.

Authors: Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824 -- Calcografia camerale (Rome, Italy) -- Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824. Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (1792-1801) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 43 cm.


Map dated 1796.

Oversize Ayer 135.C33 1792 v. 2 pl. 40 (PrCt)

---


Authors: Russia -- Akademia nauk SSSR -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. : 5 maps : 406 x 276 mm.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

---

Luxembourg (Belgium) - Maps - 1696-1696 -- Luxembourg - Maps - 1696


Authors: Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library) III:M130 1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 58 cm.

Added title: Nova Luxemburgensis ducatus tabula serenissimi Burgundiae ducis.

3353 rev

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Sack map4F G6020 1696.J3 (PrCt)

---

Luxembourg (Belgium) - Maps - 1710-1710 -- Luxembourg - Maps - 1710

Luxemburgensis ducatus, tam in ejusdem minores, quam principales ditiones peraccurate distinctus ... Amst: Bat: [i.e. Amsterdam] : Nicolaum Visscher [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher, 1710?].

Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Visscher, Elizabeth, fl. 1702-1726 -- Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702. Atlas minor ... [1710?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 68 x 57 cm.

Title in upper margin.

In: Visscher, Nicolaes. Atlas minor ... (Amstelaeum [Amsterdam] : ex officina Nicolai Visscher [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher], [1710?]) map [65].

Manuscript ‘67’ in upper right.

VAULT oversize Ayer 135.V8 1700 map [65] (PrCt)

---

Luxembourg (Belgium) - Maps - 1720-1720 -- Luxembourg - Maps - 1720

Luxemburgensis ducatus, tam in ejusdem minores, quam principales ditiones peraccurate distinctus. Amsterdam, [ca. 1720].

Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Schenk, Pieter, ca. 1698-1775 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:M129 1 map : 46 x 57 cm.

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

3352

Sack map4F G6020 1720.V5 (PrCt)

---

Luxembourg (Belgium) - Maps - 1740

Ducatus Luxemburgensis distinctus limitibus majorum et minorum ditionum ... [Augsberg] : Matthaeo Seutter, [ca. 1740?].

Authors: Seutter, Georg Matthäus, 1729-1760 -- Drentwett, Abraham, 1647-1729 -- Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756 -- Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756. [A Collection of Seutter maps] [1726-1773] 1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 57 cm.

‘G. Matth. Seutter, junio/us sculptus.’

‘Abr. Drentwett del.’

Inset (10 x 13 cm.): Ichnographia munitissimae metropolis Luxemburgi.

Forms part of a made-to-order composite atlas chiefly comprised of undated maps issued ca. 1734-ca. 1744.


Case oversize G 1007.81 pl. [11] (PrCt)

---

Luxembourg (Luxembourg) - Maps - 1696-1696 -- Luxembourg - Maps - 1696


Authors: Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library) III:M130 1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 58 cm.

Added title: Nova Luxemburgensis ducatus tabula serenissimi Burgundiae ducis.

3353 rev

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Sack map4F G6020 1696.J3 (PrCt)

---

Luxembourg (Luxembourg) - Maps - 1710-1710 -- Luxembourg - Maps - 1710

Luxemburgensis ducatus, tam in ejusdem minores, quam principales ditiones peraccurate distinctus ... Amst: Bat: [i.e. Amsterdam] : Nicolaum Visscher [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher, 1710?].

Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 --

Derived from a drawing by Jacob van Deventer; see R.A. Skelton’s Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.

Added title at top in uppercase lettering: Luxembourg.
Luxembourg (Luxembourg) - Maps - 1695 - Fortification

Luxemburg. [Paris: De Fer, 1695].
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Loon, H. V. (Herman van) -- Fer, Nicolas de Fer, 1646-1720.
Introduction à la fortification ... [1695?]
1 map : 20 x 28 cm.
Authors: Vekene, Emile van der
xx, 251 p. : ill. ; 26 cm.
Includes index.
LC Card Number: 77483462
DH925.L8 V44 (NLO)

Luxembourg (Luxembourg) - Maps - 1713 - Fortification

Luxemburg. Ville forte capitale du Duché ... [Paris: De Fer, 1713?].
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Loon, H. V. (Herman van) -- Fer, Nicolas de Fer, 1646-1720.
Introduction à la fortification ... [1713?]
1 map : 20 x 27 cm.
Authors: Vekene, Emile van der
xx, 251 p. : ill. ; 26 cm.
Includes index.
LC Card Number: 77483462
DH925.L8 V44 (NLO)

Luxembourg (Luxembourg) - Pictorial works - 1620 - Igel Column (Igel, Germany) - Pictorial works - 1620 - Mansfeld, Peter Ernst, Fürst von, 1517-1604 - Homes and haunts - Pictorial works - 1620

Lvcenbvrvgvm vrbs eiusdern nominis ducatus primaria et tribunal supremum ... [Cologne: s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 --

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Luxembourg - Maps - 1606
Authors: Surhon, Jacques -- Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598 -- Norton, John, -1612 -- Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598. Theatrum orbis terrarum ... (1606) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 48 cm.
Printed no. 35 and English letterpress text on verso beginning: The Dukedome of Lvtzenbvg.
This region as we see ....
In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatrum orbis terrarum ... (London : J. Norton, 1606), [plate 35].
Digital image of a duplicate or variant edition available on Marcel P.R. van den Broecke’s Cartographica Neerlandica website (accessed July 2012):
http://www.orteliusmaps.com/book/ort60.html
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1606, [plate 35] (PrCt)

43659
Luxembourg - Maps - 1680
_Ducatus Lutzenburgici tabula nuperrime in lucem edita._ Amsterdam, [ca. 1680].
1 map : hand col. ; 45 x 56 cm.
In: Danckerts, Justus. Atlas (Amsterdam : J. Danckers, [ca. 1680]) pl. [58]. Ms. no. '60' in upper right.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .D18 A pl. 58 (PrCt)

43660 Luxembour - Maps - 1680-Luxembourg (Belgium) - Maps - 1680
_Ducatus Lutzenburgici tabula._ Amsterdam, [ca. 1680].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:M131
1 map : hand col. ; 44 x 55 cm. 3354
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6020 1680 .W5 (PrCt)

43661 Luxembour - Maps - 1682-Luxembourg (Belgium) - Maps - 1682
_Ducatus Lutzenburgici tabula nuperrime in lucem edita._ Amsterdam : C. Allard, [1682?].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Allard, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709 -- Allard, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709. Atlas minor sive tabulae geographicæ ... [1682?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 45 x 56 cm.
In: Allard, Carel. Atlas minor sive tabulae geographicæ proecipuorum regnorum regionum, insularum, provinciarum, etc. (Amsterdam : C. Allard, 1682?) pl. 58.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .A4 A pl. 58 (PrCt)

43662 Luxembour - Maps - 1692
_Le Duché de Luxembourg divisé en quartier Walon, et Allemand ... / par le Sr. Sanson._ A Paris : Chez H. Jaillot, aux deux globes, [ca. 1692].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Johan Gabriel Sack

Le Duché de Luxembourg divisé en quartier Walon ... Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : H. Jaillot [i.e. P. Mortier], 1696.

Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. [Atlas nouveau contenant toutes les parties du monde ... ] (1696)

1 map : hand col. ; 56 x 68 cm.

Added title, upper margin: Le Duché de Luxembourg divisé en ses quartiers.

Accompanied, 2 leaves previous, by 8 city plans and views (11 x 15 cm. each) on 1 sheet with collective title: Pour la carte de Luxembourg [map 20].


Also accompanied, on previous leaf, by: Table alphabetique de noms de villes ... de Luxembourg.

In: Sanson, Nicolas. [Atlas nouveau contenant toutes les parties du monde ... ] (Amsterdam : Mortier, 1696) v. 2, map [21].

Forms part of atlas published by P. Mortier in Amsterdam; chiefly comprised of maps bearing the counterfeit imprint of H. Jaillot in Paris.

Case oversize G 1007 .78 v. 2, map [21] (PrCt)

... (Amsterdam : Pieter Mortier, ca. 1700)

Manuscript '21' at upper right.


43665 Luxembourg - Maps - 1700 - Luxembourg (Belgium) - Maps - 1700

Ducatus Luxzenburgici tabula Nypperime ... Amsterdam : Frederik de Wit, [ca. 1700?].

Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Wit, Frederik de. Atlas [ca. 1700?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 45 x 56 cm.

Title in upper margin.

In: Wit, Frederik de. Atlas (Amsterdam : bij Frederik de Wit in de Calverstraet bij den Dam inde Witte Paskaert. [ca. 1700?]) no. [130].

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .W8 A no. [130] (PrCt)

43666 Luxembourg - Maps - 1705

Le Duché de Luxembourg divisé en quartier Walon, et Allemagne ... / dédié au Roy par ... Hubert-jaillot. A Paris : joignant les Grand Augustins, a deux Globes ... [i.e. A.H. Jaillot], 1705.

Authors: Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Louis XIV, King of France, 1638-1715 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

III:M127

1 map : 103 x 122 cm.

Printed from 4 plates on 4 sheets.


43667 Luxembourg - Maps - 1710

Luxemburg mit dero Gegend augg 2 Stunde. Augsburg : Gabriel Bodenehr, 1710.

Authors: Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. -- Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. Atlas curieux -- oder, Neuer und compendieuser atlas 1710 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 14 x 21 cm.

In: Bodenehr, Gabriel. Atlas curieux; oder, Neuer und compendieuser atlas ... ([Augsburg : Gabriel Bodenehr, 1710?]) pl. [26]. Engraved plate no. '27.'

Ayer 135 .B6 pl. 26 (PrCt)

43668 Luxembourg - Maps - 1710


Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Starckman, P. -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:M133

1 map : hand col. ; 39 x 51 cm.

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Sack map4F G6020 1710 .F4 (PrCt)
43685 Lycoming County (Pa.) - Maps - 1861 - Landowners <= Counts - Maps <= Landowners - Maps

LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps

Microfiche 583, no. 769 (PrCt)

43688 Lyman County (S.D.) - Maps - 1911 - Landowners <= Counts - Maps <= Landowners - Maps

Standard atlas of Lyman County, South Dakota : including a plat book of the villages, cities and townships of the county, map of the state United States and world, patrons directory, reference business directory and departments devoted to general information, etc. Chicago : [Geo. A. Ogle & Co.], 1911.
Authors: Geo. A. Ogle & Co.
References: Phillips 3912
68-927
ICN 68
7A 4 (NLO)

[Stockholm : Kartografiska Sällskapet, 1950].
Authors: Crone, G. R. (Gerald Roe)

In Imago mundi 7 (1950): 47.
Includes bibliography.
Map Ref folio GA1 .I6, v. 7, p. 47 (PrCt)

43688 Lynck (France), Battle of 1645

Authors: Beaulieu, Sébastian de Pontault, ca. 1612-1674 -- Beaulieu, Sébastien de Pontault, ca. 1612-1674. Les Glorieuses conquestes de Louis le Grand [1694?]
1 map ; 41 x 50 cm.
Case oversize G 10307 .08 pl. 18 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Geography and Map Division, 1983?].
Microfiche 583, no. 1061 (PrCt).

43690 Lynn Lake (Man.) - Pictorial works - 1954 - Railroads
Lynn Lake (Man.) - Pictorial works - 1954 - Nickel mines and mining
Nickel mines and mining - Lynn Lake (Man.) - Pictorial works -
1954 - Canadian National Railways - Pictorial works - 1954 - Railroads - Maps
Authors: Canadian National Railways
1 view ; 19 x 23 cm.
Caption title.
5A 7267 (1953 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

43691 Lynn (Mass.) - Maps - 1910 - Road maps
City of Lynn / Revised by Geo. J. Leland, c.e.
Authors: Walker Lith. & Pub. Co. -- Leland, George J.
1 map : col. ; on sheet 51 x 74 cm., folded in covers to 17 x 9 cm.
Cover title: Latest map of Lynn City, Massachusetts
Numbered as pages "86" and "87".
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).
Road map 4C G3764.L9P2 1910 .W3 (PrCt)

43692 Lyon County (Iowa) - Maps - 1911 - Land - Counties - Maps
Authors: Alden Publishing Co.
1 atlas (85, xxii p.) : ill., 34 col. maps, ports. ; 46 cm.
Scale of township maps: [1:31,680].
oversize G1433 L9 A43 1911 (NLO)

43693 Lyon County (Iowa) - Maps - 1931 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps
Plat book of Lyon County, Iowa : showing location of land and ownership thereof, roads, and other essential information to date of March 1, 1931. Rock Rapids, Iowa : Lyon County Reporter ; George, Iowa : Lyon County News, 1931.
Authors: Lyon County reporter (Rock Rapids, Iowa) -- Lyon County news (George, Iowa) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([38] p.) : 19 maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
Scale [ca. 1:70,000].

Imperfect: final page mutilated; lacking back cover.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 2005627036
Baskes folio G4153.L9G46 1931 .L9 (NLO)

43694 Lyon County (Iowa) - Maps - 1978 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps
Atlas of Lyon County, Iowa : containing maps, plats of the townships, rural directory, pictures of farms & families, articles about history, etc.
Minneapolis, Minn. Title Atlas Co., 1978.
Authors: Title Atlas Co. (Minneapolis, Minn.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (49, [201] p.) : ill., 25 maps ; 34 cm.
Cover title: Pictorial atlas, Lyon County, Iowa
Scale not given.
Directory contains genealogical information.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

43695 Lyon County (Kan.) - Maps - 1878 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps
Authors: Edwards Brothers, Philadelphia
1 atlas ; 45 cm.
oversize F 92555.255 (NLO)

43696 Lyon County (Kan.) - Maps - 1959 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps
Authors: Emporia Times (Emporia, Kan.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([52] p.) : ill., 14 maps (1 folded) ; 31 cm.
Scale not given.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
At head of title: 1959.
Baskes folio G4203.L9G46 1959 .L96 (NLO)

43697 Lyon County (Minn.) - Maps - 1884 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps
Authors: Larson, Louis -- Marshall Messenger -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 31 x 24.5 in. Scale: 1: 66,000.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

43698 Lyon County (Minn.) - Maps - 1902-2000 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
Atlas of Lyon County, Minnesota : containing maps, plats of the townships, rural directory, pictures of farms and families, articles about history, etc. / compiled 2000 by Title Atlas Company. Battle Lake, Minn. Title Atlas Co., c2000.
Authors: Title Atlas Co. (Minneapolis, Minn.) -- North West Publishing Co. Plat book of Lyon County, Minnesota (1902) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([300] p.) : ill., 49 maps, ports. ; 33 cm.
Cover title: Pictorial atlas, Lyon County, Minnesota
Includes indexes to owners, directories, and pictorial section.
Scale [ca. 1:44,000].
Advertisements interspersed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

43699 Lyon County (Minn.) - Maps - 1902 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Finnell, Arthur Louis -- North West Publishing Co. Plat book of Lyon County, Minnesota (1902) -- Balliet & Volk (Firm) -- Minnesota Genealogical Society
1 atlas (54 p.) : maps ; 28 cm.
'Index compiled [in 1990?] by Arthur Louis Finnell."
'Data entry by MGS member Charles Cannons.'
Running title: MGS index to Lyon County plat book.
Scale [1:31,680]. 2 in. to the mile.
Scale [1:126,720]. 1/2 in. to 1 mile.
LC Card Number: 91-135235 /MAP folio G1428.L9 F5 1990 (NLO)

43700 Lyon County (Minn.) - Maps - 1902 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
Authors: North West Publishing Co. -- Balliet & Volk (Firm) -- Finnell, Arthur Louis. Every name index to the 1902 plat book of Lyon County, Minnesota : with reprints of selected maps ... (1990) -- Minnesota Genealogical Society
1 atlas (54 p.) : 40 col. maps (6 on double plates) ; 48 cm.
Engraved by Balliet & Volk, Philadelphia.
Scale of township maps [1:31,680].
Includes patrons' directory.
Includes indexes to owners, directories, and advertisements.
Owner's signature: J.A. Josefson.
1 atlas (45 p.) : maps (chiefly col.) ; 40 cm.
Cover title: Plat book and rural directory : Lyon County, Minnesota
Running title: Farm, stock and home plat book and directory of Lyon County, Minnesota
Scale [1:42,240]. 1 1/2 in. to 1 mile.
Scale [ca. 1:240,000].
Includes index, business directory and advertisements.
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

43703 Lyon (France) - Maps - 1550 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles

Le Plan de Lyon vers 1550. Lyon : [Archives municipales de Lyon], 1990.
Authors: Lyon (France). Archives municipales
1 portfolio : ill., maps ; 52 cm.
Facsimile of ca. 1550 manuscript held by the Archives Municipales de Lyon.
Title from portfolio cover.
Includes 25 col. maps plus commentary (80 p.)
On cover of accompanying guide: "Edition critique des 25 planches originales ... .
oversize G5834.L9 P53 1990 (NLO)

43704 Lyon (France) - Maps - 1620

Lyon, qui de la France sers de force & rempart, Lyon, qui de plaisance reluis de toute part ...
[Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Bosch, Balthasar van den, 16th cent -- Strabo -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 32 x 47 cm.
Added title: Lyvdvnvm.
Map possibly derived from a 1550 print by Balthasar van den Bosch; see R.A. Skelton's Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.
Includes text citing the work of Strabo.
Latin letterpress text on verso under added title: Lyvdvnvm.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 1, pl. 10 (Pr.Ct)

43705 Lyon (France) - Maps - 1840 - Pictorial works

Lyon. [Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, 1840].
Authors: Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846 -- Lea & Blanchard -- Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (1840)
1 view ; 3 x 7 cm.
In: Murray, Hugh. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, successors to Carey & Co., for George W. Gorton, 1840) v. 1, p. 555.
Wax engraving.
G 11 .607 v. 1, p. 555 (Pr.Ct)

43706 Lyon (France) - Pictorial works - 1552 - Woodcuts

[View of Lyon, France]. [Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552].
Authors: Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552. Cosmographiae uniuersalis ... (1552) -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : woodcut ; 7 x 11 cm., on sheet 32 x 21 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.

43707 Lyon (France) - Pictorial works - 1620

Lyvdvnvm vulgo Lion. [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Hoefnagel, Joris, 1542-1601 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : hand col. ; 19 x 46 cm.
Forwarded to Braun and Hogenberg by Joris Hoefnagel; see R.A. Skelton's Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.
Includes references 1-12.
On same sheet with: Viossna vulgo Vienne de France.
Latin letterpress text on verso under titles: Lyvdvnvm -- Vienna.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 5, pl. 19 (Pr.Ct)

43708 Lyonnais (France) - Maps - 1659

Gouvernement [sic] general du Lyonnais ...
Paris : chez Pierre Mariette. [1659?].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Somer, J. -- Mariette, Pierre, 1603-1657 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (1658 [i.e. 1659?])
1 map : hand col. ; 39 x 53 cm.
In: Sanson, Nicolas. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (Paris : Pierre Mariette, 1658 [i.e. 1659?]) v. 1, pl. 12.
VAULT Case oversize G1015 .S35 1658 v. 1, pl. [47] (Pr.Ct)

43709 Lyonnais (France) - Maps - 1697

Auvergne (France) - Maps - 1697

Le Gouvernement general et militaire du Lyonnais ... Paris, 1697.
Authors: Nolin, Jean Baptiste, 1648-1708 -- Menestrier, R. P. -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G82
1 map : hand col. ; 77 x 60 cm.
Phillips 4257 v. 5 no. 65.
Inset: Gouvernement general du Lyonnais ... 1614.
Cf. map6F oG5832.L9 1725 S2.
5124
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map6F G5832.L9 1697 N6 (Pr.Ct)

43710 Lyonnais (France) - Maps - 1700

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Lyonnais, Forest, Beaviolois et Masconnois. Amstelodami [Amsterdam] : Ioannem Ianssonium [i.e. Frederik de Wit, ca. 1700].
Authors: Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664 -- Wit, Frederik de -- Wit, Frederik de. Atlas [ca. 1700?]
-- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 47 m.
In: Wit, Frederik de. Atlas (Amsterdam : bij Frederick de Wit in de Calverstraet bij den Dam inde Witte Paskaert. [ca. 1700?]) no. [22].

43711 Lyonnais (France) - Maps - 1721
Gouvernement general du Lyonnois qui comprend les provinces du Lyonnois, Forez, Beaujolois /.../ dressé sur les memoires les plus nouveaux par le Sr. Jaillot ... 1721. [S.l. s.n., ca. 1950?].
Authors: Jaillot, Bernard Jean Hyacinthe, 1673-1739
1 map : col. ; 56 x 40 cm.
Printed facsimile, on laid paper, of right half of map originally published in 1721; lacking left half.
map4F G5832 .L9 1721 .J3 1950 (PrCt)

43712 Lyonnais (France) - Maps - 1721
Gouvernement general du Lyonnois qui comprend les provinces du Lyonnois, Forez, Beaujolois ... Paris, 1721.
Authors: Jaillot, Bernard Jean Hyacinthe, 1673-1739 -- Jennvilliers -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G81
1 map : hand col. ; 69 x 98 cm.
Pastoureau, Jaillot II D [177] & [178].
5133
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map6F G5832.L9 1721 J3 (PrCt)

43713 Lyonnais (France) - Maps - 1725
1725<<>>Auvergne (France) - Maps - 1725<<>>Saône-et-Loire (France) - Maps - 1725
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Menestrier, P., 17th cent. -- Cóvens and Mortier -- Cóvens, Jean -- Mortier, Corneille -- Nolin, Jean Baptiste, 1686-1762
1 map : hand col. ; 77 x 55 cm.
References: Cf. Phillips 3448 v. 2 nos. 32-34; Koeman, C & M 11, v. 1, no. 63; Pastoureau, Jaill. 1F [311].
Previously Map G 1007 .782
map6F G5832 .L9 1725 .S2 (NLO)

43714 Lyonnais (France) - Maps - 1726
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Delamarche, Charles François, 1740-1817. Atlas général : contenant le détail des quatre parties du monde [1798?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 37 x 51 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:875,000], Relief shown pictorially.
Baskes oversize G1015 .A77 1798, [ptie 1], [plate 69] (NLO)

43715 Lyonnais (France) - Maps - 1956
1956<<>>Language and languages<<>>Language and languages - Lyonnais (France) - Maps - 1956<<>>French language - Maps - 1956
Authors: Gardette, Pierre
1 atlas in 3 v. ; 47 cm.
Phillips 8420.
oversize X 758522 .324 (NLO)

43716 Lyons (France) - Maps - 1861
1861<<>>Woodcuts Lion. [Rouen : David Geuffroy, 1611?].
Authors: Desrues, François, ca. 1575-1633 -- Geuffroy, David
1 map : woodcut ; 48 x 64 mm.
In Des Rues, François. Description contenant toutes les singularitez de plus celebres villes et places remarquables du royaume de France (Rouen: David Geuffroy, [1611?]), p. 298. Map enclosed in oval within a rectangular frame with fleurs-de-lis in corners.
Case DC24 .D47 [map] (PrCt)

43717 Lyons (France) - Maps - 1861
Authors: Bradshaw, George, 1801-1853 -- Adams, William James, active 1841-1874
1 map ; 30 x 54 cm.
500
map2F G5834.L9 1861 B7 (PrCt)
43718 Lystra (Ky.) - Maps - 1795
Plan of Lystra, in Nelson County, Kentucky.
London, 1795.
Authors: Winterbotham, William, 1763-1829 --
Ridgway, James -- Edward E. Ayer Collection
(Neberry Library)
1 map ; 17 x 12 cm.
In Winterbotham, William. An Historical, geographical, commercial, and philosophical view of the American United States and of the European settlements in America and the West-Indies (London: J. Ridgway [et al], 1795) v. 3, opposite p. 141.
Scale [ca. 1:6,800],
Includes remarks, 'A-D, a.'
ICN73
Ayer 105.9 W7 1795 v. 3, opp. p. 141 (PrCt)

43719 Lythe, Robert
An Elizabethan surveyor and his cartographic progeny. [19-].
Authors: Andrews, John Harwood, 1927-22 l. illus.
Techniques of textual analysis applied to Robert Lythe's map of Ireland and its derivatives.
Vert 12, no. 1 (PrCt)

43720 Maas, Abraham<>Schoonebeek, Adriaan, d. 1714<>>Pickaerd, Pieter, 1668 or 69-ca. 1732<>>Picart, Pieter SEE Pickaerd, Pieter, 1668 or 69-ca. 1732
[Biographical notes on the surveyors Abraham Maas and Adriaan Schoonebeek, and the engraver Pieter Pickaerd], 2003.
Authors: Karrow, Robert W. -- Brink, Paul van den
2 leaves ; 28 cm.
Vert 2259, no. 2 (PrCt)

43721 Maastricht (Netherlands), Battle of, 1703 - Maps<>>Nassau, Henry, Count and Lord of Auverquerque, 1641-1708
Plan of the camp of the army of the Allies, commanded by Monsr. D'auverquerque, and the manner in which it was drawn up in battle, when the army of the two crowns advanced to attack it May 14th. 1703.
[London : s.n., ca. 1785?].
(Neberry Library)
1 map ; 36 x 47 cm.
Added title in bottom margin: Battle of Maestricht.
'For Mr. Tindal's continuation of Mr. Rapin's history of England.'
Includes references A-H.
oversize Ayer 135 .T5 1732 map [67] (PrCt)

43722 Maastricht (Netherlands), Battle of, 1703 - Maps<>>Nassau, Henry, Count and Lord of Auverquerque, 1641-1708
Plan of the camp of the army of the Allies, commanded by Monsr. D'auverquerque, and the manner in which it was drawn up in battle, when the army of the two crowns advanced to attack it May 14th. 1703.
[London : Knapton, ca. 1740?].
(Neberry Library)
1 map ; 36 x 47 cm.
Added title in bottom margin: Battle of Maestricht.
'For Mr. Tindal's continuation of Mr. Rapin's history of England.'
Includes references A-H.
oversize Ayer 135 .T5 1732 map [67] (PrCt)

43723 Maastricht (Netherlands) - History - Siege, 1632 - Maps<>>Nassau, Henry, Count and Lord of Auverquerque, 1641-1708
Plan of the camp of the army of the Allies, commanded by Monsr. D'auverquerque, and the manner in which it was drawn up in battle, when the army of the two crowns advanced to attack it May 14th. 1703.
[London? Knapton, ca. 1740?].
(Neberry Library)
1 map ; 36 x 47 cm.
Added title in bottom margin: Battle of Maestricht.
'For Mr. Tindal's continuation of Mr. Rapin's history of England.'
Includes references A-H.
In: Rapin de Thoyras, M. [Maps and plans of Tindal's continuation of Rapin's History of England] [Amsterdam : Claes Iansz. Visscher], 1632.
Authors: Visscher, Claes Jan, 1632<<>>Frederick Henry, Prince of Orange, 1584-1647
Belegeringe van Maastricht begonnen de 9 Iunij 1632 = Siege de Maastricht l'an 1632.
[Amsterdam : Claes Iansz. Visscher], 1632.
Authors: Visscher, Claes Jansz., 1586 or 69-1632 -- Visscher Map Collection (Neberry Library)
1 map ; 32 x 42 cm.
Details the 1632 siege of Maestricht; identifies camp of Frederick Henry, Prince of Orange.
Oriented with north at right.
Forms part of the Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Duplicate copy (colored): Visscher 067.
Koeman, C. Atlantes Neerlandici (1967-1985), v. 3, p. 159, Vis 1A no. 14 and p. 177, no. 47.
Hollstein, F. W. H. Dutch and Flemish etchings, engravings, and woodcuts, ca. 1450-1700 (1949-), no. (72).
Visscher 66 (PrCt)

43724 Maastricht (Netherlands) - History - Siege, 1632 - Maps<>>Nassau, Henry, Count and Lord of Auverquerque, 1641-1708
Plan of the camp of the army of the Allies, commanded by Monsr. D'auverquerque, and the manner in which it was drawn up in battle, when the army of the two crowns advanced to attack it May 14th. 1703.
[London : Knapton, ca. 1740?].
1 map ; 36 x 47 cm.
Added title in bottom margin: Battle of Maestricht.
'For Mr. Tindal's continuation of Mr. Rapin's history of England.'
Includes references A-H.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Details the 1632 siege of Maestricht; identifies camp of Frederick Henry, Prince of Orange. Oriented with north at right.

Forms part of the Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Remnants of binding stub on verso.

Duplicate copy (uncolored): Visscher 066.

Koeman, C. Atlantes Neerlandici (1967-1985), v. 3, p. 159, Vis 1A no. 14 and p. 177, no. 47.


Hollstein, F. W. H. Dutch and Flemish etchings, engravings, and woodcuts, ca. 1450-1700 (1949-), no. (72).

Visscher 67 (PrCt)

**Maastricht (Netherlands) - Maps - 1620**

Traiectvm ad Mosam. [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].

Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Deventer, Jacob van, d. 1575 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col.; 35 x 41 cm.

Derived from a drawing by Jacob van Deventer; see R.A. Skelton's Introduction to the 1800 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.

Added title at top in uppercase lettering: Maestricht.

Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Traiectvm ad Mosam.


VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 3, pl. 15 (PrCt)

**Maastricht (Netherlands) - Maps - 1694 - Fortification**

Maastricht, ville du Brabant Hollandais : est enclerée dans l’esvesché de Lyege ... Paris : De Fer, [1695].

Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes -- avec leurs fortifications ... (1695-1696)

1 map ; 21 x 28 cm.

In: Fer, Nicolas de. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes; avec leurs fortifications ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, 1695-1696) pt. 4, map [64].

Manuscript ‘(7)’ at upper right.

Case folio U 26. 293 pt. 4, map [64] (PrCt)

**Maastricht (Netherlands) - Maps - 1695 - Fortification**

Maastricht, ville forte aux Hollandais ... [Paris : De Fer, 1695].

Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes -- avec leurs fortifications ... (1695-1696)

1 map ; 21 x 28 cm.

In: Fer, Nicolas de. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes; avec leurs fortifications ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, 1695-1696) pt. 4, map [64].

Manuscript ‘(7)’ at upper right.

Case folio U 26. 293 pt. 4, map [64] (PrCt)

**Maastricht (Netherlands) - Maps - 1713 - Fortification**

Maastricht, ville du Brabant Hollandois : est enclerée dans l’esvesché de Lyege ... Paris : De Fer, [1713?].

Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Loon, H. V. (Herman van) -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720.

Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes; avec leurs fortifications ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, 1695-1696) pt. 1, map [5].

Manuscript ‘(5)’ at upper right.

Duplicate copy: Case folio U 26 .2929 map [5]

Case folio U 26. 293 pt. 1, map [5] (PrCt)

**Maastricht (Netherlands) - Maps - 1713 - Fortification**

Maastricht, ville du Brabant Hollandais ... Paris : De Fer, [1713?].

Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Loon, H. V. (Herman van) -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720.

Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes; avec leurs fortifications ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, 1695-1696) pt. 4, map [87].

For later state of this map, with engraved plate number, see Case folio U 26 .292.

For earlies version of this map, engraved on different plate, see Case folio U 26 .293.

Case oversize U 26.2919 map [87] (PrCt)

**Maastricht (Netherlands) - Maps - 1713 - Fortification**

Maastricht, ville du Brabant Hollandais ... Paris : De Fer, [1713?].

Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Loon, H. V. (Herman van) -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720.

Introduction à la fortification ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, [1713?]) map [88].

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
Map dated 1705.
For later state of this map, with engraved plate number, see Case folio U 26 .292.
For earlier version of this map, engraved on different plate, see Case folio U 26 .293.

Case oversize U 26 .2919 map [88] (PrCt)

43731 Maastricht (Netherlands) - Pictorial works - 1620
Traiectvm ad Mosam, vrbs et natura loci ... [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Beaumont, Simon de, 16th cent. -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : hand col. ; 37 x 50 cm.
Derived from a drawing associated with Simon de Beaumont; see R.A. Skelton's Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.
Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Traiectvm ad Mosam.
Authors: Paroletti, Modesto, 1765-1834 -- Biographie universelle ancienne et moderne (1666-1790) p. 591-592 ; 27 cm.
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3124, no. 2.
Ref CT143 .M52, v. 25, p. 591-592 (PrCt)

43736 Macaneo, Domenico, 1466-1530
Authors: Promis, Domenico -- Historiae patriae monumenta (1836-1955) [6] p. between columns 738-739 ; 42 cm.
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3124, no. 5.
oversize F 35 .41, v. 3, between columns 738-739 (PrCt)

43737 Macaneo, Domenico, 1466-1530. Verbani lacus
Dominici Machanei, Chorographia Verbani lacus, Mediolani 1490. [Florence : C. Cambiagius, 1793-1795].
Authors: Fossi, Ferdinando -- Florence.
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3124, no. 4.
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.
Wing oversize Z 313035 .F662, v. 2, columns 111-113 (PrCt)

43738 Macaneo, Domenico, 1466-ca. 1530. Verbani lacus
Authors: Macaneo, Domenico, 1466-ca. 1530 -- Graevius, Joannes Georgius, 1632-1703.
In: Graevius, Joannes Georgius. Thesaurus antiquitatum et historiarum Italie : mari Ligustico & Alpibus viciniae (1704-1723)

43735 Macaneo, Domenico, 1466-1530
Dominique Macanæus della Bella. [Graz : Akademische Druck- u. Verlagsanstalt,
Reprints the 1699 edition of Verbani lacus, as edited by Lazaro Agostino Cotta.
F 0235 .36, v. 9, pt. 7 (PrCt)

43739 Macaneo, Domenico, 1466-ca. 1530. Verbani lacus<<>Macagni, Domenico, 1466-1530
Reprints the 1699 edition of Verbani lacus, as edited by Lazaro Agostino Cotta.
DG975.M16 V45 1975, p. < > (PrCt)

43740 Macau (China) - Maps - 1635 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles<<>Macau (China) SEE Macau (China)<<>Ao-men (China) SEE Macau (China)<<>Aomen (China) SEE Macau (China)
View of Macao in Livro das Plantas de todas as fortalezas, cicades e povoaçoes do Estado da Índia oriental / Pedro Barreto de Resende. [Washington, D.C. Arthur M. Sackler Gallery, Smithsonian Institution, 2007].
Authors: Barreto de Resende, Pedro, fl. 1614-1629 -- Levenson, Jay A. Encompassing the globe (2007)
1 map : col. ; 12 x 20 cm.
The original map is a watercolor on paper (41 x 61 cm.) in the Biblioteca Pública de Évora. Gift of Wilson G. Duprey, 2010.
map1F G7945 1635 .B3 2007 (PrCt)

43741 Macau (China) - Maps - 1912
Authors: Portugal. Comissão de Cartografia das Colónias -- Portugal. Ministério das Colónias -- William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (5 col. maps) ; 53 cm. x 40 cm.
Cover title.
At head of title: Ministério das Colónias.
LC Card Number: map45000126 Phillips 10053.
Forms part of the William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library).
oversize Greenlee 4891 .P847 1912 (NLO)

43742 Macau (China) - Pictorial works - 1798
View of Macao. [London : J. Stockdale, 1798].
Authors: Stockdale, John, 1749?--1814 -- La Pérouse, Jean-François de Galaup, comte de, 1741-1788. The Voyage of La Pérouse round the world, in the years 1785, 1786, 1787, and 1788 ... (1798) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 view ; 12 x 18 cm.
Foreground includes natives in local costume.
In La Pérouse, Jean-François de Galaup, comte de. The Voyage of La Pérouse round the world, in the years 1785, 1786, 1787, and 1788 ... (London : J. Stockdale, 1798) v. 1, between p. 254-255.
http://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g7823m.ct000748 Graff 2397 v. 1, between p. 254-255.

43744 Macedonia - Maps - 1725
Macedonia Alexandri magni patria. Amsterdam, [ca. 1725].
Authors: Côvens et Mortier -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). Ill:E9 1 map ; 41 x 55 cm.
2621
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6802.M2 1725 C6 (PrCt)

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.


Authors: Erhard Bros. (Firm)

1 map : col. ; 105 x 82 cm. fold. to 31 x 23 cm. 'Gravé et imprimé par Erhard Freres.'

Scale 1:400 000.

folio G 1059053 .27 (NLO)

43745 Macedonian Empire - 330 B.C. - Alexander, the Great, 356-323 B.C. - Expeditions - 334-323 B.C.

l'Expédition d'Alexandre pour l'histoire ancienne de Mr. Rollin ... [Paris, ca. 1776].


1 map ; 24 x 42 cm.


oversize Ayer .A6 1727 pl. 10 (PrCt)

43746 Macerata (Italy) - Maps - 1618 - Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1618 - Engravings

Macerata / Fel[n?] Floriani [?] J [?] 1618. [Rome? P. Floriani?], 1618.

Authors: Floriani, Pompeo, 1545-1600? -- Ascoli, Cardinale di, 17th cent. -- De Landau, Horace, barone, 1824-1903 -- Finaly, Madame, d. 1938 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 297 x 429 mm. (plate mark), on sheet 414 x 557 mm.

Attributed to the architect Pompeo Floriani by Giorgio Mangani in correspondence to Robert Karrow dated September 26, 2001; see further description in Map Information File.

Text in cartouche hammered out; reworked dedication beneath title cartouche partly obscured: Ilmo. ... Card[ina]le di A[scoli]?.

Below dedication: Fel[?] Florii[?].

Relief shown pictorially.

Includes inset elevation and partial floor plan of church 'Le Vergini' at bottom center.

Manuscript '40' in upper right and '45' in lower right; sewing holes in left margin.

De Landau; ex Finaly.

Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Novacco 4F 224 (PrCt)

43747 Macknitzky, Henricus

Amadeus - Machnitzky, Zacharias, d. 1732 - Map Collections - Poland - Atlas Factices - Bibliotheca Unwersytecka We Wrocław - Map Collections

Atlas factice of the Machnitzkies - unique collection from the 16th to 18th century.

Authors: Szykula, Krystyna -- International Conference on the History of Cartography (10th : 1983 : Dublin)

Paper prepared for Int. Conf. on Hist. of Cartog. (10th), Dublin, 1983.

Vert 1847 (PrCt)

43748 Mackenzie, James, 1759-1822 - Missouri River - Navigation - 1795

Mackay's table of distances. 1923.

Authors: Abel, Annie Heloise, 1873- p. 428-446 : table

In Mississippi Valley historical review. v.10 (1923-24), p. 428-446. The table is reproduced.

F 875 .587, v. 10, p. 428-446 (PrCt)


Authors: Stuart-Stubbbs, Basil -- Mackenzie, Alexander, 1764-1820 -- Bibliographical Society of Canada -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 12 maps ; 283 x 219 mm.

LC320

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)


Maps relating to Alexander MacKenzie as examples in an application of the principles of cartobibliography. 1968.


"This paper is a revised version of a talk given to the Annual General Meeting of the Bibliographical Society of Canada, Jasper Park, June 9, 1968."

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
For appendix of map descriptions and reproductions noted on page 14, see:
Z 008 .0896, v. 7, p. 14-21 (PrCt)


43757 Mackinac, Straits of (Mich.) - Maps - 1700-1799 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Fort Michilimackinac (Mackinaw City, Mich.) - Maps - 1700-1799 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles A Sketch of the confluence or straits between Lake Huron and Michigan, etc.; with inset of plan of the stockaid garrison of Michillimakinac, situate

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
in Latitude 45°15' north-west. Longitude from London, 84°. [19-:].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 18th-century manuscript.

43758 Mackinac, Straits of (Mich.) - Maps - 1703&lt;&gt;&lt;&gt;Mackinaw City Region (Mich.) - Maps - 1703
Lac des Hurons [Mackinac region]. [The Hague : s.n., 1703].

43759 Mackinac, Straits of (Mich.) - Maps - 1703&lt;&gt;&lt;&gt;Mackinaw City Region (Mich.) - Maps - 1703
Lac des Hurons [Mackinac region]. [The Hague : s.n., 1703].

43760 Mackinac, Straits of (Mich.) - Maps - 1703&lt;&gt;&lt;&gt;Mackinaw City Region (Mich.) - Maps - 1703
Lake of Hurons [Mackinac region]. [London : s.n., 1703].
Authors: Moll, Herman, -1732 -- Lahontan, Louis Armand de Lom d'Arce, baron de, 1666-1716 -- Lahontan, Louis Armand de Lom d'Arce, baron de, 1666-1716. New voyages to North-America ... (1703) -- Bonwicke, Henry, d. 1706 -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 11 x 16 cm., on sheet folded to 10 x 19 cm.
Anonymous map engraved by Herman Moll. Scale [ca. 1:1,000,000]. Soundings in fathoms. Oriented with north at left.
Binder's instructions at upper right: "Vol. I. p. 89."

43761 Mackinac, Straits of (Mich.) - Maps - 1717 - Manuscripts&lt;&gt;&lt;&gt;Fort Michilimackinac (Mackinaw City, Mich.) - Maps - 1717 - Manuscripts&lt;&gt;&lt;&gt;Mackinaw City (Mich.) - Maps - 1717 - Manuscripts&lt;&gt;&lt;&gt;Saint Ignace (Mich.) - Maps - 1717 - Fortification - Manuscripts&lt;&gt;&lt;&gt;Saint Ignace (Mich.) - Maps - 1717 - Indians - Manuscripts&lt;&gt;&lt;&gt;Fort Chambly (Chambly, Québec) - Maps - 1717 - Manuscripts&lt;&gt;&lt;&gt;Chambly (Québec) - Maps - 1717 - Fortification - Manuscripts&lt;&gt;&lt;&gt;Fort Frontenac (Ont. : Fort) - Maps - 1717 - Manuscripts&lt;&gt;&lt;&gt;Kingston (Ont.) - Maps - 1717 - Manuscripts
Anonymous map without imprint.
Includes references A-E. Oriented with north at right.
Binder's instructions at upper left: "Tome 1er Page 116"
In: Lahontan, Louis Armand de Lom d'Arce, baron de. Nouveaux voyages de Mr. le baron de Lahontan dans l'Amerique Septentrionale [second printing] ... (La Haye [The Hague] : Chez les frères l'Honoré, 1703), v. 1, opposite p. 116. Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library. Graff 2366, v. 1, opposite p. 116 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

Plan de Missilimakinak avec la description de la route du Missisipi ; Idée de la situation du fort de Chambly, et des ses environs ; Idée du fort de Frontenac et de ses environs. [ca. 1717].
Authors: Cartes Marines Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 30, sheet 109
3 ms. maps : hand col. ; 270 x 178 mm. and smaller, on sheet 560 x 374 mm.
Details the Straits of Mackinac region, including the fort and Indian village at Saint Ignace and the fort established across the Straits at latter-day Mackinaw City; 16 lines of accompanying notes mention the presence of 600 couriers de bois in 1716. For English translation of the notes (by Katherine Stebbins), see Map Information File. On same sheet with maps of the Fort Chambly in Québec and Fort Frontenac (later the site of Kingston, Ontario).
Scales not given.
Sheet 109 of 115 (i.e. 117; includes sheets 71A and 106A) numbered leaves in the Cartes Marines Manuscript Map Collection, detailing French colonial interests worldwide, ca. 1640-ca. 1726.
Pen-and-ink and watercolor (green, grey, brown, yellow, red); mounted on cloth.
Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library).

1 map ; 21 x 24 cm.
Advertisement and affidavit from "Principal Office, Mackinaw City Company, Cincinnati, [blank date] 185 [blank year]" by trustees Edgar Conklin and Asbury M. Searles printed on verso. Embossed with partial blind stamp at bottom left: E. Conklin [& A.M. Searles?] trustees, Cincinnati.
O. Stamp includes outline map of Mackinaw Straits.

Private claims at Michillimacinak, surveyed in Octr. & Novr. 1828. 1828 [i.e. 1848?]?
Authors: Mullet, John -- Tiffin, Edward -- United States. Congress. Senate
1 map : hand col. ; on sheet 48 x 60 cm.
Detached from U.S. 29th Congress, 2nd session, 1846-1847. Senate Document 221, no. 4 [Serial Set 495].
map4F G4112.M2 1828 .M8 (PrCr)

1859 wall map, 1875 atlas map, 1895 atlas of Macomb County, Michigan. St. Clair Shores, Mich. St. Clair Shores Historical Commission , [198-?].
A Whipporwill publication. Includes indexes.
folio G1413.M25 E3 1980 (NLO)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Landowners<<>_Counties -
Maps<<>Landowners - Maps

Authors: Brown, Mason L. -- Farmer (Silas) & Co. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.


Microfiche 583, no. 365 (PrCt)

43766 Macomb County (Mich.) - Maps - 1894 - Landowners<<>_Counties -
Maps<<>Landowners - Maps

Authors: Brown, Mason L. -- Farmer (Silas) & Co. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.


Microfiche 583, no. 344 (PrCt)

43767 Macon County (Ill.) - Maps - 1874-1903 - Landowners<<>_Counties -
Maps<<>Landowners - Maps


Indexes compiled by Decatur Genealogical Society.

folio G1408.M2 M33 1996 (NLO)

43768 Macon County (Ill.) - Maps - 1951 - Landowners<<>_Counties -
Maps<<>Landowners - Maps

Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Macon County Farm Bureau (Ill.) -- Macon County Rural Youth (Ill.) -- Good, Edwin H. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 atlas (44 p.) : 23 maps ; 22 x 28 cm.

Cover title.

"Sponsored by Macon County Rural Youth."

Scale [1:50,688], 1 1/4 in. = 1 mile.

Copyright date from detail map on inside of back cover.

Advertisements on covers and interspersed.

Former owner: Edwin H. Good, Oakley, Illinois.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G4103.M3G46 1951 .R58 (NLO)

43769 Macon County (Ill.) - Maps - 1975 - Landowners<<>_Counties -
Maps<<>Landowners - Maps

Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Macon County Farm Bureau (Ill.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 atlas (45 p.) : 24 maps ; 28 cm.

Cover title.

'Sponsored by Macon County Farm Bureau.' Scale [1:50,688] Scale of township maps: 1 1/4 inch to 1 mile.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G4103.M3G46 1975 .R6 (NLO)

43770 Macon County (Mo.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners<<>_Counties -
Maps<<>Landowners - Maps


1st ed.

Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).

'3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.' Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Macoupin County (Ill.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners - Maps
43778 Macoupin County (Ill.) - Maps - 1973 - Landowners<>><>Counties - Maps<>><>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Macoupin County Farm Bureau (Ill.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (54 p.) : 16 maps ; 29 cm.
Cover title.
Sponsor: Macoupin County Farm Bureau.
'Copyright 1970 - Revised 1973.' Includes indexes.
Scale not given.
Ms. note on cover: Some pages missing.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

43779 Macoupin Creek (III.) - Maps - 1730 - Fox Indians - Fortification<>><>Fox Indians - Macoupin Creek (III.) - Maps - 1730 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<>><>Fort Des Renards (III.) - Maps - 1730 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<>><>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles<>><>Indians of North America - Maps
Plan du Fort des Sauvages Renards, scitüé entre les Riuieres des Islinois, et celle d'oubache a 30 lieüe a l'est-sud-est du Rocher, dans la nouvelle France. [19-].
Authors: Chaussegros de Léry, Gaspard, 1682-1756 -- Archives nationales (France). C 11 A126 no.12 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1730 manuscript.
Shows military actions of French forces against Fox Indian fort on Macoupin Creek near its confluence with the Illinois River in Green County.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France AN C 11 A126 no. 14 (PrCt)

43780 Macoupin Creek (III.) - Maps - 1730 - Fox Indians - Fortification<>><>Fox Indians - Macoupin Creek (III.) - Maps - 1730 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<>><>Fort Des Renards (III.) - Maps - 1730 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<>><>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles<>><>Indians of North America - Maps
Blocus du Fort des Sauvages Renards, par les francais et savages, scitué entre les Rivieres des Islinois et celle d'oubache, a so lieues a L'est-sud-est du Rocher, dans la Nouvelle France. [19-].
Authors: Chaussegros de Léry, Gaspard-Joseph, 1682-1756 -- Archives nationales (France). C 11 A126 no. 14 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1730 manuscript.
Shows military actions of French forces against Fox Indian fort on Macoupin Creek near its confluence with the Illinois River in Green County.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France AN C 11 A126 no. 14 (PrCt)

43781 Mactan Island (Philippines) - Maps - 1603<>><>Mathan Insula SEE Mactan Island (Philippines)
Insula Mathan. [Bergum, Netherlands : Frederik Muller, rare books, 2008].
Authors: Hulsius, Levinus, d. 1606 -- Hulsius, Levinus, d. 1606. Sechste Theil, kurtze Warhaftige Relation vnd beschreibung der wunderbarsten vier Schiffarten (1603) 1 map ; 16 x 13 cm.
In facsimile of work originally published Nuremberg, 1603: Hulsius, Levinus. Sechste Theil, kurtze Warhaftige Relation vnd beschreibung der wunderbarsten vier Schiffarten ...
(Bergum, Netherlands : Frederik Muller, 2008), plate 7.
Digital image available on Gallica website of Bibliothèque National (accessed Sept. 2010): http://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/btv1b20000211.item.11
Case G419 .H85 1603a, plate 7 (PrCt)

43782 Madagascar - Maps - 1500-1599 [Map of Madagascar]. [Rome or Venice? s.n., 15-?].
Authors: Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 262 x 196 mm. (plate mark), on sheet 275 x 211 mm.
Anonymous, untitled, and undated map, possibly printed in the 16th century; includes blank cartouche at upper left.
Oversize lettering in uppercase on island: S. Lorenzo.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
h19.5
Novacco 2F 245 (PrCt)

Authors: Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530 -- Zoppino, Nicolò, fl. 1508-1544 -- Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530. Libro di Benedetto Bordon : nel qual si ragiona de tutte l'isole del mondo ...
(1528) 1 map : woodcut ; within printed borders 8 x 14 cm., on sheet 31 x 21 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Identifies islands of "Maidegascar" and

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
“Zanzibar.”

In: Bordon, Benedetto. Libro di Benedetto
Bordone: nel qual si ragiona de tutte l’isole del monde ... (Venice: Nicolò Zoppino, 1528), folio LXXI.


In Hulsius, Levinus, Erste Schiffart In die Orientalische Indien (Frankfurt am Mäyn : durch Hartmann Palthenium in Verlegung der Hulsischen, 1625), opp. p. 12.

The map behind the figure of the “wild man” shows part of the east coast of Madagascar.

Nine lines of text below map.

In upper right corner: pag. 12.

On same plate (13.3 x 14.4 cm.) with "Ein Wilder Man bei C. Bona Spei, in Africa."


In Hulsius, Levinus, Erste Schiffart In die Orientalische Indien (Frankfurt am Mäyn : durch Hartmann Palthenium in Verlegung der Hulsischen, 1625), opp. p. 15.

In upper right corner: 19.

Five lines of text below map.

Appears to be printed from the same plate as the map in Hulsius’ Erste Schiffart (1615) [VAULT Ayer 110 .H9 1608, v. 1, pt. 2, p. 17] except that the page number has been changed and the text masked off in that issue.

VAULT Ayer 110 .H9 1608, v. 1, pt. 1, p. 15

In Hulsius, Levinus, Erste Schiffart In die Orientalische Indien (Frankfurt am Mäyn : through Hartmann Palthenium in Verlegung der Hulsischen, 1625).

Authors: Hulsius, Levinus, d. 1606. Erste Schiffart In die Orientalische Indien (Frankfurt am Mäyn : through Hartmann Palthenium in Verlegung der Hulsischen, 1625).

In Hulsius, Levinus, Erste Schiffart In die Orientalische Indien (Frankfurt am Mäyn : durch Hartmann Palthenium in Verlegung der Hulsischen, 1625), opp. p. 12.

The map behind the figure of the “wild man” shows part of the east coast of Madagascar.

Nine lines of text below map.

In upper right corner: pag. 12.

On same plate (13.3 x 14.4 cm.) with "Ein Wilder Man bei C. Bona Spei, in Africa."


In Hulsius, Levinus, Erste Schiffart In die Orientalische Indien (Frankfurt am Mäyn : durch Hartmann Palthenium in Verlegung der Hulsischen, 1625), opp. p. 15.

In upper right corner: 19.

Five lines of text below map.

Appears to be printed from the same plate as the map in Hulsius’ Erste Schiffart (1615) [VAULT Ayer 110 .H9 1608, v. 1, pt. 2, p. 17] except that the page number has been changed and the text masked off in that issue.

VAULT Ayer 110 .H9 1608, v. 1, pt. 1, p. 15

In Hulsius, Levinus, Erste Schiffart In die Orientalische Indien (Frankfurt am Mäyn : through Hartmann Palthenium in Verlegung der Hulsischen, 1625).

Authors: Hulsius, Levinus, d. 1606. Erste Schiffart In die Orientalische Indien (Frankfurt am Mäyn : durch Hartmann Palthenium in Verlegung der Hulsischen, 1625), opp. p. 12.

The map behind the figure of the “wild man” shows part of the east coast of Madagascar.

Nine lines of text below map.

In upper right corner: pag. 12.

On same plate (13.3 x 14.4 cm.) with "Ein Wilder Man bei C. Bona Spei, in Africa."


In Hulsius, Levinus, Erste Schiffart In die Orientalische Indien (Frankfurt am Mäyn : through Hartmann Palthenium in Verlegung der Hulsischen, 1625), opp. p. 15.

In upper right corner: 19.

Five lines of text below map.

Appears to be printed from the same plate as the map in Hulsius’ Erste Schiffart (1615) [VAULT Ayer 110 .H9 1608, v. 1, pt. 2, p. 17] except that the page number has been changed and the text masked off in that issue.

VAULT Ayer 110 .H9 1608, v. 1, pt. 1, p. 15
Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger): English Pilot. Part 3 (1703)
Map Ref oversize G1025 .T37 ser. 5, v. 3, following p. 24 (PrCt)

1 map : hand col. ; 56 x 43 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:2,950,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
Baskes oversize G1015 .A77 1798, [ptie 2], [plate 46] (NLO)


A New draught of the island of Madagascar ats St. Lorenzo with Augustin Bay and the Island of Mombass at large. [London : W. and J. Mount and T. Page, 1748].
Authors: W. and J. Mount, and T. Page (Firm), fl. 1748-1755 -- English Pilot. Part 3 (1748) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 43 x 53 cm.
Insets (22 x 15 cm. and smaller): Mosambique -- Mombass Island -- A Draught of Augustin Bay ... .
In: The English pilot. The third book, Describing the sea-coasts ... shewing ... the East-Indies, and all over the Oriental Ocean ... (London : W. and J. Mount and T. Page, 1748) between p. 20-21.
Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger): English Pilot. Part 3 (1748)
oversize Ayer 135 .E55 1748 bet. p. 20-21 (PrCt)

Authors: Archer, Joshua, fl. 1833-1866 -- Grattan & Gilbert -- Mudie, Robert, 1777-1842. Gilbert's modern atlas of the earth ... (1841) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 22 x 27 cm.
Running title at bottom left: Gilbert's modern atlas In: Mudie, Robert. Gilbert's modern atlas of the earth ... (London : Grattan and Gilbert, [1841?]), [plate 42].
Baskes folio G1019 .M83 1841, [plate 42] (PrCt)

Authors: Oliver, S. P.
2 v. : 19 map plates
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 1173 G 738 .64 (NLO)

Authors: Madagascar -- Armand Colin (Firm) -- Colin (Armand) (Firm) SEE Armand Colin (Firm)
1 atlas ([6] p. 24 maps (part fold.)) ; 36 cm.
folio G 10738 .545 (NLO)

Authors: Wisner, William H., fl. 1940-1944 -- Chicago tribune (May 7, 1942) -- Feay, Mary
1 map : col. ; 49 x 41 cm.
Inset: [Africa, showing areas controlled by Axis, Laval French, and British owned, held and Allied]. Gift of Mary Feay, 2011.
1 v. (various pagings) : ill. (some folded), 13 col. and folded maps ; 19 cm. 13th and rev. ed. Caption title: Guide to Madeira, the Canary Islands, and the Azores Includes bibliographical references (p. g39-g42) and index. Various pagings in groups of a-p. Advertisements: p. A-Q at beginning, p. 1-55 at end. Publisher’s blue cloth binding; advertisement stamped on back cover. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes DP702.M15 B76 1927 (NLO)

1 v. (various pagings) : ill. (some folded), 13 col. and folded maps ; 19 cm. 14th and rev. ed. Includes bibliographical references (p. g39-g42) and index. Spine title: Madeira, Canary Islands, Azores Caption Title: Guide to Madeira, the Canary Islands, and the Azores Various pagings in groups of a-p. Advertisements: p. A-M at beginning, p. 1-43 at end. Publisher’s blue cloth binding; advertisement stamped on back cover. Author's inscription on t.p.: To Nora, with love and best wishes from the author, 1 March 1932. Owner's inscription: N. Goddard, Stow Thorma, Epson Rd., Guildford. Removed to info file: Correspondence from Louis H. Heydeman to Nelson Brown, the author’s son. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes DP702.M15 B76 1932 (NLO)

1 v. (various pagings) : ill. (some folded), 13 col. and folded maps ; 19 cm. 13th and rev. ed. Caption title: Guide to Madeira, the Canary Islands, and the Azores Includes bibliographical references (p. g39-g42) and index. Various pagings in groups of a-p. Advertisements: p. A-Q at beginning, p. 1-55 at end. Publisher’s blue cloth binding; advertisement stamped on back cover. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes DP702.M15 B76 1927 (NLO)
1932

Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag -- Goldschmidt, Albert -- Kraatz, Leopold -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
2. Aufl. [2nd ed.]
'Mit 14 Karten und Plänen.'
Map on inside front cover.
Maps lithographed by Leopold Kraatz.
Advertisements: 15 p. at end.
Includes index.
Series: Grieben-Reiseführer ; Bd. 208
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 208 (1932) (NLO)

43800

Madeira Islands - Maps - 1935<<<>Majorca (Spain) - Maps - 1935<<<>Funchal (Madeira Islands : District) SEE Madeira Islands Power's general map of Madeira, also enlarged map of the environs of Funchal, with index. London : George Philip & Son, [1935?].
2 maps : col. ; on 2 sheets, 23 x 18 cm. and 28 x 60 cm., fold. to 19 cm. + [2] p. index
Cover title.
Map contents: Island of Madeira : map of the District of Funchal -- General map of the island of Majorca.
Imprint of 'London Geographical Institute' appears on both maps.
Forms part of the William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library).
Greenlee 4725 .A50 M2 P88 1935 (NLO)

43801

Madeira, Canary Islands, Azores, west Morocco. Leipzig ; London ; New York : K. Baedeker ; George Allen & Unwin ; Scribner's, 1939.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- George Allen & Unwin -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 23 plates
1st ed.
Includes advertising dated 1939.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)


43808 Madison County (Ga.) - Maps - 1884->Counties - Maps Madison County. [197-]. Authors: Stone, W. A. -- Stone, E. E. 1 map ; 24 x 19 cm. Facsimile of original published 1884. 74-16274 2009 map1F G3923.M3 1884 S8 197- (PrCt)


43810 Madison County (Ill.) - Maps - 1892 - Landowners->Counties - Maps->Landowners - Maps [Madison County (Ill.) - 1892: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche]. [Washington, D.C. : LC G&M Division, [1983?]]. Authors: Riniker, H. -- Hagnauer, Robt. -- Dickson, Geo. K. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps -- Riniker, Henry SEE Riniker, H. 1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm. Size of original: 6 parts; 4 are 20.5 x 27.5 in. each and 2 are 22 x 27.5 in. each. Scale 1:43,000. Originally published 1892. For an index to this work (or similar variant) see: Rinck, Charles E. Madison County rural landowners : index to "New atlas of Madison County, state of Illinois" (1892). [Edwardsville, Ill.] Madison County Genealogical Society, c1984

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
[folio G4103.M4G46 1892 .R5 Index]
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing
19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map
Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
[Washington, D.C. : Library of Congress,
Geography and Map Division, 1983?].

Microfiche 583, no. 127 (PrCr)

43811 Madison County (Ill.) - Maps - 1892 -
Landowners - Indexes>>>Reniker, H. New
atlas of Madison County, State of Illinois
(1892) - Indexes>>>Madison County (Ill.) -
Maps - 1892 - Landowners>>>Counties -
Maps>>>Landowners - Maps
Madison County rural landowners : index to "New
atlas of Madison County, state of Illinois" (1892) / 
researched & prepared by Charles E. Rinck for
the Madison County Genealogical Society.
[Edwardsville, Ill.] : Madison County Genealogical
Society, c1984.
Authors: Rinck, Charles E. -- Riniker, H. New
atlas of Madison County, State of Illinois (1892) --
Madison County Genealogical Society (Ill.)
iii, 80 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
For microfiche reproduction of Riniker's 1892
atlas (or similar variant), see Microfiche 583, no.
127
LC Card Number: 85130336
folio G4103.M4G46 1892 .R5 Index (NLO)

43812 Madison County (Ill.) - Maps - 1906 -
Landowners>>>Counties -
Maps>>>Landowners - Maps
Standard atlas of Madison County, Illinois : 
including a plat book of the villages, cities and
townships of the county, map of the state, United
States and world : patrons directory, reference
business directory and departments devoted to
general information; analysis of the system of
U.S. land surveys, digest of the system of civil
government, etc., etc. Chicago : Geo. A. Ogle &
Co., 1906.
Authors: Geo. A. Ogle & Co. -- Cram, George
Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ((4), 7-107, [17], 123-133, xxii p.) ill.,
ports., 58 col. maps and 6 diagrams within 39
openings ; 46 cm.
Includes patrons' directory and business
reference directory, and maps of Illinois, the
United States and the world 'published by Geo.
F. Cram, Chicago, Ill.'
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Conzen, M. Illinois county landownership map
and atlas bibliography and union list no. 57-1906
Formerly shelved as oversize G1409.M4 O3
1906
Phillips 4580
OCLC 13916513
Buck 962.

Baskes oversize G1409.M4 O3 1906 (NLO)

43813 Madison County (Ill.) - Maps - 1950 - Road
maps<<<Road maps
Map of Madison County, Illinois / this map and
data are published at the personal expense and
with the compliments of Miss Eulalia Hotz ...
Clerk of the County Clerk of Madison County ...
Democratic candidate for re-election. [S.l.] : 
Eulalia Hotz. [1950].
Authors: Hotz, Eulalia
1 map ; 28 x 41 cm.
Panel title.
Issued as pamphlet folded to 23 x 16 cm.
Added title: Madison County, Illinois
"Election November 7, 1950."
Includes key to roads.
Verso includes "Facts about Madison County, Ill."
and photo of E. Hotz.
map2F G4103.M4P2 1950 .H6 (PrCr)

43814 Madison County (Ill.) - Maps - 1963 -
Landowners>>>Counties -
Maps>>>Landowners - Maps
Farm plat book, Madison County, Illinois.
Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Madison
County Farm Bureau (Ill.) -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (52 p.) : 27 maps ; 28 cm.
'1963 edition.'
Cover title.
'Sponsored by Madison County Farm Bureau.'
Scale [1:50,688]. 1 1/4 in. = 1 mi.
Coordinates: (W 90°17´--W 89°36´/N 39°00´--N
38°39´).
Includes index to owners, general highway map,
taxing district map, index map, advertisements,
and important facts about land descriptions.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G4103.M4G46 1963 .R58 (NLO)

43815 Madison County (Ill.) - Maps - 1969 -
Landowners>>>Counties -
Maps>>>Landowners - Maps
Triennial atlas & plat book, Madison County,
Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Madison
County Farm Bureau (Ill.) -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (73 p.) : ill., 27 maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
Sponsored by the Madison County Farm Bureau.
Scale [ca. 1:50,688]. Maps: 1 1/4 in. = 1 mile.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.

43816 Madison County (Ill.) - Maps - 1975 -
Landowners>>>Counties -
Maps>>>Landowners - Maps

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Madison County (Ill.) - Maps - 1982 - Landowners

43817


Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Madison County Farm Bureau (Ill.)

1 atlas (58 p.) : maps ; 28 cm.

Cover title.

Scale [ca. 1:50,688]. 1 1/4 in. to 1 mile.

Includes business directory and index to owners.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

VFolio G4103.M4G46 1982 .R58 (NLO)

Madison County (Iowa) - Maps - 1875 - Landowners

43818


Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Madison County Farm Bureau (Ill.)

1 atlas (58 p.) : maps ; 28 cm.

Cover title.

Scale [1:31,680]. 1 1/2 inches to 1 mile.

Includes business directory and indexes to landowners and roads.

Bequest of Leigh Sills, 2009.

LC Card Number: 86675138

VFolio G4103.M4G46 1875 .H3 (NLO)

Madison County (Iowa) - Maps - 1918 - Landowners

43819


Authors: American Atlas Company (1894-1901)

1 atlas (219 p.) : ill., maps (some col.), ports. ; 44 cm.

Cover title: Atlas of Madison County, Indiana, 1901.

Forms part of the John V. Bergen Collection (Newberry Library).

VFolio G4143.M2 M2A1 1901 (NLO)

Madison County (Iowa) - Maps - 1968-1969 - Landowners

43820

Madison County (Iowa) : Atlas of Madison County, Iowa : drawn from the county records, to which is added a railroad and sectional map of the state of Iowa. [Philadelphia, Pa.] : Harrison & Warner, 1875.

Authors: Harrison & Warner -- Chicago Historical Society

1 atlas (41 p.) : ill., maps ; 42 cm.

Scale [1:31,680]

Includes patrons' business directory.

Library buckram; incomplete?

Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005; includes CHS ownership markings.

CHS Coll., Atlas no. 124

VFolio G4153.M2G46 1875 .H3 (NLO)

Madison County (Ind.) - Maps - 1901 - Landowners

43821

Madison County (Ind.) - Maps - 1901 - Landowners

VFolio G4103.M4G46 1901 .R58 (NLO)

Madison County (Iowa) - Maps - 1901 - Landowners

43822

Madison County, Iowa : atlas of Madison County, Iowa, 1918 : drawn from the county records and field surveys for The Madisonian. Winterset, Iowa : The Madisonian, 1918.

Authors: Winterset Madisonian, Winterset, Iowa

1 atlas (35 p. : maps) ; 35 cm.

Cover title: Madison County atlas.

Scale of maps: 1 1/2 inches to 1 mile.

VFolio F 91253 .053 (NLO)

Madison County (Iowa) - Maps - 1998 - Landowners

43823


Authors: R.C. Booth Enterprises -- Winterset Madisonian, Winterset, Iowa -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (18 p.) : 17 maps ; 36 cm.
Mississippi:

43824 Madison County (Ky.) - Maps - 1876 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps


Authors: D.G. Beers & Co. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division LC G&M land ownership maps

1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.


Microfiche 583, no. 237 (PrCt)

43825 Madison County (Ky.) - Maps - Bibliography

A Bibliography of Madison County, Kentucky; citations of printed and manuscript sources touching upon its history, cartography, geology, calcite, barite, fluorite, galenite, sphaerite, oil and gas, with brief annotations (1750-1963).


Authors: Jillson, Willard Rouse, 1890-1975

ISBN 1420303031

Series: Family maps

43826 Madison County (Miss.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps


Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960- -- Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)

344 p. : maps ; 28 cm.

1st ed.

Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).

‘3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.’

Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each name), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).

Includes indexes.

ISBN 1420301470

Local History Ref F347.M15 B69 2006 (NLO)

43827 Madison County (Mo.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps


Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960- -- Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)

211 p. : maps ; 28 cm.

1st ed.

‘Deluxe edition.’

Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).

‘3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.’

Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).

Includes indexes.

ISBN 1420301470

Local History Ref F472.M23 B69 2005 (NLO)

43828 Madison County (Mo.) - Maps - 1880-1889 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps


Authors: Cahoon, B. B. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division LC G&M land ownership maps

1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.

Size of original: 24 x 18.5 in. Scale: 1:110,000.

Originally published Fredericktown, Mo.: B. B. Cahoon [188-?].


Microfiche 583, no. 402 (PrCt)

43829 Madison County (N.Y.) - Maps -

Within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).

Includes indexes.

ISBN 1420303031

Local History Ref F347.M15 B69 2006 (NLO)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

1839 Counties - Maps
1 map : hand col. ; 31 x 36 cm.
In Burr, David H. and Simeon De Witt. An Atlas of the State of New York : containing a map of the State and of the several counties (New York: David H. Burr, 1829; republished Ithaca: Stone and Clark, 1839) pl. [29]. Map dated 1829 and 1839; engraved 'No. 30.'
Case oversize G 10851 .13 pl. 29 (PrCt)

43830 Madison County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1839 Counties - Maps
Map of the County of Madison. 1976.
1 map : col. ; 31 x 37 cm.
Facsimile of the 1839 ed., published in Ithaca, N.Y.
At top: No. 30.
4162 map2F G3803.M3 1839 B8 1976 (PrCt)

43831 Madison County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1853 Landowners Counties - Maps Landowners - Maps
Authors: Evans, Gurdon -- Byles, Anthony D. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 2 parts, 37.5 x 57.5 in. each
Microfiche 583, no. 517 (PrCt)

43832 Madison County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1859 Landowners Counties - Maps Landowners - Maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 2 parts, 37.5 x 57.5 in. each
Microfiche 583, no. 516 (PrCt)

43833 Madison County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1875 - Landowners Counties - Maps
Authors: Beers, D. G. (Daniel G.) -- Pomeroy, Whitman & Co. (Philadelphia, Pa.) -- Wehle, Martin
1 atlas ([29] leaves (12 fold) : chiefly maps) ; 41 cm.
oversize G1253.M3 B38 1875x (NLO)

43834 Madison County (Neb.) - Maps - 1899-1918 - Landowners Counties - Maps Landowners - Maps
Authors: North West Publishing Co. Plat book of Madison County, Nebraska (1899) and Standard atlas of Madison County, Nebraska (1918) -- Unigraphic (Evansville, Ind.) -- Madison County Genealogical Society (Madison County, Neb.)
2 atlases in 1 v. ([188] p. in various pagings : maps, ill.) ; 36 cm.
No collective t.p. Titles transcribed from individual title pages.
Spine title: Combined atlases of Madison County, Nebraska, 1899-1918. Includes indexes. 'Reproduction ... made possible through the sponsorship of the Madison County Genealogical Society.'
Cf. Phillips 2118.
77-34527 folio G1453.M3 C6 1977 (NLO)

43835 Madison County (Ohio) - Maps - 1862 -
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps

Authors: Walling, Henry Francis, 1825-1888 -- Mowry, Andrew S. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 2 parts, 60 x 28.5 in. each. Originally published 1862.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps: Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 874 (PrCt)

43839 Madison County (Tex.) - Maps - 1879 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps

Authors: Texas. General Land Office -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 16 x 20.5 in. Scale 1:133,320. Originally compiled 1879.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps: Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 1066 (PrCt)


Authors: Library of Congress. Hotchkiss map collection. No. 46 -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: Manuscript, 11 x 8.5 in. Scale 1:160,000. Originally compiled [186-?].
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps: Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 1297 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1 map; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: Manuscript, 33 x 32 in. Scale 1:80,000. Originally compiled 1863. Only covers part of the county.
Microfiche 583, no. 1241 (PrCt)

Madison County (Va.) - Maps - 1864 - Landowners - Counties - Maps
[Madison County (Va.) - 1864: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche], [Washington, D.C.]: LC G&M Division, [1983?].
1 map; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: Photocopy (negative), 6 parts; 4 are 17 x 21 in. each, and 2 are 18 x 21 in. each. Scale 1:80,000. Originally compiled 1864.
Microfiche 583, no. 1242 (PrCt)

43846 Madison County (La.) - Maps - 1891 - Landowners - Counties - Maps
Authors: Dawson, F. M. -- Washburn, W. M. -- August Gast & Co. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 8 parts; 4 are 27.5 x 19 in. each and 4 are 27.5 x 20 in. each. Scale 1:31,680. Originally published St. Louis: Aug. Gast Bank Note & Litho. Co., 1891.
Microfiche 583, no. 1298 (PrCt)

43844 Madison County (Wis.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps - Counties - Maps
Madison, Dane County street guide. [Skokie, Ill.]: Rand McNally, 2004.
1 atlas (A-G, 46-230, 32 p.): col. maps; 28 cm. $14.95
Uniform titles: StreetFinder -- Street guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-99917-6
RMcN StrFdr 2004 .M3 (PrCt)
Four Lakes never materialized. In 1843, the legislature voted to tax the town plat as farmland. Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library).
Maps form part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection.
For more information, consult the Special Collections Info. File.
Formerly shelved as Ayer MS 335.5.
Ayer MS Proj 96
VAULT oversize Ayer MS 3081 (NLO)

Madison River (Wyo. and Mont.) - Maps - 1879 - Manuscripts<<>>Yellowstone National Park - Maps - 1879 - Manuscripts<<>>Manuscript maps
[Sketch map of the Madison River in Wyoming and Montana]. 1879.
Authors: Williams, Loren L., 1828-1881 -- Williams, Loren L., 1828-1881. Journal (1851-1880) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library) 1 ms. map ; 62 x 74 cm., bound to 31 x 37 cm. Rough pencil sketch lacking significant detail. Drawn on two adjacent openings in: Williams, Loren L. Journal v. 5, openings [34-35]. Outlines William's northwest travel route from Yellowstone National Park along the Madison River, from the Firehole River basin to Virginia City, Montana; identifies Ruby, Wigman's, and Spring Creeks; accompanies his account of the trip in journal entries dated August 1879. Forms part of Williams's manuscript journals, chronicling his life in Oregon between 1851-1880. Pen-and-ink, watercolor, and wash. Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library. VAULT folio Graff 4683 v. 5, openings [34-35] (PrCt)

Madison (Wis.) - 1900-1999
State Street : Downtown Madison, Wisconsin. Madison, Wis.. [19-?].
Authors: Greater State Street Business Association
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

Prospectus title: Four Lakes property. Prospectus, city block plat, and printed map describing the city of Four Lakes, Wis., probably assembled after April, 1836, in Washington, D.C., by Sen. Lucius Lyon. Prospectus includes a summary of the location and size of the town-to-be; a list of owners (all members of the U.S. Congress); a description by Lucius Lyon of the town's advantageous location; a copy of a letter (Apr. 14, 1836) from Indian agent Henry Gratiot to Sherman Page (N.Y. congressman) praising the site; and assurances that in letters to Page, G.W. Featherstonhaugh (geologist and author) and H.R. Schoolcraft (Indian agent and author) also favored the location. Tipped in to the prospectus is a ms. plat of a Four Lakes city block drawn and signed by D.H. Burr. Also included is Burr's printed map of 1836, on which the site of the town has been marked: Map of Illinois with parts of Indiana, Ouisconsin, &c. The map is a government publication probably detached from: U.S. 24th Cong., 1st sess., 1835-36. H. Rep 525 (Serial Set 294). Located at the north end of Fourth Lake (Lake Mendota) in Dane County near Madison, Wis., the envisioned city of Four Lakes was planned in the mid-1830's in anticipation of being designated the capital of Wisconsin Territory. The site was surveyed in 1834 by Orson Lyon and probably purchased at public land sales in August, 1835, by Lucius Lyon (U.S. senator from Michigan) on behalf of himself and other real estate speculators. A post office was located in the town and 3,024 lots were planned. With the selection of Madison as the capital in late 1836, the city of Four Lakes never materialized. In 1843, the
The plan was the work of James D. Doty.
Scale [ca. 1:6,965].
Oriented with north at upper right.
Inset (28 x 64 cm.): Map of the four lake country,
taken from the township maps in the U.S. Land
Office.
map4F 4124.M2 (PrCt)

43851 Madison (Wis.) - Maps - 1975 - Bus
lines->Madison Region (Wis.) - Maps - 1975
- Bus lines->Madison (Wis.) - Maps - 1975
- Local transit->Madison Region (Wis.) -
Maps - 1975 - Local transit->Madison (Wis.) -
- Maps - 1975 - Road maps - Pictorial
maps->Madison Region (Wis.) - Maps - 1975
- Road maps - Pictorial
maps->Madison (Wis.) - Pictorial works
- 1975->Madison Region (Wis.) - Pictorial
works - 1975->University of
Wisconsin--Madison - Maps -
1975->University of Wisconsin--Madison
- Pictorial works - 1975->Bus lines - Madison
(Wis.) - Maps - 1975->Bus lines - Madison
Region (Wis.) - Maps - 1975->Local transit
- Madison (Wis.) - Maps - 1975->Local transit
- Madison Region (Wis.) - Maps -
1975->Pictorial maps - Madison (Wis.) -
Maps - 1975 - Road maps->Pictorial maps
- University of Wisconsin--Madison - Maps -
1975->Pictorial maps - Madison Region
(Wis.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps->Madison
Metro - Maps - 1975->Universities and
colleges - University of Wisconsin--Madison
- Maps - 1975->Road maps->Pictorial
maps->Proofs (Printing) - 1975

Specimens
Madison transit map / map artists, Eugene
Derdeyn, Dru Maki ; research, M. Lutzow.
Arlington Heights, Ill. Creative Sales Corporation,
c1975.
Authors: Derdeyn, Eugene -- Maki, Dru -- Lutzow,
Marian -- Madison Metro -- Creative Sales Corp.
-- Derdeyn, Eugene. Downtown Madison,
University of Wisconsin-Madison (1975) --
Derdeyn, Eugene. Madison area (1975) --
Derdeyn, Eugene D., 1928-1993 SEE Derdeyn,
Eugene
2 maps on 1 sheet : both sides, col. ; 44 x 38 cm.
and 44 x 57 cm., sheet 45 x 58 cm.
1975 edition
Panel title.
Pictorial perspective maps drawn from a
bird's-eye view.
Not drawn to scale.
Contents: Downtown Madison, University of
Wisconsin-Madison -- Madison area.
Coordinates, city map: (W 89°26'20"--W
89°22'24"/N 43°05'38"--N 43°03'31").
Coordinates, regional map: (W 89°44'09"--W
89°14'23"/N 43°32'57"--N 42°59'46").
Prominent buildings shown pictorially.
Oriented with north at upper right.

Includes key to bus routes, schedule, and transit
information.
Apparently a printer's proof, lacking machine
folds. Designed to be folded to 23 x 10 cm.

43852 Madison (Wis.) - Maps - 2004 - Road
maps->Madison Region (Wis.) - Maps -
2004 - Road maps->Dane County (Wis.) -
Maps - 2004 - Road maps->Road
maps->Counties - Maps
Madison, Dane County street guide. [Skokie, Ill.] :
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally and Company. Street guide -- Rand
McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
$14.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-99917-6
RMcN StrFdr 2004 .M32a (PrCt)

43853 Madison (Wis.) - Maps - 2004 - Road
maps->Madison Region (Wis.) - Maps -
2004 - Road maps->Dane County (Wis.) -
Maps - 2004 - Road maps->Road
maps->Counties - Maps
Madison, Dane County street guide. [Skokie, Ill.] :
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally and Company. Street guide -- Rand
McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
"1st edition" --front cover.
$14.95
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
"Lot code change only, not subtitled" --editor's (?)
manuscript note on title page.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528999176
RMcN StrFdr 2004 .M32a (PrCt)

43854 Madison (Wis.) - Maps - 2006 - Road
maps->Madison Region (Wis.) - Maps -
2006 - Road maps->Dane County (Wis.) -
Maps - 2006 - Road maps->Road
maps->Counties - Maps
Madison, Dane County street guide. [Skokie, Ill.] :
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally and Company. Street guide -- Rand
McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
"2nd edition" -- front cover.
$14.95
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528858777
RMcN StrFrdr 2006 .M32 (PrCt)

43855 Madison (Wis.) - Maps - Bibliography
Map coverage of Madison, 1836-1905. [197-?].
Authors: Conzen, Michael P.
Vert 280 (PrCt)

43856 Madison (Wis.) - Pictorial works - 1855
View of Madison the capital of Wisconsin ...
[Ithaca, N.Y. Historic Urban Plans, 197-?].
Authors: Donnell, S. H. -- Currier, Charles, 1818-1887 -- Historic Urban Plans (firm)
1 birds-eye view : col. ; 28 x 48 cm.
Facsimile of original published 1855. 377
map4F G4124.M2A3 1855 D6 197- (PrCt)

43857 Madison (Wis.) - Pictorial works - 1857
Madison, Wisconsin. See p. 186. [Chicago : J. Gager and Co. for Chicago Mechanics' Institute, 1857].
Authors: Chicago magazine : the West as it is (1857) -- Gager, John, 19th cent. -- Chicago Mechanics' Institute -- Rudy Lamont Ruggles Collection (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : 10 x 19 cm., on sheet 15 x 24 cm.
In Chicago magazine : the West as it is ([Chicago : J. Gager and Co. for Chicago Mechanics' Institute], 1857) v. 1 no. 2 (April 1857) p. [153]
Scattered issues of this periodical include assorted views and maps; some are cataloged separately.
Duplicate copies: VAULT Ruggles 58 -- VAULT Ayer 1 .C5 1857
Entire periodical reproduced on the University of Michigan's Making of America website (accessed Dec. 2007): http://quod.lib.umich.edu/cgi/t/text/pageviewer-idx?q=c=moa;cc=moa;rgn=full%20text;idno=afk4278.0001;didno=afk4278.0001;view=image;seq=0153
VAULT Ruggles 59, v. 1, no. 2 (April 1857) p. [153] (PrCt)

43858 Madras (India) - Maps - 1792<<<>Fort St. George (Madras, India) -1792
Authors: Andrews, John, 1736-1809 -- Andrews, John, 1736-1809. A Collection of plans of the most capital cities of ... Europe and ... the world [1792?] -- Stockdale, John, 1749?-1814
1 map ; 16 x 23 cm.
Case folio G 13 .036 pl. 33 (PrCt)

43859 Madrid (N.Y.) - Maps - 1853
Map of Columbia Village, Madrid, St. Lawrence County, N.Y. 1853.
Authors: Dayton, E. A. -- Pease, Richard H., 1813-1869 -- Hough, Franklin Benjamin, 1822-1885
1 map ; 22 x 28 cm.
In Hough, Franklin Benjamin. History of St. Lawrence and Franklin counties, New York (Albany, 1853) opposite p. 348. M1054
F 85171.4 opp. p. 348 (PrCt)

43860 Madrid (Spain) - Maps - 1695
La Villa de Madrid cortes de los Reyes Catolicos de Espanna. [Amsterdam : Frederik de Wit, 1695].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 425 x 730 mm. (neat line), on composite sheet 516 x 772 mm.
Relief shown pictorially.
References 1-67 in 10 columns in bottom margin.
Blank cartouche at lower right.
Printed from 2 plates on 2 sheets.
Manuscript '93' in upper right; binding stub on verso.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
I35 Novacco 4F 192 (PrCt)

43861 Madrid (Spain) - Maps - 1695
La Villa de Madrid corte de los Reyes Catolicos.
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Historic Urban Plans (Firm)
1 map ; 42 x 37 cm.
Facsimile of original published [Amsterdam: Frederik de Wit, 1695].
References 1-67 in 10 columns in bottom margin.
Blank cartouche at lower right.
Relief shown pictorially.
Newberry copy of original: Novacco 4F 192. 475
map4F G6564.M2A3 1695 W5 1971 (NLO)

43862 Madrid (Spain) - Maps - 1700
Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library)
III:Y30
1 map : hand col. ; 34 x 55 cm.
Four inset views in bottom margin.

3080
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Sack map4F G6564.M2 1700 H6 (PrCt)

43863 Madrid (Spain) - Maps - 1771
A Plan of the city of Madrid 1771. [London? J. Stockdale?, 1792?].
A collection of plans of the most capital cities of ... Europe and ... the world [1792?] -- Stockdale, John, 1749?-1814
1 map ; 17 x 25 cm.
Case folio G 13 .036 pl. 4 (PrCt)

43864 Madrid (Spain) - Maps - 1800
Authors: Martinez de la Torre, Fausto -- Asensio, J. -- Doblado, J. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 65 maps ; 150 x 112 mm.
Phillips 3140
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

43865 Madrid (Spain) - Maps - 1816
Madrid. London : L. Luffman, [1816?].
Authors: Luffman, J. (John), 1756-1846 -- Luffman, J. (John), 1756-1846.
Select plans of cities, harbours, forts, &c ... [1816?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 17 x 22 cm.
Includes references A-I and K-S.
In: Luffman, John. Select plans of cities, harbours, forts, &c ... (London: Luffman, [1816?]), plate [1].
folio Ayer 135 .L94 1816 pl. [1] (PrCt)

43866 Madrid (Spain) - Maps - 1831
Madrid. [London] : Chapman & Hall, 1831 [i.e.1844].
1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 38 cm.
'Drawn by W.B. Clarke Archt.'
'Engraved by J. Henhall.'
Bottom margin includes elevation drawings of prominent buildings.
oversize Ayer 135 .S67 1844 v. 2, pl. [188] (PrCt)

43867 Madrid (Spain) - Maps - 1840 - Pictorial works
Madrid. [Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, 1840].
Authors: Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846 -- Lea & Blanchard -- Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846.
The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (1840)
1 view ; 3 x 10 cm.
In: Murray, Hugh. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, successors to Carey & Co., for George W. Gorton, 1840) v. 1, p. 576.
Wax engraving.
G 11 .607 v. 1, p. 576 (PrCt)

43868 Madrid (Spain) - Maps - 1846<<>>Madrid Region (Spain) - Maps - 1846
Plano de Madrid / Lezcano delineo en 1812 ; Lopez corrijo y aumento en 1846. [Madrid] : Talleres del Instituto Geográfico y Estadístico, [197-].
Authors: Lezcano -- Lopez, Pedro Martin de, fl. 1850 -- Establecimiento Geográfico de Lopez -- Spain. Instituto Geográfico y Estadístico
1 map ; 39 x 61 cm.
Facsimile of original published 1846.
Includes 3 views and inset: Cercanias de Madrid.
map4F G6564.M2 1846 L4 197- (PrCt)

43869 Madrid (Spain) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Authors: Castro Lés, Vicente de, b. 1869 -- Editorial Martin (Barcelona, Spain). Provincias de España. Madrid ... [193-?] -- Noticiero-guia de Madrid (1936) -- Cowley, Malcolm, 1898-1899 -- De Castro Lés, Vicente, b. 1869 SEE Castro Lés, Vicente de, b. 1869 -- Lés, Vicente de Castro, b. 1869 SEE Castro Lés, Vicente de, b. 1869 -- Martin, publishers, Barcelona SEE Editorial Martin (Barcelona, Spain)
1 map : col. ; 54 x 43 cm. fold. to 14 x 11 cm. + accompanying guide ([12] p. ; 22 cm.)
Insets (10 x 12 cm. and 9 x 13 cm.);
Ciudad-Universitaria -- Plano del puente de Vallecas.
Folded in back pocket of city guide: Provincias de España. Madrid : mapa, indice toponimico ... (Barcelona: Editorial Martin, [193-?])
Possibly not issued to accompany the city guide cited above, which may have been issued with a different map; neither the present map nor the guide refer to the other.
The map was apparently issued to accompany the 1936 edition of the annual publication Noticiero-guia de Madrid, published in Madrid and edited by Vicente de Castro Lés; cf. OCLC

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
34873 Madrid (Spain) - Maps - 1987
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Baedeker Stuttgart -- Automobile Association (Great Britain) -- Jarrold and Sons -- Prentice-Hall, inc. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.; 17 plates
1st ed.
Issued in partnership with the Automobile Association (short format); cf. A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher, 1832-1990, p. 277.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

34874 Madrid (Spain) - Maps - 1999
Authors: Facaros, Dana -- Pauls, Michael -- Map Creation Ltd. -- Cadogan guides -- Cadogan Books -- Globe Pequot Press -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
x, 286 p.; ill., 12 maps ; 19 cm.
"Maps ... drawn by Map Creation Ltd."--T.p. verso.
Color maps inside covers.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 275-276) and index.
Series: Cadogan guides.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
ISBN 1860119506 ; 9781860119507

34875 Madrid (Spain) - Maps - Collections, 1600-1999<<Cartography - Madrid (Spain) - History<<Madrid (Spain) - Maps - 1656<<Wall maps
Cartografía básica de la ciudad de Madrid : planos históricos, topográficos y parcelarios de los siglos XVII-XVIII, XIX y XX, [Madrid] : Colegio Oficial de Arquitectos de Madrid, Comisión de Cultura, Servicio Histórico, [1979?].
Authors: Colegio Oficial de Arquitectos de Madrid. Servicio Histórico -- Teixeira Albernas, Pedro de. Topographia de la villa de Madrid descripta (1656)
33, 337 p. ; ill., maps ; 32 x 47 cm.
Reproductions of antiquarian maps of Madrid.
Includes Pedro de Teixeira Albernas's Topographia de la villa de Madrid descripta (1656), a wall map in 20 sheets.
LC Card Number: 80133933
oversize G1969.M2 C3 1979 (NLO)

34876 Madrid (Spain) - Pictorial works - 1729
Vue de la Prison des Grands Seigneurs a Madrit (1656), a wall map in 20 sheets.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
43877  Madrid (Spain : Province) - Maps - 1773
Mapa de la provincia de Madrid : comprende el partido de Madrid, y el de Almanacid de Zorita.
Madrid : T. López de Vargas Machuca , 1773.
Authors: López de Vargas Machuca, Tomás, 1731-1802
1 map : hand col. ; 33 x 37 cm.
In López de Vargas Machuca, Tomás. Atlas geográfico de España, que comprende el mapa general del reyno, y los particulares de sus provincias (Madrid, 1804) plate 1.
Scale [ca. 1:265,000] (E 3°04--E 4°12/N 40°47--N 40°02).
Relief shown by hachures.
Includes text, index and inset 'Partido de Almanacid' [13 x 17 cm.]
Phillips 9332, no. 1.

Case oversize G1965 .L66 1804, pl. 1 (NLO)

43878  Madrid (Spain : Province) - Maps - 1773
Mapa de la provincia de Madrid : comprende el partido de Madrid, y el de Almanacid de Zorita.
Madrid : I.G. y C., Ministerio de Planificación del Desarrollo, [1975].
Authors: López de Vargas Machuca, Tomás, 1731-1802 -- Instituto Geográfico y Catastral (Spain)
1 map : hand col. ; 33 x 37 cm.
Facsimile of map published Madrid: T. López de Vargas Machuca , 1773.
Scale [ca. 1:265,000] (E 3°04--E 4°12/N 40°47--N 40°02).
'Depósito legal: M. 33.729-1975.'
Relief shown by hachures.
Includes text, index and inset 'Partido de Almanacid' [13 x 17 cm.]
Also issued in López de Vargas Machuca, Tomás. Atlas geográfico de España, que comprende el mapa general del reyno, y los particulares de sus provincias (Madrid, 1804) plate 1 [Case oversize G1965 .L66 1804, pl. 1].

map2F G6563.M2 1773 .L6 1975 (NLO)

43879  Maerdow (Norway) - Maps - 1740 - Harbors - Nautical charts
Nautical charts Maerdow (Norway) - 1740 - Harbors
SEE Maerdow (Norway)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
43884 Magdalen Islands (Québec) - Maps - 1781 - Nautical charts

The Magdalen Islands (Québec) map4F 3320 [no. 133 c]

Las Longitudes geográficas de la membranza de Magallanes y del primer viaje de circunnavegación. 1975.

Authors: Laguarda Trias, Rolando A. p. 137-78 : 2 maps, ill., tables ; 28 cm.

"Separada de A Viagem de Fernao de Magalhaes e a questao das Molucas, Junta de Investigacoes Cientificas do Ultramar, Centro de Estudos de Cartografia Antiga, no. 16."

Vert 2273, no. 3 (PrCt)

43885 Magdalen Islands (Québec) - Maps - 1781 - Nautical charts


Authors: Des Barres, Joseph F. W. (Joseph Frederick Wallet), 1722-1824 -- Des Barres, Joseph F. W. (Joseph Frederick Wallet), 1722-1824. Atlantic Neptune [ca. 1774-ca. 1784]


1 map ; 69 x 50 cm.


1 map ; 69 x 50 cm.

State 2 of the map.

"One of twenty reststrikes printed by Daniel Potvin, Ottawa, from an original Des Barres copper plate held by the National Map Collection, Public Archives of Canada, on the occasion of the Eleventh International Conference on the History of Cartography, Ottawa, 8-12 July 1985."

-- Manuscript inscription on verso.

Embosed with initials D.P. [Daniel Potvin] at bottom right.

Filed with the Newberry's copy of the original atlas [map4F 3320].

43887 Magdalen Islands (Québec) - Maps - 1794 - Nautical charts

A Chart of the Magdalen Islands in the Gulf of St. Laurence surveyed in 1765 / T. Jefferys sculp. London : Laurie & Whittle, No. 53, Fleet Street, 12th May 1794.

Authors: Jefferys, Thomas, -1771 -- Laurie & Whittle -- Laurie & Whittle. The North American pilot for Newfoundland, Labrador, the Gulf and River St. Laurence ... (1794) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 27 x 34 cm.

In: Robert Laurie and James Whittle. The North American pilot for Newfoundland, Labrador, the Gulf and River St. Laurence ... (London : Printed and published by Robert Laurie and James Whittle ... successors to the late Mr. Robert Sayer, 1794), map 12.

Printed plate no. "XI" at upper right ; "12" at lower right.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1186.P5 .C6 1794, map 12

43888 Magdeburg (Germany : Bezirk) - Maps - 1680 - Haile (Germany : Bezirk) - Maps - 1680

Episcopatus Halberstadensis descriptio nova. Amsterdam, [ca. 1680].

Authors: Zetter, Paul de -- Schenk & Valck, Amsterdam -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:266

1 map ; hand col. ; 36 x 49 cm.

2504

Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2
no. II:266 (PrCt)

43889 Magdeburg (Germany : Bezirk) - Maps - 1725
Marchionatus Brandenburgici pars quae marchia vetus, vulgo Altemarck dicitur. Amsterdam, [ca. 1725].
Authors: Cövens et Mortier -- Johan Gabriel Sack
Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:311
1 map : hand col. ; 38 x 49 cm.
2550
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2
no. II:311 (PrCt)

43890 Magdeburg (Germany : Bezirke) - Maps - 1680
Marchia Vetus vulgo Alte Marck in march: Brandenburgico... Amsterdam, [ca. 1680].
Authors: Schenk & Valck, Amsterdam -- Johan Gabriel Sack
Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:315
1 map : hand col. ; 38 x 49 cm.
2555
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2
no. II:315 (PrCt)

43891 Magdeburg (Germany : Bezirke) - Maps - 1720
Geographische charte des Hertzogthums Magdeburg und Halle ... Amsterdam, [ca. 1720].
Authors: Schenk, Pieter, ca. 1698-1775 -- Johan Gabriel Sack
Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:265
1 map : hand col. ; 51 x 40 cm.
Includes table of references.
2503
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2
no. II:265 (PrCt)

43892 Magdeburg (Germany : Bezirke) - Maps - 1745
View of Magdenbergh, on Tempate Creek. London : Published ... by J. Johnson, 1791.
Authors: Stedman, John Gabriel, 1744-1797 -- Stedman, John Gabriel, 1744-1797. Narrative, of View of Magdenbergh, on Tempate Creek. London : Published ... by J. Johnson, 1791.
Authors: Stedman, John Gabriel, 1744-1797 -- Stedman, John Gabriel, 1744-1797. Narrative, of

43893 Magdeburg (Germany : Bezirke) - Historical geography - Maps - 1938
Authors: Wiebeck, Georg -- Mitteilungen des Reichsamts für Landesaufnahme
47 p. : maps ; 26 cm.
Thesis (Ph. D.)--Martin-Luther-Universität. Also issued as Sonderheft Nr. 16 of Mitteilungen des Reichsamts für Landesaufnahme. Accompanied by 8 maps (some col.) and 14 transparencies (some col.) on back cover.
G6231.B8 1938 .W5 (NLO)

43894 Magdeburg (Germany : Bezirk) - Maps - 1620
Magdebvrgvm, a venere qvae hic quondam colebatvr Parthenopolis dicta ... [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Edward E. Ayer
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 31 x 41 cm.
Anonymous map.
Added title in uppercase: Magdebvrgvm.
Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Parthenopolis. Magdebvrgvm.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 1, pl. 30 (PrCt)

43895 Magdenbergh (Suriname) - Pictorial works - 1791
View of Magdenbergh, on Tempate Creek. London : Published ... by J. Johnson, 1791.
Authors: Stedman, John Gabriel, 1744-1797 -- Stedman, John Gabriel, 1744-1797. Narrative, of View of Magdenbergh, on Tempate Creek. London : Published ... by J. Johnson, 1791.
Authors: Stedman, John Gabriel, 1744-1797 -- Stedman, John Gabriel, 1744-1797. Narrative, of

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
a five years’ expedition, against the revolted Negroes of Surinam (1796) -- Johnson, Joseph, 1738-1809 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 view : hand col. ; 7.3 x 12.9 cm.
In J. G. Stedman, Narrative, of a five years’ expedition, against the revolted Negroes of Surinam (London: J. Johnson, 1796), v. 2, opp. p. 71.
On same page with “View of Calays...”
Digital image available on John Carter Brown Library website (accessed Feb. 2010) :
http://bit.ly/aAothG

Ayer 1300.5 .G6 S81 1796, v. 2, opp. p. 71 (PrCt)

Magellan, Strait of (Chile and Argentina) - Maps - 1603<>>Hambre Harbor (Chile) - Maps - 1603<>>Port Famine (Chile) SEE Hambre Harbor (Chile)<>>Rey don Felipe (Chile) SEE Hambre Harbor (Chile)<>>Puerto Hambre (Chile) SEE Hambre Harbor (Chile)<>>Ciudad del Rey Don Felipe (Chile) SEE Hambre Harbor (Chile)<>>Puerto del Hambre (Chile) SEE Hambre Harbor (Chile)<>>Bahia de la Gente (Chile) SEE Hambre Harbor (Chile)<>>Famine Harbor (Chile) SEE Hambre Harbor (Chile)<>>Gente (Chile) SEE Hambre Harbor (Chile)<>>Puerto del Hambre (Chile) SEE Hambre Harbor (Chile)
Deliniatio Freti Magellanic. [Bergum, Netherlands : Frederik Muller, rare books, 2008].
Authors: Hulsius, Levinus, d. 1606 -- Hulsius, Levinus, d. 1606. Sechste Theil, kurtze Warhaftige Relation vnd beschreibung der wunderbarsten vier Schiffarten (1603) 1 map ; 16 x 13 cm.
In facsimile of work originally published Nuremberg, 1603: Hulsius, Levinus. Sechste Theil, kurtze Warhaftige Relation vnd beschreibung der wunderbarsten vier Schiffarten ...
(Bergum, Netherlands : Frederik Muller, 2008), plate 12.
Digital image available on Gallica website of Bibliothèque Nationale (accessed Sept. 2010) :
http://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/btv1b20000211.item.m.110

Case G419 .H85 1603a, plate 12 (PrCt)

Magellan, Strait of (Chile and Argentina) - Maps - 1625
Fretum Magellani. / [Jodocus Hondius], [London : Printed by W. Stansby for H. Fetherstone, 1625].
Authors: Purchas, Samuel, 1577?-1626 -- Hondius, Jodocus, 1563-1612 -- Purchas, Samuel, 1577?-1626. Purchas his pilgrimes (1625) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : copper engraving ; 11.5 x 15.9 cm. on sheet 32 x 21 cm.
In: Purchas, Samuel. Purchas his pilgrimes (London: Printed by W. Stansby for H.

Fetherstone, 1625), v. 3, p. 900.
Letterpress above map: Hondivs his Map of the Magellann Streight.
Digital image available on Library of Congress website (accessed Dec. 2010) :
http://bit.ly/g2rZcd

VAULT Ayer 110 .P9 1625, v. 3, p. 900 (PrCt)

Magellan, Strait of (Chile and Argentina) - Maps - 1668<<>>Chile - Maps - 1668<<>>Argentina - Maps - 1668

Authors: Sanson, Guillaume -- Mariette, Pierre, 1634-1716 -- Delamarche, Charles François, 1740-1817. Atlas général : contenant le détail des quatre parties du monde [1798?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 48 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:7.500,000].
Relief shown pictorially.

Baskes oversize G1015 .A77 1798, [ptie 2], [plate 59] (NLO)

Magellan, Strait of (Chile and Argentina) - Maps - 1682
Tabula Magellanica qua Tierrae del Fuego cum celeberrimis tretis a F. Magellano et I. Le Maire detectis. Amsterdam : C. Allard, [1682?].
Authors: Jansson, Jan, 1588 -- Allard, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709 -- Allard, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709. Atlas minor sive tabulæ geographicae ... [1682?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 39 x 50 cm.

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .A4 A pl. 105 (PrCt)

Magellan, Strait of (Chile and Argentina) - Maps - 1710 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts<>>Nautical charts - Magellan, Strait of (Chile and Argentina) - Maps - 1710 - Manuscripts<>>Manuscript maps

Partie du Detroit de Magellan : contenant de puis la Nouvelle Riviere, jusqu’au Cap des Vierges. [ca. 1710].
Authors: Cartes Marines Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) --

Digital image available on Library of Congress website (accessed Dec. 2010) :
http://bit.ly/g2rZcd

VAULT Ayer 110 .P9 1625, v. 3, p. 900 (PrCt)

Magellan, Strait of (Chile and Argentina) - Maps - 1668<<>>Chile - Maps - 1668<<>>Argentina - Maps - 1668

Authors: Sanson, Guillaume -- Mariette, Pierre, 1634-1716 -- Delamarche, Charles François, 1740-1817. Atlas général : contenant le détail des quatre parties du monde [1798?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 48 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:7.500,000].
Relief shown pictorially.

Baskes oversize G1015 .A77 1798, [ptie 2], [plate 59] (NLO)
Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 30, sheet 51
1 ms. map : hand col. ; 471 x 773 mm.
Map of the eastern section of the Strait of Magellan. Continued west on adjacent sheets (Ayer MS map 30, sheets 52 and 53).
Scale [ca. 1:412,000]. 'Echelle de dix lieues marines' [= 135 mm.]
Oriented with north at upper right.
Pen-and-ink and watercolor (green, grey, brown, yellow, red); mounted on cloth.
Sheet 51 of 117 in the Cartes Marines
Manuscript Map Collection, detailing French colonial interests worldwide, ca. 1640-ca. 1726.
Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 89
Ayer ms map proj 00
Digital image available as part of the Newberry Library's Great Lakes Digital Collection via the CARLI Digital Collections website (accessed Nov. 2010):
http://collections.carli.illinois.edu/u/?nby_grlakes, 863
VAULT drawer Ayer MS map 30 sheet 51 (NLO)

43902
Magellan, Strait of (Chile and Argentina) -
Maps - 1710 - Nautical charts -
Manuscripts - Nautical charts - Magellan, Strait of (Chile and Argentina) - Maps - 1710 - Manuscripts - Nautical charts
Partie du Detroit de Magellan : contenant depuis la Mer du Sud iusqu'a la Cap Fourchu. [ca. 1710].
Authors: Cartes Marines Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 30, sheet 53
1 ms. map : hand col. ; 498 x 773 mm.
Map of the western section of the Strait of Magellan. Continued east on adjacent sheets (Ayer MS map 30, sheets 52 and 51).
Scale [ca. 1:205,000]. 'Echelle de six lieues marines' [= 163 mm.]
Oriented with north at upper left.
Pen-and-ink and watercolor (green, grey, red, yellow); mounted on cloth.
Sheet 53 of 117 in the Cartes Marines
Manuscript Map Collection, detailing French colonial interests worldwide, ca. 1640-ca. 1726.
Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 91
Ayer ms map proj 00
Digital image available as part of the Newberry Library's Great Lakes Digital Collection via the CARLI Digital Collections website (accessed Nov. 2010):
http://collections.carli.illinois.edu/u/?nby_grlakes, 864
VAULT drawer Ayer MS map 30 sheet 53 (NLO)

43903
Magellan, Strait of (Chile and Argentina) -
Maps - 1775 - Falkland Islands - Maps - 1775
Authors: Cruz Cano y Olmedilla, Juan de la, d. 1790 -- Byron, John, 1723-1786 -- Wallis, Samuel, 1728-1795 -- Carteret, Philip, d. 1796 -- Bougainville, Louis-Antoine de, comte, 1729-1811 -- Jefferys, Thomas, -1771 -- Robert Sayer and John Bennett (Firm) -- Jefferys, Thomas, d. 1771. The American atlas -- or, A geographical description of the whole continent of America 1775 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 51 x 68 cm.
Inset (18 x 34 cm.): A Chart of Magallania with Falkland’s Islands.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Magellan, Strait of (Chile and Argentina) - Maps - 1775<--->Falkland Islands - Maps - 1775

A Chart of the Straits of Magellan. London : R. Sayer and J. Bennett, 1775 [i.e. 1776].

Authors: Cruz Cano y Olmedilla, Juan de la, d. 1790 -- Byron, John, 1723-1786 -- Wallis, Samuel, 1728-1795 -- Carteret, Philip, d. 1796 -- Bougainville, Louis-Antoine de, comte, 1729-1811 -- Jefferys, Thomas, -1771. The American atlas, or, A geographical description of the whole continent of America ... (1776) -- Robert Sayer and John Bennett (Firm) -- Jefferys, Thomas, d. 1771. The American atlas, or, A geographical description of the whole continent of America ... (1776) 1 map : hand col. ; 51 x 68 cm. Inset (18 x 34 cm.): A Chart of Magellania with Falkland's Islands.

Descriptive text at lower left: Division of South America with a summary account of its trade. In: Jefferys, Thomas. The American atlas, or, A geographical description of the whole continent of America ... (London : R. Sayer and J. Bennett, 1776); verso handstamped '30.'

Case oversize G1100 .J44 1776 pl. 30 (PrCt)

Magellan, Strait of (Chile and Argentina) - Maps - 1786 - Harbors

Primer plano de varios puertos del Estrecho de Magallanes, levantados el año de 1786. Madrid, 1788.

Authors: Vargas Ponce, José, 1760-1821 -- Viuda de Ibarra, Hijos y Compañía -- Vargas Ponce, José, 1760-1821. Relacion del ultimo viaje al Estrecho de Magallanes (1788) -- Pró, Joaquín -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Pro, Joachim SEE Pró, Joaquín 6 maps ; on sheet 51 x 71 cm. fold. to 24 x 17 cm.

In: Vargas Ponce, José. Relacion del ultimo viaje al Estrecho de Magallanes (Madrid: Por la Viuda de Ibarra, Hijos y Compañía, 1788), opposite p. 360. Scales vary.


Ayer 112 .M2 V4 1788, opposite p. 360. (PrCt)

Magellan, Strait of (Chile and Argentina) - Maps - 1788

Carta reducida del Estrecho de Magallanes, construida por el comandante, oficiales y pilotos de la fragata de S. M. Sta. María de la Cabeza, año 1788. Madrid, 1788.

Authors: Vargas Ponce, José, 1760-1821 -- Viuda de Ibarra, Hijos y Compañía -- Vargas Ponce, José, 1760-1821. Relacion del ultimo viaje al Estrecho de Magallanes (1788) -- Vasquez, Bartholomé -- Drouet, Santiago -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Vazquez, Bartholomé SEE Vazquez, Bartholomé 1 map ; 46 x 68 cm. fold. to 24 x 17 cm.

In: Vargas Ponce, José. Relacion del ultimo viaje al Estrecho de Magallanes (Madrid: Por la Viuda de Ibarra, Hijos y Compañía, 1788), opposite p. 160. Scale [ca. 1:720,000] at 54° S. Lat.

Ayer 112 .M2 V4 1788, opposite p. 160. (PrCt)
Maps - 1793
Authors: Vargas Ponce, Jose, 1760-1821 -- Viuda de Ibarra, Hijos y Compania -- Vargas Ponce, Jose, 1760-1821. Relacion del ultimo viaje al Estrecho de Magallanes (1788) -- Vargas Ponce, Jose, 1760-1821. Apendice a la relacion del viaje al Magallanes de la fragata de guerra Santa Maria de la Cabeza (1793) -- Cruz, Juan de la, 18th cent. -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 28 x 29 cm. fold. to 19 x 16 cm.
In: Vargas Ponce, Jose. Apendice a la relacion del viaje al Magallanes de la fragata de guerra Santa Maria de la Cabeza (Madrid: En la imprenta de la Viuda de D. Joaquin Ibarra, 1793), appendix, opposite p. 128.
Scale ca. 1:750,000.
Ayer 112 .M2 V4 1788, appendix, opposite p. 128 (PrCt)

43910 Maggiolo family<<<Maggiolo, Giacomo, fl. 1561<<<Genoese cartography - History - 1518-1650<<<Italian cartography - History - 1518-1650<<<Cartography, Genoese SEE Genoese cartography<<<Cartography, Italian SEE Italian cartography
Authors: Astengo, Corrado
p. 59-71 : map ; 24 cm.
Offprint from Annali di richere e studi di geografia 47, nos. 3-4 (July-Dec. 1991).
Refers to Jacopo, Giovanni Antonio I, Cornelio I, Baldassare, Giovanni Antonio II, Nicolo, and Cornelio II Maggiolo.
Vert 1921, no. 2 (PrCt)

43911 Maggiore, Lake (Italy and Switzerland) - Description and travel - 1490
Verbani lacus. [Intra : Alberti Libraio Editore, 1975].
Reprints a version of Verbani lacus, as edited by Lazzaro Agostino Cotta in 1699, and with later additions by Carlo Antonio Molli.
DG975.M16 V45 1975, p. [129]-237 (PrCt)

43912 Maggiore, Lake (Italy and Switzerland) - Description and travel - 1490<<<Biblioteca ambrosiana
Facsimile of the first edition (Impressum Mediolani Florentis: Per Vitrichu[m] Scinzenzeler, [1490]) in the Biblioteca ambrosiana, Milan.
DG975.M16 V45 1975, between p. 128-129 (PrCt)

Maggiore, Lake (Italy and Switzerland) - Maps - 1490
Facsimile of the woodcut map published in Macaneo's Chorographia Verbani Lacus (Impressum Mediolani Florentis: Per Vitrichu[m] Scinzenzeler, [1490]).
Includes key to locations (1-61) and auxilliary map comparing outlines of 1490 map with modern map.
DG975.M16 V45 1975, after p. XXXII (PrCt)

43914 Maggiore, Lake (Italy and Switzerland) - Maps - 1928<<<Lugano, Lake (Switzerland and Italy) - Maps - 1928<<<Como, Lake (Italy) - Maps - 1928<<<Milan (Italy) - Maps - 1932<<<Italy - Maps - 1928 Die Drei Oberitalienischen Seen (Lago Maggiore, Luganer und Comer See) und Mailand. Berlin : Grieben-Verlag ; A. Goldschmidt, 1928.
Cover title: Drei Oberitalienischen Seen und Mailand 1928
'Mit 8 Karten und 2 Grundrissen.' Maps lithographed by Leopold Kraatz.
'Sucher,' for use with map, in pocket.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Advertisements: 24 p. at end.
Includes index.
Series: Griebens Reiseführer ; 15
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 15 (1928) (NLO)

43915 Maggiore, Lake (Italy and Switzerland) - Maps - 1932<<>>Lugano, Lake (Switzerland and Italy) - Maps - 1932<<>>Como, Lake (Italy) - Maps - 1932<<>>Milan (Italy) - Maps - 1932<<>>Italy - Maps - 1932
Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag
Kraatz, Leopold -- Goldschmidt, Albert -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Cover title: Drei Oberitalienischen Seen und Mailand 1932
'Mit 8 Karten und 2 Grundrissen,' Maps lithographed by Leopold Kraatz. Map on inside front cover.
'Sucher,' for use with map, in pocket.
Advertisements: 28 p. at end.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Series: Grieben-Reiseführer ; Bd. 15
Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 15 (1932) (NLO)

43916 Magini, Giovanni Antonio, 1555-1617. Italia (1620)<<>>Cartography - Italy - History
Authors: Almagià, Roberto. 1884-1962 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
Includes bibliographical references and indexes.
"Indice delle carte manoscritte e a stampa citate nel testo": p. [173]-177.
"Indice alfabetico degli autori, incisori e stampatori di carte geografiche citati nel testo": p. [178]-181.
Series: Comitato geografico nazionale italiano.
Pubblicazione ; n. 1
LC Card Number: 26004754
Ayer 129 .A44 1922 (NLO)

43917 Magoffin County (Ky.) - Maps - 1880 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Kentucky Geological Survey -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division.
LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 22 x 36.5 in. Scale 1:105,000.
Originally published [1880?]. Only covers part of the county.
Microfiche 583, no. 240 (PrCt)

43918 Maharashtra (India) - Maps - 1841<<>>Missions - Asia - Maps - 1841
Authors: American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions -- American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions.
Maps and illustrations of the missions of the American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions, 1841 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 19 x 11 cm.
In: American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions. Maps and illustrations of the missions of the American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions, 1841 ([Boston, Mass.? : American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions?, 1841]).
Forms pl.4B of a collection of wax-engraved maps, apparently detached from assorted Board publications, and bound together as a separate atlas.
Ayer 136 .A5 1841 pl. 4B (PrCt)

43919 Maharashtra (India) - Maps - 1846<<>>Missions - Asia - Maps - 1846
Mission to the Mahrattas. Boston, 1846.
Authors: American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions -- American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions.
Maps and illustrations of the missions of the American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions, 1841 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 18 x 11 cm.
In: American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions. Maps and illustrations of the missions of the American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions, 1841 ([Boston, Mass.? : American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions?, 1846]).
Forms pl. 17 of a collection of wax-engraved maps, apparently detached from assorted Board publications, and bound together as a separate atlas.
Ayer 136 .A5 1846 pl. 17 (PrCt)

43920 Mahaska County (Iowa) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960-
Mahaska County (Iowa) - Maps - 1871 - Landowners<>Counties - Maps<>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Warner, George E., 1826?-1917 -- Harrison & Warner -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Microfiche 583, no. 199 (PrCt)

Mahaska County (Iowa) - Maps - 1895 - Landowners<>Counties - Maps<>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Gibbs, E. H. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Microfiche 583, no. 199 (PrCt)

Mahaska County (Iowa) - Maps - 1862 - Landowners<>Counties - Maps<>Landowners - Maps

Mahaska County (Iowa) - Maps - 1895 - Landowners<>Counties - Maps<>Landowners - Maps

Mahaska County (Iowa) - Maps - 1884 - Landowners<>Counties - Maps<>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Seevers, Byron V. -- Oskaloosa Weekly Herald -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Microfiche 583, no. 199 (PrCt)

Mahdia (Tunisia) - Pictorial works - 1620<>Mahdiyah, Battle of, Mahdiyah, Tunisia, 1535 - Pictorial works<>Tunisia -
HISTORY - Expedition of Charles V, 1535 - Pictorial works (Charles V, Holy Roman Emperor, 1500-1558)
Mahdia (Tunisia) SEE Mahdiyah (Tunisia) AFRICA, Olin Aphrodissium (Tunisia) SEE Mahdiyah (Tunisia) Afric, oln Aphrodissivm. [Cologne: s.n., ca. 1620]. Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1535-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Calvete, Juan Christoval, 16th cent. -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : hand col. ; 21 x 23 cm. Derived from a woodcut by Juan Christoval Calvete, in De Aphrodissio expugnata (Antwerp, 1551); see R.A. Skelton's Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.
On same sheet with: Tyvnes, oppidvm Barbarie & regia sedes ... -- Peñon de Veles.
Latin letterpress text on verso under titles: Tyvnes -- Aphrodissivm, vvlgo Africa -- Pennon de Veles.

1 ms. map : hand col. ; on sheet 565 x 377 mm. Shows fort on the Malabar Coast of southeastern India, named for French marine captain Bertrand-François Mahé de La Bourdonnais, who captured the site in 1726. Scale [ca. 1:5,300]. 'Echelle de 250: toises' [= 92 mm.]
Comprised of 2 panels (275 x 349 mm. and 221 x 349 mm.): the larger panel (on top) contains the title cartouche, the lower panel includes key with references A-Q.
Oriented with north at upper left.
Relief shown with shading.
Pen-and-ink and watercolor (green, brown, yellow, grey); mounted on cloth.
Sheet 25 of 117 in the Cartes Marines Manuscript Map Collection, detailing French colonial interests worldwide, ca. 1640-ca. 1726.
Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 184 Ayer ms map proj 00 Digital image available as part of the Newberry Library's Great Lakes Digital Collection via the CARLI Digital Collections website (accessed Nov. 2010):

http://collections.carli.illinois.edu/u/?nby_grlakes, 835 VAULT drawer Ayer MS map 30 sheet 25 (NLO)

1 map ; 34 x 62 cm.
Title in bottom margin.
'For Mr. Tindal's continuation of Mr. Rapin's history of England.' Includes references 1-32.
Oriented with north at bottom right.

1 ms. map : hand col. ; on sheet 565 x 377 mm. Shows fort on the Malabar Coast of southeastern India, named for French marine captain Bertrand-François Mahé de La Bourdonnais, who captured the site in 1726. Scale [ca. 1:5,300]. 'Echelle de 250: toises' [= 92 mm.]
Comprised of 2 panels (275 x 349 mm. and 221 x 349 mm.): the larger panel (on top) contains the title cartouche, the lower panel includes key with references A-Q.
Oriented with north at upper left.
Relief shown with shading.
Pen-and-ink and watercolor (green, brown, yellow, grey); mounted on cloth.
Sheet 25 of 117 in the Cartes Marines Manuscript Map Collection, detailing French colonial interests worldwide, ca. 1640-ca. 1726.
Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 184 Ayer ms map proj 00 Digital image available as part of the Newberry Library's Great Lakes Digital Collection via the CARLI Digital Collections website (accessed Nov. 2010):

http://collections.carli.illinois.edu/u/?nby_grlakes, 835 VAULT drawer Ayer MS map 30 sheet 25 (NLO)

1 map ; 34 x 62 cm.
Title in bottom margin.
'For Mr. Tindal's continuation of Mr. Rapin's history of England.' Includes references 1-32.
Oriented with north at bottom right.

1 ms. map : hand col. ; on sheet 565 x 377 mm. Shows fort on the Malabar Coast of southeastern India, named for French marine captain Bertrand-François Mahé de La Bourdonnais, who captured the site in 1726. Scale [ca. 1:5,300]. 'Echelle de 250: toises' [= 92 mm.]
Comprised of 2 panels (275 x 349 mm. and 221 x 349 mm.): the larger panel (on top) contains the title cartouche, the lower panel includes key with references A-Q.
Oriented with north at upper left.
Relief shown with shading.
Pen-and-ink and watercolor (green, brown, yellow, grey); mounted on cloth.
Sheet 25 of 117 in the Cartes Marines Manuscript Map Collection, detailing French colonial interests worldwide, ca. 1640-ca. 1726. Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 184 Ayer ms map proj 00 Digital image available as part of the Newberry Library's Great Lakes Digital Collection via the CARLI Digital Collections website (accessed Nov. 2010):

http://collections.carli.illinois.edu/u/?nby_grlakes, 835 VAULT drawer Ayer MS map 30 sheet 25 (NLO)

1 map ; 34 x 62 cm.
Title in bottom margin.
'For Mr. Tindal's continuation of Mr. Rapin's history of England.' Includes references 1-32.
Oriented with north at bottom right.
Mahón (Spain) - Maps - 1785 - Fortification
Plan of the town and harbour of Mahon, St. Philip's castle, and its fortifications. [London : s.n., ca. 1785?].
1 map ; 34 x 62 cm.
Title in bottom margin.
'For Mr. Tindal's continuation of Mr. Rapin's history of England.'
Includes references 1-32.
Oriented with north at bottom right.
oversize Ayer 135 .T5 1732 map [46] (PrCt)

Mahón (Spain) - Maps - 1800 - Harbors
[Map of Mahón harbor on Minorca, ca. 1800]. [Madrid? s.n., ca. 1800].
1 map ; 11 x 23 cm. on sheet 16 x 30 cm. Royal Spanish coat of arms at top.
Engraved map apparently torn from a larger sheet containing additional map(s); neat line incomplete.
Found loose at back of Case Wing fZ 4039.99 (map apparently not related to text).
Annotated with ms. grid (red ink).
94.
sc map1F G6564.M25P55 1800 M3 (NLO)
Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont EasyFinder.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. EasyFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; fold. to 24 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Uniform title: EasyFinder
Laminated.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
ISBN 0528967037
RMcN Road Map 1997 Maine (PrCt)

43936
Maine-Et-Loire (France) - Maps - 1720
1720%%> Touraine (France) - Maps - 1720
Carte particuliere d'Anjou et de Touraine ... Paris, 1720.
Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Académie des sciences (France) -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : hand col. ; 45 x 63 cm.
Continued southward on adjacent sheet: Carte particuliere d'Anjou et de Touraine ...
In: L'Isle, Guillaume de. Atlas nouveau, contenant toutes les parties du monde ... [1741?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 43 x 63 cm.
Continued southward on adjacent sheet: Carte particuliere d'Anjou et de Touraine ...
In: L'Isle, Guillaume de. Atlas nouveau, contenant toutes les parties du monde ... (Amsterdam : J. Covens & C. Mortier, [1741?]) v. 1, pl. [24].
oversize Ayer 135 .L695 1741 v. 1, pl. [24] (PrCt)

43937
Maine (France) - Maps - 1659
Diocese dv Mans divisee par doyennes Rrvax.
Paris : chez Pierre Mariette. [1657?].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Mariette, Pierre, 1603-1657 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (1658 [i.e. 1659?])
1 map : hand col. ; 37 x 48 cm.
In: Sanson, Nicolas. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (Paris : Pierre Mariette, 1658 [i.e. 1659?]) v. 1, pl. [45]
VAULT Case oversize G1015 .S35 1658 v. 1, pl. [45] (PrCt)

43938
Maine (France) - Maps - 1719
1719%%> Perche (France) - Maps - 1719%%> Touraine (France) - Maps - 1719
Carte des provinces du Maine et du Perche dans laquelle se tourve comprise la partie septentrionale de la generalité de Tours / par Guillaume Del'Isle ... A Paris : chez l'auteur sur le Quai de l'Horloge ..., le 25 Mai 1719.
Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726. [Collection of maps of the world] [1732?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 63 cm.
In composite atlas without title page: L'Isle, Guillaume de. [Collection of maps of the world. Paris : s.n., 1732?], [plate 28].
Number "28" in ms. on verso.
Continued southward on adjacent sheet: Carte particuliere d'Anjou et de Touraine ... [plate 29]
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

43940
Maine (France) - Maps - 1753
1753%%> Anjou (France) - Maps - 1753
Gouvernemens généraux du Maine et Perche, de l'Anjou ... / par le Sr. Robert ... ; gravé par De La Haye l'aîné. [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy], 1753.
Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Delahaye, Jean-Baptiste-Henri, d. ca. 1755 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1758?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 45 cm.
"Maine, Anjou" -- oversize letterpress title stamped on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1757, [plate 29] (PrCt)

43941
Maine (France) - Maps - 1753
1753%%> Anjou (France) - Maps - 1753
Gouvernemens généraux du Maine et Perche, de l'Anjou ... / par le Sr. Robert ... ; gravé par De La Haye l'aîné. [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy], 1753.
Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Delahaye, Jean-Baptiste-Henri, d. ca. 1755 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1758?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 45 cm.
"29" -- oversize letterpress number stamped on verso.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1790, [plate 29] (PrCt)**

---

**43942**

**Maine - Historical geography - Maps - 1766-1776**

**Maine - Maps - Collections**


Authors: Morris, Gerald E. -- Kelly, Richard D. -- Banks, Ronald F. -- Maine Historical Society -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas ([12], 20, [1] p., 69 p. of plates) : maps ; 32 cm.

1st ed.

Includes bibliographical references.

Contents: Texts and sources. -- Historical Maine. -- Maine in 1776. -- Historical maps [facsimils.]

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Duplicate copy: folio G1216.S1 M6 1976

**Baskes folio G1215 .M3 1976 (NLO)**

---

**43943**

**Maine - History - Revolution, 1775-1776**

**Maps<<>>Arnold, Benedict, 1741-1801<<>>Canadian Invasion, 1775-1776 - Maps<<>>United States - History - Revolution, 1775-1783 - Maps**


Authors: Arnold Expedition Historical Society -- Nichols, White -- Shadis, Raymond

1 map ; on sheet 58 x 45 cm.

Gift 1974

**map2F G3731.S3 1971 A7 (PrCt)**

---

**43944**

**Maine - History - Revolution, 1775-1783**


*Map of the country which was the scene of operations of the northern army, including the wilderness through which Genl. Arnold marched to attack Quebec.* Philadelphia, 1832.


Scale [ca. 1:2,030,000].

Shows Vermont and New Hampshire and parts of Maine, Massachusetts, New York and Quebec.

**Case E5 .W275505 Atlas map 6 (PrCt)**

---

**43945**


*A Plan of the bay and part of the river Penobscot, or Penobsceag; surveyed by order of Governor Pownall, by ... Jones, Capt. North, of George's Fort, in 1758, and Lieut. Jo. Small, of Scarborough ... with a survey and section of neck in Wasaumskaeag, in Colvell harbour, by Lieut. Small.* [19--].


1 map

Photostatic reproduction of 1759 manuscript.

Inset: Survey of the Neck by Lieut. Jo. Small of Scarborough in the County of York.


**folio Ayer 136 .H91 1907 ser. 1, v. 1, pl. 26 (PrCt)**

---

**43946**

**Maine - Maps - 1770 - Coasts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>>Kennebec River (Me.) - Maps - 1770 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles**

*A Colored plan of the sea coast from Cape Elizabeth to the entrance of Sagadanock or Kennebeck River ...* [19--].

Authors: Sproule, George, Lieut., ca. 1741-1817 -- British Library. Crown 120:19 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map

Photostatic reproduction of 1770 manuscript.

**MapPhoto England BL Crown 120;19 (PrCt)**

---

**43947**


*A Colored plan of the sea coast from Cape Elizabeth, on the west side of Casco Bay, to St.John's River, in the Bay of Fundy, including part of Kennebec and Amorrescogin Rivers.* [19--].

Authors: Sproule, George, Lieut., ca. 1741-1817 -- Grant, James, fl. ca. 1760-1784 -- Blaskowitz, Charles -- Wright, Thomas, ca. 1740-1812 -- British Library. Crown 120:18 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map

Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1770 manuscript.

**Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.**

**For more information refer to the title page of this volume.**
43948 Maine - Maps - 1771 - Coasts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

A Colored plan of the coast from Kennebec River to Roun Pond, on the west side of Muscongus Bay, including the islands, rivers etc. within that extent. 1771. [19-].
Authors: Sproule, George, Lieut., ca. 1741-1817 -- British Library. Crown 120:20 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1771 manuscript.
1795), opposite column MAD-MAI.
Bar scale of 60 miles = 35 mm.
'Lon. E. from Philada.'
Duplicate copy: Case 5A 277
Case G 833 .8 opposite column MAD-MAI
(PrCt)

43954 Maine - Maps - 1795
The Province of Maine, from the best authorities.
[New York : John Reid], 1795 [i.e. 1796].
Authors: Winterbotham, William, 1763-1829 --
Reid, John, 1764?-1828 -- Winterbotham,
William, 1763-1829. The American atlas
containing the following maps ... (1796)
1 map ; 35 x 23 cm.
Right margin damaged.
In: Winterbotham, William. The American atlas
containing the following maps ... (New York :
John Reid, 1796) map [5]
Case oversize G 1083 .03 map [5] (PrCt)

43955 Maine - Maps - 1795 - Manuscripts -
Facsimiles<<<>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
A Plan of the district of Maine, drawn from
several plans. [Portland] : Osher Map Library,
1995.
Authors: Carleton, Osgood, 1742-1816 -- Osher
Map Library -- Smith Center for Cartographic
Education
1 map : col. ; 41 x 29 cm.
Facsimile of MS. original in the Osher Map
Library.
Serves as a poster for the exhibition 'Maine 175:
A Celebration of 175 Years of Maine Statehood.
map4F G3730 1795 .C3 1995 (PrCt)

43956 Maine - Maps - 1801
Province of Maine. [Philadelphia : M. Carey,
1801].
Authors: Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Doolittle,
Amos, 1754-1832 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection
(Newberry Library) -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839.
Carey's American pocket atlas ... (1801)
1 map ; 18 x 13 cm.
In: Carey, Mathew. Carey's American pocket
atlas ... (Philadelphia : Printed by H. Sweitzer, for
M. Carey, 1801) pl. [3].
Ayer 135 .C27 1801 pl. 3 (PrCt)

43957 Maine - Maps - 1802 -
Landowners<<<>Counties -
Maps<<<>Landowners - Maps
Map of the district of Maine, Massachusetts :
compiled from actual surveys made by order of
the General Court and under the inspection of
agents of their appointment. Boston : B. & J.
Loring, 1802.
Authors: Carleton, Osgood, 1742-1816 --
Grahame, George, fl. ca. 1794-1813 -- Hill,
Samuel, 1766?-1804 -- Callender, Joseph,
1751-1821 -- B. & J. Loring -- Edward E. Ayer
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 133 x 90 cm. mounted on linen
Scale [ca. 1:389,908].
Shows distances of each city from Boston and
the Shire Town.
Shows land ownership.
Original slipcase (25 x 19 cm.) shelved as Ayer
map4CoG3730 1802 .C3
rev 90
Ayer map6FG3730 1802 .C3 (NLO)

43958 Maine - Maps - 1804
Authors: Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 --
Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823. A New and
elegant general atlas comprising all the new
discoveries, to the present time ... (1804) -- John
Conrad & Co. -- Lewis, Samuel, 1753 or
1754-1822 -- Hooker, William, 1782-1856 --
Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 20 x 24 cm.
In: Arrowsmith, Aaron. A New and elegant
general atlas comprising all the new discoveries,
to the present time ... (Philadelphia [etc.] : J.
Conrad & Co. [and others], 1804) pl. 37.
Ayer 135 .A65 1804 pl. 37 (PrCt)

43959 Maine - Maps - 1804
The Province of Maine from the best authorities.
Philadelphia : Mathew Carey, 1804.
Authors: Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Lewis,
Samuel, 1753 or 1754-1822 -- Barker, W.
(William), fl. 1795-1803 -- Edward E. Ayer
Collection (Newberry Library) -- Carey, Mathew,
1760-1839. Carey's General atlas ... (1804)
1 map ; 35 x 23 cm.
In: Carey, Mathew. Carey's General atlas ...
(Philadelphia : Published by Mathew Carey, April
24th, 1804) pl. 27. Map dated 1794.
oversize Ayer 135 .C27 1804 pl. 27 (PrCt)

43960 Maine - Maps - 1805
Authors: Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Doolittle,
Amos, 1754-1832 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection
(Newberry Library) -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839.
Carey's American pocket atlas ... (1805)
1 map ; 18 x 13 cm.
In: Carey, Mathew. Carey's American pocket
atlas ... (Philadelphia : Printed by H. Sweitzer, for
M. Carey, 1801) pl. [3].
Ayer 135 .C27 1805 pl. 4 (PrCt)

43961 Maine - Maps - 1814
Maine. Philadelphia : M. Carey, and Johnson &
Warner, 1814.
Authors: Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Doolittle,
Amos, 1754-1832 -- Johnson & Warner --
Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) --
Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839. A General atlas,
being a collection of maps of the world and
quarters ... (1814)
1 map : hand col. ; 18 x 14 cm.
In: Carey, Mathew. A General atlas, being a
collection of maps of the world and quarters ...
(Philadelphia : Published by M. Carey, and

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
A. Finley, 1826) pl. 7.

Maine - Maps - 1826

Maine. Philadelphia : A. Finley, [1826].
Authors: Finley, A. (Anthony) -- Young & Delleker -- Finley, A. (Anthony).
A New general atlas, comprising a complete set of maps, representing the grand divisions of the globe ... (1826)
1 map : hand col. ; 28 x 21 cm.
In: Finley, Anthony. A New general atlas, comprising a complete set of maps, representing the grand divisions of the globe ... (Philadelphia : A. Finley, 1826) pl. 7.

Maine - Maps - 1827

1 map ; 29 x 23 cm.
Engraved title within neatline.
Added letterpress title in uppercase and oversize lettering, top margin: Geographical, historical, and statistical map of Maine
In: H.C. Carey and I. Lea (Firm). A Complete historical, chronological, and geographical American atlas ... (Philadelphia ; London ; Leipzig ; Paris : H.C. Carey & I. Lea ; John Miller ; Bossange Freres, 1827) pl. [5]. Sheet 'No. 10.'

Maine - Maps - 1828

Authors: Darby, William, 1775-1854 -- Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Darby, William, 1775-1854 View of the United States ... (1828)
1 map : hand col. ; 15 x 12 cm.

Maine - Maps - 1829<<>>Counties - Maps

A Survey of the state of Maine, in reference to its geographical features, statistics and political economy; illustrated by maps ... Portland [Me.] : Published by Shirley and Hyde, 1829.
Authors: Greenleaf, Moses, 1777-1834 -- Greenleaf, Moses, 1777-1834. Atlas accompanying Greenleaf's map and statistical survey of Maine ... (1829) -- Shirley & Hyde [iii],[iv-viii],[1],9-468p.,11. 22cm. + atlas (5 fold. maps, 2 fold. diagrs. ; 35 cm.)
Ostensibly a new edition of Greenleaf's A Statistical view of the district of Maine ... (Boston, 1816). As that work was issued in connection with Greenleaf's first map of Maine, 1816, so the Survey was accompanied by the author's third map, Map of the state of Maine with the province of New Brunswick by Moses Greenleaf (Portland, 1829).
The atlas has no title page, but a label on cover reading: Atlas accompanying Greenleaf's map and statistical survey of Maine ...
Portland--Shirley & Hyde publishers.
The maps are numbered, and their titles do not agree with those on the cover label. The first four are designed to set forth the American claims as to the disputed Northeastern boundary.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Maine - Maps - 1833

Maine / Young & Delleker sc. Philada.
[Philadelphia] : A. Finley, [1833].
Authors: Young & Delleker -- Finley, A. (Anthony) -- Finley, A. (Anthony). A New general atlas ... (1833) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 28 x 21 cm.
In: Finley, Anthony. A New general atlas : comprising a complete set of maps, representing the grand divisions of the globe ... (Philadelphia : Anthony Finley, 1833), plate 7.
Sheet corner numbered 7.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .F5 1833, plate 7 (PrCt)

Maine - Maps - 1836

Authors: United States. Army. Corps of Engineers -- Bennett, N. B. -- Blair & Rives -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 5 maps ; 222 x 144 mm.
24-2,HD143;Claussen&Friis154-8
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Maine - Maps - 1840

A New map of Maine. [Philadelphia : Carey & Hart, 1845].
Authors: Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Carey & Hart -- Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858. A New universal atlas ... (1845) 1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 28 cm. 'Entered according to act of Congress in the year 1840 by H.S. Tanner .... .' In: Tanner, Henry Schenck. A New universal atlas ... (Philadelphia : Carey & Hart, 1845) map '6.'
Case oversize G1019 .T2 1845 map 6 (PrCt)

Maine - Maps - 1841

Authors: Bradford, T. G. (Thomas Gamaliel), 1802-1887 -- Bradford, T. G. (Thomas Gamaliel), 1802-1887. A Comprehensive atlas ... (1845, [i.e. 1841?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 24 x 18 cm.
Cf. Phillips. folio Ayer 135 .B75 1835 pl. 1, p. 22 (PrCt)
containing maps of the various empires, kingdoms, states, and republics of the world ... (Philadelphia : S. Augustus Mitchell, 1847) pl. '6.

43977 Maine - Maps - 1848
Map of Maine : constructed from the most correct surveys, with sectional distances and elevations, or level, of the St. Croix River from Calais Bridge ... Portland, Me. Engraved & published by S.H. Colesworthy, 1848.
Authors: Anson, W. -- Colesworthy, Samuel H.
1 map : col. ; 58 x 34 cm. folded to 13 x 7 cm. in leather covers
'Revised 1848 edition.'
'Deduced from the states survey made by W. Anson in 1836.'
Scale: 15 miles to an inch.
Gift 1975, B.L. McKinstry.
map3C G3730 1848 .A6 (PrCt)

43978 Maine - Maps - 1850
A New map of Maine. Philadelphia : Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co., 1850 [i.e. 1852].
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co. -- Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868. Mitchell, S. Augustus. New universal atlas ... (1852)
1 map : hand col. ; 35 x 27 cm.
Entered according to act of Congress in ... 1850 by Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co. ... .
oversize G1019 .N49 1852 pl. 6 (PrCt)

43979 Maine - Maps - 1851
Map of Maine : constructed from the most correct surveys, with sectional distances and elevations, or level, of the St. Croix River from Calais Bridge ... Portland, Me. Engraved & published by S.H. Colesworthy, 1851.
Authors: Anson, W. -- Colesworthy, Samuel H.
1 map : col. ; 58 x 34 cm. folded to 14 x 8 cm.
'Deduced from the states survey made by W. Anson in 1836.'
Rev. ed.
Scale: 15 miles to an inch.
Case G 10841 .04 (NLO)

43980 Maine - Maps - 1853
Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 28 cm., fold. in covers 13 x 9 cm.
1840 and 1850 census figures for Maine counties printed on verso.
Embossed green cloth cover with gilt stamping:

43981 Maine - Maps - 1855
Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton’s atlas of the world ... (1855-1856)
1 map : hand col. ; 29 x 36 cm.
oversize G 10 .185 v.1, pl. 7 (PrCt)

43982 Maine - Maps - 1857
Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton’s general atlas ... (1857)
1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 29 cm.
oversize G 10 .188 pl. 9 (PrCt)

43983 Maine - Maps - 1859
Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 29 cm.
In: Colton George Woolworth. Colton’s atlas of America, illustrating the physical and political geography of North and South America and the West India islands (New York ; London : J.H. Colton and Co., 1859), pl. [7]. Printed plate ‘No. 9.’ Map copyrighted 1855.
Case oversize G1100 .C6 1859 pl. 7 (PrCt)

43984 Maine - Maps - 1860
Authors: Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884 -- Johnson & Browning -- Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884. Johnson’s new illustrated (steel plate) family atlas ... (1860)
1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 29 cm.
In: Johnson, Alvin Jewett. Johnson’s new illustrated (steel plate) family atlas ... (New York : Johnson, Alvin Jewett. Johnson’s new illustrated (steel plate) family atlas ... (New York : Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884 -- Johnson & Browning -- Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884. Johnson’s new illustrated (steel plate) family atlas ... (1860)
43989 Maine - Maps - 1884<>>>Counties - Maps
Atlas of the state of Maine : including statistics and descriptions of its history, educational system, geology, railroads, natural resources, summer resorts and manufacturing interests. Houlton, Me. George N. Colby & Co., 1884. Authors: George N. Colby & Co. (Houlton, Me.) -- Halfpenny, H. E. -- Stuart, J. H., fl. 1884 -- Bracher, Wm. (William) -- Bourquin, F. (Frederick), b. 1808 -- Colby (George N.) & Co. SEE George N. Colby & Co. (Houlton, Me.) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (115 p., incl.48 maps) ; 44 x 37 cm. 'From official plans and actual surveys, published by George N. Colby & Co. Houlton, Maine ; assisted by H.E. Halfpenny & J.H. Stuart.' Engraved by Wm. Bracher; printed by F. Bourquin.
Cover title: Colby's atlas of Maine.
Includes a classified directory of some of the principal business firms and professional men of the state.
Phillips 1773.
17749
NL 39-9883
oversize Ayer 135 .C68 1884 (NLO)

43990 Maine - Maps - 1884 - Railroads<>>>Railroads - Maps
Map of Maine. For Poor's manual of railroads for 1884. Chicago : Rand, McNally & Co., 1884. Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1884)
1 map : col. ; 16 x 12 cm.
Title in upper margin.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1884) opposite p. 1
H 668 .703 (1884) opp. p. 1 (PrCt)

43991 Maine - Maps - 1885
Maine. Edinburgh : A. & C. Black, [1885]. Authors: Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- Adam and Charles Black (Firm). Black's general atlas of the world ... (1885)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 26 cm.
In: Adam and Charles Black. Black's general atlas of the world : embracing the latest discoveries, new boundaries, and other changes, accompanied by introductory letterpress and index (Edinburgh : Adam and Charles Black, 1885), plate 42B.
oversize G1019 .B63 1885, plate 42B (PrCt)

43992 Maine - Maps - 1885 - Railroads<>>>Railroads - Maps
1 map : col. ; 16 x 12 cm.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Title in upper margin.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1885) opposite p. 1
H 668 .703 (1885) opp. p. 1 (PrCt)

43993 Maine - Maps - 1886 - Railroads
1 map : col. ; 47 x 31 cm. fold in covers 11 x 18 cm. + index (30 p.)
Cover title.
Map proper titled ‘Rand McNally & Co.’s Maine.’
Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection and the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library). Previous location: B-30
AMcN III PC 2790 (PrCt)

43994 Maine - Maps - 1887 - Railroads
Railroad and county map of Maine. [Chicago : George F. Cram, 1887].
Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928. Cram’s standard American atlas of the world (1887)
1 map : col. ; 55 x 39 cm.
Keyed to town and railroad index on p.4-5.
Case oversize G1019 .G455 1887, p. 6-7 (PrCt)

43995 Maine - Maps - 1888 - Railroads
1 map : col. ; 47 x 32 cm.
Title in upper margin.
In Rand, McNally & Co.’s improved indexed business atlas and shipper’s guide ... (Chicago: Rand McNally, 1888) p. 80-81.
Keyed to index of towns and railroads on p. 78-79 and 82-85.
Uniform atlas title: Commercial atlas.
Shelved in 4 Stackes, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .C7 1888, p. 80-81 (PrCt)

43996 Maine - Maps - 1889 - Railroads
1 map : col. ; 48 x 32 cm.

Title in upper margin.
‘Rand, McNally & Co.’s business atlas map of Maine. Copyright, 1888 ... ‘ -- at bottom.
Issued folded in accompanying index (32 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand, McNally & Co.’s indexed county and railroad pocket map and shippers’ guide of Maine. Chicago and New York : Rand, McNally & Co., 1889.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
map2F G3731.P3 1889 .R3 (PrCt)

43997 Maine - Maps - 1892- United States - Maps
Stuart’s atlas of the state of Maine : including statistics and descriptions of its history, educational system, geology, railroads, natural resources, summer resorts and manufacturing interests / compiled and drawn from official plans and actual surveys and published by J.H. Stuart & Co. South Paris, Me. J.H. Stuart & Co., [1892].
8th ed.
"Copyright secured by J.H. Stuart 1890."
Includes Gray’s new map of the United States by Frank A. Gray (copyright 1879 O.W. Gray & Son).
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copy: oversize G3730 1892 .J24
References : LeGear L1503; Phillips 14306
Baskes oversize G3730 1892 .J24b (NLO)

43998 Maine - Maps - 1893 - Railroads
1 map : col. ; 47 x 31 cm. fold in covers 11 x 17 cm. + index (34, [2] p.)
Cover title.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Map proper titled 'Rand McNally & Co.'s Maine.'
Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection and the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library). Previous location: B-30
AMcN III PC 2800 (PrCt)

44001 Maine - Maps - 1897 - Railroads <<>> Bangor

44002 Maine - Maps - 1897 - Railroads <<>> Railroads - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company. Shippers' guide -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 47 x 31 cm. fold in covers 11 x 17 cm. + index (38, [6] p.)
Cover title.
Map proper, titled 'Rand McNally & Co.'s Maine,' has red overprinting showing railroads.
Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection and the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library). Previous location: B-30
AMcN III PC 2810 (PrCt)

Map of the Bangor & Aroostook railroad and connections. [New York: s.n., 1898].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1897) -- Bangor and Aroostook Railroad Company
1 map; 19 x 11 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1897) p. 2
H 668 .703 (1897) p. 2 (PrCt)

Map of the Bangor & Aroostook railroad and connections. [New York: s.n., 1899].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1897) -- Bangor and Aroostook Railroad Company
1 map; 20 x 12 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1899) p. 2
H 668 .703 (1899) p. 2 (PrCt)

44005 Maine - Maps - 1900-1960 - Topographic maps <<>> Topographic maps
Maine, 7.5 minute series (topographic).
Washington, D.C. The Survey, [ca. 1900-ca.1960].
Authors: Geological Survey (U.S.)
c. 952 maps : col. ; on sheets 54 x 44 cm. fold.
to 17 x 28 cm.
Scale 1:24,000.
Dates of publication vary.
According to USGS, coverage at this scale complete in 710 maps.
Coverage may not be complete at this scale; see index map in box 81.
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisles 42 and 43 (July 2012).

Map of the Bangor & Aroostook Railroad and connections. [New York : s.n., 1902].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1902) -- Bangor and Aroostook Railroad Company
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1902) p. 2
H 668 .703 (1902) p. 2 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand, Avery & Co. -- Maine Central Railroad Company -- Tucker Printing Company (Portland, Me.)
1 map ; 33 x 48 cm.
In Maine Central Railroad Company. Forty-first annual report of the directors ... to the stockholders ... 1902 (Portland, Me.: Tucker Printing Company, 1902) at end.
5A 7267 (1901-1902 vol.) (PrCt)

Map of the Bangor & Aroostook Railroad and connections. [New York : s.n., 1903].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1903) -- Bangor and Aroostook Railroad Company
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1903) p. 2
H 668 .703 (1903) p. 2 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand, Avery & Co. -- Maine Central Railroad Company -- Tucker Printing Company (Portland, Me.)
1 map ; 33 x 48 cm.
In Maine Central Railroad Company. Forty-second annual report of the directors ... to the stockholders ... 1903 (Portland, Me.: Tucker Printing Company, 1903) at end.
5A 7267 (1902-1903 vol.) (PrCt)

Map of the Bangor & Aroostook Railroad and connections. [New York : s.n., 1904].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1904) -- Bangor and Aroostook Railroad Company
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1904) p. 2
H 668 .703 (1904) p. 2 (PrCt)
Railroad Company
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1904) p. 2.
H 668 .703 (1904) p. 2 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand, Avery & Co. -- Maine Central Railroad Company -- Tucker Printing Company (Portland, Me.)
1 map ; 33 x 48 cm.
In Maine Central Railroad Company. Forty-third annual report of the directors ... to the stockholders ... 1904 (Portland, Me.: Tucker Printing Company, 1904) opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1904 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Map of the Bangor & Aroostook Railroad and connections. [New York : s.n., 1905].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1905) -- Bangor and Aroostook Railroad Company
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1905) p. 2.
H 668 .703 (1905) p. 2 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand, Avery & Co. -- Maine Central Railroad Company -- Tucker Printing Company (Portland, Me.)
1 map ; 33 x 48 cm.
In Maine Central Railroad Company. Forty-fourth annual report of the directors ... to the stockholders ... 1905 (Portland, Me.: Tucker Printing Company, 1905) opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1905 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Map of the Bangor & Aroostook Railroad and connections. [New York : s.n., 1906].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1906) -- Bangor and Aroostook Railroad Company
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1906) p. 2
H 668 .703 (1906) p. 2 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand, Avery & Co. -- Maine Central Railroad Company -- Tucker Printing Company (Portland, Me.)
1 map ; 33 x 48 cm.
In Maine Central Railroad Company. Forty-fifth annual report of the directors ... to the stockholders ... 1906 (Portland, Me.: Tucker Printing Company, 1906) opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1906 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Map of the Bangor & Aroostook Railroad and connections. [New York : s.n., 1907].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1907) -- Bangor and Aroostook Railroad Company
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1907) p. 2.
H 668 .703 (1907) p. 2 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand, Avery & Co. -- Maine Central Railroad Company -- Tucker Printing Company (Portland, Me.)
1 map ; 33 x 48 cm.
In Maine Central Railroad Company. Forty-sixth annual report of the directors ... to the stockholders ... 1907 (Portland, Me.: Tucker Printing Company, 1907) at end.
5A 7267 (1907 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

44021 Maine - Maps - 1907 - Railroads<<>>Railroads - Maps
1 map : col. ; 47 x 31 cm.
Title in upper margin.
'Rand, McNally & Co.'s new business atlas map of Maine. Copyright, 1907 ... Copyright, 1893 ...' -- at bottom right.
Includes key to railroads numbered 5-59 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Maine Railroads.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Issued folded in accompanying index (27 p. : 17 cm.): Rand, McNally & Co.'s indexed county and railroad pocket map and shippers' guide of Maine. Chicago and New York : Rand, McNally & Co., c1907.

Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 348 (PrCt)

Map of the Bangor & Aroostook Railroad and connections. [New York : s.n., 1908].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1908) -- Bangor and Aroostook Railroad Company
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1908) p. 2
H 668 .703 (1908) p. 2 (PrCt)

Map of the Bangor & Aroostook Railroad and connections. [New York : s.n., 1909].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1909) -- Bangor and Aroostook Railroad Company
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1909) p. 2
H 668 .703 (1909) p. 2 (PrCt)

Map of the Bangor & Aroostook Railroad and connections. [New York : s.n., 1910].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1910) -- Bangor and Aroostook Railroad Company
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1910) p. [2]
H 668 .703 (1910) p. [2] (PrCt)

Map of the Bangor & Aroostook Railroad and connections. [New York : s.n., 1911].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1911) -- Bangor and Aroostook Railroad Company
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New, York, 1911) p. 2
H 668 .703 (1911) p. 2 (PrCt)

Map of the Bangor & Aroostook Railroad and connections. [New York : s.n., 1912].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1912) -- Bangor and Aroostook Railroad Company
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.
Covers Maine and parts of New Hampshire, Quebec, and New Brunswick.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1912) p. 2
H 668 .703 (1912) p. 2 (PrCt)

44027 Maine - Maps - 1913 - Railroads<<>>Portland Region (Maine) - Maps - 1913 - Railroads<<>>Wall maps<<>>Railroads - Maps
Road map of Maine : prepared under the direction of ... Railroad Commissioners of Maine.
New York ; Chicago : engraved and printed by George F. Cram , c1913.
Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Maine. Board of Railroad Commissioners -- Western Illinois University. Map and Geography Library -- John V. Bergen Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col., mounted on cloth ; 101 x 79 cm.
Copyright 1913, by the State of Maine.'
Includes key to railroads dated 'June 30, 1912.'
Prepared .. and presented by Elmer P. Spofford [et al] .. Railroad Commissioners of Maine.'
Inset (14 x 14 cm.): Portland and vicinity.
Handstamp on verso: Map and Geography Library. Western Illinois University.
On wooden rollers.
Forms part of the John V. Bergen Collection (Newberry Library).
maproll G3731.P3 1913 .C7 (PrCt)

44028 Maine - Maps - 1913 - Railroads<<>>Railroads - Maps
1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm.
Dated '1-12-'12 at bottom right.
Includes key to railroads numbered 5-85 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Maine railroads.
Issued folded in accompanying index (46 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally & Co.'s indexed county and railroad pocket map and shippers' guide of Maine. Chicago and New York : Rand McNally & Co., c1913.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Maine - Maps - 1913 - Railroads\(\text{\underline{\text{Maps}}}\)


1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm.

Dated '1-12-'12 at bottom right.

Includes key to railroads numbered 5-85 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Maine railroads.

Issued folded in accompanying index (46 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally & Co.'s indexed county and railroad pocket map and shippers' guide of Maine. Chicago and New York : Rand McNally & Co., c1913.

Uniform title: Shippers guide.

'Copyrighted by Rand McNally & Co., May 12, 1913' -- in ms. on title page verso.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 351 (PrCt)

Maine - Maps - 1914 - Railroads\(\text{\underline{\text{Maps}}}\)


1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm.

Dated '11-1 Envelope 13' -- in ms. on front cover.


Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 352 (PrCt)

Maine - Maps - 1916 - Railroads\(\text{\underline{\text{Maps}}}\)


1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm.

Plate no.: 110E

Includes key to railroads numbered 5-85 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Maine railroads.

Issued folded in accompanying index (41 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand-McNally indexed pocket map and shippers' guide of Maine. Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1916.

Uniform title: Shippers guide.


Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 351 (PrCt)

Maine - Maps - 1919 - Railroads\(\text{\underline{\text{Maps}}}\)


1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm.

Plate no.: 110A [?]

Includes key to railroads numbered 5-85 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Maine railroads.


Uniform title: Shippers guide.


Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 352 (PrCt)
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 353 (PrCt)

44034 Maine - Maps - 1920 - Railroads<<>Maine - Maps - 1920 - Road maps<<>Road maps<<>Railroads - Maps
1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm.
Plate no.: 110E
Includes key to railroads numbered 5-85 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Maine railroads.
On verso: Maine automobile road map. 1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm. Plate no.: 618C. 'National Highways Association roads used by permission.'
Issued folded in accompanying index (41 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Maine. Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1920.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Handstamp on front cover: Register of copyrights. Library of Congress. Copyright Office
'2/23/20' -- in ms. on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 354 (PrCt)

44035 Maine - Maps - 1920 - Railroads<<>Maine - Maps - 1920 - Road maps<<>Road maps<<>Railroads - Maps
1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm.
Plate no.: 110E
Includes key to railroads numbered 5-85 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Maine railroads.
On verso: Maine automobile road map. 1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm. Plate no.: 618C. 'National Highways Association roads used by permission.'
Issued folded in accompanying index (41 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Maine. Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1920.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 355 (PrCt)

44036 Maine - Maps - 1921 - Railroads<<>Maine - Maps - 1921 - Road maps<<>Road maps<<>Railroads - Maps
1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm.
The Rand McNally new commercial atlas map of Maine' -- at bottom center.
Plate no.: 110F
Includes key to railroads numbered 5-85 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Maine railroads.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Maine. 1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm. Plate no.: 1025F.
Issued folded in accompanying index (35 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Maine. Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1921.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Handstamp on front cover: Register of copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.
'4/2/21' -- in ms. on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Maps

Rand McNally Auto Trails Collection (Newberry Library).

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection

Uniform title: Auto trails

pictogram above car on road.

Cover title: Rand McNally official auto trails map : p. : maps, ill. ; 19 cm.


Authors: Clason Map Co. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 35 x 27 cm.

Identified as "Clason's" and dated 1925 on AE Index; detached from an unidentified atlas, p. 8-[9]

"Copyrighted. The C. M. Co. All rights reserved." -- at bottom center.

Maps on verso (p. [6]-7; 27 x 35 cm. and 7 x 6 cm.): Mileage map of the best roads of Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island ; showing principal cities, road distances, paved -- Insert map of Boston and vicinity.

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).

RMcN AE 81.10 (PrCt)

Maine - Maps - 1925 - Road maps

[Chicago and Denver? Clason Map Co., 1925].

Authors: Clason Map Co. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 35 x 27 cm.

Identified as "Clason's" and dated 1925 on AE Index; detached from an unidentified atlas, p. 8-[9]

"Copyrighted. The C. M. Co. All rights reserved." -- at bottom center.

Maps on verso (p. [6]-7; 27 x 35 cm. and 7 x 6 cm.): Mileage map of the best roads of Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island ; showing principal cities, road distances, paved -- Insert map of Boston and vicinity.

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).

RMcN AE 81.10 (PrCt)

Maine - Maps - 1925 - Road maps

[Chicago and Denver? Clason Map Co,., 1925].

Authors: Clason Map Co. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 35 x 27 cm.

Identified as "Clason's" and dated 1925 on AE Index; detached from an unidentified atlas, p. 8-[9]

"Copyrighted. The C. M. Co. All rights reserved." -- at bottom center.

Maps on verso (p. [6]-7; 27 x 35 cm. and 7 x 6 cm.): Mileage map of the best roads of Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island ; showing principal cities, road distances, paved -- Insert map of Boston and vicinity.

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).

RMcN AE 81.10 (PrCt)

Maine - Maps - 1925 - Road maps

Rand McNally official 1925 auto trails map :

Maine. 1 map ; 35 x 27 cm.

Identified as "Clason's" and dated 1925 on AE Index; detached from an unidentified atlas, p. 8-[9]

"Copyrighted. The C. M. Co. All rights reserved." -- at bottom center.

Maps on verso (p. [6]-7; 27 x 35 cm. and 7 x 6 cm.): Mileage map of the best roads of Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island ; showing principal cities, road distances, paved -- Insert map of Boston and vicinity.

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).

RMcN AE 81.10 (PrCt)

Maine - Maps - 1925 - Road maps

Rand McNally official 1925 auto trails map :

Maine. 1 map ; 35 x 27 cm.

Identified as "Clason's" and dated 1925 on AE Index; detached from an unidentified atlas, p. 8-[9]

"Copyrighted. The C. M. Co. All rights reserved." -- at bottom center.

Maps on verso (p. [6]-7; 27 x 35 cm. and 7 x 6 cm.): Mileage map of the best roads of Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island ; showing principal cities, road distances, paved -- Insert map of Boston and vicinity.

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).

RMcN AE 81.10 (PrCt)

Maine - Maps - 1925 - Road maps

Rand McNally official 1925 auto trails map :

Maine. 1 map ; 35 x 27 cm.

Identified as "Clason's" and dated 1925 on AE Index; detached from an unidentified atlas, p. 8-[9]

"Copyrighted. The C. M. Co. All rights reserved." -- at bottom center.

Maps on verso (p. [6]-7; 27 x 35 cm. and 7 x 6 cm.): Mileage map of the best roads of Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island ; showing principal cities, road distances, paved -- Insert map of Boston and vicinity.

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).

RMcN AE 81.10 (PrCt)

Maine - Maps - 1925 - Road maps

Rand McNally official 1925 auto trails map :

Maine. 1 map ; 35 x 27 cm.

Identified as "Clason's" and dated 1925 on AE Index; detached from an unidentified atlas, p. 8-[9]

"Copyrighted. The C. M. Co. All rights reserved." -- at bottom center.

Maps on verso (p. [6]-7; 27 x 35 cm. and 7 x 6 cm.): Mileage map of the best roads of Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island ; showing principal cities, road distances, paved -- Insert map of Boston and vicinity.

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).

RMcN AE 81.10 (PrCt)


Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.

Detached from index.

Uniform title: Auto trails

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).

RMcN Auto Trails 4C 154 (PrCt)

44047 Maine - Maps - 1925 - Road maps<<<New Hampshire - Maps - 1925 - Road maps<<<Vermont - Maps - 1925 - Road maps<<<Road maps


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 80 x 62 on sheet 88 x 73 cm.

Keyed to 6 named road signs.

Scale [ca. 1:649,000].

Plate no. G-1-A.


Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.

On third page in ms. "Lcl. 3 shelf."

Uniform title: Auto trails

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).

RMcN Auto Trails 4C 191 (PrCt)

44049 Maine - Maps - 1925 - Road maps<<<New Hampshire - Maps - 1925 - Road maps<<<Vermont - Maps - 1925 - Road maps<<<Road maps


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 80 x 62 cm.

Keyed to 6 named road signs.

Scale [ca. 1:649,000].

Plate no. G-1-A.


Incomplete; lacking accompanying index.

Uniform title: Auto trails

This copy annotated with manuscript travel routes and notes dated 1924 and 1925.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (March 2007).

RMcN Auto Trails 4C 154.5 (PrCt)

44050 Maine - Maps - 1927 - Road maps<<<Road maps


1 map : col. ; 43 x 28 cm.

Date from RMcN AE 89 ms. index.
Plate no. I-2
Running title: Junior auto road atlas of the eastern United States and Canada. Pages 20 and 21.
Verso includes partial maps of southern Ontario and Massachusetts, pages 22 and 19.
Uniform titles: Junior auto trails -- Auto trails.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 89.5 (PrCt)

44051 Maine - Maps - 1928 - Railroads Maine - Maps - 1928 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 47 cm.
Plate no.: 7R27.
Includes key to railroads numbered 5-85 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Maine railroads.
Inset (3 x 4 cm.): Isles of Shoals.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Maine. 1 map : col. ; 64 x 47 cm. Includes key to 7 named roads.
Issued folded in accompanying index (39 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Maine. San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1928.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 361 (PrCt)

44052 Maine - Maps - 1928 - Railroads Maine - Maps - 1928 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 47 cm.
Plate no.: 7R27.
Includes key to railroads numbered 5-85 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Maine railroads.
Inset (3 x 4 cm.): Isles of Shoals.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Maine. 1 map : col. ; 64 x 47 cm. Includes key to 7 named roads.
Issued folded in accompanying index (39 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Maine. San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1928.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 361 (PrCt)

44053 Maine - Maps - 1928 - Railroads Maine - Maps - 1928 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 47 cm.
Plate no.: 7R27.
Includes key to railroads numbered 5-85 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Maine railroads.
Inset (3 x 4 cm.): Isles of Shoals.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Maine. 1 map : col. ; 64 x 47 cm. Includes key to 7 named roads.
Issued folded in accompanying index (39 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Maine. San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1928.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 363 (PrCt)

44054 Maine - Maps - 1928 - Railroads Maine - Maps - 1928 - Road maps
Authors: Blum, Max L. -- Blum's Commercial Map Pub. Co. (New York, N.Y.)
1 map ; 32 x 23 cm. fold. in covers 18 x 12 cm. + text (8 p. ; 18 cm.) 'Maine. 16. Price 25 cents. 1928-1929 edition.' -- front cover.
Shows main and branch railroad lines, interurban trolleys, and distances between stations.
Text pages (covers and verso of map) include hotel directory, index to towns.
Filed with 4 duplicate copies in sales display box (19 x 13 x 14 cm.) with printed label: Blum's maps make all traveling easy. 25c and 35c.
Box includes printed list of Blum's state maps and series numbers.
map3C G3701.P3A 192- B5, no. 16, 1928-29 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally & Company, [1928].
1 map : col. ; 64 x 47 cm.
Plate no.: 7R27.
Includes key to railroads numbered 5-85 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Maine railroads.
Inset (3 x 4 cm.): Isles of Shoals.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Maine. 1 map : col. ; 64 x 47 cm. Includes key to 7 named roads.
Issued folded in accompanying index (39 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Maine. San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1928.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 362 (PrCt)
and copyrighted by the National Survey Co.,
Chester, Vermont. Chester, Vt. National
Survey Co., 1930.
Authors: Maine. Secretary of State -- National
Survey Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 57 x 39 cm.
"Information Bureau, Secretary of State of Maine,
Augusta, Maine."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 81.16 (PrCt)

44066
Maine - Maps - 1930 - Road maps>>Road maps
Rand McNally junior auto road map of Maine.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [1930].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally and Company. Junior auto trails -- Rand
McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 43 x 28 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 89 ms. index.
Plate no. L 1002.
Uniform titles: Junior auto trails -- Auto trails.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 89.9 (PrCt)

44067
Maine - Maps - 1931 - Road maps<<>>Maine - Maps - 1931 -
Railroads<<>>Maine - Maps - 1931 - Road maps<<>>Railroads - Maps
Rand McNally pocket maps of Maine : for
tourists, travelers, shippers, general, commercial
and business reference. Chicago : New York ;
San Francisco : Rand McNally & Company,
c1931.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally and Company. Pocket maps -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
38 p. : 13 maps (2 folded) ; 24 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally pocket maps of Maine : for
counties, cities, towns, auto roads, railroads, city
maps, hotels : 1930 census
Uniform title: Pocket maps
Folded map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back
to back, col. ; 64 x 47 cm. and 68 x 44 cm.,
folded to 24 x 11 cm., inside back cover): Rand
McNally standard map of Maine. Plate nos.
"No.1:18S" and "7R30". Includes key to railroads.
-- Rand McNally junior auto road map of Maine.
Plate no. M-1002.
Index includes maps of the Auburn-Lewiston
region, Augusta, Bangor, Calais, Gardiner, Old
Town, Portland, Rockland, Sanford, Skowhegan,
and Waterville (p. 31-38).
Cover art: Cars on road alongside passenger
train.
"50¢" -- printed on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Pocket 4C 95 (PrCt)

44068
Maine - Maps - 1931 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Gulf Oil
Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry
Library).
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry
Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 506 (PrCt)

44069
Maine - Maps - 1931 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Pan American
Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection
(Newberry Library).
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry
Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 530 (PrCt)

44070
Maine - Maps - 1931 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil
Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry
Library).
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry
Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 551 (PrCt)

44071
Maine - Maps - 1931 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Official map of Maine / issued by State Highway
Department, Augusta, Me. Augusta, Me.
Secretary of the State of Maine, 1931.
Authors: Maine. Secretary of State -- American
Automobile Association -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 58 x 40 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: State Highway Commission map of
Maine / prepared and copyrighted for Maine
State Highway Commission by American
Automobile Association ; Information Bureau,
Secretary of the State of Maine, Augusta Maine.
Plate no. 3033
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 81.18 (PrCt)

44072
Maine - Maps - 1931 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Rand McNally junior auto road map of Maine.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [1931].
1 map : col. ; 68 x 44 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 89 ms. index.
Plate no. M 1002.
Uniform titles: Junior auto trails -- Auto trails.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 89.12 (PrCt)

Maine - Maps - 1932 - Road maps
Authors: Maine. State Highway Commission -- General Drafting Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 40 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: State Highway Commission map of Maine 1932.
Panel art: Photo of Waldo-Hancock bridge over Penobscot River.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 81.21 (PrCt)

Maine - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
1933-1935. Route and pictorial map of Maine / issued by the State Highway Commission Augusta, Me. 1934-35. Augusta, Me. issued by the State Highway Commission, 1934-35.
1 map : col. ; 57 x 40 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: State Highway Commission map of Maine / Lucius D. Barrows, chief engineer, assisted by Frederick P. Bonney.
"Revised 1934."
"Additional copies of this map ... supplied on request by Information Bureau, Maine Development Commission, Augusta, Maine."
Pictorial map on verso (65 x 44 cm.): Maine : its recreation and history / M. C. Linscott.
Panel art: Photo of pine tree by highway.
Panel handstamped "Received May 6 1935" and initialed "B" (for John G. Brink) in ms.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Duplicate copy: RMcN AE 192.20 (PrCt)
RMcN AE 81.26 (PrCt)

Maine - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
1933-1935. Route and pictorial map of Maine / issued by the State Highway Commission Augusta, Me. 1934-35. Augusta, Me. issued by the State Highway Commission, 1934-35.
1 map : col. ; 57 x 40 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: State Highway Commission map of Maine / Lucius D. Barrows, chief engineer, assisted by Frederick P. Bonney.
"Revised 1934."
"Additional copies of this map ... supplied on request by Information Bureau, Maine Development Commission, Augusta, Maine."
Pictorial map on verso (65 x 44 cm.): Maine : its recreation and history / M. C. Linscott.
Panel art: Photo of pine tree by highway.
Panel handstamped "Received May 6 1935" and initialed "B" (for John G. Brink) in ms.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Duplicate copy: RMcN AE 192.20 (PrCt)
RMcN AE 81.26 (PrCt)
request by Information Bureau, Maine
Development Commission, Augusta, Maine."
Pictorial map on verso (65 x 44 cm.): Maine: its recreation and history / M. C. Linscott.
Panel art: Photo of pine tree by highway.
Panel handstamped "Received May 6 1935" and signed "Brink." (for John G. Brink).
Previously bound with a collection of pictorial maps in binders labeled "Points of Interest."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Duplicate copy: RMcN AE 081.26 (PrCt)

44078 Maine - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Shell road map : Maine. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1934].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; on sheet trimmed to 57 x 41 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (3 panel, R,Y): Diagonal "Shell" on red stripe, logo.
Location "Tide Water Oil Company" is marked on verso.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1136 (PrCt)

44079 Maine - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
[Texaco road map of Maine]. [Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, 1934?].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; on sheet trimmed to 57 x 41 cm.
Title and imprint supplied by cataloger.
Imperfect; editor's copy of a Texaco road map trimmed on all sides to outline a single U.S. state.
Date from previous binding marked "Points of Interest" and dated 1934.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 189.17 (PrCt)

44080 Maine - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Route and pictorial map of Maine. Augusta, Me. issued by the State Highway Commission, 1935.
1 map : col. ; 57 x 40 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: State Highway Commission map of Maine / Lucius D. Barrows, chief engineer, assisted by Frederick P. Bonney.
Pictorial map on verso (65 x 44 cm.): Maine: its recreation and history / M.C. Linscott
Panel art: Photo of winding highway.
Panel handstamped "Received Jun 17 1935" and signed "Brink."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 81.27 (PrCt)

44081 Maine - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Tydol trails thru Maine, Maritime Provinces.
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Tide Water Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (3 panel, O,B): Profile of woman driver, scarf blowing in wind.
Plate no. I-4-254-JC.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1237 (PrCt)

44082 Maine - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1466 (PrCt)

44083 Maine - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 38 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell official road map : Maine.
Plate no. I-4-254-J.C.
Map on verso (27 x 43 cm.): Shell official road map : Maritime Provinces.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Maine - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Authors: H. M Gousha Company -- Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 38 cm.
Panel title.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1271 (PrCt)

Maine - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Tydol trails thru Maine, Maritime Provinces... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, 1936.
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 63 x 41 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: 1936 Tydol trails : Maine.
Plate nos. "254 J.C." and "J-1".
Inset (10 x 9 cm.) : Bangor.
Maps on verso (28 x 47 cm. and smaller): 1936 Tydol trails : Maritime Provinces -- Montréal -- Augusta -- Portland.
Panel art: Cartoon of Tydol "Little Engineer"; automobile license plate.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 171.8B (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

-- Portland -- Augusta -- Bangor.
Panel art: Cities Service logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 157.14A (PrCt)

44091 Maine - Maps - 1936 - Road maps Road maps
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Cities Service logo and "serves a nation" slogan.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1566 (PrCt)

44092 Maine - Maps - 1936 - Road maps Road maps
Authors: Warner-Quinlan Company -- Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Slogan "Where the customer is boss"; Cities Service Oil Co. logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1567 (PrCt)

Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 2040 (PrCt)

Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Tydol gasoline and Veedol motor oil logos, and slogan "travel in the best circles."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 2095 (PrCt)

Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 69 x 42 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Gulf road map of Maine.
Plate no U.3861
Maps on verso (42 x 58 cm. and 21 x 19 cm.):
Panel art: Gulf sign over cars on road passing gas station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 82.8.1(PrCt)

Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 39 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Cities Service invites you to tour Maine.
Plate no. 322 - S.C. - 12 - K
Panel art: Cities Service sign, car and outline of the United States.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jun 3 -1937 .... "
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 157.17 (PrCt)


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
44098 Maine - Maps - 1938 - Road maps Maritime Provinces - Maps - 1938 - Road maps Road maps
Shell road map : Maine and Maritime Provinces ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1938].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1840 (PrCt)

44099 Maine - Maps - 1938 - Road maps Maritime Provinces - Maps - 1938 - Road maps Road maps
Shell road map : Maine and Maritime Provinces ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1938].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell official road map of Maine.
Plate nos. "354-J. 11-L" and "12-L 1938-1" Date from RMcN AE 164 ms. index.
Map on verso (29 x 44 cm.): Shell official road map : Maritime Provinces.
Panel art: Shell logo. Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 15 1938 ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RmcN AE 164.16 (PrCt)

44100 Maine - Maps - 1938 - Road maps Maritime Provinces - Maps - 1938 - Road maps Road maps
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 63 x 47 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: 1938 Tydol trails : Maine.
Plate no. 354-J. 11-L.

Panel art: Tydol sign and cars. Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 22 1938 Rand McNally & Co. ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RmcN AE 171.9A (PrCt)

44101 Maine - Maps - 1938 - Road maps Maritime Provinces - Maps - 1938 - Road maps Road maps
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Tydol sign and cars.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 22 1938 Rand McNally & Co. ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3308 (PrCt)

Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 69 x 42 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Gulf : Maine info-map.
Plate no T.3861 Maps on verso (42 x 58 cm. and 21 x 19 cm.): Road map of Quebec, New York, Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island, Maritime Provinces -- Boston and vicinity.
Panel art: Gulf sign over cars on road passing gas station.
RmcN AE 82.17 (PrCt)

44103 Maine - Maps - 1938 - Road maps Northeastern States - Maps - 1938 - Road maps Maritime Provinces - Maps - 1938 - Road maps Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 68 x 44 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Maine.
Includes table of "State and federal gasoline..."
44107 Maine - Maps - 1939 - Road maps - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 3545 (PrCr)

44108 Maine - Maps - 1939 - Road maps - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Gousha Clients 3661 (PrCr)

44109 Maine - Maps - 1939 - Road maps - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 3561 (PrCr)

44110 Maine - Maps - 1939 - Road maps - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Gousha Clients 3545 (PrCr)

44111 Maine - Maps - 1939 - Road maps - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 3545 (PrCr)

44112 Maine - Maps - 1939 - Road maps - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Gousha Clients 3545 (PrCr)
Panel art: Gulf sign over cars on road passing gas station.
**RMcN AE 82.20 (PrCt)**

44110 Maine - Maps - 1939 - Road maps>>Northeastern States - Maps - 1939 - Road maps>>Maritime Provinces - Maps - 1939 - Road maps>>Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 44 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Maine "Road surface conditions edited to July 1st, 1939."
Plate no. U.3818
Insets (each 9 x 8 cm.): Augusta -- Bangor -- Portland -- Quebec.
Map on verso (50 x 50 cm.): Texaco sectional trip map of northeastern U.S.
Insets on verso (18 x 19 cm. and smaller): Cleveland and vicinity -- New York and vicinity -- Gaspé Peninsula -- Maritime Provinces.
Panel art: Texaco logo over silhouette of United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 82.18 (PrCt)**

44111 Maine - Maps - 1939 - Road maps>>Northeastern States - Maps - 1939 - Road maps>>Maritime Provinces - Maps - 1939 - Road maps>>Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 44 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Maine "Road surface conditions edited to 1st October, 1939."
Plate no. (2) U.3818
Insets (each 9 x 8 cm.): Augusta -- Bangor -- Portland -- Quebec.
Map on verso (50 x 50 cm.): Texaco sectional trip map of northeastern U.S.
Insets on verso (18 x 19 cm. and smaller): Cleveland and vicinity -- New York and vicinity -- Gaspé Peninsula -- Maritime Provinces.
Panel art: Texaco logo over silhouette of United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

44112 Maine - Maps - 1939 - Road maps>>Road maps
**Maine road map / Cities Service. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1939?].**
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"Tourist edition."
Panel title.
Panel art: road leading to a Cities Service gas station and sign; slogan "buy at this sign."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
**Gousha Clients 3361 (PrCt)**

44113 Maine - Maps - 1940 - Road maps>>Maritime Provinces - Maps - 1940 - Road maps>>Road maps
**Shell map of Maine and Maritime Provinces. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1940?].**
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: Maine, Maritime Provinces.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
**Gousha Clients 3876 (PrCt)**

44114 Maine - Maps - 1940 - Road maps>>Maritime Provinces - Maps - 1940 - Road maps>>Road maps
**Tydol trails thru Maine, Maritime Provinces / issued by Tide Water Associated Oil Company ... New York. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1940.**
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: drawing of a lighthouse and sail boat with caption "Maine's picturesque coastal line ..."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
**Gousha Clients 4003 (PrCt)**

44115 Maine - Maps - 1940 - Road maps>>New England - Maps - 1940 - Road maps>>Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1940 - Road maps>>Road maps
**Maine info-map : Gulf. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1940].**
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
Maine - Maps - 1940 - Road maps

Maine road map / Cities Service. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1940].

Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.
Panel art: road with cars, Cities Service sign and gas station attendant; slogan "helpful service wherever you go!"

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 3721 (PrCt)

Maine - Maps - 1941 - Road maps


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Pocket maps -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

29 p. : 1 col. map (folded) ; 24 cm.

Cover title: Rand McNally pocket maps : Maine : 1940 census : complete indexed reference map ... [and] highway map

Uniform title: Pocket maps

Folded map contents (1 map, col. ; 64 x 47 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of Maine. Plate no. 123456. Includes key to railroads.

Cover art: Cars on road alongside passenger train.

"50¢" -- printed on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).

RMcN Pocket 4C 96 (PrCt)

Maine - Maps - 1941 - Road maps


Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.
Panel art: airplane, car and Tydol flying "A" gasoline logo.

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 4323 (PrCt)
Road maps


Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 64 x 47 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

 Added title: 1941 Tydol trails : Maine.

Plate nos. "354-J.C." and "12-O"

Maps on verso (26 x 42 cm. and smaller): 1941 Tydol trails: Maritime Provinces -- Portland -- In and around New York and vicinity.

Panel art: airplane, car and Tydol flying "A" gasoline logo.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

**RMcN Clients 5022 (PrCt)**

**44124 Maine - Maps - 1941 - Road maps - New Hampshire - Maps - 1941 - Road maps - Vermont - Maps - 1941 - Road maps**

**Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont.** Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1941].

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 68 x 44 cm.

Panel title.

 Added title: Texaco touring map of Maine

Date from RMcN AE 82 ms. index.

Includes table of "State and federal gasoline taxes as of 2nd September, 1941."

Plate no. W. 3818

Maps on verso (50 x 40 cm. and 16 x 25 cm.): Texaco touring map of New Hampshire, Vermont -- Boston Mass. and vicinity.

Panel art: Texaco sign.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 82.26 (PrCt)**

**44125 Maine - Maps - 1941 - Road maps - New Hampshire - Maps - 1941 - Road maps - Vermont - Maps - 1941 - Road maps**

**Texaco touring map, Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont.** Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1941].

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 68 x 44 cm.

Panel title.

 Added title: Texaco touring map of Maine

Date from RMcN AE 82 ms. index.

Includes table of "State and federal gasoline taxes as of 1st Dec., 1940."

Plate no. W. 3818

Maps on verso (50 x 40 cm. and 16 x 25 cm.): Texaco touring map of New Hampshire, Vermont -- Boston Mass. and vicinity.

Panel art: Texaco sign.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 82.27 (PrCt)**

**44126 Maine - Maps - 1941 - Road maps - New Hampshire - Maps - 1941 - Road maps - Vermont - Maps - 1941 - Road maps**

**Maine road map / Cities Service.** Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1941].

Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
**Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)**

Panel title.
Panel art: car, Cities Service sign and infant dressed as a gas station attendant; slogan "start every trip at your Cities Service dealer's."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
**Gousha Clients 4068 (PrCt)**

**44127 Maine - Maps - 1942>>>New Hampshire - Maps - 1942>>>Vermont - Maps - 1942>>>Road maps**

**44128 Maine - Maps - 1942 - Road maps>>>Maritime Provinces - Maps - 1942 - Road maps**
*Shell map of Maine and Maritime Provinces. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1942?]. Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm. Panel title. At head of panel title: Maine, Maritime Provinces. Panel art: Shell logo, statement "all points of military interest have been removed voluntarily from this map and index" and slogan "tour with confidence." Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library). Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011). Gousha Clients 4558 (PrCt)

**44129 Maine - Maps - 1942 - Road maps>>>Maritime Provinces - Maps - 1942 - Road maps**

Panel title.
Panel art: statue of minuteman with caption "buy war bonds and stamps", Tydol gasoline logo, Veedol motor oil logo, and statement "Oil is ammunition, use it wisely." Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011). Gousha Clients 4644 (PrCt)

**44130 Maine - Maps - 1942 - Road maps>>>New England - Maps - 1942 - Road maps>>>Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1942 - Road maps**

**44131 Maine - Maps - 1942 - Road maps>>>Road maps**


*Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.*
Maine - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Shell map of Maine and Maritime Provinces.
Panel art: Cities Service gas station, various cartoon images, and slogan "Cities Service dealers help make every trip a treat."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4736 (PrCt)

Maine - Maps - 1947 - Coasts - Nautical charts
Coastwise cruising guide no. 1 : Eastport, Me. to Block Island, R.I. ... : Socony-Vacuum Oil Company Inc. and affiliates Magnolia Petroleum Co., General Petroleum Corp. Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [1947].
1 map : col. ; 59 x 42 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Car on road and map of New England.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4736 (PrCt)
Maine - Maps - 1947 - Road maps>Maritime Provinces - Maps - 1947 - Road maps>Road maps
Shell map of Maine and Maritime Provinces. Chicago: H.M. Gousha Co., [1947?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "U", indicating 1947 publication.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5184 (PrCt)

Maine - Maps - 1947 - Road maps>Maritime Provinces - Maps - 1947 - Road maps>Road maps
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "U", indicating 1947 publication.
Panel art: rural road scene with gas station, car, and "Tydol flying 'A' gasoline" sign.
Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Maine - Maps - 1947 - Road maps>Maritime Provinces - Maps - 1947 - Road maps>Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 69 x 42 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Gulf: Maine info-map
Date from RMcN AE 91 ms. index.
Plate no. 7-463633V-1.
Maps on verso (43 x 58 cm. and 21 x 19 cm.): Road map of Quebec, New York, Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island, Maritime Provinces: Gulf -- Boston and vicinity.
Panel art: Gulf sign over car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 91.29 (PrCt)
Maine - Maps - 1947 - Road maps

44144

Maine - Maps - 1947 - Road maps

Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Cities Service gas station, various cartoon images, and slogan "Cities Service dealers help make every trip a treat."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5044 (PrCt)

44145

Maine - Maps - 1947 - Road maps

Travel Maine with Conoco .... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1947?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "U", indicating 1947 publication.
Panel art: family standing in front of car and statement "for long trips ask ... about Touraide."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5086 (PrCt)

44146


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Pocket maps -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
29 p. : 2 col. maps on 1 sheet (folded) ; 24 cm.
"1948 edition."
Cover title: Rand McNally pocket maps : Maine : complete indexed reference map ... [and] highway map
Uniform title: Pocket maps
Folded map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back to back, col. ; 64 x 47 and 47 x 65 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of Maine. Plate nos. "6" and "PM 18". Includes key to railroads. -- Rand McNally road map : Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont.
Plate no. 8-463633V-2. Includes inset of northeastern Maine (20 x 23 cm.)
Cover art: Cars on road alongside passenger train.
"50¢" -- printed on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Pocket 4C 97 (PrCt)

44147


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Pocket maps -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
29 p. : 2 col. maps on 1 sheet (folded) ; 24 cm.
"1948 edition."
Cover title: Rand McNally pocket maps : Maine : complete indexed reference map ... [and] highway map
Uniform title: Pocket maps
Folded map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back to back, col. ; 64 x 47 and 47 x 65 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of Maine. Plate nos. "6" and "PM 18". Includes key to railroads. -- Rand McNally road map : Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont.
Plate no. 8-463633V-2. Includes inset of northeastern Maine (20 x 23 cm.)
Cover art: Cars on road alongside passenger train.
"75¢" -- printed on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Pocket 4C 98 (PrCt)

44148


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Road map of Maine, Maritime Provinces ... / Tide Water Associated Oil Company, New York, Tulsa, San Francisco. Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948?].
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
Panel art: Tide Water logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5545 (PrCt)

Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 42 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Gulf : Maine info-map
Date from RMcN AE 91 ms. index.
Includes index dated 1947.
Plate number 8-463633V-S.
Maps on verso (43 x 58 cm. and 21 x 19 cm.):
Panel art: Gulf sign over car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

44151 Maine - Maps - 1948 - Road maps - Road maps
Maine / Cities Service. Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948?].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
Panel art: Cities Service gas station, various cartoon images, and slogan "Cities Service dealers help make every trip a treat."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5322 (PrCt)
Maine - Maps - 1950 - Road maps

44154

Maine - Maps - 1950 - Road maps

44156

Maine - Maps - 1951 - Road maps

44155

Maine - Maps - 1951 - Coasts - Nautical charts

44157

Maine - Maps - 1951 - Road maps

Coastwise cruising guide no. 1 : Eastport, Me. to Block Island, R.I. ... : Socony-Vacuum Oil Company Inc. and affiliates Magnolia Petroleum Co., General Petroleum Corp. Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [1951].

Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Magnolia Petroleum Company -- General Petroleum Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Socony-Vacuum Oil Company.

Cruising guide -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

1 map : col. ; 56 x 82 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Coastwide cruising guide : Eastport, Me. to Portland, Me.

Uniform title: Cruising guide.

Date from RMcN AE 174 ms. index.

Plate no. 1-4705-3.

Insets (32 x 18 cm. and 22 x 10 cm.): Moosehead Lake -- Long Lake.

Includes pictorial vignettes of lighthouses, lightships and other aids to navigation.

Maps on verso (82 x 56 cm. and smaller): Coastwise cruising guide : Portland, Me. to Block Island, R.I. -- Newfound Lake, N.H. -- Sunapee Lake, N.H.

Panel art: Mobilgas marine station.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 174.28 (PrCt)

Maine - Maps - 1951 - Road maps

44156

Maine - Maps - 1951 - Road maps

44155

Maine - Maps - 1951 - Coasts - Nautical charts

44157

Maine - Maps - 1951 - Road maps

Coastwise cruising guide no. 1 : Eastport, Me. to Block Island, R.I. ... : Socony-Vacuum Oil Company Inc. and affiliates Magnolia Petroleum Co., General Petroleum Corp. Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [1951].

Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Magnolia Petroleum Company -- General Petroleum Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Socony-Vacuum Oil Company.

Cruising guide -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

1 map : col. ; 56 x 82 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Coastwide cruising guide : Eastport, Me. to Portland, Me.

Uniform title: Cruising guide.

Date from RMcN AE 174 ms. index.

Plate no. 1-4705-3.

Insets (32 x 18 cm. and 22 x 10 cm.): Moosehead Lake -- Long Lake.

Includes pictorial vignettes of lighthouses, lightships and other aids to navigation.

Maps on verso (82 x 56 cm. and smaller): Coastwise cruising guide : Portland, Me. to Block Island, R.I. -- Newfound Lake, N.H. -- Sunapee Lake, N.H.

Panel art: Mobilgas marine station.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 174.28 (PrCt)
Socony-Vacuum Oil Company, Incorporated.
Chicago : Rand McNally and Company, [1951].
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Foldex Limited -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 76 x 44 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Maine : Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc.
Plate no. 514611V-1.
Date from RMcN AE 178 ms. index.
Maps on verso (64 x 44 cm.): New Hampshire, Vermont : Socony-Vacuum Oil Company, Inc.
Panel art: Mobilgas logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 178.37 (PrCl)

Miracle fold road map : northern New England : Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont ... Mobilgas ... Socony-Vacuum Oil Company, Incorporated.
Chicago : Rand McNally and Company, [1951].
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Foldex Limited -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 76 x 44 cm.
Panel title.
"Produced under license from Foldex Limited."
Added title: Maine : Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc.
Plate no. 514611V
Date from RMcN AE 178 ms. index.
Map on verso (64 x 44 cm.): New Hampshire, Vermont : Socony-Vacuum Oil Company, Inc.
Panel art: Mobilgas logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 178.1X (PrCl)

28 p. : 2 col. maps on 1 sheet (folded) ; 24 cm.
"1952 edition."
Cover title: Rand McNally Maine pocket map : reference map ... [and] detailed highway map Uniform title: Pocket maps
Folded map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back to back, col. ; 64 x 47 cm. and 47 x 65 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of Maine. Plate no. 543210. Includes key to railroads. -- Rand McNally road map : Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont. Plate no. 2-463633V-9. Includes inset of northeastern Maine (20 x 23 cm.)
"2 maps in one, $1" -- front cover.
Cover art: Schematic road sign labeled "reference map ... ."
Handstamp on title page: Register of Copyrights, Library of Congress ... certificate no. 219198.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008). 
RMcN Pocket 4C 99 (PrCl)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Pocket maps -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
28 p. : 2 col. maps on 1 sheet (folded) ; 24 cm.
"1952 edition."
Cover title: Rand McNally Maine pocket map : reference map ... [and] detailed highway map Uniform title: Pocket maps
Folded map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back to back, col. ; 64 x 47 cm. and 47 x 65 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of Maine. Plate no. 543210. Includes key to railroads. -- Rand McNally road map : Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont. Plate no. 2-463633V-9. Includes inset of northeastern Maine (20 x 23 cm.)
"2 maps in one, $1" -- front cover.
Cover art: Schematic road sign labeled "reference map ... ."
Handstamp on cover: Display room sample, do not remove.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008). 
RMcN Pocket 4C 100 (PrCl)
44164 Maine - Maps - 1952 - Road maps

New Hampshire - Maps - 1952 - Road maps
Vermont - Maps - 1952 - Road maps
Road maps

Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1952?].
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Foldex Limited -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; (74 x 43 cm.) folded to 23 x 12 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Maine.
"Produced under license from Foldex Limited ..."
Plate no. 2-514611V-3.
Map on verso (66 x 43 cm.): New Hampshire, Vermont.
Panel art: Mobilgas winged horse logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1617 (PrCt)

44165 Maine - Maps - 1954 - Road maps

New Hampshire - Maps - 1954 - Road maps
Vermont - Maps - 1954 - Road maps
Road maps

Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont ... Amoco ... American Oil Co. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1954?].
Authors: American Oil Company -- Amoco Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 60 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Amoco road map Maine
Plate no. 4-525100V-19.
Inset (6 x 6 cm.): Portland
Map on verso (65 x 43 cm.): Amoco road map of New Hampshire-Vermont
Panel art: Amoco service station and sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 74.1X (PrCt)

44166 Maine - Maps - 1956 - Road maps

New England - Maps - 1956 - Road maps

Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 69 x 42 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Maine
Plate no. 4-525100V-19.
Inset (6 x 6 cm.): Portland
Map on verso (65 x 43 cm.): Amoco road map of New Hampshire-Vermont
Panel art: Amoco service station and sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 74.1X (PrCt)

44163 Maine - Maps - 1952 - Road maps

New Hampshire - Maps - 1952 - Road maps
Vermont - Maps - 1952 - Road maps
New England - Maps - 1952 - Road maps
Road maps

Miracle fold road map : northern New England : Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont ... Mobilgas ... Socony-Vacuum Oil Company, Incorporated.
Chicago : Rand McNally and Company, [1952].
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Foldex Limited -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 76 x 44 cm.
Panel title.
"Produced under license from Foldex Limited."
Added title: Maine : Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc.
Plate no. 2-514611V-2.
Date from RMcN AE 178 ms. index.
Maps on verso (64 x 44 cm.): New Hampshire, Vermont : Socony-Vacuum Oil Company, Inc.
Panel art: Mobilgas logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

44162 Maine - Maps - 1952 - Road maps

New England - Maps - 1952 - Road maps
Northeastern States - Maps - 1952 - Road maps
Boston Region (Mass.) - Maps - 1952 - Road maps
Road maps
Road maps
Road maps

Maine tourguide map : Gulf, Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1952].
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 69 x 42 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Maine.
"Produced under license from Foldex Limited ..."
Plate no. 2-514611V-3.
Map on verso (43 x 58 cm. and 21 x 19 cm.): Maine tourguide map : Gulf.
Maps on Region (Mass.) - Road maps.
Panel art: Schematic road sign labeled "2 maps in one, $1" -- front cover.
Handstamp on cover: Display room sample, do not remove.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Pocket 4C 101 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Panel art: Gulf sign over cars.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 82.2X (PrCt)

Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 69 x 42 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Maine
Date from RMcN AE 82 ms. index.
Plate no. 6-463633V-25.
Maps on verso (43 x 58 cm. and 21 x 19 cm.):
Panel art: Gulf sign over cars.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 82.3X (PrCt)

Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 69 x 42 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Maine
Date from RMcN AE 82 ms. index.
Plate no. 6-463633V-25.
Maps on verso (43 x 58 cm. and 21 x 19 cm.):
Panel art: Gulf sign over cars.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 82.4X (PrCt)

Authors: American Oil Company -- Amoco Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 60 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Amoco road map of Maine
Plate no. 6-463633V-22.
Map on verso (65 x 43 cm.): Amoco road map of New Hampshire, Vermont
Panel art: Amoco gas logo on key in car ignition.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 82.5X (PrCt)

Authors: Socony Mobil Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 75 x 43 cm., folded to 23 x 12 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Maine
Plate no. 8-514611V-15.
Map on verso (43 x 38 cm.): New Hampshire, Vermont.
Panel art: Mobil winged horse logo.
Title panel handstamped "Jun. 27 1958."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4068 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Pocket maps -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
32 p.: 2 col. maps on 1 sheet (folded): 24 cm.
Map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet: back to back, col.: 64 x 47 cm. and 60 x 42 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of Maine. Includes key to railroads.
-- Maine: Rand McNally road map. Plate no. 2-5625-12. Includes inset of Portland (7 x 7 cm.) Cover art: stylized and labeled map symbols (e.g. "elevations", "points of interest", "air facilities", etc.) "$1.50" -- printed on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Jan. 2010).
Maine - Maps - 1962 - Road maps

Authors: Maine. State Highway Department -- Maine. State Highway Commission -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 82 x 59 cm., folded to 22 x 11 cm. Panel title.
Added title: Maine.
"Map compiled and drawn by State Highway Department, for free distribution, copyright 1962 by Maine State Highway Commission."
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

Maine - Maps - 1963 - Road maps

Authors: American Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 60 x 42 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm. Panel title.
Added title: Road map of Maine.
Plate no. 3-5625-13.
Inset (7 x 8 cm.): Portland. Maps on verso (64 x 42 cm. and smaller): Road map of New Hampshire, Vermont -- Burlington -- Manchester. Panel art: American flaming torch sign and slogan "as you travel, ask us"; watercolor-style illustration of American landmarks. Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

Maine - Maps - 1968 - Road maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Pocket maps -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
Map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back to back, col. ; 64 x 47 cm. and 60 x 42 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of Maine. Includes key to railroads. -- Maine : Rand McNally road map. Plate no. 4-5625-15. Includes inset of Portland (7 x 7 cm.)
Cover art: stylized and labeled map symbols (e.g. "elevations", "points of interest", "air facilities", etc.) "$1.95" -- adhesive sticker on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Jan. 2010).

Maine - Maps - 1968 - Road maps

Maine highway ro

Maine. State Highway Commission

Maine. State Highway Department

Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

Rand McNally and Company

Rand McNally and Company

Rand McNally and Company

Rand McNally and Company

Rand McNally and Company
1 map : col. ; 55 x 37 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Maine.
Plate no. 686601-3.
 Insets (14 x 11 cm. and 9 x 8 cm.): Acadia Nat'l Park -- Portland.
Maps on verso (57 x 38 cm. and smaller): New Hampshire, Vermont -- Burlington, Vt. -- Concord, N.H. -- Manchester, N.H.
Panel art: Sinclair logo, abstracted traffic signs.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2846 (PrCt)

Maine - Maps - 1968 - Road maps

1 map : col. ; 55 x 37 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"1968 edition."
"68-69 " -- Title panel.
Added title: How to read your map of Maine
Map on verso (61 x 43 cm.): How to read your map of New Hampshire, Vermont.
Panel art: Sunoco gas station on blue background.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3367 (PrCt)

Maine - Maps - 1969 - Road maps

1 map : col. ; 55 x 37 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"1968 edition."
"68-69 " -- Title panel.
Added title: How to read your map of Maine
Map on verso (61 x 43 cm.): How to read your map of New Hampshire, Vermont.
Panel art: Sunoco gas station on blue background.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2963 (PrCt)

Maine - Maps - 1970 - Road maps

1 map : col. ; 55 x 37 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"1970 edition."
"70-71 " -- Title panel.
Added title: How to read your map of Maine
Map on verso (61 x 43 cm.): How to read your map of New Hampshire, Vermont.
Panel art: Sunoco gas station on blue background.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2963 (PrCt)

Maine - Maps - 1971 - Road maps

1 map : both sides, col. ; 55 x 44 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"1971 edition."
"71-72 " -- Title panel.
Added title: How to read your map of Maine
Map on verso (61 x 43 cm.): How to read your map of New Hampshire, Vermont.
Panel art: Sunoco gas station on blue background.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2963 (PrCt)
A General highway atlas of Maine / prepared by the State of Maine Department of Transportation ; ... ; in cooperation with the U.S. Department of Transportation, Federal Highway Administration. Augusta : Maine Department of Transportation, 1973.
Authors: Maine. Dept. of Transportation -- United States. Federal Highway Administration -- Logility Transportation (Des Plaines, Ill.)
1 atlas (v, 1A-54[H] p.) : 54 maps ; 58 x 45 cm.
Cover title.
Scale 1:31,250.
Title of each map: General highway map ... County, Maine.
Most counties are on multiple sheets; each sheet includes location map.
Ancillary maps of cities and towns on separate pages titled "Congested cultural areas, ... County, Maine."
Original maps dated 1966 to 1972; all are revised to 1973.
Includes "Maine : official transportation map;" Index map, showing counties and civil towns; "Index of towns;" "List of urban areas;" and "Maine highway route mileage table."

1 map : col. ; 55 x 37 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Maine.
Plate no. 746601-10
Insets (9 x 8 cm. and 14 x 11 cm.) : Portland -- Acadia Natl. Park.
Maps on verso (57 x 38 cm. and smaller): New Hampshire ... Vermont ... -- Burlington -- Concord -- Manchester.
Panel art: road signs.
Forms part of a collection of stock editions of Rand McNally road maps, some apparently issued as sales samples and / or printer's proofs for prospective commercial clients.
Uniform series title (established by cataloger): Stock road maps
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1323 (PrCt)

Maine - Maps - 1975 - Road maps - Interstate 95 - Maps - 1975 - Road maps - Strip maps - Road maps
Authors: Maine. Department of Transportation -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 82 x 59 cm., folded to 22 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
"Map compiled and drawn by Maine Department of Transportation. Copyright 1975 Maine Department of Transportation."
"Published under the authority of R.S. 1964, T23, sec. 1351."
-- Bottom right corner.
Maps on verso (37 x 10 cm. or smaller): Portland -- Bangor-Brewer -- Lewiston-Auburn -- Waterville-Winslow -- Biddeford-Saco -- Augusta -- Rumford-Mexico -- Kittery -- Principal controlled access highways [i.e. strip map of Interstate 95 in 3 sections].
Verso also has color photos of food and recipes. Panel art: Color photo of lighthouse.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4236 (PrCt)
Maine - Maps - 1976 - Road maps<<>>Interstate 95 - Maps - 1976 - Road maps<<>>Strip maps<<>>Road maps
Maine 1976 official transportation map / published for free distribution by Maine Department of Transportation. [Augusta, Maine?] : Maine Department of Transportation, c1976. Authors: Maine. Department of Transportation -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 82 x 59 cm., folded to 22 x 10 cm. Panel title.
"Map compiled and drawn by Maine Department of Transportation."
"Published under the authority of R.S. 1964, T23, sec. 1351." -- Bottom right corner.
Maps on verso (37 x 10 cm. or smaller): Portland -- Bangor-Brewer -- Lewiston-Auburn -- Waterville-Winslow -- Biddeford-Saco -- Augusta -- Rumford-Mexico -- Kittery -- Principal controlled access highways [i.e. strip map of Interstate 95 in 3 sections]. Verso also has color photos celebrating "America's 200th birthday."
Panel art: Color photo of Revolutionary soldiers loading a cannon.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4237 (PrCt)

Maine - Maps - 1977 - Road maps<<>>Interstate 95 - Maps - 1977 - Road maps<<>>Strip maps<<>>Road maps
Maine official transportation map 1977-78. [Augusta, Maine?] : Maine Department of Transportation, c1977. Authors: Maine. Department of Transportation -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 82 x 59 cm., folded to 22 x 10 cm. Panel title.
Added title: Maine transportation map 1977-78. © 1977 Maine Department of Transportation" "Published for free distribution by Maine Department of Transportation" -- Title panel.
Maps on verso (40 x 10 cm. or smaller): Portland -- Bangor-Brewer -- Lewiston-Auburn -- Waterville-Winslow -- Biddeford-Saco -- Augusta -- Rumford-Mexico -- Kittery -- Interstate and toll highways [i.e. strip map of Interstate 95 in 3 sections]. Panel art: Color photo of fishing boat on water.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4230 (PrCt)

Authors: Thompson, Edward V. -- Nimue Books & Prints
1 atlas (xii, 447 p.) : col. ill., col. maps ; 29 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 441-443) and index.
Edition of 1000 copies.
Scales differ.
Map Ref folio G1216.S1 T44 2010 (NLO)

Maine Turnpike - Maps - 1973 - Road maps - Interstate 95 - Maps - 1973 - Road maps - Road maps
Authors: Maine Turnpike Authority -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 22 x 39 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
"Maine Turnpike Authority ... Portland, Maine ..." -- Back panel.
Highlights interchanges along Interstate 95.
Maps on verso (22 x 20 cm. and smaller):
Principal approaches to the Maine Turnpike -- Portland area turnpike interchanges -- Auburn-Lewiston area turnpike interchanges -- Augusta area turnpike interchanges.
Panel art: Color photo of car on turnpike with inset photos of the four seasons.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4758 (PrCt)

Mainz-Bingen (Germany) - Maps - 1743 - Hesse (Germany) - Maps - 1743 - Rhineland-Palatinate (Germany) - Maps - 1743
L'Électorat de Mayence partie de la Hesse et du Palatinat du Rhin. Paris : Le Rouge, 1743 [i.e. 1748?].
Authors: Le Rouge, Georges-Louis -- Le Rouge, Georges-Louis. Recueil contenant des cartes nouvelles ... (1742 [i.e. 1748?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 55 x 48 cm.
Added title in upper margin: Basse partie du cercle de Franconie l'électorat de Mayence le comté de Vertheim Reineck et d'Erpach. &c. &c.
In: Le Rouge, Georges-Louis. Recueil contenant des cartes nouvelles ... (Paris : chez le Sr. Le Rouge, 1742 [i.e. 1748?]) .
Manuscript '78' on verso.
oversize Ayer 135 .L6 1742 pl. 78 (PrCt)

Mainz (Rhineland-Palatinate, Germany) - History - Siege, 1795 - Maps - 1839 - Mainz (Rhineland-Palatinate, Germany) - Maps - 1839
Plan de Mayence et des environs ; pour servir aux opérations militaires qui ont en lieu devant cette place depuis 1792 à 1796, notamment à la prise des lignes par l'armée Autrichienne le 29 8bre 1795 / Bielaerds, ft. [Paris] : Libraire Militaire de Petit, [1839].
Authors: Bielaerds, J. -- Jomini, Antoine Henri, baron de, 1779-1869. Atlas pour servir à l'intelligence de l'Histoire critique et militaire des guerres de la révolution (1839) -- Petit, J.-B.
1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 47 cm.
Relief shown by hachures.
Positions of French and Austrian troops indicated by colors.
At upper right: Pl. XIII.
Case oversize F 393 .457, pl. 13 (PrCt)

Mainz (Rhineland-Palatinate, Germany) - Maps - 1575 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Authors: Mascop, Godfried, 16th cent. -- Ostertag, Heinrich Jonas, 18th cent. -- Herrmann, Fritz. Quellen zur Topographie und Statistik der Stadt Mainz (1914)
1 map ; 48 x 68 cm. on 4 sheets 28 x 39 cm.
The map reproduced is a manuscript copy made in 1725 by H.J. Ostertag of Mascop's manuscript of 1575; both MSS. are in the collections of the Staatsarchiv Würzburg.
Accompanied by "Verbemerkung," and keys to streets and structures (I-LXII, a-z, aa-yy, 1-157) on p. 157-160.

References: Karrow, Mapmakers of the 16th Century, 54/2.

map1F G6299.M25 1575 .M3 1914 (PrCt)

Mainz (Rhineland-Palatinate, Germany) - Maps
- 1694 - Fortification
  Mayence est située deça le Rhein ... [Paris : De Fer, 1694].
  Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Les Forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes -- avec leurs fortifications, dessinées par les meilleurs ingénieurs Seconde partie 1694
  1 map : 20 x 27 cm.
  In: Fer, Nicolas de. Les Forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes; avec leurs fortifications, dessinées par les meilleurs ingénieurs ... Seconde partie (Paris : chez l'auteur, 1694) map [6].
  Case folio U 26. 2929 map [6] (PrCt)

Mainz (Rhineland-Palatinate, Germany) - Maps
- 1695 - Fortification
  Mayence est située deça le Rhein ... [Paris : De Fer, 1695].
  Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes -- avec leurs fortifications ... (1695-1696)
  1 map : 20 x 27 cm.
  In: Fer, Nicolas de. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes; avec leurs fortifications ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, 1695-1696) pt. 1, map [6].
  Manuscript ('6') at upper right.
  Case folio U 26. 293 pt. 1, map [6] (PrCt)

Mainz (Rhineland-Palatinate, Germany) - Maps
- 1696 - Names, Geographical
  Partie occidentale du temporel de l'archevêché et eslectorat de Mayence ... [Paris : i.e. Amsterdam : H. Jaillot [i.e. P. Mortier], 1696].
  Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. [Atlas nouveau contenant toutes les parties du monde ... ] (1696)
  1 map : hand col.; 40 x 53 cm.
  Accompanied, on the previous leaf, by: Table alphabetique des noms de villes ... sur ... partie occidentale ... de Mayence.
  In: Sanson, Nicolas. [Atlas nouveau contenant toutes les parties du monde ... ] (Amsterdam : Pierre Mortier, 1696) v. 1, map [17].
  Forms part of atlas published by P. Mortier in Amsterdam; chiefly comprised of maps bearing the counterfeit imprint of H. Jaillot in Paris.
  Case oversize G 1007 .781 v. 1, map [17] (PrCt)

Mainz (Rhineland-Palatinate, Germany) - Maps
- 1713 - Fortification
  Mayence est située deça le Rhein ... Paris : De Fer, [1713].
  Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Loon, H. V. (Herman van) -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Introduction à la fortification ... (1713)
  1 map : 19 x 28 cm.
  In: Fer, Nicolas de. Introduction à la fortification ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, [1713]) map [97].
  For later state of this map, with engraved plate number, see Case folio U 26 .292.
  For earlier version of this map, engraved on different plate, see Case folio U 26 .293.
  Case oversize U 26 .2919 map [97] (PrCt)

Mainz (Rhineland-Palatinate, Germany) - Maps
- 1828 - Guidebooks
  Authors: Klein, Johann Baptist August, d. 1831 -- Röhling, F. -- Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
  1 v. : 10 views
  By Prof. Johann August Klein.
Mainz (Rhineland-Palatinate, Germany) - Maps - 1908
Illustrierter Führer durch Mainz und Umgebung : nebst einer Rheinfahrt von Mainz bis Bingen (Niederwald) / herausgegeben von Leo Woerl ; mit einem Plan der Stadt, einer Karte der Umgebung und 38 Abbildungen. Leipzig : Reisebücher-verlag. [1908?].
Authors: Woerl, Leo, 1843-1918 -- Woerl's Reisebücherverlag -- Woerl's Reisehandbücher -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Forward dated: 1908.
Includes index.
Series: Woerl's Reisehandbücher.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Mainz (Rhineland-Palatinate, Germany) - Pictorial works - 1840
Menz. [Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, 1840].
Wax engraving.
G 11 .607 v. 2, p. 116 (PrCt)

Mainz (Rhineland-Palatinate, Germany) - Pictorial works - 1624
Dycke, Hieronymus de. Annot. in St. Gall. 
Authors: Maguenia, Georg. 1579 -- Diocletiopolis (Antiochia). See: Seleucia, Antiochia (Asia Minor)
Title supplied by cataloger.

Mainz (Rhineland-Palatinate, Germany) - Pictorial works - 1624
Maguenia, Germaniae metropolis, ad Rheni ripas vrbs celeberrima ... [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : hand col. ; 13 x 47 cm. on sheet 41 x 54 cm.
Anonymous view.

Mainz (Rhineland-Palatinate, Germany) - Pictorial works - 1624
Maguenia, Germaniae metropolis, ad Rheni ripas vrbs celeberrima ... [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : hand col. ; 13 x 47 cm. on sheet 41 x 54 cm.
Anonymous view.

Mainz (Rhineland-Palatinate, Germany) - Pictorial works - 1624
Maguenia, Germaniae metropolis, ad Rheni ripas vrbs celeberrima ... [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : hand col. ; 13 x 47 cm. on sheet 41 x 54 cm.
Anonymous view.

Mainz (Rhineland-Palatinate, Germany) - Pictorial works - 1624
Maguenia, Germaniae metropolis, ad Rheni ripas vrbs celeberrima ... [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : hand col. ; 13 x 47 cm. on sheet 41 x 54 cm.
Anonymous view.
44208 Majorca (Spain) - Maps - 1528 Minorca (Spain) - Maps - 1528 Woodcuts

[Map of the islands of Majorca and Minorca, Spain]. [Venice?: Nicolò Zoppino, 1528].
Authors: Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530 -- Zoppino, Nicolò, fl. 1508-1544 -- Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530. Libro di Benedetto Bordon: nel qual siragion de tutte l'isole del monde ... (1528)
1 map : woodcut ; 8 x 14 cm., on sheet 31 x 21 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
In: Bordon, Benedetto. Libro di Benedetto Bordon: nel qual siragion de tutte l'isole del monde ... (Venice: Nicolò Zoppino, 1528), folio XXI.
Case folio G 117 .108, folio XXI (PrCt)

44209 Majorca (Spain) - Maps - 1560

De Maiorica insula: Maiorica, ex duabus propè Hispaniam ad orientem Bèlearibus, siuè Gymnesijs insulis ... [S.l. s.n., ca. 1560?].
Authors: Lange, Otto, 1879-1944 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 245 x 180 mm. (neat line), 248 x 183 mm. (plate mark)
Manuscript '29' at upper right.
Tooley 356.
Ex Lange.
B109
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Novacco 2F 100 (PrCt)

44210 Majorca (Spain) - Maps - 1567

De Maiorica insula: Maiorica, èx duabus propè Hispaniam ad orientem Bèlearibus, siuè Gimnesiss insulis ... [Venice?] : Ferando Bertelli exc., [1567?].
Authors: Bertelli, Ferando -- [Italian assembled-to-order atlas] [ca. 1575?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 255 x 190 mm. (neat line)
In: [Italian assembled-to-order atlas] [Venice?: s.n., ca. 1575?], plate [6]
Printed on same sheet with: De Minorica insvla:
Minorica ab eodam effectu, quo et Maiorica ...
Tooley 355.
Duplicate copy: Novacco 2F 101
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .L2 1575 AI, plate [6] (PrCt)

44211 Majorca (Spain) - Maps - 1567

De Maiorica insula: Maiorica, ìx duabus propè Hispaniam ad orientem Bèlearibus, siuè Gimnesiss insulis ... [Venice?] : Ferando Bertelli exc., [1567?].
Authors: Bertelli, Ferando -- Leo S. Olschki (Firm) -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; on sheet 256 x 192 mm., remargined to 509 x 427 mm.
Includes 18 manuscript lines of French text in bottom margin.
Detached from a binding; manuscript 'No. 138' in upper margin.
Tooley 355.
Ex Olschki.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Duplicate copy: VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .L2 1575 AI pl. [6].
b110
Novacco 2F 101 (PrCt)

44212 Majorca (Spain) - Maps - 1925

Authors: Chamberlin, Frederick -- Editorial Augusta -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 2 maps
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

44213 Malabar Coast (India) - Maps - 1703 - Nautical charts Coromandel Coast (India) - Maps - 1703 - Nautical charts Malabar Coast (India) - 1703 Nautical charts Coromandel Coast (India) - 1703 Nautical charts

Authors: Baldaeus, Philippus -- Churchill, Awnsham, d. 1728 -- Churchill, John, fl. 1690-1714 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 28 maps ; 325 x 215 mm.
form & JChurchillVoyages,V3;CoxI,283
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

44214 Malacca, Strait of - Maps - 1700

A Map of the Streights of Malacca. [London,
Malacca, Strait of - Maps - 1703 - Nautical charts

Nautical charts - Malacca, Strait of - Maps - 1703

Nautical charts - Sumatra (Indonesia) - Maps - 1703

Nautical charts - Singapore - Maps - 1703

Nautical charts - Lingga Archipelago (Indonesia) - Maps - 1703

Nautical charts - Berhala Strait (Indonesia) - Maps - 1703

Nautical charts - Berhala Island (Indonesia) - Maps - 1703

Nautical charts - South China Sea - Maps - 1703

A Large chart describeng ye Streights of Malacca and Sincapore. London [i.e. Amsterdam : Theatrum Orbis Terrarum Ltd., 1790].

Authors: Thornton, John, 1641-1708 -- English Pilot. Part 3 (1703) -- Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, Ltd.

1 map ; 43 x 54 cm.


Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger): English Pilot. Part 3 (1703)

Map Ref oversize G1025 .T37 ser. 5, v. 3, following p. 72 (PrCT)

Malacca, Strait of - Maps - 1720 - Nautical charts


Manuscript Map Collection, detailing French colonial interests worldwide, ca. 1640-ca. 1726. Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 143 Ayer ms map proj 00

Digital image available as part of the Newberry Library's Great Lakes Digital Collection via the CARLI Digital Collections website (accessed Nov. 2010):
http://collections.carli.illinois.edu/u?/nby_grlakes, 844

VAULT drawer Ayer MS map 30 sheet 34 (NLO)


Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library), pt. 1, opp. p. 1. Scale ca. 1:6,000,000.

At upper right: Place this Part 1, P. 1.

VAULT Ayer 118 D2 1700, map [1] (PrCt)

1 ms. map : hand col. ; 497 x 694 mm.

Nautical chart of the Strait of Malacca and southern coast of Malaya. Continued southward to coast of Sumatra on adjacent sheet (Ayer MS map 30, sheet 35).

Scale [ca. 1:561,000]. ‘Echelle de 10 lieües a 20 au degré’ [= 99 mm.]

Depths shown with soundings.

Pen-and-ink and watercolor (green, brown, yellow, red); mounted on cloth.

Sheet 34 of 117 in the Cartes Marines Manuscript Map Collection, detailing French colonial interests worldwide, ca. 1640-ca. 1726.

Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 143 Ayer ms map proj 00

Digital image available as part of the Newberry Library's Great Lakes Digital Collection via the CARLI Digital Collections website (accessed Nov. 2010):
http://collections.carli.illinois.edu/u?/nby_grlakes, 844

VAULT drawer Ayer MS map 30 sheet 34 (NLO)

Depths shown with soundings.

Pen-and-ink and watercolor (green, brown, yellow, red); mounted on cloth.

Nautical chart of the Strait of Malacca and southern coast of Malaya. Continued southward to coast of Sumatra on adjacent sheet (Ayer MS map 30, sheet 35).

Scale [ca. 1:561,000]. ‘Echelle de 10 lieües a 20 au degré’ [= 99 mm.]

Depths shown with soundings.

Pen-and-ink and watercolor (green, brown, yellow, red); mounted on cloth.

Nautical chart of the Strait of Malacca and southern coast of Malaya. Continued southward to coast of Sumatra on adjacent sheet (Ayer MS map 30, sheet 35).

Scale [ca. 1:561,000]. ‘Echelle de 10 lieües a 20 au degré’ [= 99 mm.]

Depths shown with soundings.
Malacca, Strait of - Maps - 1748 - Nautical charts
- Malacca, Strait of - Maps - 1748

A Large chart describing ye Straights of Malacca and Singapore. [London : W. and J. Mount and T. Page, 1748].
Authors: W. and J. Mount, and T. Page (Firm), fl. 1748-1755 -- English Pilot. Part 3 (1748) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 42 x 53 cm.
Oriented with north at right.
Covers the northern coast of Sumatra from 103° to 105° 30´ E. and 3° N to 2° 45´ S.
Inset (12 x 13 cm.): Barella I.
In: The English pilot. The third book, Describing the sea-coasts ... shewing ... the East-Indies, and all over the Oriental Ocean ... (London : W. and J. Mount and T. Page, 1748) following p. 56.
Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger): English Pilot. Part 3 (1748)
oversize Ayer 135 .E55 1748 following p. 56 (PrCt)

Málaga (Spain) - Pictorial works - 1620
Malace maritimum, Hispaniae baeticae, oppidum ... [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 view : hand col. ; 11 x 47 cm. on sheet 41 x 51 cm.
Added title: Malaga.
Anonymous view.
On same sheet with: Hispalis, Seuilla Taraphae, celebre et peruetustum in Hispania ... -- Cadiz, olim Gades, eiusdem nominis Insulae oppidum nobile ... .
Latin letterpress text on verso under added titles: Hispalis -- Caliz olim Gades -- Malaga.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 1, pl. 2 (PrCt)

Malaspina, Alessandro, 1754-1809 - Expeditions, 1789-1794 - Earth - Figure
Colección Buen Aire ; 62.
Ayer G420.M23 R3 (NLO)

Malay Archipelago - Maps - 1728 - Nautical charts
A Chart of Borneo, Java and the Philippine Islands. [London : J. Knapton et al., 1728].
Authors: Harris, John, 1667?-1719 -- Knapton, James, -1738 -- Harris, John, 1667?-1719. Atlas maritimus & commercialis ... (1728) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 48 x 57 cm.
In: [Harris, John et al.] Atlas maritimus & commercialis ... (London : Printed for James and John Knapton [et al.], 1728) plate 36.
oversize Ayer 135 .A83 1728 pl. 36 (PrCt)
Malay Archipelago - Maps - 1847


Authors: Zollinger, Heinrich, 1818-1859 -- Petermann, A. (August), 1822-1878 -- Petermanns geographische Mitteilungen (1858) 1 map : col. ; 9 X 20 cm, on sheet 27 x 22 cm.


Scale [ca. 1:48,300,000] (E 76°-E 158°/N 25°-S 13°).

Above map, profiles of the Tengger, Bator, and Rindjani Mountains.

Accompanys article: Der Indische Archipel / von H. Zollinger (pp. 56-63).

Reference: Smits, Petermann's maps, no. 94. G 007 .67, v. 4 (1858), Taf. 3, after p. 88 (Pr.Ct)

Malay Peninsula - Maps - 1841


Authors: Archer, Joshua, fl. 1833-1866 -- Grattan & Gilbert -- Mudie, Robert, 1777-1842. Gilbert's modern atlas of the earth ... (1841) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 28 x 22 cm.

Running title at bottom left: Gilbert's modern atlas

In: Mudie, Robert. Gilbert's modern atlas of the earth ... (London : Grattan and Gilbert, [1841?]), [plate 28].

Printed no. 28 at bottom center.

Baskes folio G1019 .M83 1841, [plate 28] (Pr.Ct)

Malay Peninsula - Maps - 1872

Malaysia - Maps - 1959

Malaysia / Mobilgas. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Company, c1959.

Authors: Standard-Vacuum Oil Company --
Malaysia - Maps - 1988
Authors: Insight guides -- Hoefer, H. J. -- APA Publications (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 15 maps
12th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Malgaigne, J. F. (Joseph François), 1806-1865.
Carte de la France Hernieuze, 1840
Medical mapping An early medicostatistical map. 1974.
Authors: Jarch, Saul, 1906-2000
BHC 1425
Vert 1025 (PrCt)

Malheur Lake Region (Or.) - Maps - 1865 - Manuscripts
Harney Lake Region (Or.) - Maps - 1865 - Manuscripts
Camp Wright Region (Or.) - Maps - 1865 - Manuscripts
Harney County (Or.) - Maps - 1865 - Manuscripts
Journal (1851-1880) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 ms. map : hand col. ; 32 x 39 cm., on sheet folded to 29 x 18 cm.
In Williams, Loren L. Journal v. 3, opening [94].
Forms part of Williams's manuscript journals, chronicling his life in Oregon between 1851-1880. Details sites of September 1865 fight with Indians and November 1865 scouting expedition; identifies Camp Wright. Pen-and-ink and watercolor.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
VAULT folio Graff 4683 v. 3, opening [94] (PrCt)
1865 - Manuscripts
United States. Army. Oregon Cavalry Regiment, 1st
(1861-1866) Oregon - History - Civil War, 1861-1865 - Manuscript maps
Indians - Oregon - Maps - 1865 - Manuscripts
United States - History - Civil War, 1861-1865 - Manuscript maps
Manuscript maps
Indians of North America - Maps
Scout from Camp Wright Oregon to middle and south forks of Malheur River. 1865.
1 ms. map : hand col. ; 39 x 32 cm., on sheet folded to 28 x 18 cm.
In Williams, Loren L. Journal v. 3, opening [105].
Forms part of Williams's manuscript journals, chronicling his life in Oregon between 1851-1880. Details December 1865 scouting expedition between Camp Wright on the Silvies River and the Malheur River in latter-day Harney County, Oregon.
Pen-and-ink, pencil, and watercolor.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
VAULT folio Graff 4683 v. 3, opening [105] (PrCt)

44240 Malopolska (Poland) - Maps - 1917 - Economics
Ekonomska karta over Malmohus Lan 1907-15.
Stockholm : Generalstabens, 1917.
Authors: Sweden. Ekonomiska Kartor -- Generalstabens litografiska anstalt -- Regeringsratten -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 72 maps ; 580 x 353 mm. Scale [ca. 1:200,000].
Previous owner: Regeringsratten
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

44241 Malopolska (Poland) - Maps - 1730 - Polonia Minor (Poland) SEE Malopolska (Poland) - Haute Pologne SEE Malopolska (Poland) - Petite Pologne SEE Malopolska (Poland)
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Delamarche, Charles François, 1740-1817. Atlas général : contenant le détail des quatre parties du monde [1798?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 40 x 53 cm. Scale [ca. 1:875,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
In composite world atlas possibly compiled and published by Charles François Delamarche: Atlas général : contenant le détail des quatre parties du monde [Paris? : s.n., 1798?], [ptie 1], [plate 46].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .A77 1798, [ptie 1], [plate 46] (NLO)

44242 Malopolska (Poland) - Maps - 1787
Carte des trois cercles de Myslenicz, Bochnie, Sandec = Karte der dreyen Kreysen von Myslenicz, Bochnica, Sandec. [Vienna : Char. et Fred. Bargum et comp., 1787].
Authors: Maires, François Joseph, b. 1738 -- Carl und Friedrich Bargum (Firm) -- Maires, François Joseph, b. 1738. Atlas des roiaumes de Galicie et de Lodomerie ... (178[?]7) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 42 x 58 cm.
Covers part of latter-day Malopolska, Poland in Galicia (Poland and Ukraine).
Scale [ca. 1:340,000].
Relief shown pictorially and by hachures.
French and German.
In: Maires, François Joseph. Atlas des roiaumes de Galicie et de Lodomerie ... (Vienna : Char. et Fred. Bargum et comp., 178[?]7), [map 2].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

44243 Malopolska (Poland) - Maps - 1787
Authors: Maires, François Joseph, b. 1738 -- Carl und Friedrich Bargum (Firm) -- Maires, François Joseph, b. 1738. Atlas des roiaumes de Galicie et de Lodomerie ... (178[?]7) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 42 x 58 cm.
Covers parts of latter-day Malopolska and Wojewodztwo Podkarpackie in Galicia (Poland and Ukraine).
Scale [ca. 1:340,000].
Relief shown pictorially and by hachures.
French and German.
In: Maires, François Joseph. Atlas des roiaumes de Galicie et de Lodomerie ... (Vienna : Char. et Fred. Bargum et comp., 178[?]7), [map 3].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.


Entre les armées des Hauts Alliez Commandée par son altesse S. le Prince Eugene de Savoye et son altesse le Prince et Duc de Marlboroug et celle des deux couronnes commandée par le Marechal de Villars.' Details troop movements during the Battle of Malplaquet in the War of Spanish Succession. Includes references A-I, K-Z and a-e. Remnants of binding stub on verso. Koeman v. 2, p. 110, Fri 1, no. 44. Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).


Melita insula, quam hodie Maltam uocant ... 

Authors: Lafréry, Antoine, 1512-1577 -- Hoepli, Ulrico, 1847-1935 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 321 x 460 mm. (neat line), 236 x 475 mm. (plate mark)
Binding stub on verso.


Almagià, Monumenta Italia cartographica (1929) p. 23 and plate XXV (4).
Almagià, Monumenta cartographica vaticana II (1948) p. 105, no. 48.

Toohey 373.
Ex Hoepli.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Novacco 2F 181 (PrCt)

44251 Malta - Maps - 1563<<>>Malta - History - Siege, 1565 - Maps

Melita nunc Malta. Romae [Rome : s.n.], 1563.
Authors: Finaly, Madame, d. 1938 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; hand col. ; 280 x 410 mm. (neat line), on sheet remargined to 444 x 451 mm.

'Romae 1563 cum gratia et priuilegio.'
Added title at lower right: Li porti dell'Isola di Malta con pianta della noua cittade ... .

Relief shown pictorially.

Binding stub and '116' on verso.
Toohey 375.
Ex Finaly
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

b1113
Novacco 4F 352 (PrCt)

44252 Malta - Maps - 1565<<>>Malta - History - Siege, 1565 - Maps

Assedio de l'isola di Malta 1565. [Venice : Bolognino Zaltieri], 1567 [i.e. 1569].
Authors: Ballino, Giulio, d. ca. 1592 -- Zenoi, Domenico, fl. 1560-1580 -- Ballino, Giulio, d. ca. 1592. De' disegni delle più illustri città, et fortezze del mondo ... (1569) -- Zaltieri, Bolognino, fl. 1555-1576
1 map ; 15 x 21 cm.

View of the 1565 siege of Malta.
Oriented with north at bottom.
Letterpress text on verso.
In: Ballino, Giulio. De' disegni delle più illustri città, et fortezze del mondo ... (Venice: Bolognino Zaltieri, 1569), plate [21].

VAULT Case folio G 117 .06, plate [45] (PrCt)

44253 Malta - Maps - 1565<<>>Malta - History - Siege, 1565 - Maps

Nvovo et verisimo ritratto del isola di Malta. Rone : [Tommaso Barlacchi?], 1565.
Authors: Barlacchi, Tommaso, fl. 1541-1565 -- Sotheby's (Firm) -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 322 x 416 mm. (neat line), 329 x 429 mm. (plate mark)

Anonymous map showing the 1565 siege of Malta; tentatively ascribed to Tommaso Barlacchi in Ganado and Agius-Vadalà, A Study in depth of 143 maps representing the great siege of Malta of 1565 (1994), v. 1, p. 54-55, no. 14.

Relief shown pictorially.

Binding stub on upper margin.


Almagià, Monumenta Italia cartographica (1929) p. 32-33, 74, plate XXVI (3).
Toohey 381.

Acquired 14 Dec. 2000 in Sotheby's sale no. L00720 (London, Bond Street); see The Travel sale: books, maps, atlases ... and topographical pictures (London: Sotheby's, 2000) lot no. 295; see Map Info File for Novacco 2F 29.5.

Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

b112.5
00122001NL
Novacco 2F 47.5 (PrCt)

44254 Malta - Maps - 1565<<>>Malta - History - Siege, 1565 - Maps

Porto di Malta / Domenico Zenoi f. [Venice] : Luca Bertelli formis, [1565].
Authors: Bertelli, Lucca -- Zenoi, Domenico, fl. 1560-1580 -- [Italian assembled-to-order atlas] [ca. 1575?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 266 x 355 mm. (neat line)

Title from oversize lettering at top.

Added title from cartouche at left: Il Vero disegno del porto, di Malta ... 

In: [Italian assembled-to-order atlas] [Venice?: s.n., ca. 1575?], plate [14].

State 4 of the plate; see Ganado and Agius-Vadalà, A Study in depth of 143 maps representing the great siege of Malta of 1565 (1994), v. 1, p. 131-132, no. 33 and v. 2 , pl. 29 , p. 59.

Includes references A-I and K-Q.

Relief shown pictorially.

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .L2 1575 AI, plate [14] (PrCt)

44255 Malta - Maps - 1565<<>>Malta - History - Siege, 1565 - Maps

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
La Vraie et nouvelle description de Malta
auetques les principales forteresses ...

[Antwerp]: Jeronimus Cock, 1565.
Authors: Cock, Hieronymus, ca. 1510-1570 --
Francis Roux-Devillas (Firm) -- Franco Novacco
Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; on sheet 232 x 329 mm.
Added title in oversize and uppercase lettering at
top: Malta.

’Ventz en Anuers le 24 d’Octobre 1565’.
Relief shown pictorially.
Oriented with north at upper right.

Ganado and Agius-Vadalà, A Study in depth of
143 maps representing the great siege of Malta
22 , p. 51.
Almagià, Monumenta Italia cartographica (1929)
p. 33.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map
Collection (Newberry Library).

Novacco 2F 35 (PrCt)

44256 Malta - Maps - 1565<Malta - History -
Siege, 1565 - Maps
Nuovo et verissimo rtratto dell’isola di Malta.
[Romae? s.n., 1565?].
Authors: Hoepli, Ulrico, 1847--Franco
Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 302 x 474 mm. (plate mark)
Relief shown pictorially.
Includes table of distances.
Binding stub on verso.

Ganado and Agius. A Study in depth of 143 maps
representing the Great Siege of Malta of 1565
16.
Almagià, Monumenta Italia cartographica (1929)
p. 33.
Ex Hoepli.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map
Collection (Newberry Library).

Novacco 2F 47 (PrCt)

44257 Malta - Maps - 1565<Malta - History -
Siege, 1565 - Maps
Disegno dell Isola di Malta con li porti et forti ...
Authors: Lafréry, Antoine, 1512--Franco
Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; on sheet trimmed to 341 x 512 mm.
Added title in uppercase and oversize lettering:
Isola di Malta.
Includes references A-I and L-P.
Relief shown pictorially.
Duplicate copy (colored): Novacco 2F 42.

Ganado and Agius-Vadalà, A Study in depth of
143 maps representing the great siege of Malta
44 , p. 74.
Almagià, Monumenta Italia cartographica (1929)

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)
Malta - Maps - 1565<br>
Siege, 1565 - Maps<br>
Ritratto dallo istesso disegno mandato da Malta ... Roma [Rome] : Ant. Lafrerj, 1565.<br>Authors: Lafréry, Antoine, 1512-1577 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)<br>1 map ; on sheet trimmed to 371 x 438 mm.<br>Includes references A-I and L-T.<br>Relief shown pictorially.<br>Printed on bluish paper.<br>Oriented with north to upper right.<br>State 2 of the map; includes mention of an assault made 'alli 15 del presente mese di Giugno del 65.'<br>Ganado and Agius-Vadalà, A Study in depth of 143 maps representing the great siege of Malta of 1565 (1994), v. 1, p. 234-236, no. 49 and v. 2, pl. 47, p. 77.<br>'Art & Cartography: two exhibitions: the Art Institute & the Newberry Library' in Mapline special no. 5 (October 1980), p. 13, no. 13.<br>Tooley 383.<br>Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).<br>b113.5<br>Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)<br><br>Malta - Maps - 1565<br>Siege, 1565 - Maps<br>Vititmo disegno della fortÌ di Malta uenuto nouamente ... Roma [Rome] : Ant. Lafrerj, 1565.<br>Authors: Lafréry, Antoine, 1512-1577 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)<br>1 map ; on sheet trimmed to 371 x 501 mm.<br>'Ant. Lafrerij Romae formis 1565 de mese Augusti.'<br>Relief shown pictorially.<br>Oriented with north at bottom.<br>For different states of same plate see Novacco 2F 41 and Novacco 2F41.5.<br>Ganado and Agius-Vadalà, A Study in depth of 143 maps representing the great siege of Malta of 1565 (1994), v. 1, p. 241-242, no. 51 and v. 2, pl. 49, p. 79.<br>F. Borroni Salvadori, Carte, piante e stampe storiche delle raccolte Lafreriane della Biblioteca nazionale di Firenze (1980) p. 89, no. 268.<br>Almagià, Monumenta cartographica vaticana II (1948) p. 106.<br>Tooley 384.<br>Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).<br>b117.5<br>Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)
143 maps representing the great siege of Malta of 1565 (1994), v. 1, p. 214-224, no. 47 and v. 2, pl. 44, p. 74.

Almagià, Monumenta Italia cartographica (1929) p. 32, no. 1.


Tooley 360.

Ex Lange.

Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

b119

Novacco 2F 42 (PrCt)

44265

Malta - Maps - 1565<>Malta - History - Siege, 1565 - Maps

Il Portò di Malta di nuouo da molti erori emendato, et con ogni diligenza ristampato ...

[Venice] : Domenico Zenoi Venetiano f., MDLXV [1565].

Authors: Zenoi, Domenico, fl. 1560-1580 -- Francis Roux-Devillas (Firm) -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : 332 x 428 mm. (neat line) , 336 x 431 mm. (plate mark)

Heights of 6 important places listed beneath title. Relief shown pictorially.

Infinity symbol used in place of 'M' in date.

Gemano and Agius-Vadalà, A Study in depth of 143 maps representing the great siege of Malta of 1565 (1994), v. 1, p. 262-266, no. 57 and v. 2, pl. 57, p. 87.


Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Ex Rosenthal.

b118

Novacco 2F 36 (PrCt)

44268


Zeitung auss del Insel Malta welche den Herzen Rittern Johanniter ...


Authors: Glaser, Hans Wolff, d. 1573 -- Ludwig Rosenthal's Antiquariat -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : woodcut, hand col. ; 361 x 481 mm. (neat line), on composite sheet 411 x 510 mm.

Letterpress title in upper margin above woodcut map.

Glaser's imprint in bottom margin and references A-I and L-P at bottom right also in letterpress.

'Auss Messina geschriben den 21 vnd 24 Junij diss Lauffenden 1565 Jars.'

Relief shown pictorially.

Oriented with north at upper right.

Printed from 2 blocks on 2 sheets.

Binding stub on verso.

Janano and Agius-Vadalà, A Study in depth of 143 maps representing the great siege of Malta of 1565 (1994), v. 1, p. 262-266, no. 57 and v. 2, pl. 57, p. 87.


Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Ex Rosenthal.

b119

Novacco 2F 45 (PrCt)

44267

Malta - Maps - 1565<>Malta - History - Siege, 1565 - Maps

Verissimo disegno del porto di Malta con le sue fortezze, misure et assedio d'infildei ...


Authors: Zenoi, Domenico, fl. 1560-1580 -- Leo S. Olschki (Firm) -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : 378 x 520 mm. (neat line) , 384 x 522 mm. (plate mark)

Includes references A-I K-T, V, and X-Z. Relief shown pictorially.

Ganano and Agius-Vadalà, A Study in depth of 143 maps representing the great siege of Malta of 1565 (1994), v. 1, p. 133-136, no. 34 and v. 2, pl. 30, p. 60.

Tooley 367.

Ex Olschki

Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

b115

Novacco 2F 45 (PrCt)

44269

Malta - Maps - 1602<>Malta - History - Siege, 1565 - Maps
Vitimo disegno della fortì di Malta venuto nouamente ...

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Malta - Maps - 1662

Melite insula vulgo Malta. Amsterdam, 1662.

Authors: Blaeu, Joan, 1596-1673 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

1 map : hand col. ; 42 x 54 cm.

Accession no. 90924

map4F G6791 .S44 1631 .L8 (PrCt)

44271 Malta - Maps - 1632

Melita SEE Malta

Malta, olim Melita. [Franckfurt am Mayn : Wolffgang Hoffmann in Verlegung Friderici Hulsij, 1632].

Authors: Breithaupt, Johann Friedrich, b. ca. 1590 -- Breithaupt, Johann Friedrich, b. ca. 1590.

Die drey vnd zwantzigstige Schiffahnt Eggentliche vnnd auszfahrungen Beschreibung der Reyse ...

In Breithaupt, Johann Friedrich, Die drey vnd zwantzigstigue Schiffahnt Eggentliche vnnd auszfahrungen Beschreibung der Reyse ... nach der weitberümbten Christlichen Helden Insel Malta (1630) -- Hoffmann, Wolfgang, fl. 1624-1647 -- Hulsius, Friedrich van, b. 1580 -- Hulsius, Levinus, d. 1606. [Sammlung von sechs und zwanzig Schiffahrten] (1608-1650)

1 map ; 16 x 23 cm.

VAULT Ayer 110 .H9 1608, v. 3, pt. 23, p. 64 (PrCt)

44272 Malta - Maps - 1662

Sack map4F G6790 1662 .B6 (PrCt)

44273 Malta - Maps - 1682

Mediterranean Sea - Maps - 1682

Insularum Melitae vulgo Maltes, et Gozai. Amsterdam : C. Allard, [1682?].

Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Allard, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709 -- Allard, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709. Atlas minor sive tabulae geographicae ...

Atlas minor sive tabulae geographicae proecipuorum regnorum regionum, insularum, provinciarum, etc. (Amsterdam : C. Allard, 1682?) pl. 93.

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .A4 A pl. 93 (PrCt)

44274 Malta - Maps - 1682

Valletta (Malta) - Maps - 1682

Nieuwe afteekenung van de eylanden van Gozo

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .A4 A pl. 93 (PrCt)
Malta - Maps - 1696

L’Isle de Malthe, possédée par les Chevaliers ... [Paris : De Fer, 1696].
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Les forces de l’Europe, ou, Description des principales villes -- avec leurs fortifications ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, 1695-1696) pt. 8, map [174].
Manuscript ‘(25)’ at upper right.

Case folio U 26. 293 pt. 8, map [174] (PrCt)

Malta - Maps - 1698

Insularum Melitae vulgo Maltae et Gozae. Amsterdam, 1698.
Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Schenk, Pieter, ca. 1698-1775 -- Johan Gabriel Sacck Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:257
1 map ; hand col. ; 45 x 55 cm.
Sack map4F G6790 1698 .V5 (PrCt)

Malta - Maps - 1700

Insularum Melitae vulgo Maltese et Gozae novissima delineatio. [Amsterdam : Frederik de Wit, ca. 1700?].
Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Wit, Frederik de -- Wit, Frederik de. Atlas [ca. 1700?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; hand col. ; 45 x 55 cm.
Inset: Maximae partis Maris Mediterranei tabella ... In: Wit, Frederik de. Atlas (Amsterdam : bij Frederick de Wit in de Calverstraet bij den Dam inde Witte Paskaert. [ca. 1700?]) no. [93].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .W8 A no. [93] (PrCt)

Malta - Maps - 1713

L’Isle de Malthe possédée par les Chevaliers ... [Paris : De Fer, 1713?].
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Inselin, C.

--- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Introduction à la fortification ... [1713?]?
1 map ; 16 x 29 cm.
In: Fer, Nicolas de. Introduction à la fortification ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, [1713?]) map [173].

For earlier version of this map, with engraved plate number, see Case folio U 26.292.
For later state of this map, with engraved plate, see Case folio U 26.293.
Case oversize U 26.2919 map [173] (PrCt)

Malta - Maps - 1722

Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Bailli, de Mesmes -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:255
1 map ; hand col. ; 27 x 52 cm.
Includes coats-of-arms of Grand Masters, order of St. John of Jerusalem, 1118-1722.
2040
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6790 1722 .F4 (PrCt)

Malta - Maps - 1725

Insularum Melitae vulgo Maltese et Comini. Amsterdam, [ca. 1725].
Authors: Cövens en Mortier -- Wit, Frederik de -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:258
1 map ; hand col. ; 44 x 55 cm.
Koeman C & M 11 (97).
Insets: [Citta Valetta] -- [Mediterranean region].
2070 rev
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6790 1725 .C6 (PrCt)

Malta - Maps - 1734

Authors: Jaillot, Bernard-Antoine, d. 1749 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:256
1 map ; hand col. ; 43 x 73 cm.
Koeman C & M 11 (97).
Inset: Plan de Malte.
2166
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6790 1734 .J3 (PrCt)

Malta - Maps - 1740

Melite vulgo Malta cum Goza, Quae olim Gaulos, et Comino insulis ... [Augsburg] : Matth. Seutter, [ca. 1740?].
Authors: Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756 -- Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756. [A Collection of Seutter maps] [1726-1773]
1 map ; hand col. ; 49 x 57 cm.
Inset (15 x 17 cm.): Citta Valetta.
Includes vignettes of the stern of a ship (15 x 17 cm.) and coats-of-arms variously dated 1118-1697. Forms part of a made-to-order composite atlas chiefly comprised of undated maps issued ca. 1734 – ca. 1744.


Case oversize G 1007 .81 pl. [33] (PrCt)

44283 Malta - Maps - 1745<>Valletta (Malta) - Maps - 1745 - Pictorial works

Insularum Maltae et Goazae que sunt equitum S. Ioannis Hierosolimitani ordinis melit sedes principalis ... Nuremberg: Homann Erben, [ca. 1745].

In: Homann, Johann Baptist. Atlas novus terrarum orbis (Nuremberg: [Homann Erben, ca. 1745]), [plate 51]

Insets: Citta nuova cottonera ... -- Munitissima Urbis Malvae versus orientem prospectus [view]. Manuscript ‘No. 51’ and ‘52’ on verso.

oversize Ayer 135 .H7 1730, [plate 51] (PrCt)

44284 Malta - Maps - 1761<>Gozo Island (Malta) - 1761


In: Tirion, Isaak -- Tirion, Isaaq. Nieuwe en beknoppe hand-atlas ... (1748 [i.e. 1769?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 28 x 46 cm.

Verso numbered “N 77” in manuscript.

In: Tirion, Isaaq. Nieuwe en beknoppe hand-atlas ... (Amsterdam: Isaak Tirion, 1744 [i.e. 1769?]), plate [75].

oversize Ayer 135 .T55 1744, plate [75] (PrCt)

44285 Malta - Maps - 1798


Authors: British military library, or, Journal -- J. Carpenter and Co., publisher, London -- Foot, T. (Thomas) -- Foot, Thomas, fl. 1790-1825 SEE Foot, T. (Thomas) 1 map ; 23 x 19 cm.

In British military library, or, Journal no. 3 (December 1798), opposite p. 108. Scale ca. 1:34,000.

Oriented with north to upper right.

In lower margin: Military Magazine no. 3. Accompanied by “Description of Malta, its fortifications, &c. Illustrated by a correct map of the island, drawn and engraved purposely for this work,” p. 108-109.

Case U 007 .131, v. 1, opposite p. 108 (PrCt)

44286 Malta - Maps - 1799<>Gozo Island (Malta) - Maps - 1799

A Topographical map ... of Malta and Goza. 1799 [i.e. 1816?].


In: Faden, William [and others]. [General atlas of modern geography: a collection of large scale maps and charts of all parts of the world] ([London, etc.: W. Faden, etc., 1775-1816]) v. 1, pl. [79].

Imprint on map: London ... W. Faden ... 1799. Oriented with north at upper left. Includes coastal profile. Handstamped ‘57.’

oversize Ayer 135 .G32 1775 v. 1, pl. 79 (PrCt)

44287 Malta - Maps - 1816

Malta. London: I. Luffman, [1816?].

Authors: Luffman, J. (John), 1756-1846 -- Luffman, J. (John), 1756-1846. Select plans of cities, harbours, forts, &c ... [1816?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 23 x 19 cm.

In: Luffman, John. Select plans of cities, harbours, forts, &c ... (London: Luffman, [1816?]), plate [49].

folios Ayer 135 .L94 1816 pl. [49] (PrCt)

44288 Malta - Maps - 1840 - Pictorial works

Malta. [Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, 1840].

Authors: Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846 -- Lea & Blanchard -- Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (1840) 1 view ; 3 x 6 cm.


G 11 .607 v. 2, p. 52 (PrCt)

44289 Malta - Maps - 1968


Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) (PrCt)

44290 Malta - Maps - 1970<>Gozo Island (Malta) - Maps - 1970 <> Malta - Pictorial works - 1970 <> Gozo Island (Malta) - Pictorial works
Authors: Travellers' guide — Kininmonth, Christopher, 1917- — Lammer, Alfred — Landau, Janet — Bobbs-Merrill Company — Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
232 p. ill., fold charts., plans ; 18 cm.
[Newly rev. ed.]
Cover title: Travellers' guide to Malta and Gozo
Maps by Janet Landau.
Colored map on lining papers.
Includes index.
Series: Travellers' guide.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 76142489
Baskes G153 .T7 Malta (1970) (NLO)

44291 Malta - Maps - 1979
Authors: Muirhead, Findlay, 1860-
Merrill Company, [c1970].
Bobbs - Merrill Co., [1970].
Malta
Merrill Co., [1970].
Bobbs - Merrill Co., [1970].


44292 Malta - Maps - Exhibitions -
Catalogs—Malta, Albert - Map collections - Exhibitions
Authors: Heritage Malta (Organization)
30 p. : maps, ill. (mostly col.) ; 21 cm.
"Ufficjju tal-Prim Ministru berga ta' Katilja, Valletta Notte Bianca, 4 ta Ottubru 2008."
Introductory notes in Maltese, captions in Maltese and English, lecture in English.
Includes "Maps of Malta, focal point of the Mediterranean" a lecture delivered by Dr. Albert Ganado at the Brussels Map Society, Brussels, on 14th December 2002.
Captions in Maltese and English; lecture notes in English.
GA1077.M43 G42 2008 (NLO)

44293 Maluku (Indonesia) - Maps - 1617
Insulae Moluccae celeberrimae sunt ob maximam aromatum ... [Amsterdam] : C. J. Visscher excudebat, 1617.
Authors: Visscher, Claes Jansz., 1586 or 7-1652 — Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 37 x 54 cm.
Illustrations of spices in lower margin.
Forms part of the Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Visscher 70 (PrCt)

44294 Maluku (Indonesia) - Maps -
1706<<<Philippines - Maps - 1706
Histoire de la conquête des isles Moluques par les Espagnols, par les Portugais, & par les Hollandais / traduite de l'espagnol d'Argensola et enrichie des figures & cartes géographiques pour l'intelligence de cet ouvrage. Amsterdam : Chez Jaques Desbordes, 1706.
Authors: Leonardo de Argensola, Bartolomé, 1562-1631 — Desbordes, Jacques, fl. 1698-1716 — Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
3 v. : ill., folded maps ; 16 cm.
'Avertissement' signed: Lupercio Leonard, d'Argensola.

44295 Maluku (Indonesia) - Maps -
1706<<<Philippines - Maps - 1706
Histoire de la conquête des isles Moluques par les Espagnols, par les Portugais, & par les Hollandais / traduite de l'espagnol d'Argensola et enrichie des figures & cartes géographiques pour l'intelligence de cet ouvrage. Amsterdam : Chez Jaques Desbordes, 1706.
Authors: Leonardo de Argensola, Bartolomé, 1562-1631 — Desbordes, Jacques, fl. 1698-1716 — William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library)
3 v. : ill., folded maps ; 16 cm.
'Avertissement' signed: Lupercio Leonard, d'Argensola.
Translation of Conquista de las islas Malucas. Duplicate copy: Ayer 2057 .L5 1706
Forms part of the William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library).
Greenlee 4725 .E25 L58 1706 (NLO)

44296 Maluku (Indonesia) - Maps -
1908<<<Moluccas (Indonesia) SEE Maluku (Indonesia)<<<Spice Islands (Indonesia) SEE Maluku (Indonesia)<< Molukken (Indonesia) SEE Maluku (Indonesia)<< Islas Molucas (Indonesia) SEE Maluku (Indonesia)<< Moluchos (Indonesia) SEE Maluku (Indonesia)<< Moluccos (Indonesia) SEE Maluku (Indonesia)<< Moluques (Indonesia) SEE Maluku (Indonesia)
Authors: Edward Stanford Ltd. — Guillemard, F. H. H. (Francis Henry Hill), 1852-1933 — Guillemard, F. H. H. (Francis Henry Hill), 1852-1933. Australasia : Malaysia and the Pacific archipelagos ... (1908)
1 map : col. ; 21 x 16 cm.
Detached from: Guillemard, Francis Henry Hill. Australasia : Malaysia and the Pacific archipelagos ... . Forms part of v.10 (in 2 vols.) of Stanford's compendium of geography and
Scale 1:4,086,720 or 'English miles, 64½ to 1 inch.'
map2F G8950 1908 .S7, no. 11 (PrCt)

Malvern (England) - Maps - 1901
Authors: Little guides -- Windle, Bertram Coghill Alan, Sir, 1858-1929 -- New, E. H. (Edmund Hort), 1871-1931 -- Methuen & Co. -- Turnbull & Spears -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
xii, 235 p., [23] leaves of plates : ill., map ; 16 cm. Printed by Turnbull and Spears.
Map inside front cover.
Includes index.
Series: Little guides.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 03001464
Baskes G153 .L58 Malvern (1901) (NLO)

Malvern (England) - Maps - 1938
Authors: Ward, Lock and Company, ltd. -- Ward Lock guides -- Ward Lock & Co.’s illustrated guide books -- Butler & Tanner Ltd. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. (various pagings) : ill., 4 maps (some col., folded), plans ; 18 cm.
6th ed. rev.
Cover title: Malvern country
Issued with 5 maps, but this copy lacking 1 map.
Printed by Butler & Tanner.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .W3 Malvern country (1938) (NLO)

Mammoth Cave (Kentucky) - Maps - 1908 - Wall maps
Map of the Mammoth Cave Kentucky. [Dallas, Tex.] : Cave Research Foundation, 1981.
Authors: Kaemper, Max, d. 1916 -- Cave Research Foundation -- Mammoth Cave National Park (Agency) -- Daunt, Diana O. -- Bishop, Ed 1 map : col. ; 70 x 123 cm.
Scale not indicated.
'Redrafted by Diana O. Daunt' from the original map first published in Berlin in 1908.
'Surveyed and drawn by Max Kaemper, Berlin Germany (Guide: Ed. Bishop).'
Five levels indicated by different colors.
With index to 112 named features.
'The cave map portion of Kaemper’s work stands as a triumph of accurate cave cartography: not until the early 1960s and the advent of the modern exploration period would these passages be surveyed and mapped with greater accuracy' -- Wikipedia website (accessed 17 Apr. 2006):
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mammoth_Cave_National_Park
maproll G3952 .M3 1908 K3 1981 (PrCt)

Mammoth Cave (Ky.) - Matchbooks - 1950
"Echo River" in Mammoth Cave, KY : (360 ft. underground). New York : Diamond Match Co, [ca. 1950s].
Authors: Diamond Match Co 1 matchbook : col. photo ; fold. to 6 x 4 cm
Matches have been removed.
Travel Vertical File G3952 .M29 1950 .D5 (PrCt)

Managua (Nicaragua) - Maps - 1958 - Road maps
Authors: Nicaragua. Ministerio de Fomento. Oficina Nacional de Urbanismo -- Lito-Fotograbados Perez -- General Drafting Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 39 x 75 cm.
Panel title: Guía azul de la ciudad de Managua, Nicaragua, C.A.
"Lito-Fotograbados Perez."
With rubber stamps "Please return to Compilation Dept. File, General Drafting Co., Inc., Convent Station, New Jersey" and "Overseas Division, Rec’d 6/9/58 with letter EssoSA, compilation 6/5/58."
Forms part of the General Drafting Collection (Newberry Library).


15th ed.
Cover title: Manchester
Maps engraved by J. Bartholomew.
"With map, plan, and four illustrations."
Includes index.
Publisher's advertisements on endpapers and 88 p. at end.
Series: Black's guide books.
Series statement from cover.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .B55 Manchester (1913) (NLO)

Manchester (England) - Maps - 1927
Authors: Bartholomew, John -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 34 maps ; 186 x 125 mm.
Phillips 8196
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Manchester (England) - Maps - 1927
Geographia Greater Manchester atlas. London : Geographia, [1927?].
Authors: Geographia Ltd. -- Thorpe, P. H. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Geographia, Ltd., London SEE Geographia Ltd.
1 atlas : 66 maps ; 220 x 146 mm.
Edited by P.H. Thorpe.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Manchester Region (England) - Maps - 1795
Description of 30-40 miles round Manchester. London : Stockdale,1795.
Authors: Aikin, John, 1747-1822
1 v. : 20 map plates
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 2088 folio G 4552.02 (NLO)

Manchuria (China) - Maps - 1858
Die Aufnahmen der Engländer und Russen in Hinter-Asien bis zum Jahre 1858 / B. Hassenstein del. Gotha : Justus Perthes, 1858.
Authors: Hassenstein, Bruno, 1839-1902 -- Petermanns geographische Mitteilungen (1858) 2 maps ; within box 25 x 19 cm, on sheet 27 x 22 cm.
Scales: 1:930,000 and [ca. 1:8,000,000] ; (E 123°-E 135° / N 44°-N 33°).
Accompanies article: Die neuesten Englischen, Französischen und Russischen Aufnahmen in Hinter-Asien (p. 149-150).
Scale 1:930,000. 15 x 19 cm. -- [Map of Korea and vicinity]. Scale [ca. 1:8,000,000]. 16 x19 cm.
Reference: Smits, Petermann's maps, no. 99. G 007 .67, v. 4 (1858), Taf. 6, after p. 176 (PrCt)

Manchuria (China) - Maps - 1933
The Topographic map of Manchoukuo. Tokyo, Japan : M. Kobayashi & Co., [1933].
Authors: M. Kobayashi & Co. -- Kobayashi (M.) & Co. SEE M. Kobayashi & Co.
1 map : col. ; 104 x 72 cm. fold. in covers 56 x 28 cm.
1933 ed.
Scale 1:2,000,000.
Includes inset of 'General map of Eastern Asia.' Relief shown by gradient tints.
oversize G 10667 .46 (NLO)

Manchuria (China) - Maps - 1944-1945
Topographic maps Aeronautical charts - Harbin Region (China) - 1944-1945
Aeronautical charts - Harbin Region (China) - 1944-1945 Aeronautical charts World War, 1939-1945 - Maps Cloth maps - Specimens Escape maps - Specimens Aeronautical charts Topographic maps AAF cloth chart : Harbin / prepared under the direction of the Chief of Engineers, U.S. Army, by the Army Map Service ; reproduced under the direction of the Commanding General, U.S. Army Air Forces for the Aeronautical Chart Service.
Washington, D.C. Army Map Service, U.S. Army, 1944 [i.e. 1945].
Army Map Service. A.M.S. 5301 -- United States.
Aeronaual Chart Service 1 map : col., cloth ; 44 x 48 cm., folded to 6 x 15 cm.
Title from oversize lettering in top margin.
"First edition 1944" -- Bottom margin.
"First edition - AMS 2" -- Top margin.
Dated "2/45 SS" at bottom right.
Map series statement in bottom margin: A.M.S. 5301
Added series title in top margin: Eastern Asia 1:1,000,000
Sheet no. "NL 52" at upper right.
"For use by War and Navy Department Agencies only. Not for sale or distribution."
Covers much of Manchuria (China).
Scale 1:1,000,000.
"Modified polyconic projection."
Relief shown by gradient tints, contours and spot heights.
Escape map printed on cloth for the use of downed airplane pilots (on silk or acetate rayon?).
Includes "index to boundaries", "index to adjoining sheets", and glossary.
Map on verso (cataloged separately): AAF cloth chart : Spassk-Dal'niy
Sheet no. 1 of 4 in a collection of escape maps of the Far East published during World War II by U.S. and Australian government agencies at varying scales.
Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection. Previously shelved as AMcN III PC 120 (PrCt)
map4C G7800 svar. U5, no. 1 (PrCt)

44316
Mandab, Strait of - Maps - 1703 - Coasts -
A Chart of the Straits of Babelmandell and Moha. London [i.e. Amsterdam : Theatrum Orbis Terrarum Ltd., 1970].
Authors: Thornton, John, 1641-1708 -- English Pilot. Part 3 (1703) -- Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, Ltd.
1 map ; 44 x 54 cm.
Oriented with north at left.
Inset (19 x 26 cm.): Moha.
In: The English pilot. The third book, Describing the sea-coasts ... shewing ... the East-Indies, and all over the Oriental Ocean ... (London : W. and J. Mount and T. Page, 1748) between p. 24.
Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger): English Pilot. Part 3 (1748)
oversize Ayer 135 .E55 1748 bet. p. 24 (PrCt)

44318
Authors: Sears, A. T. -- Smart, Stephen F. Colorado tourist and illustrated guide via the "Golden belt route" ... (1879) -- Kansas Pacific Railway Company -- Ramsey, Millett & Hudson -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 view : wood engraving ; 12 x 11 cm.
In: Smart, Stephen F. Colorado tourist and illustrated guide via the "Golden Belt Route" : the great wheat and corn producing region extending from the Missouri River through central Kansas and Colorado (which is traversed by the Kansas Pacific railway) to the Rocky Mountain resorts (Kansas City : Published by the Kansas Pacific Railway ; Ramsey, Millett & Hudson, 1879), p. 51.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Graff 3818, p. 51 (PrCt)

44319
Authors: Cohen, Paul E. -- Augustyn, Robert T. -- Hiss, Tony -- Holloway, Marguerite -- Sanderson, Eric W. -- Dover Publications, Inc.
1 atlas (151 p.) : col. ill., col. maps ; 27 cm
Contributor biographical information and publisher description description available on Library of Congress website (accessed March 2015):
http://catdir.loc.gov/catdir/enhancements/fy1501/2014031711-b.html --

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
http://catdir.loc.gov/catdir/enhancements/fy1501/2014031711-d.html
LC Card Number: 2014031711
ISBN 9780486779911 ; 0486779912
Map Ref G1254.N42S3 C6 2014 (NLO)

Authors: Cohen, Paul E. -- Augustyn, Robert T. -- Rizzoli International Publications -- Karrow, Robert W.
1 atlas (164 p.): col. ill., col. maps; 28 cm. [1st ed.]
Explores the urban and social history of Manhattan with antiquarian map reproductions and essays.
Includes bibliographical references and index. Inscribed by the authors "To Bob Karrow and the Newberry Library ... ."
Formerly Case folio G1254.N42 S3 C6 1997
LC Card Number: 97019200
ISBN 0847820521
Map Ref folio G1254.N42 S3 C6 1997 (NLO)

Map of New York City and of Manhattan Island with the American defences in 1776. 1878.
1 map; 37 x 89 cm.
Detached from Johnston, Henry Phelps. 'Campaign of 1776 around New York and Brooklyn' published in Memoirs of the Long Island Historical Society v. 3 (1878).
M1278
map4F G3701.S3214 1878 J6 (PrCt)

Map of the original grants of village lots from the Dutch West India Company to the inhabitants of New Amsterdam. 1643.
Authors: Valentine, David Thomas, 1801-1869 -- Seward, J. L.
1 map; 44 x 54 cm.
Photocopy of map 'copied from Valentine's Manual of the Corporation for 1853.'

44323 Manhattan (New York, N.Y.) - Maps - 1664 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles>>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
'A Description of the town of Mannados or New Amsterdam, as it was in September, 1661,' being a colored plan of New York; drawn in 1664 after its capture, by Sir Robert Holmes, from the Dutch; on vellum. [19--].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1664 manuscript possibly by William Hacke.

44324 Manhattan (New York, N.Y.) - Maps - 1796-1797 - Yellow Fever>>>Yellow Fever - Manhattan (New York, N.Y.) - Maps - 1796-1797
Plate I, Plate II [Maps showing distribution of the yellow fever in New York city, 1796-97]. [New York, October 1797].
Authors: Seaman, Valentine, 1770-1817 -- Medical repository
2 maps; 15.4 x 9.7 cm. & 10.1 x 16.9 cm.
Maps show the locations of incidences of yellow fever in 1796 and 1797 in relation to slips and docks on the East River between James Street and Wall Street; numbers on maps are keyed to descriptions of cases in the text.
Plate I shows area between 'New Slip' (at the end of today's James Street) and Dover Street, Plate II, between Beekman Slip and Wall Street.
Case R11 .M8, v. 1 (PrCt)

44325 Manhattan (New York, N.Y.) - Maps - 1852>>>New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1852>>>Wall maps
Authors: Harrison, John F. -- Dripps, M. (Matthew) -- Kollner, Augustus, b. 1813 -- Kollner's Lithographic Establishment -- Nott, Gordon H., previous owner -- Andrew McNilly III Collection (Newberry Library) -- Kollner,

Cf. OCLC 23876788.
M1243
map2F G3804.N4:2M3 1643 .V3 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Augustus, 1813-1906 SEE Kollner, Augustus, b. 1813
1 map : hand col. ; 105 x 209 cm. fold. in portfolio
42 x 33 cm.
Scale ca. [1:3,650].
Borders include 14 vignettes of buildings and 2 coats-of-arms.
Shows footprints of buildings and numbers of docks.
Inscribed in top margin and on cover of portfolio:
'G.H. Nott, 6 Niles Building,' 'Change Avenue,' Boston.'
Includes notes on width of streets and length of blocks.
Sectioned and mounted on linen with green silk edging.
Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection.
map6C G3804.N4:2M3 1852 .H3 (PrCt)

44326 Manhattan (New York, N.Y.) - Maps - 1902
(Provisional Heading)
Atlas of the city of New York : borough of Manhattan from actual surveys and official plans.
Philadelphia : G.W. Bromley, 1902.
Authors: Bromley, George Washington -- Bromley, Walter Scott -- Wandell, Townsend -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas [(2) p., [100] leaves of plates] : 50 maps (col.) ; 58 cm.
Scale [1:1,800]; scale of most maps: 150 feet to the inch.
Ownership markings: Townsend Wandell, 49 & 51 Chambers Street, New York City.
Includes street index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cf. Phillips 15998.
Baskes oversize G3804.N4:2M3 G46 1902 .B7 (NLO)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 85 x 22 cm., folded in covers to 23 x 10 cm.
Title and places of publication from front cover.
"Scale: 2 1/2 inches one mile."
"Editorial Rooms -- Rand McNally" -- ms. note in upper right margin.
Back cover detached.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
map4C G3804 .N4:2M3 1908 .R3 (PrCt)

Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1908) -- Hudson and Manhattan Railroad Company
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
'Double track throughout.'
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1908) p. 1145
H 668 .703 (1908) p. 1145 (PrCt)

Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1909) -- Hudson and Manhattan Railroad Company
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
'Double track throughout.'
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1909) p. 1179
H 668 .703 (1909) p. 1179 (PrCt)

Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1910) -- Hudson and Manhattan Railroad Company
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
'Double track throughout.'
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1910) p. [2239]
H 668 .703 (1910) p. [2239] (PrCt)

Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1911) -- Hudson and Manhattan Railroad Company
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
'Double track throughout.'
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1911) p. [2239]
H 668 .703 (1911) p. [2239] (PrCt)
Manhattan (New York, N.Y.) - Maps - 1912


Authors: Hyde, E. Belcher


Includes indexes.

Case G1254.N42 M52 1912 (NLO)

Manhattan (New York, N.Y.) - Maps - 1912 - Road maps

*Rand McNally & Co.'s new and complete street number guide of Manhattan and Bronx: a complete street and avenue directory giving all corner numbers.* Chicago and New York: Rand McNally & Company, 1912.

Authors: Rand McNally and Company

75 p. : 2 col. maps (folded) ; 16 cm.

Map contents (86 x 24 cm. and 64 x 64 cm.):

Rand McNally & Co.'s new handy map of the Borough of Manhattan -- Rand McNally & Co.'s new handy map of the Borough of Bronx.

Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).

Road map4C G3804.N4:2M3 P2 1912 .R3 (PrCt)

Manhattan (New York, N.Y.) - Maps - 1912 - Road maps


Authors: Rand McNally and Company

1 map : col. ; 86 x 24 cm., folded in covers to 15 x 10 cm.

Issued in accompanying index: Rand McNally & Co.'s new and complete street number guide of Manhattan (Chicago and New York: Rand McNally & Company, c1917 []). 62 p. ; 15 cm.

"Bin 1 - Shelf 1" -- adhesive label on front cover.

"Vault copy -- not to be given out for general use." -- stamp on p. 63 of index.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

map3C G3804 .N4:2M3 1912 .R3 (PrCt)


Authors: Rand McNally and Company

1 map : col. ; 87 x 49 cm., folded in covers to 17 x 10 cm.

Cover title: Rand McNally & Co.'s new indexed handy map of New York City with large scale map of the borough of Manhattan and the principal portions of Brooklyn, Bronx, Queens and the business section of Jersey City.

"Scale: 2 1/8 inches to one mile."

Inset (22 x 20 cm.): Greater New York. Street index on verso.

"Copyrighted by N.Y. office, June 2, 1913." -- ms. note inside front cover.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

map3C G3804 .N4:2M3 1913 .R3 (PrCt)

Manhattan (New York, N.Y.) - Maps - 1915 - Election Districts-<>Election Districts - New York (State) - Manhattan - Maps - 1915 <> New York (State) - Legislature. Assembly - Election Districts - Manhattan - Maps - 1915 <> Manhattan (New York, N.Y.) - Maps - 1915 - Street addresses-<>Addresses, Street SEE Street addresses-<>House numbers SEE Street addresses-<>Numbers, House SEE Street addresses-<>Postal addresses SEE Street addresses-<>Street numbers SEE Street addresses


Authors: New York (N.Y.). Board of Elections -- Danzer, Gerald A.

32 maps : col. ; on sheets 63 x 99 cm. or smaller, fold. to 23 x 16 cm. + 1 leaf (28 cm.)

Scale not given.

Some districts covered by two maps; district 29 wanting.

Maps show enumeration districts and street addresses.

Includes leaf reproduced from website giving boundaries of 1915 Assembly districts.

Gift of Gerald Danzer.


Manhattan (New York, N.Y.) - Maps - 1924

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

map3C G3804 .N4:2M3 1924 .R3 item 2 of 2 (PrCt)


1 map: col.; 77 x 22 cm., folded in covers to 17 x 11 cm.
At head of title: Rand McNally. Scale: 2600 feet to 1 inch.
Issued in accompanying index: Rand McNally new street number guide and complete transit directory of Manhattan with complete new map. (Chicago and New York: Rand McNally & Company, c1926), inside back cover. 128 p.; 17 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
map3C G3804 .N4:2M3 1926 .R3 (PrCt)


The Hotel Governor Clinton: 31st St. and 7th Ave., New York. [New York? s.n., 193?-?].
Authors: Hotel Governor Clinton (New York, NY) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; on sheet trimmed to 17 x 19 cm. Incomplete and lacking imprint.
Mounted on backing sheet; backing obscures printed content on verso.
Previously bound with a collection of pictorial maps in binders labeled "Points of Interest."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 190.52 B (PrCt)


Bound for New York: then be sure to stay at Hotel Wellington. [New York]: Hotel Wellington, [193-?].
Authors: Hotel Wellington (New York, N.Y.)
1 map: col.; 21 x 38 cm. fold. to 23 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Shows west part of Manhattan from Geo. Washington Bridge to Holland Tunnel; hotel is at 7th Ave. & 55th St.
On verso, eight strip maps showing routes from Boston, Philadelphia, Montreal, Cleveland, Atlantic City, Richmond, Buffalo, and Harrisburg. Includes 4 photos of rooms, advertisement.
map2F G3804 .N4:2M3 1930 .H6 (PrCt)


Where to go, how to go in New York: a simplified map-guide to places of interest. [New York]: National Hotel Management Co., [1937?].
1 map, 15 x 33 cm.: col.; folded to 17 x 9 cm.
Panel title.
Handstamped "Received ... Sep 28 1937, Rand McNally & Co. ..."; initialled "CH" in pencil.
Added title: Subway and elevated lines / Latz Inc. N.Y.
Advertisement for National Hotel Management Co. on back panel.
Panel art: title on street sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011). RMcN Clients 1771 (PrCt)


For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)


Manhattan (New York, N.Y.) - Maps - 1963 - Pictorial maps

New York / created by Hermann Bollmann for Pictorial Maps Inc. ... ; litho. by Barnes Press, Inc. [New York : Pictorial Maps, 1963?].


1 map : col. ; 80 x 104 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm. + index (48 p. ; 24 cm.)

"Scale: the distance between quadrant lines is 1,000 ft. in either direction."

Pictorial map of Manhattan between Central Park and 12th Street.

"No. 40" -- at bottom right.

Road and transit map of the entire city on verso (83 x 107 cm.): New York.


Index spine title: New York picture map-guide.

Map inside back cover of index (on sheet 24 x 23 cm.): American Airlines system map. 1 November 1963.

Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).

Road map 4C G3804.N4P2 1963 .B6 (PrCt)


Hagstrom's map of New York's area of greatest interest : theatres, hotels, motels, shopping district, United Nations, garages, parking lots, Rockefeller Center, Lincoln Center, bus lines, subways, house numbers / compiled, printed and published by Hagstrom Company Incorporated.

New York : Hagstrom Company, [1965?].

Authors: Hagstrom Company -- Akerman, James R.

1 map : col. ; 67 x 66 cm., folded in cover 20 x 11 cm.

Scale [ca. 1:4,370].

Coordinates: (W 74°00'26"--W 73°57'20"/N 40°46'34"--N 40°44'23")

Covers Midtown Manhattan between 30th and 66th Streets.

Bottom margin includes indexes to automobile service, churches & synagogues, clubs, department stores & shops, hospitals, hotels & motels, movie theatres, museums & art galleries, night & supper clubs, piers, public places, radio & television, restaurants, schools, special points of interest, live theatre, and transportation terminals.

Oriented with north at upper right.

"Map 2536A."

Cover art: line drawing of car in front of theatre. "60¢" -- Front cover.

Back cover lists Hagstrom maps, atlases, and prices.

"A-1965" -- Handwritten in blue ink on verso.


References: Cf. OCLC 63614580 (1969 ed.)

Gift 2013, James R. Akerman.

map 3C G3804.N4:2M3 1965 .H3 (PrCt)


New York picture and street map. 1968.

Authors: Bollmann, Hermann, 1911- 2 maps : col. ; on 1 sheet 55 x 69 cm., folded in covers 28 x 12 cm + index (24 p.)

map 4C G3804.N4:2M3 1968 .B6 (PrCt)


Authors: New York Convention and Visitors Bureau, 198c.

1 map : col. ; 27 x 63 cm., folded to 22 x 10 cm. Panel title.

Added title: Getting around the Big Apple. Oriented with north at upper right.

Panel art: color photo of the Statue of Liberty.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 1864 (PrCt)

Manhattan (New York, N.Y.) - Maps - 1982 - Buildings, structures, etc.


Authors: Columbia Marketing Corporation -- Coldwell, Banker and Company

1 map : col. ; 80 x 63 cm.

Scale not indicated.

Shows office buildings by date of construction, with addresses, as well as parks and landmarks, for area south of Walker St.

Panel title: Office building map, downtown New York.
Manhattan.
Advertising text on verso.

Authors: MapEasy, Inc.
1 map : col. ; 59 x 89 cm., folded to 23 x 12 cm.
Covers Manhattan between 58th and 89th streets.
Major buildings and points of interest shown pictorially.
Panel title.
Includes notes in map area.
Text, phone directory, publisher's map list, col. ill., and bar-code on verso.
Maps on verso: New York City subway [Manhattan and lower Bronx] -- Columbus Avenue -- Madison Avenue -- Take a short adventure in greater New York City [metro-area road map] -- Lincoln Center for the Performing Arts.

44355 Manhattan (New York, N.Y.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps<->Road maps
1 atlas (1 v. (various pagings)) : col. maps ; 23 cm.
At head of cover title: Rand McNally Get around Manhattan street atlas & guide.
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Scale 1:30,000. 1 in. = 2500 ft.; Scale 1:158,400. 1 in. = 2.5 miles.
Includes indexes.
Spiral binding.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528864521
RMcN StrFrd 2007 .N4931 (PrCt)

44356 Manhattan (New York, N.Y.) - Maps - Bibliography<->New York (N.Y.) - Maps - Bibliography
Authors: Haskell, Daniel C. (Daniel Carl),
1883-1968 -- New York Public Library
128 p. : front., map ; 26 cm.
'Reprinted from the Bulletin of the New York Public Library of April-May & July-October 1930.'
[Z 79 .N47 v. 34]
Formerly lower case g 10851 .39
LC Card Number: 31002988
Map Ref Z6027.U52 N73 1931 (NLO)

44357 Manhattan (New York, N.Y.) - Pictorial works - 1640
New Amsterdam (now New-York) : As it appeared about the year 1640, while under the Dutch government. [New York, 1809].
Authors: Danckerts, Justus, 1635-1701 -- Irving, Washington, 1783-1859 -- Knickerbocker, Diedrich, pseud. SEE Irving, Washington, 1783-1859
1 view ; 81 x 301 mm.
'Copied from an ancient etching of the same size, published by Justus Danckers at Amsterdam.'
Includes key, A-F.
VAULT Ayer 150.5 N7 I7 1809, v. 1, front (PrCt)

44358 Manhattan (New York, N.Y.) - Pictorial works - 1926 - Pictorial maps<->Pictorial maps - Manhattan (New York, N.Y.) - 1926<->Pictorial maps
A Map of the wondrous isle of Manhattan / designed by C.V. Farrow. New York : Fuessle & Colman, c1926.
Authors: Farrow, C. V. -- Fuessle & Colman -- General Drafting Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 57 x 90 cm.
The scale is all askew.'
Bird's-eye view.
Pictorial map.
Border motif of cars and pedestrians.
Inset: The continuation of the map of Manhattan showing the northern part, 1926.
Hole (7 x 17 mm.) in title cartouche at lower right; map is generally quite damaged and should be replaced with a better copy.
With stamp of 'Art Department, General Drafting Co.'
map6F G3804 .N4:2M3A3 1926 F3 (PrCt)

44359 Manhattan (New York, N.Y.) - Pictorial works - 1940<->Map printing - Wood engravings - Pictorial works - 1940<->Map printing - Linocuts - Pictorial works - 1940<->Wood engravings<->Linocuts
[View of Lower Manhattan] / Norman Guthrie Rudolph. [New York? The Artist, ca. 1940].
Authors: Rudolph, Norman Guthrie, 1900-1985
1 view ; 20 x 29 cm.
Rudolph lived and worked in New York City as an illustrator from 1929 to 1947.
Either a woodcut or linocut, the black-and-white view is surrounded by a border of red squares
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

New Haven's diesel-powered, radar equipped tugs moving car floats [in New York Harbor].
Authors: New York, New Haven, and Hartford Railroad Company
1 view ; 11 x 21 cm.
Caption title.
Photograph; view of Manhattan in background.
In New York, New Haven, and Hartford Railroad Company. Annual report ... December 31, 1954
5A 7267 (1958 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

44363 Manhattan (New York, N.Y.) - Pictorial works - 1980
New York: map of midtown Manhattan in detailed axonometric projection.
Anderson Isometric Maps, 1980.
Authors: Anderson Isometric Maps (firm)
1 map : col. ; 93 x 60 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:3,750].
Includes inset of Madison Square Garden area.
2021

44364 Mani Peninsula (Greece) - Maps - 1570 - Military operations>>Peloponnesus (Greece : Peninsula) - Maps - 1570 - Military operations>>Cape Matapan, Battle of, 1570 - Maps
Fortezza nouamente fatta da Turchi detta Turchartogli Olimionas, che in Greco dice fortezza de Mani et in Turchescho Monige al porto delle Quaglie, et Mayna al' capo Mattapan nella Morea ...
Authors: Camocio, Giovanni Francesco, 16th cent. -- Finaly, Madame, d. 1938 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 275 x 208 mm. (neat line), on sheet remargined to 278 x 209 mm.
Shows fleet firing on besieged fortress of Mani surrounded by armies.
Relief shown pictorially.
For related maps, see Novacco 2F 32 and Novacco 2F 33; see also Jon van Leuven (Gothenburg University) in Map Information File for Novacco 2F 32.
Ex Finaly.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
b130
Novacco 2F 53 (PrCt)

44365 Mani Peninsula (Greece) - Maps - 1570 - Military operations>>Peloponnesus (Greece : Peninsula) - Maps - 1570 - Military operations>>Cape Matapan, Battle of, 1570 - Maps
[Map of military action in the Mani region of...
Mani Peninsula (Greece) - Maps - 1570 - Military operations

*Brazo de Maina: forza de del gran Turco nel li confini della Grecia nella Morea / presaper il Cirno. Capo del colipho il magco. M. Marco Querini con larmada de Candia. [S.l. s.n., ca. 1570].*
Authors: Querini, Marco -- Morosini, Count -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; on sheet 225 x 308 mm.
Oversize lettering at top: Parte della Morea.
Shows fleet firing on besieged fortress of 'Maina' surrounded by three armies.
Includes manuscript drawing of ship at upper right.
For related maps see Novacco 2F 33 and Novacco 2F 53; see also notes by Jon van Leuven (Gothenburg University) in Map Information File for Novacco 2F 32. Ex Morosini Collection.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
b125
Novacco 2F 32 (PrCt)

Manila Bay (Philippines) - Maps - 1898

Authors: Gamoneda, Francisco J. de -- Montes, Ramon -- Oregon Regiment -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : obl. ; 50 x 73 cm. fold. to 16 x 11 cm.
Plan of Manila and its environs ... Scale [ca. 1:10,000] 'Escala de 1:10,000 met.' Coordinates: (E 12°00'/N 14°35').
Map annotated in ink to show position of Oregon Regiment, February 5, 1898 to August 13, 1898.
Ayer 2087 .P71 1898 (NLO)

Manila (Philippines) - Maps - 1905

'This plan accompanies report to Hon. William H. Taft Secretary of War. Approved May 24, 1905. [printed signatures of] D. H. Burnham, Pierce Anderson.'

Manila (Philippines) - Maps - 1898

'This plan accompanies report to Hon. William H. Taft Secretary of War. Approved May 24, 1905. [printed signatures of] D. H. Burnham, Pierce Anderson.'

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Add letterpress title in margin: Terraemotus unde.
In: Münster, Sebastian. Cosmographiae universalis ... (Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552), p. 984.
Probably an inaccurate view, since some of the woodcuts in this volume were used for more than one town.

**VAULT** folio Ayer 7 .M8 1552, p. 984 (PrCt)

**44373**

Manistee County (Mich.) - Maps - 1800-1899 -
Landowners <> Counties -
Maps <> Landowners - Maps


Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960-

-- Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)

216 p. : maps ; 28 cm.

1st ed.

'Deluxe edition.'

Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).

'3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.'

Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).

Includes indexes.

Series: Family maps

ISBN 1420306472 ; 9781420306477

Local History Ref F572.M3 B69 2007 (NLO)

**44374**

Manitoba - Maps - 1700-1799 - Manuscripts -
Facsimiles <> Manuscript maps - Facsimiles

[Sketch map of the lakes, rivers, and portages in Manitoba]. 1981.

Authors: France. Marine. Service historique.

Manuscript map -- Public Archives of Canada --
National Map Collection -- Public Archives of Canada SEE ALSO National Archives of Canada

1 map : 47 x 32 cm.

Photograph of 18th-century manuscript in Service Historique de la Marine, Paris, Recueil 67 (ancien 4044B) no.46.

Copy from National Map Collection, Public Archives of Canada.

Catalogue no. Ph/900-(Post 1700).

81-56874

4195

*map2F G3480 17-.S5 1981 (PrCt)*

**44375**

Manitoba - Maps - 1740 - Manuscripts -
Facsimiles <> Ontario - Maps - 1740 -
of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 60 cm.
Includes key to railroads numbered 9-115 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title:
Manitoba railroads.
Plate no.: 210E
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Handstamp on cover: Register of copyrights.
Library of Congress. Washington D.C.
Dated '6/12/23' in ms. on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
map3C G3481.P3 1920 .R3 (PrCt)

Manitoba - Maps - 1925 -
Railroads---Railroads - Maps
Rand McNally standard map of Manitoba.
1 map : col. ; 43 x 60 cm.
Includes key to railroads numbered 9-115 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title:
Manitoba railroads.
Plate no.: 9R24
Issued folded in accompanying index (19 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Manitoba. San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand, McNally & Co.: Rand, McNally & Co., c1925.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Handstamp on cover: Register of copyrights.
Library of Congress. Washington D.C.
'8/5/25' -- manuscript date on cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
map3C G3481.P3 1925 .R3 (PrCt)

Manitoba - Maps - 1923 -
Railroads---Railroads - Maps
Rand McNally standard map of Manitoba.
1 map : col. ; 43 x 60 cm.
Includes key to railroads numbered 9-115 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title:
Manitoba railroads.
Plate no.: 9R24
Issued folded in accompanying index (19 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Manitoba. San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand, McNally & Co.: Rand, McNally & Co., c1925.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Handstamp on cover: Register of copyrights.
Library of Congress. Washington D.C.
'8/5/25' -- manuscript date on cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
map3C G3481.P3 1923 .R3 (PrCt)

Manitoba - Maps - 1930 -
Road maps---Road maps
Manitoba provincial trunk highway map with main municipal roads. Winnipeg : published by Good
Roads Board, Department of Public Works, Province of Manitoba, 1930.


Good Roads Board
1 map : col. ; 68 x 72 cm.
Panel title.

Added title: Provincial trunk highways system and main municipal roads : province of Manitoba ...

"Lithographed by Stovel Company Limited, Winnipeg, Canada."

Inset maps (14 x 11 cm. and 11 x 11 cm.): Cities of Winnipeg and St. Boniface -- City of Brandon.

Panel art: Photo of Manitoba provincial capitol building.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 197.17 (PrCt)

44397

Manitoba - Maps - 1969 - Road maps
<<>> Saskatchewan - Maps - 1969 - Road maps
<<>> Ontario - Maps - 1969 - Road maps
<<>> Alberta - Maps - 1969 - Road maps
<<>> British Columbia - Maps - 1969 - Road maps
<<>> Alaska Highway - Maps - 1969 - Road maps


Authors: Husky Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 43 x 46 cm. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"Copyright 1969, Husky Oil".

Panel title.

Added title: Manitoba, Saskatchewan

Panel no. 9-5209-20

Inset maps (12 x 24 cm. and 10 x 7 cm.): Western Ontario -- Kenora Red Lake area

Maps on verso (43 x 65 cm. and smaller):

Plate no. 4-5209-14.

Panel art: Man and woman reading map and receiving directions at gas station.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 1469 (PrCt)

---

Manitoba - Maps - 1952 - Railroads
<<>> Canadian National Railways - Maps - 1952
<<>> Railroads - Maps

Northward we go! [Montreal? Canadian National Railways?, 1952?].

Authors: Canadian National Railways
1 map ; 20 x 22 cm., on sheet 30 x 22 cm.
Summary route map of Canadian National Railways of existing service from The Pas to Sherridon, and extension of line to Lynn Lake, all in Manitoba.

Accompanying text refers to 'discovery of nickel, copper, and cobalt.'


5A 7267 (1951 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

44395

Manitoba - Maps - 1960 - Economics
<<>> Economics - Maps - 1960 - Manitoba


Authors: Weir, Thomas R.
1 v. ; 57 cm.

Case oversize G1156 G1 M37 1960 (NLO)

44396

Manitoba - Maps - 1964 - Road maps
<<>> Saskatchewan - Maps - 1964 - Road maps
<<>> Alberta - Maps - 1964 - Road maps
<<>> British Columbia - Maps - 1964 - Road maps
<<>> Road maps


Authors: Husky Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 43 x 60 cm., folded to 22 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Saskatchewan, Manitoba, northwestern Ontario.

"Copyright Ralph Clark Stone Ltd., Toronto 1972" 

"Compiled, reproduced and lithographed in Canada. Ralph-McNally Limited."

Maps on verso (46 x 19 and smaller): Central Winnipeg -- Saskatoon -- Moose Jaw -- Regina -- Thunder Bay -- District map of Winnipeg --

---

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Manitoba, Northwestern Ontario.

Editor's copy; some areas marked "need" or "have" in blue marker.

Panel art: Color illustration of road leading into farm.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN Clients 3948 (PrCt)

44499 Manitoba - Maps - 1980


Authors: Manitoba. Surveys and Mapping Branch

1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm.

Scale 1:2,000,000.

83-63598

340

map4F G3480 1980 .M3 (PrCt)

44400 Manitoba - Maps - 1980 - Remote sensing images

Remote sensing images - Manitoba - 1980

Manitoba Landsat mosaic. 1980.

Authors: Manitoba. Surveys and Mapping Branch

1 map : col. ; 72 x 53 cm.

Scale 1:2,000,000.

83-63598

341

map4F G3481.A4 1980 M3 (PrCt)


Manitoba location of Indian band communities. 1983.

Authors: Canada. Indian and Inuit Affairs Program -- Manitoba. Surveys and Mapping Branch -- Wheatfield Press

1 map : 128 x 83 cm.

Scale 1:1,000,000.

3007

map6F G3481.E1 1983 C3 (PrCt)


Authors: Warkentin, John, 1928-- -- Ruggles, Richard Irwin, 1923-- -- Historical and Scientific Society of Manitoba

1 atlas (xvi, 585 p. ill., 200 maps) ; 30 cm.

'A selection of facsimile maps, plans, and sketches from 1612-1969.'

'Edited with introductions and annotations by John Warkentin and Richard I. Ruggles.'


ICN 71

70-2072

LC Card Number: 71654514

oversize G 10825 .6 (NLO)


Authors: Warkentin, John, 1928-- -- Ruggles, Richard Irwin, 1923-- -- Historical and Scientific Society of Manitoba

1 atlas (xvi, 585 p. ill., 200 maps) ; 30 cm.

'A selection of facsimile maps, plans, and sketches from 1612-1969.'

'Edited with introductions and annotations by John Warkentin and Richard I. Ruggles.'


ICN 71

70-2072

LC Card Number: 71654514

oversize G 10825 .6 (NLO)
1 map : 55 x 104 cm.
Photocopy of original manuscript; inscribed ‘Gift of Alan R. Bobiwash, Toronto, [Newberry Library] Fellow, 1984?’
Initials at lower left: B. (or E.?) J.; possibly Basil Johnson, the noted Ojibway linguist and author.
Scale [ca. 1:38,000].
Shows Manitoulin, Cockburn, and Fitzwilliam Islands as well as smaller adjacent islands and points on the shore.
Removed from the Helen H. Tanner Papers.
map4F G3462 .M3E3 1984 J6 (PrCt)

44407 Mannersdorf am Leithagebirge (Austria) - Pictorial works - 1617
Mannersdorf. [Cologne : s.n.], 1617 [i.e. ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Hoefnagel, Joris, 1542-1601 -- Hoefnagel, Jacob, 1573?-approximately 1632 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : hand col. ; 17 x 47 cm.
Derived from view by Joris Hoefnagel; redrawn in 1617 by Jacob Hoefnagel; see R.A. Skelton’s Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.
On same sheet with: Eisenstadivm vulgo Eisnstat in vitmis finibus Austrie ... .
Includes references A-I and K-O.
Latin letterpress text on verso under section titles: Eisenstadivm -- Manersdorffium.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 6, pl. 22 (PrCt)

44408 Mannersdorf am Leithagebirge (Austria) - Pictorial works - 1617
Mannersdorf / Communicauit Georgius Houfagnli depictum à filio Iacabo . [Amsterdam : Jan Jansson], 1617 [i.e. 1657].
Authors: Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664 -- Hoefnagel, Joris, 1542-1601 -- Hoefnagel, Jacob, 1573?-approximately 1632 -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Urbium totius Germaniae superiorior illustriorum clariorumque tabulae ... Pars posterior [i.e. prior] (1657) -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Theatrum urbium (1657)
1 view : hand col. ; 19 x 46 cm.
Added title from cartouche at bottom right:
Mannersdorffium, oppidum in extremis confinibus Inferioris Austriae ... .
Includes references A-I and K-O.
On same sheet with: Eisenstadivm vulgo Eisnstat in vitmis finibus Austrie ... .
Latin letterpress text on verso under section titles: Eisenstadivm -- Manersdorffium.
In: Jansson, Jan. Urbium totius Germaniae superiorior illustriorum clariorumque tabulae ... Pars posterior [i.e. prior] 1657, [plate 41].
Case oversize G 117 .452, v. 2, [plate 41] (PrCt)

44409 Mannheim (Germany) - Maps - 1689
Authors: Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718 -- Padoani, Domenico, fl. 1689 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718. Citta, fortresse, isole, e porti principale dell’ Europa ... (1689)
1 map ; 27 x 44 cm.
In: Coronelli, Vincenzo. Citta, fortresse, isole, e porti principale dell’ Europa, in pianti, et in eluisione, descritte, e publicate ad uso dell’ Academia cosmografica degli argonauti (Venice : Domenico Padoani, 1689) pl. [31].
VAULT folio Ayer 135 .C8 1689 pl. 31 (PrCt)

44410 Mannheim (Germany) - Maps - 1695 - Fortification
Manhein. [Paris : De Fer, 1695].
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes -- avec leurs fortifications ... (1695-1696)
1 map ; 23 x 29 cm.
In: Fer, Nicolas de. Les forces de l’Europe, ou, Description des principales villes; avec leurs fortifications ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, 1695-1696) pt. 6, map [106].
Manuscript ‘(6)’ at upper right.
Case folio U 26.293 pt. 6, map [106] (PrCt)

44411 Mannheim (Germany) - Maps - 1713 - Fortification
Manhein. [Paris : De Fer, 1713?].
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Inselin, C. -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Introduction à la fortification ... [1713?]
1 map ; 16 x 22 cm.
In: Fer, Nicolas de. Introduction à la fortification ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, [1713?]) map [102].
For later state of this map, with engraved plate number, see Case folio U 26.292.
For earlier version of this map, engraved on different plate, see Case folio U 26.293.
Case oversize U 26.2919 map [102] (PrCt)

44412 Mannheim (Germany) - Maps - 1792
A Plan of the city of Manheim. [London? J. Stockdale?, 1792?].
Authors: Andrews, John, 1736-1809 -- Andrews, John, 1736-1809. A Collection of plans of the most capital cities of ... Europe and ... the world [1792?] -- Stockdale, John, 1749?-1814
1 map ; 17 x 25 cm.
In: Andrews, John. A Collection of plans of the most capital cities of every empire, kingdom,
Case U 007 .131, v. 2, opposite p. 114 (PrCt)

44420 Mantua (Italy) - Maps - 1800
Authors: Stockdale, John, 1749?-1814 -- Stockdale, John, 1749?-1814. A Geographical, historical, and political description of the empire of Germany, Holland, the Netherlands, Switzerland, Prussia, Italy, Sicily, Corsica, and Sardinia ... (1800)
1 map ; 17 x 24 cm.
Includes 'References' 1-21.
In: Stockdale, John. A Geographical, historical, and political description of the empire of Germany, Holland, the Netherlands, Switzerland, Prussia, Italy, Sicily, Corsica, and Sardinia ... (London : Printed for John Stockdale, 1800), plate 18, opposite p. 255.

M260
folio G 30 .333 pl. 18, opp. p. 255 (PrCt)

44421 Mantua (Italy) - Maps - Bibliography - Catalogs<<<Mantua (Italy : Province) - Maps - Bibliography - Catalogs<<<Italy - Maps - Bibliography - Catalogs<<<Archivio di Stato di Mantova - Map collections - Catalogs<<<Mantova (Italy) SEE Mantua (Italy)<<Mantua (Italy). Archivio di Stato SEE Archivio di Stato di Mantova
Le Mappe e i disegni dell'Archivio Gonzaga di Mantova : catalogo, inventario / Archivio di Stato di Mantova. Verona : Ministero per i beni culturali e ambientali, Ufficio centrale per i beni archivistici, 1981.
Authors: Archivio di Stato di Mantova -- Italy. Ufficio centrale per i beni archivistici -- Archivio di Stato di Mantova -- Mantua (Italy). Archivio di Stato SEE Archivio di Stato di Mantova
168 p. : maps, plans ; 24 cm.
Errata slip tipped in.
Formerly Z6028 .A78
Map Ref Z6028 .A78 (NLO)

44422 Mantua (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1575
Mantua, Lombardie Transpadane vrbs clarissima et antiquissima ... [Cologne : s.n.], M.D. LXXV [1575, i.e. ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : hand col. ; 35 x 49 cm.
Anonymous view.
Added title in uppercase lettering: Mantva.
Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Mantva.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 2, pl. 50 (PrCt)

44423 Mantua (Italy : Province) - Maps - 1680
Mantua ducatus. Amsterdam, [ca. 1680].
Authors: Schenk & Vaiick, Amsterdam -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : hand col. ; 33 x 44 cm.
2042
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6713.L6:3M3 1680 S3 (PrCt)

44424 Mantua (Italy : Province) - Maps - 1702<<<Spanish Succession, War of, 1701-1714 - Maps
Carte topographique de la plus grande partie du duche de Mantoue levee sur les lieux. Paris, 1734.
Authors: Beaurain, Jean, chevalier de, 1696-1717 -- Durand -- Favanne, Jacques de, 1716-1760 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:145
1 map : hand col. ; 56 x 70 cm.
3057
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map6F G6713.L6:3M3 1702 B4 (PrCt)

44425 Mantua (Italy : Province) - Maps - 1710
Mantova mitt dero Gegend. Augsburg : Gabriel Bodenehr, 1710.
Authors: Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. -- Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. Atlas curieux -- oder, Neuer und compendieuser atlas 1710 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 16 x 21 cm.
In: Bodenehr, Gabriel. Atlas curieux; oder, Neuer und compendieuser atlas ... ([Augsburg : Gabriel Bodenehr, 1710?]) pl. [46]. Engraved plate no. '47.'
Ayer 135 .B6 pl. 46 (PrCt)

44426 Mantua (Italy : Province) - Maps - 1717
Le Duché de Mantoue. Paris, [ca. 1717].
Authors: Nolin, Jean Baptististe, 1648-1708 -- Alberti, Leandro, 1479-1552 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:146
1 map : hand col. ; 23 x 28 cm. on sheet 53 x 63 cm.
Phillips 8981 [9].
2128
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6713.L6:3M3 1717 N6 (PrCt)

44427 Mantua (Italy : Province) - Maps - 1717
Le Duché de Mantoue. Paris, [ca. 1717].
Authors: Nolin, Jean Baptististe, 1648-1708 -- Alberti, Leandro, 1479-1552 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:146
1 map : hand col. ; 23 x 28 cm. on sheet 53 x 63 cm.
Phillips 8981 [9].
2128
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6713.L6:3M3 1717 N6 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). Sack map4F G6713.L6:3M3 1701 M6 1725 copy 1 (PrCt)

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). Sack map4F G6713.L6:3M3 1701 M6 1725 copy 2 (PrCt)

44430 Mantua (Italy : Province) - Maps - 1730 Carle duché de Mantoue et de Mirandole. Amsterdam, [ca. 1730]. Authors: R. & J. Ottens -- Alberti, Leandro, 1479-1552 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:147 1 map : hand col. ; 23 x 29 cm. 2027
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). Sack map4F G6713.L6:3M3 1730 O8 (PrCt)

44431 Mantua (Italy : Province) - Maps - 1730 Carle duché de Mantoue et de Mirandole. Amsterdam, [ca. 1730]. Authors: R. & J. Ottens -- Alberti, Leandro, 1479-1552 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:147 1 map : hand col. ; 23 x 29 cm. 2027
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). Sack map4F G6713.L6:3M3 1730 O8 (PrCt)


Contains: Destombes, Marcel, 1905- Catalogue des cartes gravées au XVe siècle
Includes bibliographies and indexes.
At head of title: 'Union géographique internationale.' 'Publié avec le concours financier de l'UNESCO.' In French.
Formerly Ayer 290 .161 1952
Duplicate copy (with ownership inscription of Eila M.J. Campbell): Baskes Z6022 .C66 1952
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Map Ref Z6022 .C66 1952b (NLO)

Detailed descriptions of 34 manuscript maps and atlases dated 1367-ca. 1700.
Includes bibliographies and indexes.
Series: Nuovo repertorio delle carte nautiche italiane manoscritte conservate in Italia (secoli XIII-XVII ; 1)
Formerly folio Z6026.H9 F72

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
44435 Manuscript maps - Bibliography - 1500-1700
Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Bibliography - 1500-1700
Nautical charts
Authors: Astengo, Corradino
46 p.; 24 cm.
A brief inventory of portolan maps and atlases, arranged by country and city of depository. Includes bibliographical references and index.
Formerly Z6026.H9 A78 1996
Map Ref Z6026.H9 A78 1996 (NLO)

44436 Manuscript maps - Bibliography - 1700
Atlases - Collections, 1500-1700 - Manuscripts - Bibliography
Nautical charts - Collections, 1500-1700 - Manuscripts - Bibliography
Henry E. Huntington Library and Art Gallery - Map collections - Bibliography
Nautical charts
List of early manuscript maps and charts in the Huntington Library / by Herbert C. Schulz. [San Marino, Calif. Huntington Library, 1966].
Authors: Schulz, Herbert Clarence, 1902--
Henry E. Huntington Library and Art Gallery
13p.; 28 cm.
Photocopy.
Formerly lower case g 10 .396
Map Ref folio Z6028 .H46 1966a (NLO)

44437 Manuscript maps - Bibliography - 1800
America - Manuscript maps - Bibliography
1800
British Museum - Map collections - Bibliography - Catalogs
Map Library (British Library) - Map collections - Bibliography - Catalogs
Newberry Library - Map collections - Bibliography - Catalogs
Karpinski, Louis Charles, 1878-1956 - Map collections - Catalogs
Manuscript maps - Bibliography
Catalogue of the manuscript maps, charts, and plans, and of the topographical drawings in the British Museum. London : Printed by order of the Trustees, 1844-1861.
Authors: British Museum -- Holms, John, 1800-1854 -- Madden, Frederic, 1801-1873 -- Gregg Associates (Brussels, Belgium) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 3 v.; 27 cm.
Compiled by John Holmes under supervision of F. Madden, keeper of the manuscripts. Checklists of manuscript map collections later forming part of the British Library. Contents: v. 1. Ptolemy. General maps of the world. England: General maps, coasts. Channel islands, counties alphabetically:

Bedfordshire-Lincolnshire -- v. 2.
'Explanation of the references used' is bound in at beginning of v. 3. 'Corrections and additions' and 'Geographical synopsis' are bound in at end of v. 3.
Formerly Ayer 290 .B915 1844
Map Ref Z6621.B87 M3 1964 (NLO)

44438 Manuscript maps - Catalogs - 1452-1940
Manuscript maps - Bibliography - Catalogs - 1452-1940
Manuscript and annotated maps in the American Geographical Society Library : a cartobibliography / compiled by Jovanka Ristic ; with the assistance of Scott R. McEathron.
77 p.; maps; 27 cm.
Series: American Geographical Society Library special publication; no. 8
A geographical listing of 342 maps, 1452-1940. Includes bibliography, appendices, and index (p. 58-62)
ISBN 1879281279 ; 9781879281271
GA195.M55 G54 2010 (NLO)

44439 Manuscript maps - Facsimiles - Collections
Map drawing - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Collections
Cartography in art - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Collections
Maps in art
From here to there : a curious collection from the Hand Drawn Map Association / Kris Harzinski.
Authors: Harzinski, Kris -- Hand Drawn Maps Association
223 p.; ill. (some col.), maps (some col.); 19 cm.
LC Card Number: 2009050898
ISBN 1568988826 (alk. paper) ; 9781568988825 (alk. paper)
2011121401 on order (NLO)
Manuscripts, Latin - Catalogs
Manuscripts - Italy - Catalogs
Science - History - Sources

*Vatican Latin manuscripts in the history of science and medicine.* [Philadelphia [etc.]: Publication and Editorial Office, Dept. of History and Sociology of Science, University of Pennsylvania [etc.], 1929-1930].

Authors: Thorndike, Lynn, 1882-1965 -- Isis (1929-1930) p. 53-102 ; 26 cm.
In: Isis 40 (1929-1930): 53-102
L 007 .42, v. 40, p. 53-102 (PrCt)

Manuscripts, Renaissance - Union lists


Authors: Kristeller, Paul Oskar, 1905-1999 7 v. in 9 ; 25 cm.
Subtitle. v. 3-6: Accedunt alia itineria.
Index to vols. 3, 5 published separately.
Contents: v. 1. Italy, Agrigento to Novara -- v. 2. Italy, Orvieto to Volterra ; Vatican City -- v. 3. Alia itineria 1. Australia to Germany -- v. 4. Alia itineria II. Great Britain to Spain -- v. 5. Alia itineria III. Sweden to Yugoslavia, Utopia. Supplement to Italy (A-F) -- v. 5, [pt. 2]. Index and addenda.-- v. 6. (Italy III and Alia itineria IV). Supplement to Italy (G-V). Supplement to Vatican and Austria to Spain -- v. 7. Cumulative index to volumes I-VI.
Subject (LCSH): Manuscripts, Latin (Medieval and modern) -- Union lists.
Shelved in Newberry Reference Department, 3rd floor.
Full text available online by subscription:
hp://cf.itergateway.org/italicum/
LC Card Number: 64003533
ISBN 9004069259 (Netherlands : Brill ; v. 3) ; 9789004069251 (Netherlands : Brill ; v. 3) ; 9004105921 (v. 7) ; 9789004105928 (v. 7)
Z 111 .469 (NLO)

Map accuracy - Cartographic data bases

*Riddle of Cappadocian tablets.* 1971.

Authors: Tobler, Waldo R. (Waldo Rudolph), 1930-
BHC 2356
Vert 1908 (PrCt)

Map accuracy - Cartography - Ulster (Northern Ireland and Ireland) - History - 1560-1610


Authors: Murphy, Joan
BHC 1874
Vert 1442 (PrCt)

Map accuracy - Deventer, Jacob van, d. 1575

*Nauweurigheds-analyse van oude kaarten met behulp van de computer.* [Alphen aan den Rijn : Caert-Thresoor, 1986].

Authors: Mekenkamp, Peter -- Koop, Olev -- Caert-Thresoor (1986) p. 45-52 ; 30 cm.
A study of the provincial maps of Jacob van Deventer.
Map Ref folio GA101 .C34, v. 5, p. 45-52 (PrCt)

Map collections

*The Politics and economics of map librarianship.* [198-?].

Authors: Cobb, David A., 1945-11 p., 13 p. ; 28 cm.
Xerox copy of typescript (2 versions).
BHC 1137
Vert 749 (PrCt)

Map collections


Authors: Farrell, Barbara -- Desbarats, Aileen 101 p.
2nd ed.
Sound guidance in all aspects of operating a one-person (or half- or quarter-person) map library, much of it applicable to historical collections as well.
Z692.M3 F37 1984 (NLO)

Map Collections

*Report of the map workshop presented by the Graphics Committee, NJLA History and Bibliography Section at Maplewood Public Library, March 21, 1972, 1972.*

Authors: Fogarty, Catharine M. p. 34-35
5S 105, no. 88, p. 34-35 (PrCt)

Map collections


Authors: Larsgaard, Mary Lynette, 1946-382 p.
2nd ed.
Larsgaard writes from long experience in every aspect of running a map library. Sensible, practical advice, delivered with wit and humor, and much of it applicable to historical collections.
Z692.M3 L37 1987 (NLO)
Abstract of paper delivered at IX Int. Conf. on Hist. of Cart., Italy, 1981.

Map collections - 1941

Cataloging of maps - 1941

Maps - Conservation and restoration


Still the only monographic treatment of old maps in libraries, this is a thoughtful, practical (and nicely made) little book full of good advice, advancing refreshingly brief catalog records. 'List of references': p. 91-110.


Formerly Ayer 290 .B93 1941

Map Ref Z695.6 .B8 1941 (NLO)

Map collections - 1961

Cataloging of maps - 1961


Authors: Fischer, Norbert p. 579-586


A general survey of maps in libraries; cataloging is discussed on pp. 582-83.


Map collections - 1975


Authors: Rauchle, N. M.

Vert 344 (PrCt)

Map collections - 2007

Cataloging of maps - History - 2007

Library of Congress - Map collections

Cartography - United States - Boundaries - Canada - History

Cartography - Canada - Boundaries - United States - History

Thompson, David, 1770-1857

Maine Historical Society - Map collections

Historical issues in map librarianship. 2007.


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.


44461 Map Collections - Australia Maps and Australian libraries. 1975. Authors: Alonso, Patricia A. G. Vert 344 (PrCt)


44465 Map collections - Bibliography Selected map and atlas accession lists. 1969. Authors: Stephenson, Richard W., 1930- -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division 2 leaves; 28 cm. Lists 16 libraries from 7 countries and their publications of recent cartographic acquisitions. Xerox copy of typescript. BHC 2274 Vert 1829 (PrCt)


Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

44469 Map collections - British Isles - Directories - 1994


Authors: Wallis, Helen -- McConnell, Anita -- Royal Historical Society (Great Britain) ix, 465 p. ; 24 cm.
The heart of the volume is a listing of 362 repositories, with concise information about holdings and services.
Includes index and bibliographies.
Series: Royal Historical Society guides and handbooks ; no. 18 -- Guides and handbooks ; no. 18.
ISBN 0861931416
Map Ref GA193.G7 H57 1994 (NLO)

44470 Map collections - Canada - Directories


Authors: Dubreuil, Lorraine -- Association of Canadian Map Libraries and Archives vi, 126 p. ; 23 cm.
3d ed. / compiled by Lorraine Dubreuil English and French.
First ed. by J. Winearls and Y. Tessier.
Includes indexes.
77-24459
LC Card Number: 77379819
ISBN 0969068204
Map Ref GA193.G7 H57 1994 (NLO)

44471 Map Collections - Canada - Directories - 1986


Authors: Dubreuil, Lorraine -- Association of Canadian Map Libraries and Archives vii, 163 p. ; 23 cm.
5th ed.
Includes 122 entries, with breakdown by date of maps.
English and French.
Includes indexes.
Formerly GA193.C3 W5 1986
LC Card Number: 88153829
Map Ref GA193.C3 W5 1986 (NLO)

44472 Map Collections - Canada - Directories

Cataloging of maps


Authors: Winearls, Joan -- Tessier, Yves, 1940-[vii], 72 p.
The questionnaire used is reprinted in an appendix, as well examples of catalog card styles.
Vert 142 (PrCt)

44473 Map collections - Cartography - History - Kramm, Heinrich


Authors: Zögner, Lothar -- Kramm, Heinrich 133 p., 6 leaves of plates : ill., maps (1 fold.), port. ; 24 cm.
German or English.
Includes bibliographical references.
Series: Kartensammlung und Kartendokumentation ; 9
LC Card Number: 72312980
GA193.E9 K3 (NLO)

44474 Map collections - Cataloging - Montana Historical Society - Map collections - Catalogs


Authors: Montana post [1981?] -- Montana Historical Society p. 6 ; 28 cm.
Reporting on an NEH grant to catalog the map collection of the Montana Historical Society.
Vert 3001, no. 2 (PrCt)


In History News 34 (January 1979).
(technical Leaflet, 111)
F 83 .015, v. 34 (PrCt)

44476 Map collections - Cataloging of maps - 1959 - Sorting

Sorting backwards. [1959].

Authors: Johnson, Donald W. p. 300-310 ; 22 cm.
Photocopies from Library Resources and Technical Services v. 3 (1959): 300-310
Vert 303 (PrCt)

44477 Map collections - Cataloging of maps - 1982

Archives & manuscripts: maps and architectural drawings. Chicago : Society of American
Archivists. 1982. Authors: Ehrenberg, Ralph E., 1937-
64 p.
Series: SAA basic manual series.
A good introduction to all aspects of work in a
collection of archival maps and drawings,
including accession, arrangement, description,
conservation, storage and reference, all from the
slightly different perspective of the archivist.
Vert 3000, no. 9 (PrCt)

44478 Map Collections - Chicago (III.)
A World of maps : where you can see exotic
places without leaving the city. 1990.
Authors: McCracken, David
In Chicago Tribune, Jan. 12, 1990, Sec. 7, P.K.L:
maps.
BHC 1788
Vert 1048 (PrCt)

44479 Map Collections - Czechoslovakia
Collections of old maps, atlases, and globes in
Czechoslovakia. 1981.
Authors: Kupcik, Ivan -- International Conference
on the History of Cartography (9th : 1981 : Pisa,
Italy, etc.)
1 leaf.
Abstract of paper presented at IX INt. Conf. on
Hist. of Cart., Italy, 1981.
Vert 551, no.2 (PrCt)

44480 Map Collections - Denmark
Geography and map libraries in Denmark. [ca.
1970?].
Authors: Kejlbo, Ib Rønne, 1922- -- Copenhagen.
The Royal Library
9 p. ; 30 cm.
Photocopy of undated typescript; includes
references dated to 1968.
BHC 1516
Vert 1107, no. 1 (PrCt)

44481 Map Collections - Destruction and
pillage<<<World War, 1939-1945 - Libraries -
Destruction and pillage
With fire and sword. [Stockholm [etc.] :
Kartografiska sällskapet [etc.], 1947-1960].
Authors: Bagrow, Leo -- Fischer, Norbert --
Imago mundi -- Edward E. Ayer Collection
(Newberry Library)
8 leaves ; 30 cm.
Occasional notices of maps destroyed or
otherwise lost during World War II.
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 2173.
Map Ref folio GA1 .I6, v. 4-6, 10, 14-15 (PrCt)

44482 Map Collections - Digital Mapping<<<Digital
mapping
On-demand computer cartography and its effect
on map libraries. Reston, Va. U.S. Geologival
Authors: Bier, Robert A.
Vert 1816, no. 1 (PrCt)

44483 Map collections - Directories - 1976
World directory of map collections / compiled by
the Geography and Map Libraries Sub-Section ;
edited by Walter W. Ristow. Munchen [Munich] :
Verlag Dokumentation, 1976.
Authors: International Federation of Library
Associations. Geography and Map Libraries
Sub-Section -- Ristow, Walter W. (Walter
William), 1908-2006
326 p. ; 22 cm.
Bibliography: p. 325-326.
Series: IFLA publications ; 8
77-28103
LC Card Number: 76381150
ISBN 3794044282
Map Ref GA192 .W67 (NLO)

44484 Map collections - Directories - 1986
World directory of map collections / compiled by
the Section of Geography and Map Libraries ;
edited by John A. Wolter (general editor), Ronald
E. Grim, and David K. Carrington. München
Authors: Wolter, John Amadeus, 1925- -- Grim,
Ronald E. -- Carrington, David K., 1938- --
International Federation of Library Associations
and Institutions. Section of Geography and Map
Libraries
xliii, 405 p. ; 22 cm.
2nd ed.
Lists 670 maps in 66 countries. Descriptions
include a breakdown by date of maps.
Bibliography: p. [xxix]-xxiii.
Includes index.
Series: IFLA publications ; 8
Formerly GA192 .W67 1986
LC Card Number: 86134682
ISBN 0862912962 (U.S.)
Map Ref GA192 .W67 1986 (NLO)

44485 Map collections - Germany
Zentrale Kartensammlungen an westdeutschen
Hochschulen : Vorschläge für eine Koordinierte
Erwerbung und Verwaltung der Bestände. Bad
Godesberg, Germany : Bundesanstalt für
Ladeskunde und Raumforschung, 1967.
Authors: Kahlfluss, Hans-Jürgen
65 p., 32 leaves ; 24 cm.
Bibliography: pp. [57]-65.
Series: Kartensammlung und
Kartendokumentation ; 2.
72-S00484
GA193 .G4 K3 (NLO)

44486 Map collections - Germany<<<Cartography -
History - Sources
Älteres kartographisches Material in deutschen
Bibliotheken. [Amsterdam : Theatrum Orbis
Authors: Ruge, Walther, 1865- -- Acta
cartographica (1973) -- Nachrichten von der

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Originally published in: Nachrichten von der Gesellschaft der Wissenschaften zu Göttingen, Philologisch-Historische Klasse 1904, 1-69 (2 pts., cited as vol. 1); 1906, 1-39 (cited as vol. 3); 1911, 35-166 (cited as vol. 4); 1916, 1-128 (cited as vol. 5).
Map workshop held [at Western Illinois University] in Macomb, Illinois, September 21, 1973.'
Newberry duplicate: 5A 8272.
Z 5896 .44, v. 56, p. 341-430 (PrCt)

44491 Map collections - Illinois
Map workshop panel discussion. 1974.
Authors: Morgan, Candace p. 381-383
A report of the panel discussion held at a map workshop at Western Illinois University, Macomb, Illinois, 21 September, 1973.
Z 5896 .44, v. 56, p. 381-383 (PrCt)

44492 Map Collections - Australia
Map Collections - New Zealand
Map collections in India, Australia and New Zealand: an overview. 1975.
Authors: Ross Margaret U.
Vert 478 (PrCt)

44493 Map Collections - Italy - 1600-1699 - Catalogs
Altemps, Giovanni Angelo, Duca Di Gallesse. d. 1620 - Map Collections - Catalogs
Cosmographie. [16-?].
Authors: Altemps, Giovanni Angelo, duca di Gallesse, d. 1620
folio 26 recto
In Inventarium omnium mobilium ab Altemps (Rome?, 17th cent.), f. 26r.
This section of the Altemps estate inventory lists a dozen or so wall maps (several painted in oils) and globes, but probably without sufficient detail to enable definite identifications to be made.
BHC 1217
VAULT Case MS oversize Z491 .A468, folio 26 recto (PrCt)

44494 Map collections - Spain
Authors: Jiménez Pelayo, Jesús -- Monteagudo López-Menchero, Jesús -- Bonachera Cano, Francisco José 596 p. : ill. (some col.), maps (some col.) ; 24 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 563-578).
Series: Instrumenta studiorum ; 7
LC Card Number: 2001385973
ISBN 8495699036 ; 9788495699039
Z692.M3 D63 2001 (NLO)

44495 Map collections - Spain
Cataloging of maps - Methodology
Authors: Jiménez Pelayo, Jesús -- Monteagudo López-Mencho, Jesús
596 p. : ill. (some col.), maps (some col.) ; 24 cm.
Series: Instrumenta studiorum ; 7.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 563-578).
ISBN 8495699036

To Collection Services for cataloging, 30 Dec. 2008 (PrCt)

44496 Map Collections - Michigan
Authors: Kiraldy, Louis
From Michigan Librarian.
Vert 157 (PrCt)

44497 Map Collections - Middle West - Bibliography
Map Collections - Middle West - Bibliography
Bibliography [of works on maps in midwestern collections]. [Chicago, 1971].
Authors: Woodward, David, 1942-2004
Anonymous proposal for a union catalog of midwestern map collections.
Vert 124 (PrCt)

44498 Map collections - Middle West - Directories
Universities and colleges - Middle West - Map collections - Directories
Campus map collections in midwestern universities and colleges: a survey. 1974.
p. 387-480
In Illinois libraries 56 (1974): 387-480, tables. The survey, made in 1970-71, includes information on enrollment, location of collection, number of items, staff, etc.
Z 5896 .44 v. 56, p. 387-480 (PrCt)

44499 Map collections - Nevada - Directories
Authors: Ansari, Mary B.
39 p. ; 28 cm.
Includes index.
Series: Camp Nevada monograph ; no. 2
Formerly folio Z6028 .A59
LC Card Number: 760012757
Map Ref folio Z6028 .A59 (NLO)

44500 Map collections - New York (State) - New York Metropolitan Area - Directories
Cartography - New York (State) - New York Metropolitan Area - History
Libraries - New York (State) - New York Metropolitan Area - Special collections - Maps - Directories
New York Region - History - Maps - Library

resources
Authors: Kroessler, Jeffrey A. -- Social Science Research Council (U.S.). Committee on New York City -- Map & Geography Round Table (American Library Association)
56 p. : ill., maps ; 24 cm.
Series: Occasional publication / Map and Geography Round Table of the American Library Association ; no. 2.
Bibliography: p. 53-56.
GA193.N48 K76 1988 (NLO)

44501 Map Collections - New Zealand
New Zealand map collections. 1980.
Authors: Griffin, Lilian
BHC 1338
Vert 945 (PrCt)

44502 Map collections - Periodicals
Baseline : a newsletter of the Map and Geography Round Table. Chicago, Ill. The Round Table, 1981-.
Authors: Map & Geography Round Table of the American Library Association
Published six times per year, comes with MAGERT membership. News on meetings, new publications, exhibitions, regular column on cataloging.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

44503 Map collections - Periodicals
Association of Canadian Map Libraries and Archives - Periodicals
Map collections - Canada - Periodicals
Cartography - Canada - Periodicals
Authors: Association of Canadian Map Libraries and Archives
v.1 (1968) + <ongoing> ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
Uniform title: Bulletin (Association of Canadian Map Libraries and Archives)
Issues after v.7, no.1 (October 1973) have issue numbers only. Especially useful, of course, for the Canadian
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

44514 Map collections - Reference service - Cataloging of maps
Reference work in a map library. [197-?].
Authors: Wallis, Helen
Photocopies from an unidentified text, p. 111-116.
Vert 1971 (PrCt)

44515 Map Collections - Reference Service - Illinois - Map Collections
[Cooperative map reference service in Illinois].
Authors: Cobb, David A., 1945-1996
Typescript of paper (June 1983) published in Illinois Libraries (Fall 1983).
BHC 1134
Vert 746 (PrCt)

44516 Map Collections - Reference Service - Illinois Map reading
Authors: Proehl, Karl H., 1947-1996
Vert 480 (PrCt)

44517 Map collections - Ristow, Walter William, 1908-2006 - Bibliography
Authors: Wallis, Helen -- Zögner, Lothar
295 p. : ill., port. ; 21 cm.
Edited by Helen Wallis and Lothar Zögner;
presented by the IFLA Section of Geography and Map Libraries.
Z688.C37 M36 (NLO)

44518 Map Collections - Storage
The Storing of topographic and rolled maps. 1908.
Authors: Carney, Frank
3 p. illus.
From Journal of Geography 7 (1908): 52-54.
Offprint
Vert 23 (PrCt)

44519 Map Collections - Storage
Map and atlas cases. 1965.
Authors: Hill, J. Douglas

44520 Map Collections - Storage - Bibliography - Maps - Conservation and restoration - Bibliography
Map collection space, equipment, preservation : a selected bibliography. 1974.
Authors: Bergen, John Victor, 1930- -- Illinois libraries
p. 378-380
Z 5896 .44, v. 56, p. 378-380 (PrCt)

44521 Map Collections - Switzerland
Die öffentlichen Kartensammlungen der Schweiz. Zurich, 1941.
Authors: Steiger, Rudolf, 1896-
In Vermessung, Grundbuch und Karte.
Festschrift. p. 252-266.
Cited in Imago Mundi annual bibliography.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

44522 Map Collections - Switzerland
Authors: Steyer, R. -- Vermessung Grundbuch und Karte : Festschrift zur Schweizerischen Landesausstellung in Zürich 1939 (1941)
15 p.
In Vermessung Grundbuch und Karte : Festschrift zur Schweizerischen Landesausstellung in Zürich 1939 (Zürich : Verlag des Schweizerischen Geometervereins, 1941).
Cited in Imago Mundi annual bibliography.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

44523 Map collections - United States
Authors: Cobb, David A., 1945-
BHC 1130
Vert 742 (PrCt)

44524 Map collections - United States
Map librarianship in the United States: A personal view.
Authors: Cobb, David A., 1945-
BHC 1132
Vert 744 (PrCt)

44525 Map collections - United States
Map librarianship and map collections. 1981.
Authors: Larsgaard, Mary Lynette, 1946- -- Library trends
A 007.516 v. 29, no. 3 (PrCt)

44526 Map collections - United States

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)


In Kartensammlung und Kartendokumentation, 6. 'Übersetzt von J. Neumann.'

55S 410, no. 6 (PrCt)


Also available on the IDEALS website (accessed March 2009): https://www.ideals.uiuc.edu/bitstream/handle/2142/6179/librarytrends13i2h_opt.pdf?sequence=1

Vert 17, no. 2 (PrCt)

44528 Map collections - United States - Directories - 1977<<>>Map collections - Canada - Directories - 1977


3d ed.

'A project of the Geography and Map Division, Special Libraries Association.'


LC Card Number: 77026685
ISBN 0838905470 (alk. paper) ; 0838905471 (spine : alk. paper) ; 9780838905470 (spine : alk. paper)

folio GA193.U5 C62 1990 (NLO)

44531 Map Collections - United States - Directories<<>>Map Collections - Canada - Directories


Authors: Carrington, David K., 1938- -- Special Libraries Association. Geography and Map Division. xiii, 159 p. : map ; 23 cm.

2d ed.

lower case g 10 .85 (NLO)

44532 Map Collections - Use Maps and scholars. 1977.

Authors: Cobb, David A., 1945-

Vert 380 (PrCt)

44533 Map collections - Use<<>>State Historical Society of Wisconsin - Map collections


Authors: Edmonds, Michael. [7] leaves : chart ; 28 cm.

Photocopy of typescript.

Vert 3001, no. 1 (PrCt)

44534 Map collections - Washington (D.C.) - Directories


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Authors: Ehrenberg, Ralph E., 1937-385 p.
Series: Scholars' guide to Washington, D.C., no. 12
A marvelously detailed guide to what must be the greatest map city in the world. Summarizes the contents of more than 200 collections containing 50,000 atlases and 9.2 million maps.
GA193.U5 E37 1987 (NLO)

44535 Map Collections - Washington (D.C.) - Directories
Map collections in the District of Columbia.
Washington, D.C. [s.n., 1930].
Authors: United States. Federal Board of Surveys and Maps
55 leaves in various foliations ; 27 cm.
At head of title: Board of surveys and maps of the federal government.
Title-page printed, text autographed (on one side of leaf only) from type-written copy.
'List and brief description of the map collections and map selling agencies in the District of Columbia.'--Foreword.
Includes index.
Cover leaf missing.
GA193.U5 A5 1930 (NLO)

44536 Map covers - British Isles - Catalogs - Cartography in art - Maps in art
Map cover art. [Southampton] : Ordnance Survey, [1990].
Authors: Browne, John Paddy, 1939- -- Great Britain. Ordnance Survey -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
144 p. : ill. (some col.), ports. ; 25 cm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [4]).
ISBN 0319002349
Baskes NC972.2.G7 B76 1990 (NLO)

44537 Map dealers - Directories - Maps - Collectors and collecting - Directories - Map industry and trade - Directories
Authors: Ritzlin, George -- Chicago Map Society
[32] p. ; 22 cm.
Includes index.

44538 Map drawing - 1868 - Geography - Study and teaching - Problems, exercises, etc. - Maps - 1868 - Cartography - Problems, exercises, etc. - Maps - 1868 - Atlases - 1868
Ripley's system of map drawing / by E.L. Ripley.
New York : Published by A.S. Barnes & Co., 1868, c1866.
Authors: Ripley, E. L. (Erastus Lathrop), 1822-1900 -- A.S. Barnes & Co. -- Smith & McDougal -- Fellows, A. N. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Smith and McDougal SEE Smith & McDougal
11 p. , 15 leaves of plates : 15 maps (some col.) ; 35 cm.
"Electrotyped by Smith & McDougal ... New York."--T.p. verso.
Printed in double columns; text in double line border.
Publisher's printed paper over boards; publisher's advertisements on back cover.
Book-label: A.N. Fellows' library.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio GA130 .R57 1868 (NLO)

44539 Map drawing - 1902 - Geography - Study and teaching - Problems, exercises, etc. - Maps - 1902 - Cartography - Problems, exercises, etc. - Maps - 1902
A New way to build maps. [New York : Publishers' Weekly, 1902].
Describes a method of applying shading to maps developed by Prof. William G. Ripley, of the economics department at MIT, and reported in the Philadelphia Record; the technique involves tracing paper, carbon paper, and "stippleboard."

44540 Map drawing - Handbooks, manuals, etc. - 1869 - Cartography - Handbooks, manuals, etc. - 1869 - Atlases - 1869
Authors: Keam, Peter -- Mickleborough, John, fl. 1869 -- Atwood, John M., approximately 1818 -- Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- E.H. Butler & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
57 p. : ill., 26 hand col. maps ; 21 cm.
Maps drawn and engraved by J.M. Atwood.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

44541 Map drawing - Handbooks, manuals, etc. - 1869 - Cartography - Handbooks, manuals, etc. - 1869 - Atlases - 1869
Authors: Keam, Peter -- Mickleborough, John, fl. 1869 -- Atwood, John M., approximately 1818 --

**Case GA130 .K43 1869 (NLO)**

44542 Map drawing - Handbooks, manuals, etc. - 1869 Atlasts - 1869


**To Collection Services for cataloging, 10 Feb. 2010 (PrCt)**

44543 Map drawing - Handbooks, manuals, etc. - 1955 Surveying - Handbooks, manuals, etc. - 1955 Cartography - Handbooks, manuals, etc. - 1955


**Baskes GA105 .D4 1955 (NLO)**

44544 Map drawing - Study and teaching - 1854 Geography - Study and teaching - 1854 Atlases - 1854


"Directions for mapping." --Back cover. Includes printed forms (or mapping plates) with titles, grid lines and coordinates.


**Baskes GA130 .F58 1854 (NLO)**

44545 Map drawing - Study and teaching - 1860 Geography - Study and teaching - 1860 Atlases - 1860 World maps - 1860

*Fitch's mapping plates : designed for learners in geography, being a collection of plates prepared for delineating maps of the world and countries forming its principal subdivisions / by George W. Fitch. New York : Sheldon, Blakeman and Co. , [ca. 1858], c1850.*

Authors: Fitch, George W. (George William) -- Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Sheldon, Blakeman & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 18 leaves of plates (some folded) : 6 maps ; 26 cm. Cover title. Date from publisher's dates of operation.

"Directions for mapping." --Back cover. Includes printed forms (or mapping plates) with titles, grid lines and coordinates.

Contents: I. The world -- II. United States -- III. North America -- IV. A state -- V. Mexico and Guatemala -- VI. South America -- VII. Europe -- VIII. Great Britain & Ireland -- IX. Southern Europe -- X. Germany -- XI. Africa -- XII. Asia -- XIII. Atlantic Ocean -- XIV. Pacific Ocean. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes GA130 .F58 1858 (NLO)**

44546 Map drawing - Study and teaching - 1890 Geography - 1890


**Baskes folio GA130 .B57 1890 (NLO)**

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Authors: Bismarck, Otto -- Herrosé, R. -- Giesecke & Devrient -- Schwenn, Karl -- Heideman, Lasse -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([14] leaves of plates) : 13 col. maps ; 28 cm.
Maps litographed by Gieseche & Devrient.
"Vorrede und methodische Anleitung ist als besondered Heft gedruckt."
Scales differ.
Bound with 3 other titles.
Stamp: Karl Schwenn.
Bookplate: Ex libris KSK Lasse Heideman.
Book-label: Ex libris C. Schwenn.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library. Baskes folio GA130 .B57 1890 (NLO)

Authors: Bismarck, Otto -- Herrosé, R. -- Giesecke & Devrient -- Schwenn, Karl -- Heideman, Lasse -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (12 leaves of plates) : 11 col. maps ; 28 cm.
Maps litographed by Gieseche & Devrient.
"Vorrede und methodische Anleitung ist als besondered Heft gedruckt."
Scales differ.
Bound with 3 other titles.
Stamp: Karl Schwenn.
Bookplate: Ex libris KSK Lasse Heideman.
Book-label: Ex libris C. Schwenn.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library. Baskes folio GA130 .B57 1890 (NLO)

Authors: Bismarck, Otto -- Herrosé, R. -- Giesecke & Devrient -- Schwenn, Karl -- Heideman, Lasse -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([12] leaves of plates) : 11 col. maps ; 28 cm.
Maps litographed by Gieseche & Devrient.
"Vorrede und methodische Anleitung ist als besondered Heft gedruckt."
Bound with 3 other titles.
Stamp: Karl Schwenn.
Bookplate: Ex libris KSK Lasse Heideman.
Book-label: Ex libris C. Schwenn.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library. Baskes folio GA130 .B57 1890 (NLO)

Authors: Petchenik, Barbara Bartz 28 p.
Paper prepared for the meeting of the International Cartographic Association in Ottawa, Canada, August 1972.
Resumés in English and French. Vert 104 (PrCt)

44551 Map folding A Primer on map folds and map folding. 1974.
Authors: Otness, Harold M. p. 13-16

Authors: Bosse, David C. Photocopies from the American Magazine 2, no. 2 (Autumn-Winter 1986-1987): 64-68, ill. BHC 1083 Vert 648 (PrCt)

Authors: Waugh, Dan p. 2352-2353 : ill. ; 24 cm.
"The public's great interest in current world affairs can be turned into increased sales in the bookstore map department, as it has at Burrows Brothers, in Cleveland, Ohio. Mr. Waugh is in charge of the Burrows stamp, map, children's books and related departments" (p. 2352). Z 983 .719, v. 133, pt. 2, p. 2352-2353 (PrCt)

44554 Map industry and trade - Bibliography - Map industry and trade - Illustrations [Index to references and pictures of map selling, 1665-1862]. [Hamburg : E. Hauswedell, 1966].
Authors: Taubert, Sigfred -- Taubert, Sigfred. Bibliopola (1966) -- Newberry Library. John M. --
Wing Foundation
P. 114 ; 31 cm.
In Taubert, Sigfred, Bibliopola; Bilder und Texte aus der Welt des Buchhandels (Hamburg: E. Hauswedell, 1966), v. 1, p. 114.
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.
Wing folio Z 4665.863, v. 1, p. 114 (PrCt)

44555 Map industry and trade - Catalogs - Bibliography - Royal Geographical Society (Great Britain) - Catalogs
Authors: Herbert, Francis -- International Conference on the History of Cartography (14th : 1991 : Uppsala and Stockholm)
5 p.
Prepared for Inter. Conf. on the Hist. of Cartog., 14th, Uppsala and Stockholm, 1991.
Vert 984, no. 1 (PrCt)

44556 Map industry and trade - Directories - Maps - Facsimiles - Collectors and collecting - Directories
Authors: McIntosh, Gregory C. ii, 56 p. ; 22 cm.
Includes dozens of U.S. and foreign firms listed alphabetically by company name; does not include a geographic index.
Formerly Z286.M3 M34 1998
LC Card Number: 98096643
ISBN 0966746201
Map Ref Z286.M3 M34 1998 (NLO)

44557 Map industry and trade - England - 1670-1710 - England - Map industry and trade - 1670-1710
BHC 1005
Vert 576 (PrCt)

44558 Map industry and trade - England - 1700-1799 - Map industry and trade - France - 1700-1799
O comércio de mapa na França e na Grã Bretanha durante o século XVIII = The map trade in France and England in the eighteenth century / Mary Sponberg Pedley. [Horizonte : Departamento de História da Fafich, 2007].
Authors: Pedley, Mary Sponberg p. 15-29 ; 3 col. ills. ; 24 cm.
Portuguese with English abstract.
Vert 345 (PrCt)

44559 Map industry and trade - Europe - 16th Cent. - Cartographers, Flemish
La Diffusion des produits cartographiques flamands en Italie au XVle siècle. 1954.
Authors: Almagià, Roberto, 1884-1962
Pp. 46-48 ; 28 cm.
Vert 85, no. 2 (PrCt)

44560 Map industry and trade - Europe - History - 1675-1794 - Slides
Authors: Petto, Christine -- Hermon Dunlap Smith Center for the History of Cartography
6 slides : col. + 1 booklet (18, [2] p. ; 17 cm.)
Title from accompanying booklet.
The 'Popular Cartography and Society NEH Summer Institute, 2001' -- Cover.
Reproductions of six maps between 1675 and 1794. Original works are in the Newberry Library.
Includes bibliographical references.
ISBN 091102879X
Case GA201 .N49 no.32 (NLO)

44561 Map industry and trade - London (England) - 1650-1710 - Map industry and trade - London (England) - 1650-1710
Map-sellers and the London map trade ca. 1650-1710. [1973].
Authors: Tyacke, Sarah
BHC 2346
Vert 1898 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

44562  Map industry and trade - London (England) - 1700-1799 - London (England) - Map industry and trade - 1700-1799 - Jefferys, Thomas, - 1771 - Correspondence - Faden, William, 1749-1836 - Correspondence

Authors: Wainwright, Michael
Maps to lye gaping on and collecting
Map industry and trade<<>>Maps
Vert 1961, no. 2 (PrCt)
BHC 2410
Vert 1961, no. 1 (PrCt)


The Correspondence of continental mapmakers of the 1770's and 80's with a London firm. 1947.
Authors: Reedy, W. Curran (William Curran)

Maps to lye gaping on
Map industry and trade<<>>Maps
Vert 1961, no. 1 (PrCt)

44564  Map industry and trade - Maps - Collectors and collecting - Clippings

Maps to lye gaping on. [1969?].
Authors: Perkin, John

Maps to lye gaping on
Map industry and trade<<>>Maps
Vert 1961 (PrCt)

44565  Map industry and trade - Maps - Collectors and collecting - Clippings

Authors: Reedy, W. Curran (William Curran), 1892-1970

Maps to lye gaping on
Map industry and trade<<>>Maps
Vert 1961, no. 2 (PrCt)

44566  Map industry and trade - Maps - Collectors and collecting - Clippings

Maps to lye gaping on. 1969.
Authors: Wainwright, Michael

Maps to lye gaping on
Map industry and trade<<>>Maps

Includes the same text of another article of the same title by John Perkin, which appeared in an unidentified London newspaper; cf. Vert 1514.
BHC 2410
Vert 1961, no. 1 (PrCt)

44567  Map industry and trade - Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594 - Manuscripts

A Discovery of manuscript maps by G. Mercator (1512-1594). 1970.
Authors: Varekamp, Thomas S.

Maps to lye gaping on
Map industry and trade<<>>Maps
Vert 1942 (PrCt)

44568  Map Library (British Library) - The Map collections of the British Museum. 1961

Authors: British Library

Maps to lye gaping on
Map industry and trade<<>>Maps
Vert 365 (PrCt)

44569  Map Library (British Library) - Acquisitions - Royal United Service Institution (Great Britain) - Map Collections - Bauman, Sebastian, 1739-1803

Museum buys rare war maps dating to 1781. 1969.
Authors: Chicago tribune

Maps to lye gaping on
Map industry and trade<<>>Maps
Vert 378 (PrCt)

44570  Map Link (Firm) - Catalogs - Bibliography - Catalogs - Sources

Map Link, 1992.
Authors: Maizlish, Aaron -- Tefft, William -- Map Link (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

Maps to lye gaping on
Map industry and trade<<>>Maps

Includes index.
Includes the same text of another article of the same title by John Perkin, which appeared in an unidentified London newspaper; cf. Vert 1514.
BHC 2410
Vert 1961, no. 1 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Innovations: Senefelder to Hauslab and beyond

Contents: Chapt. 1. Introduction

Includes bibliographical references on pp. [295]

There are no illustrations with this copy, but they are seen at the British Library Map Library.

A copy of the portfolio of illustrations may also be obtained from the Newberry Library Map Library.

Case Wing GA150 .M86 1999 (NLO)

Map printing - 1840

Neues System geographische Charten zugleich mit ihrem Colorit auf der Buchdruckerpresse herzustellen. Leipzig : Julius Wunder, 1840.

Authors: Ritschl von Hartenbach, Jakob, b. 1796, engraver -- Newberry Library. John M. Wing Foundation

xvi, 80 p. ; 18 cm.

77-35472

Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.

Case Wing GA150 .R61 no. 1 (NLO)

Map printing - 1873

How maps are produced. [London : Wyman & Sons, 1873].

Authors: Lithographer (1873) -- Wyman & Sons -- Newberry Library. John M. Wing Foundation

p. 87-89 : 27 cm.

In: Lithographer 4, no. 41 (Nov. 15, 1873): 87-89. On copperplate printing, block printing, photo-lithography and zinography for map reproduction.

Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.

Wing Z 41911 .51, v. 4, no. 41, p. 87-89 (PrCt)

Map Printing - 1876

A New method for reproducing maps and drawings. [New York : The American News Company, 1876].

Authors: Brinkman, C. L., fl. 1876

In American bookseller 1-2 (Sept. 1, 1876). From McMurtrie printing index in Newberry Library; not examined.

Held by University of Chicago [Z 1219 .A53]

Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

Map printing - 1890

Printing maps in colors. [London : Wyman & Sons, 1890].

p. 238

In Printing times and lithographer n.s. 16 (Dec. 15, 1890): 238.

From McMurtrie printing index in Newberry Library; not examined.

Held by Library of Congress [Z 119 .P958] (PrCt)

Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

Map printing - 1890


Authors: Newberry Library. John M. Wing
Map printing - 1926<>Relief representation - 1926
Authors: Imme, Karl -- Newberry Library. John M. Wing Foundation
Largely on the methods of showing relief.
The plate reproduces a portion of the "Wanderkarte Bückeburg" from Otto Dieckhoff's Führer durch das Oberwesergebiet.
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.
Wing Z 007 .03, v. 11, p. 55 (PrCt)

Map printing - 1926<>U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey - Map printing - 1927
Authors: Patton, R. S. (Raymond Stanton), 1882-1937 -- Newberry Library. John M. Wing Foundation
p. 177-178 ; 37 cm.
On the lithographic printing process recently adopted by the U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey; quoting an article by R. S. Patton in Printing (New York).
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.
Wing Z 007 .1596, v. 101, p. 177-178 (PrCt)

Map printing - 1928
Putting life into maps. [New York : Printers Ink, 1928].
Authors: Larned, W. Livingston (William Livingston), b. 1880
p. 57-60
In Printers ink 142 (March 8, 1928): 57-60.
From McMurtrie printing index in Newberry Library; not examined.
Held by John Crerar Library, University of Chicago [659 .051 3]
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

Map printing - 1966<>Stabilene film
Authors: Keuffel & Esser Co.
6 p. : maps, ill. ; 30 cm.
BHC 1531
Vert 1122 (PrCt)

Map printing - 1968
Moderne Reliefkarten und ihre reproduktionsstechnischen Problem. 1968.
Authors: Ficker, Kurt -- Newberry Library. John M. Wing Foundation
In Schweizerisches Gutenbergmuseum v. 54 (1968), p. 92-96.
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.
Wing Z 008.08 v. 54 (PrCt)

Map printing - Amsterdam (Netherlands) - History - Exhibitions
Beispiele der Kartenreproduktion der Gegenwart. 1968.
Authors: Schweizerisches Gutenbergmuseum -- Newberry Library. John M. Wing Foundation
In Schweizerisches Gutenbergmuseum v. 54 (1968), p. 143-178. col. maps, part fold.)
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.
Wing Z 008.08 v. 54 (PrCt)

Map printing - Amsterdam (Netherlands) - History - Exhibitions
Authors: Brink, Paul van den -- Werner, Jan W. H. -- International Conference on the History of Cartography (13th : 1989 : Amsterdam, Netherlands)
112 p. : ill. (some col.) ; 24 cm.
Catalogue of an exhibition held at Amsterdam Historisch Museum, 26 June-10 September 1989, in conjunction with 13th International Conference on the History of Cartography. Includes bibliographical references.
ISBN 9061943876
GA150 .G47 1989 (NLO)

Map printing - Aquatints - Maps - 1834<>Lecoq de Boisbaudran, Horace, 1802-1897<>Aquatints
Aquatinta maps. 1834.
Authors: Printing machine (1834)
p. 87
A paragraph, abstracted from Temps, on work done by "un able engraver of Paris, M. Lecocq." folio A 51 .752, v. 2, p. 87 (PrCt)
44590 Map printing - Cerographs - Specimens - Warren County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1900 - Cerography - Specimens - Rand McNally and Company - Map printing - Cerographs - Maps - Specimens - Map printing - Electrotyping (Platemaking) - Maps - 1900 - Cerographs - Printing plates - Electrotyping (Platemaking) - [The Process of wax engraving]. N[e]w Y[ork] : R.McN. & Co., [1900?]. Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) 2 wax-coated copper plates ; in wooden frames 26 x 13 cm., hinged to form display unit 26 x 27 cm. Includes 7 maps (5 x 8 cm. and smaller) of part of Warren Co. New York, showing stages in the production of a wax engraved map. At lower right: Explanation. 1-Copy, 2-Traced or photographed, 3-Engraved, 4-Engraved and lettered, 5-Engraved, lettered, built, 6-Electrotyped, 7-Proof. Nos. 1 & 7 are on paper glued to the waxed plate, 2-5 are actually worked in the wax, and 6 is an actual relief printing plate glued to the wax base. For an explanation of wax engraving, see David Woodward, The All-American map (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1977). Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library). map4C G9900 1900 .R3 (PrCt)


44593 Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1902 - Map printing - Photoengraving - Maps - 1902 - Map printing - Photogalvanography - Maps - 1902 - Pretsch, Paul, 1808-1873 - Blacklidge, C. F. - Photogalvanography - Engravings - Photoengraving - SEE ALSO Photogalvanography An Improved method of making maps. 1902. Authors: Inland printer (1902) -- Newberry Library. John M. Wing Foundation p. 201 ; 30 cm. In: Inland printer 30, no. 2 (Nov. 1902): 201. In reply to the article "Printing charts for the mariner" (Sept. 1902), describes "a shorter method of engraving than that described [which] has been invented by Mr. C. F. Blacklidge, of Indianapolis, Indiana, the Chief of the Photographic Section of the Coast and Geodetic Survey." The process involves "producing a finished copperplate map by the heliogravure process," a technique "discovered by Pretsch in Vienna in 1854," but not used in the U.S. except by the Coast and Geodetic Survey. Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library. Wing Z 007 .41, v. 30, p. 201 (PrCt)


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Map printing - History

xi, 177 p. : ill. ; 29 cm.
An essential reference book, with thorough essays by six authors covering the whole range of map printing options through the age of photolithography.
Based on lectures first delivered in 1972 during the 3rd series of Kenneth Nebenzahl, Jr., Lectures in the History of Cartography held at the Newberry Library.
Contents: Mapmaking and map printing: the evolution of a working relationship / Arthur H. Robinson -- The woodcut technique / David Woodward -- Copperplate printing / Coolie Verner -- Lithography and maps 1796-1850 / Walter W. Ristow -- Miscellaneous map printing processes in the nineteenth century / Elizabeth M. Harris -- The application of photography to map printing and the transition to offset lithography / C. Koeman.
'Sublished for the Hermon Dunlap Smith Center for the History of Cartography, the Newberry Library.'
Includes index.
Formerly Wing folio Z 4225 .303
LC Card Number: 74011635
ISBN 0226907244
Map Ref folio GA150 .F58 1975 (NLO)

Map printing - History

A Note on maps and printing. 1934.
Authors: Fordham, Molly -- Newberry Library. John M. Wing Foundation
In the Book-collector's quarterly. vol. 4, no.16 (1934), p. 73-78.
An historical review of techniques and a plea for more attention to the way maps are printed.
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.
Wing Z 48.0022 v. 4 (PrCt)

Map printing - History

The Evolution of map printing. 1955.
Authors: Crone, G. R. (Gerald Roe) -- Times Printing Supplement
Vert 29 (PrCt)

Map printing - History

The Early map printer and his problems. 1964.
In Penrose annual 57 (1964): 170-186. maps (part col.)
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.
Wing Z 304.7 v. 57 (PrCt)

Map printing - History

Authors: Schweizerisches Gutenbergmuseum
In Schweizerisches Gutenbergmuseum. v. 54 (1968), p. 65-78
A series of photographs illustrating the technique of various map reproduction processes and the finished products, with a chronological outline of processes.
Winz Z 008.08 v. 54 (PrCt)

Map printing - History

Authors: Winearsl, Joan
16 leaves: map, ills.; 28cm.
BHC 2584
Vert 2121 (PrCt)

Map printing - History

Maps, music, and the printer: graphic or typographic. 1986.
Authors: Woodward, David, 1942-2004
BHC 2619.
Vert 2156 (PrCt)

Map printing - Letterpress printing - Maps

Maps

A Note on maps and printing. 1934.
Authors: Fordham, Molly -- Newberry Library. John M. Wing Foundation
In the Book-collector's quarterly. vol. 4, no.16 (1934), p. 73-78.
An historical review of techniques and a plea for more attention to the way maps are printed.
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.
Wing Z 48.0022 v. 4 (PrCt)

Map printing

The Evolution of map printing. 1955.
Authors: Crone, G. R. (Gerald Roe) -- Times Printing Supplement
Vert 29 (PrCt)

xi, 177 p. : ill. ; 29 cm.
An essential reference book, with thorough essays by six authors covering the whole range of map printing options through the age of photolithography.
Based on lectures first delivered in 1972 during the 3rd series of Kenneth Nebenzahl, Jr., Lectures in the History of Cartography held at the Newberry Library.
Contents: Mapmaking and map printing: the evolution of a working relationship / Arthur H. Robinson -- The woodcut technique / David Woodward -- Copperplate printing / Coolie Verner -- Lithography and maps 1796-1850 / Walter W. Ristow -- Miscellaneous map printing processes in the nineteenth century / Elizabeth M. Harris -- The application of photography to map printing and the transition to offset lithography / C. Koeman.
'Sublished for the Hermon Dunlap Smith Center for the History of Cartography, the Newberry Library.'
Includes index.
Formerly Wing folio Z 4225 .303
LC Card Number: 74011635
ISBN 0226907244
Map Ref folio GA150 .F58 1975 (NLO)

Map printing - History

The Evolution of map printing. 1955.
Authors: Crone, G. R. (Gerald Roe) -- Times Printing Supplement
Vert 29 (PrCt)

Map printing - History

The Early map printer and his problems. 1964.
In Penrose annual 57 (1964): 170-186. maps (part col.)
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.
Wing Z 304.7 v. 57 (PrCt)

Map printing - History

Authors: Schweizerisches Gutenbergmuseum
In Schweizerisches Gutenbergmuseum. v. 54 (1968), p. 65-78
A series of photographs illustrating the technique of various map reproduction processes and the finished products, with a chronological outline of processes.
Winz Z 008.08 v. 54 (PrCt)

Map printing - History

Authors: Winearsl, Joan
16 leaves: map, ills.; 28cm.
BHC 2584
Vert 2121 (PrCt)

Map printing - History

Maps, music, and the printer: graphic or typographic. 1986.
Authors: Woodward, David, 1942-2004
BHC 2619.
Vert 2156 (PrCt)

Map printing - Letterpress printing - Maps

Maps

A Note on maps and printing. 1934.
Authors: Fordham, Molly -- Newberry Library. John M. Wing Foundation
In the Book-collector's quarterly. vol. 4, no.16 (1934), p. 73-78.
An historical review of techniques and a plea for more attention to the way maps are printed.
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.
Wing Z 48.0022 v. 4 (PrCt)
map by A. Mahlau (1875?), and a map by the Typographic Etching Company (1875), the latter apparently a wax-engraving.

Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.

Wing Z 007 .746, n.s., v. 1, p. 128-129 (PrCt)

44608 Map printing - Lithographs - Maps - 1924

Map printing - Lithographs - Maps

Modern map making : lithographic advances have simplified the methods in reproducing the artist's work. [New York : National Lithographer Publishing Co., 1924].

Authors: National lithographer (1924) -- National Lithographer Publishing Co. -- Newberry Library.

John M. Wing Foundation

p. 41 ; 30 cm.

In: National lithographer, no. 8 (August 1924): 41.

Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.

Wing folio Z 41911 .61, v. 31, no. 8, p. 41 (PrCt)

44612 Map printing - Photolithographs - Maps - 1890

Map printing - Photolithographs - Maps

Maps by photo-zincography. [Philadelphia : William M. Patton, 1890].

Authors: Paper and press (1890)

p. 316

Map printing - Letterpress printing - Maps


p. 27-31 : 5 maps ; 30 cm.


Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.

Wing Z 007 .03, v. 80, p. 27

44609 Map printing - Lithographs - Maps - 1935


Authors: Dehler, Heinz -- Newberry Library. John M. Wing Foundation

p. 2-4 ; 32 cm.


On lithographic map printing.

Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.

Wing folio Z 007 .0351, 1935, no. 1, p. 2-4 (PrCt)

44610 Map printing - Lithographs - Maps - 1984

Chico demonstration map: illustrating cartographic production principles and techniques in maps printed in from two to seven inks. 1984.

Authors: Allan Cartography (Firm) -- Pikes Peak Lithographing Co. -- Association of American Geographers. Annals. Map supplement, v. 74, no. 2

6 maps : col. ; on sheet 73 x 107 cm.

map6F G9990 1984 .A4 (PrCt)

44611 Map printing - Lithographs - Maps - 1978


Authors: Pearson, Karen Louise Severud, 1943-ix, 351 leaves : ill. ; 29 cm.


Includes extended discussion on the lithographic transfer process, the means by which 19th century map publishers 'repackaged' their maps and made lithographic prints from copper engravings.

Bibliography: leaves 330-351.

folio GA150.P43 (NLO)
Vert 1751 (PrCt)

Held by Library of Congress [Z 119 .P21] (PrCt) Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

44618 Map projection
Vert 641 (PrCt)

44619 Map projection
Vert 740, no. 1 (PrCt)

44620 Map projection

44621 Map projection
Map projection
Authors: Denes, Agnes
100 p.: chiefly ill. (some col.), maps; 25 cm.
1st ed.
Added title: Map projections.
GA110 .D45 (NLO)

Map projection
Flat maps of the world. 1936.
Authors: Denoyer-Geppert (Firm)
BHC 1825
Vert 1393 (PrCt)

Map projection
Projectiones sphaer[a]e in planum. [Basel: Excudebat Henricus Petrus, ac C. Reschij impensis, 1535].
Authors: Fine, Oronce, 1494--1555--Reisch, Gregor, d. 1525
Margarita philosophica (1535) p. 1435-1439
An essay on map projections by Oronce Fine.
References: Karrow, Mapmakers of the 16th Century, 27/Q.
Not at Newberry Library (Aug. 2012) (PrCt)

Map projection
Authors: Holdreve, Daniel E. -- Ward, Albert W.
From Proceedings of ACSM-ASP fall convention (1972): 27-44. ills..
BHC 2040
Vert 683 (PrCt)

Map projection
Authors: Kellaway, George P. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
viii, 127 p.: ill.; 22 cm.
Series: Methuen's advanced geographies.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes GA110 .K4 (NLO)

Map projection
The History of geographical map projections until 1600. 1955.
Authors: Keuning, Johannes, 1881-1957--Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
p. 1-24
Map Ref folio GA1 .I6, v. 12, p. 1-24 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Map projection

Authors: Wray, Thomas
Geography, York University, 1974.
Authors: Wray, Thomas

Map projection

Authors: Gal, Tlumacze.
Scottish Geographical Society, 1885.

Map projection

Authors: Roblin, Hugh S.
Map projections

BHC 2541

Map projection

Authors: Wilford, John Noble
The impossible quest for the perfect map

Baskes GA110 .R58 1986 (NLO)

Map projection

Authors: Steers, J. A. (James Alfred), 1899--
An Introduction to the study of map projections.
Authors: Steers, J. A. (James Alfred), 1899--

Map projection

Authors: Debenham, Frank, 1883-1965 -- Campbell, Eila M. J. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
5th ed., rev. and enl..
Fifth ed. includes a new chapter on Mercator's projection; and an added note on ordinance survey maps and grids..
Appendices include table of projections, notes on elementary trigonometry, and logarithmic tables..
Former owner, Professor E[ila] M. J. Campbell..
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes GA110 .S85 1942 (NLO)

Map projection

Authors: Debenham, Frank, 1883--
In: Scottish geographical magazine 1 (1885): 14 p. : col. ill. ; 28 cm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copy: Vert 612.
ISBN 0961345918
Baskes folio GA110 .R6 (NLO)

Map projection

Authors: James, H., 1803-1877<<>>Babinet, M. (Jacques), 1794-1872<<>>Babinet, Jacques, 1794-1872
SEE Babinet, M. (Jacques), 1794-1872
[...]
[...]
[...]
[...]
Baskes GA110 .Y7 (NLO)

Map projection - 1858<<>>James, H., 1803-1877<<>>Babinet, M. (Jacques), 1794-1872<<>>Babinet, Jacques, 1794-1872
SEE Babinet, M. (Jacques), 1794-1872
[...]
[...]
[...]
[...]
Baskes GA110 .W72 (NLO)

Map projection - 1885

Use of cylindrical projections for geographical, astronomical, and scientific purposes.
Edinburgh : Scottish Geographical Society, 1885.
Authors: Gall, James, 1808-1895 -- Scottish geographical magazine (1885)
p. 119-123 : 3 maps ; 25 cm.
In: Scottish geographical magazine 1 (1885):

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
"I do not know whether there is any copyright in new projections. I hope there is not. But if there is, I wish it to be known that I make no pretensions to it, and that every person is welcome to use them." -- p. 123.

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

119-123.

44641 Map projection - 1983


Authors: Snyder, John Parr, 1926-1997

iiii, 313 p.: ill. ; 23 cm.

Bibliography: p. 303-306.

Folded illustration in back pocket.

Series: Geological Survey bulletin ; 1532

Formerly GA110 .S59

LC Card Number: 81607569

Map Ref GA110 .S59 (NLO)

44642 Map projection - 1987


Authors: Snyder, John Parr, 1926-1997

Geological Survey (U.S.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

ix, 383 p. : maps, port. ; 29 cm.

Includes bibliographical references (p. 259-261) and index.

One map on folded leaf in pocket.


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio GA110 .S577 1987 (NLO)

44643 Map projection - 1988


Authors: Snyder, John Parr, 1926-1997

BHC 2328.


Vert 1793 (PrCl)

44644 Map projection - 1989


Authors: Snyder, John Parr, 1926-1997

Voxland, Philip M. -- Morrison, Joel L. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

vii, 249 p.: ill. ; 24 x 29 cm.

Includes bibliographical references (p. 240) and index.

Series: U.S. Geological Survey professional paper ; 1453

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio GA110 .S575 1989 (NLO)

44645 Map projection


Authors: Adams, Oscar S. (Oscar Sherman), b. 1874

A Study of map projections in general.


24 p. maps.

U.S. Dept. of Commerce. Special publication no 60.

Vert 10 (PrCl)

44646 Map projection

Map projection - Bibliography - 1988


Authors: Snyder, John Parr, 1926-1997

Geological Survey (U.S.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

xii, 110 p.; 29 cm.

With over 2,500 entries on all aspects of projections, this is the most comprehensive bibliography available.

Arranged by author, with index to projections.

Series: U.S. Geological Survey bulletin ; 1856

Formerly folio Z6021 .B53 1988

LC Card Number: 88600174

Map Ref folio Z6021 .B53 1988 (NLO)

44647 Map projection

Map projections


Authors: Snyder, John Parr, 1926-1997

Geological Survey (U.S.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

ix, 383 p. : maps, port. : 29 cm.

Includes bibliographical references (p. 259-261) and index.

One map on folded leaf in pocket.


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio GA110 .S577 1987 (NLO)

44648 Map projection

Map projection - 1989


Authors: Tobler, Waldo R. (Waldo Rudolph), 1930-

p. 51-63 : maps, ill.

Photocopies from unidentified text; includes references dated to 1976.

BHC 2358

Vert 1910 (PrCl)

44649 Map projection

Map projection - 1988


Authors: Snyder, John Parr, 1926-1997

Geological Survey (U.S.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

ix, 383 p. : maps, port. : 29 cm.

Includes bibliographical references (p. 259-261) and index.

One map on folded leaf in pocket.


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio GA110 .S575 1989 (NLO)

44650 Map projection

Map projection - 1988


Authors: Snyder, John Parr, 1926-1997

Geological Survey (U.S.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

ix, 383 p. : maps, port. : 29 cm.

Includes bibliographical references (p. 259-261) and index.

One map on folded leaf in pocket.


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio GA110 .S575 1989 (NLO)

44651 Map projection

Map projection - 1989


Authors: Snyder, John Parr, 1926-1997

Geological Survey (U.S.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

ix, 383 p. : maps, port. : 29 cm.

Includes bibliographical references (p. 259-261) and index.

One map on folded leaf in pocket.


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio GA110 .S575 1989 (NLO)
1887--Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
82 p.: ill., maps; 24 cm.
In Dutch.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 82).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes GA110 .V46 1941 (NLO)

Authors: Tobler, Waldo R. (Waldo Rudolph), 1930-
Maps
BHC 2351
Vert 1903 (PrCt)

44652 Map projection - Charts, diagrams, etc. - Collections, 1806
[Diagrams illustrating map projections], [London]: Cadell and Davies [et al], 1806 [i.e. 1807].
Authors: Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826 -- Lowry, fl. 1802-1807 -- Cadell & Davies -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826. Modern geography ... (1807) 1 chart; 24 x 20 cm. (neat line): 17 ill.; on sheet 28 x 46 cm.
"Published Dec. 1st, 1806 ..."
In: Pinkerton, John. Modern geography, a description of the empires, kingdoms, states, and colonies ... (London: T. Cadell and W. Davies; Longman, Hurst, Rees, and Orme, 1807), 'Introductin p. CXXVIII.
folio G 11 .693 v. 1, opp. p. cxxviii (PrCt)

[Collection of graticules illustrating map projections], Washington, D.C. U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey, [197?].
Authors: U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey -- National Earthquake Information Center
4 blank charts and 1 map; on sheets 81 x 124 cm. and smaller
mapF G3201.B72 svar .U5 (PrCt)

44654 Map projection - Cordiform - Cordiform projection (Cartography) - Avezac, M. d' (Marie Armand Pascal), 1800-1875 - Avezac-Macaya, Armand d', 1800-1875

44655 Map projection - Cordiform - History - Cordiform projection (Cartography) - Fine, Oronce, 1494-1555 - Stabius, Johannes, 1450-1522 - Cordiform maps - History - Cartography in art - Maps in art
Authors: Watson, Ruth, 1962-
p. 182-194: maps, ill.s., port.: 30 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 142-159 (v. 1), p. 129-134 (v. 2)).
Typescript.
folio GA115 .W37 2005 (NLO)

44656 Map projection - Double cordiform - History - Map projection - Cordiform - History - Double cordiform projection (Cartography) - Cordiform maps - History - Fine, Oronce, 1494-1555 - World maps - 1531
folio GA101 .P67, no. 65, p. 13-28 (PrCt)

Authors: Fuller, R. Buckminster (Richard Buckminster), 1895-1983 -- Sadao, ShEji, 1937- -- North Carolina State College. School of Design

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Map projection - Oblique - Collections, 1988
Bathymetric maps - Maps - 1988
Authors: Alpha, Tau Rho - Detterman, Janis S. - Morley, James M. - Geological Survey (U.S.)
1 atlas (137 p.): ill. (some col.), maps; 41 x 52 cm.
'This folio comprises scale-accurate, obliquely viewed maps compiled from 1961 to 1986 that portray the physiography of selected areas of the ocean floor and continents.'
Includes indexes.
Series added title: Miscellaneous investigations series (Geological Survey (U.S.)); I-1799.

Map publishing - Berlin (Germany) - 1750-1805
Preussische Akademie der Wissenschaften - Map publishing - 1750-1805
Authors: Jäger, Eckhard - Nachrichten aus dem Karten- und Vermessungswesen (1982)
p. 5-45: 10 fold. plates (maps); 25 cm.

Map publishing - Chicago mapmakers: essays on the rise of the city's map trade
Conzen, Michael P. (ed.) Chicago mapmakers: essays on the rise of the city's map trade ([Chicago]: Chicago Historical Society for Chicago Map Society, 1984)

Map projections. 1945.
Authors: Boggs, Samuel Whittemore, 1889- -- Lewis, Dorothy Cornwell, 1899- -- Special Libraries Association -- Boggs, Samuel Whittemore, 1889- . The Classification and cataloging of maps and atlases (1945)
p. 81-91
A technique for classifying and encoding map projections that looks easier than it is.
Z 7 .108, p. 81-91 (PrCt)
Map publishing - Italy - 1500-1599

New bibliographical approaches to the history of sixteenth century Italian map publishing. 1979.
1p.; 30cm.
Abstract of paper read at Int. Conf. on the Hist. of Cartog. (8th), Berlin, 1979.
Vert 2137 (PrCt)

Map publishing - Italy - 1500-1599 - Bibliography

New bibliographical approaches to the history of sixteenth-century Italian map publishing. [199-?].
Authors: Woodward, David, 1942-2004
4 leaves: ill.s.; 28cm.
BHC 2627
Vert 2164 (PrCt)

Map publishing - Italy - 1500-1599 - Publishers and Publishing - Italy - 1500-1599

New bibliographical approaches to the history of sixteenth-century Italian map publishing. 1979.
6 leaves; 30 cm.
Paper prepared for Int. Conf. on the Hist. of Cartog. (8th), Berlin, 1979.
Vert 2147 (PrCt)


J.H. Colton and Company, publishers of geographical and statistical works. [18--?-].
Authors: J.H. Colton & Co.
1 p. (plus copy) ; 34 cm.
BHC 2662
Vert 2189 (PrCt)

Map publishing - New York - 1726-1776

Maps and Charts’ & ‘Copper Plate printing’. 1938.
Authors: New-York Historical Society
BHC 314
Vert 572 (PrCt)

Map publishing - Ontario - 1867

Cartographic production in upper Canada to the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Gillette, John E.

Map dealer's account book, 1859

Philadelphia map dealer's account book

Philadelphia map dealer's account book

[Map dealer’s account book [manuscript] 1859


Authors: Gillette, John E.

M. 186 p., bound ; 21 cm.

Philadelphia map dealer’s account book attributed to John Elbert Gillette by Jefferson

Moak (email to Helen Long, 23 Mar. 2011).

Contemporary half-binding in brown leather and marbled boards.

Ledger pages ruled vertically and horizontally in blue and brown; in a single hand.

Pages 167-168 are blank.

Stationer’s label on inside front cover of W.H.

Maurice of Philadelphia.

Summary: Ms. ledger book of map publisher

John Elbert Gillette containing entries dated in Philadelphia between Mar. 2, 1859 and Mar. 18, 1861. Contains records of payments and receipts for two years, listing buyers; sources; shippers; prices of maps bought and sold, especially county maps of New York, New Jersey, and Pennsylvania, "vicinity maps", and maps for insurance policies; purchases of plates, lithographic stones, and paper; freight costs; coloring and repainting charges; damaged maps; buy-backs; exchanges; and other information. His customers and business colleagues seem to consist of well-known map surveyors and publishers; those names which appear most frequently in his record of business dealings include the publishers Robert Pearsall Smith, esteemed Philadelphia Quaker, C.K. Stone, A.R.Z. Dawson, A. Pomeroy & Co., and O.W. Gray & Son; surveyors D.J. Lake & Company; with mention of Henry F. Walling; S. Willard Treat; John Homer French; R.S. Taintor, Jr. & Co.; publisher William Otis Shearer; surveyor Silas N. Beers; engravers Worley & Bracher; A.D. Ellis; Green & Wilbur; and O.W. Gray & Son.


VAULT Case MS 5255 (NLO)

44681

Map publishing - United States - 1721-1785

[1721-1785]Map printing - United States - 1721-1785

"Maps" & 'Copper Plate printing’, 1929.

Authors: Prime, Alfred Coxe


v.1; p. 35-39; v.2 82-84.

BHC 313

Vert 571 (PrCt)

44682

Map publishing - United States - History - 1700-1799

[1700-1799]Map industry and trade - United States - History - 1700-1799

Maps in the marketplace : cartographic vendors and their customers in eighteenth-century America. [Toronto : University of Toronto Press, 2007].

Authors: Bosse, David C.

p. 1-51 : ill., map ; 28 cm.


‘Bibliography’ p. 36-40.

Appendices list titles of maps, charts, and atlases offered for sale; vendors of cartographic products with their date(s) of activity; and owners of cartographic products, by occupation.

Vert 1436, no. 2 (PrCt)

44683

Map publishing - United States - History - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1840-1970


Notes on a "genealogical chart" of some American commercial map and atlas producers / by David Woodward and Arthur H. Robinson.

[New York : Special Libraries Association, Geography and Map Division, 1970].


p. 2-6 : diagram ; 28 cm.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.


**Map reading and map appreciation.** 1974.
Authors: Bergen, John Victor, 1930-
p. 349-359

Authors: Elwood, A. G. F. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
New ed. rev. and enl.
"First published July 1942."
With 33 maps and diagrams in the text.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Map reading.** London : Dent, [1953].
Authors: Pickles, Thomas, 1888-- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
New ed.
With seven full-page extracts from ordnance survey maps with grid, conventional signs, forty-five line diagrams, and seven photographs.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Authors: Bonner, Mary Graham, 1890-1974 -- Price, Luxor -- Macaulay Co.
ix, 238 p. : ill. (most col.), maps (col.) ; 25 cm.
Illustrated lining-papers.

Authors: Bonner, Mary Graham, 1890-1974 -- Price, Luxor -- Macaulay Co.
x p., 1 l., 13-286 p., 1 l. : illus., col. plates, maps. col. front. ; 25 cm.
Illustrated lining-papers.

To Collection Services for cataloging, Feb. 2011 (PrCt)
Authors: United States. Army. Corps of Engineers
iii, 100 p., [1] fold, plate : ill., diagrs., maps (1 fold. col.) ; 18 cm. + 12 leaves of changes
Basic field manual ; FM 21-25.
"Supersedes chapter 5, Basic Field Manual, volume 1, April 2, 1938."
Includes supplements C1-3, 1942.
Includes index.
To Collection Services for cataloging, Dec. 2010 (PrCt)

44700 Map reading - Juvenile literature<>Map drawing - Juvenile literature<>Relief models - Study and interpretation - Juvenile literature
Contours and maps : explained and illustrated with six full-page maps and forty diagrams.
London : Meiklejohn and Son, 1926.
Authors: Morrow, Frederick -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
2nd ed.
'This book aims at giving boys and girls--especially those who are taking Geography as a subject for the London Matriculation, Oxford and Cambridge Locals ... Civil Service, and other examinations--a thorough grasp of the principles underlying Contours, and the methods to be adopted in drawing them'--P. v.
Includes sample examination questions.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes GA130 .M67 1926 (NLO)

44701 Map reading<>Map interpretation
Map use : reading, analysis, and interpretation.
Authors: Muehrcke, Phillip -- Muehrcke, Juliana O. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
xi, 469 p. : ill. ; 25 cm.
Includes bibliographies and index.
Errata slip inserted.
Duplicate copy: GA151 .M84
Baskes GA1053 .M83 (NLO)

44702 Map reading<>Maps, Physical<>Topographic maps
Authors: Brooks, Kathleen -- Young, Kay -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Contains 'teach yourself' instructions on how to draw a contour map; how to tell from studying a contour map whether the land slopes steeply or gradually; and how to draw a section of a hill from a simple contour map; with activities, tests, and answers.
Series: Discovery programmes.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes GA130 .B76 1967 (NLO)

44703 Map reading<>Military maps
Authors: Taylor, E. G. R. (Eva Germaine Rimington), 1879-1966 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
113 p., xxiii leaves of plates (some folded) : ill. (some col.), maps ; 19 cm.
Anonymous; 'by an instructor.'
2nd ed., rev. and enl.
Includes index.
Publisher's advertisements at end.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes UG470 .M33 1917 (NLO)

44704 Map reading<>Topographic maps - Study and teaching
Authors: Garnett, Alice, 1903-- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
309 p. : ill., maps ; 19 cm.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Series: Harrap's new geographical series.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes GA151 .G3 1953 (NLO)

Authors: Cartmell, Vivien -- National Map Collection
4 v. in 1 ; 29 cm.
Title repeated in French.
Includes bibliographies.
Contents.--v. 1. Europe (including the U.S.S.R.)--v. 2. Africa.--v. 3. Antarctica, Asia, Australia and New Zealand.--v. 4. America, ocean islands and the world.
5A 8040 (NLO)

44706 Map Societies<>Map societies - Directories - 1981
The American scene : Map societies / Patricia Moore reporting from the USA. [Tring : Map Collector Publications, 1981].
Authors: Moore, Patricia
Pp. 40-41 : 30 cm.
Notes on the history, structure, and membership of North American map societies; includes a list of active societies in the USA and Canada.
Vert 3003 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
44707 **Map Use - Bibliography**
*Map interpretation: an annotated bibliography.*
Authors: Armstrong, Mary -- University of Toronto Map Library
Vert 503 (PrCt)

44708 **Map Use - China - Historical Cartography**
*The Use of maps in social research: a case study in South China.* 1962.
Authors: Laai Yi-Faai -- Michael, Franz -- Sherman, John C.
Vert 1196 (PrCt)

44709 **Map Use - France - 1600-1699**
Authors: Konvitz, Josef W.
BHC 1123
Vert 720 (PrCt)

44710 **Map Use - Historical Cartography**
*Maps are strategy.* 1949.
Authors: Storm, Colton, 1908-1988
Reprinted from American Heritage 1, no.1 (Sept. 1949); for the Clements Library Association.
BHC 2270
Vert 1825 (PrCt)

44711 **Map Use - Historical Cartography**
Authors: Wiberley, Stephen E.
p. 499-510
An important article with good advice and warnings for those who want to base new maps on old.

44712 **Map Use in Schools - Cartography - Study and Teaching**
*Sections on map drawing and geography.* 1943.
Authors: Emerson, George B.
Photocopies from his The Schoolmaster (Boston, 1943), p.440-42, 473-79 [i 4.708].
BHC 1292
Vert 899 (PrCt)

44713 **Map Use in Schools - Cartography - Study and Teaching**
Authors: Miller, Jack W.
BHC 2331
Vert 1795 (PrCt)

44714 **Map Use in Schools - Cartography - Study and Teaching**
*Building map skills to advance geographic understanding.* 1985.
Authors: Muessig, Raymond H.
BHC 2330
Vert 1795 (PrCt)

44715 **Map Use in Schools - Topographic maps**
*Building higher-level geographic skills with topographic maps.* 1985.
Authors: Muessig, Raymond H.
BHC 2333
Vert 1795 (PrCt)

44716 **Map use - Localized studies - Ireland - Maps as historical sources - Ordnance Survey (Ireland) - Cartography - Ireland - History**
Bibliography: p. 63.
Formerly 5A 3697
LC Card Number: 80477973
ISBN 090499600X (pbk)
Map Ref GA826 .A522 1974 (NLO)

44717 **Map Use - Localized Studies - North America - Maps As Historical Sources - Cartography - North America - History**
A book of case studies, in which excerpts from maps of various types and from different periods are subjected to close scrutiny as historical sources.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Inscribed by the author.
Formerly E179 .F84 1990
LC Card Number: 89020521
ISBN 0226079910 (alk. paper) ; 0226079929 (pbk. : alk. paper)
Map Ref E179 .F84 1990 (NLO)

44718 **Map use - Localized studies - Northwest, Old - Northwest, Old - Historical geography - Clark, George Rogers, 1752-1818 - Indians of North America -"
Map use - Localized studies - United States - Cities and towns

**44720**

**Map use - Localized studies - United States - Cities and towns**
**Cities and towns**
**United States - Cartography - Study and teaching**
**Cartography - Cities and towns**
**United States - Study and teaching**
**Maps as historical sources**

Past cityscapes: uses of cartography in urban history. 1978.
Authors: Schlereth, Thomas J.
40 leaves ; 28 cm.
Earlier versions of this article were presented as papers at...Miami University, Oxford, Ohio...and...the Newberry Library...1978.'.
Variant of this paper filed as Vert 1511.
Vert 444 (PrCt)

---

**44721**

**Mapa de Sigüenza**
**Distrito Federal (Mexico) - Maps - 1500-1599 - Indians - Manuscripts**
**Aztecs - History - 800-1299 - Manuscripts**
**Mexico - Maps - 1500-1599 - Indians - Manuscripts**
**Nahuatl Language - Writing - Maps - 1500-1599 - Manuscripts**


[Mapa de Sigüenza: Nahuatl glyph map of Aztec migration from Aztlan to Tenochtitlán]. [between 1829 and 1831].
Ayer Art Waldeck box E-1 no. 21 -- Museo Nacional de Antropología (Mexico)
1 ms. map : hand col. ; 411 x 604 mm.
Partial ms. copy, made by Frédéric de Waldeck, of a 16th-century Indian ms.; original in the Museo Nacional de Antropología in Mexico City. Shows historical migration of the Aztecs from the 9th through 13th centuries A.D. in Mexico from the mythical site of Aztlan to the founding of Tenochtitlán. Roughly half the document centers on the region now known as the Distrito Federal. Includes hieroglyphs, place glyphs, Indian principals, historical scenes, and French glosses. For a description of this copy, several variants, and relevant bibliography, cf. A Census of native Middle American pictorial manuscripts by John Glass in Handbook of Middle American Indians (1975) v. 14 no. 290.
Variant title from published sources: Mapa de Sigüenza.
Not drawn to scale.
Pen-and-ink and watercolor (green, brown, yellow, red).
Includes Waldeck's handstamp.
Verso includes Waldeck's signature, numbers 6, 21, 94, and 121 and Edward E. Ayer's note: Map of the Aztec migrations.
For Waldeck's description and notes about this document see his manuscript Catalogue des dessins: Mexico, 1829 June-1831 October, p. 96-98, no. 94 [Ayer MS 1260].
Additional Waldeck materials at the Newberry Library include letters, journals, original Indian pictorial documents owned by Waldeck, and other drawings.
Forms part of both the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection and the Edward E. Ayer Art Collection (Newberry Library).
Cline, H.F. Mexican Indian Pictorial Documents. Ill., HMAI Working Paper 23, 1269, p. 6, no. 12.
Butler, R.L. Check list of mss. in the Ayer Coll., 1269.
Ayer ms map proj 95
VAULT oversize Ayer Art Waldeck box E-1 no. 21 (NLO)
Authors: Ferreira, Mário Clemente p. 51-69 : 4 col. maps ; 24 cm.
Portuguese with English abstract.
Vert 345 (PrCt)

Maps and the Columbian Encounter (Exhibit)<Cartography - America - History - Exhibitions<America - Maps - Exhibitions
Maps and the Columbian encounter. [1990?].
Authors: Harley, J. B. (John Brian) 4-fold brochure, 24 x 46cm., folded to 24 x 11cm.
BHC 1710
Vert 1293, no. 1 (PrCt)

Maps as demographic sources<Cartography - Zambia - History
Early maps as demographic sources : the case of Zambia. [1977?].
Authors: Stone, Jeffrey C. 11, [5] p. : maps, ill. ; 30 cm.
Photocopy of undated typescript.
BHC 2261
Vert 1819 (PrCt)

Using maps in tracing your family history. Ottawa Branch : Ontario Genealogical Society, [1975?].
Authors: Kidd, Betty H. 48 p. : ill., maps ; 28 cm.
(Publication: Ontario Genealogical Society, Ottawa Branch ; 74-14.).
Cover title.
Includes appendices listing Canadian landownership maps and atlases.
Vert 311 (PrCt)

Maps as genealogical sources - 1976<<Silesia - Genealogy - Maps - Handbooks, manuals, etc. - 1976<<Names, Geographical - Silesia<<Gazetteers
Includes index.
folio G1932.5 S69 (NLO)

Cartographic records in the national archives. 1976.
Authors: Ehrenberg, Ralph E., 1937- From National Genealogical Society Quarterly 64 (1976) 83-111: maps, ills.
BHC 1271
Vert 878 no. 1 (PrCt)

Maps as genealogical sources - 1977
Notes on genealogy. 1977.
Authors: Morgan, Gary L. In Prologue, v.9, no.3 (Fall 1977), p. 178-182..
BHC 204
Vert 516 (PrCt)

Maps as genealogical sources - 1977<<Canada - Genealogy - Maps - Handbooks, manuals, etc. - 1977 Maps in genealogical research. [1977 or later].
Authors: Kidd, Betty H. 14 p.
Photocopies from Families [publication of Ontario Genealogical Society].
Includes references dated to 1977.
Vert 425 (PrCt)

Authors: Beech, Geraldine -- Mitchell, Rose xii, 116 p. : ill. ; 25 cm.
2nd rev. ed.
Preface: Maps for family history.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Series: Readers' guide (National Archives (Great Britain) ; no. 26.
ISBN 1903365503

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Maps as genealogical sources - 2004

Maps as genealogical sources - 2005

Maps as genealogical sources - 2008

Maps in genealogical research. 1st ed.

Genealogy as religious ritual: the doctrine and practice of family history in the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints / Samuel M. Otterstrom.

Genealogy as religious ritual: the doctrine and practice of family history in the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints / Samuel M. Otterstrom.

Using maps as evidence: lessons in American social and economic history. c1975.


Ancient maps waiting to be read. [197-?].

Maps As Historical Sources

Maps As Historical Sources

Maps As Historical Sources

Maps As Historical Sources

Maps As Historical Sources
Baskes GA105 .H57 (NLO)

44747 Maps As Historical Sources - Cartography - British Isles
Cartographic record and historical accuracy. 1962.
Authors: Carr, A.
Photocopies from Geography 47 (1962): 135-146, maps.
Vert 27 (PrCt)

44748 Maps As Historical Sources - Cartography - Sweden - History - 1600-1799 - Canal maps
Historical maps and the infrastructure development. 1991.
Vert 1257 (PrCt)

44749 Maps As Historical Sources - Central Places - France - 1700-1799
Cartographie et places centrales au XVIIIe siecle. 1981.
Authors: Desreumaux, Roger -- International Conference on the History of Cartography (9th : 1981 : Pisa, Italy, etc.)
1 leaf.
Abstract of paper presented at IX Int. Conf. on Hist. of Cart., Italy, 1981.
Vert 548, no.3 (PrCt)

44750 Maps As Historical Sources - Exhibitions - Maps and the Columbian Encounter
Columbus quincentenary exhibition of maps puts UWM on the map. 1989.
Authors: Golda Meir Library. American Geographical Society Collection
BHC 1753
Vert 1335 (PrCt)

44751 Maps As Historical Sources - Great Britain - Early maps and local studies. 1956.
Authors: Lambert, Audrey M.
From Geography 41 (1956): 167-177, maps, illus.
BHC 1584
Vert 1171 (PrCt)

44752 Maps As Historical Sources - Historical Cartography - Regionalism - Italy
La cartografia storica come fonte per la ricostruzione dell'idea de una regione: analisi di una ricerca. 1981.
Authors: Mangani, Giorgio
1 leaf.
Abstract of paper presented at IX. Conf. on Hist. of Cart., Italy, 1981.

Authors: De Vorsey, Louis p. 12-30
Vert 2289 (PrCt)

44754 Maps As Historical Sources - Landscape Protection
Grafica per la conservazione del paesaggio. 1981.
Authors: Fancelli, Paolo -- International Conference on the History of Cartography (9th : 1981 : Pisa, Italy, etc.)
Abstract of paper presented at IX Int. Conf. on Hist. of Cart., Italy, 1981.
Vert 548, no.4 (PrCt)

44755 Maps As Historical Sources - Sanborn Map Company
The Use of Sanborn maps in reconstructing 'geographies of the past': Boston's waterfront from 1867 to 1972. 1980.
Authors: Sander, Robert A.
BHC 233
Vert 542 (PrCt)

44756 Maps As Historical Sources - Topographic maps
Topographic maps and the local historian. 1982.
Authors: Heppell, Roger C.
In Information Sheet 68 of Historical Agencies, Regional Conference, (Dec. 1982).
BHC 1387
Vert 988 (PrCt)

44757 Maps as historical sources - United States - Surveys
A Partial answer to the question, who has exploited the public land survey plats and field notes for their descriptive content? [i. s.n., 1956?].
Authors: Pattison, William David, 1921- [1], 38 p. ; 29 cm.
Xerox copy of typescript.
5A 3708 (NLO)

44758 Maps as instruments of power - Bibliography - Propaganda maps - Bibliography - Cartography and politics - Bibliography - Political geography - Maps - Bibliography
Bibliography on propaganda maps. 1986.
Bulletin p. 2-7
BHC 1966
Vert 1525 (PrCt)

44759 Maps As Instruments of Power<<>>Colonial Cartography
Aspects of colonial cartography. 1983.
Authors: Wallis, Helen -- International Conference on the History of Cartography (10th : 1983 : Dublin)
11 leaves ; 30 cm.
Paper prepared for Int. Conf. on Hist. of Cartog. (10th) Dublin, 1983.
Vert 1974 (PrCt)

44760 Maps As Instruments of Power<<>>Cooper-Hewitt Museum - Exhibitions<<>>The Power of Maps (Exhibition)
Follow me... I am the earth in the palm of your hand. 1993.
Authors: Bolz, Diane M.
From Smithsonian (February 1993): 112-117, maps, ill.
BHC 1639
Vert 1220 (PrCt)

44761 Maps as instruments of power<<>>Propaganda maps<<>>Cartography and politics<<>>Political geography - Maps - 1943
The Use of maps in propaganda. 1943.
Authors: Quam, Louis O. -- Journal of Geography 42 (Jan. 1943)
p. 21-32, 102 : maps
BHC 2283
Vert 1750 no. 1 (PrCt)

44762 Maps as instruments of power<<>>Propaganda maps<<>>Cartography and politics<<>>Political geography - Maps - 1987
The Map is the message. 1987.
Authors: Murray, Jeffrey S. -- Geographical Magazine (1987)
BHC 1876
Vert 1444 (PrCt)

44763 Maps As Physical Objects
The Examination of maps. [198-?].
Authors: Baynes-Cope, Arthur D.
8 p. ; 30 cm.
Conference paper.
BHC 1062
Vert 629 (PrCt)

44764 Maps As Physical Objects
Authors: Kimerling, Jon
Xerox copy of paper prepared for Geography 577, Spring 1974; school not identified..
BHC 1561
Vert 1150 (PrCt)

44765 Maps as physical objects
Authors: Woodward, David, 1942-2004
10 leaves; 28cm.
Paper prepared for Int. Conf. on the Hist. of Cartog. (10th), Dublin, 1983.
Vert 2165 (PrCt)

44766 Maps As Physical Objects
10 leaves; 28cm.
Paper prepared for Int. Conf. on the Hist. of Cartog. (10th), Dublin, 1983.
Vert 2165 (PrCt)

44767 Maps - Authorship
Whose map is it anyway? [197-?].
Authors: Lane, Christopher W.
7 leaves ; 28 cm.
Photocopy of undated typescript.
BHC 1579
Vert 1138 (PrCt)

44768 Maps - Bibliography - 1500-1577<<>>Aytta, Wigle Van, 1507-1577 - Map collections - Catalogs
Old Inventories of maps . [Stockholm : Kartografiska Sällskapet, 1948].
Authors: Bagrow, Leo -- Imago mundi (1948) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
p. 18-20
Reprints the map catalog of Viglius of Aytta. Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert Vert 2174, no. 1.
Map Ref folio GA1 .I6, v. 5, p. 18-20 (PrCt)

44769 Maps - Bibliography - 1555
Bibliotheca vniuersalis ... Tigvri : Froschauer, 1545-1555.
Authors: Gessner, Conrad, 1516-1565
4 v. ; 32 cm.
Comprises (1) an author list, complemented by (2) a classed list, "Pandectarvm sive partitionum uniuersalium Conradi Gesneri ... libri xxii" (i.e. 19;
no. 20, "De re medica", was never published, while no. 21, "De theologia christiania", was issued in 1549 under title (3) "Partitiones theologicae, Pandectarum vniuersalium Conradi Gesneri liber ultimus"). The whole is supplemented by (4) "Appendix Bibliothecæ Conradi Gesneri", 1555.

(2) Pandectarvm sive partitionum vniuersalium Conradi Gesneri ... libri xxi ... Tigvri, C. Froschoverus, 1548. 6 p. l., 374 numb. l., 1 l.
(4) Appendix Bibliothecæ Conradi Gesneri ... Tigvri, apvd C. Froschovervm, 1555. 8 p. l., 105 numb. l., 1 l.
This incorporates the additions contained in the abridgments of 1551 (Lycosthenes, Enchlench scriptorum omnium) and 1555 (Simler, Epitome Bibliothecæ Conradi Gesneri).

Case folio Z 9 .338 (NLO)

44773 Maps - Bibliography - 1677-1800
Mapp publishing - United States - Bibliography - 1677-1800
Authors: Wheat, James Clements -- Brun, Christian -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
xxii, 215 p.: maps; 27 cm.
Classic bibliography of American map-incunabula. Detailed descriptions of 915 items, arranged by area.
Formerly Ayer 290 .W52 1969
LC Card Number: 69015464
ISBN 0300004648
Map Ref Z5027.A5 W68 1969 (NLO)

44774 Maps - Bibliography - 1731-1818
Pictorial works - Bibliography - 1731-1818
Authors: Gentleman's magazine (London, England)
Vert 125 (PrCt)

44775 Maps - Bibliography - 1855-1945
Petermann's geographische Mitteilungen - Maps - Bibliography
Petermann, A. (August), 1822-1878
Cartographic - Periodicals - Germany - Bibliography
Periodicals - Germany - Bibliography
Geography - History - Maps - Collections, 1855-1945
Authors: Smits, Jan (Johannes) -- Petermann, A. (August), 1822-1878 -- Petermann's geographische Mitteilungen -- HES & De Graaf Publishers -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- H. & D.G. SEE HES & De Graaf Publishers
584 p.: ill., 160 maps (chiefly col.); 33 cm. + 1 CD-ROM (4 3/4 in.).
Includes index.
CD-ROM contains indexes and digital images of maps.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Series: Utrechtse historisch-kartografische Studies / Onderzoeksgroep Expolokart, Universiteit Utrecht, Faculteit Ruimtelijke Wetenschappen; 3 = Utrecht studies in the history of cartography; 3; Variation: Utrechtse historisch-kartografische Studies; 3.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

ISBN 9061942497

Baskes folio Z6021 .S65 2004 (NLO)

44779

Maps - Bibliography - 1900<<>>Cartography - Periodicals<<>>Maps - Collectors and collecting - Periodicals


Authors: Map Collectors' Circle -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Andrew McNally

III Collection (Newberry Library)

110 nos. in 22 v. : ill., maps ; 25 cm.

Publication history: no.1 (1963) - 110 (1975)

Edited by R.V. Tooley, MCS was a very rare bird, indeed: a cartobibliographical journal. Each number was devoted to listing maps of a particular area; most were quite thorough, and all were accompanied by numerous plates. A second set of the series was cataloged individually and issues are scattered throughout the library; this set is bound uniformly in 22 vols. and a topical index to nos. 1-110 is tipped inside the front cover of no. 1.

Formerly classed as Ayer 5A 183

Duplicate copy in the Andrew McNally III Collection (v. 1-24 only): AMcN III PC 1740

LC Card Number: sn 88027184 70002559

ISSN 0542-6243

Map Ref Z6003 .M3 (NLO)

44780

Maps - Bibliography - 1919<<>>Cartography - History - Bibliography - 1919


Authors: Wolkenhauer, Wilhelm, 1845-1922

1 v. (various pagings) ; 22 x 28 cm.

Electrostatic copy of annotated cartobibliography published in Deutsche geographische Blätter, vols. 27, 33, 35-6, 38 (1904-1919).

lower case g 10 .982 (NLO)

44777


Authors: New York Public Library. Map Division

10 v. ; 37 cm.


The largest printed catalog of an American collection. The NYPL includes an impressive number of city plans, gathered together under that subject heading in this dictionary catalog. Formerly lower case folio g .71

LC Card Number: 78173371

ISBN 0816107831

Map Ref folio Z6028 .N58 (NLO)

Maps - Bibliography<<>>Atlases - Bibliography<<>>World maps - Bibliography<<>>Firstsearch (Online Information Service)

WorldCat [OCLC FirstSearch computer file]. 1967-<date>.

Authors: OCLC

Added title: FirstSearch database. Restricted to users at subscribing institutions; available by subscription through OCLC FirstSearch web service (accessed July 2012): http://firstsearch.oclc.org/timeout=1800;FSIP

Unlike everything else in this bibliography, OCLC's WorldCat database exists only as magnetic charges in a computer in Dublin, Ohio. Nevertheless, with well over 30 million bibliographic records created by OCLC member libraries, including hundreds of thousands of maps, this is probably the largest map catalog extant. Searching by name, title, area, publisher, place of publication, and year is possible.

http://firstsearch.oclc.org/timeout=1800;FSIP (PrCt)


Map Room SEE ALSO Map Library (British Library)


20 v. ; 30-35 cm.

'Photolithographic ed. complete to 1964.' Issued in 15 volumes.

Formerly folio Ayer 290 .B917 1967

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)


Map Ref folio Z6028.B863 1967 (NLO)


Authors: Map Library (British Library) -- British Library -- Primary Source Media (Firm) -- Campbell, Tony. Searching the British Library map catalogue on CD-ROM ... (1999) -- Map Library (British Library) SEE ALSO British Museum. Map Room

1 computer optical disc; 4 3/4 in. + 1 user's manual (24 p.; 21 cm.)

'1st ed., release B'

Title from disc label.

System requirements: 386 or better personal computer; 4 MB RAM; requires 5 MB free on hard disc; MS DOS or better; Windows 3.1 or better; color VGA; Double speed CD-ROM player.


ISBN 0753651378

Map Ref CD-ROM GA195.L66 B752 1999 (NLO)

44782 Maps - Bibliography - Cartography - History - Sources

Aus der Geschichte der Kartographie.


Authors: Wolkenhauer, Wilhelm, 1845-1922 -- Acta cartographica (1974) -- Deutsche geographische Blätter (1904)

p. 332-504; 25 cm.


Duplicate copy (photocopies from Deutsche geographische Blätter): lower case g 10 .982.

Map Ref GA101.A2, v. 18, p. 332-504 (PrCt)

44783 Maps - Bibliography - Cartography - Spain - History - Cartography - Netherlands - History


Photocopy. [S.l.: s.n., 1976?].


GA903.5 .W5 (NLO)

44784 Maps - Bibliography - Catalogs - 1546 - Fugger family - Santa Cruz, Alonso de, 1505-1567 - Map collections - Map collections - Spain - 1546


Authors: Meurer, Peter H. p. 31-38; 3 maps, ill.; 30 cm.

From Cartographica Helvetica 16 (July 1997).

Reprints an invoice from the Fugger firm for 43 maps delivered to Alonso de Santa Cruz in Madrid. Maps are identified only by the area shown, but the author attempts to provide possible identifications for many of them.

Vert 2247 (PrCt)

44785 Maps - Bibliography - Catalogs - 1573 - Italian Cartography - 1573 - Catalogs


Authors: Willer, Georg, 1514 or 1546-1595 -- Catalogus novus, ex nundinis autumnalibus ... quorum maxima pars Augustae in aedibus Georgij Willeri venalis habetur (Frankfurt am Main: Peter Schmidt, M.D.LXXIII).


Cover title.

Reprint of the Catalogus novus, ex nundinis autumnalibus ... quorum maxima pars Augustae in aedibus Georgij Willeri venalis habetur (Frankfurt am Main: Peter Schmidt, M.D.LXXIII).
The same catalog is reproduced, with notes, in Leo Bagrow, "A Page from the history of the distribution of maps," Imago mundi 5 (1948): 53-62 [Map Ref folio GA 1 J6, v. 5].

Not at Newberry Library (Jan. 2012) (PrCt)


5 v. in 6 : ill. ; 31 cm.

Detailed descriptions of some 24,000 maps, including maps in atlases and other books, as well as some loose maps.


Map Ref folio Z6022 .M53 (NLO)


At head of title: Archives nationales. Série NN contains some 3,200 maps (almost exclusively printed), more than half relating to France. Geographical and chronological arrangement, index to places and names. Written by Claude-France Rochat, with the
collaboration of Michel Le Moël; introduction by Jean Favier. Includes bibliographical references and index. LC Card Number: 79370469
Formerly Z6027.F7 F75 1978
ISBN 2860000283
Map Ref Z6027.F7 F75 1978 (NLO)

44789 Maps - Bibliography - Catalogs - 1933
Seltene Kartographie mit einem Anhang : alte geographische atlanten Neuerwerbungen, Nachtr zu Catalog 177 = Rare maps and charts with appendix : old geographical atlases, recent acquisitions, supplement to catalogue 177. München : Ludwig Rosenthal's Antiquariat, [1933].
Authors: Ludwig Rosenthal's Antiquariaat -- Ludwig Rosenthal's Antiquariat. Alte geographische Atlanten (1932?) -- Newberry Library Antiquarian Catalog Collection
46 p. : front., illus., 4 pl. on 2 l. ; 26 cm.
Series: Catalog 182.
Forms part of the Newberry Library Antiquarian Catalog Collection.
Newberry Library Rare Book Catalog Collection (PrCt)

Monumenta cartographica, with 30 illustrations, mostly full-page, including folding and double plates. New York : [H.P. Kraus, 1969?].
97 p. : ill., maps ; 31 cm.
Price list laid in.
Issued with another, separately published catalog, laid in pocket inside back cover: H.P. Kraus. Globes and globe-gores : the H.P. Kraus private collection (Ridgefield, Conn. : [H.P. Kraus, 1969?]). 20 p. : maps, ill. ; 31 cm.
Formerly folio Ayer 290 .K91 1969
Map Ref Z999 .K75 1969 (NLO)

44791 Maps - Bibliography - Catalogs - Italy - Maps - Bibliography
Catalogo ragionato delle carte esistenti nella cartoteca dell'Istituto geografico militare ...
Firenze : Coi tipi dell'Istituto geografico militare, 1932-1934.
Authors: Istituto geografico militare (Italy) 3 v. in 2 ; 24 cm.
At head of title: Istituto geografico militare.
"Nota bibliografica": v. 1, p. v-viii; v. 2, p. vii-xxx.

Authors: Mariners' Museum (Newport News, Va.) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) v; 505 p. ; 37 cm.
Formerly folio Ayer 290 .M233 1964
LC Card Number: 65008799
Map Ref folio Z6836 .M28 1964 (NLO)

Includes index.
Bibliography: leaves 89-91.
Formerly folio Z6028 .F54
Map Ref folio Z6028 .F54 (NLO)

44794 Maps - Bibliography - Methodology
Xerox copy, June 25, 1974.
BHC 1029
Vert 601 (PrCt)

44795 Maps - Bibliography - Methodology
Authors: Hyde, Ralph
Photocopies from New library world v. 73, no. 863 (1972): 288-290, illus. [Z 007.518 v. 73].
Traces the development of carto-bibliographies in England.
Vert 1009 (PrCt)
44796 Maps - Bibliography - Methodology
Authors: Verner, Cooie
From Antiquarian Bookman (July 12, 1976): 194+.
Vert 420 (PrCt)

44797 Maps - Bibliography - Methodology
Bibliocartography. 1932.
Authors: Wagner, Henry Raup, 1862-1957
p. 103-110
In Pacific historical review 1 (1932): 103-110.
A discussion of some of the problems which need to cleared up in order to prepare 'a comprehensive listing of all maps which deal with the territory embraced in the present continental United States' (p. 109).
F 94. 006 v. 1, p. 103-110 (PrCt)

44798 Maps - Bibliography - Methodology
Recent cartobibliographies. 1985.
Authors: Wolf, Eric W.
BHC 2652
Vert 2095, no. 1 (PrCt)

44799 Maps - Bibliography - Methodology
Authors: Karrow, Robert W.
[13] leaves ; 28 cm.
Partially annotated, chronological list of 117 items, 1844-2008.
Vert 262, no. 1 (PrCt)

44800 Maps - Bibliography - Methodology
p. 92-121
The model for much of the map cataloging done in the English-speaking world for over a decade. 2 copies (copy 2 is a loose-leaf copy with 1993 amendments).
Tech Serv Z694.15.A56 A53 1988, p. 92-121 (PrCt)

44801 Maps - Bibliography - Methodology
Recommendations for bibliographical references to maps and charts; Part 1, References in accessions lists; Part 2, References in books and articles. 1974.
Authors: British Standards Institution
7, 5 p.
British Standards no. 5195: pt.1:1975; pt. 2:

44802 Maps - Bibliography - Methodology
Authors: Clark, Suzanne M. -- Larsgaard, Mary Lynette, 1946-- -- Teague, Cynthia M.
23 p.; 23 cm.
Includes index.
Series: MAGERT circular ; no. 1 Formerly GA108.7 .C55 1992
ISBN 083897581X
Map Ref GA108.7 .C55 1992 (NLO)

44803 Maps - Bibliography - Methodology
Authors: Cook, Andrew S.
6 p.
Vert 780 (PrCt)

44804 Maps - Bibliography - Methodology
Maps. 1939.
Authors: Cowley, J. D. (John Duncan), 1897-1944
BHC 1147
Vert 759 (PrCt)

44805 Maps - Bibliography - Methodology
Authors: International Federation of Library Associations and Institutions
58 p.
Not a cataloging code (altthough one could catalog with it). Theoretically, at least, this is the standard on which chapter 3 of the Anglo-American Cataloguing Rules, 2nd ed. is based. It has the advantage of being more comprehensive than chapter 3 and considerably briefer than Hugo Stibbe's Cartographic Materials: A Manual of Interpretation for AACR2;
it also has a good set of full cataloging examples. Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

44806 Maps - Bibliography - Methodology Cataloging of maps - Methodology

44807 Maps - Bibliography - Methodology Cataloging of maps - Methodology

44808 Maps - Bibliography - Methodology Cataloging of maps - Methodology

44809 Maps - Bibliography - Methodology Cataloging of maps - Methodology

44810 Maps - Bibliography - Methodology Cataloging of maps - Methodology

44811 Maps - Bibliography - Methodology Cataloging of maps - Methodology

44812 Maps - Bibliography - Methodology Cataloging of maps - Methodology

44813 Maps - Bibliography - Methodology Cataloging of maps - Methodology
Carto-bibliographical description: the analysis of variants in maps printed from copperplates. 1974. Authors: Verner, Coolie p. 77-87 In American cartographer 1 (1974): 77-87. Although pretty well discredited on theoretical grounds by Tanselle's 'Description of non-letterpress material in books' in Studies in Bibliography 35 (1982), it's worth studying Verner since he was the principal practicing cartobibliographer in America for some twenty...
years and his terminology has been rather widely accepted.
GA101 .A49, v. 1, p. 77-87 (PrCt)


44817 Maps - Bibliography - Methodology Cataloging of maps - Methodology Boggs, Samuel Whittemore, 1889-. the Classification and Cataloging of Maps and Atlases, 1945 Boggs and Lewis in a small map library. 1975. Authors: Brenan, Margaret Vert 344 (PrCt)


44821 Maps - Bibliography - Methodology Cataloging of maps -
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Authors: Stephenson, Richard W., 1930-
5 leaves ; 28 cm.
Xerox copy of typescript.
BHC 2272
Vert 1827 (PrCt)

44828 Maps - Bibliography of bibliographies - Atlases - Bibliography of bibliographies

Toward a bibliography of cartobibliographies.
1987.
Authors: Wolf, Eric W.
BHC 2558
Vert 2096 (PrCt)

44829 Maps - Bibliography - Philosophy

Maps and 'Other awkward material': critical reflections on the nature and purpose of cartobibliography. 2008.
Authors: Edney, Matthew H.
Vert 261, no. 4 (PrCt)


Art & cartography: early maps from the collections of the Newberry Library. [Chicago : Newberry Library, 1980].
Authors: Newberry Library - Art Institute of Chicago -- Kenneth Nebenzahl, Jr., lectures in the history of cartography -- Hermon Dunlap Smith Center for the History of Cartography -- Woodward, David, 1942-2004 -- Black Box Collotype -- Rand McNally and Company
1 calendar ([32] p.) : 11 col. maps, 1 col. view ; 27 x 31 cm.
Cover title.
At head of title: The Newberry Library calendar for 1981.
'The maps in this calendar appeared in 'Art and Cartography,' a joint exhibit at the Newberry Library and the Art Institute of Chicago, October 30 through December 31, 1980. The exhibit was mounted to accompany the Kenneth Nebenzahl, Jr., Lectures in the History of Cartography, from October 30 through November 1, sponsored by the Hermon Dunlap Smith Center for the History of Cartography at the Newberry Library" -- untilled introduction at front by David Woodward, Director of the Hermon Dunlap Smith Center.
"Printing by: Black Box Collotype. Distributed by Rand McNally & Company" -- back cover.
"$7.95" -- adhesive label
ISBN 52888039X

44831 Maps - Cartography

Authors: Jennings, Ken, 1974- -- McArthur, Stuart
276 p. : ill., maps ; 25 cm.
1st Scribner hardcover ed.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [251]-266) and index.
Traces the history of mapmaking while offering insight into the role of cartography in human civilization and sharing anecdotes about the cultural arenas frequented by map enthusiasts. It comes as no surprise that, as a kid, Jeopardy! legend Ken Jennings slept with a bulky Hammond world atlas by his pillow every night. It recounts his lifelong love affair with geography and explores why maps have always been so fascinating to him and to fellow enthusiasts everywhere. He takes readers on a world tour of geogeks, from the London Map Fair to the computer programmers at Google Earth. Each chapter delves into a different aspect of map culture: highpointing, geocaching, road atlas rallying, even the "unreal estate" charted on the maps of fiction and fantasy. He also considers the ways in which cartography has shaped our history, suggesting that the impulse to make and read maps is as relevant today as it has ever been.
LC Card Number: 2010052219
ISBN 9781439176175 (hc) ; 1439167176 (hc)
GA105.3 .J46 2011 (NLO)

44832 Maps - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1960 - Cartography - Study and Teaching - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1960 - Wall maps
Authors: Sternig, John -- Denoyer-Geppert (Firm) -- Concordia University (River Forest, Ill.)
1 chart : col. ; 120 x 135 cm.
'Edition 1960.'
Mounted on cloth; intended for classroom use. Issued on spring-loaded rollers (detached and discarded).
Series: Denoyer-Geppert science series (DGS II) ; Chart 4.
Gift of Concordia University, River Forest, 2006.
maproll G3201.B7 1960 .S7 (PrCt)

44833 Maps - Classification

Authors: Greenwich, Eng. National Maritime Museum. Department of Navigation and Astronomy -- Howse, Derek [1], v., 31 leaves of maps; 34 x 43 cm.
"The Greenwich Geographical Classification Code ... is largely the brainchild of commander Howse"--Preface.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Imprint from front cover.
Electrostatic copy.
folio Z 6955 .37 (NLO)

44834 Maps - Classification
Expansion of Canada section in Library of Congress class 'G'. [197-?].
Authors: University of Toronto. Map Library
10 leaves
Photocopy of typescript.
Vert 429 (PrCt)

44835 Maps - Collections, 1000-1599<<>World Atlases, French - 1842-1862<<>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles<<>Cartography - History - 1599
Les Monuments de la géographie; ou, Recueil d'anciennes cartes européennes et orientales. Accompagnées de sphères terrestres et célestes, de mappemondes et tables cosmographiques, d'astrolabes et autres instruments d'observation, depuis les temps les plus reculés jusqu'à l'époque d'Orléans et de Gérard Mercator. Publié en fac-simile de la grandeur des originaux ... Paris : Duprat, [1842-1862].
Authors: Jomard, M. (Edme François), 1777-1862 -- Pizigani, Francesco, 14th cent. -- Behaim, Martin, 1459-1507. [Terrestrial globe, 1492] -- Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594 -- Cabot, Sebastian, 1474 (ca.)-1557 -- Madiis, Hannibal de -- Ricardus, de Bello, fl. 1276-1312 -- Muhammad ibn 'Ali, al-Sharafi al Safakusi -- Cosa, Juan de la, d. 1510 -- Duprat -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (1 prelim. leaf : 21 maps on 81 leaves) ; 75 cm.
Cover title.
Facsimile reproductions of manuscript and printed maps originally compiled in the 11th-16th centuries.
Map 20 accompanied by 1 page of description.
Disbound and filed flat in map cases, 4th floor stacks (2006).
Phillips 251.
Ayer 8774.
NL 33-7674.
oversize Ayer 136 .J7 1842 (NLO)

44836 Maps - Collections, 1100-1699<<>World Atlases, French - 1849<<>Nautical charts - Collections, 1100-1699 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles<<>Nautical charts
Authors: Santarém, Manuel Francisco de Barros e Sousa, Visconde de, 1791-1856 -- Portugal -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 82 maps ; 733 x 585 mm. (1842-1849);Cortesao,l:15
Includes maps illustrating history.
Phillips 262
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

44837 Maps - Collections, 1100-1699<<>World Atlases, French - 1841-1854<<>Nautical charts - Collections, 1100-1699 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles<<>Nautical charts
Atlas compose de cartes des XIVe, XVe, XVIe et XVIIe siècles, pour la plupart inédites, et devant servir de preuves à l'ouvrage 'Sur la priorité de la découverte de la côte occidentale d' Afrique au delà du cap Bojador par les portugais' ... Paris : [E. Thunot et Cie. ?], 1841-1854.
1 atlas (1 leaf, 2 p. : 16 maps on 23 sheets)
Facsimiles of manuscript and printed maps variously compiled in the 12th through 16th centuries.
Includes reprints (unbound) of the t.-p. and 'Avertissement' (2 p.) of the 1841 edition.
The Mappemonde facsimile of Fra Mauro has publication date 1854.
For fuller description consult A. Cortesão. Cartografia e cartógrafos portugueses dos seculos XV e XVI. 1935.
Disbound and filed flat in 2 folders.
Phillips 262
Sabin 76834-76838

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Maps - Collections, 1100-1699

World maps - Collections, 1100-1699

Atlases, French - 1849

Nautical charts - Collections, 1100-1699 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles - Cartography - History


Authors: Santarém, Manuel Francisco de Barros e Sousa, Visconde de, 1791-1856 -- Santarém, Manuel Francisco de Barros e Sousa, Visconde de, 1791-1856. Atlas composé de mappemondes, de portulans et de cartes hydrographiques et historiques depuis le Vle jusqu'au XVIIe siècle ... -- Wallis, Helen -- Sijmons, A. H. -- Muller, R. -- E. Thunot et Cie. 1 atlas (78 leaves (some folded)) : all maps ; 73 x 53 cm. (loose-leaf in case) + commentary (80 p. ; 31 cm.)

Facsimiles of manuscript and printed maps variously compiled in the 12th through 16th centuries.


ISBN 9071194035 (complete work)

Case oversize GA201 .S26 1985 (NLO)

Maps - Collections, 1200-1855

Cartography - History - 1200-1855


Authors: Campbell, Tony -- Abbeville Press 148 p. : 68 col.maps ; 39 cm.

Large, legible, full-color reproductions of sixty-eight manuscript and printed maps, 13th cent.-1855, with commentary.


References: 35 Imago 115; 3 Jolly 11; Wolf 105

Formerly folio GA201 .C35

LC Card Number: 80024787

ISBN 0896591913

Map Ref folio GA201 .C35 (NLO)

Maps - Collections, 1200-1855

Cartography - History - 1200-1855


Authors: Campbell, Tony -- Abbeville Press -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 148 p. : 68 col.maps ; 39 cm.

Large, legible, full-color reproductions of sixty-eight manuscript and printed maps, 13th cent.-1855, with commentary.


References: 35 Imago 115; 3 Jolly 11; Wolf 105

LC Card Number: 80024787

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (Pr.Ct)

Maps - Collections, 1400-1699

Remarkable maps of the XVth, XVIth & XVIIth centuries reproduced in their original size.

Amsterdam : F. Muller & Co., 1894-1899.


6 v. in 4. : 75 maps (facsimils., part fold.) ; in portfolios 51 x 49 cm.


'Only 100 copies printed, numbered on the press.'

References: Phillips 260; Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 387.

oversize Ayer 136 .M95 1894 (NLO)

Maps - Collections, 1482-1676

World maps - 1482

Armillary spheres - 1660

Celestial globes - 1660

Astronomy - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1660

Virginia - Maps - 1612

England - Maps - 1676 - Road maps - Road maps [Map reproductions]. Chicago : Rand McNally, [196-].


4 maps : col. ; on 4 sheets each 35 x 27 cm. Reduced color facsimiles.


broadside Ayer 133.5 .R18 196- [broadside box 1] (NLO)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Maps - Collections, 1554-1601 - Facsimiles<<>>Atlases, Italian - 1926-1932
3 v. (in portfolios) : maps ; 50 cm.
Phillips 5787.
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 369. oversize Ayer 136 .C2 1926 (NLO)

74 (?) items ; in portfolio 63 cm.
Chiefly comprised of 16th, 17th, and 18th-century maps detached from various atlases published in Europe.
Includes 9 Japanese and / or Chinese prints (all printed from woodblocks?), all 19th century (?), and comprised of maps and views of scattered regions, towns, and palaces; these warrant separate cataloging by native readers.
Maps not examined individually; some sheets may be missing (August 2011).

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

sheet / Robert de Vaugondy, ca. 1772] --


oversize Greenlee 4891.5 .C69 (NLO)

44845

Maps - Collections, 1889-1999
Maps published by the National Geographic Society. 1889-[ca. 1999?].
Authors: National Geographic Society (U.S.)
   maps : col. ; various sizes
Maps arranged by year and month of publication; for contents see index shelved with maps.
5009
map6F G3201.A 1889 .N3 (PrCt)

44847

Maps - Collections, 1958-1963
Authors: National Geographic Society (U.S.)
   1 atlas : 35 col. maps ; 49 x 36 cm. ea.
5045
map6C G3201.A 1958 N3 (PrCt)

44848

Maps - Collections, ca. 1500-ca. 1665
British Library - Map collections
Six early printed maps, selected from those exhibited at the British museum on the occasion of the International Geographical Congress, 1928. London : Printed by order of the Trustees, sold at the British Museum [etc.], 1928.
Authors: British Museum -- Etzlaub, Erhart, 1460?--1546 -- Lily, George, fl. 1528-1559 -- Blagrave, John, d. 1611 -- Baffin, William, d. 1622 -- Tatton, Gabriel -- Visscher, Nicolaes, 1618-1679 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
2 p. l., 6 maps (4 double) ; 44 cm.
Contents: 1. 'Das ist der Rom-Weg von meylen zu meylen mit puncten verzeichnet von eyner stat zu der andern durch deutscche lant.' <By Erhard Etzlaub.
   Nuremberg, c.1492> -- 2. 'Britanniae insulae que nunc Angliae et Scotiae regna continet cum Hibernia adiacente nova descriptio.' <By George Lily?> Romae, 1546 -- 3. 'Nova orbis terrarum descriptio optie proiecta ... per Ioannem Blagravum ... B. Wright ... caelator.' <London> 1596 -- 4. 'Nova Francia.' <By Gabriel Tatton. Engraved by Benjamin Wright. London, c.1610> -- 5. 'A Description of East India conteyninge th' Empire of the Great Mogoll ... William Baffin deliniall ... Renold Elstrack sculp.' T. Sterne: London, 1619 -- 6. 'Novi Belgii novoque Angliae nec non partis Virginiae tabula multis in locis emendata a N.J. Visschero.'
44849 Maps - Collections - Cartography - History
Monumenta cartographica: reproductions of unique and rare maps, plans and views in the actual size of the originals; accompanied by cartographical monographs, edited by Dr. F. C. Wieder. The Hague : M. Nijhoff, 1925-1933.
5 v. (loose portfolios) : maps ; 87 x 57 cm. + accompanying text (57 x 39 cm.)
"General index to volumes I to V": v. 5, p. [196]-207.
Issued in portfolios with accompanying text. Accompanying text in Newberry copy separated from portfolios, bound together as a sixth volume, and shelved separately as oversize Ayer 136 .W64 1925 [Text].
References: Phillips 5795; Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 394
LC Card Number: map26000013
oversize Ayer 136 .B86 1928 (NLO)

44850 Maps - Collections - Electronic information resources
Map collections - Electronic information resources
Map collections - France - Electronic information resources
America - Maps - Collections - Electronic information resources
North America - Maps - Collections - Electronic information resources
Manuscript maps - America - Collections - Electronic information resources
Manuscript maps - North America - Collections - Electronic information resources
America - Maps - Collections - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Electronic information resources
North America - Maps - Collections - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Electronic information resources
Archives nationales

44851 Maps - Collections - Electronic information resources
Map collections - Electronic information resources
Map collections - France - Electronic information resources
America - Maps - Collections - Electronic information resources
North America - Maps - Collections - Electronic information resources
Manuscript maps - America - Collections - Electronic information resources
Manuscript maps - North America - Collections - Electronic information resources

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Resource ID</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-- Roger S. Baskes Collection</td>
<td>-- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1 v. : 94 maps ; 308 x 289 mm.</td>
<td>1 v. : 94 maps ; 308 x 289 mm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>repr1926, coll: Macpherson; NMM663</td>
<td>Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)</td>
<td>Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-- Roger S. Baskes Collection</td>
<td>-- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1 v. : 94 maps ; 308 x 289 mm.</td>
<td>1 v. : 94 maps ; 308 x 289 mm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>repr1926, coll: Macpherson; NMM663</td>
<td>Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)</td>
<td>Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-- Roger S. Baskes Collection</td>
<td>-- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1 v. : 94 maps ; 308 x 289 mm.</td>
<td>1 v. : 94 maps ; 308 x 289 mm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>repr1926, coll: Macpherson; NMM663</td>
<td>Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)</td>
<td>Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-- Roger S. Baskes Collection</td>
<td>-- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1 v. : 94 maps ; 308 x 289 mm.</td>
<td>1 v. : 94 maps ; 308 x 289 mm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>repr1926, coll: Macpherson; NMM663</td>
<td>Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)</td>
<td>Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-- Roger S. Baskes Collection</td>
<td>-- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1 v. : 94 maps ; 308 x 289 mm.</td>
<td>1 v. : 94 maps ; 308 x 289 mm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>repr1926, coll: Macpherson; NMM663</td>
<td>Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)</td>
<td>Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
maps
Authors: Herron, Miriam E.
Pp. 1257-61 : 1 map : 24 cm.
On the attraction of early maps, their current popularity as collectables, and the modern use of pictorial maps in books, especially children's books.
The map reproduced is Paul Paine's Map of America's making (1926).
Z 983 .19, v. 109, pt. 2, p. 1257-61 (PrCt)

44865 Maps - Collectors and collecting - Clippings
Evanston for sale, map that is, for $375. 1990.
Authors: Arora, Deepa
From Chicago Tribune (April 17, 1990) Sec.2.
BHC 1122
Vert 716 (PrCt)

44866 Maps - Collectors and collecting - Clippings
When California was an island. 1995.
Authors: Athineos, Doris -- Traditional Home
p. 120-125 : maps, ill.
From: Traditional Home (Nov. 1995): p. 120-125 : maps, ill.
BHC 2295 and 2382
Vert 1763 (PrCt)

44867 Maps - Collectors and collecting - Clippings
Do old maps chart the road to riches? 1980.
Authors: Durniak, John
From Parade (November 23, 1980) 8-9, ills.
BHC 1238
Vert 862 (PrCt)

44868 Maps - Collectors and collecting - Clippings
Authors: Eakin, Julie Sinclair
From Vis à vis (United Airlines, April, 1990); 2p.: map.
BHC 1244
Vert 868 (PrCt)

44869 Maps - Collectors and collecting - Clippings
Authors: Figley, Preston
From Ford Times. vol.66, no.9 (1973), p. 50-54.
maps.
BHC 2009
Vert 652 (PrCt)

44870 Maps - Collectors and collecting - Clippings
A borderline hobby.
Authors: Geannette, Mark
BHC 2009
Vert 652 (PrCt)

44871 Maps - Collectors and collecting - Clippings
For chart collectors. 1948.
Authors: Hamilton, Dwight C.
p. 9-12 and 29
In Horn's magazine. v. 1, no. 9 (May 1948), p. 9-12 and 29.
A guide to currently available navigation charts, including reproductions of early charts.
4A 7831, v. 1, no. 9, p. 9-12 and 29 (PrCt)

44872 Maps - Collectors and collecting - Clippings
Authors: Harper, Timothy
From Milwaukee Journal (June or July, 1987). Xerox copy.
BHC 1354
Vert 961 (PrCt)

44873 Maps - Collectors and collecting - Clippings
The Art of cartography. 1975.
Authors: Jarmus, Michael S.
From Acquire (October 1975): 22-23, maps, illus.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

BHC 1423
Vert 1023 (PrCt)

44874 Maps - Collectors and collecting - Clippings
Map mania. 1980.
Authors: Larson, Chris
From Travel & Leisure (April 1980): 54,55. map.
BHC 1583
Vert 1170 (PrCt)

44875 Maps - Collectors and collecting - Clippings
Cost of antique map on small scale. [1991?].
Authors: Leckey, Andrew
From Chicago Tribune (1991?).
Xerox copy of original.
BHC 1589
Vert 1176 (PrCt)

44876 Maps - Collectors and collecting - Clippings
Authors: Mälzer, Gottfried
BHC 1437
Vert 1037 (PrCt)

44877 Maps - Collectors and collecting - Clippings
Pernicious cartophilia. 1978.
Authors: Ryval, Michael
Vert 416 (PrCt)

44878 Maps - Collectors and collecting - Clippings
Sailing charted waters.
Authors: Shreve, Anita
BHC 2278
Vert 1745 (PrCt)

44879 Maps - Collectors and collecting - Clippings
Cartography - North America - History - 1500-1800
Schwartz, Seymour I., 1928-
Authors: Braun, Stephen
BHC 1082
Vert 618 (PrCt)

44880 Maps - Collectors and collecting - Clippings
Jones, Ed
Vivier, François de , d. 1782. Carte particuliere des environs de Paris (1674)
Map evaluation
Bargain hunter strikes it rich ... $3 map is worth $12 million! 1989.
Authors: McCandlish, James
Newberry Library copy of the map: Sack Map8F G5834.P3A1 1678 .A2
BHC 1793
Vert 1362 (PrCt)

44881 Maps - Collectors and collecting -

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Authors: Wood, Alberta Auringer
p. 511-516
From Special Libraries 63 (November 1972):
511-516.
Vert 494 (PrCt)

44888 Maps - Collectors and collecting - Handbooks, manuals, etc. - 1972
Maps - Collectors and collecting - 1972
Map collections - 1972
For the smaller collection. 1972.
Authors: Fetros, John G.
p. 40 and 72
5S 105, no. 88, p. 40 and 72 (PrCt)

44889 Maps - Collectors and collecting - Handbooks, manuals, etc. - 1973
Maps - Collectors and collecting - 1973
Cataloging of maps - 1973
Maps in the local historical society / compiled by the Western Association of Map Libraries.
Authors: Western Association of Map Libraries -- Stevens, Stanley D.
Bibliography: p. 36-38.
Partial contents: Maps in local history collection, by Stanley D. Stevens.
4A 2226 (NLO)

44890 Maps - Collectors and collecting - Handbooks, manuals, etc. - 1973
Maps - Collectors and collecting - 1973
Authors: Marshall, Douglas W.
4! leaves.
Xerox copy of typescript.
Vert 195 (PrCt)

44891 Maps - Collectors and collecting - Handbooks, manuals, etc. - 1975
Maps - Collectors and collecting - 1975
Authors: Tooley, R. V. (Ronald Vere), 1898-1986
32 p. : maps ; 20 cm.
Series: Stanley Gibbons guides
Bibliography: p. 31.
Formerly GA197.3 .T66
Duplicate copy: Vert 1395
BHC 1827
LC Card Number: 77357385
ISBN 0852598505
Map Ref GA197.3 .T66 (NLO)

44892 Maps - Collectors and collecting - Handbooks, manuals, etc. - 1981
Maps - Collectors and collecting - 1981
Collecting maps. c1981.
Authors: Bannister, David -- Regent Gallery
1 flyer (8 panels on 1 sheet) ; folded to 21 x 11 cm.
BHC 1044
Vert 610 (PrCt)

44893 Maps - Collectors and collecting - Handbooks, manuals, etc. - 1981
Maps - Collectors and collecting - 1981
W. Graham Arader III (Firm) - Catalogs
W. Graham Arader, 1950-
Authors: Arader, W. Graham, 1950-- -- Cresswell, Donald H. -- W. Graham Arader III (Firm)
1 v. (unpaged) : ill., maps ; 26 cm.
Cover title.
'Catalogue 28, July 1981.'
'This catalogue has been designed to exemplify the Arader Grading System for maps and prints.'--p. [5].
Arader Grading System (p. [1-6]) written by Donald H. Cresswell and W. Graham Arader III.
GA197.3 .A72 1981 (NLO)

44894 Maps - Collectors and collecting - Handbooks, manuals, etc. - 1986
Maps - Collectors and collecting - 1986
Authors: Moreland, Carl, 1910- -- Bannister, David, 1938-
314 p.
2nd ed.
Series: Christie's collector guides.
The best of the guides aimed primarily at collectors. Combines trustworthy histories of the main schools of mapmaking, with good illustrations and lists of collectable maps.
GA197.3 .M67 1986 (NLO)

44895 Maps - Collectors and collecting - Handbooks, manuals, etc. - 1998
Maps - Collectors and collecting - 1998
Map dealer catalogs / by Michael Hirsch.
Authors: Hirsch, Michael
p. 45-49 : ill. ; 28 cm.
In The Portolan 66 (Fall 2006): 45-49.
folio GA101 .P67, no. 66, p. 45-49 (PrCt)

44896 Maps - Collectors and collecting - Handbooks, manuals, etc. - 1998
Maps - Collectors and collecting - 1998
Collecting old maps / Francis J. Manasek.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Manasek, Francis J.
314 p. : ill. (some col.), maps ; 29 cm.
1st ed.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 267-272) and index.
Contents: Appendix A: The makers of maps [list of cartographers, publishers, engravers and sellers] (p. 253-266).
ISBN 0964900068
Map Ref GA197.3 .M35 1998 (NLO)

Not a do-it-yourself guide but an outline of the basic treatments available.
Map Ref folio GA101 .M28, no. 10, p. 19-22 (Pr.Ct)

Maps - Conservation and restoration
Authors: Banks, Paul N., 1934-2000 -- AB bookman's yearbook
A concise review of the problems and options for treatment.
Vert 1299 (Pr.Ct)

Maps - Conservation and restoration
Authors: Capps, Marie T. -- Special libraries
Pp. 457-462
From: Special libraries 63 (Oct. 72): 457-462. Vert 489 (Pr.Ct)

Maps - Conservation and restoration
Authors: Le Gear, Clara Egli -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division
Bibliography: p. 56-75
5A 7763 (NLO)

Maps - Conservation and restoration
The Care and storage of maps. [Madison, Wis. State Historical Society of Wisconsin, 196-].
Authors: Hafstad, Margaret R. (Margaret Riggs)
Photocopy of typescript.
Contains a bibliography and lists of 'Useful solvents in the care of maps' and 'Sources of supplies.'
Vert 91 (Pr.Ct)

Maps - Conservation and restoration
Hand lamination with cellulose acetate / Y. P. Kathpalia ; with comments by James L. Gear. 1958.
Authors: Kathpalia, Yash Pal -- Gear, James L., 1922- -- American archivist
7 p. : tables
Vert 89 (Pr.Ct)

Maps - Conservation and restoration
Authors: Kidd, Betty H. -- Special libraries
Vert 1140 (Pr.Ct)

Maps - Conservation and restoration
Authors: Akers, Robert C. -- Map collector
p. 19-22

Maps - Collectors and collecting - Handbooks, manuals, etc. - 2002<<<>>EBay
Authors: Johnson, Hubert O.
p. 24-37 ; 28 cm.
folio GA101 .P67, no. 55, p. 24 (Pr.Ct)

Maps - Collectors and collecting - Sources - 1969
Selected list of dealers in out-of-print maps and atlases. 1969.
Authors: Stephenson, Richard W., 1930-4 p.
Lists 54 dealers, arranged by country.
Xerox copy of typescript.
Vert 140 (Pr.Ct)

Maps - Collectors and collecting - United States - 1937
Old maps for new. [Chicago : Reading and Collecting, 1937].
Authors: Brown, Lloyd Arnold, 1907-1966 p. 7-8
In Reading and collecting 1, no. 7 (June 1937): 7-8.
Presumably, on the library practice of discarding old maps when new ones arrive.
From Murmtrie printing index in Newberry Library; not examined.
Held by University of Chicago [Z 1007 .R3]
Newberry holdings not verified (Pr.Ct)

Maps - Collectors and collecting
Authors: Akers, Robert C. -- Map collector
p. 19-22
Authors: Larsgaard, Mary Lynette, 1946- -- Larsgaard, Mary Lynette, 1946-.
Map librarianship (1987)
Pp. 163-197
Z692.M3 L37 1987, p. 163-197 (PrCt)

44909 Maps - Conservation and restoration
Authors: Royal Geographical Society (Great Britain)
8p. ; 25cm.
'To be published in the Geographical Journal for June, 1955'.
Bibliography: p.8.
Vert 151 (PrCt)

44910 Maps - Conservation and restoration
Authors: Smith, Richard Daniel, 1927- -- Special libraries
Pp. 59-68
From Special libraries 63 (Feb. 1972): 59-68.
Vert 488 (PrCt)

44911 Maps - Conservation and restoration
Conserving an early map of Canada. [Ottawa : Association of Canadian Archivists, 1987].
Authors: Thompson, Michael -- Archivist
Pp. 16-17 : maps, illus.
Vert 752 (PrCt)

44912 Maps - Conservation and restoration
Authors: Wanser, Heather Egan -- Portolan
p. 20-32 : ill. ; 28 cm.
In: The Portolan 54 (Fall 2002): 20-32.
folio GA108.5 .A78 1979 (NLO)

44913 Maps - Conservation and restoration - Bibliography
Authors: Cunha, George Daniel Martin -- Cunha, George Daniel Martin. Conservation of library materials (1971-72)
Pp. 310-311
A bibliography of 21 items.
Vert 257 (PrCt)

44914 Maps - Conservation and restoration - Books - Conservation and restoration
Authors: Library of Congress. Preservation Office -- Brown, Margaret R.
iii, 23 p. : ill. ; 24 cm.
Clear description of the best and simplest treatment for maps available.
Z701 .U54 1980 (NLO)

44915 Maps - Conservation and restoration - Canada
Authors: Association of Canadian Map Libraries and Archives
50, 63 p.
A good guide to current practices, covering storage, use by readers, ownership marking, repairs, tracing, photoduplication, exhibition, etc. English and French, tumble format.
folio GA108.5 .A78 1979 (NLO)

44916 Maps - Conservation and restoration - Globes - Conservation and restoration
The Materials of maps and globes. [ca. 1970?].
Authors: Baynes-Cope, Arthur D.
10 p.
Written from the point of view of a conservator.
Vert 32 (PrCt)

Authors: Banks, Paul N., 1934-2000 -- Encyclopedia of library and information science
Also separate reprint, 43p., illus. ; 26 cm.
Vert 1318 (PrCt)

44918 Maps - Conservation and restoration - Paper - Conservation and restoration
Authors: Clapp, Anne F.
x, 191 p. : ill. ; 24 cm.
Designed for conservation technicians. Gives advice on environmental and storage conditions, and directions for matting, framing, mending, and the simpler aqueous treatments.

TS1109 .C55 1987 (NLO)


Authors: Library of Congress. Copyright Office v. ; 25-30 cm.
Incomplete: Newberry holdings end at 1974. Issued as several annual series with sections recording copyright registrations for maps and atlases, most published in the United States. Nos. 17 (1891); 27-28, 31 (1892); 149-150 (1894); 186 (1895); 260-269, 286 (1898); 296 (1897); 381 (1898) wanting; supplied by Xerox copy from Library of Congress. Beginning July 1906, issued in parts. Issues for 1898-1901 called v. 14-29. The volumes of the new series as numbered as follows: pt. 1, group 1, Books, v. 1-143; group 2, Pamphlets, etc., v. 1-43; group 3, Dramatic compositions, etc., v. 1-19; pt. 2, Periodicals, v. 1-40 (v. 41 incorporated in 3d ser., v. 1, pt. 2); pt. 3, Musical compositions, v.1-41; pt. 4, Works of art, etc., v. 1-41. Arrangement and frequency varies. LC Card Number: 06035347
Z 983 .95 (NLO)

Maps - Date codes - 1900-1999<<>>Dating maps - 1900-1999<<>>American Automobile Association - Date codes - 1900-1999<<>>General Drafting Company - Date codes - 1900-1999<<>>H.M. Gousha Company - Date codes - 1900-1999<<>>Rand McNally and Company - Date codes - 1900-1999
Maps that try to hide their age / by Betsy Wade. 1990.
Includes brief mention of date codes used by the American Automobile Association, General Drafting Co., H.M. Gousha Co., and Rand McNally & Co.
Vert 335 no. 11 (PrCt)

Maps - Date codes - 1900-1999<<>>Dating maps - 1900-1999<<>>American Automobile Association - Date codes - 1900-1999<<>>H.M. Gousha Company - Date codes - 1900-1999<<>>Rand McNally and Company - Date codes - 1900-1999<<>>AAA

SEE American Automobile Association
Authors: DeOrsey, Stan p. 280-282 ; 28 cm.
Includes tables of date codes used by the American Automobile Association, H.M. Gousha Co., and Rand McNally & Co.
Photocopies from: Western Association of Map Libraries. Information bulletin 16, no. 3 (June 1985): 280-282 [SS 600]
Vert 335 no. 9 (PrCt)

Maps - Date codes - 1900-1999<<>>Dating maps - 1900-1999<<>>Arrow Map, Inc. - Date codes - 1900-1999<<>>Automobile Club of Southern California - Date codes - 1900-1999<<>>Buddhist calendar - Date codes - 1900-1999<<>>California State Automobile Association - Date codes - 1900-1999<<>>Clason Map Co. - Date codes - 1900-1999<<>>General Drafting Company - Date codes - 1900-1999<<>>Geographers' A-Z Map Company - Date codes - 1900-1999<<>>Geographia Map Company - Date codes - 1900-1999<<>>George F. Cram Company - Date codes - 1900-1999<<>>H.M. Gousha Company - Date codes - 1900-1999<<>>Mid-West Map Company (Aurora, Mo.) - Date codes - 1900-1999<<>>National Automobile Club - Date codes - 1900-1999<<>>NovoPrint USA, Inc. - Date codes - 1900-1999<<>>Cram (George F.) Company SEE George F. Cram Company

Western Association of Map Libraries : date codes for maps : maintained and compiled by Linda Zellmer, based on a document developed by Phil Hoehn. 2006.
"Last Modified: May 21, 2006."
Includes tables of date codes used by Arrow Map, Inc., Automobile Club of Southern California, Buddhist calendars, California State Automobile Association, Clason Map Co., General Drafting Co., Geographers' A-Z Map Co., Geographia Map Co., George F. Cram Co., H.M. Gousha Co., Mid-West Map Co., National Automobile Club, and NovoPrint USA.
Printout from Western Association of Map Libraries website (accessed January 2010): http://www.waml.org/datecode.html
Vert 335 no. 1 (PrCt)
Automobile Association, and Mid-West Map Co. Photocopy of flyer for "3rd Annual RMCA Map Collectors Meet, Hammond, Indiana, September 18-19, 1998."
Title panel includes reproduction of artwork originally issued as panel art for 194-? road map; shows Lady Liberty overseeing crew of surveyors at work above view of cars on road. Original printed in color and issued folded to 21 x 9 cm.
Vert 335 no. 8 (PrCt)

44930 Maps - Date codes - 1909-2012 (PrCt)
Maps - Date codes - 1909-2012 (PrCt) 
Automobile Club of Southern California - Date codes - 1909-2012
[Notes on interpreting date codes on maps published by Automobile Club of Southern California]. 2012.
Authors: Roadmaps-L (Online discussion list) -- Automobile Club of Southern California
[1] leaf ; 28 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Covers maps published between 1909-2012.
Vert 335 no. 21 (PrCt)

44931 Maps - Date codes - 1912-2004 (PrCt)
Maps - Date codes - 1912-2004 (PrCt) 
Automobile Club of Southern California - Date codes - 1912-2004
ACSC see Automobile Club of Southern California -- A.C.S.C. see Automobile Club of Southern California -- ACM see Road Map Collectors Association -- R.M.C.A. see Road Map Collectors Association
[Automobile Club of Southern California (ACSC) map date codes : draft of August 2012. Planned for future publication on the Road Map Collectors Association (RMCA) website (http://roadmaps.org) / compiled by Brian Hatcher and other members of the RMCA]. [2012].
Authors: Hatcher, Brian, fl. 2012 -- Road Map Collectors Association -- Automobile Club of Southern California -- ACSC see Automobile Club of Southern California -- A.C.S.C. see Automobile Club of Southern California -- RMCA see Road Map Collectors Association -- R.M.C.A. see Road Map Collectors Association
47 p. ; 28 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Printout of ASCII .txt file.
Vert 335 no. 18 (PrCt)

44932 Maps - Date codes - 1930-1994 (PrCt)
Maps - Date codes - 1930-1994 (PrCt) 
Rand McNally and Company - Date codes - 1930-1994
[Rand McNally road map date codes]. [1993].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
[37] leaves ; 28 cm.
Photocopies of untitled typescript (compiled by Rand McNally employees in Chicago?); includes photocopies of ms. additions at end; last leaf dated "9/17/93".
List of date codes followed by brief map titles, spanning "3037 Nebraska" through "9422 Atlanta street map"; some entries include client names (primarily oil companies). In the first example above, "3037 Nebraska" is interpreted as the 37th map printed in 1930. Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Vert 335 no. 14 (PrCt)

44933 Maps - Definition
Authors: Post, Jeremiah Benjamin, 1937-
Typescript.
'Started 5-21-02...additional matter 3-1-04.'
Vert 2243 (PrCt)

44934 Maps - Design (PrCt)
Maps - Design (PrCt) 
Cartography - 1971
84 p. : ill., maps (1 fold. col.) ; 26 cm.
Includes bibliographies.
Summaries in French.
Series: Cartographica ; monograph no. 2
LC Card Number: 73177835
GA106 .S9 1970 (NLO)

44935 Maps - Exhibitions (PrCt)
Maps - Exhibitions (PrCt) 
Authors: Scottish Rite Masonic Museum of Our National Heritage -- Silvestro, Clement M. -- Silvestro, Betty M.
48 p. : ill. ; 25 cm.
Bibliography: p. 47.
GA190 .S36 1985 (NLO)

44936 Maps - Exhibitions (PrCt)
Maps - Exhibitions (PrCt) 
Cartography - History - Exhibitions (PrCt) 
Cities and towns - Maps - Exhibitions
Authors: Miller, Naomi -- Boston University Art Gallery -- Haas, Karen E.
Catalog of an exhibition at Boston University Art...
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

44937 Maps - Exhibitions - Catalogs - British Library - Map Collections - Exhibitions - Catalogs

Authors: British Library -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
40 p. : maps ; 25 cm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
ISBN 0712301976
Baskes GA190 .W48 1989 (NLO)

44938 Maps - Exhibitions - Catalogs - Cartography - History - Exhibitions - Catalogs

Newberry Library - Exhibitions - Catalogs

Photocopies of typescript exhibition labels; title supplied by cataloger.
Exhibit curated by R.A. Skelton and organized for the 1st series of Kenneth Nebenzahl, Jr., lectures in the history of cartography.
Descriptions of 30 manuscript and printed maps dated ca. 1425-1855; annotated in pencil with Newberry call numbers.
Original labels form part of the Newberry Library's Office of Associate Librarian exhibition records [Case Archives 09/01/61.1, box 2, envelope 106, shelved in 4A stacks, aisle 11, range 4 (May 2009)].
Duplicate copy: Vert 1206, no. 1
Map Ref folio Z881 .C525 N48 1966 (PrCt)

44939 Maps - Exhibitions - Catalogs - Nuremberg (Germany) - Maps - Exhibitions - Catalogs - Europe - Maps - Exhibitions - Catalogs - Cartography - Nuremberg (Germany) - History - Exhibitions - Catalogs - Cartography - Europe - History - Exhibitions - Catalogs

Authors: Müller, Johannes, 1856- -- Deutscher Geographentag (16th : Nuremberg, Germany : 1907) 80 p. ; 30 cm.
Photocopy [S.I. : s.n., 1996?] Formerly folio Z6028 .D47 1907a
Map Ref folio Z6028 .D47 1907a (NLO)

44940 Maps - Exhibitions - Catalogs - Osher Map Library - Exhibitions - Catalogs

Vert 1934, no. 3 (PrCt)

44941 Maps - Exhibitions - Catalogs - World maps - Exhibitions - Catalogs - Cartography - History - Exhibitions - Catalogs - Casinos Bern - Exhibitions - Catalogs

Authors: Lindh, Carl E. -- Ehrensvård, Ulla -- Casinos Bern
71 p. : maps ; 21 cm.
"Ausstellung in Zusammenarbeit mit Scandinavian Airlines System und Citibank"--Cover.
Catalog of 200 maps from 16th to 19th centuries. Tipped in: inscription from Ulla Ehrensvård.
GA300 .L45 1978 (NLO)

44942 Maps - Exhibitions - Globes - Exhibitions - Cartography - History - Exhibitions - Maps in art -
44943 Maps - Exhibitions - Milan (Italy)
L'Esposizione cartografica di Milano. [Firenze: Leo S. Olschki, 1901-1902].
Authors: Verga, Ettore, 1867-1930 -- La Bibliofilia (1901-1902) -- Newberry Library. John M. Wing Foundation
p. 142-163 : ill., 13 maps ; 30 cm.
In: La Bibliofilia 3 (1901-1902): 142-163.
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3087, no. 4.
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.
Wing folio Z 007 .05, v. 3, p. 142-163 (PrCt)

44944 Maps - Facsimiles
Original or facsimile? 1972.
Authors: Fairclough, Roger Hugh
illus. Considers the development of cartographic facsimile publication in Great Britain.
Duplicate copy: Z 007 .518 v. 73
BHC 1409
Vert 1009 (PrCt)

44945 Maps - Facsimiles
Original or facsimile? 1972.
Authors: Fairclough, Roger Hugh
illus. Considers the development of cartographic facsimile publication in Great Britain.
Duplicate copy: Vert 1009
Z 007 .518 v. 73 (PrCt)

44946 Maps - Facsimiles
Photographic prints : the investor's point of view. 1980.
Authors: Harrower, Dee -- Alaska Journal (1980) p. 78-79
BHC 1030
Vert 602 (PrCt)

44947 Maps - Facsimiles
Photomechanical prints : a service to my buyers. 1980.
Authors: Machetanz, Fred -- Alaska Journal (1980)
BHC 1032
Vert 602 (PrCt)

44948 Maps - Facsimiles
Authors: Margary, Harry
At head of title: An important series of facsimiles of early maps.
A discussion the problems and procedures involved in publishing map facsimiles.
Vert 191 (PrCt)

44949 Maps - Facsimiles
New maps from old: trends in cartographic facsimile publishing. 1968.
Authors: Ristow, Walter W. (Walter William), 1908-2006
From Canadian Cartographer. v.5 (1968), p. 1-17. illus., maps.
'This paper was originally published in the Quarterly Journal of the Library of Congress, July 1967, under the title 'Recent facsimile maps and atlases.'
Vert 241 (PrCt)

44950 Maps - Facsimiles - Bibliography
Potential audio-visual resource sources for geographic thought or the history and philosophy of geography based upon...All possible worlds: a history of geographical ideas. 1996.
Authors: Hill, Miriam Helen
7 p. ; 28 cm.
Vert 1978 (PrCt)

44951 Maps - Facsimiles - Catalogs
Authors: Ristow, Walter W. (Walter William), 1908-2006 -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division
12 p. ; 27 cm.
BHC 2206
Vert 1679 (PrCt)

44952 Maps - Facsimiles - Catalogs
Authors: Ristow, Walter W. (Walter William), 1908-2006 -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division
20 p. ; 26 cm.
Filed with separately issued Supplement dated...
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

January 1971 (6 p.)
Duplicate copy: Govt. LC5.2 :H62
First issued in 1960 by the Library's Map Division, under title: Facsimiles of rare historical maps for sale.
Vert 1656 (PrCt)

44953 Maps - Facsimiles - Catalogs
Jonathan Sheppard Books - Catalogs
Our selection of map reprints for research. [ca. 1990?].
Authors: Jonathan Sheppard Books -- Sheppard (Jonathan) Books SEE Jonathan Sheppard Books
10 p. ; maps, ill.
Brochure.
BHC 1206
Vert 831 (PrCt)

44954 Maps - Facsimiles - Catalogs
Map industry and trade - Directories
iv, 35 p. ; 26 cm.
4th ed.
Includes index.
Formerly Z6022 .R5 1980
LC Card Number: 79-607782
ISBN 0844402982
Map Ref Z6022 .R5 1980 (NLO)

44955 Maps - Facsimiles - Catalogs
Michigan Map Society
Selections from our collections. [1982].
Authors: Michigan Map Society
15 p.; 29 cm.
Xerox copy of typescript, 6/82. Also membership application (2p.) for the Society.
BHC 1837
Vert 1405 (PrCt)

44956 Maps - Facsimiles - Collections
Maps - Bibliography - Catalogs
Authors: Gohm, Douglas Charles -- Octopus Books
128 p. : ill., facsims., maps (part col.) ; 33 cm.
6A 1217 (NLO)

44957 Maps - Facsimiles
Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718. [Globe, 1688] - Facsimiles
The Coronelli project. 1995.
2 p. ; 30 cm.
Paper read at Int. Conf. on Hist. of Cartog., 16th, Vienna, 1995.
Vert 1999 (PrCt)

44958 Maps - Facsimiles
Facsimile maps SEE Maps - Facsimiles
An Increase in facsimile reprints. 1964.
Authors: Koeman, C. (Cornelis), 1918- -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
p. 87-88
In Imago Mundi 18 (1964): 87-88.
Map Ref folio GA1 .I6, v. 18, p. 87-88 (PrCt)

44959 Maps - Facsimiles
Maps - Forgeries
Passing off reproductions as real art. 1980.
Authors: Dahl, Edward H.
From Archivaria 10 (1980): 261-263, maps BHC 2210
Vert 1680 (PrCt)

44960 Maps - Facsimiles
Maps - Forgeries
Facsimile maps and forgeries. 1980.
Authors: Austin, Pat
From Archivaria 10 (1980): 261-263, maps BHC 2210
Vert 1680 (PrCt)

44961 Maps for the blind - 1900
Atlases, German - 1900 (Provisional Heading)
Braille atlas. Germany, 1900.
Authors: Braille atlas -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ; 350 x 275 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

44962 Maps for the blind - 1939
Map printing - Photoengraving - Maps - 1939
Photoengraving SEE Blind, Maps for the SEE Maps for the blind
Photo- engraving and Braille maps. [London : Lund Humphries & Co., 1939].
Authors: Turner, E. L. -- Newberry Library. John M. Wing Foundation
p. 135-136 p. : 2 maps ; 28 cm.
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.
Wing Z 304 .7, v. 47, p. 135-136 (PrCt)

44963 Maps for the blind - Exhibitions - Catalogs
In touch : printing and writing for the blind in the 19th century ... September 1980. 1980.
Authors: Smithsonian Institution
3 leaves ; 28 cm.
BHC 2316.
Vert 1781 (PrCt)
Maps in books - 1669-1818 - Bibliography - British periodicals - Indexes
2 v. ; 24 cm.
1st ed.

Maps in bookplates - Catalogs - Bookplates and maps SEE Maps in bookplates - Globes in bookplates SEE Maps in bookplates - Globes
57 p. : ill. ; 21 cm.
'150 copies of this book privately printed May 1940.'--Colophon.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 40011401
Baskes Z993 .W48 1940 (NLO)

Maps in Bibles - Geneva Bible - Cartography - Cartography - Bible
The Maps in the Geneva Bible. 1966-.
Authors: Lupton, Lewis
BHC 1797
Vert 1366 (PrCt)

Maps in bookplates -
Bibliography - British periodicals - Indexes
2 v. ; 24 cm.
1st ed.

Maps in art - Cartography in art - Genre painting, Dutch - Genre painting -

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Map Ref Z6027.U5 W35 1988c (NLO)

Map Ref folio GA101 .O33 no.3 (NLO)


Maps in Education

Maps in Education<<>>Map Use in Schools SEE Maps in Education
Vert 1795 (PrCt)

Maps in literature
Vert 1795 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

44977 Maps in literature
Authors: Turchi, Peter. 1960- -- Newbury Library. John M. Wing Foundation
245 p. : ill. (some col.), maps (some col.) ; 22 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [237]-240). Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newbury Library.
ISBN 159534005X (hardback : alk. paper)
Wing PN3331 .T87 2004 (NLO)

44978 Maps in literature - British Isles
A Study of the pseudo-map cycle of Arthurian romance : to investigate its historico-geographic background and to provide a hypothesis as to its fabrication. Lawrence : University Press of Kansas, 1973.
Authors: Carman, J. Neale (Justice Neale), 1897-1972 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
v, 162 p. : map ; 24 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 139-145) and index.
Map on folded leaf in pocket.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
ISBN 0700601007
Baskes PQ203 .C3 (NLO)

SEE Maps in literature<<>>Literature and maps SEE Maps in literature<<>>Cartography, British SEE
British cartography
Authors: Gordon, Andrew, 1969- -- Klein, Bernhard, 1963-
xiii, 276 p. : ill., maps ; 24 cm.
ISBN 0521803772
PR428.P6 L58 2001 (NLO)

44980 Maps in literature - France - 1400-1599<<>>Geography in literature - France - 1400-1599<<>>Geography and literature SEE Geography in literature
Authors: Sauret, Martine, 1955-xiv, 269 p. : ill., maps ; 24 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [241]-265) and index.
Series: Studies in French civilization ; v. 34
LC Card Number: 2004060986
ISBN 0773462899
PQ239 .S19 2004 (NLO)

44981 Maps in literature - France - 1530-1630
Authors: Conley, Tom xiii, 372 p. : ill., maps ; 24 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 345-362) and index.
ISBN 0816627002
GA863.5.A1 C66 1996 (NLO)

44982 Maps in literature - France - 1530-1630
The Self made map : cartographic writing and literature in France (1530-1630). [198-?].
Authors: Conley, Tom 7 leaves ; 29 cm.
BHC 1241
Vert 865 (PrCt)

44983 Maps in literature - France - History - 1600-1699
Includes bibliographical references (p. 261-278) and index.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Table of contents on Library of Congress website
(accessed Dec. 2007):
http://www.loc.gov/catdir/toc/ecip048/2003019520.html
ISBN 0874138477
PQ645 .P47 2004 (NLO)

44984 Maps in literature - Quotations<<>>Cartography and literature
SEE Maps in literature
Carto-quotes : an inspirational companion for the
map-maker and the map-user. Kitchener, Ont.
Upney Editions, 1996.
Authors: Brannon, Gary R. -- Harding, Les, 1950-
151 p. ; 23 cm.
Includes 500 quotations by 325 authors.
LCCN: 97-159774
ISBN 0968140319 (pbk.) ; 9780968140314 (pbk.)
PN6084 .M27 C36 1996 (NLO)

44985 Maps in literature - Quotations<<>>Robinson, Arthur Howard, 1915-2004
Cartophilia : twenty-one quotations chosen in
honor of Arthur H. Robinson. Chicago : David
Authors: Woodward, David, 1942-2004 --
Robinson, Arthur Howard, 1915-2004 --
Cherryburn Press (Chicago, Ill.) -- Diaz, Pablo --
Newberry Library. John M. Wing Foundation
[31] p. ; 23 cm.
The text has been set ... by MacKenzie-Harris
Corp., San Francisco ... Binding is by Pablo Diaz
[of The Newberry Library]. Eighty-five copies
have been printed at Bob Middleton's Cherryburn
Press by David Woodward ... copy number 4.'. Signed in ms.: David Woodward.
LCCN: 81-481866
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the
Newberry Library.
Wing folio ZP 983 .J977 (NLO)

44986 Maps in literature - Selections
Literary selections on cartography. Madison, WI
: History of Cartography Project, Department of
Authors: History of Cartography Project
(University of Wisconsin--Madison, Dept. of
Geography) -- Woodward, David, 1942-2004 --
Juniper Press -- Silver Buckle Press -- Newberry
Library. John M. Wing Foundation
1 portfolio ([24] sheets) : col. ill. ; 31 cm.
Title from portfolio cover.
Literary selections are printed by David
Woodward on Rives Heavyweight with a
Vandercook No. 4 at the Juniper Press, Madison,
Wisconsin, and are numbered, initialed, and in
some cases dated, by Woodward. Accompanying
each selection is a numbered leaf of commentary
on the text.
No. 4, How to shut a map: selections / J.M.
Barrie, was printed at the Silver Buckle Press in
Madison, Wisconsin.
Literary selections and commentaries are laid in
portfolio of blue marbled paper boards with blue
cloth spine; dark blue ribbons secured to three
open sides of boards; title label, printed in blue
on white, affixed to upper board.
Contents: No. 1: The navigator's line [Job
38:4-15] -- No. 2: A treasure map [excerpt from
R.L. Stevenson, 'My first book. Treasure Island']
-- No. 3: John Donne on maps and the
microcosm, a sampler -- No. 4: How to shut a
map: selections / J.M. Barrie -- No. 5. The map /
Elizabeth Bishop -- No. 6. Truth in maps?
[Excerpt from Maps / Nuruddin Farah] -- No. 7.
The map as a metaphor for access to knowledge
/ by Nicholas of Cusa -- No. 8. 'Aggio visto lo
mappamondo' [I have seen the world map] -- No.
9. The Carta marina (1539) / by Lucia Perillo
-- No. 10, The two street maps / Moira Roth, Peter
Sis, Kimberly Coulter -- No. 11. A map of time /
William Oxley, Franz Ritter -- No. 12. My
favourite map / J.B. Harley, David Woodward,
Tracy Honn.
Imperfect: Newberry Library lacks No. 3
commentary; Nos. 4-5, and Nos. 10-12.
Newberry Library copies numbered in pencil by
David Woodward: No. 1, 42/193; No. 2, 73/225;
No. 3, 31/200; No. 6, 131/225; No. 7, 110/230;
No. 8, 157/216; No. 9, 65/282.
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the
Newberry Library.
Wing folio ZP 983 .J977 (NLO)

44987 Maps in literature - Spain - History -
1500-1599<<>>Cartography - Spain - History -
1500-1599
The Spacious word : cartography, literature, and
empire in early modern Spain. Chicago :
Authors: Padrón, Ricardo, 1967-
xv, 287 p. : ill., maps ; 24 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 265-279)
and index.
Additional information on the Library of Congress
website (Feb. 2006): Publisher description:
http://www.loc.gov/catdir/description/uchi052/2003015707.html -- Contributor biographical
information:
http://www.loc.gov/catdir/bios/uchi051/20030157
07.html -- Table of contents:
http://www.loc.gov/catdir/toc/ecip046/2003015707.html
ISBN 0226644332 (alk. paper)
GA1003.3 .P33 2004 (NLO)

44988 Maps, Mental<<>>Mental maps SEE Maps,
Mental
Authors: Monastersky, Richard
p. 222-223
maps.
BHC 1513
Vert 1104 (PrCt)
Maps On Postage Stamps
The World of little maps. 1964.
Authors: Kingsbury, Robert C.
From Journal of Geography 63 (November 1964): 355-366, maps, ill..
BHC 1756
Vert 1338 (PrCt)

Maps On Postage Stamps
A Further display of old maps and plans.
Authors: Klinefelter, Walter, 1899-1987
[70] p. 23 cm.
‘300 copies printed.’.
Includes bibliographical references.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

Maps on postage stamps - 1987>Stamp collecting>Atlases, British - 1987
Authors: Mucha, Ludvik -- Hlinka, B. -- Chapman, K. E. -- Orbis -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 68 maps ; 172 x 115 mm.
Edited by K.E. Chapman.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Maps on postage stamps - Bibliography>Stamp collecting - Bibliography
Map stamps of the world: a cooperative project of the Carto-Philatelists, the map stamp unit of the ATA. Milwaukee, Wis. American Topical Association, 1982.
Authors: American Topical Association -- Carto-Philatelists (Organization)
39 p. : maps, ill. ; 23 cm.
(ATA handbook ; no. 104).
Indexes map stamps listed in a 4 volume catalog issued in 1982 by the Scott Publishing Company.
Vert 554 (PrCt)

Maps on postage stamps - Periodicals>Stamp collecting - Periodicals>Maps - Collectors and collecting - Periodicals
Authors: CartoPhilatelic Society
v. : ill. ; 28 cm.
Quarterly publication; began 2003.
Incomplete Newberry Library holdings (as of June 2010): whole no.18(2007:July)-whole no. 20(2008:Jan.)
"Collectors of maps on stamps."
Description based on: Vol. 7 (Oct. 2004).
Latest issue consulted: No. 12 (Jan. 2006).
Available online for members:
http://www.mapsonstamps.com/journal.html
Continues: Carto-philatelist (published 1975-1995)
Additional availability: A. Jordan, 156 West Elm St., Yarmouth, Me. 04096
LC Card Number: 2006212939
ISSN 1930-2053
folio HE6183.M3 C37 (NLO)

Maps on postage stamps - Periodicals>Stamp collecting - Periodicals>Maps - Collectors and collecting - Periodicals>Cartophilately
SEE Maps on postage stamps>Stamp maps SEE Maps on postage stamps
Authors: Carto-Philatelists (Organization) -- American Topical Association -- American Philatelic Society -- International Society of Map Stamp Collectors
v. : ill. ; 28 cm.
Quarterly.
Place of publication and publisher varies.
Some issues combined.
Continued by: The New cartophilatelist (published 2003<ongoing>)
BHC 1120
ISSN 0891-0758
folio HE6183.M3 C37 (NLO)

Maps on postage stamps
America on the map / edited by Miklos Pinther.
Authors: Pinther, Miklos -- CartoPhilatelic Society
52 p. : col. maps, col. ill. ; 26 cm.
‘List of stamps illustrated’ -- p. 2.
Includes bibliographical references.
Occasional publications series (CartoPhilatelic Society) ; no. 1
HE6183.M3 A53 2007 (NLO)

Maps on skins
Dura Europos shield<Roman cartography
Bemerkungen zu dem römischen Kartenspragment von Dura Europos. [Stuttgart : F. Steiner, 1932].
Authors: Uhden, Richard -- Hermes -- Uhden, Richard, 1900-1939 SEE Uhden, Richard
p. 117-125
Digital copy available to JSTOR subscribers

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
44997 Maps on skins<=>Indian - Indian cartography<=>Illinois - Indian cartography<=>Indian cartography - North Central States
An Early map on skin of the area later to become Indiana and Illinois. [198-?].
Authors: Lewis, G. Malcolm
p. 66-87 ; 28 cm. maps. ill.
Photocopy from unidentified source.
BHC 2669
Vert 2196 (PrCt)

44998 Maps on stationery - 1930<=>Road maps
1 envelope ; 13 x 21 cm.
Empty mailing envelope with blank address lines.
Cover art: Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails
7 copies.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 488 (PrCt)

44999 Maps, Physical
Représentation du relief des régions désertiques sur les cartes à petit échelle. 1964.
Authors: Dufour, André
10 p. illus.
Vert 43 (PrCt)

45000 Maps, Physical - History - 1970
From the depths to the heights: concerning the marine origins of the cartographic expression of terrestrial relief by numbers and contour lines. 1970.
Authors: Dainville, François de -- Robinson, Arthur Howard, 1915-2004
A translation by Arthur H. Robinson of 'De la profondeur à l'altitude'.
Offprint.
Vert 134, no. 1 (PrCt)

45001 Maps, Physical - History - 1970
From the depths to the heights: concerning the marine origins of the cartographic expression of terrestrial relief by numbers and contour lines. 1970.
Authors: Dainville, François de -- Robinson, Arthur Howard, 1915-2004
A translation by Arthur H. Robinson of 'De la profondeur à l'altitude'.
Offprint.
Vert 134, no. 1 (PrCt)

45002 Maps, Physical<=>Map reading
Authors: Goodson, J. B. -- Morris, Joseph Acton -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
56 p. : maps (some col.) ; 25 cm.
New ed., rev. and enl.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes GA151 .G6 1950 (NLO)

45003 Maps, Physical<=>Shelton, Hal
Times Mirror Co. gives the library innovative maps painted by Hal Shelton.
Authors: Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division
BHC 2491
Vert 2036 (PrCt)

45004 Maps - Prices - Periodicals<=>Maps - Collectors and collecting - Periodicals<=>Map evaluation - Periodicals<=>Map industry and trade - Periodicals
Annual publication which records items sold at auction (with prices realized) in the English-speaking world. Under 'Maps & Charts' maps are indexed geographically.
Tech Serv Z 482 .03 (NLO)

45005 Maps - Prices - Periodicals<=>Maps - Collectors and collecting - Periodicals<=>Map evaluation - Periodicals<=>Map industry and trade - Periodicals
95 v. : ill. ; 22-28 cm.
Annual.
"A priced and annotated annual record of international book auctions."
Like American Book-Prices Current, records auction sales, but also includes German, French, Belgian, Dutch, and Swiss sales as well. Maps listed under cartographer.
Z 482 .77 (NLO)

45006 Maps - Prices - Periodicals<=>Maps - Collectors and collecting - Periodicals<=>Map evaluation - Periodicals<=>Map industry and trade - Periodicals
95 v. : ill. ; 22-28 cm.
Annual.
"A priced and annotated annual record of international book auctions."
Like American Book-Prices Current, records auction sales, but also includes German, French, Belgian, Dutch, and Swiss sales as well. Maps listed under cartographer.
Z 482 .77 (NLO)
A record of prices of maps listed in selected American and English dealer's catalogs. Invaluable source for estimating values of the more common run of antiquarian maps, most ex atlases.


Formerly GA197.3 .A57

All volumes cumulated and continued by: Antique map price record [edited by Jeremy Poole on CD-ROM] (Cambridge, Mass.: Map Record Publications, c2002- [Map Ref CD-ROM GA197.3 .A57]

Map Ref GA197.3 .A57 (NLO)

45008 Maps - Sources>>Maps - Dictionaries

Authors: Feild, Lance, 1927- -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

vi, 194 p. : ill., maps ; 25 cm.

A directory of commercial and government map sources; include map definitions
Includes bibliographical references (p. 183-184).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

ISBN 0379207176

Baskes GA105.3 .F44 1982 (NLO)

45009 Maps - Sources>>Maps - Dictionaries

The Map catalog : every kind of map & chart on earth--and even some above it / Joel Makower, editor, Laura Bergheim, associate editor.


Authors: Makower, Joel, 1952- -- Bergheim, Laura, 1962- 252 p. : maps (some col.) ; 26 cm.

1st ed.

A directory of commercial and government map sources; includes map definitions.
Includes index.

'A Vintage original'--T.p. verso.

Formerly Z6028 .M23 1986

LC Card Number: 86040143

ISBN 0394746147

Map Ref Z6028 .M23 1986 (NLO)

45007 Maps - Prices - Periodicals>>Maps - Collectors and collecting - Periodicals>>Map evaluation - Periodicals>>Map industry and trade - Periodicals


Authors: Rosenthal, Jon K. -- Jolly, David C.

Antique maps, sea charts, city views, celestial charts & battle plans (1983-1992) 6 v. : maps. ill. ; 24 cm.

Annual and biennial.


A record of prices of maps listed in selected American and English dealer's catalogs.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

LC Card Number: 89037566
ISBN 0394583264 : 0679727671 (pbk.)
Map Ref Z6028 .M23 1990 (NLO)

45011 Maps - Storage SEE Maps - Storage
Authors: Gerenger, Joseph J. -- Special Libraries Association. Geography and Map Division. Bullet
p. 2-6 : ill. ; 28 cm.
Vert 3005 (PrCt)

45012 Maps - Study and teaching
23 p. : illus. ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
To Collection Services for cataloging, April 2011 (PrCt)

45013 Maps - Symbols
Authors: Comité français de cartographie -- Joly, Fernand -- International Cartographic Association -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
30 p. : ill. ; 27 cm.
At head of title: 'Association Cartographique
Internationale = International Cartographic Association. Symposium technique S 24 p - Edinburgh, Août 1964'. Verso of t.p.: 'The paper presented below is the result of the work of the Commission especially created by the French Cartographic Committee to study and make a proposal for standardization of symbols on thematic maps. This commission functioned from 14 October 1959 to 4 March 1964, and had the benefit of the active participation of Mlle Balu ... [et. al.] President of the Commission, and reader of the paper: Dr. Fernand Joly.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes GA155 .C65 1964 (NLO)

45014 Maps - Symbols
Cartographic signs and their explanation before the characteristic sheet. 1983.
Authors: Delano-Smith, Catherine -- International Conference on the History of Cartography (10th : 1983 : Dublin)
Paper prepared for Int. Conf. on the Hist. of Cartog. (10th), Dublin, 1983
Missing Nov. 2010.
Vert 1782 (PrCt)

45015 Maps - Symbols
The Representation of buildings on early maps and plans. 1979.
Authors: Koeman, C. (Cornelis), 1918- -- International Conference on the History of Cartography (8th : 1979 : Berlin)
Summary of lecture presented at the Int. Conf. on Hist. of Cartog.(8th), Berlin, 1979.
Vert 1162 (PrCt)

45016 Maps - Symbols
The Origin of the cartographical symbol representing desert areas. 1977.
4 p. : 30 cm.
Photocopy of typescript.
Vert 1247 (PrCt)

45017 Maps - Symbols
Now and then : comparisons of ordinary Americans' symbol conventions with those of past cartographers. 1977.
44 p. : maps, ill. ; 28 cm.
'A version of this paper will appear in the September 1977 issue of Prologue, The Journal of the National Archives.'
Vert 318 (PrCt)
Maps - Symbols

Now and then : comparisons of ordinary Americans' symbol conventions with those of past cartographers. 1977.
Authors: Wood, Denis -- Prologue (Fall 1977)
In: Prologue, v.9, no.3 (Fall 1977), p.151-161.
Maps.
Vert 516 (PrCt)

Maps - Symbols - 1775 - Manuscripts<>World maps - 1775 - Manuscripts<>Manuscript maps

Signes geographiques. [N.p., ca. 1775].
Authors: Raudière, Ramier de, 18th cent. -- Raudière, Ramier de, 18th cent. Les elemens de l'éducation heroïque ... (ca. 1775) -- Newberry Library. John M. Wing Foundation
2 leaves of manuscript : col. ; within borders 19 x 15 cm. on sheets 24 x 19 cm.
In: Ramier de Raudière, Les elemens de l'éducation heroïque ... [n.p., ca. 1775], p. 55-56.
Symbols for use on maps, in a copybook prepared for the education of the children of Willem V, Prince of Nassau-Orange.

"Pour apprendre à connoitre les differens objets qui se trouvent dans les cartes generales & particuliers des etats, royaumes, principautés, republiques & provinces de l'Europe."
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.
VAULT Wing MS ZW 746 .R192, p. 55-56 (PrCt)

Maps - Symbols - 1800-1899

Mechanization and the area symbol : cartographic techniques in nineteenth-century geographical journals. 1983.
Authors: Cook, Karen Severud
Paper presented at Xth Int. Conf. on Hist. of Cart., Dublin, 1983.
BHC 1943
Vert 1507 (PrCt)

Maps - Symbols - 1926 - Study and teaching - Specimens<>Topographic maps - Study and teaching - 1926 - Specimens<>Topographic maps

Authors: Lobeck, A. K. (Armin Kohl), 1886-1958 -- University of Wisconsin -- Wisconsin Geographical Press
4 p. ; 49 cm. + 2 maps (44 x 56 and 44 x 56 cm. on sheet 49 x 62 cm.)
1929 reprint.
Two views (recto and verso) with accompanying plans intended to be used as students' exercises in geography and cartography.

temp map4F G9901.C5 1926 .L6 (PrCt)

Maps - Symbols - 1964 - Charts, diagrams, etc.<>Cartography - Study and Teaching - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1964<>Cartography

- Problems, Exercises, Etc. - Maps - 1964<>Wall maps

Authors: Thralls, Zoe A. (Zoe Agnes), 1888- -- A.J. Nystrom and Company -- Concordia University (River Forest, Ill.)
5 charts : col. ; 133 x 106 cm.
Comprised of 5 of charts compiled to help learners visualize the meanings of selected map symbols.

Contents: Chart MS no. 1. Small signs on a map stand for big things on the earth -- Chart MS no. 2. How we show on a map some things made by nature. -- Chart MS no. 3. How we show on a map some things made by people -- Chart MS no. 4. How transportation routes are shown on a map -- Chart MS no. 5. How we show the surface of the earth on a map.
The five charts are mounted on one spring-loaded roller for classroom use.
Gift of Concordia University, River Forest, 2006.
maproll G3201.B7 1964 .T5 (PrCt)


Authors: Pan American Institute of Geography and History, Grupo de Trabajo de Normas y Símbolos Cartográficos -- Instituto Geográfico "Agustín Codazzi" -- Pan American Consultation on Cartography (10th : 1965 : Guatemala)
xvi, 84 p. : ill. ; 21 x 27 cm.
1. ed.

"Normas y símbolos cartográficos para ser presentados en la X Reunión Panamericana de Consulta que deberá realizarse en la ciudad de Guatemala en junio de 1965."
"Preparado por el Instituto Geográfico Agustín Codazzi."
Includes index.
Series: Publicación / Comisión de Cartografía ; no. 321 -- Publicación (Pan American Institute of Geography and History) ; no. 321.
Map Ref GA155 .P3 1969 (NLO)

Maps - Symbols<>Symbols<>German cartography<>Map symbols SEE Maps - Symbols<>Cartographic symbols SEE Maps - Symbols

Bildliche Darstellung der Kartenzeichen in den amtlichen deutschen Karten = Illustrated German conventional signs and symbols. [S.I. s.n.],

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

1941.
Authors: United States. Army. European Theater of Operations -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
[60] p. : ill. ; 23 cm.
At head of title: D. (Luft) 1802.
Includes German-English and English-German indexes.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes GA871 .B5 1941 (NLO)

45025 Maps - Symbols - Russian cartography - Japanese cartography - Military maps
Authors: United States. Army Map Service -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
148 p. : ill. (some col.) ; 21 cm.
1st ed.
Lists of symbols used in USSR maps, Imperial Russian maps, German maps, and Japanese maps, with their explanations, printed in two columns.
Brown paper wrapper, with dark brown cloth tape spine.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes GA933.7 .U5 1946 (NLO)

45026 Maracaibo Region (Venezuela) - Maps - Collections, 1499-1828
Authors: Nectario María, Brother -- Venezuela. Embajada (Spain)
157 p. : 73 maps (facsim.) ; 35 cm.
LC Card Number: 74650149
ISBN 8440062451
folio G1727.M3 N4 1973 (NLO)

45027 Marais (Paris, France) - Maps - 1964 - Marais (Paris, France) - Pictorial works - 1964
Authors: Christ, Yvan, 1919- -- Silvestre de Sacy, Jacques -- Siguret, Philippe -- Balland, A. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
360 p., [26] leaves of plates (some folded) : ill., maps, plans ; 20 cm.
Cover title: Promenades dans le Marais
Includes bibliographical references (p. [303]-311) and index.

Series: Les Promenades
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Folded col. map inserted.
LC Card Number: 68107812
Baskes DC752.M37 C5 1964 (NLO)

45028 Maranhão (Brazil) - Maps - 1630 - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles - Amazon River - Maps - 1623 - Delta - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Pará River (Brazil) - Maps - 1623 - Delta - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles - Rivers - Brazil SEE ALSO Amazon River - Rivers - Colombia SEE ALSO Amazon River - Rivers - Peru SEE ALSO Amazon River
Pequeno areas do Maranhão e Grão Pará [1630] ; Dicripcaõ dos rios Para Curupa e Amazonas ... [1623], [1970?].
Authors: Cochado, António Vicente -- Parente, Benito Maciel -- Biblioteca Nacional (Brazil) -- Guedes, Max Justo
5 maps : col. ; 20 x 27 cm. and smaller on sheets 29 x 38 cm.
Reduced facsimiles of 1623 and 1630 manuscripts, reproduced from originals in the Biblioteca Nacional, Rio de Janeiro.
Accompanied by 12 p. essay by Max Justo Guedes (Vert 567).
5044
map2F G5505 1630 .C6 (PrCt)

45029 Marathon County (Wis.) - Maps - 1877 - Real property - Wisconsin - Maps - 1877 - Counties - Maps
Land in Marathon County, Wisconsin : townships 28, 29 and 30 north of ranges 2, 3, 4 and 5 east / surveyed and designed by August W. Ziebell, C.E., Wausau, Wis. [Milwaukee, Wis.] : The Milwaukee Litho. & Engr. Co., [1877].
Authors: Ziebell, August W. -- Johnson, Rietbrock & Halsey (Milwaukee, Wis.) -- Milwaukee Lith. & Engr. Co. -- Milwaukee Lith. & Engr. Co. Map of Wisconsin prepared from official records (1877) 1 map : 33 x 45 cm., on sheet 43 x 48 cm.
Title in top margin.
"Johnson, Rietbrock & Halsey, no. 101 Wisconsin St., Milwaukee ... have about 35,000 acres of choice selected farming lands ... for sale cheap ... " -- top margin.
"Lands actually settled marked [with drawings of houses]." Map on verso (28 x 26 cm.): Map of Wisconsin prepared from official records. 1877 ([Milwaukee, Wis.] : The Milwaukee Litho. & Engr. Co., 1877). Margins on verso include promotional text in Polish, English, and German.
Does not include names of landowners.
map2F G4123.M3G46 1877 .Z5 (PrCt)
Marathon County (Wis.) - Maps - 1901 - Landowners - Counties -

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Maps - Landowners - Maps


Authors: North West Publishing Co. -- Balliet & Volk (Firm) -- Chicago Historical Society

1 atlas (88 p.) : col. maps (some on double plates) ; 48 cm.

Engraved by Balliet & Volk, Philadelphia.

Scale: [1:31,680]

Patrons’ directory: p. 82-88.

Library buckram.

Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005; includes CHS ownership markings.

CHS Coll., Atlas no. 139

oversize G4123.M3G46 1901 .N6 (NLO)

Marathon County (Wis.) - Maps - 1979 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps


Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Marathon County 4-H Leaders Federation (Wis.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (118 p.) : 70 maps (some col.) ; 28 cm.

Cover title.

’Sponsored by Marathon County 4-H Leaders Federation.’

Cadastral maps of townships on a scale of 1:50,688 or 1 1/4 inch equals one mile.

Includes index to owners.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

LC Card Number: 79318237


Marblehead (Mass.) - Maps - 1705 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles

Marblehead Fort in the province of the Massachusetts Bay in America ... [19--].


1 map

Photostatic reproduction of 1705 manuscript.


Marburg (Germany) - Maps - 1750

Geometrischer Gründ und Abbriss von der Stadt Marburg... 1984.
Maps by P. Corbellini. the Newberry Library. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library).

Vaugondy fils ... [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy], 1753.
Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Didier, 1723-1786 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1758?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 57 cm.
"Marche, Limousin" -- oversize letterpress title stamped on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1757, [plate 38] (PrCt)

Marche (France : Province) - Maps - 1753
Marche (France : Province) - Maps - 1753<=>Creuse (France) - Maps - 1753<=>Limousin (France) - Maps - 1753<=>Auvergne (France) - Maps - 1753
Gouvernemens généraux de la Marche, du Limosin et de l’Auvergne / par le Sr. Robert de Vaugondy fils ... [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy], 1753.
Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Didier, 1723-1786 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1790?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 57 cm.
In: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles. Atlas universel / par M. Robert ... et par M. Robert de Vaugondy son fils ... (A Paris : Chez De la Marche, géographe, rue du Foin St. Jaques, Collège de Me. Gervais, 1757, [i.e. 1790?]), [plate 38].
"38" -- oversize letterpress number stamped on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1757, [plate 38] (PrCt)

Marche (Italy) - Maps - 1937
Authors: Touring club italiano -- Guida d’Italia del T.C.I. -- Bertarelli, L. V. (Luigi Vittorio), 1859-1926 -- Corbellini, P. (Pietro) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
338 p., [13] leaves of plates (some folded) : 25 maps and plans (some col., some folded) ; 16 cm. 2a ed.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 297-303) and indexes.
Series: Guida d’Italia del T.C.I.
Dust jacket.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Maps by P. Corbellini.

Maps on lining papers.
LC Card Number: 39013317
Baskes DG416.C742 M3 1937 (NLO)

45039 Marché (Italy : Province) - Maps - 1725
Marché d’Ancone. Amsterdam, [ca. 1725].
Authors: Blaeu, Joan, 1596-1673 -- Covens et Mortier -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library), I:214
1 map : hand col. ; 40 x 49 cm.
Cf. Koeman BI 88 (5).
2208
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Sack map4F G6713.M3 1725 B6 (PrCt)

45040 Marchena (Seville, Spain) - Pictorial works - 1820
Marchena. [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Hoefnagel, Joris, 1542-1601 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : hand col. ; 16 x 46 cm.
Derived from a drawing by Joris Hoefnagel; see R.A. Skelton’s Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.
On same sheet with: Orchvna. Latin letterpress text on verso under titles: Vrsao, nunc Osna -- Marchena olim Martia.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 4, pl. 3 (PrCt)

45041 Marechal Deodoro (Brazil) - Maps - 1671 - Pictorial works
Alagoa ad Austrum. [London : John Ogilby, 1671].
Authors: Ogilby, John, 1600-1676 -- Ogilby, John, 1600-1676. America : being the latest, and most accurate description of the New World ... (1671) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view ; 29 x 35 cm.
Includes references A-C in lower margin. Native fishing scene in foreground.
In: Ogilby, John. America : being the latest, and most accurate description of the New World ... (London : Printed by the author, 1671) following p. 556.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O3 1671 following p. 556 (PrCt)

45042 Marengo, Battle of, Marengo, Italy, 1800 - Maps - 1839<=>Marengo (Italy) - Maps - 1800
Authors: Bielaerds, J.-B. -- Jomini, Antoine Henri, baron de, 1779-1869. Atlas pour servir à l'intelligence de l'Histoire critique et militaire des

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

Case oversize F 393 .457, pl. 32 (PrCt)

45043 Margary, Harry. Two hundred and fifty years of map-making in ... Sussex<<>>Keere, Pieter van den, ca.1571-ca.1624. Atlas of the British Isles (ca. 1605)


Vert 192 (PrCt)


Case oversize G1019 .A38 1872, plate [28] (PrCt)


45046 Margry, Pierre, 1818-1894 - Correspondence<<>>Tree, Lambert, 1832-1910 - Correspondence<<>>Pierre Margry Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library)<<>>Cartography - North America - History - Sources

[Letter and list of map tracings : Paris, to Lambert Tree, (Brussels?), 1891 July 21]. 1891. Authors: Margry, Pierre, 1818-1894 -- Tree, Lambert, 1832-1910 -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library. Manuscript. Ayer MS 562 2 items ([4] p.); 26 cm. Letter (in French) dated July 21, 1891 in Paris, from Pierre Margry, to Lambert Tree, U.S. envoy extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary to Belgium and (for a short time) to Russia, proposing the publication of Margry's map tracings of French colonial holdings and discoveries in North America. Margry reminds Tree that from 1843 to 1851 he was engaged in extensive research in the history of the French colonies in North America, part of which research was later published between 1875 and 1888 under the auspices of the U.S. Congress. Margry proposes an enlarged English translation of these original volumes, as well as the publication of tracings he has made from original maps of French discoveries and explorations in North American colonies in North America.
America. With the letter, he encloses a list, entitled 'Cartes calquées sur les origines par M. Margry qui propose à Monsieur Lambert Tree de vouloir bien en faire la publication par lui ou par ses amis,' containing 19 tracings of New France, Montréal, Lakes Ontario and Erie, Toronto and Niagara, Detroit, the Mississippi River, Louisiana, the Lake Erie region of Ohio, including Fort Duquesne and Fort Machault, and other areas. Letter and enclosed list on stationery with engraved motto 'Teste Deo.'

Butler, R.L. Checklist of Mss. in the Ayer Coll., 562
Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library)
Ayer, Edward E.; gift; 1911.

VAULT box Ayer MS 562 (NLO)

45047
Maria Enzersdorf am Gebirge (Austria) - Pictorial works - 1657<<<Burg Liechtenstein (Austria) - Pictorial works - 1657<<<Entersdorf (Austria) SEE Maria Enzersdorf am Gebirge (Austria)
Arcis Liechtenstein vna cum subiacentibus oppidis Entersdorf et Prvn inferioris Austriae ... [Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657].
Authors: Jansson, Jan, Jan, 1588-1664 -- Hollar, Wenceslaus, 1607-1677 -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Urbium totius Germaniae superiores illustriorum clariorumque tabulae ... Pars posterior [i.e. prior] (1657) -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Theatrum urbium (1657) 1 view : hand col. ; 35 x 47 cm. Includes references A-H. Oriented with north at upper right. Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Liegnstein.

Case oversize G 117 .452, v. 2, [plate 71] (PrCt)

45048
Mariana Islands - Pictorial works - 1603
Isla de los Ladrones. [Bergum, Netherlands : Frederik Muller, rare books, 2008].
Authors: Hulsius, Levinus, d. 1606 -- Hulsius, Levinus, d. 1606. Sechste Theil, kurtze Warhaftige Relation vnd beschreibung der wunderbarsten vier Schiffarten (1603) 1 view ; 16 x 13 cm. In facsimile of work originally published Nuremberg, 1603: Hulsius, Levinus. Sechste Theil, kurtze Warhaftige Relation vnd beschreibung der wunderbarsten vier Schiffarten ... (Bergum, Netherlands : Frederik Muller, 2008), plate 15.

Digital image available on Gallica website of Bibliothèque National (accessed Sept. 2010) : http://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/btv1b20000211.item.m.f13

Case G419 .H85 1603a, plate 15 (PrCt)

45049
Marianské Lázně (Czech Republic) - Maps - 1914-1920<<<Königswart (Czech Republic) - Maps - 1914-1920<<<Czech Republic - Maps - 1914-1920<<<Maribor (Czech Republic)
SEE Marianské Lázně (Czech Republic)
Marianbad, Königswart und Umgebung : praktischer Reiseführer für Kurgäste und Touristen. Berlin : A. Goldschmidt, 1914 [i.e. 1920?].

Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 42 (1914) (NLO)

45050
Marie Byrd Land (Antarctica) - Maps - 1939 - Coasts<<<Ross Sea (Antarctica) - Maps - 1939
Antarctic regions : between latitudes 70°S and 80°S and longitudes 130°W and 165°W. From all available authorities. Washington, D.C.
Hydrographic Office, 1939.
Authors: United States. Hydrographic Office. -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 97 x 85 cm. Added title: Pacific Ocean. '1st edition, Sept. 1939.' 'Washington, D.C., published Sept. 1939 at the Hydrographic Office, under the authority of the Secretary of the Navy.' 'Scale 1° Long. = 2.4 cm.' Plate no.: 5412.

Fitzgerald polar map 288 (PrCt)

45051
Marietta (Ohio) - Maps - 1789
Authors: Ruggles, E., Jr. -- Historic Urban Plans (Firm) -- American Antiquarian Society 1 map ; 42 x 51 cm. Facsimile of original published 1789; reproduced from original in the American Antiquarian Society.

map4F G4084.M3 1789 R8 1972 (PrCt)

45052
Marietta (Ohio) - Maps - 1810 -

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Archeology - Marietta (Ohio) - Maps - 1810
A Plan of the ruins of the ancient fortifications at Marietta; with the probable junction of the two rivers at the time they were erected. New York, 1810.
Authors: Schultz, Christian, ca. 1770-ca. 1814 -- Maverick, Peter, 1780-1831. -- Riley, Isaac, 1770-1824 -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 20 x 20 cm.
In Schultz, Christian. Travels on an inland voyage : through the states of New-York, Pennsylvania, Virginia, Ohio, Kentucky and Tennessee ... performed in the years 1807 and 1808 (New York: printed by Isaac Riley, 1810) v. 1, opposite p. 146.
'P. Maverick sculp. Newark.'
Scale [ca. 1:10,750].
Relief shown by hachures.
Includes key to 11 locations.
Graff 3707 v. 1, opp. p. 146 (PrCt)

45056 Marin County (Calif.) - Maps - 1892 - Landowners - Counties - Maps
Authors: Dodge, Grenville M., 1831-1916 -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 54 x 53 in. Scale 1:47,520.
Originally published 1892.
Microfiche 583, no. 26 (PrCt)

45057 Marin County (Calif.) - Maps - 1970 - Road maps - Counties - Maps
1 map : both sides, col. ; 116 x 43 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added titles: Novato Black Point -- Street map of Marin County.
Plate no. 7004.
Insets (25 x 19 cm. and smaller.): Metropolitan San Francisco -- Woodacre, Forest Knolls, Lagunitas -- Locator map -- Stinson Beach-Bolinas.
Panel art: Gray and red illustration of a Phillips 66 service station.
Bears two Library of Congress copyright handstamps.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2000 (PrCt)

45058 Marin County (Calif.) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps - Counties - Maps
Authors: Mobil Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 115 x 43 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm. "1976 edition"

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

Bourquin, F. (Frederick), b. 1808 -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 22 x 28 in. Scale 1:126,720.
Originally published Philadelphia: F. Bourquin, 1885.
Microfiche 583, no. 79 (PrCt)

Marion County (Fla.) - Maps - 1887 - Landowners--->Counties - Maps--->Landowners - Maps
[Marion County (Fla.) - 1887: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche], [Washington, D.C.] : LC G&M Division, [1983?]?
Authors: G.W. Bromley & Co. -- Bourquin, F. (Frederick), b. 1808 -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 22 x 28 in. Scale 1:126,720.
Originally published Philadelphia: F. Bourquin, 1887.
Microfiche 583, no. 80 (PrCt)

Marion County (Fla.) - Maps - 1975 - Landowners--->Counties - Maps--->Landowners - Maps
Atlas & plat book, Marion County, Florida.
Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Marion County Soil and Water Conservation District (Fla.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (72 p.) : 52 maps (some folded) ; 28 cm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
'Sponsored by Marion County Soil & Water Conservation District.'--Cover.
Scale [1:50,688] or 1 1/4 inch equals 1 mile. Cover title.
Includes index.
LC Card Number: 76360929
Baskes folio G3933.M4G46 1975 .R58 (NLO)

Marion County (Fla.) - Maps - 1975 - Landowners--->Counties - Maps--->Landowners - Maps
Atlas & plat book, Marion County, Florida.
Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Marion County Soil and Water Conservation District (Fla.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (72 p.) : 52 maps (some folded) ; 28 cm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
'Sponsored by Marion County Soil & Water Conservation District.'--Cover.
Scale [1:50,688] or 1 1/4 inch equals 1 mile. Cover title.
Includes index.
LC Card Number: 76360929
Baskes folio G3933.M4G46 1975 .R58 (NLO)
Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960- -- Illinois State Archives -- Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)
354 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
1st ed.
"Deluxe edition."
Featuring land-owner data from the Illinois State Archives.
"3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads."
Includes indexes.
Series: Family maps
ISBN 142032053X ; 9781420320534
Local History Ref F547.M3 B69 2012 (NLO)

45070 Marion County (Ill.) - Maps - 1915 - Landowners<< Counties - Maps<< Landowners - Maps
Authors: Geo. A. Ogle & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([3] -101, xxiii p.) : incl. 31 col. maps, illus., ports. ; 45 cm.
Scales differ.
Phillips 4580
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number 2001626357
Baskes oversize G4103.M43G46 1915 .O35 (NLO)

45071 Marion County (Ill.) - Maps - 1953 - Landowners<< Counties - Maps<< Landowners - Maps
Authors: Rockford Map Publishers
1 atlas : 22 cm.
folio F 89655 .752 (NLO)

45072 Marion County (Ind.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners<< Counties - Maps<< Landowners - Maps
Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960- -- Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)
226 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
1st ed.
'Deluxe edition.'
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).

45073 Marion County (Ind.) - Maps - 1855 - Landowners<< Counties - Maps<< Landowners - Maps
Authors: Condit, Wright & Hayden -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 4 parts, 24.5 x 22 in. each. Scale 1:32,500. Originally published 1855.
Microform 583, no. 157 (PrCt)

45074 Marion County (Ind.) - Maps - 1866 - Landowners<< Counties - Maps<< Landowners - Maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 6 parts; 4 are 26 x 21 in. each and 2 are 26 x 22 in. each. Scale 1:42,240. Originally published Philadelphia: C. O. Titus, 1866.
Microform 583, no. 158 (PrCt)

45075 Marion County (Iowa) - Maps - 1875-1946 - Landowners<< Counties - Maps<< Landowners - Maps
6 atlases in 1 v. (ca. 150 p. : maps) ; 37 cm. Facsimiles of atlases variously published 1875-1946.


folio G1433.M3 A8 1982 (NLO)

6 atlases in 1 v. (ca. 150 p. : maps) ; 37 cm. Facsimiles of atlases variously published 1875-1946.


folio G1433.M3 A8 1982 (NLO)
Includes three illustrations of stone ruins on "Noyer Creek" (later called Bear Creek), a tributary of the Mississippi River in "Pike County", "two miles below the mouth of Salt River", later forming part of Marion County near Hannibal in northeastern Missouri; includes references A-H and K, keyed to text on p. 305-306.

"P.111." -- at upper left.


Duplicate copies: VAULT Ruggles 22 -- Graff 224


http://whmc.umsystem.edu/exhibits/ramsay/rams ay_marion.html

VAULT Ayer 138 .B3 1823, between p. 306-307 (PrCt)

45081 Marion County (Mo.) - Buildings, structures, etc. - 1823 - Archaeology - Designs and plans

A recent work on Noyer Creek. [Albany, N.Y. C.R. and G. Webster, 1823].

Authors: Beck, Lewis C. (Lewis Caleb), 1798-1853 -- Beck, Lewis C. (Lewis Caleb), 1798-1853. Gazetteer of the states of Illinois and Missouri (1823) -- Webster, Charles Richard, 1762-1834 -- Webster, George, 1762-1823 -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)

1 technical drawing; on sheet 24 x 14 cm.

Anonymous engraving without imprint.

Includes three illustrations of stone ruins on "Noyer Creek" (later called Bear Creek), a tributary of the Mississippi River in "Pike County", "two miles below the mouth of Salt River", later forming part of Marion County near Hannibal in northeastern Missouri; includes references A-H and K, keyed to text on p. 305-306.

"P.111." -- at upper left.


Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.

Duplicate copies: VAULT Ruggles 22 -- VAULT Ayer 138 .B3 1823


http://whmc.umsystem.edu/exhibits/ramsay/rams ay_marion.html

Graff 224, between p. 306-307 (PrCt)

45082 Marion County (Mo.) - Maps - 1875 - Landowners<<>Counties - Maps<<>Landowners - Maps

Atlas map of Marion County, Missouri / compiled, drawn, & published from personal examinations & surveys by T.M. Rogers. Quincy, Ill. T.M. Rogers, 1875.

Authors: Rogers, T. M.

1 atlas (99 p.) : ill., maps, col. plans ; 45 cm.

Cover title: Atlas, Marion County, Missouri, 1875.

Scales vary.

oversize F 88455 .754 (NLO)

45083 Marion County (Ohio) - Maps - 1849 - Landowners<<>Counties - Maps<<>Landowners - Maps


Authors: Eaton, George C., fl. 1849 -- Eaton, James, fl. 1849 -- Library of Congress.

Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps

1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.

Size of original: 28.5 x 32.5 in. Scale: 1:63,360.

Originally published Delaware, Ohio: James and Geo. C. Eaton, 1849. Only covers part of the county.


Microfiche 583, no. 617 (PrCt)

45084 Marion County (Ohio) - Maps - 1852 - Landowners<<>Counties - Maps<<>Landowners - Maps


Authors: Brown, Wm. -- Roberts, W. M. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps

1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.

Size of original: 21 x 34 in. Scale: 1:63,360.

Originally published 1852.


Microfiche 583, no. 652 (PrCt)

45085 Marion County (Ohio) - Maps - 1878 - Landowners<<>Counties - Maps<<>Landowners - Maps


Authors: Harrison, Sutton & Hare -- Howland, H. G. -- Windmill Publications, Inc.
1 atlas (128, 15 p. : ill., maps) ; 35 cm.

Reprint of original published: Philadelphia : Harrison, Sutton & Hare, 1878.

Includes: Index to Atlas of Marion County, Ohio : published by Harrison, Sutton & Hare, Philadelphia, 1878.

Series statements: The Heritage collection. Illustrated atlas -- Heritage collection. Illustrated atlas (Windmill publications)

folio G1398.M3 H3 1994 (NLO)

45086 Marion County (Ohio) - Maps - 1965 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps


Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Marion County Farm Bureau (Marion County, Ohio) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (47 p.) : ill., 16 maps ; 28 cm.

Cover title.

'Sponsored by Marion County Farm Bureau.'

Scale [1:50,688]. 1 1/4 in. to 1 mile.

Includes business and county directories, and index to owners.

Advertisements on covers and interspersed. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G4083.M3G46 1965 .R58 (NLO)

45087 Marion County (Or.) - Maps - 1878 - Linn County (Or.) - Maps - 1878 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps

Historical atlas map of Marion & Linn counties, Oregon. Salem, Ore. Marion County Historical Society, 1976.

Authors: Williams (Edgar) and Company -- Marion County Historical Society (Or.)

104 p. : ill., maps ; 28 cm.

Reprint of the 1878 ed. published by Edgar Williams & Co., San Francisco.

Cf. Phillips 16706. 76-26796

folio G1493.M4 W5 1878a (NLO)

45088 Marion County (S.C.) - Maps - 1825 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps

Marion District, South Carolina. [Baltimore : F. Lucas Jr.], 1825.


1 map ; 68 x 55 cm.

Surveyed by Thos. Harlee D.S., 1818. Improved for Mills' atlas, 1825.'

In: Mills, Robert. Atlas of the state of South Carolina ... (Baltimore : F. Lucas, Jr., [1825]) pl. [19].

oversize Ayer 135 .M6 1825 pl. [19] (PrCt)

45089 Marion County (S.C.) - Maps - 1882 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps


Authors: Bethea, P. Y. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps

1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.

Size of original: 21 x 14 in. Originally published 1882.

Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:

Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps


Microfiche 583, no. 839 (PrCt)

45090 Marion County (S.C.) - Maps - 1882 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps


Authors: Bethea, P. Y. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps

1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.

Size of original: 33 x 22 in. Scale 1:140,000. Originally published 1882.

Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:

Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps


Microfiche 583, no. 840 (PrCt)

45091 Marion County (Tex.) - Maps - 1879 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps


Authors: Texas. General Land Office -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps

1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.


Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:

Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Facsimile (Paris: Jean Millot, 1612), opp. p. 18.

In Lescarbot's Histoire de la Nouvelle France
1 map ; 165 x 423 mm.

Swelinck, Jan
Authors: Lescarbot, Marc -- Millot, Jean -- Swelinck, Jan
1 map ; 165 x 423 mm.
In Lescarbot's Histoire de la Nouvelle France
(Paris: Jean Milot, 1609), after p. 228.
Scale ca. 1:10,000,000.
'Ian Swelinc fecit; I Millot excudit; Marcvs Lescarbot nunc primum delineauit, publicauit, donauit.'
Reference: Kershaw, Early printed maps of Canada, no. 56.
VAULT Ayer 150.6 L6n 1609, after p. 228 (PrCt)

Maritime Provinces - Maps - 1609
Figur de la Terre Neve : Grande Riviere de Canada et côtes de l'ocean en la Nouvelle France. [Paris, 1617].
Authors: Lescarbot, Marc -- Millot, Jean -- Swelinck, Jan -- Perier, Adrian, fl. 1584-1629
1 map ; 165 x 423 mm.
In Lescarbot's Histoire de la Nouvelle France
(Paris: Adrian Perier, 1617), opp. p. 224
Scale ca. 1:10,000,000.
'Ian Swelinc fecit; I Millot excudit; Marcvs Lescarbot nunc primum delineauit, publicauit, donauit.'
Reference: Kershaw, Early printed maps of Canada, no. 56.
VAULT Ayer 150.6 L6 1617, after p. 224 (PrCt)

Maritime Provinces - Maps - 1609
Figur de la Terre Neve : Grande Riviere de Canada et côtes de l'ocean en la Nouvelle France. [Paris, 1618].
Authors: Lescarbot, Marc -- Millot, Jean -- Swelinck, Jan -- Perier, Adrian, fl. 1584-1629
1 map ; 165 x 423 mm.
In Lescarbot's Histoire de la Nouvelle France
(Paris: Adrian Perier, 1618), at end.
Scale ca. 1:10,000,000.
'Ian Swelinc fecit; I Millot excudit; Marcvs Lescarbot nunc primum delineauit, publicauit, donauit.'
The second state of the plate, with changes to Sable Island.
Reference: Kershaw, Early printed maps of Canada, no. 57.
VAULT Ayer 150.6 L6 1618, at end, map 2 (PrCt)

Maritime Provinces - Maps - 1609
Figur de la Terre Neve : Grande Riviere de Canada et côtes de l'ocean en la Nouvelle France. [1890?].
Authors: Lescarbot, Marc -- Millot, Jean -- Swelinck, Jan
1 map ; 165 x 423 mm.
In Lescarbot's Histoire de la Nouvelle France
(Paris: Jean Milot, 1612), opp. p. 18.
Facsimile
VAULT Ayer 150.6 L6 1612, opp. p. 18 (PrCt)
Scale ca. 1:10,000,000.
'Ian Swelinc fecit; I Millot excudit; Marcvs
Lescarbot nunc primum delineavit, publicavit,
donauit.'
Reference: Kershaw, Early printed maps of
Canada, no. 56.
VAULT Ayer 150.6 L6 1611, opp. p. 254 (PrCt)

45109 Maritime Provinces - Maps - 1672<<<>Cape
Breton Island (N.S.) - Maps - 1672<<<>Prince
Edward Island - 1672<<<>New Brunswick -
Maps - 1672
[Map of the Maritime Provinces: including Nova
Scotia, Cape Breton Island, Prince Edward
Island, and New Brunswick]. [Paris: s.n., 1672].
Authors: Denys, Nicolas, 1609?-1686? -- Billaine,
Louis, d. 1681 -- Denys, Nicolas, 1609?-1686?.
Description geographique et historique des
coste de l'Amerique Septentrionale (1672) --
Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 40 x 49 cm., folded to 14 x 8 cm.
Anonymous and untitled map without imprint; title
supplied by cataloger.
Numbered references 23, 5-8, 3, 2, 35, and 9-10
at upper left.
Margins and neat line trimmed away at top and
bottom; ink stain at center (3 x 9 mm.) near "La
R. de Pictou."
In: Denys, Nicolas. Description geographique et
historique des coste de l'Amerique
Par monsieur Denys, gouverneur lieutenant
general pour le roy, & proprietaire de toutes les
terres & isles qui sont
depuis le cap de
Campseaux, jusques au cap des Roziers ...
(Paris: L. Billaine, 1672), v. 1, opposite p. [1].
References: Burden, Mapping of North America
no. 423
(PrCt)

45100 Maritime Provinces - Maps - 1682
Extrema Americae versus Boream, ubi Terra
Nova, Nova Francia, adjacentiaq. Amsterdam:
C. Allard, [1682?].
Authors: Blaeu, Joan, 1596-1673 -- Allard, Carel,
1648-ca. 1709 -- Allard, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709.
Atlas minor sive tabulæ geographicae ... [1682?]
-- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; 44 x 55 cm.
In: Allard, Carel. Atlas minor sive tabulæ
geographice proecipuorum regnorum regionum,
insularum, provinciarum, etc. (Amsterdam: C.
Allard, 1682?) pl. 97.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .A4 A pl. 97 (PrCt)

45104 Maritime Provinces - Maps - 1747
A New & accurate map of the islands of
Newfoundland, Cape Breton, St. John and
Anticosti; together with the neighbouring
countries of Nova Scotia, Canada &c. London:
W. Innys et al, 1747.
Authors: Bowen, Emanuel, -1767 -- Innys,
William, d. 1756 -- Bowen, Emanuel, -1767.
A Complete system of geography ... (1747)
1 map ; 34 x 41 cm.
In: Bowen, Emanuel. A Complete system of
geography: being a description of ... the known
world (London: Printed for William Innys, etc.,
1747) v. 2, pl. [59].
Case oversize G114 .B68 1747 v. 2, pl. 59
(PrCt)

45102 Maritime Provinces - Maps - 1700-1799 -
Coasts - Manuscripts -
Facsimiles<<<>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Carte particuliare de la coste d'Accadie depuis
Gaspé jusqu'a Quinibeequi. [19--].
Authors: France. Service hydrographique.
Archives. 132-2-8 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 18th century
manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map
Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France ASH 132-2-8 (PrCt)

45103 Maritime Provinces - Maps - 1710<<<>Grand
Banks of Newfoundland - 1710 - Nautical
Charts<<<>Nautical Charts - Grand Banks of
Newfoundland - 1710<<<>Nautical charts
Carte nouvelle contenant la partie d'Amerique la
plus septentrionale ... [Amsterdam]: Nicolas
Visscher [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher, 1710?].
Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Anse,
Luggert van, fl. 1690-1716 -- Visscher, Elizabeth,
fl. 1702-1726 -- Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702.
Atlas minor ... [1710?] -- Edward E. Ayer
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 55 x 46 cm.
Title in upper margin.
In: Visscher, Nicolaes. Atlas minor ...
(Amstelaedami [Amsterdam]: ex officina Nicolai
Visscher [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher], [1710?]) map
[109].
Manuscript '11' in lower right.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .V8 1700 map [109]
(PrCt)

45101 Maritime Provinces - Maps - 1689 -
Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<<>New England -
Maps - 1689 - Manuscripts -
Facsimiles<<<>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
[Northeastern Canada, with a portion of Acadia].
[19--].
Authors: Franquelin, Jean Baptiste Louis --
France. Service hydrographique. Archives.
132-2-2 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1689 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map
Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France ASH 132-2-2 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

45113 Maritime Provinces - Maps - 1840-1849
Newfoundland, Nova Scotia and New Brunswick. [184-]. Authors: Illman & Pilbrow
1 map
temp map1F G3410 184- .J4 (PrCt)

Authors: Rapkin, J. -- Tallis, John, 1817-1876 -- Fussell, A., fl. 1851 -- Rogers, J., fl. 1851 -- Martin, Robert Montgomery, 1803?-1868. Tallis's illustrated atlas, and modern history of the world ... (1851)
1 map : hand col. ; 24 x 30 cm.
In: Martin, Robert Montgomery. Tallis’s illustrated atlas, and modern history of the world ... (London ; New York : J. Tallis, 1851) pl. [65].
folio G1019 .M19 1851 pl. [65] (PrCt)

45115 Maritime Provinces - Maps - 1857
Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's general atlas ... (1857)
1 map : hand col. ; 29 x 36 cm.
In: Colton, George Woolworth. Colton's atlas of America ... (1859) 1 map : hand col. ; 29 x 36 cm.
In: Colton George Woolworth. Colton's atlas of America, illustrating the physical and political geography of North and South America and the West India islands (New York : J.H. Colton and Co., 1859), pl. [3]. Printed plate 'No. 4.' Map copyrighted 1855.
oversize G 10 .188 pl. 5 (PrCt)

45116 Maritime Provinces - Maps - 1859

45117 Maritime Provinces - Maps - 1860
Authors: Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884 -- Johnson & Browning -- Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884. Johnson's new illustrated (steel plate) family atlas ... (1860)
1 map : hand col. ; 29 x 35 cm.
In: Johnson, Alvin Jewett. Johnson's new illustrated (steel plate) family atlas ... (New York : Johnson and Browning, 1860) plate '19.
oversize G 10 .454 pl. 19 (PrCt)

45118 Maritime Provinces - Maps - 1867
Authors: Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884 -- Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884. Johnson's new illustrated family atlas of the world ... (1869) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 41 x 55 cm.
"Entered according to act of Congress in the year 1867, by A.J. Johnson in the Clerk's Office of the District Court of the United States for the Southern District of New York."
Baskes oversize G1019 .J5 1869, [plate 10] (PrCt)

45119 Maritime Provinces - Maps - 1872<<>>Newfoundland and Labrador - Maps - 1872
Authors: Johnson, John Hugh, fl. 1854-1870 -- Edward Stanford Ltd. -- A. Fullarton & Co. -- A. Fullarton & Co. The Royal illustrated atlas of modern geography [1872?] 1 map : col. ; 41 x 51 cm.
At head of title: British North America, sheet I, east
oversize G 10 .188 pl. 5 (PrCt)
"Engraved at Stanford's Geographical Establishment 6 Charing Cross London".
Printed plate no. "XXXVI" at top corners and pasted on verso.
Case oversize G1019 .A38 1872, plate [36] (PrCt)

45120 Maritime Provinces - Maps - 1878 - Railroads<->Railroads - Maps
1 map : col. ; 31 x 48 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Issued folded in accompanying index (various paginations ; 16 cm.): Rand, McNally & Co.’s indexed map of the province of Nova Scotia.
Index includes separate Nova Scotia, New Brunswick and Prince Edward Island sections, each with separate title pages.
Handstamp on title page: Library of Congress copyright no. 5498. 1879 ... .
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
map2F G3411.P3 1878 .R3 (PrCt)

45121 Maritime Provinces - Maps - 1879 (Provisional Heading)
StJohn : Roe Brothers, 1879.
Authors: Roe, Frederick B., 1845-1905 -- Roe Brothers -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 45 maps ; 415 x 330 mm.
Cf. Phillips 10358
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Authors: Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- Adam and Charles Black (Firm). Black's general atlas of the world ... (1885)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 40 cm.
Inset (18 x 16 cm.): Newfoundland.
In: Adam and Charles Black. Black’s general atlas of the world : embracing the latest discoveries, new boundaries, and other changes, accompanied by introductory letterpress and index (Edinburgh : Adam and Charles Black, 1885), plate 42A.
oversize G1019 .B63 1885, plate 42A (PrCt)

45123 Maritime Provinces - Maps - 1894
Authors: Sweetser, M. F. (Moses Foster), 1848-1897 -- James R. Osgood and Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Houghton, Mifflin and Company
1 v. : 7 maps ; 165 x 110 mm.
10th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

45124 Maritime Provinces - Maps - 1896
Authors: Sweetser, M. F. (Moses Foster), 1848-1897 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Houghton, Mifflin and Company
1 v. : 7 maps ; 166 x 113 mm.
11th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

45125 Maritime Provinces - Maps - 1913 - Railroads<->Railroads - Maps
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
Dated '1 - '13' at bottom right.
Includes three keys to numbered railroads (with gaps in numbering) beneath added titles: Prince Edward Island railroad -- New Brunswick railroads -- Nova Scotia railroads.
Issued folded in accompanying index (various paginations ; 16 cm.): Rand McNally & Co.'s indexed county and railroad pocket map and shippers' guide of Nova Scotia. Chicago and New York: Rand, McNally & Co., c1913.
Index includes separate Nova Scotia, New Brunswick and Prince Edward Island sections, each with separate title pages.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
'Copyrighted by Rand McNally & Co. May 6, 1913' -- ink inscription on title page.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
map3C G3411.P3 1913 .R3 (PrCt)

45126 Maritime Provinces - Maps - 1913 - Railroads<->Railroads - Maps
Maritime Provinces - Maps - 1918 - Railroads


1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
Includes three keys to numbered railroads (with gaps in numbering) beneath added titles: Prince Edward Island railroads -- New Brunswick railroads -- Nova Scotia railroads.
Plate no.: 247E
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Handstamp on cover: Register of copyrights.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

map3C G3411.P3 1920 .R3a (PrCt)

Maritime Provinces - Maps - 1921 - Railroads


1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
The Rand McNally new commercial atlas map of New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, and Prince Edward Island.' -- at bottom right.
Includes three keys to numbered railroads (with gaps in numbering) beneath added titles: Prince Edward Island railroads -- New Brunswick railroads -- Nova Scotia railroads.
Plate no.: 247F
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Handstamp on cover: Register of copyrights.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

map3C G3411.P3 1921 .R3 (PrCt)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
'The Rand McNally new commercial atlas map of New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, and Prince Edward Island.' -- at bottom right.
Includes three keys to numbered railroads (with gaps in numbering) beneath added titles: Prince Edward Island railroads -- New Brunswick railroads -- Nova Scotia railroads.
Plate no.: 247G
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Handstamp on cover: Register of copyrights.
Library of Congress. Washington D.C.
'8/1/22' -- manuscript date on cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
map3C G3411.P3 1922 .R3 (PrCt)

**45131** Maritime Provinces - Maps - 1925 - Railroads<<<Railroads - Maps
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
Includes three keys to numbered railroads (with gaps in numbering) beneath added titles: Prince Edward Island railroads -- New Brunswick railroads -- Nova Scotia railroads.
Plate no.: 9R24
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Handstamp on cover: Register of copyrights.
Library of Congress. Washington D.C.
'8/5/25' -- manuscript date on cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
map3C G3411.P3 1925 .R3 (PrCt)

**45132** Maritime Provinces - Maps - 1929 - Railroads<<<Railroads - Maps
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
Includes three keys to numbered railroads (with gaps in numbering) beneath added titles: Prince Edward Island railroads -- New Brunswick railroads -- Nova Scotia railroads.
Plate nos.: 9R24 -- 10RR26
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
map3C G3411.P3 1929 .R3 (PrCt)

**45133** Maritime Provinces - Maps - 1951 - Road maps<<<Québec (Province) - Maps - 1951 - Road maps<<<Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 37 x 57 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Rand McNally road map : Maritime Provinces.
Date from RMcN AE 196 ms. index.
Plate no. 1-4239-8.
Maps on verso (37 x 57 cm. and 14 x 24 cm.): Rand McNally road map : Quebec -- Northeastern Quebec.
Panel art: Sinclair attendant filling car.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 196.12 (PrCt)

**45134** Maritime Provinces - Maps - 1978 - Road maps<<<Maine - Maps - 1978 - Road maps<<<Road maps
Authors: General Motors Corporation -- Rolph-McNally Limited -- Rolph-Clark-Stone Limited -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 52 x 67 cm., folded to 18 x 10 cm.
"1978 edition"
Panel title.
"Our business is keeping your business / GM Service" -- back panel
© Copyright Rolph Clark Stone Ltd. Toronto" Maps on verso (35 x 35 cm. and smaller): Newfoundland -- [Eastern Canada] -- Charlottetown, Prince Edward Island --

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Maritime Provinces - Maps - 1979 - Road maps
Pacific Northwest - Maps - 1979 - Road maps
Atlantic Canada : Prince Edward Island, Newfoundland, Labrador - Maps - 1979 - Road maps
Atlantic Canada - Maps - 1979 - Road maps
Maps


Mark Twain Cave (Hannibal, Mo.) - 1950
Mark Twain Cave, Hannibal, Mo. Hannibal, Mo. Mark Twain Cave, [1950].
Authors: Hot Springs Chamber of Commerce. Mark Twain Cave, Hannibal, Mo.

Marlborough County (S.C.) - Maps - 1825 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps
Marlborough District, South Carolina. [Baltimore : F. Lucas Jr.,] 1825.

Mark (Grafschaft) - Maps - 1692 - Names, Geographical - Mark (Grafschaft) - Maps - 1692 - Gazetteers
Le comté de la Marck ... Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : Hubert Jaillot [i.e. P. Mortier], 1692 [i.e. 1696].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. [Atlas nouveau contenant toutes les parties du monde ... ] (1696)
1 map : hand col. ; 42 x 54 cm.
Accompanied, on the previous leaf, by: Table alphabetique des noms de villes ... de Marck. Table dated 1696.
In: Sanson, Nicolas. [Atlas nouveau contenant toutes les parties du monde ... ] (Amsterdam : Pierre Mortier, 1696) v. 1, map [29].
Forms part of atlas published by P. Mortier in Amsterdam; chiefly comprised of maps bearing the counterfeit imprint of H. Jaillot in Paris.
Case oversize G 1007 .781 v. 1, map [29] (PrCt)

Markendael (Breda, Netherlands) - Pictorial works - 1743
De Kleyne Kerk, van outs genaempt, Markendael / P. De Swart del. ; B. F. Immink fecit 1743.
[s'Gravenhage : Jacobus vanden Kieboom, 1744].
Authors: Swart, Pieter de, 1709-1773 -- Immink, B. F. -- Goor, Thomas Ernst van, 1710-1750.
Beschryving der stad en lande van Breda (1744) -- Kieboom, Jacobus van den, fl. 1729-1744
1 view ; 25 x 23 cm.
In Goor, Thomas Ernst van, Beschryving der stad en lande van Breda (s'Gravenhage: J. vanden Kieboom, 1744), before p. 91.
At upper right: Pag. 91.
G 46912 .35, before p. 91 (PrCt)

Newbery Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
45143

The Life of John, Duke of Marlborough, Prince of the Roman Empire : illus. with maps, plans of battles, sieges, and medals, and a great number of original letters and papers never before published. London : J. Wilcox, 1736.
Authors: Lediard, Thomas, 1685-1743 -- Marlborough, John Churchill, Duke of, 1650-1722 -- Harris, I., fl. 1736 -- Wilcox, J. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
3 v. : 17 maps ; 200 x 132 mm.
Includes maps engraved by I. Harris.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
OCLC15928285.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

45144

Marmara, Sea of (Turkey) - Maps - 1528 [Dardanelles Strait (Turkey) - Maps - 1528 - Istanbul Region (Turkey) - Maps - 1528 - Turkey - Maps - 1528 - Stretto de Galipoli (Turkey) SEE Dardanelles Strait (Turkey)] [Woodcuts [Map of the Marmara Sea and the Dardanelles Strait in northwest Turkey]. [Venice : Nicolò Zoppino, 1528].
Authors: Bordone, Benedetto, 1450-1530 -- Zoppino, Nicolò, fl. 1508-1544 -- Bordone, Benedetto, 1450-1530. Libro di Benedetto Bordone : nel qual si ragiona de tutte l'isole del mondo ... (1528)
1 map : woodcut ; within printed borders 8 x 14 cm., on sheet 31 x 21 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Identifies "Stretto de Galipoli", "Marmora" and "Constantinopoli."
In: Bordone, Benedetto. Libro di Benedetto Bordone : nel qual si ragiona de tutte l'isole del mondo ... (Venice : Nicolò Zoppino, 1528), folio LXIII.
Case folio G 117.108, folio LXIII (PrCt)

45145

Marmara, Sea of (Turkey) - Maps - 1786 [Aegean Sea - Maps - 1786]
The Sea of Marmara or Propontis, with the Straits of Constantinople and of Gallipoli. 1786 [i.e. 1816?].
1 map : hand col. ; 59 x 102 cm.
In: Faden, William [and others]. [General atlas of modern geography : a collection of large scale maps and charts of all parts of the world] ([London, etc. : W. Faden, etc., 1775-1816]) v. 1, pl. [83].
Imprint on map: London ... Willm. Faden ...1786.
Inset (26 x 27 cm.): A Map of the coasts of Greece and Archipelago.
Includes note of attribution to Bellin, Bohn, Busching, D'Anville, and Montagu.
Verso handstamped '60.'
oversize Ayer 135.G32 1775 v. 1, pl. 83 (PrCt)

45146

Authors: Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Includes index.
Series: Michelin illustrated guides to the battlefields (1914-1918) ; vol. 1-- Illustrated Michelin guides to the battle-fields (1914-1918) ; v. 1.
Series statement from cover.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes D545.M3 M53 1919 (NLO)

45147

Authors: Büow, Karl von, 1846-1921 -- Free Library of Philadelphia -- Scherl, August, 1849-1921 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
85 p. : 7 folded and col. maps ; 23 cm.
'Mit sieben Kartenbeilagen."
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Maps in pocket of inside back cover.
LC Card Number: 49055604
Baskes D545.M3 B8 1919 (NLO)

45148 Marne (France) - Maps - 1656
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Mariette, Pierre, 1603-1657 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G144
1 map : hand col. ; 41 x 51 cm.
Added title: Evesché de Chaalons sur Marne et en Champagne.
2694
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G5833.C35:3M35 1656 S2 (PrCt)

45149 Marne (France) - Maps - 1656>Ardennes (France) - Maps - 1656
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Mariette, Pierre, 1603-1657 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G139
1 map : hand col. ; 34 x 54 cm.
Added title: Partie meridionale du diocese et archevesché de Rheims en Champagne ...
2699
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G5833.C35:3M35 1656 S2a (PrCt)

45150 Marne (France) - Maps - 1680>Ardennes (France) - Maps - 1680
Dioecese de Rheims et le pais de Rethel. Amsterdam, [ca. 1680].
Authors: Jubrien, Jean, 1569-1641 -- Schenk & Valck, Amsterdam -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G148
1 map ; 39 x 49 cm.
2782
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G5833.C35:3M35 1680 J8 (PrCt)

45151 Marques, Alfredo Pinheiro>Cartography - Portugal - Historiography
Authors: Marques, Alfredo Pinheiro
3p. ; 22 cm.
Circulated by mail by the author.
Vert 2007, no. 4 (PrCt)

45152 Marques, Alfredo Pinheiro>Cartography - Portugal - Historiography
Authors: Marques, Alfredo Pinheiro
2p. ; 28 cm.
Circulated by mail by the author.
Vert 2007, no. 3 (PrCt)

45153 Marquesas Islands (French Polynesia) - Maps - 1798>Hergest's Islands (French Polynesia) SEE Marquesas Islands (French Polynesia)

564 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
1st ed.
'Deluxe edition.'
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).
'3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.'
Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).
Includes indexes.
Series: Family maps
ISBN 1420307134 ; 9781420307139
Local History Ref F572.M33 B69 2007 (NLO)

Marseille, Bay of (France) - Maps - 1753 - Nautical charts - Marseille, Bay of (France) - 1753 - Harbors - Nautical charts

Authors: W. and J. Mount, T. and T. Page (Firm), fl. ca. 1753-1755 -- English Pilot. Part 3 (1753) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 22 x 16 cm.
Engraved map printed on page of letterpress text. Oriented with north at left.
Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger):

Marseille, Bay of (France) - Maps - 1771 - Nautical charts - Marseille, Bay of (France) - 1771 - Harbors - Nautical charts
Bay of Marcellia. [London : J. Mount and T. Page, 1771].
Authors: Mount, John, d. 1786 -- Page, Thomas, d. 1781 -- English Pilot. Part 3 (1771) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 22 x 17 cm. on sheet 47 x 30 cm. Engraved map printed beneath letterpress text (p. 20): A Description of the sea-coasts between Cape Dragon and Cape Melle. Oriented with north at left.
English Pilot. Part 3 (1771) Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1956.P5 E5 1771, [plate 16] (PrCt)
Marseille, Bay of (France) - Maps - 1793 - Navigation Charts
- Nautical charts
Authors: Faden, William, 1749-1836 -- Baker, B. (Benjamin), fl. 1766-1824 -- Faden, William, 1749-1836. Le Petit Neptune français -- or, French coasting pilot for the coast of Flanders Channel Bay of Biscay and Mediterranean
1 map ; 20 x 27 cm.
In: Faden, William. Le Petit Neptune français; or, French coasting pilot, for the coast of Flanders, Channel, Bay of Biscay, and Mediterranean ...
(London : W. Faden, 1793). 'Plate 28.'
map4C 123 pl. 28 (PrCt)

Marseille (France) - Maps - 1600
Marsilia / Matheo Florimi for. [Sienna? s.n., ca. 1600?].
Authors: Florimi, Matteo -- De Landau, Horace, barone, 1824-1836 -- Finaly, Madame, d. 1938 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 356 x 510 mm. (plate mark)
Title from oversize lettering in uppercase at top. Florimi's name appears on legend at bottom. Added title, forming part of legend: Massilia ouero Massalia, o Marsilia cittá antica tra le Francesi nella provincia di Vienna ...
Includes references A-I and K-Q.
Relief shown pictorially. Closely related to Hendrik van Schoel's map of Marseille / Matheo Florimi for.
(c1602, Novacco 4F 137) -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Novacco 4F 136 (PrCt)

Marseille (France) - Maps - 1602
Authors: Schoel, Hendrik van, fl. 1557-1602 -- De Landau, Horace, barone, 1824-1903 -- Finaly, Madame, d. 1938 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 348 x 509 mm. (neat line), 386 x 520 mm. (plate mark)
Title from oversize lettering in uppercase at top. Van Schoel's name appears on legend at bottom. Added title, forming part of legend: Massilia ouero Massalia, o Marsilia cittá antica tra le Francesi nella provincia di Vienna ...
Includes references A-I and K-Q.
Relief shown pictorially. Closely related to Matheo Florimi's map of ca. 1600 [Novacco 4F 136].
Ex De Landau; ex Finaly.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Novacco 4F 136 (PrCt)

Marseille (France) - Maps - 1696 - Fortification
L'entrée du port de Marseille ...
In Des Rues, François. Description contenant toutes les singularitez de plus celebres villes et places remarquables du royaume de France (Rouen, David Geffroy, [1611?]), p. 307.
View enclosed in oval within a rectangular frame with fleurs-de-lis in corners.
Title from letterpress above view.
Case DC24 .D47 [map] (PrCt)

Marseille (France) - Maps - 1713 - Fortification
L'entrée du port de Marseille ...
In: Fer, Nicolas de. Les forces de l'Europe,... (Paris : De Fer, 1696). "Plate 28."

Fer, Nicolas de. Introduction à la fortification de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes... (Paris : De Fer, 1695-1696). pt. 8, map [152] Manuscript '3' at upper right.
Case folio U 26. 293 pt. 8, map [152] (PrCt)
Map dated 1705.
For later state of this map, with engraved plate number, see Case folio U 26 .292.
For earlier version of this map, engraved on different plate, see Case folio U 26 .293.

Case oversize U 26 .2919 map [25] (PrCt)

45174 Marseille (France) - Maps - 1744 - Harbors<>Marseille Region (France) - Maps - 1744 - Coasts
Plan de la baye et rades de Marseille. A Amsterdam : Chez Henry de Leth, [1744].
Authors: Leth, Hendrik de, 1703-1766 -- Leth, Hendrik de, 1703-1766. Plusieurs plans des ports et rades de la Mer Mediterranee = Naaueurige Afbeeldingh van de Voornaamste Havenen, Baayen, en Gronden, Langs de Middellantsche Zee (1744) -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:X7 a, b, c, d
1 map ; 17 x 25 cm., on sheet 56 x 65 cm.
Printed on the same sheet with: Plan de la baye et rades de Toulon -- Plan de la ville et du mole d'Agde en Languedoc. A Amsterdam, Chez Henry de Leth -- Plan du port de Cette aux plages du Languedoc. A Amsterdam, Chez Henry de Leth.
Oriented with north at upper left.
Forms part of an incomplete (?) atlas comprised of loose and uncut sheets: Leth, Hendrik de.
Plusieurs plans des ports et rades de la Mer Mediterranee = Naaueurige Afbeeldingh van de Voornaamste Havenen, Baayen, en Gronden, Langs de Middellantsche Zee (1744)
[View of Marseille, France] SEE Nantes (France) Nantz (France) Marseille (France)

Sack map4F G5672.M4P55 1744 .L4 sheet 4 of 5 (PrCt)

45175 Marseille (France) - Maps - 1840
Marseille. Ancient Massilia. [London : Chapman and Hall], 1840 [i.e.1844].
Authors: Davies, Benjamin Rees -- Chapman and Hall -- Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (Great Britain) -- Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (Great Britain). Maps of the Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (1844) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 32 x 40 cm.
"Engraved by B.R. Davies."

oversize Ayer 135 .S67 1844 v. 2, pl. [189] (PrCt)

45176 Marseille (France) - Maps - 1861
Authors: Bradshaw, George, 1801-1853 -- Adams, William James, active 1841-1874
1 map ; 34 x 41 cm.


map2F G5834.M37 1861 B7 (PrCt)

45177 Marseille (France) - Pictorial works - 1552<<<<Woodcuts
VIEW of Marseille, France. [Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552].
Authors: Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552. Cosmographiae universalis ... (1552) -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : woodcut ; 6 x 9 cm., on sheet 32 x 21 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Added letterpress title above woodcut: Massilia In: Münster, Sebastian. Cosmographiae universalis ... (Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552), p. 92.
Possibly an inaccurate view, since some of the woodcuts in this volume were used for more than one town.

VAULT folio Ayer 7 .M8 1552, p. 92 (PrCt)

45178 Marseille (France) - Pictorial works - 1793<<<<Nantes (France) - Pictorial works - 1793<<<<Natz (France) SEE Nantes (France)
The Port of Marseilles, in the province of Brittany, in the kingdom of France ; The Port of Nantz, in the province of Brittany, in the kingdom of France. [London] : C. Cooke, No. 17 Paternoster Row, [1793?].
Authors: Cooke, Charles, fl. 1789-1817 -- Bankes, Thomas b. 1744. A New and authentic system of universal geography antient and modern including all the late important discoveries made by the English 1793 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
2 views ; each 12 x 18 cm., on sheet 40 x 24 cm.
"Engraved for Bankes's new system of geography published by royal authority."
In: Bankes, Thomas. A New and authentic system of universal geography, antient and modern including all the late important discoveries made by the English ... (London : Printed for C. Cooke ... [et al., 1793?]), between p. 852-853.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G115 .B36 1793, between p. 852-853 (PrCt)

45179 Marshall County (Ill.) - Maps - 1873 - Landowners<<<Counties - Maps<<<Landowners - Maps
Authors: Warner & Beers
1 atlas ([46], 5-95 p.) : ill., maps (part fold.) ; 47 x ...
45180 Marshall County (Ill.) - Maps - 1890 - Landowners<->Counties - Maps<->Landowners - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company
1 atlas ; 44 cm.
folio F 896555 .054 (NLO)

Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (61 p.) : ill., 34 maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
Scale [1:50,688]. 1 1/4 in. to 1 mile.
Includes business and government directories, and indexes to owners.
Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G4103.M46G46 1965 .R58 (NLO)

Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Marshall-Putnam County 4-H Federation (Ill.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (38 p.) : 28 maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
'Sponsored by Marshall-Putnam County Farm Bureau.'
Includes index to owners.
Scale [ca. 1:50,688]. 1 1/4 in. to 1 mile.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

45183 Marshall County (Ind.) - Maps - 1908<->Counties - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Baker & Co. (Indianapolis, Ind.) -- Chicago Historical Society
1 map : col. ; 37 x 34 cm.
Hand-stamped 'Baker & Co., Indianapolis.'
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.
folio F 896555 .023 (NLO)

Authors: Geo. A. Ogle & Co. -- John V. Bergen Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (77, xii p.) : ill., maps (some col.), ports. ; 46 cm.
"Patrons’ reference directory of Marshall County, Indiana" (p. 67-69).
Forms part of the John V. Bergen Collection (Newberry Library).
oversize G1403.M4 G4 1908 (NLO)

Authors: Geo. A. Ogle & Co.
1 atlas (55, xxii p.) : ill., maps (some col.), ports. ; 46 cm.
Contains advertising matter from Marshall County businesses.
Scales vary.
oversize G1403.M4 G4 1922 (NLO)

Authors: Town & Country Publishing Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (48 p.) : 19 maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
Includes index to owners and business directory.
Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Includes city street maps with indexes.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

45187 Marshall County (Iowa) - Maps - 1885 - Landowners<->Counties - Maps<->Landowners - Maps
45188 Marshall County (Iowa) - Maps - 1907 - Landowners<<>Counties - Maps<<>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Iowa Publishing Co. (Davenport, Iowa) -- Unigraphic (Evansville, Ind.)
1 atlas (165, 59 p. : ill., maps, ports.) ; 36 cm.
Includes index.
80-46544 folio G1433.M35 I67 1907a (NLO)

Authors: Ames Engineering and Testing Service -- Commercial State Bank (Marshalltown, Iowa) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (20 p.) : 21 maps ; 22 x 28 cm.
Date from county index map on p. 1.
Cover title.
"Compliments of Commercial State Bank, Marshalltown, Iowa."
On inside of back cover: Map of the city of Marshalltown, Iowa.
Scale not given.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G4153.M35G46 1951 .A6 (NLO)

Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960- -- Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)
628 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
1st ed.
'Deluxe edition.'
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).
'3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.' Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).
Includes indexes.
Series: Family maps
ISBN 1420306537 ; 9781420306538
Local History Ref F612.M27 B69 2007 (NLO)

45191 Marshall County (Minn.) - Maps - 1909 - Landowners<<>Counties - Maps<<>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Alden Publishing Co.
1 atlas (91, xxii [i.e. xxii] p.) : ill., 65 hand col. maps (6 on double plates) ; 46 cm.
Scale of township maps [1:36,205].
Coordinates: (W 97°10'--W 95°35'/N 48°37'--N 48°06').
'Patrons' reference directory of Marshall County, Minnesota'; p. [79]-81.
overseas G1428.M35 A42 1909 (NLO)

Authors: Brock & Company
1 atlas ; 46 cm.
overseas F 911545 .121 (NLO)

Atlas of Marshall County, Minnesota : containing a map for each township, a county road and school district map, a county ditch map, a rural directory for each township, a rural directory for the county, and other features / compiled and published by the K.R. Thompson Co. Foresthill, Calif. K.R. Thompson Co., c1964.
Authors: K.R. Thompson Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (116 p.) : 67 maps (some col.) ; 33 cm.
At head of title: K.R. Thompson Co.
"This atlas has been compiled from various sources ... The ownership is from the records as of April 15, 1964."
Scale [ca. 1:43,000]. Scale of township maps ca. 1:43,000.
Advertisements interspersed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 74653889

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Baskes folio G4143.M35G46 1964 ,K7 (NLO)

45194 Marshall County (S.D.) - Maps - 1910 -
Landowners<<>>Counties -
Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
Standard atlas of Marshall County, South Dakota
: including a plat book of the villages, cities and
townships of the county, map of the state. United
States and world : patrons directory, reference
business directory and departments devoted to
general information, analysis of the system of
U.S. land surveys, digest of the system of civil
government, etc. etc. Chicago : Geo. A. Ogle &
Co., 1910.
Authors: Geo. A. Ogle & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (83, xxii p.) : ill., 29 maps ; 46 cm.
Scales differ.
Includes index and portraits of early Marshall
County residents.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 2003684007

(NLO)

45195 Marshall County (Tenn.) - Maps - 1899 -
Landowners<<>>Counties -
Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
[Marshall County (Tenn.) - 1899: LC G&M land
ownership maps on microfiche]. [Washington,
D.C.] : LC G&M Division, [1983?].
Authors: Carter, W. M. -- Library of Congress.
Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division
land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 48.5 x 32 in. Scale 1:42,240.
Originally published 1899.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing
19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map
Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
[Washington, D.C. : Library of Congress,
Geography and Map Division, 1983?].
Microfiche 583, no. 875 (PrCt)

45196 Marshall County (W. Va.) - Maps - 1871 -
Landowners<<>>Counties -
Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
[Marshall County (W. Va.) - 1871: LC G&M land
ownership maps on microfiche]. [Washington,
D.C.] : LC G&M Division, [1983?].
Authors: Beers, F. W. (Frederick W.) -- Lathrop,
J. M. (James M.) -- F.W. Beers & Co. -- Nichols,
Geo. -- Hall, I. D. -- Miller, D. L. -- Dumond, W. R.
-- Manchester, I. F. -- Corbin, C. J. -- Library of
Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC
G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 65.5 x 33 in. Scale 1:63,360.
Originally published 1871.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing
19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map
Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
[Washington, D.C. : Library of Congress,
Geography and Map Division, 1983?].
Microfiche 583, no. 875 (PrCt)
Other title: Marshallese stick chart
Marshall Islands stick charts were made and used by the Marshallese to navigate the Pacific Ocean by canoe off the coast of the Marshall Islands.
Made to order by Bishop Museum gift shop in the early 1970s for Henry Thomas Hall (1923-2005). Donated by Elizabeth Compher Hall in memory of her husband, 2008.

Authors: Bernice Pauahi Bishop Museum -- Hall, Henry Thomas, 1923-2005 -- Pauahi Bishop (Bernice) Museum SEE Bernice Pauahi Bishop Museum

1 stick chart : bamboo, coral, natural fiber ties ; 50 x 79 x 4 cm.

M1301
map1F G9461.A9 18--.S3 197- (PrCt)

45204 Martellus Germanus, Henricus, d.1496 [Book of Islands, 1475-90]<><><><><>Schlüsselfelder, Heinrich, d.1496 SEE Martellus Germanus, Henricus, d.1496

[12] leaves ; 32 cm.

On five island books produced by Martellus Germanus between 1475 and 1490. Vert 690, no. 2 (PrCt)


Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Martellus, Henricus, fl. 1480-1496. [Map of Spain, ca. 1490]. Cartography - Spain - History - 1490
The First 'modern' map of Spain. [Stockholm: Kartografiska Sällskapet, 1948].
Authors: Almagià, Roberto. 1884-1962 -- Imago mundi (1948) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
p. 27-31
Map Ref folio GA1 .b6, v. 5, p. 27-31 (PrCr)

Martellus, Henricus. [World map, ca. 1490]. A Pre-Columbian map of the world, circa 1489. 1963.
Authors: Vietor, Alexander Orr, 1913-1981 -- Yale University Gazette (1963)
p. 95-96 : map
In: Yale University Gazette & Imago Mundi XVII, 1963, p. 95-96 : map
Cited in Imago Mundi annual bibliography.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCr)

Old Colony Line map at Martha's Vineyard and summer resorts of Buzzard's Bay and Vineyard Sound. [187?-].
Authors: Old Colony Line Railroad -- Walling, Henry Francis, 1825-1888
1 map
temp map1F G3762.M3 187- .W3 (PrCr)

1 map : col. ; 21 x 40 cm., folded to 11 x 21 cm.
Details roads on both islands and the sailing route of the New Bedford, Martha's Vineyard, and Nantucket Steamboat Co.
map4CG3762.M3P2 1934 .E2 (PrCr)

Authors: Kay, Clifford Alan, 1916- -- Geological Survey (U.S.). Map MF-534
1 map ; on sheet 58 x 89 cm.
Scale 1:48,000.
'Contour interval 10 feet,' Map surrounded by text.
74-9604
ICN74
map4F 3762.M3 (PrCr)

Martigny-Ville (Switzerland) - Pictorial works - 1552 - Martigny (Switzerland) SEE Martigny-Ville (Switzerland)
Martigny-Ville (Switzerland) - Martinach SEE Martigny-Ville (Switzerland) - Octodurum SEE Martigny-Ville (Switzerland) - Woodcuts
[View of Martigny-Ville, Switzerland]. [Basel: Heinrich Petri, 1552].
Authors: Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552. Cosmographiae universalis ... (1552) -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : woodcut ; 8 x 14 cm., on sheet 32 x 21 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Added letterpress title above woodcut: Martinacht siue Octodurum
Possibly an inaccurate view, since some of the woodcuts in this volume were used for more than one town.
VAULT folio Ayer 7 .M8 1552, p. 340 (PrCr)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents purchased in the past, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov). "3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads." Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township). Includes indexes. Series: Family maps ISBN 142031095X ; 9781420310955 Local History Ref F532.M613 B69 2010 (NLO)


Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov). '3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.' Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township). Includes indexes. Series: Family maps ISBN 1420305069 ; 9781420305067 Local History Ref F612.M28 M28 2006 (NLO)


45217 Martin County (Minn.) - Maps - 1911 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
**Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)**

45220  
**Martin Luther King, Jr. Street (Selma, Ala.) - Maps - 1990**  
*Martin Luther King, Jr. Street historic walking tour.* Selma, Ala. Selma-Dallas County Chamber of Commerce, [ca. 1990s].  
Authors: Selma-Dallas County Chamber of Commerce  
1 leaflet (4-fold) : photos, maps ; fold. to 22 x 11 cm  
*Travel Vertical File G3974 .S4E655 1990 .S4 (PrCt)*

45221  
**Martin-Meras, Maria Luisa - Bibliography - Spanish Cartography - Bibliography**  
*Publicaciones de Martin-Meras [to 1992].* [1992?].  
4 p.  
Xerox copy of typescript; 32 cm.  
*BHC 1543  
Vert 1133 (PrCt)*

45222  
**Martini, Martino, 1614-1661 - Congresses - China - History - 1600-1699 - Congresses**  
Authors: Malek, Roman, 1951- -- Zingerle, Arnold, 1942-  
260 p. : ill., facsimils., maps ; 24 cm.  
Includes bibliographical references and index.  
German, English and French.  
Contains mostly selected contributions to an international symposium held in June 1995 in Würzburg.  
ISBN 3805004443  
*BX4705.M4129 M37 2000 (NLO)*

45223  
Authors: Martini, Martino, 1614-1661 -- Blaeu, Joan, 1596-1673 -- Jesuits -- Biblioteca comunale di Trento (Italy) -- Museo tridentino di scienze naturali -- Comitato per la celebrazioni di Martino Martini  
191 p. ; 32 cm.  
Does not include maps.  
Text in Italian, French, English and German.  
Includes bibliographical references.  
*Folio G2305 .M3716 1981 (NLO)*

45224  
**Martinique - Maps - 1528 - Matinina SEE Martinique - Woodcuts**  
*Matinina.* [Venice : Nicolò Zoppino, 1528].  
Authors: Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530 -- Zoppino, Nicolò, fl. 1508-1544 -- Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530. Libro di Benedetto Bordone : nel qual si ragiona de tutte l'isole del mondo ... (1528)  
1 map : woodcut ; 8 x 14 cm., on sheet 31 x 21 cm.  
Oriented with north at right.  
In: Bordon, Benedetto. Libro di Benedetto Bordone : nel qual si ragiona de tutte l'isole del mondo ... (Venice : Nicolò Zoppino, 1528), folio XV.  
*Case folio G 117.108, folio XV (PrCt)*

45225  
**Martinique - Maps - 1682**  
*Insula Mantanino vulgo Martianico in lucem edita.*  
*Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.  
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.*
45226 Martinique - Maps - 1703

Insula Matanino vulgo Martinico / in lucem per J. Seller. [London: s.n., 1703].
Authors: Seller, John, fl. 1658-1698 -- Seller, John, fl. 1658-1698. A New system of geography: designed in a most plain and easie method ... (1703)
1 map ; 11 x 14 cm.
In Seller, John. A New system of geography: designed in a most plain and easie method ... (London: Jeremiah Seller ; Charles Price ; John Senex, 1703) map [64].
Oriented with north to right.
Case 3A 1704 map [64] (PrCt)

45227 Martinique - Maps - 1732

Carte de l'Isle de la Martinique, colonie Francoise de l'une des Isles Antilles de l'Amerique / dressée sur des plans manuscrits entr' autres sur celui de Mr. Houel Ingenieur du Roy ... avec des memoires particuliers de feu Mr. Guill. Delisle ... A Paris : chez la Vve. du Sr. Delisle sur le Quay de l'Horloge, MDCCLXXII [1732] le 10 Octob.
Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Houel, Ingenieur du Roy, 18th cent. -- Maurepas, Jean-Frédéric Phélypeaux, comte de, 1701-1781 -- Buache, Philippe, 1700-1773 -- L'Isle, Marie Angélique de, 1687-1741 -- L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726. [Collection of maps of the world] [1732?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 43 x 58 cm.
Title in top margin.
Top margin includes manuscript dedication to "Monseigneur le Comte de Maurepas ... par son ... serviteur Phil. Buache gendre dudit Sr. Delisle."
In composite atlas without title page: L'Isle, Guillaume de. [Collection of maps of the world. Paris : s.n., 1732?], [plate 94].
Number "94" in ms. on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
VAULT Baskes oversize G1015 .L57 1700, [plate 94] (PrCt)

45228 Martinique - Maps - 1741

Carte de l'Isle de la Martinique colonie Francoise de l'une des isles Antilles de l'Amerique.
Amsterdam : Jean Covens et Corneille Mortier, [1741?].
Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Buache, Philippe, 1700-1773 -- Houel Mr., fl. 1741 -- Covens et Mortier -- L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726. Atlas nouveau, contenant toutes les parties du monde ... [1741?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 42 x 57 cm.
Title above neat line.
In: L'Isle, Guillaume de. Atlas nouveau, contenant toutes les parties du monde ... (Amsterdam : J. Covens & C. Mortier, [1741?]) v. 2, pl. [56]
oversize Ayer 135 .L695 1741 v. 2, pl. [56] (PrCt)

45229 Martinique - Maps - 1759 Fort-De-France Bay (Martinique) - Maps - 1759 - Nautical charts

Carte réduite de L'Isle de la Martinique ... [Paris]. MDCCLVIII [1758].
Authors: Bellin, Jacques Nicolas, 1703-1772 -- France. Dépôt des cartes et plans de la marine 1 map : 57 x 89 cm.
Probably detached from an edition of Bellin, Jacques Nicolas. Hydrographie française (Paris, [179-?]).
Scale [ca. 1:175,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
In upper right margin: No. 79.
Inset (25 x 29 cm.): Plan du cul de sac royal de la Martinique.
Ayer
1000a
ICN75rev
map4F 5080 (PrCt)

45230 Martinique - Maps - 1760

Martinico, one of the Caribbee Islands in the West Indies, subject to the French. London, 1760.
Authors: Jefferys, Thomas, -1771 -- Höuel, Jean Pierre Louis Laurent, 1735-1813
1 map : 35 x 38 cm.
"According to the observations of Mr. Houel, engineer."
Scale [ca. 1:273,000].
Relief shown pictorially and by hachures.
Prime meridian: Ferro.
Key shows location of plantations, sugar works, and water mills.
F 80.45 pt. 2, opp. p. 118 (PrCt)

45231 Martinique - Maps - 1769

Het Westindisch Eiland Martenique volgens de nieuws waarnemingen in kaart gebracht.
Amsterdam : I. Tirion, [1769?].

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Martinique - Maps - 1822>>Dominica - Maps - 1822>>Fort Royal (Martinique) - Maps - 1822 - Harbors

Martinico ; Dominica / Engraved by Kirkwood & Son Edinr. [Edinburgh] : Drawn and engraved for Thomson's New general atlas, [1822?].

Authors: Kirkwood & Sons -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1822?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

2 maps : hand col. ; 48 x 40 cm. and 48 x 25 cm., on sheet 53 x 69 cm.

Added title in upper margin: West India Islands.

In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (Edinburgh ; London ; Dublin : Printed by G. Ramsay and Co. for J. Thomson and Co. ; Baldwin, Cradock and Joy ; John Cumming, 1821 [i.e. 1822?]), v. 2, map 66.

Map on verso (51 x 43 cm. and smaller): Guadeloupe -- Pointe-a-Pitre -- Basse-Terre -- Saint-Martin -- Saint-Barthélémy Panel art: color photos of "Rocher du Diamant" and "Les chutes du Carbet."

In French and English.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1821, v. 2, map 66 (NLO)

Martinique - Maps - 1898

Reference atlas showing Martinique. Chicago : Rand McNally, 1898.

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas : 8 maps ; 36 cm.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

folio RMcN atlas .R44 1898 (PrCt)

Martinique - Maps - 1973 - Road maps

Fort-de-France (Martinique) - Maps - 1973 - Road maps

Guadeloupe - Maps - 1973 - Road maps

Saint-Barthélemy - Maps - 1973 - Road maps

Road maps


Authors: Texaco, inc. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 71 x 43 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.

"1973 edition."

Panel title.

Opposite panel title: Guadeloupe

Plate no. 7304

Insets (10 x 14 cm. and 10 x 13 cm.).

Fort-de-France -- [Location map of the West Indies].

Maps on verso (51 x 43 cm. and smaller):

Guadeloupe -- Pointe-a-Pitre -- Basse-Terre -- Saint-Martin -- Saint-Barthélémy

Panel art: color photos of "Rocher du Diamant" and "Les chutes du Carbet."

In French and English.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 3953 (PrCt)

Martinique - Tourism - 1970


Authors: Office Departmental du Tourisme

1 booklet (22 p) : photos, map ; 26 x 11 cm

Text in English and French.

Travel Vertical File G5081 .E635 1970 .O3 (PrCt)

Martyrs - Dictionaries

Names, Latin - Pronunciation

Latin language - Church Latin - Dictionaries

Names, Geographical - Gazetteers

Martyrology pronouncing dictionary : it contains the proper pronunciation of over 5,000 names of martyrs, confessors, virgins, emperors, cities and places occurring in the Roman martyrology with a daily calendar and a list of the patron saints / by Anthony I. Russo-Alesi. New York : Edward O'Toole Co., 1939.

Authors: Russo-Alesi, Anthony Ignatius, 1896--

Elsdon C. Smith Onomastics Collection
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

(Newberry Library)
xiv, 177 p.; 21 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. xi).
Bookplate: Elsdon C. Smith.
Forms part of the Elsdon C. Smith Onomastics Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 39021766
BX4661 .R8 1939 (NLO)

45244 Mary Gray Bird Sanctuary (Connersville, Ind.) - Maps - 1952 - Vegetation surveys - Vegetation surveys - Mary Gray Bird Sanctuary (Connersville, Ind.) - Maps - 1952 - Vegetation surveys - Fayette County (Ind.) - Maps - 1952 - Vegetation surveys - Fayette County (Ind.) - Maps - 1952
Mary Gray Bird Sanctuary, Indiana Audubon Society Incorporated [sic]. [Connersville, Ind.? The Sanctuary?], 1952.
Authors: Heaton, Malcolm Carrell, 1925-- Mary Gray Bird Sanctuary (Connersville, Ind.) -- Indiana Audubon Society -- Chicago Historical Society
1 map ; 38 x 41 cm.
Text on verso.
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.
CHS Coll., Map no. 430 (PrCt)

45245 Maryland - Historical geography - Maps - 1973
The State of Maryland historical atlas; a review of events and forces that have influenced the development of the State. [Annapolis, Md.]: State of Maryland, Dept. of Economic and Community Development, 1973.
Authors: Raymond, Parish, Pine & Plavnick -- Maryland. Dept. of Economic and Community Planning -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (60 p.; illus., col. maps) ; 28 x 44 cm.
Scale of most maps [ca. 1:1,000,000].
Includes bibliographical references.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
OCLC 2750975.
LC Card Number: 73620104
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

45246 Maryland - Historical geography - Maps - 1973 - Historical atlases
The State of Maryland historical atlas; a review of events and forces that have influenced the development of the State. [Annapolis, Md.]: State of Maryland, Dept. of Economic and Community Development, 1973.
Authors: Raymond, Parish, Pine & Plavnick -- Maryland. Dept. of Economic and Community Planning
1 atlas (60 p. illus., col. maps) ; 28 x 44 cm.
Scale of most maps [ca. 1:1,000,000].
Includes bibliographical references.
OCLC 2750975.
19873.

ICN 77
oversize G1271.S1 R3 1973 (NLO)

45247 Maryland - Maps - 1635 - Delaware - Maps - 1635
Authors: Cecil, Thomas, fl. 1630 -- Relation of Maryland: together with a map of the countrey (1635) -- Lewgar, John, 1602-1665 -- Hawley, Jerome, 1590-1638 -- Lewger, John, 1602-1665
SEE Lewgar, John, 1602-1665
1 map ; 30 x 39 cm.
Known as 'Lord Baltimore's Map.'
Detached from A Relation of Maryland: together with a map of the countrey (London, 1635) [Ayer *150.5 M3 R3 1635].
The Relation and its map are generally attributed to John Lewgar and Jerome Hawley.
Illegible annotations in faint brown ink above compass rose and below 'Sasquehannocks' at lower right.
map2F G3840 1635 .C4 (PrCt)

45248 Maryland - Maps - 1666
A Land-skip of the Province of Maryland or the Lord Baltimors plantation neere Virginia. [London : Printed by T. J. for Peter Dring, 1666].
Authors: Alsop, George, b. 1638 -- Baltimore, Cecil Calvert, Baron, ca. 1605-1675 -- Alsop, George, b. 1638. A Character of the Province of Maryland (1666) -- Dring, Peter -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 120 x 167 mm.
VAULT Ayer 150.5 M3 A4 1666, opp. p. 1 (PrCt)

45249 Maryland - Maps - 1694 - Churches - Maryland - Maps - 1922 - Churches
Map of Maryland: showing ten counties and thirty parishes as laid out in 1692-1694 in accordance with the law of 1692 establishing the Church of England: and also showing ... present churches ... [as of 1922]. Baltimore : Norman, Remington Co., 1923.
Authors: Skirven, Percy Granger -- Norman, Remington Co.
1 map : col. ; 48 x 82 cm.
Detached from Skirven, Percy Granger. First parishes of the province of Maryland (Baltimore, 1923) opposite p. [20].

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Scale 1:500,000.

**map4F G3841.E423 1922 S5 (PrCt)**

45250 Maryland - Maps - 1700 - Administrative and political divisions - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

Map of Maryland showing division of the province into counties [1700]. [19-].


Cat.No.1 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map

Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1700 manuscript.


to folio Ayer 136 .H91 1914 ser. 3, v .3, pl. 183-184 (PrCt)

45251 Maryland - Maps - 1795

The State of Maryland, from the best authorities. [197-?].


1 map ; 27 x 40 cm.

Reduced photocopy of original published Philadelphia: M. Carey, 1795; reproduced from original in the Rochambeau collection (no. 12) at the Library of Congress,

"Engraved for Carey's American edition of Guthrie's Geography improved.'

Scale of original [ca. 1:770,000].


Relief shown pictorially.

Series: Rochambeau collection ; 12

Inset: Continuation of the Potowmac River, from Fort Cumberland.

Available through the Library of Congress website as a raster image (January 2005):

http://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g3840.ct001244

Cf. OCLC 5565258

**map2F G3840 1795 .L4 197- (PrCt)**

45252 Maryland - Maps - 1795

*Maryland.* [Philadelphia : F. and R. Bailey, 1795].

Authors: Scott, J. T. (Joseph T.) -- Francis & Robert Bailey (Firm) -- Scott, J. T. (Joseph T.)

The United States gazetteer ... (1795)

1 map ; 15 x 18 cm

Anonymous map without imprint.

In: Scott, Joseph T. The United States gazetteer ... (Philadelphia : Printed by F. and R. Bailey, 1795), opposite column MAR-MAR.

Inset (4 x 5 cm.): Allegany.

Bar scale of 40 miles = 36 mm.

Duplicate copy: Case 5A 277

**Case G 833 .8 opposite column MAR-MAR (PrCt)**

45253 Maryland - Maps - 1795<<>>Delaware - Maps - 1795

The States of Maryland and Delaware, from the latest surveys. New York : John Reid, 1795 [i.e. 1796].

Authors: Winterbotham, William, 1763-1829 -- Martin, David, fl. 1796-1797 -- Reid, John, 1764?-1828 -- Winterbotham, William, 1763-1829. The American atlas containing the following maps ... (1796)

1 map ; 30 x 44 cm.

Inset (9 x 9 cm.): Continuation of the Potomac river from Fort Cumberland.

In: Winterbotham, William. The American atlas containing the following maps ... (New York : John Reid, 1796) map [13]

Case oversize G 1083 .03 map [13] (PrCt)

45254 Maryland - Maps - 1795<<>>Delmarva Peninsula - Maps - 1795<<>>Washington (D.C.) - Maps - 1795

Map of the State of Maryland laid down from an actual survey of all the principal waters, public roads, and divisions of the counties therein; describing the situation of the cities, towns, villages, houses of worship and other public buildings, furnaces, forges, mills, and other remarkable places; and of the Federal Territory; as also a sketch of the State of Delaware shewing the probable connexion of the Chesapeake and Delaware Bays. June 20th, 1794. Engraved by J. Thackara & J. Vallance.


Authors: Griffith, Dennis -- Thackara, James, 1767-1848 -- Vallance, J. (John), 1770-1823 -- United States. Congress

1 map ; 75 x 131 cm. fold. to 21 x 14 cm.

Scale of miles: 68 9/10 to a degree.

Relief shown pictorially.

Includes dedication to the U.S. Congress.

Inset (58 x 59 cm.): Plan of the city of Washington and Territory of Columbia.

**Case G 10857 .37 (NLO)**

45255 Maryland - Maps - 1796


1 map ; 27 x 40 cm.

Reduced photocopy of original published Philadelphia: M. Carey, 1795; reproduced from original in the Rochambeau collection (no. 12) at the Library of Congress,

"Engraved for Carey's American edition of Guthrie's Geography improved.'

Scale of original [ca. 1:770,000].


Relief shown pictorially.

Series: Rochambeau collection ; 12

Inset: Continuation of the Potowmac River, from Fort Cumberland.

Available through the Library of Congress website as a raster image (January 2005):

http://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g3840.cl001244

Cf. OCLC 5565258

**map2F G3840 1795 .L4 197- (PrCt)**

45256 Maryland - Maps - 1796

*Maryland.* [Philadelphia : F. and R. Bailey, 1795].

Authors: Scott, J. T. (Joseph T.) -- Francis & Robert Bailey (Firm) -- Scott, J. T. (Joseph T.)

The United States gazetteer ... (1795)

1 map ; 15 x 18 cm

Anonymous map without imprint.

In: Scott, Joseph T. The United States gazetteer ... (Philadelphia : Printed by F. and R. Bailey, 1795), opposite column MAR-MAR.

Inset (4 x 5 cm.): Allegany.

Bar scale of 40 miles = 36 mm.

Duplicate copy: Case 5A 277

**Case G 833 .8 opposite column MAR-MAR (PrCt)**
| 45256 | Maryland - Maps - 1797 Delaware, Maps - 1797 |
| -- | Maryland und Delaware, [195-?] |
| Authors: Sotzmann, D. F. -- Bohn, Carl Ernst -- Sander, Wilhelm, 1766-1836 |
| 1 map : 38 x 55 cm. Photocopy of map originally published 1797; 'no. X' of a projected 18-sheet atlas 'Zu Ebelings Erdbeschreibung von Amerika.' |
| Inset: Westlicher theil der grafschaft Allagany. |
| M1260 |
| map2F G3840 1797 .S6 195- (PrCt) |

| 45257 | Maryland - Maps - 1801 |
| -- | Maryland. [Philadelphia : M. Carey, 1801]. |
| Authors: Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Barker, W. (William), fl. 1795-1803 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839. Carey's American pocket atlas ... (1801) |
| 1 map : 14 x 19 cm. In: Carey, Mathew. Carey's American pocket atlas ... (Philadelphia : Printed by H. Sweitzer, for M. Carey, 1801) pl. [11]. Inset map, 4 x 5 cm.: Maryland west of Ft. Cumberland. |
| Ayer 135 .C27 1801 pl. 11 (PrCt) |

| 45258 | Maryland - Maps - 1804 |
| Authors: Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823. A New and elegant general atlas comprising all the new discoveries, to the present time ... (1804) -- John Conrad & Co. -- Lewis, Samuel, 1753 or 1754-1822 -- Lawson, Alexander, 1773-1846 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) |
| 1 map : 20 x 25 cm. In: Arrowsmith, Aaron. A New and elegant general atlas comprising all the new discoveries, to the present time ... (Philadelphia [etc.] : J. Conrad & Co. [and others], 1804) pl. 45. |
| Ayer 135 .A65 1804 pl. 45 (PrCt) |

| 45259 | Maryland - Maps - 1804 |
| Authors: Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Barker, W. (William), fl. 1795-1803 -- Lewis, Samuel, 1753 or 1754-1822 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839. Carey's General atlas ... (1804) |
| 1 map : 27 x 41 cm. In: Carey, Mathew. Carey's General atlas ... (Philadelphia : Published by Mathew Carey, April 24th, 1804) pl. 35. |
| oversize Ayer 135 .C27 1804 pl. 35 (PrCt) |

| 45260 | Maryland - Maps - 1805 |
| Authors: Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Barker, W. (William), fl. 1795-1803 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839. Carey's American pocket atlas ... (1805) |
| 1 map : 14 x 19 cm. In: Carey, Mathew. Carey's American pocket atlas ... (Philadelphia : M. Carey, 1805) pl. [13]. Inset map, 4 x 5 cm.: Maryland west of Ft. Cumberland. |
| Ayer 135 .C27 1805 pl. 13 (PrCt) |

| 45261 | Maryland - Maps - 1814 |
| 1 map : hand col. ; 14 x 19 cm. In: Carey, Mathew. A General atlas, being a collection of maps of the world and quarters ... (Philadelphia : Published by M. Carey, and Johnson & Warner, 1814) pl. [19]. Inset: Maryland west of Cumberland. |
| Ayer 135 .C27 1814 pl. 19 (PrCt) |

| 45262 | Maryland - Maps - 1822 |
| oversize Greenlee 4891 .C27 1822 [map 15] (PrCt) |

| 45263 | Maryland - Maps - 1822 |
| 1 map : hand col. ; 27 x 47 cm. Engraved title within neatline. Added letterpress title in uppercase and oversize lettering, top margin: Geographical, statistical, and historical map of Maryland In: H.C. Carey and I. Lea (Firm). A Complete |
historical, chronological, and geographical
American atlas ... (Philadelphia ; London ; Leipzig
; Paris : H.C. Carey & I. Lea ; John Miller
; Bossange Freres, 1827) pl. [15]. Sheet 'No. 20.'
oversize Ayer 135 .C268 1827 pl. 15 (PrCt)

45264
Maryland - Maps - 1826
Maryland. Philadelphia : A. Finley, [1826].
Authors: Finley, A. (Anthony) -- Young & Delleker
-- Finley, A. (Anthony). A New general atlas,
comprising a complete set of maps, representing
the grand divisions of the globe ... (1826)
1 map : hand col. ; 21 x 27 cm.
In: Finley, Anthony. A New general atlas,
comprising a complete set of maps, representing
the grand divisions of the globe ... (Philadelphia :
A. Finley, 1826) pl. 17.
Case folio G1019 .F5 1826 pl. 17 (PrCt)

45265
Maryland - Maps - 1833
Maryland / Young & Delleker sc. Philada.
[Philadelphia] : A. Finley, [1833].
Authors: Young & Delleker -- Finley, A. (Anthony)
-- Finley, A. (Anthony). A New general atlas ...
(1833) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry
Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 21 x 28 cm.
In: Finley, Anthony. A New general atlas :
comprising a complete set of maps, representing
the grand divisions of the globe ... (Philadelphia :
Anthony Finley, 1833), plate 17.
Sheet corner numbered 17.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .F5 1833, plate 17 (PrCt)

45266
Maryland - Maps - 1842
Maryland - Maps - 1842
Washington Region - Maps - 1842:
Chesapeake and Ohio Canal (Md. and
Washington, D.C.) - Maps - 1842 -
Altitudes - Charts, diagrams,
etc. - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. -
Chesapeake and Ohio Canal (Md. and
Washington, D.C.) - Maps -
1842:
Baltimore and Ohio Railroad
Company - Maps - 1842 - Altitudes - Charts,
diagrams, etc. - Altitudes - Charts,
diagrams, etc. - Baltimore and Ohio Railroad
Company - Maps - 1842 - Railroad Maps
Maryland and Delaware, [New York : Sidney E.
Morse & Co., 1842].
Authors: Morse, Sidney E. (Sidney Edwards),
1794-1871 -- Morse, Sidney E. (Sidney
Edwards), 1794-1871. The Cerographic atlas of
the United States (1842-1845)
1 map ; 26 x 34 cm.
Inset (13 x 13 cm.): District of Columbia.
Includes profiles of Chesapeake and Ohio Canal
and Baltimore and Ohio Railroad (4 x 32 cm. and
3 x 18 cm.)
In: Morse, Sidney E. and Samuel Breese.
The Cerographic atlas of the United States (New York :
Sidney E. Morse & Co., 1842-1845) pl. [5].
Wax engraving.
oversize G 1083 .59 pl. [5] (PrCt)

45267
Maryland - Maps - 1844
Transportation
Maryland - Maps - 1844:
Delaware - Maps - 1844:
Transportation - Delaware - Maps - 1844:
Transportation - Delaware - Maps - 1844:
Baltimore (Md.) - Maps - 1844
A New map of Maryland and Delaware with their
canals, roads & distances. [Philadelphia : Carey
& Hart, 1845].
Authors: Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 --
Carey & Hart -- Tanner, Henry Schenck,
1786-1858. A New universal atlas ... (1845)
1 map : hand col. ; 25 x 35 cm.
‘Entered according to act of Congress in the year
1844 by Carey & Hart ...’
Inset: (12 x 15 cm.): Baltimore.
In: Tanner, Henry Schenck. A New universal
atlas ... (Philadelphia : Carey & Hart, 1845) map
'15.'
Case oversize G1019 .T2 1845 map 15 (PrCt)

45268
Maryland - Maps - 1845
Maryland - Maps - 1845:
Delaware - Maps - 1845:
A New map of Maryland and Delaware ...
... (1845)
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel
Augustus), 1792-1868. A New
unversal atlas containing
maps of the various empires, kingdoms,
states, and republics of the world ...
(1845) map '43'.
oversize G 10 .622 map 43 (PrCt)

45269
Maryland - Maps - 1847
Maryland - Maps - 1847:
Delaware - Maps - 1847:
A New map of Maryland and Delaware ...
... (1847)
Authors: Mitchel, S. Augustus (Samuel
Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Burroughs, H. N. --
Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus),
1792-1868. A New universal atlas containing
maps of the various empires, kingdoms,
states, and republics of the world ...
(1847) map 1 : hand col. : 25 x 35 cm.
Inset (12 x 15 cm.): Baltimore. Includes 22
references.
In: Mitchell, S. Augustus. A New
universal atlas containing maps of the various empires,
kings, states, and republics of the world ...
(Philadelphia : S. Augustus Mitchell, 1847) pl.
15.
oversize G 10 .579 pl. 15 (PrCt)

45270
Maryland - Maps - 1850
Maryland - Maps - 1850:
Delaware - Maps - 1850
A New map of Maryland and Delaware with its
canals, roads & distances. Philadelphia :
Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co., 1850 [i.e. 1852].
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Augustus, 1792-1868 -- Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co. -- Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868. Mitchell, S. Augustus. New universal atlas ... (1852)
1 map : hand col. ; 26 x 34 cm.
Entered according to act of Congress in ... 1850 by Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co. ...


oversize G1019 .N49 1852 pl. 15 (PrCt)

45271 Maryland - Maps - 1873<<<Washington (D.C.) - Maps - 1873
New topographical atlas of the State of Maryland and the District of Columbia; with descriptions historical, scientific, and statistical, together with maps of the United States and territories.

Authors: Martenet, Simon J. -- Gray, Omando Willis -- Walling, Henry Francis, 1825-1888 -- Stedman, Brown & Lyon -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 28 maps ; 450 x 353 mm.
LeGear 1524.
Phillips 1497.
OCLC 651689.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

45272 Maryland - Maps - 1873<<<Washington (D.C.) - Maps - 1873
New topographical atlas of the State of Maryland and the District of Columbia; with descriptions historical, scientific, and statistical, together with maps of the United States and territories.

1 atlas (108 p., 30 col. maps) ; 47 x 36 cm.
Imperfect: p. 68-71 wanting (including 1 map)
Unbound, leaves mounted and filed loosely in box.
LeGear 1524.
Phillips 1497.
OCLC 651689.
oversize Ayer 135 .M37 1873 (NLO)

1 map : col. ; 31 x 47 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Inset (19 x 19 cm.): District of Columbia. Issued folded in accompanying index (43 p. ; 18 cm.): Rand, McNally & Co.'s indexed county and township map of Maryland and District of Columbia. Chicago : Rand, McNally & Co., 1881 [sic].
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 364 (PrCt)

1 map : col. ; 31 x 48 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Insets (9 x 8 cm. and 19 x 19 cm.): [Western Maryland continuation inset] -- District of Columbia. Issued folded in accompanying index (43 p. ; 18 cm.): Rand, McNally & Co.'s indexed county and township map of Maryland and District of Columbia. Chicago : Rand, McNally & Co., 1881 [sic].
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
map2F G3841.P3 1883 .R3 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1883)
1 map : col. ; 12 x 20 cm.
Title in right margin.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1883) opposite p. 372
H 668 .703 (1883) opp. p. 372 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1884)
1 map : col. ; 12 x 20 cm.
Title in right margin.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1884) opposite p. 358

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
map in box 84. Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisles 42 and 43 (July 2012).


map6C G3700 19--.U5, box 84 (PrCt)

45283 Maryland - Maps - 1900-1960 - Topographic maps

Maryland, 30 minute series (topographic). Washington, D.C. The Survey, 1900-1908. Authors: Geological Survey (U.S.) 3 maps : col. ; on sheets 45 x 33 cm. fold. to 18 x 27 cm. Scale 1:125,000. Dates of publication vary. Moffat lists 12 maps before 1940. Coverage is not complete at this scale; see index map in box 84. Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisles 42 and 43 (July 2012).


map6C G3700 19--.U5, box 84 (PrCt)

45284 Maryland - Maps - 1900-1960 - Topographic maps

Maryland, 7.5 minute series (topographic). Washington, D.C. The Survey, [ca. 1900-ca.1960]. Authors: Geological Survey (U.S.) ca. 302 maps : col. ; on sheets 54 x 44 cm. fold. to 17 x 28 cm. Scale 1:24,000. Dates of publication vary. According to USGS, coverage at this scale complete in 267 maps. Coverage may not be complete at this scale; see index map in box 87. Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisles 42 and 43 (July 2012).


map6C G3700 19--.U5, box 84 (PrCt)


Indexed on verso. Condition: Torn, stained, covers detached. Poor. Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection. Previous location: B-19 AMcN III PC 2420 (PrCt)


1 map : col. ; 83 x 124 cm. Insets (28 x 25 cm. each): District of Columbia with portions of adjacent states -- City of Baltimore and vicinity. Removed as duplicate from the Library of Congress; bears LC ownership stamp. Forms part of the John V. Bergen Collection (Newberry Library).

map6F G3841.P8 1902 .U5 (PrCt)


45289

Maryland - Maps - 1913 - Railroads<<< Delaware - 1913 - Railroads<<< Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1913 - Railroads<<< Railroads - Maps


1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.

‘Rand, McNally & Co.’s new commercial atlas of America, map of Maryland and Delaware. Copyright 1911 ... ‘ -- at bottom right.

Includes keys to railroads numbered 5-194, 8-157, and 8-131 (all with gaps in numbering) beneath added titles -- Maryland railroads -- Dist. of Columbia Railroads -- Delaware railroads.

Inset (16 x 18 cm.): Baltimore and environs. Issued folded in accompanying index (50 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally & Co.’s indexed county and township pocket map and shippers' guide of Maryland and District of Columbia. Chicago and New York: Rand, McNally & Co., c1913.

Unique title: Shippers guide.

‘Copyrighted Rand McNally & Co. March 31, 1913' -- in ms. on verso of title page.

‘Vault' -- in ms. on front cover.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 367 (PrCt)

45290

Maryland - Maps - 1913 - Railroads<<< Delaware - 1913 - Railroads<<< Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1913 - Railroads<<< Railroads - Maps


1 map : col. ; 47 x 63 cm.

‘Rand, McNally & Co.’s new commercial atlas of America, map of Maryland and Delaware. Copyright 1911 ... ' -- at bottom right.

Includes keys to railroads numbered 5-194, 8-157, and 8-131 (all with gaps in numbering) beneath added titles -- Maryland railroads -- Dist. of Columbia Railroads -- Delaware railroads.

Inset (16 x 18 cm.): Baltimore and environs. Issued folded in accompanying index (50 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally & Co.’s indexed county and township pocket map and shippers' guide of Maryland and District of Columbia. Chicago and New York: Rand, McNally & Co., c1913.

Unique title: Shippers guide.

‘Copyrighted Rand McNally & Co. March 31, 1913' -- in ms. on verso of title page.

‘Vault' -- in ms. on front cover.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 366 (PrCt)
Newbery Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)


Uniform title: Shippers guide.

'Coprighted R. McN & Co Jan 27, 1914' -- in ms. on verso of title page.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 368 (PrCt)


The Rand McNally new commercial atlas map of Maryland and Delaware. [Chicago]: Rand McNally & Co., 1915.


1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.

Plate no.: 112A.

Includes keys to railroads numbered 5-194, 8-157, and 8-131 (all with gaps in numbering) beneath added titles: Maryland railroads -- Dist. of Columbia Railroads -- Delaware railroads.

Inset (14 x 18 cm.): Baltimore and environs. Margins appear to have been trimmed from map by hand.


Uniform title: Shippers guide.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 369 (PrCt)


1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.

Plate no.: 112A.

Includes keys to railroads numbered 5-194, 8-157, and 8-131 (all with gaps in numbering) beneath added titles: Maryland railroads -- Dist. of Columbia Railroads -- Delaware railroads.


'11-1 env. 14 copyright 1916' -- typed label pasted on front cover.

Uniform title: Shippers guide.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 370 (PrCt)
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 138 (PrCt)

Maryland - Maps - 1919 -
Railroads<<<►Delaware - Maps - 1919 -
Railroads<<<►Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1919 -
Railroads<<<►Maryland - Maps - 1917 -
Road maps<<<►Delaware - Maps - 1919 -
Road maps<<<►Road maps<<<►Railroads - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- National
Highways Association -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm.
Plate no.: 112D.
Inset (14 x 18 cm.): Baltimore and environs.
Includes keys to railroads numbered 5-194,
8-157 and 8-131 (with gaps in numbering)
beneath added titles: Maryland railroads -- Dist.
of Columbia railroads -- Delaware railroads.
On verso: Maryland and Delaware automobile road map. 1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm. Plate no.: 608C. 'National Highways Association roads used by permission.'
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Issued folded in accompanying index (44 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand-McNally indexed pocket map and shippers' guide of Maryland. Chicago ; New York: Rand McNally & Co., c1919.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
'Sent to Register of Copyrights 4/18/19' -- in ms. on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 371 (PrCt)

Maryland - Maps - 1920 -
Railroads<<<►Delaware - Maps - 1920 -
Railroads<<<►Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1920 -
Railroads<<<►Maryland - Maps - 1920 -
Road maps<<<►Delaware - Maps - 1920 -
Road maps<<<►Road maps<<<►Railroads - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- National
Highways Association -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm.
Plate no.: 112D.
Includes keys to railroads numbered 5-194,
8-157, and 8-131 (all with gaps in numbering)
beneath added titles: Maryland railroads -- Dist.
of Columbia Railroads -- Delaware railroads.
On verso: Maryland and Delaware automobile road map. 1 map : col. ; 47x 65 cm. Plate no.: 608C. 'National Highways Association roads used by permission.'
Issued folded in accompanying index (44 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand-McNally indexed pocket map and shippers' guide of Maryland. Chicago ; New York: Rand McNally & Co., c1919.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm.
Plate no.: 112E.
Inset (14 x 18 cm.): Baltimore and environs. Includes keys to railroads numbered 5-194, 8-157 and 8-131 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added titles: Maryland railroads -- Dist. of Columbia railroads -- Delaware railroads.
On verso: Maryland and Delaware automobile road map. 1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm. Plate no.: 608E. 'National Highways Association roads used by permission.'
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Handstamp on cover: Register of copyrights.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

The Rand McNally new commercial atlas map of Maryland and Delaware. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Co., [1920].
1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm. Plate no.: 112E.
Inset (14 x 18 cm.): Baltimore and environs. Includes keys to railroads numbered 5-194, 8-157 and 8-131 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added titles: Maryland railroads -- Dist. of Columbia railroads -- Delaware railroads.
On verso: Maryland and Delaware automobile road map. 1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm. Plate no.: 608E. 'National Highways Association roads used by permission.'
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Editor's copy; many index entries marked in colored pencil.

The Rand McNally new commercial atlas map of Maryland and Delaware. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Co., [1920].
1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm. Plate no.: 112E.
Inset (14 x 18 cm.): Baltimore and environs. Includes keys to railroads numbered 5-194, 8-157 and 8-131 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added titles: Maryland railroads -- Dist. of Columbia railroads -- Delaware railroads.
On verso: Maryland and Delaware automobile road map. 1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm. Plate no.: 608E. 'National Highways Association roads used by permission.'
Detached from accompanying index; cf. RMcN Shippers' Guide 4C 141 (PrCt).
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

The Rand McNally new commercial atlas map of Maryland and Delaware. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Co., [1920].
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm. Plate no.: 112E.
Inset (14 x 18 cm.): Baltimore and environs. Includes keys to railroads numbered 5-194, 8-157, and 8-131 (all with gaps in numbering) beneath added titles: Maryland railroads -- Dist. of Columbia Railroads -- Delaware railroads. Inset (14 x 18 cm.): Baltimore and environs. On verso: Maryland and Delaware automobile road map. 1 map : col. ; 47x 64 cm. Plate no.: 608E. 'National Highways Association roads used by permission.'
Issued folded in accompanying index (44 p. ; 17 cm.) with cover title: Maryland : Rand McNally.
indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide. Chicago; New York: Rand McNally & Company, [1920?]

Editor's copy: Title page missing and many entries marked in pencil or trimmed away.

Uniform title: Shippers guide.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 373 (PrCt)


The Rand McNally new commerical atlas map of Maryland and Delaware. [Chicago]: Rand McNally & Co., [1920].


1 map : col. ; 47 x 64cm.

Plate no.: 112E.

Includes keys to railroads numbered 5-194, 8-157, and 8-131 (all with gaps in numbering) beneath added titles: Maryland railroads -- Dist. of Columbia Railroads -- Delaware railroads. Inset (14 x 18 cm.): Baltimore and environs. On verso: Maryland and Delaware automobile road map. 1 map : col. ; 47x 64 cm. Plate no.: 608E. 'National Highways Association roads used by permission.'

Issued folded in accompanying index (44 p.; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Maryland. Chicago; New York: Rand McNally & Company, c1920.

Uniform title: Shippers guide.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 375 (PrCt)


The Rand McNally standard map of Maryland and Delaware. [Chicago]: Rand McNally & Co., [1921].


1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm.

'The Rand McNally new commercial atlas map of Maryland and Delaware ... ' -- at left.

Plate no.: 112F.

Inset (14 x 18 cm.): Baltimore and environs. Includes keys to railroads numbered 5-194, 8-136 and 8-131 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added titles: Maryland railroads -- Dist. of Columbia railroads -- Delaware railroads. On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Maryland and Delaware. 1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm. Plate no.: 1003F.

Issued folded in accompanying index (11 p.; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Delaware. Chicago; New York: Rand McNally & Company, c1921.

Uniform title: Shippers guide.


Dated '3/22/21' and 'Pub. 3-17-21' in ms. on cover.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 143 (PrCt)
The Rand McNally new commercial atlas map of Maryland and Delaware. [Chicago] : Rand McNally & Co., [1921].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 377 (PrCt)

On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Maryland and Delaware. 1 map : col. ; 47x 65 cm. Plate no.: 1003F.
Issued folded in accompanying index (35 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Maryland. Chicago; New York: Rand McNally & Company, c1921.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 377 (PrCt)


1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm.

Plan no.: 112H.

Maryland and Delaware. 1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm.

On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Maryland and Delaware. 1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm.

Plate no.: 998H.

Issued folded in accompanying index (34 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Maryland. Chicago; New York: Rand McNally & Company, c1922.

Uniform title: Shippers guide.

Handstamp on cover: Register of copyrights. Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

Dated '9/22/23' in ms. on cover.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 378 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm.
'The Rand McNally new commercial atlas map of
Maryland and Delaware ... ' -- at left.
Plate no.: 9R23.
Inset (14 x 18 cm.): Baltimore and environs.
Includes keys to railroads numbered 8-194,
8-136 and 8-131 (with gaps in numbering)
beneath added titles: Maryland railroads -- Dist.
of Columbia railroads -- Delaware railroads.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of
Maryland and Delaware. 1 map : col. ; 47 x 65
cm. Plate no.: 2N24. Includes key to 6 named
'principal trails in Maryland and Delaware'.
Issued folded in accompanying index (11 p. ; 17
cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists'
and shippers' guide of Delaware. Chicago ; New
York : Rand McNally & Company, c1924.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Handstamp on front cover: 'Register of
Copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington,
D.C.'
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 146 (PrCt)

Maryland - Maps - 1924
Railroads<<<<>Delaware - Maps - 1924
Railroads<<<<>Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps -
1924 - Railroads<<<<>Maryland - Maps - 1924 -
Road maps<<<<>Delaware - Maps - 1924 -
Road maps<<<<>Baltimore Region (Md.) -
Maps - 1924 - Road maps<<<<>Railroads - Maps
Rand McNally standard map of Maryland and
Delaware. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company,
[1924].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally and Company. Shippers guide -- Library
of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm.
Plate no.: 9R23.
'The Rand McNally new commercial atlas map of
Maryland and Delaware' -- at middle left.
Includes keys to railroads numbered 8-194,
8-136, and 8-131 (all with gaps in numbering)
beneath added titles: Maryland railroads -- Dist.
of Columbia Railroads -- Delaware railroads.
Inset (14 x 18 cm.): Baltimore and environs.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of
Maryland and Delaware. 1 map : col. ; 47 x 65
cm. Plate no.: 2N24. Includes key to 6 named
'principal trails in Maryland and Delaware'.
Issued folded in accompanying index (35 p. ; 17
cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists'
and shippers' guide of Maryland. Chicago ; New
York: Rand McNally & Company, c1924.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Handstamp on front cover: 'Register of
Copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington,
D.C.:'
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 380 (PrCt)

Maryland - Maps - 1925
Railroads<<<<>Delaware - Maps - 1925
Railroads<<<<>Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps -
1925 - Railroads<<<<>Maryland - Maps - 1925 -
Road maps<<<<>Delaware - Maps - 1925 -
Road maps<<<<>Baltimore Region (Md.) -
Maps - 1925 - Road maps<<<<>Road
maps<<<<>Railroads - Maps
The Rand McNally standard map of Maryland,
Delaware and District of Columbia. Chicago :
Rand McNally & Company, [1925].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally and Company. Shippers guide -- Library
of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm.
Plate no.: 8R24.
Inset (14 x 18 cm.): Baltimore and environs.
Includes keys to railroads numbered 5-194,
8-136 and 8-131 (with gaps in numbering)
beneath added titles: Maryland railroads -- Dist.
of Columbia railroads -- Delaware railroads.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of
Maryland and Delaware. 1 map : col. ; 47 x 65
cm. Plate no.: 2N24. Includes key to 6 named
'principal trails in Maryland and Delaware'.
Issued folded in accompanying index (13 p. ; 17
cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists'
and shippers' guide of Delaware. San Francisco ;
Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company,
c1925.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Handstamp on front cover: 'Register of copyrights.
Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.
Dated '3-25-25' in ms. on cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 147 (PrCt)
Includes keys to railroads numbered 5-194, 8-136 and 8-131 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added titles: Maryland railroads -- Dist. of Columbia railroads -- Delaware railroads.

On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Maryland and Delaware. 1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm. Plate no.: 2N24. Includes key to 6 named 'principal trails in Maryland and Delaware'. Issued folded in accompanying index (13 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Delaware. San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1925.

Uniform title: Shippers guide.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 148 (PrCt)

Maryland - Maps - 1925 -

Railroads - Delaware - Maps - 1925 -

Railroads - Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1925 -

Railroads - Washington (D.C.) - Maps - 1925 -

Railroads - Maryland - Maps - 1925 -

Road maps - Delaware - Maps - 1925 -

Road maps - Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1925 -

Road maps - Road maps - Railroads - Maps


1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm.

Plate no.: 8R24.

Includes keys to railroads numbered 5-194, 8-136 and 8-131 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added titles: Maryland railroads -- Dist. of Columbia railroads -- Delaware railroads.

On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Maryland and Delaware. 1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm. Plate no.: 2N24. Includes key to 6 named 'principal trails in Maryland and Delaware'. Issued folded in accompanying index (13 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Delaware. San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1925.

Uniform title: Shippers guide.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 149 (PrCt)

Maryland - Maps - 1926 -

Railroads - Delaware - Maps - 1926 -

Railroads - Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1926 -

Railroads - Washington (D.C.) - Maps - 1926 -

Road maps - Delaware - Maps - 1926 -

Road maps - Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1926 -

Road maps - Road maps - Railroads - Maps


1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm.

Plate no.: 9R25.

Inset (14 x 18 cm.): Baltimore and environs. Includes keys to railroads numbered 5-194, 8-136 and 8-131 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added titles: Maryland railroads -- Dist. of Columbia railroads -- Delaware railroads.

On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Maryland and Delaware. 1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm. Plate no.: 2N24. Includes key to 6 named 'principal trails in Maryland and Delaware'. Issued folded in accompanying index (13 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Delaware. San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1926.

Uniform title: Shippers guide.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 381 (PrCt)
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 150 (PrCt)

Maryland - Maps - 1926 -
Railroads<<>>Delaware - Maps - 1926 -
Railroads<<>>Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1926 - Railroads<<>>Maryland - Maps - 1926 -
Road maps<<>>Delaware - Maps - 1926 -
Road maps<<>>Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1926 - Road maps<<>>Road maps<<>>Railroads - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company. Shippers guide -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 47 x 65 cm.
Plate no.: 9R25.
Inset (14 x 18 cm.): Baltimore and environs.
Includes keys to railroads numbered 5-194, 8-136 and 8-131 (with gaps in numbering)
beneath added titles: Maryland railroads -- Dist. of Columbia railroads -- Delaware railroads.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Maryland and Delaware. 1 map: col.; 47 x 65 cm. Plate no.: 2N24. Includes key to 6 named 'principal trails in Maryland and Delaware'.
Issued folded in accompanying index (14 p.; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Delaware. San Francisco; Chicago; New York: Rand McNally & Company, 1926.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Dated "5-17-26" in ms. on title page.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 152 (PrCt)

Maryland - Maps - 1926 -
Railroads<<>>Delaware - Maps - 1926 -
Railroads<<>>Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1926 - Railroads<<>>Washington (D.C.) - Maps - 1926 - Railroads<<>>Maryland - Maps - 1926 -
Road maps<<>>Delaware - Maps - 1926 -
Road maps<<>>Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1926 - Road maps<<>>Road maps<<>>Railroads - Maps
1 map: col.; 47 x 65 cm.
Plate no.: 9R25.
Includes keys to railroads numbered 5-194, 8-136, and 8-131 (all with gaps in numbering)
beneath added titles: Maryland railroads -- Dist. of Columbia Railroads -- Delaware railroads.
Inset (14 x 18 cm.): Baltimore and environs.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Maryland and Delaware. 1 map: col.; 47 x 65 cm. Plate no.: 2N24. Includes key to six named 'principal trails in Maryland and Delaware'.
Issued folded in accompanying index (38 p.; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Maryland. San Francisco; Chicago; New York: Rand McNally & Company, 1926.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 382 (PrCt)
- Road maps<<>>Baltimore Region (Md.) -
Maps - 1928 - Road maps<<>>Road maps<<>>Railroads - Maps
1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm.
Plate no.: 7R27.
Includes keys to railroads numbered 5-194, 8-136, and 8-131 (all with gaps in numbering) beneath added titles: Maryland railroads -- Dist. of Columbia Railroads -- Delaware railroads. Inset (14 x 18 cm.): Baltimore and environs. On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Maryland and Delaware. 1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm. Plate no.: 2N24. Includes key to six named 'principal trails in Maryland and Delaware'.
Issued folded in accompanying index (40 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Maryland. San Francisco; Chicago; New York: Rand McNally & Company, c1928.

Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 386 (PrCt)

Maryland - Maps - 1928 -
Railroads<<>>Delaware - Maps - 1928 -
Railroads<<>>Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1928 -
Railroads<<>>Washington (D.C.) - Maps - 1928 -
Road maps<<>>Delaware - Maps - 1928 -
Road maps<<>>Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1928 -
Road maps<<>>Road maps
1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm.
Plate no.: 7R27.
Includes keys to railroads numbered 5-194, 8-136, and 8-131 (all with gaps in numbering) beneath added titles: Maryland railroads -- Dist. of Columbia Railroads -- Delaware railroads. Inset (14 x 18 cm.): Baltimore and environs. On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Maryland and Delaware. 1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm. Plate no.: 2N24. Includes key to six named 'principal trails in Maryland and Delaware'.
Issued folded in accompanying index (40 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Maryland. San Francisco; Chicago; New York: Rand McNally & Company, c1928.

Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 386 (PrCt)

Maryland - Maps - 1929<<>>Maryland - Maps - 1929 -
Railroads<<>>Maryland - Maps - 1929 -
Aeronautical charts<<>>Aeronautical charts -
Maryland -1929<<>>Delaware - Maps - 1929 -
Delaware - Maps - 1929 -
Railroads<<>>Delaware - Maps - 1929 -
Aeronautical charts<<>>Aeronautical charts -
Delaware -1929<<>>Railroads -
Maps<<>>Aeronautical charts
44 p.: 3 maps (2 folded) ; 24 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally standard indexed map with air trails : Maryland, Delaware
Uniform title: Air trails
Folded map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back to back, col. ; each 47 x 65 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm., inside back cover, scale 1:601,900): Rand McNally standard map of Maryland, Delaware, and District of Columbia. Plate no. 7R28. Includes key to railroads. -- Rand McNally standard map of Maryland, Delaware, and District of Columbia with air trails. Plate nos. "12N28" and "7R28".
Both folding maps include insets of the Baltimore region (14 x 18 cm.)
Accompanying index includes "airport directory", "aids to navigation", and "elements of practical air navigation" by William E. Johnson, (p. 32-44).
Index also includes map (15 x 20 cm., on p. 32-33): Rand McNally airway map : United States. Plate nos. "11N28" and "12R28". Includes "key to [commercial] air lines."
Cover art: Airplane flying above passenger train. "50c" -- printed on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (October 2010).
RMcN Air Trails 4C 21 (PrCt)

Authors: Maryland Geological Survey -- Mathews, Edward Bennett, b. 1869 -- Maryland State Roads Commission -- Geological Survey (U.S.) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 87 x 127 cm.

"Based on surveys made in cooperation with the United States Geological Survey."

"Copyrighted by Maryland Geological Survey, 1910."

Insets (25 x 26 cm. and 35 x 29 cm.):
Washington and vicinity -- [Baltimore and vicinity]
Elevation profile at bottom (10 x 90 cm.): Profile of state road from Baltimore to Penna. state line.
Editor's copy; ms. annotations identify bridge names and locations, including note "encircled bridges indicate more important ones."

Filed with a group of related U.S. state maps identifying bridges along major highways, ca. 1927-ca. 1939 (in RMcN AE folders 172 and 173), many associated with Rand McNally cartographer John G. Brink.

Sections at top and bottom of sheet folded over and glued to verso.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 173.18 (PrCt)

45329 Maryland - Maps - 1931

Maryland - Maps - 1931

Maryland - Maps - 1931 - Railroads

Maryland - Maps - 1931 - Road maps

Maryland - Maps - 1931 - Delaware - Maps

Maryland - Maps - 1931 - Delaware - Maps - 1931 - Railroads

Maryland - Maps - 1931 - Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1931 - Road maps

Rand McNally pocket maps of Maryland, Delaware : for tourists, travelers, shippers, general, commercial and business reference.

Chicago ; New York ; San Francisco : Rand McNally & Company, 1931.

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Pocket maps -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

44 p. : 9 maps (2 folded) ; 24 cm.

Cover title: Rand McNally pocket maps : Delaware, Maryland : counties, cities, towns, auto roads, railroads, city maps, hotels, 1930 census

Uniform title: Pocket maps

Foldded map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back to back, col. ; 47 x 62 cm. and 53 x 67 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of Maryland, Delaware and District of Columbia. Plate nos. "No.1:19S" and "11N30". Includes key to railroads and inset maps of the Washington region, the Baltimore region and the western part of Maryland (14 x 21 cm. and smaller) -- Rand McNally official 1931

auto road map : Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia. Plate no. M-1031. Includes inset map of western Virginia (9 x 15 cm.).

Index includes maps of Annapolis, Cumberland, Frederick, Baltimore, Washington, Hagerstown and Wilmington (p. 37-44).

Cover art: Cars on road alongside passenger train.

"50¢" -- printed on front cover.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).

RMcN Pocket 4C 110 (PrCt)

45330 Maryland - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

[Texaco road map of Maryland]. [Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, 1934?].

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; on sheet trimmed to 19 x 35 cm.

Title and imprint supplied by cataloger.

Imperfect; editor's copy of a Texaco road map trimmed on all sides to outline a single U.S. state.

Date from previous binding marked "Points of Interest" and dated 1934.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 189.18 (PrCt)

45331 Maryland - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Maryland - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Maryland - Historical geography - Maps - 1936

A Map of historic Maryland : showing main traffic routes and points of interest / compiled and published by the Tourist Development Bureau, Baltimore Association of Commerce ; designed and drawn by Edwin Tunis . [Baltimore] : Baltimore Association of Commerce, Tourist Development Bureau, 1936.

Authors: Tunis, Edwin, 1897-1973 -- Baltimore Association of Commerce. Tourist Development Bureau

1 map : col. ; 40 x 67 cm.

Scale [ca. 1:575,000].

At lower left, 'Legend' (4 columns of information points of interest).

On verso: 'A map of historic Baltimore, showing main traffic routes and points of interest.'

map4F G3841 .P2 1936 T8 (PrCt)

45332 Maryland - Maps - 1948

Maryland - Maps - 1948

Maryland - Maps - 1948 - Railroads

Maryland - Maps - 1948 - Road maps

Maryland - Maps - 1948 - Delaware - Maps

Maryland - Maps - 1948 - Delaware - Maps - 1948 - Railroads

Maryland - Maps - 1948 - Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1948 - Road maps

Rand McNally pocket maps of Maryland, Delaware and District of Columbia : for tourists, travelers, shippers, general, commercial and...
McNally standard map of Maryland, Delaware and District of Columbia. Plate nos. "PM 19" and ".8". Includes key to Maryland, Delaware and District of Columbia railroads and inset maps of the Washington region, Baltimore region and western part of Maryland (14 x 21 cm. and smaller) -- Rand McNally road map : Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia. Plate no. 8-463617V-2. Includes inset map of western Virginia (5 x 8 cm.).

Cover art: Cars on road alongside passenger train.

"75¢" -- printed on front cover.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).

RMcN Pocket 4C 112 (PrCt)


Rand McNally Delaware, Maryland, District of Columbia pocket map. San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York ; Rand McNally & Company, c1952.

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Pocket maps -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
30 p. : 2 col. maps on 1 sheet (folded) ; 24 cm. "1952 edition."

Cover title: Rand McNally Maryland & Delaware, District of Columbia pocket map : reference map ... [and] detailed highway map

Uniform title: Pocket maps

Folded map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back to back, col. ; 48 x 65 cm. and 43 x 66 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of Maryland, Delaware and District of Columbia. Plate no. 542. Includes key to railroads and inset maps of western Maryland, Washington region, and Baltimore region (14 x 22 cm. and smaller) -- Rand McNally road map : Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia. Plate no. 4-463617V-16.

"2 maps in one, $1" -- front cover.

Cover art: Schematic road sign labeled "reference map .... ."

Handstamp on cover: Display room sample, do not remove.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).

RMcN Pocket 4C 111 (PrCt)
45336 Maryland - Maps - 1952

Rand McNally Delaware, Maryland, District of Columbia pocket map. San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1952.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Pocket maps -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
40 p. : 2 col. maps on 1 sheet (folded) ; 24 cm.
"1952 edition."
Cover title: Rand McNally Maryland & Delaware, District of Columbia pocket map : reference map ... [and] detailed highway map
Uniform title: Pocket maps
Folded map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back to back, col. ; 48 x 65 cm. and 37 x 57 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of Maryland, Delaware and District of Columbia. Plate no. 5 [?]. Includes key to railroads and inset maps of western Maryland, Washington region, and Baltimore region (14 x 22 cm. and smaller) -- Rand McNally road map : Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia. Plate no. 6-463617V-11.
"2 maps in one, $1" -- front cover.
Cover art: Schematic road sign labeled "reference map ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Pocket 4C 114 (PrCt)

45337 Maryland - Maps - 1962-1963

Rand McNally Delaware, Maryland, District of Columbia pocket map. San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1952.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Pocket maps -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
40 p. : 2 col. maps on 1 sheet (folded) ; 24 cm.
"1952 edition."
Cover title: Rand McNally Maryland & Delaware, District of Columbia pocket map : reference map ... [and] detailed highway map
Uniform title: Pocket maps
Folded map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back to back, col. ; 65 x 47 cm. and 47 x 65 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of Maryland, Delaware and District of Columbia. Plate no. 54321.
Includes key to railroads and inset map of western Maryland, (14 x 22 cm.). Editor's copy?; insets of Washington and Baltimore regions trimmed away -- Rand McNally road map : Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia. Plate no. 2-463617V-12.
"2 maps in one, $1" -- front cover.
Cover art: Schematic road sign labeled "reference map ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Pocket 4C 116 (PrCt)

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

McNally and Company. Pocket maps -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
46 p. : 2 col. maps on 1 sheet (folded) ; 24 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally Maryland, Delaware, District of Columbia pocket reference map [and] detailed highway map
Uniform title: Pocket maps "2 maps" -- front cover.
Map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back to back, col. ; 48 x 64 cm. and 61 x 87 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of Maryland, Delaware, and District of Columbia. Includes key to railroads and inset maps of western Maryland, Washington region, and Baltimore region (14 x 21 cm. and smaller).
-- Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia (western section) : Rand McNally road map, "Copyright © 1963 [!]" Plate no. 3-575613-17. Includes insets of Baltimore, Washington, the Norfolk-Portsmouth region, and western Virginia (14 x 14 cm. and smaller).
Cover art: stylized and labeled map symbols (e.g. "elevations", "points of interest", "air facilities", etc.)
"$1.50" -- printed on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Jan. 2010).
RMcN Pocket 4C 117 (PrCt)

Maryland - Maps - 1964-1985 - Counties
Authors: Maryland. Dept. of Transportation
23 maps : col. ; various sizes
County road maps also cataloged separately.
temp map4F G3843.A 1964-1985 M3 (PrCt)

Maryland - Maps - 1972 - Road maps
Authors: Maryland. State Highway Administration -- Maryland. Department of Transportation -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 59 x 104 cm., folded to 20 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"Prepared by the Department of Transportation, State Highway Administration".
"Published for free distribution by the Maryland Department of Transportation ... Baltimore, Maryland ... "
Inset (10 x 19 cm.): Mileage diagram showing distances between points.
Handstamp on title panel: "Received Apr 12, 1972, Rand McNally & Co. road map research".
Panel art: Color photo of boaters on the water.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4206 (PrCt)

Maryland - Maps - 1975 - Administrative and political divisions
### Maryland - Maps - 1975 - Road maps

- Interstate 70 - Maps - 1970 - Road maps
- Interstate 81 - Maps - 1975 - Road maps
- Interstate 83 (Pa. and Md.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps
- Interstate 95 - Maps - 1975 - Road maps
- Interstate 270 (Md.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps
- Wall maps

*Maryland official highway map.* Baltimore, Md. Maryland Department of Transportation, c1975.

Authors: Maryland. State Highway Administration -- Maryland. Department of Transportation -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 59 x 104 cm., folded to 20 x 11 cm.

Panel title.


"Prepared by the Department of Transportation, State Highway Administration".

"Published for free distribution by Maryland Department of Transportation ... Baltimore, Maryland ... ."

© 1975 S.H.A.

Inset (10 x 19 cm.): Mileage diagram showing distances between points.

Maps on verso (23 x 23 cm. and smaller):

Handstamp on title panel: "Received Apr 16, 1975, Rand McNally & Co. road map research".

Panel art: Illustration of horses pulling covered wagons and American Revolution Bicentennial logo.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 4207 (PrCt)

### Maryland - Maps - 1977

- Counties - Maps
- Historical atlases


Authors: Thompson, Derek, 1938- -- Murphy, Charles E. -- Wiedel, Joseph W. -- University of Maryland, College Park Dept. of Geography


76-57793

folio G1270.A881 1977 (NLO)

### Maryland - Maps - Bibliography

Bibliography and cartography of Maryland, including publications relating to the physiography, geology and mineral resources, by Edward B. Mathews. Baltimore : Johns Hopkins Press, 1897.

Authors: Mathews, Edward Bennett, b. 1869 -- Maryland Geological Survey

At head of the title: Maryland Geological Survey.

'Special publication, v. I, part IV.'

lower case g 857 .5 (NLO)

### Maryland - Maps - Cities and towns - Collections

- 1600-1800
- Cities and towns - Collections


Press: -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

127 p. : 120 maps (some col.), port. : 29 x 36 cm. An atlas factice of maps reprinted from various sources.

Includes index.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

References: Wolf 660; Fiat 223

LC Card Number: 8001828848

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

### Maryland - Maps - Collections

- 1608-1908
- Cartography - Maryland - History


Press: -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

127 p. : 120 maps (some col.), port. : 29 x 36 cm. An atlas factice of maps reprinted from various sources.

Includes index.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

References: Wolf 660; Fiat 223

LC Card Number: 8001828848

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)
maryland - maps - exhibitions<<>>chesapeake bay (md. and va.) - maps - exhibitions

washington college presents on the map : an exhibit and catalogue of maps relating to maryland and the chesapeake bay, honoring george washington at the beginning of the third century of washington college at chestertown, maryland, february 21-march 6, 1983 / by russell morrison...[et al.]. chestertown, md. washington college, 1983.

authors: washington college (chestertown, md.)
-- morrison, russell

viii, 102 p. : maps ; 22 x 28 cm.

cover title: on the map : maryland and the chesapeake bay.

inscribed by russell morrison.

includes index.

folio f187.c5 w28 (nlo)

maryland - pictorial works - collections, 1752-1889

maryland historical prints, 1752 to 1889 : a selection from the robert g. merrick collection, maryland historical society and other maryland collections. baltimore : maryland historical society, 1975.

authors: mccaulay, lois booth\=merrick, robert graff, 1895-

-- maryland historical society

xvi, 295 p. : ill., maps, views ; 29 cm.

names of maryland printmakers: p. 227-236.

bibliography: p. 243-249.

indexed.

24182

icn76

map4c 96 (prct)

marylebone (london, england) - maps - 1834

topographical survey of the borough of st. marylebone as incorporated & defined by act of parliament 1832 : embracing and marking the boundaries of the parishes of st. marylebone, st. pancras, & paddington : also the extents & limits of the principal landed estates within the borough and plans and elevations of the public buildings.


authors: bartlett, f. a. -- davies, benjamin rees -- britton, john, 1771-1857 -- london topographical society. publications, no. 95-96

1 map on 2 sheets : col. ; 100 x 85 cm., sheets 56 x 93 cm. and 55 x 93 cm.

'm * engraved by b.r. davies from surveys and drawings of f.a. bartlett under the direction of john britton .... ' * engraved by b.r. davies, 1834'--bottom margins.

'a survey of the parliamentary borough of st. marylebone, engraved by b.r. davies, 1834.'

title in bottom margins: survey of the parliamentary borough of st. marylebone.

'inscribed to the duke of bedford, portland, & st. albans, the marquis camden, the lord bishop of london, lords mansfield and southampton, e.b. portman, esq & other landed proprietors.'

scale 1:5,068,800.

relief shown by hachures.

includes statistical table, description of ecclesiastical government and 'references to the principal estates' keyed to map.

series: london topographical society.

publications, no. 95-96.

case oversize f 4595 .528 no. 95-96 (nlo)

marzolla, benedetto, 1801-1858 - exhibitions<<>>italy - historical geography - maps - exhibitions<<>>europe - historical geography - maps - exhibitions<<>>cartography - italy - history - exhibitions<<>>palazzo granafei-nervegna - exhibitions

benedetto marzolla : brindisino, geografo e cartografo dell'800 europeo / vladimiro valeri ; appendice documentaria a cura di paola valenti. manduria (ta) [i.e. taranto] : barbieri selvaggi editori, c2008.

authors: valeri, vladimiro -- valenti, paola -- marzolla, benedetto, 1801-1858 -- barbieri selvaggi editori -- palazzo granafei-nervegna

237 p. ; ill. maps (some col.) ; 28 cm. + 3 folded maps.

issued on the occasion of an exhibition at palazzo granafei-nervegna, brindisi, dec. 12, 2008-feb. 28, 2009.

three folded maps in pocket.

includes bibliographical references (p. 65-67).

"sitografia ragionata": p. 69-71.

lc card number: 2009402796

isbn 9788861870642 ; 8861870643

folio ga893.7.m37 v35 2008 (nlo)

mascarene islands - maps - 1670-1692 - manuscripts<<>>reunion - maps - 1670 - manuscripts<<>>rodrigues island (mauritius) - maps - 1692 - manuscripts<<>>manuscript maps

isle de bovron ; isle de diego rodrigo. [ca. 1670-ca.1692].

authors: cartes marines manuscript map collection (newberry library) -- edward e. ayer manuscript map collection (newberry library) -- newberry library. manuscript map. ayer ms map 30, sheet 16

2 ms. maps : hand col. ; 338 x 353 mm. and 487 x 339 mm. on sheet 564 x 742 mm.

request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

for more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Separate maps, on one sheet, of Réunion (formerly Isle de Bourbon) and Rodrigues in the Mascarene Islands, showing the islands as they appeared ca. 1670 and ca. 1692, respectively. Includes insets of the villages of Saint-Denis and Saint-Paul on Réunion.

Scale [ca. 1:337,000]. 'Échelle de huit lieues' [= 132 mm.]
Scale [ca. 1:141,000]. '4 lieues' [= 158 mm.]
Relief shown pictorially and with hachures.
Pen-and-ink and watercolor (green, brown, red, yellow); mounted on cloth.
Sheet 16 of 117 in the Cartes Marines Manuscript Map Collection, detailing French colonial interests worldwide, ca. 1640-ca. 1726.
Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 44
Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 58
Ayer ms map proj 00
Digital image available as part of the Newberry Library's Great Lakes Digital Collection via the CARLI Digital Collections website (accessed Nov. 2010):
http://collections.carli.illinois.edu/u?/nby_grlakes, 807
VAULT drawer Ayer MS map 30 sheet 16 (NLO)

**45357 Mascop, Godfried, 16th cent.**
**Mascop, Godfried, in deutscher Regionalkartographie des 16. Jahrhunderts.**
[Bielefeld [etc.]: Velhagen & Klasing [etc.], 1982].
Authors: Meurer, Peter H. -- Kartographische Nachrichten (1982)
p. 184-192 ; 4 maps, ill. ; 24 cm.
Vert 3129 (PrCt)

**45358 Mascop, Godfried, 16th cent.**
**Godfried Mascop, ein deutscher Regionalkartograph des 16. Jahrhunderts.**
[Amsterdam : Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, 1594].

**45359 Masius, Arnoldus, fl. 1575<<<Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594<<<Palestine - Historical geography**
La Géographie ancienne de la Palestine : lettre inédite de Gerard Mercator à Andre Masius.
p. 404-435 ; 25 cm.
Map Ref GA101 .A2, v. 8, p. 404-435 (PrCt)

**45360 Mason County (Ill.) - Maps - 1874 - Landowners<<<Counties -**
Maps\rightarrow Landowners - Maps
Illustrated atlas map of Mason County Illinois. [Illinois]: Mason Co., Illinois, members of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints, 1877.
Authors: W.R. Brink & Co. -- Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints (Mason County, Ill.)
1 atlas (100 p.) : ill., maps ; 32 cm.
'Carefully compiled from personal examinations and surveys.'
Includes index.
References: Cf. Phillips 12399
folio G1408.M5 B7 1987 (NLO)

45361 Mason County (Ill.) - Maps - 1953 - Landowners\rightarrow Counties - Maps\rightarrow Landowners - Maps
Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Mason County 4-H Federation (Ill.) -- Mason County Farm Bureau (Ill.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (44 p.) : 22 maps ; 22 x 28 cm.
Cover title.
'Sponsored by the Mason County 4-H Federation with the cooperation of the Mason County Farm Bureau.'--Cover.
Scale [1:50,688].
Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G4103.M5G46 1953 .R58 (NLO)

45362 Mason County (Ill.) - Maps - 1965 - Landowners\rightarrow Counties - Maps\rightarrow Landowners - Maps
Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. Agricultural Experiment Station -- Mason County Agricultural Extension Council (Ill.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (59, [1] p.) : ill., 27 maps (1 folded) ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
'Sponsored by Mason County Agricultural Extension Council.'
Includes business and government directories, and indexes.
Scale [1:50,688]. 1 1/4 in. to 1 mile.
Soil survey map prepared by University of Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station, folded and attached inside back cover.
Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G4103.M5G46 1965 .R58 (NLO)

45363 Mason County (Ill.) - Maps - 1972 - Landowners\rightarrow Counties - Maps\rightarrow Landowners - Maps
Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Mason County Agricultural Extension Council (Ill.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (50 p.) : ill., 27 maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
'Sponsored by Mason County Agriculture Extension Association.'
Scale [1:50,688]. 1 1/4 in. to 1 mile.
Includes business directory and indexes.
Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G4103.M5G46 1972 .R58 (NLO)

45364 Mason County (Ill.) - Maps - 1990 - Landowners\rightarrow Counties - Maps\rightarrow Landowners - Maps
Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Mason County Agricultural Extension Council (Ill.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Cover title.
'Sponsored by Mason County Agriculture Education Association.'
Scale [1:50,688].
Township maps of scale 1 1/4 in. to 1 mile.
Includes business and government directories, and indexes.
Publisher's advertisements and catalog, p. [1]-[3] at end.
Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 91675140

Authors: Lawson's Atlases and Plat Books
1 atlas (19 p.) : maps ; 22 x 28 cm.
Cover title.
Scale not determined.
folio G1413.M36 L397 1953 (NLO)

45366 Mason County (Mich.) - Maps - 1972 - Landowners\rightarrow Counties - Maps\rightarrow Landowners - Maps

Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Mason County 4-H Council (Mich.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (40 p.) : 18 maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
'Sponsored by Mason County 4-H Council.'
Includes business directory and index to owners.
Scale [1:50,688].
Township maps of scale 1 1/4 in. to 1 mile.
Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G4113.M36G46 1972 .R58 (NLO)

Massac County (Ill.) - Maps - 1879 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Texas. General Land Office -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 22 x 17 in. Scale 1:133,320.
Originally compiled 1879.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 1069 (PrCt)

Masovia (Poland) - Maps - 1741<<>>Podlasie (Poland : Region) - Maps - 1741
1 map : hand col. ; 38 x 52 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:875,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
In composite world atlas possibly compiled and published by Charles François Delamarche: Atlas général : contenant le détail des quatre parties du monde [Paris? : s.n., 1798?], [ptie 1], [plate 49].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .A77 1798, [ptie 1], [plate 49] (NLO)

Mass production - Maps - 1933<<>>Commerce - Maps - 1933<<>>Atlases, Italian - 1933
Authors: Baratta, Mario, 1868-1935 -- Visintin, Luigi -- G. de Agostini (firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 71 maps ; 340 x 262 mm.
Rev. 1976.
Includes index to owners and business directory.
Scale [1:50,688]. 1 1/4 in. = 1 mile.
Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Massac County (Ill.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960- -- Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)
162 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
1st ed.
'Deluxe edition.'
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).
'3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.'
Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).
Includes indexes.
Series: Family maps
ISBN 142030934X ; 9781420309348
Local History Ref F547.M4 B69 2008 (NLO)
the Newberry Library.

Massachusetts - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1828-1829 - Railroads,
Proposed<<>>New York (State) - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1828-1829 - Railroads,
Proposed<<>>Massachusetts - Maps - 1828-1829 - Railroads, Proposed<<>>New York (State) - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1828-1829

Massachusetts Board of Internal Improvements: Report of the Board of Directors

In: Massachusetts. Board of Internal Improvements.

Profile No. 1 of a survey for a railroad route. Provides elevation and mileage along proposed railroad route.

Contents: Profile no. 1 of a survey for a railroad route from Boston to the Hudson River ... (1829) -- Boston and Albany Railroad Co.: [map].

4 profiles on 3 sheets: 20 x 49 cm. or smaller, folded to 22 x 13 cm.

Title assigned by cataloger.

Engraved by J.V.A. Throop.

Provides elevation and mileage along proposed railroad route.

Report of the Board of Directors of Internal Improvements of the State of Massachusetts: on the practicability and expediency of a railroad from Boston to the Hudson River ... (1829) -- Boston and Albany Railroad Co.: [map].

4 profiles on 3 sheets: 20 x 49 cm. or smaller, folded to 22 x 13 cm.

Title assigned by cataloger.

Engraved by J.V.A. Throop.

Provides elevation and mileage along proposed railroad route.

Report of the Board of Internal Improvements of the State of Massachusetts: on the practicability and expediency of a railroad from Boston to the Hudson River, and from Boston to Providence; submitted to the General Court, January 16, 1829; to which are annexed, the reports of the engineers; with plans and profiles of the routes (Boston: Press of the Boston Daily Advertiser, 1829), [maps 3-5 of 6].

Case H 66844 .396 [maps 3-5 of 6] (NLO)

Massachusetts - Historical geography - Maps - 1828-1829 - Railroads - Maps

[Boston and Albany Railroad survey profiles from Boston to New York State line at Canaan].

[boston: press of the boston daily advertiser, 1829].

Authors: Baldwin, James Fowle, 1782-1862 -- Throop, John Peter Van Ness, 1794-1861 -- Massachusetts. Board of Internal Improvements.

Report of the Board of Directors of Internal Improvements of the State of Massachusetts: on the practicability and expediency of a railroad from Boston to the Hudson River ... (1829) -- Boston and Albany Railroad Co.: [map].

4 profiles on 3 sheets: 20 x 49 cm. or smaller, folded to 22 x 13 cm.

Title assigned by cataloger.

Engraved by J.V.A. Throop.

Provides elevation and mileage along proposed railroad route.

Report of the Board of Directors of Internal Improvements of the State of Massachusetts: on the practicability and expediency of a railroad from Boston to the Hudson River, and from Boston to Providence; submitted to the General Court, January 16, 1829; to which are annexed, the reports of the engineers; with plans and profiles of the routes (Boston: Press of the Boston Daily Advertiser, 1829), [maps 3-5 of 6].

Case H 66844 .396 [maps 3-5 of 6] (NLO)
of Old Plymouth Colony.
Text on verso.
map2F G3761.S2 1978 K7 (PrCt)

45377 Massachusetts - Maps - 1634 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
A Chart of Massachusetts Bay; drawn about 1634. [19-].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1634 manuscript.
folio Ayer 136 .H91 1907 ser. 1, v. 5, pl. 12-13 (PrCt)

45378 Massachusetts - Maps - 1634 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
[A Chart of Massachusetts Bay, 1634]. Boston, 1902.
Authors: Winthrop, John, 1588-1649 -- Green, Samuel Abbott, 1830-1918 -- Map Library (British Library)
1 map ; 33 x 46 cm. reduced from 39 x 61 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:210,000]
Title from British Museum Catalog of the manuscript maps, charts and plans ... 1844.
Oriented with north at left.
Relief shown pictorially.
Contains marginal notes in Winthrop's hand.
 Accompanied by an essay on the map, p. 19-23.
ICN73
F 84.36 after p. 24 (PrCt)

An Outline, shewing 'the south boundary line of the Massachusetts, as run in 1713,' and 'the line as said to have been run by Woodward and Safety in 1642.' It is a reduction of Crown Add.Mss. 15487. fol.27. [19-].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1713 manuscript.
folio Ayer 136 .H91 1907 ser. 1, v. 4, pl. 12-13 (PrCt)

45380 Massachusetts - Maps - 1741 - Boundaries - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Plan of the northern boundary line of the Province of the Massachusetts Bay in New England as it is called in his Majestie's Royall Order for running the same, extending from three miles due north of Pentucket falls in Merrimack River on a course west allowing ten degrees variation till it comes to Hudson's River, with the remarkable mountains, hills, rivers, streams, ponds, etc., that fell in or near course. Taken by Richard Hazzen, Haverhill, May ye 8th, 1741. [19-].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1741 manuscript.
folio Ayer 136 .H91 1914 ser. 3, v. 4, pl. 195-198 (PrCt)

45381 Massachusetts - Maps - 1760 - Coasts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
1 map
 Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1760 manuscript covering the northern coast of Massachusetts.
folio Ayer 136 .H91 1914 ser. 3, v. 4, pl. 199-202 (PrCt)

45382 Massachusetts - Maps - 1775<>>Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1775<>>Boston (Mass.) -
History - Revolution, 1775-1783 - Maps


Authors: Romans, Bernard, ca. 1720-ca. 1784 -- Massachusetts Historical Society -- Meriden-Stinehour Press
1 map : col ; 47 x 44 cm.
Facsimile of original published ca. 1775.
Inscription to John Hancock reads, in part: this map of the seat of civil war in America.
Insets: Plan of Boston and its environs 1775 -- A View of the lines thrown upon Bonston Neck by the Ministerial Army.

Duplicate copy: Case 5A 277
Case G 833 .8 opposite column MAS-MAS (PrCt)

45386 Massachusetts - Maps - 1796
Authors: Lewis, Samuel, 1753 or 1754-1822 -- Scott, J. T. (Joseph T.) -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Guthrie, William, 1708-1770 -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839. Carey's General atlas ... (1796) 1 map : 34 x 46 cm.
In: Carey, Mathew. Carey's General atlas ... (Philadelphia : M. Carey, 1796) pl. [27].
Case folio G1019.C25 1796 pl. 27 (PrCt)

45387 Massachusetts - Maps - 1796
The State of Massachusetts from the best information. New York : John Reid, 1796.
Authors: Winterbotham, William, 1763-1829 -- Reid, John, 1764?-1828 -- Winterbotham, William, 1763-1829. The American atlas containing the following maps ... (1796) 1 map : 35 x 43 cm.
In: Winterbotham, William. The American atlas containing the following maps ... (New York : John Reid, 1796) map [6].
Case oversize G 1083 .03 map [6] (PrCt)

45388 Massachusetts - Maps - 1801
Massachusetts. [Philadelphia : M. Carey, 1801].
Authors: Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Barker, W. (William), fl. 1795-1803 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839. Carey's American pocket atlas ... (1801) 1 map : 14 x 10 cm.
In: Carey, Mathew. Carey's American pocket atlas ... (Philadelphia : Printed by H. Sweitzer, for M. Carey, 1801) pl. [4]. Map title from 1805 ed. of atlas.
Ayer 135 .C27 1801 pl. 4 (PrCt)

45389 Massachusetts - Maps - 1804
Authors: Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823. A New and elegant general atlas comprising all the new discoveries, to the present time ... (1804) -- John Conrad & Co. -- Lewis, Samuel, 1753 or 1754-1822 -- Tanner, Benjamin, 1775-1848 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : 20 x 24 cm.
In: Arrowsmith, Aaron. A New and elegant general atlas comprising all the new discoveries, to the present time ... (Philadelphia [etc.] : J. Conrad & Co. [and others], 1804) pl. 36.
Ayer 135 .A65 1804 pl. 36 (PrCt)

45390 Massachusetts - Maps - 1804
The State of Massachusetts compiled from the best authorities. Philadelphia : Mathew Carey,
Massachusetts - Maps - 1805

Authors: Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Barker, W. (William), fl. 1795-1803 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839. Carey's American pocket atlas ... (1805)
1 map ; 14 x 18 cm.
In: Carey, Mathew. Carey's American pocket atlas ... (Philadelphia : M. Carey, 1805) pl. [5].

Ayer 135 .C27 1805 pl. 5 (PrCt)

Massachusetts - Maps - 1814

1 map ; hand col. ; 14 x 18 cm.
In: Carey, Mathew. A General atlas, being a collection of maps of the world and quarters ... (Philadelphia : M. Carey, and Johnson & Warner, 1814) pl. [12].

Ayer 135 .C27 1814 pl. 12 (PrCt)

Massachusetts - Maps - 1822

1 map ; hand col. ; 29 x 45 cm.
Engraved title within neatline.
Added letterpress title in uppercase and oversize lettering, top margin: Geographical, historical, and statistical map of Massachusetts
In: H.C. Carey and I. Lea (Firm). A Complete historical, chronological, and geographical American atlas ... (Philadelphia ; London ; Leipzig ; Paris : H.C. Carey & I. Lea ; John Miller ; Bossange Freres, 1827) pl. [7]. Sheet 'No. 12.'

oversize Ayer 135 .C268 1827 pl. 7 (PrCt)

Massachusetts - Maps - 1826

Massachusetts. Philadelphia : A. Finley, [1826].
Authors: Finley, A. (Anthony) -- Young & Delleker -- Finley, A. (Anthony). A New general atlas, comprising a complete set of maps, representing the grand divisions of the globe ... (1826)
1 map : hand col. ; 21 x 28 cm.
In: Finley, Anthony. A New general atlas, comprising a complete set of maps, representing the grand divisions of the globe ... (Philadelphia : A. Finley, 1826) pl. 10.

Case folio G1019 .F5 1826 pl. 10 (PrCt)

Massachusetts - Maps - 1827


oversize Ayer 135 .C268 1827 pl. 7 (PrCt)

Massachusetts - Maps - 1827-1829 - Railroads, Proposed

New York (State) - Maps - 1827-1829 - Railroads, Proposed

Boston and Albany Railroad Co. - Maps - 1827-1829

Boston and Providence Railroad Corporation - Maps - 1827-1829

Railroads - Maps - Strip maps
Plan of a survey for a rail road : made under the direction of the Board of Directors of Internal Improvements / by James F. Baldwin, 1827 and 1828 ; J.V.N. Throop sc. [Boston : Press of the Boston Daily Advertiser], 1827 & 1828 [i.e. 1829].
Authors: Baldwin, James Fowle, 1782-1862 -- Throop, John Peter Van Ness, 1794-ca. 1861 -- Massachusetts. Board of Internal Improvements.
Report of the Board of Directors of Internal Improvements of the State of Massachusetts : on the practicability and expediency of a rail-road from Boston to the Hudson River ... (1829) -- Boston and Albany Railroad Co. -- Boston and Providence Railroad Corporation -- Boston daily advertiser (Boston, Mass. : 1813)
2 maps ; 20 x 66 cm., on sheet 22 x 89 cm. and 20 x 76 cm., on sheet 22 x 79 cm., folded in cover 22 x 12 cm.
Contents: No. 1. From Boston to Connecticut River -- No. 2. From Springfield to Albany.
Map of Boston to Connecticut River covers area

oversize Greenlee 4891 .C27 1822 [map 7] (PrCt)
roughly bounded by Springfield, Boston, Hubbardston, and Holliston, Massachusetts; Map of Springfield to Albany covers area roughly bounded by Springfield, Massachusetts and Albany, New York, and Dalton and Stockbridge, Massachusetts.

Scale [ca. 1:158,400]. "Scale 2 1/2 miles to an inch."

Summary coordinates (both maps as one bounded region): (W 73°46'--W 70°50'\(/{N}\ 42°40'--N 42°10'\).

Relief shown by hachures.

Also shows magnetic variance.

Map orientations differ.

In: Massachusetts. Board of Internal Improvements. Report of the Board of Directors of Internal Improvements of the State of Massachusetts: on the practicability and expediency of a rail-road from Boston to the Hudson River, and from Boston to Providence; submitted to the General Court, January 16, 1829; to which are annexed, the reports of the engineers; with plans and profiles of the routes (Boston: Press of the Boston Daily Advertiser, 1829), [maps 1-2 of 6].

Case H 66844 .396 [maps 1-2 of 6] (NLO)
Inset (7 x 6 cm.): Map of the country in the vicinity of Boston.

In: Finley, Anthony. A New general atlas: comprising a complete set of maps, representing the grand divisions of the globe ... (Philadelphia: Anthony Finley, 1833), plate 10.

Sheet corner numbered 10.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1019 .F5 1833, plate 10 (PrCt)

45400 Massachusetts - Maps - 1841
Authors: Bradford, T. G. (Thomas Gamaliel), 1802-1887; Bradford, T. G. (Thomas Gamaliel), 1802-1887. A Comprehensive atlas ... (1841) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 18 x 24 cm.
folio Ayer 135 .B75 1835 pl. 3, p. 26 (PrCt)

Massachusetts and Rhode Island. [Philadelphia : Carey & Hart, 1845].
Authors: Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Carey & Hart -- Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858. A New universal atlas ... (1845)
1 map : hand col. ; 26 x 37 cm.
'Entered according to act of Congress in the year 1841, by H.S. Tanner ...'.
Inset (15 x 12 cm.): Boston.
In: Tanner, Henry Schenck. A New universal atlas ... (Philadelphia : Carey & Hart, 1845) map '8.'

Case oversize G1019 .T2 1845 map 8 (PrCt)

45402 Massachusetts - Maps - 1845<<>>Boston Region (Mass.) - Maps - 1845
Massachusetts. [New York : H.S. Tanner, 1845].
Authors: Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858. A New general atlas, comprising a complete set of maps ... (1845)
1 map: hand col.; 27 x 21 cm.
Inset (7 x 6 cm.): Map of the country in the vicinity of Boston.
In: Tanner, Henry Schenck. A New general atlas, comprising a complete set of maps ... (New York : Tanner's Geographical Establishment, 1845) map '37'.

oversize G 10.622 map 37 (PrCt)

45403 Massachusetts - Maps - 1847 - Railroads<<>>New York (State) - Maps - 1847 - Railroads<<>>Boston and Worcester Railroad Corporation - Maps - 1847<<>>Western Rail-Road Corporation -

A Chart and description of the Boston and Worcester and Western Railroads : in which is noted the towns, villages, stations, bridges, viaducts, tunnels, cuttings, embankments, gradients, &c., the scenery and its natural history, and other objects passed by this line of railway, with numerous illustrations : constituting a novel and complete companion for the railway carriage / by William Guild. Boston : Bradbury & Guild, 1847.
vi, 7-84 p. : ill., maps : 20 cm.
"Entered according to act of Congress, in the year 1847, by Bradbury & Guild ... " -- title page verso.
"Stereotyped by George A. Curtis; New England Type and Stereotype Foundry, Boston" -- title page verso.
Introduction dated August, 1848.
Chiefly comprised of railroad strip map detailing 200 miles of track between Boston, Mass. and Albany, N.Y.; these lines were later consolidated as part of the Boston and Albany Railroad Company.
Map printed in multiple sections from movable type, and scattered between p. 4-78.
"Explanation of the chart. The traveller from Boston is supposed to sit, back to the engine, and should read downwards. The traveller to Boston should sit facing the engine, and read upwards. Every viaduct, bridge, pathway, and tunnel is marked ... [with typographic symbols printed with movable type]." -- p. 4
Scale [1:1:63,360]. "The scale is one inch to a mile." -- p. 4
Summary coordinates (all map sections as one bounded region): (W 73°45'30"/N 42°40'00"-W 71°03'42"/N 42°40'00"-N 42°7'22").
Intervening pages between map sections include descriptive text and wood engraved illustrations signed by B.J. Lossing, Lossing & Barritt, Lossing & Co.; others signed by N. Brown and W. Howland.
Selected openings also cataloged separately.
Bookseller’s label inside back cover: Village Book Shop, 122 Hamilton St., Geneva, Ill.
Gift of Gerald A. Danzer, 2011.
References: Sabin, 29226; Cf. OCLC 65357102
LC Card Number: a 14001455

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Massachusetts - Maps - 1847-1857
Rhode Island - Maps - 1847-1857
Boston Region (Mass.) - Maps - 1857
Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's general atlas ... (1857)
1 map : hand col. ; 28 x 35 cm.
oversize G 10 .185 pl. 8 (PrCt)

Massachusetts - Maps - 1850-1859
Rhode Island - Maps - 1850-1859
Boston Region (Mass.) - Maps - 1859
Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's atlas of America ... (1859)
1 map : hand col. ; 28 x 36 cm.
In: Colton George Woolworth. Colton's atlas of America, illustrating the physical and political geography of North and South America and the West India islands (New York : J.H. Colton and Co., 1859), pl. [10]. Inset map, 13 x 15 cm.: Vicinity of Boston. Printed plate 'No. 12.' Map copyrighted 1855.
Case oversize G1100 .C6 1859 pl. 10 (PrCt)

Massachusetts - Maps - 1855-1861
Rhode Island - Maps - 1855-1861
Boston Region (Mass.) - Maps - 1855
Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's atlas of the world ... (1855-1856)
1 map : hand col. ; 28 x 36 cm.
oversize G 10 .185 v.1, pl. 10 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Blodgett,' and 'Geological map of Massachusetts made by order of the legislature by Edward Hitchcock.'
Detached from wooden rollers.
Acquired from George Ritzlin; accession no. 99002602 NL
LC Card Number: gm 71005330

maproll G3760 1861 .B6 (NLO)

45410 Massachusetts - Maps - 1871
Official topographical atlas of Massachusetts.
Authors: Walling, Henry Francis, 1825-1888 --
Gray, Omando Willis -- Stedman, Brown & Lyon --
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 20 maps ; 442 x 352 mm.
LeGear1551;Ristow429;+RWEmersonLetter
Phillips 14399
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

45411 Massachusetts - Maps - 1871- Counties - Maps
Official topographical atlas of Massachusetts,
from astronomical, trigonometrical and various
local surveys; compiled and corrected by H.F.
Walling & O.W. Gray ... [Boston] : Stedman,
Brown & Lyon, 1871.
Authors: Walling, Henry Francis, 1825-1888 --
Gray, Omando Willis -- Stedman, Brown & Lyon --
Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (xxxvi, [2]-49, [14] p.: col. maps) ; 44 x 34 cm.
"Classification of the principal business firms of
Duplicate copy: oversize G 10844 .946
References: Phillips 1800; Atlases in libraries of
Chicago (1936) no. 1717
oversize Ayer 135 .W21 1871 (NLO)

45412 Massachusetts - Maps - 1878 -
Railroads-->> Boston Region (Mass.) - Maps -
1878 - Railroads-->> Boston (Mass.) - Maps -
1878 - Railroads-->> Railroads - Maps
Rand, McNally & Co.'s Massachusetts. Chicago :
Rand, McNally & Co., [1878].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally and Company. Shippers guide -- Library
of Congress. Geography and Map Division --
Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 32 x 49 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Insets (19 x 15 cm. and 14 x 10 cm.): Vicinity of
Boston -- Boston Harbor.
Issued folded in accompanying index (27 p. ; 16
cm.): Rand, McNally & Co.'s indexed map of
Massachusetts. Chicago : Rand, McNally & Co.,
1878.
Handstamp on title page: Map Division. Nov. 27
1914, Library of Congress.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(map2F G3761.P3 1878 .R3 (PrCt)

45413 Massachusetts - Maps - 1883 -
Railroads-->> Boston Region (Mass.) - Maps -
1883 - Railroads-->> Boston (Mass.) - Maps -
1883 - Railroads-->> Railroads - Maps
Rand, McNally & Co.'s Massachusetts. Chicago :
Rand, McNally & Co., c1883.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally and Company. Shippers guide --
Tewksbury, Henry W. -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 32 x 49 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Insets (19 x 15 cm. and 14 x 10 cm.): Vicinity of
Boston -- Boston Harbor.
Issued folded in accompanying index (53 p. ; 18
cm.): Rand, McNally & Co.'s county and
township map of Massachusetts. Chicago : Rand,
McNally & Co., 1881 [sic].
Handstamp on page [3] and map verso: Henry
W. Tewksbury, West Randolph, Vt.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
(map2F G3761.P3 1883 .R3 (PrCt)

45414 Massachusetts - Maps - 1883 -
Railroads-->> Railroads - Maps
Map of Massachusetts. For Poor's manual of
railroads for 1883. Chicago : Rand, McNally &
Co., 1883.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Poor's
manual of the railroads of the United States
(1883)
1 map : col. ; 11 x 17 cm.
Title in right margin.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United
States (New York, 1883) opposite p. 45
H 668 .703 (1883) opp. p. 45 (PrCt)

45415 Massachusetts - Maps - 1884 -
Railroads-->> Railroads - Maps
Map of Massachusetts. For Poor's manual of
railroads for 1884. Chicago : Rand, McNally &
Co., 1884.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Poor's
manual of the railroads of the United States
(1884)
1 map : col. ; 11 x 17 cm.
Title in right margin.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United
States (New York, 1883) opposite p. 39
H 668 .703 (1884) opp. p. 39 (PrCt)

45416 Massachusetts - Maps - 1885 - Bicycle Trails-->> Bicycle Trails - Massachusetts -
Maps - 1885-->> Massachusetts - Maps - 1885 -
Road maps-->> Road maps
Driving and cycling chart of south eastern
Massachusetts. 1885. Philadelphia : Packard
Brothers & Co., 1885.
Authors: Packard Brothers & Co.
1 map : col. ; 170 x 121 cm. folded to 22 x 22 cm. into covers.
Cover title (stamped): Packard Bros. & Co.'s driving and cycling chart of south eastern Massachusetts. 1885.
Scale [ca. 1: 51,000].
Includes 'Table of air-line distances' and 'Population according to latest census.'
'All roads south of Bridgewater and Taunton and in the Towns of Marshfield and Duxbury, except in town centres are generally poor.'
92030401NL
sc map4C G3761.E63 1885 P3 (NLO)

45417 Massachusetts - Maps - 1885 - Railroads<>Railroads - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1885)
1 map : col. ; 13 x 21 cm.
Title in right margin.
Imprint and title partly trimmed away.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1885) opposite p. 41
Inset (7 x 8 cm.): Vicinity of Boston.
H 668 .703 (1885) opp. p. 45 (PrCt)

Railroad and county map of Massachusetts & Rhode Island. [Chicago : George F. Cram, 1887].
Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928. Cram's standard American atlas of the world (1887)
1 map : col. ; 54 x 39 cm.
Inset (17 x 19 cm.): [Boston region]
Keyed to town and railroad index on p.12-13 and16.

Authors: Rand McNally and Company. Rand, McNally & Co.'s improved indexed business atlas and shipper's guide ... (1888) -- Rand McNally and Company. Commercial atlas (1888)
1 map : col. ; 31 x 50 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Insets (15 x 18 cm. and 14 x 10 cm.): Vicinity of Boston -- [Boston].

In Rand, McNally & Co.'s improved indexed business atlas and shipper's guide ... (Chicago: Rand McNally, 1888) p. 100-101.
Keyed to index of towns and railroads on p.99 and 102-111.
Uniform atlas title: Commercial atlas.
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcn atlas .C7 1888, p. 100-101 (PrCt)

45420 Massachusetts - Maps - 1890<>COUNTIES - Maps
Authors: Massachusetts Topog. Survey
1 atlas (54 maps) ; 54 cm.
Phillips 1801.
oversize G 10844 .558 (NLO)

45421 Massachusetts - Maps - 1891 - Railroads<>Boston Region (Mass.) - Maps - 1891 - Railroads<>Railroads - Maps
1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm.
Title in upper margin.
'Rand, McNally & Co.'s new business atlas map of Massachusetts. Copyright, 1890 ... ' -- at bottom right.
Inset (22 x 28 cm.): Environ of Boston.
Issued folded in accompanying index (55 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand, McNally & Co.'s indexed county and township pocket map and shippers' guide of Massachusetts. Chicago and New York : Rand, McNally & Co., 1891.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
map4F G3761.P3 1891 .R3 (PrCt)

45422 Massachusetts - Maps - 1893 - Education<>Education - Massachusetts - Maps - 1893
The Public schools of Massachusetts ... Boston, [1893?].
Authors: Bartlett, George H.
1 map ; 43 x 68 cm. fold. 23 x 14 cm.
'Designed and drawn by George H. Bartlett.'
I 6844 .06 (NLO)

1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm.
Title in upper margin.
'Rand, McNally & Co.'s new business atlas map
of Massachusetts. Copyright, 1890 ... ' -- at bottom right.
Inset (22 x 29 cm.): Environ of Boston.
Issued folded in accompanying index (55 p.; 17 cm.): Rand, McNally & Co.'s indexed county and township pocket map and shippers' guide of Massachusetts. Chicago and New York: Rand, McNally & Co., c1893.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
map4F G3761.P3 1893 .R3 (PrCt)

Massachusetts - Maps - 1894 - Bicycle trails
Road book of Massachusetts: containing also some of the principal through routes of other states. Massachusetts: League of American Wheelmen, 1894.
Authors: League of American Wheelmen.
At head of title: League of American Wheelmen.
Cover title: Massachusetts road book.
"George A. Perkins, chief consul ...."
Includes town by town itineraries with cycling directions for 132 numbered routes keyed to folded maps at end.
Includes index of towns (p. [162-170]).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
map3C G3761.P2 1894 .L4 (PrCt)

Massachusetts - Maps - 1898 - Bicycle trails
Bicycle trails - Massachusetts - Maps - 1898 - Road maps
Authors: Geo. H. Walker & Co.
4 maps: col.; on 4 sheets each approx. 14 x 34 cm., issued folded to 10 x 18 cm.
Collective title supplied by cataloger.
Comprised of four maps sewn together and folded.
Incomplete? Possibly detached from a larger work.
Contents: Bicycle map of south eastern Massachusetts. Plate Z -- Bicycle map of north eastern Massachusetts. Plate X -- Bicycle map of western Massachusetts. Plate W -- Bicycle map of Massachusetts. Index map of sheets.

map1F G3761.P2 1898 .W3 (PrCt)

Massachusetts - Maps - 1900-1960 - Topographic maps
Authors: Geological Survey (U.S.)
ca. 224 maps: col.; on sheets 54 x 44 cm. fold. to 17 x 28 cm.
Scale 1:24,000.
Dates of publication vary.
According to USGS, coverage at this scale complete in 189 maps.
Coverage may not be complete at this scale; see index map in box 85.
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisles 42 and 43 (July 2012).
map6C G3700 19-- U5, box 85 (PrCt)

Massachusetts - Maps - 1900 - Railroads
Rhode Island - Maps - 1900 - Connecticut - Maps - 1900 - Railroads - Maps
Authors: National Publishing Company (Boston, Mass.)
1 map: col.; 85 x 96 cm. fold. in covers 25 x 13 cm.
'Scale...approximately 5 miles to one inch.'
Inset: United States, showing political divisions and number of congressmen.
Includes tables of population and distances and index to cities and towns.
In upper left margin: No. 107.
'Price $3.00.'
Mounted on muslin.
map4C G3720 1900 N3 (PrCt)
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
map4F G3761.P3 1901 .R3 (PrCt)

45429 Massachusetts - Maps - 1902 - Postal service
Post route map of the states of Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Connecticut ... 1st of June, 1902.
[Washington, D.C.]: Post Office Department, 1902.
1 map: col.; 82 x 110 cm.
Inset (15 x 15 cm.): City of Boston and vicinity. Detached from wooden rollers.
map6F G3721.P8 1902 .U5 (PrCt)

45430 Massachusetts - Maps - 1904 - Railroads - Massachusetts - Maps - 1904 - Railroads - Massachusetts
1 map: col.; 47 x 65 cm.
'Rand, McNally & Co.'s new business atlas map of Massachusetts.' -- at top right.
Includes key to railroads numbered 4-50 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Massachusetts. Railroads. Inset (22 x 28 cm.): Environs of Boston. Issued folded in accompanying index (34 p.; 17 cm.): Rand McNally & Co.'s indexed county and railroad pocket map and shippers' guide of Massachusetts. Chicago and New York: Rand McNally & Co., c1904.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 388 (PrCt)

45431 Massachusetts - Maps - 1904 - Street-railroads
Street railway lines between Boston and Palmer.
Authors: Derrah, Robert H. -- Raymond & Whitcomb -- Chickering, Elmer -- Derrah, Robert H. By trolley through western New England (1904)
1 map; 19 x 29 cm., folded to 10 x 16 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:476,000].
 Coordinates: (W 72°20'59"--W 70°47'26"/N 42°37'57"--N 41°53'32")
Roughly bounded by Orange, Marblehead and Monson in Massachusetts, and Putnam in Connecticut.
Verso includes advertisements for travel agents Raymond & Whitcomb Co. and photographers Elmer Chickering & Co., both of Boston.
In: Derrah, Robert H. By trolley through western New England (Boston: R.H. Derrah, 1904), [map 1], between p. 8-[9].
map3C G3721.P33 1904 .D4 [map 1] (NLO)

45432 Massachusetts - Maps - 1905 - Counties - Maps
Topographic map of Massachusetts showing railroads, electric railways, steamboat lines, highways, post offices, villages, etc.; completely indexed. Boston, Mass. Scarborough Company, 1905.
Authors: Scarborough Company
1 map: col.; 93 x 143 cm. fold. in covers 27 x 13 cm.
'Scale 3 1/4 miles to 1 inch; 1:205,920.' Includes index of 'cities, villages, post offices and stations' with 1900 population figures; list of governors; distance table; and table giving area, population, and property valuation of counties and county seats. Mounted on muslin.
map4C G3760 1905 S3 (PrCt)

Authors: Scarborough Company
6 maps: most col.; 73 x 68 cm. (1 map 42 x 33 cm. + title/index sheet & portfolio 37 x 40 cm.) Issued folded in portfolio; portfolio filed as map5C oG3761.P2 1905 S3. 78-38080 527
map6F G3761.P2 1905 S3 (PrCt)
Author: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (s.n., 1909). (Massachusetts Electric Companies)

Map of the Old Colony Street Railway Company (Massachusetts Electric Companies); Map of the Boston & Northern Street Railway Company (Massachusetts Electric Companies). [New York: s.n., 1908]

Covers eastern Massachusetts and the Boston region; includes southern New Hampshire and northern Rhode Island.

Text on verso.

In Poor’s manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1910) p. [2081]

H 668 .703 (1910) p. [2081] (PrCt)

45442 Massachusetts - Maps - 1910 - Road maps--->Road maps


Authors: Walker Lith. & Pub. Co. -- C.S. Hammond & Company

1 map : col. ; 67 x 83 cm., folded in covers to 18 x 9 cm.

"Scale - 2 miles to an inch."

Cover title: Road map of eastern Massachusetts

Printed paste-on label of C.S. Hammond & Co. on front cover.

Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).

Road map4C G3761.P2 1910 .W3 (PrCt)


Map of the Boston & Northern Street Railway Company (Massachusetts Electric Companies) ; Map of the Old Colony Street Railway Company (Massachusetts Electric Companies). [New York: s.n., 1911].

Authors: Poor’s manual of the railroads of the United States (1911) -- Boston and Northern Street Railway Co. -- Massachusetts Electric Companies -- Old Colony Railroad Company 2 maps ; 8 x 11 cm. and 12 x 11 cm., within printed border 20 x 11 cm.

Covers eastern Massachusetts and the Boston region; includes southern New Hampshire and northern Rhode Island.

Text on verso.

In Poor’s manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1911) p. 2105

H 668 .703 (1911) p. 2105 (PrCt)


Map Bay State Street Railway Company (Massachusetts Electric Companies). [New York: s.n., 1912].

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1912) -- Bay State Street Railway Company -- Massachusetts Electric Companies
1 map ; 20 x 12 cm.
Covers eastern Massachusetts and the Boston region; includes southern New Hampshire and northern Rhode Island.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1912) p. 1877
H 668 .703 (1912) p. 1877 (PrCt)

45445 Massachusetts - Maps - 1913 - Cities and towns - Massachusetts - Maps - 1913
Authors: Wood, Henry B. -- Massachusetts Harbor & Land
1 v. ; 54 cm.
oversize G1234 A1 A85 1913 (NLO)

45446 Massachusetts - Maps - 1913 - Railroads - Boston Region (Mass.) - Maps - 1913 - Railroads - Maps
1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm.
'Rand, McNally & Co.'s new business atlas map of Massachusetts. Copyright, 1904 ... ' -- at bottom right.
Includes key to railroads numbered 11-115 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Massachusetts railroads.
Inset (22 x 28 cm.): Environs of Boston.
Issued folded in accompanying index (50 p. ; 17 cm.).: Rand McNally & Co.'s indexed county and railroad pocket map and shippers' guide of Massachusetts. Chicago and New York: Rand McNally & Co., c1913.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
'Copyrighted by R. McN. & Co Apr. 19, 1913' -- in ms. on p. [7].
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 391 (PrCt)

1 map : col., mounted on cloth ; 59 x 85 cm.
1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm.
Plate no.: 113B.
Includes key to railroads numbered 11-119 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Massachusetts railroads.
Inset (22 x 28 cm.): Environ of Boston.
On verso: Massachusetts automobile road map.
1 map : on sheet 54 x 71 cm. Plate no. 620C.
'National Highways Association roads used by permission.' Includes advertisement for 'Pioneer' petroleum products for sale by Geo. C. Peterson Co. of Chicago, Tulsa, and Indianapolis.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Handstamp on front cover: E.H. Bryan, Jr.
Stationer's label on front cover: Whitlock's Book Store Inc. ...
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 394 (PrCt)

1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm.
Plate no. 113C
Includes key to railroads numbered 11-119 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Massachusetts railroads.
Inset (22 x 28 cm.): Environ of Boston.
On verso: Massachusetts automobile road map.
1 map : on sheet 54 x 71 cm. Plate no. 620C.
'National Highways Association roads used by permission.' Includes advertisement for 'Pioneer' petroleum products for sale by Geo. C. Peterson Co. of Chicago, Tulsa, and Indianapolis.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Handstamp on front cover: E.H. Bryan, Jr.
Stationer's label on front cover: Whitlock's Book Store Inc. ...
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 394.5 (PrCt)
On verso: Massachusetts automobile road map. 1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm. Plate no. 620C. 'National Highways Association roads used by permission.'


Uniform title: Shippers guide. 'Copyrighted April 26, 1919' -- in ms. on front cover.


RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 395 (PrCt)


Imperfect; lacking folded map: cf. RMcN Shippers’ Guide 4C 395 (PrCt). Editor's copy: many entries marked in pencil.

Uniform title: Shippers guide.


RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 396 (PrCt)

45455 Massachusetts - Maps - 1920-1929 - Road maps - Massachusetts - Maps - 1920-1929 - Road maps

Southeastern Massachusetts / Southeastern Massachusetts Chamber of Commerce. [New York? General Drafting Company?, 192-?].

Authors: Southeastern Massachusetts Chamber of Commerce -- General Drafting Company -- Hudson Studio (Campello, Mass.) -- Nichols & Elbridge (Brockton, Mass.)

1 map ; 18 x 19 cm., on sheet 47 x 61 cm., folded to 24 x 11 cm.

Panel title. "Copyright, General Drafting Co., Inc."

Printed on sheet with descriptive text and photographs under heading: Spend your summer vacation in southeastern Massachusetts / designed by the Hudson Studio, Campello. Printed by Nichols & Elbridge, Brockton. Panel art: Logo of Southeastern Massachusetts Chamber of Commerce. Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).

Road map4C G3761.P2 192- .S6 (PrCt)

45456 Massachusetts - Maps - 1920 - Railroads - Massachusetts - Maps - 1920 - Railroads


Includes key to railroads numbered 11-117 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Massachusetts railroads. Inset (22 x 28 cm.): Environs of Boston. On verso: Massachusetts automobile road map. 1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm. Plate no. 620C. 'National Highways Association roads used by permission.'

Issued folded in accompanying index (39 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand-McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Massachusetts.


RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 397 (PrCt)


Includes key to railroads numbered 11-117 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Massachusetts railroads. Inset (22 x 28 cm.): Environs of Boston. On verso: Massachusetts automobile road map. 1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm. Plate no. 620C. 'National Highways Association roads used by permission.'

Issued folded in accompanying index (39 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand-McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Massachusetts.
1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm.
Plate no.: 113E.
Includes key to railroads numbered 11-117 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Massachusetts railroads.
Inset (22 x 28 cm.): Environs of Boston.
On verso: Massachusetts automobile road map. 1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm. Plate no. 620C. 'National Highways Association roads used by permission.'
Issued folded in accompanying index (39 p. ; 17 cm.): [Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Massachusetts.]
Editor's copy: many entries marked in pencil or trimmed away; many entries marked in pencil or trimmed away; cf. RMcN Shippers' Guide 4C 397 (PrCt).
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008). RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 398 (PrCt)

45460 Massachusetts - Maps - 1921 - Railroads<<>>Boston Region (Mass.) - Maps - 1921 - Railroads<<>>Massachusetts - Maps - 1921 - Road maps<<>>Boston Region (Mass.) - Maps - 1921 - Road maps<<>>Road maps<<>>Railroads - Maps
1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm. 'The Rand McNally new commercial atlas map of Massachusetts.' -- at top right.
Plate no.: 113F.
Includes key to railroads numbered 10-117 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Massachusetts railroads.
Inset (22 x 28 cm.): Environs of Boston.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Massachusetts. 1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm. Plate no. 1016F.
Issued folded in accompanying index (34 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Massachusetts. Chicago; New York: Rand McNally & Company, c1921.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008). RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 401 (PrCt)

The Rand McNally new commercial atlas map of Massachusetts. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Co., [1920?].
1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm.
Plate no.: 113E.
Includes key to railroads numbered 11-117 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Massachusetts railroads.
Inset (22 x 28 cm.): Environs of Boston.
On verso: Massachusetts automobile road map. 1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm. Plate no. 620C. 'National Highways Association roads used by permission.'
Issued folded in accompanying index (39 p. ; 17 cm.): [Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Massachusetts.]
Editor's copy: many entries marked in pencil or trimmed away; many entries marked in pencil or trimmed away; cf. RMcN Shippers' Guide 4C 397 (PrCt).
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008). RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 398 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

maps - Maps
Rand McNally standard map of Massachusetts.
1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm.
'The Rand McNally new commercial atlas map of Massachusetts.' -- at top right.
Plate no.: 113G.
Includes key to railroads numbered 10-115 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Massachusetts railroads.
Inset (22 x 28 cm.): Environs of Boston.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Massachusetts. 1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm.
Issued folded in accompanying index (34 p. ; 17 cm.).: Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Massachusetts. Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1922.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Handstamp on front cover: Register of Copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.
'11/13/22' -- in ms. on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 402 (PrCt)

Massachusetts - Maps - 1922 - Road maps - New England - Maps - 1922 - Road maps - Road maps - Road maps
Road map of Massachusetts / prepared by General Drafting Co. ..., New York. Boston, Mass. published and presented by the First National Bank of Boston, c1922.
Authors: General Drafting Company -- First National Bank of Boston
1 map : col. ; 56 x 90 cm., folded to 10 x 24 cm.
Continuation inset (20 x 17 cm.): Cape Cod Inset (21 x 24 cm.): Important routes of lower New England.
Issued folded in printed envelope with title: Road map of Massachusetts ...
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).
Road map4C G3761.P2 1922 .G4 (PrCt)

Massachusetts - Maps - 1922 - Road maps - Wall maps - Road maps - Road maps - Road maps
Road map of Massachusetts / Department of Public Works, Division of Highways ; W.W. Marsh, del. [Boston? Department of Public Works?]. c1922.
1 map : col. mounted on cloth ; 77 x 122 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
"Copyright 1922 by E.O. Cockayne, Boston, Mass."
"Rec'd 10-16-30 B. [John G. Brink]" -- ms. note at bottom left.
RMcN AE 90.12 (PrCt)
Rand McNally standard map of Massachusetts.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [1923].
1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm.
'The Rand McNally new commercial atlas map of Massachusetts.' -- at top right.
Plate no.: 113H.
Includes key to railroads numbered 10-115 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Massachusetts railroads.
Inset (22 x 28 cm.): Environs of Boston.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Massachusetts. 1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm.
Issued folded in accompanying index (34 p. ; 17 cm.).: Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Massachusetts. Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1923.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Handstamp on front cover: Register of Copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.
'5/10/23' -- in ms. on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 403 (PrCt)

Massachusetts - Maps - 1923 - Road maps - Go-Gas Company (New York, N.Y.) - Maps - 1923 - Road maps
The Road that leads to the checker marked Go-Gas service stations on the motor routes of Massachusetts and vicinity / The Go-Gas Company, 90 West Street, New York City.
Authors: Go-Gas Company (New York, N.Y.) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 29 x 43 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: Map no. 3
Added title on primary map: Map no. 3
Identifies location of Go-Gas service stations in Massachusetts.
Maps on verso (each 6 x 9 cm.): Athol -- Beverly -- Brockton -- Clinton -- Dedham -- Fitchburg -- Framingham -- Gardner -- Hudson --
Panel art: Illustration of Go-Gas service station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 784 (PrCt)

Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [1924].
1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm.
'The Rand McNally new commercial atlas map of Massachusetts.' -- at top right.
Plate no.: 9R23.
Includes key to railroads numbered 10-115 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Massachusetts railroads.
Inset (22 x 28 cm.): Environs of Boston.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Massachusetts. 1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm.
Includes key to three named 'principal trails in Massachusetts'.
Issued folded in accompanying index (34 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Massachusetts. Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Co., c1924.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 405 (PrCt)

Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [1926].
1 map : col. ; 47 x 63 cm.
Plate no.: 9R25.
Includes key to railroads numbered 10-115 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Massachusetts railroads.
Insets (22 x 28 cm. and 23 x 14 cm.): Environs of Boston -- [Continuation inset of Cape Cod and Nantucket.]
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Massachusetts. 1 map : col. ; 47 x 634 cm. Includes key to three named 'principal trails in Massachusetts'.
Issued folded in accompanying index (36 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Massachusetts. San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1926.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 406 (PrCt)

Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [1925].
1 map : col. ; 47 x 63 cm.
Plate no.: 1N24.
Includes key to railroads numbered 10-115 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Massachusetts railroads.
Insets (22 x 28 cm. and 23 x 14 cm.): Environs of Boston -- [Continuation inset of Cape Cod and Nantucket.]
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Massachusetts. 1 map : col. ; 47 x 634 cm. Includes key to three named 'principal trails in Massachusetts'.
Issued folded in accompanying index (36 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Massachusetts. San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1925.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 406 (PrCt)
45470 Massachusetts - Maps - 1927 - Road maps

_Route map of Massachusetts / Department of Public Works ; W.W. Marrs, del. ; Cockayne, Boston._ [Boston? Department of Public Works?], 1927.


1 map : col. ; 50 x 81 cm.

Inset (17 x 11 cm.): Routes in Boston and vicinity. Editor's copy; lightly annotated on both sides by "B" (John G. Brink).

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 90.10 (PrCt)

45471 Massachusetts - Maps - 1928 - Railroads

_Rand McNally standard map of Massachusetts._ Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1928].


1 map : col. ; 47 x 63 cm.

Plate no.: 7R27.

Includes key to railroads numbered 10-115 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Massachusetts railroads.

Insets (22 x 28 cm. and 23 x 14 cm.): Boston and vicinity -- [Continuation inset of Cape Cod and Nantucket.]

On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Massachusetts. 1 map : col. ; 47 x 63 cm.

Includes key to three named 'principal trails in Massachusetts'.

Issued folded in accompanying index (37 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Massachusetts. San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1928.

Uniform title: Shippers guide.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 407 (PrCt)

45472 Massachusetts - Maps - 1928 - Railroads

_Rand McNally standard map of Massachusetts._ Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1928].


1 map : col. ; 47 x 63 cm.

Plate no.: 7R27.

Includes key to railroads numbered 10-115 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Massachusetts railroads.

Insets (22 x 28 cm. and 23 x 14 cm.): Boston and vicinity -- [Continuation inset of Cape Cod and Nantucket.]

On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Massachusetts. 1 map : col. ; 47 x 63 cm.

Includes key to three named 'principal trails in Massachusetts'.

Issued folded in accompanying index (37 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Massachusetts. San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1928.

Uniform title: Shippers guide.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 409 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

45475

1 map : col. ; 47 x 63 cm.
Plate no.: 7R27.
Includes key to railroads numbered 10-115 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Massachusetts railroads.
Insets (22 x 28 cm. and 23 x 14 cm.): Boston and vicinity -- [Continuation inset of Cape Cod and Nantucket.]
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Massachusetts. 1 map : col. ; 47 x 63 cm.
Includes key to three named 'principal trails in Massachusetts'.
Issued folded in accompanying index (37 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Massachusetts. San Francisco : Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1928.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 411 (PrCt)

45476

38 p. : 3 maps (2 folded) ; 24 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally standard indexed map with air trails : Massachusetts
Uniform title: Air trails
Folded map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back to back, col. ; each 47 x 64 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm., inside back cover, scale 1:411,800): Rand McNally standard map of Massachusetts. Plate no. 7R28. Includes key to railroads. -- Rand McNally standard map of Massachusetts with air trails. Plate nos. "12N28" and "7R28". Both folding maps include insets of the Boston region, Cape Cod and Nantucket (23 x 27 cm. and smaller).
Accompanying index includes "airport directory", "aids to navigation", and "elements of practical air navigation" by William E. Johnson, (p. 26-38).

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Cover art: Airplane flying above passenger train. "50c" -- printed on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (October 2010).
RMcN Air Trails 4C 22 (PrCl)


Rand McNally standard map of Massachusetts.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [193?-].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company.
Shippers guide -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 88 ms. index.
Plate nos.: No. 1:20SC -- TR29
Includes key to railroads numbered 11-115 and A (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Massachusetts railroads.
Insets (23 x 27 cm. and 24 x 14 cm.): Boston and vicinity -- [Cape Cod and Nantucket].
Map on verso (47 x 63 cm.): Rand McNally standard map of Massachusetts with air trails.
Insets on verso (23 x 27 cm. and 24 x 14 cm.): Boston and vicinity -- [Cape Cod and Nantucket].
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 88.1X (PrCl)

45478 Massachusetts - Maps - 1930 - Road maps - Bridges - Massachusetts - Maps - 1930 - Road maps

The Commonwealth of Massachusetts : route map and detour bulletin 1930 / Department of Public Works ... Boston : Department of Public Works, State House, 1930.
Authors: Massachusetts. Dept. of Public Works -- General Drafting Company -- Tudor Press (Boston, Mass.) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 83 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: The Commonwealth of Massachusetts road map of Massachusetts 1930 ...
Includes notes on "Travel condition on through routes May 1, 1930."
Plate no. 10m-4-30. No. 8712
Panel art: Massachusetts state seal.
Editor's copy; ms. annotations identify bridge locations.
Accompanied by typescript letter (1 leaf) and list of bridges (3 leaves) dated November 26, 1930, from Massachusetts bridge engineer George E. Harkness to Rand McNally cartographer John G. Brink.
Filed with a group of related U.S. state maps identifying bridges along major highways, ca. 1927-ca. 1939 (in RMcN AE folders 172 and 173).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 173.19 (PrCl)


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company.
Pocket maps -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
48 p. : 21 maps (2 folded) ; 24 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally pocket maps : Massachusetts : counties, cities, towns, auto

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

roads, railroads, city maps, hotels : 1930 census
Uniform title: Pocket maps
Folded map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back to back, col.; 47 x 63 cm. and 53 x 68 cm., folded to 24 x 11 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of Massachusetts. Plate nos. "No.120S" and "7R30". Includes key to railroads and inset maps of Boston and the Cape Cod-Nantucket region (23 x 27 cm.) -- Rand McNally official 1931 auto road map : Massachusetts, Connecticut & Rhode Island. Plate no. M-1010.
Index includes maps of Attleboro, Boston, Brockton, Fall River, Fitchburg, Gloucester, Greenfield, Holyoke, Lawrence, Lowell, Lynn, North Adams, Northampton, Pittsfield, Salem, Springfield, Taunton, Winchester, and Worcester (p. 29-48).
Cover art: Cars on road alongside passenger train. 
"50c" - printed on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Pocket 4C 104 (PrCt)

45481 Massachusetts - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
Road maps
The Commonwealth of Massachusetts route map and detour bulletin, 1931 / Department of Public Works ... New York : General Drafting Co., 1931.
Authors: Massachusetts. Dept. of Public Works -- General Drafting Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; 53 x 83 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: The Commonwealth of Massachusetts road map of Massachusetts 1931 ...
"Copyright, General Drafting Co., Inc."
Includes notes on "Travel conditions on through routes April 1, 1931."
Plate no. 12M-3-31. No. 1609
Panel art: Massachusetts coat of arms.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 90.15 (PrCt)

45482 Massachusetts - Maps - 1932 - Road maps
Road maps
The Commonwealth of Massachusetts route map and detour bulletin, 1932 / issued by Department of Public Works ... Boston : Court Square Press, c1932.
Authors: Massachusetts. Dept. of Public Works -- Court Square Press -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; 53 x 84 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: The Commonwealth of Massachusetts Department of Public Works road map of Massachusetts 1932
"Copyright, 1932, The Commonwealth of Massachusetts"
Includes notes on "Travel conditions on through routes April 15, 1932."
Plate no. 13M-4-32. No. 5088
Panel art: Massachusetts coat of arms.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 90.16 (PrCt)

45483 Massachusetts - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Road maps
The Commonwealth of Massachusetts road map and detour bulletin, 1933 / issued by the Department of Public Works. Boston : Commonwealth of Massachusetts, c1933.
Authors: Massachusetts. Dept. of Public Works -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; 52 x 84 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Road map of Massachusetts, 1933
"Copyright, 1933, The Commonwealth of Massachusetts"
Includes notes on "Travel conditions on through routes September 15, 1933."
Plate no. 20M-9-33. No. 7818
Panel art: Massachusetts coat of arms.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 90.18 (PrCt)

45484 Massachusetts - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Road maps
Texaco touring map : Massachusetts. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1938].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
45485 Massachusetts - Maps - 1938 - Road maps ->East (U.S.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps ->Road maps
Texaco touring map : Massachusetts. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1938].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 37 x 49 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Massachusetts.
Inset (22 x 32 cm. and smaller): Boston and vicinity -- Springfield -- Worcester.
Date from RMcN AE 84 ms. index.
Includes table of "State and federal gasoline taxes as of December 2nd, 1938."
Plate no. (3) T.3819
Maps on verso (51 x 51 cm. and smaller): Texaco sectional trip map [of eastern United States] -- Cleveland and vicinity -- New York and vicinity -- Gaspé Peninsula -- Maritime Provinces.
Panel art: Texaco logo above outline of United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 84.55 (PrCt)

45486 Massachusetts - Maps - 1939 - Road maps ->East (U.S.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps ->Road maps
Texaco touring map : Massachusetts. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1939].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 37 x 49 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Massachusetts.
Inset (22 x 32 cm. and smaller): Boston and vicinity -- Springfield -- Worcester.
Date from RMcN AE 84 ms. index.
Includes table of "State and federal gasoline taxes as of June 5th, 1939."
Plate no. U.3819
Maps on verso (51 x 51 cm. and smaller): Texaco sectional trip map [of eastern United States] -- Cleveland and vicinity -- New York and vicinity -- Gaspé Peninsula -- Maritime Provinces.
Panel art: Texaco logo above outline of United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 84.62 (PrCt)

45487 Massachusetts - Maps - 1939 - Road maps ->East (U.S.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps ->Road maps
Texaco touring map : Massachusetts with sectional map of adjoining states. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1939].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 37 x 49 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Massachusetts.
Inset (22 x 32 cm. and smaller): Boston and vicinity -- Springfield -- Worcester.
Date from RMcN AE 84 ms. index.
Includes table of "State and federal gasoline taxes as of September 1st, 1939."
Plate no. U.3819
Maps on verso (51 x 51 cm. and smaller): Texaco sectional trip map [of eastern United States] -- Cleveland and vicinity -- New York and vicinity -- Gaspé Peninsula -- Maritime Provinces.
Panel art: Texaco logo above outline of United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 84.61 (PrCt)
Massachusetts - Maps - 1962-1964
Rand McNally Massachusetts pocket map. San Francisco; Chicago; New York: Rand McNally & Company, 1962 [i.e. 1964?].
Cover art: Schematic road sign labeled "reference map ... ."
Handstamp on title page: Register of Copyrights, Library of Congress ... certificate no. aa218892.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Pocket 4C 107 (PrCt)
**Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)**

**maps RAILROADS - MAPS**


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Pocket maps -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

36 p. : 2 col. maps (folded) ; 24 cm.

Cover title: Rand McNally Massachusetts pocket reference map [and] detailed highway map

Uniform title: Pocket maps

"2 maps" -- front cover.

Map contents (2 maps on 2 sheets, col. ;47 x 63 cm. and 44 x 66 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm., loose inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of Massachusetts. Plate no. A-520522-231.

Includes key to railroads and inset maps of Boston and the Cape Cod-Nantucket region (23 x 27 cm.) -- Connecticut, Massachusetts, Rhode Island [road map]. "Copyright © 1968 [!]" Plate no. 686603-3. Includes insets of New Haven, Hartford, and Worcester (8 x 8 cm. and smaller). Verso includes maps of the Boston region, Cape Cod, Springfield, and Providence (25 x 31 cm. and smaller).

Cover art: stylized and labeled map symbols (e.g. "elevations", "points of interest", "air facilities", etc.)

"$1.95" -- printed on front cover.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Jan. 2010).

RMcN Pocket 4C 109 (PrCt)

45493

**Massachusetts - Maps - 1964 - Road maps**

*Boston Region (Mass.) - Maps - 1964 - Road maps* 1 map : col. ; 61 x 95 cm., folded to 25 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Kennebunkport, Me., to Narragansett Bay.

"©MCMLXV, General Drafting Co., Inc., Convent Station, N.J." and "Humble Oil & Refining Company" -- back panel

Plate no. A3

Insets (31 x 24 cm. or smaller): Cape Ann -- Narragansett Bay -- Boston and vicinity.


All maps include illustrations of light houses or landmarks.

Panel art: Color illustration of boat at Esso marine station.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 715 (PrCt)

45495

**Massachusetts - Maps - 1966 - Road maps**

*Massachusetts - Maps - 1966 - Coasts - Nautical charts* 1 map : col. ; 61 x 95 cm., folded to 25 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Kennebunkport, Maine, to New York Harbor / Esso. Convent Station, N.J.

General Drafting Co., Inc., c1965.

Authors: Humble Oil and Refining Company (Incorporated in Del.) -- General Drafting Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 61 x 95 cm., folded to 25 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Kennebunkport, Me., to Narragansett Bay.

"©MCMLXV, General Drafting Co., Inc., Convent Station, N.J." and "Humble Oil & Refining Company" -- back panel

Plate no. A3

Insets (31 x 24 cm. or smaller): Cape Ann -- Narragansett Bay -- Boston and vicinity.


All maps include illustrations of light houses or landmarks.

Panel art: Color illustration of boat at Esso marine station.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 4721 (PrCt)

45494

**Mohawk Trail, Route 2, Florida, Massachusetts.**

"Courtesy of Mohawk Trail Association."

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 4271 (PrCt)

45493

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.


Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

1 map : col. ; 49 x 83 cm., folded to 21 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: 1975-1976 official transportation map of Massachusetts
Insets (23 x 12 cm. and 9 x 5 cm.): Gateways to Massachusetts -- Quick mileage reference.
Maps on verso (41 x 44 cm. and smaller): Boston and vicinity -- Springfield and vicinity -- New Bedford -- Worcester -- Fall River -- Lowell -- Lawrence -- Haverhill -- Downtown Boston.
Panel art: Revolutionary War silhouettes of ship, bridge, and statue (signed "n e b" [?]) with motto "bicentennial starts here ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4275 (PrCt)

Authors: Massachusetts. Division of Tourism 13 pieces in folder : ill., maps ; 28 cm.
Responsibility: Massachusetts Department of Commerce and Development, Division of Tourism.
Includes pictorial map of the state (on sheet 56 x 87 cm.) with illustrated poster on verso and 12 4-page tour folders, each with a calligraphic map of a region and notes on attractions.
Some of the attractions have been color-coded by hand to indicate categories: Performing; Museums; Historic bldgs., sites; Natural & scenic; and Activity.
map4C G 3761.P2 1976 .M3 (PrCt)

45501 Massachusetts - Maps - 1981 - Administrative and political divisions
Authors: Massachusetts. Dept. of Public Works 1 map ; 25 x 40 cm.
temp map2F G3761.F7 1981 M3 (PrCt)

$15.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528972650
RMcN StrFdr 1999 .W77 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- NAVTEQ (Firm) -- Rand McNally and Company. Street guide -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) 1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm. +1 CD-ROM.
$19.95
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528955276
RMcN StrFdr 2005 .S64 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Massachusetts - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
[Texaco road map of Massachusetts]. [Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, 1934?].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; on sheet trimmed to 30 x 49 cm.
Title and imprint supplied by cataloger.
Imperfect; editor's copy of a Texaco road map trimmed on all sides to outline a single U.S. state.
Date from previous binding marked "Points of Interest" and dated 1934.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 189.19 (PrCt)

Massacre Bay (American Samoa) - Maps - 1798 - Nautical charts
Part of the Island of Maoune ; Plan of the Creek du Massacre. [London : J. Stockdale, 1798].
Authors: Stockdale, John, 1749?-1814 -- La Pérouse, Jean-François de Galaup, comte de, 1741-1788. The Voyage of La Pérouse round the world, in the years 1785, 1786, 1787, and 1788
... (1798) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
2 maps ; each 9 x 10 cm., on sheet 21 x 13 cm.
'Publish'd July 20th, 1798, by J. Stockdale.'
Maps identify the site of the murders of members of the La Pérouse expedition, on December 9, 1787, by Somoan natives; both oriented with north at bottom.
In La Pérouse, Jean-François de Galaup, comte de. The Voyage of La Pérouse round the world, in the years 1785, 1786, 1787, and 1788
Duplicate copy: Ayer 132 .L17 1798a
Graff 2397 v. 2, between p. 180-181 (PrCt)

Masserano (Italy) - Historical geography - Maps - 1819
Authors: Litta, Pompeo, 1781-1852. Famiglie celebri di Italia (1819-1852) -- Giusti, P. E.
1 map : hand col. ; on sheet 46 x 33 cm.
In Litta, Pompeo. Famiglie celebri di Italia (Milano: Presso P.E. Giusti, 1819-1852), v. 9, fol. 49.
Above map, arms of the Ferrero and Crevacuore families.
Case oversize E 6835 .5, v. 9, fol. 49 (PrCt)

Massey (Ont.) - Maps - 1760 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Fort Massey (Ont.) - Maps - 1760 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
A Colored plan of Fort Massey. [19--].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1760 manuscript.

Massachusetts - Maps - 1920-1929 - Railroads
Rand McNally standard map of Massachusetts. Rand McNally & Co., [192-?].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company. Map-tack systems
Rand McNally and Company. Map-tack systems
1 map : col. ; 49 x 66 cm.
Added title: Rand McNally new commercial atlas map of Massachusetts.
Includes index in margin and inset: Environs of Boston.
'Map-tack system map specially printed on super-calendered paper with light inks... '.
M1093
map4F G3761.P3 192- R3 (PrCt)

Matagorda Bay (Tex.) - Maps - 1685 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Plan de l'entrée du lac ou l'on a laissé Monsr. de la Salle. [19--].
Authors: Minet, Sieur de -- France. Service hydrographique. Archives. 138-1-1 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1685 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France ASH 138-1-1 (PrCt)

Matagorda Bay (Tex.) - Maps - 1685 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Plan de la coste de Floride. [19--].
Authors: Minet, Sieur de -- France. Service hydrographique. Archives. 138bis-1-1 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1685 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France ASH 138bis-1-1 (PrCt)

45512 Matagorda Bay (Tex.) - Maps - 1685 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
San Antonio Bay (Tex.) - Maps - 1685 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Texas - Maps - 1685 - Coasts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Plan de la cote de la Floride la plus occidentale, depuis 27... latitude nort jusqu'au 29... [19-].
Authors: Minet, Sieur de -- Bibliothèque nationale (France). Ge DD 2987-8839 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1685 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France BN Ge DD 2987-8839 (PrCt)

45513 Matagorda Bay (Tex.) - Maps - 1685 - Manuscripts
Mississippi River Delta (La.) - Maps - 1685 - Manuscripts
La Salle, Robert Cavelier, sieur de, 1643-1687 - Travels
Texas - Manuscripts
Nautical charts - Texas
Matagorda Bay - Maps - 1685 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Indians - Texas - Maps - 1685 - Manuscripts
Shows Matagorda Bay (Tex.), believed by La Salle to be the mouth of the Mississippi River; identifies La Salle's camp, two Indian villages, and three French ships (the Joly, Aimable, and Belle).
Scale [ca. 1:84,200]. 'Echelle de demi-lieuè.' Relief shown pictorially and with soundings. Oriented with north at right. Pen-and-ink, watercolor, and wash (grey, brown, blue).
Forms part of both the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection and the Pierre Margry Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Photostats of original map in the Archives Nationales (no. 194-1, 7, variant 194-1, 30), and additional variants in the Service Hydrographique archives (no. 138 bis-1-1) and the Archivo General de Indias (no. 61-6-20 (2)) form part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 53
Ayer ms map proj 96
VAULT drawer Ayer MS map 53 (NLO)

45514 Matagorda Bay (Tex.) - Maps - 1687 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Espiritu Santo Bay (Tex.) - Maps - 1687 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Planta del lago donde dejaron a Mr. La Salle. 20 Enero de 1687. [19--].
Authors: La Salle, Robert Cavelier, sieur de, 1643-1687 -- Ronquillo, Pedro, d. 1691 -- Archivo General de Indias. 61-6-20(3) -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1687 manuscript.
Authors, title, and date from Torres Lanzas, Pedro. Relación descriptiva de los mapas, planos, & de México y Floridas existentes en el Archivo General de Indias (Sevilla, 1900): 80,63-64
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto Spain AGI 61-6-20(3) (PrCt)

45515 Matagorda Bay (Tex.) - Maps - 1687 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Planta del lago donde dejaron a Mr. La Salle. 20 Enero de 1687. [19--].
Authors: La Salle, Robert Cavelier, sieur de, 1643-1687 -- Ronquillo, Pedro, d. 1691 -- Archivo General de Indias. 61-6-20(2) -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1687 manuscript.
Authors and date from Torres Lanzas, Pedro. Relación descriptiva de los mapas, planos, & de...
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

México y Florida existentes en el Archivo General de Indias (Sevilla, 1900):79-63.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto Spain AGI 61-6-20(20 (PrCt)

45516 Matagorda Bay (Tex.) - Maps - 1700-1799 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Nautical charts - Matagorda Bay (Tex.) - Maps - 1700-1799 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Espíritu Santo Bay (Tex.) - Maps - 1700-1799 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Carta de la Bahia del Espíritu Santo, de la Prova. de la Nueva Filipinas, que dexó observada el Marq. de [San Miguel] de Aguayo en 10 de Abril a 1722 ... [1722].
Authors: Aguayo, José de Azlor y Virto de Vera, marqués de, 1677-1734 -- Peña, Juan Antonio de la. Derrotero de la expedicion en la provincia de los Texas (1722) -- Ortega y Bonilla, Juan de, 18th cent.
1 ms. map : hand col. ; 31 x 43 cm. fold. to 24 x 14 cm.
Title from ms. text on verso.
In: Peña, Juan Antonio de la. Derrotero de la expedicion en la provincia de los Texas (Mexico [City]: Juan Francisco de Ortega Bonilla, 1722), facing fol. 5v.
Map is centered on what is now Matagorda Bay.
Digital image available by website subscription to American West : sources from the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library, Chicago (produced by Adam Matthew Digital; accessed July 2010):
http://www.americanwest.amdigital.co.uk/Content/s/image-viewer.aspx?imageid=68725
VAULT folio Graff 3242, facing fol. 5v (PrCt)

45517 Matagorda Bay (Tex.) - Maps - 1722 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Mapa de la Bahia del Espiritu Santo de la Provincia de las Nuevas Filipinas [Texas] que dexó observado el Marqués de San Miguel de Aguayo en 10 Abril de 1722. [19--].
Authors: Aguayo, José de Azlor y Virto de Vera, marqués de, 1677-1734 -- Archivo General de Indias. 67-3-11 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 18th-century manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto Spain AGI 67-3-11 (PrCt)

45518 Matagorda Bay (Tex.) - Maps - 1722 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Plan de la Baye du St. Esprit nommée par les François de St. Bernard ... [19--].
Authors: Bibliothèque nationale (France). Ge DD 2987-8840 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1722 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France BN Ge DD 2987-8840 (PrCt)

45519 Matagorda Bay (Tex.) - Maps - 1722 - Manuscripts
Carta de la Bahía del Espíritu Santo, de la Provincia de las Nuevas Filipinas, que dexó observada el Marqués de [San Miguel] de Aguayo en 10 de Abril a 1722 ... [1722].
Authors: Aguayo, José de Azlor y Virto de Vera, marqués de, 1677-1734 -- Peña, Juan Antonio de la. Derrotero de la expedicion en la provincia de los Texas (1722) -- Ortega y Bonilla, Juan de, 18th cent.
1 ms. map : hand col. ; 31 x 43 cm. fold. to 24 x 14 cm.
Title from ms. text on verso.
In: Peña, Juan Antonio de la. Derrotero de la expedicion en la provincia de los Texas (Mexico [City]: Juan Francisco de Ortega Bonilla, 1722), facing fol. 5v.
Map is centered on what is now Matagorda Bay.
Digital image available by website subscription to American West : sources from the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library, Chicago (produced by Adam Matthew Digital; accessed July 2010):
http://www.americanwest.amdigital.co.uk/Content/s/image-viewer.aspx?imageid=68725
VAULT folio Graff 3242, facing fol. 5v (PrCt)

45520 Matagorda Bay (Tex.) - Maps - 1732 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Nautical charts - Matagorda Bay (Tex.) - Maps - 1732 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Espíritu Santo Bay (Tex.) - Maps - 1732 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Nautical charts
Carta de la Bahía del Espíritu Santo de las provincias de las Nuevas Filipinas que dexó observada Don Melchor de Medea Villa y Ascona, en 10 de Abril de 1732 ... [19-].
Authors: Medea Villa y Ascona, Melchor de -- Archivo General de Indias. 67-5-6 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1732 manuscript.
Torres Lanzas, Pedro. Relación descriptiva de los mapas, planos, & de México y Floridas existentes en el Archivo General de Indias (Sevilla, 1900):126,95-96
 Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto Spain AGI 67-5-6 (PrCt)

45521 Matagorda Bay (Tex.) - Maps - 1841 - Nautical charts
Nautical charts - Matagorda Bay (Tex.) - 1841
Authors: Cheffins, Charles F. -- Kennedy, William, 1799-1871. Texas : the rise, progress, and prospects of the Republic of Texas ... (1841) -- Hastings, R., fl. 1841 -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry
45524 Matamoros (Tamaulipas, Mexico) - Pictorial works - 1846
View of Matamoros, Mexico, from the south. [New York : s.n., 1907].
Authors: Jarvis, Nathan S. -- Jarvis, Nathan S. An

45525 Matampay River (Philippines) - Maps - 1862
Manuscripts->Mindanao River (Philippines) - Maps - 1862 - Muslims - Manuscripts>Mindanao River Region (Philippines) - Maps - 1862 - Muslims - Manuscripts
Reconocimiento del estero de Cácal que corre por el [este] de Cotabatto y una los brazos [norte] y [sur] del Rio de Mindanao verificado el 16 de diciembre de 1862. 1862.

45526 Matanzas Bay (Cuba) - Maps - 1732 - Harbors - Nautical charts->Matanzas Bay (Cuba) - Maps - 1732 - Nautical charts

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Harbors
Nautical charts
A New and correct draught of the Bay of Matanzas ... done from a survey in the year 1729 by Robt. Pearson. [London : Thomas Page and William Mount, 1732?].
1 map ; 23 x 31 cm.
Oriented with north at upper right.
Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger):
English Pilot. Part 4 (1732)
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1106.P5 E5 1732, [plate 25] (PrCt)

Matanzas Bay (Cuba) - Maps - 1760 - Nautical charts
Nautical charts - Matanzas Bay (Cuba) - Maps - 1760
1 map ; 23 x 31 cm.
Oriented with north at upper right.
Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger):
English Pilot. Part 4 (1760)
Ayer oversize G1106.P5 E5 1760 following p. 38 (PrCt)

Matanzas Bay (Cuba) - Maps - 1775 - Nautical charts
Nautical charts - Matanzas Bay (Cuba) - Maps - 1775
1 map ; 23 x 31 cm.
Oriented with north at upper right.
Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger):
English Pilot. Part 4 (1783)
oversize Ayer 135 .E55 1783 opp. p. 47 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Title vignette.
Contemporary binding; no. 5 of 8 titles bound together.
References: Brown, J.C. Cat., 1493-1800, 3:2162; Sabin 71875; Quérard 8:76
Case GA7 .L47 1764 [no. 5 of 8] (NLO)

45531 Mathematical Instruments, English - 1500-1599
Authors: Turner, Gerard L'Estrange
p. 93-106
BHC 1741
Vert 1323 (PrCt)

45532 Mathematics - History - 1500-1699 - Discoveries in Geography, English - Hариот, Thomas, 1560-1621
Authors: Alexander, Amir R.
xv, 293 p.; ill.; 24 cm.
Series: Writing science; 1.
Related URL (October 2004): Table of contents: http://www.loc.gov/catdir/toc/fy032/2002009239.html
ISBN 0804732604

45533 Mathematics - Poland - History - 1600-1699 - Cartography - Poland - History - 1600-1699
Z Historji matematyki XVII w Polsce = Pages from the history of mathematics in seventeenth century Poland. [Warszawa : Józefa Sikorskiego, 1935].
Authors: Stamm, Edward -- Wiadomosci matematyczne
Pp. 18-206
Not at Newberry Library (Dec. 2009) (PrCt)

45534 Mathura Region (India) - Maps - 1846 - Missions - Asia - Maps - 1846
Madura. Boston, 1846.
Authors: American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions -- American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions. Maps and illustrations of the missions (1846) -- Edward E.
Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map; 10 x 11 cm.
Ayer 136 .A5 1846 pl. 19A (PrCt)

45535 Matlock Bath (England) - Description and travel - 1838 - Derbyshire (England) - Description and travel - 1838
The Gem of the peak, or, Matlock Bath and its vicinity: a tour from Derby to Matlock, excursions to Chatsworth, Haddon, Monsal Dale, Dove Dale, Buxton and Castleton, historical and geological: a brief review of the geology of Derbyshire, catalogue of minerals and rocks, and of the flora of the High and Low Peak: with a map and plates / by W. Adam. London ; Derby ; Matlock ; Bakewell ; Buxton ; Ashborn ; Nottingham ; Longman & Co. ; W. and W. Pike ; Maew, Royal Museum ; Goodwin ; More, Library ; Hoon ; Dearden, 1838.
Authors: Adam, William, -1873 -- Rowe, George, 1796-1864 -- Goodwin, John (Bookseller) -- Hoon, W. -- Dearden -- Longman & Co. -- W. and W. Pike -- Maew (Firm) -- Dymoke, Edmund Lionel Wells -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Pike (W. and W.), firm SEE W. and W. Pike
iv, 256 p.; 17 cm.
Added engraved title page lithographed by G. Rowe.
Issued with 2 (?) maps, but this copy imperfect: lacking t.p., iv p. at beginning, all after p. 60, and all plates.
Errata at end.
Full text of another copy (but only 1 map) available online via Google Books (accessed July 2013): http://bit.ly/1cYMdxn
No. 2 of 4 titles bound together.
Armorial bookplate: Edmund Lionel Wells Dymoke.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 03014501
Baskes DA890.E3 B53 1840 (NLO)

Matteo, Giovanni, of Luna De rerum inventoribus (1520) - Giustiniani, Agostino, 1470-1536. De rerum inventoribus (1520) - Matthaeus Lunensis, Johannes SEE Matteo, Giovanni, of Luna
Joannes Mattheaus Lunensis and his Tract "De rerum inventoribus". [Glasgow : Royal Philosophical Society of Glasgow, 1901-1902].
Authors: Ferguson, John, 1837-1916 -- Proceedings of the Royal Philosophical Society

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
of Glasgow (1901-1902)
p. 180-208 ; 22 cm.
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3089, no. 5.
A9 .7616, v. 33, p. 180-208 (PrCt)

45537 Mattioli, Pietro Andrea, 1500-1577
p. 178-180 ; 29 cm.
In: Dictionary of scientific biography, v. 9, p. 178-180.
Ref Q141 .D5, v. 9, p. 178-180 (PrCt)

45538 Mattos, Antonio De. Description de Las Costas de Tierra Firme, 1741
Caribbean Area - Maps - 1741 - Nautical charts-
West Indies - Maps - 1741 - Nautical charts-
Nautical charts - Caribbean Area - 1741
Nautical charts - West Indies - 1741 -Nautical charts
Authors: Bosse, David C.
From the American Magazine 1, no. 2
(Autumn-Winter 1985-1986): 41-44. map
BHC 1080
Vert 646 (PrCt)

45539 Maubeuge (France) - Maps - 1695 - Fortification
Maubeuge au Roy : cette ville est fortifieé ...
[Paris : De Fer, 1695].
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes -- avec leurs fortifications ... (1695-1696)
1 map ; 18 x 27 cm.
In: Fer, Nicolas de. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes avec leurs fortifications ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, 1695).
At upper left: Stati della R. Casa di Savoja.
Reference 1
Maubin, Paul. Disegno nuova di Roma moderna
Cartography - Rome (Italy) - History - 1625
Authors: Tyacke, Sarah
24 p. : maps, ports.; 30 cm.
map8C G6714.R7A3 1625 M3 1982 text (PrCt)

45542 Maupin, Paul. Disegno nuova di Roma moderna
Conte di Moriana SEE Maupin, Paul, Conte di SEE Maupin, Paul (PrCt)

45539 Maurienne (France) - Historical geography - Maps - 1850<br>Maurienne (France) - Moriana, Conte di SEE Maupin, Paul, Conte di SEE Maupin, Paul (PrCt)

45540 Maubeuge (France) - Maps - 1709
Plan et profil de la ville de Maubeuge. Brussels, 1709.
References 1-40.
Phillips 7962 no. [64].
3108 rev
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G5834.M38 1709 .F7 (PrCt)

45541 Maubeuge (France) - Maps - 1713 - Fortification
Maubeuge au Roy : cette ville est fortifieé ...
[Paris : De Fer, 1713?].
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Introduction à la fortification ... (1713?)
1 map ; 18 x 27 cm.
In: Fer, Nicolas de. Introduction à la fortification ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, [1713?]) map [65].
For later state of this map, with engraved plate number, see Case folio U 26 .292.
For earlier version of this map, engraved on different plate, see Case folio U 26 .293.
Case oversize U 26 .2919 map [65] (PrCt)

45542 Maupin, Paul. Disegno nuova di Roma moderna
Cartography - Rome (Italy) - History - 1625
Authors: Tyacke, Sarah
24 p. : maps, ports.; 30 cm.
map8C G6714.R7A3 1625 M3 1982 text (PrCt)

45543 Maurienne (France) - Historical geography - Maps - 1850<br>Maurienne (France) - Moriana, Conte di SEE Maupin, Paul, Conte di SEE Maupin, Paul (PrCt)

45544 Mauritania - Maps - 1701 - Coasts - Nautical charts
A New chart of the sea coast of Arguin from ye Gulf of St. Anna to the land banck of Tindel. [Amsterdam : Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, 1773].
1 map ; 41 x 51 cm.
Oriented with north at left.
Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger): English Pilot. Part 5 (1701)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Map Ref oversize G1025 .T37 ser. 6, v. 4, pl. [5] (PrCt)</th>
<th>795</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>VAULT drawer Ayer MS map 30 sheet 3 (NLO)</strong></td>
<td><strong>Mauritania - Maps - 1703&lt;&gt;Western Sahara - Maps - 1703&lt;&gt;Spanish Sahara SEE Western Sahara&lt;&gt;Tesset Darha SEE Mauritania AND Western Sahara&lt;&gt;Segelomess SEE Mauritania AND Western Sahara</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Kingdom of Tesset Darha &amp; Segelomess.</strong> [London : s.n., 1703]. <strong>Authors:</strong> Seller, John, fl. 1658-1698 -- Seller, John, fl. 1658-1698. A New system of geography : designed in a most plain and easie method ... (1703) 1 map ; 11 x 14 cm. Anonymous map in Seller, John. A New system of geography : designed in a most plain and easie method ... (London : Jeremiah Seller ; Charles Price ; John Senex, 1703) map [46]. <strong>Case 3A 1704 map [46] (PrCt)</strong></td>
<td><strong>Mauritius - Maps - 1615</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Insvla do Cerini siue Mauritii.</strong> [Franckfurt : In Verlegung Leviis Wittib, 1615]. <strong>Authors:</strong> Hulsius, Levinus, d. 1606. Ander Schiffart In die Orientalische Indien (1615) -- Parthenius, Hartmann, fl. 1615-1631 -- Hulsius Erben -- Hulsius, Levinus, d. 1606. [Sammlung von sechs und zwanzig Schiffahnten] (1608-1650) 1 view ; 5.6 x 12.9 cm. on p. 20 x 15 cm. In Hulsius, Levinus, Ander Schiffart In die Orientalische Indien (Franckfurt : In Verlegung Leviis Wittib, 1615), opp. p. 11. In upper bright corner, '13,' this has been crossed out and 'Pag. 11' written in the margin above. Keyed by letters (A-G) to text on facing page. Below this a view (8.3 x 12.9 cm.) of men ashore engaged in various industries. <strong>VAULT Ayer 110 .H9 1608, v. 1, pt. 2, p. 11 (PrCt)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Carte depuis le Cap Blanc jusqu'a l'Isle d'Arguin.</strong> [ca. 1715]. <strong>Authors:</strong> Cartes Marines Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 30, sheet 3. 1 ms. map : hand col. ; 508 x 314 mm. Shows fishing grounds along the northern coast of Mauritania in the region including the twentieth century sites of Dakhlet Nouadhibou, Ras Nouadhibou, Levrier Bay, Port Etienne, Arguin Bay, and Cape Blanc. Includes navigation notes A-Q and pictorial drawing of trading post buildings on Arguin Island. Scale [ca. 1:327,000] 'Echelle de 6 lieues de fronce' [= 102 mm.] Sheet 3 of 117 in the Cartes Marines Manuscript Map Collection, detailing French colonial interests worldwide, ca. 1640-ca. 1726. Depths shown with soundings. Pen-and-ink and watercolor (green, red, yellow); mounted on cloth. Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library). <strong>Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 103. Ayer ms map proj 00</strong></td>
<td><strong>Mauritius - Maps - 1703 - Coasts - Nautical charts&lt;&gt;Nautical charts - Mauritius - Maps - 1703 - Coasts&lt;&gt;Grande Baie (Mauritius) - Maps - 1703 - Coasts - Nautical charts&lt;&gt;Nautical charts - Grande Baie (Mauritius) - Maps - 1703 - Coasts&lt;&gt;Cargados Carajos Shoals (Mauritius) - Maps - 1703 - Nautical charts&lt;&gt;Nautical charts - Cargados Carajos Shoals (Mauritius) - Maps - 1703&lt;&gt;Cargados Garajos (Mauritius) SEE Cargados Carajos Shoals (Mauritius)&lt;&gt;Saint Brandon Rocks (Mauritius) SEE Cargados Carajos Shoals (Mauritius)&lt;&gt;Nautical charts</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mauritius - Maps - 1715 - Manuscripts&lt;&gt;Mahebourg (Mauritius) - Maps - 1715 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts&lt;&gt;Mascarene Islands - Maps - 1715 - Manuscripts&lt;&gt;Nautical charts -</strong></td>
<td><strong>VAULT drawer Ayer MS map 30 sheet 3 (NLO)</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Mahebourg (Mauritius) - Maps - 1715 - Manuscripts
>>>Nautical charts
Isle de France. [ca. 1715].
Authors: Cartes Marines Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 30, sheet 17
1 ms. map : hand col. ; 500 x 419 mm.
Shows Mauritius (formerly Isle de France or Maurice) in the Mascarene Islands.
Scale [ca. 1:242,000]. 'Echelle de cinq lieues' [= 115 mm.]
Includes inset nautical chart (500 x 468 mm., scale ca. 1:100,000, references A-M) and profile view (45 x 558 mm.) of the region around the French fort and factory at Mahebourg.
Inset title: Port du sud est de l'Isle Maurice.
Depths shown with soundings.
Pen-and-ink and watercolor (green, grey, yellow, red); mounted on cloth.
Sheet 17 of 117 in the Cartes Marines Manuscript Map Collection, detailing French colonial interests worldwide, ca. 1640-ca. 1726.
Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 107 Ayer ms map proj 00
Digital image available as part of the Newberry Library’s Great Lakes Digital Collection via the CARLI Digital Collections website (accessed Nov. 2010):
http://collections.carli.illinois.edu/u?/nby_grlakes, 809
VAULT drawer Ayer MS map 30 sheet 17 (NLO)

45551 Mauritius - Maps - 1750-1759 - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
>>>Nautical charts
Authors: La Caille, Nicolas Louis de, 1713-1762 -- Toussaint, A., fl. 1953 -- Mauritius. Archives Branch -- Mauritius Govt. Press -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (6 p., [27] leaves of plates (some folded)) : front., 9 maps (folded), 47 cm.
Photocopies of manuscript maps compiled in 175?-? by Nicolas Louis de La Caille.
Each map preceded by leaf of explanation by A. Toussaint of the Mauritius Archives.
At head of title: Mauritius Archives publications.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: map54001080
Baskes oversize G2857.M3 M3 1953 (NLO)

45552 Mauritius - Maps - 1816 - Administrative and political divisions
>>>Nautical charts
Authors: Luffman, J. (John), 1756-1846 -- Luffman, J. (John), 1756-1846. Select plans of cities, harbours, forts, &c ... [1816?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 22 x 20 cm.
Inset (4 x 10 cm.): The Relative situation of the Isle of France, Bourbon & c.
In: Luffman, John. Select plans of cities, harbours, forts, &c ... (London: Luffman, [1816?]), plate [35].
folio Ayer 135 .L94 1816 pl. [35] (PrCt)

45553 Mauro, Fra, d. 1459. - Fiction
>>>Nautical charts
Authors: Cowan, James, 1942- -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
151 p. : ill. ; 19 cm.
1st ed.
Summary: A monk in 16th Century Venice creates a map of the world, based on the tales of travellers he receives in his monastery. Fra Mauro, official cartographer, interprets and speculates on the world, turning map making into a voyage of human imagination. By the author of Letters from the Wild Side.
Contributor biographical information and publisher description available on Library of Congress cataloging-in-publication data.
Authors: Falchetta, Piero -- Mauro, fra, d. 1459 -- Zorzi, Marino -- Balletti, Caterina -- Scott, Jeremy
-- Brepols (Firm) -- Biblioteca nazionale marciana 829 p. : 7 col. ill. ; 28 cm + 1 CD-ROM, 1 fold. leaf (col.).

 Mauro, Fra, d. 1459. [World map, ca. 1459]

Mauro County (Tenn.) - Maps - 1878 - Landowners - Counties - Maps


Authors: Hearn, Chester G.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Authors: Hüttermann, Armin -- Württembergische Landesbibliothek -- Universität Göttingen.
80 p : ill. (some col.), maps (some col.) ; 24 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 75-78).
ISBN 388282056X ; 9783882820560
GA190 .T63 2002 (NLO)

1st ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Authors: Besant, Walter, Sir, 1836-1901 -- Mitton, G. E. (Geraldine Edith) -- Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.
1st ed.
Edited by G.E. Mitton
Fascination London
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

45568 Mayo (Ireland : County) - Maps - 1685
Mayo County. [London : Francis Lamb, 1685].
1 map ; 10 x 14 cm.
Engraved plate number '23'.
Case G 1042 .668 pl. [28] (PrCt)

45569 Mayo (Ireland : County) - Maps - 1830 - Wall maps
Authors: Bald, William, 1803-1857 -- Tardieu, Pierre Antoine, 1784-1869 -- Lale, J. D. -- Chardon, F., aîné -- Edgeworth, William -- Phoenix Maps (Firm) -- Neptune Gallery (Dublin, Ireland)
1 map ; 123 x 164 cm. on 5 sheets (each 62 x 87 cm.).
Reduced facsimile of 25 sheet map originally printed (in Paris?) by Chardon aîné, 1830; 'reproduced from originals made available by the Neptune Gallery, Dublin ... '
'Founded on ... trigonometrical operations ... Commedence in 1809, and terminated in 1817.'
Scale [ca. 1:53,117]
Relief shown by hill shading. Shows roads and buildings.
Facsimile title: William Bald's map of county Mayo 1817.
Facsimile not issued with booklet of map.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
placer names by Nollaig O'Muraile, as originally advertised; see Newberry Library Map Information File.
Margin includes acknowledgement by Bald to William Edgeworth 'for the junction of the Mayo Triangulation with Elphin Palace,' with accompanying triangulation diagram (21 x 32 cm.).
Margins include cross sections, profiles and scales.
92030505NL
map 6F G5783.M3 1830 .B3 1989 (NLO)

45570
Maywood (Ill.) - Pictorial works - 1875-1875 - Maps - 1875
Authors: Maywood Company -- Lakeside Publishing and Printing Company -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
47 p.: chiefly ill., 1 map ; 24 cm.
At head of title: Laid out in 1869. 16 trains daily. Chiefly comprised of views of prominent residences and public buildings.
Includes Map of Maywood on p. [5], 1 map ; 20 x 12 cm. Shows only numbered city blocks; does not identify streets; roughly bounded by latter-day Nichols Lane, Interstate Highway 290, 9th Avenue, and the Des Plaines River.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Case G 89656 .562 (NLO)

45571
Mazatlán (Sinaloa, Mexico) - Pictorial works - 1869
Mazatlan. [London: Chapman and Hall, 1869].
Authors: Bell, William Abraham -- Bell, William Abraham. New tracks in North America: a journal of travel and adventure whilst engaged in the survey for a southern railroad to the Pacific Ocean during 1867-8 (1869) -- Chapman and Hall -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : 10 x 10 cm.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copy: Ayer 128.5 .B4 1860
Digital image of another copy available on the Google Books website (accessed April 2009):
http://books.google.com/books?id=WhgFAAAAQAAJ&pg=PA141&lck=0,32,974,1367&source=bookclip
Graff 246 v. 2, p. 141 (Pr Ct)

45572
Mazzoni, Carlo Maria, fl. 1762-1783<< Folini, Francesco Angelo, fl.
1770-1783<< Cartography - Italy - Tuscany - History - 1700-1799<< Pietrasanta (Italy) - Maps - 1700-1799 - Road maps<< Seravezza (Italy) - Maps - 1700-1799 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: Boncompagni, Ilaria -- Ulivieri, Denise 143 p. : maps (some col.) ; 28 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 141-143).
Series: Ecostoria ; 10
LC Card Number: 2001363702
ISBN 8877813520
folio GA893.6.B66 2000 (NLO)

45573
Mazzorbo (Venice, Italy) - Pictorial works - 1528-1528 - Woodcuts
Mazzorbo. [Venice : Nicolò Zoppino, 1528].
Authors: Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530 -- Zoppino, Nicolò, fl. 1508-1544 -- Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530. Libro di Benedetto Bordon: nel qual si ragiona de tutte l'isole del mondo... (1528)
1 view : woodcut ; 8 x 14 cm., on sheet 31 x 21 cm.
View of the island of Mazzorbo in the Lagoon of Venice, Italy.
In: Bordon, Benedetto. Libro di Benedetto Bordon: nel qual si ragiona de tutte l'isole del mondo... (Venice : Nicolò Zoppino, 1528), folio XXVIII.
Case folio G 117 .108, folio XXVIII (Pr Ct)

45574
Mazzucchelli, Samuel Charles, 1806-1864<< Middle West - Cartography
L'Opera del missionario Milanese Padre Samuele Mazzucchelli O.P. nel Nord America. 1827.
Authors: Godazzi, Angela
Offprint from Atti del x congreso Geografice Italiano (1927): 3-12, map, port ; 25 cm.
BHC 1711
Vert 1294 (Pr Ct)

45575
Mbanza-Ngungu (Congo) - Pictorial works - 1793-1793 - St. Salvador (Congo) SEE
Mbanza-Ngungu (Congo) SEE Saint Salvador (Congo) SEE Mbanza-Ngungu (Congo) Saô Salvador (Congo) SEE Mbanza-Ngungu (Congo)
St. Salvador, a Portuguese city on the River Leulanda in the kingdom of Congo in Africa ; The Manner of travelling, as practiced by the people of Congo in Africa. [London : s.n., 1793?].
Authors: Bankes, Thomas, b. 1744 -- Bankes, Thomas, b. 1744.
A New and authentic system of universal geography, antient and modern : including all the late important discoveries made by the English ... (1793?) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 2 views ; each 12 x 17 cm., on sheet 40 x 24 cm.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
"Engraved for Bankes's new system of geography published by royal authority."
In: Bankes, Thomas. A New and authentic system of universal geography, antient and modern: including all the late important discoveries made by the English ... (London: Printed for C. Cooke ... [et al., 1793?]), between p. 556-557.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G115 .B36 1793, between p. 556-557 (PrCt)

45576 Mcallister, Bobby - Humor<<>>Rand McNally and Company - Biography
The McAllister manual (of economical style), or, Robertto's rules of disorder. Edinburgh : Glasgow ; Beardstown [i.e. Chicago] : The Rand McTavish Co. Unitd. [i.e. privately printed], [1959].
Cover title: The McAllister manual of style [compleat unabashed version]
Offset typescript.
A commemorative booklet of humor, parody, and anecdote, prepared by her co-workers in honor of Bobby McAllister, copy editor at Rand McNally from 1946 to 1959, on the occasion of her departure from the company for Tempe, Arizona. Booklet is bound with string, and a Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.

Case Wing PN162 .M33 1959 (NLO)

45577 Mccoook County (S.D.) - Maps - 1900 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 40.5 x 53 in. Scale: 1:42,900.
Originally published Philadelphia: Smith & Stroup, 1884.

Microfiche 583, no. 401 (PrCt)

45578 Mcculloch County (Tex.) - Maps - 1879 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Texas. General Land Office -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 21 x 16 in. Scale 1:133,320.
Originally compiled 1879.

Microfiche 583, no. 1062 (PrCt)

45579 Mcdonald County (Mo.) - Maps - 1884 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
[McDonald County (Mo.) - 1884: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche], [Washington, D.C.] : LC G&M Division, [1983?].
Authors: Erdmannsdorff, H. v. -- Smith & Stroup, map publishers, Philadelphia -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 40.5 x 53 in. Scale: 1:42,900.
Originally published Philadelphia: Smith & Stroup, 1884.

Microfiche 583, no. 401 (PrCt)

45580 McDonough County (Ill.) - 1800-1899 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960-- Arphax Pub. Co. (Normal, Okla.)
246 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
1st ed.
'Deluxe edition.'
Maps reconstruct 19th century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).
'3 maps per township: Homesteads & other Land Patents; Roads; Rivers, Creeks & Railroads.' Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a
McDonough County (Ill.) - Maps - 1871 -
Landowners - Counties - Maps
Atlas map of McDonough County, Illinois.
Authors: Andreas, Lyter & Co.
73 (i.e. 102) p. : Illustrations, colored maps ; 46 cm.
Numbered as leaves from p. 44.
'Old settlers of McDonough County, Illinois': p. 27-34.
45584
McDonough County (Ill.) - Maps - 1922 -
Landowners - Counties - Maps
Farm ownership map and plat book guide of McDonough County, Illinois: a necessary part of every household in McDonough County: a ready reference for the banker, loan agency, lawyer, real estate and insurance offices, business men and others: an educator for the pupils in home geography. Peoria, Ill. W.A. Howat & Son, [1922?].
Authors: W.A. Howat & Son -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Howat (W.A.) & Son SEE W.A. Howat & Son
1 atlas (40 p.) : 19 maps ; 30 cm.
Cover title.
Imperfect: lacking p. 11-12 and 21-22, including map of Lamoine township (p. 11), and map of Tenessee township (p. 21); p. 37-38 trimmed, leaving map of Scotia township (p. 37) intact. Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Scale not given.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G4103.M57G46 1922 .W34 (NLO)

McDonough County (Ill.) - Maps - 1919 -
Topographic maps - Topographic maps
1 map : col. ; 70 x 92 cm.
Scale 1:62,500; (W 90°55'--W 90°27'/N 40°38'--N 40°17')
Relief shown by contours and spot heights.
"A. Hoen & Co., Baltimore, Md." Legend and "explanation of topographic map" at lower right.
Rubber stamp at lower right: Map and Geography Library, Western Illinois University.
Forms part of the John V. Bergen Collection (Newberry Library).
map6F G4103 .M2 1919 .I5 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
McDonough County (Ill.) - Maps - 1966 - Landowners<->Counties - Maps<->Maps
Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- McDonough County 4-H Building & Grounds Corp. (Ill.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (54 p.) : ill., 20 maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title. 'Sponsored by McDonough County 4-H Building & Grounds Corp.'
Scale [1:50,688], 1 l/4 in. to 1 mile.
Includes business and government directories, and index to owners.
Imperfect: missing back cover with folded soil map.
Advertisements on cover and interspersed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G4103.M57G46 1966 .R58 (NLO)

McDonough County (Ill.) - Maps - 1974 - Landowners<->Counties - Maps<->Maps
Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- McDonough County 4-H Federation (McDonough County, Ill.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (48 p.) : 20 maps ; 29 cm.
Cover title. 'Sponsored by McDonough County 4-H.'
Includes index to owners.
Scale not given.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

McDonough County (Ill.) - Maps - 1976 - Landowners<->Counties - Maps<->Maps
Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- McDonough County 4-H Building & Grounds Corp. (Ill.) -- Myers, Blondel K. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (46 p.) : ill., 21 maps ; 28 cm.
Rev. 1976.
Cover title.
Scale [1:50,688], 1 1/4 in. to 1 mile.
Includes business directory and index to owners.
Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Owner's signature: Blondel K. Myers.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G4103.M57G46 1976 .R58 (NLO)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Geographic Coverage</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Summary</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>G4103.M58G46</td>
<td>McHenry County (Ill.) - Maps - 1991 - Road maps - McHenry County (Ill.) - Maps</td>
<td>McHenry County (Ill.)</td>
<td>1991</td>
<td>Includes county highway map and street index.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G4103.M58G46</td>
<td>McHenry County (Ill.) - Maps - 1911 - Road maps - McHenry County (Ill.) - Maps</td>
<td>McHenry County (Ill.)</td>
<td>1911</td>
<td>Includes county highway map and street index.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G4103.M58G46</td>
<td>McIntosh County (N.D.) - Maps - 1911 - Landowners - McIntosh County (N.D.) - Maps</td>
<td>McIntosh County (N.D.)</td>
<td>1911</td>
<td>Includes plat of the villages, cities, and townships of the county.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Maps\landowners - Maps
Authors: Geo. A. Ogle & Co. -- Karns, Kermit B. -- Geo. A. Ogle & Co. Standard atlas of McIntosh County, North Dakota (1911) -- American Family Records Association
1 map (ii, 42 p.) : maps ; 28 cm.
ISBN 0913233242
folio G1443.M3 L36 1992 (NLO)

45598 Mckean County (Pa.) - Maps - 1856 - Landowners\landowners - Counties - Maps\landowners - Maps
Authors: King, W. K. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 27 x 24.5 in. Scale: 1:125,000.
Originally published 1856.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 770 (PrCt)

45599 Mckean County (Pa.) - Maps - 1857 - Landowners\landowners - Counties - Maps\landowners - Maps
Authors: King, W. K. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 27 x 24.5 in. Scale: 1:125,000.
Originally published 1857.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 771 (PrCt)

45600 Mckean County (Pa.) - Maps - 1878 - Landowners\landowners - Counties - Maps\landowners - Maps
Authors: Brown, J. L. -- Library of Congress.

45601 Mckean County (Pa.) - Maps - 1879 - Landowners\landowners - Counties - Maps\landowners - Maps
Authors: Opperman, J. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 30 x 39 in. Scale: 1:39,600.
Originally published 1879.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 772 (PrCt)

45602 Mckean County (Pa.) - Maps - 1975 - Landowners\landowners - Counties - Maps\landowners - Maps
Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Pennsylvania Oil and Gas Association -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Cover title.
Scale [1:50,688]. 1 1/4 in. to 1 mile. Includes business directory and indexes. Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Publisher's catalog: p. [1]-2 at end.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 81675310

Authors: National Park Service 1 leaflet (2-fold) : ill ; 24 cm
Travel Vertical File G4372 .M324D4 1978 .N3 (PrCt)

45604 McKinley, Mount (Alaska) - Maps - 1975
Mount McKinley National Park. [Washington, DC]
Authors: United States. National Park Service
1 map : col. ; 49 x 52 cm. fold. to 24 x 11 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:350,000].
Map "rev. 1975."
Panel title: Mount McKinley.
Relief shown by shading and spot heights.
Includes mileage table.
Photos and information about park on verso.
Insets: [Location map]. -- Entrance McKinley Park.
map4F G4372 .M324 1975 .N3 (PrCt)

45605 Mc Kinley Park (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1888 - Real property - Manuscripts<<<<<<<<Real
property - Mckinley Park (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps
- 1888 - Manuscripts<<<<<<<<Manuscript maps
Subdivision of block 15 of Canal Trustees
Subdivision of E. 1/2 of section 31 T. 39 N. R. 14 E. ... 1888.
Authors: Howard, Sylvester N. -- Greeley-Carlson
Company -- Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library)
2 ms. maps ; 39 x 45 and 39 x 39 cm.
Shows 2 stages of subdivision of area bounded
by Archer Ave., 33rd St., and Damen Ave.;
surveyed by Greeley-Carlson Company of
Chicago.
Pen-and-ink on linen and paper.
5020
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library).
MS map4F G4104.C6:2M4 1888 .G7 (PrCt)

45606 McLean County (Ill.) - Maps - 1856 - Landowners<<<<<<<<Counties -
Maps<<<<<<<<Landowners - Maps
Map of McLean County, Illinois / by P. Folson, county surveyor, 1856. [Bloomington, Ill. ?] :
McLean County Historical Society, 1996.
Authors: Folson, P. -- Housour, Brad -- Hance
and Taylor -- Middleton, Wallace & Co. -- McLean
County Historical Society (Ill.)
1 map
Photocopy of original published 1856.
'Sold by Hance and Taylor, Bloomington.
Engraved by Middleton, Wallace & Co.,
Cincinnati. Digitized in 1996 by Brad Housour for
(PrCt)

45607 McLean County (Ill.) - Maps - 1872 - Landowners<<<<<<<<Counties -
Maps<<<<<<<<Landowners - Maps
Atlas of McLean Co. and the State of Illinois to
which is added an atlas of the United States,
maps of the hemispheres, etc. Evansville, Ind.
Unigraphic, 1974.
Authors: Warner & Beers -- Unigraphic
(Evansville, Ind.)
93, 44 p. : ill., maps ; 37 cm.
Reprint of 1872 ed., published by Warner and
Beers, Chicago.
Cf. Phillips 01546.
75-15635
folio G1408.M26 W3 1872a (NLO)

45608 McLean County (Ill.) - Maps - 1874 - Landowners<<<<<<<<Counties -
Maps<<<<<<<<Landowners - Maps
Atlas of McLean Co. and the State of Illinois to
which is added an atlas of the U.S., maps of the
hemispheres, etc. Chicago : Warner & Beers, 1874.
Authors: Warner & Beers
1 atlas (93 p. : maps, ill.)
References: Phillips 1546; Atlases in libraries of
Chicago (1936) no. 1563.
oversize G 10896 .955 (NLO)

45609 McLean County (Ill.) - Maps - 1914 - Landowners<<<<<<<<Counties -
Maps<<<<<<<<Landowners - Maps
Standard atlas of McLean County, Illinois :
including a plat book of the villages, cities and
townships of the county ... Chicago : G. A. Ogle
& Co., 1914.
Authors: Geo. A. Ogle & Co. -- Ogle (Geo. A.) &
Co. SEE Geo. A. Ogle & Co.
151, xxiii [i.e.xxii] p. : ill., maps ; 46 cm.
Phillips 4578.
oversize G1408.M26 O3 1914 (NLO)

45610 McLean County (Ill.) - Maps - 1917 - Landowners<<<<<<<<Wall maps<<<<<<<<Counties -
Maps<<<<<<<<Landowners - Maps
McLean County Illinois. Indianapolis : Hardacre
Map Company, 1917.
Authors: Hardacre Map Co. (Indianapolis, Ind.) --
Chicago Historical Society
1 map : col. ; 89 x 116 cm.
Mounted on linen; browned by varnish coating.
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society,
2005.
Previously shelved as CHS Coll., Map no. 1167,
Rolls
maproll G4103.M26G6 1917 H3 (PrCt)

45611 McLean County (Ill.) - Maps - 1920 - Landowners<<<<<<<<Counties -
Maps<<<<<<<<Landowners - Maps
McLean County Illinois. Pittsfield, Ill. Jackson &
Hornburg Map Publishers, [ca. 1920?].
Authors: Jackson & Hornburg Map Publishers
(Pittsfield, Ill.) -- J.M. Irwin Printing Co. (Quincy, Ill.) -- Chicago Historical Society -- Irwin (J.M.)
Printing Co. (Quincy, Ill.) SEE J.M. Irwin Printing
Co. (Quincy, Ill.)
1 map : col. ; 82 x 107 cm.
'J.M. Irwin Printing Co., Quincy, Ill.'
Includes 2 manuscript notes in pencil.
Margins patched with backing strips on verso.
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society,
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

2005.
Previously shelved as CHS Coll., Map no. 1168, Rolls

map6F G4103.M26G46 1920 J3 (PrCl)

45612 McLean County (Ill.) - Maps - 1963-1965 -
Landowners<<>Counties - Maps<<<<Landowners - Maps
Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. Agricultural Experiment Station. Soil survey map, McLean County (1963) -- National Bank of Bloomington (Bloomington, Ind.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (59 p.) : 35 maps ; 22 x 28 cm.
Cover title.
'Distributed by the National Bank of Bloomington.'
Includes index to owners and local government directory.
Scale [1:50,688].
Township maps of scale 1 1/4 in. to 1 mile.
Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Includes folded map, pasted to inside back cover: Soil survey map, McLean County / prepared by Agricultural Experiment Station, Davenport Hall, University of Illinois.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.


45613 McLean County (Ill.) - Maps - 1963 -
Landowners<<>Counties - Maps<<<<Landowners - Maps
Authors: Official County Plat Book and Farm Directory (Mankato, Minn.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (72 p.) : 31 maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
Includes farmer's directory.
Scale not given.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.


45614 McLean County (Ill.) - Maps - 1967 -
Landowners<<>Counties - Maps<<<<Landowners - Maps
Authors: Directory Service Company
1 atlas : 30 maps ; 25 cm.
Cover title.
Scale not given.


45615 McLean County (Ill.) - Maps - 1968 -
Landowners<<>Counties - Maps<<<<Landowners - Maps

Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- McLean County Bank (Ill.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (77 p.) : 35 maps ; 28 cm.
Distributed by McLean County Bank.
Cover title.
Includes business directory and index.
Scale not given.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G4103.M59G46 1968 .R58 (NLO)

45616 McLean County (Ill.) - Maps - 1974 -
Landowners<<>Counties - Maps<<<<Landowners - Maps
Authors: Town & Country Publishing Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (72 p.) : 54 maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
Includes index to owners, city road maps, and business directory.
Coordinates: (W 89° 16'--W 88°28'/N 40° 45'--N 40° 17').
Scale of township maps [ca. 1:54,000].
Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.


45617 McLean County (Ill.) - Maps - 1983 -
Landowners<<>Counties - Maps<<<<Landowners - Maps
Authors: Town & Country Publishing Co. -- Cooksville Grain Co. (Cooksville, Ill.) -- Tipsord, Mary A. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (72 p.) : 44 maps (some folded) ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
'A T&C Publication.'
‘Compliments of Cooksville Grain Company, Cooksville, Illinois.’
Includes advertisements, business directory and index of owners.
Scales differ.
Owner’s inscription: Mary A. Tipsord, 12/12/83.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.


45618 McLennan County (Tex.) - Maps - 1880 -
Landowners<<>Counties - Maps<<<<Landowners - Maps
Includes indexes.

Each surname by township.

1st ed.

With parcel maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.

Includes maps showing location of townships, villages, roads, schools, churches, railroads, streams, etc., etc. compiled from latest data on record published by The Farmer; Webb Publishing Co., publishers; drawn and engraved by the Anderson Publishing Co. St. Paul, Minn. Webb Pub. Co., c1914.

Authors: Webb Publishing Co. -- Anderson Publishing Company -- Kenyon Company (Des Moines, Iowa) -- Farmer (Saint Paul, Minn.).

1 atlas (31 [i.e. 50] p.) : 17 col. maps ; 41 cm.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
VAULT Case Wing folio MS 28 (NLO)

45629 McNally, Andrew, 1836-1904<<>>Calligraphy - Illinois - Chicago - 1904<<>>Calligraphy - Specimens - 1904
In Memoriam Andrew McNally. [Chicago, 1904].
Authors: Equitable Trust Company (Chicago, Ill.) -- Ricketts, C. L. (Coella Lindsay), 1859-1941 -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library. John M. Wing Foundation
[10] leaves, bound : manuscript on parchment ; 26 cm.
Calligraphy by C.L. Ricketts.
*Resolutions adopted by the Board of Directors of the Equitable Trust Company at a regular meeting held June fourteenth, nineteen hundred and four*--Leaf [4].
Black ink on parchment; bound in full black leather with satin endpapers; brass monogram (AMcN) on front cover; in matching leather-covered box.
Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection.
Previous location: McNally's closet.
Previously shelved as AMcN III PC 60.
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.
VAULT Case Wing MS 27 (NLO)

45630 McNally, Andrew, 1836-1904<<>>McNally Ranch (La Mirada, Calif.) - 1904 - Pictorial works<<>>La Mirada (Calif.) - 1904 - Pictorial works<<>>Windemere Ranch (La Mirada, Calif) - 1904 - Pictorial works
Authors: Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library)
330 p. : ill.s, port. ; 24 cm.
Illustrated with photographs of La Mirada estate and documents relating to Mr. McNally.
In drop-spine box. Condition: Book, black crushed morocco, gilt edges, v. fine; box, black morocco, breaking at spine Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection. Previous location: McNally's closet
AMcN III PC 30 (PrCt)

45631 McNally, Andrew, 1836-1904<<>>McNally Ranch (La Mirada, Calif.) - 1904 - Pictorial works<<>>La Mirada (Calif.) - 1904 - Pictorial works<<>>Windemere Ranch (La Mirada, Calif) - 1904 - Pictorial works
Authors: Dittman, Marion -- Dittman, Ernest -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library)
330 p. : ill.s, port. ; 24 cm.
Illustrated with photographs of La Mirada estate and documents relating to Mr. McNally.
Inscribed 'This copy was presented by Marion Dittman whose father Ernest Dittman, was foreman of the composing room at Rand McNally & Co. for about 30 years. Died Nov. 1941.'
Condition: Another copy in grey cloth. Covers very soiled, else fine. Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection. Previous location: McNally's closet
AMcN III PC 40 (PrCt)

45632 McNally, Andrew, 1836-1904<<>>McNally Ranch (La Mirada, Calif) - 1904 - Pictorial works<<>>La Mirada (Calif.) - 1904 - Pictorial works<<>>Windemere Ranch (La Mirada, Calif) - 1904 - Pictorial works
Authors: L. O. S. -- Andrew McNally Trust -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library)
330 p. : ill.s, port. ; 24 cm.
Illustrated with photographs of La Mirada estate and documents relating to Mr. McNally.
Inscribed on front fly-leaf 'Property of the Andrew McNally Trust, L. O. S. Custodian.' Condition: Another copy in black cloth. V. fine. Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection. Previous location: McNally's closet
AMcN III PC 50 (PrCt)

45633 McNally, Andrew, 1836-1904 - Portraits
Authors: Brooks, Alden Finney, 1840-1932 -- Krantzen Studio, Inc. (Evanston, Ill.) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 portrait ; 23 x 19 cm.
Uncolored photograph of undated lithograph (?) published in an unidentified source.
Filed with smaller duplicate copy (14 x 12 cm.); duplicate bears handstamp on verso: Krantzen Studio, Inc. 123 Sherman Ave. Evanston, Ill. Forms part of the Rand McNally archives (Newberry Library)
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.
Wing Modern MS Rand McNally, series 5, box 11, folder 144 (PrCt)

45634 McNally, Andrew, 1836-1904<<>>Rand McNally and Company
330 p. : ill., port. ; 24 cm.
Includes photographs of calligraphic memorial manuscripts, including those by C.L. Ricketts now in the Newberry Library.
Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection at the Newberry Library. Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Case Wing CT275 .M4425 A65 (NLO)**


Tipped in at back: Topographical map showing property of the LaMirada Land Co. and the Windemere Ranch, La Mirada, Los Angeles Co., California. Surveyed and subdivided May - June 1896 by Jas. T. Taylor. Two copies. Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection. Previous location: B-23

Cl. OCLC 8377390.

AMcN III PC 60 (PrCt)


Authors: Karrow, Robert W. -- McNally, Andrew, 1909 -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library 31, 14, 29p. ; 28 cm.

Over 350 titles arranged in separate map, atlas, and book sections by date of publication. Unpublished printout from ProCite database; collection arranged by database record numbers (for example "AMcN III PC 250"); shelved in the 3rd floor stacks, aisle 63, ranges 2-4 [August 2004]. Many items recataloged and renumbered with new call numbers; refer to the Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog and the Newberry's main online catalog. Collection donated to the Newberry Library in 1994.

Map Ref folio Z6028 .N4856 1994 (NLO)


Includes bibliographical references (p. 43-47). Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.

Wing CT275 .M443 P47 1995 (NLO)


Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.

Wing Modern MS Rand McNally, series 5, box 11, folder 144 (PrCt)


Authors: McNally family -- McNally, Andrew, 1836-1904 -- McNally, Andrew, 1909- -- Clark, Emmons, 1827-1905 -- Midwest Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library. Manuscript. Midwest MS McNally family 22 linear feet (36 boxes, 3 oversize boxes, and 3 volumes)

Scope and content: Correspondence, diaries, genealogical materials, legal documents, and other items related to multiple generations of the McNally family, particularly Rand McNally founder Andrew McNally, and his great grandson Andrew McNally III. Family papers also contain genealogical and other materials related to the Clark, MacMillin, Neff, and Vilas families. There is significant material from General Emmons Clark, grandfather of Margaret Clark McNally, who wrote multiple plays and kept journals documenting his life and travels. Also included...
are documents related to the purchase, development, and sale of the McNally's Southern California ranch, including correspondence, publicity, oil leases, and maps; the McNally trust; and other miscellaneous real estate properties and financial papers. Photographs include multiple generations of the McNally family and relatives, including the Clark, MacMillin, Neff, and Vilas families. There is a collection of well-preserved daguerreotypes and ambrotypes, as well as photo albums, scrapbooks, and slides. Narrative descriptions of the subject matter, types of material, and arrangement of each series are available through the Organization section of the finding aid.

Biographical and historical notes: Chicago founder of Rand McNally, Co., and family. Andrew McNally was born in 1838 in Armagh, Northern Ireland, and emigrated to New York City in 1857. He moved to Chicago about a year later, where he published an evening newspaper called the Star, and also worked at the Chicago Tribune. He met printer William Rand at the Tribune, and two men became business partners, establishing Rand, McNally & Company in 1868. The company initially focused on printing tickets, timetables, and guides for the burgeoning railroad industry, and later expanded to printing business directories and newspapers. Rand McNally began publishing maps for railroads and other businesses in the early 1870s, and throughout the next two decades expanded into trade books, educational maps, general literature, and textbooks. William Rand retired in 1899, and Andrew McNally led the company until 1904. In the 1880s, Andrew McNally began spending time in southern California, eventually purchasing citrus and olive trees. McNally built a plant to process the high quality olive oil he manufactured, as well as a railroad station from which he could ship his olive oil and fruit all over the U.S. He spent most winters at his home in nearby Altadena while his son-in-law Edwin Neff ran ranch operations from a separate residence. He died in Altadena in 1904. Andrew McNally married Delia Hyland in 1860, and the couple had four children: Frederick G, Elizabeth (Clow), Helen (Bedford), and Nannie (Neff). Nannie and Edwin Neff's son Wallace was an influential architect based in Southern California, known for developing the region's distinct architectural style referred to as "California" style. Frederick G. McNally was president of Rand McNally until his death in 1907. He married Lydia Wyles in 1884, and their son Andrew F.W. McNally (Andrew McNally II) took over the presidency of Rand McNally in 1933, after the death of his uncle, Harry Clow. Andrew F.W. McNally married Eleanor Vilas in 1908, and the couple had four children: Andrew III, Ward, Eleanor (Bodman), and Frederick G. Andrew McNally III was born in 1909, and attended Yale University. He began working for Rand McNally as a factory employee in 1931, then as vice president of the company's New York office. During World War II he served with the Army Corps of Engineers Map Service, supervising the production of military maps. Upon his discharge in 1945, he returned to Rand McNally's Chicago offices and, in 1948, succeeded his father to the presidency. Andrew McNally III led the company through a period of strong growth with his decision to expand into book manufacturing, and also oversaw the company's relocation from downtown Chicago to a larger headquarters and printing plant in the suburbs. He stepped down as president of Rand McNally in 1974, but continued as Chairman of the Board for 19 years and Chairman Emeritus until his death in 2001. He was involved with many Chicago institutions, serving as president and life trustee of the Art Institute of Chicago and the Chicago Historical Society; president and director of the Geographic Society of Chicago; and trustee of the Newberry Library. He enjoyed a lifelong interest in boats, purchasing and renovating a historic houseboat and serving as director of The Antique Boat Museum in Clayton, N.Y. He married Margaret Clark in 1936, and the couple had three children: Betty (Ravenel), Andrew IV, and Edward. His son, Andrew IV, succeeded him as president and, later, as chairman. Andrew McNally IV was last McNally to lead the company before the family decided to sell it to an investment firm in the late 1990s. Biography of the Clark family. Emmons Clark, grandfather of Margaret Clark McNally, was born in Huron, NY in 1827, and graduated from Hamilton College in 1847. He traveled to New York City and found work in a railroad office, later becoming manager. In 1857 he joined the 7th Regiment of New York, serving in three Civil War campaigns as well as the New York City draft riots in 1863. He was promoted to Colonel the following year, and commanded the regiment through the 1871 Orange riots and other unrest. Clark was also instrumental in fundraising efforts for the regiment's Armory (now known as the Park Avenue Armory), completed in 1880, and authored two books about the 7th Regiment: History of the Second Company of the Seventh Regiment (1864) and History of the Seventh Regiment of New York, 1806-1889 (1889). He served as secretary of the New York Board of Health from 1866-1901. Emmons Clark died in 1904. Emmons Clark married Adelia Augusta Hallett (1839-1891) in 1859, and the couple had six children: Adelia Isabel, Sophronia Tillotson, John Hallett, Emmons Jr., George Hallett, and Edward Bottume. Emmons Clark Jr. worked for Lanman & Kemp, a wholesale drug company, and traveled extensively in Latin America and East Asia visiting the company's customers. Edward married Jane Maguire in 1902, and the...
couple had one daughter, Margaret, before Edward died in 1908. Jane Maguire later married Emerson MacMillin, a wealthy businessman who legally adopted Margaret. Biography of the Vilas family. Eleanor Vilas McNally (1884-1977) was the daughter of Carrie Ward Vilas and Royal C. Vilas, a wealthy industrialist based in Chicago. He founded the Pyle National Company, which manufactured electrical equipment, in 1897. Their son Logan A. (Jack) became the first person to cross Lake Michigan by air in 1913, and later flew the first fire detection patrols over Wisconsin forests. Vilas County, Wisconsin, is named for United States senator William Vilas, cousin of Royal C. Vilas. Organized in 5 series; for fuller description see online inventory (at folder level control), available on Newberry Library website (accessed October 2011): http://www.newberry.org/collections/FindingAids/mcNallyfamily/McNallyfamily.html

Forms part of the Midwest Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library)

Midwest MS McNally family (NLO)

45643 Measurement - History - Juvenile Literature


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes QC83 .I68 (NLO)

45644 Measuring instruments - Exhibitions - Protractors - Exhibitions - Cartography - Instruments - Exhibitions


Authors: Dreier, Franz Adrian -- Kunstgewerbemuseum (Berlin, Germany : West) 168 p., 8 leaves of plates : ill. (some col.), maps (some col.) ; 23 cm.


To Collection Services for cataloging, April 2011 (PrCt)

45645 Meath (Ireland) - Maps - 1685

Eastmeath County. [London : Francis Lamb, 1685].


Case G 1042 .668 pl. [5] (PrCt)

45646 Meath (Ireland) - Maps - 1812<<Wall maps


Authors: Larkin, William -- Allen, William, fl. 1787-1817 -- Neele & Son -- Phoenix Maps (Firm) -- Ordnance Survey (Ireland) -- Neptune Gallery (Dublin, Ireland) 1 map ; 74 x 111 cm. on 2 sheets each 101 x 62 cm.
Facsimile of original on 12 sheets 'engraved by S. I. Neele & Son 352, Strand, London. Published June 4th, 1817, for the grand jury of the county, by W. Allen, no. 32 Dame Street, Dublin.'

Original title date 1812, original imprint date 1817.

Scale [ca. 1:86,557]

Relief shown by hill shading. Shows roads and buildings.

Facsimile printed at the Ordnance Survey, Dublin.

'Reproduced from originals made available by the Neptune Gallery, Dublin....'

Includes table 'Contents of acres,' scales of Irish and English miles, and distance table for county Meath.

92030507NL

ISBN 1855931915 ; 9781855931916

map6F G5783.M4 1812 .L3 1989 (NLO)

45647 Mecca (Saudi Arabia) - Pictorial works - 1552<<>Woodcuts

[View of Mecca, Saudi Arabia]. [Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552].

Authors: Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552. Cosmographiae universalis ... (1552) -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 view : woodcut ; 6 x 7 cm., on sheet 32 x 21 cm.

Title supplied by cataloger.

Added letterpress title adjacent to woodcut: Mecha.

In: Münster, Sebastian. Cosmographiae universalis ... (Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552), p. 1035.

Possibly an inaccurate view, since some of the woodcuts in this volume were used for more than one town.

VAULT folio Ayer 7 .M8 1552, p. 1035 (PrCt)

45648 Mecca (Saudi Arabia) - Pictorial works - 1840


Authors: Smith, Charles Hamilton, 1776-1859

1 view : col. ; 14 x 21 cm.

Reproduction of ca. 1840 view of Mecca (pen, ink and watercolor) in collections of the Victoria and Albert Museum.


Vert 2254 (PrCt)

45649 Mechanical engineering - Greece - History

La mécanique des Grecs d'après Pappus d'Alexandrie = [The mechanics of the Greeks after Pappus of Alexandria]. [Milan, 1933].

Authors: Ver Eecke, Paul, 1867- -- Scientia : Rivista internazionale di sintesi scientifica -- Ver Eecke, Paul, 1867-1959 SEE Ver Eecke, Paul, 1867-1959

Pp. 114-122

In Scientia : Rivista internazionale di sintesi scientifica 54 (1933): 114-122.

Not at Newberry Library (Dec. 2009) (PrCt)

45650 Mechelen (Belgium) - Maps - 1620

Nitidissimae civitatis Mechlineensis, in meditvllio Brabantiae sitae ... [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].

Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Deventer, Jacob van, d. 1575 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 33 x 46 cm.

Derived from a drawing by Jacob van Deventer; see R.A. Skelton's Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.

Added title at top in uppercase lettering: Mechelen.

Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Machlinia.


VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 3, pl. 12 (PrCt)

45651 Mechelen (Belgium) - Maps - 1740

Mechlin, or Malines the capital of one of the ten provinces of the Netherlands in Brabant ...

[London? Knapton, ca. 1740?].


1 map ; 37 x 46 cm.

Title in bottom margin.

'For Mr. Tindal's continuation of Mr. Rapin's history of England.'

Oriented with north at left.


45652 Mechelen (Belgium) - Maps - 1785

Mechlin, or Malines the capital of one of the ten provinces of the Netherlands in Brabant ...

For Mr. Tindal's continuation of Mr. Rapin's history of England.

[London? Knapton, ca. 1785?].


1 map ; 36 x 46 cm.

Title in bottom margin.

Oriented with north at left.


1 map ; 37 x 46 cm.

Title in bottom margin.

'For Mr. Tindal's continuation of Mr. Rapin's history of England.'

Oriented with north at left.


Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

45653 Mechelen (Belgium) - Pictorial works - 1620
Nitiidissimae civitatis Mechelineensis ...
[Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 --
Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 --
Civitates orbis terrarum -- Hoefnagel, Joris,
1542-1601 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection
(Nebraska Library)
1 view : hand col. ; 11 x 47 cm. on sheet 41 x 54
cm.
Added title: Machelen.
View derived from a drawing supplied by Joris
Hoefnagel; see R.A. Skelton’s Introduction to the
1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.
On same sheet with: Bvscvmducis oppidum ludo
literario ... -- Lovanium per antiqua Brabantiae
urbs ... .
Latin letterpress text on verso under titles:
Bvscvmdvcis -- Lovanum -- Machlinia.
In: Braun, Georg and Franz Hogenberg. Civitates
orbis terrarum [Cologne: Pieter von Brachel?, ca.
1620] v. 1, plate 18
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .T8 1573, v. 1, pl. 18
(PrCt)

45654 Mecklenburg County (Va.) - Maps - 1860-1869
- Landowners - Manuscripts -
Facsimiles <<>> Manuscript maps -
Facsimiles <<>> Counties -
Maps <<>> Landowners - Maps
[Mecklenburg County (Va.) - 1860-1869: LC G&M land
ownership maps on microfiche]. [Washington,
D.C.] : LC G&M Division, [1983?].
Authors: Hotchkiss, Jedediah, 1828--1899 --
Library of Congress. Hotchkiss map collection.
No.299 -- Library of Congress. Geography and
Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership
maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: Manuscript, 20 x 32.5 in. Scale
1:80,000. Originally compiled [1860-?].
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing
19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map
Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps

45655 Mecklenburg County (Va.) - Maps - 1864
- Landowners <<>> Counties -
Maps <<>> Landowners - Maps
[Mecklenburg County (Va.) - 1864: LC G&M land
ownership maps on microfiche]. [Washington,
D.C.] : LC G&M Division, [1983?].
Authors: Campbell, Albert H. (Albert Henry),
1826-1899 -- Graves, H. M. -- Confederate
Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division
land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: Blueprint, 19.5 x 33.5 in. Scale
1:80,000. Originally compiled 1864.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing
19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map
Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Geography and Map Division, 1983?].
Microfiche 583, no. 1302 (PrCt)

45656 Mecklenburg County (Va.) - Maps - 1870
- Landowners <<>> Counties -
Maps <<>> Landowners - Maps
[Mecklenburg County (Va.) - 1870: LC G&M land
ownership maps on microfiche]. [Washington,
D.C.] : LC G&M Division, [1983?].
Authors: Confederate States of America. Army --
Finch, Geo. B. -- Library of Congress. Geography
and Map Division. LC G&M Division land
ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 22 x 34.5 in.
Originally published Boydton, Va.: Geo. B. Finch,
1870.
Scale 1:80,000.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing
19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map
Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Geography and Map Division, 1983?].
Microfiche 583, no. 1303 (PrCt)

45657 Mecklenburg (Germany : Region) - Maps -
1588 - Coasts - Nautical charts <<>> Nautical
charts - Mecklenburg (Germany : Region) -
Maps - 1588 - Coasts <<>> Nautical charts
A Trve and perfect pourtraict of the duchie of
Mekelenburghe from lasmunde to Femenre.
[Amsterdam : Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, 1666].
Authors: Waghaener, Lucas Janszoon, 1534 or
5-1606 -- Waghaener, Lucas Janszoon, 1534 or
5-1606. The Mariners mirrour (1588) -- Theatrum
Orbis Terrarum, Ltd.
1 map ; 33 x 50 cm.
Added title at bottom: A Perfit povrtraict of the
sea coastes of Laland and the countries
adjoyninge.
Includes coastal profiles.
Oriented with north at bottom left.
Text on verso (p. XVIII) under heading: A perfect
description of the new depee that stretcheth up to
Statin and Mesound .... .
In facsimile edition of atlas originally published
1588: Waghaener, Lucas Janszoon. The
London 1588 (Amsterdam : Theatrum Orbis
Terrarum, 1666) map [40]
Map Ref oversize G1025 .T37 ser. 3, v. 2, map
[40] (PrCt)
45658  Mecklenburg (Germany : Region) - Maps - 1588 - Coasts - Nautical charts
Nautical charts - Mecklenburg (Germany : Region) - Maps - 1588 - Coasts - Nautical charts
Caerte vande zee Custe va[n] Mekelenborch, Soe de landen aldaer ghelegen en, van gedaente zij, van Iasmont tot Femeren Õrae maritimae Ductus Mechelenburgeneresis ad Iasmanda ad Femeram ... [Leiden : F. Raphelengius ; C. Claesz, 1588].
Authors: Wagenaer, Lucas Janszoon, 1534 or 1546 -- Doetecam, Jan van -- Raphelengius, Franciscus, 1539-1597 -- Claesz, Cornelis, ca. 1546-1609 -- Wagenaer, Lucas Janszoon, 1534 or 1560. Speculum nauticum super navigatione maris Occidentalis confectum, continens omnes oras maritimas Galliae, Hispaniae et praecipuarum partium Angliae (1588) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 33 x 52 cm.
Added title at bottom: De Custe van Lalandt, met de omligghehe Eijlranden, ... Littoralis Lalandiae, et adjacentium accurata descrip.ion. Includes coastal profiles. Oriented with north at lower left. Descriptive text on verso (p. 41).
In: Wagenaer, Lucas Janszoon. Speculum nauticum super navigatione maris Occidentalis confectum, continens omnes oras maritimas Galliae, Hispaniae et praecipuarum partium Angliae (Leiden : Inde Plantijnsche druckerye by Francoys van Ravelengien, voor Cornelis Claess ... , 1588) map [42].

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .A4 A pl. 46 (PrCt)

45661  Mecklenburg (Germany : Region) - Maps - 1700
Ductus Meklenburgicici tabula generalis.
Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III: H11
1 map ; 41 x 56 cm.
3196 Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map G6195 1700 .H6 (PrCt)

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .W8 A no. [48] (PrCt)

45663  Mecklenburg (Germany : Region) - Maps - 1700 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Facsimiles - Mecklenburg (Germany : Region) - Maps - 1721 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Authors: Hoinckhusen, Bertram Christian von, 1651-1722 -- Cordshagen, Christa -- Landesvermessungsamt Mecklenburg-Vorpommern -- Mecklenburgisches Landeshauptarchiv
1 atlas (103 leaves, 2 folded leaves of plates) : col. maps ; in portfolio 57 x 67 cm.
Facsimile of ca. 1700 manuscript atlas compiled by Bertram Christian von Hoinckhusen; edited by Christa Cordshagen and others; reproduced from original in the Mecklenburgisches Landeshauptarchiv.
Includes one folded leaf with table of contents and two pamphlets (Einführung and Beschreibung der Ämter) ; latter of these includes index to towns. Includes facsimiles of 2 manuscript maps (both dated 1721) of Mecklenburg in 1721 (not included in original atlas), each bearing same title: Novissima et accuratissima delineatio insularum, provinicarum, etc. (Amsterdam : C. Allard, 1682?) pl. 46.

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .A4 A pl. 46 (PrCt)

45666  Mecklenburg (Germany : Region) - Maps - 1682
Ductus Meklenburgicus in quo sunt du cvat Vandaliae et Meklenburgi ... Amsteladami [Amsterdam] : F. de Wit, [ca. 1700]?
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Wit, Frederik de. Atlas [ca. 1700?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; hand col. ; 49 x 57 cm.
Cartouche includes blank noble shields. In: Wit, Frederik de. Atlas (Amsterdam : bij Frederick de Wit in de Calverstraet bij den Dam inde Witte Paskaert. [ca. 1700?] no. [48].

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .W8 A no. [48] (PrCt)

45669  Mecklenburg (Germany : Region) - Maps - 1680
Ductus Meklenburgicus in quo sunt du cvat Vandaliae et Meklenburgi comitatus et episcopatus Swerinensis, Rostochiense et Stargardiense domin. Amsterdam, [ca. 1680].
1 map ; hand col. ; 48 x 55 cm.

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .D18 A pl. 14 (PrCt)

45670  Mecklenburg (Germany : Region) - Maps - 1682
Ductus Meklenburgicus in quo sunt du cvat ... Amsterdami. C. Allard, [1682?].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Allard, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709 -- Allard, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709. Atlas minor sive tabulae geographicæ ... [1682?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; col. ; 48 x 55 cm.
In: Allard, Carel. Atlas minor sive tabulae geographicæ præcipuorum regnorum regionum,
Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound 17th century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:291 (PrCt)

45667

Mecklenburg (Germany : Region) - Maps - 1725

Ducatus Meklenburgicus ... Amsterdam, [ca. 1725].

Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Cóvens et Mortier -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:295

1 map : hand col.; 47 x 55 cm.

2533

Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:295 (PrCt)

45668

Mecklenburg (Germany : Region) - Maps - 1725

Marchionatus Brandenburgi et ducatus Pomeraniae tabula. Amsterdam, [ca. 1725].

Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Cóvens et Mortier -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:292

1 map : hand col.; 47 x 54 cm.

2530

Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:292 (PrCt)

45669

Mecklenburg (Germany : Region) - Maps - 1740

Ducatus Mecklenburgici, in qua praesentatur ducatus Vandaliae et Meklenburgi ... [Augsburg]: Matthaueum Seutterum, [ca. 1740?].

Authors: Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756 -- Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756. [A Collection of Seutter maps] [1726-1773]

1 map : hand col.; 48 x 56 cm.

Forms part of a made-to-order composite atlas chiefly comprised of undated maps issued ca. 1734-ca. 1744.


Case oversize G 1007 .81 pl. [59] (PrCt)

45670

Mecklenburg (Germany : Region) - Maps -
1745
Ducatus Meklenburgici tabula generalis continens duc Vandaliae ... Nuremberg:
Homann Erben, [ca. 1745].
Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Homann Erben (Firm) -- Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724. Atlas novus terrarum orbis [ca. 1745] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 47 x 56 cm.
In: Homann, Johann Baptist. Atlas novus terrarum orbis (Nuremberg : [Homann Erben, ca. 1745]), [plate 148].
Manuscript '150' on verso.
oversize Ayer 135 .H7 1730, [plate 148] (PrCt)

45671
Authors: Schemettau, Friedrich Wilhelm Karl, Graf, 1743-1806 -- Engel, Franz, 1908-1967 -- Böhlau -- Wiebeking, Karl Friedrich
1 portfolio (8 fold. leaves of plates : maps) ; 27 cm.
Facsimile of map compiled and published between 1765-1782.
Cover title.
At head of first map sheet: 'Carte chorographique et militaire du Duche de Mecklenburg-Strehlitz en 9 sections, 1780.'
On cover: 'Originalmasstab 1:34 500. Neu herausgegeben im Masstab 1:50 000 durch Franz Engel.'
Sonderreihe G1918.M38 F12 1963 (NLO)

45672
Mecklenburg (Germany : Region) - Maps - 1794
Karte des Herzogthums Mecklenburg mit seinen verschiedenen Provinzen ... 1794 [i.e. 1816?].
1 map : hand col.; 63 x 93 cm.
In: Faden, William [and others]. [General atlas of modern geography : a collection of large scale maps and charts of all parts of the world] ((London, etc.: W. Faden, etc., 1775-1816)) v. 1, pl. [50].
Includes paste-on extension to the northeast; printed from separate plate onto sheet trimmed to 20 x 43 cm.
Imprint on map: ... Berlin 1794 ... . Verso handstamped '35.'
oversize Ayer 135 .G32 1775 v. 1, pl. 50 (PrCt)

45673
Mecklenburg (Germany : Region) - Maps - 1912
Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag -- Schwenn, H. -- Goldschmidt, Albert -- Kraatz, Leopold -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
'Mit vier Karten.'
Maps lithographed by Leopold Kraatz.
Includes index.
Series: Griebens Reiseführer ; Bd. 104 Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 104 (1912) (NLO)

45674
Mecklenburg (Germany : Region) - Maps - 1927
Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag -- Goldschmidt, Albert -- Kraatz, Leopold -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
8. Aufl. [8th ed.] 'Mit 5 Karten und 3 Plänen.'
Maps lithographed by Leopold Kraatz.
'Sucher,' for use with map, on folded leaf at end.
Advertisements: 4 p. at end.
Includes index.
Series: Griebens Reiseführer ; Bd. 104 Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 104 (1927) (NLO)

45675
Mecklenburg (Germany : Region) - Maps - 1931<<>>Lübeck (Germany) - Maps - 1931<<>>Hamburg (Germany) - Maps - 1931
Authors: Meyers Reisebücher -- Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 53 maps 2nd ed.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

45676
Mecklenburg (Germany : Region) - Maps - Collections<<>>Mecklenburg (Germany : Region) - Historical geography - Maps -
Collections - Cartography - Mecklenburg (Germany : Region) - History - Historical atlases
G1918.M38 F1 1960 (NLO)

45677 Mecklenburg (Germany : Region) - Pictorial works - 1552 - Mecklenburg (Germany) SEE Mecklenburg (Germany : Region) - Magnopolis (Mecklenburg, Germany) SEE Mecklenburg (Germany : Region) - Woodcuts [View of unidentified city in the Mecklenburg region of Germany]. [Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552]. Authors: Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552. Cosmographiae uniuersalis ... (1552) -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 view : woodcut ; 6 x 7 cm., on sheet 32 x 21 cm. Title supplied by cataloger. Added letterpress title above woodcut: Magnopolis uulgo Meckelburgum. In: Münster, Sebastian. Cosmographiae uniuersalis ... (Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552), p. 760. Possibly an inaccurate view, since some of the woodcuts in this volume were used for more than one town.
VAULT folio Ayer 7 .M8 1552, p. 760 (PrCt)


folio G1413.M4 R64 1956 (NLO)

BHC 1345 Vert 953 (PrCt)

Vert 549, no. 5 (PrCt)


45685 Medical mapping - History - 1970
A Cartographic and literary study of the word 'malaria'. 1970.
Authors: Jarcho, Saul, 1906-2000
BHC 1443
Vert 1043 (PrCt)

45686 Medical mapping - History - 1970
Authors: Jarcho, Saul, 1906-2000
16 p.; maps.
Offprint..
Includes a 'list of early cholera maps.'
Vert 74 (PrCt)

45687 Medical mapping - History - 1976
Authors: Jarcho, Saul, 1906-2000
BHC 1417
Vert 1017 (PrCt)

45688 Medical mapping - History - 2005 Medical geography - History - 2005
Medical maps SEE Medical mapping<<>>Disease maps SEE Medical mapping<<>>Medical mapping ALSO under names of specific diseases, e.g. Plague
Authors: Koch, Tom, 1949-
389 p.; ill. (some col.), maps (some col.); 24 cm.
1st ed.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [337]-355) and index.
Table of contents, contributor biographical information, publisher description on Library of Congress website (May 2006):
http://www.loc.gov/catdir/toc/ecip058/2005005993.html --
http://www.loc.gov/catdir/enhancements/fy0634/2005005993-b.html --
http://www.loc.gov/catdir/enhancements/fy0634/2005005993-d.html
LC Card Number: 2005005993
ISBN 1589481208 (pbk. : alk. paper)
RA792.5 .K63 2005 (NLO)

45689 Medical mapping - History<<>>Medical mapping - Collections<<>>Medical geography - Maps - Collections
Authors: Koch, Tom, 1949- -- University of Chicago.
Press
ix, 330 p. ; ill. (some col.), maps (some col.) ; 27 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 307-322) and index.
LC Card Number: 2010008809
ISBN 9780226449357 (cloth : alk. paper); 0226449351 (cloth : alk. paper)
RA792.5 .K633 2011 (NLO)

45690 Medical mapping<<>>Map projection
Equal-area projections and the azimuthal equidistant projection in maps of disease. 1945.
Authors: Jarcho, Saul, 1906-2000
BHC 1454
Vert 1042 (PrCt)

45691 Medina County (Ohio) - Maps - 1857 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Geil, John F. -- Matthews & Tainter -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 2 parts, 21 x 60.5 in. each.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
45692 Medina County (Ohio) - Maps - 1874 - Landowners - Maps - 1874 - Pictorial works - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps
Combination atlas map of Medina County, Ohio. [Evansville, Ind. Unigraphic, 1972].
Authors: Everts, L. H. (Louis H.) -- Unigraphic (Evansville, Ind.) -- Scott, Beulah Mohart. [Index of] Combination atlas map of Medina County, Ohio ...
Scale of township maps ca. 1:36,000 (not '2 1/2 inches to 1 mile').
Includes sections on history and biography. Indexed by Scott, Beulah Mohart. [Index of] Combination atlas map of Medina County, Ohio ...
[Fort Wayne, Ind?] : Scott, 1970. 57 leaves ; 29 cm.; shelved as Map5C 13 Index
Cf. Phillips 16440.
73-4609
ICN74
map5C 13 (NLO)

45693 Medina County (Ohio) - Maps - 1897 - Landowners - Maps - 1897 - Pictorial works - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps
Atlas and directory of Medina County, Ohio ...
[Evansville, Ind. Unigraphic, 1972].
Authors: American Atlas Company (1894-1901) -- Unigraphic (Evansville, Ind.)
Scale of township maps [ca. 1:36,000] not '2 1/2 inches to 1 mile'.
'Brief sketches of ... representative citizens': p.81-126.
Bound with 1972 reprint of Everts, Louis H. Combination atlas map of Medina County (Chicago, 1874).
73-4609
ICN74
map5C 13 (NLO)

45694 Medina County (Tex.) - Maps - 1879 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps
Authors: Texas. General Land Office -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 25.5 x 21 in. Scale 1:133,320.
Originally compiled 1879.
Microfiche 583, no. 653 (PrCt)

45695 Medina, Pedro de, 1493?-1567? - Regimiento de navegacion
El primer mapa del Atlántico, reproducido del "Regimiento de navegación" de Pedro de Medina. [Madrid : Real sociedad geográfica, 1933].
Authors: Boletiín de la Real sociedad geográfica -- Bol. Soc. Geogr. Nac. SEE Boletiín de la Real sociedad geográfica
In Boletiín de la Real sociedad geográfica 73 (1933).
Not at Newberry Library (Dec. 2009) (PrCt)

Peregrinationis divi Pavli typvs corographicvs ... / Abrah. Ortelius descriptebat 1579. [London : John Norton], 1579 [i.e. 1606].
1 map ; hand col. ; 24 x 49 cm.
In: Ortelius, Abraham. "Parergon, sive, Veteris geographiae aliquot tabvlae", part of the historical atlas section of Ortelius's Theatrum orbis terrarum ... (London : J. Norton, 1606), [plate 119].
Map of the Mediterranean Region, showing route of St. Paul's sea voyages; relief shown pictorially. View at upper left shows the conversion of St. Paul on his way to Damascus (Acts 9:1-9); view at upper right shows Paul being shipwrecked on the coast of Malta (Acts 27: 39-44) -- Broeke. Signature "iiij" and English letterpress text on verso beginning: The peregrination of Saint Pavl. There is no man of meane learning but doth know, that the knowledge of geography ... 
"Cartographic sources: Mercator's 1554 map of Europe, and a compilation of maps displaying St.

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1606, [plate 119] (PrCt)


Signature "xxxv" and English letterpress text on verso beginning: The Voyage or navigation of Aeneas, especially ... Troy being surprized, sacked and burnt ... "Cartographic sources: after the destruction of Troy, Aeneas is reported to have roamed the seas for seven years, as described among others in the writings of Xenophon, Ovidius and Lycojophon, but most extensively by Vergilius in his Aeneas." -- From Marcel P.R. van den Broecke's Cartographica Neerlandica website, which includes a digital image of another copy of the map (accessed August 2012); see http://www.orteliusmaps.com/book/ort222.html References: Karrow, Mapmakers of the sixteenth century (1993), p. 25; Broecke, Ortelius atlas maps (1996), p. 277.

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1606, [plate 146] (PrCt)


Argonautica / ex conatibus geographicis Abrah. Ortelij Antverp. Antverp [i.e. London : John Norton], 1598 [i.e. 1606].


Signature "xxxv" and English letterpress text on verso beginning: Argonautica, that is, Iasons voyage for the Golden Fleece. There is none almost of the ancients .... "Cartographic sources: Ortelius mentions Valerius Flaccus, Orpheus and Apollonius Rhodius as his prime sources for the depiction of the roaming of Jason and his companions in their quest for the Golden Fleece, on their ship named Argo. Ortelius, basing himself on a host of classical authors, counts more than 80 Argonauts by name, and provides sources for each of them as he established them in ancient writings." -- From Marcel P.R. van den Broecke's Cartographica Neerlandica website, which includes a digital image of another copy of the map (accessed August 2012); see http://www.orteliusmaps.com/book/ort226.html References: Karrow, Mapmakers of the sixteenth century (1993), p. 26; Broecke, Ortelius atlas maps (1996), p. 280.

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1606, [plate 148] (PrCt)
Maps - 1625<>Aeneas (Legendary Character) - Voyages - Maps - 1625
VAULT Ayer 110 .P9 1625, p. 76 (PrCt)

Mediterranean Region - History, Ancient - Maps - 1625<>Paul, the Apostle, Saint - Travel - Maps - 1625
VAULT Ayer 110 .P9 1625, v. 1, p. 71 (PrCt)

Mediterranean Region - History, Ancient - Maps - 1625<>Paul, the Apostle, Saint - Travel - Maps - 1625
1 map : copper engraving ; 14.2 x 18.1 cm. on page 32 x 22 cm. In: Purchas, Samuel. Purchas his pilgrimes (1625), v. 1, p. 71. Letterpress above map: For the Readers delight wee have have added out of Hondius (which hee had contracted out of Ortelius) the map of Pauls peregrination, for the plantation of the Gospell. Digital image available on Library of Congress website (accessed Dec. 2010): http://bit.ly/cGBxWH
VAULT Ayer 110 .P9 1625, p. 76 (PrCt)

Mediterranean Region - History, Ancient - Maps - 1660<>Paul, the Apostle, Saint - Travel - Maps - 1660<>Bible - Geography - Maps - 1660
Geographische beschryvinghe van de wandeling der Apostelen ende de reysen Pauli : Mitsgaders de landen ende rÿken daer sÿ het Evangelium eerst hebben verkondight / nieuwyct int licht gebracht door Nicolaes Visscher ; A. van den Broeck sculp. [Amsteldam : Weduwe wylen Paulus Aertsz van Ravesteyn, 1660]. Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1618-1679 -- Broeck, Abraham van den, 1616 or 17-1688 -- Biblia : dat is: de gantsche H. Schriffture (1660)

Case oversize C 23 .253, Nieuwe testament, after fol. 55 (PrCt)
Amsterdam : by Marcus Doornick, 1686), Nieuwe testament, after fol. 56.
After a map by Nicolaes Visscher.
Elaborate hand color with gold highlighting,
similar to coloring by Dirck Jansz van Santen in the 1682 edition of this Bible held by the
University Library of Amsterdam; cf. Trususje Goedings, "Master colourist Dirk Jansz van
Santen (1637/38-1708)", dated 1992 and available on the Paulus Swaen Old Maps and
At lower right: 2.
Letterpress text on verso: Verklaringe over de
geographische afbeeldinge der lantschappen, by
den Apostelen en hare afgesonden broederen
bevaren en doorwandelt [2 p.].
References: Delano-Smith, Maps in Bibles in the
Digital image available on Jewish National and
002369127.htm
http://www.jnul.huji.ac.il/dl/maps/pal/html/eng/pal

45500 Mediterranean Region - History, Ancient -
Maps - 1726<>>>Historical atlases
Authors: Moll, Herman, -1732 -- Moll, Herman,
-1732. Thirty two new and accurate maps of the geography of the ancients ... (1726)
1 map ; 15 x 28 cm.
In: Moll, Herman. Thirty two new and accurate maps of the geography of the ancients, as
contained in the Greek and Latin classicks ... (London : H. Moll ; T. Bowles ; J. Bowles, 1726)
pl. '9.
Case G 1002 .586 pl. 9 (PrCt)

45501 Mediterranean Region - History, Ancient -
Maps - 1726<>>>Historical atlases
Authors: Moll, Herman, -1732 -- Moll, Herman,
-1732. Thirty two new and accurate maps of the geography of the ancients ... (1726)
1 map ; 15 x 22 cm.
In: Moll, Herman. Thirty two new and accurate maps of the geography of the ancients, as
contained in the Greek and Latin classicks ... (London : H. Moll ; T. Bowles ; J. Bowles, 1726)
pl. '17.
Case G 1002 .586 pl. 17 (PrCt)

45502 Mediterranean Region - History, Ancient -
Maps - 1726<>>>Historical atlases
Navigatio Aenaeae in primo libro Dionysii Halycarnassensis adnotata. [London : H. Moll et
al, 1726].
Authors: Moll, Herman, -1732 -- Moll, Herman,
-1732. Thirty two new and accurate maps of the geography of the ancients ... (1726)
1 map ; 14 x 22 cm.
In: Moll, Herman. Thirty two new and accurate maps of the geography of the ancients, as
contained in the Greek and Latin classicks ... (London : H. Moll ; T. Bowles ; J. Bowles, 1726)
pl. '13.
Case G 1002 .586 pl. 13 (PrCt)

45503 Mediterranean Region - History, Ancient -
Maps - 1726<>>>Historical atlases
Navigatio Aenaeae secundum Virgilium. [London :
H. Moll et al, 1726].
Authors: Moll, Herman, -1732 -- Moll, Herman,
-1732. Thirty two new and accurate maps of the geography of the ancients ... (1726)
1 map ; 14 x 22 cm.
In: Moll, Herman. Thirty two new and accurate maps of the geography of the ancients, as
contained in the Greek and Latin classicks ... (London : H. Moll ; T. Bowles ; J. Bowles, 1726)
pl. '12.
Case G 1002 .586 pl. 12 (PrCt)

45504 Mediterranean Region - History, Ancient -
Maps - 1726<>>>Aeneas (Legendary Character) - Voyages<>>>Historical atlases
In: Moll, Herman. Thirty two new and accurate maps of the geography of the ancients ... (1726)
1 map ; 14 x 22 cm.
In: Moll, Herman. Thirty two new and accurate maps of the geography of the ancients, as
contained in the Greek and Latin classicks ... (London : H. Moll ; T. Bowles ; J. Bowles, 1726)
pl. '13.
Case G 1002 .586 pl. 13 (PrCt)

45505 Mediterranean Region - History, Ancient -
Maps - 1726<>>>Aeneas (Legendary Character) - Voyages<>>>Historical atlases
Navigatio Aenaeae in primo libro Dionysii Halycarnassensis adnotata. [London : H. Moll et
al, 1726].
Authors: Moll, Herman, -1732 -- Moll, Herman,
-1732. Thirty two new and accurate maps of the geography of the ancients ... (1726)
1 map ; 14 x 22 cm.
In: Moll, Herman. Thirty two new and accurate maps of the geography of the ancients, as
contained in the Greek and Latin classicks ... (London : H. Moll ; T. Bowles ; J. Bowles, 1726)
pl. '13.
Case G 1002 .586 pl. 13 (PrCt)

45506 Mediterranean Region - History, Ancient -
Maps - 1726<>>>Aeneas (Legendary Character) - Voyages<>>>Historical atlases
Navigatio Aenaeae secundum Virgilium. [London :
H. Moll et al, 1726].
Authors: Moll, Herman, -1732 -- Moll, Herman,
-1732. Thirty two new and accurate maps of the geography of the ancients ... (1726)
1 map ; 14 x 22 cm.
In: Moll, Herman. Thirty two new and accurate maps of the geography of the ancients, as
contained in the Greek and Latin classicks ... (London : H. Moll ; T. Bowles ; J. Bowles, 1726)
pl. '12.
Case G 1002 .586 pl. 12 (PrCt)

45507 Mediterranean Region - History, Ancient -
Voyages<>>>Historical atlases
Authors: Moll, Herman, -1732 -- Moll, Herman,
-1732. Thirty two new and accurate maps of the geography of the ancients ... (1726)
1 map ; 15 x 28 cm.
In: Moll, Herman. Thirty two new and accurate maps of the geography of the ancients, as
contained in the Greek and Latin classicks ... (London : H. Moll ; T. Bowles ; J. Bowles, 1726)
pl. '9.
Case G 1002 .586 pl. 9 (PrCt)

45508 Mediterranean Region - History, Ancient -
Voyages<>>>Historical atlases
Authors: Moll, Herman, -1732 -- Moll, Herman,
-1732. Thirty two new and accurate maps of the geography of the ancients ... (1726)
1 map ; 15 x 22 cm.
In: Moll, Herman. Thirty two new and accurate maps of the geography of the ancients, as
contained in the Greek and Latin classicks ... (London : H. Moll ; T. Bowles ; J. Bowles, 1726)
pl. '17.
Case G 1002 .586 pl. 17 (PrCt)

45509 Mediterranean Region - History, Ancient -
Voyages<>>>Historical atlases
Navigatio Aenaeae in primo libro Dionysii Halycarnassensis adnotata. [London : H. Moll et
al, 1726].
Authors: Moll, Herman, -1732 -- Moll, Herman,
-1732. Thirty two new and accurate maps of the geography of the ancients ... (1726)
1 map ; 14 x 22 cm.
In: Moll, Herman. Thirty two new and accurate maps of the geography of the ancients, as
contained in the Greek and Latin classicks ... (London : H. Moll ; T. Bowles ; J. Bowles, 1726)
pl. '13.
Case G 1002 .586 pl. 13 (PrCt)

45510 Mediterranean Region - History, Ancient -
Navigatio Aenaeae secundum Virgilium. [London :
H. Moll et al, 1726].
Authors: Moll, Herman, -1732 -- Moll, Herman,
-1732. Thirty two new and accurate maps of the geography of the ancients ... (1726)
1 map ; 14 x 22 cm.
In: Moll, Herman. Thirty two new and accurate maps of the geography of the ancients, as
contained in the Greek and Latin classicks ... (London : H. Moll ; T. Bowles ; J. Bowles, 1726)
pl. '12.
Case G 1002 .586 pl. 12 (PrCt)
maps of the geography of the ancients, as contained in the Greek and Latin classicks ...
(London : H. Moll ; T. Bowles ; J. Bowles, 1726) pl. '32.
Case G 1002 .586 pl. 32 (PrCt)

45710 Mediterranean Region - History, Ancient - Maps - 1843-----------------------------Disciples, Twelve SEE Apostles----------------Bible - Biography SEE ALSO Apostles----------------Christian Saints SEE ALSO Apostles----------------Historical atlases
Map of the travels of the Apostles. New York : Sidney E. Morse and Samuel Breese, 1843 [i.e. 1859].
Authors: Morse, Sidney E. (Sidney Edwards), 1794-1871 -- Neander, August, 1789-1850 -- Breese, Samuel, 1802-1873 -- Morse, Sidney E. (Sidney Edwards), 1794-1871. The Cerographic Bible atlas (1859)
1 map : col. ; 30 x 38 cm.
"Entered according to act of Congress ... 1843 ...
In: Morse, Sidney E. The Cerographic Bible atlas (New York : S.E. Morse & Co., 1859) pl. [5]
Wax engraving.
oversize G 1061 .59 pl. [5] (PrCt)

General map of the countries mentioned in the Bible. New York : Sidney E. Morse and Samuel Breese, 1843 [i.e. 1859].
Authors: Morse, Sidney E. (Sidney Edwards), 1794-1871 -- Breese, Samuel, 1802-1873 -- Morse, Sidney E. (Sidney Edwards), 1794-1871. The Cerographic Bible atlas (1859)
1 map : col. ; 29 x 37 cm.
"Entered according to act of Congress ... 1843 ...
In: Morse, Sidney E. The Cerographic Bible atlas (New York : S.E. Morse & Co., 1859) pl. [1]
Wax engraving.
oversize G 1061 .59 pl. [1] (PrCt)

45712 Mediterranean Region - History, Ancient - Maps - 1885-----------------------------Paul, the Apostle, Saint - Travel - Maps - 1885----------------Bible - Geography - Maps - 1885
Authors: G.W. & C.B. Colton & Co.
1 map : col. ; 203 x 424 cm., reduced to 28 x 22 cm.
Two photographs (each 11 x 8.5') of unrecorded wall map (6'8" x 13'11") offered in an email by Maps of the Past, New Preston, CT 06777
map1F G5672.M4S1 1885 .C6 2008 (PrCt)

45713 Mediterranean Region - Maps - 1413 - Nautical
charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles----------------Nautical charts - Mediterranean Region 1413 - Manuscripts----------------Manuscript maps - Facsimiles----------------Nautical charts
[Portolan chart]. [19--].
Authors: Viladesters, Màcia de, fl. 1413 -- Bibliothèque nationale (France). Ge AA 566 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
 Photostatic reproduction of 1413 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France BN Res Ge AA 566 (PrCt)

45714 Mediterranean Region - Maps - 1449 - Nautical
charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles----------------Nautical charts - Mediterranean Region - Maps - 1449 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles----------------Manuscript maps - Facsimiles----------------Wall maps----------------Nautical charts
Faksimiledruck der Portulankarte von Petrus Roselli 1449 aus der Baudischen Landesbibliothek Karlsruhe (Signatur: S 6).
1 map : col. ; 59 x 98 cm., on sheet 65 x 101 cm. Original version: 'Petrus Roselli composuit hanc cartam in civitate maioricarum anno domini [1449].'
Added title : Die Portulankarte des Petrus Roselli von 1449.
Caption title; imprint from accomp. text. Facsimile accompanied by: Kartographie im Mittelalter: eine analytische Betrachtung zum Informationsgehalt der Portulankarte des Petrus Roselli aus dem Jahre 1449 / Peter Mesenburg.
Cover title of accomp. text: Die Portulankarte des Petrus Roselli von 1449.
Cf. OCLC 27917459.
LC Card Number: 94128585
910424obnl.
ISBN 3890636004 ; 9783890636009
map6F G5672.M4 1449.R6 1989 (NLO)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
45715 Mediterranean Region - Maps - 1490 - Nautical charts, Manuscript - Facsimiles

Facsimile of 1497 manuscript portolan chart of the Mediterranean region and the Atlantic coast of Europe and North Africa; reproduced from original held by the Societa Geografica Italiana, Rome.

Title, imprint, and series from pamphlet.

'Albinus de chanepa civis Janue composuit hanc cartam anno D[omi]ni M CCCC LXXX de mense lapro loco . . . 'The Vatican map is precisely dated . . .'the day when the news came from Cairo [of the deposition and slaying of the atabek] Qansuh Khamsumiah''--Roth, Cecil. 'Judah Abenzara's map of the Mediterranean world, 1500' in Studies in bibliography and booklore, v. 9, no. 2/3 (spring 1970), p. 117.

Bibliography: p. 15 of the pamphlet.

'Relief shown pictorially.

The map in Italian, commentary in German.

92030303NL

45716 Mediterranean Region - Maps - 1497 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

Facsimile of 1480 manuscript; reproduced from original held by the Sociedade Geografica Italiana, Italy.

'Jehuda ben Zara a fata la [re]sente carta in Alixandria 08 de febraro lo jorno q[ue] se sape dil Cayro q[ue] se al so ... Chaso Chasomja anno MCCCClxxxxvij 1497.'


Title, imprint, and series from pamphlet.


The map in Italian, commentary in German.

Relief shown pictorially.

'The Vatican map is precisely dated . . . the day when the news came from Cairo [of the deposition and slaying of the atabek] Qansuh Khamsumiah''--Roth, Cecil. 'Judah Abenzara's map of the Mediterranean world, 1500' in Studies in bibliography and booklore, v. 9, no. 2/3 (spring 1970), p. 117.

Bibliography: p. 15 of the pamphlet.

Cartographic Data Scale not given.

Series: Codices e Vaticani selecti quam simillime expressi iussu Ioannis Pauli PP II concilio et opera curatorum Bibliothecae Vaticanae ; Nr. 55.

90101712.

map6F G5672.M4 1497 .A2 1983 (NLO)

45717 Mediterranean Region - Maps - 1500-1599 - Nautical charts - Manuscript - Facsimiles

Facsimile of 1480 manuscript; reproduced from original held by the Sociedade Geografica Italiana, Rome.

'Relief shown pictorially.

The map in Italian, commentary in German.

92030303NL


Authors: Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 391 x 529 mm. (neat line), on sheet remargined to 402 x 548 mm.

Roughly bounded by Italy and southeastern Europe, the Black Sea, Turkey, and the coasts of...
northeastern Africa and the Middle East.
Includes vignettes of 11 ships and bar scale: Mil:100.
Tooley 37.
b13
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Novacco 4F 125 (PrCt)

45719 Mediterranean Region - Maps - 1600 - Nautical charts, Manuscript - Facsimiles
Nautical charts - Mediterranean Region - Maps - 1600 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Nautical charts [Portolan atlas]. [San Marino, Calif. Huntington Library], 1925.
Authors: Henry E. Huntington Library and Art Gallery, HM34 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
6 maps ; 35 cm.
Photostat of ca. 1600 manuscript in the Huntington Library; HM34.
Schulz list, p.4.
4333
Ayer map5C G1782.M4P5 1600 P6 1925 (PrCt)

45720 Mediterranean Region - Maps - 1602 - Nautical charts - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Nautical charts - Mediterranean Region - Maps - 1602 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Nautical charts [Portolan chart of the Mediterranean region]. [San Marino, Calif.] : Huntington Library, 1925.
Authors: Oliva, Joannes, fl. 1589-1650 -- Henry E. Huntington Library and Art Gallery -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 84 x 69 cm.
Photostat of 1602 manuscript in the Huntington Library; HM40.
4336
Ayer map4C G5672.M4P5 1602 O4 1925 (PrCt)

45721 Mediterranean Region - Maps - 1604 - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
John M. Wing Foundation
1 map ; 20 x 46 cm.
In La Bibliofilia 34, no. 5 (May 1932): opp. p. 168
Reproduction of a chart in the Biblioteca Olschki, Florence.
Apparently not in Pfleiderer, Census of portolan charts & atlases.
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.
Wing folio Z 007 .05, v. 34, opp. p. 168 (PrCt)

45722 Mediterranean Region - Maps - 1619 - Nautical charts - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Europe - Maps - 1619 - Nautical charts - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Nautical charts - Mediterranean Region - Maps - 1619 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Nautical charts [Portolan atlas]. [San Marino, Calif. Huntington Library], 1925.
Authors: Oliva, Salvatori, fl. 1619
1631 -- Henry E. Huntington Library and Art Gallery, HM34 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
2 maps ; 46 cm.
Photostat of 1619 manuscript in the Huntington Library; HM34.
Rey Pastor, p. 158.
4330
Ayer map6C G1782.M4P5 1619 O4 1925 (PrCt)

45723 Mediterranean Region - Maps - 1642 - Paul, the Apostle, Saint - Travel - Maps - 1642 - Woodcuts
Dese Caerte vande Reysen Pauli, behoort te staen in't Nieuwe Testament, inde li Pag. 94. [Amsterdam : Theunis Jacobsz, 1642].
Authors: Bünting, Heinrich, 1545-1606 -- Bünting, Heinrich, 1545-1606. Itinerarium Sacrae Scripturae, dat is, Het Reysboeck der Heyligher Schrift (1642) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : woodcut ; 15 x 25 cm.
In: Bünting, Heinrich. Itinerarium Sacrae Scripturae, dat is, Het Reysboeck der Heyligher Schrift (t'Amstelredam: Theunis Jaco.
4sig. li, after p. 94.
Title in letterpress in upper border.
Digital image of a similar map (though from a different woodblock and with a different letterpress title) available on Hebrew University website (accessed Nov. 2010) : http://www.jnul.huji.ac.il/dl/maps/pal/html/eng/pal002368415.htm
Baskes BS630 .B79128 1642, sig. li, after p. 94 (PrCt)

45724 Mediterranean Region - Maps - 1644 - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
O carta che recogi tera e mare tv sei piv richa . . . [portolan chart of the Mediterranean, Bologna, 1644]. [Firenze : Leo S. Olschki, 1934].
John M. Wing Foundation
1 map ; 38 x 80 cm.
In La Bibliofilia 34, no. 5 (May 1932): opposite p. 166
Reproduction of a chart now in the National Maritime Museum, Greenwich, where its shelf number is G230:1/14.
Reference: Pfleiderer, Census of portolan charts

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Mediterranean Region - Maps - 1661 - Nautical charts, Manuscript - Facsimiles

Facsimile of original published Amsterdam: Pierre Mortier, 1694.
Includes 28 views.

temp map4F G5672.M4 1694 H6 1999 I5 (PrCt)

Mediterranean Region - Maps - 1695

La Mer Mediterranée divisée en ses principales parties, ou mers. Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : Chez H. Jaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], [1695?].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. Atlas nouveau : contenant toutes les parties du monde (1692 [i.e. 1695?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 53 x 85 cm.
Added title, upper margin: La Mer Mediterranée divisée en Mer de Levant ....
In counterfeit edition of: Sanson, Nicolas. Atlas nouveau : contenant toutes les parties du monde (Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : H. Jaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], 1692 [i.e. 1695?]) pl. [98].
Map dated 1692.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .S19 1692 pl. [98] (PrCt)

Mediterranean Region - Maps - 1695

Estats de l'empire du Grand Seigneur des Turcs en Europe, en Asie, et en Afrique ... / par le Sr. Sanson ... ; présentee a Monseigneur le Dauphin, par ... Hubert jaillot. Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : Hubert Jaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], [1695?].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. Atlas nouveau : contenant toutes les parties du monde (1692 [i.e. 1695?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 52 x 85 cm.
Added title, upper margin: Les Estats de l'empire du Grand Seigneur des Turcs ....
In counterfeit edition of: Sanson, Nicolas. Atlas nouveau : contenant toutes les parties du monde (Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : H. Jaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], 1692 [i.e. 1695?]) pl. [94].
Includes continuation inset.
Map dated 1692.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .S19 1692 pl. [94] (PrCt)

Mediterranean Region - Maps - 1696

La Mer Mediterranée divisée en ses principales parties ... Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : H. Jaillot [i.e. P. Mortier], 1696.
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Mortier, Pierre --
Sansoon, Nicolao, 1600-1667. [Atlas nouveau contenant toutes les parties du monde ...] (1696) 1 map : hand col.; 53 x 83 cm.

Added title, upper margin: La Mer Mediterranée divisée en mar de Levant ...

Accompanied, 3 leaves previous, by 5 city maps and 3 views (10 x 15 cm.) on 1 sheet with collective title: Pour la Mer Mediterranée [map 26].


Forms part of atlas published by P. Mortier in Amsterdam; chiefly comprised of maps bearing the counterfeir imprint of H. Jaillot in Paris.

Case oversize G 1007 .781 v. 2, map [28] (PrCt)

45732 Mediterranean Region - Maps - 1698 - Nautical charts

Prima parte dello specchio del mare : nel quale si descrivono tutti li porti, spiaggie, baje, isole, scogli, e seccagni del Mediterraneo col de dimostrazioni de' Terreni, cambiamenti di corse, distanze, ed il facillissimo modo di adoperare il Balestriglio, e l'Astrolabio, non mai più cosi ampiamente descritto, arricchito di Carte Marine / costrutte dal famoso Capitano Francesco Maria Levanto, e nuovoamente publicato dal Padre Maestro Coronelli ... In Venetià : [s.n.], 1698.

Authors: Levanto, Francesco Maria, fl. 1600 -- Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)


2. ed.

Contains 1 single leaf and 24 double leaves of engraved maps of the Mediterranean region.

For detailed description, see E. Armao, Vincenzo Coronelli (1944), p. 132-134.

Other title: Specchio del mare.

All maps but one are double plates. All plates are hand colored, except the fold. plate at end; many illus. are also hand colored.

The plates other than maps and the leaves at end may be extraneous.

Imperfect: p. 35-36 wanting.

No more published.

References: Phillips 7858 Ayer 7A 5 (NLO)


Amsterdam : by Isaak Tirion, 1732.

Authors: Tirion, Isaak -- Keizer, Jacob, fl. 1706-1750 -- Tirion, Isaak. Nieuwe en beknopte hand-atlas ... (1748 [i.e. 1769?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col.; 27 x 34 cm.

Verso numbered "N 81" in manuscript.

In: Tirion, Isaak. Nieuwe en beknopte hand-atlas ... (Amsterdam : Isaak Tirion, 1744 [i.e. 1769?]), plate [79].

Oversize Ayer 135 .T55 1744, plate [79] (PrCt)
Added title from cover label bearing imprint of George Philip & Son: Mediterranean.
Printed in 2 sections on 1 sheet.
Scale not given.
Gift 1920, Mrs. E.W. Blatchford.
Annotated in ink to detail voyage routes (taken by the Blatchfords?) variously dated 1885-1894.

**G 1027 .84 (NLO)**

45736 **Mediterranean Region - Maps - 1890**

*Handbook to the Mediterranean: its cities, coasts, and islands: for the use of general travellers and yachtsmen / by R. Lambert Playfair.*

London : John Murray, 1890.

1 v. : ill., 30 maps (some col.), plans ; 18 cm.
Incomplete; issued in 2 volumes, but this copy lacking pt. 1; Newberry holds pt. 2 with 30 (?) maps.
Cover title: Murray's hand-book to the Mediterranean

**Baskes G153 .M97 no. 277 (1892) (NLO)**

45738 **Mediterranean Region - Maps - 1895**

*The Mediterranean trip: a short guide to the principal points on the shores of the western Mediterranean and the Levant / by Noah Brooks.*

New York : Charles Scribner's Sons, 1895.

viii, 211 p. [27] leaves of plates (1 folded) : ill., 4 maps (1 col.) : 17 cm.
Maps engraved by J. Hart and Bradley & Poates. "With twenty-four illustrations and four maps."
Former owner's inscription: Louise Warren Johnson, Saint Joseph, Missouri, U.S.A.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Full text of another copy (but not the maps) available online via HathiTrust Digital Library (accessed January 2013): http://hdl.handle.net/2027/mdp.39015068284903
References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray's handbooks for travellers, 277

**Baskes G153 .M97 no. 277 (1892) (NLO)**

45739 **Mediterranean Region - Maps - 1901**

*Guide to the Eastern Mediterranean.*


xxviii, 245, 14 p., [19] leaves of plates (15 folded)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

: 21 maps (chiefly col.), plans ; 18 cm.
Includes index.
Advertisements: 14 p. at end.
Series: Macmillan's guides.
Series statement from cover.
Former owner's signature: G.H. Payne.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**45743 Mediterranean Region - Maps - 1906<<>>Mediterranean Sea - Maps - 1906**
*Guide to the western Mediterranean : including Southern Spain, Northern Africa (Morocco, Algeria, Tunis, and Tripoli), Sicily, Malta, Corsica, etc. London ; New York : Macmillan and Co., 1906.*
Authors: Macmillan & Co. -- Macmillan guide -- Edward Stanford Ltd. -- McGovren, Alexandria L. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Reprint of the 1901 edition.
Cover title: Western Mediterranean Maps by Stanford's Geographical Establishment.
Series: Macmillan's guides.
Label: Mrs. Alexandria L. McGovren, Ferry Road, Old Lyme, Conn. 06371.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copy: G 27 .54

**Baskes G153 .M33 Western Mediterranean (1906) (NLO)**

---

**45740 Mediterranean Region - Maps - 1901<<>>Mediterranean Sea - Maps - 1901**
Authors: Macmillan & Co. -- Macmillan guide -- Edward Stanford Ltd. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Cover title: Western Mediterranean Maps by Stanford's Geographical Establishment.
Series: Macmillan's guides.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes G153 .M33 Eastern Mediterranean (1901) (NLO)**

---

**45741 Mediterranean Region - Maps - 1902**
Authors: Meyers Reisebuecher -- Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
v. 1 : 52 maps
1st ed.
Jahrgang 1902/1903
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)**

---

**45742 Mediterranean Region - Maps - 1905**
Authors: Lorenz, D. E. (Daniel Edward), 1862-- -- Fleming H. Revell Company -- Lesh, John H. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
"Pages for personal jottings" including ms. notes, [95] pages, 2nd sequence.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Former owner: John H. Lesh.

**Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.**
**Baskes D973 .L8 1905 (NLO)**

---

**45744 Mediterranean Region - Maps - 1906<<>>Middle East - Maps - 1906**
viii, 210 p., [27] leaves of plates (1 folded) : ill., 4 maps (1 col.) ; 17 cm.
Maps engraved by J. Hart and Bradley & Poates. "With twenty-four illustrations and four maps."
Illustrated bookplate: Adelaide Pearson, 1911.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Full text of another copy (but not the maps) available online via HathiTrust Digital Library:
http://hdl.handle.net/2027/myp.33433002747735

**Baskes D973 .B76 1906 (NLO)**

---

**45745 Mediterranean Region - Maps - 1907**
Authors: Meyers Reisebuecher -- Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 70 maps
3rd ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

---

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalog Number</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>45749</td>
<td>Mediterranean Region - Maps - 1911 Mediterranean. Leipzig ; London ; New York : K. Baedeker ; T. Fisher Unwin ; Scribner's, 1911. Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- T. Fisher Unwin (Firm) -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)</td>
<td>1911</td>
<td>Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)</td>
<td>Grieben</td>
<td>Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Printed by Jarrold and Sons.
Maps lining papers.
Includes index.
Series: Little guides.
Armorial bookplate: Leslie Beaconsfield Bristow.
Eastbourne, Sussex.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes GI53 .L58 Mediterranean (1932) (NLO)**

**45757 Mediterranean Region - Maps - 1934>>Canary Islands - Maps - 1934**


Authors: Meyers Reisebücher -- Friederichsen Gruyter -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 34 maps
3rd ed.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)**


Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 43 maps, 46 city plans
2nd ed.

Dust jacket.
Includes advertising dated 1941 and priced in marks.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)**


Authors: Chardon, Jacques Pierre Émile, 1865--Thuillier, Louis -- Chevrier, Henri -- Hermann, L., active 1906-1939 -- Dufrénoy (Firm) -- Guides bleus illustrés -- Guides illustrés (Paris, France) -- Hachette (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
280 p. : ill., 48 maps and plans (some folded, some col.) ; 17 cm.
Maps by L. Thuillier, H. Chevrier, L. Hermann;
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)


45767  Mediterranean Sea - Maps - 1311 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<Nautical charts - Mediterranean Sea - Maps - 1311 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<Manuscript maps - Facsimiles<<Nautical charts [Portolan chart of the eastern Mediterranean and Black Sea, 1311]. [Florence : Archivio di Stato di Firenze, 196-?]. Authors: Vesconte, Pietro -- Sanuto, Marino, 1466-1535 -- Archivio di Stato di Firenze. CN1 1 map ; 32 x 26 cm. on 2 sheets Photograph of manuscript chart in the Archivio di Stato di Firenze, where it has the call number CN1. Inscription below Alexandria: 'Petrus Vesconte de Janua fecit ista carta ann. dni. m. ccc. xi.' Inscription on neck of chart: 'Petrus Veschonte de [Janua] fecit anno mcccxi.' Cf. History of Cartography, v. 1, p. 456. map1F G5672.M4P5 1311 V4 196- (PrCt)


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of each volume.
### Mediterranean Sea - Maps - 1325 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles


Authors: Dalorto, Angelino, fl. 1325

Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Dulcet, Angelino, fl. 1325 SEE Dalorto, Angelino, fl. 1325

Facsimile of Dalarto's 1339 manuscript portolan chart of the Mediterranean Sea (shelved in map case, 4th floor stacks).


**Ayer p133 .D14 1339 1903 (NLO)**

### Mediterranean Sea - Maps - 1327 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

**[Portolan charts of the Mediterranean and Black Seas, with the Atlantic coast to the British Isles, 1327]. [Venice : Biblioteca medicea Laurenziana, 196-?].**

Authors: Vesconte, Pietro -- Biblioteca medicea Laurenziana

Photostatic reproduction of 1327 Catalan manuscript.

Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**MapPhoto France BN Ge B 696 (PrCt)**

### Mediterranean Sea - Maps - 1339 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

**[Portolan chart of the Mediterranean Sea, 1339].**

Authors: Dalorto, Angelino, fl. 1325 -- Hamy, E. T. (Ernest Théodore), 1842-1908

Facsimile of Dalarto's 1339 manuscript portolan chart of the Mediterranean Sea (shelved in map case, 4th floor stacks).


**Ayer p133 .D14 1339 1903 (NLO)**

### Mediterranean Sea - Maps - 1380 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

**[Portolan chart of the Mediterranean Sea, 1380].**

Authors: Soler, Guillielmus, fl. 1380-1385 -- Bibliothèque nationale (France). Ge B 1131 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)

Photostatic reproduction of 1380 manuscript.

Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**MapPhoto France BN Ge B 1131 (PrCt)**

### Mediterranean Sea - Maps - 1400-1499 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

**[Portolan chart of the Mediterranean Sea, 1339].**

Authors: Dalorto, Angelino, fl. 1325 -- Hamy, E. T. (Ernest Théodore), 1842-1908

Facsimile of Dalarto's 1339 manuscript portolan chart of the Mediterranean Sea (shelved in map case, 4th floor stacks).


**Ayer p133 .D14 1339 1903 (NLO)**
manuscript fragment.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

MapPhoto France BN Res Ge D 3005 (PrCt)

45778 Mediterranean Sea - Maps - 1409 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Europe - Maps - 1409 - Manuscripts
Nautical charts - Mediterranean Sea - Maps - 1409 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Narrational charts [Portolan chart of the Mediterranean Sea, 1409].
[19--].
Authors: Virga, Albertin de, fl. 1390-1429 -- Bibliothèque nationale (France). Res Ge D 7900 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1409 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France BN Res Ge D 7900 (PrCt)

45779 Mediterranean Sea - Maps - 1440 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts
Black Sea - Maps - 1440 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts
Nautical charts - Mediterranean Sea - 1440 - Manuscripts
Nautical charts - Black Sea - 1440 - Manuscripts
Manuscript maps
Narrational charts [Manuscript portolan atlas of the Mediterranean Sea]. [ca. 1440].
Authors: Giroldi, Giacomo, fl. 1422-1452 -- Phillipps, Thomas, Sir, 1792-1872 -- Bernard Quaritch (Firm) -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 2
1 ms. atlas ([7] leaves) : 6 hand col. maps, vellum ; 31 cm.
Unsigned atlas attributed to the Venetian portolan maker Giacomo Giroldi in Akerman, James.
‘From books with maps to books as maps: the editor in the creation of the atlas idea’ in Editing early and historical atlases ... / ed. by Joan Winears (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1995) p. 5-7, 15-16, and 38, note 6.
Also attributed to Giroldi by Ramon J. Puchades i Bataller, who dated this atlas ca. 1446 (possibly in Cartes portolanes : la representació medieval d’una mar solcada, 2007), and by Richard Pflederer (in 2013); see Map Information File.
For list of Giroldi’s works see Campbell, Tony. ‘Portolan charts from the late thirteenth century to 1500’ in The History of Cartography / ed. by Harley and Woodward (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1987) v. 1, p. 452-453.
Pen-and-ink and paint (red, green, brown, yellow, blue). Vellum charts pasted back-to-back.
Scale not determined.
Unidentified dealer's description trimmed from a printed catalog and pasted inside back cover: 'A very antient map of the world, folded in canvas, within boarded covers, of the fifteenth century, upon vellum, folio.'
Owned by Thomas Phillipps; '957 MSS. Phillipps' above the stamped crest and initials of Phillipps on verso of last leaf.
Description from Catalogue of geography, voyages, travels, history of America, Africa, Australasia and Asia ... (London: [Bernard Quaritch, 1899], catalogue 188, p. 113, no. 906 pasted inside front cover. 'Quaritch 1902. £25.00' in pencil on first leaf.

VAULT slipcase Ayer MS map 2 (NLO)

45780 Mediterranean Sea - Maps - 1442 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Nautical charts - Mediterranean Sea - Maps - 1442 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Narrational charts [Portolan chart of the Mediterranean Sea, 1442].
[19--].
Authors: Geroldi, G. -- Bibliothèque nationale (France). Res Ge C 5088 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1442 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France BN Res Ge C 5088 (PrCt)

45781 Mediterranean Sea - Maps - 1447 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Nautical charts - Mediterranean Sea - Maps - 1447 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Narrational charts [Portolan chart of the Mediterranean Sea]. [19--].
Authors: Valseca, Gabriel de, fl. 1439-1447 -- Bibliothèque nationale (France). Ge C 4607 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1447 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Authors: Novacco, Franco, 1904-1998 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 34 x 64 cm. on 3 sheets
Photograph, apparently full-size, of a very worn, anonymous portolan chart, ca. 1450.
The third photo is an enlargement of the central portion, from Sardinia to Greece.
The chart has been thumb-tacked to a board for photography. The only clue to its provenance is a pencilled note on the verso of one sheet "Ex Novacco."

map2F G5672.M4P5 1450 P6 196- (PrCl)


Ayer MS map 3
1 ms. map : hand col., vellum ; on sheet 368 x 699 mm.
Scale not determined.
Pen-and-ink and paint (red, green, blue, yellow).
Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Described and reproduced in Winter, Heinrich.
Available as photographic transparency; Spec. Coll. Image Index.
References: Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Maps

Coll., 3.
Displayed in the Walters Art Museum exhibition Maps : Finding Our Place in the World (March 16-June 8, 2008).
VAULT oversize Ayer MS map 3 (NLO)


[19-].

Authors: Roselli, Petrus, fl. 1446-1468 -- Bibliothèque nationale (France). Ge C 5090 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1462 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

MapPhoto France BN Ge C 5090 (PrCl)


[19-].

Authors: Benincasa, Grazioso, ca. 1420-1482 -- Bibliothèque nationale (France). Ge DD 2779 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas
Photostatic reproduction of 1466 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

MapPhoto France BN Ge DD 2779 (PrCl)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Photostatic reproduction of 1467 manuscript. Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

MapPhoto France BN Ge DD 1988 (PrCt)

Authors: Benincasa, Grazioso, ca. 1420-1482 -- British Library. Add. Ms. 11547 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1567 manuscript.

MapPhoto England BL Add. Ms. 11547 (PrCt)

Authors: Benincasa, Grazioso, ca. 1420-1482 -- British Library. Add. Ms. 6390 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1468 manuscript.

MapPhoto England BL Add. Ms. 6390 (PrCt)

Authors: Benincasa, Grazioso, ca. 1420-1482 -- Bibliothèque nationale (France). Ge B 1119 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1489 manuscript.

MapPhoto France BN Ge B 1119 (PrCt)

Authors: British Library. Add. Ms. 9947 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 16th-century manuscript.

MapPhoto England BL Add. Ms. 9947 (PrCt)

Authors: Bibliothèque nationale (France). Ge C 5085 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 16th-century manuscript.

Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

MapPhoto France BN Rés Ge C 5085 (PrCt)

Authors: Bibliothèque nationale (France). Ge C 5100 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 16th-century manuscript atlas.

Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

MapPhoto France BN Ge C 5100 (PrCt)

Authors: Bibliothèque nationale (France). Ge C 5083 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 16th-century Franco-Italian manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France BN Res Ge C 5083 (PrCt)

Mediterranean Sea - Maps - 1500-1599 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Nautical charts
Mediterranean Sea - Maps - 1500-1599 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Nautical charts [Italian portolan atlas of the Mediterranean Sea, 15--?]. [19--].
Authors: Bibliothèque nationale (France). Ge DD 2007 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas
Photostatic reproduction of 16th-century Franco-Italian manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France BN Ge DD 2007 (PrCt)

Mediterranean Sea - Maps - 1500-1599 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Nautical charts
Mediterranean Sea - Maps - 1500-1599 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Nautical charts [French portolan atlas of the Mediterranean Sea]. [19--].
Authors: Bibliothèque nationale (France). Ge DD 2010 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 16th-century manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France BN Ge DD 2010 (PrCt)

Mediterranean Sea - Maps - 1500-1599 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Nautical charts
Mediterranean Sea - Maps - 1500-1599 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Nautical charts [Portolan chart of the Mediterranean Sea, 15--?]. [19--].
Authors: Bibliothèque nationale (France). Ge DD 2008 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 16th-century manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France BN Ge DD 2008 (PrCt)

Mediterranean Sea - Maps - 1500-1599 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Nautical charts
Mediterranean Sea - Maps - 1500-1599 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Nautical charts [Portolan atlas of the Mediterranean Sea]. [19--].
Authors: Bibliothèque nationale (France). Ge DD 2009 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas
Photostatic reproduction of 16th-century Franco-Italian manuscript atlas.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France BN Ge DD 2009 (PrCt)

Mediterranean Sea - Maps - 1500-1599 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Nautical charts
Mediterranean Sea - Maps - 1500-1599 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Nautical charts [Hispano-French portolan atlas of the Mediterranean Sea]. [19--].
Authors: Bibliothèque nationale (France). Ge DD 2012 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas
Photostatic reproduction of 16th-century manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France BN Ge DD 2012 (PrCt)

Mediterranean Sea - Maps - 1528 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Nautical charts
Mediterranean Sea - Maps - 1528 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Authors: Coppo, Pietro, 1469 or 70 - Lago, Luciano, fl. 1523-1553 -- Editioni LINT
Includes bibliographical references (p. 54-56).
Series: Speculum orbis (Trieste, Italy) ; n. 1. VK653 .C66 1528a (NLO)

Mediterranean Sea - Maps - 1533 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Black Sea - Maps - 1533 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts
Nautical charts
Mediterranean Sea - 1533 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Nautical charts [Manuscript portolan atlas of the Mediterranean Sea]. Mcccccxxxiii [1533].

Portolan atlas, Conte de Ottomano Freducci, MCCCCXXX 7 ... New York : [Hispanic Society of America?], 1915.

Authors: Freducci, Conte di Ottomano, fl. 1497-1539 -- Stevenson, Edward Luther, 1858-1944 -- Hispanic Society of America -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (4 p.l., facsim.: 5 col. charts) ; in portfolio 65 x 50 cm.

Facsimile of 1537 manuscript. Introduction by Edward Luther Stevenson. 'A numbered edition of one hundred copies.' Series: Publication of the Hispanic society of America ; no. 95 Phillips 5171.

oversize Ayer 136 .F85 S84 1537 1915 (NLO)


Authors: Maggiolo, Vesconte, fl. 1504-1549 -- Bibliothèque nationale (France), Ge C 5084 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map

Photostatic reproduction of 1547 manuscript. Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

MapPhoto France BN Ge C 5084 (PrCt)


Authors: Homem, Diogo -- Bibliothèque nationale (France), Ge D 5003 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas

Photostatic reproduction of 1559 manuscript. Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

MapPhoto France BN Ge DD 2003 (PrCt)


MapPhoto France BN Ge DD 2003 (PrCt)


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Available as photographic transparency; Spec.
Coll. Image Index.
Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 16.
Astengo, C. Elenco preliminare di carte ed atlanti
nautici manoscritti: eseguiti nell'area
Mediterranea nel periodo 1500-1700, p. 35.
VAULT oversize Ayer MS map 16 (NLO)

45810 Mediterranean Sea - Maps - 1569 - Nautical
charts<<>>Nautical charts - Mediterranean
Sea - 1569<<>>Europe - Maps - 1569 - Coasts
- Nautical charts<<>>Nautical charts - Europe
- 1569 - Coasts<<>>Nautical charts
[Nautical chart of Europe and Mediterranean
Sea] / ... seco[n]do l'uso de navigai[n]ti del S.
Giacmo. Home[n] ... Vinexia [Venice] : Paolo
Furlani, [1569].
Authors: Homem, Diogo -- Forlani, Paolo --
Murari, Giacomo, fl. 1569 -- Franco Novacco Map
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 492 x 821 mm. (neat line) on composite
sheet 533 x 850 mm.
In oversize and uppercase lettering: Evropa.
Imprint beneath dedication: Al molto magco. s. il s.
Giacomo Mvrari ... Da Vinexia il p[rim]o.
d'Ottobre l'anno M. D. L XIX. Di v. s. serre. affmo.
Paolo Furlani Veronese.
Printed from 2 plates on 2 sheets.
Duplicate copy (hand colored): Novacco 4F 122;
missing 2001; 2006.
Heijden, H.A.M. van der. De Oudste gedrukte
kaarten van Europa no. 24.
Tooley 34.
Woodward 81.01
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map
Collection (Newberry Library).
b12
Novacco 4F 121 (PrCt)

45811 Mediterranean Sea - Maps - 1570 - Naval
operations<<>>Mediterranean Sea - Maps -
1570 - Coasts<<>>Navies - Pictorial works -
1570
[Disegno de l'isola de Cypro con li confin della
Caramania, Soria, Giudea et Egitto ... ]. [Rome] :
Stampata appresso Ant. Laffery in Roma,
MDLXX [1570].
Authors: Laffrey, Antoine, 1512-1577 -- Franco
Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; on sheet 554 x 428 mm.
Title cartouche (including imprint) trimmed away
at upper left; see Tooley 184.
Additional printed detail trimmed from all sides.
Includes 13 lines of text in separate cartouche:
L'isola di Cypro che fu gia terra ferma et
congiunta ... .
Shows Cyprus and the eastern Mediterranean
Sea, and includes prominent vignette of fleet at
left center, beneath heading: Armata della Clarmi.
Sri. Venetiani.
'Scalleta delle [250] miglia' = 196 mm.
Stylianou and Stylianou, History of the
cartography of Cyprus p. 49-50, no. 54 and p.
237-239, figs. 58-58b.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map
Collection (Newberry Library).
b52.5
Novacco 4F 124 (PrCt)

45812 Mediterranean Sea - Maps - 1571<<>>Lepanto,
Battle of, Greece, 1571 - Maps
Authors: Jenichen, Balthasar, fl. 1563-1592 -- B.
I. fl. 1563-1592 -- Franco Novacco Map
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; on sheet 244 x 361 mm.
Bottom right corner includes artist's mark 'B:I
1571', probably the monogram of Balthasar
Jenichen; for a list of maps and battle plans by
1, p. 818-819.
Text in German and Latin.
Site of the Battle of Lepanto prominently
identified.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map
Collection (Newberry Library).
b17
Novacco 2F 59 (PrCt)

45813 Mediterranean Sea - Maps - 1571 - Naval
operations<<>>Mediterranean Sea - Maps -
1571 - Coasts
... Descrittione particolare di tutti i luoghi, cosi
maritimi, come fra terra ch[e] so[n]o da Venetia al
mar maggiore ... / di Venetia a xxii dicembre
M.D.LXXI Paolo Forlani Veronese. Venetia
Authors: Forlani, Paolo -- Pinargenti, Simone, fl.
157-1574 -- Bene, Lodovico del, fl. 1571 --
Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry
Library)
1 map ; 324 x 421 mm. (neat line), 343 x 443
mm. (plate mark)
Title from cartouche at upper right, beneath
dedication: Al molto magco. et mio sigre. il sigor.
Lodovico del Bene ... Veronese ... .
Map of the eastern Mediterranean showing
sailing routes to strategic locations along the
coasts of northern Africa, the Holy Lands, and
Turkey for possible use by the Christian fleet
following the Battle of Lepanto.
Detached from a binding; includes center stub on
verso.
Numbered 109, 85, and 56 in ink on verso.
Woodward 95
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map
Collection (Newberry Library).
b16
Novacco 2F 58 (PrCt)

45814 Mediterranean Sea - Maps - 1574 - Nautical
charts - Manuscripts -
Facsimiles<<>>Nautical charts -

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Mediterranean Sea - Maps - 1574 -
Manuscripts - Facsimiles
[Portolan atlas of the Mediterranean Sea, 1574].
[19–].
Authors: Homem, Diogo -- Bibliothèque nationale
(France). Ge DD 2006 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas
Photostatic reproduction of 1574 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map
Collection (Newberry Library).

MapPhoto France BN Ge DD 2006 (PrCt)

45815 Mediterranean Sea - Maps - 1583 - Nautical
charts - Manuscripts<>Africa - Maps - 1583
- Coasts - Manuscripts<>Atlantic Coast
(Africa) - Maps - 1583 -
Manuscripts<>Nautical charts -
Mediterranean Sea - Maps - 1583 -
Manuscripts<>Manuscript maps
<>Nautical charts
[Manuscript portolan atlas of the Mediterranean
Sea and the African coast]., 1583.
Authors: Martines, Joan, 1556-1590 --
Nottingham, Charles Howard, Earl of, ca.
1536-1624 -- Burghley, William Cecil, Baron,
1520-1598 -- Bayley, Charles, 17th cent. --
Radisson, Pierre Esprit, ca. 1636-1710 -- Morpin,
17th cent. -- Wilbraham, George, 1779-1852 --
Bernard Quaritch (Firm) -- Edward E. Ayer
Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) --
Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map
21
1 ms. atlas ([10] leaves) : 5 hand col. maps,
vellum ; 37 cm.
Authorship statement from chart of northwestern
Africa.
Scale not determined.
Vellum charts (pen-and-ink and paint: red, green,
gold, blue, yellow) backed with paper and
mounted with paper stubs.
Contents: [Chart of northwestern Africa,
southern Spain, and the Canary Islands] --
[Chart of the coast of Africa between Mauritania
and the Cape of Good Hope] -- [Chart of the
British Isles, western Europe, western
Mediterranean Sea, and northwestern Africa] --
[Chart of the central and western Mediterranean
Sea] -- [Chart of the eastern Mediterranean
Sea and the Black Sea].
Verso of last chart includes annotation tracing
previous ownership, including 1595 inscription
signed 'W.L. Burghly [?]'' (i.e. William Cecil, Lord
Burghley?) noting that he was given the atlas by
Charles Howard, Earl of Nottingham and chief
English admiral during the Spanish Armada of
1588; inscription, apparently by Pierre Esprit
Radisson, French explorer and fur trader in North
America, noting that the atlas was given to him
by Charles Bayley, first governor of Hudson’s
Bay; inscription by ‘Morpín [?]’ noting that

Radisson gave him the atlas in 1675; and note
dated 1680 (or 1690?), also by Morpin, stating he
returned the atlas to Radisson. See Catalogue of
graphy, voyages, travels, history of America,
Africa, Australasia and Asia ... (London: [Bernard
Quaritch], 1899), catalogue 188, no. 907. See
also transcription of the French glosses, made in
1974 by Claude Perrault, in the Map Information
File).
Owned by George Wilbraham (bookplate, 19th
cent.?).
Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript
Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 358
Astengo, C. Elenco preliminare di carte ed atlanti
nautici manoscritti : eseguiti nell’area
Mediterranea nel periodo 1500-1700, p. 35.
Pflederer, Catalogue of the portolan charts and
atlases in the Newberry Library (2005), pp.
77-81.

VAULT folio Ayer MS map 21 (NLO)

45816 Mediterranean Sea - Maps - 1584 - Nautical
charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<>Atlantic
Coast (Africa, West) - Maps - 1584 - Nautical
charts - Manuscripts -
Facsimiles<>Nautical charts -
Mediterranean Sea - Maps - 1584 -
Manuscripts - Facsimiles<>Nautical charts -
- Atlantic Coast (Africa, West) - Maps - 1584 -
Manuscripts - Facsimiles<>Manuscript
maps - Facsimiles<>Nautical charts
[Portolan chart of the Mediterranean Sea and the
west African coast, 1584]. [19–].
Authors: Oliva, Bartolomeo, fl. 1538
-- Astengo, C. Elenco preliminare di carte ed atlanti
nautici manoscritti : eseguiti nell’area
Mediterranea nel periodo 1500-1700, p. 35.
Pflederer, Catalogue of the portolan charts and
atlases in the Newberry Library (2005), pp.
77-81.

MapPhoto France BN Res Ge B 1133 (PrCt)

45817 Mediterranean Sea - Maps - 1584 - Nautical
charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<>Black Sea
- Maps - 1584 - Coasts - Manuscripts -
Facsimiles<>Nautical charts -
Mediterranean Sea - Maps - 1583 -
Manuscripts - Facsimiles<>Manuscript
maps - Facsimiles<>Nautical charts
[Manuscript portolan chart of the Mediterranean
and Black Seas]. [London : Harvey Miller, 2005].
Authors: Martines, Joan, 1556-1590 -- Trinity
College (Dublin, Ireland). Ms. R.4.50.
1 map : col. ; 13 x 21 cm.
Photocopy from The Cambridge illuminations :
ten centuries of book production in the Medieval
west / edited by Paul Binski and Stella
143.
Map Photo France BN Res Ge C 5094 (PrCt)

45819 Mediterranean Sea - Maps - 1587 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
- Nautical charts
- Mediterranean Sea - Maps - 1587 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
- Nautical charts - Mediterranean Sea - Maps - 1587 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
- Nautical charts
- Facsimiles
- Mediterranean Sea - Maps - 1587 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
- Nautical charts [Portolan chart of the Mediterranean Sea and the west African coast, 1586]. [19--].
Authors: Prunes, Mateus, fl. 1553 -- Bibliothèque nationale (France). Ge AA 570 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1586 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France BN Res Ge AA 570 (PrCt)

45820 Mediterranean Sea - Maps - 1588 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
- Nautical charts
- Mediterranean Sea - Maps - 1588 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
- Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
- Nautical charts [Portolan of the Mediterranean Sea]. [19--].
Authors: Prunes, Mateus, fl. 1553 -- Bibliothèque nationale (France). Res Ge C 5094 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1588 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France BN Res Ge C 5094 (PrCt)

45821 Mediterranean Sea - Maps - 1589 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
- Nautical charts - Mediterranean Sea - Maps - 1589 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
- Nautical charts [Portolan chart of the Mediterranean Sea]. [19--].
Authors: Prunes, Mateus, fl. 1553 -- Bibliothèque nationale (France). Res Ge B 1149 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Villaroel, Domingo de, fl. 1530-1580
SEE Vigliarolo, Domingo de, fl. 1530-1580
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1589 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France BN Res Ge B 1149 (PrCt)

45822 Mediterranean Sea - Maps - 1592 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts
- Black Sea - Maps - 1592 - Nautical charts - Mediterranean Sea - 1592 - Manuscripts
- Nautical charts - Black Sea - 1592 - Manuscripts
- Nautical charts [Manuscript portolan chart of the Mediterranean and Black Seas]. 1592.
Authors: Corte, Carlo da, fl. 1592 -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library. Manuscript map.
Ayer MS map 23
1 ms. map : hand col., vellum ; on sheet 319 x 598 mm.
‘Di mano di Carlo da Corta in Genoua ann. 1592.’
Pen-and-ink and paint (brown, red, yellow, gold, blue); colors very faded.
Scale not determined.
Italian and Latin place names.
Verso includes dealers’ notes in several hands.
Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 23
Astenho, C. Elenco preliminare di carte ed atlati nautici manoscritti : eseguiti nell’area Mediterranea nel periodo 1500-1700, p. 35
Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library).
VAULT oversize Ayer MS map 23 (NLO)


1 ms. atlas ([77] leaves) : 6 hand col. maps, vellum ; 30 cm.

Author statement from chart of northwestern Africa.

Scale not determined.

Pen-and-ink and paint (red, green, gold, blue, gray). Vellum charts glued back-to-back.

Includes Italian and Latin place names.


Autograph on paper endleaf at front: D.F. Lupercio de Arbizio, 1594. Tomo LXXXIII.

Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Available as photographic transparency; Spec. Coll. Image Index.

VAULT oversize Ayer MS map 25 (NLO)


Authors: Volcius, Vicentius Demetrius, fl. 1563-1607 -- Chadenat, Charles -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 25

1 ms. map : hand col., vellum ; on sheet 482 x 784 mm.

Vincus Demetrei [Volcius Rachuseus] fecit in terra Liburni 1595'; authorship statement partly obscured.

Includes Italian and Latin place names.

Pen-and-ink and paint (brown, red, blue, gold); includes portrait of Saint Paul (85 x 68 mm.)

Owned by bookseller Charles Chadenat; pencil note on verso dated 1902.

Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library).


Baltimore Museum of Art. The World encompassed : an exhibition of the history of maps ... 1952 no. 94.


Astengo, C. Elenco preliminare di carte ed atlanti nautici manoscritti : eseguiti nell'area Mediterranea nel periodo 1500-1700, p. 35.

Available as photographic transparency; Spec. Coll. Image Index.


Authors: Barentsz, Willem, ca. 1550-1597 -- Koeman, C. (Cornelis), 1918- -- Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, Ltd. -- Rand McNally and Company -- George Philip & Son -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (ill., plates, facsims., 17 maps (some fold.)) ; 43 cm.

Facsimile of original published Amsterdam, 1595. Distributed in the U.S. by Rand McNally and in Great Britain by George Philip & Son.

Bibliography: p. v-xii.

Series: Theatrum Orbis Terrarum series of atlases in facsimile, 5th ser., v. 4.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

References: OCLC 4067788; Cf. Phillips 188.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)
Mediterranean Sea - Maps - 1595 - Nautical charts


1 ms. map ; hand col., vellum ; on sheet 455 x 773 mm.

Title supplied by cataloger.

Third digit in date apparently altered; Gabriel Tatton was active as late as 1616. See Tooley's Dictionary of mapmakers (1979) and the Newberry Library Map Information File.

Scale [ca. 1:5,025,000]

Pen-and-ink and paint (red, green, yellow, gold, blue).

Includes 4 tables of island and port names (in Italian) keyed to lettered and numbered sites on the chart.

Tatton was a member of the 'Thames' or 'Drappers' School' of mapmakers; cf. Tony Campbell, 'The Drapers' Company and its school of seventeenth century chart-makers' in Wallis and Tyacke (eds.) My head is a map ... (London, 1973) p. 100-101; cf. Schilder, Günter. Cartographica monumenta Neerlandica VII. Cornelis Claesz ... (Alpen an den Rijn, 2003) p. 291; cf. Le Gear, Clara Egli. 'Sixteenth-century maps presented by Lessing J. Rosenwald' in Library of Congress quarterly journal 6, no. 3 (1949) p. 22.

Dealer's note (?) on verso: Fol. 25723a.

Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 22 VAULT oversize Ayer MS map 22 (NLO)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
[Portolan of the Mediterranean Sea, 1598]. [19--].
Authors: Oliva, Joannes, fl. 1589-1650 -- Oliva, Franciscus, 1562-1615 -- Bibliothèque nationale (France). Ge C 5101 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Oliva, Francesco, 1562-1615 SEE Oliva, Franciscus, 1562-1615
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1598 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France BN Ge C 5101 (PrCt)

Authors: Oliva, Joannes, fl. 1589-1650 -- Bibliothèque nationale (France). Ge C 2342 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1598 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France BN Ge C 2342 (PrCt)

Authors: J. B. -- Bibliothèque nationale (France). Ge FF 3596 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 17th-century manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France BN Res Ge FF 3596 (PrCt)

Authors: Filippi, Geosanti, fl. 1661 -- Leo S. Olschki (Firm) -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 11
1 ms. atlas ([14] leaves) : 13 hand col. maps, vellum ; 41 cm.
Unsigned and undated French manuscript probably compiled in the early 17th century.
French inscriptions beneath Italian, Spanish, and German; distance scales present on most charts; place names in French, Italian, and Latin.
Pen-and-ink and watercolor (brown, green, red, yellow, blue). Vellum charts pasted back-to-back on cardboard sheets.
Scale not determined.
Nineteen lines of ms. notes inside front cover.
Mediterranean Sea

Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 27 1 ms. map : hand col., vellum ; on sheet 542 x 878 mm. Previously attributed to Baldassare and Antonio Giovanni Maggiolo, now understood to be the same person. See Corradino Astengo’s notes in the Newberry Library Map Information File; cf. Tooley’s Dictionary of mapmakers (1979 ed.) Scale not determined. Includes Italian and Latin place names. Pen-and-ink and paint (red, brown, blue, green, yellow).


Mediterranean Sea - Maps - 1603 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

45839 Mediterranean Sea - Maps - 1608 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

Mediterranean Sea - Maps - 1608 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Facsimile of ca. 1608 manuscript in the Bibliothèque Nationale, Dept. des Manuscrits, Suppl Gr. 1094.
Added title: 18th International Conference on the History of Cartography.

**45840** Mediterranean Sea - Maps - 1612 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts

| Manuscript portolan atlas of the Mediterranean Sea | 1612. |
| Authors: Oliva, Franciscus, 1562-1615 -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 28a |
| 1 ms. atlas ([5] leaves) : 4 hand col. maps, vellum ; 34 cm. |
| Authorship statement from chart of northwestern Africa. |
| Scale not determined. |
| Includes Italian and Latin place names. |
| Pen-and-ink and paint (red, green, brown, blue, gold). Charts glued back-to-back; end leaves mounted on paper to form covers. |
| Contents: [Chart of the eastern Mediterranean Sea and the Black Sea] -- [Chart of the central Mediterranean Sea] -- [Chart of western Europe and the western Mediterranean Sea] -- [Chart of northwestern Africa and the Canary Islands]. |
| Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library). |
| Available as microfilm. |
| VAULT oversize Ayer MS map 28a (NLO) |

**45841** Mediterranean Sea - Maps - 1618 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts

| Portolan chart of the Mediterranean Sea | 1618. |
| Authors: Cornelius, Petrus, fl. 1618 -- Bibliothèque nationale (France), Res Ge C 5099 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library) |
| 1 map |
| Photostatic reproduction of 1618 manuscript. |
| Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library). |
| MapPhoto France BN Res Ge C 5099 (PrCt) |

**45842** Mediterranean Sea - Maps - 1620 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts

| Portolan chart of the Mediterranean Sea | 1620. |
| Authors: Oliva, Salvatori, fl. 1619-1631 -- Bibliothèque nationale (France), Ge C 2341 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library) |
| 1 map |
| Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1620 manuscript. |
| Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library). |
| MapPhoto France BN Ge C 2341 (PrCt) |

**45843** Mediterranean Sea - Maps - 1631-1635 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts

| Portolan atlas of the Mediterranean Sea | 1631-1635. |
| Authors: Caloiro et Oliva, P. |
| 1 atlas |
| Photostatic reproduction of manuscript dated 1631-1635. |
| Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library). |
| MapPhoto France BN Res Ge D 7884-7891 (PrCt) |

**45844** Mediterranean Sea - Maps - 1636 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts

| Portolan chart of the Mediterranean Sea | 1636. |
| Authors: Caloiro et Oliva, P. -- Bibliothèque nationale (France), Res Ge C 5098 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library) |
| 1 map |
| Photostatic reproduction of 1636 manuscript. |
| Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library). |
| MapPhoto France BN Res Ge C 5098 (PrCt) |

**45845** Mediterranean Sea - Maps - 1636 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts

| Portolan chart of the Mediterranean Sea | 1636. |

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 28a
1 ms. atlas ([7] leaves) : 6 hand col. maps, vellum ; 28 cm.

Authorship statement from chart of northwestern Africa.

Scale not determined.

Italian and Latin place names.

Pen-and-ink and paint (red, green, yellow, blue, gold). Charts on vellum (except the world map on paper).


Owned by: S.A. Mostras (bookplate and autograph); Thomas Philippus ('Phillipps Ms 16364' inside front cover); Jacques Rosenthal, bookdealer (dated 1902 inside back cover).

Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library).

References: The Phillipps manuscripts, 16364; Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 29; Astengo, C. Elenco preliminare di carte ed atlanti nautici manoscritti : eseguiti nell'area Mediterranea nel periodo 1500-1700, p. 35

VAULT slipcase Ayer MS map 29 (NLO)

45846 Mediterranean Sea - Maps - 1639 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
[Portolan chart of the Mediterranean Sea]. [19--].

Authors: Cavallini, Giovanni Battista fl. 1630-1669 -- Bibliothèque nationale (France). Ge DD 2019 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map

Photostatic reproduction of 1639 manuscript. Includes world map in two hemispheres. Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

MapPhoto France BN Ge DD 2019 (PrCt)

45847 Mediterranean Sea - Maps - 1641 - Nautical Charts - Manuscripts

[Manuscript portolan atlas of the Mediterranean Sea]. 1641.

Authors: Caloiro et Oliva, Placidus, b. 1611 -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library.

Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 33

1 ms. atlas ([4] leaves) : 3 hand col. maps, vellum ; 40 cm.

Authorship statement on the first chart: Placidus Caloiro et Oliva fecit in nobili urbe Messanae anno 1641.

Pen-and-ink and paint (green, red, blue, green, gold). Charts mounted on cardboard and glued back-to-back, forming outer paper covers. Scale not determined.

Contents: [Chart of the British Isles, western Europe, western Mediterranean Sea, and northwestern Africa, with circular inset of the world] -- [Chart of the central and eastern Mediterranean Sea] -- [Chart of the Aegean Sea]. Italian and Latin place names.

Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Similar to an unsigned and undated atlas at the Newberry Library (Ayer MS map 34) also attributed to Caloiro et Oliva.

Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 33

Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 350

Astengo, C. Elenco preliminare di carte ed atlanti nautici manoscritti : eseguiti nell'area Mediterranea nel periodo 1500-1700, p. 35

Available as photographic transparency; Spec. Coll. Image Index.

VAULT folio Ayer MS map 33 (NLO)

45848 Mediterranean Sea - Maps - 1641 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts

[Manuscript portolan atlas of the Mediterranean Sea]. [ca. 1641].

Authors: Caloiro et Oliva, Placidus, b. 1611 -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library.

Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 34

1 ms. atlas ([3] leaves) : 2 hand col. maps, vellum ; 40 cm.

Unsigned and undated, but similar to another ms. portolan atlas at the Newberry Library (Ayer MS map 33); the variant ms. is signed by Placidus Caloiro et Oliva at Messina and dated 1641.

Pen-and-ink and paint (green, red, blue, gold). Scale not determined.

Contents: [Chart of the British Isles, western Europe, western Mediterranean Sea, and northeastern Africa, with circular inset of the world] -- [Chart of the central and eastern Mediterranean Sea].

Italian and Latin place names.

Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 34

Astengo, C. Elenco preliminare di carte ed atlanti nautici manoscritti : eseguiti nell'area Mediterranea nel periodo 1500-1700, p. 35

Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library).

VAULT folio Ayer MS map 34 (NLO)

45849 Mediterranean Sea - Maps - 1646 - Nautical charts

Europe maritime et generale de toves les costes

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
45850 Mediterraneaean Sea - Maps - 1649 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

Mediterranean Sea - Maps - 1649 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

[Portolan chart of the Mediterranean Sea]. [19–].

Authors: Prunes, Juan Bautista, fl. 1649

Digital image available on MapForum website (accessed Sept. 2010):
http://www.mapforum.com/07/colmedi.htm

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .C7 1656, map 8 (PrCt)

45852 Mediterranean Sea - Maps - 1659 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

Mediterranean Sea - Maps - 1659 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

[Portolan atlas of the Mediterranean Sea, 1659].

Authors: Roussin, Jean François -- Bibliothèque nationale (France).

Digital image available on MapForum website (accessed Sept. 2010):
http://www.mapforum.com/07/colmedi.htm

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .C7 1656, map 8 (PrCt)

45853 Mediterranean Sea - Maps - 1661 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts

Mediterranean Sea - Maps - 1661 - Manuscripts

Digital image available on MapForum website (accessed Sept. 2010):
http://www.mapforum.com/07/colmedi.htm

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .C7 1656, map 8 (PrCt)
nell'area mediterranea nel periodo 1500-1700
[1996] p. 35; Cf. exhibit catalog by Tonini.

Camillo and Lucchi Piero (eds.) Navigare
descrivere: isolari e portolani del Museo Correr di
Venezia: 15.-18. secolo (Venice: Marsilio: Musei
civic veneziani, 2001); Cf. Donazzolo, Pietro. Di
un portolano inedito e sconosciuto riguardante il
Mediterraneo e specialmente l'Egeo di ‘Gasparo
Tentivo’ in Bollettino della Reale Società
Geografica Italiana ser. 6, v. 3 (1926): 847-853
[Vertical File 1662].

45854 Mediterranean Sea - Maps - 1669 - Nautical
charts - Manuscripts -
Facsimiles>Nautical charts -
Mediterranean Sea - Maps - 1669 -
Manuscripts - Facsimiles>Manuscript
maps - Facsimiles>Nautical charts
[Portolan chart of the Mediterranean Sea, 1669].
[19--].
Authors: Cavallini, Pietro, fl. 1654-1688 -- British
Library. Add. Ms. 10133 -- Edward E. Ayer
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas
Photostatic reproduction of 1669 manuscript.

45855 Mediterranean Sea - Maps - 1669 - Nautical
charts - Manuscripts -
Facsimiles>Nautical charts -
Mediterranean Sea - Maps - 1669 -
Manuscripts - Facsimiles>Manuscript
maps - Facsimiles>Nautical charts
[Portolan chart of the Mediterranean Sea]. [19--].
Authors: Roussin, Jean François -- Bibliothèque
nationale (France). Res Ge C 5087 -- Louis C.
Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1669 manuscript.

45856 Mediterranean Sea - Maps - 1689
The Mediterranean Sea divided into its principal
parts or seas. London : Berry, 1689.
Authors: Berry, William, fl. 1669-1708 -- Sanson,
Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Berry, William, fl.
1669-1708. [A Collection of maps of the world]
[1680-1689] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 52 x 84 cm.
Added title: The Mediterranean Sea divided into the
eastern and western seas... .
In: Berry, William. [A Collection of maps of the

45857 Mediterranean Sea - Maps - 1700-1799 -
Nautical charts - Manuscripts>Nautical charts -
Mediterranean Sea - Maps - 1700-1799 -
Manuscripts>Nautical charts
[Anonymous portolan atlas of Mediterranean
Sea]. [17-?].
Authors: Franco Novacco Map Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 ms. atlas ([41] leaves, 41 maps) ; 300 x 429
mm.
Eighteenth (?) century portolan atlas lacking title
page; leaves numbered 2-42.
In Italian and French.
Some maps incomplete, with blank title
cartouches and bar scales.
Towns shown pictorially; depths shown with
soundings.
Pen-and-ink and wash (green, red, yellow, grey).
Bound in 19th (?) century parchment overlaid
with diagonal floral print on paper.
Bookplate inside front cover: Ex Libris Novacco.
Berna.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map
Collection (Newberry Library).

45858 Mediterranean Sea - Maps - 1701-1788 -
Nautical charts - Manuscripts>Nautical charts -
Mediterranean Sea - Maps - 1701-1788 -
Manuscripts>Nautical charts
Libro de memoria [: anonymous portolan atlas of
Mediterranean Sea]. [1701?-1788?]
Authors: Franco Novacco Map Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 ms. atlas ([124] p. (including wrappers), 47
maps) ; 291 x 213 mm.
1 guignio [i.e. guigno?] 1701 [or 1707?] Venezia’
appears immediately after title on front wrapper,
p. [1]; legend accompanying map of Porto Sicha
on p. [114-115] dated ’15 7bre 1788.’
Page numbering inconsistent throughout volume.
Towns and relief shown pictorially; soundings
shown with depths.
Pen-and-ink, pencil, and wash.
Note on back wrapper: Con questa mia mano
proprio scritto in ogni ochurenza dilo monchonza
di mia mano.
Original wrappers bound in 18th century (?) paper
binding bearing a hand-colored diagonal
design (watercolor: blue and red).
Bookplate inside front cover: Ex Libris Novacco.
Berna.

45859 Mediterranean Sea - Maps - 1710
Das Mitteländische Meer zu Bequämen
Gebrauch in Einer General Carten vorgestellet.
Augsburg : Gabriel Bodenehr, 1710.
Authors: Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. --
In: Bodenehr, Gabriel. Atlas curieux; oder, Neuer und compendieuser atlas ... ([Augsburg : Gabriel Bodenehr, 1710?]) pl. [41]. Engraved plate no. '42.'

Ayer 135 .B6 pl. 41 (PrCt)

45860 Mediterranean Sea - Maps - 1728 -
Harbors Algeciras (Spain) - Maps - 1728 -
Harbor Marseille (France) - Maps - 1728 -
Harbor Cartagena (Spain) - Maps - 1728 -
Harbor Toulon (France) - Maps - 1728 -
Harbor Livorno (Italy) - Maps - 1728 -
Harbor Messina (Italy) - Maps - 1728 -
Harbor Mahón (Spain) - Maps - 1728 -
Harbor Palermo (Italy) - Maps - 1728 -
Harbor Valletta (Malta) - Maps - 1728 -
Harbor Carthago Nova (Spain) SEE Cartagena (Spain)
SEE Cartagena (Spain)
[Charts of the Mediterranean Sea, plate 28].
[London : J. Knapton et al., 1728].
Authors: Harris, John, 1667? -- Parker, Samuel, active 1719-1751 -- Knapton, James, -1738 -- Harris, John, 1667?-1719. Atlas maritimus & commercialis ... (1728) -- Edward E.
Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
9 maps ; various sizes on sheet 54 x 63 cm.
Contents: Gibraltar Bay - Bay of Marselles - The Bay of Cartagena - The Bay of Thoulon - Legorn - The Haven of Messina - A Draught of the harbour fo Port Mahon - The Haven of Palermo - Malta.
In: [Harris, John et al.] Atlas maritimus & commercialis ... (London : Printed for James and John Knapton [et al.], 1728) plate '28.
oversize Ayer 135 .A83 1728 pl. 28 (PrCt)

45861 Mediterranean Sea - Maps - 1728 -
Harbors Tunis, Gulf of (Tunisia) - Maps - 1728 -
Harbor Kea Island (Greece) - Maps - 1728 -
Harbor Mytilene (Lesbos Island, Greece) - Maps - 1728 -
Harbor Foça (Turkey) - Maps - 1728 -
Harbor Izmir (Turkey) - Maps - 1728 -
Harbor Chios (Greece) - Maps - 1728 -
Harbor Skenderun, Gulf of (Turkey) - Maps - 1728 -
Harbor Varosia (Famagusta, Cyprus) - Maps - 1728 -
Harbor Tripoli (Libya) - Maps - 1728 -
Harbor Alexandria (Egypt) - Maps - 1728 -
Harbor Yenifoca (Turkey) SEE Foça (Turkey)
[Charts of Mediterranean harbors, plate 27].
[London : J. Knapton et al., 1728].
Authors: Harris, John, 1667?-1719 -- Knapton, James, -1738 -- Harris, John, 1667?-1719. Atlas maritimus & commercialis ... (1728) -- Edward E.
Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
10 maps ; various sizes on sheet 54 x 64 cm.
Contents: The Bay of Tunis -- The Haven of Zea
-- The Haven of Meteline -- Fogia Nova -- The Gulf of Smyrna -- Xio or Sio -- The Bay of Scanderoon -- The Bay of Famagusta -- The Road before Tripoli -- The Haven of Alexandria.
In: [Harris, John et al.] Atlas maritimus & commercialis ... (London : Printed for James and John Knapton [et al.], 1728) plate 27.
oversize Ayer 135 .A83 1728 pl. 27 (PrCt)

45862 Mediterranean Sea - Maps - 1732-1746 -
Harbors Nautical charts -
Mediterranean Sea - Maps - 1732-1746 -
Harbors Nautical charts
Recueil de plusieurs plans des ports et rades et de quelques cartes particulières de la mer Mediterranée, avec les figures des terres remarquables pour les reconnaissances des atterges. [Marseilles?], 1732-1746.
1 atlas : 80 double maps (3 fold.) : 34 cm.
Maps engraved by Louis Corte and H. Cousin at Aix; see Phillips 187.
Bookplate of John M. Wing.
IGN 50-2270
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.
Wing folio G 1027 .058 (NLO)

45863 Mediterranean Sea - Maps - 1737 -
Nautical charts - Manuscripts -
Facsimiles Gibraltar - Maps - 1737 -
Nautical charts - Manuscripts -
Facsimiles Nautical charts -
Mediterranean Sea - Maps - 1737 -
Manuscripts - Facsimiles -
Nautical charts -
Gibraltar - Maps - 1737 - Manuscripts -
Facsimiles - Manuscript maps -
Facsimiles Nautical charts
Carte de la côte de Barbare depuis le cap Spartel jusqua Ste Croix, et des cotes de Spagne et de Portugal depuis Cadix jusqu’a Sizimbre, deresse sur les observations faites en 1737 par l’escadre francoises. Commandée Par Mr. Marquis D’Antin. [19--].
Authors: Antin, Marquis d' -- Bibliotheque nationale (France). Ge C 3576 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1737 manuscript covering the western Mediterranean Sea.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Map Photo France BN Ge C 3576 (PrCt)

45864 Mediterranean Sea - Maps - 1740 -
Nautical charts -
Mediterranean Sea - Maps - 1740 -
Nautical charts -
Livorno (Italy) - Maps - 1740 -
Harbors Nautical charts
A Correct chart of the Mediterranean Sea, from the Straits of Gibraltar to the Levant ... for Mr.
Tindal's continuation of Mr. Rapin's history. [London? Knapton, ca. 1740?].
1 map ; 33 x 70 cm.
Inset (8 x 17 cm.): The Road of Leghorn.

45866 Mediterranean Sea - Maps - 1744 - Nautical charts

An Accurate chart of the Mediterranean and Adriatic Sea's; with the Archipelago & part of the Black Sea. Exhibiting all the islands in those seas, as also, the adjacent countries on the continents of Europe, Africa & Asia. ... [London, 1748].
Authors: Bowen, Emanuel, -1767 -- Harris, John, 1667?-1719 -- Woodward, Thomas, d. 1751? -- Harris, John, 1667?-1719. Navigantium atque itinerrarium bibliotheca. Or, A complete collection of voyages and travels (1744-1748)
1 map ; 28 x 58 cm.

45867 Mediterranean Sea - Maps - 1750 - Nautical charts

Mediterranean Sea - 1750-1753
Newouvelle carte générale de la Mer Méditerranée = Nieuwe algemene Kaart van de Middellantsche Zee. [Amsterdam] : Uitgegeven door Hendrik de Leth ..., [ca. 1750?].
Authors: Leth, Hendrik de, 1703-1766 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

45868 Mediterranean Sea - Maps - 1753 - Nautical charts


45869 Mediterranean Sea - Maps - 1753 - Nautical charts

An Accurate chart of the Mediterranean and Adriatic Sea's; with the Archipelago & part of the Black Sea. Exhibiting all the islands in those seas, as also, the adjacent countries on the continents of Europe, Africa & Asia. ... [London, 1748].
Authors: Bowen, Emanuel, -1767 -- Harris, John, 1667?-1719 -- Woodward, Thomas, d. 1751? -- Harris, John, 1667?-1719. Navigantium atque itinerrarium bibliotheca. Or, A complete collection of voyages and travels (1744-1748)
1 map ; 28 x 58 cm.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

A Chart of the Levant or the sea coast of Egypt, Syria, Caramania and the island Cyprus. [London : W. and J. Mount, T. and T. Page, 1753].
Authors: Gaudy, John, fl. ca. 1705-ca.1740 -- Parker, Samuel, active 1719-1751 -- W. and J. Mount, T. and T. Page (Firm), fl. ca. 1753-1755 -- English Pilot. Part 3 (1753) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 40 x 52 cm.
In: The English pilot. Part III. Describing the coasts, capes, head-lands, bays, roads, harbours, rivers and ports ... in the whole Mediterranean Sea ... (London : Printed for W. and J. Mount, T. and T. Page, on Tower-Hill, 1753) following p. 80.
Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger):
English Pilot. Part 3 (1753)
oversize Ayer 135 .E55 1753 following p. 80 (PrCt)

Mediterranean Sea - Maps - 1753 - Nautical charts - Mediterranean Sea - 1753 - Nautical charts

A Chart of the sea coast of Spain from Cape De Gata to Cape S. Martin. And of the sea-coast of Barbary from Cape De Hone to Cape Tenes. [London : W. and J. Mount, T. and T. Page, 1753].
Authors: Clarke, James, fl. ca. 1664-1693 -- W. and J. Mount, T. and T. Page (Firm), fl. ca. 1753-1755 -- English Pilot. Part 3 (1753) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 42 x 53 cm.
Oriented with north at upper right.
Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger):
English Pilot. Part 3 (1753)
oversize Ayer 135 .E55 1753 opp. p. 9 (PrCt)

Mediterranean Sea - Maps - 1753 - Nautical charts - Mediterranean Sea - Maps - 1753 - Nautical charts

A Chart of the sea coast of Spain from the straits mouth to c de Gat and of the sea coast of Barbary from the straits mouth to c de Hone. London : W. Mount & T. Page, [1753].
1 map ; 41 x 52 cm.
In: The English pilot. Part III. Describing the sea-coasts, capes, head-lands, bays, roads, harbours, rivers and ports ... in the whole Mediterranean Sea ... (London : Printed for W. and J. Mount, T. and T. Page, on Tower-Hill, 1753) following p. 4.
Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger):
English Pilot. Part 3 (1753)
oversize Ayer 135 .E55 1753 following p. 4 (PrCt)
Mediterranean Sea - Maps - 1764 - Harbors - Nautical charts - Mediterranean Sea - 1764 - Nautical charts
Authors: Roux, Joseph, fl. 1764-1771 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
12 maps ; 80 x 79 cm. or smaller, on sheets 60 x 84 cm. and 84 x 60 cm.
Title and main statement of attribution appear only on map 1.
Statement of attribution on the other maps: Avec privilège du roy à Marseille chez Joseph Roux, hydrographe du roy, sur le Port à St. Jean, 1764.
Scales range from 1:670,000 to 1:1,300,000.
Relief shown pictorially. Depths shown by soundings in some coastal waters.
Nautical charts with compass direction lines.
Maps numbered: Premiere feuille, Ile. feuille, IIle. feuille, etc.
Bound in cat's paw calf.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 195
LC Card Number: 91683332
Baskes oversize G5672.M4P5 1764 .R6 (NLO)

Mediterranean Sea - Maps - 1771 - Nautical charts - Mediterranean Sea - 1771 - Civicavetchia (Italy) - Maps - 1771 - Harbors - Nettuno (Italy) - Maps - 1771 - Coasts - Nautical charts - Nettuno (Italy) - 1771 - Anzio (Italy) - Maps - 1771 - Coasts - Nautical charts - Anzio (Italy) - 1771 - Tunis, Gulf of (Tunisia) - Maps - 1771 - Nautical charts - Tunis, Gulf of (Tunisia) - 1771 - Iskenderun (Turkey) - Maps - 1771 - Harbors - Livorno (Italy) - Maps - 1771 - Harbors - Wall maps - Nettuno (Italy) SEE Nettuno (Italy) - Naton (Italy) SEE Nettuno (Italy) - Scanderoon (Turkey) SEE Iskenderun (Turkey) - Nautical charts
Authors: Mount, William, d. 1769 -- Page, Thomas, d. 1781 -- English Pilot. Part 3 (1771) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 45 x 114 cm.
Insets (17 x 24 cm. or smaller): Plan of the city and port of Civita-Vechia -- A Plan of the port of Neptune or Naton -- The Bay of Tunis -- The Bay of Scanderoon -- Leghorn.
In: The English pilot : Part III : Describing the sea-costs ... in the whole Mediterranean Sea (London : Printed for J. Mount, and T. Page, on Tower-Hill, 1771), [plate 1]
Printed from 2 plates on 2 sheets joined to form composite sheet.
Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger): English Pilot. Part 3 (1771)
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1956.P5 E5 1771, [plate 1] (PrCt)


Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger): English Pilot. Part 3 (1771)
"The Mediterranean pilot: being an exact account of the coasts of Spain, Provence, Italy, the islands of Yvica, Majorca, Corsica, Sicily, &c... from observations made upon the spot, by Henry Michelott... translated from the French": 32 p. at end.

Includes maps compiled by, engraved by or dedicated to James Bennett, Laurent Bremond, James Clarke, Captain Doleman, Joel Gascouyne, John Gaudy, Henri Michelot, Samuel Parker, and J. Wilkinson.

Includes engraved and woodcut maps.

Scales differ.

References: Shirley, R., Maps in the atlases, M.M&P-3c; NMM 425

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1956.P5 E5 1771 (NLO)

45878 Mediterranean Sea - Maps - 1771 - Nautical charts

A Chart of the Levant or the sea coast of Egypt, Syria, Caramania and the island of Cyrus newly corrected by John Gaudy. [London: J. Mount and T. Page, 1771].

Authors: Gaudy, John, fl. ca. 1705-ca.1740 -- Parker, Samuel, active 1719-1751 -- Mount, John, d. 1786 -- Page, Thomas, d. 1781 -- English Pilot. Part 3 (1771) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 40 x 52 cm.

In: The English pilot : Part III : Describing the sea-coasts... in the whole Mediterranean Sea

(London: Printed for J. Mount, and T. Page, on Tower-Hill, 1771), [plate 54]

Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger): English Pilot. Part 3 (1771)

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1956.P5 E5 1771, [plate 54] (PrCt)

45879 Mediterranean Sea - Maps - 1771 - Nautical charts

A Chart of the sea coast of Spain from Cape de Gata to Cape S. Martin. And of the sea-coast of Barbary from Cape de Hone to Cape de Tenes / la. Clark sculp. [London : J. Mount and T. Page, 1771].

Authors: Clarke, James, fl. ca. 1664-1693 -- Mount, John, d. 1786 -- Page, Thomas, d. 1781 -- English Pilot. Part 3 (1771) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 42 x 53 cm.

Oriented with north at upper right.

In: The English pilot : Part III : Describing the sea-coasts... in the whole Mediterranean Sea

(London: Printed for J. Mount, and T. Page, on Tower-Hill, 1771), [plate 6]

Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger): English Pilot. Part 3 (1771)

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1956.P5 E5 1771, [plate 6] (PrCt)

45880 Mediterranean Sea - Maps - 1771 - Nautical charts

A Chart of the sea coast of Spain from the Straits mouth to C. de Gat and of the sea coast of Barbary from the Straits mouth to C. de Hone.


Authors: Mount, William, d. 1769 -- Page, Thomas, d. 1781 -- English Pilot. Part 3 (1771) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 41 x 52 cm.

In: The English pilot : Part III : Describing the sea-coasts... in the whole Mediterranean Sea

(London: Printed for J. Mount, and T. Page, on Tower-Hill, 1771), [plate 5]

Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger): English Pilot. Part 3 (1771)

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1956.P5 E5 1771, [plate 5] (PrCt)
A Map of the Mediterranean Sea with the adjacent regions and seas... London : W. Faden, 1785 [i.e. 1817?].
Bound in atlas as adjacent sheets; title from western sheet, dated 1785.
Each sheet printed with 12 cm. overlap centered on Italy's bootheel.
Western sheet handstamped '22'on verso; eastern sheet handstamped '23.'
oversize G 10 .282 pl. 23 and 24 (PrCt)

45884 Mediterranean Sea - Maps - 1785 - Nautical charts
A Correct chart of the Mediterranean Sea, from the Straits of Gibraltar to the Levant ... for Mr. Tindal's continuation of Mr. Rapin's history. [London : s.n., ca. 1785?].
1 map : 33 x 71 cm.
Inset (8 x 17 cm.): The Road of Leghorn.
oversize Ayer 135 .T5 1732 map [20] (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Imprint on map: London ... W. Faden ... 1806.
 Insets (24 x 24 cm. and smaller): The Strait of Gibraltar -- The Strait or Faro of Messina -- A Chart of the passage of the Dardanells and the Strait of Gallipoli.
 Versos handstamped '49.'
 oversize Ayer 135 .G32 1775 v. 1, pl. 69-70


 Authors: Roux, Joseph, fl. 1764-1771 -- Allezard, Jean Joseph -- Gamba, Joseph -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
 1 atlas (163 leaves of plates) : ill., 162 maps ; 18 x 25 cm.
 Revised edition by Jean Joseph Allezard of:
 Imperfect: lacking t.p., plate 43, 46, 84 and 85;
 Newberry has 2 copies of plates 70 and 93 in different states.
 Depths shown by soundings; relief shown pictorially.
 Scales differ.
 Annotations in several different hands in Italian dated between 1822-1876 (most between 1823-1831) that discuss the accuracy of individual maps as well as providing additional drawings and descriptions of several harbors.
 Some notations mention the brig "Corrier Triestino."

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G1782.M4P55 R63 1817 (NLO)

45888 Mediterranean Sea - Maps - 1817 - Marseille (France) - Maps - 1817 - Harbors - Nautical charts - Genoa (Italy) - Maps - 1817 - Harbors - Nautical charts - Gibraltar - Maps - 1782 - Harbors - Nautical charts - Livorno (Italy) - Maps - 1817 - Harbors - Nautical charts - Algiers (Algeria) - Maps - 1816 - Harbors - Nautical charts - Izmir (Turkey) - Maps - 1817 - Harbors - Nautical charts - Marseille (France) - 1817 - Nautical charts - Genoa (Italy) - 1817 - Nautical charts - Gibraltar - 1782 - Nautical charts - Livorno (Italy) - 1817 - Nautical charts - Algiers (Algeria) - 1817 - Nautical charts - Gibraltar - 1782 - Nautical charts - Algiers (Spain) - 1817 - Nautical charts - Algiers (Algeria) - 1816 - Nautical charts - Izmir (Turkey) - 1817 - Leghorn (Italy) SEE Livorno (Italy) - Smyrna (Turkey) SEE Izmir (Turkey) - Nautical charts

 Authors: Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1817?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 58 cm.
 Insets (14 x 17 cm. or smaller): Bay & roads of Marseilles -- The Harbour of Genoa -- Plan of the rock and bay of Gibraltar shewing the position of the combined fleet and attack of the battering ships in 1782 -- Leghorn road -- Sketch of the watering place of Algeziras -- Attack on Algiers by the fleet under the command of Adml. Lord Exmouth Augst, 27th 1816 -- Gulf of Smyrna.
 Printed paste-on label 'No. 24' at upper right.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Digital image of another copy available on the David Rumsey Map Collection website (accessed Feb. 2010):
 http://www.davidrumsey.com/luna/servlet/detail/UMSEY~8~1~28345~1120774

Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1817, map 24 (NLO)


- 1821 - Nautical charts - Genoa (Italy) - 1821 - Nautical charts - Gibraltar - 1821 - Nautical charts - Algiers (Spain) - 1821 - Nautical charts - Algiers (Algeria) - 1816 - Nautical charts - Izmir (Turkey) - 1821 - Nautical charts


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
 For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
The Mediterranean and its borderlands


folio Ayer 135 .B75 1835 pl. 45, p. 112 (PrCt)

45893 Mediterranean Sea - Maps - 1854 - Nautical charts - 1854<<>>Nautical charts - Mediterranean Sea - Maps - 1854<<>>Nautical charts
Chart of the Mediterranean Sea : including the Adriatic or Gulf of Venice & Grecian Archipelago, and the Black Sea and Seas of Marmora & Azov on a large scale of the principal harbors ...
London : J. Imray and Son, 1854, c1852. Authors: James Imray and Son 1 map ; 95 x 124 cm. Scale [1:2,150,000]. 1854 imprint below title; 1852 imprint in lower left beneath neat line. Inset charts (18 x 27 cm. & smaller): Alexandria -- Channel of Zante -- Gulf of Patras -- Gulf of Smyrna -- The island and channels of Corfu -- Kephalonia -- Mouths of the River Danube -- The Port of Odessa &c -- Strait of Khios -- Trieste. Gift 90

map6F G5672.M4P5 1854 I4 (NLO)

45894 Mediterranean Sea - Maps - 1861<<>>Malta - Maps - 1861<<>>Marseille Region (France) - Maps - 1861<<>>Genoa Region (Italy) - Maps - 1861<<>>Trieste Region (Italy) - Maps - 1861<<>>Valletta Region (Malta) - Maps - 1861<<>>Venice Region (Italy) - Maps - 1861<<>>Alexandria Region (Egypt) - Maps - 1861<<>>Marseilles Region (France) SEE Marseille Region (France)

oversize G 10 .456, map 12 (PrCt)

45895 Mediterranean Sea - Maps - 1910 - Guidebooks<<>>Mediterranean Sea - Description and travel - 1910
The Mediterranean and its borderlands.

Baskes D973 .C75 (NLO)

The Mediterranean and Black Seas - physical.
[London] : George Philip & Son, Ltd. ; The London Geographical Institute, [1913]. Authors: George Philip & Son -- London Geographical Institute -- Philip, George, 1870-1937. Philips' mercantile marine atlas : a series of 35 plates ... with ... distances between ports ... (1913) 1 map : col. ; 31 x 44 cm. Relief and bathymetry shown with color shading. Includes an elevation profile of the Mediterranean Sea (4 x 14 cm.). Inset (12 x 23 cm.): The Mediterranean and Black Seas showing the visibility of the land. In: Philip, George. Philips' mercantile marine atlas : a series of 35 plates ... with ... distances between ports ... (London ; Liverpool : G. Philip & Son, Ltd. ; The London Geographical Institute ; Philip, Son & Nephew, 1913), plate 25. Oversize H 7001 .68, plate 25 (PrCt)

Mediterranean Sea - Maps - 1913 - Trade routes<<>>Trade routes - Mediterranean Sea - Maps - 1913
The Western Mediterranean. [London] : George Philip & Son, Ltd. ; The London Geographical Institute, [1913]. Authors: George Philip & Son -- London Geographical Institute -- Philip, George, 1870-1937. Philips' mercantile marine atlas : a series of 35 plates ... with ... distances between ports ... (1913) 1 map : col. ; 31 x 43 cm. Identifies trade routes and distances, e.g. "Tripoli to Malta 198 [nautical miles]." Insets (4 x 11 cm. and smaller): Bordeaux -- Lisbon -- Gibraltar -- Barcelona -- Marseilles -- Algiers -- Tunis -- Palermo -- Genoa -- Venice -- Naples -- Trieste.

In: Philip, George. Philips' mercantile marine atlas : a series of 35 plates ... with ... distances between ports ... (London ; Liverpool : G. Philip & Son, Ltd. ; The London Geographical Institute ;
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Philip, Son & Nephew, 1913), plate 8.

**oversize H 7001 .68, plate 8 (PrCt)**

**45989** Mediterranean Sea - Maps - 1913 - Trade routes

_The Eastern Mediterranean._ [London] : George Philip & Son, Ltd. ; The London Geographical Institute, [1913].

Authors: George Philip & Son -- London Geographical Institute -- Philip, George, 1870-1937. Philips' mercantile marine atlas : a series of 35 plates ... with ... distances between ports ... (1913)

1 map : col. ; 46 x 65 cm.

Identifies trade routes and distances, e.g. "Tripoli to Malta 198 [nautical miles]."

Insets (15 x 4 cm. and smaller): Suez Canal -- Continuation of the Sea of Azof -- Salonica -- Valetta -- Odessa -- Corinth canal -- Bosphorus -- Piraeus & Athens -- Smyrna -- Brindisi -- Alexandria.

In: Philip, George. Philips' mercantile marine atlas : a series of 35 plates ... with ... distances between ports ... (London ; Liverpool : G. Philip & Son, ltd. ; The London Geographical Institute ; Philip, Son & Nephew, 1913), plate 9.

**oversize H 7001 .68, plate 9 (PrCt)**

**45990** Mediterranean Sea - Nautical charts - 1500 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

_1500_ [Portolan chart of the Mediterranean area] 1500.


Authors: Abenzara, Judah -- Roth, Cecil, 1899- -- Hebrew Union College -- Society of Jewish Bibliophiles

1 map : col. ; 48 x 68 cm. reduced from 56 x 80 cm.

Facsimile of 1500 manuscript reproduced from 'original in library, Hebrew University -- Jewish Institute of Religion.'

In upper left-hand corner: Jehuda abenzara a [fato la presente carta] in aliexandra lanno MD.

Scale [ca. 3:1,100,000] reduced from [ca. 1:2,680,000].

Accompanied by 8 p. text by Cecil Roth.

**map4F G5672.M4 1500 .A2 1971 (PrCt)**

**45900** Mediterranean Sea - Oceanography - History


Authors: Deacon, Margaret -- Spratt, T. A. B. (Thomas Abel Brimage), 1811-1888

v, 74 p. : ill. ; 30 cm.

Includes bibliographical references.

Series: Maritime monographs and reports ; no. 37.

81-54627

**folio GC30.S67 D43 (NLO)**

**45901** Mediterranean Region - Maps

_1680_ [Middle East - Maps - 1680._

Ttvricvml imperivm._ Amsterdam, [ca. 1680].

Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Danckerts, Justus, 1635-1701 -- Danckerts, Justus, 1635-1701.

Atlas [ca. 1680] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 44 x 54 cm.

In: Danckerts, Justus. Atlas (Amsterdam : J. Danckers, [ca. 1680]) pl. [39]. Ms. no. '40' in upper right.

**VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .D18 A pl. 39 (PrCt)**

**45902** Meeker County (Minn.) - Maps - 1913 - Landowners

_1913 - Landowners - Maps - Counties - Maps._


Authors: Anderson Publishing Company -- Farmer (Saint Paul, Minn.) -- Webb Publishing Co.

1 atlas ([46] p.) : col. maps ; 41 cm.

'Published by The Farmer, a journal of agriculture ; drawn and engraved by the Anderson Publishing Co.'

Scale of township maps [1:42,240].

Coordinates: (W 94°47´/ N 45°21´)

**oversize G1428.M45 A85 1913 (NLO)**

**45903** Megalithic Monuments - Europe - Maps - 1979


Authors: Service & Bradbury -- Macmillan & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v.

1st ed.

GuideStandingStonesEurope

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)**

**45904** Megara (Greece) - Maps - 1689 - Pictorial works


Authors: Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718 -- Padoani, Domenico, fl. 1689 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718.

Citta, fortezze, isole, e porti principale dell' Europa ... (1689)

1 map ; 13 x 17 cm.

In: Coronelli, Vincenzo. Citta, fortezze, isole, e porti principale dell' Europa, in Tvrcicvml imperivm ... (1680) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 44 x 54 cm.

In: Danckerts, Justus. Atlas (Amsterdam : J. Danckers, [ca. 1680]) pl. [39]. Ms. no. '40' in upper right.

**VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .D18 A pl. 39 (PrCt)**

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Meissen (Saxony, Germany) - Pictorial works - 1620
Misen, Hermvdvorvm vrbvs. [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Münster, Sebastian, 1597 -- 1651.

Meissen (Saxony, Germany) - Maps - 1740-1756 - 1740?
Marchionatus Misniae primaria elector. Saxoniae
Meissen (Germany : Region)
Maps - Saxoniae province ... [Augsburg] : Matth. Sseutter, [ca. 1740?].
Authors: Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756 -- Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756. [A Collection of Seutter maps] [1726-1773] -- Lotter, Tobias Conrad, 1717-1777
1 map : hand col.; 48 x 57 cm.
'Tob. Conr. Lotter sculpst.'
Case oversize G 1007 .81 pl. [64] (PrCt)

Meissen (Saxony, Germany) - Maps - 1641-1644 - 1773
Marchionatus Misniae una cum Voitlandia
Amsterdam, 1641.
Authors: Jansson, Jan, 1588-1644 -- Janson, Jan, 1588-1664 -- Hondius, Hendrik, 1597-1651 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:H30
1 map ; 41 x 50 cm.
State 1 of the map.
State 3 [?]: Sack *map8C oG5700 1740 .S2 no. II:285.
Koeman, Me122, no. [526].
4231
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6092.M4 1641 G6 state 1 (PrCt)

Meissen (Saxony, Germany) - Maps - 1641-1644 - 1773
Marchionatus Misniae una cum Voitlandia
Amsterdam, 1641.
Authors: Schenk & Valck, Amsterdam -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:285
1 map ; 41 x 50 cm.
State 3 [?] of the map.
Cf. Koeman, Me122, no. [526].
4232
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:285 (PrCt)

Meissen (Saxony, Germany) - Maps - 1620
Misen, Hermvdvorvm vrbvs. [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Münster, Sebastian, 1597 -- 1651.

Meissen (Saxony, Germany) - Maps - 1740-1756 - 1740?
Marchionatus Misniae primaria elector. Saxoniae
Meissen (Germany : Region)
Maps - Saxoniae provincia ... [Augsburg] : Matth. Sseutter, [ca. 1740?].
Authors: Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756 -- Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756. [A Collection of Seutter maps] [1726-1773] -- Lotter, Tobias Conrad, 1717-1777
1 map : hand col.; 48 x 57 cm.
'Tob. Conr. Lotter sculpst.'
Case oversize G 1007 .81 pl. [64] (PrCt)

Meissen (Saxony, Germany) - Maps - 1641-1644 - 1773
Marchionatus Misniae una cum Voitlandia
Amsterdam, 1641.
Authors: Jansson, Jan, 1588-1644 -- Janson, Jan, 1588-1664 -- Hondius, Hendrik, 1597-1651 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:H30
1 map ; 41 x 50 cm.
State 1 of the map.
State 3 [?]: Sack *map8C oG5700 1740 .S2 no. II:285.
Koeman, Me122, no. [526].
4231
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6092.M4 1641 G6 state 1 (PrCt)

Meissen (Saxony, Germany) - Maps - 1641-1644 - 1773
Marchionatus Misniae una cum Voitlandia
Amsterdam, 1641.
Authors: Schenk & Valck, Amsterdam -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:285
1 map ; 41 x 50 cm.
State 3 [?] of the map.
Cf. Koeman, Me122, no. [526].
4232
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:285 (PrCt)
45912 Mela, Pomponius - Bibliography<<<Solinus, C. Julius, 3rd cent.? - Bibliography<<<Vadianus, Joachim, 1484-1551 - Bibliography<<<Apian, Peter, 1495-1552 - Bibliography
Authors: Winsor, Justin, 1831-1897 -- Winsor, Justin, 1831-1897. Narrative and critical history of America (1884-89) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
p. [180]-186 : illus. ; 32 cm.
Duplicate copies: F 80 .98a v. 2 -- Ayer 105 .W7 1884 v. 2 -- Vert 3029, no. 9 (photocopies). F 80 .98 v. 2 (NLO)

45913 Melanesia - Maps - 1817<<<Oceania - Maps - 1817<<<Hawaii - Maps - 1817<<<Tahiti (French Polynesia : Island) - Maps - 1817
Authors: Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1821?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 59 cm.
Insets (8 x 13 cm. and smaller): Owhyhee -- Karakakooa Bay, Owhyhee -- Otahite -- Matavai Bay, Otahite.
In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (Edinburgh ; London ; Dublin : John Thomson and Company ; Baldwin, Craddock and Joy ; John Cumming, 1817, [i.e. 1821?]) map 72. Engraved 'No. 72' at upper right; printed paste-on label 'No. 72' on verso.
oversize Ayer 135 .T4 1817 map 72 (PrCt)

Authors: Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1821?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 59 cm.
Insets (8 x 13 cm. and smaller): Owhyhee -- Karakakooa Bay, Owhyhee -- Otahite -- Matavai Bay, Otahite.
In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (Edinburgh ; London ; Dublin : John Thomson and Company ; Baldwin, Craddock and Joy ; John Cumming, 1817, [i.e. 1821?]) map 72. Engraved 'No. 72' at upper right; printed paste-on label 'No. 72' on verso.
oversize Ayer 135 .T4 1817 map 72 (PrCt)
Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 18 x 38 cm.
Based on drawing by Daniel Friese; forwarded to
Braun and Hogenberg by Henrik Rantzau; see R.A. Skelton’s Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed.
of Civitates orbis terrarum.
On same sheet with: Icon oppidi Heidea sumptibus
...
Latin letterpress text on verso under titles: Heidea
-- Melorporvm.
In: Braun, Georg and Franz Hogenberg. Civitates
orbis terrarum [Cologne: Pieter von Brachel?, ca.
1620] v. 5, plate 38
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 5, pl. 38
(PrCt)

45922 Melish, John, 1771-1822. Map of Pennsylvania
[Notice of John Melish map of Pennsylvania in
Sparks’s journal entry (from a newspaper clippings?)
dated 8 June 1826]. S.L. s.n., 1826.
Authors: Sparks, Jared, 1789-1866
‘In Harrisburg... A large map of Pa. has been
made, drawn by Mellish, & engraved by Tanner.
For sale to any citizen at $5.00 ... The whole
expense to the state of the work, plates & fitting
up 1,000 copies has been about $8,000. A sale
of 1,500 copies will remunerate the state.... At
retail the map is worth from 10 to 12 dollars.
From Jared Sparks, Journal, 8 June 1826.’
--Cited on card catalog record, Newberry Library
Map Room.
Not identified in published form; apparently not in
H.B. Adams (ed.), Life and writings of Jared
Sparks (Boston: Houghton, Mifflin, 1893).
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

45923 Melish, John, 1771-1822. Map of the United
States. 1818
The John Melish map of the United States.
1974.
Authors: Albright, John B.
In Non Solus: a publication of the University of
Issued with separate folded map facsimile.
Vert 339 (PrCt)

45924 Melish, John, 1771-1822. Map of the United
States<br>Cartography - United States - History - 1816
John Melish and his map of the United States.
1962.
Authors: Ristow, Walter W. (Walter William),
1908-2006 -- Martin, Lawrence, 1880-1955
map (facsim.).
‘Table for identifying variant editions and states of
John Melish's Map of the United States.
Reconstructed and edited by Walter W. Ristow
after original studies by Lawrence Martin’: p.
168-178.
Vert 255 (PrCt)

45925 Mellinger, Johannes, ca. 1538-1603

Vert 3130, no. 1 (PrCt)

45926 Mellinger, Johannes, ca. 1538-1603
[Notes on Johannes Mellinger]. [Chicago, 198-?].
Authors: Karrow, Robert W.
1 file folder ; 25 x 30 cm.
Bibliographical notes, photocopies of maps,
correspondence, and drafts used in the
preparation of the chapter on Johannes Mellinger
in: Karrow, Mapmakers of the sixteenth century
and their maps (1993).
Vert 3131 (PrCt)

45927 Mellinger, Johannes, ca. 1538-1603.
Lunaeburgici Ducatus (1599)
Die Landestafel des Herzogtums Lüneburg:
eigentlich beschrieben durch D. Johann
Mellingerum sen. Anno Domini MDC / O. von
Boehn. [Celle, 1929].
Authors: Boehn, Otto von -- Hanssenspiegel
: Blätter für Geschichts- und Heimatpflege (1929)
p. 65-67, 73-75 ; 28 cm.
Photocopies from: Hanssenspiegel : Blätter
für Geschichts- und Heimatpflege (1929): no. 9:
65-67; no. 10: 73-75.
Vert 3130, no. 3 (PrCt)

45928 Mellinger, Johannes, ca. 1538-1603.
Mansfeldici comitatus typus chorographicus
(1571)
Die bis jetzt bekannten gewordene älteste Karte der
Grafschaft Mansfeld. [Eisleben : Verein für
Geschichte und Altertümer der Grafschaft
Mansfeld, 1902].
Authors: Grössler, Hermann, 1840-1910 --
Mansfelder Blätter (1902)
p. 138-144 ; 23 cm.
Photocopies from: Mansfelder Blätter 16 (1902):
138-144.
References: Karrow, Mapmakers of the 16th
Century 55/2.
Vert 3130, no. 2 (PrCt)

45929 Melos Island (Greece) - Maps - 1528<br>Woodcuts
[Map of Melos Island in the Kyklades of the
Aegean Sea]. [Venice : Nicolò Zoppino, 1528].
Authors: Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530 --
Zoppino, Nicolò, fl. 1508-1544 -- Bordon,
Benedetto, 1450-1530. Libro di Benedetto
Bordone : nel qual si ragiona de tutte l'isole del
monde ... (1528)
1 map : woodcut ; within printed borders 8 x 14
cm., on sheet 31 x 21 cm.
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 55 x 69 cm., folded to 21 x 10 cm.
Added title: Memphis street map.
Plate no. 544822V.
Inset (13 x 17 cm.): Southwestern Memphis.
Maps on verso (42 x 68 cm. and smaller): New Orleans street map -- Key map [of New Orleans vicinity] -- Le Vieux Carre (French Quarter).
Panel art: Texaco station alongside rural road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Clients 3729 (PrCt)

Memphis (Extinct city) - Pictorial works - 1552<<->Woodcuts
[View of Memphis, Egypt]. [Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552].
Authors: Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552. Cosmographiae universalis ... (1552) -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : woodcut ; 7 x 11 cm., on sheet 32 x 21 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Added letterpress title above woodcut: Memphis, Babylun, Cayrum.
In: Münster, Sebastian. Cosmographiae universalis ... (Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552), p. 1133.
References: Mickwitz and Miekkavaara, A.E. Nordenskiöld collection in the Helsinki University Library (1979-1995), v. 2, p. 82.
VAULT folio Ayer 7. M8 1552, p. 1133 (PrCt)

Memphis Sound (Arctic Ocean) - Maps - 1930
Authors: Great Britain. Hydrographic Office -- J. D. Potter Ltd. -- Washington, John, 1855-1863 -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 62 x 48 cm.
'Published at the Admiralty 26th May 1856, under the superintendence of Capt. Washington...Hydrographer. Sold by J. D. Potter, agent for the Admiralty charts, 145 Minories.'
'New editions, Oct. 1891, 13th May 1927.'
'Small corrections 1928 - 2-8 1929 - 5-8 1930 - 1-1.'
Handstamped 'Increase 50%'
Fitzgerald polar map 177 (PrCt)

Memmingen Region (Germany) - Maps - 1710
Memmingen, mit der Gegend auf 2 Stund.
Augsburg : Gabriel Bodenehr, 1710.
Authors: Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. -- Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. Atlas curieux -- oder, Neuer und compendieuser atlas 1710 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 16 x 27 cm.
In: Bodenehr, Gabriel. Atlas curieux; oder, Neuer und compendieuser atlas ... ([Augsburg : Gabriel Bodenehr, 1710?]) pl. [75]. Engraved plate no. '78.'
Ayer 135 .B6 pl. 75 (PrCt)

Melos Island (Greece) - Maps - 1574<<->Milo Island (Greece) SEE Melos Island (Greece)
Milo insula posta nel mare dello arcipelago longi dalla Morea ... [Venice? Giovanni Francesco Camocio?, 1574?].
Authors: Camocio, Giovanni Francesco, 16th cent. -- Camocio, Giovanni Francesco, 16th cent. [Isole famose porti, fortezze, e terre maritime sottoposte alla Ser.ma Sig.ria di Venetia ad altri principi christiani, et al Sig.or Turco] [1574?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 20 x 15 cm.
Relief shown pictorially.
Oriented with north at upper left.
In atlas lacking title page: Camocio, Giovanni Francesco. [Isole famose porti, fortezze, e terre maritime sottoposte alla Ser.ma Sig.ria di Venetia ad altri principi christiani, et al Sig.or Turco, nouame[n]te poste in luce] [Venice? : Alla libraria universalis ... (Venice : Nicolò Zoppino, 1528), folio XLIII.]
Added letterpress title above woodcut: Memphis, Babylun, Cayrum.
In: Münster, Sebastian. Cosmographiae universalis ... (Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552), p. 1133.
References: Mickwitz and Miekkavaara, A.E. Nordenskiöld collection in the Helsinki University Library (1979-1995), v. 2, p. 82.
VAULT folio Ayer 7. M8 1552, p. 1133 (PrCt)

Melville Sound (Arctic Ocean) - Maps - 1930
Authors: Great Britain. Hydrographic Office -- J. D. Potter Ltd. -- Washington, John, 1855-1863 -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 62 x 48 cm.
'Published at the Admiralty 26th May 1856, under the superintendence of Capt. Washington...Hydrographer. Sold by J. D. Potter, agent for the Admiralty charts, 145 Minories.'
'New editions, Oct. 1891, 13th May 1927.'
'Small corrections 1928 - 2-8 1929 - 5-8 1930 - 1-1.'
Handstamped 'Increase 50%'
Fitzgerald polar map 177 (PrCt)

Memmingen Region (Germany) - Maps - 1710
Memmingen, mit der Gegend auf 2 Stund.
Augsburg : Gabriel Bodenehr, 1710.
Authors: Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. -- Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. Atlas curieux -- oder, Neuer und compendieuser atlas 1710 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 16 x 27 cm.
In: Bodenehr, Gabriel. Atlas curieux; oder, Neuer und compendieuser atlas ... ([Augsburg : Gabriel Bodenehr, 1710?]) pl. [75]. Engraved plate no. '78.'
Ayer 135 .B6 pl. 75 (PrCt)

Memphis (Extinct city) - Pictorial works - 1552<<->Woodcuts
[View of Memphis, Egypt]. [Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552].
Authors: Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552. Cosmographiae universalis ... (1552) -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : woodcut ; 7 x 11 cm., on sheet 32 x 21 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Added letterpress title above woodcut: Memphis, Babylun, Cayrum.
In: Münster, Sebastian. Cosmographiae universalis ... (Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552), p. 1133.
References: Mickwitz and Miekkavaara, A.E. Nordenskiöld collection in the Helsinki University Library (1979-1995), v. 2, p. 82.
VAULT folio Ayer 7. M8 1552, p. 1133 (PrCt)

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 55 x 69 cm., folded to 21 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Memphis street map.
Plate no. 544822V.
Inset (13 x 17 cm.): Southwestern Memphis.
Maps on verso (42 x 68 cm. and smaller): New Orleans street map -- Key map [of New Orleans vicinity] -- Le Vieux Carre (French Quarter).
Panel art: Texaco station alongside rural road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Clients 3729 (PrCt)

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 55 x 69 cm., folded to 21 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Memphis street map.
Plate no. 544822V.
Inset (13 x 17 cm.): Southwestern Memphis.
Maps on verso (42 x 68 cm. and smaller): New Orleans street map -- Key map [of New Orleans vicinity] -- Le Vieux Carre (French Quarter).
Panel art: Texaco station alongside rural road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Clients 3729 (PrCt)

RMcN StrFdr 2000 .M46 (PrCr)
1 map : col. ; 56 x 59 cm. on sheet 59 x 82 cm.
Added title: Memphis street map (Cartouche no. 65, plate no. 504822).
Includes inset of southwestern Memphis (plate no. 504825).
On verso: New Orleans street map (Cartouche no. 66, plate no. 504823), and insets of the New Orleans region and the French Quarter.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Panel nos. 68 and 750.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 55.5 (PrCt)

Memphis (Tenn.): Maps - 1952 - Road maps
Memphis and New Orleans: tour with Texaco.
Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1952].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 56 x 59 cm. on sheet 59 x 82 cm.
Added title: Memphis street map (Cartouche no. 65, plate no. 504822).
Includes inset of southwestern Memphis (plate no. 504825).
On verso: New Orleans street map (Cartouche no. 66, plate no. 504823), and insets of the New Orleans region and the French Quarter.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Panel nos. 68 and 750.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 55.21 (PrCt)

Memphis (Tenn.): Maps - 1952 - Road maps
Memphis and New Orleans: tour with Texaco.
Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1952].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 56 x 59 cm. on sheet 59 x 82 cm.
Added title: Memphis street map (Cartouche no. 65, plate no. 504822).
Includes inset of southwestern Memphis (plate no. 504825).
On verso: New Orleans street map (Cartouche no. 66, plate no. 504823), and insets of the New Orleans region and the French Quarter.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Panel nos. 68 and 750.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 5.17A (PrCt)
45947 Memphis (Tenn.) - Maps - 1953 - Road maps

Memphis and New Orleans ... tour with Texaco. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1953?].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 56 x 59 cm., folded to 21 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Memphis street map.
Plate No. 3-542822-1.
Inset (14 x 19 cm.): Southwestern Memphis Maps on verso (70 x 56 cm. and smaller): New Orleans street map -- Le Vieux Carré (French Quarter) -- Key map.
Panel art: Texaco gas station on hilly rural road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Clients 3695 (PrCl)

45948 Memphis (Tenn.) - Maps - 1955 - Road maps

Memphis and New Orleans ... tour with Texaco. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1955?].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 55 x 59 cm., folded to 21 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Memphis street map.
Plate no. 5-544825-1.
Inset (13 x 17 cm.): Southwestern Memphis. Maps on verso (42 x 68 cm. and smaller): New Orleans street map -- Key map [of New Orleans vicinity] -- Le Vieux Carre (French Quarter).
Panel art: Texaco gas station on hilly rural road.
Editor's copy; 18 numbered zones outlined in black crayon; title panel includes ms. note "also see map in phone book"; handstamped "Aug. 2 1955."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Clients 3779 (PrCl)

45949 Memphis (Tenn.) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps

Memphis (Tenn.) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps<<>>New Orleans (La.) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps<<>>Road maps

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 55 x 59 cm. on sheet 59 x 82 cm.
Panel title: Memphis street map.
Plate nos. 68 and 656.
Added title: Memphis street map (Cartouche no. 65, plate no. 6-544822-2). Includes inset of southwestern Memphis (Plate no. 6-544825-2). On verso: New Orleans street map (Cartouche no. 66, plate no. 564912), and insets of the New Orleans region and the French Quarter.
Panel art: Texaco station on road.
Panel nos. 68 and 656.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 55.1X (PrCl)

45950 Memphis (Tenn.) - Maps - 1967 - Road maps

Memphis (Tenn.) - Maps - 1967 - Road maps<<>>New Orleans (La.) - Maps - 1967 - Road maps<<>>Road maps

Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 86 x 60 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Memphis (Tenn.) - Maps - 1968 - Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 86 x 60 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Memphis street map
Plate no. 684822VN2.
Insets (16 x 19 cm. and smaller): Downtown Memphis -- Southwestern Memphis -- Memphis and vicinity.
Panel art: Illustration of road and Gulf service station.
Memphis (Tenn.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 86 x 60 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"1975 Edition"
Panel title.
Added title: Memphis 66 street map of Memphis.
Plate no. 744822VN8.
Insets (16 x 19 cm. and smaller): Memphis and vicinity -- Downtown Memphis -- Southwestern Memphis.
Panel art: illustration of goose flying over mountain landscape.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2064 (PrCt)

Memphis (Tenn.) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps
1 map : both sides, col. ; 86 x 60 cm., on sheet 46 x 74 cm., folded to 22 x 11 cm.
"1976 Edition."
Panel title.
Added title: Memphis street map.
Plate no. 744822 VN 8
Inset (12 x 10 cm.): Downtown Memphis
South side of city continued on verso.
Insets on verso (16 x 19 cm. and 11 x 10 cm): Southwestern Memphis -- Memphis and vicinity.
Panel art: road signs.
Forms part of a collection of stock editions of Rand McNally road maps, some apparently issued as sales samples and / or printer's proofs for prospective commercial clients.

Uniform series title (established by cataloger):
Stock road maps
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (April 2010).
RMcN Stock 71 (PrCt)

Memphis (Tenn.) - Maps - 1997 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (112 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
"New updated edition" --front cover.
$15.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528969528
RMcN StrFdr 1997 .M46 (PrCt)

Memphis (Tenn.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Street guide -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
"6th edition" --front cover.
$19.95
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528854194
RMcN StrFdr 2005 .M46 (PrCt)
RMcN Road Map 2005 MemTN (PrCt)

45964
Memphis (Tenn.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps

45965
Menai Strait (Wales) - Maps - 1749 - Nautical charts

Title supplied by cataloger.
Added title from oversize lettering: P. of Carnarvan Shire.
Includes dedication to "Sr. William Williams, Barrt. ... by Capt. G. Collins ...".
Inset (13 x 13 cm.): Anglesey [eastern tip] Oriented with north at bottom.
In: Collins, Greenville. Great Britain's coasting-pilot ... (London : Printed by Freeman Collins, and are to be sold by Richard Mount, 1693), part 2, [plate 18]
No engraved plate no.; ms. no. 18 on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1811.P5 C6 1693, part 2, [plate 18] (PrCt)

Menai Strait (Wales) - Maps - 1749 - Nautical charts

Menai Strait between Anglesey, Gwynedd, Conway, and Caernarfon]. [London : s.n., 1749].
Authors: Collins, Greenville. Great Britain's coasting-pilot ... (London : Printed by William and John Mount and Thomas Page, 1749), [plate 21]. Engraved no. 28 at upper left.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Baskes oversize G1811.P5 C6 1749, [plate 21]
(PrCt)

45966  
Menard County (Ill.) - Maps - 1874-1920 - Landowners<< Counties - Maps<< Landowners - Maps
Authors: W.R. Brink & Co. -- Geo. A. Ogle & Co. Standard atlas of Menard County, Illinois (1899)
-- Geo. A. Ogle & Co. Standard atlas of Menard County, Illinois (1920) -- Unigraphic (Evansville, Ind.) -- Petersburg Bicentennial Committee (Ill.)
3 atlases in 1 v. (238 p. in various pagings :maps, ill.) ; 37 cm.
Facsimile of original published Edwardsville, Ill. : W.R. Brink & Co., 1874.
'Reproduction ... made possible through the sponsorship of the Petersburg Bicentennial Committee, Petersburg, Ill.'
Cf. Phillips 12406.
folio G1408.M6 B7 1975 (NLO)

45967  
Menard County (Ill.) - Maps - 1874 - Landowners<< Counties - Maps<< Landowners - Maps
Illustrated atlas map of Menard County, Illinois. [Edwardsville?] Ill. W.R. Brink, 1874.
Authors: W.R. Brink & Co.
1 atlas (117 p. : col. maps (some fold.), ill.) ; 45 cm.
Scale of township maps [ca. 1:31,000].
References: Phillips 12406; Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) 1572.
LCCN map34-44
oversize F 896565 .43 (NLO)

45968  
Menard County (Ill.) - Maps - 1955 - Landowners<< Counties - Maps<< Landowners - Maps
Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Menard County Agricultural 4-H Clubs (Ill.) -- Menard County Farm Bureau (Ill.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (56 p.) : 17 maps ; 22 x 28 cm.
Cover title.
'Sponsored by Menard County Agricultural 4-H Clubs and Menard County Farm Bureau ...'
'Menard County Farm Bureau Bulletin, Vol. XXIX, February 1955, No. 6.'
Scale [1:50,688]. 1 1/4 in. = 1 mi.
Coordinates: (W 90°00'--W 89°35'/N 40°10'--N 39°54').
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

45969  
Menard County (Ill.) - Maps - 1971 - Landowners<< Counties - Maps<< Landowners - Maps
Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Menard County Farm Bureau (Ill.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (38 p. ) : 17 maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
'Sponsored by Menard County Farm Bureau.'
Includes business directory and index to owners. Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

45970  
Menard County (Tex.) - Maps - 1879 - Landowners<< Counties - Maps<< Landowners - Maps
Authors: Texas. General Land Office -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 17 x 29 in. Scale 1:133,320.
Originally compiled 1879.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps: Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 1074 (PrCt)

45971  
Menard County (Tex.) - Maps - 1894 - Landowners<< Counties - Maps<< Landowners - Maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: Blueprint, 30 x 40.5 in. Scale 1:66,660. Originally compiled 1894; traced 1936.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps: Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 1074 (PrCt)
45972 Mendel, Edward, 1827-1884
An Apology to Edward Mendel : the original of Lincoln's letter found in Chicago. 1979.
Authors: Mendel, Claire
p. 78-79
From Chicago history, v. 8, no. 2 (Summer 1979): 78-79.
BHC 216
Vert 528 (PrCt)

45973 Mendocino National Forest (Calif.) - Maps - 1936
Mendocino National Forest, California.
Authors: United States. Forest Service -- Klamt, Henry.
14 p. : ill., 1 folded map ; 23 x 10 cm.
Rev. ed.
Includes folded map (col. ; 37 x 20 cm. fold. to 23 x 11 cm.): Recreation map, Mendocino National Forest (California region) / H. K. Shows roads, trails, ranger & lookout stations, campgrounds, guard stations.
SD428.M45 M45 1936 (NLO)

45974 Menen (Belgium)- 1713 - Fortification
Plan de Menin. ville forte en Flandre située sur la Lis. Paris : De Fer, [1713?].
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- C., A. -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Introduction à la fortification ... [1713?]
1 map ; 21 x 29 cm.
In: Fer, Nicolas de. Introduction à la fortification ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, [1713?]) map [51].
Case oversize U 26.2919 map [51] (PrCt)

45975 Menen (Belgium) - History - Siege, 1706 -Spanish Succession, War of, 1701-1714 - Maps - Engravings - 1706 - Engravings
1 map ; 49 x 43 cm.
Title from letterpress text in right margin.
References A-7, a-1, 1-67.
Inset view printed from separate plate: Ville de Menin coste de Werwick.
Phillips 7962 no. [29].
3132
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map 4F G6014.M4 1706 F7 (PrCt)

45976 Menen (Belgium) - History - Siege, 1794 - Maps - Menen (Belgium) SEE Menen

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Oriented with north at upper left.
map [27].
oversize Ayer 135 .T5 1732 map [27] (PrCt)

45979 Menifee County (Ky.) - Maps - Bibliography
Authors: Jillson, Willard Rouse, 1890-1975
30 p. ; 23 cm.
Includes printed and manuscript sources for the period 1818-1964.
4A 4818 (NLO)

45980 Menin (Belgium), Battle of 1645
Authors: Beaulieu, Sébastian de Pontault, ca. 1612-1674 -- Beaulieu, Sébastian de Pontault, ca. 1612-1674. Les Glorieuses conquestes de Louis le Grand [1694?] 1 map ; 41 x 50 cm.
Case oversize G 10307 .08 pl. 16 (PrCt)

45981 Mennonites - Museums - 1990- Amish - Museums - 1990- Menno-Hof (Shipshewana, Ind.)
Menno-Hof : Mennonite-Amish Visitors Center. Shipshewana, Ind. Menno-Hof, [ca.1990s].
Authors: Menno-Hof
1 leaflet (3-fold) : photos, ills, map ; fold to 22 x 10 cm
Travel Vertical File G4094 .S52E655 1990 .M4 (PrCt)

Authors: Hass, Albert -- Library of Congress.
Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 62.5 x 33 in. Scale: 1:61,360.
Originally published 1898.
Microfiche 583, no. 345 (PrCt)

Authors: Hilder, Frazier, C. -- U.S. Bureau of Indian Affairs 1 map ; 29 x 39 cm.
Colored manuscript annotation shows progress of logging, 1905-1914, logging railroads, land patents, etc. 5015
map2F G4123.M54 1911 H5 (PrCt)

Waldseemuller 1507 map [thread title], 2004.
Authors: Forêt, Philippe, 1957- -- Enterline, James Robert -- MapHist (Online discussion list) 2 p. ; 28 cm.
Comments on Gavin Menzie's 1421 : the year China discovered the world, posted to MAPHIST on 12 April 2004.
Vert 2269 (PrCt)

45985 Meran (Italy) - Maps - 1908<<<Merano Region (Italy) - Maps - 1908<<<Venosta Valley (Italy) - Maps - 1908
Edition: 3. Aufl.
Forward dated: 1908.
Series: Woerl's Reisehandbücher. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .W64 Meran (1908) (NLO)

45986 Merano (Italy) - Maps - 1924<<<Merano Region (Italy) - Maps - 1924
Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag -- Goldschmidt, Albert -- Kraatz, Leopold -- Roger
p. 527-528 ; 24 cm.
In: Geographical Journal 68 (1926): 527-528.
G 007 .33, v. 68, p. 527-528 (PrCt)

46001 Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594
[Notes on Gerard Mercator]. [Chicago, 198-?].
Authors: Karrow, Robert W.
1 file folder ; 25 x 30 cm.
Bibliographical notes, photocopies of maps, correspondence, and drafts used in the preparation of the chapter on Gerard Mercator in: Karrow, Mapmakers of the sixteenth century and their maps (1993).
Vert 3139 (PrCt)

46002 Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594
Ref CT1143 .M7, v. 10, p. 614-619 (PrCt)

46005 Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594
Authors: Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594 Facsimile-lichtdruck nach den Originalen der Stadtbibliothek zu Breslau, ...hrsg. von der Gesellschaft für Erdkunde zu Berlin.

Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

46006 Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594
L’Oeuvre géographique de Mercator. 1892-1893.

Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

46007 Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594
Gérard Mercator : Lettres-Requêtes-Documents divers. [Bruxelles : Librarie Kiessling et Cie, 1912].
Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594
Les Sources scientifiques de la cartographie mercatorienne / par F. van Ortroy. [Bruxelles : Vromant & Co, 1926].
F 465 .12, v. 81, p. 463-496 (PrCt)

46008

Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594
Authors: Raemdonck, Jean van, b. 1817 -- Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) xxxxxii, 375 p. : ill., port., folded geneal. table ; 27 cm.
Dupli cate copy (photocopies): Vert 3135, no. 1 (PrCt)

46009

Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594
Authors: Raemdonck, Jean van, b. 1817 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) xxxxi, 375 p. : ill., port., folded geneal. table ; 27 cm.
Author's autograph presentation copy.
Includes bibliographical references.
Ayer 132 .M5 R13 1869 (NLO)

46010

Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594
Gerardus Mercator. [Nieuwkoop : B. de Graaf, 1975].
Authors: Rozet, Anne -- Rouzet, Anne.
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3132, no. 8.
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.
Wing folio Z 32465 .759, p. 145-146 (PrCt)

46011

Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594
Gerard Mercator's wetenschappelijke, technische en kartografische activiteit. [Louvain : Société belge d'études géographiques, 1963].
Authors: Smet, Antoine de -- Bulletin de la Société belge d'études géographiques = Tijdschrift van de Belgische Vereniging voor Aardrijkskundige studies (1963) p.31-49 ; 24 cm.
Vert 3135, no. 1 (PrCt)

46012

Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594
Mercator à Louvain (1530-1552). [Bruxelles : Centre national d'histoire des sciences, 1974].
5A 8381, p. 193-250 (PrCt)

46013

Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594
Authors: Smet, Antoine de -- Nationaal biografisch woordenboek (1964-1983) columns 431-455 ; 28 cm.
Duplicate copy (photocopies, and partial English translation): Vert 3132, no. 2.
Ref CT1163 .N37, v. 10, columns 431-455 (PrCt)

46014

Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594
Gérald Mercator : zijn kaarten, zijn belangstelling voor het aardmagnetisme en de zeevartkunde. [Bruxelles : Centre national d'histoire des sciences, 1974].
5A 8381, p. 251-274 (PrCt)

46015

Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594
L’oeuvre cartographique de Gérard Mercator. [Bruxelles : Centre national d'histoire des sciences, 1974].
Authors: Smet, Antoine de -- Smet, Antoine de. Album Antoine de Smet (1974) -- Revue belge de
Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594

Bij de arresatie van Geeraard Mercator 1544.

Vert 3138, no. 8 (PrCt)

5A 8381, p. 275-289 (PrCt)

46019 Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594

Authors: Vries, Dirk de, 1938-
Caert thresoor 3, no. 3: 49.

Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

46020 Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594

Gerhard Mercator. [Bruxelles : H. Thiry-Van Buggenhoudt, 1897].

Ref CT1163 .A2, v. 14, columns 372-421 (PrCt)

46021 Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594. Amplissima Terra Sanctae descriptio (1537)

Un nouvel exemplaire de a carte de Palestine de Mercator de 1537 / M. Destombes. [St. Nikolaas : De Kring, 1972].

Vert 3138, no. 3 (PrCt)


Un Nouvel exemplaire de la carte de Palestine de Mercator de 1537. 1972.
Authors: Destombes, Marcel, 1905-1983 p. 19-24 ; 1 map
From Annalen van den oudheidkundigen kring van het Land van Waes 75 (1972): 19-24 ; map
Offprint.

Vert 51 (PrCt)

46023 Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594. Angliae, Scotiae et Hibernie noua descriptio (1564)

Mercator's large map of the British Isles : copy found at Rome. [London : Royal Geographical Society, 1923].
[Map Ref GA101 .A2]
Duplicate copies (photocopies): Vert 228, Vert 3135, no. 11.
G 007 .33, v. 62, p. 33-35 (PrCt)

46024 Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594. Angliae, Scotiae et Hibernie noua descriptio (1564)
Un nouvel exemplaire de la carte des isles britanniques de Gerard Mercator, Duisburg, 1564 / par M. Destombes. [Amsterdam : N. Israel, 1972].
Authors: Destombes, Marcel, 1905-1983 -- Imago mundi (1972) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
p. 31-40 : 5 maps ; 29 cm.
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3137, no. 3.
Map Ref folio GA1 .I6, v. 26, p. 31-40 (PrCt)

46025 Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594 - Anniversaries>>>Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594 - Bibliography
Authors: Smet, Antoine de -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
p. 99-103
Map Ref folio GA1 .I6, v. 17, p. 99-103 (PrCt)

46026 Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594. [Astrological Instrument], 1551<<<Dee, John, 1527-1608<<<Astrology - 1500-1599<<<Astronomical Instruments
Authors: Broecke, Steven vanden
Vert 2218, no. 1 (PrCt)

46027 Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594. Atlas, 1595
Authors: Le Gear, Clara Egli
Vert 213 (PrCt)

46028 Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594. Atlas, 1595
Authors: Le Gear, Clara Egli -- Ristow, Walter W. (Walter William), 1908-2006
A La carte : selected papers on maps and atlases (1967) p. 45-50 : 2 maps, port. ; 26 cm.
Map Ref GA231 .R5 1972, p. 45-50 (PrCt)

46029 Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594. [Atlas of Europe] (ca. 1570-1572)
Authors: Map collector (1979)
p. 35 ; 30 cm.
In: Map collector 7 (1979): 35.
Duplicate copies (photocopies): Vert 3136, no. 10.
Map Ref folio GA101 .M28, v. 7, p. 35 (PrCt)

46030 Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594. Atlas of Europe, ca. 1570-1572
The Mercator atlas of Europe : From the collection formed by the British Rail Pension Fund. London : Sotheby’s, 1996.
Catalog for a sale held in London,Tuesday 26 November 1996 (Sale LN6719).
Vert 2236 (PrCt)

46031 Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594. Atlas of Europe, ca. 1570-1572
Authors: Scott, Peter N. -- Goss, John, 1947- -- Map collector (1979)
p. 27-35 : maps, ill. ; 30 cm.
In: Map collector 6 (March 1979): 27-35.
Duplicate copies (photocopies): Vert 1723; Vert 3137, no. 5.
Map Ref folio GA101 .M28, v. 6, p. 27-35 (PrCt)

46032 Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594. [Atlas of Europe] (ca. 1570-1572)
Authors: Varekamp, Thomas S. -- Manuscripts (1970)
p. 192-198 ; 24 cm.
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3137, no. 7.
Z 27 .04905, v. 22, p. 192-198 (PrCt)

Maps from the Mercator-Hondius atlas (Amsterdam, 1630) [slide]. Chicago : Hermon Dunlap Smith Center for the History of
Authors: Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594 -- Hondius, Hendrik, 1597-1651 -- Hermon Dunlap
Smith Center for the History of Cartography
6 slides : col. + 1 booklet (15 p. ; 16 cm.).
Title from accompanying booklet.
(The Newberry Library slide set ; no. 5).
'The slides in this set were made from the
Contents: America -- Holland -- Boulogne and Calais -- Sicily -- The Ottoman Empire -- The East Indies.
Case GA201 N49 no.5 (NLO)

46034
Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594 - Biography
A Selection from the Mercator literature on the
occasion of the Mercator Year 1962. [Amsterdam : N. Israel, 1963].
Authors: Smet, Antoine de -- Imago mundi (1963)
-- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
p. 100-103
In: Imago mundi 17 (1963): 100-103.
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3138, no. 11.
Map Ref folio GA1 .I6, v. 17, p. 100-103 (PrCt)

46035
Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594 - Biography
Gerhard Mercator. [Genève : Société de géographie de Genève, 1944].
Authors: Abramson, E. -- Globe (1944): 63-64
In Le Globe (1944): 63-64.
Cited in Imago Mundi annual bibliography.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

46036
Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594 - Biography
Gerhard Mercator: en förgångsman inom kartografi en.
1944.
Authors: Johnson, G.
In Ymer 64 (1944), p. 303-306.
Cited in Imago Mundi annual bibliography.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

46037
Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594 -BUSCHBELL, Gottfried
Gottfried Buschbell...et Gérard Mercator. [St. Nikolaas : De Kring, 1963].
Authors: Buvé, Albert -- Annalen van den Oudheidkundigen Kring van het Land van Waas
= Annales du Cercle Archéologique du Pays de Waes (1963)
p. 13-16 ; 24 cm.
In: Annalen van den Oudheidkundigen Kring van het Land van Waas = Annales du Cercle
Not at Newberry Library (Nov. 2012) (PrCt)

46038
Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594 -Cartographers - Netherland - Biography -Cartography - History --16th century

Authors: Crane, Nicholas
Includes bibliographical references (p. 331-338) and index.
ISBN 0297646656
GA923.5.M5 C73 2002 (NLO)

Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594 -Cartographers - Netherland - Biography -Cartography - History --1500-1599
The World of Gerard Mercator : the mapmaker who revolutionized geography / Andrew Taylor.
Authors: Taylor, Andrew, 1952-
x, 291 p. : ill., maps, ports. ; 21 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 271-274) and index.
Contents: Pushing back shadows -- Forgotten wisdom -- A small town on the river Scheldt -- Among the Brethren of the Common Life -- At the College of the Castle -- Doubts and dangers -- Gemma's globe -- Craftsman and cartographer -- The greatest globe in the world -- In the hands of the Inquisition -- Two new arrivals -- A new life -- Our Europe -- A mysterious commission -- In the forests of Lorraine -- Tragedy -- The sum of human knowledge -- The world hung on the wall: the projection -- Presenting Ptolemy to the world -- A "thick myste of ignorance" dispelled -- The geography of the world -- The gathering dark.
Book jacket: "The story of discovery and mapmaking is one of pushing back shadows, and
no one in the last two thousand years achieved as much as Gerard Mercator in extending the
boundaries of the known world. His life spanned most of the turbulent, extraordinary sixteenth
century, a time when war rolled across Europe and revolutions engulfed religion, science, and
civilization. Almost extinguished by the
Inquisition, Mercator survived to bring his genius to making maps, and his achievement was
nothing less than to revolutionize the study of geography." "Appropriately for an era undergoing
radical change, Mercator was full of contradiction himself, tied to knowledge and beliefs of the past,
yet unafraid to forge a new path. He never traveled beyond northern Europe, yet he had the
imagination to draw the entire world anew and to solve a problem that had baffled sailors and
scientists for centuries: how a curved Earth could be faithfully rendered on a flat surface to allow for
accurate navigation. His "projection" was so
visionary that it is used by NASA to map Mars
today." "Andrew Taylor has captured Mercator
amid the turmoil and opportunity of his times and the luminaries who inspired his talent - his
teacher and business partner, Gemma Frisius; the
English wizard John Dee; his benefactor,
Charles V, the Holy Roman Emperor; his
cartographic collaborator, Abraham Ortelius. The

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
World of Gerard Mercator is a biography of one of the men most responsible for the modern world."

Contributor biographical information and publisher description available on Library of Congress website (accessed May 2011):
http://catdir.loc.gov/catdir/enhancements/fy0617/2004043068-b.html
http://catdir.loc.gov/catdir/enhancements/fy0617/2004043068-d.html
LC Card Number: 2004043068
ISBN 0802713777 (hardcover : alk. paper); 9780802713773 (hardcover : alk. paper)
GA923.5.M5 T39 2004 (NLO)


GA923.5.M5 G45 1994 (NLO)

46042 Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594 - Congresses Etc. Mercatorjaar 1994 : newsletter. [19--?]. Authors: Mercatorjaar 8 p. ; maps; 43cm. Describes exhibits and other events taking place in Belgium. BHC 2203 Vert 1676 (PrCt)


Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Una serie di preziose carte di Mercator conservate a Perugia. [Firenze : Istituto Geografico Militare , 1926].
Authors: Almagià, Roberto, 1884-1962 -- L'Universo (1926)
p. 801-812 : 2 maps, ill. ; 24 cm.
Vert 3137, no. 6 (PrCt)

p. 332-350 ; 25 cm.
Map Ref GA101 .A2, v. 7, p. 332-350 (PrCt)

46049 Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594 - Exhibitions - Catalogs<<<Maritiem Museum 'Prins Hendrik' - Map collections - Exhibitions - Catalogs
Authors: Hoff, Bert van 't, 1900-1979 -- Maritiem Museum 'Prins Hendrik'
15 p. : plates, facsims. ; 22 cm.
4A 15556 (NLO)

46050 Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594<<<Gemma, Frisius, 1508-1555
Authors: Smet, Antoine de -- Scientiarum historia (1962)
p. 119-151 : ports. ; 25 cm.
Vert 3136, no. 1 (PrCt)

46051 Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594<<<Geography - Study and teaching - England - History - 1500-1599
Mercator and English geography in the 16th century. [Duisburg : Walter Braun Verlag, 1962].
p. 158-170 ; 24 cm.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

46052 Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594. [Globes]<<<Biblioteca governativa e civica di Cremona - Map collections
39 p. ; 21 cm.
Includes bibliographical references.
Ayer 133.5 .M55 B94 1890 (NLO)

Authors: Burger, Hugo -- Mitteilungen der österreichischen geographischen Gesellschaft (1974)
p. 183-186 : 3 maps ; 24 cm.
Vert 3137, no. 4 (PrCt)

46054 Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594. Helvetia Cum Finitimis Regionibus Confœderatus, 1585<<<Tschiud, Aegidius, 1505-1572. [Maps of Switzerland] (1538-)
Authors: Blumer, Walter, 1888- -- Geographica helvetica (1950)
p. 190-193 : map ; 24 cm.
Vert 3193, no. 6 (PrCt)

46055 Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594<<<Hondius,
Hendrik, 1597-1651

The History of an atlas : Mercator-Hondius.
[Stockholm : Kartografiska Sällskapet, 1947].
Authors: Keuning, Johannes -- Imago mundi (1947) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
p. 37-62
Map Ref folio GA1 .I6, v. 4, p. 37-62 (PrCt)

46056 Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594>Hondius, Jodocus, 1563-1612

Gerard Mercator en zijn Westvlaamse voortzetter Jodocus Hondius of Joost de Hondt uit Waiken.
[Brugge : Westvlaams Verbond van Kringen voor Heemkunde, 1964].
Authors: Smet, Antoine de -- Album archivaris Jos. de Smet (1964)
p. 313-330 ; 25 cm.
Vert 3136, no. 2 (PrCt)

46057 Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594. Irlandiae Regnum, 1573>Names, Geographical - Ireland>Gazetteers

The River-names of Connaught and Munster on Mercator's map of Ireland. 1988.
Authors: MacAodha, Breandan S.
BHC 1687
Vert 1271 (PrCt)

46058 Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594 - Juvenile literature>Cartographers - Netherlands - Biography - Juvenile literature

Authors: Heinrichs, Ann -- Karrow, Robert W.
112 p. : ill. (some col.), maps (chiefly col.) ; 24 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 103-104, 106-108) and index.
Biography of the sixteenth-century cartographer Gerardus Mercator, who invented a method of projecting the curvature of the Earth's surface onto a flat sheet of paper.
Contents: Behind prison walls -- Days of hunger -- Leaving home -- University life -- Settling problems, learning a trade -- Putting the world on paper -- Most unjust persecution -- History of the universe -- Making the curved earth flat -- Weaving the fabric of the world -- Life and times -- Life at a glance Additional resources -- Glossary -- Source notes -- Select bibliography -- Index -- Image credits.
Series: Signature lives
LC Card Number: 2007004902
ISBN 9780756533120 (lib. bdg.) ; 0756533120

46059 Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594 - Library - Catalogs

Catalogus librorvm bibliothecae clarissimi doctissimique viri, piae memoriae, Gerardi Mercatoris, illustrissimi Ducus Juliae Cliviae etc. cosmograph = Catalogue vande boucken des gheeleerden ende wijdberoomder Wereldt-besch[ri]jver Gerardi Mercatoris.
Authors: Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594 -- Basson, Thomas, 1554 or 5-1613
Facsimile of a handwritten catalog of the library of Mercator. The ms. contains notes specifying typographical layout for the printed copy, plus later notes on various titles in the catalog. The catalog was published by Thomas Basson in 1604 but no known copies survive.
Ms. includes imprint for published version: Lugduni Batavorum : Ex Officina Thomae Basson, 1604.
References: Dorsten, J. A. van. Thomas Basson, Checklist no. 99
ISBN 9061533325
folio Z725.M47 C37 1994 (NLO)

46060 Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594 - Library - Catalogs

Catalogus librorvm bibliothecae clarissimi doctissimique viri, piae memoriae, Gerardi Mercatoris, illustrissimi Ducus Juliae Cliviae etc. cosmograph = Catalogue vande boucken des gheeleerden ende wijdberoomder Wereldt-besch[ri]jver Gerardi Mercatoris.
Authors: Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594 -- Basson, Thomas, 1554 or 5-1613
Facsimile of a handwritten catalog of the library of Mercator. The ms. contains notes specifying typographical layout for the printed copy, plus later notes on various titles in the catalog. The catalog was published by Thomas Basson in 1604 but no known copies survive.
Ms. includes imprint for published version: Lugduni Batavorum : Ex Officina Thomae Basson, 1604.
References: Dorsten, J. A. van. Thomas Basson, Checklist no. 99
ISBN: 9061533325
folio Z725.M47 C37 1994 (NLO)


Mercator: a monograph on the letterings of maps, etc. in the 15th century Netherlands, with a facsimile and translation of his treatise on the


G 007 .167 suppl. 182 (NLO)


Wing Z 008 .377, v. 36, p. 63-87 (PrCt)


Vert 3137, no. 2 (PrCt)

Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594. *Nova et avcta orbis terrae descriptio* (1569)

Mercator's world atlas 'ad usum navigantium' = *L'Atlas universel 'ad usum navigantium' de Mercator.* [Monaco : International Hydrographic Bureau, 1933].

Authors: Nouhuys, Jan Willem van, b. 1869 -- Hydrographic review = Revue hydrographique -- Nouhuys, Jan Willem van, 1869-1963 SEE Nouhuys, Jan Willem van, b. 1869 p. 237-241


Not at Newberry Library (Sept. 2012) (PrCt)

---

Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594. *Nova et avcta orbis terrae descriptio* (1569)


Map Ref GA101 .A2, v. 25, p. 435-452 (PrCt)

---

Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594. *Nova et avcta orbis terrae descriptio* (1569)

*Comments on the existing copies of the Mercator's chart of 1569.* [Monaco (Principality) : International Hydrographic Bureau, 1931].

Authors: Wedemeyer, Adolf -- Hydrographic review (1931) p. [204] ; 28 cm.

Photocopies from: Hydrographic review 15 (1931): 204.

Vert 3135, no. 7 (PrCt)

---

Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594. *Nova Et Avcta Orbis Terrae Descriptio, 1569<<>>Australia - Discovery and Exploration - 1500-1569* *Psitacorum regio (Region of Parrots): fact or fiction? 1988.*

Authors: Trounson, A. Donald


BHC 2016
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

46082 Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594<<<Plantin, Christophe, ca. 1520-1589
Authors: Voet, Léon, 1919- -- Duisburger Forschungen : Schriftenreihe für Geschichte und Heimatkunde Duisburgs (1962) p. 171-232 ; 24 cm.
Vert 3133, no. 6 (PrCt)

46083 Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594<<<Printing - Duisburg (Germany) - History - 1600-1699
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3135, no. 4. Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.
Wing folio Z 3112 .371 1951, p. 134-139 (PrCt)

46084 Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594 - Religion
Gerhard Merkators religiöse Haltung / Peter Opladen. [Bonn etc.] : L. Röhrscheid [etc.], 1938].
Authors: Opladen, Peter, 1876- -- Annalen des historischer Verein für den Niederrhein 133 (1938) p. 77-90 ; 24 cm.
Vert 3133, no. 4 (PrCt)

46085 Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594. Scotia regnum
A Copy of Mercator’s Scotia Regnum with manuscript annotation. [Lympne Castle, Kent : Imago Mundi Ltd., 1975].
Authors: Stone, Jeffrey C. -- Manuscript annotation A Copy of Mercator’s Scotia Regnum with manuscript annotation.
Map Ref folio GA1 .I6, v. 27, p. 43-46 (PrCt)

46086 Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594<<<Sgrooten, Christian, ca.1525-1603
Authors: Kirmse, Rolf -- Imago mundi (1970) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) p. 96 ; 29 cm.
In: Imago mundi 27: 43-46.
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3136, no. 6.
Map Ref folio GA1 .I6, v. 24, p. 96 (PrCt)

46087 Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594<<<Surveying - Germany - History - 1500-1599
Zu Mercators Tätigkeit als Landmesser in seiner Duisburger Zeit. [Duisburg : Walter Braun Verlag, 1962].
Authors: Kirmse, Rolf -- Duisburger Forschungen : Schriftenreihe für Geschichte und Heimatkunde Duisburgs (1962) p. 94-114 ; 24 cm.
Vert 3136, no. 7 (PrCt)

46088 Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594. [Switzerland] (ca. 1585)<<Wall maps
The Wallmap of Helvetia by Mercator. [Amsterdam, 1989].

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
References: Karrow, Mapmakers of the 16th Century, 56/118.
Vert 3136, no. 4 (PrCt)

46091 Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594. Tabulae Geographicae Cl: Ptolemei (1578)
Authors: Boyce, George K. (George Kenneth), 1906- -- Papers of the Bibliographical Society of America (1948)
p. 129-139 ; 23 cm.
In: Papers of the Bibliographical Society of America 42 (1948): 129-139.
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3133, no. 2.
Z 008 .085, v. 42, p. 129-139 (PrCt)

46090 Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594. [Terrestrial globe, 1537?]<<<Gemma, Frisius, 1508-1555. [Terrestrial globe, 1537?]
Authors: Bernleithner, Ernst, 1903- -- Globusfreund (1962)
p. 113-121 ; 21 cm.
In: Der Globusfreund 11 (1962): 113-121.
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3135, no. 2.
Map Ref GA101 .G56, v. 11, p. 113-121 (PrCt)

46091 Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594. [Terrestrial globe, 1541]<<<Cartography - Africa - 1541
Die Hauptquelle fur die Darstellung Afrikas auf dem Globus Mercators von 1541. [Vienna : Österreichische geographische Gesellschaft, 1944].
Authors: Fischer, Joseph, 1858-1944 -- Mitteilungen der Geographischen gesellschaft in Wien (1944)
p. 65-69
Not at Newberry Library (Sept. 2012) (PrCt)

46092 Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594. [Terrestrial globe, 1541] - Facsimiles<<<Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594. [Celestial globe, 1541] - Facsimiles
Describes high-quality facsimiles of the terrestrial and celestial globes of Gerard Mercator.
Vert 2218, no. 2 (PrCt)

46093 Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594. [Terrestrial globe, 1541]<<<Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594. [Celestial globe, 1541]
Les Sphères terrestre et céleste de Gérard Mercator par le Dr. J. van Raemdonck. [Paris : La Société, 1875].
G 008 .65, series 6, no. 10, p. 618-628 (PrCt)

46094 Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594. [Terrestrial globe] (1541)<<<Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594. [Celestial globe] (1541)
Authors: Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594 -- Smet, Antoine de -- Raemdonck, Jean van -- Annalen van den Oudheikundigen Kring van het Land van Waas = Annales du Cercle Archéologique du Pays de Waes 5 (1875)
Reprints van Raemdonck's article with the same title in: Annalen van den Oudheikundigen Kring van het Land van Waas = Annales du Cercle Archéologique du Pays de Waes 5 (1875): 259-324.
Not at Newberry Library (Nov. 2012) (PrCt)

46095 Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594. [Terrestrial globe] (1541)<<<Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594. [Celestial globe] (1541)
Authors: Raemdonck, Jean van -- Annalen van den Oudheikundigen Kring van het Land van Waas = Annales du Cercle Archéologique du Pays de Waes (1875)
p. 259-234
Not at Newberry Library (Nov. 2012) (PrCt)

46096 Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594. [Terrestrial globe] (1541)<<<Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594. [Celestial globe] (1541)
Authors: Raemdonck, Jean van -- Annalen van den Oudheikundigen Kring van het Land van Waas = Annales du Cercle Archéologique du
Authors: Raemdonck, Jean van -- Annalen van den Oudheidkundigen Kring van het Land van Waas = Annales du Cercle Archéologique du Pays de Waes (1882)
p. 173-200
Vert 3138, no. 5 (PrCt)

Authors: Raemdonck, Jean van -- Annalen van den Oudheidkundigen Kring van het Land van Waas = Annales du Cercle Archéologique du Pays de Waes (1887) 105-108.
Vert 3138, no. 5 (PrCt)

Authors: Raemdonck, Jean van -- Bulletin de la Société royale de géographie d'Anvers (1879) -- Acta cartographica p. 401-430 : 24 cm.

Authors: Kirmse, Rolf -- Duisburger Forschungen : Schriftenreihe für Geschichte und Heimatkunde Duisburgs (1957) p. 1-44 : 24 cm.
Photocopies from: Duisburger Forschungen 1 (1957) 1-44.
Vert 3134, no. 2 (PrCt)


For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

Vert 3136, no. 3 (PrCt)

Mercator projection (Cartography) - History - 1500-1699<br>Map projection - Mercator - History - 1500-1699<br>Nautical charts - History - 1500-1699<br>Cartography - History - 1500-1699
Authors: Hollander, Raymond d' -- Leitão, Henrique de Sousa -- Leclerc, Bernard -- Dufour, Henri Marcel -- Institut océanographique
239 p. : ill., maps ; 31 cm.
LC Card Number: 2006369025
ISBN 2903581312 ; 9782903581312

Vert 3136, no. 5 (PrCt)

Mercator projection (Cartography) - History - 1500-1699<br>Map projection - Mercator - History - 1500-1699<br>Nautical charts - History - 1500-1699<br>Cartography - History - 1500-1699
Les Origines de la projection de Mercator / par Albert Clos-Arceduc. [Louvan : Institut de géographie, Université Catholique, 1967].
p. 19-29 : ill., tables ; 28 cm.
Accompanied by English translation by J. M. Sachs (8 leaves, typescript : figs. ; 28 cm.).

Vert 3137, no. 1 (PrCt)
46112 Mercator projection (Cartography)<><>Map projection - Mercator - History<>><>Nautical charts - History<>><>Mercator projection (Cartography)
Mercator projection : its basis in elementary mathematics / Clarence L. Vinge. [Mount Morris, Ill. Central Association of Science and Mathematics Teachers, 1950].
Authors: Vinge, Clarence L. -- School science and mathematics (1950) p. 394-401 ; 24 cm.
Vert 3133, no. 3 (PrCt)

46113 Mercator projection (Cartography)<><>Map projection - Mercator - History<>><>Nautical charts - History<>><>Wright, Edward, 1558?-1615<>><>Mercator projection (Cartography)
A Curious mixture of maps, dates, and names / J.M. Sachs. [Pacoima, Calif. [etc.] : Mathematical Association of America, 1987].
Accompanied by typescript of article as submitted (6 p. ; 28 cm.).
Vert 3133, no. 1 (PrCt)

46114 Mercator projection (Cartography)<><>Map projection - Mercator - History<>><>Nautical charts - History<>><>Wright, Edward, 1558?-1615<>><>Mercator projection (Cartography)
Authors: Wright, Edward, 1558?-1615 -- Hydrographic review (1931) p. 84-100 ; 28 cm.
Photocopies from: Hydrographic review 15 (1931): 84-100.
Reproduces "The praeface to the reader," "The summe of this treatise," "A correction of errors," and "A table for the true dividing of the meridians in the sea chart" from the British Museum copy of the treatise (G. 7312).
Vert 3135, no. 6 (PrCt)

46115 Mercator, Rumold, ca. 1545-1599
Rumoldus Mercator. [Nieuwkoop : B. de Graaf, 1975].
Authors: Rouzet, Anne -- Rouzet, Anne.
Dictionnaire des imprimeurs, libraires et éditeurs des XVe et XVIe siècles dans les limites géographiques de la Belgique actuelle (1975) --
Newberry Library. John M. Wing Foundation p. 146 ; 29 cm.
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3132, no. 8. Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.
Wing folio Z 32465 .759, p. 146 (PrCt)

46116 Mercer County (Ill.) - Maps - 1892 - Landowners<<>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Alden, Ogle & Company 1 atlas (85 p.) : all col. maps ; 46 cm.
Scale of township maps 1:31,680 or 2 in. to 1 mile.
folio F 896566.024 (NLO)

46117 Mercer County (Ill.) - Maps - 1914 - Landowners<<>Henderson County (Ill.) - Maps - 1914 - Landowners<<>Counties - Maps<<>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Standard Map Company 1 atlas (61 p. : 29 col. maps (part double)) ; 41 x 36 cm.
The township maps are on the scale of ca. 1:36,200 or 1 3/4 inches to one mile. Letterpress on versos of most of the maps. Includes advertising matter.
LC Card Number: map47-558
folio F 896566 .838 (NLO)

46118 Mercer County (Ill.) - Maps - 1953 - Landowners<<>Counties - Maps<<>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Mercer County Farm Bureau (Ill.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (20 p.) : 20 maps ; 22 x 28 cm.
Cover title.
"Sponsored by the Mercer County Farm Bureau." Scale [1:50,688]. 1 1/4 in. equals 1 mile. Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G4103.M65G46 1953 .R58 (NLO)

46119 Mercer County (Ky.) - Maps - 1876 - Landowners<<>Counties - Maps<<>Landowners - Maps
[Mercer County (Ky.) - 1876: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche]. [Washington,
Mercer County (Ohio) - Maps - 1979 - Landowners<<=>>Counties - Maps<<=>>Landowners - Maps
Mercer County plat directory, 1979, Ohio.
Authors: Great Mid-Western Publishing Company -- Future Farmers of America. Ohio Association -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (40 p.) : maps ; 36 cm.
Cover title.
Place of publication from p. 2.
"Distributed by Future Farmers of America, Mercer County."
Includes index to owners and business directory. Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Mercer County (Pa.) - Maps - 1796-1877 - Landowners<<=>>Counties - Maps<<=>>Landowners - Maps
Combination 1873 atlas and 1877 history of Mercer County, Pennsylvania. Evansville, Ind.
1 atlas (1 v. (various pagings)) : ill., maps ; 37 cm.
Cover title.
Spine title: Combination atlas of the county of Mercer and the state of Pennsylvania.
Includes index, biographical sketches, portraits, and history.
folio G1263.M4 U5 1975 (NLO)

Mercer County (Pa.) - Maps - 1860 - Landowners<<=>>Counties - Maps<<=>>Landowners - Maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 2 parts, 29.5 x 58.5 in. each.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing

Mercer County (Pa.) - Maps - 1796-1877 - Landowners<<=>>Counties - Maps<<=>>Landowners - Maps
Combination 1873 atlas and 1877 history of Mercer County, Pennsylvania. Evansville, Ind.
1 atlas (1 v. (various pagings)) : ill., maps ; 37 cm.
Cover title.
Spine title: Combination atlas of the county of Mercer and the state of Pennsylvania.
Includes index, biographical sketches, portraits, and history.
folio G1263.M4 U5 1975 (NLO)
19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map
Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
[Washington, D.C.: Library of Congress,
Geography and Map Division, 1983?].
Microfiche 583, no. 774 (Pr Ct)

46126 Merchandise Mart (Chicago, Ill.: Building) -
Pictorial works - 1951 - Pictorial works -
Merchandise Mart (Chicago, Ill.: Building) -
1951 - Commercial buildings -
Merchandise Mart (Chicago, Ill.: Building) -
Pictorial works - 1951
The Merchandise Mart, from its roof-top
helicopter port to its basement freight tunnel,
represents a pretty complete city with a daily
working population of 20,000 engaged in the
apparel and home-furnishing fields ...
[Philadelphia: Holiday magazine, 1951].
Authors: Ray, Wade, fl. 1951 -- Holiday
(Philadelphia, Pa.) 10, no. 4 (October 1951) --
Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry
Library)
1 view; col.; 35 x 43 cm.
Caption title.
"Artist Wade Ray purposely omitted several
floors of general offices."
Stylized cut-away view of business firms,
employees, and customers.
In: Holiday (Philadelphia, Pa.), volume 10, no. 4
(October 1951), p. 100-[101].
Forms part of magazine issue devoted to
Chicago; includes many photographs; includes
articles by Nelson Algren, Gwendolyn Brooks,
Robert R. McCormick, Carl Sandberg, and
others.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library).
map 1 F G4104.C6A5 1951 .B6 (Pr Ct)

46127 Mercury Bay (N. Z.) - Maps - 1769 - Indians -
Fortification - Manuscripts -
Facsimiles - Indians - Mercury Bay (N. Z.) -
Maps - 1769-1770 - Fortification - Manuscripts -
Facsimiles - Manuscript maps -
Facsimiles - Indigenous peoples - New
Zealand - Maps
View of an Indian fortification, built upon an
arched rock in Mercury Bay, in New Zealand;
drawn by Lieut. James Cook. [19--].
Authors: Cook, James, 1728-1779 -- Hulbert,
Archer Butler, 1873-1933 -- Hulbert, Archer
Butler, 1873-1933. The Crown Collection of
photographs of American maps -- British Library.
Add. Ms. 7085-25 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of manuscript dated
1769-1770.
In: Hulbert, Archer Butler. The Crown Collection of
photographs of American maps. Series 2
[Harrow, Engang: Fleming, 1909-1912].
folio Ayer 136 .H91 1909 ser. 2, v. 5, pl. 22

46128 Meredith Publishing Services (Des Moines,
Iowa) - Pictorial works - 1959 - Pictorial works -
Railroads - Minneapolis & St. Louis
Railroad - Pictorial works -
1959 - Railroads - Maps
[Aerial photograph of the Meredith Publishing
Company's factory in West Des Moines, Iowa].
[Minneapolis? Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad?,
1959?].
Authors: Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad --
Meredith Publishing Services (Des Moines, Iowa)
1 view; 18 x 34 cm.
In Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad. 1958 annual
report [Minneapolis?: Minneapolis & St. Louis
Railroad?, 1959?] p. [9-10]
5 A 7267 (1958 vol. [2]) (Pr Ct)

46129 Merian, Matthaeus, 1593-1650 - Maps -
Bibliography - Zeiller, Martin, 1589-1661 -
Maps - Bibliography - Engraving -
Germany - 1600-1699 - Europe - Maps -
Bibliography - 1600-1699 - Germany - Maps -
Bibliography - 1600-1699 - Europe - Cities
and towns - Maps - Bibliography -
1600-1699 - Cities and towns - Europe -
Maps - 1600-1699 - Bibliography -
Germany - Cities and towns - Maps - Bibliography -
1600-1699 - Cities and towns - Germany -
Maps - Bibliography - 1600-1699
Die Zeiller-Merianschen Topographien
bibliographisch beschrieben. Hamburg : Ernst
Hauswedell, 1960.
Authors: Schuchhard, C. -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
Descriptive bibliography of the Zeiller-Merian
"Topographien", each containing maps and
illustrations of regions and cities of Austria,
Germany, and other European countries by
engraver and printer Matthaeus Merian, with text
by the Ulm historian Martin Zeiller; with a list of
the engravings arranged by work (p. 38-51).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes Z 6005.E7 S 37 1960 (N L O)

46130 Meridian Charts - Maps - 1792
Four Meridian Ring Plates and Four Circular
Authors: Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria),
1745-ca. 1824 -- Calcolografia camerale (Rome,
Italy) -- Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria),
1745-ca. 1824. Nuovo atlante geografico
universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni
(1792-1801) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 32 x 47 cm.
In: Cassini, Giovanni Maria. Nuovo atlante
geografico universale delineato sulle ultime
osservazioni (Rome : Presso la Calcogr.
Merionethshire . [London] : Thomas Bassett ... and Richard Chiswell, 1610 [i.e. 1676].
Authors: Speed, John, 1552?-1629 -- Bassett, Thomas -- Chiswell, Richard -- Speed, John, 1552?--1629. The Theatre of the Empire of Great-Britain ... (1676) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 37 x 50 cm. on sheet 42 x 55 cm.
Inset (10 x 13 cm.): Harlech.
Letterpress text on verso (p. 117-118) under the following heading: Merioneth-Shire.
In: Speed, John. The Theatre of the Empire of Great-Britain ... (London: Printed for T. Bassett and R. Chiswell, 1676) map [58].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .S7 1676 map [58] (PrCt)

Merioneth (Wales) - Maps - 1610<<>>Harlech (Wales) - Maps - 1610
Merionethshire. [London] : George Humble [i.e. J. Legate and W. Humble], 1610 [i.e. 1646].
Authors: Speed, John, 1552?-1629 -- Humble, George, d. 1640 -- Legate, John, d. 1658 -- Humble, William, 1612-1686 -- Speed, John, 1552?-1629. A Prospect of the most famous parts of the world ... together with ... Great Brittaines empire (1646)
1 map ; 37 x 50 cm. on sheet 42 x 54 cm.
Inset (10 x 13 cm.): Harlech.
Letterpress text on verso (p. 117-118) under the following heading: Merioneth-Shire.
In: Speed, John. A Prospect of the most famous parts of the world ... together with ... Great Brittaines empire (London : Printed by John Legatt, for William Humble, 1646) map [79].
Case oversize G 117 .82 map [79] (PrCt)

Merriam, Moore & Co.<<>>Globes, American<<>>Globes - 1845 - Photographs<<>>World maps - 1845 - Photographs
[Correspondence relating to Merriam, Moore & Co. of Troy, New York, and description of one of their globes dated ca. 1845]. 1844.
Authors: Schmidt, Rudolf, active 18th-19th century -- Merriam, Moore & Co. -- Karrow, Robert W.
19 p., 2 leaves, 1 photo
BHC 2236
Vert 1796 (PrCt)

Merrimack County (N.H.) - Maps - 1858 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Walling, Henry Francis, 1825-1888 -- Smith & Peavey -- Library of Congress.
Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 6 parts, 30 x 21 in. each. Scale:


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1 map ; on sheet 14 x 23 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:47,200]
Coordinates (W 118°15'55"--W 118°09'45"/N
34°03'00"--N 33°59'00")
Relief shown by hachures.
Oriented with north at bottom right.
Details the Battle of La Mesa in latter-day
Vernon, California and includes troop
movements, Pueblo de Los Angeles, Rio de Los
Angeles, and a road.
In: United States. Army. Corps of Topographical
Engineers. Notes of a military reconnaissance :
from Fort Leavenworth, in Missouri, to San
Diego, in California, including parts of the
Arkansas, Del Norte, and Gila rivers / by Lieut.
Col. W.H. Emory : made in 1846-7, with the
advanced guard of the "Army of the West" ...
(Washington : Wendell and Van Benthuyse
printers, 1848) between p. 120-121.
Forms part of U.S. Serial Set 517 in series: 30th
Congress, 1st session ; Ex. doc. no. 41 -- Ex.
doc. (United States. Congress. House) ; 30th
Congress, 1st session, no. 41.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of
Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copies: Govt. 517 and Ayer 128.3 U5h
1848
Digital image of another copy available on the
University of California Calisphere website
(accessed August 2013): http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/hb8z09p2nn/
Graff 1249 between p. 120-121 (PrCt)

Messina (Italy) - Maps - 1567
La Nobile citta di Messina / Di V. E. seruo

46146 Messina (Italy) - Maps - 1567
La Nobile citta di Messina / Di V. E. seruo

46147 Messina (Italy) - Maps - 1590
Messenia. [Siena] : Matteo Florimi per., [ca. 1590].
Authors: Florimi, Matteo -- Gilhofer & Ranschburg
(Vienna, Austria) -- Franco Novacco
Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 307 x 449 mm. (neat line), 374 x 460
mm. (plate mark)
References 1-167 in bottom margin.
Relief shown pictorially.
Derived from Casparo Argharia's map of 1567;
see Novacco 4F 227.
Ex Gilhofer.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map
Collection (Newberry Library).
f22
Novacco 4F 226 (PrCt)

46148 Messina (Italy) - Maps - 1600
Messenia. [S.l. s.n., ca. 1600].
Authors: Almagià, Roberto, 1884-1962 -- Franco
Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view ; 559 x 1,941 mm. (neat line), on 5 sheets
579 x 420 mm. or smaller.
Foreground includes many ships and boats.
Ex Almagià.
f23
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map
Collection (Newberry Library).
Novacco 4F 228 (PrCt)
Messina (Italy) - Maps - 1620
Messana, urbs est Sicilie maxima ... [Cologne: s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Argaria, Casparo, fl. 1538-1567 -- Lefrèry, Antoine, 1512-1577 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 32 x 47 cm.
Map derived from a print by Casparo Argaria and Antoine Lefrèry; see R.A. Skelton’s Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum; cf. Tooley no. 388.
Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Messana.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 1, pl. 49 (PrCt)

Messina (Italy) - Maps - 1689 - Pictorial works
Authors: Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718 -- Padoani, Domenico, fl. 1689 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718. Città, fortezze, isole, e porti principale dell’Europa ... (1689)
1 map ; 13 x 17 cm.
One of four maps included as part of opening [2].
VAULT folio Ayer 135 .C8 1689 pl. 2 (PrCt)

Messina (Italy) - Maps - 1740 - Fortification
Plan of the works of the city of Messinsa, one of the strongest and most considerable cities of Sicily, and a fine sea-port. [London? Knapton, ca. 1740].
1 map ; 36 x 47 cm.
Title in bottom margin.
‘For Mr. Tindal’s continuation of Mr. Rapin’s history of England.’
Includes references A-Z and 1-18.
Oriented with north at right.
In: Rapin de Thoyras, M. The History of England. Written in French by Mr. Rapin de Thoyras. Translated into English with additional notes, by N. Tindal (London : James, John and Paul Knapton, 1732-1747) map [75].
folio F 45 .7341 v. [6] map [75] (PrCt)

Messina (Italy) - Maps - 1744 - Harbors
Partie de la ville et port de Messine. [Amsterdam : Hendrik de Leth, 1744].
Authors: Leth, Hendrik de, 1703-1766 -- Leth, Hendrik de, 1703-1766. Plusieurs plans des ports et rades de la Mer Mediterranee = Naaukeurige Afbeelding van de Voornaamste Havenen, Baayen, en Gronden, Langs de middellantsche Zee (1744) -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). Ill.X9 a, b, c 1 map ; 17 x 24 cm., on sheet 56 x 65 cm.
Anonymous map without imprint.
Oriented with north at upper right.
Forms part of an incomplete (?) atlas comprised of loose and uncut sheets: Leth, Hendrik de. Plusieurs plans des ports et rades de la Mer Mediterranee = Naaukeurige Afbeelding van de Voornaamste Havenen, Baayen, en Gronden, Langs de middellantsche Zee (Amsterdam : Hendrik de Leth, 1744) sheet 1 of 5.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G5672.M4P55 1744 .L4 sheet 1 of 5 (PrCt)

Messina (Italy) - Maps - 1753 - Harbors - Nautical charts
Authors: W. and J. Mount, T. and T. Page (Firm), fl. ca. 1753-1755 -- English Pilot. Part 3 (1753) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
2 maps ; 11 x 21 cm. and 10 x 21 cm., on sheet 46 x 26 cm.
Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger): English Pilot. Part 3 (1753)
oversize Ayer 135 .E55 1753 p. 36 (PrCt)

Messina (Italy) - Maps - 1771 - Harbors - Nautical charts
The Haven of Messina ; The Haven of Palermo in Sicily. [London : J. Mount and T. Page, 1771].
Authors: Mount, John, d. 1786 -- Page, Thomas, d. 1781 -- English Pilot. Part 3 (1771) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
2 maps : woodcuts ; 12 x 22 cm. and 11 x 22 cm., on sheet 47 x 30 cm.
Woodcut maps printed beneath letterpress text (p. 36): A Description of the sea-coast of Italy.
In: The English pilot : Part III : Describing the sea-coasts ... in the whole Mediterranean Sea (London : Printed for J. Mount, and T. Page, on Tower-Hill, 1771), [plates 27-28]
Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger): English Pilot. Part 3 (1771)
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1956.P5 E5 1771, [plates 27-28] (PrCt)

46155
Messina (Italy) - Maps - 1785 - Fortification
Plan of the works of the city of Messina, one of the strongest and most considerable cities of Sicily, and a fine sea-port. [London : s.n., ca. 1785?].
1 map ; 36 x 47 cm.
Title in bottom margin.
"For Mr. Tindal's continuation of Mr. Rapin's history of England."
Includes references A-Z and 1-18.
Oriented with north at right.
In: Rapin de Thoyras, M. [Maps and plans of Tindal's continuation of Rapin's History of England] [1785-1789?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
oversize Ayer 135 .T5 1732 map [55] (PrCt)

46156
Messina (Italy) - Maps - 1840 - Pictorial works
Port of Messina. [Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, 1840].
Authors: Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846 -- Lea & Blanchard -- Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (1840)
1 view ; 4 x 6 cm.
In: Murray, Hugh. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, successors to Carey & Co., for George W. Gorton, 1840) v. 2, p. 50.
Wax engraving.
G 11 .607 v. 2, p. 50 (PrCt)

46157
Messina (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1569
La Nobile citta di Messina. [Venice : Bolognino Zaltieri, 1569].
Authors: Ballino, Giulio, d. ca. 1592 -- Ballino, Giulio, d. ca. 1592. De' disegni delle più illustri città, et fortezze del mondo ... (1569) -- Zaltieri, Bolognino, fl. 1555-1576
1 view ; 16 x 28 cm.
Includes references 1-167.
Letterpress text on verso.
In: Ballino, Giulio. De' disegni delle più illustri città, et fortezze del mondo ... (Venice: Bolognino Zaltieri, 1569), plate [37].
Relief shown pictorially.
VAULT Case folio G 117 .06, plate [37] (PrCt)

46158
Messina (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1632
Messina. [Franckfurt am Mayn : Wolffgang Hoffmann in Verlegung Friderici Hulsij, 1632].
Authors: Breithaupt, Johann Friedrich, b. ca. 1590 -- Breithaupt, Johann Friedrich, b. ca. 1590. Die drey vnd zwantzigste Schiffahrt Eggentliche vnnd auszführliche Beschreibung der Reyse ... nach der weitberümbten Christlichen Helden Insel Malta (1630) -- Hoffmann, Wolfgang, fl. 1624-1647 -- Hulsius, Friedrich van, b. 1580 -- Hulsius, Levinus, d. 1606. [Sammlung von sechs und zwanzig Schiffahrtten] (1608-1650)
1 view ; 11.8 x 16.9 cm.
In Breithaupt, Johann Friedrich, Die drey vnd zwantzigste Schiffahrt Eggentliche vnnd auszführliche Beschreibung der Reyse ... nach der weitberümbten Christlichen Helden Insel Malta (Franckfurt am Mayn: Wolffgang Hoffmann in Verlegung Friderici Hulsij, 1632), opp. p. 10.
In upper right corner: Pag: 11.
VAULT Ayer 110 .H9 1608, v. 3, pt. 23, p. 10 (PrCt)

46159
Messina (Sicily) - Maps - 1720<<>>Messina (Sicily) - Maps - 1720 - Pictorial works
Messina : Gesigt van de staat Messina op Sicilia. Amsterdam, [ca. 1720].
Authors: Keulen, Gerard van -- Johen Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:243
2 maps : hand col. ; 13 x 15 cm. and 7 x15 cm.
In insets on Van Keulen's Nieuwe afteekening van het eyland en koninkryk Sicilia.
3050
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map6F G6760 1720 .K4 inset 4 (PrCt)

46160
Messina, Strait of (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1617<<>>Messina (Sicily) - Pictorial works - 1617<<>>Fretum Siculum (Italy) SEE Messina, Strait of (Italy)<<>>Freti Siculi (Italy) SEE Messina, Strait of (Italy)
Prospectvs Freti Siculi vulgo il Faro de Messina ... [Cologne : s.n.], 1617 [i.e. ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Brueghel, Pieter, 16th cent. -- Hoefnagel, Joris, 1542-1601 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : hand col. ; 30 x 47 cm.
Derived from drawing by Pieter Brueghel, and adapted by Joris Hoefnagel in 1617; see R.A. Skelton's Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.
Includes references A-E.
Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Prospectvs Freti Siculi, vulgo, il Faro de Messina

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 6, pl. 58 (PrCt)

46161 Meteorological instruments - Exhibitions<<>>Cruquius, Nicolaas Samuel, 1678-1754<<>>Musschenbroek, Petrus van, 1692-1761


Authors: Deiman, J.C.
26 p. : ill. ; 21 cm.

To Collection Services for cataloging, April 2011 (PrCt)


1 atlas ([3], 40, xiv p., 34 folded leaves of plates) : ill., 35 maps (chiefly col.) ; 47 cm.

Cover title: Meteorology
Preface dated 1899.
Series: Bartholomew's physical atlas ; v. 3.
Relief shown by shading.
Scales differ.
Stamp: State Library of Massachusetts.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Philips 213

Baskes oversize G1046.C8 B37 1899 (NLO)


Manuscript map. Ayer MS 1903
1 ms. map : hand col. ; on sheet 398 x 409 mm.
Manuscript map of Indian origin from the 16th century.
Shows unidentified location, including a river, five tepetl symbols, and six native buildings, possibly

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
relating to division of lands. Nahua glyphs accompanied by illegible glosses. Pencilled annotations (probably by Nadine Beligand) in J. Galarza's Preliminary check list of Mexican manuscripts in the Newberry Library indicate that the map might be from the Metepec or Tulancingo regions in the state of Mexico. Map removed from paper backing (44 x 47 cm.) with assorted annotations on both sides. Annotations indicate a price of 10 piastres, include the numbers 124 (lined out) and 141, and the following, probably written by Ayer: 'Map showing houses, mountains, river, etc. Good ms.-- Plancarte.' Not drawn to scale. Relief shown pictorially. Colored inks (black, blue, green, brown) on amatl paper. Possibly part of Frederic de Waldeck's collection of Mexican pictorial mss. The Handbook of Middle American Indians notes that it was also owned by 'Latroupe Ligniere,' while Howard Cline attributes provenance to 'Latroupe Ligniere' in HMAI Working Papers 18. Subsequently acquired by Edward E. Ayer. Forms part of both the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection and the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library). Butler, R.L. Check list of mss. in the Ayer Coll., 1271(1). Galarza, J. Prelim. check list of the Mexican mss., 1271 1. Cline, H.F. Mexican Indian Pictorial Documents. II., HMAI Working Paper 23, 1271 d, p. 10, no. 25. Cline, H.F. J.F. Waldeck Materials. I., HMAI Notes 14, 1271 d, p. 9 and 17. Handbook Middle American Indians, v. 14, p. 227 and fig. 71. Ayer ms map proj 95 VAULT oversize Ayer MS 1903 (NLO)

46164 Methodist Episcopal Church - Maps - 1852 United States - Maps - 1852 Ecclesiastical geography Liberia - Maps - 1852 Ecclesiastical geography - United States - Maps - 1852 Ecclesiastical geography - Liberia - Maps - 1852 Fox and Hoyt's map of the territory embraced in the annual conferences of the M.E. Church : showing the boundaries & P.E. districts and location of the principal stations. Hartford, Conn. Case & Green, 1852. Authors: Fox, Henry J., 1821-1891 -- Hoyt, William B. -- Methodist Episcopal Church -- Case & Green 1 map : col. ; 59 x 87 cm. folded and bound to 15 x 9 cm. Cover title: Fox and Hoyt's conference map. 'Entered according to Act of Congress in the year 1852 by Henry J. Fox and Wm. B. Hoyt, in the Clerks office in the District Court of Connecticut.' Scale indeterminable. Includes the Northeast Atlantic States, the East North Central States, Iowa, Missouri, Kentucky, West Virginia, Virginia, the Pacific States and Liberia. Inset: Maps of Pacific States, Missouri, Liberia. Case D 657 .303 (NLO)

46165 Methone (Greece) - History - Siege, 1500-1552 - Pictorial works Methone (Greece) - Pictorial works - 1500-1552 Woodcuts [View of the siege of Methone, Greece in 1500]. [Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552]. Authors: Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552. Cosmographiae uniaversalis ... (1552) -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 view : woodcut ; 8 x 14 cm., on sheet 32 x 21 cm. Title supplied by cataloger. Shows armed forces across the river and opposite the town. In: Münster, Sebastian. Cosmographiae uniaversalis ... (Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552), p. 926. Possibly an inaccurate view, since some of the woodcuts in this volume were used for more than one town. VAULT folio Ayer 7 .M8 1552, p. 926 (PrCt)

46166 Methone (Greece) - Maps 1572 - Military operations Pylos (Greece) - Maps 1572 - Military operations Koroni (Greece) - Maps 1572 - Military operations Peloponnnesus (Greece : Peninsula) - Maps 1572 - Military operations Il Uero disegno del sito di Modon et Nauarino ... dellli. 6. di Ottobre presente. 1572. hauti in Roma se intende. [Rome? s.n., 1572?]. Authors: C.E. Rappaport (Firm) -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; on sheet 278 x 410 mm. Relief shown pictorially. Details naval and military actions undertaken ca. 1572 between Christian and Turkish forces at Methone, Pylos, and Koroni on the Peloponnnesus. Ex Rappaport. Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library). b132 Novacco 2F 64 (PrCt)
Methone (Greece) - Maps - 1574
La Città di Modon posta nella promintia della Morea ... / D. Zenoni. [Venice? Giovanni Francesco Camocio?, 1574?].
Authors: Zenoni, Domenico, fl. 1560-1580 -- Camocio, Giovanni Francesco, 16th cent. -- Camocio, Giovanni Francesco, 16th cent. [Isola famose porti, fortezze, e terre maritime sottoposte alla Ser.ma Sig.ria di Venetia ad altri principi cristiani, et al Sig.or Turco] [1574?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 21 x 15 cm.
Relief shown pictorially.
In atlas lacking title page: Camocio, Giovanni Francesco. [Isola famose porti, fortezze, e terre maritime sottoposte alla Ser.ma Sig.ria di Venetia ad altri principi cristiani, et al Sig.or Turco, nouame[n]te poste in luce] [Venice? : Alla librarìa del segno di S. Marco? ; G.F. Camocio?, 1574?], [plate 27].
Manuscript no. 27 at upper right.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
VAULT Baskes folio G1955 .C3 1574, [plate 27] (PrCt)

Methone (Greece) - Maps - 1689
Authors: Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718 -- Padouani, Domenico, fl. 1689 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718. Citta, fortezze, isole, e porti principale dell' Europa ... (1689)
1 map ; 27 x 44 cm.
VAULT folio Ayer 135 .C8 1689 pl. 77 (PrCt)

Methone (Greece) - Maps - 1753 - Harbors - Nautical charts

(1753) - Harbors<<>>Oitylo, Bay of (Greece) - Maps - 1753 - Harbors - Nautical charts<<>>Nautical charts - Methone, Bay of (Greece) - 1753 - Harbors<<>>Nautical charts

The Bay of Modon; The Bay of Vitelo. [London : W. and J. Mount, T. and T. Page, 1753].
Authors: W. and J. Mount, T. and T. Page (Firm), fl. ca. 1753-1755 -- English Pilot. Part 3 (1753) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
2 maps ; 11 x 21 cm. and 10 x 21 cm., on sheet 46 x 26 cm.
Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger): English Pilot. Part 3 (1753)
oversize Ayer 135 .E55 1753 p. 57 (PrCt)

Methone (Greece) - Maps - 1771 - Harbors - Nautical charts

The Bay of Modon; The Bay of Vitelo. [London : J. Mount and T. Page, 1771].
Authors: Mount, John, d. 1786 -- Page, Thomas, d. 1781 -- English Pilot. Part 3 (1771) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
2 maps : woodcuts ; 23 x 18 cm. and 15 x 11 cm., on sheet 47 x 30 cm.
Woodcut maps printed beneath letterpress text (p. 59): A Description of the land upon the coasts of Morea and Candia.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1956.P5 E5 1771, [plates 42-43] (PrCt)

Methone (Greece) - Pictorial works

Naval operations<<>>Pylos (Greece) - Pictorial works - 1572 - Naval operations<<>>Koroni (Greece) - Pictorial works - 1572 - Naval operations<<>>Peloponnesus (Greece : Peninsula) - Pictorial works - 1572 - Naval operations<<>>Navies - Pictorial works - 1572

Or[foljo|je] [col quale ills et ecc. sor. Marc'antonio Colonna insieme con l'ecommo. General Venetiano ... / ... Heridì d' Antonio Baldo Stampator
1 view ; on sheet 408 x 558 mm., remargined to 465 x 630 mm.
Title slightly damaged.
Includes 17 lines of text describing movements in 1572 of Turkish and Christian navies, prior to naval and military operations between their forces at Methone, Pylos, and Koroni on the Peloponnese; includes references to Marc Antonnio Colonna, the papal admiral, and Don John of Austria, commander of the Christian armada at Lepanto, and to the events of July 29-30, and August 10, 1572.
Papal coat of arms in upper left.
Does not show any land features.
Mounted on 2 copies of a geographic table joined to form backing sheet: La France assemble ses Estats Generaux en douze gouvernemens ... / grave par R. Cordier Abbeuil ; A Paris: Chez l’auteur N. Sanson d’Abbeville ... 1645.
Ex Hoepli.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

46175
Metz (France) - Maps - 1659 - Fortification<<>>Metz (Germany) SEE Metz (France)
Disegno, et circvito della citta di Metz . [Venice : Bolognino Zaltieri, 1569].
Authors: Ballino, Giulio, d. ca. 1592 -- Ballino, Giulio, d. ca. 1592. De’ disegni delle più illustri città, et fortezze del mondo ... (1569) -- Zaltieri, Bolognino, fl. 1555-1576
1 map ; 21 x 28 cm.
Includes numerous references.
Letterpress text on verso.
In: Ballino, Giulio. De’ disegni delle più illustri città, et fortezze del mondo ... (Venice: Bolognino Zaltieri, 1569), plate [2]

46176
Metz (France) - Maps - 1611 - Pictorial works<<>>Woodcuts
La Ville de Mets. [Rouen : David Geuffroy, 1611?].
Authors: Desrues, François, ca. 1575-1633 -- Geuffroy, David
1 view : woodcut ; 45 x 54 mm.
In Des Rues, François. Description contenant toutes les singularitez de plus celebres villes et places remarquables du royaume de France (Rouen: David Geuffroy, [1611?]), p. 272.
View enclosed in oval within a rectangular frame with fleurs-de-lis in corners.
Title from letterpress above view.
Case DC24 .D47 [map] (PrCt)

46177
Metz (France) - Maps - 1620
Mets. [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Reuwich, Erhard, fl. 1483-1486 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 16 x 49 cm.
Derived from a 1486 woodcut by Erhard Reuwich; see R.A. Skelton’s Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.
On same sheet with: Sibinium, Ptolemeo Sicum vulgo Sibenicho Dalmatie opp. -- Parenis, siue Parentium vulgo, Parenzno Histrje opp.
Latin letterpress text on verso under titles: Parenis -- Modona -- Sebenico.

46174
Metric system - United States<<>>Weights and measures - United States
A History of the metric system controversy in the United States; U.S. metric study interim report.
Authors: Treat, Charles F. -- United States. Bureau of Standards -- United States. Metric Study
vii, 298 p. ; 26 cm.
Series: National Bureau of Standards. Special publication 345-10 -- NBS special publication ; 345-10.
“Tenth in a series of reports prepared for the Congress [by] U.S. Metric Study.”
5A 5862 (NLO)
46178 Meurthe-Et-Moselle (France) - Maps - 1698<>Nancy Region (France) - Maps - 1698
Les Environ de la ville de Nancy, capitale du duché de Lorraine... Paris, 1698.
Authors: Nolin, Jean Baptiste -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
III:G56
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 62 cm.
2655
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G5833.L65:3M5 1698 N6 (PrCt)

46179 Meuse River Valley - Maps - 1633 - Fortification<>Stevensweert (Netherlands) - Maps - 1633 - Fortification
[Maps of fortifications in the Meuse River Valley]. [Amsterdam] : C. J. Visscher excudebat, [1633?].
Authors: Visscher, Claes Jansz., 1586 or 7-1652 -- Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library)
2 maps ; 30 x 43 cm. and 17 x 42 cm., on sheet 48 x 59 cm.
Two untitled maps printed from separate plates on one sheet.
Imprint from upper map, which include references 1-9 to ‘Fort St. Stevens Waert [i.e. Stevensweert] gefortificeert anno 1633’.
Lower map details fortifications along the Meuse River between Roermond and Liège.
Both maps oriented with north at lower left.
Remnants of binding stub on verso.
Forms part of the Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Duplicate copy (colored): Visscher 91.
Koeman, C. Atlantes Neerlandici (1967-1985), v. 3, p. 159, Vis 1 A, no. 13 and p. 178, no. 68*.
Campbell, Tony. Claes Jansz. Visscher : a hundred maps described (1968), p. 21, no. 75
Visscher 91 (PrCt)

46180 Meuse River Valley - Maps - 1633 - Fortification<>Stevensweert (Netherlands) - Maps - 1633 - Fortification
[Maps of fortifications in the Meuse River Valley]. [Amsterdam] : C. J. Visscher excudebat, [1633?].
Authors: Visscher, Claes Jansz., 1586 or 7-1652 -- Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library)
2 maps : hand col. ; 30 x 43 cm. and 17 x 42 cm., on sheet 48 x 59 cm.
Two untitled maps printed from separate plates on one sheet.
Imprint from upper map, which include references 1-9 to ‘Fort St. Stevens Waert [i.e. Stevensweert] gefortificeert anno 1633’.
Lower map details fortifications along the Meuse River between Roermond and Liège.
Both maps oriented with north at lower left.
Remnants of binding stub on verso.
Forms part of the Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Duplicate copy (uncolored): Visscher 90.
Koeman, C. Atlantes Neerlandici (1967-1985), v. 3, p. 159, Vis 1 A, no. 13 and p. 178, no. 68*.
Campbell, Tony. Claes Jansz. Visscher : a hundred maps described (1968), p. 21, no. 75
Visscher 91 (PrCt)

46181 Meuse River Valley - Maps - 1696<>Belgium - Maps - 1696<>France, Northern - Maps - 1696
Seconde partie du cours de la Meuse avec les pais voisins ... Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : H. Jaillot [i.e. P. Mortier], [1696].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667.
Atlas nouveau contenant toutes les parties du monde ... (1696) 1 map : hand col ; 189 x 60 cm. on 2 adjacent sheets
Added title, upper margin: ... de la Meuse avec les pais, duchez et comtez voisins.
Added title damaged and incomplete.
Inset (11 x 13 cm.): Zuyder Zee.
In: Sanson, Nicolas. Atlas nouveau contenant toutes les parties du monde ... (Amsterdam : Pierre Mortier, 1696) v. 1, map [5-6].
Forms part of atlas published by P. Mortier in Amsterdam; chiefly comprised of maps bearing the counterfeint imprint of H. Jaillot in Paris.
Case oversize G 1007 .781 v. 1, map [5-6] (PrCt)

46182 Meuse River Valley - Maps - 1708<>Spanish Succession, War of, 1701-1714 - Maps
2. Carte de la Meuse ou théâtre de la guerre sur le Rhin, Moessele, Mayn, le Neck, Meuse avec le pais voisins / par le Sr. Sanson ; K. Huyberts in. et f. Amsterdam : chez Jean Covens et Corn. Mortier, [1708?].
Authors: Sanson, Guillaume -- Covens et Mortier -- Huyberts, Konrad, fl. 1696-1699 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
III:U9 1696 France, Northern, 1699 SEE Huÿberts, Konrad, fl. 1696
In: Sanson, Nicolas. Atlas nouveau contenant toutes les parties du monde ... Amsterdam : Pierre Mortier, 1696) v. 1, map [6-6].
Cases oversize G 1007 .781 v. 1, map [6-6] (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
**Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)**

46183  **Spanish Succession, War of, 1701-1714 - Maps**  
*Premier carte de la Meuse avec les pais, duchez et comtes voisins / par le Sr. Sanson Geographe du Roy. A Amsterdam : chez P. Mortier, [1708?].*  
Authors: Sanson, Guillaume -- Mortier, Pierre -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).  
**Sack map6F G5702.M4 1708 .S2 (PrCt)**

46184  **Mexican War, 1846-1848 - Maps**  
Authors: United States. War Department -- Polk, J. K. -- Wendell -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 v. : 22 maps ; 245 x 155 mm.  
1st ed.  
Cong30-1;Sabin48115  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.  
**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)**

46185  **Mexican War, 1846-1848 - Maps**  
*Monterrey, Battle of, Monterey, Mexico, 1846 - Maps*  
*Veracruz (Veracruz-Llave, Mexico) - Maps*  
*Tampico (Tamaulipas, Mexico) - Maps - 1847*  
*A Correct map of the seat of war in Mexico : being a copy of Genl. Arista's map, taken at Resaca de la Palma, with additions and corrections : embellished with diagrams of the battles of 8th and 9th May, and capture of Monterey [sic], with a memorandum of forces engaged, results, &c. and plan of Vera Cruz and Castle of San Juan de Ulua. New York : J. Disturnell ([New York] : Lith. of E. Jones & G.W. Newman), 1847.*  
Authors: Bruff, Joseph Goldsborough, 1804-1889 -- Arista, Mariano, 1802-1855 -- Probst, John, b. ca. 1805 -- Disturnell, John, 1801-1877 -- Jones & Newman  
1 map : col. ; 61 x 47 cm.  
Issued folded to 15 x 10 cm. in brown cloth covers with 'Map Of The Seat Of War In Mexico' stamped in gilt; unfolded and filed flat.  
'Entered according to Act of Congress, in the Year 1847, by J.G. Bruff, in the Clerk's Office of the Distt. Court of the Southern Distt. of New York.'  
Shows portion of Mexico involved in the Battle of Monterey with historical notes; cities, roads, rivers, and troop movement.  
Scale [ca. 1:2,300,000]  
Coordinates: (W 106°--W 95°/N 29°--N 19°).  
Relief shown by hachures and soundings.  
Insets: Diagram of the battle ground Feb. 22d and 23d 1847 -- Plan of Monterey -- Map showing the battle grounds of the 8th and 9th May 1846 -- Chart of the Bay of Vera Cruz -- Tampico and its environs.  
Includes 'Table of Distances,' 'Memorandum of the Battles of 8th & 9th May', key to symbols 'Explanation,' 'Heights of Towns & Mountains', U.S. emblem of eagle on shield, and ill. views.  
Advertisement for Wm. Groves & Co. pasted on inside front cover.  
Jackson, Jack. 'General Taylor's 'astonishing' map of northeastern Mexico' in Southwestern Historical Quarterly v. 51, no. 2 (October 1997): [142]-173.  
Garrett, Jenkins. Mexican-American War 1846-1848, p. 413.  
Phillips, p. 410  
**map6F G4411.S44 1847 B7 (NLO)**

46186  **Mexican War, 1846-1848 - Maps**  
*The Other side: or, Notes for the history of the war between Mexico and the United States.* New York ; London : J. Wiley, 1850.  
1 v. : 14 maps ; 200 x 133 mm.  
1st ed.  
By R. Alcaraz and others; maps by Ackerman Lithr. (?)  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.  
References: Sabin 67723; Howes A105; OCLC 1540860.  
**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)**

46187  **Mexican War, 1846-1848 - Maps**  
*Seminole*  
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.  
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
War, 2nd, 1835-1842 - Maps


46189 Mexican War, 1846-1848 - Pictorial works - Collections - Mexican pictorial works - Collections, 1846-1851 - Mexican War, 1846-1848 - Maps - Mexico, Valley of (Mexico) - Maps - 1851 - The War between the United States and Mexico illustrated, embracing pictorial drawings of all the principal conflicts, by Carl Nebel ... with a description of each battle, by Geo. Wilkins Kendall. New York: D. Appleton & Company [etc.], 1851. Authors: Nebel, Carl -- Kendall, Geo. Wilkins (George Wilkins), 1809-1867 -- D. Appleton and Company -- Plon Freres (Firm) -- Plon Brothers (Firm) SEE Plon Freres (Firm) iv, 52 p. : 12 col. views, 1 map ; 60 cm. 'Plon Brothers, printers ... Paris.' Phillips 3686. Case oversize F 8337 .46 (NLO)


46191 Mexico City (Mexico) - Historical geography - Maps - Cortés, Hernán, 1485-1547 - Tenochtitlan (Mexico City) [as it was in ] 1519. 1972. Authors: English, William P. -- Cortés, Hernán, 1485-1547 1 map ; 40 x 36 cm. Based on maps drawn by Cortes. Scale [ca. 1:12,600]. Accompanying text in Map Information File. 75-18020 map2F G4414.M6S2 1972 E5 (PrCt)

46192 Mexico City (Mexico) - History - Pictorial works - 1671 - Vetus Mexico. [London : John Ogilby, 1671]. Authors: Ogilby, John, 1600-1676 -- Ogilby, John, 1600-1676. America : being the latest, and most accurate description of the New World ... (1671) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 view ; 29 x 35 cm. In: Ogilby, John. America : being the latest, and most accurate description of the New World ... (London : Printed by the author, 1671) following p. 86. VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O3 1671 following p. 86 (PrCt)

46193 Mexico City (Mexico) - Maps - 1524 - Mexico, Gulf of - Maps - Cortés Map - 1524 - Indian cartography - Mexico City (Mexico) - 1524 - Map printing - Woodcuts - Maps - 1524 - Woodcuts [Mexico City and the Gulf of Mexico]. [Venice : Bernardino de Viano ; Baptista de Pederzani Brixiani, 1524]. Authors: Cortés, Hernán, 1485-1547 -- Viano,
Friedrich 1485-1534
1 map ; on sheet 36 x 49 cm.
19th-century (?) facsimile of 1524 map tipped into

VAULT Ayer 655.51 C8 1524 c [map] (PrCt)

46199 Mexico City (Mexico) - Maps - 1528
1528<<>><Mexican cartography - Mexico City (Mexico) - 1528<<>><Map printing - Woodcuts - 1528<<>><Temistitan (Mexico) SEE Mexico City (Mexico)<<>><Woodcuts
La Gran citta di Temistitan. [Venice : Nicolò Zoppino, 1528].
Authors: Cortés, Hernán, 1485-1547 -- Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530 -- Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530. Libro di Benedetto Bordone : nel qual si ragiona de tutte l'isole del mondo ... (1528) -- Zoppino, Nicolò, fl. 1508-1544 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Bordone, Benedetto, 1450-1530 SEE Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530
1 map : woodcut ; 16 x 16 cm., on sheet 31 x 21 cm.
Title from letterpress caption beneath woodcut map.
In: Bordon, Benedetto. Libro di Benedetto Bordone : nel qual si ragiona de tutte l'isole del mondo ... (Venice : Nicolò Zoppino, 1534), folio X.
 Probably derived from 1524 map by Hernán Cortés; see VAULT folio Ayer 655.51 C8 1524 d, opposite signature A.

VAULT folio Ayer 7 B65 1528, folio X (PrCt)

46200 Mexico City (Mexico) - Maps - 1528
1528<<>><Mexican cartography - Mexico City (Mexico) - 1528<<>><Map printing - Woodcuts - 1528<<>><Woodcuts
La Gran citta di Temistitan. [Venice : Nicolò Zoppino, 1528].
Authors: Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530 -- Cortés, Hernán, 1485-1547 -- Zoppino, Nicolò, fl. 1508-1544 -- Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530. Libro di Benedetto Bordone : nel qual si ragiona de tutte l'isole del mondo ... (1528) -- Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530
1 map : woodcut ; 16 x 16 cm., on sheet 31 x 21 cm.
Title from letterpress caption beneath woodcut map.
In: Bordon, Benedetto. Libro di Benedetto Bordone : nel qual si ragiona de tutte l'isole del mondo ... (Venice : Nicolò Zoppino, 1528), folio X.
Probably derived from 1524 map by Hernán Cortés; see VAULT folio Ayer 655.51 C8 1524 d, opposite signature A.


Case folio G 117.108, folio X (PrCt)

46201 Mexico City (Mexico) - Maps - 1550 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Mexico, Valley of (Mexico) - Maps - 1550 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

- Mapa de México, Tenochtitlán, y sus contornos hacia 1550
- Santa Cruz, Alonso de, 1505-1567. Mapa de México, Tenochtitlán, y sus contornos hacia 1550
- Indian cartography - Mexico City (Mexico) - 1550 - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
- Uppsala map of Mexico City (Manuscript, 1550) SEE Mapa de México, Tenochtitlán, y sus contornos hacia 1550
- Mapa Uppsala, (Manuscript, 1550) SEE Mapa de México, Tenochtitlán, y sus contornos hacia 1550
- Mapa Uppsala (Manuscript, 1550) SEE Mapa de México, Tenochtitlán, y sus contornos hacia 1550
- Mappa Uppsala (Manuscript, 1550) SEE Mapa de México, Tenochtitlán, y sus contornos hacia 1550
- Mappá de Santa Cruz, Alonso de, 1505-1567 SEE Santa Cruz, Alonso de, 1505-1567

[Mapa de México, Tenochtitlán, y sus contornos hacia 1550]. [Stockholm : Esselte aktiebolag, 1949].


Reduced color photographic facsimile (published 1949) of untitled manuscript map compiled ca. 1550.

Probably compiled by an Indian artisan at the Colegio de Santa Cruz in Tlatelolco, Mexico; combines Indian and European symbols, and includes placenames in Nahuatl. Includes dedication from Spanish royal cosmographer Alonso de Santa Cruz to Charles V.

Original manuscript measures 78 x 114 cm. and is held by the Uppsala universitetsbibliotek (Sweden); also known as the Uppsala Map or Mapa Uppsala.

Facsimile issued as separate map in back cover pocket of: Linné, Sigvald. El Valle y la ciudad de México en 1550 : relación histórica fundada sobre un mapa geográfico, que se conserva en la Biblioteca de la Universidad de Uppsala, Suecia (Stockholm : Esselte aktiebolag, 1949) [Ayer 656.9 .M4 L75 1949]


Digital image of original manuscript available on ALVIN, the Uppsala University Library's Archives & Libraries Virtual Image Network (accessed March 2014): http://art.alvin-portal.org/alvin/record.jsf?pid=alvin-record%3A8767&cid=5

Ayer 656.9 .M4 L75 1949 [map] (PrCt)

46202 Mexico City (Mexico) - Maps - 1555


Authors: Santa Cruz, Alonso de, 1505-1567 1 map 1988 facsimile. Originally published 1555.


46203 Mexico City (Mexico) - Maps - 1556-1557-Woodcuts

Della gran città de Temistian Messiah. [Venetia : Nella stamperia de Giunti, 1556].

Authors: Cortés, Hernán, 1485-1547 -- Ramusio, Giovanni Battista, 1485-1557. Navigationi et viaggi (1554-56), v. 3 1 map : woodcut ; 27.2 x 17.5 cm.

In: Ramusio, Giovanni Battista, Navigationi et viaggi (1554-56), v. 3, leaf 308 verso.


VAULT Ayer 110 .R2 1556, leaf 308 verso (PrCt)

46204 Mexico City (Mexico) - Maps - 1569

[Map of Mexico City]. [Venice : Bolognino Zaltieri, 1569].

Authors: Ballino, Giulio, d. ca. 1592 -- Ballino, Giulio, d. ca. 1592. De’ disegni delle piu illustri città, et fortezze del mondo ... (1569) -- Zaltieri, Bolognino, fl. 1555-1576 1 map ; 21 x 29 cm.

Letterpress text on verso.

In: Ballino, Giulio. De’ disegni delle piu illustri
città, et fortezze del mondo ... (Venice: Bolognino Zaltieri, 1569), plate [49].
Oriented with north at bottom.
Relief shown pictorially.

**VAULT Case folio G 117 .06, plate [49] (PrCt)**

---

**Mexico City (Mexico) - Maps - 1612 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles**
**Mexico City (Mexico) - Maps - 1612 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles**

---

**Mexico City (Mexico) - Maps - 1782**

La Nobilissima ciudad de México / dividida en cuarteles por orden del Exmo. Sr. Virrey Dn. Martín de Mayorga en el año de 1782; Manuel Villavico. dt. sc. [Mexico : s.n.], Diziembre 12 de 1782.

Authors: Mayorga, Martín de, d. 1783 -- Villavicencio, Manuel de, fl. 1762-1795 -- Iniesta Bejarano, Ildefonso de -- Zuñiga y Ontiveros, Felipe de, 1717-1793 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 view ; 18 x 25 cm.

Tipped inside back cover of: Mayorga, Martín de. Ordenanza de la division de la nobilisima ciudad de Mexico en quarteles ... (1782) -- Villavico, Manuel de, fl. 1762-1795 SEE Villavicencio, Manuel de, fl. 1762-1795 -- Bejarano, Ildefonso de Iniesta SEE Iniesta Bejarano, Ildefonso de -- Ildefonso de Iniesta Bejarano SEE Iniesta Bejarano, Ildefonso de SEE Iniesta Bejarano, Ildefonso de -- Ildefonso de Iniesta Bejarano SEE Iniesta Bejarano, Ildefonso de SEE Iniesta Bejarano, Ildefonso de -- Ildefonso de Iniesta

Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

MapPhoto Spain AGI 59-1-8 (PrCt)

---

**Mexico City (Mexico) - Maps - 1676**

America : being the latest, and most accurate description of the New World ... (1671) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 view ; 18 x 25 cm.

In: Masi, G. T. Atlante de la nobilisima ciudad de Mexico en quarteles por orden del Exmo. Sr. Virrey Dn. Martín de Mayorga en el año de 1782; Manuel Villavico. dt. sc. [Mexico: s.n.], Diziembre 12 de 1782.

Authors: Masi, G. T. Atlante dell' America, contenente le migliori carte geografiche ... (1777) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 view ; 18 x 25 cm.

In: Masi, G. T. Atlante dell' America, contenente le migliori carte geografiche ... (Livorno : Gio. Tommaso Masi, e Comp., 1777) pl. [16].

**VAULT folio Ayer 135 .A75 1777 pl. [16] (PrCt)**

---

**Mexico City (Mexico) - Maps - 1612 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles**

Diseno de la Ciudad de Mexico y del Virreyato de Nueva Espana. [19--]

Authors: Boot, Adrian -- Archivo General de Indias. 59-1-8 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map

Photostatic reproduction of 1612 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**MapPhoto Spain AGI 59-1-8 (PrCt)**

---

**Mexico City (Mexico) - Maps - 1612 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles**

Mexico, regia et celebris Hispaniae novae civitas ... [Cologne: s.n., ca. 1620].

Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530 -- Du Pinet, Antoine, active 16th century -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 26 x 22 cm.

Derived from 1528 engraving by Benedetto Bordon and a 1564 woodcut by Antoine Du Pinet; see R.A. Skelton's Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.

Added title in uppercase lettering: Mexico.

On same sheet with: Cvsco, regni Perv in novo orb... (1530) -- Du Pinet, Antoine, active 16th century -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 26 x 22 cm.

Engraved map accompanied, on adjoining leaf, by letterpress key to map with references A-H, Y, J-T, V-Z, a-i, l-u, x-z, Aa-Hh, Yy, and Jj: Mapa de la ciudad de Mexico dividida en quarteles.

Oriented with north at left.


Duplicate copy of Mayorga's Ordenanza (without map): Ayer 652 .M39 1755

**Ayer 656.9 .M38 M61 1782 inside back cover (PrCt)**

---

**Mexico City (Mexico) - Maps - 1671 - Pictorial works**
**Nova Mexico**. [London: John Ogilby, 1671].

Authors: Ogilby, John, 1600-1676 -- Ogilby, John, 1600-1676. America : being the latest, and most accurate description of the New World ... (1671) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 view ; 28 x 54 cm.

Includes references 1-9 and A-D in bottom margin.

In: Ogilby, John. America : being the latest, and most accurate description of the New World ... (London: Printed by the author, 1671) following p. 242.

**VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O3 1671 following p. 242 (PrCt)**

---

**Mexico City (Mexico) - Maps - 1777 - Pictorial works**

Nuovo Messico . [Livorno : G.T. Masi, 1777].

Authors: Vanni, Violante, fl. 1763 -- Masi, G. T. -- Masi, G. T. Atlante dell' America, contenente le migliori carte geografiche ... (1777) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 view ; 18 x 25 cm.

In: Masi, G. T. Atlante dell' America, contenente le migliore carte geografiche ... (Livorno : Gio. Tommaso Masi, e Comp., 1777) pl. [16].

**VAULT folio Ayer 135 .A75 1777 pl. [16] (PrCt)**

---

**Mexico City (Mexico) - Maps - 1847 - Maps - 1847 - Mexican War, 1846-1848 - Maps**

Battles of Mexico : line of operations of the U.S. Army under the command of Major General

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Hardcastle, Lieutenant -- Turnbull, Wm. (William), 1800-1857 -- McClellan, George Brinton, 1826-1885 -- United States. Army. Corps of Engineers
1 map ; 61 x 73 cm.
'Surveyed by Maj. Turnbull, Capt. McClellan and Lieut. Hardcastle, Corps of Top. Engineers ; drawn by Lieut. Hardcastle.'
Scale ca. [1:15,680].
Relief shown by hachures.
'Page 303.'
Previously formed part of a map collection or composite atlas with binder's title: Miscellaneous maps of the U.S.; this collection was dispersed at some unknown date; the Newberry card catalog describes individual maps with collective call number G 1083 .575; location of these maps unknown (June 2007).
G 1083 .575 (NLO)

46211 Mexico City (Mexico) - Maps - 1860 - Pictorial works
Plaza mayor and cathedral, City of Mexico. [New York : Johnson & Browning, 1860].
Authors: Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884 -- Johnson & Browning -- Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884. Johnson's new illustrated (steel plate) family atlas ... (1860) 1 view ; 8 x 11 cm.
Running title, upper margin: United States of Mexio.
In: Johnson, Alvin Jewett. Johnson's new illustrated (steel plate) family atlas ... (New York : Johnson and Browning, 1860) page '51.
oversize G 10 .454 p. 51 (PrCt)

46212 Mexico City (Mexico) - Maps - 1932 - Pictorial maps-->>>Pictorial maps - Mexico City (Mexico) - 1932<--Pictorial maps
Authors: Edwards, Emily, 1888-1980 -- Compañía Mexicana de Luz y Fuerza Motriz -- Compañía de Tranvías de Mexico -- San Antonio Museum of Art -- Jordan, Floy Fontaine -- Cosentino, Delia
1 map : col. ; 71 x 52 cm.
Facsimile of original 1932 map with imprint "Publicado por la Compañía Mexicana de Luz y Fuerza Motriz, S.A. y por la Compañía de Tranvías de Mexico, S.A. 1932."
"Re-printed in commemoration of the inauguration of the Mexican Folk Art Gallery at the San Antonio Museum of Art through the generosity of Mrs. Floy Fontaine Jordan, November 2, 1986."
Aztec glyphs and arms in border.
Gift of Delia Cosentino, 2011.
map6F G4414.M6A5 1932 .E3 1986 (PrCt)

46213 Mexico City (Mexico) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Mexico City routes for entering and leaving. [Mexico City : Frances Toor Studios, 1938].
Authors: Mérida, Carlos, 1891-1984 -- Cervantes, A., active 1938 -- Toor, Frances, 1890-1956.
Frances Toor's motorist guide to Mexico (1938) -- Frances Toor Studios (Mexico City, Mexico) 1 map : col. ; 19 x 20 cm., on sheet folded to 21 x 10 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:72,900]
Coordinates: (W 99°15'02"--W 99°04'18"/N 19°27'59"--N 19°20'57")
In: Toor, Frances. Frances Toor's motorist guide to Mexico / maps and drawings by Carlos Merida and A. Cervantes (Mexico City : Frances Toor Studios, c1938), map 24.
F1209 .T65 1938 map 24 (PrCt)

46214 Mexico City (Mexico) - Maps - 1954 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Rejón Núñez, Manuel -- Editorial Flecha -- Libreria Patria
1 map : col. ; 61 x 45 cm., folded to 23 x 12 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:37,500].
Spanish and English.
Panel title.
Includes insets of Tlalpan and Xochimilco.
Title in bottom margin: Colonias y zonas postales de la ciudad de Mexico.
Indexes, ill., and "Plano del centro, puntos de interes" on verso.
Series: Guia Flecha.
map4F G4414 .M6P2 1954 .R4 (PrCt)

46215 Mexico City (Mexico) - Maps - 1960-1969 - Road maps<--Road maps
Plano de la ciudad de Mexico / preparado por "Editorial Flecha" ... ; ing. Manuel Rejon Nuñez. [Mexico City] : Editorial Flecha, [196?-].
Authors: Editorial Flecha -- Rejón Núñez, Manuel -- Cowley, Malcolm, 1898-1989 -- Flecha (Firm) -- SEE Editorial Flecha -- Nuñez, Manuel Rejón -- SEE Rejón Nuñez, Manuel
1 map : col. ; 93 x 63 cm. fold. to. 24 x 10 cm.
Panel title: Guia plano de la ciudad de Mexico = Guide map of Mexico City.
Includes street index.
Map on verso (21 x 39 cm.): Area central de la ciudad de Mexico : puntos de interes = Central area map of Mexico City.
Forms part of the Malcom Cowley papers (Newberry Library).
map4C G4414 .M6P2 1966- .F6 (PrCt)

46216 Mexico City (Mexico) - Maps - 1967 - Road maps<--Mexico City Region (Mexico) - Maps
Remote access to Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)
Información y guía de la ciudad de México: últimas colonias y delegaciones cercanas: con nuevo plano de la ciudad y plano del Distrito Federal, nuevo nombres de calles, números de casas, tranvías, camiones, etc. ... [Mexico City: Guía Roji s.a.,] Gral. Jose Moran 31, 1967. Authors: Guía Roji, s.a. -- Roji, J. Palacios -- Palacios Roji, J. SEE Palacios Roji, J. Palacios 1 atlas ([3], 277 p. : 10 folded maps) ; 19 x 9 cm. "36va edicion" -- front cover At head of title: 1967 Guia Roji Planos 1-10 printed back-to-back on 5 sheets (each 18 x 28 cm., folded to 18 x 7 cm.), and issued inside back cover of accompanying index. Planos 8 and 10 signed "J. Palacios Roji." Includes index. Gift 2010, Alice O. Morris, Wheaton, Ill.

Mexico City (Mexico) - Maps - 1987

Mexico City (Mexico) - Maps - 1994 - Road maps

Mexico City (Mexico) - Maps - Collections, 1500-1699
Planos de la ciudad de México 16C & 17C. Mexico : MexicoUNacAuton, 1990. Authors: Toussaint, Manuel de -- MexicoUNacAuton -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. ; 28 maps fr16thCongresoPlan&Habitacion Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (Pr Ct)
1 atlas (2 v.) : col. ill., col. maps ; 32 x 35 cm. Parallel title from text: Historical atlas of Mexico City Portion of Title Ciudad de México. Spanish with text also in English. Includes reduced reproductions of maps, plans, views, and prints variously dated ca. 1500-1929, with descriptive text on facing pages.
Ayer folio G1549.M6 L6 1996 (NLO)

Mexico City (Mexico) - Maps - Collections, 1587-1890<<>>America - Maps - Collections, 1587-1890<<>>Western Hemisphere - Maps - Collections, 1587-1890

temp map2F G3201.A 1984 .G8 (PrCt)

Mexico City (Mexico) - Pictorial works - 1519<<>>Mexico City (Mexico) - History - Pictorial works - 1519

oversize G 10 .454 p. 49 (PrCt)

Mexico City (Mexico) - Pictorial works - 1741<<>>New York (N.Y.) - Pictorial works - 1741<<>>Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.) - Pictorial works - 1741<<>>Québec (Québec) - Pictorial works - 1741

Mexico ; New York ; Fall of Niagara ; Quebec. [Amsterdam : Jean Cövens et Corneille Mortier, 1741?]. Authors: L’Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Covens et Mortier -- L’Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726. Atlas nouveau, contenant toutes les parties du monde ... [1741?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
4 views ; each 13 x 27 cm. or smaller on sheet 55 x 66 cm. In: L’Isle, Guillaume de. Atlas nouveau, contenant toutes les parties du monde ... (Amsterdam : J. Covens & C. Mortier, [1741?]) v. 2, pl. [50]
oversize Ayer 135 .L695 1741 v. 2, pl. [50] (PrCt)

Mexico City Region (Mexico) - Maps - 1847 - Fortification - Manuscripts<<>>Mexico City Region (Mexico) - Maps - 1863 - Fortification - Manuscripts<<>>Mexico City, Battle of, 1847 - Manuscripts<<>>Mexican War, 1846-1848 - Campaigns - Manuscripts<<>>Mexico - History - European Intervention, 1861-1867 - Manuscripts<<>>Manuscript maps

Carte de la défense de Mexico contre l'attaque du Major Général Scott en 1847 : pour servir à l'intelligence des operations militaires de l'armée française en 1863. 1863. Authors: Scott, Winfield, 1786-1866 -- Dépôt de la guerre (France) -- France. Armée -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 270 1 ms. map : hand col. ; 244 x 301 mm. Shows Mexican army lines in the Mexico City region as they appeared during September 1847, when U.S. general Winfield Scott captured the city. Possibly made by a military engineer for the Dépôt de la guerre in preparation for the French army occupation of the city in June 1863. Includes incomplete key to places in the city. Scale [ca. 1:127,000]. '5 milles.' Illegible writing in pencil above neat line in upper right, possibly including a personal name, ending 'Avril 1863.' On tracing paper pasted onto heavy paper sectioned into 4 pieces and backed by cloth. Title in 2 lines; first line through '1847' on backing paper; second line on tracing paper above neat line. Spine title: Carte de la defense de Mexico en 1847--MS. Relief shown pictorially and by shading. Pen-and-ink (black, red, blue), wash (grey), watercolor (blue), and pencil. Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 270. Ayer ms map proj 94
VAULT slipcase Ayer MS map 270 (NLO)

Mexico City Region (Mexico) - Maps - 1972 - Pictorial maps<<>>Distrito Federal (Mexico) - Maps - Maps - 1972 - Pictorial...
maps<Pictorial maps - Mexico City Region (Mexico) - 1972>Pictorial maps - Distrito Federal (Mexico) - 1972>Pictorial maps - Mexico
Authors: Rolland Brim, R. -- Mexico. Secretaría de Turismo
1 map : col. ; 91 x 68 cm. fold. to 20 x 15 cm.
Scale 1:330,000.
Relief shown pictorially.
Selected points of interest shown pictorially.
Includes notes, descriptive lists of points of interest, and col. ill.
map4C G4114.M6E635 1972 .B7 (PrCt)

46227 Mexico - Description and travel - 1930
Mexico - Maps - 1930 - Road maps<br>International Pacific Highway Expedition (1930) - Maps<br>Road maps
Back-tracking the conquistadores : motor caravan makes a long, long trail through Old Mexico, New Mexico, Arizona and California as part of a route to link two continents by highway ... / by Ernest McGaffey. [S.I. s.n.], 1932.
Authors: McGaffey, Ernest, b. 1861 -- New Mexico -- Automobile Club of Southern California -- International Pacific Highway Expedition (1930) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
p. 13-16 : ill., map ; 30 cm.
Panel title.
Running title: New Mexico
Apparently detached from serial publication; top margin dated "December, 1932."
Article: .
Includes B&W photos and map (9 x 9 cm.): Route of first International Pacific Highway Expedition of Automobile Club of Southern California, 1930.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 198.4C sheet 2 of 2 (PrCt)

46228 Mexico - Description and travel - 1955
Authors: Aeromexico -- Pan American World Airways, Inc. -- Aeronaves de Mexico SEE Aeromexico
1 leaflet (4-fold) : col. map, photos ; 24 x 10 cm.
"Aeronaves de Mexico, affiliated to Pan American World Airways."
Travel Vertical File G4411 .E635 1955 .A7 (PrCt)

46229 Mexico - Description and travel - 1966
Authors: American Airlines, inc. -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
48 p. : ill., 2 col. maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
"Pages 9-40 © 1966 by the H.M. Gousha Co., San Jose, Calif. ... All other pages copyright © 1966 by American Airlines, New York." -- p. 1
Page 48 includes untitled map of American Airlines routes in the U.S. and Mexico (11 x 20 cm.)
Cover art: color photos of Mexico, American Airlines logo
Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Company Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34, Range 7 (Jan. 2011).
folio Gousha atlas 1966 .D5 (PrCt)

46230 Mexico, Gulf of - Maps - 1600-1699 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<br>Caribbean Area - Maps - 1600-1699 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<br>West Indies - Maps - 1600-1699 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<br>Gulf of Mexico SEE Mexico, Gulf of [Portolan of Florida, Cuba and the Gulf of Mexico]. [19--].
Authors: Biblioteca Nacional (Spain). Min. of State -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 17th-century manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto Spain BN Min. of State (PrCt)

46231 Mexico, Gulf of - Maps - 1600-1699 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<br>West Indies - Maps - 1600-1699 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<br>Caribbean Area - Maps - 1600-1699 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<br>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles<br>Gulf of Mexico SEE Mexico, Gulf of [Portolan of Florida, Cuba and the Gulf of Mexico]. [19--].
Authors: Matus, Antonio de -- France. Service hydrographique. Archives. 140-1-30 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 17th-century manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France ASH 140-1-30 (PrCt)

46232 Mexico, Gulf of - Maps - 1647
Carta particolare della baia di Messico con la costa ... D'America carta VII. [1941].
Authors: Dudley, Robert, Sir, 1574-1649.
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Dell'arcano del mare -- Lucini, Antonio
Francesco, b. 1605 -- Onofri, Francesco --
William L. Clements Library -- Edward E. Ayer
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 48 x 76 cm. on 2 sheets.
Photostat (negative) of original issued in v. 3, bk.
6 of Sir Robert Dudley's Dell'arcano del mare
[Forceni, Itaiy?: F. Onofri?, 1646-1647?]; original
in the William L. Clements Library, Ann Arbor,
Michigan.
'AF: Lucini fece.'
Phillips 457 no. [105]
oversize Ayer 133 .C315 1647 1941 (NLO)

46233 Mexico, Gulf of - Maps - 1690-1699 -
Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>>La Salle, Robert
Cavelier, sieur de, 1643-1687 - Expedition,
1684<<>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
[French map detailing La Salle's expedition to the
Gulf coast]. [19--].
Authors: France. Service hydrographique.
Archives. 141-1-3 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map
Collection (Newberry Library) -- La Salle, Robert
Cavelier, sieur de, 1643-1687
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of ca. 169-? manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map
Collection (Newberry Library).

MapPhoto France ASH 141-1-3 (PrCt)

46234 Mexico, Gulf of - Maps - 1696 - Manuscripts -
Facsimiles<<>>Caribbean Area - Maps - 1696
- Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>>West Indies -
Maps - 1696 - Manuscripts -
Facsimiles<<>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
[Portolan on vellum of the Gulf of Mexico]. [19--].
Authors: France. Service hydrographique.
Archives. 141-1-4 -- Louis C.
Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1696 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map
Collection (Newberry Library).

MapPhoto France ASH 141-1-4 (PrCt)

46235 Mexico, Gulf of - Maps - 1700-1799 -
Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>>Caribbean Area -
Maps - 1700-1799 - Manuscripts -
Facsimiles<<>>West Indies - Maps -
1700-1799 - Manuscripts -
Facsimiles<<>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
[Coastal map of Cuba, and other West Indies
Islands and Florida]. [19--].
Authors: Biblioteca Nacional (Spain). Min. For.
Aff. -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 18th-century manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map
Collection (Newberry Library).

MapPhoto Spain BN Min. For. Aff. (PrCt)

46236 Mexico, Gulf of - Maps - 1700-1799 -
Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>>Caribbean Area -
Maps - 1700-1799 - Manuscripts -
Facsimiles<<>>West Indies -

46237 Mexico, Gulf of - Maps - 1700-1799 -
Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>>Caribbean Area -
Maps - 1700-1799 - Manuscripts -
Facsimiles<<>>West Indies - Maps -
1700-1799 - Manuscripts -
Facsimiles<<>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
[Portolan on vellum of the Gulf of Mexico]. [19--].
Authors: Instituto Hidrografico de la Marina
(Spain). S.H.M. 9a-2a,72 -- Louis C. Karpinski
Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 18th-century manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map
Collection (Newberry Library).

MapPhoto Spain S.H.M. 9a-2a,72 (PrCt)

46238 Mexico, Gulf of - Maps - 1703 - Nautical
charts<<>>Nautical charts - Mexico, Gulf of -
Maps - 1703<<>>Gulf Coast (U.S.) - Maps -
1703 - Nautical charts<<>>Nautical charts -
Gulf Coast (U.S.) - Maps - 1703<<>>Gulf Coast
(Mexico) - Maps - 1703 - Nautical
charts<<>>Nautical charts - Gulf Coast
(Mexico) - Maps - 1703<<>>Nautical charts
A Chart of the Bay of Mexico from Cape of
Florida to Cape Roxo. [London] : Jer. Seller and
Cha. Price, [1703].
Authors: Seller, Jeremiah -- Price, Charles, fl.
1700-1707 -- English Pilot. Part 4 (1703) --
Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 45 x 54 cm.
In: The Fourth part of the general English pilot.
Describing the ... east-coast of America : from
Greenland to the River Amazones ... (London :
Printed by I. Dawks, for Jer. Seller, and Cha.
Price at the Hermitage-Stairs in Wapping, 1703)
pl. [12].
Uniform title-supplied by cataloger): English
Pilot. Part 4 (1703)
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .E55 1690 [pt. 4], pl.
[12] (PrCt)

46239 Mexico, Gulf of - Maps - 1708 - Manuscripts -
Facsimiles<<>>Caribbean Area - Maps - 1708
- Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>>West Indies -

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Maps - 1708 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Descripción del Seno Mexicano Islas de Barlovento. [19--].
Authors: Caiz, Juan la, fl. 1708 -- France. Service hydrographique. Archives. 140-1-10 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1708 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France ASH 190-1-25 (PrCt)

Carta esférica contenan le Golfe du Mexique ... 1742. [19--].
Authors: France. Service hydrographique. Archives. 190-1-25 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1742 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France ASH 190-1-25 (PrCt)

Este geroglífico demuestra una parte Inrografica del seno Mexicano y Golfo de Honduras ... 1759. [19--].
Authors: Spain. Ministerio de la Guerra. J 9a-2a-a-4 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1759 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto Spain Guerra J 9a-2a-a-4 (PrCt)

Plano que manifiesta el diario de Dr. Franco Xavier de Winthuysen ... 1766. [19--].
Authors: Winthuysen, Franco Xavier de, fl. 1766 -- France. Service hydrographique. Archives. 118-0-60 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1766 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto Spain Guerra J 9a-2a-a-2 (PrCt)

Descripción. Plano que comprende las costas, ensenadas, puertas, barras y ríos, que desaguan al mar de las provincias de la Nueva Escocia ... Abril 21 de 1778. [19--].
Authors: Puente, Juan Jose Elixio de la -- Suavile, Juan de -- Biblioteca Nacional (Spain). Min. For. Aff. -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1778 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Variant or duplicate copy: MapPhoto Sp.Guerra J.9a-2a-a-2(1)
MapPhoto Spain BN Min. For. Aff. (PrCt)


1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 91 cm.

Title in top margin: Carte d'une partie de l'Amerique pour la navigation des isles et du golfe du Mexique avec l'interieur des terres depuis la Bermude jusqu'a Cayenne ; partie meridionale.

"Le sr. Dezauche est possesseur du fond géographique des srs. de L'Isle et Buache, et chargés de l'entrepôt général des cartes de la Marine."

Includes descriptive text: Observations de l'éditeur au sujet des mesures.

Scale [ca. 1:6,700,000]. Relief shown pictorially; depths shown by soundings.

Prime meridian: Ferro.

Includes descriptive text: Observations de l'éditeur au sujet des mesures.


Baskes oversize G1015 .L565 1801, [plate 34] (NLO)

46247 Mexico, Gulf of - Maps - 1797 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>>Caribbean Area - Maps - 1797 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>>West Indies - Maps - 1797 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>>MapPhoto Spain S.H.M. 9a-4a,80 (PrCt)


Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 19th-century manuscript.
Details British naval operations.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Map

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

46250 Mexico, Gulf of - Maps - 1803 - Nautical charts
Mobile Bay (Ala.) - Maps - 1803 - Nautical charts
Pensacola Bay (Fla.) - Maps - 1803 - Nautical charts
Nautical charts
Mexico, Gulf of - 1803
Nautical charts
Mobile Bay (Ala.) - 1803
Nautical charts
Pensacola Bay (Fla.) - 1803
Nautical charts
An Accurate chart of the coast of West Florida, and the coast of Louisiana; from Sawaney River on the west coast of East Florida to 94°20' west longitude, describing the entrance of the river Mississippi, bay of Mobile, Pensacola harbour &c. [London] : W. Faden, 1803.
1 map ; on 2 sheets each 57 x 156 cm. fold. to 21 cm. in slip case (25 cm.).
'Surveyed ... by George Gauld ... .' Scale: [ca. 1:316,861]; about 1 2/3 leagues to an inch.
Ayer 133.G26 1803 (NLO)

46251 Mexico, Gulf of - Maps - 1804 - Coasts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Map - Goose Creek to Vera Cruz regions of Mexico between 1804-1807.
[Map of the Gulf of Mexico coast showing river embouchures between the Tampico and Vera Cruz regions of Mexico between 1804-1807]. [between 1910 and 1920] .
Manuscript map. Ayer MS 1896 v. 26 map 1 ms. map ; 212 x 130 mm. on sheet 320 x 217 mm.
Tracing of 1804 manuscript at the Archivo General de Indias (Seville). Identifies 4 rivers, Punta Delgada, and Vera Cruz. Accompanies various official reports concerning Spanish colonial areas bordering the Gulf of Mexico, dated 1804-1807, with separate title page: Expediente sobre las colonias españolas de la Florida occidentale, Texas, etc., y de las relaciones de ellas con Luisiana y de los Estados Unidos. Forms part of: Transcripts of documents from the Archivo General de Indias: relating to the history of Mexico, Florida, Louisiana, and the Southwest between 1518 and 1817 (Ayer MS 1896 v. 26, between leaves 1-2).
Scale [ca. 1:2,250,000].

Dates derived from host collection.
Pen-and-ink and pencil.
Forms part of both the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection and the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library).
Ayer ms map proj 94
Ayer MS 1896 v. 26 map (NLO)

46252 Mexico, Gulf of - Maps - 1907 - Coasts
Mexico, & Texas / Engraved by Pwt. M. Collins, Co. K, 8 Inf. for History of ... [illegible]. [New York : s.n., 1907].
Authors: Collins, M., Pvt. -- Jarvis, Nathan S. An Army surgeon's notes of frontier service, 1833-48 (1906-1907) -- Journal of the Military Service Institution of the United States -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 9 x 13 cm.
Graff 2200 p. [2] (PrCt)

46253 Mexico - Historical geography - Maps - 1521
Mexico as it was in 1521. 1973.
Authors: Clavigero, Francesco Saverio, 1731-1787 -- English, William P. 1842-1918 -- Stevens, Hazard, 1842-1918.
1 map ; 36 x 53 cm. 75-18021
map2F G4411.S3 1973 E5 (PrCt)

46254 Mexico - Historical geography - Maps - 1540-1810 - Southern States - Historical geography - Maps - 1511-1821
Authors: Gerhard, Peter, 1920-- Wager, Bernhard -- Princeton University Press -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
xi, 213 p. : maps ; 26 cm.
Maps drawn by Bernhard Wagner.
Includes index.
ICN 80-47376 78-70295
Ayer F1231 .G42 (NLO)

Route, Vera Cruz to Mexico. [S.l. s.n., 1900].
Ayer ms map proj 94
Ayer MS 1896 v. 26 map (NLO)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Mexico - Historical geography - Maps - 1940 (Provisional Heading)

*Atlas historico geografico de Mexico*. Mexico, 1940.

Authors: Lopez Rosado, Diego G. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 51 maps ; 230 x 304 mm.
Phillips 18066

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)** (PrCt)

Mexico - Historical geography - Maps - 1982


1 atlas in 2 v. (562 maps, ill. (some col.)); 39 cm. + portfolio (36 sheets : col. ill., maps, plans ; 78 x 46 cm. folded to 46 x 41 cm.)

1a ed.’ [1st ed.]


Includes many color reproductions of early manuscript and printed maps and views.

Accompanied by portfolio of ‘Planos y mapas’ (36 sheets : col. ill., maps, plans ; 78 x 46 cm. folded to 46 x 41 cm.) issued in a case.

Includes bibliographies.

References: OCLC 9682623; Wolf 608; Fiat 204
LCCN 83-127320
ISBN 9688241563 (set) ; 9789688241561 (set) ; 9688241571 (v. 1) ; 9789688241578 (v. 1) ; 968824158X (v. 2) ; 9789688241585 (v. 2)

*Edward E. Ayer oversize F1226 .T47 1982 (NLO)*

Mexico - History - Conquest, 1519-1540


Authors: Amaya Topete, Jesús, b. 1889 -- Moreno Toscano, Alejandra, 1940- -- Siglo Veintiuno Editores
222 p. : maps ; 30 x 34 cm.
2d ed.

‘Culturasep.’

Bibliography: p. 221-222.

Series: Historia (Siglo Veintiuno Editores)

folio G1546.S1 A84 1984 (NLO)

Mexico - History - Revolution, 1910-1920

*Atlas historic d'exploration*.

*Western Hemisphere - Discovery and Exploration - Spanish*


Authors: Amaya Topete, Jesús, b. 1889 -- Fondo de Cultura Económica -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

Bibliography: p. 32.

Phillips 38015

*Ayer 135 A48 1958 (NLO)*

Mexico - Maps - Collections

*Mexico - Geography - Historical atlases*


1 atlas in 2 v. (562 maps, ill. (some col.)); 39 cm. + portfolio (36 sheets : col. ill., maps, plans ; 78 x 46 cm. folded to 46 x 41 cm.)

1a ed.’ [1st ed.]


Includes many color reproductions of early manuscript and printed maps and views.

Accompanied by portfolio of ‘Planos y mapas’ (36 sheets : col. ill., maps, plans ; 78 x 46 cm. folded to 46 x 41 cm.) issued in a case.

Includes bibliographies.

References: OCLC 9682623; Wolf 608; Fiat 204
LCCN 83-127320
ISBN 9688241563 (set) ; 9789688241561 (set) ; 9688241571 (v. 1) ; 9789688241578 (v. 1) ; 968824158X (v. 2) ; 9789688241585 (v. 2)

*Edward E. Ayer oversize F1226 .T47 1982 (NLO)*

Mexico - Maps - 1982


Authors: Ruiz Naufal, Víctor M. -- Brown Villalba, Cecilia -- Gálvez Medrano, Arturo -- Celis Salgado, Lourdes -- Messmacher, Miguel -- Zertuche Munoz, F. -- Instituto Mexicano del Seguro Social -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas in 2 v. (562 maps, ill. (some col.)); 39 cm. + portfolio (36 sheets : col. ill., maps, plans ; 78 x 46 cm. folded to 46 x 41 cm.)

1a ed.’ [1st ed.]


Accompanied by ‘Planos y mapas’ (36 sheets : col. ill., maps, plans ; 78 x 46 cm. folded to 46 x 41 cm.) issued in a case.

Includes bibliographies.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).

Wolf 608
Fiat 204
LCCN 83-127320
OCLC 9682623
ISBN 9688241563 (set) ; 9789688241561 (set) ; 9688241571 (v. 1) ; 9789688241578 (v. 1) ; 968824158X (v. 2) ; 9789688241585 (v. 2)

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)** (PrCt)

Mexico - Maps - 1913


1 atlas in 2 v. (562 maps, ill. (some col.)); 39 cm. + portfolio (36 sheets : col. ill., maps, plans ; 78 x 46 cm. folded to 46 x 41 cm.)

1a ed.’ [1st ed.]


Includes many color reproductions of early manuscript and printed maps and views.

Accompanied by portfolio of ‘Planos y mapas’ (36 sheets : col. ill., maps, plans ; 78 x 46 cm. folded to 46 x 41 cm.) issued in a case.

Includes bibliographies.

References: OCLC 9682623; Wolf 608; Fiat 204
LCCN 83-127320
ISBN 9688241563 (set) ; 9789688241561 (set) ; 9688241571 (v. 1) ; 9789688241578 (v. 1) ; 968824158X (v. 2) ; 9789688241585 (v. 2)

*Edward E. Ayer oversize F1226 .T47 1982 (NLO)*

Woodcuts - Maps - 1625

Indians of Mexico - Maps - Woodcuts


Authors: Codex Mendoza -- Bodleian Library. Mss. (Selden angl. 31-34) -- Purchas, Samuel, 1577?-1626 -- Purchas, Samuel, 1577?-1626. Purchas his pilgrimes (1625) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : woodcut ; 26 x 14 cm. on sheet 32 x 21 cm.


Title from letterpress above map.

A redrawing of the "title page" of the Codex Mendoza, at one time the property of Samuel Purchas, and now in the Bodleian Library, Oxford.


Vault Ayer 110 .P9 1625, v. 3, p. 1068 (PrCt)


Ayer 655.51 .C8 1770, between p. 328-329 (NLO)


Title supplied by cataloger.

Engraved facsimile of 1541 manuscript previously in possession of the heirs of Hernan Cortés in Mexico City, but now lost; cf. Wagner. Summarizes Spanish colonial knowledge of California as a peninsula (not an island). Derived from Castillo's work as a ship's pilot during two exploring expeditions commissioned by Cortés and led by Hernando de Alarcón and Francisco de Ulloa between 1538-1540; cf. Wagner. "Este mapa esta sacado de el original que para en el Estado de el Marques de el Valle [Hernan Cortés]. En el alto pone una ciudad que entonces o por relaciones se creo cierta y la llamaron Quivira. En la desembocadura del Rio Colorado enel Golfo de Californias pone dos rios el uno le llama de Buena Guia, y puede ser el Colorado el otro de Miraflores, ipuede ser el Gila que incorporados en una Madre entren en el Seno de Californias."

Scale [ca. 1:12,700,000]

Coordinates: (W 118°--W 93°/N 37°--N 15°)

In: Cortés, Hernán. Historia de Nueva-España, escrita por su esclarecido conquistador Hernan Cortes, aumentada con otros documentos, y notas, por el ilustrissimo Señor Don Francisco Antonio Lorenzana, arzobispo de Mexico (México : en la Imprenta del Superior Gobierno, del Dr. D. Joseph de Hogal en la Calle de Tiburcio, 1770), between p. 328-329.


Ayer 655.51 .C8 1770, between p. 328-329 (NLO)


Croquis de la répartition des fondations conventuelles vers 1570 [en Mexique]. Paris : [Institut d'ethnologie], 1933.

Authors: Ricard, Robert -- Ricard, Robert. La 'Conquête spirituelle' du Mexique. Essai sur l'apostolat et les méthodes missionnaires des ordres mendiant en Nouvelle-Espagne de 1523-24 à 1572 (1933) -- Institut d'ethnologie (Museé de l'homme) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 34 x 41 cm., folded to 25 x 18 cm. 'D'apres Robert Ricard : La 'Conquête spirituelle' du Mexique.'

Historical map identifying Franciscan, Dominican,
and Augustinian missions.
Ayer 657.6 .R48 1933 following p. 391 (PrCt)

46268
Mexico - Maps - 1579-1588
---Michoacán de Ocampo (Mexico) - Maps - 1579-1588
---Guerrero (Mexico : State) - Maps - 1579-1588
---Distrito Federal (Mexico) - Maps - 1579-1588
---Mexico, Valley of (Mexico) - Maps - 1579-1588
Hispaniae novae siveae magna, recens et vera descriptio. 1579. [Antwerp : Christophe Plantin, 1579 [i.e. 1588].
1 map : hand col. ; 33 x 49 cm.
Covers latter-day states of Michoacán, Guerrero and Distrito Federal in west central Mexico.
In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatro de la tierra universal (Antwerp : Christophe Plantin, 1588), [plate 6].
Printed no. 6 and Spanish letterpress text on verso beginning: Nvevo España. Esta prouincia sue sujetada ....
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1588, [plate 7] (PrCt)

46269
Mexico - Maps - 1579-1606
---Michoacán de Ocampo (Mexico) - Maps - 1579-1606
---Guerrero (Mexico : State) - Maps - 1579-1606
---Distrito Federal (Mexico) - Maps - 1579-1606
---Mexico, Valley of (Mexico) - Maps - 1579-1606
Hispaniae novae siveae magna, recens et vera descriptio. 1579. [London : J. Norton, 1606], [plate 7].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1606, [plate 7] (PrCt)

46270
Mexico - Maps - 1585 - Harbors - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
---Drake, Francis, Sir, 1540?-1596 - Voyage, 1585-1586 - Manuscript maps
Manuscript maps - Facsimiles [Mapa de los puertos que visito Drake en la costa de Nueva Espana 1585]. [19-].
Authors: Archivo General de Indias. 145-7-7 -- Drake, Francis, Sir, 1540?-1596 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1585 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Map
Photo Spain AGI 145-7-7 (PrCt)

46271
Mexico - Maps - 1655
Hispania nova. [London? s.n., 1655?].
Authors: Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1603 -- Hondius, Jodocus, 1563-1612 -- Gage, Thomas, 1603?-1656. A New survey of the West-India's ... (1655) -- Cotes, E. -- Sweeting, John, d. 1661 -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 13 x 18 cm.
Anonymous map without imprint.
Covers much of central Mexico.
In: Gage, Thomas. A New survey of the West-India's: or, The English American his travail by sea and land; containing a journal of three thousand and three hundred miles within the main land of America (London : Printed by E. Cotes, and sold by John Sweeting, 1655), between p. 68-69.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library. Previously published in Gerhard Mercator and Jodocus Hondius's Atlas minor Gerardi Mercatoris (Arnhem, [1607]); see VAULT Ayer 135.M5 1607.
Digital image of a hand colored copy available on Leen Helmink's Antique Maps and Atlases website (accessed July 2010): http://www.helmink.com/Antique_Map_Mercator_Hondius_Mexico/Antique_Map_Mercator_Hondius_Mexico.jpg
folio Graff 1471, between p. 68-69 (PrCt)

46272
Mexico - Maps - 1656
---Central America - Maps - 1656
Mexique, ou Nouvelle Espagne, Nouvile. Gallice, lucatan &c. : et autres provinces jusques...
1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 54 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:7,500,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
References: K.S. Kapp, Printed maps of Central America, 10; W. Lowery, Lowery collection, p. 147

Baskes oversize G1015 .A77 1798 [plate 2], [plate 50] (NLO)

46275 Mexico - Maps - 1671<<<>>Central America - Maps - 1671
1 map ; 28 x 34 cm.
In: Ogilby, John. America : being the latest, and most accurate description of the New World ... (1671) following p. 238.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O3 1671 following p. 238 (PrCt)

46276 Mexico - Maps - 1692-1697
Parte della Nuova Spagna, ó del Mexico díou sono le provincie di Guadalaiara, Xalisco, Mecocan, e Mexico. [Venice, 1692-1697].
Authors: Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718 -- Nolin, Jean Baptiste, 1648-1708 -- Dona, Niccolò
1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 61 cm.
Probably detached from an edition of Coronelli, Vincenzo, Corso geografico universale (Venice, 1692-1697).
Covers Mexico's central states.
Scale [ca. 1:2,075,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
Prime meridian: [Rome].
'Dedicata all’ illmo. eccmo. Sig. Nicolò Dona ... dal Pre. Mro. Coronelli.'
A note says Coronelli's maps are also available in Paris from 'Gio. Batta. Nolin.'
Greenlee
ICN73
map4F 4530 (PrCt)

46277 Mexico - Maps - 1700-1799 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<<>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Plano de una gran parte del reyno de Nueva España, coordinado y levantado por las mejores noticias y marchas adquiridas y ejecutadas por el teniente de fragata de la armada nacional, Don Manuel Gonzalez de la Vega, durante la insurreccion que tubó destino en el exercito de reserva. [19--].
Authors: Gonzales de la Vega, Manuel -- British Library. Add. Ms. 17653 b -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 18th-century manuscript covering northern and central Mexico.
MapPhoto England BL Add. Ms. 17653 b (PrCt)

[Map of Mexico and the southwestern U.S.]. [19--].
Authors: Spain. Ministerio de la Guerra. LM
MapPhoto Spain Guerra LM 8a-1a-a,46 (PrCt)

46279 Mexico - Maps - 1701 Central America - Maps - 1701
Mexico, or new Spain divided into the audience of Guadalayara, Mexico, and Guatimala, Florida. [London : T. Child, 1701].
Authors: Moll, Herman, -1732 -- Child, Timothy
Moll, Herman, -1732. A System of geography -- or, A new & accurate description of the earth 1701

46280 Mexico - Maps - 1710 Manuscripts - Facsimiles Baja California (Mexico : Peninsula) - Maps - 1710 Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Nuevo Reyno de la Nueva Navara con sus confinantes otros reynos 1710. [19--].
Authors: Bibliothèque nationale (France). Ge DD 2987-8881 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map Photostatic reproduction of 1710 manuscript showing the northern states. Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library). MapPhoto France BN Ge DD 2987-8881 (PrCt)

46283 Mexico - Maps - 1720 California as an island - Maps - 1720
La Californie ou Nouvelle Caroline : teatro de los trabajos, Apostolcos de la Compa. e Jesus en la America Septe. Paris : [N. de Fer], 1720.
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Francis Roux-Devillas (Firm) -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)

46282 Mexico - Maps - 1720 California as an island - Maps - 1720
La Californie ou Nouvelle Caroline : teatro de los trabajos, Apostolcos de la Compa. e Jesus en la America Septe. Paris : [N. de Fer], 1720.
Authors: Ferr, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Francis Roux-Devillas (Firm) -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)

References: LC Luso-Hispanic World, 552

MapPhoto Spain AGI 62-1-14 (PrCt)

Mexico - Maps - 1747 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

Mexican desde la Cuidad de Queretaro ... / por Don Joseph de Escandón. [Mexico : s.n., 1874?].

Authors: Escandón, José de, 1700-1770 -- Archivo General de la Nación (Mexico).

Manuscript map -- México. Comisión Pesquisidora de la Frontera del Norte. Informe de la Comisión Pesquisidora de la Frontera del Norte al ejecutivo de la unión sobre depredaciones de los indios y otros males que sufren la frontera mexicana (1874) -- Díaz de León y White (Firm : Mexico City, Mexico) -- Archivo General de Indias -- Guajardo, Gabrio -- G., G. -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col., mounted on cloth ; 72 x 54 cm., folded to 23 x 14 cm.

Redrawn and printed facsimile of ca. 1747 manuscript held by the Archivo General de la Nación (Mexico).

'Concuerda fielmente ... con su original ... en este Archivo General y Público de la Nación.'

'Segunda clase. Para el bienio de mil ochocientos setenta y dos y setenta y tres. Cincuenta centavos. Tercero.'

In: México. Comisión Pesquisidora de la Frontera del Norte. Informe de la Comisión Pesquisidora de la Frontera del Norte al ejecutivo de la unión sobre depredaciones de los indios y otros males que sufren la frontera mexicana (México : Imp. de Díaz de León y White, 1874).

Covers northeastern Mexico, including the provinces Nuevo Santander, Coahuila, Nuevo León, San Luis Potosí, Querétaro, and parts of Texas.

Identifies Indian settlements and missions. Relief shown pictorially.

Map handstamped with initials of previous owner: G. G.

Title page inscription: Gabrio [?] Guajardo.

For photostatic reproduction of a ms. variant of this map (held by the Archivo General de Indias, Sevilla) see Newberry Library MapPhoto Spain AGI 62-1-14


References: LC Luso-Hispanic World, 552; Torres Lanzas, Pedro. Relación descriptiva de los mapas, planos, & de México y Floridas existentes en el Archivo General de Indias (Sevilla, 1900) v. 1: 162,119-120

folio Ayer 655.53 .M37 1874 opposite title page (PrCt)

Mexico - Maps - 1747 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

Manuscripts

Mexican desde la Cuidad de Queretaro ... / por Don Joseph de Escandón. [Mexico : s.n., 1874?].

Authors: Escandón, José de, 1700-1770 -- Archivo General de la Nación (Mexico).

Manuscript map -- México. Comisión Pesquisidora de la Frontera del Norte. Informe de la Comisión Pesquisidora de la Frontera del Norte al ejecutivo de la unión sobre depredaciones de los indios y otros males que sufren la frontera mexicana (1874) -- Díaz de León y White (Firm : Mexico City, Mexico) -- Archivo General de Indias -- Guajardo, Gabrio -- G., G. -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col., mounted on cloth ; 72 x 54 cm., folded to 23 x 14 cm.

Redrawn and printed facsimile of ca. 1747 manuscript held by the Archivo General de la Nación (Mexico).

'Concuerda fielmente ... con su original ... en este Archivo General y Público de la Nación.'

'Segunda clase. Para el bienio de mil ochocientos setenta y dos y setenta y tres. Cincuenta centavos. Tercero.'

In: México. Comisión Pesquisidora de la Frontera del Norte. Informe de la Comisión Pesquisidora de la Frontera del Norte al ejecutivo de la unión sobre depredaciones de los indios y otros males que sufren la frontera mexicana (México : Imp. de Díaz de León y White, 1874), at end.

Covers northeastern Mexico, including the provinces Nuevo Santander, Coahuila, Nuevo León, San Luis Potosí, Querétaro, and parts of Texas.

Identifies Indian settlements and missions. Relief shown pictorially.

Verso handstamped with initials of previous owner (Gabrio [?] Guajardo): G. G.

For photostatic reproduction of a ms. variant of this map (held by the Archivo General de Indias, Sevilla) see Newberry Library MapPhoto Spain AGI 62-1-14


References: LC Luso-Hispanic World, 552; Torres Lanzas, Pedro. Relación descriptiva de los mapas, planos, & de México y Floridas existentes en el Archivo General de Indias (Sevilla, 1900) v. 1: 162,119-120

folio Ayer 655.53 .M37 1874 opposite title page (PrCt)
existente en el Archivo General de Indias
(Sevilla, 1900) v. 1: 162.119-120
folio Ayer 655.53 .M37 1874 [map 1 of 3 at end] (PrCt)

46286 Mexico - Maps - 1747<<>>Central America - Maps -
1747<<>>Southern States - Maps -
1747<<>>Southwest, New - Maps -
1747<<>>Galapagos Islands - Maps - 1747
A New & accurate map of Mexico or New Spain,
together with California, New Mexico, &c. London : W. Innys et al, 1747.
Authors: Bowen, Emanuel, -1767 -- Cowley, William Ambrosia -- Innys, William, d. 1756 --
Bowen, Emanuel, -1767. A Complete system of
graphy ... (1747) 1 map ; 36 x 43 cm. + text on verso.
Facsimile of 1747 original published in Bowen's
Complete atlas.
Inset: The Gallapagos Islands.
map2F G4410 1747 .B6 1972 (PrCt)

46287 Mexico - Maps - 1747<<>>Central America - Maps -
1747<<>>Southern States - Maps -
1747<<>>Southwest, New - Maps -
1747<<>>Galapagos Islands - Maps - 1747
A New & accurate map of Mexico or New Spain,
together with California, New Mexico, &c. London : W. Innys et al, 1747.
Authors: Bowen, Emanuel, -1767 -- Cowley, William Ambrosia -- Innys, William, d. 1756 --
Bowen, Emanuel, -1767. A Complete system of
graphy ... (1747) 1 map ; 34 x 40 cm.
In: Bowen, Emanuel. A Complete system of
graphy : being a description of ... the known
world (London : Printed for William Innys, etc.,
1747) v. 2, pl. [54].
Inset: The Gallapagos Islands discovered &
described by Capt. Cowley in 1684.
Case oversize G114 .B68 1747 v. 2, pl. 54
(PrCt)

46288 Mexico - Maps - 1752<<>>Central America - Maps -
1752<<>>Southern States - Maps -
1752<<>>Southwest, New - Maps -
1752<<>>Galapagos Islands - Maps - 1752
A New & accurate map of Mexico or New Spain,
together with California, New Mexico &c. [London : Bowen?, 1752].
Authors: Bowen, Emanuel, -1767 -- Cowley, William Ambrosia -- Edward E. Ayer Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 34 x 42 cm. fold. to 24 cm.
'Drawn from the best modern maps & charts &
regulated by astron. observns. by Eman:
Bowen.'
Listed as map no. 56 in his Complete atlas or
distinct view of the known world, London, 1752.
Scale [ca. 1:10,000,000]. 'English & French
leagues, 20 to a degree'
Coordinates: (W 120°--W 79°/N 36°--N 4°)
Relief shown pictorially.
Prime meridian: London.
Inset: The Gallapagos Islands discovered &
described by Capt. Cowley in 1684.
Phillips 614.
Ayer 133 .B78 1752 (NLO)

46289 Mexico - Maps - 1759<<>>Mexico - History -
Conquest, 1519-1540 - Maps -
1759<<>>Mexico - Historical geography -
Maps - 1759<<>>Cortés, Hernán,
1485-1547<<>>Historical atlases
Histoire de la conquéte du Mexique, ou de la
Nouvelle Espagne par Fernand Cortez / traduit
de l'espagnol de Dom Antoine de Solis, par
l'auteur du Triumvirat. A Paris : Par la
Compagnie des libraires, 1759.
Authors: Solís, Antonio de, 1610-1686 -- Broê, S.
de, seigneur de Citry et de La Guette, 17th cent. --
Cortés, Hernán, 1485-1547 -- Compagnie des
libraires (Paris, France) -- De Botteiller, fl. 1779 --
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
of plates (some folded)) : 15 ill., 6 maps (2
folded) ; 17 cm.
6e éd.
Uniform title: Historia de la conquista de México.
French. 1759
Translation of: Historia de la conquista de
Mexico, poplacion, y progressos de la America
Septentrional, conocida por la nombre de Nueva
España.
Translated by S. de Broê, seigneur de Citry et de
La Guette.
Title vignette; initials; head- and tail-pieces.
Includes index.
Former owner's inscription: De Botteiller 1779.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
References: Palua y Dulcet (2nd ed.), 318681;
Sabin, 86480
LC Card Number:15017565
Baskes F1230 .S614 1759 (NLO)

46290 Mexico - Maps - 1765<<>>Central America - Maps -
1765<<>>Caribbean Area - Maps -
1765<<>>West Indies - Maps - 1765
Kaart van de onderkoningschappen van Mexico
en Nieuw Granada in de Spaansche West-Indien.
Amsterdam : by Isaak Tirion, MDCCLXV [1765].
Authors: Tirion, Isaak -- Tirion, Isaak. Nieuwe en
beknopte hand-atlas ... (1748 [i.e. 1769?]) --
Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 29 x 47 cm.
Verso numbered "N 101" in manuscript.
In: Tirion, Isaak. Nieuwe en beknopte hand-atlas ...
(Amsterdam : Isaak Tirion, 1744 [i.e. 1769?]),
plate [98].
oversize Ayer 135 .T55 1744, plate [98] (PrCt)

46291 Mexico - Maps - 1769<<>>New Spain - Maps -
1769<<>>Cortés, Hernán, 1485-1547 - Travel -
Maps - 1769<<>>Nueva España SEE New

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Mexico - Maps - 1779 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

"Descrpcion que comprende parte del obispado de Mexico y obispado de Puebla, comprendidos entre los paralelos de 18 gs. 40 mis. de latitud... y manifiesta los caminos desde Vera Cruz, por Xalapa y por Cordova, a Puebla y a Mexico: dedicada al Marques de Sonora. [19-]."

Authors: Santini, P. Atlas universel... dedica... [Venice] : P. Santini ; 1779.

1 map : hand col. ; 43 x 56 cm.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .S4 1807, v. 2, no. 49 (PrCt)

Mexico - Maps - 1780 - Maps - Southwestern States - Maps - 1780

"Partie méridionale, de l'ancien Mexique ou de la Nouv[elle Espagne] / par Mr. d'Anville. À Venise [Venice] : P. Santin ; chez Mr. Remondini, 1779.

Authors: Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d',...[1697-1782 -- Santini, P. -- Remondini, Giuseppe...]

1 map : hand col. ; 43 x 56 cm.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .S4 1807, v. 2, no. 49 (PrCt)
1 map ; 20 x 32 cm.
"Liv. VI. et X." -- At upper left.
"No. 28." -- At upper right.
Forms part of the William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library).
Greenlee 4891 .B71 1780 [map 29] (PrCt)

46298 Mexico - Maps - 1788<><><>Southern States - Maps - 1788<><><>Florida - Maps - 1788
L'Ancien et le Nouveau Méxique, avec la Floride et la basse Louisiane. Partie occidentale ... [Paris : Hôtel de Thou, 1788?].
1 map ; 34 x 23 cm. fold. to 26 cm.
Added title: Ancien et le nouveau Méxique ... Partie occidentale.
Scale [ca. 1:11,088,000]; about 175 English statute miles to an inch.
Ayer 133 .B71 1788b (NLO)

46299 Mexico - Maps - 1788<><><>Southern States - Maps - 1788<><><>Florida - Maps - 1788
L'Ancien et le nouveau Méxique, avec la Floride et la basse Louisiane. Partie orientale ... [Paris : Hôtel de Thou, 1788?].
1 map ; 34 x 22 cm. fold. to 26 cm.
Added title: Ancien et le nouveau Méxique ... Partie orientals.
Scale [ca. 1:11,088,000]; about 175 English statute miles to an inch.
Ayer 133 .B71 1788 (NLO)

46300 Mexico - Maps - 1790 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<><><>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Mapa geografico del territorio que comprende la audiencia de Guadalajara, reyno de la Nueva Galicia, por Don Antonio Forcada y la Plaza, ensayador por S.M. de la real caxa de Guadalaxara, año 1790 ... [19--].
Authors: Forcada y la Plaza, Antonio -- British Library. Add. Ms. 17651 h -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1790 manuscript; covers west central Mexico.
MapPhoto England BL Add. Ms. 17651 h (PrCt)

Carta esferica que comprende el trozo de costa entre el puerto de Acapulco y el surgidero de Sonsonate ultimamente. 1794.
Authors: Pantoja y Arriaga, Juan -- Rico y Sinobas, Manuel, 1821-1898 -- Meléndez y Bruna, Salvador -- Activo (Ship) -- Spain. Marina -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS 1135 map 1 1 ms. map ; 561 x 940 mm.
Possibly compiled by ship's pilot Juan Pantoja y Arriaga.
Removed from manuscript journal chronicling the 1794 Spanish naval expedition commanded by Salvador Meléndez y Bruna: Diario del viaje al puerto del Realejo para reconocer y levantar planos del traso de costa compreheudo, entre el puerto de Acapulco y el surgidero de Sonsonate (Ayer MS 1135).
Pacific coastal chart showing area south from Acapulco (Mexico) to Guatemala and the Punta de Los Remedios in western El Salvador. Identifies harbors, bays, rivers, sand banks, and anchorages, and tracks the Activo's daily route between March and May.
Scale [ca. 1:1,110,000].
Prime meridians: San Blas, Mexico and Cadiz, Spain.
Handstamped in lower right: Coleccion de D. Ml. Rico y Sinobas. 13.
Pen-and-ink and wash; folded and bound inside front cover.
Forms part of both the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection and the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library).
Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 251
Ayer ms map proj 97 VAULT drawer Ayer MS 1135 map 1 (NLO)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Facsimiles>>Central America - Maps - 1796
- Manuscripts - Facsimiles>>Manuscript
maps - Facsimiles
Descripción geográfica de una gran parte del
reyno de nueva España que contiene la costa del
mar Pacifico desde la raya de Acapulco à la de
Guatemala ... Mexico, 1796. [19--].
Authors: British Library. Add. Ms. 17658 a --
Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1796 manuscript;
covers central and southern Mexico and Central
America.
MapPhoto England BL Add. Ms. 17658 (PrCt)

46303
Mexico - Maps - 1800 - Indians - Land
tenure>>Mexico - Historical geography -
Maps - 1800 - Indians - Land
tenure>>Indians - Mexico - Maps - Land
tenure - History - 1800>>Mexico - Historical
geography - Maps - 1800 - Indians>>Indians
- Mexico - Historical geography - Maps -
1800>>Historical atlases>>Indians of
Mexico - Maps
Atlas ilustrado de los pueblos de indios : Nueva
España, 1800 / Dorothy Tanck de Estrada ;
mapas de Jorge Luis Miranda García y Dorothy
Tanck de Estrada ; con la colaboración de Tania
Lilia Chávez Soto. [México?] : El Colegio de
México ; El Colegio Mexiquense, 2005.
Authors: Tanck Estrada, Dorothy -- Miranda
García, Jorge Luis -- Chávez Soto, Tania Lilia --
Mexico. Comisión Nacional para el Desarrollo de
los Pueblos Indígenas -- Fomento Cultural
Baname -- Colegio de México -- Colegio
Mexiquense -- Edward E. Ayer Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 atlas (269 p.) : col. ill., 111 col. maps ; 31 cm. +
1 CD-ROM (4 3/4 in.)
1. ed.
"Comisión Nacional para el Desarrollo de los
Pueblos Indígenas, Fomento Cultural Banamex."
System requirements for accompanying
CD-ROM are not given.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 262-266)
and index.
Scale varies.
ISBN 9681211979 ; 9789681211974
Ayer folio G1546.S1 T3 2005 (NLO)

46304
Mexico - Maps - 1802>>Central America -
Maps - 1802
Spanish dominions in North America. [London] :
Cadell and Davies [et al], 1802 [i.e. 1807].
Authors: Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826 --
Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Lowry, fl.
1802-1807 -- Cadell & Davies -- Pinkerton, John,
1758-1826. Modern geography ... (1807)
1 map ; 20 x 25 cm.
Arrowsmith direxit.'
'From various authorities.'
'Published March 1st, 1802 .... '.
In: Pinkerton, John. Modern geography, a
description of the empires, kingdoms, states, and
colonies ... (London : T. Cadell and W. Davies ;
Longman, Hurst, Rees, and Orme, 1807), 'Vol.
III. page 135.
folio G 11.693 v. 3, opp. p. [135] (PrCt)

46305
Mexico - Maps - 1804>>Central America -
Maps - 1804
Spanish Dominions in North America.
Authors: Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 --
Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823. A New and
elegant general atlas comprising all the new
discoveries, to the present time ... (1804) -- John
Conrad & Co. -- Edward E. Ayer Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map ; 20 x 25 cm.
In: Arrowsmith, Aaron. A New and elegant
general atlas comprising all the new discoveries,
to the present time ... (Philadelphia etc.] : J.
Conrad & Co. [and others], 1804) pl. 56.
Ayer 135 A65 1804 pl. 56 (PrCt)

46306
Mexico - Maps - 1804>>Southwestern
States - Maps - 1804
A Map of New Spain from 16° to 38° north
latitude : reduced from the large map drawn from
astronomical observations at Mexico in the year
1804 by Alexandre de Humboldt, and
comprehending the whole of the information
contained in the original map, except the heights
of the mountains. [London] : Longman, Hurst,
Rees, Orme, and Brown, [1814].
Authors: Humboldt, Alexander von, 1769
Macpherson, Alexander, active 1809-1820 --
Macpherson, Alexander, active 1809-1820 --
Cooper -- Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme, and
Brown -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry
Library)
1 map ; 41 x 28 cm.
Detached from his Political essay on the kingdom
of New Spain (London, 1814), vol. 1, front. [Ayer
656.4 H9 1814, v. 1]
Scale ca. 1:7,300,000.
'Alex. Macpherson, del.; Cooper, sculp.'
map2F G4410 1804 .H8 (PrCt)

46307
Mexico - Maps - 1807-1811 - Trails>>New
Mexico - Maps - 1807-1811 - Trails>>Mexico
- Maps - 1807-1811 - Road maps>>New
Mexico - Maps - 1807-1811 - Road
maps>>Trails - Mexico - Maps -
1807-1811<<Trail maps - New Mexico - Maps -
1807-1811<<Road maps - Strip maps
Carte de la route qui mène depuis la capitale de
la Nouvelle Espagne jusqu'à S. F. du Nouveau
Mexique / dressé sur les Journaux de Don Pedro
de Rivera et en partie sur les observations
atromoniques de Mr. de Humboldt ; dessiné et
redigé par F. Friesen, à Berlin 1807 ; gravé par
Barriere, et l'ecriture par L. Aubert, directeur du
dit ouvrage. Berlin [i.e Paris : F. Schoell], 1807
[i.e. 1811].
Authors: Rivera, Pedro de, 1664-?1744 --
... Mexico, 1796. [19--].
Authors: British Library. Add. Ms. 17658 a --
Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1796 manuscript;
covers central and southern Mexico and Central
America.
MapPhoto England BL Add. Ms. 17658 (PrCt)
1 strip map in 3 sections ; 99 x 12 cm., on sheet 76 x 55 cm.
"Toutes les hauteurs barométrique de Mr. de Humboldt ont été calculées par Mr. Oltmanns d'apre la formule barométrique de Mr. Laplace en employant le coefficient de Mr. Ramond."
Scale and orientation varies.
Approximate coordinates: (W 105°57'27"--W 99°06'52"/N 35°41'58"--N 19°25'11")
Printed in three vertical sections from one copperplate onto one sheet with engraved plate numbers 8, 7, and 6 (left to right).
Section titles: Route de Chihuahua à Santa Fe. 8 -- Route de Durango à Chihuahua. 7 --Route de Mexico à Durango. 6.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copies: Case oversize G 98 .425 Pt. 3 Atlas -- Baskes oversize G1545 .H8 1811
References: Wheat, Mapping the Transmississippi West, v. 1, p. 253, no. 274

Case oversize G 98 .425 Pt. 3 Atlas, pl. [7] (PrCt)

A New map of Mexico and adjacent provinces compiled from original documents. 1810 [i.e. 1816?]
1 map : hand col. ; 126 x 155 cm. on 2 sheets
In: Faden, William [and others]. [General atlas of modern geography : a collection of large scale maps and charts of all parts of the world]
[(London, etc. : W. Faden, etc., 1775-1816)] v. 2, pl. [45-46].
Versos handstamped '32'
Imprint on map: Published by A. Arrowsmith ... London ... October 5th, 1810.
Insets: Valley of Mexico, from Humboldt's map -- Acapulco -- Veracruz.

oversize Ayer 135 .G32 1775 v. 2, pl. [45-46] (PrCt)

46310 Mexico - Maps - 1810<--Texas (U.S.) - Maps - 1810<--Mexico, Valley of (Mexico) - Maps - 1810<--Veracruz (Veracruz-Llave, Mexico) - Maps - 1810<--Acapulco (Mexico) - Maps - 1810
A New map of Mexico and adjacent provinces.
London : A. Arrowsmith, 1810.
Authors: Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map on 4 sheets; 129 x 158 cm., on sheets 65 x 80 cm., folded in slipcase 35 cm.
Insets: Valley of Mexico, from Mr. Humboldt's map -- Vera Cruz -- Acapulco.
Shows mines and civil and military installations.
Relief shown by hachures.

**Mexico - Maps - 1811**

*Carte du Mexique et des pays limitrophes ... 1811.*

Authors: Humboldt, Alexander von, 1769-1859 -- Poisson, J. B. (Jean Baptiste), 1760-1831 -- Aubert, L. -- Schoell, Frédéric, 1766-1833 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map
Engraved plate no. 2.

**Case oversize G 98 .425 Pt. 3 Atlas, pl. [12] (PrCt)**

**Mexico - Maps - 1811 - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc.**

*Tableau physique de la pente Occidentale du plateau de la Nouvelle Espagne, (Chemin de Mexico à Veracruz par Puebla et Xalapa,) ... [Paris : F. Schoell, 1811].*

Atlas géographique et physique du royaume de la Nouvelle-Espagne (1811)
1 profile : hand col.; on sheet 55 x 84 cm.
'Dessiné par Wittich d’après une esquisse de Mr. Humbold 1807. Gravé par Bouquet. Les Echelles et l'Écriture gravées par l'Aubert.'
Profile dated 1803 ... 1807.
Engraved plate no. '13.'
Duplicate copies: folio Graff 2009 -- Baskes oversize G1545 .H8 1811

**Case oversize G 98 .425 Pt. 3 Atlas, pl. [12] (PrCt)**

**Mexico - Maps - 1811 - Cartography - Mexico - History - 1811 - Map accuracy**

*Carte des fausses positions de Mexico, Acapulco, Veracruz et du Pic d'Orizaba. [Paris : F. Schoell, 1811].*

Authors: Humboldt, Alexander von, 1769-1859 -- Aubert, L. -- Schoell, Frédéric, 1766-1833 -- Humboldt, Alexander von, 1769-1859.
Atlas géographique et physique du royaume de la Nouvelle-Espagne (1811)
1 map ; 18 x 31 cm.
'Dessiné par A. de Humboldt à Mexico 1804. Terminé par Wittich et Friesen 1807. Gravé par Bouquet. Les Echelles et l'Ecriture gravées par Aubert.'
Map dated 1804.
Engraved plate no. '10.'
Duplicate copies: folio Graff 2009 -- Baskes oversize G1545 .H8 1811

**Case oversize G 98 .425 Pt. 3 Atlas, pl. [9] (PrCt)**

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Mexico - Maps - 1811

Central America - Maps - 1811

Spanish dominions in North America, middle part. London: Cadell & Davies [et al], 1811 [i.e. 1815].

Authors: Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826 -- Hebert, Lewis, fl. 1809-1838 -- Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Cadell & Davies -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826. A Modern atlas : from the latest and best authorities ... (1815) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 68 cm.

Drawn under the direction of Mr. Pinkerton by L. Hebert.

Running title in upper margin: Pinkerton's modern atlas.

Covers region between 12-26° N.


Case oversize Ayer 135 .P6 1815 pl. [44] (PrCt)

Mexico - Maps - 1811 - Road maps

Carte réduite de la route d'Acapulco à Mexico ... [Paris : F. Schoell, 1811].


1 atlas ([2], 4 p., [19] leaves of plates (some folded)) : maps, geological sections, views, ill. (some col.) ; 60 cm.


"De l'imprimerie de J.H. Stôme."

Most maps dated between 1803-1809.


This copy previously cataloged as Ayer 656.4 H9 1811 Atlas.


LC Card Number: 80675114
Accession no. Ayer 581


”De l'imprimerie de J.H. Stône.”

Most maps dated between 1803-1809. Issued to accompany: Humboldt, Alexander von. Essai politique sur le royaume de la Nouvelle-Espagne, 2 v., 1811-1812, which is pt. 3 of the Voyage de Humboldt et Bonpland, 35 v., Paris: F. Schoell [and others], 1805-1834


LC Card Number: 80675114


Case oversize G 98 .425 Pt. 3 Atlas, pl. [3] (PrCt)

'Dessiné d'après l'esquisse de Mr. de Humboldt par F. Friesen, à Berlin 1807. Le Plan gravé par Barrière et l'Écriture par L. Aubert, directeur du dit ouv. à Paris. de l'Imprimerie de Langlois.'
Covers the Veracruz and Mexico City regions. Map dated 1807.
Engraved plate no. 9.
Duplicate copies: folio Graff 2009 -- Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1817

Case oversize G 98 .425 Pt. 3 Atlas, pl. [8] (PrCt)

46323

Mexico - Maps - 1814-1834>>>South America - Maps - 1814-1834
1 atlas (2 p. l., 3 p. : 27 maps) ; 63 cm.
Imperfect; contains only 17 of the 30 plates listed in the table of maps, but includes 10 additional. The plates are numbered 3, 5-14, 22, 2 of no. 23 (Carte de l'île de Cuba, tirage de 1820, 1826) 24-27, 31-39.
One of the two atlases to accompany pt. 1 of 'Voyage de Humboldt et Bonpland' which has title: Voyage aux régions équinoxiales du nouveau continent.
Loose plates in portfolio.
Phillips 2726.
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 1267.

oversize Ayer 124 .G38 H8 1814 Pt. 1 Atlas (NLO)

46324

Mexico - Maps - 1814>>>Southwestern States - Maps - 1814
Authors: Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1817?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 60 cm.
Printed paste-on label 'No. 58' at upper left.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Digital image of another copy available on the David Rumsey Map Collection website (accessed Feb. 2010):
http://www.davidrumsey.com/luna/servlet/detail/RUMSEY-8-1-28384~1120813

Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1817, map 58 (NLO)

46325

Mexico - Maps - 1814>>>Southwestern States - Maps - 1814
Authors: Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1821?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 60 cm.
In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (Edinburgh ; London ; Dublin : John Thomson and Company ; Baldwin, Craddock, and Joy ; John Cumming, 1817, [i.e. 1821?]) map 58. Printed paste-on label 'No. 58' on verso.

oversize Ayer 135 .T4 1817 map 58 (PrCt)

46326

Mexico - Maps - 1815>>>Mexico, Valley of (Mexico) - Maps - 1815>>>Mexico City Region (Mexico) - Maps - 1815>>>Acapulco (Mexico) - Maps - 1815>>>Veracruz (Veracruz-Llave, Mexico) - Maps - 1815
A New map of Mexico and adjacent provinces. London : G. Smeeton, 1815.
1 map : col. ; 126 x 154 cm. on 4 sheets

oversize Ayer 135 .A65 1816 pl. 8-11 (PrCt)

46327

Mexico - Maps - 1818>>>Central America - Maps - 1818
Spanish dominions in North America : middle part / drawn under the direction of Mr. Pinkerton by L. Hebert ; Neele sculpt. 352 Strand. Philada. [Philadelphia] : Published by Dobson, [1818].
Authors: Hebert, Lewis, fl. 1809-1838 -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826 -- Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Dobson, Thomas, 1751-1823 -- Thomas Dobson and Son -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826. A Modern atlas : from the latest and best authorities exhibiting the various divisions of the world ... (1818) 1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 68 cm.
Running title: Pinkerton's modern atlas
In: Pinkerton, John. A Modern atlas : from the latest and best authorities exhibiting the various divisions of the world ... (Philadelphia : Thomas Dobson & Son, 1818), plate [43]
46328  Mexico - Maps - 1821 - Administrative and political divisions - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1821 - Administrative and political divisions - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

Proyecto de plan de nueva demarcacion del Virreynato de Mexico. [19-].

Authors: Rongel, Pablo -- Archivo General de Indias. 99-7-15 (2) -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
2 maps
Photostatic reproduction of 1821 manuscripts.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

MapPhoto Spain AGI 99-7-15 (PrCt)

46329  Mexico - Maps - 1822


1 map : hand col. ; 38 x 36 cm.

Engraved title within neatline.
Added letterpress title in uppercase and oversize lettering, top margin: Geographical, statistical, and historical map of Mexico
In: H.C. Carey and I. Lea (Firm). A Complete historical, chronological, and geographical American atlas ... (Philadelphia : H.C. Carey and I. Lea, 1822), [map 33].
"No. 38." -- In letterpress at upper right.
Forms part of the William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library).

oversize Greenlee 4891 .C27 1822 [map 33] (PrCt)

46330  Mexico - Maps - 1822

Southwestern States - Maps - 1822

Spanish North America / Hewitt, sculp.


Authors: Hewitt, N. R. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1822?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 60 cm.

In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (Edinburgh ; London ; Dublin : Printed by G. Ramsay and Co. for J. Thomson and Co. ; Baldwin, Cradock and Joy ; John Cumming, 1821 [i.e. 1822?]), v. 2, map 58.

Engraved 'No. 58' at upper right.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1821, v. 2, map 58 (NLO)

46331  Mexico - Maps - 1823

Southwestern States - Maps - 1823


Authors: Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Hall, Sidney -- Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823. A New general atlas constructed from the latest authorities ... (1823) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 19 x 24 cm.

In: Arrowsmith, Aaron. A New general atlas constructed from the latest authorities ... Exhibiting the boundaries and divisions, also the chains of mountains and other geographical features of all the known countries in the world (Edinburgh ; London : A. Constable & Co., 1823), pl. 51.
folio Ayer 135 .A65 1823 pl. 51 (PrCt)

46332  Mexico - Maps - 1825

Central America - Maps - 1825

Caribbean Area - Maps - 1825

West Indies - Maps - 1825

West Indies. [Philadelphia ; New York etc.]

Samuel F. Bradford and Murray, Fairman and Co., Peter A. Mesier etc., 1825?]

1 map ; 24 x 40 cm.

Harrison sc.t.'


Ayer 135 .R29 plate [40] (PrCt)

46333  Mexico - Maps - 1826

Mexico. Philadelphia : A. Finley, [1826].

Authors: Finley, A. (Anthony) -- Young & Delleker -- Finley, A. (Anthony). A New general atlas, comprising a complete set of maps, representing the grand divisions of the globe ... (1826)
1 map ; hand col. ; 21 x 28 cm.

In: Finley, Anthony. A New general atlas, comprising a complete set of maps, representing the grand divisions of the globe ... (Philadelphia : A. Finley, 1826) pl. 31.

case folio G1019 .F5 1826 pl. 31 (PrCt)

46334  Mexico - Maps - 1827

Southwestern States - Maps - 1827


For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

1 map : hand col. ; 37 x 36 cm.
Engraved title within neatline.
Added letterpress title in uppercase and oversize lettering, top margin: Geographical, statistical, and historical map of Mexico
In: H.C. Carey and I. Lea (Firm). A Complete historical, chronological, and geographical American atlas ... (Philadelphia ; London ; Leipzig ; Paris ; H.C. Carey & I. Lea ; John Miller ; Bossange Freres, 1827) pl. [33]. Sheet "No. 38."

oversize Ayer 135 .C268 1827 pl. 33 (PrCt)

46338

Mexico - Maps - 1832<<>>West (U.S.) - Maps - 1832<<>>Mexico, Valley of (Mexico) - Maps - 1832
Authors: Arrowsmith, John, 1790-1873 -- Arrowsmith, John, 1790-1873. The London atlas of universal geography ... [1837] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 59 cm.
Inset (21 x 20 cm.): Mexico showing its connection with the ports of Acapulco, Vera Cruz & Tampico.
Engraved no. "44" at lower right.
In: Arrowsmith, John. [The London atlas of universal geography : exhibiting the physical & political divisions of the various countries of the world, constructed from original materials] [London : J. Arrowsmith, 1837], map 44.

Baskes oversize G1019 .A778 1837, map 44 (NLO)

46339

Mexico - Maps - 1833
Authors: Young & Delleker -- Finley, A. (Anthony) -- Finley, A. (Anthony). A New general atlas ... (1833) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 21 x 28 cm.
In: Finley, Anthony. A New general atlas : comprising a complete set of maps, representing the grand divisions of the globe ... (Philadelphia : Anthony Finley, 1833), plate 32.
Sheet corner numbered 32.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1019 .F5 1833, plate 32 (PrCt)

46340

Mexico - Maps - 1834<<>>Central America - Maps - 1834<<>>Mexico, Valley of (Mexico) - Maps - 1834
Mexico & Guatemala. [Philadelphia : Carey & Hart, 1845].
Authors: Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Carey & Hart -- Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858. A New universal atlas ... (1845)
1 map : hand col. ; 38 x 35 cm.
'Entered according to act of Congress in the year 1834 by H. S. Tanner ...'.
Insets (9 x 14 cm. and 11 x 9 cm.): Guatemala -- Valley of Mexico.
In: Tanner, Henry Schenck. A New universal atlas ... (Philadelphia : Carey & Hart, 1845) map 36."

Case oversize G1019 .T2 1845 map 36 (PrCt)

46341

Messico, America Centrale, ed Antille / G. Russo
Mexico - Maps - 1840<<>>Central America - Maps - 1840<<>>Guatemala - Maps - 1840
Mexico and Guatemala. [Naples: Luigi Galanti?], 1836.
Authors: Russo, Giosuè, 1781-1840 -- Russo, Vincenzo, fl. 1834-1836 -- Russo, Luigi, fl. 1834-1836 -- Galanti, Luigi. Atlante di geografia moderna ... (1834-1836 [i.e. 1847?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 31 x 41 cm.
In: Galanti, Luigi. Atlante di geografia moderna :
in 30 carte (Naples: [Luigi Galanti], 1834-1836 [i.e. 1847?]), plate 28
Engraved no. 28 at upper right.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1019 .G23 1836, plate 28 (PrCt)

Mexico - Maps - 1840<<>>Central America - Maps - 1840<<>>West (U.S.) - Maps - 1840
Mexico and Guatemala. [Naples: Luigi Galanti?], 1840.
Authors: Starling, Thomas -- Bull and Churton -- Bull, Mr., fl. ca. 1840 -- Starling, Thomas. The Royal cabinet atlas ... [ca. 1840]
1 map : hand col. ; 8 x 14 cm.
In: Starling, Thomas. The Royal cabinet atlas ...
(London: Bull and Churton, [ca. 1840]) 'Pl. LXXXVI' [i.e. 45].

map3C 5 map [45] (PrCt)

Mexico - Maps - 1840<<>>Caribbean Area - Maps - 1841<<>>West Indies - Maps - 1841
Mexico, Guatemala, and the West Indies. [Boston: J. W. Wilkins & R. B. Carter, 1841?].
Authors: Bradford, T. G. (Thomas Gamaliel), 1802-1887 -- Bradford, T. G. (Thomas Gamaliel), 1802-1887. A Comprehensive atlas ... (1835, [i.e. 1841?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 19 x 25 cm.

folio Ayer 135 .B75 1835 pl. 27, p. 68 (PrCt)

Mexico - Maps - 1841<<>>Southwestern

States - Maps - 1841<<>>Texas - Maps - 1841
Mexico & Texas / drawn & engraved by J. Archer, Pentonville, London. [London: Grattan & Gilbert, 1841?].
Authors: Archer, Joshua, fl. 1833-1866 -- Grattan & Gilbert -- Mudie, Robert, 1777-1842. Gilbert's modern atlas of the earth ... (1841) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 22 x 27 cm.
Publisher's imprint obscured by gutter binding. Running title at bottom left: Gilbert's modern atlas
In: Mudie, Robert. Gilbert's modern atlas of the earth ... (London: Grattan and Gilbert, [1841?]), [plate 47].

Baskes folio G1019 .M83 1841, [plate 47] (PrCt)

Mexico - Maps - 1842<<>>West (U.S.) - Maps - 1842
Central America. II. Including Texas, California and the northern states of Mexico. London : Chapman and Hall, 1842 [i.e.1844].
1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 39 cm.
Continued on adjacent sheet: Central America. I. Including Yucatan, Belize, Guatemala, Salvador, Honduras, Nicaragua and the southern states of Mexico.

oversize Ayer 135 .S67 1844 v. 2, pl. [147] (PrCt)

Mexico - Maps - 1845<<>>Texas - Maps - 1845
Nouvelle carte du Mexique, du Texas et d'une partie des états limitrophes ... Paris : [Ch. Picquet?], 1845.
Authors: Brué, Adrien Hubert, 1786-1879 -- Picquet, Charles -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 91 x 59 cm. fold. to 22 cm.
'Par A.H. Brué ... Revue et augmentée par Ch. Picquet ...'
'Publiée en 1834; revue en 1837, 1839, 1840, 1845.'
Scale: 1:4,752,000.
Insets: Détails des environs de Mexico et de la Vera-Cruz; complément de la carte donnant le Yucatan et une partie des provinces unies de l'Amérique Centrale.

Ayer 133 .B88 1845 (NLO)

Mexico - Maps - 1845<<>>Texas - Maps - 1845
Mexico. [New York : H.S. Tanner, 1845].
Authors: Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 --

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858. A New general atlas, comprising a complete set of maps ... (1845)
1 map: hand col.; 21 x 27 cm.
Inset (11 x 19 cm.): Texas.
In: Tanner, Henry Schenck. A New general atlas, comprising a complete set of maps ... (New York: Tanner's Geographical Establishment, 1845) map '30'.

46351
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

46349
Mexico - Maps - 1846
Mexico, Valley of (Mexico) - Maps - 1846
Authors: Disturnell, John, 1801-1877 -- Howes, Wright -- Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 76 x 103 cm. fold. in cloth covers 15 x 10 cm.
'Revised edition.'
Cover title: Mexico.
Inset (13 x 32 cm.): Carta de los caminos &c. desde Vera Cruz y Alvarado a Mejico.
Sixth edition according to Lawrence Martin, A la carte, p. 214.
Statistics inside front cover (detached).
Condition: map very fine, covers have suffered water damage, map detached.
Forms part of the Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library).
map3C G4410 1846 .D5 (PrCt)

46350
Mexico - Maps - 1846
Southwestern States - Maps - 1846
Mexico, Valley of (Mexico) - Maps - 1846
A Map of the United States of Mexico : as organized and defined by the several acts of the Congress of that Republic, constructed from a great variety of printed and manuscript documents. New York: H. S. Tanner, 1846.
Authors: Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 58 x 74 cm. fold. in cloth covers 15 x 10 cm.
'Third edition, 1846.'
'Entered according to Act of Congress, in the year 1846, by H.S. Tanner, in the Clerk's Office of the District Court for the Southern District of New York.'
Cover title: Tanner's travelling map of Mexico.
Scale [ca. 1:5,069,000]. About 82 miles per inch.
Coordinates: (W 45°/N 41°). Relief shown by hachures.
Shows Cross Timbers, Austin's Grant, Austin's Colony, and DeWitt's Colony.
Includes 'Statistical table' and 'Table of distances.'
Prime meridian: Washington.
Duplicate copy: Map3C G4410 1846 .T3 (PrCt)
Ayer 133 .T16 1846m (NLO)

46352
Mexico - Maps - 1846
Southwestern States - Maps - 1846
Texas - Maps - 1846
Monterrey, Battle of, Monterrey, Mexico, 1846 - Maps - Mexican War, 1846-1848 - Maps - Southwestern States
SEE ALSO Southwest, New Map of Mexico : including Yucatan & Upper California, exhibiting the chief cities and towns, the principal travelling routes &c. Philadelphia : S. Augustus Mitchell, 1846.
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 43 x 63 cm.
Includes text and inset: The late battlefield [Monterrey, Mexico]. Scale [ca. 1:30,000].
Shows locations of some battlefields in U.S. War with Mexico.
'Entered according to the Act of Congress in the... (1845)
year 1846 by S. Augustus Mitchell, in the Clerk's office of the District Court of the Eastern District of Pennsylvania.'

Scale [ca. 1:7,300,000]

Coordinates: (W 125°--W 86°/N 42°--N 15°).


46354 Mexico - Maps - 1846<>>>Yucatán Peninsula - Maps - 1846

Map of Mexico including Yucatan. [Philadelphia]: Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co., 1846. Authors: Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co. -- Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co. Description of the republic of Mexico ... (1846) -- Edward E. Ayer Art Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 20 x 26 cm. "Entered according to Act of Congress, in the year 1846, by Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co. in ... the eastern district of Pennsylvania." Scale [ca. 1:12,400,000]. Coordinates: (W 118°00'00"--W 86°00'00"/N 36°30'00"--N 15°00'00") Insets (5 x 7 cm. and 7 x 7 cm.): Fields of Palo Alto and Resaca de La Palma. See p. 73 -- Valley of Mexico including the Federal District. Detached from: Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co. Description of the republic of Mexico, including its physical and moral features, geography, agriculture, products, manufactures, etc. (Philadelphia : Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co., 1846), inside front cover [Ayer 133 .D445 1846]. In poor condition; separated along folds into three pieces.

46355 Mexico - Maps - 1847<>>>Central America - Maps - 1847<>>>Guatemala - Maps - 1847<>>>Mexico, Valley of (Mexico) - Maps - 1847


46356 Mexico - Maps - 1847<>>>Mexico, Valley of (Mexico) - Maps - 1847<>>>Veracruz (Veracruz-Llave, Mexico) - Maps - 1847 - Harbors<>>>Vera Cruz (Mexico : City) SEE Veracruz (Veracruz-Llave, Mexico) A Map of the United States of Mexico, as organized and defined by the several acts of congress of that republic, constructed from a great variety of printed and manuscript documents. New York : H. S. Tanner, 1847, c1846. Authors: Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Howes, Wright -- Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 58 x 74 cm. fold. in cloth covers 16 x 10 cm. 'Fifth edition, 1847.' Cover title: Tanner's travelling map of Mexico. Insets: Map of the roads &c. from Vera Cruz & Alvarado to Mexico (12 x 34 cm.) -- Harbor of Vera Cruz (8 x 10 cm.) Includes dates of battles. Condition: very good. Forms part of the Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library). Gift 1976. Wright Howes.

map3C G4410 1847 .T3 (PrCl)

46357 Mexico - Maps - 1847<>>>Monterrey, Battle of, Monterrey, Mexico, 1846 - Maps<>>>Mexico, Valley of (Mexico) - Maps - 1847<>>>Mexican War, 1846-1848 - Maps<>>>Mexico, Valley of (Mexico) - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1847<>>>Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. - Mexico, Valley of (Mexico) - 1847

Map of Mexico, including Yucatan & Upper California ... Philadelphia : S. Augustus Mitchell, 1847. Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Burroughs, H. N. -- Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868. A New universal atlas containing maps of the various empires, kingdoms, states, and republics of the world ... (Philadelphia : S. Augustus Mitchell, 1847) pl. [36]. Printed plate no. '36' lined out and replaced with manuscript '37'. oversize G 10 .579 pl. [37] (PrCl)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Mexico - Maps - 1847

46358

Mexico - Maps - 1847
Southwest, New - Maps - 1847
Wall maps - Mexico. Treaties, etc. United States, 1848 Feb. 2.
United States - Boundaries - Mexico - History - Mexico - Boundaries - United States
Foreword by Francis P. Farquhar.
Uniform title: Treaties, etc. United States, 1848 Feb. 2
Contents: Border controversy -- Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo -- The protocol of Queretaro -- The Disturnell Map -- Contest over the port of San Diego.
The Treaty and the Protocol of Queretaro in Spanish and English on facing pages.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [77]-79).
Accompanying facsimile of Mapa de los Estados Unidos de Méjico (originally published New York : John Disturnell, 1847) issued in cover with title: The Disturnell map of the United States and Mexico.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copy: folio Ayer 155.5 .M36 U5 1949
References: Magee, D. Grabhorn Press, 1940-1956, 475
Baskes folio E408 .M49 1949 (NLO)

46360

Mexico - Maps - 1847
Southwest, New - Maps - 1847
Mexican War, 1846-1848 - Maps
Mapa de los Estados Unidos de Méjico : según lo organizado y definido por las varias actas del
Authors: Disturnell, John, 1801-1877 -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 77 x 106 cm.
Rev. ed.
Issued folded inside binding (28 cm.) labelled:
Map of the Republic of Mexico.
Relief shown by hachures.
Prime meridian: Washington, D.C.
Insets: Carta de los caminos &c. desde Vera Cruz y Alvarado a Méjico. [Scale 1:1,267,200] -- Map showing the battlegrounds of the 8th and the 9th, May 1846 by J.H. Eaton 3d. Iny. -- Plan of Monterey and its environs -- Chart of the Bay of Vera Cruz, drawn by order of V. Admiral Baudin -- Tampico and its environs.
Includes illustration, 2 'Tablas de distancias', Profile of the route between Mexico and Vera Cruz, and Profile of the route between Mexico and Acapulco.
Inside cover: Statistics of the Republic of Mexico. Shows the roads, trails and railroads.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Exhibited at the Newberry Library as part of Mapping Manifest Destiny : Chicago and the American West (November 3, 2007-February 16, 2008).
VAULT drawer Graff 1092 (NLO)

46361 Mexico - Maps - 1848 - Fortification
Mapa de la frontera de la República Mexicana con los Estados Unidos del Norte : en el que se expresa la situación que debe darse a las nuevas colonias militares. [Mexico City] : Litog. de Cumplido, 1848.
Authors: Mexico. Ministerio de Guerra y Marina. Colonias militares. Proyecto para su establecimiento en las fronteras de oriente y occidente de la República (1848) -- Cumplido, I. -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 21 x 41 cm., folded to 28 x 21 cm. In Mexico. Ministerio de Guerra y Marina. Colonias militares. Proyecto para su establecimiento en las fronteras de oriente y occidente de la República (México : Imprenta de I. Cumplido, 1848) following p. [4]
Printed plate 'No. 1.'
Reproduced with commentary on the Newberry Library website (accessed Aug. 2007); Rios-Bustamante, Antonio. Cartography of the Mexico-United States Frontier. Virtual slide set no. 21, image no. 6. Chicago: Hermon Dunlap Smith Center for the History of Cartography, 1997:

LC Card Number: 01016838

46362 Mexico - Maps - 1848<<<Southwest, New - Maps - 1848<<<Mexican War, 1846-1848 - Maps
Authors: Disturnell, John, 1801-1877 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 72 x 104 cm.
Rev. ed.
Issued folded to 15 x 10 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:4,500,000
Coordinates: (W 49°–E 5°/N 40°–N 13°).
Prime meridian : Washington.
Relief shown by hachures and spot heights.
Area covered includes the southwestern part of the present United States.
Insets: Tabla de distancias - Tabla estadistica - Carta de los caminos &c. desde Vera Cruz y Alvarado a Méjico - Profile of the route between Mexico and Vera Cruz - Profile of the route between [sic] Mexico and Acapulco - Map showing the battle grounds of the 8th and 9th May 1846 - Chart of the bay of Vera Cruz - Tampico and its environs - Plan of Monterey and its environs - Map of the Battleground Feb. 22 and 23, 1847.
Ayer p133 .D61 1848 (NLO)

New universal atlas ... (1852) 1 map : hand col. ; 28 x 35 cm. Entered according to act of Congress in ... 1850 by Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co. ...'. Later edition of map previously published by S.A. Mitchell.
Insets (9 x 14 cm. and 11 x 9 cm.): Guatemala -- Valley of Mexico.
In: Mitchell, S. Augustus. New universal atlas ... (Philadelphia : Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co., 1852) pl. '38.
oversize G1019 .N49 1852 pl. 38 (PrCt)

46364 Mexico - Maps - 1851<<<Mexican War, 1846-1848 - Maps<<<Monterey, Battle of, 1846 - Maps
Map of Mexico, including Yucatan & Upper California, exhibiting the chief cities and towns, the principal travelling routes &c. 1998.
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Derby & Miller -- Michael D. Heaston Company

1 map
1998 facsimile. Facsimile of 1851 map detached from Michael D. Heaston, Catalog 28 'Rare Americana', Austin, TX, [1998] opp. t.p. Catalog no. 190: 'This issue produced after the first copyright of 1847. Paper label pasted over the S. Augustus imprint is that of Darby & Miller, Auburn, New York.'
Inset: The Late battlefield [at Monterey].

temp map4F G4410 1851 .M5 1998 (PrCt)

46365 Mexico - Maps - 1851<<>>Southwestern States - Maps - 1851<<>>Uxmal Site (Mexico) - Pictorial works - 1851
Authors: Rapkin, J. -- Tallis, John, 1817-1876 -- J. & F. Tallis (Firm) -- Warren, H., fl. 1851 -- Rogers, J., fl. 1851 -- Martin, Robert Montgomery, 1803?-1868. Tallis's illustrated atlas, and modern history of the world ... (1851) 1 map : hand col. ; 22 x 30 cm.
Inset views (9 x 14 cm. and smaller): Ruins at Uxmal, Yucatan -- Gold washing -- Mexican peasantry.
In: Martin, Robert Montgomery. Tallis's illustrated atlas, and modern history of the world ... (London ; New York : J. Tallis, 1851) pl. [67].
folio G1019 .M197 1851 pl. [67] (PrCt)

46366 Mexico - Maps - 1853
Authors: Lowry, Joseph Wilson, 1803-1879 -- Harper & Brothers -- Chapman and Hall -- Lowry, Joseph Wilson, 1803-1879. Lowry's Universal atlas constructed and engraved from the most recent authorities (1853) 1 map : col. ; 21 x 28 cm.
In: Lowry, Joseph Wilson. Lowry's Universal atlas constructed and engraves from the most recent authorities (New York : Harper and Brothers, 1853) pl. [61].
Printed plate nos. 'B' and '94.
folio G 10 .525 pl. [61] (PrCt)

46367 Mexico - Maps - 1855<<>>Tehuantepec, Isthmus of (Mexico) - Maps - 1855
Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's atlas of the world ... (1855-1856) 1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 28 cm.
In: Colton, George Woolworth. Colton's atlas of the world : illustrating physical and political geography (New York ; London : J.H. Colton ; Trübner, 1855-1856) v. 1, pl. [49]. Inset map, 10 x 7 cm.: Isthmus of Tehuantepec. Printed plate 'No. 54.' Map copyrighted 1854.
oversize G 10 .185 v.1, pl. 49 (PrCt)

Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's general atlas ... (1857) 1 map : hand col. ; 28 x 36 cm.
In: Colton, George Woolworth. Colton's general atlas : containing one hundred and seventy steel plate maps and plans, on one hundred imperial folio sheets (New York ; London : J.H. Colton ; Trübner, 1857), pl. [51]. Inset map, 10 x 7 cm.: Isthmus of Tehuantepec. Printed plate 'No. 56.' Map copyrighted 1854.
oversize G 10 .188 pl. 51 (PrCt)

Map of the United States and their territories between the Mississippi and the Pacific Ocean ... 1857.
Authors: Emory, William H. (William Hemsley), 1811-1887 -- United States. Congress. Senate 1 map ; 52 x 58 cm.
Also covers northern Mexico.
Wheat 916 568, 569, and 575.
map4F G4050 1857 .E4 (PrCt)

Authors: García Cubas, Antonio, 1832-1912 -- Fernández de Lara, J. M. (José Mariano) -- Auvergne, H., Colonel -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 atlas ([6], 4, [2], 18 p., [31] folded leaves of

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
plates) : ill. (some col.), 30 folded maps (some col.) ; 57 cm. 
Publisher's cloth binding with gold stamped title: 
Atlas de la República mexicana 
Maps accompanied by text. 
Contents: Noticia cronológica de los reyes anteriores a la conquista 
Carta general de la República Mexicana -- Carta general de la República Mexicana [reduced] -- 
Sonora -- Chihuahua -- Coahuila -- Nuevo Puebla 
-- Veracruz -- Guerrero -- Oaxaca -- Chiapas 
Tabasco o -- Yucatán -- Baja California -- Sierra 
Gorda -- Colima -- Tlaxcala -- Tehuantepec -- 
Territorios de Sierragorda é isla del Cármen -- 
Cuadro histórico-geoglífico de la peregrinación 
de las tribus Aztecas -- Cuadro 
histórico-geoglífico de la peregrinación de las 
tribus Aztecas que poblaron el valle de México. 
Leon -- Tamaulipas -- San Luis Potosí -- 
Zacatecas -- Aguascalientes -- Durango -- 
Sinaloa -- Jalisco -- Guanajuato -- Michoacán -- 
Querétaro -- México -- Valle de México. 
Final two plates refer to mss. Codex Boturini and 
Mapa de Sigüenza. 
"Three hundred copies printed." --Sabin 26554. 
Duplicate copy: Baskes oversize G1545 .G3 
1858 
References : Phillips 2683; Palau y Dulcet 98721; 
Sabin 26554 
Ayer oversize G1545 .G3 1858 (NLO) 

46372 
Mexico - Maps - 1859<<>>Tehuantepec, 
Isthmus of (Mexico) - Maps - 1859 
Mexico. New York : J.H. Colton and Company, 
1859. 
Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 
1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George 
Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth 
(George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's atlas 
of America ... (1859) -- Johnson & Browning 
1 map : hand col. ; 28 x 35 cm. 
In: Colton George Woolworth. Colton's atlas 
of America, illustrating the physical and political 
geo...
Geographisches Institut, [1863?].
Authors: Gráf, Carl -- Kratz, C. -- Eyb, Otto Franz von, fl. 1858-1882 -- Haubold, O. --
Geographisches Institut (Weimar, Thuringia, Germany) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Weimar Geographisches Institut SEE Geographisches Institut (Weimar, Thuringia, Germany)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 61 cm. fold. to 23 x 18 cm.
'Bearbeitet von C. Gráf ; situation gest. v. Kratz ; bergstich v. O. Frh. v. Eyb ; schrift gest. von O. Haubold jun.'
'Maassstab in 1/6000000.'
Insets: Tehuantepec Eisenbahn-project -- Honduras Eisenbahn-project.
Relief shown by hachures.
Outline color.
Text on verso.
Ayer 133 .G73 1863 (NLO)

Mexico - Maps - 1864
Carta general del Imperio Mexicano : formada y corregida con presencia de los últimos datos y el auxilio de las autoridades mas competentes.
Mexico : Decaen y Debray, 1864.
Authors: Decaen y Debray (Firm) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 79 x 116 cm. in slip case.
Scale [ca. 1:3,000,000].
Includes table of distances, statistical data, comparisons of principal rivers and mountains, two vertical profiles, and insets: Croquis de los caminos de México a Vera-Cruz -- Puerto de Matamoros -- Puerto de Veracruz -- Puerto de Tampico.
Scale: 20 Mexican leagues to the inch.
Prime meridian: Mexico.
Relief shown by hachures.
Depths shown by soundings.
Ayer 133 .C3 1864 (NLO)

Mexico - Maps - 1864
Nuevo mapa de los Estados de Sonora, Chihuahua, Sinaloa, Durango y territorio de la Baja California. San Francisco : A. Gensoul, 1864.
Authors: Fleury, E. de -- Gensoul, A. (Adrien) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 87 cm.
'Formado por E. de Fleury, ex-oficial de Plana Mayor en el ejército francés, ex-coronel de artillería é ingeniero en gefe del Estado de Sonora.'
Scale 1:1,925,000. 30 English miles to the inch. Coordinates: (W 119°--W 103°/N 33°--N 23°).
Relief shown by hachures.
Prime meridians: Greenwich and Washington.
Ayer p133 .F61 1864 (NLO)

Mexico - Maps - 1864 - Indians - Language and languages - Mexico - 1864 - Indians - Mexico - Maps - 1864 - Language and

Mexico - Maps - 1866<<<<Central America - Maps - 1866<<<<Panama - Maps - 1866
Mexico and Central America / by W. Hughes, F.R.G.S. London & Liverpool : George Philip & Son, [1866].
Authors: Hughes, William, 1817-1876 -- Hughes, William, 1817-1876. Grand atlas universel : ou collection de cartes nouvelles ... (1866) -- George Philip & Son
1 map : col. ; 50 x 59 cm.
Inset (13 x 21 cm.): Enlarged plan of the Isthmus of Panama.
In: Hughes, William. Grand atlas universel : ou collection de cartes nouvelles ... (Paris ; Leipzig ; London : J. Rothschild ; G. Philip and Son, 1866), plate 45.
No. "45" printed on verso.
oversize G 10 .42, plate 45 (Pr Ct)

Authors: Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884 -- Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884. Johnson's new illustrated family atlas of the world ... (1869) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
2 maps : hand col. ; 27 x 39 cm. and 26 x 39 cm., on sheet 68 x 46 cm.
"Entered according to act of Congress in the year 1867, by A.J. Johnson in the Clerk's Office of the District Court of the United States for the Southern District of New York."
Insets (11 x 6 cm. and 11 x 8 cm.): Isthmus of Tehuantepec -- Isthmus of Panama.
In: Johnson, Alvin Jewett. Johnson's new

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
illus. atlas of the world ... (New York : A.J. Johnson, publisher, 1869), [plate 37]
Sheet corners numbered 73 and 74.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1019 J5 1869, [plate 37] (PrCt)

46380  Mexico - Maps - 1874
Atlas metódico para la enseñanza de la geografía de la República Mexicana: formado y dedicado á la Sociedad Mexicana de Geografía y Estadística. México: Sandoval y Vasquez, 1874. Authors: García Cubas, Antonio, 1832-1912 -- Sandoval & Vasquez (Mexico City, Mexico) -- Sociedad Mexicana de Geografía y Estadística -- Escuela Superior de Comercio y Administración (Mexico) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Sandoval y Vasquez (Mexico City, Mexico) SEE Sandoval & Vasquez (Mexico City, Mexico)
1 atlas (54 p., [18] leaves of plates) : port., 33 maps ; 28 cm.
Lacking frontispiece.
Scales differ.
Owner's stamp: Biblioteca de la Escuela Superior de Comercio y Administración, Mexico.
Phillips 2684.
Palau 65701.
LC Card Number: 02004751
Ayer folio G1545 G325 1874 (NLO)

46381  Mexico - Maps - 1874
1 atlas (54 p., [18] leaves of plates) : port., 33 maps ; 28 cm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Phillips 2684.
Palau 65701.
LC Card Number: 02004751
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Inset (11 x 12 cm.) : Continuation of the West Indies
In: Cram, George Franklin. Cram's unrivaled family atlas of the world (Chicago : Geo.F. Cram, c1883), p. 89.

1 map : col. ; 35 x 51 cm.
Detached from The City and county of El Paso, Texas (El Paso, Tex.: Times Publishing Co., 1886; issued by the El Paso Bureau of Information) [Case 4A 613].
Scale 1:6,000,000.
Relief shown with hachures.
Includes profile of the Ferrocarril Central Mexicano (4 x 21 cm.)
For a reduced color photo, see Map Information File.
temp map2F G4411.P3 1884 P6 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm. folded to 16 cm. + 1 index (61 p. ; 17 cm.)
Added title at top: Rand, McNally & Co.'s Mexico Issued in covers with accompanying index with added title: Rand, McNally & Co.'s indexed state and railroad map of Mexico: showing the railroads, islands, lakes, mountains, rivers, states, towns and villages. Copyright 1898 ... Cover title: Rand, McNally & Co.'s indexed map of Mexico.
Scale [ca. 1:4,500,000]
Coordinates: (W 116°--W 86°/N 32°--N 16°).
Relief shown by hachures and spot heights.
Inset (19 x 16 cm.) : Map of the Valley of Mexico on enlarged scale.
Ayer 133 .R18 1897A (NLO)

1x, 378 p. : ill., 1 folded col. map ; 20 cm.
"With a railway map and illustrations."
Includes bibliographical references.
Imperfect: p. 79-80 cut with text missing.
Series: Appletons' guide-books.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Digital version of another copy available on the Internet Archive website (accessed April 2011): http://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gdc/scd0001.00173958663
LC Card Number: 02004745

Baskes G153 .D37 Mexico (1884) (NLO)

46386 Mexico - Maps - 1884 - Railroads - Wall maps
Rand, McNally & Co.'s general map of the Republic of Mexico constructed from the best authorities: showing completed & proposed railways, steamship routes, and telegraph communications... 1882, corrected to 1884.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: hand col., sectioned and mounted on cloth; 108 x 159 cm., on 6 sheets folded in slip case (26 cm.)
Scale [ca. 1:2,000,000]
Coordinates: (W 117°--W 81°; N 35°-- N 14°).
Relief shown by shading.
Digital image accessible to Newberry staff on Thumbsplus database, accessed Dec. 2007:
Ayer 133 R18 1884 RndMcNally map of Mexico.tif; Ayer DVD-1
LC Card Number: 92685990
1000a
ICN 42-9661
Ayer 133 .R18 1884 (NLO)

46387 Mexico - Maps - 1885 - Central America - Maps - 1885
Authors: Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- Adam and Charles Black (Firm). Black's general atlas of the world... (1885)
1 map: col.; 27 x 41 cm.
Inset (6 x 14 cm.): Continuation of Central America
In: Adam and Charles Black. Black's general atlas of the world: embracing the latest discoveries, new boundaries, and other changes, accompanied by introductory letterpress and index (Edinburgh: Adam and Charles Black, 1885), plate 46.
oversize G1019 .B63 1885, plate 46 (PrCt)

46388 Mexico - Maps - 1885 - Map printing - Chromolithographs - Maps - 1885 - Chromolithographs
Atlas pintoresco de los estados unidos mexicanos... Mexico: Debray sucesores, 1885.
Authors: García Cubas, Antonio, 1832-1912 -- Debray (Firm) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection
1 atlas (13 col. maps); 82 x 64 cm.
References: Phillips 2686.
Ayer 10370
NL 34-7594
oversize Ayer 655.59 G2 1885 Atlas (NLO)

46389 Mexico - Maps - 1885 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: García Cubas, Antonio, 1832-1912 -- Debray -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.: 13 maps; 635 x 805 mm.
Phillips 2686
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

46390 Mexico - Maps - 1886 - Mexico City Region (Mexico) - Maps - 1886
Mexico of to-day / by Solomon Bulkley Griffin.
Authors: Griffin, Solomon Bulkley, 1852-1925 -- Fisk & Co. -- Harper & Brothers -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
267 p.: ill., 3 maps (some col., some folded), ports.: 20 cm.
Map of environs of Mexico City engraved by Fisk & Co.
Includes index.
Publisher's brown cloth binding; stamped checkered pattern on cover; Mexican coat of arms and title stamped in silver.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Baskes F1215 .G75 1886 (NLO)

46391 Mexico - Maps - 1886 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: García Cubas, Antonio, 1832-1912 -- Voisin, S. -- Debray -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.: 29 maps; 540 x 705 mm.
Phillips 2687
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

46392 Mexico - Maps - 1887
Travels in Mexico and life among the Mexicans / by Frederick A. Ober... Boston: Estes & Lauriat, 1887.
Authors: Ober, Frederick A. (Frederick Albion), 1849-1913 -- Estes & Lauriat -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Collection (Newberry Library)
xvii, 23-732 p. : ill., 6 maps ; 23 cm.
Rev. ed.
'With 190 illustrations'
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 02004856
Baskes F1209 .O14 1887 (NLO)

46396
Mexico - Maps - 1889 (Provisional Heading)
Atlas metodico geografia de Republica Mexicana.
Mexico : Murguia, 1890.
Authors: García Cubas, Antonio, 1832-1912 -- Murguia -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 32 maps ; 236 x 165 mm.
References: Cf. Phillips 2684
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCl)

46397
Map of the Monterey and Mexican Gulf Railroad.
[New York : s.n., 1890].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1890) -- Monterey and Mexican Gulf Railroad
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.
Covers northern and central Mexico.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1890) p. 1071
H 668 .703 (1890) p. 1071 (PrCl)

46398
Map of the Mexican Central Ry. and its connections. [New York : s.n., 1890].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1890) -- Mexican Central Railway Co.
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1890) p. 1063
H 668 .703 (1890) p. 1063 (PrCl)

46399
Map of the Monterey and Mexican Gulf Railroad. [New York : s.n., 1891].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1891) -- Monterey and Mexican Gulf Railroad
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.
Covers northern and central Mexico.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1891) p. 1061
H 668 .703 (1891) p. 1061 (PrCl)

46400
Mexican National Railroad. [New York : s.n.,
1891].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the
United States (1891) -- Mexican National
Railroad Company
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United
States (New York, 1891) p. 1055
H 668 .703 (1891) p. 1055 (PrCt)

46401 Mexico - Maps - 1891 -
Railroads<>Southwestern States - Maps -
1891 - Railroads<>Mexican Central Railway Co. - Maps - 1891<<Railroads - Maps
Map of the Mexican Central Railway and its connections. [New York : s.n., 1891].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1891) -- Mexican Central Railway Co.
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1891) p. 1053
H 668 .703 (1891) p. 1053 (PrCt)

46402 Mexico - Maps - 1892 - Railroads<>Mexican Central Railway Co. - Maps -
1892<<Railroads - Maps
Map of the Mexican Central Railway and connections. Chicago : Poole Bros., map engravers, c1892.
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Mexican Central Railway Co. -- Blodgett, R. H.
1 map : col. ; 53 x 62 cm.
Plate no. 2067
Detached from: Mexican Central Railway Co. Fourteenth annual report of the board of directors ... 1893 (Boston: R.H. Blodgett & Co., 1894) opposite title page [5A 7267 (1893 vol. [2])]
map4F G4411.P3 1892 .P6 (PrCt)

46403 Mexico - Maps - 1892 -
Railroads<>Monterey and Mexican Gulf Railroad - Maps - 1892<<railroads - Maps
Map of the Monterey and Mexican Gulf Railroad. [New York : s.n., 1892].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1892) -- Monterey and Mexican Gulf Railroad
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.
Covers northern and central Mexico.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1892) p. 1119
H 668 .703 (1892) p. 1119 (PrCt)

46404 Mexico - Maps - 1892 -
Railroads<>Southwestern States - Maps -
1892 - Railroads<>Mexican Central Railway Co. - Maps - 1892<<railroads - Maps
Map of the Mexican Central Railway and its connections. [New York : s.n., 1892].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1892) -- Mexican Central Railway Co.
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1892) p. 1109
H 668 .703 (1892) p. 1109 (PrCt)

46405 Mexico - Maps - 1893 -
Railroads<>Monterey and Mexican Gulf Railroad - Maps - 1893<<railroads - Maps
Map of the Monterey and Mexican Gulf Railroad. [New York : s.n., 1893].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1893) -- Monterey and Mexican Gulf Railroad
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.
Covers northern and central Mexico.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1893) p. [1153]
'73' at bottom left (not a page number).
H 668 .703 (1893) p. [1153] (PrCt)

46406 Mexico - Maps - 1893 -
Railroads<>Southwestern States - Maps -
1893 - Railroads<>Mexican Central Railway Co. - Maps - 1893<<railroads - Maps
Map of the Mexican Central Railway and its connections. [New York : s.n., 1893].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1893) -- Mexican Central Railway Co.
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1893) p. [1141]
H 668 .703 (1893) p. [1141] (PrCt)

46407 Mexico - Maps - 1894<>Mexico City (Mexico) - Maps - 1885<>Distrito Federal (Mexico) - Maps - 1886
[4th ed.]
Edition statement from Preface, p. [iii].
Printed by Trow Directory.
'With 3 maps.'
Map contents: I. Mexico ; Vera Cruz to Mexico ; South eastern part of Mexico ; including British Honduras and part of Guatemala / by Wm. M. Bradley. 1894. -- II. City of Mexico / by Carlos Pacheco. 1885. -- II. Environos of the City of Mexico / by Carlos Pacheco. 1886.
Map I. hand colored.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes F1209 .J38 1890 (NLO)

Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1894) -- Ferrocarril Interoceánico de México
1 map ; 11 x 19 cm.
Covers Central Mexico.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1895) p. 1001
H 668 .703 (1895) p. 1001 (PrCt)

Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1894) -- Monterey and Mexican Gulf Railroad
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.
Covers northern and central Mexico.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1894) p. 995
H 668 .703 (1894) p. 995 (PrCt)

Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1894) -- Mexican Central Railway Co.
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1894) p. 997
H 668 .703 (1894) p. 997 (PrCt)

Authors: Campbell, Reau -- Poole Brothers -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
256 p. : ill., 3 maps (some folded) ; 19 cm.
[1st ed.?]
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 02004744
Baskes F1209 .C18 1895 (NLO)

Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1895) -- Ferrocarril Interoceánico de México
1 map ; 11 x 19 cm.
Covers Central Mexico.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1895) p. 1001
H 668 .703 (1895) p. 1001 (PrCt)

Authors: Poole Brothers -- Mexican Central Railway Co. -- Blodgett, R. H.
1 map : col. ; 54 x 63 cm.
In Mexican Central Railway Co. Fifteenth annual report of the board of directors ... 1894 (Boston: R.H. Blodgett & Co., 1895) opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1894 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1895) -- Monterey and Mexican Gulf Railroad
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.
Covers northern and central Mexico.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1895) p. 1017
H 668 .703 (1895) p. 1017 (PrCt)

Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1895) -- Mexican Central Railway Co.
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1895) p. 1003
H 668 .703 (1895) p. 1003 (PrCt)
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Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1896) -- Ferrocarril Interoceánico de México
1 map ; 11 x 19 cm.
Covers Central Mexico.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1896) p. 1039
H 668 .703 (1896) p. 1039 (PrCt)

1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1896) p. 1041
H 668 .703 (1896) p. 1041 (PrCt)

1 map ; 11 x 19 cm.
Covers Central Mexico.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1897) p. 899
H 668 .703 (1897) p. 899 (PrCt)

Authors: Poole Brothers -- Mexican Central Railway Co. -- Blodgett, R. H.
1 map ; col. ; 53 x 62 cm.
Plate no.: 2067
In Mexican Central Railway Co. Seventeenth annual report ... to the stockholders ... 1896 (Boston: R.H. Blodgett & Co., 1897) opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1896 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1897) p. 915
H 668 .703 (1898) p. 915 (PrCt)

Authors: Poole Brothers -- Mexican National Railroad Company -- Chicago Historical Society
1 map : col. ; 26.25 x 23.5
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.
CHS Coll., Map no. 571 (PrCt)

46422 Mexico - Maps - 1898 - Railroads-Ferrocarril Interoceánico de México - Maps - 1898 - Railroads - Maps Map of the Interoceanic Ry. of Mexico and connections. [New York : s.n., 1898]. Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1898) -- Ferrocarril Interoceánico de México
1 map ; 11 x 19 cm.
Covers Central Mexico.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1898) p. 915
H 668 .703 (1898) p. 915 (PrCt)

Authors: Poole Brothers -- Mexican Central Railway Co. -- Blodgett, R. H.
1 map : col. ; 53 x 66 cm.
In Mexican Central Railway Co. Eighteenth annual report ... to the stockholders ... 1897 (Boston: R.H. Blodgett & Co., 1898) opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1897 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1898) p. 915
H 668 .703 (1898) p. 915 (PrCt)
46425  Mexico - Maps - 1899
Campbell's new revised complete guide and descriptive book of Mexico / by Reau Campbell.
City of Mexico : Sonora News Company, 1899.
Authors: Campbell, Reau -- Sonora News Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Full text of another copy (but not the maps) available online via HathiTrust Digital Library (accessed September 2013):
http://hdl.handle.net/2027/njp.32101020761605
LC Card Number: 99000483
Baskes F1209 .C18 1899 (NLO)

46426  Mexico - Maps - 1899
Atlas miniatura de la Republica Mexicana.
Mexico : C. Bouret, 1899.
Authors: Noriega, Eduardo -- Besson, J. -- Bouret, Charles -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 31 maps ; 180 x 118 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
References: Phillips 3938
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Map of the Interoceanic Ry. of Mexico and connections. May, 1899. [New York : s.n., 1899].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1899) -- Mexican Central Railway Co.
1 map ; 11 x 19 cm.
Covers Central Mexico.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1899) p. 899
H 668 .703 (1899) p. 899 (PrCt)

Authors: Mexican Central Railway Co. -- Blodgett, R. H. -- R. H. Blodgett & Co. (Boston, Mass.)
SEE Blodgett, R. H.
1 map : col. ; 53 x 67 cm.
Includes profiles at bottom.
In Mexican Central Railway Co. Nineteenth annual report ... 1898 (Boston: R. H. Blodgett & Co., 1899) opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1898 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Map of the Mexican Central Railway and connections. [New York : s.n., 1899].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1899) -- Mexican Central Railway Co.
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1899) p. 903
H 668 .703 (1899) p. 903 (PrCt)

46430  Mexico - Maps - 1900 - Railroads -> Ferrocarril Interoceánico de México - Maps - 1900 -> Railroads - Maps
Map of the Interoceanic Ry. of Mexico and connections. [New York : s.n., 1900].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1900) -- Ferrocarril Interoceánico de México
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Covers Central Mexico.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1900) p. 825
H 668 .703 (1900) p. 825 (PrCt)

46431  Mexico - Maps - 1900 - Railroads -> Mexican Central Railway Co. - Maps - 1900 -> Railroads - Maps
Authors: Mexican Central Railway Co. -- Blodgett, R. H.
1 map : col. ; 53 x 65 cm.
Includes profiles at bottom.
In Mexican Central Railway Co. Twentieth annual report ... 1899 (Boston: R. H. Blodgett & Co., 1900) opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1899 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Map of the Mexican Central Railway and connections. [New York : s.n., 1900].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1900) -- Mexican Central Railway Co.
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1900) p. 827
H 668 .703 (1900) p. 827 (PrCt)

Map of the Interoceanic Ry. of Mexico and...


Map of the lines of the National Railroad Company of Mexico, Mexican International Railroad and Interoceanic Railway of Mexico.
Chicago : Poole Bros., 1903 [i.e. 1906?].
Authors: Poole Brothers -- National Railroad Company of Mexico -- Ferrocarril Interoceánico de México -- Interoceanic Railway of Mexico SEE Ferrocarril Interoceánico de México -- Ferrocarril Internacional Mexicano SEE Mexican International Railroad Company

1 map : col. ; 58 x 45 cm.
Copyrighted 1903 by Poole Bros.
In National Railroad Company of Mexico. Fourth annual report of National Railroad Company of Mexico ... 1905 [Mexico City?: National Railroad Company of Mexico?, 1906?] opposite title page.

5A 7267 (1905 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Authors: Mexican Central Railway Co. -- Woodward & Tiernan Printing Co.
1 map : col. ; 53 x 65 cm.
Includes profiles at bottom.
In Mexican Central Railway Co. Twenty-third annual report ... 1902 (St. Louis: Woodward & Tiernan Printing Co., [1903?]) opposite title page.

5A 7267 (1902 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1903) -- Mexican Central Railway Co.
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1903) p. 859
H 668 .703 (1903) p. 859 (PrCt)

Authors: Mexican Central Railway Co. -- Wynkoop Hallenbeck Crawford Co.
1 map : col. ; 53 x 65 cm.
Includes profiles at bottom.
Detached from Mexican Central Railway Co. Twenty fourth annual report ... 1904 (New York: Wynkoop Hallenbeck Crawford Co., [1904?]) [5A 7267 (1904 vol. [1]) opposite title page].

map4F G4411.P3 1904 .M4 (PrCt)

46446 Mexico - Maps - 1904 - Railroads <<>> Southern States - Maps - 1904 - Railroads <<>> Mexican Central Railway Co. - Maps - 1904 <<>> Railroads - Maps Map of the Mexican Central Railway and...
connections. [New York : s.n., 1904].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1904) -- Mexican Central Railway Co.
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1904) p. 823
H 668 .703 (1904) p. 823 (PrCt)

Map of the National Railroad of Mexico, Mexican International Railroad, Interoceanic Railway of Mexico. [New York : s.n., 1905].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1905) -- National Railroad Company of Mexico -- Mexican International Railroad Company -- Ferrocarril Interoceánico de México
1 map ; 19 x 13 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1905) p. 863
H 668 .703 (1905) p. 863 (PrCt)

Authors: Mexican Central Railway Co. -- Wynkoop Hallenbeck Crawford Co.
1 map : col. ; 53 x 65 cm.
Includes profiles at bottom.
In Mexican Central Railway Co. Twenty-sixth annual report ... 1906 (New York: Wynkoop Hallenbeck Crawford Co., [1906?]) opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1906 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Map of the Mexican Central Railway and connections. [New York : s.n., 1906].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1906) -- Mexican Central Railway Co.
1 map : 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1906) p. 867
H 668 .703 (1906) p. 867 (PrCt)

Map of the National Railroad of Mexico, Mexican International Railroad, Interoceanic Railway of Mexico. [New York : s.n., 1906].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1906) -- National Railroad Company of Mexico -- Mexican International
Railroad Company -- Ferrocarril Interoceánico de México
1 map ; 19 x 13 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1906) p. 879
H 668 .703 (1906) p. 879 (PrCt)

46454 Mexico - Maps - 1907
Campbell's new revised complete guide and descriptive book of Mexico / by Reau Campbell.
Chicago : Rogers & Smith Co., 1907, c1899.
Authors: Campbell, Reau -- Rogers & Smith Co. (Chicago, Ill.) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
352 p. : ill., 3 maps (some folded) ; 19 cm.
[2nd ed.?]
First ed. published 1895.
Folded map loose at end.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copy: Ayer F1209 .C192 1907
Baskes F1209 .C18 1907 (NLO)

46455 Mexico - Maps - 1907 - Railroads<<>>Mexican Central Railway Co. - Maps - 1907<<>>Railroads - Maps
Map of the Mexican Central Ry. and connections.
Chicago : Poole Bros., [1907?].
Authors: Mexican Central Railway Co. -- Wynkoop Hallenbeck Crawford Co.
1 map ; 30 x 22 cm.
'9-5-'06' -- at bottom right.
Plate no.: 4688
Includes profiles at bottom.
In Mexican Central Railway Co. Twenty-seventh report of Mexican Central Railway Company Limited ... 1907 (New York: Wynkoop Hallenbeck Crawford Co., [1907?]) opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1907 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Map of the Mexican Central Railway and connections. [New York : s.n., 1907].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1907) -- Mexican Central Railway Co.
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Includes portions of southern United States.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1907) p. 933
H 668 .703 (1907) p. 933 (PrCt)

Interoceánico de México - Maps - 1907<<>>Railroads - Maps
Map of the National Railroad of Mexico, Mexican International Railroad, Interoceanic Railway of Mexico. [New York : s.n., 1907].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1907) -- National Railroad Company of Mexico -- Mexican International Railroad Company -- Ferrocarril Interoceánico de México
1 map ; 19 x 13 cm.
Also covers much of Texas.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1907) p. 945
Also numbered '60' at bottom left.
H 668 .703 (1907) p. 945 (PrCt)

Southern Pacific Lines in Mexico. New York : L.L. Poates Engr'g Co., [1908].
Authors: L.L. Poates Engr'g Co. -- Bay Shore Railway (Calif.) -- Southern Pacific Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 24 x 18 cm.
In Southern Pacific Railroad Company. Twenty-fourth annual report of Southern Pacific Company ... 1908 [San Francisco? : Southern Pacific Railroad Company?, 1908?] p. 16
5A 7267 (1908 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Map of the National Railroad of Mexico, Mexican International Railroad, Interoceanic Railway of Mexico. [New York : s.n., 1908].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1908) -- National Railroad Company of Mexico -- Mexican International Railroad Company -- Ferrocarril Interoceánico de México
1 map ; 19 x 13 cm.
Also covers much of Texas.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1908) p. 811
H 668 .703 (1908) p. 811 (PrCt)

46460 Mexico - Maps - 1909
Authors: Terry, T. Philip (Thomas Philip), 1864-1945 -- Terry's guides -- Sonora News Company -- Houghton, Mifflin and Company --

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Bibliography: p. ccxxxix-ccxl.
Includes index.

'General map of Mexico' detached and filed separately as map2F G4410 1909 .T4 (PrCt)
Later editions published under title: Terry's guide to Mexico.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 10000870
Baskes F1209 .T336 1909 (NLO)

46461 Mexico - Maps - 1909
General map of Mexico. [S.l. s.n., 1909].
1 map : col. ; 33 x 48 cm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
map2F G4410 1909 .T4 (PrCt)

46462 Mexico - Maps - 1909 - Railroads - Indexes
71 p. ; 17 cm.
Imperfect; lacking folded map.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
map3C G4411 .P3 1909 .R3 Index (PrCt)

46463 Mexico - Maps - 1909 - Railroads
Southern Pacific Railroad Company - Maps - 1909 - Railroads - Maps
Authors: L.L. Poates Engr'g Co. -- Southern Pacific Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 24 x 18 cm.
5A 7267 (1909 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

46464 Mexico - Maps - 1909 - Railroads
Texas - Maps - 1909 - Railroads
Ferrocarriles Nacionales de México - Maps -
1909 - National Railways of Mexico SEE Ferrocarriles Nacionales de México
Ferrocarrils Nacionales de México
Ferrocarril Interoceánico de México - Maps -
1909 - National Railways of Mexico
Ferrocarriles Nacionales de México - Railroads - Maps
Ferrocarriles Nacionales de México (National Railways of Mexico), Mexican International Railroad, Interocéanico Railway of Mexico. [New York : s.n., 1909].
Authors: Ferrocarriles Nacionales de México -- Mexican International Railroad Company -- Ferrocarril Interoceánico de México -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1909) -- National Railways of Mexico SEE Ferrocarriles Nacionales de México
1 map ; 19 x 13 cm.
Also covers much of Texas.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1909) p. 789
H 668 .703 (1909) p. 789 (PrCt)

46465 Mexico - Maps - 1910-1919
Authors: William Collins Sons and Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- William Collins Sons and Co. The Collegiate atlas ...
[191-?]
1 map : col. ; 22 x 30 cm.
In: William Collins Sons and Co. The Collegiate atlas : consisting of forty-four maps of modern geography, embracing all the latest discoveries and changes in boundaries and eighteen maps of historical geography, with copious index (Glasgow, London, and Edinburgh : William Collins, Sons, & Company, [191-?]), [plate 28 H].
Printed plate number "H" on thumb index at right.
"Mexico" in oversize manuscript lettering on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .C625 1910z, [plate 28 H] (PrCt)

46466 Mexico - Maps - 1910 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Delgadillo, Daniel -- Herrero -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 32 maps ; 257 x 193 mm.
Phillips 18088
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

46467 Mexico - Maps - 1910 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: García Cubas, Antonio, 1832-1912 -- Murguia -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

1 v. : 31 maps ; 310 x 207 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

46468  46471
Mexico - Maps - 1910 -  
Map of the Ferrocarriles Nacionales de México (National Railways of Mexico), the Interoceánic Railway of Mexico, the Mexican Southern Railway Limited, and connections. Chicago : Poole Bros., 1910.  
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Ferrocarriles Nacionales de México -- Ferrocarril Interoceánico de México -- Mexican Southern Railway 1 map : col. ; 66 x 79 cm.  
In Poor's annual report of Ferrocarriles Nacionales de México (National Railways of Mexico) ... 1910 [New York?: National Railways of Mexico?, 1910?] opposite title page.  
'English edition' at bottom of title page.
5A 7267 (1910 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

46469  46472
Map of the National Railways of Mexico system. Ferrocarriles Nacionales de México. [New York : s.n., 1910].  
Authors: Ferrocarriles Nacionales de México -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1910) 1 map ; 20 x 25 cm.  
Covers Mexico, much of Texas, and parts of Louisiana, Mississippi and Alabama.  
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1910) between 1822-1823  
H 668 .703 (1910) bet. p. 1822-1823 (PrCt)

46470
Mexico - Maps - 1911  
Authors: Terry, T. Philip (Thomas Philip), 1864-1945 -- Terry's guides -- Gay & Hancock (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
[iii]-ccxl, 595 p. : 2 col. maps, 25 plans (1 fold) ; 16 cm.  
2nd ed. rev.  
Includes bibliographical references (p.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.  
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

dos à dos. Advertisements for the two works and ruled pages for sales representative to record name, address, and price are bound in between. Illustrated publisher’s red cloth binding. Stamped illustration on one of the covers; stamped title: The story of Mexico. Color map of Panama Canal pasted on other cover with printed title: The story of the Panama Canal. Sample red cloth spine pieces for each title pasted to the inside of their respective covers.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.

Wing ZP 983 .P118 (NLO)


Ayer map4F G4411.E3 1915 .L4 1996 (PrCt)


Handstamp on verso: Map and Geography Library. Western Illinois University. On wooden rollers.

Forms part of the John V. Bergen Collection (Newberry Library).

maproll G4411.P3 1915 .P6 (PrCt)


Ayer p133 .R92c (NLO)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

-- Murray-Aaron, Eugene, 1852-1941 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 44 x 59 cm.
'Edited by Dr. Eugene Murray-Aaron ...'
Scale 1:4,752,000; 75 miles to an inch.
Insets: The Federal district and the surrounding state -- Mexico City -- Guadalupe group.
With a list of 'Pronunciations and meanings of some principal Mexican names.'
Ayer p333 .K37 1916 Chaves (NLO)

46482 Mexico - Maps - 1919 - Railroads<<>>Railroads - Maps
1 map ; col. ; 47 x 65 cm.
Plate no.: 257D.
'The Rand McNally & Co.'s new commercial atlas map of Mexico ...' -- at left center.
Includes key to railroads numbered 1-91 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Mexico railroads
Inset (17 x 32 cm.): State of Mexico and surrounding country.
Issued folded in accompanying index (74 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand-McNally indexed pocket map and shippers' guide of Mexico. Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Co., c1919.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
'Sent to Register of Copyrights 4/8/19' -- in ms. on cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
map3C G4411.P3 1919 .R3 (PrCl)

46483 Mexico - Maps - 1920 - Railroads<<>>Railroads - Maps
1 map ; col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
Plate no.: 257E.
'The Rand McNally new commercial atlas map of Mexico ...' -- at left center.
Includes key to railroads numbered 1-73 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Mexico railroads
Inset (17 x 32 cm.): State of Mexico and surrounding country.
Issued folded in accompanying index (80 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket, map tourists' and shippers' guide of Mexico. Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1920.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Handstamp on cover: Register of copyrights.
Library of Congress. Washington D.C.
'2/28/20' -- manuscript date on cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
map3C G4411.P3 1920 .R3 (PrCl)

46484 Mexico - Maps - 1921 - Railroads<<>>Railroads - Maps
1 map ; col. ; 47 x 67 cm.
Plate no.: 257F.
'The Rand-McNally new commercial atlas map of Mexico ...' -- at left center.
Includes key to railroads numbered 01-137 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Mexico railroads
Inset (17 x 34 cm.): State of Mexico and surrounding country.
Issued folded in accompanying index (81 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Mexico. Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1921.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Handstamp on cover: Register of copyrights.
Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.
'3/31/21' and 'Pub. 3/29/21' -- manuscript dates on cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
map3C G4411.P3 1921 .R3 (PrCl)

46485 Mexico - Maps - 1922 - Railroads<<>>Railroads - Maps
1 map ; col. ; 47 x 67 cm.
Plate no.: 257G.
'The Rand McNally new commercial atlas map of Mexico ...' -- at left center.
Includes key to railroads numbered 01-137 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Mexico railroads
Inset (17 x 34 cm.): State of Mexico and surrounding country.
Issued folded in accompanying index (81 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Mexico. Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1922.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Handstamp on cover: Register of copyrights.
Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.
'9/29/22' -- manuscript date on cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
map3C G4411.P3 1922 .R3 (PrCl)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
46486  Mexico - Maps - 1922 - Road maps >> Mexico City Region (Mexico) - Maps - 1922 - Road maps >> Wall maps >> Road maps  

1 map : col. ; 84 x 123 cm.  
"Military Intelligence Division, General Staff, U.S.A. 1922. (Map no. 66)"  
"Polyconic projection U.S.C. & G. survey tables"  
"Information from various sources including Atlas geographica de la Republica Mexicana."  
"Scale 1:2,500,000."  
Plate no. 4257  
Inset (27 x 38 cm.): [Mexico City].  
1 map : col. ; 84 x 123 cm.  
1 map : col. ; 84 x 123 cm.  
"Military Intelligence Division, General Staff, U.S.A. 1922. (Map no. 66)"  
"Polyconic projection U.S.C. & G. survey tables"  
"Information from various sources including Atlas geographica de la Republica Mexicana."  
"Scale 1:2,500,000."  
Plate no. 4257  
Inset (27 x 38 cm.): [Mexico City and vicinity.  
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).  
RMcN AE 198.1C (PrCl)

46487  Mexico - Maps - 1923  

*Terry's guide to Mexico : the new standard guidebook to the Mexican republic with chapters on Cuba, the Bahama Islands, and the ocean routes to Mexico with 2 maps and 27 plans / by T. Philip Terry.* Boston ; New York : Houghton Mifflin Co., 1923.  
Authors: Terry, T. Philip (Thomas Philip), 1864-1945 -- Terry's guides -- Houghton, Mifflin and Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
2 p. l., [iii]-ccxlix, 595 p. : 2 maps (1 fold.), 27 plans (part fold.) ; 16 cm.  
Rev. ed., remodelled and augm.  
Uniform title: Terry's Mexico  
Bibliography: p. ccxlix-ccxl, 595 (i.e. 645), [64] p., [28] leaves of plates (18 folded) : ill., 22 col. maps, plans (chiefly col.) ; 16 cm.  
Rev. ed.  
Includes bibliographical references and index.  
Publisher's advertisements on endpapers and [64] p. at end.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.  
Baskes F1209 .T336 1925 (NLO)

46488  Mexico - Maps - 1923 - Railroads >> Railroads - Maps  

1 map : col. ; 47 x 67 cm.  
Plate no. : 257G.  
' The Rand McNally new commercial atlas map of Mexico ...' -- at left center.  
Includes key to railroads numbered 01-137 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Mexico railroads  
Inset (17 x 34 cm.): State of Mexico and surrounding country.  
Issued folded in accompanying index (79 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Mexico. Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1923.  
Uniform title: Shippers guide.  
Handstamp on cover: Register of copyrights.  
Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.  
'11/12/23' -- manuscript date on cover.  
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).  
map3C G4411.P3 1923 .R3 (PrCl)

46489  Mexico - Maps - 1925  

*Terry's guide to Mexico : the new standard guidebook to the Mexican Republic with chapters on Cuba, the Bahama Islands, and the ocean routes to Mexico : with 2 maps and 27 plans / by T. Philip Terry.* Boston ; Mexico ; London : Houghton Mifflin Company ; Sonora News Company ; Gay and Hancock, Ltd., 1925, c1922.  
Authors: Terry, T. Philip (Thomas Philip), 1864-1945 -- Terry's guides -- Houghton, Mifflin and Company -- Sonora News Company -- Gay & Hancock (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
ccxlix [i.e. ccxlii], 595 [i.e. 645], [64] p., [28] leaves of plates (18 folded) : ill., 22 col. maps, plans (chiefly col.) ; 16 cm.  
Rev. ed.  
Includes bibliographical references and index.  
Publisher's advertisements on endpapers and [64] p. at end.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.  
Baskes F1209 .T336 1925 (NLO)

46490  Mexico - Maps - 1925 >> Mexico City (Mexico) - Maps - 1925 >> Wall maps  

Authors: Goode, J. Paul, 1862-1932 -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map : col. ; 110 x 161 cm.  
'First edition.'  
Scale 1:900,000 -- one inch to thirty statute miles.  
Inset (23 x 30 cm.): [Mexico City].  
Series statement at head of title: Political wall map series by J. Paul Goode.  
On wooden rollers.  
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)  
artifacts cage RMcN maproll 8 : 6. 1 (PrCl)

46491  Mexico - Maps - 1925 - Railroads >> Railroads - Maps  

1 map : col. ; 47 x 67 cm.  
Plate no. : 257G.  
'The Rand McNally new commercial atlas map of Mexico ...' -- at left center.  
Includes key to railroads numbered 01-137 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Mexico railroads  
Inset (17 x 34 cm.): State of Mexico and surrounding country.  
Issued folded in accompanying index (79 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Mexico. Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1923.  
Uniform title: Shippers guide.  
Handstamp on cover: Register of copyrights.  
Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.  
'11/12/23' -- manuscript date on cover.  
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).  
map3C G4411.P3 1923 .R3 (PrCl)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 67 cm.
Plate no.: 9R23.
'The Rand McNally new commercial atlas map of
Mexico ...' -- at left center.
Includes key to railroads numbered 01-137 (with
gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Mexico railroads
Inset (17 x 34 cm.): State of Mexico and
surrounding country.
Issued folded in accompanying index (84 p. ; 17
cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Mexico. San Francisco ;
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Handstamp on cover: Register of copyrights.
Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.
'2/12/25' -- manuscript date on cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
map3C G4411.P3 1925 .R3 (PrCt)

46492 Mexico - Maps - 1926
Atlas de itinerarios y derroteros Repub Mexicana.
Mexico : Mexico, 1926.
Authors: Mexico -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 v. : 38 maps ; 345 x 255 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

46493 Mexico - Maps - 1927 - Railroads
Mexico City (Mexico) - Maps - 1927 -
Railroads
Rand McNally standard map of Mexico. Chicago :
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally and Company. Shippers guide -- Library
of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
Plate no.: 7N26.
Includes key to railroads numbered 1-160 (with
gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Mexican
railroads (Ferrocarriles Mexicanos).
Inset (16 x 12 cm.): Mexico [City].
Issued folded in accompanying index (24 p. ; 17
cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Mexico. San Francisco ;
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
map3C G4411.P3 1927 .R3 (PrCt)

46494 Mexico - Maps - 1928
Terry's guide to Mexico : the new standard
guidebook to the Mexican republic, with chapters
on the railways and the ocean routes to Mexico ;
with 3 maps and 27 plans / by T. Philip Terry.
Boston ; New York : Houghton Mifflin Co.,
1928.
Authors: Terry, T. Philip (Thomas Philip),
1864-1945 -- Terry's guides -- Houghton, Mifflin
and Company -- Farwell, James Villiers, III --
Farwell, Margaret Willing -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
[iii]-ccxlix, 597 p. : 3 maps (some folded), 27
plans ; 16 cm.
Rev. ed., remodelled and augm., with some new
maps and plans.
Uniform title: Terry's Mexico
Includes bibliographical references (p.
ccxvii-ccxlix).
First published in 1909 under title: Terry's
Mexico.
Includes advertisements.
Includes index.
Bookplate of John Villiers Farwell III and Margaret
Willing Farwell.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes F1209 .T336 1928 (NLO)

46495 Mexico - Maps - 1928 - Indians - Language and languages
Indians - Mexico - Maps - 1928 - Language and languages
Mexico - Maps - 1928 - Indians
Indians of Mexico - Maps
Distribución geográfica de las familias
lingüísticas (clasificación del dr. Leon) y
supervivencia de las lenguas indígenas de
México ... México [Mexico City : Departamento
de la Estadística Nacional?], 1928.
Authors: Mendizábal, Miguel Othón de,
1890-1945 -- Mexico. Departamento de la
Estadística Nacional -- Mexico. Dirección
General de Estadística -- Edward E. Ayer
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 51 x 64 cm.
At foot of map: Departamento de la estadística
nacional.
Ayer p133 .M538 1928d (NLO)

46496 Mexico - Maps - 1928 - Indians - Language and languages
Indians - Mexico - Maps - 1928 - Language and languages
Mexico - Maps - 1928 - Indians
Indians of Mexico - Maps
Distribucion geografica de los grupos indigenas
de Mexico en la epoca de la conquista; generos
Authors: MendizabáI, Miguel Othon de,
1890-1945 -- Mexico. Departamento de la
Estadística Nacional -- Mexico. Direcció
General de Estadística -- Edward E. Ayer
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 49 x 65 cm.
At foot of map: Depto. de la estadistic nacional.
Ayer p133 .M615 1928 (NLO)

46497  Mexico - Maps - 1930
Terry's guide to Mexico : the new standard guidebook to the Mexican Republic, with chapters on the railways, the airways, and the ocean routes to Mexico : with 4 maps and 27 plans / by T. Philip Terry. Boston ; Mexico ; London : Houghton Mifflin Company ; Sonora News Company ; Gay and Hancock, 1930.
Authors: Terry, T. Philip (Thomas Philip), 1864-1945 -- Terry's guides -- Mapdraft Co. -- Reed & Shanahan -- Pountney Co. -- Houghton, Mifflin and Company -- Sonora News Company -- Gay & Hancock -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Rev. ed., remodelled and augm. with some new maps and plans.
Uniform title: Terry's Mexico
Includes bibliographical references (p. ccxlvii-ccxlix) and index.
Lacking plate to face p. [232]
Maps by Mapdraft Co., Reed & Shanahan, and Pountney Co.
Advertisements on endpapers and [64] p. at end.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes F1209 .T336 1930 (NLO)

46498  Mexico - Maps - 1930-1939 - Indians - Language and languages
Distribución prehispánica de las lenguas indígenas de México. Publicación del Instituto panamericano de geografía e historia, en colaboración con el Instituto mexicano de investigaciones lingüísticas y con el Museo nacional ... Depto. de arqueología del Museo nacional, prof. Miguel O. de Mendizábal y Wigberto Jiménez Moreno. [Mexico City : Dir. gral. de estadistica, Sría de la economía nacional, Oficina de gráficas, 193-?].
1 map ; 46 x 64 cm.
At foot of map: Dir. gral. de estadistica. Sría. de la economía nacional Oficina de graficas.
Scale not given.
Ayer p133 .M615 193- (NLO)

46499  Mexico - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Rand McNally standard map of Mexico. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1930?].
1 map : col. ; 48 x 65 cm.
Running title: Commercial atlas.
Numbered as pages 546-547.
Plate nos. “7R30” and “7N26”
Inset (16 x 12 cm.): Mexico [City].
Verso blank.
Plate nos. and pagination do not exactly match the map of Mexico issued in editions of the Rand McNally Commercial atlas published between 1920-1950; cf. oversize RMcN Atlas .C7 [date]
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 198.2CX (PrCt) : Analytic

46500  Mexico - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Carta de caminos carreteros de los Estados Unidos Mexicanos / formada por la Comisión Nacional de Caminos, Abril 1930. [Mexico City?] : Comisión Nacional de Caminos, 1930.
Authors: Mexico. Comisión Nacional de Caminos -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 41 x 57 cm.
“Edición provisional.”
Negative photostatic copy (white on black print).
Editor's copy; includes reproduction of ms. notes; dated “8-21-33” in red pencil
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 198.1CX (PrCt) : Analytic

46501  Mexico - Maps - 1931
Terry's guide to Mexico : the new standard guidebook to the Mexican Republic, with chapters on the railways, the airways, and the ocean routes to Mexico ; with 4 maps and 27 plans / by T. Philip Terry. Boston ; New York : Houghton Mifflin, 1931.
Authors: Terry, T. Philip (Thomas Philip), 1864-1945 -- Terry's guides -- Houghton, Mifflin and Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
ccxlix, 597 p. : ill., 4 col. maps (folded) , 27 col. plans ; 16 cm.
Rev. ed., remodelled and augmented with some new maps and plans.
Includes bibliographical references (p. ccxlvii-ccxlix) and index.
Irregularities in paging.
Uniform title: Terry's Mexico
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
46502 Mexico - Maps - 1931 - Pictorial maps

Authors: Medina, Miguel Gomez -- Fischgrund Publishing Co.
1 map : col. ; 63 x 101 cm.
Pictorial map.
'Reprinted in Mexico by F.S.H. y CIA.-Mex. D.F.'
Includes drawings of historical and cultural scenes in margins; music; and quotation from Prescott in Spanish and English.
View in lower left corner: Mexico to-day, Paseo de la Reforma, 1931.
map6F G4411 .A5 1931 M4 (PrCt)

46503 Mexico - Maps - 1932 - Road maps

Republic of Mexico. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1932].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 650 (PrCt)

46504 Mexico - Maps - 1933

Authors: Terry, T. Philip (Thomas Philip), 1864-1945 -- Terry's guides -- Houghton, Mifflin and Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
ccxlii, 597 p. : 4 maps (some folded, part double), 27 plans (some folded, part double) ; 16 cm.
Rev. ed., remodelled and augmented with some new maps and plans.
Uniform title: Terry's Mexico
Includes bibliographical references (p. ccxlvii-ccxlxi).
First published in 1909 under title: Terry's Mexico.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes F1209 .T336 1933 (NLO)

46505 Mexico - Maps - 1933 - Road maps

Republic of Mexico. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1933].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- 'Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 829 (PrCt)

46506 Mexico - Maps - 1933 - Road maps

Authors: Scully, Michael -- Scully, Virginia -- South-West Press (Dallas, Tex.) -- Asociación Mexicana Automovilistica -- Southwest Press (Dallas, Tex.) SEE South-West Press (Dallas, Tex.)
Lettered on cover: Asociación mexicana automovilistica.
Blank pages for "Notes on trip" (8 at end). Illustrated lining-papers. Includes index.
LC Card Number: 33021377
F1215 .S44 1933 [maps] (PrCt)

46507 Mexico - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

Travel Republic of Mexico with Conoco. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1934].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (3 panel,R,G): Outline map of North America, logo.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1052 (PrCt)

46508 Mexico - Maps - 1935

Authors: Terry, T. Philip (Thomas Philip), 1864-1945 -- Terry's guides -- Houghton, Mifflin and Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
2 p. l., [iii]-ccxlix (i.e. ccxlvi), [1], 625 (i.e. 687), [3] p. : 4 maps (part fold., part double), 30 plans (part fold., part double) ; 16 cm.
Rev. ed., remodelled and augmented with some new maps and plans.
Uniform title: Terry's Mexico
Bibliography: p. ccxlvii-ccxlix.
First published in 1909 under title: Terry's Mexico.
Blank pages for 'Memorandum' (3 at end).
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copy: G 95 .6681
LC Card Number: 35002037
Baskes F1209 .T336 1935 (NLO)

46509 Mexico - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Baja California (Mexico : Peninsula) - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Mexico City Region (Mexico) - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Mexico City (Mexico) - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Principal highways in the Republic of Mexico = Principales carreteras en Mexico. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [ca. 1935]?
1 map : col. ; 58 x 44 cm.
Panel title.
"Copyright by P.M. Williams, Chicago, Ill."
Includes "index to cities and towns with 1930 populations"; the oil company was nationalized by the government of Lázaro Cárdenas in 1938, when it changed its name to Petróleos Mexicanos (PÉMEX).
Inset (31 x 24 cm.): [Baja California]
Maps on verso (22 x 44 cm. and 22 x 29 cm.): Mexico City and vicinity -- Plano de la Ciudad de Mexico = Plan of Mexico City.
Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Company Collection (Newberry Library).
map4F G4411 .P2 1935 .A4 (PrCt)

46510 Mexico - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Travel Republic of Mexico with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1935]?
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1325 (PrCt)

46511 Mexico - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
N.A.C. road map of Republic of Mexico ... / prepared by Engineering Department, National Automobile Club. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1935]?
Authors: National Automobile Club -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: National Automobile Club logo, list of district offices.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1400 (PrCt)

46512 Mexico - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1468 (PrCt)

46513 Mexico - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Yucatan Peninsula - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Mexico City (Mexico) - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Mexico City Region (Mexico) - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Follow the Humble route on Texas highways to glamorous Mexico, land of romance. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1935]?
Authors: Humble Oil and Refining Company (Incorporated in Tex.) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 57 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Humble official road map : Mexico = Humble carta general de carreteras : República Mexicana.
Inset (19 x 15 cm.): Yucatan Peninsula.
Maps on verso (14 x 22 cm. each): Mexico City and vicinity -- Mexico City.
Plate nos.: "I-4-2" and "I-4"
Panel art: Mexican village scene, Humble logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Mexico - Maps - 1936
Authors: Toor, Frances, 1890-1956 -- Robert M. McBride & Company -- Hotel Taxqueño (Taxco de Alarcón, Mexico) -- Phillips, Marjorie -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1st American ed.
"What to read": p. 231-232.
Illustrated publisher's binding.
Includes index.
Former owner: Marjorie Phillips.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 36027466
Baskes F1209 .T65 1936 (NLO)

Mexico - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Travel Republic of Mexico with Conoco : every Conoco station is a branch of the Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1936].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1613 (PrCt)

Mexico - Maps - 1937 - Indians - Language and languages
Authors: Mendizábal, Miguel Othón de, 1890-1945 -- Mexico. Departamento de Asuntos Indígenas -- Pan American Institute of Geography and History -- Instituto Mexicano de Investigaciones Lingüísticas -- Edward E. Ayer Art Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 59 x 82 cm.
At head of title: Departamento de Asuntos Indígenas.
Scale not given.
oversize Ayer 133 .M538 1937 (NLO)

Mexico - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Authors: American Automobile Association
56 p. : ill., maps (1 fold.) ; 24 cm.
Published annually through 1952?; Newberry holds 1937 vol. only (as of Jan. 2009); continued by Mexico by motor including Central America. Includes 7 strip maps showing route from Laredo, Texas to Mexico City and beyond; road maps of Monterrey, Mexico City, and Cuernavaca; a relief map of Mexico, and list of useful phrases in Spanish.
Folding map of 'Mexican highways' inside back cover has annotations in blue and red crayon.
GV1025.M4 M48 (NLO)

Mexico - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Authors: Pellowe, William C. S. (William Charles
Mexico - Maps - 1937 - Road maps

46520

Mexico City Region (Mexico) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Monterrey (Mexico) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
El Paso Region (Texas) - Maps - 1937 - Ciudad Juarez Region (Mexico) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Road maps

Added title: Official road map : Mexico = Carta general de carreteras : Republica Mexicana
Plate nos. "261 J C" and "11-K."
Inset (19 x 15 cm.): Yucatan Peninsula.
Maps on verso (29 x 21 cm. and smaller): Mexico City and vicinity -- Mexico City -- Monterrey -- El Paso, Texas, Ciudad Juarez, Mexico and vicinity.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Handstamped "1937" and "Copyrighted."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 5063 (PrCt)

46521

Mexico City Region (Mexico) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Monterrey (Mexico) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
El Paso Region (Texas) - Maps - 1937
Ciudad Juarez Region (Mexico) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Road maps

Added title: Conoco ... official road map ...

Panel title.

46523

Mexico - Maps - 1937 - Road maps

Added title: Conoco ... official road map ...

Panel title.
Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1887 (PrCt)

**46524**

**Mexico - Maps - 1938**

*Terry's guide to Mexico : the new standard guidebook to the Mexican republic, with chapters on the railways, automobile roads, and the ocean routes to Mexico ; 900 pages, 7 maps and 26 plans / by T. Philip Terry.* Boston : Hingham, Mass. [G.H. Ellis Co.], 1938.

Authors: Terry, T. Philip (Thomas Philip), 1864-1945 -- Terry's guides -- Geo. H. Ellis Company (Boston, Mass.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

**Panel art:** Conoco logo over Mexico City Region (Mexico)

**First published in 1909 under title: Terry's Mexico.**

**Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.**

**Duplicate copy: G 95 .8682**

**LC Card Number: 39027285**

**F1209 .T65 1938 (NLO)**

**46525**

**Mexico - Maps - 1938 - Road maps**

*El Paso Region (Texas) - Maps - 1938 - Ciudad Juarez Region (Mexico) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps - Mexico City Region (Mexico) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps - Road maps - Travel Republic of Mexico with Conoco : every Conoco station is a branch of the Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1938].*

Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

**1 map : col. ; 43 x 58 cm.**

Panel title.

Added title: Conoco ... official road map ... Mexico

Date from RMcN AE 159 ms. index.
Plate nos. "345-J. 10-L" and "4382"
Inset (19 x 15 cm.): Yucatan Peninsula
Maps on verso (21 x 28 cm. each): El Paso, Texas, Ciudad Juarez, Mexico and vicinity -- Mexico City -- Monterrey -- Mexico City and vicinity.

Panel art: Conoco logo over outline of North America.

Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Aug 17 1938 ... ." Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 159.38 (PrCt)

**Mexico - Maps - 1938 - Road maps**

*Maps - 1962 - Road maps - Road maps - Strip maps Frances Toor's motorist guide to Mexico / maps and drawings by Carlos Merida and A. Cervantes. Mexico City : Frances Toor Studios, c1938.

Authors: Toor, Frances, 1890-1956 -- Mérida, Carlos, 1891-1964 -- Cervantes, A., active 1938 -- Frances Toor Studios (Mexico City, Mexico) -- Toor (Frances) Studios, Mexico City SEE Frances Toor Studios (Mexico City, Mexico) 340 p., 25 p. : ill., 28 maps (2 folded) ; 21 x 12 cm.

Spine title: Motorist guide to Mexico 1st ed.

Includes road atlas of 25 strip maps at end, 2 maps of downtown Mexico City between p. 120-121, a map of Mexico on endpapers, bibliographical references (p. 271-273), advertising matter (p. 276-331), and indexes.

LC Card Number: 39027285

**46527**

**F1209 .T65 1938 (NLO)**

**46528**

**Mexico - Maps - 1938 - Road maps**

*Highways of Mexico. [Mexico City : Frances Toor Studios, 1938]. Authors: Mérida, Carlos, 1891-1984 -- Cervantes, A., active 1938 -- Sinclair Refining Company. Tourist Department -- Toor, Frances, 1890-1956. Frances Toor's motorist guide to Mexico (1938) -- Frances Toor Studios (Mexico City, Mexico) 1 map : col. ; 19 x 21 cm.

"Data for this map was furnished by courtesy of the Tourist Department, Sinclair Refining Co., New York City."

Scale [ca. 1:14,500,000]
Coordinates: (W 117°15'00"--W 87°27'00"/N 34°35'00"--N 15°49'00")

Includes key to road types (paved, gravel, dirt, etc.)

**Vacation map4F G4411 .P2 1938 .L6 (PrCt)**
46529 Mexico - Maps - 1939 - Road maps - El Paso Region (Texas) - Maps - 1939 - Ciudad Juarez Region (Mexico) - Maps - 1939 - Mexico City Region (Mexico) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

Travel Republic of Mexico with Conoco : every Conoco station is a branch of the Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1939].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Conoco ... official road map ...

Mexico
Date from RMcN AE 159 ms. index.
Plate nos. "261 J. C." and "M-3"
Inset (19 x 15 cm.): Yucatan Peninsula
Maps on verso (21 x 28 cm. each): El Paso, Texas, Ciudad Juarez, Mexico and vicinity -- Mexico City -- Monterrey -- Mexico City and vicinity.
Panel art: Conoco logo over outline of North America.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Aug 17 1939 ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 159.38A (PrCt)

46530 Mexico - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

Travel Republic of Mexico with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1939?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3408 (PrCt)

46531 Mexico - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

Texaco touring map : Mexico with map of the United States. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1939?].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 50 x 67 cm., on sheet folded to 18 x 9 cm.
Panel title.
Title panel dated "9-39"
Plate no. U.3820
Map on verso (33 x 51 cm.): Texaco touring map of United States
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Clients 3635 (PrCt)


1 map : col., mounted on cloth and wooden rollers ; 102 x 123 cm.
List of Johnston map distributors or "agents" at bottom right includes Macmillan & Co. (London), Geo. M. Hendry Co. (Toronto), A.J. Nystrom & Co. (Chicago), and A. Estrada & Co. (Buenos Aires).
"Natural scale - 1:4,000,000 or 63 miles to an inch."
Inset (26 x 22): Lesser Antilles.
Relief shown with shading and spot heights.
Gift of Southern Illinois University at Carbondale, 2011.
maproll G4410 1940z .J6 (PrCt)

46533 Mexico - Maps - 1940 - Road maps

Travel Republic of Mexico with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1940?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3769 (PrCt)
Bound by Robert Burlen & Son.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copy: Ayer 656 .T32 1944
Baskes F1209 .T336 Mexico (1944) (NLO)

46540
Mexico - Maps - 1946
Atlas geografico de Estados Republica
Authors: Mexico, Direcccion geografia -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 66 maps ; 467 x 598 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
References: Phillips 18101
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

46541
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 54 x 78 cm., folded to 10 x 20 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Mexico
Title panel dated "46"
Plate no. 6-453820-1
Insets (13 x 15 cm. and smaller): Mexico D.F. -- Chihuahua Chi. -- Monterrey N.L. -- Puebla Pueb.
Map on verso (40 x 31 cm.): The Hemisphere Highway [i.e. Pan American Highway map of the Western Hemisphere]
Verso includes descriptive text about individual Mexican states.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Clients 3666 (PrCt)

46542
Mexico - Maps - 1947
Authors: Terry, T. Philip (Thomas Philip), 1864-1945 -- Terry, Robert C. -- Terry's guides -- Geo. H. Ellis Company (Boston, Mass.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- G.H. Ellis Co. SEE Geo. H. Ellis Company (Boston, Mass.)
932 p. : 25 col. maps (part fold.) ; 17 cm.
Rev. ed.
Uniform title: Terry's Mexico
Bibliography: p. 913-917.
First ed. pub. in 1909 under title: Terry's Mexico.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 48002689
Baskes F1209 .T336 1947 (NLO)

46543
Mexico - Maps - 1947 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Travel Republic of Mexico with Conoco ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1947?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "U", indicating 1947 publication.
Panel art: family standing in front of car and statement "for long trips ask ... about Touraide."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5089 (PrCt)

46544
Mexico - Maps - 1947 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- Standard Stations, Inc. -- Standard Oil Company of Texas -- Standard Oil Company of British Columbia, Ltd. -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: Standard travel information service
Plate no. includes letter "U", indicating 1947 publication.
Panel art: car on rural road.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5233 (PrCt)

46545
Mexico - Maps - 1948 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Travel Republic of Mexico with Conoco ... Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection...

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Mexico - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
xi, 297 p. : ill., map ; 22 cm.
1st ed.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Maps on lining papers.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Full text of another copy available via HathiTrust Digital Library (accessed August 2013): http://hdl.handle.net/2027/mdp.39015059506686
LC Card Number: 48005847
Baskes F1209 .H45 1948 (NLO)

Mexico - Maps - 1949 - Road maps
Shell map of Mexico. Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
Gousha Clients 5459 (PrCt)

Mexico - Maps - 1949 - Road maps
Road map of Mexico / McNutt Oil & Refining Co., Inc. ... El Paso, Tex. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1951?].
Authors: McNutt Oil & Refining Co., Inc. ... El Paso, Tex. -- Dixie Oil Company -- Quaker State Oil Refining Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (24 p.) : col. ; 30 cm.
3. ed. mejorada, aum. y cuidadosamente revisada.
"Aprobada como libro de texto para las escuelas secundarias."
Includes bibliographical references (p. 160) and index.
Relief shown by shading and gradient and bathymetric tints.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1545 .Z46 1949 (NLO)
46551  Mexico - Maps - 1952 - Road maps<<>Automobile travel - Mexico - Guidebooks - 1952<<>Strip maps<<>Road maps
Mexico by motor / AAA. Washington, D.C.
American Automobile Association, 1952.
Authors: American Automobile Association -- Akerman, James R.
176 p. : ill., strip maps, photos ; 24 cm.
Includes index to "strip maps and route descriptions of selected highways throughout Mexico" (p. 27); index to cities and towns (at end); and 12 small city maps.
Cover art: Mexican boy wearing hat.
Gift 2013, James R. Akerman
References: OCLC 81619034
map4C G4411.P2 1952 .A4 (PrCt)

46552  Mexico - Maps - 1955
Authors: Editorial Patria -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library) -- Patria Editorial SEE Editorial Patria
1 atlas (38 [i.e. 46] p.) : 20 maps (some col.) ; 27 x 40 cm.
2. ed.
"Segunda edicion de 1,500 ejemplares, Abril de 1955."--T.p. verso.
Publisher's printed paper covered boards.
Series: Colecciones Patria
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1545 .E25 1955 (NLO)

Authors: Sunset Magazine -- Lane -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

46554  Mexico - Maps - 1955 - Road maps<<>Mexico City (Mexico) - Maps - 1955 - Road maps<<>Mexico, Valley of (Mexico) - Maps - 1955 - Road maps<<>Monterrey (Mexico) - Maps - 1964 - Road maps<<>Puebla de Zaragoza (Mexico) - Maps - 1964 - Road maps<<>Road maps
Mexico touruide map / Gulf. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1955?].
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
3 maps : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. 554615
Maps on verso (21 x 31 cm. and smaller): United States -- Mexico, D.F. -- Mexico, D.F., Veracruz, Acapulco, Oaxaca -- Monterrey -- Puebla.
Panel art: Car silhouettes below Gulf sign.
Three copies; two copies bear Library of Congress copyright handstamps with certificate numbers "F20312" and "F20316".
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1038-1040 (PrCt)

46555  Mexico - Maps - 1955 - Road maps<<>Mexico City Region (Mexico) - Maps - 1955 - Road maps<<>Road maps
Road map of Mexico / General Petroleum Corporation, a Socony Mobil Oil Company. Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [1955?]?
Authors: General Petroleum Corporation -- Socony Mobil Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 61 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added parallel title: Road map of Mexico = Carta de caminos : Mexico
Plate no. 554615.
Maps on verso (21 30 cm. and smaller): Pachuca, Mexico D.F., Vera Cruz, Acatlan territory -- Mexico, D.F. -- Chihuahua -- Gudalajara -- Monterrey -- Puebla.
Panel art: Mobilgas winged horse logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1630 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

Panel art: "Mexico" road sign next to freeway.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 2372 (PrCt)

Mexico : Reiseführer und Wegweiser durch die alten Kulturen des Landes mit Sprachführer / Jutta May. Pforzheim : Goldstadtverlag, c1967/68 [i.e. 1968].
Authors: May, Jutta -- Goldstadt-Reiseführer -- Goldstadtverlag -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
304 p. : ill., 17 maps, plans ; 17 cm.
“56 Fotos, 12 Kartenskizzen, 4 Stadtpläne, 11 Lagezeichnungen.”
Includes bibliographical references (p. 282-283) and index.
Series: Goldstadt-Reiseführer ; Bd. 205.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G65 Bd. 205 (1968) (NLO)

RMcN Clients 3382 (PrCt)

46574 Mexico - Maps - 1967 - Road maps
Mexico City Region (Mexico) - Maps - 1967 - Road maps
Distrito Federal (Mexico) - Maps - 1967 - Road maps
Chihuahua (Chihuahua, Mexico) - Maps - 1967 - Road maps
Guadalajara (Mexico) - Maps - 1967 - Road maps
Puebla de Zaragoza (Mexico) - Maps - 1967 - Road maps
San Luis Potosi (Mexico) - Maps - 1967 - Road maps
Mexico City (Mexico) - Maps - 1967 - Road maps

Authors: Mobil Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 60 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Road map of Mexico = Carta de caminos : Mexico
"Seguros Tepeyac S.A. American insurance won't cover you in Mexico."
Parallel text in English and Spanish.
Plate no. 676063-8.
Maps on verso (21 x 30 cm. and smaller):
Panel art: Black and white photograph of Palenque palace stucco relief.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4140 (PrCt)

46573 Mexico - Maps - 1967 - Road maps
Mexico City (Mexico) - Maps - 1967 - Road

Maps on verso (21 x 30 cm. and smaller):
Mexico, D.F. and vicinity -- Chihuahua -- Guadalajara -- Monterrey -- Puebla -- San Luis Potosi -- Mexico, D.F. and environs -- Mexico, D.F.
Panel art: nine Mobil winged horse logos.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4140 (PrCt)
46575 Mexico - Maps - 1968
Mexico / [Central Intelligence Agency].
Authors: United States. Central Intelligence Agency -- Magnus, Albert R.
1 map : col. ; 40 x 56 cm., on sheet 57 x 60 cm.
Scale 1:5,500,000; (W 117°--W 86°/N 33°--N 16°).
Relief shown by shading and spot heights.
In lower left margin: 56945 3-68.
Includes inset of "Isla de Guadalupe," and 3 ancillary maps: Population and administrative divisions [includes index]. -- Vegetation. -- Economic Activity.
map4F G3200 1967 .U5, Mexico (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ;110 x 158 cm.
Shows land and water features; relief shown by shading and hypsometric tints.
Note in bottom right: 14-5208 3R68.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
artifacts cage RMcN maproll 2 : 1. 1 (PrCt)

Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 60 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Mexico
Plate no. 686063-9.
Map on verso (42 x 59 cm): Central America. Panel art: Illustration of road and Gulf service station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1186 (PrCt)

46578 Mexico - Maps - 1968 - Road maps<<<Mexico City (Mexico) - Maps - 1968 - Road maps<<<Mexico City Region (Mexico) - Maps - 1968 - Road maps<<<Chihuahua (Chihuahua, Mexico) - Maps - 1968 - Road maps<<<Guadalajara (Mexico) - Maps - 1968 - Road maps<<<Puebla de Zaragoza (Mexico) - Maps - 1968 - Road maps<<<San Luis Potosi (Mexico) - Maps - 1968 - Road maps<<<Chihuahua (Chihuahua, Mexico) - Maps - 1968 - Road maps
Authors: Union Oil Company of California -- Union Oil Company of California -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 60 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Mexico
Plate no. 686063-9.
Maps on verso (21 x 30 cm. and smaller):
Mexico, D.F. and vicinity -- Chihuahua -- Guadalajara -- Monterrey -- Puebla -- San Luis Potosi -- Mexico, D.F. and environs -- Mexico, D.F.
Panel art: Union 76 logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1187 (PrCt)
46580 Mexico - Maps - 1969 - Road maps - Central America - Maps - 1969 - Road maps
Authors: American Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 60 x 43 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Mexico.
"Effective April, 1969" -- Back panel.
Plate no. 696063-10
Map on verso (43 x 59 cm.): Central America.
Panel art: Outline of Mexico and Central America, "American" gas sign with slogan "As you travel, ask us."
"May 20 1869" handstamped on title panel.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2960 (PrCt)

46581 Mexico - Maps - 1969 - Road maps - Central America - Maps - 1969 - Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 60 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair Mexico
Plate no. 696063-10
Map on verso (42 x 59 cm.): Sinclair Central America.
Panel art: Sinclair logo, abstracted traffic signs.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2857 (PrCt)

46582 Mexico - Maps - 1970
1 atlas ; 275 x 356 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

46583 Mexico - Maps - 1970 - Road maps - Central America - Maps - 1970 - Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 60 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Mexico
Plate no. 706063-10
Map on verso (42 x 59 cm): Central America.
Panel art: Gulf logo with 2 vertical stripes.

46584 Mexico - Maps - 1970 - Road maps - Central America - Maps - 1970 - Road maps
Authors: American Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 60 x 43 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Mexico.
"Effective October, 1970" -- Back panel.
Plate no. 706063-11
Map on verso (43 x 59 cm.): Central America.
Panel art: Outline of Mexico and Central America, "American" gas sign with slogan "As you travel, ask us."
"Effective October, 1970" -- Back panel.
Title panel handstamped "Oct 23 1970."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2964 (PrCt)

46585 Mexico - Maps - 1970 - Road maps - Central America - Maps - 1970 - Road maps
Authors: American Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 60 x 43 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Mexico.
"Effective October, 1970" -- Back panel.
Plate no. 706063-11
Map on verso (43 x 59 cm.): Central America.
Panel art: Outline of Mexico and Central America, "American" gas sign with slogan "As you travel, ask us."
"Effective October, 1970" -- Back panel.
Title panel handstamped "Oct 23 1970."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2964 (PrCt)
Mexico - Maps - 1972
Authors: Terry, T. Philip (Thomas Philip), 1864-1945 -- Terry's guides -- Norman, James, 1912- -- Doubleday and Company, inc. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
xxv, 833 p. : maps ; 22 cm.
Uniform title: Terry's Mexico
Includes bibliographical references (p. 195-197) and index.
Maps on lining-papers.
First published in 1909 under title: Terry's Mexico.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 70171308
Baskes F1209 .T336 1972 (NLO)

Mexico - Maps - 1972=\=Mexico - Historical geography - Maps - 1972
Authors: García de Miranda, Enriqueta -- Falcón de Gyves, Zaida -- Editorial Porrúa, S.A., Mexico 1 atlas (197 col. maps) ; 35 cm.
'Mapas históricos,' p. 11-23.
map5C 6 (NLO)

Mexico - Maps - 1972 = Mexico - Road maps=\=Central America - Maps - 1972 = Road maps=\=Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 60 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"1972 edition"
Panel title.
Added title: Road map of Mexico = Carta de caminos : Mexico.
Plate no. 726063-13.
Map on verso (42 x 59 cm): Central America.
Panel art: Gulf logo with 2 vertical stripes.
Handstamp: June 29 1972.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1324 (PrCt)

Mexico - Maps - 1972 = Mexico City (Mexico) - Maps - 1973 = Road maps=\=Mexico City Region (Mexico) - Maps - 1973 = Road maps=\=Road maps=\=Road maps
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 60 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.
"1973 Edition"
Panel title.
Added title: Road map of Mexico = Carta de caminos : Mexico.
Plate no. 736063-14
Maps on verso (21 x 30 cm. and smaller):
Mexico, D.F. and vicinity -- Chihuahua -- Guadalajara -- Monterrey -- Puebla -- San Luis Potosí -- Acapulco -- Mexico, D.F. and environs -- Mexico, D.F.
Panel art: nine Mobil winged horse logos.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1669 (PrCt)
Panel title.
"Copyright © by Rand McNally & Co., lithographed in U.S.A."

Added title: Road map of Mexico = Carta de caminos : Mexico.
Plate no. 746063-15.
Panel art: Gulf logo with 2 vertical stripes.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (April 2010).
RMcN Stock 7 (PrCt)

Panel art: road signs.
Forms part of a collection of stock editions of Rand McNally road maps, some apparently issued as sales samples and / or printer's proofs for prospective commercial clients.
Uniform series title (established by cataloger):
Stock road maps
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (April 2010).
RMcN Stock 8 (PrCt)

Panel art: road signs.
Forms part of a collection of stock editions of Rand McNally road maps, some apparently issued as sales samples and / or printer's proofs for prospective commercial clients.
Uniform series title (established by cataloger):
Stock road maps
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (April 2010).
RMcN Stock 1325 (PrCt)
Association (Great Britain) -- Prentice-Hall, inc. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 91 plates 
1st ed. 
Issued in partnership with the Automobile Association (tall format); cf. A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher, 1832-1990, p. 277. 
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. 
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt) 

Mexico - Maps - 1989 - Guidebooks 
Authors: Langenschiedt (Firm) -- Langenschiedt self-guided series -- Polyglott Verlag -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 
1 v. 
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. 
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt) 

Mexico - Maps - 1991 - Road maps Road maps 
Authors: Sistemas de Información Geográfica, S.A. -- Geocentro -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 
1 v. : 39 maps ; 220 x 165 mm. 
Issued in several eds. between 1987-1998; cf. OCLC 22296717 et al. 
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. 
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt) 

Mexico - Maps - 1992-1993 - Road maps Road maps 
Authors: Guía Roji, s.a. 
1 atlas ([48] p.) : col. ill., col. maps ; 26 cm. 
Cover title: Por las carreteras de Mexico. 
Predominant scale 1:2,000,000. 1 cm. to 20 km. 
Advertisements on inside covers. 
Date of publication from advertisements. 
Includes index. 
Scales differ. 
ISBN 9789706210562 ; 9706210563 G1546.P2 G8 1993 (NLO) 

Mexico - Maps - 1993 
Authors: Insight guides -- APA Publications (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 
1 v. : 9 maps 
5th ed. 
No. 285 in a series. 
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. 
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt) 

Mexico - Maps - 1996 
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Automobile Association (Great Britain) -- Macmillan Travel -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 
1 v. : 1 map, 51 city plans 
2nd ed. 
Edition statement on cover: 3e. 
Issued in partnership with the Automobile Association (short format); cf. A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher, 1832-1990, p. 277. & Co. 
Cover price: $23.95. 
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. 
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt) 

Mexico - Maps - 2007 - Maps, Outline and base Advertising maps 
Authors: V. & V. Supremo Foods (Chicago, Ill.) -- Supremo (V. & V.) Foods, Chicago, Ill. SEE V. & V. Supremo Foods (Chicago, Ill.) -- Mather, Autumn 
1 map : col. ; 31 x 47 cm., on sheet 66 x 48 cm. 
Outline map identifying Mexican states and state capitols; printed beneath photographs of V. & V. Supremo food products, the Mexican flag, and the text of 'Juramento a la bandera.' 
Forms part of a Spanish advertisement. 
English advertisement and map of the United States on verso. 

Heraldica de Mexico. [Mexico] : Impresa en Mexico por Calendarias y Propaganda S.A. de C.V., [2008?]. 
Authors: Restaurant 'El Patio' (Chicago, Ill.) -- Calendarias y Propaganda (Firm) -- Mexico -- Cervantes, Maria I. -- Vazquez, Francisco -- Mather, Autumn 
1 map : col. ; 24 x 27 cm., on sheet 59 x 30 cm. 
Title in small print beneath map, and above added title from advertising in oversize lettering: Restaurant 'El Patio'... Sus propietarios: Marias I. Cervantes y Francisco Vazquez. 4527 S. Ashland Ave. Tel. (773) 847-2595. Chicago, IL 60609.
Outline map of Mexico; shows states and state capitols; margins include heraldic coats-of-arms. Forms part of a calendar backing (?) Summary statistics on Mexican states on verso.

Gift 2008, Autumn Mather.

map2F G4410 2008 .P3 (PrCt)

46605 Mexico - Maps - Bibliography>>>Archivo General de la Nación (Mexico) - Map collections - Bibliography - Catalogs
Authors: Archivo General de la Nación (Mexico) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
7 v. : maps, ill. ; 22 cm.
"Primera edición 1979"
Brief descriptions of 3,659 items (mostly maps and plans) accompanied by small reproductions.
Formerly Ayer Z6027.M6 M28 1979
LC Card Number: 80117718
ISBN 9688050423
Map Ref Z6027.M6 M28 1979 (NLO)

46606 Mexico - Maps - Collections, 1500-1799 - Cities and towns>>>Mexico - Pictorial works - Collections, 1500-1799 - Cities and towns
- Collections, 1500-1799 - Cities and towns
- Maps - Collections, 1500-1799
- Historical geography - Pictorial works - Collections, 1500-1799
- Cities and towns - Mexico - Maps - Collections, 1500-1799
- Cities and towns - Mexico - Pictorial works - Collections, 1500-1799
- Cities and towns - Mexico - Historical geography - Maps - Collections, 1500-1799
- Cities and towns - Mexico - Historical geography - Pictorial works - Collections, 1500-1799
- Cities and towns - Mexico - Cartography - Cities and towns - Mexico - History - Cities and towns - 1500-1799
- Cartography - Cities and towns - Mexico - History - Cities and towns - 1500-1799
- Cities and towns - Mexico - History - Cities and towns - 1500-1799
- Mexico - History - Cities and towns - 1500-1799
- Mexico - Cartography - Cities and towns - 1500-1799

Poblaciones mexicanas, planos y panoramas, siglos XVI al XIX = Mexican towns, plans and panoramas, 16th to 19th centuries / Roberto L. Mayer ; contribuciones especiales de Elías A. Trabulse ; editor, Mario de la Torre. México, D.F. Smurfit, 1998.
Authors: Mayer, Roberto L. -- Trabulse, Elías. -- Torre, Mario de la -- Smurfit Cartón y Papel de México -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
347 p. : 227 col. ill. and maps ; 32 x 35 cm.
Spanish and English.
Includes bibliographical references.
This copy inscribed by the author to Roger Baskes?
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

46607 Mexico - Maps - Collections, 1500-1799 - Cities and towns>>>Mexico - Pictorial works - Collections, 1500-1799 - Cities and towns
- Collections, 1500-1799 - Cities and towns
- Historical geography - Maps - Collections, 1500-1799
- Historical geography - Pictorial works - Collections, 1500-1799
- Cities and towns - Mexico - Maps - Collections, 1500-1799
- Cities and towns - Mexico - Historical geography - Maps - Collections, 1500-1799
- Cities and towns - Mexico - Historical geography - Pictorial works - Collections, 1500-1799
- Cities and towns - Mexico - Cartography - Cities and towns - Mexico - History - Cities and towns - 1500-1799
- Cartography - Cities and towns - Mexico - History - Cities and towns - 1500-1799
- Historical atlases
Poblaciones mexicanas, planos y panoramas, siglos XVI al XIX = Mexican towns, plans and panoramas, 16th to 19th centuries / Roberto L. Mayer ; contribuciones especiales de Elías A. Trabulse ; editor, Mario de la Torre. México, D.F. Smurfit, 1998.
Authors: Mayer, Roberto L. -- Trabulse, Elías. -- Torre, Mario de la -- Smurfit Cartón y Papel de México -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
347 p. : 227 col. ill. and maps ; 32 x 35 cm.
Spanish and English.
Includes bibliographical references.
ISBN 9687193158

46608 Mexico, North - Maps - 1600 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles>>>Southwestern States - Maps - 1600 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Mapa del Nuevo México: por el cosmógrafo Enrico Martinez. [19--].
Authors: Martínez, Enrico, d. 1632 -- Archivo General de Indias. Patronato 1-1-3/22-12 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
Mexico, North - Maps - 1700-1799 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<Texas - Maps - 1700-1799 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles [A Map of New Spain between 22° and 37° N. lat. ... ] [19--].
Authors: British Library. Add. Ms. 17650 a -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 25 x 62 cm on 2 sheets
Negative photostatic reproduction of 18th-century (?) manuscript.
Title supplied from the Catalogue of the manuscript maps, charts, and plans, and of the topographical drawings in the British Museum (1844-1861) v. 3, p. 493
MapPhoto England BL Add. Ms. 17650 a (PrCt)

Mexico, North - Maps - 1717 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<Southwestern States - Maps - 1717 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles Mapa geografico que presentó con su informe al virrey de la Nueva España, Don Juan de Olivan Rebollo de la real audiencia de Mexico en 18 Diciembre de 1717 y á consecuencia del reconocimiento que hizo de estas provincias de orden de S.E. [19--].
Authors: Olivan, Rebollo Juan Manuel de, d. 1738 -- Archivo General de Indias. 61-6-35 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1717 manuscript.
Title from: Torres Lanzas, Pedro. Relación descriptiva de los mapas, planos, & de México y Floridas existentes en el Archivo General de Indias (Sevilla, 1900) v. 1, 49, 44
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto Spain AGI 61-6-35 (PrCt)

Plano corographic he hidrographico de las provincias de la Nueva Vizcaya y Culiacan de el Nueva España ... [19--].
Authors: Alvarez Barreiro, Francisco -- Acuña, Juan de, marqués de Casafuerte, 1658-1734 -- Archivo General de Indias. 67-4-4 (2) -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1726 manuscript.
Title and author from Torres Lanzas, Pedro. Relación descriptiva de los mapas, planos, & de México y Floridas existentes en el Archivo General de Indias (Sevilla, 1900):121,90-91.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto Spain AGI 67-4-4 (2) (PrCt)
1729 - Indians - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Indios barbados, las ordens ... de Don Pedro de Rivera Villalon. [19-].
Authors: Alvarez Barreiro, Francisco -- Acuña, Juan de, marqués de Casafuerte, 1658-1734 -- Rivera, Pedro de, 1664?-1744 -- British Library. 
Add. Ms. 17651 l -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1729 manuscript.
MapPhoto England BL Add. Ms. 17651 l (PrCt)

46617 Mexico, North - Maps - 1762 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Sonora (Mexico : State) - Maps - 1762 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Arizona - Maps - 1762 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
New Mexico - Maps - 1762 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Have Sonorae tabulam honori et amori per illustris ac generosi Dn. Josephi Tienda de Guervo. [19-].
Authors: Tienda de Guervo, Jose -- Instituto Hidrográfico de la Marina (Spain). S.H.M. 9a-1a, 179 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1762 manuscript. 
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto Spain S.H.M. 9a-1a, 179 (PrCt)

46618 Mexico, North - Maps - 1768 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Sonora (Mexico : State) - Maps - 1768 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Arizona - Maps - 1768 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
New Mexico - Maps - 1768 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Mexico, Northern SEE Mexico, North - Norte (Mexico) SEE Mexico, North - North Mexico SEE Mexico, North - Northern Mexico SEE Mexico, North - Northern States (Mexico) SEE Mexico, North
Mapa corographico de la provincia que propriamente se llama Sonora ... 1768. [19-].
Authors: Medina y Cabrera, Nicolas Joseph, fl. 1768 -- Instituto Hidrográfico de la Marina (Spain). S.H.M. 9a-2a, 150. 4 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1768 manuscript. 
Includes 43 illustrations of Indians, animals, vegetation, everyday life, and landscapes.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto Spain S.H.M. 9a-2a, 150. 4 (PrCt)
46620  Mexico, North - Maps - 1770 - Indians - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  Southwestern States - Maps - 1770 - Indians - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  Indians - Mexico, North - Maps - 1770 - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles  Indians of Mexico - Maps  Plano corográfico é hidrográfico de las provincias de el Nuevo Mexico, Sonora, Estimurí, Sinaloa, Culican, Nueba Viscaya, Najairit, nuevo reino de Leon, Nueva Estremadura ó Coaguila, y la del nuevo reyno de Philipinas, provincia de los Tejas ... por Don Francisco Alvarez Barreiro, yngeniero principal de la provincia de las Tejas ... reducido y delineado por Don Luis de Survile, en 4 de Julio del año de 1770. [19-].
Authors: Alvarez Barreiro, Francisco -- Survile, Luis de -- British Library. Add. Ms. 17650 b -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1770 manuscript.
References: Catalogue of the manuscript maps, charts, and plans, and of the topographical drawings in the British Museum (1844-1861) v. 3, p. 491
MapPhoto England BL Add. Ms. 17650 b (PrCt)

46621  Mexico, North - Maps - 1771 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  Southwestern States - Maps - 1771 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  Manuscript maps - Facsimiles  Mapa de la frontera del virreinato de Nueva España, nuevamente construido por el yngeniero ordinary D. Nicolas de Lafora, sobre las observaciones de latitud que hizo, rumbos y distancias que observó, en su viaje a aquellos paises: en el que se manifiesta el proyecto de su defensa del Marques de Nubi y de dicho yngeniero, aprobado en la Junta de Guerra y Hacienda que se tubo en esta capital el dia 27 de Julio, 1771. [19-].
Authors: Lafora, Nicolas de -- British Library. Add. Ms. 17660 a -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1771 manuscript; 2 copies.
MapPhoto England BL Add. Ms. 17660 a (PrCt)

46622  Mexico, North - Maps - 1779 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  Manuscript maps - Facsimiles  Plano que manifiesta la colonia del Nuevo Santander, costa del Seno Mexicanoy por mayor las provincias que la circundan, a qué obispos pertenecen y los lugares de aquella que reconocen mitra. [19-].
Authors: Archivo General de Indias. 104-7-29 (2) -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1779 manuscript.
Torres Lanzas, Pedro. Relación descriptiva de los mapas, planos, & de México y Floridas existentes en el Archivo General de Indias (Sevilla, 1900):353,31-32
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto Spain AGI 104-7-29 (2) (PrCt)
Manuscripts - Facsimiles
- New Mexico - Maps - 1780 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
- Mape de la frontera de Sonora para el establecimiento de la línea de presidios. Arispe 4 de Septiembre de 1780. [19-].
- Authors: Rocha y Figueroa, Geronimo de la -- Instituto Hidrográfico de la Marina (Spain).
- S.H.M. 9a-1a,42 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
- 1 map
- Photostatic reproduction of 1780 manuscript.
- Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

MapPhoto Spain S.H.M. 9a-1a,42 (PrCt)

Mexico, North - Maps - 1797 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
- Sonora (Mexico : State) - Maps - 1797 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
- Arizona - Maps - 1797 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
- New Mexico - Maps - 1797 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
- Baja California (Mexico : Peninsula) - Maps - 1797 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
- Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
- Nuevo mapa geografico de las provincias de la Sonora y Nueva-Vizcaya de la America septentrional, comprendidas entre los 23° 30' y 32° de latitud N. ... en le que se manifiestan las adyacentes, para conocimiento de su posicion, como asimismo la peninsula de la California; formado por el capitan de el real cuerpo de yngenieros, Don Juan de Pagazaurtundua ...
- [19-].
- Authors: Pagazaurtundua, Juan de -- British Library.
- Add. Ms. 17660 b -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
- 1 map
- Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1797 manuscript.

MapPhoto England BL Add. Ms. 17660 b (PrCt)

Mexico, North - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
- Monterrey (Mexico) - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
- Monterrey Region (Mexico) - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
- Highway map of northeastern Mexico to the scenic grandeur of Monterrey, king of the mountains. Austin : E.L. Steck Co., c1931.
- 1 map : col. ; 44 x 59 cm.
- Panel title.

Logo of the Asociación Mexicana Automovilistica at head of title.

“Highways logged , map drawn ... under direction of E.L. Steck Co., Austin, Texas and A.L. Rodriguez, Monterrey.”

Signed "R.M. Stene - 31" at bottom left.

“Make inquiry at Chamber of Commerce at Monterrey, Laredo, San Antonio or Gunter Hotel, San Antonio, Texas, or A.A.A. clubs for condition of roads south of Victoria.”

Plate no. 9470.

Inset (26 x 26 cm.): Monterrey and vicinity.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 198.3C (PrCt)

Mexico, Southeast - Maps - 1703 - Coasts - Nautical charts
- Honduras, Gulf of - Maps - 1703 - Nautical charts - Tehuantepec, Gulf of (Mexico) - Maps - 1703 - Nautical charts
- 1 map ; 43 x 52 cm.

In: The Fourth part of the general English pilot. Describing the ... east-coast of America : from Greenland to the River Amazones ... (London : Printed by I. Dawks, for Jer. Seller, and Cha. Price at the Hermitage-Stairs in Wapping, 1703) pl. [15].


VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .E55 1690 [pt. 4], pl. [15] (PrCt)

Mexico, Valley of (Mexico) - Historical geography - Maps - 1847
- Battle of, Mexico City, Mexico, 1847
- Mexico - Historical geography - Maps - 1847
- Mexican War, 1846-1848 - Maps
- Battlefields in Valley of Mexico : Contreras, Churubusco, Molino del Rey, Chapultepec, capture of city. [S.I. s.n., 1900].
- Authors: Stevens, Hazard, 1842-1918 -- Stevens, Hazard, 1842-1918. The Life of Isaac Ingalls Stevens (1900) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
- 1 map ; 15 x 10 cm.

Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.

Graff 3974 v. 1, between p. 172-[173] (PrCt)

**46630**

Mexico, Valley of (Mexico) - Historical geography - Maps - 1847

México, Valley of (Mexico)

The Valley of Mexico. [S.I. s.n., 1900].

Authors: Stevens, Hazard, 1842-1918 -- Stevens, Hazard, 1842-1918. The Life of Isaac Ingalls Stevens (1900) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 10 x 17 cm.

Anonymous map in Stevens, Hazard. The Life of Isaac Ingalls Stevens (Boston ; New York ; Cambridge : Houghton, Mifflin and Company ; Riverside Press, 1900) v. 1, between p. 162-[163].

Details 'routes of American troops.'

Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.

Graff 3974 v. 1, between p. 162-[163] (PrCt)

**46631**

Mexico, Valley of (Mexico) - Maps - 1811

Carte de la vallée de Mexico et des montagnes voisines ... [Paris : F. Schoell, 1811].


1 map ; 37 x 44 cm.

Dessiné par G. Grossmann, terminé par F. Friesen à Berlin 1807 et par A. Humboldt à Paris 1808. Gravé par Barrière -- et l'Ecriture par L. Aubert père.'


Map dated 1804 ... 1808.

Engraved plate no. '3.'

Duplicate copies: folio Graff 2009 -- Baskes oversize G1545 .H8 1811

Case oversize G 98 .425 Pt. 3 Atlas, pl. [4] (PrCt)

**46632**

Mexico, Valley of (Mexico) - Maps - 1846


Authors: T. Sinclair's Lith. -- Gilliam, Albert M. Travels over the table lands and cordilleras of Mexico during the years 1843 and 44 : including a description of California ... (1846) -- Moore, J. W., fl. 1846 -- Wiley & Putnam -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 21 x 19 cm., on sheet folded to 23 x 12 cm.

In: Gilliam, Albert M. Travels over the table lands and cordilleras of Mexico during the years 1843 and 44 : including a description of California ... (Philadelphia ; London : J. W. Moore ; Wiley & Putnam, 1846), between p. 78-79.

Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.

Graff 1554, between p. 78-79 (PrCt)

**46633**

Mexico, Valley of (Mexico) - Maps - 1838 - Road maps

*Road maps Valley of Mexico highways.* [Mexico City : Frances Toor Studios, 1938].

Authors: Mérida, Carlos, 1891-1984 -- Cervantes, A., active 1938 -- Toor, Frances, 1890-1956.

Frances Toor's motorist guide to Mexico (1938) -- Frances Toor Studios (Mexico City, Mexico)

1 map : col. ; 19 x 20 cm., on sheet folded to 21 x 10 cm.

Scale [ca. 1:429,000]

Coordinates: (W 99°26'50"--W 98°33'20"/N 19°50'00"--N 18°58'00")

"Figures represent distances in miles."

In: Toor, Frances. Frances Toor's motorist guide to Mexico / maps and drawings by Carlos Mérida and A. Cervantes (Mexico City : Frances Toor Studios, c1938), map 25.

F1209 .T65 1938 map 25 (PrCt)

**46634**

Mexico, Valley of (Mexico) - Maps - Bibliography


Authors: Apenes, Ola, 1898

*Mapas antiguos del Valle de México, recopilados y descritos por Ola Apenes* (Newberry Library)

31 p. : 43 maps ; 24 x 34 cm.

Series: Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México. Instituto de Historia. Publicación num. 4. Ayer 135 A64 1947 (NLO)

**46635**

Mexico, Valley of (Mexico) - Maps - Collections

*Maps and Collections.* Mexico Valley of (Mexico) - History

Authors: Apenes, Ola, 1898

Maps and A. Cervantes (Mexico City : Frances Toor Studios, c1938)

31 p. : 43 maps ; 24 x 34 cm.

Series: Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México. Instituto de Historia. Publicación num. 4. Ayer 135 A64 1947 (NLO)

**46636**

Meyer, Georg Friedrich, 1645-1693

*Georg Friedrich Meyer, ein Basler Kartograph*
Fortification of Mézières (Ardennes, France).

Authors: Nicolas de Fer, 1646-1720.

In: Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes; avec leurs fortifications ... (1713).

1 map; 19 x 27 cm.

For later state of this map, with engraved plate number, see Case folio U 26.292.

For earlier version of this map, engraved on different plate, see Case folio U 26.293.

Case oversized U 26.2919 map [31] (PrCt)

Mézières, ville forte, située sur la Meuse, dans la province de Champagne ...

Authors: Nicolas de Fer, 1646-1720.

Introduction à la fortification ... (1713).

1 map; 19 x 27 cm.

Case oversized U 26.2919 map [31] (PrCt)
Authors: Great Mid-Western Publishing Company -- Future Farmers of America of Miami County -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (56 p.) : maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.

"Distributed by Future Farmers of America of Miami County."
Includes index of owners and business directory. Advertisements on covers and interspersed. Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.


1 atlas (xvi, 68 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Spanish edition.
$9.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528850717
RMcN StrFdr 1986 .D32a (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (xvi, 68 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title: StreetFinder : Dade County
$9.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528850660
RMcN StrFdr 1986 .D32 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Loose-leaf.
$49.95
On p. 345, copyright certificate #TX 2-621-651.
Uniform title: StreetFinder.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-20113-1
RMcN StrFdr 1989 .D3 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (107 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
$15.95
On p. 107, copyright certificate #TX 3-385-971.
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-91158-9
RMcN StrFdr 1992 .D3 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (143 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
New larger scale."
$15.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-91298-4
RMcN StrFdr 1994 .D3 (PrCt)

46653 Miami-Dade County ( Fla.) - Maps - 1996 - Road maps<<<Road maps<<<Counties - Maps Dade County StreetFinder. Skokie, Ill. Rand McNally , 1996.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (144 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
$15.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-98911-0
RMcN StrFdr 1996 .D3 (PrCt)

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- NAVTEQ (Firm) -- Rand McNally and Company.
Street guide -- Rand McNally and Company.
StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
3 atlases in 1 v. (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm.

Cover title.
Includes three county atlases with separate title pages: Palm Beach County street guide -- Broward County street guide -- Miami-Dade County street guide.
"$44.95" -- back cover
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528859498
RMcN StrFdr 2007 .M48a (PrCt)

46657
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- NAVTEQ (Firm) -- Rand McNally and Company.
Street guide -- Rand McNally and Company.
StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
4 atlases in 1 v. (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
"12th edition" -- front cover
Cover title: Miami-Dade, Broward & Palm Beach counties street guide : including the Florida Keys
Includes four atlases with separate title pages: Palm Beach County street guide -- Broward County street guide -- Miami-Dade County street guide -- Florida Keys street guide.
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
"$39.95" -- back cover
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528873768
RMcN StrFdr 2009 .M48 (PrCt)

46658
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- NAVTEQ (Firm) -- Rand McNally and Company.
Street guide -- Rand McNally and Company.
StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
"12th edition" -- front cover.
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
"$19.95" -- back cover
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528873733
RMcN StrFdr 2009 .M48a (PrCt)

46659
Miami (Fla.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps -- Miami Beach (Fla.) - Maps - 1941 -
Miami (Fla.) - Maps - 1949 - Road maps


Authors: Atlantic Refining Company -- Hi-Arc -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col.; 65 x 51 cm. on sheet 68 x 54 cm.

Added title: Atlantic street map of Miami, Miami Beach, North Miami, Biscayne Park, Surfside, Indian Creek Village, Miami Shores, El Portal, Hialeah, Miami Springs, Coral Gables, South Miami.

Cartouche no. 842-698M-6-48. Plate no. 8-474085-1.

Includes inset of Flagler-Tamiami section and adjacent area.

On verso: Downtown Miami. Plate no. 8-474086-1.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 18.24A (PrCt)

Miami (Fla.) - Maps - 1950-1959 - Road maps


Authors: Atlantic Refining Company -- Hi-Arc -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col.; 65 x 50 cm. on sheet 68 x 53 cm.

Added title: Atlantic street map of Miami, Miami Beach, Opa Locka, North Miami, Biscayne Park, Bay Harbor, Bal Harbour, Bal Harbour, Indian Creek Village, Surfside, Miami Shores, El Portal, North Bay Village, Hialeah, Miami Springs, Coral Gables, South Miami.

Cartouche no. 890-747M-6-49. Plate no. 494085.

Includes inset of Flagler-Tamiami section and adjacent area.

On verso: Downtown Miami. Plate no. 494086.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 18.2B (PrCt)

Miami (Fla.) - Maps - 1959 - Road maps

The Premier street map of Miami, Miami Beach and vicinity / produced under the direction of Alexander Gross, F.R.G.S. New York : Geographia Map Co. Inc., [195-?].

Authors: Geographia Map Company -- Gross, Alexander, 1879-1958

1 map : col.; 65 x 15 cm. on sheet 104 x 68 cm., folded in covers to 23 x 12 cm.

Scale [1:31,680]

Bottom margin includes extensive street index and tourist directory.

"House numbers, transit lines, postal zones, etc." -- front cover.

Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).

References: Cf. OCLC 251159785

Road map

RMcN AE 18.1B (PrCt)

Miami (Fla.) - Maps - 1951 - Road maps

Miami (Fla.) - Maps - 1960-1969 - Road maps


Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col.; 79 x 43 cm. on sheet 92 x 46 cm.

Form S. P. 5129.

Added title: Street map of Miami, Opa Locka, North Miami, Biscayne Park, Miami Shores, El Portal, Hialeah, Miami Springs, Coral Gables, South Miami.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 18.1A (PrCt)

Miami (Fla.) - Maps - 1970-1979 - Road maps


Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col.; 79 x 43 cm. on sheet 92 x 46 cm.

Form S. P. 5129.

Added title: Street map of Miami, Opa Locka, North Miami, Biscayne Park, Miami Shores, El Portal, Hialeah, Miami Springs, Coral Gables, South Miami.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 18.1A (PrCt)

Miami (Fla.) - Maps - 1980-1989 - Road maps


Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col.; 79 x 43 cm. on sheet 92 x 46 cm.

Form S. P. 5129.

Added title: Street map of Miami, Opa Locka, North Miami, Biscayne Park, Miami Shores, El Portal, Hialeah, Miami Springs, Coral Gables, South Miami.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 18.1A (PrCt)
**Road maps**

**Road map : Miami street map and sightseeing guide / Sinclair. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1951].**

Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection

(Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 48 x 47 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm. Panel no. 51.

Added panel title: Miami street map.

Added title: Sinclair street map of Miami, Miami Beach, Miami Shores, El Portal, North Bay Village, Hialeah, Miami Springs, Coral Gables, South Miami. Plate no. 1-494085-1.

Includes inset of Flagler-Tamiami section and adjacent area.

On verso: Sinclair: West Palm Beach to Fort Lauderdale. -- Sinclair: Fort Lauderdale to Florida City. Plate no. 1-4914-1.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection

(Newberry Library).

**RMCN AE 18.18B (PrCt)**

46670  **Miami (Fla.) - Maps - 1951 - Road maps**

**Road maps : Miami Beach (Fla.) - Maps - 1951 - Road maps**

**Road map : Miami street map and sightseeing guide / Sinclair. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1951].**

Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection

(Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 48 x 47 cm., folded to 17 x 9 cm. Panel title.

Added title: Sinclair street map of Miami, Miami Beach, Miami Shores, El Portal, North Bay Village, Hialeah, Miami Springs, Coral Gables, South Miami. Plate no. 1-494085-1.

Inset (12 x 9 cm.): Flagler, Tamiami section and adjacent area.

Maps on verso (65 x 31 cm. and 65 x 15 cm.): Sinclair Fort Lauderdale to Florida City -- Sinclair West Palm Beach to Fort Lauderdale.

Panel art: Illustration of HC Sinclair service attendant refuelling a car.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection

(Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

**RMCN Clients 2698 (PrCt)**

46671  **Miami (Fla.) - Maps - 1951 - Road maps**

**Pictorial maps : Miami Beach (Fla.) - Maps - 1951 - Road maps**

**Pictorial maps : Miami Beach (Fla.) - Maps - 1951 - Road maps**

**Pictorial maps : Miami Beach (Fla.) - Maps - 1951 - Road maps**

**Miami Beach tourist map / Gulf. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1951].**

Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection

(Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 81 x 43 cm., folded to 24 x 11 cm. Panel title.

Added title: Street map of Miami : Opa Locka, North Miami, Biscayne Park, Miami Shores, El Portal, Hialeah, Miami Springs, Coral Gables, South Miami. Plate no. 1-494083-8

 Insets (7 x 10 cm. and 14 x 13 cm.): Flagler, Tamiami Section -- Downtown Miami.

Maps on verso (71 x 43 cm. and 58 x 14 cm.): Street map of Miami Beach : North Miami Beach, North Miami, Bal Harbour, Bay Harbor Islands, Surfside, Indian Creek, Miami Shores, North Bay -- Lake Worth to North Miami.

Panel art: Coastline with buildings; beach in foreground.

Handstamp: Dec 21 1960 [sic].

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection

(Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

**RMCN Clients 1086 (PrCt)**

46672  **Miami (Fla.) - Maps - 1951 - Road maps**


Authors: Atlantic Refining Company -- Hi-Arc -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection

(Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 65 x 50 cm. on sheet 68 x 54 cm. Panel title.


Includes inset of Flagler-Tamiami section and adjacent area.


Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection

(Newberry Library).

**RMCN AE 18.12B (PrCt)**

46673  **Miami (Fla.) - Maps - 1951 - Road maps**

**Road maps : Saint Petersburg (Fla.) - Maps - 1951 - Road maps**

**Road maps : Saint Petersburg (Fla.) - Maps - 1951 - Road maps**

**Road maps : Saint Petersburg (Fla.) - Maps - 1951 - Road maps**

**Miami, Tampa, St. Petersburg : Texaco. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1951].**

Authors: Texas Company -- Texaco Waterways Service -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection

(Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 79 x 56 cm., folded to 24 x 11 cm. Panel title.

Added title: Miami, Miami Beach street map. Cartouche no. 63. Plate no. 514085V. Includes inset of Flagler-Tamiami section.

On verso: St. Petersburg street map. Cartouche no. 64. Plate no. 1-4630-2. -- Tampa street map. Cartouche no. 64. Plate no. 1-4629-2. Includes...
inset of Tampa-St. Petersburg regional map.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 18.16B (PrCt)

46674 Miami (Fla.) - Maps - 1952 - Road maps
<<>>Florida - Maps - 1952 - Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 49 x 47 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Panel no. 52A.
Added title: Sinclair street map of Miami, Miami Beach, Miami Shores, El Portal, North Bay Village, Hialeah, Miami Springs, Coral Gables, South Miami, West Miami. Plate no. 2-494058-2.
Includes inset of Flagler-Tamiami section and adjacent area.
On verso: Sinclair: West Palm Beach to Fort Lauderdale. -- Sinclair: Fort Lauderdale to Florida City. Plate no. 2-4941-2.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 18.22B (PrCt)

46675 Miami (Fla.) - Maps - 1952 - Road maps
<<>>Miami Beach (Fla.) - Maps - 1952 - Road maps
<<>>Miami Region (Fla.) - Maps - 1952 - Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 48 x 47 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair street map of Miami, Miami Beach, Miami Shores, El Portal, North Bay Village, Hialeah, Miami Springs, Coral Gables, South Miami.
Plate no. 2-494058-2.
Inset (12 x 10 cm.): Flagler, Tamiami section and adjacent area.
Maps on verso (65 x 31 cm. and 65 x 15 cm.): Sinclair Fort Lauderdale to Florida City -- Sinclair West Palm Beach to Fort Lauderdale.
Panel art: HC Sinclair Gasoline sign and illustration of a Sinclair gas station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2716 (PrCt)

46676 Miami (Fla.) - Maps - 1952 - Road maps
<<>>Saint Petersburg (Fla.) - Maps - 1951 - Road maps
<<>>Tampa (Fla.) - Maps - 1952 - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Texaco Waterways Service -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 78 x 56 cm. on sheet 82 x 59 cm.
Panel nos. 67 and 652.
Added title: Miami, Miami Beach street map.
Cartouche no. 63. Plate no. 2-514085V-1.
Includes inset of Flagler-Tamiami section.
On verso: St. Petersburg street map. Cartouche no. 64. Plate no. 2-4630-3.
Includes inset of Tampa-St. Petersburg region. -- Tampa street map.
Cartouche no. 64. Plate no. 2-4629-3.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 18.27B (PrCt)

46677 Miami (Fla.) - Maps - 1954 - Road maps
<<>>Miami Beach (Fla.) - Maps - 1954 - Road maps
<<>>Miami Region (Fla.) - Maps - 1954 - Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 37 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair street map of Miami, Opa Locka, North Miami, Biscayne Park, Miami Shores, El Portal, Hialeah, Miami Springs, West Miami, Coral Gables, South Miami.
Plate no. 4-524085-2.
Inset (17 x 11 cm.): Flagler, Tamiami section and adjacent area.
Maps on verso (60 x 21 cm. and 60 x 13 cm.):
Sinclair street map of Miami Beach, Bal Harbor, Bay Harbor Islands, Biscayne Park, Indian Creek Village, Surfside, North Bay Village -- Sinclair Lake Worth to North Miami.
Panel art: Color illustration of a Sinclair gas station attendant reading map with a couple in a convertible car.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2729 (PrCt)
Petersburg street map -- Tampa, St. Petersburg and vicinity -- Tampa street map.
Panel art: Texaco gas station on hilly rural road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Clients 3732 (PrCt)

46680  
Miami (Fla.) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps
Miami, Miami Beach ... tour with Texaco. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1956?].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; 64 x 37 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Miami ... Plate no. 6-524084-4.
Inset (64 x 37 cm.): Flagler-Tamiami section and adjacent area.
Maps on verso (60 x 21 and 60 x 13 cm.): Texaco touring map of Miami Beach ... -- Texaco touring map of Lake Worth to North Miami.
Panel art: Texaco gas station on hilly rural road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Clients 3780 (PrCt)
Miami, Miami Beach tourguide map / Gulf. [Chicago]: Rand McNally & Co., c1970.
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 86 x 81 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Greater Miami street map
Place no. 706072-14.
Inset (15 x 16 cm.): South Miami to Homestead.
Panel art: "Amoco" gas logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2984 (PrCt)

1 map : both sides, col. ; 86 x 80 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.
"1975 Edition"
Panel title.
Added title: Phillips 66 street map of greater Miami.
Plate no. 746072-14.
Inset (15 x 16 cm.): South Miami to Homestead.
Panel art: illustration of goose flying over mountain landscape.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2065 (PrCt)

Miami, Miami Beach & Dade County bicentennial commemorative road map ... / Amoco Oil Company. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Co.,
Authors: Amoco Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 86 x 81 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"1975 edition."
Panel title.
Added title: Greater Miami street map.
Identifies Amoco service station locations.
Plate no. 746072-14.
Inset (15 x 16 cm.): South Miami to Homestead.
Panel art: "Amoco" gas logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1696 (PrCt)
Miami (Fla.) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps

Added title: Greater Miami street map.
Plate no. 766072-15.
Inset (14 x 16 cm.): South Miami to Homestead.
Panel art: "Amoco" gas logo, color illustration of Cape Florida lighthouse, Key Biscayne.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Clients 4046 (PrCt)

Miami (Fla.) - Maps - 1998 - Road maps

Added title: Greater Miami street map.
Plate no. 776072-16.
Inset (14 x 16 cm.): South Miami to Homestead.
Panel art: Landscape photos.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Stock 3002 (PrCt)

Miami (Fla.) - Maps - 2002 - Road maps

Added title: Greater Miami street map.
Plate no. 796072-11.
North side of city continued on verso.
Inset (15 x 16 cm.): South Miami to Homestead.
Panel art: road signs.
Forms part of a collection of stock editions of Rand McNally road maps, some apparently issued as sales samples and / or printer's proofs for prospective commercial clients.
Uniform series title (established by cataloger): Stock road maps
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (April 2010).
RMcN Stock 66 (PrCt)

Miami (Fla.) - Maps - 2002 - Road maps

Added title: Greater Miami street map.
Plate no. 796072-11.
North side of city continued on verso.
Inset (15 x 16 cm.): South Miami to Homestead.
Panel art: road signs.
Forms part of a collection of stock editions of Rand McNally road maps, some apparently issued as sales samples and / or printer's proofs for prospective commercial clients.
Uniform series title (established by cataloger): Stock road maps
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (April 2010).
RMcN Stock 66 (PrCt)

Miami (Fla.) - Maps - 2002 - Road maps

Added title: Greater Miami street map.
Plate no. 796072-11.
North side of city continued on verso.
Inset (15 x 16 cm.): South Miami to Homestead.
Panel art: road signs.
Forms part of a collection of stock editions of Rand McNally road maps, some apparently issued as sales samples and / or printer's proofs for prospective commercial clients.
Uniform series title (established by cataloger): Stock road maps
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (April 2010).
RMcN Stock 66 (PrCt)

Miami (Fla.) - Maps - 2002 - Road maps

Added title: Greater Miami street map.
Plate no. 796072-11.
North side of city continued on verso.
Inset (15 x 16 cm.): South Miami to Homestead.
Panel art: road signs.
Forms part of a collection of stock editions of Rand McNally road maps, some apparently issued as sales samples and / or printer's proofs for prospective commercial clients.
Uniform series title (established by cataloger): Stock road maps
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (April 2010).
RMcN Stock 66 (PrCt)
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-99086-1
RMcN StrFdr 2002 .M48 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Seeger Map Co. -- Rand McNally and Company.
EasyFinder -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; fold. to 24 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Uniform title: EasyFinder
Laminated.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
ISBN 0528987879
RMcN Road Map 2002 MiaFL (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Date on cover: 2003.
$39.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-99989-0
RMcN StrFdr 2004 .M48A1 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (180-241, 60 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Date on cover: 2003.
$19.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-99688-6
RMcN StrFdr 2003 .M48 (PrCt)

46701 Miami (Fla. - Maps - 2004 - Road maps - Miami-Dade County (Fla. - Maps - 2004 - Road maps - Broward County (Fla.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps - Palm Beach County (Fla.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps - Dade County (Fla.) - Maps - Miami-Dade County (Fla.) - Counties - Maps Miami-Dade, Broward & Palm Beach counties StreetFinder. [Skokie, Ill.] : Rand McNally, 2004.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (180-241, 2-60 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Date on cover: 2004.
$19.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-99891-9
RMcN StrFdr 2004 .M48A1 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (180-241, 2-60 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Date on cover: 2004.
$19.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-99891-9
RMcN StrFdr 2004 .M48 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; fold. to 24 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Uniform title: EasyFinder
Laminated.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Miami (Fla.). Maps - 2005 - Road maps - Miami-Dade County (Fla.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps - Broward County (Fla.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps - Palm Beach County (Fla.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps - Counties - Maps


1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm. +1 CD-ROM

Dated 2006, but received by the Newberry Library in 2005.


$44.95.

Uniform title: StreetFinder.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

ISBN 0528855441

RMcN StrFdr 2006 .M48a (PrCt)

46707

Miami (Fla.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps - Miami Region (Fla.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps - Miami-Dade County (Fla.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps - Counties - Maps

Miami-Dade County street guide. Chicago : Rand McNally, 2006 [i.e. 2005].


1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm.

Dated 2006, but received by the Newberry Library in 2005.

$19.95.

Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

ISBN 0528854674

RMcN StrFdr 2005 .M48 (PrCt)

46708


1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm.

Cover title.

Date on cover: 2007.

$19.95.

Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

ISBN 0-528-85947-1
RMcN StrFdr 2007 .M48 (PrCt)

46709 Miami Region (Fla.) - Maps - 1960 - Road maps
Miami Beach (Fla.) - Maps - 1960 - Road maps
Miami and Miami Beach / American Oil Company. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Company, [1960?].
Authors: American Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 86 x 61 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Street map of greater Miami.
Plate no. 6072.
Panel art: "Amoco" logo and color aerial photo of Miami Beach.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2973 (PrCt)

46710 Miami Region (Fla.) - Maps - 1972 - Road maps
Miami Beach (Fla.) - Maps - 1972 - Road maps
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 86 x 80 cm., on sheet 46 x 84 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.
"1972 edition."
Panel title.
Added title: Greater Miami street map.
Plate no. 736072-13.
Inset (15 x 16 cm.): South Miami to Homestead.
Panel art: "American" gas logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2929 (PrCt)

46711 Miami Region (Fla.) - Maps - 1973-1974 - Road maps
Miami Beach (Fla.) - Maps - 1973-1974 - Road maps
Miami and Miami Beach 1974 / Amoco Oil Company. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Co., 1973 [i.e. 1974?].
Authors: Amoco Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Tempo Designs, Inc. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 86 x 61 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"1973 edition."
Also bears the imprint of Tempo Designs, Inc. of Chicago, Illinois.
Panel title.
Added title: Greater Miami street map.
Plate no. 736072-13.
Inset (15 x 16 cm.): South Miami to Homestead.
Panel art: "American" gas logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2492 (PrCt)

46712 Michaelis, Laurentio, d. 1584
Laurentius Michaelis und die ältesten Karten von Ostfriesland. 1887.
Map Ref GA101 .A2, v. 1, p. 15-26 (PrCt)

46713 Michel, ingénieur-géographe. Indicateur fidèle [177-?]- Prospectus
Avis sur l'Indicateur fidèle, ou, Guide des voyageurs : qui enseigne, avec la plus grande exactitude, toutes les grandes routes royales & particulières de la France, avec les chemins de communication, levées topographiquement dès le commencement de ce siècle, assujetties à une graduation géométrique, ainsi que les grandes routes des postes de Paris aux capitales & autres villes des royaumes d'Angleterre, d'Espagne, du Portugal, de l'Italie, de la Suisse, & à l'Allemagne ... : ouvrage si bien accueilli du public qu'il est aujourd'hui à sa quatrième édition, considérablement augmenté ... : ouvrage actuellement complet, qui renferme plus de 1500 routes, dédié à M. Cassini de Thuri, de l'Académie royale des sciences : dressé par M. Michel, ingénieur-géographe du roi, & dirigé par le sieur Desnos, ingénieur-géographe pour les globes & les sphères, & libraire de Sa Majesté danoise, à Paris, rue S. Jacques, au Globe, la huitième boutique au-dessus de la fontaine S. Séverin. [Paris? Louis-Charles Desnos?, 1777-?].
Authors: Desnos, Louis-Charles, 1725-1805 -- Michel, ingénieur-géographe -- Cassini, César-François, 1714-1784 -- Newberry Library.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

**Case Wing Z 45 .18 ser. 1c no. 53 (NLO)**


Authors: Kiraldi, Louis [1], 14 leaves ; 28 cm.

A union list of 56 titles in the Library of Congress and various Michigan libraries. Coverage is limited to 'atlases which cover geographical areas larger than counties' -- p. 1.

**Vert 282 (PrCt)**

46715 Michigan Ave. (Chicago, Ill.) - Pictorial works - 1866 - Pictorial works - Michigan Ave. (Chicago, Ill.) - 1866

*Michigan Avenue from Park Row. Chicago : Chicago Lithographing Co., 1866.*

Authors: Sheahan, James Washington -- Chicago Lithographing Co. -- Jevne & Almini -- Church, Goodman & Donnelley -- Everett D. Graff

Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 view : col. ; 21 x 31 cm.

'Chicago Lithographing Co., 152 & 154 Clark St.'

'Published by Jevne & Almini.'

Accompanying descriptive text printed by Church, Goodman & Donnelley.

In J.W. Sheahan, *Chicago Illustrated 1830...1860* (Chicago: Jevne & Almini, c1866), pt. 2 of 13.

View of lake shore looking north from about 12th Street.

1 of 52 lithographic views issued in 13 fascicles. Not in MMC.

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**VAULT oversize Graff 3747 pt. 2 of 13 (PrCt)**

46716 Michigan Avenue (Chicago, Ill.) - Pictorial works - 2001 - Pictorial maps - Michigan Avenue (Chicago, Ill.) - 2001 - Pictorial works - Michigan Avenue (Chicago, Ill.) - 2001 - Pictorial maps


Authors: Obbott, Krikko, 1950- -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 view ; 53 x 40 cm.

View extends from the Michigan Ave. bridge to just north of Oak St. Beach.

With printed signature "Kikko" at lower right.


Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).


[Direct mail piece, addressed to 'M. Delano[?] Canastota, N.Y.' advertising the services of the Michigan Central R.R. for travel to the 1884 Republican National Convention in Chicago].

Chicago : Michigan Central R.R., 1884.

Authors: Michigan Central Railroad Company -- Delano, M. -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)

Page 3 has a chart for recording votes, p. 4 has a Rand McNally map of the railroad Condition: V. good

Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection. Previous location: B-21

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**AMcN III PC 1700 (PrCt)**

46718 Michigan City (Ind.) - Maps - 1869 - Pictorial works

*Bird's eye view of Michigan City, La Porte County Indiana.* 1882.

Authors: Ruger, Albert -- Foster Printing Service -- Michigan City Historical Society

1 view : col. ; 38 x 53 cm.

Facsimile of original published 1869.

Includes references 1-15.

320

**map2F G4094.M5A3 1869 R8 1982 (PrCt)**

46719 Michigan - Description and travel - 1994


Authors: Michigan Travel Bureau

113 p : col. photos, maps ; 27 cm

"1994 issue."


46720 Michigan - Geography - Vegetation surveys - History

*Early perception of a high plain in Michigan.* 1972.

Authors: Peters, Bernard C.

From Annals of the Association of American Geographers 62 (1972) 57-60, 733-739: maps. BHIC 1247

**Vert 788 (PrCt)**


Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).


For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
The Emigrants' guide, or, Pocket gazetteer of the surveyed part of Michigan. Albany : Printed by B. D. Packard, 1830.
Authors: Farmer, John, 1798-1859 -- Farmer, John, 1798-1859. Map of the surveyed part of Michigan (1830) -- Littell, Clarence Guy, 1882- -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
32 p., fold. map ; 14 cm.
Includes Farmer, John, 1798-1859. Map of the surveyed part of Michigan. Entered according to act of Congress in ... Detroit ... by John Farmer ... 11th day of May, 1829. 1 map : hand col. ; 50 x 29 cm.
Bookplate of C.G. Littell.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of WesternAmericana at the Newberry Library.
Howes F40
Karpinski 107
Sabin 23820
Graff 1289 (NLO)

46723 Michigan - Historians of Cartography>>>Historians of Cartography - Michigan>>>Bibliographers>>>Map catalogers
Authors: Hathaway, Richard J.
In Michigan in books, v.13, no.2 (Fall 1975), p.6-11.
BHC 198
Vert 514 (PrCt)

Authors: Engler, Alvin J. -- May, George S. -- Historical Society of Michigan (1874- ) -- Helen H. Tanner Papers (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 60 x 46 cm.
Scale ca. 1:1,500,000.
Pictorial map; includes historical notes.
'Artist, Alvin J. Engler ; editor, George S. May.' Removed from the Helen H. Tanner Papers.
map4F G4111 .S1 1963 E5 (PrCt)


Official earth science polyconic projection map showing the Indians of Michigan. [196-].
Authors: Hearne Brothers
1 map : col. ; 173 x 128 cm.
Verso includes notes and map of original tribal ranges of U.S.
Inset: Indian trails.
M196
maproll G4111.E1 196- .H4 (PrCt)

46727 Michigan, Lake - Cartography - History
And where is Lake Michigan? / Carl Kupfer. [Illinois : Carl Kupfer, 2011].
Authors: Kupfer, Carl -- Chicago Map Society
1 CD-ROM (4 3/4 in.)
Vert 3010 (PrCt)

46728 Michigan, Lake, Coast (Wis.) - Maps - 1959 - Shipwrecks>>>Treasure troves - Michigan, Lake, Coast (Wis.) - Maps - 1959<<<Shipwrecks - Michigan, Lake, Coast (Wis.) - Maps - 1959<<<Treasure troves - Door County (Wis.) - Maps - 1959<<<Shipwrecks - Door County (Wis.) - Maps - 1959<<<Counties - Maps
Frederickson's chart of ships wrecked in the vicinity of Door County, Wisconsin / by Arthur C. & Lucy F. Frederickson. Frankfort, Mi. The Authors, 1959.
Authors: Frederickson, Arthur C. -- Frederickson, Lucy F.
1 map : 47 x 40 cm. fold. to 25 x 11 cm.
'This chart shows the approximate location of the final resting place of over two hundred ships that sailed the Great Lakes.'
map4F G3312 .M5PS7 1959 .F7, sht. 1 (PrCt)

46729 Michigan, Lake, Coast (Wis.) - Maps - 1961 - Shipwrecks>>>Treasure troves - Michigan, Lake, Coast (Wis.) - Maps - 1961<<<Shipwrecks - Michigan, Lake, Coast (Wis.) - Maps - 1961
Frederickson's chart of ships wrecked from Algoma to Milwaukee, Wisconsin / by Arthur C. &
Lucy F. Frederickson. Frankfort, Mi. The Authors, 1961.
Authors: Frederickson, Arthur C. -- Frederickson, Lucy F.
1 map; 54 x 41 cm. fold. to 28 x 11 cm.
'This chart shows the approximate location of the final resting place of over 250 ships that sailed the Great Lakes.'
map4F G3312 .M5P57 1959 .F7, sh. t. (PrCt)

46730 Michigan, Lake - Maps - 1600-1699 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<<Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Lac Michiganong ou des Illinois, baye des Puan. [19--].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 17th-century manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France BSH B 4044-50 (PrCt)

Survey of the N. & N.W. Lakes ... showing the progress of the survey in Lake Michigan, 1860.
Authors: Mueller, John U. -- Bien, Julius, 1826-1909 -- United States. Congress. Senate
1 map; 39 x 57 cm.
Scale 1:475,000.
Shows lighthouses, triangulation stations, and survey lines along the Lake Michigan shore north and east of Frankfort.
Includes notes.
At top: No. 4.
Karpinski 852.
map2F G3312.M5B53 1860 M8 (PrCt)

46732 Michigan, Lake - Maps - 1894 - Nautical charts<<<Nautical charts - Michigan, Lake - Maps - 1894
Authors: United States. Navy -- GPO -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.; 5 maps; 234 x 153 mm.
HydrographicOffice, no108,pttl; Chicago
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Deep draft harbor facilities in the Chicago District.
Authors: United States. Army. Corps of Engineers. Chicago District -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
9 maps: col. ; on sheet 54 x 82 cm.
On verso, tables of 'Commodities received or shipped from active deep draft docks at harbors within the Chicago Engineer District' and pictorial map of the seven harbors.
Gift of the Belgian Consulate, Chicago, 2005.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
map4F G3312 .M5P57 1947 U5 (PrCt)

Authors: Geological Survey (U.S.)
1 map: col. ; 199 x 66 cm., folding to 45 x 66 cm.
Consists of portions of five sheets of the 1:250,000 topographic series mounted together to show the lake from the southern tip to Manistique, Mich.
Countour interval 50 feet; bathymetry shown by 30, 60, 120, 300, and 600 foot contours.
map4F G3312.M5 1970 .G3 (PrCt)

Authors: Ackerman, Paul W., 1913-
1 map
Shows shipwreck sites.
temp map4F G3312.M5P57 1985 .A3 (PrCt)

Southern end of Lake Michigan. Toledo, Ohio:
Davis Charts, 1986.
Authors: Davis Charts
1 map : col. ; 83 x 60 cm.
Added title: Davis port-to-port recreational marine charts.
Includes table of distances and location index of shipwrecks for 1856-1936.
Soundings in fathoms.
'This chart is not intended for navigation. Users do so at their own risk.'
Business directory (arranged by city) and assorted regional advertising on verso.
Insets: Pentwater [Mich., 8 x 9 cm.] -- Chicago River [18 x 13 cm.] -- Calumet River [14 x 17 cm.]
Gift 93.

**Michigan - Maps - 1762 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles**

**1762**

Tour from Fort Cumberland north westward

**1762**

Facsimiles

see also the note on this map by William L. Jenks in Karpinski, Bibl. of the printed maps of Michigan, p. 71.

**map1F G4110 1762 .H8 1982 (PrCt)**

**Michigan - Maps - 1795-1842 - Indian land transfers - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles**

**Indian land transfers**

see also the note on this map by William L. Jenks in Karpinski, Bibl. of the printed maps of Michigan, p. 71.

**map1F G4110 1762 .H8 1982 (PrCt)**

**Michigan - Maps - 1810 - Landowners - Counties - Maps**

**Landowners**

see also the note on this map by William L. Jenks in Karpinski, Bibl. of the printed maps of Michigan, p. 71.

**map1F G4110 1762 .H8 1982 (PrCt)**

**Michigan - Maps - 1822**

see also the note on this map by William L. Jenks in Karpinski, Bibl. of the printed maps of Michigan, p. 71.

**map1F G4110 1762 .H8 1982 (PrCt)**

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Michigan - Maps - 1822

Michigan - Maps - 1822<<<Middle West - Maps - 1822
Authors: Carey & Lea -- Finlayson, James -- Young & Delleker
1 map

Michigan - Maps - 1823<<<Middle West - Maps - 1823
Michigan Ter. [198-].
Authors: Lucas, Fielding, Jr., 1781-1854 -- Welch, B. T.
1 map
198- facsimile. Originally published 1823. Accession no. 87-95266.

Michigan - Maps - 1825
Map of the surveyed part of the territory of Michigan. [198-].
Authors: Risdon, Orange -- Rawdon, Clark & Co.
1 map ; 51 x 33 cm. Reduced photostat of original published Albany, N.Y., 1825. Shows mills, public inns, Indian villages, trails, and reservations in the area east of the principal meridian and south of Saginaw Bay on Michigan's southern peninsula.

Michigan - Maps - 1825
Map of the surveyed part of the territory of Michigan. 1825.
Authors: Risdon, Orange -- Rawdon, Clark & Co. -- University of Michigan. Map Library
1 map ; 52 x 36 cm. reduced from 107 x 70 cm. Reduced photocopy of original published Albany, N.Y., 1825.; reproduced from original in the University of Michigan Map Room. Shows mills, public inns, Indian villages, trails, and reservations in the area east of the principal meridian and south of Saginaw Bay on Michigan's southern peninsula. Scale 1:522,000 reduced from 1:253,440 or 'four miles to an inch.' Prime meridian: Washington.
Copy of bill for engraving and printing costs pasted on original.

1 map ; 36 x 26 cm. Engraved title within neatline. Added letterpress title in uppercase and oversize lettering, top margin: Geographical, statistical, and historical map of Michigan Territory. In: H.C. Carey and I. Lea (Firm). A Complete historical, chronological, and geographical American atlas ... (Philadelphia ; London ; Leipzig ; Paris : H.C. Carey & I. Lea ; John Miller ; Bossange Freres, 1827) pl. [31]. Sheet 'No. 36.' For earlier edition of same map, see Greenlee
Michigan - Maps - 1830-1930
Surveys

Michigan - Maps - 1830-1930
Surveys

Michigan - Maps - 1830-1930
Surveys

Michigan - Maps - 1830-1930
Surveys

Composite map of United States land surveyors' original plats and field notes. Ely, Minnesota : [Trygg Land Office], 1964-1969.
Authors: Trygg, J. William -- United States.
General Land Office
46 maps : col. ; on sheets 44 x 56 cm. + index map (22 x 28 cm.)
Maps record all physical and cultural features noted during the original surveys made between the ca. 1830-ca.1930
On verso of index map: Instructions to land surveyors, excerpts covering field notes.
Scale [1:251,500]
21465
ICN76
map2F 4060 (PrCt)

Anonymous.
Authors: Farmer, John, 1798-1859 -- Bromme, Traugott, 1802-1866 -- C. Scheld and Co. -- C. E. Klinkicht & Sohn -- Ullrich, W.
1 map : 40 x 55 cm.
Reduced-size photostat of original map published Baltimore: C. Scheld & Co., 1834.
Scale ca. 1: 700,000; not '8 Meilen = 1 Zoll.'
Shows the state south of Saginaw Bay.
'Lithographie u. Druck von C. E. Klinkicht & Sohn in Meissen...W. Ullrich lith.'
Includes 21 lines of 'References. Erklärungen;' the last eight lines have no symbols associated with them.
Note on verso says orig. in Rare Book Room, Hatcher Graduate Library, University of Michigan, but orig. clearly had a perforated stamp of the Enoch Pratt Library, Baltimore, at upper right.
map4F G4112.S6 1834 .F3 1970 (PrCt)

Anonymous.
Authors: Farmer, John, 1798-1859 -- Bromme, Traugott, 1802-1866 -- C. Scheld and Co. -- C. E. Klinkicht & Sohn -- Ullrich, W.
1 map : 40 x 55 cm.
Reduced-size photostat of original map published Baltimore: C. Scheld & Co., 1834.
Scale ca. 1: 700,000; not '8 Meilen = 1 Zoll.'
Shows the state south of Saginaw Bay.
'Lithographie u. Druck von C. E. Klinkicht & Sohn in Meissen...W. Ullrich lith.'
Includes 21 lines of 'References. Erklärungen;' the last eight lines have no symbols associated with them.
Note on verso says orig. in Rare Book Room, Hatcher Graduate Library, University of Michigan, but orig. clearly had a perforated stamp of the Enoch Pratt Library, Baltimore, at upper right.
map4F G4112.S6 1834 .F3 1970 (PrCt)

Anonymous.
Authors: Farmer, John, 1798-1859 -- Bromme, Traugott, 1802-1866 -- C. Scheld and Co. -- C. E. Klinkicht & Sohn -- Ullrich, W.
1 map : 40 x 55 cm.
Reduced-size photostat of original map published Baltimore: C. Scheld & Co., 1834.
Scale ca. 1: 700,000; not '8 Meilen = 1 Zoll.'
Shows the state south of Saginaw Bay.
'Lithographie u. Druck von C. E. Klinkicht & Sohn in Meissen...W. Ullrich lith.'
Includes 21 lines of 'References. Erklärungen;' the last eight lines have no symbols associated with them.
Note on verso says orig. in Rare Book Room, Hatcher Graduate Library, University of Michigan, but orig. clearly had a perforated stamp of the Enoch Pratt Library, Baltimore, at upper right.
map4F G4112.S6 1834 .F3 1970 (PrCt)

Anonymous.
Authors: Farmer, John, 1798-1859 -- Bromme, Traugott, 1802-1866 -- C. Scheld and Co. -- C. E. Klinkicht & Sohn -- Ullrich, W.
1 map : 40 x 55 cm.
Reduced-size photostat of original map published Baltimore: C. Scheld & Co., 1834.
Scale ca. 1: 700,000; not '8 Meilen = 1 Zoll.'
Shows the state south of Saginaw Bay.
'Lithographie u. Druck von C. E. Klinkicht & Sohn in Meissen...W. Ullrich lith.'
Includes 21 lines of 'References. Erklärungen;' the last eight lines have no symbols associated with them.
Note on verso says orig. in Rare Book Room, Hatcher Graduate Library, University of Michigan, but orig. clearly had a perforated stamp of the Enoch Pratt Library, Baltimore, at upper right.
map4F G4112.S6 1834 .F3 1970 (PrCt)
Map of the surveyed part of Michigan. [19--].
1 map

46758 Michigan - Maps - 1835-1850 - Vegetation surveys
Vegetation surveys - Michigan - Maps - 1835-1850
Vegetation of southwestern Michigan at the time of settlement. [197-].
Authors: Brewer, Richard
1 map ; on sheet 64 x 49 cm.
M228
map2F o4112.S61D2 197- B7 (PrCt)

1 map : hand col. ; 52 x 78 cm.
'Engraved by J. Farmer.'
'Entered according to Act of Congress in the clerks office of the District of Michigan in the Territory of Michigan by John Farmer on the 4th day of July A.D. 1835.'
Copyright statement mostly torn away; see OCLC 35067369.
Scale [ca. 1:500,000]; (W 87020'--W 82020' N 43050'--N 41030').
Insets: Map of the Straits of Michillimackinac -- Map of Pte. Ste. Ignace -- Map of the most important parts of the lead mine district near the Mississippi river -- Map of the private claims at Green Bay -- Map of the Michillimackinac Isle.
Prime meridians: Greenwich and Washington.
Karpinski 129D
Barnett 5-2677
map G 10901 .28 (NLO)

46760 Michigan - Maps - 1836
The Tourist's pocket map of Michigan, exhibiting its internal improvements, roads, distances, etc.
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Howes, Wright -- Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 38 x 32 cm. fold. in leather covers 13 x 8 cm.
1834 census statistics inside front cover.
Condition: fine.
Forms part of the Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Gift 1976, Wright Howes.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

A Map of the acting superintendency of Michigan.
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Michigan - Maps - 1839
1 map : hand col. ; 57 x 83 cm. fold. in leather covers 15 x 9 cm.
In brown leather embossed covers with gilt title: Farmer's map of Michigan exhibiting the sections.
 Insets: Northern part of Michigan. -- Map of Mackinaw Isle. -- Map of the Straits of Mackinaw.
Scale [ca. 1:540,000].
Inside front cover: Declaration ... John Farmer.
Forms part of the Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library).
map3C G4110 1839 .F3 (PrCt)

Michigan - Maps - 1840
Authors: Farmer, John, 1798-1859 -- Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Howes, Wright -- Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 60 x 86 cm. fold. in leather covers 15 x 9 cm.
Includes 3 insets.
Inside front cover: Declaration ... John Farmer.
Condition: fair; map good, but cover detached.
Forms part of the Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Gift 1976, Wright Howes.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

Michigan - Maps - 1841
Transportation
A New map of Michigan with its canals, roads & distances. [Philadelphia : Carey & Hart, 1845].
Authors: Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Carey & Hart -- Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858. A New universal atlas ... (1845)
1 map : hand col. ; 34 x 26 cm.
'Entered according to act of Congress, in the year 1841, by H. S. Tanner ... '.
Continuation inset (9 x 6 cm.): Western part of Michigan.
In: Tanner, Henry Schenck. A New universal atlas ... (Philadelphia : Carey & Hart, 1845) map

Case oversize G1019 .T2 1845 map 29 (PrCt)

Michigan - Maps - 1841
Authors: Bradford, T. G. (Thomas Gamaliel), 1802-1887 -- Boyton (G.W.) & Co., engravers, Boston -- Bradford, T. G. (Thomas Gamaliel), 1802-1887. A Comprehensive atlas ... (1835, [i.e. 1841?]) -- J.H. Wilkins & R.B. Carter (Firm) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 20 x 26 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:5,800,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
 Cf. Karpinski 131.
folio Ayer 135 .B75 1835 p. 55 (PrCt)

Michigan - Maps - 1844
Authors: Farmer, John, 1798-1859 -- Howes, Wright -- Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 82 x 62 cm. fold. in leather covers 15 x 10 cm.
Karpinski 155.
Condition: fine.
Forms part of the Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Gift 1976, Wright Howes.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

Michigan - Maps - 1845
Surveys
Sketch of the public surveys in Michigan. 1845.
Authors: United States. General Land Office -- United States. Congress. Senate
1 map ; 55 x 57 cm.
Detached from U.S. 29th Congress, 1st session, 1845-1846. Senate Document 16 [Serial Set 472].
M1014
map4F G3701.B5 1845 .U5 no. 1 (map F) (PrCt)

Michigan - Maps - 1847
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Burroughs, H. N. -- Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868. A New universal atlas containing maps of the various empires, kingdoms, states,
and republics of the world ... (1847)
1 map ; hand col. : 34 x 26 cm.
Continuation inset (9 x 6 cm.): Western part of Michigan.
In: Mitchell, S. Augustus. A New universal atlas containing maps of the various empires, kingdoms, states, and republics of the world ...
(Philadelphia : S. Augustus Mitchell, 1847) pl. 29.

oversize G 10 .579 pl. 29 (PrCt)

46769 Michigan - Maps - 1847 - Surveys
- Michigan - Maps - 1847
Sketch of the public surveys in Michigan.
Authors: United States. General Land Office --
U.S. 30th Congress, 1st session, 1847-1848.
Senate Document 2, map 4 -- United States.
Government Printing Office
1 map ; 54 x 55 cm.
In U.S. 30th Congress, 1st session, 1847-1848.
Senate Document 2, after p. 72.
Scale 1:1,140,480 or '18 miles to an inch.'
Above title: E.
In upper left corner: S. Doc. no. 2 1st Sess. 30th Cong.
Reference: Koepp, Carto-bibliography of maps,
504 (30-1) S.exdoc. 2, map 4.

Govt. 504, map 4 (PrCt)

46770 Michigan - Maps - 1847 - Surveys
- Michigan - Maps - 1847
Authors: United States. General Land Office --
United States. Congress. Senate -- University of Michigan. Map Library
1 map : photocopy ; 43 x 45 cm.
Positive photostat of map in the University of Michigan Map Library; this copy includes a 10-line note at lower left signed Wm. A. Burt.
The map originally appeared in U.S. 30th Congress, 1st session, 1847-1848. Senate Document 2 [Serial Set 504].
Above title: E.
In upper left corner: S. Doc. no. 2 1st Sess. 30th Cong.
Reference: Koepp, Carto-bibliography of maps,
504 (30-1) S.exdoc. 2, map 4.
Removed from the Helen H. Tanner Papers.
map4F G4111 .B5 1847 .U5 (PrCt)

46771 Michigan - Maps - 1849
House Reps., 1849.
Authors: Jackson, Charles T. -- United States.
Congress. House -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 v. : 21 maps ; 230 x 150 mm.
Cong31-1,HED5
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

46772 Michigan - Maps - 1850
A New map of Michigan with its canals, roads & distances. Philadelphia : Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co., 1850 [i.e. 1852].
New universal atlas ... (1852)
1 map : hand col. ; 34 x 26 cm.
Entered according to act of Congress in ... 1850 by Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co. ... .
Continuation inset (9 x 6 cm.): Western part of Michigan.

oversize G1019 .N49 1852 pl. 30 (PrCt)

46773 Michigan - Maps - 1851 - Surveys
- Michigan - Maps - 1851
Sketch of the public surveys in Michigan ...
Detroit : Surveyor General's Office, 1851.
Authors: United States. General Land Office --
United States. Surveyor General for Ohio, Indiana and Michigan -- Noble, Charles, 1797-1874 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : 61 x 54 cm., folded to 24 cm.
'Charles Noble, surveyor general.'
Scale not given.

Ayer 133 .U59m 1851 (NLO)

46774 Michigan - Maps - 1855
Authors: Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 36 x 30 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:1,400,000]

Ayer p133 .C695 1855 (NLO)

46775 Michigan - Maps - 1855
Authors: Ensign, Bridgman & Fanning -- Howes, Wright -- Wright Howes Map Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 66 x 49 cm. fold. in cloth covers 15 x 9 cm.
Inset: Map of the western portion of Michigan.
Advertising inside front cover.
Condition: very fine.
Forms part of the Wright Howes Map Collection
(Newberry Library).
Gift 1976, Wright Howes.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

46776 Michigan - Maps - 1857 - Public lands
- Surveys
- Public lands - Michigan - Maps -...

| Michigan - Maps - 1858 - Railroads - Sault Sainte Marie Canal (Mich.) - Maps - 1858 - Railroads - Maps Map of the Lower Peninsula of Michigan showing the location of the pine and farming lands of the Saint Mary's Falls Ship Canal Co. Detroit : S.D. Elwood, lithographer, [1858]. Authors: Saint Mary's Falls Ship Canal Company -- Elwood, S. D., 19th cent. -- Barnes, H., 19th cent. 1 map ; 77 x 63 cm. Scale not given. One of three maps detached from Report of the Directors of the St. Mary's Falls Ship Canal Co. ... September 1858 (Detroit: H. Barnes, Tribune Office, Woodward Avenue, 1858) opposite title page [Case 4A 3175 (1858 vol., part 2)] Cf. OCLC 28989266. map6F G4110 sht. 2 of 2 (PrCt) 46778


Coordinates: (W 87°00'--W 82°20'/N 45°50'--N 41°40').
Shows Lower Peninsula.
Prime meridians: Greenwich and Washington.
Karpinski 195 (variant)
map G 10901 .18 (NLO)

46782 Michigan - Maps - 1871 - Postal service
Postal service - Michigan - Maps - 1871
Wisconsin - Maps - 1871 - Postal service
Wisconsin - Maps - 1871 - Railroads
Wall maps - Railroads - Maps
Post route map of the states of Michigan and Wisconsin ... [Washington, D.C. U.S. Post Office], 1871, [i.e. 1872].
1 map : hand col. ; 104 x 141 cm.
The service on this diagram brought up to date of Sept. 1, 1872. --Printed statement dated in manuscript.
Forms part of the Illinois Central Railroad archives, Newberry Library.
Formerly shelved as IC Map 19 and IC Map6F
maproll G4111.P8 1871 .U5 (PrCt)

46783 Michigan - Maps - 1873 - Counties - Maps
Atlas of the state of Michigan, including statistics and descriptions of its topography, hydrography, climate, natural and civil history, railways, educational institutions, material resources, etc. by ALEXander Winchell ... [et al.] Drawn, compiled, and edited by H.F. Walling. Detroit : R.M. & S.T. Tackabury, [1873].
1 atlas (162 p. : col. maps (part fold.) tables) ; 45 cm.
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 1728.
oversize Ayer 135 .W21 1873 (NLO)

46785 Michigan - Maps - 1878
Authors: United States. General Land Office -- Roeser, C. (Charles) -- Bien, Julius, 1826-1909
1 map : col. ; 78 x 66 cm.
Scale 1:1,013,760.
M1181
map6F G4110 1878 .U5 (PrCt)

2 maps : col. ; 24 x 34 cm. and 33 x 26 cm., on sheet 52 x 35 cm.
Titles in upper margin.
Handstamp: Map Division. Nov. 27 1914, Library of Congress.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
map2F G4111.P3 1878 .R3 (PrCt)

Authors: D.W. Ensign & Co.
1 map : hand col. ; 24 x 19 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:2,000,000].
Karpinski 989.
F 90143.246 bet. p. 12-13 (PrCt)

46788 Michigan - Maps - 1881 - Railroads - Maps
Rand, McNally & Co.'s Michigan. [Chicago : Rand, McNally & Co., 1881].
1 map : col. ; 32 x 25 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:1,540,000].
Uniform title: Commercial atlas.
**Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)**

Forms shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

Map of the Chicago and West Michigan Railway.
Boston : W.R. Fish, Photo-Eng., 1883.
Authors: Chicago and West Michigan Railway Company -- W.R. Fish (Boston, Mass.) -- Alfred Mudge and Son -- Fish (W.R.), Boston, Mass.
SEE W.R. Fish (Boston, Mass.) -- Mudge (Alfred) and Son SEE Alfred Mudge and Son
1 map : hand col. ; 22 x 24 cm.
In Chicago and West Michigan Railway Company. Second annual report of the Chicago and West Michigan Railway Company, for the year ending ... 1882 (Boston: Alfred Mudge & Son, Printers, 1883) opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1882 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Authors: Detroit, Lansing & Northern Railway Co. -- Alfred Mudge and Son
1 map : 20 x 23 cm.
Bottom margin trimmed, possibly resulting in loss of printer or publisher name.
Details railroad network from Michigan through northern Illinois, northern Indiana and southern Wisconsin.
In Detroit, Lansing & Northern Railway Co. Sixth annual report of the Detroit, Lansing, and Northern Railroad Company ... 1882 (Boston: Alfred Mudge & Son, Printers, 1883) opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1882 vol. 2) (PrCt)

46791 **Michigan - Maps - 1883 - Railroads<<<Railroads - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1883)
1 map : col. ; 21 x 22 cm.
Title in upper margin.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1883) between p. 612-613
H 668 .703 (1883) bet. p. 612-613 (PrCt)

Rand, McNally & Co.'s northern Michigan and Lake Superior ; Rand, McNally & Co.'s Michigan.
Chicago : Rand, McNally & Co., c1883.
2 maps : col. ; 24 x 34 cm. and 33 x 26 cm., on sheet 36 x 56 cm.
Titles in upper margin.
Issued folded in accompanying index (43 p. ; 18 cm.): Rand, McNally & Co.'s indexed county and township map of Michigan. Chicago and New York: Rand, McNally & Co., 1883.
'Mr. Fleury Tewksbury' -- inscription on title page.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
map2F G4111.P3 1883 .R3 (PrCt)

Railroad and county map of Michigan & Wisconsin. Chicago : Geo. F. Cram, [1883].
Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928. Cram's unrivalled family atlas of the world (1883)
1 map : col. ; 29 x 46 cm.
folio G1019 .G463 1883b, p. 48-49 (PrCt)

46794 **Michigan - Maps - 1885 - Railroads<<<Railroads - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1884)
1 map : col. ; 21 x 22 cm.
Title in upper margin.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1884) between p. 588-599
H 668 .703 (1884) bet. p. 588-599 (PrCt)

46795 **Michigan - Maps - 1886 - Railroads<<<Railroads - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1885)
1 map : col. ; 21 x 23 cm.
Title in upper margin.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1883) between p. 578-579
H 668 .703 (1885) bet. p. 578-579 (PrCt)

46796 **Michigan - Maps - 1886 - Railroads<<<Railroads - Maps
Michigan. Chicago : George F. Cram, [1886?].
Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1 map : col. ; 54 x 39 cm. folded in covers 15 x 10 cm.
Cover title: Cram's township and rail road map of Michigan.
Cover dated 'June 1886' in manuscript.
Accompanied by index (24 p.)
map3C G4111.P3 1886 C7 (PrCt)

1 map : col. ; 50 x 31 cm.
Title repeated in upper margin.
Insets (13 x 31 cm. and 4 x 5 cm.): Northern portion of Michigan -- Isle Royale, part of Keweenaw Co.
Issued folded in accompanying index (50 p. ; 18 cm.): Rand, McNally & Co.'s indexed county and township pocket map and shippers' guide of Michigan. Chicago and New York : Rand, McNally & Co., 1885.
'4-2-'86' -- title page verso.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
map2F G4111.P3 1886 .R3 (PrCt)

46798 Michigan - Maps - 1887 - Railroads<<>>Railroads - Maps
Michigan. [Chicago : George F. Cram, 1887].
Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928. Cram's standard American atlas of the world (1887)
1 map : col. ; 55 x 40 cm.
Keyed to town and railroad index on p. 61-63.
Case oversize G1019 .G455 1887, p. 64-65 (PrCt)

Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor & Greenough (New York, N.Y.) -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1887)
1 map : col. ; 20 x 26 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Advertising on verso for American Bank Note Company and Poor & Greenough, bankers and brokers, New York.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1887) between p. 416-417
H 668 .703 (1887) bet. p. 416-417 (PrCt)

46800 Michigan - Maps - 1888<<>>Michigan - History

Authors: Rand McNally and Company. Rand McNally & Co.'s improved indexed business atlas and shipper's guide ... (1888) -- Rand McNally and Company. Commercial atlas (1888)
1 map : col. ; 49 x 30 cm.
Added title at right margin: Rand, McNally & Co.'s Michigan.
Continuation inset at top right: Northern portion of Michigan.
Untitled inset (4 x 5 cm.): [Isle Royale].
In Rand, McNally & Co.'s improved indexed business atlas and shipper's guide ... (1888) p. 344-345.
Keyed to index of towns and railroads on p. 341-343 and 346-352.
Uniform atlas title: Commercial atlas.
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .C7 1888, p. 344-345 (PrCt)

Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor & Greenough (New York, N.Y.) -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1888)
1 map : col. ; 20 x 26 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Advertising on verso for American Bank Note Company and Poor & Greenough, bankers and brokers, New York.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1888) between p. 400-401
H 668 .703 (1888) bet. p. 400-401 (PrCt)

46803 Michigan - Maps - 1889 - Railroads<<>>Railroads - Maps
1 map : col. ; 49 x 30 cm.
Added title at right margin: Rand, McNally & Co.'s Michigan.
Continuation inset at top right: Northern portion of Michigan.
Untitled inset (4 x 5 cm.): [Isle Royale].
In Rand, McNally & Co.'s improved indexed business atlas and shipper's guide ... (1888) p. 344-345.
Keyed to index of towns and railroads on p. 341-343 and 346-352.
Uniform atlas title: Commercial atlas.
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .C7 1888, p. 344-345 (PrCt)
Company - Maps - 1892>Railroads - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Michigan Central Railroad Company -- John F. Eby & Co. (Detroit, Mich.)
1 map : col. ; 34 x 59 cm.
In Michigan Central Railroad Company. Report of the board of directors of the Michigan Central Railroad Company, to the stockholders ... 1891 (Detroit: John F. Eby & Co., 1892) opposite title page
5A 7267 (1892 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Michigan - Maps - 1892 - Railroads>Railroads - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Commercial atlas (1892) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:780,000].
In Rand, McNally & Co.'s enlarged business atlas, 22nd ed. (Chicago, 1892) p. 192-193; index and population statistics on p. 194-195, and 198-201.
Uniform title: Commercial atlas.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection.
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas C7 1892, p. 192-193 (PrCt)

Toledo, Ann Arbor and North Michigan Railway and connections. [New York : s.n., 1892].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1892) -- Toledo, Ann Arbor, and North Michigan Railway Company
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1892) p. 983
H 668 .703 (1892) p. 983 (PrCt)

Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1892)
1 map : col. ; 20 x 26 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Advertising on verso for American Bank Note Company, New York.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1892) between p. 176-177
H 668 .703 (1892) bet. p. 176-177 (PrCt)

Authors: Chicago and West Michigan Railway Company -- Detroit, Lansing & Northern Railway Co. -- Corbitt-Skidmore Co. (Chicago, Ill.) -- Ripley, T. W.
1 map ; 19 x 18 cm.
In Chicago and West Michigan Railway Company. Twelfth annual report of the Chicago and West Michigan Railway Company, for the year ending ... 1892 (Boston: T. W. Ripley, 1893) opposite title page
5A 7267 (1892 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Michigan - Maps - 1893 - Railroads>Detroit, Lansing & Northern Railway Co. - Maps - 1893>Railroads - Maps
Authors: Detroit, Lansing & Northern Railway Co. -- Corbitt-Skidmore Co. (Chicago, Ill.) -- Ripley, T. W.
1 map ; 19 x 18 cm.
In Detroit, Lansing & Northern Railway Co. Sixteenth annual report of the Detroit, Lansing & Northern Railway Company, for the year ending ... 1892 (Boston: T. W. Ripley, 1893) opposite title page
5A 7267 (1892 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Michigan Central Railroad Company -- John F. Eby & Co. (Detroit, Mich.)
1 map : col. ; 33 x 48 cm.
In Michigan Central Railroad Company. Report of the board of directors of the Michigan Central Railroad Company, to the stockholders ... 1892 (Detroit: John F. Eby & Co., 1893) opposite title page
5A 7267 (1892 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) - 201.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Corbitt-Skidmore Co. (Chicago, Ill.) -- Chicago and West Michigan Railway Company -- Detroit, Lansing & Northern Railway Co. -- Ripley, T. W.
1 map ; 19 x 18 cm.
In Chicago and West Michigan Railway Company. Fourteenth annual report of the Chicago and West Michigan Railway Company ... 1894 (Boston: T. W. Ripley, 1895) opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1894 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Authors: Corbitt-Skidmore Co. (Chicago, Ill.) -- Chicago and West Michigan Railway Company -- Detroit, Lansing & Northern Railway Co. -- Ripley, T. W.
1 map ; 19 x 18 cm.
In Detroit, Lansing & Northern Railway Co. Eighteenth annual report of the Detroit, Lansing & Northern Railroad Company, for the year ending ... 1894 (Boston: T. W. Ripley, 1895) opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1894 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Michigan Central. Chicago : Rand, McNally & Co., [1895?].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Michigan Central Railroad Company
1 map ; col. ; 33 x 48 cm.

Bank Note Co., [1894].
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1894)
1 map : col. ; 20 x 26 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Added title in upper margin: Railroad map of the United States - section 5.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1894) between p. xvi-[1] H 668 .703 (1894) bet. p. xvi-[1] (PrCt)

Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1895) 1 map : col. ; 20 x 26 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Added title in upper margin: Railroad map of the United States - section 5.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1895) between p. xxxvi-[1] H 668 .703 (1894) bet. p. xxxvi-[1] (PrCt)

Scale 1:15,840.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Includes legend and key map.
Series: Monographs of the United States Geological Survey ; v. 28.
Phillips 14566
LC Card Number: gs 05000814
oversize M 7583 .915 v. 28 (NLO)

46830 Michigan - Maps - 1896 -
1 atlas (iii numb. leaves : 30 col. maps) ; 54 cm.
'With a chapter on the Republic Trough by Henry Lloyd Smyth.'
Scale 1:15,840.
Includes legend and key map.
Series: Geological survey monographs ; v. 28.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Phillips 14566
LCCN: gs 05-814
OCLC 8531152
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

46831 Michigan - Maps - 1896 -
Authors: Corbitt-Skidmore Co. (Chicago, Ill.) -- Chicago and West Michigan Railway Company -- Detroit, Lansing & Northern Railway Co. -- Ripley, T. W.
1 map ; 19 x 18 cm.
In Chicago and West Michigan Railway Company. Fifteenth annual report of the Chicago and West Michigan Railway Company, for the year ending ... 1895 (Boston : T. W. Ripley, 1896) opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1895 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

46832 Michigan - Maps - 1896 -
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Michigan Central Railroad Company -- Kenyon, S. J., fl. 1896
1 map : col. ; 33 x 48 cm.
5A 7267 (1895 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

46833 Michigan - Maps - 1896 -
1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm.
Title in upper margin.
'Rand, McNally & Co.'s new business atlas map of Michigan. Copyright, 1895 ...'-- at upper left beneath bar scales.
Issued folded in accompanying index (64 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand, McNally & Co.'s indexed county and township pocket map and shippers' guide of Michigan. Chicago and New York : Rand, McNally & Co., c1896.
'Where population is shown in heavy type, it is from census of 1895; where shown otherwise, census of 1890.' -- title page verso.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
map4F G4111.P3 1896 .R3 (PrCt)

46834 Michigan - Maps - 1896 -
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1 map ; 20 x 20 cm.
In Chicago and West Michigan Railway Company. Seventeenth annual report of the Chicago and West Michigan Railway Company, for the year ending ... 1897 (Boston: T. W. Ripley, 1898) opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1897 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Michigan Central Railroad Company -- John F. Eby & Co. (Detroit, Mich.)
1 map ; 34 x 49 cm.
5A 7267 (1897 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1898)
1 map ; 20 x 26 cm.
Title in upper margin.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1898) between p. xvi-[1]
H 668 .703 (1898) bet. p. xvi-[1] (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Chicago and West Michigan Railway Company -- Detroit, Grand Rapids & Western Railroad Co. -- Ripley, T. W.
1 map ; 20 x 26 cm.
In Chicago and West Michigan Railway Company. Eighteenth annual report of the Chicago and West Michigan Railway Company, for the year ending ... 1899 (Boston: T. W. Ripley, 1899) opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1899 vol. [2]) (PrCt)


map6C G3700 19--.U5, box 86 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Michigan Central Railroad Company -- John F. Eby & Stubbs (Detroit, Mich.) -- Eby (John F.) & Stubbs (Detroit, Mich.) SEE John F. Eby & Matthews (Detroit, Mich.)
1 map : col. ; 34 x 48 cm.
In Michigan Central Railroad Company. Report of the board of directors of the Michigan Central Railroad Company ... 1900 (Detroit: John F. Eby & Stubbs, 1901) at end

5A 7267 (1900 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Pere Marquette Railway -- Pere Marquette Railway -- Ripley, T. W. -- Pere Marquette Railroad SEE ALSO Pere Marquette Railway -- Pere Marquette Railway SEE ALSO Pere Marquette Railroad 1 map ; 41 x 37 cm.
In Pere Marquette Railroad. First annual report of the Pere Marquette Railroad Company ... 1900 (Boston: T.W. Ripley, 1901) opposite title page.

5A 7267 (1900 vol. [2]) (PrCt)
Michigan - Maps - 1904 - Railroads\<\>Wisconsin - Maps - 1904 - Railroads\<\>Maps
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1904)
1 map : col. ; 20 x 26 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Added title in upper margin: Poor's manual--Railroad map of the United States, 1904.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1904) between p. 384-385
H 668 .703 (1904) bet. p. 384-385 (PrCt)

Michigan - Maps - 1905 - Railroads\<\>Michigan Central Railroad Company - Maps - 1905\<\>Railroads - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Michigan Central Railroad Company -- John F. Eby & Stubbs (Detroit, Mich.)
1 map : col. ; 33 x 48 cm.
5A 7267 (1904 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Michigan - Maps - 1905 - Railroads\<\>Wisconsin - Maps - 1905 - Railroads\<\>Maps
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1905)
1 map : col. ; 20 x 26 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Added title in upper margin: Poor’s manual--Railroad map of the United States, 1905.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1905) between p. 368-369
H 668 .703 (1905) bet. p. 368-369 (PrCt)

Michigan - Maps - 1906 - Railroads\<\>Michigan Central Railroad Company - Maps - 1906\<\>New York Central Lines - Maps - 1906\<\>Railroads - Maps
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1906)
1 map : col. ; 20 x 26 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Added title in upper margin: Poor's manual--Railroad map of the United States, 1906.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1906) between p. 368-369
H 668 .703 (1906) bet. p. 368-369 (PrCt)

Michigan - Maps - 1907 - Railroads\<\>Michigan Central Railroad Company - Maps - 1907\<\>Upper Peninsula (Mich.) - Maps - 1907 - Railroads\<\>Railroads - Maps
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1907)
1 map : col. ; 37 x 35 cm.
'S.C.C. del.'
In Michigan Central Railroad Company. Sixty-first annual report of the board of directors ... to the stockholders ... 1906 (Detroit: Eby & Stubbs, 1907) opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1907 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Michigan - Maps - 1907 - Railroads\<\>Ohio - Maps - 1906 - Railroads\<\>Michigan Central Railroad Company - Maps - 1906\<\>New York Central Lines - Maps - 1906\<\>Railroads - Maps
Authors: Michigan Central Railroad Company -- New York Central Lines -- E. W. S., fl. 1906 -- S., E. W., fl. 1906 -- Eby & Stubbs (Detroit, Mich.) -- Eby & Stubbs (Detroit, Mich.) SEE ALSO John F. Eby & Stubbs (Detroit, Mich.)
1 map : col. ; 46 x 64 cm. 'Copyright, 1902'.
Issued folded in accompanying index (53 p.; 17 gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Michigan ... Railroads.
On verso: Michigan northern peninsula. 1 map : col. ; 45 x 64 cm. 'Copyright, 1902'.
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Michigan - Maps - 1907 - Railroads\ll<>>Wisconsin - Maps - 1907 - Railroads\ll<>>Railroads - Maps
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1907)
1 map : col. ; 20 x 26 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Added title in upper margin: Poor's manual--Railroad map of the United States,1907.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1907) between p. 544-545
H 668 .703 (1907) bet. p. 544-545 (PrCt)

Michigan - Maps - 1908 - Railroads\ll<>>Michigan Central Railroad Company - Maps - 1908\ll<>>New York Central Lines - Maps - 1908\ll<>>Railroads - Maps
Authors: Michigan Central Railroad Company -- New York Central Lines -- C. C. C., fl. 1907 -- Eby & Stubbs (Detroit, Mich.)
1 map ; 41 x 52 cm.
'C.C.C. del.'
In Michigan Central Railroad Company.
Sixty-third annual report of the board of directors ... to the stockholders ... 1908 (Detroit: Eby & Stubbs, [1907?]) opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1908 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Michigan - Maps - 1909 - Railroads\ll<>>Wisconsin - Maps - 1909 - Railroads\ll<>>Railroads - Maps
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1909)
1 map : col. ; 20 x 26 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Added title in upper margin: Poor's manual--Railroad map of the United States,1909.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1909) between p. 408-409
H 668 .703 (1909) bet. p. 408-409 (PrCt)

Michigan - Maps - 1910 - Railroads\ll<>>Michigan Central Railroad Company - Maps - 1910\ll<>>Railroads - Maps
Authors: Michigan Central Railroad Company -- Eby & Stubbs (Detroit, Mich.)
1 map : col. ; 30 x 43 cm.
In Michigan Central Railroad Company.
Sixty-fourth annual report of the board of directors ... to the stockholders ... 1909 (Detroit: Eby & Stubbs, [1910?]') opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1909 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Michigan - Maps - 1911 - Railroads\ll<>>Michigan Central Railroad Company - Maps - 1911\ll<>>Railroads - Maps
Authors: Matthews-Northrup Company -- Michigan Central Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 29 x 42 cm.
In Michigan Central Railroad Company. Sixty-fifth annual report of the board of directors ... to the stockholders ... 1910 (Detroit: [Michigan Central Railroad Company?], 1911?) opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1910 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.


Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Insets (13 x 22 cm. and 13 x 9 cm.): Map of the eastern half, northern peninsula, Michigan -- Chicago.
Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto trails map: district no. 3: Michigan, northern Indiana, northwestern Ohio [Chicago: Rand McNally, 1919]. 24 p.: maps, ill.; 19 cm.
Cover title: A Guide to the blazed trails.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).

RMcN Auto Trails 4C 21 (PrCt)

46893 Michigan - Maps - 1919 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; on sheet 71 x 56 cm.
Extensively damaged and repaired with adhesive tape; lacking accompanying index.
Keyed to 30 named road signs.
Scale [ca. 1:724,000].
Insets (13 x 22 cm. and 13 x 9 cm.): Map of the eastern half, northern peninsula, Michigan -- Chicago.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
AE 062.25X (PrCt)

46894 Michigan - Maps - 1920 - Railroads
Authors: Matthews-Northrup Co., 1920.
1 map: col.; 29 x 42 cm.
In Michigan Central Railroad Company.
Seventy-fifth annual report of the board of directors ... to the stockholders ... December 31 1920 (Detroit: Michigan Central Railroad Company?, 1921?) opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1920 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

46895 Michigan - Maps - 1920 - Railroads
Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 65 x 46 cm.
'The Rand-McNally new commercial atlas map of southern Michigan. Copyright by Rand-McNally & Co.' -- at top right.
Plate no.: 155E.
Includes key to railroads numbered 5-191 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Michigan railroads (southern peninsula).
On verso: Southern Michigan automobile road map. 1 map: col.; 64 x 46 cm. 'National Highways Association roads used by permission.' Plate no.: 621D.
Handstamp on front cover: Register of Copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.
'Janry 28/20' - ms. note on front cover
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 415 map 2 of 2 (PrCt)
Michigan - Maps - 1920 - Road maps

Authors: B.F. Goodrich Company -- Commercial Printing & Lithography Co. (Akron, Ohio)
1 map ; on sheet 61 x 48 cm., fold. to 21 x 10 cm.
On verso, list of Goodrich Travel Bureaus, and insets of "Cloverland" [the Upper Peninsula], Muskegon, Toledo, Battle Creek, Jackson, Albion, Bay City, Traverse City, Grand Rapids, Saginaw, Kalamazoo, Pontiac, Ann Arbor, Flint, Lansing, Ypsilanti, Monroe and Detroit.
Printed on light green paper.
Cover design features wood engraving of two vehicles at fork in road.
Gift of Bruce Calder, 1997.
46897

Michigan - Maps - 1920 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : on sheet 72 x 56 cm.
Keyed to 63 named road signs.
Scale [ca. 1:724,000].
Continuation insets: Map of the eastern half, northern peninsula, Michigan -- [Chicago region].
Cover art: Auto driving up hill, passing tree and pole.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
46900

Michigan - Maps - 1921 - Railroads
Authors: Matthews-Northrup Company -- Michigan Central Railroad Company
1 map : on sheet 72 x 56 cm.
In Michigan Central Railroad Company.
Seventy-sixth annual report of the board of directors ... to the stockholders ... December 31 1921 (Detroit: [Michigan Central Railroad Company?, 1922?]) opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1921 vol. [2]) (PrCt)
46901

Michigan - Maps - 1921 - Railroads

46902
46905 Michigan - Maps - 1921 - Road maps


Keyed to 62 named road signs.

Scale [ca. 1:737,000].

Continuation insets: Map of the eastern half, northern peninsula, Michigan -- [Chicago region].


Cover title: Rand McNally official auto trails map: Michigan : district no. 3.

Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.

Uniform title: Auto trails

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN Auto Trails 6F 17 (PrCt)

46906 Michigan - Maps - 1922 - Railroads

Rand McNally official 1922 railroads - Maps

The Michigan Central Railroad. December 31, 1922. Buffalo, N.Y. The Matthews-Northrup Co., 1922 [i.e. 1923?].

Authors: Matthews-Northrup Company -- Michigan Central Railroad Company.

Keyed to 62 named road signs.

Scale [ca. 1:737,000].


In Michigan Central Railroad Company. Seventy-seventh annual report of the board of directors ... to the stockholders ... December 31 1922 (Detroit: [Michigan Central Railroad Company?, 1923?] opposite title page.

5A 7267 (1922 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

46903 Michigan - Maps - 1921 - Railroads

Rand McNally standard map of Michigan southern peninsula. [Chicago]: Rand McNally & Co., [1921].

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Commercial atlas (1921) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

Keyed to 26 railroads numbered in red.

In Rand McNally commercial atlas of America, 52nd ed. (Chicago, 1921) p. 190-191; index and population statistics on p. 185, 188-189 and 192-193.

Uniform title: Commercial atlas.


46904 Michigan - Maps - 1921 - Road maps


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

Keyed to 62 named road signs.

Scale [ca. 1:737,000].


In Michigan Central Railroad Company. Seventy-seventh annual report of the board of directors ... to the stockholders ... December 31 1922 (Detroit: [Michigan Central Railroad Company?, 1923?] opposite title page.

5A 7267 (1922 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Michigan - Maps - 1922 - Railroads
Michigan - Maps - 1922 - Road maps
1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm.
'The Rand McNally new commercial atlas map of southern Michigan ...' -- at top right.
Plate no.: 155G.
'G' -- at bottom left.
Includes key to railroads numbered 5-191 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Michigan railroads (southern peninsula).
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of southern Michigan. 1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm.
Plate no.: 1007H.
Issued folded in accompanying index (59 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Michigan. Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1922.
Handstamp on front cover: Register of Copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.
'10/6/22' -- ms. note on front cover.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 418 map 2 of 2 (PrCt)

Michigan - Maps - 1922 - Road maps
Upper Peninsula (Mich.) - Maps - 1922 - Road maps
1 map : 82 x 64 cm., folded to 17 x 10 cm.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Inset (16 x 21 cm.): Chicago [region].
Map on verso (53 x 81 cm.): Rand McNally official 1922 auto trails map : Cloverland and vicinity, northern Michigan, northeast Wisconsin Editor's copy (?); "from Paints [?] Garage, Ironwood, Mich." and "Cloverland Trail" in colored pencil:
Missing cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1526 (PrCt)

Michigan - Maps - 1923 - Railroads
Michigan Central Railroad Company - Maps - 1923 - Railroads
Authors: Matthews-Northrup Company -- Michigan Central Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 29 x 42 cm.
In Michigan Central Railroad Company.
Seventy-eighth annual report of the board of directors ... to the stockholders ... December 31 1923 (Detroit: [Michigan Central Railroad Company?, 1924?] opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1923 vol. [2]) (PrCt)
1 map : col. ; 79 x 69 cm., folded to 16 x 10 cm.
Cover title.
Added title: Rand McNally official 1923 auto trails map : lower Michigan
Uniform title: Auto trails
Identifies Consumers Power Co. water, steam and gas plant locations.
Verso blank.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
R McN Clients 351 (PrCt)

46912 Michigan - Maps - 1923 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 106 x 70 cm. on sheet 56 x 72 cm.
Keyed to 32 named road signs.
Scale [ca. 1:634,000],
Cover title: Rand McNally official auto trails map : Michigan : district no. 2. Cover handstamped "Register of copyrights, Library of Congress ... " and dated "4/19/23" in ms.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
R McN Auto Trails 6F 18 (PrCt)

46913 Michigan - Maps - 1923 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 106 x 70 cm. on sheet 56 x 72 cm.
Extensively damaged and patched with adhesive tape; lacking accompanying index.
Keyed to 32 named road signs.
Scale [ca. 1:634,000],
Uniform title: Auto trails
2 copies.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
AE 062.24X [copies 1 and 2] (PrCt)

46914 Michigan - Maps - 1923 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 55 x 81 on sheet 59 x 84 cm. Keyed to 6 named trails.
Scale [ca. 1:836,000],
Cover title: Rand McNally official auto trails map : Cloverland.
Cover handstamped "Register of copyrights, Library of Congress ... " and dated "6/14/23" in ms.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
R McN Auto Trails 6F 105 (PrCt)

46915 Michigan - Maps - 1923 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 54 x 81 on sheet 59 x 84 cm. Keyed to 6 named trails.
Scale [ca. 1:836,000],
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
R McN Auto Trails 4C 110.5 (PrCt)

46916 Michigan - Maps - 1924 - Railroads
1 map : col. ; 106 x 70 cm. on sheet 56 x 72 cm.
Extensively damaged and patched with adhesive tape; lacking accompanying index.
Keyed to 32 named road signs.
Scale [ca. 1:634,000],
Uniform title: Auto trails
2 copies.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

1 map : col. ; 29 x 42 cm.
In Michigan Central Railroad Company.
Seventy-ninth annual report of the board of directors ... to the stockholders ... December 31, 1924 (Detroit: [Michigan Central Railroad Company?, 1925]) at front.

5A 7267 (1924 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

46917 Michigan - Maps - 1924 - Road maps
-> Wisconsin - Maps - 1924 - Road maps
Rand McNally official 1924 auto trails map :
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 80 x 63 on sheet 88 x 73 cm.
Keyed to 17 named trails.
Scale [ca. 1:627,000].
Plate no. F-10-A.
Includes continuation inset of northwest Indiana.
On verso: Rand McNally official 1924 auto trails map : cloverland and vicinity : northern Michigan, north east Wisconsin. Plate no. F-10-B.
Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto trails map : Michigan including Cloverland (Chicago and New York: Rand McNally, 1924). 83 p. : maps, ill. ; 19 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally official auto trails map : Michigan
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Clients 4839 (PrCt)

46920 Michigan - Maps - 1925 - Railroads
-> Michigan Central Railroad Company - Maps - 1925
Authors: Matthews-Northrup Company -- Michigan Central Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 29 x 42 cm.
In Michigan Central Railroad Company. Eightieth annual report of the board of directors ... to the stockholders ... December 31, 1925 (Detroit: [Michigan Central Railroad Company?, 1926]) at front.
5A 7267 (1925 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

46921 Michigan - Maps - 1925 - Railroads
-> Michigan - Maps - 1925
Railroads
1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm.
Plate no.: 8R24.
Includes key to railroads numbered 5-191 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Michigan railroads (southern peninsula).
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of


Cover title: Rand McNally official auto trails map: Michigan.

Cover art (1 panel, O, B, BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.

Uniform title: Auto trails

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).

RMcN Auto Trails 4C 216 (PrCt)


The Michigan Central Railroad. December 31, 1926. [Detroit: Michigan Central Railroad Company?, 1926 [i.e. 1927]].

Authors: Michigan Central Railroad Company

1 map: col.; 29 x 42 cm.


5A 7267 (1926 vol. [3]) (PrCt)


Rand McNally junior road map : Michigan.

Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [1926].

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map: col.; 43 x 28 cm. fold. to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title: Auto roads of Michigan, compliments of the Burdick Hotel, Kalmazoo's new million dollar hotel.

Inset: Northern Michigan.

Location of Burdick Hotel indicated by green overprinting.

Plate no. H-21.

On verso, advertising for hotel, table of mileages, 3 photos, and auxiliary map of 'Kalamazoo, Mich.' showing location of hotel.

Uniform title: Junior auto trails

map2F G4111 .P2 1926 R3 (PrCt)

46930 Michigan - Maps - 1926 - Road maps<<<>>Road maps


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

Map missing.


Cover art (1 panel, O, B, BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.

Uniform title: Auto trails

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).

RMcN Auto Trails 4C 262 (PrCt)

46931 Michigan - Maps - 1926 - Road

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
maps>Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 80 x 62 on sheet 88 x 73 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:707,000].
Includes continuation insets of the northern peninsula, the calumet district, and northwest Indiana/Chicago. Also includes inset of the Lake Michigan circle tour.
Title page handstamped "Register of copyrights, Library of Congress ..." and dated "4-7-26" in ms.
In ms. on verso of front cover: "1(?). cl. 3 shelf."
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 263 (PrCt)

46935 Michigan - Maps - 1927 - Road maps
Michigan - Maps - 1927 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 80 x 62 on sheet 88 x 73 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:707,000].
Includes continuation insets of the northern peninsula, the calumet district, and northwest Indiana/Chicago. Also includes inset of the Lake Michigan circle tour.
Title page handstamped "Register of copyrights, Library of Congress ..." and dated "4-7-26" in ms.
In ms. on verso of front cover: "1(?). cl. 3 shelf."
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 263 (PrCt)

46932 Michigan - Maps - 1926 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 59 x 38 on sheet 62 x 41 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:1,193,000].
Plate no. H-11.
Includes a continuation inset of the upper peninsula.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 264 (PrCt)

46933 Michigan - Maps - 1927 - Railroads
Michigan Central Railroad Company - Maps - 1927
The Michigan Central Railroad. December 31, 1927. [Detroit?] Michigan Central Railroad Company?, 1927 [i.e. 1928?].
Authors: Michigan Central Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 29 x 42 cm.
5A 7267 (1927 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

46934 Michigan - Maps - 1927 - Road
Highway map of Michigan with trunk line road connections . Grand Rapids : John F. Nellist, 1927.
Authors: Michigan Tourist and Resort Association (Grand Rapids, Mich.) -- Nellist, John F. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 44 cm. on sheet 62 x 49 cm.
Ferry routes and railroads in green.
Includes diagram of distances from Chicago: 968 miles around Lake Michigan.
Verso blank.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection

Maps>Atlantic Yellowstone Pacific Highway - Maps - 1927
Michigan motor trails are calling ... Standard Oil Company (Indiana). Chicago : H. M. Gousha Co., [1927].
Authors: H. M. Gousha Company -- Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Title from map proper: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) official road map : Michigan (Plate no. A).
On verso: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) territorial road map [Middle West] (Plate no. A), insets of and notes on 4 cities.
Cover (2 panel, R,B): Six logos (Standard Oil, Solite, Polarine, Red Crown, Red Crown Ethyl, Iso-Vis).
Plate no. A.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 0, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 26 (PrCt)

46936 Michigan - Maps - 1927 - Road maps
Highway map of Michigan with trunk line road connections . Grand Rapids : John F. Nellist, 1927.
Authors: Michigan Tourist and Resort Association (Grand Rapids, Mich.) -- Nellist, John F. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 44 cm. on sheet 62 x 49 cm.
Ferry routes and railroads in green.
Includes diagram of distances from Chicago: 968 miles around Lake Michigan.
Verso blank.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
Michigan - Maps - 1927 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 80 x 62 on sheet 88 x 73 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:707,000].
Includes continuation insets of the northern peninsula, the Calumet district, and northwest Indiana/Chicago. Also includes inset of the Lake Michigan circle tour.
Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto road map of Michigan ... (Chicago and New York: Rand McNally & Company, 1927). 64 p.: maps, ill.; 19cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally official auto road map: Michigan.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 335 (PrCt)

Michigan - Maps - 1927 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
Map missing.
Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto road map of Michigan ... (Chicago and New York: Rand McNally & Company, 1927). 64 p.: maps, ill.; 19cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally official auto road map: Michigan.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 336 (PrCt)

Michigan - Maps - 1928 - Railroads
1 map: col.; 79 x 64 cm.
Plate no.: 7R27, 9N26.
Includes key to railroads numbered 5-191 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Michigan railroads.
Inset (16 x 16 cm.): Detroit and vicinity.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Michigan. 1 map: col.; 79 x 64 cm.
Issued folded in accompanying index (66 p.; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Michigan. San Francisco; Chicago; New York: Rand McNally & Company, c1928.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 422 (PrCt)
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 423 (PrCt)

46942 Michigan - Maps - 1928 - Railroads
Michigan - Maps - 1928 - Road maps
Detroit Region (Mich.) - Maps - 1928 - Railroads
Road maps
Rand McNally standard map of Michigan.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1928].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company.
Shippers guide -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 79 x 64 cm.
Plate no.: 7R27, 9N26.
Includes key to railroads numbered 5-191 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Michigan railroads.
Inset (16 x 16 cm.): Detroit and vicinity.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Michigan. 1 map : col. ; 79 x 64 cm.
Issued folded in accompanying index (66 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Michigan. San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1928.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 424 (PrCt)

46943 Michigan - Maps - 1928 - Railroads
Michigan - Maps - 1928 - Road maps
Detroit Region (Mich.) - Maps - 1928 - Railroads
Road maps
Rand McNally standard map of Michigan.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1928].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company.
Shippers guide -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 79 x 64 cm.
Plate no.: 7R27, 9N26.
Includes key to railroads numbered 5-191 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Michigan railroads.
Inset (16 x 16 cm.): Detroit and vicinity.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Michigan. 1 map : col. ; 79 x 64 cm.
Issued folded in accompanying index (66 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Michigan. San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1928.
Handstamp on title page: Register of Copyrights.
Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.
'2/6/28' -- ms. note on title page.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 425 (PrCt)

46944 Michigan - Maps - 1928 - Road maps
Ontario - Maps - 1928 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- White Star Refining Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 109 (PrCt)

46945 Michigan - Maps - 1928 - Road maps
Road maps
Michigan, United States. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1928].
Authors: Geographical Publishing Co. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; on sheet trimmed to 45 x 37 cm.
Incomplete; title and imprint lacking.
Date from AE Index.
Verso blank.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 57.22 (PrCt)

46946 Michigan - Maps - 1928 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Independent Oil Men of America -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 66 (PrCt)

46947 Michigan - Maps - 1928 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shaffer Oil and Refining Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 2.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 80 (PrCt)
Michigan - Maps - 1928 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 0, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
**Gousha Clients 92 (PrCt)**

46950
Michigan - Maps - 1928 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
_Highway map and guide of Michigan._ Aurora, Mo. Mid-West Map Company, [1928].
Authors: Mid-West Map Company -- Authorized Guide & Map Service -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map ; 53 x 43 cm. on sheet 56 x 44 cm.
Date from AE index.
Includes inset of western portion of state.
Directory of Authorized garages, hotels, and assorted businesses on verso.
Panel art: Authorized Guide & Map Service logo.
Panel no. L.72616.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 57.23 (PrCt)

46951
Michigan - Maps - 1928 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map ; col. ; 35 x 28 cm.
Panel title.
Incorrectly (?) dated 1930 on RMcN AE 62 ms. index.
Plate no. J-17
Insets (14 x 28 cm. and 5 x 4 cm.): Northern peninsula -- [Chicago and vicinity].
Maps on verso (9 x 10 cm. and smaller): Battle Creek -- Grand Rapids -- Jackson -- Kalamazoo -- Lansing -- Muskegon.

Panel art: Pure attendant over road map.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 62.7A (PrCt)

Michigan - Maps - 1928 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
1 map : col. ; 58 x 43 on sheet 69 x 46 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:869,000].
Plate no. J-16.
Includes continuation inset northwest Indiana/Chicago. Also includes inset of the Lake Michigan circle tour.
Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto road map of Michigan ... (Chicago and New York: Rand McNally & Company, 1928). 64 p. : maps, ill. ; 19 cm.
Title page handstamped "Register of copyrights, Library of Congress ..." and dated "4-28-28" in ms.
Cover title: Rand McNally official auto road map: Michigan.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 374 (PrCt)

Michigan - Maps - 1928 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
1 map : col. ; 59 x 43 on sheet 69 x 46 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:869,000].
Plate no. J-16.
Includes continuation inset northwest Indiana/Chicago. Also includes inset of the Lake Michigan circle tour.
Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto road map of Michigan ... (Chicago and New York: Rand McNally & Company, 1928). 64 p. : maps, ill. ; 19 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally official auto road map: Michigan.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 103 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Michigan - Maps - 1929 - Road maps

46956

Michigan - Maps - 1929 - Road maps

1929 pocket map of the Great Lakes motor tours.


Authors: Great Lakes Tour Association (Detroit, Mich.) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col ; 29 x 41 cm. on sheet 41 x 43 cm.

Added title: Map of the Great Lakes motor tours.

"Story of the Great Lakes motor tours" in bottom margin.

Verso includes directories of Association members and associated businesses and merchants, each listed by city.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 57.27 (PrCt)

46957

Michigan - Maps - 1929 - Road maps


Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 58 x 53 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Texaco road map : 1929 : Michigan


Maps on verso (33 x 53 cm. and smaller): Texaco road map : northeast states -- Detroit, Mich. -- Battle Creek -- Kalamazoo.

Panel art: Texaco station with car and attendant.

Pasted back-to-back with RMcN AE 062.11A; separated into 2 pieces.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 62.11 (PrCt)

46958

Michigan - Maps - 1929 - Road maps

Complimentary road map of Michigan. Chicago and Denver : Clason Map Co., [1929?].

Authors: Barlum Hotel (Detroit, Mich.) -- Clason Map Co. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 51 x 41 cm. on sheet 61 x 46 cm.

Issued by Barlum Hotel.

"Story of the Great Lakes motor tours" in bottom margin.

Date from AE index.

Added title: Clason's road map of Michigan showing paved roads ...

"U.S. highways shown in red."

On verso: Clason's road map of United States showing paved roads ...

Panel art: Photo of the Barlum Hotel.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 62.11 (PrCt)

46955


The Michigan Central Railroad. December 31, 1929. Buffalo, N.Y. J.W. Clement Co. ; Matthews-Northrup Works, 1929 [i.e. 1930?].

Authors: J.W. Clement Co. -- Matthews-Northrup Company -- Michigan Central Railroad Company

1 map : col. ; 29 x 42 cm.

Bottom margin trimmed away.


5A 7267 (1929 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

46954


Authors: Rand McNally and Company

56 p. : map ; 24 cm.

Imperfect; issued with 3 maps, but this copy lacking 2 maps on 1 folded sheet inside back cover.

Cover title: Rand McNally standard indexed map with air trails : Michigan

Uniform title: Air trails

Index includes "airport directory", "aids to navigation", and "elements of practical air navigation" by William E. Johnson, (p. 44-56).

Inscribed also includes map (15 x 20 cm., on p. 44-45): Rand McNally airway map : United States. Plate nos. "11N28" and "12R28". Includes "key to [commercial] air lines."

Cover art: Airplane flying above passenger train. "50c" -- printed on front cover.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (October 2010).

RMcN Air Trails 4C 23 (PrCt)
Michigan - Maps - 1929 - Road maps

46959  

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Chain-o'-Lakes resort Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 folded map  
Panel title.  
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.  
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).  
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).  
Gousha Clients 210 (PrCt)

46960  

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Dixie Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 folded map  
Panel title.  
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.  
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).  
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).  
Gousha Clients 126 (PrCt)

46961  

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Firestone Tire and Rubber Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 folded map  
Panel title.  
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.  
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).  
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).  
Gousha Clients 140 (PrCt)

46962  

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Independent Oil Men of America -- Valley Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 folded map  
Panel title.  
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.  
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).  
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).  
Gousha Clients 183 (PrCt)

46963  

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Marland Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 folded map  
Panel title.  
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.  
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
46968 Michigan - Maps - 1929 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Wayco Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 267 (Pr Ct)

46969 Michigan - Maps - 1929 - Road maps
1 map : col. ; 80 x 61 cm.
Plate no. K-16.
Cover title: Rand McNally official auto road map : Michigan.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails
'4-29-29' in ms. on title page.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 404 (Pr Ct)

46970 Michigan - Maps - 1929 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 81 x 63 cm.
Plate no. K-16
 Insets (25 x 13 cm. and smaller): Calumet district -- Lake Michigan circle tour -- Chicago.
Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto road map of Michigan ... (Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, 1929). 55 p. : maps, ill. ; 20 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally official auto road map : Michigan.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 417 (Pr Ct)

46971 Michigan - Maps - 1929 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 82 x 63 cm.
Imperfect; lacking accompanying index.
Plate no. K-16
Insets (25 x 13 cm. and smaller): Calumet district -- Lake Michigan circle tour -- Chicago.
Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto road map of Michigan ...
Uniform title: Auto trails
Editor's copy (?): sections of map trimmed away.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 418 (Pr Ct)

46972 Michigan - Maps - 1929 - Road maps
Sears, Roebuck and Company - Maps - 1929ROAD maps
Authors: Sears, Roebuck and Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Allstate Tires -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Red G (Firm) SEE H.M. Gousha Company
1 map : col. ; 58 x 38 cm. on sheet 61 x 46 cm.
Added title: Sears, Roebuck and Co. retail stores: Michigan (Plate no. C-132 J.C.)
Inset: Northern Michigan.
On verso: Sears, Roebuck and Co. 1929 official road map: United States (Plate no. C-135 J.C.)
At bottom right: Red "G" road maps.
Store locations shown on both maps.
Panel art: Campers playing ball on beach, tent, car with Allstate tires.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 57.24 (Pr Ct)
Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col ; 78 x 56 cm. on sheet trimmed to 86 x 58 cm.
Apparently issued without panel title.
Date from AE Index.
Plate no. 3007-B.
Shows locations of AAA touring bureaus and ferry routes.
Includes strips maps showing the
Cleveland-Toledo route (plate A) and the St. Joseph-Chicago route (plate B).
On verso: Official AAA road map: Northern peninsula of Michigan (Plate no. 2159).
Includes list of AAA touring bureaus, hotels, a ferry list, advertisements, and maps of the
Chicago and Detroit regions.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 57.26 (PrCt)

46974 Michigan - Maps - 1930-1939 -
Railroads<<</>/>Michigan - Maps - 1930-1939 -
Aeronautical charts<<</>/>Aeronautical charts -
Michigan - 1930-1939 <<</>/>Road maps<<</>/>Railroads - Maps<<</>/>Aeronautical charts

Rand McNally standard map of Minnesota.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [193-?].
1 map : col. ; 64 x 47 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 66 ms. index
Lacking accompanying index.
Plate nos.: No.1 : 22S -- 7R29
Includes key to railroads numbered 9-117 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title:
Minnesota railroads.
Map on verso: Rand McNally standard map of Minnesota with air trails. 1 map : col. ; 64 x 47 cm.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 192.6 (PrCt)

46977 Michigan - Maps - 1930 -
Railroads<<</>/>Ontario - Maps - 1930 -
Railroads<<</>/>Middle West - Maps - 1930 -

Rand McNally standard map of Michigan.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [193-?].
1 map : col. ; 79 x 64 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 62 ms. index
Lacking accompanying index.
Plate nos.: 1 : 212SC -- 7R29 -- 9N26
Includes key to railroads numbered 5-191 and A
(with gaps in numbering) beneath added title:
Michigan railroads.
Inset (16 x 16 cm.): Detroit and vicinity.
On verso: Rand McNally standard map of Michigan with air trails. 1 map : col. ; 79 x 64 cm.
Inset (16 x 16 cm.): Detroit and vicinity.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 423 (PrCt)

46976 Michigan - Maps - 1930 - Pictorial maps<<</>/>Pictorial maps - Michigan -
1930<<</>/>Detroit Region (Mich.) - Maps - 1930 -
Pictorial maps<<</>/>Pictorial maps - Detroit Region (Mich.) - 1930<<</>/>Road maps<<</>/>Pictorial maps

Spend your vacation in the thumb of Michigan...
Detroit : Southeastern Michigan tourist and publicity association, [ca. 1930].
Authors: Southeastern Michigan Tourist and Publicity Association (Detroit, Mich.) -- Brink, John G. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 28 cm.
Panel title.
Opposite title panel: Southeastern Michigan Tourist and Publicity Ass'n., 1805 Stroh Bldg.,
Detroit, Mich.
Added title: Beautiful blue water play ground of
the thumb of Michigan ...
Panel art: Woman in bathing suit sitting on thumb of Michigan.
Handstamp on title panel: John G. Brink
Previously bound with a collection of pictorial maps in binders labeled "Points of Interest."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 192.6 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Added title at right: Michigan Central Railroad. '2-24' -- at bottom.
In Atlas of traffic maps (Chicago: La Salle Extension University, 1930) p. 148.
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

**46978** Michigan - Maps - 1930 - Railroads - Pere Marquette Railway - Maps - 1930 - Railroads - Maps

Pere Marquette Railway and connections. Chicago : Poole Bros., [1930].
Authors: Poole Brothers -- La Salle Extension University. Atlas of traffic maps (1930) -- Pere Marquette Railway
1 map ; 16 x 23 cm.
Added title in right margin: Pere Marquette Railway.
'12-6-26' -- at bottom.
Plate no.: 4902.
In Atlas of traffic maps (Chicago: La Salle Extension University, 1930) p. 166.
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

**46979** Michigan - Maps - 1930 - Road maps - Detroit Region (Mich.) - Maps - 1930 - Upper Peninsula (Mich.) - Maps - 1930 - Road maps

Authors: Detroit Automobile Club -- American Automobile Association -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; col ; 75 x 58 cm. on sheet 95 x 61 cm.
Added title: Detroit Automobile Club official map of lower peninsula of Michigan.
Extensively torn.
Panel art: line drawing of car driving toward outline map of Michigan, radiating compass lines.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).


Authors: Auto-Owners Insurance Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; col ; 66 x 49 cm.

**46981** Michigan - Maps - 1930 - Road maps - Clothing trade - Clothing trade - Michigan - Maps - 1930 - Richman Brothers Co. - Maps - 1930 - Road maps

Authors: Richman Brothers Co. -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 0, DUP 0.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

**46982** Michigan - Maps - 1930 - Road maps - Middle West - Maps - 1930 - Road maps

Authors: Johnson Oil Refining Co. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; col ; 47 x 38 cm.

**46983** Michigan - Maps - 1930 - Road maps - Middle West - Maps - 1930 - Road maps

Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; col ; 58 x 38 cm. on sheet 61 x 46 cm.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Added title: Standard Oil Company (Indiana)
Shows locations of Standard stations and includes an inset of western Michigan.
On verso: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) territorial road map [of the Middle West] featuring federal system of highways (Plate no. obscured).
Panel art: Standard brand logos.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 57.30 (PrCt)

46984 Michigan - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Northeastern States - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Ontario - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 61 x 53 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMCN AE 62 ms. index.
Plate no. L-1067
Insets (17 x 44 cm. and smaller): Michigan : northern peninsula -- Calumet district -- [Chicago and vicinity].
Maps on verso (33 x 54 cm. and 25 x 26 cm.):
Cities Service road map : north eastern states --
Cities Service auto road map of Ontario.
Panel art: Car on road to Cities Service station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 62.80 (PrCt)

46985 Michigan - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Northeastern States - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Authors: Hotel Fort Shelby (Detroit, Mich.) -- Forman-Bassett Co. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 32 x 26 cm. on sheet trimmed to 47 x 32 cm.
Incomplete; possibly lacking panel title.
Includes pictorial views of the hotel and a table listing distances to it from U.S. cities.
Incomplete map on verso: Road map of northeastern United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 57.31 (PrCt)

46986 Michigan - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
1930 road map of Michigan : Detroit-Leland Hotel...
Chicago and Denver : Clason Map Co., 1930.
Authors: Detroit-Leland Hotel (Detroit, Mich.) --
Clason Map Co. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 41cm. on sheet 61 x 46 cm.
Added titles: Clason's road map of Michigan showing paved roads ... (Map no. R-500) --
Complimentary road map of Michigan.
Includes continuation inset of western Michigan.
On verso: Paving and road distances on the United States highways showing principal through routes (Plate no. R-106A).
Panel art: Photo of the hotel.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 57.30 (PrCt)

46987 Michigan - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 283 (PrCt)

46988 Michigan - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- Deep Rock Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 305 (PrCt)

46989 Michigan - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Dixie Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 314 (PrCt)

46990 Michigan - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of each volume.
Michigan - Maps - 1930 - Road maps

**Official highway service map.** Chicago : H. M. Gousha Company, 1930.
Authors: Michigan. State Highway Dept. -- H. M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 83 x 83 cm. on sheet 87 x 87 cm.
Plate no. D-114-S.-C.3.
Includes 27 city maps, an inset of Isle Royale, ferry routes, schedules and fees, and a listing of state parks.
Verso blank.

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 81 x 63 cm.
Plate no. L-1065
Insets (25 x 13 cm. and smaller): Calumet district -- Lake Michigan circle tour -- Chicago.
Cover title: Rand McNally official auto road map : Michigan.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).

**Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)**

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

RMcN AE 57.28 (PrCt)

46998 Michigan - Maps - 1931 - Archaeology


OCLC 1442997

10123 oversize Ayer 135 .H6 1931 (NLO)


Cover title: Rand McNally pocket maps: Michigan counties, cities, towns, auto roads, railroads, city maps, hotels, 1930 census

Uniform title: Pocket maps

Folded map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back to back, col. ; 80 x 64 cm. and 69 x 53 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of Michigan. Plate nos. "No.1:21S", "7R30" and "9N26". Includes key to railroads and inset map of the Detroit region (17 x 16 cm.) -- Rand McNally official 1931 auto road map : Michigan. Plate no. M-1065. Includes inset maps of the Upper Peninsula, the Chicago region, the Calumet district, and Lake Michigan (21 x 52 cm. or smaller).

Imperfect; index includes maps of Ann Arbor, Bay City, Grand Rapids, Holland, Ironwood, Lansing, the Marinette-Menominee region, Muskegon, Owosso, Pontiac, Port Huron, the St.

Joseph-Benton Harbor region, Saginaw, Sault Ste. Marie, South. Haven, Traverse City, Wyandotte (p. [49]-64; some pages missing or partly trimmed). Cover art: Cars on road alongside passenger train.


RMcN Pocket 4C 119 (PrCt)

47000 Michigan - Maps - 1931 - Road maps - Detroit Region (Mich.) - Maps - 1931 - Road maps - Road maps


Panel title. Added title: Michigan Mutual Liability Company auto road map of Michigan


Inset on verso (9 x 10 cm.): Downtown Detroit. Panel art: Michigan Mutual Liability Company

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
47002 Michigan - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
> Detroit Region (Mich.) - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
> Road maps
> Official highway map of Michigan ... / issued by
> the Touring Bureau of the Michigan Mutual
> Liability Company ... Detroit, Mich. ... Chicago :
> Authors: Michigan Mutual Liability Company
> (Detroit, Mich.) -- Library of Congress. Copyright
> Office -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
> McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
> 1 map : col. ; 58 x 53 cm., folded to 18 x 10 cm.
> Panel title.
> Added title: Michigan Mutual Liability Company
> auto road map of Michigan
> Insets (19 x 53 cm. and smaller): Michigan
> northern peninsula -- Calumet district -- Flint --
> Grand Rapids -- Lansing -- Chicago and vicinity.
> Maps on verso (61 x 53 cm. and 9 x 10 cm.);
> Michigan Mutual Liability Company detailed 1931
> road map : Detroit and vicinity -- Downtown
> Detroit.
> Handstamp: Register of Copyrights, Library of
> Congress, Washington D. C. Dated "6/13/31" in
> pencil.
> Panel art: Michigan Mutual Liability Company
> logo.
> Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
> (Newberry Library).
> Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

47003 Michigan - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
> East (U.S.) - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
> Detroit Region (Mich.) - Maps - 1931 - Road
> maps
> Cities Service road map of Michigan. Chicago :
> Rand McNally & Company, [1931].
> Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- Rand
> McNally and Company -- Rand McNally
> Collection (Newberry Library)
> 1 map : col. ; 60 x 54 cm.
> Panel title.
> Date from RMcN AE 62 ms. index.
> Plate no. M-1067
> Insets (17 x 44 cm. and smaller): Michigan :
> northern peninsula -- Calumet district -- [Chicago
> and vicinity].
> Maps on verso (32 x 54 cm. and smaller): Detroit
> -- Flint -- Grand Rapids -- Jackson -- Lansing --
> Pontiac -- Saginaw -- Cities Service road map of
> east central United States
> Panel art: Ship in water.
> Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
> (Newberry Library).

47004 Michigan - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
> Michigan - Maps - 1931 - Clothing trade
> Michigan - Maps - 1931 - Richman Brothers Co. - Maps - 1931
> Michigan - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
> 1931 official road map : Michigan : with
> compliments of Richman Brothers Co. Chicago :
> Authors: Richman Brothers Co. -- Rand McNally
> and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
> (Newberry Library)
> 1 map : col. ; 45 x 38 cm.
> Plate no. M-18.
> Directory of Richman stores in side margins.
> Insets (17 x 38 cm. and 11 x 7 cm.): Michigan :
> northern peninsula -- Round the lake.
> Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
> (Newberry Library).

47005 Michigan - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
> Northeastern States - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
> Gafill's Michigan road map : Sun Ray service
> stations ... / Gafill Oil Company, South Bend,
> Indiana. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company,
> [1931?]?
> Authors: Gafill Oil Company (South Bend, Ind.)
> -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally
> Collection (Newberry Library) -- Sun Ray
> Gasoline SEE Gafill Oil Company (South Bend,
> Ind.)
> 1 map : col. ; 45 x 38 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
> Panel title.
> Added title: Gafill Oil Co. auto road map of
> Michigan.
> Plate no. M-18
> Insets (17 x 38 cm. and 10 x 7 cm.): Michigan
> Northern Peninsula -- Round the lake.
> Map on verso (28 x 44 cm.): Gafill Oil Company
> auto road map northeastern United States.
> Panel art: B&W photo of Sun Ray gas station.
> Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
> (Newberry Library).
> Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

47006 Michigan - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
> Richman Brothetrs Co. - Maps - 1931
> Michigan - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
> Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Auto-Owners
> Insurance Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection
> (Newberry Library)
> 1 folded map
> Panel title.
> Distribution: NL 1, LC 0, DUP 0.
> Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry
> Library).
> Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

47007 Michigan - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company (Newberry Library).
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 468 (PrCt)

**47008 Michigan - Maps - 1931 - Road maps - Road maps**
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Deep Rock Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 490 (PrCt)

**47009 Michigan - Maps - 1931 - Road maps - Road maps**
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Gulf Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 508 (PrCt)

**47010 Michigan - Maps - 1931 - Road maps - Road maps**
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 553 (PrCt)

**47011 Michigan - Maps - 1931 - Road maps - Road maps**
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Sinclair Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 585 (PrCt)

**47012 Michigan - Maps - 1931 - Road maps - Road maps**
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 609 (PrCt)

**47013 Michigan - Maps - 1931 - Road maps - Road maps**
1 map : col.; 58 x 58 cm.
Insets (5 x 7 cm. and smaller): Isle Royale -- Ann Arbor -- Battle Creek -- Bay City -- Detroit -- Grand Rapids -- Jackson -- Kalamazoo -- Lansing -- Muskegon -- Pontiac -- Port Huron -- Saginaw -- Toledo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 62.16 (PrCt)

**47014 Michigan - Maps - 1931 - Road maps - Road maps**
1 map : col.; 78 x 78 cm.
Panel no. M 1068
Insets (7 x 9 cm. and smaller): Isle Royale -- Ann Arbor -- Battle Creek -- Bay City -- Detroit -- Grand Rapids -- Jackson -- Kalamazoo -- Lansing -- Muskegon -- Pontiac -- Port Huron -- Saginaw -- Toledo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 62.17 (PrCt)

**47015 Michigan - Maps - 1931 - Road maps - Road maps**
*Michigan highways, lakes-streams, parks and forests / issued by State Highway Department and Department of Conservation,* Lansing,
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

1931 official road map : Michigan (Plate no. E-139-S).
Includes inset of the Chicago region.
On verso: Auto-Owners Insurance Company...
1931 official road map : northern Michigan (Plate no. E.138-S), and 12 city maps.
Panel art: Outline of state, golfer and boater.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 57.35 (PrCt)

47022 Michigan - Maps - 1932 - Road maps - Detroit Region (Mich.) - Maps - 1932 - Road maps
(Revised) official highway map of Michigan ... / issued by the Touring Bureau of the Michigan Mutual Liability Company ... Detroit, Mich.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1932].
Authors: Michigan Mutual Liability Company (Detroit, Mich.) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 53 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 62 ms. index.
Plate no. A4, 3118
Insets (5 x 7 cm. and 23 x 53 cm.): Isle Royale -- Michigan : northern peninsula.
Map on verso (68 x 58 cm.): [Detroit and vicinity].
Inset on verso (9 x 10 cm.): Downtown Detroit.
Panel art: Michigan Mutual Liability Company logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 62.24 (PrCt)

47023 Michigan - Maps - 1932 - Road maps - Detroit Region (Mich.) - Maps - 1932 - Road maps
(Revised) official highway map of Michigan ... / issued by the Touring Bureau of the Michigan Mutual Liability Company ... Detroit, Mich. ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1932].
1 map : col. ; 53 x 53 cm., folded to 18 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. N 1191.
Insets (23 x 53 cm. and 5 x 6 cm.): Michigan northern peninsula -- Isle Royale.
Maps on verso (66 x 57 cm. and 9 x 10 cm.): [Detroit and vicinity] -- Downtown Detroit.
Panel art: Michigan Mutual Liability Company logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4347 (PrCt)

Sunoco road map of Michigan ... Sun Oil Company. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1932].
Authors: Sunoco (Firm) -- Sun Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 46 x 38 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sunoco auto road map of Michigan.
Date from RMcN AE 62 ms. index.
Plate no. N.
Panel art: Sunoco logo with highway and city skyline in the background.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 62.26 (PrCt)

Sunoco road map of Michigan ... Sun Oil Company. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1932].
Authors: Sunoco (Firm) -- Sun Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 51 x 42 cm.
Panel title.
Includes directory of state parks dated 1932.
Panel no. 15. N 18 M
Insets (19 x 42 cm. and 12 x 8 cm.): Michigan : northern peninsula -- Round the lake.
Map on verso (22 x 19 cm.): Historical map of Michigan.
Panel art: Daily News logo over cars on the road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 62.26A (PrCt)

Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 60 x 53 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. N 11067
Insets (17 x 44 cm. and smaller): Michigan : northern peninsula -- Calumet district -- [Chicago and vicinity].
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Map on verso (34 x 54 cm. and smaller): Detroit -- Flint -- Grand Rapids -- Jackson -- Lansing -- Pontiac -- Saginaw -- Cities Service road map of United States.

Panel art: Swordsman on solid green background.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 62.27 (PrCt)**

### Michigan - Maps - 1932 - Road maps

**Michigan.** Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1932].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 folded map

Panel title.

Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

**Gousha Clients 742 (PrCt)**

#### 47031

**Michigan - Maps - 1932 - Road maps**

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 folded map

Panel title.

Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

**Gousha Clients 771 (PrCt)**

#### 47032

**Michigan - Maps - 1932 - Road maps**

Copyright Office -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : color ; 78 x 78 cm., folded to 21 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Official Michigan service map ...

Panel no. N 1068

Insets (7 x 9 cm. and smaller): Isle Royale -- Ann Arbor -- Battle Creek -- Bay City -- Detroit -- Benton Harbor, St. Joseph -- Flint -- Grand Rapids -- Jackson -- Kalamazoo -- Lansing -- Muskegon -- Pontiac -- Port Huron -- Saginaw -- Toledo.

21 photos of various nature scenes or places of interest on verso.


Panel art: Illustration of rural scene framed by trees and signed "G.H. Bodeen."

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

**RMcN Clients 4346 (PrCt)**

#### 47033

**Michigan - Maps - 1932 - Road maps**

Authors: Michigan. State Highway Dept. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : color ; 58 x 59 cm.

Panel no. N 1068

Insets (5 x 7 cm. and smaller): Isle Royale -- Ann...
Arbor -- Battle Creek -- Bay City -- Detroit --
Detroit Windsor -- Flint -- Grand Rapids --
Jackson -- Kalamazoo -- Lansing -- Muskegon --
Pontiac -- Port Huron -- Saginaw -- Toledo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 62.22 (PrCt)

47034 Michigan - Maps - 1932 - Road maps
Authors: Michigan. State Highway Dept. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 46 x 38 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Official Michigan service map ...
Panel no. N 1068
Insets (6 x 9 cm. and smaller): Isle Royale -- Ann Arbor -- Battle Creek -- Bay City -- Detroit --
Benton Harbor St. Joseph -- Flint -- Grand Rapids -- Jackson -- Kalamazoo -- Lansing --
Muskegon -- Pontiac -- Port Huron -- Saginaw --
Toledo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 62.25 (PrCt)

47035 Michigan - Maps - 1932 - Road maps
Authors: Producers and Refiners Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- PARCO see Producers and Refiners Corporation
1 map : col. ; 46 x 38 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Rand McNally senior 1932 auto road map of Michigan
Insets (17 x 38 cm. and 11 x 7 cm.): Michigan : northern peninsula -- Round the lake.
Map on verso (29 x 44 cm.): Rand McNally junior auto road map of United States.
Panel art: PARCO logos over skyline and cars on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 62.21 (PrCt)

47036 Michigan - Maps - 1932 - Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 38 cm. on sheet 61 x 46 cm.
Added title: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) 1932 official road map : Michigan (Plate no. F-235-J.C.)
Shows locations of Standard stations. Includes continuation inset of western Michigan.
On verso: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) 1932 official road map : United States (Plate no. obscured).
Panel art: Standard brand logos.
Panel no. ADV.--759 (A. D. 4527).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 62.23 (PrCt)

47037 Michigan - Maps - 1932 - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 53 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. A.4. 3118
Insets (5 x 7 cm. and 23 x 53 cm.): Isle Royale -- Michigan : northern peninsula.
Maps on verso (36 x 52 cm. and smaller): Texaco road map : 1932 : United States -- Grand Rapids --
Lansing -- Chicago and vicinity -- Detroit --
Flint.
Panel art: Texaco logo in compass rose over outline of U.S.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 62.24 (PrCt)

47038 Michigan - Maps - 1932 - Road maps
United States - Maps - 1932 - Pictorial maps
Travel Michigan with Conoco. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1932].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 38 cm. on sheet 61 x 46 cm.
Added title: Conoco ... official road map : Michigan (Plate no. F-235-J.C.)
Includes ferry routes and a continuation inset of western Michigan.
On verso: Conoco pictorial map of the United States, 4 city maps, and photos of the Conoco Travel Bureau.
Panel art: Outline of U.S with compass rose.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 62.25 (PrCt)

47039 Michigan - Maps - 1932 - Road maps
Upper Peninsula (Mich.) - Maps -

1931 - Road maps
Authors: Auto-Owners Insurance Company --
H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 48 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Added title: Auto-Owners Insurance Company ...
1932 official road map : Michigan (Plate no.
F.139-S).
Includes continuation inset of the Chicago region.
On verso: Auto-Owners Insurance Company ...
1932 official road map : northern Michigan (Plate
no. F.138-S), and 12 city maps.
Panel art: Outline of state.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 57.41 (PrCt)

47040
Michigan - Maps - 1933 - Road
maps -Detroit Region (Mich.) - Maps - 1933
- Road mapssteenRoad maps
(Revised 1933-1934) official highway map of
Michigan ... / issued by the Touring Bureau of the
Michigan Mutual Liability Company. Chicago :
Rand McNally & Company, [1933].
Authors: Michigan Mutual Liability Company --
Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 53 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: (Revised 1933-1934) official highway
map of Michigan.
Date from RMcN AE 62 ms. index.
Plate no. A4.3118
Insets (5 x 7 cm. and 23 x 53 cm.): Isle Royale --
Michigan : northern peninsula.
Map on verso (68 x 58 cm.): [Detroit and vicinity].
Inset on verso (9 x 10 cm.): Downtown Detroit.
Panel art: Michigan Mutual Liability Company
logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 62.34 (PrCt)

47041
Michigan - Maps - 1933 - Road
maps -Michigan - Maps - 1933 - Pictorial
maps -Pictorial maps - Michigan - Maps -
1933 - Upper Peninsula (Mich.) - Maps -
1933 - Pictorial maps -Pictorial maps -
Upper Peninsula (Mich.) - Maps -
1933 - Road maps -Pictorial maps
Sunoco road map of Michigan : showing
historical and other points of interest : Sun Oil
Company. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company,
[1933].
Authors: Sunoco (Firm) -- Sun Oil Company --
Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 35 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sunoco auto road map of Michigan.
Date from RMcN AE 194 ms. index.

47042
Michigan - Maps - 1933 - Road
maps -Northeastern States - Maps - 1933 -
Road maps -Century of Progress
International Exposition (1933-1934 : Chicago,
Ill.) - Maps -Road maps
1933 Auto-Owners Insurance Company highway
map of Michigan ... / issued by Auto-Owners
Insurance Co. ... Lansing (Mich.). Chicago : Rand
McNally and Company, 1933.
Authors: Auto-Owners Insurance Company --
Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region
Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 52 x 53 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Auto-Owners Insurance Company ...
1933 official road map of Michigan (first edition).
Insets (5 x 7 cm. and 25 x 53 cm): Isle Royale --
Michigan northern peninsula.
Maps on verso (35 x 44 cm. and smaller):
Auto-Owners Insurance Company ... map of
north-eastern United States -- Bay City -- Battle
Creek -- Detroit -- Flint -- Grand Rapids --
Kalamazoo -- Chicago and vicinity -- Lansing --
Saginaw.
Inset on verso (11 x 5 cm.): [Map of the Century
of Progress International Exposition in Chicago].
Panel art: Outline of Michigan over the city
skylines.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 62.28 (PrCt)

47043
Michigan - Maps - 1933 - Road
maps -Northeastern States - Maps - 1933 -
Road maps -Century of Progress
International Exposition (1933-1934 : Chicago,
Ill.) - Maps -Road maps
1933 Auto-Owners Insurance Company highway
map of Michigan ... / issued by Auto-Owners
Insurance Co. ... Lansing, Michigan. Chicago :
Rand McNally and Company, 1933.
Authors: Auto-Owners Insurance Company --
Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 35 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sunoco auto road map of Michigan.
Date from RMcN AE 194 ms. index.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region
Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 52 x 53 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Auto-Owners Insurance Company ... 1933 official road map of Michigan (first edition).
Insets (5 x 7 cm. and 25 x 53 cm.): Isle Royale -- Michigan northern peninsula.
Maps on verso (35 x 44 cm. and smaller):
Auto-Owners Insurance Company ... map of north-eastern United States -- Bay City -- Battle Creek -- Detroit -- Flint -- Grand Rapids -- Kalamazoo -- Chicago and vicinity -- Lansing -- Saginaw.
Inset on verso (11 x 5 cm.): [Map of the Century of Progress International Exposition in Chicago].
Panel art: Outline of Michigan over the city skyline.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN Clients 1502 (PrCt)

Michigan - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 60 x 53 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. O-1067
Insets (17 x 44 cm. and smaller): Michigan : northern peninsula -- Calumet district -- [Chicago and vicinity].
Maps on verso (34 x 54 cm. and smaller): Detroit -- Flint -- Grand Rapids -- Jackson -- Lansing -- Pontiac -- Saginaw -- Cities Service road map of United States.
Panel art: Car on road on solid green background.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 62.30 (PrCt)

Michigan - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Authors: Dixie Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 45 x 38 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Dixie auto road map of Michigan.
Plate no. 15. O18M
Date from RMcN AE 62 ms. index.
Insets (17 x 38 cm. and 11 x 7 cm.): Michigan : northern peninsula -- Round the lake.

Map on verso (28 x 42 cm.): Dixie auto road map of United States.
Panel art: Dixie logo over gas station with cars and attendants.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 62.32 (PrCt)

Michigan - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Barnsdall Oil Co. -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 0, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 804 (PrCt)

Michigan - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 830 (PrCt)

Michigan - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Gulf Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 0, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 864 (PrCt)

Michigan - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 893 (PrCt)

Michigan - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Phillips Petroleum Company -- Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 893 (PrCt)
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil Company -- Lee, Robert E., fl. 1933 -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Cover: License plate motif.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Panel art: Shell logo, license plates, woman driving convertible car, dog, signed by artist "Robert E. Lee."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 924 (PrCt)

Michigan - Maps - 1933 - Road maps

47051 Michigan - Maps - 1933 - Road maps

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 962 (PrCt)

Michigan - Maps - 1933 - Road maps

47052 Michigan - Maps - 1933 - Road maps

Michigan highways, lakes, streams, parks and forests. Lansing, Mich. State Highway Department, 1933.
Authors: Michigan. State Highway Dept. -- Chadwick, C. W. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 78 x 78 cm. on sheet 82 x 82 cm.
Added title: Official Michigan service map.
"May 1st, 1933."
Includes 15 city maps and an inset of Isle Royale.
Verso includes photo views and a directory of state parks.
Panel art: drawing of lake scene, state seal.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 57.43 (PrCt)

Michigan - Maps - 1933 - Road maps

47053 Michigan - Maps - 1933 - Road maps

[Western Michigan]. [Lansing, Mich.? State Highway Dept., 1933?].
Authors: Michigan. State Highway Dept. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 102 x 39 cm. on 2 sheets
Negative photostat without title or imprint; original possibly issued by the Michigan State Highway Department.
Annotated "Mich: rec'd 10-20-33."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 57.44 (PrCt)

Michigan - Maps - 1933 - Road maps

47054 Michigan - Maps - 1933 - Road maps

Pure Oil pathfinder: Michigan ... tenth edition.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1933].
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 45 x 38 cm.
Panel title
Added title: Pure Oil Pathfinder for Michigan.
Date from RMcN AE 62 ms. index.
Plate no. 15. O18M.
Inset (17 x 38 cm.): Michigan : northern peninsula -- Round the lake.
Map on verso (29 x 44 cm.): Pure Oil Pathfinder for United States.
Panel art: Pure logo behind car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 62.31 (PrCt)

Michigan - Maps - 1933 - Road maps

47055 Michigan - Maps - 1933 - Road maps

Pure Oil pathfinder: Michigan / with compliments of the Pure Oil Company U.S.A. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1933?].
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 45 x 38 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"Tenth edition."
Panel title.
Added title: Pure Oil pathfinder for Michigan.
Plate no. 15. O 18 M.
Insets (17 x 38 cm. and 11 x 6 cm.): Michigan northern peninsula -- Round the lake.
Map on verso (28 x 44 cm.): Pure Oil pathfinder for United States.
Panel art: Pure logo behind car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4837 (PrCt)

Michigan - Maps - 1933 - Road maps

47056 Michigan - Maps - 1933 - Road maps

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 53 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. A4. 3118
Insets (23 x 53 cm. and smaller): Isle Royale -- Michigan : northern peninsula.
Maps on verso (35 x 51 cm. and smaller): Texaco road map : 1933 : United States -- Grand Rapids -- Lansing -- Chicago and vicinity -- Detroit -- Flint.
Panel art: Texaco compass rose logo on United
Authors: Michigan Mutual Liability Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 53 cm.
Panel title.
added title: (Revised 1934-1935) official highway map of Michigan.
Plate no. 3118
Insets (5 x 7 cm. and 23 x 53 cm.): Isle Royale -- Michigan : northern peninsula.
Map on verso (68 x 58 cm.): [Detroit and vicinity].
Inset on verso (9 x 10 cm.): Downtown Detroit.
Panel art: Michigan Mutual Liability Company logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Authors: Michigan Mutual Liability Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 50 x 42 cm.
Panel title.
added title: Rand McNally senior 1934 auto road map of Michigan.
Plate no. P. 18
Insets (19 x 42 cm. and 12 x 7 cm.): Michigan : northern peninsula -- Round the lake.
Map on verso (30 x 49 cm.): Linco highway guide of northeastern United States.
Panel art: Linco compas rose logo over midwestern states.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Michigan - Maps - 1934 - Road maps - Road maps - Road maps - Road maps - Road maps - Road maps (Revised 1934-1935) official highway map of Michigan ... / issued by the Touring Bureau of the Michigan Mutual Liability Company. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1934].
Authors: Michigan Mutual Liability Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 60 x 53 cm.
Panel title.
"C.S.O. 1934" -- at bottom right.
Plate no. P-1067
Insets (17 x 44 cm. and smaller): Michigan : northern peninsula -- Calumet district -- [Chicago and vicinity].
Maps on verso (34 x 54 cm. and smaller): Detroit -- Flint -- Grand Rapids -- Jackson -- Lansing -- Pontiac -- Saginaw -- Cities Service road map of United States.
Panel art: Car on road on solid green background.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Authors: Michigan Mutual Liability Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 45 x 38 cm.
Panel title.
added title: Gulf Refining Co. 1934 official road map of Michigan.
Plate no. P. 18
Insets (17 x 38 cm. and 11 x 7 cm.): Michigan : northern peninsula -- Round the lake.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Panel art: Gulf servicemen, boy, and driver around car.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 62.40 (PrCt)

47065 Michigan - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 45 x 38 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Gulf Refining Co. 1934 official road map : Michigan
Plate no. P. 18
Insets (17 x 38 cm. and 11 x 7 cm.): Michigan : northern peninsula -- Round the lake.
Map on verso (38 x 49 cm.): Gulf Refining Co. 1934 official road map : United States.
Both maps printed in 3 sections with intervening text.
Panel art: Gulf servicemen servicing cars at station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 62.43 (PrCt)

47066 Michigan - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Auto-Owners Insurance Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 19 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (1 panel, R,B): Type, logo, space for "Compliments of....".
Plate no. H-139-SC.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1066 (PrCt)

47067 Michigan - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Johnson Oil Refining Co. -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (3 panel, O,BL): Three logos, line drawings of oil wells, refinery, gas station.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 4.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1085 (PrCt)

47068 Michigan - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (3 panel, R,G,BL): Six cars speeding
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

towards service station, logo.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1105 (PrCt)
47069 Michigan - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (3 panel, R,Y): Diagonal "Shell" on red stripe, logo.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1138 (PrCt)

47070 Michigan - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (3 panel, R,B,P): Geese flying over hills, sedan passing lake.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1182 (PrCt)

47071 Michigan - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
1934 official Michigan highway map / issued by State Highway Department ... Lansing, Michigan, May 1st, 1934 ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, 1934.
1 map : col. ; 80 x 78 cm.
Panel title.
Panel no. 1068
Previously bound with other maps in a portfolio marked "Points of Interest" and dated 1934.
Panel art: Road next to lake.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 189.20 (PrCt)

47072 Michigan - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Authors: Michigan. State Highway Dept. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 78 x 78 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Official Michigan highway map.
Plate no. 1068.
Panel art: Road to lake through forest.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 62.35 (PrCt)

47073 Michigan - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
1934 official Michigan highway map ... / issued by State Highway Department ... Lansing, Michigan, May 1st, 1934 ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, 1934.
Authors: Michigan. State Highway Dept. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 80 x 79 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Official Michigan highway map.
Previously bound with other maps in a portfolio marked "Points of Interest" and dated 1934.
Panel art: Road next to lake.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 189.20 (PrCt)

47074 Michigan - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
20 photos of various nature scenes or places of interest on verso.
Panel art: Illustration of rural scene framed by trees and signed "G.H. Bodeen."
Map filed in cloth-backed sleeve map sleeve made from older map.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4348 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

1 map : col. ; 45 x 38 cm.
Panel title
Added title: Pure Oil Pathfinder for Michigan.
Date from RMcN AE 62 ms. index.
Plate no. P. 18
Insets (17 x 38 cm. and 11 x 7 cm.): Michigan : northern peninsula -- Round the lake.
Map on verso (29 x 44 cm. and smaller): Pure Oil pathfinder for United States.
Panel art: Pure sign over eastern United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 62.39 (PrCt)

47075 Michigan - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 51 x 43 cm. on sheet 61 x 46 cm.
Added title: Shell official road map : Michigan
(Plate no. 6H-235-J.C).
Includes insets of western Michigan and Isle Royale.
On verso: Shell official road map : United States.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 57.48 (PrCt)

47076 Michigan - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 50 x 45 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair 1934 official road map : Michigan.
Plate no. P. 18
Insets (19 x 42 and 12 x 7 cm.): Michigan : northern peninsula -- Round the lake.
On verso (31 x 48 cm.): Sinclair recreational map : United States.
Panel art: Couple in car leaving Sinclair gas station, waving to boy with toy dinosaur.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 62.38 (PrCt)

47077 Michigan - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 53 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. 3118
Insets (5 x 7 cm. and 23 x 53 cm.): Isle Royale -- Michigan : northern peninsula.
Maps on verso (35 x 51 cm. and smaller): Texaco road map : 1934 : United States -- Grand Rapids -- Lansing -- Chicago and vicinity -- Detroit -- Flint.
Panel art: Texaco compas rose logo on United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 62.36 (PrCt)

47078 Michigan - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

Authors: Chicago Motor Club -- American Automobile Association -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 75 x 56 cm. on sheet 97 x 61 cm.
Added title: Official AAA road map : Michigan.
Plate no. 3007-A.
"This map issued annually. Next edition Spring 1935."
Includes strip maps showing the Chicago-Michigan City route (plate no. 3007) and the Sandusky-Cleveland route (plate no. 3007).
On verso: Official AAA road map : northern peninsula of Michigan (Plate no. 3007-A.)
Includes directory of hotels, bridges, ferries and AAA club touring bureaus.
Handstamped "May 21 1934."
Panel art: car, bridge, mountains, waterfall and motor club logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 57.45 (PrCt)

47079 Michigan - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

Wisconsin - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

Pere Marquette Railway. Auto Ferries - Maps - 1934
Michigan - Maps - 1934 - Ferries
Authors: Pere Marquette Railway. Auto Ferries -- American Automobile Association -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 29 x 44 cm. on sheet 31 x 46 cm.
Includes inset of Lake Erie.
Verso includes photo of ferry, schedule of rates and maps of Manitowoc and Milwaukee.
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Panel art: Outline of the Lake Michigan.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMCN AE 57.46 (PrCt)

1 map : col. ; 45 x 37 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Fort Shelby auto road map : Michigan.
"Official A.A.A. hotel."
Plate no. Q. 18
Inset (17 x 38 cm.): Northern Peninsula Michigan.
Maps on verso (28 x 44 cm. and 21 x 19 cm.): Rand McNally official road map : United States. -- How to reach Hotel Fort Shelby in Detroit.
Panel art: Illustration of Hotel Fort Shelby.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMCN Clients 1436 (PrCt)

1 map : col. ; 53 x 53 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: (Revised 1935-1936) official highway map of Michigan.
Date from RMCN AE 62 ms. index.
Plate no. 3118
Insets (5 x 7 cm. and 23 x 53 cm.): Isle Royale -- Michigan : northern peninsula. Map on verso (68 x 58 cm.): [Detroit and vicinity]. Inset on verso (9 x 10 cm.): Downtown Detroit.
Panel art: Michigan Mutual Liability Company logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMCN AE 62.51 (PrCt)

1 map : col. ; 58 x 38 cm. on sheet 60 x 45 cm.
Added title: White Star official auto road map of Michigan.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMCN AE 57.50 (PrCt)

47088 Michigan - 1935 - Road maps
Michigan road map ... / compliments of Deep Rock Oil Companies. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1935?].
Authors: Deep Rock Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Gas pump and globe with "gasoline, Deep-Rock, motor oils" logo; line of cars on curving road.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1354 (PrCt)

47089 Michigan - 1935 - Road maps
Travel Michigan with the Independent. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1935?].
Authors: Globe Oil & Refining Companies -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Globe gas station attendant; slogans "we are home owned" and "keep rollin' with Globe."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1374 (PrCt)

47090 Michigan - 1935 - Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 57 x 37 cm. on sheet 82 x 46 cm.
Added title: Gulf Refining Co. 1935 official road map : Michigan (Plate no. Q.18). Verso includes 8 city maps.
Cover: Attendants servicing car.
Opposite cover: Women in bathroom.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 62.55 (PrCt)

47091 Michigan - 1935 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Auto-Owners Insurance Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 19 x 10 cm.
Panel title.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1254 (PrCt)

47092 Michigan - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Authors: H. M Gousha Company -- Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 78 x 78 cm., folded to 21 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1275 (PrCt)

47093 Michigan - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Tide Water Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (3 panel, O,B): Profile of woman driver, scarf blowing in wind.
Plate no. I-4-235-JC.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1239 (PrCt)

47094 Michigan - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Authors: Lincoln Refining Co. (Robinson, Ill.) -- Ohio Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 50 x 42 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. Q. 18
Insets (19 x 42 cm. and 12 x 7 cm.): Michigan : northern peninsula -- Around the lake.
Map on verso (31 x 48 cm.): Linco official road map : United States.
Panel art: Linco compas rose logo over midwestern states.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 62.48 (PrCt)

47095 Michigan - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
1 map : col. ; 78 x 78 cm., folded to 21 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title from back panel: Welcome to Michigan
Added title from map: Official Michigan highway map
Plate no. 1068
37 photos of various nature scenes or places of interest on verso.
Panel art: Illustration of road next to a lake framed by trees.
Back panel artwork signed by "Geo. H. Bodeen."
Filed in envelope marked "1935 Mich state hy map."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4349 (PrCt)
47097  Michigan - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
2 maps : col. ; 78 x 78 cm., folded to 21 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title from back panel: Welcome to Michigan
Added title from map: Official Michigan highway map
Plate no. 1068
37 photos of various nature scenes or places of interest on verso.
Panel art: Illustration of road next to a lake framed by trees.
Back panel artwork signed by "Geo. H. Bodeen."
RMcN Clients 4351.5 is an editor's copy; includes extensive manuscript notes in black ink, including "map showing trunk line numbers to be added to Sept. 1st issue1935" on title panel.
Map file in envelope marked "1935 Mich state hy map."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4351-4351.5 (PrCt)

47098  Michigan - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
N.A.C. road map of Michigan ... / prepared by Engineering Department, National Automobile Club . Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1935?].
Authors: National Automobile Club -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: National Automobile Club logo, list of district offices.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1401 (PrCt)

47099  Michigan - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1435 (PrCt)

47100  Michigan - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 50 x 41 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Pure Oil pathfinder for Michigan.
Date from RMcN AE 62 ms. index.
Plate no. Q. 18
Insets (19 x 41 cm. and 12 x 7 cm.): Michigan : northern peninsula -- Around the lake.
Map on verso (43 x 47 cm.): Pathfinder road map of Pure-Oil-Land.
Panel art: Eastern United States silhouette over house and car.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 62.47 (PrCt)

47101  Michigan - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 45 x 38 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell official road map : Michigan.
Plate no. Q. 18
Insets (17 x 38 cm. and 11 x 7 cm.): Northern peninsula : Michigan -- Round the lake.
Map on verso (26 x 43 cm.): Shell official road map : United States
Panel art: Shell logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 62.45A (PrCt)

47102  Michigan - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 45 x 38 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell official road map : Michigan.
Plate no. Q. 18
Insets (17 x 38 cm. and 11 x 7 cm.): Northern peninsula: Michigan -- Round the lake.
Map on verso (28 x 43 cm.): Shell official road map: United States
Panel art: Shell logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 62.45B (PrCt)

47103 Michigan - Maps - 1935 - Road maps Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 50 x 42 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair 1935 official road map: Michigan
Plate no. Q. 18
Insets (19 x 42 and 12 x 7 cm.): Michigan: northern peninsula -- Round the lake.
On verso (31 x 48 cm.): Sinclair recreational map: United States.
Panel art: Dinosaurs in prehistoric landscape.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 62.50 (PrCt)

47104 Michigan - Maps - 1935 - Road maps Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Photo of gas station attendant and slogan "let the Standard Oil Company serve you."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1503 (PrCt)

47105 Michigan - Maps - 1935 - Road maps Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 5 x 43 cm. on sheet 61 x 46 cm.
Added title: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) 1935 official road map: Michigan (Plate no. I-4-235-J.C.)
Includes insets of western Michigan and Isle Royale.

On verso: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) 1935 official road map: United States (Plate no. I-422-J.C.), and 5 city maps.
Panel art: Photos of attendant and customers.
Panel no. ADV.759 (A. D. 7312).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 57.52 (PrCt)

47106 Michigan - Maps - 1935 - Road maps Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 53 x 53 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco road map: Michigan.
Includes table of "State and federal gasoline taxes as of May 23rd, 1935."
Plate no. 3118.
Insets (23 x 53 cm. and 5 x 6 cm.): Michigan northern peninsula -- Isle Royale.
Maps on verso (35 x 51 cm. and smaller): Texaco road map: United States -- Grand Rapids -- Lansing -- Chicago -- Detroit -- Flint.
Panel art: Texaco compas rose logo.
Adhesive label no. "18" on verso.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 170.18 (PrCt)

47107 Michigan - Maps - 1935 - Road maps Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 53 x 53 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco road map: Michigan.
Date from RMcN AE 62 ms. index.
Plate no. 3118.
Insets (5 x 7 cm. and 23 x 53 cm.): Isle Royale -- Michigan: northern peninsula.
Maps on verso (35 x 51 cm. and smaller): Texaco road map: United States -- Grand Rapids -- Lansing -- Chicago and vicinity -- Detroit -- Flint.
Panel art: Texaco compas rose logo on United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 62.44 (PrCt)

47108 Michigan - Maps - 1935 - Road maps Road maps
Authors: American Automobile Association -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 75 x 55 cm. on sheet 97 x 61 cm. This map issued annually, next edition Spring 1936.

Plate no. 3007-B.

Shows locations of recommended hotels, and includes strip maps of the Chicago-Michigan City route (plate 3007 A) and the Sandusky-Cleveland route (plate 3007 A).

On verso: Official AAA road map: Northern peninsula of Michigan (Plate no. 3007-B). Includes lists of hotels, bridges and ferries, points of interest, and advertisements.

Panel art: AAA logo.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 57.9X (PrCt)

47110 Michigan - Maps - 1936 - Railroads>Road maps

Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map: col.; 65 x 43 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Sinclair road map: Michigan.

Plate no. R. 3605.

Date from RMcN AE 59 in ms. index.

Map on verso (31 x 48 cm.): Sinclair recreational map: United States

Panel art: Sinclair gas station with road sign, cars, and background with houses and trees.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 59.5 (PrCt)

47112 Michigan - Maps - 1936 - Road maps>Road maps

Authors: Citizens' Mutual Auto Insurance Co. (Howell, Mich.) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map: col.; 65 x 43 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Citizens' auto road map: Michigan.

Plate no. R. 3605.

Date from RMcN AE 59 in ms. index.

Map on verso (31 x 48 cm.): Sinclair recreational map: United States

Panel art: Citizens' logo over car on road.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 59.13 (PrCt)

47113 Michigan - Maps - 1936 - Road maps>Detroit Region (Mich.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps>Road maps

Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map: col.; 65 x 43 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: 1936 Michigan road map ... Standard Oil Company (Indiana)

Plate no. R. 3653.

Date from RMcN AE 59 in ms. index.

Maps on verso (26 x 43 cm. and smaller): 1936 United States road map ... -- Battle Creek -- Flint -- Grand Rapids -- Jackson -- Kalamazoo -- Lansing -- Pontiac -- Saginaw -- Detroit, Michigan.

Panel art: Cars driving beneath Standard Oil compass.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 62.2X (PrCt)
Panel title.
"December 15, 1936" -- title panel.

Added title: Official Michigan highway map.

Plate no. 1068.


Panel art: Cars and snowplow driving through winter landscape.

Printer's proof (?) in monochrome; verso blank.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 59.47 (PrCt)**

**47114 Michigan - Maps - 1936 - Road maps**
**Detroit Region (Mich.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps**


1 map : col. ; 78 x 78 cm.

Panel title.

"Sept. 15, 1936" -- title panel.

Added title: Official Michigan highway map.

Plate no. 1068.


Panel art: Car driving along lakeside, next to cliff.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 59.48 (PrCt)**

**47115 Michigan - Maps - 1936 - Road maps**
**Detroit Region (Mich.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps**


Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Pure Oil pathfinder for Michigan.

Plate no. R. 3605.

Date from RMcN AE 59 in ms. index.

Insets (19 x 17 cm. and smaller): Isle Royale -- Western peninsula : Michigan -- Around the lake -- Chicago-Michigan routes.

On verso (43 x 47 cm.): Fleet-Wing auto road map of northeastern United States.

Panel art: Fleet-wing sign on cylinder.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 59.10 (PrCt)**

**47116 Michigan - Maps - 1936 - Road maps**
**Detroit Region (Mich.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps**


Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: 1936 Michigan road map ...

Plate no. R. 3653.

Insets (3 x 5 cm. and 15 x 20 cm.): Isle Royale -- Western peninsula : Michigan.

Maps on verso (26 x 43 cm. and smaller): 1936 United States road map ... -- Battle Creek -- Flint -- Grand Rapids -- Jackson -- Kalamazoo -- Lansing -- Pontiac -- Saginaw -- Detroit.

Inset on verso (8 x 7 cm.): Downtown Detroit.

Panel art: Standard Oil compass rose logo over cars on road.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 62.53 (PrCt)**

**47117 Michigan - Maps - 1936 - Road maps**
**East (U.S.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps**


Authors: Fleet-Wing Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Rand McNally road map of Michigan.

Plate no. R .3605.

Date from RMcN 59 AE in ms. index.

Insets (19 x 17 cm. and smaller): Isle Royale -- Western peninsula : Michigan -- Around the lake -- Chicago-Michigan routes.

On verso (43 x 47 cm.): Fleet-Wing auto road map of northeastern United States.

Panel art: Fleet-wing sign on cylinder.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 59.10 (PrCt)**

**47118 Michigan - Maps - 1936 - Road maps**
**Pictorial maps**

Road map & historical guide : Michigan ... Sunoco ... Sun Oil Company. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1936].
47119 Michigan - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1531 (PrCt)

47120 Michigan - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Authors: Auto-Owners Insurance Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 19 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Auto-Owners Insurance Co. logo.

47121 Michigan - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1540 (PrCt)

47122 Michigan - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1569 (PrCt)

47123 Michigan - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1571.16A (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Michigan - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Travel Michigan with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1936?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1614 (PrCt)

Michigan - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Travel Michigan with Conoco : every Conoco station is a branch of the Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1936].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 51 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Conoco ... official road map : Michigan.
Date from RMcN AE 158 ms. index.
Plate no. 3-J-7
Insets (7 x 9 cm. and 5 x 6 cm.): Western Michigan -- Isle Royale.
Maps on verso (21 x 28 cm. and smaller): Detroit and vicinity -- Chicago and vicinity -- Battle Creek -- Kalamazoo -- Flint -- Lansing -- Grand Rapids -- Toledo.
Panel art: Conoco logo over outline of North America.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 158.26 (PrCt)

Michigan - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Authors: Dixie Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Rand McNally road map of Michigan.
Plate no. R.3605
Date from RMcN AE 59 ms. index.
On verso (31 x 47 cm.): Rand McNally road map of United States.
Panel art: Dixie logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Gousha Clients 1651 (PrCt)

Michigan - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Michigan info-map : Gulf. Kansas City, Mo.
Gallup Map & Supply Co., 1936.
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Gulf Map Company -- American Colortype Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Gulf gas station attendant; slogans"we are home owned" and "keep rollin' with Globe."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1651 (PrCt)

Michigan - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Michigan info-map : Gulf. Kansas City, Mo.
Gallup Map & Supply Co., 1936.
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Gulf Map Company -- American Colortype Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 57 x 37 cm. on sheet 82 x 46 cm.
Litho in U.S.A. by American Colortype Company Clifton, N.J."
Added title: Gulf ... 1936 official road map : Michigan.
Includes "Inset : Northwestern Michigan."
On verso: Gulf mileage map of the United States, and 7 city maps.
Panel art: Gulf sign, service station, house, cars on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 57.7X (PrCt)
47132 Michigan - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Authors: Michigan. State Highway Dept. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 78 x 78 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Official Michigan highway map.
Plate no. 1068.
Panel art: Car driving along lakeside, next to cliff.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 59.11 (PrCt)

47133 Michigan - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Airplane, car, and boat under Phillips 66 logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1677 (PrCt)

47134 Michigan - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 51 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Phillips 66 ... 1936 official road map : Michigan.
Plate nos. "235-J.C." and "J-2"
Insets (7 x 9 cm. and 5 x 6 cm.): Western Michigan -- Isle Royale.
Map on verso (29 x 44 cm.): Phillips 66 ... 1936 official road map : United States.
Panel art: Plane, car and boat under Phillips 66 logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 162.46 (PrCt)

47135 Michigan - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1714 (PrCt)

47136 Michigan - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Gousha Clients 1714 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 51 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell official road map : Michigan.
Plate nos. "235-J.C" and "J-2"
Insets (7 x 9 cm. and 5 x 6 cm.): Western Michigan -- Isle Royale.
Map on verso (29 x 44 cm.): Shell official road map : United States.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 163.20B (PrCt)

Michigan - Maps - 1936 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair : Michigan (Plate no. 9-463605V-4).
Includes insets of Lake Michigan and the western Upper Peninsula.
Verso includes pictorial views keyed to location map and 5 city maps.
Panel no. 49.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 56.6 (PrCt)

Michigan - Maps - 1936 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Socony Vacuum Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Mobilgas winged horse logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1756 (PrCt)

Michigan - Maps - 1936 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc. road map of Michigan.
Date from RMcN AE 59 ms. index.
Plate no. R. 3605
Maps on verso (24 x 37 cm. and smaller): Detroit -- Flint -- Grand Rapids -- Lansing -- Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc. road map of United States.
Panel art: Mobilgas sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 59.8 (PrCt)

Michigan - Maps - 1936 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 48 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: White Star road map of south eastern Michigan : zone 1
Date from RMcN AE 59 ms. index.
Plate no. R. 3675
On verso (37 x 42 cm.): White Star road map of Michigan.
Insets on verso (14 x 32 cm. and 3 x 7 cm.):
Northern peninsula -- Calumet region.
Panel art: Mobilgas sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 59.17 (PrCt)

Michigan - Maps - 1936 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 48 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: White Star road map of south western Michigan : zone 2
Date from RMcN AE 59 ms. index.
Plate no. R. 3675
On verso (39 x 42 cm.): White Star road map of Michigan.
Insets on verso (14 x 32 cm. and 3 x 7 cm.):
Northern peninsula -- Calumet region.
Panel art: Mobilgas sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 59.18 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Zone 3: Michigan: east central Michigan:
Mobilgas ... Socony-Vacuum Oil Company.
Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1936].
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 48 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: White Star road map of east central Michigan: zone 3
Date from RMcN AE 59 ms. index.
Plate no. R. 3 75
On verso (39 x 42 cm.): White Star road map of Michigan.
Insets on verso (14 x 33 cm. and 3 x 7 cm.):
Northern peninsula -- Calumet region.
Panel art: Mobilgas sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 59.21 (PrCt)

47145 Michigan - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Zone 6: Michigan: north western Michigan:
Mobilgas ... Socony-Vacuum Oil Company.
Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1936].
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 65 x 48 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: White Star road map of north western Michigan: zone 6
Date from RMcN AE 59 ms. index.
Plate no. R. 3675
On verso (39 x 42 cm.): White Star road map of Michigan.
Insets on verso (14 x 33 cm. and 3 x 7 cm.):
Northern peninsula -- Calumet region.
Panel art: Mobilgas sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 59.22 (PrCt)

47146 Michigan - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Zone 1: Michigan: south eastern Michigan:
Mobilgas ... Socony-Vacuum Oil Company.
Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1936].
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 48 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: White Star road map of south eastern Michigan: zone 1
Date from RMcN AE 60 ms. index.
Plate no. R. 3675
Map on verso (37 x 42 cm.): White Star road map of Michigan.
Insets on verso (14 x 32 cm. and 3 x 7 cm.):
Northern peninsula -- Calumet region.
Panel art: Mobilgas sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 60.2.1 (PrCt)

47147 Michigan - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Zone 3: Michigan: east central Michigan:
Mobilgas ... Socony-Vacuum Oil Company.
Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1936].
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 48 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: White Star road map of east central Michigan: zone 3
Date from RMcN AE 60 ms. index.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Plate no. R. 375
Map on verso (39 x 42 cm.): White Star road map of Michigan.
Insets on verso (14 x 33 cm. and 3 x 7 cm.):
Northern peninsula -- Calumet region.
Panel art: Mobilgas sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally)
(Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 60.2.3 (PrCt)  

47148 Michigan - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Zone 4: Michigan: west central Michigan:
Mobilgas ... Socony-Vacuum Oil Company.
Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1936].
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company
(Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map: col.; 48 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: White Star road map of west central Michigan:
zone 4
Date from RMcN AE 60 ms. index.
Plate no. R. 3675
Map on verso (39 x 42 cm.): White Star road map of Michigan.
Insets on verso (14 x 33 cm. and 3 x 7 cm.):
Northern peninsula -- Calumet region.
Panel art: Mobilgas sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 60.2.4 (PrCt)  

47149 Michigan - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Zone 5: Michigan: north eastern Michigan:
Mobilgas ... Socony-Vacuum Oil Company.
Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1936].
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company
(Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map: col.; 65 x 48 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: White Star road map of north eastern Michigan:
zone 5
Date from RMcN AE 60 ms. index.
Plate no. R. 3675
Map on verso (39 x 42 cm.): White Star road map of Michigan.
Insets on verso (14 x 33 cm. and 3 x 7 cm.):
Northern peninsula -- Calumet region.
Panel art: Mobilgas sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 60.2.5 (PrCt)  

47150 Michigan - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Zone 6: Michigan: north western Michigan:
Mobilgas ... Socony-Vacuum Oil Company.
Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1936].
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company
(Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map: col.; 65 x 48 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: White Star road map of north western Michigan:
zone 6
Date from RMcN AE 60 ms. index.
Plate no. R. 3675
Map on verso (39 x 42 cm.): White Star road map of Michigan.
Insets on verso (14 x 33 cm. and 3 x 7 cm.):
Northern peninsula -- Calumet region.
Panel art: Mobilgas sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 60.2.6 (PrCt)  

47151 Michigan - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Zone 2: Michigan: south western Michigan:
Mobilgas ... Socony-Vacuum Oil Company.
Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1936].
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company
(Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map: col.; 48 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: White Star road map of south western Michigan:
zone 2
Date from RMcN AE 60 ms. index.
Plate no. R. 3675
Map on verso (39 x 42 cm.): White Star road map of Michigan.
Insets on verso (14 x 32 cm. and 3 x 7 cm.):
Northern peninsula -- Calumet region.
Panel art: Mobilgas sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 60.2.2 (PrCt)  

47152 Michigan - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Guiding you through Michigan ... Sovereign Service. Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1936].
Authors: Sovereign Service -- Rand McNally and Company
(Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map: col.; 65 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Rand McNally road map of Michigan.
Plate no. R. 3605
Date from RMcN AE 59 ms. index.
On verso (31 x 47 cm. and smaller): Detroit -- Flint -- Grand Rapids -- Lansing -- Rand McNally road map of United States.
Panel art: Sovereign logo, attendant, woman driving.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 59.15 (PrCt)  

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
47153  Michigan - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 53 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco road map : Michigan.
Date from RMcN AE 62 ms. index.
Plate no. R.3.118
Insets (5 x 7 cm. and 23 x 53 cm.): Isle Royale -- Michigan : northern peninsula.
Maps on verso (35 x 51 cm. and smaller): Texaco road map : United States -- Grand Rapids -- Lansing -- Chicago and vicinity -- Detroit -- Flint.
Panel art: Cartoon of Tydol "Little Engineer"; automobile license plate.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 62.4X (PrCt)

47154  Michigan - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Tydol trails thru Michigan ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, 1936.
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 50 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Plate nos. "235 J.C." and "J-2".
Insets (7 x 9 cm. and 5 x 6 cm.): Western Michigan -- Isle Royale.
Maps on verso (28 x 47 cm. and smaller): 1936 Tydol trails : United States -- Flint -- Grand Rapids.
Panel art: Cartoon of Tydol "Little Engineer"; automobile license plate.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 171.10B (PrCt)

47155  Michigan - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Authors: Tide Water Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Cartoon mechanic and license plate with slogan "wherever you go, go on Tydol and Veedol", says the little engineer.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1785 (PrCt)

47156  Michigan - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Authors: WGN (Radio station : Chicago, Ill.) -- Chicago tribune -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 63 x 43 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 59 ms. index.
Plate no. R. 3605
Insets (19 x 17 cm. and smaller): Isle Royale -- Western peninsula : Michigan -- Around the lake -- Chicago-Michigan routes.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 59.14 (PrCt)

47157  Michigan - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Authors: WGN (Radio station : Chicago, Ill.) -- Chicago tribune -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 63 x 43 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 62 ms. index.
Plate no. R. 3605
Insets (19 x 17 cm. and smaller): Isle Royale -- Western peninsula : Michigan -- Around the lake -- Chicago-Michigan routes.
Pasted back-to-back with RMcN AE 062.3X Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 62.3X (PrCt)

47158  Michigan - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: White Star road map of northern peninsula : Michigan : zone 7
Date from RMcN AE 59 ms. index.
Plate no. R. 3675
Insets (11 x 15 cm. and 22 x 34 cm.): Isle Royale -- Eastern peninsula : Michigan.
On verso (39 x 42 cm.): White Star road map of Michigan.
Insets on verso (14 x 33 cm. and 3 x 7 cm.): Northern peninsula -- Calumet region.
Panel art: Mobilgas sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 59.23 (PrCt)
47159  **Michigan - Maps - 1936 - Road maps**
**->Upper Peninsula (Mich.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps**
- **Zone 7: Michigan - Upper Peninsula: Mobilgas ... Socony-Vacuum Oil Company. Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1936].**
- **Authors:** Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
- **1 map: col.; 47 x 65 cm.**
- **Plate title:** Added title: White Star road map of northern peninsula: Michigan: zone 7
- **Date from RMcN AE 60 ms. index.**
- **Plate no. R. 3675**
- **Insets:** (11 x 15 cm. and 22 x 34 cm.): Isle Royale -- Eastern peninsula: Michigan.
- **Map on verso:** (39 x 42 cm.): White Star road map of Michigan.
- **Insets on verso:** (14 x 33 cm. and 3 x 7 cm.): Northern peninsula -- Calumet region.
- **Panel art:** Mobilgas sign.
- **Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).**
- **RMcN AE 60.2.7 (PrCt)**

47160  **Michigan - Maps - 1936 - Road maps**
**->Upper Peninsula (Mich.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps**
- **Upper Michigan: get there with Wadhams ... Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1936].**
- **Authors:** Wadhams Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
- **1 map: col.; 47 x 65 cm.**
- **Plate title:** Added title: Wadhams Oil Company road map of northern peninsula: Michigan: zone 7
- **Date from RMcN AE 60 ms. index.**
- **Plate no. R. 3675**
- **Insets:** (11 x 15 cm. and 22 x 34 cm.): Isle Royale -- Eastern peninsula: Michigan.
- **Map on verso:** (37 x 41 cm.): Wadhams Oil Company road map of Michigan.
- **Insets on verso:** (14 x 33 cm. and 3 x 7 cm.): Northern peninsula -- Calumet region.
- **Panel art:** Winged horse and Mobilgas logos.
- **Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).**
- **RMcN AE 60.3 (PrCt)**

47161  **Michigan - Maps - 1937 - Detroit (Mich.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps**
- **Authors:** Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
- **1 map: col.; 58 x 43 cm.**
- **Plate title:** Added title: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) : road map: Michigan.
- **Plate no. S.3653**

Insets (4 x 5 cm. and 14 x 18 cm.): Isle Royale -- Western peninsula: Michigan.
- **Maps on verso:** (28 x 43 cm. and smaller):
  - Inset on verso: (6 x 5 cm.): Downtown Detroit.
  - Panel art: Standard sign; cars and gas pumps.
  - Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
- **RMcN AE 59.33 (PrCt)**

47162  **Michigan - Maps - 1937 - Road maps**
**->Road maps**
- **Authors:** Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
- **1 map: col.; 58 x 43 cm.**
- **Panel title.**
- **Added title:** Standard Oil Company (Indiana): road map: Michigan.
- **Plate no. S.3653**
- **Insets:** (4 x 5 cm. and 14 x 18 cm.): Isle Royale -- Western peninsula: Michigan.
- **Maps on verso:** (28 x 43 cm. and smaller):
  - Inset on verso: (6 x 5 cm.): Downtown Detroit.
  - Panel art: Standard sign; cars and gas pumps.
  - Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
- **RMcN AE 62.9X (PrCt)**

47163  **Michigan - Maps - 1937 - Road maps**
**->Detroit Region (Mich.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps**
**->Ontario - Maps - 1937 - Road maps**
**->Chicago Region (III.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps**
- **Authors:** Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
- **1 map: col.; 65 x 72 cm.**
- **Panel title.**
- **Added title:** Pure Oil pathfinder for Michigan.
- **Plate no. S. 3715**
- **Date from RMcN AE 59 in ms. index.**
- **Inset:** (25 x 24 cm.): Pure Oil pathfinder for Chicago and vicinity.
- **Maps on verso:** (38 x 23 or smaller):
  - Pure Oil pathfinder for Detroit and vicinity -- Pure Oil pathfinder for western Ontario -- Pure Oil pathfinder for United States.
  - Panel art: Pure service station.
  - Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
  - Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
- **RMcN AE 59.26 (PrCt)**

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Map on verso (32 x 40 cm.): Road map of Detroit and vicinity.
Panel art: Family at picnic overlooking lakeside road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 59.37 (PrCt)

47170 Michigan - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
(U.S.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Detroit Region (Mich.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Michigan info-map : Gulf ... Chicago : Rand McNally and Company, [1937].
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 62 ms. index.
Insets (19 x 17 cm. and smaller): Isle Royale -- Western peninsula : Michigan -- Around the lake -- Chicago-Michigan routes.
Maps on verso (42 x 58 cm. and 21 x 19 cm.):
Panel art: Gulf sign over cars on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 59.27 (PrCt)

47172 Michigan - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
(U.S.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Gousha Clients 1802 (PrCt)

47173 Michigan - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
(U.S.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Gousha Clients 1842 (PrCt)

47174 Michigan - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
(U.S.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1888 (Pr.Ct)

47175 Michigan - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Travel Minnesota with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1937?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
   1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1889 (Pr.Ct)

47176 Michigan - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Travel Michigan with Conoco : every Conoco station is a branch of the Conoco Travel Bureau.
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1937].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
   1 map : col. ; 42 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Conoco ... official road map: Michigan
Date from RMcN AE 158 ms. index.
Plate nos. "335-J." and "10-K"
Insets (20 x 43 cm. and 5 x 6 cm.): Northern Peninsula, Michigan -- Isle Royale.
Maps on verso (21 x 28 cm. and smaller): Detroit and vicinity -- Chicago and vicinity -- Battle Creek -- Kalamazoo -- Flint -- Lansing -- Grand Rapids -- Toledo.
Panel art: Conoco logo over outline of North America.
Handstamped "1937" and "copyrighted".
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 158.28A (Pr.Ct)

47177 Michigan - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Authors: Deep Rock Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
   1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Road map, 12th edition : Michigan.
Plate no. S. 3605
Date from RMcN AE 59 ms. index.
Insets (19 x 17 cm. and smaller): Isle Royale -- Western peninsula : Michigan -- Around the lake -- Chicago-Michigan routes.
Maps on verso (31 x 47 cm. and smaller): Detroit -- Flint -- Grand Rapids -- Road map, 12th edition of United States.
Panel art: Deep-Rock sign over road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 59.31 (Pr.Ct)

47178 Michigan - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Michigan road map ... Deep-Rock ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1937].
Authors: Deep Rock Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
   1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Deep Rock road map, 12th edition : Michigan...
Date from RMcN AE 62 ms. index.
Plate no. S. 3605
Insets (19 x 17 cm. and smaller): Isle Royale -- Western peninsula : Michigan -- Around the lake -- Chicago-Michigan routes.
Maps on verso (31 x 47 cm. and smaller):
Panel art: Deep-Rock sign over road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 62.8X (Pr.Ct)

47179 Michigan - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Travel Michigan with the Independent. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1937?].
Authors: Globe Oil & Refining Companies -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
   1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Globe gas station attendant; slogans "we are home owned" and "keep rollin' with Globe."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1922 (Pr.Ct)

47180 Michigan - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Michigan road map ... / Johnson Oil Refining Company ... Chicago, Illinois. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1937?].
Authors: Johnson Oil Refining Co. -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
   1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Johnson Winged 70 gasoline logo and

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
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Michigan - Maps - 1937 - Road maps>>>Road maps

Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: car on road, Phillips 66 sign, and slogan "there's a Phillips station ahead."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1936 (PrCt)

Michigan - Maps - 1937 - Road maps>>>Road maps

Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Phillips 66 ... 1937 official road map : Michigan.
Plate nos. "335-J." and "10-K"
Insets (20 x 43 cm. and 5 x 6 cm.): Northern peninsula : Michigan -- Isle Royale.
Map on verso (29 x 44 cm.): Phillips 66 ... official road map : United States.
Panel art: Car approaching Phillips 66 sign on curving road.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "May 7 1937"
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 162.30 (PrCt)

Michigan - Maps - 1937 - Road maps>>>Road maps

Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 2042 (PrCt)

Michigan - Maps - 1937 - Road maps>>>Road maps

Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair road map : Michigan.
Date from RMcN AE 59 ms. index.
Insets (19 x 17 cm. and smaller): Isle Royale -- Western peninsula : Michigan -- Around the lake -- Chicago-Michigan routes.
Map on verso (28 x 43 cm.): Sinclair recreational map : United States.
Panel art: Sinclair station with attendant and car.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 59.25 (PrCt)

Michigan - Maps - 1937 - Road maps>>>Road maps

Michigan : Sinclair road map ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1937].
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair road map : Michigan.
Date from RMcN AE 62 ms. index.
Plate no. S.3605
Insets (19 x 17 cm. and smaller): Isle Royale -- Western peninsula : Michigan -- Around the lake -- Chicago-Michigan routes.
Map on verso (28 x 43 cm.): Sinclair recreational map : United States.
Panel art: Sinclair station with attendants and cars.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 62.8X (PrCt)

Michigan - Maps - 1937 - Road maps>>>Road maps

Follow the Skelly tailor through Michigan with this up-to-date road map. Skelly, 1937.
Authors: Skelly Oil Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 37 cm. on sheet 61 x 45 cm.
Includes continuation inset of the Upper Peninsula.
Panel art: Tailor holding flag over station, cars and road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 57.4X (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Michigan - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Zone 1: Michigan : south eastern Michigan :
Mobilgas ... Socony-Vacuum Oil Company.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1937].
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: White Star road map of south eastern Michigan : zone 1
Date from RMcN AE 59 ms. index.
Plate no. S.3675
Map on verso (47 x 34 cm.): White Star road map of Michigan.
Insets on verso (18 x 34 cm. and smaller): Isle Royale -- Northern peninsula -- Calumet region.
Panel art: Mobilgas sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 59.38 (PrCt)

Michigan - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Zone 2: Michigan : south western Michigan :
Mobilgas ... Socony-Vacuum Oil Company.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1937].
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: White Star road map of south western Michigan : zone 2
Date from RMcN AE 59 ms. index.
Plate no. S.3675
Map on verso (47 x 33 cm.): White Star road map of Michigan.
Insets on verso (18 x 32 cm. and smaller): Isle Royale -- Northern peninsula -- Calumet region.
Panel art: Mobilgas sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 59.41 (PrCt)

Michigan - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Zone 3: Michigan : east central Michigan :
Mobilgas ... Socony-Vacuum Oil Company.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1937].
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: White Star road map of east central Michigan : zone 3
Date from RMcN AE 59 ms. index.
Plate no. S.3675
Map on verso (47 x 34 cm.): White Star road map of Michigan.
Insets on verso (18 x 32 cm. and smaller): Isle Royale -- Northern peninsula -- Calumet region.
Panel art: Mobilgas sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 59.40 (PrCt)

Michigan - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Zone 4: Michigan : west central Michigan :
Mobilgas ... Socony-Vacuum Oil Company.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1937].
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: White Star road map of west central Michigan : zone 4
Date from RMcN AE 59 ms. index.
Plate no. S.3675
Map on verso (47 x 42 cm.): White Star road map of Michigan.
Insets on verso (18 x 34 cm. and smaller): Isle Royale -- Northern peninsula -- Calumet region.
Panel art: Mobilgas sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 59.41 (PrCt)

Michigan - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Zone 5: Michigan : north eastern Michigan :
Mobilgas ... Socony-Vacuum Oil Company.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1937].
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: White Star road map of north eastern Michigan : zone 5
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Michigan - Maps - 1937 - Road maps

Zone 4 : Michigan : west central Michigan :
Mobilgas ... Socony-Vacuum Oil Company.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1937].
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: White Star road map of west central Michigan : zone 4
Date from RMcN AE 60 ms. index.
Plate no. S.3675
Map on verso (47 x 42 cm.): White Star road map of Michigan.
Insets on verso (18 x 34 cm. and smaller): Isle Royale -- Northern peninsula -- North Channel section.
Panel art: Mobilgas sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 60.1.1 (PrCt)

Michigan - Maps - 1937 - Road maps

Zone 3 : Michigan : east central Michigan :
Mobilgas ... Socony-Vacuum Oil Company.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1937].
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: White Star road map of east central Michigan : zone 3
Date from RMcN AE 60 ms. index.
Plate no. S.3675
Map on verso (47 x 34 cm.): White Star road map of Michigan.
Insets on verso (18 x 32 cm. and smaller): Isle Royale -- Northern peninsula -- North Channel section.
Panel art: Mobilgas sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 60.1.3 (PrCt)

Michigan - Maps - 1937 - Road maps

Zone 2 : Michigan : south western Michigan :
Mobilgas ... Socony-Vacuum Oil Company.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1937].
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: White Star road map of south western Michigan : zone 2
Date from RMcN AE 60 ms. index.
Plate no. S.3675
Map on verso (47 x 33 cm.): White Star road map of Michigan.
Insets on verso (18 x 32 cm. and smaller): Isle Royale -- Northern peninsula -- North Channel section.
Panel art: Mobilgas sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 59.42 (PrCt)

Michigan - Maps - 1937 - Road maps

Zone 6 : Michigan : north western Michigan :
Mobilgas ... Socony-Vacuum Oil Company.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1937].
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm.
Collection (Newberry Library)
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1937].

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
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Michigan - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 65 x 47 cm.
Panel title.
47198

Michigan - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 65 x 47 cm.
Panel title.
47199

Michigan - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Swinging through Michigan ... Sovereign Service. Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1937].
Authors: Sovereign Service -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 64 x 42 cm.
Panel title.
47201

Michigan - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Swinging through Michigan ... Sovereign Service. Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1937].
Authors: Sovereign Service -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 64 x 42 cm.
Panel title.
47202

Michigan - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Swinging through Michigan ... Sovereign Service. Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1937].
Authors: Sovereign Service -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 64 x 42 cm.
Panel title.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(RMcn AE 62.7X (PrCt)

47203 Michigan - Maps - 1937 - Road maps Road maps
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Tydol gasoline and Veedol motor oil logos, and slogan "travel in the best circles."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 2097 (PrCt)

47204 Michigan - Maps - 1937 - Road maps Upper Peninsula (Mich.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps Great Lakes Region (North America) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps Road maps
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 46 x 47 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Cities Service invites you to tour Michigan.
Plate nos. "335-J."and "10-K"
Insets (22 x 47 cm. and 6 x 6 cm.): Northern peninsula : Michigan -- Isle Royale.
Panel art: Cities Service sign, car and outline of the United States.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jun 3 -1937 ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcn AE 157.19 (PrCt)

Authors: American Automobile Association -- Automobile Club of Michigan -- C. H. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 87 x 67 cm. on sheet 92 x 71 cm.
Added title: Automobile Club of Michigan official map of lower peninsula of Michigan.
Handstamped "Copyrighted."
On verso: Automobile Club of Michigan official map of upper peninsula of Michigan.
Includes indexes of lakes and parks, ferry schedules and rates.
Panel handstamped "Received Mar 22 ... Rand McNally ... ."; stamp partly illegible. Initialed " C.H." in pencil.
Panel art: State name on diagonal bar, AAA logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcn AE 57.8X (PrCt)

47206 Michigan - Maps - 1937 - Road maps Upper Peninsula (Mich.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: White Star road map of northern peninsula : Michigan : zone 7
Date from RMcn AE 59 ms. index.
Plate no. S. 3675
Insets (11 x 15 cm. and 22 x 34 cm.): Isle Royale -- Eastern peninsula : Michigan.
Map on verso (47 x 42 cm.): White Star road map of Michigan.
Insets on verso (18 x 34 cm. and smaller): Isle Royale -- Northern peninsula -- North Channel section.
Panel art: Mobilgas sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(RMcn AE 59.44 (PrCt)

47207 Michigan - Maps - 1937 - Road maps Upper Peninsula (Mich.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: White Star road map of northern peninsula : Michigan : zone 7
Date from RMcn AE 60 ms. index.
Plate no. S. 3675
Insets (11 x 15 cm. and 21 x 34 cm.): Isle Royale -- Eastern peninsula : Michigan.
Map on verso (47 x 42 cm.): White Star road map of Michigan.
Insets on verso (18 x 34 cm. and smaller): Isle Royale -- Northern peninsula -- North Channel section.
Panel art: Mobilgas sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(RMcn AE 59.44 (PrCt)
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RMcN AE 60.1.7 (PrCt)

47208  Michigan - Maps - 1937 - Road maps<--Wisconsin - Maps - 1937 - Road maps<--Road maps

Texaco touring map : Michigan and Wisconsin .
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1937].

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 53 cm.
Panel title.

Added title: Texaco road map : Michigan.

Date from RMcN AE 59 ms. index.
Plate no. S.3118

Inset maps (25 x 17 cm. and 16 x 18 cm.):
Rhinelandner district -- Chicago and vicinity.
On verso (72 x 56 cm.): Texaco road map : Wisconsin.

Insets on verso (13 x 16 cm. and smaller): Isle Royale -- Milwaukee -- Minneapolis St. Paul.
Panel art: U.S. outline.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 62.18X (PrCt)

47211  Michigan - Maps - 1938 - Detroit Region (Mich.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps<--Road maps

Highway map : Michigan : Standard service.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1938].

Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 43 cm.
Panel title.

Added title: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) road map : Michigan.

Date from RMcN AE 168 ms. index.
Plate no. T.3653

Insets (4 x 5 cm. and 3 x 5 cm.): Western peninsula, Michigan -- Isle Royale.

Maps on verso (28 x 44 cm. and smaller):

Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Aug 1 1938 Rand McNally & Co. .... ."

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 168.16 (PrCt)

47212  Michigan - Maps - 1938 - Detroit Region (Mich.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps<--Road maps

Travel Michigan with Conoco : every Conoco
Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 1938 Rand McNally & Co. .... ."

Maps on verso (28 x 43 cm. and smaller):

Inset on verso (6 x 5 cm.): Downtown Detroit.
Panel art: Standard sign; cars and gas pumps.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 59.60 (PrCt)

47210  Michigan - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Highway map : Michigan : Standard service.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1938].

Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 43 cm.
Panel title.

Added title: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) : road map : Michigan.

Date from RMcN AE 62 ms. index.

RMcN AE 59.24 (PrCt)

47209  Michigan - Maps - 1938 - Detroit Region (Mich.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Highway map : Michigan : Standard service.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1938].

Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 43 cm.
Panel title.

Added title: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) road map : Michigan.

Date from RMcN AE 59 ms. index.
Plate no. T.3653

Insets (4 x 5 cm. and 14 x 18 cm.): Isle Royale -- Western peninsula : Michigan.

Maps on verso (28 x 43 cm. and smaller):

Inset on verso (6 x 5 cm.): Downtown Detroit.
Panel art: Standard sign; cars and gas pumps.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 59.24 (PrCt)

47209  Michigan - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Highway map : Michigan : Standard service.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1938].

Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 43 cm.
Panel title.

Added title: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) road map : Michigan.

Date from RMcN AE 59 ms. index.
Plate no. T.3653

Insets (4 x 5 cm. and 14 x 18 cm.): Isle Royale -- Western peninsula : Michigan.

Maps on verso (28 x 43 cm. and smaller):

Inset on verso (6 x 5 cm.): Downtown Detroit.
Panel art: Standard sign; cars and gas pumps.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
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Michigan - Maps - 1938 - Road
Relative location of the title on the map: Title at the bottom of the map.
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Map type: Road map
Series: Road maps
Publication date: 1938
Publisher: Rand McNally & Company
Additional title: Auto road map of Michigan.
Map dimensions: 67 x 42 cm.
Panel title.
Additional title: Auto road map of Michigan.
Date from RMcN AE 59 ms. index.
Plate no. T.3890
Maps on verso (38 x 52 cm. and smaller): Auto road map of metropolitan Detroit -- Flint -- Grand Rapids -- Lansing -- Southern Ontario and routes around lake Erie.
Inset on verso (10 x 7 cm.): Routes around lake Michigan.
Panel art: cars on rural road with outline of cityscape in background.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
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Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 16 1938 ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 159.17 (PrCt)

47213

Michigan - Maps - 1938 - Road
maps<<<Detroit Region (Mich.) - Maps - 1938
- Road maps<<<Ontario - Maps - 1938 - Road maps<<<Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps<<<Road maps
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Map type: Road map
Series: Road maps
Publication date: 1938
Publisher: Rand McNally & Company
Additional title: Michigan road map ... compliments of your Sunoco dealer.
Panel title.

47216

Michigan - Maps - 1938 - Road
maps<<<Detroit Region (Mich.) - Maps - 1938
- Road maps<<<Ontario - Maps - 1938 - Road maps<<<Road maps
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Map type: Road map
Series: Road maps
Publication date: 1938
Publisher: Rand McNally & Company
Additional title: Michigan road map ... compliments of your Sunoco dealer.
Panel title.

47214

Michigan - Maps - 1938 - Road
maps<<<Detroit Region (Mich.) - Maps - 1938
- Road maps<<<Ontario - Maps - 1938 - Road maps<<<Road maps
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Map type: Road map
Series: Road maps
Publication date: 1938
Publisher: Rand McNally & Company
Additional title: Michigan road map ... compliments of your Sunoco dealer.
Panel title.

47217

Michigan - Maps - 1938 - Road
maps<<<Detroit Region (Mich.) - Maps - 1938
- Road maps<<<Ontario, Southern - Maps - 1938 - Road maps<<<Road maps
Michigan road map ... compliments of your Sunoco dealer.
Panel title.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Added title: Revised 1938 highway map of Michigan
Plate no. .3118
Insets (5 x 7 cm. and 23 x 53 cm.): Isle Royale -- Michigan: northern peninsula.
Map on verso (68 x 58 cm.): [Detroit and vicinity].
Inset on verso (9 x 10 cm.): Downtown Detroit.
Panel art: Michigan Mutual Liability Company logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 59.51 (PrCt)

Michigan - Maps - 1938 - Road maps<<<Detroit Region (Mich.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps<<<Road maps
Authors: Michigan Mutual Liability Company (Detroit, Mich.) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 53 x 53 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. .3118
Insets (5 x 7 cm. and 23 x 53 cm.): Isle Royale -- Michigan: northern peninsula.
Map on verso (68 x 58 cm.): [Detroit and vicinity].
Inset on verso (9 x 10 cm.): Downtown Detroit.
Panel art: Michigan Mutual Liability Company logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 62.16X (PrCt)

Michigan - Maps - 1938 - Road maps<<<Detroit Region (Mich.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps<<<Road maps
Authors: Michigan. State Highway Dept. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 64 x 42 cm.
Panel title.
"May 1, 1938" -- title panel.
Added title: Official Michigan highway map.
Plate no. 1068.
Panel art: Gulf sign over cars on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 59.50 (PrCt)
Michigan info-map : Gulf ... Chicago : Rand McNally and Company, [1938].
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 62 ms. index.
Added title: Gulf : Michigan info-map
Plate no. T.3605.
Insets (19 x 17 cm. and smaller): Isle Royale -- Western peninsula : Michigan -- Around the lake -- Chicago-Michigan routes.
Maps on verso (42 x 58 cm. and 21 x 19 cm.):
Gulf road map of Ontario, Michigan, Illinois, Indiana ...
-- Detroit and vicinity.
Panel art: Gulf sign over cars on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 62.11X (PrCt)

Michigan - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 19 x 9 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Michigan.
"(Dec. 1938)" -- at bottom left.
Plate no. (3) T.3821
Map on verso (50 x 50 cm.): Texaco sectional trip map [of the eastern U.S.]
Inset on verso (6 x 10 cm.) : Chicago and vicinity.
Panel art: Texaco compass rose logo on United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 59.53 (PrCt)

Michigan - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Fleet-Wing Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Rand McNally road map : Michigan.
Plate no. T.3605
Date from RMcN AE 59 ms. index.
Insets (19 x 17 cm. and smaller): Isle Royale -- Western peninsula : Michigan -- Around the lake -- Chicago-Michigan routes.
Map on verso (43 x 47 cm.): Fleet-Wing auto road map of northeastern United States.
Panel art: Fleet-wing sign above the globe.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 62.17 (PrCt)
Michigan - Maps - 1938 - Road maps<<>>Road maps

*Road map, Michigan / Chicago Motor Club A.A.A.*

- **Authors:** Chicago Motor Club -- American Automobile Association -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
- **Maps:** 1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
- **Panel title:**
- **Panel art:** Chicago Motor Club logo.
- **Forms part of:** H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
- **Shelved in:** 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

*Gousha Clients 3046 (PrCt)*

Michigan - Maps - 1938 - Road maps<<>>Road maps

*Michigan road map / Cities Service ahead.*

- **Authors:** Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
- **Maps:** 1 map : col. ; 42 x 43 cm.
- **Panel title:**
- **Panel art:** Car driving through hills, Cities Service sign.
- **Forms part of:** H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
- **Shelved in:** 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

*Gousha Clients 3068 (PrCt)*

Michigan - Maps - 1938 - Road maps<<>>Road maps

*Michigan road map : Cities Service ...* Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1938].

- **Authors:** Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
- **Maps:** 1 map : col. ; 42 x 43 cm.
- **Panel title:**
- **Added title:** Cities Service invites you to tour Michigan.
- **Date from:** RMcN AE 156 ms. index.
- **Plate no.** 335-J.C. 9-L
- **Insets:** (20 x 43 cm. and 5 x 6 cm.): Northern peninsula, Michigan -- Isle Royale.
- **Map on verso:** (28 x 44 cm.): Cities Service road map of the United States.
- **Panel art:** Cities Service sign, car on winding road.
- **Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 18 1938 .... ."
- **Forms part of:** Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

*RMcN AE 156.15 (PrCt)*

Michigan - Maps - 1938 - Road maps<<>>Road maps

*Travel Michigan with Conoco ... Conoco Travel*

- **Authors:** Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
- **Maps:** 1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
- **Panel title:**
- **Panel art:** Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
- **Forms part of:** H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
- **Shelved in:** 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

*Gousha Clients 3114 (PrCt)*

Michigan - Maps - 1938 - Road maps<<>>Road maps


- **Authors:** Deep Rock Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
- **Maps:** 1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm.
- **Panel title:**
- **Added title:** Road map, 14th edition : Michigan ... Deep Rock.
- **Date from:** RMcN AE 59 ms. index.
- **Plate no. T. 3605
- **Insets:** (19 x 17 cm. and smaller): Isle Royale -- Western peninsula : Michigan -- Around the lake -- Chicago-Michigan routes.
- **Maps on verso:** (31 x 47 cm. and smaller): Detroit -- Flint -- Grand Rapids -- Lansing -- Road map, 14th edition of United States ... Deep Rock.
- **Panel art:** Deep-Rock sign over road.
- **Forms part of:** Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

*RMcN AE 59.55 (PrCt)*

Michigan - Maps - 1938 - Road maps<<>>Road maps

*Michigan road map ... Deep-Rock ... Chicago :* Rand McNally & Company, [1938].

- **Authors:** Deep Rock Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
- **Maps:** 1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm.
- **Panel title:**
- **Added title:** Road map, 14th edition : Michigan ... Deep Rock.
- **Date from:** RMcN AE 62 ms. index.
- **Plate no. T. 3605
- **Insets:** (19 x 17 cm. and smaller): Isle Royale -- Western peninsula : Michigan -- Around the lake -- Chicago-Michigan routes.
- **Maps on verso:** (31 x 47 cm. and smaller): Detroit -- Flint -- Grand Rapids -- Lansing -- Road map, 14th edition of United States ... Deep Rock.
- **Panel art:** Deep-Rock sign over road.
- **Forms part of:** Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

*RMcN AE 62.13X (PrCt)*
maps</p><p><strong>Road maps</strong></p><p><em>Travel Michigan with the Independent</em>. Chicago: H.M. Gousha Co., [1938?].
Authors: Globe Oil & Refining Companies -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Globe gas station attendant; slogans "we are home owned" and "keep rollin' with Globe."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Authors: Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: compass rose and Diamond, 760 Motor Oil, and D-X Gasoline logos.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Authors: Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 48 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Diamond Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation motor trails map: Michigan
Insets (20 x 43 cm. and 5 x 6 cm.): Northern Peninsula: Michigan -- Isle Royale.
Date from RMcN AE 160 ms. index.
Plate no. 335-J.C. 9-L
Inset (20 x 43 cm.): Northern peninsula Michigan.
Maps on verso (29 x 44 cm. and smaller):
Legend: United States mileage and driving time along main transcontinental highways -- Detroit -- Grand Rapids -- Flint -- Kalamazoo -- Lansing.
Panel art: Diamond, 760 Motor Oil, and D-X logos; line drawings of cartoon figures.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Oct 12 1938 ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: car, Phillips 66 tanker truck on road, Phillips 66 sign, and slogan "there's a Phillips station ahead."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 42 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Phillips 66 ... 1938 official road map: Michigan.
Plate no. 335-J.C. 9-L
Insets (20 x 43 c.m. and 5 x 6 cm.): Northern peninsula: Michigan -- Isle Royale.
Map on verso (29 x 44 cm.): Phillips 66 ... official road map: United States.
Panel art: Car approaching Phillips 66 truck on curving road.
Handstamped "May 1938"
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 42 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell official road map of Michigan.
**Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)**

Date from RMcN AE 164 ms. index.
Plate no. 335-J.C. 9-L.
Inset (20 x 43 cm.): Northern Peninsula : Michigan.
Map on verso (29 x 44 cm.): Legend : United States mileage and driving time along main transcontinental highways.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 15 1938 .... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 164.18 (PrCt)**

47241 **Michigan - Maps - 1938 - Road maps</br>Road maps**

Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Road map : Sinclair : Michigan.
Plate no. T.3605
Date from RMcN AE 59 ms. index.
Insets (19 x 17 cm. and smaller): Isle Royale -- Western peninsula : Michigan -- Around the lake
-- Chicago-Michigan routes.
Map on verso (28 x 43 cm.): Recreational map : Sinclair : United States.
Panel art: Sinclair station with couple in car and an attendant.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 59.62 (PrCt)**

47244 **Michigan - Maps - 1938 - Road maps</br>Road maps**

Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc. road map of Michigan.
Date from RMcN AE 59 ms. index.
Plate no. T.3605
Insets (19 x 17 cm. and smaller): Isle Royale -- Western peninsula : Michigan -- Around the lake
-- Chicago-Michigan routes.
Maps on verso (31 x 44 cm. and smaller): Detroit -- Flint -- Grand Rapids -- Lansing -- Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc. road map of United States.
Panel art: Mobilgas sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 59.56 (PrCt)**

47245 **Michigan - Maps - 1938 - Road maps</br>Road maps**

Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 60 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 60 ms. index.
Plate no. T. 3675

---

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Map on verso (47 x 42 cm.): White Star road map of Michigan.
Insets on verso (18 x 34 cm. and smaller): Isle Royale -- North Channel section -- Northern Peninsula
Panel art: Mobilgas sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 60.5.1 (PrCt)

Michigan - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1938].
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: White Star road map of south western Michigan : zone 2
Date from RMcN AE 60 ms. index.
Plate no. T. 3675
Map on verso (47 x 42 cm.): White Star road map of Michigan.
Insets on verso (18 x 34 cm. and smaller): Isle Royale -- North Channel section -- Northern Peninsula
Panel art: Mobilgas sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 60.5.2 (PrCt)

Michigan - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1938].
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: White Star road map of east central Michigan : zone 3
Date from RMcN AE 60 ms. index.
Plate no. T. 3675
Map on verso (47 x 42 cm.): White Star road map of Michigan.
Insets on verso (18 x 34 cm. and smaller): Isle Royale -- North Channel section -- Northern Peninsula
Panel art: Mobilgas sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 60.5.3 (PrCt)

Michigan - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1938].
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: White Star road map of west central Michigan : zone 4
Date from RMcN AE 60 ms. index.
Plate no. T. 3675
Map on verso (47 x 42 cm.): White Star road map of Michigan.
Insets on verso (18 x 34 cm. and smaller): Isle Royale -- North Channel section -- Northern Peninsula
Panel art: Mobilgas sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 60.5.4 (PrCt)

Michigan - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1938].
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: White Star road map of north eastern Michigan : zone 5
Date from RMcN AE 60 ms. index.
Plate no. T. 3675
Map on verso (47 x 42 cm.): White Star road map of Michigan.
Insets on verso (18 x 34 cm. and smaller): Isle Royale -- North channel section -- Northern Peninsula
Panel art: Mobilgas sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 60.5.5 (PrCt)

Michigan - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1938].
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: White Star road map of north western Michigan : zone 6
Date from RMcN AE 60 ms. index.
Plate no. T. 3675
Map on verso (47 x 42 cm.): White Star road map of Michigan.
Insets on verso (18 x 34 cm. and smaller): Isle Royale -- North Channel section -- Northern Peninsula
Panel art: Mobilgas sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 60.5.6 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 60.5.6 (PrCt)

47251 *Michigan - Maps - 1938 - Road maps*<br><br>**Michigan : Upper Peninsula : zone 7 : Mobilgas ... Socony-Vacuum Oil Company. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1938].**<br>Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)<br>1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.<br>Panel title.<br>Added title: White Star road map of Upper Peninsula : zone 7<br>Date from RMcN AE 60 ms. index.<br>Plate no. T. 3675<br>Insets (11 x 15 cm. and 22 x 34 cm.): Isle Royale -- Eastern peninsula : Michigan.<br>Map on verso (47 x 42 cm.): White Star road map of Michigan.<br>Insets on verso (18 x 34 cm. and smaller): Isle Royale -- North channel section -- Northern Peninsula<br>Panel art: Mobilgas sign.<br>Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).<br>RMcN AE 60.5.7 (PrCt)


47253 *Michigan - Maps - 1938 - Road maps*<br><br>**Swinging through Michigan ... Sovereign Service. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1938].**<br>Authors: Sovereign Service -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)<br>1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm.<br>Panel title.<br>Added title: Sovereign Service road map : Michigan.<br>Date from RMcN AE 59 ms. index.<br>Plate no. T. 3605<br>Insets (19 x 17 cm. and smaller): Isle Royale -- Western peninsula : Michigan -- Around the lake -- Chicago-Michigan routes.<br>Maps on verso (31 x 47 cm. and smaller): Detroit -- Flint -- Grand Rapids -- Lansing -- Sovereign Service road map : United States.<br>Panel art: Sovereign logo, attendant, woman driving.<br>Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).<br>RMcN AE 59.57 (PrCt)


47255 *Michigan - Maps - 1938 - Road maps*<br><br>**Tydol trails thru Michigan. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1938.**<br>Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)<br>1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.<br>Panel title.<br>Panel art: Tydol gasoline sign, profiles of three cars, and slogan "stop at this sign for safe motoring."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).<br>Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).<br>Gousha Clients 3310 (PrCt)

47256 *Michigan - Maps - 1938 - Road maps*<br><br>**Rand McNally road map : Michigan. Chicago :**

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Rand, McNally & Company. [1938].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 42 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 59 ms. index.
Plate no. T.3605
Insets (19 x 17 cm. and smaller): Isle Royale -- Western peninsula : Michigan -- Around the lake -- Chicago-Michigan routes.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 59.54 (PrCt)

47257 Michigan - Maps - 1938 - Road maps - Upper Peninsula (Mich.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Tydol trails thru Michigan ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, 1938.
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: 1938 Tydol trails : Michigan
Plate nos. "335-J.C. 9-L" and "1381."
Insets (20 x 43 cm. and 5 x 6 cm.): Northern peninsula Michigan -- Isle Royale.
Maps on verso (28 x 44 cm. and smaller): United States -- Flint -- Grand Rapids.
Panel art: Tydol sign and cars.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 22 1938 Rand McNally & Co. ...
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 171.12A (PrCt)

47258 Michigan - Maps - 1939-1940 - Road maps - Detroit Region (Mich.) - Maps - 1939-1940 - Road maps
Authors: Michigan. State Highway Dept. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 78 x 78 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Official Michigan highway map ...
Date from RMcN AE 60 ms. index.
Plate no. 1068.
Map on verso (32 x 39 cm.): Road map of Detroit and vicinity.
Panel art: Car and horse sleigh on snowy road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 159.17A (PrCt)
47263 Michigan - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
- Detroit Region (Mich.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Authors: Sunoco (Firm) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 67 x 42 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Auto road map of Michigan.
Date from RMcN AE 59 ms. index.
Plate no. U.3944
Insets (5 x 4 cm. and 14 x 16 cm.): Isle Royale -- Western peninsula : Michigan.
Maps on verso (38 x 52 cm. and smaller): Auto road map of metropolitan Detroit -- Flint -- Grand Rapids -- Lansing -- Southern Ontario and routes around lake Erie -- Routes around lake Michigan.
Panel art: skyscrapers in foreground, rural roads in background.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 59.73 (PrCt)

47264 Michigan - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
- Great Lakes Region (North America) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Detailed map of Upper Peninsula : zone 4 : Mobilgas ... Socony-Vacuum Oil Company.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1939].
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Gulf : Michigan info-map
Date from RMcN AE 59 ms. index.
Plate no. U.3805
Insets (19 x 17 cm. and smaller): Isle Royale -- Western peninsula : Michigan -- Around the lake -- Chicago-Michigan routes.
Maps on verso (43 x 58 cm. and 21 x 19 cm.): Gulf road map of Ontario, Michigan, Illinois, Indiana, Ohio, Pennsylvania, New Jersey, New York, New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island, Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia, Kentucky -- Detroit and vicinity.
Panel art: Gulf sign over cars on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 59.68 (PrCt)
road map of Northern Peninsula (eastern section): Michigan.
Inset on verso (5 x 12 cm.): Drummond Island.
Panel art: Mobilgas sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 60.6.4 (PrCt)

47266 Michigan - Maps - 1939 - Road maps<<>>Middle West - Maps - 1939 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 67 x 51 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Michigan.
Date from RMcN AE 59 ms. index.
Plate no. U.3821
"Road surface conditions edited to May 5th, 1939."
Map on verso (50 x 50 cm.): Texaco sectional trip map [of the Middle West
Inset on verso (6 x 10 cm.) : Chicago and vicinity.
Panel art: Texaco logo over U.S. outline.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 59.63 (PrCt)

47267 Michigan - Maps - 1939 - Road maps<<>>Middle West - Maps - 1939 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 67 x 51 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Michigan.
Plate no. U.3821
"Road surface conditions edited to 1st October, 1939."
Map on verso (50 x 50 cm.): Texaco sectional trip map [of the Middle West
Inset on verso (6 x 10 cm.) : Chicago and vicinity.
Panel art: Texaco logo over U.S. outline.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 59.64 (PrCt)

47268 Michigan - Maps - 1939 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Michigan road map / Cities Service. Chicago:
H.M. Gousha Co., [1939?].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"Tourist edition."
Panel title.
Panel art: road leading to a Cities Service gas station and sign; slogan "buy at this sign."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3363 (PrCt)

47269 Michigan - Maps - 1939 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Travel Michigan with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago: H.M. Gousha Co., [1939?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3409 (PrCt)

47270 Michigan - Maps - 1939 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Michigan road map ... Deep-Rock. Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1939].
Authors: Deep Rock Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 64 x 42 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Road map, 15th edition: Michigan ... Deep Rock
Date from RMcN AE 59 ms. index.
Plate no. T.3605
Insets (19 x 17 cm. and smaller): Isle Royale -- Western peninsula: Michigan -- Around the lake -- Chicago-Michigan routes.
Maps on verso (31 x 47 cm. and smaller): Detroit -- Flint -- Grand Rapids -- Lansing -- Road map, 15th edition of United States ... Deep Rock.
Panel art: Deep-Rock logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 59.72 (PrCt)

47271 Michigan - Maps - 1939 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Fleet-Wing Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 64 x 42 cm.
Panel title.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Available in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
47281 **Michigan - Maps - 1939 - Road maps**
*Detailed map of southwestern Michigan : zone 2 : Mobilgas ... Socony-Vacuum Oil Company.*
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1939].
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: White Star road map of south western Michigan.
Date from RMcN AE 60 ms. index.
Plate no. U. 3675
Map on verso (47 x 65 cm.): White Star road map of west central Michigan.
Panel art: Mobilgas sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 60.6.1 (PrCt)

47282 **Michigan - Maps - 1939 - Road maps**
*Detailed map of northern Michigan : zone 3 (lower peninsula) : Mobilgas ... Socony-Vacuum Oil Company.*
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1939].
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: White Star road map of north eastern Michigan.
Date from RMcN AE 60 ms. index.
Plate no. U. 3675
Map on verso (65 x 47 cm.): White Star road map of north western Michigan.
Panel art: Mobilgas sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 60.6.2 (PrCt)

47283 **Michigan - Maps - 1939 - Road maps**
*Highway map : Michigan / compliments of Standard Oil Company of Indiana.*
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1939?].
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 58 x 42 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Road map : Michigan.
Plate no. U.3653.
Insets (14 x 18 cm. and 4 x 5 cm.): Western Peninsula : Michigan -- Isle Royale.
Maps on verso (28 x 44 cm. and smaller): Road map : United States -- Detroit -- Lansing -- Flint -- Grand Rapids -- Saginaw.
Panel art: Red, white and blue illustration of cars.
RMcN AE 60.6.3 (PrCt)
at gas pumps and slogan "standard service."  
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).  
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).  
**RMcN Clients 3153 (PrCt)**

47284 **Michigan - Maps - 1939 - Road maps**  
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha  
Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.  
Panel title.  
Panel art: Tydol gasoline and Veedol motor oil signs; profiles of stylized cars.  
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).  
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).  
**Gousha Clients 3663 (PrCt)**

47285 **Michigan - Maps - 1939 - Road maps**  
*Road maps*  
*Railroads - Maps*  
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map : col. ; 65 x 42 cm.  
Date from RMcN AE 58 ms. index.  
Plate no. U.3605  
Insets (19 x 17 cm. and smaller): Isle Royale -- Western peninsula : Michigan -- Around the lake -- Chicago-Michigan routes.  
Map on verso (31 x 47 cm.): Rand McNally road map : United States.  
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).  
**RMcN AE 59.74 (PrCt)**

47286 **Michigan - Maps - 1940 - Road maps**  
*Detroit Region (Mich.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps*  
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm.  
Panel title.  
 Added title: Sinclair road map : Michigan.  
Date from RMcN AE 60 ms. index.  
Plate no. V.3605  
Insets (19 x 17 cm. and smaller): Isle Royale -- Western Peninsula : Michigan -- Around the lake -- Chicago-Michigan routes.  
Map on verso (42 x 41 cm.): Sinclair road map : Detroit and vicinity.  
Panel art: Sinclair Gasoline sign.  
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).  
**RMcN AE 60.9 (PrCt)**

47287 **Michigan - Maps - 1940 - Road maps**  
*Detroit Region (Mich.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps*  
*Highway map : Michigan : Standard service.*  
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1940].  
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map : col. ; 65 x 45 cm.  
Panel title.  
Added title: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) road map : Michigan.  
Plate no. V.3653  
Insets (4 x 5 cm. and 17 x 21 cm.): Isle Royale -- Western peninsula : Michigan.  
Maps on verso (31 x 48 cm. and smaller): Flint -- Grand Rapids -- Lansing -- Pontiac -- Saginaw -- Standard Oil Company (Indiana) road map : United States -- Detroit and vicinity.  
Inset map on verso (6 x 5 cm.): Downtown Detroit.  
Panel art: Standard sign; cars and gas pumps.  
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).  
**RMcN AE 59.78 (PrCt)**

47288 **Michigan - Maps - 1940 - Road maps**  
*Ontario - Maps - 1940 - Road maps*  
*Road maps*  
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map : col. ; 64 x 72 cm.  
Panel title.  
 Added title: Michigan ... Pure.  
Date from RMcN AE 60 ms. index.  
Plate no. V.3715.  
Inset (25 x 24 cm.): Detroit and vicinity.  
Maps on verso (38 x 49 cm. and smaller):  
Chicago and vicinity : Pure -- Western Ontario : Pure -- United States ... Pure  
Panel art: Pure sign, cartoon figures.  
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).  
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).  
**RMcN AE 60.14 (PrCt)**

47289 **Michigan - Maps - 1940 - Road maps**  
*Detroit Region (Mich.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps*  
*Ontario, Southern - Maps - 1940 - Road maps*  
*Pictorial maps*  
Authors: Sunoco (Firm) -- Sun Oil Company --
Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 53 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Auto road map of Michigan.
Date from RMcN AE 59 ms. index.
Plate no. V. 3944
Insets (4 x 5 cm. and 14 x 18 cm.): Isle Royale --
Western peninsula : Michigan. 
Maps on verso (33 x 35 cm. and smaller): Auto
road map of Metropolitan Detroit -- Routes
around Lake Erie -- Routes around Lake
Michigan -- Battle Creek -- Historic- scenic map of
Michigan -- Grand Rapids -- Flint -- Lansing.
Panel art: split scene with car on road, buildings
and monuments.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 59.76 (PrCt)
47290
Michigan - Maps - 1940 - Road
maps<<>>Detroit Region (Mich.) - Maps - 1940
- Road maps<<>>Road maps
Official highway map of Michigan, winter 1940 : 
issued by the Michigan State Highway 
Department. Chicago : Rand McNally & 
Company, 1940.
Authors: Michigan. State Highway Dept. -- Rand 
McNally and Company -- Rand McNally 
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 78 x 78 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Official Michigan highway map ...
Date from RMcN AE 60 ms. index
Plate no. 1068.
Insets (14 x 21 cm. and smaller): Isle Royale --
Ann Arbor -- Battle Creek -- Bay City -- Benton 
Harbor, St. Joseph -- Detroit -- Flint -- Grand 
Rapids -- Jackson -- Kalamazoo -- Detroit & 
vicinity -- Lansing -- Muskegon -- Michigan 
scheduled air lines -- Pontiac -- Port Huron -- 
Saginaw -- Toledo.
Map on verso (32 x 39 cm.): Road map of Detroit 
and vicinity.
Panel art: Car on snowy road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 60.15 (PrCt)
47291
Michigan - Maps - 1940 - Road maps<<>>East 
(U.S.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps<<>>Detroit 
Region (Mich.) - Maps - 1940 - Road 
maps<<>>Road maps
Michigan info-map : Gulf. Chicago : Rand 
McNally and Company, [1940].
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally 
and Company -- Rand McNally Collection 
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 42 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Michigan : Gulf info-map
Date from RMcN AE 59 ms. index.
Plate no. V.3605
Insets (19 x 17 cm. and smaller): Isle Royale --
Western peninsula : Michigan -- Around the lake 
-- Chicago-Michigan routes.
Maps on verso (43 x 58 cm. and 21 x 19 cm.):
road map of Ontario, Michigan, Illinois, Indiana,
Ohio, Pennsylvania, New Jersey, New York, New 
Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts, 
Connecticut, Rhode Island, Delaware, Maryland,
Virginia, West Virginia, Kentucky -- Detroit and 
vicinity.
Panel art: Gulf sign over cars on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 59.77 (PrCt)

map [of the Middle West]
Inset on verso (6 x 10 cm.) : Chicago and vicinity.
Panel art: Texaco logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 60.17 (PrCt)

47294 Michigan - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Authors: Auto-Owners Insurance Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
At head of title: Auto-Owners Insurance Company, home office at Lansing, Michigan
Panel art: car, Auto-Owners Insurance Company logo, and slogan "best-by-test automobile insurance."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3684 (PrCt)

47295 Michigan - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Michigan road map / Cities Service. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1940?].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: road with cars, Cities Service sign and gas station attendant; slogan "helpful service wherever you go!"
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3723 (PrCt)

47296 Michigan - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Highway map of Michigan ... Johnson Oil Refining Company. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1940].
Authors: Johnson Oil Refining Co. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 60 ms. index.
Added title: Johnson highway map of Michigan.
Insets (19 x 17 cm. and smaller): Isle Royale -- Western peninsula : Michigan -- Around the lake -- Chicago-Michigan routes.
Plate no. V. 3605
Map on verso (31 x 47 cm. and smaller): Detroit -- Flint -- Grand Rapids -- Lansing -- Johnson highway map of United States.
Panel art: Hour glass with wings on Johnson sign over car.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 60.18 (PrCt)

47297 Michigan - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Road map of Michigan and United States.
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1940?].
Authors: Mid-Continet Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"Mid-Continet Petroleum Corporation."
Panel art: photograph of gas station attendant and slogan "smiling service, 'all the way'."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3810 (PrCt)

47298 Michigan - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Road map : Michigan ... White Rose ... National Refining Company. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1940].
Authors: National Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: The National Refining Company road map of Michigan.
Date from RMcN AE 60 ms. index.
Plate no. V.3 605
Insets (19 x 17 cm. and smaller): Isle Royale -- Western peninsula : Michigan -- Around the lake -- Chicago-Michigan routes.
Maps on verso (31 x 47 cm. and smaller): Detroit -- Flint -- Grand Rapids -- Lansing -- National Refining Company road map of United States.
Panel art: White Rose gas sign overlooking winding rural road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 60.13 (PrCt)

47299 Michigan - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: winding road, Phillips 66 sign, and slogan "there's a Phillips station ahead."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3835 (PrCt)
47300  **Michigan - Maps - 1940 - Road maps**

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 60 ms. index.
Plate no. V.3605
Insets (19 x 17 cm. and smaller): Isle Royale -- Western peninsula : Michigan -- Around the lake
-- Chicago-Michigan routes.
Map on verso (31 x 48 cm.): Rand McNally road map : United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 60.10 (PrCt)

47301  **Michigan - Maps - 1940 - Road maps**

*Shell map of Michigan. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1940].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: Michigan.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3878 (PrCt)

47302  **Michigan - Maps - 1940 - Road maps**

Authors: Skelly Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Skelly sign and car.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3930 (PrCt)

47303  **Michigan - Maps - 1940 - Road maps**

*Detailed map of southeastern Michigan : zone 1 : Mobilgas ... Socony-Vacuum Oil Company. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1940].
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 60 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: White Star road map of south eastern Michigan.
Date from RMcN AE 60 ms. index.
RMcN AE 60.7.3 (PrCt)

47304  **Michigan - Maps - 1940 - Road maps**

Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: White Star road map of south western Michigan.
Date from RMcN AE 60 ms. index.
Plate no. V. 3675
Map on verso (47 x 65 cm.): White Star road map of west central Michigan.
Panel art: Mobilgas sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 60.7.2 (PrCt)

47305  **Michigan - Maps - 1940 - Road maps**

*Detailed map of northern Michigan : zone 3 (lower peninsula) : Mobilgas ... Socony-Vacuum Oil Company. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1940].
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: White Star road map of north eastern Michigan.
Date from RMcN AE 60 ms. index.
Plate no. V. 3675
Map on verso (65 x 47 cm.): White Star road map of north western Michigan.
Panel art: Mobilgas sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 60.7.1 (PrCt)

47306  **Michigan - Maps - 1940 - Road maps**

*Tydol trails thru Michigan / issued by Tide Water Associated Oil Company ... Tulsa. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1940.
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: drawing of a wagon train and slogan "follow the trails of the pioneers in your modern
motor car."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4005 (PrCt)

47307 Michigan - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Detailed map of Upper Peninsula of Michigan : zone 4 : Mobilgas ... Wadhams, division of Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1940].
Authors: Wadhams Oil Company -- Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 59 x 46 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Wadhams road map of Northern Peninsula (western section) : Michigan.
Date from RMcN AE 60 ms. index.
Includes winged horse logo of Socony-Vacuum Oil Co.
Plate no. V. 3965
Insets (25 x 28 cm. and smaller): Isle Royale -- Continuation of routes -- [Great Lakes Region]
Map on verso (42 x 64 cm.): Wadhams road map of Northern Peninsula (eastern section) : Michigan.
Panel art: Mobilgas sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 60.7.4 (PrCt)

47308 Michigan - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair road map : Michigan.
Date from RMcN AE 60 ms. index.
Plate no. W. 3605
Insets (19 x 17 cm. and smaller): Isle Royale -- Western Peninsula : Michigan -- Around the lake -- Chicago-Michigan routes.
Map on verso (42 x 41 cm.): Sinclair road map : Detroit and vicinity.
Panel art: Sinclair Gasoline sign over car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 60.26 (PrCt)

47309 Michigan - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Road maps- Detroit Region (Mich.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Michigan ... Pure Oil pathfinder. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1941].
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 72 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Michigan ... Pure
Date from RMcN AE 60 ms. index.
Plate no. W. 3715
Inset (25 x 24 cm.): Detroit and vicinity : Pure.
Maps on verso (21 x 49 or smaller): Chicago and vicinity -- Western Ontario -- United States.
Panel art: Pure compass rose logo; cartoon characters.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 60.25 (PrCt)

47310 Michigan - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Authors: Michigan. State Highway Dept. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 79 x 79 cm.
Panel title.
"March 21, 1941" -- title panel.
Added title: Official Michigan highway map.
Plate no. 1068.
Map on verso (32 x 40 cm.): Road map of Detroit and vicinity.
Panel art: Two cars on road near lake.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 60.20 (PrCt)

47311 Michigan - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Authors: Michigan. State Highway Dept. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 79 x 79 cm.
Panel title.
"July 1, 1941" -- title panel.
Added title: Official Michigan highway map.
Plate no. 1068.
Michigan - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Michigan - Maps - 1941 - Pictorial maps
Southeastern Michigan fishing and hunting guide
Michigan - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Michigan - Maps - 1941 - Pictorial maps
Southeastern Michigan fishing and hunting guide

In sets (14 x 21 cm. and smaller): Isle Royale --
Ann Arbor -- Battle Creek -- Bay City -- Benton
Harbor, St. Joseph -- Detroit -- Flint -- Grand
Rapids -- Jackson -- Kalamazoo -- Detroit &
vicinity -- Lansing -- Muskegon -- Michigan
scheduled air routes -- Pontiac -- Port Huron --
Saginaw -- Toledo.
Map on verso (32 x 40 cm.): Road map of Detroit
and vicinity.
Panel art: Two cars on road near lake.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).

47314

Michigan - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Michigan - Maps - 1941 - Pictorial maps
Southeastern Michigan fishing and hunting guide
zone 1 ... Socony-Vacuum Oil Company.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1941].
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand
McNally and Company -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 60 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Fishing and hunting guide : zone 1:
southeastern Michigan.
Date from RMcN AE 60 ms. index.
Plate no. W.3675
Verso includes summary tables of fishing and
hunting laws and illustrations of fish and animals.
Panel art: Indian sketching pictogram above
road; two men fishing and hunting.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).

47315

Michigan - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Michigan - Maps - 1941 - Pictorial maps
Southeastern Michigan fishing and hunting guide
zone 2 ... Socony-Vacuum Oil Company.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1941].
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand
McNally and Company -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Fishing and hunting guide : zone 2:
southern Michigan.
Date from RMcN AE 60 ms. index.
Plate no. W.3675
Verso includes summary tables of fishing and
hunting laws and illustrations of fish and animals.
Panel art: Indian sketching pictogram above
road; two men fishing and hunting.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
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Michigan - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: car, Cities Service sign and infant dressed as a gas station attendant; slogan "start every trip at your Cities Service dealer's."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4070 (PrCt)

Michigan - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
	Travel Michigan with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1941].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4109 (PrCt)
Michigan - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Authors: Skelly Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 47 cm. on sheet 68 x 50 cm.
On verso: United States mileage and driving time ... (Plate no. 480-S. C. 12-O).
Skelly distribution area highlighted in white; includes 5 city maps.
Panel handstamped "1941", "Copyrighted" and "Received ... Jul 25 1941, Rand McNally & Co.
Blazed Trails Dept."; initiated "R.E." in pencil.
Panel art: Attendant, pump, sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
R McN A E 57.3X (PrCt)

Michigan - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 53 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Michigan.
Plate no. W. 3821.
Date from R McN A E 60 ms. index.
"Road surface conditions edited to 2nd September, 1941."
Map on verso (50 x 50 cm.): Texaco sectional trip map [of the Middle West]
Inset on verso (6 x 10 cm.): Chicago and vicinity Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
R McN A E 60.8.7 (PrCt)

Michigan - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: airplane, car and Tydol flying "A" gasoline logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4270 (PrCt)

Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

5 maps : col. ; on sheets 51 x 69 cm., folded to 23 x 13 cm.

Collective title supplied by cataloger. All maps bear plate no. beginning "6-403675 ... ". Maps cover southeastern, east central, northeastern, northwestern, and Upper Peninsula of Michigan (zones 1, 3, 5, 6, and 7). All sheets include index map of Michigan zones 1-7 (each 11 x 9 cm.) Verso includes summary tables of fishing and hunting laws and illustrations of fish and animals. Panel art: Color illustration of a Native American drawing on a rock set over illustration of a fisherman and a hunter.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN AE 58.3 (PrCt)


Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm.

Panel title.

Date from RMcN AE 58 ms. index.

Added title: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) : road map of Michigan.

Plate no. X. 4155

Includes insets of Isle Royale and western peninsula of Michigan.

Verso includes insets of the United States, Flint, Grand Rapids, Lansing, Pontiac, Saginaw and Detroit and vicinity (21 x 19 cm.)

Panel art: Standard sign; cars and gas pumps.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 58.2 (PrCt)


Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

1 map : col. ; 67 x 51 cm.

Panel title.

Date from RMcN AE 58 ms. index.

Added title: Texaco touring map of Michigan.

Plate no. X. 3821

Includes insets of Lansing, Isle Royale, northwestern Michigan, Detroit, and Grand Rapids.

On verso: Texaco sectional trip map of the Middle West. Includes inset of the Chicago region.

Panel art: Texaco sign.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 58.3 (PrCt)


Authors: Hi-Speed Service Stations -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

1 map : col. ; 67 x 42 cm.

Panel title.

Date from RMcN AE 58 ms. index.

Added title: High-Speed road map : Michigan.

Plate no. X. 3605

Includes insets of Isle Royale, northwestern Michigan, Lake Michigan, and the Chicago region.

Michigan - Maps - 1942 - Road maps - Detroit Region (Mich.) - Maps - 1942
- Road maps - Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1942 - 1942 - Road maps - Ontario - Maps - 1942 - Road maps - Road maps
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 64 x 72 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 58 ms. index.
Added title: Michigan ... Pure.
Plate no. X. 3715
Insets (5 x 7 cm. and 26 x 24 cm.): Isle Royale -- Detroit and vicinity.
Maps on verso (43 x 23 cm. or smaller): Chicago and vicinity -- Western Ontario -- United States.
Panel art: Directional sign with cardinal directions.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 58.10 (PrCt)

Michigan - Maps - 1942 - Road maps - Detroit Region (Mich.) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps - Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1942 - 1942 - Road maps - Ontario - Maps - 1942 - Road maps - Road maps
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 64 x 72 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 58 ms. index.
Added title: Michigan ... Pure.
Plate no. X. 3715
Insets (5 x 7 cm. and 26 x 24 cm.): Isle Royale -- Detroit and vicinity.
Maps on verso (43 x 23 cm. or smaller): Chicago and vicinity -- Western Ontario -- United States.
Panel art: Directional sign with cardinal directions.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 58.10 (PrCt)

Michigan - Maps - 1942 - Road maps - Detroit Region (Mich.) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps - Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1942 - 1942 - Road maps - Ontario - Maps - 1942 - Road maps - Road maps
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 64 x 72 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 58 ms. index.
Added title: Michigan ... Pure.
Plate no. X. 3715
Insets (5 x 7 cm. and 26 x 24 cm.): Isle Royale -- Detroit and vicinity.
Maps on verso (43 x 23 cm. or smaller): Chicago and vicinity -- Western Ontario -- United States.
Panel art: Directional sign with cardinal directions.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 58.10 (PrCt)
All maps bear plate no. "X 3675."
Maps cover east central, northeastern, and southwestern Michigan (zones 3, 5, and 2).
All sheets include index map of Michigan zones 1-7 (each 11 x 9 cm.)
Verso includes summary tables of fishing and hunting laws and illustrations of fish and animals.
Panel art: Color illustration of a Native American drawing on a rock set over illustration of a fisherman and a hunter.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3029-3031 (PrCt)

47349
Michigan - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Authors: Auto-Owners Insurance Company -- Price, A. B., fl. ca. 1942 -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: cartoon of a couple in a car talking to an Indian on the side of the road with the caption "Ugh, village you want three suns' south ..."; signed A.B. (?) Price.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4346 (PrCt)

47350
Michigan - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Michigan road map / Cities Service Oils ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1942?].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: rural road scene, Cities Service Oils logo, and slogan "start every trip at your Cities Service dealer's."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4381 (PrCt)

47351
Michigan - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Travel Michigan with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1942?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Back panel art: circus elephant with slogan "mileage you'll never forget Conoco Nth Motor oil."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4429 (PrCt)
Michigan - Maps - 1942 - Road maps

Travel Michigan with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1942?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Back panel art: red bird with worm and slogan "the fill that stretches, Conoco Bronz-z-z gasoline."
Includes maps with plate numbers suggesting 1941 and 1942 dates of publication.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4430 (PrCt)

Michigan - Maps - 1942 - Road maps

Authors: Johnson Oil Refining Co. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 58 ms. index.
Added title: Johnson : highway map of Michigan.
Insets (19 x 17 cm. and smaller): Isle Royale -- Western peninsula : Michigan -- Around the lake -- Chicago-Michigan routes.
Plate no. X. 3605
Map on verso (31 x 47 cm.): Johnson highway map of United States.
Panel art: Hour glass with wings on Johnson sign over car.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 58.9 (PrCt)

Michigan - Maps - 1942 - Road maps

Road map : Michigan ... the Ohio Oil Company ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [1942].
Authors: Marathon Oil Company -- Ohio Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 58 ms. index.
Insets (19 x 17 cm. and smaller): Isle Royale -- Western peninsula : Michigan -- Around the lake -- Chicago-Michigan routes.
Map on verso (31 x 47 cm.): Marathon road map of United States.
Panel art: Marathon sign over "Oil is ammunition" slogan.
Editor's copy; title cartouche and plate number trimmed away; plate no. "X 3605" from RMcN AE 58 ms. index.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 58.11 (PrCt)

Michigan - Maps - 1942 - Road maps

D-X road map of Michigan and United States. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1942?].
Authors: Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation."
Panel art: D-X sign and Diamond gas station facade.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4490 (PrCt)

Michigan - Maps - 1942 - Road maps

Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: road, Phillips 66 sign, and slogan "there's a Phillips station ahead."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4516 (PrCt)

Michigan - Maps - 1942 - Road maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Michigan State Highway Dept. -- Chicago Historical Society
1 map : col. ; 32 x 32 inches
Panel title.
Panel art: state outline, planet Earth, calendar. Text on verso.
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.
CHS Coll., Map no. 276 (PrCt)
At head of panel title: Michigan.
Panel art: Shell logo, statement "all points of military interest have been removed voluntarily from this map and index" and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

47359 Michigan - Maps - 1942 - Road maps - Road maps
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: statue of minuteman with caption "buy war bonds and stamps", Tydol gasoline logo, Veedol motor oil logo, and statement "Oil is ammunition, use it wisely."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Map of Pere Marquette Railway. [Detroit? Pere Marquette Railroad?, 1943?].
Authors: Pere Marquette Railroad 1 map : col. ; 21 x 28 cm.
Trimmed at right.
5A 7267 (1942 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Authors: Pere Marquette Railroad -- Brown, Hagemon, and Company -- William E. Rudge's Sons 1 map : col. ; 21 x 28 cm.
Trimmed at left.
5A 7267 (1943 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

47362 Michigan - Maps - 1944 - Road maps - Michigan - Maps - 1942 - Pictorial maps - Pictorial maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 56 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 58 ms. index.
Plate no. I-2 .4136
Map on verso (43 x 78 cm.): Northern Michigan. Includes inset of Isle Royale.
Panel art: Gulf sign above car on road.
Editor's copy: title cartouche trimmed away.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 58.12 (PrCt)

Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 56 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 58 ms. index.
Added title: Southern Michigan.
Plate no. Z. 4136
Map on verso (43 x 78 cm.): Northern Michigan. Inset (6 x 10 cm.): Isle Royale.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 58.13 (PrCt)

Authors: Associated Truck Lines, Inc. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm.
Panel title.
"Ship with confidence via Associated Truck Lines silver anniversary 1919 -1944."
Added title: Associated's road map Michigan Plate no. Z. 3605
Insets (19 x 17 cm. and smaller): Western Peninsula Michigan -- Around the lake -- Isle Royale -- Chicago-Michigan routes. Map on Verso (12 x 19 cm.) The Associated road map United States.
Panel art: B&W photo of Associated Truck Lines "white safety car."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 35 (PrCt)
Pere Marquette Railway indicating connecting line junction points. [Detroit, Michigan? Pere Marquette Railroad?, 1945?]. Authors: Pere Marquette Railroad
1 map : col. ; 21 x 29 cm.
5A 7267 (1944 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

1 map : col. ; 64 x 72 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 58 ms. index.
Plate no. 453715
Insets (5 x 7 cm. and 26 x 24 cm.): Isle Royale -- Detroit and vicinity.
Maps on verso (43 x 23 cm. or smaller): Chicago and vicinity -- Western Ontario -- United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 58.18 (PrCt)

47367 Michigan - Maps - 1945 - Road maps>>>Detroit Region (Mich.) - Maps - 1945 - Road maps
1 map : col. ; 78 x 75 cm.
Panel title.
"June 1, 1945" -- title panel.
On verso (31 x 39 cm.): Road map of Detroit metropolitan area.
Panel art: The Lumberman's Memorial above cars on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 58.17 (PrCt)

1 map : col. ; 43 x 56 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 58 ms. index.
Plate no. 454136
Map on verso (43 x 78 cm.): Northern Michigan.
Inset (6 x 10 cm.): Isle Royale.
Panel art: Gulf sign above car on road.
Editor's copy; title cartouche and section at lower right trimmed away.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 58.16 (PrCt)

47369 Michigan - Maps - 1945 - Road maps>>>Road maps
Travel Michigan with Conoco ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1945?]. Authors: Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4684 (PrCt)

47370 Michigan - Maps - 1945 - Road maps>>>Road maps
Michigan ... Marathon ... the Ohio Oil Company. Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [1945]. Authors: Marathon Oil Company -- Ohio Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 58 ms. index.
Insets (19 x 17 cm. and smaller): Isle Royale -- Western peninsula : Michigan -- Around the lake -- Chicago-Michigan routes.
Plate no. 453605
On verso (31 x 47 cm.): Ohio Oil Co. road map : United States.
Panel art: Marathon signs over cars on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 58.19 (PrCt)

47371 Michigan - Maps - 1945 - Road maps>>>Road maps
(newspaper title)
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 65 x 42 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 58 ms. index.
Insets (19 x 17 cm. and smaller): Isle Royale -- Western peninsula: Michigan -- Around the lake -- Chicago-Michigan routes.
Plate no. 453605
On verso (31 x 47 cm.): Rand McNally road map: United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 58.15 (PrCt)

Michigan - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Shell map of Michigan. Chicago: H.M. Gousha Co., [1945?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: Michigan.
Panel art: Shell logo, statement "all points of military interest have been removed voluntarily from this map and index" and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4706 (PrCt)

Michigan - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Authors: Hi-Speed Service Stations -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 43 x 48 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 58 ms. index.
Plate no. 463605V
Insets (19 x 17 cm. and smaller): Isle Royale -- Western peninsula: Michigan -- Around the lake -- Chicago-Michigan routes.
Map on verso (43 x 48 cm.): Northeastern United States.
Panel art: High-Speed gas station and sign. Editor's copy; title cartouche trimmed away.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 58.34 (PrCt)

Michigan - Maps - 1946 - Railroads
Pere Marquette Railroad - Maps
1946 - Railroads - Maps
Pere Marquette Railway indicating connecting line junction points. [Detroit, Michigan? Pere Marquette Railroad?, 1946?].
Authors: Pere Marquette Railroad
1 map: col.; 21 x 29 cm.
In Pere Marquette Railroad. Twenty-ninth annual report [for fiscal year ending 1945] [Detroit, Michigan?: Pere Marquette Railroad?, 1946?] inside back cover.
5A 7267 (1945 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Michigan - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Detroit Region (Mich.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Michigan - Maps - 1946 - Pictorial maps
Pictorial maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 65 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 58 ms. index.
Added title: Sinclair: Michigan.
Insets (19 x 17 cm. and smaller): Isle Royale -- Western peninsula: Michigan -- Around the lake -- Chicago-Michigan routes.
Plate no. 6-463605V-1
Maps on verso (18 x 17 cm. and smaller):
Verso includes pictorial views keyed to location map.
Panel art: Sinclair station attendant over car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 58.23 (PrCt)

Michigan - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Detroit Region (Mich.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Pictorial maps
Pictorial maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 65 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 58 ms. index.
Added title: Sinclair: Michigan.
 Insets (19 x 17 cm. and smaller): Isle Royale -- Western peninsula: Michigan -- Around the lake -- Chicago-Michigan routes.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

RMcN AE 58.29 (PrCt)

47381 Michigan - Maps - 1946 - Road maps D Detroit Region (Mich.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 58 ms. index.
Insets (5 x 4 cm. and 16 x 21 cm.) : Isle Royale -- Western peninsula : Michigan.
Maps on verso (27 x 48 cm. and 24 x 18 cm.):
Standard Oil Company (Indiana) : road map : United States. -- Detroit and vicinity.
Panel art: Standard sign; cars and gas pumps.
Editor's copy; title cartouche and section at bottom trimmed away.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 58.35 (PrCt)

47382 Michigan - Maps - 1946 - Road maps Isle Royale National Park (Mich.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Shell map of Michigan. Chicago : H. M. Gousha Company, [1946].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 88 x 82 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell highway map of Michigan.
Date from RMcN AE 166 ms. index.
Plate no. "T-7 529-J" and "T-7 1946-2"
Map on verso (7 x 12 cm.): Isle Royale National Park.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Handstamped "received...Apr 29 1947 Rand McNally & Co. Balzed Trails Dept. ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 166.22 (PrCt)

Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 56 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 58 ms. index.
Added title: Southern Michigan.
Plate no. 6-4136-5
Map on verso (43 x 78 cm.): Northern Michigan.
Inset (7 x 10 cm.): Isle Royale.
Panel art: Gulf sign above car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 58.27 (PrCt)

Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 56 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 58 ms. index.
Added title: Southern Michigan.
Plate no. 6-4136-6
Map on verso (43 x 78 cm.): Northern Michigan.
Inset (7 x 10 cm.): Isle Royale.
Panel art: Gulf sign above car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 58.28 (PrCt)

Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Cities Service gas station, various cartoon images, and slogan "Cities Service dealers help make every trip a treat."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4738 (PrCt)

47386 Michigan - Maps - 1946 - Road maps Travel Michigan with Conoco ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1946?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4771 (PrCt)

Authors: Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation --
Michigan - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: road, Phillips 66 sign, and slogan "there's a Phillips station ahead."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4804 (PrCt)
47388

Michigan official road map and northeastern United States : Hi-Speed gas ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1947].
Authors: Hi-Speed Service Stations -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 48 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: gas station attendant and man in car.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4976 (PrCt)
47392

Michigan - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 58 ms. index.
Plate no. 463605V
Insets (19 x 17 cm. and smaller): Western peninsula : Michigan -- Around the lake -- Chicago-Michigan routes.
On verso (31 x 48 cm.): Rand McNally road map : United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 188.24 (PrCt)
47393

Michigan - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4877 (PrCt)
47390

Michigan - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Diamond gas station and sign.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4978 (PrCt)
47394  Michigan - Maps - 1947 - Railroads
Pere Marquette Railroad
Pere Marquette Railroad indicating connecting line junction points. [Detroit, Michigan? Pere Marquette Railroad?, 1947?].
Authors: Pere Marquette Railroad
1 map : col. ; 21 x 29 cm.
5A 7267 (1946 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

47395  Michigan - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Detroit Region (Mich.) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Michigan - Maps - 1947 - Pictorial maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 58 ms. index.
Added title: Michigan.
Insets (19 x 17 cm. and smaller): Isle Royale -- Western peninsula : Michigan.
Plate no. 7-463944-3
Vero includes pictorial views keyed to location map.
Panel art: Sinclair station attendant over car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 58.45 (PrCt)

47396  Michigan - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Detroit Region (Mich.) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Michigan - Maps - 1947 - Pictorial maps
Authors: Sunoco (Firm) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 55 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 58 ms. index.
Added title: Michigan.
Insets (4 x 6 cm. and 14 x 17 cm.): Isle Royale -- Western peninsula : Michigan.
Plate no. 7-463944-2
Maps on verso (38 x 37 cm. and smaller): [Metropolitan Detroit] -- Routes around Lake Erie -- Grand Rapids -- Jackson -- Battle Creek -- Kalamazoo -- Flint -- Historical-Pictorial map of Michigan -- Lansing.
Panel art: Road sign and car on winding road.
Editor's copy; section at center trimmed away.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 58.46 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Added title: Michigan ... Pure.
Plate no. 6-423719-3.
Insets (5 x 7 cm. and 25 x 24 cm.): Isle Royale -- Detroit and vicinity.
Maps on verso (43 x 48 cm. and smaller): [Middle West] -- Western Ontario -- Chicago and vicinity.
Inset (7 x 12 cm.) Around Lake Superior.
Panel art: Pure sign, cartoon figures in car.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 56.48 (PrCt)

47399 Michigan - Maps - 1947 - Road maps<<<Detroit Region (Mich.) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps<<<Road maps
Authors: Michigan. State Highway Dept. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 78 x 76 cm.
Panel title.
"May 1, 1947" -- panel title.
Insets (8 x 13 cm. and smaller): Isle Royale -- Ann Arbor -- Battle Creek -- Bay City -- Benton Harbor, St. Joseph -- Detroit -- Flint -- Grand Rapids -- Jackson -- Kalamazoo -- Lansing -- Muskegon -- Niles -- Pontiac -- Port Huron -- Saginaw -- Toledo -- Michigan scheduled air lines.
Map on verso (31 x 38 cm.): Road map of Detroit metropolitan area.
Panel art: Cars on road along a beach.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 58.39 (PrCt)

47400 Michigan - Maps - 1947 - Road maps<<<Detroit Region (Mich.) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps<<<Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 58 ms. index.
Added title: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) road map : Michigan.
Plate no. 7-463605V-2
Insets (19 x 17 cm. and smaller): Isle Royale -- Western peninsula : Michigan -- Around the lake -- Chicago-Michigan routes.
Maps on verso (27 x 48 cm. and 24 x 18 cm.): Standard Oil Company (Indiana) road map : United States -- Detroit and vicinity.
Panel art: Standard sign; car and gas pumps.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 58.44 (PrCt)

Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 56 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 58 ms. index.
Added title: Southern Michigan.
Plate no. 7-4136-7
Map on verso (43 x 78 cm.): Northern Michigan.
Inset (7 x 10 cm.): Isle Royale.
Panel art: Gulf sign above car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 58.54 (PrCt)

Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 56 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 58 ms. index.
Added title: Southern Michigan.
Plate no. 7-4136-8
Map on verso (43 x 78 cm.): Northern Michigan.
Inset (7 x 10 cm.): Isle Royale.
Panel art: Gulf sign above car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 58.55 (PrCt)

Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 56 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 58 ms. index.
Added title: Southern Michigan.
Plate no. 7-4136-9
Map on verso (43 x 78 cm.): Northern Michigan.
Inset (7 x 10 cm.): Isle Royale.
Panel art: Gulf sign above car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 58.57 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
47404 **Michigan - Maps - 1947 - Road maps**

**Michigan - Maps - 1947 - Pictorial maps**

**Pictorial maps - Michigan - Maps - 1947**

**Road maps**


Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

1 map : col. ; 43 x 56 cm.

Panel title.

Date from R McN AE 58 ms. index.

Added title: Southern Michigan.

Plate no. 7-4136-10

Map on verso (43 x 78 cm.): Northern Michigan.

Inset (7 x 10 cm.): Isle Royale.

Panel art: Gulf sign above car on road.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

R McN AE 58.58 (PrCt)

47405 **Michigan - Maps - 1947 - Road maps**

**Michigan / Cities Service.** Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1947].

Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Panel art: Cities Service gas station, various cartoon images, and slogan "Cities Service dealers help make every trip a treat."

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 5046 (PrCt)

47406 **Michigan - Maps - 1947 - Road maps**

**Travel Michigan with Conoco ...** Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1947].

Authors: Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Plate no. includes letter "U", indicating 1947 publication.

Panel art: family standing in front of car and statement "for long trips ask ... about Touraide."

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 5090 (PrCt)

47407 **Michigan - Maps - 1947 - Road maps**


Authors: Michigan. State Highway Dept. -- Chicago Historical Society

1 map : col. ; 32 x 31 inches

Panel title.

Panel art: Three cars on road curving around beach.

Text on verso.

Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.

CHS Coll., Map no. 277 (PrCt)

47408 **Michigan - Maps - 1947 - Road maps**

**Road map of Michigan : D-X.** Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1947].

Authors: Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Plate no. includes letter "U", indicating 1947 publication.

D-X was the trademark of Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation.

Panel art: D-X sign and and slogan "the sign of friendly service."

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 5127 (PrCt)

47409 **Michigan - Maps - 1947 - Road maps**


Authors: Pennzoil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Plate no. includes letter "U", indicating 1947 publication.

Pennzip was the trademark of the Pennzoil Company.

Panel art: stylized "Z" with slogan "fast starts, smooth power, long mileage."

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 5142 (PrCt)

47410 **Michigan - Maps - 1947 - Road maps**

**Michigan ... / compliments of Phillips Petroleum Company, Bartlesville, Oklahoma.** Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1947].

Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Plate no. includes letter "U", indicating 1947 publication.

Panel art: couple in a convertible driving towards a Phillips gas station, Phillips 66 logo, and slogan "for cleanliness and service there's a Phillips 66
station ahead.”
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
**Gousha Clients 5148 (PrCt)**

**Michigan - Maps - 1947 - Road maps**

*Shell map of Michigan. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1947]*.
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "U", indicating 1947 publication.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
**Gousha Clients 5186 (PrCt)**

**Michigan - Maps - 1947 - Road maps**

Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "U", indicating 1947 publication.
Panel art: gas station attendant talking to man in car.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
**Gousha Clients 5261 (PrCt)**

**Michigan - Maps - 1947 - Road maps**

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 45 x 43 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 58 ms. index.
Plate no. 7-463605V-1
Insets (19 x 17 cm. and smaller): Isle Royale -- Western peninsula : Michigan -- Around the lake -- Chicago-Michigan routes.
Map on verso (31 x 48 cm.): Rand McNally road map -- United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**R McN AE 58.40 (PrCt)**

**Michigan - Maps - 1948**

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Pocket maps -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
44 p. : 2 col. maps on 1 sheet (folded) ; 24 cm. "1948 edition."
Cover title: Rand McNally pocket maps : Michigan : complete indexed reference map
Uniform title: Pocket maps
Map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back to back, col. : 81 x 64 cm. and 66 x 48 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of Michigan. Plate nos. "PM 21" and "456". Includes key to railroads and inset map of the Detroit region (17 x 16 cm.). -- Michigan : Rand McNally road map. Plate no. 8-463605V-2. Includes insets of the western Upper Peninsula, Isle Royale, Lake Michigan, and the Chicago region (19 x 17 cm. and smaller).
Cover art: Cars on road alongside passenger train.
"50¢" -- printed on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
**R McN Pocket 4C 120 (PrCt)**

**Michigan - Maps - 1948 - Road maps**


Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair : Michigan.
Date from RMcN AE 58 ms. index.
Insets (19 x 17 cm. and smaller): Isle Royale -- Western peninsula : Michigan -- Around the lake -- Chicago-Michigan routes.
Plate no. 7-463605V-6
Verso includes pictorial views keyed to location.

---

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Michigan - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
- Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 65 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 58 ms. index.
Added title: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) road map: Michigan.
Plate no. 7-463605V-3
Insets (19 x 17 cm. and smaller): Isle Royale -- Western peninsula: Michigan -- Around the lake -- Chicago-Michigan routes.
Maps on verso (27 x 48 cm. and 24 x 18 cm.): Standard Oil Company (Indiana) road map: United States -- Detroit and vicinity.
Panel art: Standard sign; car and gas pumps.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 58.63 (PrCt)

Michigan - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
- Road maps
Detroit Region (Mich.) - Maps - 1948
- Road maps
Pictorial maps
Authors: Sunoco (Firm) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 68 x 56 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 58 ms. index.
Added title: Sunoco: Michigan.
Insets (4 x 6 cm. and 14 x 17 cm.): Isle Royale -- Western peninsula: Michigan.
Plate no. 8-463944-4
Maps on verso (38 x 37 cm. and smaller):
Metropolitan Detroit -- Routes around Lake Erie -- Grand Rapids -- Jackson -- Battle Creek -- Kalamazoo -- Flint -- Sunoco historical-Pictorial map of Michigan -- Lansing.
Panel art: Couple and car overlooking a town and winding road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 58.72 (PrCt)

Michigan - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
- Road maps
Detroit Region (Mich.) - Maps - 1948
- Road maps
Authors: Michigan. State Highway Dept. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 78 x 76 cm.
Panel title.
"Apr. 15, 1948" -- panel title.
Insets (8 x 13 cm. and smaller): Isle Royale -- Ann Arbor -- Battle Creek -- Bay City -- Benton Harbor, St. Joseph -- Detroit -- Flint -- Grand Rapids -- Jackson -- Kalamazoo -- Lansing -- Muskegon -- Niles -- Pontiac -- Port Huron -- Saginaw -- Toledo -- Michigan scheduled air lines.
Map on verso (31 x 38 cm.): Road map of Detroit metropolitan area.
Panel art: Car near park with picnic table.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 58.60 (PrCt)

Michigan - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
- Road maps
- Road maps
- Road maps
- Road maps
- Road maps
- Road maps
- Road maps
- Road maps
- Road maps
- Road maps
- Road maps
- Road maps
- Road maps
- Road maps
- Road maps
- Road maps
- Road maps
- Road maps
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 58 ms. index.
Plate no. 8-403675-4
Verso includes summary tables of fishing and hunting laws and illustrations of fish and animals.
Panel art: Indian sketching pictogram above road; two men fishing and hunting.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 58.67 (PrCt)

47423

Michigan - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Maps
Michigan - Maps - 1948 - Pictorial maps
Pictorial maps
Michigan - Maps - 1948
Fishing - Fishing - Michigan - Maps - 1948
Hunting - Fishing - Michigan - Maps - 1948
Animals - Animals - Michigan - Maps - 1948
Road maps - Pictorial maps
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 58 ms. index.
Plate no. 8-403675-4
Verso includes summary tables of fishing and hunting laws and illustrations of fish and animals.
Panel art: Indian sketching pictogram above road; two men fishing and hunting.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 58.68 (PrCt)

47422

Michigan - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Pictorial maps
Pictorial maps
Michigan - Maps - 1948
Fishing - Fishing - Michigan - Maps - 1948
Hunting - Fishing - Michigan - Maps - 1948
Animals - Animals - Michigan - Maps - 1948
Road maps - Pictorial maps
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 58 ms. index.
Plate no. 8-403675-4
Verso includes summary tables of fishing and hunting laws and illustrations of fish and animals.
Panel art: Indian sketching pictogram above road; two men fishing and hunting.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 58.69 (PrCt)
Panel art: Cities Service gas station, various cartoon images, and slogan "Cities Service dealers help make every trip a treat."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5324 (PrCt)

Michigan - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Travel Michigan with Conoco ...
Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948]?
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
Panel art: family standing in front of car and statement "for long trips ask ... about Touraiide."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5364 (PrCt)

Michigan - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Road map of Michigan / D-X the sign of friendly service. Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948]?
Authors: Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
D-X was the trademark of Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation.
Panel art: D-X sign.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5392 (PrCt)

Michigan - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Michigan ... / compliments of Phillips Petroleum Company, Bartlesville, Oklahoma. Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948]?
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
Panel art: couple in a convertible driving towards a Phillips gas station, Phillips 66 logo, and slogan "for cleanliness and service there's a Phillips 66 station ahead."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5420 (PrCt)

Michigan - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Shell map of Michigan. Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948]?
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5460 (PrCt)

Michigan - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Ohio) -- Sohio Petroleum Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 43 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 58 ms. index.
Added title: The Standard Oil Company (an Ohio Corporation) road map of Michigan.
Plate no. 8-463605-3.
Insets (19 x 17 cm. and smaller): Isle Royale -- Western peninsula : Michigan -- Around the lake -- Chicago-Michigan routes.
Map on verso (31 x 48 cm.): Rand McNally road map : United States.
Plate no. 8-464089-3.
"Edition F" on panel.
Panel art: Sohio sign above cars on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 58.65 (PrCt)

Michigan - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Road map : Michigan / compliments of Tide Water Associated Oil Company, New York, San Francisco, Tulsa. Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948]?
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
Panel art: gas station attendant talking to man in car, Tydol Flying "A" gasoline sign, Veedol motor oil logo, and slogan "at this sign ... everything that's good for your car."

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5420 (PrCt)
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5547 (PrCt)

47431  Michigan - Maps - 1948 - Road maps - Railroads - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 42 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 58 ms. index.
Plate no. 8-463605V-2
Insets (19 x 17 cm. and smaller): Isle Royale -- Western peninsula : Michigan -- Around the lake -- Chicago-Michigan routes.
Map on verso (31 x 48 cm.): Rand McNally road map : United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 58.61 (PrCt)

47432  Michigan - Maps - 1948 - Road maps - Railroads - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 42 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 58 ms. index.
Plate no. 8-463605V-2
Insets (19 x 17 cm. and smaller): Isle Royale -- Western peninsula : Michigan -- Around the lake -- Chicago-Michigan routes.
Map on verso (31 x 48 cm.): Rand McNally road map : United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 58.61 (PrCt)

Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 58 ms. index.
Added title: Fishing and hunting guide : zone 7 : northern peninsula.
Plate no. 8-403675-3
Insets (11 x 15 cm. and 22 x 34 cm.): Isle Royale, Keewa Co. -- Northern peninsula : eastern section.
Verso includes summary tables of fishing and hunting laws and illustrations of fish and animals.
Panel art: Indian sketching pictogram above road; two men fishing and hunting.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 58.70 (PrCt)

Authors: Sun Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 55 cm. on sheet 82 x 59 cm.
Added title: Sunoco : Michigan (Plate no. 9-463944-6). Includes inset of the western Upper Peninsula.
On verso: Routes around Lake Erie (Plate no. 9-4668-5) -- Sunoco historical-pictorial map of Michigan (Plate no. 4075) -- Metropolitan Detroit (Plate no. 9-463883-5). Includes 6 city maps.
Panel art: Couple with red car looking at valley.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 58.63 (PrCt)

47435  Michigan - Maps - 1949 - Road maps - Detroit Region (Mich.) - Maps - 1949 - Road maps
Authors: Michigan. State Highway Dept. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 78 x 75 cm. on sheet 82 x 79 cm.
April 1, 1949.
Panel art: Large Michigan road sign over satellite view of state.
Includes 16 city maps.
On verso: Road map of Detroit metropolitan area.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 56.7 (PrCt)

Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

(Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1949].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Plate no. 9-463605V-4.
Includes insets of Lake Michigan and the western Upper Peninsula.
On verso: Rand McNally road map : United States (plate no. 9-464089-4).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 56.9 (PrCt)

47440  Michigan - Maps - 1949 - Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm. on sheet 69 x 51 cm.
Added title: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) road map : Michigan (Plate no. 9-463605V-4).
Includes insets of Lake Michigan and the western Upper Peninsula.
On verso: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) road map : United States (Plate no. 9-464089V-3), and map of the Detroit region.
Panel art: Attendants servicing car under large signs.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 56.4 (PrCt)

47441  Michigan - Maps - 1949 - Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 43 cm., folded to 26 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Road map : Michigan.
Plate no. 9-463605V-4.
Insets (14 x 18 cm. and smaller): Western Peninsula : Michigan -- Isle Royale -- Around the Lake -- Chicago-Michigan routes.
Maps on verso (28 x 44 cm. and 24 x 18): Road map : United States -- Detroit and vicinity.
Panel art: Standard flaming torch sign, car at gas station pump, and slogan "standard service."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3163 (PrCt)


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

Authors: Marathon Oil Company & Co., [1950].

Michigan ... Marathon ... 1950<<>>Road maps<<>>Pictorial maps

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

44 p. : 2 col. maps on 1 sheet (folded) ; 24 cm.

"1950 edition."

Cover title: Rand McNally pocket maps:

Michigan : complete indexed reference map ... [and] highway map

Uniform title: Pocket maps

Map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back to back, col. : 80 x 64 cm. and 66 x 47 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of Michigan. Plate nos. "PM 21" and "90128" [?]. Includes key to railroads and inset map of the Detroit region (17 x 16 cm.). -- Michigan : Rand McNally road map. Plate no. 0-463605V-7. Includes insets of the western Upper Peninsula, Isle Royale, Lake Michigan, and the Chicago region (19 x 17 cm. and smaller).

Cover art: Car on road alongside passenger train. "75¢" -- printed on front cover.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).

RMcN Pocket 4C 121 (PrCt)


Authors: Sun Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 68 x 55 cm. on sheet 82 x 59 cm.

Added title: Sunoco : Michigan (Plate no. 0-463944-8).

Includes continuation inset of the western Upper Peninsula.

On verso: Metropolitan Detroit (Plate no. 0-463883-7) -- Roads around Lake Erie (Plate no. 0-4668-6) -- Sunoco historical-pictorial map of Michigan (Plate no. 0-4075-1).

Includes 6 city maps.

Panel art: Couple with blue car looking at valley.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 56.14 (PrCt)


Authors: Michigan. State Highway Dept. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 78 x 75 cm. on sheet 82 x 79 cm.

July 1, 1950."

Includes 16 city maps and insets of Isle Royale and Michigan airline routes.

On verso: Road map of Detroit metropolitan area. Includes indexes of state parks and recreation areas, and pictorial views.

Panel art: View of scenic rest stop and river.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 56.13 (PrCt)


1 map : col. ; 43 x 43 cm. on sheet 68 x 45 cm.

Probably a printing proof; recto blank.

On verso: Pictorial map of Michigan.

Date from AE Index.

Includes 5 city maps and map of Isle Royale.

Panel art: Marathon sign.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 56.1X (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

McNally & Company, [1950].
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 56 cm. on sheet 46 x 92 cm.
Added title: Southern Michigan (Plate no. 0-4136-20).
Includes a fish chart, cartoon vignettes, and separate indexes of lakes and streams.
On verso: Northern Michigan (Plate no. 0-4135-20), and an inset of Isle Royale National Park.
Panel art: Gulf sign above car on road.
On opposite panel: Form S.P.1825-J.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 56.15 (PrCt)


Michigan road atlas : fishing and hunting .
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Gil Schaefer Distributor, Inc. (Grand Rapids, Mich.)
-- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (20, [1] p., col. maps) ; 51 cm.
Cover title.
Imprint on verso of paperback cover.
Hand-stamped copyright copy on p. 1.
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas M5 1950 (PrCt)


Michigan ... Marathon ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [1950].
Authors: Marathon Oil Company -- Ohio Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 42 cm. on sheet 68 x 45 cm.
Panel art: Marathon sign.
Added title: The Ohio Oil Co. road map: Michigan (plate no. 0-463605V-9). Includes insets of Lake Michigan and the western Upper Peninsula. On verso: Pictorial map of Michigan, inset of Isle Royale National Park, and 5 city maps.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 56.10 (PrCt)

47450 Michigan - Maps - 1950 - Road maps<>Road maps

Authors: Michigan. State Highway Dept. -- Chicago Historical Society
1 map : col. ; 32 x 31 inches with text on verso.
Panel title.
Panel art: Two cars in front of building labelled "Tourist Information."
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.
CHS Coll., Map no. 279 (PrCt)

47451 Michigan - Maps - 1950 - Road maps<>Road maps

Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Panel art: Sinclair sign over road.
Panel no. 50-A.
Added title: Sinclair : Michigan (plate no. 0-463605V-9).
Includes insets of Lake Michigan and the western Upper Peninsula.
Verso includes pictorial views keyed to location map and 5 city maps.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 56.11 (PrCt)

47452 Michigan - Maps - 1950 - Road maps<>Road maps

Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 42 cm., folded to 26 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Road map : Michigan.
Plate no. 0-463605V-5.
Insets (14 x 18 cm. and smaller): Western Peninsula : Michigan -- Isle Royale -- Around the Lake -- Chicago-Michigan routes.
Maps on verso (28 x 44 cm. and 24 x 18): Road map : United States -- Detroit and vicinity.
Panel art: Standard flaming torch sign and car at gas station pump.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3167 (PrCt)


Authors: Sun Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 55 cm. on sheet 82 x 59 cm.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
47454 Michigan - Maps - 1951 - Road maps <<>> Detroit Region (Mich.) - Maps - 1951 - Road maps <<>> Road maps
Authors: Michigan. State Highway Dept. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 77 x 75 cm. on sheet 82 x 79 cm. April 15, 1951.
Includes 16 city maps.
On verso: Road map of Detroit metropolitan area.
Panel art: View of bridge over river.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 56.20 (PrCt)

Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 56 cm. on sheet 46 x 92 cm. Added title: Southern Michigan (Plate no. 1-4136-21).
Includes a fish chart, cartoon vignettes, and separate indexes of lakes and streams.
On verso: Northern Michigan (Plate no. 1-4135-21), and an inset of Isle Royale National Park.
Panel art: Gulf sign above car on road.
On opposite panel: Form S.P.1825-J.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 56.16 (PrCt)

Michigan ... Marathon ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [1951].
Authors: Marathon Oil Company -- Ohio Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 42 cm. on sheet 67 x 45 cm. Added title: The Ohio Oil Co. road map: Michigan (Plate no. 1-463605V-10). Includes insets of Lake Michigan and the western Upper Peninsula.
On verso: Pictorial map of Michigan, and 5 city maps.
Panel art: Marathon sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 56.21 (PrCt)

47457 Michigan - Maps - 1951 - Road maps <<>> Northeastern States - Maps - 1951 - Road maps <<>> Road maps
Authors: Hi-Speed Service Stations -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm. Added title: Michigan : Hi-Speed road map (Plate no. 1-463605V-10).
Includes insets of the western Upper Peninsula and Lake Michigan.
On verso: Hi-Speed : northeastern United States (Plate no. 1-473785V(1)-4), inset of Lake Superior, and 5 city maps.
Panel art: Hi-Speed station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 56.25 (PrCt)

47458 Michigan - Maps - 1951 - Road maps <<>> Northeastern States - Maps - 1951 - Road maps <<>> Road maps
Michigan and Great Lakes states : ... Pure ... trip map. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1951].
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm. Added title: Michigan ... Pure ... (Plate no. 1-463605V-10).
Includes insets of the western Upper Peninsula and Lake Michigan.
On verso: [Northeastern U.S.] (Plate no. 1-473785V(4)-4), inset of Lake Superior, and 4 city maps.
Panel art: Pure sign.
Panel no. 51-A.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 56.23 (PrCt)
Limited -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm. on sheet 74 x 46 cm.
Added title: Michigan : Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc. (Plate nos. 1-463605V-10 and 1M20).
Includes insets of Lake Michigan and the western Upper Peninsula.
On verso: [Northeastern U.S.] (Plate no. 1-473785V(1)-4, inset of Lake Superior, and 5 city maps.
Panel art: Mobilgas sign.
Panel patent no. 2179172.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 56.22 (PrCt)

47460 Michigan - Maps - 1951 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Plate no. 1-463605V-10.
Includes insets of the western Upper Peninsula and Lake Michigan.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 56.24 (PrCt)

47461 Michigan - Maps - 1951 - Road maps
Road map : Michigan ... Sinclair. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1951].
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 42 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Added panel title: Michigan.
Added title: Sinclair : Michigan (Plate no. 1-463605V-10).
Includes insets of Lake Michigan and the western Upper Peninsula.
Verso includes pictorial views keyed to location map and 5 city maps.
Panel art: Attendant pumping gas.
Panel no. 51-A.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 56.17 (PrCt)

Cities Service : Michigan ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1952?].
Authors: Cities Service Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Akerman, James R.
1 map : both sides, col. ; 87 x 65 cm. fold. to 23 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Cities Service highway map of Michigan.
Plate no. 9-Z-29-J
Inset maps (9 x 12 cm. or smaller): Isle Royale National Park -- Map key and mileage chart [on each side of sheet].
Panel art: Scenes from Michigan divided by roads.
Displayed in the Newberry Library exhibition
See unpublished typescript of exhibition captions compiled by James Akerman [Vert 1713, no. 2, part 1, p. 75]
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).
Road map4C G4111 .P2 1952 .C5 (PrCt)

40 p. : 2 col. maps on 1 sheet (folded) ; 24 cm. "1952 edition."
Cover title: Rand McNally Michigan pocket map : reference map ... [and] detailed highway map
Uniform title: Pocket maps
Folded map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back to back, col. ; 80 x 63 cm. and 66 x 47 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of Michigan. Plate no. 543210. Includes key to railroads and inset map of the Detroit region (17 x 16 cm.) -- Michigan : Rand McNally road map. Plate no. 2-463605V-11. Includes insets of the western Upper Peninsula, Isle Royale, Lake Michigan, and the Chicago region (19 x 17 cm. and smaller).
"2 maps in one, $1" -- front cover.
Cover art: Schematic road sign labeled "reference map .... ."
Handstamp on title page: Register of Copyrights, Library of Congress ... certificate no. 222327.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Pocket 4C 122 (PrCt)

Rand McNally Michigan pocket map. San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally...
Michigan - Maps - 1952 - Road maps

McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company
Rand McNally & Company, [1952].
RMcN AE 56.35 (PrCt)

1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Plate no. 2-463605V-11.
Includes insets of the western Upper Peninsula and Lake Michigan.
On verso: Hi-Speed : northeastern United States (Plate no. 2-473785V(1)-6), inset of Lake Superior, and 5 city maps.
Panel art: Hi-Speed station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 56.32 (PrCt)

47473 Michigan - Maps - 1952 - Road maps

Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm. on sheet 68 x 51cm.
Added title: Sinclair: Michigan (Plate no. 2-463605V-11).
Includes insets of the western Upper Peninsula and Lake Michigan.
On verso: Sinclair: United States (Plate no. 525118), inset of Lake Erie, and 6 city maps.
Panel art: Sinclair sign over station and car.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 56.26 (PrCt)

47474 Michigan - Maps - 1953 - Road maps

Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 56 cm. on sheet 46 x 92 cm.
Added title: Southern Michigan (Plate no. 3-514136-5).
Includes a fish chart, cartoon vignettes, a key map and separate indexes of lakes and streams.
On verso: Northern Michigan (Plate no. 3-514135-5), inset of Isle Royale National Park and a key map.
Panel art: View of Detroit street and office buildings.
On opposite panel: Form S.P.1825-J.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 56.3X (PrCt)

47475 Michigan - Maps - 1954 - Road maps

RMcN AE 56.3 (PrCt)

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 78 x 75 cm. on sheet 82 x 79 cm.
April 1, 1954."
Includes 16 city maps and insets of Isle Royale
and Michigan airline routes. Shows ferry routes
and schedules.
On verso: Rand McNally map of United States
featuring transcontinental mileage and driving
time (Plate no. 545111) -- Road map of Detroit
metropolitan area.
Includes indexes of state parks and recreation
areas.
Panel art: Picnickers at roadside park.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 56.5X (PrCt)

47476 Michigan - Maps - 1954 - Road
maps<<><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><<
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Maps/Feature</th>
<th>Authors/Company</th>
<th>Location/Map Details</th>
<th>Additional Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Ohio Oil Company -- Marathon Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 64 cm., folded to 23 x 12 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: The Ohio Oil Co. road map : Michigan.
Plate no. 5-463605-16.
Insets (19 x 17 cm. and smaller): Western peninsula, Michigan -- Isle Royale -- Around the lake -- Chicago-Michigan routes.
Maps on verso (42 x 42 cm. and smaller): Pictorial map of Michigan -- Ann Arbor -- Flint -- Grand Rapids -- Kalamazoo -- Detroit.
Panel art: At Marathon station with Marathon sign and runner logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4258 (PrCt)

47490 Michigan - Maps - 1955 - Road maps<<<Northeastern States - Maps - 1955 - Road maps<<<Road maps
Miracle fold road map : Michigan and adjoining states ... Mobilgas ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1955].
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Socony Mobil Oil Company -- Foldex Limited -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm. on sheet 74 x 46 cm.
Added title: Michigan : Socony Mobil Oil Co., Inc. (Plate nos. 5-463605V-16(A) and 5M16).
Includes insets of the western Upper Peninsula and Lake Michigan.
On verso: [Northeastern U.S.] (Plate no. 5-473785V(1)-9), inset of Lake Superior, and 4 city maps.
Panel art: Pure sign over cityscape and farm. Opposite panel no. 55-B.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 67.19X (PrCt)

47487 Michigan - Maps - 1955 - Road maps<<<Northeastern States - Maps - 1955 - Road maps<<<Road maps
Pure Oil dealers welcome you to Michigan ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1955].
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm. on sheet 74 x 46 cm.
Added title: Michigan ... Pure (Plate no. 5-463605-16).
Includes insets of the western Upper Peninsula and Lake Michigan.
On verso: [Northeastern U.S.] (Plate no. 5-473785V(1)-9), inset of Lake Superior, and 4 city maps.
Panel art: Pure sign over cityscape and farm. Opposite panel no. 55-B.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 56.25X (PrCt)

47488 Michigan - Maps - 1955 - Road maps<<<Northeastern States - Maps - 1955 - Road maps<<<Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm. on sheet 92 x 68 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 67 ms. index.
Plate no. 5-463605V-17.
Insets (19 x 17 cm. and smaller): Isle Royale -- Western peninsula Michigan -- Around the lake -- Chicago-Michigan routes.
Map on verso (43 x 62 cm.): Rand McNally road map : northeastern United States. Plate no. 5-513785V-6
Apparently a printer's proof.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 67.18X (PrCt)

Michigan ... Marathon gasoline : the Ohio Oil Company ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [1956].
Authors: Marathon Oil Company -- Ohio Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 42 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: The Ohio Oil Co. road map:
Michigan.

Date from RMcN AE 194 ms. index.

Plate no. 6-463605V-18.


Panel art: Marathon sign over gas station. Previously bound with a collection of pictorial maps in binders labeled “Points of Interest.”

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 194.6X (PrCt)

47492  Michigan - Maps - 1956 - Road maps


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 43 x 51 cm. on sheet 46 x 74 cm.

Plate no. 5609.

Includes insets of Lake Michigan, the Chicago region, and 4 city maps.

On verso: [Northern Michigan] (Plate no. 5608), and inset of Isle Royale National Park.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 56.33X (PrCt)

47493  Michigan - Maps - 1956 - Road maps


Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 43 x 51 cm. on sheet 46 x 74 cm.

Added title: Sinclair : Michigan (Plate no. 5609).

Includes insets of Lake Michigan, the Chicago region, and 4 city maps.

On verso: [Northern Michigan] (Plate no. 5608), and inset of Isle Royale National Park.

Panel art: Picturesque scenes over motorists. Opposite panel no. 56A.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 56.30X (PrCt)

47494  Michigan - Maps - 1956 - Road maps


Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 43 x 51 cm. on sheet 46 x 74 cm.

Added title: Sinclair : Michigan (Plate no. 6-5609-1).

Includes insets of Lake Michigan, the Chicago region, and 4 city maps.

On verso: [Northern Michigan] (Plate no. 6-5608-1), and inset of Isle Royale National Park.

Panel art: Picturesque scenes over motorists.

Opposite panel no. 56B.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 56.34X (PrCt)

47495  Michigan - Maps - 1956 - Road maps

Minnesota fold road map : Michigan ... Mobilgas ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1956].

Authors: Socony Mobil Oil Company -- Foldex Limited -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 43 x 51 cm. on sheet 46 x 74 cm.

Added title: Michigan : Mobil Oil Co., Inc. (plate nos. 5609 and 6M16).

Includes insets of Lake Michigan, the Chicago region, and 4 city maps.

On verso: [Northern Michigan] (Plate no. 5608), and inset of Isle Royale National Park.

Panel art: Mobilgas sign.

Panel patent no. 2179172.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 56.31X (PrCt)

47496  Michigan - Maps - 1956 - Road maps


Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 43 x 51 cm. on sheet 46 x 74 cm.

Added title: SOCO : Michigan : Standard Oil Company (Indiana) (Plate nos. 5609 and A D 6198).

Includes insets of Lake Michigan, the Chicago region, and 4 city maps.

On verso: [Northern Michigan] (Plate no. 5608), and inset of Isle Royale National Park.

Panel art: Attendant handing out road map.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 56.28X (PrCt)

47497  Michigan - Maps - 1956 - Road maps


Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 43 x 51 cm. on sheet 46 x 74 cm.

Added title: SOCO : Michigan : Standard Oil Company (Indiana) (Plate nos. 5609 and A D 6198).

Includes insets of Lake Michigan, the Chicago region, and 4 city maps.

On verso: [Northern Michigan] (Plate no. 5608), and inset of Isle Royale National Park.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

RMcN AE 56.29X (PrCt)

Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 8 3/4 x 7 inches
Panel title.
Plate nos. 6-5608-2 and 7-5609-3.
Insets (15 x 14 cm. and smaller): Detroit -- Lansing -- Grand Rapids -- Flint -- Michigan to Chicago routes -- Around the Lake -- [Index map] -- Isle Royale National Park.
Panel art: Standard flaming torch logo and illustration of gas station attendant handing map to unseen driver in car.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3178 (PrCt)

Authors: Leonard Refineries, Inc. -- Chicago Historical Society
1 map : col. ; 18 x 16 inches
Panel title.
Text on verso.

CHS Coll., Map no. 284 (PrCt)

Authors: Ann Arbor Railroad Carferry -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 brochure : map ; folded to 18 x 20 cm.
Panel title.
"Season, 1960."
Added title: Short highway route between lower Michigan and Wisconsin. Includes time table and ferry rates.
Panel art: B&W photo of ferry boat.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 21 (PrCt)

Authors: Gil Schaefer Distributor, Inc. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (iv, 21 p.) : ill., col. maps ; 51 cm. 5th ed.
Cover title.
Maps copyright Rand McNally & Co. Hunting and fishing areas shown pictorially. Includes indexes. Publisher's illustrated paper covers. Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1411.P2 R36 1961 (NLO)

1 atlas (i-iv, 21 p.) : col maps ; 50 cm.
"Fifth edition" and "price $1.35" -- front cover.
Cover title.
Includes Rand McNally maps, some noting "route number changes to take effect Jan. 1962."
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .M5 (PrCt)

Michigan - Maps - 1962
Imperfect; lacking 2 maps on 1 folded sheet issued inside back cover.
Cover title: Rand McNally Michigan pocket reference map [and] detailed highway map
Uniform title: Pocket maps
"2 maps" -- front cover.
Laid in: Typewritten letter dated January 20, 1970 from Rand McNally customer service representative Mrs. Minnie Heuberger to Mrs. Veda Wetmore of Doubleday Bros. and Co. in Kalamazoo, Mich.; refers to 9 place names omitted in error from index page 22, all beginning with letter "G."
Cover art: stylized and labeled map symbols (e.g. "elevations", "points of interest", "air facilities", etc.)
"$1.50" -- printed on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Jan. 2010).
RMcN Pocket 4C 124 (PrCt)

Michigan - Maps - 1962
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Pocket maps -- Heuberger, Minnie, Mrs. -- Doubleday Bros. and Co. (Kalamazoo, Mich.) -- Wetmore, Veda, Mrs. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) 43 p. : 3 col. maps on 1 sheet (folded) ; 24 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally Michigan pocket reference map ... [and] detailed highway map
Uniform title: Pocket maps
Folded map contents (3 maps on 1 sheet : back to back, col. ; 79 x 63 cm. and smaller., folded to 23 x 10 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of Michigan. Plate no. CA 21.
Includes key to railroads. -- Michigan : Rand McNally road map. Plate no. 6-585609-24.
Includes insets of Michigan-Chicago routes and Lake Michigan -- [Upper Peninsula of Michigan].
Includes insets of Detroit, Flint, Grand Rapids, Lansing and Saginaw.
Cover art: stylized and labeled map symbols (e.g. "elevations", "points of interest", "air facilities", etc.)
"$1.95" -- adhesive label on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Jan. 2010).
RMcN Pocket 4C 123.5 (PrCt)

"June 1, 1962" -- Title panel.
"Copyrighted by the Michigan State Highway Department. Lithographed ... by Rand McNally & Co."
Includes union label for Amalgamated Lithographers of America.
Inset (8 x 13 cm.): Isle Royale : Keweenaw county.
Maps on verso (38 x 44 cm. or smaller): Detroit to Muskegon freeway -- Detroit to Chicago freeway -- Ohio to Sault Ste. Marie freeway -- Battle Creek -- Bay City -- Benton Harbor, St. Joseph -- Flint -- Grand Rapids -- Jackson -- Kalamazoo -- Lansing -- Midland -- Muskegon -- Port Huron -- Saginaw -- Road map of Detroit metropolitan area.
Panel art: Cartoon family in car above state of Michigan with Leonard logo and slogan "The gasoline that's going places in Michigan."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4188 (PrCt)
maps>> Interstate 96 - Maps - 1963 - Road maps>> Interstate 94 - Maps - 1963 - Road maps>> Road maps

1 map : col. ; 78 x 75 cm., folded to 20 x 10 cm. Panel title.
"Copyrighted by the Michigan State Highway Department. Lithographed in the U.S.A. by the Gugler Lithographic Co., Milwaukee, Wis." Includes union label for Amalgamated Lithographers of America.
Inset (8 x 13 cm.): Isle Royale, Keweenaw County.
Panel art: "Detroit skyline photo [with fireworks] courtesy of Michigan Consolidated Gas Co."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4717 (PrCt)


Authors: Mobil Oil Company -- Socony Mobil Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 62 x 42 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm. Panel title.
"Mobil Oil Company, a division of Socony Mobil Oil Company ... New York ..." -- Back panel.
Plate nos. "3-585609-17" and "3-66-010". Insets (10 x 6 cm. and 6 x 9 cm.): Around the lake -- Michigan to Chicago routes. Maps on verso (18 x 17 cm. and smaller): [Upper Peninsula of Michigan] -- Detroit -- Isle Royale National Park -- Flint -- Grand Rapids -- Lansing -- Saginaw.
Panel art: Mobil logo above gas station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4089 (PrCt)

47509 Michigan - Maps - 1964>> Counties - Maps
Authors: Senninger, Earl J. -- Flint Geographical Press -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 65 maps (chiefly col.) ; 28 cm. 2d ed.
Scale 1:3,200,000.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 67) and index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1410 .S4 1964 (NLO)


1 map : both sides, col ; 104 x 70 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm. Panel title.
Plate no. 4-585608-19.
Insets (18 x 17 cm. and smaller): Detroit -- Flint -- Grand Rapids -- Lansing -- Saginaw -- Isle Royale National Park -- Michigan to Chicago routes -- Around the Lake -- [Index map].
Panel art: Standard flaming torch sign and slogan "as you travel, ask us"; watercolor-style illustration of American landmarks.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3204 (PrCt)
Panel art: line drawing of Mackinac Bridge.
Includes blank panel section beneath printed phrase "compliments of."
Forms part of a collection of stock editions of Rand McNally road maps, some apparently issued as sales samples and / or printer's proofs for prospective commercial clients.
Uniform series title (established by cataloger):
Stock road maps
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (April 2010).
RMcN Stock 117 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 61 x 42 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. 4-585609-19.
Insets (5 x 8 cm. and 9 x 6 cm.): Michigan to Chicago routes -- Around the lake.
Panel art: Black and white illustration of bridge.
Title panel includes blank section headed "compliments of" designed for handset.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4759 (PrCt)

47513 Michigan - Maps - 1964 - Road maps<>Road maps
Michigan / American Automobile Association.
Authors: American Automobile Association -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 78 x 61 cm., folded to 22 x 9 cm.
"Issued annually in the spring - 1964-65 edition."
Dated "64-5" on title panel.
Panel title.
"This map is published for the exclusive use of AAA members."
Plate no. 5131A.
Insets (15 x 31 cm. or smaller): Michigan mileage chart -- [Michigan interstate highway system map] -- [Chicago to Michigan City] -- [Toledo to Cleveland].
Maps on verso (35 x 70 cm. and smaller):
Northern peninsula of Michigan -- Isle Royale National Park -- Detroit area.
Panel art: Color illustrations of leisure activities.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4843 (PrCt)
Department of State Highways; data obtained from Highway Planning Survey conducted in cooperation with the U.S. Department of Transportation, Federal Highway Administration. [Lansing] : Michigan State Highway Commission, [1971?].
Authors: Michigan. Dept. of State Highways -- United States. Federal Highway Administration -- Logility Transportation (Des Plaines, Ill.) -- Centre Mark Co. (Elmhurst, Ill.)
1 atlas : 83 maps ; 33 x 42 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:127,000].
Spiral binding.
Title of each map: General highway map ...
County, Michigan.
Each map includes location diagram
Includes M5 annotations by Logility, correcting longitude and latitude ticks, etc.
Maps undated, but Logility (or Centre Mark) annotations dated July and August 1971.
map6C G4111 .P2 1971 .M5 (PrCt)

Michigan - Maps - 1973 - Road maps--Detroit Region (Mich.) - Maps - 1973 - Road maps--Road maps
Authors: Michigan. State Highway Commission -- Michigan Lithographing Co. (Grand Rapids, Mich.) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 73 x 70 cm., folded to 19 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: How to read your official highway map : Michigan.
"Lithographed ... by the Michigan Lithographing Co., Grand Rapids, Michigan."
Inset (7 x 12 cm.): Isle Royale, Keweenaw County.
Maps on verso (43 x 55 cm. and smaller): How to read your map of Detroit and vicinity -- Port Huron -- Grand Rapids -- Battle Creek -- Lansing -- Midland -- Bay City -- Saginaw -- Muskegon -- Flint -- Benton Harbor, St. Joseph -- Jackson -- Kalamazoo.
Panel art: Color photo of roadway next to city buildings.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4352 (PrCt)

General highway map : ... County, Michigan / Michigan State Highway Commission,
Michigan - Maps - 1974 - Road maps

"Lithographed in the U.S.A. by the Michigan Lithographing Co., Grand Rapids, Michigan."
Includes union label for Graphic Arts International Union (GAU).

Inset (7 x 12 cm.): Isle Royale, Keweenaw County.
Maps on verso (43 x 55 cm. and smaller): How to read your map of Detroit and vicinity -- Port Huron -- Grand Rapids -- Battle Creek -- Lansing -- Midland -- Bay City -- Saginaw -- Muskegon -- Flint -- Benton Harbor, St. Joseph -- Holland -- Jackson -- Kalamazoo.
Panel art: Color photo of car driving through rural area.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4720 (PrCt)

47524

Michigan - Maps - 1974 - Road maps

"Lithographed in the U.S.A. by the Michigan Lithographing Co., Grand Rapids, Michigan."
Includes union label for Graphic Arts International Union (GAU).

Inset (7 x 12 cm.): Isle Royale, Keweenaw County.
Maps on verso (43 x 55 cm. and smaller): How to read your map of Detroit and vicinity -- Port Huron -- Grand Rapids -- Battle Creek -- Lansing -- Midland -- Bay City -- Saginaw -- Muskegon -- Flint -- Benton Harbor, St. Joseph -- Holland -- Jackson -- Kalamazoo.
Panel art: Color photo of car driving through rural area.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4930 (PrCt)

47525

Michigan - Maps - 1975 - Road maps

"Lithographed in the U.S.A. by the Michigan Lithographing Co., Grand Rapids, Michigan."
Includes union label for Graphic Arts International Union (GAU).

Inset (7 x 12 cm.): Isle Royale, Keweenaw County.
Maps on verso (43 x 55 cm. and smaller): How to read your map of Detroit and vicinity -- Port Huron -- Grand Rapids -- Battle Creek -- Lansing -- Midland -- Bay City -- Saginaw -- Muskegon -- Flint -- Benton Harbor, St. Joseph -- Holland -- Jackson -- Kalamazoo.
Panel art: Color photo of car driving through rural area.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4930 (PrCt)

47526

Michigan - Maps - 1975 - Road maps

"Lithographed in the U.S.A. by the Michigan Lithographing Co., Grand Rapids, Michigan."
Includes union label for Graphic Arts International Union (GAU).

Inset (7 x 12 cm.): Isle Royale, Keweenaw County.
Maps on verso (43 x 55 cm. and smaller): How to read your map of Detroit and vicinity -- Port Huron -- Grand Rapids -- Battle Creek -- Lansing -- Midland -- Bay City -- Saginaw -- Muskegon -- Flint -- Benton Harbor, St. Joseph -- Holland -- Jackson -- Kalamazoo.
Panel art: Color photo of car driving through rural area.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4930 (PrCt)
Michigan - Maps - 1975 - Road maps

Title: Great Lake state 1975 official transportation map...

Authors: Michigan. State Highway Commission -- Michigan Lithographing Co. (Grand Rapids, Mich.) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 73 x 70 cm., folded to 19 x 10 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: How to read your official transportation map : Michigan.

"Lithographed ... by the Michigan Lithographing Co., Grand Rapids, Michigan."

Inset (7 x 12 cm.): Isle Royale.


Panel art: Color photo of interstate highway system.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 4353 (PrCt)

Michigan - Maps - 1976 - Road maps

Title: Great Lake state 1976 official transportation map...


1 map : col. ; 73 x 70 cm., folded to 19 x 10 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: How to read your official transportation map : Michigan.

"Lithographed in the U.S.A. by the Michigan Lithographing Co., Grand Rapids, Michigan."

Inlet (7 x 12 cm.): Isle Royale.


Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 4760 (PrCt)

Michigan - Maps - 1976 - Road maps

Title: Great Lake state 1976 official transportation map...

Authors: Michigan. State Highway Commission -- Michigan Lithographing Co. (Grand Rapids, Mich.) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 73 x 70 cm., folded to 19 x 10 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: How to read your official transportation map : Michigan.

"Lithographed in the U.S.A. by the Michigan Lithographing Co., Grand Rapids, Michigan."

Inlet (7 x 12 cm.): Isle Royale.


Panel art: Color photo of Interstate highways.

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 4354 (PrCt)

Michigan - Maps - 1976 - Road maps

Title: Great Lake state 1976 official transportation map...


1 map : col. ; 73 x 70 cm., folded to 19 x 10 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: How to read your official transportation map : Michigan.

"Lithographed in the U.S.A. by the Michigan Lithographing Co., Grand Rapids, Michigan."

Inset (7 x 12 cm.): Isle Royale.


Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 4721 (PrCt)

Michigan - Maps - 1976 - Road maps

Title: Great Lake state 1976 official transportation map...


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 61 x 44 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"1976 Edition"
Panel title.
Added title: Michigan
Plate no.766742-11.
Insets (24 x 44 cm. and smaller): Upper Michigan
-- Isle Royale Natl. Park -- Around Lake Michigan
-- The Great Lakes
Maps on verso (27 x 36 cm. and smaller): Grand
Rapids -- Flint -- Saginaw -- Jackson --
Kalamazoo -- Lansing -- Metropolitan Detroit.
Panel art: Road signs.
Forms part of a collection of stock editions of
Rand McNally road maps, some apparently
issued as sales samples and / or printer's proofs
for prospective commercial clients.
Uniform series title (established by cataloger):
Stock road maps
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (April 2010).
RMcN Stock 116 (PrCt)

47531 Michigan - Maps - 1977<>Michigan -
Historical geography - Maps -
1977<>Counties - Maps<>Historical
atlases
University Press ; [Grand Rapids] : distributed by
Authors: Sommers, Lawrence M. -- McKay,
Robert W. -- Brunn, Stanley D. -- Eerdmans
(Wm. B.) Publishing Co. -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (xi, [1], 242 p. : ill., col. maps) ; 32 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 236-239)
and index.
Contents: Natural environment -- People and
society -- History and culture -- Economy --
Recreation -- Transportation and communication
--Michigan tomorrow -- Selected statistics by
county.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copy: folio G1410 .S6 1977
ISBN 0870132059
Baskes folio G1410 .A8 1977 (NLO)

47532 Michigan - Maps - 1991 -
Cemeteries<>Cemeteries - Michigan - Maps
- 1991
Michigan cemetery atlas : over 3,800 Michigan
burial sites. Lansing, Mich. Library of Michigan,
Authors: Library of Michigan
1 atlas (122 p.) : col. maps ; 43 cm.
Includes index.
LC Card Number: 93243373
oversize G1411.G54 S3 1991 (NLO)

47533 Michigan - Maps - 1993 - Maps,
Physical<>Upper Peninsula (Mich.) - Maps -
1993 - Maps, Physical<>Wisconsin - Maps
- 1993 - Maps, Physical<>Illinois - Maps
- 1993 - Maps, Physical<>Indiana - Maps
- 1993 - Maps, Physical<>Middle West - Maps
- 1993 - Maps, Physical
Michigan peninsula : digital landforms between
longitudes 82 to 89 west and latitudes 41 to 47
Authors: Chalk Butte, Inc. -- Geological Survey
(U.S.)
1 map : col. ; 91 x 79 cm.
Scale 1:725,000. 1 in. = approx. 11.5 miles.
Relief shown by shading and hypsometric tints.
Data source: U.S.G.S. 3 second digital elevation
data.

47534 Michigan - Maps - 2004 - Road
maps<>Grand Rapids (Mich.) - Maps - 2004
- Road maps<>Lansing (Mich.) - Maps
- 2004 - Road maps<>Kalamazoo (Mich.)
- Maps - 2004 - Road maps<>Battle Creek
(Mich.) - Maps - 2004 - Road
maps<>Jackson (Mich.) - Maps - 2004 -
Road maps<>Holland (Mich.) - Maps - 2004
- Road maps<>Muskegon (Mich.) - Maps
- 2004 - Road maps<>Road maps
Western Michigan street guide including Grand
Rapids, Lansing, Kalamazoo, Battle Creek,
Jackson, Holland, Muskegon. [Skokie, Ill.] : Rand
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally and Company. Street guide -- Rand
McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (various pagings.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
"1st edition" --front cover.
$21.95
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 052899462X
RMcN StrFdr 2004 .M5 (PrCt)

47535 Michigan - Maps - 2006 - Road
maps<>Grand Rapids (Mich.) - Maps - 2006
- Road maps<>Lansing (Mich.) - Maps
- 2006 - Road maps<>Kalamazoo (Mich.)
- Maps - 2006 - Road maps<>Battle Creek
(Mich.) - Maps - 2006 - Road
maps<>Jackson (Mich.) - Maps - 2006 -
Road maps<>Holland (Mich.) - Maps
- 2006 - Road maps<>Muskegon (Mich.)
- Maps - 2006 - Road maps<>Road maps
Western Michigan street guide including Battle
Creek, Grand Rapids, Holland, Jackson,
Kalamazoo, Lansing, and Muskegon. [Skokie,
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally and Company. Street guide -- Rand
McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

1 atlas (various pagings.) : col. maps ; 28 cm. "2nd edition" -- front cover. $21.95.
Cover title.
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN StrFdr 2006 .M5 (PrCt)

47536 Michigan - Maps - Bibliography
Authors: Miles, William, 1942- -- Michigan. State Library Services ix, 178 p. : map ; 28 cm.
'A Bicentennial publication.'
Includes index.
Includes bibliographical references (p. viii).
Formerly lower case g 10901 .574
LC Card Number: 75623304
Map Ref folio Z6027.U5 M65 1975 (NLO)

47537 Michigan - Maps - Bibliography - 1905-2005
Authors: Barnett, LeRoy p. 119-30 ; 23 cm.
Offprint from Michigan historical review 32, no. 2 (Fall 2006): 119-30.
Includes a list of some 175 county soil maps, 1905-2005.
Vert 270, no. 3 (PrCt)

47538 Michigan - Maps - Bibliography
Michigan. Dept. of Conservation - Map Collections
Michigan. Lands Division - Map collections - Bibliography
Michigan. Geological Survey Division - Map collections - Bibliography
Michigan - Geology - Maps - Bibliography
Series: Its Special list ; no. 1-4 -- Michigan Historical Commission. Archives. Special list ; no.
1.2. lower case folio g 10901 .573 (NLO)

47539 Michigan, Southern Peninsula - Maps - 1855
Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's atlas of the world ... (1855-1856) 1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 29 cm.
oversize G 10 .185 v.1, pl. 37 (PrCt)

47540 Michigan, Southern Peninsula - Maps - 1857
Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's general atlas ... (1857) 1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 29 cm.
oversize G 10 .188 pl. 39 (PrCt)

47541 Michigan. State Archives. - Map Collection
Houghton, Douglass, 1809-1845
Houghton maps. 1976.
Describes manuscript maps of Michigan counties prepared by the Michigan Geological Survey under the direction of Douglass Houghton in the late 1830's and early 1840's. The maps are in the collections of the Michigan State Archives and were identified by Mr. Barnett.
Vert 270, no. 1 (PrCt)

47542 Michigan - Surveys
United States. General Land Office - Surveys
Michigan - where it all began. 1980.
Authors: Lapham, Paul B. From ACSM, 40th annual meeting, St. Louis, (Mar. 9-14, 1980): technical papers, pp. 195-198. BHC 1575
Vert 1164 (PrCt)

47543 Michoacán de Ocampo (Mexico : Dept.) - Maps - 1745 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Manuscript maps - Facsimiles

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Tabla geográfica de la Provincia de Mechoacan, bajo de los términos de la alcaldia mayor. Año de 1745. [19-].
Authors: Crespo, Martin Perez -- Archivo General de Indias. 136-7-7 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1745 manuscript.
Torres Lanzas, Pedro. Relación descriptiva de los mapas, planos, & de México y Floridas existentes en el Archivo General de Indias (Sevilla, 1900) v. 1: 152,112-113
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Map
Photo Spain AGI 136-7-7 (two copies) (PrCt)

47544
Micronesia - Air Force - 1997
Legends of Tonachaw / by Timothy P. Barela.
Authors: Barela, Timothy P.
6 p : col. photos ; 28 cm
At head of title: "On a haunted mountain in the middle of the Pacific, Air Force troops help spin happier endings to the".
Travel Vertical File G9401 .R22 1997 .B3 (PrCt)

47545
Micronesia - International relations - 1985
Micronesia resents a far land called Washington / by Clyde Haberman.
Authors: Haberman, Clyde, 1945-
1 p : photos, map
Travel Vertical File G9401 .F5 1985 .H3 (PrCt)

47546
Micronesia - Maps - 1886Cloth maps - SpecimensWall maps
Map of Micronesia. Boston : Published by the A.B.C.F.M., 1886.
Authors: American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions -- Meisel, Berthold -- Barnard family -- Howe family -- Howe-Barnard family papers (Newberry Library) -- A.B.C.F.M. see American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions
1 map ; 79 x 131, folded to 37 x 29 cm.
"B. Meisel lith., Boston."
Printed on linen sheet with eyelets for wall hanging.
Removed from the Howe-Barnard family papers; see inventory available on Newberry Library website (accessed Feb. 2011):
map5C G9400 1886 .A4 (PrCt)

47547
The Pacific dependencies of the United States / by John Wesley Coultier.
Authors: Coultier, John Wesley, 1893-1967 -- Bederman, Sanford Harold, 1932- -- Macmillan & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
xv, 388 p. : ill., 17 maps ; 22 cm.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Map on lining paper.
Owner’s inscription: Sanford H. Bederman, Atlanta, Sept., 1962.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 57009543
Baskes F970 .C6 1957 (NLO)

47548
Microphotography
Cartography's photographic revolution; microcartography. 1985.
Authors: Cruse, Larry
BHC 1173
Vert 778 (PrCt)

47549
Microphotography
Microcartography. 1980- <ongoing>.
Authors: Cruse, Larry
In Western Association of Map Libraries. Information bulletin 11 (March 1980- <ongoing>).. A regular column with good, up-to-date information on the microreproduction of maps, including cooperative filming ventures.
folio Z673 .W47, Microcartography (PrCt)

47550
Microphotography
Microcartography: applications for archives and libraries. Santa Cruz, Calif. Western Association of Map Libraries, 1981.
Authors: Cruse, Larry -- Western Association of Map Libraries 199 p.
Series: Occasional paper ; 6
Proceedings of a conference in which several papers explicitly treat the filming of historical maps. Good annotated bibliography.
GA192 .M52 (NLO)

47551
Microphotography
Conserving a cartographic heritage: microfilming at the National Archives of the United States. 1977.
Vert 453 (PrCt)

47552
Microphotography
BHC 1562
Vert 1151 (PrCt)

47553
MicrophotographyCartographic Data Bases

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Microcartography and cartographic data bases. 1981.
Authors: Cruse, Larry
BHC 1167
Vert 782 (PrCt)

47554 Mid-West Map Company (Aurora, Mo.) - Date codes - 1937-1941<br>Maps - Date codes - 1937-1941<br>Dating maps - 1937-1941<br>[Dating guide for Mid-West Map Co. maps from 1937 through 1941], 2012.
Authors: Spaid, Gary -- Roadmaps-L (Online discussion list)
[2] leaves ; 28 cm.
Vert 335 no. 17 (PrCt)

47555 Mid-West Map Company (Aurora, Mo.)<br>Diversified Map Corporation<br>[Summary information about Mid-West Map Company (Aurora, Mo.) and Diversified Map Corporation (St. Louis, Mo.),] 2010.
Authors: Compas, David -- Roadmaps-L (Online discussion list)
Vert 335 no. 13 (PrCt)

47556 Middelburg (Netherlands) - Maps - 1620<br>Middelbvrgvm, Selandiae opp. sitv, opere, et mercimonii ... [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 31 x 35 cm.
Possibly derived from a 1574 engraving by Frans Hogenberg; see R.A. Skelton’s Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum. Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Middelbvrgvm.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 2, pl. 28 (PrCt)

Authors: McEvedy, Colin -- Woodcock, John, 1924-- -- Penguin (Firm) -- Campbell, Eila M. J. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 42 maps ; 180 x 220 mm.
Maps by John Woodcock.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Previous owner: Eila M. J.Campbell.
References: Lock, Modern maps and atlases 465; Black, Maps and history (1997), p. 144
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Authors: Central Railroad of New Jersey -- Lehigh and New England Railroad -- L & NE Railroad SEE Lehigh and New England Railroad 1 map : 14 x 24 cm.
Summary route map bounded by Pennsylvania, New York, New Jersey.
5A 7267 (1960 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Authors: R.R. Donnelley and Sons Company -- Mobil Oil Company -- Socony Mobil Oil Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 49 x 79 cm., folded to 22 x 11 cm. Panel title.
"Mobil Oil Company, a division of Socony Mobil Oil Company ... New York ..." -- On back panel.
Panel art: Gas station attendant holding a copy of the Mobil Travel Guide and talking with couple in car.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4111 (PrCt)

47560 Middle Atlantic States - Description and travel - 1968 - Road maps<br>Sohio vacation ideas for Middle Atlantic states. [Chicago?]: Rand McNally & Co., c1968.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Middle Atlantic States - Description and travel - 1976

1 pamphlet (14 p.) : ill. ; on sheet 23 x 80 cm., folded 23 x 11 cm.
"1976 edition"
Panel title.
Does not include maps.
Panel art: rural and urban illustrations.
Forms part of a collection of stock editions of Rand McNally road maps, some apparently issued as sales samples and / or printer's proofs for prospective commercial clients.
Uniform series title (established by cataloger): Stock road maps
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (April 2010).
RMcN Stock 206 (PrCt)

Middle Atlantic States - History - Revolution, 1775-1783 - Maps

[Plans for northern sphere of operations in America]; London, 1902.
Authors: Walker & Cockerell -- Fortescue, J. W. (John William), Sir, 1859-1933
7 maps : col. ; on sheet 23 x 45 cm.
M1360
map2F G5731.S1 1902 F6 pl. 2 (PrCt)

Middle Atlantic States - History - Revolution, 1775-1783 - Maps

1775-1783 - Maps - United States - History - Revolution, 1775-1783 - Maps

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Robert, fl. 1674-1690
1 map : hand col. ; 53 x 44 cm.
In: Wit, Frederik de. Atlas (Amsterdam : bij Frederick de Wit in de Calverstraet bij den Dam inde Witte Paskaert. [ca. 1700?]) no. [142].
3rd state of the plate, tentatively dated after 1682
in Jeanette Black's accomp. text to The
Blathwayt atlas (Providence: Brown University,
1970) no. 10.
Scale [ca. 1:640,000].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .W8 A no. [142]
(PrCt)

47566 Middle Atlantic States - Maps -
1703<<<Virginia - Maps - 1703<<<Maryland
- Maps - 1703
Virginia and Maryland / by I. Seller. [London : s.n., 1703].
Authors: Seller, John, fl. 1658-1698 -- Seller,
John, fl. 1658-1698. A New system of geography
: designed in a most plain and easie method ...
(1703)
1 map ; 11 x 13 cm.
In Seller, John. A New system of geography
: designed in a most plain and easie method ...
(London : Jeremiah Seller ; Charles Price ; John
Senex, 1703) map [58].
Includes references A-C for Elizabeth, Lower
Norfolk, and Northampton.
Case 3A 1704 map [58] (PrCt)

47567 Middle Atlantic States - Maps -
1729<<<New
England - Maps - 1729<<<Map printing -
Engravings - Maps - 1729<<<Engravings
Nouvelle Hollande (à présent Nouvelle-York),
Nouvelle-Angleterre, et une partie de la Virginie.
Authors: Aa, Pieter van der, 1659-1733 -- Ogilby,
John, 1600-1676 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map ; 29 x 37 cm.
Issued in Aa, Pieter van der. Galerie agreable du
monde (Leiden, [1729]) [See Ayer 135 .A2 1729]
Scale [ca. 1:3,700,000]. 'Lieues d'Allemagne de
15 au degré', 12.5 to the inch; 'lieues de France
de 20 au degré', about 15 to the inch.
Folded in slip case.
Relief shown pictorially.
Title in French. Placenames in Latin, Dutch, and
vernacular languages.
Second state of Ogilby's Novi Belgii, quod nunc
Novi Jorck vocatur, Novae q[u]e Angliae & partis
Virginiae; see Campbell, Tony. New Light on the
Jansson-Visscher maps of New England (Map
Collectors' Series 24 (1965), no. 22.
Prime meridian: Ferro.
Watermark.
Ayer 133 .A11 An (NLO)

47568 Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1732 -
Nautical charts<<<Nautical charts - Middle
Atlantic States - Maps - 1732-

47569 Middle Atlantic States - Maps -
1735<<<Virginia - Maps - 1735
A Map of Virginia according to Captain John
Smith's map published anno 1606; also of the
adjacent country called by the Dutch Niew
Nederlant, anno 1630. [S.n. s.l., 19--].
Authors: Senex, John, -1740 -- Smith, John,
1580-1631 -- Hall, Fayrer. A Short account of the
first settlement of the provinces of Virginia,
Maryland, New-York, New-Jersey, and
Pennsylvania, by the English (1735) -- Edward E.
Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 37 x 48 cm.
Twentieth-century facsimile of 1735 map tipped
into: Hall, Fayrer. A Short account of the first
settlement of the provinces of Virginia, Maryland,
New-York, New-Jersey, and Pennsylvania, by the
English (London, 1735) opposite p. [3].
Oriented with north right.
Scale of original [ca. 1:1,200,000].
For photostatic copy of original at the Library of
Congress, see Map2F 3790.2.
VAULT Ayer 152 .E7 H22 1735, opposite p. [3]
(PrCt)

47570 Middle Atlantic States - Maps -
1735<<<Virginia - Maps - 1735
A Map of Virginia according to Captain John
Smith's map published anno 1606; also of the
adjacent country called by the Dutch Niew
Nederlant, anno 1630. [Washington, D.C. Library
of Congress, 197-].
Authors: Senex, John, -1740 -- Smith, John,
1580-1631 -- Hall, Fayrer. A Short account of the
first settlement of the provinces of Virginia,
Maryland, New-York, New-Jersey, and
Pennsylvania, by the English (1735) -- Faden,
William, 1749-1836 -- Faden map collection
1 map : 37 x 48 cm.
Photostatic reproduction of original issued in Hall, Fayrer. A Short account of the first settlement of the provinces of Virginia, Maryland, New-York, New-Jersey, and Pennsylvania, by the English (London, 1735); map forms no. 3 of the Faden Map Collection at the Library of Congress. Scale of original [ca. 1:1,200,000]. Oriented with north at right. Newberry copy of Hall's Short account (Ayer * 152 E7 H22 1735) includes facsimile of the map tipped in opposite p. [3].

**47571**
**Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1735<<>>Virginia - Maps - 1735**
* A Map of Virginia according to Captain John Smith's map published anno 1606; also of the adjacent country called by the Dutch Nieuw Nederlant, anno 1630. [London : J. Senex?], 1735.
Authors: Senex, John, -1740 -- Smith, John, 1580-1631 -- Hall, Fayrer. A Short account of the first settlement of the provinces of Virginia, Maryland, New-York, New-Jersey, and Pennsylvania, by the English (1735) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 37 x 49 cm. fold. 20 x 14 cm. in slip case. Oriented with north at right. Scale [ca. 1:1,200,000]. Scale: about 17 miles to an inch. Oriented with north to the right. Probably detached from Hall, Fayrer. A Short account of the first settlement of the provinces of Virginia, Maryland, New-York, New-Jersey, and Pennsylvania, by the English (London, 1735) opposite p. [3].

**47572**
**Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1740<<>>Pennsylvania - Maps - 1740<<>>New Jersey - Maps - 1740<<>>New York (State) - Maps - 1740**
* Pennsylvania, Nova Jersey, et Nova York, cum regionibus ad fluivium Delaware in America sitis, nova delineatione ... [Augsburg] : Matth. Seutterum, [ca. 1740?].
Authors: Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756 -- Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756. [A Collection of Seutter maps] [1726-1773] -- Lotter, Tobias Conrad, 1717-1777
1 map : hand col. ; 55 x 47 cm. 'Tob. Conr. Lotter, sculps. Aug. V.' Scale 1:950,400; about 15 English miles to an inch. Forms part of a made-to-order composite atlas chiefly comprised of undated maps issued ca. 1734-ca. 1744.

**47573**
**Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1740<<>>Pennsylvania - Maps - 1740<<>>New Jersey - Maps - 1740<<>>New York (State) - Maps - 1740**
* Pennsylvania, Nova Jersey, et Nova York, cum regionibus ad fluivium Delaware in America sitis, nova delineatione ... [Augsburg? M. Seutter?], 1744?).
Authors: Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756 -- Lotter, Tobias Conrad, 1717-1777 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 55 x 46 cm. fold. to 25 cm. 'Tob. Conr. Lotter, sculps. Aug. V.' Scale 1:950,400; about 15 English miles to an inch.

**47574**
**Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1745<<>>South Atlantic States - Maps - 1745**
* Virginia, Marylandia et Carolina in America septentrionali ... Norimbergae [Nuremberg : Homann Erben? ca. 1745?].
Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Homann Erben (Firm) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 57 cm. fold. to 27 x 16 cm. in slip case. Scale [ca. 1:2,125,000]. About 7 German miles to an inch. Title in Latin. Place names in Latin, English, and French. Listed as map no. 143 in Homann heirs. Atlas geographios maior ... Norimbergae, 1759-[81]--cf. Phillips 622. Also covers Delaware, southern Pennsylvania, New Jersey, western Long Island, southwestern Connecticut, and portions of adjacent areas. Relief shown pictorially. Depths shown by soundings.

'Cum privilegio sac. caes. majest.'
Prime meridian: Ferro.
Includes ill.

**47575**
**Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1745<<>>South Atlantic States - Maps - 1745**
* Virginia, Marylandia et Carolina in America septentrionali ... Norimbergae [Nuremberg : Homann Erben, ca. 1745].
Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Homann Erben (Firm) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 57 cm. fold. to 27 x 16 cm. in slip case. Scale [ca. 1:2,125,000]. About 7 German miles to an inch. Title in Latin. Place names in Latin, English, and French. Listed as map no. 143 in Homann heirs. Atlas geographios maior ... Norimbergae, 1759-[81]--cf. Phillips 622. Also covers Delaware, southern Pennsylvania, New Jersey, western Long Island, southwestern Connecticut, and portions of adjacent areas. Relief shown pictorially. Depths shown by soundings.

'Cum privilegio sac. caes. majest.'
Prime meridian: Ferro.
Includes ill.
Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1749
Authors: Evans, Lewis, 1700?-1756 -- Hebert, Lawrence -- Faden, William, 1749-1836 -- Faden map collection
1 map ; 55 x 41 cm.
Reduced photostatic reproduction of original published [Philadelphia], 1749; no. 7 of the Faden Map Collection at the Library of Congress. '69 English miles to a degree.' Scale of original [ca. 1:960,000]. Relief shown pictorially. Depths shown by soundings. Prime meridian: Philadelphia and London. Soundings shown in fathoms. Shows trails. Includes descriptive notes and distance chart. LC Maps of North America, 1750-1789, no. 1035. LC Trails, no. 65.
map2F 3790.3 (PrCt)

Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1755
A General map of the middle British colonies, in America ... [Harrisburg, Pa.? State Printer?, 1894?].
Authors: Evans, Lewis, 1700?-1756 -- Pennsylvania archives -- Pennsylvania. State Printer -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 48 x 65 cm. Reprint of map in Lewis Evans' Geographical, historical, political, philosophical and mechanical essays ... (London: L. Evans, 1755); for description of text and map compare H.N. Stevens. Lewis Evans, his map ... 1920. Scale 1:1,584,000; about 25 English miles to an inch. Inset: A sketch of the remaining part of Ohio R. Also published 'by the author in Philadelphia'. Detached from: Pennsylvania archives. Appendix to 3d ser. v. 1-10.
Ayer p133 .P41 189- no. 2 (NLO)

Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1755
Authors: Evans, Lewis, 1700?-1756 -- Turner, James, -1759 -- Dodsley, Robert, 1703-1764 -- Pownall, Thomas, 1722-1805 -- Evans, Lewis, 1700?-1756. Geographical, historical, political, philosophical and mechanical essays ... (1755) --

Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1755<<>>Virginia - Maps - 1755<<>>Maryland - Maps - 1755

Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1755<<>>Southern States - Maps - 1755<<>>Virginia - Maps - 1755<<>>Maryland - Maps - 1755

Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1755<<>>Ohio River Valley - Maps - 1758<<>>Ohio River Valley - Maps - 1758

Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1755<<>>Indians - Middle Atlantic States -
The Provinces of New York, and New Jersey; Middle Atlantic States

Ayer p133 .P41 189 to 3d ser., v. 1

Detached from Pennsylvania archives. Appendix

Inset (23 x 28 cm.): The Remaining part of Ohio. Relief shown pictorially.

New Jersey, Maryland, Virginia, and Ohio.

1 map : col. ; 48 x 63 cm.

Continuation inset (16 x 13 cm.): A Sketch of the remaining part of Ohio R. &c.

'Corrected and improved from Evans map.'

'Engraved & printed by John E. Gavit, Albany.'

Facsimile of 1768 attributed to Guy Johnson.

1 map : hand col. ; 135 x 55 cm.

Added title, upper margin: A Chorographical map of the country between Albany, Oswego ... and les Trois Rivieres ....

In: Jefferys, Thomas. The American atlas; or, A geographical description of the whole continent of America ... (London : R. Sayer and J. Bennett, 1775); verso handstamped '17.

For 1776 edition of the map with 3 insets, see Case oversize G1100 .J44 1776 pl. 17. VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .J46 1775 pl. 17 (PrCt)

Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1775

Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1768 - Indian land transfers

Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1768 - Indians - Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1768 - Indian land transfers


Map of the frontiers of the northern colonies with the boundary line established between them and the Indians at the treaty held by S[ir] William Johnson at Ft. Stanwix in Novr., 1768. [Harrisburg, Pa.? State Printer?], 1894?].


1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 63 cm.

Continuation inset (16 x 13 cm.): A Sketch of the remaining part of Ohio. Detached from Pennsylvania archives. Appendix to 3d ser., v. 1-10.

LC Card Number 77693516

Ayer p133 .P41 189- no. 22 (NLO)

Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1775

The Provinces of New York, and New Jersey; with a part of Pensilvania ... [London] : Robt. Sayer ; T. Jefferys, 1775.

Authors: Holland, Samuel, 1728-1801 -- Jefferys, Thomas, -1771 -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Robert Sayer and John Bennett (Firm) -- Jefferys, Thomas, d. 1771. The American atlas -- or, A geographical description of the whole continent of America 1775 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 135 x 55 cm.

Added title, upper margin: A Chorographical map of the country between Albany, Oswego ... and les Trois Rivieres ....

In: Jefferys, Thomas. The American atlas; or, A geographical description of the whole continent of America ... (London : R. Sayer and J. Bennett, 1775); verso handstamped '17.

For 1776 edition of the map with 3 insets, see Case oversize G1100 .J44 1776 pl. 17. VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .J46 1775 pl. 17 (PrCt)


A General map of the middle British colonies in America: viz. Virginia, Maryland, Delaware, Pensilvania, New-Jersey, New-York, Connecticut and Rhode-Island: of Anquischuonigy the country of the confederate Indians comprehending Aquanschuonigy proper, their places of residence, Ohio and Thucksochruntie their deer hunting countries, Couchschrage and Skaniadarade their beaver hunting countries, of the Lakes Erie, Ontario and Champlain, exhibiting the antient and present seats of the Indian nations. Philadelphia : Lewis Evans, 15 June 1775.

Authors: Evans, Lewis, 1700?-1756 -- Jefferys, Thomas, -1771 -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Evans, Lewis, 1700?-1756. Geographical, historical, political philosophical and mechanical essays (1755) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 66 cm.

"Sold by R. Sayer ... & T. Jefferys ...."

In: Evans, Lewis. Geographical, historical, political philosophical and mechanical essays. 2d ed. (Philadelphia, 1755) opposite p. 32. Scale [ca. 1:2,250,000]. Relief shown pictorially.


Inset: A Sketch of the remaining part of Ohio. &c.

Few differences from the 1758 issue except for altered title.
Authors: Evans, Lewis, 1700?-1756 -- Jefferys, Thomas, -1771 -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Robert Sayer and John Bennett (Firm) -- Jefferys, Thomas, d. 1771.
A geographical description of the whole continent of America 1775 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 64 cm.
Inset (16 x 13 cm.).: A Sketch of the remaining part of Ohio R. &c.
In: Jefferys, Thomas. The American atlas; or, A geographical description of the whole continent of America ... (London : R. Sayer and J. Bennett, 1775); verso handstamped '18.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .J46 1775 pl. 18 (PrCt)

A Map of the provinces of New-York and New Jersey : with a part of Pennsylvania and the Province of Quebec. [Harrisburg, Pa.? State Printer?, 1894?].
1 map : col. ; 76 x 57 cm.
Facsimile of original published Augsburg: M.A. Lotter. 1777
'From the topographical obervations of C.J. Sauthier.'
'Engraved and published by Matthew Albert Lotter.'
Scale [ca. 1:4,040,000].
Shows administrative divisions in New York and New Jersey and part of Pennsylvania and the Province of Que?bec.
Relief shown by shading.
Detached from Pennsylvania archives. Appendix to 3d ser., v. 1-10.
Ayer p133 .P41 189- no. 18 (NLO)

Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1783 - Coasts
Nautical charts<<>>Nautical charts - Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1783 - Coasts<<>>Nautical charts
1 map ; 50 x 80 cm.
Oriented with north at right.
oversize Ayer 135 .E55 1783 opp. p. 23 (PrCt)

Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1787
Authors: Jefferson, Thomas, 1743-1826 -- Friend & Aub -- Randolph, J.W., Richmond, pub. and booksellers
1 map ; 58 x 59 cm.
M1175
G 863 .4516, opposite title page (PrCt)

Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1787
A Map of the country between Albemarle Sound, and Lake Erie, comprehending the whole of Virginia, Maryland, Delaware and Pennsylvania, with parts of several other of the United States of America. [S.l. s.n., 18---?].
Authors: Jefferson, Thomas, 1743-1826 -- Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Fry, Joshua, approximately 1700-1754 -- Jefferson, Peter, 1708-1757 -- Scull, Nicholas, 1686?-1761? -- Stockdale, John, 1749?-1814
1 map ; hand col. ; 57 x 57 cm. fold. to 30 cm.
'Engraved by S.J. Neele.'
The country on the eastern side of the Alleghaney Mountains, is taken from Fry and Jefferson's Map of Virginia and Scull's Map of Pennsylvania ... that on the western side of the Alleghaney, is taken from Hutchins ... additions have been made, where they could be made on sure ground.'
Scale [ca. 1:1,300,000]; 60 geographical miles to 3 3/8 inches.
Relief shown pictorially and by hachures.
Prime meridian: Philadelphia.
Middle Atlantic - Maps - 1787

A Map of the country between Albemarle Sound, and Lake Erie, comprehending the whole of Virginia, Maryland, Delaware and Pennsylvania, with parts of several other of the United States of America. [London : Printed for John Stockdale, 1787].

Authors: Jefferson, Thomas, 1743-1826 -- Stockdale, John, 1749?-1814 -- Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Jefferson, Thomas, 1743-1826. Notes on the state of Virginia (1787) 1 map : hand col. ; 60 x 59 cm. fold to 20 x 11 cm.

In: Jefferson, Thomas, Notes on the state of Virginia (London: John Stockdale, 1787), opp. t.p.

Scale ca. [1:1,300,000].

Neele's imprint at lower right has been trimmed off.


http://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g3790.ar076200

Case F230 .J42 1787, opp. t.p. (PrCt)

Middle Atlantic - Maps - 1787

47598

Middle Atlantic - Maps - 1797

47600

Middle Atlantic - Maps - 1802

47599

Middle Atlantic - Maps - 1804

47596

Middle Atlantic - Maps - 1804

47597

Middle Atlantic - Maps - 1804

47598

Middle Atlantic - Maps - 1804

47599

Middle Atlantic - Maps - 1804

47600

Middle Atlantic - Maps - 1804

47597

Middle Atlantic - Maps - 1804
Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1813
Authors: Melish, John, 1771-1822 -- Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Palmer, G. -- Melish, John, 1771-1822. A Military and topographical atlas of the United States ... (1813) 1 map : hand col. ; 41 x 47 cm.
Detached from Melish, John. A Military and topographical atlas of the United States ... (Philadelphia: printed by G. Palmer, 1813) [Case G1201.S42 M4 1813o. 3].
Prime Meridians: [London, Washington]. Includes population table; shows distances along major roads.
Scale [ca. 1:1,275,000].
ICN78
map4F G3701.S42 1813 M4 no. 3 (PrCt)

Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1823
Authors: Morse, Sidney E. (Sidney Edwards), 1794-1871 -- N. & S.S. Jocelyn (Firm) -- Morse, Sidney E. (Sidney Edwards), 1794-1871. An Atlas of the United States, on an approved plan ... (1823) 1 map : hand col. ; 20 x 25 cm.
Inset (9 cm. in dia.): District of Columbia. Inset (7 cm. in dia.): Baltimore.
Case folio G 1083 .587 pl. [6] (PrCt)

Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1825
Virginia, Maryland, and Delaware. [New Haven, Mass.] : N. & S.S. Jocelyn, [1825].
Authors: Morse, Sidney E. (Sidney Edwards), 1794-1871 -- N. & S.S. Jocelyn (Firm) -- Morse, Sidney E. (Sidney Edwards), 1794-1871. A New universal atlas of the world, on an approved plan ... (1825) 1 map : hand col. ; 20 x 25 cm.
Inset (9 cm. in dia.): District of Columbia. Inset (7 cm. in dia.): Baltimore [region].
In: Morse, Sidney E. A New universal atlas of the world, on an approved plan ... (New Haven [Mass. ] : N. & S.S. Jocelyn, 1825) pl. [9]
folio G 1083 .595 pl. [9] (PrCt)

Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1825
Authors: Dwight, Theodore, 1796-1866 -- Hooker, William, 1782-1856 -- Wilder & Campbell -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. : 16 maps ; 154 x 92 mm.
1st ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
47606 Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1826 - Guidebooks
New England - Maps - 1826 - Guidebooks
Canada - Maps - 1826 - Guidebooks
Authors: Dwight, Theodore, 1796-1866 --
Goodrich, Andrew Thompson, 1789-1845
1 v. ; 15 cm.
2nd ed.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

47607 Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1828 -
New England - Maps - 1828 - Québec (Province)
- Maps - 1828
Authors: Dwight, Theodore, 1796-1866 -- Carvill
-- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 19 maps
3rd ed.
Buck280;HowesD607
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

47608 Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1831 -
Guidebooks - New England - Maps - 1831 -
Guidebooks - Canada - Maps - 1831 -
Guidebooks
Authors: Dwight, Theodore, 1796-1866 -- Harper
& Brothers
15 cm.
4th ed.
G 83.239 (NLO)

47609 Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1831 -
New England - Maps - 1831 - Canada - Maps -
1831
Authors: Dwight, Theodore, 1796-1866 -- Hooker,
William, 1782-1856 -- Harper & Brothers -- Roger
S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 19 maps ; 152 x 100 mm.
4th ed.
Buck280;HowesD607
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

47610 Middle Atlantic States - Maps -
1832 - Virginia - Maps - 1832
Virginia, Maryland and Delaware / J. Knight sc.
[Philadelphia : H.S. Tanner, 1832].
Authors: Knight, J. (Jonathan), 1787-1858 --
Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Baird,
Robert, 1798-1863. View of the valley of the
Mississippi, or, The emigrant's and traveller's
guide to the West ... (1832) -- Everett D. Graff
Collection of Western Americana (Newberry
Library)

1 map ; 12 x 15 cm.
In: Baird, Robert. View of the valley of the
Mississippi, or, The emigrant's and traveller's
guide to the West ... (Philadelphia : H.S. Tanner,
1832), between p. 116-117.
"Page 117" -- at upper right.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of
Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Graff 141, between p. 116-117 (PrCt)

47611 Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1834 -
New England - Maps - 1834 - Canada - Maps -
1834 - United States - Maps - 1834
The Northern traveller : and northern tour; with
the routes to the Springs, Niagara, Quebec, the
tour of New-England, and the routes from the
south ; with an appendix, containing The western
traveller, and emigrant's or stranger's guide to
the valley of the Mississippi. New York : Goodrich &
Wiley, 1834.
Authors: Dwight, Theodore, 1796-1866 --
Goodrich & Wiley -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 v. : 18 maps ; 158 x 100 mm.
5th ed.
[Sabin21538;Buck280;HowesD607
OCLC 15318831.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

47612 Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1834 -
New Jersey - Maps - 1834 - Pennsylvania - Maps -
1834 - Delaware - Maps - 1834
Map of Pennsylvania, New Jersey, and
Delaware, compiled from the latest authorities.
Philadelphia : S. Augustus Mitchell, 1834.
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Edward E. Ayer
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 53 cm., on sheet 44 x 56 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:1,260,000].
Insets: Vicinity of Pittsburg -- Lehigh and
Schuykill coal regions -- Vicinity of Philadelphia --
Vicinity of Lancaster.
Relief shown pictorially.
Ayer p133 .M678 1834 (NLO)

47613 Middle Atlantic States - Maps -
1834 - Virginia - Maps - 1834
Virginia, Maryland and Delaware / J. Knight sc.
[Philadelphia : H. S. Tanner, 1834].
Authors: Knight, J. (Jonathan), 1787-1858 --
Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Baird,
Robert, 1798-1863. View of the valley of the
Mississippi, or, The emigrant's and traveller's
guide to the West ... (1834) -- Edward E. Ayer
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 12 x 15 cm.
In: Baird, Robert. View of the valley of the
Mississippi, or, The emigrant's and traveller's
guide to the West ... (Philadelphia : H. S. Tanner,
1834), between p. 128-129.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

*Northern traveller.* New York : J.P. Haven, 1841.
Authors: Dwight, Theodore, 1796-1866 -- Haven, J. P.
1 v. : 18 map plates ; 16 cm.

G 83.24 (NLO)


*The Northern traveller: containing the routes to the Springs, Niagara, Quebec, and the coal mines; with the tour of New-England, and a brief guide to the Virginia springs, and southern and western routes.* New York : John P. Haven, bookseller, publisher, and stationer, 1841.

Authors: Dwight, Theodore, 1796-1866 -- Haven, J. P.
1 v. : 18 map plates ; 16 cm.

G 83.24 (NLO)

47616 Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1860<><>Virginia - Maps - 1860


Authors: Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884 -- Johnson & Browning -- Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884. Johnson's new illustrated (steel plate) family atlas ... (1860)
1 map : hand col. ; 40 x 57 cm.

In: Johnson, Alvin Jewett. Johnson's new illustrated family atlas of the world ... (1869) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 40 x 55 cm.

"Entered according to act of Congress in the year 1864, by A.J. Johnson in the Clerk's Office of the District Court of the United States for the Southern District of New York."

In: Johnson, Alvin Jewett. Johnson's new illustrated family atlas of the world ... (New York : A.J. Johnson, publisher, 1869), [plate 19]
Sheet corners numbered 39 and 40.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1019 .J5 1869, [plate 19] (PrCt)

47617 Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1864


Johnson's new illustrated family atlas of the world ... (1869) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 40 x 55 cm.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
47621 Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1883 - Railroads
New rail road and county map of Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, & West Virginia. [Chicago : Geo. F. Cram, 1883].
Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928. Cram’s unrivaled family atlas of the world (1883)
1 map : col.; 22 x 30 cm.
In: Cram, George Franklin. Cram’s unrivaled family atlas of the world (Chicago : Geo.F. Cram, c1883), p. 44.
folio G1019 .G463 1883b, p. 44 (PrCt)

47622 Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1886 - Railroads
Group 2. Middle states ... Chicago : Rand, McNally & Co., 1886.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1886)
1 map : col.; 27 x 20 cm.
Title in upper margin.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1886) opposite p. 80
H 668 .703 (1886) opp. p. 80 (PrCt)

47623 Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1890 - Railroads
Map of the Central Railroad of New Jersey - Maps - 1890
Map of the Central Railroad of New Jersey and its connections. [New York : s.n., 1890].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1890) -- Central Railroad of New Jersey
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1890) p. 299
H 668 .703 (1890) p. 299 (PrCt)

47624 Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1890 - Railroads
Lehigh Valley Railroad Company - Maps - 1890
Lehigh Valley Railroad and connections. [New York : s.n., 1890].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1890) -- Lehigh Valley Railroad Company
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1890) p. 287
H 668 .703 (1890) p. 287 (PrCt)

47625 Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1890 - Railroads
New York, Ontario & Western R.R. and connections. [New York : s.n., 1890].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1890) -- New York, Ontario, and Western Railway Co.
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1890) p. 135
H 668 .703 (1890) p. 135 (PrCt)

47626 Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1890 - Railroads
New York, Susquehanna, and Western Railroad - Maps
New York, Susquehanna and Western Railroad and connections. [New York : s.n., 1890].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1890) -- New York, Susquehanna, and Western Railroad
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1890) p. 655
H 668 .703 (1890) p. 655 (PrCt)

47627 Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1890 - Railroads
Pennsylvania Railroad - Maps
Map of the Pennsylvania Railroad Company's lines east of Pittsburgh and Erie. [New York : s.n., 1890].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1890) -- Pennsylvania Railroad
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1890) p. 669
H 668 .703 (1890) p. 669 (PrCt)

47628 Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1890 - Railroads
Philadelphia & Reading Railroad Co. - Maps - 1890
Philadelphia & Reading Railroad and principal connections. [New York : s.n., 1890].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1890) -- Philadelphia & Reading Railroad Co.
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1890) p. 309
H 668 .703 (1890) p. 309 (PrCt)

47629 Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1891 - Railroads
Central New England Railway Company - Maps - 1891
Map of the Central New England and Western Railroad and its connections : crossing the Hudson by the Poughkeepsie Bridge. [New York :
s.n., 1891].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1891) -- Central New England Railway Company -- Western Rail-Road Corporation
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1891) p. 623
H 668 .703 (1891) p. 623 (PrCt)

47630 Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1891 - Railroads - Central Railroad of New Jersey - Maps - 1891 - Railroads - Maps
Map of the Central Railroad of New Jersey and its connections. [New York : s.n., 1891].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1891) -- Central Railroad of New Jersey
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1891) p. 627
H 668 .703 (1891) p. 627 (PrCt)

47631 Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1891 - Railroads - Lehigh Valley Railroad Company - Maps - 1891 - Railroads - Maps
Lehigh Valley Railroad and connections. [New York : s.n., 1891].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1891) -- Lehigh Valley Railroad Company
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1891) p. 747
H 668 .703 (1891) p. 747 (PrCt)

47632 Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1891 - Railroads - New York, Ontario, and Western Railway Co. - Maps - 1891 - Railroads - Maps
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1891) -- New York, Ontario, and Western Railway Co.
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1891) p. 381
H 668 .703 (1891) p. 381 (PrCt)

47633 Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1891 - Railroads - New York, Susquehanna, and Western Railroad - Maps - 1891 - Railroads - Maps
New York, Susquehanna and Western Railroad and connections. [New York : s.n., 1891].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1891) -- New York, Susquehanna, and Western Railroad
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1891) p. 801
H 668 .703 (1891) p. 801 (PrCt)

47634 Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1891 - Railroads - Pennsylvania Railroad - Maps - 1891 - Railroads - Maps
Map of the Pennsylvania Railroad Company's lines east of Pittsburgh and Erie. [New York : s.n., 1891].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1891) -- Pennsylvania Railroad
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1891) p. 823
H 668 .703 (1890) p. 823 (PrCt)

47635 Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1891 - Railroads - Philadelphia & Reading Railroad Co. - Maps - 1891 - Railroads - Maps
Philadelphia & Reading Railroad and principal connections. [New York : s.n., 1891].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1891) -- Philadelphia & Reading Railroad Co.
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1891) p. 887
H 668 .703 (1891) p. 887 (PrCt)

47636 Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1892 - Railroads - Central Railroad of New Jersey - Maps - 1892 - Railroads - Maps
Map of the Central Railroad of New Jersey and its connections. [New York : s.n., 1892].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1892) -- Central Railroad of New Jersey
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1892) p. 675
H 668 .703 (1892) p. 675 (PrCt)

47637 Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1892 - Railroads - Lehigh Valley Railroad Company - Maps - 1892 - Railroads - Maps
Map of the Lehigh Valley Railroad and connections. [Philadelphia? Allen, Lane, & Scott, Printers?, 1892].
Authors: Lehigh Valley Railroad Company -- Allen, Lane & Scott
1 map ; col. : 17 x 22 cm.
In Lehigh Valley Railroad Company. Thirty-seventh annual report of the board of directors of the Lehigh Valley Railroad Company to the stockholders ... 1891 (Philadelphia : Allen,
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Lane, & Scott, Printers, 1892) at end
5A 7267 (1890-1891 vol.) (PrCt)

47638 Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1892 - Railroads - Lehigh Valley Railroad Company - Maps - 1892 - Railroads - Maps
Lehigh Valley Railroad and connections. [New York : s.n., 1892].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1892) -- Lehigh Valley Railroad Company
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1892) p. 329
H 668 .703 (1892) p. 329 (PrCt)

47639 Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1892 - Railroads - New York, Ontario, and Western Railway Co. - Maps - 1892 - Railroads - Maps
New York, Ontario & Western R.R. and connections. [New York : s.n., 1892].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1892) -- New York, Ontario, and Western Railway Co.
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1892) p. 435
H 668 .703 (1892) p. 435 (PrCt)

New York, Susquehanna and Western Railroad and connections. [New York : s.n., 1892].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1892) -- New York, Susquehanna, and Western Railroad
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Identifies coal mine region in Pennsylvania and iron mine region in New Jersey.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1892) p. 817
H 668 .703 (1892) p. 817 (PrCt)

47641 Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1892 - Railroads - Pennsylvania Railroad - Maps - 1892 - Railroads - Maps
Map of the Pennsylvania Railroad Company's lines east of Pittsburgh and Erie. [New York : s.n., 1892].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1892) -- Pennsylvania Railroad
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.

47642 Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1892 - Railroads - Philadelphia & Reading Railroad Co. - Maps - 1892 - Railroads - Maps
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1892) -- Philadelphia & Reading Railroad Co.
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1892) p. 901
H 668 .703 (1892) p. 901 (PrCt)

47643 Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1893 - Railroads - Central Railroad of New Jersey - Maps - 1893 - Railroads - Maps
Map of the Central Railroad of New Jersey and its connections. [New York : s.n., 1893].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1893) -- Central Railroad of New Jersey
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1893) p. [707]
H 668 .703 (1893) p. [707] (PrCt)

New York, Susquehanna and Western Railroad and connections. [New York : s.n., 1893].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1893) -- New York, Susquehanna, and Western Railroad
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Identifies coal mine region in Pennsylvania and iron mine region in New Jersey.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1893) p. [851]
H 668 .703 (1893) p. [851] (PrCt)

Map of the Pennsylvania Railroad Company's lines east of Pittsburgh and Erie. [New York : s.n.], 1893.

Insets (5 x 3 cm. and 6 x 4 cm.): Continuation of Northern Central R.R. -- Continuation of N.Y., Phila. & Nor. R.R.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1892) p. 835
H 668 .703 (1892) p. 835 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
47646 Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1894 - Railroads - Central Railroad of New Jersey - Maps - 1894 - Railroads - Maps

Map of the Central Railroad of New Jersey and its connections. [New York : s.n., 1894].

In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1894) p. 925

H 668 .703 (1893) p. 871 (PrCt)

47647 Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1894 - Railroads - New York, Ontario, and Western Railway Co. - Maps - 1894 - Railroads - Maps

New York, Ontario & Western Railway and connections. [New York : s.n., 1894].

In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1894) p. 367

H 668 .703 (1894) p. 367 (PrCt)


New York, Susquehanna and Western Railroad - Maps - 1894 - Railroads - Maps

New York, Susquehanna and Western Railroad and connections. [New York : s.n., 1894].

In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1894) p. 367

H 668 .703 (1894) p. 925 (PrCt)

47649 Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1894 - Railroads - Pennsylvania Railroad - Maps - 1894 - Railroads - Maps

Map of the Pennsylvania Railroad Company's lines east of Pittsburgh and Erie. [New York : s.n.], 1894.

Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1894) p. 101

Text on verso.

In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1894) p. 615

H 668 .703 (1894) p. 615 (PrCt)

*Western Maryland Railroad and connections.*

[New York : s.n., 1896].

Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1896) -- Western Maryland Railroad Company

1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.

Roughly bounded by southern Pennsylvania and northern Virginia.

Inset map (3 x 3 cm.): Baltimore

Text on verso.

In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1896) p. 55

H 668 .703 (1896) p. 55 (PrCt)

Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1897 - Railroads - Lehigh Valley Railroad Company - Maps - 1897 - Railroads - Maps

*Map of the Pennsylvania Railroad Company's lines east of Pittsburgh and Erie, 1897.* [New York : s.n., 1897].

Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1897) -- Pennsylvania Railroad Company

1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.

Roughly bounded by Pennsylvania, New Jersey, West Virginia, and Delaware.

Identifies coal mining regions in West Virginia.

In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1897) p. 153

H 668 .703 (1897) p. 153 (PrCt)

Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1898 - Railroads - New York Central and Hudson River Railroad Company - Maps - 1898 - Railroads - Maps

*Map of the New York Central & Hudson River railroad & leased lines.* [New York : s.n., 1897].

Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1897) -- New York Central and Hudson River Railroad Company

1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.

Text on verso.

Includes an untitled inset of the Hudson River Valley (7 x 3 cm.)

In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1897) p. 543

H 668 .703 (1897) p. 543 (PrCt)

Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1897 - Railroads - Pennsylvania Railroad - Maps - 1897 - Railroads - Maps

*Map of the Pennsylvania Railroad Company's lines east of Pittsburgh and Erie, 1897.* [New York : s.n., 1897].

Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1897) -- Pennsylvania Railroad Company

1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.

In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1897) p. 583

H 668 .703 (1897) p. 583 (PrCt)

Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1898 - Railroads - Philadelphia & Reading Railroad Co. - Maps - 1898 - Railroads - Maps


Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Philadelphia & Reading Railroad Co.

1 map ; col. : 27 x 42 cm.

In Philadelphia & Reading Railroad Co. First annual report ; for nineteenth months, December 1, 1898, to June 30, 1898 [Philadelphia?]:

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1898 - Railroads - New York Central and Hudson River Railroad Company - Maps - 1898 - Railroads - Maps
Map of the New York Central & Hudson River railroad & leased lines. [New York : s.n., 1898].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1898) -- New York Central and Hudson River Railroad Company
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.

Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1898 - Railroads - Pennsylvania Railroad - Maps - 1898 - Railroads - Maps
Map of the Pennsylvania Railroad Company's lines east of Pittsburgh and Erie, 1898. [New York : s.n., 1898].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1898) -- Pennsylvania Railroad
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.

Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1898 - Railroads - Philadelphia & Reading Railroad Co. - Maps - 1898 - Railroads - Maps
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Philadelphia & Reading Railroad Co.
1 map : col. ; 28 x 43 cm.

Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1898 - Railroads - West Virginia - Maps - 1898 - Railroads - Maps - Coal mines and mining
Coal mines and mining - West Virginia - Maps - 1898 - Coal mines and mining - West Virginia Central and Pittsburg Railway Company - Maps - 1898 - Railroads - Maps
Map of the West Virginia Central and Pittsburgh Railway Company and connections. [New York : s.n., 1898].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1898) -- West Virginia Central and Pittsburg Railway Company
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.

1 map ; col. : 27 x 42 cm.
Plate no.: 5597

Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Lehigh Valley Railroad Company
1 map ; 12 x 18 cm.

Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Pennsylvania Railroad Company
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
1899>Railroads - Maps
Map of the Pennsylvania Railroad Company's lines east of Pittsburgh and Erie, 1899. [New York : s.n.], 1899.
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1899) -- Pennsylvania Railroad
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Insets (4 x 4 cm. and 5 x 4 cm.): Continuation of Northern Central Ry. -- Continuation of N.Y., Phila. & Nor. R.R.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1899) p. 747
H 668 .703 (1899) p. 747 (PrCt)

Map of the West Virginia Central and Pittsburgh Railroad Company - Maps - 1899>Railroads - Maps
Map of the West Virginia Central and Pittsburgh Railroad Company and connections. [New York : s.n., 1899].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1899) -- West Virginia Central and Pittsburgh Railroad Company
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
Roughly bounded by Pennsylvania, New Jersey, West Virginia, and Delaware.
Identifies coal mining regions in West Virginia.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1899) p. 465
H 668 .703 (1899) p. 465 (PrCt)

47669 Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1900 - Railroads-Lehigh Valley Railroad Company - Maps - 1900>Railroads - Maps
Lehigh Valley Railroad and connections. [New York : s.n., 1900].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1900) -- Lehigh Valley Railroad Company
1 map ; 12 x 18 cm.
Text on verso.
Inset (3 x 8 cm.): 'Route solid vestibule limited trains.'
In Poor’s manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1900) p. 111
H 668 .703 (1900) p. 111 (PrCt)

47670 Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1900 - Railroads-New York Central and Hudson River Railroad Company - Maps - 1900>Railroads - Maps
Map of the New York Central & Hudson River Railroad & leased lines. [New York : s.n., 1900].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1900) -- New York Central and Hudson River Railroad Company
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
Includes an untitled inset of the Hudson River Valley (7 x 3 cm.)
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1900) p. 127
H 668 .703 (1900) p. 127 (PrCt)

47671 Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1900 - Railroads-New York, Ontario, and Western Railway Co. - Maps - 1900>Railroads - Maps
Map of the New York, Ontario & Western Ry. and connections. [New York: New York, Ontario, and Western Railway Co., 1900?].
Authors: New York, Ontario, and Western Railway Co. -- Wynkoop Hallenbeck Crawford Co.
1 map ; 11.7 x 26.2 cm.
In New York, Ontario, and Western Railway Co. Twenty-first annual report of the president and officers ... with statement of accounts ... 1900
5A 7267 (1899-1900 vol.) (PrCt)

47672 Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1900 - Railroads-Ohio River Valley - Maps - 1900 - Railroads-Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company - Maps - 1900>Railroads - Maps
Map of the Chesapeake & Ohio Ry. and its connections. [Richmond, Va.? Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company?, 1900?].
Authors: Cox, A., fl. 1900 -- Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company
1 map ; 22 x 62 cm.
At bottom right: A. Cox del.
In Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company. Twenty-second annual report of the board of directors to the stockholders ... 1900
[Richmond, Va.?]: Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company?, [1900?] opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1899-1900 vol.) (PrCt)

47673 Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1900 - Railroads-Pennsylvania Railroad - Maps - 1900>Railroads - Maps
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1900) -- Pennsylvania Railroad
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Insets (5 x 4 cm. and 6 x 4 cm.): Continuation of Northern Central Ry. -- Continuation of N.Y.P. & N.R.R. and Balto. Ches. and Atl. Ry. lines
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1900) p. 665
H 668 .703 (1900) p. 665 (PrCt)

47674 Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1901 - Railroads-Delaware, Lackawanna and Western Railroad Company - Maps - 1901>Railroads - Maps

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Matthews-Northrup Company -- Lehigh Valley Railroad Company
1 map ; col. : 27 x 42 cm.
In Lehigh Valley Railroad Company. Forty-sixth annual report of the board of directors of the Lehigh Valley Railroad Company to the stockholders... 1900 [Philadelphia?: Lehigh Valley Railroad Company? 1901?] opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1900 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1901) -- New York Central and Hudson River Railroad Company
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
Includes an untitled inset of the Hudson River Valley (7 x 3 cm.)
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1901) p. 121
H 668 .703 (1901) p. 121 (PrCt)

Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1901) -- Pennsylvania Railroad
1 map ; 12 x 20 cm.
Insets (4 x 8 cm. and 5 x 4 cm.): Continuation of lines in New York -- Continuation of N.Y.P. & N.R.R. and Balto. Ches. and Atl. Ry. lines.
Inset title in upper margin.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1901) p. 671
H 668 .703 (1901) p. 671 (PrCt)

Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1902) -- Delaware, Lackawanna and Western Railroad Company
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
Roughly bounded by southern Ontario, Vermont, Pennsylvania, and New Jersey.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1902) p. 79
H 668 .703 (1902) p. 79 (PrCt)

Authors: Matthews-Northrup Company -- Lehigh Valley Railroad Company
1 map ; col. : 27 x 41 cm.
5A 7267 (1901 vol. [1]) (PrCt)
Lehigh Valley Railroad and connections. [New York : s.n., 1902].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1902) -- Lehigh Valley Railroad Company
1 map ; 12 x 18 cm.
Text on verso.
Inset (3 x 8 cm.): 'Route solid vestibule limited trains.'
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1902) p. 105
H 668 .703 (1902) p. 105 (PrCt)

Map of the New York Central & Hudson River Railroad & leased lines. [New York : s.n., 1902].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1902) -- New York Central and Hudson River Railroad Company
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
Includes an untitled inset of the Hudson River Valley (7 x 3 cm.)
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1902) p. 117
H 668 .703 (1902) p. 117 (PrCt)

Map of the Pennsylvania Railroad Company's lines east of Pittsburgh and Erie. July 1, 1902.
[New York : s.n.], 1902.
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1902) -- Pennsylvania Railroad
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Insets (4 x 8 cm. and 5 x 4 cm.): Continuation of lines in New York -- Continuation of N.Y.P. & N.R.R. and Balto. Ches. and Atl. Ry. lines.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1902) p. 647
H 668 .703 (1902) p. 647 (PrCt)

Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1903 - Railroads: Delaware, Lackawanna and Western Railroad Company - Maps - 1903 - Railroads - Maps
The Delaware, Lackawanna & Western R.R. Co. and connections . [New York : s.n., 1903].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1903) -- Delaware, Lackawanna and Western Railroad Company
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
Roughly bounded by southern Ontario, Vermont, Pennsylvania, and New Jersey.

In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1903) p. 83
H 668 .703 (1903) p. 83 (PrCt)

Authors: Matthews-Northrup Company -- Lehigh Valley Railroad Company
1 map ; col. : 27 x 41 cm.
5A 7267 (1903 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Map of the New York Central & Hudson River Railroad & leased lines. [New York : s.n., 1903].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1903) -- Lehigh Valley Railroad Company
1 map ; 12 x 18 cm.
Text on verso.
Inset (3 x 8 cm.): 'Route solid vestibule limited trains.'
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1903) p. 681
H 668 .703 (1903) p. 681 (PrCt)

Map of the New York Central & Hudson River Railroad & leased lines. [New York : s.n., 1903].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1903) -- New York Central and Hudson River Railroad Company
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
Includes an untitled inset of the Hudson River Valley (7 x 3 cm.)
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1903) p. 113
H 668 .703 (1903) p. 113 (PrCt)

Map of New York, Ontario & Western Ry. [New York? New York, Ontario, and Western Railway Co.? 1903?].
Authors: New York, Ontario, and Western Railway Co. -- Wynkoop Hallenbeck Crawford Co.
1 map ; col. : 22 x 25 cm.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
In bottom margin: Portion of line shown in red now being double-tracked.
In New York, Ontario, and Western Railway Co.
Twenty-fourth annual report of the president and
officers ... with statement of accounts ... 1903
(New York: Wynkoop Hallenbeck Crawford Co.,
[1903?]) at end.
5A 7267 (1902-1903 vol.) (PrCt)

47690 Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1903 -
Railroads - Pennsylvania Railroad - Maps -
1903 - Railroads - Maps
Map of the Pennsylvania Railroad Company's
lines east of Pittsburgh and Erie. July 1, 1903.
[New York: s.n.], 1903.
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the
United States (1903) -- Pennsylvania Railroad
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Insets (4 x 8 cm. and 6 x 4 cm.): Continuation of
lines in New York -- Continuation of N.Y.P. &
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United
States (New York, 1903) p. 693
H 668 .703 (1903) p. 693 (PrCt)

47691 Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1904 -
Railroads - Delaware, Lackawanna and
Western Railroad Company - Maps -
1904 - Railroads - Maps
The Delaware, Lackawanna & Western R.R. Co.
and connections. [New York : s.n., 1904].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the
United States (1904) -- Delaware, Lackawanna
and Western Railroad Company
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
Roughly bounded by southern Ontario, Vermont,
Pennsylvania, and New Jersey.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United
States (New York, 1904) p. 77
H 668 .703 (1904) p. 77 (PrCt)

47692 Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1904 -
Railroads - Lehigh Valley Railroad
Company - Maps - 1904 - Railroads - Maps
Lehigh Valley Railroad and connections. [New
York : s.n., 1904].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the
United States (1904) -- Lehigh Valley Railroad
Company
1 map ; 12 x 18 cm.
Text on verso.
Inset (3 x 8 cm.): 'Route solid vestibule limited
trains.'
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United
States (New York, 1904) p. 103
H 668 .703 (1904) p. 103 (PrCt)

47693 Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1904 -
Railroads - New York Central and Hudson
River Railroad Company - Maps -
1904 - Railroads - Maps
Map of the New York Central & Hudson River
Railroad & leased lines. [New York: s.n., 1904].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the
United States (1904) -- New York Central and
Hudson River Railroad Company
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
Includes an untitled inset of the Hudson River
Valley (7 x 3 cm.)
Roughly bounded by southern Ontario, Vermont,
Ohio, and Rhode Island.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United
States (New York, 1904) p. 115
H 668 .703 (1904) p. 115 (PrCt)

47694 Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1904 -
Railroads - Pennsylvania Railroad - Maps -
1904 - Railroads - Maps
Map of the Pennsylvania Railroad Company's
lines east of Pittsburgh and Erie. July 1, 1904.
[New York : s.n.], 1904.
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the
United States (1904) -- Pennsylvania Railroad
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Insets (4 x 8 cm. and 6 x 4 cm.): Continuation of
lines in New York -- Continuation of N.Y.P. &
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United
States (New York, 1904) p. 653
H 668 .703 (1904) p. 653 (PrCt)

47695 Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1904 -
Railroads - Philadelphia & Reading
Railroad Co. - Maps - 1904 - Railroads - Maps
Philadelphia and Reading Railway and
connections 1904. New York : American Bank
Note Co., 1904.
Authors: American Bank Note Company --
Philadelphia & Reading Railroad Co.
1 map : col. ; 30 x 43 cm.
In Philadelphia & Reading Railroad Co. Seventh
annual report ... 1904 [Philadelphia?]
Philadelphia & Reading Railroad Co.?", 1905?] op-
title page.
5A 7267 (1904 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

47696 Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1905 -
Railroads - Delaware, Lackawanna and
Western Railroad Company - Maps -
1905 - Railroads - Maps
The Delaware, Lackawanna & Western R.R. Co.
and connections. [New York : s.n., 1905].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the
United States (1905) -- Delaware, Lackawanna
and Western Railroad Company
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
Roughly bounded by southern Ontario, Vermont,
Pennsylvania, and New Jersey.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United
States (New York, 1905) p. 77
H 668 .703 (1905) p. 77 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1905 - Railroads
Lehigh Valley Railroad Company - Maps - 1905

Roughly bounded by southern Ontario, Vermont, Ohio, and Rhode Island.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1905) p. 645
H 668 .703 (1905) p. 645 (Pr.Ct)

Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1905 - Railroads
Pennsylvania Railroad - Maps - 1905

Map of the Pennsylvania Railroad Company's lines east of Pittsburgh and Erie. 1st July, 1905.
[New York : s.n.], 1905.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1905) -- Pennsylvania Railroad
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Insets (4 x 8 cm. and 6 x 4 cm.): Continuation of lines in New York -- Continuation of N.Y.P. & N.R.R. and Balto. Ches. and Atl. Ry. lines.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1905) p. 695
H 668 .703 (1905) p. 695 (Pr.Ct)

Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1905 - Railroads
Philadelphia & Reading Railroad Co. - Maps - 1905

Philadelphia and Reading Railway and connections. 1905.
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Reading Company SEE ALSO Philadelphia & Reading Railroad Co.
1 map : col. ; 29 x 43 cm.
In Reading Company. Eighth annual report ... 1905 [Philadelphia?: Reading Company?, 1905?] opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1905 vol. [2]) (Pr.Ct)

Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1905 - Railroads
Western Maryland Railroad Company - Maps - 1905

Map of the Western Maryland R.R. and Western Virginia Central and Pittsburg Railway Company.
[New York : s.n., 1905].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1905) -- Western Maryland Railroad Company -- West Virginia Central and Pittsburg Railway Company
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
Roughly bounded by Pennsylvania, West Virginia, and Virginia, and Maryland.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1905) p. 142
H 668 .703 (1905) p. 142 (Pr.Ct)

Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1906 - Railroads
Delaware, Lackawanna and Western Railroad Company - Maps - 1906

The Delaware, Lackawanna & Western R.R. Co. and connections. [New York : s.n., 1906].

[Text on verso.]

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Maps

Railroad Co.

Middle Atlantic States

Philadelphia & Reading Railroad Co.

H 668 .703 (1906) p. 85

PrCt

New York:


Railroads

Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1906 - Railroads

Lehigh Valley Railroad Company - Maps - 1906 - Railroads - Maps

Lehigh Valley Railroad. Buffalo, N.Y.

Matthews-Northrup Co., [1906?].

Middle Atlantic States

Authors: Matthews-Northrup Company -- Lehigh Valley Railroad Company

1 map : col. ; 27 x 41 cm.


5A 7267 (1906 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1906 - Railroads

Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1906 - Railroads - Maps

Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1906 - Cities and towns

Road maps

Road maps

Automobile travel - Middle Atlantic States - Guidebooks - 1906

Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1906 - Cities and towns - Road maps

Road maps

The Automobile official 1906 blue book. [Section 3], [New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Delaware, Maryland and the District of Columbia]: a touring guide to the best and most popular routes in the eastern and northern states, with a Canadian section. New York: Class Journal Company, c1906.


Map of the Pennsylvania Railroad Company’s lines east of Pittsburgh and Erie. [New York: s.n.], 1906.

Middle Atlantic States

Authors: Poor’s manual of the railroads of the United States (1906) -- Delaware, Lackawanna and Western Railroad Company

1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.

In Poor’s manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1906) p. 711

H 668 .703 (1906) p. 711 (PrCt)

Middle Atlantic States

Philadelphia & Reading Railroad Co. - Maps - 1906 - Railroads - Maps

The Delaware, Lackawanna & Western R.R. Co. and connections. [New York: s.n., 1907].

Middle Atlantic States

Authors: Poor’s manual of the railroads of the United States (1907) -- Delaware, Lackawanna

1 map : col. ; 29 x 43 cm.

Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1907 - Railroads

Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1907 - Railroads - Maps

Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1907 - Railroads - Maps


5A 7267 (1906 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1906 - Railroads

Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1906 - Railroads - Maps

Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1906 - Railroads - Maps

Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1906 - Railroads - Maps


5A 7267 (1906 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1906 - Railroads

Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1906 - Railroads - Maps

Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1906 - Railroads - Maps


5A 7267 (1906 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1906 - Railroads

Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1906 - Railroads - Maps

Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1906 - Railroads - Maps


5A 7267 (1906 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1906 - Railroads

Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1906 - Railroads - Maps

Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1906 - Railroads - Maps


5A 7267 (1906 vol. [2]) (PrCt)
and Western Railroad Company
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Roughly bounded by southern Ontario, Vermont, Pennsylvania, and New Jersey.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1907) p. 93
H 668 .703 (1907) p. 93 (PrCt)

Authors: Matthews-Northrup Company -- Lehigh Valley Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 27 x 41 cm.
5A 7267 (1907 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1907) -- Lehigh Valley Railroad Company
1 map ; 12 x 18 cm.
Inset (3 x 8 cm.): 'Route solid vestibule limited trains.'
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1907) p. 121
H 668 .703 (1907) p. 121 (PrCt)

Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Philadelphia & Reading Railroad Co.
1 map : col. ; 29 x 43 cm.
In Philadelphia & Reading Railroad Co. Tenth annual report ... 1907 [Philadelphia?: Philadelphia & Reading Railroad Co.?, 1907?] opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1907 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

47715 Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1908 - Railroads<>Delaware, Lackawanna and Western Railroad Company - Maps - 1908<>Railroads - Maps The Delaware, Lackawanna & Western R.R. Co. and connections. [New York : s.n., 1908].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1908) -- Delaware, Lackawanna and Western Railroad Company
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Roughly bounded by southern Ontario, Vermont, Pennsylvania, and New Jersey.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1908) p. 99
H 668 .703 (1908) p. 99 (PrCt)

Authors: Matthews-Northrup Company -- Lehigh Valley Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 27 x 41 cm.
In Lehigh Valley Railroad Company. Fifty-fourth annual report of the board of directors ... 1908 [Philadelphia?: Lehigh Valley Railroad Company? 1908?] opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1908 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1908) -- Lehigh Valley Railroad Company
1 map ; 12 x 18 cm.
Inset (3 x 8 cm.): 'Route solid vestibule limited trains.'
Text on verso.
Also numbered '9' at bottom left.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1908) p. 129
H 668 .703 (1908) p. 129 (PrCt)

Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Philadelphia & Reading Railroad Co.
1 map : col. ; 29 x 43 cm.
5A 7267 (1908 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1909) -- Delaware, Lackawanna and Western Railroad Company
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Roughly bounded by southern Ontario, Vermont, Pennsylvania, and New Jersey.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1909) p. 100
H 668 .703 (1909) p. 100 (PrCt)
United States (1909) -- Delaware, Lackawanna and Western Railroad Company
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Roughly bounded by southern Ontario, Vermont, Pennsylvania, and New Jersey.

In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1909) p. 829
H 668 .703 (1909) p. 829 (PrCt)

Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1909 - Railroads
Lehigh Valley Railroad Company - Maps - 1909
Railroads - Maps
Lehigh Valley Railroad. Buffalo, N.Y.
Matthews-Northrup Co., [1909?].

Authors: Matthews-Northrup Company -- Lehigh Valley Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 27 x 41 cm.
In Lehigh Valley Railroad Company. Fifty-fifth annual report of the board of directors ... 1909
5A 7267 (1909 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1909 - Railroads
Lehigh Valley Railroad Company - Maps - 1909
Railroads - Maps
Lehigh Valley Railroad and connections. [New York : s.n., 1909].

Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1909) -- Lehigh Valley Railroad Company
1 map ; 12 x 18 cm.
Inset (3 x 8 cm.): 'Route solid vestibule limited trains.'
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1910) p. [141]
H 668 .703 (1910) p. [141] (PrCt)

Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1910 - Railroads
Lehigh Valley Railroad Company - Maps - 1910
Railroads - Maps
Philadelphia and Reading Railroad Co. - Maps - 1909

Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Philadelphia & Reading Railroad Co.
1 map : col. ; 27 x 41 cm.
5A 7267 (1910 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1910 - Railroads
Lehigh Valley Railroad Company - Maps - 1910
Railroads - Maps
Lehigh Valley Railroad and connections. [New York : s.n., 1910].

Authors: Matthews-Northrup Company -- Lehigh Valley Railroad Company
1 map ; 12 x 18 cm.
In Lehigh Valley Railroad Company. Fifty-sixth annual report of the board of directors ... 1910
5A 7267 (1910 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1910 - Railroads
Lehigh Valley Railroad Company - Maps - 1910
Railroads - Maps

Authors: William Collins Sons and Co. -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library) -- William Collins Sons and Co. The Collegiate atlas
... [191-?]
1 map : col. ; 29 x 22 cm.
In: William Collins Sons and Co. The Collegiate atlas: consisting of forty-four maps of modern geography, embracing all the latest discoveries and changes in boundaries and eighteen maps of historical geography, with copious index (Glasgow, London, and Edinburgh : William Collins, Sons, & Company, [191-?]), [plate 28 C].
Printed plate number "C" on thumb index at right. "USA-Central" in oversize manuscript lettering on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .C625 1910z, [plate 28 C] (PrCt)
Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1910 - Railroads
Reading Company - Maps - 1910 - Railroads - Maps
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Reading Company
1 map : col. ; 29 x 43 cm.
In Reading Company. Thirteenth annual report ... 1910 [Philadelphia?: Reading Company?, 1910?] opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1910 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1910 - Road maps
Automobile travel - Middle Atlantic States - Guidebooks - 1910 - Cities and towns
Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1910 - Cities and towns - Road maps
Southern States - Guidebooks - 1910 - Southern States - Maps - 1910 - Cities and towns - Road maps
Cities and towns - Southern States - Maps - 1910 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: Automobile Blue Books, Inc. -- American Automobile Association -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
800 p. : ill. (some col.), 150 maps (some col.) ; 24 cm.
Published with official endorsement of the American Automobile Association.
Includes AAA logo with "Official 1910" on t.p. and cover.
General index map lacking.
Trunk line index map, p. 2-3.
Includes indexes.
Primarily covers New Jersey and Pennsylvania.
Partially covers Maryland, New York State, Ohio, Virginia, Washington, D.C., West Virginia.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes GV1024 .A92 1910 v.3 (NLO)

Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1911 - Railroads
Delaware, Lackawanna and Western Railroad Company - Maps - 1911 - Railroads - Maps
The Delaware, Lackawanna & Western R.R. Co. and connections . [New York : s.n., 1911].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1911) -- Delaware, Lackawanna and Western Railroad Company
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Roughly bounded by southern Ontario, Vermont, Pennsylvania, and New Jersey.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1911) p. 1565.
H 668 .703 (1911) p. 1565 (PrCt)

Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1911 - Railroads
Lehigh Valley Railroad Company - Maps - 1911 - Railroads - Maps
Lehigh Valley Railroad and connections. [New York : s.n., 1911].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1911) -- Lehigh Valley Railroad Company
1 map ; 12 x 18 cm.
Inset (3 x 8 cm.): 'Route solid vestibule limited trains.'
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1911) p. 235
H 668 .703 (1911) p. 235 (PrCt)

Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1911 - Railroads
Reading Company - Maps - 1911 - Railroads - Maps
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Reading Company
1 map : col. ; 29 x 43 cm.
In Reading Company. Fourteenth annual report of the board of directors ... 1911 [Philadelphia?: Reading Company?, 1911?] opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1911 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1912 - Railroads
Delaware, Lackawanna and Western Railroad Company - Maps - 1912 - Railroads - Maps
The Delaware, Lackawanna & Western R.R. Co. and connections . [New York : s.n., 1912].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1912) -- Delaware, Lackawanna and Western Railroad Company
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Roughly bounded by southern Ontario, Vermont, Pennsylvania, and New Jersey.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1911) p. 2535.
H 668 .703 (1912) p. 2535 (PrCt)
Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1912 - Railroads
Lehigh Valley Railroad Company - Maps - 1912
Railroads - Maps
Authors: Matthews-Northrup Company -- Lehigh Valley Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 27 x 41 cm.
5A 7267 (1912 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1912 - Railroads
Lehigh Valley Railroad Company - Maps - 1912
Railroads - Maps
Lehigh Valley Railroad and connections. [New York : s.n., 1912].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1912) -- Lehigh Valley Railroad Company
1 map ; 12 x 18 cm.
Inset (3 x 8 cm.): 'Route solid vestibule limited trains.'
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1912) p. 241
H 668 .703 (1912) p. 241 (PrCt)

Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1912 - Railroads
Reading Company - Maps - 1912
Railroads - Maps
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Reading Company
1 map : col. ; 29 x 43 cm.
In Reading Company. Fifteenth annual report ... 1912 ([Philadelphia?: Reading Company?], 1913) opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1913 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1914 - Railroads
Lehigh Valley Railroad Company - Maps - 1914
Railroads - Maps
Philadelphia & Reading Railroad Co. - Maps - 1914
Railroads - Maps
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Reading Company -- Philadelphia & Reading Railroad Co.
1 map : col. ; 29 x 43 cm.
5A 7267 (1914 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1915 - Railroads
Lehigh Valley Railroad Company - Maps - 1915
Railroads - Maps
Philadelphia & Reading Railroad Co. - Maps - 1915
Railroads - Maps
Authors: Matthews-Northrup Company -- Lehigh Valley Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 27 x 41 cm.
5A 7267 (1915 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1913 - Railroads
Reading Company - Maps - 1913
Railroads - Maps
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Reading Company
1 map : col. ; 29 x 43 cm.
5A 7267 (1915 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Place</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1918 - Railroads


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : on sheet 72 x 56 cm.

Keyed to 32 named road signs.

Scale [ca. 1:699,000].

Includes continuation inset of Long Island.

Verso blank.

Uniform title: Auto trails

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN Auto Trails 6F 36 (PrCt)

Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1918 - Road maps


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : on sheet 72 x 56 cm.

Keyed to 32 named road signs.

Scale [ca. 1:699,000].

Includes continuation inset of Long Island.

Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto trails map : district no. 7 : S.E. Pennsylvania, New Jersey, E. Virginia, Delaware, Maryland [Chicago: Rand McNally, 1918]. 28 p. : maps, ill. ; 19 cm.

Cover title: A Guide to the blazed trails.

Uniform title: Auto trails

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN Auto Trails 6F 37 (PrCt)

Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1919 - Railroads


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 29 x 43 cm.


5A 7267 (1919 vol. [2]) (PrCt)
Authors: Matthews-Northrup Company -- Lehigh Valley Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 27 x 41 cm.
Includes profile (3 x 17 cm.) at bottom.
Lacking title page; title taken from p. 3, dated 'April 2, 1920.'
5A 7267 (1919 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Reading Company -- Philadelphia & Reading Railroad Co.
1 map : col. ; 29 x 43 cm.
5A 7267 (1920 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1920 - Road maps - New York Region - Maps - 1920 - Road maps - Philadelphia Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1920 - Road maps - Strip maps
The Lincoln Highway: a continuous connecting improved highway from the Atlantic to the Pacific. Section 1, New York to Philadelphia. Detroit, Mich. Lincoln Highway Association, [ca. 1920].
Authors: Lincoln Highway Association -- Matthews-Northrup Company -- John V. Bergen Collection (Newberry Library) -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division
1 map : col. ; 16 x 66 cm.
Panel title on verso: Strip map no. 1: New York City to Philadelphia, Pa. to Gettysburg, Pa. "... Section 1 of a set of 30 ... ."
Insets on recto (each 9 x 12 cm.): Lincoln Highway through Elizabeth -- Lincoln Highway through Trenton.
Maps on verso (15 x 21 cm. and 16 x 34 cm.): Lincoln Highway through Philadelphia -- Lincoln Highway from New York via Weehawken, Jersey City and New York.
Removed as duplicate from the Library of Congress; bears LC ownership stamp.
Forms part of the John V. Bergen Collection (Newberry Library).
map4F G3702.L5 1920 L5a (PrCt)

Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1920 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; on sheet 56 x 72 cm.
Keyed to 49 named road signs.
Scale [ca. 1:751,000].
Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto trails map: district no. 7 : Delaware, S.E. Pennsylvania, E. Virginia, New Jersey, Maryland [Chicago: Rand McNally, 1920]. 44 p. : maps, ill. ; 19 cm.
Cover handstamped "Register of copyrights, Library of Congress ... " and dated "5/29/20" in ms.
Cover art: Auto driving up hill, passing tree and pole.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Auto Trails 6F 39 (PrCt)

Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1920 - Road maps
1 map : col. ; 50 x 70 cm.
Includes red overprinting identifying location of "Rittenhouse Hotel."
Keyed to 49 named road signs.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Removed from a Rand McNally Automobile Editorial (RMcN AE) binder; handstamped no. "4" on verso.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Auto Trails 6F 39.5 (PrCt)

Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1920 - Road maps
1 map : col. ; on sheet 56 x 72 cm.
Keyed to 49 named road signs.

Scale [ca. 1:751,000].

Stamped "United Advertising Corp, 27.33 Treat Pl., Newark, N.Y." and marked "1920 : dist. 7" in pencil and "Route #14 : Cranberry Trail : Trenton to New Brunswick" in orange crayon.

Uniform title: Auto trails

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).

RMcN Auto Trails 4C 43 (PrCt)

47761 Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1920 - Road maps>>>Virginia - Maps - 1920 - Road maps>>>Automobile travel - Middle Atlantic States - Guidebooks - 1920>>>Automobile travel - Virginia - Guidebooks - 1920>>>Road maps


Authors: Automobile Blue Books, Inc.

1,116 p. : ill. (some col.), maps (some folded) ; 24 cm.

"Standard road guide of America."

General index map lacking.


Includes indexes.

Case GV1024 .A92 1920 v.3 (NLO)

47762 Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1921 - Railroads>>>Lehigh Valley Railroad Company - Maps - 1921>>>Railroads - Maps

Lehigh Valley Railroad. Buffalo, N.Y. The Matthews-Northrup Co., [1921]?

Authors: Matthews-Northrup Company -- Lehigh Valley Railroad Company

1 map : col. ; 27 x 41 cm.

Covers region roughly bounded by southern tip of Ontario, Pennsylvania, New Jersey, and Massachusetts.

Includes profile (3 x 17 cm.) at bottom.

In Lehigh Valley Railroad Company.


Lacking title page; title taken from p. 3, dated 'April 2, 1921. '

5A 7267 (1920 vol. [2]) (PrCt)


The Reading. 1921. New York : American Bank Note Co., 1921 [i.e. 1922]?

Authors: American Bank Note Company --

Reading Company -- Philadelphia & Reading Railroad Co.

1 map : col. ; 29 x 43 cm.

In Philadelphia and Reading Railway Company.

Twenty-fourth annual report ... December 31, 1921 [Philadelphia?: Philadelphia and Reading Railroad Co., 1922?] opposite title page.

5A 7267 (1921 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

47764 Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1921 - Road maps>>>Road maps


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; on sheet hand trimmed to 48 x 37 cm. Incomplete; trimmed on all sides and annotated in manuscript (pencil and crayon) with route mileages; remaining legend keyed to 18 named road signs.

Scale [ca. 1:634,000].

Uniform title: Auto trails

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN Auto Trails 6F 40 (PrCt)

47765 Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1921 - Road maps>>>Road maps


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; on sheet 56 x 72 cm. Keyed to 50 named road signs.

Scale [ca. 1:765,000].


Cover title: Rand McNally official auto trails map : Pennsylvania, New Jersey, northern West Virginia, Maryland, Delaware : district no. 7. The state listings and district are printed off-center, sloping up slightly to the right. Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.

Uniform title: Auto trails

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN Auto Trails 6F 41 (PrCt)

Western Railroad Company - Maps - 1922<br><br>47767 <br>**Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1922 - Railroads**<br>Lehigh Valley Railroad Company - Maps - 1922<br>**Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1922 - Railroads**<br>The Reading. 1922. New York : American Bank Note Co., 1922 [i.e. 1923?].<br>Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Reading Company.<br>1 map : col. ; 29 x 43 cm.<br>In Reading Company. Twenty-fifth annual report ... December 31, 1922 [Philadelphia?: Philadelphia and Reading Railroad Co., 1923?] opposite title page.<br>5A 7267 (1922 vol. [2]) (PrCt)<br><br>47768 <br>**Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1922 - Railroads**<br>The Delaware Lackawanna & Western Railroad Company - Maps - 1923<br>The Delaware Lackawanna & Western Railroad Company - Maps - 1923<br>The Reading. 1922. New York : M. B. Brown Printing & Binding Co., 1923?].<br>Authors: Matthews-Northrup Company -- Delaware, Lackawanna and Western Railroad Company<br>1 map : col. ; 19 x 26 cm.<br>In Delaware, Lackawanna and Western Railroad. Annual report of the Delaware, Lackawanna and Western Railroad Company ... December 31st, 1922 (New York: M. B. Brown Printing & Binding Co., [1923?]) at end.<br>5A 7267 (1922 vol. [2]) (PrCt)<br><br>47769 <br>**Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1922 - Road maps**<br>Rand McNally official 1922 auto trails map : district number 7 : Pennsylvania, New Jersey, southern New York, northern Delaware, northern Maryland, northern Virginia, north east W. Virginia. [Chicago] : Rand McNally & Co., 1922.<br>Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)<br>1 map : col. ; 63 x 81 on sheet 68 x 87 cm.<br>Keyed to 50 named road signs.<br>Scale [ca. 1:654,000].<br>Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto trails map : district no. 7 : Pennsylvania, Maryland, Delaware, northern West Virginia, New Jersey (Chicago and New York: Rand McNally, 1922). [64] p. : maps, ill. ; 19 cm.<br>Cover title: Rand McNally official auto trails map : Pennsylvania, New Jersey, northern West Virginia, Maryland, Delaware : district no. 7.<br>Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.<br>Cover handstamped "Register of copyrights, Library of Congress ..." and dated "5/16/22" in ms.<br>Uniform title: Auto trails<br>Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).<br>RMcN Auto Trails 6F 42 (PrCt)<br><br>47770 <br>**Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1923 - Railroads**<br>Lehigh Valley Railroad Company - Maps - 1923<br>The Delaware Lackawanna & Western Railroad Company - Maps - 1923<br>The Reading. 1922. New York : M. B. Brown Printing & Binding Co., 1923?].<br>Authors: Martin B. Brown Company (New York, N.Y.) -- Delaware, Lackawanna and Western Railroad Company<br>1 map : col. ; 19 x 26 cm.<br>'4-XII' at bottom center.<br>In Delaware, Lackawanna and Western Railroad. Annual report of the Delaware, Lackawanna and Western Railroad Company ... December 31st, 1922 (New York: M. B. Brown Printing & Binding Co., [1923?]) at end.<br>5A 7267 (1922 vol. [2]) (PrCt)<br><br>47771 <br>**Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1923 - Railroads**<br>The Reading. 1922. New York : American Bank Note Co., 1922 [i.e. 1923?].<br>Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Reading Company.<br>1 map : col. ; 29 x 43 cm.<br>In Reading Company. Twenty-fifth annual report ... December 31, 1922 [Philadelphia?: Philadelphia and Reading Railroad Co., 1923?] opposite title page.<br>5A 7267 (1922 vol. [2]) (PrCt)<br><br>47772 <br>**Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1923 - Railroads**<br>The Reading. 1922. New York : American Bank Note Co., 1922 [i.e. 1923?].<br>Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Reading Company.<br>1 map : col. ; 63 x 81 on sheet 68 x 87 cm.<br>Keyed to 50 named road signs.<br>Scale [ca. 1:654,000].<br>Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto trails map : district no. 7 : Pennsylvania, Maryland, Delaware, northern West Virginia, New Jersey (Chicago and New York: Rand McNally, 1922). [64] p. : maps, ill. ; 19 cm.<br>Cover title: Rand McNally official auto trails map : Pennsylvania, New Jersey, northern West Virginia, Maryland, Delaware : district no. 7.<br>Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.<br>Cover handstamped "Register of copyrights, Library of Congress ..." and dated "5/16/22" in ms.<br>Uniform title: Auto trails<br>Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).<br>RMcN Auto Trails 6F 42 (PrCt)
Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1923 - Road maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 63 x 80 on sheet 73 x 87 cm. Keyed to 46 named road signs. Scale: ca. 1:1,067,000.
Plate no. F-7-A.
On verso: Rand McNally official 1923-4 auto trails map: North & South Carolina (Plate no. F-7-B). Keyed to 18 named road signs. Scale: ca. 1:943,000.
Cover title: Rand McNally official auto trails map: N. Carolina, S. Carolina, Maryland, Delaware, W. Virginia, Virginia.
Cover art: (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Auto Trails 6F 121 (PrCt)

Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1923 - Road maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 19 x 26 cm. Keyed to 86 named road signs. Scale: ca. 1:654,000.
Cover title: Rand McNally official auto trails map: Pennsylvania, New Jersey, northern West Virginia, Maryland, Delaware: district no. 7.
Cover handstamped "Register of copyrights, Library of Congress ..." and dated "4/26/23" in ms.
Cover art: (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Auto Trails 6F 42.1 (PrCt)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5A 7267 (1923 vol. [2])</td>
<td><strong>Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1924 - Railroads</strong></td>
<td>Map of Reading Company system. [Philadelphia?] Reading Company? , 1924 [i.e. 1925?].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1924 - Railroads</strong></td>
<td><strong>Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1924 - Railroads</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1924 - Road maps</strong></td>
<td>General map of automobile routes in New York, Pennsylvania, Maryland and adjacent states. Buffalo, N.Y.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1924 - Road maps</strong></td>
<td>Buffalo Wax Engravers, Inc., 1924.esson index map in holder. Includes indexes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1924 - Road maps</strong></td>
<td>Verso includes advertising for Standard Oil Company of New York, the Cleveland and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1924 - Road maps</strong></td>
<td>Buffalo Transit Co., and the Jackson Hotel and Health Resort of Dansville, N.Y.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1924 - Road maps</strong></td>
<td>Manuscript note in pencil on verso &quot;1-28-26. : Brink, From last years Buffalo Auto Club Book&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1924 - Road maps</strong></td>
<td>with illegible signature at end. Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1924 - Road maps</strong></td>
<td><strong>Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1924 - Road maps</strong></td>
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Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1925 - Railroads - Reading Company - Maps - 1925

*Maps of Reading Company system. [Philadelphia? Reading Company?], 1925 [i.e. 1926?].
Authors: Reading Company
1 map : col. ; on sheet 31 x 46 cm.
Added title at lower right: Reading Lines, 1925.
In Reading Company. Twenty-eighth annual report ... December 31, 1925 (Philadelphia: [Reading Company?, 1926?]) opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1925 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1925 - Road maps

Rand McNally official 1925 auto trails map : Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 62 x 80 cm. on sheet 73 x 88 cm. Keyed to 37 named road signs.
Scale [ca. 1:922,000].
Plate no. G-7. 
Cover title: Rand McNally official auto trails map : Maryland, Virginia, W. Virginia, Delaware.
Cover art (1 panel, O.B.BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 155 (PrCt)

Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1925 - Road maps

Rand McNally official 1925 auto trails map : Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 62 x 80 cm. on sheet 73 x 88 cm. Keyed to 37 named road signs.
Scale [ca. 1:922,000].
Plate no. G-7. 
Cover title: Rand McNally official auto trails map : Maryland, Virginia, W. Virginia, Delaware.
On first page in ms. "1. cl. 3 shelf."
Cover art (1 panel, O.B.BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 192 (PrCt)

Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1925 - Road maps

Rand McNally official 1925 auto trails map : Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1926 - Railroads - Delaware, Lackawanna and Western Railroad Company - Maps - 1926

Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1926 - Railroads - Lehigh Valley Railroad Company - Maps - 1926

Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1926 - Road maps


Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1925 - Road maps - Washington Region - Maps - 1925 - Road maps


Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1926 - Road maps


Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 259 (PrCt)

Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1926 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 63 x 79 cm. on sheet 73 x 87 cm.
Keyed to 12 named road signs.
Scale [ca. 1:922,000].
Plate no. H-7.
Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto road map: Delaware, Virginia, Maryland, West Virginia (Chicago and New York: Rand McNally & Company, 1926). 64 p.: maps, ill.; 19 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally official auto road map: Maryland, Virginia, W. Virginia, Delaware.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 260 (PrCt)

Authors: Automobile Blue Books, Inc. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
770 p.: ill. (some col.), 150 maps (some col., some folded); 24 cm.
"Standard touring guide of America."
General index map lacking.
Includes indexes.
Has map holder with clear plastic front attached to sewn-in cloth ribbon.
Geographic area covered is represented as a map on title page.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes GV1024 .A92 1926 v.2 (NLO)

Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1927 - Railroads - Delaware, Lackawanna and Western Railroad Company - Maps - 1927 Railroads - Maps
The Delaware Lackawanna & Western Railroad. New York: M. B. Brown Printing & Binding Co., [1927?].
Authors: Martin B. Brown Company (New York, N.Y.) -- Delaware, Lackawanna and Western Railroad Company
1 map: col.; 19 x 26 cm.
'4-XII' at bottom center.
In Delaware, Lackawanna and Western Railroad. Annual report of the Delaware, Lackawanna and Western Railroad Company ... December 31st, 1926 (New York: M. B. Brown Printing & Binding Co., [1927?]) at end.
5A 7267 (1926 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Authors: Matthews-Northrup Company -- Lehigh Valley Railroad Company
1 map; 17 x 26 cm.
'4-21' at bottom center.
Covers region roughly bounded by southern tip of Ontario, Pennsylvania, New Jersey, and Massachusetts.
Includes profile (2 x 11 cm.) at bottom.
Text on verso beginning '1926. Lehigh Valley Railroad ...'.
Lacking title page; report title taken from p. 3, dated 'February 23, 1927.'
5A 7267 (1926 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1927 - Railroads - Reading Company - Maps - 1927 - Railroads - Maps
Map of Reading Company System. [Philadelphia? Reading Company?], 1927?].
Authors: Reading Company
1 map; col.; on sheet 29 x 46 cm.
Date of publication and portion of legend trimmed at bottom.
Added title at lower right: Reading Lines.
In Reading Company. Twenty-ninth annual report ... December 31, 1926 (Philadelphia: [Reading Company?, 1927?]) opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1926 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1927 - Road maps - Lakewood Farm Inn (Roscoe, N.Y.) -
Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1927 - Road maps
    1 map : col. ; 62 x 79 cm. on sheet 73 x 87 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:922,000].
Plate no. I-7.
Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto road map of Delaware, Maryland, Virginia ... (Chicago and New York: Rand McNally & Company, 1927). 56 p. : maps, ill. ; 19 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally official auto road map: Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, W. Virginia.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 301 (PrCt)

Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1928 - Railroads - Delaware, Lackawanna and Western Railroad Company - Maps - 1928 - Railroads - Maps
The Delaware Lackawanna & Western Railroad. New York : M. B. Brown Printing & Binding Co., [1928?].
Authors: Martin B. Brown Company (New York, N.Y.) -- Delaware, Lackawanna and Western Railroad Company.
    1 map : col. ; 19 x 26 cm.
'4-XII' at bottom center.
5A 7267 (1927 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Authors: Whitney-Graham Co. -- Lehigh Valley Railroad Company.
    1 map : col. ; 48 x 66 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Insets (15 x 21 cm. and smaller): Lehigh Valley Railroad: Buffalo terminal -- Lehigh Valley
Railroad: New York City and New York harbor lines and stations -- Some of the principal western cities reached by through cars in Lehigh Valley freight service [in the U.S.] -- Routes of through Pullman and connecting passenger service [in the northeastern U.S.]

Covers region roughly bounded by southern tip of Ontario, Pennsylvania, New Jersey, and Massachusetts.


Lacking title page; report title taken from p. 3, dated 'February 23, 1928.'

5A 7267 (1927 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

47805 Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1928 - Railroads<>>>Reading Company - Maps - 1928<>>>Railroads - Maps

Map of Reading Company system. [Philadelphia? Reading Company?, 1928?). Authors: Reading Company
1 map : col. ; on sheet 29 x 45 cm.

Date of publication and portion of legend trimmed at bottom.

Added title at lower right: Reading Lines. In Reading Company. Thirtieth annual report ... December 31, 1927 (Philadelphia: [Reading Company?, 1928?]) at end.

5A 7267 (1927 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

47806 Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1928 - Road maps<>>>Hotel Aspinwall (Lenox, Mass.) - Access roads - Maps - 1928<>>>Road maps


Authors: Mixer's Motor Maps -- Hotel Aspinwall (Lenox, Mass.) -- Mixer's Motormaps SEE Mixer's Motor Maps
1 map : ill. ; 72 x 7 cm, folded to 15 x 7 cm. The route goes through Baltimore, Wilmington, Philadelphia, Trenton, New Brunswick, Montclair, Poughkeepsie, Canaan, and Stockbridge. Photos of the hotel and grounds on verso. Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).

Acquisition #2008100251.

Road map4C G3716.P2 1928 .M5 (PrCt)

47807 Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1928 - Road maps<>>>West Virginia - Maps - 1928 - Road maps<>>>Road maps


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 58 cm. on sheet 46 x 68 cm.


Includes continuation inset map of part of West Virginia.


Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: [Rand McNally official auto road map of Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia ... (Chicago and New York: Rand McNally & Company, 1928). 56 p. : maps, ill. ; 20 cm.

Title page handstamped "Register of copyrights, Library of Congress ..."and dated "4-24-28" in ms.

Cover title: Rand McNally official auto road map : Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, W. Virginia.

Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.

Uniform title: Auto trails Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).

RMcN Auto Trails 4C 356 (PrCt)

47808 Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1928 - Road maps<>>>West Virginia - Maps - 1928 - Road maps<>>>Road maps


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 58 cm. on sheet 46 x 69 cm.


Includes continuation inset map of part of West Virginia.


Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: [Rand McNally official auto road map of Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia ... (Chicago and New York: Rand McNally & Company, 1928)]. 56 p. : maps, ill. ; 19 cm.

Title page torn out.

Cover title: Rand McNally official auto road map : Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, W. Virginia.

Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.

Uniform title: Auto trails Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).

RMcN Auto Trails 4C 356 (PrCt)


Authors: Whitney-Graham Co. -- Lehigh Valley Railroad Company.

Includes continuation inset map of part of West Virginia.


Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: [Rand McNally official auto road map of Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia ... (Chicago and New York: Rand McNally & Company, 1928)]. 56 p. : maps, ill. ; 20 cm.

Title page handstamped "Register of copyrights, Library of Congress ..."and dated "4-24-28" in ms.

Cover title: Rand McNally official auto road map : Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, W. Virginia.

Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.

Uniform title: Auto trails Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).

RMcN Auto Trails 4C 356 (PrCt)
Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1929 - Road maps

47810

Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1929 - Railroads

Reading Company - Maps - 1929 - Roads

Map of Reading Company system. [Philadelphia? Reading Company?], 1929?]

Authors: Reading Company

1 map : col. ; on sheet 29 x 45 cm.

Date of publication and portion of legend trimmed at bottom.

Added title at lower right: Reading Lines.

In Reading Company. Thirty-first annual report ... December 31, 1928 (Philadelphia: [Reading Company?, 1929?]) at end.

5A 7267 (1928 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1929 - Road maps

47811

Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1929 - Ferries - Access roads - Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1929

Delaware-New Jersey Ferry Co. - Maps - 1929 - Road maps

The Shortest automobile routes between Atlantic City, New Jersey resorts, New York, New England, and the south and west via Delaware-New Jersey ferries. [S.I. Delaware-New Jersey Ferry Co., 1929?].

Authors: Delaware-New Jersey Ferry Co. -- American Automobile Association -- Capitol Tour Association -- Stevens House (Lancaster, Pa.) -- Stonewall Jackson Hotel (Staunton, Va.) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 22 x 29 cm.

Panel title.
"Copyright A.A.A. 1929."
"Capitol Tour Association ... for booklets ... apply to R.V. Alexander, Secretary, Stevens House, Lancaster, Pa. : A.T. Moore, President, The Stonewall Jackson, Staunton, Va."

Map on verso (19 x 19 cm.): Ferry routes between New Castle, Del. and Pennsville, N.J., Wilmington, Del. and Penns Grove, N.J.

Includes AAA logo and plate no. 8078.

Panel art: View of river ferry.

Filed with a group of related U.S. state maps identifying bridges along major highways, ca. 1927-ca. 1939 (in RMcN AE folders 172 and 173).

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 173.1X (PrCt)

Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1929 - Road maps

47812

Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1929 - Road maps

47813

Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1930 - Railroads

Buffalo Region (N.Y.) - Maps - 1930 - Railroads

New York Region - Maps - 1930 - Railroads

Lehigh Valley Railroad Company - Maps - 1930 - Railroads


Authors: Whitney-Graham Co. -- Lehigh Valley Railroad Company

1 map ; 48 x 66 cm.

Title in upper margin.

'2-30'--at bottom right

Covers region roughly bounded by southern tip of Ontario, Massachusetts, Pennsylvania, and New Jersey.

Inset maps (15 x 20 cm. and smaller): Lehigh Valley Railroad Buffalo Terminal -- Lehigh Valley Railroad : New York City ... -- Some of principal western cities reached by through cars in Lehigh Valley freight service [in the U.S.] -- Routes of [the Lehigh Valley Railroad] through Pullman and connecting passenger service.

Lacking title page; report title taken from p. 3, dated 'February 17, 1930.'

5A 7267 (1929 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

47814 Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1930 - Railroads - Central Railroad of New Jersey - Maps - 1930 - Railroads - Maps New Jersey Central. [Chicago : La Salle Extension University, 1930].
Authors: La Salle Extension University. Atlas of traffic maps (1930) -- Central Railroad of New Jersey
1 map ; 26 x 18 cm.
Added title in upper margin: Central R. R. Co. of New Jersey.
In Atlas of traffic maps (Chicago: La Salle Extension University, 1930) p. 128.
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 4 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .A73 1930 p. 128 (PrCt)

47815 Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1930 - Railroads - Delaware and Hudson Company - Maps - 1930 - Railroads - Maps Delaware and Hudson and connections. [Chicago : La Salle Extension University, 1930].
Authors: La Salle Extension University. Atlas of traffic maps (1930) -- Delaware and Hudson Company
1 map ; 21 x 18 cm.
Added title in upper margin: Delaware and Hudson Company.
Plate no.: I-XII [?].
In Atlas of traffic maps (Chicago: La Salle Extension University, 1930) p. 138.
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .A73 1930 p. 138 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- La Salle Extension University. Atlas of traffic maps (1930) -- Lehigh Valley Railroad Company
1 map ; 17 x 23 cm.
Inset (6 x 14 cm.): Through and connecting service to Toronto and Chicago.
In Atlas of traffic maps (Chicago: La Salle Extension University, 1930) p. 146.
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .A73 1930 p. 146 (PrCt)

Authors: Matthews-Northrup Company -- La Salle Extension University. Atlas of traffic maps (1930) -- Reading Company -- Central Railroad of New Jersey -- New York and Long Branch Railroad -- Atlantic City Railroad Company
1 map ; 15 x 23 cm.
Added title in right margin: Reading Company.
In Atlas of traffic maps (Chicago: La Salle Extension University, 1930) p. 167.
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .A73 1930 p. 167 (PrCt)

Authors: Reading Company
1 map : col. ; on sheet 29 x 45 cm.
Portion of sheet trimmed at bottom.
Added title at lower right: Reading Lines.
In Reading Company. Thirty-second annual report ... December 31, 1929 (Philadelphia: [Reading Company?, 1930?] at end.
5A 7267 (1929 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

Authors: Reading Company
1 map : col. ; on sheet 27 x 35 cm.
Bottom of sheet trimmed.
In Reading Company. Thirty-third annual report ... December 31, 1930 (Philadelphia: [Reading Company?, 1931?] at end.
5A 7267 (1930 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

Authors: Richman Brothers Co. -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 388 (PrCt)

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

Road map : West Virginia, Kentucky, Ohio / compliments of Shank's Oil Co. Pioneer Service Stations of Huntington ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1931?].
Authors: Shank's Oil Co. (Huntington, W. Va.) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Pioneer Service Stations (Huntington, W. Va.) SEE Shank's Oil Co. (Huntington, W. Va.)
1 map : col.; 28 x 43 cm., on sheet 61 x 46 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate nos. "M-1033" and "M-1052".
Maps on verso (28 x 43 cm. and 9 x 21 cm.):
Shank's Oil Company of Huntington, W. Va. auto road map of Ohio -- Huntington, W. Va. [showing locations of Shank's Oil Co. service stations].
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2379 (PrCt)

47827 Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1931 - Road maps Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1931 - Clothing trade Clothing trade - Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1931 Richman Brothers Co. - Maps - 1931 Road maps
Authors: Richman Brothers Co. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; 38 x 58 cm. on sheet 46 x 61 cm.
Oversize lettering in top margin: Richman Brothers clothes.
Plate no. M-6.
Includes inset of western Virginia and view of Richman factory in Cleveland.
Store locations indicated with pink dots.
Verso blank.
Listed on AE index as 'Sr. Richman Bros.'
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 13.16 (PrCt)

Authors: Standard Oil Company of New Jersey -- General Drafting Company
1 map : col., both sides; 14 x 125 cm. on sheet 23 x 84 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Strip map of corridor between the New York and Washington regions.
Route between New York City and Newark, Delaware printed on one side; remaining route to Washington, D.C. on verso.
'Copyright, General Drafting Co. Inc., 21 West St., New York.'
'Flying data compiled as of April 1, 1932.'
Oriented with north at upper right.
Panel art: Airplane with STANAVO trademark in flight.
map3C G3791.P6 1932 .S7 (PrCt)

Authors: Reading Company
1 map : col.; on sheet 30 x39 cm.
Roughly bounded by Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Maryland, and Delaware.
Bottom of sheet trimmed.
In Reading Company. Thirty-fifth annual report ... December 31, 1932 (Philadelphia: [Reading Company?, 1933?] at end.
5A 7267 (1932 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

47830 Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1933 - Railroads Reading Company - Maps - 1933 - Railroads - Maps Reading Company ... [and] Central Railroad Co. of New Jersey. 1933. [Philadelphia? Reading Company?], 1933 [i.e. 1934?].
Authors: Reading Company
1 map : col.; on sheet 56 x70 cm.
In bottom right corner: Chief Engineer's Office.
Roughly bounded by Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Maryland, and Delaware.
In Reading Company. Thirty-sixth annual report ... December 31, 1933 (Philadelphia: [Reading Company?, 1934?] at end.
5A 7267 (1933 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

47831 Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1933 - Road maps Delaware River Ferry Company - Maps - 1933 - Road maps - Chester (Pa.) - Maps 1933 - Road maps - Chester-Bridgeport Ferry SEE Delaware River Ferry Company -- Road maps.
Chester Ferry SEE Delaware River Ferry Company -- Road maps
Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

Authors: Delaware River Ferry Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chester-Bridgeport Ferry SEE Delaware River Ferry Company -- Chester Ferry SEE Delaware River Ferry Company
12 maps : col. ; each 17 x 5 cm., on sheet 47 x 31 cm.
Panel title.
Maps on verso (21 x 28 cm. and smaller): Map showing Chester-Bridgeport Ferry District with diagram of main highways extending into surrounding territory [in the Philadelphia region] / compiled and published by Delaware River Ferry Co. 1933 -- By-pass Philadelphia : avoid Philadelphia traffic [with the] Chester-Bridgeport Ferry -- Map of Chester, Pa. -- Baltimore thru routes
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 93.29 (PrCt) -- 47832

Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

Authors: Standard Oil Company of New Jersey -- Esso Standard Oil Company -- General Drafting Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 54 x 74 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: 1933 "Standard" road map : Maryland, Delaware, District of Columbia, Virginia, and West Virginia.
Includes ESSO logos.
"Copyright , General Drafting Co., Inc. ... New York."
Insets (9 x 12 and smaller): Wilmington -- Roanoke -- Charleston -- Wheeling -- Baltimore -- Richmond -- Norfolk.
Panel art: Standard logo with stars.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 103.28 (PrCt) -- 47833

Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1934 - Railroads

Authors: Reading Company -- H. L. L., fl. 1934 -- L., H. L., fl. 1934
1 map ; 58 x 73 cm.
'H. L. L.'--at bottom right.
In bottom right : Office of the Chief Engineer.
Roughly bounded by Pennsylvania, Connecticut, Virginia, and Delaware.
In Reading Company. Thirty-seventh annual report ... December 31, 1934 (Philadelphia: [Reading Company?, 1935?]) at end.
5A 7267 (1934 vol. [2]) (PrCt) -- 47834

Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

Authors: Bushkill Falls (Firm) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 24 cm.
Panel title.
Title supplied by cataloger
Date from RMcN AE 92 ms. index.
Plate no. 5-34-9677-N.Y.
Handstamped "APR 9 1936"
Illegible initials signed in red pencil beneath ms. note "File N.Y."
Color view of the falls on verso (31 x 24 cm.), beneath caption title: A delightful one-day auto trip : Bushkill Falls, The Niagara of Pennsylvania ...
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 92.35 A (PrCt) -- 47835

Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

Authors: American Oil Company -- Amoco Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 64 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Amoco road map of Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia, Washington D.C. / American Oil Co. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1934?].
Authors: American Oil Company -- Amoco Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 64 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Amoco road map of Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia.
Plate no. P.6.
Inset (4 x 6 cm.): [Western section of Virginia].
Panel art: Amoco and American Gas logos.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4845 (PrCt) -- 47836

Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1935 - Railroads

Authors: Reading Company -- H. L. L., fl. 1934 -- L., H. L., fl. 1934
1 map ; 58 x 73 cm.
'H. L. L.'--at bottom right.
Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1935 - Road maps


Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Co., 1935.

Cover title.

Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 1463 (PrCt)
Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1936 - Railroads

1936

Reading Company - Maps - 1936 - Railroads

Reading Company. [Philadelphia? Reading Company?], 1936 [i.e. 1937?].

Authors: Reading Company -- H. L. L., fl. 1934 -- L., H. L., fl. 1934

1 map : 58 x 73 cm.

'H. L. L.'--at bottom right.

At bottom right: Office of the Chief Engineer.

Roughly bounded by Pennsylvania, Connecticut, Virginia, and Delaware.

In Reading Company. Thirty-ninth annual report ... December 31, 1936 (Philadelphia: [Reading Company?, 1937?]) at end.

5A 7267 (1936 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1936 - Road maps


Authors: Standard Oil Company of New Jersey -- General Drafting Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 53 x 79 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Happy motoring in Maryland, Delaware, District of Columbia, Virginia and West Virginia : 1936


Panel art: Esso sign over gas station.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 169.9 (PrCt)

Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1936 - Road maps


Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Panel art: Cities Service logo and "serves a nation" slogan.

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 1556 (PrCt)

Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Travel Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, W. Virginia with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1936?].

Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 1600 (PrCt)

Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
**Gousha Clients 1699 (PrCt)**

Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
In manuscript on verso: "1936, 3rd edit."
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
**Gousha Clients 1700 (PrCt)**

Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
1936 road map of Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, W. Virginia and United States / compliments of Sterling Oil Company ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1936.
Authors: Sterling Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Sterling gasoline sign and car.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
**Gousha Clients 1772 (PrCt)**

Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Authors: Tide Water Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Cartoon mechanic and license plate with slogan "wherever you go, go on Tydol and Veedol', says the little engineer."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
**Gousha Clients 1777 (PrCt)**
Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1937 - Road maps

For happy motoring in Middle Atlantic States:


Authors: Standard Oil Company of New Jersey -- General Drafting Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 46 x 72 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Texaco road map : Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia and North Carolina & South Carolina. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1937].

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 46 x 72 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Texaco touring map : Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia and North Carolina & South Carolina. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1937].

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 46 x 72 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Texaco road map : Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia. Date from RMcN AE 107 ms. index.

Includes table of "State and federal gasoline taxes as of Jan. 1st, 1937."

Plate no. S.307.

Insets (46 x 73 cm. and smaller): Downtown map of Baltimore -- Charleston -- Wheeling -- Norfolk -- Hagerstown -- Downtown map of Washington, D.C. -- Huntington -- Richmond -- Portsmouth -- Cumberland.


Panel art: Texaco logo above outline of United States.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 107.3 (PrCt)
Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Travel Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, W. Virginia with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1937?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1875 (PrCt)

Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Authors: Republic Oil Co. -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Republic Oil Co. logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1976 (PrCt)

Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Shell road map : Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, W. Virginia. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1937?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 2027 (PrCt)

Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Tydol gasoline and Veedol motor oil logos, and slogan "travel in the best circles."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 2089 (PrCt)
Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Tydol gasoline sign, profiles of three cars, and slogan "stop at this sign for safe motoring."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3302 (PrCt)

Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1939 - Railroads
The Central Railroad Company of New Jersey. [New York?: Central Railroad Company of New Jersey?], 1939 [i.e. 1940?].
Authors: Central Railroad of New Jersey -- H. L. L., fl. 1934 -- L., H. L., fl. 1934
1 map ; 55 x 70 cm.
H. L. L.' and 'Office of the Chief Engineer'--at bottom right.
Roughly bounded by Pennsylvania, Connecticut, Virginia, and Delaware.
In Central Railroad of New Jersey, Annual Report ... December 31, 1939 [New York?: Central Railroad Company of New Jersey?, 1940?] at end.
5A 7267 (1939 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1939 - Railroads
Philadelphia & Reading Railroad Co. - Timetables - 1839<<>>Railroads - Maps
Reading Company. [Philadelphia? Reading Company?], 1939 [i.e. 1940?].
Authors: Reading Company -- H. L. L., fl. 1934 -- L., H. L., fl. 1934 -- Philadelphia & Reading Railroad Co.
1 map ; 65 x 70 cm.
H. L. L.'--at bottom right.
At bottom right: Office of the Chief Engineer.

Report lacks title page, but includes facsimile reproduction of timetable-broadside: The Philadelphia and Reading Rail Road ...
December 9, 1839 winter arrangement ...
5A 7267 (1939 vol. [2]) (PrCt)
maps Road maps
Authors: Republic Oil Co. -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Republic Oil Co. logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3516 (PrCt)

Middle Atlantic States - Maps 1939 - Road maps
Shell road map: Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, W. Virginia. Chicago: H.M. Gousha Co., [1939].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3533 (PrCt)

Middle Atlantic States - Maps 1939 - Road maps
Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia: Sinclair road map... Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1939].
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company
1 map: col.; 42 x 65 cm. fold. to 23 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Road map: Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia
Plate no. U .3617
Map on verso (27 x 43 cm.): Sinclair recreational map: United States
Panel art: Sinclair attendant giving directions to couple in convertible.
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).
Road map4C G3791.P2 1939 .S5 (PrCt)

Middle Atlantic States - Maps 1939 - Road maps
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Tydol gasoline and Veedol motor oil signs; profiles of stylized cars.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3655 (PrCt)

Middle Atlantic States - Maps 1940 - Road maps
Central Railroad of New Jersey - Maps 1940 - Map printing - Photolithographs - Maps - 1940 - Photolithographs - Railroads - Maps
The Central Railroad Company of New Jersey. [New York? Central Railroad Company of New Jersey?], 1940 [i.e. 1941].
Authors: Central Railroad of New Jersey -- H. L. L., fl. 1934 -- L., H. L., fl. 1934
1 map: 55 x 70 cm.
'H. L. L.' and 'Office of the Chief Engineer'--at bottom right.
Includes revised legend mounted as paste-on over earlier legend.
Roughly bounded by Pennsylvania, Connecticut, Virginia, and Delaware.
Issued to accompany Central Railroad of New Jersey. Annual report... December 31, 1940 [New York?: Central Railroad Company of New Jersey?, 1941?].
Misbound with Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company. Sixty-third annual report... December 31, 1940 [Richmond, Va.? The Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company?, 1941?] at end.
5A 7267 (1940 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Middle Atlantic States - Maps 1940 - Road maps
Reading Company - Maps - 1940 - Railroads - Reading Company - Maps - 1940 - Railroads - Maps
Reading Company. [Philadelphia? Reading Company?], 1940 [i.e. 1941].
Authors: Reading Company -- H. L. L., fl. 1934 -- L., H. L., fl. 1934 -- Philadelphia & Reading Railroad Co.
1 map: 53 x 67 cm.
'H. L. L.'--at bottom right.
At bottom right: Office of the Chief Engineer.
In Reading Company. Forty-third annual report... December 31, 1940. [Philadelphia?: Reading Company?, 1941?] at end.
5A 7267 (1940 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Middle Atlantic States - Maps 1940 - Road maps
New York World's Fair (1939-1940) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Road map of Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, W. Virginia and plan of New York World's Fair... / compliments of your Sterling independent dealer.
Chicago: H.M. Gousha Co., [1940].
Authors: Sterling Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- New York World's Fair (1939-1940) -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Sterling gasoline logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
**Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1940 - Road maps**

*Road maps*

Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia road map / Cities Service. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1940?].

Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Panel art: drawing of a plantation scene and slogan "the gateway to the South rich in historic interest."

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 3991 (PrCt)

---

**Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1940 - Road maps**

*Road maps*

Travel Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, W. Virginia with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1940?].

Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 3709 (PrCt)

---

**Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1940 - Road maps**

*Road maps*

Pleasant driving : Republic gasoline, motor oil : Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, W. Virginia road map. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1940?].

Authors: Republic Oil Co. -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Panel art: Republic Oil Co. logo.

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 3759 (PrCt)

---

**Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1940 - Road maps**

*Road maps*

Tydol trails thru Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, W. Virginia / issued by Tide Water Associated Oil Company ... New York. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1940.

Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Panel art: car, Cities Service sign and infant dressed as a gas station attendant; slogan "start every trip at your Cities Service dealer's."

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 4059 (PrCt)
H.M. Gousha Co., [1941?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4098 (PrCt)

Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
47897
Road map of Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, W. Virginia ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1941?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: car on road beneath ad for "amazing, new Pennzip 'Z' gasoline"and slogan "sound your 'Z' for pennzip and Pennzoil."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4167 (PrCt)

Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
47898
Shell map of Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, W. Virginia. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1941?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, W. Virginia.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 42167 (PrCt)

Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
47899
Road map : Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, W. Virginia / compliments of Tide Water Associated Oil Company New York, San Francisco, Tulsa.
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1941.
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: airplane, car and Tydol flying "A" gasoline logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
47900
Central Railroad of New Jersey - Maps - 1942<<>>Central Railroad of New Jersey - Roads - Maps
The Central Railroad Company of New Jersey. [New York? Central Railroad Company of New Jersey?], 1942 [i.e. 1943?].
Authors: Central Railroad of New Jersey
1 map : col. ; 48 x 60 cm.
'Office of the Chief Engineer'--at bottom right. Roughly bounded by Pennsylvania, Connecticut, Virginia, and Delaware.
In Central Railroad of New Jersey. Annual report ... December 31, 1942 [New York?: Central Railroad Company of New Jersey?, 1943?] at end.
5A 7267 (1942 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
47901
Reading Company - Maps - 1942<<>>Reading Company - Roads - Maps
Reading Company. [Philadelphia? Reading Company?], 1942 [i.e. 1943?].
Authors: Reading Company -- H. L. L., fl. 1934 -- L., H. L., fl. 1934 -- Philadelphia & Reading Railroad Co.
1 map : col. ; 48 x 61 cm.
'His L. L.'--at bottom right. At bottom right: Office of the Chief Engineer, In Reading Company. Forty-fifth annual report ... December 31, 1942. [Philadelphia?: Reading Company?, 1943?] at end.
5A 7267 (1942 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
47902
Cities Service Oil Company - Maps - 1942<<>>Road maps
Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: rural road scene, Cities Service Oils logo, and slogan "start every trip at your Cities Service dealer's."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4369 (PrCt)

Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
47903
Travel Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, W. Virginia with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1942?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 105 ms. index.
Includes table of "Gasoline taxes as of 2nd Nov., 1945."

Plate no. 454418
Insets (9 x 16 cm.): Virginia (western section)
Map on verso (38 x 78 cm.): Texaco touring map of North Carolina
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 105.11 (PrCt)

47914 Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1946 - Railroads - Reading Company - Maps - 1946 - Railroads - Maps
Travel Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, W. Virginia with Conoco ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1945].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 48 x 62 cm.
'Office of the Chief Engineer' in bottom right.
Roughly bounded by Pennsylvania, New York, Maryland, and New Jersey.
In Reading Company. Forty-eighth annual report ... December 31, 1945 [Philadelphia?: Reading Company?, 1946?] at end.
5A 7267 (1946 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

47915 Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1946 - New Jersey - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Authors: Central Railroad of New Jersey
1 map : col. ; 55 x 78 cm.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia.
Plate no. 6-454418-2.
Inset (9 x 15 cm.): Virginia (western section)
Map on verso (78 x 55 cm.): Texaco touring map of New Jersey.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 95.30 (PrCt)

47916 Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1946 - North Carolina - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia with North Carolina : Texaco. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1946].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 55 x 78 cm.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia.
Plate no. 6-4418-3
Inset (9 x 16 cm.): Virginia (western section)
Maps - 1946 - Pictorial maps
Reading area. [Philadelphia? Reading Company?, 1946?].
Authors: Reading Company
1 map : col. ; 46 x 59 cm.
Printed on black background of line drawings of agricultural products, factory-produced goods, etc.
Map on verso (38 x 78 cm.): Texaco touring map of North Carolina.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 105.15 (PrCt)

Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia with North Carolina: Texaco. Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1946].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 55 x 78 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia.
Date from RMcN AE 105 ms. index.
Includes table of "Gasoline taxes as of 2nd Oct., 1946."
Plate no. 6-4418-5
Insets (9 x 16 cm.): Virginia (western section)
Map on verso (38 x 78 cm.): Texaco touring map of North Carolina.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 105.16 (PrCt)

Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Shell map of Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, W. Virginia. Chicago: H.M. Gousha Co., [1946].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, W. Virginia.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4860 (PrCt)

Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Shlef map of Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, W. Virginia. Chicago: H.M. Gousha Co., [1946].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, W. Virginia.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4861 (PrCt)

Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia road map/Cities Service Oils... Chicago: H.M. Gousha Co., [1946].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M.
Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"Revised edition."
Panel title.
Panel art: rural road scene, Cities Service Oils logo, and slogan "start every trip at your Cities Service dealer's."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4725 (PrCt)
Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Road map of Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, W. Virginia ... / Tide Water Associated Oil Company, New York, San Francisco, Tulsa. Chicago : H. M. Gousha Co., [1946?].
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H. M. Gousha Company -- H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: road scene with gas station, car, and "Tydol flying 'A'gasoline" sign.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4968 (PrCt)

Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1947 - Harbors
1 map : col. ; 78 x 44 x .cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco cruising chart : Cape May, N.J. to Cape Henry, Va. with Delaware and Chesapeake Bays.
Uniform title: Cruising chart. "No. 4."
Plate no. 4718.
Panel art: Seagulls and boats with the Texaco Waterways Service logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (October 2010).
RMcN Cruising 24 (PrCt)

Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1947 - Railroads
Authors: Central Railroad of New Jersey -- Central Railroad Company of Pennsylvania -- Jersey Central Railroad SEE Central Railroad of New Jersey
1 map : col. ; 47 x 59 cm.
Inset (13 x 11 cm.): Terminal district [of New York region]
"Office of the Chief Engineer"--at bottom right. Roughly bounded by Pennsylvania, Connecticut, Virginia, and Delaware.
Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1947 - Road maps

**Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia with North Carolina : Texaco. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1947].**
Authors: Texaco Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 55 x 78 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia.
Date from RMcN AE 105 ms. index.
Includes table of "Gasoline taxes -- as of 2nd Oct., 1947."
Plate no. 7-4418-8.
Insets (9 x 16 cm.): Virginia (western section)
Map on verso (38 x 78 cm.): Texaco touring map of North Carolina
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 105.36 (PrCt)

**Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, W. Virginia with Conoco ... . Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1947].**
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "U", indicating 1947 publication.
Panel art: family standing in front of car and statement "for long trips ask ... about Touraid."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5076 (PrCt)

**Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Shell map of Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, W. Virginia. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1947].**
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "U", indicating 1947 publication.
Panel art: Shell logo slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5138 (PrCt)

**Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Road map of Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, W. Virginia ... / Tide Water Associated Oil Company, New York, Tulsa, San Francisco. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1947].**
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company --
H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "U", indicating 1947 publication.
Panel art: rural road scene with gas station, car, and "Tydol flying "A' gasoline" sign.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5253 (PrCt)

47940 Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1948 - Railroads
>>> Delaware, Lackawanna and Western Railroad Company - Maps - 1948
Railroads - Maps
Lackawanna Railroad. [New York? Delaware, Lackawanna and Western Railroad Company?, 1948?]
Authors: Delaware, Lackawanna and Western Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; on sheet 28 x 22 cm.
Summary route map covering New York, Pennsylvania and New Jersey.
In Delaware, Lackawanna and Western Railroad. 1947 annual report ... December 31, 1947 [New York?: Delaware, Lackawanna and Western Railroad Company?, 1948?] inside back cover.
5A 7267 (1947 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

47941 Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1948 - Railroads
Jersey Central lines : diagram showing freight connections and junction points of the Big Little Railroad. [New York? Central Railroad Company of New Jersey?, 1948?]
Authors: Central Railroad of New Jersey
1 map ; 29 x 15 cm.
Summary route map not drawn to scale.
Line runs N-S from Scranton to Jersey City and E-W from Newark to Bridgeton; oriented with north at right.
5A 7267 (1947 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

47942 Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1948 - Railroads
Jersey Central lines : the Central Railroad Company of New Jersey ... Central Railroad Company of Pennsylvania : map of system and connecting lines. 1948. [New York? Central Railroad Company of New Jersey?], 1948 [i.e. 1949?].
Authors: Central Railroad of New Jersey -- Central Railroad Company of Pennsylvania
1 map ; 29 x 21 cm.
Added title at top: Jersey Central lines : the big little railroad.
Roughly bounded by Pennsylvania, New York, and New Jersey.
Inset (9 x 8 cm.): Terminal district [of New York region]
5A 7267 (1948 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

47943 Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1948 - Railroads
>>> Reading Company - Maps - 1948 - Railroads - Maps
Reading Company. [Philadelphia? Reading Company?], 1948 [i.e. 1949?]
Authors: Reading Company
1 map : col. ; 48 x 62 cm.
'Office of the Chief Engineer'--bottom right.
Roughly bounded by Pennsylvania, Connecticut, Maryland, and New Jersey.
Detached from Reading Company. 51st annual report ... December 31, 1948 [Philadelphia?: Reading Company?, 1949?] at end [5A 7267 (1948 vol. [2])]
map4F G3791.P3 1948 .R4 (PrCt)

47944 Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
>>> Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1948 - Road maps - Pictorial maps
>>> Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1948 - Road maps - Pictorial maps
>>> Shenandoah National Park (Va.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps - Pictorial maps
>>> Shenandoah National Park (Va.) - Maps 1948 - Road maps - Pictorial maps
Esso : Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia with pictorial guide ... for happy motoring! New York, N.Y. General Drafting Co., Inc., 1948.
Authors: Esso Standard Oil Company -- General Drafting Company -- Akerman, James R.
1 map : col. ; 59 x 84 cm. fold. to 22 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Happy motoring in Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia Maps on verso (45 x 60 cm. and smaller): Pictorial guide to happy motoring in Virginia, West Virginia, Delaware, Maryland -- Charleston, W. Va. -- Williamsburg, capitol of Virginia, 1699-1779 -- Shenandoah National Park and environs -- Baltimore, M.D. -- Wilmington, Del. -- Richmond, Va. -- Norfolk and vicinity.
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).
Road map 4C G3791 .P2 1948 .E8 (PrCt)

47945 Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1948 - Road

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of each volume.
middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1948 - Road maps

Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia with New Jersey: Texaco. Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1948].

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 55 x 78 cm.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia.
Plate no. 8-4418-10.
Inset (8 x 19 cm. and 9 x 15 cm.): Colonial National Historical Park -- Virginia (western section).
Map on verso (78 x 55 cm.): Texaco touring map of New Jersey.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1948 - Road maps


Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 54 x 77 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia.
Date from RMcN AE 130 ms. index.
Includes table of "Gasoline taxes -- as of 16th Nov., 1947."
Plate no. 8-4418-10
Inset (7 x 15 cm.): Virginia (western section).
Map on verso (43 x 77 cm.): Texaco touring map of Pennsylvania.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1948 - Road maps

Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia / Cities Service. Chicago; San Jose: H.M. Gousha Co., [1948?].

Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
Panel art: Cities Service gas station, various cartoon images, and slogan "Cities Service dealers help make every trip a treat."
Forms part of H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1949 - Road maps

Road map of Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, W. Virginia ... / Tide Water Associated Oil Company, New York, Tulsa, San Francisco. Chicago; San Jose: H.M. Gousha Co., [1948?].

Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
Panel art: gas station attendant talking to a man in car, "Tydol flying 'A' gasoline" sign and slogan "at this sign ... everything that's good for your car."
Forms part of H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

47947 Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1948 - Road maps

Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia / Cities Service. Chicago; San Jose: H.M. Gousha Co., [1948?].

Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
Panel art: Cities Service gas station, various cartoon images, and slogan "Cities Service dealers help make every trip a treat."
Forms part of H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

47948 Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1948 - Road maps

Travel Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, W. Virginia with Conoco ... Chicago; San Jose: H.M. Gousha Co., [1948?].

Authors: Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
Panel art: family standing in front of car and statement "for long trips ask ... about Touraide." Forms part of H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

47949 Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1948 - Road maps

Shell map of Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, W. Virginia. Chicago; San Jose: H.M. Gousha Co., [1948?].

Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Forms part of H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

47950 Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1948 - Road maps

Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia with New Jersey: Texaco. Chicago; San Jose: H.M. Gousha Co., [1948?].

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 55 x 78 cm.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia.
Plate no. 8-4418-10.
Inset (8 x 19 cm. and 9 x 15 cm.): Colonial National Historical Park -- Virginia (western section).
Map on verso (78 x 55 cm.): Texaco touring map of New Jersey.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

47951 Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1949 - Road maps

Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1949 - Road maps

Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia with New Jersey: Texaco. Chicago; San Jose: H.M. Gousha Co., [1948?].

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 55 x 78 cm.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia.
Plate no. 8-4418-10.
Inset (8 x 19 cm. and 9 x 15 cm.): Colonial National Historical Park -- Virginia (western section).
Map on verso (78 x 55 cm.): Texaco touring map of New Jersey.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Authors: J.L. Smith Co. -- Reading Company -- Smith (J.L.) Co. SEE J.L. Smith Co.
1 map : col. ; 48 x 61 cm.
'J.L. Smith Co.'--bottom left.
'Office of the Chief Engineer'--bottom right.
Roughly bounded by Pennsylvania, Connecticut, Maryland, and New Jersey.
Detached from Reading Company. 53rd annual report ... December 31, 1950 [Philadelphia?]: Reading Company?, 1951?]) at end [5A 7267 (1950 vol. [2])]

map4F G3791.P3 1950 .S6 (PrCt)

47958
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 65 cm., folded to 17 x 9 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia
Plate no. 0-463617V-7
Maps on verso (each 48 x 23 cm.): Baltimore and vicinity -- Washington and vicinity.
Panel art: Illustration of "Betholine Sinclair" sign and service station attendant.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2680 (PrCt)

47959

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Texas Company. Cruising chart -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 77 x 44 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco cruising chart : Cape May, N.J. to Cape Henry, Va. with Delaware and Chesapeake Bays.
Uniform title: Cruising chart. "No. 4."
Plate no. 1-4718-4.
Panel art: Seagulls and boats with the Texaco Waterways Service logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (October 2010).
RMcN Cruising 32 (PrCt)

47960
Authors: Central Railroad of New Jersey
1 map ; 29 x 14 cm.
Summary route map not drawn to scale.
Line runs N-S from Scranton to Jersey City and E-W from Newark to Bridgeton; oriented with north at right.
5A 7267 (1950 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

47961
Authors: Delaware, Lackawanna and Western Railroad Company -- Ligetts Gap Railroad --

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Ligetts Gap Railroad SEE ALSO Delaware, Lackawanna and Western Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 18 x 22 cm., on sheet 28 x 22 cm.
Includes untitled inset of the LGR line between Scranton and Great Bend (10 cm. in diam.)
Text below Ligetts Gap Railroad: 'Ligett's Gap Railroad (incorporated April 7, 1832). Genesis of the Lackawanna ....'
At top of sheet: Miles of track operated :
December 31, 1951.
Covers New York, Pennsylvania and New Jersey.
In Delaware, Lackawanna and Western Railroad. 100th annual report ... December 31, 1951 [New York?: Delaware, Lackawanna and Western Railroad Company?, 1952?] inside front cover.
5A 7267 (1951 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

47962 Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1951 - Railroads - Delaware, Lackawanna and Western Railroad Company - Maps - 1951 - Railroads - Maps
Lackawanna Railroad. [New York? Delaware, Lackawanna and Western Railroad Company?, 1951?].
Authors: Delaware, Lackawanna and Western Railroad Company
1 map ; 15 x 14 cm., on sheet 28 x 22 cm.
At top of sheet: Miles of track operated :
December 31, 1950.
Summary route map; includes statistical notes at bottom.
Covers New York, Pennsylvania and New Jersey.
In Delaware, Lackawanna and Western Railroad. 99th annual report ... December 31, 1950 [New York?: Delaware, Lackawanna and Western Railroad Company?, 1951?] on back cover.
5A 7267 (1950 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Authors: Central Railroad of New Jersey -- Central Railroad Company of Pennsylvania
1 map ; 29 x 21 cm.
Added title at top: Jersey Central lines : the big little railroad.
Roughly bounded by Pennsylvania, New York, and New Jersey.
Inset (9 x 8 cm.): Terminal district [of New York region]
5A 7267 (1950 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Reading Company. [Philadelphia?]: J.L. Smith Co., 1951 [i.e. 1952?].
Authors: J.L. Smith Co. -- Reading Company
1 map : col. ; 49 x 61 cm.
'J.L. Smith Co.'-bottom left.'Office of the Chief Engineer'--bottom right. Roughly bounded by Pennsylvania, Connecticut, Maryland, and New Jersey.
Detached from Reading Company. 54th annual report ... December 31, 1951 [Philadelphia?: Reading Company?, 1952?] at end
map 4F G3791.P3 1951 .S6 (PrCt)

47965 Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1951 - Road maps
Map of Delaware, D.C., Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia / compliments of American Oil Co.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1951?].
Authors: American Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
[Newberry Library]
1 map : col. ; 42 x 65 cm., on sheet folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Road map of Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia.
Plate no. 1-463617V-11.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
RMcN Clients 2923 (PrCt)

Authors: Central Railroad of New Jersey -- Central Railroad Company of Pennsylvania
1 map ; 29 x 21 cm.
Added title at top: Jersey Central lines : the big little railroad.
Roughly bounded by Pennsylvania, New York, and New Jersey.
Inset (9 x 8 cm.): Terminal district [of New York region]
Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1952 - Railroads - Pictorial maps


5A 7267 (1951 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1953 - Railroads - Pictorial maps


5A 7267 (1952 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1953 - Railroads - Maps


5A 7267 (1953 vol. [1]) (PrCt)
Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1955 - Railroads - Pictorial maps
Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1955 - Railroads
Delaware, Lackawanna and Western Railroad Company - Maps - 1955 - Pictorial maps
Delaware, Lackawanna and Western Railroad Company - Maps - 1955 - Railroads
Maps
Pictorial maps
Lackawanna Railroad. [New York? Delaware, Lackawanna and Western Railroad Company?], 1954, i.e. 1955?].
Authors: Delaware, Lackawanna and Western Railroad Company
1 map ; 11 x 18 cm.
Added title at upper right: The Route of Phoebe Snow : the shortest route between New York, Scranton, Binghamton, Syracuse, Elmira, Buffalo. Summary route covering New York, Pennsylvania and New Jersey; industrial regions shown pictorially.
Table below map: Miles of road : December 31, 1954.
In Delaware, Lackawanna and Western Railroad Company. 103rd annual report ... December 31, 1954 [New York?]: Delaware, Lackawanna and Western Railroad Company?, 1955?] inside front cover.
5A 7267 (1954 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Authors: Reading Company
1 map : col. ; 28 x 43 cm.
Summary route map.
Roughly bounded by Pennsylvania, Connecticut, eastern Virginia, and New Jersey.
5A 7267 (1954 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1955 - Road maps - East (U.S.) - Maps - 1955 - Road maps - East (U.S.)
1 map : col. ; 55 x 71 cm., folded to 21 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Atlantic West Virginia, Virginia, Maryland, Delaware
Plate no. 5-463874-14.
Map on verso (78 x 56 cm.): Atlantic eastern United States.
Panel art: Color illustration of cars driving on road and large Atlantic billboard.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4851 (PrCt)

Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia with North Carolina : tour with Texaco. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1955?].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 55 x 78 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia.
Date from RMcN AE 106 ms. index.
Includes table of "Gasoline taxes -- as of 1st Jan, 1956."
Plate no. 5-4418-30.
Insets (8 x 19 cm. and 6 x 15 cm.): Colonial National Historic Park -- Virginia (western section)
Map on verso (38 x 78 cm.): Texaco touring map of North Carolina
Panel art: Texaco gas station on hilly rural road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 106.1X (PrCt)

Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia with North Carolina : tour with Texaco. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1955?].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 55 x 78 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia.
Date from RMcN AE 106 ms. index.
Includes table of "Gasoline taxes -- as of 1st Jan, 1956."
Plate no. 5-4418-30.
Insets (8 x 19 cm. and 6 x 15 cm.): Colonial National Historic Park -- Virginia (western section)
Map on verso (38 x 78 cm.): Texaco touring map of North Carolina
Panel art: Texaco gas station on hilly rural road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 106.2X (PrCt)
Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1957 - Railroads - Maps

Authors: Central Railroad of New Jersey
1 map : col. ; 19 x 16 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Numbered arrows keyed to four industrial districts briefly described on adjacent page.
In Central Railroad of New Jersey. Whatever you do ... it's your business ! [New York?: Central Railroad Company of New Jersey?, 1957?] p. [7].
Forms part of a promotional flyer ([8] p. : ill. ; 24 cm.) bound in Central Railroad Company of New Jersey. Annual report ... 1956 [New York?]: Central Railroad Company of New Jersey?, 1957?]
5A 7267 (1956 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1957 - Railroads - Maps

Authors: Central Railroad of New Jersey
1 map : col. ; 20 x 9 cm.
Added title at bottom: Jersey Central lines : 62 connections ....
Roughly bound by Scranton, Jersey City, Bridgeton Junction, and Newark.
Identifies connecting railways along the line.
In Central Railroad of New Jersey. Whatever you do ... it's your business ! [New York?: Central Railroad Company of New Jersey?, 1957?] p. [8].
Forms part of a promotional flyer ([8] p. : ill. ; 24 cm.) bound in Central Railroad Company of New Jersey. Annual report ... 1956 [New York?]: Central Railroad Company of New Jersey?, 1957?]
5A 7267 (1956 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1957 - Railroads - Maps

New York Region - Maps - 1957 - Railroads - Maps

Jersey Central Lines ... map of system and connecting lines. [New York? Central Railroad Company of New Jersey?], 1958.
Authors: Central Railroad of New Jersey
1 map : col. ; 27 x 19 cm.
'Off. of Chief Engineer, Jersey City, N.J.' -- at bottom right.
Roughly bounded by Pennsylvania, New York, and New Jersey.
Inset (8 x 7 cm.): Terminal district [of New York region]
5A 7267 (1957 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1958 - Railroads - Maps


Jersey Central Lines ... map of system and connecting lines. [New York? Central Railroad Company of New Jersey?], 1958.
Authors: Central Railroad of New Jersey
1 map : col. ; 27 x 19 cm.
‘Off. of Chief Engineer, Jersey City, N.J.’ -- at bottom right.
Roughly bounded by Pennsylvania, New York, and New Jersey.
Inset (8 x 7 cm.): Terminal district [of New York region]
5A 7267 (1958 vol. [1]) (PrCt)
Congress, Washington, D.C. certificate no. A883188
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (October 2010).
RMcN Cruising 40 (PrCt)

48000 Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1967 - Road maps<><><>Delaware Memorial Bridge (Del. and N.J.) - Access routes - Maps - 1967 - Road maps<><><>Cape May-Lewes Ferry (Del. and N.J.) - Access routes - Maps - 1967 - Road maps<><><>Road maps
Delaware Memorial Bridge ... / Delaware River and Bay Authority. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Co., c1967.
Authors: Delaware River and Bay Authority -- Cape May-Lewes Ferry (Del. and N.J.) -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 44 x 38 cm., folded to 18 x 20 cm. Panel title.
Opposite panel title: Cape May-Lewes Ferry
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (October 2010).
RMcN Cruising 40 (PrCt)

48002 Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1968 - Road maps - Pictorial maps<><><>Pictorial maps - Middle Atlantic States - 1968 - Road maps<><><>Road maps<><><>Pictorial maps - Chesapeake Bay Bridge-Tunnel Circle Tour ... Cape Charles, Va. Chesapeake Bay Bridge and Tunnel District, c1968.
Authors: Chesapeake Bay Bridge and Tunnel District -- General Drafting Company
1 map : col. ; 40 x 22 cm., fold to 23 x 11 cm. Panel title.
Added title: Chesapeake Bay Brige-Tunnel Circle Tour. © MCMLXVIII, General Drafting Co., Inc., Convent Station, N.J." at bottom of back panel.
"Prepared especially for the Chesapeake Bay Bridge and Tunnel District." Cover art: Circle Tour and Chesapeake Bay Bridge-Tunnel logos.
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).
Road map4C G3791 .P2 1968 .C5 (PrCt)


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Texaco, Inc. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Texaco, inc. Cruising chart -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map : col. ; 81 x 56 cm.  
"1970 edition"  
"Copyright 1970 by Rand McNally & Co."

Added title: Coastwise cruising guide : New York Harbor to Cape Henlopen, Del. including Delaware Bay.  
Uniform title: Cruising chart.  
Plate no. 5-M3F65-170.  
Map on verso (81 x 56 cm.): Coastwise cruising guide : Cape May, N.J. to Cape Henry, Va. including Chesapeake Bay.  
Panel art: Photo of boats in harbor and Texaco logo.  
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).  
Shelved in 4A Stacks, aisle 25 (October 2010).  
RMcN Cruising 73 (PrCt)
New York Harbor (N.Y. and N.J.) - 1971 - Nautical charts - Pictorial maps - Delaware Bay (Del. and N.J.) - 1971 - Nautical charts - Pictorial maps - Chesapeake Bay (Md. and Va.) - 1971 - Nautical charts - Pictorial maps


"Copyright © 1972 by Rand McNally & Co."

Added title: Coastwise cruising guide : New York Harbor to Cape Henlopen, Del. including Delaware Bay.

Uniform title: Cruising chart.

Plate no. 7-M3F65-172.

Map on verso (81 x 56 cm.): Coastwise cruising guide : Cape May, N.J. to Cape Henry, Va. including Chesapeake Bay.

Panel art: Photo of boats in harbor and Texaco logo.


Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (October 2010).

RMcN Cruising 95 (PrCt)

Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1974 - Road maps

Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1974 - Hotels

Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1974 - Road maps

Howard Johnsons Motor Lodge & Restaurant directory, map : Middle Atlantic states...


Authors: Howard Johnson Co. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 37 x 51 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

"1974 winter spring edition"

Identifies Howard Johnson locations.

Inset (10 x 10 cm.): [Great Lakes region]

Verso includes Howard Johnson directories and dozens of small hotel location maps (7 x 8 cm. and smaller).

Panel art: color photograph of country road.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 1449 (PrCt)

Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1974 - Road maps

Shenandoah National Park (Va.) - Maps - 1974 - Road maps


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 44 x 85 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.

"1974 Edition."

Panel title.

Added title: Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia.

Plate no. 746607-9

Inset (13 x 7 cm.): [Northern West Virginia]

Maps on verso (21 x 25 cm. and smaller):


Panel art: road signs.

Forms part of a collection of stock editions of Rand McNally road maps, some apparently issued as sales samples and / or printer's proofs for prospective commercial clients.

Uniform series title (established by cataloger):

Stock road maps

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (April 2010).

RMcN Stock 50 (PrCt)

Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1976 - Nautical charts - Pictorial maps

New York Region - Maps - 1976 - Nautical charts - Pictorial maps


Delaware Bay (Del. and N.J.) - Maps - 1976 - Nautical charts - Pictorial maps

Chesapeake Bay (Md. and Va.) - Maps - 1976 - Nautical charts - Pictorial maps

Nautical charts - New York Region - 1976 - Pictorial maps

Nautical charts - New York Harbor (N.Y. and N.J.) - 1976 - Pictorial maps

Nautical charts - Delaware Bay (Del. and N.J.) - 1976 - Pictorial maps

Nautical charts - Chesapeake Bay (Md. and Va.) - 1976 - Pictorial maps

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (October 2010).

RMcN Cruising 134 (PrCt)
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (April 2010). RMcN Stock 52 (PrCt)

48016 Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1992

Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1992

Virginia - Maps, 1992

Rand McNally road maps, some apparently issued as sales samples and / or printer’s proofs.

Forms part of a collection of stock editions of Rand McNally road maps, some apparently issued as sales samples and / or printer’s proofs.

Panel art: road signs.

Forms part of a collection of stock editions of Rand McNally road maps, some apparently issued as sales samples and / or printer’s proofs.

Panel art: road signs.

Forms part of a collection of stock editions of Rand McNally road maps, some apparently issued as sales samples and / or printer’s proofs.

Panel art: road signs.

Forms part of a collection of stock editions of Rand McNally road maps, some apparently issued as sales samples and / or printer’s proofs.

Panel art: road signs.

Forms part of a collection of stock editions of Rand McNally road maps, some apparently issued as sales samples and / or printer’s proofs.

Panel art: road signs.

Forms part of a collection of stock editions of Rand McNally road maps, some apparently issued as sales samples and / or printer’s proofs.

Panel art: road signs.

Forms part of a collection of stock editions of Rand McNally road maps, some apparently issued as sales samples and / or printer’s proofs.

Panel art: road signs.
second part of The Lord of the rings - Maps - 1954


Case PR6039.O32 L6 1954, v. 2, at end (PrCt)

48019 Middle East (Imaginary place) - Maps - 1955


In: Tolkien, Christopher. "A cartographic atlas section of Ortelius's Theatrum orbis terrarum ... (1606) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 18 x 33 cm.
Includes dedication to Johannes Moflinius at bottom right.

In: Ortelius, Abraham. "Parergon, sive, Veteris geograpiae aliqvot tabvlae", part of the historical atlas section of Ortelius's Theatrum orbis terrarum ... (London : J. Norton, 1606), [plate 120].
Signature "v" and English letterpress text on verso beginning: The peregrination of Abraham the Patriarch. Abraham the first Patriarch ... . Inset (4 x 12 cm.): Arabia. "Cartographic sources: made by Ortelius, based on information from Ptolemaeus, but mostly on the Bible, particularly for the illustrations of Abraham's life from his departure from Ur to his death, depicted in 22 medallions." -- From Marcel P.R. van den Broecke's Cartographica Neerlandica website, which includes a digital image of another copy of the map (accessed August 2012); see http://www.orteliusmaps.com/book/or/183.html

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1606, [plate 120] (PrCt)

48023 Middle East - Historical geography - Maps - 1595-1606

Alexander, the Great, 356-323 decorated with ships.
In: Wit, Frederik de. [Atlas] (Amsterdam : Frederick de Wit [1688?]), [plate 18].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .W47 1688, [plate 18] (NLO)

48021 Middle East - Description and travel - 1972

If you like your history B.C., these are the places to see. New York : New York Times, 1972 .
Authors: Lecler, Rene 2 p : photos and map

Travel Vertical File G7421 .S1 1972 .L4 (PrCt)

48022 Middle East - Historical geography - Maps - 1586-1606

Abrahami patriarchae peregrinatio, et vita / Abrahamo Ortelio Antverpiano auctore. [London : John Norton], 1586 [i.e. 1606].

1 map : hand col. ; 18 x 33 cm.
Includes dedication to Johannes Moflinius at bottom right.

In: Ortelius, Abraham. "Parergon, sive, Veteris geograpiae aliqvot tabvlae", part of the historical atlas section of Ortelius's Theatrum orbis terrarum ... (London : J. Norton, 1606), [plate 120].
Signature "v" and English letterpress text on verso beginning: The peregrination of Abraham the Patriarch. Abraham the first Patriarch ... . Inset (4 x 12 cm.): Arabia. "Cartographic sources: made by Ortelius, based on information from Ptolemaeus, but mostly on the Bible, particularly for the illustrations of Abraham's life from his departure from Ur to his death, depicted in 22 medallions." -- From Marcel P.R. van den Broecke's Cartographica Neerlandica website, which includes a digital image of another copy of the map (accessed August 2012); see http://www.orteliusmaps.com/book/or/183.html

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1606, [plate 120] (PrCt)
Middle East - History, Ancient

Carte pour servir à l'intelligence de l'histoire des Assyriens, Medes, Babyloniens, et Perses; comprise dans l'histoire ancienne de Mr. Rollin... [Paris , ca. 1776].

Authors: Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d', 1697-1782 -- Bourgoin, P. -- Rollin, Charles, 1661-1741. Histoire ancienne des Egyptiens ...

-- Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d', 1697-1782. [Atlas, ca. 1776]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col ; 26 x 40 cm.


48025

48026


Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Delamarche, Charles François, 1740-1817. Atlas général : contenant le détail des quatre parties du monde [1798?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 55 cm.

Shows the travels of Saints Peter and Paul through the Middle East and into Egypt, Greece, and Italy.

Scale [ca. 1:7,000,000].

Relief shown pictorially.

Insets of Jerusalem and of Palestine (scale [ca. 1:2,350,000]), showing the travels of Jesus Christ.

Latin and French.

48024

Middle East - Historical geography - Maps - 1700<<>>Middle East - Maps - 1700<<>>Turkey - Historical geography - Maps - 1700<<>>Turkey - Maps - 1700

A New map of the eastern parts of Asia Minor largely taken : as also of Syria, Armenia, Mesopotamia, &c. : shewing their antient divisions, countries or people, chief cities, towns, rivers, mountains, &c. / R. Spofforth sculp. [Oxford : s.n., 1700].

Authors: Spofforth, R. -- William, Duke of Gloucester, 1689-1700 -- Wells, Edward, 1667-1727. A New sett of maps both of antient and present geography ... (1700) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 35 x 48 cm.

"Dedicated to his highness William Duke of Gloucester"


48022

ANTIQUE MAPS OF THE ANCIENT WORLD

B.C. - Travel - Maps - 1595-1606<<>>Middle East - Maps - 1595-1606<<>>Oracle of Jupiter-Amon (Siwas Oasis, Egypt) - Pictorial works - 1595-1606

Alexandri Magni Macedonis expeditio / Ex conatilib. geographicis A. Ortelij. [London : John Norton], 1595 [i.e. 1606].


Schottius, Henricus -- Schotius, Henricus SEE

Schottius, Henricus

1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 46 cm.

Includes dedication to "Henrico Schotio."

Inset view (14 x 19 cm.): Iovis Ammonis Oracvlvm.

In: Ortelius, Abraham. "Parergon, sive, Veteris geographiae aliquot tabvlae", part of the historical atlas section of Ortelius's Theatrum orbis terrarum ... (London : J. Norton, 1606), [plate 145].

Signature "xxij" and English letterpress text on verso beginning: The Voyaige of Alexander the Great. If Archelaus the Chorographer, whom Diogenes ...

"Cartographic sources: numerous classical authors, specifically Archelaus, Diogenes Lartius, Plinius, Ptolemus, Diodorus, Plutarchus and Livius." -- From Marcel P.R. van den Broecke's Cartographica Neerlandica website, which includes a digital image of another copy of the map (accessed August 2012); see http://www.orteliusmaps.com/book/ort222.html


VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1606, [plate 145] (PrCt)

48028 Middle East - History,Ancient<<<>Egypt - History, Ancient

l'Orient pour l'histoire ancienne de Mr. Rollin... [Paris, ca. 1776].


1 map : hand col. ; 26 x 35 cm.


oversize Ayer 135 .A6 1727 pl. 11 (PrCt)


Typvs chorographicvs, celebrvrum locorum in regno Ivdae et Israel / arte factus à Tilemanno Stella Sigennensi ; Abrahamus Ortelius in hanc formam minorem redigebat. Anno [M] [D] LXXXVI. [London : John Norton], [M] [D] LXXXVI [1586, i.e. 1606].


1 map : hand col. ; 34 x 47 cm.

In: Ortelius, Abraham. "Parergon, sive, Veteris geographiae aliqvot tabvlae", part of the historical atlas section of Ortelius's Theatrum orbis terrarum ... (London : J. Norton, 1606), [plate 117].

Signature "ij" and English letterpress text on verso beginning: Palaestina, or the Holy Land. Canaan, the most ancient name ... "Cartographic sources: Stella 1552, 1557 (Karrow 72/5, p. 502-503, Meurer p. 244-245)."

-- From Marcel P.R. van den Broecke's Cartographica Neerlandica website, which includes a digital image of another copy of the map (accessed August 2012); see http://www.orteliusmaps.com/book/ort180.html


VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1606, [plate 117] (PrCt)
deserts and Israels peregrination therein.
At lower right, inset of the sanctuary, surrounded by tents of the tribes of Israel.

**VAULT Ayer 110 .P9 1625, v. 1, p. 24 (PrCt)**

Authors: Purchas, Samuel, 1577?-1626 -- Hondius, Jodocus, 1563-1612 -- Purchas, Samuel, 1577?-1626. Purchas his pilgrimes (1625) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : copper engraving ; 14.1 x 18.1 cm. on sheet 32 x 21 cm.
Letterpress above map: Hondiavs his Map of the Israelites peregrination in the Desert.
At lower right, inset of the sanctuary, surrounded by tents of the tribes of Israel.

**VAULT Ayer 110 .P9 1625, v. 2, p. 1378 (PrCt)**

Authors: Hondius, Jodocus, 1563-1612 -- Purchas, Samuel, 1577?-1626. Purchas his pilgrimes (1625) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : copper engraving ; 14.6 x 18.6 cm. on page 32 x 22 cm.
Letterpress above map: Hondiavs his map of Alexanders Expedition.
Inset at lower left: [Western Asia Minor].

**VAULT Ayer 110 .P9 1625, v. 1, p. 85 (PrCt)**

Authors: Moll, Herman, -1732 -- Stukeley, William, 1687-1765 -- Moll, Herman, -1732. Thirty two new and accurate maps of the geography of the ancients ... (1726)
1 map ; 29 x 38 cm.
Includes charts tracing the genealogy of 'Cham', 'Shem' and 'Japhet.'
In: Moll, Herman. Thirty two new and accurate maps of the geography of the ancients, as contained in the Greek and Latin classicks ... (London : H. Moll ; T. Bowles ; J. Bowles, 1726) pl. '30.

**Case G 1002 .586 pl. 30 (PrCt)**

Authors: Moll, Herman, -1732 -- Moll, Herman, -1732. Thirty two new and accurate maps of the geography of the ancients ... (1726)
1 map ; 15 x 22 cm.
In: Moll, Herman. Thirty two new and accurate maps of the geography of the ancients, as contained in the Greek and Latin classicks ... (London : H. Moll ; T. Bowles ; J. Bowles, 1726) pl. '7.

**Case G 1002 .586 pl. 7 (PrCt)**

Authors: Moll, Herman, -1732 -- Moll, Herman, -1732. Thirty two new and accurate maps of the geography of the ancients ... (1726)
1 map ; 15 x 22 cm.
In: Moll, Herman. Thirty two new and accurate maps of the geography of the ancients, as contained in the Greek and Latin classicks ... (London : H. Moll ; T. Bowles ; J. Bowles, 1726) pl. '5.

**Case G 1002 .586 pl. 5 (PrCt)**

Authors: Moll, Herman, -1732 -- Moll, Herman, -1732. Thirty two new and accurate maps of the geography of the ancients ... (1726)
1 map ; 15 x 22 cm.
In: Moll, Herman. Thirty two new and accurate maps of the geography of the ancients, as contained in the Greek and Latin classicks ... (London : H. Moll ; T. Bowles ; J. Bowles, 1726) pl. '4.

**Case G 1002 .586 pl. 4 (PrCt)**

Authors: Moll, Herman, -1732 -- Stukeley, William, 1687-1765 -- Moll, Herman, -1732. Thirty two new and accurate maps of the geography of the ancients ... (1726)
1 map ; 29 x 38 cm.
Includes charts tracing the genealogy of 'Cham', 'Shem' and 'Japhet.'
In: Moll, Herman. Thirty two new and accurate maps of the geography of the ancients, as contained in the Greek and Latin classicks ... (London : H. Moll ; T. Bowles ; J. Bowles, 1726) pl. '30.

**Case G 1002 .586 pl. 30 (PrCt)**

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675

In composite atlas without title page: L'Isle, Guillaume de. [Collection of maps of the world.] Paris : Chez les auteurs, quay de l'Horloge du Palais, Boudet libraire imprimeur du roi, ruë St. Jacques, 1757 [i.e. 1758?]), [plate 3].

"Antiqua Imperia" -- oversize letterpress title stamped on verso.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

VAULT Baskes oversize G1015 .L57 1700, [plate 68] (Pr.Ct)


Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Didier, 1723-1786 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1776 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Didier, 1723-1786 -- Delamarche, Charles François, 1740-1817 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Sanson, Guillaume -- Delamarche, Charles François, 1740-1817 -- Gervais, 18th cent. -- Lattré, Jean.

Atlas geographique : contenant la mappemonde et les quatre parties avec les différents états (1784) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- College de Me. Gervais SEE Gervais, 18th cent.

1 map : hand col. ; 45 x 58 cm.

"Avec privilege."

Scale [ca. 1:7,250,000]
Authors: L’Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Covens et Mortier -- Académie des sciences (France) -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:TB -- Regia Scientiarum Academia SEE Académie des sciences (France) 1 map ; 47 x 59 cm.
Title from cartouche at upper center.
Added title in upper margin: Theatrum historicum pars Orientalis. Inset map of the Eastern Hemisphere (18 cm. in diam.): Supplementum theatro historico. Remnants of binding stub on verso.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map 4F G7421.S1 1760 .L5 (PrCt)

Authors: Vallance, J. (John), 1770-1823 -- Finley, A. (Anthony) -- Finley, A. (Anthony). Atlas classica, or, Select maps of ancient geography (1831) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 21 x 29 cm.
In: Finley, Anthony. Atlas classica, or, Select maps of ancient geography : both sacred and profane (Philadelphia : Anthony Finley, 1831), [plate 3].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .F5 1833, [plate 3] (PrCt)

Authors: Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846 -- Lea & Blanchard -- Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (1840) 1 map ; 9 x 11 cm.
Wax engraving.
G 11 .607 v. 1, p. 13 (PrCt)

Authors: Bradford, T. G. (Thomas Gamaliel), 1802-1887 -- Bradford, T. G. (Thomas Gamaliel), 1802-1887. A Comprehensive atlas ... (1835, [i.e. 1841?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 18 x 24 cm.

48047 Middle East - Maps - 1320 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles——Manuscript maps - Facsimiles——Asia, South West SEE Middle East——Asia, Southwest SEE Middle East——Asia, Western SEE Middle East——East (Middle East) SEE Middle East——Eastern Mediterranean SEE Middle East——Fertile Crescent SEE Middle East——Levant SEE Middle East——Mediterranean Region, Eastern SEE Middle East——Mideast SEE Middle East——
East<<>>Near East SEE Middle
East<<>>Northern Tier (Middle East) SEE Middle
East<<>>South West Asia SEE Middle East<<>>Southwest Asia SEE Middle East

[Map of the Holy Land and eastern Mediterranean]. [Hanover: Wechel, 1611].
Authors: Vesconte, Pietro -- Sanuto, Marino, 1466-1535 -- Sanuto, Marino, 1466-1535. Liber secretorum fidelium crcvis super Terrae Sanctae recuperatione et conservacione ... (1611) -- Bongars, Jacques, 1544-1612. Gesta Dei per Francos, siue Orientalivm expeditionvm ... (1611) 1 map ; 26 x 32 cm.
In: Sanuto, Marino. Liber secretorum fidelium crcvis super Terrae Sanctae recuperatione et conservacione ... (1611), at end, no. 3.
This edition of the Liber secretorum was issued with: Bongars, Jacques. Gesta Dei per Francos, siue Orientalivm expeditionvm ... (Hanoviae [Hanover] : typis Wechelianis, apud heredes I. Aubrii, 1611).
Facsimile of a manuscript map extending from the Aegaean Sea to the Tigris River, in Sanuto's Liber secretorum (ca.1320); the maps in this work have been attributed to both Sanuto and Vesconte.
At upper right: III.
Case folio F 095 .33, map 3 (PrCt)

48048 Middle East - Maps - 1540<<>>Cyprus - Maps - 1540<<>>Woodcuts
Tabvla Asiae IIII. [Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1540].
Authors: Ptolemy, active 2nd century -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Ptolemy, active 2nd century.
Geographia (1540) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. woodcut ; 26 x 34 cm., mounted on backing sheet 31 x 38 cm.
Letterpress title above woodcut map with letterpress place names.
Letterpress no. 44 and text on verso: Terra Sancta. Haec particularis Syriae ... . Forms part of an incomplete copy of Sebastian Münster's 1540 edition of Ptolemy's Geography (lacking intervening pages of text between maps). Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Karrow, Mapmakers of the 16th cent., p. 424; Shirley, T.Ptol-8a
VAULT Baskes folio G1005 1540, [plate 44] (PrCt)

[Map of the Middle East and the eastern Mediterranean Sea]. [Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552].
Authors: Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552. Cosmographiae uniuersalis ... (1552) -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : woodcut ; 26 x 17 cm., on sheet 32 x 21 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Text at left center (10 lines): In monte Casioiutz [?] Ostracinam ... Text at bottom right (20 lines): Per hoc desertum Pharan ...
In: Münster, Sebastian. Cosmographiae uniuersalis ... (Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552), p. [1002].
References: Mickwitz and Miekkavaara, A.E. Nordenskiöld collection in the Helsinki University Library (1979-1995), v. 2, p. 82.
VAULT folio Ayer 7 .M8 1552, p. [1002] (PrCt)

48051 Middle East - Maps - 1552<<>>Syria - Maps - 1552<<>>Woodcuts
Syria. [Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552].
Authors: Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552. Cosmographiae uniuersalis ... (1552) -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : woodcut ; 13 x 16 cm., on sheet 32 x 21 cm.
Title at center.
VAULT folio Ayer 7 .M8 1552, p. 1001 (PrCt)

48052 Middle East - Maps - 1557<<<<>><<Middle East - Maps - 1557<<<<>><<Exodus - Historical Geography

Authors: Gastaldi, Giacomo, approximately 1500-approximately 1565 -- Lafréry, Antoine, 1512-1577 -- Bos, Jacob, fl. 1551-1577 -- Hoepli, Ulrico, 1847-1935 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; on composite sheet 429 x 740 mm.
Infinity symbol used in place of 'M' in date.
Printed from 2 plates on 2 sheets.

48053 Middle East - Maps - 1561<<<<>><<Arabian Peninsula - Maps - 1561<<<<>><<Asia - Maps - 1561

Authors: Gastaldi, Giacomo, approximately 1500-approximately 1565 -- Licinius, Fabius, 1521-1565 -- Fugger, Johann Jakob, 1516-1575 -- Hoepli, Ulrico, 1847-1935 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Fugaro, Marcho, 1516-1575 SEE Fugger, Johann Jakob, 1516-1575
1 map ; 469 x 739 mm. (neat line), on composite sheet 488 x 800 mm.
Includes dedication to 'Marcho Fugaro, Barone di Kirschberg e d' Waissenhoven.'
Forms part 2 of Gastaldi's 3-part map of Asia published by Fabricius Licinius.
Parts 1 and 3 published 1561; see Novacco 4F 373 and Novacco 6F 40.
Printed from 2 plates on 2 sheets.
Remnant of binding stub on verso.
Accompanied by index to geographical names: I Nomi antichi et moderni della seconda parte dell' Asia ... (Venice: [Giacomo Gastaldi?], 1564) [Novacco 2F 234].
Karrow 30/91.
Almagià, Monumenta cartographica vaticana II (1948) p. 36.
Tooley 54.
Ex Hoepli.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

48054 Middle East - Maps - 1561<<<<>><<Asia - Maps - 1561

Authors: Gastaldi, Giacomo, approximately 1500-approximately 1565 -- Lafréry, Antoine, 1512-1577 -- Bos, Jacob, fl. 1551-1577 -- Hoepli, Ulrico, 1847-1935 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; on composite sheet 429 x 740 mm.
Infinity symbol used in place of 'M' in date.
Printed from 2 plates on 2 sheets.
Almagià, Monumenta cartographica vaticana II (1948) p. 35-36.
For other maps of Asia by Giacomo Gastaldi see Novacco 4F 373, Novacco 4F 375, Novacco 4F 385, Novacco 4F 386, Novacco 4F 388 and Novacco 6F 040.
Karrow 30/85.1.
Tooley 48.
Ex Hoepli.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

48055 Middle East - Maps - 1570<<<<>><<Asia - Maps - 1570

La "Descrittione della prima parte dell'Asia / Di Jacopo Gastaldi Piemontese cosmografo. [Venice?] : Girolamo Olgiate f., [ca. 1570].
Authors: Gastaldi, Giacomo, approximately 1500-approximately 1565 -- Olgiate, Girolamo, fl. 1563-1570 -- Almagià, Roberto, 1884-1962 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : on composite sheet 453 x 788 mm.
Forms part 1 of Gastaldi's 3-part map of Asia published by Girolamo Olgiate.
Parts 2 and 3 published 1570; see Novacco 4F 373 and Novacco 4F 385 and Novacco 4F 388.
Printed from 2 plates on 2 sheets; title on right sheet.
Remnants of binding stub on verso.
Issued with accompanying gazetteer: I Nomi antichi, et modernii della prima parte dell' Asia ... (Venice: Giacomo Gastaldi?, ca. 1570) [Novacco 2F 218]
Almagià, Monumenta cartographica vaticana II (1948) p. 36.
Bella and Bella, Cartografia rara ... dalla
Middle East - Maps - 1593<<>>Palestine - Maps - 1593<<>>Israel - Maps - 1593<<>>Jerusalem - Pictorial works - 1593

Terrae Sanctae, quae Promissionis Terra, est Syriae pars ea, quae Palaestina vocatur, descriptio / per Tyllmannum[m] Stellan ; Ioannes à Deutecum, Lucas à Deutecum fecerunt. [Antwerp]: Gerardus de lode excudebat, [1593].

Authors: Stella, Tilemann, 1525-1598 -- Doetecam, Jan van, 16th cent. -- Jode, Gerard de, 1509-1591 -- Wierix, Antonie, -1604 -- Jode, Gerard de, 1509-1591. Specvlvm orbis terrarvm (1593) 1 map : hand col. ; 29 x 50 cm.

Oriented with north at upper right.

Includes view of Jerusalem at bottom (10 x 33 cm.): Civitates Hiervsalem. Latin letterpress text on verso (fol. 13, sig. N): Palestinae vel Terrae Sanctae tab. I ... Engraving attributed to Antonie Wierix.

In: Jode, Gerard de. Specvlvm orbis terrarvm (Antwerp : A. Coninx, 1593), map [13].

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .J9 1593, [plate 96] (PrCt)


VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1588, [plate 96] (PrCt)


VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .J9 1593, [plate 13] (PrCt)
Middle East - Maps - 1606
Turkey - Maps - 1606
Arabian Peninsula - Maps - 1606

_Tyricci Imperii descriptio_. [London : John Norton, 1606].


Theatrum orbis terrarum ... (1606) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 37 x 49 cm.
In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatrum orbis terrarum ... (London : J. Norton, 1606), [plate 110].
Printed no. 110 and English letterpress text on verso beginning: The empire of the great Tvrke. Of the originall ... .

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1606, [plate 110] (PrCt)

Middle East - Maps - 1611

Crusades - Historical geography - Maps - 1611

_Atlases, German - 1611


Authors: Bongars, Jacques, 1544-1612 -- Sanuto, Marino, 1466-1535 -- Vasconte, Pietro -- Andreae Wecheli Heredes -- Haeredes Johannis Aubrii -- Sanuto, Marino, 1466-1535. Liber secretorum fid... _Liber secretorum fid... : super Terrae Sanctae recperatione et conservatione ... (1611) 1 v. : 5 maps ; 304 x 232 mm._ Facsimile of original published Hanau, Ger: J. Aubrii heirs, 1611.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
References: OCLC 401324.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Middle East - Maps - 1624

Manuscripts - Facsimiles

_Theatrum orbis terrarum ... (1606)_

Authors: Gramolin, Alvise de Nicolo -- Bibliothèque nationale (France). Ge B 550 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1624 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France BN Ge B 550 (PrCt)

Middle East - Maps - 1625

_Armenia - Maps - 1625


Authors: Purchas, Samuel, 1577?-1626 -- Hondius, Jodocus, 1563-1612 -- Purchas, Samuel, 1577?-1626. Purchas his pilgrimes (1625) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : copper engraving ; 13.3 x 17.1 cm. on sheet 32 x 21 cm.
Letterpress above map: Hondius his Map of the Turkish Empire.
VAULT Ayer 110 .P9 1625, v. 2, p. 1288 (PrCt)

48066 Middle East - Maps - 1626
Authors: Hondius, Jodocus, 1563-1612 -- Purchas, Samuel, 1577?-1626. Purchas his pilgrimes (1626) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : copper engraving ; 13.3 x 17.1 cm. on sheet 32 x 21 cm.
Letterpress text on verso (p. 35 following heading: The description of the Turkish Empire.
In: Speed, John. A Prospect of the most famous parts of the world ... together with ... Great Brittaines empire (London : Printed by John Legatt, for William Humble, 1646) map [18].
Case oversize G 117 .82 map [18] (PrCt)

48069 Middle East - Maps - 1642<<>>Eastern Hemisphere - Maps - 1642
[Caerte van Europa, Asia ende Africa]. [Amsterdam : Theunis Jacobsz, 1642].
Authors: Bünting, Heinrich, 1545-1606 -- Bünting, Heinrich, 1545-1606. Itinerarium Sacrae Scripturae, dat is, Het Reysboeck der Heyligher Schrift (1642) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : copper engraving ; 15 x 25 cm.
Fourteen-line note in cartouche in lower left corner begins: Al ist dat by eenighe wordt ghehouden dat van Ophir de Sone van Aram zyn gekomen die die nu woonen in Mexico ende Peru ... .
Scale of "twee hondert Duystsche mylen" = 5 cm.
Baskes BS630 .B79128 1642, before p. 1 (PrCt)

48070 Middle East - Maps - 1654
Estates de l’empire du grand seigneur des Tvrqs ... Paris : chez l’auture, 1654 [i.e.1659?].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Mariette, Pierre, 1603-1657 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (1658 [i.e. 1659?])
1 map : hand col. ; 39 x 54 cm.
Continuation inset (9 x 18 cm.): Royaume d’Alger.
In: Sanson, Nicolas. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (Paris : Pierre Mariette, 1658 [i.e. 1659?]) v. 1, pl. [91]
VAULT Case oversize G 117 .82 map [18] (PrCt)

48071 Middle East - Maps - 1680
Accuratussima et maxima totius Turcici imperii tabula cum omnibus suis regionibus novissima delineatio. Amsterdam : Justus Danckerts, [ca. 1680].
1 map ; 48 x 56 cm.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .D18 pl. 24 (PrCt)

48072 Middle East - Maps - 1680
Nova Persiae, Armeniae, Natoliae et Arabiae. Amsterdam, [ca. 1680].

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Danckerts, Justus, 1635-1701 -- Danckerts, Justus, 1635-1701.

Atlas [ca. 1680] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 54 cm.
In: Danckerts, Justus. Atlas (Amsterdam : J. Danckers, [ca. 1680]) pl. [41]. Ms. no. ‘42’ in upper right.

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .D18 A pl. 41 (PrCt)

48073 Middle East - Maps - 1680

Nova Persiae, Armeniae, Natoliae et Arabiae. Amsterdam, [ca. 1680].

Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:B16
1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 54 cm.
Koeman v. 3 p. 215 [97].
2599
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G7420 1680 .W5 (PrCt)

48074 Middle East - Maps - 1680

Tvcicvm Imperivm. Amstelodami [Amsterdam] : apud F. de Wit, [ca. 1680].

Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:T4
1 map : hand col. ; 43 x 54 cm.
Koeman v. 3, p. 216, no. (123).
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G7420 1680 .W5 (PrCt)

48075 Middle East - Maps - 1682

Nova Persiae, Armeniae, Natoliae et Arabiae. Amsterdam : C. Allard, [1682?].

Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Allard, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709 -- Allard, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709.

Atlas minor sive tabulæ geographicae ... [1682?]

Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 46 x 54 cm.
In: Allard, Carel. Atlas minor sive tabulae geographicae ... [1682?]

Koeman v. 3, p. 216, no. (123).
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G7420 1680 .W5 (PrCt)

48076 Middle East - Maps - 1688

Israel - Maps - 1688

Bible - Geography - Maps - 1688

Middle East - History, Ancient - Maps - 1688

History, Ancient - Maps - 1688

Israel - History, Ancient - Maps - 1688

Twelve tribes of Israel - Maps - 1688

Terra sancta, sive, Promissionis, olim Palestina / recens delineata, et in lucem edita per Fredericum de Wit, t’Amsterdam : Gedrukt by Fredrick de Wit inde Kaluer straat inde witte Paskaert, [1688?].

Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Wit, Frederik de.

[Atlas] [1688?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 55 cm.

48077 Middle East - Maps - 1696

Turkey - Maps - 1696

Africa, Northeast - Maps - 1696


Authors: Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?--1712 -- Charles II, King of Spain, 1661-1700 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

III:T3
1 map : hand col. ; 45 x 60 cm.
Title from cartouche at bottom.
Added title in upper margin: Nova imperii Turcarum tabula, ad usum serenissimi Burgundiae Ducis.
Includes untitled westward continuation inset covering region between ‘Ceuta’ and ‘Tebessa’ (10 x 15 cm.)
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G7420 1696 .J3 (PrCt)

48078 Middle East - Maps - 1698

Palestine - Maps - 1698

Israel - Maps - 1698

Russia - Maps - 1698

Iran - Maps - 1698

East Indies - Maps - 1698

Atlas, Dutch - 1698


Authors: Bruyn, Cornelis de, 1652--1727

Krooneveld 1 v.

Case oversize G 29 .12 (NLO)

48079 Middle East - Maps - 1698

Turkey - Maps - 1698

Africa, Northeast - Maps - 1698


[Amsterdam : Nicolaes Visscher, ca. 1698?].

Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649--1707 -- Tiedeman, Philip, 1657-1705 -- Gouwen, Gilliam van der -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

III:T6
1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 57 cm.
Remnants of binding stub on verso.
Koeman v. 3, p. 184, no. (242).
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G7420 1698 .V5 (PrCt)

48080 Middle East - Maps - 1700

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

Scale [ca. 1:600,000]
Relief shown pictorially.
Oriented with north at right.
Along the top of the map is a garland supported by a cherubim; at bottom center, the encampment of the tribes flanked by Moses and Aaron is pictured.
In: Wit, Frederik de. [Atlas] (Amsterdam : Frederick de Wit [1688?]), [plate 20].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .W47 1688, [plate 20] (NLO)
Nova Persiae, Armeniae, Natoliae, et Arabiae.
Amsterdam: Frederic de Wit, [ca. 1700?].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Wit, Frederik de.
Atlas [ca. 1700?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map ; hand col. ; 46 x 54 cm.
In: Wit, Frederik de. Atlas (Amsterdam : bij
Frederick de Wit in de Calverstraet bij den Dam
in de Witte Paskaert. [ca. 1700?] no. [79].
VAULT oversized Ayer 135 .W8 A no. [79]
(PrCt)

48081 Middle East - Maps - 1700<<><>Turkey - Maps -
1700
Tvrciwm imperiwm. Amstelodami [Amsterdam] : F. de Wit, [ca. 1700?].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Wit, Frederik de.
Atlas [ca. 1700?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map ; hand col. ; 43 x 54 cm.
In: Wit, Frederik de. Atlas (Amsterdam : bij
Frederick de Wit in de Calverstraet bij den Dam
inde Witte Paskaert. [ca. 1700?] no. [80].
VAULT oversized Ayer 135 .W8 A no. [80]
(PrCt)

48082 Middle East - Maps - 1701<<><>Turkey - Maps -
1701
Turky in Asia. [London : T. Childe, 1701].
Authors: Moll, Herman, -1732 -- Childe, Timothy
-- Moll, Herman, -1732. A System of geography --
or, A new & accurate description of the earth
1701
1 map ; 16 x 18 cm.
In: Moll, Herman. A System of geography; or, A
new & accurate description of the earth ... (London : Timothy Childe, 1701) pt. 2, p. 3.
Case folio G 117 .58 pt. 2, p. 3 (PrCt)

48083 Middle East - Maps - 1701<<><>Africa, Northeast - Maps -
1701
Carte de la Turquie de l'Arabie et de la Perse /
dressée sur les memoires les plus recens
rectifiées par les observations de Mrs. de l'Academie
Reale des Sciences / par G. de l'Isle ... ; H. van Loon
sculpit. A Paris : chez l'auteur sur le Quai de
l'Horloge ..., 1701.
Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 --
Académie royale des sciences (France) -- Loon,
H. V. (Herman van) -- Renard, Louis -- L'Isle,
Guillaume de, 1675-1726. [Collection of maps of
the world] [1732?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map ; hand col. ; 46 x 61 cm.
Imprint of Louis Renard of Amsterdam
incompletely erased from copperplate beneath
cartouch.
In composite atlas without title page: L'Isle,
Guillaume de. [Collection of maps of the world.
Paris : s.n. , 1732?], [plate 71].
Number "71" in ms. on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
VAULT Baskes oversized G1015 .L57 1700,
[plate 71] (PrCt)

48085 Middle East - Maps - 1710
Nova Persiae, Armeniae, Natoliae, et Arabiae.
Amsterdam: Pieter Mortier [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher]
; London : Christopher Browne, [1710?].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Browne, Christopher
fl. 1684-1712 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Visscher,
Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Visscher, Elizabeth, fl.
1702-1726 -- Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702.
Atlas minor ... [1710?] -- Edward E. Ayer
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; hand col. ; 46 x 54 cm.
In: Visscher, Nicolaes. Atlas minor ...
(Amstelaedami [Amsterdam] : ex officina Nicolai
Visscher [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher], [1710?]) map
[103].
Manuscript '105' in upper right.
VAULT oversized Ayer 135 .V8 1700 map [103]
(PrCt)

48086 Middle East - Maps - 1710<<><><>Turkey - Maps -
1710<<><>Africa, Northeast - Maps -
1710<<><>Mediterranean Region - Maps -
1710<<><>Ottoman Empire SEE Middle East
Magni Turcarum domini imperium in Europa,
Asia, et Africa ... Amst. Bat. [Amsterdam]:
Nicolaum Visscher [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher, 1710?].
Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 --
Gouwen, Gilliam van der -- Visscher, Elizabeth,
fl. 1702-1726 -- Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702.
Atlas minor ... [1710?] -- Edward E. Ayer
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; hand col. ; 49 x 84 cm.
In: Visscher, Nicolaes. Atlas minor ...
(Amstelaedami [Amsterdam] : ex officina Nicolai
Visscher [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher], [1710?]) map
[105].
Manuscript '107' on verso.
VAULT oversized Ayer 135 .V8 1700 map [105]

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)


48090 Middle East - Maps - 1717 Relation d'un voyage du Levant. Lyon, 1717. Authors: Tournefort, Joseph Pitton de, 1656-1708 3 v. G 29 .884 (NLO)


48093 Middle East - Maps - 1721 Saudi Arabia - Maps - 1721 Iran - Maps - 1721 A Map of Turkey, Arabia and Persia corrected from latest travels and from ye observations of ye Royal Societys of London & Paris by G. de L'Isle / revised by I. Senex. [London: s.n., 1721]. Authors: Senex, John, -1740 -- Royal Society (Great Britain) -- Académie royale des sciences (France) -- L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Steuart, James, Sir, 1681-1727 -- Senex, John, -1740. A New general atlas : containing a geographical and historical account of all the empires, kingdoms, and other dominions of the world ... (1721) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map: hand col. ; 45 x 55 cm. Includes dedication to "James Steuart of Goodtrees Bart." In: Senex, John. A New general atlas : containing a geographical and historical account of all the empires, kingdoms, and other dominions of the...
Middle East - Maps - 1724>>>Iran - Maps - 1724

Carte de Perse dressée pour l'usage du Roy / par G. Delisle premier geographe ... ; Gravé par P. Starck-man. A Paris : Chez l'auteur sur le Quay de l'Horloge ..., 1724.

Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Starckman, P. -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:1

1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 62 cm.

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Sack map4F G7420 1724 .L5 (Pr Ct)

Middle East - Maps - 1732

Nieuwe kaart van Irak, Arabi, Kurdistan, Diarbek, Turkomannia, Syrie en het Heilge Land / J. Keyser get. 1732. Amsterdam : by Isaak Tirion, 1732.

Authors: Tirion, Isaac -- Keizer, Jacob, fl. 1706-1750 -- Tirion, Isaak. Nieuwe en beknopte hand-atlas ... (1748 [i.e. 1769?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 26 x 33 cm.

Verso numbered "N 82" in manuscript.

In: Tirion, Isaak. Nieuwe en beknopte hand-atlas ... (Amsterdam : Isaak Tirion, 1744 [i.e. 1769?]), plate [80].

oversize Ayer 135 .T55 1744, plate [80] (Pr Ct)

Middle East - Maps - 1732>>>Palestine - Maps - 1732


Authors: Bruyn, Cornelis de, 1652-1727 -- Gosse, Pierre, 1676-1755 -- Neaulme, Jean, 1694-1780 -- Presbyterian Theological Seminary, Chicago -- Lane Theological Seminary -- McCormick Theological Seminary -- McCormick Theological Seminary Collection (Newberry Library)

5 v. : ill. (some folded), maps (some folded), port. ; 25 cm.

Title varies in t. 3-5: Voyages de Corinelle le Bruyn par la Moscovie, en Perse, et aux Indes orientales ...

Binder's title: Voyages de Le Brun.

"Enrichi d'un grand nombre de figures en taille-douce. Où sont représentées les plus célébres villes, païs, bourgs, & autres choses dignes de remarque, le tout dessiné d'après nature."--T. 1 t.p.

Title pages in red and black; title vignettes; initials; head- and tail-pieces.

Includes indexes.

Bookplate: Lane Seminary Library.

Bookplate: Library of Lane Seminary Affiliated Theological Seminary, Chicago.

Forms part of the McCormick Theological Seminary Collection at the Newberry Library.

Case DS47 .B78 1732 (NLO)

Middle East - Maps - 1740>>>Turkey - Maps - 1740


1 v. : 40 maps ; 352 x 232 mm.

Includes 3 maps, 37 views, and 80 other plates.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (Pr Ct)

Middle East - Maps - 1740>>>Iran - Maps - 1740

Magni Turcarum dominatoris imperium per

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)


Case oversize G 1007 .81 pl. [86] (PrCt)


oversize Ayer 135 .L695 1741 v. 2, pl. [29] (PrCt)


oversize Ayer 135 .H7 1730, [plate 171] (PrCt)


oversize Ayer 135 .H7 1730, [plate 177] (PrCt)

Middle East - Maps - 1747 A New & accurate map of Turkey in Asia, Arabia &c. London: W. Innys et al, 1747. Authors: Bowen, Emanuel, -1767 -- Innys,
William, d. 1756 -- Bowen, Emanuel, -1767. A Complete system of geography ... (1747) 1 map ; 33 x 41 cm.
In: Bowen, Emanuel. A Complete system of geography : a description of ... the known world (London : Printed for William Innys, etc., 1747) v. 2, pl. [31].
Case oversize G114 .B68 1747 v. 2, pl. 31 (Pr.Ct)

48105 Middle East - Maps - 1766<->Turkey - Maps - 1766<->Africa, Northeast - Maps - 1760 Carte de la Turquie de l'Arabe et de la Perse / dressée sur les memoires les plus recens rectifiez par les observations de Mrs. de l'Academie Royle. de Sciences par G. de l'Isle geographe. Amsterdam : chez lean Covens et Corneille Mortier, [ca. 1760]?
Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675 &c. ... / written originally in the Swedish language by the late Frederick Hasselquist ; published by Charles Linnaeus. London : Printed for L. Davis and C. Reymers, 1766.
"Some account of Dr. Hasselquist ... by Charles Linnaeus."--P. i-viii.
"Dr. Hasselquist's letters to Professor Charles Linnaeus."--P. 403-456.
Bookplate: Anthony Singleton Atcheson, with motto: Vigilantibus.
Bookplate: Lane Seminary Library.
Bookplate: Library of Lane Seminary Affiliated with The Presbyterian Theological Seminary, Chicago.
Forms part of the McCormick Theological Seminary Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: ESTC, T147145 LC Card Number: 04028713 DS106 .H36 1766 (NLO)

Authors: Bowen, Emanuel, -1767 -- Bowen, Emanuel, -1767. The Maps and charts to The modern part of the universal history (1766) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 33 x 41 cm.
In: Bowen, Emanuel. The Maps and charts to The modern part of the universal history / [with maps by Emanuel Bowen and Thomas Kitchin] (London : Printed for T. Osborne [et al.], 1766), [plate 22].
Manuscript nos. "XXII" at upper right and "22" on verso.
Middle East - Maps - 1778
Arabian Peninsula - Maps - 1778
Turkey - Maps - 1778
Etats du Grand-Seigneur en Asie, empire de Perse, pays des Usbecs, Arabie et Egypte / par le Sr. Robert de Vaugondy. À Venise [Venice] : par P. Santini ; Chez Mr. Remondini, 1778.

Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Santini, P. -- Remondini, Guiseppe Antonio, 1747-1811 -- Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (1784 [i.e. 1807?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; hand col. ; 48 x 53 cm.

In: Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (Venice : par P. Santini, rue Ste. Justine, chez M. Remondini, 1784 [i.e. 1807?]), v. 2, no. "P. II. 31" Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .S4 1807, v. 2, no. 31 (PrCt)

Middle East - Maps - 1779
Euphrates River Valley - Maps - 1779
Tigris River Valley - Maps - 1779
L'Euphrate et le Tigre / par le Sr. d'Anville ... ; Guil. De-la-Haye. [Paris : s.n.], MDCCLXXIX [1779].

Authors: Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d', 1697-1782 -- Haye, G. de la -- Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d', 1697-1782. [Atlas général] [ca. 1786?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; hand col. ; 44 x 52 cm.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1019 .A598 1786, [plate 26] (PrCt)

Middle East - Maps - 1793
Turkey - Maps - 1793
Persian Gulf Region - Maps - 1793
Africa, Northeast - Maps - 1793
Turkey - Maps - 1793
Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1793
Turkey - Maps - 1793
Mediterranean Regio - Maps - 1793
Turkey - Maps - 1793
A Correct map of the Ottoman Empire : including all the countries posses'd by, or tributary to the Turks, in Europe, Asia, & Africa, with part of the adjacent territories, according to the latest observations / by Thos. Bowen. [London : s.n., 1793?].

Authors: Bowen, Thomas, -1790 -- Bankes, Thomas, b. 1744. A New and authentic system of universal geography, antient and modern : including all the late important discoveries made by the English ... [1793?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 30 x 40 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:16,000,000 at equator].
In: Bankes, Thomas. A New and authentic system of universal geography, antient and modern : including all the late important discoveries made by the English ... (London : Printed for C. Cooke ... [et al., 1793?]), opposite p. 206.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G115 .B36 1793, opposite p. 206 (NLO)

Middle East - Maps - 1794
A New map of Turkey in Asia. London : W. Faden, 1794 [i.e. 1817?].

Authors: Faden, William, 1749-1836 -- Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d', 1697-1782 -- Laurie & Whittle -- Faden, William, 1749-1836. [General atlas] [1817?] -- Robert Laurie and James Whittle SEE Laurie & Whittle -- Laurie (Robert) and James Whittle, London SEE Laurie & Whittle
1 map ; hand col. ; 50 x 71 cm.
Map dated 1794; verso handstamped '43.'

oversize G 10 .282 pl. 44 (PrCt)

La Turchia Asiatica delineata sulle ultime osservazioni. Rome : Calcografia camerale, 1798 [i.e. 1801].

Authors: Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824 -- Calcografia camerale (Rome, Italy) -- Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824. Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (1792-1801) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; hand col. ; 30 x 43 cm.
In: Cassini, Giovanni Maria. Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (Rome : Presso la Calcogr. camerale, 1792-1801) v. 3 pl. 1.
Map dated 1797.

oversize Ayer 135 .C33 1792 v. 3 pl. 1 (PrCt)

Gli Imperi antichi parte orientale. Rome : Calcografia camerale, 1798 [i.e. 1801].

Authors: Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824 -- Calcografia camerale (Rome, Italy) -- Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824. Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (1792-1801) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; hand col. ; 47 x 33 cm.
In: Cassini, Giovanni Maria. Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (Rome : Presso la Calcogr. camerale, 1792-1801) v. 3 pl. 45.
Middle East - Maps - 1802

Persia. [London] : Cadell and Davies [et al], 1802 [i.e. 1807].
Authors: Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826 -- Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Lowry, fl. 1802-1807 -- Cadell & Davies -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826. Modern geography ... (1807) 1 map ; 20 x 25 cm. Arrowsmith direxit. 'From Arrowsmith's map of Persia.' 'Published March 1st, 1802 ... .' In: Pinkerton, John. Modern geography, a description of the empires, kingdoms, states, and colonies ... (London : T. Cadell and W. Davies ; Longman, Hurst, Rees, and Orme, 1807), 'Vol. II. page 397.

folio G 11.693 v. 2, opp. p. 397 (PrCt)

Middle East - Maps - 1811

A New map of Turkey in Asia, divided into its provinces, from the latest authorities. London : J. Cary, 1811.
Authors: Cary, John, approximately 1754-1835 -- Cary, John, approximately 1754-1835. Cary's New universal atlas ... (1811 [i.e. 1812?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 44 x 50 cm. In: Cary, John. Cary's New universal atlas, containing distinct maps of all the principal states and kingdoms throughout the world (London : Printed for J. Cary, 1811 [i.e. 1812?]) pl. [37]. Printed paste-on no. 41.

oversize Ayer 135 .C3 1811 pl. 37 (PrCt)

Middle East - Maps - 1813

Authors: Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Neele, George -- Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824. Neele's general atlas : consisting of a complete set of maps compiled from the best authorities ... (1814 [i.e. 1815]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 28 x 21 cm. In: Neele, Samuel John and George. Neele’s general atlas : consisting of a complete set of maps compiled from the best authorities, and including all the new discoveries (London : Samuel and George Neele) ; Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme, and Brown ; Cadell & Davies, 1814 [i.e. 1815]), [plate 43]. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library. Engraved no. XXVII at upper right.

Baskes folio G1019 .N4 1814, [plate 43] (PrCt)

Middle East - Maps - 1814

Turkey in Asia drawn from the most respectable authorities. Philadelphia : M. Carey, and Johnson

& Warner, 1814.
Authors: Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839. A General atlas, being a collection of maps of the world and quarters ... (1814) 1 map : hand col. ; 20 x 26 cm. In: Carey, Mathew. A General atlas, being a collection of maps of the world and quarters ... (Philadelphia : Published by M. Carey, and Johnson & Warner, 1814) pl. [53].

Ayer 135 .C27 1814 pl. 53 (PrCt)

Middle East - Maps - 1820

Middle East - Historical geography - Maps - 1820

Turkey in Asia containing the following governments... Philadelphia : M. Carey & Son, 1820.
Authors: Gros, C. -- Lavoisne, C. V. -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- M. Carey & Son -- Yeager, Joseph, approximately 1792-1859 -- Palmer, Thomas H., 1782-1861 -- Lavoisne, C. V. A Complete genealogical, historical, chronological and geographical atlas ... (1820) 1 map : hand col. ; 20 x 26 cm. In: Lavoisne, C. V. A Complete genealogical, historical, chronological and geographical atlas ... (Philadelphia : Published by M. Carey and Son ; printed by T.H. Palmer, ... , 1820) map [21 B]. The second of two maps on printed plate 'No. 61.' Added title: Geographical, statistical, and historical map of Turkey.

oversize F 006.48 pl. 21 B (PrCt)

Middle East - Maps - 1821

Middle East - Historical geography - Maps - 1821

Turkey in Europe and Asia, including the places celebrated for battles and sieges. Philadelphia : M. Carey and Sons, 1821.
Authors: Lavoisne, C. V. -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Gros, C. -- Yeager, Joseph, approximately 1792-1859 -- Lavoisne, C. V. A Complete genealogical, historical, chronological, and geographical atlas ... (Philadelphia : Published by M. Carey and Son ; printed by T.H. Palmer, ... , 1820) map [21 B]. The second of two maps on printed plate 'No. 61.' Added title: Geographical, statistical, and historical map of Turkey. Added title: Turkey in Europe.

Case oversize G1030 .L4 1821 pl. 21 A (PrCt)

Middle East - Maps - 1821

Middle East - Historical geography - Maps - 1821

Turkey in Asia contains the following governments... Philadelphia : M. Carey and Sons, 1821.
Authors: Lavoisne, C. V. -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Gros, C. -- Yeager, Joseph,
Middle East - Maps - 1841
Authors: Archer, Joshua, fl. 1833-1866 -- Grattan & Gilbert -- Mudie, Robert, 1777-1842. Gilbert's modern atlas of the earth ... (1841) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 27 x 22 cm.
Running title at bottom left: Gilbert’s modern atlas
In: Mudie, Robert. Gilbert’s modern atlas of the earth ... (London : Grattan and Gilbert, [1841?]), [plate 36].
Baskes folio G1019 .M83 1841, [plate 36] (PrCt)

Middle East - Maps - 1843
Authors: Olin, Stephen, 1797-1851 -- Bingley, Jas. (James) -- Catherwood, E. -- Gimbrede, Joseph Napoleon, b. 1820 -- Prud'homme, John Francis Eugene, 1800-1892 -- Harper & Brothers -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Bingley, James, fl. 1823-1837 SEE Bingley, Jas. (James) -- Prudhomme, John Francis Eugene, 1800-1892
2 v. ill., maps, plans, plates ; 21 cm.
3rd ed.
Map engraved by J. Bingley.
Plates by E. Catherwood, J.N. Gimbrede, and J.F.E. Prud'homme.
"With twelve illustrations on steel. In two volumes."
Each plate is accompanied by guard sheet. Includes bibliographical references.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Checklist Amer. imprints, 43-3907
Baskes DS48 .O46 1843 (NLO)

Middle East - Maps - 1845
Turkey in Asia. [New York : H.S. Tanner, 1845].
Authors: Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858.
A New general atlas, comprising a complete set of maps ... (1845)
1 map: hand col. ; 21 x 28 cm.
Middle East - Maps - 1846

Persia and Arabia. Boston, 1846.
Authors: American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions -- American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions. Maps and illustrations of the missions (1846) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 11 x 13 cm.
Ayer 136 .A5 1846 pl. 15 (PrCt)

Middle East - Maps - 1846

Turkey in Asia. Boston, 1846.
Authors: American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions -- American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions. Maps and illustrations of the missions (1846) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 9 x 13 cm.
Ayer 136 .A5 1846 pl. 11 (PrCt)

Arabian Peninsula - Maps - 1847

Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868. A New universal atlas containing maps of the various empires, kingdoms, states, and republics of the world ... (1847)
1 map ; hand col. : 28 x 35 cm.
In: Mitchell, S. Augustus. A New universal atlas containing maps of the various empires, kingdoms, states, and republics of the world ... (Philadelphia : S. Augustus Mitchell, 1847) pl. [65].
Printed plate no. '64' lined out and replaced with manuscript '65.
oversize G 10 .579 pl. [65] (PrCt)

Arabian Peninsula - Maps - 1847

Iran - Maps - 1847

Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868. A New universal atlas containing maps of the various empires, kingdoms, states, and republics of the world ... (1847)
1 map ; hand col. : 28 x 35 cm.
In: Mitchell, S. Augustus. A New universal atlas containing maps of the various empires, kingdoms, states, and republics of the world ... (Philadelphia : S. Augustus Mitchell, 1847) pl. [66].
Printed plate no. '65' lined out and replaced with manuscript '66.
oversize G 10 .579 pl. [66] (PrCt)

Arabian Peninsula - Maps - 1847

Turkey - Maps - 1847

Istanbul Region (Turkey) - Maps - 1847
Bosphorus (Turkey) - Maps - 1847
Dardanelles Strait (Turkey) - Maps - 1847

Turkey in Asia. [Philadelphia : S. Augustus Mitchell, 1847].
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868. A New universal atlas containing maps of the various empires, kingdoms, states, and republics of the world ... (1847)
1 map ; hand col. : 28 x 35 cm.
In: Mitchell, S. Augustus. A New universal atlas containing maps of the various empires, kingdoms, states, and republics of the world ... (Philadelphia : S. Augustus Mitchell, 1847) pl. [65].
Printed plate no. '64' lined out and replaced with manuscript '65.
oversize G 10 .579 pl. [65] (PrCt)

Middle East - Maps - 1849

Middle East - Pictorial works - 1849

Africa - Maps - 1849

Africa - Pictorial works - 1849

Baskes oversize G2205 .R87 1847 (NLO)

Middle East - Maps - 1850

Arabian Peninsula - Maps - 1850

Iran - Maps - 1850

Persia, Arabia &c. [Philadelphia : Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co. 1850 [i.e. 1852].
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co. -- Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868. Mitchell, S. Augustus. New universal atlas ... (1852)
1 map ; hand col. ; 29 x 35 cm.
48136 Middle East - Maps - 1850<<>>Turkey - Maps - 1850<<>>Istanbul Region (Turkey) - Maps - 1850<<>>Bosporus (Turkey) - Maps - 1850<<>>Dardanelles Strait (Turkey) - Maps - 1850

*Turkey in Asia.* [Philadelphia] : Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co. 1850 [i.e. 1852].
New universal atlas ... (1852)
1 map : hand col. ; 29 x 36 cm.

Entered according to act of Congress in ... 1850 by Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co. ...

Inset (9 x 9 cm.): Environ of Constantinople.

48137 Middle East - Maps - 1851<<>>Syria - Maps - 1851<<>>Jerusalem - Pictorial works - 1851

Authors: Rapkin, J. -- Tallis, John, 1817-1876 -- Warren, H., fl. 1851 -- Rogers, J., fl. 1851 -- Martin, Robert Montgomery, 1803-1868. Tallis's illustrated atlas, and modern history of the world ... (1851)
1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 22 cm.
Inset views (9 x 13 cm. and smaller): Baggage camels -- Arabs -- Jerusalem.
In: Martin, Robert Montgomery. Tallis's illustrated atlas, and modern history of the world ... (London ; New York : J. Tallis, 1851) pl. [37].


*Syria and Arabia Petraea.* London [i.e. New York] : Chapman and Hall [i.e. Harper & Brothers, 1853].
Authors: Lowry, Joseph Wilson, 1803-1879 -- Harper & Brothers -- Chapman and Hall -- Lowry, Joseph Wilson, 1803-1879. Lowry's Universal atlas constructed and engraved from the most recent authorities (1853)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 28 cm.
Insets (8 x 11 and 13 x 16 cm.): Jerusalem -- Arabian Peninsula.

In: Lowry, Joseph Wilson. Lowry's Universal atlas constructed and engraved from the most recent authorities (New York : Harper and Brothers, 1853) pl. [39].
Printed plate nos. 'D' and '57.

folio G 10 .525 pl. [39] (PrCt)

48139 Middle East - Maps - 1855

Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's atlas of the world ... (1855-1856)
1 map : hand col. ; 29 x 36 cm.

oversize G 10 .185 v.2, pl. 36 (PrCt)

48140 Middle East - Maps - 1857

Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's atlas of the world ... (1855-1856)
1 map : hand col. ; 29 x 36 cm.
In: Colton, George Woolworth. Colton's atlas of the world : illustrating physical and political geography (New York ; London : J.H. Colton ; Trübner, 1855-1856) v. 2, pl. [34]. Printed plate 'No. 25.'

oversize G 10 .185 v.2, pl. 34 (PrCt)

48141 Middle East - Maps - 1857

Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's general atlas ... (1857)
1 map : hand col. ; 29 x 36 cm.

oversize G 10 .188 pl. 86 (PrCt)

48142 Middle East - Maps - 1857

Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George
Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's general atlas ... (1857)
1 map : hand col. ; 29 x 36 cm.

Former owner: J.S. Kendrick. 1877.
Former owner: James Bodner. Feb 8, 1945.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes DS107 .D44 1880 (NLO)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Middle East - Maps - 1885
Authors: Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- Adam and Charles Black (Firm). Black’s general atlas of the world ... (1885)
1 map : col. ; 27 x 39 cm.
In: Adam and Charles Black. Black’s general atlas of the world : embracing the latest discoveries, new boundaries, and other changes, accompanied by introductory letterpress and index (Edinburgh : Adam and Charles Black, 1885), plate 31.
oversize G1019 .B63 1885, plate 31 (PrCt)

Middle East - Maps - 1888
Persia, Afghanistan and Beluchistan. [Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., 1888].
1 map : col. ; 22 x 31 cm.
Added title in right margin: Rand, McNally & Co.’s Persia, etc.
In Rand, McNally & Co.’s improved indexed business atlas and shipper’s guide ... (Chicago: Rand McNally, 1888) p. 592.
Uniform atlas title: Commercial atlas.
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .C7 1888, p. 592 (PrCt)

Middle East - Maps - 1895-1907
Turkey - Maps - 1895-1907
Caucasus, South - Maps - 1895-1907
Iran - Maps - 1895-1907
Transcaucasus SEE Caucasus, South
Handbook for travellers in Asia Minor, Transcausia, Persia, etc. / edited by Charles Wilson ; with maps and plans. London : John Murray, 1895 [i.e. 1907].
Cover title: Murray’s handbook, Asia Minor, Transcausia, Persia, etc.
Spine title: Handbook, Asia Minor, etc.
Maps engraved by Stanford’s Geographical Est.
and Walker & Boutall.
Corrected publication date from Lister.
Two folded maps in pockets.
"With index and directory for 1907."
Includes index.
Errata, 2 p. second sequence.
Publisher’s advertisements on endpapers and "Murray’s handbook advertiser, 1909-1910 ...", 32 p. at end.
Series: [Murray’s handbooks for travellers] -- Murray’s handbooks for travellers.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray’s handbooks for travellers, 107
Baskes G153 .M97 no. 107 (1907) (NLO)

Middle East - Maps - 1901
Authors: Woerl, Leo, 1843-1918 -- Woerl’s Reisebücherverlag -- Roerl’s Reisehandbucher -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Forward dated 1901.
Includes index.
Series: Woerl’s Reisehandbucher.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .W64 Orient (1901) (NLO)

Middle East - Maps - 1932
Syria - Maps - 1932
Palestine - Maps - 1932
Israel - Maps - 1937
Iraq - Maps - 1937
Authors: Monmarché, Marcel, 1872-1945 -- Rey, E. G. (Emmanuel Guillaume), b. 1837 -- Gabriel, Albert -- Hachette (Firm) -- Fandelmann -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
cxi, 677 p. : 68 maps and plans (some folded, some col.), plans ; 16 cm.
Maps by E.G. Rey, Albert Gabriel.
Folded col. map in pocket; maps on endpapers.
Includes: Includes bibliographical references (p. [lxvi]-[lxiv]) and index.
Series: Guides bleus Bookseller’s label: Hachette, 75 Fr. Owner’s signature: Fandelmann. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G84 Syrie (1932) (NLO)

Middle East - Maps - 1940
Middle and Near East / edited by J. Bartholomew, [M.A.], [Edinburgh] : John Bartholomew & Son, Ltd., [ca. 1940?].
Authors: Bartholomew, John, 1890-1962 -- John Bartholomew and Son -- Edinburgh Geographical
Mediterranean Region - Maps - 1953

Authors: Janicot, Claude, 1925- -- Guides bleus -- Hachette (Firm) -- Lausanne, P., Mme. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
391 p. : 37 maps and plans ; 17 cm.
Includes index.
Map on endpaper.
Series: Guides bleus
Pencil drawing on half-t.p.

Owner’s inscription: Mme. P[?]. Lausanne, Hôtel de la Paise [?]
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 54029244
Baskes G153 .G84 Mediterranee (1953) (NLO) 48159

Middle East - Maps - 1966


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>


"Translation by Darla Rudy"--T.p. verso.
Uniform title: Atlas du monde arabe. English
Includes bibliographical references (p. 142) and index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 89675447
ISBN 0816023468 ; 9780816023462
Baskes folio G1785 .D45 1983 (NLO)

Middle East - Maps - Collections>>>-Palestine - Maps - Collections>>>-Israel - Maps - Collections>>>-Bible - Geography - Maps - Collections
Middle Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1919 - Road maps
Rand McNally official 1919 auto trails map:

Middle Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1920 - Road maps
Rand McNally official 1920 auto trails map:
Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 62 x 79 cm.
Plate no. L-1031.
Covers area roughly bounded by Ohio, Pennsylvania, and North Carolina.
Continuation inset (9 x 13 cm.): Western Virginia inset.
Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto road map of Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia ...
Cover title: Rand McNally official auto road map : Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, W. Virginia.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 438 (PrCt)

Middle West - 1837 - United States - Maps - 1837
Western states. [New York, 1837?].
Authors: Olney, J. (Jesse), 1798-1872 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 26 x 42 cm.
Probably detached from Olney, Jesse. A New and improved school atlas (New York, 1837).
Scale [ca. 1:2,900,000].
Relief shown by hachures.
Prime meridian: Washington.
"Entered according to act of Congress."
Shows states between ca. 37-43° N. from Lake Erie to Missouri.
Includes "explanation" regarding population symbols and length of rivers.
Ayer p133 .O51 1837 (NLO)

Authors: G.W. & C.B. Colton & Co. -- Burlington, Cedar Rapids, and Minnesota Railroad Company. -- Davies, Owen -- Chicago Historical Society
1 map : hand col. ; 83 x 60 cm.
Manuscript notes on verso: Owen Davies, $3.00, Sept. 1954.
Mounted on linen.
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.
CHS Coll., Map no. 529 (PrCt)

Middle West - 1920 - Railroads - Pennsylvania Railroad - Maps - 1920 - Railroads - Maps
Pennsylvania lines west of Pittsburg. [Philadelphia, Pa.? Pennsylvania Railroad?, ca. 1920?].
Authors: Pennsylvania Railroad -- Chicago Historical Society
1 map ; 151 x 158 cm.
Mounted on linen; issued on wooden rollers.
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.
Previously shelved as CHS Coll., Map no. 1171, Rolls maproll G4061.P3 1920 P4 (PrCt)

Middle West - 1955 - Railroads - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. - Chicago Great Western Railroad Company - 1955 - Railroads - Maps
Chicago Great Western Railway : profile of main line and primary branch. [Chicago? Chicago Great Western Railroad Company?, 1955?].
Authors: Chicago Great Western Railroad Company
2 profiles : col. ; on sheet 28 x 22 cm.
Elevation profiles covering region roughly bounded by Minneapolis, Omaha, Chicago, and Kansas City.
Includes 2 intersecting profiles; vertical profile from Minneapolis to Kansas City crosses horizontal profile from Omaha to Chicago at Oelwein, Iowa.
5A 7267 (1954 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Middle West - 1958 - Railroads - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. - Chicago Great Western Railroad Company - 1958 - Railroads - Maps
Chicago Great Western Railway : profile : main line and primary branch. [Chicago? Chicago Great Western Railroad Company?, 1958?].
Authors: Chicago Great Western Railroad Company

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Middle West - Description and travel - 1851

**Mississippi River Valley**

*Description and travel - 1851*

*The Western tourist and emigrant's guide: through the states of Ohio, Michigan, Indiana, Illinois, Missouri, Iowa, and Wisconsin, and the territories of Minnesota, Missouri, and Nebraska: being an accurate and concise description of each state and territory, and containing the routes and distances on the great lines of travel: accompanied with a large and minute map, exhibiting the township lines of the United States' surveys, the boundaries of counties, and the position of cities, villages and settlements, etc., etc. New York: Published by J.H. Colton, No. 86, Cedar-Street, 1851.*

Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Smith, J. Calvin (John Calvin) -- Campbell, Bryce -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

89, 16 p., [1] folded leaf of plates; 16 cm.

Cover title: Colton's western tourist and emigrant's guide

Imperfect; this copy lacking folded map by J. Calvin Smith

Publisher's catalog, 16 p. at end.

Former owner's inscription: Bryce Campbell arrived in New Orleans from Leeds, England, went overland by a train to Salt Lake City, arrived in Burlington, Iowa, Sept 11, 1857.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes F597.C65 1851 (NLO)**

Middle West - Description and travel - 1968

**Road maps**

*Vacation ideas for North Central states.*


1 pamphlet (17 p.): ill.; on sheet 23 x 100 cm., folded 23 x 11 cm.

"1975 edition"

Panel title.

Does not include maps.

Panel art: rural and urban illustrations.

Two copies.

Forms part of a collection of stock editions of Rand McNally road maps, some apparently issued as sales samples and / or printer's proofs for prospective commercial clients.

Uniform series title (established by cataloger):

Stock road maps

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (April 2010).

**RMcN Stock 208 (PrCt)**

Middle West - Historical geography - Maps - 1786-1832

*The Old Northwest Territory preceding and following the ordinance of 1787.*

Chicago: Northern Trust Company, 1936.

Authors: Young, William Mark -- Northern Trust Company -- Gabriel, Ralph Henry, 1890-1987 --

Congress, Washington, D.C., Certificate no. 6308."

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

**RMcN Clients 3073 (PrCt)**
Yale University Press -- Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 43 cm.
Includes several historic scenes and portraits. 'Based on material from 'The Pageant of America' [by] Ralph Henry Gabriel.'
Forms part of the Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library).
map4F G4071.S1 1936 Y6 (PrCt)

The Northwest frontier, June 18, 1812. Chicago : [Musham?], 1936.
Authors: Musham, Harry A. (Harry Albert), 1886-1972 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : blueprint ; 43 x 44 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:3,484,800]; about 55 miles to 1 inch. Shows Indian land cessions after the Treaty of Greeneville 1795.
Ayer p133 .M98n 1936 (NLO)

Authors: Marsh, Nicholas A. -- Michigan Central Railroad Company
xiv, 338 p. : ill. (some col.), maps, ports. ; 27 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [333]-334) and index.
LC Card Number: 2007932419
ISBN 9780979828904 ; 0979828902
TF25.M53 M37 2007 (NLO)

48194 Middle West - Maps - 1744
[Carte de la Louisiane]. Cincinnati, 1846.
1 map ; 23 x 17 cm.
"From Charlevoix's 'New France."
Scale [ca. 1:5,775,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
Prime meridian: [Paris].
Shows north central United States.
Inset: Corrections [of features on the original map between St. Louis and the confluence of the Mississippi and Ohio Rivers].
F 89.669 bet. p. 36-37 (PrCt)

48195 Middle West - Maps - 1766-1767<<>>Carver, Jonathan, 1710-1780 - Travels, 1766-1767
Authors: Carver, Jonathan, 1710-1780 -- Baarsel, C. van (Cornelius) -- Pasteur, Jan David, 1753-1804 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 26 x 34 cm.
In: Carver, Jonathan. Reize door de binnenlanden van Noord-Amerika (Leiden, 1796) between p. 14-[15].
Scale [ca 1:3,500,000].
Relief shown pictorially and by hachures.
Prime meridian: London.
Ayer 128.6 C25 1796r bet. p. 14-[15] (PrCt)

48196 Middle West - Maps - 1766-1767<<>>Carver, Jonathan, 1710-1780 - Travels, 1766-1767
Authors: Carver, Jonathan, 1710-1780 -- Bernard, Jacques François -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 27 x 35 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:3,500,000].
Relief shown pictorially and by hachures.
Prime meridian: London.
Ayer 128.6 C25 1784b opp. p. [1] (PrCt)

48197 Middle West - Maps - 1766-1767<<>>Carver, Jonathan, 1710-1780 - Travels, 1766-1767
A Plan of Captain Carvers travels in the interior parts of North America in 1766 and 1767. New York, 1838.
Authors: Carver, Jonathan, 1710-1780 -- Currier, Nathaniel, 1813-1888 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 27 x 34 cm.
Facsimile of original published 1781; issued in New York, 1838 opposite p. 5. Scale [ca. 1:3,500,000]. Relief shown pictorially and by hachures. Prime meridian: London.

**Ayer 128.6 C25 1838b opp. p. 5. (PrCt)**

**Middle West - Maps - 1766-1767**

**Carver, Jonathan, 1710-1780 - Travels, 1766-1767**

*A Plan of Captain Carvers travels in the interior parts of North America in 1766 and 1767.*

London, 1781.

Authors: Carver, Jonathan, 1710-1780 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 27 x 35 cm.

In Carver, Jonathan. Travels through the interior parts of North America (London, 1781) opposite p. 17.

Scale [ca. 1:3,600,000]. Relief shown pictorially and by hachures. Prime meridian: London.

**Ayer 128.6 C25 1781 opp. p. 17 (PrCt)**

**Middle West - Maps - 1766-1767 - Maps - 1778**

**Carver, Jonathan, 1710-1780 - Travels, 1766-1767**

*A New map of the western parts of Virginia, Pennsylvania, Maryland and North Carolina; comprehending the River Ohio, and all the rivers, which fall into it; part of the River Mississippi, the whole of the Illinois River, Lake Erie; part of the Lakes Huron, Michigan &c. And all the country bordering on these lakes and rivers.*


Authors: Hutchins, Thomas, 1730-1789 -- Cheevers, John, fl. 1769-1787

1 map : hand col. ; 88 x 108 cm. fold. to 47 x 56 cm.

By Tho.s Hutchings. Captain in the 60 Regiment of Foot.'

'Published according to act of Parliament Novembr. ye 1st 1778.'

Scale [ca. 1:1,315,000].


Duplicate copies of the map: VAULT drawer Ruggles 179 and VAULT oversize Graff 2029 [map].

**map2F G4060 1778 .H8 (PrCt)**

**Middle West - Maps - 1778**

**Ohio River Valley**

**Mississippi River Valley**

**East (U.S.)**

**Maps - 1778**

A New map of the western parts of Virginia, Pennsylvania, Maryland and North Carolina; comprehending the River Ohio, and all the rivers, which fall into it; part of the River Mississippi, the whole of the Illinois River, Lake Erie; part of the Lakes Huron, Michigan &c. And all the country bordering on these lakes and rivers.

Brown, Lloyd Arnold. Early maps of the Ohio Valley 51.

Negative photocopy of original published London: T. Hutchins, 1778; reproduced from original at the Library of Congress.

'By Tho.s Hutchings. Captain in the 60 Regiment of Foot.'

'Published according to act of Parliament Novembr. ye 1st 1778.'

Scale [ca. 1:1,315,000].


Original copies of the map at Newberry: Map2F G4060 1778 .H8, VAULT drawer Ruggles 179 and VAULT oversize Graff 2029 [map].

**map2F G4060 1778 .H8 197- (PrCt)**

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Middle West - Maps - 1794

Authors: Morse, Jedidiah, 1761-1826 -- Stockdale, John, 1749?-1814 -- Morse, Jedidiah, 1761-1826. The American geography -- or, A view of the present situation of the United States of America 1794 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 19 x 23 cm.
In: Morse, Jedidiah. The American geography; or, A view of the present situation of the United States of America ... (London : J. Stockdale, 1794) opposite p. 503.
Scale [ca. 1:6,500,000].
Prime meridians: London.
Shows area between ca. 34-43° N. in central U.S.

Ayer 109.5 .M7 1794 opp. p. 503 (PrCt)
Middle West - Maps - 1804
A New map of part of the United States of North America, exhibiting the Western Territory, Kentucky, Pennsylvania, Maryland, Virginia &c. also the Lakes Superior; Michigan, Huron, Ontario & Erie: with Upper and Lower Canada &c. London: J. Cary, 1805 [i.e. 1808].
Authors: Cary, John, approximately 1754-1835 -- Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library).

Middle West - Maps - 1805
Authors: Barker, W. (William), fl. 1795-1803 -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839. Carey's American pocket atlas ... (1805)
1 map ; 19 x 14 cm.
In: Carey, Mathew. Carey's American pocket atlas ... (Philadelphia : M. Carey, 1805) pl. [12]. Scale [ca. 1:8,500,000]
Prime meridians: London, Philadelphia
Ayer 135 .C27 1805 pl. 12 (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1805
A Map of part of the United States of North America, exhibiting the Western Territory, Kentucky, Pennsylvania, Maryland, Virginia &c. also the Lakes Superior; Michigan, Huron, Ontario & Erie: with Upper and Lower Canada &c. London: J. Cary, 1805 [i.e. 1808].
Authors: Barker, W. (William), fl. 1795-1803 -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839. Carey's American pocket atlas ... (1805)
1 map ; 19 x 14 cm.
In: Carey, Mathew. Carey's American pocket atlas ... (Philadelphia : M. Carey, 1805) pl. [12]. Scale [ca. 1:8,500,000]
Prime meridians: London, Philadelphia
Ayer 135 .C27 1805 pl. 12 (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1805
A New map of part of the United States of North America, exhibiting the Western Territory, Kentucky, Pennsylvania, Maryland, Virginia &c. also the Lakes Superior; Michigan, Huron, Ontario & Erie: with Upper and Lower Canada &c. London: J. Cary, 1805 [i.e. 1808].
Authors: Barker, W. (William), fl. 1795-1803 -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839. Carey's American pocket atlas ... (1805)
1 map ; 19 x 14 cm.
In: Carey, Mathew. Carey's American pocket atlas ... (Philadelphia : M. Carey, 1805) pl. [12]. Scale [ca. 1:8,500,000]
Prime meridians: London, Philadelphia
Ayer 135 .C27 1805 pl. 12 (PrCt)
Middle West - Maps - 1805

Maps - Engravings


Authors: Cary, John, approximately 1754-1835--Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 52 cm.

'June 1st 1805.'

Relief shown pictorially.

Prime meridian: London.


References: R. W. Karrow and D. Buisseret, Gardens of delight: maps and travel accounts of Illinois and the Great Lakes from the collections of Hermon Dunlap Smith (Chicago: Newberry Library, 1984), no. 38; Checklist of printed maps of the Middle West to 1900, 1-0787.

Case oversize G1019 .C3 1808 pl. 56 (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1811

Maps - Engravings


Authors: Cary, John, approximately 1754-1835--Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 44 x 49 cm.

'June 1st 1805,' for 1811 state of the map, see oversize Ayer 135 C3 1811 pl. 52; for 1825 state of the map, see map4F G4060 1825 .C3 (PrCt).

Scale [ca. 1:3,350,000].

Relief shown pictorially.

Prime meridian: London.


References: R. W. Karrow and D. Buisseret, Gardens of delight: maps and travel accounts of Illinois and the Great Lakes from the collections of Hermon Dunlap Smith (Chicago: Newberry Library, 1984), no. 38; Checklist of printed maps of the Middle West to 1900, 1-0787.

oversize Ayer 135 .C3 1803 pl. 7 (PrCt)
Gardens of delight: maps and travel accounts of Illinois and the Great Lakes from the collections of Hermon Dunlap Smith (Chicago: Newberry Library, 1984), no. 38; Checklist of printed maps of the Middle West to 1900, 1-0787.

Middle West - Maps - 1812
Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1812
The Middle states and western territories of the United States including the seat of the Western War. 1812. Philadelphia : M. Carey, and Johnson & Warner, 1812 [i.e. 1814].
Authors: Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Johnson & Warner -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839. A General atlas, being a collection of maps of the world and quarters ... (1814)
1 map : hand col. ; 19 x 24 cm.
In: Carey, Mathew. A General atlas, being a collection of maps of the world and quarters ... (Philadelphia : Published by M. Carey, and Johnson & Warner, 1814) pl. [6].
Scale [ca. 1:5,500,000].
Relief shown by hachures.
Prime meridian: Philadelphia.
Shows Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Delaware, Virginia, Kentucky, Ohio, Indiana, and Illinois.
Also published in his 1817 edition.
Ayer 135 .C3 1811 pl. [52] (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1814
Upper territories of the United States.
Philadelphia : M. Carey, and Johnson & Warner, 1814.
Authors: Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Johnson & Warner -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839. A General atlas, being a collection of maps of the world and quarters ... (1814)
1 map : hand col. ; 18 x 14 cm.
In: Carey, Mathew. A General atlas, being a collection of maps of the world and quarters ... (Philadelphia : Published by M. Carey, and Johnson & Warner, 1814) pl. [28].
Scale [ca. 1:8,000,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
Shows Illinois, Indiana, western Ohio, and territories to the north and northwest.
Ayer 135 .C27 1814 pl. 28 (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1814
The Upper territories of the United States.
[Philadelphia : M. Carey, 1814].
Authors: Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Kneass & Delleker -- Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 43 x 31 cm.
From Carey's General atlas (Philadelphia: M. Carey, 1814).
Scale [ca. 1:8,000,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
Shows Illinois, Indiana, western Ohio, and territories to the north and northwest.
Forms part of the Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library).
References: Karpinski, 27; Midwest Map Catalog, 1-0790.
Smith map2F G4060 1814 .C3 (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1818
Birkbeck, Morris, 1764-1825 - Travels
A Map of part of the United States of North America, with the territory of the Illinois on the Ohio. [19-].
Authors: Ridgway, James -- Birkbeck, Morris, 1764-1825 -- Neele & Son
1 map ; 31 x 41 cm.
Photocopy (positive) of original published London, 1818.
Shows travels of Morris Birkbeck.
map2F G4070 1818 .R5 (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1821
Cass, Lewis, 1782-1866
Map of the northwestern territories of the United States : shewing the track pursued by the expedition under Gov. Cass in 1820. Albany, 1821.
Authors: Schoolcraft, Henry Rowe, 1793-1864 -- Rawdon, R. (Ralph) -- Cass, Lewis, 1782-1866 -- Inman, Henry , 1801-1846 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: hand col. ; 31 x 43 cm.
Scale ca. [1:4,000,000].
Relief shown by hachures.
Prime meridian: Washington.
Includes a small view: Upper Red Cedar, or Cassina lake. Henry Inman del.
Tracks shown in red.
Ayer 119.1 S3 1821 opp. t.p. (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1822-1823
Southern States - Maps - 1822-1823
Authors: Long, Stephen Harriman, 1784-1864 -- Young & Delleker -- James, Edwin, 1797-1861 -- Carey & Lea -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 42 x 27cm.
In James, Edwin. Account of an expedition from Pittsburgh to the Rocky mountains : performed in the years 1819 and '20 ... (Philadelphia: H.C. Carey and I. Lea, 1822-23.) [Atlas plate no. 1].
Scale [ca. 1:4,650,000].
Relief shown by hachures.
At bottom of map: For the Expedition to the

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Rocky mountains vol. 1.
Includes inset of country below 33° north; profile of area at 38° north.
Graff 2188 [Atlas plate no. 1] (PrCt)

48223 Middle West - Maps - 1823<>Manitoba - Maps - 1823<>Long, Stephen Harriman, 1784-1864
Authors: Penny, R., engraver -- Long, Stephen Harriman, 1784-1864 -- Keating, William Hypolitus, 1799-1840 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 26 x 54 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:3,600,000].
Relief shown pictorially and with hachures.
Oriented with north at upper left.
See 'Of the accompanying map' in v. 2, p. 250-251.
Graff 2280 v. 1, at front (PrCt)

48226 Middle West - Maps - 1825
A Sketch of the western country, designed to illustrate the present work. New York, 1825.
Authors: Scoles, John, 1772?-1853 -- Schoolcraft, Henry Rowe, 1793-1864 -- Schoolcraft, Henry Rowe, 1793-1864. Travels in the central portions of the Mississippi valley (1825) -- Collins & Hannay -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 18 x 25 cm.
In: Schoolcraft, Henry Rowe. Travels in the central portions of the Mississippi valley (New York: Collins and Hannay, 1825), opposite p. 15.
Scale [ca. 1:4,000,000].
Relief shown pictorially and by hachures.
Oriented with north at upper right.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Graff 3701, opp. p. 15 (PrCt)

48227 Middle West - Maps - 1825<>Arkansas - Maps - 1825
Authors: Buchon, J. A. C. (Jean Alexandre C.), 1791-1846 -- Alès, 1797-1878 -- Carez, J. -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 51 cm.
Added title at top: Carte géographique, statistique et historique du territoire d'Arkansa.
In: Buchon, Jean Alexandre. Atlas géographique, statistique, historique et chronologique des deux Amériques et des îles adjacentes ... (Paris: J. Carez, 1825) no. XXXIX.
Scale [ca. 1:4,700,000].
Relief shown by hachures.
Shows territory in Arkansas, Mississippi and Missouri River basins.
Descriptive text in border.
oversize Ayer 135 .B88 1825 no. 39 (PrCt)

48228 Middle West - Maps - 1825<>Northeastern States - Maps - 1825<>Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1825<>Engravings
A New map of part of the United States, exhibiting the North West, Michigan, Indiana, and Illinois Territory, the states of Kentucky, Ohio, Virginia, Maryland and Pennsylvania / from the latest authorities by John Cary, engraver, 1825.
London : Published by J. Cary, engraver & map seller, no. 181 Strand, Jany. 1st, 1825.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

[Indian villages in midwest states, 183-]. [19-].

Authors: Draper, Lyman Copeland -- Forsyth, Thomas -- Wisconsin Historical Society

1 map

Photostat of [183-?] manuscript, forming part of the Thomas Forsyth papers in the Lyman Copeland Draper ms. collection at the Wisconsin Historical Society.

temp map4F G4071.E1 183- .A1 (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1831


Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Young, J. H. (James Hamilton) -- Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map: hand col.; 41 x 53 cm., folded in covers 14 x 9 cm.

In red leather cover with gilt border and title: Ohio -- Indiana Illinois & Michigan.

Letterpress table of census figures, by counties, inside front cover.

Scale [ca. 1:2,000,000].

Forms part of the Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library).

map3C G4070 1832 .MS (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1831

Western states. Boston: Lincoln & Edmands, [1831].

Authors: Morse, Hazen -- Lincoln & Edmands -- Peck, John Mason, 1789-1858. A Guide for emigrants: containing sketches of Illinois, Missouri, and the adjacent parts (1831) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)

1 map: hand col.; 15 x 19 cm.


Scale [ca. 1:640,000].

Relief shown pictorially.

Prime meridians: Greenwich and Washington.

Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.

Exhibited at the Newberry Library as part of Mapping Manifest Destiny: Chicago and the American West (November 3, 2007-February 16, 2008).

Graff 3234 inside front cover (PrCt)


Map of the territories of Michigan and Ouisconsin (pronounced Wisconsin). [S.i. s.n., 19-].


1 map: col.; 51 x 87 cm.


'Entered according to act of Congress in ... Detroit ... by John Farmer ... 11th day of May 1829.'

'Engraved by Rawdon Clark & Co., Albany, N.Y.'

Scale 1:1,900,800.

Coordinates: (W100° --W79°/N52°--N39°).

Relief shown with hachures.


Oriented with north at upper left.

Inset: Map of part of Ste. Marie River from the collections of Hermon Dunlap Smith (Chicago: Newberry Library, 1884), no. 42.

Forms part of the Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library).

map4F G4060 1825 .C3 (PrCt)


Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Young, J. H. (James Hamilton) -- Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col.; 44 x 49 cm.

Oriented with north at upper left.

Inset: Map of part of Ste. Marie River from the collections of Hermon Dunlap Smith (Chicago: Newberry Library, 1884), no. 42.

Forms part of the Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library).

map4F G4060 1833 .S8 (PrCt)
Middle West - Maps - 1836
*Farmer's map of Michigan & Ouisconsin.*
Inset (18 x 12 cm.): Map of part of Ste. Marie River Region (Mich.)
Oriented with north at upper left.
Relief shown with hachures.
Includes table of steamboat routes.
Prime meridian: Washington.
Entered according to act of Congress.
1 map : hand col.; 53 x 86 cm., fold in covers 14 x 8 cm.
Cover title: Farmer’s map of Michigan & Ouisconsin.
Includes steam boat route table and 4 insets (10 x 13 cm. and smaller):
Vicinity of Detroit -- Lead region east of the Mississippi River -- Falls of Ohio -- Vicinity of Cincinnati.
1830 census inside front cover.
Condition: good.
Forms part of the Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library).
map3C G4060 1836 .M5 (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1836
*Steele's map of Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, & Michigan.*
Buffalo, N.Y., 1836. 1 map : hand col.; 35 x 42 cm.
Detached from Steele, Oliver Gray. Steele's Western guide book and emigrant's directory, 6th ed. (Buffalo, 1836), opposite title page [Case of 484.3 S82 1836].
MMC 1-1028
5030
map2F G4070 1836 .S7 (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1836
*The States of Ohio, Indiana & Illinois and Michigan Territory from the latest authorities.*
New York : Ezra Strong, 1836.
1 map : hand col.; 42 x 52 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:2,050,000].
Prime meridian: Washington.
Includes population figures for 1830.
map2F 4070 .2 (PrCt)
Middle West - Maps - 1836 - Indians
Indians - Middle West - Maps - 1836 - Indians of North America - Maps
A Map of a portion of the Indian country ...
Washington D.C., 1836.
1 map ; 66 x 96 cm.
Bears initials of George William Featherstonhaugh.
Scale 1:1,013,760.
Classen & Friis, 42a & 94.
Sent to Newberry conservation lab 1984.
3004
map6F G4061.E1 1836 F4 (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1839
Western states. [19-].
Authors: Smiley, Thomas T. (Thomas Tucker), d. 1879
1 map
temp map2F G4070 1839 .W4 (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1839
Guide through Ohio, Michigan, Indiana, Illinois, Missouri, Wisconsin & Iowa: showing the township lines of the United States surveys, location of cities ... New York : J. H. Colton, 1839.
Authors: Smith, J. Calvin (John Calvin) -- Stiles, Sherman & Smith -- Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 50 x 62 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:2,300,000].
Prime meridian: Washington.
Entered for copyright by J. C. Smith.
Includes vignette of Maidens Rock; table of steamboat routes.
Graff 3853 at back (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1839 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Missouri River Valley - Maps - 1839 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Northwestern States - Maps - 1839 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
1 atlas (1 portfolio (iii, 96 p.)) : maps ; 41 cm.
Facsimiles of manuscript maps in the Nicollet Papers, Manuscript Division, Library of Congress.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 96).
Scale not given.
Series: Scientific papers (Illinois State Museum) ; v. 24.
Acc. # 94060332PL
LC Card Number: 94675517
Case oversize G1385 .W62 1993 (NLO)

Authors: Smith, J. Calvin (John Calvin) -- Stiles, Sherman & Smith -- Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 51 x 63 cm.
In Colton, Joseph Hutchins. The Western tourist and emigrant's guide ... (New York : J.H. Colton, 1840) at back.
Scale [ca. 1:2,235,000].
Prime meridian: Washington.
Entered for copyright by J.C. Smith.
Includes vignette of Maidens Rock and table of steamboat routes.
Ayer 138 C65 1840 at back (PrCt)

Authors: Bradford, T. G. (Thomas Gamaliel), 1802-1887 -- Bradford, T. G. (Thomas Gamaliel), 1802-1887. A Comprehensive atlas ... (1835, [i.e. 1841?]) -- Boynton, George W., -1884 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 25 x 19 cm.

Middle West - Maps - 1841

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Middle West - Maps - 1843


"Nach den letzten Vermessungen der Vereinigten Staaten in Grafschaften getheilt."

Scale [ca. 1:3,210,000]. "Scala von 100 englischen Meilen" [= 72 mm.]

Scale statement incorrect, falsely amounting to 1:22,352,000.

Coordinates: (W 95°05'00"-W 79°50'00"/N 46°10'00"-N 36°50'00")

Prime meridian: Washington, D.C.

Shows railroads; counties hand colored.

In: Grund, Francis J. Handbuch und Wegweiser für Auswanderer nach den Vereinigten Staaten von Nordamerika und Texas ... Ohio, Michigan, Indiana, Illinois, und Missouri und in den Territorien Wisconsin und Iowa ... Zweite Auflage (Stuttgart und Tübingen : J. G. Cotta'scher Verlag, 1846), following p. 278.

Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.


Graf 1682 following p. 278 (PrCt)


A New map of the western rivers, or, Travellers guide: exhibiting the Mississippi, Missouri, Ohio, and Illinois rivers with all the principal towns, islands & distances. [Cincinnati, Ohio] : Doolittle & Munson, 1843, c1842.

Authors: Munson, Samuel B., 1806-1880 -- Twichell, Thos. (Thomas) -- Doolittle & Munson -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)

1 map : 57 x 29 cm. fold in covers 12 x 8 cm.

Scale [ca. 1:2,500,000]. Entered for copyright in Ohio by Samuel B. Munson.

Distance table.

Graf 4946 (NLO)

Middle West - Maps - 1844


1 map : 49 x 62 cm.


Prime meridian: Washington.

Entered for copyright by J. C. Smith. Includes vignette of Maidens Rock; table of steam boat routes.

Duplicate copy: Graf 421.

Ayer F541.B89 1844, opposite title page (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1846


Authors: Smith, J. Calvin (John Calvin) -- Stiles, Sherman & Smith -- Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893

1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 62 cm.

In Colton, Joseph Hutchins, The Western tourist or emigrant's guide through the states of Ohio, Michigan ... (New York: J.H. Colton, 1854) at back.

Entered for copyright by J.C. Smith.

Scale [ca. 1:2,300,000].

Prime meridian: Washington.

Includes vignette of Maidens Rock and table of steam boat routes.

G 91.18 at back (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1846 - Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1846 - Engravings


Authors: Higgins, Sylvester Wesley, 1798-- Atwood, John M., approximately 1818-- Steele, Oliver G. (Oliver Gray), 1805-1879 -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
Middle West - Maps - 1849
Authors: Williams, W. (Wellington)
1 map : hand col.; 31 x 40 cm.
In Williams, Wellington. Appleton's southern and western travellers' guide (New York, 1855) opposite p. 88.
'Drawn & engd. [by] W. Williams, Phila. c1849.'
'Engraved to accompany Appletons' traveller's guide.'
Scale [ca. 1:3,400,000].
G 83.974 opp. p. 88. (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1849
Authors: Williams, W. (Wellington)
1 map : hand col.; 31 x 44 cm.
In Williams, Wellington. Appleton's southern and western travellers' guide (New York, 1855) opposite p. 8.
'Drawn and engd. [by] W. Williams, Phila. c1849.'
'Engraved to accompany Appleton's traveller's guide.'
Scale [ca. 1:3,150,000].
Shows states between 36-43° north and 80-95° west.
G 83.974 opp. p. 8 (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1849
Map of the north-western states including Minnesota and the copper region of Lake Superior. New York, 1857.
Authors: Williams, W. (Wellington) -- D. Appleton and Company -- Edward E. Ayer Collection
1 map : hand col.; 31 x 40 cm.
'Engraved to accompany Appleton's Hand book of American travel.'
Scale [ca. 1:3,500,000].
Ayer 138 .A65 1857 opp. p. 327 (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1849
Map of the north-western states including Minnesota and the copper region of Lake Superior. London, [ca. 1849].
Authors: Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (Great Britain) -- Charles Knight & Co. -- Smith, 19th cent. -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 50 x 36 cm.
Later state of SDUK map of 1833; cf. Fitzgerald map 4F G4060 1833 .S6 4134
Fitzgerald map4F G4060 1849 .S6 (PrCt)
48266 Middle West - Maps - 1850

River Valley - Maps - 1849
Authors: Williams, W. (Wellington) -- D. Appleton and Company -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 31 x 44 cm.
'Engraved to accompany Appleton's Hand book of American travel.'
Scale [ca. 1:3,200,000].
Ayer 138.A65 1857 opp. p. 315 (PrCt)

48267 Middle West - Maps - 1850

Case G 89.265 at back (PrCt)

48268 Middle West - Maps - 1850

Middle West - Maps - 1850
Authors: Atwood, John M., approximately 1818--1887 -- Ensign, Thayer & Co. -- Blanchard, Rufus, 1821-1904
1 map : hand col.; 47 x 59 cm.
In Ensign & Thayer's travellers' guide through the states of Ohio, Michigan ... (New York etc.) Ensign & Thayer; Cincinnati, R. Blanchard, 1850) at back.
Entered for copyright by 'Ensign's & Thayer.'
Scale [ca. 1:2,600,000].
Prime meridian: Washington.

48269 Middle West - Maps - 1850

Middle West - Maps - 1850

Guides through Ohio, Michigan, Indiana, Illinois, and Missouri, Iowa and Wisconsin ... New York : John Hutchins Colton, 1852.
Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Curtiss, Daniel S. -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 51 x 47 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:2,225,000].
Prime meridian: Washington.
Includes vignette: Maidens Rock, Lake Pepin, on the Mississippi.
Graff 957 [map] (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1850

Guides through Ohio, Michigan, Indiana, Illinois, and Missouri, Iowa and Wisconsin ... New York : John Hutchins Colton, 1852.
Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Smith, J. Calvin (John Calvin) -- Stiles, Sherman & Smith -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

Authors: Atwood, John M., approximately 1818--1887 -- Thayer (Horace) & Co., firm, publishers -- Ensign, Thayer & Co. -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map ; hand col.; 56 x 70 cm.
In Ensign & Thayer's travellers' guide through the states of Ohio, Michigan, Indiana, Illinois, Missouri, Iowa, and Wisconsin (New York: Horace Thayer & Co., 1852) at back.
Scale [ca. 1:2,700,000].
Prime meridian: Washington.
Entered for copyright by Ensign's & Thayer.
Cover title: Ensign & Thayer's map of the western states.
Includes vignettes of Chicago, Detroit, Cincinnati, and St. Louis.
Graff 1253 at back (PrCt)
1 map : hand col. ; 53 x 66 cm.
In Colton, Joseph Hutchins. The Western tourist and emigrant's guide ... (New York: J. H. Colton, 1852) at back.
Scale [ca. 1:2,260,000].
Prime meridian: Washington.
Includes vignette of Maidens Rock and table of steamboat routes.
Ayer 138 C65 1852 at back (PrCt)

48270 Middle West - Maps - 1852
Map of the north-western states including Minnesota and the copper region of Lake Superior / engraved to accompany Appletons' traveller's guide. [New York : D. Appleton and Company, 1852].
Appletons' new and complete United States guide book for travellers (1852) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 31 x 40 cm., folded to 16 x 10 cm.
Copyright information probably trimmed away from bottom margin.
Scale ca. [1:3,400,000].
Ayer 138 W67 1852 between p. 88-89 (PrCt)

48271 Middle West - Maps - 1852
Map of the western states / engraved to accompany Appletons' traveller's guide. [New York : D. Appleton and Company, 1852].
Appletons' new and complete United States guide book for travellers (1852) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 44 cm., folded to 16 x 10 cm.
Copyright information probably trimmed away from bottom margin.
Scale ca. [1:3,150,000].
Shows states between 36°-43° north and 80°-95° west.
Ayer 138 W67 1852 between p. 8-9 (PrCt)


Company - Maps - 1852 - Railroads - Maps
Map of Michigan Southern, Northern Indiana and Chicago and Rock Island Rail Roads, with their connections from Council Bluffs to New York. [Chicago : Chicago and Rock Island Railroad Co., 1852-1853?].
Authors: Michigan Southern and Northern Indiana Railroad Company -- Chicago and Rock Island Railroad Company -- Michelin & Leefe -- Michelin, Francis, 1809 or 10-1878 -- Leefe, George E.
1 map : col. ; 41 x 146 cm. on 2 sheets 'Lith. of F. Michelin & Geo. E. Leefe, 180 Fulton St. N.Y.'
Scale [ca. 1:1,600,000].
Routes shown in red and blue.
Probably detached from detached from: Statement of the condition and prospects of the Chicago & Rock Island Railroad Company; cf. OCLC 22852996.
map4F 4060 .3 (PrCt)

48273 Middle West - Maps - 1853
Authors: Atwood, John M., approximately 1818-1853 -- Thayer (Horace) & Co., firm, publishers -- Ensign, Thayer & Co. -- Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 58 cm. fold. in covers 14 x 9 cm.
In Ensign & Thayer's travellers' guide through the states of Ohio, Michigan, Indiana, Illinois, Missouri, Iowa, and Wisconsin (New York: Horace Thayer & Co., 1853) at back.
Scale [ca. 1:2,700,000].
Prime meridian: Washington.
Entered for copyright by Ensign's & Thayer.
In black leather embossed covers with gilt vignettes of train and paddle boat and title: Ensign & Thayer's map of the western states. Includes vignettes of Chicago, Detroit, Cincinnati, and St. Louis.
Forms part of the Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library).
map3C G4060 1853 .A8 (PrCt)

48274 Middle West - Maps - 1853
Guide through Ohio, Michigan, Indiana, Illinois, Missouri, Wisconsin & Iowa: showing the township lines of the United States surveys, location of cities ... New York : J. H. Colton, 1853.
Authors: Smith, J. Calvin (John Calvin) -- Stiles, Sherman & Smith -- Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- McClellan, David, approximately 1825-1893 -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 53 x 66 cm.
In The Western tourist and emigrant's guide through the States of Ohio, Michigan, Indiana, Illinois, Missouri, Iowa, and Wisconsin and the territories of Minnesota [sic], Missouri, and Nebraska (New York : J. H. Colton, 1853) at back.
Scale [ca. 1:2,250,000].
Prime meridian: Washington.
'D. McLellan, Print. N.Y.'
Includes vignette of Maidens Rock; table of steamboat routes.
**Graff 3852 at back (PrCt)**

48275 Middle West - Maps - 1854

1 map : hand col.; 52 x 65 cm.
In Colton, J.H. The Western tourist and emigrant's guide through the states of Ohio, Michigan ... (New York: J.H. Colton, 1854) at back.
'Printed by D. McLellan N.Y.'
Prime meridian: Washington.
Includes vignette of Maidens Rock and table of steamboat routes.
**Case G 91.182 at back (PrCt)**

48276 Middle West - Maps - 1855

Authors: W. & A.K. Johnston Limited -- Oliphant, Laurence, 1829-1888 -- William Blackwood and Sons -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; 21 x 27 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:5,500,000].
Shows area between ca. 40°-49° north and 80°-96° west.
**Graff 3091 opp. p. 306 (PrCt)**

48277 Middle West - Maps - 1855 - Railroads

1 map ; 47 x 86 cm.

48278 Middle West - Maps - 1856

Authors: Atwood, John M., approximately 1818-1893 -- Ensign, Bridgman & Fanning
1 map : hand col.; 45 x 58 cm.
In Ensign, Bridgman & Fannings travellers' guide through the states of Ohio, Michigan ... (New York: Ensign, Bridgman & Fanning, 1856) at back.
Entered for copyright by 'Ensign's & Thayer.'
Scale [ca. 1:2,700,000].
Prime meridian: Washington.
Includes vignettes of Chicago, Detroit, Cincinnati, and St. Louis.
**Case G 89.2565 at back (PrCt)**

48279 Middle West - Maps - 1856

1 map : hand col.; 54 x 64 cm.
In: Colton, Joseph Hutchins. Colton's traveler and tourist's guidebook through the western states and territories (New York: J.H. Colton, 1856) at back.
Scale [ca. 1:2,215,000].
Prime meridian: Washington.
Includes vignette of Maidens Rock and table of 1850 census statistics.
**Ayer 138 .C65 1856 at back (PrCt)**

48280 Middle West - Maps - 1856

*A New map of the great West.* New York and Auburn : Miller, Orton & Mulligan ; Buffalo : E. F. Beadle, [1856].
Authors: Warren & Buell, lithographers, Buffalo -- Miller, Orton & Mulligan, publishers, New York -- Beadle, Erastus Flavel, 1821-1894 -- Ferris, Jacob -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; hand col.; 37 x 65 cm.
In: Ferris, Jacob. The States and territories of the great West (New York and Auburn: Miller, Orton & Mulligan; Buffalo: E. F. Beadle, 1856) opposite title page.
Scale [ca. 1:4,200,000].
Relief shown with hachures.
Shows region roughly bounded by 36-49° north and 78-112° west.
**Ayer 138 F3 1856 opp. t.p. (PrCt)**

48281 Middle West - Maps - 1856 - North America - Maps - 1856 - Railroads - Maps

*[Map of North America, 1856].* [Minneapolis?] ;

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Rand McNally & Co., 1856.
1 map ; 26 x 37 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Partial reproduction of an unidentified map (of North America?), probably issued in Mitchell, Samuel Augustus. New universal atlas : containing maps of the various empires ... (Philadelphia : C. Desilver, 1856); cf. OCLC 80478854.
Reprint covers only the Middle West.
'Reprinted in celebration of Rand McNally & Co.'s 'one hundredth birthday in 1956.'
On verso : Soo Line system.

5A 7267 (1955 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1857 - Railroads<未经授权>La Crosse and Milwaukee Railroad Company - Maps - 1856<未经授权>Railroads - Maps
Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- La Crosse and Milwaukee Railroad Company -- Daily News Book and Job Steam Printing Office (Milwaukee, Wis.)
1 map : hand col. ; 50 x 84 cm.
Detached from Fifth annual report of the directors of the LaCrosse & Milwaukee Rail Road Company (Milwaukee: Daily News Book and Job Steam Printing Office, Mason Street, 1857) opposite title page. 114 p. ; 22 cm. [Case 4A 3175 (1857 vol.)]

map4F G4061.P3 1856 C6 (PrCt)

1 map : col. ; 33 x 41 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:3,450,000].
'Entered in Sta. Hall. London-& according to act of Congress ... by H.D. Rogers in ... Massachusetts.'
'Proposed Pacific railway routes in purple.'
Forms part of the William B. Greenlee Collection

(Middle West - Maps - 1857 - Illinois - Maps - 1856 - Railroads - Maps
Authors: Smith, J. Calvin (John Calvin) -- Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893
1 map : hand col. ; 51 x 70 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:2,250,000].
Prime meridian: Washington.
Includes vignette of Maidens Rock and table of 1850 census statistics.

Case G 91.184 at back (PrCt)

Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 25 cm.
Scale 1:3,623,775.
Shows railroads, canals and battle fields.
Inset in lower left corner: Vicinity of St. Louis.
Inset in lower right corner: Vicinity of Chicago.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
map G 1089 .183 (NLO)

Middle West - Maps - 1859 - Historical and chronological map of the territory of the United States, northwest of the River Ohio. Indianapolis, 1859.
Authors: Dillon, John Brown, 1808?-1879 -- Bingham & Doughty, firm, publishers, Indianapolis -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 46 x 53 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:2,400,000].
Relief shown by hachures.
Includes: Table of reference.

Ayer 160.5 153 D5 1859 opp. p. 1 (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1859<未经授权>Nebraska - Maps - 1859 - Gold mines and mining<未经授权>Gold mines and mining
Nebraska - Maps - 1859<未经授权>Kansas - Maps - 1859 - Gold mines and mining<未经授权>Gold mines

48284

48285

48286

48287
and mining - Kansas - Maps - 1859
Map of the routes to the gold regions in western Kansas & Nebraska from latest observations of government officers / by Pease & Cole. Chicago, Ill. Chicago : Lith. Chas. Shoher 109 Lake St., [1859].
Complete guide to the gold districts of Kansas and Nebraska containing valuable information with regard to routes, distances, etc. (1859) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 41 x 40 cm., folded to 15 x 11 cm.
'Entered in ... Northern District of Illinois January 1859 by Pease & Cole according to act of Congress ... '
In Pease, Edwin R. Complete guide to the gold districts of Kansas and Nebraska containing valuable information with regard to routes, distances, etc. (Chicago : Wm. H. Rand, printer, 1859) inside front cover.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Graff 3229 inside front cover (PrCl)

48289
Map of the Chicago, Burlington and Quincy R.R. with its connections and the route to the gold regions. [New York : s.n., 1859].
Authors: Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company -- Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company. 1859 traveler's guide to the new gold mines in Kansas and Nebraska -- Polhemus & de Vries (New York, N.Y.) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 12 x 48 cm., folded to 12 x 9 cm.
In: Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company. 1859 traveler's guide to the new gold mines in Kansas and Nebraska : with a description of the shortest and most direct route from Chicago to Pike's Peak & Cherry Creek gold mines (New York : Polhemus & de Vries, printers, 66 Courtlandt St., [1859]), following p. 4.
This copy of accompanying text imperfect, including only p. 3-4.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
For variant issue of the map, with place names "Kansas City" and "Bellemont" placed differently, and including "Elwood" and "Quindaro" in Kansas (not present on this copy), see VAULT Ayer 138 .C6 C532 1859. Text in Ayer copy complete in 16 pages.
Digital image of this copy available by website subscription to American West : sources from the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library, Chicago (produced by Adam Matthew Digital; accessed July 2010): http://www.americanwest.amdigital.co.uk/Content/s/image-viewer.aspx?imageid=37608
References: Graff coll. 4182; Streeter Americana. IV, 2134; Wagner-Camp 326
VAULT Graff 4182, following p. 4 (PrCl)

48290
Middle West - Maps - 1860
Authors: Swanston, George H. -- A. Fullarton & Co. -- Smith, J. Calvin (John Calvin) -- Tanner,
Henry Schenck, 1786-1858
1 map : hand col. ; 40 x 50 cm.
In Swanston, George H. Companion atlas to The gazetteer of the world (Edinburgh: A. Fullarton & Co., [1860?]).
Issued to accompany A Gazetteer of the world, or, Dictionary of geographical knowledge (Edinburgh [etc.]: A. Fullarton & Co., [1850]-1856) [G 005.33].
Scale [ca. 1:2,850,000].

Middle West - Maps - 1869 -

Geology

Middle West - Maps - 1869 -

1 map ; 19 x 33 cm.
"Plate XLIII."
Accompanies anonymous report on "Mineral fertilizers of the Mississippi Valley."
Another copy in U.S. 41st Congress, 2nd session (Serial Set 1428).
Govt. A 1.1:1869, opp. p. 548 (PrCt)

48294
Middle West - Maps - 1869 -

Geology

Middle West - Maps - 1869 -

Authors: United States. Department of Agriculture -- United States. Government Printing Office 1 map ; 19 x 31 cm.
"Plate XLIV."
Accompanies anonymous report on "Mineral fertilizers of the Mississippi Valley."
Another copy in U.S. 41st Congress, 2nd session (Serial Set 1428).
Govt. A 1.1:1869, opp. p. 578 (PrCt)

48295
Middle West - Maps - 1871 -

Kentucky -

Maps - 1871

Authors: Bartholomew, John, 1831-1893 -- T. Ellwood Zell and Company -- Zell (T. Ellwood) and Company see T. Ellwood Zell and Company
1 map : col. ; 29 x 41 cm.
Phillips 860. M1061
map2F G4070 1871 .B3 (PrCt)

48296
Middle West - Maps - 1871 -

Silver Islet (Ont.) -

Maps - 1871

Township map of Lake Superior region and upper Mississippi. Philadelphia : J. Disturnell, 1871.
Authors: Smith, J. Calvin (John Calvin) -- Linder, Klim & Smith, printers, New York -- Disturnell, John, 1801-1877
1 map : hand col. ; 38 x 70 cm.
Compiled from government surveys.
Scale [ca. 1:1,650,000].
Detached from covers with title: Lake Superior and the upper Mississippi.
Entered for copyright by J. Disturnell. Shows mineral locations.
Inset (5 x 6 cm.) : Silver Islet. Scale [ca. 1:1,500].
map4F 4060.1 (PrCt)

48297
Middle West - Maps - 1872

Authors: Swanston, George H. -- Smith, J. Calvin

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Middle West - Maps - 1872
1 map : hand col. ; 45 x 70 cm.
'MFrom H. H. Lloyd & Co.'s Atlas of the United States.'
Scale ca. [1:2,960,000].
Above title: 'Atlas of the United States'
Relief shown by hachures.
In addition to states on the 1873 edition, shows Illinois, Wisconsin, Iowa, Missouri, New Jersey, and Michigan.
folio F 896453 .054 no. 71 (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1872-1873
Railroads<<>>Map of Cedar Rapids Region (Iowa) - Maps - 1872-1873 - Railroads<<>>Map of the railway connections of Muscatine, Iowa...
Map showing railroad connections of Marshalltown. [Chicago? Baker & Co.? , 1873].
Authors: Baker & Co. (Chicago, Ill.) -- Hyatt, H. S. Manufacturing, agricultural and industrial resources of Iowa ... (1872) -- Iowa. State Board of Immigration -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map : wood engraving ; 12 x 11 cm., on sheet 22 x 14 cm.
Anonymous map without imprint.
Directory of "Citizens' Association of Marshalltown" in bottom margin.
In: Hyatt, H. S. Manufacturing, agricultural and industrial resources of Iowa ... under the direction of the State Board of Immigration (Des Moines, Iowa. : Republican Steam Printing House, 1872), p. [103].
Title page dated 1872; front cover dated 1873.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Graff 2034, p. [103] (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1873
1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 34 cm.
In Atlas of Logan Co. and the state of Illinois ... (Chicago: Warner, Higgins & Beers, 1873) no. 71.
'From H. H. Lloyd & Co.'s Atlas of the United States. Warner & Beers, publishers.'
Scale [ca. 1:2,960,000].

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Includes Wisconsin, Illinois, Iowa, and Missouri.

Middle West - Maps - 1874 - Railroads - Map printing - Wood engravings - Maps - 1874

Map of Davenport showing its transportation facilities [in the Middle West] by rail and river / Rice sc. Davenport, Ia. Davenport, Iowa : [s.n., 1874].

Middle West - Maps - 1875 - Black Hills (S.D. and Wyo.) - Maps - 1875

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Forsyth, George A. -- Rand McNally and Company, Rand, McNally & Co.'s new map and guide to the Black Hills of Dakota : illustrated (1875) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)

Middle West - Maps - 1875 - Silver Islet (Ont.) - Maps - 1874

Township map of Lake Superior region and upper Mississippi. Philadelphia : J. Disturnell, 1874, c1871.
Authors: Smith, J. Calvin (John Calvin) -- Disturnell, John, 1801-1877

Middle West - Maps - 1875 - Loop (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1875 - Timetables - Railroads - Maps

Authors: Chicago, Milwaukee, and St. Paul Railway Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Timetable, with col. map of route (32 x 41 cm.) on verso.
Stations listed on either side of map are keyed to indicate their proximity to 'hunting,' 'fishing,' 'fishing and hunting,' 'summer resorts,' 'scenery,' and 'mineral springs.'
Inset on recto: Map of the business district of Chicago.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Gift of Andrew McNally III.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
map2F G4061.P3 1875 C5 (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1876

Dollar map of the western states. [19--].
SEE H.H. Lloyd & Co.
1 map ; 55 x 78 cm. on 2 sheets each 62 x 46 cm., reduced from 66 x 94 cm.
Photocopy (negative) of original published New York: H.H. Lloyd and Co., 1876; reproduced from original in the Library of Congress.
map2F G4060 1876 .L53 (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1877

Brown's corn planter map. [19--].
Authors: Stebbins, Henry S. -- H.H. Lloyd & Co. -- Brown, George W., fl. 1877 -- Library of Congress
1 map ; 79 x 55 cm. on 2 sheets each 46 x 61 cm., reduced from 95 x 66 cm.
Photocopies (positive and negative) of original published Toledo, 1877; reproduced from original in the Library of Congress.
Added title: New railroad and county map of the central states.
map2F G4060 1877 .S83 (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1877

Railroad and county map of the interior states. [19--].
1 map ; 78 x 55 cm. on 2 sheets each 41 x 61 cm., reduced from 94 x 66 cm.
Photocopy (negative) of original published Toledo, 1877; reproduced from original in the Library of Congress.
map2F G4060 1877 .S84 (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1877

'Vibrator' map of the central states. [19--].
1 map ; 79 x 55 cm. on 2 sheets each 46 x 61 cm., reduced from 95 x 66 cm.
Photocopy (negative) of original published Toledo, 1877; reproduced from original in the Library of Congress.
map2F G4060 1877 .S86 (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1877 - Railroads<>Black Hills (S.D and Wyo.) - Maps - 1877 - Railroads<>Chicago and North Western Railway Company - Maps - 1877<>Railroads - Maps

If you are bound to go to the gold fields of the Black Hills of Dakota you must buy your tickets via the Chicago and North Western Railway ...
Chicago : Rand, McNally & Co., printers, [ca. 1877].
Authors: Chicago and North Western Railway Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 broadside : map ; 61 x 18 cm.
Inset map (17 x 31 cm.): Chicago and Northwestern Railway. We own the best routes to the Hills.
Printed on yellow paper.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Exhibited at the Newberry Library as part of Mapping Manifest Destiny : Chicago and the American West (November 3, 2007-February 16, 2008).
VAULT broadside Graff 690 (NLO)

Middle West - Maps - 1878 - Railroads<>Chicago and North Western Railway Company - Maps - 1878<>Black Hills (S.D and Wyo.) - Maps - 1878 - Railroads<>Railroads - Maps<>Strip maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Chicago and North Western Railway Company -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map : 16 x 31 cm. on sheet 56 x 20 cm. fold. to 20 x 12 cm.
In Chicago and Northwestern Railroad Company.
Rate bulletin no. 15 (Chicago: Rand McNally, 1878).
Title from right hand margin of map.
Variant titles: All about the Black Hills and routes thereto via the Chicago & North-Western Railway. -- To the Black Hills: rate bulletin no. 15. Scale [ca. 1:2,500,000].
Strip map of area between Lake Michigan and the Rocky Mountain region, ca. 37-47° north.Relief shown by hachures.
At top and bottom margins: For other reliable information, send 50 cents to Rand McNally & Co., Chicago ....
Graft 688 [map] (PrCt)


Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad.
Middle West - Maps - 1882 - Railroads

Map of the Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul Railway Company - Maps - 1882


Authors: Chicago, Milwaukee, and St. Paul Railway Company -- Matthews-Northrup Company -- Cramer, Aikens, & Cramer (Milwaukee, Wis.)

1 map : col. ; 22 x 31 cm.

At head of title: 1881.


5A 7267 (1881 vol.) (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1883 - Railroads

Map of the Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul Railway Company - Maps - 1883


Authors: Chicago, Milwaukee, and St. Paul Railway Company -- American Bank Note Company -- Cramer, Aikens, & Cramer (Milwaukee, Wis.)

1 map : hand col. ; 23 x 31 cm.

Alphabetical table of CM & St. P connections to other railroads on verso (in letterpress).


At head of title page: 1882

5A 7267 (1882 vol. 2) (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1884 - Railroads


Authors: G.W. & C.B. Colton & Co. -- Duluth and Winnipeg Railway Company

1 map : col. ; 53 x 84 cm.

Scale 1:2,217,600.

Shows the north-central states with drainage, cities and towns, and the railroad network indicated. Emphasizes the main line.

LC Railroad maps, 401

Available through the Library of Congress website as a raster image (March 2005):

http://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g4061p.rr004010

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Bartholomew, John, 1831-1893 -- Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- Adam and Charles Black (Firm). Black's general atlas of the world ... (1885)
1 map : col. ; 28 x 40 cm.
In: Adam and Charles Black. Black's general atlas of the world : embracing the latest discoveries, new boundaries, and other changes, accompanied by introductory letterpress and index (Edinburgh : Adam and Charles Black, 1885), plate 44K.

48324  Middle West - Maps - 1885 - Railroads>>>Chicago, Milwaukee, and St. Paul Railway Company - Maps - 1885 - Railroads>>>Maps
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Chicago, Milwaukee, and St. Paul Railway Company -- Cramer, Aikens & Cramer (Milwaukee, Wis.)
1 map : col. ; 21 x 29 cm.
Letterpress table of distances on verso.

5A 7267 (1884 vol.) (PrCt)

48325  Middle West - Maps - 1885 - Railroads>>>Northeastern States - Maps - 1885 - Railroads>>>Maps
Authors: Pennsylvania Railroad -- Packard, Butler & Partridge (Philadelphia, Pa.)
1 map : hand col. ; 26 x 40 cm.
Inset (12 x 5 cm.): [Northern Michigan].
In Pennsylvania Railroad. Thirty-eighth annual report of the Board of Directors of the Pennsylvania Railroad Company ... 1885 [Philadelphia?: Pennsylvania Railroad?, 1885?] opposite p. 148

5A 7267 (1882-1884 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

48326  Middle West - Maps - 1886 - Railroads>>>Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1886)
1 map : col. ; 20 x 25 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Middle West - Maps - 1886 - Railroads
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1886)
1 map : col. ; 26 x 19 cm.
Title in upper margin.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1886) between p. 464-465
H 668 .703 (1886) bet. p. 464-465 (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1886 - Railroads
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1886)
1 map : col. ; 27 x 19 cm.
Title in upper margin.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1886) between p. 528-529
H 668 .703 (1886) bet. p. 528-529 (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1887 - Railroads
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor & Greenough (New York, N.Y.) -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1887)
1 map : col. ; 19 x 26 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Advertising on verso: Poor & Greenough, bankers and brokers ... New York
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1887) between p. 752-753
H 668 .703 (1887) bet. p. 752-753 (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1888 - Railroads
Chicago, Milwaukee, and St. Paul Railway Company - Maps - 1888 - Railroads
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Chicago, Milwaukee, and St. Paul Railway Company -- Cramer, Aikens & Cramer (Milwaukee, Wis.)
1 map : col. ; 40 x 45 cm.
Plate no 14071
map2F G4061.P3 1888 A4 (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1888 - Railroads
Lake Erie and Western Railroad Company - Maps - 1888 - Railroads - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Lake Erie and Western Railroad Company -- Baker, A. R., fl. 1888
1 map : 20 x 32 cm.
In Lake Erie and Western Railroad Company. Report of the president and directors ... 1887 (Indianapolis: A.R. Baker, 1888) at end
5A 7267 (1887 vol.) (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1888 - Railroads
Lake Erie and Western Railroad Company - Maps - 1888 - Railroads - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Lake Erie and Western Railroad Company -- Baker & Randolph
1 map : col. ; 20 x 32 cm.
In Lake Erie and Western Railroad Company. Report of the president and directors ... 1888 (Indianapolis: Baker & Randolph, 1889) opposite title page
5A 7267 (1888 vol.) (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1888 - Railroads
Northeastern States - Maps - 1888 - Railroads - Maps
Map of the Pennsylvania lines west of Pittsburgh and Erie. [Philadelphia? Pennsylvania Railroad?, 1888?].
Authors: Pennsylvania Railroad
1 map : col. ; 26 x 40 cm.
Inset (12 x 5 cm.): [Northern Michigan].
5A 7267 (1885-1887 vol.) (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1888 - Railroads
Lake Erie and Western Railroad Company - Maps - 1888 - Railroads - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Lake Erie and Western Railroad Company -- Baker & Randolph
1 map : col. ; 20 x 32 cm.
In Lake Erie and Western Railroad Company. Report of the president and directors ... 1888 (Indianapolis: Baker & Randolph, 1889) at end.
5A 7267 (1887 vol.) (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1889 - Railroads
Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago, and St. Paul Railway Company - Maps - 1889 - Railroads - Maps
map2F G4061.P3 1889 A4 (PrCt)
and St. Louis Railway Company - Maps - 1890
Middle West - 1890

Map of the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis Ry. [Cincinnati? Robert Clarke & Co., 1889?].
Authors: Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago, and St. Louis Railway Company -- Robert Clarke & Co.
1 map ; 17 x 26 cm.
In Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago, and St. Louis Railway Company. Statement of the directors ... 1889 (Cincinnati: Robert Clarke & Co., 1889) at end
5A 7267 (1888-1889 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1889 - Railroads

Map of the Pennsylvania lines west of Pittsburgh and Erie. [Philadelphia? Pennsylvania Railroad?, 1889?].
Authors: Pennsylvania Railroad
1 map : col. ; 26 x 40 cm.
Inset (12 x 5 cm.): [Northern Michigan].
In Pennsylvania Railroad. Forty-second annual report for the year 1888 of the Board of Directors of the Pennsylvania Railroad Company ... presented ... 1889 [Philadelphia?: Pennsylvania Railroad?, 1889?] at end.
5A 7267 (1888-1889 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1889 - Railroads

Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor & Greenough (New York, N.Y.) -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1889)
1 map : col. ; 19 x 26 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Advertising on verso for American Bank Note Company and Poor & Greenough, bankers and brokers, New York.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1889) between p. 752-753
H 668 .703 (1889) bet. p. 752-753 (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1890

1 map : col. ; 29 x 41 cm.
In Bartholomew, J. G. The Library reference atlas of the world (London; New York: Macmillan, 1890.) no. 72.
Scale [ca. 1:3,000,000].
folio G 10 .07, no . 72 (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1890 - Kentucky - Maps - 1890

1 map : col. ; 29 x 41 cm.
In Bartholomew, J. G. The Library reference atlas of the world (London; New York: Macmillan, 1890.) no. 68.
Scale [ca. 1:2,400,000].
Relief shown by hachures.
folio G 10 .07, no . 68 (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1890 - Railroads

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company - Maps - 1890

Burlington Route : Chicago, Burlington and Quincy R.R. and connections. [New York : s.n., 1890].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1890) -- Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1890) p. 761
H 668 .703 (1890) p. 761 (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1890 - Railroads

Grand Rapids and Indiana Railroad Company - Maps - 1890

Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1890) -- Grand Rapids and Indiana Railroad Company
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1890) p. 187
H 668 .703 (1890) p. 187 (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1890 - Railroads

Lake Erie and Western Railroad Company - Maps - 1890

Map of the Lake Erie & Western Railroad. [New York : s.n., 1890].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1890) -- Lake Erie and Western Railroad Company
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1890) p. 623
H 668 .703 (1890) p. 623 (PrCt)
Title in upper margin.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1890) between p. 544-545
H 668 .703 (1890) bet. p. 544-545 (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1890 - Railroads<>Lake Erie and Western Railroad Company - Maps - 1890<>Railroads - Maps
Map of the Lake Erie & Western Railroad. [New York : Rand McNally & Co., [1890?].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Lake Erie and Western Railroad Company -- Baker & Randolph
1 map ; col. ; 20 x 31 cm.
In Lake Erie and Western Railroad Company. Third annual report of the president and directors ... 1889 (Indianapolis: Baker & Randolph, 1890) at end.
5A 7267 (1889 vol.) (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1890 - Railroads<>Louisville, New Albany & Chicago Railway - Maps - 1890<>Railroads - Maps
Map of the Louisville, New Albany & Chicago Railway and leased lines. [New York : s.n., 1890].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1890) -- Louisville, New Albany & Chicago Railway
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1890) p. 797
H 668 .703 (1890) p. 797 (PrCt)

Map of Minnesota, Iowa and the Dakotas. [New York : s.n., 1890].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1890)
1 map ; 19 x 23 cm.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1890) between p. 808-809
H 668 .703 (1890) bet. p. 808-809 (PrCt)

Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1890)
1 map ; col. ; 19 x 26 cm.

Middle West - Maps - 1890 - Railroads<>St. Paul and Duluth Railroad Company - Maps - 1890<>Railroads - Maps
St. Paul & Duluth Railroad and connections. [New York : s.n., 1890].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1890) -- St. Paul and Duluth Railroad Company
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1890) p. 565
H 668 .703 (1890) p. 565 (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1890 - Railroads<>Toledo, St. Louis, and Kansas City Railroad Company - Maps - 1890<>Railroads - Maps
Toledo, St. Louis and Kansas City R.R. [New York : s.n., 1890].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1890) -- Toledo, St. Louis, and Kansas City Railroad Company
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1890) p. 855
H 668 .703 (1890) p. 855 (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1890 - Railroads<>Wabash Railroad Company - Maps - 1890<>Railroads - Maps
The Wabash Line. Chicago : Poole Bros., [1890].
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Wabash Railroad Company -- Woodward & Tiernan Printing Co.
1 map ; 14 x 22 cm.
Detached from Wabash Railroad Company. Annual report of the directors ... 1890 (St. Louis: Woodward & Tiernan Printing Company, 1890) opposite title page [Case 5A 7267 (1889-1890 vol.)]

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Middle West - Maps - 1891 - Railroads

St. Paul and Duluth Railroad Company - Maps - 1891

Railroad Company - Maps - 1892

Middle West - Maps - 1891 - Railroads

Toledo, St. Louis, and Kansas City Railroad Company - Maps - 1891

Middle West - Maps - 1891 - Railroads

Wabash Railroad Company - Maps - 1891

Middle West - Maps - 1891 - Railroads

Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago, and St. Louis Railway Company - Maps - 1892

Middle West - Maps - 1892 - Railroads


Middle West - Maps - 1892 - Railroads

Quincy R.R. and connecting lines

Outline map of the lines of the Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul Railway. July 30th, 1892

Middle West - Maps - 1892 - Railroads

Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago, and St. Louis Railway Company - Maps - 1892

Middle West - Maps - 1892 - Railroads

Iowa Central Railway - Maps - 1892

Outline map of the lines of the Iowa Central Railway. July 30th, 1892

Middle West - Maps - 1892 - Railroads

Chicago, Burlington and Quincy R.R. and connecting lines

Outline map of the lines of the Chicago, Burlington and Quincy R.R. and connecting lines.

Middle West - Maps - 1892 - Railroads

Chicago, Milwaukee, and St. Paul Railway Company

Outline map of the lines of the Chicago, Milwaukee, and St. Paul Railway Company and connecting lines.

Middle West - Maps - 1892 - Railroads

Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago, and St. Louis Railway Company

Outline map of the lines of the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago, and St. Louis Railway Company.
1892 - Railroads - Maps
Map of the Iowa Central Railway and connections. [Marshalltown, Iowa? Iowa Central Railway?, 1892].
Authors: Iowa Central Railway -- Marshall Printing Company (Marshalltown, Iowa)
1 map ; 16 x 23 cm.
In Iowa Central Railway. Third annual report of the board of directors ... 1892 (Marshalltown, Iowa: Marshall Printing Company, 1892) opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1891-1892 vol.) (PrCt)

48369 Middle West - Maps - 1892 - Railroads - Lake Erie and Western Railroad Company - Maps - 1892 - Railroads - Maps
Map of the Lake Erie and Western Railroad. [New York : s.n., 1892].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1892) -- Lake Erie and Western Railroad Company
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1892) p. 755
H 668 .703 (1892) p. 755 (PrCt)

Map of the Louisville, New Albany & Chicago Railway and leased lines. [New York : s.n., 1892].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1892) -- Louisville, New Albany & Chicago Railway Co.
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1892) p. 765
H 668 .703 (1892) p. 765 (PrCt)

48371 Middle West - Maps - 1892 - Railroads - St. Louis & Texas Railway - Maps - 1892 - Railroads - Maps
Map of the Louisville, St. Louis & Texas Railway, and connections. [New York : s.n., 1892].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1892) -- Louisville, St. Louis & Texas Railway
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1892) p. 771
H 668 .703 (1892) p. 771 (PrCt)

Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1892)
1 map ; col. ; 19 x 26 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1892) between p. 608-609
H 668 .703 (1892) bet. p. 608-609 (PrCt)

48373 Middle West - Maps - 1892 - Railroads - Toledo, St. Louis, and Kansas City Railroad Company - Maps - 1892 - Railroads - Maps
Toledo, St. Louis and Kansas City R.R. [New York : s.n., 1892].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1892) -- Toledo, St. Louis, and Kansas City Railroad Company
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1892) p. 989
H 668 .703 (1892) p. 989 (PrCt)

48374 Middle West - Maps - 1892 - Railroads - Wabash Railroad Company - Maps - 1892 - Railroads - Maps
The Wabash Line. [Saint Louis, Mo? Wabash Railroad Company?, 1892?].
Authors: Wabash Railroad Company -- Woodward & Tiernan Printing Co.
1 map ; 16 x 23 cm.
In Wabash Railroad Company. Annual report of the directors ... 1892 (St. Louis: Woodward & Tiernan Printing Co., 1892) opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1891-1892 vol.) (PrCt)

48375 Middle West - Maps - 1893 - Railroads - Burlington, Cedar Rapids, and Northern Railway Company of Iowa - Maps - 1893 - Railroads - Maps
Map of the Iowa Route : Burlington, Cedar Rapids & Northern Ry. and connections. [New York : s.n., 1893].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1893) -- Burlington, Cedar Rapids, and Northern Railway Company of Iowa
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1893) p. [701]
H 668 .703 (1893) p. [701] (PrCt)

Burlington Route : Chicago, Burlington and Quincy R.R. and connecting lines. [New York : s.n., 1893].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1893) -- Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company
1 map ; 16 x 23 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1893) between p. 1173-1174
H 668 .703 (1893) bet. p. 1173-1174 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Middle West - Maps - 1893
Railroads
Chicago, Milwaukee, and St. Paul Railway Company - Maps - 1893
Railroads - Maps
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway and connections. [New York : s.n., 1893].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1893) -- Chicago, Milwaukee, and St. Paul Railway Company
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1893) p. 173
H 668 .703 (1893) p. 173 (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1893
Railroads
Lake Erie and Western Railroad Company - Maps - 1893
Railroads - Maps
Map of the Lake Erie & Western Railroad. [New York : s.n., 1893].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1893) -- Lake Erie and Western Railroad Company
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1893) p. [799]
H 668 .703 (1893) p. [799] (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1893
Railroads
Lake Shore & Michigan Southern Railway - Maps - 1893
Railroads - Maps
Authors: Lake Shore & Michigan Southern Railway -- Ripley, T. W. -- Munhall Brothers Co. (Cleveland, Ohio)
1 map : 14 x 22 cm.
Left margin trimmed.
In Lake Shore & Michigan Southern Railway. Twenty-third annual report of the board of directors ... 1892 (Cleveland: Munhall Brothers Co., 1893) at end.
5A 7267 (1892-1893 vol.) opposite title page.
map2F G4061.P3 1893 R3 (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1893
Railroads
Louisville, New Albany & Chicago Railway Co. - Maps - 1893
Railroads - Maps
Map of the Louisville, New Albany & Chicago Railway and leased lines. [New York : s.n., 1893].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1893) -- Louisville, New Albany & Chicago Railway Co.
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1893) p. 379
H 668 .703 (1893) p. 379 (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1893
Railroads
Louisville, St. Louis & Texas Railway - Maps - 1893
Railroads - Maps
Map of the Louisville, St. Louis & Texas Railway, and connections. [New York : s.n., 1893].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1893) -- Louisville, St. Louis & Texas Railway
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1893) between p. 202-203
H 668 .703 (1893) bet. p. 202-203 (PrCt)
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1893) p. 381
H 668 .703 (1893) p. 381 (PrCt)

Map of the Pennsylvania lines west of Pittsburgh and Erie. [New York : s.n., 1893].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1893) -- Pennsylvania Railroad
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
Includes untiilted inset of part of Michigan (6 x 2 cm.)
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1893) p. 905
H 668 .703 (1893) p. 905 (PrCt)

48386 Middle West - Maps - 1893 - Railroads>>>Railroads - Maps
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1893)
1 map : col. ; 19 x 26 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Advertising on verso for American Bank Note Company and Poor & Greenough, bankers, New York.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1893) between p. xvi-[1]
H 668 .703 (1893) bet. p. xvi-[1] (PrCt)

48387 Middle West - Maps - 1893 - Railroads>>>Toledo, Ann Arbor, and North Michigan Railroad Company - Maps - 1893>>>Frankfort, Kewaunee and Green Bay Route SEE Toledo, Ann Arbor, and North Michigan Railroad Company>>>Railroads - Maps
Toledo, Ann Arbor and North Michigan Ry : Frankfort, Kewaunee and Green Bay Route.
[New York : s.n., 1893].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1893) -- Toledo, Ann Arbor, and North Michigan Railroad Company -- Frankfort, Kewaunee and Green Bay Route SEE Toledo, Ann Arbor, and North Michigan Railroad Company
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.
Text on verso.
InPoor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1893) p. [1033]
H 668 .703 (1893) p. [1033] (PrCt)

48388 Middle West - Maps - 1893 - Railroads>>>Toledo, St. Louis, and Kansas City Railroad Company - Maps - 1893>>>Railroads - Maps
Toledo, St. Louis and Kansas City R.R. [New York : s.n., 1893].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1893) -- Toledo, St. Louis, and Kansas City Railroad Company
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1893) p. 643
H 668 .703 (1893) p. 643 (PrCt)

48389 Middle West - Maps - 1893 - Railroads>>>Wabash Railroad Company - Maps - 1893>>>Railroads - Maps
The Wabash Line. [Saint Louis, Mo? Wabash Railroad Company?, 1893?].
Authors: Wabash Railroad Company -- Woodward & Tiernan Printing Co.
1 map ; 16 x 23 cm.
In Wabash Railroad Company. Fourth annual report of the directors ... 1893 (St. Louis: Woodward & Tiernan Printing Co., 1893) opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1892-1893 vol.) (PrCt)

48390 Middle West - Maps - 1894 - Railroads>>>Burlington, Cedar Rapids, and Northern Railway Company of Iowa - Maps - 1894>>>Railroads - Maps
Map of the Iowa Route : Burlington, Cedar Rapids & Northern Ry. and connections. [New York : s.n., 1894].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1894) -- Burlington, Cedar Rapids, and Northern Railway Company of Iowa
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1894) p. 877
H 668 .703 (1894) p. 877 (PrCt)

48391 Middle West - Maps - 1894 - Railroads>>>Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company - Maps - 1894>>>Railroads - Maps
Burlington Route : Chicago, Burlington and Quincy R.R. and connecting lines. [New York : s.n., 1894].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1894) -- Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1894) p. 393
H 668 .703 (1894) p. 393 (PrCt)

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway and connections. [New York : s.n., 1894].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1894) -- Chicago, Milwaukee, and St. Paul Railway Company

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1894) p. 407
H 668 .703 (1894) p. 407 (PrCt)

48397 Middle West - Maps - 1894 - Railroads - Pennsylvania Railroad - Maps - 1894 - Railroads - Maps
Map of the Pennsylvania lines west of Pittsburgh and Erie. [New York : s.n., 1894].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1894) -- Pennsylvania Railroad
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
Includes untitled inset of part of Michigan (6 x 2 cm.)
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1894) p. 665
H 668 .703 (1894) p. 665 (PrCt)

48398 Middle West - Maps - 1894 - Railroads - Maps
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1894)
1 map : col. ; 19 x 26 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Added title in upper margin: Railroad map of the United States - section 15.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1894) between p. xvi-[1]
H 668 .703 (1894) bet. p. xvi-[1] (PrCt)

48399 Middle West - Maps - 1894 - Railroads - Wabash Railroad Company - Maps - 1894 - Railroads - Maps
The Wabash Line. [Saint Louis, Mo? Wabash Railroad Company?, 1894?].
Authors: Wabash Railroad Company -- Woodward & Tiernan Printing Co. 1 map ; 16 x 23 cm.
Plate no. 1050.
In Wabash Railroad Company. Fifth annual report of the directors ... 1894 (St. Louis: Woodward & Tiernan Printing Company, 1894) opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1893-1894 vol.) (PrCt)

48400 Middle West - Maps - 1895 - Railroads - Burlington, Cedar Rapids, and Northern Railway Company of Iowa - Maps - 1895 - Railroads - Maps
Map of the Iowa Route : Burlington, Cedar Rapids & Northern Ry. and connections. [New York : s.n., 1895].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1895) -- Burlington, Cedar Rapids, and Northern Railway Company of Iowa 1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1895) p. 865
H 668 .703 (1895) p. 865 (PrCt)
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1895)
1 map : col. ; 19 x 26 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Added title in upper margin: Railroad map of the United States - section 15.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1895) between p. xxxvi-[1] H 668 .703 (1895) bet. p. xxxvi-[1] (PrCt)

Authors: Wabash Railroad Company -- Woodward & Tiernan Printing Co.
1 map ; 16 x 23 cm.
Plate no. 1050.
In Wabash Railroad Company. Sixth annual report of the directors ... 1895 (St. Louis: Woodward & Tiernan Printing Company, 1895) opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1894-1895 vol.) (PrCt)

48412 Middle West - Maps - 1896 - Railroads - Burlington, Cedar Rapids, and Northern Railway Company of Iowa - Maps - Map of the Iowa Route: Burlington, Cedar Rapids & Northern Ry. and connections. [New York : s.n., 1896].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1896) -- Burlington, Cedar Rapids, and Northern Railway Company of Iowa
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1896) p. 297 H 668 .703 (1896) p. 297 (PrCt)

Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1896) -- Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company -- Burlington Route SEE Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1896) p. 488 H 668 .703 (1896) p. 488 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Chicago, Milwaukee, and St. Paul Railway Company -- Corbitt & Burnham (Chicago, Ill.)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 43 cm.
5A 7267 (1895-1896 vol.) (PrCt)

Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1896) -- Cincinnati, Hamilton, and Dayton Railroad Company
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1896) p. 488 H 668 .703 (1896) p. 488 (PrCt)

48416 Middle West - Maps - 1896 - Railroads - Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago, and St. Louis Railway Company - Maps - Map of the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago and St. Louis Railway. [Cincinnati? Robert Clarke & Co.?, 1896].
Authors: Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago, and St. Louis Railway Company -- Robert Clarke & Co. 1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
In Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago, and St. Louis Railway Company. Seventh annual report of the directors ... 1896 (Cincinnati: Robert Clarke Company, 1896) opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1895-1896 vol.) (PrCt)

Map of the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago and St. Louis Railway. [New York: s.n., 1896].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1896) -- Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago, and St. Louis Railway Company
1 map; 12 x 19 cm.
On verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1896) p. 496
H 668 .703 (1896) p. 496 (PrCt)

Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1896) -- Lake Erie and Western Railroad Company
1 map; 12 x 19 cm.
On verso.
Identifies natural gas and oil fields in Indiana and Ohio.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1896) p. 973
H 668 .703 (1896) p. 973 (PrCt)

Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1896) -- Louisville, New Albany & Chicago Railway Co.
1 map; 19 x 12 cm.
On verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1896) p. 137
H 668 .703 (1896) p. 137 (PrCt)

Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1896) -- Pennsylvania Railroad
1 map; 12 x 19 cm.
On verso.
Continuation inset (6 x 3 cm.): [Northern Michigan].
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1896) p. 759
H 668 .703 (1896) p. 759 (PrCt)

Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1896)
1 map; col.; 19 x 26 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Added title in upper margin: Railroad map of the United States - section 15.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1896) between p. xxii-[1]
H 668 .703 (1896) bet. p. xxii-[1] (PrCt)

48422 Middle West - Maps - 1896 - Railroads<>Toledo, St. Louis, and Kansas City Railroad Company - Maps - 1896<>Railroads - Maps Toledo, St. Louis and Kansas City R.R. Chicago: Poole Bros., [1896].
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1896) -- Toledo, St. Louis, and Kansas City Railroad Company -- Clover Leaf Route SEE Toledo, St. Louis, and Kansas City Railroad Company
1 map; 12 x 19 cm.
On verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1896) p. 147
H 668 .703 (1896) p. 147 (PrCt)

Authors: Wabash Railroad Company -- Woodward & Tiernan Printing Co.
1 map; 16 x 23 cm.
Plate no.: 1050.
In Wabash Railroad Company. Seventh annual report of the directors ... 1896 (St. Louis: Woodward & Tiernan Printing Company, 1896) opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1895-1896 vol.) (PrCt)

Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1897) -- Ann Arbor Railroad Company
1 map; 11 x 19 cm.
Title in upper margin.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1897) p. 405
H 668 .703 (1897) p. 405 (PrCt)
Map of the Northern Pacific Railway (eastern section). [New York : s.n.], 1897.

Authors: Poole Brothers -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1897) -- Northern Pacific Railway Company
1 map ; 16 x 23 cm.

In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1897) between p. xvi-[1] H 668 .703 (1897) bet. p. xvi-[1] (PrCt)

Map of the Iowa Central Railway Company and connections. Chicago : Poole Bros., [1897].

Authors: Poole Brothers -- Iowa Central Railway
1 map ; 16 x 23 cm.
Plate no.: 1161

In Iowa Central Railway. Eighth annual report of the board of directors ... 1897 (Marshalltown, Iowa: Statesman Press, 1897) opposite title page.

5A 7267 (1896-1897 vol.) (PrCt)

Map of the Pennsylvania lines west of Pittsburgh and Erie. [New York : s.n., 1897].

Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1897) -- Pennsylvania Railroad
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.

Includes untitled inset of part of Michigan (6 x 2 cm.)

In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1897) p. 633 H 668 .703 (1897) p. 633 (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1897 - Railroads

Report of the directors ... 1897 (St. Louis: Wabash Railroad Company?, 1897).

Authors: Wabash Railroad Company -- Wabash Railroad Company
1 map ; 16 x 25 cm.

In Wabash Railroad Company. Eighth annual report of the directors ... 1897 (St. Louis: Woodward & Tiernan Printing Company, 1897) opposite title page.

5A 7267 (1896-1897 vol.) (PrCt)

Title in upper margin.

Added title in upper margin: Railroad map of the United States - section 15.

Advertising on verso.

In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1897) between p. xvi-[1] H 668 .703 (1897) bet. p. xvi-[1] (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1897 - Railroads

City Railroad Company - Maps - 1897 - Railroads

Toledo, St. Louis and Kansas City Railroad Company - Maps - 1897 - Railroads

Toledo, St. Louis and Kansas City R.R. Chicago : Poole Bros., [1897].

Authors: Poole Brothers -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1897) -- Toledo, St. Louis, and Kansas City Railroad Company
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.

Text on verso.

In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1897) between p. xvi-[1] H 668 .703 (1897) bet. p. xvi-[1] (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1897 - Railroads

Wabash Railroad Company - Maps - 1897 - Railroads

Wabash. [Saint Louis, Mo? Wabash Railroad Company?, 1897?].

Authors: Wabash Railroad Company -- Wabash Railroad Company
1 map ; 16 x 25 cm.

In Wabash Railroad Company. Eighth annual report of the directors ... 1897 (St. Louis: Woodward & Tiernan Printing Company, 1897) opposite title page.

5A 7267 (1896-1897 vol.) (PrCt)
Middle West - Maps - 1898 - Railroads

Outline map of the lines of the Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul Railway Company.

Outline map of the lines of the Chicago, Milwaukee, and St. Paul Railway Company.

Outline map of the lines of the Chicago, Milwaukee, and St. Paul Railway Company.

Outline map of the lines of the Chicago, Milwaukee, and St. Paul Railway Company.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Chicago, Milwaukee, and St. Paul Railway Company -- Corbett & Butterfield Co. (Chicago, Ill.)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 43 cm.
5A 7267 (1897-1898 vol.) (PrCt)

48447 Middle West - Maps - 1898 - Railroadss>Cincinnati, Hamilton, and Dayton Railroad Company - Maps - 1898>Railroadss>Maps
Map of the Cincinnati, Hamilton and Dayton Railway and connections. [New York : s.n., 1898].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1898) -- Cincinnati, Hamilton, and Dayton Railroad Company
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1898) p. 407
H 668 .703 (1898) p. 407 (PrCt)

48448 Middle West - Maps - 1898 - Railroadss>Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago, and St. Louis Railway Company - Maps - 1898>Railroadss>Maps
Map of the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago and St. Louis Railway. [Cincinnati? Robert Clarke & Co.?, 1898].
Authors: Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago, and St. Louis Railway Company -- Robert Clarke & Co.
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
In Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago, and St. Louis Railway Company. Ninth annual report of the directors ... 1898 (Cincinnati: Robert Clarke Company, 1898) title page verso.
5A 7267 (1897-1898 vol.) (PrCt)

48449 Middle West - Maps - 1898 - Railroadss>Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago, and St. Louis Railway Company - Maps - 1898>Railroadss>Maps
Map of the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis R'y. : 'Big Four Route'. [New York : s.n., 1898].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1898) -- Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago, and St. Louis Railway Company
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1898) p. 413
H 668 .703 (1898) p. 413 (PrCt)

48450 Middle West - Maps - 1898 - Railroadss>Detroit and Lima Northern Railway - Maps - 1898>Railroadss>Maps
Map of the Detroit & Lima Northern Railway & connections. [New York : s.n., 1898].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1898) -- Detroit and Lima Northern Railway
1 map ; 11 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1898) p. 826
H 668 .703 (1898) p. 820 (PrCt)

Map of the Lake Erie & Western Railroad. [New York : s.n., 1898].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1898) -- Lake Erie and Western Railroad Company
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
Identifies natural gas and oil fields in Indiana and Ohio.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1898) p. 835
H 668 .703 (1898) p. 835 (PrCt)

48452 Middle West - Maps - 1898 - Railroadss>Iowa Central Railway - Maps - 1898>Railroadss>Maps
Map of the Iowa Central Railway Company and connections. Chicago : Poole Bros., [1898].
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Iowa Central Railway -- Statesman Press (Marshalltown, Iowa)
1 map ; 16 x 23 cm.
Plate no.: 1161
In Iowa Central Railway. Ninth annual report of the board of directors ... 1898 (Marshalltown, Iowa: Statesman Press, 1898) opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1897-1898 vol.) (PrCt)

48453 Middle West - Maps - 1898 - Railroadss>Ontario - Maps - 1898>Railroadss>Maps
Wabash. Saint Louis, Mo. Woodward & Tiernan Printing Co., [1898].
Authors: Woodward & Tiernan Printing Co. -- Wabash Railroad Company
1 map ; 17 x 25 cm.
Inset (21 x 5 cm.): The New Detroit - Buffalo Line [in Ontario].
In Wabash Railroad Company. Ninth annual
Middle West - Maps - 1898 - Railroads - Pennsylvania Railroad - Maps - 1898 - Railroads - Maps
Map of the Pennsylvania lines west of Pittsburgh and Erie. [New York : s.n., 1898].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1898) -- Pennsylvania Railroad
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
Includes untitled inset of part of Michigan (6 x 2 cm.)
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1898) p. 655
H 668 .703 (1898) p. 655 (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1898 - Railroads - Toledo, St. Louis, and Kansas City Railroad Company - Maps - 1898 - Railroads - Maps
Toledo, St. Louis and Kansas City R.R. Chicago : Poole Bros., [1898].
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1898) -- Toledo, St. Louis, and Kansas City Railroad Company
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1898) p. 122
H 668 .703 (1898) p. 122 (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1898 - Telephone - Northwestern Telephone Exchange Company - Maps - 1898 - Railroads - Maps
Map showing exchanges, toll stations and metallic circuit lines and connections operated by the Northwestern Telephone Exchange Company. [New York : s.n., 1898].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1898) -- Northwestern Telephone Exchange Company
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Covers parts of North Dakota, South Dakota, Minnesota, Iowa, and Wisconsin.
On verso: Map showing exchanges, toll stations and metallic circuit lines and connections operated by the Southwestern Telegraph & Telephone Company.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1898) p. 1149
H 668 .703 (1898) p. 1149 (PrCt)

Map of the Ann Arbor Railroad and steamship lines : Frankfort, Manitowoc, Kewaunee, Menominee & Gladstone route. [New York : s.n., 1899].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1899) -- Ann Arbor Railroad Company
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1899) p. 243
H 668 .703 (1899) p. 243 (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1899 - Railroads - Burlington, Cedar Rapids, and Northern Railway Company of Iowa - Maps - 1899 - Railroads - Maps
Map of the Cedar Rapids Route and connections. [New York : s.n., 1899].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1899) -- Burlington, Cedar Rapids, and Northern Railway Company of Iowa
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
Roughly bounded by South Dakota, Wisconsin, Nebraska, and Missouri.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1899) p. 617
H 668 .703 (1899) p. 617 (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1899 - Railroads - Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company - Maps - 1899 - Railroads - Maps
Burlington Route : Chicago, Burlington and Quincy R.R. and connecting lines. [New York : s.n., 1899].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1899) -- Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1899) p. 269
H 668 .703 (1899) p. 269 (PrCt)
1899].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1899) -- Chicago Great Western Railway Company (1892-1909)
1 map ; 18 x 12 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Text on verso.
Roughly bounded by Minnesota, Wisconsin, Kansas, and Kentucky.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1899) p. 619
H 668 .703 (1899) p. 619 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Chicago, Milwaukee, and St. Paul Railway Company -- Corbitt & Butterfield Co. (Chicago, Ill.)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 44 cm.
5A 7267 (1898-1899 vol.) (PrCt)

48466 Middle West - Maps - 1899 - Railroads<<<Iowa Central Railway - Maps - 1899<<<Railroads - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Iowa Central Railway -- Herald Printing Company (Marshalltown, Iowa)
1 map ; 17 x 24 cm.
In Iowa Central Railway. Tenth annual report of the board of directors ... 1899 (Marshalltown, Iowa: Herald Printing Company, 1899) bound 2 leaves before title page.
5A 7267 (1898-1899 vol.) (PrCt)

48464 Middle West - Maps - 1899 - Railroads<<<Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago, and St. Louis Railway Company - Maps - 1899<<<Railroads - Maps
Map of the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago and St. Louis Railway. [Cincinnati : Robert Clarke & Co., 1899].
Authors: Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago, and St. Louis Railway Company -- Robert Clarke & Co.
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
In Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago, and St. Louis Railway Company. Tenth annual report of the directors ... 1899 (Cincinnati: Robert Clarke Company, 1899) title page verso.
5A 7267 (1898-1899 vol.) (PrCt)

Wabash. Saint Louis, Mo. Woodward & Tiernan Printing Co., [1899].
Authors: Woodward & Tiernan Printing Co. -- Wabash Railroad Company
1 map ; 17 x 25 cm.
Inset (21 x 5 cm.): The New Detroit - Buffalo Line [in Ontario].
In Wabash Railroad Company. Tenth annual report of the directors ... 1899 (St. Louis: Woodward & Tiernan Printing Co., 1899) opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1898-1899 vol.) (PrCt)
Middle West - Maps - 1900

48483 Middle West - Maps - 1900 - Railroads>>>Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago, and St. Louis Railway Company - Maps - 1900

Map of the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis R'y. : 'Big Four Route'. [New York : s.n., 1900].

Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1900) -- Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago, and St. Louis Railway Company

1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.

Text on verso.

In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1900) p. 265
H 668 .703 (1900) p. 265 (PrCt)

48484 Middle West - Maps - 1900 - Railroads>>>Iowa Central Railway - Maps - 1900


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Iowa Central Railway -- Rankin, John C., fl. 1891

1 map ; 16 x 23 cm.

In Iowa Central Railway. Eleventh annual report of the Iowa Central Railway ... 1900 (New York: John C. Rankin Co., 1900) opposite title page.

5A 7267 (1899-1900 vol.) (PrCt)

48485 Middle West - Maps - 1900 - Railroads>>>Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad - Maps - 1900

Map of the Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad & connections. [Minneapolis? Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad?, 1900?].

Authors: Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad -- Kell, Charles B., fl. 1900

1 map ; 17 x 28 cm.

In Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad. Annual report of the Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad Company ... 1900 (New York: Charles B. Kell, [1900?]) opposite title page.

5A 7267 (1899-1900 vol.) (PrCt)

48486 Middle West - Maps - 1900 - Railroads>>>Ontario - Maps - 1900 - Railroads>>>Wabash Railroad Company - Maps - 1900

Wabash. Saint Louis : Woodward & Tiernan Ptg Co., [1900].

Authors: Woodward & Tiernan Printing Co. -- Wabash Railroad Company

1 map ; 16 x 23 cm.

Inset (5 x 20 cm.): The New Detroit - Buffalo Line [in Ontario].

In Wabash Railroad Company. Eleventh annual report of the directors ... 1900 (St. Louis: Woodward & Tiernan Printing Co., 1900) opposite title page.

5A 7267 (1899-1900 vol.) (PrCt)

48487 Middle West - Maps - 1900 - Railroads>>>Pennsylvania Railroad - Maps - 1900

Map of the Pennsylvania lines west of Pittsburgh and Erie. [New York : s.n., 1900].

Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1900) -- Pennsylvania Railroad

1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.

Text on verso.

Includes untitled continuation inset of northern Michigan (5 x 3 cm.)

In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1900) p. 719
H 668 .703 (1900) p. 719 (PrCt)

48488 Middle West - Maps - 1900 - Railroads>>>Railroads - Maps


Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1900)

1 map : col. ; 20 x 26 cm.

Title in upper margin.

Added title in upper margin: Poor's manual--Railroad map of the United States, 1900.

Advertising on verso.

In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1900) between p. 560-561
H 668 .703 (1900) bet. p. 560-561 (PrCt)

48489 Middle West - Maps - 1901 - Railroads>>>Ann Arbor Railroad Company - Maps - 1901

Map of the Ann Arbor Railroad and steamship lines : Frankfort, Manitowoc, Kewaunee, Menominee & Gladstone route. [New York : s.n., 1901].

Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1901) -- Ann Arbor Railroad Company

1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.

Text on verso.

In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1901) p. 195
H 668 .703 (1901) p. 195 (PrCt)

48490 Middle West - Maps - 1901 - Railroads>>>Burlington, Cedar Rapids, and Northern Railway Company of Iowa - Maps - 1901

Burlington, Cedar Rapids & Northern Railway Company of Iowa - Maps - 1901

Map of the Burlington, Cedar Rapids and Northern Railway Company of Iowa - Maps - 1901

1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.

Text on verso.

In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1901) p. 553
H 668 .703 (1901) p. 553 (PrCt)

48491 Middle West - Maps - 1901 -

Middle West - Maps - 1901 -

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Middle West - Maps - 1901 - Railroads - Maps 1901 - Railroads - Maps
[Map of the Chicago and Alton Railroad Company]. [Chicago: Chicago and Alton Railroad Company?, 1901?].
Authors: Chicago and Alton Railroad Company -- Ryan & Hart Company (Chicago, Ill.)
1 map: col.; 18 x 23 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
In Chicago and Alton Railroad Company. First annual report of the Chicago & Alton Railroad Company ... 1901 (Chicago: Ryan & Hart Company, 1901) opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1901 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1901 - Railroads - Maps 1901 - Railroads - Maps
Chicago and Alton Railroad Company - Maps 1892-1909 - Maps - Railroads - Maps
Chicago Great Western Ry. [New York : s.n., 1901].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1901) -- Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company
1 map; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1901) p. 215
H 668 .703 (1901) p. 215 (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1901 - Railroads - Maps 1901 - Railroads - Maps
Cincinnati, Hamilton, and Dayton Railroad Company - Maps - Railroads - Maps
Map of the Cincinnati, Hamilton and Dayton Railway and connections. [New York : s.n., 1901].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1901) -- Cincinnati, Hamilton, and Dayton Railroad Company
1 map; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1901) p. 243
H 668 .703 (1901) p. 243 (PrCt)
connections. [Minneapolis? Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad?, 1901?].
Authors: Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad -- Kell, Charles B., fl. 1900
1 map ; 17 x 28 cm.
In Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad. Annual report of the Minneapolis and St. Louis Railroad Company ... 1901 (New York: Charles B. Kell, [1901?] opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1900-1901 vol.) (PrCt)

Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie Railway Company -- Duluth, South Shore, and Atlantic Railroad Company -- Canadian Pacific Railway Company -- Soo Line Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 20 x 26 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1901) p. 577
Also numbered '37' at bottom left.
H 668 .703 (1901) p. 577 (PrCt)

Authors: Woodward & Tiernan Printing Co. -- Wabash Railroad Company
1 map ; 16 x 23 cm.
Inset (5 x 20 cm.): The New Detroit - Buffalo Line [in Ontario].
In Wabash Railroad Company. Twelfth annual report of the directors ... 1901 (St. Louis: Woodward & Tiernan Printing Co., 1901) opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1900-1901 vol.) (PrCt)

Map of the Pennsylvania lines west of Pittsburgh and Erie. [New York : s.n., 1901].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1901) opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1900-1901 vol.) (PrCt)

48503 Middle West - Maps - 1901 - Railroads<>Railroads - Maps
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1901)
1 map : col. ; 20 x 26 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Added title in upper margin: Poor's manual--Railroad map of the United States, 1901.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1901) between p. 560-561
H 668 .703 (1901) bet. p. 560-561 (PrCt)

48504 Middle West - Maps - 1902-1904 - Railroads<>Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad - Maps - 1902-1904<>Railroads - Maps
The Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad Co. : Albert Lea Route. [Minneapolis? Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad?, 1902, i.e. 1904?].
Authors: Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad -- Albert Lea Route SEE Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad -- Rankin, John C., fl. 1891
1 map ; 20 x 26 cm.
'8-1-02' -- at bottom right.
Plate no.: 2617
In Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad. Annual...
The Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad Co. : Albert Lea Route. [Minneapolis? Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad?, 1902, i.e. 1905?].
Authors: Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad -- Rankin, John C., fl. 1891
1 map ; 20 x 26 cm.
'8-1-02' -- at bottom right.
Plate no.: 2617
In Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad. Annual report of the Minneapolis and St. Louis Railroad Company ... 1905 (New York: John C. Rankin Co., [1905?]) opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1905 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1902 - Railroads<<>>Burlington, Cedar Rapids, and Northern Railway Company of Iowa - Maps - 1902<<>>Railroads - Maps
Burlington, Cedar Rapids & Northern Railway and connections. [Chicago : Poole Bros., [1902].
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Burlington, Cedar Rapids, and Northern Railway Company of Iowa -- Republican Printing Company (Cedar Rapids, Iowa)
1 map ; 16 x 24 cm.
'5-28-01' -- at bottom right.
Plate no.: 1621
In Burlington, Cedar Rapids, and Northern Railway Company of Iowa. Twenty-fifth annual report ... 1901 (Cedar Rapids: Republican Printing Company, 1902) at end.
5A 7267 (1901 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1902 - Railroads<<>>Chicago and Alton Railroad Company - Maps - 1902<<>>Railroads - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Chicago and Alton Railroad Company -- Ryan & Hart Company (Chicago, Ill.)
1 map : col. ; 18 x 23 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
5A 7267 (1902 vol. [1]) (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

H 668 .703 (1902) bet. p. 538-539 (PrCt)

48520 Middle West - Maps - 1902 - Railroads<>Iowa Central Railway - Maps - 1902<>Railroads - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Iowa Central Railway -- Kell, Charles B., fl. 1900 -- Nay, Frank, 1861-
1 map ; 16 x 23 cm.
Manuscript inscription on verso: Compliments of F(rank) Nay [railroad auditor].
In Iowa Central Railway. Thirteenth annual report of the Iowa Central Railway ... 1902 (New York:
Charles B. Kell, [1902?] opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1901-1902 vol.) (PrCt)

48521 Middle West - Maps - 1902 - Railroads<>Lake Erie and Western Railroad Company - Maps - 1902<>Natural Gas Route SEE Lake Erie and Western Railroad Company<>Railroads - Maps
Lake Erie & Western Railroad, 'Natural Gas Route' and immediate connections. Chicago : Poole Bros.; Rand, McNally & Co., [1902?].
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Rand McNally and Company -- Lake Erie and Western Railroad Company -- Natural Gas Route SEE Lake Erie and Western Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 12 x 23 cm.
Plate no.: 1248
In Lake Erie and Western Railroad Company. Fifteenth annual report of the president and directors ... to the stockholders ... 1901 [Indianapolis?: Lake Erie and Western Railroad Company?, 1902?] opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1901 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

48522 Middle West - Maps - 1902 - Railroads<>Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad - Maps - 1902<>Railroads - Maps
Map of the Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad & connections. [Minneapolis? Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad?, 1902?].
Authors: Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad -- Kell, Charles B., fl. 1900 -- Nay, Frank, 1861-
1 map : 17 x 28 cm.
Manuscript inscription on verso: Compliments of F(rank) Nay [railroad auditor].
In Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad. Annual report of the Minneapolis and St. Louis Railroad Company ... 1902 (New York: Charles B. Kell, [1902?] opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1901-1902 vol.) (PrCt)

48523 Middle West - Maps - 1902 - Railroads<>Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad - Maps - 1902<>Railroads - Maps
Map of the Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad & connections. [New York : s.n., 1902].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1902) -- Minneapolis & St. Louis
Railroad
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Roughly bounded by North Dakota, Michigan, Colorado, and Indiana.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1902) p. 543
H 668 .703 (1902) p. 543 (PrCt)

Map of the Monon Route : Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville Railway. Chicago : Poole Bros., [1902, i.e. 1907?].
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1907) -- Monon (Railroad) -- Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville Railway Company
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.
'3-28-'02' --at bottom center.
Plate no.: 3769.
Roughly bounded by Illinois, Michigan, and Kentucky.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1907) p. 523
H 668 .703 (1907) p. 523 (PrCt)

Map of the Monon Route and connections : Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville Railway. [New York : s.n., 1902, i.e. 1906?].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1906) -- Monon (Railroad) -- Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville Railway Company
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.
'3-28-'02' --at bottom center.
Plate no.: 3769.
Roughly bounded by Illinois, Michigan, Kentucky and Ohio.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1906) p. 349
H 668 .703 (1906) p. 349 (PrCt)

Authors: Woodward & Tiernan Printing Co. -- Wabash Railroad Company
1 map ; 16 x 23 cm.
Inset (5 x 19 cm.): The New Detroit - Buffalo Line

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie Railway Company -- Tribune Job Printing Company (Minneapolis, Minn.) -- Clement, Charles F., fl. 1904
1 map : col. ; 25 x 40 cm.
‘9-1-04’ -- at bottom right.
Plate no.: 4281
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1904) opposite title page.
1 map ; 13 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1904) p. 335
Middle West - Maps - 1904 - Railroads<>>>Chicago Great Western Railway Company (1892-1909) - Maps - 1904<>>>Railroads - Maps Map of the Chicago Great Western Railway and proprietary lines. [New York : s.n., 1904].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1904) -- Chicago Great Western Railway Company (1892-1909)
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
1 map ; 86 x 92 cm.
Detached from Chicago and North Western Railway Company. Forty-fifth annual report ... 1904 [Chicago?: Chicago and North Western Railway Company?, 1904?] [5A 7267 (1904 vol. [1]) opposite title page].
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1904) -- New York Central Railway.
1 map : 12 x 19 cm.
Roughly bounded by New York, Michigan, North Dakota, Kansas, and Minnesota.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1904) p. 571
H 668 .703 (1904) p. 571 (PrCt)

Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1904) -- New York Central Railway.
1 map : 12 x 19 cm.
Roughly bounded by New York, Michigan, North Dakota, Kansas, and Minnesota.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1904) p. 571
H 668 .703 (1904) p. 571 (PrCt)

Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1904) -- New York Central Railway.
1 map : 12 x 19 cm.
Roughly bounded by New York, Michigan, North Dakota, Kansas, and Minnesota.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1904) p. 571
H 668 .703 (1904) p. 571 (PrCt)

48553 Middle West - Maps - 1904 - Railroads Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad - Maps - 1904 Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad & connections. [New York : s.n., 1904].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1904) -- Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad.
1 map : 12 x 19 cm.
Roughly bounded by North Dakota, Michigan, Colorado, and Indiana.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1904) p. 573
H 668 .703 (1904) p. 573 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Maps - 1904<->Railroads - Maps
Authors: Woodward & Tiernan Printing Co. -- Wabash Railroad Company
1 map ; 16 x 23 cm.
Inset (5 x 19 cm.): The New Toledo - Pittsburgh Line.
In Wabash Railroad Company. Fifteenth annual report of the directors ... 1904 (St. Louis: Woodward & Tiernan Printing Co., [1904]) bound [2] leaves previous to title page.
5A 7267 (1904 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

48558 Middle West - Maps - 1905-1908 - Railroads<->Chicago and Alton Railroad Company - Maps - 1905-1908<->Railroads - Maps
[Map of the Chicago and Alton Railway Company]. Chicago : Rand, McNally & Co., [1905, i.e. 1908?].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Chicago and Alton Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 18 x 23 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
‘9-19-‘05’ --at bottom center.
5A 7267 (1908 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

48559 Middle West - Maps - 1905 - Railroads<->Chicago and Alton Railroad Company - Maps - 1905<->Railroads - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Chicago and Alton Railroad Company -- Ryan & Hart Company (Chicago, Ill.)
1 map : col. ; 18 x 23 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
‘9-19-‘05’ --at bottom center.
In Chicago and Alton Railroad Company. Fifth annual report of the Chicago & Alton Railway Company ... 1905 (Chicago: Ryan & Hart Company, 1905) opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1905 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

48560 Middle West - Maps - 1905 - Railroads<->Chicago and Alton Railroad Company - Maps - 1905<->Railroads - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Chicago and Alton Railroad Company -- Ryan & Hart Company (Chicago, Ill.)
1 map : col. ; 18 x 23 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
‘9-19-‘05’ --at bottom center.
5A 7267 (1906 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

48561 Middle West - Maps - 1905 - Railroads<->Chicago and Alton Railroad Company - Maps - 1905<->Railroads - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Chicago and Alton Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 18 x 23 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
‘9-19-‘05’ --at bottom center.
5A 7267 (1907 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

48562 Middle West - Maps - 1905 - Railroads<->Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company - Maps - 1905<->Railroads - Maps
Burlington Route : Chicago, Burlington and Quincy Ry. and connecting lines . [New York : s.n., 1905].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1905) -- Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1905) p. 329
H 668 .703 (1905) p. 329 (PrCt)

48563 Middle West - Maps - 1905 - Railroads<->Chicago Great Western Railway Company (1892-1909) - Maps - 1905<->Railroads - Maps
Map of the Chicago Great Western Railway and proprietary lines. [New York : s.n., 1905].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1905) -- Chicago Great Western Railway Company (1892-1909)
1 map ; 13 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1905) p. 527
H 668 .703 (1905) p. 527 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Chicago, Milwaukee, and St. Paul Railway Company
1 map : col. ; 38 x 51 cm.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Title in upper margin.
5A 7267 (1905 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

48565

Middle West - Maps - 1905 - Railroads<>Iowa Central Railway - Maps - 1905<>Railroads - Maps
Map of the Iowa Central Railway Company and connections. [New York : s.n., 1905].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1905) -- Iowa Central Railway Company.
1 map; 12 x 19 cm.
Roughly bounded by Minnesota, Michigan, Kansas, and Ohio.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1905) p. 543
H 668 .703 (1905) p. 543 (PrCt)

48567

Authors: Matthews-Northrup Company -- Lake Shore & Michigan Southern Railway -- G.E. Saeger Printing Company (Cleveland, Ohio) 1 map; col.; 41 x 50 cm.
5A 7267 (1904 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

48568

Middle West - Maps - 1905 - Railroads<>Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad - Maps - 1905<>Railroads - Maps
Map of the Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad & connections. [New York : s.n., 1905].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1905) -- Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad 1 map; 12 x 19 cm.
Roughly bounded by North Dakota, Michigan, Colorado, and Indiana.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1905) p. 549
H 668 .703 (1905) p. 549 (PrCt)

48569

Map of the Pennsylvania lines west of Pittsburgh and Erie. [New York : s.n., 1905].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1905) -- Pennsylvania Railroad Company 1 map; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
Includes untitled continuation inset of northern Michigan (5 x 3 cm.)
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1905) p. 751
H 668 .703 (1905) p. 751 (PrCt)

48570

Middle West - Maps - 1905 - Railroads<>Railroads - Maps
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1905) 1 map; 20 x 26 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Added title in upper margin: Poor's manual--Railroad map of the United States, 1905.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1905) between p. 528-529
H 668 .703 (1905) bet. p. 528-529 (PrCt)

48571

Middle West - Maps - 1905 - Railroads<>Wabash Railroad Company - Maps - 1905<>Railroads - Maps
Map of the Wabash system. [New York : s.n., 1905].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1905) -- Wabash Railroad Company 1 map; 20 x 30 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1905) between p. 382-383
H 668 .703 (1905) bet. p. 382-383 (PrCt)

48572

Middle West - Maps - 1905 - Railroads<>Wabash Railroad Company - Maps - 1905<>Railroads - Maps
Authors: Woodward & Tiernan Printing Co. -- Wabash Railroad Company 1 map; 16 x 23 cm.
Inset (5 x 19 cm.): The New Toledo - Pittsburgh Line.
In Wabash Railroad Company. Sixteenth annual
Report title from p. 7; lacking title page?
Middle West - Maps - 1906 - Railroads<>Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company (1892-1909) - Maps - 1906<>Railroads - Maps
Map of the Chicago Great Western Railway and proprietary lines. [New York : s.n., 1906].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1906) -- Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company.
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1906) p. 343
H 668 .703 (1906) p. 343 (PrCt)

1 map : col. ; 38 x 51 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Report title from p. 7; lacking title page?
5A 7267 (1906 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

The Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago, and St. Louis Railway Company. Seventeenth annual report of the directors ... 1905 (Cincinnati: Robert Clarke Company?, 1906?) opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1905 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1906 - Railroads<>Iowa Central Railway - Maps - 1906<>Railroads - Maps
Map of the Iowa Central Railway Company and connections. [New York : s.n., 1906].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1906) -- Iowa Central Railway.
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Roughly bounded by Minnesota, Michigan, Kansas, and Ohio.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1906) p. 569
H 668 .703 (1906) p. 569 (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1906 - Railroads<>Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad - Maps - 1906<>Railroads - Maps
Map of the Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad & Railroad and immediate connections. [New York : s.n., 1906].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad.
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Roughly bounded by North Dakota, Michigan, Colorado, and Indiana.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1906) p. 575
H 668 .703 (1906) p. 575 (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1906 - Railroads<>Lake Erie and Western Railroad Company - Maps - 1906<>Railroads - Maps
New York Central Lines : Lake Erie & Western Railroad and immediate connections. Ind'lpl's. [Indianapolis] : Wm. B. Burford, engraver, 1906?.
Authors: New York Central Lines -- Lake Erie and
Western Railroad Company -- Burford, William B., 1846-1927
1 map ; 12 x 23 cm.
In Lake Erie and Western Railroad Company.
Nineteenth annual report ... to the stockholders ... 1905 (Indianapolis: [Lake Erie and Western Railroad Company? , 1906?]) opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1905 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Map of the Pennsylvania lines west of Pittsburgh and Erie. [New York : s.n., 1906].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1906) -- Pennsylvania Railroad 1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Roughly bounded by Wisconsin, southern Ontario, Missouri, and Kentucky.
Includes untiIted continuation inset of northern Michigan (5 x 3 cm.)
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1906) p. 771
H 668 .703 (1906) p. 771 (PrCt)

48582 Middle West - Maps - 1906 - Railroads<>Railroads - Maps
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1906) 1 map ; col. ; 20 x 26 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Added title in upper margin: Poor's manual--Railroad map of the United States, 1906.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1906) between p. 560-561
H 668 .703 (1906) bet. p. 560-561 (PrCt)

48583 Middle West - Maps - 1906 - Railroads<>Wabash Railroad Company - Maps - 1906<>Railroads - Maps
Map of the Wabash system. [New York : s.n., 1906].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1906) -- Wabash Railroad Company 1 map ; 13 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1906) p. 419
H 668 .703 (1906) p. 419 (PrCt)

48584 Middle West - Maps - 1906 - Railroads<>Wabash Railroad Company - Maps - 1906<>Railroads - Maps
Authors: Woodward & Tiernan Printing Co. -- Wabash Railroad Company
1 map ; 16 x 23 cm.
Inset (5 x 19 cm.): The New Toledo - Pittsburgh Line.
In Wabash Railroad Company. Seventeenth annual report of the directors ... 1906 (St. Louis: Woodward & Tiernan Printing Co., 1906) opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1906 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Freight rates charged for the transportation of articles classed as first class in the classification as noted below : via rail and via river from St. Louis, Mo., to Mississippi River and Missouri River points and the all rail rates to interior points. [Washington, D.C. Government Printing Office, 1908].
Scale [ca. 1:4,620,000]
Coordinates: (W 97°25'00"--W 86°53'00"/N 45°26'00"--N 38°23'00")
"(Rates in cents per 100 pounds. Effective September 1, 1907.)"
"S. Doc. 325: 60-1"
"Legend. All rail rates in black figures. River rates in blue figures."
"Map no. 1"
Shows freight rates with concentric circles radiating from Saint Louis, Missouri in increments of 50 miles apiece, to a distance of 450 miles. Covers much of the Middle West, including all of Iowa and large sections of Illinois, Kansas, Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska, South Dakota, and Wisconsin.
Govt. 5250 map 1 (NLO)

48586 Middle West - Maps - 1907 - Railroads<>Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company - Maps - 1907<>Railroads - Maps
Burlington Route : Chicago, Burlington and Quincy Ry. and connecting lines. [New York : s.n., 1907].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1907) -- Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
Lower left corner torn away.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1907) p. 515
H 668 .703 (1907) p. 515 (PrCt)

48587 Middle West - Maps - 1907 - Railroads<>Chicago Great Western Railway Company (1892-1909) - Maps - 1907<>Railroads - Maps
Map of the Chicago Great Western Railway and proprietary lines. [New York : s.n., 1907].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1907) -- Chicago Great Western Railway Company (1892-1909)
1 map ; 13 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1907) p. 763
H 668 .703 (1907) p. 763 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Chicago, Milwaukee, and St. Paul Railway Company
1 map : col. ; 38 x 51 cm.
Title in upper margin.
5A 7267 (1907 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

48589 Middle West - Maps - 1907 - Railroads<>Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago, and St. Louis Railway Company - Maps - 1907<>Railroads - Maps
The Cleveland, Cincinnati and St. Louis Railway. January, 1907. [Cincinnati? Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago, and St. Louis Railway Company?], 1907.
Authors: Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago, and St. Louis Railway Company -- Louis J. Kaelin & Co. (Cincinnati, Ohio) -- Kaelin (Louis J.) & Co. SEE Louis J. Kaelin & Co. (Cincinnati, Ohio)
1 map : col. ; 28 x 40 cm.
In Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago, and St. Louis Railway Company. Eighteenth annual report of the board of directors ... 1906 (Cincinnati: Louis J. Kaelin & Company, [1907?]) opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1906 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

48590 Middle West - Maps - 1907 - Railroads<>Iowa Central Railway - Maps - 1907<>Railroads - Maps
Iowa Central Route. [New York : s.n., 1907].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1907) -- Iowa Central Railway
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Roughly bounded by North Dakota, Wisconsin, Colorado, and Indiana.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1907) p. 785
H 668 .703 (1907) p. 785 (PrCt)

48591 Middle West - Maps - 1907 - Railroads<>Iowa Central Railway - Maps - 1907<>Railroads - Maps
Map of the Iowa Central Railway Company and connections. Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [1907?].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Iowa Central Railway -- Rankin, John C., fl. 1891
1 map ; 16 x 23 cm.
In Iowa Central Railway. Eighteenth annual report of the Iowa Central Railway ... 1907 (New York: John C. Rankin Co., [1907?]) opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1907 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

The Lake Shore & Michigan Southern Railway. Buffalo, N.Y. Matthews-Northrup Works, [1907?].
Authors: Matthews-Northrup Company -- Lake Shore & Michigan Southern Railway
1 map : col. ; 41 x 50 cm.
In Lake Shore & Michigan Southern Railway. Thirty-seventh annual report of the board of directors ... to the stockholders ... 1906 (Cleveland: [Lake Shore & Michigan Southern Railway?, 1907?]) opposite title page.
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5A 7267 (1906 vol. [2]) (PrCt)


48596 Middle West - Maps - 1907 - Railroads<><>Toledo, St. Louis, and Western Railroad Company - Maps - 1907<><>Clover Leaf Route SEE Toledo, St. Louis, and Western Railroad Company - Railroads - Maps Map of the Toledo, St. Louis & Western R.R. 'Clover Leaf Route' and connections. [Chicago] : Rand McNally & Co., [1907?]. Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Toledo, St. Louis, and Western Railroad Company -- Clover Leaf Route SEE Toledo, St. Louis, and Western Railroad Company -- Express Publishing & Printing Co. (Toledo, Ohio) -- Express Publishing & Printing Co. (Toledo, Ohio) SEE Express Publishing & Printing Co. (Toledo, Ohio) 1 map ; 11 x 19 cm. In Toledo, St. Louis, and Western Railroad Company. Seventh annual report of the Toledo, St. Louis & Western Railroad Company ... 1907 (Toledo: Express Pub. & Ptg. Co., [1907??]) opposite title page. 5A 7267 (1907 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

48597 Middle West - Maps - 1907 - Railroads<><>Toledo, St. Louis, and Western Railroad Company - Maps - 1907<><>Railroads - Maps Map of the Toledo, St. Louis & Western R.R. 'Clover Leaf Route' and connections. [New York : s.n., 1907]. Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1907) -- Toledo, St. Louis, and Western Railroad Company 1 map ; 12 x 20 cm. Roughly bounded by Iowa, Pennsylvania, Missouri and West Virginia. Text on verso. In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1907) p. 591 H 668 .703 (1907) p. 591 (PrCt)


48600 Middle West - Maps - 1908 - Railroads<><>Chicago, Burlington & Quincy...
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H 668 .703 (1908) p. 6</td>
<td>Middle West - Maps - 1908 - Railroads - Maps</td>
<td>Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1908)</td>
<td>1 map ; 12 x 20 cm. Text on verso. In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1908) p. 379</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H 668 .703 (1908) p. 639 (PrCt)</td>
<td>Middle West - Maps - 1908 - Railroads - Maps</td>
<td>Chicago Great Western Railroad Company</td>
<td>Map of the Chicago Great Western Railway and proprietary lines. [New York : s.n., 1908]. Authors: Chicago Great Western Railroad Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1908) 1 map ; 13 x 19 cm. Text on verso. Roughly bounded by South Dakota, Michigan, Kansas, and Indiana. In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1908) p. 633</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5A 7267 (1908 vol. [1]) (PrCt)</td>
<td>Middle West - Maps - 1908 - Railroads - Maps</td>
<td>Minneapolis &amp; St. Louis Railroad</td>
<td>Map of the Minneapolis &amp; St. Louis Railroad Co. : Albert Lea Route. [Minneapolis? Minneapolis &amp; St. Louis Railroad?], 1908?.Authors: Minneapolis &amp; St. Louis Railroad -- Rankin, John C., fl. 1891 1 map ; 20 x 26 cm. '8-1-'02' --at bottom right. Plate no.: 2617 In Minneapolis &amp; St. Louis Railroad. Annual report of the Minneapolis and St. Louis Railroad Company ... 1908 (New York: John C. Rankin Co., [1908?]) opposite title page.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Middle West - Maps - 1908 - Railroads

New York Central Lines - Maps - 1908

Lake Erie and Western Railroad Company - Maps - 1908


1 map ; 14 x 27 cm.

In Lake Erie and Western Railroad Company. Twenty-first annual report of the board of directors ... to the stockholders ... 1907 (Indianapolis: [Lake Erie and Western Railroad Company?, 1908?] opposite title page.

5A 7267 (1907 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1908 - Railroads


1 map ; col. ; 20 x 26 cm.

Title in upper margin. Added title in upper margin: Poor's manual--Railroad map of the United States, 1908.

Advertising on verso.

In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1908) between p. 640-641

H 668 .703 (1908) bet. p. 640-641 (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1908 - Railroads

Toledo, St. Louis, and Western Railroad Company - Maps - 1908

Railroad - Maps Map of the Toledo, St. Louis & Western R.R. 'Clover Leaf Route' and connections. [Chicago] : Rand, McNally & Co., [1909?]. Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Toledo, St. Louis, and Western Railroad Company

1 map ; 11 x 19 cm.

In Toledo, St. Louis, and Western Railroad Company. Eighth annual report of the Toledo, St. Louis & Western Railroad Company ... 1908 [Chicago?: Toledo, St. Louis, and Western Railroad Company?, 1908?] opposite title page.

5A 7267 (1908 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1908 - Railroads

Wabash Railroad Company - Maps - 1908


1 map ; 16 x 23 cm.

In Wabash Railroad Company. Nineteenth annual report of the directors ... 1908 (St. Louis: Woodward & Tiernan Printing Co., 1908) opposite title page.

5A 7267 (1908 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1909 - Railroads

Chicago and Alton Railroad Company - Maps - 1909


1 map ; col. ; 18 x 23 cm.

Title supplied by cataloger. '9-19-'05' --at bottom center.


5A 7267 (1909 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1909 - Railroads

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company - Maps - 1909


1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.

Text on verso.

In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1909) p. 361

H 668 .703 (1909) p. 361 (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1909 - Railroads

Chicago Great Western Railroad Company - Maps - 1909

Railroads - Maps Map of the Chicago Great Western Railway and proprietary lines. [New York : s.n., 1909]. Authors: Chicago Great Western Railroad Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1909)

1 map ; 13 x 19 cm.

Text on verso.

Also numbered '31'.

Text on verso.

In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1908) p. 481

H 668 .703 (1908) p. 481 (PrCt)
Roughly bounded by South Dakota, Michigan, Kansas, and Indiana.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1909) p. 617
H 668 .703 (1909) p. 617 (PrCt)

48619 Middle West - Maps - 1909 - Railroads - Iowa Central Railway - Maps - 1909 - Railroads - Maps
Iowa Central Route. [New York : s.n., 1909].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1909) -- Iowa Central Railway 1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Roughly bounded by South Dakota, Wisconsin, Colorado and Illinois.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1909) p. 637
H 668 .703 (1909) p. 637 (PrCt)

48622 Middle West - Maps - 1909 - Railroads - Minneapolis & St. Louis Railway - Maps - 1909 - Railroads - Maps
The Minneapolis & St. Louis Railway Co. : Albert Lea Route. [New York : s.n., 1909].
Authors: Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1909) 1 map ; 13 x 19 cm.
Roughly bordered by South Dakota, Wisconsin, Colorado, and Indiana.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1909) p. 639
H 668 .703 (1909) p. 639 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Iowa Central Railway -- Rankin, John C., fl. 1891 1 map ; 16 x 23 cm.
In Iowa Central Railway. Twentieth annual report of the Iowa Central Railway ... 1909 (New York: John C. Rankin Co., [1909?]) opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1909 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Map of the Monon Route and connections : Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville Railway.
Chicago : [Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville Railway Company?, 1909].
Authors: Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville Railway Company -- Monon (Railroad) -- Stromberg, Allen & Co. (Chicago, Ill.) -- Monon (Railroad) SEE ALSO Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville Railway Company -- Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville Railway Company SEE ALSO Monon (Railroad)
1 map ; 23 x 14 cm.
In Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville Railway Company. Twelfth annual report ... 1909.
(Chicago: Stromberg, Allen & Co., 1909) at end 5A 7267 (1909 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

The Lake Shore & Michigan Southern Railway.
[Cleveland, Ohio? The Lake Shore & Michigan Southern Railway?, 1909?].
Authors: Lake Shore & Michigan Southern Railway 1 map ; 41 x 50 cm.
In Lake Shore & Michigan Southern Railway. Thirty-ninth annual report of the board of directors ... to the stockholders ... 1908 (Cleveland: [Lake Shore & Michigan Southern Railway?, 1909?]) opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1908 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

48617 Middle West - Maps - 1909 - Railroads - Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago, and St. Louis Railway Company - Maps - 1909 - Railroads - Maps
Authors: Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago, and St. Louis Railway Company -- Kaelin-Steinman Company (Cincinnati, Ohio) 1 map : col. ; 28 x 40 cm.
In Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago, and St. Louis Railway Company. Twentieth annual report of the board of directors ... 1908 (Cincinnati: [Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago, and St. Louis Railway Company?, 1909?]) opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1908 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

48618 Middle West - Maps - 1909 - Railroads - Iowa Central Railway - Maps - 1909 - Railroads - Maps
Iowa Central Route. [New York : s.n., 1909].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1909) -- Iowa Central Railway 1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Roughly bounded by South Dakota, Wisconsin, Colorado and Illinois.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1909) p. 637
H 668 .703 (1909) p. 637 (PrCt)
New York Central Lines: Lake Erie & Western Railroad and immediate connections. Ind'pls. [Indianapolis]: Wm. B. Burford, engraver, [1909?]. Authors: New York Central Lines -- Lake Erie and Western Railroad Company -- Burford, William B., 1846-1927. 1 map; 14 x 27 cm. In Lake Erie and Western Railroad Company. Twenty-second annual report of the board of directors ... to the stockholders ... 1908 (Indianapolis: [Lake Erie and Western Railroad Company?, 1909?]) opposite title page. 5A 7267 (1908 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1909 - Railroads <<>> Wabash Railroad Company - Maps - 1909<--railroads - Maps
Wabash. [St. Louis? Wabash Railroad Company?, 1909]. Authors: Wabash Railroad Company -- Woodward & Tiernan Printing Co. -- Blaus, Frederick. 1 map; 16 x 23 cm.+ In Wabash Railroad Company. Twentieth annual report of the directors ... 1909 (St. Louis: Woodward & Tiernan Printing Co., 1909) opposite title page. Hand-stamped (?) inscription at bottom of title page: With the compliments of Frederick Blaus (?). 5A 7267 (1909 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1910 - Railroads <<>> Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago, and St. Louis Railway Company - Maps - 1910-1911<--railroads - Maps
Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago and St. Louis Railway. January, 1910. Buffalo, N.Y. The Matthews-Northrup Works, 1910 [i.e. 1911?] Authors: Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago, and St. Louis Railway Company -- Matthews-Northrup Company. 1 map; col.; 28 x 40 cm. In Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago, and St. Louis Railway Company. Twenty-second annual report of the board of directors ... 1910 (Cincinnati: [Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago, and St. Louis Railway Company?, 1911?]) opposite title page. 5A 7267 (1910 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1910-1919

Middle West - Maps - 1910 - Railroads <<>> Chicago and Alton Railroad Company - Maps - 1910<--railroads - Maps
Report includes railroad profiles.

Map of Chicago & Alton, St. Louis & Western, Minneapolis & St. Louis, Iowa Central. [Chicago? Chicago and Alton Railroad Company?, 1910?].

Authors: Chicago and Alton Railroad Company -- Toledo, St. Louis, and Western Railroad Company -- Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad -- Iowa Central Railroad

1 map : col. ; 16 x 23 cm.

Title supplied by cataloger.

5A 7267 (1910 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1910 - Railroads - Maps

Report includes railroad profiles.

5A 7267 (1910 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1910 - Railroads - Maps

Report includes railroad profiles.

5A 7267 (1910 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1910 - Railroads - Maps

Report includes railroad profiles.

5A 7267 (1910 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1910 - Railroads - Maps

Report includes railroad profiles.

5A 7267 (1910 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1910 - Railroads - Maps

Report includes railroad profiles.

5A 7267 (1910 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1910 - Railroads - Maps

Report includes railroad profiles.

5A 7267 (1910 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1910 - Railroads - Maps

Report includes railroad profiles.

5A 7267 (1910 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1910 - Railroads - Maps

Report includes railroad profiles.

5A 7267 (1910 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1910 - Railroads - Maps

Report includes railroad profiles.

5A 7267 (1910 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1910 - Railroads - Maps

Report includes railroad profiles.

5A 7267 (1910 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1910 - Railroads - Maps

Report includes railroad profiles.

5A 7267 (1910 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1910 - Railroads - Maps

Report includes railroad profiles.

5A 7267 (1910 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1910 - Railroads - Maps

Report includes railroad profiles.

5A 7267 (1910 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1910 - Railroads - Maps

Report includes railroad profiles.

5A 7267 (1910 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1910 - Railroads - Maps

Report includes railroad profiles.

5A 7267 (1910 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1910 - Railroads - Maps

Report includes railroad profiles.

5A 7267 (1910 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1910 - Railroads - Maps

Report includes railroad profiles.

5A 7267 (1910 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1910 - Railroads - Maps

Report includes railroad profiles.

5A 7267 (1910 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1910 - Railroads - Maps

Report includes railroad profiles.

5A 7267 (1910 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1910 - Railroads - Maps

Report includes railroad profiles.

5A 7267 (1910 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1910 - Railroads - Maps

Report includes railroad profiles.

5A 7267 (1910 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1910 - Railroads - Maps

Report includes railroad profiles.

5A 7267 (1910 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1910 - Railroads - Maps

Report includes railroad profiles.

5A 7267 (1910 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1910 - Railroads - Maps

Report includes railroad profiles.

5A 7267 (1910 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1910 - Railroads - Maps

Report includes railroad profiles.

5A 7267 (1910 vol. [2]) (PrCt)
United States (1910) -- Iowa Central Railway
1 map : 12 x 19 cm.
Roughly bounded by South Dakota, Wisconsin, Colorado and Indiana.

Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1910) p. [1235]
H 668 .703 (1910) p. [1235] (PrCt)

Map of Iowa Central, Toledo, St. Louis & Western, Chicago & Alton, Minneapolis & St. Louis . Chicago : Rand, McNally & Co., [1910?].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Iowa Central Railway -- Toledo, St. Louis, and Western Railroad Company -- Chicago and Alton Railroad Company -- Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad
1 map : col. ; 16 x 23 cm.
'5-'10' in lower margin.
In Iowa Central Railway. Twenty-first report of the Iowa Central Railway ... 1910 [New York?: Iowa Central Railway Company?, 1910?] opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1910 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1910 - Railroads---Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad - Maps - 1910---Railroads - Maps
The Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad Co. : Albert Lea Route. [New York : s.n., 1910].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1910) -- Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad
1 map : 12 x 19 cm.
Roughly bounded by North Dakota, Wisconsin, Colorado, and Indiana.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1910) p. [1243]
H 668 .703 (1910) p. [1243] (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1910 - Railroads---Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad - Maps - 1910---Railroads - Maps
Map of Minneapolis & St. Louis, Toledo, St. Louis & Western, Chicago & Alton, Iowa Central .
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad -- Toledo, St. Louis, and Western Railroad Company -- Chicago and Alton Railroad Company -- Iowa Central Railway
1 map : col. ; 16 x 23 cm.
'5-'10' in lower margin.
In Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad. Report of the Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad Company ... 1910 [Minneapolis?: Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad Company?, 1910?] opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1910 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Soo Line : map of the Minneapolis, St. Paul and Sault Sainte Marie Railway Company lines including the Wisconsin Central Railway . Chicago : Poole Bros., [1910].
Authors: Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie Railway Company -- Soo Line Railroad Company -- Wisconsin Central Railway Company -- Poole Brothers -- Farnham Printing & Stationery Co. (Minneapolis, Minn.)
1 map : 22 x 39 cm.
Title at bottom left. '5-31-'10' near bottom center.
Plate no.: 4302
5A 7267 (1910 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

New York Central Lines : Lake Erie & Western Railroad and immediate connections. Ind'pls. [Indianapolis] : Wm. B. Burford, engraver, [1910?].
Authors: New York Central Lines -- Lake Erie and Western Railroad Company -- Burford, William B., 1846-1927
1 map : 14 x 27 cm.
In Lake Erie and Western Railroad Company. Twenty-third annual report of the board of directors ... to the stockholders ... 1909 (Indianapolis: [Lake Erie and Western Railroad Company?, 1910?]) opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1909 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Map of the Wabash system. [New York : s.n., 1910].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1910) -- Wabash Railroad Company
1 map : 13 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York: s.n., 1910) opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1910 vol. [2]) (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)
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Middle West - Maps - 1912 - Railroads - Maps

48667


The Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad Co. : Albert Lea Route. Chicago : Poole Bros. Engrs., [1912?].
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad -- Rankin, John C., fl. 1891
1 map ; 20 x 29 cm. '3-15-12' -- at bottom center.
Plate no.: 2617
In Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad. Annual report of the Minneapolis and St. Louis Railroad Company ... 1912 (New York: John C. Rankin Co., [1912?]) opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1912 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

48668


Map of Toledo, St. Louis & Western, Chicago & Alton Railroad. [Chicago? Toledo, St. Louis, and Western Railroad Company?, 1912?].
Authors: Toledo, St. Louis, and Western Railroad Company -- Burford, William B., 1846-1927
1 map ; 13 x 27 cm.
In Lake Erie and Western Railroad Company. Twenty-fifth annual report of the board of directors ... to the stockholders ... 1911 (Indianapolis: [Lake Erie and Western Railroad Company?, 1912?]) opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1911 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

48669


Map of the Wabash system. [New York : s.n., 1912].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1912) -- Wabash Railroad Company
1 map ; 13 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.

48670

Authors: Wabash Railroad Company -- Woodward & Tiernan Printing Co.
1 map ; 16 x 23 cm.
In Wabash Railroad Company. Twenty-third annual report ... 1912 (St. Louis: Woodward & Tiernan Printing Co., 1912) opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1912 vol. [1]) (PrCt)


[Map of Chicago Great Western Railroad, the Mason City & Fort Dodge Railroad, and the Wisconsin, Minnesota & Pacific Railroad.]
Chicago : Poole Bros., [1913?].
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Chicago Great Western Railroad Company -- Mason City & Fort Dodge Railroad -- Wisconsin, Minnesota & Pacific Railroad
1 map ; col. ; 21 x 19 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Plate no.: 5256
'10-3-12' in bottom right.
In Chicago Great Western Railroad Company. Fourth annual report of Chicago Great Western Railroad Company ... 1913 (Chicago: Chicago Great Western Railroad Company?, 1913) opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1913 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1913 - Railroads - Maps - 1913 - Chicago Great Western Railroad Company - Maps - 1913 - Railroads - Maps

[Map of Chicago Great Western Railroad Company. Working divisions, June 30, 1913. [Chicago? Chicago Great Western Railroad Company?, 1913?].
Authors: Chicago Great Western Railroad Company
1 map ; col. ; 21 x 19 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Plate no.: 5333
'10-3-12' in lower left corner. 'Exhibit 15' in upper margin.
In Chicago Great Western Railroad Company. Fourth annual report of Chicago Great Western Railroad Company ... 1913 (Chicago: Chicago Great Western Railroad Company?, 1913) p. 34.
5A 7267 (1913 vol. [2]) (PrCt)
Middle West - Maps - 1913 - Railroads - Maps
48674 Middle West - Maps - 1913 - Railroads - Maps - Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago, and St. Louis Railway Company - Maps - 1913 - Railroads - Maps
Authors: Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago, and St. Louis Railway Company -- Matthews-Northrup Company
1 map : col. ; 28 x 41 cm.
In Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago, and St. Louis Railway Company. Twenty-fourth annual report of the board of directors ... 1912 (Cincinnati: [Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago, and St. Louis Railway Company?, 1913?]) opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1912 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1913 - Railroads - Maps - Minneapolis & St. Louis Railway Company - Maps - 1913 - Railroads - Maps
The Minneapolis & St. Louis Railway Co. : Albert Lea Route. Chi. [Chicago] : Poole Bros. Engr's, [1913?].
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad -- Rankin, John C., fl. 1891
1 map ; 20 x 29 cm.
'3-15-'12' --at bottom center.
Plate no.: 2617
In Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad. Annual report of the Minneapolis and St. Louis Railroad Company ... 1913 (New York: John C. Rankin Co., [1913?]) opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1913 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Soo Line : map of the Minneapolis, St. Paul and Sault Ste. Marie Railway Company lines including the Wisconsin Central Railway .
Chicago : Poole Bros., [1913?].
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie Railway Company -- Soo Line Railroad Company -- Wisconsin Central Railway Company -- Farnham Printing & Stationery Co. (Minneapolis, Minn.)
1 map ; 22 x 47 cm.
Title at bottom left.
Dated '8-5-'13 near bottom center.
Plate no.: 4302
In Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie Railway Company. Twenty-fifth annual report ... 1913 (Minneapolis: Farnham Printing & Stationery Co., 1913) at end.
5A 7267 (1913 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1913 - Railroads - Maps - Toledo, St. Louis, and Western Railroad Company - Maps - 1913 - Railroads - Maps
Map of the Toledo, St. Louis & Western and connections. [Toledo? Toledo, St. Louis, and Western Railroad Company?, 1913?].
Authors: Toledo, St. Louis, and Western Railroad Company
1 map ; 13 x 19 cm.
In Toledo, St. Louis, and Western Railroad Company. Report of Toledo, St. Louis & Western Railroad Company ... 1913 (Toledo: [Toledo, St. Louis, and Western Railroad Company?, 1913]) at end.
5A 7267 (1913 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Wabash. [St. Louis? Wabash Railroad Company?, 1913?].
Authors: Wabash Railroad Company -- Woodward & Tiernan Printing Co.
1 map ; 16 x 23 cm.
In Wabash Railroad Company. Twenty-fourth annual report ... 1913 (St. Louis: Woodward & Tiernan Printing Co., 1913) opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1913 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Authors: American Automobile Association -- Automobile Blue Books, Inc.
vii, 1088 p. : ill., maps (some col., some folded) ; 24 cm.
"Published with the exclusive endorsement of the American Automobile Association." Includes AAA logo on t.p.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

General index map, p. viii-xi.

Includes indexes.

Case GV1024 .A92 1913 v.4 (NLO)

48680 Middle West - Maps - 1914 - Railroads>>>Chicago and Alton Railroad Company - Maps - 1914<<<Railroads - Maps
The Chicago & Alton Railroad Co. [Chicago?] Chicago and Alton Railroad Company?, 1914?]. Authors: Chicago and Alton Railroad Company 1 map ; col. ; 40 x 25 cm.

'Office of the Chief Engineer Chicago, August, 1913' beneath title.

In Chicago and Alton Railroad Company. Ninth annual report of the Chicago & Alton Railroad Company ... 1914 (Chicago: [Chicago and Alton Railroad Company?], 1914) opposite title page.

5A 7267 (1914 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

48681 Middle West - Maps - 1914 - Railroads>>>Chicago Great Western Railroad Company - Maps - 1914<<<Railroads - Maps
[Map of Chicago Great Western Railroad, the Mason City & Fort Dodge Railroad, and the Wisconsin, Minnesota & Pacific Railroad]. [Chicago? Chicago Great Western Railroad Company?, 1914?] Authors: Chicago Great Western Railroad Company -- Mason City & Fort Dodge Railroad -- Wisconsin, Minnesota & Pacific Railroad 1 map ; col. ; 21 x 19 cm.

Title supplied by cataloger.

Plate no.: 5256

'10-3-'12' in lower left corner.

Exhibit 15' in upper margin.

In Chicago Great Western Railroad Company. Fifth annual report of Chicago Great Western Railroad Company ... 1914 (Chicago: [Chicago Great Western Railroad Company?], 1914) p. 42.

5A 7267 (1914 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

48682 Middle West - Maps - 1914 - Railroads>>>Chicago Great Western Railroad Company - Maps - 1914<<<Railroads - Maps
[Map of Chicago Great Western Railroad, the Mason City & Fort Dodge Railroad, and the Wisconsin, Minnesota & Pacific Railroad]. Chicago : Poole Bros., [1914, i.e. 1917?].

Authors: Poole Brothers -- Chicago Great Western Railroad Company -- Mason City & Fort Dodge Railroad -- Wisconsin, Minnesota & Pacific Railroad 1 map ; 21 x 19 cm.

Title supplied by cataloger.

'7-16-'14' in bottom right.

Plate no.: 5256


Lacking title page; report title taken from p. 3.

5A 7267 (1916 vol. [4]) (PrCt)

48683 Middle West - Maps - 1914 - Railroads>>>Chicago Great Western Railroad Company - Maps - 1914<<<Railroads - Maps
Chicago Great Western Railroad Company, Working divisions, June 30, 1914. [Chicago?] Chicago Great Western Railroad Company?, 1914?].

Authors: Chicago Great Western Railroad Company 1 map ; col. ; 21 x 19 cm.

Title in upper margin.

Plate no.: 5333

'10-3-'12' in lower left corner.

Exhibit 15' in upper margin.

In Chicago Great Western Railroad Company. Ninth annual report of Chicago Great Western Railroad Company ... 1914 (Chicago: [Chicago Great Western Railroad Company?], 1914) p. 42.

5A 7267 (1914 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

48684 Middle West - Maps - 1914 - Railroads>>>Chicago Great Western Railroad Company - Maps - 1914<<<Railroads - Maps
Map of Chicago Great Western Railroad System. Chicago : Poole Bros., [1914, i.e. 1929?].

Authors: Poole Brothers -- Chicago Great Western Railroad Company 1 map ; 21 x 19 cm.

Title in upper margin.

'7-16-'14' in bottom right.

Plate no.: 5256

Covers region roughly bounded by Minnesota, Wisconsin, Kansas, and Illinois.

In Chicago Great Western Railroad Company. Nineteenth annual report of Chicago Great Western Railroad Company ... December 31, 1928 [Chicago?: Chicago Great Western Railroad Company?, 1929?] p. [2].

5A 7267 (1928 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

48685 Middle West - Maps - 1914 - Railroads>>>Chicago Great Western Railroad Company - Maps - 1914<<<Railroads - Maps
Map of Chicago Great Western Railroad System. Chicago : Poole Bros., [1914, i.e. 1930?].

Authors: Poole Brothers -- Chicago Great Western Railroad Company 1 map ; 21 x 19 cm.

Title in upper margin.

'7-16-'14' in bottom right.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Covers region roughly bounded by Minnesota, Wisconsin, Kansas, and Illinois.

In Chicago Great Western Railroad Company. Twenty-first annual report of Chicago Great Western Railroad Company ... December 31, 1930 [Chicago?: Chicago Great Western Railroad Company?, 1931?] p. 33. 5A 7267 (1930 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1914 - Railroads - Maps - 1914 - Railroads - Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad - Maps - The Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad Co. : Albert Lea Route. Chi. [Chicago] : Poole Bros. Engr's, [1914?]. Authors: Poole Brothers -- Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad -- Rankin, John C., fl. 1891

1 map ; 20 x 29 cm.

"3-15-'12" --at bottom center.

Plate no.: 2617

In Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad. Annual report of the Minneapolis and St. Louis Railroad Company ... 1914 (New York: John C. Rankin Co., [1914?]) bound one leaf before title page. 5A 7267 (1914 vol. [2]) (PrCt)


1 map ; 22 x 47 cm.

Title at bottom left.

Dated '8-'5-'13' near bottom center.

Plate no.: 4302 [?]

In Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie Railway Company. Twenty-sixth annual report ... 1914 (Minneapolis: Farnham Printing & Stationery Co., 1914) at end. 5A 7267 (1914 vol. [1]) (PrCt)


1 map ; 13 x 27 cm.

In Lake Erie and Western Railroad Company. Twenty-seventh annual report of the board of
Middle West - Maps - 1914 - Railroads - Maps

48692 Middle West - Maps - 1914 - Railroads - Maps

Middle West: A touring hand book of the roads of the Middle West. [Middle West, 1914?].

1 map ; 13 x 19 cm.

In Middle West Company. Report of Middle West Company ... 1914 (St. Louis: Curran Printing Co., 1914) opposite title page.

5A 7267 (1914 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

48693 Middle West - Maps - 1914 - Railroads - Maps

Wabash. [St. Louis? Wabash Railroad Company?, 1914?].

1 map ; 16 x 23 cm.

In Wabash Railroad Company. Twenty-fifth annual report ... 1914 (St. Louis: Woodward & Tiernan Printing Co., 1914) opposite title page.

5A 7267 (1914 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

48694 Middle West - Maps - 1914 - Road maps

Middle West: Guidebooks - 1914 - Middle West - Maps - 1914 - Cities and towns - Road maps

48695 Middle West - Maps - 1915 -

Middle West: A touring hand book of the roads of the Middle West. [Middle West, 1915?].

1 map ; 21 x 15 cm.

In Middle West Company. Report of Middle West Company ... 1915 (Chicago?: Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville Railway Company, 1915?) page [3].

5A 7267 (1915 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

48696 Middle West - Maps - 1915 - Railroads - Maps

Chicago and Alton Railroad Company - Maps - 1915 - Railroads - Maps

The Chicago & Alton Railroad Co. [Chicago? Chicago and Alton Railroad Company?, 1915?].

1 map : col. ; 40 x 25 cm.

In Chicago and Alton Railroad Company. Report for the year ended ... 1915 [Chicago?]: Chicago and Alton Railroad Company?, 1915?] opposite p. [1].

Lacking title page; report title taken from p. [3].

5A 7267 (1915 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

48697 Middle West - Maps - 1915 - Railroads - Maps

Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago, and St. Louis Railway Company - Maps - 1915 - Railroads - Maps


In Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago, and St. Louis Railway Company. Eighteenth annual report of the [Chicago?, Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville Railway Company, 1915?] page [32].

5A 7267 (1915 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

48698 Middle West - Maps - 1915 - Railroads - Maps

Michigan - Maps - 1915 - Railroads - Maps

Pere Marquette Railroad - Maps - 1915 - Railroads - Maps

Pere Marquette Railroad and connections. Chicago : Poole Bros., [1915].

In Pere Marquette Railroad -- King, Paul H. -- Waters, Dudley E. -- Sikes, C. S.

1 map ; 21 x 39 cm.
Soo Line : map of the Minneapolis, St. Paul and Sault Sainte Marie Railway Company lines including the Wisconsin Central Railway.
Chicago : Poole Bros., [1915 i.e. 1921?].
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie Railway Company -- Soo Line Railroad Company -- Wisconsin Central Railway Company -- Farnham Printing & Stationery Co. (Minneapolis, Minn.)
1 map ; 22 x 48 cm.
Title at bottom left.
Dated '6-8-15' near bottom center.
Plate no. : 4302
5A 7267 (1920 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

New York Central Lines : Lake Erie & Western Railroad and immediate connections. Ind'pls. [Indianapolis] : Wm. B. Burford, engraver, [1915?].
Authors: New York Central Lines - Lake Erie and Western Railroad Company -- Burford, William B., 1846-1927
1 map ; 14 x 27 cm.
In Lake Erie and Western Railroad Company. Twenty-eighth annual report of the board of directors ... to the stockholders ... 1914 (Indianapolis: [Lake Erie and Western Railroad Company?], 1915?) opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1914 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

48703 Middle West - Maps - 1915 - Railroads<railroads>-Toledo, St. Louis, and Western Railroad Company - Maps - 1915<<>>Railroads - Maps
Map of the Toledo, St. Louis & Western and connections. [Toledo? Toledo, St. Louis, and Western Railroad Company?], 1915?].
Authors: Toledo, St. Louis, and Western Railroad Company.
1 map ; 13 x 19 cm.
In Toledo, St. Louis, and Western Railroad Company. Report of Toledo, St. Louis & Western Railroad Company ... 1915 (Toledo: [Toledo, St. Louis, and Western Railroad Company?], 1915) opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1915 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Wabash. [St. Louis? Wabash Railroad Company?], 1915?].
Authors: Wabash Railroad Company -- Woodward & Tiernan Printing Co.
1 map ; 16 x 23 cm.
In Wabash Railroad Company. Twenty-sixth annual report ... 1915 (St. Louis: Woodward & Tiernan Printing Co., 1915) opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1915 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Middle West - Maps - 1915 - Road maps<>Automobile travel - Middle West - Guidebooks - 1915<>Middle West - Maps - 1915 - Cities and towns - Road maps<>Cities and towns - Middle West - Maps - 1915 - Road maps


Authors: American Automobile Association -- Automobile Blue Books, Inc. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

Edition distributed by the Cleveland Automobile Club, with 76 p. insert bound in, giving detailed maps and information for Cleveland and other locations in Ohio. Includes logos of the Cleveland Automobile Club and the Ohio State Automobile Association on cover.


General index map, p. 7-8. Skeleton chart of main routes on front lining papers. Includes indexes.

Case GV1024 .A92 1915 v.4 (NLO)


Authors: Chicago and Alton Railroad Company 1 map : col. ; 26 x 40 cm.


5A 7267 (1916 vol. [3]) (PrCt)


Authors: Poole Brothers -- Chicago Great Western Railroad Company -- Mason City & Fort Dodge Railroad -- Wisconsin, Minnesota & Pacific Railroad

1 map ; 21 x 19 cm. Title supplied by cataloger. Plate no.: 5256 '7-16'-'14 in bottom right. In Chicago Great Western Railroad Company. [Seventh?] annual report of Chicago Great Western Railroad Company ... June 30, 1916 [Chicago?: Chicago Great Western Railroad Company?, 1916?] opposite page [3]. Lacking title page; report title taken from p. [5].

5A 7267 (1916 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1916 - Railroads<>Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville Railway Company - Maps -
Middle West - Maps - 1916 - Railroads


Toledo, St. Louis & Western Railroad Company - Maps - 1916

Soo Line Railroad Company - Maps - 1916

Wisconsin Central Railroad Company - Maps - 1916

Railroads - Maps


1 map; 22 x 48 cm.

Dated '8-21-'16' near bottom center.

Plate no.: 4302


5A 7267 (1916 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1917 - Railroads

Chicago, Indianapolis, Cincinnati, Chicago, and St. Louis Railway Company - Maps - 1917


Authors: Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago, and St. Louis Railway Company -- Matthews-Northrup Company

1 map; col.: 28 x 41 cm.

In Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago, and St. Louis Railway Company. Twenty-eighth annual report ... December 31, 1916 (Cincinnati: [Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago, and St. Louis Railway Company?, 1917?] opposite title page.

5A 7267 (1916 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1917 - Railroads


Soo Line Railroad Company - Maps - 1917

Wisconsin Central Railroad Company - Maps - 1917

Railroads - Maps

Soo Line: map of the Minneapolis, St. Paul and Sault Sainte Marie Railroad Company lines including the Wisconsin Central Railway. Chicago: Poole Bros., [1917].

Authors: Poole Brothers -- Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie Railroad Company -- Soo Line Railroad Company -- Wisconsin Central Railroad Company -- Farnham Printing & Stationery Co. (Minneapolis, Minn.)

1 map; 22 x 48 cm.

Dated '3-22-'17' near bottom center.

Plate no.: 4302


5A 7267 (1916 vol. [3]) (PrCt)
Chicago: Poole Bros., [1917, i.e. 1920?].
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie Railway Company -- Soo Line Railroad Company -- Wisconsin Central Railway Company -- Farnham Printing & Stationery Co. (Minneapolis, Minn.)
1 map; 22 x 48 cm.
Title at bottom left.
Dated '3-22-'17 near bottom center.
Plate no.: 4302
5A 7267 (1919 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Authors: New York Central Lines -- Lake Erie and Western Railroad Company -- Burford, William B., 1846-1927
1 map; 14 x 27 cm.
In Lake Erie and Western Railroad Company. Thirty-first annual report of the board of directors ... to the stockholders ... December 31, 1916 (Indianapolis: [Lake Erie and Western Railroad Company?, 1917?]) opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1916 vol. [4]) (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1917 - Railroads - Toledo, St. Louis, and Western Railroad Company - Maps - 1917 - Railroads - Maps Toledo, St. Louis & Western. [Toledo? Toledo, St. Louis, and Western Railroad Company?, 1917?].
Authors: Toledo, St. Louis, and Western Railroad Company
1 map; 13 x 19 cm.
In Toledo, St. Louis, and Western Railroad Company. Report of ... Toledo, St. Louis & Western Railroad Company ... December 31, 1916 (Toledo: [Toledo, St. Louis, and Western Railroad Company?], 1917) at end.
5A 7267 (1916 vol. [4]) (PrCt)


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago, and St. Louis Railway Company -- Matthews-Northrup Company
1 map ; col. ; 28 x 41 cm.
In Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago, and St. Louis Railway Company. Twenty-ninth annual report ... December 31, 1917 (Cincinnati: [Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago, and St. Louis Railway Company?, 1918?]) opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1917 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1918 - Railroads<<>>New York Central Lines - Maps
Authors: New York Central Lines -- Lake Erie and Western Railroad Company -- Burford, William B., 1846-1927
1 map ; 14 x 27 cm.
In Lake Erie and Western Railroad Company. Thirty-first annual report of the board of directors ... to the stockholders ... December 31, 1917 (Indianapolis: [Lake Erie and Western Railroad Company?, 1918?]) opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1917 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1918 - Railroads<<>>Toledo, St. Louis, and Western Railroad Company - Maps
- 1918<<>>Railroads - Maps Toledo, St. Louis & Western. [Toledo? Toledo, St. Louis, and Western Railroad Company?, 1918?].
Authors: Toledo, St. Louis, and Western Railroad Company
1 map ; 13 x 19 cm.
In Toledo, St. Louis, and Western Railroad Company. Report of ... Toledo, St. Louis & Western Railroad Company ... December 31, 1917 (Toledo: [Toledo, St. Louis, and Western Railroad Company?], 1918) at end.
5A 7267 (1917 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1918 - Railroads<<>>Wabash Railroad Company - Maps
- 1918<<>>Railroads - Maps Wabash. [St. Louis? Wabash Railroad Company?, 1918?].
Authors: Wabash Railroad Company
1 map ; col. ; 19 x 25 cm.
In Wabash Railroad Company. Second annual report ... December 31, 1917 [St. Louis?: Wabash Railroad Company?, 1918?] at end.
5A 7267 (1917 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Authors: Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville Railway Company
1 map ; 21 x 15 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
5A 7267 (1918 vol. [1]) (PrCt)
Middle West - Maps - 1919 - Railroads

48744 Middle West - Maps - 1920 - Railroads

48745 Middle West - Maps - 1920 - Railroads

48746 Middle West - Maps - 1920 - Railroads

48747 Middle West - Maps - 1920 - Railroads

48748 Middle West - Maps - 1920 - Railroads
1 map : col. ; 42 x 45 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Added title on verso: Map no. 9 : groups in Central Freight Association territory and adjacent points ... as described in E. Morris' freight tariff no. 15 series and E. Morris' (formerly C.E. Fulton) freight tariff no. 108 series.
Text 'by C.E. Wymond, Central Freight Association' on verso.
folio H 6615.98 map 9 (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1920 - Railroads - Freight and freightage - Rates>Railroads - Maps
Map no. 4 : group map showing percentage bases for westbound rates. Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [1920].
Authors: La Salle Extension University. Atlas of railway traffic maps (1920) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Wymond, Charles E.
1 map : col. ; 42 x 44 cm.
Text 'by C.E. Wymond, Central Freight Association' on verso.
Title in upper margin.
folio H 6615.98 map 4 (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1920 - Railroads - Freight and freightage - Rates>Railroads - Maps
Map no. 6 : group map showing percentage bases for eastbound rates. Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [1920].
Authors: La Salle Extension University. Atlas of railway traffic maps (1920) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Wymond, Charles E.
1 map : col. ; 42 x 44 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Text 'by C.E. Wymond, Central Freight Association' on verso.
folio H 6615.98 map 6 (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1920 - Railroads - Freight and freightage - Rates>Railroads - Maps
Authors: La Salle Extension University. Atlas of railway traffic maps (1920) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Wymond, Charles E.
1 map : col. ; 49 x 46 cm.
Text in bottom margin; signed 'C.E. Wymond, Central Freight Association' on verso.
folio H 6615.98 map 10 (PrCt)

Pere Marquette and connections. Chicago : Poole Bros., [1920, i.e. 1923?]. Authors: Poole Brothers -- Pere Marquette Railroad. 1 map ; 21 x 39 cm. '11-17-'20' --at bottom center. Plate no.: 5782

Covers region roughly bounded by Minnesota, northeastern Missouri, western Maryland, and southeastern Ontario.

In Pere Marquette Railroad. Report of the Pere Marquette Railroad ... December 31, 1922 ([Detroit?]: Pere Marquette Railroad? , 1923?) at end. 5A 7267 (1922 vol. [1]) (PrCt)


Chicago and North Western line. [Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., 1920]. Authors: La Salle Extension University. Atlas of railway traffic maps (1920) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Chicago and North Western Railway Company -- Union Pacific Railway Company. 1 map ; 23 x 33 cm. '1-6-'15'. Plate no.: 4650.

Added title at bottom: Map of the Chicago & North Western Lines.

Insets (4 x 13 cm. each): The Chicago and North Western line and connections via St. Paul and Minneapolis -- Chicago, Union Pacific and North Western line.


Middle West - Maps - 1920 - Railroads - Toledo, St. Louis, and Western Railroad Company - Maps - 1920 - Railroads - Maps

Toledo, St. Louis & Western. [Toledo? Toledo, St. Louis, and Western Railroad Company?, 1920?]. Authors: Toledo, St. Louis, and Western Railroad Company. 1 map ; 13 x 19 cm.

In Toledo, St. Louis, and Western Railroad Company. Report of Toledo, St. Louis and Western Railroad Company ... December 31, 1919 (Toledo: [Toledo, St. Louis, and Western Railroad Company?, 1920?]) at end. 5A 7267 (1919 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1920 - Road maps - East (U.S.) - Maps - 1920 - Road maps - Automobile travel - Middle West - Guidebooks - 1920 - Automobile travel - East (U.S.) - Guidebooks - 1920 - Road maps


"Standard road guide of America"

General index map (p. 3-8) and p. 13-14 lacking. Includes indexes.

Case GV1024 .A92 1920 v.4 (NLO)

Middle West - Maps - 1921 - Railroads - Chicago and Alton Railroad Company - Maps - 1921 - Railroads - Maps

The Chicago & Alton Railroad Co. [Chicago? Chicago and Alton Railroad Company?, 1921?]. Authors: Chicago and Alton Railroad Company. 1 map : col. ; 26 x 40 cm.


Middle West - Maps - 1921 - Railroads - Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville Railway Company - Maps - 1921 - Railroads - Maps


Title supplied by cataloger.

In Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville Railway Company. Twenty-fourth report of the Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville Railway Company ... December 31, 1920 [Chicago? : Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville Railway Company? 1921?] at end. 5A 7267 (1920 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1921 - Railroads - Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago, and St. Louis Railway Company - Maps - 1921 - Railroads - Maps

The Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago and St. Louis Railway. December 31, 1921. Buffalo, N.Y. The J.N. Matthews Co. 1921 [i.e. 1922?]. Authors: Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago, and St. Louis Railway Company -- J.N. Matthews Co. 1 map : col. ; 28 x 41 cm.
In Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago, and St. Louis Railway Company. Thirty-third annual report ... December 31, 1921 (Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago, and St. Louis Railway Company?, 1922?) opposite title page. 5A 7267 (1921 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

48762 Middle West - Maps - 1921 - Railroads<<>>Lake Erie and Western Railroad Company - Maps - 1921<<>>Railroads - Maps The Lake Erie & Western Railroad. December 31, 1921. Buffalo, N.Y., The Matthews-Northrup Works, 1921 [i.e., 1922?].  Authors: Lake Erie and Western Railroad Company -- Matthews-Northrup Company 1 map : col. ; 29 x 42 cm. In Lake Erie and Western Railroad Company. Thirty-fifth annual report of the board of directors ... to the stockholders ... December 31, 1921 (Indianapolis: [Lake Erie and Western Railroad Company?, 1922?]) opposite title page. 5A 7267 (1921 vol. [2]) (PrCt)


48764 Middle West - Maps - 1921 - Railroads<<>>Toledo, St. Louis, and Western Railroad Company - Maps - 1921<<>>Railroads - Maps Toledo, St. Louis & Western. [Toledo? Toledo, St. Louis, and Western Railroad Company?, 1921?]. Authors: Toledo, St. Louis, and Western Railroad Company 1 map ; 13 x 19 cm. Roughly bounded by Iowa, Arkansas, Kentucky, and Michigan. In Toledo, St. Louis, and Western Railroad Company. Report of Toledo, St. Louis & Western Railroad Company ... December 31, 1920 (Toledo: [Toledo, St. Louis, and Western Railroad Company?], 1921) p. [9]. 5A 7267 (1920 vol. [2]) (PrCt)


48768 Middle West - Maps - 1922 - Railroads<<>>Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago, and St. Louis Railway Company - Maps - 1922<<>>Railroads - Maps The Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago and St. Louis Railway. December 31, 1922. Buffalo, N.Y. The
Middle West - Maps - 1922 - Railroads. Toledo, St. Louis, and Western Railroad Company - Maps - 1922. 
5A 7267 (1921 vol. [2]) (PrCt)


For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Middle West - Maps - 1923 - Railroads

- Soo Line Railroad Company - Maps - 1923
- Wisconsin Central Railway Company - Maps - 1923

Map of the Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie Railway Company lines, including the Wisconsin Central Railway. Chicago : Poole Bros., [1923].

Authors: Poole Brothers -- Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie Railway Company -- Soo Line Railroad Company -- Wisconsin Central Railway Company

1 map ; 18 x 40 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Added title: Soo Line.
'8-10-'21' at bottom center; '1-18-'23' at bottom left.
Plate no.: A4302.
Covers region roughly bounded by eastern Montana, Wyoming, northern Indiana, and southern Ontario.
5A 7267 (1923 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Authors: Poole Brothers -- Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie Railway Company -- Soo Line Railroad Company -- Wisconsin Central Railway Company

1 map ; 18 x 40 cm.

Title from upper margin.


Plate no. obscured and illegible.

Covers region roughly bounded by eastern Montana, Wyoming, northern Indiana, and southern Ontario.


5A 7267 (1925 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

48780


Authors: Poole Brothers -- Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie Railway Company -- Soo Line Railroad Company -- Wisconsin Central Railway Company

1 map ; 18 x 40 cm.

Title from upper margin.


Plate no. A4302.

Covers region roughly bounded by eastern Montana, Wyoming, northern Indiana, and southern Ontario.


5A 7267 (1926 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

48781

Middle West - Maps - 1923 - Railroads - Maps - Toledo, St. Louis, and Western Railroad Company - Maps - 1923 - Railroads - Maps - Map of the Toledo, St. Louis & Western and connections. Chicago : Rand McNally and Company, [1923?].

Authors: Toledo, St. Louis, and Western Railroad Company -- Rand McNally and Company

1 map ; 18 x 27 cm.

Added title, upper margin: Toledo, St. Louis & Western Railroad Company

‘1-'23' at bottom center.

Roughly bounded by Minnesota, Arkansas, northern Georgia, and southeastern Ontario.

In Toledo, St. Louis, and Western Railroad Company. Report of Toledo, St. Louis & Western Railroad Company ... December 31, 1922 (Toledo: [Toledo, St. Louis, and Western Railroad Company?], 1923) p. 43.

5A 7267 (1922 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

48782


Authors: Wabash Railroad Company

1 map ; col. ; 19 x 25 cm.

Roughly bounded by Minnesota, Oklahoma, Tennessee, and southern Ontario.

In Wabash Railroad Company. Seventh annual report ... December 31, 1922 [St. Louis?: Wabash Railway Company?, 1922?] at end.

Mileage tables dated December 31, 1922 on verso.

5A 7267 (1922 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

48783


Authors: Automobile Blue Books, Inc.

830 p. : ill., maps ; 24 cm.

"Standard road guide of America."--Cover.

"Standard touring guide of America"

Covers Kentucky, Illinois, Iowa, Indiana, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, Ohio, and Wisconsin.

General index map lacking.

Includes indexes.

Case GV1024 .A92 1923 v.3 (NLO)

48784


Chicago : H. E. Rice, [ca. 1923?].

Authors: Rice, Henry Edwin, 1865- -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)

36 p. : 6 folding map sheets ; 31 cm.

Added title: Pathfinder of Chicago, Illinois,
Middle West - Maps - 1924 - Railroads - Maps - 1924
Middle West - Maps - 1924 - Railroads - Maps - 1924

48785 Middle West - Maps - 1924 - Railroads - Maps - 1924
Chicago & Alton Railroad Company - Maps - 1924
The Chicago & Alton Railroad Co. [Chicago? - Chicago and Alton Railroad Company?, 1924?].
Authors: Chicago and Alton Railroad Company. [Report of the Pere Marquette Railroad ... December 31, 1924 (Cincinnati: [Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago, and St. Louis Railway Company?, 1925?]) opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1924 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

48786 Middle West - Maps - 1924 - Railroads - Maps - 1924
Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville Railway Company - Maps - 1924
Authors: Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville Railway Company. [Sixth annual report ... December 31, 1923 at bottom center.]
1 map : 21 x 39 cm.
3-27-'24 --at bottom center.
Plate no.: 5782
Covers region roughly bounded by Minnesota, northeastern Missouri, western Maryland, and southeastern Ontario.
In Pere Marquette Railroad. Report of the Pere Marquette Railway ... December 31, 1924 ([Detroit?: Pere Marquette Railway?, 1925?]) at end.
5A 7267 (1924 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

48787 Middle West - Maps - 1924 - Railroads - Maps - 1924
The Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis Railway Company - Maps - 1924
The Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago and St. Louis Railway Company, 1924 [i.e. 1925?].
Authors: Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago, and St. Louis Railway Company -- J.N. Matthews Co. 1 map : col. ; 28 x 41 cm.
In Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago, and St. Louis Railway Company. Thirty-sixth annual report ... December 31, 1924 (Cincinnati: [Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago, and St. Louis Railway Company?, 1925?]) at end.
5A 7267 (1926 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

48788 Middle West - Maps - 1924 - Railroads - Maps - 1924
Pere Marquette Railroad - Maps - 1924
Pere Marquette and connections. Chicago : Poole Bros., [1924, i.e. 1925?].
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Pere Marquette Railroad
1 map : 21 x 39 cm.
3-27-'24 --at bottom center.
Plate no.: 5782
Covers region roughly bounded by Minnesota, northeastern Missouri, western Maryland, and southeastern Ontario.
In Pere Marquette Railroad. Report of the Pere Marquette Railway ... December 31, 1924 ([Detroit?: Pere Marquette Railway?, 1925?]) at end.
5A 7267 (1924 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

48789 Middle West - Maps - 1924 - Railroads - Maps - 1924
Pere Marquette Railroad - Maps - 1924
Pere Marquette and connections. Chicago : Poole Bros., [1924, i.e. 1926?].
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Pere Marquette Railroad
1 map : 21 x 39 cm.
3-27-'24 --at bottom center.
Plate no.: 5782
Covers region roughly bounded by Minnesota, northeastern Missouri, western Maryland, and southeastern Ontario.
Title page missing, title supplied by cataloger; dated 'December 31, 1925' on p. [1].
5A 7267 (1925 vol. [1]) (PrCt)
Middle West - Maps - 1925 - Railroads - Freight and freightage - Rates
Middle West - United States - Freight and freightage - Rates - Maps - 1925
Railroads - Maps
Central Electric Traffic Association, Indianapolis, Indiana: 5000 miles of electric railway service.
"Copyright 1923 by the Central Electric Traffic Association."
Printed next to three-paragraph text and statistical mileage table with title: Electric freight lines in the Middle West.
Printed above three-paragraph text with title: Steamship routes of the world.
Scale [ca. 1:3,540,000]. Coordinates: (W 88°20'--W 78°30';N 44°00'--N 37°50').
Editor's ms. note in pencil, top margin: This plate sent to Hammond & Co. on 6-10-25.
In: La Salle Extension University. Atlas of traffic maps / prepared by Wayne E. Butterbaugh ... ; assisted by Charles E. Wymond ... (Chicago : La Salle Extension University, 1925), map 6 [verso]. Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
folio RMcN atlas .A73 1925, map 6 [verso] (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1925 - Railroads - Wabash Railroad Company - Maps - 1925

Middle West - Maps - 1925 - Road maps - Atlantic, Yellowstone, and Pacific Highway Association - Maps - 1925
Strip maps
Strip map on verso (5 x 29 cm.): Atlantic, Yellowstone, and Pacific Highway : the scenic safe short route [between Chicago and Yellowstone National Park]. "Price 50 c."
RMcN AE 194.23 (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1925 - Road maps - Automobile travel - Middle West - Guidebooks - 1925
Road maps
"Standard touring guide of America" Rebound with pages missing?. General index map and holder lacking. Includes indexes. Covers Kentucky, Illinois, Iowa, Indiana, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, Ohio, and Wisconsin. Reclassified and transferred; 20130325; Formerly G 91 .642 Case GV1024 .A92 1925 v.3 (NLO)

Middle West - Maps - 1925 - Road maps
© 1924 by Automobile Blue Books, Inc." Insets (8 x 5 cm. and smaller): [Northeast Minnesota] -- [Virginia region, Minn.] -- [Northeast Minnesota]. Maps on verso (78 x 54 cm. and 7 x 15 cm.): General index map of main automobile routes : volume 3 : Automobile Blue Book : Standard touring guide of America [map of Michigan, Indiana, Ohio, and adjacent regions] -- [Road
Middle West - Maps - 1927 - Railroads

The Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago and St. Louis Railway. December 31, 1927. [Cincinnati?] Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago, and St. Louis Railway Company?, 1927 [i.e. 1928?].

Adders: Poole Brothers -- Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie Railway Co. [bottom left] '5-4-27' at bottom center.
Plate no. A4302.

Covers region roughly bounded by eastern Montana, Wyoming, northern Indiana, and southern Ontario.

5A 7267 (1927 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1927 - Railroads


Map of the Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie Railway Company lines, including the Wisconsin Central Railway. Chicago : Poole Bros., [1927, i.e. 1930?].

Authors: Poole Brothers -- Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie Railway Company -- Soo Line Railroad Company -- Wisconsin Central Railway Company

1 map ; 18 x 40 cm.
Title from upper margin.

5A 7267 (1928 vol. [1]) (PrCt)
Title from upper margin.
Added title at bottom left: Soo Line : Minneapolis, St. Paul and Sault Ste. Marie Railway Co. '5-4-27' at bottom center.
Plate no.: A4302.
Covers region roughly bounded by eastern Montana, southern Ontario, Wyoming, and northern Indiana.
5A 7267 (1929 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Authors: Poole Brothers -- Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie Railway Company -- Soo Line Railroad Company -- Wisconsin Central Railway Company
1 map ; 18 x 40 cm.
Title from upper margin.
Added title at bottom left: Soo Line : Minneapolis, St. Paul and Sault Ste. Marie Railway Co. '5-4-27' at bottom center.
Plate no.: A4302.
Covers region roughly bounded by eastern Montana, southern Ontario, Wyoming, and northern Indiana.
5A 7267 (1930 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Authors: Parker Engraving Co. (St. Louis, Mo.) -- Wabash Railroad Company
1 map ; col. ; 19 x 25 cm.
At head of title: Follow the flag.
Roughly bounded by Minnesota, Kansas, Kentucky, and southern Ontario.
In Wabash Railway Company. Eleventh annual report ... December 31, 1926 [St. Louis?]: Wabash Railway Company?, 1927?] at end.
5A 7267 (1926 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

Authors: ARDE (Firm) -- Walton-Spencer Map Co. (Chicago, Ill.) -- Great American Travel Bureau -- AR-DE (Firm) see ARDE (Firm) -- A.R.D.E. (Firm) see ARDE (Firm)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm., folded to 24 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Includes directory of "Leading banks that will plan your trip, furnish booklets and make your reservations."
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).
Road map4C G4061.P2 1927 .A7 (PrCt)

Authors: Automobile Blue Books, Inc. 898 p. : ill., maps ; 24 cm.
"Standard touring guide of America"
Rebound with pages missing?
General index map and holder lacking.
Includes indexes.
Reclassified and transferred; 20130326; Formerly G 91 .642 Case GV1024 .A92 1927 v.3 (NLO)

Middle West - Maps - 1927 - Road maps<><>Road maps Map no. 18 : automobile roads in the Middle West ... Gulf. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1927].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Gulf Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Title from map proper: Gulf Refining Co. official road map no. 18 : The Middle West (Plate no. A).
On verso, insets of Chicago and vicinity, St. Louis & vicinity.
Cover (1 panel, O,B): Roadster with couple speeding uphill, Supreme Motor Oil logo.
Middle West - Maps - 1927 - Road maps
1 atlas (24 p.) : col. maps ; 24 x 11 cm.
"Published for Cadillac Motor Car Company, Chicago branch."
Includes fold-out maps on sheets each 46 x 31 cm.
Uniform title: Road atlas
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN AE 47.14 (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1927 - Road maps
Greater Kansas City and the Middle West tourist's road guide. Kansas City, Mo. Greater Roads Association of Greater Kansas City, [1927].
Authors: Gallup Map Company -- Greater Roads Association of Greater Kansas City -- Automobile Club of Kansas City -- American Automobile Association -- Zembowski, -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 49 x 64 cm. on sheet 56 x 67 cm.
Date from AE Index.
Panel art: Car and cityscape in heart.
Added title: Thru the middle west via greater Kansas City, "the heart of America."
On verso: Gallup's auto route and highway map of the United States. Major north-south and east-west routes through Kansas City highlighted in red. Manuscript note: Compiled and drew this last year. Zembowski (?).
Verso also includes strip map of routes between Kansas City and St. Louis, map of the Kansas City region, and photo views of the city.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 47.14 (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1928 - Road maps
Chicago and Alton Railroad Company - Maps - 1928 - Road maps
The Chicago & Alton Railroad Co. [Chicago? Chicago and Alton Railroad Company?, 1928?].
Authors: Chicago and Alton Railroad Company 1 map : col. ; 26 x 40 cm.
In Chicago and Alton Railroad Company. Report for the year ended December 31, 1927
[Chicago?: Chicago and Alton Railroad Company?, 1928?] opposite page [1].
Lacking title page; report title taken from p. [3].
5A 7267 (1927 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1927 - Road maps
Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville Railway Company - Maps - 1928 - Road maps
[Map of the Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville Railway], [Chicago? Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville Railway Company?, 1928?].
Authors: Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville Railway Company 1 map ; 21 x 15 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Roughly bounded by eastern Illinois, northern Kentucky, western Ohio, and southern Michigan. Mileage table on verso.
5A 7267 (1927 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1928 - Road maps
Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago, and St. Louis Railway Company - Maps - 1928 - Road maps
The Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago and St. Louis Railway. December 31, 1928. Buffalo, N.Y. J.W. Clement Co.; Matthews-Northrup Works, 1928 [i.e. 1929?].
Authors: J.W. Clement Co. -- Matthews-Northrup Company -- Cleveland, Cincinnati, and St. Louis Railway Company
1 map : col. ; 28 x 40 cm.
'R-2-29' at bottom right.
In Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago, and St. Louis Railway Company. Report of the board of directors ... December 31, 1928 (Cincinnati: [Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago, and St. Louis Railway Company?, 1929?] opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1928 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1928 - Road maps
Wabash Railroad Company - Maps - 1928 - Road maps
Wabash. St. Louis : Parker Engraving Co., [1928?].
Authors: Parker Engraving Co. (St. Louis, Mo.) -- Wabash Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 19 x 25 cm.
At head of title: Follow the flag.
Roughly bounded by Minnesota, Kansas, Kentucky, and southern Ontario.
In Wabash Railway Company. Twelfth annual report ... December 31, 1927 [St. Louis?: Wabash Railway Company?, 1928?] at end.
5A 7267 (1927 vol. [3]) (PrCt)
Middle West - Maps - 1928 - Road maps

On cover: Moraine Hotel ...
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Cover art: man with friends driving red car along a body of water.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .R6 1928 part 2 (PrCt)

48829

Middle West - Maps - 1928 - Road maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Moraine Hotel (Highland Park, Ill.) -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : col. maps ; 33 cm.
Cover title.
"No. 4: Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, Wisconsin."

48830

Middle West - Maps - 1929 - Railroads

The Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago and St. Louis Railway. December 31, 1929. Buffalo, N.Y. J.W. Clement Co. ; Matthews-Northrup Works, 1929 [i.e. 1930?].
Authors: J.W. Clement Co. -- Matthews-Northrup Company -- Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago, and St. Louis Railway Company
1 map : col. ; 28 x 40 cm.
In Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago, and St. Louis Railway Company. Report of the board of directors ... December 31, 1929 (Cincinnati: [Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago, and St. Louis Railway Company?, 1930?] opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1929 vol. [2]) (PrCt)
Middle West - Maps - 1929 - Road maps
Western Middle West Region (S.D. and S. Dak.) - Maps - 1929 - Road maps
Activity map of the Western Middle West Region (S.D. and S. Dak.)
American Motorists Association, 1929.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

Frank T., 1875

48836 Middle West - Maps - 1929 - Road maps
Pikes Peak Ocean to Ocean Highway - Maps - 1929
Pikes Peak Ocean to Ocean Highway between Piqua, Ohio and Colorado Springs, Colorado...1929.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Pikes Peak Ocean to Ocean Highway Association (St. Joseph, Mo.) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 44 x 89 cm.
Panel title.
At head of title: Central section
Added title: Central section : Pikes Peak Ocean to Ocean Highway.
Inset (5 x 22 cm.): Pikes Peak Ocean to Ocean Highway [between New York City and Los Angeles].
Panel art: PPOO Association logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 186.6 (PrCt)

48837 Middle West - Maps - 1929 - Road maps
Pikes Peak Ocean to Ocean Highway - Maps - 1929
Pikes Peak Ocean to Ocean Highway between Piqua, Ohio and Colorado Springs, Colorado...1929.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Pikes Peak Ocean to Ocean Highway Association (St. Joseph, Mo.) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 44 x 89 cm.
Panel title.
At head of title: Central section
Added title: Central section : Pikes Peak Ocean to Ocean Highway.
Inset (5 x 22 cm.): Pikes Peak Ocean to Ocean Highway [between New York City and Los Angeles].
Panel art: PPOO Association logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 186.6 (PrCt)

48838 Middle West - Maps - 1929 - Road maps
Authors: Geographical Publishing Co. -- Huening, Frank T., 1875-1965
1 map : col. ; 65 x 53 cm.
On verso: [Sectional automobile touring map embracing the state of Ohio, southern peninsula of Michigan and the eastern portion of Indiana]. From the collection of Frank T. Huening (gift, 2010).

RMcN AE 186.6 (PrCt)
### Middle West - Maps - 1929 - Road maps

**No. 18. Middle West (Michigan, Indiana, Illinois, Wisconsin, Iowa).** Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., '1929.

**Authors:** H.M. Gousha Company -- Gulf Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 folded map

Panel title.

**Distribution:** NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

**Gousha Clients 175 (PrCt)**

### Middle West - Maps - 1930 - Electric railroads


**Authors:** H.M. Gousha Company -- Gulf Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 folded map

Panel title.

**Distribution:** NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

**Gousha Clients 175 (PrCt)**

### Middle West - Maps - 1930 - Gas industry

**No. 22. Middle West - Maps - 1930 - Pictorial maps.** Chicago : C.S. Hammond & Co., [1930].

**Authors:** Poole Brothers -- La Salle Extension University -- Atlantic Ocean & Gulf Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 26 x 33 cm.

Added title in upper margin: Central Electric Traffic Association lines.

In Atlas of traffic maps (Chicago: La Salle Extension University, 1930) p. 22-23.


Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

**folio RMcN atlas .A73 1930 p. 22-23 (PrCt)**

### Middle West - Maps - 1930 - Natural gas industry

**No. 23. Middle West - Maps - 1930 - Pictorial maps.** Chicago : C.S. Hammond & Co., [1930].

**Authors:** Missouri-Kansas Pipe Line Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 7 x 14 cm.

Shows natural gas facilities in operation and under construction.

Incomplete; trimmed from unidentified text.

Mounted on backing sheet; verso includes descriptive text obscured by backing.

Previously bound with a collection of pictorial maps in binders labeled “Points of Interest.”

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 190.47 B (PrCt)**

### Middle West - Maps - 1930 - Railroads

**No. 24. Middle West - Maps - 1930 - Railroads.** Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1930].

**Authors:** Missouri-Kansas Pipe Line Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 16 x 26 cm.

'4-15-'29' -- at bottom.

Added title in right margin: Chicago and Northwestern railway.

Inset (3 x 19 cm.): Chicago Union Pacific & North Western Line.

Plate no.: 6131D.

In Atlas of traffic maps (Chicago: La Salle Extension University, 1930) p. 133.

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

**folio RMcN atlas .A73 1930 p. 133 (PrCt)**

### Middle West - Maps - 1930 - Railroads

**No. 25. Middle West - Maps - 1930 - Railroads.** Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1930].

**Authors:** Missouri-Kansas Pipe Line Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 15 x 26 cm.

Added title in right margin: Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company

In Atlas of traffic maps (Chicago: La Salle Extension University, 1930) p. 130.

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

**folio RMcN atlas .A73 1930 p. 130 (PrCt)**

### Middle West - Maps - 1930 - Railroads


**Authors:** Missouri-Kansas Pipe Line Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 15 x 26 cm.

-added title in right margin: Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company

In Atlas of traffic maps (Chicago: La Salle Extension University, 1930) p. 130.

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

**folio RMcN atlas .A73 1930 p. 130 (PrCt)**
1 map ; 23 x 16 cm.

1-2-'20' --at bottom.

Added title in upper margin: Chicago Great Western R. R.

Plate no.: 53718.

In Atlas of traffic maps (Chicago: La Salle Extension University, 1930) p. 131.

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

folio RMcN atlas .A73 1930 p. 131 (PrCt)


Map of the Monon route : Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville Railway and connections. [Chicago : La Salle Extension University, 1930].

Authors: La Salle Extension University Atlas of traffic maps (1930) -- Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville Railway Company -- Monon Route SEE Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville Railway Company

1 map ; 22 x 16 cm.

'7-23-'28' --at bottom.

Added title in upper margin: Chicago Indianapolis and Louisville railway.

In Atlas of traffic maps (Chicago: La Salle Extension University, 1930) p. 132.

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

folio RMcN atlas .A73 1930 p. 132 (PrCt)

48847 Middle West - Maps - 1930 - Railroads - Freight and freightage - Rates<--Central Freight Association - Maps - 1930<--Railroads - Maps


Authors: La Salle Extension University Atlas of traffic maps (1930) -- Central Freight Association -- C.S. Hammond & Company

1 map ; col. ; 25 x 36 cm.

Title in upper margin.

Added title at top: Section of Hammond’s comprehensive map of the United States.


Accompanied by text and statistics on p. 57 and 60.

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

folio RMcN atlas .A73 1930 p. 58-59 (PrCt)

48848 Middle West - Maps - 1930 - Railroads - Freight and freightage - Rates<--Central Freight Association - Maps - 1930<--Railroads - Maps

The Percentage grouping in Central Freight Association territory for westbound rates from New England and trunk line territories -- Section A. N. Y. C.S. Hammond & Co., [1930].

Authors: La Salle Extension University Atlas of traffic maps (1930) -- Central Freight Association -- C.S. Hammond & Company

1 map ; col. ; 35 x 25 cm.

Title in upper margin.

Added title at bottom: Section of Hammond’s standard map of the United States.

In Atlas of traffic maps (Chicago: La Salle Extension University, 1930) p. 80-81.

Accompanied by text on p. 78 and 79.

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

folio RMcN atlas .A73 1930 p. 80-81 (PrCt)

48849 Middle West - Maps - 1930 - Railroads - Freight and freightage - Rates<--Central Freight Association - Maps - 1930<--Railroads - Maps

The Percentage groupings in Central Freight Association territory for eastbound rates to trunk line and New England territories -- Section C. N. Y. C.S. Hammond & Co., [1930].

Authors: La Salle Extension University Atlas of traffic maps (1930) -- Central Freight Association -- C.S. Hammond & Company

1 map ; col. ; 25 x 36 cm.

Title in upper margin.

Added title at bottom: Section of Hammond’s standard map of the United States.

In Atlas of traffic maps (Chicago: La Salle Extension University, 1930) p. 84-85.

Accompanied by text on p. 78 and 79.

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

folio RMcN atlas .A73 1930 p. 84-85 (PrCt)

48850 Middle West - Maps - 1930 - Railroads - Freight and freightage - Rates<--Central Freight Association - Maps - 1930<--Railroads - Maps


Authors: La Salle Extension University Atlas of traffic maps (1930) -- Central Freight Association -- C.S. Hammond & Company

1 map ; col. ; 25 x 36 cm.

Title in upper margin.

Added title at bottom: Section of Hammond’s standard map of the United States.

In Atlas of traffic maps (Chicago: La Salle Extension University, 1930) p. 90-91.

Accompanied by text on p. 88 and 89.

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

folio RMcN atlas .A73 1930 p. 90-91 (PrCt)

48851 Middle West - Maps - 1930 - Railroads - Freight and freightage - Rates<--Railroads - Maps

Western trunk line territory : Missouri River rate structure. N. Y. C.S. Hammond & Co., [1930].

Authors: La Salle Extension University Atlas of traffic maps (1930) -- C.S. Hammond & Company

1 map ; col. ; 35 x 25 cm.

Title in right margin.

Added title at bottom: Section of Hammond’s standard map of the United States.
Middle West - Maps - 1930 - Railroads - Maps

Middle West - Maps - 1930 - Railroads - Maps

Middle West - Maps - 1930 - Railroads - Maps

Middle West - Maps - 1930 - Railroads - Maps

Middle West - Maps - 1930 - Railroads - Maps

Middle West - Maps - 1930 - Railroads - Maps

Middle West - Maps - 1930 - Railroads - Maps
Margins include mileage tables and driving directions for 6 tour routes between various cities.
Map on verso (9 x 22 cm.): Short, scenic, historic Lake Shore Route [between Toledo and Cleveland, Ohio].
Panel art: "Sandusky Bay : Battle of Lake Erie, September 10, 1813"
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).
Accession no. 2002100101
Road map4C G4061.P2 1930 .S3 (PrCt)

48858 Middle West - Maps - 1930 - Road maps<<>>Lake Shore Route Highway (Ohio) - Maps - 1930<<>>Ohio - Maps - 1930 - Road maps<<>>Sandusky Bay Bridge (Ohio) - Access routes - Maps - 1930<<>>Road maps Short, scenic, historic Lake Shore Route : 100 miles of thrills along the south shore of beautiful Lake Erie : Toledo, Port Clinton, Catawba, Sandusky, Cedar Point, Lorain, and Cleveland ... via Sandusky Bay Bridge ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [ca. 1930?].
Authors: Sandusky Bay Bridge Co. (Ohio) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 28 x 34 cm.
Panel title.
Probably issued for the Sandusky Bay Bridge Co., which opened the bridge in 1929.
Covers much of the Middle West. Margins include mileage tables and driving directions for 6 tour routes between various cities.
Map on verso (9 x 22 cm.): Short, scenic, historic Lake Shore Route [between Toledo and Cleveland, Ohio].
Panel art: View of the Battle of Lake Erie in Sandusky Bay, September 10, 1813.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4180 (PrCt)


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
48861 Middle West - Maps - 1930 - Road maps

Middle West - Maps - 1930 - Road maps

Added title: Official AAA road map [of the Middle West]
Map on verso (29 x 44 cm.): Lewis and Clark Bridges connecting St. Louis and Alton ...
Plate no. F 358.
Panel art: Explorers Lewis and Clark and an Indian guide viewing the bridges from a distance.
Filed with a group of related U.S. state maps identifying bridges along major highways, ca. 1927-ca. 1939 (in RMcN AE folders 172 and 173).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 173.6X (PrCt)

48862 Middle West - Maps - 1930 - Road maps

Barnsdall guide to Be Square service [map of the Middle West]. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1930].
Authors: Barnsdall Oil Co. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 54 x 69 cm.
Panel title.

48863 Middle West - Maps - 1930 - Road maps

Middle West - Maps - 1930 - Road maps

Sectional map indicating main automobile roads between Canada & United States (Middle West sheet) / prepared by Natural Resources Intelligence Service ... 1930. [Ottawa? Dept. of the Interior?], 1930.
Authors: Canada. Natural Resources Intelligence Service -- Canada. Dept. of the Interior -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 80 x 67 cm.
At head of title: Department of the Interior, Canada...
Bar "scale of 20 miles" [= 1 inch].
Inset (4 x 7 cm.): [Index map of Canadian road map series].
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 197.22 (PrCt)

48864 Middle West - Maps - 1930 - Road maps

Mid Western United States. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1930].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- B. F. Goodrich Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Plate no. SEC-121-O.C..
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 268 (PrCt)

48865 Middle West - Maps - 1930 - Road maps

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 339 (PrCt)

48866 Middle West - Maps - 1930 - Road maps

Date from RMcN AE 186 ms. index.
"Constant forward progress has made possible the 1930 Be Square Motor Oils ... " -- on verso.
Added title: Barnsdall auto road map of central United States
Identifies locations of Barnsdall gas stations.
Panel art: Barnsdall gas station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 186.13 (PrCt)
Middle West - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Hotel Nelson (Rockford, Ill.).
1 map: col.; 59 x 44 cm., on sheet 46 x 61 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Title on map proper: Rand McNally auto road map of North Central States.
Scale [ca. 1:2,925,455].
Shows road surfaces, state highways, U.S. interstate highways, approximate mileage between points, ferries & boat lines, and rivers & streams.
"Additional copies of this Guide may be obtained from any of the hotels herein listed."
Text, ill., mileage chart, and hotel guide on verso.
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).
Acc. # 2008100251.
Road map

Middle West - Maps - 1931-1934 - Road maps
[Dixie Oil Company road maps of the United States]. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1931-1934?].
Authors: Dixie Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Brink, John G. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
31 maps : col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Collective title supplied by cataloger.
Panel titles: Dixie road map of ... : the power to pass, that's Dixie Gas
Added titles: Dixie auto road map of ... Plate numbers include letters M, O, or P.
Includes maps covering Colorado, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska, Ohio, Oklahoma, South Dakota, and Wisconsin.
Includes 1933 and 1934 editions of all states, and 1931 editions for some.
Previously bundled together as separate groups of 1933 and 1934 editions and filed in cloth-backed sleeves stamped "John G. Brink". Map sleeves made from older Rand McNally maps, and filed as RMcN Clients 691 and 692.
Panel art: Color illustration of Dixie gas station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 660-692 (PrCt)

Authors: Parker Engraving Co. (St. Louis, Mo.) -- Wabash Railroad Company
1 map : col.; 19 x 25 cm.
At head of title: Follow the flag.
Roughly bounded by Minnesota, southern Ontario, Kansas, and Kentucky.
In Wabash Railway Company. Fifteenth annual report ... December 31, 1930 [St. Louis?: Wabash Railway Company?, 1931?] at end.
5A 7267 (1930 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

48870 Middle West - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
Sectional map indicating main automobile roads between Canada & United States (Middle West sheet) / prepared by National Development Bureau ... 1931. [Ottawa? Dept. of the Interior?], 1931.
1 map : col.; 80 x 67 cm.
At head of title: Department of the Interior, Canada...
Scale "35 miles to 1 inch. 1:2,217,600."
Inset (4 x 7 cm.): [Index map of Canadian road map series].
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 197.28 (PrCt)

48868 Middle West - Maps - 1931-1934 - Road maps
Authors: Derby Oil Company (Wichita, Kan.) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
4 maps : col.; folded to 24 x 11 cm.
Collective title supplied by cataloger.
Panel titles: In Iowa [etc.] look for Derby Prodcuts / compliments of / Derby Oil Co., Wichita, Kansas
Added titles: Rand McNally senior 1931 auto road map of Iowa [etc.]
Includes maps covering Iowa, Kansas, Missouri,
Middle West - Maps - 1931 - Road maps

Principal highway routes of the north central states. New York : General Drafting Co., Inc., [1931].
Authors: General Drafting Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 40 x 53 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 179 ms. index.
Plate no. 631.
Panel art: Car and covered wagon over map of Middle West.
Editor's copy: route between Chicago and western Kentucky marked in ms. with green pencil.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 179.22 (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1931 - Road maps

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Gulf Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 509 (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1931 - Road maps

Authors: Indian Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; col. ; 53 x 69 cm. ; folded to 18 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. M
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 186.18 (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1931 - Road maps

Authors: Indian Refining Company -- Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; col. ; 53 x 69 cm. ; folded to 18 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. N
Maps on verso (34 x 54 cm. and smaller): Indian highway routes of the United States -- Evansville, Ind. -- Louisville, Ky. -- Ft. Wayne, Ind. -- Springfield, Ill. -- Detroit, Mich. -- Bloomington, Ill. -- Terre Haute, Ind. -- South Bend, Ind. -- Indianapolis, Ind. -- Columbus, Ohio -- Lexington, Ky. -- Dayton, Ohio. Panel art: outline map of the Middle West; Indian Gas and Texaco Motor Oil signs.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1521 (PrCt)
Middle West - Maps - 1932 - Railroads


Authors: Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie Railway Company -- Soo Line Railroad Company -- Wisconsin Central Railway Company

1 map ; 18 x 39 cm.

Title from upper margin.

Added title at bottom left: Soo Line : Minneapolis, St. Paul and Sault Ste. Marie Railway Co. '2-8-'32' at bottom center.

Plate no.: A4302.

Covers region roughly bounded by eastern Montana, southern Ontario, Wyoming, and northern Indiana.


5A 7267 (1931 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Middle West - Maps - 1933 - Road maps

Middle West - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1933
Road maps - Century of Progress International Exposition (1933-1934 : Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Touring the middle west? Ask Mr. Foster ... : the Ask Mr. Foster Travel Service. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, 1933.
Authors: Ask Mr. Foster Travel Service (St. Augustine, Fla.) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 66 x 68 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Ask Mr. Foster 1933 official road map : Mid-west.
"The Ask Mr. Foster Travel Service presents this map of middle western states for the purpose of aiding you in your travels this summer--to and from the World's Fair--in Chicago. ..."
Plate no. G-236-J.C.
Maps on verso (29 x 44 cm. and smaller): Ask Mr. Foster 1933 official road map : United States -- Ask Mr. Foster road map : Chicago and vicinity -- Ask Mr. Foster map of A Century of Progress Exposition.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 179.25 (PrCt)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 56 x 83 cm.
Date from RMcn AE 186 ms. index.
Plate no. O.
Map on verso (83 x 49 cm.): Rand McNally auto road map of western United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcn AE 186.45 (PrCt)

48891 Middle West - Maps - 1934-1935 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 93 x 62 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. 3442.
Maps on verso (62 x 93 cm.): 1934-1935 Texaco trip map : United States -- Pan-American Highway, Mexico -- Cuba.
Panel art: Texaco logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcn AE 186.59 (PrCt)

48892 Middle West - Maps - 1934 - Railroads
Railroads
Wabash Railroad Company - Maps - 1934-Wabash - Railroads - Maps
Wabash. St. Louis : Parker Engraving Co., [1934?].
Authors: Parker Engraving Co. (St. Louis, Mo.) -- Wabash Railroad Company
1 map ; col. ; 19 x 24 cm.
At head of title: Follow the flag.
Roughly bounded by Minnesota, southern Ontario, Kansas, and Kentucky.
In Wabash Railway Company. Eighteenth annual report ... December 31, 1933 [St. Louis?: Wabash Railway Company?, 1934?] at end.
5A 7267 (1933 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

48893 Middle West - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Touring the Middle West in 1934? Ask Mr. Foster.
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Ask Mr. Foster Travel Service (St. Augustine, Fla.) -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (1 panel, R,Y,B): Yellow logo, blue check mark.
Plate no. SEC.H-268-S.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
 Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011). 
Gousha Clients 995 (PrCt)
Middle West - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Great Plains - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
United States - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Cuba - Maps - 1935 - Road maps


[1935?].
Authors: Parker Engraving Co. (St. Louis, Mo.) -- Wabash Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 19 x 24 cm.
At head of title: Follow the flag.
Roughly bounded by Minnesota, southern Ontario, Kansas, and Kentucky.
5A 7267 (1934 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Kentucky - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
1935 Linco highway guide of Illinois, Indiana, Ohio, Kentucky ... the Ohio Oil Company ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, 1935.
Authors: Lincoln Refining Co. (Robinson, Ill.) -- Ohio Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 93 x 63 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco trip map : central United States.
Date from RMcN 185 ms. index.
Plate no. 3507.
Maps on verso (62 x 93 cm.): Texaco trip map : United States -- Pan-American Highway, Mexico -- Cuba.
Panel art: Texaco logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Middle West - Maps - 1935 - Road maps

“Copyright by Rand McNally & Company, Chicago”

Middle West - Maps - 1935 - Road maps

RMcN AE 185.63 (PrCt)
Middle West - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
1 map : col. ; 30 x 45 cm.
Panel title.
Added panel titles: Use Lewis and Clarke bridges at Alton, Ill., fast route between Kansas City and Springfield, Chicago ... -- Use Lewis and Clarke bridges at Alton, Ill., the shortest route between Alton and St. Louis ...
Added title on main map: Central states map showing main auto roads to the Lewis & Clark bridges

RMcN AE 185.68 A (PrCt)
Middle West - Maps - 1935 - Road maps

Where to go, what to see, where to stop [in Michigan, Ohio and Indiana] / American Automobile Association. Washington, D.C.
American Automobile Association, [1935].
1 map : col. ; 59 x 44 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: AAA : Michigan, Ohio and Indiana.
Series: Where to go, what to see, where to stop ; map no. 4.
Manuscript initials in title cartouche: K.L.Y.
6-24-35

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Date from RMcN AE 113 ms. index.
Panel art: AAA logo, car on road and sightseeing couple.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 113.34 (PrCt)

48909 Middle West - Maps - 1935 - Road
maps Road maps
The Narrowest road through the smallest village
leads to Chevrolet service [in the Middle West].
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1935].
Authors: General Motors Corporation. Chevrolet
Motor Division -- Rand McNally and Company --
Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 44 x 59 cm.
Panel title.
"A section of Rand McNally auto road map of
north central United States copyright by Rand
McNally & Co., Chicago."
Date from RMcN AE 185 ms. index.
Plate no. Q. 3569
Inset (13 x 11 cm.): Chicago.
Panel art: Chevrolet automobile sales and
service dealer.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 185.71 (PrCt)

48900 Middle West - Maps - 1935 - Road
maps Road maps
Touring the Middle West in 1935? Ask Mr. Foster.
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Ask Mr.
Foster Travel Service (St. Augustine, Fla.) -- H.M.
Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (1 panel, R,Y,B): Yellow logo, blue check
mark.
Plate no. SEC.H-268-S.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1252 (PrCt)

48901 Middle West - Maps - 1935 - Road
maps Road maps
1935 Road map [Central United States]. Chicago
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Barsdall Oil
Co. -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1256 (PrCt)

48902 Middle West - Maps - 1935 - Road
maps Road maps
1935 Linco highway guide of Illinois, Indiana,
Ohio, Kentucky. Chicago : Rand McNally &
Company, 1935.
Authors: Lincoln Refining Co. (Robinson, Ill.) --
Ohio Oil Company -- Rand McNally and
Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 61 x 77 cm. on sheet 68 x 80 cm.
Panel art: Outline of the four states, Linco sign.
Added title: Linco highway guide of Illinois,
Indiana, Kentucky, Ohio. Plate no. Q-3532.
Verso includes maps of twelve cities and: Linco
official road map: United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 26.22X (PrCt)

48903 Middle West - Maps - 1935 - Road
maps Road maps
Rand McNally auto road map of north central
United States. Chicago : Rand McNally &
Company, [1935].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 56 x 84 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 185 ms. index.
Plate no. Q. 3548.
Map on verso (83 x 50 cm.): Rand McNally auto
road map of Western United States
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 185.71 (PrCt)

48904 Middle West - Maps - 1936 -
Railroads Railroad maps Wabash Railroad Company
Maps - 1936 Railroad maps
Wabash. St. Louis : Parker Engraving Co.,
[1936?].
Authors: Parker Engraving Co. (St. Louis, Mo.) --
Wabash Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 19 x 24 cm.
At head of title: Follow the flag.
Roughly bounded by Minnesota, southern
Ontario, Kansas, and Kentucky.
In Wabash Railway Company. Twentieth annual
report ... December 31, 1935 [St. Louis?:
Wabash Railway Company?, 1935?] at end.
5A 7267 (1935 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

48905 Middle West - Maps - 1936 - Road
maps Great Plains Maps - 1936 Road maps United States Maps - 1936 Road maps Pan American Highway System Maps - 1936 Mexico Maps - 1936 Road maps Cuba Maps - 1936 Road maps Road maps
The Texaco Touring Service trip map of the
United States ... central section ... Chicago :
Rand McNally & Company, [1936].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and
Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 93 x 63 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco trip map of the United States: central section.
Date from RMcN 185 ms. index.
Plate no. R.3507.
Maps on verso (62 x 93 cm.): Texaco trip map: United States -- Pan-American Highway, Mexico -- Cuba.
Panel art: Texaco logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 185.84 (PrCt)

48906 Middle West - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Use Lewis and Clarke bridges at Alton, Ill.: between St. Louis and Springfield, Chicago, Davenport ... Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1936].
Panel title.
Added panel titles: Use Lewis and Clarke bridges at Alton, Ill.: the shortest route between Alton and St. Louis ... -- Use Lewis and Clarke bridges at Alton, Ill.: between Kansas City and Indianapolis ... Added title on main map: Central states map showing main auto roads to the Lewis & Clark bridges.
Date from RMcN AE 185 ms. index.
Plate no. R.3668.
On verso (28 x 22 cm. and 6 x 11 cm.): 1936 road map of Alton & vicinity / copyright by Lewis & Clark Bridge Co. -- Lewis & Clark Bridges [view].
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 185.103 (PrCt)

48907 Middle West - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Middle West - Maps - 1936 - Pictorial maps
Road map & historical guide: Ohio, Indiana, Kentucky ... Sunoco ... Sun Oil Company. Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1936].
Authors: Sunoco (Firm) -- Sun Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Bodeen, George H. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map: col.; 59 x 72 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sunoco auto road map of Ohio, Indiana, Kentucky.
Date from RMcN AE 114 ms. index.
Plate no. R. 3530
Inset (10 x 13 cm.): Western Kentucky. Maps on verso (50 x 72 cm. and smaller):
Sunoco [pictorial] map of Ohio, Indiana, Kentucky -- Akron -- Cleveland -- Dayton -- Louisville -- Cincinnati -- Columbus -- Indianapolis -- Toledo.
Panel art: Road scenes with car, stage coach, covered wagon, Indian, and horses; signed "Geo. H. Bodeen."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 114.24 (PrCt)

48908 Middle West - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Middle West - Maps - 1936 - Pictorial maps
Road map & historical guide: Ohio, Indiana, Kentucky ... Sunoco ... Sun Oil Company. Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1936].
Authors: Sunoco (Firm) -- Sun Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Bodeen, George H. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map: col.; 58 x 72 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sunoco auto road map of Ohio, Indiana, Kentucky.
Date from RMcN AE 193 ms. index.
Plate no. R. 3530.
Inset (10 x 13 cm.): Western Kentucky. Maps on verso (50 x 72 cm. and smaller):
Sunoco [pictorial] map of Ohio, Indiana, Kentucky -- Akron -- Cleveland -- Dayton -- Louisville -- Cincinnati -- Columbus -- Indianapolis -- Toledo.
Panel art: Images of horseback rider, wagon, horsedrawn carriage, and car on road; signed "Geo H. Bodeen."
Previously bound with a collection of pictorial maps in binders labeled "Points of Interest."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 193.6 (PrCt)

48909 Middle West - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Touring the Middle West in 1936? Ask Mr. Foster / The Ask Mr. Foster Travel Service. Chicago: H.M. Gousha Co., 1936.
Authors: Ask Mr. Foster Travel Service (St. Augustine, Fla.) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Middle West - Maps - 1936 - Road maps


Authors: Lincoln Refining Co. (Robinson, Ill.) -- Ohio Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

48910

Middle West - Maps - 1936 - Road maps


Authors: Lincoln Refining Co. (Robinson, Ill.) -- Ohio Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

1 map : col. ; 60 x 79 cm. on sheet 68 x 82 cm.

Panel art: Outline of the four states, Linco logo.


Verso includes maps of twelve cities and: Linco road map of United States. Plate no. R.3512.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 38.20 (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1936 - Road maps


Authors: Lincoln Refining Co. (Robinson, Ill.) -- Ohio Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

1 map : col. ; 65 x 79 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Linco highway guide of Illinois, Indiana, Kentucky, Ohio.

Date from RMcN AE 185 ms. index.

Plate no. R-3532.


Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 185.92 (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Linco highway guide of Illinois, Indiana, Ohio, Kentucky / Linco ... The Ohio Oil Company ... Findlay, Ohio. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1936].

Authors: Lincoln Refining Co. (Robinson, Ill.) -- Ohio Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

1 map : col. ; 60 x 78 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel art.

"First edition" -- Top of title panel.

Plate no. R-3532.


Panel art: Outline of the four states and Linco cross logo.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 4201 (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

[Standard Oil Company (Indiana) road maps of the Middle West]. Chicago : Rand McNally and Company, 1936.

Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

3 maps : col ; on sheets 68 x 46 cm., folded to 23 x 12 cm.

Collective title supplied by cataloger.

All sheets include panel titles beginning "Standard Oil road map ... ."

All sheets include added titles beginning "1936 [state] road map ... / a presentation of Standard Oil Company (Indiana)."

All sheets include plate numbers beginning with "R."

Includes maps covering Illinois, Indiana, and Wisconsin.

Panel art: Standard Oil crown logo within compass rose and illustration of cars driving past hills.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN AE 38.20 (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1936 - Road maps


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

1 map : 55 x 83 cm.

Date from RMcN AE 185 ms. index.

Plate no. R 3548 P.

Map on verso (82 x 48 cm.): Rand McNally auto road map of western United States.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 185.88 (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1937 - Railroads

Wabash Railroad Company - Maps - 1937

Wabash. St. Louis : Parker Engraving Co., [1937?].

Authors: Parker Engraving Co. (St. Louis, Mo.) --
Around the lake --
highway guide of Michigan
Plate no. S.3743.
Indiana, Kentucky, Ohio.
"Second edition"
Panel title.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcn Clients 4202 (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
East (U.S.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Hotel Keenan (Fort Wayne, Ind.) - Access routes - 1937 - Road maps
Hotel Anthony (Fort Wayne, Ind.) - Access routes - 1937 - Road maps
Hotels Keenan Anthony : official road map,
Mid-West, Fort Wayne. Aurora, Mo. Mid West Map Company, [1937?].
Authors: Mid-West Map Company -- Keenan Hotel System -- Hotel Keenan (Fort Wayne, Ind.) -- Hotel Anthony (Fort Wayne, Ind.)=Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 40 x 52 cm., folded to 22 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Opposite panel title: In Fort Waye the Hotel Anthony
Map of the Middle West prominently identifying the Hotel Keenan and Hotel Anthony in Fort Wayne, Ind.
Verso includes promotional text by "James Keenan, Pres., Keenan Hotel System."
Panel art: color illustrations of both hotels.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcn Clients 5078 (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Michigan - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Authors: Lincoln Refining Co. (Robinson, Ill.) -- Ohio Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 60 x 78 cm. on sheet 68 x 81 cm.
Panel art: Outline of the five states, Linco sign.
Added title: Linco highway guide of Illinois, Indiana, Kentucky, Ohio. Plate no. S.3743.
Verso includes maps of eight cities, Lake Michigan, the region between Chicago & Michigan City and: Linco highway guide of Michigan. Includes continuation inset of western Michigan. Plate no. S.3605.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcn AE 27.15 (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Michigan - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Linco highway guide of Illinois, Indiana, Ohio, Kentucky, Michigan ... the Ohio Oil Company ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1937].
Authors: Lincoln Refining Co. (Robinson, Ill.) -- Ohio Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 65 x 79 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Linco highway guide of Illinois, Indiana, Kentucky, Ohio.
Plate no. S.3743.
Map on verso (65 x 45 cm. and smaller): Linco highway guide of Michigan -- Isle Royale -- Western Peninsula Michigan -- Around the lake -- Chicago-Michigan routes -- Chicago -- Columbus -- Toledo -- Indianapolis -- Louisville -- Terre Haute.
Panel art: Outline map of the Middle West; Linco logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcn AE 185.117 (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Touring the Middle West in 1937? Ask Mr. Foster...
48921 Middle West - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Highway map : north central states : ... Wadhams Oil Company ... a Socony-Vacuum Company. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1937].
Authors: Wadhams Oil Company -- Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 58 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Road map of north central states.
Date from RMcN AE 185 ms. index.
Plate no. S.3766.
Map on verso (28 x 44 cm.): Road map of United States.
Panel art: Mobilgas and Mobiloil advertisements
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
R McN AE 165.111 (Pr Ct)

48922 Middle West - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 63 x 84 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 185 ms. index.
Plate no. S 3748
Map on verso (84 x 51 cm.): Rand McNally auto road map of western United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
R McN AE 165.115 (Pr Ct)

48923 Middle West - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
1938>Road maps
Lewis and Clarke bridges : "the safest route": shortest route between Alton and St. Louis ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1938].
1 map : col. ; 39 x 51 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Central states map showing main auto roads to the Lewis and Clark bridges.
Date from RMcN AE 185 ms. index.
On verso (28 x 22 cm. and smaller): Road map of Alton, St. Louis and vicinity / copyright by Lewis & Clark Bridges. Plate no. T. -- Lock and dam no. 26 [and Lewis & Clark Bridges at] ... Alton, Illinois [view] -- [Panel art view of the Lewis & Clark Bridges].
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
R McN AE 185.122 (Pr Ct)

48924 Middle West - Maps - 1938 - Pictorial maps
Interstate travel guide : central United States ... Mobilgas ... Socony-Vacuum Oil Company, Inc. New York City : General Drafting Co., Inc., [1938?].
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- General Drafting Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 54 x 78 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Socony-Vacuum interstate route map : central United States.
Covers much of the Middle West and the southern U.S.
Map on verso (54 x 78 cm): Pictorial guide to the central States.
Panel art: Mobilgas sign.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 18 1938 Rand McNally & Co. ..."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
R McN AE 168.70 (Pr Ct)

48925 Middle West - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
[Standard Oil Company (Indiana) road maps of the Middle West]. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1938?].
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
Middle West - Maps - 1939 - Road maps - > West (U.S.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps > Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 83 x 57 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 180 ms. index.
Plate no. T.3860
Map on verso (57 x 48 cm.): Rand McNally auto road map of western United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 180.126 (PrCt)

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- American Shorthorn Association -- Shorthorn world and farm magazine -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; x 43 x 78 cm.
Title expanded by cataloger.
"Copyright by the H.M. Gousha Company, Chicago, Ill."
Issued to accompany: Shorthorn world and farm magazine. Supplement to the 1939 buyer's guide (Aurora, Ill. : American Shorthorn Association, August 10, 1939), p. 4-6.
Dozens of unnamed rural sites connected with radiating lines to numbers in the margins; numbers variously bordered by circles, pentagons, and squares, denoting "shorthorn herds", "milking shorthorn herd", and "polled shorthorn", as explained in the magazine.
Keyed to index directory of 694 cattle breeders, their addresses, and the page numbers of their advertisements in the magazine.
Photocopies of accompanying index acquired in 2010 from Texas A & M University and filed with the maps; see also printout of email correspondence from road map collector Curtis Carroll, dated August 21, 2009, and filed as Vert 2054 no. 2.
Scale [ca. 1:1,680,000].
Coordinates: (W 96°15'-W 80°30'; N 43°40'-N 36°50').
Plate nos. "457-S.C." and "M-8".
One of five maps covering different U.S. regions.
2 copies.
Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Company Collection (Newberry Library).

Middle West - Maps - 1939 - Railroads - > Wabash Railroad Company - Maps - 1939 - Railroads - Maps
Wabash. St. Louis : Parker Engraving Co., 1939?.
Authors: Parker Engraving Co. (St. Louis, Mo.) -- Wabash Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 19 x 24 cm.
At head of title: Follow the flag. Roughly bounded by Minnesota, southern Ontario, Kansas, and Kentucky.
In Wabash Railway Company. Twenty-third annual report ... December 31, 1938 [St. Louis?: Wabash Railway Company?, 1939?] at end.
5A 7267 (1938 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Lewis and Clarke bridges : "the safest route" : shortest route between Alton and St. Louis ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, 1939.
1 map : col. ; 39 x 51 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Central states map showing main auto roads to the Lewis and Clark bridges.
Date from RMcN AE 185 ms. index.
On verso (28 x 22 cm. and smaller): Road map of Alton, St. Louis and vicinity / copyright by Lewis &

**RMcN AE 185.125 (PrCt)**

**48930** Middle West - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

*East central states road map ... / Barnsdall ...* Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1939.
Authors: Barnsdall Oil Co. -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Barnsdall Oil Co. logo and slogan "be square, dependable products by Barnsdall, 'America's first refiner'".
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

**Gousha Clients 3331 (PrCt)**

**48931** Middle West - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

*1939 road map : north central United States ... / Midland Cooperative Wholesale, Minneapolis, Milwaukee.* Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1939.
Authors: Midland Cooperative Wholesale (Firm) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Midland Coop Products logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

**Gousha Clients 3481 (PrCt)**

**48932** Middle West - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 57 x 83 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 180 ms. index.
Plate no. U.3938
Map on verso (82 x 48 cm.): Rand McNally road map : western United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 180.135 (PrCt)**

**48933** Middle West - Maps - 1940-1949 - Airways

*Airways ... / Chicago and Southern Air Lines ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [194-?].*
Authors: Chicago and Southern Air Lines -- Rand McNally and Company -- Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
5 strip maps : col. ; each 41 x 8 cm., on sheet 46 x 51 cm., folded to 11 x 23 cm.
Panel title.
"Copyright by Rand McNally & Co., Chicago."
Details routes between Chicago-St. Louis-Memphis, Memphis-Houston, Detroit-Indianapolis and Indianapolis-Memphis.
Verso includes U.S. airways map (11 x 16 cm.) highlighting Chicago and Southern Air Lines, aerial photos of 6 cities, and advertising for Sinclair aircraft engine oil.
Panel art: Bird's-eye view of passengers boarding airplane.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25.

**RMcN Airlines 4C 16 (PrCt)**

**48934** Middle West - Maps - 1940 - Railroads

*Wabash Railroad Company?
Wabash. St. Louis : Parker Engraving Co., [1940?].*
Authors: Parker Engraving Co. (St. Louis, Mo.) -- Wabash Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 19 x 24 cm.
At head of title: Follow the flag.
Roughly bounded by Minnesota, southern Ontario, Kansas, and Kentucky.
In Wabash Railway Company. Twenty-fourth annual report ... December 31, 1939 [St. Louis?: Wabash Railway Company?, 1940?] at end.

**5A 7267 (1939 vol. [2]) (PrCt)**

**48935** Middle West - Maps - 1940 - Road maps

*Great Plains - Maps - 1940 - Road maps ... / compliments of The National Refining Company. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1940].*
Authors: National Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 180 ms. index.
Plate no. V. 4007.
Maps on verso (42 x 47 cm. and 14 x 12 cm.): The National Refining Company road map of south central United States -- Routes to Mexico.
Panel art: National White Rose gasoline sign...
over winding road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 180.146 (PrCt)

48936 Middle West - Maps - 1940 - Road
maps<>>>Great Plains - Maps - 1940 - Road
maps<>>>Southern States - Maps - 1940 - Road
maps<>>>Mexico - Maps - 1940 - Road
maps<>>>Road maps
Road map : central United States ... / compliments of The National Refining Company.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1940].
1 map : col. ; 64 x 47 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 183 ms. index.
Plate no. V. 4007.
Maps on verso (42 x 47 cm. and 14 x 12 cm.): The National Refining Company road map of south central United States -- Routes to Mexico.
Panel art: National White Rose gasoline sign over winding road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 183.4 (PrCt)

48937 Middle West - Maps - 1940 - Road
maps<>>>Great Plains - Maps - 1940 - Road
maps<>>>Southern States - Maps - 1940 - Road
maps<>>>Mexico - Maps - 1940 - Road
maps<>>>Road maps
Road map : central United States ... / compliments of The National Refining Company.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1940].
1 map : col. ; 64 x 47 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 183 ms. index.
Plate no. V. 4007.
Maps on verso (42 x 47 cm. and 14 x 12 cm.): The National Refining Company road map of south central United States -- Routes to Mexico.
Panel art: National White Rose gasoline sign over winding road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 183.15 (PrCt)

48938 Middle West - Maps - 1940 - Road
maps<>>>Road maps
Highway map : north central section of the United States ... / compliments of Standard Oil Company of Indiana. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1940?].
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: cars, gas pumps, and "Standard Service" sign.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3983 (PrCt)

48939 Middle West - Maps - 1940 - Road
maps<>>>West (U.S.) - Maps - 1940 - Road
maps<>>>Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 57 x 83 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 180 ms. index.
Plate no. V. 4009.
Map on verso (82 x 48 cm.): Rand McNally road map : western United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 180.150 (PrCt)

48940 Middle West - Maps - 1940 - Road
maps<>>>West (U.S.) - Maps - 1940 - Road
maps<>>>Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 57 x 83 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 183 ms. index.
Plate no. V. 4009.
Map on verso (82 x 48 cm.): Rand McNally road map : western United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 183.24 (PrCt)

maps<>>>Aeronautical charts
Chicago and Southern Air Lines, mail, passengers, express : airway map and air log ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [1941?].
Authors: Chicago and Southern Air Lines -- Rand McNally and Company -- Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
3 strip maps : col. ; each 43 x 9 cm., on sheet 46 x 31 cm., folded to 11 x 23 cm.
Panel title.
"Copyright by Rand McNally & Co., Chicago" -- at bottom of each map.
Details routes between Chicago-St. Louis-Memphis, Memphis-New Orleans, and...
Memphis-Shreveport-Houston. Verso includes Chicago and Southern Air Lines system map (10 x 14 cm.) highlighting "the Valley Level Route", aerial photos of 8 cities, and advertising for Sinclair aircraft engine oil.

"Customer: Sinclair Refining Co., 40M $1520.00, Oct. 1941" -- editor's notes in manuscript on back panel.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25.

RMcN Airlines 4C 18 (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1941 - Road maps

48945 Middle West - Maps - 1941 - Road maps [Standard Oil Company (Indiana) road maps of the Middle West]. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1941?].


6 maps : col ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Collective title supplied by cataloger

All sheets include panel titles beginning "Highway map ..."

All sheets include plate numbers beginning with "W."

Includes maps covering Indiana, Michigan, South Dakota, and Wisconsin.

Panel art: Red, white and blue illustration of cars at gas pumps and slogan "standard service."

Includes duplicate copies of Wisconsin and Michigan maps.

Three sheets include handstamps of gas stations.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 3156-3161 (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1941 - Road maps

48946 Middle West - Maps - 1941 - Road maps [West (U.S.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps]


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col ; 57 x 83 cm.

Date from RMcN AE 180 ms. index.

Plate no. V. 4119.

Maps on verso (82 x 48 cm. and 16 x 7 cm.):


Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 180.164 (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1941 - Road maps

48947 Middle West - Maps - 1941 - Road maps [West (U.S.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps]


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col ; 57 x 83 cm.

Date from RMcN AE 183 ms. index.
Middle West - Maps - 1941 - Road maps

Maps on verso (82 x 48 cm. and 16 x 7 cm.):
- Rand McNally road map: western United States
  -- Proposed International Highway between Alaska and United States.
- Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 183.43 (PrCt)**

Middle West - Maps - 1941 - Road maps

- **Skelly Oil Company - Maps - 1941 - Road maps**
  - [Skelly Oil Company road maps of the middle western United States]. Chicago: H.M. Gousha Company, 1941.
  - Authors: Skelly Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
  - 5 maps: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
  - Collective title supplied by cataloger.
  - All sheets include panel titles beginning: Tour ...
  - All sheets include added titles beginning: Skelly
  - 1941 official road map of ...
  - Plate nos. ending in "10-O" or "11-O" on all sheets.
  - Locations of Skelly gas stations indicated on all sheets by blue diamonds.
  - Includes maps covering Missouri, Nebraska, North Dakota, South Dakota, Wisconsin, and Wyoming.
  - Panel art: Skelly sign and gas station attendant.
  - All sheets handstamped "Received from [blank]...
  - Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
  - Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

**RMcN Clients 5153-5157 (PrCt)**

Middle West - Maps - 1942 - Railroads

- **Chicago Great Western Railroad Company - Maps - 1942 - Railroads**
  - Chicago Great Western Railway. Chicago: Poole Bros. Inc., [1942].
  - Authors: Poole Brothers -- Chicago Great Western Railroad Company
  - Covers region roughly bounded by Minnesota, Wisconsin, Kansas, and Illinois.
  - Second annual report of the Chicago Great Western Railroad Company ... December 31, 1942 [Chicago?: Chicago Great Western Railroad Company?, 1943?] p. 3.
  - 5A 7267 (1942 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

- **Middle West - Maps - 1942 - Railroads**
  - Chicago Great Western Railroad Company - Maps - 1942 - Railroads
  - Chicago Great Western Railway. Chicago: Poole Bros. Inc., [1942].
  - Authors: Poole Brothers -- Chicago Great Western Railroad Company
  - Covers region roughly bounded by Minnesota, Wisconsin, Kansas, and Illinois.
  - Second annual report of the Chicago Great Western Railroad Company ... December 31, 1943 [Chicago?: Chicago Great Western Railroad Company?, 1944?] p. 3.
  - 5A 7267 (1943 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

- **Middle West - Maps - 1942 - Railroads**
  - Chicago Great Western Railroad Company - Maps - 1942 - Railroads
  - Chicago Great Western Railway. Chicago: Poole Bros. Inc., [1942, i.e. 1945?].
  - Authors: Poole Brothers -- Chicago Great Western Railroad Company
  - Covers region roughly bounded by Minnesota, Wisconsin, Kansas, and Illinois.
  - Fourth annual report of the Chicago Great Western Railroad Company ... December 31, 1944 [Chicago?: Chicago Great Western Railroad Company?, 1945?] p. 3.
  - 5A 7267 (1944 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

- **Middle West - Maps - 1942 - Railroads**
  - Chicago Great Western Railroad Company - Maps - 1942 - Railroads
  - Chicago Great Western Railway. Chicago: Poole Bros. Inc., [1942, i.e. 1946?].
Middle West - Maps - 1942 - Road maps

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 4507 (PrCr)

48957

Middle West - Maps - 1942 - Road maps

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

48958

Middle West - Maps - 1942 - Road maps

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

48959
Middle West - Maps - 1942 - Road maps - West (U.S.) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps - Alaska Highway - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 57 x 83 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 187 ms. index.
Plate no. X. 4201.
Maps on verso (82 x 50 cm. and 16 x 7 cm.):
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 187.17 (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1943 - Railroads - New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad - Maps - 1943 - Railroads - Maps
The New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad system : indicating connecting line junction points. [Cleveland, Ohio? New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad?, 1943?].
Authors: New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad 1 map : col. ; 21 x 28 cm.
Trimmed at right.
Roughly bounded by Illinois and Pennsylvania.
In New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad.
Twentieth annual report ... December 31, 1942 [St. Louis?: Wabash Railway Company?, 1943?] inside back cover.
5A 7267 (1943 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1943 - Railroads - Wabash Railroad Company - Maps - 1943 - Railroads - Maps
Wabash. St. Louis : Parker Engraving Co., [1943?].
Authors: Parker Engraving Co. (St. Louis, Mo.) -- Wabash Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 19 x 24 cm.
At head of title: Follow the flag.
Roughly bounded by Minnesota, southern Ontario, Kansas, and Kentucky.
In Wabash Railway Company. First annual report ... December 31, 1942 [St. Louis?: Wabash Railway Company?, 1943?] at end.
5A 7267 (1942 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Authors: New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad -- Brown, Hagemon, and Company -- William E. Rudge's Sons
1 map : col. ; 22 x 29 cm.
Trimmed at right.
Roughly bounded by Illinois and Pennsylvania.
In New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad.
Twenty-first annual report ... December 31, 1943 (New York: William E. Rudge's Sons, [1944?]) inside back cover.
5A 7267 (1943 vol. [2]) (PrCt)
Roughly bounded by Minnesota, southern Ontario, Kansas, and Kentucky.
In Wabash Railway Company. Second annual report ... December 31, 1943 [St. Louis?: Wabash Railway Company?, 1944?] at end.
5A 7267 (1944 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1946 - Railroads - Maps
The Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad Co. : the open portal between east and west : the Peoria gateway. [Minneapolis, Minnesota? Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad?, 1946?].
Authors: Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad
1 map ; 25 x 18 cm.
Roughly bounded by southern Manitoba, Wisconsin, Kansas, and Illinois.
In Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad. Third annual report ... December 31, 1945 [Minneapolis, Minnesota? Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad?, 1946?] front cover verso.
5A 7267 (1945 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1946 - Railroads - Maps
The Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad Co. : the open portal between east and west : the Peoria gateway. [Minneapolis, Minnesota? Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad?, 1946?, i.e. 1948?].
Authors: Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad
1 map ; 16 x 23 cm.
‘7-31-46’ at bottom left.
Plate no. : 7101-G
Roughly bounded by southern Manitoba, Michigan, Colorado, and Ohio.
5A 7267 (1947 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1946 - Railroads - Maps
The Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad Co. : the open portal between east and west : the Peoria gateway. [Minneapolis? Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad?, 1946?, i.e. 1949?].
Authors: Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad
1 map ; 16 x 23 cm.
‘7-31-46’ at bottom left.
Plate no. : 7101-G
Roughly bounded by southern Manitoba, Michigan, Colorado, and Ohio.
In Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad. Sixth annual report 1948 [Minneapolis? Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad?, 1949?] inside front cover.
5A 7267 (1948 vol. [2]) (PrCt)
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad
1 map ; 16 x 23 cm.
'7-31-46' at bottom left.
Plate no. : 7101-G
Roughly bounded by southern Manitoba, Michigan, Colorado, and Ohio.
In Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad. Fourth annual report ... December 31, 1946
5A 7267 (1946 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1946 - Railroads
New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad - Maps - 1946
Railroads - Maps
The New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad.
Authors: New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad -- Brown, Hagemon, and Co. -- Lind Brothers
(New York, N.Y.)
1 map : col. ; on sheet 21 x 29 cm.
Trimmed at right.
Roughly bounded by Illinois and Pennsylvania.
In New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad.
Nickel Plate Road ... twenty-third annual report ... December 31, 1945 (New York: Brown, Hagemon, and Company, [1946?]) inside back cover.
5A 7267 (1945 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1946 - Railroads
Wabash Railroad Company - Maps - 1946
Railroads - Maps
Wabash. St. Louis : Parker Engraving Co., [1946?].
Authors: Parker Engraving Co. (St. Louis, Mo.) -- Wabash Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 19 x 24 cm.
At head of title: Follow the flag.
Roughly bounded by Minnesota, southern Ontario, Kansas, and Kentucky.
In Wabash Railway Company. Fourth annual report ... December 31, 1945 [St. Louis?: Wabash Railway Company?, 1947?] at end.
5A 7267 (1945 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Great Plains - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: road, Phillips 66 sign, and slogan "there's a Phillips station ahead."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Middle West - Maps - 1947 - Railroads
Union Pacific Railway Company - Maps - 1947
Railroads - Maps
Union Pacific Railway Company. 1947
[New York? Union Pacific Railway Company?], 1947 [i.e. 1948?].
Authors: Union Pacific Railway Company
1 map : col. ; 21 x 28 cm.
5A 7267 (1947 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1947 - Railroads
Wabash Railroad Company - Maps - 1947
Railroads - Maps
Wabash. St. Louis : Parker Engraving Co., [1947?].
Authors: Parker Engraving Co. (St. Louis, Mo.) -- Wabash Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 19 x 24 cm.
At head of title: Follow the flag.
Roughly bounded by Minnesota, southern Ontario, Kansas, and Kentucky.
In Wabash Railway Company. Fifth annual report ... December 31, 1946 [St. Louis?: Wabash
Railway Company?, 1947?] at end.
5A 7267 (1946 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

48981 Middle West - Maps - 1947 - Road
maps<>>>Great Plains - Maps - 1947 - Road
maps<>>>Mexico - Maps - 1947 - Road
maps<>>>East (U.S.) - Maps - 1947 - Road
maps<>>>Maritime Provinces - Maps - 1947 - Road
maps<>>>Road maps
Rand McNally road map : central United States.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1947].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 79 x 56 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 188 ms. index.
Plate no. 473785 V (2).
Insets (8 x 11 cm. and 10 x 8 cm.): Lower Rio
Grande Valley -- Main routes in Mexico.
Maps on verso (79 x 56 cm. and smaller): Rand
McNally road map : eastern United States --
Maritime Provinces -- Southern Florida.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 188.18 (PrCt)

48982 Middle West - Maps - 1947 - Road
maps<>>>Great Plains - Maps - 1947 - Road
maps<>>>Road maps
Central United States ... / compliments of Phillips
Petroleum Company, Bartlesville, Oklahoma.
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M.
Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: couple in convertible driving towards
a Phillips gas station, Phillips 66 logo, and slogan
"for cleanliness and service there's a Phillips 66
station ahead."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5146 (PrCt)

48983 Middle West - Maps - 1947 - Road
maps<>>>Kentucky - Maps - 1947 - Road
maps<>>>Michigan - Maps - 1947 - Road
maps<>>>Road maps
Illinois, Indiana, Kentucky, Michigan, Ohio,
Marathon ... the Ohio Oil Company. Chicago :
Rand McNally & Co., [1947].
Authors: Marathon Oil Company -- Ohio Oil
Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 60 x 78 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 58 ms. index.
Plate no. 473743-1
Map on verso (65 x 43 cm.): [Road map of
Michigan.]
Insets (18 x 9 cm.
and smaller): [Chicago region]
-- Isle Royale -- Western peninsula : Michigan --
Columbus -- Cleveland -- Indianapolis -- Around
the lake -- Findlay -- Toledo -- Louisville -- Terre
Haute -- Chicago-Michigan routes.
Editor's copy; title cartouches trimmed away.
Panel art: Marathon signs over cars on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 58.42 (PrCt)

48984 Middle West - Maps - 1947 - Road
maps<>>>Kentucky - Maps - 1947 - Road
maps<>>>Michigan - Maps - 1947 - Road
maps<>>>Road maps
Illinois, Indiana, Kentucky, Michigan, Ohio,
Marathon ... the Ohio Oil Company. Chicago :
Rand McNally & Co., [1947].
Authors: Marathon Oil Company -- Ohio Oil
Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 60 x 78 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Marathon : the Ohio Oil Co. road map :
Illinois-Indiana-Kentucky-Ohio.
Date from RMcN AE 58 ms. index.
Plate no. 473743
Map on verso (65 x 43 cm.): Marathon : the Ohio
Oil Co. road map : Michigan.
Insets (18 x 9 cm.
and smaller): Chicago and vicinity -- Isle Royale --
Western peninsula : Michigan -- Columbus --
Cleveland -- Findlay, Ohio -- Toledo -- Indianapolis --
Louisville -- Terre Haute -- Chicago-Michigan
routes.
Panel art: Marathon signs over cars on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 58.43 (PrCt)

48985 Middle West - Maps - 1947 - Road
maps<>>>Kentucky - Maps - 1947 - Road
maps<>>>Michigan - Maps - 1947 - Road
maps<>>>Road maps
Illinois, Indiana, Kentucky, Michigan, Ohio :
Marathon : the Ohio Oil Company. Chicago :
Rand McNally & Co., [1947].
Authors: Marathon Oil Company -- Ohio Oil
Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 60 x 78 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: The Ohio Oil Co. road map : Illinois,
Indiana, Kentucky, Ohio.
Date from RMcN AE 188 ms. index.
Plate no. 473743
Maps on verso (65 x 43 cm.
and smaller): The Ohio Oil Co. road map :
Michigan --Western peninsula : Michigan --
Columbus -- Isle Royale -- Around the
lake -- Chicago-Michigan routes -- Chicago and
vicinity -- Columbus -- Cleveland -- Findlay, Ohio
-- Toledo -- Indianapolis -- Louisville -- Terre
Haute.
Panel art: Marathon signs over cars on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection

Request and cite items by
the complete call number forming
the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the
title page of this volume.
Middle West - Maps - 1947 - Road maps

8 maps: col. ; folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Plate numbers suggest dates of publication ranging between 1948-1951.
Includes maps covering central United States, Illinois, Indiana, Ohio, Kentucky, West Virginia, and western United States.
Panel art: B&W highway photo and Ashland Products logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 280 -285 (PrCt)


Authors: Northern States Power Company (Minnesota)
8 maps: part. col.; on sheets 25 x 44 cm. and smaller
From Northern States Power Company (Minnesota), Annual report (Minneapolis, 1948-1956).
Maps show electric transmission lines, generating plants, and services provided (electric, gas, steam or hot water heating, telephone) in towns in Wisconsin, Minnesota and the Dakotas; maps before 1950 also show service in Northwestern Illinois.
map1F G4061 .N4 1948 N6 (PrCt)

Authors: Poole Brothers -- Chicago Great Western Railroad Company
1 map: 25 x 18 cm.
'2-5-48' at bottom left.
Plate no.: 7106.
Covers region roughly bounded by Minnesota, Wisconsin, Kansas, and Illinois.
In Chicago Great Western Railroad Company. Seventh annual report ... December 31, 1947 [Chicago?: Chicago Great Western Railroad Company?, 1948?] p. 3.
5A 7267 (1947 vol. [1]) (PrCt)


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Chicago and North Western Railway Company
1 map : col. ; 26 x 37 cm.
3-1-48---at bottom right.
Plate no.: 4650 A - R.
Roughly bounded by Montana, Michigan, Wyoming and Illinois.
Inset (7 x 15 cm.): Chicago and North Western system.
In Chicago and North Western Railway Company. Eighty-eighth annual report ... December 31, 1947 [Chicago?: Chicago and North Western Railway Company?, 1948?] p. [20-21].
5A 7267 (1947 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Union Pacific Railroad Company. 1948. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, 1948 [i.e. 1949?].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Union Pacific Railway Company
1 map : col. ; 22 x 28 cm.
4-48' in bottom center.
Plate no.: 201.
5A 7267 (1948 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Wabash. St. Louis : Parker Engraving Co., [1948?].
Authors: Parker Engraving Co. (St. Louis, Mo.) -- Wabash Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 19 x 24 cm.
At head of title: Follow the flag.
Roughly bounded by Minnesota, southern Ontario, Kansas, and Kentucky.
In Wabash Railroad Company. Sixth annual report ... December 31, 1947 [St. Louis?: Wabash Railway Company?, 1948?] at end.
5A 7267 (1947 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 104 x 70 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco trip map of central United States.
Date from RMcN AE 182 ms. index.
Includes table of "gasoline taxes ... corrected to 16th November, 1947."
Panel no. 484626.
Inset (9 x 11 cm.): [Southern Texas].
Maps on verso (104 x 70 cm. and smaller):
Texaco trip map of eastern United States -- Northern & eastern Maine -- Delaware River crossings -- Florida peninsula.
Panel art: Texaco logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 182.2 (PrCt)

Texaco touring service : Great Lakes to the Pacific Coast. Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [1948?].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 69 x 103 cm., folded to 22 x 13 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco trip map of central United States.
Plate no. 484626.
Inset (9 x 12 cm.): [Southern tip of Texas].
Maps on verso (103 x 69 cm. and smaller):
Panel art: Texaco sign; slogan "Tour with Texaco".
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Clients 3676 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 79 x 55 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 182 ms. index.
Panel no. 8-473785V(2)-1.
Insets (8 x 12 cm. and 10 x 8 cm.): Lower Rio Grande Valley -- Main routes in Mexico.
Maps on verso (79 x 55 cm. and smaller): Rand

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
48997 Middle West - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Great Plains - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Mexico - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Road maps
Rand McNally road map : central United States.
Chicago : Rand McNally and Company, [1948].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 79 x 55 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 182 ms. index.
Panel no. 8-473785V(2)-1.
Insets (8 x 12 cm. and 10 x 8 cm.): Lower Rio Grande Valley -- Main routes in Mexico.
Map on verso (79 x 55 cm.): Rand McNally road map : western United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 182.7 (PrCt)

49000 Middle West - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Great Plains - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 81 x 55 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc. interstate route map : central section.
Inset (8 x 11 cm.): Lower Rio Grande valley.
Date from RMcN AE 182 ms. index.
Plate no. 8-473785V(3)-1
Map on verso (81 x 55 cm.): Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc. interstate route map : western section.
Panel art: Mobiloi and Mobilgas logos.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 182.13 (PrCt)

48998 Middle West - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Great Plains - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Road maps
Central United States ... / compliments of Phillips Petroleum Company, Bartlesville, Oklahoma.
Chicago : San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948?].
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
Panel art: couple in a convertible driving towards a Phillips gas station, Phillips 66 logo, and slogan "for cleanliness and service there's a Phillips 66 station ahead."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Gousha Clients 5411 (PrCt)

49001 Middle West - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Great Plains - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Yosemite National Park (Calif.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Wall maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 104 x 70 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco trip map of central United States.
Date from RMcN AE 182 ms. index.
Includes table of "gasoline taxes ... corrected to 16th November, 1947."
Panel no. 484626.
Maps on verso (104 x 70 cm. and smaller): Texaco trip map of western United States -- Ferry tolls and schedules : Seattle, Vancouver, Victoria and vicinity -- Yellowstone National Park -- Yosemite National Park -- Grand Canyon National Park.
Panel art: Texaco logo.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Middle West - Maps - 1948 - Road maps

Authors: Marathon Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 60 x 87 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 58 ms. index.
Plate no. 8-463605V-2
On verso (65 x 43 cm.): Marathon : the Ohio Oil Co. road map : Michigan.
Insets (19 x 17 cm. and smaller): Chicago and vicinity -- Isle Royale -- Western peninsula : Michigan -- Columbus -- Cleveland -- Indianapolis -- Around the lake -- Findlay -- Toledo -- Louisville -- Terre Haute -- Chicago-Michigan routes.
Panel art: Marathon signs over car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 58.62 (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1948 - Road maps

Authors: Ohio Oil Company -- Marathon Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 60 x 77 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: The Ohio Oil Co. road map : Illinois, Indiana, Kentucky, Ohio.
Plate no. 483743.
Maps on verso (65 x 42 cm. and smaller): The Ohio Oil Co. road map : Michigan -- Chicago and vicinity -- Isle Royale -- Western peninsula : Michigan -- Columbus, Ohio -- Cleveland, Ohio -- Indianapolis, Ind. -- Findlay, Ohio -- Toledo, Ohio -- Around the lake -- Louisville, Ky. -- Terre Haute, Ind. -- Chicago-Michigan routes.
Panel art: Car driving past Marathon sign with marathon runner logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4252 (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1948 - Road maps

Authors: Marathon Oil Company -- Ohio Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 64 x 78 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 58 ms. index.
Plate no. 8-463605V-2
On verso (65 x 43 cm.): Marathon : the Ohio Oil Co. road map : Michigan.
Insets (19 x 17 cm. and smaller): Chicago and vicinity -- Isle Royale -- Western peninsula : Michigan -- Columbus -- Cleveland -- Indianapolis -- Around the lake -- Findlay -- Toledo -- Louisville -- Terre Haute -- Chicago-Michigan routes.
Panel art: Marathon signs over car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 58.62 (PrCt)
Petroleum Corporation.
Panel art: D-X sign.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5384 (PrCt)

49007 Middle West - Maps - 1949 - Railroads<>Chicago Great Western Railroad Company - Maps - 1949<>Railroads - Maps
[Summary route map of the Chicago Great Western Railway]. [Chicago? Chicago Great Western Railroad Company?, 1949?].
Authors: Chicago Great Western Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 20 x 22 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Covers region roughly bounded by Minnesota, Wisconsin, Kansas, and Illinois.
In Chicago Great Western Railroad Company. Eighth annual report ... December 31, 1948 [Chicago?: Chicago Great Western Railroad Company?, 1949?] on front cover.
5A 7267 (1948 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Chicago and North Western system. [Chicago? Chicago and North Western Railway Company?, 1949?].
Authors: Chicago and North Western Railway Company
1 map : col. ; 26 x 37 cm.
'3-1-49'--at bottom right.
Plate no.: 4650 A - R.
Roughly bounded by Montana, Michigan, Wyoming and Illinois.
Inset (7 x 15 cm.): Chicago and North Western system and connecting lines.
'12-31-46'-- at bottom right of inset.
In Chicago and North Western Railway Company. Eighty-ninth annual report ... December 31, 1948 [Chicago?: Chicago and North Western Railway Company?, 1949?] p. [20-21].
5A 7267 (1948 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Union Pacific Railway Company
1 map : col. ; 22 x 28 cm.
'3-'50' in bottom center.
Plate no.: 201.
In Union Pacific Railway Company. Fifty-third annual report ... December 31, 1949 [New York?:

Wabash. St. Louis : Parker Engraving Co., [1949?].
Authors: Parker Engraving Co. (St. Louis, Mo.) -- Wabash Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 19 x 24 cm.
At head of title: Follow the flag.
Roughly bounded by Minnesota, southern Ontario, Kansas, and Kentucky.
In Wabash Railway Company. Seventh annual report ... December 31, 1948 [St. Louis?: Wabash Railway Company?, 1949?] at end.
5A 7267 (1948 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Rand McNally road map : central United States.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [1949].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 48 x 65 cm.
Title.
Date from RMcN AE 178 ms. index.
Plate no. 9-473785V(2)-2.
Insets (8 x 11 cm. and 10 x 7 cm.): Lower Rio Grande Valley -- Main routes in Mexico.
Maps on verso (31 x 49 cm. and 12 x 15 cm.): Rand McNally road map : western United States -- International Highway between Alaska and United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 178.11 (PrCt)

49012 Middle West - Maps - 1949 - Road maps<>Middle West - Maps - 1949 - Pictorial maps<>Pictorial maps - Middle West - 1949 - Maps<>Road maps<>Pictorial maps
[Sinclair Oil Corporation road maps of the Middle West]. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1949?].
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
4 maps : col. ; on sheets 68 x 50 cm., folded to 17 x 9 cm.
Collective title supplied by cataloger.
All sheets include plate numbers beginning with "9-45" or "9-46".
Includes maps covering Illinois, Kansas, Missouri, and Ohio.
All sheets include pictorial map on verso keyed to marginal illustrations.
Middle West - Maps - 1950-1959 - Natural Gas Pipelines

Map of the northern plains. Chicago : Rand McNally and Company, [195-?].
Authors: Northern Natural Gas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Northern Natural Gas Company. Let the man from the northern plains solve your location problems (195-).
1 map : col. ; 58 x 45 cm. fold. to 30 x 22 cm.
In Northern Natural Gas Company, let the man from the northern plains solve your location problems (folder).
Shows territory served by Northern Natural Gas Company's pipeline system.
Information about Northern Natural Gas Company's area development program on verso.
Press proofs; printed two-up on sheet 58 x 89 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN map6F G4131.N42 195- N6 (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1950-1959 - Road maps

Travel US 16 : most direct route to Wisconsin Dells, Badlands, Black Hills, Big Horns, Yellowstone and scenic west. [Mitchell, S.D.?
U.S. 16 Highway Association?, 195-?].
Authors: U.S. 16 Highway Association
1 map : col. ; 15 x 42 cm. fold. to 22 x 11 cm.
Cover title.
 Cf. OCLLC 44604127 for imprint.
Map proper, with title "Your vacation route to the scenic northwest," shows area from Muskegon, Mich. to Yellowstone National Park.
Tables of distances below map, photographs above map and on verso.
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).
Acquisition #2008100251.
Road map4C G4061.P2 1950 .T7 (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1950 - Railroads

[Summary route map of the Chicago Great Western Railway]. [Chicago? Chicago Great Western Railroad Company?, 1950?].
Authors: Chicago Great Western Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 13 x 13 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Covers region roughly bounded by Minnesota, Wisconsin, Kansas, and Illinois.
5A 7267 (1949 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1950 - Railroads

The Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad Co. : the Peoria gateway. [Minneapolis? Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad?, 1950?].
Authors: Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad
1 map ; 16 x 22 cm.
Plate no.: 7101-G
Roughly bounded by southern Manitoba, Michigan, Colorado, and Ohio.
5A 7267 (1949 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1950 - Railroads

Chicago and North Western system. [Chicago? Chicago and North Western Railway Company?, 1950?].
Authors: Chicago and North Western Railway Company
1 map ; 26 x 37 cm.
'3'-1-'50'--at bottom right.
Plate no.: 4650 A - R.
Roughly bounded by Montana, Michigan, Wyoming and Illinois.
Inset (7 x 15 cm.): Chicago and North Western system and connecting lines.
In Chicago and North Western Railway Company. Ninetieth annual report ... December 31, 1949 [Chicago?: Chicago and North Western Railway Company?, 1950?] p. [18-19]
5A 7267 (1949 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1950 - Railroads

Union Pacific Railway Company - Maps - 1950

Union Pacific Railroad Company. 1950. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, 1950 [i.e. 1951?].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Union Pacific Railway Company
1 map : col. ; 22 x 28 cm.
'3'-50' in bottom center.
Plate no.: 201.
5A 7267 (1950 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Wabash. St. Louis : Parker Engraving Co., [1950?].
Authors: Parker Engraving Co. (St. Louis, Mo.) -- Wabash Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 19 x 24 cm.

Assorted midwestern cities; does not show the line itself.
Roughly bounded by Minnesota, southern Ontario, Kansas, and Kentucky.

In Wabash Railway Company. Eighth annual report ... December 31, 1949 [St. Louis?: Wabash Railway Company?, 1950?] at end.

5A 7267 (1949 vol. [2]) (PrCt)


Authors: Clay, Eddie -- Hot Springs (S.D.) Chamber of Commerce -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 9 x 44 cm.

On same sheet with: The Black Hills of South Dakota / Eddie Clay.

On verso, four photos and text about Hot Springs.

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

map2F G4182.B5 1950 .C5 (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1951 - Railroads - Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad - Maps - 1951 - Railroads - Maps

The Minneapolis & St. Louis Railway Co. : the Peoria gateway. [Minneapolis? Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad?, 1951?].
Authors: Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad
1 map ; 16 x 22 cm.

Plate no.: 7101-G
Roughly bounded by southern Manitoba, Michigan, Colorado, and Ohio.


5A 7267 (1950 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1951 - Railroads - Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad - Maps - 1951 - Railroads - Maps

Authors: Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad
1 map ; 16 x 22 cm.

'10-26-'51' at bottom left.
Plate no.: 7101-G

5A 7267 (1951 vol. [1]) (PrCt)


Authors: Chicago and North Western Railway Company
1 map : 26 x 37 cm.
3-17-'51--at bottom right.
Plate no.: 4650 A - R.
Roughly bounded by Montana, Michigan, Wyoming and Illinois.
Inset (7 x 15 cm.): Chicago and North Western system and connecting lines.

5A 7267 (1950 vol. [1]) (PrCt)


Authors: Parker Engraving Co. (St. Louis, Mo.) -- Wabash Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 19 x 24 cm.
At head of title: Follow the flag.
Roughly bounded by Minnesota, southern Ontario, Kansas, and Kentucky.
In Wabash Railway Company. Ninth annual report ... December 31, 1950 [St. Louis?: Wabash Railway Company?, 1951?] at end.

5A 7267 (1950 vol. [2]) (PrCt)


Authors: Imperial Refining Company (Ardmore, Okla.) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Imperial Refineries (Ardmore, Okla.) SEE Imperial Refining Company (Ardmore, Okla.)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 62 cm. folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Panel title.

Plate no. 513785V3.
Maps on verso (43 x 52 cm. and smaller): Rand McNally road map : south central United States -- Main routes in Mexico -- Lower Rio Grande Valley.
Panel art: Imperial Refineries logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1501 (PrCt)


Authors: Milwaukee journal -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 62 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. 513785V3.
Maps on verso (43 x 52 cm. and smaller): Rand McNally road map : south central United States -- Main routes in Mexico -- Lower Rio Grande Valley.
"Price 25¢" -- Title panel.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4221 (PrCt)


Authors: Marathon Oil Company -- Ohio Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 79 x 55 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: The Ohio Oil Co. road map of central United States.
Plate no. 1-473785V(2)-6.
Insets (8 x 11 cm. and 10 x 7 cm.): Lower Rio Grande Valley -- Main routes in Mexico.
Date from RMcN AE 178 ms. index.
Map on verso (79 x 55 cm.): The Ohio Oil Co. road map of western United States.
Panel art: Colored view of mountain road overlooking water.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 178.31 (PrCt)

49030 **Middle West - Maps - 1951 - Road maps<>Road maps
Middle West - Maps - 1951 - Road
maps<<>>Road maps
Miracle fold road map : central United States ...
Mobilgas ... Socony-Vacuum Oil Company,
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Foldex Limited -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 82 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc. interstate road map : north central section.
Plate no. 513785V3.
Date from RMcN AE 178 ms. index.
Maps on verso (43 x 71 cm. and 8 x 11 cm.):
Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc. interstate road map : south central section -- Lower Rio Grande Valley.
Panel art: Mobilgas logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 178.28 (PrCt)
49031

Middle West - Maps - 1951 - Road
maps<<>>Great Plains - Maps - 1951 - Road
maps<<>>Southern States - Maps - 1951 - Road
maps<<>>Mexico - Maps - 1951 - Road
maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 48 x 65 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 178 ms. index.
Plate no. 513785V3.
Maps on verso (48 x 65 cm. and smaller): Rand McNally road map : south central United States -- Main routes in Mexico -- Lower Rio Grande Valley.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 178.35 (PrCt)
49032

Middle West - Maps - 1951 - Road
maps<<>>Middle West - Maps - 1951 - Pictorial
maps<<>>Pictorial maps - Middle West - Maps - 1951<<>>Road maps
[Marathon maps of the Middle West / The Ohio Oil Company], Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1951?].
Authors: Ohio Oil Company -- Marathon Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
5 maps : col. ; folded to 23 x 12 cm.
Collective title supplied by cataloger.
All plate nos. begin with "1-46..." or "1-45..."
Includes maps covering Illinois, Indiana, Kentucky, Michigan, Ohio, and Tennessee.
All sheets include pictoral map on verso.
Panel art: Illustration of car driving by sail boat in water and Webb Gas and Oil logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4700 (PrCt)
49035
49036 Middle West - Maps - 1951 - Road maps - Southwestern States - Maps - 1951 - Road maps - Mexico - Maps - 1968 - Road maps - Dummies (Bookselling) - 1951 - Specimens - Road maps
1 map : col. ; 43 x 62 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm. Includes blank title panel (for overprinting?). Plate no.: 513785V3.
Maps on verso (43 x 52 cm. and smaller): Rand McNally road map : south central United States -- Main routes in Mexico -- Lower Rio Grande valley.
Forms part of a collection of stock editions of Rand McNally road maps, some apparently issued as sales samples and / or printer's proofs for prospective commercial clients.
Uniform series title (established by cataloger): Stock road maps
RMcN Stock 99 (PrCt)

49037 Middle West - Maps - 1952 - Cities and towns - Real property - Middle West - Maps - 1952 - Cities and towns (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Nirenstein, Nathan -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 25 maps ; 697 x 555 mm.
VGNationalOccupancyAtlas Phillips 10494
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Authors: Chicago Great Western Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 20 x 21 cm. Title in bottom margin.
Covers region roughly bounded by Minnesota, Wisconsin, Kansas, and Illinois.
5A 7267 (1951 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Authors: Chicago and North Western Railway Company
1 map : 23 x 41 cm. Plate no.: 7126-F Roughly bounded by Montana, Michigan, Wyoming and Illinois.
Inset (7 x 15 cm.): Chicago and North Western system and connecting lines.
In Chicago and North Western Railway Company. Ninety-second annual report ... December 31, 1951 [Chicago?: Chicago and North Western Railway Company?, 1952?] p. [18-19]
5A 7267 (1951 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Authors: Parker Engraving Co. (St. Louis, Mo.) -- Wabash Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 19 x 24 cm. At head of title: Follow the flag. Roughly bounded by Minnesota, southern Ontario, Kansas, and Kentucky.
In Wabash Railway Company. Tenth annual report ... December 31, 1951 [St. Louis?: Wabash Railway Company?, 1952?] at end.
5A 7267 (1951 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1952 - Road maps

- Maps of the Middle West - 1952
- Maps of the Great Plains - 1952
- Maps of Mexico - 1952
- Maps of Alaska Highway - 1952
- Maps of the Road

Middle West

- Middle West - 1952 - Road maps
- Great Plains - Maps - 1952 - Road maps
- West (U.S.) - Maps - 1952 - Road maps
- Mexico - Maps - 1952 - Road maps
- Alaska Highway - Maps - 1952 - Road maps

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Middle West - Maps - 1953 - Railroads - Pictorial maps
Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company - Maps - 1953 - Pictorial maps
Middle West - Maps - 1953 - Railroads - Maps
Chicago Great Western Railway Company - Maps - 1953 - Pictorial maps
Wabash Railroad Company - Maps - 1953
Middle West - Maps - 1954 - Railroads - Pictorial maps
Chicago Great Western Railway Company - Maps - 1954
Chicago and North Western Railway Company - Maps - 1954
Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad Company - Maps - 1954
Northwestern States - Maps - 1954 - Railroads
Chicago and North Western Railway Company - Maps - 1954

Coves region roughly bounded by Minnesota, Wisconsin, Kansas, and Illinois; printed upon an outline map of the U.S.; the Middle West is highlighted through a magnifying glass.

5A 7267 (1953 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1954 - Railroads - Freight and freightage - Statistics
Chicago Great Western Railroad Company - Maps - 1954 - Freight and freightage - Statistics
Railroads - Maps
Chicago Great Western Railway company : freight traffic density and direction for 1953.
[C]hicago? Chicago Great Western Railroad Company?, 1954?]
Authors: Chicago Great Western Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 20 x 21 cm.
Title in lower margin.
Added title in upper margin: Freight traffic density 1953.
Combined statistical chart and summary route map.
5A 7267 (1953 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey -- United States. Dept. of Commerce -- Ehrenberg, Ralph E., 1937- -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 49 x 105 cm., folded to 30 x 19 cm.
"40th edition. Consult appropriate NOTAMS and Radio Facility Charts for changes ... on this chart after June 25, 1955. Next edition is scheduled in approximately six months."
Scale 1:500,000.
Coordinates: (W 90°15'-W 83°45'/N 42°15'-N 39°45')
"Lambert conformal conic projection. Standard parallels 33° and 45°"
Relief shown by contours, tints, and spot heights. Roughly bounded by Carroll County (Ill.), Lenawee County (Mich.), Clark County (Ohio), and Cass County (Ill.)
Issued as part of a series of aeronautical charts of the United States; series index map on verso. Verso includes extensive text, including keys to aeronautical symbols and emergency signals, airport directory, and city index.
Covers parts of northern Illinois, northern Indiana, southern Michigan, and western Ohio.
For 67th ed. of this map (published in 1968), see Map4C G3701.P6 e500 .U5 (PrCt)
Gift 2011, Ralph Ehrenberg.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
map4C G4071.P6 1955 .U5 (NLO)
Authors: Soo Line Railroad Company

Middle West - Maps - 1955
Railroads - Maps - 1955

Soo Line Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 26 x 37 cm.
Summary route map roughly bounded by
Saskatchewan, Quebec province, Wyoming and
Pennsylvania.

Untitled inset (7 x 26 cm.): [Summary route of
entire Northern United States].

In Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie
Railway Company. Annual report ... December
31, 1955 [Minneapolis?: Minneapolis, St. Paul &

5A 7267 (1955 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1955
Railroads - Maps - 1955

Roughly bounded by Minnesota, southern
Ontario, Kansas, and Kentucky; agricultural and industrial
regions identified pictorially.

In Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie
Railway Company. Annual report 1954 [St. Louis?: Wabash Railway
Company?, 1955?] at end.

5A 7267 (1954 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1955
Railroads - Maps - 1955

Roughly bounded by Minnesota, southern
Ontario, Kansas, and Kentucky. In Wabash Railway
Company. Thirteenth annual report, 1954 [St. Louis?: Wabash Railway
Company?, 1955?] at end.

5A 7267 (1954 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1955
Railroads - Maps - 1955

Roughly bounded by Minnesota, southern
Ontario, Kansas, and Kentucky.

In Wabash Railway Company. Thirteenth annual report, 1954 [St. Louis?: Wabash Railway
Company?, 1955?] at end.

5A 7267 (1954 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1955
Railroads - Maps - 1955

Roughly bounded by Minnesota, southern
Ontario, Kansas, and Kentucky.

In Wabash Railway Company. Thirteenth annual report, 1954 [St. Louis?: Wabash Railway
Company?, 1955?] at end.

5A 7267 (1954 vol. [2]) (PrCt)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 47 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Central states map showing main auto roads to the Lewis and Clark bridges.
Plate no. 553785 V.
Map on verso (66 x 48 cm.): Alton, St. Louis and vicinity.
Panel art: view of the Lewis & Clark Bridges.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4186 (PrCt)
Chicago Great Western Railway. [Chicago? Chicago Great Western Railroad Company?, 1956?].
Authors: Chicago Great Western Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 14 cm. in diam.
Title from oversize lettering at bottom.
Added title in upper margin: The Crossroads for railway shipping ... in the great United States.
Summary route map printed upon the image of an approaching train engine.
Covers region roughly bounded by Minnesota, Wisconsin, Kansas, and Illinois.
5A 7267 (1955 vol. [1]) (PrCt)
Freight traffic density and direction for 1954 : Chicago Great Western Railway. [Chicago? Chicago Great Western Railroad Company?, 1956?].
Authors: Chicago Great Western Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; on sheet 28 x 21 cm.
Combined statistical chart and summary route map.
5A 7267 (1955 vol. [1]) (PrCt)
49065 Middle West - Maps - 1956 - Railroads--Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad - Maps - 1956--Railroads - Maps
The Peoria gateway. [Minneapolis? Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad?, 1956?].
Authors: Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad
1 map : col. ; 28 x 22 cm.
Summary route map.
Roughly bounded by North Dakota, Wisconsin, Kansas, and Illinois.
In Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad. 1956 annual report [Minneapolis? Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad?, 1956?] on back cover.
5A 7267 (1955 vol. [1]) (PrCt)
Chicago and North Western system. Chicago : Rand McNally& Co., [1956?].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Chicago and North Western Railway Company
1 map : 23 x 40 cm.
'3-56'--bottom left
Plate no.: 7126-F
Roughly bounded by Montana, Lake Michigan, Utah and Illinois.
5A 7267 (1955 vol. [1]) (PrCt)
Wabash. St. Louis : Parker Engraving Co., [1956?].
Authors: Parker Engraving Co. (St. Louis, Mo.) -- Wabash Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 19 x 24 cm.
At head of title: Follow the flag.
Roughly bounded by Minnesota, southern Ontario, Kansas, and Kentucky.
5A 7267 (1955 vol. [2]) (PrCt)
49068 Middle West - Maps - 1956 - Road maps--Great Plains - Maps - 1956 - Road maps--Road maps
Central United States ... Sinclair. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1956].
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 81 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair : north central section.
Date from RMcN AE 178 ms. index.
Plate no. 6-513785V3-9.
Maps on verso (42 x 68 cm. and 7 x 10): Sinclair
Middle West - Maps - 1957 - Railroads - Chicago Great Western Railroad Company - Maps - 1957 - Railroads - Maps
C. G. W. : the crossroads for railway shipping ... in the great United States. [Chicago? Chicago Great Western Railroad Company, 1957?].
Authors: Chicago Great Western Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 20 x 21 cm.
Summary route map roughly bounded by Minnesota, Wisconsin, Kansas, and Illinois.
5A 7267 (1956 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Freight traffic density [on the Chicago Great Western Railway]. [Chicago? Chicago Great Western Railroad Company?, 1957?].
Authors: Chicago Great Western Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 20 x 21 cm.
Combined statistical chart and summary route map.
5A 7267 (1956 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1957 - Railroads - Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad - Maps - 1957 - Railroads - Maps
Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad : the Peoria Gateway. [Minneapolis? Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad?, 1957?].
Authors: Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad
1 map : col. ; 28 x 22 cm.
Summary route map.
Roughly bounded by South Dakota, Minnesota, Iowa, and Illinois
In Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad. 1956 annual report [Minneapolis?: Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad?, 1957?] on back cover.
5A 7267 (1956 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

[Map of the Chicago and North Western Railway]. [Chicago? Chicago and North Western Railway Company?, 1957?].
Authors: Chicago and North Western Railway Company
1 map : col. ; 12 x 22 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Summary route map.
Roughly bounded by Montana, Lake Michigan, Colorado and Illinois.
In Chicago and North Western Railway Company. Annual report, 1956 [Chicago?: Chicago and North Western Railway Company?, 1957?] inside front cover.
5A 7267 (1956 vol. [1]) (PrCt)
1959<>>Railroads - Maps
[Map of the Chicago and North Western Railway].
[Chicago? Chicago and North Western Railway Company?, 1959?].
Authors: Chicago and North Western Railway Company
1 map : col. ; 27 x 43 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Summary route map.
Includes illustrations of the Car-Fax data processing system.
In Chicago and North Western Railway Company. Annual report, 1958 [Chicago?:
Chicago and North Western Railway Company?, 1959?] on cover.
5A 7267 (1958 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

49083  Middle West - Maps - 1959 - Railroads - Pictorial maps<>>Chicago and North
Western Railway Company - Maps - 1959 - Pictorial maps<>>Pictorial maps - Middle
West - Maps - 1959 - Railroads<>>Pictorial maps - Chicago and North Western Railway
Company - Maps - 1959<>>Railroads - Maps<>>Pictorial maps
Lines of Chicago and North Western Railway.
[Chicago? Chicago and North Western Railway Company?, 1960?].
Authors: Chicago and North Western Railway Company
1 map ; 28 x 42 cm.
Summary route map.
Inset (11 x 21 cm.): Major St. Lawrence seaway ports served directly by North Western.
In Chicago and North Western Railway Company. Annual report, 1959 [Chicago?:
Chicago and North Western Railway Company?, 1959?] p. [16-17]
5A 7267 (1959 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Authors: Wabash Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 19 x 24 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Roughly bounded by Minnesota, southern Ontario, Kansas, and Kentucky.
In Wabash Railroad Company. 17th annual report [New York?: Wabash Railroad Company?,
1959?] inside back cover.
At head of cover title: 1958.
5A 7267 (1958 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

49085  Middle West - Maps - 1959 - Road maps<>>Southern States - Maps - 1959 - Road maps<>>Road maps
Authors: Champlin Oil and Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 81 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: North central United States Plate no. 9-5803D1-2
Maps on verso (43 x 70 cm. and 8 x 10 cm.):
South central United States -- Lower Rio Grande Valley.
Panel art: Champlin logo; cartoon family in car; outline map of the Middle West
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 365 (PrCt)

49086  Middle West - Maps - 1959<>>Soo Line Railroad Company<>>Minneapolis, St. Paul &
Sault Ste. Marie Railway Company<>>Railroads - Maps
Authors: Soo Line Railroad Company -- Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie Railway Company
1 map: col; 26 x 37 cm.
Summary route map roughly bounded by Saskatchewan, Quebec province, Wyoming and Pennsylvania.
Untitled inset (6 x 26 cm.): [Summary route of map of the northern United States].
5A 7267 (1958 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

CGW Railway : the crossroads for railway shipping ... in the great United States. [Chicago? Chicago Great Western Railroad Company?, 1960?].
Authors: Chicago Great Western Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 18 x 21 cm.
Summary route map roughly bounded by Minnesota, Wisconsin, Kansas, and Illinois.
5A 7267 (1959 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

49088  Middle West - Maps - 1960 - Railroads - Freight and freighting - Statistics<>>Chicago Great Western Railroad Company - Maps - 1960 - Freight and...
freightage - Statistics - Statistical maps - Railroads - Maps
Freight traffic density : Chicago Great Western Railway. [Chicago? Chicago Great Western Railroad Company?, 1960?]. Authors: Chicago Great Western Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 18 x 21 cm.
Combined statistical chart and summary route map.
Covers region roughly bounded by St. Paul, Kansas City, and Chicago.

5A 7267 (1959 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1960 - Railroads - Maps
CGW railway freight traffic density. [Chicago? Chicago Great Western Railroad Company?, 1960?]. Authors: Chicago Great Western Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 18 x 21 cm.
Combined statistical chart and summary route map.
Roughly bounded by Minnesota, Wisconsin, Kansas, and Illinois.

5A 7267 (1959 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1960 - Railroads - Maps
Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad - Maps - 1960 - Railroads - Maps
Minneapolis & St. Louis Railway : the Peoria gateway. [Minnesota? Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad?, 1960?]. Authors: Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad
1 map : col. ; 12 x 18 cm.
Summary route map roughly bounded by South Dakota, Wisconsin, Nebraska, and Illinois.

5A 7267 (1959 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1960 - Railroads - Maps
1 map : col. ; 66 x 53 cm. fold. to 23 x 10 cm.
Cover title.
Insets: Chain-o-Lakes region. -- Metropolitan area, Ontario border. -- Central Minnesota.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Chicago fishing sites. 
On verso: Sun-Times fishing and camping guide. 
Base map copyright Rand McNally & Co. 
Removed from Field Enterprises Records, Midwest Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library). 
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3. 
Road map4C G4061.P2 1960 C5 (PrCt) 

Middle West - Maps - 1960 - Road maps
Middle West - Maps - 1960 - Trucking
Highway map and points served in Colorado, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, and Missouri / Knaus Truck Lines, Inc. ; Consolidated Freightways. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally and Company, [1960?]. 
Authors: Knaus Truck Lines (Kansas City, Mo.) -- Consolidated Freightways, inc. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) 
1 map : col. ; 23 x 48 cm. ; folded to 23 x 10 cm. 
Added title: Knaus Truck Lines, Inc. system map. "Copyright by Rand McNally & Company." "2B-12-10M-2-60" -- back panel 
Maps on verso showing pick-up and delivery areas (11 x 9 cm. and smaller): Denver -- Chicago -- Kansas City -- Indianapolis. 
Panel art: Knaus Truck Lines, Inc and Consolidated Freightways logos. 
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library). 
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011). 
RMcN Clients 390 (PrCt) 

Middle West - Maps - 1961 - Railroads
Chicago Great Western Railroad Company - Maps - 1961 - Railroads - Maps
C G W Railway : the crossroads for railway shipping ... in the great United States. [Chicago? Chicago Great Western Railroad Company?, 1961?]. 
Authors: Chicago Great Western Railroad Company 
1 map : col. ; 9 cm. in diam. 
Summary route map. 
Covers region roughly bounded by Minnesota, Wisconsin, Kansas, and Illinois; printed upon an outline map of the U.S.; the Middle West is highlighted through a magnifying glass. 
In Chicago Great Western Railroad Company. 
5A 7267 (1960 vol. [1]) (PrCt) 

Middle West - Maps - 1961 - Railroads - Freight and freightage - Statistics
Chicago Great Western Railroad Company - Maps - 1961 - Freight and freightage - Statistics
Statistics
Railroads - Maps
C G W freight traffic density. [Chicago? Chicago Great Western Railroad Company?, 1961?]. 
Authors: Chicago Great Western Railroad Company 
1 map : col. ; on sheet 28 x 21 cm. 
Combined statistical chart and summary route map. 
Covers region roughly bounded by St. Paul, Kansas City, and Chicago. 
In Chicago Great Western Railroad Company. 
5A 7267 (1960 vol. [1]) (PrCt) 

Middle West - Maps - 1961 - Railroads - Pictorial maps
Chicago and North Western Railway Company - Maps - 1961 - Pictorial maps
Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad - Maps - 1961 - Pictorial maps
Chicago and North Western Railway : including recently acquired lines of Minneapolis & St. Louis railway. [Chicago? Chicago and North Western Railway Company?, 1961?]. 
Authors: Chicago and North Western Railway Company -- Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad 
1 map : 28 x 43 cm. 
Summary route map. 
Inset (11 x 21 cm.): Major St. Lawrence seaway ports served directly by North Western. 
5A 7267 (1960 vol. [1]) (PrCt) 

Middle West - Maps - 1961 - Railroads
Soo Line Railroad Company - Maps - 1961 - Railroads
Soo Line Railroad Company - Maps - 1961 - Railroads
Middle West - Maps - 1966 - Road maps
Middle West - Maps - 1966 - Stock road maps
Middle West - Maps - 1967 - Road maps
Middle West - Maps - 1968 - Road maps
Middle West - Maps - 1968 - Great Plains - Maps - 1968 - Road maps
Middle West - Maps - 1968 - West (U.S.) - Maps - 1968 - Road maps
Middle West - Maps - 1968 - Dummies (Bookselling) - 1968 - Specimens - Road maps
1 map : col. ; 88 x 52 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm. Includes blank title panel (for overprinting?). Plate no. 686217-9.
Maps on verso (78 x 57 cm. and smaller):
Forms part of a collection of stock editions of Rand McNally road maps, some apparently issued as sales samples and / or printer's proofs for prospective commercial clients.
Uniform series title (established by cataloger): Stock road maps

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

Authors: Texaco, inc. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 87 x 51 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Central United States.
Plate no. 696217-10.
Insets (14 x 10 cm.): Inter American Highway -- Minneapolis, St. Paul -- Chicago & vicinity -- Kansas City -- St Louis & vicinity -- Dallas-Ft. Worth -- Houston -- New Orleans.
Maps on verso (77 x 57 cm. and smaller):
Western United States -- International Hwy. -- Seattle, Tacoma -- San Francisco & vicinity -- Los Angeles & vicinity -- Hawaii.
Panel art: Illustration of attendant filling up sports car at Texaco station.
Library of Congress copyright handstamps on recto and verso.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).


1 map : col. ; 88 x 51 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"1974 Edition."
Panel title.
Plate no. 7486217-19.
Maps on verso (78 x 57 cm. and smaller):
Forms part of a collection of stock editions of Rand McNally road maps, some apparently issued as sales samples and / or printer's proofs for prospective commercial clients.
Uniform series title (established by cataloger):
Stock road maps
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (April 2010).

Authors: Texaco, inc. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 87 x 51 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"1971 edition."
Panel title.
Added title: Central United States.
Plate no. 716217-13.
Insets (14 x 10 cm.): Inter American Highway -- Minneapolis, St. Paul -- Chicago & vicinity -- Kansas City -- St Louis & vicinity -- Dallas-Ft. Worth -- Houston -- New Orleans.
Maps on verso (77 x 57 cm. and smaller):
Western United States -- International Hwy. -- Seattle, Tacoma -- San Francisco & vicinity -- Los Angeles & vicinity -- Hawaii.
Panel art: Illustration of attendant filling up sports car at Texaco station.
Library of Congress copyright handstamps on recto and verso.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Middle West - Maps - 1976 - Road maps
49109
Middle West - Maps - 1976 - Great Plains - Maps - 1976 - Road maps
Middle West - Maps - 1976 - Inter-American Highway - Maps - 1976 - Road maps
Central and western and United States / Texaco.
Authors: Texaco, inc. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 88 x 52 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"1976 Edition"
Panel title.
Added title: Central United States
Plate no. 766217-22
Maps on verso (78 x 57 cm. and smaller):
Western United States -- International Hwy -- Seattle-Tacoma -- San Francisco & vicinity -- Los Angeles & vicinity.
Panel art: Color photos of American monuments with illustration of a red, white, and blue ribbon.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3995 (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1978 - Forests and forestry
49110
Middle West - Maps - 1978 - United States - Railroads
Middle West - Maps - 1978 - Chicago and North Western Railway Company - Maps
1979
Railroads - Maps
Chicago and North Western Transportation Company system map. [Chicago ] : Rand McNally & Company, [1979?].
Authors: Chicago and North Western Railway Company -- Rand McNally Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 49 x 71 cm., folded to 26 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Dated "10-'79" at bottom right.
Inset (15 x 16 cm.): Principal gateways (intersection points) of the Chicago and North Western Railroad.
Maps on verso (49 x 82 cm. and smaller): [United States] -- Alaska -- Hawaii -- Aleutian Islands -- Oahu.
Panel art: perspective illustration of box cars on tracks, buildings in distance.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 366 (PrCt)

Middle West - Maps - 1979 - Railroads
Middle West - Maps - 1979 - United States - Railroads
Middle West - Maps - 1979 - Chicago and North Western Railway Company - Maps
1979
Railroads - Maps
Chicago and North Western Transportation Company system map. [Chicago ] : Rand McNally & Company, [1979?].
Authors: Chicago and North Western Railway Company -- Rand McNally Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 49 x 71 cm., folded to 26 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Dated "10-'79" at bottom right.
Inset (15 x 16 cm.): Principal gateways (intersection points) of the Chicago and North Western Railroad.
Maps on verso (49 x 82 cm. and smaller): [United States] -- Alaska -- Hawaii -- Aleutian Islands -- Oahu.
Panel art: perspective illustration of box cars on tracks, buildings in distance.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 366 (PrCt)
cloudy sunset: slogan "gas 'n goods day 'n night". Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011). Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Clients 3372-3375 (PrCt)

Maps at the State Historical Society of Wisconsin showing information on American Indians in the upper Mississippi basin. 1985.
Authors: State Historical Society of Wisconsin [52] leaves : ill. ; 28 cm.
Lists approximately 650 maps variously showing Indian boundaries, rough location of tribes, pictorial representations, trails, villages, or textual accounts of Indians.
BHC 2554
Vert 1775 (PrCt)

49114 Middle West - Maps - Bibliography - Catalogs<<>>Middle West - Maps - Bibliography - Catalogs<<>>Illinois State Library - Map collections - Bibliography - Catalogs<<>>Topographic maps - Middle West - Bibliography - Catalogs
Historical topographic quadrangles of Indiana, Iowa, Kentucky, Michigan, Missouri, Wisconsin held by the Illinois State Library / Illinois State Library. [Springfield, Ill.] : Secretary of State and State Librarian, 1998-.
Authors: Illinois State Library v. ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
Formerly folio Z6027.M53 I36
Map Ref folio Z6027.M53 I36 (NLO)

Checklist of printed maps of the Middle West to 1900 / Robert W. Karrow, Jr., general editor.
Authors: Karrow, Robert W. -- G.K. Hall & Company -- Newberry Library
14 v. in 12 : maps ; 29 cm.
Volume 14 is a cumulative index (Chicago: The Newberry Library, 1983).
Lists 25,478 maps by state and region.
Duplicate copy: Ref Z6027.M53 C54
LC Card Number: 81131746
ISBN 0816103453 (v. 1)
Map Ref Z6027.M53 C45 1981a (NLO)

Authors: Tucker, Sara Jones -- Illinois State Museum
1 atlas (xiii, 18 p., [21] leaves of plates (some folded)) : 54 maps (some col.) ; 42 x 32 cm. Reproductions of maps produced 1671-1830. 'Compiled by Sara Jones Tucker.' With introductory matter and notes on plates. In portfolio with 1975 supplement.
Scales differ.
Scientific papers (Illinois State Museum) ; v. 2.
Phillips 10301
Case oversize G1385 .T8 1942 (NLO)

Authors: Tucker, Sara Jones -- Wood, W. Raymond -- Illinois State Museum -- Edward E.

Authors: Wood, W. Raymond -- Illinois State Museum

1 atlas (vi, 26 p., 22 [i.e. 35] leaves of plates (some folded)) : maps ; 42 cm. in portfolio
Reproductions of maps produced 1714-1856.
'Compiled by W. Raymond Wood.'
Scales differ.
Series: Scientific papers (Illinois State Museum) ; v. 18.

Case oversize G1385 .W6 2001 (NLO)
Accession no. 2008090550
maproll G3763.M5G46 1856 .W3 (NLO)

49130 Middlesex County (Mass.) - Maps - 1856 -
Landowners<<<Countsies -
Maps<<<Landowners - Maps
[Middlesex County (Mass.) - 1856: LC G&M land
ownership maps on microfiche], [Washington,
D.C.]: LC G&M Division, [1983?].
Authors: Walling, Henry Francis, 1825-1888 --
Baker, Thomas W. -- Smith & Bumstead --
Library of Congress. Geography and Map
Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 59.5 x 61 in. Scale: 1:50,417.
Originally published Boston: Smith & Bumstead,
1856.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing
19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map
Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
[Washington, D.C. : Library of Congress,
Geography and Map Division, 1983?].
Microfiche 583, no. 316 (PrCt)

49131 Middlesex County (Mass.) - Maps - 1904 -
Road maps<<<Road maps<<<Countsies -
Maps
Map of Middlesex County and portions of
adjoining counties. Boston : Scarborough
Company, 1904.
Authors: Scarborough Company
1 map : col. ; 87 x 84 cm. fold in covers 26 x 13
cm.
Shows relief by hachures, as well as highways,
electric railways, railroads, and town borders.
Includes list of towns, with population in 1900 and
no. of registered voters in 1903.
In upper left margin: No. 467.
map4C G3763.M5 1904 S3 (PrCt)

49132 Middlesex County (N.J.) -
History<<<Countsies -
Maps
Places of cultural and historic interest in
Authors: Babcock, MacLean J. -- Middlesex
County (N.J.). Planning Board
1 map : col. ; 71 x 56 cm.
Includes text on verso, index, and 8 insets of
townships and towns.
M1115
map4F G3813.M5S1 1977 B3 (PrCt)

49133 Middlesex County (N.J.) - History -
Revolution, 1775-1783 - Maps<<<New
Brunswick (N.J.) - History - Revolution,
1775-1783 - Maps<<<United States - History -
Revolution, 1775-1783 - Maps<<<Countsies -
Maps
The County of Middlesex in the province of New
Jersey during the American Revolution. 1976.
Authors: Brush, John E. -- Kreger, Gary W. --
Sievert, Robert E. -- Middlesex County Cultural
and Heritage Commission

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

1 map : col ; 72 x 60 cm. 
Includes descriptive text on verso. 
77-31846 
355 

map6F G3813.M553 1976 B7 (PrCt) 

Middlesex County (N.J.) - Maps - 1766 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps 
Authors: Hills, I. -- Dunham, Az. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm. 
Size of original: Photocopy (positive), 31 x 61.5 in. Scale: 1:39,600. Originally compiled 1766. 
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps: Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 

Microfiche 583, no. 455 (PrCt) 

Middlesex County (N.J.) - Maps - 1861 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps 
Authors: Walling, Henry Francis, 1825-1888 -- Smith, Gallup & Co. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm. 
Size of original: 2 parts, 30 x 59.5 in. each. Scale: 1:30,000. Originally published New York: Smith, Gallup & Co., 1861. 
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps: Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 

Microfiche 583, no. 457 (PrCt) 

Middlesex County (N.J.) - Maps - 1882 - Counties - Maps 
Outline map of Middlesex Co. 1882 
Authors: Clayton, W. Woodford 
1 map 
temp map1F G3813.M5 1882 .C5 (PrCt) 

Middlesex County (N.J.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps - Hunterdon County (N.J.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps - Somerset County (N.J.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps - Counties - Maps 
Middlesex, Somerset & Hunterdon counties street guide. Chicago, Ill. Rand McNally , 2006 [i.e. 2005]. 
3 atlases in 1 v. (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm. 
"1st edition" --front cover. 
© 2006", but received by the Newberry Library in 2005. 
Cover title. 
Includes three county atlases with separate title pages: Hunterdon County street guide -- Somerset County street guide -- Middlesex County street guide. 
$24.95 
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder. 

map2F 3810.2 no. 13 (PrCt) 

Middlesex County (N.J.) - Maps - 1850 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps 
Authors: Otley, J. W. -- Kelly, J. -- Van Derveer, Lloyd -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm. 
Size of original: 40 x 38 in. Scale: 1:43,000. 
Originally published Camden: Lloyd Van Derveer, 1850. 
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps: Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 
Microfiche 583, no. 456 (PrCt) 

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. 
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528858238
RMcN StrFdr 2006 .M52 (PrCt)

49140 Middlesex (England) - Maps - 1593
Authors: Norden, John, 1548-1625? -- Keere, Pieter van den, 1571-ca. 1646
1 map ; 17 x 21 cm.
‘Ioannes Norden Angl. descriptsit.’
Probably engraved by Pieter van den Keere.
Includes explanation of 14 symbols under the heading: Caracters distinguishing the difference of places.
Scale [ca. 1:197,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
Case G 45004.6 opp. p. 8 (PrCt)

49141 Middlesex (England) - Maps - 1610
Libraries Dept.
1 map ; 24 x 30 cm.
In Local maps and views 1600-1850 (London: Borough of Barnet, Library Services, 1972) pl. [1]; accompanied by a description of the map (1 p).
Scale [ca. 1:140,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
map5C 11 pl. [1] (PrCt)

49142 Middlesex (England) - Maps - 1610
Libraries Dept.
1 map ; 24 x 30 cm.
In Local maps and views 1600-1850 (London: Borough of Barnet, Library Services, 1972) pl. [1]; accompanied by a description of the map (1 p).
Scale [ca. 1:140,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
map5C 11 pl. [1] (PrCt)

49143 Middlesex (England) - Maps - 1610
Middlesex described with the most famous cities of London and Westminster. [London]: George Humble [i.e. J. Legate and W. Humble], 1610 [i.e. 1646].
Authors: Speed, John, 1552?-1629 -- Norden, John, 1548-1625? -- Hondius, Jodocus, 1563-1612 -- Humble, George, d. 1640 -- Legate, John, d. 1658 -- Humble, William, 1612-1686 -- Speed, John, 1552?-1629. A Prospect of the most famous parts of the world ... together with ... Great Britaines empire (1646)
1 map ; 28 x 29 cm. on sheet 42 x 54 cm.
Insets (13 x 20 cm. each): Westminster -- London.
Inset views (15 x 11 cm. each): Saint Peters -- Saint Pauls.
Letterpress text on verso (p. 29-30) under the following heading: Middlesex.
In: Speed, John. A Prospect of the most famous parts of the world ... together with ... Great Britaines empire (London : Printed by John Legatt, for William Humble, 1646) map [37].
Case oversize G 117 .82 map [37] (PrCt)

49144 Middlesex (England) - Maps - 1610
Middlesex described with the most famous cities of London and Westminster. [London]: Thomas Bassett ... and Richard Chiswell, 1610 [i.e. 1676].
Authors: Speed, John, 1552?-1629 -- Norden, John, 1548-1625? -- Hondius, Jodocus, 1563-1612 -- Humble, George, d. 1640 -- Legate, John, d. 1658 -- Humble, William, 1612-1686 -- Speed, John, 1552?-1629. The Theatre of the Empire of Great-Britain ... (1676) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 28 x 29 cm. on sheet 42 x 56 cm.
Insets (13 x 20 cm. each): Westminster -- London.
Inset views (15 x 11 cm. each): Saint Peters -- Saint Pauls.
Letterpress text on verso (p. 29-30) under the following heading: The Description of Middlesex.
In: Speed, John. The Theatre of the Empire of Great-Britain ... (London : Printed for T. Bassett and R. Chiswell, 1676) map [16].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .S7 1676 map [16] (PrCt)

49145 Middlesex (England) - Maps - 1662
Middlesex described with the most famous cities of London and Westminster. [London]: Thomas Bassett ... and Richard Chiswell, 1610 [i.e. 1676].
Authors: Speed, John, 1552?-1629 -- Norden, John, 1548-1625? -- Hondius, Jodocus, 1563-1612 -- Humble, George, d. 1640 -- Legate, John, d. 1658 -- Humble, William, 1612-1686 -- Speed, John, 1552?-1629. The Theatre of the Empire of Great-Britain ... (1676) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 28 x 29 cm. on sheet 42 x 56 cm.
Insets (13 x 20 cm. each): Westminster -- London.
Inset views (15 x 11 cm. each): Saint Peters -- Saint Pauls.
Letterpress text on verso (p. 29-30) under the following heading: The Description of Middlesex.
In: Speed, John. The Theatre of the Empire of Great-Britain ... (London : Printed for T. Bassett and R. Chiswell, 1676) map [16].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .S7 1676 map [16] (PrCt)

Authors: Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664 -- Valck, G. (Gerard), 1651 or 2-1726 -- Schenk, Peter, 1660-1718 or 9

1 map; 24 x 29 cm. reduced from 43 x 54 cm.


In Local maps and views 1600-1860 (London: Borough of Barnet, Library Services, 1972) pl. [2].

Scale [ca. 1:260,000].

Oriented with north at right.

Relief shown pictorially.

map5C 11 pl. [2] (PrCt)


Authors: Little guides -- Firth, John B. (John Benjamin), 1868-1943 -- Jowitt, Robert Lionel Palgrave, 1899-- John Bartholomew and Son -- Methuen & Co. -- Jarrold and Sons -- Bristow, Leslie Beaconsfield -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

xi, 265 p., [35] leaves of plates: ill., 4 maps (1 col., 1 folded); 16 cm.

2d. ed. rev.

Maps by John Bartholomew and Son.

Printed by Jarrold and Sons.

Includes bibliographical references, p. 47-48, and index.

Map inside front cover.

Series: Little guides.

Armorial bookplate: Leslie Beaconsfield Bristow. Eastbourne, Sussex.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G153 .L58 Middlesex (1930) (NLO)

Middlesex (England) - Pictorial works - 1800-1899


Authors: Murray, Ian -- B.T. Batsford Ltd. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v.; 26 cm.

1st ed.

Prov: ECampbell

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)
49151 Middlesex (Ont.) - Maps - 1878 - Landowners<<->>Counties - Maps<<->>Landowners - Maps
Illustrated historical atlas of the County of Middlesex, Ont. [Sarnia, Ont. Edward Phelps, 1972].
Authors: H.R. Page & Co. -- Phelps, Edward Charles Howard, 1939-
1 atlas (80 p. illus., maps, ports.) ;46 cm.
[Offset ed.]
Cover title: Historical atlas of Middlesex County, Ontario.
7 A 65 (NLO)

49152 Middleton (Wis.) - Tourism - 2008
Authors: Middleton Tourism Commission
1 booklet (47 p) : col photos, map ; 28 cm

Authors: Hills, John, surveyor
1 map ; 19 x 17 cm.
Photocopy of colored 1778 manuscript forming part of Hills, John. A Collection of plan's ... in the province of New Jersey (1776-1792) no.10; reproduced from original in the Library of Congress.
Scale [ca. 1:12,000] or '400 paces to an inch.' Relief shown by shading.
Phillips 1339 no. 10.
map2F 3810.2 no. 10 (PrCt)

49154 Midi-Pyrénées (France) - Maps - 1995
Authors: Evans, Delia -- Blue guide -- RJS Associates -- Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- W.W. Norton & Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- R. J. S. Associates SEE RJS Associates
1st ed.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 23-24) and index.
Colored maps inside covers.
Series: Blue guide
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 98149718

49155 Midland County (Mich.) - Maps - 1858 - Landowners<<->>Counties - Maps<<->>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Pettibone, Darwin A., 1827-1894 -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 38 x 49 in. Scale: 1: 100,000.
Originally published Bridgeport Center, Mich.: D. A. Pettibone, 1858. Only covers part of the county.
Microfiche 583, no. 353 (PrCt)

Plat book of Midland County, Michigan. Rockford, Ill. W.W. Hixson, [1930?].
Authors: W.W. Hixson & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([17] leaves (some folded)) : 17 maps ; 22 x 28 cm.
Cover title.
Scale not given.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Phillips 14744

Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Midland County (Mich.). Board of Commissioners -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (32 p.) : 18 maps (some col.) ; 27 x 29 cm.
Rev. 1977.
"Sponsored by Midland County Board of Commissioners."
Includes index to owners.
Scale [1:42,240]. 1 1/2 in. = 1 mile.
Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Midland Trail (Highway) - Maps - 1949 - United States Highway 24 - Maps - 1949 - United States - Maps - 1949 - Road maps - Strip maps - Road maps

Midland Trail : U.S. 24 and connecting highways.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1949?].
Authors: U.S. 24 Highway Association (Glasco, Kan.) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 24 x 41 cm., folded to 22 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added titles: U.S. 24 Highway Association road map of United States -- Midland Trail : "the Main Street of America" : Quebec, Kansas City, Los Angeles.
"U.S. 24 Highway Association ... Farmers Bank Building, Glasco, Kansas."
Plate no. 494089.
Inset strip maps (5 x 31 cm. and 5 x 16 cm.): Colorado Springs to Detroit -- Los Angeles to Colorado Springs.
Panel art: Outline map of the U.S. showing highway route and landmark photos.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4629 (PrCt)


Anciens royaumes de Merci, et de East-Angles ...
Paris : chez l'auteur, 1654 [i.e. 1659?].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Mariette, Pierre, 1603-1657 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (1658 [i.e. 1659?])
1 map : hand col. ; 35 x 57 cm.
Covers England between 51-55° N.
In: Sanson, Nicolas. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (Paris : Pierre Mariette, 1658 [i.e. 1659?]) v. 1, pl. [24]
VAULT Case oversize G1015 .S35 1658 v. 1, pl. [24] (PrCt)

Midlands (England) - Maps - 1675 - Road maps - Strip maps

The Continuation of the road from London to Barwick, beginning at Stilton and extending to Tuxford; plate the 2d, containing 62 miles... [London, 1675].
Authors: Ogilby, John, 1600-1676
1 map : hand col.; 33 x 45 cm.
From Ogilby's Britannia (London, 1675), map [7].
Strip map.
map2F G5752 .M53P2 1675 O35 (PrCt)


Anciens royaumes de Mercie et East-Angles : ou sont les comtés, ou shiries de Chester, Darby, Nottingham, Lincolne [sic]. Rutland, Leicester,
Milan (Italy) - Maps - 1573
Milano computatou il castello è di circuito miglia dieci ... Romae [Rome] : apud Antonium Lafreri, MDLXXXIII [1573].
Authors: Lafréry, Antoine, 1512-1577 -- Ludwig Rosenthal's Antiquariat -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 26 x 22.5 in. Scale 1:133,320.
Originally compiled 1579.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps: Library of Congress, Geography and Map Division.
LC G&M Division land ownership maps on microfiche
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Novacco 4F 231 (PrCt)

Milan (Italy) - Maps - 1576
Milano computatou il castello e di circuito miglia dieci ... . Milano computatou il castello e di circuito miglia dieci ...
Romae [Rome] : apud Antonium Lafreri, MDLXXXIII [1573].
Authors: Lafréry, Antoine, 1512-1577 -- Ludwig Rosenthal's Antiquariat -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 26 x 22.5 in. Scale 1:133,320.
Originally compiled 1579.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps: Library of Congress, Geography and Map Division.
LC G&M Division land ownership maps on microfiche
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Novacco 4F 230 (PrCt)

Milan (Italy) - Maps - 1620
Mediolanum metropolis insubrum, vulgo Milano ...
[Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Lafréry, Antoine, 1512-1577 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; on sheet 405 x 445 mm., on sheet remargined to 537 x 584 mm.
Statement of authority from added title at lower right: Milano computatou il castello e di circuito miglia dieci ...
Note to reader at lower left (7 lines): Alli lettore. Quanto la nobilissima citta di Milano sia bella ...
Includes references 1-86 at bottom.
Relief shown pictorially.
Manifest "9136" on verso.
P. Arrigone and A. Bertarelli, Piante e vedute della Lombardia (1931) p. 82, no. 991.
Bella and Bella, Cartografia rara ... dalla collezione Franco Novacco (1986) p. 95, no. 87.
Derived from Antoine Lafréry's map of 1573; see Novacco 4F 230.
Ex De Landau; ex Finaly.
f25
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Novacco 4F 231 (PrCt)

Milan (Italy) - Maps - 1689
Castello di Milano.
Venice : Dom. Padouani, 1689.
Authors: Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718 -- Padoani, Domenico, fl. 1689 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 28 x 45 cm.
Map derived from a ca.1560 engraving by Antonio Lafréry; see R.A. Skelton's Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.
Added title in uppercase lettering: Mediolanvm.
Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Mediolanvm.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 1, pl. 42 (PrCt)
Milan (Italy) - Maps - 1805

"Guide del'étranger dans la ville de Milan et dans le Milaunois. À Milan : Chez François Sonzogno de Jean Baptiste, 1805.

Authors: Sonzogno, Francesco (Bookseller) -- Amoretti, Carlo, 1741-1816. Viaggio da Milano ai tre laghi Maggiore, di Lugano, e di Como -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chez François Sonzogno de Jean Baptiste SEE Sonzogno, Francesco (Bookseller) 2 v. (xxviii, 124; 132 p.) : maps, plan ; 20 cm.

"Part 2 extracted from C. Amoretti's work entitled 'Viaggio da Milano ai tre laghi Maggiore, di Lugano, e di Como' -- BM, IV, column 847.

Includes bibliographical references, indexes, and errata.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Full text of another copy of part 1 (but not the maps) available online via Google Books (accessed July 2013):
http://books.google.com/books?id=xRA5AAAAcAAJ

Baskes DG659.52 .G85 1805 (NLO)

Milan (Italy) - Maps - 1832

Milan (Italy). London : Chapman & Hall, 1832 [i.e.1844].


'Drawn by W.B. Clarke Archt.'

'Engraved by J. Henshall.'

Bottom margin includes elevation drawings of prominent buildings.


oversize Ayer 135 .S67 1844 v. 2, pl. [190] (PrCt)

Milan (Italy) - Maps - 1914

Milan (Italy) - Maps - 1926


Cover title: Cook's traveller's handbook, Milan and the Italian lakes

Spine title: Milan and the Italian lakes


Includes index.

Series: Cook's traveller's handbooks -- Cook's handbooks.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

LC Card Number: 28000038

Baskes G153 .C66 Milan (1926) (NLO)

Milan (Italy) - Maps - 1927


Authors: Grieben's guide books -- Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag -- Kraatz, Leopold -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

58 p., [1] folded leaf of plates : 3 maps (some col., some folded), 2 plans ; 16 cm.

2nd ed.

'With 3 maps and 2 ground-plans.'

Maps lithographed by Leopold Kraatz.

Map on inside front cover.

49176

49177

49178

49179

49180
Milan (Italy) - Historical geography
- 1330-1550 - Maps
- 1330-1550 - Landowners
- Sforza family
- Maps
- 1330-1550
- Landowners
- Maps


Authors: Bordiga, Giovanni Battista, 1799- -- Litta, Pompeo, 1781-1852. Famiglie celebri di Italia (1819-1852) -- Giusti, P. E.
1 map : hand col. ; on sheet 65 x 45 cm.
In: Litta, Pompeo, Famiglie celebri di Italia (Milano: Presso P.E. Giusti, 1819-1852), v. 1, fol. [113-114]
Case oversize E 6835 .5, v. 1, fol. [113-114] (PrCt)

Milan (Italy) - Maps - 1806
- Mantua (Italy : Province) - Maps - 1806

Nouvelle carte de l'etat de Milan avec une partie du Montferrat ... / dressé sur les lieux par un officier general au service de S.S. ... À Venise [Venice] : Chez Mr. Remondini, 1806.

Authors: Remondini, Guiseppe Antonio, 1747-1811 -- Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (1784 [i.e. 1807?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 44 x 60 cm.
Inset (15 x 22 cm.): Nouvelle carte du duché de Mantoue.

In: Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (Venice: par P. Santini, rue Ste. Justine, chez M. Remondini, 1784 [i.e. 1807?]), v. 2, no. "P. II. 4"
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .S4 1807, v. 2, no. 4 (PrCt)

Milan (Italy) - Tourism - 1970

Milano : Vistie de la ville en autocar "Hors Classe". Milano : Ministero dei Transporti, [ca. 1970s].

Authors: Ministero dei Transporti
1 leaflet (5-fold) : col. photos ; fold. to 22 x 12 cm
Brochure in Italian, French, English, German, and Spanish.

Milazzo (Sicily) - Maps - 1720

De Stad en haven Milazzo aan de noord cust van Sicilia. Amsterdam, [ca. 1720].

Authors: Keulen, Gerard van -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I.243
1 map : hand col. ; 13 x 15 cm.
Inset on Van Keulen's Nieuwe afteekening van het eyland en koninkryk Sicilia.
3054

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
49190 Milford Haven (Wales : Estuary) - Maps - 1749
- Nautical charts - Milford Haven (Wales : Estuary) - 1749

1 map ; 44 x 57 cm.
Includes dedication "to His Grace Henry, Duke of Beaufort ... presented by Capt. Greenville Collins ...".
Includes coastal profile.
In: Collins, Greeneville. Great Britain's coasting-pilot ... (London : Printed by Freeman Collins, and are to be sold by Richard Mount, 1693), part 1, [plate 15]
Engraved no. 24 at upper right; ms. no. 15 on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1811.P5 C6 1693, part 1, [plate 15] (PrCt)

49191 Milford Haven (Wales : Estuary) - Maps - 1757
- Nautical charts - Milford Haven (Wales : Estuary) - 1757

1 map ; 39 x 50 cm.
Includes coastal profile.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1811.P5 C6 1757, [plate 11] (PrCt)

49192 Milford Haven (Wales) - Maps - 1872
- Bristol Channel (England) - Maps - 1872
- Swansea (Wales) - Maps - 1872
- Harbors - Pembroke (Wales) - Maps - 1872
- Harbors - Cardiff (Wales) - Maps - 1872
- Harbors - Newport (Wales) - Maps - 1872
- Harbors - Bristol (England) - Maps - 1872
- Fishguard (Wales) - Maps - 1872

Bristol Channel according to the government surveys / by G. H. Swanston. [London : Printed by William and John Mount and Thomas Page, 1749], [plate 15].
Engraved no. 24 at upper right.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1811.P5 C6 1693, part 1, [plate 15] (PrCt)

49193 Military art and science - Maps - 1797

Military art and science - Maps - 1797 - Study

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Military art and science

War. Plan of an intrenched camp / A. Bell Prin. Wal. sculptor fecit. [Edinburgh : s.n., 1797].
Authors: Bell, Andrew, 1726-1809 -- Encyclopaedia Britannica (1797) -- Encyclopaedia Britannica, inc.
1 map : 14 x 22 cm.
Map of disposition of an army in a fortified camp; lettered sites keyed to text in accompanying article.
In Encyclopaedia britannica; or, A dictionary of arts, sciences, and miscellaneous literature (Edinburgh : A. Bell and C. Macfarquhar, 1797) v. 18, opposite p. 713.
Engraved 'Plate DXVIII'.

folio A 21 .2583 v. 18, opposite p. 713 (PrCt)

49197

Military art and science - Maps - 1797 - Study and teaching

War. Plan of an intrenched camp / A. Bell Prin. Wal. sculptor fecit. [Edinburgh : s.n., 1797].
Authors: Bell, Andrew, 1726-1809 -- Encyclopaedia Britannica (1797) -- Encyclopaedia Britannica, inc.
1 map : 14 x 22 cm.
Map of disposition of an army in a fortified camp; lettered sites keyed to text in accompanying article.
In Encyclopaedia britannica; or, A dictionary of arts, sciences, and miscellaneous literature (Edinburgh : A. Bell and C. Macfarquhar, 1797) v. 18, opposite p. 713.
Engraved 'Plate DXVIII'.

folio A 21 .2583 v. 18, opposite p. 708 (PrCt)

49194

Military art and science - Maps - 1797 - Study and teaching

War. Plan of the march of an army in six columns / A. Bell Prin. Wal. sculptor fecit. [Edinburgh : s.n., 1797].
Authors: Bell, Andrew, 1726-1809 -- Encyclopaedia Britannica (1797) -- Encyclopaedia Britannica, inc.
1 map : 20 x 17 cm.
Map of disposition of an army across a hypothetical farmland landscape; lettered sites keyed to text in accompanying article.
In Encyclopaedia britannica; or, A dictionary of arts, sciences, and miscellaneous literature (Edinburgh : A. Bell and C. Macfarquhar, 1797) v. 18, opposite p. 708.
Engraved 'Plate DXIV'.

folio A 21 .2583 v. 18, opposite p. 708 (PrCt)

49194

Military art and science - Maps - 1797 - Study and teaching

War. The march of an army through a mountainous country / A. Bell Prin. Wal. sculptor fecit. [Edinburgh : s.n., 1797].
Authors: Bell, Andrew, 1726-1809 -- Encyclopaedia Britannica (1797) -- Encyclopaedia Britannica, inc.
1 map : 20 x 17 cm.
Map of disposition of an army across a hypothetical mountainous landscape; lettered sites keyed to text in accompanying article.
In Encyclopaedia britannica; or, A dictionary of arts, sciences, and miscellaneous literature (Edinburgh : A. Bell and C. Macfarquhar, 1797) v. 18, opposite p. 712.
Engraved 'Plate DXV'.

folio A 21 .2583 v. 18, opposite p. 712 (PrCt)

49195

Military art and science - Maps - 1797 - Study and teaching

War. The march of an army through a woody country / A. Bell Prin. Wal. sculptor fecit. [Edinburgh : s.n., 1797].
Authors: Bell, Andrew, 1726-1809 -- Encyclopaedia Britannica (1797) -- Encyclopaedia Britannica, inc.
1 map : 18 x 17 cm.
Map of disposition of an army across a hypothetical woody landscape; lettered sites keyed to text in accompanying article.
In Encyclopaedia britannica; or, A dictionary of arts, sciences, and miscellaneous literature (Edinburgh : A. Bell and C. Macfarquhar, 1797) v. 18, between p. 712-713.
Engraved 'Plate DXVI'.

folio A 21 .2583 v. 18, between p. 712-713 (PrCt)

49196

Military art and science - Maps - 1797 - Study and teaching

War. Plan of an order of battle. IInd disposition / A. Bell Prin. Wal. sculptor fecit. [Edinburgh : s.n., 1797].
Authors: Bell, Andrew, 1726-1809 -- Encyclopaedia Britannica (1797) -- Encyclopaedia Britannica, inc.
2 maps : 8 x 17 cm. and 10 x 17 cm., on sheet 27 x 22 cm.
Shows ideal disposition of an army in defense of a river and for the passage of a river; lettered sites keyed to text in accompanying article.
In Encyclopaedia britannica; or, A dictionary of arts, sciences, and miscellaneous literature (Edinburgh : A. Bell and C. Macfarquhar, 1797) v. 18, opposite p. 736.
Engraved 'Plate DXIX'.

folio A 21 .2583 v. 18, opposite p. 736 (PrCt)

49198

Military art and science - Maps - 1797 - Study and teaching

War. Plan of an order of battle. IInd disposition / A. Bell Prin. Wal. sculptor fecit. [Edinburgh : s.n., 1797].
Authors: Bell, Andrew, 1726-1809 -- Encyclopaedia Britannica (1797) -- Encyclopaedia Britannica, inc.
1 map : 15 x 22 cm.
Shows ideal order of battle for an army; lettered sites keyed to text in accompanying article.
In Encyclopaedia britannica; or, A dictionary of arts, sciences, and miscellaneous literature (Edinburgh : A. Bell and C. Macfarquhar, 1797) v. 18, opposite p. 737.
Engraved 'Plate DXX'.

folio A 21 .2583 v. 18, opposite p. 737 (PrCt)

49199

Military art and science - Maps - 1797 - Study and teaching

War. Plan of an order of battle. IInd disposition / A. Bell Prin. Wal. sculptor fecit. [Edinburgh : s.n., 1797].
Authors: Bell, Andrew, 1726-1809 -- Encyclopaedia Britannica (1797) -- Encyclopaedia Britannica, inc.
1 map : 20 x 17 cm.
Map of disposition of an army in defense of a river; lettered sites keyed to text in accompanying article.
In Encyclopaedia britannica; or, A dictionary of arts, sciences, and miscellaneous literature (Edinburgh : A. Bell and C. Macfarquhar, 1797) v. 18, opposite p. 737.
Engraved 'Plate DXXI'.

folio A 21 .2583 v. 18, opposite p. 737 (PrCt)
Military art and science - Maps - 1797 - Study and teaching

War. Plan of an order of battle. IVth disposition / A. Bell Prin. Wal. sculptor fecit. [Edinburgh : s.n., 1797].
Authors: Bell, Andrew, 1726-1809 --
Encyclopaedia Britannica (1797) --
Encyclopaedia Britannica, inc.
1 map : 14 x 22 cm.
Shows ideal order of battle for an army.
In Encyclopaedia britannica; or, A dictionary of arts, sciences, and miscellaneous literature
(Edinburgh : A. Bell and C. Macfarquhar, 1797) v. 18, opposite p. 744.
Engraved 'Plate DXXIV'.
folio A 21 .2583 v. 18, opposite p. 740 (PrCt)

49202
Military art and science - Maps - 1797 - Study and teaching

Authors: Bell, Andrew, 1726-1809 --
Encyclopaedia Britannica (1797) --
Encyclopaedia Britannica, inc.
1 map : 13 x 17 cm., on sheet 27 x 22 cm.
Title expanded by cataloger.
'Fig. 8' of 8 on one sheet shows ideal disposition of an advance guard on march; lettered sites keyed to text in accompanying article.
Top margin includes minor illustrations of fortifications (figures 1-7).
In Encyclopaedia britannica; or, A dictionary of arts, sciences, and miscellaneous literature
(Edinburgh : A. Bell and C. Macfarquhar, 1797) v. 18, opposite p. 748.
Engraved 'Plate DXXV'.
folio A 21 .2583 v. 18, opposite p. 748 (PrCt)

49203
Military art and science - Maps - 1797 - Study and teaching

Authors: Bell, Andrew, 1726-1809 --
Encyclopaedia Britannica (1797) --
Encyclopaedia Britannica, inc.
2 maps ; each 11 x 16 cm., on sheet 27 x 22 cm.
Title expanded by cataloger.
Map at top identifies 'field of battle'; map at bottom identifies 'out of the enemy.'
Lettered sites keyed to text in accompanying article.
In Encyclopaedia britannica; or, A dictionary of arts, sciences, and miscellaneous literature
(Edinburgh : A. Bell and C. Macfarquhar, 1797) v. 18, opposite p. 764.
Engraved 'Plate DXXVI'.
folio A 21 .2583 v. 18, opposite p. 764 (PrCt)

49204
Military art and science - Maps - 1797 - Study and teaching

War. [Idealized plan of military ambush in deserted village] ; [Idealized plan of disposition of army in retreat] / A. Bell Prin. Wal. sculptor fecit. [Edinburgh : s.n., 1797].
Authors: Bell, Andrew, 1726-1809 --
Encyclopaedia Britannica (1797) --
Encyclopaedia Britannica, inc.
2 maps ; each 11 x 16 cm., on sheet 27 x 22 cm.
Title expanded by cataloger.
Lettered sites keyed to text in accompanying article.
In Encyclopaedia britannica; or, A dictionary of arts, sciences, and miscellaneous literature
(Edinburgh : A. Bell and C. Macfarquhar, 1797) v. 18, opposite p. 766.
Engraved 'Plate DXXVI'.
folio A 21 .2583 v. 18, opposite p. 766 (PrCt)

49205
Military art and science - Maps - 1797 - Study and teaching

War. Plan of circumvallation and attacks of Philippsburg (Germany) - Maps - 1797LOSS Succession, War of, 1733-1738 - Maps - Arras (France) - Maps - 1797Franco-Spanish War, 1635-1659 - Maps
War. Plan of circumvallation and attacks of Philippsburg in 1734 ; Plan of part of the
59208 Military art and science - Maps - 1797 - Study and teaching - Military maps - 1797 - Study and teaching - Fortification - Maps - 1797 - Study and teaching
War. Attack of fortified places / A. Bell Prin. Wal. sculptor fecit. [Edinburgh : s.n., 1797].
Authors: Bell, Andrew, 1726-1809 -- Encyclopaedia Britannica (1797) -- Encyclopaedia Britannica, inc.
5 fortification plans : on sheet 27 x 22 cm.
Five numbered illustrations on one sheet, including idealized 'Direct trench ... ', 'Profile of the direct trench ... ', 'Part of a trench ... ', 'Place of arms ... ', 'Plan shewing the disposition ... '. Lettered sites keyed to text in accompanying article.
In Encyclopaedia britannica; or, A dictionary of arts, sciences, and miscellaneous literature (Edinburgh : A. Bell and C. Macfarquhar, 1797) v. 18, opposite p. 780.
Engraved 'Plate DXXXII'. folio A 21 .2583 v. 18, opposite p. 780 (PrCt)

59207 Military art and science - Maps - 1797 - Study and teaching - Military maps - 1797 - Study and teaching - Fortification - Maps - 1797 - Study and teaching
War. Back of a sap ; Profile representing the excavation of 4 sappers ; Plan shewing the disposition of the batteries / A. Bell Prin. Wal. sculptor fecit. [Edinburgh : s.n., 1797].
Authors: Bell, Andrew, 1726-1809 -- Encyclopaedia Britannica (1797) -- Encyclopaedia Britannica, inc.
1 map and 2 profiles : on sheet 27 x 22 cm.
Two profiles and one map detailing the idealized sapping of fortifications; lettered sites keyed to text in accompanying article.
In Encyclopaedia britannica; or, A dictionary of arts, sciences, and miscellaneous literature (Edinburgh : A. Bell and C. Macfarquhar, 1797) v. 18, opposite p. 773.
Engraved 'Plate DXXXII'. folio A 21 .2583 v. 18, opposite p. 773 (PrCt)

59208 Military art and science - Maps - 1797 - Study and teaching - Military maps - 1797 - Study and teaching
War. Back of a sap ; Profile representing the excavation of 4 sappers ; Plan shewing the disposition of the batteries / A. Bell Prin. Wal. sculptor fecit. [Edinburgh : s.n., 1797].
Authors: Bell, Andrew, 1726-1809 -- Encyclopaedia Britannica (1797) -- Encyclopaedia Britannica, inc.
5 fortification plans : on sheet 27 x 22 cm.
Six numbered illustrations on one sheet, including idealized 'Direct trench ... ', 'Profile of the direct trench ... ', 'Part of a trench ... ', 'Place of arms ... ', 'Plan shewing the disposition ... '. Lettered sites keyed to text in accompanying article.
In Encyclopaedia britannica; or, A dictionary of arts, sciences, and miscellaneous literature (Edinburgh : A. Bell and C. Macfarquhar, 1797) v. 18, opposite p. 780.
Engraved 'Plate DXXXIII'. folio A 21 .2583 v. 18, opposite p. 780 (PrCt)
Military art and science - Maps - 1797 - Study and teaching

**Military maps - 1797 - Study and teaching**

*Fortification - Maps - 1797 - Study and teaching*  
[Edinburgh : s.n., 1797].

Authors: Bell, Andrew, 1726-1809 -- Encyclopaedia Britannica (1797) -- Encyclopaedia Britannica, inc.  
1 map : on sheet 27 x 22 cm.  
Idealized fortification map; bottom margin includes 11 illustrations of 'Watch work' (timepieces).  
In Encyclopaedia britannica; or, A dictionary of arts, sciences, and miscellaneous literature  
(Edinburgh : A. Bell and C. Macfarquhar, 1797) v. 18, opposite p. 785.  
Engraved 'Plate DXXVII'.

**Military maps - 1797 - Study and teaching**  
War. Plan of the position of an army in its camp / A. Bell Prin. Wal. sculptor fecit.  
[Edinburgh : s.n., 1797].

Authors: Bell, Andrew, 1726-1809 -- Encyclopaedia Britannica (1797) -- Encyclopaedia Britannica, inc.  
1 map : on sheet 27 x 22 cm.  
Map of disposition of an army across a hypothetical farmland landscape; lettered sites keyed to text in accompanying article.  
In Encyclopaedia britannica; or, A dictionary of arts, sciences, and miscellaneous literature  
(Edinburgh : A. Bell and C. Macfarquhar, 1797) v. 18, opposite p. 784.  
Engraved 'Plate DXXXVI'.

**Military maps - 1797 - Study and teaching**

*Maps - 1797 - Study and teaching*  
War. Plan of an order of battle. IInd disposition / Allardice. [Philadelphia : s.n., 1798].

Authors: Allardice, S. (Samuel) -- Encyclopaedia Britannica (1798) -- Encyclopaedia Britannica, inc.  
1 map : 19 x 16 cm.  
Map of disposition of an army in its camp; lettered sites keyed to text in accompanying article.  
In Encyclopaedia britannica; or, A dictionary of arts, sciences, and miscellaneous literature  
(Philadelphia : Thomas Dobson, 1798) v. 18, opposite p. 710.  
Engraved 'Plate DXIV.'

Military art and science - Maps - 1798 - Study and teaching

**Military maps - 1798 - Study and teaching**

*Maps - 1798 - Study and teaching*

*Military maps - 1798 - Study and teaching*  
War. Plan of an order of battle. Ist disposition / Allardice. [Philadelphia : s.n., 1798].

Authors: Allardice, S. (Samuel) -- Encyclopaedia Britannica (1798) -- Encyclopaedia Britannica, inc.  
1 map : 15 x 20 cm.  
Shows ideal order of battle for an army; lettered sites keyed to text in accompanying article.  
In Encyclopaedia britannica; or, A dictionary of arts, sciences, and miscellaneous literature  
(Philadelphia : Thomas Dobson, 1798) v. 18, opposite p. 735.  
Engraved 'Plate DXX.'

**Military maps - 1798 - Study and teaching**

*Maps - 1798 - Study and teaching*

*Maps - 1798 - Study and teaching*  
War. Plan of an order of battle. IInd disposition / Allardice. [Philadelphia : s.n., 1798].

Authors: Allardice, S. (Samuel) -- Encyclopaedia Britannica (1798) -- Encyclopaedia Britannica, inc.  
1 map : 20 x 16 cm.  
Shows ideal order of battle for an army.  
In Encyclopaedia britannica; or, A dictionary of arts, sciences, and miscellaneous literature  
(Philadelphia : Thomas Dobson, 1798) v. 18, opposite p. 752.  
Engraved 'Plate DXXV.'
49217 Military art and science - Maps - 1798 - Study and teaching
War. Plan of an order of battle. IVth disposition / Allardice. [Philadelphia : s.n., 1798].
Authors: Allardice, S. (Samuel) -- Encyclopaedia Britannica -- or, A dictionary of arts sciences and miscellaneous literature 1798 -- Encyclopaedia Britannica (1798)
1 map : 14 x 21 cm.
Shows ideal order of battle for an army.
In an American edition of the Encyclopaedia Britannica, issued as: Encyclopaedia; or, A dictionary of arts sciences and miscellaneous literature ... (Philadelphia : Thomas Dobson, 1798) v. 18, opposite p. 745.
Engraved 'Plate DXXIII.'
A 2 .254 v. 18, opposite p. 745 (PrCt)

49218 Military art and science - Maps - 1798 - Study and teaching
War. Plan of the position of an army for the defence of a river ; Plan of the passage of a river / Jones sc. [Philadelphia : s.n., 1798].
Authors: Jones, Benjamin, fl. 1798-1815 -- Encyclopaedia Britannica -- or, A dictionary of arts sciences and miscellaneous literature 1798 -- Encyclopaedia Britannica (1798)
2 maps : 8 x 17 cm. and 10 x 17 cm., on sheet 27 x 23 cm.
Shows ideal disposition of an army in defense of a river and for the passage of a river; lettered sites keyed to text in accompanying article.
In an American edition of the Encyclopaedia Britannica, issued as: Encyclopaedia; or, A dictionary of arts sciences, and miscellaneous literature ... (Philadelphia : Thomas Dobson, 1798) v. 18, opposite p. 734.
Engraved 'Plate DXIX.'
A 2 .254 v. 18, opposite p. 734 (PrCt)

49219 Military art and science - Maps - 1798 - Study and teaching
War. [Idealized plan of military ambush in deserted village] ; [Idealized plan of disposition of army in retreat] / etchd. by Lawson. [Philadelphia : s.n., 1798].
Authors: Lawson, Alexander, 1773-1846 -- Encyclopaedia Britannica -- or, A dictionary of arts sciences and miscellaneous literature 1798 -- Encyclopaedia Britannica (1798)
2 maps : 10 x 16 cm. and 11 x 16 cm., on sheet 27 x 23 cm.
Title expanded by cataloger.
Lettered sites keyed to text in accompanying article.
In an American edition of the Encyclopaedia Britannica, issued as: Encyclopaedia; or, A dictionary of arts, sciences, and miscellaneous literature ... (Philadelphia : Thomas Dobson, 1798) v. 18, between p. 766-767.
Engraved 'Plate DXXVII.'
A 2 .254 v. 18, between p. 766-767 (PrCt)

49220 Military art and science - Maps - 1798 - Study and teaching
War. The march of an army through a mountainous country / H.W. Weston sc. [Philadelphia : s.n., 1798].
Authors: Weston, Henry W., fl. 1798-1806 -- Encyclopaedia Britannica -- or, A dictionary of arts sciences and miscellaneous literature 1798 -- Encyclopaedia Britannica (1798)
1 map : 19 x 17 cm.
Map of disposition of an army across a hypothetical mountainous landscape; lettered sites keyed to text in accompanying article.
In an American edition of the Encyclopaedia Britannica, issued as: Encyclopaedia; or, A dictionary of arts, sciences, and miscellaneous literature ... (Philadelphia : Thomas Dobson, 1798) v. 18, opposite p. 712.
Engraved 'Plate DXV.'
A 2 .254 v. 18, opposite p. 712 (PrCt)

49221 Military art and science - Maps - 1798 - Study and teaching
War. Plan of the march of an army through a woody country / Weston sc. [Philadelphia : s.n., 1798].
Authors: Weston, Henry W., fl. 1798-1806 -- Encyclopaedia Britannica -- or, A dictionary of arts sciences and miscellaneous literature 1798 -- Encyclopaedia Britannica (1798)
1 map : 17 x 16 cm.
Map of disposition of an army across a hypothetical woody landscape; lettered sites keyed to text in accompanying article.
In an American edition of the Encyclopaedia Britannica, issued as: Encyclopaedia; or, A dictionary of arts, sciences, and miscellaneous literature ... (Philadelphia : Thomas Dobson, 1798) v. 18, opposite p. 713.
Engraved 'Plate DXVI.'
A 2 .254 v. 18, opposite p. 713 (PrCt)

49222 Military art and science - Maps - 1798 - Study and teaching
War. Plan of an order of battle. Illrd disposition / Weston sc. [Philadelphia : s.n., 1798].
Authors: Weston, Henry W., fl. 1798-1806 -- Encyclopaedia Britannica -- or, A dictionary of arts sciences and miscellaneous literature 1798 -- Encyclopaedia Britannica (1798)
1 map : 15 x 22 cm.
Shows ideal order of battle for an army; lettered sites keyed to text in accompanying article.
49223  Military art and science - Maps - 1798 - Study and teaching - Military maps - 1798 - Study and teaching
Authors: Weston, Henry W., fl. 1798-1806 -- Encyclopaedia -- or, A dictionary of arts sciences and miscellaneous literature 1798 -- Encyclopaedia Britannica (1798)
2 maps : each 11 x 16 cm., on sheet 27 x 23 cm. Title expanded by cataloger.
Map at top identifies 'field of battle'; map at bottom identifies 'out of the enemy'.
Lettered sites keyed to text in accompanying article.
In an American edition of the Encyclopaedia Britannica, issued as: Encyclopaedia; or, A dictionary of arts, sciences, and miscellaneous literature ... (Philadelphia : Thomas Dobson, 1798) v. 18, opposite p. 766.
Engraved 'Plate DXXVI.'
A 2 .254 v. 18, between p. 744-745 (PrCt)

Authors: Clarke, Thomas, fl. 1797-1800 -- Encyclopaedia -- or, A dictionary of arts sciences and miscellaneous literature 1798 -- Encyclopaedia Britannica (1798)
1 map and 2 fortification plans : on sheet 27 x 23 cm.
Added title: Plan of the attacks of Landau in 1713.
Lettered sites keyed to text in accompanying article.
In an American edition of the Encyclopaedia Britannica, issued as: Encyclopaedia; or, A dictionary of arts, sciences, and miscellaneous literature ... (Philadelphia : Thomas Dobson, 1798) v. 18, opposite p. 784.
Engraved 'Plate DXXXVI.'
A 2 .254 v. 18, opposite p. 784 (PrCt)

49225  Military art and science - Maps - 1798 - Study and teaching - Military maps - 1798 - Study and teaching - Fortification - Maps - 1798 - Study and teaching
War. Attack of fortified places [adjacent to the
Authors: Clarke, Thomas, fl. 1797-1800 -- Encyclopaedia -- or, A dictionary of arts sciences and miscellaneous literature 1798 -- Encyclopaedia Britannica (1798)
1 map : on sheet 27 x 23 cm.
Idealized fortification map; bottom margin includes 11 illustrations of 'Watch work' (timepieces).
In an American edition of the Encyclopaedia Britannica, issued as: Encyclopaedia; or, A dictionary of arts, sciences, and miscellaneous literature ... (Philadelphia : Thomas Dobson, 1798) v. 18, opposite p. 806.
Engraved 'Plate DXXXVII.'
A 2 .254 v. 18, opposite p. 806 (PrCt)
Military art and science - Maps - 1798 - Study and teaching - Military maps - 1798 - Study and teaching - Fortification - Maps - 1798 - Study and teaching

**War.** Fig. 1. Side of the town ; Plan of the attacks of a regular fortification built upon ground ... / Lawson sculp. [Philadelphia : s.n., 1798].
Authors: Lawson, Alexander, 1773-1846 -- Encyclopaedia -- or, A dictionary of arts sciences and miscellaneous literature 1798 -- Encyclopaedia Britannica (1798) 2 maps : each 11 x 15 cm., on sheet 27 x 23 cm.
In an American edition of the Encyclopaedia Britannica, issued as: Encyclopaedia; or, A dictionary of arts, sciences, and miscellaneous literature ... (Philadelphia : Thomas Dobson, 1798) v. 18, opposite p. 767.
Idealized maps detailing the sapping of fortifications; lettered sites keyed to text in accompanying article.
Engraved 'Plate DXXX.'

**A 2 .254 v. 18, opposite p. 767 (PrCt)**

Military art and science - Maps - 1798 - Study and teaching - Military maps - 1798 - Study and teaching - Fortification - Maps - 1798 - Study and teaching

**War.** Back of a sap; Profile representing the excavation of 4 sappers ; Plan shewing the disposition of the batteries / Weston sc. [Philadelphia : s.n., 1798].
Authors: Weston, Henry W., fl. 1798-1806 -- Encyclopaedia -- or, A dictionary of arts sciences and miscellaneous literature 1798 -- Encyclopaedia Britannica (1798) 1 map : 12 x 17 cm., on sheet 27 x 22 cm.
Title expanded by cataloger.
"Fig. 8" of 8 on one sheet shows ideal disposition of an advance guard on march; lettered sites keyed to text in accompanying article.
Top margin includes minor illustrations of fortifications (figures 1-7).
In an American edition of the Encyclopaedia Britannica, issued as: Encyclopaedia; or, A dictionary of arts, sciences, and miscellaneous literature ... (Philadelphia : Thomas Dobson, 1798) v. 18, opposite p. 752
Engraved 'Plate DXXXIV.'

**A 2 .254 v. 18, opposite p. 752 (PrCt)**

Military art and science - Maps - 1798 - Study and teaching - Military maps - 1798 - Study and teaching - Fortification - Maps - 1798 - Study and teaching

**War.** Attack of fortified places / Vallance sc. [Philadelphia : s.n., 1798].
Authors: Vallance, J. (John), 1770-1823 -- Encyclopaedia -- or, A dictionary of arts sciences and miscellaneous literature 1798 -- Encyclopaedia Britannica (1798) 5 fortification plans : on sheet 27 x 22 cm.
Five numbered illustrations on one sheet, including idealized 'Opening of the descent ... ', 'Entrance into the descent ... '.
Lettered sites keyed to text in accompanying article.
In an American edition of the Encyclopaedia Britannica, issued as: Encyclopaedia; or, A dictionary of arts, sciences, and miscellaneous literature ... (Philadelphia : Thomas Dobson, 1798) v. 18, opposite p. 783
Engraved 'Plate DXXXV.'

**A 2 .254 v. 18, opposite p. 783 (PrCt)**
A 2 .254 v. 18, opposite p. 775 (PrCt)

49233 Military art and science - Maps - 1798 - Study and teaching>>>Military maps - 1798 - Study and teaching>>>Fortification - Maps - 1798 - Study and teaching

War. Plan of the position of an army in its camp / Weston sc. [Philadelphia : s.n., 1798].
Authors: Weston, Henry W., fl. 1798-1806 -- Encyclopaedia -- or, A dictionary of arts sciences and miscellaneous literature 1798 -- Encyclopaedia Britannica (1798) 1 map : 15 x 22 cm. Lettered sites keyed to text in accompanying article. Engraved 'Plate DXVII.' In: Encyclopaedia; or, A dictionary of arts, sciences, and miscellaneous literature ... (Philadelphia : Thomas Dobson, 1798), v. 18, opposite p. 714.
A 2 .254 v. 18, opposite p. 714 (PrCt)

49234 Military art and science - Maps - 1798 - Study and teaching>>>Military maps - 1798 - Study and teaching>>>Soest (Germany) - Maps - 1798>>>Thirty Years' War, 1618-1648 - Maps War. [Idealized plan for posting of guards at crossroads] ; [Plan of idealized reconnaissance around Soest, Germany during the Thirty Years War] / Lawson sc. [Philadelphia : s.n., 1798].
Authors: Lawson, Alexander, 1773-1846 -- Encyclopaedia -- or, A dictionary of arts sciences and miscellaneous literature 1798 -- Encyclopaedia Britannica (1798) 2 maps ; each 11 x 16 cm., on sheet 27 x 23 cm. Titles expanded by cataloger. Lettered sites keyed to text in accompanying article. In an American edition of the Encyclopaedia Britannica, issued as: Encyclopaedia; or, A dictionary of arts, sciences, and miscellaneous literature ... (Philadelphia : Thomas Dobson, 1798) v. 18, opposite p. 753. Engraved 'Plate DXXV.'
A 2 .254 v. 18, opposite p. 753 (PrCt)

49235 Military art and science - Maps - 1914 - Study and teaching>>>Military maps - 1914>>>Atlases, British - 1914

The Foundations of strategy ... London : [s.n.?], 1914.
Authors: Johnstone, Henry Melvill, 1857- -- Johnstone, Henry Melvill, 1857- Atlas to foundations of strategy (1914) 1 v. in 2 ; 12mo. One volume text accompanied by one volume Atlas to foundations of strategy. Series: Special campaign series ; no. 20 References: Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 292
U 21 .455 (NLO)

49236 Military cartographers - United States - 1780-1834>>>American Cartography -

1780-1834 The Post war employment of Revolutionary War map makers. 1977.
Vert 957 (PrCt)

49237 Military engineers - France - 1600-1799
Auteurs de plans et arpenteurs dans le Nord de la France sous l'ancien regime. [Warsaw : s.n., 1973].
Vert 200 (PrCt)

49238 Military engineers - Netherlands - 1800-1899

Ingenieurs in Nederland in de negentiende eeuw : een streven naar erkenning en macht 
Baskes TA77 .L55 1980b (NLO)

49239 Military geography - 1911>>>Geography - 1911>>>Atlases, British - 1911

The Outlines of military geography / by Colonel A.C. Macdonnell ... London : H. Rees, 1911.
U 205 .53 (NLO)

49240 Military history - Maps - 1861-1945>>>Historical geography - Maps - 1861-1945>>>Historical atlases

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Military history - Maps - 1861-1984

Battles - Maps - 1861-1984

1 atlas (159 p. : ill. (some col.), 115 maps) ; 29 cm.
"A Bison book."
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 84060738
ISBN 0517442868 ; 9780517442869
Baskets folio D361 .N33 1984 (NLO)

Military history - Maps - 1973

Atlases, British - 1973

3 v. : maps ; 26-33 cm.
Vol. 3 by Tom Hartman.
Vol. 3 published by L. Cooper in association with Secker & Warburg.
Includes indexes.
ISBN 085422078X (v. 1)
folio G1030 .B27 1973 (NLO)

Military history - Maps - 1988

Atlases - 1988

1 atlas (xi, 108 p.) : maps ; 28 cm.
A Da Capo paperback.
Includes index and gazetteer.
OCLC 17384697
ISBN 030680316X (pbk.)
folio G1030 .H37 1988 (NLO)

Military history - Maps - 1988

Historical geography - Maps - 1988

World history - Maps - 1988

Authors: Holmes, Richard, 1946- -- Viking Studio Books -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (304 p. : 150 maps and ill. (some col.)) ; 30 cm.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
LC Card Number: 88010678
ISBN 0670819670 ; 9780670819676
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

Military history - Maps

Military art and science - History - Medieval, 500-1500

Maps - Europe - History, Ancient - Maps - 1995

1 atlas (192 p.) : ill. (some col.), 95 col. maps ; 30 cm.
Spine title: Atlas of warfare : the Middle Ages, 768-1487
Running title: Cambridge illustrated atlas of warfare : the Middle Ages
Maps by European Map Graphics and Advanced Illus.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 174-177) and index.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 95036852
ISBN 0521470331 (hardcover)
folio G1035 .B4 1995 (NLO)

Military history - Maps

Military art and science - History - 1492-1792

Maps - Renaissance - Maps

Authors: Black, Jeremy -- Cambridge University Press
1 atlas (192 p. : col. ill., col. maps ; 30 cm.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Scales differ.
LC Card Number: 95036852
ISBN 0670819670 ; 9780670819676
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

Military maps

Paper and abstract prepared for Int. Conf. on Hist. of Cartog (8th), Berlin, 1979.
Vert 1281 (PrCl)

49248 Military maps
Authors: Musham, Harry A. (Harry Albert), 1886-1972 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

vii, 7-228 p. incl. illus., tables, charts (1 double) diags. 24 cm.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes UG470 .M8 (NLO)

49249 Military maps - 1858<>>>Military geography - Maps - 1858<>>>Atlasses, French - 1858<>>>Military maps
_Atlas de géographie militaire : adopté par M. le ministre de la guerre pour l'École impériale militaire de Saint-Cyr : accompagné de tableaux de statistique militaire / par Théophile Lavallée._ Paris ; Metz : Furne et cie. ; Roussel jeune, 1858.

vii, 228 p. incl. illus., tables, charts (1 double) ; 33 cm.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1046.R1 L38 1858 (NLO)

49250 Military maps - 1891<>>>Atlases, French - 1891<>>>Military maps
_Atlas de géographie militaire. Saint-Cyr : [École spéciale militaire de Saint-Cyr?], le 1er juin 1891._


1 atlas ([4] p., 30 [i.e. 25] folded leaves of plates) : 25 col. maps ; 56 cm.

Other title: Atlas de Saint Cyr
"Note sur l'Atlas de Saint Cyr": p. [3].

Maps drawn by captains Messain, J. Molard, Gard, Lambin, Masimbert, and Sorin; engraved by Service géographique de l'Armée; printed by Imp. Lemercier & cie.

Earlier editions prepared by Théophile Lavallée.
Relief shown by shading.
Scales differ.
Quarter bound marbled papers over boards, leather spine: green leather label on cover: Atlas de géographie militaire. École spéciale militaire de Saint-Cyr.
Illustrated bookplate: "La Malle,"
Saint-Brice-Courcelles (Marne). [In ms.]: Bibliothèque de La Malle de général Bon. Berge.
Inscription: Cet atlas, œuvre de M.M. les officiers professeurs à l'École spéciale militaire, est respectueusement offert en leur nom à Monsieur le général de division Baron Berge, commandant le 14e corps d'Armée. Saint Cyr, le 14 novembre 1891. De Général commandant l'École spéciale militaire, Motas d'Hestreux.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1046.R1 A85 1891 (NLO)

49251 Military maps<>>>Aerial photography SEE Aerial photographs

Authors: Lobeck, A. K. (Armin Kohl), 1886-1958 -- Tellington, Wentworth Jordan -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Two folded maps and ruler in pocket.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copy: 5A 8567.
Authors: Baynton-Williams, Ashley -- Baynton-Williams, Miles -- Quercus
1 atlas (223 p.) : maps (some col.) ; 44 cm.
Contains selection of battle maps from the Battle of Pinkie Cleugh in 1547 to the Boer War at the end of the 19th century. Includes index. Scales differ.
LC Card Number: 2008626125
ISBN 9781847242068 (cloth case ed.) ; 1847242065 (cloth case ed.) ; 9781847242075 (printed case ed.) ; 1847242073 (printed case ed.)
oversize G1046.R3 B3 2007 (NLO)

Military maps - Collections, 1620-1839<<>>Europe - Historical geography - Maps - Collections, 1620-1839<<>>Europe - Maps - Collections, 1620-1839<<>>Military maps - Collections<<>>Military maps [Collection of military maps and plans]. [Various places : various publishers, ca. 1620-ca.1839]. 67 pieces ; in box 58 x 45 cm. Chiefly comprised of 17th and 18th-century maps; see typed checklist (12 p.) filed with the collection.
oversize G 1007 .185 (NLO)

Military maps - England - Specimens - 1744
1 map : hand col. ; 42 x 33 cm. fold. to 21 x 13 cm.
Untitled map showing a hypothetical line of march; at lower left, 'To be plac'd before page 73,' in a chapter entitled 'The March of the grand army.'
Keyed to 'References,' A-Y. 'N. B. The strong colours, are for ye real columns; ye fainter for them in motion.'
Part of anonymous work by Richard Lord Viscount Molesworth.
Initials; head- and tailpieces; side notes. 'Appendix: containing standing orders for the Royal Dragoons of Ireland, given in the year 1738.'--P.[109]-166.
Bookplates: Sir George Howard, L.L.D. Formerly shelved as 4A 7089
Available via the World Wide Web, Eighteenth century collections online

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.


Authors: Pollak, Martha D. -- Newberry Library -- Kenneth Nebenzahl, Jr., lectures in the history of cartography -- Hermon Dunlap Smith Center for the History of Cartography xxxvi, 119 p. : ill., maps ; 26 cm.

Includes 72 entries; this copy annotated in pencil with Newberry call numbers.

Binder's title: Military architecture & cartography.

LC Card Number: 92186003


Issued to coincide with the tenth series of the Kenneth Nebenzahl, Jr., Lectures in the History of Cartography.


ISBN 0911028455 (alk. paper) ; 9780911028454 (alk. paper)

Map Ref Z881.C525 N48 1991b (NLO)
49260 Military maps - Handbooks, manuals, etc.
49260>>>Map Reading - Handbooks, manuals, etc.
49260>>>Surveying - Instruments - Handbooks, manuals, etc.
49260
Manual of map reading, photo reading, and field sketching. London : Published by His Majesty's Stationery Office, 1929.
Authors: Great Britain. War Office -- Campbell, Eila M. J. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
164 p., 34 leaves of plates (some folded) : ill. (some col.), maps, plans ; 23 cm.
At head of title: 'Official copy. [Notified in Army Orders for May, 1929.]
'Price 3s. net.'
Includes index.
Red cloth boards; cover printed in black, within black single-ruled border; contemporary advertisements on front and back pastedowns and endpapers.
Ownership inscription of Elia M.J. Campbell.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes UG470 .G79 1929 (NLO)

49261 Military maps - Handbooks, manuals, etc.
49261>>>Surveying - Handbooks, manuals, etc.
49261>>>Map reading>>>Surveying - Instruments - Handbooks, manuals, etc.
49261
Authors: Great Britain. War Office. General Staff -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
(8), 84, iv, (9)-(15) p., 24 leaves of plates (some folded) : ill. (some col.), maps ; 18 cm.
'Price One Shilling and Threepence.'
Includes index.
Dark red paper boards; gold-stamped spine title, 'Manual of map reading and field sketching 1906'; red edges.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes UG470 .G79 1906 (NLO)

49262 Military maps - Handbooks, manuals, etc.
49262>>>Surveying - Handbooks, manuals, etc.
49262>>>Map reading>>>Surveying - Instruments - Handbooks, manuals, etc.
49262
A History of military mapping : its evolution and use. [1966?].
Authors: Easton, William W.
9 leaves ; 28 cm.
Photocopy of typescript marked '3/86.'
BHC 1280 Vert 887 (PrCt)

49263 Military maps - History
49263
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Back to search results

Biography


49273 Mille Lacs County (Minn.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners-›Counties - Maps-›Landowners - Maps Family maps of Mille Lacs, County Minnesota : with homesteads, roads, waterways, towns, cemeteries, railroads, and more. Norman, Okla. Arphax Pub. Co., 2006. Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960- -- Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.) 220 p. : maps ; 28 cm. 1st ed. 'Deluxe edition.' Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov). '3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.' Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township). Includes indexes. Series: Family maps ISBN 1420304453 ; 9781420304459 Local History Ref F612.M38 B69 2006 (NLO)


1 map : col. ; 112 x 82 cm.

Phillips 3746.

oversize G 10912 .839 (NLO)

49285 Milwaukee Bay (Milwaukee County, Wis.) - Maps - 1978 - Nautical charts


Authors: National Ocean Survey

1 map : col. ; 112 x 82 cm.

"22nd ed. Aug. 1978."

Scale 1:10,000 ; Polyconic proj. (W 87°56'--W 87°51'/N 43°04'--N 42°59').

Chart no. 14924.

Depths shown by isolines and soundings (in feet).

Relief shown by contours.

Includes table of low water datum for Lake Michigan--Huron.

Gift of Ron Decker, 2009.

map6F G4122 .M56 1978 .N3 (PrCt)

49286 Milwaukee County (Wis.) - Maps - 1858 - Landowners<<>>Counties

Landowners - Maps


1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.

Size of original: 2 parts, 50 x 30.5 in. and 50 x 32.5 in. Scale 1:31,680. Originally published New York: M.H. Tyler, 1858.


Microfiche 583, no. 1430 (PrCt)

49287 Milwaukee County (Wis.) - Maps - 1879 - Landowners<<>>Counties

Landowners - Maps


Authors: Epeneter, Geo. F. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps.

1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.

Size of original: 2 parts, 27.5 x 40.5 in. each. Scale 1:32,000. Originally published 1879.


Microfiche 583, no. 1431 (PrCt)

49288 Milwaukee County (Wis.) - Maps - 1893 - Landowners<<>>Counties

Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps


Microfiche 583, no. 1431 (PrCt)

49284 Mills, Robert, 1781-1855. Atlas of the State of South Carolina, 1825

Robert Mills' Atlas of the State of South Carolina 1825 : the first American atlas. [1777?].

Authors: Ristow, Walter W. (Walter William), 1908-2006

22, [1] p. ; 27 cm.


BHC 1640

Vert 1225 (PrCt)

49283 Mills County (Tex.) - Maps - 1888 - Landowners<<>>Counties

Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps


1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.


Microfiche 583, no. 1077 (PrCt)

49282 Mills County (Iowa) - Maps - 1981 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps


Authors: Directory Service Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (44 p.) : 14 maps ; 25 cm.

Cover title.

Scale not given.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.


49281 Wisconsin, Milwaukee Bay (Milwaukee County, Wis.) - Harbors - Maps - 1978 - Nautical charts


Authors: National Ocean Survey

1 map : col. ; 112 x 82 cm.

"22nd ed. Aug. 1978."

Scale 1:10,000 ; Polyconic proj. (W 87°56'--W 87°51'/N 43°04'--N 42°59').

Chart no. 14924.

Depths shown by isolines and soundings (in feet).

Relief shown by contours.

Includes table of low water datum for Lake Michigan--Huron.

Gift of Ron Decker, 2009.

map6F G4122 .M56 1978 .N3 (PrCt)

49286 Milwaukee County (Wis.) - Maps - 1858 - Landowners<<>>Counties

Landowners - Maps


1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.

Size of original: 2 parts, 50 x 30.5 in. and 50 x 32.5 in. Scale 1:31,680. Originally published New York: M.H. Tyler, 1858.


Microfiche 583, no. 1430 (PrCt)

49287 Milwaukee County (Wis.) - Maps - 1879 - Landowners<<>>Counties

Landowners - Maps


Authors: Epeneter, Geo. F. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps.

1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.

Size of original: 2 parts, 27.5 x 40.5 in. each. Scale 1:32,000. Originally published 1879.


Microfiche 583, no. 1431 (PrCt)

49288 Milwaukee County (Wis.) - Maps - 1893 - Landowners<<>>Counties

Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps


1 map : on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 2 parts, 43 x 53 in. each. Scale 1:18,103. Originally published 1893.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps

Microfiche 583, no. 1432 (PrCl)

49289 Milwaukee County (Wis.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps<<<<Road maps<<<<Counties - Maps
Milwaukee County. Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [1941].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 53 x 41 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 151 ms. index.
Plate no. W. 3517
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 151.41 (PrCl)

49290 Milwaukee County (Wis.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps<<<<Road maps<<<<Counties - Maps
Milwaukee County. Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [1941].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 53 x 41 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 151 ms. index.
Plate no. W. 3517
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 151.41 (PrCl)

49291 Milwaukee County (Wis.) - Maps - 1954 - Landowners<<<<Counties - Maps<<<<Landowners - Maps
Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Milwaukee County 4-H Leaders Association (Wis.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 30 maps ; 22 x 28 cm.
"Sponsored by the Milwaukee County 4-H Leaders Association."
Cover title.
Scale not given.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 17844.

49292 Milwaukee County (Wis.) - Maps - 1961 - Landowners<<<<Counties - Maps<<<<Landowners - Maps
Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Milwaukee County 4-H Leaders Association (Wis.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (36 p.) : 30 maps ; 22 x 28 cm.
Cover title.
'Sponsored by Milwaukee County 4-H Leaders Association.'
Includes indexes.
Scale not given.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

49293 Milwaukee County (Wis.) - Maps - 1998 - Road maps<<<<Waukesha County (Wis.) - Maps - 1998 - Road maps<<<<Road maps<<<<Counties - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (128 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
$14.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN StrFdr 1998 .M55 (PrCl)

49294 Milwaukee Region (Wis.) - Maps - 1935 - Road maps<<<<Milwaukee (Wis.) - Maps - 1935 - Road maps<<<<Road maps
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell : metropolitan Milwaukee and vicinity.
Plate no. Q.3517
Map on verso (43 x 28 cm.): Downtown Milwaukee.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 155.58 (PrCl)

49295 Milwaukee Region (Wis.) - Maps - 1935 - Road maps<<<<Milwaukee (Wis.) - Maps - 1935 - Road maps<<<<Road maps
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell : metropolitan Milwaukee and vicinity.
Plate no. Q.3517

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Map on verso (43 x 28 cm.): Downtown Milwaukee.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 155.52 (PrCt)

49296 Milwaukee Region (Wis.) - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Brink, John G. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 58 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell metropolitan Milwaukee and vicinity.
Plate no. Q.3517
Map on verso (43 x 28 cm.): Downtown Milwaukee.
Filed in paper sleeve stamped "John G. Brink" (RMcN Clients 2401).
Panel art: Shell logo and motto "tour with confidence."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2404 (PrCt)

49297 Milwaukee Region (Wis.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: 1936 Milwaukee and vicinity road map ... / a presentation of Standard Oil Company (Indiana)
Plate no. R. 3517
Maps on verso (42 x 27 cm. and 15 x 15 cm.): Downtown Milwaukee -- Waukesha.
Panel art: Standard crown logo over cars.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 155.3 (PrCt)

49299 Milwaukee Region (Wis.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 2043 (PrCt)

49300 Milwaukee Region (Wis.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Highway map : Milwaukee (Wis.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) road map : Milwaukee and vicinity.
Date from RMcN AE 155 ms. index.
Plate no. S. 3517
Map on verso (44 x 28 cm.): Downtown Milwaukee.
Panel art: Standard crown logo over cars.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 155.53 (PrCt)
Milwaukee.
Panel art: Standard service sign over cars at gas pumps.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 155.16 (PrCt)

49302 Milwaukee Region (Wis.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps - Milwaukee (Wis.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps - Road maps
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1937].
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) road map : Milwaukee and vicinity.
Date from RMcN AE 155 ms. index.
Plate no. S. 3517
Map on verso (44 x 28 cm.): Downtown Milwaukee.
Panel art: Standard service sign over cars at gas pumps.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 155.54 (PrCt)

49303 Milwaukee Region (Wis.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps - Milwaukee (Wis.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps - Road maps - Road maps
Shell road map : metropolitan Milwaukee.
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1938?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3233 (PrCt)

49304 Milwaukee Region (Wis.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps - Milwaukee (Wis.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps - Road maps
Highway map : Milwaukee : Standard Service...
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1938].
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) road map : Milwaukee and vicinity.
Date from RMcN AE 155 ms. index.
Plate no. T. 3517
Map on verso (44 x 28 cm.): Downtown Milwaukee.
Panel art: Standard service sign over cars at gas pumps.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 155.55 (PrCt)

49305 Milwaukee Region (Wis.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps - Milwaukee (Wis.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps - Waukesha Region (Wis.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps - Road maps - Road maps - Road maps - Road maps
State map : metropolitan Milwaukee...
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1938].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell : metropolitan Milwaukee and vicinity.
Date from RMcN AE 164 ms. index.
Plate no. L-1-1938-1
Maps on verso (21 x 27 cm. and smaller): Downtown Milwaukee -- Waukesha -- Lake region of Waukesha County.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 18 1938 ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 164.46 (PrCt)

49306 Milwaukee Region (Wis.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps - Milwaukee (Wis.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps - Road maps - Road maps - Road maps - Road maps - Road maps - Road maps - Road maps - Road maps - Road maps
State map : metropolitan Milwaukee.
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1939?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3548 (PrCt)

49307 Milwaukee Region (Wis.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps - Milwaukee (Wis.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps - Waukesha Region (Wis.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps - Waukesha County (Wis.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps - Road maps - Road maps - Road maps - Road maps - Road maps - Road maps - Road maps - Road maps - Road maps - Road maps - Road maps
State map : metropolitan Milwaukee...
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1939].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell : metropolitan Milwaukee and vicinity.
Date from RMcN AE 164 ms. index.
Plate no. L-1-1938-1
Maps on verso (21 x 27 cm. and smaller): Downtown Milwaukee -- Waukesha -- Lake region of Waukesha County.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 18 1939 ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 164.47 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
At head of panel title: Milwaukee.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4228 (PrCt)

49311 Milwaukee Region (Wis.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Shell map of metropolitan Milwaukee. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1941?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 57 x 43 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell metropolitan Milwaukee and vicinity.
Plate no. 11-O-1941-1.
Maps on verso (21 x 28 cm. and smaller): Lake region of Waukesha County -- Waukesha -- Downtown Milwaukee.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Editor's copy; map of downtown Milwaukee includes checks next to points of interest in blue pencil.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 5125 (PrCt)

49312 Milwaukee Region (Wis.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Highway map : Milwaukee : Standard Service ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1941].
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) road map : Milwaukee and vicinity.
Date from RMcN AE 155 ms. index.
Plate no. W. 3517
Map on verso (44 x 28 cm.): Downtown Milwaukee.
Panel art: Standard service sign over cars at gas pumps.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 155.56 (PrCt)

49313 Milwaukee Region (Wis.) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Shell map of metropolitan Milwaukee. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1941?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
49314 Milwaukee Region (Wis.) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps

Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map: col.; 42 x 57 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) road map: Milwaukee and vicinity.
Date from RMcN AE 151 ms. index.
Plate no. X.3517.
Map on verso (42 x 28 cm.): Downtown Milwaukee.
Panel art: Standard sign over car and gas pump.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 151.2 (PrCt)

49315 Milwaukee Region (Wis.) - Maps - 1944 - Road maps

Highway map: Milwaukee ... / compliments of Standard Oil Company (Indiana) and Texaco. Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1944].
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map: col.; 34 x 52 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco: metropolitan Milwaukee.
Date from RMcN AE 151 ms. index.
Plate no. Z.4409.
Map on verso (34 x 52 cm.): Texaco: metropolitan Minneapolis-St. Paul.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 63.14 (PrCt)

49316 Milwaukee Region (Wis.) - Maps - 1944 - Road maps

Highway map: Minneapolis Region (Minn.) ... / compliments of Standard Oil Company (Indiana) and Texaco. Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1944].
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map; col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco: metropolitan Minneapolis.
Date from RMcN AE 151 ms. index.
Plate no. Z.4409.
Map on verso (423517 cm.): Texaco: metropolitan Minneapolis-St. Paul.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 151.19 (PrCt)

49317 Milwaukee Region (Wis.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps

Highway map: Milwaukee ... / compliments of Standard Oil Company (Indiana) and Shell Oil Company. Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1946].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map; col.; 34 x 51 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: Milwaukee.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 151.19 (PrCt)

49318 Milwaukee Region (Wis.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps

Highway map: Milwaukee ... / compliments of Standard Oil Company (Indiana) and Texaco. Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1946].
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map; col.; 42 x 57 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: Milwaukee.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 151.22 (PrCt)

49319 Milwaukee Region (Wis.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps

Highway map: Milwaukee ... / compliments of Standard Oil Company (Indiana) and Texaco. Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1946].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map; col.; 34 x 51 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: Milwaukee.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 151.22 (PrCt)

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Milwaukee.
Panel art: Standard sign over car and gas pump.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 154.16 (PrCt)**

### 49331 Milwaukee Region (Wis.) - Maps - 1954 - Road maps

*Panel title.*

**1 map ; 42 x 57 cm.**

**Library**

**Company**

**Authors:** Texas Company

Rand McNally & Company, [1954].

Minneapolis (Minn.) - maps

-Metropolitan Milwaukee, St. Paul and vicinity.


*Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).*

**RMcN AE 151.6X (PrCt)**

### 49332 Milwaukee Region (Wis.) - Maps - 1954 - Road maps

*Panel title.*

**1 map : col. ; 42 x 57 cm.**

**Panel art:** Mobilgas logo.

*Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).*

**RMcN AE 151.7X (PrCt)**

### 49333 Milwaukee Region (Wis.) - Maps - 1954 - Road maps

*Panel title.*

**1 map ; 42 x 57 cm.**

**Panel art:** Standard sign over car and gas pump.

*Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).*

**RMcN AE 151.6X (PrCt)**

### 49334 Milwaukee Region (Wis.) - Maps - 1954 - Road maps

*Panel title.*

**1 map : col. ; 42 x 57 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.**

**Panel art:** Mobilgas logo.

*Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).*

**RMcN AE 151.8X (PrCt)**

### 49335 Milwaukee Region (Wis.) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps

*Panel title.*

**1 map : col. ; 42 x 57 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.**

**Panel art:** Standard sign over car and gas pump.

*Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).*

**RMcN AE 151.6X (PrCt)**

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
49342 Milwaukee Region (Wis.) - Maps - 2000 - Road maps
Waukesha County (Wis.) - Maps - 2000 - Road maps
Counts - Maps
Milwaukee, Milwaukee & Waukesha counties
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (128 p.): col. maps ; 28 cm.
$12.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-91121-X
RMcN StrFdr 1996 .M55 (PrCt)

49345 Milwaukee (Wis.) - Maps - 1870-1880 - Real property
Public auction : Mitchell Heights and Oakland Park, July 30 at 3 o'clock p.m. on the grounds.
Milwaukee : Milwaukee Real Estate Improvement Company, [between 1870 and 1880].
Authors: Milwaukee Real Estate Improvement Company -- Riverside Printing Co. (Milwaukee, Wis.) -- Newby, Walter Loomis, 1804-1868
1 broadside : map ; 45 x 30 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:930].
Broadside with map (22 x 20 cm.) and text promoting sale of Milwaukee properties bounded by Park Pl., Maryland Ave., Bradford St. and Oakland Ave.
At head of title: Now is your opportunity!
Removed from the records of the Walter L. Newberry estate; forms part of Newberry Library Archives, Record Group 02/09/30.
See Newberry Library Archives inventory (unpublished) for additional maps removed from Record Groups 02/09/30 and 04/07/51 (maps of Milwaukee, Green Bay, Appleton and Chicago).
92
map6F G4124.M7 1854 .L3 (PrCt)

49346 Milwaukee (Wis.) - Maps - 1870-1880 - Real property - Manuscripts
Manuscript maps
Map of W. 1/2 of N.W. 1/4 Sec. 15 T. 7 N. R. 22 E. in the first Ward. City of Milwaukee. [between 1870 and 1880].
Authors: Newby, Walter Loomis, 1804-1868
1 ms. map : ink on linen, col. ; 34 x 67 cm. on sheet 51 x 76 cm. + 8 street profiles (8 sheets, various sizes)
Scale [ca. 1:1,210].
Produced under the direction of the trustees of the Walter L. Newberry estate; forms part of the Newberry Archives, Record Group 02/09/30.
Cadastral map showing area bounded by Burleigh St. [i.e. Kenwood Blvd.] to Park Pl. and Maryland Ave. to Oakland Ave.
Accompanied by profiles of Maryland, Frederic, Murray, Cramer, Burleigh [i.e. Kenwood] and 2 unnamed streets near the locations of Linwood

49344 Milwaukee (Wis.) - Maps - 1854 - Real property
Landowners - Maps
Authors: Lapham, Increase Allen, 1811-1875 -- Sherman & Smith -- Johnson, Nina A.
1 map ; 71 x 59 cm.
Cadastral map detailing lot and block numbers, wards, roads, railroads, and approximately 30 landowners' names (in outlying areas only).
Roughly bounded by latter-day Locust Street to Greenfield Avenue and 27th Street to Lake Michigan.
Scale [1:7,920]. "Scale 660 feet or 10 chains to an inch."
Coordinates: (W 87°56'53"--W 87°53'00"/N 43°03'29"--N 43°01'00")
Previously folded to 14 x 13 cm. and detached from an unidentified text; remnant of binding stub at upper left.
Separated along folds into 3 pieces.
References: Checklist of printed maps of the Middle West to 1900, v. 6, p. 157, no. 6-0887; OCLC 760909791
Gift ca. 2010, Nina A. Johnson.
map6F G4124.M7 1854 .L3 (PrCt)

49343 Milwaukee (Wis.) - Census, 19th, 1970 - Maps
Milwaukee (Wis.) - Maps - 1974
Urban atlas, tract data for standard metropolitan statistical areas : Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
1 atlas ([32 p.]: maps (some col.) ; 44 x 56 cm. 'U.S. Department of Commerce, Social and Economic Statistics Administration, Bureau of the Census, U.S. Department of Labor, Manpower Administration.'
Cover title.
Scale [ca. 1:1,000,000]
oversize G1417.M7E25 U5 1974 (NLO)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Milwaukee (Wisc.) - Maps - 1900 - Road maps

Wright's map of Milwaukee. Milwaukee, Wis. published by A.G. Wright, 107 Wisconsin St., 1900.
Authors: A.G. Wright (firm: Milwaukee, Wis.) -- Wright, Alfred G., fl. 1888-1900. Wright's directory of Milwaukee for 1900 -- Wright & Engr. Co. -- Wright (A.G.), firm.
Milwaukee, Wis. SEE A.G. Wright (firm: Milwaukee, Wis.)
1 map : col.; 88 x 61 cm.
"Copyright, 1888, by Alfred G. Wright."
"The Milwaukee Litho. & Engr. Co."
Shows ward boundaries; right margin includes "Milwaukee city street guide" and directory of "public buildings, parks, etc."
Scale not given.
Detached from: Wright's directory of Milwaukee for 1900 (Milwaukee: Alfred G. Wright, 1900) opposite title page; issued folded to 23 x 12 cm. Directory forms part of the uncataloged city directory collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Cf. OCLC 256811857 (1898 ed.)

Milwaukee (Wisc.) - Maps - 1916 - Road maps

Caspar's official map of the city of Milwaukee and vicinity: according to Caspar's official quarter sectional atlas / compiled and drawn by Geo. W. Cloos, c.e. and Harry J. Farmer, c.e. [Milwaukee] : C.N. Caspar Co., publishers, 454 E. Water St., c1916.
Authors: Cloos, Geo. W. -- C.N. Caspar Co. (Milwaukee, Wis.) -- Farmer, Harry J. -- Caspar (C.N.) Co., Milwaukee, Wis., publisher SEE C.N. Caspar Co. (Milwaukee, Wis.)
1 map : col.; 68 x 55 cm., folded in covers to 17 x 9 cm.
Cover title: Caspar's pocket map of Milwaukee and vicinity... Street index in bottom margin.
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).

Milwaukee (Wisc.) - Maps - 1935 - Road maps

Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Chicago Historical Society
1 map : col.; 18 x 24 inches
With some text.
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.

Milwaukee (Wisc.) - Maps - 1958 - Road maps

Gousha Clients 1504 (PrCt)
Specimens Road maps (Wis.) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps
Milwaukee Region (Wis.) - Maps - 1965 - Road maps
Waukesha Region (Wis.) - Maps - 1961 - Road maps

Milwaukee street map. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Company, [1965?].
Authors: Socony Mobil Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
Added title: Milwaukee street map.
Panel title
Maps on verso (43 x 32 cm. and 10 x 21 cm.): Waukesha to Milwaukee area -- Central Milwaukee.
Panel art: Mobil winged horse logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Being kept in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (February 2010).
RMcN Clients 4065 (Pr Ct)

Milwaukee (Wis.) - Maps - 1967 - Road maps
Waukesha Region (Wis.) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps

Milwaukee street map. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Company, [1967?].
Authors: Socony Mobil Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
Added title: Milwaukee street map.
Panel title
Maps on verso (42 x 32 cm. and 10 x 21 cm.): Waukesha to Milwaukee area -- Central Milwaukee.
Forms part of a collection of stock editions of Rand McNally road maps, some apparently issued as sales samples and/or printer's proofs for prospective commercial clients.
Uniform series title (established by cataloger): Stock road maps
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Being kept in 4 A Stacks, Aisle 25 (April 2010).
RMcN Stock 124 (Pr Ct)

Milwaukee (Wis.) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps
Waukesha Region (Wis.) - Maps - 1965 - Road maps

Authors: Socony Mobil Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
Added title: Milwaukee street map.
Panel title
Maps on verso (42 x 32 cm. and 10 x 21 cm.): Waukesha to Milwaukee area -- Central Milwaukee.
Forms part of a collection of stock editions of Rand McNally road maps, some apparently issued as sales samples and/or printer's proofs for prospective commercial clients.
Uniform series title (established by cataloger): Stock road maps
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Being kept in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (April 2010).
RMcN Stock 125 (Pr Ct)

Milwaukee (Wis.) - Maps - 1968 - Road maps
Waukesha Region (Wis.) - Maps - 1967 - Road maps

Authors: Socony Mobil Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
Added title: Milwaukee street map.
Panel title
Maps on verso (42 x 32 cm. and 10 x 21 cm.): Waukesha to Milwaukee area -- Central Milwaukee.
Forms part of a collection of stock editions of Rand McNally road maps, some apparently issued as sales samples and/or printer's proofs for prospective commercial clients.
Uniform series title (established by cataloger): Stock road maps
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Being kept in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (April 2010).
RMcN Stock 125 (Pr Ct)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Milwaukee (Wis.) - Maps - 1969 - Road maps

Milwaukee (Wis.) - Maps - 1971 - Road maps

Milwaukee (Wis.) - Maps - 1975-1976 - Road maps
MILWAUKEE (WIS.) - MAPS - 1976 - ROAD MAPS

- MILWAUKEE REGION (WIS.) - MAPS - 1976 - ROAD MAPS
  AUTHORS: MOBIL OIL CORPORATION -- RAND McNALLY AND COMPANY -- RAND McNALLY COLLECTION (NEWBERRY LIBRARY).
  PANEL ART: MOBIL WINGED HORSE LOGOS.
  FORMS PART OF THE RAND McNALLY COLLECTION (NEWBERRY LIBRARY).

MILWAUKEE (WIS.) - MAPS - 1976 - ROAD MAPS

- MILWAUKEE COUNTY (WIS.) - MAPS - 1976 - ROAD MAPS
  SUPERAMERICA. MAIN OFFICE ... ST. PAUL, MN.
  PANEL ART: COLOR ILLUSTRATION OF "MILWAUKEE COUNTY COURTHOUSE, 1885"; STANDARD FLAMING TORCH LOGO.
  FORMS PART OF THE RAND McNALLY COLLECTION (NEWBERRY LIBRARY).

MILWAUKEE (WIS.) - MAPS - 1979 - ROAD MAPS

- MILWAUKEE REGION (WIS.) - MAPS - 1979 - ROAD MAPS
  MILWAUKEE: MOBIL TRAVEL MAP / SUPERAMERICA.
  [CHICAGO?] : RAND McNALLY & CO., [1979?].
  AUTHORS: ASHLAND (FIRM) -- RAND McNALLY AND COMPANY -- RAND McNALLY COLLECTION (NEWBERRY LIBRARY).
  PANEL ART: ILLUSTRATION OF SUPERAMERICA SIGN OVER CLOUDY SUNSET; SLOGAN "GAS ’N GOODS DAY ’N NIGHT".
  FORMS PART OF THE RAND McNALLY COLLECTION (NEWBERRY LIBRARY).

MILWAUKEE (WIS.) - MAPS - 2004 - ROAD MAPS

- MILWAUKEE COUNTY (WIS.) - MAPS - 2004 - ROAD MAPS
  AUTHORS: RAND McNALLY AND COMPANY -- RAND McNALLY AND COMPANY.
  STOCK ROAD MAPS -- RAND McNALLY COLLECTION (NEWBERRY LIBRARY).

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
2004 - Road maps - Milwaukee Region (Wis.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps - Waukesha County (Wis.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps - Racine County (Wis.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps - Kenosha County (Wis.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps - Counties - Maps

1 atlas (A-G, 1421-2363, 63 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm. +1 CD-ROM.
$19.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-99918-4
RMcN StrFdr 2004 .M55 (PrCt)

49368 Milwaukee (Wis.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps - Milwaukee County (Wis.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps - Waukesha County (Wis.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps - Racine County (Wis.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps - Kenosha County (Wis.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps - Counties - Maps

1 atlas (A-G, 1421-2363, 63 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm. +1 CD-ROM.
$19.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528855336
RMcN StrFdr 2006 .M55 (PrCt)

49367 Milwaukee (Wis.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps - Milwaukee County (Wis.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps - Waukesha County (Wis.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps - Racine County (Wis.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps - Kenosha County (Wis.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps - Counties - Maps

1 atlas (A-G, 1421-2363, 63 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm. +1 CD-ROM.
Cover not dated.
$19.95
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528999184
RMcN StrFdr 2004 .M55a (PrCt)

49369 Milwaukee (Wis.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps - Milwaukee Region (Wis.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps - Waukesha County (Wis.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps - Racine County (Wis.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps - Kenosha County (Wis.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps - Ozaukee County (Wis.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps - Racine County (Wis.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps - Washington County (Wis.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps - Counties - Maps

Cover title: Milwaukee street guide: including Milwaukee, Waukesha, and portions of Kenosha, Ozaukee, Racine, and Washington Counties.
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder. "$19.95" -- back cover
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528866532
RMcN StrFdr 2007 .M55 (PrCt)
Wall maps
Authors: Hastings, B. -- Archar, Inc. -- General Drafting Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; on sheet 75 x 100 cm. Scale-free pictorial bird's-eye view advertising local businesses.
Annotated in lower right corner: U17 - DA.
map6F G4124 .M5A3 1973 H3 (PrCt)

Milwaukee (Wis.) - Pictorial works
-Exhibitions - Catalogs
1844-1908
Milwaukee Art Center - Exhibitions - Catalogs
Authors: Beckman, Thomas -- Milwaukee Art Center
[68] p. : ill. ; 19 x 26 cm.
BHC 1056
Vert 622 (PrCt)

Minas Gerais (Brazil) - Maps - 1938
Araxá (Brazil) - Maps - 1938
Estado de Minas Gerais, município de Araxá.
Mapa organizado em observação ao decreto-lei nacional no. 311, de 2 março de 1938. [Rio de Janeiro : Ministerio da agricultura, Secção de publicidade, 1938].
Authors: Conselho Nacional de Geografia (Brazil) -- Brazil. Ministério da Agricultura -- Revista brasileira de geografia -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 58 x 89 cm.
From Revista brasileira de geografia, año l, no. 1, Jan. 1939.
'Escala 1:2,000,000.'
Insets: N.S. da Conceição; Dores de Santa Juliana; Araxá; Argenita; Tapira.
Ayer p133 .B82 1938 (NLO)

Minas Gerais (Brazil) - Maps - Collections, 1720-1879
Cartography - Minas Gerais (Brazil) - History - 1720-1879
Cartografia das Minas Gerais. [Belo Horizonte, Brazil : Editora EFMG, 2002].
Authors: Costa, Antônio Gilberto -- Editora EFMG -- William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library)
31 maps on 29 sheets : col. ; 46 x 63 cm., in portfolio 48 x 64 cm. + accomp. book (83 p. : col. maps ; 28 cm. in portfolio pocket)
Scales differ.
Reproductions of regional, diamond district, administrative division, and province maps of Minas Gerais, Brazil, produced ca. 1720 to 1879; accompanied by book with the same title.
Relief shown pictorially, by form lines and landform drawing.
Forms part of the William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library).
ISBN 8570413289
Greenlee oversize G5570 2002 .C3 (NLO)

Mindanao Island (Philippines) - Maps - 1874
- Manuscripts
Distrito central de Mindanao con los datos adquiridos por Don Antonio Martel de Gayangos. [1874?].
Manuscript map. Ayer MS 1371 map 1
1 ms. map : hand col., cloth ; 493 x 429 mm. on sheet 531 x 741 mm.
Outline map of Mindanao Island south from iligan Bay and west from Point Flecha; identifies prominent bays, harbors, rivers, and settlements.
Forms part of Antonio Martel de Gayangos' undated manuscript La Ysla de Mindanao (Ayer MS 1371), an official report critical of Spanish colonial administration. Although tentatively dated ca. 1850 and ca. 1862 by various authorities, the text describes events which occurred as late as 1878.
Scale [ca. 1:628,000].
Prime meridian: [Cadiz].
Folded to 287 x 192 mm. and bound between leaves 5-6.
Pen-and-ink (black, red).
Forms part of both the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection and the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library).
Lietz, P.S. Calendar of Philippine documents Ayer Coll., 305
Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 272
Butler, R.L. Check list mss. Ayer Coll., 1371
Quirino, C. Philippine cartography (1963 ed.), p. 110
Blair & Robertson (1903 ed.), v. 53 p. 386-387
The manuscript text was edited by Cesar Adib Majul and published as The Island of Mindanao. Manila : Publications of the Filipiniana Book Guild, 1976.
Ayer ms map proj 94.
VAULT Ayer MS 1371 map 1 (NLO)

*Isla de Mindanao.* [between 1881 and 1890].
Authors: Rajal y Larré, Joaquín, b. 1847 -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library.
Manuscript map. Ayer 2061 R16 1885 v.1 map 2 (1 map : hand col. ; 299 x 210 mm.)
Made probably between 1881 and 1890 by Joaquin Rajal y Larré, governor of the Philippine provinces of Nueva Écija on Luzon and Davao on Mindanao. Colored to show tribal regions and Muslim settlements in Davao Province.
Scale [ca. 1:1,800,000].
Relief shown by hachures.
'XXIX' in upper right, above neatline; 'Pag 8' in lower right, beneath neatline.
Pen-and-ink, pencil and watercolor (green, orange, yellow, pink, blue).
Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library)
Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 301
Ayer ms map proj 94
VAULT Ayer 2061 .R16 1885 v.1 map 2 (NLO)

Mindanao Island (Philippines) - Maps - 1886 - Philippines - Maps - 1886
Filipinas. *Isla de Mindanao.* [Madrid?] : Depósito de la Guerra, 1886.
1 map : 97 x 118 cm., folded to 24 cm. in portfolio 27 x 19 cm.
Cover title.
Ayer 133 .S68 1886 (NLO)

Mindanao Island (Philippines) - Maps - 1887 - Ethnology - Philippines - Maps - 1887
*Mapa etnografica de Mindanao y Jolo.* 1887.
Authors: Jesuits -- Perez, M. -- Böcker, C.
1 map
Detached from: Cartas de los pp. de la Compania de Jesus de la mision de Filipinas v.7 at end (Manila, 1887) [Ayer 2143 J41 J5 1877 v. 7].
temp map4F G8062.M5E1 1887 .M3 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

Reconocimiento del estero de Maguindanao ó de la Mundaya que corre por el o[este] de Cotabatto y une los brazos n[orte] y s[ud] del Rio Grande de Mindanao. 1862.

Authors: Burriel, Juan Nepomuceno -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library.

Manuscript map. Ayer MS 1306 map 4
1 ms. map : hand col., cloth ; 250 x 200 mm. on sheet 323 x 224 mm.

Shows the Mindanao River delta region south and west of Cotabato City, downstream from the fort at Tamontaka, in the Philippine province of Cotabato. Forms part of colonel Juan Nepomuceno Burriel's manuscript Ytinerario de la escursión hecha a Mindanao y Jolo (Ayer MS 1306), describing the Spanish army expedition of 1862.

Scale 1:20,000. 'Escala de 1/20,000.'
'Confirmado el 15 de Diciembre de 1862.'
Pen-and-ink (black, blue, green, red) and pencil.
Bound between leaves 101-102.
Forms part of both the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection and the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library).

Lietz, P.S. Calendar of Philippine documents Ayer Coll., 306
Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 279
Butler, R.L. Check list mss. Ayer Coll., 1306
Quirino, C. Philippine cartography (1963 ed.), p. 112
Blair & Robertson. Philippine Islands (1903 ed.), v. 53 p. 400
Ayer ms map proj 94

VAULT Ayer MS 1306 map 4 (NLO)

Mindanao River Region (Philippines) - Maps - 1854 - Muslims - Manuscripts - Muslims - Mindanao River Region (Philippines) - Maps - 1854 - Manuscripts - Manuscript maps

Primer reconocimiento del Gran Rio Mindanao. 1854.


Ayer MS 1306 map
1 ms. map : cloth ; on sheet 445 x 1,656 mm.

Shows the Mindanao River region in the Philippine province of Cotabato from the northern limits of Liguasan Marsh to the river delta on Illana Bay. Names settlements in an area notable for clashes between natives and Spanish colonial authorities; locates residences of various Muslim sultans. Accompanies Fernández de Córdoba's report dated August 30, 1854 beginning 'Gran rio de Mindanao 1854. El ansia de encontrar una interpretacion ...' Fernández de Córdoba's report and map form part of a bound volume of ms. copies of 7 reports by 5 Spanish colonial officials. The reports are collectively titled Primer reconocimiento del gran rio de Mindanao, dated July 7, 1855 at Manila, and attributed to José Cruz de Oyanguren on a separate ms. title page. Cf. P.S. Lietz' Calendar of Philippine documents in the Ayer Collection (1956) p. 152-157, R.A. Butler's Check list of manuscripts in the Edward E. Ayer Collection (1937) no. 1330, and Blair & Robertson's Philippine Islands (1903) v. 53 p. 389.

Scale 1:100,000. 'Escala de 1/100000.'
Removed from ms.; map originally folded to 201 x 134 mm. and bound inside back cover; accompanying report forms openings [1]-[37] in the bound volume.

Date in title incorrectly transcribed as 1754 by Smith and Quirino.

Forms part of both the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection and the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library).
Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 274
Quirino, C. Philippine cartography (1963 ed.), p. 93

Host Item Entry Primer reconocimiento del gran rio de Mindanao. 1855.
Ayer ms map proj 94

VAULT Ayer MS 1330 map (NLO)
Scale [ca. 1:97,500]. '5 millas.'
Pen-and-ink (black, blue, green, red) and pencil.
Relief shown by form lines.
Oriented toward the southeast.
Folded to 146 x 324 mm.; bound following leaf 215.
Forms part of both the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection and the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library).
Lietz, P.S. Calendar of Philippine documents Ayer Coll., 306
Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 298
Butler, R.L. Check list mss. Ayer Coll., 1306
Quirino, C. Philippine cartography (1963 ed.), p. 113
Blair & Robertson. Philippine Islands (1903 ed.), v. 53 p. 400
Ayer ms map proj 94
VAULT Ayer MS map proj 94

Mindanao River Region (Philippines) - Maps
1874 - Muslims - Manuscripts
Pulangi River Region (Philippines) - Maps
1874 - Muslims - Manuscripts
Cotabato (Philippines : Province) - Maps
1874 - Muslims - Manuscripts
Muslims - Philippines - Maps
1874 - Manuscripts

Rio Pulangui ó Grande de Mindanao con los datos adquiridos por Don Antonio Martel Gayangos. [1874?].
Manuscript map. Ayer MS 1371 map 3
1 ms. map : hand col., cloth ; 395 x 470 mm. on sheet 557 x 685 mm.
Map of the Mindanao and Pulangi river regions in the province of Cotabato (Philippines); identifies settlements, rivers, lakes, and regions governed by various native Muslim leaders. Forms part of Antonio Martel de Gayangos' undated manuscript La Ysla de Mindanao (Ayer MS 1371), an official report critical of Spanish colonial administration. Although tentatively dated ca. 1850 and ca. 1862 by various authorities, the text describes events which occurred as late as 1878.
Scale not given.
Oriented toward the east.
Folded to 292 x 188 mm. and bound between leaves 20-21.
Pen-and-ink (black, red).
Forms part of both the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection and the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library).
Lietz, P.S. Calendar of Philippine documents Ayer Coll., 305
Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 273
Butler, R.L. Check list mss. Ayer Coll., 1371
Quirino, C. Philippine cartography (1963 ed.), p. 110
Blair & Robertson (1903 ed.), v. 53 p. 386-387
The manuscript text was edited by Cesar Adib Majul and published as The Island of Mindanao. Manila : Publications of the Filipiniana Book Guild, 1976.
Ayer ms map proj 94
VAULT Ayer MS 1371 map 3 (NLO)

Mindelheim Region (Germany) - Maps
1724 - Pictorial works
Protoparchiae Mindelhemensis nova tabula geographica. Nuremberg, [ca. 1724].
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:131
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 56 cm.
Phillips 4257 v. 3 no. 56.
Inset: Die Stadt Mindelheim.

Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:131 (PrCt)

49386 Minden (North Rhine-Westphalia, Germany) - Pictorial works - 1552<<>>Woodcuts [View of Minden, Germany]. [Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552].
Authors: Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552. Cosmographiae uniuersalis ... (1552) -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : woodcut ; 6 x 7 cm., on sheet 32 x 21 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Added letterpress title above woodcut: Mindensis ciuitas.
In: Münster, Sebastian. Cosmographiae uniuersalis ... (Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552), p. 743.
Possibly an inaccurate view, since some of the woodcuts in this volume were used for more than one town.
VAULT folio Ayer 7 .M8 1552, p. 743 (PrCt)

Authors: Ehrensvard, Ulla
p. 171-188 : maps, ill. : 24 cm.
Vert 499, no. 2 (PrCt)

Authors: Willows-Munro, S. E.
BHC 2548
Vert 2088 (PrCt)


Authors: Peterson, E. Frank -- Atkinson, Geo. W. -- Heffer, John C. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division
land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 38.5 x 34.5 in. Scale 1:46,000.
Originally published Vermillion, S.D.: E. Frank Peterson, 1898.
Microfiche 583, no. 861 (PrCt)

Authors: Wisconsin Historical Society
1 leaflet (3-fold) : photos, col. maps ; fold. to 22 x 10 cm
Travel Vertical File G4124 .M74E644 1970 .S7 (PrCt)

Authors: Japan. Tetsudosho -- Japan. Official guides -- Japan. Tetsudoin -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 15 maps
Vol. A.
1Hokusai,1Hiroshige
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Authors: Eyles, Victor Ambrose, 1895- -- Cartographic journal (1972)
p. 133-135
'Reproduced, with some additions, from Geologie, 20, Heft 4/5, Berlin (D.D.R.) Akademie-Verlag (1971), 362-64.'.
'Traces the development of geological cartography from the eighteenth century practice of marking the location of mineral deposits on topographic maps through to...the present day.'
55 171, v. 9, p. 133-135 (PrCt)

49393 Mining engineering - History<<<Mining industry - History<<<Münster, Sebastian,
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)


'We are under obligation to Franklin Cook, Esq. for a revision of this Map of Minneapolis.'

Scale [ca. 1:24,000].


map6F G4143.H4 1874 .W7 inset (PrCt)

49405 Minneapolis (Minn.) - Maps - 1910<<<>Saint Paul (Minn.) - Maps - 1910

1 map : col. ; 23 x 15 inches

Detached from Hudson, Horace B. Hudson's dictionary of Minneapolis and vicinity ...

(Minneapolis: Hudson Publishing Company, 1910).

Mounted on linen.

Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.

CHS Coll., Map no. 264 (PrCt)

49406 Minneapolis (Minn.) - Maps - 1932 - Road maps<<<>Road maps
Minneapolis, St. Paul & Vicinity. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1932].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil Company -- Lee, Robert E., fl. 1933 -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Cover: License plate motif.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 0, DUP 0.
Panel art: Shell logo, license plates, couple in convertible car (woman driving), dog, signed by artist "Robert E. Lee."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 702 (PrCt)

49407 Minneapolis (Minn.) - Maps - 1935<<<>Minneapolis Region (Minn.) - Maps - 1935 - Road maps<<<>Saint Paul (Minn.) - Maps - 1935<<<>Saint Paul Region (Minn.) - Maps - 1935 - Road maps<<<>Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.
Panel art: Photo of gas station attendant and slogan "let the Standard Oil Company serve you."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 1505 (PrCt)

49408 Minneapolis (Minn.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps<<<>Minneapolis Region (Minn.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps<<<>Saint Paul (Minn.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps<<<>Saint Paul Region (Minn.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps<<<>Road maps
Minneapolis, Saint Paul and vicinity road map / Automobile Club of Minneapolis ... Minneapolis, Minnesota. Affiliated with the American Automobile Association. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1936.
Authors: Automobile Club of Minneapolis -- American Automobile Association -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: photo of Automobile Club of Minneapolis "town house."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 1532 (PrCt)

49409 Minneapolis (Minn.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps<<<>Minneapolis Region (Minn.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps<<<>Saint Paul (Minn.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps<<<>Saint Paul Region (Minn.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps<<<>Road maps
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 1716 (PrCt)

49410 Minneapolis (Minn.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps<<<>Saint Paul (Minn.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps<<<>Minneapolis Region (Minn.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps<<<>Saint Paul Region (Minn.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps<<<>Road maps
Highway map : Minneapolis, Saint Paul ... / compliments of Standard Oil Company of Indiana. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1937].
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: cars, gas pumps, and "Standard Service" sign
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 2006 (PrCt)

49411 Minneapolis (Minn.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: car, Phillips 66 tanker truck on road, Phillips 66 sign, and slogan "there's a Phillips station ahead."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3191 (PrCt)

49412 Minneapolis (Minn.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Minneapolis, St. Paul and vicinity official road map / Phillips 66. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1939?].
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: cars, gas pumps, and "Standard Service" sign
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3291 (PrCt)

49413 Minneapolis (Minn.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: cars, gas pumps, and "Standard Service" sign
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3503 (PrCt)

49414 Minneapolis (Minn.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Minneapolis, St. Paul and vicinity official road map / Phillips 66. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1939?].
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Company
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: cars, gas pumps, and "Standard Service" sign.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3645 (PrCt)

49415 Minneapolis (Minn.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Minneapolis, St. Paul with the Independent. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1940?].
Authors: Globe Oil & Refining Companies -- H.M. Gousha Company
1 map : folded to 22 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Globe gas station attendant; slogans "we are home owned" and "keep rollin' with Globe."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3798 (PrCt)

49416 Minneapolis (Minn.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: winding road, Phillips 66 sign, and slogan "there's a Phillips station ahead."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3803 (PrCt)

Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Panel art: road, Phillips 66 sign, and slogan "there's a Phillips station ahead."

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 4829 (PrCt)


Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Plate no. includes letter "U", indicating 1947 publication.

Panel art: couple in a convertible driving towards a Phillips gas station, Phillips 66 logo, and slogan "for cleanliness and service there's a Phillips 66 station ahead."

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 5149 (PrCt)


Authors: Oja, A., fl. 1948 -- Chicago Historical Society

1 map ; 7.5 x 10.5 inches

'Mapped by A. Oja [?]'

Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.

CHS Coll., Map no. 260 (PrCt)


Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Plate no. includes letter "U", indicating 1948 publication.


Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 5239 (PrCt)

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
Panel art: couple in a convertible driving towards a Phillips gas station, Phillips 66 logo, and slogan "for cleanliness and service there's a Phillips 66 station ahead."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5421 (PrCt)


1 map : both sides, col. ; 62 x 70 cm., folded to 23 x 12 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. 645930 N-5.
Inset (13 x 22 cm. and smaller): Minneapolis-St. Paul and vicinity -- Downtown Minneapolis -- Downtown St. Paul.
Panel art: Panel art: Pure Oil Co. sign and Firebird gas logo; motto "See America best by car."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2239 (PrCt)


1 map : both sides, col. ; 62 x 70 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair Minneapolis, St. Paul street map.
Plate no. 5930.
Insets (13 x 22 cm. and smaller): Minneapolis, St. Paul and vicinity -- Downtown Minneapolis --
Downtown St. Paul.
Panel art: Sinclair logo, gas station, and motto "see America's scenic wonders with Sinclair ..."
Handstamp: "Jul 20 1959" in red ink.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2793 (PrCt)
Minneapolis (Minn.) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps - Saint Paul (Minn.) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps - Minneapolis Region (Minn.) - Maps - 1968 - Road maps - Saint Paul Region (Minn.) - Maps - 1968 - Road maps

Minneapolis, St. Paul / Union 76, Pure Oil Division, Union Oil Company of California. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Co., c1968.
Authors: Union Oil Company of California -- Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map: both sides, col.; 98 x 99 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Minneapolis, St. Paul street map.
Plate no. 686642-1

Insets (13 x 16 cm. and smaller): Minneapolis-St. Paul and vicinity -- Downtown St. Paul -- Downtown Minneapolis.

Panel art: Illustration of vehicles on a highway, Pure Oil Co. and Union 76 logos.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2258 (PrCt)

Minneapolis (Minn.) - Maps - 1967 - Road maps - Saint Paul (Minn.) - Maps - 1968 - Road maps - Minneapolis Region (Minn.) - Maps - 1968 - Road maps - Saint Paul Region (Minn.) - Maps - 1968 - Road maps


1 map: both sides, col.; 88 x 99 cm., on sheet 90 x 65, folded to 11 x 18 cm.

Includes blank title panel (for overprinting?).
Plate no.66 41.

Insets (8 x 9 cm.): Downtown Minneapolis.
Insets on verso (13 x 17 cm. and 10 x 9 cm.): Downtown St. Paul -- Minneapolis-St. Paul and vicinity.


Forms part of a collection of stock editions of Rand McNally road maps, some apparently issued as sales samples and / or printer's proofs for prospective commercial clients.

Uniform series title (established by cataloger): Stock road maps

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (April 2010).
RMcN Stock 133 (PrCt)

Minneapolis (Minn.) - Maps - 1968 - Road maps - Minneapolis Region (Minn.) - Maps - 1968 - Road maps - Saint Paul Region (Minn.) - Maps - 1968 - Road maps

Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map: both sides, col.; 79 x 99 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Minneapolis, St. Paul street map.
Plate no. 686642-1

Insets (13 x 17 cm. and smaller): Minneapolis, St. Paul and vicinity -- Downtown Minneapolis -- Downtown St. Paul.

Panel art: Illustration of Gulf service station.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1205 (PrCt)

Minneapolis (Minn.) - Maps - 1969 - Road maps - Saint Paul (Minn.) - Maps - 1969 - Road maps - Minneapolis Region (Minn.) - Maps - 1969 - Road maps

Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map: both sides, col.; 88 x 99 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Minneapolis, St. Paul street map.
Plate no. 686642-1

Insets (13 x 17 cm. and smaller): Minneapolis, St. Paul and vicinity -- Downtown Minneapolis -- Downtown St. Paul.

Panel art: Illustration of Gulf service station.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Stock 133 (PrCt)

Minneapolis (Minn.) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps - Saint Paul (Minn.) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps - Minneapolis Region (Minn.) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps - Saint Paul Region (Minn.) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps

Minneapolis, St. Paul / Union 76, Pure Oil Division, Union Oil Company of California. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Co., c1968.
Authors: Union Oil Company of California -- Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map: both sides, col.; 98 x 99 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Minneapolis, St. Paul street map.
Plate no. 686642-1

Insets (13 x 16 cm. and smaller): Minneapolis-St. Paul and vicinity -- Downtown St. Paul -- Downtown Minneapolis.

Panel art: Illustration of vehicles on a highway, Pure Oil Co. and Union 76 logos.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2258 (PrCt)

Minneapolis (Minn.) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps - Saint Paul (Minn.) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps - Minneapolis Region (Minn.) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps - Saint Paul Region (Minn.) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps


1 map: both sides, col.; 88 x 99 cm., on sheet 90 x 65, folded to 11 x 18 cm.

Includes blank title panel (for overprinting?).
Plate no.66 41.

Insets (8 x 9 cm.): Downtown Minneapolis.
Insets on verso (13 x 17 cm. and 10 x 9 cm.): Downtown St. Paul -- Minneapolis-St. Paul and vicinity.


Forms part of a collection of stock editions of Rand McNally road maps, some apparently issued as sales samples and / or printer's proofs for prospective commercial clients.

Uniform series title (established by cataloger): Stock road maps

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (April 2010).
RMcN Stock 133 (PrCt)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 89 x 99 cm., on sheet 81 x 65 cm., folded to 24 x 11 cm.
Includes blank title panel (for overprinting?).
Plate no. 696641-2.
Inset (10 x 9 cm.): Downtown Minneapolis.
Insets on verso (10 x 9 cm. and 10 x 17 cm.): Downtown St. Paul -- Minneapolis-St. Paul and vicinity.
Forms part of a collection of stock editions of Rand McNally road maps, some apparently issued as sales samples and / or printer's proofs for prospective commercial clients.
Uniform series title (established by cataloger): Stock road maps
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (April 2010).
RMcN Stock 129 (PrCt) 49438

Minneapolis (Minn.) - Maps - 1969 - Road maps<<<Saint Paul (Minn.) - Maps - 1969 - Road maps<<<Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 89 x 99 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair Minneapolis, St. Paul street map.
Plate no. 696642-2
Insets (13 x 17 cm. and smaller): Minneapolis, St. Paul and vicinity -- Downtown Minneapolis -- Downtown St. Paul.
Panel art: Sinclair logo, abstracted traffic signs.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2858 (PrCt) 49439

Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 89 x 99 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"1975 edition"
1 map : both sides, col. ; 89 x 99 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Minneapolis, St. Paul street map.
Plate no. 706642-3.
Insets (13 x 17 cm. and smaller): Minneapolis, St. Paul and vicinity -- Downtown Minneapolis -- Downtown St. Paul.
Panel art: Illustration of Gulf service station.
Includes two Library of Congress copyright handstamps with certificate numbers.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1279 (PrCt) 49440

Authors: Standard Oil Company -- Amoco Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Tempo Designs, Inc. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 89 x 99 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"1976 edition"

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Downtown Minneapolis.
Identifies Standard gas station locations.
Panel art: Color illustration of Fort Snelling and Standard logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
**RMcN Clients 4827 (PrCt)**

**Minneapolis (Minn.) - Maps - 1979 - Road maps**

*Minneapolis St. Paul travel map / SuperAmerica.*

[Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Co., [1979?].
Authors: Ashland (Firm) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 168 x 63 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"SuperAmerica. Main office ... St. Paul, MN. Division of Ashland Oil, Inc." -- Title panel.
Added title: Minneapolis St. Paul street map.
Plate no. 796642-10.
Insets (13 x 16 cm. and smaller): Minneapolis-St. Paul and vicinity -- Downtown St. Paul -- Downtown Minneapolis.
Panel art: Illustration of SuperAmerica sign over cloudy sunset; slogan "gas 'n goods day 'n night". Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
**RMcN Clients 3371 (PrCt)**

**Minneapolis (Minn.) - Maps - 1979 - Road maps**

*Minneapolis Region (Minn.) - Maps - 1979 - Road maps***

[Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Co., [1979?].
Authors: Ashland (Firm) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 168 x 63 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"SuperAmerica. Main office ... St. Paul, MN. Division of Ashland Oil, Inc." -- Title panel.
Added title: Minneapolis St. Paul street map.
Plate no. 796642-10.
Insets (13 x 16 cm. and smaller): Minneapolis-St. Paul and vicinity -- Downtown St. Paul -- Downtown Minneapolis.
Panel art: Illustration of SuperAmerica sign over cloudy sunset; slogan "gas 'n goods day 'n night". Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
**RMcN Clients 3371 (PrCt)**
Aerial photograph of Minneapolis, concentr
3 views : col. ; fold. to 24 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Captions: Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie Railway Company -- Minneapolis Public Library
1 view ; 14 x 17 cm.
Caption title.
Partial (?) reproduction of a 'print lent through the
courtesy of the Minneapolis Public Library.'
back cover.
5A 7267 (1955 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

"Minneapolis (Minn.) - Pictorial works -
1946<>Railroads - Maps
Minneapolis skyline from Loring Park.
[Minneapolis, Minnesota? Minneapolis & St.
Louis Railroad?, 1946?].
Authors: Marvel, Bill
1 view ; on sheet 28 x 21 cm.
Photo reproduction of downtown Minneapolis.
In Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad. Third annual
report ... December 31, 1945 [Minneapolis,
Minnesota?: Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad?,
1946?] inside back cover.
5A 7267 (1945 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

"Minneapolis (Minn.) - Pictorial works -
1947<>Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad -
Pictorial works - 1943 -
Headquarters<>Railroads - Maps
Minneapolis. [Minneapolis, Minnesota?
Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad?, 1947?].
Authors: Brown, W. J., fl. ca. 1947 -- Minneapolis
& St. Louis Railroad
1 view ; 16 x 21 cm., on sheet 28 x 21 cm.
'This etching of Minneapolis at Night presents a
view of the downtown business district ...';
reproduced from original by W. J. Brown,
courtesy of Investors Syndicate.
Title in upper margin.
In Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad. Fourth
annual report of the Minneapolis & St. Louis
Railway Company ... December 31, 1946
[Minneapolis, Minnesota?: Minneapolis & St.
Louis Railroad?, 1947?] inside back cover.
5A 7267 (1946 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

"Minneapolis (Minn.) - Pictorial works -
1951 -
Flour industry<>Flour industry -
Minneapolis (Minn.) - Pictorial works -
1951<>Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad -
Pictorial works - 1951<>Railroads - Maps
The Famed milling district of Minneapolis.
[Minneapolis? Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad?,
1951?].
Authors: Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad
1 view ; 17 x 22 cm.
Aerial photograph of Minneapolis, concentrating
on the milling companies 'near the west bank of
the Mississippi river.'
In Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad. Eighth
annual report ,1950 [Minneapolis? Minneapolis &

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
49454  
Minneapolis (Minn.) - Pictorial works - 1955<<>>Railroads - Maps
Authors: Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie Railway Company
1 view ; 23 x 20 cm.
Caption title.
Aerial photograph of downtown Minneapolis.
5A 7267 (1955 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

49455  
Minneapolis (Minn.) - Skywalks - 1975<<>>Aerial walkways SEE
Skywalks<<>>Elevated pedestrian walkways SEE Skywalks<<>>Pedestrian bridges SEE Skywalks<<>>Pedways, Elevated SEE Skywalks<<>>Skyways (Skywalks) SEE Skywalks<<>>Walkways, Elevated SEE Skywalks
Authors: Minneapolis Planning and Development 8 p. : illustrations, photos and map ; 25 x 25 cm.
Travel Vertical File G4144 .M5P78 1975 .M5 (PrCt)

49456  
Minneapolis (Minn.) - Skywalks - 1983
Authors: Butwin, David 2 p. : photo

49457  
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1897) -- Twin City Rapid Transit Company -- Minneapolis Street Railway Company -- St. Paul City Railway Company
1 map ; 11 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1897) p. 979 H 668 .703 (1897) p. 979 (PrCt)

49458  
The Twin Cities: their famous lakes, river, parks and resorts. Buffalo, N.Y. Matthews-Northrup, [1910].
Authors: Matthews-Northrup Company -- Twin City Rapid Transit Company -- Chicago Historical Society -- Twin City Lines (Firm : Minn.) SEE Twin City Rapid Transit Company
1 map : col. ; 21 x 79 cm.
Text and map on verso: Fort Snelling, Minnesota near the Twin Cities (14 x 9 cm.) Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.
CHS Coll., Map no. 261 (PrCt)

49459  
Minneapolis Region (Minn.) - Maps - 1934 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (3 panel, R,Y): Diagonal "Shell" on red stripe, logo.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1139 (PrCt)

49460  
Minneapolis Region (Minn.) - Maps - 1934 - Road maps<<>>Saint Paul Region (Minn.) - Maps - 1934 - Road maps<<>>Minneapolis (Minn.) - Maps - 1934<<>>Saint Paul (Minn.) - Maps - 1934<<>>Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) : 1934 official road map : Minneapolis, St. Paul and environs.
Plate no. H-221-S.C.
Maps on verso (each 21 x 28 cm.): Downtown Minneapolis -- Downtown St. Paul.
Panel art: Geese flying over a car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMCN AE 65.30 (PrCt)

49461 Minneapolis Region (Minn.) - Maps - 1934 - Road maps<<<Saint Paul Region (Minn.) - Maps - 1934 - Road maps<<<Road maps
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (3 panel, R,B,P): Geese flying over hills, sedan passing lake.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1183 (PrCt)

49462 Minneapolis Region (Minn.) - Maps - 1935 - Road maps<<<Saint Paul Region (Minn.) - Maps - 1935 - Road maps<<<Minneapolis (Minn.) - Maps - 1935<<<Saint Paul (Minn.) - Maps - 1935<<<Road maps
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; col. ; 43 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell metropolitan Minneapolis, St. Paul and vicinity
Date from RMCN AE 66 ms. index.
Plate no. Q3516
Maps on verso (each 20 x 28 cm.): Downtown Minneapolis -- Downtown St. Paul.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMCN AE 66.32 (PrCt)

49463 Minneapolis Region (Minn.) - Maps - 1935 - Road maps<<<Saint Paul Region (Minn.) - Maps - 1935 - Road maps<<<Minneapolis (Minn.) - Maps - 1935<<<Saint Paul (Minn.) - Maps - 1935<<<Road maps
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; col. ; 43 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell metropolitan Minneapolis, St. Paul and vicinity
Plate no. Q 3516

49464 Minneapolis Region (Minn.) - Maps - 1935 - Road maps<<<Saint Paul Region (Minn.) - Maps - 1935 - Road maps<<<Road maps
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Brink, John G. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 58 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell metropolitan Minneapolis, St. Paul and vicinity
Plate no. Q 3516
Maps on verso (each 20 x 28 cm.): Downtown Minneapolis -- Downtown St. Paul.
Filed in paper sleeve stamped “John G. Brink” (RMCN Clients 2401).
Panel art: Shell logo and motto "tour with confidence."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMCN Clients 2403 (PrCt)

49465 Minneapolis Region (Minn.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps<<<Saint Paul Region (Minn.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps<<<Minneapolis (Minn.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps<<<Saint Paul (Minn.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps<<<Road maps
1936 road map : metropolitan Minneapolis, St. Paul : Shell ... Chicago : H. M. Gousha Company, 1936.
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; col. ; 43 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell metropolitan Minneapolis, St. Paul
Plate no. J-221-S.C.
Maps on verso (21 x 28 cm each): Downtown Minneapolis -- Downtown St. Paul.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMCN AE 163.8A (PrCt)

49466 Minneapolis Region (Minn.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps<<<Saint Paul Region (Minn.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps<<<Minneapolis (Minn.) - Maps - 1936<<<Saint Paul (Minn.) -

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Maps - 1936<>Road maps
Standard Oil road map : Minneapolis, Saint Paul.
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: 1936 Minneapolis, St. Paul and vicinity road map ... Standard Oil Company (Indiana)
Maps on verso (each 17 x 28 cm.): Downtown Minneapolis -- Downtown St. Paul.
Panel art: cars on road above Standard compass rose.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 66.36 (PrCt)

49467 Minneapolis Region (Minn.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps<>Saint Paul Region (Minn.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps<>Saint Paul (Minn.) - Maps - 1936<>Road maps
Standard Oil road map : Minneapolis, St. Paul.
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: 1936 Minneapolis, St. Paul and vicinity road map ... Standard Oil Company (Indiana).
Date from RMcN AE 68 ms. index.
Plate no. R .3516
Maps on verso (20 x 28 cm. and 20 x 28 cm.): Downtown Minneapolis -- Downtown St. Paul.
Panel art: Compass with Standard Oil crown logo over cars on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 68.10 (PrCt)

49468 Minneapolis Region (Minn.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps<>Saint Paul Region (Minn.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps<>Road maps
Minneapolis, Saint Paul and vicinity road map ... / 
Automobile Club of Minneapolis, La Salle at 13th Street ... 
Minneapolis, Minn. Automobile Club of Minneapolis, [1936?].
Authors: Automobile Club of Minneapolis -- 
Minnesota State Automobile Association -- 
American Automobile Association -- 
H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 38 x 51 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: 1936 official road map Minneapolis St. Paul and vicinity.
"Copyright by the H.M. Gousha Company, Chicago, Ill."
Plate no. J-2
Maps on verso: (21 x 19 cm.): Downtown Minneapolis -- Downtown St. Paul.
Panel art: B&W photo of the Automobile Club of Minneapolis's Town House; combined AAA and Minnesota State Automobile Association logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3A Stacks, Aisle 4 (Feb. 2011).

49469 Minneapolis Region (Minn.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps<>Saint Paul Region (Minn.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps<>Minneapolis (Minn.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps<>Saint Paul (Minn.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps<>Road maps
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 2044 (PrCt)

49470 Minneapolis Region (Minn.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps<>Saint Paul Region (Minn.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps<>Minneapolis (Minn.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps<>Saint Paul (Minn.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps<>Road maps
Highway map : Minneapolis Saint-Paul ... / compliments of Standard Oil Company of Indiana. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1937?].
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) official road map : Minneapolis St. Paul and vicinity.
Plate no. 12-K 221-S.C.
Maps on verso (21 x 28 cm. each): Downtown Minneapolis -- Downtown St. Paul.
Panel art: Standard sign, cars with pumps. Handstamped "1937" and "copyrighted."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 169.7A (PrCt)

49471 Minneapolis Region (Minn.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps<>Saint Paul Region (Minn.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps<>Minneapolis (Minn.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps<>Saint Paul (Minn.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps<>Road maps
Minneapolis, St. Paul and vicinity official road maps on (Minn.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps<>Road maps

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
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49472 Minneapolis Region (Minn.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps - Saint Paul Region (Minn.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps - Minneapolis (Minn.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps - Saint Paul (Minn.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps - Shell road map : metropolitan Minneapolis, St. Paul ... Chicago : H. M. Gousha Company, [1938].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 43 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell : metropolitan Minneapolis, St. Paul.
Date from RMcN AE 164 ms. index.
Plate nos. " 221-S.C." and " 12-L 1938-1"
Maps on verso (21 x 28 cm each): Downtown Minneapolis -- Downtown St. Paul.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 15 1938 ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 164.47 (PrCt)

49475 Minneapolis Region (Minn.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps - Saint Paul Region (Minn.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps - Minneapolis (Minn.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps - Saint Paul (Minn.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps - Shell road map : metropolitan Minneapolis, St. Paul ... Chicago : H. M. Gousha Company, [1939].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 43 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell : metropolitan Minneapolis, St. Paul.
Date from RMcN AE 165 ms. index.
Plate nos. " 12-M 1939-1" and " 221-S.C."
Maps on verso (21 x 28 cm each): Downtown Minneapolis -- Downtown St. Paul.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Aug 10 1939 ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 165.48 (PrCt)

Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 43 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) official road map : Minneapolis St. Paul and vicinity.
Plate no. 12-L 221-S.C.
Maps on verso (21 x 28 cm each): Downtown Minneapolis -- Downtown St. Paul.
Panel art: Standard sign, cars with pumps.
Handstamped "1938".
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 168.52 (PrCt)
Minneapolis Region (Minn.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps

Shell map of metropolitan Minneapolis, St. Paul.

Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1940?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: Minneapolis, St. Paul.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3881 (PrCt)

Minneapolis Region (Minn.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps

Shell map of metropolitan Minneapolis, St. Paul.

Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1941?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: Minneapolis, St. Paul.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4562 (PrCt)

Minneapolis Region (Minn.) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps

Shell map of metropolitan Minneapolis, St. Paul.

Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1942?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: Minneapolis, St. Paul.
Panel art: Shell logo, statement "all points of military interest have been removed voluntarily from this map and index" and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4562 (PrCt)

Minneapolis Region (Minn.) - Maps - 1945 - Road maps

Shell map of metropolitan Minneapolis, St. Paul.

Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1945?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: Minneapolis, St. Paul.
Panel art: Shell logo, statement "all points of military interest have been removed voluntarily from this map and index" and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4229 (PrCt)
Gousha Clients 4707 (PrCt)

49482 Minneapolis Region (Minn.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps Minneapolis (Minn.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps Saint Paul Region (Minn.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps Saint Paul (Minn.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps

Shell map of metropolitan Minneapolis, St. Paul.

Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1946?].

Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 4879 (PrCt)

49483 Minneapolis Region (Minn.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps Saint Paul Region (Minn.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps Minneapolis (Minn.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps Saint Paul (Minn.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps

Shell map of metropolitan Minneapolis, St. Paul.

Chicago : H. M. Gousha Company, [1946].

Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 43 x 58 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Shell metropolitan Minneapolis, St.Paul

Date from RMcN AE 166 ms. index.

Plate nos. "T-5-1946 2" and "221-S.C."

Panel art: Shell logo.

Maps on verso (each 21 x 28 cm.): Downtown Minneapolis -- Downtown St. Paul.

Handstamped "received ... Apr 29 1947 Rand McNally & Co. Blazed Trails Dept. .... ."

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 166.47(PrCt)

49485 Minneapolis Region (Minn.) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps Minneapolis (Minn.) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps Saint Paul Region (Minn.) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps Saint Paul (Minn.) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps

Shell map of metropolitan Minneapolis, St. Paul.

Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1947?].

Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Panel art: Cities Service gas station, various cartoon images, and slogan "Cities Service dealers help make every trip a treat."

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 5047 (PrCt)

49486 Minneapolis Region (Minn.) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps Minneapolis (Minn.) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps Saint Paul Region (Minn.) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps Saint Paul (Minn.) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps

Shell map of metropolitan Minneapolis, St. Paul.

Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1947?].

Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Plate no. includes letter "U", indicating 1947 publication.

Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 5188 (PrCt)

49487 Minneapolis Region (Minn.) - Maps - 1953 - Pictorial maps Minneapolis (Minn.) - Maps - 1953 - Saint Paul Region (Minn.) - Maps - 1953 - Pictorial maps

Shell map of metropolitan Minneapolis, St. Paul.

Chicago: H.M. Gousha Co., [1953].

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 43 x 58 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Shell metropolitan Minneapolis, St.Paul

Date from RMcN AE 166 ms. index.

Plate nos. "T-5-1946 2" and "221-S.C."

Maps on verso (each 21 x 28 cm.): Downtown Minneapolis -- Downtown St. Paul.

Panel art: Shell logo.

Handstamped "received ... Apr 29 1947 Rand McNally & Co. Blazed Trails Dept. .... ."

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 166.46(PrCt)

49488 Minneapolis Region (Minn.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps Saint Paul Region (Minn.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps Minneapolis (Minn.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps Saint Paul (Minn.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps

Shell map of metropolitan Minneapolis, St.Paul.

Chicago : H. M. Gousha Company, [1946].

Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 43 x 58 cm.

Panel title.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Saint Paul Region (Minn.) - Maps - 1953 - Pictorial maps

Things to see map of the Twin Cities.

Authors: Matthes, Bud, fl. 1953 -- Minneapolis Tribune (Minneapolis, Minn.) -- Chicago Historical Society
1 map : col. ; 13.25 x 22 inches
Signed "Bud Matthes."
'Reprinted from the July 5, 1953, issue of the Minneapolis Sunday Tribune's Picture Roto Magazine.'
Text in margins and on verso.
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.

CHS Coll., Map no. 259 (PrCt)

Minneapolis Region (Minn.) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps <> Saint Paul Region (Minn.) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps <> Minneapolis (Minn.) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps <> Saint Paul (Minn.) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps

Road map : Minneapolis St. Paul and vicinity ...
Socony Mobil Oil Company Inc. [Chicago] : Rand McNally & Company, [1956].
Authors: Socony Mobil Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 56 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Minneapolis St. Paul and vicinity : Socony Mobil Oil Co., Inc.
Date from RMcN AE 67 ms. index.
Plate no. 6-543516V-3
Maps on verso (18 x 28 cm. and 18 x 28 cm.): Downtown Minneapolis -- Downtown St. Paul.
Panel art: Mobilgas sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 67.7X (PrCt)


Authors: Hertz Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 23 x 36 cm., folded to 22 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Twin Cities : Minneapolis-St. Paul and vicinity
Plate no. R.L. 59 S 58
Panel art: Hertz logo above car with "1959" on front license plate.
Insets (each 12 x 18 cm.): Central Minneapolis -- Central St. Paul
Identifies Hertz office locations.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1423 (PrCt)


Road map : Minneapolis St. Paul and vicinity ...
Authors: Socony Mobil Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (231 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
New larger scale."
$14.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-91262-3
RMcN StrFdr 1994 .M557 (PrCt)

Minnehaha County (S.D.) - Maps - 1893 - Landowners <> Counties - Maps <> Landowners - Maps

Authors: Avery, H. M. -- Library of Congress.
Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 2 sheets, 41.5 x 28.5 in. and 41.5
x 25.5 in. Scale 1:42,240. Originally published
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing
19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress, Geography and Map
Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
[Washington, D.C.: Library of Congress,
Geography and Map Division, 1983?].
Microfiche 583, no. 862 (PrCt)

49493 Minnesota - 1956 - Railroads - Altitudes -
Charts, diagrams, etc.<>>>Iowa - 1956 -
Railroads - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams,
etc.<>>>Chicago Great Western Railroad
Company - 1956 - Altitudes - Charts,
diagrams, etc.<>>>Railroads - Maps
Profile [of Chicago Great Western Railway route
elevations]. [Chicago? Chicago Great Western
Railroad Company?, 1956?].
Authors: Chicago Great Western Railroad
Company
1 profile : col. ; on sheet 28 x 22 cm.
Elevation profiles covering Minnesota and Iowa.
In Chicago Great Western Railroad Company.
Fifteenth annual report, 1955-1956 [Chicago?:
Chicago Great Western Railroad Company?,
1956?] p. 8.
5A 7267 (1955 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

49494 Minnesota - Arts and crafts - 1984
Explore Minnesota: arts and attractions . St. Paul,
Authors: Minnesota Office of Tourism
21 p. : map, col. photos ; 28 cm.
Travel Vertical File G4141 .E64 1984 .M5 (PrCt)

49495 Minnesota - Arts and crafts - 1986
Explore Minnesota: arts and attractions . St. Paul,
Minn. Minnesota Office of Tourism , 1986.
Authors: Minnesota Office of Tourism
37 p. : col. photos ; 28 cm.
Travel Vertical File G4141 .E64 1986 .M5 (PrCt)

49496 Minnesota - Description and travel - 1973
Minnesota minnetours . St. Paul, Minn.
Minnesota Dept. of Economic Development,
Authors: Minnesota Dept. of Economic
Development
1 sheet : col. map and ill. ; 76 x 66 cm.
(PrCt)

49497 Minnesota - Description and travel - 1979
Hiawathaland Minnesota . Rochester, Minn.
Authors: Hiawathaland, Inc.
48 p. : col. map, photos, ills. ; 28 cm.
The Hiawatha region is the southeastern corner
of the state.
Travel Vertical File G4141 .E635 1979 .H5
(PrCt)

49498 Minnesota - Description and travel - 1979
Metroland activities directory . St. Louis Park,
Authors: Metroland
52 p. ; col. photos and ills. ; 28 cm.
Guide to activities within a short distance of
Minneapolis-St. Paul.
(PrCt)

49499 Minnesota - Description and travel - 1979
Arrowhead : Minnesota. Duluth, Minn.
Minnesota Arrowhead Association , [ca. 1979].
Authors: Minnesota Arrowhead Association
48 p. : col. map, photos ; 27 cm.
Tourist and recreation guide to the Arrowhead
region, (northeastern) Minnesota.
Travel Vertical File G4141 .E635 1979a .M5
(PrCt)

49500 Minnesota - Description and travel - 1979
Minnesota: lakes. And a whole lot more. . St.
Paul, Minn. Minnesota State Publications ,
1979.
Authors: Minnesota Dept. of Economic
Development
52 p. : col. map, photos ; 29 cm.
Travel Vertical File G4141 .E635 1979c .M5
(PrCt)

49501 Minnesota - Description and travel - 1979
Minnesota minnetours. St. Paul, Minn. Minnesota
Dept. of Economic Development, tourism division,
1979.
Authors: Minnesota Dept. of Economic
Development
14 p. : col. map, photos, ills. ; 25 cm.
Travel Vertical File G4141 .E635 1979 .M5
(PrCt)

49502 Minnesota - Description and travel - 1979
This year let Minnesota bring out the voyageur in
you. . St. Paul : Minnesota Department of
Authors: Minnesota. Dept. of Economic
Development
47 p. : col. map, photos ; 28 cm.
Travel Vertical File G4141 .E635 1979 .M5
(PrCt)

49503 Minnesota - Description and travel - 1979
Heartland : Minnesota. Brainerd, Minn.
Authors: Minnesota Heartland, Inc.
56 p. : col. photos, map ; 27 cm.
Tourist and recreation guide to the Heartland
region (north central) Minnesota.
Travel Vertical File G4141 .E635 1979b .M5
(PrCt)

49504 Minnesota - Description and travel - 1979
Pioneerland: Minnesota. Mankato, Minn.
Authors: Pioneerland, Inc.
76 p. : col. map, ills., photos ; 28 cm.
The Pioneerland region is the southwestern
corner of the state.
Minnesota - Maps - 1849-1907 - Vegetation surveys

Vegetation surveys of Minnesota

Original Vegetation surveys of Minnesota

Wall maps


1 map; color; 134 x 119 cm.

Added title at top and bottom right: Minnesota. Derived from manuscript map compiled by F.J. Marschner in 1930 from U.S. General Land Office survey maps and field notes compiled between 1847-1907; original manuscript in possession of the U.S. Forest Service in Washington, D.C.

Extensive text on verso, including bibliographic references: Interpretation of Francis J. Marschner's map of the original vegetation of Minnesota / Miron L. Heinselman.


Scale 1:500,000

Coordinates: (W 97°20'-W 89°40'; N 49°25'-N 43°25').

Includes color-coded key to multiple types of grassland, brushland, hardwood forest, pineries, and bogs & swamps.

Also available online via Minnesota Historical Society website:
http://stories.mnhs.org/CMSImageServer/Zoom.jsp?path=10290/655&filename=10290655.jp2
2022

map6F G4141.D2 1930 .M37 1974 (NLO)

Minnesota - Maps - 1849

Map of the territory of Minnesota exhibiting the route of the expedition to the Red River of the north, in the summer of 1849. [Washington, D.C.? s.n.], 1849.

Authors: Pope, John, 1822-1892 -- Morawski, P. S. -- United States. Congress. Senate

1 map; 61 x 70 cm.


Scale [ca. 1:1,250,000].

Relief shown by hachures and spot heights.

Gives both Indian and later place names.

Shows 'Proposed line of grants for railroads.' Karrow, R.W., Jr. (ed.) Checklist of printed maps of the Middle West to 1900, 7-0659

Govt. 558 [map] (NLO)

Minnesota - Maps - 1849

Map of the territory of Minnesota exhibiting the route of the expedition to the Red River of the north, in the summer of 1849. [St. Paul : Minnesota Historical Society, 1973?]

Authors: Pope, John, 1822-1892 -- Morawski, P. S. -- United States. Congress. Senate -- Minnesota Historical Society

1 map; 61 x 70 cm.


Scale [ca. 1:1,250,000].

Relief shown by hachures and spot heights.

Gives both Indian and later place names.

Shows 'Proposed line of grants for railroads.' Karrow, R.W., Jr. (ed.) Checklist of printed maps of the Middle West to 1900, 7-0659

94051001LC : SC maps

sc map6F G4140 1849 .P6 1973 (NLO)
Minnesota - Maps - 1850 - Administrative and political divisions
Authors: Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co. -- Young, J. H. (James Hamilton) -- Hazzard, J. L. -- Patterson, John H. -- Howes, Wright -- Wright
Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 55 x 45 cm. fold. in leather covers 14 x 9 cm.
Cover title: Map of Minnesota.
Inset (20 x 27 cm.): Map of Minnesota Territory.
With text: Accompaniment to the map of Minnesota (16 p.).
Printed nameplate inside front cover: John H. Patterson.
Condition: very fine.
Forms part of the Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Howes' price $60.00.
Gift 1976, Wright Howes.
map3C G4141.F7 1850 T5 (PrCt)

Minnesota - Maps - 1850 - Middle West - Maps - 1850
Map of Minnesota Territory. Philadelphia: Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co., 1850 [i.e. 1852].
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Young, J. H. (James Hamilton) -- Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co. -- Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868. Mitchell, S. Augustus. New universal atlas ... (1852)
1 map : hand col. ; 29 x 37 cm.
'By J.H. Young.'
'Entered according to act of Congress in ... 1850 by Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co. . . . .'
In: Mitchell, S. Augustus. New universal atlas ... (Philadelphia: Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co., 1852) pl. '36'.
oversize G1019 .N49 1852 pl. 36 (PrCt)

St. Paul to Riviere des Lacs [Map no. 1]. 1853.
Authors: Stevens, Isaac Ingalls, 1818-1862 -- Lambert, John -- United States Pacific Railroad Expeditions and Surveys -- Pacific Railroad Reports, v. 11, pt. 2, no. 16 -- United States Congress
1 map : 64 x 94 cm.
Detached from Pacific Railroad Reports, v. 11, pt. 2, no. 16.
Scale 1:1,200,000.
Wheat 864.
Uniform title: Pacific Railroad Reports
map6F G4051.P3 1853 .U5 v. 11, pt. 2, no. 16 (PrCt)
Trübner, 1855-1856) v. 1, pl. [44].
oversize G 10 .185 v.1, pl. 44 (PrCt)

49527 Minnesota - Maps - 1855 -
Railroads<<>>Pacific railroads - Maps -
1855<<>>Railroads - Maps
Authors: J.H. Colton & Co. -- Colton, J. H.
(Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Edward E. Ayer
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 29 x 41 cm.
'Entered according to act of Congress in the year
1855 by J.H. Colton in the clerks office of the
district court of the United States for the southern
district of New York.'
Originally folded to 14 x 9 cm. in cover with title:
Colton's map of the Minnesota.
Scale [1:2,500,000]
Coordinates: (W 103°--W 89°/N 49°--N 42°).
Relief shown by hachures and spot heights.
Shows counties, drainage, and Gov. Stevens' proposed route for the Pacific Railroad.
Prime meridians: Greenwich and Washington.
Includes text.
Ayer p133 .C695m 1855 (NLO)

49528 Minnesota - Maps - 1856
Chapman's new sectional map of Minnesota.
Milwaukee : Dyer & Pasmore, 1856.
Authors: Chapman, Silas -- Dyer & Pasmore --
A.S. Barnes & Co. -- J.B. Lippincott & Co. -- Ferd.
Mayer & Co. -- J.G. Wells' American Steam
Printing House (New York, N.Y.) -- Howes, Wright -- Wright Howes Map Collection
(Newberry Library) -- Wells (J.G.) American Steam Printing House (New York, N.Y.) SEE J.G.
1 map : hand col. ; 73 x 57 cm. fold. in cloth
covers 13 x 9 cm.
Cover title: Chapman's sectional map of
Minnesota.
Advertising inside front cover printed by J.G.
Wells' American Steam Printing House (New
York, N.Y.)
Condition: very fine.
Forms part of the Wright Howes Map Collection
(Newberry Library).
Gift 1976, Wright Howes.
map3C G4140 1856 .C5 (PrCt)

49530 Minnesota - Maps - 1856 - Public lands -
Surveys<<>>Public lands - Minnesota - Maps -
1856 - Surveys<<>>Surveys - Minnesota - Maps -
1856 - Public lands
Sketch of the public surveys in the Territory of
Lith. , [1858].
Authors: United States. General Land Office --
Emerson, Charles L. -- C.B. Graham's Lith. --
United States. Congress (35th, 1st session).
House
1 map ; 58 x 55 cm.
Detached from: United States. Congress (35th,
1st session). House. Executive documents, vol. 2,
pt. 4, no. 2 : Maps (Washington : James B.
Steedman, printer, 1858) [Govt. 945].
At head of title: (H).
Scale: ca. 1:1,140,480.
Shows rivers, major settlements, status of surveys, "western boundary of Minnesota by Act of Congress approved Feb. 26th 1857."
Note along west boundary reads: This boundary to the Minnesota River is also part of the north boundary being copied from a diagram accompany. letter from Comr. General Land Office to Surr. Genl. of Iowa, April 23d 1858.
With engraved signature of Charles L. Emerson, "Surveyor Generals Office, St. Paul, October 26th, 1856."
Reference: Koepp 945 (35-1) H.exdoc. 2, map 4.
map4F G4141 .B5 1856 .U5 (PrCt)

49531 Minnesota - Maps - 1857
Wells' new sectional map of Minnesota : from the
latest government surveys. New York : J.G.
Wells, 1857.
Authors: Wells, John G. (John Gaylord),
1821-1880 -- Pasbach, G.
1 map : hand col. ; 64 x 46 cm.
'G. Pasbach, eng.'
Scale: about 17 miles to an inch.
Relief shown by hachures.
Ayer p133 .W45 1857 (NLO)

49532 Minnesota - Maps - 1857-1865<<>>Wisconsin -
Maps - 1857-1865
Sectional map of the surveyed portion of
Minnesota and the northwestern part of
Wisconsin. [St. Paul, Minn.] : J. S. Sewall, 1857
[i.e. 1865?].

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Sewall, J. S. (Joseph S.), 1827-1917 -- Swett, C. A. (Cyrus A.) -- Little, George, 19th cent. -- Taber, D. M., fl. 1865 -- Howes, Wright -- Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 81 x 63 cm. fold. in cloth covers 16 x 10 cm.

Cover title: Sectional map of Minnesota. Published at St. Paul.

Advertising inside front cover dated 1865.

Inscription inside front cover: D.M. Taber [?], Red Wing, Minn., 1865.

Condition: fair.

Forms part of the Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library).


map3C G4140 1865 .S4 (PrCt)

49533


1 map : hand col. ; 29 x 36 cm.

Covers Minnesota and the Dakotas.


oversize G 10 .188 pl. 51 (PrCt)

49534


Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's atlas of America ... (1859) -- Johnson & Browning

1 map : hand col. ; 29 x 36 cm.

Covers Minnesota and the Dakotas.

In: Colton George Woolworth. Colton's atlas of America, illustrating the physical and political geography of North and South America and the West India islands (New York : J.H. Colton and Co., 1859), pl. [44]. Printed plate 'No. 49.' Map copyrighted 1855.

Case oversize G1100 .C6 1859 pl. 43 (PrCt)

49535

Minnesota - Maps - 1860<<<Dakota Territory - Maps - 1860


Authors: Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884 -- Johnson & Browning -- Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884. Johnson's new illustrated (steel plate) family atlas ... (1860)

1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 40 cm.

In: Johnson, Alvin Jewett. Johnson's new illustrated (steel plate) family atlas ... (New York : Johnson and Browning, 1860) plate '52.

oversize G 10 .454 pl. 52 (PrCt)

49536

Minnesota - Maps - 1860<<<Wisconsin - Maps - 1860


1 map : hand col. ; 81 x 63 cm. fold in covers 16 x 10 cm.

Scale 1:760,320 or 'twelve miles to one inch'.

Additions to imprint from publishers' notice inside front cover.

Shows county boundaries as of 1858.

ICN74.

Graff 3735 (NLO)

49537


Manuscript map. Ayer 221 .B78 1925 inside front cover

1 ms. map : hand col. ; 16 x 51 cm., folded to 16 x 12 cm.


Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library).

References: Graff 375 (sold as Newberry}

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
49538 Minnesota - Maps - 1865
Chapman's sectional map of the surveyed part of Minnesota. Milwaukee: Silas Chapman, 1865.
Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: hand col.; 75 x 73 cm. fold. in cloth covers 14 x 9 cm.
Cover title: Chapman's sectional map of Minnesota.
Folding descriptive sheet (13 x 39 cm.) inside front cover; includes advertising for A. McNie of Winona, Minn., retailer for 'Chapman's Map of Minnesota.'
Advertising on back cover.
Inscription on front cover: From C.S. Woods, Winona Minn.
Condition: fine.
Forms part of the Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Gift 1976, Wright Howes.
map3C G4140 1865 .C5 (PrCt)

49539 Minnesota - Maps - 1872 - Railroad land grants
Railroad land grants - Minnesota - Maps - 1872
Northern Pacific Railway Company - Maps - 1872
Map of Northern Pacific Railroad lands in Minnesota. [New York: Northern Pacific Railway, 1872].
Authors: Northern Pacific Railway Company -- Northern Pacific Railway Company. Führer durch die Ländereien der Nördlichen Pacific Eisenbahn in Minnesota (1872)
1 map: 13 x 20 cm.
In Führer durch die Ländereien der Nördlichen Pacific Eisenbahn in Minnesota (New-York: Geschäftslokal des Departements für Ländereien der Nördlichen Pacific Eisenbahn, 1872), verso of cover title.
Case F604.3 .F67 1872 [map 2 of 2] (PrCt)

49540 Minnesota - Maps - 1873
Wisconsin - Maps - 1873
Saint Louis (Mo.) - Maps - 1873
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1873
Authors: G.W. & C.B. Colton & Co. -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: hand col.; 29 x 18 cm.
Detached from a Colton atlas (New York, 1873) p. 69-70.
Scale [ca. 1:140,000].
On verso: Colton's Wisconsin [p. 71] -- The City of St. Louis -- The City of Chicago [p. 68; 29 x 18 cm].
MMC 7-0844
4069, 4070, and 4071
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Fitzgerald map4F G4140 1873 .C6 (PrCt)

49541 Minnesota - Maps - 1874
Counties - Maps
An Illustrated historical atlas of the state of Minnesota. Chicago: A.T. Andreas, 1874.
Authors: Andreas, A.T. (Alfred Theodore), 1839-1900 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
v, [1], 7-270 [i.e. 272], 325-348, 365-394 p. ; ill. (some col.), maps, ports. ; 46 x 37 cm.
Extra numbered pages: 205 1/2 and 206 1/2.
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 1738.
Previously classed as G 10911.04.
Case oversize G1425 .A5 1874 (NLO)

49543 Minnesota - Maps - 1874
Counties - Maps
An Illustrated historical atlas of the State of Minnesota. Evansville, Ind. Unigraphic, 1879.
Authors: Andreas, A. T. (Alfred Theodore), 1839-1900 -- Unigraphic (Evansville, Ind.) -- Winona County Historical Society
394 [i.e. 478] p. ; ill., maps, ports. ; 36 cm.
Facsimile of original published Chicago: A.T. Andreas, 1874.
Series: Heritage collection illustrated atlas from Unigraphic.
Extra numbered pages: 205 1/2, 206 1/2.
Sponsored by the Winona County Historical Society, Winona, Minnesota.
Includes index.

Railroad map of the Northwest showing the St. Paul, Minneapolis and Manitoba Railway, [Minneapolis, Minn.?] : Warner & Foote, 1886.

Authors: St. Paul, Minneapolis & Manitoba Railway Company -- Warner & Foote, 1886.

1 map : col. ; 73 x 73 cm.

Covers most of Minnesota and parts of Wisconsin, Michigan, the Dakotas, and Manitoba. Mounted on linen; upper left corner damaged with some loss of detail.

Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.

49555 Minnesota - Maps - 1886 - Railroads<>Railroads - Maps


Authors: Minnesota. Office of Railroad and Warehouse Commissioners -- Minnesota Historical Society -- Rand McNally and Company

1 map : col. ; 90 x 60 cm.

Facsimile of original published Chicago: Rand McNally, 1886.

Scale [1:760,320]. '12 miles to one inch.'

Karrow, R.W., Jr. (ed.) Checklist of printed map of the Middle West to 1900, 7-1010.

sc map6F G4141.P3 1886 M5 1994 (NLO)

49556 Minnesota - Maps - 1886 - Railroads<>Railroads - Maps


1 map : col. ; 49 x 32 cm.

Title in upper margin.

Includes northeastern continuation inset (8 x 9 cm.)

Issued folded in accompanying index (29 p.; 17 cm.): Rand, McNally & Co.'s indexed county and township pocket map and shippers' guide of Minnesota. Chicago : Rand, McNally & Co., 1885 [sic].

Uniform title: Shippers' guide.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

map2F G4141.P3 1886 .R3 (PrCt)

49557 Minnesota - Maps - 1887 - Railroads<>Railroads - Maps


Authors: Minnesota. Office of Railroad and Warehouse Commissioners -- Minnesota Historical Society -- Rand McNally and Company

1 map : col. ; 90 x 60 cm.

Facsimile of original published Chicago: Rand McNally, 1886.

Scale [1:760,320]. '12 miles to one inch.'

Karrow, R.W., Jr. (ed.) Checklist of printed map of the Middle West to 1900, 7-1010.

94.


49558 Minnesota - Maps - 1888 - Railroads<>Railroads - Maps


Authors: Rand McNally and Company.

1 map : col. ; 48 x 31 cm.

Title in right margin.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C7 1888 .R3 (PrCt)</td>
<td>Minnesota - Maps - 1893</td>
<td>Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C7 1892 .p. 204-205 (PrCt)</td>
<td>Minnesota - Maps - 1892</td>
<td>Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C7 1892 .p. 204-205 (PrCt)</td>
<td>Minnesota - Maps - 1892</td>
<td>Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Minnesota, 7.5 minute series (topographic). Washington, D.C. The Survey, [ca. 1900-ca.1960].
Authors: Geological Survey (U.S.)
ca. 2240 maps: col.; on sheets 54 x 44 cm. fold. to 17 x 28 cm.
Scale 1:24,000.
Dates of publication vary.
According to USGS, coverage at this scale complete in 1717 maps.
Coverage may not be complete at this scale; see index map in box 91.
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisles 42 and 43 (July 2012).

49570 Minnesota - Maps - 1901 -
Railroads - Maps
Minnesota. [Chicago]: Rand McNally & Co., 1901, c1895.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Commercial atlas (1901)
-- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 65 x 47 cm.
Added title, right margin: Rand, McNally & Co.'s Minnesota.
Scale [ca. 1:1,010,000].
Keyed to 26 railroads numbered in red.
In Rand, McNally & Co.'s enlarged business atlas, 31st ed. (Chicago, 1901) p. 242-243; index and population statistics on p. 241, 244-245 and 248.
Insets: N.E. corner of State of Minnesota showing Cook Co. -- Minneapolis, St. Paul and vicinity.
Uniform title: Commercial atlas.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection.
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

49571 Minnesota - Maps - 1907 -
Prairie River Land Co. (Grand Rapids, Minn.) - Maps - 1907
Map of Minnesota : with population and location of principal towns ... / compliments of Prairie River Land Company, Grand Rapids, Minn. Des Moines, Iowa: the Kenyon Company, map makers, [1907?], c1905.
Authors: Prairie River Land Co. (Grand Rapids, Minn.) -- Kenyon Company (Des Moines, Iowa)
1 map: col.; 54 x 45 cm.
'Copyrighted May, 1905; (Revised 1907)'
Region around Grand Rapids highlighted with printed red circle identifying Prairie River Land Co. lands 'located within a few miles of the richest iron mines in the world.'
Index on verso.
Issued folded to 11 x 7 cm. in covers with added title: Map of Minnesota : good farm and hardwood timber land ...

49572 Minnesota - Maps - 1907 -

49573 Minnesota - Maps - 1910 -
Railroads - Maps
Railroad Commissioners' map of Minnesota.
Chicago: George F. Cram, 1910.
Authors: Railroad and Warehouse Commission of the State of Minnesota -- Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Chicago Historical Society
1 map: col.; 48.5 x 30.25 inches
Text on verso.
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.

49574 Minnesota - Maps - 1911 -
Railroads - Maps
Map of Minnesota. Chicago: Geo. F. Cram, [1911?].
Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928. Cram's Modern new census atlas of the United States and world (1911) -- Chicago Historical Society
1 map: col.; 20.5 x 13.5 inches
Added title above margin: Up-to-date map showing all changes marked in red on opposite page.
Advertising on verso: Cram's new modern atlas of the world, new census edition, will be complete ...
Mounted on linen.
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.
CHS Coll., Map no. 254 (PrCt)

Map of Minnesota. Chicago : Geo. F. Cram, [1911?].
Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928. Cram's Modern new census atlas of the United States and world (1911) -- Chicago Historical Society
1 map : col. ; 20.5 x 15.5 inches
Added title above margin: Map of Minnesota showing in red the changes during the past ten years.
Advertising on verso: Cram's modern new census atlas of the world ... This, the thirteenth government census will be the most important ... . Order now, before publication ... .
Mounted on linen.
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.
CHS Coll., Map no. 255 (PrCt)

1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm.
'Rand, McNally and Co.'s new business atlas map of Minnesota. Copyright, 1911 ... Copyright, 1908 ...' -- at lower right.
Includes key to railroads numbered 9-115 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Minnesota railroads.
Insets (9 x 12 cm. and 10 x 10 cm.): N.E. corner of State of Minnesota showing Cook Co. -- Minneapolis, St. Paul and vicinity.
Issued folded in accompanying index (50 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally & Co.'s indexed county and township pocket map and shippers' guide of Minnesota. Chicago and New York : Rand McNally & Co., c1913.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
'Copyrighted Rand McNally & Co. Apr 5th 1913' -- ms. note on verso of title page.
'Vault' -- ms. note on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 428 (PrCt)

49577 Minnesota - Maps - 1911 - Railroads<>Railroads - Maps
1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm.
Running title, right margin: Rand-McNally indexed atlas.
Scale [ca. 1:1,010,000].
Keyed to 26 railroads numbered in red.
In Rand, McNally & Co.'s commercial atlas of America, 1st [i.e. 42nd?] ed. (Chicago, 1911) p. 236-237; index and population statistics on p. 235, 238-239 and 242.
Insets: N.E. corner of State of Minnesota showing Cook Co. -- Minneapolis, St. Paul and vicinity.
Uniform title: Commercial atlas.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection.
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .C7 1911, p. 236-237 (PrCt)

1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm.
Includes key to railroads numbered 9-115 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Minnesota railroads.
Insets (9 x 12 cm. and 10 x 10 cm.): N.E. corner of Minnesota, showing Cook Co. -- Minneapolis, St. Paul and vicinity.
Issued folded in accompanying index (50 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally & Co.'s indexed county and township pocket map and shippers' guide of Minnesota. Chicago and New York : Rand McNally & Co., c1913.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
'Copyrighted Rand McNally & Co. Apr 5th 1913' -- ms. note on verso of title page.
'Vault' -- ms. note on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 429 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Includes key to railroads numbered 9-115 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Minnesota railroads.

 Insets (9 x 12 cm. and 10 x 10 cm.): N.E. corner of Minnesota, showing Cook Co. -- Minneapolis, St. Paul and vicinity.

 Issued folded in accompanying index (54 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally & Co.'s indexed county and township pocket map and shippers' guide of Minnesota. Chicago and New York : Rand McNally & Co., c1914.

 Uniform title: Shippers guide. '1910' -- ms. note on front cover.

 Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

 Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

 **RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 432 (PrCt)**

 **Minnesota - Maps - 1916**

 **Railroads---Mesabi Range (Minn.)**

 **Maps - 1916 - Railroads---Minneapolis Region (Minn.) - Maps - 1916 - Railroads---Saint Paul Region (Minn.) - Maps - 1916 - Railroads---Superior Region (Wis.) - Maps - 1916 - Railroads---Cook County (Minn.) - Maps - 1916 - Railroads---Wall maps---Counties - Maps---Railroads---Maps**


 1 map : col., mounted on cloth ; 120 x 78 cm.

 Insets (19 x 25 cm. or smaller): Mesabi range -- St. Paul-Minneapolis and vicinity -- Duluth-Superior and vicinity -- Cook County, northeastern Minnesota.

 Handstamp on verso: Map and Geography Library. Western Illinois University.

 On wooden rollers.

 Forms part of the John V. Bergen Collection (Newberry Library).

 **maproll G4141.P3 1916 .M5 (PrCt)**

 **Minnesota - Maps - 1916**

 **Railroads---Minneapolis Region (Minn.) - Maps - 1916 - Railroads---Saint Paul Region (Minn.) - Maps - 1916 - Railroads---Road maps---Railroads---Maps**


 Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

 1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm.

 Plate no.: 144A.

 Includes key to railroads numbered 9-117 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title:
gaps in numbering) beneath added title:
Minneapolis railroads.
Insets (9 x 12 cm. and 10 x 10 cm.): N.E. corner of Minnesota, showing Cook Co. -- Minneapolis, St. Paul and vicinity.
On verso: Minnesota automobile road map. 1 map ; 65 x 47 cm.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 433 (PrCt)

49586
1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm.
Plate no.: 144A.
Includes key to railroads numbered 9-117 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Minnesota railroads.
Insets (9 x 12 cm. and 10 x 10 cm.): N.E. corner of Minnesota, showing Cook Co. -- Minneapolis, St. Paul and vicinity.
On verso: Minnesota automobile road map. 1 map ; 65 x 47 cm.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
'11-1 env. 14 copyright 1916' -- typed label pasted on front cover.
'Jan 3rd 1916 CJW [?]' --in ms. on title page verso.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 434 (PrCt)

49587
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; on sheet 56 x 71 cm.
Keyed to 58 named road signs.
Scale [ca. 1:869,000].
Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto trails map : district no. 9 : southern Minnesota, northern Iowa, western Wisconsin [Chicago: Rand McNally, 1919]. 44 p. : maps, ill. ; 19 cm.
Cover title: A Guide to the blazed trails.
Cover handstamped "Register of copyrights, Library of Congress ... " and dated "Aug. 8, 1919" in ms.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Auto Trails 6F 47 (PrCt)

49588
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; on sheet 56 x 71 cm.
Keyed to 58 named road signs.
Scale [ca. 1:863,000].
Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto trails map : district no. 9 : southern Minnesota, northern Iowa, western Wisconsin [Chicago: Rand McNally, 1919]. 44 p. : maps, ill. ; 19 cm.
Cover title: A Guide to the blazed trails.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 15 (PrCt)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; on sheet 71 x 56 cm.
Keyed to 32 named road signs.
Scale [ca. 1:922,000].
Remnant of paper cover on verso.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection; detached from an unidentified RMcN AE binder; handstamped "4" on verso.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Auto Trails 4F 107 (PrCt)

Minnesota - Maps - 1919 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; on sheet 72 x 56 cm.
Keyed to 32 named road signs.
Scale [ca. 1:922,000].
Added cover title: A Guide to the blazed trails.
Cover handstamped "Register of copyrights, Library of Congress ..." and dated "Aug. 8, 1919" in ms.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Auto Trails 6F 108 (PrCt)

Minnesota - Maps - 1920 - Railroads
Rand McNally official 1920 railroads map of Minneapolis Region (Minn.) - Maps - 1920 - Railroads
Saint Paul Region (Minn.) - Maps - 1920 - Railroads
Rand McNally official 1920 road maps
1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm.
Plate no.: 144E.
Includes key to railroads numbered 9-117 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Minnesota railroads.
Insets (9 x 12 cm. and 10 x 10 cm.): N.E. corner of Minnesota, showing Cook Co. -- Minneapolis, St. Paul and vicinity.
On verso: Minnesota automobile road map. 1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm. Plate no. 622 C [?]
"National Highways Association roads used by permission."
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
'January 28/20' -- in ms. on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 435 (PrCt)

Minneapolis Region (Minn.) - Maps - 1920 - Railroads
Saint Paul Region (Minn.) - Maps - 1920 - Railroads
Rand McNally official 1920 road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; on sheet 71 x 56 cm.
Keyed to 32 named road signs.
Scale [ca. 1:922,000].
Added cover title: A Guide to the blazed trails.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 17 (PrCt)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm.
Plate no.: 144 E.
Includes key to railroads numbered 9-117 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Minnesota railroads.
Insets (9 x 12 cm. and 10 x 10 cm.): N.E. corner of Minnesota, showing Cook Co. -- Minneapolis, St. Paul and vicinity.
On verso: Minnesota automobile road map. 1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm. Plate no. 622 C [?]
‘National Highways Association roads used by permission.’
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
‘Original used for pasting [?] -- ms. note on front cover; editor's copy?
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 436 (PrCt)

Minnesota - Maps - 1920 - Road maps<<<>>Iowa - Maps - 1920 - Road maps<<<>>Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; on sheet 56 x 72 cm.
Keyed to 92 named road signs.
Scale [ca. 1:869,000].
Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto trails map : district no. 9 : iowa, southern Minnesota [Chicago: Rand McNally, 1920]. 36 p. : maps, ill. ; 19 cm.
Cover art: Auto driving up hill, passing tree and pole.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 47 (PrCt)

Minnesota - Maps - 1920 - Road maps<<<>>Iowa - Maps - 1920 - Road maps<<<>>Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; on sheet 56 x 71 cm.
Keyed to 92 named road signs.
Scale [ca. 1:857,000].
Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto trails map : district no. 9 : iowa, southern Minnesota [Chicago: Rand McNally, 1920]. 36 p. : maps, ill. ; 19 cm.
Cover art: Auto driving up hill, passing tree and pole.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 436 (PrCt)

Minnesota - Maps - 1920 - Road maps<<<>>Iowa - Maps - 1920 - Road maps<<<>>Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; on sheet 56 x 71 cm.
Keyed to 92 named road signs.
Scale [ca. 1:857,000].
Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto trails map : district no. 9 : iowa, southern Minnesota [Chicago: Rand McNally, 1920]. 36 p. : maps, ill. ; 19 cm.
Cover art: Auto driving up hill, passing tree and pole.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Auto Trails 6F 48 (PrCt)

Minnesota - Maps - 1920 - Road maps<<<>>Iowa - Maps - 1920 - Road maps<<<>>Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; on sheet 56 x 71 cm.
Keyed to 92 named road signs.
Scale [ca. 1:869,000].
Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto trails map : district no. 9 : iowa, southern Minnesota [Chicago: Rand McNally, 1920]. 36 p. : maps, ill. ; 19 cm.
Cover art: Auto driving up hill, passing tree and pole.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Auto Trails 6F 48 (PrCt)
Minnesota : Maps - 1920 - Road maps

49598 Minnesota - Maps - 1920 - Road maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
Map missing.
Cover art: auto climbing hill, passing tree and pole.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).

49599 Minnesota - Maps - 1920 - Road maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; on sheet 72 x 56 cm.
Keyed to 56 named road signs.
Scale [ca. 1:981,000].
Includes continuation inset of northeast Minnesota.
Cover art: auto climbing hill, passing tree and pole.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).

49600 Minnesota - Maps - 1921 - Railroads

49601 Minnesota - Maps - 1921 - Railroads - Maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 47 cm.
'The Rand McNally new commercial atlas map of Minnesota.' -- at lower right.

Plate no.: 144F.
Includes key to railroads numbered 9-117 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Minnesota railroads.
Insets (9 x 12 cm. and 10 x 10 cm.): N.E. corner of Minnesota, showing Cook Co. -- Minneapolis, St. Paul and vicinity.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Minnesota. 1 map : col. ; 64 x 47 cm. Plate no.: 1008F.
Issued folded in accompanying index (46 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Minnesota. Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1921.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Handstamp on front cover: Register of Copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.
'Pub. 3-17-21' and '3/22/21' -- in ms. on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

49602 Minnesota - Maps - 1921 - Road maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. : on sheet 56 x 71 cm.
Keyed to 30 railroads numbered in red.
In Rand McNally commercial atlas of America, 52nd ed. (Chicago, 1921) p. 228-229; index and population statistics on p. 227, 230 and 232-233.
Uniform title: Commercial atlas.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection.
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

oversize RMcN atlas .C7 1921, p. 228-229 (PrCt)
.newberry library cartographic catalog (2015)

uniform title: auto trails
forms part of the rand mcnally collection
(newberry library).
RMcN Auto Trails 6F 50 (PrCt)

49603 Minnesota - Maps - 1921 - Road maps
Road maps
Rand McNally official 1921 auto trails map:
district number 9: Minnesota, W. Wisconsin.
[Chicago]: Rand McNally & Co., 1921.
Authors: Rand McNally and company -- Rand
McNally and company. Auto trails -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; on sheet 72 x 56 cm.
Keyed to 34 named road signs.
Scale [ca. 1:981,000].
Includes continuation inset of northeastern
Minnesota and part of Ontario.
Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying
index: Rand McNally official auto trails map:
district no. 9: Minnesota, eastern North Dakota,
west Wisconsin, eastern South Dakota
(Chicago and new york: Rand McNally, 1921).
[32] p.: maps, ill.; 19 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally official auto trails map:
Minnesota, north west Wisconsin, eastern North
Dakota, eastern South Dakota: district no. 9.
Cover handstamped "register of copyrights,
library of congress ..." and dated "6/28/21" in
ms.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching
pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails
forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Duplicate copy: map6f g4141.p2 1921 R3.
Shelved in 4A stacks, aisle 25 (july 2008).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 69 (PrCt)

49605 Minnesota - Maps - 1921 - Road maps
Road maps
Rand McNally official 1921 auto trails map:
district number 9, Minnesota, W. Wisconsin.
Rand McNally & Co., 1921.
Authors: Rand McNally and company
1 map: col.; 63 x 53 folded to 18 x 10 cm. inside
paper cover
Map key to road symbols "trails & highway
markings" and highlighted tourist info. (hotels,
restaurants, etc.)
5148
map6F G4141.P2 1921 R3 (PrCt)

49606 Minnesota - Maps - 1922 - Railroads
Railroads
Minneapolis Region (Minn.) - Maps - 1922 - Railroads
Saint Paul Region (Minn.) - Maps - 1922 - Railroads
Rand McNally standard map of Minnesota.
[Chicago]: Rand McNally Co., [1922].
Authors: Rand McNally and company
1 map: col.; 64 x 47 cm.
Plate no.: 875G.
Includes key to railroads numbered 9-117 (with
gaps in numbering) beneath added title:
Minnesota railroads.
Insets (8 x 10 cm. and 10 x 12 cm.): Continuation
of Lake and Cook Counties -- St.
Paul-Minneapolis and vicinity.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of
Minnesota. 1 map: col.; 64 x 47 cm. Plate no.: 1050G.
Issued folded in accompanying index (45 p.; 17
cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists'
and shippers' guide of Minnesota. Chicago; New
York: Rand McNally & company, c1922.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Handstamp on front cover: Register of
Copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington,
D.C.
'4/24/22' -- in ms. on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A stacks, aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 438 (PrCt)

49604 Minnesota - Maps - 1921 - Road maps
Road maps
Rand McNally official 1921 auto trails map:
district number 9: Minnesota, W. Wisconsin.
[Chicago]: Rand McNally & Co., 1921.
Authors: Rand McNally and company -- Rand
McNally and company. Auto trails -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; on sheet 72 x 56 cm.
Keyed to 34 named road signs.
Scale [ca. 1:981,000].
Includes continuation inset of northeastern
Minnesota and part of Ontario.
Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying
index: Rand McNally official auto trails map:
district no. 9: Minnesota, eastern North Dakota,
west Wisconsin, eastern South Dakota
(Chicago and New York: Rand McNally, 1921).
[32] p.: maps, ill.; 19 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally official auto trails map:
Minnesota, north west Wisconsin, eastern North
Dakota, eastern South Dakota: district no. 9.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching
pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails
forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Duplicate copy: map6f G4141.p2 1921 R3.
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 69 (PrCt)

49607 Minnesota - Maps - 1922 - Road maps
Road maps
Rand McNally official 1922 auto trails map:
district number 9: Minnesota, W. Wisconsin.
[Chicago]: Rand McNally & Co., 1922.

request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
for more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)


49608 Minnesota - Maps - 1922 - Road maps
Rand McNally official 1922 auto trails map:
district number 9: Minnesota, W. Wisconsin.
[Chicago]: Rand McNally & Co., 1922.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 76 x 63 on sheet 87 x 68 cm.
Keyed to 33 named road signs.
Scale [ca. 1:822,000].
Includes continuation inset of northeastern Minnesota and southwestern Ontario.
Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto trails map:
district no. 9: Minnesota, eastern North Dakota, northwest Wisconsin, eastern South Dakota.
(Chicago and New York: Rand McNally, 1922).
[40] p.: maps, ill.; 20 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally official auto trails map:
Minnesota, north west Wisconsin, eastern North Dakota, eastern South Dakota:
district no. 9.
Cover handstamped "Register of copyrights, Library of Congress ..." and dated "5/29/22" in ms.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Auto Trails 6F 52 (PrCt)

49610 Minnesota - Maps - 1923 - Road maps
Rand McNally official 1923 auto trails map:
district number 9: Minnesota, W. Wisconsin.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: both sides, col.; 77 x 64 cm. on sheet 81 x 66 cm.
Keyed to 33 named road signs.
Scale [ca. 1:822,000].
Includes continuation inset of northeastern Minnesota and part of Ontario.
Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto trails map:
district no. 9: Minnesota, eastern North Dakota, northwest Wisconsin, eastern South Dakota.
(Chicago and New York: Rand McNally, 1923).
[40] p.: maps, ill.; 20 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally official auto trails map:
Minnesota, north west Wisconsin, eastern North Dakota, eastern South Dakota:
district no. 9.
Cover handstamped "Register of copyrights, Library of Congress ..." and dated "5/29/22" in ms.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Auto Trails 6F 51 (PrCt)

49609 Minnesota - Maps - 1923 - Railroads
Minneapolis Region (Minn.) - Maps - 1923 - Railroads
Saint Paul Region (Minn.) - Maps - 1923 - Railroads
Minnesota - Maps - 1923 - Road maps
Rand McNally standard map of Minnesota.
Chicago : Rand McNally Co., [1923].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Shippers guide -- Library

49611 Minnesota - Maps - 1923 - Road maps
Rand McNally official 1923 auto trails map:
district number 9: Minnesota, W. Wisconsin.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 77 x 64 cm. on sheet 81 x 66 cm.
Keyed to 33 named road signs.
Scale [ca. 1:822,000].
Includes continuation inset of northeastern Minnesota and part of Ontario.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 104 (PrCt)

Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1924].
1 map : col. ; 64 x 47 cm. Plate no.: 9R23.
Includes key to railroads numbered 9-117 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Minnesota railroads.
Insets (8 x 10 cm. and 10 x 12 cm.): Continuation of Lake and Cook Counties -- St. Paul-Minneapolis and vicinity.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Minnesota. 1 map : col. ; 64 x 47 cm. Includes key to fifteen named 'principal trails in Minnesota'.
Issued folded in accompanying index (44 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Minnesota. Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1924.
Uniform title: Shippers' guide.
'R.H. [?] Payne' -- in ms. on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 441 (PrCt)

1 map : col. ; 81 x 63 on sheet 88 x 73 cm.
Keyed to 26 named road signs.
Scale [ca. 1:828,000].
Plate no.: F-14-A.
Includes continuation inset of northeastern Minnesota.
On verso: Rand McNally official 1924 auto trails map : North Dakota, South Dakota. Keyed to 43 named road signs. Plate no. F-14-B.
Cover handstamped "Register of copyrights, Library of Congress ... " and dated "5/16/24" in ms.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Auto Trails 6F 110 (PrCt)

Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1924].
1 map : col. ; 64 x 47 cm. Plate no.: 9R23.
Includes key to railroads numbered 9-117 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Minnesota railroads.
Includes continuation inset of northeastern Minnesota and part of Ontario.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Minnesota. 1 map : col. ; 64 x 47 cm. Includes key to fifteen named 'principal trails in Minnesota'.
Issued folded in accompanying index (44 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Minnesota. Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1924.
Uniform title: Shippers' guide.
'PH. [?] Payne' -- in ms. on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 440 (PrCt)


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalog Entry</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Minnesota - Maps - 1925 - Railroads</strong></td>
<td>Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Minnesota. San Francisco (Minn.) - Maps - 1925 - Railroads</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Accession no. 2002100101</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>RMCn Shippers Guide 4C 442 (PrCt)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 442 (PrCt)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 442 (PrCt)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 442 (PrCt)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 442 (PrCt)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 442 (PrCt)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
maps

Road maps
Auto trails of Minnesota, the land of ten thousand lakes / prepared especially for Minnesota Retail Hardware Association ; compliments of C.C. Bruscke & Son, Good Thunder, Minn. [Chicago : Rand McNally, ca. 1925?].
Authors: Minnesota Retail Hardware Association -- C.C. Bruscke & Son (Good Thunder, Minn.) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Welcome Tourist Information Bureau -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Bruscke (C.C.) & Son, Good Thunder, Minn. SEE C.C. Bruscke & Son (Good Thunder, Minn.)
1 map ; 59 x 39 cm.
Panel title.
Added title in upper margin: Buy at this sign.
Official auto trails map of Minnesota. Minnesota Retail Hardware Association.
"Copyright by Rand McNally & Co., Chicago ... " Includes logo of the Welcome Tourist Information Bureau.
Keyed to 6 named road signs.
No plate number.
Includes untitled continuation inset of northeast Minnesota and southwest Ontario (4 x 17 cm.)
Verso includes directory of hardware dealers.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Cover art: Car, driver, and 2 passengers overlooking woods and lake.
Includes manuscript annotations in red ink and pencil.
Accession no.: McNally 94121900NL
map4F G4141.P2 1925 .M5 (PrCt)

Minnesota - Maps - 1925 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Chicago tribune -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- McLean family -- MacLean family SEE McLean family
1 map ; 59 x 39 cm.
Issued folded to 15 x 10 cm. within covers with added title: Minnesota : Chicago Tribune auto trails map 1925.
Keyed to 22 named road signs.
Plate no. G-19.
Includes untitled continuation inset of northeast Minnesota and southwest Ontario (4 x 15 cm.)
Uniform title: Auto trails
Removed from the MacLean family papers (1898-1954) at the Newberry Library [Midwest MS . MacLean]
map4F G4141.P2 1925 .R3 (PrCt)

Minnesota - Maps - 1925 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 80 x 62 on sheet 88 x 73 cm.
Keyed to 28 named road signs.
Scale [ca. 1:828,000].
Plate no. G-17.
Includes continuation inset of northeast Minnesota and southwest Ontario.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 158 (PrCt)

Minnesota - Maps - 1925 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 80 x 62 on sheet 88 x 73 cm.
Keyed to 28 named road signs.
Scale [ca. 1:828,000].
Plate no. G-17.
Includes continuation inset of northeast Minnesota and southwest Ontario.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 195 (PrCt)

Minnesota - Maps - 1926 - Road maps
Rand McNally official 1926 auto trails map : Minnesota, Duluth, Minn. : [Duluth, Minn.?] : Rand McNally & Co., 1926.
Authors: Minnesota Arrowhead Association -- C.C. Bruscke & Son, Good Thunder, Minn.
Added title in upper margin: Buy at this sign.
1 map ; 80 x 62 on sheet 88 x 73 cm.
Keyed to 28 named road signs.
Scale [ca. 1:828,000].
Plate no. G-17.
Includes continuation inset of northeast Minnesota and southwest Ontario.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 158 (PrCt)

Minnesota - Maps - 1926 - Road maps
Rand McNally official 1926 auto trails map : Minnesota, Duluth, Minn. : [Duluth, Minn.?] : Rand McNally & Co., 1926.
Authors: Minnesota Arrowhead Association -- C.C. Bruscke & Son, Good Thunder, Minn.
Added title in upper margin: Buy at this sign.
1 map ; 80 x 62 on sheet 88 x 73 cm.
Keyed to 28 named road signs.
Scale [ca. 1:828,000].
Plate no. G-17.
Includes continuation inset of northeast Minnesota and southwest Ontario.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 195 (PrCt)

Minnesota - Maps - 1926 - Road maps
Rand McNally official 1926 auto trails map : Minnesota, Duluth, Minn. : [Duluth, Minn.?] : Rand McNally & Co., 1926.
Authors: Minnesota Arrowhead Association -- C.C. Bruscke & Son, Good Thunder, Minn.
Added title in upper margin: Buy at this sign.
1 map ; 80 x 62 on sheet 88 x 73 cm.
Keyed to 28 named road signs.
Scale [ca. 1:828,000].
Plate no. G-17.
Includes continuation inset of northeast Minnesota and southwest Ontario.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 195 (PrCt)
Covers northeastern Minnesota, southeastern Ontario, and western Manitoba.
Maps on verso (27 x 21 cm. and 28 x 21 cm.): [Pictorial map of the Minnesota Arrowhead country -- Road map of the Minnesota Arrowhead country. Panel art: Photograph of men on a pier within an arrowhead. Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).]

**49624**

**Minnesota - Maps - 1926 - Road maps**
**- Ontario - Maps - 1926 - Road maps**
**- Minnesota - Maps - 1926 - Road maps**
**- Pictorial maps - Minnesota - Maps - 1926 - Road maps**
**- Pictorial maps**

*Minnesota Arrowhead* / issued by the Minnesota Arrowhead Association. [Duluth, Minn.?] : Minnesota Arrowhead Association, c1926. Authors: Minnesota Arrowhead Association -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 55 x 86 cm.
Panel title.
Incorrectly (?) dated 1931 on RMcN AE 65 ms. index.
Added title: Map of the Minnesota Arrowhead country and central Canada from Winnipeg to the Nipigon Covers northeastern Minnesota, southeastern Ontario, and western Manitoba.
Maps on verso (27 x 21 cm. and 28 x 21 cm.): [Pictorial map of the Minnesota Arrowhead country -- Road map of the Minnesota Arrowhead country. Panel art: Photograph of men on a pier within an arrowhead. Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).]

**49625**

**Minnesota - Maps - 1926 - Road maps**

1 map : col. ; 80 x 62 on sheet 88 x 73 cm.
Keyed to 7 named road signs.
Scale [ca. 1:845,000].
Plate no. H-18.
Includes continuation inset of northeast Minnesota and southwest Ontario.
Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto road map : Minnesota (Chicago and New York: Rand McNally, 1926). 40 p. : maps, ill. ; 19 cm.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.

**49626**

**Minnesota - Maps - 1926 - Road maps**

1 map : col. ; 80 x 62 on sheet 88 x 73 cm.
Keyed to 7 named road signs.
Scale [ca. 1:845,000].
Plate no. H-18.
Includes continuation inset of northeast Minnesota and southwest Ontario.
Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto road map : Minnesota (Chicago and New York: Rand McNally, 1926). 40 p. : maps, ill. ; 19 cm.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.

**49627**

**Minnesota - Maps - 1927 - Railroads**
**- Minneapolis Region (Minn.) - Maps - 1927 - Railroads**
**- Saint Paul Region (Minn.) - Maps - 1927 - Railroads**

1 map : col. ; 64 x 47 cm.
Plate no.: 7R26.
Includes key to railroads numbered 9-120 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Minnesota railroads.
Insets (9 x 10 cm. and 12 x 12 cm.): Continuation of Lake and Cook Counties -- St. Paul-Minneapolis and vicinity.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Minnesota. 1 map : col. ; 64 x 47 cm. Includes key to fifteen named ‘principal trails in Minnesota’.
Issued folded in accompanying index (46 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists’ and shippers’ guide of Minnesota. San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1927.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Handstamp on title page: Register of Copyrights.
Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.
'4/12/27' -- in ms. on title page.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
**RMcN** Shippers Guide 4C 443 (PrCt)

**49628** Minnesota - Maps - 1927 - Road

*maps*<=>Road maps

**Rand McNally official 1927 auto road map : Minnesota.**
*Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).*

**49629** Minnesota - Maps - 1927 - Road

*maps*<=>Road maps

**Rand McNally official 1927 auto road map : Minnesota.**
*Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).*

**49630** Minnesota - Maps - 1927 - Road

*maps*<=>Road maps

**Rand McNally official 1927 auto road map : Minnesota.**
*Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).*

**49631** Minnesota - Maps - 1928 - Railroads<=>Minneapolis Region (Minn.) - Maps - 1928 - Railroads<=>Saint Paul Region (Minn.) - Maps - 1928 - Railroads<=>Minnesota - Maps - 1928 - Road maps<=>Road maps<=>Railroads - Maps

**Rand McNally standard map of Minnesota.**
*Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, 1928.*
*Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Shippers guide -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).*
*1 map : col. ; 44 x 47 cm. Plate no.: 7R27. Includes key to railroads numbered 9-120 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Minnesota railroads. Insets (9 x 10 cm. and 12 x 12 cm.): Continuation of Lake and Cook Counties -- St. Paul-Minneapolis and vicinity. On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Minnesota. 1 map : col. ; 64 x 47 cm. Includes key to fifteen named 'principal trails in Minnesota'. Issued folded in accompanying index (48 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Minnesota. San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1928. Uniform title: Shippers guide. Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library). Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).**

**49632** Minnesota - Maps - 1928 - Railroads<=>Minneapolis Region (Minn.) - Maps - 1928 - Railroads<=>Saint Paul Region (Minn.) - Maps - 1928 - Railroads<=>Minnesota - Maps - 1928 - Road maps<=>Road maps<=>Railroads - Maps

** Rand McNally junior auto road map : Minnesota.**
*Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1927].*
Rand McNally standard map of Minnesota.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1928].
1 map : col. ; 64 x 47 cm.
Plate no.: 7R27.
Includes key to railroads numbered 9-120 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Minnesota railroads.
Insets (9 x 10 cm. and 12 x 12 cm.): Continuation of Lake and Cook Counties -- St. Paul-Minneapolis and vicinity.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Minnesota. 1 map : col. ; 64 x 47 cm. Includes key to fifteen named 'principal trails in Minnesota'.
Issued folded in accompanying index (48 p.; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Minnesota. San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1928.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008). RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 446 (PrCt)

49635 Minnesota - Maps - 1928 - Road maps
Minnesota. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1928].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Home Oil Company -- Shaffer Oil and Refining Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011). Gousha Clients 81 (PrCt)

49636 Minnesota - Maps - 1928 - Road maps
Minnesota. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1928].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 0, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011). Gousha Clients 93 (PrCt)

49637 Minnesota - Maps - 1928 - Road maps
Highway map and guide of Minnesota. Aurora, Mo. Midwest Map Company, [1928].
Authors: Mid-West Map Company -- Authorized Guide & Map Service -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 48 x 33 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 65 ms. index.
Panel no. N72651
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 65.13 (PrCt)

Minnesota. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1928].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Standard Oil Company -- Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 2.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011). Gousha Clients 104 (PrCt)

Rand McNally standard indexed and air trails
49640 Minnesota - Maps - 1929 - Road maps

45 p. : 3 maps (2 folded) ; 24 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally standard indexed map with air trails : Minnesota
Uniform title: Air trails
Folded map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back to back, col. : each 64 x 47 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm., inside back cover, scale 1:982,100): Rand McNally standard map of Minnesota. Plate no. 7R28. Includes key to railroads. -- Rand McNally standard map of Minnesota with air trails. Plate nos. "12N28" and "7R28".
Both folding maps include insets of the St. Paul-Minneapolis region, northern Lake of the Woods County and Cook County (12 x 12 cm. and smaller).
Accompanying index includes "airport directory", "aids to navigation", and "elements of practical air navigation" by William E. Johnson, (p. 34-45).
Index also includes map (15 x 20 cm., on p. 34-35): Rand McNally airway map : United States. Plate nos. "11N28" and "12R28". Includes "key to [commercial] air lines."
Cover art: Airplane flying above passenger train. "50¢" -- printed on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (October 2010).
RMcN Air Trails 4C 24 (PrCt)

49639 Minnesota - Maps - 1929 - Road maps

Tourist guide and map of Minnesota Arrowhead Country : Duluth, Superior / compliments of S and S Auto Parts Co. Duluth, Minn. Architects and Engineers Supply Company, [1929].
Authors: Architects and Engineers Supply Company (Duluth, Minn.) -- S. and S. Auto Parts Co. (Minn.) -- Merritt & Hector (Duluth, Minn.) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 46 x 69 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Map of Minnesota Arrowhead Country and adjacent territory / copyrighted and published by Architects and Engineers Supply Company ... Duluth, Minn.
"Merritt & Hector, printers, Duluth."
Date from RMcN AE 65 ms. index.
Insets (13 x 17 cm. and 8 x 11 cm.): Map of roads from Arrowhead Country to Winnipeg -- Map of roads from Grand Marais to Port Arthur. Map on verso (23 x 46 cm.): Road guide of Duluth and Superior showing points of interest.
Inset on verso (7 x 14 cm.): A guide to business district of Duluth.
Panel art: Men rowing canoe toward cabin and trees.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 65.17 (PrCt)

49641 Minnesota - Maps - 1929 - Road maps

Authors: American Automobile Association -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 85 x 56 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 65 ms. index.
Plate no. 3015-A
Inset (10 x 14 cm.): [Northeastern Minnesota]. Maps on verso (9 x 10 cm. and 6 x 10 cm.): Minneapolis -- St. Paul.
Editor's copy; sheet trimmed to 86 x 57 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 65.16 (PrCt)

49642 Minnesota - Maps - 1929 - Road maps

1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 141 (PrCt)
Maps>>>Road Maps

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Home Oil
Company -- Shaffer Oil and Refining Company --
H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 262 (PrCt)

49648

Minnesota - Maps - 1929 - Road
Maps>>>Road Maps

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Independent
Oil Men of America -- Valley Oil Company -- H.M.
Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 184 (PrCt)

49644

Minnesota - Maps - 1929 - Road
Maps>>>Road Maps

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Marland Oil
Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 0, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 211 (PrCt)

49649

Minnesota - Maps - 1929 - Road
Maps>>>Road Maps

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil
Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 249 (PrCt)

49646

Minnesota - Maps - 1929 - Road
Maps>>>Road Maps

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Standard Oil
Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 211 (PrCt)

49647

Minnesota - Maps - 1929 - Road
Maps>>>Road Maps

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Standard Oil
Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 249 (PrCt)

49647

Minnesota - Maps - 1929 - Road
Maps>>>Road Maps

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Standard Oil
Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 249 (PrCt)

49647

Minnesota - Maps - 1929 - Road
Maps>>>Road Maps

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Standard Oil
Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 249 (PrCt)
Minnesota - Maps - 1930 - Road maps

49655 Minnesota - Maps - 1930 - Road maps

49656 Minnesota - Maps - 1930 - Road maps

49657 Minnesota - Maps - 1930 - Road maps

49658 Minnesota - Maps - 1930 - Road maps

49659 Minnesota - Maps - 1930 - Road maps

49660 Minnesota - Maps - 1930 - Road maps

49661 Minnesota - Maps - 1930 - Road maps

49662 Minnesota - Maps - 1930 - Road maps

49663 Minnesota - Maps - 1930 - Road maps

49664 Minnesota - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Continuation inset (5 x 20 cm.): [Northeast Minnesota].
Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto road map of Minnesota ... (Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, 1930). 31 p. : maps, ill. ; 20 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally official auto road map : Minnesota.
Cover art: (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).

RMcN Auto Trails 4C 457 (PrCt)

49665 Minnesota - Maps - 1931 - Road maps<<<Middle West - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 53 cm.
Inset (6 x 16 cm.): [Northeastern Minnesota]
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 66.9 (PrCt)

49666 Minnesota - Maps - 1931 - Road maps<<<Middle West - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 62 x 45 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. M-1088
Inset (6 x 20 cm.): Northeastern Minnesota
Maps on verso (29 x 44 cm. and smaller): Minneapolis- St. Paul -- Winona -- Duluth ...
Panel art: Combine harvesting a field.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 66.14 (PrCt)

49667 Minnesota - Maps - 1931 - Road maps<<<Middle West - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
Authors: Skelly Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 37 x 57 cm.
Panel art: Outlines of cars, Skelly logo.
Added title: Rand McNally senior 1931 auto road map of Minnesota.
Plate no. M-19.
Inset (12 x 10 cm.): Northeastern Minnesota.
Maps on verso (28 x 43 cm and smaller): Auto road map of north central United States -- Minneapolis -- Albert Lea -- St. Paul -- Mankato.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 66.15 (PrCt)

49668 Minnesota - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
Minneapolis Region (Minn.) - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
Saint Paul Region (Minn.) - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
1931 map of trunk highway system: state of Minnesota / published ... by Minnesota Highway Department ... showing trunk conditions as of April 1, 1931. St. Paul, Minn. McGill-Warner Co., c1931.
Authors: Minnesota. Highway Dept. -- McGill-Warner Co. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 89 x 76 cm.
Added title in oversize lettering at top: Minnesota.
Inset (13 x 24 cm.): Minneapolis-Saint Paul and vicinity.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 65.21 (PrCt)

49669 Minnesota - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
Minnesota - Maps - 1931 - Clothing trade maps
Richman Brothers Co. - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
Authors: Richman Brothers Co. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 47 x 38 cm.
Plate no. M-19.
Inset (10 x 12 cm.): Northeastern Minnesota
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 66.11 (PrCt)

49670 Minnesota - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 0, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 469 (PrCt)

49671 Minnesota - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Deep Rock Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 491 (PrCt)

49672 Minnesota - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
Richman Brothers Co. -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 554 (PrCt)

49673 Minnesota - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Sinclair Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 0, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 586 (PrCt)

49674 Minnesota - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 610 (PrCt)

49675 Minnesota - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 68 x 53 cm.
Plate no. M-1085
Inset (6 x 16 cm.): [Northeastern Minnesota]
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Gousha Clients 469 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

RMcN AE 66.10 (PrCt)

49676 Minnesota - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 58 x 38 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) : 1931 official road map : Minnesota
Plate no. E-238-J
Inset (7 x 11 cm.): [Northeastern Minnesota].
On verso (28 x 43 cm.): Standard Oil Company (Indiana) : 1931 official road map : United States.
Panel art: Standard brand logos.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 65.22 (PrCt)

49677 Minnesota - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
1 map : col. ; 70 x 60 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Minnesota : land of ten thousand lakes / Ten Thousand Lakes Greater Minnesota Association ... Saint Paul.
"Operating in conjunction with the Minnesota State Department of Conservation."
Panel art: Color illustration of recreational activities by the water.
Handstamped "Dept. of Cartography."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4807 (PrCt)

49678 Minnesota - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 68 x 53 cm.
Plate no. 1085
Inset (6 x 16 cm.): [Northeastern Minnesota]
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 66.12 (PrCt)

49679 Minnesota - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
- 1931 - Road maps-Saint Paul Region (Minn.) - Maps-1931 - Road maps-Road maps
Authors: Pillsbury Flour Mills Company -- Minneapolis Civic & Commerce Association -- Hudson Map Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 72 x 54 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Hudson's standard road map of Minnesota : 1931
"Copyright, 1931, by Hudson Map Company, Minneapolis, Minn."
Inset (4 x 10 cm.): [Northeastern Minnesota].
Maps on verso (59 x 50 cm. and 11 x 21 cm.):
Hudson's standard road map of Wisconsin, 1931 -- Trunk highway map of Minneapolis and St. Paul.
Panel art: Father and son cooking over campfire, box of Pillsbury's pancake flour.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 65.24 (PrCt)

47 p. : 11 maps (2 folded) : 24 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally pocket maps : Minnesota : counties, cities, towns, auto roads, railroads, city maps, hotels, 1930 census
Uniform title: Pocket maps
Folded map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back to back, col. ; 64 x 48 cm. and 69 x 54 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of Minnesota. Plate nos. "No.1:22S" and "7R30". Includes key to railroads and inset maps of the St. Paul-Minneapolis region, northern Lake of the Woods County, and Cook County (12 x 12 cm. and smaller) -- Rand McNally auto road map : Minnesota. Plate no. M-1085. Includes continuation inset of northeastern Minnesota (4 x 16 cm.).
Index includes maps of Duluth-Superior, Mankato, Minneapolis, Red Wing, Rochester, St. Cloud, St. Paul, Virginia, Winona (p. 38-47).

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
49682 Minnesota - Maps - 1932 - Road maps

Minneapolis Region (Minn.) - Maps - 1932 - Road maps

1932 map of trunk highway system: state of Minnesota / published ... by Minnesota Highway Department ... showing trunk conditions as of April 1, 1932. St. Paul: McGill-Warner Co., c1932.


1 map: col.; 89 x 75 cm.

Added title in oversize lettering at top: Minnesota.

Inset (14 x 24 cm.): Minneapolis-Saint Paul and vicinity.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 65.26 (PrCt)

49683 Minnesota - Maps - 1932 - Road maps


Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

1 map: col.; 68 x 45 cm.

Panel title.

Plate no. N-19-P

Insets (12 x 15 cm.): Northeastern Minnesota.

Maps on verso (33 x 54 cm. and smaller):

Minneapolis-St. Paul -- Winona -- Duluth...


Panel art: Cities Service swordsman.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 66.18 (PrCt)

49684 Minnesota - Maps - 1932 - Road maps

Minnesota. Chicago: H.M. Gousha Co., [1932].

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

1 folded map

Panel title.

Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 636 (PrCt)

49685 Minnesota - Maps - 1932 - Road maps


Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Deep Rock Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

1 folded map

Panel title.

Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 662 (PrCt)

49686 Minnesota - Maps - 1932 - Road maps


Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil Company -- Lee, Robert E., fl. 1933 -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

1 folded map

Panel title.

Cover: License plate motif.

Distribution: NL 1, LC 0, DUP 0.

Panel art: Shell logo, license plates, couple in convertible car (woman driving), dog, signed by artist "Robert E. Lee."

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Gousha Clients 667 (PrCt)
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
49699  Minnesota - Maps - 1933 - Road maps

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Barnsall Oil Co. -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 925 (PrCt)

49700  Minnesota - Maps - 1933 - Road maps

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 963 (PrCt)

49701  Minnesota - Maps - 1933 - Road maps

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 981 (PrCt)

49702  Minnesota - Maps - 1933 - Road maps

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil Company -- Lee, Robert E., fl. 1933 -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Cover: License plate motif.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Panel art: Shell logo, license plates, woman driving convertible car, dog, signed by artist "Robert E. Lee."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 958 (PrCt)

49703  Minnesota - Maps - 1933 - Road maps

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 946 (PrCt)

49704  Minnesota - Maps - 1933 - Road maps

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Tide Water Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 981 (PrCt)

49705  Minnesota - Maps - 1933 - Road maps

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 53 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: 1933 Texaco road map : Minnesota : Spring edition
Plate no. A4.2820
Inset (7 x 16 cm.): Northeastern Minnesota
Maps on verso (36 x 52 and smaller): Texaco road map : 1933 : United States -- Duluth ...
Superior -- Minneapolis-St. Paul.
Panel art: Texaco compass rose logo over outline of U.S.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 66.19 (PrCt)

49706  Minnesota - Maps - 1933 - Road maps

Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- National Broadcasting Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 64 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair 1933 official road map : Minnesota.
Plate no. 15.O19.
Inset (11 x 13 cm.): Northeastern Minnesota
On verso: Sinclair pictorial United States.

Panel art: Dinosaur, ship, train, plane, N.B.C. radio's Sinclair Minstrels, gas station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 66.23 (PrCt)

**49707** Minnesota - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

*Minneapolis Region (Minn.) - Maps - 1934 - Road maps* ➔ *Saint Paul Region (Minn.) - Maps - 1934 - Road maps* ➔ *Road maps*

*Pure Oil pathfinder : Minnesota ... eleventh edition.* Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1934].
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 62 x 48 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Pure Oil pathfinder for Minnesota
Date from RMcN AE 66 ms. index.
Plate no. P.1088
Inset (7 x 20 cm.): [Northeastern Minnesota]
Maps on verso (29 x 44 cm. and smaller): Pure Oil pathfinder United States -- Minneapolis & St. Paul -- Duluth ... Superior.
Panel art: Pure logo overlayed on eastern United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 66.26 (PrCt)

**49708** Minnesota - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 45 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 66 ms. index.
Plate no. P-19-P
Insets (12 x 15 cm.): Northeastern Minnesota.
Maps on verso (33 x 54 cm. and smaller):
Minneapolis- St. Paul -- Winona -- Duluth ... Superior -- Rochester -- Cities Service road map of United States.
Panel art: Car on country road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 66.25 (PrCt)

**49709** Minnesota - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

Authors: Globe Oil & Refining Companies -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 38 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Rand McNally senior 1934 auto road map of Minnesota.
Inset (10 x 13 cm.): Northeastern Minnesota.
Map on verso (28 x 44 cm.): Rand McNally junior 1934 auto road map of United States.
Panel art: Globe gasoline logo : cars on road leading to cityscape and mountains.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 66.37 (PrCt)

**49710** Minnesota - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Barnsdall Oil Co. -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (1 panel, R,B): Diagonal lettering "America's [logo] first refiner."
Plate no. H-338-J.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1008 (PrCt)

**49711** Minnesota - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

*Travel Minnesota with Conoco.* Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1934].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (3 panel,R,G): Outline map of North America, logo.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1036 (PrCt)

**49712** Minnesota - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Deep Rock Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (3 panel, R,B,Y): Line drawing of sedan speeding uphill in yellow slash.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1067 (PrCt)

**49713** Minnesota - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (3 panel, R,G,BL): Six cars speeding towards service station, logo.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1106 (PrCt)

Shell road map: Minnesota. Chicago: H.M. Gousha Co., [1934].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (3 panel, R,Y): Diagonal "Shell" on red stripe, logo.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1140 (PrCt)

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (3 panel, R,B,P): Geese flying over hills, sedan passing lake.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1184 (PrCt)

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Tide Water Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (1 panel, O,BL): "Tydol trails thru...[photo woman, attendant, gas pump] Ask the man at the pump!"
Plate no. H-338-J.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1207 (PrCt)
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Minnesota. Dept. of Conservation -- Minnesota Tourist Bureau -- Brown & Bigelow -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 74 x 50 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Minnesota invites you to live, work, play in the playground of 10,000 lakes.

"Department of Conservation, Division of Game and Fish, W.D. Stewart, Director, New State Office Bldg., St. Paul, Minn."

"© Minnesota Tourist Bureau."

"Brown & Bigelow, St. Paul." -- below promotional text on verso.

Inset (18 x 8 cm.): [Road map from Chicago to Minneapolis-St. Paul].

Panel art: Woman sitting under tree.

Previously bound with a collection of pictorial maps in binders labeled "Points of Interest."

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

49728 Minnesota - Maps - 1935 - Road maps

Maps on verso (17 x 19 cm. and 5 x 9 cm.): [Minneapolis-St. Paul region] -- Duluth Minn.

Panel art: American Automobile Association logo.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 1326 (PrCt)

49732 Minnesota - Maps - 1935 - Road maps

Maps on verso.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Minnesota - Maps - 1935 - Road maps

49733

Minnesota - Maps - 1935 - Road maps


Authors: Marathon Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; unfolded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Rand McNally auto road map of Minnesota.

Date from RMcN AE 66 ms. index.

Plate no. Q.19

Inset (10 x 13 cm.): Northeastern Minnesota.

Map on verso (28 x 44 cm.): Rand McNally official road map : United States.

Panel art: Marathon runner.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 66.34 (PrCt)

49734

Minnesota - Maps - 1935 - Road maps

MWM highway map : Minnesota / compliments of Hotel Plankinton, Milwaukee, Wisconsin. Aurora, Mo. Mid-West Map Company, [1935].

Authors: Mid-West Map Company -- Hotel Plankinton (Milwaukee, Wis.) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 45 x 36 cm., folded to 22 x 10 cm.

Panel title.

"Copyrighted by Mid-West Map Company, Aurora, Mo."

"Compliments of Hotel Plankinton, Milwaukee, Wisconsin" overprinted in red on panel title.

Plate no. A510f.

Inset (7 x 9 cm.): Eastern section : Minnesota.

Verso includes directory of MWM-associated businesses in Minnesota.

In poor condition; separated into 2 pieces.

Panel art: Illustration of car on road.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 4933 (PrCt)

49735

Minnesota - Maps - 1935 - Road maps

49736

Minnesota - Maps - 1935 - Road maps

N.A.C. road map of Minnesota ... / prepared by Engineering Department, National Automobile Club. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1935?].

Authors: National Automobile Club -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Panel art: National Automobile Club logo, list of district offices.

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 1436 (PrCt)

49737

Minnesota - Maps - 1935 - Road maps


Authors: Shell Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 58 x 43 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Shell official road map : Minnesota.

Date from RMcN AE 66 ms. index.

Plate no. Q.19

Inset (10 x 13 cm.): Northeastern Minnesota.

Map on verso (28 x 44 cm.): Shell official road map : United States.

Panel art: Shell logo.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 66.31 (PrCt)

49738

Minnesota - Maps - 1935 - Road maps


Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 65 x 42 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Sinclair 1935 official road map:
Minnesota.
Date from RMcN AE 66 ms. index
Plate no. Q.19.
Inset (12 x 14 cm.): Northeastern Minnesota.
Map on verso (31 x 48 cm.): Sinclair recreational map : United States.
Panel art: Dinosaurs roaming land.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 66.33 (PrCt)

Minnesota - Maps - 1935 - Road maps

Minnesota road map / Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc., White Eagle Division. Kansas City, Mo.
Gallup Map & Supply Co., [1935].
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Gallup Map Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col ; 58 x 38 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Imperfect; editor's copy (?); partly trimmed away; cut into two pieces.
Added title cartouche trimmed away.
Maps on verso (28 x 43 cm. and smaller): Road map of United States -- Minneapolis-St. Paul -- Duluth -- Albert Lea -- [Unidentified inset trimmed away] -- Winona.
Panel art: Mobilgas winged horse logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1580 (PrCt)

Minnesota - Maps - 1935 - Road maps

Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Photo of gas station attendant and slogan "let the Standard Oil Company serve you."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1506 (PrCt)

Minnesota - Maps - 1935 - Road maps

Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col ; 56 x 48 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) : 1935 official road map : Minnesota.
Plate no. 1-4-338-J.C.
Maps on verso (27 x 48 cm. and smaller):
Standard Oil company (Indiana) : 1935 official road map : United States -- Minneapolis ... St. Paul -- Duluth ... Superior -- Rochester -- Winnipeg -- Lake Minnetonka -- St. Cloud -- La Crosse.
Panel art: photo of station attendant and customers in cars.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 65.33 (PrCt)

Minnesota - Maps - 1935 - Road maps

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col ; 68 x 53 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco road map : Minnesota.
Includes table of "State and federal gasoline taxes as of May 27th, 1935."
Plate no. Q.2820.
Inset map (4 x 18 cm.): Northeastern Minnesota.
Maps on verso (35 x 51 cm. and smaller) :
Texaco road map : United States -- Duluth ... [and] Superior -- Minneapolis-St. Paul.
Panel art: Texaco compass logo.
Adhesive label no. "20" on verso.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 170.20 (PrCt)

Minnesota - Maps - 1935 - Road maps

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col ; 68 x 53 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco road map : Minnesota.
Date from RMcN AE 66 ms. index.
Plate no. Q.2820
Inset (7 x 16 cm.): Northeastern Minnesota.
Maps on verso (36 x 52 and smaller): Texaco road map : United States -- Duluth ... Superior -- Minneapolis-St. Paul.
Panel art: Texaco compass rose logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 66.29 (PrCt)

Minnesota - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Travel Minnesota with Conoco : every Conoco
Minnesota - Maps - 1936 - Road maps Minn. - Maps - 1936 - Road maps Minnesota - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

49745

Minn. - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Pure Oil pathfinder for Minnesota
Date from RMcN AE 68 ms. index.
Plate no. R.3602
Inset (13 x 13 cm.): [Northeastern Minnesota].
Maps on verso (32 x 48 cm. and smaller): Duluth ... Superior -- Rochester -- Pure Oil pathfinder for Minneapolis-St. Paul and vicinity.
Panel art: Pure logo over service station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 68.4 (PrCt)

49748

Minnesota - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: 1936 Minnesota road map ...
Standard Oil Company (Indiana).
Inset (13 x 12 cm.): Northeastern Minnesota.
Maps on verso (26 x 43 cm. and smaller): 1936 United States road map ... Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Duluth ... Superior -- La Crosse -- Rochester -- St. Cloud -- Minneapolis & St. Paul.
Panel art: Compass with Standard Oil crown logo over cars on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 68.2 (PrCt)

49749

Minnesota - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Authors: Barnsdall Oil Co. -- H.M. Gousha

Rochester -- St. Cloud -- Minneapolis & St. Paul.
Panel art: Compass with Standard Oil crown logo over cars on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 65.1X (PrCt)
Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Barns dall Oil Co. logo and slogan "be square to your motor with Barns dall dependable products".
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1541 (PrCt)

49750 Minnesota - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Minnesota 1936 road map / Cities Service.
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Cities Service logo and "serves a nation" slogan.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1570 (PrCt)

49751 Minnesota - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Minnesota : 1936 road map : Cities Service serves a nation.
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 55 x 47 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Cities Service invites you to tour Minnesota.
Plate no. 344-S.C. J-3
Maps on verso (29 x 44 cm. and smaller): Cities Service invites you to tour United States -- Minneapolis ... [and] St. Paul -- Duluth ... [and] Superior -- Rochester -- Winona.
Panel art: Cities Service logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 157.17A (PrCt)

49752 Minnesota - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Travel Minnesota with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1936?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

49753 Minnesota - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Minnesota road map ... Deep-Rock. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1936].
Authors: Deep Rock Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Road map, 11th edition : Minnesota Date from RMcN AE 68 ms. index.
Plate no. R .3602
Inset (13 x 13 cm.): Northeastern Minnesota.
Maps on verso (31 x 47 cm. and smaller): Duluth ... Superior -- Minneapolis & St. Paul -- Rochester.
-- Road map, 11th edition of United States.
Panel art: Female motorist under Deep-Rock sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 68.5 (PrCt)

49754 Dixie 1936 road map : Minnesota.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1936].
Authors: Dixie Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Rand McNally road map of Minnesota.
Date from RMcN AE 68 ms. index.
Plate no. R .3602
Inset (13 x 13 cm.): Northeastern Minnesota.
Map on verso (31 x 47 cm.): Rand McNally road map of United States.
Panel art: Dixie logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 68.7 (PrCt)

49755 Minnesota - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
1936 Road map of Minnesota / this map prepared for your convenience by the Framers Union Central Exchange ... South Saint Paul, Minnesota.
Authors: Farmers Union Central Exchange (Saint Paul, Minn.) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Farmers Union logo; slogan "patronize your local cooperative.”
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1640 (PrCt)
Minnesota - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Travel Minnesota with the Independent. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1936?].
Authors: Globe Oil & Refining Companies -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Globe gas station attendant; slogans "we are home owned" and "keep rollin' with Globe."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1652 (PrCt)

Minnesota - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Minnesota ... Marathon Oil Co. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1936].
Authors: Marathon Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Rand McNally road map of Minnesota.
Date from RMcN AE 68 ms. index.
Plate no. R .3602
Inset (13 x 13 cm.): Northeastern Minnesota.
Map on verso (31 x 47 cm.): Rand McNally road map of United States.
Panel art: Marathon runner.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 68.8 (PrCt)

Minnesota - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
MWM highway map : Minnesota / compliments of Hotel Plankinton, Milwaukee, Wisconsin. Aurora, Mo. Mid-West Map Company, [1936?].
Authors: Mid-West Map Company -- Hotel Plankinton (Milwaukee, Wis.) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 49 x 36 cm., folded to 22 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
"Copyrighted by Mid-West Map Company, Aurora, Mo."
"Compliments of Hotel Plankinton, Milwaukee, Wisconsin" overprinted in red on panel title.
Plate no. B 67 IW.
Inset (7 x 9 cm.): Eastern section : Minnesota.
Verso includes directory of MWM-associated businesses in Minnesota.
Panel art: Illustration of car on road.
Handstamps on map: "Copyrighted" and "Received from [blank]. [?] 15 1937, Rand McNally & Co., K.L.Y."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN AE 162.44 (PrCt)

Minnesota - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Airplane, car, and boat, Phillips 66 logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1678 (PrCt)

Minnesota - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 56 x 48 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Phillips 66 ... 1936 official road map : Minnesota.
Plate nos. "338-J.C." and "J-1"
Maps on verso (29 x 44 cm. and smaller): Phillips 66 ... 1936 official road map : United States -- Minneapolis ... [and] St. Paul -- Duluth ... [and] Superior.
Panel art: Plane, car and boat under Phillips 66 logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 162.44 (PrCt)
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 1973 (PrCt)

49762 Minnesota - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 1717 (PrCt)

49763 Minnesota - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
1936 road map : Minnesota : Shell ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, 1936.
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell official road map : Minnesota.
Plate nos. "338-J.C" and "J-1".
Map on verso (28 x 44 cm.): Shell official road map : United States.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 163.21B (PrCt)

49764 Minnesota - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Minnesota : Sinclair road map ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1936].
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair road map : Minnesota.
Date from RMcN AE 68 ms. index.
Plate no. R.3602.
Inset (13 x 13 cm.): Northeastern Minnesota.
Map on verso (31 x 47 cm. and smaller): Duluth Superior -- Minneapolis & St. Paul -- Rochester.
-- Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc., White Eagle Division : road map of United States.
Panel art: Mobilgas sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 68.9 (PrCt)

49765 Minnesota - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Minnesota ... Socony-Vacuum Oil Company ... White Eagle Division. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1936].
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc., White Eagle Division : road map of Minnesota.
Date from RMcN AE 68 ms. index.
Plate no. R.3602.
Inset (13 x 13 cm.): Northeastern Minnesota.
Maps on verso (31 x 47 cm. and smaller): Duluth Superior -- Minneapolis & St. Paul -- Rochester.
-- Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc., White Eagle Division : road map of United States.
Panel art: Mobilgas sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 68.6 (PrCt)

49766 Minnesota - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Guiding you through Minnesota ... Sovereign Service. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1936].
Authors: Sovereign Service -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Rand McNally road map of Minnesota.
Plate no. R.3602.
Date from RMcN AE 68 ms. index.
Inset (13 x 13 cm.): Northeastern Minnesota.
Maps on verso (31 x 48 cm. and smaller): Duluth Superior -- Minneapolis & St. Paul -- Rochester.
-- Rand McNally road map of United States.
Panel art: Sovereign logo, attendant, woman driving.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 68.4 (PrCt)

49767 Minnesota - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 53 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco road map : Minnesota.
Date from RMcN AE 68 ms. index.
Plate no. R.2820.
Inset (4 x 18 cm.): Northeastern Minnesota.
Maps on verso (35 x 51 and smaller): Texaco road map : United States -- Duluth Superior -- Minneapolis-St. Paul.
Panel art: Texaco compass rose logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 68.3 (PrCt)
49769 Minnesota - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Authors: Tide Water Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company
Panel art: Cartoon mechanic and license plate with slogan "wherever you go, go on Tydol and Veedol", says the little engineer.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Gousha Clients 1786

49772 Minnesota - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Authors: Tide Water Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company
Panel art: Cartoon mechanic and license plate with slogan "wherever you go, go on Tydol and Veedol", says the little engineer.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Gousha Clients 1809

49774 Minnesota - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Authors: Tide Water Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company
Panel art: Cartoon mechanic and license plate with slogan "wherever you go, go on Tydol and Veedol", says the little engineer.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Gousha Clients 1843

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
maps

Authors: Deep Rock Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Road map, 12th edition : Minnesota Date from RMcN AE 68 ms. index.
Plate no. S.3602
Inset (13 x 12 cm.): Northwestern Minnesota. Maps on verso (31 x 47 cm. and smaller): Duluth ... Superior -- Minneapolis & St. Paul -- Rochester -- Road map, 12th edition of United States.
Panel art: Deep-Rock sign over country road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 68.16 (PrCt)

Minnesota - Maps - 1937 - Road maps

Travel Minnesota with the Independent. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1937].
Authors: Globe Oil & Refining Companies -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Globe gas station attendant; slogans "we are home owned" and "keep rollin' with Globe."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1923 (PrCt)

Minnesota - Maps - 1937 - Road maps

Minnesota road map ... / Johnson Oil Refining Company ... Chicago, Illinois. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1937].
Authors: Johnson Oil Refining Co. -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Johnson Winged 70 gasoline logo and outline map of the midwestern states.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1937 (PrCt)

Minnesota - Maps - 1937 - Road maps

MWM highway map : Minnesota. Aurora, Mo. Mid-West Map Company, [1937].
Authors: Mid-West Map Company -- Holly's Restaurant and Grill -- Webster Hotel -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 50 x 38 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: MWM official road map : Minnesota / copyrighted by Mid-West Map Company.
Map printed in blue with blank space on title panel; title panel subsequently overprinted in red with "Holly's Restaurant and Grill, 2 places 'where South Haven eats'" and "Webster Hotel ... ".
Plate no. B 67 IW
Inset (7 x 9 cm.): Eastern section : Minnesota. Panel art: Car on uphill road.
Handstamped "Oct. 4 1937"
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1431 (PrCt)

Minnesota - Maps - 1937 - Road maps

1937 Road map : Minnesota ... / Midland Cooperative Wholesale, Minneapolis, Milwaukee.
Authors: Midland Cooperative Wholesale (Firm) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Midland Coop Products logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1944 (PrCt)

Minnesota - Maps - 1937 - Road maps

Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: car on road, Phillips 66 sign, and slogan "there's a Phillips station ahead."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1963 (PrCt)

Minnesota - Maps - 1937 - Road maps

Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 57 x 47 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Phillips 66 ... 1937 official road map : Minnesota.
Plate nos. "438-J.1 and "K-1"
Inset (13 x 8 cm.): [Fort William and Isle Royale region].
Maps on verso (29 x 44 cm. and smaller): Phillips...
Minnesota - Maps - 1937 - Road maps

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4995 (PrCt)

49784

Minnesota - Maps - 1937 - Road maps

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN AE 162.31 (PrCt)

49781

Minnesota - Maps - 1937 - Road maps

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Insets (12 x 14 cm. and smaller): Brainerd -- Superior.
Rochester -- Minneapolis, St. Paul -- Duluth, Superior.
Map on verso (50 x 51 cm.): Texaco sectional trip map [of the Middle West].
Insets on verso (5 x 8 cm. and smaller): Kansas City (Kans.-Mo.) and vicinity -- Minneapolis-St. Paul and vicinity -- Chicago and vicinity.
Panel art: United States outline.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 68.20 (PrCt)

Minnesota - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 59 x 50 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Minnesota Includes table of "State and federal gasoline taxes -- as of December 2, 1938."
Plate no. (3) T. 3822
Insets (12 x 14 cm. and smaller): Brainerd -- Rochester -- Minneapolis, St. Paul -- Duluth, Superior.
Map on verso (50 x 51 cm.): Texaco sectional trip map [of the Middle West].
Insets on verso (5 x 8 cm. and smaller): Kansas City (Kans.-Mo.) and vicinity -- Minneapolis-St. Paul and vicinity -- Chicago and vicinity.
Panel art: United States outline.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 68.21 (PrCt)

Minnesota - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Travel Minnesota with Conoco : every Conoco station is a branch of the Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1938].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 51 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Conoco ... official road map of Minnesota
Date from RMcN AE 159 ms. index.
Plate nos. "438-J.C. 11-L" and "1381"
Inset (12 x 7 cm.): [Fort William and Isle Royale region].
Maps on verso (28 x 43 cm. and smaller):
Minneapolis, St. Paul and vicinity -- Duluth ...
[and] Superior -- Bemidji -- Brainerd.
Panel art: Conoco logo over outline of North America.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 16 1938 ... "
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 159.18 (PrCt)

Minnesota - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

The Famous Minnesota arrowhead country / issued by the Minnesota Arrowhead Association. Duluth, Minn. Minnesota Arrowhead Association, c1938.
Authors: Minnesota Arrowhead Association -- Long, N. U., active 1938 -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 40 x 66 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Map of the Minnesota arrowhead country and adjacent Canadian cities.
Covers northeastern Minnesota and southeastern Ontario.
Map on verso (13 x 20 cm.): Circle tours in the arrowhead.
Panel art: Color illustration of couple in boat catching a fish signed "N.U. [?] Long, Duluth."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Accession no.: McNally 94121900NL
RMcN Clients 4802 (PrCt)

Minnesota - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Minnesota road map ... / Barnsdall ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1938?].
Authors: Barnsdall Oil Co. -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Barnsdall Oil Co. logo and slogan "be square dependable products by Barnsdall, 'America's first refiner'".
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3025 (PrCt)

Minnesota - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Minnesota road map / Cities Service ahead. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1938?].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: car driving through hills, Cities Service sign.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3069 (PrCt)

49798 Minnesota - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Minneapolis road map : Cities Service ahead. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1938].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 51 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Cities Service invites you to tour Minnesota.
Date from RMcN AE 156 ms. index.
Plate no. 438-J.C. 11-L
Inset (11 x 7 cm.): [Fort William]
Map on verso (28 x 44 cm.): Cities Service road map of the United States.
Panel art: Cities Service sign, car on winding road.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 18 1938 ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 156.16 (PrCt)

Gousha Clients 3070 (PrCt)

49799 Minnesota - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Minneapolis road map / Cities Service ahead. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1938?].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- Iowa Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"Iowa Oil Co. edition."
Panel title.
Panel art: car driving through hills, Cities Service sign.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3070 (PrCt)

Gousha Clients 3074 (PrCt)

49800 Minnesota - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Travel Minnesota with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1938?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3115 (PrCt)

Gousha Clients 3114 (PrCt)

49801 Minnesota - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Minnesota road map ... Deep-Rock. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1938].
Authors: Deep Rock Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Road map, 14th edition : Minnesota
Date from RMcN AE 68 ms. index.
Plate no. T.3602
Inset (13 x 12 cm.): Northeastern Minnesota.
Maps on verso (31 x 47 cm. and smaller): Duluth ... Superior -- Minneapolis & St. Paul -- Rochester -- Road map, 14th edition : United States.
Panel art: Deep-Rock sign over country road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 68.22 (PrCt)

Gousha Clients 3144 (PrCt)

49802 Minnesota - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Travel Minnesota with the Independent. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1938?].
Authors: Globe Oil & Refining Companies -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Globe gas station attendant; slogans "we are home owned" and "keep rollin' with Globe."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3144 (PrCt)

Gousha Clients 3157 (PrCt)

49803 Minnesota - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Road map : Minnesota and United States. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1938?].
Authors: Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: compass rose and Diamond, 760 Motor Oil, and D-X Gasoline logos.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3157 (PrCt)

Gousha Clients 3145 (PrCt)

49804 Minnesota - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Diamond ... road map : Minnesota and United States. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1938].
Authors: Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 48 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Diamond Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation motor trails map : Minnesota.
Date from RMcN AE 160 ms. index.
Plate no. 438-J.C. 11-L
Maps on verso (29 x 44 cm. and smaller):
Legend: United States mileage and driving time along main transcontinental highways -- Minneapolis ... [and] St. Paul -- Duluth ... [and] Superior -- Albert Lea -- Rochester -- Winona.

Panel art: Diamond, 760 Motor Oil, and D-X logos; line drawings of cartoon figures.

Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Oct 12 1938 ... ."

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 160.9 (PrCt)

49805 Minnesota - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

1938 road map : Minnesota ... / Midland Cooperative Wholesale, Minneapolis, Milwaukee.
Authors: Midland Cooperative Wholesale (Firm) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Midland Coop Products logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3173 (PrCt)

49806 Minnesota - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: car, Phillips 66 tanker truck on road, Phillips 66 sign, and slogan "there's a Phillips station ahead."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3192 (PrCt)

49807 Minnesota - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 57 x 47 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Phillips 66 ... 1938 official road map : Minnesota.
Plate no. 438-J.C. 11-L
Inset (13 x 8 cm.): [Fort William and Isle Royale region].
Maps on verso (29 x 44 cm. and smaller): Phillips 66 ... official road map : United States -- Minneapolis ... [and] St. Paul -- Duluth ... [and] Superior.

Panel art: Car approaching Phillips 66 truck on curving road.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 18 1938 ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 162.9 (PrCt)

49808 Minnesota - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Minnesota : Pure Oil pathfinder ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1938].
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Minnesota ... Pure
Date from RMcN AE 68 ms. index.
Plate no. T.3602
Inset (13 x 12 cm.): Northeastern Minnesota.
Map on verso (21 x 49 cm.): United States ... Pure
Panel art: Pure logo over service station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 68.24 (PrCt)

49809 Minnesota - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 68 ms. index.
Plate no. T.3602
Inset (13 x 12 cm.): Northeastern Minnesota.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 68.23 (PrCt)

49810 Minnesota - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Shell road map : Minnesota. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1938].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3235 (PrCt)

49811 Minnesota - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Shell road map : Minnesota ... Chicago : H. M. Gousha Company, [1938].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 54 x 28 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Diamond, 760 Motor Oil, and D-X logos; line drawings of cartoon figures.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 18 1938 ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 160.9 (PrCt)

49808 Minnesota - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Minnesota : Pure Oil pathfinder ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1938].
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Minnesota ... Pure
Date from RMcN AE 68 ms. index.
Plate no. T.3602
Inset (13 x 12 cm.): Northeastern Minnesota.
Map on verso (21 x 49 cm.): United States ... Pure
Panel art: Pure logo over service station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 68.24 (PrCt)

49809 Minnesota - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 68 ms. index.
Plate no. T.3602
Inset (13 x 12 cm.): Northeastern Minnesota.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 68.23 (PrCt)

49810 Minnesota - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Shell road map : Minnesota. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1938].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3235 (PrCt)

49811 Minnesota - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Shell road map : Minnesota ... Chicago : H. M. Gousha Company, [1938].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 54 x 28 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Diamond, 760 Motor Oil, and D-X logos; line drawings of cartoon figures.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 18 1938 ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 160.9 (PrCt)
Minnesota - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Minnesota, Road maps. Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [1938].
Authors: Skelly Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Skelly official motor trails map : Minnesota.
Date from RMcN AE 164 ms. index.
Plate nos. "438-J.C. 11-L" and "12-L 1938-1" map on verso (29 x 44 cm.).
Legend : United States mileage and driving time along main transcontinental highways.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 15 1938 ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 164.19 (PrCt)

Minnesota - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Swinging through Minnesota ... Sovereign Service. Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [1938].
Authors: Sovereign Service -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sovereign Service road map : Minnesota.
Date from RMcN AE 68 ms. index.
Plate no. T.3602
Inset (13 x 12 cm.): Northeastern Minnesota.
Maps on verso (31 x 47 cm. and smaller): Duluth ... Superior -- Minneapolis & St. Paul -- Rochester -- Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc. road map of United States.
Panel art: Couple in car in front of Sovereign station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 68.17 (PrCt)

Minnesota - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Tour Minnesota with Skelly. [Kansas City, Mo.] : Greiner-Fifield Litho Co. [1938].
Authors: Skelly Oil Company -- Greiner-Fifield Litho. Co. (Kansas City, Mo.) -- Martin, Bernard, 1912-1998 -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 37 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Skelly official motor trails map : Minnesota.
Copyright --- Greiner-Fifield Litho Co., K.C., Mo.
Date from RMcN AE 167 ms. index.
Inset (7 x 9 cm.): [Northeastern Minnesota]
Maps on verso (28 x 43 cm. and smaller): Skelly official motor trails map : United States -- St. Paul -- Minneapolis.
Panel art: Skelly gas station and rural road scene, signed "Bernard Martin."
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Oct 20 1938 Rand McNally & Co. ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 167.8 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Minnesota - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 58 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) official road map of Minnesota.
Plate no. 438-J.C. 11-L
Inset (7 x 7 cm.): [Fort William region]
Maps on verso (29 x 44 cm. and smaller):
Standard Oil Company (Indiana) official road map:
United States -- Duluth ... Superior -- Minneapolis ... [and] St. Paul -- Rochester.
Panel art: Standard sign; cars and gas pumps.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Aug 1 1938 Rand McNally & Co. ... "
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 168.17 (PrCt)

Minnesota - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 51 x 43 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) official road map of Minnesota.
Plate no. 438-J.C.2-L-5.
Inset (7 x 7 cm.): [Fort William region].
Maps on verso (29 x 44 cm. and smaller):
Standard Oil Company (Indiana) official road map:
United States -- Duluth ... Superior -- Minneapolis, St. Paul -- Rochester.
Panel art: Standard Service sign; cars and gas pumps.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4889 (PrCt)

Minnesota - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Tydol gasoline sign, profiles of three cars, and slogan "stop at this sign for safe motoring."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3311 (PrCt)

Minnesota - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Tydol trails thru Minnesota ... Chicago: H.M. Gousha Company, 1938.
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 51 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: 1938 Tydol trails: Minnesota
Plate no. 438-J.C. 11-L.
Inset (12 x 7 cm.): [Fort William region].
Maps on verso (28 x 44 cm. and 9 x 21 cm.):
United States -- Minneapolis ... [and] St. Paul.
Panel art: Tydol sign and cars.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 22 1938 Rand McNally & Co. ... "
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 171.11A (PrCt)

Minnesota - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 59 x 50 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Minnesota
Includes table of "State and federal gasoline taxes -- as of July 1st, 1939."
Plate no. U.3822
Insets (12 x 14 cm. and smaller): Brainerd -- Rochester -- Minneapolis, St. Paul -- Duluth, Superior.
Map on verso (50 x 50 cm.): Texaco sectional trip map [of the Middle West].
Insets on verso (6 x 10 cm. and 6 x 11 cm.):
Minneapolis-St. Paul and vicinity -- Chicago and vicinity.
Panel art: United States outline.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 68.29 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Added title: Texaco touring map of Minnesota includes table of "State and federal gasoline taxes as of 30th October, 1939."
Plate no. U.3822.
Insets (12 x 14 cm. and smaller): Brainerd -- Rochester -- Minneapolis, St. Paul -- Duluth, Superior.
Map on verso (50 x 50 cm.): Texaco sectional trip map [of the Middle West].
Insets on verso (6 x 10 cm. and 6 x 11 cm.): Minneapolis-St. Paul and vicinity -- Chicago and vicinity.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 68.30 (PrCt)

49823 Minnesota - Maps - 1939 - Road maps<<<> Minnesota Road Map (Minn.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps<<<> Saint Paul Region (Minn.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps<<<> Road maps
Travel Minnesota with Conoco: every Conoco station is a branch of the Conoco Travel Bureau.
Chicago: H.M. Gousha Company, [1939].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 51 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Conoco ... official road map of Minnesota
Date from RMcN AE 159 ms. index.
Plate no. 438-J.C. 11-M
Inset (12 x 7 cm.): [Fort William and Isle Royale region].
Maps on verso (28 x 43 cm. and smaller):
Minneapolis, St. Paul, and vicinity -- Chicago and Superior -- Bemidji -- Brainerd.
Panel art: Conoco logo over outline of North America.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Aug 17 1939 ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 159.18A (PrCt)

49824 Minnesota - Maps - 1939 - Road maps<<<>Road maps
Minnesota road map / Cities Service.
Chicago: H.M. Gousha Co., [1939?].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"Tourist edition."
Panel title.
Panel art: road leading to a Cities Service gas station and sign; slogan "buy at this sign."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3364 (PrCt)

49825 Minnesota - Maps - 1939 - Road maps<<<> Road maps
Travel Minnesota with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau.
Chicago: H.M. Gousha Co., [1939?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3410 (PrCt)

49826 Minnesota - Maps - 1939 - Road maps<<<> Road maps
Minnesota road map ... Deep-Rock.
Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1939].
Authors: Deep Rock Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 64 x 42 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Road map, 15th edition: Minnesota
Date from RMcN AE 68 ms. index.
Plate no. U.3602
Inset (13 x 12 cm.): Northeastern Minnesota.
Maps on verso (31 x 47 cm. and smaller): Duluth ... Superior -- Minneapolis & St. Paul -- Rochester -- Road map, 14th edition: United States.
Panel art: Deep-Rock logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 68.32 (PrCt)

49827 Minnesota - Maps - 1939 - Road maps<<<>Road maps
Travel Minnesota with the Independent.
Chicago: H.M. Gousha Co., [1939?].
Authors: Globe Oil & Refining Companies -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Globe gas station attendant; slogans "we are home owned" and "keep rollin' with Globe."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3439 (PrCt)

49828 Minnesota - Maps - 1939 - Road maps<<<>Road maps
Road map of Minnesota and United States.
Chicago: H.M. Gousha Co., [1939?].
Authors: Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation."
Panel art: photograph of gas station attendant and slogan "smiling service, 'all the way.'"
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3469 (PrCt)

49829 Minnesota - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

1939 road map : Minnesota ... / Midland Cooperative Wholesale, Minneapolis, Milwaukee; Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1939.
Authors: Midland Cooperative Wholesale (Firm) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: photograph of gas station attendant and slogan "Phillips station ahead."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3480 (PrCt)

49830 Minnesota - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

Authors: National Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; 65 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: En-Ar-Co road map of Minnesota.
Plate no. U.3602
Date from RMcN AE 68 ms. index.
Inset (13 x 12 cm.): Northeastern Minnesota.
Map on verso (31 x 47 cm.): United States ... Pure.
Panel art: Pure logo and cartoon figures.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 68.26 (PrCt)

49831 Minnesota - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: winding road, Phillips 66 sign, and slogan "there's a Phillips station ahead."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3502 (PrCt)

49832 Minnesota - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

Minnesota ... Pure. Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [1939].
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; 64 x 42 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 68 ms. index.
Plate no. U.3602
Inset (13 x 12 cm.): Northeastern Minnesota.
Map on verso (21 x 49 cm.): United States ... Pure.
Panel art: Pure logo and cartoon figures.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 68.27 (PrCt)

49833 Minnesota - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; 64 x 42 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 68 ms. index.
Plate no. U.3602
Inset (13 x 12 cm.): Northeastern Minnesota.
Map on verso (31 x 47 cm.): Rand McNally road map : United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 68.26 (PrCt)

49834 Minnesota - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3550 (PrCt)
States mileage and driving time along main transcontinental highways.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Aug 10 1939 ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 165.19 (PrCt)

49836 Minnesota - Maps - 1939 - Road maps Road maps

Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair road map : Minnesota
Date from RMcN AE 68 ms. index.
Plate no. U.3602
Inset (13 x 12 cm.): Northeastern Minnesota.
Map on verso (28 x 43 cm.): Sinclair recreational map : United States.
Panel art: Sinclair station with attendants and motorists at gas pumps; cars on winding road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 68.33 (PrCt)

49837 Minnesota - Maps - 1939 - Road maps Road maps

Authors: Skelly Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Skelly sign and car.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3601 (PrCt)

49838 Minnesota - Maps - 1939 - Road maps Road maps

Swinging through Minnesota ... Sovereign Service. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1939].
Authors: Sovereign Service -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sovereign Service road map : Minnesota
Plate no. U.3602
Date from RMcN AE 68 ms. index.
Inset (13 x 12 cm.): Northeastern Minnesota.
Maps on verso (31 x 47 cm. and smaller): Duluth ... Superior -- Minneapolis & St. Paul -- Rochester -- Sovereign Service road map : United States.
Panel art: Sovereign logo, attendant, woman driving.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 68.28 (PrCt)

49839 Minnesota - Maps - 1939 - Road maps Road maps

Highway map : Minnesota ... / compliments of Standard Oil Company of Indiana. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1939?].
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: cars, gas pumps, and "Standard Service" sign.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3646 (PrCt)

49840 Minnesota - Maps - 1939 - Road maps Road maps

Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Tydol gasoline and Veedol motor oil signs; profiles of stylized cars.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3664 (PrCt)

49841 Minnesota - Maps - 1940 - Maps, Physical Wall maps

Authors: Blair, R. Baxter -- Denoyer, L. P. (Levinus Philippus), 1875-1964 -- Denoyer-Geppert Company -- Southern Illinois University at Carbondale
1 map : col., mounted on cloth and rollers ; 131 x 102 cm.
Scale 1:538,560; or "8.5 mi. to the inch."
"Edition 1940."
Inset: Minneapolis, St. Paul, & vicinity. Scale ca. [1:111,500].
Series: Denoyer-Geppert Physical-political series ; J 122 rp.
Gift of Southern Illinois University at Carbondale, 2011.
maproll G4140 1940 .B5 (PrCt)

49842 Minnesota - Maps - 1940 - Road maps Middle West - Maps - 1940 - Road maps Road maps

Authors: Texaco Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; mounted on cloth and rollers ; 131 x 102 cm.
Scale 1:538,560; or "8.5 mi. to the inch."
"Edition 1940."
Inset: Minneapolis, St. Paul, & vicinity. Scale ca. [1:111,500].
Series: Denoyer-Geppert Physical-political series ; J 122 rp.
Gift of Southern Illinois University at Carbondale, 2011.
maproll G4140 1940 .B5 (PrCt)
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 59 x 50 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Minnesota "Road surface conditions edited to 29th April, 1940".
Plate no. V. 3822
Insets (12 x 14 cm. and smaller): Brainerd -- Rochester -- Minneapolis, St. Paul -- Duluth, Superior.
Map on verso (50 x 51 cm.): Texaco sectional trip map [of the Middle West].
Insets on verso (6 x 10 cm. and 6 x 11 cm.): Minneapolis-St. Paul and vicinity -- Chicago and vicinity.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 68.36 (PrCt)

49845 Minnesota - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Minnesota road map ... / Bareco Oil Company, formerly Barnsdale Refining Corp. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1940.
Authors: Bareco Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3691 (PrCt)

49846 Minnesota - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Minnesota road map / Cities Service. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1940?].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: road with cars, Cities Service sign and gas station attendant; slogan "helpful service wherever you go!"
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3724 (PrCt)

49847 Minnesota - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Travel Minnesota with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1940?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3770 (PrCt)

49848 Minnesota - Maps - 1940 - Road maps

Travel Minnesota with the Independent. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1940?].
Authors: Globe Oil & Refining Companies -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 22 x 10 cm.
Panel title. Panel art: Globe gas station attendant; slogans "we are home owned" and "keep rollin' with Globe."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 3797 (PrCt)

49849 Minnesota - Maps - 1940 - Road maps

Highway map of Minnesota ... Johnson Oil Refining Company. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1940].
Authors: Johnson Oil Refining Co. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; col. ; 65 x 46 cm.
Panel title. Added title: Johnson highway map of Minnesota.
Date from RMcN AE 68 ms. index.
Plate no. V.3602
Inset (7 x 6 cm.): Northeastern Minnesota.
Maps on verso (31 x 47 cm. and smaller): Duluth ... Superior -- Minneapolis & St. Paul -- Rochester -- The National Refining Company road map of United States.
Panel art: National Gasoline White Rose dealer sign, cars on winding country road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Gousha Clients 3836 (PrCt)

49850 Minnesota - Maps - 1940 - Road maps

Road map of Minnesota and United States.
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1940?].
Authors: Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title. "Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation."
Panel art: photograph of gas station attendant and slogan "smiling service, 'all the way'."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 3811 (PrCt)

49851 Minnesota - Maps - 1940 - Road maps

Authors: National Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; col. ; 65 x 46 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: The National Refining Company road map of Minnesota.
Plate no. V.3602
Date from RMcN AE 68 ms. index.
Inset (7 x 6 cm.): northeastern Minnesota.
Maps on verso (31 x 47 cm. and smaller): Duluth ... Superior -- Minneapolis & St. Paul -- Rochester -- The National Refining Company road map of United States.
Panel art: National Gasoline White Rose dealer sign, cars on winding country road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Gousha Clients 3836 (PrCt)

49852 Minnesota - Maps - 1940 - Road maps

Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 3836 (PrCt)

49853 Minnesota - Maps - 1940 - Road maps

Minnesota ... Pure. Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [1940].
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; col. ; 64 x 42 cm.
Panel title. Date from RMcN AE 68 ms. index.
Plate no. V.3602
Inset (7 x 6 cm.): northeastern Minnesota.
Map on verso (21 x 49 cm.): United States ... Pure.
Panel art: Pure logo and cartoon figures.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Gousha Clients 3836 (PrCt)

49854 Minnesota - Maps - 1940 - Road maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; col. ; 65 x 47 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 68 ms. index.
Minnesota - Maps - 1940 - Road maps

Tour Minnesota with Skelly. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1940.

Authors: Skelly Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Plate no. V.3602

Inset (7 x 6 cm.): Northeastern Minnesota.

Map on verso (31 x 47 cm.): Rand McNally road map : United States

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 68.39 (PrCt)

49855

Minnesota - Maps - 1940 - Road maps

Shell map of Minnesota. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1940?].

Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Plate no. V.3602

Inset (7 x 6 cm.): Northeastern Minnesota.

Map on verso (31 x 48 cm. and smaller): Duluth ... Superior -- Mankato -- Rochester -- St. Cloud -- Winona -- Standard Oil Company (Indiana) road map : United States.

Panel art: Standard service sign over cars and gas pumps.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 68.41 (PrCt)

49859

Minnesota - Maps - 1940 - Road maps

Tydol trails thru Minnesota / issued by Tide Water Associated Oil Company ... Tulsa. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1940.

Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Plate no. V.3602

Inset (7 x 6 cm.): Northeastern Minnesota.

Map on verso (31 x 48 cm.): Sinclair recreational map : United States.

Panel art: Sinclair sign.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Gousha Clients 4006 (PrCt)

49860

Minnesota - Maps - 1941 - Road maps

Texaco touring map : Minnesota with sectional map of adjoining states. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1941?].

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 59 x 50 cm.

Plate no. W. 3822

Insets (12 x 14 cm. and smaller): Brainerd -- Rochester -- Minneapolis, St. Paul -- Duluth, Superior.

Map on verso (50 x 51 cm.): Texaco sectional trip map [of the Middle West].

Insets on verso (6 x 10 cm. and 6 x 11 cm.): Minneapolis-St. Paul and vicinity -- Chicago and vicinity.
Minnesota - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 68.46 (PrCt)

Minnesota - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Minneapolis Region (Minn.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
1 map : col. ; 59 x 50 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Minnesota.
"Road surface conditions edited to 2nd May, 1941".
Plate no. W. 3822
 Insets (12 x 14 cm. and smaller): Brainerd -- Rochester -- Minneapolis, St. Paul -- Duluth, Superior.
Map on verso (50 x 51 cm.): Texaco sectional trip map [of the Middle West].
 Insets on verso (6 x 10 cm. and 6 x 11 cm.):
 Minneapolis-St. Paul and vicinity -- Chicago and vicinity.
 Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 68.47 (PrCt)

Minnesota - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Minneapolis Region (Minn.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair road map : Minnesota
Date from RMcN AE 68 ms. index.
Plate no. W.3602
Insets (7 x 6 cm.): Northeastern Minnesota
Map on verso (37 x 47 cm.): Sinclair :
Minneapolis St. Paul and vicinity
Panel art: Sinclair H-C Gasoline sign over car.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 68.45(PrCt)

Minnesota - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Minneapolis Region (Minn.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Minneapolis, St. Paul and vicinity
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 68.46(PrCt)

Minnesota - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Minneapolis Region (Minn.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Minnesota : Sinclair H-C gasoline road map.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

49870 Minnesota - Maps - 1941 - Road maps

MN official road map : Minnesota. Plate no. 438-J.C. 10-O
Maps on verso (29 x 44 cm. and smaller): Phillips Petroleum Company 1941 official road map:
United States -- Minneapolis ... St. Paul -- Duluth, Minnesota ... [and] Superior, Wisconsin ... .
Handstamp: "Received ... Jul 28 - 1941 Rand McNally & Co. Blazed Trails Dept. ..." and
initialed in pencil R.E.
Also handstamped "Copyrighted"
Panel art: road, Phillips 66 sign, and slogan "there's a Phillips station ahead."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stack, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 1976 (PrCt)

49871 Minnesota - Maps - 1941 - Road maps

MN ... Pure. Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [1941].
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; 65 x 47 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 68 ms. index.
Plate no. W.3602
Inset (7 x 6 cm.): Northeastern Minnesota.
Map on verso (21 x 49 cm.): United States ... Pure.
Panel art: Pure logo and cartoon figures.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 68.43 (PrCt)

49872 Minnesota - Maps - 1941 - Road maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; 65 x 47 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 68 ms. index.
Plate no. W.3602
Inset (7 x 6 cm.): Northeastern Minnesota.
Map on verso (31 x 47 cm.): Rand McNally road map : United States
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 68.48 (PrCt)

49873 Minnesota - Maps - 1941 - Road maps

Shell map of Minnesota. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1941].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; 65 x 48 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: Minnesota.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with

Authors: Skelly Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Skelly sign and gas station attendant.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 4271 (PrCt)

49875 Minnesota - Maps - 1941 - Road maps

Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: airplane, car and Tydol flying "A" gasoline logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 4326 (PrCt)

49876 Minnesota - Maps - 1941 - Road maps

Authors: Skelly Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 56 x 47 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: 1941 official road map of Minnesota.
Identifies Skelly gas station locations.
Plate nos. "438-J.C." and "10-O".
Inset map (13 x 8 cm.): [Northeastern continuation].
Maps on verso (28 x 44 cm. and smaller): United States mileage and driving time ... [showing Skelly distribution territory] -- Minneapolis ... [and] St. Paul -- Duluth ... [and] Superior.
Panel art: Skelly sign and gas station attendant.
Bears two handstamps: "Copyrighted" and "Received from [blank] Jul 25 1941, Rand McNally & Co. Blazed Trails Dept. by [RE?]..

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 2385 (PrCt)

49877 Minnesota - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Minneapolis Region (Minn.) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Saint Paul Region (Minn.) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Road maps


Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair : Minnesota
Date from RMcN AE 63 ms. index.
Plate no. T.3602
Insets (7 x 6 cm.): Northeastern Minnesota Map on verso (37 x 47 cm.): Sinclair : Minneapolis St. Paul and vicinity
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 63.3(PrCt)

49878 Minnesota - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Minneapolis Region (Minn.) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Saint Paul Region (Minn.) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Road maps


Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) : road map : Minnesota.
Date from RMcN AE 63 ms. index.
Plate no. X.3602
Inset (7 x 6 cm.): Northeastern Minnesota. Maps on verso (31 x 47 cm. and smaller): Duluth ... Superior -- Mankato -- Rochester -- St. Cloud -- Winona -- Standard Oil Company (Indiana) : road map : United States -- Minneapolis-St. Paul and vicinity.
Panel art: Standard Oil pumps, Standard service sign, and cars.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 63.1 (PrCt)

49879 Minnesota - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Minneapolis road map ... / by Bareco Oil Company. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1942].

Authors: Bareco Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Minnesota - Maps - 1942 - Road maps

**Minnesota road map / Cities Service Oils ...**
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1942?]?
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: rural road scene, Cities Service Oils logo, and slogan "start every trip at your Cities Service dealer's."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
**Gousha Clients 4382 (PrCt)**

**Minnesota official road map 1942.**
St. Paul, Minn.? : Minnesota Dept. of Highways, 1942.
Authors: Minnesota. Dept. of Highways -- Polioha -- Chicago Historical Society
1 map : col. ; 36.5 x 31.5 inches
Panel title.
Panel art: eagle above shield and U.S. flag bunting. Signed "Polioha [?]"
Text and photos on verso.
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.
**CHS Coll., Map no. 251 (PrCt)**

**Minnesota - Maps - 1942 - Road maps**

**Minnesota official road map / Phillips 66.**
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: road, Phillips 66 sign, and slogan.
**Gousha Clients 4432 (PrCt)**

**Gousha Clients 4431 (PrCt)**

**Gousha Clients 4432 (PrCt)**

**Gousha Clients 4467 (PrCt)**

**Gousha Clients 4491 (PrCt)**

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
"there's a Phillips station ahead."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4518 (PrCt)

49890 Minnesota - Maps - 1942 - Road maps

Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: statue of minuteman with caption "buy war bonds and stamps", Tydol gasoline logo, Veedol motor oil logo, and statement "Oil is ammunition, use it wisely."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4647 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Minnesota ... Pure Date from RMcN AE 63 ms. index
Plate no. 6-423602-2
Inset (7 x 6 cm.): Northeastern Minnesota.
Map on verso (43 x 48 cm.): [North central United States].
Panel art: Cartoon car with passengers, small Pure Oil logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 63.20 (PrCt)

Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair : Minnesota Date from RMcN AE 63 ms. index
Plate no. 463602V
Inset (7 x 6 cm.): Northeastern Minnesota.
Maps on verso (15 x 13 cm. and 15 x 32 cm.):
Verso includes pictorial views keyed to location map.
Panel art: Sinclair station attendant over car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 63.18 (PrCt)

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 55 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Minnesota. Date from RMcN AE 63 ms. index.
Plate no. 6-4429-2
Map on verso (62 x 55 cm.): Texaco touring map of North Dakota, South Dakota
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 63.17 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Minnesota - Maps - 1946 - Road maps

Panel title.

Added title: Texaco touring map of Minnesota.  
Date from RMcN AE 63 ms. index. 
Plate no. 6-4429-4  
Map on verso (62 x 55 cm.): Texaco touring map of North Dakota, South Dakota  
Panel art: Texaco sign.  
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).  
RMcN AE 63.10 (PrCt)

49914 Minnesota - Maps - 1946 - Road maps

Panel title.

Added title: Texaco touring map of Minnesota.  
Date from RMcN AE 110 ms. index.  
Includes table of "Gasoline taxes as of 2nd May, 1946." 
Plate no. 6-4429-4.  
Map on verso (65 x 55 cm.): Texaco touring map of North Dakota, South Dakota  
Panel art: Texaco sign.  
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).  
RMcN AE 110.13 (PrCt)
1946."
Plate no. 6-4429-3
Map on verso (65 x 55 cm.): Texaco touring map of North Dakota, South Dakota.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
_RMcN AE 110.21 (PrCt)_

49915 **Minnesota - Maps - 1946 - Road maps**

---

**Minnesota with the Dakotas : Texaco**

1 map : col. ; 65 x 55 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Minnesota.
Date from RMcN AE 112 ms. index.
Includes table of "Gasoline taxes of 2nd May, 1946."
Plate no. 6-4429-3
Map on verso (62 x 55 cm.): Texaco touring map of North Dakota, South Dakota.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
_RMcN AE 112.19 (PrCt)_

49918 **Minnesota - Maps - 1946 - Road maps**

---

**Minnesota with the Dakotas : Texaco**

1 map : col. ; 65 x 55 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Minnesota.
Date from RMcN AE 112 ms. index.
Includes table of "Gasoline taxes of 16th Nov., 1946."
Plate no. 6-4429-4
Map on verso (62 x 55 cm.): Texaco touring map of North Dakota, South Dakota.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
_RMcN AE 112.20 (PrCt)_

49919 **Minnesota - Maps - 1946 - Road maps**

---

**Travel Minnesota with Conoco ...**

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Includes maps with plate numbers suggesting 1945 and 1946 dates of publication.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
_Gousha Clients 4772 (PrCt)_
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4773 (PrCt)

49921 Minnesota - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Authors: Iowa Oil Company -- Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"Iowa Oil Co. edition."
Panel title.
Panel art: Cities Service gas station, various cartoon images, and slogan "Cities Service dealers help make every trip a treat."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4739 (PrCt)

49922 Minnesota - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
D-X road map of Minnesota and United States. Chicago: H.M. Gousha Co., [1946?].
Authors: Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation."
Panel art: D-X sign and Diamond gas station facade.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4805 (PrCt)

49923 Minnesota - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: road, Phillips 66 sign, and slogan "there's a Phillips station ahead."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4830 (PrCt)

49924 Minnesota - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 65 x 47 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 63 ms. index.
Plate no. 463602V
Inset (7 x 6 cm.): northeastern Minnesota.
Map on verso (31 x 47 cm.): Rand McNally road map: United States
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 63.11 (PrCt)

49925 Minnesota - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Shell map of Minnesota. Chicago: H.M. Gousha Co., [1946?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: Minnesota.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4880 (PrCt)

49926 Minnesota - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Shell map of Minnesota. Chicago: H.M. Gousha Co., [1946?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4881 (PrCt)

49927 Minnesota - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Shell map of Minnesota. Chicago: H. M. Gousha Company, [1946].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: both sides, col.; 84 x 55 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell highway map of Minnesota.
Date from RMcN AE 166 ms. index.
Plate nos. "531-J T-9" and "T-9 1946-2"
Inset (12 x 12 cm.): Enlarged map of the Minneapolis, St. Paul district.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Handstamped "received ... Apr 29 1947 Rand McNally & Co. Blazed Trails Dept. ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 166.11 (PrCt)
49928 Minnesota - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Tour Minnesota with Skelly : see America now / courtesy of Skelly Oil Company, U.S.A. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1946. Authors: Skelly Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Skelly sign, stars and profiles of cars.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4979 (Pr Ct)

49929 Minnesota - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: gas station attendant and man in car.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4979 (Pr Ct)

49930 Minnesota - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Minnesota ... Pure
Date from RMcN AE 63 ms. index
Plate no. 7-463602V-1
Inset (7 x 6 cm.): Northeastern Minnesota.
Map on verso (43 x 48 cm.): [North central United States].
Panel art: Cartoon car with passengers, small Pure Oil logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 63.23 (Pr Ct)

49931 Minnesota - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Standard Oil Company, U.S.A.
Date from RMcN AE 63 ms. index
Plate no. 7-463602V-2
Inset (7 x 6 cm.): Northeastern Minnesota.
Maps on verso (15 x 13 cm. and 15 x 32 cm.): [Pictorial map of Minnesota: the gopher state -- Minneapolis St. Paul and vicinity. Verso includes pictorial views keyed to location map.
Panel art: Skelly station attendant over car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 63.27 (Pr Ct)

49932 Minnesota - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Minneapolis Region (Minn.) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair : Minnesota
Date from RMcN AE 63 ms. index
Plate no. 7-463602V-2
Inset (7 x 6 cm.): Northeastern Minnesota.
Maps on verso (15 x 13 cm. and 15 x 32 cm.): [Pictorial map of Minnesota: the gopher state -- Minneapolis St. Paul and vicinity. Verso includes pictorial views keyed to location map.
Panel art: Sinclair station attendant over car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 63.26 (Pr Ct)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

49940

Minnesota - Maps - 1947 - Road maps

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 55 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Minnesota.
Date from RMcN AE 110 ms. index.
Includes table of "Gasoline taxes as of 16th March, 1947."
Plate no. 7-4429-6
Map on verso (65 x 55 cm.): Texaco touring map of North Dakota, South Dakota.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 110.26 (PrCt)

49942

Minnesota - Maps - 1947 - Road maps

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 55 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Minnesota.
Date from RMcN AE 112 ms. index.
Includes table of "Gasoline taxes of 2nd Feb., 1947."
Plate no. 7-4429-5
Map on verso (62 x 55 cm.): Texaco touring map of North Dakota, South Dakota.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 112.24 (PrCt)

49943

Minnesota - Maps - 1947 - Road maps

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 55 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Minnesota.
Date from RMcN AE 112 ms. index.
Includes table of "Gasoline taxes of 16th March, 1947."
Plate no. 7-4429-6
Map on verso (62 x 55 cm.): Texaco touring map of North Dakota, South Dakota.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 112.25 (PrCt)

49944

Minnesota - Maps - 1947 - Road maps

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 55 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Minnesota.
Date from RMcN AE 112 ms. index.
Includes table of "Gasoline taxes of 2nd Oct., 1947."
Plate no. 7-4429-8
Map on verso (65 x 55 cm.): Texaco touring map of North Dakota, South Dakota.
Panel art: Texaco sign.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Includes table of "Gasoline taxes of 2nd June, 1947."
Plate no. 7-4429-7
Map on verso (62 x 55 cm.): Texaco touring map of North Dakota, South Dakota
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 112.26 (PrCt)

49948
Minnesota - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Road map of Minnesota : D-X. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1947?].
Authors: Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Plate no. includes letter "U", indicating 1947 publication.
D-X was the trademark of Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation.
Panel art: D-X sign and and slogan "the sign of friendly service."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5128 (PrCt)

49949
Minnesota - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; 65 x 47 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 63 ms. index.
Plate no. 7-463602V-1
Inset (7 x 6 cm.): Northeastern Minnesota.
Map on verso (31 x 47 cm.): Rand McNally road map : United States
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 63.24 (PrCt)

49950
Minnesota - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Shell map of Minnesota. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1947?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 63 ms. index.
Plate no. 7-463602V-1
Panel art: Cities Service gas station, various cartoon images, and slogan "Cities Service dealers help make every trip a treat."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5048 (PrCt)

49951
Minnesota - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Tour Minnesota with Skelly / courtesy of Skelly Oil Company, U.S.A. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1947?].
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5189 (PrCt)
Minnesota - Maps - 1947 - Road maps


Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company

Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Plate no. includes letter "U", indicating 1947 publication.

Panel art: Skelly sign, car and group of people on beach.

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 5223 (PrCt)

Minnesota - Maps - 1948 - Road maps


Authors: Rand McNally and Company

Collection (Newberry Library)

35 p. : 2 col. maps on 1 sheet (folded) ; 24 cm.

"1948 edition."

Cover title: Rand McNally pocket maps: Minnesota : complete indexed reference map ... [and] highway map

Uniform title: Pocket maps

Map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back to back, col. : 65 x 48 cm. and 66 x 48 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of Minnesota. Plate no. 7890128.

Includes key to railroads and inset maps of the St. Paul-Minneapolis region, northern Lake of the Woods County, and Cook County (12 x 12 cm. and smaller). -- Rand McNally road map: Minnesota. Plate no. 8-463602V-2. Includes continuation inset of northeastern Minnesota (7 x 6 cm.).

Cover art: Cars on road alongside passenger train.

"75¢" -- printed on front cover.

Handstamp on title page: Permanent publishing division file, return to locked bookcase, edition 11-47.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).

RMcN Pocket 4C 127 (PrCt)

Minnesota - Maps - 1948 - Road maps


Authors: Rand McNally and Company

Collection (Newberry Library)

35 p. : 2 col. maps on 1 sheet (folded) ; 24 cm.

"1948 edition."

Cover title: Rand McNally pocket maps: Minnesota : complete indexed reference map ... [and] highway map

Uniform title: Pocket maps

Map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back to back, col. : 65 x 48 cm. and 66 x 48 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of Minnesota. Plate no. 7890128.

Includes key to railroads and inset maps of the St. Paul-Minneapolis region, northern Lake of the Woods County, and Cook County (12 x 12 cm. and smaller). -- Rand McNally road map: Minnesota. Plate no. 8-463602V-2. Includes continuation inset of northeastern Minnesota (7 x 6 cm.).

Cover art: Cars on road alongside passenger train.

"50¢" -- printed on front cover.

Handstamp on title page: Permanent publishing division file, return to locked bookcase, edition 11-47.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).

RMcN Pocket 4C 127 (PrCt)
49956 Minnesota - Maps - 1948 - Road maps - Minneapolis Region (Minn.) - Maps - Minneapolis Region (Minn.) - Maps - Saint Paul Region (Minn.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps - Road maps


Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm.
Panel title.

Added title: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) road map : Minnesota
Date from RMcN AE 63 ms. index.
Plate no. 8-423602-3
Inset (7 x 6 cm.): Northeastern Minnesota.
Maps on verso (27 x 48 cm. and smaller):
Standard Oil Company (Indiana) road map :
United States -- Minneapolis-St. Paul and vicinity -- Duluth ... Superior -- Rochester.
Panel art: Standard Oil pumps, Standard service sign, and car.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 63.33 (PrCt)


Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 65 x 55 cm.
Panel title.

Added title: Texaco touring map of Minnesota
Dated "April 1948" at upper left.
Plate no. 8-4429-9
Map on verso (65 x 55 cm.): Texaco touring map of North Dakota, South Dakota.
Panel art: Texaco logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 67.2X (PrCt)

49958 Minnesota - Maps - 1948 - Road maps

Maps

Minnesota / Cities Service. Chicago : San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948?].

Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
Panel art: Cities Service gas station, various cartoon images, and slogan "Cities Service dealers help make every trip a treat."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 5365 (PrCt)

49959 Minnesota - Maps - 1948 - Road maps

Travel Minnesota with Conoco ... Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948?].

Authors: Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
Panel art: family standing in front of car and statement "for long trips ask ... about Touraide."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 5365 (PrCt)

49960 Minnesota - Maps - 1948 - Road maps

Road map of Minnesota / D-X the sign of friendly service. Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948?].

Authors: Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
D-X was the trademark of Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation.
Panel art: D-X sign.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 5393 (PrCt)

49961 Minnesota - Maps - 1948 - Road maps

Minnesota ... / compliments of Phillips Petroleum Company, Bartlesville, Oklahoma. Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948?].

Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 5393 (PrCt)
(Newberry Library) 1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
Panel art: couple in a convertible driving towards a Phillips gas station, Phillips 66 logo, and slogan "for cleanliness and service there's a Phillips 66 station ahead."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5422 (PrCt)

49965 Minnesota - Maps - 1948 - Road maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 63 ms. index.
Plate no. 8-463602V-3
Inset (7 x 6 cm.): Northeastern Minnesota.
Map on verso (31 x 47 cm.): Rand McNally road map : United States
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 63.35 (PrCt)

49966 Minnesota - Maps - 1949 - Road maps

Shell map of Minnesota. Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1949?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5461 (PrCt)

49967 Minnesota - Maps - 1949 - Road maps

Tour Minnesota with Skelly / courtesy of Skelly Oil Company, U.S.A. Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948?].
Authors: Skelly Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
Panel art: Skelly sign, car and group of people on beach.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5513 (PrCt)
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
[1951].
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Foldex Limited -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Minnesota : Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc.
Date from RMcN AE 67 ms. index.
Plate no. 1-463602V-10
Inset (13 x 15 cm.): Northeastern Minnesota
Maps on verso (44 x 48 cm. and smaller):
Panel art: Mobilgas sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 67.11 (PrCt)

49974
Minnesota - Maps - 1951 - Road maps
Minneapolis Region (Minn.) - Maps - 1951 - Road maps
Saint Paul Region (Minn.) - Maps - 1951 - Road maps
Pictorial maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair : Minnesota
Date from RMcN AE 67 ms. index.
Plate no. 1-463602V-10
Inset (7 x 6 cm.): Northeastern Minnesota.
Maps on verso (15 x 13 cm. and 15 x 32 cm.):
[Pictorial map of Minnesota: the gopher state -- Minneapolis-St. Paul and vicinity.
Verso includes pictorial views keyed to location map.
Panel art: Sinclair station attendant waving to couple in car.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 67.9 (PrCt)

49975
Minnesota - Maps - 1951 - Road maps
North Dakota - Maps - 1951 - Road maps
South Dakota - Maps - 1951 - Road maps
Minnesota with the Dakotas ... Texaco. Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1951].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 55 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Minnesota
Date from RMcN AE 67 ms. index.
Plate no. 1-4429-18
Map on verso (62 x 55 cm.): Texaco touring map of North Dakota, South Dakota.
Panel art: Texaco station on highway in hilly country.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 67.12 (PrCt)

49976
Minnesota - Maps - 1951 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 67 ms. index.
Plate no. 1-463602V-9
Inset (7 x 6 cm.): Northeastern Minnesota.
Map on verso (31 x 47 cm.): Rand McNally road map: United States
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 67.13 (PrCt)

49977
Minnesota - Maps - 1951 - Road maps
Wisconsin - Maps - 1951 - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 55 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Minnesota
Date from RMcN AE 67 ms. index.
Plate no. 1-4429-17
Map on verso (64 x 55 cm.): Texaco touring map of Wisconsin.
Panel art: Texaco logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 67.13 (PrCt)

49978
Minnesota - Maps - 1952
Minnesota - Maps - 1952 - Railroads
36 p. : 2 col. maps on 1 sheet (folded) ; 24 cm.
"1952 edition."
Cover title: Rand McNally Minnesota pocket map:
reference map ... [and] detailed highway map
Uniform title: Pocket maps
Folded map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet: back to back, col. ; 65 x 48 cm. and 66 x 47 cm.,

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
49980 Minnesota - Maps - 1952 - Road maps<<>>Great Plains - Maps - 1952 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Pure Oil dealers welcome you to Minnesota ... : sectional map, north central states. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1952].
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Minnesota ... Pure Oil Company.
Date from RMcN AE 67 ms. index.
Plate no. 2-463602V-11
Inset (7 x 6 cm.): Northern Minnesota Maps on verso (44 x 48 cm. and smaller):
Duluth-Superior -- Minneapolis-St. Paul Minn. and vicinity -- Rochester -- [Great Plains States]
Panel art: Pure logo, cartoon figures.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 67.15 (PrCt)

49982 Minnesota - Maps - 1952 - Road maps<<>>Middle West - Maps - 1952 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Miracle fold road map : Minnesota and adjoining states ... Mobilgas ... Socony-Vacuum Oil Company. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1952].
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Minnesota : Socony Vacuum Oil Co., Inc.
Date from RMcN AE 67 ms. index.
Plate no. 2-463602V-11

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
49983
Minnesota - Maps - 1952 - Road maps

Inset (13 x 15 cm.): Northeastern Minnesota
Maps on verso (44 x 48 cm. and smaller):
Minneapolis-St.Paul -- [Minnesota and
surrounding states] -- Duluth-Superior --
Rochester -- St. Cloud -- Winona.
Panel art: Mobilgas sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 67.14 (PrCt)

49986
Minnesota - Maps - 1954

Atlas of the state of Minnesota: containing a map
of each county in the state; a listing of the cities
and towns of the state with their locations and
populations if organized; a listing of the lakes in
the state with their locations, and other features.
Fergus Falls, Minn. Thomas O. Nelson Co.,
c1954.
Authors: Thomas O. Nelson Company -- Nott,
May E. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (147 p.): 132 maps; 34 cm.
With: Atlas of Renville County, Minnesota /
compiled and published by Thomas O. Nelson
Co. -- Fergus Falls, Minn., [1955]. [Baskes folio
G4143.R5G46 1955 .N4 no. 1]
Includes indexes.
Scales differ.
References: Phillips 14922
Owner’s inscription: Mrs. E.B. Nott (Mrs. May E.
Nott) Buffalo Lake, Minn.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: map54000862
Baskes folio G4143.R5G46 1955 .N4 no. 2
(NLO)

49984
Minnesota - Maps - 1952 - Road maps

Rand McNally road map: Minnesota. Chicago:
Rand McNally & Company, [1952].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 65 x 47 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 67 ms. index.
Plate no. 2-423602-7
Inset (7 x 6 cm.): Northeastern Minnesota.
Maps on verso (27 x 48 cm. and smaller):
Standard Oil Company (Indiana) highway map:
United States -- Minneapolis-St. Paul ... and
vicinity -- Duluth-Superior -- Rochester -- St.
Cloud -- Winona -- Mankato.
Panel art: Standard Oil pumps, Standard service
sign, and car.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 67.16 (PrCt)

49987
Minnesota - Maps - 1954

Atlas of the state of Minnesota: containing a map
of each county in the state; a listing of the cities
and towns of the state with their locations, and
populations if organized; a listing of the lakes in
the state with their locations, and other features.
Fergus Falls, Minn. Thomas O. Nelson Co.,
c1954.
Authors: Thomas O. Nelson Company -- Roger
S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (147 p.): maps; 34 cm.
Scales differ.
Includes indexes.
Bound with Atlas of Todd County, Minnesota
(Fergus Falls, Minn.: Thomas O. Nelson
1956 .N4 no. 1]
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: map54000862
(NLO)

49988 Minnesota - Maps - 1954<>>>Counties - Maps
Atlas of the state of Minnesota : containing a map
of each county in the state; a listing of the cities
and towns of the state, with their locations, and
populations if organized; a listing of the lakes in
the state with their locations, and other features.
Fergus Falls, Minn. Thomas O. Nelson Co.,
1954.
Authors: Thomas O. Nelson Company -- Roger
S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (147 p.) : 132 maps ; 34 cm.
Scales differ.
Includes indexes.
LC Card Number: map54000862
Bound with Atlas of Lac qui Parle County,
Minnesota ... Fergus Falls, Minn. : Thomas O.
.N4 no. 1]
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G4143.L2G46 1954 .N4 no. 2
(NLO)

49989 Minnesota - Maps - 1954<>>>Counties - Maps
Atlas of the state of Minnesota. Fergus Falls,
Authors: Thomas O. Nelson Company -- Roger
S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 336 x 268 mm.
Bound with Atlas of McLeod County, Minnesota
(Fergus Falls, Minn. : T.O. Nelson Co., [1955]).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

49990 Minnesota - Maps - 1954 - Road
maps<>>>Minneapolis Region (Minn.) - Maps
- 1954 - Road maps<>>>Saint Paul Region
(Minn.) - Maps - 1954 - Road maps<>>>Road
maps
Pure Oil dealers welcome you to Minnesota ...
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and
Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry
Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Minnesota ... Pure
Date from RMcN AE 67 ms. index.
Plate no. 4-463602V-14
Inset (13 x 15 cm.): Northeastern Minnesota
Maps on verso (39 x 47 cm. and smaller):
Minneapolis, St. Paul and vicinity --
Duluth-Superior -- Mankato -- Rochester -- St.
Cloud.
Panel art: Pure logo, country and city skylines.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 67.3X (PrCt)

49991 Minnesota - Maps - 1954 - Road
maps<>>>North Dakota - Maps - 1954 - Road
maps<>>>South Dakota - Maps - 1954 - Road
maps<>>>Road maps
Minnesota with the Dakotas ... Texaco. Chicago :
Rand McNally & Company, [1954].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and
Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry
Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 55 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Minnesota
Dated "May 1954" at upper left.
Plate no. 4-4429-23
Map on verso (65 x 55 cm.): Texaco touring map
of North Dakota, South Dakota.
Panel art: Texaco station along hilly road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 67.11X (PrCt)

49992 Minnesota - Maps - 1954 - Road
maps<>>>North Dakota - Maps - 1954 - Road
maps<>>>South Dakota - Maps - 1954 - Road
maps<>>>Road maps
Minnesota with the Dakotas ... Texaco. Chicago :
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and
Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry
Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 55 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Minnesota
Dated "January 1954" at upper left; incorrect
ly
Maps on verso (65 x 55 cm.): Texaco touring map
of North Dakota, South Dakota.
Panel art: Texaco station along hilly road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 67.14X (PrCt)

49993 Minnesota - Maps - 1954 - Road
maps<>>>Road maps
Minnesota 1954 official highway map. [St. Paul,
Minn.?] : Minnesota Dept. of Highways, 1954.
Authors: Minnesota. Dept. of Highways --
Chicago Historical Society
1 map : col. ; 36 x 31 inches
Panel title.
Panel art: man cooking at campsite.
Text and photos on verso.
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society,
2005.
CHS Coll., Map no. 252 (PrCt)

49994 Minnesota - Maps - 1954 - Road
maps<>>>Wisconsin - Maps - 1954 - Road
maps<>>>Road maps
Minnesota with Wisconsin ... Texaco. Chicago :
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and
Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry
Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 55 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Wisconsin
Dated "May 1954" at upper left.
Plate no. 4-4429-23
Map on verso (65 x 55 cm.): Texaco touring map
of Wisconsin.
Panel art: Texaco station along hilly road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 67.15X (PrCt)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalogue Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>49999</td>
<td>Minnesota - Maps - 1955 - Road maps&lt;&lt;&lt;Road maps Minnesota / Paraland, Penn-O-Tex Oil Corp. Chicago : Rand McNally &amp; Co., [1955]? Authors: Pennfield Oil Company -- Penn-O-Tex Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map, both sides : col. ; 86 x 55 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm. Panel title.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Added title:</td>
<td>Minnesota : Rand McNally road map.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plate no.</td>
<td>5614.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panel art:</td>
<td>Illustration of a car at a service station, city skyline in background.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMcN Clients 1921 (PrCt)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>50002</th>
<th>Minnesota - Maps - 1956 - Road maps</th>
<th>Minnesota - Maps - 1956 - Road maps</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Minneapolis Region (Minn.) - Maps</td>
<td>Minneapolis Region (Minn.) - Maps</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- 1956 - Road maps</td>
<td>- 1956 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;&gt;&gt;Saint Paul Region (Minn.) - Maps</td>
<td>&gt;&gt;&gt;Saint Paul Region (Minn.) - Maps</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- 1956 - Road maps</td>
<td>- 1956 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Added title:</th>
<th>Minnesota</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Date from RMcN AE 67 ms. index.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plate no.</td>
<td>6-5614-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insets (16 x 19 cm. and smaller):</td>
<td>Minnesota (northeastern section) -- Austin -- Mankato -- St. Cloud -- Duluth-Superior.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map on verso (43 x 52 cm.):</td>
<td>[Southern Minnesota].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insets on verso (16 x 16 cm. and smaller):</td>
<td>Minneapolis-St. Paul -- Rochester -- Winona.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panel art:</td>
<td>Vignettes of &quot;America's scenic wonders&quot;, family in car.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMcN AE 67.5X (PrCt)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>50003</th>
<th>Minnesota - Maps - 1956 - Road maps</th>
<th>Minnesota - Maps - 1956 - Road maps</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Minneapolis Region (Minn.) - Maps</td>
<td>Minneapolis Region (Minn.) - Maps</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- 1956 - Road maps</td>
<td>- 1956 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;&gt;&gt;Saint Paul Region (Minn.) - Maps</td>
<td>&gt;&gt;&gt;Saint Paul Region (Minn.) - Maps</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- 1956 - Road maps</td>
<td>- 1956 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Added title:</th>
<th>Sinclair : Minnesota</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Date from RMcN AE 67 ms. index.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plate no.</td>
<td>6-5614-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insets (16 x 19 cm. and smaller):</td>
<td>Minnesota (northeastern section) -- Austin -- Mankato -- St. Cloud -- Duluth-Superior.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map on verso (43 x 52 cm.):</td>
<td>[Southern Minnesota].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insets on verso (16 x 16 cm. and smaller):</td>
<td>Minneapolis-St. Paul -- Rochester -- Winona.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panel art:</td>
<td>Vignettes of &quot;America's scenic wonders&quot;, family in car.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMcN AE 67.5X (PrCt)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>50001</th>
<th>Minnesota - Maps - 1956 - Road maps</th>
<th>Minnesota - Maps - 1956 - Road maps</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Minneapolis Region (Minn.) - Maps</td>
<td>Minneapolis Region (Minn.) - Maps</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- 1956 - Road maps</td>
<td>- 1956 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;&gt;&gt;Saint Paul Region (Minn.) - Maps</td>
<td>&gt;&gt;&gt;Saint Paul Region (Minn.) - Maps</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- 1956 - Road maps</td>
<td>- 1956 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Added title:</th>
<th>Rand McNally road map.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chicago : Rand McNally &amp; Company, [1956].</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authors:</td>
<td>Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 map : col. ; 43 x 55 cm.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date from RMcN AE 67 ms. index.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plate no.</td>
<td>5614</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insets (16 x 19 cm. and smaller):</td>
<td>Minnesota (northeastern section) -- Austin -- Mankato -- St. Cloud -- Duluth-Superior.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map on verso (43 x 52 cm.):</td>
<td>[Southern Minnesota].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insets on verso (16 x 16 cm. and smaller):</td>
<td>Minneapolis-St. Paul -- Rochester -- Winona.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panel art:</td>
<td>Pure station with pumps, car, and attendant.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMcN AE 67.24X (PrCt)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>50004</th>
<th>Minnesota - Maps - 1956 - Road maps</th>
<th>Minnesota - Maps - 1956 - Road maps</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Minneapolis Region (Minn.) - Maps</td>
<td>Minneapolis Region (Minn.) - Maps</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- 1956 - Road maps</td>
<td>- 1956 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;&gt;&gt;Saint Paul Region (Minn.) - Maps</td>
<td>&gt;&gt;&gt;Saint Paul Region (Minn.) - Maps</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- 1956 - Road maps</td>
<td>- 1956 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Added title:</th>
<th>Sinclair : Minnesota</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Date from RMcN AE 67 ms. index.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plate no.</td>
<td>6-5614-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insets (16 x 19 cm. and smaller):</td>
<td>Minnesota (northeastern section) -- Austin -- Mankato -- St. Cloud -- Duluth-Superior.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map on verso (43 x 52 cm.):</td>
<td>[Southern Minnesota].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insets on verso (16 x 16 cm. and smaller):</td>
<td>Minneapolis-St. Paul -- Rochester -- Winona.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panel art:</td>
<td>Pure station with pumps, car, and attendant.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMcN AE 67.6X (PrCt)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Minnesota - Maps - 1956 - Road maps

50007 Minnesota - Maps - 1956 - Road maps

50008 Minnesota - Maps - 1956 - Road maps

50009 Minnesota - Maps - 1956 - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 55 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Minnesota Dated "January 1956" at upper left; incorrectly dated 1945 on RMcN AE 67 ms. index.
Plate no. 5-4429-26
Inset (9 x 19 cm.): Minneapolis, St. Paul Minn. Map on verso (64 x 55 cm.): Texaco touring map of Wisconsin.
Panel art: Texaco station along hilly road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 67.21X (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Pocket maps -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
36 p. : 2 col. maps on 1 sheet (folded) ; 24 cm.
Map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back to back, col. ; 64 x 48 cm. and 87 x 66 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of Minnesota. Includes key to railroads and inset maps of the St. Paul-Minneapolis region, northern Lake of the Woods County, and Cook County (12 x 12 cm. and smaller) -- Minnesota : Rand McNally road map. Plate no. 2-575614-11. Includes insets of northeastern Minnesota, Minneapolis-St. Paul region, Austin, Mankato, St. Cloud, Duluth-Superior, Rochester, and Winona (15 cm. x 19 cm. and smaller).
Cover art: stylized and labeled map symbols (e.g. "elevations", "points of interest", "air facilities", etc.) "$1.50" -- printed on front cover.
RMcN Pocket 4C 131 (PrCt)

1 map : both sides, col. ; 86 x 56 cm., on sheet 46 x 74 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Includes blank title panel (for overprinting?). Plate no. 6-575614-18.

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Pocket maps -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
36 p. : 2 col. maps on 1 sheet (folded) ; 24 cm.
Map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back to back, col. ; 64 x 48 cm. and 87 x 66 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of Minnesota. Includes key to railroads and inset maps of the St. Paul-Minneapolis region, northern Lake of the Woods County, and Cook County (12 x 12 cm. and smaller) -- Minnesota : Rand McNally road map. Plate no. 2-575614-11. Includes insets of northeastern Minnesota, Minneapolis-St. Paul region, Austin, Mankato, St. Cloud, Duluth-Superior, Rochester, and Winona (15 cm. x 19 cm. and smaller).
Cover art: stylized and labeled map symbols (e.g. "elevations", "points of interest", "air facilities", etc.) "$1.50" -- printed on front cover.
RMcN Pocket 4C 131 (PrCt)
50013  Minnesota - Maps - 1968-1969 - Road maps

Authors: Minnesota. Department of Highways. Planning and Programming Division -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 74 x 65 cm., folded to 19 x 11 cm.
"Map prepared by Planning and Programming Division."
Maps on verso (14 x 21 cm. and smaller): United States mileage and route map -- Rochester -- Moorhead -- Duluth area -- Mankato -- Albert Lea -- Austin -- Hibbing -- Virginia -- Faribault -- St. Cloud -- Winona.
Panel art: Color photo of cars driving on highway. Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

50014  Minnesota - Maps - 1968 - Road maps

Minnesota - Maps - 1968 - Road maps

1 map : col. ; 66 x 62 cm., folded to 10 x 18 cm.
Includes blank title panel (for overprinting?).
Plate no. 686726-2.
Maps on verso (36 x 27 cm. and smaller):
Minneapolis, St. Paul -- Duluth-Superior -- Rochester -- Austin -- St. Cloud -- Winona.
Forms part of a collection of stock editions of Rand McNally road maps, some apparently issued as sales samples and / or printer's proofs for prospective commercial clients.
Uniform series title (established by cataloger): Stock road maps
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (April 2010).

50015  Minnesota - Maps - 1969

Minnesota - Maps - 1969

Atlas of Minnesota resources and settlement. [Minneapolis : Dept. of Geography, University of Minnesota], 1969.
1 atlas (xiii, 262 p. maps (part col.) ; 22 x 27 cm. + fold. col. map and 2 transparent overlays in pocket.
Rev. ed.
Two transparent overlays and generalized land use map of the Twin Cities metropolitan area, (scale, ca. 1:130,000) inserted.
77-16876
G1425 .B6 1969 (NLO)

50016  Minnesota - Maps - 1969 - Road maps

Minnesota - Maps - 1969 - Road maps

1 map : col. ; 66 x 62 cm., folded to 10 x 18 cm.
Includes blank title panel (for overprinting?).
Plate no. 696726-2.
Maps on verso (36 x 27 cm. and smaller):
Minneapolis, St. Paul -- Duluth-Superior -- Rochester -- Austin -- St. Cloud -- Winona.
Forms part of a collection of stock editions of Rand McNally road maps, some apparently issued as sales samples and / or printer's proofs for prospective commercial clients.
Uniform series title (established by cataloger): Stock road maps
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (April 2010).

50017  Minnesota - Maps - 1971-1972

Minnesota - Maps - 1971-1972

General highway map : ... County, Minnesota / issued by the Minnesota Department of Highways ; in cooperation with the U.S. Department of Transportation, Federal Highway Administration ; data obtained and map prepared

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

Authors: Minnesota, Dept. of Highways -- United States. Federal Highway Administration -- Logility Transportation (Des Plaines, Ill.) -- Centre Mark Co. (Elmhurst, Ill.)

1 atlas : 88 maps ; 44 x 68 cm.

Scale [ca. 1:127,500]. Blueline prints.

Title of each map: General highway map ... County, Minnesota.

Index map at front of volume. Each county map comprises multiple sheets; each sheet includes index map, diagram of townships; some sheets include insets of populated places.

"Basic data" on individual maps dates from 1960-70; "all features, except township roads and culture" are updated to Jan. 1, 1971 or Jan. 1, 1972.

Includes MS annotations by Logility or an earlier firm, Centre Mark.


Authors: Thomas O. Nelson Company

1 atlas (166 p., maps) ; 34 cm.

Cf. Phillips 14923.

LC Card Number: 76654613

16875

ICN74

map5C 30 (NLO)


Added title: Minnesota.

Plate no. 746726-7.

Maps on verso (36 x 27 cm. and smaller): Minneapolis, St. Paul -- Duluth- Superior -- Rochester-- Austin -- St. Cloud -- Winona.

Panel art: road signs

Forms part of a collection of stock editions of Rand McNally road maps, some apparently issued as sales samples and / or printer's proofs for prospective commercial clients.

Uniform series title (established by cataloger):

Stock road maps Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (April 2010).

RMcN Stock 128 (PrCt)


Authors: Minnesota Department of Highways -- Minnesota. Transportation and Transit Planning and Programming Division -- Paulson, Robert, active 1974 -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 74 x 65 cm., folded to 19 x 11 cm. Panel title.

Added title: 1974 official highway map : Minnesota / issued by the Minnesota Department of Highways.

"Map prepared by Transportation and Transit Planning and Programming Division."


Panel art: Color photo of couple canoeing "by Robert Paulson."

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 4785 (PrCt)


Authors: Minnesota Department of Highways -- Minnesota. Transportation Planning and Programming Division -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 74 x 65 cm., folded to 19 x 11 cm. Panel title.

Added title: 1975 official highway map : Minnesota / issued by the Minnesota Department of Highways.

"Map prepared by Transportation Planning and Programming Division."

Maps on verso (30 x 39 cm. and smaller): Metropolitan St. Paul-Minneapolis -- Downtown

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Minneapolis -- Downtown St. Paul -- Hibbing --
Virginia -- Duluth area -- Moorhead -- St. Cloud
-- Mankato -- Winona -- Owatonna -- Willmar --
Austin -- New Ulm -- Albert Lea -- Rochester --
Faribault -- United States mileage and route map.
Panel art: Color photo of highway rest stop.
2 copies; RMcN Clients 4787 handstamped
"Received Feb 10, 1975, Rand McNally & Co.
road map research" on title panel.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4786-4787 (PrCt)

50022 Minnesota - Maps - 1976 - Road
maps---Road maps---Counties - Maps
Minnesota state atlas. Rockford, Ill. Rockford
Authors: Rockford Map Publishers
1 atlas (244, [2] p. : maps) ; 36 cm.
Cover title.
Includes county maps and information on parks,
recreation, accommodations, etc.
Indexed.
26723
folio G1425 .R6 1976 (NLO)

50023 Minnesota - Maps - 1976 - Road
maps---Saint Paul Region (Minn.) - Maps -
1976 - Road maps---Minneapolis Region
(Minn.) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps---Road maps
Minnesota 1976 official highway map. [St. Paul,
Minn.?] : Minnesota Department of Highways,
1976.
Authors: Minnesota Department of Highways --
Minnesota. Transportation Planning and
Programming Division -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 74 x 65 cm., folded to 19 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: 1976 official highway map :
Minnesota / issued by the Minnesota Department
of Highways.
"Map prepared by Transportation Planning and
Programming Division."
Maps on verso (30 x 39 cm. and smaller):
Metropolitan St. Paul-Minneapolis -- Downtown
Minneapolis -- Downtown St. Paul -- Hibbing --
Virginia -- Duluth area -- Moorhead -- St. Cloud
-- Mankato -- Winona -- Owatonna -- Willmar --
Austin -- New Ulm -- Albert Lea -- Rochester --
Faribault -- United States mileage and route map.
Panel art: Color photos of Grand Portage Trail
and Interstate 35W.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4788 (PrCt)

50024 Minnesota - Maps - 1976 - Road
maps---Standard Oil Company - Maps -
1976---Road maps
Minnesota map, accommodation directory,
vacation planner ... / Standard Oil Division,
Amoco Oil Company . Chicago : Published by
Tempo Designs, Inc., [1976?].
Authors: Amoco Oil Company -- Standard Oil
Company -- Tempo Designs, Inc. -- Minnesota.
Tourism Division -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 48 x 34 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Minnesota.
"Copyright by Amoco Oil Co. ... Chicago, Ill.
60601."
"Photographs courtesy of Minnesota Division of
Tourism."
Date based on similar Amoco maps.
Inset (8 x 9 cm.): [Continuation map of
northeastern corner of Minnesota].
Keyed to directory of 90 Standard gas stations.
Maps on verso (18 x 25 cm. and smaller):
Minneapolis/St. Paul metroland -- Austin --
Rochester -- Duluth -- St. Cloud.
Panel art: Color photo of "home of Paul Bunyan,
Bemidji, Minnesota."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4892 (PrCt)

50025 Minnesota - Maps - 1978 -
Peatlands---Peatlands - Minnesota - Maps -
1978
Minnesota peatlands. St. Paul, Minn. Minnesota
Dept. of Natural Resources, 1978.
Authors: Minnesota Dept. of Natural Resources
1 map : col. ; 56 x 54 cm.
Includes table of "prominent peat bogs."
Descriptive text on verso.
Insets: World peatlands. -- Peatlands of the U.S.
map4F G4141.H9 1978 .M5 (PrCt)

50026 Minnesota - Maps - 1979 - Road
maps---Minnesota - Maps - 1979 -
Counties---Road maps
General highway map ... Minnesota. 1979.
Authors: Minnesota. Transportation and Transit
Planning and Programming Division
130 maps ; on sheets 46 x 72 cm. + index map
and legend.
80-49120
M1305
map9C G4141.P2 1979 M5 (PrCt)

50027 Minnesota - Maps - 1986 - Fishing -
Explore Minnesota fishing waters. St. Paul, Minn.
Minnesota Office of Tourism, 1986 .
Authors: Minnesota Office of Tourism -- Land
Management Information Systems -- Minnesota
Dept. of Natural Resources
1 map : col. ; on sheet 97 x 64 cm.
Relief shown by hypsometric tints.

Includes index to lakes, travel information sources, record of largest fish taken.

map4F G4141.L2 1986 .M5 (PrCt)

50028 Minnesota - Maps - 1996 - Maps, Physical Wall maps
Authors: Allan Cartography (Firm) -- Raven Maps & Images
1 map : col. ; on sheet 124 x 105 cm. Relief shown by graduated tints. Laminated.
maproll G4141 .C2 1996 R3 (PrCt)

50029 Minnesota - Maps - 2005 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. EasyFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; fold. to 24 x 11 cm. Panel title.
Uniform title: EasyFinder Laminated.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
ISBN 0528854054
RMcN Road Map 2005 Minne (PrCt)

50030 Minnesota - Maps - Bibliography Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division - Map collections - Catalogs
MINNESOTA, 1849-1899 : a preliminary bibliography of maps in the Library of Congress : a research paper presented in Media and Technology 6923, Research Methods, Mankato State College, in partial fulfillment of the requirements of the degree Master of Science / by Alfred A. Herman. [Mankato, Minn. Mankato State College], March 1972.
Authors: Herman, Alfred A. vi, 118 leaves; 28 cm. Bibliography p. 12. Photocopy of typescript.
lower case g 10911 .399 (NLO)

50031 Minnesota - Maps - Bibliography Minnesota Historical Society - Map collections - Bibliography Cataloging of maps
Authors: Minnesota Historical Society -- Empson, Donald, 1942- -- Klemme, Jo Ellen 1v. ; 29 cm. Loose-leaf; electrostatic copy of typescript.
lower case folio g 10911 .58 (NLO)

50032 Minnesota - Maps - Collections, 1800-1899 -

Road maps - Road maps
Scale [ca. 1:24,250]. 5A 8934 [maps] (PrCt)

LC Card Number: 2007042936 ISBN 9780873515931 (cloth : alk. paper) ; 0873515935 (cloth : alk. paper)
G1426.S1 L3 2008 (NLO)

50034 Minnesota - Natural resources - 1979 Minnesota resource roundup. St. Paul, Minn. Minnesota Dept. of Natural Resources, 1979 . Authors: Minnesota Dept. of Natural Resources 1 leaflet (2 p.) : ill. ; 24 x 11 cm.

50035 Minnesota - Parks - 1985 - County Parks SEE Parks SEE Parklands SEE Parks SEE Provincial parks SEE Parks SEE Regional parks SEE Parks SEE State parks SEE Parks Minnesota state parks... naturally. St. Paul, Minn. Minnesota Dept. of Natural Resources , 1985 . Authors: Minnesota. Dept. of Natural Resources 1 booklet (12 p.) : col. map, photos ; 23 x 31 cm. fold. to 23 x 11 cm.

50037 Minnesota River - Maps - 1835
A Reconnoissance of the Minnay Sotor Watapah; or St. Peter's River to its sources ... 1835.
Authors: Featherstonhaugh, George William, 1780-1866 -- United States. Congress. Senate
1 map : 56 x 105 cm.
Probably meant to accompany Featherstonhaugh, George William. Report of a geological reconnaissance ... in U.S. 24th Congress, 1st session, 1835-1836, Senate Document 333 (Serial Set 282), but not found in any copy examined.
Claussen & Friis (1941) no.95; MMC 7-1310.
map6F G4142.M67 1835 F4 (PrCt)

50038 Minnesota - Skis and skiing - 1985<<<Skiing
SEE Skis and skiing
Explore Minnesota on skis. St. Paul, Minn.
Authors: Minnesota Office of Tourism
23 p. : map, col. photos ; 28 cm.

50039 Minnesota - Statistics - 1985<<<Statistical maps
Explore Minnesota: facts and figures
St. Paul, Minn. Minnesota Office of Tourism, [ca. 1985].
Authors: Minnesota Office of Tourism
1 leaflet (3-fold) : ill. ; 28 cm.
Travel Vertical File G4141 .E1 1985 .M5 (PrCt)

50040 Minocqua Lakes Region (Wis.) - Maps - 1960-1960
Minocqua Lakes area. Kaukana, Wis. Clarkson Map Co., [196-].
Authors: Clarkson Map Co.
1 map
temp map4F G4122.M5 196- .C5 (PrCt)

50041 Minorca (Spain) - Maps - 1560
De Minorica insvla : Minorica ab eodam effectu, quo et Maiorica ... [S.l. s.n., 1560?].
Authors: Lange, Otto, 1879-1944 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 241 x 181 mm. (neat line), 244 x 183 mm. (plate mark)
Manuscript '15' [?] in upper right.
Ex Lange.
Tooley 392.
b124
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Novacco 2F 103 (PrCt)

50042 Minorca (Spain) - Maps - 1567
De Minorica insvla : Minorica ab eodam effectu, quo et Maiorica ... [Venice?] : Ferando Bertelli exc., [1567?].
Authors: Bertelli, Ferando -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; on sheet 252 x 199 mm., remargined to 508 x 420 mm.
Includes 15 manuscript lines of French text dated 1684 in bottom margin.
Detached from a binding; manuscript Manuscript 'No. 139' in upper margin.
Tooley 391.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Duplicate copy: VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .L2 1575 Ai pl. [7].
b123
Novacco 2F 102 (PrCt)

50043 Minorca (Spain) - Maps - 1567
De Minorica insvla : Minorica ab eodam effectu, quo et Maiorica ... [Venice?] : Ferando Bertelli exc., [1567?].
Authors: Bertelli, Ferando -- [Italian assembled-to-order atlas] [ca. 1575?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 250 x 196 mm. (plate mark)
In: [Italian assembled-to-order atlas] [Venice?: s.n., ca. 1575?], plate [7]
Printed on same sheet with: De Maiorica insvla :
Maiorica, e duabus propè Hispaniam ad orientem Bèlearibus, siuè Gimnesiss insulis ...
Tooley 391.
Duplicate copy: Novacco 2F 102
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .L2 1575 Ai, plate [7] (PrCt)

50044 Minorca (Spain) - Maps - 1780
A Topographical map of the Isle of Minorca ... M.DCCLXXX. 1780 [i.e. 1816?].
1 map ; hand col. ; 60 x 96 cm.
In: Faden, William [and others]. [General atlas of modern geography ... a collection of large scale maps and charts of all parts of the world] ([London, etc. : W. Faden, etc., 1775-1816]) v. 1, pl. [73].
Imprint on map: London ... William Faden ...
1780.
Verso handstamped '52.'
oversize Ayer 135 .G3 1775 v. 1, pl. 73 (PrCt)

50045 Minorca (Spain) - Maps - 1794<<<Mahón (Spain) - Maps - 1794<<<Mahón (Spain) - Pictorial works - 1794<<<Castillo de San Felipe (Mahón, Spain) - Pictorial works - 1794<<<St. Philip's Castle (Mahón, Spain)
SEE Castillo de San Felipe (Mahón, Spain)
A Correct map of the Island of Minorca / by John Armstrong Esqr., Engineer in Ordinary to his majesty ... London : Laurie & Whittle, 12th May, 1794.
Authors: Armstrong, John, d. 1758 -- Laurie &...
Whittle -- Laurie & Whittle. A New and elegant imperial sheet atlas comprehending general and particular maps of every part of the world ... [1801?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 29 x 55 cm.
Insets (16 x 28 cm. and smaller): Location map of the Balearic Islands in the Mediterranean Sea -- Harbour of Mahon -- North prospect of Mahon [view] -- North east prospect of St. Philips Castle [view].
In Robert Laurie and James Whittle. A New and elegant imperial sheet atlas comprehending general and particular maps of every part of the world ... (London : printed and published by R. Laurie and J. Whittle, 1800 [i.e. 1801?]) no. 16. Stamped "16" on verso. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .R63 1801 no. 16 (NLO)

50046
Minot (N.D.) - Pictorial works - 1961 - Railroads<<<Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.) - Pictorial works - 1961 <<<Railroads - Maps
Crude oil from the Newburg and Glenburn fields of North Dakota now moves by Great Northern pipeline to this new 40-car loading facility at Minot, then by rail tank car to midwest refineries. [St. Paul, Minn.? Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.?), 1961?].
Authors: Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.)
1 view ; 13 x 18 cm.
Caption title.
Aerial photograph.
In Great Northern Railway Company.
5A 7267 (1960 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

50047
Minsk (Belarus) - Description and travel - 1998
Authors: Ford, Peter
3 p : col. photos, maps
"First of seven parts."
Travel Vertical File G7094 .M5 1998 .F6 (PrCt)

50048
Minto, Gilbert Elliot, Earl of, 1751-1814 - Map collections<<<Malacca, Strait of - Cartography - History<<<East Indies - Cartography - History<<<Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. Minto Collection
A collection of maps from the Strait of Malacca and the East Indies of great historic interest, now preserved at the Library of Congress. 1986.
Authors: Wolter, John Amadeus, 1925- -- Portolan (1986)
p. 8-12 ; maps, ill.
From The Portolan 6 (April 28, 1986): p. 8-12 ; maps, ill.
BHC 2553
Vert 2093 (PrCt)

50049
Mirambellou, Gulf of (Crete) - Maps - 1689
Authors: Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718 -- Padoani, Domenico, fl. 1689 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718. Città, fortezze, isole, e porti principale dell’Europa ... (1689) 1 map ; 13 x 17 cm.
In: Coronelli, Vincenzo. Città, fortezze, isole, e porti principale dell’Europa, in pianti, et in eluatione, descritte, e publicate ad uso dell’ Academia cosmografica degli argonauti ([Venice] : Domenico Padoani, 1689) pl. [70]. Engraved plate ‘137.’ One of four plates printed on the same sheet, opening [70].
VAULT folio Ayer 135 .C8 1689 pl. 70 (PrCt)

50050
Mirambellou, Gulf of (Crete) - Maps - 1689 - Pictorial works
Authors: Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718 -- Padoani, Domenico, fl. 1689 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718. Città, fortezze, isole, e porti principale dell’Europa ... (1689) 1 map ; 13 x 17 cm.
VAULT folio Ayer 135 .C8 1689 pl. 70 (PrCt)

50051
Miranda, Francisco de, 1750-1816<<<Cartography - Jamaica - History - 1700-1799
Un mappa de Francisco de Miranda. 1971.
Authors: Abadia, Ramon Ezquerra p. 95 +
G 008 .55, v. 107, p. 95 + (PrCt)

50052
Mirandola (Italy) - Maps - 1567
Mirandola. Venetia [Venice] : Alla librarìa della Colonna, M.D.LXII [1567].
Authors: Libraria della Colonna (Venice, Italy)
1 map ; 15 x 18 cm.
In Robert Laurie and James Whittle. A New and elegant imperial sheet atlas comprehending general and particular maps of every part of the world ... (London : printed and published by R. Laurie and J. Whittle, 1800 [i.e. 1801?]) no. 16. Stamped "16" on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .R63 1801 no. 16 (NLO)

50053
Minto (N.D.) - Pictorial works - 1961 - Railroads<<<Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.) - Pictorial works - 1961 <<<Railroads - Maps
Crude oil from the Newburg and Glenburn fields of North Dakota now moves by Great Northern pipeline to this new 40-car loading facility at Minot, then by rail tank car to midwest refineries. [St. Paul, Minn.? Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.?), 1961?].
Authors: Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.)
1 view ; 13 x 18 cm.
Caption title.
Aerial photograph.
In Great Northern Railway Company.
5A 7267 (1960 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

50054
Minsk (Belarus) - Description and travel - 1998
Authors: Ford, Peter
3 p : col. photos, maps
"First of seven parts."
Travel Vertical File G7094 .M5 1998 .F6 (PrCt)
veral ritrato del sito della Mirandola ... Jn Venetia
l'anno M.D.LXII. Alla librarìa della Colonna.
Relief shown pictorially.
Oriented with north at bottom left.
Ex Rosenthal.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map
Collection (Newberry Library).
References: F. Borroni Salvadori, Carte, piante e
piante e stampe storiche delle raccolte Lafreriane della
Biblioteca nazionale di Firenze (1980) p. XXXIX
and 103, no. 307; A. Fauser, Repertorium â¨er
topographie (1978), v. 2, p. 497 no. 8950; Tooley
396.
\f26
Novacco 2F 121 (PrCt)

50053 Mirandola (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1567 -
Fortification
... Il Uero ritrato del sito della Mirandola ...
Venetia [Venice] : alla librarìa della Colonna [i.e.
Bolognino Zaltieri], M.D.LXVII [1567, i.e. 1569].
Authors: Ballino, Giulio, d. ca. 1592 -- Ballino,
Giulio, d. ca. 1592. De' disegni delle piu illustri
città, et fortezze del mondo ... (1569) -- Zaltieri,
Bolognino, fl. 1555-1576
1 view ; 19 x 26 cm.
Title derived from note to reader at upper left: A
lettori. Non solamente ... Letterpress text on verso.
In: Ballino, Giulio. De' disegni delle piu illustri
città, et fortezze del mondo ... (Venice: Bolognino
Zaltieri, 1569), plate [29]
VAULT Case folio G 117 .06, plate [29] (PrCt)

50054 Mirandola (Italy) - Siege, Ca. 1600 - Maps
La Mirandola. [Rome?]: Henricus van Schoel
formis, [ca. 1600?].
Authors: Schoel, Hendrik van, fl. 1557-1602 --
Hoepli, Ulrico, 1847-1935 -- Franco Novacco
Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 274 x 394 mm. (plate mark), on sheet
416 x 544 mm.
Undated map showing siege in progress;
includes flag with three fleur-de-lis.
Relief shown pictorially.
Oriented with north at right.
Binding stub on verso.
Tooley 397.
Ex Hoepli.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map
Collection (Newberry Library).
\f27
Novacco 4F 111 (PrCt)

50055 Mirandola Region (Italy) - Maps -
1546-1548<--Modena (Italy : Province) -
Maps - 1546-1548
Vero disegno de la Mirandola con le citta castelli
uille et poste nel suo sito / A: S: ex. [Rome? s.n.,
ca. 1546-1548].
Authors: Salamanca, Antonio, d. 1562 -- Hoepli,
Ulrico, 1847-1935 -- Franco Novacco Map
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 419 x 323 mm. (plate mark) on sheet 493
x 343 mm.
Imprint and date from F. Borroni Salvadori. Carte,
piante e stampe storiche delle raccolte Lafreriane della
XII, XXIV and p. 73, no. 222; for 1551 derivative
by Hieronymous Cock, cf. plate VIII, between p.
74-75.
A. Fauser, Repertorium â¨er topographie (1978),
v. 2, p. 497 no. 8947.
Cf. Tooley 394 and 395.
Fortifications and adjacent towns shown
pictorially.
Manuscript '23' in upper right.
Ex Hoepli.
d40
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map
Collection (Newberry Library).
Novacco 4F 229 (PrCt)

50056 Missouaee County (Mich.) - Maps - 1878 -
Landowners<<>>Counties -
Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
[Missouaee County (Mich.) - 1878: LC G&M land
ownership maps on microfiche]. [Washington,
D.C.] : LC G&M Division, [1983?].
Authors: Frost, H. J. -- Library of Congress.
Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division
land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 15.5 x 15.5 in. Scale: 1:126,720.
Originally published 1878.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing
19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map
Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
[Washington, D.C. : Library of Congress,
Geography and Map Division, 1983?].
Microfiche 583, no. 346 (PrCt)

50057 Mission San Luis Obispo de Tolosa (San Luis
Obispo, Calif.) - Pictorial works - 1844 -
Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>>San Luis
Obispo (Calif.) - Pictorial works - 1844 -
Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>>Manuscript
maps - Facsimiles
The Original pencil sketch of the R. Ch. Mission
St. Luis Obispo in California in the Valley of
Bears 1844. [San Francisco : Grabhorn Press,
1945].
Authors: Edelhjerta, Emanuel Sundels,
1794-1852? -- Edelhjerta, Emanuel Sundels,
1794-1852?. A Sojourn in California by the King's
Orphan : the travels and sketches of G.M.
Wasenitz af Sandels ... (1945) -- Van Sicklen, H.
P. (Helen Putnam), b. 1894 -- Grabhorn Press
-- Book Club of California -- Society of California
Pioneers -- Bancroft Library -- Everett D. Graff
Collection of Western Americana (Newberry
Library)
1 view ; 18 x 28 cm.
Photo-reproduction of 1844 manuscript view.
Issued in: Edelhjerta, Emanuel Sundels. A

Original manuscript held by the Bancroft Library. Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library. Duplicate copy: folio Graff 4548 folio Graff 4549 between p. 38-39 (PrCt)

The History of missions, or, Of the propagation of Christianity among the heathen, since the Reformation / by William Brown, M.D., with additional notes, and a map of the world ; also, a short account of the first introduction of the Gospel into the British Isles, by Adam Clarke. Philadelphia : Published by B. Coles, V.D.M., 1816.

Authors: Brown, William, M.D. -- Clarke, Adam, 1760?-1882 -- Coles, Benjamin -- McCormick Theological Seminary of the Presbyterian Church -- McCormick Theological Seminary -- McCormick Theological Seminary Collection (Newberry Library)
2 v. : ill., folded map ; 22 cm.
1st American ed.
"List of translations of the Holy Scriptures into the languages of pagan and Mahommedan nations": v. 2, p. [535]-556.
Includes bibliographical references.
Former owner: John Harris.
Bookplate: The Virginia Library, McCormick Theological Seminary of the Presbyterian Church, Chicago.
Forms part of the McCormick Theological Seminary Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Shaw & Shoemaker, 37104
LC Card Number: s 32000006
BV2400.B8 1816 (NLO)

Maps and illustrations of the missions of the American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions, 1841. [Boston, Mass.? American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions?, 1841].

Authors: American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions?

References: Shaw & Shoemaker, 37104
LC Card Number: s 32000006
BV2400.B8 1816 (NLO)


Lettres edifiantes des missions etrangeres.

Toulouse : Sens & Gaude, 1810.

Authors: Jesuits -- Societe de Jesus -- Canu -- Querbeuf -- Sens & Gaude -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 29 maps ; 190 x 105 mm.
Includes maps engraved by Canu; edited by Querbeuf; includes only maps and plates. Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
premises -- Mission to the Sandwich Islands: seminary at Lahainaluna, on Maui -- Mission to the Sandwich Islands: female seminary at Wailuku, on Maui -- Mission to the Sandwich Islands: meeting-house at Lahaina, on Maui -- Missionary house of the Board, Pemberton Square, Boston.

References: Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 298

Ayer 136. A5 1841 (NLO)


Maps and illustrations of the missions. [Boston? American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions?], 1846.

Authors: American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas ([97] p. : 36 maps, 9 views) ; 24 cm.

Collection of wax-engraved maps and views, apparently detached from assorted Board publications, and bound together as a separate atlas.

Maps also cataloged separately.


References: Phillips 5400.

Ayer 136. A5 1846 (NLO)


Forward dated: 1857.

"Gez o. Rudolf Gross"--On maps.


Scales differ.

Engraved illustrated title page.

Stamp: Basler Mission Ausgeschieden Bibliothek.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1046.E4 J67 1857 (NLO)


Allgemeiner missions-atlas. Gotha : J. Perthes, [1867?-1871?].

Authors: Grundemann, R. (Reinhold), 1836-1924 -- Hellfarth, C. -- Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (4 v. in 1) : 72 maps ; 260 x 185 mm. 1st ed.

Lithography by C. Hellfarth.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).

References: Phillips 5408

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)


Authors: Church Missionary Society -- Lake, Edward John, 1823-1877 -- Dickes, W. -- Edward Stanford Ltd. -- Church Missionary House -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (58 p., [25] leaves of plates (some folded))
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

: 23 col. maps (some folded) ; 25 cm.
5th ed.
Maps by W. Dickes and Stanford’s Geographical Establishment.
"Publications of the Church Missionary Society."--P.[4].
Publisher’s binding with gold stamping.
Scales differ.
Book-label: H.W.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes BV2045 .C43 1896 (NLO)

50067 Missions - Maps - 1884<<>>Ecclesiastical geography - Maps - 1884<<>>Atlases, German - 1884
Authors: Grundemann, R. (Reinhold), 1836-1924 -- Verlag der Vereinsbuchhandlung -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 12 maps ; 272 x 220 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

D 806 .57 (NLO)

Missionary atlas. Boston, Mass. Woman’s Foreign Missionary Society, Methodist Episcopal Church, [ca. 1890]?
Authors: Methodist Episcopal Church. Woman’s Foreign Missionary Society -- Fisk & Russell -- Phillips & Hunt -- Fisk & See
1 atlas : 8 maps ; 18 x 21 cm.
Cover title.

D 806 .57 (NLO)

50069 Missions - Maps - 1896<<>>Ecclesiastical geography - Maps - 1896<<>>Atlases, German - 1896
Authors: Grundemann, R. (Reinhold), 1836-1924 -- Wagner & Debes -- Verlag der Vereinsbuchhandlung -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Maps by Wagner & Debes.
Publisher’s binding.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio BV2045 .G78 1896 (NLO)

50070 Missions - Maps - 1896<<>>Ecclesiastical geography - Maps - 1896<<>>Church
Missionary Society - Maps - 1896<<>>Atlases, British - 1896
The Church Missionary atlas : containing an account of the various countries in which the Church Missionary Society labours, and of the missionary operations. London : Church Missionary Society, 1896.
Authors: Church Missionary Society -- Edward Stanford Ltd. -- Thomas, Nathaniel S. (Nathaniel Seymour), 1867-1937 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (xii, [3]-239 p., [32] leaves of plates (some folded)) : ill., 32 col. maps (some folded) ; 25 cm.
New ed. (8th)
"With thirty-two coloured maps."
Maps by Stanford’s Geographic Establishment.
Includes indexes.
Publisher’s maroon cloth binding.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 179

Baskes BV2045 .C43 1896 (NLO)

50071 Missions - Maps - 1901<<>>Ecclesiastical geography - Maps - 1901<<>>Atlases, German - 1901
Authors: Grundemann, R. (Reinhold), 1836-1924 -- Verlag der Vereinsbuchhandlung -- Stuttgartger Vereins-Buchdruckerei -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
208, 62 p. : 44 maps ; 22 cm.
"44 Kartenskizzen zur Missions-Geographie" -- 62 p. at end.
"Nachtrag" leaf inserted.
Former owner: W. Hochliuth [?].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes BV2059 .K45 1901 (NLO)

50072 Missions - Maps - 1903<<>>Ecclesiastical geography - Maps - 1903<<>>Atlases - 1903
Authors: Beach, Harlan Page, 1854--1933 -- Student Volunteers -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 37 cm.
Phillips 178

Ayer 266 B29 1901 (NLO)

Authors: Grundemann, R. (Reinhold), 1836-1924 -- Wagner & Debes -- Verlag der Vereinsbuchhandlung -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Peiniger, Gustave. Missions-Gesellschaft für Deutsch-Ost-Afrika [1903?] -- Vereinsbuchhandlung SEE Verlag der Vereinsbuchhandlung
1 atlas (vii, [1] p., [34] leaves of plates (some folded)) : 36 col. maps (some folded) ; 28 cm.
Maps by Wagner & Debes.
Publisher’s printed paper wrapper; publisher’s advertisements on inside and back cover.
Scales differ.
Map laid in: Missionsgebiete der evangelischen Missionsgesellschaft für Deutsch-Ost-Afrika [1903?]. Lithographed by Gustave Peiniger.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 181
LC Card Number: 05004146
Baskes folio BV2045 .G78 1903 (NLO)

50074 Missions - Maps - 1905 - Ecclesiastical geography - Maps - 1905 - Atlases, German - 1905
Authors: Grundemann, R. (Reinhold), 1836-1924 -- Verlag der Vereinsbuchhandlung -- Wagner & Debes -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([2] p., 10 leaves of plates (some folded)) : 10 col. maps (some folded) ; 28 cm.
Edition: 3., durchaus neu bearbeitete und vermerkte Aufl.
Maps dated 1904.
Text on inside front and back covers.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio BV2045 .G75 1905 (NLO)

World missionary atlas containing a directory of missionary societies, classified summaries of statistics, maps showing the location of mission stations throughout the world, a descriptive account of the principal mission lands, and comprehensive indices. New York : Institute of Social and Religious Research, 1925.
Authors: Beach, Harlan Page, 1854-1933 -- Fahs, Charles H. (Charles Harvey), 1872-1948 -- Bartholomew, John, 1890-1962 -- Institute of International Geographical Institute
Maps - 1911 - Atlases - 1911
Authors: Student Volunteer Movement Christian Missions -- Bartholomew, John -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 24 maps ; 372 x 258 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
References: Phillips 4160
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Authors: Society for the Propagation of the Gospel in Foreign Parts (Great Britain) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Society for the Propagation of the Gospel SEE Society for the Propagation of the Gospel in Foreign Parts (Great Britain)
1 atlas : 41 maps ; 285 x 225 mm.
3rd ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

50077 Missions - Maps - 1921 - Ecclesiastical geography - Maps - 1921 - Atlases, British - 1921
Authors: Society for the Propagation of the Gospel in Foreign Parts (Great Britain) -- George Philip & Son -- London Geographical Institute -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (28 p., [16] leaves of plates) : 16 col. maps ; 22 cm.
Cover title.
Maps by George Philip & Son and The London Geographical Institute.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes BV2045 .S63 1921 (NLO)
Mississippi Gulf Coast to Chicago Highway - Maps - 1920
Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1920 - Road maps
Magnolia Route SEE Mississippi Gulf Coast to Chicago
M. G. C. C. Highway SEE Mississippi Gulf Coast to Chicago
Road maps
Mississippi Gulf Coast to Chicago Highway / Shaw & Woleben, engineers, Gulfport. Gulfport, Miss. National Motorists Association, [ca. 1920?].
Authors: Shaw & Woleben (Gulfport, Miss.) -- National Motorists Association -- Mississippi Gulf Coast to Chicago Highway -- Brewer, Bobolink -- McCutcheon, John T., fl. 1989 -- Magnolia Route SEE Mississippi Gulf Coast to Chicago Highway -- M. G. C. C. Highway SEE Mississippi Gulf Coast to Chicago Highway
1 map : col. ; 53 x 19 cm.
Added title: Magnolia Route.
"Bobolink Brewer, general field supervisor." Includes Mississippi directory of "National Motorists Association tourist bureaus and service stations."
map2F G4042.M5P2 1920 .N3 (PrCt)

Campaign in Mississippi. [New York : D. Appleton and Co., 1874].
Authors: Johnston, Joseph E. (Joseph Eggleston), 1807-1891. Narrative of military operations, directed, during the late war between the states (1874) -- D. Appleton and Company -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map : 10 x 17 cm.
Shows theater of operations in southwestern Mississippi during the Vicksburg Campaign of 1863; does not show troop positions.
Duplicate copies: U 2 .455 -- Dawes F 861 .45
Graff 2227 between p. 168-169 (PrCt)

Plan figure des villages Tchactas. [1960].
1 map ; 64 x 45 cm.
Photocopy of ca. 1760 manuscript map in Servicio Histórico del Ejército, Madrid, where it has the shelfmark P-b-10-44.
Shows villages near the headwaters of the Pearl, Pascagoula, and Tombigbee Rivers.
Keyed to references, a-z, A-X.
Scale ca. 1:330,000.
The map is also reproduced, with a complete list of toponyms, in Cartografía de ultramar (Madrid, Imp. de Servicio Geográfico del Ejército, 1949- ), v. 2, pp. 392-393, pl. 102 [folio Ayer 135 S73 1949].
Removed from the Helen H. Tanner Papers.
map4F G3981 .E1 1760 .C3 1960 (PrCt)

Map of the boundary line of the lands ceded to His Majesty by Chactaw Indians, from the north boundary of West Florida on the Yazo River to the River Pasca Ocoola in two sheets. Certified at Pensacola the 24th day of June, 1779, by Joseph Purcell, Surveyor. [19--].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1779 manuscript.
Authors: Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 --
Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823. A New and
elegant general atlas comprising all the new
discoveries, to the present time ... (1804) -- John
Conrad & Co. -- Lewis, Samuel, 1753 or
1754-1822 -- Fairman, D. -- Edward E. Ayer
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 20 x 24 cm.
In: Arrowsmith, Aaron. A New and elegant
general atlas comprising all the new discoveries,
to the present time ... (Philadelphia [etc.] : J.
Conrad & Co. [and others], 1804) pl. 53.
Ayer 135 .A65 1804 pl. 53 (PrCt)

50094 Mississippi - Maps - 1814<<>>Alabama - Maps
- 1814
Mississippi territory. Philadelphia : M. Carey, and
Johnson & Warner, 1814.
Authors: Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Johnson
& Warner -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
-- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839. A General
atlas, being a collection of maps of the world and
quarters ... (1814)
1 map : hand col. ; 13 x 18 cm.
In: Carey, Mathew. A General atlas, being a
collection of maps of the world and quarters...
(Philadelphia : Published by M. Carey, and
Johnson & Warner, 1814) pl. [26].
Ayer 135 .C27 1814 pl. 26 (PrCt)

50095 Mississippi - Maps - 1820
Mississippi. Philadelphia : A. Finley, [ca. 1820].
Authors: Finley, A. (Anthony) -- Young & Delleker
-- Howes, Wright -- Wright Howes Map Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 28 x 22 cm. fold. in leather
covers 9 x 6 cm.
Plate number '28' in upper right.
Condition: fine.
Forms part of the Wright Howes Map Collection
(Newberry Library).
map3C G3980 1820 .F5 (PrCt)

50096 Mississippi - Maps - 1820
Mississippi. [19--].
Authors: Melish, John, 1771-1822
1 map
Photocopy of original 'published...1819. Improved
to 1820.'
temp map4F G3980 1820 .M4 198- (PrCt)

50097 Mississippi - Maps - 1820
Map of Mississippi : constructed from the surveys
in the General Land Office and other documents.
[Ithaca, N.Y. Historic Urban Plans, 198-?].
Authors: Melish, John, 1771-1822 -- Gillingham,
E.
1 map ; 62 x 40 cm.
Photocopy of original map with imprint:
'Philadelphia. Published by John Melish 1819.
Improved to 1820.'
'Entered according to Act of Congress the 10th of
September 1819.'
temp map4F G3980 1820 .M4 198- (PrCt)

50101 Mississippi - Maps - 1832-1834 - Indian land transfers<<>>Indian land transfers -

Requests and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Mississippi - Maps - 1832-1834

Indians - Mississippi - Maps - 1832-1834 - Indian land transfers

Chickasaw Indians - Mississippi - Land tenure - Maps - 1832-1834

North America - Maps


1 map : 42 x 59 cm.

'Numbering of sections east and lands in Mississippi ceded by the Chickasaws to the United States in 1832 and 1834.'

Includes extensive manuscript annotations regarding land sales between 1835-1837, keyed to sections marked in colored inks; does not include names of landowners.

Verso signed 'S. Laggetts [?], Ponticoe [?], Miss. [?]'

Mounted on cloth.

Ayer p133 .L96 1835 (NLO)

50102 Mississippi - Maps - 1833


Authors: Young & Delleker -- Finley, A. (Anthony) -- Finley, A. (Anthony). A New general atlas ... (1833) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 28 x 21 cm.

In: Finley, Anthony. A New general atlas : comprising a complete set of maps, representing the grand divisions of the globe ... (Philadelphia : Anthony Finley, 1833), plate 28.

Sheet corner numbered 28.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1019 .F5 1833, plate 28 (PrCt)

50103 Mississippi - Maps - 1836

A New map of Mississippi with its roads & distances. [Philadelphia : Carey & Hart, 1845].

Authors: Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Carey & Hart -- Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858. A New universal atlas ... (1845)

1 map : hand col. ; 33 x 26 cm.

'Entered according to act of Congress in the year 1836, by H. S. Tanner ...'

In: Tanner, Henry Schenck. A New universal atlas ... (Philadelphia : Carey & Hart, 1845) map '23.'

Case oversize G1019 .T2 1845 map 23 (PrCt)

50104 Mississippi - Maps - 1841


Authors: Bradford, T. G. (Thomas Gamaliel), 1802-1887 -- Bradford, T. G. (Thomas Gamaliel), 1802-1887. A Comprehensive atlas ... (1835, [i.e. 1841?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 25 x 19 cm.


folio Ayer 135 .B75 1835 pl. 14, p. 44 (PrCt)

50105 Mississippi - Maps - 1845 - Surveys

Surveys

Mississippi - Maps - 1845

Diagram of the surveying district south of Tennessee. 1845.


1 map : 43 x 30 cm.

Detached from U.S. 29th Congress, 1st session, 1845-1846. Senate Document 16 [Serial Set 472].

M1021 map4F G3701.B5 1845 U5 no. 8 (PrCt)

50106 Mississippi - Maps - 1846


Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868

1 map : hand col. ; 35 x 29 cm.

Scale 1:1,520,640.

Numbered: 23.

Includes tables of steam boat routes: Natchez to new Orleans; Natchez to Pittsburg.

map G 10874 .58 (NLO)

50107 Mississippi - Maps - 1847

A New map of Mississippi with its roads & distances. Philada. S. Augustus Mitchell, 1847.

Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868

1 map : 32 x 26 cm.

In: Mitchell, S. Augustus. A New universal atlas containing maps of the various empires, kingdoms, states, and republics of the world ... (1847)

oversee G 10.579 pl. 23 (PrCt)

50108 Mississippi - Maps - 1847 - Surveys

Surveys

Mississippi - Maps - 1847

Diagram of the surveying district south of

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Scale ca. 1:52,500.
Sheet 5 of 7 manuscript and printed maps
removed from the papers of U.S. Army General
Orville E. Babcock at the Newberry Library.
VAULT MS map 6F G3861.A 1863.B3 no. 5
(Pr Ct)

50115 Mississippi - Maps - 1878 - Public lands -
Surveys - Mississippi - Maps - 1878 - Surveys - Mississi -
Mississippi - Maps - 1878 - Public lands
Authors: Roeser, C. (Charles) -- Bien, Julius,
1826-1909 -- United States. General Land Office
-- Chicago Historical Society
1 map : col.; 31.5 x 20 inches
Mounted on linen.
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society,
2005.
CHS Coll., Map no. 250 (Pr Ct)

50116 Mississippi - Maps - 1882 -
Geology - Mississippi - Maps - 1882 - Mississippi - Maps -
Railroads - Wall maps - Mississippi - Maps
Official map of the state of Mississippi. Chicago :
Authors: Mississippi. State Board of Immigration
and Agriculture -- Wall, E. G., fl. ca 19th cent. --
Rand McNally and Company -- Illinois Central
Railroad Company
1 map : col.; 136 x 93 cm.
Color coded to show geologic regions; left margin
includes population statistics, cotton crop
statistics and list of railroad stations.
Forms part of the Illinois Central Railroad
archives, Newberry Library.
Formerly shelved as IC Map 26 and IC Map 6F
129
References: C.C. Mohr, Guide to the Illinois
Central archives in the Newberry Library
1851-1906 (Chicago, 1951) p. 181.
maproll G3981.C5 1882 .R3 (Pr Ct)

50117 Mississippi - Maps - 1883 -
Railroads - Mississippi - Maps
Map of Mississippi. For Poor's manual of
railroads for 1883. Chicago : Rand, McNally &
Co., 1883.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Poor's
manual of the railroads of the United States
(1883)
1 map : col.; 17 x 12 cm.
Title in upper margin.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United
States (New York, 1883) opposite p. 498
H 668 .703 (1883) opp. p. 498 (Pr Ct)

50118 Mississippi - Maps - 1883 -
Railroads - Mississippi - Maps
Rand, McNally & Co.'s Mississippi. Chicago :
Rand, McNally & Co., c1883.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally and Company. Shippers guide -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 maps : col.; 49 x 32 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Issued folded in accompanying index (25 p.; 18
cm.): Rand, McNally & Co.'s indexed county and
township map of Mississippi. Chicago : Rand,
McNally & Co., 1883.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
map 2F G3981.P3 1883 .R3 (Pr Ct)

50119 Mississippi - Maps - 1884 -
Railroads - Mississippi - Maps
Map of Mississippi. For Poor's manual of
railroads for 1884. Chicago : Rand, McNally &
Co., 1884.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Poor's
manual of the railroads of the United States
(1884)
1 map : col.; 18 x 12 cm.
Title in upper margin.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United
States (New York, 1884) opposite p. 478
H 668 .703 (1884) opp. p. 478 (Pr Ct)

50120 Mississippi - Maps - 1885 -
Louisiana - Maps - 1885
Mississippi & Louisiana. Edinburgh : A. & C.
Black, [1885].
Authors: Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- Adam
and Charles Black (Firm). Black's general atlas of
the world ... (1885)
1 map : col.; 36 x 28 cm.
In: Adam and Charles Black. Black's general
atlas of the world : embracing the latest
discoveries, new boundaries, and other changes,
accompanied by introductory letterpress and
index (Edinburgh : Adam and Charles Black,
1885), plate 44E.
oversize G1019 .B63 1885, plate 44E (Pr Ct)

50121 Mississippi - Maps - 1885 -
Railroads - Mississippi - Maps
Map of Mississippi. For Poor's manual of
railroads for 1885. Chicago : Rand, McNally &
Co., 1885, c1884.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Poor's
manual of the railroads of the United States
(1885)
1 map : col.; 18 x 12 cm.
Title in upper margin.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United
States (New York, 1885) opposite p. 466
H 668 .703 (1885) opp. p. 466 (Pr Ct)

50122 Mississippi - Maps - 1887 -
Railroads - Mississippi - Maps
Railroad and county map of Mississippi. Chicago :
Geo. F. Cram, [1887].
Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 --
Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928. Cram's
standard American atlas of the world (1887)
1 map : col. ; 55 x 39 cm.
Keyed to town and railroad index on p. 145 and 148.
*Case oversize G1019 .G455 1887, p. 146-147 (PrCt)*

Authors: Rand McNally and Company. Rand, McNally & Co.'s improved indexed business atlas and shipper's guide ... (1888) -- Rand McNally and Company. Commercial atlas (1888) 1 map : col. ; 49 x 30 cm.
Title in right margin.
In Rand, McNally & Co.'s improved indexed business atlas and shipper's guide ... (Chicago: Rand McNally, 1888) p. 412-413.
Keyed to index of towns and railroads on p. 411 and 414-418.
Uniform atlas title: Commercial atlas.
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
*oversize RMcN atlas .C7 1888, p. 412-413 (PrCt)*

Title in upper margin.
Issued folded in accompanying index (31 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand, McNally & Co.'s indexed county and township pocket map and shippers' guide of Mississippi. Chicago and New York : Rand, McNally & Co., 1889.
Handstamped ‘Geographer’ and 'Fisheries' on front cover.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
*map2F G3981.P3 1889 .R3 (PrCt)*

Title in upper margin.
‘Rand, McNally & Co.'s new business atlas map of Mississippi. Copyright, 1892 ...' -- at bottom center.

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Shippers guide -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office 1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm., folded to 17 x 11 cm. + index (37 p. ; 17 cm.)
Title from top margin.
Added title in small print at bottom left: Rand, McNally & Co.'s new business atlas map of Mississippi.
Issued folded in accompanying index with cover title: Rand, McNally & Co.'s indexed county and township pocket map and shippers' guide of Mississippi ...
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
*map3C G3981.P3 1894 .R3 (PrCt)*

50127 Mississippi - Maps - 1897 - Railroads<br>Illinois Central R. R. Co. railroad lands for sale in the famous Yazoo-Mississippi delta owned by the Yazoo & Mississippi Valley Railroad Co. Chicago : Poole Bros., [ca. 1897]].
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Yazoo and Mississippi Valley Railroad Company -- Illinois Central Railroad Company -- Skene, E. P. -- McGinnis, G. W., fl. ca. 1897 1 map : col. ; 137 x 54 cm.
‘For general information ... address E.P. Skene, land commissioner ... Chicago, Ill. or G.W. McGinnis, ass't. land commissioner, Memphis, Tenn.' Details lands east of the Mississippi River between Memphis and New Orleans, in western Mississippi; also includes tip of southeastern Louisiana.
*maps<>Railroads - Maps<br>Illinois Central R. R. Co. railroad lands for sale in the famous Yazoo-Mississippi delta owned by the Yazoo & Mississippi Valley Railroad Co. Chicago : Poole Bros., [ca. 1897]].
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Yazoo and Mississippi Valley Railroad Company -- Illinois Central Railroad Company -- Skene, E. P. -- McGinnis, G. W., fl. ca. 1897 1 map : col. ; 137 x 54 cm.
‘For general information ... address E.P. Skene, land commissioner ... Chicago, Ill. or G.W. McGinnis, ass't. land commissioner, Memphis, Tenn.' Details lands east of the Mississippi River between Memphis and New Orleans, in western Mississippi; also includes tip of southeastern Louisiana.
*maps<>Railroads - Maps<br>Illinois Central R. R. Co. railroad lands for sale in the famous Yazoo-Mississippi delta owned by the Yazoo & Mississippi Valley Railroad Co. Chicago : Poole Bros., [ca. 1897]].
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Yazoo and Mississippi Valley Railroad Company -- Illinois Central Railroad Company -- Skene, E. P. -- McGinnis, G. W., fl. ca. 1897 1 map : col. ; 137 x 54 cm.
‘For general information ... address E.P. Skene, land commissioner ... Chicago, Ill. or G.W. McGinnis, ass't. land commissioner, Memphis, Tenn.' Details lands east of the Mississippi River between Memphis and New Orleans, in western Mississippi; also includes tip of southeastern Louisiana.
Mississippi - Maps - 1897 - Railroads

Maps
Illinois Central R. R. Co. railroad lands for sale in the famous Yazoo-Mississippi delta owned by the Yazoo & Mississippi Valley Railroad Co.

Authors: Poole Bros., [ca. 1897?].

1 map : col. ; 137 x 54 cm.

For general information... address E.P. Skene, Chicago, Ill. or G.W. McGinnis, ass't. land commissioner, Memphis, Tenn.

Details lands east of the Mississippi River between Memphis and New Orleans, in western Mississippi; also includes tip of southeastern Louisiana.

Inset (28 x 17 cm.): Map of the Illinois Central Railroad system...

Forms part of the Illinois Central Railroad archives, Newberry Library.

In this copy, some areas have been hand colored to show land ownership; accompanied by color-coded sheet (27 x 21 cm.) listing 'Delta Pine and Lumber Company', 'Milwaukee Breweries', 'Moffatt of Denver, Colorado', N.J. Burroughs', Sunflower Land Company'.

Formerly shelved as IC Map 8 and IC Map6F 131.


ca. 45 maps : col. ; on sheets 45 x 33 cm. fold. to 18 x 27 cm.

Scale 1:62,500.

Dates of publication vary.

Moffat lists 67 maps before 1940.

Coverage is not complete at this scale; see index map in box 98.

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisles 42 and 43 (July 2012).

Reference: Moffat, Riley. Map index to topographic quadrangles of the United States, 1882-1940 (Santa Cruz, Calif.: Western Association of Map Libraries, 1986)


map6C G3700 19--.U5, box 98 (PrCt)

Mississippi - Maps - 1900-1999

Rand McNally standard map of Mississippi.

Chicago: Rand McNally and Company, [19--].

Authors: Rand McNally and Company.

1 map : col. ; 67 x 47 cm.

temp map4F G3980 19--.R3 (PrCt)

Mississippi - Maps - 1903- Railroads

Maps

Map of the Gulf & Ship Island Railroad and its connections, [New York: s.n., 1903].

Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1903) -- Gulf and Ship Island Railroad

1 map : 19 x 12 cm.

Covers Mississippi and parts of adjacent states.

Inset (11 x 4 cm.): Map of the terminals, main pier and proposed piers at Gulfport.

Text on verso.

In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1903) p. 1511

H 668 .703 (1903) p. 1511 (PrCt)


map6C G3700 19--.U5, boxes 98-100 (PrCt)
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1905) -- Gulf and Ship Island Railroad
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.
Covers Mississippi and parts of adjacent states.
Inset (11 x 4 cm.): Map of the terminals, main pier and proposed piers at Gulfport.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1905) p. 1499
H 668 .703 (1905) p. 1499 (PrCt)

Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1906) -- Gulf and Ship Island Railroad
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.
Covers Mississippi and parts of adjacent states.
Inset (11 x 4 cm.): Map of the terminals, main pier and proposed piers at Gulfport.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1906) p. 287
H 668 .703 (1906) p. 287 (PrCt)

Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1907) -- Gulf and Ship Island Railroad
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.
Covers Mississippi and parts of adjacent states.
Inset (11 x 4 cm.): Map of the terminals, main pier and proposed piers at Gulfport.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1907) p. 481
H 668 .703 (1907) p. 481 (PrCt)

Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1907) -- Gulf and Ship Island Railroad
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.
Covers Mississippi and parts of adjacent states.
Inset (11 x 4 cm.): Map of the terminals, main pier and proposed piers at Gulfport.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1907) between p. 308-309
H 668 .703 (1906) bet. p. 308-309 (PrCt)
Map of the Gulf & Ship Island Railroad and its connections. [New York : s.n., 1908].

Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1908) -- Gulf and Ship Island Railroad
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.

Covers Mississippi and parts of adjacent states. Inset (11 x 4 cm.): Map of the terminals, main pier and proposed piers at Gulfport.

Text on verso.

In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1908) p. 325
H 668 .703 (1908) p. 325 (PrCr)

Map of the New Orleans Great Northern Railroad. Now under construction. [New York : s.n., 1908].

Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1908) -- New Orleans Great Northern Railroad Company
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.

Text on verso.

In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1908) p. 345
H 668 .703 (1908) p. 345 (PrCr)

50142  Mississippi - Maps - 1914 - Railroads

1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm.

Includes key to railroads numbered 4-170 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Mississippi railroads.


Uniform title: Shippers guide.

'11-1 env. 14 copyright 1916' -- typed label pasted on front cover.

'Jan 7th 1916 CJW [?] ' -- in ms. on title page verso.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 449 (PrCr)

50145  Mississippi - Maps - 1919 - Railroads - Indexes -> Road maps -> Railroads - Maps

57 p. ; 17 cm.

Cover title.

Imperfect; lacking title page and folded map.

Editor's copy: title page and other pages missing; many entries marked in pencil; one entry trimmed
Mississippi - Maps - 1919 - Railroads
Indexes - Road maps - Railroads - Maps
57 p. ; 17 cm.
Imperfect; lacking folded map.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 453 (PrCt)

Mississippi - Maps - 1920 - Railroads
Indexes - Road maps - Railroads - Maps
57 p. ; 17 cm.
Imperfect; lacking folded map.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 452 (PrCt)

Mississippi - Maps - 1919 - Railroads
Indexes - Road maps - Railroads - Maps
1 map : col. ; 66 x 47 cm.
Plate no.: 147D.
Includes key to railroads numbered 5-170 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Mississippi railroads.
On verso: Mississippi automobile road map. 1 map : col. ; 66 x 47 cm. Plate no. 623C. 'National Highways Association roads used by permission.' Issued folded in accompanying index (57 p. ; 17 cm.).: Rand-McNally indexed pocket map and shippers' guide of Mississippi. Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Co., c1919.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
'Copyrighted -- April 26, 1919' --in ms. on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 454 (PrCt)

Mississippi - Maps - 1920 - Railroads
Indexes - Road maps - Railroads - Maps
1 map : col. ; 66 x 47 cm.
Plate no.: 147E.
Includes key to railroads numbered 5-170 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Mississippi railroads.
On verso: Mississippi automobile road map. 1 map : col. ; 66 x 47 cm. Plate no. 623E. 'National Highways Association roads used by permission.' Issued folded in accompanying index (57 p. ; 17 cm.).: Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Mississippi. Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1920.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Catalog Date</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Handstamp on front cover: Register of Copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.

'2/16/20' -- in ms. on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 455 (PrCt)

Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Handstamp on front cover: Register of Copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.

'3/22/21' -- in ms. on front cover.
'Pub. 3-21-21' -- in ms. on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 458 (PrCt)

Uniform title: Mississippi railroads.
Handstamp on front cover: Register of Copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.

'11/9/22' -- in ms. on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 457 (PrCt)

Uniform title: Mississippi railroads.
Handstamp on front cover: Register of Copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.

'2/16/23' -- in ms. on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 459 (PrCt)
Mississippi. 1 map : col. ; 66 x 47 cm. Plate no. 1028G.
Issued folded in accompanying index (38 p.; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Mississippi. Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1923.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Handstamp on front cover: Register of Copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.
'11/12/23' -- in ms. on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 460 (PrCt)

50155
Mississippi - Maps - 1923 - Railroads
Road maps
Rand McNally standard map of Mississippi.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1923].
1 map : col. ; 66 x 47 cm.
'The Rand McNally new commercial atlas map of Mississippi' -- at bottom left.
Plate no.: 147H.
Includes key to railroads numbered 5-170 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Mississippi railroads.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Mississippi. 1 map : col. ; 66 x 47 cm. Plate no. 1028G.
Issued folded in accompanying index (41 p.; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Mississippi. Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1923.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Handstamp on front cover: Register of Copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.
'5/10/23' -- in ms. on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 461 (PrCt)

50156
Mississippi - Maps - 1924 - Railroads
Road maps
Rand McNally standard map of Mississippi.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1924].
1 map : col. ; 66 x 47 cm.
'The Rand McNally new commercial atlas map of Mississippi' -- at bottom left.
Plate no.: 9R23.
Includes key to railroads numbered 7-170 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Mississippi railroads.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Mississippi. 1 map : col. ; 66 x 47 cm. Plate no. 2N24. Includes key to 9 named 'principal trails in Mississippi'.
Issued folded in accompanying index (41 p.; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Mississippi. Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1924.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Handstamp on front cover: Register of Copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 462 (PrCt)

50157
Mississippi - Maps - 1924 - Railroads
Road maps
Rand McNally standard map of Mississippi.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1924].
1 map : col. ; 66 x 47 cm.
'The Rand McNally new commercial atlas map of Mississippi' -- at bottom left.
Plate no.: 9R23.
Includes key to railroads numbered 7-170 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Mississippi railroads.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Mississippi. 1 map : col. ; 66 x 47 cm. Plate no. 2N24. Includes key to 9 named 'principal trails in Mississippi'.
Issued folded in accompanying index (41 p.; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Mississippi. Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1924.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Handstamp on front cover: Register of Copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 463 (PrCt)
Includes key to railroads numbered 7-170 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Mississippi railroads.

On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Mississippi. 1 map: col.; 66 x 47 cm. Plate no. 2N24. Includes key to 9 named 'principal trails in Mississippi'.

Issued folded in accompanying index (43 p.; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Mississippi. San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1926. Includes key to railroads numbered 9


Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 465 (PrCt)

50161 Mississippi - Maps - 1926 - Road maps<>Iowa - Maps - 1925 - Road maps<>Louisiana - Maps - 1925 - Road maps<>Road maps


1 map: 44 x 28 cm. on sheet 46 x 31 cm. Plate no.: G-18.


RMcN AE 6.6 (PrCt)

50162 Mississippi - Maps - 1927 - Railroads<>Mississippi - Maps - 1927 - Road maps<>Railroads - Maps


1 map: col.; 66 x 47 cm. Plate no.: 7R26.

Includes key to railroads numbered 9-170 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Mississippi railroads.

On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Mississippi. 1 map: col.; 66 x 47 cm. Plate no. 2N24. Includes key to 9 named 'principal trails in Mississippi'.


Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 466 (PrCt)

50163 Mississippi - Maps - 1927 - Railroads<>Mississippi - Maps - 1927 - Road maps<>Railroads - Maps


Authors: Standard Oil Company of Kentucky -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map: col.; 43 x 28 cm. on sheet 46 x 30 cm. Added title: Rand McNally junior road map: Mississippi Includes "Polarine" and "Crown Gasoline" logos. Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 6.7 (PrCt)
Mississippi
Rand McNally standard map of Mississippi.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1927].
1 map : col. ; 66 x 47 cm.
Plate no.: 7R26.
Includes key to railroads numbered 9-170 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Mississippi railroads.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Mississippi. 1 map : col. ; 66 x 47 cm. Plate no. 2N24. Includes key to 9 named 'principal trails in Mississippi'.
Issued folded in accompanying index (41 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Mississippi. San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1928.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 468 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

**50168** Mississippi - Maps - 1928 - Road maps

1 folded map Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 0, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
**Gousha Clients 75 (PrCt)**


41 p. : 3 maps (2 folded) ; 24 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**50170** Mississippi - Maps - 1929 - Road maps

1 folded map Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (October 2010).
**RMcN Air Trails 4C 25 (PrCt)**


Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 6.1X (PrCt)**

**50172** Mississippi - Maps - 1930 - Road maps - Bridges - Mississippi - Maps - 1930 - Road maps

Mississippi State Highway Department principal traveled highways. [Jackson, Miss.?] : Mississippi State Highway Department, 1930. Authors: Mississippi. State Highway Dept. -- Simmons, C., fl. 1930 -- Brink, John G. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 53 x 37 cm.
"Correct to Apr. 1, 1930, Nov. 1, 1930."
Editor's copy; ms. annotations identify bridge locations: includes ms. key to map symbols. Accompanied by typescript letter (1 leaf) and list of bridges (2 leaves) dated November 25, 1930 from Mississippi bridge engineer C. Simmons to Rand McNally & Co.; includes ms. note "recd 11/28/1930 Brink."
Filed with a group of related U.S. state maps identifying bridges along major highways, ca. 1927-ca. 1939 (in RMcN AE folders 172 and 173).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 173.22 (PrCt)**

**50173** Mississippi - Maps - 1930 - Road maps

Mississippi - Maps - 1930 - Road maps

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Louisiana Oil Refining Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection
(Neurray Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 376 (PrCt)

Mississippi - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Pan American Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection
(Neurray Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 383 (PrCt)

Mississippi - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 413 (PrCt)

Mississippi - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Western Oil Refining Company -- Columbus Oil Co.
(Columbus, Ohio) -- Silver Flash -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Silver Flash appears on all title panels. Silver Flash Motor Oil variously associated with Western Oil Refining Co. and Columbus Oil Co.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 432 (PrCt)

Mississippi - Maps - 1931 - Railroads - Southern States - Maps - 1931 - Road maps - Railroads - Maps
Rand McNally pocket maps of Mississippi : for tourists, travelers, shippers, general, commercial
39 p. : 13 maps (2 folded) ; 24 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally pocket map: Mississippi : counties, cities, towns, auto roads, railroads, city maps, hotels, 1930 census
Uniform title: Pocket maps
Folded map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back to back, col.; 66 x 48 cm. and 69 x 54 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of Mississippi. Plate nos. "No.1:23S" and "7R30". Includes key to railroads -- Rand McNally official 1931 auto road map: Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi. Plate no. M-1100.
Index includes maps of Biloxi, Columbus, Greenville, Greenwood, Gulfport, Hattiesburg, Jackson, Laurel, Meridian, Natchez, and Vicksburg (p. 33-39).
Cover art: Cars on road alongside passenger train.
"50¢" -- printed on front cover.
Handstamp on title page: Register of Copyrights, Library of Congress ... 4-6-31.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Pocket 4C 133 (PrCt)

Mississippi - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Gulf Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 510 (PrCt)

Mississippi - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Pan American Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 0, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 532 (PrCt)
Mississippi - Maps - 1931 - Road maps

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 2.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 555 (PrCt)

Mississippi - Maps - 1931 - Road maps

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Sinclair Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 587 (PrCt)

Mississippi - Maps - 1931 - Road maps

Cities Service road map of Mississippi. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1931].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- Louisiana Oil Refining Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 69 x 45 cm. on sheet 71 x 56 cm.
Plate no. M - 20 - P.
On verso: Cities Service road map of southeastern United States.
Includes insets of ten cities.
Listed as 'Sr.' on AE index.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 6.21 (PrCt)

Mississippi - Maps - 1932 - Road maps

39 p. : 13 maps (2 folded) ; 24 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally pocket maps: Mississippi : counties, cities, towns, auto roads, railroads, city maps, hotels, 1930 census
Uniform title: Pocket maps
Folded map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back to back, col. ; 66 x 48 cm. and 69 x 54 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of Mississippi. Plate nos. "No.1.23S" and "7R30". Includes key to railroads -- Rand McNally auto road map : Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi.
Index includes maps of Biloxi, Columbus, Greenville, Greenwood, Gulfport, Hattiesburg, Jackson, Laurel, Meridian, Natchez, and Vicksburg (p. 33-39).
Cover art: Cars on road alongside passenger train.
"50¢" -- printed on front cover.
Handstamp on title page: Register of Copyrights, Library of Congress ... 1-4-32.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Pocket 4C 134 (PrCt)

Mississippi - Maps - 1932 - Road maps

Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- Louisiana Oil Refining Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 68 x 45 cm. on sheet 71 x 56 cm.
Plate no. N - 20 - P.
Verso includes insets of ten cities and: Cities Service road map of United States. Plate no. I11.N44N.
Listed as 'Sr.' on AE index.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 6.31 (PrCt)

Mississippi - Maps - 1932 - Road maps

Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 44 x 29 cm. on sheet 46 x 31 cm.
Verso includes insets of four cities.
Listed as 'Sr. P.' on AE index.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 6.28 (PrCt)

Mississippi - Maps - 1932 - Road maps

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Pan American Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection
Mississippi - Maps - 1932 - Road maps

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil Company -- Lee, Robert E., fl. 1933 -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Cover: License plate motif.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 0, DUP 0.
Panel art: Shell logo, license plates, couple in convertible car (woman driving), dog, signed by artist "Robert E. Lee."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 744 (PrCt)

Mississippi - Maps - 1932 - Road maps

Authors: Producers and Refiners Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 744 (PrCt)

Mississippi - Maps - 1932 - Road maps

Authors: Producers and Refiners Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 744 (PrCt)

Mississippi - Maps - 1933 - Road maps

Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- Louisiana Oil Refining Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 45 cm. on sheet 71 x 56 cm.
Plate no. O - 20 - P.
Verso includes insets of ten cities and: Cities Service road map of United States. Plate no. O-N44-P.
Listed as 'Sr.' on AE index.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 6.36 (PrCt)

Mississippi - Maps - 1933 - Road maps

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Gulf Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 865 (PrCt)

Mississippi - Maps - 1933 - Road maps

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Pan American Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Map colors: R.B.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 882 (PrCt)

Mississippi - Maps - 1933 - Road maps

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil Company -- Lee, Robert E., fl. 1933 -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 832 (PrCt)
Mississippi - Maps - 1933 - Road maps

50195

Mississippi - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
United States - Maps - 1933 - Pictorial maps
Pictorial maps - United States - Maps - 1933
Road maps
Pictorial maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 42 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Listed as 'Sr.' on AE index.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 6.54 (PrCt)

Mississippi - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

50196

Mississippi - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Alabama - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Louisiana - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Road maps
Travel Mississippi Alabama Louisiana with Conoco. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1934].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (3 panel, R,G): Outline map of North America, logo.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1037 (PrCt)

Mississippi - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

50197

Mississippi - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- Louisiana Oil Refining Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 69 x 45 cm. on sheet 72 x 56 cm.
Plate no. P - 20 - P. 'C. S. O. 1934.'
Verso includes insets of ten cities and: Cities Service road map of United States. Plate no.
P-44-P.
Listed as 'Sr.' on AE index.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 6.43 (PrCt)

Mississippi - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

50198

Mississippi - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 38 cm. on sheet 61 x 46 cm.
Listed as 'Sr.' on AE index.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 6.51 (PrCt)

Mississippi - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

50199

Mississippi - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm. on sheet 41 x 112 cm.
Added title: Gulf Refining Co. 1934 official road map: Mississippi. Map printed in 3 sections with intervening text.
Pages 1-6 (recto) and 7-12 (verso).
Listed as 'Sr.' on AE index.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 6.54 (PrCt)

Mississippi - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

50200

Mississippi - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Mississippi 1934 highway map ... Pan-Am. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1934.
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Pan American Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (3 panel, R,B): Three logos, futuristic cars with propellors, 1950 highways.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1095 (PrCt)

Mississippi - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

50201

Mississippi - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Shell road map : Mississippi. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1934].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
50205 Mississippi - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 37 cm. on sheet 82 x 45 cm.
Verso includes insets of eight cities.
Listed as 'Sr.' on AE index.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 6.66 (PrCt)

50206 Mississippi - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Authors: Pan American Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Pan-Am logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1422 (PrCt)

50207 Mississippi - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 57 x 37 cm. on sheet 61 x 46 cm.
On verso: Shell official road map: United States.
Listed as 'Sr.' on AE index.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 6.60 (PrCt)

50208 Mississippi - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 64 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Added title: Sinclair 1935 official road map: Mississippi.
Listed as 'Sr.' on AE index.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(RNewberry Library).
RMcN AE 6.63 (PrCt)

Mississippi - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Mississippi 1936 road map / Cities Service.
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Cities Service logo and "serves a nation" slogan.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Gousha Clients 1571 (PrCt)

Mississippi - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Mississippi 1936 highway map / compliments of Pan American Petroleum Corporation.
Chicago : Pan American Petroleum Corporation, Clifton, N.J.
Authors: Pan American Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 39 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: "Pan-Am gasoline, motor oils" logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Gousha Clients 1669 (PrCt)

Mississippi - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Mississippi 1936 road map / Cities Service.
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- Louisiana Oil Refining Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: "Loreco edition."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Gousha Clients 1572 (PrCt)

Mississippi - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Gallup Map Company -- American Colortype Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 37 cm.
Panel title.
Addend title: Gulf ... 1936 official road map : Mississippi.
"Litho. in U.S.A. by American Colortype Company, Clifton, N.J."
Maps on verso (22 x 35 cm. and smaller): Gulf mileage map of the United States -- Jackson -- Vicksburg -- Meridian -- Laurel -- Hattiesburg.
Panel art: Gulf sign over cars on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 161.14 (PrCt)

Mississippi - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Mississippi 1936 road map : Mississippi / Shell.
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 57 x 38 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Gousha Clients 1718 (PrCt)

Mississippi - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
1936 road map : Mississippi ; Shell ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, 1936.
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 57 x 38 cm.
Panel title.
Addend title: Shell official road map: Mississippi.
Plate nos. "230-J,C" and "J-1"
Map on verso (29 x 44 cm.): Shell official road map: United States.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 157.21 (PrCt)

50216 Mississippi - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Mississippi 1937 road map / Cities Service.
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Map of United States, car, Cities Service sign and "serves a nation" slogan.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1844 (PrCt)

50217 Mississippi - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Mississippi 1937 highway map / compliments of Pan American Petroleum Corporation.
Authors: Pan American Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: "Pan-Am gasoline, motor oils" logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1949 (PrCt)

50218 Mississippi - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Shell road map : Mississippi.
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1937?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 2046 (PrCt)

50219 Mississippi - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Mississippi : 1937 road map : Cities Service ahead.
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 64 x 39 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Cities Service invites you to tour Mississippi.
Plate no. 337 - S.C. - 12-K
Panel art: Cities Service sign, car and outline of the United States.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jun 3 1937 ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 156.17 (PrCt)

50220 Mississippi - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Mississippi road map / Cities Service ahead.
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1938?].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: car driving through hills, Cities Service sign.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3071 (PrCt)

50221 Mississippi - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Mississippi road map : Cities Service ... .
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1938].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 57 x 38 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Cities Service invites you to tour Mississippi.
Date from RMcN AE 156 ms. index.
Plate no. 330-J. -10-L
Map on verso (28 x 44 cm.): Cities Service road map of the United States.
Panel art: Cities Service sign, car on winding road.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 18 1938 ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 156.17 (PrCt)
Panel title.
Panel art: car driving through hills, Cities Service sign.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3072 (PrCt)

50223 Mississippi - Maps - 1938 - Road maps<<<Road maps
Authors: Pan American Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: "Pan-Am gasoline, motor oils" logo and slogan "all roads lead to this sign of friendly service."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3178 (PrCt)

50224 Mississippi - Maps - 1938 - Road maps<<<Road maps
Shell road map : Mississippi. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1938?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3236 (PrCt)

50225 Mississippi - Maps - 1938 - Road maps<<<Road maps
Shell road map : Mississippi ... Chicago : H. M. Gousha Company, [1938].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 38 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell official road map of Mississippi.
Date from RMcN AE 164 ms. index.
Plate nos. "330-J. 10-L" and "12-L 1938-1"
Map on verso (29 x 44 cm.): Legend : United States mileage and driving time along main transcontinental highways.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 15 1938 .... "
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 164.20 (PrCt)

50226 Mississippi - Maps - 1938 - Road maps<<<Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 60 x 39 cm. on sheet 71 x 53 cm.
Panel no. 12-38.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Mississippi.
Plate no. (3) T.3823.
Includes insets of five cities.
Verso includes inset of Chicago region and:
Texaco sectional trip map [of central United States]. Plate no. T.3900 (D).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 6.63A (PrCt)

50227 Mississippi - Maps - 1939 - Road maps<<<Road maps
Mississippi road map / Cities Service. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1939?].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"Tourist edition."
Panel title.
Panel art: road leading to a Cities Service gas station and sign; slogan "buy at this sign."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3366 (PrCt)

50228 Mississippi - Maps - 1939 - Road maps<<<Road maps
Authors: Pan American Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: "Pan-Am gasoline, motor oils" sign and slogan "let this sign guide you to proven Pan-Am products."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3485 (PrCt)
Gousha Clients 3725 (PrCt)

50233 Mississippi - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Authors: Pan American Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Pan-Am logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3822 (PrCt)

50234 Mississippi - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Shell map of Mississippi. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1940?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3882 (PrCt)

50235 Mississippi - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Texaco touring map : Mississippi with sectional map of adjoining states. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1940].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 60 x 39 cm. on sheet 71 x 54 cm.
Panel no. V.3823.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Mississippi. Plate no. U.3823.
Includes insets of five cities.
Verso includes inset of Chicago region and:
Texaco sectional trip map [of central United States]. Plate no. U.3900 (D).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 6.64A (PrCt)

50236 Mississippi - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Mississippi road map / Cities Service. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1941?].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: road with cars, Cities Service sign and gas station attendant; slogan "helpful service wherever you go!"
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Panel art: car. Cities Service sign and infant dressed as a gas station attendant; slogan "start every trip at your Cities Service dealer's."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4072 (PrCt)

50237 Mississippi - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Authors: Pan American Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Tanker.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4165 (PrCt)

50238 Mississippi - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Shell map of Mississippi. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1941?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: Mississippi.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4231 (PrCt)

50239 Mississippi - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 60 x 39 cm. on sheet 71 x 54 cm.
Panel no. A-41.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Mississippi.
Plate no. W.3823.
Includes insets of five cities.
Verso includes inset of Chicago region and:
Texaco sectional trip map [of central United States]. Plate no. W. 4103 (D).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 6.67A (PrCt)

50240 Mississippi - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Texaco touring map : Mississippi with sectional map of adjoining states. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1941].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 60 x 39 cm. on sheet 71 x 54 cm.
Panel no. B-41.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Mississippi.
Plate no. W.3823.
Includes insets of five cities.
Verso includes inset of Chicago region and:
Texaco sectional trip map [of central United States]. Plate no. W. 4103 (D).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 6.66A (PrCt)

50243 Mississippi - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Travel Mississippi with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1942?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Includes maps with plate numbers suggesting 1941 and 1942 dates of publication.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4433 (PrCt)

50244 Mississippi - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Mississippi highway map ... / Pan American Petroleum Corporation . Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1942.
Authors: Pan American Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Pan-Am logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4503 (PrCt)

50245 Mississippi - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Shell map of Mississippi. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1942?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: Mississippi.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4563 (PrCt)

50246 Mississippi - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Shell map of Mississippi. Chicago : H. M. Gousha Company, [1946].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 66 x 38 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Highway map of Mississippi.
Date from RMcN AE 166 ms. index.
Plate nos. "523-J-T-9" and "T-9 1946-2" Map on verso (44 x 56 cm.) Highway map : United States, Canada and Mexico.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Handstamped "received ... Apr 29 1947 Rand McNally & Co. Blazed Trails Dept. ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 166.24 (PrCt)

50247 Mississippi - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Mississippi road map ... / Cities Service Oils ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1946?].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"Revised edition."
Panel title.
Panel art: rural road scene, Cities Service Oils logo, and slogan "start every trip at your Cities Service dealer's."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4740 (PrCt)

50248 Mississippi - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Travel Mississippi with Conoco ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1946?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4774 (PrCt)

50249 Mississippi - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Mississippi highway map ... / Pan American Petroleum Corporation . Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1946?].
Authors: Pan American Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Pan-Am logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4816 (PrCt)

50250 Mississippi - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Cities Service gas station, various cartoon images, and slogan "Cities Service dealers help make every trip a treat."

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
Panel art: family standing in front of car and statement "for long trips ask ... about Touraide."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5366 (PrCt)

50255
Mississippi - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Mississippi highway map ... / Pan American Petroleum Corporation. Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948?].
Authors: Pan American Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
Panel art: Pan-Am logo and gas station.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5407 (PrCt)

50256
Mississippi - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Shell map of Mississippi. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1947?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "U", indicating 1947 publication.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5190 (PrCt)

50257
Mississippi - Maps - 1949
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Pocket maps -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
30 p. : 2 col. maps on 1 sheet (folded) ; 24 cm.
"1949 edition."
Gousha Clients 5462 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Page 39 dated "9-48."
Cover title: Rand McNally pocket maps:
Mississippi:
complete indexed reference map...
[and] highway map
Uniform title: Pocket maps
Map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet: back to back, col.; 66 x 48 cm. and 66 x 48 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of Mississippi. Plate no. 90128. Includes key to railroads. -- Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi: Rand McNally road map. Plate no. 9-463622V-5.
"2 maps in one, $1" -- front cover.
Cover art: Schematic road sign labeled "reference map ...
Handstamp on title page: Register of Copyrights, Library of Congress ... certificate no. 219196. Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Pocket 4C 135 (PrCt)

Mississippi - Maps - 1952
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Pocket maps -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
31 p. : 2 col. maps on 1 sheet (folded) ; 24 cm.
"1952 edition."
Cover title: Rand McNally Mississippi pocket map: reference map ... [and] detailed highway map
Uniform title: Pocket maps
Folded map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet: back to back, col.; 65 x 47 cm. and 65 x 47 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of Mississippi. Plate no. 543210. Includes key to railroads -- Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi: Rand McNally road map. Plate no. 1-463622V-11.
"2 maps in one, $1" -- front cover.
Cover art: Schematic road sign labeled "reference map ...
Handstamp on title page: Register of Copyrights, Library of Congress ... certificate no. 219196. Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Pocket 4C 137 (PrCt)

Mississippi - Maps - 1952
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Pocket maps -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
31 p. : 2 col. maps on 1 sheet (folded) ; 24 cm.
"1952 edition."
Cover title: Rand McNally Mississippi pocket map: reference map ... [and] detailed highway map
Uniform title: Pocket maps
Folded map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet: back to back, col.; 65 x 47 cm. and 65 x 47 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of Mississippi. Plate no. 5432. Includes key to railroads -- Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi: Rand McNally road map. Plate no. 3-463622V-13.
"2 maps in one, $1" -- front cover.
Cover art: Schematic road sign labeled "reference map ...
Handstamp on title page: Register of Copyrights, Library of Congress ... certificate no. 219196. Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Pocket 4C 138 (PrCt)

Mississippi - Maps - 1962-1966
31 p. : 2 col. maps on 1 sheet (folded) ; 24 cm.
"1952 edition."
Cover title: Rand McNally Mississippi pocket map:
Uniform title: Pocket maps
Folded map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet: back to back, col.; 65 x 47 cm. and 65 x 47 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of Mississippi. Plate no. 543210. Includes key to railroads -- Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi: Rand McNally road map. Plate no. 1-463622V-11.
"2 maps in one, $1" -- front cover.
Cover art: Schematic road sign labeled "reference map ...
Handstamp on title page: Register of Copyrights, Library of Congress ... certificate no. 219196. Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Pocket 4C 139 (PrCt)

Mississippi - Maps - 1962-1966
Rand McNally Mississippi pocket map. San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1962 [i.e. 1966?].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Pocket maps -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
29 p. : 2 col. maps on 1 sheet (folded) ; 24 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally Mississippi pocket reference map [and] detailed highway map:
Uniform title: Pocket maps
Folded map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet: back to back, col.; 65 x 47 cm. and 65 x 47 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of Mississippi. Plate no. 5432. Includes key to railroads -- Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi: Rand McNally road map. Plate no. 3-463622V-13.
"2 maps in one, $1" -- front cover.
Cover art: Schematic road sign labeled "reference map ...
Handstamp on title page: Register of Copyrights, Library of Congress ... certificate no. 219196. Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Pocket 4C 139 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Uniform title: Pocket maps
"2 maps" -- front cover.
Map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back to back, col.: 66 x 47 cm. and 60 x 42 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of Mississippi. Includes key to railroads. -- Mississippi : Rand McNally road map. "Copyright © 1966 [!]." Plate no. 6-5622-20. Includes insets of Memphis and Jackson (10 x 11 cm. and 9 x 9 cm.)
Cover art: stylized and labeled map symbols (e.g. "elevations", "points of interest", "air facilities", etc.)
"$1.50" -- printed on front cover.
"$1.95" -- adhesive sticker on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Jan. 2010).
RMcN Pocket 4C 140 (PrCt)

Mississippi - Maps - 1962
Mississippi - Maps - 1962 - Railroads
Mississippi - Maps - 1962 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Pocket maps -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
29 p.: 2 col. maps on 1 sheet (folded) : 24 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally Mississippi pocket reference map [and] detailed highway map
Uniform title: Pocket maps
"2 maps" -- front cover.
Map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back to back, col.: 65 x 47 cm. and 60 x 42 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of Mississippi. Includes key to railroads. -- Mississippi : Rand McNally road map. Plate no. 2-5622-13. Includes insets of Memphis and Jackson (10 x 11 cm. and 9 x 9 cm.)
Cover art: stylized and labeled map symbols (e.g. "elevations", "points of interest", "air facilities", etc.)
"$1.50" -- printed on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Jan. 2010).
RMcN Pocket 4C 139 (PrCt)

Mississippi - Maps - 1964-1972 - Road maps
Mississippi - Maps - 1964-1972 - Counties
Mississippi - Maps - 1964-1972
Road maps
General highway map : ... County, Mississippi / prepared by Mississippi State Highway Department, Traffic and Planning Division ; in cooperation with the U.S. Department of Transportation, Federal Highway Administration. [Jackson] : Mississippi State Highway Department, 1964-1972.
Authors: Mississippi. State Highway Dept. -- United States. Federal Highway Administration -- Logility Transportation (Des Plaines, Ill.) -- Centre Mark Co. (Elmhurst, Ill.)
1 map : 82 maps : 61 x 45 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:127,500].
Blueline prints.
Title of each map: General highway map ... County, Mississippi.
Each county map includes location map and ancillary maps of cities and towns.
Includes annotations by Logility or an earlier firm, Centre Mark.
map8C G3981 .P2 1964 .M5 (PrCt)
Mississippi - Maps - Collections, 1816-1873

Mississippi maps 1816-1873 : from original maps in the Mississippi Department of Archives and History. 1969.
Authors: Mississippi. Dept. of Archives and History -- McLemore, Richard Aubrey, 1903-5 maps : col. ; 32 x 28 cm. and smaller.
Facsimiles of originals published 1816-1873; reproduced from originals in the Mississippi Dept. of Archives and History.
M1222
map1F G3981.A 1960 .M5 (PrCt)

Mississippi - Parks - Description and travel - 1981
Mississippi : lakes, forests and reservoirs .
Jackson, Miss. Mississippi. Dept. of Economic and Community Development, 1981.
Authors: Mississippi. Dept. of Economic and Community Development
1 leaflet (4-fold) : col. photos and chart ; 23 x 10 cm.

Mississippi River - At Keokuk (Iowa) - Maps - 1837 - Nautical charts

Map of the Des Moines rapids, of the Mississippi River. 1837.
1 map ; on sheet 63 x 133 cm., folded to 26 x 16 cm.
'Surveyed by Lt. R.E. Lee of the Corps of Engineers ; assisted by Lt. M.C. Meigs of the Corps of Engineers ; J.S. Morehead and Henry Kayser, September 1837.' At head of title: No. 1.
No. 1 of three maps of the Mississippi River, to accompany U.S. 25th Congress, 2nd session, 1837-1838. Senate Document 139 [Serial Set 316].
Scale 1:12,672.
M1225
map4F G4042.M5:2U 482.5 1837 U5 no. 1 (PrCt)

Mississippi River - At Rock Island (Ill.) - Maps - 1837 - Nautical charts

Map of the Rock Island rapids of the Mississippi River. 1837.
1 map ; on sheet 62 x 168 cm.
Duplicate (photocopy): map4F oG4042.M5:2U 482.5-497 1837 U5 1975.
M1225
map4F G4042.M5:2U 482.5-497 1837 U5 no. 2 (PrCt)

Mississippi River - At Rock Island (Ill.) - Maps - 1837 - Nautical charts

Map of the Rock Island Rapids of the Mississippi River. Washington : [s.n.], 1837.
1 map ; 49 x 170 cm., folded to quarto (4o)
Mississippi River - At Saint Louis (Mo.) - Maps - 1823

[Map of the Mississippi River at St. Louis, showing formation of sand bar]. [Albany, N.Y. C.R. and G. Webster], 1823.
Authors: Beck, Lewis C. (Lewis Caleb), 1798-1853 -- Beck, Lewis C. (Lewis Caleb), 1798-1853. Gazetteer of the states of Illinois and Missouri (1823) -- Webster, Charles Richard, 1762-1834 -- Webster, George, 1762-1823 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; on sheet 24 x 13 cm. Anonymous and untitled map without imprint. Lettered sites a-f keyed to text on p. 330-331; does not show the town of Saint Louis. "P.V." -- at upper left.
Duplicate copies: VAULT Ruggles 22 -- Graff 224
VAULT Ayer 138 .B3 1823, between p. 330-331

Mississippi River - At Saint Louis (Mo.) - Maps - 1823

[Map of the Mississippi River at St. Louis, showing formation of sand bar]. [Albany, N.Y. C.R. and G. Webster], 1823.
Authors: Beck, Lewis C. (Lewis Caleb), 1798-1853 -- Beck, Lewis C. (Lewis Caleb), 1798-1853. Gazetteer of the states of Illinois and Missouri (1823) -- Webster, Charles Richard, 1762-1834 -- Webster, George, 1762-1823 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; on sheet 24 x 13 cm. Anonymous and untitled map without imprint. Lettered sites a-f keyed to text on p. 330-331; does not show the town of Saint Louis. "P.V." -- at upper left.
Duplicate copies: VAULT Ruggles 22 -- Graff 224
VAULT Ayer 138 .B3 1823, between p. 330-331

Mississippi River - Between Arndan's Point and Wilkinson's - Maps - 1841

Scale 1:12,672; 5 inches to 1 mile. Relief shown by hachures. Depths shown by contours and soundings. Includes 3 profiles.
LC Card Number: 78692255
M1223
map4F G4042.M5:2U 177-185 1837 U5 no. 3 (PrCt)
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- Conclin, George -- Ross, Charles, Captain -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1841) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River and of the Mississippi, from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico ... (Cincinnati : N. and G. Guilford and Co., 1832) pl. [44], p. [120].

Ayer 138 .C8 1832 pl. 44 (PrCt)

Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- N. & G. Guilford (Firm) -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1834) 1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River, and of the Mississippi, from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico (Cincinnati : N. & G. Guilford & Co., 1834) pl. [44], p. [120].

Case G 875 .202 pl. 44 (PrCt)

Authors: Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813 -- Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813. The Navigator : containing directions for navigating the Monongahela, Allegheny, Ohio, and Mississippi rivers ... (1811) 1 map ; 18 x 10 cm.
In: Cramer, Zadok. The Navigator : containing directions for navigating the Monongahela, Allegheny, Ohio, and Mississippi rivers ... (Pittsburgh : Cramer, Spear & Eichbaum, 1811) pl. [28], p. 223.

Case G 875 .1906 pl. 28 (PrCt)

Authors: Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813 -- Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813. The Navigator : containing directions for navigating the Monongahela, Allegheny, Ohio, and Mississippi rivers (1817) 1 map : wood engraving ; 10 x 18 cm.
Digital image of another copy available via the University of Missouri Digital Library (accessed June 2013):
http://digital.library.umsystem.edu/cgi/t/text/text-id x?c=umlib;idno=umlc000008
Case G 875 .191, p. 200 (PrCt)
Mississippi River - Between Baranges and New Orleans - Maps - 1818
Authors: Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813 -- Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813. The Navigator : containing directions for navigating the Monongahela, Allegheny, Ohio, and Mississippi rivers ... (1818) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 10 x 18 cm.
In: Cramer, Zadok. The Navigator : containing directions for navigating the Ohio and Mississippi rivers ... (Pittsburgh : Cramer & Spear, 1818) pl. [28], p. 197.
Ayer 138 .C6 1818 pl. 28 (PrCt)

Mississippi River - Between Baranges and New Orleans - Maps - 1824
Authors: Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813 -- Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813. The Navigator : containing directions for navigating the Ohio and Mississippi rivers ... (1824) 1 map ; 10 x 18 cm.
In: Cramer, Zadok. The Navigator : containing directions for navigating the Ohio and Mississippi rivers ... (Pittsburgh : Cramer & Spear, 1824) pl. [28], p. 177.
Case G 875 .192 pl. 28 (PrCt)

Mississippi River - Between Baton Rouge and Donalsonville - Maps - 1825
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- Morgan, Lodge, and Fisher -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1825) 1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River, and of the Mississippi, from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico ... (Cincinnati : Morgan, Lodge and Co., 1832) pl. [42], p. [116].
Ayer 138 .C8 1832 pl. 42 (PrCt)

Mississippi River - Between Baton Rouge and Donalsonville - Maps - 1832
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- N. & G. Guilford (Firm) -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1832) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River, and of the Mississippi, from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico ... (Cincinnati : N. and G. Guilford and Co., 1832) pl. [42], p. [116].
Case G 875 .202 pl. 42 (PrCt)

Mississippi River - Between Baton Rouge and Donalsonville - Maps - 1834
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- N. & G. Guilford (Firm) -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1834) 1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River, and of the Mississippi, from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico (Cincinnati : N. and G. Guilford & Co., 1834) pl. [42], p. [116].
Case G 875 .201 pl. 40 (PrCt)

Mississippi River - Between Baton Rouge and Donalsonville - Maps - 1841
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- Conclin, George -- Ross, Charles, Captain -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1841) 1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River and of the Mississippi, from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico ... (Cincinnati : George Conclin, 1841) pl. [40], p. [122].
Case G 894 .201 pl. 40 (PrCt)

Mississippi River - Between Baton Rouge and Donalsonville - Maps - 1841
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- Conclin, George -- Ross, Charles, Captain -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1841) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River and of the Mississippi, from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico ... (Cincinnati : George Conclin, 1841) pl. [40], p. [122].
Ayer 138 .C8 1841 pl. 40 (PrCt)

Mississippi River - Between Bringier’s and Red Church - Maps - 1825
Mississippi. No. 20. Cincinnati : Morgan, Lodge...
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- Morgan, Lodge, and Fisher -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1825) 1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot: containing charts of the Ohio River, and of the Mississippi from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico (Cincinnati : Morgan, Lodge and Fisher, 1825) pl. [41], bet. p. 48-49.
Case G 894 .198 pl. 41 (PrCt)

50293 Mississippi River - Between Bringier's and Red Church - Maps - 1829
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- N. & G. Guilford (Firm) -- M'Calla, John -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1829) 1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot: containing charts of the Ohio River, and of the Mississippi from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico ... (Cincinnati : N. & G. Guilford, 1829) pl. [44], opp. p. 75.
Case G 894 .2 pl. 44 (PrCt)

50294 Mississippi River - Between Bringier's and Red Church - Maps - 1832
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- N. & G. Guilford (Firm) -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1832) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot: containing charts of the Ohio River, and of the Mississippi, from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico ... (Cincinnati : N. and G. Guilford and Co., 1832) pl. [43], p. [118]; Ayer 138 .C8 1832 pl. 43 (PrCt)

50295 Mississippi River - Between Bringier's and Red Church - Maps - 1834
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- N. & G. Guilford (Firm) -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1834) 1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot: containing charts of the Ohio River, and of the Mississippi, from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico (Cincinnati : N. & G. Guilford & Co., 1834) pl. [43], p. [118].
Case G 875 .202 pl. 43 (PrCt)

50296 Mississippi River - Between Duncan's Bar and Cape Le Croix - Maps - 1825
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- Woodruff, William, fl. 1814-1832 -- Morgan, Lodge, and Fisher -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1825) 1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot: containing charts of the Ohio River, and of the Mississippi from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico (Cincinnati : Morgan, Lodge and Fisher, 1825) pl. [25], bet. p. 32-33.
Case G 894 .198 pl. 25 (PrCt)

50297 Mississippi River - Between Duncan's Bar and Cape Le Croix - Maps - 1829
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- Woodruff, William, fl. 1814-1832 -- N. & G. Guilford (Firm) -- M'Calla, John -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1829) 1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot: containing charts of the Ohio River, and of the Mississippi from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico ... (Cincinnati : N. & G. Guilford, 1829) pl. [28], opp. p. 54.
Case G 894 .2 pl. 28 (PrCt)

50298 Mississippi River - Between Duncan's Bar and Cape Le Croix - Maps - 1832
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- N. & G. Guilford (Firm) -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1832) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot: containing charts of the Ohio River, and of the Mississippi, from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico ... (Cincinnati : N. and G. Guilford and Co., 1832) pl. [27], p. [79].
Ayer 138 .C8 1832 pl. 27 (PrCt)

50299 Mississippi River - Between Duncan's Bar and Cape Le Croix - Maps - 1834
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- N. & G. Guilford (Firm) -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1834) 1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot: containing charts of the Ohio River, and of the Mississippi, from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico (Cincinnati : N. & G. Guilford & Co., 1834) pl. [27], p. [79].
Case G 875 .202 pl. 27 (PrCt)

50300 Mississippi River - Between Duncan's Bar and Cape Le Croix - Maps - 1841
Mississippi. No. 4. Cincinnati, 1841.
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- Conclin, George -- Ross, Charles, Captain -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1841) 1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot: containing charts of the Ohio River, and of the Mississippi, from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico (Cincinnati : N. & G. Guilford & Co., 1841) pl. [27], p. [79].
Case G 875 .202 pl. 27 (PrCt)
containing charts of the Ohio River and of the Mississippi, from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico ... (Cincinnati : George Conclin, 1841) pl. [25], p. [84].
Ayer 138 .C8 1841 pl. 25 (Pr Ct)

50301  **Mississippi River - Between Duncan's Bar and Cape Le Croix - Maps - 1841**
*Mississippi. No. 4.* Cincinnati : George Conclin, 1841.
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- Conclin, George -- Ross, Charles, Captain -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1841) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River and of the Mississippi, from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico ... (Cincinnati : George Conclin, 1841) pl. [25], p. [84].
Ayer 138 .C8 1841 pl. 25 (Pr Ct)

50302  **Mississippi River - Between English Island and Island No. 1 - Maps - 1825**
*Mississippi no. 5.* Cincinnati : Morgan, Lodge and Fisher, 1825.
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- Woodruff, William, fl. 1814-1832 -- Morgan, Lodge, and Fisher -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1825)
1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River, and of the Mississippi from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico (Cincinnati : Morgan, Lodge and Fisher, 1825) pl. [26], opp. p. 33.

50303  **Mississippi River - Between English Island and Island No. 1 - Maps - 1829**
*Mississippi no. 5.* Cincinnati : N. & G. Guilford, 1829.
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- Woodruff, William, fl. 1814-1832 -- N. & G. Guilford (Firm) -- M'Calla, John -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1829)
1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River, and of the Mississippi from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico (Cincinnati : N. & G. Guilford, 1829) pl. [29], opp. p. 55.

50304  **Mississippi River - Between English Island and Island No. 1 - Maps - 1832**
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- N. & G. Guilford (Firm) -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1832) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River, and of the Mississippi, from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico ... (Cincinnati : N. & G. Guilford and Co., 1832) pl. [28], p. [82].
Ayer 138 .C8 1832 pl. 28 (Pr Ct)

50305  **Mississippi River - Between English Island and Island No. 1 - Maps - 1834**
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- N. & G. Guilford (Firm) -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1834)
1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River, and of the Mississippi, from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico (Cincinnati : N. & G. Guilford & Co., 1834) pl. [28], p. [82].

50306  **Mississippi River - Between English Island and Island No. 1 - Maps - 1841**
*Mississippi. No. 5.* Cincinnati, 1841.
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- Conclin, George -- Ross, Charles, Captain -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1841)
1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River and of the Mississippi, from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico ... (Cincinnati : George Conclin, 1841) pl. [26], p. [86].

50307  **Mississippi River - Between Fort Jefferson and Island No. 10 - Maps - 1811**
Authors: Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813 -- Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813. The Navigator : containing directions for navigating the Monongahela, Allegheny, Ohio, and Mississippi rivers ... (1811)
1 map ; 18 x 10 cm.
In: Cramer, Zadok. The Navigator : containing directions for navigating the Monongahela, Allegheny, Ohio, and Mississippi rivers ... (Pittsburgh : Cramer, Spear & Eichbaum, 1811) pl. [16], p. 179.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
50309

Mississippi River - Between Fort Jefferson and Island No. 10 - Maps - 1817

Map I [: Mississippi River between Fort Jefferson and Island No. 10]. Pittsburgh : Cramer, Spear, & Eichbaum, 1817.

Authors: Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813 -- Cramer, Spear, and Eichbaum -- Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813. The Navigator : containing directions for navigating the Monongahela, Allegheny, Ohio, and Mississippi rivers (1817) 1 map : wood engraving ; 10 x 18 cm.


Digital image of another copy available via the University of Missouri Digital Library (accessed June 2013):
http://digital.library.umsystem.edu/cgi/t/text/text-id?c=umlib;idno=umlc000008

Case G 875 .191, p. 159 (PrCt)

50310

Mississippi River - Between Fort Jefferson and Island No. 10 - Maps - 1818

Map I [: Mississippi River between Fort Jefferson and Island No. 10]. Pittsburgh : Cramer & Spear, 1818.

Authors: Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813 -- Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813. The Navigator : containing directions for navigating the Monongahela, Allegheny, Ohio, and Mississippi rivers ... (1818) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 10 x 18 cm.

In: Cramer, Zadok. The Navigator : containing directions for navigating the Monongahela, Allegheny, Ohio, and Mississippi rivers ... (Pittsburgh: Cramer & Spear, 1818) pl. [16], p. 156.

Ayer 138 .C6 1818 pl. 16 (PrCt)

50311

Mississippi River - Between Fort Jefferson and Island No. 10 - Maps - 1824

Map I [: Mississippi River between Fort Jefferson and Island No. 10]. Pittsburgh : Cramer & Spear, 1824.

Authors: Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813 -- Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813. The Navigator : containing directions for navigating the Ohio and Mississippi rivers ... (1824) 1 map ; 10 x 18 cm.

In: Cramer, Zadok. The Navigator : containing directions for navigating the Ohio and Mississippi rivers ... (Pittsburgh : Cramer & Spear, 1824) pl. [16], p. 139.

Case G 875 .192 pl. 16 (PrCt)

50312

Mississippi River - Between Green Island and Fine's Island - Maps - 1825


Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- Woodruff, William, fl. 1814-1832 -- Morgan, Lodge, and Fisher -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1825) 1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.

In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River, and of the Mississippi from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico (Cincinnati : Morgan, Lodge and Fisher, 1825) pl. [22], opp. p. 30.

Case G 894 .198 pl. 22 (PrCt)

50313

Mississippi River - Between Green Island and Fine's Island - Maps - 1829


Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- Woodruff, William, fl. 1814-1832 -- N. & G. Guilford (Firm) -- M'Calla, John -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1829) 1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.

In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River, and of the Mississippi from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico ... (Cincinnati : N. & G. Guilford, 1829) pl. [25], opp. p. 50.

Case G 894 .2 pl. 25 (PrCt)

50314

Mississippi River - Between Green Island and Fine's Island - Maps - 1832


Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- N. & G. Guilford (Firm) -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1832) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.

In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River, and of the Mississippi, from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico ... (Cincinnati : N. and G. Guilford and Co., 1832) pl. [24], p. [72].

Ayer 138 .C8 1832 pl. 24 (PrCt)

50315

Mississippi River - Between Green Island and Fine's Island - Maps - 1834


Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- N. & G. Guilford (Firm) -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1834) 1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.

In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River, and of the Mississippi, from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico (Cincinnati : N. & G. Guilford & Co., 1834) pl. [24], p. [72].

Case G 875 .202 pl. 24 (PrCt)

50316

Mississippi River - Between Green Island and Fine's Island - Maps - 1841


Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- Conclin, George -- Ross, Charles, Captain -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1841) 1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot: containing charts of the Ohio River and of the Mississippi, from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico ... (Cincinnati : George Conclin, 1841) pl. [22], p. [77].
Case G 894 .201 pl. 22 (PrCt)

50317 Mississippi River - Between Green Island and Fine's Island - Maps - 1841
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- Conclin, George -- Ross, Charles, Captain -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1841) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot: containing charts of the Ohio River and of the Mississippi, from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico ... (Cincinnati : George Conclin, 1841) pl. [22], p. [76].
Ayer 138 .C8 1841 pl. 22 (PrCt)

50318 Mississippi River - Between Island No. 111 and Ellis' Cliffs - Maps - 1841
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- Conclin, George -- Ross, Charles, Captain -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1841) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot: containing charts of the Ohio River and of the Mississippi, from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico ... (Cincinnati : George Conclin, 1841) pl. [37], p. [114].
Ayer 138 .C8 1841 pl. 37 (PrCt)

50319 Mississippi River - Between Island 116 and West Feliciana - Maps - 1841
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- Conclin, George -- Ross, Charles, Captain -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1841) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot: containing charts of the Ohio River and of the Mississippi, from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico ... (Cincinnati : George Conclin, 1841) pl. [38], p. [116].
Ayer 138 .C8 1841 pl. 38 (PrCt)

50320 Mississippi River - Between Island No. 111 and Ellis' Cliffs - Maps - 1825
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- Woodruff, William, fl. 1814-1832 -- Morgan, Lodge, and Fisher -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1825) 1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot: containing charts of the Ohio River, and of the Mississippi from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico (Cincinnati : Morgan, Lodge and Fisher, 1825) pl. [37], opp. p. 45.
Case G 894 .198 pl. 37 (PrCt)

50321 Mississippi River - Between Island No. 111 and Ellis' Cliffs - Maps - 1829
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- Woodruff, William, fl. 1814-1832 -- N. & G. Guilford (Firm) -- M'Calla, John -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1829) 1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot: containing charts of the Ohio River, and of the Mississippi from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico ... (Cincinnati : N. & G. Guilford, 1829) pl. [40], opp. p. 69.
Case G 894 .2 pl. 40 (PrCt)

50322 Mississippi River - Between Island No. 111 and Ellis' Cliffs - Maps - 1832
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- N. & G. Guilford (Firm) -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1832) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot: containing charts of the Ohio River, and of the Mississippi, from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico ... (Cincinnati : N. and G. Guilford and Co., 1832) pl. [39], p. [107].
Ayer 138 .C8 1832 pl. 39 (PrCt)

50323 Mississippi River - Between Island No. 111 and Ellis' Cliffs - Maps - 1834
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- N. & G. Guilford (Firm) -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1834) 1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot: containing charts of the Ohio River, and of the Mississippi, from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico (Cincinnati : N. & G. Guilford & Co., 1834) pl. [39], p. [107].
Case G 875 .202 pl. 39 (PrCt)

50324 Mississippi River - Between Island No. 111 and Ellis' Cliffs - Maps - 1841
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- Conclin, George -- Ross, Charles, Captain -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1841) 1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot: containing charts of the Ohio River, and of the Mississippi from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico ... (Cincinnati : George Conclin,
Mississippi River - Between Island No. 111 and Island No. 117 - Maps - 1811
Map X [: Mississippi River between Island No. 111 and Island No. 117]. Pittsburgh: Cramer, Spear, & Eichbaum, 1811.

Authors: Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813 -- Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813. The Navigator : containing directions for navigating the Monongahela, Allegheny, Ohio, and Mississippi rivers ... (1811) 1 map; 18 x 10 cm.

In: Cramer, Zadok. The Navigator : containing charts of the Ohio River, and of the Mississippi from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico ... (Cincinnati : Morgan, Lodge and Fisher, 1825) pl. [38], opp. p. 46.

Case G 875 .1906 pl. 25 (PrCt)

Mississippi River - Between Island No. 111 and Island No. 117 - Maps - 1813
Map X [: Mississippi River between Island No. 111 and Island No. 117]. Pittsburgh: Cramer, Spear, & Eichbaum, 1813.

Authors: Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813 -- Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813. The Navigator : containing directions for navigating the Monongahela, Allegheny, Ohio, and Mississippi rivers ... (1813) 1 map; 18 x 10 cm.

In: Cramer, Zadok. The Navigator : containing directions for navigating the Ohio and Mississippi rivers ... (1824) 1 map; 10 x 18 cm.

In: Cramer, Zadok. The Navigator : containing directions for navigating the Ohio and Mississippi rivers ... (Pittsburgh : Cramer & Spear, 1824) pl. [25], p. 168.

Case G 875 .192 pl. 25 (PrCt)

Mississippi River - Between Island No. 116 and Bayou Atchafalaya - Maps - 1825

Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- Morgan, Lodge, and Fisher -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1825) 1 map; 20 x 10 cm.

In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River, and of the Mississippi from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico ... (Cincinnati : Morgan, Lodge and Fisher, 1825) pl. [38], opp. p. 46.

Case G 894 .198 pl. 38 (PrCt)

Mississippi River - Between Island No. 116 and Bayou Atchafalaya - Maps - 1832

Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- N. & G. Guilford (Firm) -- M'Calla, John -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1832) 1 map; 20 x 10 cm.

In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River, and of the Mississippi from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico ... (Cincinnati : N. & G. Guilford, 1829) pl. [41], opp. p. 71.

Case G 894 .2 pl. 41 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
50333 Mississippi River - Between Island No. 116 and Point Coupée - Maps - 1841
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- Conclin, George -- Ross, Charles, Captain -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1841) 1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River, and of the Mississippi, from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico (Cincinnati : N. & G. Guilford & Co., 1834) pl. [40], p. [110].
Case G 875 .192 pl. 40 (PrCt)

50334 Mississippi River - Between Island No. 118 and Thompson's Creek - Maps - 1811
Map XI [: Mississippi River between Island No. 118 and Thompson's Creek]. Pittsburgh : Cramer & Spear, 1811.
Authors: Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813 -- Zadok, 1773-1813. The Navigator : containing directions for navigating the Monongahela, Allegheny, Ohio, and Mississippi rivers ... (1811) 1 map ; 18 x 10 cm.
In: Cramer, Zadok. The Navigator : containing directions for navigating the Monongahela, Allegheny, Ohio, and Mississippi rivers ... (Pittsburgh : Cramer & Spear, 1824) pl. [26], p. 173.
Case G 875 .1906 pl. 26 (PrCt)

50335 Mississippi River - Between Island No. 118 and Thompson's Creek - Maps - 1817
Map XI [: Mississippi River between Island No. 118 and Thompson's Creek]. [Pittsburgh : Cramer, Spear, & Eichbaum, 1817].
Authors: Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813 -- Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813. The Navigator : containing directions for navigating the Monongahela, Allegheny, Ohio, and Mississippi rivers (1817) 1 map ; wood engraving ; 10 x 18 cm.
Digital image of another copy available via the University of Missouri Digital Library (accessed June 2013): http://digital.library.umsystem.edu/cgi/t/text/text-id x?c=umlib;idno=umlc00000008
Case G 875 .191, p. 196 (PrCt)

50336 Mississippi River - Between Island No. 118 and Thompson's Creek - Maps - 1818
Map XI [: Mississippi River between Island No. 118 and Thompson's Creek]. Pittsburgh : Cramer & Spear, 1818.
Authors: Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813 -- Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813. The Navigator : containing directions for navigating the Monongahela, Allegheny, Ohio, and Mississippi rivers ... (1818) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 10 x 18 cm.
Ayer 138 .C6 1818 pl. 26 (PrCt)

50337 Mississippi River - Between Island No. 118 and Thompson's Creek - Maps - 1824
Map XI [: Mississippi River between Island No. 118 and Thompson's Creek]. Pittsburgh : Cramer & Spear, 1824.
Authors: Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813 -- Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813. The Navigator : containing directions for navigating the Ohio and Mississippi rivers ... (1824) 1 map ; 10 x 18 cm.
In: Cramer, Zadok. The Navigator : containing directions for navigating the Ohio and Mississippi rivers ... (Pittsburgh : Cramer & Spear, 1824) pl. [26], p. 173.
Case G 875 .192 pl. 26 (PrCt)

50338 Mississippi River - Between Island No. 123 and Arnold's - Maps - 1811
Map XII [: Mississippi River between Island No. 123 and Arnold's]. Pittsburgh : Cramer, Spear, & Eichbaum, 1811.
Authors: Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813 -- Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813. The Navigator : containing directions for navigating the Monongahela, Allegheny, Ohio, and Mississippi rivers ... (1811) 1 map ; 18 x 10 cm.
In: Cramer, Zadok. The Navigator : containing directions for navigating the Monongahela, Allegheny, Ohio, and Mississippi rivers ... (Pittsburgh : Cramer, Spear & Eichbaum, 1811) pl. [27], p. 222.
Case G 875 .1906 pl. 27 (PrCt)

50339 Mississippi River - Between Island No. 123 and Arnold's - Maps - 1817
Map XII [: Mississippi River between Island No. 123 and Arnold's]. [Pittsburgh : Cramer, Spear, & Eichbaum, 1817].
Authors: Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813 -- Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813. The Navigator : containing directions for navigating the Monongahela, Allegheny, Ohio, and Mississippi rivers (1817) 1 map ; wood engraving ; 10 x 18 cm.
Digital image of another copy available via the University of Missouri Digital Library (accessed June 2013): http://digital.library.umsystem.edu/cgi/t/text/text-id x?c=umlib;idno=umlc00000008
Case G 875 .191, p. 196 (PrCt)

Digital image of another copy available via the University of Missouri Digital Library (accessed June 2013):
http://digital.library.umsystem.edu/cgi/t/text/text-id x?c=umlib;idno=umlc000008

Case G 875 .191, p. 198 (PrCt)

50340 Mississippi River - Between Island No. 123 and Arnold's - Maps - 1841
Map XII [: Mississippi River between Island No. 123 and Arnold's]. Pittsburgh : Cramer & Spear, 1841.
Authors: Cramer, Zadok, fl. 1814-1832 -- Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813. The Navigator : containing directions for navigating the Monongahela, Allegheny, Ohio, and Mississippi rivers ... (1841) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 10 x 18 cm.
In: Cramer, Zadok. The Navigator : containing directions for navigating the Monongahela, Allegheny, Ohio, and Mississippi rivers ... (Pittsburgh : Cramer & Spear, 1818) pl. [27], p. 195.
Ayer 138 .C6 1818 pl. 27 (PrCt)

Case G 875 .192 pl. 27 (PrCt)

50341 Mississippi River - Between Island No. 123 and Arnold's - Maps - 1824
Map XII [: Mississippi River between Island No. 123 and Arnold's]. Pittsburgh : Cramer & Spear, 1824.
Authors: Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813 -- Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813. The Navigator : containing directions for navigating the Ohio and Mississippi rivers ... (1824) 1 map ; 10 x 18 cm.
In: Cramer, Zadok. The Navigator : containing directions for navigating the Ohio and Mississippi rivers ... (Pittsburgh : Cramer & Spear, 1824) pl. [27], p. 175.
Case G 875 .192 pl. 27 (PrCt)

50342 Mississippi River - Between Island No. 13 and Bearfield Landing - Maps - 1841
Mississippi. No. 7. Cincinnati, 1841.
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- Concllin, George -- Ross, Charles, Captain -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1841) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River and of the Mississippi, from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico ... (Cincinnati : George Conclin, 1841) pl. [28], p. [91].
Ayer 138 .C8 1841 pl. 28 (PrCt)

Case G 894 .201 pl. 28 (PrCt)

50343 Mississippi River - Between Island No. 13 and Bearfield Landing - Maps - 1841
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- Concllin, George -- Ross, Charles, Captain -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1841) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River and of the Mississippi, from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico ... (Cincinnati : George Conclin, 1841) pl. [28], p. [91].
Ayer 138 .C8 1841 pl. 28 (PrCt)

50344 Mississippi River - Between Island No. 13 and Island No. 25 - Maps - 1829
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- Woodruff, William, fl. 1814-1832 -- N. & G. Guilford (Firm) -- M'Calla, John -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1829) 1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River, and of the Mississippi from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico ... (Cincinnati : N. & G. Guilford, 1829) pl. [31], opp. p. 58.
Case G 894 .2 pl. 31 (PrCt)

50345 Mississippi River - Between Island No.13 and Island No. 25 - Maps - 1832
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- N. & G. Guilford (Firm) -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1832) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River, and of the Mississippi, from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico ... (Cincinnati : N. and G. Guilford and Co., 1832) pl. [30], p. [86].
Ayer 138 .C8 1832 pl. 30 (PrCt)

50346 Mississippi River - Between Island No. 13 and Island No. 25 - Maps - 1834
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- N. & G. Guilford (Firm) -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1834) 1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River, and of the Mississippi, from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico (Cincinnati : N. & G. Guilford & Co., 1834) pl. [30], p. [86].
Case G 875 .202 pl. 30 (PrCt)

50347 Mississippi River - Between Island No. 13 and Needham's Island - Maps - 1825
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- Woodruff, William, fl. 1814-1832 -- Morgan, Lodge, and Fisher --
Mississippi River - Between Island No. 2 and Island No. 12 - Maps - 1825
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- Woodruff, William, fl. 1814-1832 -- Morgan, Lodge, and Fisher -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1825) 1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River, and of the Mississippi from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico (Cincinnati : Morgan, Lodge and Fisher, 1825) pl. [28], opp. p. 35.
Case G 894 .198 pl. 28 (PrCt)

Mississippi River - Between Island No. 2 and Island No. 12 - Maps - 1829
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- Woodruff, William, fl. 1814-1832 -- N. & G. Guilford (Firm) -- M'Calla, John -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1829) 1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River, and of the Mississippi from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico ... (Cincinnati : N. & G. Guilford, 1829) pl. [30], opp. p. 57.
Case G 894 .2 pl. 30 (PrCt)

Mississippi River - Between Island No.2 and Island No. 12 - Maps - 1832
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- N. & G. Guilford (Firm) -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1832) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River, and of the Mississippi from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico ... (Cincinnati : N. and G. Guilford and Co., 1832) pl. [29], p. [84].
Ayer 138 .C8 1832 pl. 29 (PrCt)

Mississippi River - Between Island No.2 and Island No. 12 - Maps - 1834
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- N. & G. Guilford (Firm) -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1834) 1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River, and of the Mississippi from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico (Cincinnati : N. & G. Guilford & Co., 1834) pl. [29], p. [84].
Case G 875 .202 pl. 29 (PrCt)

Mississippi River - Between Island No. 2 and Island No. 12 - Maps - 1841
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- Conclin, George -- Ross, Charles, Captain -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1841) 1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River and of the Mississippi, from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico ... (Cincinnati : George Conclin, 1841) pl. [27], p. [88].
Case G 894 .201 pl. 27 (PrCt)

Mississippi River - Between Island No. 2 and Island No. 40 - Maps - 1825
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- Woodruff, William, fl. 1814-1832 -- Morgan, Lodge, and Fisher -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1825) 1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River and of the Mississippi, from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico ... (Cincinnati : George Conclin, 1841) pl. [27], p. [88].
Ayer 138 .C8 1841 pl. 27 (PrCt)

Mississippi River - Between Island No. 28 and Island No. 40 - Maps - 1829
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- Woodruff, William, fl. 1814-1832 -- Morgan, Lodge, and Fisher -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1829) 1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River and of the Mississippi, from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico ... (Cincinnati : Morgan, Lodge and Fisher, 1829) pl. [29], opp. p. 36.
Case G 894 .198 pl. 29 (PrCt)

Mississippi River - Between Island No. 28 and Island No. 40 - Maps - 1832
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- Woodruff, William, fl. 1814-1832 -- N. & G. Guilford (Firm) -- M'Calla, John -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1832) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River, and of the Mississippi, from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico ... (Cincinnati : N. and G. Guilford and Co., 1832) pl. [29], p. [84].
Ayer 138 .C8 1832 pl. 29 (PrCt)

Mississippi River - Between Island No. 28 and Island No. 40 - Maps - 1834
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- N. & G. Guilford (Firm) -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1834) 1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River, and of the Mississippi from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico (Cincinnati : N. & G. Guilford & Co., 1834) pl. [29], p. [84].
Case G 875 .202 pl. 29 (PrCt)
Authors: Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813 -- Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813. The Navigator : containing directions for navigating the Ohio and Mississippi rivers ... (1824) 1 map ; 10 x 18 cm.
In: Cramer, Zadok. The Navigator : containing directions for navigating the Ohio and Mississippi rivers ... (Pittsburgh : Cramer & Spear, 1824) pl. [18], p. 146.

Case G 875 .192 pl. 18 (PrCt)

50364 Mississippi River - Between Island No. 41 and Island No. 53 - Maps - 1825

Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- Woodruff, William, fl. 1814-1832 -- Morgan, Lodge, and Fisher -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1825) 1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River, of the Mississippi from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico (Cincinnati : N. & G. Guilford & Co., 1834) pl. [32], p. [90].

Case G 875 .202 pl. 32 (PrCt)

50365 Mississippi River - Between Island No. 41 and Island No. 53 - Maps - 1829

Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- Woodruff, William, fl. 1814-1832 -- N. & G. Guilford (Firm) -- M'Calla, John -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1829) 1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River, and of the Mississippi from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico ... (Cincinnati : N. & G. Guilford, 1829) pl. [33], opp. p. 60.

Case G 894 .2 pl. 33 (PrCt)

50366 Mississippi River - Between Island No. 41 and Island No. 53 - Maps - 1832

Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- N. & G. Guilford (Firm) -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1832) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River, and of the Mississippi, from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico ... (Cincinnati : N. & G. Guilford and Co., 1832) pl. [32], p. [90].

Ayer 138 .C8 1841 pl. 30 (PrCt)

50367 Mississippi River - Between Island No. 41 and Island No. 53 - Maps - 1834

Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- N. & G. Guilford (Firm) -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1834) 1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River, and of the Mississippi, from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico (Cincinnati : N. & G. Guilford & Co., 1834) pl. [32], p. [90].

Case G 875 .1906 pl. 19 (PrCt)

50368 Mississippi River - Between Island No. 41 and Island No. 53 - Maps - 1841

Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- Conclin, George -- Ross, Charles, Captain -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1841) 1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River and of the Mississippi, from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico ... (Cincinnati : George Conclin, 1841) pl. [30], p. [96].

Ayer 138 .C8 1841 pl. 30 (PrCt)

50369 Mississippi River - Between Island No. 41 and Island No. 53 - Maps - 1841

Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- Conclin, George -- Ross, Charles, Captain -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1841) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River and of the Mississippi, from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico ... (Cincinnati : George Conclin, 1841) pl. [30], p. [96].

Ayer 138 .C8 1841 pl. 30 (PrCt)

50370 Mississippi River - Between Island No. 46 and Island No. 60 - Maps - 1811

Map IV [: Mississippi River between Island No. 46 and Island No. 60]. Pittsburgh : Cramer, Spear, & Eichbaum, 1811.
Authors: Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813 -- Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813. The Navigator : containing directions for navigating the Monongahela, Allegheny, Ohio, and Mississippi rivers ... (1811) 1 map ; 18 x 10 cm.
In: Cramer, Zadok. The Navigator : containing directions for navigating the Monongahela, Allegheny, Ohio, and Mississippi rivers ... (Pittsburgh : Cramer, Spear & Eichbaum, 1811) pl. [19], p. 191.

Case G 875 .1812 pl. 32 (PrCt)

50371 Mississippi River - Between Island No. 46 and Island No. 60 - Maps - 1817

for navigating the Monongahela, Allegheny, Ohio, and Mississippi rivers (1817)
1 map : wood engraving ; 10 x 18 cm.
Digital image of another copy available via the University of Missouri Digital Library (accessed June 2013):
http://digital.library.umsystem.edu/cgi/t/text/text-idx?c=umlib;idno=umlc0000008
Case G 875 .191, p. 169 (PrCt)

50372 Mississippi River - Between Island No. 46 and Island No. 60 - Maps - 1818
Map IV [: Mississippi River between Island No. 46 and Island No. 60]. Pittsburgh : Cramer & Spear, 1818.
Authors: Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813 -- Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813. The Navigator : containing directions for navigating the Monongahela, Allegheny, Ohio, and Mississippi rivers ... (1818)
-- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 10 x 18 cm.
In: Cramer, Zadok. The Navigator : containing directions for navigating the Monongahela, Allegheny, Ohio, and Mississippi rivers ...
(Pittsburgh : Cramer & Spear, 1818) pl. [19], p. 166.
Ayer 138 .C6 1818 pl. 19 (PrCt)

50373 Mississippi River - Between Island No. 46 and Island No. 60 - Maps - 1824
Map IV [: Mississippi River between Island No. 46 and Island No. 60]. Pittsburgh : Cramer & Spear, 1824.
Authors: Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813 -- Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813. The Navigator : containing directions for navigating the Ohio and Mississippi rivers ... (1824)
1 map ; 10 x 18 cm.
In: Cramer, Zadok. The Navigator : containing directions for navigating the Ohio and Mississippi rivers ...
(Pittsburgh : Cramer & Spear, 1824) pl. [19], p. 149.
Case G 875 .192 pl. 19 (PrCt)

50374 Mississippi River - Between Island No. 54 and Island No. 61 - Maps - 1825
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- Woodruff, William, fl. 1814-1832 -- Morgan, Lodge, and Fisher -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1825)
1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River and of the Mississippi from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico (Cincinnati : Morgan, Lodge and Fisher, 1825) pl. [31], bet. p. 38-39.
Case G 894 .198 pl. 31 (PrCt)

50375 Mississippi River - Between Island No. 54 and Island No. 61 - Maps - 1829
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- Woodruff, William, fl. 1814-1832 -- N. & G. Guilford (Firm) -- M’Calla, John -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1829)
1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River, and of the Mississippi from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico ... (Cincinnati : N. & G. Guilford, 1829) pl. [34], opp. p. 61.
Case G 894 .2 pl. 34 (PrCt)

50376 Mississippi River - Between Island No. 54 and Island No. 61 - Maps - 1832
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- N. & G. Guilford (Firm) -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1832) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River, and of the Mississippi, from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico ... (Cincinnati : N. & G. Guilford and Co., 1832) pl. [33], p. [92].
Ayer 138 .C8 1832 pl. 33 (PrCt)

50377 Mississippi River - Between Island No. 54 and Island No. 61 - Maps - 1834
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- N. & G. Guilford (Firm) -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1834)
1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River, and of the Mississippi, from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico (Cincinnati : N. & G. Guilford & Co., 1834) pl. [33], p. [92].
Case G 875 .202 pl. 33 (PrCt)

50378 Mississippi River - Between Island No. 54 and Island No. 61 - Maps - 1841
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- Conclin, George -- Ross, Charles, Captain -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1841)
1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River and of the Mississippi, from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico ... (Cincinnati : George Conclin, 1841) pl. [31], p. [98].
Case G 894 .201 pl. 31 (PrCt)

50379 Mississippi River - Between Island No. 54 and Island No. 61 - Maps - 1841
Mississippi. No. 10. Cincinnati : George Conclin,
50380 Mississippi River - Between Island No. 61 and Island No. 71 - Maps - 1811
Map V [: Mississippi River between Island No. 61 and Island No. 71]. Pittsburgh : Cramer, Spear, & Eichbaum, 1811.
Authors: Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813 -- Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813. The Navigator : containing directions for navigating the Monongahela, Allegheny, Ohio, and Mississippi rivers ... (1811) 1 map ; 18 x 10 cm.
In: Cramer, Zadok. The Navigator : containing directions for navigating the Monongahela, Allegheny, Ohio, and Mississippi rivers ... (1811) 1 map ; 10 x 18 cm.

Ayer 138 .C6 1818 pl. 20 (PrCt)

50381 Mississippi River - Between Island No. 61 and Island No. 71 - Maps - 1817
Map V [: Mississippi River between Island No. 61 and Island No. 71]. Pittsburgh : Cramer, Spear, & Eichbaum, 1817.
Authors: Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813 -- Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813. The Navigator : containing directions for navigating the Monongahela, Allegheny, Ohio, and Mississippi rivers ... (1817) 1 map : wood engraving ; 10 x 18 cm.

Case G 875 .191, p. 173 (PrCt)

50382 Mississippi River - Between Island No. 61 and Island No. 71 - Maps - 1818
Map V [: Mississippi River between Island No. 61 and Island No. 71]. Pittsburgh : Cramer & Spear, 1818.
Authors: Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813 -- Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813. The Navigator : containing directions for navigating the Monongahela, Allegheny, Ohio, and Mississippi rivers ... (1818) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

50383 Mississippi River - Between Island No. 61 and Island No. 71 - Maps - 1824
Map V [: Mississippi River Island No. 61 and Island No. 71]. Pittsburgh : Cramer & Spear, 1824.
Authors: Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813 -- Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813. The Navigator : containing directions for navigating the Ohio and Mississippi rivers ... (1824) 1 map ; 10 x 18 cm.
In: Cramer, Zadok. The Navigator : containing directions for navigating the Ohio and Mississippi rivers ... (Pittsburgh : Cramer & Spear, 1824) pl. [20], p. 152.

Case G 875 .192 pl. 20 (PrCt)

50384 Mississippi River - Between Island No. 62 and Island No. 72 - Maps - 1825
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- Woodruff, William, fl. 1814-1832 -- Morgan, Lodge, and Fisher -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1825) 1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River, and of the Mississippi from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico (Cincinnati : Morgan, Lodge and Fisher, 1825) pl. [32], opp. p. 39.

Case G 894 .198 pl. 32 (PrCt)

50385 Mississippi River - Between Island No. 62 and Island No. 72 - Maps - 1829
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- Woodruff, William, fl. 1814-1832 -- N. & G. Guilford (Firm) -- M'Calla, John -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1829) 1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River, and of the Mississippi from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico ... (Cincinnati : N. & G. Guilford, 1829) pl. [35], opp. p. 62.

Case G 894 .2 pl. 35 (PrCt)

50386 Mississippi River - Between Island No. 62 and Island No. 72 - Maps - 1832
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- N. & G. Guilford (Firm) -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1832) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- Woodruff, William, fl. 1814-1832 -- Morgan, Lodge, and Fisher -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1825)
1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot: containing charts of the Ohio River, and of the Mississippi from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico (Cincinnati : Morgan, Lodge and Fisher, 1825) pl. [33], opp. p. 40.
Case G 894 .198 pl. 33 (PrCt)

50395 Mississippi River - Between Island No. 74 and Island No. 84 - Maps - 1829
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- Woodruff, William, fl. 1814-1832 -- N. & G. Guilford (Firm) -- M'Calla, John -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1829)
1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot: containing charts of the Ohio River, and of the Mississippi from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico ... (Cincinnati : N. & G. Guilford, 1829) pl. [36], bet. p. 64-65.
Case G 894 .2 pl. 36 (PrCt)

50396 Mississippi River - Between Island No. 74 and Island No. 84 - Maps - 1832
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- N. & G. Guilford (Firm) -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1832) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot: containing charts of the Ohio River, and of the Mississippi from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico ... (Cincinnati : N. and G. Guilford and Co., 1832) pl. [35], p. [98].
Ayer 138 .C8 1832 pl. 35 (PrCt)

50397 Mississippi River - Between Island No. 74 and Island No. 84 - Maps - 1834
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- N. & G. Guilford (Firm) -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1834)
1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot: containing charts of the Ohio River, and of the Mississippi, from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico (Cincinnati : N. & G. Guilford & Co., 1834) pl. [35], p. [98].
Case G 875 .202 pl. 35 (PrCt)

50398 Mississippi River - Between Island No. 74 and Island No. 84 - Maps - 1841
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- Conclin, George -- Ross, Charles, Captain -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1841)
1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot: containing charts of the Ohio River and of the Mississippi, from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico ... (Cincinnati : George Concllin, 1841) pl. [33], p. [103].
Case G 894 .201 pl. 33 (PrCt)

50399 Mississippi River - Between Island No. 74 and Island No. 84 - Maps - 1841
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- Conclin, George -- Ross, Charles, Captain -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1841) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot: containing charts of the Ohio River and of the Mississippi, from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico ... (Cincinnati : George Concllin, 1841) pl. [33], p. [103].
Ayer 138 .C8 1841 pl. 33 (PrCt)

50400 Mississippi River - Between Island No. 82 and Island No. 91 - Maps - 1811
Map VII [: Mississippi River between Island No. 82 and Island No. 91], Pittsburgh : Cramer, Spear, & Eichbaum, 1811.
Authors: Cramer, Zadok, 1773 -- Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813 -- Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813. The Navigator : containing directions for navigating the Monongahela, Allegheny, Ohio, and Mississippi rivers ... (1811)
1 map ; 18 x 10 cm.
In: Cramer, Zadok. The Navigator : containing directions for navigating the Monongahela, Allegheny, Ohio, and Mississippi rivers ... (Pittsburgh : Cramer, Spear & Eichbaum, 1811) pl. [22], p. 201.
Case G 875 .1906 pl. 22 (PrCt)

50401 Mississippi River - Between Island No. 82 and Island No. 92 - Maps - 1817
Map VII [: Mississippi River between Island No. 82 and Island No. 92], [Pittsburgh : Cramer, Spear, & Eichbaum, 1817].
Authors: Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813 -- Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813. The Navigator : containing directions for navigating the Monongahela, Allegheny, Ohio, and Mississippi rivers (1817)
1 map ; wood engraving ; 10 x 18 cm.
Digital image of another copy available via the University of Missouri Digital Library (accessed June 2013):
http://digital.library.umsystem.edu/cgi/t/text/text-id
Mississippi River - Between Island No. 82 and Island No. 92 - Maps - 1818
Map VII [: Mississippi River between Island No. 82 and Island No. 92]. Pittsburgh: Cramer & Spear, 1818.
Authors: Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813 -- Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813. The Navigator: containing directions for navigating the Monongahela, Allegheny, Ohio, and Mississippi rivers ... (1818) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 10 x 18 cm.
In: Cramer, Zadok. The Navigator: containing directions for navigating the Monongahela, Allegheny, Ohio, and Mississippi rivers ... (Pittsburgh: Cramer & Spear, 1818) pl. [22], p. 176.
Ayer 138 .C6 1818 pl. 22 (PrCt)

Mississippi River - Between Island No. 82 and Island No. 92 - Maps - 1824
Map VII [: Mississippi River from Island No. 82 and Island No. 92]. Pittsburgh: Cramer & Spear, 1824.
Authors: Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813 -- Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813. The Navigator: containing directions for navigating the Ohio and Mississippi rivers ... (1824) 1 map ; 10 x 18 cm.
In: Cramer, Zadok. The Navigator: containing directions for navigating the Ohio and Mississippi rivers ... (Pittsburgh: Cramer & Spear, 1824) pl. [22], p. 158.
Case G 875 .192 pl. 22 (PrCt)

Mississippi River - Between Island No. 85 and Island No. 94 - Maps - 1825
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- Woodruff, William, fl. 1814-1832 -- Morgan, Lodge, and Fisher -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1825) 1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot: containing charts of the Ohio River, and of the Mississippi from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico (Cincinnati: Morgan, Lodge and Fisher, 1825) pl. [34], opp. p. 42.
Case G 894 .198 pl. 34 (PrCt)

Mississippi River - Between Island No. 85 and Island No. 94 - Maps - 1832
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- N. & G. Guilford (Firm) -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1832) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot: containing charts of the Ohio River, and of the Mississippi, from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico ... (Cincinnati: N. and G. Guilford and Co., 1832) pl. [36], p. [100].
Ayer 138 .C8 1832 pl. 36 (PrCt)

Mississippi River - Between Island No. 85 and Island No. 94 - Maps - 1834
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- Conclin, George -- Ross, Charles, Captain -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1841) 1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot: containing charts of the Ohio River and of the Mississippi, from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico (Cincinnati: George Conclin, 1841) pl. [34], p. [106].
Case G 875 .202 pl. 36 (PrCt)

Mississippi River - Between Island No. 85 and Island No. 94 - Maps - 1841
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- Conclin, George -- Ross, Charles, Captain -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1841) 1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot: containing charts of the Ohio River and of the Mississippi, from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico ... (Cincinnati: George Conclin, 1841) pl. [34], p. [106].
Case G 894 .201 pl. 34 (PrCt)

Mississippi River - Between Island No. 85 and Island No. 94 - Maps - 1841
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- Conclin, George -- Ross, Charles, Captain -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1841) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot: containing charts of the Ohio River and of the Mississippi, from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico ... (Cincinnati: George Conclin, 1841) pl. [34], p. [106].
Ayer 138 .C8 1841 pl. 34 (PrCt)
**Mississippi River - Between Island No. 93 and the Yazoo River - Maps - 1811**

*Map VIII [: Mississippi River between Island No. 93 and the Yazoo River].* Pittsburgh : Cramer, Spear & Eichbaum, 1811.

Authors: Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813 -- Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813. The Navigator : containing directions for navigating the Monongahela, Allegheny, Ohio, and Mississippi rivers ... (1811) 1 map ; 18 x 10 cm.

In: Cramer, Zadok. The Navigator : containing directions for navigating the Monongahela, Allegheny, Ohio, and Mississippi rivers ... (1811) pl. [23], p. 204.

**Case G 875 .1906 pl. 23 (PrCt)**

**Mississippi River - Between Island No. 93 and the Yazoo River - Maps - 1817**

*Map VIII [: Mississippi River between Island No. 93 and the Yazoo River].* [Pittsburgh : Cramer, Spear, & Eichbaum, 1817].

Authors: Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813 -- Cramer, Spear, and Eichbaum -- Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813. The Navigator : containing directions for navigating the Monongahela, Allegheny, Ohio, and Mississippi rivers (1817)

1 map : wood engraving ; 10 x 18 cm.


Digital image of another copy available via the [University of Missouri Digital Library](http://digital.library.umsystem.edu/cgi/t/text/text-x?c=umlib;idno=umlc0000008)

**Case G 875 .191, p. 182 (PrCt)**

**Mississippi River - Between Island No. 93 and the Yazoo River - Maps - 1818**

*Map VIII [: Mississippi River between Island No. 93 and the Yazoo River].* Pittsburgh : Cramer & Spear, 1818.

Authors: Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813 -- Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813. The Navigator : containing directions for navigating the Monongahela, Allegheny, Ohio, and Mississippi rivers ... (1818) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 10 x 18 cm.

In: Cramer, Zadok. The Navigator : containing directions for navigating the Monongahela, Allegheny, Ohio, and Mississippi rivers ... (Pittsburgh : Cramer & Spear, 1818) pl. [23], p. 179.

**Ayer 138 .C6 1818 pl. 23 (PrCt)**

**Mississippi River - Between Island No. 93 and the Yazoo River - Maps - 1824**

*Map VIII [: Mississippi River between Island No. 93 and the Yazoo River].* Pittsburgh : Cramer & Spear, 1824.

Authors: Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813 -- Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813. The Navigator : containing directions for navigating the Ohio and Mississippi rivers ... (1824) 1 map ; 10 x 18 cm.

In: Cramer, Zadok. The Navigator : containing directions for navigating the Ohio and Mississippi rivers ... (Pittsburgh : Cramer & Spear, 1824) pl. [23], p. 161.

**Case G 875 .192 pl. 23 (PrCt)**

**Mississippi River - Between Island No. 95 and Vicksburgh - Maps - 1825**


Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- Woodruff, William, fl. 1814-1832 -- Morgan, Lodge, and Fisher -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1825) 1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.

In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River, and of the Mississippi from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico (Cincinnati : Morgan, Lodge and Fisher, 1825) pl. [35], opp. p. 43.

**Case G 894 .198 pl. 35 (PrCt)**

**Mississippi River - Between Island No. 95 and Vicksburgh - Maps - 1829**


Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- Woodruff, William, fl. 1814-1832 -- N. & G. Guilford (Firm) -- M'Calla, John -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1829) 1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.

In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River, and of the Mississippi from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico ... (Cincinnati : N. & G. Guilford, 1829) pl. [38], opp. p. 66.

**Case G 894 .2 pl. 38 (PrCt)**

**Mississippi River - Between Island No. 95 and Vicksburgh - Maps - 1832**


Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- N. & G. Guilford (Firm) -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1832) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.

In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River, and of the Mississippi, from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico ... (Cincinnati : N. & G. Guilford and Co., 1832) pl. [37], p. [102].

**Ayer 138 .C8 1832 pl. 37 (PrCt)**

**Mississippi River - Between Island No. 95 and Vicksburgh - Maps - 1834**


Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- N. & G. Guilford (Firm) -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ...
50430 Mississippi River - Between Merrimac River and Fort Chartres Island - Maps - 1841
Mississippi. No. 2. Cincinnati, 1841.
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- Conclin, George -- Ross, Charles, Captain -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1841) 1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River and of the Mississippi, from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico ... (Cincinnati : George Conclin, 1841) pl. [23], p. [80].
Case G 894 .201 pl. 23 (PrCt)

50431 Mississippi River - Between Merrimac River and Fort Chartres Island - Maps - 1841
Mississippi. No. 2. Cincinnati : George Conclin, 1841.
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- Conclin, George -- Ross, Charles, Captain -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1841) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River and of the Mississippi, from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico ... (Cincinnati : George Conclin, 1841) pl. [23], p. [80].
Ayer 138 .C8 1841 pl. 23 (PrCt)

50432 Mississippi River - Between New Madrid and Island No. 29 - Maps - 1811
Map II [: Mississippi River between New Madrid and Island No. 29]. Pittsburgh : Cramer, Spear, & Eichbaum, 1811.
Authors: Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813 -- Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813. The Navigator : containing directions for navigating the Monongahela, Allegheny, Ohio, and Mississippi rivers ... (1811) 1 map ; 18 x 10 cm.
In: Cramer, Zadok. The Navigator : containing directions for navigating the Monongahela, Allegheny, Ohio, and Mississippi rivers ... (Pittsburgh : Cramer, Spear & Eichbaum, 1811) pl. [17], p. 183.
Case G 875 .1906 pl. 17 (PrCt)

50433 Mississippi River - Between New Madrid and Island No. 29 - Maps - 1817
Map II [: Mississippi River between New Madrid and Island No. 29]. Pittsburgh : Cramer, Spear, & Eichbaum, 1817.
Authors: Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813 -- Cramer, Spear, and Eichbaum -- Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813. The Navigator : containing directions for navigating the Monongahela, Allegheny, Ohio, and Mississippi rivers (1817) 1 map : wood engraving ; 10 x 18 cm.
Digital image of another copy available via the University of Missouri Digital Library (accessed June 2013):
http://digital.library.umsystem.edu/cgi/t/text/text-id x?c=umlib;idno=umlc000008
Case G 875 .191, p. 162 (PrCt)

50434 Mississippi River - Between New Madrid and Island No. 29 - Maps - 1818
Map II [: Mississippi River between New Madrid and Island No. 29]. Pittsburgh : Cramer & Spear, 1818.
Authors: Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813 -- Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813. The Navigator : containing directions for navigating the Monongahela, Allegheny, Ohio, and Mississippi rivers ... (1818) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 10 x 18 cm.
In: Cramer, Zadok. The Navigator : containing directions for navigating the Monongahela, Allegheny, Ohio, and Mississippi rivers ... (Pittsburgh : Cramer & Spear, 1818) pl. [17], p. 159.
Ayer 138 .C6 1818 pl. 17 (PrCt)

50435 Mississippi River - Between New Madrid and Island No. 29 - Maps - 1824
Map II [: Mississippi River between New Madrid and Island No. 29]. Pittsburgh : Cramer & Spear, 1824.
Authors: Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813 -- Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813. The Navigator : containing directions for navigating the Ohio and Mississippi rivers ... (1824) 1 map ; 10 x 18 cm.
In: Cramer, Zadok. The Navigator : containing directions for navigating the Ohio and Mississippi rivers ... (Pittsburgh : Cramer & Spear, 1824) pl. [17], p. 142.
Case G 875 .192 pl. 17 (PrCt)

50436 Mississippi River - Between Raccourci Bend and Thomas' Point - Maps - 1825
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- Morgan, Lodge, and Fisher -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1825) 1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River, and of the Mississippi from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico ... (Cincinnati : N. & G. Guilford, 1829) pl. [42], opp. p. 73.
Case G 894 .2 pl. 42 (PrCt)

50437 Mississippi River - Between Raccourci Bend and West Baton Rouge - Maps - 1829
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- N. & G. Guilford (Firm) -- M'Calla, John -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1829) 1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River and of the Mississippi from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico ... (Cincinnati : N. & G. Guilford, 1832) pl. [41], p. [114].
Ayer 138 .C8 1832 pl. 41 (PrCt)

50438 Mississippi River - Between Raccourci Bend and Thomas' Point - Maps - 1832
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- N. & G. Guilford (Firm) -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1832) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River, and of the Mississippi, from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico ... (Cincinnati : N. and G. Guilford and Co., 1832) pl. [41], p. [114].
Ayer 138 .C8 1832 pl. 41 (PrCt)

50439 Mississippi River - Between Raccourci Bend and Thomas' Point - Maps - 1834
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- N. & G. Guilford (Firm) -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1834) 1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River, and of the Mississippi, from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico (Cincinnati : N. & G. Guilford & Co., 1834) pl. [41], p. [114].
Case G 875 .202 pl. 41 (PrCt)

50440 Mississippi River - Between Raccourci Bend and West Baton Rouge - Maps - 1841
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- Conclin, George -- Ross, Charles, Captain -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1841) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River and of the Mississippi, from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico ... (Cincinnati : George Conclin, 1841) pl. [39], p. [120].
Ayer 138 .C8 1841 pl. 39 (PrCt)

50441 Mississippi River - Between Raccourci Bend and West Baton Rouge - Maps - 1841
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- Conclin, George -- Ross, Charles, Captain -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1841) 1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River and of the Mississippi, from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico ... (Cincinnati : George Conclin, 1841) pl. [39], p. [120].
Ayer 138 .C8 1841 pl. 39 (PrCt)
Gulf of Mexico ... (Cincinnati: George Conclin, 1841) pl. [39], p. [120].

Case G 894 .201 pl. 39 (PrCt)

50442 Mississippi River - Between St. Genevieve and Hat Island - Maps - 1825
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- Woodruff, William, fl. 1814-1832 -- Morgan, Lodge, and Fisher -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1825) 1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River, and of the Mississippi from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico (Cincinnati: Morgan, Lodge and Fisher, 1825) pl. [24], opp. p. 31.
Case G 894 .198 pl. 24 (PrCt)

50443 Mississippi River - Between St. Genevieve and Hat Island - Maps - 1829
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- Woodruff, William, fl. 1814-1832 -- N. & G. Guilford (Firm) -- M'Calla, John -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1829) 1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River, and of the Mississippi from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico ... (Cincinnati : N. & G. Guilford, 1829) pl. [27], opp. p. 53.
Case G 894 .2 pl. 27 (PrCt)

50444 Mississippi River - Between St. Genevieve and Hat Island - Maps - 1832
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- N. & G. Guilford (Firm) -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1832) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River, and of the Mississippi, from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico ... (Cincinnati : N. and G. Guilford and Co., 1832) pl. [26], p. [77].
Ayer 138 .C8 1832 pl. 26 (PrCt)

50445 Mississippi River - Between St. Genevieve and Hat Island - Maps - 1834
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- N. & G. Guilford (Firm) -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1834) 1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River, and of the Mississippi, from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico (Cincinnati : N. & G. Guilford & Co., 1834) pl. [26], p. [77].

Case G 875 .202 pl. 26 (PrCt)

50446 Mississippi River - Between St. Genevieve and Hat Island - Maps - 1841
Mississippi. No. 3. Cincinnati, 1841.
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- Conclin, George -- Ross, Charles, Captain -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1841) 1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River and of the Mississippi, from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico ... (Cincinnati : George Conclin, 1841) pl. [24], p. [82].
Case G 894 .201 pl. 24 (PrCt)

50447 Mississippi River - Between St. Genevieve and Hat Island - Maps - 1841
Mississippi. No. 3. Cincinnati : George Conclin, 1841.
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- Conclin, George -- Ross, Charles, Captain -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1841) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River and of the Mississippi, from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico ... (Cincinnati : George Conclin, 1841) pl. [24], p. [82].
Ayer 138 .C8 1841 pl. 24 (PrCt)

50448 Mississippi River - Between Walnut Hills and Petit Gulf - Maps - 1811
Authors: Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813 -- Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813. The Navigator : containing directions for navigating the Monongahela, Allegheny, Ohio, and Mississippi rivers ... (1811) 1 map ; 18 x 10 cm.
In: Cramer, Zadok. The Navigator : containing directions for navigating the Monongahela, Allegheny, Ohio, and Mississippi rivers ... (Pittsburgh : Cramer, Spear & Eichbaum, 1811) pl. [24], p. 207.
Case G 875 .1906 pl. 24 (PrCt)

50449 Mississippi River - Between Walnut Hills and Petit Gulf - Maps - 1817
Map IX [: Mississippi River between Walnut Hills and Petit Gulf]. [Pittsburgh : Cramer, Spear, & Eichbaum, 1817].
Authors: Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813 -- Cramer, Spear, and Eichbaum -- Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813. The Navigator : containing directions for navigating the Monongahela, Allegheny, Ohio, and Mississippi rivers (1817) 1 map ; wood engraving ; 10 x 18 cm.
Anonymous map without imprint in: Cramer, Zadok. The Navigator : containing directions for navigating the Monongahela, Allegheny, Ohio, and Mississippi rivers (Pittsburgh: Cramer, Spear...
and Eichbaum, 1817) pl. [24], p. 185.
Digital image of another copy available via the University of Missouri Digital Library (accessed June 2013):
http://digital.library.umsystem.edu/cgi/t/text/text-id?c=umlib;idno=umlc000008
Case G 875 .191, p. 185 (PrCt)

50450 Mississippi River - Between Walnut Hills and Petit Gulf - Maps - 1818
Authors: Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813 -- Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813. The Navigator : containing directions for navigating the Monongahela, Allegheny, Ohio, and Mississippi rivers ... (1818) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 10 x 18 cm.
In: Cramer, Zadok. The Navigator : containing directions for navigating the Monongahela, Allegheny, Ohio, and Mississippi rivers ... (Pittsburgh : Cramer & Spear, 1818) pl. [24], p. 182.
Ayer 138 .C6 1818 pl. 24 (PrCt)

50451 Mississippi River - Between Walnut Hills and Petit Gulf - Maps - 1824
Authors: Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813 -- Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813. The Navigator : containing directions for navigating the Monongahela, Allegheny, Ohio, and Mississippi rivers ... (1824) 1 map ; 10 x 18 cm.
In: Cramer, Zadok. The Navigator : containing directions for navigating the Ohio and Mississippi rivers ... (Pittsburgh : Cramer & Spear, 1824) pl. [24], p. 164.
Case G 875 .192 pl. 24 (PrCt)

50452 Mississippi River - Between Warrenton and Petit Gulf - Maps - 1825
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- Woodruff, William, fl. 1814-1832 -- Morgan, Lodge, and Fisher -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : (1825) 1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River, and of the Mississippi from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico ... (Cincinnati : N. & G. Guilford, 1829) pl. [39], opp. p. 68.
Case G 894 .2 pl. 39 (PrCt)

50453 Mississippi River - Between Warrenton and Petit Gulf - Maps - 1829
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- Woodruff, William, fl. 1814-1832 -- N. & G. Guilford (Firm) -- M'Calla, John -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1829) 1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River, and of the Mississippi from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico ... (Cincinnati : N. & G. Guilford, 1829) pl. [39], opp. p. 68.
Case G 894 .2 pl. 39 (PrCt)

50454 Mississippi River - Between Warrenton and Petit Gulf - Maps - 1832
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- N. & G. Guilford (Firm) -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1832) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River, and of the Mississippi, from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico ... (Cincinnati : N. & G. Guilford and Co., 1832) pl. [38], p. [104].
Ayer 138 .C8 1832 pl. 38 (PrCt)

50455 Mississippi River - Between Warrenton and Petit Gulf - Maps - 1834
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- N. & G. Guilford (Firm) -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1834) 1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River, and of the Mississippi, from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico (Cincinnati : N. & G. Guilford & Co., 1834) pl. [38], p. [104].
Case G 875 .202 pl. 38 (PrCt)

50456 Mississippi River - Between Warrenton and Petit Gulf - Maps - 1841
Mississippi. No. 15. Cincinnati, 1841.
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- Conclin, George -- Ross, Charles, Captain -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1841) 1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River and of the Mississippi, from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico (Cincinnati : George Conclin, 1841) pl. [36], p. [111].
Case G 894 .201 pl. 36 (PrCt)

50457 Mississippi River - Between Warrenton and Petit Gulf - Maps - 1841
Mississippi. No. 15. Cincinnati : George Conclin, 1841.
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- Conclin, George -- Ross, Charles, Captain -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1841) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River and of the Mississippi, from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico (Cincinnati : George Conclin, 1841) pl. [36], p. [111].
Case G 894 .201 pl. 36 (PrCt)
containing charts of the Ohio River and of the Mississippi, from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico ... (Cincinnati : George Conclin, 1841) pl. [36], p. [111].

Ayer 138 .C8 1841 pl. 36 (PrCt)

50458 Mississippi River - Between West Hall and Red Church - Maps - 1841 Mississippi. No. 20. Cincinnati, 1841.
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- Conclin, George -- Ross, Charles, Captain -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1841) 1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River and of the Mississippi, from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico ... (Cincinnati : George Conclin, 1841) pl. [41], p. [124].

Case G 894 .201 pl. 41 (PrCt)

50459 Mississippi River - Between West Hall and Red Church - Maps - 1841 Mississippi. No. 20. Cincinnati : George Conclin, 1841.
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- Conclin, George -- Ross, Charles, Captain -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1841) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River and of the Mississippi, from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico ... (Cincinnati : George Conclin, 1841) pl. [41], p. [124].

Ayer 138 .C8 1841 pl. 41 (PrCt)

50460 Mississippi River Delta (La.) - Maps - 1700-1799 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles Facsimiles Carte de partie du cours du fleuve St. Louis. [19--].
Authors: France. Ministère de la guerre. Archives historiques. 7C 213 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map Photostatic reproduction of 18th-century manuscript.
MapPhoto France Guerre Etat Major 7C 213 (PrCt)

Authors: France. Ministère de la guerre. Archives historiques. 7C 215 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library) 2 maps Photostatic reproduction of 18th-century manuscript.
Original ms. forms part of the Guerre Etat-Major archives. Photocopy forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France Guerre Etat Major 7C 215 (PrCt)

50462 Mississippi River Delta (La.) - Maps - 1722 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles Maneuvres <<>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles Carte particuliere de l'embouchure du fleuve du Mississipi. 1722. [19--].
Authors: Pauger, Adrien, active 1722 -- La Tour, fl. 1722 -- Archives nationales (France). N3 no.3 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map Photostatic reproduction of 1722 manuscript map variously attributed to Adrien Pauger and an engineer named La Tour; see Jackson, J. Manuscript maps concerning the Gulf Coast, Texas, and the Southwest (Chicago : Newberry Library, 1995).
Related to Ayer MS map 156, Ayer MS map 157, and Ayer MS map 30, sheets 82-83. Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France Guerre Etat Major 7C 213 (PrCt)

Copied from 1722 manuscript variously attributed
to Adrien Pauger and La Tour. The original ms.,
bearing shelfmark 'Bibliothèque Impériale R.C.
4138', held by the Bibliothèque Nationale
(France). See Jackson, J. Manuscript maps
concerning the Gulf Coast (Chicago: Hermon Dunlap Smith Center for the History of
Cartography, 1995) p. 31, no. 147.
Scale [ca. 1: 14,400].
Pen-and-ink and watercolor (green, yellow, grey);
sectioned and mounted on cloth; detached from covers.
Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript
Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Mississippi River Delta (La.) - Maps - 1722 -
Nautical charts - Manuscripts

Carte particulière de l'embouchure du fleuve du
Missisipy. [ca. 1722].
Authors: Pauger, Adrien, active 1722 -- La Tour,
fl. 1722 -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map
Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry
Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 156 --
Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map
30, sheet 82 -- Newberry Library. Manuscript
map. Ayer MS map 30, sheet 83 -- Newberry
Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 157 --
Bibliothèque nationale (France). Manuscript map.
Ge DD 2987-8823 -- Bibliothèque nationale
(France). Manuscript map. Ge DD 2987-8824 --
Bibliothèque nationale (France). Manuscript map.
R.C. 4138 -- Archives nationales (France).
Manuscript map. A.N. N3 no. 3 -- France. Service
hydrographique. Manuscript map. S.H.A. 138-3-6
-- British Library. Manuscript. Additional 15332 ki
-- British Library. Manuscript. Additional 15332 kii
1 ms. map : hand col. ; 346 x 534 mm.
Nautical chart of the Mississippi River Delta
variously associated with Adrien Pauger and an
engineer named La Tour. Depths shown with
soundings. Identifies the delta's main channels
and Fort Balise on Toulouse Island (later
submerged); cf. Roberts, R.B. Encyclopedia of
historic forts (1988). Described and reproduced in
Jackson, J. Manuscript maps concerning the Gulf
Coast (Chicago: Hermon Dunlap Smith Center for the History of
Cartography, 1995) pl. 5, p. 31, no. 147.
Scale [ca. 1: 14,400].
Pen-and-ink and watercolor (green, yellow, grey);
sectioned and mounted on cloth; detached from covers.
Ms. '6' in upper right.
Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript
Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Mississippi River Delta (La.) - Maps - 1723 -
Manuscripts - Facsimiles

[Map of the Mississippi River Delta, 1723]. [19--].
Authors: Bibliotheque nationale (France). Ge DD
2987-8822 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1723 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map
Collection (Newberry Library).

Mississippi River Delta (La.) - Maps - 1723 -
Manuscripts - Facsimiles

Embouchure du fleuve St. Louis. [19--].
Authors: Pauger, Adrien, active 1722 -- La Tour,
fl. 1722 -- Bibliotheque nationale (France). Ge
DD 2987-8824 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1723 manuscript map
variously attributed to Adrien Pauger and an
engineer named La Tour; see Jackson, J.
Manuscript maps concerning the Gulf Coast,
Texas, and the Southwest (Chicago : Newberry
Library, 1995).
Related to Ayer MS map 156, Ayer MS map 157,
and Ayer MS map 30, sheets 82-83.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map
Collection (Newberry Library).
Digital image available as part of the Newberry Library's Great Lakes Digital Collection via the CARLI Digital Collections website (accessed Nov. 2010):
http://collections.carli.illinois.edu/u?/nby_grlakes, 942

VAULT drawer Ayer MS map 30 sheet 79 (NLO)

Mississippi River Delta (La.) - Maps - 1724 - Manuscripts - Facsimilles Manuscrits - Maps - Facsimiles
Plan de l'embouchure du fleuve St. Louis. [19--].
Authors: Pauger, Adrien, active 1722 -- La Tour, fl. 1722 -- France. Service hydrographique. Archives. 138-3-6 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1724 manuscript map variously attributed to Adrien Pauger and an engineer named La Tour; see Jackson, J. Manuscript maps concerning the Gulf Coast, Texas, and the Southwest (Chicago : Newberry Library, 1995).
Related to Ayer MS map 156, Ayer MS map 157, and Ayer MS map 30, sheets 82-83.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Mississippi River Delta (La.) - Maps - 1726 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles Manuscrits - Maps - Facsimiles
Carte dv fleuve Saint Louis ou Mississipy dix lieves au dessus de la Nouvelle Orleans jusqu’a son embouchure. [ca. 1723].
Authors: Cartes Marines Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 30, sheet 79
1 ms. map : hand col. ; 491 x 681 mm.
Shows the Mississippi River Delta and adjacent region later comprising Plaquemines Parish, Louisiana. Includes inset map detailing the delta's main channels (271 x 386 mm.); Carte particuliere de l'embouchure du fleuve St. Louis.
Scale [ca. 1:166,000]. 'Echelle de 5 lieues de 2282 toises chacune' [= 134 mm.].
Sheet 79 of 117 in the Cartes Marines Manuscript Map Collection, detailing French colonial interests worldwide, ca. 1640-ca. 1726.
Oriented with north at upper left. Pen-and-ink and watercolor (green, yellow, brown); mounted on cloth.
Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 161.
Ayer ms map proj 01
Digital image available as part of the Newberry Library's Great Lakes Digital Collection via the CARLI Digital Collections website (accessed Nov. 2010):
http://collections.carli.illinois.edu/u?/nby_grlakes, 942

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Mississippi River Delta (La.) - Maps - 1740 - Landowners - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

Carte du cours du fleuve St. Louis, depuis dix lieues audessus de la Nouvelle Orleans, Jusqu'a soon embouchure, ou sont marquee les habitations formees et les terrains concedez, auxquels on n'a pas travaille', drawn about 1740. [19--].

1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1740 manuscript.
Shows land ownership.

50473 Mississippi River Delta (La.) - Maps - 1740 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

Carte particuliere de l'embouchure du Fleuve St. Louis. 1740. [19--].

Authors: Pauger, Adrien, active 1722 -- La Tour, fl. 1722 -- British Library. Add. Ms. 15332 kii -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1740 manuscript variably attributed to Adrien Pauger and an engineer named La Tour; see Jackson, J. Manuscript maps concerning the Gulf Coast, Texas, and the Southwest (Chicago : Newberry Library, 1995).
Related to Ayer MS map 156, Ayer MS map 157, and Ayer MS map 30. sheets 82-83.
MapPhoto England BL Add. Ms. 15332 kii (PrCt)
28 de Noviembre de 1769 estableció el puesto vela Baliza ... Nuevo Orleans que el Gobernador Dn. Antonio de Ulloa...
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- N. & G. Guilford
(Firm) -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ...
(1834) 1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot:
containing charts of the Ohio River, and of the
Mississippi, from the mouth of the Missouri to the
Gulf of Mexico (Cincinnati : N. & G. Guilford &
Co., 1834) pl. [46], p. [123].
Case G 875 .202 pl. 46 (PrCt)

50483 Mississippi River Delta (La.) - Maps -
Collections, 1685-1851 - Manuscripts -
Facsimiles<<>>Gulf Coast (U.S.) - Maps -
Collections, 1685-1851 - Manuscripts -
Facsimiles<<>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
[Maps of the Mississippi River Delta and Gulf
Coast, 17th-19th centuries]. New Orleans ; Paris :
Chez l'auteur ; Lacroix et Baudry, 1860.
Authors: Thomassy, Raymond, 1810-1863 --
Minet, Sieur de -- La Salle, Robert Cavelier, sieur
de, 1643-1687 -- Franquelin, Jean Baptiste Louis
-- Serigny, M. de, fl. 1719-1720 -- l'Isle,
Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- La Tour, fl. 1722 --
Pauger, Adrien, active 1722 -- Talcott, Andrew,
1797-1883 -- U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey --
Avril fres. -- Janson (Firm) -- Bonaparte, Erhard
R. -- Lacroix et Baudry -- Edward E. Ayer
Collection (Newberry Library)
12 maps and 1 view ; 33 x 30 cm. and smaller on
5 sheets
In Thomassy, Raymond. Géographie pratique de la
Louisiane (New Orleans, Chez l'auteur; Paris,
Lacroix et Baudry, 1860).
Redrawn facsimiles of manuscripts by Sieur de
Minet, La Salle, Franquelin, M. de Serigny, De
l'Ile, La Tour, Adrien Pauger, Andrew Talcott,
and the U.S. Coast Survey.
Facsimiles drawn by Thomassy, the Avril Freres
firm, the Janson firm, and Erhard v. Bonaparte.
Contents: Cartes des environs du Mississippi
envoyée en 1700 -- Extrait de la carte de la
Louisiane par Minet -- Extrait de la carte des
voyages de M. de La Salle par Franquelin --
Veue de la Nouvelle Orléans in 1719 -- Carte de
la côte de la Louisiane depuis l'embouchure du
Mississipi jusqu'a la Bay de Pensacola par M. de
Serigny en 1719 et 1720 -- Embouchers du
Mississippi d'apres Guillaume Delisle Juin 1718
-- Entrée du Mississippi en 1722 ... levée par La
Tour -- Entrée du Mississippi en 1724 ... levée par
De La Pauger -- Entrée du Mississippi au 20 Avril
1731 -- Changes et progress of the delta of the
Mississippi, from 1839 to 1851: extracts from the
Capt. Talcott's map et the U.S. Coast Survey --
Sub-sketch of the delta of the Mississippi, 1851.
The Mississippi Delta maps of 1722, 1724, and
1731 are related to Ayer MS map 156, Ayer MS
map 157, Ayer MS map 30, sheets 82-83, and to
several maps in the Karpinski Collection; see
Jackson, J. Manuscript maps concerning the Gulf
Coast, Texas, and the Southwest (Chicago :
Newberry Library, 1995).
2003
Ayer 150.5 L8 T46 1860 [maps] (PrCt)

50484 Mississippi River - Delta - Maps - 1825
Mississippi no. 23. Cincinnati : Morgan, Lodge
and Fisher, 1825.
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- Woodruff, William,
fl. 1814-1832 -- Morgan, Lodge, and Fisher --
Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ...
(1825) 1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot:
containing charts of the Ohio River, and of the
Mississippi from the mouth of the Missouri to the
Gulf of Mexico (Cincinnati : Morgan, Lodge and
Fisher, 1825) pl. [44], opp. p. 49.
Case G 894 .198 pl. 44 (PrCt)

50485 Mississippi River - Delta - Maps - 1832
Mississippi. No. 23. Cincinnati : N. & G. Guilford,
1832.
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- N. & G. Guilford
(Firm) -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ...
(1832) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry
Library)
1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot:
containing charts of the Ohio River, and of the
Mississippi, from the mouth of the Missouri to the
Gulf of Mexico ... (Cincinnati : N. and G. Guilford
and Co., 1832) pl. [46], p. [123].
Ayer 138 .C8 1832 pl. 46 (PrCt)

50486 Mississippi River - Delta - Maps - 1841
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- Conclin, George --
Ross, Charles, Captain -- Cumings, Samuel. The
Western pilot ... (1841) 1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot:
containing charts of the Ohio River and of the
Mississippi, from the mouth of the Missouri to the
Gulf of Mexico ... (Cincinnati : George Conclin,
1841) pl. [44], p. [129].
Case G 894 .201 pl. 44 (PrCt)

50487 Mississippi River - Delta - Maps - 1841
Mississippi. No. 23. Cincinnati : George Conclin,
1841.
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- Conclin, George --
Ross, Charles, Captain -- Cumings, Samuel. The
Western pilot ... (1841) -- Edward E. Ayer
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot:
containing charts of the Ohio River and of the
Mississippi, from the mouth of the Missouri to the
Gulf of Mexico ... (Cincinnati : George Conclin,
1841) pl. [44], p. [129].
Ayer 138 .C8 1841 pl. 44 (PrCt)

50488 Mississippi River - Description and travel -
1973 Marquette II Expedition, 1973
300 years later ... what have we done to the "Father of Waters"? / Monty Hoyt. Boston : Christian Science Monitor, 1973.
Authors: Hoyt, Monty
1 p. : photos, map

50490 Mississippi River - Description and travel - 1984
The Mississippi River : Following the Great River Road, a traveler hugs the pulsing torrent and recalls the flood of waters it spawned / Christopher Swan. Boston : Christian Science Monitor, 1984.
Authors: Swan, Christopher
2 p. : map, photos
Travel Vertical File G4042 .M5E635 1984 .S9

50492 Mississippi River - Geology - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1878 Mississippi River - Geology - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1878
Sheet 1. A longitudinal section of the valley of the Mississippi River, from the junction of the Minnesota to the junction of the Ohio River : as shown by the bluffs on the right and left banks. [New York] : Am. Photo. Litho. Co. N.Y. (Osborne's process) [1878].
2 geological profiles ; 9 x 56 cm. and 9 x 55 cm., on sheet 41 x 62 cm.
Horizontal scale [ca. 1:791,000].
Vertical scale [ca. 1:3,760].
Coordinates: (W 93°37'50"--W 90°24'01"/N 45°12'22"--N 42°26'16")
Running title: Warren's report bridging Mississippi River.
"Diagram 2, in 2 sheets."
Covers the region between Saint Paul, Minnesota and Dubuque, Iowa.
Includes table keyed to the illustration of rock bed strata and notes on the sources of geological data.
Contents: Left bank -- Right bank.
Issued folded to 23 x 13 cm.
Digital reproduction of another copy of the report (but not its folded profiles and maps) available via the HathiTrust Digital Library (accessed July 2013):
http://catalog.hathitrust.org/api/volumes/oclc/4411079.html
map4F G4042.M5C5 1878 .U5

50493 Mississippi River - Geology - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1878
Sheet 2. A longitudinal section of the valley of the Mississippi River, from the junction of the Minnesota to the junction of the Ohio River : as shown by the bluffs on the right and left banks. [New York] : Am. Photo. Litho. Co. N.Y. (Osborne's process) [1878].
4 geological profiles ; 6 x 56 cm. and smaller, on sheet 41 x 62 cm.
Horizontal scale [ca. 1:805,000].
Vertical scale [ca. 1:3,760].
Coordinates: (W 93°37'50"--W 90°24'01"/N 45°12'22"--N 42°26'16")
Running title: Warren's report bridging Mississippi River.
"Diagram 2, in 2 sheets."
Covers the region between Saint Paul, Minnesota and Dubuque, Iowa.
Includes table keyed to the illustration of rock bed strata and notes on the sources of geological data.
Contents: Left bank -- Right bank.
Issued folded to 23 x 13 cm.
Digital reproduction of another copy of the report (but not its folded profiles and maps) available via the HathiTrust Digital Library (accessed July 2013):
http://catalog.hathitrust.org/api/volumes/oclc/4411079.html
map4F G4042.M5C5 1878 .U5

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Mississippi River - Maps - 1770
Authors: Pittman, Philip, captain -- Kitchin, Thomas, 1718-1784 -- Nourse, J. (John), d. 1780 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
vi, 99, [1] p : 6 folded maps (on 8 sheets) ; 28 cm. (4to)
Maps and plans engraved by Thomas Kitchin.
Half title page.
Duplicate copies: VAULT folio Graff 3302 -- VAULT Ruggles 283
Maps also cataloged separately (Graff copy only).
References: Howes, W. U.S.iana P396; Sabin 63103; Streeter Americana. III, 1519; Graff coll. 3302
LC Card Number: 03-16100
VAULT Ayer 150.5 .M76 P6 1770 (NLO)

Mississippi River - Maps - 1770
Authors: Pittman, Philip, captain -- Kitchin, Thomas, 1718-1784 -- Nourse, J. (John), d. 1780 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
vi, 99, [1] p : 6 folded maps (on 8 sheets) ; 28 cm. (4to)
Maps and plans engraved by Thomas Kitchin.
Half title page.
Duplicate copies: VAULT folio Graff 3302 -- VAULT Ruggles 283
Maps also cataloged separately (Graff copy only).
References: Howes, W. U.S.iana P396; Sabin 63103; Streeter Americana. III, 1519; Graff coll. 3302
LC Card Number: 03-16100
VAULT Ayer 150.5 .M76 P6 1770 (NLO)

Mississippi River - Maps - 1770

Mississippi River - Maps - 1777
*Course of the River Mississippi from the Balise to Fort Chartres.* London : Printed for Robt. Sayer, 1775. Authors: Ross, John, Lieut., fl. 1765 -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. map ; 113 x 33 cm. fold. to 21 x 16 cm. in slip case (22cm.) 'Taken on an expedition to the Illinois, in the latter end of the year 1765. By Lieut. Ross of the 34th Regiment: Improved from the surveys of the river made by the French.' Scale [ca. 1:870,000.] Listed in several editions of Jefferys, Thomas, American atlas.--cf. Phillips 1165, 1166 and 1169. Relief shown pictorially. From Thomas Jeffery’s The American atlas. 1775. LC Card Number: 74693012 Ayer 133 .R82 1775 (NLO)

Mississippi River - Maps - 1797
*Carte d’une partie du cours du Mississippi.* 1995. Authors: Finiels, Nicolas de 1 map Facsimile of original published 1797. For color transparency of original at Illinois State Historical Society, see Map Info. File. temp map6F G4042.M5 1797 .F5 1995 (PrCt)

Mississippi River - Maps - 1810

Mississippi River - Maps - 1810
*A Map of the Mississippi River, containing the route from the mouth of the Ohio to New Orleans.* New York, 1810. Authors: Schultz, Christian, ca. 1770-ca. 1814 -- Maverick, Peter, 1780-1831 -- Riley, Isaac, 1770-1824 -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 25 x 34 cm.

In Schultz, Christian. Travels on an inland voyage : through the states of New-York, Pennsylvania, Virginia, Ohio, Kentucky and Tennessee ... performed in the years 1807 and 1808 (New York: printed by Isaac Riley, 1810) v. 2, opposite page 113.

'P. Maverick sct. Newark N.J.,'
Scale [ca. 1:950,000].
Prime meridian: London.
Relief shown by hachures.
Map in 2 sections; north and south of 33d parallel.

Graff 3707 v. 2, opp. p. 113 (PrCt)

50505 Mississippi River - Maps - 1811 - Nautical charts
Ohio River - Maps - 1811 - Nautical charts
Mississippi River - Maps - 1811 - Nautical charts
Nautical charts - Mississippi River - 1811
Nautical charts - Ohio River - 1811
Monongahela River (W. Va. and Pa.) - Pilot guides - 1811
Allegheny River (Pa. and N.Y.) - Pilot guides - 1811
Mississippi River - Pilot guides - 1811
Ohio River - Pilot guides - 1811
Pilot guides - 1811
Pilot guides - Allegheny River (Pa. and N.Y.) - 1811
Pilot guides - Missouri River - 1811
Inland navigation - United States - Maps - 1811
Nautical charts
The Navigator : containing directions for navigating the Monongahela, Allegheny, Ohio, and Mississippi rivers ; with an ample account of these much admired waters, from the head of the former to the mouth of the latter ; and a concise description of their towns, villages, harbors, settlements, &c. ; with maps of the Ohio and Mississippi ; to which is added an appendix, containing an account of Louisiana, and of the Missouri and Columbia Rivers, as discovered by the voyage under Capts. Lewis and Clark. Pittsburgh : Cramer, Spear and Eichbaum, Franklin Head, Market Street ; Robert Ferguson & Co., printers, 1817.

Authors: Cramer, Zadok, 1773--1813 -- Cramer & Spear -- Readex Microprint -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 19 cm.
Facsimile of 8th ed., published 1814.
Ayer 3A 327 (NLO)

50507 Mississippi River - Maps - 1817 - Nautical charts
Ohio River - Maps - 1817 - Nautical charts
Nautical charts - Mississippi River - 1817
Nautical charts - Ohio River - 1817
Monongahela River (W. Va. and Pa.) - Pilot guides - 1817
Allegheny River (Pa. and N.Y.) - Pilot guides - 1817
Mississippi River - Pilot guides - 1817
Ohio River - Pilot guides - 1817
Inland navigation - United States - Maps - 1817
Map printing - Wood engravings - Maps - 1817
Nautical charts - Wood engravings
The Navigator : containing directions for navigating the Monongahela, Allegheny, Ohio and Mississippi Rivers ; with an ample account of these much admired waters, from the head of the former to the mouth of the latter ; and a concise description of their towns, villages, harbors, settlements, &c. ; with maps of the Ohio and Mississippi ; to which is added an appendix, containing an account of Louisiana, and of the Missouri and Columbia Rivers, as discovered by the voyage under Capts. Lewis and Clark. Pittsburgh : Cramer, Spear and Eichbaum, Franklin Head, Market Street ; Robert Ferguson & Co., printers, 1817.

307 p. : ill., maps (wood engravings) ; 19 cm.
9th ed.
Includes wood engraved maps with letterpress place names.
Maps also cataloged separately.
Full text of another copy available on University of Missouri Digital Library (accessed June 2013): http://digital.library.umsystem.edu/cgi/t/text/text-id x?:c=umlib:idno=umlc0000008
LC Card Number: 01008692

50508 Mississippi River - Maps - 1818 - Nautical charts
Ohio River - Maps - 1818 - Nautical charts
Nautical charts - Mississippi River - 1818
Nautical charts - Ohio River - 1818
Monongahela River (W. Va. and Pa.) - Maps - 1818 - Nautical charts
Nautical charts - Mississippi River - 1818
Ohio River - 1818
Monongahela River (W. Va. and Pa.) - Maps - 1818 - Nautical charts
Nautical charts - Monongahela River (W. Va. and Pa.) - 1818
Pilot guides - Monongahela River (W. Va. and Pa.) - 1818
Pilot guides - Allegheny River (Pa. and N.Y.) - 1818
Pilot guides - Ohio River - 1818
Inland navigation - United States - Maps - 1818
Map printing - Wood engravings - Maps - 1818
Nautical charts - Wood engravings
The Navigator : containing directions for navigating the Monongahela, Allegheny, Ohio and Mississippi Rivers ; with an ample account of these much admired waters, from the head of the former to the mouth of the latter ; and a concise description of their towns, villages, harbors, settlements, &c. ; with maps of the Ohio and Mississippi ; to which is added an appendix, containing an account of Louisiana, and of the Missouri and Columbia Rivers, as discovered by the voyage under Capts. Lewis and Clark. Pittsburgh : Cramer, Spear and Eichbaum, Franklin Head, Market Street ; Robert Ferguson & Co., printers, 1817.

307 p. : ill., maps (wood engravings) ; 19 cm.
9th ed.
Includes wood engraved maps with letterpress place names.
Maps also cataloged separately.
Full text of another copy available on University of Missouri Digital Library (accessed June 2013): http://digital.library.umsystem.edu/cgi/t/text/text-id x?:c=umlib:idno=umlc0000008
LC Card Number: 01008692

Case G 875 .1906 (NLO)

Case G 875 .191 (NLO)
The Western navigator; containing directions for navigating the Ohio and Mississippi rivers with an ample account of these much admired waters, from the head of the former, to the mouth of the latter; and a concise description of their towns, villages, harbors, settlements, &c.; with maps of the Ohio and Mississippi; to which is added an appendix, containing an account of Louisiana, and of the Missouri and Columbia rivers, as discovered by the voyage under Capts. Lewis and Clark. Philadelphia: Printed and published by Cramer & Spear, Franklin head, Wood Street, 1818. Authors: Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813 -- Cramer & Spear -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Cramer and Spear SEE Cramer & Spear

304 p. : maps, ill. ; 19 cm.

10th ed.

Page 5 wanting.

Maps also cataloged separately.

LC Card Number: 01008693

Ayer 138.C6 1818 (NLO)


The Navigator: containing directions for navigating the Ohio and Mississippi, and information concerning the towns, &c., on their banks. Accompanied by charts of the Ohio river, in its whole extent; and of the Mississippi river, from the mouth of the Missouri to the gulf of Mexico. by Samuel Cumings. Philadelphia: E. Littell, 1822.

Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813 -- Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Littell, E. -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)

4, 232, [6] p. 23 cm. + atlas (27 fold. maps. 42 cm.)

The atlas has title: The Western navigator; containing charts of the Ohio river ... and of the Mississippi river ... Accompanied by directions for the navigation of the Ohio and Mississippi ... vol.1.

The volume of text forms v. 2 of the work.

Includes maps engraved by H.S. Tanner.

"Cumings’ editions of the 'Navigator' and 'Pilot’...were amplifications of [The navigator of Zadok] Cramer...without acknowledgment of the main source of their material." -- Sabin, Bibl. amer., v. 5, p. 126.

"List of steam-boats ... in operation on the Mississippi and confluent waters ... 1822": v.2, p. [69]-70.

"General description of the regions around the gulf of Mexico": v. 2, p. [71]-170.

Marine insurance": v. 2, p. [71]-229.

Later editions published under title: The western pilot.

Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.


LC Card Number: 01008695

folio Graff 947 (NLO)


The Navigator: containing directions for navigating the Ohio and Mississippi rivers with an ample account of these much admired waters, from the head of the former, to the mouth of the latter; and a concise description of their towns, villages, harbors, settlements &c.; with maps of the Ohio and Mississippi; to which is added an appendix, containing an account of Louisiana, and of the Missouri and Columbia rivers, as discovered by the voyage under Capts. Lewis and Clark. Pittsburgh: Printed and published by Cramer & Spear, Franklin head, Wood Street, 1818.

Authors: Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813 -- Cramer & Spear -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Cramer and Spear SEE Cramer & Spear

275 p. : maps, ill. ; 18 cm.

12th ed.

Maps also cataloged separately.

References: Phillips 11098; Howes, W. U.S.iana (1936) no. 1441

LC Card Number: 33038659

Case G 875 .192 (NLO)


The Western pilot: containing charts of the Ohio River, and of the Mississippi from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico, accompanied...
with directions for navigating the same, and a description of the towns on their banks, tributary streams, etc. Also, a variety of matter interesting to all who are concerned in the navigation of those rivers / by Samuel Cumings. Cincinnati : Morgan, Lodge and Fisher, printers, 1825.


"Cumings' editions of the 'Navigator' and 'Pilot' ... were amplifications of [The navigator of Zadok] Cramer ... without acknowledgment of the main source of their material"--Sabin, v. 5, p. 126. Bookplates of Rudolph Bohm and of Edwin Stanton Fickes.


Case G 894 .198 (NLO)


The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River, and of the Mississippi from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico, accompanied with directions for navigating the same, and a gazetteer, or description of the town on their banks, tributary streams, also, a variety of matter interesting to travelers and all concerned in the navigation of those rivers / by Samuel Cumings. Cincinnati : N. & G. Guilford, 1829.

Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813 -- N. & G. Guilford (Firm) -- N. & G. Guilford & Co. SEE N. & G. Guilford (Firm) -- N. and G. Guilford and Co. SEE N. & G. Guilford (Firm) -- Guilford (N. & G.) and Co. SEE N. & G. Guilford (Firm)


Added title page (engraved): The Western Pilot for 1829. Maps also cataloged separately. LC Card Number: 10023089

Case G 894 .2 (NLO)

Mississippi River - Maps - 1829 - Pictorial works


Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- M'Calla, John -- Childs, Cephas Grier, 1793-1871 -- Clay, Edward Williams, 1799 - 1857 -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1829) 1 view ; 7 x 11 cm.

In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot containing charts of the Ohio River, and of the Mississippi from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico ... (Cincinnati : N. & G. Guilford, 1829) pl. [A], opp. p. 70.

Case G 894 .2 pl. A (PrCt)

Mississippi River - Maps - 1832 - Nautical charts - Strip maps

[Navigation charts of the Mississippi River]. Cincinnati, 1832.

Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- N. & G. Guilford (Firm) -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ...
The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River, and of the Mississippi, from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico ; accompanied with directions for navigating the same, and a gazetteer, or description of the towns on their banks, tributary streams, &c. ; also, a variety of matter interesting to travelers, and all concerned in the navigation of those rivers / by Samuel Cumings. Cincinnati : N. & G. Guildford & Co., 1832.
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813 -- N. & G. Guilford (Firm) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
"Cumings' editions of the 'Navigator' and 'Pilot'...were amplifications of [The navigator of Zadok] Cramer...without acknowledgment of the main source of their material."--Sabin, Bibl. amer., v. 5, p. 126.
Added title page (engraved): The western pilot for 1833.
Maps also cataloged separately.
Ayer 2681
LC Card Number: 01008696
Ayer 138 .C8 1832 (NLO)

50520 Mississippi River - Maps - 1834 - Source
Sketch of the sources of the Mississippi River, drawn from Lieut. Allen's observations in 1832, to illustrate Schoolcraft's inland journey to Itasca Lake. New York, 1834.
Authors: Allen, James, 1806-1846 -- Le Count & Hammond, engravers -- Schoolcraft, Henry Rowe, 1793-1864 -- Schoolcraft, Henry Rowe, 1793-1864. Narrative of an expedition through the upper Mississippi to Itasca Lake... (1834) -- Harper & Brothers -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 52 x 35 cm.
In: Schoolcraft, Henry Rowe. Narrative of an expedition through the upper Mississippi to Itasca Lake... (New York : Harper, 1834), opposite title page.
Scale [ca. 1:525,000].
Relief shown pictorially.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Prime meridian: Greenwich.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Graff 3698, opp. t. p. (PrCt)

Authors: Ross, Charles, Captain -- Cumings, Samuel -- Conclin, George -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1841) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
23 maps ; on 23 sheets each 22 x 12 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River and of the Mississippi, from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico ... (Cincinnati : George Conclin, 1841) between p. 76-130.
Attributed to Charles Ross in 'Advertisement' in text.
Relief shown with shading.
Scale [ca. 1:253,440].
Strip maps titled 'Mississippi --No. 1 ... 23'; strip maps also cataloged individually.
Shows river from its confluence with the Missouri River to the Gulf of Mexico.
Numbered references correspond with 'Directions for Map no ... --Mississippi River' in text.
Ayer 138 .C8 1841 bet. p. 76-130 (PrCt)

50522 Mississippi River - Maps - 1841 - Nautical charts Ohio River - Maps - 1841 - Nautical charts Mississippi River - Maps - 1841 Mississippi River - Pilot guides Ohio River - Pilot guides Mississippi River - Pilot guides Ohio River - Inland navigation - United States - Maps - 1841 Inland navigation - United States - Nautical charts The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River and of the Mississippi, from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico ; accompanied with directions for navigating the same, and a gazetteer ; or description of the towns on their banks, tributary streams etc., also, a variety of matter interesting to travelers, and all concerned in the navigation of those rivers ; with a table of distances from town to town on all the above rivers / by Samuel Cummings [sic]. Cincinnati : Published by George Conclin, 1841.
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813 -- Ross, Charles, Captain -- Conclin, George -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
144 p. : 46 maps ; 22 cm.
A revised and altered edition of the author's "Western navigator."
"Cumings" editions of the 'Navigator' and 'Pilot' ... were amplifications of [The Navigator of Zadok] Cramer ... without acknowledgment of the main source of their material."--Sabin. (G 875.192)
Maps also cataloged separately.
Duplicate copy: Case G 894 .201 (NLO)
Ayer 2682

Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813 -- Ross, Charles, Captain --
A revised and altered edition of the author's "Western navigator."
Mississippi River - Maps - 1847 - Nautical charts

The Western pilot; containing charts of the Ohio River, and of the Mississippi, from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico; accompanied with directions for navigating the same, and a gazetteer; or description of the towns on their banks, tributary streams, etc., also, a variety of matter interesting to travelers, and all who are concerned in the navigation of those rivers; with a table of distances from town to town on all the above rivers. / by Samuel Cummings [sic.] ; containing the population of the principal towns on the river in 1846. Cincinnati : G. Conclin, 1847.

Authors: Cummings, Samuel -- Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813 -- Ross, Charles, active 1847 -- Klinefelter, John -- Conclin, George -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 144 p. : ill. ; 22 cm.

Rev. and cor. every year by Capt. Charles Ross & John Klinefelter.

A revised and altered edition of the author's "Western navigator". "Cummings' editions of the 'Navigator' and 'Pilot' ... were amplifications of [The navigator of Zadok] Cramer ... without acknowledgment of the main source of their material." --Sabin, Bibl. amer., v. 5, p. 126.

Ayer F353 .C93 1847 (NLO)

Mississippi River - Maps - 1849-1852 - Strip maps

Map of the Mississippi R. from the Falls of St. Anthony to St. Louis ; Map of the Mississippi R. from St. Louis to Memphis. [New York : D. Appleton and Company, 1852].


Appleton's new and complete United States guide book for travellers (1852) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 strip map ; in 2 sections, each 7 x 18 cm., on sheet 20 x 16 cm.

"Entered according to act of Congress in the year 1849 by W. Williams in the Clerk's Office of the District Court of the Eastern District of Pennsylvania."

Scale [ca. 1:4,600,000].


Mississippi River - Maps - 1851 - Map printing - Wood engravings - Maps - 1851 - Strip maps - Wood engravings

Map of the Mississippi River. Cincinnati, 1851.

Authors: Massey, S. L. (Stephen L.) -- J.A. & U.P. James (Firm)

1 map ; 52 x 14 cm.


Scale [ca. 1:2,500,000].

Strip map in 2 sections, from Cairo to the mouth of the Mississippi, and from St. Anthony Falls to Cairo.

Wood engraving.

Case G 833 .558, opposite title page (PrCt)


Mississippi River - Maps - 1858 - Nautical charts

Nautical charts - Mississippi River
1858
Strip maps

Navigation charts of the Mississippi River.
Cincinnati, 1858.

Authors: James, U. P. (Uriah Pierson), 1811-1889 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
23 maps : on 23 sheets each 23 x 14 cm.
In James, Uriah Pierson. James' river guide (Cincinnati: U.P. James, 1858) between p. 64-80.
Scale [ca. 1:253,440].
Strip maps titles 'Mississippi no. 1 ... 23.'
Relief shown with shading.
Shows river from its confluence with the Missouri River to the Gulf of Mexico.
Numbers on map correspond with description in text.

Ayer 138 J25 1858 bet. p. 64-80 (PrCt)

Mississippi River - Maps - 1866

Strip maps

Ribbon map of the Father of Waters. St. Louis, Mo. Coloney & Fairchild, 1866.

Authors: Coloney & Fairchild (Coloney, Myron -- Fairchild, Sidney B. -- Gast, Moeller & Co. (St. Louis, Mo.) -- Danzer, Gerald A.
1 map : hand col. ; 317 x 7 cm., rolled on spool in round metal case 8 cm. in height x 6 cm. in diam.
[1st ed.]

'July 1866.'
Paste-on label above title: Patent applied for.
Distances from the mouth of the river to all important points correctly given.
Black stencil lettering on red can: Coloney & Fairchild patent ribbon map of the Mississippi River.
Scale varies.
Shows distances, landings, and names of some landowners.
Designed for steamship travellers.
'Coloney & Fairchild's patent ribbon maps.'
Lacking manufacturer's name and address found on variant edition at the Library of Congress:

Mississippi River - Maps - 1878 - Bridges


1 v. : 34 maps ; 236 x 156 mm.
[2nd ed.?]
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)
Mississippi River - Maps - 1896


Mississippi River - Maps - 1900


Mississippi River - Maps - 1940


Authors: United States. Army. Corps of Engineers. Mississippi Valley Division -- Burgess, M. C. -- Boblyn (Ship) -- Cruiser Boblyn (Ship)

SEE Boblyn (Ship)

1 atlas ([63] leaves) : 62 maps ; 35 x 21 cm.
Cover title and imprint.
Covers the Mississippi River northward from its junction with the Ohio River at Cairo, Ill. to Minneapolis, Minn. on charts with successive mile numbers 1-855.
Includes 3 index maps.
Scale [ca. 1:84,000].
Northern orientation varies.
Spiral bound at top edge.
"Cruiser Boblyn, Port of Minneapolis. M.C. Burgess, skipper." -- Manuscript (?) inscription on front cover.
Manuscript table of distances (in pencil) laid in, on sheet 19 x 15 cm.
Accession no. Holzheimer 2008100251
map5C G4042.M5 1940 .U5 (PrCt)

Mississippi River - Maps - 1947

Nautical charts

Mississippi River - Maps - 1947

Pilot guides - Mississippi River - 1947

Nautical charts

Mississippi River

Maps of the Mississippi River, Cairo, Illinois, to the Gulf of Mexico, Louisiana / prepared in the office of the president, Mississippi River Commission. Vicksburg : For sale by the president, Mississippi River Commission, 1947.

1 atlas (A-E, 16, vii, 62, 10 leaves) : ill., 70 maps (part col.) ; 34 x 51 cm.
Cover title.
Running title: Lower Mississippi River
"Advance sheet[s] subject to correction." --On maps.
Scale 1:62,500
On maps: War Department. Corps of Engineers. Maps on front and back inside covers.
Former owner’s signature: Dle. Hamilton.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: map47000694
Baskes oversize G1376 .P53 U55 1947 (NLO)

Mississippi River - Maps - 1951

Nautical charts - Cumberland River (Ky. and Tenn.) - Maps - 1951 - Nautical charts

Mississippi River - Maps - 1951

Illinois River (Ill.) - Maps - 1951 - Nautical charts

Ohio River - Maps - 1951 - Nautical charts

Tennessee River - Maps - 1951 - Nautical charts

Mississippi River - 1951 - Nautical charts

Cumberland River (Ky. and Tenn.) - 1951 - Nautical charts - Missouri River - 1951

1 v. : 40 maps ; 237 x 154 mm.
WarDept.V2,pt5
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

50538 Mississippi River - Maps - 1900


50539 Mississippi River - Maps - 1940


50541 Mississippi River - Maps - 1951


1 atlas : 70 maps ; 35 x 21 cm.
Cover title and imprint.
Covers the Ohio River from Cairo, Ill. to Minneapolis, Minn. on charts with successive mile numbers 1-855.
Includes 3 index maps.
Scale [ca. 1:84,000].
Northern orientation varies.
Spiral bound at top edge.
"Cruiser Boblyn, Port of Minneapolis. M.C. Burgess, skipper." -- Manuscript (?) inscription on front cover.
Manuscript table of distances (in pencil) laid in, on sheet 19 x 15 cm.
Accession no. Holzheimer 2008100251
map5C G4042.M5 1940 .U5 (PrCt)

Panel title: 
Added title: Texaco cruising chart: Gulf of Mexico to St. Paul, Minn.
Uniform title: Cruising chart.
Strip map printed in 2 sections, each 22 x 78 cm. "No. 9."
Plate no. 1-4929-1.
Strip maps on verso (12 x 88 cm. or smaller):
Mississippi River: Kansas City, Mo. to Sioux City, Iowa -- Missouri River: St. Louis, Mo. to Kansas City, Mo. -- Illinois River: Grafton, Ill. to Chicago, Ill. -- Ohio River: Cairo, Ill. to Pittsburgh, Pa. -- Tennessee River: Paducah, Ky. to Sheffield, Ala. -- Tennessee River: Sheffield, Ala. to Knoxville, Tenn. -- Cumberland River: Smithland, Ky. to Williamsburg, Ky.
Panel art: Seagulls and boats with the Texaco Waterways Service logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (October 2010).
RMcN Cruising 37 (PrCt)


Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Texas Company. Cruising chart -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 22 x 156 cm.
Panel title: 
"Copyright by Rand McNally & Company Chicago, Ill."
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco cruising chart: Gulf of Mexico to St. Paul, Minn.
Plate no. 1-4929-6.
Maps on verso (44 x 12 cm. and smaller):
Cumberland River: Smithland, Ky. to Williamsburg, Ky. -- Missouri River: Kansas City, Mo. to Sioux City, Iowa -- Missouri River: St. Louis, Mo. to Kansas City, Mo. -- Illinois River: Grafton, Ill. to Chicago, Ill. -- Ohio River: Cairo, Ill. to Pittsburgh, Pa. -- Tennessee River: Paducah, Ky. to Sheffield, Ala. -- Tennessee River: Sheffield, Ala. to Knoxville, Tenn.
Panel art: Seagulls and boats with Texaco Waterways Service logo.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Mississippi River Valley (Illinois and Missouri) - Maps - 1826
Map of the country of the Illinois. Chicago, 1908.
Authors: Collot, Georges-Henri-Victor, 1750-1805 -- Boggess, Arthur Clinton -- Chicago Historical Society
1 map ; 36 x 59 cm.
Facsimile of original published 1796; detached from Boggess, Arthur Clinton. The Settlement of Illinois 1778-1830, in Chicago Historical Society's Collection v. 5 (Chicago, 1908.)
Shows Mississippi River region in southern Illinois and southern Missouri.
M1229
map2F G4042.M5:2U 117-222 1796 C6 1908 (PrCt)

Mississippi River Valley (Illinois and Missouri) - Maps - 1600-1799
Fortification, French<<>>Ohui River Valley - Maps - 1600-1799 - Fortification, French<<>>United States - Maps - 1600-1799 - Fortification, French<<>>United States - Historical geography - Maps - 1600-1799 - Fortification, French
Authors: Voorhis, Ernest -- Voorhis, Ernest.
Historical forts and trading posts (1930) -- Canada. National Development Bureau -- Canada. National Resources Intelligence Service
1 map ; 45 x 36 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:6,950,000].
Blue line print.
Detached from Voorhis, Ernest. Historical forts and trading posts of the French regime (Ottawa: National Development Bureau, [1930]). [Ayer 168.5 C21 1930]
Forts are numbered, keyed to text.
map2F G3706.R4 17-- C3 (PrCt)

Mississippi River Valley (Illinois and Missouri) - Maps - 1663
Carte de la discoverte faite l'an 1663 dans l'Americque septentrionale / Liebaux sculp. [Paris? s.n.], 1663 [i.e. 1681].
Authors: Marquette, Jacques, 1637-1675 -- Liébaux, Jean Baptiste -- Thévenot, Melchisédec, 1620-1692. Recueil de voyages de Mr. Thevenot ... (1681) -- Michallet, Estienne, 1630?-1699 -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 16 x 40 cm., on sheet folded to 17 x 9 cm.
Issued without imprint in Thévenot, Melchisédec. Recueil de voyages de Mr. Thevenot ... (Paris : Estienne Michallet, 1681) v. 1, opposite p. 1.
Derived from manuscripts associated with Jacques Marquette and held by the Bibliotheque Nationale (France); for photos of these mss. see MapPhoto France BN Estampes Vd.30, 31, and 31 a
For tracing of the Bibliotheque Nationale ms. made ca. 1850 by historian Pierre Margry, and held by the Newberry, see VAULT drawer Ayer MS map 47.
Shows the Mississippi River Valley from central Wisconsin to the Gulf of Mexico, detailing the Illinois, Missouri, and Red Rivers; includes western part of Lake Michigan; identifies numerous Indian tribes and villages.
State 2 of the printed map, dated '1663,' For state 3 of the map, dated '1673,' see VAULT Ayer 110 .T3 1681 opposite p. 1
Scale [ca. 1:4,200,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
Oriented with north at right.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
References: Burden, Mapping of North America II (2007) no. 540 (state 2); Karpinski no. XVI.
VAULT Graff 4122 v. 1, opposite p. 1 (PrCt)

Authors: Marquette, Jacques, 1637-1675 -- Liébaux, Jean Baptiste -- Breese, Sidney, 1800-1878 -- Meyers (E.B.) & Co. -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 40 x 17 cm.


'Engraved to accompany Breese's Early history of Illinois.'

In Breese, Sidney. The early history of Illinois (Chicago: Myers, 1884) between p. 78-79. Scale [ca. 1:4,000,000] enlarged from [ca. 1:4,500,000]. Relief shown pictorially. Shows river between ca. 45° north and 'Golfe de Mexique.'

Graff 397 bet. p. 78-79 (PrCt)

50550

Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1673 - Indians - Manuscripts

Facsimiles

Indians - Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1663 - Marquette, Jacques, 1637-1675 - Voyages, 1672-1673 - Manuscript maps

Map printing - Engravings - Maps - Manuscript maps - Indians of North America

Carte de la nouvelle decouverte que les peres jesusistes ont fait en l'annee 1672 et continue par le P. Jacques Marquette de la same compagnie : accompagné de quelq francois en l'annee 1673 qu'on pourra nommer en francois la manitoumie a cause de la statue qui s'est trouvee dans une belle vallee et que les sauvages vont reconoistre pur leur divinité qu'ils appellent manitou qui signifie esprit ou genie. [ca. 1850].


Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 47 -- Bibliothèque nationale (France). Cabinet des estampes. Manuscript map. Vd. 30

1 ms. map ; 421 x 677 mm.

Tracing made ca. 1850 by historian Pierre Margry from 1673 manuscript attributed to explorer Jacques Marquette and held by the Bibliotheque Nationale (France); for photos of this ms. held by the Newberry, see MapPhoto France BN Estampes Vd.30, 31, and 31 a.

Shows the Mississippi River Valley from central Wisconsin to the Gulf of Mexico, detailing the Illinois, Missouri, and Red Rivers; identifies numerous Indian tribes and villages. Scale not given.

Oriented with north at right. Pencil on tracing paper. Forms part of both the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection and the Pierre Margry Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library). For printed versions of this map held by the Newberry, see VAULT Graff 4122 v. 1, opposite p. 1 (PrCt) and VAULT Ayer 110 .T3 1681 opposite p. 1

References: Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 47; Jackson, Jack. Manuscript maps concerning the Gulf Coast (Chicago: Hermon


Facsimile of manuscript drawn by Jacques Marquette on his 1673 voyage; original preserved at Collège Sainte-Marie (Montréal, Québec).
Scale [ca. 1:4,500,000].
Shows area between ca. 42° north and the 'Bassin de la Floride.'
**Ayer 123 M3 1855, opp. t.p. (PrCt)**

50557  **Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1673 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles**

Fac simile of the autograph map of the Mississippi or Conception River, drawn by Father Marquette at the time of his voyage. New York, 1852.
1 map ; 47 x 36 cm.
'From the original preserved at St. Mary's College Montreal.'
Scale [ca. 1:4,500,000].
Shows area between ca. 42° north and the 'Bassin de la Floride.'
**Ayer 160.5 L8 F8 1846 v. 4, at back (PrCt)**

50558  **Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1673**

*Carte de la decouverte fait l'an 1673 dans l'Amerique septentrionale.* Paris, 1673 [i.e. 1845].
Authors: Liébaux, Jean Baptiste -- Thévenot, Melchisédec, 1620-1692 -- Michallet, Estienne, 1630?-1699 -- Maulde et Renou -- Michalet, Estienne, 1630?-1699 SEE Michallet, Estienne, 1630?-1699
1 map ; 40 x 17 cm.
Facsimile of original published in Thévenot, Melchisédec. Recueil de voyages de Mr. Thevenot ... (Paris: Estienne Michallet, 1681).
In: Thévenot, Melchisédec. Voyage et découverte de quelques pays et nations de l’Amerique septentrionale (Paris: Maulde et Renou, 1845), opposite p. [1].
Scale [ca. 1:4,200,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
Oriented with north at right.
Shows the Mississippi River and major tributaries; includes western part of Lake Michigan.

50559  **Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1681**

*Copy of the map published with Marquette's journal, 1681.*
Authors: Marquette, Jacques, 1637-1675
1 map
Detached from unidentified text. At lower left:
'Carte de la decouverte fait l'an 1673 dans l'Amerique septentrionale.'
**temp map1F G4042.M5 1681 .M3 (PrCt)**

50560  **Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1681**

Authors: Marquette, Jacques, 1637-1675 -- Rand McNally and Company -- Liébaut, Jean Baptiste -- Kenneth Nebenzahl, Inc. -- Nebenzahl, Kenneth, 1927-
1 map ; 17 x 40 cm. in folder 22 x 21 cm.
Facsimile of original published [Paris, 1681]; reproduced 'from an original engraving courtesy Kenneth Nebenzahl, Inc.'
Scale [ca. 1:4,300,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
Oriented with north at right.
In folder ("Tricentennial of the Mississippi Exploration, 1673-1973") with descriptive note and an index map.
**map2F G4040 1681 .M3 1973 (PrCt)**

50561  **Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1689**

*Sketch map of Louisiana showing the routes followed by the Sieur des Coutures ... from Lake Michigan to the mouth of the Mississippi*. [19--].
Authors: Bibliothèque nationale (France). Ge DD 2987-8784 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1689 manuscript. Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
**MapPhoto France BN Ge DD 2987-8784 (PrCt)**

50562  **Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1692**

*Explorations - History*
*New France: map of the discoveries of Marquette, LaSalle and other Frenchmen.* [18--?].
1 map ; 18 x 11 cm.
Added title: Map 5: 1692.
19th-century engraving; probably detached from an unidentified text.
**M1201 map1F G4042.M5 1692 N4 (PrCt)**

50563  **Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1694**

- Maps - 1694 - Manuscripts
- 1694 - Indians - Manuscripts
- Indians - Texas - Maps - 1694 - Manuscripts
- Indian cartography - Mississippi River Valley - 1694 - Manuscripts

Indians of North America - Maps
[Map of the lower Mississippi River, neighboring coast, and the country to the southwest]. 1694.
VAULT drawer Ayer MS 339 map 1 (NLO)

50564 Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1695 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Fac-simile de la carte du Père Marquette. [Montreal? s.n., 19-?].
Authors: Marquette, Jacques, 1637-1675
1 map ; 48 x 37 cm., folded in covers to 26 x 16 cm. Undated "Fac-simile d'apres un dessin a la plume sure un plan de 1695." Scale [ca. 1:4,500,000]. Shows Mississippi River to ca. 42° north and down to "Bassin de la Floride." Includes drawings of smokehouse, lower right. G 10875.5 (NLO)

50565 Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1697 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
North America - Maps - 1697 - Indians - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Le Sueur, Pierre Charles, b. 1657 - Travels - Maps - 1697 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Indians - North America - Maps - 1697 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Dakota Indians - Maps - 1697 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Manuscript maps - Facsimiles - Indians of North America - Maps
Cours du grand fleuve Mississippi : depuis sa source jusqu'a son embouchure avec toutes les rivières qui y tombent ou est compris la decouverte du Sr. le Sueur qui se rent sur les pays et nations del l'est et de l'oest de ce fleuve à prendre depuis la Riviere Ouisconsing en montnt jusqu'a la source du même fleuve. [ca. 1850].
Authors: Franquelin, Jean Baptiste Louis -- Le Sueur, Pierre Charles, b. 1657 -- Lisle, Claude de, 1644-1720 -- L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Margry, Pierre, 1818-1894 -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Pierre Margry Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 1 (NLO). Service hydrographique. Manuscript map. 1 ms. map ; hand col. ; on sheet 699 x 610 mm. Tracing made ca. 1850 by historian Pierre Margry from 1697 manuscript by French royal geographer Jean Baptiste Louis Franquelin. Based on information supplied by fur trader Pierre-Charles Le Sueur, who explored the Mississippi River valley between 1683-1701. Includes transcribed annotations by Claude and Guillaume de L'Isle. Original (apparently lost) probably traced by Margry in the Service Hydrographique archives (Paris). Shows upper Mississippi River Valley and tributaries; roughly bounded by the headwaters of the Mississippi, Lake of the Woods, Lake Superior, the mouth of the Ohio River, and the...


50578 Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1702 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Carte de la Riviere de Mississippi sur les memoires de Mr. le Sueur qui en a pris avec la boussole tous les tours et detours depuis la mer jusqu'a la Riviere St. Pierre, et pris la hauteur du pole en plusieurs endroits. Par Guillaume De L'Ise Geographer de l'Academie Royale des Sciences 1702. [19-].
Authors: L'Ise, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Le Sueur, Pierre Charles, b. 1657 -- France. Service hydrographique. Archives. 138bis-3-2 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Phootostatic reproduction of 1702 manuscript; in 5 sections.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France ASH 138bis-3-2 (PrCt)

50579 Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1710 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Cours du Mississippi, depuis les sources du Mississippi aux environs de 48° ... [19-].
1 map
Phootostatic reproduction of ca. 1710 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France BSH C 4040-27 (PrCt)

Le Cours de Missisipi, ou de St. Louis ... . DresseE sur les relations et mémoires du pere Hannepin et de Mrs. de La Salle, Tonti, Laotan, Ioustel, Des Hayes, Joliet, et Le Maire ... Paris: Chez J. F. Benard, 1718.
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. La France Occidentale dans l'Amerique septentrional ou le cours de la riviere de St. Laurens ... (1718) -- Bénard, J. F. (Jacques François) -- Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 94 x 61 cm. on composite sheet 103 x 79 cm.
Incomplete: comprised of the 2 western sheets (joined) of a 4-sheet map.
Title from northwestern sheet.
Title proper from eastern half of the map (lacking in this copy): La France Occidentale dans l'Amerique septentrional ou le cours de la riviere de St. Laurens ... ; cf. Verner.
Shows area from James Bay to Cuba and from the headwaters of the Rio Grande to Lake Ontario.
Scale [ca. 1:5,000,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
Prime meridian: [Ferro?] Includes arms of the Company d'Occident and the Province of Louisiana.
Inset across top of map: Le Costes de la Louisiane de puis la baye de l'Ascension jusques acelle de St. Joseph.
For variant 1718 edition of the map bearing, Nicolas de Fer's imprint, see Ayer 133 .F34 1718.
For the 1715 edition of the southwestern sheet (issued separately?) see Fer, Nicolas de. La Riviere de Missisipi[] et ses environs, dans l'Amerique Septirionale [Ayer 133 .F34 1715]
None of the editions at Newberry include the eastern sheets.
Forms part of the Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library).
Previously filed as temp Smith map 6F G4042.M5 1718 F4
map6F G4042 .M5 1718 .F4 (PrCt)
Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Les Costes de la Louisiane ... (1718) -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. La France Occidentale dans l’Amerique septentrional ou le cours de la riviere de St. Laurens ...; Ayer 133 .F34 1715 (NLO)

1 map : hand col. ; 51 x 65 cm. folded in slipcase 28 x 18 cm.
Incomplete: forms the northwestern sheet of a 4-sheet map of North America: La France Occidentale dans l’Amerique septentrionale ou le cours de la riviere de St. Laurens ...; cf. Verner.
Scale [ca. 1:5,000,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
Prime meridian: [Ferro?] Includes arms of the Company d’Occident and the Province of Louisiana.
Inset (32 x 65 cm.): Les Costes de la Louisiane de puis la baye de l’Ascension jusques acelle de St. Joseph, ou se trouve les embouchures des Riveres Mississipi ou de St. Loüis, de la Mobile, de Pascagoula &c avec les iles, ports et habitations ou possesions des Francois. Scale [ca. 1:1,000,000].
For the southwestern sheet of this edition of the map, bearing title Partie meridionale de la Riviere de Missisipi, et ses environs, dans l’Amerique septentrionale, see Ayer 133 F34 1718 sheet 2 of 2.
For variant 1718 edition of the map, bearing the imprint of Jacques Francois Bénard, see Map6F G4042 .M5 1718 F4 (PrCt)
For the 1715 edition of the southwestern sheet (issued separately?) see Fer, Nicolas de. La Riviere de Missisipi[l] et ses environs, dans l’Amerique Septentrale [Ayer 133 .F34 1715]
None of the editions at Newberry include the eastern sheets.

Ayer 133 .F34 1718 sheet 1 of 2 (NLO)

50582 Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1718 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>>Manuscripts maps - Facsimiles [Map of upper Mississippi Valley]. [19--].
Authors: L’Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Bibliothèque nationale (France). Estampes Vd. 22 (9) -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map
Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1718 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France BN Estampes Vd. 22 (9) (PrCt)

Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1718<<>>Southern States - Maps - 1718
La Rivière de Missisipi[!] et ses environs, dans l’Amerique Septentrale. Paris : [N. de Fer], 1715.
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. La France Occidentale dans l’Amerique septentrional ou le cours de la riviere de St. Laurens ... (1718) -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Le Cours de Missisipi, ou de St. Louis ... Dressée sur les relations et mémoires du pere Hannepin et de Mrs. de La Salle, Tonti, Laotan, loustel, Des Hayes, Joliet, et Le Maire ... -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 47 x 64 cm. fold. in covers 26 x 18 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Scale [ca. 1:5,000,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
Includes coat-of-arms.
Shows territory between 22° and 41° north, including Lake Erie; centered on Mississippi River.
First state of the plate.
This plate later revised and issued as part of 2 editions of a 4-sheet map of North America issued in 1718 by Nicolas de Fer and Jacques Francois Bénard, titled La France Occidentale dans l’Amerique septentrional ou le cours de la riviere de St. Laurens ...; cf. Verner.
Western half of the 4-sheet map bears added title: Le Cours de Missisipi, ou de St. Louis ... Dressée sur les relations et mémoires du pere Hannepin et de Mrs. de La Salle, Tonti, Laotan, loustel, Des Hayes, Joliet, et Le Maire ... ; cf. Ayer 133 F34 1718 and Map6F G4042 .M5 1718 F4 (PrCt)
Ayer 133 .F34 1715 (NLO)

50584 Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1718<<>>United States - Maps - 1718
Partie meridionale de la Riviere de Missisipi, et ses environs, dans l’Amerique septentrionale. Dressée sur les relations et mémoires du pere Hannepin et de Mrs. de la Salle, Tonti, Laotan, loustel, Des Hayes, Joliet, et le Maire ... ; cf. Ayer 133 F34 1718 and Map6F G4042 .M5 1718 F4 (PrCt)
Ayer 133 .F34 1715 (NLO)

[Map of Louisiana showing the post established by Bernard de la Harpe on the Red River]. [19--].

Authors: Bénard de La Harpe, Jean Baptiste, 1683-1765 -- Bibliothèque nationale (France). Ge DD 2987-8796 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map

Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1719 manuscript.

Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

MapPhoto France BN Ge DD 2987-8796 (PrCt)


Carte nouvelle de la partie de l'ouest de la provence de la Lousiane sur les observations et découvertes du Sieur Bernard de la Harpe, commandant sur la Riviere Rouge et ou paroissent ses routes colorées de jaune et établissement retalis à son journal dressé par le Sr de Beauvilliers Gentilhomme servant du Roy et son ingenieur ordinaire de l'Académie Royale des Sciences a Paris en Nobre 1720. [19--].

Authors: Beauvilliers, sieur de, d. 1730 - Bénard de La Harpe, Jean Baptiste, 1683-1765 -- Bibliothèque nationale (France). Ge C 5115 -- Bénard de La Harpe, Jean Baptiste, 1683-1765 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map

Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1719 manuscript.

Includes inset of Mississippi Delta and view of New Orleans.

Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

MapPhoto France BN Ge C 5115 (PrCt)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1720 manuscript.
Includes inset showing the Mouth of Mississippi River.
Duplicate or variant copy: MapPhoto Sp BN Ge C 5115.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France BSH C 4040-7 (PrCt)

Carte nouvelle de la partie de l'ouest de la province de la Louisiane. [19--].
Authors: Beauvilliers, sieur de, d. 1730 -- Bénard de La Harpe, Jean Baptiste, 1683-1765 -- France. Service hydrographique. Archives. 138bis-1-8 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1720 manuscript. Includes inset 'Vue de la Nouvelle Orleans'; shows Mississippi River delta.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France ASH 138bis-1-8 (PrCt)

50589 Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1720 - Manuscripts - Facsimilies<<>>Gulf Coast (U.S.) - Maps - 1721 - Manuscripts - Facsimilies<<>>St. Denis, Louis Juchereau, Chevalier de, 1676-1744 - Travels, 1721<<>>Manuscript maps - Facsimilie
Carte de la Louisiane et du cours du Mississippi sur la Relation d'André Penicaut. [between 1860 and 1879].
Authors: Boët, François -- L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726. Carte de la Louisiane et du cours du Mississippi -- Pénicaud, André. Relation ou annale de ce qui s'est passé dans le pays de la Louisiane pendant vingt-deux années consecutives ... 1699-1721 -- Gravier, Gabriel, 1827-1904 -- Bibliothèque municipale de Rouen. Manuscript -- Bibliothèque nationale (France).
Ayer MS 694 map
1 ms. map : hand col. ; 502 x 521 mm.
Nineteenth century tracing derived from Guillaume de L'Isle's Carte de la Louisiane et du Mississippi (Paris, 1718). Covers region roughly bounded by the Rio Grande, the Missouri River, Lake Huron, eastern Florida, and the mouth of the Rio Grande, but most detailed in the Mississippi River valley and the Gulf Coast. Unlike L'Isle's map, the tracing shows routes traveled by Louis Juchereau de St. Denis during both his expeditions to Texas between 1714-1719. See Jackson, Jack. Manuscript maps concerning the Gulf Coast (Chicago: Hermon Dunlap Smith Center for the History of Cartography, 1995) p. 30, no. 140. Detached from a 19th century transcription of André Pénicaud's manuscript Relation ou annale de ce qui s'est passé dans le pays de la Louisiane pendant vingt-deux années consecutives ... 1699-1721. Made by or for Gabriel Gravier from original manuscript in the Bibliothèque municipale de Rouen. A variant manuscript of Pénicaud's Relation is held by the Bibliothèque nationale (France), Français 14613. See Stacia Fischer's English translation, bibliography, and notes in the Special Collections Information File.
Scale [ca. 1:6,110,000]. 'Echelle de cent lieües françoises' [= 91 mm.].
Pen-and-ink and watercolor (blue, red); separated along previous folds and mounted on heavy paper backed by cloth. Pénicaud's memoires were published in Fleur de lys et calumet: being the Pénicaud narrative of French adventure in Louisiana / translated and edited by Riebeubg Gaillard McWilliams (Tuscaloosa, Ala.: University of Alabama Press, [1988]).
Relief shown pictorially.
Forms part of both the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection and the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library).
Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 155.
Photographic transparency available in Spec. Coll. Image Index.
VAULT drawer Ayer MS 694 map (NLO)

50590 Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1729
Land en volk-ontdekking in't noorder gedeelte van America, door P. Marquette en Joliet.
Leide[n] : Pieter van der Aa, 1729.
Authors: Aa, Pieter van der, 1659-1733 -- Marquette, Jacques, 1637-1675 -- Joliet, Louis, 1645-1700 -- Aa, Pieter van der, 1659-1733. La galerie agréable du monde (1729) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 23 x 16 cm.
In: Aa, Pieter van der, 1659-1733. La Galerie agréable du monde (Leiden, [1729]), v. [63], no. 20a.
Scale [ca. 1:10,000,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
Prime meridian: Cadiz.
'Avec privileged'
Oriented with north at left.
Shows the Mississippi River and major...
tributaries; includes western part of Lake Michigan.
At bottom of map: Pays et peuple découvertes en 1673 ... par P. Marquette et Joliot, suivant la description qu'ils en ont faite, rectifiée sur diverses observations postérieures ... par Pierre Vander Aa. ...
Also published in his Atlas noveau et curieux (Leyden, [1714]) and in Marquette, Jacques. Ontdekking van eenige landen en volkeren (Leyden, 1707).

Ayer 135 A2 1729 v. [63], no. 20a (PrCt)

50591 Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1731 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1731 manuscript. 2 copies.
MapPhoto England BL Crown 122:91 (PrCt)

50592 Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1731 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
1 map

50593 Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1732 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1732 manuscript. Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France BSH C 4040-13 (PrCt)

50594 Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1732 - Southern States - Maps - 1752 Partie supérieure de la Louisiane. [Paris], 1752. Authors: Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d’, 1697-1782
1 map ; 26 x 22 cm.
Inset on Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d’. Carte de la Louisiane dressée en Mai 1732 ((Paris), 1752).
Scale [ca. 1:3,300,000]. Relief shown pictorially.
map6F 3935 (PrCt)

50595 Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1733 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
1 map ; 41 x 37 cm., reduced from 118 x 37 cm. Facsimile of anonymous manuscript compiled after 1733; reproduced from original in the Dépôt des Cartes de la Marine.
Title and date from accompanying text, p. 130.
Scale [ca. 1:6,000,000]. Relief shown pictorially. Shows river from mouth to 49°-30' north. Forms part of the William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library).
oversize Greenlee 4891 .M31 1893 atlas [no.] 39 (PrCt)

Carte d'une partie des Illinois. [19--]. Authors: Broutin, fl. 1734-1740 -- Archives nationales (France). C11 A126 no.47 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1734 manuscript. Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France AN C11 A126 no.47 (PrCt)

50597 Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1740 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Southern States

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
- Maps - 1740 - Hydrography - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
  Hydrography - Southern States - Maps - 1740 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
  Carte Particuliere dune partie de la Louisianne ou les fleuve & riviere ont esté relevèes a l'estime & les routes par terre relevees & mesurees aux pas par les Fr. Brouitin, de Vergès ingenieurs & Saucier dessinateur. [19-.]

Authors: Brouitin, fl. 1734-1740 -- Devergés, Bernard, 18th cent. -- Saucier, François, 18th cent. -- France. Service hydrographique.

Bibliothèque. C 4040-16 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map

Photostatic reproduction of 1740 manuscript.

Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

MapPhoto France BSH C 4040-16 (PrCt)

50598 Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1747 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles

Carte de la Province de la Louisiane autrefois le Missisipy. [19-.]

Authors: Dumont de Montigny -- France. Service hydrographique. Archives. 138bis-1-17 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map

Photostatic reproduction of 1747 manuscript.

Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

MapPhoto France ASH 138bis-1-17 (PrCt)

50599 Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1749


Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Didier, 1723-1786 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 22 x 17 cm.


Scale [ca. 1:9,750,000].

Relief shown pictorially.

Prime meridian: [Ferro].

'Avec privilege."

Forms part of the William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library).

folio Greenlee 4891 .R65 1784 no. 188 (PrCt)


[Map of the Mississippi and Ohio Rivers from Natchez Fort to the Illinois River and eastward as far as Pennsylvania]. [19-.]

Authors: Carondelet, Luis Héctor, barón de, 1748-1807 -- Archivo General de Indias. Papeles de Cuba 391 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map

Photostatic reproduction of 1794 manuscript.

Scale [ca. 1:4,466,000]. 1 in. - 70.5 miles.

Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

MapPhoto Spain AGI Papeles de Cuba 391 (PrCt)

50601 Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1750 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles

Carte composée des differens ouvrages des messieurs les ingenieurs qui ont été a la Louisiane, avec les renvois alphabetiques de chaque partie. [19-.]


1 map

Photostatic reproduction of 1750 manuscript.


folio Ayer 136 .H91 1914 ser. 3, v .3, pl. 148-151 (PrCt)


1 map

Photographic reproduction of 1752 manuscript in the French Service Hydrographique.

For another photocopy, at a smaller scale, see

map4F G4042.M5 1752 D4 199- (PrCt)


Authors: De Lery, Joseph Gaspard, 1721-1797 -- Renault, -- France. Service hydrographique

Bibliothèque. C 4040-19

1 map

Photographic reproduction of 1752 manuscript in the French Service Hydrographique.

For another photocopy, at a smaller scale, see

map4F G4042.M5 1752 D4 199- (PrCt)
Bibliothèque. C 4040-19 -- Louis C. Karpinski
Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1752 manuscript.
For another photocopy, at a larger scale, see
Map4F oG4042.M5 1752 D4 199-.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map
Collection (Newberry Library).

MapPhoto France BSH C 4040-19 (PrCt)

50604
Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1755 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<<Ohio River Valley - Maps - 1755 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<<Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Partie du cours du fleuve St. Louis ou Mississipi. Depuis la Riviere d'Ohio jusqu'a celle des Illinois avec les habitations Françoises ... Par Ir Sr. Bellin Ing. de la Marine 1755. [19-].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1755 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

MapPhoto France BSH C 4040-24 (PrCt)

50605
Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1755 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<<Ohio River Valley - Maps - 1755 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<<Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Partie du cours du fleuve St. Louis ou Mississipi depuis du Riviere d'Ohio jusqu'a celle des Illinois avec les habitations François. [19-].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1755 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

MapPhoto France BSH C 4040-22 (PrCt)

50606
Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1760-1769 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<<Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Carte de la Louisiane et particulièrement du fleuve Mississipi. [19-].
SEE Devergés, Bernard, 18th cent.
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of manuscript compiled ca. 176-?
Inset: Partie de la Coste c'ydessus Comprise entre les Pointe E.F. fur une plas grande échelle...
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
The map is also reproduced, with a complete list of toponyms, in Cartografia de ultramar (Madrid, Impre. de Servicio Geográfico del Ejército, 1949-), v. 2, pp. 394-396, pl. 103 [folio Ayer S73 1949].

MapPhoto Spain Guerra LM 8a-1a-a,11(1) (PrCt)

50607
Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1760 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<<Gulf Coast (U.S.) - Maps - 1760 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<<Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Sketch map (French) of the Delta of the River Mississipi. [19-].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1760 manuscript.

50608
Authors: Broutin, Ignace François, fl. 1764 -- Instituto Hidrográfico de la Marina (Spain). S.H.M. 9a-2a.145. 1&2 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1764 manuscript. Shows Indian settlements and names of tribes. Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)

MapPhoto Spain Guerra LM 8a-1a-a,11(1) (PrCt)
Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1767 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

Plan of the River Mississippi from the River Iberville in West Florida. Shewing the situation and extent of the lands granted by the English thereon. From the surveys of the river made by the Lieut. of the 34th Regiment: improved by Lieut. Ross of the 34th Regiment. [1765 - 1772].

Authors: Ross, John, Lieut., fl. 1765 -- Kitchin, Thomas, 1718-1784 -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794. A General atlas describing the whole universe ... (1773) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 111 x 34 cm.
In: Kitchin, Thomas. A General atlas describing the whole universe ... (London : Robert Sayer, 1773); verso handstamped '33.
Bound with: Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d'. A Complete body of ancient geography ... (London : R. Laurie and J. Whittle, 1799).

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
surveys of Elias Durnford, Surveyor General of West Florida. This map, laid down and drawn by Samuel Lewis, Sept. 1772. [19–]. Authors: Durnford, Elias -- Lewis, Samuel, 1753 or 1754-1822 -- British Library. Crown 122:90 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1772 manuscript. Inset: Plan of the proposed New Town also the proposed cut from the Mississippi to the Iberville.

MapPhoto England BL Crown 122:90 (PrCt)

A Colored 'Plan of the rivers Mississippi, Iberville, Mobile, and Bay of Pensacola, in the province of West Florida; showing the situation of lands granted by English thereon;' with the names of all the possessors; drawn from the surveys of Elias Durnford, surveyor-general of West Florida. in Sept., 1772 ... with a 'plan of the proposed cut from the Mississippi to the Iberville'. [19–]. Authors: Durnford, Elias -- Hubert, Archer Butler, 1873-1933 -- Hubert, Archer Butler, 1873-1933. The Crown Collection of photographs of American maps -- British Library. Crown 122:90 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map

50619 Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1775
Course of the River Mississippi from the Balise to Fort Chartres. London : Robt. Sayer [i.e. Sayer and Bennett], 1775 [i.e. 1783?].
Authors: Ross, John, Lieut., fl. 1765 -- Jefferys, Thomas, d. 1771. The American atlas -- or, A geographical description of the whole continent of America ... (1776) -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Robert Sayer and John Bennett (Firm) -- Jefferys, Thomas, d. 1771. The American atlas, or, A geographical description of the whole continent of America ... (1776)
1 map : hand col.; 113 x 34 cm.
'Taken on an Expedition to the Illinois, in the latter end of the year 1765'.
In: Jefferys, Thomas. The American atlas, or, A geographical description of the whole continent of America ... (London : R. Sayer and J. Bennett, 1776); verso handstamped '26.'
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .J46 1776 pl. 26 (PrCt)

50620 Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1775<<>>Wall maps
Course of the River Mississippi from the Balise to Fort Chartres ... / by Lieut. Ross of the 54th Regiment ... London : printed for Robt. Sayer, 1 June1775.
Authors: Ross, John, Lieut., fl.1765 -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Kitchin, Thomas, 1718-1784. A General atlas, describing the whole universe : being a complete collection of the most approved maps extant ... [1788?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Ross, Lieut. SEE Ross, John, Lieut., fl.1765 1 map : hand col.; 112 x 35 cm.
"Taken on an Expedition to the Illinois, in the latter end of the year 1765."
Printed from 2 plates on 2 sheets joined to form composite sheet; stamped "33" on verso.
In: Kitchin, Thomas. A General atlas, describing the whole universe : being a complete collection of the most approved maps extant ... (London : Printed for Robert Sayer, [1788?]), no. 33. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

50618 Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1775
Course of the River Mississippi from the Balise to Fort Chartres. London : Robt. Sayer, 1775 [i.e. 1776].
Authors: Ross, John, Lieut., fl. 1765 -- Jefferys, Thomas, -1771. The American atlas, or, A geographical description of the whole continent of America ... (1776) -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Robert Sayer and John Bennett (Firm) -- Jefferys, Thomas, d. 1771. The American atlas, or, A geographical description of the whole continent of America ... (1776)
1 map : hand col.; 113 x 34 cm.
'Taken on an Expedition to the Illinois, in the latter end of the year 1765'.
In: Jefferys, Thomas. The American atlas, or, A geographical description of the whole continent of America ... (London : R. Sayer and J. Bennett, 1776); verso handstamped '26.'
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .J46 1776 pl. 25 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
**Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1788**


Authors: Bonne, Rigobert, 1727-1794 -- André, Gaspard, active 1768-1801 -- Desmarest, Nicolas, 1725-1815 -- Hôtel de Thou, publishers


1 map ; 35 x 24 cm.

In Bonne, Rigobert and Nicolas Desmarest. Atlas encyclopédique (1787-1788). Relief shown pictorially. Scale [ca. 1:6,100,000].

Photostatic reproduction of manuscript compiled ca. 1790.

Original ms. forms part of the Guerre Etat-Major archives. Photocopy forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

MapPhoto France Guerre Etat Major 7C 221 (PrCt)

**Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1790-1799**

*Carte du Mississippi et de ses branches.* [19–].

Authors: France. Ministère de la guerre. Archives historiques. 7C 221 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map

Photostatic reproduction of manuscript compiled ca. 1790.

Original ms. forms part of the Guerre Etat-Major archives. Photocopy forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

MapPhoto France Guerre Etat Major 7C 221 (PrCt)

**Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1826**

*Map of the course of the Mississipi from the Missouri and the country of the Illinois to the mouth of this river.* [Paris: A. Bertrand, 1826].


1 map ; 88 x 23 cm.


Digital image available as part of the Newberry Library’s Great Lakes Digital Collection via the CARLI Digital Collections website (accessed Nov. 2007): http://collections.carli.illinois.edu/cgi-bin/getimage.exe?CISOROOT=/nby_grlakes&CISOPTR=1857VAULT folio Ayer 128.7 C7 1826a Atlas pl. 25 (PrCt)

**Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1845**

*Map of the western rivers, or, Travellers guide exhibiting the Mississippi, Missouri, Ohio, and Illinois rivers with all the principal towns, islands & distances.* Cincinnati: Geo. Conclin, 1845, c1842.

Authors: Munson, Samuel B., 1806-1880 -- Doolittle & Munson -- Conclin, George

1 map ; 58 x 29 cm.

Scale [ca. 1:2,500,000]. Entered for copyright by Saml. B. Munson, 1842. Includes distance table. For 1843 edition of this map, see Graff 4946.

map2F G4040 1845 .M8 (PrCt)

**Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1847**

*Tourist maps of the Mississippi.* [Cincinnati: Geo. Conclin, 1847].

Authors: Reed, Edwin O., approximately 1824- -- Robinson & Jones -- Robinson & Jones. The Traveller’s register, and river and road guide: containing a new and correct map of the rivers of the Mississippi Valley ... (1847) -- Allen, Zachariah, 1795-1882 -- Allen, Eliza Harriet

Digital image available as part of the Newberry Library’s Great Lakes Digital Collection via the CARLI Digital Collections website (accessed Nov. 2007): http://collections.carli.illinois.edu/cgi-bin/getimage.exe?CISOROOT=/nby_grlakes&CISOPTR=1857VAULT folio Ayer 128.7 C7 1847a Atlas pl. 25 (PrCt)

**Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1848**

*Tourist maps of the Mississippi.* [Cincinnati: Geo. Conclin, 1848].

Authors: Reed, Edwin O., approximately 1824- -- Robinson & Jones -- Robinson & Jones. The Traveller’s register, and river and road guide: containing a new and correct map of the rivers of the Mississippi Valley ... (1848) -- Allen, Zachariah, 1795-1882 -- Allen, Eliza Harriet

Digital image available as part of the Newberry Library’s Great Lakes Digital Collection via the CARLI Digital Collections website (accessed Nov. 2007): http://collections.carli.illinois.edu/cgi-bin/getimage.exe?CISOROOT=/nby_grlakes&CISOPTR=1857VAULT folio Ayer 128.7 C7 1848a Atlas pl. 25 (PrCt)
Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1849
Strip maps
Map of the Mississippi River from the Falls of St. Anthony to ... Memphis. c1849. New York, 1857.
Authors: Williams, W. (Wellington) -- D. Appleton and Company -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
2 maps ; on sheet 20 x 14 cm.

Strip map in two sections: From the Falls of St. Anthony to St. Louis -- From St. Louis to Memphis.
Scale [ca. 1:4,600,000].

Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1850
Strip maps
Conclins' new river guide, or A gazetteer of all the towns on the western waters: containing sketches of the cities, towns and countries ... on the Ohio and Mississippi Rivers ... Cincinnati : H.S. & J. Applegate, 1850.
Authors: Conclin, George -- H.S. & J. Applegate (Firm) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
128 p : 44 maps ; 23 cm.
At head of title: A Book for all travelers. Includes 44 strip maps of the Ohio and Mississippi Rivers; river maps also cataloged separately.
At head of title: A book for all travelers. Phillips 1309
64 - 4732
Ayer 138 O4 C744 1850 (NLO)

Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1858
Strip maps
James' river guide : containing descriptions of all the cities, towns, and principal objects of interest, on the navigable waters of the Mississippi Valley ... Cincinnati : U.P. James, 1858.
Authors: James, U. P. (Uriah Pierson), 1811-1889 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
128 p. : ill., 44 maps ; 24 cm. Includes strip maps titled 'Mississippi no. 1 ... 23' and 'Ohio no. 1 ... 20'; strip maps also cataloged collectively as navigation charts of each river.
6069
Ayer 138 J25 1858 (NLO)

Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1858
Plantations
Plantations - Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1858
Strip maps
Authors: Persac, Marie Adrien, 1823-1873 -- Norman, Benjamin Moore, 1809-1860 -- Aiena, Joseph -- Chambers Agency -- Rand McNally and Company -- Shermin, George Col. -- Pelican Book Shop
1 map ; 117 x 64 cm. Redrawn facsimile of Persac, Marie Adrien.
Norman's chart of the lower Mississippi River (New Orleans: B.M. Norman, 1858); redrawn by Joseph Aiena of the Chambers Agency.

'I certify that this is an accurate copy of Persac's map, called Norman's chart of the Mississippi River from Natchez to New Orleans in 1858, giving the outline of plantations drawn to scale, with the names of their owners'-signed, in ms., by 'George Col. [?] Shermin [?]'. 'owner of a copy of the original map.'

'Copyright 1931, Pelican Book Shop, Inc.'

No. 119.

Scale: 2-1/6 miles to an inch.

Strip map printed in 2 adjacent sections on 1 sheet; includes views of Baton Rouge and New Orleans in bottom margin.

B 10591
NL 31-3276
maproll F 875 .67 (NLO)

50631 Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1858 - Plantations - Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1858 - Landowners - Strip maps - Landowners - Maps


Authors: Persac, Marie Adrien, 1823-1873 -- Norman, Benjamin Moore, 1809-1860 -- J.H. Colton & Co.

1 map ; hand col. ; 160 x 75 cm. folded to 22 cm. 'Engraved, printed & mounted by J.H. Colton & Co., New York.'

Added title: From Natchez to New Orleans.

In 2 parallel columns, within illustrated border.

Scale [ca. 1:140,000.]

Cadastral map; identifies some plantations and landowners.

Includes illustration.

Available through the Library of Congress website as a raster image (May 2006):
http://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g4042m.ct000765
LC Card Number: 78692178
Case F 875 .66 (NLO)

50632 Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1858 - Plantations - Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1858 - Landowners - Wall maps - Strip maps - Landowners - Maps


1 map : col. ; 136 x 80 cm.

'I certify that this is an accurate copy of Persac's map, called Norman's Chart of the Mississippi River from Natchez to New Orleans in 1858, giving the outline of plantations drawn to scale, with the names of their owners'-signed by owner of a copy of the original map.

Bottom left: This map was drawn by Joseph Aiena of the Art Department of the Chambers Agency, Inc., Advertising...Published for the Friends of the Cabildo, Inc., Louisiana State Museum, by the Pelican Publishing Company Inc.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Two copies.

artifacts cage RMcN maproll 6 : 1. 3 (PrCt)


New county and railroad map of the country 500 miles around Cairo, showing the seat of war in the West; with list of forts, military stations, etc., and a detailed map of the Ohio and Mississippi Rivers, showing every steamboat landing ...

New York : Colton, 1861.

Authors: Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901

1 map ; 73 x 50 cm. (fold. to 12mo)

Cover-title.

1:1,267,200; 20 statute miles to an inch.

G 10834 .21 (NLO)


Lloyd's map of the lower Mississippi River from St. Louis to the Gulf of Mexico / compiled from government surveys in the Topographical Bureau, Washington, D.C.; revised and corrected to the present time, by Captains Bart. and William Bowen, pilots of twenty years' experience on that river. 164 Broadway, New York : J.T. Lloyd, publisher, 1862.

Authors: Lloyd, James T. -- Bowen, Barton W. Stone, 1829 or 1830-1868 -- Bowen, William, 1836-1893 -- United States. Topographical Bureau -- United States. Army. Corps of Engineers -- Bart, Captain SEE Bowen, Barton W. Stone, 1829 or 1830-1868 -- Bowen, Bart SEE Bowen, Barton W. Stone, 1829 or 1830-1868 -- Bowen, Barton S. SEE Bowen, Barton W. Stone, 1829 or 1830-1868 -- Bowen, Bart SEE Bowen, Barton W. Stone, 1829 or 1830-1868 -- Bowen, Bart SEE Bowen, Barton W. Stone, 1829 or 1830-1868 -- Bowen, Bart SEE Bowen, Barton W. Stone, 1829 or 1830-1868 -- Bowen, Bart SEE Bowen, Barton W. Stone, 1829 or 1830-1868 -- Bowen, Bart

1 map in 5 sections : hand colored ; each section 86 x 26 cm or smaller, on sheet 97 x 133 cm

"Exhibiting the sugar and cotton plantations, cities, towns, landings, sand bars, islands, bluffs,
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

bayous, cut-offs, the steamboat channel, mileage, fortifications, railroads, &c. along the river."

"Entered, according to Act of Congress, in the year 1862, by J.T. Lloyd, in the Clerk's Office of the District Court of the United States, for the Southern District of New York."

Shows land ownership and tracts, distances from New Orleans to St. Louis in five mile increments, roads, towns, county boundaries, railroads, notable physical features, and layout of larger cities.

Includes "explanation" of map symbols and list of maps available from publisher.

Scale [1:316,800]. "Scale--5 miles to an inch." Coordinates (W 91°55'--W 88°30'/N 39°00'--N 28°45').

Relief shown by hachures and pictorially.

Strip map printed in 5 vertical sections.

At head of sections: No. 2, No. 3, No. 4, No. 5.

References: Holland, Robert A. Mississippi River in maps & views, 2008, pages 172-175

Digital image available as part of the Newberry Library's Great Lakes Digital Collection via the CARLI Digital Collections website:
http://collections.carli.illinois.edu/cgi-bin/getimage.exe?CISOROOT=/nby_grlakes&CISOPTR=1009

map8F G4042.M5 1862 .L55 (NLO)

Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1863 - Landowners
Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1863 - Real property
Wall maps
Strip maps
Landowners
Lloyd's map of the lower Mississippi River from St. Louis to the Gulf of Mexico / compiled by government surveys in the Topographical Bureau, Washington, D.C.; revised and corrected to the present time, by Captains Bart. and William Bowen, pilots of twenty years' experience on that river. New York : J.T. Lloyd, 1863.


1 map on 5 sheets : mounted on cloth ; 408 x 25 cm., on composite sheet 99 x 139 cm.

"Exhibiting the sugar and cotton plantations, cities, towns, landings, sand bars, islands ... railroads, &c. along the river."

Strip map printed on or sectioned into 5 sheets (each 99 x 26 cm.); this copy subsequently mounted on cloth to form 1 composite sheet.

Shows distances from New Orleans to St. Louis in five mile increments.

Scale [ca. 1:316,800].

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

http://www.davidrumsey.com/luna/servlet/view/search?q=+Pub_List_No%3D%274842.000%272%20LIMIT:RUMSEY~8&1=sort=Pub_Date,Pub_List_No,InitialSort

References: Cf. Holland, Robert A. Mississippi River in maps & views, 2008, pages 172-175

map8F G4042.M5 1863 .L55 (PrCt)

Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1887-Wall maps-Railroads - Maps
Map of the alluvial valley of the Mississippi River : from the head of St. Francis basin to the Gulf of Mexico showing lands subject to overflow, location of levees and trans-alluvial profiles. St. Louis : [Mississippi River Commission?], 1887.


1 map : col. ; 296 x 109 cm.

'Compiled drawn and engraved under the direction of 1st Lieut. S. S. Leach, Corps of Engrs., Secretary Miss. Riv. Commission in 1884-85 and Captain Thomas Turtle Corps of Engrs., Secretary Miss. Riv. Commission 1885-86 by Edward Molitor, principal draughtsman.'

Includes detailed list of authorities.

Details Mississippi river from the junction of the Ohio river to the Gulf of Mexico.

Lower left hand corner torn off, including publishing information.

Forms part of the Illinois Central Railroad archives, Newberry Library.

Hand colored rail lines.

Removed from roller.

Formerly shelved as IC Map 33 and IC Map6F 130.


maproll G4042.M5 1887 .M5 (PrCt)

Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1912 - Inland water transportation
Inland water transportation - Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1912


Authors: Shelton, William Arthur, 1878--


x, 133 p., [1] folded leaf of plates : 3 maps ; 24 cm.

"Reprinted, with additions, from the Journal of political economy, vol. XX, nos. 6 and 7, 1912."

"Prepared as a master's thesis at the University of Chicago."--P. vii.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1928

Mississippi River Valley : below Dubuque, Iowa.
Authors: Geological Survey (U.S.)
1 map ; 147 x 89 cm.
Scale 1:1,000,000
Coordinates: (W 96°30'--W 87°30'N 42°30'--N 29°00').
map G 10875 .914 (NLO)

Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1945 - River channels
Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1945 - Alluvial plain
Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1945 - Geology
Mississippi River Valley - Historical geography
Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1945 - Meandering rivers
Mississippi River Valley - 1944 - Strip maps
Mississippi River Valley - Wall maps

Geological investigation, Mississippi River alluvial valley, ancient courses, Mississippi River meander belt, Cape Girardeau, Mo.--Donaldsonville, La. Vicksburg, Miss. Office of the President, Mississippi River Commission, 1944.
1 map on 15 sheets; col.
*To accompany report of Harold N. Fisk, Ph. D. consultant, Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge, La. dated 1 Dec. 1944.*

"File no. MRC/2588 ..."
1 strip map "in 15 sheets", each sheet forming part of "plate 22".
Summary coordinates for all 15 sheets: (W 92°40'--W 88°50'N 37°00'--N 30°00').
Relief shown with contour lines and land forms; includes soundings.
Issued in atlas accompanying: United States. Mississippi River Commission. Geological investigation of the alluvial valley of the lower Mississippi River / conducted for the Mississippi River Commission ... by Harold N. Fisk ([Vicksburg, Miss.]: Mississippi River Commission, [1945]).
Four sheets selected from the U.S. Army Engineer Research and Development Center (ERDC) website to form part of the Newberry Library's Mapping Movement in American History and Culture website in 2012.
"Plate 22, sheet 2" covers the region between Carlisle County, Kentucky and Lake County, Tennessee. Coordinates: (W 89°43'--W 89°00'N 36°57'--N 36°24').
"Plate 22, sheet 3" covers the region between Lake County, Tennessee and Lauderdale County, Tennessee. Coordinates: (W 89°47'--W 89°15'N 36°18'--N 35°45').
"Plate 22, sheet 7" covers the region between Coahoma County, Mississippi and Arkansas County, Arkansas. Coordinates: (W 91°20'--W 90°29'N 34°28'--N 34°00').
"Plate 22, sheet 9" covers the region between Washington County, Mississippi and East Carroll Parish, Louisiana. Coordinates: (W 91°21'--W 89°53'N 33°26'--N 32°51').
Sheets 2, 3, and 7 oriented with north at upper left.
Text and maps available for download from the U.S. Army Engineer Research and Development Center website (accessed November 2014):
http://lmv.mapping.erdc.usace.army.mil/
Another digital copy, complete in 15 sheets, available on the Radical Cartography website (accessed November 2014):
http://www.radicalcartography.net/index.html?fisk Not held by Newberry Library (November 2014); original map not examined in person; this catalog record derived from OCLC 223329442 and 1936693.
Not at Newberry Library (Nov. 2014) (PrCt)

Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1963 - Road maps
United States Highway 61 - Maps - 1963 - Road maps
Mississippi River Valley Maps - 1970-1979 - Road maps

The Mighty Mississippi : recreation guide from the headwaters to St. Louis. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Company, [197-].

Authors: Upper Mississippi River Conservation Committee -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- UMRCC SEE Upper Mississippi River Conservation Committee

1 map : col. ; 61 x 12 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Recto and verso include extensive descriptive text, photos, and inset maps of Minnesota, Wisconsin, Illinois, Iowa, and Missouri (7 x 7 cm. and smaller).

Panel art: Color illustration of steamboat on river.

Editor's copy; the word "Mississippi" trimmed from text block titled "Fishing in the Mississippi."

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

Mississippi River Valley - Maps - Collections, 1800-1899 - Pictorial works


Authors: Reps, John William -- McLean, A. -- University of Missouri Press -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

342 p. ; 200 maps ; 261 x 325 mm.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)
**Exhibitions - Catalogs - Electronic information resources**

*Mapping the French Empire in North America [Internet resource]*, c2009.

Authors: Buisseret, David -- French Colonial Historical Society. Meeting -- Newberry Library Internet resource


For complete text and all images see printed version of the exhibit catalog [Map Ref Z881.C525 N48 1991]

http://www.newberry.org/smith/exhibits/fe/fe.html (PrCt)

---

**Mississippi River Valley - Maps**

**Exhibitions**

**North America - Maps**

**Exhibitions**

**French cartography**

**Exhibitions - Catalogs**

**Cartography**

**Mississippi River Valley - Exhibitions**

**Catalogs**

**Cartography - North America**

**Exhibitions - Catalogs**


Authors: Buisseret, David -- French Colonial Historical Society. Meeting -- Newberry Library -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)

vi, [7]-114 p. : views ; 27 cm.

"Accompanied with historical descriptions. Published monthly in numbers, each number containing four views, at $1 per number."

Originally published monthly in 9 parts, from July 1841 to March 1842, with an extra number for Sept. 1841.

Most numbers include separate title pages with imprint "J.C. Wild, publisher, Republican Printing Office, Main Street, Saint Louis."

This copy incomplete; lacking nos. 8 and 9, issued February and March 1842 (p. [115]-130 and p. [131]-145).

Errors in arrangement of the parts, i.e. p. 99-114 precedes p. 71-98.

Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library).

Selected views also cataloged separately.

Variant copy (lacking nos. 5-9): folio Graff 4127. For 1948 facsimile reprint of complete copy (held by the State Historical Society of Missouri), see Ayer 160.5 .M76 W66 1948

LC Card Number: a 19000254

VAULT folio Ayer 160.5 .M76 W66 1841 (NLO)

50649

---

**Mississippi River Watershed - Maps**

**Hydrography**

**Middle West - Maps**

**Hydrography - Mississippi River Watershed - Maps**

**Hydrography - Middle West - Maps - 1842**

*Hydrographical basin of the upper Mississippi river from astronomical and barometrical observations, surveys, and information.* By J. N. Nicollet, in the years 1836, 37, 38, 39, and 40; Republican Printing Office (Saint Louis, Mo.) -- Chambers and Knapp (Saint Louis, Mo.) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)

vi, [7]-114 p. : views ; 27 cm.

"Accompanied with historical descriptions. Published monthly in numbers, each number containing four views, at $1 per number."

Originally published monthly in 9 parts, from July 1841 to March 1842, with an extra number for Sept. 1841.

Most numbers include separate title pages with imprint "J.C. Wild, publisher, Republican Printing Office, Main Street, Saint Louis."

This copy incomplete; lacking nos. 8 and 9, issued February and March 1842 (p. [115]-130 and p. [131]-145).

Errors in arrangement of the parts, i.e. p. 99-114 precedes p. 71-98.

Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library).

Selected views also cataloged separately.

Variant copy (lacking nos. 5-9): folio Graff 4127. For 1948 facsimile reprint of complete copy (held by the State Historical Society of Missouri), see Ayer 160.5 .M76 W66 1948

LC Card Number: a 19000254

VAULT folio Ayer 160.5 .M76 W66 1841 (NLO)

50649

---

**Mississippi River Valley - Pictorial works**

**Collections, 1841**

**Saint Louis (Mo.) - Pictorial works - Collections, 1841**

*The Valley of the Mississippi: illustrated in a series of views / edited by Lewis Foulk Thomas ; painted and lithographed by J.C. Wild. St. Louis, Mo. Published by the artist ; printed by Chambers and Knapp, 1841.*

Authors: Wild, J. C. (John Caspar), ca. 1804-1846 -- Thomas, Lewis Foulk, 1808-1868 --

---

**Mississippi River Watershed - Maps**

**Hydrography**

**Middle West - Maps**

**Hydrography - Mississippi River Watershed - Maps**

**Hydrography - Middle West - Maps - 1843**

*Hydrographical basin of the upper Mississippi River from astronomical and barometrical observations, surveys, and information.* By J. N. Nicollet, in the years 1836, 37, 38, 39, and 40; Republican Printing Office (Saint Louis, Mo.) -- Chambers and Knapp (Saint Louis, Mo.) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)

vi, [7]-114 p. : views ; 27 cm.

"Accompanied with historical descriptions. Published monthly in numbers, each number containing four views, at $1 per number."

Originally published monthly in 9 parts, from July 1841 to March 1842, with an extra number for Sept. 1841.

Most numbers include separate title pages with imprint "J.C. Wild, publisher, Republican Printing Office, Main Street, Saint Louis."

This copy incomplete; lacking nos. 8 and 9, issued February and March 1842 (p. [115]-130 and p. [131]-145).

Errors in arrangement of the parts, i.e. p. 99-114 precedes p. 71-98.

Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library).

Selected views also cataloged separately.

Variant copy (lacking nos. 5-9): folio Graff 4127. For 1948 facsimile reprint of complete copy (held by the State Historical Society of Missouri), see Ayer 160.5 .M76 W66 1948

LC Card Number: a 19000254

VAULT folio Ayer 160.5 .M76 W66 1841 (NLO)

50649

---

**Mississippi River Valley - Pictorial works**

**Collections, 1841**

*The Valley of the Mississippi: illustrated in a series of views / edited by Lewis Foulk Thomas ; painted and lithographed by J.C. Wild. St. Louis, Mo. Published by the artist ; printed by Chambers and Knapp, 1841.*

Authors: Wild, J. C. (John Caspar), ca. 1804-1846 -- Thomas, Lewis Foulk, 1808-1868 --

---

**Mississippi River Watershed - Maps**

**Hydrography**

**Middle West - Maps**

**Hydrography - Mississippi River Watershed - Maps**

**Hydrography - Middle West - Maps - 1843**

*Hydrographical basin of the upper Mississippi River from astronomical and barometrical observations, surveys, and information.* By J. N. Nicollet, in the years 1836, 37, 38, 39, and 40; Republican Printing Office (Saint Louis, Mo.) -- Chambers and Knapp (Saint Louis, Mo.) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)

vi, [7]-114 p. : views ; 27 cm.

"Accompanied with historical descriptions. Published monthly in numbers, each number containing four views, at $1 per number."

Originally published monthly in 9 parts, from July 1841 to March 1842, with an extra number for Sept. 1841.

Most numbers include separate title pages with imprint "J.C. Wild, publisher, Republican Printing Office, Main Street, Saint Louis."

This copy incomplete; lacking nos. 8 and 9, issued February and March 1842 (p. [115]-130 and p. [131]-145).

Errors in arrangement of the parts, i.e. p. 99-114 precedes p. 71-98.

Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library).

Selected views also cataloged separately.

Variant copy (lacking nos. 5-9): folio Graff 4127. For 1948 facsimile reprint of complete copy (held by the State Historical Society of Missouri), see Ayer 160.5 .M76 W66 1948

LC Card Number: a 19000254
Mississippi River Watershed - Maps - 1843 - Hydrography

Hydrographical basin of the upper Mississippi river from astronomical and barometrical observations, surveys and information.

[Washington, D.C.] : Published by order of the U.S. Senate, 1843.


1 map ; 92 x 77 cm.

Scale of 1:1,200,000.

'Reduced and compiled under the direction of Col. J. J. Abert ... by Lieut. W. H. Emory from the map published in 1842 and from other authorities in 1843. W. J. Stone, Sc.'

'Mountains engraved by E. F. Woodward, Phila.'

Available through the Library of Congress website as a raster image (April 2006): http://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g4042m.ct001419

LC Card Number: 78692260

Govt. N 7.5 :N54 (NLO)

50652

Mississippi River Watershed - Maps - 1843 - Hydrography

Hydrographical basin of the upper Mississippi river from astronomical and barometrical observations, surveys and information.

[Washington, D.C.] : Published by order of the U.S. Senate, 1843.


1 map ; 92 x 77 cm.

Scale of 1:1,200,000.

'Reduced and compiled under the direction of Col. J. J. Abert ... by Lieut. W. H. Emory from the map published in 1842 and from other authorities in 1843. W. J. Stone, Sc.'

'Mountains engraved by E. F. Woodward, Phila.'

Available through the Library of Congress website as a raster image (April 2006): http://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g4042m.ct001419

LC Card Number: 78692260

Govt. N 7.5 :N54 (NLO)

50651

Mississippi River Watershed - Maps - 1843 - Hydrography

Hydrographical basin of the upper Mississippi river from astronomical and barometrical observations, surveys and information.

[Washington, D.C.] : Published by order of the U.S. Senate, 1843.


1 map ; 92 x 77 cm.

Scale of 1:1,200,000.

'Reduced and compiled under the direction of Col. J. J. Abert ... by Lieut. W. H. Emory from the map published in 1842 and from other authorities in 1843. W. J. Stone, Sc.'

'Mountains engraved by E. F. Woodward, Phila.'

Available through the Library of Congress website as a raster image (April 2006): http://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g4042m.ct001419

LC Card Number: 78692260

Govt. N 7.5 :N54 (NLO)

50652

Mississippi River Watershed - Maps - 1843 - Hydrography

Hydrographical basin of the upper Mississippi river from astronomical and barometrical observations, surveys and information.

[Washington, D.C.] : Published by order of the U.S. Senate, 1843.


1 map ; 92 x 77 cm.

Scale of 1:1,200,000.

'Reduced and compiled under the direction of Col. J. J. Abert ... by Lieut. W. H. Emory from the map published in 1842 and from other authorities in 1843. W. J. Stone, Sc.'

'Mountains engraved by E. F. Woodward, Phila.'

Available through the Library of Congress website as a raster image (April 2006): http://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g4042m.ct001419

LC Card Number: 78692260

Govt. N 7.5 :N54 (NLO)

50651

Mississippi River Watershed - Maps - 1843 - Hydrography

Hydrographical basin of the upper Mississippi river from astronomical and barometrical observations, surveys and information.

[Washington, D.C.] : Published by order of the U.S. Senate, 1843.


1 map ; 92 x 77 cm.

Scale of 1:1,200,000.

'Reduced and compiled under the direction of Col. J. J. Abert ... by Lieut. W. H. Emory from the map published in 1842 and from other authorities in 1843. W. J. Stone, Sc.'

'Mountains engraved by E. F. Woodward, Phila.'

Available through the Library of Congress website as a raster image (April 2006): http://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g4042m.ct001419

LC Card Number: 78692260

Govt. N 7.5 :N54 (NLO)

50652

Mississippi River Watershed - Maps - 1843 - Hydrography

Hydrographical basin of the upper Mississippi river from astronomical and barometrical observations, surveys and information.

[Washington, D.C.] : Published by order of the U.S. Senate, 1843.


1 map ; 92 x 77 cm.

Scale of 1:1,200,000.

'Reduced and compiled under the direction of Col. J. J. Abert ... by Lieut. W. H. Emory from the map published in 1842 and from other authorities in 1843. W. J. Stone, Sc.'

'Mountains engraved by E. F. Woodward, Phila.'

Available through the Library of Congress website as a raster image (April 2006): http://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g4042m.ct001419

LC Card Number: 78692260

Govt. N 7.5 :N54 (NLO)
Hydrographical basin of the upper Mississippi River: from astronomical and barometrical observations, surveys and information / by J.N. Nicollet, in the years 1836, 37, 38, 39, and 40, assisted in 1838, 39, & 40 by Lieut. J.C. Fremont, of the Corps of Topographical Engineers, under the superintendence of the Bureau of the Corps of Topographical Engineers and authorized by the War Department; reduced and compiled under the direction of Col. J.J. Abert in the Bureau of the Corps of Topl. Engrs. by Lieut. W.H. Emory from the map published in 1842 and from other authorities in 1843; W.J. Stone, sc. [St. Paul] : Minnesota Historical Society, 1994.


1 map ; 91 x 77 cm.


Scale [ca. 1:1200,000]

Coordinates: (W 101°00' -- W 89°00' / N 48°30' -- N 38°30')

Relief shown by hachures and spot heights.

"Mountains engraved by E.F. Woodward, Phila." Accompanied by 1 p. of biographical info. on Nicollet. See Newberry Library Map Information File.

Includes notes, general locations of Native American tribes, and English and Native American names for some features.

Newberry Library copies of original map: Govt. 380 [map] and Graff 3022 [map].

For 1845 lithograph published by the House of Representatives see SC map6F G4042.M5 1845 .N5

References: Wagner-Camp 98; Sabin 55257; Howes U.S.-iana N 152; Checklist of printed maps of the Middle West to 1900 1-0475; cf. OCLC 4107139.

LC Card Number: 2008627025

94051002PL.

map6F G4042.M5 1843 .N5 1994 (NLO)

Mississippi River Watershed - Maps - 1843 - Hydrography - Middle West - Maps - 1843

Hydrographical basin of the upper Mississippi River from astronomical and barometrical observations, surveys and information ... [S.l. s.n., 194-?].


1 map ; 90 x 78 cm.

Partial photostat (positive) of original published in 1843 by order of the U.S. Senate; missing three of four (?) photostat sheets (September 2006)

'... By J.N. Nicollet in the years 1836, 37, 38, 39, and 40 ; assisted by Lieut. J.C. Fremont ... under the superintendence of the Bureau of the Corps of Topographical Engineers ...'

'Reduced and compiled under the direction of Col. J.J. Abert ... by Lieut. W.H. Emory ...'

Scale 1:1200,000.

Relief shown by hachures.

24125

ICN 46-496

Ayer pi133 .N64 1843 (NLO)

50655

Mississippi River Watershed - Maps - 1845 - Hydrography - Middle West - Maps - 1845

Hydrography - Mississippi River Watershed - Maps - 1845

Hydrographical basin of the upper Mississippi river from astronomical and barometrical observations, surveys and information.

[Washington, D.C.] : Published by order of the House of Representatives, [1845].


1 map ; 90 x 76 cm.


Imprint date from title page of accompanying report.

'Scale of 1:1200,000.'

'Reduced and compiled under the direction of Col. J. J. Abert ... by Lieut. W. H. Emory from the map published in 1842 and from other authorities in 1843.'

Newberry Library duplicate in Ayer 160.5 M76 N64 1845.

Lithograph based on the engraving published by the Senate in 1843. See Govt. 380 [map], Graff 3022 [map], and SC map6F oG4042.M5 1843 N5 1994.

OCLC 5502096.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Mississippi River Watershed - Maps - 1860
North America - Maps - 1860 - Watersheds
North America - Maps - 1860 - Railroads, Proposed
North America - Maps - 1860 - Centrality of Kansas
Kansas - Maps - 1860 - Centrality
Lawrence (Kan.) - Maps - 1860 - Railroads, Proposed
Watersheds - North America - Maps - 1860
Railroads - Maps


1 map : hand col. ; 21 x 32 cm., on sheet folded to 23 x 13 cm.

Shows "geographical center" of North America in Kansas and proposed railroads converging on Lawrence, Kan.

Scale [ca. 1:15,200,000].
Coordinates: (W 110°--W 67°/N 49°--N 28°).


Duplicate copy: Graff 1556.

G 93 .34, opposite p. 111 (PrCt)


Mississippi Sound - Maps - 1839 - Nautical charts
North America - Maps - 1839 - Nautical charts


1 map : 30 x 52 cm.

Accompanies Wheeler's Report (3 p.), in U.S. 26th Cong., 1st sess. Senate ; Doc. 163 (Serial Set 357).

Shows Mississippi coastline and Mississippi Sound from Lake Borgne to Petit Bois Island. Includes soundings.

At upper right: Sen. 1st ses. 26th Con. Doc 163.

References: Koepp: 357 (26-1) S.doc. 163, map 1.

Govt. 357, doc. 163 (PrCt)

Missoula Region (Mont.) - Maps - 1929 - Road maps
Missoula (Mont.) - Maps - 1929 - Road maps

Missoula, the garden city of Montana : road maps, tourist's guide to places of interest, historic points, camps, resorts, etc. Missoula, Mont.

Chamber of Commerce, 1929.

Authors: Kuphal, H. H. -- Missoula Chamber of
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Missouri - Description and travel - 1994
Authors: Missouri. Division of Tourism
116 p. : col. map and photos ; 30 cm.

Missouri - Geography - 1906 Missouri - Maps - 1906
Authors: Dodge, Richard Elwood, 1868-1952 -- Rand McNally and Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 18 maps ; 255 x 212 mm.
Geography text.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (Pr Ct)

Missouri - Maps - 1822
1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 25 cm.
Engraved title within neatline.
Added letterpress title in uppercase and oversize lettering, top margin: Geographical, statistical, and historical map of Missouri
In: H.C. Carey and I. Lea (Firm). A Complete historical, chronological, and geographical American atlas ... (Philadelphia : H.C. Carey and I. Lea, 1822), [map 29].
"No. 34." -- In letterpress at upper right.
Forms part of the William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library).
Oversize Greenlee 4891 .C27 1822 [map 29] (Pr Ct)

Missouri - Maps - 1825 - Geology Missouri - Maps - 1825
Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library)

50666 Missouri - Description and travel - 1994
Authors: Missouri. Division of Tourism
116 p. : col. map and photos ; 30 cm.

50667 Missouri - Geography - 1906 Missouri - Maps - 1906
Authors: Dodge, Richard Elwood, 1868-1952 -- Rand McNally and Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 18 maps ; 255 x 212 mm.
Geography text.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (Pr Ct)

50668 Missouri - Maps - 1822
1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 25 cm.
Engraved title within neatline.
Added letterpress title in uppercase and oversize lettering, top margin: Geographical, statistical, and historical map of Missouri
In: H.C. Carey and I. Lea (Firm). A Complete historical, chronological, and geographical American atlas ... (Philadelphia : H.C. Carey and I. Lea, 1822), [map 29].
"No. 34." -- In letterpress at upper right.
Forms part of the William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library).
Oversize Greenlee 4891 .C27 1822 [map 29] (Pr Ct)

50670 Missouri - Maps - 1825 - Geology Missouri - Maps - 1825
Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library)
- Missouri - Maps - 1825

Geological sketch of the lead mine district of Missouri, embracing the granitical tract of St. Michael. New York, 1825.

Authors: Scoles, John, 1772?-1853 -- Schoolcraft, Henry Rowe, 1793-1864 -- Schoolcraft, Henry Rowe, 1793-1864. Travels in the central portions of the Mississippi valley (1825) -- Collins & Hannay -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 21 x 13 cm.

Scale [ca. 1:2,000,000].
Relief shown by hachures.
Oriented with north to the bottom.
At top of map: Basin of Potosi [cross-section].
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.

Graff 3701, opp. p. 275 (PrCt)

50671 Missouri - Maps - 1826

Missouri. Philadelphia : A. Finley, [1826].

Authors: Finley, A. (Anthony) -- Young & Delleker -- Finley, A. (Anthony). A New general atlas, comprising a complete set of maps, representing the grand divisions of the globe ... (1826)

1 map : hand col. ; 28 x 21 cm.
In: Finley, Anthony. A New general atlas, comprising a complete set of maps, representing the grand divisions of the globe ... (Philadelphia : A. Finley, 1826) pl. 30.

Case folio G1019 .F5 1826 pl. 30 (PrCt)

50672 Missouri - Maps - 1829


1 map : hand col. ; 29 x 23 cm.
Engraved title within neatline.
Added letterpress title in uppercase and oversize lettering, top margin: Geographical, statistical, and historical map of Missouri
In: H.C. Carey and I. Lea (Firm). A Complete historical, chronological, and geographical American atlas ... (Philadelphia ; London ; Leipzig ; Paris : H.C. Carey & I. Lea ; John Miller ; Bossange Freres, 1827) pl. [29]. Sheet 'No. 34.' oversize Ayer 135 .C268 1827 pl. 29 (PrCt)

50673 Missouri - Maps - 1831<<<<>Arkansas - Maps - 1831

Map of the state of Missouri and territory of Arkansas compiled from the latest authorities.

Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Young, J. H. (James Hamilton) -- Howes, Wright -- Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 43 x 54 cm. fold. in leather covers 16 x 9 cm.
Cover title: Missouri & Arkansas.
Includes 2 statistical tables.
Condition: fine.
Forms part of the Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Gift 1976, Wright Howes.

map3C G4160 1831 .M5 (PrCt)

50674 Missouri - Maps - 1833

Missouri / Young & Delleker sc. Philada.
[Philadelphia] : A. Finley, [1833].

Authors: Young & Delleker -- Finley, A. (Anthony) -- Finley, A. (Anthony). A New general atlas ... (1833) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 28 x 21 cm.
In: Finley, Anthony. A New general atlas, comprising a complete set of maps, representing the grand divisions of the globe ... (Philadelphia : Anthony Finley, 1833), plate 30.
Sheet corner numbered 30.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1019 .F5 1833, plate 30 (PrCt)

50675 Missouri - Maps - 1837<<<<>Arkansas - Maps - 1837

Map of the state of Missouri and territory of Arkansas compiled from the latest authorities.

Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Mitchell & Hinman -- Howes, Wright -- Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 40 x 52 cm. fold. in leather covers 14 x 9 cm.
Cover title: Mitchell's map of Missouri & Arkansas.
Includes table: Steam boat routes.
Census figures inside front cover.
Forms part of the Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Gift 1976, Wright Howes.

map3C G4160 1837 .M5 copy 2 of 2 (PrCt)

50676 Missouri - Maps - 1837<<<<>Arkansas - Maps - 1837

Map of the state of Missouri and territory of Arkansas compiled from the latest authorities.

Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Mitchell & Hinman -- Woolard, F. M., fl. 1889 -- Hall, Caleb, fl. 1889 -- Howes, Wright -- Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 41 x 52 cm. fold. in leather covers 14 x 9 cm.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Missouri - Maps - 1838

Missouri. Boston, 1838.
Authors: Boynton, George W., -1884 -- Bradford, T. G. (Thomas Gamaliel), 1802-1887
1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 37 cm.
'Engraved by G. W. Boynton.'
Scale 1:1,800,000.
Relief shown by hachures.
Prime meridian: Washington.
Condition: good.

Missouri - Maps - 1841

A New map of Missouri with its roads & distances. [Philadelphia : Carey & Hart, 1845].
Authors: Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Carey & Hart -- Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858. A New universal atlas ... (1845)
1 map : hand col. ; 32 x 28 cm.
'Entered according to act of Congress in the year 1841 by H. S. Tanner ... .'
In: Tanner, Henry Schenck. A New universal atlas containing maps of the various empires, kingdoms, states, and republics of the world ... (Philadelphia : S. Augustus Mitchell, 1847) map '32.'

Case oversize G1019 .T2 1845 map 32 (PrCt)

Missouri - Maps - 1845

Diagram of the state of Missouri. Philadelphia : Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co., 1850 [i.e. 1852].
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co. -- Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868. Mitchell, S. Augustus. New universal atlas ... (1852)
1 map : hand col. ; 29 x 37 cm. Entered according to act of Congress in ... 1850 by Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co. ... .' Later edition of map previously published by S.A. Mitchell.

Oversize G1019 .N49 1852 pl. 33 (PrCt)

Missouri - Maps - 1847

Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Burroughs, H. N. -- Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868. A New universal atlas containing maps of the various empires, kingdoms, states, and republics of the world ... (1847)
1 map ; hand col. : 37 x 34 cm.
In: Mitchell, S. Augustus. A New universal atlas containing maps of the various empires, kingdoms, states, and republics of the world ... (Philadelphia : S. Augustus Mitchell, 1847) pl. '32.

Oversize G 10 .579 pl. 32 (PrCt)


Authors: Leigh, Edwin -- Hutawa, Julius -- Keith & Woods -- Bailey, C. C., active 1862 -- Crawford, James M., active 1862 -- Witter, C., active 1862 -- Keith and Woods SEE Keith & Woods

Cover title (wrapper).

Maps lithographed by Julius Hutawa.

Map contents (each 23 x 26 cm., on sheets folded to 24 x 13 cm.): A View of the aggregate population of the several counties in Missouri: showing at a glance the whole number of inhabitants in each county according to the U.S. census of 1860. This chart also exhibts the nine new Congressional districts -- A View of the slave population of the several counties in Missouri: showing the whole number of slaves in each county ... 1860 -- A View of the distribution of slave-owners in Missouri: showing the exact number in each county ... 1860 -- A View of the proportion of slaves in the several counties of Missouri: exhibiting in each county the number of slaves in every one hundred of its inhabitants ... 1860 -- A View of the numerical relation of slaves to agricultural wealth in Missouri: showing in each county the number of slaves to every ten thousand dollars worth of farms ... 1850 -- A View of the tobacco crop of the several counties in Missouri: showing the number of pounds raised in each county ... 1850.

Publisher's advertisement at foot of p. 3.

References: Lib. Company. Afro-Americana, 5773

H 5884 .5 (NLO)


1 map ; 80 x 60 cm.

Covers Missouri and eastern Kansas.

Detached from Pacific Railroad Reports, v. 11, pt 2, no. 30.

Scale 1:760,320.

Wheat 843.

Uniform title: Pacific Railroad Reports

map6F G4051.P3 1853 .U5 v. 11, pt. 2, no. 30 (PrCt)

50686 Missouri - Maps - 1855 - Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1855


Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's atlas of the world ... (1855-1856)

1 map : hand col. ; 28 x 36 cm.

In: Colton, George Woolworth. Colton's atlas of the world: illustrating physical and political geography (New York ; London : J.H. Colton ; Trübner, 1855-1856) v. 1, pl. [41]. Inset map, 10 x 11 cm.: Vicinity of St. Louis. Printed plate 'No. 46.'

oversize G 10 .185 v.1, pl. 41 (PrCt)

50687 Missouri - Maps - 1856

Colton's new map of Missouri compiled from the U. S. surveys ... New York : J. H. Colton & Co., 1856, c1851.


1 map : hand col.; 64 x 70 cm. fold. in covers 15 x 10 cm.

Cover title: Township map of the state of Missouri.

Condition: very fine.

Forms part of the Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Gift 1976, Wright Howes.

map3C G4160 1856 .C6 (PrCt)

50688 Missouri - Maps - 1857


Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Atwood, John M., approximately 1818- -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col.; 67 x 72 cm. folded in cover 14 x 9 cm.

'Drawn by Geo. W. Colton.'

'Engraved by J.M. Atwood.'

Scale 1:950,400; 15 miles to an inch.

Scale of miles.

'Entered ... 1851 by J.H. Colton ...' The fold to 24 x 13 cm.): A View of the aggregate population of the several counties in Missouri: showing at a glance the whole number of inhabitants in each county according to the U.S. census of 1860. This chart also exhibits the nine new Congressional districts -- A View of the slave population of the several counties in Missouri: showing the whole number of slaves in each county ... 1860 -- A View of the distribution of slave-owners in Missouri: showing the exact number in each county ... 1860 -- A View of the proportion of slaves in the several counties of Missouri: exhibiting in each county the number of slaves in every one hundred of its inhabitants ... 1860 -- A View of the numerical relation of slaves to agricultural wealth in Missouri: showing in each county the number of slaves to every ten thousand dollars worth of farms ... 1850 -- A View of the tobacco crop of the several counties in Missouri: showing the number of pounds raised in each county ... 1850.

References: Lib. Company. Afro-Americana, 5773

H 5884 .5 (NLO)


1 map ; 80 x 60 cm.

Covers Missouri and eastern Kansas.

Detached from Pacific Railroad Reports, v. 11, pt 2, no. 30.

Scale 1:760,320.

Wheat 843.

Uniform title: Pacific Railroad Reports

map6F G4051.P3 1853 .U5 v. 11, pt. 2, no. 30 (PrCt)

50686 Missouri - Maps - 1855 - Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1855


Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's atlas of the world ... (1855-1856)

1 map : hand col. ; 28 x 36 cm.

In: Colton, George Woolworth. Colton's atlas of the world: illustrating physical and political geography (New York ; London : J.H. Colton ; Trübner, 1855-1856) v. 1, pl. [41]. Inset map, 10 x 11 cm.: Vicinity of St. Louis. Printed plate 'No. 46.'

oversize G 10 .185 v.1, pl. 41 (PrCt)

50687 Missouri - Maps - 1856

Colton's new map of Missouri compiled from the U. S. surveys ... New York : J. H. Colton & Co., 1856, c1851.


1 map : hand col.; 64 x 70 cm. fold. in covers 15 x 10 cm.

Cover title: Township map of the state of Missouri.

Condition: very fine.

Forms part of the Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Gift 1976, Wright Howes.

map3C G4160 1856 .C6 (PrCt)

50688 Missouri - Maps - 1857


Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Atwood, John M., approximately 1818- -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col.; 67 x 72 cm. folded in cover 14 x 9 cm.

'Drawn by Geo. W. Colton.'

'Engraved by J.M. Atwood.'

Scale 1:950,400; 15 miles to an inch.

Scale of miles.

'Entered ... 1851 by J.H. Colton ...' Table of 'Census of the state of Missouri by counties.'

20684

ICN 42-6066

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Missouri - Maps - 1857<<<Saint Louis
Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1857
Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's general atlas ... (1857)
1 map : hand col. ; 28 x 35 cm.
In: Colton, George Woolworth. Colton's general atlas of America ... (George Woolworth), 1827--1901. Colton's general atlas ... (1857)
1 map : hand col. ; 28 x 35 cm.
Cover title: Colton's township map of the state of Missouri.
'Compiled from the U.S. surveys and other authentic sources.'
'Entered according to act of Congress in the year 1851 ...'
Scale [ca. 1:950,000]
Coordinates: (W 95°30´--W 89°30´/N 40°30´--N 36°30´).
Prime meridians: Greenwich and Washington.
Includes census of the state of Missouri by counties, 1850.
map G 10884 .22 (NLO)

Missouri - Maps - 1859<<<Kansu - Maps - 1859
Railroads<<<Kansas - Maps - 1859
Railroads<<<Railroads - Maps
New rail road and township map of Missouri and eastern Kansas from the last government surveys. New York : S.N. Gaston, 1859.
Authors: Gaston, S. N. (Samuel N.)
1 map : hand col. ; 39 x 64 cm.
Cover title: Township map of Missouri and Kansas
Issued folded in cloth covers with title: Township map of Missouri and Kansas; map has been removed and stored flat.
Scale [ca. 1:1,134,000]
Includes 5 lines of annotations in ink below 'explanation' at upper right.
Acc. no. 2008012451.
map4F G4161.P3 1859 .G3 (NLO)

Missouri - Maps - 1859<<<Saint Louis
Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1859
Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's atlas of America ... (1859) -- Johnson & Browning
1 map : hand col. ; 29 x 36 cm.
In: Colton George Woolworth. Colton's atlas of America, illustrating the physical and political geography of North and South America and the West India islands (New York : J.H. Colton and Co., 1859), pl. [41]. Inset map, 10 x 11 cm.: Vicinity of St. Louis. Printed plate 'No. 46.' Map copyrighted 1855.
Case oversize G1100 .C6 1859 pl. 41 (PrCt)

Missouri - Maps - 1860
Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893
1 map : hand col. ; 56 x 64 cm.
Cover title: Colton's township map of the state of Missouri.
'Compiled from the U.S. surveys and other authentic sources.'
'Entered according to act of Congress in the year 1851 ...'
Scale [ca. 1:950,000]
Coordinates: (W 95°30´--W 89°30´/N 40°30´--N 36°30´).
Prime meridians: Greenwich and Washington.
Includes census of the state of Missouri by counties, 1850.
map G 10884 .22 (NLO)

1 map : 9 x 11 cm.
In The Hannibal and St. Joseph Railroad Company have received by grant from Congress over 600,000 acres of the choicest farming and woodlands ... (Hannibal, Mo. : Hannibal and St. Joseph Railroad Office, 1860) opposite title page.
Case 4A 3175 (1859 vol.), opposite title page (PrCt)

Missouri - Maps - 1861 - Geology<<<Geology - Missouri - Maps - 1861
Authors: Missouri. Bureau of Geology and Mines -- Shumard, Benjamin Franklin, 1820-1869 -- Price, R. B. -- Meek, Fielding Bradford, 1817-1876 -- Broadhead, Garland Carr,
Missouri - Maps - 1861

A New map of the state of Missouri. Philadelphia : Charles Desilver, 1862.
Authors: Desilver, Charles -- Charles Desilver (Firm) -- Howes, Wright -- Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Charles Desilver (Firm) SEE ALSO Desilver Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 33 x 41 cm. fold. in cloth covers 14 x 9 cm.
Cover title: Missouri.
Advertising inside front and back covers.
Condition: very fine.
Forms part of the Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Gift 1976, Wright Howes.
map3C G4160 1862 .D4 (PrCt)

Missouri - Maps - 1862

1 map : hand col. ; 40 x 47 cm. fold. to 13 x 8 cm.
'Entered according to Act of Congress in the year 1855 ... in the Clerk's office of the District Court of the United States for the Southern District of New York.'
Scale 1:1,900,800; 30 miles to an inch.
Inset: Vicinity of St. Louis.
Condition: map fine, cover shaken.
Forms part of the Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Gift 1976, Wright Howes.
map3C G4160 1868 .B5 (PrCt)

Missouri - Maps - 1865

Authors: Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884 -- Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884
Johnson's new illustrated family atlas of the world ... (1869) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 39 x 55 cm.
"Entered according to act of Congress in the year 1865, by A.J. Johnson in the Clerk's Office of the District Court of the United States for the Southern District of New York."
In: Johnson, Alvin Jewett. Johnson's new illustrated family atlas of the world ... (New York : A.J. Johnson, publisher, 1869), [plate 32]
Sheet corners numbered 63 and 64.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1019 .J5 1869, [plate 32]

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Missouri - Maps - 1870

Colton's new sectional map of the state of Missouri : compiled from the United States surveys & other authentic sources ... New York : G.W. & C.B. Colton & Co., 1870.
1 map : hand col. ; 80 x 92 cm., folded in cover 16 x 11 cm.
Cover title: Colton's sectional map of Missouri.
'Entered according to Act of Congress in the year 1860 by J.H. Colton in the Clerks Office of the District Court for the Southern District of New York.'
Scale [1:633,600]. 1 miles to an in.
Coordinates: (W 96°-W 89°/N 41°--N 36°).
Relief shown by hachures.
Prime meridians: Greenwich and Washington.
Includes diagram of sectional map.
Ayer p133 .C695n 1870 (NLO)

Missouri - Maps - 1870

New sectional map of the state of Missouri engraved from official drafts of each county.
Chicago : George F. Cram, 1870, c1869.
Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Western Map Depot (Chicago, Ill.)
1 map : hand col. ; 66 x 81 cm. fold. in cloth covers 14 x 9 cm.
Cover title: New sectional map of Missouri.
Advertisement for Cram's Western Map Depot inside front cover.
map3C G4160 1870 .C7 (PrCt)

Missouri - Maps - 1872

Colton's new sectional map of the state of Missouri : compiled from the United States surveys & other authentic sources ... New York : G.W. & C.B. Colton, 1872.
Authors: G.W. & C.B. Colton & Co. -- Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893
1 map : col. ; 76 x 91 cm., folded in cover 16 x 10 cm.
Cover title: Colton's sectional map of Missouri.
'Entered according to act of Congress in the year 1860 by J.H. Colton ...' 
Scale [1:633,600]. 1 in. = 10 miles
Coordinates: (W 95°46´--W 89°07´/N 41°--N 36°00´)
Relief shown by hachures.
Prime meridians: Greenwich and Washington.
Case G 10884 .194 (NLO)

Missouri - Maps - 1873

Gray's atlas map of Missouri. Philadelphia, 1873.
Authors: Gray, Omando Willis -- Stedman, Brown & Lyon -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 29 x 36 cm.
Probably detached from Gray, Omando Willis.
Inset: Vicinity of St. Louis.
On same sheet with a map of Indiana; map of Illinois on verso.
Duplicate copy: +G 1083.36 p. 118.
MMC 9-0943
4100 and 4101
Fitzgerald map4F G4100 1873 .G7 (PrCt)

Missouri - Maps - 1874

Gray's atlas map of Missouri. [Philadelphia, 1874].
Authors: Gray, Omando Willis -- Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 29 x 37 cm.
Page numbered 116.
On verso, south half of map of Illinois (p. 115).
Scale ca. 1:1,700,000.
Inset: Vicinity of St. Louis.
Forms part of the Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library).
map4F G4100 1874 .G7, map 2 (PrCt)

Missouri - Maps - 1874

World maps - 1874

Map projection - Polyconic - 1874

Polyconic projection (Cartography) - Map projection - Mercator - 1874

Mercator projection (Cartography)

Campbell's new atlas of Missouri : with descriptions historical, scientific, and statistical.
St. Louis : R.A. Campbell, S.E. Cor. Fifth and Olive Streets, 1874.
Authors: Campbell, R. A. (Robert Allen), 1836 or 1837- -- Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Engelmann, George, 1809-1884 -- August Gast & Co. -- Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (various pagings) : ill., chiefly col. maps (some folded) ; 40 cm.
5th ed.
'Maps constructed on the polyconic projection, from the United States surveys and data collected by a corps of experienced surveyors under his personal direction by R.A. Campbell ; letter press articles by G. Engelmann ... [et al.]'
Missouri county maps steam lithographed by A. Gast & Co., St. Louis.
Scale 1:380,160.
Includes 'Map of the world on the Mercator projection exhibiting the American continent as its centre', by S. Augustus Mitchell.
Includes index.
Half-binding in brown cloth and brown leather; cover title, 'Campbell's new atlas of Missouri', gold-stamped on upper board, blind-stamped on lower board; purple endpapers.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
50708 Missouri - Maps - 1878

1 map : col. ; 64 x 74 cm.
Scale 1:1,887,040.
M1185
map6F G4160 1878 .U5 (PrCt)

50709 Missouri - Maps - 1881 - Railroads<->Railroads - Maps

Rand, McNally & Co.'s Missouri. [Chicago : Rand, McNally & Co., 1881].
1 map : col. ; 33 x 40 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:1,520,000].
Uniform title: Commercial atlas.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection.
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .C7 1881, p. 294-295 (PrCt)

50710 Missouri - Maps - 1883 - Railroads<->Railroads - Maps

New rail road and county map of Missouri. [Chicago : Geo. F. Cram, 1883].
Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928. Cram's unrivaled family atlas of the world (1883)
1 map : col. ; 23 x 28 cm.
In: Cram, George Franklin. Cram's unrivaled family atlas of the world (Chicago : Geo.F. Cram, c1883), p. 52.
folio G1019 .G463 1883b, p. 52 (PrCt)

50711 Missouri - Maps - 1883 - Railroads<->Railroads - Maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1883)
1 map : col. ; 13 x 13 cm.
Title in upper margin.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1883) opposite p. 823
H 668 .703 (1883) opp. p. 823 (PrCt)

50712 Missouri - Maps - 1883 - Railroads<->Railroads - Maps

Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1883 - Railroads<->Railroads - Maps

1 map : col. ; 32 x 40 cm.
Title in upper margin.
'Copyright, 1883, by Rand, McNally & Co. ...' Insets (10 x 11 cm. and 7 x 8 cm.): [St. Louis region] -- [Missouri Bootheel : continuation inset]. Right margin includes statistical 'List of iron producing states in ... 1880.'
Issued folded in accompanying index (48 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand, McNally & Co.'s indexed county and township map of Missouri. Chicago : Rand, McNally & Co., 1883.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
map2F G4161.P3 1883 .R3 (PrCt)

50713 Missouri - Maps - 1884 - Railroads<->Railroads - Maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1884)
1 map : col. ; 21 x 26 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Includes southeastern continuation inset (6 x 6 cm.)
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1884) between p. 800-801
H 668 .703 (1884) bet. p. 800-801 (PrCt)

50714 Missouri - Maps - 1885<->Arkansas - Maps - 1885

Missouri and Arkansas. Edinburgh : A. & C. Black, [1885].
Authors: Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- Adam and Charles Black (Firm). Black's general atlas of the world ... (1885)
1 map : col. ; 37 x 26 cm.
In: Adam and Charles Black. Black's general atlas of the world : embracing the latest discoveries, new boundaries, and other changes, accompanied by introductory letterpress and index (Edinburgh : Adam and Charles Black, 1885), plate 44G.
oversize G1019 .B63 1885, plate 44G (PrCt)

50715 Missouri - Maps - 1885 - Railroads<->Railroads - Maps

Map of Missouri. For Poor's manual of railroads for 1885. Chicago : Rand, McNally & Co., 1885, c1884.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1885)
1 map : col. ; 21 x 26 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Southeastern continuation inset (6 x 6 cm.).
Missouri - Maps - 1887 - Railroads

50716 Missouri - Maps - 1887 - Railroads
Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1887 - Railroads

50717 Missouri - Maps - 1888 - Railroads
Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1888 - Railroads
Saint Louis (III.) - Maps - 1888 - Railroads
Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1888 - Railroads

50718 Missouri - Maps - 1889 - Railroads

50719 Missouri - Maps - 1890 - Railroads
Illinois - Maps - 1890 - Railroads
Cape Girardeau Southwestern Railway - Maps - 1890 - Railroads
Map of the Cape Girardeau Southwestern Railway and connections. [New York : s.n., 1890]. Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1890) -- Cape Girardeau Southwestern Railway 1 map ; 12 x 19 cm. Text on verso. In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1890) p. 863 H 668 .703 (1890) p. 863 (PrCt)

50720 Missouri - Maps - 1891 - Railroads
Illinois - Maps - 1891 - Railroads
Cape Girardeau Southwestern Railway - Maps - 1891 - Railroads
Map of the Cape Girardeau Southwestern Railway and connections. [New York : s.n., 1891]. Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1891) -- Cape Girardeau Southwestern Railway 1 map ; 12 x 19 cm. Text on verso. In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1891) p. 619 H 668 .703 (1891) p. 619 (PrCt)

50721 Missouri - Maps - 1892 - Railroads

50722 Missouri - Maps - 1894 - Railroads
Rand McNally & Co.'s Missouri. Chicago : Rand,
Missouri - Maps - 1899 - Postal service
Post route map of the state of Missouri. [Washington, D.C. U.S. Post Office Dept., 1899?].
Authors: United States. Post Office Dept. -- Haake, A. von Smith, Charles Emory, 1842-1908 -- Illinois Central Railroad Company 1 map : col. ; 84 x 110 cm. 'Showing post offices ... on mail routes in operation on the 1st of December, 1899.' Illinois Central Railroad Company lines hand colored in red.
Insets (18 x 24 cm. and 11 x 18 cm.): Saint Louis and adjacent territory -- [Missoure Bootheel]. Forms part of the Illinois Central Railroad archives, Newberry Library. Previously shelved as IC map 27 and IC map 6F 139.
map4F G4161.P8 1899 .U5 (PrCt)

Missouri - Maps - 1900-1960 - Topographic maps
Authors: Geological Survey (U.S.) ca. 179 maps : col. ; on sheets 45 x 33 cm. folded to 18 x 27 cm. Scale 1:62,500.
Dates of publication vary. Moffat lists 186 maps before 1940. Coverage is not complete at this scale; see index map in box 101. Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisles 42 and 43 (July 2012).
map6C G3700 19-- .U5, box 101 (PrCt)
50728  Missouri - Maps - 1901 -
Railroads<<>>Railroads - Maps
1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm.
Added title, top margin: Rand, McNally & Co.'s Missouri.
Scale [ca. 1:1,010,000].
Keyed to 50 railroads numbered in red.
In Rand, McNally & Co.'s enlarged business atlas, 31st ed. (Chicago, 1901) p. 258-259; index and population statistics on p. 256-257, 260-261 and 264-266.
Continuation inset (8 x 9 cm.): South-east corner extension.
Uniform title: Commercial atlas.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection.
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .C7 1901, p. 258-259 (PrCt)

50729  Missouri - Maps - 1905 -
Railroads<<>>Railroads - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- John V. Bergen Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm.
Added title in small print under legend: Rand, McNally & Co.'s New business atlas map of Missouri
Scale [1:1,013,760] Statute miles, 16 = 1 in. Km., 26 = 1 in.
Coordinates: (W 95°--W 89°/N 40°--N 36°)
Shows railroads as black lines, with red color coded numerical index. Railroad lines extend into neighboring states, west as far as Pawnee City, Kansas, east as far as Effingham, Illinois.
Includes index of chief cities by population along left side.
Inset (8 x 9 cm.): South-east corner extension
Hand stamp in upper right: Library of Congress.
Two copies received. Oct. 27 1905. Copyright entry ....
Forms part of the John V. Bergen Collection (Newberry Library).

50730  Missouri - Maps - 1907 -
Railroads<<>>Railroads - Maps
1 map : col. ; 48 x 65 cm.
‘Rand, McNally & Co.’s new business atlas map of Missouri. Copyright, 1907 ... Copyright, 1903 ... ‘ -- at top right.
Includes key to railroads numbered 1-82 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Missouri. Railroads.
Continuation inset (8 x 9 cm.): South-east corner extension.
Issued folded in accompanying index (57 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand, McNally & Co.’s indexed county and township pocket map and shippers’ guide of Missouri. Chicago and New York : Rand, McNally & Co., c1907.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

50731  Missouri - Maps - 1907 -
Railroads<<>>Railroads - Maps
1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm.
‘Rand, McNally & Co.’s new business atlas map of Missouri. Copyright, 1907 ... Copyright, 1903 ... ‘ -- at top right.
Continuation inset (8 x 9 cm.): South-east corner extension.
Includes key to railroads numbered 1-82 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Missouri. Railroads.
Issued folded in accompanying index (57 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand, McNally & Co.’s indexed county and township pocket map and shippers’ guide of Missouri. Chicago and New York : Rand, McNally & Co., c1907.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
R McN Shippers Guide 4C 471 (PrCt)

50732  Missouri - Maps - 1908
Rand, McNally & Co.’s sectional map of Missouri.
Chicago : Rand, McNally & Co., c1908.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 75 cm.
Issued folded to 16 x 10 cm. in paper covers.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
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For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Missouri - Maps - 1908
United States - Maps - 1908
Atlases - 1908
Baskes folio G1019 .G4567 1908 (NLO)

Missouri - Maps - 1909
AMcN III PC 2690 (PrCt)

Missouri - Maps - 1911
Railroads - Maps

Missouri - Maps - 1913
Railroads - Maps

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 473 (PrCt)

50738 Missouri - Maps - 1914 - Railroads>Railroads - Maps
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
‘Rand, McNally & Co.’s new business atlas map of Missouri. Copyright, 1903 ...' -- at bottom right. Continuation inset (8 x 9 cm.): South-east corner extension.
Includes key to railroads numbered 6-188 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Missouri railroads.
Issued folded in accompanying index (70 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally & Co.’s indexed county and township pocket map and shippers’ guide of Missouri. Chicago and New York : Rand McNally & Co., c1914.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
'Copyrighted R.McN & Co Jan 24, 1914' -- in ms. on title page verso.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 474 (PrCt)

1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm.
Continuation inset (8 x 9 cm.): South-east corner extension.
Plate no.: 150A.
Includes key to railroads numbered 6-186 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Missouri railroads.
On verso: Missouri automobile road map. 1 map : col. ; 47 x 54 cm. Issued folded in accompanying index (70 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand-McNally indexed pocket map and shippers’ guide of Missouri. Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Co., c1916.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
'Jan. 7th 1916 CJW' -- in ms. on title page verso.
'11-1 Env. 14 Copyright 1916' -- typed label pasted on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 476 (PrCt)

50740 Missouri - Maps - 1917 - Road maps>Missouri - Maps - 1917 - Road maps>Missouri - Maps - 1917 - Road maps>Missouri - Maps - 1917 - Road maps>Road maps
Clason’s guide map of Missouri. Denver, Colo. Clason Map Co., [1917?].
Authors: Clason Map Co. -- Clason Map Co.
Clason’s guide to Missouri with map of auto routes [1917?] 1 map : col. ; 43 x 55 cm., folded to 15 x 9 cm. + index ([64] p. : 2 maps ; 16 cm.) "Missouri 1917 index" -- right margin.
Insets (13 x 12 cm. and 8 x 8 cm.): St. Louis and vicinity -- South-east corner. Issued inside back cover of accompanying index: Index to map of Missouri (Denver, Colo. : Clason Map Co., [1917?], c1915.
Cover title: Clason’s guide to Missouri with map of auto routes.
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).
Road map 4C G4161.P2 1917 .C5 (PrCt)

50741 Missouri - Maps - 1919 - Railroads>Missouri - Maps - 1919 - Road maps>Missouri - Maps - 1919 - Road maps>Missouri - Maps - 1919 - Road maps>Railroads - Maps
1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm.
Plate no.: 150D.
Includes key to railroads numbered 6-186 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Missouri railroads.
Insets (13 x 13 cm. and 8 x 9 cm.): [Saint Louis region] -- [Missouri Bootheel continuation inset]. On verso: Missouri automobile road map. 1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm. Plate no.: 624D. 'National Highways Association roads used by permission.' Issued folded in accompanying index (74 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand-McNally indexed pocket map and shippers’ guide of Missouri. Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Co., c1919.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
'Sent to Register of Copyrights 4/18/19' -- in ms. on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 475 (PrCt)

50742 Missouri - Maps - 1919 - Railroads>Missouri - Maps - 1919 - Road maps>Missouri - Maps - 1919 - Road maps>Missouri - Maps - 1919 - Road maps>Road maps
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
'Copyrighted R.McN & Co Jan 24, 1914' -- in ms. on title page verso.
'11-1 Env. 14 Copyright 1916' -- typed label pasted on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 476 (PrCt)
maps>Railroads - Maps
1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm.
Plate no.: 150D.
Includes key to railroads numbered 6-186 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Missouri railroads.
Insets (13 x 13 cm. and 8 x 9 cm.): [Saint Louis region] -- [Missouri Bootheel continuation inset].
On verso: Missouri automobile road map. 1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm. Plate no.: 624D. 'National Highways Association roads used by permission.'
Issued folded in accompanying index (74 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand-McNally indexed pocket map and shippers' guide of Missouri. Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Co., c1919.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 477 (PrCt)

Missouri - Maps - 1920 - Railroads<<>>Missouri - Maps - 1920 - Road maps<<>>Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1920 - Railroads<<>>Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1920 - Road maps<<>>Railroads - Maps
1 map : col. ; 47 x 63 cm.
Plate no.: 150E.
Includes key to railroads numbered 6-186 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Missouri railroads.
Insets (13 x 13 cm. and 8 x 9 cm.): [Saint Louis region] -- [Missouri Bootheel continuation inset].
On verso: Missouri automobile road map. 1 map : col. ; 47 x 63 cm. Plate no.: 624D. 'National Highways Association roads used by permission.'
Issued folded in accompanying index (74 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Missouri. Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1920.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 479 (PrCt)

Missouri - Maps - 1921 - Railroads<<>>Missouri - Maps - 1921 - Road maps<<>>Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1921 - Railroads<<>>Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1921 - Road maps<<>>Railroads - Maps
Rand McNally standard map of Missouri. [Chicago] : Rand McNally & Co. , [1921].
1 map : col. ; 47 x 63 cm.
The Rand McNally new commercial atlas map of Missouri" -- at middle left.
Plate no.: 150F.
Includes key to railroads numbered 6-186 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Missouri railroads.
Insets (13 x 13 cm. and 8 x 9 cm.): St. Louis and vicinity -- Missouri extension.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Missouri. 1 map : col. ; 47 x 63 cm. Plate no.: 1018F.
Issued folded in accompanying index (63 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Missouri. Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1921.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Handstamp on front cover: Register of Copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.

'3/2/21' -- in ms. on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 480 (PrCt)

50746 Missouri - Maps - 1921 - Railroads>Railroads - Maps
Rand McNally standard map of Missouri.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Commercial atlas (1921) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
Added title, top margin: Missouri.
Running title, top margin: Commercial atlas of America.
Scale [ca. 1:1,010,000].
Keyed to 53 railroads numbered in red.
In Rand McNally commercial atlas of America, 52nd ed. (Chicago, 1921) p. 244-245; index and population statistics on p. 246-247 and 250-252.
Insets: St. Louis and vicinity -- Missouri extension [southeast].
Uniform title: Commercial atlas.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection.
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas C7 1921, p. 244-245 (PrCt)

50747 Missouri - Maps - 1922 - Railroads>Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1922 - Railroads>Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1922 - Road maps>Railroads - Maps
Rand McNally standard map of Missouri.
1 map : col. ; 47 x 63 cm.
'The Rand McNally new commercial atlas map of Missouri' -- at middle left.
Plate no.: 150G.
Includes key to railroads numbered 6-186 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Missouri railroads.
Insets (13 x 13 cm. and 8 x 9 cm.): St. Louis and vicinity -- Missouri extension.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Missouri. 1 map : col. ; 47 x 63 cm. Plate no.: 1112H.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Handstamp on front cover: Register of Copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.

'10/3/22' -- in ms. on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 482 (PrCt)

50749 Missouri - Maps - 1924 - Railroads>Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1924 - Road maps>Railroads - Maps
Rand McNally standard map of Missouri.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1924].
1 map : col. ; 47 x 63 cm.
'The Rand McNally new commercial atlas map of Missouri' -- at middle left.
Plate no.: 8R23.
Includes key to railroads numbered 6-186 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Missouri railroads.
Insets (13 x 13 cm. and 8 x 9 cm.): St. Louis and vicinity -- Missouri extension.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Missouri. 1 map : col. ; 47 x 63 cm. Plate no.: 1112H.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Handstamp on front cover: Register of Copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.

'3/24/23' -- in ms. on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 482 (PrCt)
gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Missouri railroads.
Inset (13 x 13 cm. and 8 x 9 cm.): St. Louis and vicinity -- Missouri extension.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Missouri. 1 map : col. ; 47 x 63 cm. Plate no.: 1112H.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Handstamp on front cover: Register of Copyrights. Library of Congress, Washington, D.C.
'2/14/24' -- in ms. on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 483 (PrCt)

Missouri - Maps - 1924 - Road maps<<>>Southern States - Maps - 1924 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
1 map : col. ; 62 x 80 on sheet 73 x 88 cm.
Keyed to 57 named road signs.
Scale [ca. 1:786,000].
Plate no. F-16-A.
On verso: Rand McNally official 1924 auto trails map : Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi. Keyed to 24 named road signs. Scale [ca. 1:975,000].
Plate no. F-16-B.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection; detached from an unidentified RMcN AE binder.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Auto Trails 6F 83 (PrCt)

Missouri - Maps - 1925 - Railroads<<>>Missouri - Maps - 1925 - Road maps<<>>Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1925 - Railroads<<>>Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1925 - Road maps<<>>Road maps<<>>Railroads - Maps
1 map : col. ; 47 x 63 cm.
Plate no.: 8R24.
Includes key to railroads numbered 6-186 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Missouri railroads.
50754 Missouri - Maps - 1925 - Road maps

Midget map of the best roads of Missouri: showing principal cities, road distances, paved roads. [Chicago]: Clason Map Co., [ca. 1925].
Authors: Clason Map Co. -- Martin Brothers -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 20 x 25 cm.
Scale ca. 1:2,546,000.
Inset: Southern end of state.
Rubber stamp on verso: Martin Brothers.
Gift of Roger Baskes, 2011.
map1F G4161.P2 1925 .C5 (PrCt)

50755 Missouri - Maps - 1925 - Road maps

Missouri state road system: map showing construction progress to March 1, 1925 also numbered routes on state road system. [Jefferson City, Mo.]: Missouri State Highway Commission, 1925.
Authors: Missouri. State Highway Commission -- Piepmeier, B. H. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 39 x 43 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:1,507,000].
Legend distinguishes between hard surface, graded earth, unimproved, and all-weather roads, completed and under contract, and whether concrete, brick, macadam, or gravel surface.
In left margin, "Facts about Missouri's state roads" signed "B. H. Piepmeier, Chief engineer."
Gift of Roger S. Baskes, 2011.
map2F G4161.P2 1925 .M5 (PrCt)

50756 Missouri - Maps - 1925 - Road maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 63 x 80 on sheet 73 x 88 cm.
Keyed to 62 named road signs.
Scale [ca. 1:792,000].
Plate no. G-19.
Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto trails map:
Missouri (Chicago and New York: Rand McNally, 1925). 48 p. : maps, ill. ; 19 cm.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B, BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Auto Trails 6F 111 (PrCt)

50757 Missouri - Maps - 1925 - Road maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 63 x 80 on sheet 73 x 88 cm.
Keyed to 63 named road signs.
Scale [ca. 1:792,000].
Plate no. G-19.
Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto trails map:
Missouri (Chicago and New York: Rand McNally, 1925). 48 p. : maps, ill. ; 19 cm.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B, BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 218 (PrCt)

50758 Missouri - Maps - 1925 - Road maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 63 x 80 on sheet 73 x 88 cm.
Keyed to 63 named road signs.
Scale [ca. 1:792,000].
Plate no. G-19.
Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto trails map:
Missouri (Chicago and New York: Rand McNally, 1925). 48 p. : maps, ill. ; 19 cm.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B, BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 159 (PrCt)
50759  Missouri - Maps - 1926 -
Railroads - Maps - Missouri - Maps - 1926 - Road maps - Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1926 - Railroads - Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1926 - Road maps

Rand McNally standard map of Missouri.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1926].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company.
Shippers guide -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 63 cm.
Plate no.: 9R25.
Includes key to railroads numbered 6-186 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Missouri railroads.
Insets (13 x 13 cm. and 8 x 9 cm.): St. Louis and vicinity -- Missouri extension.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Missouri. 1 map : col. ; 47 x 63 cm. Plate no.: 2N24. Includes key to 17 named 'principal trails in Missouri'.
Issued folded in accompanying index (65 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Missouri. San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1926.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
'5-17-26' -- in ms. on title page.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 485 (PrCt)

50760  Missouri - Maps - 1926 - Road maps

Official road map of Missouri / issued by Missouri State Highway Commission, Jefferson City.
Chicago : George F. Cram Company, c1926.
Authors: Missouri. State Highway Commission -- George F. Cram Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 46 x 54 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Map of Missouri showing state road system...
"Copyright by the George F. Cram Company, Chicago."
Panel art: Outline map of Missouri counties.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 70.13 (PrCt)

50761  Missouri - Maps - 1926 - Road maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company.
Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 63 x 80 on sheet 73 x 88 cm.
Keyed to 14 named road signs.
Scale [ca. 1:792,000].
Plate no. G-19, a 1925 date code, at variance with the map title.
Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto road map : Missouri (Chicago and New York: Rand McNally, 1926). 40 p. : maps, ill. ; 19 cm.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 267 (PrCt)

50762  Missouri - Maps - 1926 - Road maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company.
Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 63 x 80 on sheet 73 x 88 cm.
Keyed to 14 named road signs.
Scale [ca. 1:792,000].
Plate no. G-19, a 1925 date code, at variance with the map title.
Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto road map : Missouri (Chicago and New York: Rand McNally, 1926). 40 p. : maps, ill. ; 19 cm.
Title page handstamped "Register of copyrights, Library of Congress ...", dated "4-19-26" and cited "1. cl. 4 shelf in ms.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 268 (PrCt)

50763  Missouri - Maps - 1927 - Road maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company.
Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 63 x 80 on sheet 73 x 88 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:845,000].
Plate no. I-20.
Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto road map of Missouri ... (Chicago and New York: Rand McNally, 1927). 36 p. : maps, ill. ; 19 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally official auto road map: Missouri.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 349 (PrCt)

Missouri - Maps - 1927 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company.
Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 63 x 80 on sheet 73 x 88 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:845,000].
Plate no. 1-20.
Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto road map of Missouri ... (Chicago and New York: Rand McNally, 1927). 36 p. : maps, ill. ; 19 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally official auto road map: Missouri.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 340 (PrCt)

Missouri - Maps - 1928 - Railroads
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company.
1 map : col. ; 47 x 63 cm.
Plate no.: 7R27.
Includes key to railroads numbered 6-186 and A (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Missouri railroads.
Insets (13 x 13 cm. and 8 x 9 cm.): St. Louis and vicinity -- Missouri extension.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Missouri. 1 map : col. ; 47 x 63 cm. Plate no.: 2N24. Includes key to 17 named ‘principal trails in Missouri’.
Issued folded in accompanying index (65 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists’ and shippers’ guide of Missouri. San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1928.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
‘2-3-28’ -- in ms. on title page.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 486 (PrCt)
50769  Missouri - Maps - 1928 - Road maps - Missouri - Maps - 1928 - Road maps - Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1928 - Road maps - Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1928 - Road maps - Railroads - Maps
Rand McNally standard map of Missouri.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1928].
1 map : col. ; 47 x 63 cm.
Plate no.: 7R27.
Includes key to railroads numbered 6-186 and A (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Missouri railroads.
Insets (13 x 13 cm. and 8 x 9 cm.): St. Louis and vicinity -- Missouri extension.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Missouri. 1 map : col. ; 47 x 63 cm. Plate no.: 2N24. Includes key to 17 named 'principal trails in Missouri'.
Issued folded in accompanying index (65 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Missouri. San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1928.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 488 (PrCt)

50770  Missouri - Maps - 1928 - Road maps - Missouri - Maps - 1928 - Road maps - Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1928 - Road maps - Railroads - Maps
Rand McNally standard map of Missouri.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1928].
1 map : col. ; 47 x 63 cm.
Plate no.: 7R27.
Includes key to railroads numbered 6-186 and A (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Missouri railroads.
Insets (13 x 13 cm. and 8 x 9 cm.): St. Louis and vicinity -- Missouri extension.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Missouri. 1 map : col. ; 47 x 63 cm. Plate no.: 2N24. Includes key to 17 named 'principal trails in Missouri'.
Issued folded in accompanying index (65 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Missouri. San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1928.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 489 (PrCt)

50771  Missouri - Maps - 1928 - Road maps - Missouri - Maps - 1928 - Road maps - Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1928 - Road maps - Railroads - Maps
Rand McNally standard map of Missouri.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1928].
1 map : col. ; 47 x 63 cm.
Plate no.: 7R27.
Includes key to railroads numbered 6-186 and A (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Missouri railroads.
Insets (13 x 13 cm. and 8 x 9 cm.): St. Louis and vicinity -- Missouri extension.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Missouri. 1 map : col. ; 47 x 63 cm. Plate no.: 2N24. Includes key to 17 named 'principal trails in Missouri'.
Issued folded in accompanying index (65 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Missouri. San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1928.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 489 (PrCt)
Missouri - Maps - 1929 - Road maps


RMcN Air Trails 4C 365 (PrCt)

Missouri - Maps - 1929 - Road maps


RMcN Air Trails 4C 26 (PrCt)

Missouri - Maps - 1928 - Road maps


RMcN Auto Trails 4C 365 (PrCt)

Missouri - Maps - 1929 - Road maps


RMcN AE 71.8 A (PrCt)

Missouri - Maps - 1929 - Road maps


RMcN AE 70.14 (PrCt)
50779 Missouri - Maps - 1929 - Road maps
Authors: American Automobile Association — Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col; 57 x 82 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 70 ms. index.
Plate nos. 3099B and 2209
Inset (8 x 10 cm.): [Missouri Bootheel]
Maps on verso (9 x 10 cm. and 10 x 10 cm.):
Kansas City — St. Louis.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 70.17 (PrCt)

50780 Missouri - Maps - 1929 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company — Continental Oil Company — H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 166 (PrCt)

50781 Missouri - Maps - 1929 - Road maps
Missouri. Chicago: H.M. Gousha Co., [1929].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company — Firestone Tire and Rubber Company — H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 142 (PrCt)

50782 Missouri - Maps - 1929 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company — Marland Oil Company — H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 212 (PrCt)

50783 Missouri - Maps - 1929 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company — Shell Oil Company — H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 251 (PrCt)

50784 Missouri - Maps - 1929 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company — Standard Oil Company (Indiana) — H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 263 (PrCt)

50785 Missouri - Maps - 1929 - Road maps
[Road map of Missouri] / Authorized Guide & Map Service of America. Aurora, Missouri: Mid-West Map Company, [1929].
Authors: Mid-West Map Company — Authorized Guide & Map Service — Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) — Midwest Map Company (Aurora, Mo.) SEE Mid-West Map Company — MWM (Aurora, Mo.) SEE Mid-West Map Company — Mid-West Map Company (Aurora, Mo.) SEE Mid-West Map Company
1 map: 40 x 53 cm.
Editor's copy; part of title panel and all of title cartouche trimmed away.
Date from RMcN AE 70 ms. index.
Plate no. W919 CE
Insets (7 x 8 cm. and smaller): [Kansas City region] — [St. Louis region] — Southeast Missouri section.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 70.20 (PrCt)

50786 Missouri - Maps - 1929 - Road maps
Missouri - Maps - 1929 - Road maps
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Editor's copy; title cartouche trimmed away.
Date from RMcN AE 70 ms. index
Plate no. B-134 J.C.
Map on verso (28 x 43 cm.): Shell territorial road map : Illinois, Iowa, Missouri, Kansas, Nebraska.
Panel art: Service station, cars, boat and plane.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Ace 70.19 (PrCt)

Missouri - Maps - 1929 - Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 28 cm.
Panel title.
Editor's copy; title cartouche trimmed away.
Date from AE 70 ms. index.
Plate no. B-134 J.C.
Panel art: product logos of Standard Oil Company (Indiana) on blue and red background.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 70.16 (PrCt)

Missouri - Maps - 1930-1939 - Railroads
Missouri - Maps - 1930-1939 - Aeronautical charts
Authors: Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation -- GAP! Map Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 37 x 58 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation motor trails map of Missouri.
Inset (7 x 7 cm.): Southeast Missouri, Diamond gas station locations identified with green diamonds.
Maps on verso (28 x 43 cm. and smaller): Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation motor trails map of the United States -- Greater Kansas City -- St. Louis, Mo. -- St. Joseph, Mo. -- Jefferson City, Mo. -- Springfield, Mo.
Panel art: Diamond logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 5085 (PrCt)
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
**Gousha Clients 393 (PrCt)**

50792 Missouri - Maps - 1930 - Road maps

*Official road map of St. Louis and vicinity / Auto Club Missouri, AAA. St. Louis, Mo. Automobile Club of Missouri, 4228 Lindell Blvd. [ca. 1930?].*

Authors: Automobile Club of Missouri -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress.
Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 50 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Rand McNally auto road map St. Louis and vicinity.
Panel art: B&W photo of bridge; ACM and AAA logo.
Handstamp: Register of copyrights, Library of Congress Washington D.C., 7-25-30
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
**RMcN Clients 64 (PrCt)**

50793 Missouri - Maps - 1930 - Road maps


Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
**Gousha Clients 285 (PrCt)**

50794 Missouri - Maps - 1930 - Road maps


Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Deep Rock Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
**Gousha Clients 307 (PrCt)**

50795 Missouri - Maps - 1930 - Road maps

*Missouri. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1930].*

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Missouri - Maps - 1930 - Road maps

1 map: col.; 63 x 81 cm.
Plate no. L-1095.
Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto road map of Missouri ... (Chicago; New York: Rand McNally & Company, 1930). 31 p.: maps, ill.; 19 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally official auto road map: Missouri.
Cover art: Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).

Missouri - Maps - 1931 - Railroads

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Pocket maps -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
56 p.: 11 maps (2 folded); 24 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally pocket maps: Missouri -- counties, cities, towns, auto roads, railroads, city maps, hotels, 1930 census
Uniform title: Pocket maps
Folded map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet: back to back, col.; 47 x 64 cm. and 54 x 67 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of Missouri. Plate nos. "No.1:24S" and "7R30". Includes key to railroads and inset maps of the St. Louis region and Missouri extension (15 x 13 cm. and 9 x 9 cm.) -- Rand McNally official 1931 auto road map: Missouri. Plate no. M-1095.
Index includes maps of Hannibal, Jefferson City, greater Kansas City, Joplin, Moberly, St. Joseph, St. Louis, Sedalia, and Springfield (p. 49-56).
Cover art: Cars on road alongside passenger train. "50¢" -- printed on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Missouri - Maps - 1931 - Road maps

Missouri - Maps - 1931 - Road maps

Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 45 x 69 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 71 ms. index.
Plate no. M-21-P
Panel art: Riverboat in water.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 71.12 (PrCt)

Missouri - Maps - 1931 - Road maps

Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 45 x 69 cm., folded to 18 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. M-21-P.
Maps on verso (33 x 54 cm. and smaller): Cities Service road map of north central United States
Panel art: Color illustration of riverboat in water.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
RMcN Clients 4856 (PrCt)

Missouri - Maps - 1931 - Road maps

Authors: Skelly Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 37 x 57 cm.
Added title: Rand McNally senior 1931 auto road map of Missouri
Plate no. M-21
Maps on verso (28 x 44 cm and smaller): Auto road map of north central United States -- Greater Kansas City Mo. -- St. Joseph -- St. Louis -- Jefferson City.
Panel art: Outlines of cars, Skelly logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 71.13 (PrCt)
Missouri - Maps - 1931 - Road maps

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 588 (PrCt)

50813

Missouri - Maps - 1931 - Road maps

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 611 (PrCt)

50814

Missouri - Maps - 1931 - Road maps

Authors: Missouri. State Highway Commission -- Botz Printing & Stationery Co. (Jefferson, Mo.) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 48 x 55 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Map of Missouri, showing state road system ... January 1, 1931.
"Botz Printing and Stationary Co., Jefferson City, Mo."
Verso includes distance tables for individual U.S. highways.
Panel art: Outline map of Missouri counties.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 70.22 (PrCt)

50815

Missouri - Maps - 1931 - Road maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; col. ; 53 x 68 cm.
Plate no. M-1095
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 71.9 (PrCt)

50816

Missouri - Maps - 1931 - Road maps

Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 43 x 45 cm.
Panel title.
Editor's copy; part of title panel and all of title cartouche trimmed away.
Map on verso (28 x 43 cm.): Standard Oil Company (Indiana) : 1931 official road map : United States.
Panel art: Standard brand logos.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 70.23 (PrCt)

50817

Missouri - Maps - 1931 - Road maps

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; col. ; 53 x 68 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 71.11 (PrCt)

50818

Missouri - Maps - 1932 - Road maps

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; col. ; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Rand McNally senior 1932 auto road map of Missouri
Plate no. 16. N21 M
Map on verso (28 x 44 cm.): Wilcox road map of the central-western states.
Panel art: Cars in front of Wilcox station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 71.15 (PrCt)

50819

Missouri - Maps - 1932 - Road maps

Authors: Geist, William H., fl. 1932 -- Missouri. Game Division -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Missouri. Game and Fish Department SEE Missouri. Game Division
1 map ; col. ; 57 x 82 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 70 ms. index.
Added title: A Guide to Missouri's great...
out-of-doors, showing state parks ... / W. G. Map on verso (16 x 27 cm.): Missouri's state parks, game farms and fish hatcheries ... / William H. Geist. "Delph Simons, Commissioner, Missouri Game and Fish Department, Jefferson City, Missouri." "Henry S. Caulfield, Governor, State of Missouri." Panel art: compass rose. Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 70.28 (PrCt)

50820 Missouri - Maps - 1932 - Road maps Missouri - Maps - 1932 - Parks Missouri - Maps - 1932 - Road maps Let Missouri "show you" her great out of doors in 1932 / issued by Missouri Game & Fish Department. Jefferson City, Missouri : Missouri Game and Fish Department, 1932. Authors: Missouri. Game Division -- Missouri. Bureau of Public Information -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : col. ; 49 x 56 cm.

Panel title. "Prepared by Bureau of Public Information ... for Missouri Game and Fish Department ... ." Added title: A Guide to Missouri's great out-of-doors, showing state and federal highways ...

Verso includes "a guide to Missouri's hunting and fishing." Panel art: compass rose over outline of Missouri. "Note- county letters" -- Editor's manuscript note. Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 70.31 (PrCt)


Panel title. Editor's copy; title cartouche trimmed away. Date from RMcN AE 70 ms. index.


RMcN AE 70.25 (PrCt)


Panel title. Added title: Official AAA road map : Missouri Date from RMcN AE 70 ms. index.

Plate no. 3009-L Inset (8 x 10 cm.): [Missouri Bootheel] Maps on verso (8 x 9 cm. and 15 x 9 cm.): Kansas City, Mo. -- St. Louis, Mo. & vicinity Panel art: AAA logo and small map of Missouri and surrounding states. Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 70.27 (PrCt)


RMcN AE 71.16 (PrCt)

50824 Missouri - Maps - 1932 - Road maps Missouri. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1932]. Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library) 1 folded map


Gousha Clients 637 (PrCt)


Panel title. Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
50833 Missouri - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Road maps
Panel title.
1 map : col. ; 43 x 44 cm., fold to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Official road map : Missouri
Plate no. G-234-J.C.
Maps on verso (28 x 21 cm. and smaller):
Playground of the Ozarks -- Kansas City and
vicinity -- St. Louis & vicinity.
Panel art: Pictorial map of the United States.
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4
Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).
Road map4C G4161 .P2 1933 .C6 (PrCt)

50836 Missouri - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Panel title.
1 map : col. ; 45 x 69 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Rand McNally senior 1933 auto road
map of Missouri.
Incorrectly dated 1935 on RMcN AE 71 ms. index.
Plate no. O-21-P
Maps on verso (34 x 54 cm. and smaller): St.
Louis, Mo. -- Kansas City, Mo. -- Jefferson City --
Springfield -- Joplin -- St. Joseph -- Cities Service
road map of United States.
Panel art: Outline of car on country road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 71.18 (PrCt)

50834 Missouri - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Panel title.
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Rand McNally senior 1933 auto road
map of Missouri.
Incorrectly dated 1935 on RMcN AE 71 ms. index.
Plate no. 16. O21 M
Map on verso (28 x 44 cm.): Wilcox road map of
the central-western states.
Panel art: Cars in front of Wilcox station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 71.37 (PrCt)

50837 Missouri - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Panel title.
1 map : col. ; 48 x 55 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: A Guide to Missouri's great
out-of-doors, showing state and federal highways
... "Midland Printing Co., Jefferson City, Mo."
Verso includes "a guide to Missouri's hunting and
fishing" and large photo of "Native Ozark wild
turkey."
Panel art: photo of fish and fishing gear.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 70.32 (PrCt)

50835 Missouri - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Panel title.
1 map : col. ; 43 x 44 cm., fold to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Official road map : Missouri
Plate no. G-234-J.C.
Maps on verso (28 x 21 cm. and smaller):
Playground of the Ozarks -- Kansas City and
vicinity -- St. Louis & vicinity.
Panel art: Pictorial map of the United States.
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4
Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).
Road map4C G4161 .P2 1933 .C6 (PrCt)
Missouri. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1933].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- "Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 833 (PrCt)

50840 Missouri - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil Company -- Lee, Robert E., fl. 1933 -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Cover: License plate motif.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Panel art: Shell logo, license plates, woman driving convertible car, dog, signed by artist "Robert E. Lee."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 927 (PrCt)

50841 Missouri - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Socony-Vacuum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 953 (PrCt)

50842 Missouri - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 982 (PrCt)

50843 Missouri - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Tide Water Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 982 (PrCt)

50844 Missouri - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Authors: Missouri. State Highway Commission -- Botz Printing & Stationery Co. (Jefferson, Mo.) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 48 x 55 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Map of Missouri, showing state road system ... January 1, 1933.
"Botz Prtg. & Sta. Co., Jefferson City, Mo."
Verso includes distance tables for individual U.S. highways.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 70.29 (PrCt)

50845 Missouri - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Authors: Producers and Refiners Corporation -- Kansas City, Mo. (Missouri State Highway Commission)
1 map ; col. ; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Rand McNally senior 1933 auto road map of Missouri Plate no. 16. O21 M
Map on verso (29 x 44 cm.): Rand McNally junior auto road map of United States.
Panel art: PARCO logos over skyline and cars on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 71.19 (PrCt)

50846 Missouri - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; col. ; 63 x 68 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: 1933 Texaco road map : Missouri : spring edition Plate no. A4. 271
Maps on verso (35 x 52 cm. and smaller): Texaco road map : 1933 : United States -- Kansas City, Mo. -- St. Louis, Mo.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Panel art: Texaco compass rose logo over outline of United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 71.17 (PrCt)

50847 Missouri - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 45 x 69 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 71 ms. index.
Plate nos. C.S.O. 1934 and P-21-P
Maps on verso (34 x 54 cm. and smaller): St. Louis, Mo. -- Kansas City, Mo. -- Jefferson City -- Springfield -- Joplin -- St. Joseph -- Cities Service road map of United States.
Panel art: Outline of car on country road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 71.21 (PrCt)

50848 Missouri - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Authors: Derby Oil Company (Wichita, Kan.) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Rand McNally senior 1934 auto road map of Missouri
Plate no. P.21
Map on verso (28 x 43 cm.): Rand McNally junior 1934 auto road map of United States.
Panel art: Car on riverside road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 71.24 (PrCt)

50849 Missouri - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Travel Missouri with Globe gasoline : get the most out of motoring. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, 1934.
Authors: Globe Oil & Refining Companies -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Rand McNally senior 1934 auto road map of Missouri
Plate no. P.21
Map on verso (28 x 44 cm.): Rand McNally junior 1934 auto road map of United States.
Panel art: Mountain and city scape.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 71.36 (PrCt)

50850 Missouri - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Barnsdall Oil Co. -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (1 panel, R,B): Diagonal lettering "America's [logo] first refiner."
Plate no. H-234-JC.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1009 (PrCt)

50851 Missouri - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Travel Missouri with Conoco. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1934].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (3 panel,R,G): Outline map of North America, logo.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1038 (PrCt)

50852 Missouri - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Deep Rock Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (3 panel, R,B,Y): Line drawing of sedan speeding uphill in yellow slash.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1068 (PrCt)

50853 Missouri - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Johnson road map : Missouri. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1934].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Johnson Oil Refining Co. -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
50854 Missouri - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (3 panel, R,G,BL): Six cars speeding towards service station, logo.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1107 (PrCt)

50858 Missouri - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Tide Water Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (1 panel, O,BL): "Tydol trails thru...[photo woman, attendant, gas pump] Ask the man at the pump!"
Plate no. H-234-JC.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1208 (PrCt)

50855 Missouri - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Shell road map : Missouri. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1934].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (3 panel, R,Y): Diagonal "Shell" on red stripe, logo.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1142 (PrCt)

50859 Missouri - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Missouri ... Marathon Oil Co. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, 1934.
Authors: Marathon Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Rand McNally senior 1934 auto road map of Missouri
Plate no. P.21
Map on verso (28 x 44 cm.): Rand McNally junior 1934 auto road map of United States.
Panel art: Marathon runner over "Best in the long run" slogan.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 71.23 (PrCt)

50856 Missouri - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Socony Vacuum Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (3 panel, R,B): Streamlined car rounding curve between tree and fence.
Plate no. H-234-JC.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1173 (PrCt)

50860 Missouri - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Shell road map : Missouri. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1934].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Editor's copy; title cartouche trimmed away.
Date from RMcN AE 70 ms. index

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Missouri - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

Sinclair : Missouri. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company. [
1934].
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 71.22 (PrCt)

Missouri - Maps - 1935 - Road maps

Travel Missouri with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1935?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1329 (PrCt)

Missouri - Maps - 1935 - Road maps

Missouri road map ... / compliments of Deep Rock Oil Companies. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1935?].
Authors: Deep Rock Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Gas pump and globe with "gasoline, Deep-Rock, motor oils" logo; line of cars on curving road.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1356 (PrCt)
Missouri - Maps - 1935 - Road maps

Missouri - Maps - 1935 - Road maps

Travel Missouri with the Independent. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1935?].
Authors: Globe Oil & Refining Companies -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Globe gas station attendant; slogans "we are home owned" and "keep rollin' with Globe."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1376 (PrCt)

Missouri - Maps - 1935 - Road maps

Authors: H.M Gousha Company -- Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 folded map
Panel title.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1278 (PrCt)

Missouri - Maps - 1935 - Road maps

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Tide Water Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (3 panel, O,B): Profile of woman driver, scarf blowing in wind.
Plate no. I-4-234-JC.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1403 (PrCt)

Missouri - Maps - 1935 - Road maps

N.A.C. road map of Missouri ... / prepared by Engineering Department, National Automobile Club. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1935?].
Authors: National Automobile Club -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: National Automobile Club logo, list of district offices.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1403 (PrCt)
maps
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1437 (PrCt)

50875 Missouri - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell official road map : Missouri
Plate no. Q. 21
Map on verso (28 x 44 cm.): Shell : official road map : United States
Panel art: Shell logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 71.26 (PrCt)

50876 Missouri - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; 38 x 57 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell official road map : Missouri
Plate no. Q. 21
Map on verso (28 x 44 cm.): Shell official road map : United States
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4989 (PrCt)

50877 Missouri - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Allen, J. E., fl. 1935 -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; 42 x 64 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair 1935 official road map: Missouri
Plate no. Q.21
Map on verso (31 x 48 cm.): Sinclair recreational map : United States.
Panel art: Dinosaurs in prehistoric landscape with numbered identification key; signed "J.E. Allen 35" at bottom left.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 71.28 (PrCt)

50878 Missouri - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Photo of gas station attendant and slogan "let the Standard Oil Company serve you."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1507 (PrCt)

50879 Missouri - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; 29 x 45 cm.
Panel title.
Editor's copy; part of title panel and all of title cartouche trimmed away.
Map on verso (28 x 43 cm. and smaller): Standard Oil Company (Indiana) : 1935 official road map : United States -- Kansas City and vicinity -- St. Louis and vicinity.
Panel art: photo of saluting Standard attendant.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 70.35 (PrCt)

50880 Missouri - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; 53 x 68 cm.
Panel title.
Includes table of "State and federal gasoline taxes as of April 1st, 1935."
Editor's copy; title cartouche and plate number trimmed away.
Maps on verso (35 x 51 cm. and smaller): Texaco road map : United States -- Kansas City, Mo. -- St. Louis, Mo.
Panel art: Texaco compass rose logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 71.25 (PrCt)

50881 Missouri - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
<<>><><>United States - Maps - 1935 - Petroleum industry and trade
<<>><><>Petroleum industry and trade - United States - Maps - 1935
<<>><><>Road maps
Missouri : Pure Oil pathfinder ... twelfth edition.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1935].
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 41 x 63 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Pure Oil pathfinder for Missouri
Date from RMcN AE 71 ms. index.
Plate no. Q.21
Map on verso (43 x 47 cm.): Pathfinder road map of Pure-Oil-land.
Panel art: Car and house over outline of east United States and "In 32 states" slogan.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 71.29 (PrCt)

50882 Missouri - Maps - 1935
<<>><><>Wall maps
<<>><><>Road maps
Missouri. Kansas City, Mo. published & copyrighted by Gallup Map & Supply Co. [1935].
Authors: Gallup Map Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 105 x 111 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 70 ms. index.
Margins include judicial, congressional, and state senate district maps, railroad directory, and extensive index to towns and cities.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 70.36 (PrCt)

50883 Missouri - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
<<>><><>Kansas City Region (Kan. and Mo.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
<<>><><>Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
<<>><><>Ozark Mountains Region - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
<<>><><>Road maps
Travel Missouri with Conoco : every Conoco station is a branch of the Conoco Travel Bureau.
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1936].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 47 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Conoco ... official road map : Missouri
Date from RMcN AE 158 ms. index.
Plate no. 2-J-5
Maps on verso (28 x 21 cm. and each): Kansas City and vicinity -- St. Louis and vicinity -- Ozarks region of Missouri.
Panel art: Conoco logo over outline of North America.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 158.28 (PrCt)

50884 Missouri - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
<<>><><>Kansas City Region (Kan. and Mo.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
<<>><><>Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
<<>><><>Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 55 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: 1936 Missouri road map ... Standard Oil Company (Indiana).
Plate no. R 3606
Maps on verso (26 x 43 cm. and smaller): 1936 United States road map ... Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Jefferson City -- Kansas City -- St. Joseph -- Joplin -- Springfield -- St. Louis.
Panel art: Compass with Standard Oil crown logo over cars on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 69.2 (PrCt)

50885 Missouri - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
<<>><><>Kansas City Region (Kan. and Mo.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
<<>><><>Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
<<>><><>Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 55 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: 1936 Missouri road map ... Standard Oil Company (Indiana).
Maps on verso (26 x 43 cm. and smaller): 1936 United States road map ... Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Jefferson City -- Kansas City -- St. Joseph -- Joplin -- Springfield -- St. Louis.
Panel art: Compass with Standard Oil crown logo over cars on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 71.33 (PrCt)

50886 Missouri - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
<<>><><>Kansas City Region (Kan. and Mo.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
<<>><><>Wall maps
<<>><><>Road maps
Missouri : Pure Oil pathfinder ... twelfth edition.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1935].
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 41 x 63 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Pure Oil pathfinder for Missouri
Date from RMcN AE 71 ms. index.
Plate no. Q.21
Map on verso (43 x 47 cm.): Pathfinder road map of Pure-Oil-land.
Panel art: Car and house over outline of east United States and "In 32 states" slogan.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 71.29 (PrCt)
Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company.
1 map: col.; 53 x 68 cm. Panel title.
Added title: Texaco road map: Missouri.
Includes table of "State and federal gasoline taxes as of April 1st, 1936."
Plate no. R 2716.
Maps on verso (35 x 51 cm. and smaller): Texaco road map: United States -- Kansas City, Mo. -- St. Louis, Mo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Panel art: Texaco compass rose logo.
RMcN AE 69.1 (PrCt)

Missouri - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Authors: Barnsdall Oil Co. -- H.M. Gousha Company.
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm. Panel title.
Panel art: Barnsdall Oil Co. logo and slogan "be square to your motor with Barnsdall dependable products".
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1542 (PrCt)

Missouri - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company.
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm. Panel title.
Panel art: Cities Service logo and "serves a nation" slogan.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1573 (PrCt)

Missouri - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company.
1 map: col.; 47 x 49 cm. Panel title.
Added title: Cities Service invites you to tour Missouri.
Plate no. 329-S.C. - J-3
Maps on verso (29 x 44 cm. and smaller): Cities Service invites you to tour United States -- Kansas City -- St. Louis.
Panel art: Cities Service logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 157.18A (PrCt)

Missouri - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Travel Missouri with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago: H.M. Gousha Co., [1936?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company.
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm. Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1616 (PrCt)

Missouri - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Missouri road map ... Deep-Rock. Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1936].
Authors: Deep Rock Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company.
1 map: col.; 65 x 43 cm. Panel title.
Added title: Road map, 11th edition : Missouri Date from RMcN AE 69 ms. index.
Plate no. R .3606
Maps on verso (31 x 47 cm. and smaller): Cities Service invites you to tour United States.
Panel art: Female motorist under Deep-Rock sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 69.5 (PrCt)

Missouri - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

1 map: col.; 65 x 43 cm. Panel title.
Added title: Rand McNally road map of Missouri Date from RMcN AE 69 ms. index.
Plate no. R .3606

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Missouri - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Gulf Map Company -- American Colortype Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 37 x 57 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Gulf ... 1936 official road map : Missouri.
"Litho. in U.S.A. by American Colortype Company, Clifton, N.J."
Inset (7 x 7 cm.): Southeastern Missouri
Maps on verso (22 x 35 cm. and smaller): Gulf mileage map of the United States -- St. Louis -- Greater Kansas City -- St. Joseph -- Springfield.
Panel art: Gulf sign over cars on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 161.15 (PrCt)

Missouri - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 48 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Phillips 66 ... 1936 official road map : Missouri.
Plate nos. "334-J." and "J-2."
Map on verso (29 x 44 cm.): Phillips 66 ... 1936 official road map : United States.
Panel art: Plane, car and boat under Phillips 66 logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 162.46 (PrCt)

Missouri - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair road map : Missouri.
Date from RMcN AE 69 ms. index.
Plate no. R.3606
Map on verso (31 x 47 cm.): Sinclair recreational map : United States.
Panel art: Sinclair H-C Gasoline sign over station with cars, patrons, and attendants.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 69.3 (PrCt)

Missouri - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair road map : Missouri.
Date from RMcN AE 69 ms. index.
Plate no. R.3606
Map on verso (31 x 47 cm.): Sinclair recreational map : United States.
Panel art: Sinclair H-C Gasoline sign over station with cars, patrons, and attendants.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 69.3 (PrCt)
Missouri - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Guiding you through Missouri ... Sovereign Service. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1936].
Authors: Sovereign Service -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Editor's copy; title cartouche trimmed away.
Date from RMcN AE 69 ms. index.
Plate no. R.3606
Maps on verso (31 x 47 cm. and smaller):
Panel art: Mobilgas sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 69.4 A (PrCt)

Missouri - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Tydol trails thru Missouri ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, 1936.
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 42 x 47 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: 1936 Tydol trails : Missouri.
Plate nos. "334 J." and "J-2."
Maps on verso (28 x 43 cm. and 9 x 22 cm.):
1936 Tydol trails : United States -- Kansas City and vicinity.
Panel art: Cartoon of Tydol "Little Engineer"; automobile license plate.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 171.12B (PrCt)

Missouri - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Authors: Tide Water Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Cartoon mechanic and license plate with slogan "wherever you go, go on Tydol and Veedol", says the little engineer."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1787 (PrCt)

Missouri - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 53 x 68 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco road map : Missouri.
Includes table of "State and federal gasoline taxes as of July 1st, 1936."
Plate no. R.2716.
Maps on verso (35 x 51 cm. and smaller): Texaco road map : United States -- Kansas City, Mo. -- St. Louis, Mo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Panel art: Texaco compass rose logo.
RMcN AE 69.18 (PrCt)
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc. ... road map of Missouri.
Date from RMcN AE 68 ms. index.
Plate no. R.3606
Maps on verso (42 x 47 cm. and 21 x 19 cm.):
Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc. ... road map of St. Louis and vicinity -- Downtown St. Louis.
Panel art: Mobilgas sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 69.4 (PrCt)

50906 Missouri - Maps - 1936 - Road maps------Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps------Saint Louis (Mo.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps------Road maps

Missouri : Mobilgas ... Socony-Vacuum Oil Company ... Lubrite division. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1936].
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc. ... road map of Missouri.
Date from RMcN AE 71 ms. index.
Maps on verso (42 x 40 cm. and 21 x 18 cm.):
Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc. ... road map of St. Louis and vicinity. Plate no. R.3518 -- Downtown St. Louis.
Panel art: Mobilgas sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 71.17X (PrCt)

50907 Missouri - Maps - 1937 - Road maps------Kansas City Region (Kan. and Mo.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps------Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps------Ozark Mountains Region - Maps - 1937 - Road maps------Road maps

Travel Missouri with Conoco : every Conoco station is a branch of the Conoco Travel Bureau.
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1937].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 47 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Conoco ... official road map : Missouri
Date from RMcN AE 158 ms. index.
Plate nos. "334-J.C." and "10-K"
Maps on verso (28 x 21 cm. and each): Kansas City and vicinity -- St. Louis and vicinity -- Ozarks region of Missouri.
Panel art: Conoco logo over outline of North America.
Handstamped "1937" and "copyrighted".
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 158.30A (PrCt)

50908 Missouri - Maps - 1937 - Road maps------Kansas City Region (Kan. and Mo.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps------Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps------Road maps

Highway map : Missouri : Standard service.
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 52 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) ... 1937 road map : Missouri.
Plate no. S 3712.
Maps on verso (26 x 43 cm. and smaller):
Standard Oil Company (Indiana) 1937 road map :
United States -- Kansas City and vicinity -- St. Louis and vicinity.
Panel art: Standard service sign over cars and gas pumps.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 69.16 (PrCt)

50909 Missouri - Maps - 1937 - Road maps------Kansas City Region (Kan. and Mo.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps------Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps------Road maps

Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 52 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) 1937 road map : Missouri.
Plate no. S 3712.
Maps on verso (26 x 43 cm. and smaller):
Standard Oil Company (Indiana) 1937 road map :
United States -- Kansas City and vicinity -- St. Louis and vicinity.
Panel art: Standard service sign over cars and gas pumps.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 71.12X (PrCt)

50910 Missouri - Maps - 1937 - Road maps------Middle West - Maps - 1937 - Road maps------Road maps

Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection
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(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 53 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Cities Service invites you to tour Missouri.
Plate nos. "334 - J.C." and "10-K"
Maps on verso (28 x 43 cm. and smaller): Cities Service territorial road map [of the Middle West] -- Kansas City -- St. Louis.
Panel art: Cities Service sign, car and outline of the United States.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jun 3 -1937 .... "
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 157.22 (PrCt)

50911 Missouri - Maps - 1937 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm.
Panel title.
Editor's copy; title cartouche trimmed away.
Date from RMcN AE 69 ms. index.
Plate no. S.3606.
Inset (22 x 15 cm.): Kansas City (Kans.-Mo.) and vicinity.
Maps on verso (42 x 58 cm. and 21 x 19 cm.):
Gulf road map of North Dakota, South Dakota, Nebraska, Minnesota, Iowa, Wisconsin, Illinois, Indiana, Michigan -- St. Louis and vicinity.
Panel art: Gulf sign over station and cars on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 69.19 (PrCt)

50912 Missouri - Maps - 1937 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Barnsdall Oil Co. -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Barnsdall Oil Co. logo and slogan "be square dependable products by Barnsdall, 'America's first refiner'".
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1810 (PrCt)

50913 Missouri - Maps - 1937 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Map of United States, car, Cities Service sign and "serves a nation" slogan.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1845 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

& vicinity -- Springfield -- Road map, 12th edition of United States.
Panel art: Deep-Rock sign over a country road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 71.10X (PrCt)

50917 Missouri - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Travel Missouri with the Independent. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1937].
Authors: Globe Oil & Refining Companies -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Globe gas station attendant; slogans "we are home owned" and "keep rollin' with Globe."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1924 (PrCt)

50918 Missouri - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Missouri road map ... / Johnson Oil Refining Company ... Chicago, Illinois. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1937].
Authors: Johnson Oil Refining Co. -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Johnson Winged 70 gasoline logo and outline map of the midwestern states.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1938 (PrCt)

50919 Missouri - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: car on road, Phillips 66 sign, and slogan "there's a Phillips station ahead."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1964 (PrCt)

50920 Missouri - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 48 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Phillips 66 ... 1937 official road map : Missouri.
Plate nos. "334-J.C." and "10-K"
Map on verso (29 x 44 cm.): Phillips 66 ... official road map : United States.
Panel art: Car approaching Phillips 66 sign on curving road.
Handstamped "1937"
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 162.32 (PrCt)

50921 Missouri - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 69 ms. index.
Plate no. S.3606
Maps on verso (31 x 47 cm. and smaller):
Panel art: Pure Oil sign and station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 69.12 (PrCt)

50922 Missouri - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Editor's copy; title cartouche trimmed away.
Date from RMcN AE 71 ms. index.
Plate no. S.3606
Maps on verso (31 x 47 cm. and smaller):
Panel art: Pure Oil sign and station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 71.6X (PrCt)

50923 Missouri - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 48 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Phillips 66 ... 1937 official road map : Missouri.
Plate nos. "334-J.C." and "10-K"
Map on verso (29 x 44 cm.): Phillips 66 ... official road map : United States.
Panel art: Car approaching Phillips 66 sign on curving road.
Handstamped "1937"
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 71.10X (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
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Missouri - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of the H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 2047 (PrCt)

Missouri - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Missouri: Mobilgas ... Socony-Vacuum Oil Company ... Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1937].
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Socony-Vacuum Oil sign and station.
Maps on verso (31 x 47 cm.): Mobilgas sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 69.14X (PrCt)

Missouri - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Sinclair H-C Gasoline sign over station with attendants and patrons in a car; signed "Helck."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 71.14X (PrCt)
Missouri - Maps - 1937 - Road maps

Missouri : Mobilgas ... Socony-Vacuum Oil Company ... White Eagle division. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1937].
Authors: Sovereign Service -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Editor's copy; title cartouche trimmed away.
Date from RMcN AE 71 ms. index.
Plate no. S.3606
Maps on verso (31 x 47 cm. and smaller):
Kansas City -- St. Joseph -- St. Louis & vicinity -- Springfield -- Socony Vacuum Oil Co, Inc. road map of United States.
Handstamped "Feb 2 1937."
Panel art: Mobilgas sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 71.15X (PrCt)

Missouri - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Swinging through Missouri ... Sovereign Service. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1937].
Authors: Sovereign Service -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sovereign Service road map : Missouri
Date from RMcN AE 69 ms. index.
Plate no. S.3606
Maps on verso (31 x 47 cm. and smaller):
Panel art: Sovereign logo, attendant, woman driving.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 69.13 (PrCt)

Missouri - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Travel Missouri with Conoco : every Conoco station is a branch of the Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1938].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 48 cm.
Panel title.
Resolved title: Conoco ... official road map of Missouri
Date from RMcN AE 168 ms. index.
Plate nos. "334-J.C. 11-L" and "4382"
Maps on verso (29 x 21 cm. and smaller):
Kansas City and vicinity -- St. Louis and vicinity -- Ozarks region of Missouri.
Panel art: Conoco logo over outline of North America.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 16 1938 ... "
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 159.19 (PrCt)
Missouri - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map: col.; 42 x 52 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) road map: Missouri.
Plate no. T 3712.
Maps on verso (26 x 43 cm. and smaller):
Standard Oil Company (Indiana) road map: United States -- Kansas City and vicinity -- St. Louis and vicinity.
Panel art: Standard service sign over cars and gas pumps.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 69.23 (Pr.Ct)

Missouri - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map: col.; 42 x 52 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) road map: Missouri.
Plate no. T 3712.
Maps on verso (26 x 43 cm. and smaller):
Standard Oil Company (Indiana) road map: United States -- Kansas City and vicinity -- St. Louis and vicinity.
Panel art: Standard service sign over cars and gas pumps.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 71.8X (Pr.Ct)

Missouri - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map: col.; 42 x 52 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) road map: Missouri.
Plate no. T 3712.
Maps on verso (26 x 43 cm. and smaller):
Standard Oil Company (Indiana) road map: United States -- Kansas City and vicinity -- St. Louis and vicinity.
Panel art: Standard service sign over cars and gas pumps.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 69.22 (Pr.Ct)

Missouri - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map: col.; 45 x 50 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) road map: Missouri.
Plate no. T 3824.
Maps on verso (26 x 43 cm. and smaller):
Standard Oil Company (Indiana) road map: United States -- Kansas City and vicinity -- St. Louis and vicinity.
Panel art: Standard service sign over cars and gas pumps.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 69.26 (Pr.Ct)

Missouri - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map: col.; 45 x 50 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Missouri.
Includes table of "State and federal gasoline taxes as of March 15th, 1938."
Plate no. T 3824.
Maps on verso (50 x 51 cm. and smaller): Texaco sectional trip map [of the Middle West] -- Chicago and vicinity -- Kansas City (Kans.-Mo.) and vicinity.
Panel art: Texaco compass rose logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 69.26 (Pr.Ct)

Missouri - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map: col.; 45 x 50 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Missouri.
Includes table of "State and federal gasoline taxes as of September 2nd, 1938."
Plate no. T 3824.
Maps on verso (50 x 51 cm. and smaller): Texaco sectional trip map [of the Middle West] -- Chicago and vicinity -- Kansas City (Kans.-Mo.) and vicinity.
Panel art: Texaco compass rose logo above outline of U.S.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 69.26 (Pr.Ct)

Missouri - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map: col.; 64 x 42 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Gulf: Missouri info-map
Plate no. T 3606.
Date from RMcN AE 69 ms. index.
Insert (22 x 15 cm.): Kansas City (Kans.-Mo.) and vicinity.
Maps on verso (42 x 58 cm. and 21 x 19 cm.): Gulf road map of North Dakota, South Dakota, Nebraska, Minnesota, Iowa, Wisconsin, Illinois, Indiana, Michigan -- St. Louis and vicinity.
Panel art: Gulf sign over station and cars on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 69.22 (Pr.Ct)
Missouri - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Missouri road map / Cities Service ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1938].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Cities Service invites you to tour Missouri.
Date from RMcN AE 156 ms. index.
Plate no. 334-J.C. 11-L
Map on verso (28 x 44 cm.): Cities Service road map of the United States.
Panel art: Cities Service sign, car on winding road.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 18 1938 ... ." 
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 156.18 (PrCt)

Missouri - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Missouri road map ... / Barnsdall ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1938?].
Authors: Barnsdall Oil Co. -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3116 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

50946 Missouri - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Missouri road map ... Deep-Rock. Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1938].
Authors: Deep Rock Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Road map, 14th edition : Missouri : Deep Rock
Date from RMcN AE 69 ms. index.
Plate no. T.3606
Maps on verso (31 x 47 cm. and smaller):
Panel art: Deep-Rock sign over a tree-lined road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 69.24 (PrCt)

50947 Missouri - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Missouri road map ... Deep-Rock. Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1938].
Authors: Deep Rock Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 46 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Editor's copy; title cartouche trimmed away.
Date from RMcN AE 71 ms. index.
Plate no. T.3606
Maps on verso (31 x 47 cm. and smaller):
Panel art: Deep-Rock sign over a tree-lined road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 71.3X (PrCt)

50948 Missouri - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Travel Missouri with the Independent. Chicago: H.M. Gousha Co., [1938?].
Authors: Globe Oil & Refining Companies -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Globe gas station attendant; slogans "we are home owned" and "keep rollin' with Globe."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3145 (PrCt)

50949 Missouri - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Road map : Missouri and United States. Chicago: H.M. Gousha Co., [1938?].
Authors: Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: compass rose and Diamond, 760 Motor Oil, and D-X Gasoline logos.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3158 (PrCt)

50950 Missouri - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Diamond ... road map : Missouri and United States. Chicago: H.M. Gousha Company, [1938].
Authors: Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 48 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Diamond Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation motor trails map : Missouri.
Date from RMcN AE 160 ms. index.
Plate no. 334-J.C. 11-L
Maps on verso (29 x 44 cm. and smaller):
Panel art: Diamond, 760 Motor Oil, and D-X logos; line drawings of cartoon figures.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Oct 12 1938 ... "
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 160.10 (PrCt)

50951 Missouri - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: car, Phillips 66 tanker truck on road, Phillips 66 sign, and slogan "there's a Phillips station ahead."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3193 (PrCt)

50952 Missouri - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
50953 Missouri - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 58 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 71 ms. index.
Plate no. T.3606
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 71.5X (PrCt)

50954 Missouri - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Shell road map : Missouri. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1938].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3237 (PrCt)

50955 Missouri - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Shell road map : Missouri ... Chicago : H. M. Gousha Company, [1938].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 48 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell official road map of Missouri.
Date from RMcN AE 164 ms. index.
Plate nos. "334-J.C. 11-L" and "12-L 1938-1"
Map on verso (29 x 44 cm.): Legend : United States mileage and driving time along main transcontinental highways.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 15 1938 ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 167.9 (PrCt)

50956 Missouri - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair road map : Missouri
Date from RMcN AE 69 ms. index.
Plate no. S.3606
Map on verso (31 x 47 cm.): Sinclair recreational map : United States. Plate no. T. 3420
Panel art: Sinclair H-C Gasoline sign over station with attendant and patrons in a car.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 69.25 (PrCt)

50957 Missouri - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Tour Missouri with Skelly. [Kansas City, Mo.] : Greiner-Fifield Litho Co. [1938].
Authors: Skelly Oil Company -- Greiner-Fifield Litho Co. (Kansas City, Mo.) -- Martin, Bernard, 1912-1998 -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 41 x 52 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Skelly official motor trails map : Missouri.
"Copyright --- Greiner-Fifield Litho Co., K.C., Mo."
Date from RMcN AE 167 ms. index.
Maps on verso (28 x 43 cm. and smaller): Skelly official motor trails map : United States -- St. Louis -- Greater Kansas City.
Panel art: Skelly gas station and rural road scene, signed "Bernard Martin."
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Oct 20 1938 Rand McNally & Co. by R.C. ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 167.9 (PrCt)

50958 Missouri - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Missouri : Mobilgas ... Socony-Vaccum Oil Company ... White Eagle Division. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1938].
Authors: Socony-Vaccum Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 47 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Socony-Vaccum Oil Co., Incorporated road map of Missouri
Date from RMcN AE 69 ms. index.
Plate no. S.3606
Maps on verso (31 x 47 cm. and smaller):
Missouri - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Swinging through Missouri ... Sovereign Service. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1938].
Authors: Sovereign Service -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sovereign Service road map : Missouri
Date from RMcN AE 69 ms. index.
Plate no. T.3606
Maps on verso (31 x 47 cm. and smaller):
Kansas City -- St. Joseph -- St. Louis -- Springfield -- Sovereign Service road map :
United States.
Panel art: Sovereign logo, attendant, woman driving.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 69.20 (PrCt)

Missouri - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

Travel Missouri with Conoco : every Conoco station is a branch of the Conoco Travel Bureau.
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1939].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 48 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Conoco ... official road map of Missouri
Date from RMcN AE 71 ms. index.
Plate no. T.3606
Maps on verso (31 x 47 cm. and smaller):
Kansas City Kans. Mo. -- St. Joseph -- St. Louis & vicinity -- Springfield -- Sovereign Service road map :
United States.
Panel art: Sovereign logo, attendant, woman driving.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 71.9X (PrCt)
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 42 x 52 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) road map: Missouri.
Plate no. U 3712.
Maps on verso (26 x 43 cm. and smaller):
Standard Oil Company (Indiana) road map:
United States -- Kansas City and vicinity -- St. Louis and vicinity.
Panel art: Standard service sign over gas pumps.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 69.32 (PrCt)

Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 64 x 42 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Gulf: Missouri info-map.
Date from RMcN AE 69 ms. index.
No plate number.
Inset (22 x 15 cm.): Kansas City (Kans.-Mo.) and vicinity.
Maps on verso (42 x 58 cm. and 21 x 19 cm.):
Gulf road map of North Dakota, South Dakota, Nebraska, Minnesota, Iowa, Wisconsin, Illinois, Indiana, Michigan. Plate no U.3939 -- St. Louis and vicinity.
Panel art: Gulf sign over station and sign; slogan "buy at this gas station." Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 69.36 (PrCt)

Missouri - Maps - 1939 - Road maps: Travel Missouri with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago: H.M. Gousha Co., [1939].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"Tourist edition."
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 165.21 (PrCt)


Gousha Clients 3365 (PrCt)

Louis - Joplin -- Springfield.
Maps on verso (50 x 51 cm. and smaller): Texaco sectional trip map [of the Middle West] -- Kansas City (Kans.-Mo.) and vicinity.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 69.31 (PrCt)
Missouri - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

Missouri road map ... Deep-Rock ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1939].
Authors: Deep Rock Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Road map, 15th edition : Missouri : Deep Rock
Date from RMcN AE 69 ms. index.
Plate no. U .3606
Maps on verso (31 x 47 cm. and smaller):
Panel art: Deep-Rock logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 69.30 (PrCt)

Missouri - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

Travel Missouri with the Independent. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1939].
Authors: Globe Oil & Refining Companies -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Globe gas station attendant; slogans "we are home owned" and "keep rollin' with Globe."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3440 (PrCt)

Missouri - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

Road map of Missouri and United States.
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1939].
Authors: Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation."
Panel art: photograph of gas station attendant and slogan "smiling service, all the way."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3470 (PrCt)

Missouri - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

Authors: National Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Editor's copy; title cartouche trimmed away.
Date from RMcN AE 69 ms. index.
Plate no. U.3606
Maps on verso (31 x 47 cm. and smaller):
Kansas City -- St. Joseph -- St. Louis -- Springfield -- En-Ar-Co road map of United States.
Panel art: En-Ar-Co White Rose dealer sign, station, red car.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 69.29 (PrCt)

Missouri - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: winding road, Phillips 66 sign, and slogan "there's a Phillips station ahead."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3505 (PrCt)

Missouri - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 58 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 69 ms. index.
Plate no. U.3606.
Map on verso (31 x 47 cm.): Rand McNally road map: United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 69.33 (PrCt)

Missouri - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

Shell road map : Missouri. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1939].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Missouri - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Tour Missouri with Skelly. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1939.
Authors: Skelly Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Skelly sign and car.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3602 (PrCt)

Missouri - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Swinging through Missouri ... Sovereign Service. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1939].
Authors: Sovereign Service -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Editor's copy; title cartouche trimmed away.
Date from RMcN AE 69 ms. index.
Plate no. U.3606
Maps on verso (31 x 47 cm. and smaller):
Panel art: Sovereign logo, attendant, woman driving.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 69.34 (PrCt)

Missouri - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Tydol gasoline and Veedol motor oil signs; profiles of stylized cars.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3665 (PrCt)
maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm.
Panel title.
Editor's copy; title cartouche trimmed away.
Date from RMcN AE 69 ms. index.
Plate no. V. 3609.
Inset (22 x 15 cm.): Kansas City (Kans.-Mo.) and vicinity.
Maps on verso (42 x 58 cm. and 21 x 19 cm.):
Road map of North Dakota, South Dakota,
Nebraska, Minnesota, Iowa, Wisconsin, Illinois,
Indiana, Michigan : Gulf -- St. Louis and vicinity.
Panel art: Gulf sign over station and cars on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 69.43 (PrCt)

50986 Missouri - Maps - 1940 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Missouri road map / Cities Service. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1940?].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: road with cars, Cities Service sign and gas station attendant; slogan "helpful service wherever you go!"
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3726 (PrCt)

50987 Missouri - Maps - 1940 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Travel Missouri with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1940?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 46 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3771 (PrCt)

50988 Missouri - Maps - 1940 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Highway map of Missouri ... Johnson Oil Refining Company. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1940].
Authors: Johnson Oil Refining Co. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 46 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Johnson highway map of Missouri.
Date from RMcN AE 69 ms. index.
Plate no. V.3606
Maps on verso (31 x 48 cm. and smaller):
Kansas City -- St. Joseph -- St. Louis -- Springfield -- Johnson road map of United States.
Panel art: Johnson hourglass logo over car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 69.42 (PrCt)

50989 Missouri - Maps - 1940 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Road map of Missouri and United States.
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1940?].
Authors: Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3692 (PrCt)
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Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Panel title.
"Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation."
Panel art: photograph of gas station attendant and slogan "smiling service, 'all the way."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
**Gousha Clients 3812 (PrCt)**

50990 **Missouri - Maps - 1940 - Road maps**

Panel title.
Editor's copy; title cartouche trimmed away.
Date from RMcN AE 69 ms. index.
Obscured plate no. V.3606 [?]
Maps on verso (31 x 47 cm. and smaller):
Panel art: National White Rose gasoline sign over a winding road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 69.40 (PrCt)**

50991 **Missouri - Maps - 1940 - Road maps**

**Missouri official road map / Phillips 66. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1940.**
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: winding road, Phillips 66 sign, and slogan "there's a Phillips station ahead."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
**Gousha Clients 3838 (PrCt)**

50992 **Missouri - Maps - 1940 - Road maps**

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : col. ; 47 x 58 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 69 ms. index.
Plate no. V 3606.
Map on verso (31 x 47 cm.): Rand McNally road map: United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 69.41 (PrCt)**

50993 **Missouri - Maps - 1940 - Road maps**

**Shell map of Missouri. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1940].**
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: Missouri.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
**Gousha Clients 3883 (PrCt)**

50994 **Missouri - Maps - 1940 - Road maps**

**Tour Missouri with Skelly. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1940.**
Authors: Skelly Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Skelly sign and car.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
**Gousha Clients 3932 (PrCt)**

50995 **Missouri - Maps - 1940 - Road maps**

**Tydol trails thru Missouri / issued by Tide Water Associated Oil Company ... Tulsa. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1940.**
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: drawing of a wagon train and slogan "follow the trails of the pioneers in your modern motor car."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
**Gousha Clients 4007 (PrCt)**

50996 **Missouri - Maps - 1941 - Road maps**

**Kansas City Region (Kan. and Mo.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps**

**Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps**

**Missouri : Kansas City -- St. Louis : Sinclair ... road map. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1941].**
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm.
Panel title.
Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.  
Panel title.  
At head of panel title: Missouri.  
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."  
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).  
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).  
**Gousha Clients 4232 (PrCt)**

51002 Missouri - Maps - 1941 - Road maps  
Missouri road map ... / Bareco Oil Company, formerly Barnsdall Refining Corp. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1941?].  
Authors: Bareco Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 10 cm.  
Panel title.  
Panel art: "B Square" logo.  
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).  
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).  
**Gousha Clients 4034 (PrCt)**

51003 Missouri - Maps - 1941 - Road maps  
Missouri road map / Cities Service. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1941?].  
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.  
Panel title.  
Panel art: car, Cities Service sign and infant dressed as a gas station attendant; slogan "start every trip at your Cities Service dealer's."  
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).  
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).  
**Gousha Clients 4073 (PrCt)**

51004 Missouri - Maps - 1941 - Road maps  
Travel Missouri with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1941?].  
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.  
Panel title.  
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.  
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).  
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).  
**Gousha Clients 4111 (PrCt)**

51005 Missouri - Maps - 1941 - Road maps  
Travel Missouri with the Independent. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1941].  
Authors: Globe Oil & Refining Companies -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map : folded to 22 x 10 cm.  
Panel title.  
Dated "41" on title panel.  
Panel art: Globe gas station attendant; slogans "we are home owned" and "keep rollin' with Globe."  
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).  
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).  
**Gousha Clients 4136 (PrCt)**

51006 Missouri - Maps - 1941 - Road maps  
Highway map of Missouri ... Johnson Oil Refining Company. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1941].  
Authors: Johnson Oil Refining Co. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map : col. ; 65 x 46 cm.  
Panel title.  
Editor's copy; title cartouche trimmed away.  
Date from RMcN AE 69 ms. index.  
Plate no. W.3606  
Map on verso (31 x 48 cm.): Johnson highway map of United States.  
Panel art: Johnson hourglass logo over car on road.  
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).  
RMcN AE 69.51 (PrCt)

51007 Missouri - Maps - 1941 - Road maps  
D-X road map of Missouri and United States. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1941?].  
Authors: Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.  
Panel title.  
"Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation."  
Panel art: D-X sign and Diamond gas station facade.  
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).  
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).  
**Gousha Clients 4155 (PrCt)**

51008 Missouri - Maps - 1941 - Road maps  
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.  
Panel title.  
Panel art: road, Phillips 66 sign, and slogan...
Missouri - Maps - 1941 - Road maps

Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: airplane, car and Tydol flying "A" gasoline logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4327 (PrCt)

Missouri - Maps - 1942 - Road maps

Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4564 (PrCt)

Missouri - Maps - 1942 - Road maps

Authors: Bareco Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: "B Square" logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4355 (PrCt)

Missouri - Maps - 1942 - Road maps

Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: rural road scene, Cities Service Oils logo, and slogan "start every trip at your Cities Service dealer's."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4384 (PrCt)
Travel Missouri with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1942?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Back panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
“mileage you'll never forget Conoco Nth Motor oil.”
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4434 (PrCt)

1 map : col. ; 53 x 42 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Gulf : Missouri info-map
Date from RMcN AE 72 ms. index.
Plate no. X. 3606.
Inset (22 x 15 cm.): Kansas City (Kans.-Mo.) and vicinity.
Maps on verso (38 x 57 cm. and 21 x 19 cm.): Gulf : United States info-map -- St. Louis and vicinity.
Panel art: Gulf sign over car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 72.7 (PrCt)

Missouri - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Highway map of Missouri ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1942?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Back panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
“the fill that streches, Conoco Bronz-z-z gasoline.”
Includes maps with plate numbers suggesting 1941 and 1942 dates of publication.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4435 (PrCt)

Missouri - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Highway map of Missouri ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1942?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 46 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Back panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
“the fill that streches, Conoco Bronz-z-z gasoline.”
Includes maps with plate numbers suggesting 1941 and 1942 dates of publication.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4436 (PrCt)

Missouri - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Highway map of Missouri ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1942?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of United States, Marathon logo.
Back panel art: Marathon runner and sign over car, Marathon logo.
“mileage you'll never forget Marathon Nth Motor oil.”
Includes maps with plate numbers suggesting 1941 and 1942 dates of publication.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4466 (PrCt)

Missouri - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Johnson highway map of Missouri ... Johnson Oil Refining Co. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 42 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Johnson highway map of Missouri.
Date from RMcN AE 72 ms. index.
Plate no. X. 3606.
Map on verso (31 x 48 cm.): Johnson highway map of United States.
Panel art: Johnson hourglass logo over car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 72.5 (PrCt)

Missouri - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

Missouri - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

Missouri - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

Missouri - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

Missouri - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

Missouri - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

Missouri - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

Missouri - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

Missouri - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

Missouri - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

Missouri - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

Missouri - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

Missouri - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

Missouri - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

Missouri - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
Missouri - Maps - 1942 - Road maps

Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: D-X sign and Diamond gas station facade.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4492 (PrCt)

Missouri - Maps - 1942 - Road maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 58 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 72 ms. index.
Plate no. X.3606
Map on verso (31 x 47 cm.): Rand McNally road map : United States
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4519 (PrCt)

Missouri - Maps - 1942 - Road maps

Tour Missouri with Conoco ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1945].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4648 (PrCt)

Missouri - Maps - 1942 - Road maps

Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 52 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) road map : Missouri
Date from RMcN AE 72 ms. index.
Plate no. X.3712
Maps on verso (28 x 43 cm. and smaller):
Standard Oil Company (Indiana) road map : United States -- Kansas City and vicinity -- St. Louis and vicinity.
Panel art: Standard Service sign over cars and gas pumps.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 72.3 (PrCt)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalog Entry</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **51030** | Missouri - Maps - 1945 - Road maps  
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map: col.; 47 x 58 cm.  
Date from RMcN AE 72 ms. index.  
Plate no. 453606  
Map on verso (31 x 47 cm.): Marathon road map of United States.  
Panel art: Marathon runner sign over cars on road.  
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).  
**RMcN AE 72.10 (PrCt)** |
| **51031** | Missouri - Maps - 1945 - Road maps  
*Highway map: Missouri ... Standard Oil Company (Indiana).* Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1945].  
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map: col.; 43 x 52 cm.  
Panel title.  
Added title: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) road map: Missouri  
Date from RMcN AE 72 ms. index.  
Plate no. 453712  
Map on verso (28 x 43 cm. and smaller): Standard Oil Company (Indiana) road map: United States -- Kansas City and vicinity -- St. Louis and vicinity.  
Panel art: Standard Service sign over cars and gas pumps.  
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).  
**RMcN AE 72.9 (PrCt)** |
| **51032** | Missouri - Maps - 1946 - Road maps  
Missouri road map with pictorial sight-seeing guide ... Sinclair H-C Gasoline. Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1946].  
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map: col.; 47 x 58 cm.  
Panel title.  
Added title: Sinclair: Missouri  
Date from RMcN AE 72 ms. index.  
Plate no. 463606V  
Maps on verso (16 x 16 cm. and smaller): [Pictorial map of] Missouri: the show me state -- Kansas City and vicinity -- St. Louis and vicinity.  
Panel art: Sinclair attendant in front of car on road.  
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).  
**RMcN AE 72.27 (PrCt)** |
| **51033** | Missouri - Maps - 1946 - Road maps  
Missouri road map with pictorial sight-seeing guide ... Sinclair H-C Gasoline. Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1946].  
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map: col.; 47 x 58 cm.  
Panel title.  
Added title: Sinclair: Missouri  
Date from RMcN AE 72 ms. index.  
Plate no. 463606V  
Maps on verso (16 x 16 cm. and smaller): [Pictorial map of] Missouri: the show me state -- Kansas City and vicinity -- St. Louis and vicinity.  
Panel art: Sinclair attendant in front of car on road.  
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).  
**RMcN AE 72.28 (PrCt)** |
| **51034** | Missouri - Maps - 1946 - Road maps  
*Shell map of Missouri and the Ozarks region.* Chicago: H.M. Gousha Co., [1946?].  
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.  
Panel title.  
At head of panel title: Missouri.  
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."  
Forms part of H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).  
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).  
**Gousha Clients 4882 (PrCt)** |
| **51035** | Missouri - Maps - 1946 - Road maps  
Missouri road map ... / Cities Service Oils ... Chicago: H.M. Gousha Co., [1946?].  
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.  
"Revised edition."  
Panel title.  
**Gousha Clients 4882 (PrCt)** |
Panel art: rural road scene, Cities Service Oils logo, and slogan "start every trip at your Cities Service dealer's."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4741 (PrCt)

51036 Missouri - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Cities Service gas station, various cartoon images, and slogan "Cities Service dealers help make every trip a treat."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4742 (PrCt)

51037 Missouri - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Travel Missouri with Conoco ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1946].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4775 (PrCt)

51038 Missouri - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 42 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Gulf : Missouri info-map
Date from RMcN AE 72 ms. index.
Plate no. 6-423606-1
Inset (22 x 15 cm.): Kansas City (Kans.-Mo.) and vicinity.
Maps on verso (38 x 58 cm. and 21 x 19 cm.): Gulf : United States info-map -- St. Louis and vicinity.
Panel art: Gulf sign over car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 72.29 (PrCt)

51039 Missouri - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 42 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Gulf : Missouri info-map
Date from RMcN AE 72 ms. index.
Plate no. 6-423606-2
Inset (22 x 15 cm.): Kansas City (Kans.-Mo.) and vicinity.
Maps on verso (38 x 58 cm. and 21 x 19 cm.): Gulf : United States info-map -- St. Louis and vicinity.
Panel art: Gulf sign over car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 72.32 (PrCt)

51040 Missouri - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Authors: Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation."
Panel art: D-X sign and Diamond gas station facade.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4806 (PrCt)

51041 Missouri - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: road, Phillips 66 sign, and slogan "there's a Phillips station ahead."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4831 (PrCt)

51042 Missouri - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 58 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 72 ms. index.
Plate no. 453606 V

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
51043 Missouri - Maps - 1946 - Road maps

Tour Missouri with Skelly: see America now / courtesy of Skelly Oil Company, U.S.A. Chicago: H.M. Gousha Co., [1946].
Authors: Skelly Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Skelly sign, stars and profiles of cars.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4928 (PrCt)

51044 Missouri - Maps - 1946 - Road maps

Missouri and adjoining states: Mobilgas... Socony-Vacuum Oil Company Incorporated. Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1946].
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 47 x 59 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company, Inc.: Missouri
Date from RMcN AE 72 ms. index.
Plate nos.: 463606V-1 -- 146-A.
Maps on verso (43 x 47 cm and smaller): [Missouri and adjoining states] -- Kansas City and vicinity -- St. Louis and vicinity.
Panel art: Mobilgas sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 72.13 (PrCt)

51045 Missouri - Maps - 1946 - Road maps

Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 43 x 52 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) road map: Missouri.
Plate no. 6-423712-2.
Maps on verso (28 x 43 cm. and smaller):
Standard Oil Company (Indiana) road map: United States -- Kansas City -- St. Louis.
Panel art: Standard service sign over car, attendant, and gas pumps.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 72.30 (PrCt)

51046 Missouri - Maps - 1946 - Road maps

Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Gas station attendant and man in car.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4980 (PrCt)

51047 Missouri - Maps - 1946 - Road maps

MOUNTAINS REGION - MAPS - 1946 - ROAD MAPS

Missouri map of Missouri. Chicago: H. M. Gousha Company, [1946].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 44 x 49 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell highway map of Missouri.
Date from RMcN AE 166 ms. index.
Plate nos. "514-J T-7" and "T-7 1946-2" Insets (13 x 14 cm. each): Enlarged map of the Kansas City district -- Enlarged map of the St. Louis district.
Maps on verso (43 x 27 cm. and smaller): St. Louis and vicinity - South central Missouri (Ozarks region) -- Kansas City and vicinity.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 166.26 (PrCt)

51048 Missouri - Maps - 1946 - Road maps

Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 44 x 49 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell highway map of Missouri.
Date from RMcN AE 166 ms. index.
Plate nos. "514-J T-7" and "T-7 1946-2"
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Missouri road map ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1947].
Authors: Bareco Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: "B Square" logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5006 (PrCt)

Missouri - Maps - 1946 - Road maps<<<>>Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps<<<>>Saint Louis (Mo.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps<<<>>Road maps
Missouri : St. Louis and vicinity : Mobilgas ...
Socony-Vacuum Oil Company Incorporated.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1946].
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 59 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company, Inc. : Missouri
Date from RMcN AE 72 ms. index.
Plate nos.: 463606V -- 146
Maps on verso (43 x 47 cm and 21 x 28 cm.) St. Louis and vicinity -- Downtown St. Louis.
Panel art: Mobilgas winged horse logo; emblem of car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 72.14 (PrCt)

Missouri - Maps - 1947 - Road maps<<<>>Road maps
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Cities Service gas station, various cartoon images, and slogan "Cities Service dealers help make every trip a treat."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5050 (PrCt)

Missouri - Maps - 1947 - Road maps<<<>>Road maps
Travel Missouri with Conoco ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1947].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "U", indicating 1947 publication.
Panel art: family standing in front of car and statement "for long trips ask ... about Touraide."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5093 (PrCt)

Missouri - Maps - 1947 - Road maps<<<>>Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 42 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Gulf : Missouri info-map
Date from RMcN AE 72 ms. index.
Plate no. 7-423606-3.
Inset (22 x 15 cm.): Kansas City (Kans.-Mo.) and vicinity.
Maps on verso (38 x 58 cm. and 21 x 19 cm.):

Insets (13 x 14 cm. each): Enlarged map of the Kansas City district -- Enlarged map of the St. Louis district.
Maps on verso (43 x 27 cm. and smaller): St. Louis and vicinity -- South central Missouri (Ozarks region) -- Kansas City and vicinity.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Handstamped "received ... Apr 29 1947 Rand McNally & Co. Blazed Trails Dept. ... "
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 166.25 (PrCt)
Missouri - Maps - 1947 - Road maps

— Road maps of Missouri and United States : D-X.
— Road maps - Missouri info-map : Gulf.
— Road maps - Highway map : Missouri...Standard Oil Company (Indiana).
— Tour Missouri with Skelly / courtesy of Skelly Oil Company, U.S.A.
— Gulf : Missouri info-map.
— Shell map of Missouri.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Gousha Clients 5129 (PrCt)

Gousha Clients 5150 (PrCt)

Gousha Clients 5191 (PrCt)

Gousha Clients 5224 (PrCt)

Gousha Clients 5224 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RMcN Pocket 4C 142</td>
<td>Missouri - Maps - 1948 - Road maps</td>
<td>Missouri / Cities Service. Chicago; San Jose: H.M. Gousha Co., [1948]. Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
Panel art: Cities Service gas station, various cartoon images, and slogan "Cities Service dealers help make every trip a treat."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
**Gousha Clients 5327 (PrCt)**

Missouri - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
*Travel Missouri with Conoco ...* Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
Panel art: family standing in front of car and statement "for long trips ask ... about Touraide."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
**Gousha Clients 5367 (PrCt)**

Missouri - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 42 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Gulf : Missouri info-map
Date from RMcN AE 72 ms. index.
Plate no. 8-423606-5.
Inset (22 x 15 cm.): Kansas City (Kans.-Mo.) and vicinity.
Maps on verso (38 x 58 cm. and 21 x 19 cm.): Gulf : United States info-map -- St. Louis and vicinity.
Panel art: Gulf sign over car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 72.47 (PrCt)**

Missouri - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
*Road map of Missouri and United States / D-X* the sign of friendly service. Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948?].
Authors: Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
D-X was the trademark of Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation.
Panel art: D-X sign.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
**Gousha Clients 5394 (PrCt)**

Missouri - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
*Missouri ... / compliments of Phillips Petroleum Company, Bartlesville, Oklahoma.* Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948?].
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
Panel art: couple in a convertible driving towards a Phillips gas station, Phillips 66 logo, and slogan "for cleanliness and service there's a Phillips 66 station ahead."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
**Gousha Clients 5423 (PrCt)**

Missouri - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 58 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 72 ms. index.
Plate no. 8-463606-V-2
Map on verso (31 x 47 cm.): Rand McNally road map : United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 72.42 (PrCt)**

Missouri - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
*Shell map of Missouri.* Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
**Gousha Clients 5463 (PrCt)**

Missouri - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
*Tour Missouri with Skelly / courtesy of Skelly Oil Company.* Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948?].
Authors: Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
**Gousha Clients 5524 (PrCt)**
Missouri - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V," indicating 1948 publication.
Panel art: Skelly sign, car and group of people on beach.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5514 (PrCt)

Missouri - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H. M. Gousha Company -- H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V," indicating 1948 publication.
Panel art: gas station attendant talking to man in car, Tydol Flying "A" gasoline sign, Veedol motor oil logo, and slogan "at this sign ... everything that's good for your car."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5548 (PrCt)

Missouri - Maps - 1949 - Electric Lines
Shows transmission lines, power plants, and communities served in Northwestern Missouri.
map 1F G4161 .N4 1949 S3 (PrCt)
Missouri - Maps - 1949 - Road maps

Missouri: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company Incorporated.
Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1949].
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Panel title.
Added title: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company, Inc.: Missouri
Date from RMcN AE 73 ms. index.
Plate no.: 9-463606V-3
Maps on verso (43 x 48 cm and smaller): [Missouri and adjoining states] -- Kansas City and vicinity -- St. Louis and vicinity.
Panel art: Mobilgas sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 73.3 (PrCt)

51082 Missouri - Maps - 1949 - Road maps
Pictorial maps

Missouri: Standard Oil Company (Indiana)
Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1949].
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Panel title.
Added title: Standard Oil Company (Indiana): road map: Missouri.
Date from RMcN AE 73 ms. index.
Plate no. 9-423712-5.
Maps on verso (28 x 43 cm. and smaller): Standard Oil Company (Indiana): road map: United States -- Kansas City -- St. Louis.
Panel art: Standard service sign over car, attendant, and gas pumps.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 73.5 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

RMcN AE 73.2 (PrCt)

51084 Missouri - Maps - 1950 - Road maps

Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company
1 map : col. ; 42 x 52 cm., fold to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Gulf : Missouri info-map
Plate no. 0-423606-11.
Inset (22 x 15 cm.): Kansas City (Kans.-Mo.) and vicinity.
Maps on verso (38 x 58 cm. and 21 x 19 cm.):
Gulf : United States info-map -- St. Louis and vicinity.
Panel art: Gulf sign over car on road.
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).
Road map4C G4161.P2 1950 .G8 (PrCt)

RMcN AE 73.10 (PrCt)

51087 Missouri - Maps - 1951 - Road maps

Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company
1 map : col. ; 47 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Gulf : Missouri info-map
Plate no. 0-423606-12.
Inset (22 x 15 cm.): Kansas City (Kans.-Mo.) and vicinity.
Maps on verso (38 x 58 cm. and 21 x 19 cm.):
Gulf : United States info-map -- St. Louis and vicinity.
Panel art: Gulf sign over car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
(Remember for the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

51085 Missouri - Maps - 1950 - Road maps

Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 42 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Gulf : Missouri info-map
Plate no. 0-423606-12.
Inset (22 x 15 cm.): Kansas City (Kans.-Mo.) and vicinity.
Maps on verso (38 x 58 cm. and 21 x 19 cm.):
Gulf : United States info-map -- St. Louis and vicinity.
Panel art: Gulf sign over car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Road map4C G4161.P2 1950 .G8 (PrCt)

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

51088 Missouri - Maps - 1951 - Road maps

Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair : Missouri
Plate no. 1-463606V-8
Maps on verso (15 x 17 cm. and smaller):
[Southeastern Missouri.
Maps on verso (48 x 43 cm. and smaller):
Panel art: Mobilgas sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
(Remember for the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

51086 Missouri - Maps - 1950 - Road maps

Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 42 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Gulf : Missouri info-map
Plate no. 0-423606-12.
Inset (22 x 15 cm.): Kansas City (Kans.-Mo.) and vicinity.
Maps on verso (38 x 58 cm. and 21 x 19 cm.):
Gulf : United States info-map -- St. Louis and vicinity.
Panel art: Gulf sign over car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Road map4C G4161.P2 1950 .G8 (PrCt)

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

51089 Missouri - Maps - 1951 - Road maps

Missouri road map / Be Square dependable products. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1951].
Authors: Barnsdall Oil Co. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Be Square Products SEE Barnsdall Oil
Missouri - Maps - 1951 - Road maps

Authors: M.F.A. Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Missouri Farm Association Oil Company SEE M.F.A. Oil Company
1 map : col. ; 47 x 58 cm., folded to 25 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Missouri : Rand McNally road map.
Plate no. 1-463606V-9.
Map on verso (31 x 48 cm.): Rand McNally road map : United States.
Panel art: M.F.A. shield logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4203 (PrCt)

Missouri - Maps - 1951 - Road maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 73 ms. index.
Plate no. 1-463606V-8
Map on verso (31 x 47 cm.): Rand McNally road map : United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 73.11 (PrCt)

Missouri - Maps - 1951 - Road maps

Highway map Missouri ... Standard Oil Company (Indiana). Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1951].
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 53 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) road map : Missouri.
Date from RMcN AE 73 ms. index.
Plate no. 1-423712-7.

Map on verso (43 x 28 cm.): Road map United States -- St. Louis -- Kansas City -- St. Joseph -- Springfield.
Panel art: Standard service sign over car, attendant, and gas pumps.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 73.14 (PrCt)

Missouri - Maps - 1951 - Road maps

Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 52 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) road map : Missouri.
Plate no. 1-423712-7.
Panel art: Standard flaming torch sign and car at gas station pump.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4891 (PrCt)
Missouri - Maps - 1952
Missouri - Maps - 1952 - Railroads
Missouri - Maps - 1952 - Road maps


44 p. : 2 col. maps on 1 sheet (folded) ; 24 cm.

"1952 edition."

Cover title: Rand McNally Missouri pocket map : reference map ... [and] detailed highway map

Uniform title: Pocket maps

Folded map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back to back, col. ; 47 x 64 cm. and 47 x 65 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of Missouri. Plate no. 54. Includes key to railroads and inset maps of the St. Louis region and southeast Missouri (15 x 13 cm. and 9 x 9 cm.) -- Missouri : Rand McNally road map. Plate no. 1-463606V-9.

"2 maps in one, $1" -- front cover.

Cover art: Schematic road sign labeled "reference map .... "

Handstamp on title page: Register of Copyrights, Library of Congress ... certificate no. aa218898.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).

RMcN Pocket 4C 145 (PrCt)

Missouri - Maps - 1952 - Road maps
Middle West - Maps - 1952 - Road maps
Road maps


Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company Incorporated.

Date from RMcN AE 73 ms. index.

Plate no. 2-513606V-1.

Insets (17 x 11 cm. and smaller): Kansas City -- Downtown Kansas City -- Southeastern Missouri.

Maps on verso (48 x 43 cm. and smaller): St. Louis and vicinity -- Downtown St. Louis.

Panel art: Mobilgas sign.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 73.17 A (PrCt)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 73 ms. index.
Plate no. 2-463606V-9
Map on verso (31 x 47 cm.): Rand McNally road map : United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 73.19 (PrCt)

Missouri - Maps - 1952 - Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 47 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair : Missouri
Date from RMcN AE 73 ms. index.
Plate no. 2-463606V-9
Panel art: Cars on winding road, Sinclair sign and gas station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 73.24 (PrCt)

Missouri - Maps - 1952 - Road maps
Highway map : Missouri ... Standard Oil Company. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1952].
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 42 x 52 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) highway map : Missouri.
Date from RMcN AE 73 ms. index.
Plate no. 2-463606V-9.
Maps on verso (28 x 43 cm. and smaller):
Panel art: Standard service sign over car, attendant, and gas pumps.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 73.1X (PrCt)

Missouri - Maps - 1953 - Road maps
1 map : col. ; 47 x 59 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company, Inc. : Missouri
Date from RMcN AE 72 ms. index.
Plate nos.: 4-513606V-3.
Insets (17 x 11 cm. and smaller): Kansas City -- St. Louis -- Southeastern Missouri.
Maps on verso (43 x 47 cm. and smaller): [Missouri and adjoining states] -- Jefferson City --
Missouri - Maps - 1954 - Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 42 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Missouri
Date from RMcN AE 72 ms. index.
Plate no. 4-423606-19.
Inset (22 x 15 cm.): Kansas City (Kans.-Mo.) and vicinity.
Maps on verso (38 x 58 cm. and 21 x 19 cm.):
United States -- St. Louis and vicinity.
Panel art: Gulf sign over car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 72.3X (PrCt)

Missouri - Maps - 1954 - Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 42 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Missouri
Date from RMcN AE 72 ms. index.
Plate no. 4-423606-19.
Inset (22 x 15 cm.): Kansas City (Kans.-Mo.) and vicinity.
Maps on verso (38 x 58 cm. and 21 x 19 cm.):
United States -- St. Louis and vicinity.
Panel art: Gulf sign over car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 72.4X (PrCt)

Missouri - Maps - 1954 - Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 42 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Missouri
Date from RMcN AE 72 ms. index.
Plate no. 4-423606-19.
Inset (22 x 15 cm.): Kansas City (Kans.-Mo.) and vicinity.
Maps on verso (38 x 58 cm. and 21 x 19 cm.):
United States -- St. Louis and vicinity.
Panel art: Gulf sign over car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 72.5X (PrCt)

Missouri - Maps - 1955 - Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 52 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) highway map : Missouri.
Plate no. 4-533606V-2.
Inset (7 x 11 cm.): Southeastern Missouri
Maps on verso (28 x 43 cm. and smaller):
Standard Oil Company (Indiana) Highway map :
United States -- Kansas City -- St. Louis -- Joplin -- Springfield.
Panel art: Standard sign and attendant.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 72.6X (PrCt)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 64 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. 5-533606V-4.
Maps on verso (29 x 43 cm. and smaller):
Panel art: Standard flaming torch sign and gas station attendant.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN AE 72.13X (PrCt)

5111 Missouri - Maps - 1956 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 42 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Missouri
Date from RMcN AE 72 ms. index.
Plate no. 6-423606-24
Inset (22 x 15 cm.): Kansas City (Kans.-Mo.) and vicinity.
Maps on verso (38 x 58 cm. and 21 x 19 cm.):
United States -- St. Louis and vicinity.
Panel art: Gulf sign over silhouette of cars on a road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 72.12X (PrCt)

51112 Missouri - Maps - 1956 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 42 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Missouri
Date from RMcN AE 72 ms. index.
Plate no. 6-423606-24
Inset (22 x 15 cm.): Kansas City (Kans.-Mo.) and vicinity.
Maps on verso (38 x 58 cm. and 21 x 19 cm.):
United States -- St. Louis and vicinity.
Panel art: Gulf sign over silhouette of cars on a road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 72.13X (PrCt)

51115 Missouri - Maps - 1956 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 42 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Missouri
Date from RMcN AE 72 ms. index.
Plate no. 6-423606-26
Inset (22 x 15 cm.): Kansas City (Kans.-Mo.) and vicinity.
Maps on verso (38 x 58 cm. and 21 x 19 cm.):
United States -- St. Louis and vicinity.
Panel art: Gulf sign over silhouette of cars on a road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 72.22X (PrCt)

51113 Missouri - Maps - 1956 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 42 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Missouri
Date from RMcN AE 72 ms. index.
Plate no. 6-423606-25
Inset (22 x 15 cm.): Kansas City (Kans.-Mo.) and vicinity.
Maps on verso (38 x 58 cm. and 21 x 19 cm.):
United States -- St. Louis and vicinity.
Panel art: Gulf sign over silhouette of cars on a road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 72.17X (PrCt)

51114 Missouri - Maps - 1956 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 42 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Missouri
Date from RMcN AE 72 ms. index.
Plate no. 6-423606-25
Inset (22 x 15 cm.): Kansas City (Kans.-Mo.) and vicinity.
Maps on verso (38 x 58 cm. and 21 x 19 cm.):
United States -- St. Louis and vicinity.
Panel art: Gulf sign over silhouette of cars on a road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 72.23X (PrCt)
Missouri - Maps - 1959 - Road maps

Missouri / Mobil. [New York?] : Rand McNally & Company, [1959?].
Authors: Mobil Oil Company -- Socony Mobil Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 67 x 65 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm. Panel title.
"Mobil Oil Company, a division of Socony Mobil Oil Company ... New York ... " -- Back panel.
Plate no. 9-5636-4
Panel art: Color illustration of Mobil logo above gas station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).  
RMcN Clients 4082 (PrCt)

Missouri - Maps - 1962-1969<Road maps

Missouri - Maps - 1962-1969 - Railroads
Missouri - Maps - 1962-1969 - Road maps
Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1962-1969 - Road maps
Kansas City Region (Kan. and Mo.) - Maps - 1962-1969 - Road maps
Rand McNally Missouri pocket map. San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1962 [i.e. 1969?]
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Pocket maps -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
42 p. : 2 col. maps (folded) ; 24 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally Missouri pocket reference map [and] detailed highway map Uniform title: Pocket maps
"2 maps" -- front cover.
Map contents (2 maps on 2 sheets, col. ; 47 x 63 cm. and 62 x 66 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm., loose inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of Missouri. Includes key to railroads and inset maps of the St. Louis region and southeast Missouri (15 x 13 cm. and 9 x 9 cm.) -- Missouri [road map] "Copyright © 1969 !". Plate no. 696827-1. Verso includes maps of the St. Louis region, Kansas City region, Columbia, Jefferson City, St. Joseph, and Springfield (27 cm. x 36 cm. and smaller).
Cover art: stylized and labeled map symbols (e.g. "elevations", "points of interest", "air facilities", etc.)
"$1.95" -- printed on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Jan. 2010).  
RMcN Pocket 4C 147 (PrCt)

Missouri - Maps - 1963-1973 - Road maps

Authors: American Petrofina, Incorporated -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Fina Oil Co. SEE American Petrofina, Incorporated
1 map : both sides, col. ; 67 x 64 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm. Panel title.
Added title: Missouri : Rand McNally road map Plate no. 4-5636-18
Handstamp: Mar 2 1964
Panel art: Fina logo and extensive slogan (truncated here): "Our motto. If your driving down the road ... please stop in."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).  
RMcN Clients 747 (PrCt)
Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. : 67 x 65 cm., on sheet 46 x 73 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Includes blank title panel (for overprinting?).
Plate no. 7-5636-23.
Insets (21 x 13 cm. and smaller): St. Joseph -- Columbia -- Hannibal -- St. Louis Mo. and vicinity.
Southern Missouri continued on verso; verso includes 6 insets (11 x 14 cm. and smaller):
Forms part of a collection of stock editions of Rand McNally road maps, some apparently issued as sales samples and / or printer's proofs for prospective commercial clients.
Uniform series title (established by cataloger):
Stock road maps
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (April 2010).
RMcN Stock 144 (PrCt)

Missouri - Maps - 1969 - Road maps
Missouri - Maps - 1968 - Road maps
Missouri - Maps - 1970-1979 - Road maps
Missouri - Maps - 1970-1979 - Counties

51129 Missouri - Maps - 1969 - Road maps
51127 Missouri - Maps - 1968 - Road maps
51130 Missouri - Maps - 1970-1979 - Road maps
51128 Missouri - Maps - 1968 - Road maps

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Missouri - Maps - 1970 - Road maps
Missouri - Maps - 1974 - Road maps
Missouri - Maps - 1975 - Road maps
Missouri - Maps - 1976 - Road maps

51131 Missouri - Maps - 1970 - Road maps (Mo.) - Maps - 1970 - Road maps
Authors: Champlin Oil and Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 62 x 66 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Plate no. 706827-2
Maps on verso (33 x 36 cm. or smaller): St. Louis and vicinity -- Kansas City and vicinity -- Columbia -- Jefferson City -- St. Joseph -- Springfield.
Panel art: Champlin gas station and logo; various scenic views.
Handstamp: Register of Copyrights, Library of Congress ... certificate no. F 51154
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 364 (PrCt)

51132 Missouri - Maps - 1974 - Road maps
- Maps - 1974 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Webb McNally and Company. Stock road maps -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 63 x 64 cm., folded to 22 x 9 cm.
Panel title.
"Copyright, Missouri State Highway Commission."
Maps on verso (50 x 36 cm. and smaller): Kansas City area -- Cape Girardeau -- Columbia -- St. Louis area -- Jefferson City -- Joplin-Webb City area -- Sedalia -- Springfield -- St. Charles -- St. Joseph.
Panel art: Color photo of the Saint Louis Gateway Arch.
2 copies; RMcN Clients 4370 handstamped “Received Feb 7, 1975, Rand McNally & Co. road map research” on back panel.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4369-4370 (PrCt)

51133 Missouri - Maps - 1974 - Road maps
1 map : col. ; 62 x 65 cm., folded to 18 x 10 cm.
"1974 Edition"
Panel title
Added title: Missouri

51134 Missouri - Maps - 1975 - Road maps
Authors: Missouri. State Highway Commission -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 63 x 64 cm., folded to 22 x 9 cm.
Panel title.
"Copyright, Missouri State Highway Commission."
Maps on verso (50 x 36 cm. and smaller): Kansas City area -- Cape Girardeau -- Columbia -- St. Louis area -- Jefferson City -- Joplin-Webb City area -- Sedalia -- Springfield -- St. Charles -- St. Joseph.
Panel art: Color photo of the Saint Louis Gateway Arch.
2 copies; RMcN Clients 4370 handstamped “Received Feb 7, 1975, Rand McNally & Co. road map research” on back panel.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4369-4370 (PrCt)

51135 Missouri - Maps - 1976 - Road maps
Authors: Missouri. State Highway Commission -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 63 x 64 cm., folded to 22 x 9 cm.
Panel title.
"Copyright, Missouri State Highway Commission."
Maps on verso (50 x 36 cm. and smaller): Kansas City area -- Cape Girardeau -- Columbia -- St. Louis area -- Jefferson City -- Joplin-Webb City area -- Sedalia -- Springfield -- St. Charles -- St. Joseph.
Panel art: Color photo of the Saint Louis Gateway Arch.
Missouri - Maps - 1976 - Road maps

1 map : col. ; 62 x 64 cm., folded to 19 x 11 cm.
"1976 Edition"
Panel title
Added title: Missouri
Plate no.766727
Maps on verso (33 x 36 cm. or smaller): St. Louis and vicinity -- Kansas City and vicinity --Columbia -- Jefferson City -- St. Joseph -- Springfield.
Panel art: Road signs
Forms part of a collection of stock editions of Rand McNally road maps, some apparently issued as sales samples and / or printer's proofs for prospective commercial clients.
Uniform series title (established by cataloger):
Stock road maps
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (April 2010).
RMcN Stock 137 (PrCt)

Missouri - Maps - 1977 - Road maps

Authors: Missouri. State Highway Commission -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 63 x 64 cm., folded to 22 x 9 cm.
Panel title.
"Copyright, Missouri State Highway Commission."
Maps on verso (50 x 36 cm. and smaller):
Panel art: Color photo of fall foliage surrounding small town.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4372 (PrCt)

Missouri - Maps - 2002 - Road maps

Authors: DeLorme (Firm) -- Brady, John H. 1 atlas (72 p.) : col. maps ; 40 cm.
"Second edition."
Cover title.
Scale [1:202,752]. 1" = 3.2 mi. (5.1 km) Relief shown by contours and spot heights.
Includes indexes.
References: OCLC 54665143
LCCN: 2007-631472
Gift 2011, John H. Brady
map6C G4161.P2 2002 .D4 (PrCt)

Anonymous map without imprint. Shows abandoned Indian site on a section of the Missouri River later forming part of Lewis and Clark Lake on the border between Nebraska and South Dakota.


1 map ; 10 x 18 cm.

Anonymous map without imprint; title extended by cataloger.

Shows abandoned Indian site on a section of the Missouri River later forming part of Lewis and Clark Lake on the border between Nebraska and South Dakota.


This copy previously owned by Thomas Jefferson, William Clark, Julia Clark, and William J. Holliday.

Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.


Duplicate copies: VAULT Ruggles 222 and VAULT Graff 2477

VAULT Graff 2478, v. 1, between p. 62-63 (PrCt)

Page 47 -- at upper right.

Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.


Graff 2481, v. 1, between p. 86-87 (PrCt)

Fortification [site on the Missouri River built and abandoned by Indians]. [Philadelphia? s.n., 1817].

Authors: Lewis, Meriwether, 1774-1809 -- Lewis, Meriwether, 1774-1809. History of the expedition under the command of Captains Lewis and Clarke ... (1817) -- Clark, William, 1770-1838 -- Lewis and Clark Expedition (1804-1806) -- Bradford and Inskeep -- Coues, Elliott, 1842-1899 -- Biddle, Nicholas, 1786-1844 -- Allen, Paul, 1775-1826 -- Harper, Francis P. (Francis Perego), 1856?-1932 -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 11 x 18 cm.


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Evans, William Gardner -- Lewis, Meriwether, 1774-1809. History of the expedition under the command of Captains Lewis and Clarke ... (1842) -- Clark, William, 1770-1838 -- Lewis and Clark Expedition (1804-1806) -- Biddle, Nicholas, 1786-1844 -- Allen, Paul, 1775-1826 -- M'Vickar, Archibald, 1785-1849 -- Harper & Brothers -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 8 x 14 cm.
Title extended by cataloger.
Shows abandoned Indian site on a section of the Missouri River later forming part of Lewis and Clark Lake on the border between Nebraska and South Dakota.
Reduced from the original map published in 1814.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library. Graff 2483, v. 1, between p. 86-87 (PrCt)

51148 Missouri River - Maps - 1856<<>>Mississippi River - Maps - 1856<<>>Ohio River - Maps - 1856
Authors: Ensign, Bridgman & Fanning -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
4 maps : hand col. ; 53 x 8 cm. on sheet 53 x 39 cm.
In Ensign, Bridgman & Fanning's lake and river guide (New York : Ensign, Bridgman & Fanning, 1856) at back.
Not drawn to scale.
Shows depts.
Graff 1254 at back (PrCt)

2 v. : fronts., plates, ports., views, 6 maps (part fold.) ; 23 cm.
'Edition limited to 950 copies.' This copy no. 821.
Series: American explorers series
Maps and selected views also cataloged separately.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 98001748
Graff 2404 (NLO)

51150 Missouri River Valley - Maps - 1811 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles<<>>Cartography - Missouri River Valley - History<<>>Dougherty, John, 1791-1860
Sketch of part of the Missouri & Yellowstone Rivers with a description of the country etc. 1971.
Reproduces a manuscript map of the upper Missouri region made by John Dougherty ca. 1811, now in the National Archives.
Vert 54 (PrCt)

51151 Missouri River Valley - Maps - 1894<>>Yellowstone River Valley - Maps - 1894<>>Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.) - Maps - 1894<>>Railroads - Maps Missouri River at mouth of the Yellowstone. [S.l. s.n., 1898].
Authors: Missouri. Railroad and Warehouse Commissioners -- Coues, Elliott, 1842-1899 -- Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.) -- Larpenteur, Charles, 1807-1872. Forty years a fur trader on the upper Missouri ... (1898) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map ; on sheet 23 x 16 cm.
Partial facsimile reproduction of unidentified map adapted 'From Mo. R. Comm. Sheet LX, 1894.'
Details border region between North Dakota and Montana in the latter-day counties of Williams, McKenzie, and Richland; includes the Great Northern Railway and Forts Buford and Union; modified by Elliott Coues to identify Forts Mortimer and William.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Graff 2404 v. 1, between p. 50-51 (PrCt)

51152 Missouri River Valley - Maps - 2003 - Tourist

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Bibliography: p.269-276.
4A 18081 (NLO)

51160 Mitchell, John, 1711-1768---Jones, Gordon W. - Map Collections

The Library of an early Virginia scientist, Dr. John Mitchell, F.R.S. (1711-1768) : the catalog of an exhibition in the...University of Virginia ... : taken from the private collection of Gordon W. Jones, M.D. Fredericksburg, Va : E. Lee Trinkle Library, Mary Washington College of the University of Virginia., [1971].
Occasional papers ; no. 4.
Z8581.47 .L52 (NLO)

Authors: Donovan, Mark P.
BHC 1230
Vert 855 (PrCt)

Authors: Edney, Matthew H.
p. 30-50 : 5 col. maps ; 24 cm.
In Varia historia 23, no. 37 (Janeiro-Junho 2007): 30-50.
Portuguese with English abstract.
Vert 345 (PrCt)

Authors: Edney, Matthew H.
p. 4-27, 71-75 : maps ; 28 cm.
In Cartographic Perspectives 58 (2007): 4-27 and 71-75.
folio GA101 .C334, v. 58, p. 4-27 (PrCt)

Comp. and edited by Walter W. Ristow from various published works of Lawrence Martin.
Map Ref GA231 .R5 1972, p. 102-108 (PrCt)

51165 Mitchell, John, 1711-1768. Map of the British and French Dominions in North America (1755) Table for identifying variant editions and impressions of John Mitchell's map of the British and French dominions in North America. [197-?].
BHC 2255.
From unidentified text.
Vert 1813 (PrCt)

A La carte : selected papers on maps and atlases (1967) p. 109-113 ; ill. ; 26 cm.
Includes English, Dutch, French and Italian editions.
Map Ref GA231 .R5 1972, p. 109-113 (PrCt)

51167 Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868. Map of the world (1837)<--Geography - 1837<--Names, Geographical - 1837<--Gazetteers

An Accompaniment to Mitchell's map of the world, on Mercator's projection : containing an index to various countries, cities, towns, islands, &c., represented on the map, and so connected therewith that the position of any place exhibited on it may be readily ascertained : also, a general description of the five great divisions of the globe, America, Europe, Africa, Asia, and Oceanica, with their several empires, kingdoms, states, territories, &c. Philadelphia : Published by Hinman and Dutton, No. 6, North Fifth Street, 1837.
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Hinman and Dutton -- Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868. Map of the world (1837) -- Booth,
Edward Townsend, 1890-1964 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Hinman & Dutton SEE Hinman and Dutton 572 p. ; 23 cm.
Lacking accompanying map.
Owner's inscription: Ex libris Edward T. Booth, Plainfield, N.J., May 6, 1903.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Digital reproduction of another copy available on the Internet Archive website (accessed July 2010):
http://www.archive.org/details/accompanimentto
References: Checklist Amer. imprints, 45657; Sabin, 49713
LC Card Number: 17028752

Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868. New map of Texas, Oregon, and California, with the regions adjoining (1846) -- Thompson, A. M. -- Howes, Wright -- Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library) 46 p. ; 14 cm.
Cover title: Texas, Oregon and California.
This copy lacks map.
Inscription inside end leaf: A.M. Thompson Condition: text fine, back cover unattached.
Forms part of the Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library).
References: Wheat, C.I. Mapping the Transmississippi west, 520; Wheat, C.I. Maps of the California gold region, 29; OCLC 47648727 Gift 1976, Wright Howes.

Authors: Mobil Travel Service -- Mobil travel guide -- Mobil Oil Corporation -- National Data Corporation -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 brochure : on sheet 22 x 37 cm., folded to 22 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
At head of title: Traveling? Plan ahead Mailer advertising the Mobil Travel Guide, Mobil routing service, and the hotel reservation service provided by National Data Corp. for Mobil Oil Corporation; includes tear-off business reply card addressed to Mobil Travel Service in Versailles, Kentucky.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4179 (PrCt)

51171 Mobile (Ala.) - Maps - 1711 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles Plan de la ville et fort Louis de la Louisiana établies par les François en 1711. [19--].
Authors: Chevillot -- France. Service hydrographique. Archives. 138bis-10-2 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map Photostatic reproduction of 1711 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France ASH 138bis-10-2 (PrCt)

Authors: Cartes Marines Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 30, sheet 86.
1 ms. map : hand col. ; 254 x 492 mm., on sheet 558 x 721 mm.
Shows Mobile and Fort Condé (later renamed Fort Charlotte); includes 4 lines of notes keyed to references A-D and profile of the fort (115 x 493 mm.)
Scale [ca. 1:1,740]. 'Échelle de 100 toises pour le plan' [= 112 mm.].
Sheet 86 of 117 in the Cartes Marines Manuscript Map Collection, detailing French colonial interests worldwide, ca. 1640-ca. 1726. Oriented with north at right.
Pen-and-ink and watercolor (green, brown, red,

51169 Mixtec cartography<<>>Mexico - Indian cartography<<>>Indian cartography - Mexico Picture writing from ancient southern Mexico : Mixtec place signs and maps. Norman :
University of Oklahoma Press , [1973].
Authors: Smith, Mary Elizabeth, 1932-- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) xv, 348 p. ; ill., maps ; 31 cm.
Bibliography: p. 211-216.
Series: The Civilization of the American Indian series, 124
Ayer 5A 780 (NLO)
51174 Mobile (Ala.) - Maps - 1759 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles -<<>>United States - History - French and Indian War, 1755-1763 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - <<>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles

*A Colored Plan of Mobile, surveyed by P. Pitman; shewing Fort Charlotte; copied by W. Brasier*.


1 map

Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1759 manuscript.


51175 Mobile (Ala.) - Maps - 1770


Authors: Kitchin, Thomas, 1718-1784 -- Pittman, Philip, captain. The Present state of the European settlements on the Mississippi [sic] ... (1770) -- Nourse, J. (John), d. 1780 -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library).

1 map ; 25 x 45 cm.

Facsimile of original published in Pittman, Philip. The Present state of the European settlements on the Mississippi [sic] ... (London : J. Nourse, 1770); 'reproduced ... from the original in the Library of Congress. This is number 46 of an edition limited to 500 copies.'

Scale [ca. 1:4,800].

Includes 'reference,' A-G.

Oriented with north at lower right.

73-7369

IGN 73

map2F 3974.M5 (PrCt)
Mobile Bay (Ala.) - Maps - 2001 - Road maps
Mobile Region (Ala.) - Maps - 2001 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map (66 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
"©2001" -- title page.
$14.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528988948
RMcN StrFdr 2001 .M62 (PrCt)

Mobile Bay (Ala.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps
Mobile Region (Ala.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps
Mobile County (Ala.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps
Baldwin County (Ala.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps
Mobile & vicinity StreetFinder. [Skokie, Ill.] : Rand McNally, c2006.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Dated 2006, but received by the Newberry Library in 2005.
Cover title: Mobile street guide : including Mobile county and portions of Baldwin county "2nd edition" -- cover.
$15.95
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528855328
RMcN StrFdr 2006 .M62 (PrCt)

Mobile Bay (Ala.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps
Mobile, Alabama : Local street detail. Chicago : Rand McNally, 2006 [i.e. 2005].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. EasyFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; fold. to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Uniform title: EasyFinder
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
ISBN 0528856979
RMcN Road Map 2006 MobAL (PrCt)

Mobile Bay (Ala.) - Maps - 1712 - Manuscripts
- Facsimiles
Dauphin Island (Ala.) - Maps - 1712 - Manuscripts
- Facsimiles
Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Plan du Fort Dauphin et de la Riviere de la Mobile 1712. [19--].
Authors: Bibliothèque nationale (France). Estampes Vd. 22 (3) -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1712 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France BN Estampes Vd. 22 (3) (PrCt)

Mobile Bay (Ala.) - Maps - 1714 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts
Mobile Bay (Ala.) - Maps - 1714 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts
Fort Charlotte (Mobile, Ala.) - Maps - 1714 - Manuscripts
Mobile (Ala.) - Maps - 1714 - Fortification - Manuscripts
Manuscript maps
Nautical charts
Fort Louis, province de la Louisiane, et de l’Isle Dauphin avec son port et rade. [1714?].
Authors: Le Maire, François, 1675-1748 -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS 293 v. 2 map 1
1 ms. map : hand col. ; 319 x 485 mm.
Unsigned chart of Mobile Bay showing Fort Louis de la Louisiane (later renamed Fort Charlotte) in the village of Mobile; accompanies ms. copy of a letter, dated 15 January 1714, written by the missionary François Le Maire in Pensacola, Florida. The map was probably not compiled by Le Maire; see Jackson, Jack. Manuscript maps concerning the Gulf Coast (Chicago: Hermon Dunlap Smith Center for the History of Cartography, 1995) p. 21 no. 101.
Scale [ca. 1:156,000]. "Échelle de 3: lieuës françoises" [= 107 mm.].
Depths shown with soundings.
Pen-and-ink and watercolor (green, yellow, red, blue).
Forms part of a collection of French transcripts variously dated 1702-1750: Memoranda on French colonies in America, including Canada, Louisiana, and the Carribean (VAULT Ayer MS 293 v. 2 facing p. 1).
Forms part of both the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection and the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library).
VAULT Ayer MS 293 v. 2 map 1 (NLO)

Mobile Bay (Ala.) - Maps - 1717 - Manuscripts
- Facsimiles
Dauphin Island (Ala.) - Maps - 1717 - Manuscripts
- Facsimiles
Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Facsimiles<>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Ydee ou plan du chenal par lequel est sorty le navire la paix ... du port de l'île Dauphine. [19--].
Authors: Bibliothèque nationale (France). Ge DD 2987-8815 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1717 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France BN Ge DD 2987-8815 (PrCt)

51184 Mobile Bay (Ala.) - Maps - 1717 - Manuscripts
- Facsimiles<>Dauphin Island (Ala.) - Maps - 1717 - Manuscripts
- Facsimiles<>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Carte de l'Isle Dauphine. [19--].
Authors: Du Sault, Sieur, fl. 1717 -- Bibliothèque nationale (France). Ge DD 2987-8815bis -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Dusault, Sieur, fl. 1717 SEE Du Sault, Sieur, fl. 1717
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1717 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France BN Ge DD 2987-8815bis (PrCt)

- Nautical charts
Carte de l'entrée de la Baye de la Mobille. [19--].
Authors: Dusault, Sieur, fl. 1717 -- Bibliothèque nationale (France). Ge DD 2987-8815 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Dusault, Sieur, fl. 1717 SEE Du Sault, Sieur, fl. 1717
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1720 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France BN Ge DD 2987-8815bis (PrCt)

51187 Mobile Bay (Ala.) - Maps - 1746 - Manuscripts
- Facsimiles<>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Carte de l'entrée de la Rivierre aux chiens jusqu'a environs une Lieue de Son Embouchure... [19--].
Authors: Samier, V. -- Archivo General de Indias. Papeles de Cuba 2361 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1746 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto Spain AGI Papeles de Cuba 2361 (PrCt)

51188 Mobile Bay (Ala.) - Maps - 1766 - Manuscripts
- Facsimiles<>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
A Plan of the bar and the entrance of the harbour of Mobile ... [1766]. [19--].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1766 manuscript.
From the Colonial Office Library, London

51189 Mobile County (Ala.) - Maps - 1895 - Landowners-<<Counts - Maps-<<Landowners - Maps
Authors: Mayhew, James H. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 36 x 26 in. Scale 1:126,720.
Originally published 1895.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress, Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps

51190 Mobile Region (Ala.) - Maps - 1832-<<Pensacola Region (Fla.) - Maps - 1832<<New Orleans (La.) - Maps - 1832
Environ of Mobile ; Environ of Pensacola ; New Orleans. [Philadelphia: H. S. Tanner, 1832].
Authors: Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Baird, Robert, 1798-1863. View of the valley of the Mississippi, or, The emigrant's and traveller's guide to the West ... (1832) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
3 maps ; 8 x 14 cm. and smaller, on sheet 18 x 16 cm.
Anonymous maps without imprint.
In: Baird, Robert. View of the valley of the Mississippi, or, The emigrant's and traveller's guide to the West ... (Philadelphia : H. S. Tanner, 1834), between p. 264-265.
"Page 264" [!] -- at upper right.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.

51191 Mobile Region (Ala.) - Maps - 1834<<Pensacola Region (Fla.) - Maps - 1834
Environ of Mobile ; Environ of Pensacola ; New Orleans. [Philadelphia: H. S. Tanner, 1834].
Authors: Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Baird, Robert, 1798-1863. View of the valley of the Mississippi, or, The emigrant's and traveller's guide to the West ... (1834) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
3 maps ; 8 x 14 cm. and smaller, on sheet 18 x 16 cm.
Anonymous maps without imprint.
In: Baird, Robert. View of the valley of the Mississippi, or, The emigrant's and traveller's guide to the West ... (Philadelphia : H. S. Tanner, 1834), between p. 276-277.
"Page 264" [!] -- at upper right.
Duplicate copies: G 875 .065 -- Graff 5279

51192 Mobile River (Ala.) - Maps - 1765 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
A Draught of the River Mobile [from Mobile to Tombecbé, ca. 1765]. [19--].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1765 manuscript.
From the Colonial Office Library, London

51193 Mocha Island (Chile) - Pictorial works - 1646
Ysla dela Mocha. [Rome: F. Cavalli, 1646].
Authors: Ovalle, Alonso de, 1601-1651 -- Jesuits -- Cavalli, Francisco, fl. 1646 -- Ovalle, Alonso de, 1601-1651. Historica relación del reyno de Chile, y delas missiones que exercita en el la Compañia de Iesvs (1646)
1 view ; 130 x 182 mm.
In: Ovalle, Alonso de. Historica relación del reyno di Chile (Roma, F. Cavallò, 1646), separately paginated woodcuts at end, p. 6 [upside down, i.e. 459].
Woodcut: title from letterpress in left margin.
For the same map in an Italian edition of the book, see Case F 996 .653.

51194 Mocha Island (Chile) - Pictorial works - 1646
Isola della Mocha. [Rome: F. Cavalli, 1646].
Authors: Ovalle, Alonso de, 1601-1651 -- Jesuits -- Cavalli, Francisco, fl. 1646 -- Ovalle, Alonso de, 1601-1651. Historica relacion del regno di Cile ... (1646)
1 view ; 130 x 182 mm.
In: Ovalle, Alonso de. Historica relacion del regno di Cile ... (Roma, F. Cavallò, 1646), separately (mis-)paginated woodcuts at end, p. 6 [i.e. 392].
Woodcut: title from letterpress in left margin.
For the same map in a Spanish language edition of the book, see VAULT Ayer 1300.5 C5 O96 1646.

Case F 996 .653, p. [392] (PrCt)
VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:243 (PrCt)

F 007 .188, v. 49, p. 751-782 (PrCt)


For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Mohawk River Valley (N.Y.) - Historical geography - Maps - 1756
1756 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<<Oneida Lake (N.Y.) - Maps - 1756 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<<Oswego Region (N.Y.) - 1756 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<<Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
[Part of] a colored map of the route between Albany and Oswego; [showing upper Mohawk and Wood Creek] drawn about 1756. [19--].
folio Ayer p136.H91 1907 ser. 1, v. 1, pl. 48-50 (PrCt)

Mohawk River Valley (N.Y.) - Historical geography - Maps - 1690-1790
Authors: Brownell, Elijah Ellsworth, b. 1872 -- Edward E. Ayer Art Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 23 x 37 cm.

Mohawk River Valley (N.Y.) - Historical geography - Maps - 1870
Johnson, John, Sir, 1742-1830 - New York (State) - History - Revolution, 1775-1783 - Manuscripts
Authors: Brownell, Elijah Ellsworth, b. 1872 -- Edward E. Ayer Art Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 24 x 37 cm.
Scale not given.
Ayer p133.M284 1943 (NLO)

Mohawk River Valley (N.Y.) - Historical geography - Maps - 1934
1934 - Mohawk River Valley (N.Y.) - History - 1934 - Mohawk River Valley (N.Y.) - Maps - 1700-1799 - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles<<<Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
The Mohawk Valley in 1757. A composite map taken from the British Crown Collection, showing a map prepared by a British Engineer during the French and Indian War and a map owned by the Wisconsin Historical Society. St. Johnsville, N.Y. John D. Devendorf ; Enterprise and News, [1934?].
Authors: Devendorf, John D. -- Enterprise and news -- British Library. Crown Collection -- Wisconsin Historical Society 1 map ; 60 x 48 on sheet fold. to 22 x 17 cm. Margins include reduced reproductions of 18th-century manuscript maps in the British Library's Crown Collection and the Wisconsin Historical Society (20 x 8 cm. and 17 x 10 cm.) Scale not given. Bound with another map: Devendorf, John D. An Historical map of the central Mohawk Valley ([St. Johnsville, N.Y.: Enterprise and News], 1934).
folio G 10851.225 (NLO)

Mohawk River Valley (N.Y.) - Historical geography - Maps - 1934 - Pictorial maps<<<Pictorial maps - Mohawk River Valley (N.Y.) - History - 1934 - Pictorial maps
Authors: Devendorf, John D. -- Enterprise and news 1 map ; 49 x 71 cm. fold. to 28 x 21 cm. Scale not given. Bound with another map: Devendorf, John D. The Mohawk Valley in 1757 ([St. Johnsville, N.Y.: Enterprise and News], [1934?]).
folio G 10851.225 (NLO)
Mola di Bari (Italy) - Pictorial works
- 1620 - Hoefnagel, Joris, 1542-1601 - Portraits - Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598 - Portraits
Mola. [Cologne: s.n., ca. 1620]. Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Hoefnagel, Joris, 1542-1601 -- Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

Molat Island (Croatia) - Maps - 1753 - Harbors
- Nautical charts - Molat Island (Croatia) - 1753 - Harbors - Kotor, Gulf of (Montenegro) - Maps - 1753 - Harbors - Nautical charts - Kotor, Gulf of (Montenegro) - 1753 - Harbors
51215

Molat Island (Croatia) - Maps - 1771 - Harbors
- Nautical charts - Molat Island (Croatia) - 1771 - Harbors - Kotor, Gulf of (Montenegro) - Maps - 1771 - Harbors - Nautical charts - Kotor, Gulf of (Montenegro) - 1771 - Harbors
St. Pedro located on or adjacent to island of Molat, Croatia. Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger): English Pilot. Part 3 (1753)
oversize Ayer 135 .E55 1753 p. 50 (PrCt)

Molat Island (Croatia) - Maps - 1771 - Harbors
- Nautical charts - Molat Island (Croatia) - 1771 - Harbors - Kotor, Gulf of (Montenegro) - Maps - 1771 - Harbors - Nautical charts - Kotor, Gulf of (Montenegro) - 1771 - Harbors - St. Pedro (Croatia) SEE Molat Island (Croatia) - Saint Pedro (Croatia) SEE Molat Island (Croatia) - Cattoro, Gulf of (Montenegro) SEE Kotor, Gulf of (Montenegro) - Nautical charts - Woodcuts
2 maps : woodcuts ; 13 x 13 cm. and 10 x 9 cm., on sheet 47 x 30 cm. Woodcut maps printed beneath letterpress text (p. 50): A Description of the sea-coast in the Adriatic-Sea. In: The English pilot : Part III : Describing the sea-coasts ... in the whole Mediterranean Sea (London : Printed for J. Mount, and T. Page, on Tower-Hill, 1771), [plates 39-40]
St. Pedro located on or adjacent to island of Molat, Croatia. Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger): English Pilot. Part 3 (1771) Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1956.P5 E5 1771, [plates 39-40] (PrCt)

Moldavia - Maps - 1774 - Wallachia - Maps - 1774
map4F G6967 .M6 1774 .S3 (PrCt)
51222 Moll, Herman, -1732<<<<Cartographers - England - Biography
The Cartographer and the literati : Herman Moll and his intellectual circle / Dennis Reinhardt.
Authors: Reinhardt, Dennis
xiv, 180 p., 55 p. of plates : ill., facsims., maps ; 24 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 157-175) and index.
LC Card Number: 97010515
ISBN 0773486046
GA793.6.M65 R45 1997 (NLO)

51225 Moll, Herman, -1732. World described<<<<Stevens, Henry Newton, 1855-1930 - Map collections - Catalogs
The World described in thirty large two-sheet maps, by Herman Moll, geographer. Being a collection exhibiting many different issues of each map / commenced over a century ago by the late Henry N. Stevens, and now gathered together, classified and bibliographically described by Henry Stevens & Henry Robert Peter Stevens. London : H. Stevens, Son & Stiles, 1952.
Photocopy.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Formerly GA236 .S74
Duplicate copy: Microfilm 369

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Map of monastic Britain: south sheet.
Authors: Haddock, R. Neville (Richard Neville) -- Great Britain. Ordnance Survey
1 maps: col.; 79 x 99 cm. folded to 22 x 16 cm. + text (31 p.; 21 cm.)
Cover title.
Map proper has title: Monastic Britain (south sheet).
Compiled by R. Neville Haddock to show the location and character of monastic houses in Gt. Brit. between the period of the Norman conquest and the Reign of Henry VIII. Cf. Foreword.
Scale: 1:625,000.
Inset: Religious houses in London.
Scale: 1:625,000.

Dublin: Published by the Ordnance Survey, [1964].
Authors: Ordnance Survey (Ireland)
1 fold. map, 30 p.; 22 cm.
[1st edition?] 4A 3252 (NLO)

Authors: Haddock, R. Neville (Richard Neville) -- Great Britain. Ordnance Survey
1 map; 75 x 59 cm.
Shows ecclesiastical geography ca. 400-1600 A.D.
Accompanying text and index (30 p.) in Map Information File.
75-20315 map 6F G5781.E423 1965 H3 (PrCt)

51239 Monclova (Mexico) - Maps - 1768 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Plano de la villa de la Santiago dela Monclova Capital de la provincia de Nueba Estremadura alias de Coahulla situada en 27 gr. y 36 min. de latit. boreal y en 2500 y 10 de long. contada desde el meridian de Tenerife ...
[19-].
Authors: Urrutia, José de, 1728-1800 -- British Library. Add. Ms. 17662 o -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1768 manuscript.
MapPhoto England BL Add. Ms. 17662 o (PrCt)

51240 Moncrief, James, 1744-1793 - Cartography - Charleston (S.C.) - Siege, 1780
Two maps of Charleston in the Revolution. 1882.
Authors: Charleston, S.C. City Council
From Yearbook ... City of Charleston, South Carolina (1882).
Vert 379 (PrCt)

51241 Moncton (N.B.) - Pictorial works - 1946 - Railroads - Canadian National Railways - Pictorial works - 1947 - Railroads - Maps
Authors: Canadian National Railways
1 view; 12 x 17 cm.
Photo of Canadian National Railway rail yard.
5A 7267 (1946 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

51242 Mondovi (Italy) - Historical geography - Maps - 1830-1839
Il Mondovi : per dedizione nel 1347, 20 giugno.
[Milano: Presso P.E. Giusti, 1819-1852].
Authors: Litta, Pompeo, 1781-1852. Famiglie celebri di Italia (1819-1852) -- Giusti, P. E.
1 map: hand col.; 45 x 40 cm. (plate mark) on sheet 64 x 46 cm.
In Litta, Pompeo, Famiglie celebri di Italia (Milano: Presso P.E. Giusti, 1819-1852), v. 10, fol. [205-206].
At upper right: T. XXI.
Relief shown by form lines.
Three colored coats of arms to right of map.
Case oversize E 6835 .5, v. 10, fol. [205-206] (PrCt)
In Litta, Pompeo, Famiglie celebri di Italia
(Milano: Presso P.E. Giusti, 1819-1852), v. 10, fol. [209-210].
At upper right: Tav. XXIII.
Shows the part of the Duchy north and west of Alessandria.
Two colored coats of arms in upper corners.
Case oversize E 6835 .5, v. 10, fol. [209-210] (PrCt)

51250

Mong Kok (China) - Maps 2011 <> Hong Kong (China) - Maps 2011 <> Langham Place Hotel (Mong Kok, China) - Access routes - Maps - 2011 <> Map folding - Specimens - 2011 <> Mongkok (China) SEE Mong Kok (China) <> Argyle (China) SEE Mong Kok (China)
Langham Place, Mongkok, Hong Kong. [Hong Kong? Langham Place Hotel?, 2011?].
Authors: Langham Place Hotel (Mong Kok, China) -- Langham Hospitality Group (Hong Kong, China) -- Bloss, Lisa
2 maps : col. ; 22 x 25 cm. each, folded in cover to 10 x 13 cm.
Panel title; parallel text in English and Chinese.
"Langham Place, Mongkok, Hong Kong, hongkong.langhamplacehotels.com" -- back panel.
Separate added titles for each sheet: Work -- Play.
2 maps of Mongkok area of Hong Kong showing locations of banks, public services, train stations, medical facilities, shopping, and tourist attractions, distributed by the Langham Place hotel.
Accompanied by a 11 x 14 cm. taxicab card with a list of Hong Kong destinations in English and Chinese under the heading "Please take me to."
map3C G7824.K6 2011 .L3 (PrCt)

51251

Mongolia - Maps - 1798 <> Korea - Maps - 1798 <> Asia, Central - Maps - 1798 <> Manchuria (China) - Maps - 1798
La Tartaria Cina delineata sulle ultime osservazioni. Rome : Calcografia camerale, 1798 [i.e. 1801].
Authors: Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824 -- Calcografia camerale (Rome, Italy) -- Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824. Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (1792-1801) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 43 cm.
In: Cassini, Giovanni Maria. Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (Rome : Presso la Calcogr. camerale, 1792-1801) v. 3 pl. 9.
Map dated 1798.
oversize Ayer 135 .C33 1792 v. 3 pl. 9 (PrCt)

51252

Monk's Mound (Ill.) - Pictorial works - 1841 <> Cahokia Mounds State Historic Park (Ill.) - Pictorial works - 1841 <> Abbé Hill (Ill.) SEE Monks Mound (Ill.) - Pictorial works - 1841
1 view ; 12 x 19 cm.
Anonymous view without imprint.
"Copyright secured according to act of Congress."
Accompanied by descriptive text (p. [52]-56).
The 9-part series was published in Saint Louis between 1841-1842 by the artist John Caspar Wild at the Republican Printing Office, and printed by Chambers and Knapp. Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library).
Duplicate copies: folio Graff 4127 -- Ayer 160.5 M76 W66 1948 (facsimile reprint)
VAULT folio Ayer 160.5. M76 W66 1841, plate X, between p. [52]-53 (PrCt)

51253

Plan de l'action de Montmout, ou le Général Washington commandoit l'armée américaine et le Général Clinton l'armée angloise le 28 Juin 1778. [19--].
Authors: France. Inspection du Génie. Bibliothèque. 15-1-7, 10 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1778 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France GG 15-1-7, 10 (PrCt)

51254

Carte de l'affaire de Montmout, où le Général Washington commandoit l'armée américaine et Gen.al Clinton l'armée angloise le 28 Juin 1778. [19--].
Authors: France. Ministère de la guerre. Archives historiques. L.I.D. 105 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
Monmouth, Battle of, Freehold, N.J., 1778 -
Plan de la bataille de Montmouth où le Gl. Washington commandait l'armée Américaine et le Gl. Clinton l'armée Anglaise, le 28 Juin 1778. [Brussels : s.n., 1782].
1 map ; 11 x 39 cm., on sheet 26 x 42 cm.
Other title: Plan de la bataille de Monmouth ... "Explication des chiffres" in bottom margin keyed to 22 references.
Scale [ca. 1:30,500].
Relief shown by hachures.
Detached from the untitled atlas accompanying: Hilliard d'Auberteuil, Michel-René. Essais historiques et politiques sur les Anglo-Américains (Brussels, 1782), [plate 20].
Forms part of the research materials collected by Paul Carles for his unpublished history of the French Marine, comprised of manuscript and printed texts, maps, plans, and more, together forming the French Marine Collection at the Newberry Library).
Map filed in map case on 4th floor stacks, Aisle 5 (December 2013).
Duplicate copy (hand colored): VAULT Ayer 150.3.E7 H6 1782 [Atlas plate 20]
References: Nebenzahl, Bibliography of printed battle plans of the American Revolution (1975) p. 91, no. 140; LC Maps of North America, 1750-1789, 1283
French Marine 589 (PrCt)

Monmouth County (N.J.) - Maps - 1851 -

Manuscripts - Facsimiles

Monmouth County (N.J.) - Maps - 1783

Manuscripts - Facsimiles

Monmouth County (N.J.) - Maps - 1851 -

Landowners - Counties - Maps

Monmouth County (N.J.) - Maps - 1861 -

Landowners - Counties - Maps

Monmouth County (N.J.) - Maps - 1776 -

Manuscripts - Facsimiles

Monmouth County (N.J.) - Maps - 1782 -

Manuscripts - Facsimiles

Monmouth County (N.J.) - Maps - 1792 -

Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Monmouth County (N.J.) - Maps - 1889 - Landowners - Counties - Maps
Authors: Wolverton, Chester -- Breou, Forsey -- Gerrit Publishers -- Holmdel Historical Society -- Harmony Press
1 atlas (89 p.) : maps ; 40 cm.
Facsimile of original published New York: Chester Wolverton, 1889.
'Compiled from actual surveys, state and county official records, and private plans.'
Reprinted under the patronage of the Holmdel Historical Society and Gerrit Publishers.
Includes business directories.
oversize G1258.M6 W6 1986 (NLO)

Monmouth County (N.J.) - Maps - 1929 - Road maps - Counties - Maps
Road map of Monmouth County, New Jersey / copyright, General Drafting Co. Freehold, N.J. Monmouth County Board of Chosen Freeholders, 1929.
Authors: General Drafting Company -- Monmouth County (N.J.). Board of Chosen Freeholders -- Allen George K.
1 map : col. ; 46 x 58 cm. fold. to 24 x 11 cm.
'George K. Allen Jr., County Engineer, Red Bank, N.J.'
On verso, 6 photos, descriptive text, table of 'Monmouth County road system,' with mileages. Annotated in ink in lower right margin: M-8.
map4F G3813 .M6P2 1929 .G4 (PrCt)

Monmouth County (N.J.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps - Ocean County (N.J.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps - Counties - Maps
Monmouth & Ocean counties street guide. Chicago, Ill. Rand McNally , 2006 [i.e. 2005].
2 atlases in 1 v. (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
"1st edition" -- front cover.
© 2006, but received by the Newberry Library in 2005.
Cover title.
Includes two county atlases with separate title pages: Monmouth County street guide -- Ocean County street guide.
$21.95
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528858262
RMcN StrFdr 2006 .M66 (PrCt)

Monmouth (N.J.), Battle of, 1778 - Maps - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Sketch of part of the road from Freehold to Middle Town shewing the skirmish between the rear of the British army under the command of his excellency Genl: Sir Henry Clinton and the advanced corps of the rebel army, June 28, 1778. [197-?].
Authors: Hills, John, surveyor
1 map : 41 x 54 cm.
Photocopy of colored 1778 manuscript forming part of Hills, John. A Collection of plan's ... in the province of New Jersey (1776-1792) no. 9; reproduced from original in the Library of Congress.
Scale [ca. 1:12,000] or '400 paces to an inch.' Relief shown by shading.
Phillips 1339 no. 9.
map2F 3810.2 no. 9 (PrCt)

Monmouthshire (Wales) - Maps - 1610 - Monmouth (Wales) - Maps - 1610
The County of Monmouth with the situtation of the shire-tow[n]e described, [London] : Tho Bassett ... and Richard Chiswell, 1610 [i.e. 1676].
Authors: Speed, John, 1552?-1629 -- Bassett, Thomas -- Chiswell, Richard -- Speed, John, 1552?-1629. The Theatre of the Empire of Great-Britain ... (1676) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 37 x 50 cm. on sheet 42 x 55 cm. Inset (10 x 16 cm.) Monmouth.
Letterpress text on verso (p. 107-108) under the following heading: Monmouth-Shire.
In: Speed, John. The Theatre of the Empire of Great-Britain ... (London : Printed for T. Bassett and R. Chiswell, 1676) map [53].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .S7 1676 map [53]
Monmouthshire (Wales) - Maps - 1610

The Countye of Monmouth whin the sittuation of the shire-tow[n]e described. [London] : John Sudbury and Georg Humble [i.e. J. Legate and W. Humble], 1610 [i.e. 1646].
Authors: Speed, John, 1552?--1629 -- Sudbury, George, d. 1640 -- Legate, John, d. 1658 -- Humble, William, 1612-1686 -- Speed, John, 1552?-1629. A Prospect of the most famous parts of the world ... together with ... Great Britaines empire (1646) 1 map ; 37 x 50 cm. on sheet 42 x 54 cm. Inset (10 x 16 cm.): Monmouth. Letterpress text on verso (p. 107-108) under the following heading: Monmouth-Shire. In: Speed, John. A Prospect of the most famous parts of the world ... together with ... Great Britaines empire (London : Printed by John Legatt, for William Humble, 1646) map [74].

Case oversize G 117 .82 map [74] (PrCt)

Monmouthshire (Wales) - Maps - 1801

Topographical and statistical description of the county of Monmouth : containing an account of its situation, extent, towns, roads, rivers, minerals, fisheries, manufactures, commerce, agriculture, markets, curiosities, antiquities, biography, natural history, civil and ecclesiastical jurisdictions, &c. : to which is prefixed a copious travelling guide ... for[rm]ing a complete county itinerary : also, a list of the fairs, and an index table shewing at one view the distances of the towns from London and from each other / by George Alexander Cooke ; illustrated with a map of the county. London : Printed for C. Cooke, No. 17, Paternoster Row, by Brimmer and Co., Water Lane, Fleet Street : And sold by all booksellers in the United Kingdom, [not before 1801].
Added title from red leather spine label: Topography of Oxfordshire, Worcestershire and Monmouthshire. Includes bibliographical references (p. [141]-142) and index. Issued as part of a series of descriptive guides to the counties of Great Britain. Contemporary half bound brown leather, marbled papers over boards. Bookplate of Alfred Mead Raymond.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes DA670.09 C66 1810 (NLO)

Monmouthshire (Wales) - Maps - 1830

Authors: Greenwood, C. (Christopher), 1786-1855 -- Greenwood, J. (John), 1791-1867 -- Greenwood & Co. -- Neele, Josiah -- South Wales Record Society -- Riden, Philip 1 map ; 92 x 87 cm. on 4 sheets + accomp. notes (2 p.) Facsimile of original published London: Greenwood & Co., 1830. Includes "Christopher and John Greenwood's map of the county of Monmouth (1830)" by Phillip Riden.
Series: South Wales Record Society ; v. 3 OCLC 14517842.

map4F G5763.M55 1830 G7 1985 (NLO)

Monmouthshire (Wales) - Maps - 1809

Series: Little guides Former owner's signature: Cicely Fosbrooke. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Full text (but not all maps) of another copy available online via HathiTrust Digital Library (accessed April 2011): http://catalog.hathitrust.org/api/volumes/oclc/4989043.html
LC Card Number: 12015613

Baskes G153 .L58 Monmouthshire (1909) (NLO)

Monno, Giovani Francesco. L'Arte Della Vera Navigatone

Vert 543, no.3 (PrCt)

Monona County (Iowa) - Maps - 1985 - Landowners<<><<<Counties - Maps<<><<<Landowners - Maps

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: R.C. Booth Enterprises -- Lyon Publishing Co. -- Mapleton Press (Mapleton, Iowa) -- Charter Oak-Ute Newspaper -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (56 p.) : 39 maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title: County, Iowa, 1985 plat book
"Distributed by Lyon Publishing Co. for the Mapleton Press and the Charter Oak-Ute Newspaper"--Cover.
Includes index of owners and renters.
Advertisements on covers.
Scale not given.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

51271
Monongahela National Forest (W. Va.) - Maps
Authors: United States. Forest Service -- Conservation Commission of West Virginia -- West Virginia. Conservation Commission SEE Conservation Commission of West Virginia
3 maps : col. ; on sheet 56 x 86 cm. fold. to 19 x 12 cm.
Contents: Monongahela National Forest. -- George Washington National Forest [showing only portion in West Virginia].
Maps printed in green ink.
Includes photographs, notes on hunting, fishing, and conservation.
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).
Accession # 2008100251.
Road map4C G3892 .M6 1956 .U5 (PrCt)

51272
Monongahela National Forest (W. Va.) - Maps - 1980
Authors: United States. Forest Service -- Geological Survey (U.S.)
1 map : col. ; 79 x 111 cm.
Scale [1:126,720]. 1/2 in. to 1 mile ; Polyconic proj. ; (W 80°40'--W 79°10'/N 38°30'--N 37°50').
'Forest Service map class A.'
Relief shown by hachures and spot heights.
'Compiled at the Regional Office Milwaukee, Wisconsin, 1970 from U.S. Forest Service and U.S. Geological Survey maps.'
'Minor revisions added from 1971 field examinations; limited revision 1980.'
Includes key map and source diagram.
map6F G 3992 .M6 1980 .U5 (PrCt)

51273
Monreale (Italy) - Maps - 1597

Descrittione dell'Arcivescovato di Monreale con le sue terre, e di tutto il territorio diviso in settantatre feghi, e d'aluni altri che sono illineati, se bene non posseduti dalla Chiesa, co'loro nomi, confini diligentemente situati e graduati d'ordine di Monsig. Arcives. / dà Lodov. Rondanini, nel mese di giugno 1597. [Modena : Libreria Alberto Govi, 2008].
Authors: Rondanini, Lodovico -- Torres, Ludovico de, d. 1609 -- Lello, Giovan Luigi
1 map ; 13 x 17 cm.
Reduced-size reproduction of the original woodcut map (41.5 x 55 cm.) being offered for sale in Libreria Alberto Govi, Catalogo 2008 (Modena, 2008), no. 6; the map is thought to be unique.
The bishop who commissioned the map was Ludovico de Torres; he collaborated with his secretary, Giovan Luigi Lello, in publishing a 'Historia della Chiesa di Monreale' (Rome, 1596).
map1F G6714 .M78 1597 .R6 2008 (PrCt)

51274
Monroe County (Ill.) - Maps - 1875 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
Authors: W.R. Brink & Co. -- Unigraphic (Evansville, Ind.) -- Brink (W.R. ) & Co. SEE W.R. Brink & Co.
1 atlas (65 p. : ill., maps) ; 36 cm.
Series: The Heritage collection illustrated atlas. 78-41795
folio G1408.M7 B7 1875a no. 1 (NLO)

51275
Monroe County (Ill.) - Maps - 1901 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Geo. A. Ogle & Co. -- Unigraphic (Evansville, Ind.)
1 atlas (61, xxvi p. : ill., maps, ports.) ; 36 cm.
Series: The Heritage collection illustrated atlas. 78-41795
folio G1408.M7 B7 1875a no. 2 (NLO)

51276
Monroe County (Ill.) - Maps - 1914 - Topographic maps<<>>Topographic maps
John V. Bergen Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 81 x 75 cm.
Scale 1:62,500; (W 90°23'--W 89°54'/N 38°32'--N 38°05').
Relief shown by contours and spot heights.
Forms part of the John V. Bergen Collection (Newberry Library).
maproll G4103 .M7 1914 .J5 (PrCt)

51277
Monroe County (Ill.) - Maps - 1916 -
Landowners - Maps -
A New gazetteer map of Monroe County Indiana
-- Davis & Kennedy, Bloomington, Ind. -- Robyn & Co., Louisville -- Monroe County Historical Society (Ind.)
1 atlas (51 p. : 12 maps) ; 28 cm.
Facsimile reproductions of townships forming the wall map published by R.S. Davis as A New gazetteer map of Monroe County Indiana (Bloomington, Ind.: Davis & Kennedy, 1856).
Reproduced from original lithograph printed by Robyn & Co. of Louisville, Ky.; original held by the Monroe County Historical Society.
Facsimile includes landowner index.
Scales vary.
Not in MMC.
map4C 120 (NLO)

51278
Monroe County (Mich.) - Maps - 1800-1899 -
Landowners - Maps -
Authors: Peck, Paul R. -- Liberty Town Press
412 p. : ill., maps ; 28 cm.
Other title: Monroe County : an atlas and plat of first landowners of Monroe County, Michigan.
Includes index.
folio F572.M7 P43 (NLO)

51279
Monroe County (Mich.) - Maps - 1859 -
Landowners - Maps -
1 atlas (51 p. : 12 maps) ; 28 cm.
Size of original: 2 parts, 45 x 31.5 in. each.
Microfiche 583, no. 348 (PrCt)

51280
Monroe County (Mich.) - Maps - 1859 -
Landowners - Maps -
Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960-. -- Boyd & Co., Louisville -- Monroe County Historical Society (Ind.)
1 atlas (344 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
1st ed.
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
'Deluxe edition.'
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).
'3 maps per township: Homesteads & other Land Patents; Roads ; Rivers, Creeks & Railroads.'
Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-couunts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).
Includes indexes.
Series: Family maps
ISBN 1420301985 ; 9781420301984
Local History Ref F347.M7 B69 2007 (NLO)
51284
Monroe County (Mo.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners - Counties - Maps
Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960- -- Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)
288 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
1st ed.
'Deluxe edition.'
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).
'3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.'
Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).
Includes indexes.
Series: Family maps
ISBN 1420301985 ; 9781420301984
Local History Ref F347.M7 B69 2007 (NLO)
51285
Monroe County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1795 - Landowners - Manuscripts - Mendon (N.Y.) - Maps - 1795 - Landowners - Manuscripts
 Plat of Township Number Eleven in the Fifth Range. 1795.
1 ms. map : parchment ; on sheet 77 x 69 cm. folded to 27 x 24 cm.
On verso of manuscript deed: To all to whom these presents shall come, greeting : know ye that we Ebenezer Barnard Jun and Enoch Perkins of Hartford ... do give, grant, bargain, sell ... : deed, 1795 Dec. 31. Map includes a record of later divisions and sales of the property.
Land deed conveys from Ebenezer Barnard Jr. and Enoch Perkins, both of Hartford, Conn., to Nathan Elliot and James K. Garnsey, also of Hartford, 9,605+ acres in Township No. 11, Range 5 in Ontario County, N.Y., for $21,407. The property, now the site of the town of Mendon, Monroe County, N.Y., was originally part of the Phelps and Gorham purchase. The deed is witnessed and corrected by Jonathan Brace and William Shepard Jr. of Hartford. It was later registered by John Wickham, May 5, 1796, in the Ontario County record of deeds. On the verso, the deed is acknowledged May 4, 1796, by Moses Atwater, also of Ontario County. In pamphlet folder with title: Deed of Land. Elliot and Garnsey. 1795.
Forms part of both the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection and the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library)
For more information, consult the Special Collections Info. File.
Ayer MS Proj 96
VAULT Ayer MS 227 map (NLO)
51286
Monroe County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1839 - Counties - Maps
1 map : hand col. ; 37 x 35 cm.
In Burr, David H. and Simeon De Witt. An Atlas of the State of New York : containing a map of the State and of the several counties (New York: David H. Burr, 1829; republished Ithaca: Stone and Clark, 1839) pl. [44]. Map dated 1829 and 1839; engraved 'No. 45.'
Case oversize G 10851 .13 pl. 44 (PrCt)
51287
Monroe County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1852 - Landowners - Counties - Maps
Authors: Browne, P. J. -- Gillette, A. G. -- Library
of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 39 x 50 in. Scale:1:50,000.
Microfiche 583, no. 518 (PrCr)

51288
Monroe County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1858 - Landowners<--->Counties - Maps<--->Landowners - Maps
Authors: Beers, F. W. (Frederick W.) -- A. Pomeroy & Co.
-- Hart, Charles, fl. 1870 -- Neumann, Louis E. -- Wehle, Martin
1 atlas ([iii], 115 [i.e. 105] p. : 51 p. of maps (part fold.)) ; 41 cm.
Facsimile of original published New York: F.W. Beers & Co. 1872; 'no. 70 of 300 copies.'
'Louis E. Neuman engraver. Chas Hart Lithographer.'
Scales differ.
Includes business directories.
Map versos blank.
Cf. Phillips 2237.
72-3391
ICN74
map6C 61 (NLO)

51290
Monroe County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1887 - Landowners<--->Counties - Maps<--->Landowners - Maps
Authors: B. Beers & Co. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 3 parts, 59.5 x 21.5 in. each.
Microfiche 583, no. 520 (PrCr)

51291
Monroe County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners<--->Counties - Maps<--->Landowners - Maps
Plat book of Monroe County, New York / compiled from deed descriptions and plats furnished by the Title and Guarantee Company of Rochester ; also from records and surveys by J.M. Lathrop & Company. Philadelphia : Published by J.M. Lathrop & Co., c1902.
Authors: J.M. Lathrop & Co. -- Title and Guarantee Company (Rochester, N.Y.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (32 folded leaves of plates) : hand col. maps ; 59 cm.
Each township map includes detail maps and a brief town history.
Includes indexes.
Advertisements on verso of leaves 27-32.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

51292
Monroe County (Ohio) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners<--->Counties - Maps<--->Landowners - Maps
Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960- -- Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)
244 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
1st ed.
'Deluxe edition.'
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).
'3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.'
Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns...
51295 Monroe County (Pa.) - Maps - 1860 - Landowners<<>Counties - Maps<<>Landowners - Maps
Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 2 parts, 27.5 x 54.5 in. each.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.

51296 Monroe County (Wis.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners<<>Counties - Maps<<>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960- -- Araphox Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)
352 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
1st ed.
'Deluxe edition.'
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management
(www.glorecords.blm.gov).
'3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.'
Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/county index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).
Includes indexes.
ISBN 1420306952 ; 9781420306958
Local History Ref F587.M7 B69 2007 (NLO)
Size of original: 6 parts; 4 are 24.5 x 18 in. each and 2 are 24.5 x 19 in. each. Scale 1:42,240. Originally published Red Wing, Minn.: Warner & Foote, 1877.


Microfiche 583, no. 1433 (PrCt)

51302 Mons (Belgium) - History - Siege, 1709<<>>Spanish Succession, War of, 1701-1714 - Maps


1 map : 53 x 56 cm.

References 1-58, A-I.

Phillips 7962 no. [45].

3114 Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Sack map4F G6014.M6 1709 F7 (PrCt)

51303 Mons (Belgium) - History - Siege, 1709<<>>Spanish Succession, War of, 1701-1714 - Maps

Dessein des attaques de la ville de Mons. Brussels, 1709.


1 map : 19 x 30 cm.

References A-I.

Phillips 7962 no. [46].

3116 rev Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Sack map2F G6014.M6 1709 F7a (PrCt)

51304 Mons (Belgium) - Maps - 1620

Mons, Hannoniae vrbs potens & ampla, a Carolo Magno metropolitano ... [Cologne: s.n., ca. 1620].

Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1590-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Deventer, Jacob van, d. 1575 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col.; 33 x 40 cm.

Derived from a drawing by Jacob van Deventer; see R.A. Skelton’s Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.


VAULT oversized Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 3, pl. 24 (PrCt)

51305 Mons (Belgium) - Maps - 1689

Mons ... Venice : Dom. Padouani, 1689.

Authors: Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718 -- Padoani, Domenico, fl. 1689 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718. Citta, fortezze, isole, e porti principale dell' Europa ... (1689)

1 map ; 13 x 17 cm.

In: Coronelli, Vincenzo. Citta, fortezze, isole, e porti principale dell' Europa, in pianti, et in eluatione, descritte, e publicate ad uso dell'
Monsters - Pictorial works - 1552Sea monsters - Pictorial works - 1552Woodcuts
Authors: F., H., 16th cent. -- H. F., 16th cent. -- Manuel, Hans Rudolf, 1525-1571 -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552. Cosmographiae uniueralsis ... (1552) -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 illustration : woodcut ; 26 x 35 cm., on sheet 32 x 40 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Added letterpress title above woodcut: Monstra marina & terrestria ...
Lettered references A, B, D-I, K-T, and V keyed to descriptions on p. 850 and 854.
Letterpress 851 and text on verso: Tabvla monstrorum marinorum atque mirabilium ...
VAULT folio Ayer 7 .M8 1552, p. 852-853 (PrCt)

Mont Alto Palace(Naples, Italy) - Pictorial works - 1793Viceroy's Palace (Naples, Italy) - Pictorial works - 1793Naples (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1793
The Palace of Mont Alto at Naples ; The Palace of the Vice-Roy at Naples / Goodnight sculp. [London : s.n., 1793?].
Authors: Goodnight, fl. ca. 1793 -- Bankes, Thomas, b. 1744. A New and authentic system of universal geography, antient and modern : including all the late important discoveries made by the English ... [1793?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
2 views ; each 12 x 18 cm., on sheet 40 x 24 cm. "Engraved for Bankes's new system of geography published by royal authority."
In: Bankes, Thomas. A New and authentic system of universal geography, antient and...
modern: including all the late important discoveries made by the English... (London: Printed for C. Cooke... [et al., 1793?]), between p. 894-895.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G115.B36 1793, between p. 894-895 (PrCt)

51318 Mont-Louis (France) - Maps - 1696 - Fortification

Mont-Louis. [Paris: De Fer, 1696].
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes -- avec leurs fortifications... (1695-1696)
1 map; 21 x 27 cm.
In: Fer, Nicolas de. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes; avec leurs fortifications... (Paris: Nicolas de Fer, 1695-1696) pt. 7, map [128].
Manuscript '(4)' at upper right.

Case folio U 26.293 pt. 7, map [128] (PrCt)

51319 Mont-Louis (France) - Maps - 1713 - Fortification

Mont-Louis. [Paris: De Fer, 1713?].
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Inselin, C. -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Introduction à la fortification... (1713?)
1 map; 21 x 33 cm.
In: Fer, Nicolas de. Introduction à la fortification... (Paris: Nicolas de Fer, [1713?]) map [163].
For later state of this map, with engraved plate number, see Case folio U 26.292.
For earlier version of this map, engraved on different plate, see Case folio U 26.293.

Case oversize U 26.2919 map [163] (PrCt)

51320 Montana - 1897 - Military bases

Map of Montana showing military sites.
[Bozeman, Mont.]: Montana State University, 1975.
Authors: Taylor, Robert L. -- Burlingame, Merrill G. (Merrill Gildea), 1901- -- Montana State University (Bozeman, Mont.). Endowment and Research Foundation
1 map; 52 x 87 cm.
Scale 1:1,126,400.

map4F G4251.E1 1975 T3 (PrCt)

51321 Montana - Geography - 2006 - Montana - Pictorial works - Collections, 2006

2, no. 17.
Scale 1:1,200,000.
Covers Montana, the Missouri River, and northwestern North Dakota.
Wheat 865.
Uniform title: Pacific Railroad Reports
map6F G4051.P3 1853 .U5 v. 11, pt. 2, no. 17 (PrCt)

Map of the Territory of Montana with portions of the adjoining territories : showing the gulch or placer diggings actually worked and districts where quartz (gold and silver) lodges [!] have been discovered, to January 1st, 1865 / drawn by W.W. De Lacy for the use of the First Legislature of Montana. St. Louis, Mo. Jul. Hutawa lithr. no 65 Chestnut St., [1865?].
1 map : col. ; 54 x 74 cm.
"Gulch diggings", "quarz [!] lode", county names, and state and territorial boundaries printed in red.
Scale [ca. 1:1,800,800].
Relief shown with hachures.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the American West : sources from the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library. Digital image available by website subscription to the Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015).
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Covers Montana, most of Wyoming, and parts of Idaho and Washington State; identifies roads and trails, mines and mineral resources, and military and Indian reservations.
Includes "Sources of information."
Inset (17 x 44 cm.): Map of the northwestern portion of the United States.
Detached from publisher's binding with cover title: Map of Montana
Issued folded to 14 x 9 cm.; covers missing Nov. 2012.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
References: Wheat, Mapping the TransMississippi West, v. 5, part 2, p. 274-276 and 419, no. 1211

VAULT drawer Graff 1040 (NLO)

1 map : hand col. ; 69 x 103 cm.
"Entered according to act of Congress in the year 1870 by W.W. DeLacy in the Office of the Librarian of Congress, at Washington."
Scale [ca. 1:1,267,200].
Coordinates: (W 121°--W 103°/N 50°--N 42°)
Relief shown with hachures.
Covers Montana, most of Wyoming, and parts of Idaho and Washington State; identifies roads and trails, mines and mineral resources, and military and Indian reservations.
Includes "Sources of information."
Title from oversize lettering on map.
Condition: very fine; map and index pages detached from cover.
Forms part of the Wright Howes Map Collection

VAULT drawer Graff 1039 (NLO)

Authors: Asher & Adams
1 map : hand col. ; 41 x 58 cm.
Scale 1:1,267,200.
Relief shown by hachures.
Prime meridians: Greenwich and Washington.
Detached from Asher & Adams' new commercial, topographical, and statistical atlas and gazetteer of the United States (New York, 1873).
28273 map2F 4250 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Howes, Wright -- Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 32 x 49 cm. fold. in covers 16 x 9 cm.
Title from oversize lettering on map.
Cover title: Rand, McNally & Co.'s indexed map of Montana ...
Imprint from accompanying index (5 p.)
Advertising inside front cover and on back cover.
Condition: very fine; map and index pages detached from cover.
Forms part of the Wright Howes Map Collection

VAULT drawer Graff 1039 (NLO)
(Newberry Library).
Gift 1976, Wright Howes.

51330 Montana - Maps - 1879 - Public lands - Surveys
Montana - Maps - 1879 - Public lands
Authors: Roesser, C. (Charles) -- Bien, Julius, 1826-1909 -- United States. General Land Office -- Chicago Historical Society
1 map : col. ; 22.5 x 31.75 inches
Mounted on linen.
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.

CHS Coll., Map no. 234 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- American Express Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 31 x 47 cm., folded in covers to 15 x 9 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Cover title partly obscured by printed paste-on labelled "American Express Company." Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

map3C G4250 1882 .R3 (PrCt)

51332 Montana - Maps - 1883
Montana. Chicago : Geo. F. Cram, [1883].
Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928. Cram's unrivaled family atlas of the world (1883)
1 map : col. ; 30 x 46 cm.
In: Cram, George Franklin. Cram's unrivaled family atlas of the world (Chicago : Geo.F. Cram, c1883), p. 76-77.

folio G1019 .G463 1883b, p. 76-77 (PrCt)

51333 Montana - Maps - 1883 - Railroads - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1883)
1 map : col. ; 12 x 20 cm.
Title in right margin.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1883) opposite p.902.

H 668 .703 (1883) opp. p. 902 (PrCt)

51334 Montana - Maps - 1884 - Railroads - Maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1884)
1 map : col. ; 12 x 20 cm.
Title in right margin.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1884) opposite p. 879.

H 668 .703 (1884) opp. p. 879 (PrCt)

51335 Montana - Maps - 1884 - Railroads - Railroads - Maps
1 map : col. ; 31 x 48 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Handstamp on verso: Supplied by Rand, McNally & Co. ... New York City.
Issued folded in accompanying index (12 p. : 17 cm.).: Rand, McNally & Co.'s indexed county and township pocket map and shippers' guide of Montana. Chicago : Rand, McNally & Co., 1884. 'Louis A. Zerega [?] New York City ... ' in pen on front cover.
Stationer's label inside front cover: Wilbur & Hastings, stationers ... New York.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

map2F G4251.P3 1884 .R3 (PrCt)

51336 Montana - Maps - 1885 - Railroads - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1885)
1 map : col. ; 12 x 20 cm.
Title in right margin.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1885) opposite p. 856.

H 668 .703 (1885) opp. p. 856 (PrCt)

51337 Montana - Maps - 1887 - Railroads - Maps
Railroad and county map of Montana Territory. Chicago : Geo. F. Cram, [1887].
Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928. Cram's standard American atlas of the world (1887)
1 map : col. ; 39 x 55 cm.
Keyed to town and railroad index on p. 183.

Case oversize G1019 .G455 1887, p. 184-185 (PrCt)

51338 Montana - Maps - 1887 - Railroads - Wyoming - Maps - 1887 -

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Title in upper margin.
Advertising on verso for American Bank Note Company.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1892) between p. 448-449
H 668 .703 (1892) bet. p. 448-449 (PrCt)

Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1893)
1 map : col. ; 19 x 26 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Advertising on verso for American Bank Note Company.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1893) between p. xvi-[1]
H 668 .703 (1893) bet. p. xvi-[1] (PrCt)

51347 Montana - Maps - 1894 - Railroads - Maps
1 map : col. ; 31 x 47 cm.
Title in upper margin.
'Rand, McNally & Co.'s new business atlas map of Montana. Copyright, 1893 ... ' -- at bottom right.
Inset (9 x 9 cm): Territory between Butte and Helena.
Issued folded in accompanying index (21 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand, McNally & Co.'s indexed county and township pocket map and shippers' guide of Montana. Chicago and New York : Rand, McNally & Co., c1895.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Handstamp on title page: By transfer Jan 14 1913.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 491 (PrCt)

Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1894)
1 map : col. ; 19 x 26 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Added title in upper margin: Railroad map of the United States - section 12.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1894) between p. xvi-[1]
H 668 .703 (1894) bet. p. xvi-[1] (PrCt)

51349 Montana - Maps - 1895 - Railroads - Maps
1 map : col. ; 31 x 47 cm.
Title in upper margin.
'Rand, McNally & Co.'s new business atlas map of Montana. Copyright, 1893 ... ' -- at bottom right.
Inset (9 x 9 cm): Territory between Butte and Helena.
Issued folded in accompanying index (21 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand, McNally & Co.'s indexed county and township pocket map and shippers' guide of Montana. Chicago and New York : Rand, McNally & Co., c1895.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Handstamp on title page: By transfer Jan 14 1913.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 491 (PrCt)

51350 Montana - Maps - 1895 - Railroads - Maps
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1895)
1 map : col. ; 19 x 26 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Added title in upper margin: Railroad map of the United States - section 12.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1895) between p. xxxvi-[1]
H 668 .703 (1895) bet. p. xxxvi-[1] (PrCt)

51351 Montana - Maps - 1896 - Railroads - Maps
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States...
Montana - Maps - 1913 - Railroads - Maps

1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm.
Includes key to railroads numbered 1-121 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Montana railroads.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
‘Copyrighted by R McN & Co Apr 22, 1913’ -- in ms. on p. [5].
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 494 (PrCt)

Montana - Maps - 1914 - Railroads - Maps

1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm.
Includes key to railroads numbered 1-121 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Montana railroads.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
‘Copyrighted by R McN & Co April 22, 1913’ -- in ms. on p. [5].
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 492 (PrCt)
Montana - Maps - 1915 - Railroads
1 map : col., mounted on linen ; 81 x 126 cm.
"Copyrighted R McN & Co Jan 17, 1914." -- in ms. on title page verso.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 495 (PrCt)

Montana - Maps - 1919 - Railroads - Maps
1 map : col., mounted on linen ; 81 x 126 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 496 (PrCt)

Montana - Maps - 1920-1929 - Road maps
Western Montana's playground : the scenic route between Butte and Missoula via the famous Skalkaho Highway and Bitterroot Valley. [Missoula, Mont.? s.n., 192?].
Authors: Stony Lake Camp (Mont.) -- American Automobile Association -- Stony Lake Camp (Mont.). The Beautiful Skalkaho Highway [192?] -- Monroe, Bessie Kerlee, 1888-1987
1 map : col. ; 21 x 28 cm., on sheet folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Includes prominent advertisement for "Stony Lake Camp, official A.A.A. service station, gasoline, oils and ... automobile camp grounds";
additional advertisements in left margin and on verso.
Issued as part of a travel brochure ([24] p. : ill. ; 23 x 11 cm.): The Beautiful Skalkaho Highway / compliments of Stony Lake Camp on the Skalkaho [Missoula, Mont.? : s.n., 192-?], between p. [12-13].
Brochure includes descriptive text by journalist Bessie K. Monroe.
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).
Accession no. 2002100101
Road map 4C G4251.P2 192- S7 (PrCt)

51367 Montana - Maps - 1920 - Railroads<<<Montana - Maps - 1920 - Road maps<<<Road maps<<<Railroads - Maps
Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm.
Plate no.: 218E.
Includes key to railroads numbered 1-121 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Montana railroads.
On verso: Montana automobile road map. 1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm. Plate no.: 625E. 'National Highways Association roads used by permission.'
Editor's copy: index entries marked in pencil and trimmed away.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 499 (PrCt)

51369 Montana - Maps - 1921 - Railroads<<<Montana - Maps - 1921 - Road maps<<<Road maps<<<Railroads - Maps
Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm.
'The Rand McNally new commercial atlas map of Montana' -- at bottom left.
Plate no.: 218F.
Includes key to railroads numbered 1-121 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Montana railroads.
On verso: Montana automobile road map. 1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm. Plate no.: 625E. 'National Highways Association roads used by permission.'
Handstamp on front cover: Register of Copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.
'Dated 'Pub. 3/29/21' and '3/31/21' in ms. on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 500 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

51372

Montana - Maps - 1923 - Road maps

Roads


Authors: Edward W. Pulver Map Company (Seattle, Wash.) -- Clinton Garage and Tourist Park (Clinton, Montana) -- Baird, J. J., fl. 1923

1 map ; 24 x 40 cm., folded to 10 x 24 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Pulvers auto highway map : state of Montana including northern Idaho.

"Copyrighted 1923 by E.W. Pulver."

Verso includes "Tourist directory" and title panel advertisement for the "Clinton [Montana] Garage and Tourist Park ... J.J. Baird, Prop."

Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).

Accession no. 2002100101

Road map4C G4251.P2 1923 .P8 (PrCt)

Montana - Maps - 1924 - Railroads

Road maps

Rand McNally standard map of Montana.

Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1924].


1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.

'The Rand McNally new commercial atlas map of Montana' -- at bottom left.

Plate no.: 7R23.

Includes key to railroads numbered 4-150 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Montana railroads.

On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Montana. 1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm. Plate no.: 1045J[?].

Issued folded in accompanying index (29 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Montana. Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1923.

Uniform title: Shippers guide.

Handstamp on front cover: Register of Copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.

Dated '6/2/24' in ms. on front cover.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 503 (PrCt)

51373

Montana - Maps - 1924 - Railroads

Road maps

Rand McNally main highway map of Montana. 1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm. Plate no.: 1045G.

Issued folded in accompanying index (30 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Montana. Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1922.

Uniform title: Shippers guide.

Handstamp on front cover: Register of Copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.

Dated '11-18-22' in ms. on front cover.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 501 (PrCt)

51374

Montana - Maps - 1925 - Cities and towns - Road maps

Cities and towns - Montana - Maps - 1925 - Road maps

Deer Lodge (Mont.) - Maps - 1925 - Road maps

Anaconda (Mont.) - Maps - 1925 - Road maps

Butte (Mont.) - Maps - 1925 - Road maps

Bozeman (Mont.) - Maps - 1925 - Road maps

Livingston (Mont.) - Maps - 1925 - Road maps


Authors: Dunlop Advertising Agency (Butte, Mont.) -- L. Forrest Dunlop Co. (Butte, Mont.) -- McKee Printing Co. (Butte, Mont.) -- Dunlop (L. Forrest) Co., Butte, Mont. SEE L. Forrest Dunlop Co. (Butte, Mont.)

100 p. : 8 maps, ill. ; 23 x 11 cm.

Cover title.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
At head of title: Western Montana edition.
Missoula to Livingston.
"Copyright 1925, L. Forrest Dunlop Co." -- front cover.
"McKee Printing Co., Butte, Montana" -- back cover.
Maps (22 x 19 cm. and smaller): Dunlop's cross-keyed tourists' city reference guide system
[map of roads between Butte and Livingston, Mont.] -- Dunlop's cross-keyed tourists' city reference guide system [map of roads between Missoula and Butte, Mont.].
Numbered sites on city maps keyed to city business directories.
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 25 (Dec. 2011).
Accession no. 2002100101
Road map 4C G4251.P2 1925 .D9 (PrCt)

Montana - Maps - 1925 -
Railroads<<<Montana - Maps - 1925 - Road maps<<<Road maps<<<Railroads - Maps
Rand McNally standard map of Montana.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1925].
Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
Plate no.: 7R26.
Includes key to railroads numbered 4-150 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Montana railroads.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Montana. 1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm. Plate no.: 3N24. Includes key to 11 named 'principal trails in Montana.'
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Handstamp on front cover: Register of Copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.
Dated '2/11/25' in ms. on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 504 (PrCt)

Montana - Maps - 1926 -
Road maps<<<Bridges -Montana - Maps - 1926<<<Road maps
Highway map of Montana. [Helena, Mont.?] : published by State Highway Commission, 1926.
Authors: Montana. State Highway Commission -- J.N. Matthews Co. -- Hopkins, M. S., fl. 1930 -- Brink, John G. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 62 x 94 cm.
"Copyright, 1923, by the J.N. Matthews Co., Buffalo, N.Y."
Editor's copy; ms. annotations identify bridge locations.
Accompanied by typescript letter dated November 15, 1930 from Montana bridge engineer M.S. Hopkins to Rand McNally & Co.; includes ms. signature "Brink."
Filed with a group of related U.S. state maps identifying bridges along major highways, ca. 1927-ca. 1939 (in RMcN AE folders 172 and 173).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 173.24 (PrCt)

Montana - Maps - 1927 -
Railroads<<<Montana - Maps - 1927 - Road maps<<<Road maps<<<Railroads - Maps
Rand McNally standard map of Montana.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1927].
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
Plate no.: 7R26.
Includes key to railroads numbered 4-150 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Montana railroads.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Montana. 1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm. Plate no.: 3N24. Includes key to 11 named 'principal trails in Montana.'
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 505 (PrCt)

Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Handstamp on title page: Register of Copyrights.
Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.
Dated "5-26-27" in ms. on title page.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 506 (PrCt)

1 map: col.; 47 x 64 cm.
Plate no.: 7R26.
Includes key to railroads numbered 4-150 and A (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Montana railroads.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Montana. 1 map: col.; 47 x 64 cm. Plate no.: 3N24.
Includes key to 11 named 'principal trails in Montana.'
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 508 (PrCt)

1 map: col.; 47 x 64 cm.
Plate no.: 7R27.
Includes key to railroads numbered 4-150 and A (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Montana railroads.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Montana. 1 map: col.; 47 x 64 cm. Plate no.: 3N24.
Includes key to 11 named 'principal trails in Montana.'
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 509 (PrCt)

1 map: col.; 28 x 44 cm. on sheet 31 x 47 cm.
Plate no. I-35.
Running title: Junior auto road atlas of the western United States. Pages 22 and 23.
Verso includes partial maps of Montana and Wyoming, pages 24 and 21.
Uniform titles: Junior auto trails -- Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 23.9 (PrCt)


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Montana - Maps - 1929 - Road maps

Authors: Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company.
Margins trimmed.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (October 2010).
RMcN Air Trails 4C 27 (PrCt)

Montana - Maps - 1929 - Railroads - Maps

Authors: Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company.
Margins trimmed.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (October 2010).
RMcN Air Trails 4C 27 (PrCt)

Montana - Maps - 1929 - Aeronautical charts - Maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company.
Margins trimmed.
Added title: Continental Oil Co. official road map: Montana. Plate no. C 147 J C.
Margins trimmed.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (October 2010).
RMcN Air Trails 4C 27 (PrCt)

Montana - Maps - 1929 - Aeronautical charts - Maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company.
Margins trimmed.
Added title: Continental Oil Co. official road map: Montana. Plate no. C 147 J C.
Margins trimmed.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (October 2010).
RMcN Air Trails 4C 27 (PrCt)
Montana. Plate no. C 147 J C. 
Margins trimmed. 
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library). 
RMcN AE 24.18 (Pr Ct)

51389  Montana - Maps - 1929 - Road maps

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library) 
1 folded map 
Panel title. 
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0. 
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library). 
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011). 
Gousha Clients 117 (Pr Ct)

51390  Montana - Maps - 1929 - Road maps

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Firestone Tire and Rubber Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library) 
1 folded map 
Panel title. 
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1. 
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library). 
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011). 
Gousha Clients 143 (Pr Ct)

51391  Montana - Maps - 1929 - Road maps

Montana Automobile Association, c1929. 
Authors: Montana Automobile Association -- American Automobile Association -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office 
1 map ; 42 x 63 cm., folded to 22 x 8 cm. 
Panel title. 
Added title: Automobile roads of Montana. 
Includes American Automobile Association logo. 
Verso includes mileage tables and directory of "official service members. 
Handstamped (by Library of Congress Copyright Office?) "© C1F 56629" and "May28, 1929." 
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011). 
Road map 4C G4251.P2 1929 .M6 (Pr Ct)

51392  Montana - Maps - 1929 - Road maps

Highway map of Montana. S.I. Shell Oil Company, 1929. 
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) 
1 map ; col. ; 21 x 28 cm. on sheet 23 x 31 cm. 
Verso includes U.S. map shaded to show regional extent of Shell service stations and: 
Highway map of the scenic west. 
"Form A-14 50M - 7-1929." 
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library). 
RMcN AE 24.19 (Pr Ct)

51393  Montana - Maps - 1930-1939 - Railroads

Montana - Maps - 1930-1939 - Aeronautical charts

Montana - Maps - 1930-1939 - Road maps

Rand McNally standard map of Montana. 
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [193-?]. 
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) 
1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm. on sheet 50 x 69 cm. 
Plate nos. 1:25S, C, and 7R29. 
Keyed to railroads in red. 
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library). 
RMcN AE 23.2X (Pr Ct)

51394  Montana - Maps - 1930-1939 - Montana - Maps - 1930 - Railroads

Montana - Maps - 1930 - Aeronautical charts

Montana - Maps - 1930-1939 - Railroads

23, II-X p. : 3 maps (2 folded) ; 24 cm. 
Cover title: Rand McNally standard indexed map : Montana : detailed commercial map, air trails map, road map 
Uniform title: Air trails 
Accompanying index includes "aids to navigation", "air navigation", and "airport directory" (p. II-X at end). 
Index also includes map (13 x 20 cm., on p. II-III at end): Rand McNally airway map : United States. Plate no. 1 N 29. Includes "key to [commercial] air lines." 
Cover art: Airplane flying above passenger train. "50¢" -- printed on front cover. 

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. 
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Montana - Maps - 1930 - Road maps

Authors: Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Buehler -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm. on sheet 46 x 61 cm.
Panel art: Car, river, mountains; drawn by Buehler.
Added title: Conoco 1930 official road map: Montana. Plate no. D-147-J.C.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 24.26 (PrCt)

Montana - Maps - 1930 - Road maps

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 332 (PrCt)

Montana - Maps - 1930 - Road maps

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 447 (PrCt)

Montana - Maps - 1930 - Road maps

Authors: Montana Automobile Association -- American Automobile Association -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 42 x 64 cm. on sheet 44 x 66 cm.
Added title: Automobile roads of Montana.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 24.28 (PrCt)

Montana - Maps - 1930 - Road maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 28 x 43 cm. on sheet 31 x 46 cm.
Plate no. L-1126._
Verso blank.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 23.15 (PrCt)

Montana - Maps - 1931 - Road maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Pocket maps -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
[31] p. : 10 maps (2 folded) ; 24 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally pocket maps : Montana : counties, cities, towns, auto roads, railroads, city maps, hotels, 1930 census
Uniform title: Pocket maps
Folded map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back
to back, col. ; 47 x 64 cm. and 53 x 68 cm.,
folded to 23 x 10 cm., inside back cover): Rand
McNally standard map of Montana. Plate nos.
"No.1:25S" and "7R30". Includes key to railroads.
-- Rand McNally official 1931 auto road map :
Index includes maps of Billings, Butte, Glacier
National Park, Great Falls, Helena, Miles City,
Missoula, and Yellowstone National Park (p.
25-[31]).
Cover art: Cars on road alongside passenger
train.
"50c" -- printed on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3A Stacks, Aisle 34 (July 2008).
RMcN AE 24.35 (PrCt)

51407 Montana - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
Official road map of Montana. Helena : AAA,
1931.
Authors: Montana Automobile Association --
American Automobile Association -- Record Print
(Helena, Mont.) -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map ; 40 x 62 cm. on sheet 44 x 72 cm.
Added title: Automobile roads of Montana.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 24.35 (PrCt)

51404 Montana - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
1931 road map of Montana : Conoco. Chicago :
H.M. Gousha Company, 1931.
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- H.M.
Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm. on sheet 46 x 61 cm.
Panel art: Car, mountains, lake.
Added title: Conoco 1931 official road map:
Montana. Plate no. E-247-J.
Verso includes four city insets and: Conoco 1931
official road map: United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 24.33 (PrCt)

51405 Montana - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Continental
Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry
Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 471 (PrCt)

51406 Montana - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Standard Oil
Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry
Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 612 (PrCt)
Cover title: Rand McNally pocket maps: Montana:
: counties, cities, towns, auto roads, railroads, city maps, hotels, 1930 census

Uniform title: Pocket maps

Folded map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet: back to back, col.; 47 x 64 cm. and 53 x 68 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of Montana. Plate nos. "No.1.255" and "7R30". Includes key to railroads.

Index includes maps of Billings, Butte, Glacier National Park, Great Falls, Helena, Miles City, Missoula, and Yellowstone National Park (p. 25-[31]).

Cover art: Cars on road alongside passenger train.

"50c" -- printed on front cover.

Handstamp on title page: Register of Copyrights, Library of Congress... 1-4-32.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).

RMcN Pocket 4C 149 (PrCt)

51410 Montana - Maps - 1932 - Road maps

Glacier National Park (Mont.) - Maps - 1932 - Road maps

Yellowstone National Park - Maps - 1932 - Road maps

Grand Teton National Park (Wyo.) - Maps - 1932 - Road maps

United States - Maps - 1932 - Pictorial maps

Pictorial maps - United States - Maps - 1932

Travel Montana with Conoco. Chicago: H.M. Gousha Company, [1932].

Authors: Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map: col.; 38 x 58 cm. on sheet 46 x 61 cm.

Panel art: U.S. outline with Conoco symbol.

Added title: Conoco...official road map: Montana.

Plate no. F-247-J.C.

Shows locations where Conoco products are sold.


Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 24.41 (PrCt)

51411 Montana - Maps - 1932 - Road maps


Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 folded map

Panel title.

Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 638 (PrCt)

51412 Montana - Maps - 1932 - Road maps


Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 folded map

Panel title.

Map colors: Yellow w/ red lettering.

Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 706 (PrCt)

51413 Montana - Maps - 1932 - Road maps


Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 folded map

Panel title.

Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 774 (PrCt)

51414 Montana - Maps - 1932 - Road maps

Highway map & guide of Montana. Aurora, Mo. Mid-West Map Company, [1932?]

Authors: Mid-West Map Company -- Sherman Hotel (Wolf Point, Mont.)

1 map; 40 x 53 cm. fold. to 22 x 14 cm.

Panel title: Highway map of Montana...compliments of Sherman Hotel.

Advertisements at top and bottom of map.

Shows tourist camps.

Pencilled circles around Malta.

On verso: Index (1930 census) and "Authorized guide and map stations of Montana."

Plate no. R 28 CS.

map2F G4251 .P2 1932 .M5 (PrCt)

51415 Montana - Maps - 1932 - Road maps

1932 Montana: highways are happy ways.


Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map; col.; 38 x 58 cm. on sheet 46 x 61 cm.

Panel art: Standard product logos.

Panel no. ADV--759 (A.D. 4527).

Added title: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) 1932 official road map: Montana. Plate no. F-247-J.C.

On verso: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) 1932
official road map: United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 24.38 (PrCt)

51416 Montana - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Montana. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1933].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 834 (PrCt)

51417 Montana - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 965 (PrCt)

51418 Montana - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Travel Montana with Conoco. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1934].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (3 panel, R,G): Outline map of North America, logo.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1039 (PrCt)

51419 Montana - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Montana State Highway Commission -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (1 panel, O,B): Sedan speeding on road through mountains..
Plate no. H-247-JC.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1092 (PrCt)

51420 Montana - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (3 panel, R,Y): Diagonal "Shell" on red stripe, logo.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1143 (PrCt)

51421 Montana - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (3 panel, R,B,P): Geese flying over hills, sedan passing lake.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1186 (PrCt)

51422 Montana - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
[Texaco road map of Montana]. [Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, 1934?].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; col. ; on sheet trimmed to 31 x 53 cm.
Title and imprint supplied by cataloger.
Imperfect; editor's copy of a Texaco road map trimmed on all sides to outline a single U.S. state. Date from previous binding marked "Points of Interest" and dated 1934.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 189.24 (PrCt)

51423 Montana - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Yellowstone National Park - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Grand Teton National Park (Wyo.) - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Glacier National Park (Mont.) - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Montana : treasure state and land of the shining mountains ... Chicago : H. M. Gousha Company, 1934.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
51424 Montana - Maps - 1935 - Road maps - Glacier National Park (Mont.) - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1438 (PrCt)

51425 Montana - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Travel Montana with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1935?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1469 (PrCt)

51426 Montana - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
N.A.C. road map of Montana ... / prepared by Engineering Department, National Automobile Club . Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1935?].
Authors: National Automobile Club -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: National Automobile Club logo, list of district offices.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1508 (PrCt)

51427 Montana - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1404 (PrCt)
51432 Montana - Maps - 1936 - Road maps Glaciar National Park (Mont.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: 1936 Montana road map ... : a presentation of Standard Oil Company (Indiana).
Plate no. R.3624.
Panel art: Standard Oil crown logo; cars on highway.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 158.29 (PrCt)

1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Conoco ... official road map : Montana.
Form part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 163.24B (PrCt)

51433 Montana - Maps - 1936 - Road maps Glaciar National Park (Mont.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
1936 road map : Montana : Shell ... Chicago : H. M. Gousha Company, 1936. Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell official road map : Montana.
Plate nos. "347-J." and "12-J"
Maps on verso (28 x 44 cm. and smaller): Shell official road map : United States -- Butte -- Glacier National Park (Waterton Glacier International Peace Park) -- Great Falls -- Helena.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Form part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 177.3 (PrCt)

51431 Montana - Maps - 1936 - Road maps Glacier National Park (Mont.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 46 x 68 cm.
Panel art: Standard crown inside compass.
Added title: 1936 Montana road map ... . Plate no. R.3624.
Verso includes four city maps and: 1936 United States road map... . Plate no. R.3512. -- Glacier National Park: Montana.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 25A.4 (PrCt)
Montana - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Travel Montana with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1936?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1617 (Pr Ct)

Montana - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

1936 Road map of Montana / this map prepared for your convenience by the Farmers Union Central Exchange ... South Saint Paul, Minnesota. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1936.
Authors: Farmers Union Central Exchange (Saint Paul, Minn.) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Farmers Union logo; slogan "patronize your local cooperative."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1641 (Pr Ct)

Montana - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Authors: Marathon Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Panel art: Marathon runner.
Added title: Rand McNally road map of Montana.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 25A.6 (Pr Ct)

Montana - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Airplane, car, and boat, Phillips 66 logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1770 (Pr Ct)

Montana - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Plate nos. "347-J" and "12-J" Map on verso (29 x 44 cm.): Phillips 66 ... 1936 official road map : United States.
Panel art: Plane, car and boat under Phillips 66 logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 162.47 (Pr Ct)

Montana - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Phillips 66 ... 1936 official road map : Montana.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Gousha Clients 1679 (Pr Ct)

Montana - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1720 (Pr Ct)

Montana - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Montana : the California Company road map ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, 1936.
Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally
Montana - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
1936 Montana highway map / published by State Highway Commission ... [Helena, Mont.?] :
Authors: Montana. State Highway Commission --
H.M. Gousha Company -- Shope, Irvin -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 57 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm. Panel title.
Opposite panel title: Welcome to Montana : the
land of shining mountains.
Added title: Map of the Montana state highway system.
"Copyright by the H.M. Gousha Company,
Chicago, Ill."
Plate nos. "316-S.C." and "12-J."
Panel art: Colored mountain illustrations of men on horseback and fisherman signed "Irvin Shope '36"
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1666 (PrCt)

Montana - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
1937 Montana official road map : Montana:
Handstamped "1937" and "copyrighted"
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 169.12 (PrCt)

Montana - Maps - 1937 - Grand Teton National Park (Mont.) - Road maps
1937 Grand Teton National Park and Yellowstone National Park -- Butte -- Great Falls -- Helena.
Handstamped "1937" and "copyrighted"
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 169.29A (PrCt)

Montana - Maps - 1937 - Glacier National Park (Mont.) - Road maps
1937 Glacier National Park -- Missoula -- Billings -- Great Falls -- Helena.
Handstamped "1937" and "copyrighted"
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 158.31A (PrCt)

Montana - Maps - 1937 - Road maps

Montana - Maps - 1937 - Road maps

Montana - Maps - 1937 - Road maps

Montana - Maps - 1937 - Road maps

Montana - Maps - 1937 - Road maps

Montana - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Montana : Yellowstone National Park - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Grand Teton National Park (Agency : U.S.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Glacier National Park (Agency : U.S.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Waterton-Glacier International Peace Park (Mont. and Alta.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Montana - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Glacier National Park (Mont.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Shepherd road map : Montana ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1938].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell official road map of Montana.
Date from RMcN AE 164 ms. index.
Plate nos. "347-J.C. 10-L" and "12-L 1938-1"
Maps on verso (29 x 44 cm. and smaller):
Legend: United States mileage and driving time along main transcontinental highways -- Butte -- Glacier National Park -- Great Falls -- Helena.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 15 1938 ... "
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 164.22 (PrCt)

Montana - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Glacier National Park (Mont.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Highway map : Montana : Standard service.
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1938].
Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 36 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) official road map of Montana.
Plate no. 347-J.C. 10-L
Maps on verso (27 x 44 cm. and smaller):
Panel art: Standard sign; cars and gas pumps.
Handstamped "1938"
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Montana - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Montana road map ... / Barnsdall ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1938?].
Authors: Barnsdall Oil Co. -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Barnsdall Oil Co. logo and slogan "be square dependable products by Barnsdall, 'America's first refiner'."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3027 (PrCt)

Montana - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Travel Montana with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1938?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3117 (PrCt)

Montana - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Phillips 66 ... 1938 official road map : Montana.
Plate no. 347-J.C. 10-L
Map on verso (29 x 44 cm.): Phillips 66 ... official road map : United States.
Panel art: Car approaching Phillips 66 truck on curving road.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 18 1938 .... "
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 162.11 (PrCt)

Montana - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Shell road map : Montana. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1938?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3238 (PrCt)

Montana - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Highway map : Montana ... / compliments of Standard Oil Company of Indiana. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1938?].
Authors: Standard Oil Company of Indiana -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: cars, gas pumps, and "Standard Service" sign
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3293 (PrCt)

Montana - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Montana : California Company road map ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1938.
Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Calso gasoline station and logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3039 (PrCt)

Montana - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: outdoor recreation scenes, car, and slogan "wherever you go, go on Veedol."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3326 (PrCt)

Montana - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Road map : Montana : Veedol motor oils / issued by Tide Water Associated Oil Company, Tulsa, Oklahoma. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company,
photo of woman titled Montana (9 x 7 cm.)
Displayed in the Newberry Library exhibition
See unpublished typescript of exhibition captions compiled by James Akerman [Vert 1713, no. 2, part 1, p. 68]
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).
Road map 4C G4251 .P2 1938 .M6 (PrCt)

51472 Montana - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Travel Montana with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H. M. Gousha Co., [1939?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H. M. Gousha Company -- H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Conoco logo over outline of North America.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Aug 17 1939 ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 159.20A (PrCt)

51471 Montana - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Travel Montana with the Independent. Chicago : H. M. Gousha Co., [1939?].
Authors: Globe Oil & Refining Companies -- H. M. Gousha Company -- H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Globe logo.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Aug 10 1939 ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 165.22 (PrCt)

51470 Montana - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Shell road map : Montana ... Chicago : H. M. Gousha Company, [1939].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H. M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell official road map of Montana.
Date from RMcN AE 165 ms. index.
Plate nos. "347-J.C. 11-M" and "11-M 1939-1"
Maps on verso (29 x 44 cm. and smaller):
Legend : United States mileage and driving time along main transcontinental highways -- Butte -- Glacier National Park -- Great Falls -- Helena.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Aug 10 1939 ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 159.20A (PrCt)

51473 Montana - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Travel Montana with Conoco : every Conoco station is a branch of the Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H. M. Gousha Company, [1939].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H. M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Conoco ... official road map of Montana.
Date from RMcN AE 159 ms. index.
Plate no. 347-J.C. 11-M
Gousha Clients 3451 (PrCt)

51474 Montana - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H. M. Gousha Company -- H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: winding road, Phillips 66 sign, and slogan "there's a Phillips station ahead."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3504 (PrCt)

51475 Montana - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Shell road map : Montana. Chicago : H. M. Gousha Co., [1939?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H. M. Gousha Company -- H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 3553 (PrCt)

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 39 x 61 cm. on sheet 54 x 71 cm.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Panel no. 10-39.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Montana.
Plate no. U.3825.
Includes insets of six cities, Yellowstone National Park, and Glacier National Park.
On verso: Texaco sectional trip map. Plate no. U.3939(M). Includes inset maps of five city regions.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 25A.45 (PrCt)

51481 Montana - Maps - 1939 - Road maps<br>Yellowstone National Park - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

Glacier National Park
Montana

Authors: Montana. State Highway Commission -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 39 x 58 cm. on sheet 46 x 61 cm.
Panel art: Car, profiles of cowboys, Indians, stagecoach.
Added title: Map of the Montana state highway system. Plate no. U.3624.
Relief shown with shading.
Montana - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

Yellowstone National Park - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

Grand Teton National Park (Wyo.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

Waterton-Glacier International Peace Park (Mont. and Alta.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

Montana highway map 1939 / published by State Highway Commission for free distribution.


Authors: Montana. State Highway Commission -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 39 x 58 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Map of the Montana state highway system.


Maps on verso (28 x 21 cm. and 28 x 21 cm.):


Panel art: Outline of cowboys and Indians over couple driving in car.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN AE 25A.44 (PrCt)

Montana - Maps - 1940 - Road maps

Travel Montana with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1940?].

Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 3772 (PrCt)

Montana - Maps - 1940 - Road maps


Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Panel art: winding road, Phillips 66 sign, and slogan "there's a Phillips station ahead."

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 3941 (PrCt)

Montana - Maps - 1940 - Road maps

Shell map of Montana. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1940?].

Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

At head of panel title: Montana.

Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 3884 (PrCt)
Montana - Maps - 1940 - Road maps

Montana highway map. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1940].
Authors: Montana. State Highway Commission -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 45 x 67 cm. on sheet 54 x 71 cm.
Added panel title: Roads to romance.
Panel art: Cowboys, Indians, woman on horse, cars.
Added title: Map of the Montana state highway system. Plate no. V.3624.
Relief shown with shading.
Plate no. V.
Relief shown with hachures.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 25A.46 (PrCt)

Montana - Maps - 1941 - Road maps

Travel Montana with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1941?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4112 (PrCt)

Montana - Maps - 1941 - Road maps

Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: road, Phillips 66 sign, and slogan "there's a Phillips station ahead.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Montana - Maps - 1941 - Road maps

Highway map : Montana / compliments of Standard Oil Company of Indiana. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1941?].
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: cars, gas pumps, and "Standard Service" sign.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4305 (PrCt)

Montana - Maps - 1941 - Road maps

Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Calso Gasoline station, logo and slogan "Call for Calso gasoline and RPM motor oil in Montana, Wyoming, Nebraska, Colorado, North and South Dakota."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4044 (PrCt)

Montana - Maps - 1941 - Road maps

Texaco touring map : Montana with sectional map of adjoining states. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1941].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4437 (PrCt)

51501 Montana - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: road, Phillips 66 sign, and slogan "there's a Phillips station ahead."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4520 (PrCt)

51502 Montana - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Shell map of Montana. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1942?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: Montana.
Panel art: Shell logo, statement "all points of military interest have been removed voluntarily from this map and index" and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4565 (PrCt)

51503 Montana - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: cars, gas pumps, "Standard Service" sign, and statement "help national defense, conserve paper ... ."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4629 (PrCt)

51504 Montana - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: statue of minuteman with caption "buy war bonds and stamps", Tydol gasoline logo, Veedol motor oil logo, and statement "Oil is ammunition, use it wisely."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4649 (PrCt)

51505 Montana - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 39 x 61 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Montana
Date from RMcN AE 76 ms. index.
Plate no. X .3825
Map on verso (51 x 68 cm.): Texaco sectional trip map [of western U.S.].
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 76.2 (PrCt)

51506 Montana - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Montana highway map / compliments of Power ... [and] Glacier Production Company. [Butte, Mont.?] : Glacier Production Company, [1942].
Authors: Glacier Production Company -- Montana. State Highway Commission -- Shope, Irvin -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Power Gasoline SEE Glacier Production Company
1 map : 46 x 68 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Power : Montana highway map.
Plate no. X. 3624
Maps on verso (28 x 21 cm. and 28 x 21 cm.): Yellowstone National Park -- Waterton-Glacier International Peace Park.
Panel art: Native American riding horse; cars on winding road; Power gas logo; signed "Shope."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
51507 Montana - Maps - 1943 - Road maps>>>West (U.S.) - Maps - 1943 - Road maps>>>Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 39 x 61 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Montana
Date from RMcN AE 76 ms. index.
Plate no. Y.3825
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 76.10 (PrCt)

51508 Montana - Maps - 1944 - Postal service>>>Postal service - Montana - Maps - 1944>>>Wall maps
Post route map of Montana / Post Office Department, United States of America. [Washington, D.C.]: The Dept., 1944.
1 map: col.; 78 x 125 cm.
Scale: [ca. 1:750,000]; (W 116°00'-W 104°00'/N 49°00'-N 44°30').
Shows mail routes in Montana.
"Distances on all mail routes are given to the nearest quarter-mile."
Includes county index.
Paste-on label at lower left: A. J. Nystrom & Co. Rubber stamp at lower right: Map and Geography Library, Western Illinois University.
Forms part of the John V. Bergen Collection (Newberry Library).
maproll G4251 .P8 1944 .U5 (PrCt)

51509 Montana - Maps - 1945 - Road maps>>>Road maps
Travel Montana with Conoco ... Chicago: H.M. Gousha Co., [1945?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4686 (PrCt)

51510 Montana - Maps - 1946 - Road maps>>>Alberta - Maps - 1946 - Road maps>>>National parks and reserves
Montana - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Shell map of Montana. Chicago: H. M. Gousha Company, [1946].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 38 x 66 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Highway map of Montana.
Date from RMcN AE 166 ms. index.
Plate nos. "500-J T-5" and "T-5 1946-2"
Inset (19 x 16 cm.): Glacier National Park.
Maps on verso (32 x 27 cm. and smaller): Shell official road map of Alberta -- Yellowstone National Park and Grand Teton National Park -- Butte -- Great Falls -- Helena -- Billings
Panel art: Shell logo.
Handstamped "received ... Apr 29 1947 Rand McNally & Co. Blazed Trails Dept. .... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 166.27 (PrCt)

51511 Montana - Maps - 1946 - Road maps>>>Road maps
Travel Montana with Conoco ... Chicago: H.M. Gousha Co., [1946?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Includes maps with plate numbers suggesting 1945 and 1946 dates of publication.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4776 (PrCt)

51512 Montana - Maps - 1946 - Road maps>>>Road maps
Travel Montana with Conoco ... Chicago: H.M. Gousha Co., [1946?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4777 (PrCt)
51513 Montana - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: road, Phillips 66 sign, and slogan "there's a Phillips station ahead."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4832 (PrCt)

51514 Montana - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Shell map of Montana. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1946?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: Montana.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4883 (PrCt)

51515 Montana - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Highway map : Montana ... / compliments of Standard Oil Company (Indiana). Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1946?].
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4954 (PrCt)

51516 Montana - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: gas station attendant and man in car.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4981 (PrCt)

51517 Montana - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Travel Montana with Conoco ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1947?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "U", indicating 1947 publication.
Panel art: family standing in front of car and statement "for long trips ask ... about Touraide."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5094 (PrCt)

51518 Montana - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Authors: Montana. State Highway Commission -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 45 x 68 cm.
Date from RMcN AE ms. index.
Plate no. 7-413624-2.
Printer's proof (?); verso blank.
RMcN AE 76.35 (PrCt)

51519 Montana - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Shell map of Montana. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1947?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "U", indicating 1947 publication.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5192 (PrCt)

51520 Montana - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "U", indicating 1947 publication.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
publication.
Panel art: car being serviced by station
attendants, gas pumps, "Standard Service", and
"Standard" signs.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry
Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5240 (PrCt)

51521 Montana - Maps - 1947 - Road maps Road maps
Montana points of interest and touring map ...
Authors: Standard Oil Company of California --
Chevron Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company
-- Logan, Maurice, 1886-1977 -- H.M. Gousha
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: couple in mountain landscape signed
"Maurice Logan"; Standard Oil Company of
California logos for "RPM motor oil" and
"Chevron supreme" gas.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry
Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5017 (PrCt)

51522 Montana - Maps - 1947 - Road maps Road maps
Road map : Montana / compliments of Tide
Water Associated Oil Company, New York, San
Francisco, Tulsa. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co.,
[1947?].
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company --
H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "U", indicating 1947
publication.
Panel art: gas station attendant talking to man in
car.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry
Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5264 (PrCt)

International Peace Park (Mont. and Alta.) -
Maps - 1947 - Road maps Road maps
1947 Montana highway map. Chicago : published
by the State Highway Commission ... 1947.
Authors: Montana. State Highway Commission --
Rand McNally and Company
1 map : col. ; 45 x 67 cm. fold. to 27 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Chicago ... "
Added title: Map of the Montana state highway
system.
Plate no. 7-413624-2
Maps on verso (28 x 21 cm. and smaller):
Yellowstone National Park -- Waterton-Glacier
International Peace Park -- Bozeman -- Butte --
Livingston -- Helena -- Anaconda -- Miles City --
Missoula -- Great Falls -- Lewistown -- Billings
--Kalispell -- Havre.
Panel art: Family in car viewing mountain
waterfall and bear.
Displayed in the Newberry Library exhibition
Paper trails : maps, highways and American
journeys in the twentieth century (Sept. 14-Dec.
14, 1996).
See unpublished typescript of exhibition captions
compiled by James Akerman [Vert 1713, no. 2,
part 2, p. 9]
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4
Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).
Road map4C G4251 .P2 1947 .M6 (PrCt)

51524 Montana - Maps - 1948 - Road maps Road maps
Travel Montana with Conoco ... Chicago ; San
Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- H.M.
Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948
publication.
Panel art: family standing in front of car and
statement "for long trips ask ... about Touraide."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry
Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5368 (PrCt)

51525 Montana - Maps - 1948 - Road maps Road maps
Shell map of Montana. Chicago ; San Jose : H.M.
Gousha Co., [1948?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha
Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry
Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948
publication.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry
Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5464 (PrCt)

51526 Montana - Maps - 1948 - Road maps Road maps
Highway map : Montana / compliments of
Standard Oil Company (Indiana). Chicago ; San
Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948?].
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M.
Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5526 (PrCt)

51527 Montana - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Montana points of interest and touring map ...
Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948?].
Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- Chevron Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Logan, Maurice, 1886-1977 -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Road map of Montana prepared for the California Company.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
Panel art: couple in mountain landscape signed "Maurice Logan"; logos for "RPM motor oil" and "Chevron supreme" gas.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5529 (PrCt)

51528 Montana - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Road map : Montana / compliments of Tide Water Associated Oil Company, New York, San Francisco, Tulsa. Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948?].
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
Panel art: gas station attendant talking to man in car, Tydol Flying "A" gasoline sign, Veedol motor oil logo, and slogan "at this sign ... everything that's good for your car."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5549 (PrCt)

51529 Montana - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Yellowstone National Park - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Waterton-Glacier International Peace Park (Mont. and Alta.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
State Highway Commission, 1948.
Authors: Montana. State Highway Commission -- Rand McNally and Company -- Shope, Irvin -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 46 x 68 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Map of the Montana state highway system.
Plate no. 483624.
Panel art: Photos of river, trees, and mountains, and historic marker of "Gates of the mountains."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 76.41 (PrCt)

51530 Montana - Maps - 1949
Montana - Maps - 1949 - Railroads - Northwestern States - Maps - 1949 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Pocket maps -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
23 p. : 2 col. maps on 1 sheet (folded) ; 24 cm. "1949 edition"
Cover title: Rand McNally pocket maps of Montana : complete indexed reference map ... [and] highway map
Uniform title: Pocket maps
Folded map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back to back, col. ; 47 x 65 cm. and 47 x 65 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of Montana. Plate no. 890123. Includes key to railroads. -- Rand McNally road map : Idaho, Montana, Wyoming.
Plate no. 9-464019V-4.
Cover art: Cars on road alongside passenger train.
"75¢" -- printed on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Pocket 4C 150 (PrCt)

51531 Montana - Maps - 1951 - Road maps
Wyoming - Maps - 1951 - Road maps
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Foldex Limited -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 39 x 60 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm. Includes blank title panel (for overprinting?). Plate no. 534019V.
Map on verso (42 x 64 cm.): Rand McNally road map : Wyoming and southern Idaho
Forms part of a collection of stock editions of Rand McNally road maps, some apparently issued as sales samples and / or printer's proofs for prospective commercial clients.
Uniform series title (established by cataloger): Stock road maps
RMCN Stock 156 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 39 x 60 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm. Plate no. 534019V.
Map on verso (42 x 64 cm.): Rand McNally road map : Wyoming, and southern Idaho.
RMCN Clients 4724 (PrCt)

Road map of Montana, Idaho, Wyoming ... Union Oil Company. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1954].
Authors: Union Oil Company of California -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 39 x 60 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Union Oil road map : Montana, northern and central Idaho.
Date from RMCN AE 75 ms. index.
Plate no. 4-534019V-1

51539 Montana - Maps - 1954 - Road maps>>>Northwestern States - Maps - 1954 - Road maps>>>Road maps
Miracle fold road map : Montana and adjoining states ... Mobilgas Socony-Vacuum ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1954].
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Foldex Limited -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 64 cm. on sheet 46 x 74 cm.
Panel art: Mobilgas sign.
Added title: Montana: Socony-Vacuum Co., Inc. Plate no. 4-513624V-3.
Verso includes insets of 3 cities, Glacier National Park, Yellowstone National Park, Wyo. and untitled map of the northwestern U.S. Plate no. 4-473885V(9)-5.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMCN AE 25A.2X (PrCt)

51540 Montana - Maps - 1956 - Road maps>>>Idaho - Maps - 1956 - Road maps>>>Wyoming - Maps - 1956 - Road maps>>>Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 39 x 60 cm.
Date from RMCN AE 75 ms. index.
Plate no. 6-534019V-2
Map on verso (43 x 65 cm.): Rand McNally road map : Wyoming, and southern Idaho.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMCN AE 75.6X (PrCt)

51541 Montana - Maps - 1956 - Road maps>>>West (U.S.) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps>>>Road maps
Authors: Wyoming. State Highway Commission -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 43 x 52 cm. on sheet 46 x 72 cm.
Panel art: Photo of Devil's Tower.
Plate no. 6-4617-9.
Relief shown with shading.
Verso includes sightseeing photos and: Western United States. Plate no. 564089V.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMCN AE 75.2X (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
51542 Montana - Maps - 1956 - Road maps
(West (U.S.)) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps
Road maps
1 map ; 43 x 52 cm. on sheet 46 x 72 cm.
Panel art: Photo of Devil's Tower.
Plate no. 6-4617-9.
Relief shown with shading.
Verso includes sightseeing photos and: Western United States. Plate no. 564089V.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 25A.3X-A (PrCt)

51543 Montana - Maps - 1960 - Fishing
Montana - Maps - 1960
Authors: LeCesse, Hector J. -- Montana Fish and Game Commission.
1 map : col. ; 23 x 39 cm. on sheet 45 x 58 cm. fold. to 23 x 15 cm.
Map signed Hector J. LeCesse.
On verso: Fishing regulations.
Accession #2008100251.
map4F G4251.E63 1960 .M6 (PrCt)

51544 Montana - Maps - 1962-1968
Montana - Maps - 1962-1968 - Roadmaps
Maps - 1962-1968 - Road maps
Yellowstone National Park - Maps - 1962-1968 - Road maps
Grand Teton National Park (Wyo.) - Maps - 1962-1968 - Road maps
Wateron-Glacier International Peace Park (Mont. and Alta.) - Maps - 1962-1968 - Road maps
Idaho - Maps - 1962-1968 - Road maps
Railroads - Maps
Rand McNally Montana pocket map. San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1962 [i.e. 1968?].
22 p. : 3 col. maps (folded) ; 24 cm.
Uniform title: Pocket maps
"2 maps" -- front cover.
Map contents (3 maps on 2 sheets, col. ; 47 x 64 cm. and 34 x 57 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm., loose inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of Montana. Includes key to railroads. -- Montana [road map] "Copyright © 1968 [I]." Includes insets of Yellowstone and Grand Teton National Parks, and Great Falls (21 x 13 cm. and 10 x 11 cm.). Map on verso (55 x 35 cm.): Idaho [road map]. Includes inset maps of Waterton-Glacier International Peace Park, and Boise (13 x 11 cm. and 11 x 11 cm.)
Cover art: stylized and labeled map symbols (e.g. "elevations", "points of interest", "air facilities", etc.) "$1.95" -- printed on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Jan. 2010).
RMcN Pocket 4C 152 (PrCt)

51545 Montana - Maps - 1972 - Road maps
1 atlas [(16] p.) : col. maps ; 31 cm.
Cover title.
Cover art: color photo of "summertime in Bitterroot Valley, Trapper Peak"
Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Company Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34, Range 7 (Jan. 2011).
folio Gousha atlas 1972 .O3 (PrCt)

51546 Montana - Maps - 1973 - Road maps
Montana - Maps - 1973 - Road maps
Counties
Counties - Montana - Maps - 1973
Road maps
Authors: Montana. State highway Commission -- United States. Federal Highway Administration -- Logility Transportation (Des Plaines, Ill.)
1 atlas [(278] p.) : all maps ; 45 x 57 cm. (and smaller) in post binder 50 x 68 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:127,500],
Title of each map: General highway map ... County, Montana.
Selected populated areas shown in circular insets.
Dates of original maps vary from 1947-58, all sheets revised to 1973.
In same binder with Idaho and Utah.
map8C G4221 .P2 1963, Montana (PrCt)

51547 Montana - Maps - 1973 - Road maps
Montana - Maps - 1973 - Road maps
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Lugthart, Kimberly -- Thompson, Sally -- Lifelong Learning Project -- University of Montana (Missoula, Mont.) -- McBain, J. Ford
1 atlas ([18] leaves, unbound) : [17] col. maps ; 35 x 50 cm. in portfolio 52 x 38 cm.
Consists of facsimiles of ms. and published maps from the period 1778-1898 pertaining to Montana.
Cover title.
'Lifelong Learning Project'--Cover.
The first leaf (printed on both sides) contains notes on the maps ('Annotated cartobibliography'), a 'Map key,' 'Base map activities,' and a relief map of Montana by J. Ford McBain (1941).
ISBN 0975400908
Case oversize G1435 .H57 2004 (NLO)

Montana - Maps - Collections, 1801-1993
Indian reservations - Montana - Maps
Great Blackfeet Reservation (Mont.)
Historical geography - Maps
1855-1993
Hi-Line (Mont. : Region) - Maps
Collections, 1801-1993
Judith Basin (Mont.) - Maps - Collections, 1801-1993
Montana - Maps -

Bibliography
Historical atlases
Discovering our own place: a map saga for Montana: Hi-Line & Judith Basin/Gros Ventre
Authors: Lugthart, Kimberly -- Thompson, Sally -- Lifelong Learning Project -- University of Montana (Missoula, Mont.) -- McBain, J. Ford
1 atlas ([18] leaves, unbound) : [17] col. maps ; 22 x 29 cm. in portfolio 32 x 25 cm.
Cover title.
Includes annotated cartobibliography.
Consists of facsimiles of ms. and published maps from the period 1801-1993 pertaining to Montana's Hi-Line, Judith Basin and the Gros Ventre Indian Reservation.
Contents: Ac ko mok ki: an Indian map of the upper-Missouri; Peter Fidler; 1801. -- [Fall Indians] (partial); Nicolas King; 1803. -- Map of part of the continent of North America: whereon is laid down the Missouri, Jefferson's, Lewis's, Clark's and the Columbia Rivers, from the Mississippi to the Pacific Ocean, as corrected by the celestial observations of Messrs. Lewis & Clark during their tour of discovery in 1805 (partial); Meriwether Lewis and William Clark; 1806. -- Map of the Northwest Fur Country (partial); Warren Ferris; 1836. -- Map of the U.S. Territory of Oregon (partial); J. J. Abert; 1838. -- Map of the Trans-Mississippi Territory during the America Fur Trade 1807-1843 (partial); Paul Burgoldt; 1901. -- Map of the Indian nations and tribes of the Territory of Washington and of the Territory of Nebraska west of the mouth of the Yellowstone Isaac I. Stevens; 1857. -- Map of the territory of the United States from the Mississippi to the Pacific Ocean (partial); Isaac I. Stevens; 1857. -- Map of the territory of the United States from the Mississippi to the Pacific Ocean (partial); Gouverneur Kemble Warren; 1858. -- Montana Territory (partial); Heap, Ludlow and Maguire, Corps. of Topographical Engineers; 1878. -- Map of the public land surveys in Montana Territory to accompany the Annual Report of the Commissioner of the General Land Office; H. D. Washburn, Surveyor General; 1869. -- Montana (partial); Rand McNally & Co.; 1876. -- Montana (partial); Rand, McNally & Co.; 1892. -- Blackfoot lands in Montana, 1855-1874; John Ewers; 1958; Blackfoot lands in Montana, 1875 to the present time; John Ewers; 1958. -- Blackfoot Confederacy Territory; Red Crow Community College; 1993. -- Tribal territories as defined and recorded by treaties of 1841 and 1855; McBain; 1941. -- Map of the Indian nations and tribes of the Territory of Washington and of the Territory of Nebraska west of the mouth of the Yellowstone (partial); Isaac I. Stevens; William H. Carlton; 1857. -- Nebraska, Dakota, Idaho and Montana (partial); Alvin Jewett Johnson; 1865.
Case folio G4251.S1 D575 2004 (NLO)

Montana - Maps - Collections, 1801-1993
Indian reservations - Montana - Maps
Great Blackfeet Reservation (Mont.)
Discovering our own place: a map saga for Montana: Rocky Mountain Front/Blackfeet.

Includes annotated cartobibliography.

Contents:

- Ac ko mok ki: an Indian map of the upper-Missouri; Peter Fidler; 1801.
- [Fall Indians] (partial); Nicolas King; 1803.
- Map of part of the continent of North America: whereon is laid down the Missouri, Jefferson's, Lewis's, Clark's and the Columbia Rivers, from the Mississippi to the Pacific Ocean, as corrected by the celestial observations of Messr. Lewis & Clark during their tours of discovery in 1805 (partial); Meriwether Lewis and William Clark; 1806.
- Map of the Northwest Fur Country (partial); Warren Ferris; 1836.
- Map of the U.S. Territory of Oregon (partial); J. J. Abert; 1838.
- Map of the Trans-Mississippi Territory during the America Fur Trade 1807-1843 (partial); Paul Burgoldt; 1901.
- [Untitled map of the upper Great Plains and Rocky Mountain region] (partial); Pierre Jean DeSmet; 1851.
- Map of the territory of the United States from the Mississippi to the Pacific Ocean (partial); Gouverneur Kemble Warren; 1858.
- Map of the Yellowstone and Missouri Rivers and their tributaries; William F. Raynolds et al., 1876.
- Map of the Territory of Montana (partial); W. W. deLacy; 1883.
- Map of the Public Land surveys in Montana Territory; H. D. Washburn, 1869.
- Map of the United States from the Mississippi to the Pacific Ocean (partial); Gouverneur Kemble Warren; 1858.
- Map of the Yellowstone and Missouri Rivers and their tributaries; William F. Raynolds et al., 1876.
- Map of the Territory of Montana (partial); People's Publ. Co., ca. 1886.
- Montana (partial); R. H. Morton, ca. 1895-8.
- Tribal territories in Montana: Boundaries as defined by the Fort Laramie Treaty of 1851 and the Flathead and Blackfeet Treaties of 1855; U. M. Regional Learning Proj., 2005.
- Montana 1; Charles C. Royce, 1897.
- Map of the Indian nations and tribes of the Territory of Washington and of the Territory of Nebraska west of the mouth of the Yellowstone (partial); Isaac I. Stevens; 1857.
- Nebraska, Dakota, Idaho and Montana (partial); Alvin Jewett Johnson; 1865.
- Montana (partial); Rand McNally & Co.; 1876.
- Montana (partial); Rand, McNally & Co.; 1892.
- Blackfoot lands in Montana, 1855-1874; John Ewers; 1958.
- Blackfoot lands in Montana, 1875 to the present time; John Ewers; 1958.
- Blackfoot Confederacy Territory; Red Crow Community College; 1993.
- Tribal territories as defined and recorded by treaties of 1841 and 1855; McBain; 1941.
- Map of the Indian nations and tribes of the Territory of Washington and of the Territory of Nebraska west of the mouth of the Yellowstone (partial); Isaac I. Stevens; 1857.
- Nebraska, Dakota, Idaho and Montana (partial); Alvin Jewett Johnson; 1865.
- Montana (partial); Rand McNally & Co.; 1892.
- Montana (partial); Rand, McNally & Co.; 1892.
- Blackfoot lands in Montana, 1855-1874; John Ewers; 1958.
- Blackfoot lands in Montana, 1875 to the present time; John Ewers; 1958.
- Blackfoot Confederacy Territory; Red Crow Community College; 1993.
- Tribal territories as defined and recorded by treaties of 1841 and 1855; McBain; 1941.
- Map of the Indian nations and tribes of the Territory of Washington and of the Territory of Nebraska west of the mouth of the Yellowstone (partial); Isaac I. Stevens; 1857.
- Nebraska, Dakota, Idaho and Montana (partial); Alvin Jewett Johnson; 1865.
- Montana (partial); Rand McNally & Co.; 1892.
- Montana (partial); Rand, McNally & Co.; 1892.
- Blackfoot lands in Montana, 1855-1874; John Ewers; 1958.
- Blackfoot lands in Montana, 1875 to the present time; John Ewers; 1958.
- Blackfoot Confederacy Territory; Red Crow Community College; 1993.
- Tribal territories as defined and recorded by treaties of 1841 and 1855; McBain; 1941.
- Map of the Indian nations and tribes of the Territory of Washington and of the Territory of Nebraska west of the mouth of the Yellowstone (partial); Isaac I. Stevens; 1857.
- Nebraska, Dakota, Idaho and Montana (partial); Alvin J. Johnson, 1865.

ISBN 0975400932

Case folio G4251.S1 D576 2006 (NLO)


[Montcalm County (Mich.) - 1875: LC G&M land use maps - Montcalm County (Mich.) - 1875: LC G&M land use maps]
51561 Monte-Carlo (Monaco) - Maps - 1910-1911
 Monte Carlo und Nizza : Praktischer Führer.
 Berlin : Goldschmidt, 1910-1911.
 Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag
 -- Bieler, Wilhelm -- Goldschmidt, Albert -- Kraatz,
 Leopold -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
 16 cm.
 Edition: 3. Aufl. / neu bearbeitet von Wilhelm
 Bieler.
 Maps lithographed by Leopold Kraatz.
 Includes index.
 Series: Grieben-Reiseführer ; Bd. 87.
 Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
 the Newberry Library.

51562 Monte, Urbano, 1544-1613
 Trattato universale descrittione et sito de tutta la terra
 sin qui conosciuta (1590)
 Un prezioso cimelio della cartografia italiana : il
 planisfero di Urbano Monti. 1941.
 Authors: Almagià, Roberto, 1884-1962
 Pp. 156-193 : 11 maps ; 29 cm.
 Inscribed by the author to George Kish.
 Vert 31, no. 2 (PrCt)

51563 Montecastello (Alessandria, Italy) - Pictorial works - 1819
 Castello di Moncastello degli Stemma nella
 Provincia di Cremona. [Milano : Presso P.E.
 Giusti, 1819-1852].
 Authors: Litta, Pompeo, 1781-1852. Famiglie
 celebri di Italia (1819-1852) -- Giusti, P. E.
 1 view (aquatint) ; 20 x 28 cm.
 In Litta, Pompeo, Famiglie celebri di Italia
 (Milano: Presso P.E. Giusti, 1819-1852), v. 12, fol. [81].
 On same sheet with view of Castello di Soncino
degli Stemma.
 Case oversize E 6835 .5, v. 12, fol. [81] (PrCt)

51564 Monterey Bay (Calif.) - Maps - 1770 -
 Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
 Plano del fondadero, o surgidero de la bahia, y
 puerto de Monterrey ... [19--].
 Authors: Costansó, Miguel -- Spain. Ministerio de
 la Guerra. LM 8a-1a-a,44 -- Louis C. Karpinski
 Map Collection (Newberry Library)
 1 map
 Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1770 manuscript.
 Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map
 Collection (Newberry Library).
 MapPhoto Spain Guerra LM 8a-1a-a,44 (PrCt)

51565 Monterey Bay (Calif.) - Maps - 1791
 Plano del puerto y bahia de Monte Rey situado
 en la costa de Californ[ias] / trabajado á bordo de
 las corvetas Descubierta y Atrevida, año 1791 ;
 Cardano lo grabó ; Morato lo escribió. [Madrid :
 Imprenta Royal, 1802].
 Authors: Malaspina, Alessandro, 1754-1809 --
 Espinosa y Tello, Josef, 1763-1815 -- Expedición
 Malaspina (1789-1794) -- Cardano, José Maria --
 Morata, Juan -- Imprenta Real (Spain) --
 Espinosa y Tello, Josef, 1763-1815. Atlas para el
 viage de las goletas Sutil y Mexicana al
 reconocimiento del estrecho de Juan de Fuca en
 1792, publicado en 1802 -- Everett D. Graff
 Collection of Western American (Newberry
 Library)
 1 map ; 24 x 18 cm.
 Scale [ca. 1:250,000]; (W 122008°--W 121046°/N
 36059'--N 36029').
 Relief shown by hachures; depths by soundings.
 'Núm. 6.'
 In Espinosa y Tello, Josef. Atlas para el viage de
Monterey Bay (Calif.) - Pictorial works - 1769-1843 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Monterey (Calif.) - Pictorial works - 1769-1843 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Copy of a woodcut in Padre Serras description of California representing Monterey Bay. [San Francisco : Grabhorn Press, 1945].
Authors: Serra, Junípero, 1713-1784 -- Edelhjerta, Emanuel Sundels, 1794-1852? -- Edelhjerta, Emanuel Sundels, 1794-1852?.

1 view ; 16 x 20 cm., on sheet 23 x 32 cm.
Photo-reproduction of 1842-1843 manuscript copy of earlier printed work attributed to Junípero Serra (published 1769 or later?); source of original woodcut not identified.
On same sheet with another view (15 x 20 cm.): Gold fishing on the coast of California Bay. Original manuscript held by the Bancroft Library. Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library. Duplicate copy: folio Graff 4548

Monterey Bay (Calif.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps
Monterey Bay Region (Calif.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps
San Benito County (Calif.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps
Santa Cruz County (Calif.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps
Road maps
Counties - Maps
StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (A-E, 871-1497 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
$29.95
Uniform titles: StreetFinder -- Street guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-9669-8

Monterey Bay Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1940 - Pictorial maps
Cities of the Monterey Bay district California : this illustrated map is an invitation to you to come to the most alluring spot in California... / [illustrated by] Nahl Studios. San Francisco, Calif.
Mysell-Rollins Bank Note Co., [ca. 1940].
Authors: Nahl Studios -- Mysell-Rollins Bank Note Co. -- Stevens, Ashton, previous owner
1 map : col. ; 27 x 21 cm.
Coverage extends from Calif. Redwood Park north of Santa Cruz, south to Big Sur, and inland to Hollister and Pinnacles P.O.
Removed from Ashton Stevens Papers, Midwest Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library)
map1F G4362 .M77A5 1940 N3 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

51570 Monterey Bay Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1940 - Pictorial maps - 1940 - Pictorial maps
Authors: Neasham, Aubrey -- Perry, Lee -- Monterey Chamber of Commerce -- California.
Division of Parks -- Stevens, Ashton, previous owner
1 map : col. ; 28 x 21 cm.
In 4-page brochure titled Old Monterey, the city of history and romance, p. [3].
'Path of History' shown by dotted red line.
Removed from Ashton Stevens Papers, Midwest Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library)
map1F G4364 .M77S1 1939 N4 (PrCt)

Authors: Unocal Corporation -- Union 76 (Firm) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Simon and Schuster, inc. -- Paramount Communications -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library) -- Unocal
76 SEE Unocal Corporation -- Unocal SEE Unocal Corporation
1 map : col. ; 52 x 85 cm., folded to 10 x 23 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Street map of Monterey Peninsula. "H.M. Gousha, a division of Simon & Shuster, a Paramount Communications Company, © 1993 ... ."
"© 1991 Unocal 76 automotive products marketing." Plate nos. "GT-1705-S" and "1-GT-1705-S."
Inset (26 x 16 cm.): Historic Monterey.
Maps on verso (37 x 66 cm. and smaller): Street map of Marina [and] Salinas -- Monterey County and surrounding area -- Northern Monterey County.
Includes directories of Unocal 76 gas stations and local golf courses.
Panel art: color photo of collectibles with Union 76 logo (hat, car key, map, etc.) Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Company Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34, Range 7 (May 2010).
Gousha map 4C 93.218 (PrCt)

1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm. "15th edition" -- front cover
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder. "$29.95" -- back cover
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 052886078X
RMcN StrFdr 2009 .M651 (PrCt)

51575 Monterey Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1930-1939 - Pictorial maps - Monterey Region (Calif.) - 1930-1939 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. EasyFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 25 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Uniform title: EasyFinder
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
ISBN 052899607X
RMcN Road Map 2006 MonCA (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

maps<<>>Pictorial maps
Cities of the Monterey Bay District, California / Nahl Studios. S.F. [San Francisco] : Mysell-Rollins Bank Note Co., [193?-]. Authors: Nahl Studios -- Mysell-Rollins Bank Note Co. (San Francisco, Calif.) -- Monterey County Chamber of Commerce (Calif.) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : col. ; 21 x 36 cm. "This illustrated map is an invitation to you to come to ... California ... For special information write to any Chamber of Commerce in this district." Previously bound with a collection of pictorial maps in binders labeled "Points of Interest." Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 190.8 (PrCt)

51576 Monterey (Mexico) - Maps - 1768 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles <<>> Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Plano del presidio y cuidad de Monterey capital del Nuevo Reyno de Leon situada en 26 grados y 4 minutos de latitud boreal y 2710 y 25° de longitud contadas de el meridiano de Tenerife. [19-]. Authors: Urrutia, José de, 1728-1800 -- British Library. Add. Ms. 17662 a -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1768 manuscript.
MapPhoto England BL Add. Ms. 17662 a (PrCt)


Ayer folio F2781 .I27 1976 (NLO)

RMcN StrFdr 2003 .M65a (PrCt)

ISBN 0528996959
RMcN StrFdr 2006 .M65 (PrCt)

51581 Montgomery County (Ark.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners <<>> Counties -
Montgomery County (Ill.) - Maps - 1874

Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960- -- Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)
332 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
1st ed.
'Deluxe edition.'
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).
'3 maps per township: Homesteads & other Land Patents; Roads ; Rivers, Creeks & Railroads.'
Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).
Includes indexes.
Series: Family maps
ISBN 1420308262 ; 9781420308266
Local History Ref F417.M75 B7 1874 (NLO)

Montgomery County (Ill.) - Maps - 1874 - Landowners - Maps

Authors: Brink, McCormick & Co. -- Brink, Wesley Raymond -- W.R. Brink & Co. -- Unigraphic (Evansville, Ind.)
1 atlas (109 p. : ill., maps) ; 36 cm.
Reprint of the 1874 ed., published by Brink, McCormick and Co.
folio G4103.M75 B7 1874a (NLO)

Montgomery County (Ill.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Counties - Maps

Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960- -- Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)
332 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
1st ed.
'Deluxe edition.'
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).
'3 maps per township: Homesteads & other Land Patents; Roads ; Rivers, Creeks & Railroads.'
Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).
Includes indexes.
Series: Family maps
ISBN 1420308262 ; 9781420308266
Local History Ref F417.M75 B7 1874 (NLO)

Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps

1 atlas (109 p. : ill., maps) ; 36 cm.
Reprint of the 1874 ed., published by Brink, McCormick and Co.

Montgomery County (Ind.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Counties - Maps

Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960- -- Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)
224 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
1st ed.
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).
'3 maps per township: Homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.'
Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).
Includes indexes.
Series: Family maps
ISBN 1420309668 ; 9781420309669
Local History Ref F547.M7 B69 2008 (NLO)

51582
Requests and items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Montgomery County (Ind.) - Maps - 1864-1917
- Landowners<<>>Counties -
Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
4 atlases in 1 v. (373 p. in various pagings : ill., maps, ports.) ; 36 cm.
76-22326
M1374, M1375, M1376, and M1377 folio G1403.M8 A7 (NLO)

Montgomery County (Ind.) - Maps - 1864 - Landowners<<>>Counties -
Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Lake, D. J. -- Warner, A. -- Cowles & Titus -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 6 parts; 4 are 17 x 26.5 in. each and 2 are 18.5 x 26.5 in. each. Scale 1:42,240. Originally published Philadelphia: Cowles & Titus, 1864.
Microfiche 583, no. 159 (PrCt)

Montgomery County (Ind.) - Maps - 1878 - Landowners<<>>Counties -
Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
Authors: J. H. Beers & Co. -- Chicago Historical Society

Montgomery County (Ind.) - Maps - 1917 - Landowners<<>>Counties -
Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
Standard atlas of Montgomery County, Indiana : including a plat book of the villages, cities and townships of the county, map of the state, United States and world : patron’s directory, reference business directory, and departments devoted to general information, analysis of the system of civil government, etc., etc. / compiled and published by Geo. A. Ogle & Co., Chicago, Ill. ; assisted in compiling and platting the city of Crawfordsville by Prof. J.A. Cragwall, city engineer, and Otto F. Fitzpatrick, asst. city engineer, Crawfordsville, Ind. Chicago : Geo. A. Ogle & Co., 1917.
Authors: Geo. A. Ogle & Co. -- Cragwall, J. A. -- Fitzpatrick, Otto F. -- George F. Cram Company -- Hicks, Foster L. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (54, [4], 57-61, xviii, xx-xxiii p.) : ill., 43 col. maps (some folded), ports. ; 45 cm. Includes patron’s reference directory and index to illustrations.
Scale [1:31,680]. 2 in. = 1 mile. Scale of township maps 2 in. to 1 mile. Map of Indiana, United States, and world, by George F. Cram Company. Former owner’s inscription: Foster L. Hicks, Crawfordsville, R.R. 1, Indiana. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G4093.M8G46 1917 .O3 (NLO)

Montgomery County (Iowa) - Maps - 1907 - Landowners<<>>Counties -
Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Geo. A. Ogle & Co.
1 atlas (61, xxii p. : ill., maps) ; 30 cm. oversize F 91262 .642 (NLO)

Montgomery County (Ky.) - Maps - 1879 - Landowners<<>>Counties -
Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Beers & Lanagan -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 2 parts, 22.5 x 30.5 in. each. Scale 1:42,240. Originally published Philadelphia: Beers & Lanagan, 1879.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps: Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 239 (PrCt)

1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps: Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 298 (PrCt)

1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: Manuscript, 17 x 19 in. Scale 1:126,720. Originally compiled 1864. Only covers part of the county.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps: Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 1289 (PrCt)

Authors: Martenet, Simon J. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps: Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 299 (PrCt)

51595 Montgomery County (Md.) - Maps - 1879 - Landowners<<<Counties - Maps<<<Landowners - Maps
Authors: Hopkins, Griffith Morgan -- Montgomery County Historical Society (Md.)
1 atlas ; 28 cm.
folio G1273.M6 H6 1879a (NLO)

51596 Montgomery County (Md.) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps<<<Road maps<<<Counties - Maps
Authors: Maryland. Dept. of Transportation
1 map : col. ; 43 x 47 cm.
temp map4F G3843.A 1964-1985 M3 map 15 (PrCt)

51597 Montgomery County (Md.) - Maps - 2002 - Road maps<<<Howard County (Md.) - Maps - 2002 - Road maps<<<Road maps<<<Counties - Maps
1 atlas (734-1,083 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm. + 1 CD-ROM
$15.95
Uniform titles: StreetFinder -- Street guide.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Local History Ref F347.M75 B69 2007 (NLO)

Includes indexes.

Series: Family maps
ISBN 1420307320 ; 9781420307320

Each surname by township.

Is also an index of surnames for county patents within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).

Includes indexes.

Series: Family maps
ISBN 1420301926


Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960- -- Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)

236 p. : maps ; 28 cm.

1st ed.

'Deluxe edition.'

Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).

Includes indexes.

ISBN 1420301926

Local History Ref F472.M77 B69 2005 (NLO)

Montgomery County (Mo.) - Maps - 1878 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps


Authors: Edwards Brothers, Philadelphia -- Edwards Brothers of Missouri -- Montgomery County Historical Society (Mo.)


Cover title.

Includes index.

Oversize G1438.M8 E3 1878a (NLO)

Montgomery County (Mo.) - Maps - 1897 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps

Standard atlas of Montgomery County, Missouri : including a plat book of the villages, cities and townships of the county ... [Missouri? s.n., 1990?].

Authors: Geo. A. Ogle & Co.


Includes index.

Oversize G1438.M8 G46 1897a (NLO)

Montgomery County (N.Y.) - Maps -
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

**Landowners<>Counties - Maps<>Landowners - Maps**

[Montgomery County (Ohio) - 1869: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche].
Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 6 parts; 4 are 32 x 18 in. each and 2 are 32 x 19 in. each. Scale: 1:42,240.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 658 (PrCt)

51610 Montgomery County (Ohio) - Maps - 1875 - Landowners<>Counties - Maps<>Landowners - Maps

Authors: Everts, L. H. (Louis H.) -- L.H. Everts & Co.
1 atlas (172 p. : ill., ports., col. maps) ; 44 cm.
oversize G 1398.M65 E9 1875 (NLO)


Authors: Morris, Wm. E. -- Smith & Wistar -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 2 sheets, 37.5 x 26.5 and 37.5 x 28.5 in. Scale: 1:42,240. Originally published Philadelphia: Smith & Wistar, 1849.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 777 (PrCt)


Map of Montgomery County Pennsylvania [1849].

Authors: Morris, William E. -- Smith & Wistar -- Historical Society of Montgomery County
1 map ; 63 x 91 cm.
Facsimile of map originally published Philadelphia: Smith & Wistar, 1849; reproduced from original in the Library of Congress.
Scale 1:63,360 or '1 inche [sic] to a mile.'
Relief shown by hachures; oriented with north left.
Shows land ownership.
Insets: Plan of the borough of Pottstown -- Plan of the borough of Norristown.
16190
ICN78
map6F G3823.M7 1849 M6 (PrCt)

51613 Montgomery County (Pa.) - Maps - 1871 - Landowners<>Counties - Maps<>Landowners - Maps

Authors: G.M. Hopkins & Co.
1 atlas (111 p. : col. maps (part fold.)) ; 41 cm.
Phillips 2451.
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 1805.
364451
NL 28-4098
oversize G 10854 .41 (NLO)

51614 Montgomery County (Pa.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps<>Road maps<>Counties - Maps

-- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (A-I, 7260-8016, 46 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
$14.95
Uniform titles: StreetFinder -- Street guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-95523-3
RMcN StrFdr 2004.M653 (PrCt)


Map of Montgomery County, Tennessee. [197-].
1 map : col. ; 140 x 97 cm.
Facsimile of original published Philadelphia, 1877.
Scale [ca. 1:42,000].
Montgomery County (Tenn.) - Maps - 1877 - Landowners<<Counties - Maps<<Landowners - Maps


Montgomery County (Tex.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps<<Road maps<<Counties - Maps
Montgomery Region (Ala.) - Maps - 2003 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company.
StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (85, 18 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
$17.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528996959
RMcN StrFdr 2003 .M65 (PrCt)

Montgomery (Wales) - Maps - 1610 - Maps - 1610
Montgomery Shire. [London] : John Sudbury and George Humble [i.e. J. Legate and W. Humble], 1610 [i.e. 1646].
Authors: Speed, John, 1552?--1629 -- Saxton, Christopher, b. 1542? -- Pembroke, Philip Herbert, Earl of, 1584-1650 -- Sudbury, John -- Humble, George, d. 1640 -- Legate, John, d. 1658 -- Humble, William, 1612-1686 -- Speed, John, 1552?-1629. A Prospect of the most famous parts of the world ... together with ... Great Britaines empire (1646)
1 map ; 37 x 50 cm. on sheet 42 x 54 cm.
Inset (10 x 14 cm.): Montgomery.
Letterpress text on verso (p. 115-116) under the following heading: Montgomery-Shire.
In: Speed, John. A Prospect of the most famous parts of the world ... together with ... Great Britaines empire (London : Printed by John Legatt, for William Humble, 1646) map [78].
Case oversize G 117 .82 map [79] (PrCt)

Montgomery (Wales) - Maps - 1674 - Maps - 1674
Authors: Beaulieu, Sébastian de Pontault, ca. 1612-1674 -- Cochin, Nicolas, 1610-1686 -- Beaulieu, Sébastian de Pontault, ca. 1612-1674. Les Glorieuses conquestes de Louis le Grand [1694?]
1 leaflet (6-fold) : photos, ills, view ; fold. to 23 x 10 cm
Case oversize G 10307 .08 pl. 31 (PrCt)

Montmedy (France), Battle of 1657
Authors: Beaulieu, Sébastian de Pontault, ca. 1612-1674 -- Cochin, Nicolas, 1610-1686 -- Beaulieu, Sébastian de Pontault, ca. 1612-1674. Les Glorieuses conquestes de Louis le Grand [1694?]
1 map ; 40 x 50 cm.
Case oversize G 10307 .08 pl. 31 (PrCt)

Montgomeryshire (Wales) - Maps - 1610 - Maps - 1610
Montgomery Shire. [London] : John Sudbury and George Humble [i.e. J. Legate and W. Humble], 1610 [i.e. 1646].
Authors: Speed, John, 1552?--1629 -- Saxton, Christopher, b. 1542? -- Pembroke, Philip Herbert, Earl of, 1584-1650 -- Sudbury, John -- Humble, George, d. 1640 -- Legate, John, d. 1658 -- Humble, William, 1612-1686 -- Speed, John, 1552?-1629. A Prospect of the most famous parts of the world ... together with ... Great Britaines empire (1646)
1 map ; 37 x 50 cm. on sheet 42 x 54 cm.
Pastoureau, p. 44, II [40]. Insert; Carte du gouvernement de Monmedy. Map shows battle of Montmedy, France 1657.
Case oversize G 117 .82 map [79] (PrCt)
Montmérian (France) - Maps - 1693 - Fortification

La Forteresse de Mont-Mélian ... Paris : De Fer, 1693.

Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- T. S. F. -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes -- avec leurs fortifications ... (1695-1696) 1 map ; 13 x 21 cm.

In: Fer, Nicolas de. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes; avec leurs fortifications ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, 1695-1696) pt. 2, map [15].

Manuscript '(6)' at upper right.


For earlier version of this map, engraved on different plate, see Case folio U 26 .293.

Case oversize U 26 .2919 map [140] (PrCt)

Montmorency River (Québec) - Maps - 1765 - Pictorial works - Facsimiles

Montmorency Falls (Québec) - Maps - 1765 - Pictorial works - Manuscripts

Montmorency, Chute (Québec) - Maps - 1765 - Pictorial works - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

A Colored 'View of the Fall of Montmoranci, below Quebec, upwards of 160 feet hig, August, 1765'. [19--].


1 view

Photostatic reproduction of 1765 manuscript.


Montour County (Pa.) - Maps - 1860 - Landowners - Manuscripts - Maps - Landowners - Maps


Authors: Hopkins, Griffith Morgan -- Cummings, J. A. J. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps

1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.


Microfiche 583, no. 730 (PrCt)

Montour County (Pa.) - Maps - 1973 - Counties - Maps

Montour Co., PA

Authors: Geological Survey (U.S.). -- Pennsylvania. Topographic and Geologic Survey

1 map

Montpelier (Va. : Estate) - Trees - 1970


Authors: Montpelier Foundation

1 leaflet (3-fold) : illus, map ; fold. to 28 x 15 cm

Indians

Montréal Island (Québec) - Maps - 1700 - Manuscripts

Montréal Island (Québec) - Maps - 1700 - Manuscripts

Montreal (Que.) - Maps - 1932 - Road maps


Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil Company -- Lee, Robert E., fl. 1933 -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 folded map

Panel title.

Cover: License plate motif.

Distribution: NL 1, LC 0, DUP 0.

Panel art: Shell logo, license plates, couple in convertible car (woman driving), dog, signed by artist "Robert E. Lee."

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 707 (PrCt)

Montreal (Que.) - Maps - 1933 - Road maps


Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil

Montreal Island (Québec) - Maps - 1700 - Manuscripts

Montreal Island (Québec) - Maps - 1700 - Manuscripts

Montreal (Que.) - Maps - 1932 - Road maps


Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil Company -- Lee, Robert E., fl. 1933 -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 folded map

Panel title.

Cover: License plate motif.

Distribution: NL 1, LC 0, DUP 0.

Panel art: Shell logo, license plates, couple in convertible car (woman driving), dog, signed by artist "Robert E. Lee."

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 707 (PrCt)
Montréal (Québec) - Maps - 1606 - Woodcuts
La Terra de Hochelaga nella Nova Francia. [Venetia : Apresso i Giunti, 1606].
Authors: Cartier, Jacques, 1491-1557 -- Ramusio, Giovanni Battista, 1485-1557.
Navigations et viaggi (1554-56), v. 3
1 map : woodcut ; 27.5 X 38.3 cm.
In: Ramusio, Giovanni Battista, Navigations et viaggi (Venetia: Nella stamperia de Giunti, 1554-56), v. 3, fols. 446-47.
Based on information provided by Jacques Cartier.
Hochelaga was an Indian town near the site of present day Montréal.
Includes letterpress references (A-T).
VAULT Ayer 110 .R2 1556, fols. 446-47 (PrCt)

Montréal (Québec) - Maps - 1700-1799 - Facsimiles - Manuscripts
Plan of Montreal [...]. [19-.].
Authors: Public Archives of Canada
1 map
Photostat of 18th-century manuscript; reproduced from original in the Public Archives of Canada.
temp map2F G3454.M8 1700 .V5 (PrCt)

Montréal (Québec) - Maps - 1704
Plan de la Ville de Montreal ...
[19-.].
Authors: Baudouin, Charles -- Public Archives of Canada
1 map
temp map2F G3454.M8 1704 .P5 (PrCt)

Montréal (Québec) - Maps - 1710 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps
Montreal. [ca. 1850].
1 ms. map ; 228 x 362 mm.
Ms. copy made ca. 1850 by Pierre Margry from anonymous original ms. map of ca. 1710 in the Archives nationales (France), no. K 1232.
Map legend A-N identifies prominent buildings, including churches, 2 hospitals, a seminary, a monastery, a prison, and 5 private homes.
Scale not given.
Buildings shown pictorially.
Pen-and-ink.
Forms part of both the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection and the Pierre Margry Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Ayer ms map proj 96
VAULT Ayer MS map 88 (NLO)

Montréal (Québec) - Maps - 1724 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps
Plan de la ville de Montreal en Canada, Nouvelle France dans l'Amerique septentrionale. 1724.
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1685 manuscript in Public Archives of Canada.
temp map2F G3454.M8 1685 .V5 (PrCt)
Plan de la ville de Montreal dans la Nouvelle Montréal (Québec) (NLO)

1081
http://collections.carli.illinois.edu/u?/nby_grlakes, 1991) p. [34]-35, no. 16.

Montréal (Québec) - Maps - 1731 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

Plan de la ville de Montréal dans la Nouvelle France, 1946.


Printed format: 1 map ; 15 x 21 cm.

Digital image available as part of the Newberry Library's Cartes Marines Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- National Map Collection (Ottawa, Canada). Manuscript map held by the Newberry Library (temp map1F G3454.M8 1729 C5 1946; PrCt).

Related manuscripts, dated 1724 and 1731, form part of the Newberry Library's Cartes Marines Manuscript Map Collection, detailing French colonial interests worldwide, ca. 1640-ca. 1756. Reliased photostat of 1729 manuscript in the National Map Collection, Public Archives of Canada.

Date of reproduction from handstamp on verso. Related manuscripts, dated 1724 and 1731, form part of the Newberry Library's Cartes Marines Manuscript Map Collection (Ayer MS map 30, sheet 107) and the British Library's Crown Collection.


Montréal (Québec) - Maps - 1729 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

Plan de la ville de Montréal dans la Nouvelle France, 1731. [19--].


Printed format: 1 map ; 29 x 43 cm.

Reduced photostatic reproduction of unsigned 1731 manuscript by Gaspard-Joseph Chaussegros de Léry.


51650

Montréal (Québec) - Maps - 1729 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

Plan de la ville de Montréal dans la Nouvelle France, 1729.


Printed format: 1 map ; 15 x 21 cm.

Reduced photostat of 1729 manuscript in the National Map Collection, Public Archives of Canada.

Date of reproduction from handstamp on verso. Related manuscripts, dated 1724 and 1731, form part of the Newberry Library's Cartes Marines Manuscript Map Collection (Ayer MS map 30, sheet 107) and the British Library's Crown Collection.


Montréal (Québec) - Maps - 1729 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

Plan de la ville de Montréal dans la Nouvelle France, 1729. [19--].


Printed format: 1 map ; 29 x 43 cm.

Reduced photostatic reproduction of unsigned 1729 manuscript by Gaspard-Joseph Chaussegros de Léry.


51650

Montréal (Québec) - Maps - 1729 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

Plan de la ville de Montréal dans la Nouvelle France, 1729.


Printed format: 1 map ; 15 x 21 cm.

Reduced photostat of 1729 manuscript in the National Map Collection, Public Archives of Canada.

Date of reproduction from handstamp on verso. Related manuscripts, dated 1724 and 1731, form part of the Newberry Library's Cartes Marines Manuscript Map Collection (Ayer MS map 30, sheet 107) and the British Library's Crown Collection.


Montréal (Québec) - Maps - 1729 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

Plan de la ville de Montréal dans la Nouvelle France, 1729. [19--].


Printed format: 1 map ; 29 x 43 cm.

Reduced photostatic reproduction of unsigned 1729 manuscript by Gaspard-Joseph Chaussegros de Léry.


51650

Montréal (Québec) - Maps - 1729 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

Plan de la ville de Montréal dans la Nouvelle France, 1729.


51654 Montréal (Québec) - Maps - 1758 Plan of the town and fortifications of Montreal or Ville Marie in Canada. Ithaca, N.Y. Historic Urban Plans, 1965. Authors: Jefferys, Thomas, -1771 -- Historic Urban Plans (Firm) 1 map ; 33 x 51 cm. Scale ca. 1:3,300. Facsimile of original published London, 1758; ‘number 176 of an edition limited to 500 copies.’ Oriented with north toward the upper right. Relief shown by hachures. Includes references A-E. 73-7369 ICN73 map2F 3454.M8 (PrCt)


51657 Montréal (Québec) - Maps - 1761 Montreal en 1761. 1914. Authors: Labrosse, Paul 1 map 19-- facsimile. Photo facsimile. temp map1F G3454.M8 1761 .L3 1914 .M3 (PrCt)

51658 Montréal (Québec) - Maps - 1770 - Pictorial works A South east view of the city of Montreal. [19--]. Authors: Wright, Thomas, ca. 1740-1812 1 map Reduced photo of original in the Public Archives of Canada; compiled 1770. temp map1F G3454.M8A3 1770 .W7 (PrCt)


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Photostatic reproduction of manuscript drawn by James Peachey, 15th Oct., 1784.
Facsimile Ayer 136 .H91 1909 ser. 2, v., 2, pl. 24 (PrCt)

51660 Montréal (Québec) - Maps - 1784 - Pictorial works - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Authors: Peachey, James, d. 1797 -- British Museum Publications, Ltd. -- Map Library (British Library)
1 map : col. ; 41 x 61 cm.
Scale varies.
Facsimile of 1784 manuscript; reproduced from original in the British Library (K. Top. CXIX.42.b).
map4F G3454.M8A3 1784 .P4 1975 (PrCt)

51661 Montréal (Québec) - Maps - 1843
Authors: Bourne, Adolphus, 1795-1886 -- Mackay, Robert W. Stuart (Robert Walter Stuart), 1809?-1854 -- Lovell and Gibson (Montréal, Québec) -- Chicago Historical Society
1 map ; 23 x 36 cm. on sheet 53 x 41 cm.
Scale ca. [1:11,000].
Includes directories to hotels, banks, public places, and churches.
Oriented with north at upper right.
Probably detached from Mackay, Robert W. Stuart. The Strangers' guide to the city of Montreal (Montreal: Lovell and Gibson, [1843].
Mounted on linen.
On same sheet with: Map of the island of Montreal.
OCLC 49095978; cf. OCLC 41494805
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.
CHS Coll., Map no. 623 (PrCt)

Authors: Stokes, Charles W. -- Simpson, Charles W. (Charles Walter), 1878-1942 -- Musson Book Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
New and rev. ed.
Publisher's col. ill. paper cover signed: Charles W. Simpson.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 43028825
Baskes F1054.5 .M83 S77 1931 (NLO)

51663 Montréal (Québec) - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Montréal Region (Québec) - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"Printed in Canada."
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1470 (PrCt)

51664 Montréal (Québec) - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Montréal Region (Québec) - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1471 (PrCt)

51665 Montréal (Québec) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Montréal Region (Québec) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Street guide and metropolitan map of Montreal : Shell ... [Chicago?] : H. M. Gousha Company, [1936]_
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell street map of Montréal.
Plate no. J-4
Maps on verso (39 x 28 cm and 21 x 28 cm.):
Shell : metropolitan district ... Montréal -- Downtown ... Montréal.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 163.7A (PrCt)

51666 Montréal (Québec) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Montréal (Québec) - Maps - 1936- Road maps
Newberry Company
Maps on verso (39 x 28 cm and 21 x 28 cm.):
Shell : downtown Montréal.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Forms part of the Richard McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 163.7A (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

51669 Montréal (Québec) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Street guide and metropolitan map of Montreal / Shell. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1936?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "travel with confidence ... you can be sure of Shell."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1721 (PrCt)

51670 Montréal (Québec) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Street guide and metropolitan map of Montreal / Shell ... [Chicago?] : H. M. Gousha Company, [1939].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell street map ... of ... Montréal.
Date from RMcN AE 164 ms. index.
Plate no. 12-L 1938-1
Maps on verso (39 x 28 cm and 21 x 28 cm.):
Shell : metropolitan district ... Montréal -- Downtown ... Montréal.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 15 1938 ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 164.61 (PrCt)

51671 Montréal (Québec) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Street guide and metropolitan map of Montreal / Shell ... [Chicago?] : H. M. Gousha Company, [1940].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell street map ... of ... Montréal.
Date from RMcN AE 165 ms. index.
Plate no. M-1-1939-1
Maps on verso (39 x 28 cm and 21 x 28 cm.):
Shell : metropolitan district of ... Montréal -- Downtown ... Montréal.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Aug 10 1939 ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 165.49 (PrCt)

51672 Montréal (Québec) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Street guide and metropolitan map of Montreal / Shell ... [Chicago?] : H. M. Gousha Company, [1940].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
 Added title: Shell street map ... of ... Montréal.
Date from RMcN AE 164 ms. index.
Plate no. 12-L 1938-1
Maps on verso (39 x 28 cm and 21 x 28 cm.):
Shell : metropolitan district ... Montréal -- Downtown ... Montréal.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 15 1938 ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 164.61 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: Montreal.
"Lithographed in U.S.A."
Panel art: Shell logo and slogans "travel with confidence" and "you can be sure of Shell."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3886 (PrCt)

51673 Montréal (Québec) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Montréal (Québec) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Shell street guide and metropolitan map of Montréal. [Chicago?] : H.M. Gousha Company, [1940?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 58 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell street map of Montréal = Shell carte des rues de Montréal.
Oriented with north at right.
Plate no. 12.
Maps on verso (39 x 28 cm. and 21 x 28 cm.): Shell metropolitan district of Montréal = Shell district métropolitain de Montréal -- Downtown Montréal = Quartier des affaires de Montréal.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogans "travel with confidence" and "you can be sure of Shell."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 5118 (PrCt)

51676 Montréal (Québec) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Montréal (Québec) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Shell street guide and metropolitan map of Montréal. [Chicago ; San Jose?] : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell street map of Montréal = Umgebung von Montreal.
Date from RMcN AE 166 ms. index.
Plate nos. "T-6 1946 2."
Maps on verso (39 x 28 cm. and 21 x 28 cm.): Shell metropolitan district of Montréal -- Downtown Montréal.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Handstamped "received ... Apr 29 1947 Rand McNally & Co. Blazed Trails Dept. ... "
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 166.49 (PrCt)

51674 Montréal (Québec) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Montréal (Québec) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Shell street guide and metropolitan map of Montréal. [Chicago?] : H. M. Gousha Company, [1946].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell street map of Montréal = Umgebung von Montreal.
Date from RMcN AE 166 ms. index.
Plate nos. "T-6 1946 2."
Maps on verso (39 x 28 cm. and 21 x 28 cm.): Shell metropolitan district of Montréal -- Downtown Montréal.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Handstamped "received ... Apr 29 1947 Rand McNally & Co. Blazed Trails Dept. ... "
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 166.48 (PrCt)

51677 Montreal (Quebec) - Maps - 1957 - Road maps
Montreal (Quebec) - Maps - 1957 - Road maps
Metropolitan district of Montreal = Umgebung von Montreal. [Chicago, Ill.? ; San Jose, Calif.?] : H.M. Gousha Company, c1957.
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- IBP (Firm) -- Panorama Publishing Co. -- H.M. Gousha Company Connection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 26 cm.
Plate no. 11-EE-377-S.C.
In English and German.
Title cartouche includes "IBP" logo, comprised of world map in 2 hemispheres and a stack of books.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
Manuscript note on verso: "1957 Panorama Publ. Co. map of Montreal metro, 1 side only."
Possibly issued as sales sample and / or printer's proof.
Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Company Collection (Newberry Library).

51678  **Montreal (Québec) - Maps - 1957 - Road maps**
- Proofss (Printing) - 1957
- Specimens
- Dummies (Bookselling) - 1957
- Specimens
- Road maps
  *Street map of Montreal = Strassenkarte von Montréal. [Chicago, Ill.? ; San Jose, Calif.?] : H.M. Gousha Company, c1957.*
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- IBP (Firm) -- Panorama Publishing Co. -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 44 x 85 cm.
In English and German.
Title cartouche includes "IBP" logo, comprised of hemispheres and a stack of books.
Manuscript note on verso: "1957 Panorama Publ. Co. map of Montreal streets, (printed 1 side only)."
Possibly issued as sales sample and / or printer's proof.
Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Company Collection (Newberry Library).

51679  **Montréal (Québec) - Maps - 1967 - Road maps**
- Montréal Region (Québec) - Maps - 1967 - Road maps
- Wall maps
Authors: Texaco, inc. -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 108 x 94 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.
"1967 edition."
Panel title.
Added title: Carte des rues de Montréal et environs = Street map of Montréal and vicinity.
"Lithographed in Canada."
In English and French.
Plate no. 12-00-435-S.
Insets (22 x 25 cm. and 23 x 34 cm.): Montréal métropolitain métropolitan-- Montréal Centre de ...
Panel art: Color illustrations of Canadian culture.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**RMcN Clients 3894 (PrCt)**

51680  **Montréal (Québec) - Maps - 1970 - Road maps**
- Montréal Region (Québec) - Maps - 1967 - Road maps
- Wall maps
- Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Canada -- Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rolph-Clark-Clark Limited -- Rolph-McNally Limited -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 59 x 149 cm., folded to 16 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Montréal et environs = Montréal and vicinity.
"Gulf Oil Canada Limitée Limited"
"Rolph-McNally Limited, Toronto, Canada"
"Compiled, reproduced and lithographed in Canada."
Insets (21 x 28 cm. or smaller): [Northeastern Montréal] -- Montréal : carte des environs ... -- Montréal : centre de la ville ... Includes company logos of Avis, Hertz, Holiday Inn, Richfield, Wayfare, and Skelly.
Panel art: "Studebaker Avanti" car.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
**RMcN Clients 1280 (PrCt)**

51681  **Montréal (Québec) - Maps - 1972 - Road maps**
- Québec (Province) - Maps - 1972 - Road maps
- Ontario - Maps - 1972 - Road maps
1 atlas (16 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Imprint on back cover: Published by Rolph-McNally Limited.
Added title on p. [7]: Plans officiels = Official maps.
"COJO 76" -- back cover.
"All maps except Olympic maps copyright Rolph-Clark-Clark Ltd." -- p. 16.
Cover art: photo of Olympic Stadium model.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
**folio RMcN atlas .V6 1972 (PrCt)**

51682  **Montréal (Québec) - Maps - 1975 - Motel Raphaël (Montréal, Québec) - Access roads - 1975**
  *Map of Montreal = Carte de Montreal / publié et photographié par W. Schermer. Pierrefonds,...*
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v.: 105 maps; 298 x 229 mm. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Montréal (Québec) - Pictorial works - 1760-1769
An East view of Montreal, in Canada. [19--]. Authors: Patten, Thomas -- Public Archives of Canada 1 view Reduced photograph of 176-? manuscript in the Public Archives of Canada. temp map1F G3454.M8A3 176- .P3 (PrCt)

Montréal (Québec) - Pictorial works - 1950-1960

Montréal (Québec) - Pictorial works - 1955-1960

Montréal (Québec) - Pictorial works - 1960-1969
51691 Montréal Railroad Yard (Montréal, Québec) - Pictorial works - 1959
Railroads - Canadian National Railways - Pictorial works - 1959
Road maps
The Montréal Yard is expected to be in operation by 1960. The diesel locomotive shop to serve it is already in use. [Montréal? Canadian National Railways?, 1959?].
Authors: Canadian National Railways
1 view ; 15 x 22 cm.
Caption title.
Aerial photograph.
5A 7267 (1958 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

51692 Montreal Region (Que.) - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (3 panel, R,Y): Diagonal "Shell" on red stripe, logo.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 0, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1144 (PrCt)

51693 Montréal Region (Québec) - Maps - 1744
Carte de l'Île de Montreal et de ses environs. Paris, 1744.
Authors: Bellin, Jacques Nicolas, 1703-1772 -- Heuillard, Guillaume d', d. ca. 1770 -- France.
1 map ; 25 x 32 cm.
Graff 650 v. 1, opp. p. 227 (PrCt)

51694 Montréal Region (Québec) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Street guide and metropolitan map of Montreal / Shell. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1938?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"Printed in Canada."
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "travel with confidence ... you can be sure of Shell."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3239 (PrCt)

51695 Montréal Region (Québec) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Street guide and metropolitan map of Montreal / Shell. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1938?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"Printed in U.S.A."
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "travel with confidence ... you can be sure of Shell."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3240 (PrCt)

51696 Montréal Region (Québec) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Street guide and metropolitan map of Montreal / Shell. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1939?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"Lithographed in Canada."
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "travel with confidence ... you can be sure of Shell."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3554 (PrCt)

51697 Montréal Region (Québec) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Street guide and metropolitan map of Montreal / Shell. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1939?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"Lithographed in U.S.A."
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "travel with
Montreal Region (Quebec) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps

Shell street guide and metropolitan map of Montreal. [Chicago?] : H.M. Gousha Co., [1941?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: Montreal.
"Lithographed in Canada."
Panel art: Shell logo and slogans "travel with confidence" and "you can be sure of Shell."
Forms part of H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4708 (PrCt)

Montreal Region (Quebec) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps

Shell street guide and metropolitan map of Montreal. [Chicago?] : H.M. Gousha Co., [1946?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: Montreal.
"Lithographed in Canada."
Panel art: Shell logo and slogans "travel with confidence" and "you can be sure of Shell."
Forms part of H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4884 (PrCt)

Montreal Region (Quebec) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps

Shell street guide and metropolitan map of Montreal. [Chicago?] : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: Montreal.
"Lithographed in U.S.A."
Panel art: Shell logo and slogans "travel with confidence" and "you can be sure of Shell."
Forms part of H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5282 (PrCt)

Montresor, John, 1736-1799 - Bibliography - Catalogs - United States - History - Revolution, 1775-1783 - Maps - Bibliography - Catalogs

Montresor, John, 1736-1799

Military engineers - America - 1755-1783

Cartography - United States - History - 1755-1783

Research perspectives on John Montresor and the British engineers in America: 1755-1783. [197-?].

Authors: Marshall, Douglas W.

12 leaves; 30 cm.

Photocopy of undated typescript.

Includes list of 51 military engineers noting places and dates of service.

BHC 1695

Vert 1279 (PrCt)

Moon Globes - 1970-1979

Gores (Maps) <- Wall maps

Denoyer-Geppert lunar globe [gores]. Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [197-?].

Authors: Denoyer-Geppert (Firm) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

2 maps; 1 gore each 50 cm. in diameter, on sheet 51 x 51 cm.

Printer's proof.

Includes printed register marks for cutting.

Plate no.: 0801380 (D-G)

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

map4F G3167.M6 197- R3 (PrCt)

Moon Globes - 1970-1979

Gores (Maps) <- Wall maps

Rand McNally 12 inch lunar globe [gores]. Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [197-?].

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

2 maps; 4 gores each 49 cm. in diameter, on sheet 107 x 114 cm.

Printer's proof; 2 copies of 1 pair of gores printed on 1 sheet.

Includes printed register marks for cutting.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

artifacts cage RMcN maproll 8 : 3. 3, no. 1 (PrCt)

Moon - Maps - 1797

The Moon in her mean libration : with the spots according to Riccioli, Cassini & c. / A. Bell prin. wal. sculptor fecit. [Edinburgh: s.n., 1797].

Authors: Bell, Andrew, 1726-1782 -- Riccioli, Giovanni Battista, 1598-1671 -- Cassini, Giovanni Domenico, 1625-1712 -- Encyclopaedia Britannica (1797) -- Encyclopaedia Britannica, inc.

1 map; 13 cm. in diam., on sheet 27 x 21 cm.

'Fig. 19'; bordered by minor illustrations (fig. 20-23); numbered sites keyed to text in accompanying article.

Engraved 'Plate LXIII'

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
In Encyclopaedia britannica; or, A dictionary of arts, sciences, and miscellaneous literature (Edinburgh : A. Bell and C. Macfarquhar, 1797) v. 2, opposite p. 432.

Running title: Astronomy

**folio A 21 .2583 v. 2, opposite p. 432 (PrCt)**

**51712 Moon - Maps - 1969<><>Space Flight to the Moon**


Authors: Moore, Patrick -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas : maps ; 34 cm.


**folio RMcN atlas .M55 1969 (PrCt)**

**51713 Moon - Maps - 1970**

*The Moon, or, Selenology in its various aspects*. Geneva ; Paris ; Stuttgart ; Munich : Nagel Publishers, c1970.

Authors: Nagel travel guide series -- Nagel Publishers -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)


'7 coloured, 96 black and white illustrations, 4 folded maps.'

Maps on lining papers.

Includes bibliographical references and index.

Series: Nagel's encyclopedia-guide

Dust jacket.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.


**51714 Moon - Maps - 1970<><>Space Flight to the Moon**


Authors: Moore, Patrick -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas : maps ; 34 cm.

D. j.


**folio RMcN atlas .M55 1970 (PrCt)**


Authors: Haft, Adele J.

p. 28-64, 77-80 : 11 maps (4 col.) ; 28 cm.

From Cartographic perspectives 46 (Fall 2003).

**Vert 2241 (PrCt)**

**51716 Moosa (Yemen) - Maps - 1840 - Pictorial works<><>Mukha (Yemen) - Maps - 1840 - Pictorial works Moosa. [Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, 1840]. Authors: Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846 -- Lea & Blanchard -- Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (1840) 1 view ; 4 x 6 cm.

In: Murray, Hugh. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, successors to Carey & Co., for George W. Gorton, 1840) v. 2, p. 296.

Wax engraving.

**G 11 .607 v. 2, p. 296 (PrCt)**

**51717 Moose River (Ont.) - Maps - 1774 - Mouth<><>Moose Factory Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1774<><>Moosonee Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1774**

*Plan of Moos River, in Hudsons Bay, North America ... / by S.H. 1774 ; Neele sculpt., 352 Strand. London : Cadell & Davies, Strand, 1795.*


A Journey from Prince of Wales's Fort in Hudson's Bay, to the Northern Ocean. Undertaken ... in the years 1769, 1770, 1771, & 1772 (1795) -- Cadell & Davies -- Strahan, Andrew, d. 1831 -- Cadell, T. (Thomas), 1742-1802 -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 26 x 45 cm., folded to 30 x 25 cm.

Oriented with north at upper right.

In Hearne, Samuel. A Journey from Prince of Wales's Fort in Hudson's Bay, to the Northern Ocean. Undertaken ... in the years 1769, 1770, 1771, & 1772 (1795), 'Plate VII', at end.

Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.

**folio Graff 1840 at end (PrCt)**

**51718 Moquino (N.M.) - Pictorial works - 1848 Moquino. [Washington : C.B. Graham's Lith., 1848].**


1 view ; on sheet 14 x 22 cm.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
View of abandoned site in latter-day Cibola County, New Mexico.
Forms part of U.S. Serial Set 517 in series: 30th Congress, 1st session ; Ex. doc. no. 41 -- Ex. doc. (United States. Congress. House) ; 30th Congress, 1st session, no. 41.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copies: Govt. 517 and Ayer 128.3 U5h 1848
Graff 1249 between p. 468-469 (PrCt)

51719 Moravia (Czech Republic) - Maps - 1889 - Landowners
Landowners<<>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Rollandet, Edward -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 27 x 37.5 in. Scale: 1:253,440.
Originally published 1889.
Microfiche 583, no. 470 (PrCt)

51720 Morandt, Conrad, b. ca. 1510. [Map of Strasbourg, France, 1548][>>>Strasbourg (France) - Maps - 1548 - Pictorial maps - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<<>Pictorial maps - Strasbourg (France) - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<<>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles<<<>Pictorial maps
Authors: Châtelet-Lange, Liliane, 1929-- -- Rapp, Francis -- Morandt, Conrad, b. ca. 1510. [Map of Strasbourg, France, 1548] -- Presses universitaires de Strasbourg -- Germanisches Nationalmuseum Nürnberg -- Morandt, Conrad, ca. 1510-ca. 1562 SEE Morandt, Conrad, b. ca. 1510 -- Morandt, Conrad, ca. 1510-ca. 1562 SEE Morandt, Conrad, b. ca. 1510 -- Camissar, A.
SEE Camissar, A. -- Strasbourg. Archives de la ville SEE Archives de la ville de Strasbourg -- Strasbourg (France). Archives municipales SEE Archives de la ville de Strasbourg 163 p. : ill., plans ; 25 cm. + 1 col. map (65 x 78 cm. ; fold. to 20 x 22 cm.)
Includes facsimile of Morandt's 1548 manuscript map of Strasbourg; reproduced from original in the Germanisches Nationalmuseum, Nuremberg.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [159]-163).
Digital image of variant facsimile, engraved in 1900 by A. Camissar, available on Strasbourg's Service Information Géographique website (accessed March 2011):
http://www.sig-strasbourg.net/cartotheca/conrad_morant_impression.pdf
ISBN 2868201490
DC801.S77 C52 2001 (NLO)

51722 Moravia (Czech Republic) - Maps - 1593<<<>Czech Republic - Maps - 1593
Maravaniae sev Moraviae marchionatvs singulari side ac diligentia chorographiche delineatus. [Antwerp : s.n., 1593].
Authors: Jode, Gerard de, 1509-1591 -- Wierix, Antonie, -1604 -- Jode, Gerard de, 1509-1591.
Specvlvm orbis terrarvm (1593)
1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 45 cm.
Oriented with north at left.
Latin letterpress text on verso (fol. 12, sig. Nn):
Moravia sev Moravania ... Engraving attributed to Antonie Wierix.
In: Jode, Gerard de. Specvlvm orbis terrarvm
51724 Moravia (Czech Republic) - Maps - 1606
Moraviae qvae olim Marcomannorvm sedes, corographia / a D. Pavlo Fabritio medico et mathematico descripta; et a generosis Moraviae baronibvs qvi.bsvdam correcta. [London : John Norton, 1606].
1 map : hand col. ; 33 x 44 cm.
In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatrum orbis terrarum ... (London : J. Norton, 1606), [plate 62].
Printed no. 62 and English letterpress text on verso beginning: Moravia. Moravia is thus described by Ioannes Dubrauius ... . Digital image of a duplicate or variant edition available on Marcel P.R. van den Broecke's Cartographica Neerlandica website (accessed July 2012):
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1606, [plate 62] (Pr Ct)

51725 Moravia (Czech Republic) - Maps - 1630<<>>Polna (Jihomoravsky kraj, Czech Republic) - Pictorial works - 1630<<>>Olmouc (Czech Republic) - Pictorial works - 1630<<>>Brno (Czech Republic) - Pictorial works - 1630<<>>Znojmo (Czech Republic) - Pictorial works - 1630<<>>Olmuts (Czech Republic)
Authors: Comenius, Johann Amos, 1592-1670 -- Visscher, Claes Jansz., 1586 or 7-1652 -- Welenio, Do. Lad. -- Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 52 cm.
Dedication: Illustrisco. Do. Lad. Welenio de Zerotin ...
Inset views (5 x 15 cm. and smaller) in upper border: Polna -- Olmutvs -- Brin -- Znaim.
Forms part of the Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Remnants of binding stub on verso.
Hollstein, F. W. H. Dutch and Flemish etchings, engravings, and woodcuts, ca. 1450-1700 (1949-), no. (262).
Cf. Koeman, C. Atlantes Neerlandici (1949-1985), v. 3, p. 177, no. 50 and p. 183, no. 50*.
Visscher 70 A (Pr Ct)

51726 Moravia (Czech Republic) - Maps - 1664<<>>Polna (Jihomoravsky kraj, Czech Republic) - Pictorial works - 1664<<>>Olmouc (Czech Republic) - Pictorial works - 1664<<>>Brno (Czech Republic) - Pictorial works - 1664<<>>Znojmo (Czech Republic) - Pictorial works - 1664 Moraviae nova et post omnes priores accuratis sima delineatio. [Amsterdam] : Nicolao Iohannide Piscatore, 1664.
Authors: Comenius, Johann Amos, 1592-1670 -- Visscher, Claes Jansz., 1586 or 7-1652 -- Welenio, Do. Lad. -- Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 36 x 52 cm.
Dedication: Illustrisco. Do. Lad. Welenio de Zerotin ...
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

Cf. Koeman, C. Atlantes Neerlandici (1967-1985), v. 3, p. 166, Vis 12, no. 29, p. 170, Vis 18, no. 64, p. 177, no. 50, and p. 183, no. 50*.


Visscher 73 (PrCt)

51729 Moravia (Czech Republic) - Maps - 1700 Tabula generalis marchionatus Moraviae. Nuremberg, [ca. 1700]. Authors: Müller, J. C. (Johann Christoph), 1673-1721 -- Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:43 1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 56 cm. Copy 1 of 2.


Phillips 4257 v.2, no. 95. 2288

Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:43 (PrCt)


Phillips 4257 v. 2, no. 96-97. 2290

Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:47-48 (PrCt)

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Added title: Circuli Preroviensis pars Australis.
Phillips 4257 v. 2 no. 98-99.

2292
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:50-51 (PrCt)

51732 Moravia (Czech Republic) - Maps - 1700
*Tabula generalis marchionatus Moraviae.* Nuremberg, [ca. 1700].
Authors: Müller, J. C. (Johann Christoph), 1673-1721 -- Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:H25

1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 56 cm.
Copy 2 of 2.

Copy 1: Sack *map8C oG5700 1740 .S2 no. II:43. Phillips 4257 v.2, no. 95.

3204
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Sack map4F G6513.M6 1700 M8 copy 2 (PrCt)

51733 Moravia (Czech Republic) - Maps - 1720
Brno (Czech Republic) - Maps - 1720 - Pictorial works
Olomouc (Czech Republic) - Maps - 1720 - Pictorial works
Polna (Jihomoravsky kraj, Czech Republic) - Pictorial works - 1720

Moraviae nova et post omnes priores accuratissima delineatio. Amsterdam, [ca. 1720].
Authors: Comenius, Johann Amos, 1592-1670 -- Visscher, Nicolaes, 1618-1679 -- Schenk, Peter, 1660-1718 or 9 -- Goos, Abraham -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:H26

1 map ; 36 x 51 cm.
Includes inset views of Brno, Olomouc, Polná, and Znojmo.
Copy 2 of 2.

Copy 1: Sack *map8C oG5700 1740 .S2 no. II:42.

3205
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Sack map4F G6513.M6 1720 C6 copy 2 (PrCt)

51735 Moravia (Czech Republic) - Maps - 1740
Brno (Czech Republic) - Pictorial works - 1740
Moravia marchionatus in sex circulos divisus ... [Augsburg] : Matth. Seutter, [ca. 1740?].
Authors: Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756 -- Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756. [A Collection of Seutter maps] [1726-1773]

1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 56 cm.
Inset view (5 x 14 cm.): Brinn.
Forms part of a made-to-order composite atlas chiefly comprised of undated maps issued ca. 1734-ca. 1744.

Case oversize G 1007 .81 pl. [68] (PrCt)

51736 Moravia (Czech Republic) - Maps - 1742
Tabula generalis marchionatus Moraviae in sex circulos divisae ... Nuremberg : Homann Erben, [ca. 1745].
Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Homann Erben (Firm) -- Müller, J. C. (Johann Christoph), 1673-1721 -- Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724. Atlas novus terrarum orbis [ca. 1745] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 56 cm.
In: Homann, Johann Baptist. Atlas novus terrarum orbis (Nuremberg : [Homann Erben, ca. 1745]), [plate 127].

Manuscript ‘129’ and ‘131’ on verso.

oversize Ayer 135 .H7 1730, [plate 127] (PrCt)

51737 Moravia (Czech Republic) - Maps - 1742
Brno (Czech Republic) - Maps - 1742 - Fortification
Olomouc (Czech Republic) - Maps - 1742 - Fortification
Jihlava (Czech Republic) -

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Maps - 1742 - Fortification

Unicov (Czech Republic) - Maps - 1742 - Fortification

Carte particuliére de la Moravie. Paris : Le Rouge, 1742 [i.e. 1748?].
Authors: Le Rouge, Georges-Louis -- Müller, J. C. (Johann Christoph), 1673-1721 -- Le Rouge, Georges-Louis. Recueil contenant des cartes nouvelles ... (1742 [i.e. 1748?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 63 cm.
Includes 4 lettered city fortification plans (9 x 11 cm. and smaller): Brunn. D -- Olmutz. A -- Iglaw. B -- Neustatt. C.
In: Le Rouge, Georges-Louis. Recueil contenant des cartes nouvelles ... (Paris : chez le Sr. Le Rouge, 1742 [i.e. 1748?]).
Manuscript '90' on verso.
oversize Ayer 135 .L6 1742 pl. 90 (PrCt)

51738

Moravia (Czech Republic) - Maps - 1796

La Moravia divisa ne’ suoi circoli e delineata sulle ultime osservazioni. Rome : Calcografia camerale, 1797.
Authors: Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824 -- Calcografia camerale (Rome, Italy) -- Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824. Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (1792-1801) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 43 cm.
In: Cassini, Giovanni Maria. Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (Rome : Presso la Calcogr. camerale, 1792-1801) v. 2 pl. 35.
Map dated 1796.
oversize Ayer 135 .C33 1792 v. 2 pl. 35 (PrCt)

51739

Moravia (Czech Republic) - Maps - 1802

Karte des Markgrafthum Mähren ... 1802 [i.e. 1816?].
[General atlas of modern geography ... ] [1775-1816] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 55 x 76 cm.
In: Faden, William [and others]. [General atlas of modern geography : a collection of large scale maps and charts of all parts of the world] ((London, etc. : W. Faden, etc., 1775-1816)) v. 1, pl. [43].
Imprint on map: Tranquillo Mollo und Comp. ...
Vienna ...1802.
Versos handstamped '29.'
oversize Ayer 135 .G32 1775 v. 1, pl. 43 (PrCt)

51740


Authors: Moravian Church -- Reichel, Levin Theodore, 1812-1878 -- Kraatz, Leopold -- Missions Verwaltung -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (44 p., 15 leaves of plates (some folded)) : 15 col. maps (some folded) ; 27 x 36 cm.
"In Commission, Gnadau, bei der Unität-Buchhandlung. Berlin, Bei der T. Trautwein'schen Buchhandlung (M. Bahn)." Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 3338
Baskes folio G1046.E424 M6 1860 (NLO)

51741

Moray Firth (Scotland) - Maps - 1689 - Coasts - Nautical charts - Inverness Region (Scotland) - Maps - 1689 - Coasts - Nautical charts - Inverness Region (Scotland) - 1689 - Coasts - Inverness Region (Scotland) - Moray Firth (Scotland) - Moray Firth (Scotland) - Moray Firth (Scotland) - Moray Firth (Scotland) - Moray Firth (Scotland) - Moray Firth (Scotland) - Moray Firth (Scotland)

[Firth of Murray (Scotland) SEE Moray Firth (Scotland)]

1689 - Coasts - Nautical charts - Inverness Region (Scotland) - Moray Firth (Scotland)
[In Commission, Gnadau, bei der Unität-Buchhandlung. Berlin, Bei der T. Trautwein'schen Buchhandlung (M. Bahn)." Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 3338
Baskes folio G1046.E424 M6 1860 (NLO)
verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.


Baskes oversize G1811.P5 C6 1693, part 2, [plate 40] (PrCt)

51742 Moray Firth (Scotland) - Maps - 1689 - Coasts - Nautical charts - Inverness Region (Scotland) - Maps - 1689 - Coasts - Nautical charts - Moray Firth (Scotland) - 1689 - Coasts - Nautical charts - Inverness Region (Scotland) - 1689 - Coasts

[\textit{Nautical chart of the Firth of Moray, Scotland}] / H. Moll sculp. [London : s.n.], 1689.

Authors: Collins, Greenville, fl. 1669-1698 -- Moll, Herman, -1732 -- Cromarty, George Mackenzie, Earl of, 1630-1714 -- Collins, Greenville, fl. 1669-1698. Great Britain's coasting-pilot ... (1749) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 43 x 56 cm.

Title supplied by cataloger.

Includes dedication to "Lord Viscount Torbat ... by Capt. G. Collins ... ."

Oriented with north to right.


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.


Baskes oversize G1811.P5 C6 1693, part 2, [plate 40] (PrCt)

51745 Morden, Robert, d. 1703. A New Map of England Scotland and Ireland (1674)

Two lost wall maps of Robert Morden. 1985.

Authors: Shirley, Rodney W. -- International Map Collectors' Society

In IMCoS Map Fair & Exhibition 1985 pp.35-41: maps.

BHC 1260

Vert 842, no. 1 (PrCt)


LC G&M Division land ownership maps 1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.

Size of original: 30 x 40 in. Scale 1:75,000.


Microfiche 583, no. 256 (PrCt)


Authors: Washburn, A. E. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division.

LC G&M Division land ownership maps 1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.

Size of original: 29.5 x 33 in. Scale 1:75,000.

Photocopy of map originally published 1896.

Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing

Nautical charts - Nautical charts - Morbihan, Gulf of (France) - Maps - 1793

Chart of the Morbihan, or Gulf of Vannes; with the entrance of the River d'Auray. London : W. Faden, 1793.

Authors: Faden, William, 1749-1836 -- Faden, William, 1749-1836. Le Petit Neptune francais -- or, French coasting pilot for the coast of Flanders Channel Bay of Biscay and Mediterranean 1793 1 map ; 19 x 25 cm.

In: Faden, William. Le Petit Neptune francais; or, French coasting pilot, for the coast of Flanders, Channel, Bay of Biscay, and Mediterranean ... (London : W. Faden, 1793). 'Plate XVII.'

map4C 123 pl. 17 (PrCt)

51744 Morbihan, Gulf of (France) - Maps - 1793 - Nautical charts - Nautical charts - Morbihan, Gulf of (France) - Maps - 1793

Morbihan, Gulf of (France)
19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress, Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps

Microfiče 583, no. 259 (PrCt)

51748 Morgan County (III.) - Historic buildings - 2009 Underground railroad - Illinois - Morgan County - Description and travel - 2009
Underground railroad : your guide to the history and sites of the underground railroad in Jacksonville, Illinois and Morgan County.
Jacksonville, Ill. Jacksonville Area Convention & Visitors Bureau, [2009].
Authors: Jacksonville Area Convention & Visitors Bureau
1 flyer (4-fold) : col. photos, maps ; 23 x 11 cm.


51749 Morgan County (III.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps
Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960- -- Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)
282 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
1st ed.
'Deluxe edition.'
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).

3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.'
Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).
Includes indexes.

Series: Family maps
ISBN 1420308831 ; 9781420308839
Local History Ref F574.M8 B69 2008 (NLO)


Scale [1:31,680].
Township maps of scale 2 in. to 1 mile.
Sectional map of Illinois by D.W. Ensign, lithographed by N. Friend; map of Jacksonville drawn by W.P. Campbell.
Includes index, subscribers' list, business notices, and two texts: History of Morgan County, Illinois -- Old settlers of Morgan County, Illinois.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G4103.M8G46 1872 .A5 (NLO)

Authors: Andreas, Lyter & Co. -- D.W. Ensign & Co. -- Friend, Norman M., b. ca. 1815 -- Campbell, W. P., fl. 1872? -- Unigraphic (Evansville, Ind.) -- Jacksonville Area Genealogical and Historical Society (Ill.)
1 atlas (127, 32 p. : ill., maps) ; 36 cm.

Sectional map of Illinois by D.W. Ensign, lithographed by N. Friend; map of Jacksonville drawn by W.P. Campbell.
Index prepared by the Jacksonville Area Genealogical and Historical Society.

folio G1408.M8 A5 1975 [1 of 2] (NLO)

51752 Morgan County (III.) - Maps - 1894 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps
Authors: American Atlas Company (1894-1901) -- Balliet & Volk (Firm) -- Bourquin, F. (Frederick), b. 1808 -- Unigraphic (Evansville, Ind.) -- Jacksonville Area Genealogical and Historical Society (Ill.)
1 atlas (87, 18 p. : maps) ; 36 cm.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
51753 Morgan County (III.) - Maps - 1894 - Landowners<<Counts - Maps<<Landowners - Maps
Authors: American Atlas Company (1894-1901) -- Balliet & Volk (Firm) -- Bourquin, F. (Frederick), b. 1808
1 atlas (87 p., plates, maps (part double, part fold.)) ; 46 x 40 cm.
Engraved by Balliet and Volk; printed by F. Bourquin.

51754 Morgan County (III.) - Maps - 1958 - Landowners<<Counts - Maps<<Landowners - Maps
Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Morgan County Rural Youth (Ill.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (36 p.) ; 19 maps ; 22 x 28 cm.
Cover title.
"Sponsored by Morgan County Rural Youth."
Scale [1:50,688], 1 1/4 in. = 1 mile.
Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G4103.M8G46 1958 .R58 (NLO)

51755 Morgan County (III.) - Maps - 1964 - Landowners<<Counts - Maps<<Landowners - Maps
Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Morgan County 4-H Federation (Ill.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (41 p.) ; 23 maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
'Sponsored by Morgan County 4-H Federation.'
Scale of township maps [1:50,688] 1 1/4 in. to 1 mile.
Folded map attached to inside back cover.
Includes business directory and index to owners.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G4103.M8G46 1964 .R58 (NLO)

51756 Morgan County (III.) - Maps - 1973 -

Landowners<<Counts - Maps<<Landowners - Maps
Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Morgan County 4-H Clubs (Ill.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (50 p.) ; 23 maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
'Sponsored by Morgan County 4-H Clubs.'
Includes directory.
Scale [ca. 50,688] 1 1/4 in. equals 1 mile.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Microfiche 583, no. 160 (PrCt)

51759 Morgan County (Ky.) - Maps - 1880 - Landowners<->Counties - Maps<->Landowners - Maps
Authors: Kentucky Geological Survey -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 22 x 36.5 in. Scale: 1:105,000.
Originally published 1880.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Microfiche 583, no. 240 (PrCt)

51760 Morgan County (Ky.) - Maps - Bibliography
A Bibliography of Morgan County, Kentucky; citations of printed and manuscript sources touching upon its history, cartography, geology, paleontology and mineral resources (1822-1963). Frankfort, Ky. Roberts Printing Co., 1968.
Authors: Jillson, Willard Rouse, 1890-1975
31 p. ; 23 cm.
'First Printing.'
Includes printed and manuscript sources for the period 1822-1963.
4A 4825 (NLO)

51761 Morgan County (Mo.) - Maps - 1880 - Landowners<->Counties - Maps<->Landowners - Maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 2 parts, 26.5 x 18.5 in each.
Scale: 1:84,480. Originally published 1880.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Microfiche 583, no. 403 (PrCt)

51762 Morgan County (Ohio) - Maps - 1854 - Landowners<->Counties - Maps<->Landowners - Maps
Authors: Johnson, Wm. P. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 26.5 x 35.5 in. Scale: 1:63,360.
Originally published 1854.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Microfiche 583, no. 659 (PrCt)

51763 Morgan County (Ohio) - Maps - 1875 - Landowners<->Counties - Maps<->Landowners - Maps
Atlas of Morgan Co., Ohio / from actual surveys by and under the directions of D. J. Lake. [S.I. Morgan County Historical Society, 1976?].
Authors: Lake, D. J. -- Titus, Simmons & Titus (Philadelphia, Pa.) -- Morgan County Historical Society (Ohio)
1 atlas (57 p. : ill., maps, ports.) ; 42 cm.
Reprint of the 1875 ed. published by Titus, Simmons & Titus, Philadelphia.
Scale of township maps 1:36,680; 2 inches to the mile.
oversize G1398.M7 L3 1976 (NLO)

51764 Morgan County (Ohio) - Maps - 1902 - Landowners<->Counties - Maps<->Landowners - Maps
Authors: Murray, Paul R.
1 atlas (113 p. : ill., col. maps, ports.) ; 44 cm.
Includes views and illustrations, portraits, and a history.
Versos of maps are blank.
oversize G1398.M7 M87 1902 (NLO)

Authors: Wiltonski, Peter P.
1p. 28cm.
From National Review, April 11, 1975: 408, 409..
[Book Review]
Vert 2120 (PrCt)


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Mormon Pioneer National Historic Trail - Maps - 1965
Mormons - United States - Historical geography - Maps - 1976
United States - Historical geography - Maps - 1976
The Travelers' guide to historic Mormon America / by R. Don Oscarson ; with Stanley B. Kimball ... and Leslie F. Medley. Salt Lake City : Bookcraft, c1965 (1976 printing).
Authors: Oscarson, R. Don -- Kimball, Stanley Buchholz -- Medley, Leslie F. -- Bookcraft -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
83 p. : ill., 37 col. maps, ports ; 24 cm.
[9th ed.?]
Bibliography: p. 83.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskets BX8611 .O83 1965 (NLO)

Mormon Pioneer National Historic Trail - Maps - 1995
Mormons - United States - Historical geography - Maps - 1995
United States - Historical geography - Maps - 1995
1 map : col. ; 21 x 114 cm., folded to 21 x 10 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:1,650,000].
Includes historic notes.
Text and colored illustrations on verso.
References: Cf. OCLC 40724310
LCCN: 99-440662
map4C G3702.M6 1995 .U5 (PrCt)

Mormon Pioneer National Historic Trail - Maps - 1899
Wall maps - Pictorial maps
Route of the Mormon pioneers from Nauvoo to Great Salt Lake. Salt Lake City, Utah : =Millroy & Hayes, c1899.
Authors: Millroy & Hayes (Salt Lake City, Utah) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 28 x 100 cm.
Cover title: Pictorial map showing the route traveled by the Mormon pioneers from Nauvoo, Illinois to the Great Salt Lake, Utah.
Shows daily progress along the route between February 1846-July 1847; includes vignettes of a wagon train and other western scenes.
Not drawn to scale.
Issued folded to 18 x 11 cm.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Digital reproduction of another copy available on Library of Congress website (accessed March 2009):
http://memory.loc.gov/cgi-bin/query/h?ammem/gmd:@field(NUMBER+@band(g4051s+ct001119)

LC Card Number: gm 69002272
VAULT drawer Graff 3585 (NLO)

Morne Fortune (Saint Lucia) - Maps - 1779
Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Saint Lucia - Maps - 1779
Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Plan du Morne Fortuné en l'Isle Ste. Lucie. [19--].
Authors: Nicolas, 18th cent. -- Bibliothèque nationale (France). Portef. 106-80 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1779 manuscript.
Shows French military camp.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France BN Portef. 106-80 (PrCt)

Moro, Anton Lazzaro, 1687-1764. De'Crostecei E Altri Marinii Corp, Che Se Trouvano Sue Monti
[Description of A. L. Moro's De' Crostecei et altri marini corp from unidentified dealer's catalog]. [197-?].
2 p. ; 28 cm. : illus.
BHC 1855
Vert 1423 (PrCt)

Mormons - West (U.S.) - History - 1846-1847 - Pictorial maps - West (U.S.) - History - Mormons - 1846-1847 - Pictorial maps - West (U.S.) - Maps - 1899 - Pictorial maps - Pictorial maps - Mormons - West (U.S.) - History - 1846-1847 - Pictorial maps - West (U.S.) - History - Mormons - 1846-1847 - Pictorial maps - West (U.S.) -

Mormon Pioneer National Historic Trail - Maps - 1976
Mormons - United States - Historical geography - Maps - 1976
United States - Historical geography - Maps - 1976
The Travelers' guide to historic Mormon America / by R. Don Oscarson ; with Stanley B. Kimball ... and Leslie F. Medley. Salt Lake City : Bookcraft, c1965 (1976 printing).
Authors: Oscarson, R. Don -- Kimball, Stanley Buchholz -- Medley, Leslie F. -- Bookcraft -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
83 p. : ill., 37 col. maps, ports ; 24 cm.
[9th ed.?]
Bibliography: p. 83.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskets BX8611 .O83 1965 (NLO)

Mormon Pioneer National Historic Trail - Maps - 1899
Wall maps - Pictorial maps
Route of the Mormon pioneers from Nauvoo to Great Salt Lake. Salt Lake City, Utah : =Millroy & Hayes, c1899.
Authors: Millroy & Hayes (Salt Lake City, Utah) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 28 x 100 cm.
Cover title: Pictorial map showing the route traveled by the Mormon pioneers from Nauvoo, Illinois to the Great Salt Lake, Utah.
Shows daily progress along the route between February 1846-July 1847; includes vignettes of a wagon train and other western scenes.
Not drawn to scale.
Issued folded to 18 x 11 cm.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Digital reproduction of another copy available on Library of Congress website (accessed March 2009):
http://memory.loc.gov/cgi-bin/query/h?ammem/gmd:@field(NUMBER+@band(g4051s+ct001119)

LC Card Number: gm 69002272
VAULT drawer Graff 3585 (NLO)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Aphricae tablia I. [Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1540].
Authors: Ptolemy, active 2nd century -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Ptolemy, active 2nd century.
Geographia (1540) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. woodcut ; 25 x 32 cm., mounted on backing sheet 31 x 38 cm.
Letterpress title above woodcut map with letterpress place names.
Letterpress no. 13 and text on verso: Aphricae tabvla prima, continet ambas Mauritanias ... .
Forms part of an incomplete copy of Sebastian Münster's 1540 edition of Ptolemy's Geography (lacking intervening pages of text between maps).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Karrow, Mapmakers of the 16th cent., p. 422; Shirley, T.Ptol.
VAULT Baskes folio G1005 1540, [plate 13] (PrCt)

51774 Morocco - Maps - 1625
Authors: Purchas, Samuel, 1577?-1626 -- Hondius, Jodocus, 1563-1612 -- Purchas, Samuel, 1577?-1626. Purchas his pilgrimes (1625) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : copper engraving ; 14.0 x 17.5 cm. on sheet 32 x 21 cm.
Letterpress title "The Map of the Kingdome of Fez", meant to appear above the map, has actually been printed in the top graticule.
VAULT Ayer 110 .P9 1625, v. 2, p. 781 (PrCt)

51775 Morocco - Maps - 1625<>Fessae Regnum
SEE Morocco<>Fez, Kingd of SEE Morocco
Authors: Purchas, Samuel, 1577?-1626 -- Hondius, Jodocus, 1563-1612 -- Purchas, Samuel, 1577?-1626. Purchas his pilgrimes (1625) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : copper engraving ; 14.0 x 17.5 cm. on sheet 32 x 21 cm.
Letterpress title "The Map of the Kingdome of Fez", meant to appear above the map, has actually been printed in the top graticule.
VAULT Ayer 110 .P9 1625, v. 2, p. 781 (PrCt)

VAULT Baskes folio G1005 1540, [plate 13] (PrCt)
Morocco - Maps - 1701 - Coasts - Nautical charts
A Chart of ye coast of Barbary from Cape Geer to Cape Bajadore: A Chart of ye coast of Barbary from Cape Bajadore to the Gulf of St. Anne.
[Amsterdam : Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, 1773] pl. [3].
2 maps ; 34 x 53 cm. and 32 x 53 cm., on sheet 46 x 57 cm.
Oriented with north at left.
Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger): English Pilot. Part 5 (1701)
Map Ref oversize G1025.T37 ser. 6, v. 4, pl. [3] (PrCt)

Morocco - Maps - 1703
The Kingdom of Fez divided into 7 provences.
[London : s.n., 1703].
Authors: Seller, John, fl. 1658-1698 -- Seller, John, fl. 1658-1698. A New system of geography : designed in a most plain and easie method ...
(1703)
1 map ; 11 x 14 cm.
Anonymous map in Seller, John. A New system of geography : designed in a most plain and easie method ... (London : Jeremiah Seller ; Charles Price ; John Senex, 1703) map [42].
Manuscript ‘g[?]?’ in lower right.
Case 3A 1704 map [42] (PrCt)

Morocco - Maps - 1745
Statuum Maroccanorum, regnorum nempe fessani, maroccani, tafletiani et segelomessani ...
Nuremberg : Homann Erben, [ca. 1745].
Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Homann Erben (Firm) -- Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724, Atlas novus terrarum orbis [ca. 1745] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; hand col. ; 35 x 54 cm.
In: Homann, Johann Baptist. Atlas novus terrarum orbis (Nuremberg : [Homann Erben, ca. 1745]), [plate 181].
2 insets (11 x 17 cm. each): Der Stadt Marocco groester Theil samt dessen Koeniglichen Hof -- Prospect der Königlichen Residens Stadt
Mequinetz.
Manuscript 'No. 187' and '185' on verso.
oversize Ayer 135.H7 1730, [plate 181] (PrCt)

Morocco - Maps - 1924
Authors: Heywood, C. -- Ricard, Prosper, 1874-1952 -- Hermann, L., active 1906-1939 -- Illustrated guides (Paris, France) -- Guides illustrés (Paris, France) -- Hachette (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 256 p. : ill., 28 maps (some folded, some col.) ; 16 cm.
Maps by L. Hermann.
Map on endpaper; folded col. map in pocket.
Includes index.
Series: The Illustrated guides -- Illustrated guide books -- Illustrated guides (Paris, France)
Bookseller’s label: Librairie Hachette, Paris, 40f.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copy: DT304.R5 1924
Baskes G153.I45 Morocco (1924) (NLO)

Morocco - Maps - 1925
Authors: Ricard, Prosper, 1874-1952 -- Monmarché, Marcel, 1872-1945 -- Hermann, L., active 1906-1939 -- Dufrénoy (Firm) -- Guides bleus -- Hachette (Firm) -- Nye, Phila -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Imprimerie Dufrénoy SEE Dufrénoy (Firm) -- Imp. Dufrénoy SEE Dufrénoy (Firm)
xviii, 431 p., [16] leaves of plates (chiefly folded) : ill., 54 maps (some col.), port ; 17 cm.
3e éd.
Series: Les guides bleus / publiés sous la direction de Marcel Monmarché -- Guides bleus. "30 cartes et 24 plans."
Maps by L. Hermann and Imp. Dufrénoy.
Folded colored map in pocket.
Colored maps on lining papers.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 34-38) and index.
Owner’s inscription: Phila Nye, Feb. 1925,
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153.G84 Maroc (1925) (NLO)

Morocco - Maps - 1929
A Wayfarer in Morocco / by Alys Lowth ; with 28 illustrations and an endpaper map. London : Methuen, 1929.
Authors: Lowth, Alys -- Methuen & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Map on front lining-paper.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes DT310 .L6 1929 (NLO)

51784 Morocco - Maps - 1930
Authors: Ricard, Prosper, 1874-1952 -- Hermann, L., active 1906-1939 -- Guides bleus -- Hachette (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
xv, 454 p. : 56 maps (some folded, some col.), port. ; 16 cm.
4e éd / 30 cartes et 26 plans.
Maps by L. Hermann.
Map on endpaper; folded map in pocket.
Series: Guides bleus
Includes: Includes bibliographical references (p.32-37) and index.
Bookseller's label: Hachette, 50.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 45029839
Baskes G153 .G84 Maroc (1930) (NLO)

51785 Morocco - Maps - 1947 - Pictorial maps
Authors: Carriat-Rolant, Gabriel -- A.F.R.I.P. -- General Drafting Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 59 x 90 cm.
Pictorial map.
'Il à èté tiré de cette carte une édition grand luxe numérotée de 1 à 1000 dont 200 hors commerce constituant l'édition originale et une édition luxe numérotée a parli du numéro 1001.-.'
'No. 3926.'
Pencilled note in lower left margin: Rec'd with letter 4/17/50 from Esso Stand. Maroc S.A.
map6F G8231 .A5 1947 C3 (PrCt)

51786 Morocco - Maps - 1953
xxxii, 213 p., 32 p. of plates : 36 maps (some col.) ; 17 cm.
'20 plans in black, 7 plans in colour an [sic] 18 pages of maps.'
Maps on lining papers.
Includes index.
Series: Nagel travel guide series
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 53012829
Baskes G153 .N34 Morocco (1953) (NLO)

51787 Morocco - Maps - 1962
Authors: Schroeder Reiseführer -- Feiland, R. -- Kurt Schroeder Verlag -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 1 map
1st ed.
LaenderAfrika#12
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

51788 Morocco - Maps - 1964
Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag -- Karl Thiemig AG -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
173 p. : 3 maps (some col., some folded) ; 17 cm.
Map inside front cover.
Folded map in pocket.
Includes index.
Series: Grieben Reiseführer ; Bd. 273
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 273 (1964) (NLO)

51789 Morocco - Maps - 1966
Authors: Boulanger, Robert, 1926- -- Hachette world guides -- Hardman, J. S. -- Hachette (Firm) -- Imprimerie Michard -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Uniform title: Maroc. English
Maps printed by Imprimerie Michard.
Map on front endpapers.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [71]-72) and index.
Series: Hachette world guides.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 67075467

51790 Morocco - Maps - 1972

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1620 Casablanca (Morocco) - Pictorial works - 1620 Azemmour (Morocco) - Pictorial works - 1620 Daman and Diu (India) - Pictorial works - 1620 Velha Goa (India) - Pictorial works - 1620 Diu (India) SEE Daman and Diu (India) SEE Velha Goa (India) [Views of Anfa and Azemmour in Morocco and Goa and Diu in India]. [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620]. Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Lyskirchen, Constantin von, 16th cent. -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 4 views : hand col. ; 13 x 47 cm. and smaller on sheet 41 x 54 cm. Contents: Anfa, qvibvsdam Anaffa -- Azaamvrum -- Diu -- Goa fortissima Indiae vrbs .... Views based on originals provided by Constantin von Lyskirchen; for more information see R.A. Skelton's Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum. Latin letterpress text on verso under titles: Anfa -- Azaamvrum -- Div -- Goa. In: Braun, Georg and Franz Hogenberg. Civitates orbis terrarum [Cologne: Pieter von Brachel?, ca. 1620] v. 1, plate 57 VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 1, pl. 57 (PrCt)

51799 Morocco - Pictorial works - 1620 - Cities and towns Cities and towns - Morocco - Pictorial works - 1620 Tangier (Morocco) - Pictorial works - 1620 Safi (Morocco) - Pictorial works - 1620 Ceuta (Spain) - Pictorial works - 1620 Asilah (Morocco) - Pictorial works - 1620 Salé (Morocco) - Pictorial works - 1620 [Views of Tangier, Ceuta, Asilah, Safi and Salé in Morocco]. [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620]. Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Lyskirchen, Constantin von, 16th cent. -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 5 views : hand col. ; 17 x 23 cm. and smaller on sheet 41 x 54 cm. Contents: Tingis, Lvstianis, Tangiara -- Tzaffin -- Septa -- Arzilla, maxima quodam Africe vrbs ... -- Sala . Views based on originals provided by Constantin von Lyskirchen; for more information see R.A. Skelton’s Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum. Latin letterpress text on verso under titles: Tingis -- Septa -- Tzaffin -- Arzilla -- Sala. In: Braun, Georg and Franz Hogenberg. Civitates orbis terrarum [Cologne: Pieter von Brachel?, ca. 1620] v. 1, plate 56 VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 1, pl. 56 (PrCt)


51810 Morrison County (Minn.) - Maps - 1978 -
Landowners<<<<<<<<<<Counties -
Maps<<<<<<<<Landowners - Maps
Morrison County, Minnesota, land atlas & plat
Rockford Map Publishers ; distributed by
Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Morrison
County 4-H Federation (Minn.) -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (64 p.) : 35 maps ; 28 cm.
'Rev. 1978.'
Scale ca. 1:50,688. 1 1/4 in. to 1 mile.
LC Card Number: 81675163

51811 Morristown (N.J.) - Maps - 1868 -
Landowners<<<<<<<<<<Counties -
Maps<<<<<<<<Landowners - Maps
Plan of Morristown, Morris Co., N. J. [New York :
Beers, Ellis & Soule, 1868].
Authors: Beers, F. W. (Frederick W.) -- Beers,
Ellis & Soule -- General Drafting Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map ; 61 x 53 cm.
Facsimile of pl. 10 in Beers, F. W. (Frederick W.),
Atlas of Morris Co., New Jersey (New York:
Beers, Ellis & Soule, 1868); source of original
unknown.
Date of facsimile estimated; the map is slightly
larger than the same sheet in the atlas reprint
published by the Morris County Historical Society
in 1979.
Scale ca. 1:3,960 or '20 rods to the inch.'
Shows land ownership; occupants of 36
properties are indicated by table of 'references' at
upper left.
At upper right, 'Morristown business directory' (3
columns).
map4F G3814 .M6A3 1868 B4 1960 (PrCt)

51812 Morristown (N.J.) - Pictorial works - 1876
Bird's eye view of Morristown, Morris Co., New
Jersey / drawn by T. M. Fowler. Milwaukee : C.
H. Vogt Lith., 1876.
Authors: Fowler, T. M. (Thaddeus Mortimer),
1842-1922 -- Fowler & Bulger -- C.H. Vogt (Firm)
-- General Drafting Collection (Newberry Library)
-- Vogt (Firm) SEE C.H. Vogt (Firm) -- Vogt, C.
SEE C.H. Vogt (Firm)
1 map ; 45 x 71 cm.
Facsimile, at or near original size, of view
published in 1876, location of original unknown.
'Pub. by Fowler & Bulger.'
Includes key to churches and prominent
buildings, 1-13, A-M.
Reproduction technique unknown; possibly a
photographic print made by the General Drafting
Co., among whose archives it came to the
Newberry Library.
Reps, Views and viewmakers, no. 2359.
map4F G3814 .M6A3 1876 F6 1960 (PrCt)

51813 Morrow County (Ohio) - Maps - 1849 -
Landowners<<<<<<<<<<Counties -
Maps<<<<<<<<Landowners - Maps
[Morrow County (Ohio) - 1849: LC G&M land
ownership maps on microfiche], [Washington,
D.C.] : LC G&M Division, [1983?].
Authors: Eaton, George C., fl. 1849 -- Eaton,
James, fl. 1849 -- Library of Congress.
Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division
land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 28.5 x 32.5 in. Scale: 1:63,360.
Originally published Delaware, Ohio: James and
Geo. C. Eaton, 1849. Only covers part of the
county.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing
19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map
Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
[Washington, D.C. : Library of Congress,
Geography and Map Division, 1983?].
Microfiche 583, no. 617 (PrCt)

51814 Morrow County (Ohio) - Maps -
1857-1901<<<<<<Counties - Maps
Morrow County Ohio historical atlas. Mt.
Authors: Harwood & Watson -- Titus, C. O. --
Lake, D. J. -- Buck, Thad. E. -- Windmill
Publications, Inc. -- Morrow County Genealogical
Society (Ohio)
1 atlas (53 p.) ; 34 cm.
'A combined reprint of the 1857 map by Harwood
& Watson, 1871 atlas by D.J. Lake and C.O.
Titus, and the 1901 atlas by Thad E. Buck.'
Cover title: Morrow County, Ohio historical atlas,
1857, 1871, 1901.
Includes indexes.
folio G1398.M8 M67 1990 (NLO)

51815 Morrow County (Ohio) - Maps - 1857 -
Landowners<<<<<<Counties -
Maps<<<<Landowners - Maps
[Morrow County (Ohio) - 1857: LC G&M land
ownership maps on microfiche], [Washington,
D.C.] : LC G&M Division, [1983?].
Authors: Harwood & Watson -- Woodford &
Bartlett -- Library of Congress. Geography and
Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership
maps
Morrow County (Ohio) - Maps - 1871 Ohio - Maps - 1871 - Railroads - Counties - Maps - Railroads - Maps
Atlas of Morrow Co., Ohio : from actual surveys / by and under the directions of D.J. Lake ; assisted by B.N. Griffing ... [et al.].
Authors: Lake, D. J. -- Griffing, B. N. -- Titus, C. O. -- John V. Bergen Collection (Newberry Library)
Maps printed on alternate pages.
Folded map inserted: Railroad & township map of the State of Ohio.
Forms part of the John V. Bergen Collection (Newberry Library).
LC Card Number: map01-19

Morrow County (Ohio) - Maps - 1901 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps
Atlas of Morrow County, Ohio : from actual surveys and official records.
Authors: Buck, Thad. E. -- John V. Bergen Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (75 p.) : maps ; 42 cm.
Forms part of the John V. Bergen Collection (Newberry Library).

Morse, Jedidiah, 1761-1826. American geography
The American geographies of Jedidiah Morse.
Authors: Brown, Ralph H. (Ralph Hall), 1898-1948

Mortara (Italy), Battle of 1658
Plan de la ville de Mortare au Duche de Milan.
Authors: Beaulieu, Sébastian de Pontault, ca. 1612-1674 -- Beaulieu, Sébastian de Pontault, ca. 1612-1674. Les Glorieuses conquestes de Louis le Grand [1694]?
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Moscow [London] : Baldwin & Cradock [i.e. Chapman and Hall], 1836 [i.e.1844].
1 map : hand col. ; 32 x 36 cm.
'Drawn by W.B. Clarke Archt.'
'Engraved by B.R. Davies, 16 George Str. London University.'
Inset views (9 x 7 cm. and 5 x 31 cm.): Church of the Assumption in the Kremlin -- View from the Sparrow Hill, the Novo-Devitchei monastery in the foreground.
oversize Ayer 135 .S67 1844 v. 2, pl. [191] (PrCt)

51833 Moscow (Russia) - Maps - 1875<<>>Kremlin
Moscow (Moscow, Russia) - Maps - 1875
Authors: John Murray (Firm) -- John Murray (Firm). Handbook for travellers in Russia, Poland and Finland ... (1875)
1 map ; 17 x 21 cm., on sheet folded to 18 x 12 cm.
Anonymous map without imprint.
Includes 18 alpha-numeric references, for example "D. 3 18 Foundling."
Inset (6 x 6 cm.): Plan of Kremlin. Includes references 1-17.
In: John Murray (Firm). Handbook for travellers in Russia, Poland and Finland : including the Crimea, Caucasus, Siberia, and Central Asia (London [etc.] : John Murray [et al], 1875), between p. 222-223.
G 54 .6, between p. 222-223 (PrCt)

51834 Moscow (Russia) - Maps - 1957<<>>Saint Petersburg (Russia) - Maps - 1957
Authors: Nagels Reiseführer -- Edschmid, Kasimir, 1890-1966 -- Nagel Publishers -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Cover title: Moskau und Leningrad
Spine title: Nagels Moskau und Leningrad '2 Stadtpläne und 4 ein- und zweifarbige Wegstreckenpläne.'
Map on endpapers.
Includes index.
Series: Nagels Reiseführer...
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**51835**

**Moscow (Russia) - Maps - 1980**

*Saint Petersburg (Russia) - Maps - 1980*


Authors: Muirhead, L. Russell (Litellus Russell), 1896-- Mawdsley, Evan, 1945-- Blue guide -- Ernest Benn Ltd. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 48 map plates

1st ed.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)**

**PrCt**

---

**51836**

**Moscow (Russia) - Maps - 1986 - Tourist maps**

**Central business districts - Moscow (Russia) - Maps - 1986**

**Parks - Moscow (Russia) - Maps - 1986**

**Subways - Moscow (Russia) - Maps - 1986**

**Kremlin (Moscow, Russia) - Pictorial works - 1986**

**Tourist maps - Moscow (Russia) - 1986**

**Vystavka dostizhenii narodnogo khoziaistva SSSR (Moscow, Russia) - Pictorial works - 1986**

**Wall maps**


Authors: Soviet Union. Glavnoe upravlenie geodezii i kartografii -- Proizvodstvennoe kartosostavitel'skoe ob'edinenie 'Kartografii' GUGK (Soviet Union)

1 map : col. ; 101 x 76 cm., folded in cover 27 x 14 cm. + index

Cover title.

Title at upper right: Moskva.

Accompanied by index: Moskva, tekst k turistskoi skhemе. 33 p. ; 26 cm.

Includes subway diagram and diagrams of beltway interchanges.

Text, indexes, map of central area, 3 park maps, views of Kremlin and Economic Achievements Exhibition, and col. ill. on verso.

Subway diagram on inside of cover.

Publisher's no.: B-3520.

Gift of Toby Higbie, 2007

**map4C G7064 .M7 1986 .S6 (PrCt)**

---

**51837**

**Moscow (Russia) - Maps - 1987**


Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Baedeker Stuttgart -- Automobile Association (Great Britain) -- Jarrold and Sons -- Prentice-Hall, Inc. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 13 plates

1st ed.

Issued in partnership with the Automobile Association (short format); cf. A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher, 1832-1990, p. 277.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)**

**PrCt**

---

**51838**

**Moscow (Russia) - Maps - 1991**

**Saint Petersburg (Russia) - Maps - 1991**


Authors: Mawdsley, Evan, 1945-- London, Doug -- Blue guide -- Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- W.W. Norton & Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

380, 16 p. of plates : ill., 45 maps and plans (some folded, some col.) ; 20 cm.

2nd ed.

Includes index.

Series: Blue guide

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

ISBN 0713633875 ; 9780713633870 ; 0393307735 (USA) ; 9780393307733 (USA)


---

**51839**

**Moscow (Russia) - Maps - 1994**

**Saint Petersburg (Russia) - Maps - 1994**


Authors: Nelles guides -- Nelles Verlag -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 16 maps

1st ed.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)**

**PrCt**

---

**51840**

**Moscow (Russia : Oblast) - Maps - 1774**

*Geographicheskaya karta Moskovskoi provincii sochinennaya s general'nikh uzdebniky mezhevikh planov popecheniem Mezhevoi Kantselyarii chlenom kollezhskogo sovetnika Zenbulatova i inzhener-maiorom i nad chertezhnoyu directorom Gorikhvostovim 1774 goda = [A Geographic map of Moscow compiled from the general survey maps of the counties by Mr. Zenbulatov, member of the Survey Chancellery, and Mr. Gorikhvostov, major-engineer and director of draftsmen, 1774 year]. [Saint Petersburg? Imperatorskaia akademiia nauk].* 1774.

Authors: Zenbulatov, 18th cent. -- Gorikhvostov, 18th cent. -- Siluonov, Spiridon, 18th cent. -- Zubkov, Nikolai, 18th cent. -- Imperatorskaia akademiia nauk (Russia) -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Academy of Sciences (Russia) SEE Imperatorskaia akademiia nauk (Russia) -- Imperial Academy of St. Petersburg SEE Imperatorskaia akademiia nauk (Russia) -- Royal Academy of St. Petersburg SEE Imperatorskaia akademiia nauk (Russia) -- Russian Academy of Sciences SEE Imperatorskaia akademiia nauk (Russia) -- Russia. Royal Academy of Sciences SEE

---

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Moscow (Russia) - Pictorial works - 1657

Moscow [Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657].

Authors: Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664 -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Illustrorvm principumque urbs septentrionalium Europae tabulae [1657] -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Theatrum urbium (1657)

1 view : hand col. ; 34 x 42 cm.

Other title: Moscauw

Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Moscovia vetvs.

In: Jansson, Jan. Illustrorvm principumque urbs septentrionalium Europae tabulae, v. 1, [plate 52].

Issued in volume 1 of 8 in Jansson’s townbook atlases, collectively known as the Theatrum urbium (Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657).

References: Krogt, Peter van der. Koeman’s atlases, collectively known as the Theatrum urbium septentrionalium Europae tabulae, v. 1, [plate 52].

Case oversize G 117 .452, v. 1, [plate 52] (PrCt)

Moscow (Russia) - Pictorial works - 1714

Moskow. [Amsterdam : R. en G. Wetstein et al, 1714].

Authors: Bruyn, Cornelis de, 1652-1727 -- Bruyn, Cornelis de, 1652-1727. Cornelis de Bruins Reizen over Moskovie, door Persie en Indie: verrykt met driehondert kunstplaten ... (1714) -- Wetstein, Gerard, 1680-1755 -- Wetstein, Rudolf, active 1701-1736 -- Oosterwyk, Joannes -- Gaete, Hendrik van de

1 view ; 29 x 190 cm., folded to 41 x 25 cm.

Anonymous view without imprint.

Title from center of top margin.

Other title: Moscow.

Engraved plate no. 12 in top right corner.


Case oversize G 131 .118, between p. 38-39 (PrCt)

Moscow (Russia) - Pictorial works - 1840

Moscow. [Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, 1840].

Authors: Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846 -- Lea & Blanchard -- Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (1840) 1 view ; 4 x 7 cm.


Wax engraving.

G 11 .607 v. 2, p. 167 (PrCt)

Moselle (France) - Maps - 1877-1878 - Topographic maps - Manuscripts<<>>Metz Region (France) - Maps - 1877-1878 - Topographic maps - Manuscripts<<>>Val-d'Oise (France) - Maps - 1877-1878 - Topographic maps - Manuscripts<<>>Cartography - Problems, exercises, etc. - Maps - 1877-1878 - Manuscripts<<>>Topographic maps - Problems, exercises, etc.. - 1877-1878 - Manuscripts<<>>Map drawing - Problems, exercises, etc.. - 1877-1878 - Manuscripts<<>>Manuscript maps<<>>Moselle (France : Dept.) SEE Moselle (France)<<>>Val-d'Oise (France : Dept.) SEE Val-d'Oise (France)<<>>Topographic maps


Authors: Bernardon, E., active 1877-1878 -- Librairie Le Bail-Weissert -- Ecole polytechnique (France) -- Polytechnique (France) SEE Ecole polytechnique (France)

3 ms. maps : hand col. ; on sheets 25 x 33 cm.

Title from top margin of all sheets.

"Ecole Polytechnique" -- Upper left of all sheets.

Manuscript topographic maps compiled as academic exercises by E. Bernardon, a student in the Ecole Polytechnique in Paris.

All sheets include the embossed stamp of the École Polytechnique; stamp dated 1877-1878. Margins include minor ms. markings by an instructor.

Feuilles 1 and 2 cover parts of Moselle Département between Lessy and Metz, including sections of Route Nationale No. 3 between Paris
and Metz (scales 1:2,000 and 1:5,000). Feuille 3 covers part of Val-d'Oise Département between Montignon and part of the Montmorency Forest, including a section of the road from Paris (scale 1:10,000). Relief shown with contour lines and numbered heights. Feuilles 1 and 2 oriented with north at upper right; feuille 3 oriented with north at upper left. Pen-and-ink and watercolor (green, red, purple, brown). Reproduced with bookseller's description in: Le Bail, Begonia. Portraits de la France et du monde : manuscrits. Cartes et plans du XVIIe. au XIXe siècle ([Paris? : Librairie Le Bail-Weissert?], 2013), no. 10. Accessed online as an Adobe Acrobat document in May 2013:
Accession no. McNally 2013040899
map1F G5833.M5 1878 .B4 (PrCt)

Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag -- Goldschmidt, Albert -- Reimer, Dietrich, 1818-1899 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Spine title: Mosel und Vulkanische Eifel 'Mit 6 Karten und 1 Grundriss.' Maps by Dietrich Reimer.
'Sucher,' for use with map, in pocket.
Includes index.
Series: Grieben-Reiseführer ; Bd. 28 Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 28 (1929) (NLO)

Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag -- Kraatz, Leopold -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
'Mit 7 Karten und 1 Grundriss.' Maps lithographed by Leopold Kraatz.
Map inside front cover.
'Sucher,' for use with map, in pocket.
Includes index.
Series: Grieben-Reiseführer ; Bd. 28 Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 28 (1933) (NLO)

Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag -- Karl Thiemig AG -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
137 p. : 1 map ; 17 cm.
Map inside front cover.
Includes index.
Series: Grieben-Reiseführer ; Bd. 280 Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 280 (1960) (NLO)

51848 Mosquito Lagoon (Fla.) - Maps - 1765 Manuscripts - Facsimiles<>Atlantic Coast (Fla.) - Maps - 1765 Manuscripts - Facsimiles<>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles Plan of the Harbour of Musquitos, distant from St. Augustine 72 miles. [19-].

51849 Mossuril Bay (Mozambique) - Maps - 1670 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts<>Mozambique (Mozambique) - Maps - 1670 - Pictorial works - Manuscripts<>Nautical charts - Mossuril Bay (Mozambique) - Maps - 1670 - Manuscripts<>Manuscript maps <>Nautical charts Veuve et plan de la rade ey baye de Mozambiq : comme elle paroit aux basses marés qui sont de 3 heures 3/4. [ca. 1670].
Authors: Cartes Marines Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 30, sheet 12
1 ms. map : hand col. ; 503 x 331 mm.
Nautical chart of Mossuril Bay; includes pictorial view of the Portuguese settlement and fort on Mozambique Island, 19 x 229 mm.
Scale [ca. 1:58,500]. 'Echelle d'une lieue' [= 95 mm.]
'Latitude sud 15 degrez. Longitude 61 degrez 40 minutes. Meridien de Tenerif.' Oriented with north at right. Depths shown with soundings.
Pen-and-ink and watercolor (green, brown, yellow, red); mounted on cloth. Sheet 12 of 117 in the Cartes Marines Manuscript Map Collection, detailing French colonial interests worldwide, ca. 1640-ca. 1726. Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library). Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 46 Ayer ms map proj 00 Digital image available as part of the Newberry Library’s Great Lakes Digital Collection via the CARLI Digital Collections website (accessed Nov. 2010): http://collections.carli.illinois.edu/u?/nby_grlakes, 798

VAULT drawer Ayer MS map 30 sheet 12 (NLO)

51850

Mota, A. Teixeira da (Avelino Teixeira)>>>Historians - Portugal - Biography


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library. LC Card Number: 85838060

Baskes folio DP536.9.M68 T45 1982 (NLO)

51851

Motagua River (Guatemala) - Maps - 1753 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<<Izabal (Guatemala : Dept.) - Maps - 1753 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<<Manuscript maps - Facsimiles

Representacion de la Laguna y Golfo Dulce, y de su castillo de San Phelipe ... Sacada de su original ... 1753. [19--].


51852


Map of the stars homes, issue summer 2008 : Beverly Hills, Malibu, Bel Air. [Los Angeles?] : s.n., 2008.

1 map : col. ; 38 x 57 cm. fold. to 23 x 11 cm. Cover title.

map4F G4364 .L8E645 2008 M3 (PrCt)

51853


#1 Selling map & guide to movie star homes and notorious crime scenes : Beverly Hills, Malibu, Brentwood, Bel Air, Hollywood, Pacific Palisades : this easy-to-read map will guide you to over 200 homes of TV and films' biggest names. [Los Angeles, Calif.?] : California Cassette Driving Tours, 2008.

Authors: California Cassette Driving Tours 1 map : col. ; 64 x 88 cm., folded to 23 x 16 cm. Cover title. On verso: The Valley map. -- The world famous Sunset Strip. -- The Hollywood map. -- The Overview map.

map4F G4364 .L8E645 2008 C3 (PrCt)

51854

Motley County (Tex.) - Maps - 1893<<<Counties - Maps


Microfiche 583, no. 1082 (PrCt)

51855

Mott Haven (New York, N.Y.) - Pictorial works


[Views of proposed changes to Mott Haven Passenger Yards in the Bronx, New York City]. [New York? New York Central Railroad Company?, 1961?]. Authors: New York Central Railroad Company 2 views ; 8 x 9 cm. and 8 x 10 cm. Title supplied by cataloger. 1 photograph and 1 printed artwork detailing

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
existing use and proposed changes.


5A 7267 (1960 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

51856 Moultrie County (Ill.) - Maps - 1949 - Landowners<<>Counts - Maps<<>Landowners - Maps


Authors: General Map Company - Moultrie County Farm Bureau (Ill.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection

1 atlas ([8], 11, [9] p.) : 10 maps ; 22 x 28 cm.

Cover title.

'Sponsored by Moultrie County Farm Bureau.'

Scale [ca. 1:50,000]

Coordinates: (W 89°49' - 88°28' / N 39°48' - 39°26')

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library


51857 Moultrie County (Ill.) - Maps - 1953 - Landowners<<>Counts - Maps<<>Landowners - Maps


Authors: Lawson’s Atlases and Plat Books -- Moultrie County Farm Bureau (Ill.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas ([2], 11 p.) : 13 maps ; 28 cm.

Cover title.

'Sponsored by Moultrie County Farm Bureau.'

Scale of township maps [ca. 1:51,000]

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

LC Card Number: map53000318

Baskes folio G4103.M9G46 1953 .L3 (NLO)

51858 Moultrie County (Ill.) - Maps - 1972 - Landowners<<>Counts - Maps<<>Landowners - Maps


Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Moultrie County Farm Bureau (Ill.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (38 p.) : 14 maps (1 fold.) ; 29 cm.

Cover title.

'Sponsored by Moultrie County Farm Bureau.'

Includes indexes.

Scale not given.

Laid in: ms. letter by Gene Kull, concerning Schlabach family.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.


51859 Mount Desert Island (Me.) - Maps - 1875<<>Acadia National Park (Me.) - Maps - 1875<<>Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1875<<>Engravings


Authors: Donn, J. W. -- Enthofer, J. -- Maedel, E. A. -- Patterson, C. P. -- Hilgard, J. E. -- United States Coast Survey -- Chicago Historical Society

1 map ; 43 x 35 cm.

Finely detailed engraving.

Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.

CHS Coll., Map no. 335 (PrCt)

51860 Mount Donald (B.C.) - Pictorial works - 1890-1900<<>Uto Peak (B.C.) - Pictorial works - 1890-1900<<>Selkirk Range - Pictorial works - 1890-1900<<>Canadian Rockies (B.C. and Alta.) - Pictorial works - 1890-1900<<>Mt. Donald (B.C.) SEE Mount Donald (B.C.)<<>Donald, Mount (B.C.) SEE Mount Donald (B.C.)

Sketch showing ascent of Mt. Sir Donald and Uto Peak made from a photograph from Abbott Ridge. [Ottawa? Dept. of the Interior?, 1906?].


1 view : col. ; 27 x 34 cm.

Anonymous view (by H.G. Wheeler?) detailing surveyors’ and mountaineers’ routes taken between 1890-1900, including those of 'Huber and Sulzer', 'Green and Leprince-Ringuet', and 'Vaux.'

Identifies sites between 'Eagle Peak' and 'Glacier Crest.'


Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.

Graff map6F G3512.S4A 1906 .W5 sheet 5 (PrCt)


Authors: United States. Forest Service

1 map : col. ; 68 x 43 cm. on sheet 80 x 52 cm., folded to 26 x 10 cm.

Verso includes photos and trail information.

map4FG4292.M6 1970 .U5 (PrCt)

51862 Mount Tom Railroad (Mass.) - Pictorial works - 1904<<>Tom, Mount (Mass.) - Pictorial works - 1904 - Railroads, Cable<<>Railroads, Cable - Tom, Mount (Mass.) - Pictorial works - 1904<<>Mount Tom Incline Railroad (Mass.) SEE Mount Tom Railroad (Mass.)<<>Cable railroads SEE Railroads, Cable<<>Funicular railroads SEE Railroads, Cable<<>Railroads, Funicular SEE Railroads, Cable

Mount Tom Incline Railroad and Summit House ;

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Mount Vernon (Va. : Estate) - Historic buildings - 1936
Authors: Ulman, Del. Nathalia -- Williams, Morley J.
1 leaflet (4-fold) : view ; 23 x 10 cm
Travel Vertical File G3882 .M7E644 1936 .M6 (PrCt)

Mount Vernon (Va.) - Maps - 1793-1801
Authors: Washington, George, 1732-1799 -- Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Young, Arthur, 1741-1820
1 map ; 37 x 51 cm.
Detached from Letters from his excellency General Washington to Arthur Young (London, 1801) [Case of 312.75 .A27].
For date of situation, see The George Washington atlas: a collection of eighty-five maps... (Washington, D.C., 1932), pl. 2.
Stamped 'Leeds New Library' in center of map.
map2F G3884.M64 1793 W3 (PrCt)

Mountain Libraries - Mountains - Geography - Libraries
Authors: Strain, Paula M.
From Spec. Libs. 64 (Nov. 73): 483-489
Vert 493 (PrCt)

Mountain mapping - Jasper National Park (Alta.) - History - 1900-1999
Photographic surveying - Alberta - History - 1900-1999
Cartographers - Canada - Biography
Surveyors - Canada - Biography
Bridgland, M. P (Morrison Parsons), 1878-1948
Surveying, Geographic SEE Photographic surveying
Mountains - Area measurement - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1821
A Comparative view of the heights of the principal mountains and other elevations in the world / Drawn & engraved for Thomson's New general atlas by W. & D. Lizars, Edinburgh. [Edinburgh : s.n., 1821?].
Authors: W. & D. Lizars -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1821?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 chart ; 33 x 49 cm.
In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs... (Edinburgh ; London ; Dublin : John Thomson and Company ; Baldwin, Craddock, and Joy ; John Cumming, 1817, [i.e. 1821?]) following p. 22
oversize Ayer 135 .T4 1817, following p. 22 (PrCt)

Mountains - Area measurement - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1822
1 chart ; 21 x 28 cm.
Engraved title.
Added letterpress title in uppercase and oversize lettering, top margin: Map and description of the...
51869 Mountains - Area measurement - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1822
A Comparative view of the heights of the principal
mountains and other elevations in the world /
drawn & engraved for Thomson's New general
atlas by W. & D. Lizars, Edinburgh. [Edinburgh : s.n., 1827?].
Authors: W. & D. Lizars -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New
genral atlas : consisting of a series of
geographical designs ... [1827?] -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 chart ; on sheet 54 x 65 cm.
In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas :
consisting of a series of geographical designs ...
(Edinburgh ; London ; Dublin : Printed by G.
Ramsay and Co. for J. Thomson and Co. ;
Baldwin, Cradock and Joy ; John Cumming, 1821
[i.e. 1822?]), v. 1, opposite title page.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1821, v. 1,
opposite title page (NLO)

51870 Mountains - Area measurement - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1826
Table of the comparative heights of the principal
mountains etc. in the world. Philadelphia : A.
Finley, [1826].
Authors: Finley, A. (Anthony) -- Young & Delleker
-- Finley, A. (Anthony). A New general atlas,
comprising a complete set of maps, representing
the grand divisions of the globe ... (1826)
1 chart ; hand col. ; 29 x 22 cm.
In: Finley, Anthony. A New general atlas,
comprising a complete set of maps, representing
the grand divisions of the globe ... (Philadelphia : A.
Finley, 1826) pl. 59.
Case folio G1019 .F5 1826 pl. 59 (PrCt)

51871 Mountains - Area measurement - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1827
Comparative height of the principal mountains
and other elevations in the world. Philadelphia :
H.C. Carey and I. Lea, 1827.
Authors: H.C. Carey & I. Lea (Firm) -- Lucas,
Fielding, Jr., 1781-1854 -- Young & Delleker --
H.C. Carey & I. Lea (Firm). A Complete historical,
chronological, and geographical American atlas
(1827) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry
Library)
1 chart ; 21 x 28 cm.

51872 Mountains - Area measurement - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1829
A Comparative view of the heights of the principal
mountains and other elevations in the world /
Drawn & engraved for Thomson's New general
atlas by W. & D. Lizars, Edinburgh. [Edinburgh : s.n., 1829?].
Authors: W. & D. Lizars -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New
genral atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (1829) -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 chart ; 33 x 50 cm.
In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas :
consisting of a series of geographical designs ...
(Edinburgh ; London ; Dublin : Printed by H. & J.
Pillans, for John Thomson ; Baldwin & Cradock ;
John Cumming, 1829) opposite title page.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1829, opposite
title page (NLO)

51873 Mountains - Area measurement - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1831
Table of mountain chains together with the altitudes of their principal summits. Edinburgh :
D. Lizars, [1831?].
Authors: Lizars, Daniel, 1760-1812 -- Lizars, W.
H. (William Home), 1788-1859 -- Hamilton, John,
fl. 1831 -- Lizars, Daniel, 1760-1812. The
Edinburgh geographical and historical atlas ...
[1831?] 1 chart ; on sheet 90 x 57 cm.
Comprised chiefly of a gazetteer of the world's mountains.
Inset view (11 x 20 cm.): [Comparative drawing of mountain summits.]
In: Lizars, Daniel. The Edinburgh geographical and historical atlas ... (Edinburgh [etc.] : John
Hamilton [and others, 1831?] pl. 59.
Oversize G 10 .514 pl. [59] (PrCt)

51874 Mountains - Area measurement - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1833
Table of the comparative heights of the principal
mountains &c. in the world / Young & Delleker sc.
Philada. [Philadelphia] : A. Finley, [1833].
Authors: Young & Delleker -- Finley, A. (Anthony)
-- Finley, A. (Anthony). A New general atlas ... (1833) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry
Mountains - Area measurement - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1840
Comparative view of the principal mountains in the world with their altitudes. London: Mr. Bull, [ca. 1840].
Authors: Starling, Thomas -- Bull and Churton -- Bull, Mr., fl. ca. 1840 -- Perkins and Bacon -- Starling, Thomas. The Royal cabinet atlas ... [ca. 1840]
1 chart : hand col. ; 8 x 14 cm.
In: Starling, Thomas. The Royal cabinet atlas ... (London : Bull and Churton, [ca. 1840]) 'Pl. III' [i.e. 1].
map3C 5 map [1] (PrCt)

Mountains - Area measurement - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1841
Authors: Bradford, T. G. (Thomas Gamaliel), 1802-1887 -- Bradford, T. G. (Thomas Gamaliel), 1802-1887. A Comprehensive atlas ... (1835, [i.e. 1841?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 chart : 19 x 25 cm.
folio Ayer 135 .B75 1835 pl. C, p. 12 (PrCt)

Mountains - Area measurement - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1841 Rivers - Area measurement - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1841
[London: Grattan & Gilbert, 1841?].
Authors: Russell, C. J. W. -- Archer, Joshua, fl. 1833-1866 -- Grattan & Gilbert -- Mudie, Robert, 1777-1842. Gilbert's modern atlas of the earth ... (1841) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 illustration ; 24 x 29 cm.
Running title at bottom left: Gilbert's modern atlas Comparative diagrams of the relative heights of mountains and the relative length of rivers in the Eastern and Western Hemispheres.
In: Mudie, Robert. Gilbert's modern atlas of the earth ... (London: Grattan and Gilbert, [1841?]), [plate 1].
Keyed to descriptive text about waterfalls and lakes on p. iii-v.
Baskes folio G1019 .M83 1841, [plate 1] (PrCt)

Mountains - Area measurement - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1845
Table of the comparative measurement of the principal mountains &c. in the world. [New York: H.S. Tanner, 1845].
Authors: Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858. A New general atlas, comprising a complete set of maps ... (1845)
1 chart : hand col. ; on sheet 40 x 33 cm.
In: Tanner, Henry Schenck. A New general atlas, comprising a complete set of maps ... (New York : Tanner's Geographical Establishment, 1845), opposite title page
oversize G 10 .622, opposite title page (PrCt)

Mountains - Area measurement - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1855 Rivers - Area measurement - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1855
Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's atlas of the world ... (1855-1856)
1 chart : hand col. ; 40 x 58 cm.
oversize G 10 .185 v.2, pl. 1 (PrCt)

Mountains - Area measurement - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1860-1869 Rivers - Area measurement - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1860-1869
Mountains & rivers. [186-?].
Authors: Johnson and Ward 1 chart
temp map4F G3201.B8 186- .J6 (PrCt)

Mountains - Area measurement - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1860-1884 Rivers - Area measurement - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1860-1884
Authors: Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884 -- Johnson & Browning -- Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884. Johnson's new illustrated (steel plate) family atlas ... (1860)
1 chart : col. ; 40 x 59 cm.
In: Johnson, Alvin Jewett. Johnson's new illustrated (steel plate) family atlas ... (New York : Johnson and Browning, 1860) plates '2' and '3.
oversize G 10 .454 pl. 2-3 (PrCt)

51882 Mountains - Area measurement - Charts, diagrams, etc. - History Rivers - Area measurement - Charts, diagrams, etc. - History Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. - History Relief representation - History Profiles, Elevation SEE Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. SEE Elevations SEE Altitudes SEE Elevation profiles SEE Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc.
The Heights of mountains and the lengths of rivers. 1972.
Also published in Surveying and mapping 32 (1972): 312-239 [55 224 v. 32]
A history of the convention of comparing mountain heights in profile and river lengths pictorially, on maps.
Vert 212 (PrCt)

Authors: Farm Plat Book Publishing Co. (Mankato, Minn.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Farm Plat Book Publishing Co. SEE Farm Plat Book Publishing Co. (Mankato, Minn.)
1 atlas (47 p.) : maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
Includes directory and index to farmers.
Advertisements on covers and interpersed.
Scale not given.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G4143.M7G46 1950z .F3 (NLO)

Parte della costa orientale dell' Africa, con l'isola di Madagascar e le carte particolari dell' isole di Francia e di Borbon. Venice, 1784.
Authors: Zatta, Antonio, active 1757-1797 -- Pitteri, Giovanni Marco, 1703-1786
1 map : hand col. ; 31 x 41 cm.
Scale ca. 1:7,000,000.
Relief shown pictorially.
Prime Meridian : [Ferro].
Insets : Isola Borbon (9 x 9 cm.) -- Isola di Francia (9 x 8 cm.)
map2F 8450 (PrCt)

51885 Mozambique - Maps - 1885
Authors: O'Neill, Henry Edward, 1848–1925 -- Bartholomew, John, 1831-1893 -- Scottish geographical magazine (1885)
1 map : col. ; 22 x 23 cm.
In: Scottish geographical magazine 1 (1885): between pp. 446-447.
Scale ca. 1:5,700,000.
To accompany O'Neill's "Astronomical observations between Mozambique coast and Lake Nyassa," p. 428-446.
Basset and Scheven, Maps of Africa to 1900, no. 1270.
G 007 .8, v. 1, facing p. 400 (PrCt)

51886 Mozambique - Maps - 1889
Authors: Portugal. Comissão da cartografia das colonias -- William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 78 x 63 cm. fold. to 21 x 14 cm.
Cover title.
At head of title: Ministerio da Marinha e Ultramar.
Scale: 1/3,000,000.
Forms part of the William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library).
Greenlee 4892 .P848 1889 (NLO)

51887 Mozambique - Maps - 1862
Authors: Mozambique. Direcção dos Serviços de Agrimensura -- Empress Moderna (Firm) -- William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (43 p. : chiefly col. maps (part fold.)) ; 39 cm.
New impression of the 1960 ed.
Scale of maps 1:1,000,000 or 1:6,000,000.
Forms part of the William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library).
folio Greenlee 4991 .M939 1962 (NLO)

Authors: Evans, James A., fl. 1864 -- Union Pacific Railway Company -- Major & Knapp Engraving, Manufacturing & Lithographic Co. -- Union Pacific Railway Company. Union Pacific Railroad. Report of Thomas C. Durant,
Mukachevo (Ukraine) - Maps - 1713 - Fortification

Plan de la forteresse de Mongast. [Paris] : De Fer, [1713?].
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Introduction à la fortification ... [1713?]
1 view ; 22 x 26 cm.
In: Fer, Nicolas de. Introduction à la fortification ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, [1713?]) map [167].
Map dated 1705.
For later state of this map, with engraved plate number, see Case folio U 26 .292.
For earlier version of this map, engraved on different plate, see Case folio U 26 .293.
Case oversize U 26 .2919 map [167] (PrCt)

Mukachevo (Ukraine) - Maps - 1695 - Pictorial works

Profil de la Forteresse de Mongaste ... [Paris] : De Fer, [1695].
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes; avec leurs fortifications ... (1695-1696)
1 view ; 22 x 26 cm.
In: Fer, Nicolas de. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes; avec leurs fortifications ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, 1695-1696) pt. 3, map [54].
Manuscript '21' at upper right.
Case folio U 26 .293 pt. 3, map [54] (PrCt)

Mukachevo (Ukraine) - Maps - 1695 - Fortification

Plan de la forteresse de Mongast. [Paris] : De Fer, [1713?].
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Introduction à la fortification ... [1713?]
1 view ; 22 x 26 cm.
In: Fer, Nicolas de. Introduction à la fortification ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, [1713?]) map [167].
Map dated 1705.
For later state of this map, with engraved plate number, see Case folio U 26 .292.
For earlier version of this map, engraved on different plate, see Case folio U 26 .293.
Case oversize U 26 .2919 map [167] (PrCt)

Mukachevo (Czech Republic) - Maps - 1689

Authors: Coronelli, Vincenzo, fl. 1689 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718. Citta, fortezze, isole, e porti principale dell' Europa ... (1689)
1 map ; 14 x 32 cm.
In: Coronelli, Vincenzo. Citta, fortezze, isole, e porti principale dell' Europa, in pianti, et in eluatione, descritte, e publicate ad uso dell' Academia cosmografica degli argonauti ([Venice] : Domenico Padoani, 1689) pl. [57]. One of two plates printed on the same sheet, opening [57].
VAULT folio Ayer 135 .C8 1689 pl. 57 (PrCt)

Mukachevo (Czech Republic) - Maps - 1689

Authors: Coronelli, Vincenzo, fl. 1689 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718. Citta, fortezze, isole, e porti principale dell' Europa ... (1689)
1 map ; 14 x 32 cm.
In: Coronelli, Vincenzo. Citta, fortezze, isole, e porti principale dell' Europa, in pianti, et in eluatione, descritte, e publicate ad uso dell' Academia cosmografica degli argonauti ([Venice] : Domenico Padoani, 1689) pl. [41]. One of four plates printed on same sheet, opening [41].
VAULT folio Ayer 135 .C8 1689 pl. 41 (PrCt)

Mukalla (Yemen) - Maps - 1703 - Harbors - Nautical charts

Nautical charts

Nautical charts

Nautical charts
Maculla Bay. [Amsterdam : Theatrum Orbis Terrarum Ltd., 1970].
Authors: Thornton, John, 1641-1708 -- English Pilot. Part 3 (1703) -- Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, Ltd.
1 map ; 12 x 20 cm., on sheet 46 x 30 cm. Oriented with north at upper right.
Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger): English Pilot. Part 3 (1703)
Map Ref oversize G1025 .T37 ser. 5, v. 3, p. 31 (PrCt)

51896
Mukalla (Yemen) - Maps - 1748 - Nautical charts<<Nautical charts - Mukalla (Yemen) - Maps - 1748<<Shihr (Yemen) - Maps - 1748 - Nautical charts<<Nautical charts Maculla Bay ; A Prospect of the road of Shahar, in latit. 14 deg. 52 min. [London : W. and J. Mount and T. Page, 1748].
Authors: W. and J. Mount, and T. Page (Firm), fl. 1748-1755 -- English Pilot. Part 3 (1748) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 2 maps ; 14 x 23 cm. and 8 x 23 cm., on sheet 50 x 32 cm.
In: The English pilot. The third book, Describing the sea-coasts ... shewing ... the East-Indies, and all over the Oriental Ocean ... (London : W. and J. Mount and T. Page, 1748) p. 23. Running title: Directions for the coast of Arabia.
Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger): English Pilot. Part 3 (1748)
oversize Ayer 135 .E55 1748 p. 23 (PrCt)

51897
Mukha (Yemen) - Maps - 1840 - Pictorial works
Mocha. [Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, 1840].
Authors: Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846 -- Lea & Blanchard -- Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (1840) 1 view ; 4 x 6 cm.
G 11 .607 v. 2, p. 296 (PrCt)

51898
Mulazzo (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1819
Mulazzo in Lunigiana / Bramati inc. [Milano : Presso P.E. Giusti, 1819-1852].
1 view (aquatint) : sepia ; 19 x 27 cm.
In Litta, Pompeo. Famiglie celebri di Italia (Milano: Presso P.E. Giusti, 1819-1852), v. 12, fol. [118].
On same sheet with view of Lusuolo in Lunigiana.
The "Bramati" could be either Antonio or Giuseppe.
Case oversize E 6835 .5, v. 12, fol. [118] (PrCt)

51899
Mules - 1880<<Geological and Geographical Survey of the Territories (U.S.) - 1880
Rocky Mountain mules. 1880.
Authors: Ingersoll, Ernest, 1852-1946 p. 929-936 ; ill.
Ayer Modern MS Karrow, box 2, folder 16, no. 16 (PrCt)

51900
Maps relating to the military road from Fort Wallah Wallah, Wash. Terr. to Fort Benton, Mont. (1978?).
Authors: United States. Office of Explorations and Surveys
Vert 439 no. 2 (PrCt)

51901
Müller, Ignaz, 1727-1804
Egy kiváló magyar térképszerkesztő : Müller Ignác (1727-1804). [197-?].
Authors: Bendefy, László
Vert 352 (PrCt)

51902
For photocopy of this map held by Newberry, see map2F G6513.B6 1720 .M8 19-- (PrCt) BHC 2433 Vert 1984 (PrCt)

51903
Multnomah County (Or.) - Maps - 1889 - Landowners<<Counties - Maps<<Landowners - Maps [Multnomah County (Or.) - 1889: LC G&M land

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
51905 Munich (Germany) - Maps - 1792
A Plan of the city of Munich. [London? J. Stockdale?, 1792?].
Authors: Andrews, John, 1736-1809 -- Andrews, John, 1736-1809. A Collection of plans of the most capital cities of ... Europe and ... the world [1792?] -- Stockdale, John, 1749?-1814 1 map ; 17 x 23 cm.

51906 Munich (Germany) - Maps - 1792
A Plan of the city of Munich. [London? J. Stockdale?, 1792?].
Authors: Andrews, John, 1736-1809 -- Andrews, John, 1736-1809. A Collection of plans of the most capital cities of ... Europe and ... the world [1792?] -- Stockdale, John, 1749?-1814 1 map ; 17 x 23 cm.

51907 Munich (Germany) - Maps - 1800
Authors: Stockdale, John, 1749?-1814 -- Stockdale, John, 1749?-1814. A Geographical, historical, and political description of the empire of Germany, Holland, the Netherlands, Switzerland, Prussia, Italy, Sicily, Corsica, and Sardinia ... (1800) 1 map ; 17 x 23 cm.
Includes 'References' 1-52.
In: Stockdale, John. A Geographical, historical, and political description of the empire of Germany, Holland, the Netherlands, Switzerland, Prussia, Italy, Sicily, Corsica, and Sardinia ... (London : Printed for John Stockdale, 1800), plate 19, opposite p. 268.

51908 Munich (Germany) - Maps - 1806
Plan der Haupt und Residenzstadt München. Munich, 1806.
Authors: Bavaria. Heer. Generalstab. Topographisches Bureau -- Schleich, Johann Karl, 1759-1842 -- Green, T. -- Gonsoni, Joseph 1 map ; 65 x 86 cm.

51909 Munich (Germany) - Maps - 1816
München. London : I. Luffman, [1816?].
Authors: Luffman, J. (John), 1756-1816 -- Luffman, J. (John), 1756-1846. Select plans of cities, harbours, forts, &c ... [1816?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 22 x 19 cm.
In: Luffman, John. Select plans of cities, harbours, forts, &c ... (London : Luffman, [1816?]), plate [41].

51910 Munich (Germany) - Maps - 1832
Munich (Muenchen). [London] : Chapman & Hall, 1832 [i.e.1844].
'W.B. Clarke Arch.'
'Engd. by T. Bradley.' Inset view (5 x 39 cm.): View of Munich from the east.
Metsker's atlas of Multnomah County : state of Oregon. Tacoma, Wash. ; Portland, Or. [C.F. Metsker, 1881-1894]. 1 atlas (77 leaves) : maps ; 37 x 46 cm.
Authors: Metsker, Charles Frederick, 1881-1894.

51907 Munich (Germany) - Maps - 1800
Authors: Stockdale, John, 1749?-1814 -- Stockdale, John, 1749?-1814. A Geographical, historical, and political description of the empire of Germany, Holland, the Netherlands, Switzerland, Prussia, Italy, Sicily, Corsica, and Sardinia ... (1800) 1 map ; 17 x 23 cm.
Includes 'References' 1-52.
In: Stockdale, John. A Geographical, historical, and political description of the empire of Germany, Holland, the Netherlands, Switzerland, Prussia, Italy, Sicily, Corsica, and Sardinia ... (London : Printed for John Stockdale, 1800), plate 19, opposite p. 268.

51908 Munich (Germany) - Maps - 1806
Plan der Haupt und Residenzstadt München. Munich, 1806.
Authors: Bavaria. Heer. Generalstab. Topographisches Bureau -- Schleich, Johann Karl, 1759-1842 -- Green, T. -- Gonsoni, Joseph 1 map ; 65 x 86 cm.

51909 Munich (Germany) - Maps - 1816
München. London : I. Luffman, [1816?].
Authors: Luffman, J. (John), 1756-1816 -- Luffman, J. (John), 1756-1846. Select plans of cities, harbours, forts, &c ... [1816?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 22 x 19 cm.
In: Luffman, John. Select plans of cities, harbours, forts, &c ... (London : Luffman, [1816?]), plate [41].

51910 Munich (Germany) - Maps - 1832
Munich (Muenchen). [London] : Chapman & Hall, 1832 [i.e.1844].
'W.B. Clarke Arch.'
'Engd. by T. Bradley.' Inset view (5 x 39 cm.): View of Munich from the east.
Metsker's atlas of Multnomah County : state of Oregon. Tacoma, Wash. ; Portland, Or. [C.F. Metsker, 1881-1894]. 1 atlas (77 leaves) : maps ; 37 x 46 cm.
Authors: Metsker, Charles Frederick, 1881-1894.
Munich (Germany) - Maps - 1896


**Authors:** Morin, George -- Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag -- Goldschmidt, Albert -- Liebenow, Johannes Wilhelm, 1822-1897 -- Kraatz, Leopold -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

Cover title: München


Includes index.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes G153 .W64 Munich (1896) (NLO)**

Munich (Germany) - Maps - 1930


**Authors:** Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag -- Goldschmidt, Albert -- Kraatz, Leopold -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

Cover title: München und die Königsschlösser 1930

'Mit 7 Karten und 9 Grundrissen.'

Maps lithographed by Leopold Kraatz.

'Sucher,' for use with map, in pocket.

Advertisements: 9 p. at end.

Includes index.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 19 (1930) (NLO)**

Munich (Germany) - Maps - 1938


**Authors:** Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag -- Kraatz, Leopold -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

Cover title: München und Umgebung : kleine Ausgabe mit Angaben für Autofahrer

‘Mit zwei Karten und zwei Grundrissen.’

Maps lithographed by Leopold Kraatz.

Advertisements: 5 p. at end.

Includes index.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 19 (1938) (NLO)**
Munich (Germany) - Maps - 1950
Munich Region (Germany) - Maps - 1950
Munich & its environs. [Freiburg im Breisgau?] : K. Baedeker ; R. Pflaum ; George Allen & Unwin ; Macmillan, 1950.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Pflaum, R. -- George Allen & Unwin -- Macmillan & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 1 map, 2 city plans
1st ed.
2nd impression.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Munich (Germany) - Maps - 1956
Guidebooks
Munich Region (Germany) - Maps - 1956 - Guidebooks
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Pflaum, R. -- George Allen & Unwin -- Macmillan & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.
2nd ed.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Munich (Germany) - Maps - 1958
Munich Region (Germany) - Maps - 1958
Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag -- Karl Thiemig AG -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
159 p. : 2 maps (some col., some folded) ; 17 cm.
Map inside front cover.
Folded map in pocket.
Includes index.
Series: Grieben-Reiseführer ; Bd. 252
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 252 (1958) (NLO)

Munich (Germany) - Maps - 1958
Munich Region (Germany) - Maps - 1958
Authors: Grieben's guide books -- Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag -- Karl Thiemig AG -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
155 p. : 8 maps (some col., some folded) ; 17 cm.
Map inside front cover.
Folded map in pocket.
Includes index.
Series: Grieben-guide books ; v. 254
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 254 (1958) (NLO)

Munich (Germany) - Maps - 1966
Munich Region (Germany) - Maps - 1966
Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag -- Karl Thiemig AG -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
211 p. : 5 maps (some col., some folded), plans ; 17 cm.
Map inside front cover.
Folded map in pocket.
Includes index.
Series: Grieben-Reiseführer ; Bd. 252
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 252 (1966) (NLO)

Munich (Germany) - Maps - 1971
Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag -- Karl Thiemig AG -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
204 p. : 8 maps (some col., some folded) ; 17 cm.
Cover title: Olympiastadtmünchen
Map inside front cover.
Folded map in pocket.
Includes index.
Series: Grieben-Reiseführer ; Bd. 252
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 252 (1971) (NLO)

Munich (Germany) - Maps - 1994
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Automobile Association (Great Britain) -- Macmillan Travel -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 35 plates
2nd ed.
Issued in partnership with the Automobile Association (short format); cf. A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher, 1832-1990, p. 277.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
51925 Munich (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1586
Monachivm vtrivsq Bavariae civitas primar.
[Cologne : s.n.], M. D. LXXXVI [1586, i.e. ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 --
Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 --
Civitates orbis terrarum -- Hoefnagel, Joris,
1542-1601 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 view : hand col.; 29 x 49 cm.
Dedication to 'serenissimo principi ac domino d.'
Gwilhelmo comiti pal Rheni vtrivsq Bavariae dvc
... " signed 'Georg Hoefnagilvs d.'
Includes references A-I, K-T, V, X-Z, AA and
1-10.
Latin letterpress text on verso under title:
Monachivm.
In: Braun, Georg and Franz Hogenberg. Civitates
orbis terrarum [Cologne: Pieter von Brachel?, ca.
1620] v. 4, plate 43
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 4, pl. 43
(PrCt)

51926 Munich Region (Germany) - Maps - 1710
München mit der Gegend. Augsburg : Gabriel
Bodenehr, 1710.
Authors: Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. --
Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. Atlas curieux
-- oder, Neuer und compendieuser atlas 1710 --
Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 16 x 27 cm.
In: Bodenehr, Gabriel. Atlas curieux; oder, Neuer
und compendieuser atlas ... ([Augsburg : Gabriel
Bodenehr, 1710?]) pl. [64]. Engraved plate no.
'67.'
Ayer 135 .B6 pl. 64 (PrCt)

51927 Munich Region (Germany) - Maps -
1921=Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1921
München Oberbayern Allgau. Leipzig : K.
Baedeker, 1921.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 23 maps, 16 city plans, 2 views
1st ed.
Anzeigenanhang 1920.
A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher,
Includes advertising dated 1920.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

51928 Munich Region (Germany) - Maps -
1921=Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1921
München Oberbayern Allgau. Leipzig : K.
Baedeker, 1921.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 23 maps, 16 city plans, 2 views
1st ed.
Anzeigenanhang 1920.
A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher,
Includes advertising dated 1920.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

51929 Munich Region (Germany) - Maps -
1928=Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1928
München und Südbayern Oberbayern Allgau.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 26 maps, 27 city plans, 3 views
38th ed.
A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher,
1832-1990, no. D164.
Includes advertising dated 1928 and priced in
marks.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

51930 Munich Region (Germany) - Maps -
1935=Augsburg Region (Germany) - Maps -
1935
München und umgebung, Augsburg. Leipzig : K.
Baedeker, 1935.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 2 maps, 14 city plans, 1 view
Includes advertising dated 1935 and priced in
marks.
A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher,
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

51931 Munich Region (Germany) - Maps -
1935=Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1935
Muenchen und Sudbayern. Leipzig : K.
Baedeker, 1935.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 23 maps, 24 city plans, 3 views
39th ed.
A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher,
1832-1990, no. D165.
Includes advertising dated 1935 and priced in
marks.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

51932 Munich Region (Germany) - Maps -
1950=Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1950
Muenchen und umgebung. [Freiburg im

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Pflaum, R. --
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 1 map, 2 city plans
2nd ed.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

51937 Münster (Germany : Gebietseinheiten) - Maps - 1700<<>>Dortmund-Siegen (Germany) - Maps - 1700
Haute partie de l'evéché de Munster ... Paris, 1700.
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Johan Gabriel Sack
Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:219
1 map : hand col. ; 42 x 55 cm.
2457
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly
17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by
Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound
together without title page for the collector Johan
Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map
Collection (Newberry Library).
VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2
no. II:219 (PrCt)

51938 Münster in Westfalen (Germany) - History - Siege, 1533-1534 - Pictorial works<<>>Münster in Westfalen (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1533-1534<<>>Woodcuts
[View of the siege of Münster in Westfalen, Germany, 1533-1534]. [Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552].
Authors: Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552. Cosmographiae uniuerisalis ... (1552) -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579
-- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : woodcut ; 7 x 14 cm., on sheet 32 x 21 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Added letterpress title above woodcut:
Monasterium
In: Münster, Sebastian. Cosmographiae uniuerisalis ... (Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552), p. 750.
Shows armed forces on opposite sides of a
fortified city.
Possibly an inaccurate view, since some of the
woodcuts in this volume were used for more than
one location.
VAULT folio Ayer 7 .M8 1552, p. 750 (PrCt)

51939 Munster (Ireland) - Maps - 1589 - Maps - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
The Provence of Munster. [S.l.? s.n.?, 19--].
Authors: Jobson, Francis, fl. 1579-1602 -- Trinity
College (Dublin, Ireland). Ms. 1209, 83
1 map ; 52 x 58 cm. in portofolio 30 x 23 cm.
Reduced facsimile of ca. 1589 manuscript in the
library of Trinity college, Dublin (Ms. 1209, 43)
Scale [ca. 1:500,000]; 8 miles to an inch.
51940 Munster (Ireland) - Maps - 1610&lt;&gt;&lt;&gt;Limerick (Limerick, Ireland) - Maps - 1610&lt;&gt;&lt;&gt;Cork (Ireland) - Maps - 1610
The Province of Munster. [London] : John Sudbury and Georg Humble [i.e. J. Legate and W. Humble], 1610 [i.e. 1646]. Authors: Speed, John, 1552?-1629 -- Hondius, Jodocus, 1563-1612 -- Sudbury, John -- Humble, George, d. 1640 -- Legate, John, d. 1658 -- Humble, William, 1612-1686 -- Speed, John, 1552?-1629. A Prospect of the most famous parts of the world ... together with ... Great Brittaines empire (1646)
1 map ; 37 x 49 cm. on sheet 42 x 54 cm.
Insets (9 x 16 cm. and 11 x 14 cm. ) : Lymerieke -- Corcke.
Letterpress text on verso (p. 139-140).
In: Speed, John. A Prospect of the most famous parts of the world ... together with ... Great Brittaines empire (London : Printed by John Legatt, for William Humble, 1646) map [86].
Case oversize G 117 .82 map [86] (PrCt)

51941 Munster (Ireland) - Maps - 1676&lt;&gt;&lt;&gt;Limerick (Limerick, Ireland) - Maps - 1676&lt;&gt;&lt;&gt;Cork (Ireland) - Maps - 1676
Authors: Speed, John, 1552?-1629 -- Hondius, Jodocus, 1563-1612 -- Bassett, Thomas -- Chiswell, Richard -- Speed, John, 1552?-1629. The Theatre of the Empire of Great-Britain ... (1676) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 37 x 50 cm. on sheet 42 x 55 cm.
Insets (9 x 16 cm. and 11 x 14 cm. ) : Lymerieke -- Corcke.
Letterpress text on verso (p. 139-140) under the following heading: The Province of Munster. In: Speed, John. The Theatre of the Empire of Great-Britain ... (London : Printed for T. Bassett and R. Chiswell, 1676) map [65].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .S7 1676 map [65] (PrCt)

51942 Munster (Ireland) - Maps - 1685
1 map ; 10 x 14 cm.
In: Petty, William. A Geographical description ye kingdom of Ireland ... (London: Francis Lamb, [1685]) pl. [33].
Case G 1042 .668 pl. [33] (PrCt)

51943 Munster (Ireland) - Maps - 1689
1 map : col. ; 40 x 55 cm.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B48 1680 pl. 36 (PrCt)

51944 Münster Region (Germany) - Maps - 1680&lt;&gt;&lt;&gt;Emsland (Germany) - Maps - 1680
Monasteriensis episcopatus. Amsterdam, [ca. 1680].
Authors: Schenk & Valck, Amsterdam -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III: H13
1 map : hand col. ; 35 x 46 cm. 3197
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6363.M8 1680 S3 (PrCt)

51945 Münster Region (Germany) - Maps - 1696
Haute partie de l'evêché de Munster ... [Amsterdam], 1696.
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III: H15
1 map : hand col. ; 42 x 55 cm.
Copy of plate published by Jaillot.
State 3 of the map.
State 2: Case+G 1007.781 v. 1 no. [42]
Pastoureau, Jaillot I F [75].
4235
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6323.M8 1692 S2 state 3 (PrCt)

51946 Münster Region (Germany) - Maps - 1696
Haute partie de l’evesché de Munster ... Paris [i.e Amsterdam] : H. Jaillot [i.e. P. Mortier], 1696.
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. [Atlas nouveau contenant toutes les parties du monde ... ] (1696)
1 map : hand col. ; 42 x 55 cm.
In: Sanson, Nicolas. [Atlas nouveau contenant toutes les parties du monde ... ] (Amsterdam : Pierre Mortier, 1696) v. 1, map [24].
Forms part of atlas published by P. Mortier in Amsterdam; chiefly comprised of maps bearing the counterfeit imprint of H. Jaillot in Paris.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
State 2 of the map.
State 3: Sack map4F oG6323.M8 1692 S2 state 3.
Koeman v. III, p. 13, Mor 1 (82).
Pastoureau, Jaillot I E, v. II [75].
4234
Case oversize G 1007 .781 v. 1, map [24] (PrCt)

51947
Münster Region (Germany) - Maps - 1696 - Names, Geographical - Names, Geographical - Münster Region (Germany) - Maps - 1696 - Gazetteers
Haute partie de l'evesché de Munster ... Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : H. Jaillot [i.e. P. Mortier], 1696. Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. [Atlas nouveau contenant toutes les parties du monde ... ] (1696) 1 map : hand col.; 42 x 55 cm.
Accompanied, on the following leaf, by: Table alphabetique des noms de villes ... sur ... haute partie ... de Munster.
In: Sanson, Nicolas. [Atlas nouveau contenant toutes les parties du monde ... ] (Amsterdam : Pierre Mortier, 1696) v. 1, map [23].
Forms part of atlas published by P. Mortier in Amsterdam; chiefly comprised of maps bearing the counterfeit imprint of H. Jaillot in Paris.
Case oversize G 1007 .781 v. 1, map [23] (PrCt)

51948
Münster Region (Germany) - Maps - 1696 - Names, Geographical - Names, Geographical - Münster Region (Germany) - Maps - 1696 - Gazetteers
Basse partie de l'evesché de Munster ... Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : H. Jaillot [i.e. P. Mortier], 1696. Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. [Atlas nouveau contenant toutes les parties du monde ... ] (1696) 1 map : hand col.; 42 x 55 cm.
Accompanied, 3 leaves previous, by: Table alphabetique des noms de villes ... sur ... basse partie ... de Munster.
In: Sanson, Nicolas. [Atlas nouveau contenant toutes les parties du monde ... ] (Amsterdam : Pierre Mortier, 1696) v. 1, map [24].
Forms part of atlas published by P. Mortier in Amsterdam; chiefly comprised of maps bearing the counterfeit imprint of H. Jaillot in Paris.
Case oversize G 1007 .781 v. 1, map [24] (PrCt)

51949
Münster Region (Germany) - Maps - 1955 - Ems River Valley (Germany and Netherlands) - Maps - 1955
Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag -- Karl Thiemig AG -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
163 p. : 2 maps (some col., some folded) ; 17 cm.
Map inside front cover.
Folded map in pocket.
Includes index.
Series: Grieben-Reiseführer ; Bd. 240
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 240 (1955) (NLO)

51950
Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552
p. 161-170 ; 28 cm.
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3143, no. 1.
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.
Wing folio Z 3112 .371 1971, p. 161-170 (PrCt)

51951
Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552
Duplicate copy (photocopies and partial English translation): Vert 3142, no. 2.
G70 .W28, p. 111-128 (PrCt)

51952
Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552
Series: Abhandlungen der Sächsischen Akademie der Wissenschaften zu Leipzig. Philologisch-historische Klasse 18, no. 3.
"Verzeichniss der 142 Karten "Münster's":" p. 72-123.
"With extensive bibliographical notes."
Ayer 7 .H19 1898 (NLO)
Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552
[Notes on Sebastian Münster]. [Chicago, 198-?].
Authors: Karrow, Robert W.
1 file folder ; 25 x 30 cm.
Bibliographical notes and drafts used in the preparation of the chapter on Sebastian Münster in: Karrow, Mapmakers of the sixteenth century and their maps (1993).
Vert 3148 (PrCt)

Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552
Sebastian Münster und die Donanquelle.
[Lahr/Schwarzwald : Moritz Schauenburg Verlag, 1957].
Authors: Oehme, Ruthardt, 1901 -- Alemannisches Jahrbuch (1957) p. 159-165 : map ; 23 cm.
Photocopies from: Alemannisches Jahrbuch (1957), p. 159-165.
Vert 3146, no. 8 (PrCt)

Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552
Authors: Sider, Sandra -- Map collector (1986) p. 32-34 ; 30 cm.
In: Map Collector 37 (1986): 32-34.
Map Ref folio GA101 .M28, v. 37, p. 32-34 (PrCt)

Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552
Sebastian Muenster. [Jerusalem : Keter Publishing House, 1972].
Authors: Silverman, Godfrey E. -- Encyclopedia Judaica columns 505-506 ; 32 cm.
Photocopies from: Encyclopedia Judaica (Jerusalem : Keter Publishing House, 1972), v. 12, columns 505-506.
Vert 3142, no. 4 (PrCt)

Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552
Authors: Wolkenhauer, August, 1877-1915 -- Acta cartographica (1969) 68 p. : illus. (incl. 2 maps) 14 facsim. (maps) on VII pl. ; 27 x 22 cm.
Series: Abhandlungen der Sächsischen Akademie der Wissenschaften zu Leipzig. Philologisch-historische Klasse; 11, no. 3.
Includes bibliographical references.
A 9 .3517 n.s. v. 11 (PrCt)

Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 - Bibliography
Not at Newberry Library (June 2009) (PrCt)

Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 - Bibliography
Authors: Burmeister, Karl-Heinz 143 p. illus., port. 24 cm.
lower case e 5 .M8 (NLO)

Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 - Bibliography
Authors: Burmeister, Karl-Heinz 143 p. : ill., port ; 24 cm.
lower case e 5 .M8 (NLO)

Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 - Bibliography
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3144, no. 1.
lower case e 5 .M8, p. 41-91, 123-129 (PrCt)

Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 - Bibliography

Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 - Portraits
lower case e 5 .M8, p. 41-91, 123-129 (PrCt)
51973 **Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552. Cosmographia (1544-1628) 
Cities and Münster, Sebastian, 1489**

**Cosmographia Universalis**

A Survey of the double-page maps in thirty-five editions of the 'Cosmographia universalis' 1544-1628 of Sebastian Münster and his editions of Ptolemy's 'Geographia' 1540-1552.

[Amsterdam : N. Israel, 1962].

Authors: Ruland, Harold L. -- Imago mundi (1962) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) p. 84-97


Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3146, no. 4.

Map Ref folio GA1 .I6, v. 16, p. 84-97 (PrCt)

51974 **Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552. Cosmographia (1614) - Title pages**

The Rare and enigmatic title page accompanying Sebastian Münster's 1614 Cosmography.

[Amsterdam : N. Israel, 1962].


Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3144, no. 4.

Map Ref folio GA1 .I6, v. 16, p. 161-162 (PrCt)


Authors: Casamorata, Cesare -- L'Universo (1925) p. 439-447 : ill., 5 maps ; 24 cm.


Vert 3145, no. 3 (PrCt)


Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3143, no. 2.

Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.

Wing folio Z 3112 .371 1977, p. 160-165 (PrCt)

51977 **Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552. Cosmographia Universalis Cities and towns - Pictorial works - Bibliography - 1544-1628**


Authors: Saxon, Sally 54 p. ; 29 cm.

Bibliography: p. [55-57].

Paper prepared for Geography C 38, University of Chicago, Summer 1971.

BHC 1809

Vert 1378 (PrCt)


Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3144, no. 3.

Z 79 .N47, v. 65, p. 175-176 (PrCt)

51979 **Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 Ethnology - History - 1500-1599**


Authors: Hodgen, Margaret T. (Margaret Trabue), 1890- -- Osiris (1954) p. 504-529 ; 25 cm.


Vert 3146, no. 6 (PrCt)

51980 **Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 Exhibitions - Catalogs - Museum Altes Rathaus (Ingelheim am Rhein, Germany) - Exhibitions - Catalogs**


Authors: Museum Altes Rathaus (Ingelheim am Rhein, Germany) -- Burmeister, Karl-Heinz xiv, 139 p. ; ill. ; 22 cm.

Includes bibliographical references.

GA873.5.M9 S3 1988 (NLO)

51981 **Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552. Eyn New lustig vnd kürztweilig Instrume[n]t der Sonne[n] (1525)**

Sebastian Münsters verschollene Karte von Deutschland von 1525. [Hildburghausen : Bibliographischen Institut, 1908].


A Map of Allgäu, 1534. [Stockholm : Kartografiska Sällskapet, 1949].
Authors: Siegrist, Werner -- Imago mundi (1949) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
p. 27-30 : map, facsims., table ; 29 cm.
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3145, no. 1.
Map Ref folio GA1 .I6, v. 6, p. 27-30 (PrCt)

Sebastian Münsters Karte des Hegaus und Schwarzwaldes von 1537 : Ein Einblatdruck aus der Bibliotheca Casimiriana zu Coburg. [Coburg : Im Kommissionsverlag der Buch- und Kunsthandlung A. Seitz, 1961].
Vert 3146, no. 2 (PrCt)

51984 Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552. Karte von Basel und Umgebung (1538)<<>>Basel (Switzerland) - Maps - 1538
Authors: Hieronymus, Frank -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552
Accompanied by full-size, color facsimile of map.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

Sebastian Münster's map of Prussia and the variants of it. [Stockholm : Kartografiska Sällskapet, 1950].
Authors: Horn, Werner, 1903-1978 -- Imago mundi (1950) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
p. 66-73
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3206, no. 5.
Map Ref folio GA1 .I6, v. 7, p. 66-73 (PrCt)

Sebastian Münster, Mappa Evropae: Uma raridade seiscentista no Itamarati / Hans Jürgen Wilhelm Horch. [São Paulo, Brasil, 1971].
Authors: Horch, Hans, 1925- -- Revista de Historia (Sao Paulo) (1971) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
p. [187]-220 : maps, ill. ; 24 cm.
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3145, no. 1.
Ayer 1 .R4299, v. 43, p. 187-220 (PrCt)

Authors: Engelmann, Gerhard, 1894- -- Petermanns geographische Mitteilungen (1979) p. 205-211
Vert 3143, no. 8 (PrCt)

51988 Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552<<>>Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 - Bibliography
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3142, no. 1.

51989 Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552<<>>Ptolemy, active 2nd century. Geographia (1540)
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.
Wing folio Z 3112 .371 1973, p. 257-266 (PrCt)

51990 Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552<<>>Ptolemy, active 2nd century. Geographia (Italian, 1558-1575)
Authors: Horch, Hans, 1925- -- Gutenberg
51995 Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552. [View of Strasbourg] (1574)
Sébastien Münster et le 'Portrait' de Strasbourg.
[Colmar : Fédération des sociétés d'histoire et
d'archéologie d'Alsace, 1959].
Authors: Ruland, Harold L. -- Revue d'Alsace (1959)

51998 Müñzer, Hieronymus, d. 1508 -
Library -
Incunabula - Germany -
Bibliography - Catalogs

Hieronymus Münzer und seine Bibliothek.
Authors: Goldschmidt, E. Ph. (Ernst Philip)
facsimiles., 1 double) on 3 leaves ; 25 cm.
Series: Studies of the Warburg Institute, v. 4.
"Katalog": p. 115-145.
At head of title: E.P. Goldschmidt.
"Printed in Austria."
Includes bibliographical references.
E 5 .M9178 (NLO)

51999
Mural painting and decoration
Cartology and the making of maps for mural
decoration. [New York : W. P. Truesdell, 1927].
Authors: Cleggs, Ernest -- Print connoisseur
(1927)
p. 225-245
In: Print connoisseur 7-9 (0 D 1927): 225-45.
From McMurtrie printing index in Newberry
Library; not examined.
Not at Newberry Library (March 2012) (PrCt)

52000
Mural painting and decoration - 1559-1575 -
Facsimiles<<>>Villa Farnese (Caprarola, Italy) -
Map Collections - Facsimiles<<>>Atlases, Italian - 1559-1575
[Maps from Caprarola's Sala Della Cosmografia].
[S.l. s.n., 2009].
Authors: Varese, Giovanni Antonio da --
6 maps : col. ; on 4 sheets 28 x 43 cm.
Color photocopies from Portoghesi, Paolo,
Contents: The Zodiac's constellation --
Planisphere -- America -- Asia -- Africa -- Evropa.
map1F G3201.AT 1559 .V3 2009 (PrCt)

52001
Mural painting and decoration -
1559-1575<<>>Villa Farnese (Caprarola, Italy)<<>>Astrology - Italy - History -
1559-1575<<>>Alessandro Farnese, Duke of
Parma, 1545-1592<<>>Farnese, Alessandro,
Duke of Parma, 1545-1592 SEE Alessandro
Farnese, Duke of Parma, 1545-1592
Caprarola's Sala della Cosmografia. [New York :
Renaissance Society of America, 1997].
Authors: Quinlan-McGrath, Mary -- Renaissance
quarterly no. 5, 4 (Winter 1997)
p. 1045-1100 : ill., plan : 24 cm.
In: Renaissance quarterly 50, no. 4 (Winter
Includes bibliography, p. 1097-1100.
F 096 .006, v. 50, no. 4, p. 1045-1100 (PrCt)

52002
Mural painting and decoration -
1559-1575<<>>Villa Farnese (Caprarola, Italy)<<>>Cartography - Italy - History -
1559-1575<<>>Varese, Giovanni Antonio
da<<>>Raffaellino, da Reggio, 1550-1578
The 'Mural Atlas' of Caprarola. 1953.
Authors: Kish, George, 1914- -

p. 51-56 : maps, ill.
From Imago Mundi 10 (1953): 51-56 : maps, ill.
Photocopy.
BHC 1557
Vert 1146, no. 1 (PrCt)

52003
Mural painting and decoration -
1559-1575<<>>Villa Farnese (Caprarola, Italy) -
Map collections<<>>Mural maps SEE Mural
decoration
The Room of maps at Caprarola, 1573-75, 1995.
Authors: Partridge, Loren W. -- Art bulletin 77
(1995)
p. 413-44 : maps, ill. ; 28 cm.
Photocopy of article in Art bulletin 77 (1995):
413-44.
Vert 1146, no. 2 (PrCt)

52004
Murano (Italy) - Glass blowing and working -
1970
Vetere Artistica : Estevan Rossetto fornace ed
esposizione : Murano - Venezia. Murano, Italy :
Estevan Rossetto, [ca. 1970s].
Authors: Estevan Rossetto
1 sheet : col. photos, map ; fold. to 22 x 10 cm
Travel Vertical File G6714 .M97M2 1970 .E8
(PrCt)

52005
Murano (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1500
Mvran. [Strassburg : J.H.Ed. Heitz, 1934].
Authors: Civici musei veneziani d'arte e di storia --
Venice (Italy). Civici musei veneziani d'arte e di
storia SEE Civici musei veneziani d'arte e di
storia
1 view ; 15 x 22 cm.
Photographic reproduction (reduced from 27.4 x
39.8 cm.) of ca. 1500 original in the Civici musei
veneziani d'arte e di storia.
In: Heitz, Paul, 1857-1943, Italienische
einblattdrucke ... Strassburg: J.H.Ed. Heitz, 1934,
no. 68.
Series: Einzelholzschnitte des fu?nfzehnten
jahrhunderts 79.
Case folio W 8014 .25, v. 82 [view] (PrCt)

52006
Murano (Italy) - Pictorial works -
1528<<>>Murano (Italy) - Maps - 1528 -
Pictorial maps<<>>Pictorial maps - Murano
(Italy) - 1528<<>>Woodcuts
Murano. [Venice : Nicolò Zoppino, 1528].
Authors: Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530 --
Zoppino, Nicolò, fl. 1508-1544 -- Bordon,
Benedetto, 1450-1530. Libro di Benedetto
Bordone : nel qual si ragiona de tutte l'isole del
monde ... (1528)
1 view : woodcut ; 8 x 14 cm., on sheet 31 x 21
cm.
Title at upper left.
In: Bordon, Benedetto. Libro di Benedetto
Bordone : nel qual si ragiona de tutte l'isole del
monde ... (Venice : Nicolò Zoppino, 1528), folio
XXXII.
References: Karrow, Mapmakers of the 16th
Muskegon County (Mich.) - Maps - 1877 - Landowners - Counties - Maps

Authors: F.W. Beers & Co. -- Beers, F. W. (Frederick W.) -- Chicago Historical Society
1 atlas (98, 111-114 p.) : col. maps (some folded) ; 41 cm.
Most of the alternate pages blank.
Includes business directory.
Library buckram.
Scales differ.
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005; includes CHS ownership markings.
CHS Coll., Atlas no. 113

Authors: H.R. Page & Co.
1 map : hand col. ; 42 x 31 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:190,000].
IF 901658.408 before p. 11 (PrCT)

Authors: General Map Company
1 atlas (36 p.) : maps ; 22 x 28 cm.
Cover title.
Added title: Land ownership directory, atlas and plat book.
Scale not given.
folio G1413 .M9 G4 1949 (NLO)

Muskegon (Mich.) - Maps - 1903 - Real property - Wall maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 74 x 118 cm. on rollers.
Written in bottom left corner: We Theo D. Morgan, Mayor and Porter P. Misner Recorder of said city do hereby certify that this plat was adopted and approved by the Council of said city April 9, 1903.
Backed with cloth and mounted on wooden rollers.

52019
52020
52021
52022
52023 Muskegon (Mich.) - Maps - 1960 - Road maps

52024 Muskingum County (Ohio) - Maps - 1833 - Landowners

52025 Muskingum County (Ohio) - Maps - 1852 - Landowners

52026 Muskingum County (Ohio) - Maps - 1866 - Landowners

52027 Muskingum County (Ohio) - Maps - 1866 - Landowners

52028 Muskogee (Okla.) - Indians of North America

52029 Muskoka (Ont. : District) - Maps - 1935 - Road maps

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
52033 Mymensingh District (Bangladesh) - Maps - 1850-1861
District Mymensingh, 1850 to 57 ... Sheet of the revenue survey of India under the direction of Lieut. Col. H.L. Thuillier ... the projection by W.R.M. Graham ... the drawing and writing by Mirza Mogul Jaun ... Calcutta : Surveyor General's Office, 1861.
Authors: Graham, W. R. M. -- Mirza Mogul Jaun -- Thuillier, H. L. (Henry Edward Landor), 1813-1906 -- Survey of India
1 map ; 107 x 92 cm. fold. to 23 x 14 cm.
Scale 1:253,440; 4 miles = 1 inch.
Eames G 1069 .438 (NLO)

52035 Mystic Seaport (Mystic, Conn.) - 1974
Authors: Mystic Seaport, Inc.
1 booklet (64 p.) : ills., fold. map ; 19 x 10 cm.

52037 Mytilene (Lesbos Island, Greece) - Maps - 1753 - Harbors - Nautical charts
Mytilene (Lesbos Island, Greece) SEE Mytilene (Lesbos Island, Greece) Harbors - Nautical charts.
Mymensingh District (Bangladesh) - Maps - 1850-1861
District Mymensingh, 1850 to 57 ... Sheet of the revenue survey of India under the direction of Lieut. Col. H.L. Thuillier ... the projection by W.R.M. Graham ... the drawing and writing by Mirza Mogul Jaun ... Calcutta : Surveyor General's Office, 1861.
Authors: Graham, W. R. M. -- Mirza Mogul Jaun -- Thuillier, H. L. (Henry Edward Landor), 1813-1906 -- Survey of India
1 map ; 107 x 92 cm. fold. to 23 x 14 cm.
Scale 1:253,440; 4 miles = 1 inch.
Eames G 1069 .438 (NLO)

52034 Mystic (Conn.) - Description and travel - 1978
Authors: Egan, James
1 p.

52036 Mystic Seaport (Mystic, Conn.) - 1974
Authors: Mystic Seaport, Inc.
1 booklet (64 p.) : ills., fold. map ; 19 x 10 cm.

52031 Musselburgh (Scotland), Battle of, 1547 - Map printing - Woodcuts - Maps - 1548 - Woodcuts
Authors: Somerset, Edward Seymour, Duke of, 1506?-1552 -- Grafton, Richard, d. 1572?
3 woodcut maps ; 7 x 11 cm. and smaller
In William Patten, The Expedition into Scotlande of the most woorthely fortunate prince Edward, Duke of Soomerset... (London: Richard Grafton, 1548), sigs. Gviii, Hii, lli [Case F 433.664].
Maps are keyed to legends on facing pages.
Case F 433 .664, sigs. Gviii, Hii, lli (PrCt)

52032 Mykonos Island (Greece) - Maps - 1528 - Micole Island (Greece) SEE Mykonos Island (Greece) - Woodcuts [Map of Mykonos in the Kyklades Islands of the Aegaean Sea]. [Venice : Nicolò Zoppino, 1528].
Authors: Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530 -- Zoppino, Nicolò, fl. 1508-1544 -- Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530. Libro di Benedetto Bordone : nel qual si ragiona de tutte l'isole del mondo ... (1528)
1 map : woodcut ; within printed borders 8 x 14 cm., on sheet 31 x 21 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
"Micole" identified at center of island.
Oriented with north at left.
In: Bordon, Benedetto. Libro di Benedetto Bordone : nel qual si ragiona de tutte l'isole del mondo ... (Venice : Nicolò Zoppino, 1528), folio XLVI.
Case folio G 117 .108, folio XLVI (PrCt)
Abu Ubayd Abd Allah ibn Abd al-Aziz, 1040-1094

Gazetteers


Authors: Bakri, Abu Ubayd Abd Allah ibn Abd al-Aziz, 1040-1094 -- Wüstenfeld, Ferdinand, 1808-1899

2 v. ; 24 cm.

Text in Arabic, with Arabic title pages. 97665-66.

NL 34-7563.

X 4902 .08 (NLO)

52052 Names, Geographical - 1460-1700

Dating Maps - 1460-1700

Gazetteers


Authors: Shirley, Rodney W.

1 p. ; 34 cm.


Vert 333 no. 1 (PrCt)

52053 Names, Geographical - 1519

Names, Geographical - America - 1519

Geography - 1519

America - Geography - 1519

Gazetteers

Repertorivm in formam alphabeticam redactu[m]. In se co[n]tinens totius iam cogniti orbis terras Maria. Fontes, flumina, montes, gentes, ciuitates atq[ue] villas. Secundu[m] eor um longitudines ac latitudines ... [Memmingen : Albert Kunne, 1519].


Caption title.

Manuscript title on vellum spine: Stoppel.

Repertorivm terrarum mundi. 1519

Chiefly comprised of place names with geographic coordinates.

Signatures P 1' - P 2' include notes on lands and islands in America.


Full text of another copy available on Universitätsbibliothek München website (accessed Feb. 2012):

http://epub.ub.uni-muenchen.de/10655/1/W2H.au x.44.pdf

References: Johnson, Richard Colles.

"Addendum to Harrisse : Jakob Stoppel" in Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

(N) And a ship Providence and her tender, in the years 1795, 1796, 1797, 1798 (London : Printed for T. Cadell and W. Davies, 1804), opposite p. 223.


http://pds.lib.harvard.edu/pds/view/12329001

References: Graf 416 (sold as Newberry duplicate).

folio Ayer 125.1 1795 .B7, opposite p. 223 (PrCt)

52051 Names, Geographical - 1000-1099

Bakri, Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

Acquired by


Thomas Phillipps ... by private treaty by William H. Robinson, Ltd. SEE William H. Robinson, Ltd.

[252] p. ; 28 cm.

Caption title.

Manuscript title on vellum spine: Stoppel.

Repertorivm terrarum mundi. 1519

Chiefly comprised of place names with geographic coordinates.

Signatures P 1' - P 2' include notes on lands and islands in America.


Full text of another copy available on Universitätsbibliothek München website (accessed Feb. 2012):

http://epub.ub.uni-muenchen.de/10655/1/W2H.au x.44.pdf

References: Johnson, Richard Colles.

"Addendum to Harrisse : Jakob Stoppel" in Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

(N) And a ship Providence and her tender, in the years 1795, 1796, 1797, 1798 (London : Printed for T. Cadell and W. Davies, 1804), opposite p. 223.


http://pds.lib.harvard.edu/pds/view/12329001

References: Graf 416 (sold as Newberry duplicate).

folio Ayer 125.1 1795 .B7, opposite p. 223 (PrCt)
52054 Names, Geographical - 1746<>Gazetteers
The Modern gazetteer; or, A short view of the several nations of the world ... By Mr. Salmon ... London : Printed for S. and E. Ballard [etc.], 1746.
Authors: Salmon, Thomas, 1679-1767 -- S. and E. Ballard (Booksellers) [460] p. ; 17 cm.
Spine title: Salmon's gazetteer.

52055 Names, Geographical - 1756<>Gazetteers
The Modern gazetteer, or, A short view of the several nations of the world : absolutely necessary for rendering the public news, and other historical occurrences, intelligible and entertaining ... / by Mr. Salmon ... London : Printed for S. and E. Ballard, J. Knapton, S. Birt, ... [and 7 others], 1756.
Authors: Salmon, Thomas, 1679-1767 -- S. and E. Ballard (Booksellers) -- Knapton, John, 1696-1770 -- Birt, Samuel, d. 1755 -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library) [504] p. ; 18 cm.
3rd ed., with additions.
Binder's title: Salmon's gazetteer.
Includes: The genealogies and families of the several emperors, kings, and princes, now reigning.
Printed in double columns.
Advertisements on p. [502]-[504].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 34041568
Baskets G101 .S25 1756 (NLO)

52056 Names, Geographical - 1757<>Gazetteers
Dizionario geografico portatile, ovvero, Descrizione di tutti i regni, province, città, patriarchi, vescovati, forti, fortezze, cittadelle, ed altri luoghi considerabili delle quattro parti del mondo : in cui dichiarasi in qual regno, provincia, o distretto questi luoghi si trovano, i principi, a cui sono soggetti, i fiumi, baje, capi, mari, monti, ecc. ove sono situati, loro distanza da' luoghi circonvicini più rimarchevoli, cola loro longitudine, e latitudine giusta le migliori carte / traduzione dall'originale inglese nel francese, e da questo nell' italiano. In Venezia [Venice] : nella Stamperia Remondini, 1757.
Authors: Vosgien, 1709-1765 -- Bruzen de La Martinière, Antoine Augustin, 1662-1746 -- Echard, Laurence, 1670?-1730 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Stamperia Remondini -- Free Library of Philadelphia -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library) -- Remondini Stamperia SEE Stamperia Remondini 2 v. in 1 ([16], 292; [2],336 p.) : 1 folded map ; 19 cm.
1a ed. veneta / ripurgata da infiniti notabili errori, che nelle altre erano corsi, ed arricchita da un celebre professore di aggiunte considerabili non più stampate, che formano un altro tomo. Italian translation of Vosgien's dictionary, which is purported to be a French translation of Gazetteer's, or, Newsman's interpreter by Laurence Echard, but is actually an abridgement of Bruzen de La Martinière's dictionary. Cf. Nouvelle biographie générale, t. 28:648-649. Uniform title: Dictionnaire géographique portatif. Italian
Includes map by Robert de Vaugondy.
Title vignettes; initials; head-pieces.
Printed in double columns.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskets G101 .V616 1757 (NLO)

52057 Names, Geographical - 1758<>Gazetteers
The Modern gazetteer, or, A short view of the several nations of the world : absolutely necessary for rendering the public news, and other historical occurrences, intelligible and entertaining ... / by Mr. Salmon. London : Printed for S. and E. Ballard, D. Browne, C. Hitch and L. Hawes, ... [and 10 others], 1758.
5th ed., with additions.
Binder's title: Salmon's gazetteer.
Includes: The genealogies and families of the several emperors, kings, and princes, now reigning.
Former owner: Hadlock Marcys.
Owner's inscription: William T. Morse ...
Woodstock, Conn., 1831.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskets G101 .S25 1758 (NLO)

52058 Names, Geographical - 1759<>Gazetteers
The Modern gazetteer, or, A short view of the several nations of the world : absolutely necessary for rendering the public news, and other historical occurrences, intelligible and entertaining ... / by Mr. Salmon. London : Printed for S. and E. Ballard, D. Browne, C. Hitch and L.
Names, Geographical - 1759


6th ed., with great additions, and a new set of maps ...
Maps by T. Kitchin.
Includes: The genealogies and families of the several emperors, kings, and princes, now reigning.
Printed in double columns.
Former owner: William Randolph.
Owner's inscription: Henry Jones Randolph, 1809.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
References: Shirely, R. Maps in the atlases of the British Library, G.Salm-6a

Baskes G101 .S25 1759 (NLO)

52060

Names, Geographical - 1776

Dictionaries - 1776

Gazetteers


Authors: Johnson, R. (Richard), 1733 or 1734-1793 -- Whitestone, William, -1792 -- Crozer Theological Seminary -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

iv. [307] p. ; 18 cm.

Suggested date of publication from ESTC T186921.

"With the addition of above three thousand places, not in the London edition."

Bookplate: Crozer Theological Seminary Bucknell Library.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: ESTC, T186921

Baskes G101 .J63 1776 (NLO)
Names, Geographical - 1781<<>>Atlasses, British - 1781<<>>Gazetteers

The Modern universal gazetteer, or, A general view of the several nations of the world : absolutely necessary for rendering the public news, and other historical occurrences, intelligible and entertaining ... / by Mr. Salmon ; with large additions and brought down to the present time by J. Titler, together with a new set of maps. Edinburgh : Printed for James Spotiswood, 1781.


Binder's title: Salmon's gazetteer. Maps engraved by T. Phinn.

Includes: The genealogies and families of the several emperors, kings, and princes, now reigning ; A list of towns omitted in the foregoing work, of which nothing could be said remarkable, unless their longitude and latitude ; A new chronological table of remarkable events and inventions : also, the area, country, and several nations of the world : absolutely necessary for rendering the public news, and other historical occurrences, intelligible and entertaining ... / by Mr. Salmon ; with large additions and brought down to the present time by J. Titler, together with a new set of maps. Edinburgh : Printed for James Spotiswood, 1781.


Binder's title: Salmon's gazetteer. Maps engraved by T. Phinn.

Published also under title: The modern gazetteer. Printed in double columns.

Addenda, p. [555-558]. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library. LC Card Number: 43030219

Baskes G101 .S25 1781 (NLO)

Names, Geographical - 1782<<>>Geography - Dictionaries - 1782<<>>Atlasses, British - 1782<<>>Gazetteers

The Modern gazeteer, or, A short view of the several nations of the world : absolutely necessary for rendering the public news, and other historical occurrences, intelligible and entertaining ... / by Mr. Salmon ... London : Printed for E. Ballard, J. Rivington, and Sons, W. Strahan, ... [and 16 others], 1782.


10th ed., carefully corrected, and improved ... Maps by T. Kitchin.

Includes: The genealogies and families of the several emperors, kings, and princes, now reigning.

Printed in double columns.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Shirley, R. Maps in the atlases of the British Library, G.Salm-6f

Baskes G101 .S25 1782 (NLO)

Names, Geographical - 1785<<>>Geography - Dictionaries - 1785<<>>Atlasses, British - 1785<<>>Gazetteers

The Modern universal gazetteer, or, A general view of the several nations of the world : absolutely necessary for rendering the public news, and other historical occurrences, intelligible and entertaining ... / by Mr. Salmon ; with large additions and brought down to the present time by J. Titler, together with a new set of maps. Edinburgh : Printed for James Spotiswood, 1781.


"With large additions and improvements, brought down to the present time."

Publishers are fictitious. Cf. ESTC.

"Embellished with a new set of maps."

Maps engraved by Lumsden.

Printed in double columns.

Former owner's inscription: Master Robert Garden, Post Office, Pitcaple.

Former owner's inscription: Wil. Smith, Inverury.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: ESTC T197417

Baskes G101 .S26 1785 (NLO)

Names, Geographical - 1794<<>>Geography - Dictionaries - 1794<<>>Atlasses, British - 1794<<>>Gazetteers

The Universal gazetteer, or, Modern geographical index : containing a concise description of the empires, kingdoms, cities, towns, seas, rivers, &c., &c. in the known world : the government, manners, and religion, of the inhabitants, with the extent, boundaries, produce, revenue, trade, manufactures, &c. of the different countries : including a full account of the counties, cities, towns, villages, &c. of England and Scotland, illustrated with six elegant maps / by John Watson, A. M. London : Printed for C. and G. Kearsley, no. 46 Fleet Street, 1794.


Maps engraved by Neele.


"Directions to the binder." p. x.

Printed in double columns.

Modern half binding of marbled leather over boards; red leather label on spine.

Former owner's inscription: Garden, Post Office, Pitcaple.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
stamped: Watson's universal gazetteer.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: ESTC N62824
Baskes G101 .W384 1794 (NLO)

Names, Geographical - 1797<<>>Pilot guides - 1797<<>>Geography - Dictionaries - 1797<<>>Nautical charts - 1797<<>>Atlases - 1797<<>>Nautical charts<<>>Gazetteers
The Naval gazetteer, or, Seaman's complete guide: containing a full and accurate account, alphabetically arranged, of the several coasts of all the countries and islands in the known world, showing their latitude, longitude, soundings, and stations for anchorage, with particular description of the several bays, capes, channels, ... variation of the compass &c. &c: together with a particular relation of the shape and appearance at sea of the several headlands, isthmusses, peninsulas, points, promontories, and whatever is of use or importance to the master, pilot, commander, or seaman of any ship or vessel, in navigating the watry element: also comprehending ample directions for sailing into or out of the different ports, straits, and harbours of the four quarters of the world, and for avoiding dangers on the various and extended coasts, in which more than twelve thousand distinct names of places, &c. are treated of and explained / by the Rev. John Malham; illustrated with a correct set of charts from the latest and best surveys; in two volumes.
1st American ed.
Imperfect; issued with 17 maps, both this copy lacks map of the world and map of the southern coasts of Africa.
Spine title: Malham's naval gazetteer
"From the press of Samuel Etheridge, no. 9, Newbury Street, Boston, 1797"--Colophon.
Maps engraved by: William Rollinson; Samuel Hill; Benjamin Callender.
Printed in double columns.
"Directions to the binder for placing the charts."--V. II, p. [1] at end.
Full brown leather; gold-stamped on spine:
Malham's naval gazetteer.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Sabin, 44119; Evans 32415; ESTC W28671; Walsh 48
LC Card Number: 05035257
Baskes G101 .M35 1797 (NLO)

Names, Geographical - 1799<<>>Atlases - 1799<<>>Gazetteers
Authors: Scott, J. T. (Joseph T.) -- Francis & Robert Bailey (Firm).-- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
4 v. : 23 maps ; 216 x 139 mm.
Geography text.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Names, Geographical - 1799<<>>Atlases - 1799<<>>Gazetteers
Authors: Scott, J. T. (Joseph T.) -- Francis & Robert Bailey (Firm).-- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 5 maps ; 214 x 132 mm.
Incomplete: lacking v 2-4.
Walsh58; Wheat & Brun66 &c
Geography text.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Names, Geographical - 1801<<>>Pilot guides - 1801<<>>Geography - Dictionaries - 1801<<>>Nautical charts - 1801<<>>Atlases, British - 1801<<>>Nautical charts<<>>Gazetteers
Naval gazetteer. London: Cadell & Davies, 1801.
Authors: Malham, John, 1747-1821 -- Cadell & Davies
2 v. ; 22 cm.
2nd ed.
G 005 .547 (NLO)

Names, Geographical - 1801<<>>Pilot guides - 1801<<>>Geography - Dictionaries - 1801<<>>Nautical charts - 1801<<>>Atlases, British - 1801<<>>Nautical charts<<>>Gazetteers
Naval gazetteer. London: Cadell & Davies, 1801.
Authors: Malham, John, 1747-1821 -- Cadell & Davies
2 v. ; 22 cm.
2nd ed.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Names, Geographical - 1823<<>>Gazetteers
Darby's edition of Brooke's Universal gazetteer, or, A new geographical dictionary: containing a description of the empires, kingdoms, states,
Map of the United States engraved by H.S. Tanner.
Printed in double columns.
Addenda, p. 892.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Shoemaker 28661

Baskes G102 .D37 1827 (NLO)

52074 Names, Geographical - 1828<<<<Gazetteers

Dickson geographical universal : que contiene la descricion de todos los paises de las cinco partes del mundo / coordinado con arreglo a la Geografía universal de M. Malte-Brun con siete mapas geográficos, por una sociedad de literatos. Paris : Librería de Mame y Delaunay-Vallée, 1828.
Authors: Malte-Brun, Conrad, 1775-1826 -- Mame y Delaunay-Vallée -- Tardieu, Ambroise, 1788-1841 -- Martinez, Ruperto -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
2 v.: 6 folded maps ; 22 cm.
Maps by Ambroise Tardieu.
Printed in double columns.
Bookplate: Librerias de Ruperto Martinez nominadas por de Ocantos, Buenos Aires.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 28003795

Baskes G102 .D45 1828 (NLO)

52075 Names, Geographical - 1832<<<<Gazetteers

A New universal pocket gazetteer : containing descriptions of the most remarkable empires, kingdoms, nations, states, tribes, cities, towns, villages, mountains, islands, rivers, seas, lakes, cataracts, canals, and railroads in the known world : with notices of manners, customs, religion, governments, laws, arts, commerce, manufactures, and population. Boston : Carter, Hendee and Co., 1832.
Authors: Goodrich, Samuel G. (Samuel Griswold), 1793-1860 -- Carter, Hendee & Co. -- Lyman Thurston & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
297 p.; 18 cm.
Spine title: Universal pocket dictionary
"Entered, according to act of Congress, in the year 1832, by S.G. Goodrich ..."--T.p. verso.
Engraved title vignette.
Printed in double columns.
Brown leather over boards; red leather label on spine gold-stamped: Universal pocket dictionary.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G102 .D54 1832 (NLO)
52076 Names, Geographical - 1847 Atlasles, French - 1847 Gazetteers
Dictionnaire de géographie ancienne et moderne : contenant tout ce qu'il est important de connaître en géographie physique, politique, commerciale et industrielle, et les notions indispensables pour l'étude de l'histoire : avec huit cartes / par MM. Achille Meissas et Michelot.
Authors: Meissas, Achille, 1799-1874 -- Michelot, Auguste, 1792-1866 -- Dumortier, Philippe -- Rousset, P. -- Hachette (Firm) -- Didot Frères -- Firmin-Didot (Firm) -- Boisdin, T. A. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
vii, [1], 947 p., [8] folded leaves of plates ; 8 col. maps ; 24 cm.
Maps engraved by Dumortier et P. Rousset.
Printed by Didot Frères.
Owner's stamp: T.A. Boisdin.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G102 .M45 1847 (NLO)

A Universal pronouncing gazetteer : containing topographical, statistical, and other information, of all the more important places in the known world, from the most recent and authentic sources / by Thomas Baldwin, assisted by several other gentlemen ; with an appendix, containing more than ten thousand additional names ; accompanied by a map exhibiting the canals and railroads of the United States.
Philadelphia : Lindsay & Blakiston, 1847, c1845.
Includes bibliographical references.
Includes map of the eastern and midwestern United States with an inset of New England.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G102 .B35 1847 (NLO)

52078 Names, Geographical - 1856 Gazetteers
The Origin of ancient names of countries, cities, individuals, and gods / by S.F. Dunlap.
Authors: Dunlap, S. F. (Samuel Fales), 1825-1905 -- Christian examiner (July, 1856) -- Elsdon C. Smith Onomastics Collection (Newberry Library) -- Smith (Elsdon C.) Onomastics Collection, Newberry Library, Chicago SEE Elsdon C. Smith Onomastics Collection (Newberry Library)
"(From the Christian examiner for July, 1856.)" "Addenda"--[9] p. at the end.
Bookplate: Elsdon C. Smith.
Forms part of the Elsdon C. Smith Onomastics Collection at the Newberry Library.
P323 .D85 1856 (NLO)

52079 Names, Geographical - 1859 Gazetteers
Authors: A. Fullarton & Co. -- Fullarton (A.) & Co. SEE A. Fullarton & Co. 7 v. : maps ; 26 cm.
G 005 .331 (NLO)

52080 Names, Geographical - 1859 Gazetteers
Authors: A. Fullarton & Co. -- Newberry Library. John M. Wing Foundation 7 v. in 14 : maps ; 26 cm.
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.
Wing G 005 .332 (NLO)

52081 Names, Geographical - 1859 Gazetteers
Authors: Charnock, Richard Stephen, b. 1820 -- Major, R. H. x, 325 p. ; 22 cm.
Bookplate: R. H. Major. Duplicate copy: Bonaparte 10903 E 8 .16 (NLO)

52082 Names, Geographical - 1864 Gazetteers
Words and places, or, etymological illustrations of history, ethnology, and geography. London : Macmillan, 1864.
Authors: Taylor, Isaac, 1829-1901 xxii, 578 p. : illus., fold. map ; 20 cm.
Bonaparte 11468 (NLO)

52083 Names, Geographical - 1874 Gazetteers
The Imperial gazetteer : a general dictionary of geography, physical, political, statistical, and descriptive, with a supplement bringing the geographical information down to the latest dates / edited by W.G. Blackie. Glasgow : Blackie &
Names, Geographical - 1878<>Gazetteers
Names, Geographical - 1881<>Gazetteers
Names, Geographical - 1884<>Gazetteers
Names, Geographical - 1886<>Gazetteers
Names, Geographical - 1887<>Gazetteers

Authors: Blackie, Christina -- Blackie, John Stuart 1809-1895
xxxiv, 243 p. ; 20 cm.
First published under title: Etymological geography.
Includes index.
LC Card Number: a 22001326
E 8 .1 (NLO)

Names, Geographical - 1878<>Gazetteers

Words and places, or, Etymological illustrations of history, ethnology, and geography / by Issac Taylor. London : Macmillan, 1878.
Authors: Taylor, Isaac, 1829-1901 -- Blades, East & Blades -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)
6th ed., with maps.
Publisher's catalog: 39 p. at end.
Publisher's binding.
Ms. notes at end: Meaning of names in Scotland and Ireland.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskets G105 .T39 1878 (NLO)

Names, Geographical - 1881<>Gazetteers
Authors: Bartholomew, John -- Oliver and Boyd (Edinburgh, Scotland) -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 32 maps ; 190 x 132 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Names, Geographical - 1884<>Gazetteers
Authors: Oliver and Boyd (Edinburgh, Scotland) -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 32 maps ; 189 x 130 mm.
P:Putnam, NY
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Names, Geographical - 1886<>Gazetteers
Authors: Egli, Johann Jacob, 1825-1896
iii, 430 p. + double map. 23 cm.
E 8 .2467 (NLO)

Names, Geographical - 1887<>Gazetteers
Geographical etymology : a dictionary of place-names giving their derivations / by C. Blackie ; with an introduction by John Stuart

Blackie, London : John Murray, 1887.
Authors: Blackie, Christina -- Blackie, John Stuart 1809-1895
xxxiv, 243 p. ; 20 cm.
First published under title: Etymological geography.
Includes index.
LC Card Number: a 22001326
E 8 .1 (NLO)
1893.
Authors: Egli, Johann Jacob, 1825-1896
vi, 1035 p. ; 24cm.
E 8 .247 (NLO)

52093 *Names, Geographical - 1896* Gazetteers
*Names and their histories : alphabetically arranged as a handbook of historical geography and topographical nomenclature / by Isaac Taylor.* London : Rivington, Percival, 1896.
Authors: Taylor, Isaac, 1829-1901 -- London Library -- Elsdon C. Smith Onomastics Collection (Newberry Library)
v, 392 p. ; 19 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [391]-392).
Bookstamp: London Library.
Bookplate: Elsdon C. Smith.
Forms part of the Elsdon C. Smith Onomastics Collection at the Newberry Library.
G106 .T24 1896 (NLO)

52094 *Names, Geographical - 1898-1999* Gazetteers
*How old is your world map or globe? 2001.*
Authors: George Philip & Son, London & Liverpool and The London Geographical Institute.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G103 .C43 1906 (NLO)

52095 *Names, Geographical - 1898* Gazetteers
*Names and their histories; a handbook of historical geography and topographical nomenclature ...* London : Rivington, 1898.
Authors: Taylor, Isaac, 1829-1901
400 p.
2d ed. revised.
Appendix: Indian nomenclature; Turkish nomenclature; Magyar names; Slavonic nomenclature; French village names; German nomenclature; English village names.
E 8 .859 (NLO)

52096 *Names, Geographical - 1900-1999* Gazetteers
*United States Board on Geographic Names.* [19--].
Authors: Randall, Richard R. -- United States Board on Geographic Names -- Geological Survey (U.S.)
11 p. : ill. ; 22 cm.
BHC 2378
Vert 1929 (PrCl)

52097 *Names, Geographical - 1904* Gazetteers
*Place-name correspondences ...* London : D. Nutt, 1904.
Authors: Farmar, Austin
101 p. ; 22 cm.
E 8 .279 (NLO)

52098 *Names, Geographical - 1904* Gazetteers
*Place name synonyms, classified / by Austin Farmar.* London : D. Nutt, 1904.
Authors: Farmar, Austin -- Blackie, Christina
vi p., 1 l., 231 p. ; 22 cm.
‘The work is based on Miss Blackie’s ‘Etymological geography’ (Murray, 1875)’ - Pref.
E 8 .28 (NLO)

52099 *Names, Geographical - 1906* Gazetteers
Authors: Patrick, David, 1849-1914 -- William and Robert Chambers -- George Philip & Son -- London Geographical Institute -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
768 p., 32 folded leaves of plates : 32 col. maps ; 20 cm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G103 .C43 1906 (NLO)

52100 *Names, Geographical - 1910* Gazetteers
...Länder und völkernamen. Leipzig : G. J. Göschen, 1910.
Authors: Kleinpaul, Rudolf Alexander Reinhold, 1845-
139 p. 151/2 cm.
Sammlung Göschen. [478].
E 8 .461 (NLO)

52101 *Names, Geographical - 1916* Gazetteers
Authors: United States Board on Geographic Names -- United States Geographic Board -- Braid, Andrew, 1846-1919
335 p. ; 25 cm.
Govt. I 33.1 :1890- 1916 (NLO)

52102 *Names, Geographical - 1922-1994* Gazetteers
*Political and name changes. Skokie, Ill. Rand McNally, [1996].*
Authors: Rand McNally and Company
4 p. ; 28 cm.
List of 107 ‘former’ and ‘current’ place name changes between 1922-1994.
Photocopies from materials issued by Rand McNally Educational Publishing for their 1996...
contest called `Rand McNally Oldest Wall Map Hunt.'
BHC 2674
Vert 333 no. 4 (Pr Ct)

52103 Names, Geographical - 1924<<>>Gazetteers
Authors: Engeln, O. D. von (Oscar Diedrich), 1880-1965 -- Urquhart, J. D. (Jane Dalziel) xiv p., 1 leaf, 279 p. ; 20 cm.
"Bibliography and source material": p. xi-xii.
E 8 .258 (NLO)

52104 Names, Geographical - 1924<<>>Gazetteers
Authors: Engeln, O. D. von (Oscar Diedrich), 1880-1965 -- Urquhart, J. D. (Jane Dalziel) -- Elsdon C. Smith Onomastics Collection (Newberry Library) xvi, 279 p. ; 23 cm.
Reprint of the 1924 ed.
Includes bibliographical references (p. xiii-xiv) and indexes.
Series: Kennikat Press scholarly reprints -- Series on man and his environment -- Kennikat Press scholarly reprints. Series on man and his environment.
Bookstamp: Elsdon C. Smith.
Forms part of the Elsdon C. Smith Onomastics Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 72113299
ISBN 0804613303 ; 9780804613309
G105 .E5 1970 (NLO)

52105 Names, Geographical - 1924<<>>Gazetteers
Pronouncing vocabulary of geographical and personal names / by Elias Longley. Cincinnati : Longley Bros.,. 1858.
Authors: Longley, Elias, 1822-1899 -- Elsdon C. Smith Onomastics Collection (Newberry Library) 210 p. ; 19 cm.
"The geographical list embraces all the names worthy of note in the known world, accompanied with such descriptive and statistical facts as are usual in gazetteers. The personal names comprise those of the most celebrated men of ancient and modern times, down to the present day, which are likely to be met with in general reading; appended to each name are such biographical facts as are necessary in a book of reference. To which is added a complete list of scriptural names. Concluding with tables which show at a glance the population of the several states, the time of their elections, the meeting of their legislatures, the succession of the presidents, and a list of all the colleges and professional schools in the United States."
Includes bibliographical references.
Publisher's advertisements at end.Bookplate: Elsdon C. Smith.
Forms part of the Elsdon C. Smith Onomastics Collection at the Newberry Library.
G105 .L66 1858 (NLO)

52106 Names, Geographical - 1924<<>>Names, Geographical - United States - 1924<<>>United States Board on Geographic Names<<>>Gazetteers
Authors: United States Geographic Board -- United States Board on Geographic Names -- Geological Survey (U.S.) iii, 111 p. ; 25 cm.
'The United States Geological survey cooperated with the United States Geographic board in the preparation of this index.'
Govt. I 33.1 :1920- 1923 (NLO)

52107 Names, Geographical - 1932 - Transliteration<<>>United States Board on Geographic Names<<>>Gazetteers
Authors: United States Geographic Board -- United States Board on Geographic Names v, 113 p. ; 23 cm.
Prepared by the Committee on foreign geographic names. At head of title: United States Geographic Board.
Govt. I 33.2 :F76 (NLO)

52108 Names, Geographical - 1936<<>>Names - Dictionaries - 1936<<>>Gazetteers
International book of names : a dictionary of the more difficult proper names in literature, history, philosophy, religion, art, music, and other studies, together with the official form and pronunciation of the names of present-day celebrities and places throughout the world, with post-war geographical changes duly incorporated / by C.O. Sylvester Mawson. New York : Thomas Y. Crowell Co.,. 1936, c1935.
Authors: Mawson, C. O. Sylvester (Christopher Orlando Sylvester), 1870-1938 -- Elsdon C. Smith Onomastics Collection (Newberry Library) xlv, 312 p. ; 20 cm.
"Key to pronunciation" folded and mounted on lining-paper.
"Fourth printing."
Bookplate: Elsdon C. Smith.
Forms part of the Elsdon C. Smith Onomastics Collection at the Newberry Library.
PE1660 .M39 1936 (NLO)

52109 Names, Geographical - 1939-2003<<>>Dating
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Maps - 1939-2003

Gazetteers

How old is your globe? c2008.
Authors: Replogle Globes
3 p. ; 28 cm.
List of 137 'former' and 'new' place name changes between 1939-2003.
Printed from the Replogle Globes website (accessed January 2010):

Vert 333 no. 3 (PrCt)

52110 Names, Geographical - 1952

x, 2148 p. ; 31 cm.
Edited by Leon E. Seltzer.
Works just fine for old maps.
Based on the 1905 edition of Lippincott's new gazetteer, which was published in 1855 under title: Lippincott's pronouncing gazetteer.
Formerly folio G 005 .188
Duplicate copy: folio G 005 .188

Map Ref folio G103 .L7 1952 (NLO)

52111 Names, Geographical - 1959

Authors: Lambert, Eloise -- Pei, Mario, 1901-1978 -- Elsdon C. Smith Onomastics Collection (Newberry Library)
178 p. ; 22 cm.
Includes index.
Also issued online.
Bookplate: Elsdon C. Smith.
Forms part of the Elsdon C. Smith Onomastics Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 59013164
G105 .L33 1959 (NLO)

52112 Names, Geographical - 1962

Authors: Seltzer, Leon E. -- Columbia University Press
x, 2148, 22 p. ; 31 cm.
Added title: Lippincott's pronouncing gazetteer.
Based on the 1905 edition of Lippincott's new gazetteer which was published in 1855 under title: Lippincott's pronouncing gazetteer.
With 1961 supplement.

Local History Ref G103 .L7 1962 (NLO)

52113 Names, Geographical - 1964

Atlas, French - 1964

Gazetteers

Authors: Meissas, Achille, 1799-1874 -- Hachette (Firm)
1 v. : 8 map plates ; 25 cm.
Bonaparte 3122 (NLO)

52114 Names, Geographical - 1970-1979

Humor

World maps - 1970-1979

Cartoon maps

With and humor in cartography

Gazetteers

Caricatures and cartoons - Maps - Specimens

The World. [197-?]
Authors: National Lampoon -- NatLampCo -- Rose (Alan) Cartographers
1 map
Published 197-? by National Lampoon.
World map with facetious place names.
temp map2F G3201.A6 197- .N3 (PrCt)

52115 Names, Geographical - 1972

Words, thought, and landscape. 1972.
Authors: Orth, Donald J.
p. 363-367
A 'brief incursion into topographical semantics.'
5S 224, v. 32, p. 363-367 (PrCt)

52116 Names, Geographical - 1972

Language and languages - Foreign elements - 1972

Gazetteers

Authors: Dorion, Henri -- Morissonneau, Christian, 1939- -- Université Laval. Centre international de recherches sur le bilinguisme -- Groupe d'étude de choronymie et de terminologie géographique -- Elsdon C. Smith Onomastics Collection (Newberry Library)
x, 374 p. ; maps ; 26 cm.
"Publié pour le Centre international de recherches sur le bilinguisme et le Groupe d'étude de choronymie et de terminologie géographique."
Contents: La problématique choronymique des régions multilingues / Henri Dorion -- Toponymie et contact des langues en Belgique / Armand Bois �leau -- Catalán et français dans la toponymie rossillonnaise / Henri Guiter -- La rebaptisation des noms de lieux dans les territoires recouvrés en Pologne / Stanislaw Rospond -- Czech-German language contacts in the toponymy of Bohemia / Ivan Lutterer -- Les influences réciproques de la langue hongroise et des langues voisines dans la toponymie / Józef Takács -- Balkan language assimilation and...
52125 Names, Geographical - 2006<<<Gazetteers
Placenames of the world : origins and meanings of the names for 6,600 countries, cities, territories, natural features, and historic sites.
Authors: Read, William Alexander, 1869- -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
v, 433 p. ; 27 cm.
2nd ed.
"First published in 1997, this new edition contains over 7,000 entries. Entries cover natural features as well as manmade entities. Each entry includes the name of the feature; a brief description and its geographical location; and the origin of the name.'
Includes bibliographical references (p. 431-433).
Table of contents on Library of Congress website (January 2007):
http://www.loc.gov/catdir/toc/ecip0514/2005017522.html
LC Card Number: 2005017522
ISBN 0786422483 (illustrated case binding : alk. paper) ; 9780786422487 (illustrated case binding : alk. paper)
G105 .R66 2006 (NLO)

52126 Names, Geographical - Afghanistan<<<Gazetteers
Authors: United States. Office of Geography -- United States Board on Geographic Names 1 v.
Govt. I 33.8 A3 (PrCt)

52127 Names, Geographical - Africa<<<Names, Geographical - Middle East<<<Gazetteers
Authors: United States. Office of Geography -- United States Board on Geographic Names 1 v.
Govt. I 33.8: A35 (PrCt)

52128 Names, Geographical - Alabama - Indian<<<Gazetteers
Authors: Read, William Alexander, 1869- -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
vii, 84p. maps (1 fold.) 231/2cm.
Half-title: Louisiana State Univeristy studies ... edited by C.W. Pipkin. [no.29].
Series title in part on t-p.
Bibliography : p.80-84.
Ayer 74 .U72 A28 R28 1937 (NLO)

Authors: Wright, Amos J., 1926- -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
viii, 239 p. ; 23 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [225]-239).
LC Card Number: 2003000201
ISBN 081731251X (cloth : alk. paper) ; 0817312528 (pbk. : alk. paper)
Ayer E78.A28 W75 2003 (NLO)

52130 Names, Geographical - Alaska<<<Alaska - Maps - 1967<<<Gazetteers
Authors: Orth, Donald J.
xi, 1084 p. : front., maps (12 col.) ; 30 cm.
Series: Geological Survey professional paper 567 -- Professional paper (Geological Survey (U.S.)) ; 567.
LC Card Number: 67000281
folio G 10945 .635 (NLO)

52131 Names, Geographical - Alaska<<<Alaska - Maps - 1971<<<Gazetteers
Authors: Orth, Donald J. -- Elsdon C. Smith Onomastics Collection (Newberry Library)
"Reprinted with minor revisions."
Includes bibliographical references (p. 1072-1084).
Series: Geological Survey professional paper ; 567.
Inscribed to Elsdon C. Smith by the author.
Bookplate: Elsdon C. Smith. Forms part of the Elsdon C. Smith Onomastics Collection at the Newberry Library.
folio F902 .O7 1971 (NLO)

52132 Names, Geographical - Alaska - Athabaskan language<<<Gazetteers
Some principles of Alaskan Athabaskan toponymic knowledge. 1986.
Authors: Kari, James -- Alaska Native Language Center
29 p. ; 28 cm.
Xerox copy of typescript.
BHC 1510
Vert 1101 (PrCt)

52133 Names, Geographical - Alaska - Athabaskan language<<<Gazetteers
Some principles of Alaskan Athabaskan
Gazetteer no. 8
Names
Authors: United States Board on Geographic Names.

52138
Names, Geographical - Alaska
Alaskan geographic names / by Marcus Baker.
Authors: Baker, Marcus, 1849-1903 -- Geological Survey (U.S.) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection
(Newberry Library)
p. 489-509 ; 30 cm.
Cover title.
"Extract from the twenty-first annual report of the survey, 1899-1900. Part II-- General geology, economic geology, Alaska."
Binder’s title: U.S. Geological survey - Alaska
Ayer 160.5 .A3 B78 1901 (NLO)

52135
Names, Geographical - Alaska
Authors: Phillips, James Wendall, 1922-
xix, 149 p. : fold. map ; 22cm.
Bibliography: p.147-149.
E 8023 .684 (NLO)

52136
Names, Geographical -
Albania
List of Albanian names. London : For the Permanent Committee on Geographical Names by the Royal Geographical Society, 1938.
Authors: Permanent Committee on Geographical Names for British Official Use
v. ; 24 cm.
E 8 .67 (NLO)

52137
Names, Geographical -
Albania
Albania; official standard names approved by the United States Board on Geographic Names.
Authors: United States Board on Geographic Names -- United States. Office of Geography
156 p. ; 21 x 28 cm.
Series: U.S. Board on Geographic Names.
Gazetteer no.8
Govt. I 33.8 :8 (NLO)

52138
Names, Geographical -
Albania
Authors: United States Board on Geographic Names -- United States. Office of Geography
iii, 207 p. map. 21x28 cm.
2nd ed.
Series: U.S. Board on Geographic Names.
Gazetteer no. 8
Govt. I 33.8 :8 (NLO)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalog Entry</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>52144</td>
<td>Names, Geographical - America - 1798 Names, Geographical - North America - 1798 North America - 1798 United States - 1798 United States - Maps - Collections, 1798 United States - Maps - Collections, 1798 Gazetteers</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
"Second edition, revised, corrected, and enlarged."
Includes maps compiled by Abraham Bradley and Enoch Gridley.
Maps also cataloged separately.
LC Card Number: 02006945
Gift 1945.
Case G 80 .611 (NLO)

52148 Names, Geographical - America<<>>Names, Geographical - Western Hemisphere<<>>Gazetteers
 Names approved by the U.S. Board on Geographic Names of Antarctica; official standard
Antarctica<<>>Gazetteers
Authors: United States. Office of Geography. -- United States Board on Geographic Names
1 v.
Govt. I 33.8 A45 (PrCl)

52149 Names, Geographical - Amrum Island (Germany)<<>>Gazetteers
Die orts- und flurnamen der Insel Amrum ...
Authors: Schmidt-Peterson, Jürgen, 1860-11 p.
E 833 .8 (NLO)

52150 Names, Geographical - Angola<<>>Gazetteers
Angola; official standard names approved by the United States Board on Geographic Names.
Authors: United States Board on Geographic Names -- United States Office of Geography
iii, 234 p. 21x28 cm.
Series: U.S. Board on Geographic Names. Gazetteer no. 20
Govt. I 33.8:20 (NLO)

52151 Names, Geographical - Antarctica<<>>Gazetteers
Geographic names of the Antarctic. Arlington, VA
Authors: Alberts, Fred G. -- United States Board on Geographic Names -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald
Collection (Newberry Library) xxiv, 834 p. ; 28 cm.
2nd ed.
Includes bibliographical references (p. xix-xx).
*Names approved by the United States Board on Geographic Names, with support from United
Science Foundation, Office of Polar Programs.*.
Forms part of the Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library).
Shipping list no. 96-0017-S.
*June 1995*--P. iii.
Fitzgerald folio G877 .G46 1995 (NLO)

52152 Names, Geographical - Antarctica<<>>Gazetteers
Geographic names of Antarctica; official standard names approved by the U.S. Board on
Authors: United States Board on Geographic Names -- United States. Office of Geography
ii, 332 p. ; 31cm.
Series: U.S. Board on Geographic Names.
Gazetteer no. 14
With a foreword by Meredith F. Burrill and a List of expeditions by Kenneth J. Bertrand and Fred
G. Alberts.
Rev. ed. First published in 1947 by the Board on Geographic Names, as its Special publication no. 86.
Govt. I 33.8 :14 (NLO)

52153 Names, Geographical - Antwerp (Belgium : Province) - 1834<<>>Gazetteers
Authors: Vandermaelen, Philippe, 1795-1869
v, 347, 170 p. : 8 fold. tables ; 23 cm.
Reprint of the 1834 ed. published *A l'etablissement géographique, Brussels.*
DH414.M21 1970 (NLO)

52154 Names, Geographical - Applied to Inhabitants<<>>Gazetteers
Liverpudlians; or, *What is who called where.*
[Chicago?] : Marquis Biographical Library Society, [1970].
Authors: Marquis Biographical Library Society 43 p. 18 cm.
43 p. 18 cm.
E 8 .553 (NLO)

52155 Names, Geographical - Arabian Peninsula<<>>Names, Geographical - Saudi Arabia<<>>Gazetteers
Arabian Peninsula; official standard names approved by the United States Board on Geographic Names.
Authors: United States Board on Geographic Names -- United States. Office of Geography
xiii, 458 p. ; 21 x 28 cm.
Series: U.S. Board on Geographic Names. Gazetteer no.54
Govt. I 33.8 :54 (NLO)

52156 Names, Geographical - Arabian Peninsula<<>>Gazetteers
List of names in Arabia ... London : For the Permanent Committee on Geographical Names by the Royal Geographical Society, 1931.
Authors: Permanent committee on geographical names for British official use
v. ; 25 cm.
E 8 .67 (NLO)

52157 Names, Geographical - Arabian Peninsula<<>>Names, Geographical - Saudi Arabia<<>>Gazetteers
Sadiq Isfahani, Muhammad Sadiq Ibn Muhammad Salih, 1609 or 10-1650 or

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
51 Names, Geographical - Arabian Peninsula

Names, Geographical - Arabian Peninsula

Authors: Brünnow, Rudolf Ernst -- Domaszewski, Alfred von, 1856- -- Kunze, Max Friedrich, 1838-3v. (front., ill., plates (part col., part fold.), maps (part fold.), plans (part fold.), facsimils., diagrs.); 33 x 25 cm.
F 0262 .12 (NLO)

52159 Names, Geographical - Arabian Peninsula

Names, Geographical - Arabian Peninsula

South-west Arabia (the Yemen and the Aden protectorate) : transliteration of names / [by M.C. Lake]. [Aden : s.n. ; London? issued by the Colonial Office], 1941.
Authors: Lake, Morice Challoner, 1885- -- Great Britain. Colonial Office -- Elsdon C. Smith Onomastics Collection (Newberry Library)
71 p.; 21 cm.
"System R.G.S. II."
Contents: Pt. I. Proper and tribal names -- Pt. 2. Place names.
Bookstamp: Elsdon C. Smith.
Forms part of the Elsdon C. Smith Onomastics Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 45050193
CS2970 .L35 1941 (NLO)

52160 Names, Geographical - Araucanía (Chile) - Indian Names, Geographical - Araucanía (Chile)

Names, Geographical - Araucanía (Chile) - Indian Names, Geographical - Araucanía (Chile)

Voz de Arauco, explication de los nombres indigenas de Chile. Padre Las Casas (Chile) : Imprenta San Francisco, 1944.
Authors: Moesbach, Ernsto Wilhelm de -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
259 p.; 18 cm.
'Autores consultados': p.[9]
Ayer 74 .C5 M69 1944 (NLO)

52161 Names, Geographical - Arctic regions

Names, Geographical - Arctic regions

... De islandske kursforskrifter svalbarde, af Gustav Holm. Kobenhavn [Copenhagen], 1925.
Authors: Holm, Gustav -- Meddeleker om Gronland LIX (1925) -- Holm, Gustav Frederick, 1849- SEE Holm, Gustav p. [273]-297, maps; 28 cm.
In: Meddeleker om Gronland LIX (1925), p. [273]-297, maps; 28 cm.
G 143 .225 v. 59 (PrCt)

52162 Names, Geographical - Argentina - 1516-1810

Names, Geographical - Argentina - 1516-1810

Authors: Nunez, Benjamin, 1912- -- Instituto Panamericano de Geografía e Historia -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
351 p.; ill., maps; 23 cm.
Bibliography: p. [345]-351.
Ayer F2804 .N8 (NLO)

52163 Names, Geographical - Argentina - Quechua

Names, Geographical - Argentina - Quechua

Authors: Coní, Fernando Arturo, 1858- -- Coní Bazán, Fernando A. -- Ardissone, Romualdo -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
xxxiv, 512 p.; port., facsim.; 27 cm.
"DE GAEA [anales de la Sociedad Argentina de Estudios Geográficos] tomo IX."
LC Card Number: 52068600
Ayer 1269 .A7 C75 1951 (NLO)

52164 Names, Geographical - Argentina - Quechua

Names, Geographical - Argentina - Quechua

[Gazetteer] : Argentina

...[Gazetteer] : Argentina

Names, Geographical - Argentina

Names, Geographical - Argentina

Ayer 74 .C5 M69 1944 (NLO)

52165 Names, Geographical - Argentina - Quechua

Names, Geographical - Argentina - Quechua

Names, Geographical - Argentina

Names, Geographical - Argentina

Ayer 74 .C5 M69 1944 (NLO)
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I Nomi antichi, et moderni della seconda, et terza
Southeast Asia
India
Peninsula
1570 Names, Geographical

Names, Geographical
Novacco 2F 234 (PrCt)
i10 Collection (Newberry Library).
Ex Lange.

Tooley 59.
Karrow 30/G.1.
Remnants of binding stub on verso.

(Venice
Descrittione della seconda parte dell'Asia

Authors: Gastaldi, Giacomo, approximately
1500–approximately 1565 -- Almagià, Roberto,
1884–1962 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection
(Newberry Library)

1 leaf ; on sheet 466 x 378 mm.
Engraved table of place names printed in 13 columns; includes geographic coordinates.

Apparently issued to accompany maps by
Giacomo Gastaldi, both published [Venice?, ca, 1570?] : La Descrittione della seconda parte
dell'Asia [Novacco 4F 385] -- La Descrittione
della terza parte dell'Asia [Novacco 4F 388].
Forms part of a composite sheet printed from 2 plates on 2 sheets; detached from a binding.
Attached to another engraved leaf: I Nomi antichi,
et moderni della prima parte dell'Asia.
Karrow 30/H. 
Cf. Tooley 60.
Ex Almagià.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
i8
Novacco 2F 218 (PrCt)

Names, Geographical - Arizona
Arizona place names. Rev. and enl. by Byrd H. Granger. Illustrated by Anne Merriman Peck.


Authors: Barnes, William Croft, 1858

Tucson, Arizona place names. Rev. and enl. by Byrd H. Granger. Illustrated by Anne Merriman Peck.

University of Arizona bulletin. vol. vi, no. 1.


E 8057 .07 (NLO)

52167

Names, Geographical - Arizona
Arizona place names. Rev. and enl. by Byrd H. Granger. Illustrated by Anne Merriman Peck.


Authors: Barnes, William Croft, 1858–1936 -- Granger, Byrd H. -- Edward E. Ayer Collection
(Newberry Library)

xix, 519 p. : ill., maps ; 29 cm.

(Includes bibliographies.

Ayer 74 .U72 A7 B26 1960 (NLO)

52168

Names, Geographical - Asia
I Nomi antichi et moderni della seconda parte
dell'Asia ... / Di Giacomo de' Gastaldi Piamontese, cosmografo. In Venetia [Venice : Giacomo Gastaldi?], 1564.
Authors: Gastaldi, Giacomo, approximately
1500 approximately 1565 -- Licinius, Fabius,
1521–1565 -- Lange, Otto, 1879–1944 -- Franco
Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 leaf ; on sheet 445 x 352 mm.
Letterpress table of place names in printed in 3 columns; includes historical and modern names and geographic coordinates.

Issued to accompany Gastaldi, Giacomo. La Descrittione della seconda parte dell'Asia
(Venice: F. Licinius, 1561) [Novacco 4F 386].
Remnants of binding stub on verso.
Karrow 30/G.1.
Tooley 59.
Ex Lange.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
i10
Novacco 2F 234 (PrCt)

52169

Names, Geographical - Asia
1570 Names, Geographical - Arabian
Peninsula - 1570 Names, Geographical - India - 1570 Names, Geographical - Southeast Asia - 1570 Gazzetteers

I Nomi antichi, et moderni della seconda, et terza
parte dell'Asia ... / di Giacomo de' Gastaldi Piamontese, cosmografo. Venetia [Venice : Giacomo Gastaldi?, ca. 1570].
Authors: Gastaldi, Giacomo, approximately
1500 approximately 1565 -- Almagià, Roberto,
1884–1962 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection
(Newberry Library)

1 leaf ; on sheet 466 x 378 mm.
Engraved table of place names printed in 13 columns; includes geographic coordinates.

Apparently issued to accompany maps by
Giacomo Gastaldi, both published [Venice?, ca, 1570?] : La Descrittione della seconda parte
dell'Asia [Novacco 4F 385] -- La Descrittione
della terza parte dell'Asia [Novacco 4F 388].
Forms part of a composite sheet printed from 2 plates on 2 sheets; detached from a binding.
Attached to another engraved leaf: I Nomi antichi,
et moderni della prima parte dell'Asia.
Karrow 30/H. 
Cf. Tooley 60.
Ex Almagià.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
i8
Novacco 2F 218 (PrCt)

52170

Names, Geographical - Asia
General list of Asiatic names ... [London] : Pub. for the Permanent Committee on Geographical Names by the Royal Geographical Society, 1921.
Authors: Permanent Committee on Geographical Names for British Official Use

v. ; 25 cm.

E 8 .67 (NLO)

52171

Names, Geographical - Asia
Authors: United States. Office of Geography -- United States Board on Geographic Names

1 v.

Govt. I 33.8:A75 (PrCt)

52172

Names, Geographical - Asia - Transliteration
Kartographische Ortsnamenkunde; Probleme und Richt linien der Kartenbeschriftung mit Musterbeispielen der Asienkarten.

Authors: Weygandt, Helmut -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

138 p. 2 plates, 5 maps (part col.) 30cm.
Series: Kartographische Schriftenreihe ; Bd. 5
Illustrative matter in pocket.

folio Ayer 129 .W547 1955 (NLO)

52173

Names, Geographical - Australia
Authors: Atchison, J. F.

From the Globe 9 (1978): 77-[94].

BHC 1026
Names, Geographical - Australia - Gazetteers
Australia; official standard names approved by the United States Board on Geographic Names.
Authors: United States Board on Geographic Names -- United States. Office of Geography
iii, 750 p. ; 21 x 28 cm.
Series: U.S. Board on Geographic Names.
Gazetteer no. 40
Govt. I 33.8 :40 (NLO)

Names, Geographical - Austria - Gazetteers
Authors: Schiffmann, Konrad, 1871-
2 v. ; 25 cm.
E 807 .793 (NLO)

Names, Geographical - Austria - Roman Gazetteers
Authors: Pichler, Friedrich, 1834-
3 pt. in 2 v. : fold. map ; 24 cm.
Added title page: Quellen und forschungen zur alten geschichte und geographie, hrsg. von W. Sieglin, hft, 2-[4].
F 092 .72 v. 2-4 (NLO)

Names, Geographical - Austria - Slavic Gazetteers
Authors: Stur, Josef
'Allgemeines quellenverzeichnis': recto of last leaf.
222 names explained.
A 9 .937 v. 176 (PrCt)

Names, Geographical - Ayrshire (Scotland)
Some names of places and persons :
Authors: Mackay, Eneas -- Elsdon C. Smith
Onomastics Collection (Newberry Library)
32 p. ; 25 cm.
Cover title: Some names of persons and places in Dalmellington Parish and neighbourhood, 1565-1800
"The information contained in the following list has been extracted from the Index, prepared for the Scottish Record Society, to the Register of Testaments recorded, between 1547 and 1800,
in the Commissariots of Edinburgh, Glasgow, and Kirkcudbright ...

Bookstamp: Elsdon C. Smith.

Forms part of the Elsdon C. Smith Onomastics Collection at the Newberry Library.

CS2439.A97 S66 1904 (NLO)


52189 Names, Geographical - Brazil Gazetteers [Gazetteer] : Brazil. [1963?]. Authors: United States. Office of Geography -- United States Board on Geographic Names Govt. I 33.8: 71 (PrCt)


Authors: Capper, Benjamin Pitts -- Cooper -- Phillips, R. (Richard), Sir, 1767-1840 -- Barnard, John George, fl. 1801-1825 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 26 maps ; 220 x 136 mm.

Issued in 2 volumes?; this copy lacking volume 1.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

(PrtCt)


Authors: Capper, Benjamin Pitts -- Cooper -- Phillips and Co. -- Phillips, R. (Richard), Sir, 1767-1840 -- G. and W. Whittaker -- Robinson, G. H., active 1877 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

vi, 1054 p., xlv [i.e. xlvii] leaves of plates (7 folded) : 47 maps ; 24 cm.

New ed.
Maps by G. & W. B. Whittaker.
Printed in double columns.
Former owner’s inscription: G.H. Robinson, 1877.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes DA640 .G67 1833 (NLO)


Authors: Gorton, John, d. 1835 -- Wright, G. N. (George Newenham), 1790?--1877 -- Hall, Sidney -- Chapman and Hall -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

3 v. : 54 folded maps ; 22 cm.
Spine title: Gorton’s topographical dictionary State 1 of the map plates? (1830?).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Full text of another copy available online via Hathitrust Digital Library (accessed Feb. 2012):

http://catalog.hathitrust.org/api/volumes/oclc/2106096.html

LC Card Number: 03007556

Baskes DA640 .G67 1833 (NLO)


12 v. : [68] col. maps ; 28 cm.

Verso of t.p.: The national gazetteer of Great Britain and Ireland, or, Topographical dictionary of the British Islands : comprising above 30,000 names of towns, villages, parishes, hamlets, castles, seats, and other natural or political divisions : with a description of their churches, schools, antiquities, manufactures, progress, railways, etc. compiled from the most recent and trustworthy sources, and corrected by local verification ; illustrated with coloured quarto maps / edited by N.E.S.A. Hamilton.'

Imprint date from t.p. at back of v. 12.
Second, engraved, t.p., containing an illustration of Trafalgar Square, London; vols. 7 and 12 also have engraved t.p., with illustrations of the Scott Monument, Edinburgh, and the Custom House, Dublin, respectively.

Gazetteer printed in two columns, within double-ruled borders in black.
Each v. contains six colored maps by William Hughes (v. 7 has five, v. 12 has 3), including county maps, maps of the Orkney, Shetland, and Channel Islands, the Isle of Wight, England and Wales, Scotland, and Ireland; and physical and population maps of the British Isles.
Vols. 11 and 12 contain publisher’s advertisements.

Violet beaded cloth boards; gold-stamped centerpiece of the English royal arms and motto, ‘Dieu et mon droit’, within blind-stamped ornamental oval frame and ruled borders; spine gold-stamped with roses and leaves, and the helmeted figure of Britannia holding spear and helmet.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
shield; gold-stamped spine title, alphabetical segment covered in each volume, vol. number, and price (7/6); light yellow endpapers.
Binder’s ticket on inside lower board of all vols.
except v. 11: ‘Bound by Virtue & Co., City Road, London.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Carroll 126.
Chubb 562.
Baskes folio DA640 .N37 1868 (NLO)

52195 Names, Geographical - British Isles - 1883 - British Isles - Maps - 1882 - Gazetteers
Authors: Beeton, Samuel Orchart, 1831-1877 -- Ward, Lock and Company, ltd. -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

52196 Names, Geographical - British Isles - 1929 - Names, Geographical - Great Britain - 1929
The Place-names of the English people at home and overseas / by M.J.C. Meiklejohn. London : Meiklejohn & Son, 1929.
Authors: Meiklejohn, M. J. C. -- Meiklejohn & Son -- Elsdon C. Smith Onomastics Collection (Newberry Library)
v, 223 p. ; 19 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 207-208) and index.
Bookplate: Elsdon C. Smith.
Forms part of the Elsdon C. Smith Onomastics Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 30008946
DA645 .M45 1929 (NLO)

52197 Names, Geographical - British Isles - Gazetteers
Authors: Currie, Andrew M. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
447 p. ; 19 cm.
‘Pocket reference’--Front cover.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
ISBN 1855013762
Baskes DA645 .C87 1994 (NLO)

52198 Names, Geographical - British Isles - Names, Geographical - Ireland - Gazetteers
Authors: Mills, A. D. (Anthony David), 1935- -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
xxviii, 532 p. : maps ; 20 cm.
1st ed. rev.
Cover title: Dictionary of British place names
Includes a representative selection of some 17,000 major place-names from the whole of the British Isles: England, Scotland and the Scottish islands, Wales, Northern Ireland and the Republic of Ireland, the Channel Islands and the Isle of Man.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [526]-532).
LC Card Number: 2011534031
ISBN 9780199609086 (pbk. : acid-free paper) ; 019960908X (pbk. : acid-free paper)
2013040401 on order (NLO)

Authors: McNamara, John, 1913- -- Bronx County Historical Society
436 p. : ill., maps ; 24 cm.
3rd rev. ed.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [433]-435).
Contents: Current Bronx street and place names -- McNamara's guide to the Old Bronx.
ISBN 0941980162 (pbk.)

52200 Names, Geographical - Brooklyn (New York, N.Y.) - Names, Geographical - New York (N.Y.)
Authors: Benardo, Leonard -- Weiss, Jennifer
xii, 209 p. : ill., maps, ports. ; 22 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 181-185) and index.
Table of contents on Library of Congress website (accessed July 2007):
http://www.loc.gov/catdir/toc/ecip066/2005037706.html
LC Card Number: 2005037706
ISBN 0814799450 (cloth : alk. paper) ; 9780814799451 (cloth : alk. paper); 0814799469 (pbk. : alk. paper) ; 9780814799468 (pbk. : alk. paper)
F129.B7 B48 2006 (NLO)

52201 Names, Geographical - Buenos Aires (Argentina) - Indian - Gazetteers
Authors: Tello, Eliseo A -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
171 p. ; 21cm.
Ayer 74 .A7 T27 1946 (NLO)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

52202 Names, Geographical - Bulgaria
La Provenance du nom Bulgar / J. Németh.
Winnipeg, Canada: Academie ukrainienne libre des sciences, 1964.
Authors: Németh, Gyula. 1890-1976 -- Ukrain ska vilna akademiia nauk -- Elsdon C. Smith
Onomastics Collection (Newberry Library)
15 p.; 23 cm.
Added pitle page title: Pokhodzhennia nazvy “Bolgary”
In French with added t.p. in Ukrainian.
Series: Onomastica ; no. 28.
Bookstamp: Elsdon C. Smith.
Forms part of the Elsdon C. Smith Onomastics Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 68041206
PG969.B85 N46 1964 (NLO)

52203 Names, Geographical - Bulgaria
Bulgaria; official standard names approved by the United States Board on Geographic Names.
Authors: United States Board on Geographic Names -- United States. Office of Geography iii, 293 p.  21 x 28cm.
Series: U.S. Board on Geographic Names. Gazetteer no. 44.
Govt. I 33.8 :44 (NLO)

52204 Names, Geographical - Burkina Faso
Names, Geographical - Upper Volta
Authors: United States. Office of Geography -- United States Board on Geographic Names 1 v.
Govt. I 33.8: 87 (PrCt)

52205 Names, Geographical - Burma
Burma; official standard names approved by the United States Board on Geographic Names.
Authors: United States Board on Geographic Names -- United States. Office of Geography 175 p. 21 x 28cm.
Series: U.S. Board on Geographic Names. Gazetteer no.9.
Govt. I 33.8 :9 (NLO)

52206 Names, Geographical - Burma
Authors: United States. Office of Geography -- United States Board on Geographic Names 1 v.
Govt. I 33.8: 96 (PrCt)

52207 Names, Geographical - Burundi
[Gazetteer] : Burundi. [1964?].
Authors: United States. Office of Geography -- United States Board on Geographic Names 1 v.
Govt. I 33.8: 84 (PrCt)

52208 Names, Geographical - Butler County (Pa.)
Butler County (Pa.) - Historical geography - Maps - 2006
Butler County (Pa.) - Maps - 2006
Maps
Authors: Eisler, Luinne R. -- McKnight, Glee -- Smith, Janet (Janet S.) -- Mechling Bookbindery 373 p. : ill. (chiefly col.), maps ; 29 cm.
Includes 3 maps on transparencies in pocket, bibliographical references (p. 321-335), and index.
LC Card Number: 2007921370
ISBN 9780976056393 ; 0976056399
folio F157.B87 E35 2006 (NLO)

52209 Names, Geographical - Caledonia County (Vt.)
- 1764-1887
Names, Geographical - Essex County (Vt.) - 1764-1887
Authors: Child, Hamilton, b. 1836 2 pts. in 1 v. (492, 298 p.) : ill., ports.
Other Title: Pt. 2 has title: Business directory of Caledonia and Essex counties, Vt. 1887-'88.
At head of title: Part first. Includes index.
Reproduction of original in the Newberry Library.
Series: Genealogy and local history ; LH14074. Microfiche 4825 (NLO)

52210 Names, Geographical - California
1500 California place names : their origin and meaning / William Bright.
"A revised version of 1000 California place names, by Erwin G. Gudde, third edition." LC Card Number: 97043147
ISBN 0520212711 (alk. paper)
F859 .G8 1998 (NLO)

52211 Names, Geographical - California
Authors: Brown, Thomas P. (Thomas Pollok), b. 1879 -- American Trust Company -- Elsdon C. Smith Onomastics Collection (Newberry Library)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

44 p.; 20 cm.
Compiled for the American Trust Company.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 44).
Originally published, 1934, with title: California names.
Bookstamp: Elsdon C. Smith.
Forms part of the Elsdon C. Smith Onomastics Collection at the Newberry Library.

52216 Names, Geographical - Cameroon - Gazetteers
Cameroon; official standard names approved by the United States Board on Geographic Names.
Authors: United States Board on Geographic Names -- United States. Office of Geography
iv, 255 p.; map; 21 x 28 cm.
Series: U.S. Board on Geographic Names. Gazetteer. no.60
Govt. I 33.8: 60 (NLO)

52217 Names, Geographical - Canada
Authors: Kirkconnell, Watson, 1895-1977 -- Elsdon C. Smith Onomastics Collection (Newberry Library)
16 p.; 23 cm.
Added title page: Kanadiiske mistsev nazovnytstvo i kulturni naravstvuvannya v Kanadi Summary in Ukrainian, English and French.
Bibliographical references included in editor's preface (p. 5-6).
Series: Ukrainian Free Academy of Sciences.
Series: Onomastica ; no. 7 -- Onomastica ; no. 7.
Bookstamp: Elsdon C. Smith.
Forms part of the Elsdon C. Smith Onomastics Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 55025782
F1004 .K5 1954 (NLO)

52218 Names, Geographical - Canada - 2001
Naming Canada : stories about Canadian place names / Alan Rayburn. Toronto ; Buffalo : University of Toronto Press, 2001.
Authors: Rayburn, Alan xiv, 360 p.; 23 cm.
Rev. and expanded ed. Includes index.
LC Card Number: 2001272269
ISBN 0802047254 (cloth); 9780802047250 (cloth); 0802082939 (paper); 9780802082930 (paper)
F1004 .R39 2001 (NLO)

52219 Names, Geographical - Canada - Gazetteers
English geographical names in Canada with generic terms of French origin . 1970.
Authors: Rayburn, J. A.
p. 88-104 ; ill., maps
Abstracts in French, German and Spanish.
5S 9, v. 7, p. 88-104 (PrCi)

52220 Names, Geographical - Canada - Maps -
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Bibliography>>>Gazetteers
Canontoriana : cartography of early Canadian place names from 1508. 1975.
Catalog of an exhibition at the ROM, Jan.-April 1975.
77-35306
Vert 417 (PrCt)

52221 Names, Geographical - Catamarca (Argentina : Province) - Quechua language>>>Names, Geographical - Argentina - Quechua language
Tesor de catamarqueñismos; nombres de lugares y apellidos indios con etimologías y eslabones aislados de la lengua cacana, por Samuel A. Lafone Quevedo, complementada con Palabras y modismos usuales en Catamarca, por Félix F. Avellaneda. Buenos Aires : Imprenta y casa editora "Coni", 1927.
Authors: Lafone Quevedo, Samuel A. (Samuel Alexander), 1835-1920 -- Avellaneda, Félix F. -- Universidad Nacional de Tucumán -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
375 p., 1 leaf : port. ; 29 cm.
3. ed.
At head of title: Univerisdad nacional de Tucuman.
Bibliography of Lafone Quevedo: p.[5]-7.
LC Card Number: 36034224
Ayer 1471 .K41 L16 1927 (NLO)

52222 Names, Geographical - Cayuga County (N.Y.)>>>Gazetteers
7-296 p. : ill. ; 22 cm.
Spine title: Cayuga County directory 1868. Title from National union catalog, pre-1956 imprints.
Title page missing.
Errata (p. 9-11).
Advertisements interspersed.
In box.
Includes indexes.
F 127 .C5 G39 1868 (NLO)

52223 Names, Geographical - Chad>>>Gazetteers
Chad; official standard names approved by the United States Board on Geographic Names.
Authors: United States Board on Geographic Names -- United States. Office of Geography v. 232 p. map. 21 x 28cm.
Series: U.S. Board on Geographic Names. Gazetteer no. 65
Govt. I 33.8 65 (NLO)

52224 Names, Geographical - Chicago (Ill.)>>>Gazetteers
Is long-lost Chilaga the Camelot of Checagou?
1987.
Authors: Heise, Kenan
From Chicago Tribune, Mar. 4, 1987:
Chicagoland Sec. p.1.6. orig. + copy.
[Helen Tanner quoted].
BHC 2307
Vert 1861, no. 1 (PrCt)

52225 Names, Geographical - Chicago (Ill.)>>>Gazetteers
A Fresh look at the place name Chicago. 2003.
Authors: McCafferty, Michael, 1948-
Pp. 116-29 : maps, ill., table ; 25 cm.
Vert 1861, no. 3 (PrCt)

52226 Names, Geographical - Chicago (Ill.)>>>Gazetteers
Chicagoa/Chicago : the origin, meaning, and etymology of a place name. 1991.
Authors: Swenson, John F.
Vert 1861, no. 2 (PrCt)

52227 Names, Geographical - Chile>>>Gazetteers
Chile; official standard names approved by the United States Board on Geographic Names.
Authors: United States Board on Geographic Names -- United States. Office of Geography vi, 351 p. 21 x 28cm.
U.S. Board on Geographic Names. Gazetteer no. 6.
Govt. I 33.8 :6 (NLO)

52228 Names, Geographical - China>>>Gazetteers
Authors: United States. Office of Geography -- United States Board on Geographic Names 2 v. (6, vii, 979p.) 21 x 28cm.
Series: U.S. Board on Geographic Names. Gazetteer no. 22.
Govt. I 33.8 :22 (NLO)

52229 Names, Geographical - China>>>Gazetteers
Authors: United States. Office of Geography -- United States Board on Geographic Names 1 v.
Govt. I 33.8 :70 (PrCt)

52230 Names, Geographical - Colorado
Authors: Bright, William, 1928-2006 -- Eichler, Geo. R. (George R.) Colorado place names (1977)
xii, 194 p. : map ; 22 cm.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Names, Geographical - Colorado

Names, Geographical - Colorado - Postal service - Colorado - History - Gazetteers

Names, Geographical - Congo (Democratic Republic) - Gazetteers

Names, Geographical - Congresses - Gazetteers

Names, Geographical - Cuba - Gazetteers

Names, Geographical - Costa Rica - Gazetteers
Names, Geographical - Cuba - Maps - 1902<<<Cuba - Geography - Dictionaries - 1902<<<Cuba - Maps - 1902<<<Gazetteers
A Gazetteer of Cuba / by Henry Gannett.
Maps lithographed by Julius Bien & Co.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Full text of another copy (but not the maps) available online via Google Books (accessed September 2013):
http://books.google.com/books?id=S-MCAAAAYAAJ
LC Card Number: 03005819
Baskes F1754 .G36 1902 (NLO)

Names, Geographical - Denmark<<<Names, Geographical - Faeroe Islands<<<Gazetteers
Authors: United States Board on Geographic Names -- United States. Office of Geography
viii, 239 p. . 21 x 28 cm.
Series: U.S. Board on Geographic Names.
Gazetteer no. 53.
Govt. I 33.8 :33 (NLO)

Names, Geographical - Devon (England) - Anglo-Saxon<<<Gazetteers
The Anglian invasion of Devon, with some notes on the place-name "-worthy" ... [Plymouth, England], 1914.
Authors: Martin, John May
p. [386-410]
"Reprinted from the Transactions of the Devonshire Association for the advancement of science, literature, and art. 1914. [no.] xvi, p. 386-410."
F 45926 .55 (NLO)

Names, Geographical - Dominican Republic<<<Gazetteers
Authors: United States Board on Geographic Names -- United States. Office of Geography
iii, 179 p. ; 21 x 28 cm.
Series: U.S. Board on Geographic Names.
Gazetteer no. 33.
Govt. I 33.8 :33 (NLO)

Names, Geographical - Durham (England : County)
The Place-names of County Durham / by Victor Watts; edited by Paul Cavill. Nottingham : English Place-Name Society, 2007-.
Authors: Watts, V. E. (Victor Ernest) -- Cavill, Paul, 1956-- English Place-Name Society
v. : map ; 23 cm.
At head of t.p.: The Survey of English Place-Names undertaken with the approval and support of The Arts and Humanities Research Council and The British Academy.
Includes bibliographical references and indexes.
Series: English Place-Name Society (Series) ; v. 83.
ISBN 9780904889734 (pt. 1) ; 0904889734 (pt. 1)
DA645 .A4 v.83 (NLO)

Names, Geographical - East Asia - 1200-1499<<<Cartography - East Asia - History - 1200-1499<<<East Asia - Historical geography - 1200-1499<<<Gazetteers
L’Extrême Orient dans la littérature et la
Names, Geographical - Eastern Hemisphere - 1808<>Eastern Hemisphere - Geography - Dictionaries - 1808<>Eastern Hemisphere - Maps - 1808<>Gazetteers


2nd ed., enl., and enriched with information of the late remarkable changes in the Eastern continent.

Maps engraved by Gridley.
"Designed as a second volume to the American gazetteer."
"Illustrated with maps, and accompanied by A New and elegant general atlas of the world, containing, in a separate volume, sixty-three maps, and comprising all the new discoveries to the present time [by Aaron Arrowsmith and Samuel Lewis]."

Printed in double columns.

Names, Geographical - Egypt<>Names, Geographical - Gaza Strip<>Gazetteers


Authors: United States Board on Geographic Names -- United States. Office of Geography ii, 65 p. ; 21 x 28 cm.

Series: U.S. Board on Geographic Names. Gazetteer no. 45.

Govt. I 33.8 :45 (NLO)

Names, Geographical - El Salvador<>Gazetteers


Authors: United States Board on Geographic Names -- United States. Office of Geography ii, 65 p. ; 21 x 28 cm.


Govt. I 33.8 :26 (NLO)


Names, Geographical - England - 1886
Gazetteers
Authors: Darby, H. C. (Henry Clifford), 1909-1992 -- Versey -- Cambridge University Press
1 v. ; 24 cm.
G 005 .21 (NLO)

Names, Geographical - England - 1560
Names, Geographical - Scotland - 1560
Maps - Symbols - 1560
Gazetteers
Nova et antiqua locorum nomina in Anglia ; Nova et antiqua locorum nomina in Scotia. [S.l. s.n., ca. 1560?].
Authors: Francis Edwards (Firm) -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
2 tables ; on leaf 482 x 345 mm.
Anonymous letterpress text comprised of 2 tables of English and Scottish place names, each in Latin and English.
Includes 4 printed pictorial map symbols keyed to references "metrop. episcopatus, comitatus, castra."
Verso blank.
Ex Francis Edwards.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
References: Tooley 275.
b89
Novacco 4F 130 (PrCt)

Names, Geographical - England - 1831
England - Maps - 1831
Gazetteers
Authors: Lewis, Samuel, d. 1865
4 v. + atlas (55 map plates ; 30 cm.)
G 45006.5 (NLO)

Names, Geographical - England - 1835-1837
Names, Geographical - Wales - 1835-1837
England - Maps - 1835-1837
Wales - Maps - 1835-1837
Gazetteers
Curiosities in Great Britain : England and Wales delineated : historical, entertaining, and commercial ... London : Published by Tallis & Co., Green Arbour Court, Old Bailey, 1835-[1837].
Authors: Dugdale, Thomas -- Burnett, William -- Townsend, Leonard -- Archer, Joshua, fl. 1833-1866 -- Tallis & Co. -- Tallis, John, 1817-1876 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
[28] fascicles (iv, 1586, 144 p., [152] leaves of plates) : ill., 55 maps, ports. ; 23 cm.
'By Thomas Dugdale, Antiquarian ; assisted by William Burnett, Civil Engineer.'
Variant title: Curiosities of Great Britain
At head of t.p. information printed on plain brown wrappers: 'Subscription Copy. Supplied to Subscribers only. Part 1st-[28];' fascicle number supplied in ms.
'Price 2s."
Includes 58 double-page, numbered, engraved county maps by Joshua Archer, identifying market towns, villages, castles, abbeys and priories, mail coach routes, places where Roman coins have been found, railways, and polling booths.
Thirty-six steel-engraved plates illustrate landmarks in England and Wales, signed by different artists and engravers; facing plates separated with guard tissue.
Publisher's note to reader, on back cover of fascicle 26, indicates that gazetteer is offered by quarterly issue (6s.6d each) or monthly issue (2s each).
Portions of An alphabetical chronology of remarkable events from the earliest authentic period to the present time : with copious explanatory notes, compiled from the most approved authorities / by Leonard Townsend are bound at the end of fascicles 1-20; with separate t.p. (in first fascicle only), and separate, continuous pagination.
Fascicle 27 contains 'Directions to the binder' for binding the work as two volumes, with v. 2 beginning with p. 815-816; the corresponding cancel leaf for p. 815-816 is also supplied.
Contains publisher's advertisements.
Imperfect: Newberry Library has fascicles 1-20, 22, 24-28.
A previous owner has added other divisions to maps with outlines in blue, yellow, pink, and green ink.
1-20,22,24-28;2cc15;C:Cole&Roper;oColor
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes DA625 .D84 1835 (NLO)

Names, Geographical - England - 1835
England - Maps - 1835 - Names, Geographical
Gazetteers
Authors: Pigot, James -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
2 v. : 40 maps ; 208 x 133 mm.
1st ed.
V1,1835;V21841;Chubb462;Smith48
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Folded map in pocket.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 76-80).
Forms part of the Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection at the Newberry Library.
ISBN 0919034969 ; 780919034969
Fitzgerald F144.E44 H38 1998 (NLO)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Names, Geographical - England -
1843<<>>Names, Geographical - Wales -
1843<<>>England - Maps - 1843<<>>Wales -
Maps - 1843<<>>Gazetteers


11 v. (1586, 144 p., [274], 58 maps) : ill., maps, ports. ; 23 cm.

'Alphabetically arranged, by Thomas Dugdale, Antiquarian ; assisted by William Burnett, Civil Engineer.'

Place of publishing and publisher from engraved t.p. of v. 11: An alphabetical chronology of remarkable events : with copious explanatory notes / by Leonard Townsend. London : Published by L. Tallis, 3 Jewin Street, City; letterpress t.p. at the beginning of the chronology identifies printer as 'Tallis and Co., Green Arbour Court, Old Bailey', in London; date from map 9 in v. 1, 'Cumberland.'

Vols. 1-10 paged continuously; v. 11 has separate pagination.

Comprises an alphabetical gazetteer of place names, arranged in tables, with details of location, railway access, area, and population, and with a list of rivers at the end of each alphabetical section; detailed descriptions of selected entries, cross-referenced from the gazetteer; 58 detailed maps of each county, identifying towns, villages, railway lines, canals, roadways, and rivers; and 274 engraved illustrations.

Vols. 1-6 contain 58 numbered engraved maps by J. Archer, nine or ten to each volume. Maps, arranged alphabetically by county, include such details as market towns, villages, castles, abbey and priories, mail coach routes, places where coins have been found, railways, and polling booths.

Dark green cloth boards, with blind-stamped border, and corner and center arabesques; spine has gold-stamped title 'Dugdale's England and Wales delineated, with maps & plates. Prize 6s.6d' and vol. number; yellow endpapers.

Twenty or thirty engraved plates bound in at front of each v., illustrating landmarks in England and Wales, such as castles, abbeys, houses in which famous literary and political figures were born, landscapes, and London street scenes, signed by numerous different artists and engravers; facing plates separated with guard tissue.

Engravings in v. 11 include 24 portraits of kings and other military, political, religious, and literary figures of English history, such as Shakespeare, Oliver Goldsmith, Sir Walter Scott, Charles I, John Knox, Flavius Josephus, John Fletcher, Oliver Cromwell, John Wesley, Edmund Burke, John Milton, and Lord Byron.

Ownership inscriptions of John H. Barker (v. 4-5) and Elizabeth [or Mrs.] Chomel (1-3, 6-11).

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

C:Creighton;E:J&CWalker

Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).

Baskes DA625 .D85 1843 (NLO)

Names, Geographical - England -
1844<<>>Names, Geographical - Wales -
1844<<>>England - Maps - 1844 Names, Geographical<<>>Wales -
Maps - 1844<<>>Gazetteers

Parliamentary gazetteer of England & Wales.

London : A. Fullarton, 1844.

Authors: A. Fullarton & Co. -- Gray, fl. 1844 -- J. & C. Walker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

5 v. : 47 maps ; 260 x 181 mm.

Chubb 510.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Names, Geographical - England -
1844<<>>Names, Geographical - Wales -
1844<<>>England - Maps - 1844 Names, Geographical<<>>Wales -
Maps - 1844<<>>Gazetteers

Atlas to the topographical dictionaries of England and Wales ... London : S. Lewis, 1844.

Authors: Lewis, Samuel, d. 1865 -- Creighton, R. -- J. & C. Walker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (57 maps) ; 294 x 230 mm.

C:Creighton;E:J&CWalker

Phillips 2927

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Names, Geographical - England -
1848<<>>Names, Geographical - Wales -
1848<<>>England - Maps - 1848 Names, Geographical<<>>Wales -
Maps - 1848<<>>Gazetteers

Atlas to the topographical dictionaries of England and Wales ... London : S. Lewis, 1848.

Authors: Lewis, Samuel, d. 1865 -- Creighton, R. -- J. & C. Walker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (57 maps) ; 295 x 230 mm.

C:Creighton;E:J&CWalker

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Names, Geographical - England -
1860<<>>Names, Geographical - Wales -
1860<<>>England - Maps - 1860 Names, Geographical<<>>Wales -
Maps - 1860<<>>Gazetteers
Running title: England and Wales delineated.
Edited by E.L. Blanchard.
Attributed to Thomas Dugdale; cf. Curiosities of Great Britain : England and Wales delineated / alphabetically arranged, by Thomas Dugdale, Antiquarian ; assisted by William Burnett ... London : L. Tallis, 1843? [11 v.], Contains an alphabetical gazetteer of place names, arranged in tables, with details of location, railway access, area, and population, and with a list of rivers at the end of each alphabetical section; detailed descriptions of selected entries, cross-referenced from the gazetteer; and detailed colour-tinted maps of each county, to a scale of approximately 6 miles = 1 inch, identifying towns, villages, railway lines, canals, roadways, and rivers.
Title-page illustrated with a drawing of 'Her Majesty's Marine Residence, Osborne, Isle of Wight'; frontispiece is an engraving entitled 'Interior of the House of Lords.' Nine or ten double-page tinted county maps, drawn and engraved by J. Archer, Pentonville, London, bound in at beginning of each volume.
Volumes paged continuously.
Brown cloth boards, with raised beaded center panel; contrasting flat borders decorated with raised beaded arabesques and strapwork designs; spine stamped in gold with title, 'Tallis's topographical dictionary of England and Wales with maps', publisher, volume number, and price, '7/6' (seven shillings and sixpence); yellow endpapers.
Pencilled initials "H.R.P." on front endpaper of each volume.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes DA625 .T66 (NLO)

Authors: A. Fullarton & Co. -- Bartholomew, John -- Wilson, J. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
2 v. : 19 maps ; 276 x 200 mm.
ed:JohnMWilson;CJBartholomew
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Names, Geographical - England - 1924<<>>Gazetteers
English place-names in -ing of Scandinavian origin / by R.E. Zachrisson. Uppsala : Almqvist & Wiksell, 1924.
Authors: Zachrisson, R. E. (Robert Eugen), 1880-1937 -- Sprakvetenskapliga Sällskapets i Uppsala Förhandlingar (1922-1924) -- Elsdon C. Smith Onomastics Collection (Newberry Library)
p. [107-130] ; 24 cm.
"Ur: Sprakvetenskapliga Sällskapets i Uppsala Förhandlingar, 1922-1924"--Cover.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Bookstamp: Elsdon C. Smith.
Forms part of the Elsdon C. Smith Onomastics Collection at the Newberry Library.
DA645 .Z33 1924 (NLO)

Names, Geographical - England - 1948<<>>Gazetteers
Authors: Stokes, H. G. -- Elsdon C. Smith Onomastics Collection (Newberry Library) -- B.T. Batsford Ltd.
120 p. : ill., maps (some col.) ; 22 cm.
"Illustrated from maps, engravings and photographs."
Includes bibliographical references (p. 112) and index.
Series: British heritage series.
Bookplate: Elsdon C. Smith.
Forms part of the Elsdon C. Smith Onomastics Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 48009618
DA645 .S75 1948 (NLO)

Names, Geographical - England - 1963<<>>Gazetteers
Authors: Cameron, Kenneth, 1922-- -- B.T. Batsford Ltd. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
DA645 .Z33 1958 (NLO)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Names, Geographical - England - Anglo-Saxon - Gazetteers

The Tribal hideage. London, 1900.
Authors: Corbett, William John, 1866-1925 -- Royal Historical Society (Great Britain).
Transactions v. 14 (1900)
p. [187]-230 ; folded col. map
In: Royal historical society, London.

Transactions. London, 1900. 22cm. n. s., v. 14, p. [187]-230. fold. col. map
F 008 .76, n.s. v. 14, p. [187]-230 (PrCt)

Names, Geographical - England - Anglo-Saxon - Gazetteers

Authors: Forsberg, Rune. 1947 -- Elsdon C. Smith Onomastics Collection (Newberry Library)
xlii, 225 p. ; 24 cm.
Without thesis statement.
Includes bibliographical references (p. ix-xxxii) and indexes.
Bookstamp: Elsdon C. Smith.
Forms part of the Elsdon C. Smith Onomastics Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 52004831
DA645 .F66 1950 (NLO)

Names, Geographical - England - Anglo-Saxon - Gazetteers

... The Historical bearing of place-name studies : Anglo-Saxon heathenism. London, 1941.
Authors: Stenton, Frank Merry, 1880-1961.
Proceedings of the British Academy (1957) p. [187]-230 ; folded map
In: Royal historical society, London. Transactions. London, 1941. 22cm. 4th ser., vol. XXIII, p. 1-244. fold. map. 'Presidential address, delivered 3 February 1940, by Professor F. M. Stenton.'
Bibliographical foot-notes.
F 008 .76 ser. 4 v. 23, p. 1-24 (PrCt)

Names, Geographical - England - Anglo-Saxon - Gazetteers

Old English material in the Leningrad manuscript of Bede's Ecclesiastical history, edited and discussed by O.S. Anderson. Lund : C.W.K. Gleerup [etc.], 1941.
Authors: Arngart, O. S. (Olof Sigfrid), 1905- -- Anderson, O. S. (Olof Sigfrid), 1905- SEE Arngart, O. S. (Olof Sigfrid), 1905-
vi, 165 p. Ill., facsim. ; 241/2cm.
Half title: Skrifter utgivna av Kungl humanistiska vetenskapssamfundet i Lund ... XXXI.
'List of books used': p.14-16.
X 009 .42 v. 31 (NLO)

Names, Geographical - England - Anglo-Saxon - Gazetteers

Authors: Stenton, Frank Merry, 1880-1961.
'Bibliographical foot-notes.'
F 008 .76 ser. 4 v. 25, p. 1-13 (PrCt)
52275 Names, Geographical - England - Anglo-Saxon>Gazetteers
A Contribution to the study of genitival composition in Old English place-names.
Uppsala: Almqvist & Wiksells boktryckeri a.-b., 1940.
Authors: Tengstrand, Erik Harald Richard, 1898-.
In: Nomina germanica; archiv för germansk namnforskning utgivet av Jöran Sahlgren. 7.
Bibliography: p. [321]-341.
E 804 .86, p. [321]-341 (PrCt)

52276 Names, Geographical - England - Congresses
Authors: Carroll, Jayne -- Parsons, David N., 1966- -- English Place-Name Society -- British Academy
xxxvii, 474 pages: color illustrations, maps ; 25 cm.
"English Place-Name Society supernumerary volume for 2012"--Half-title page.
At head of title page: The Survey of English Place-Names undertaken with the approval and support of The Arts and Humanities Research Council and The British Academy.
Perceptions of Place was a project from 2005-2010 and included a conference in Nottingham, June 2010. These are probably some lectures from that conference.
ISBN 9780904889864; 0904889866
DA645 .A4 2012 Suppl. (NLO)

52277 Names, geographical - England>Gazetteers
Authors: Ekwall, Elbert, 1877-1964 -- Elsdon C. Smith Onomastics Collection (Newberry Library)
xlvii, [1], 520 p. ; 24 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. xxxiv-xlvii).
Bookplate: Elsdon C. Smith.
Forms part of the Elsdon C. Smith Onomastics Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 36011069
DA645 .E38 1936 (NLO)

52278 Names, Geographical - England>Gazetteers
Authors: Mason, Oliver 2 v. : map ; 24 cm.
Contents: v. 1. A.-K. -- v. 2. L-Z.
Formerly 5A 1548
LC Card Number: 72170650
ISBN 0715354779 (v. 1)
Map Ref DA640 .M35 1972 (NLO)

52279 Names, Geographical - England>Gazetteers
The Smalls, hats and barrels : navigational and toponymic hazards. [1994?].
Authors: Richardson, W.A.R.
BHC 2362
Vert 1913 (PrCt)

52280 Names, Geographical - England>Gazetteers
Onomasticon anglo-saxonicum : a list of Anglo-Saxon proper names from the time of Beda to that of King John. Cambridge: The University press, 1897.
Authors: Searle, William George, 1829-1913
'Bibliography and abbreviations': p. [xxxii]-lvii.
E 804 .8 (NLO)

52281 Names, geograhical - England>Gazetteers
Authors: Watts, V. E. (Victor Ernest) -- Insley, John -- Gelling, Margaret
Ixv, 713 p. : ill., maps ; 26 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. lxiii-lxiv) and index.
http://www.loc.gov/catdir/description/cam022/200105269.html
http://www.loc.gov/catdir/toc/cam021/2001052629.html
http://www.h-net.org/review/hrev-a0d8u9-aa
ISBN 0521362091
Local History Ref DA640 .C36 2004 (NLO)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
A specimen of the proposed new edition of his bibliophile, Feb. 15, 1903.

'Il a été tiré, en outre, 15 ex. sur pap. de Hollande 2 p. l., 203 p. ; 25 cm.

Newberry Library. John M. Wing Foundation

Names, Geographical - Finland

Names, Geographical - Latin

Names, Geographical - England

Names, Geographical - Wales

Great Britain.

Ordnance Survey

Gazetteers

Place-names on the early Ordnance Survey maps of England and Wales. 1971.

Authors: Harley, J. B. (John Brian)


Vert 112 (PrCt)

Names, Geographical - Europe

Names, Geographical - Old English

c. 450-1100 - Etymology

Gazetteers

Old English place-names and field-names containing leaf / by Christer Johansson.


Authors: Johansson, Christer, 1942-

210 p. ; 24 cm.

Extra t.p. with thesis statement inserted.

Includes bibliographical references (p. 157-168).

Errata slip inserted.


LC Card Number: 75329275

DA645 .J58 (NLO)

Names, Geographical - Europe - 1971

Names, Geographical - Soviet Union - 1971

Names, Geographical - Russia - 1971


Authors: United States. Office of Geography -- United States Board on Geographic Names

1 v.

Govt. I 33.8: E83 (PrCt)

Names, Geographical - Europe - Latin

Printing - History - Europe - Names

Geographical - Latin

Gazetteers

L'imprimerie hors l'Europe [par] un Bibliophile.

[Paris : Ph. Renouard], 1904.


Nouvelle édition revue

At head of title: Un bibliophile.

Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.

Wing Z 005 .225 (NLO)

Names, Geographical - Everglades

( Fla.)

Names, Geographical - Florida

Everglades ( Fla.)


Authors: McMullen, Edwin Wallace, 1915- -- American Speech -- Elsdon C. Smith Onomastics Collection (Newberry Library)

p. [26]-34 ; 25 cm.

Cover title.

"Reprinted from American speech, volume XXVIII, no. 1, 1953, pages 26-34."

Includes bibliographical references.

Letter to Elsdon C. Smith from the author inserted.

Bookstamp: Elsdon C. Smith.

Forms part of the Elsdon C. Smith Onomastics Collection at the Newberry Library.

F309 .M33 1964 (NLO)

Names, Geographical - Exhibitions

United States Board on Geographic Names - Exhibitions

Gazetteers


Authors: Grim, Ronald E. -- United States Board on Geographic Names -- United States Geographic Board -- Library of Congress

24p.; 23cm.


BHC 1168

Vert 774 (PrCt)

Names, Geographical - Finland

Gazetteers

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.


52295 Names, Geographical - France Gazetteers [Gazeeteer]: France. [1964?]. Authors: United States. Office of Geography -- United States Board on Geographic Names 1 v. Govt. 1 33.8:83 (PrCl)


52298 Names, Geographical - Gambia
Authors: United States. Office of Geography -- United States Board on Geographic Names
1 v.
Govt. I 33.8:107 (PrCt)

52299 Names, Geographical - Georgia
Authors: Hemperley, Marion R.
81-54793
F284 .H45 (NLO)

52300 Names, Geographical - Georgia
Authors: Krakow, Kenneth K.
xiv, [2], 272 p. illus. 24 cm.
F 867 .355 (NLO)

52301 Names, Geographical - Germany - 1521
Authors: Rotenhan, Sebastian von [6] leaves ; 18 cm.
Lists Latin place-names with their German equivalents.
Not at Newberry Library (Aug. 2012) (PrCt)

52302 Names, Geographical - Germany - 1793
Sotzmann, D. F. Karte von Deutschland in XVI Blätt (1789)
der Künste
314 p. : maps ; 21 cm.
Includes laid in chart: Übersicht von Deutschland nach seinen und Hauptländern, in Rücksicht auf Flächeninhalte und Volksmenge. Includes columns for 'Länder', 'Grösse' and 'Volksmenge' (35 x 41 cm., folded to 18 x 11 cm.)
Issued to accompany, and shelved in box with:
Sotzmann, D. F. Karte von Deutschland in XVI Blätt. Berlin : Verlag der K.P. Ac. Kunst und Buchhandlung, 1789. 1 map on 16 sheets : hand col. ; 97 x 115 cm, sheets 26 x 29 cm or smaller + 1 index map (26 x 30 cm.)
Formerly Baskes DD14 .S4 1793
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G6081.F1 1789 .S4 (NLO)

52303 Names, Geographical - Germany - 1870
Names, Geographical - Austria - 1870
Names, Geographical - Alsace (France) - 1870
Names, Geographical - Lorraine (France) - 1870
Gazetteers
Vollständigstes geographisch-topographisch-statistisches Orts-Lexikon von Deutschland, sowie der unter Oesterreichs und Preussens Botmässigkeit stehenden nichtdeutschen Länder [microform] :
Enthaltend: alle Städte, Flecken, Pfarr-, Kirch- und andere Dörfer, Ort- und Bauerschaften, Kirchspiele, Schlösser, Rittersitze, Dorf- und Bauerndörfer, Bibliotheken, Lehranstalten, sowie für Geistliche, Lehrer, Naturforscher, Kaufleute, Fabrikanten, Spediteure, Agenten, Gasthäuser, Reisende, u. s. w. für Gerichts, Verwaltungs, Polizei, Post-, Eisenbahn- und Militärbehörden, Kartenplaene, etc.
Reprint from the 1870 edition.
Authors: Rudolph, H.
Re 1944 .Z.3 (NLO)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
52304 Names, Geographical - Germany - 1905-1912
  Names, Geographical - Europe, Central - 1905-1912
  Gazetteers
  Edition: 4., neubearbeitete und verm. Aufl. herausgegeben von Max Broesike und Wilhelm Keil ...
  All maps from this volume are now detached and cataloged as sc Map6C G6081.A 1905 .B5 sheets 1-40 and sc Map6F G6080 1905 .B5 (separate large map at end).
  G 47 .62 (NLO)

52305 Names, Geographical - Germany - 1905-1912
  Names, Geographical - Europe, Central - 1905-1912
  Gazetteers
  Edition: 4., neubearbeitete und verm. Aufl. herausgegeben von Max Broesike und Wilhelm Keil ...
  Photocopy. Austin [Tex.]: BookLab, 1994. 2 v.: 27 cm.
  Reproduced without original maps. Original work is in Newberry collection under call no. G47 .62. All maps from this volume are now cataloged as sc Map6C G6081.A 1905 .B5 sheets 1-40 and sc Map6F G6080 1905 .B5 (separate large map at end).
  Local History Ref DD14 .N48 1905a (NLO)

52306 Names, Geographical - Germany - 1912-1913
  Names, Geographical - Europe, Central - 1912-1913
  Gazetteers
  Neumanns Orts- und Verkehrs-Lexikon des Deutschen Reichs (1912) 2 v.: maps, plans
  Microfilm. Salt Lake City, Utah. : Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints, Genealogical Dept., 1978. 2 microfilm reels ; 35 mm.
  '5. vollständig neubearbeitete und verm. Aufl. Auf Grund amtlicher Unterlagen von Reichs-
  Landes- und Gemeindebehörden herausgegeben von E. Uetrecht.'
  'Meyers Orts- und Verkehrs-Lexikon' ist die Fortführung von 'Neumanns Orts- und Verkehrs-Lexikon,' dessen letzte, 1905 im gleichen Verlag erschienene vierte Auflage den Ansprüchen längst nicht mehr genügte' -- Vorwort. 'Mit 51 Stadtplänen, 19 Umgebungs- und Übersichtskarten, einer Verkehrskarte und vielen statistischen Beilagen.'
  Contents: v. 1. A-K -- v. 2. L-Z.
  Microfilm 1187 (NLO)

52307 Names, Geographical - Germany - 1930
  Authors: Höpker, H. (Heinrich), b. 1874 404 p.: 31 cm.
  "Unveränderter fotomechanischer Nachdruck 1978.

52308 Names, Geographical - Germany - Handbooks, manuals, etc.
  Meyers Orts- und Verkehrs-Lexikon des Deutschen Reichs (1912-1913) - Handbooks, manuals, etc.
  Meyers Orts- und Verkehrs-Lexikon des Deutschen Reichs (1912-1913) - Handbooks, manuals, etc.
  Gazetteers
  Authors: Uncapher, Wendy K. -- Meyer, Hermann Julius, 1826-1909
  24 p.: maps ; 28 cm.
  Handbook for the Meyers Orts- und Verkehrs-Lexikon des Deutschen Reichs, a 1912 gazetteer of German placenames of the German Empire as they existed before World War I, originally compiled to aid officials in identifying public government services, government offices, and religious and educational institutions.
  Glossary of common words and abbreviations found in Meyers Orts- und Verkehrs-Lexikon on p. 14-18.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
  For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Text in English with translation of German words.
Includes indexes.
For microfilm copy of the 1912 ed. of the Lexikon, see Microfilm 1187.
folio DD15 .U53 2003 (NLO)

52309 Names, Geographical - Germany
Names, Geographical - Germany (East)
Names, Geographical - Berlin
(Germany)<---Gazetteers
Authors: United States Board on Geographic Names -- United States. Office of Geography
v. 487 p. 21 x 28 cm.
Series: U.S. Board of Geographic Names.
Gazetteer no. 43
Govt. I 33.8 :43 (NLO)

52314 Names, Geographical - Great Britain
Names, Geographical - British Isles
Gazetteers
Vulgar errors, ancient and modern, attributed as imports to the proper names of the globe ...
Exeter : Printed for G. Dyer; [etc.], 1816.
Authors: Dyer, Gilbert, 1743-1820 -- Richard of Cirencester, d. 1401?
The 'Critical disquisition' has special t.-p.: A commentary on Richard of Cirencester, and Antonius's itineraries of Britain ... .
The original work has title: Richard Corinensis ...
De situ Britanniae ... .
G 11 .246 (NLO)

52315 Names, Geographical - Greece - 1560
Names, Geographical - Greece
Gazetteers
I Nomi Latiní tratti dall'antico Greco ... / Opera nuova di Giacomo di Castaldi Piamontese cosmographo. Venetiano [Venice : Gastaldi?], MDLX [1560].
Authors: Gastaldi, Giacomo, approximately 1500-approximately 1565 -- Almagià, Roberto, 1884-1962 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 leaf ; 361 x 286 mm.
Letterpress index of geographical names in 4 columns, issued to accompany Gastaldi, Giacomo. Totius Graeciae descriptio (Venice, 1560); cf. Karrow 30/E.
Tooley 282.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Ex Almagià.
b94
Novacco 2F 185 (PrCt)

52316 Names, Geographical - Greece - 1570
Names, Geographical - Greece
Gazetteers
Authors: Lafréry, Antoine, 1512-1577 -- Sophianos, Nikolaos -- Leo S. Olschki (Firm) --

1980
Authors: Field, John, 1921- -- Elsdon C. Smith Onomastics Collection (Newberry Library)
208 p. : maps ; 22 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 207-208).
Bookplate: Elsdon C. Smith.
Forms part of the Elsdon C. Smith Onomastics Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 79091477
ISBN 0389201545 (Barnes & Noble) ; 9780389201540 (Barnes & Noble) ; 0715374397 ; 9780715374399
DA645 .F53 1980 (NLO)

52311 Names, Geographical - Ghana
Authors: United States. Office of Geography -- United States Board on Geographic Names
1 v.
Govt. I 33.8: 102 (PrCt)

52312 Names, Geographical - Great Britain - 1897
Names, Geographical - Ireland - 1897
Names, Geographical - Scotland - 1897
Names, Geographical - British Isles - 1897
Great Britain - Maps - 1897
Ireland - Maps - 1897
Scotland - Maps - 1897
British Isles - Maps - 1897
Gazetteers
Cassell's gazetteer of Great Britain and Ireland N-S. London : Cassell, 1897.
Authors: Cassell & Company -- W. & A.K. Johnston Limited -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 10 maps ; 258 x 186 mm.
Includes maps by W. & A.K. Johnston.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

52313 Names, Geographical - Great Britain - 1980
Names, Geographical - British Isles - 1980
Names, Geographical - Ireland -

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 leaf ; 484 x 343 mm.
Letterpress list of geographical names in 4 columns, probably issued to accompany
Sophianus, Nikolaos. Totius Graeciae descriptio (Rome, 1552); cf. Karrow 71/1/B. For photocopy of the engraved map, see map 2F G6800 1552 .S6 1909; cf. Karrow 71/1.4. Tooley 291.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Ex Olschki.
b99
Novacco 2F 186 (PrCt)
52317 Names, Geographical - Greece
Greece: official standard names approved by the United States Board on Geographic Names.
Authors: United States Board on Geographic Names -- United States. Office of Geography 4, 404 p. 21 x 28 cm.
U.S. Board on Geographic Names. Gazetteer no. 11.
Govt. I 33.8 :11 (NLO)
52318 Names, Geographical - Guam
Authors: Driver, Marjorie G.
44 p. : maps, ill. ; 23 cm.
BHC 1242
Vert 866 (PrCt)
52319 Names, Geographical - Guatemala
Authors: Driver, Marjorie G.
44 p. : maps, ill. ; 23 cm.
BHC 1242
52320 Names, Geographical - Guinea-Bissau
Authors: Driver, Marjorie G.
44 p. : maps, ill. ; 23 cm.
BHC 1242
52321 Names, Geographical - Guinea
Authors: Driver, Marjorie G.
44 p. : maps, ill. ; 23 cm.
BHC 1242
52322 Names, Geographical - Hainaut (Belgium) - 1833
Authors: Vandermaelen, Philippe, 1795-1869 v. 396, 527 p. : 18 fold. tables ; 23 cm.
Reprint of the 1833 ed. published 'À l'Établissement géographique, Brussels.'
DH414.M24 1970 (NLO)
52323 Names, Geographical - Haiti
Authors: United States Board on Geographic Names -- United States. Office of Geography iii, 41 p. 21 x 28 cm.
Series: United States Board on Geographic Names. Gazetteer, no. 28
Govt. I 33.8 :28 (NLO)
52324 Names, Geographical - Haiti
Authors: United States. Office of Geography -- United States Board on Geographic Names 1 v.
Govt. I 33.8 : H2 (PrCt)
52325 Names, Geographical - Hawaii
Authors: Clark, John R. K., 1946-
xxi, 412 p. ; 23 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 401-412). Variant title: Hawaii place names : shores, beaches, and surf sites.
ISBN 0824824512 (alk. paper)
Ayer DU622 .C546 2002 (NLO)
52326 Names, Geographical - Hawaii
Hawaiian Islands; official standard names approved by the United States Board on Geographic Names. Washington, 1956.
Authors: United States Board on Geographic Names -- United States. Office of Geography iii, 89 p. 21 x 28cm.
Govt. I 33.8 :24 (NLO)
52327 Names, Geographical - Honduras
Honduras; official standard names approved by the United States Board on Geographic Names. Washington, D.C., 1956.
Authors: United States Board on Geographic Names -- United States. Office of Geography ii, 235 p. ; 21 x 28 cm.
Series: U.S. Board on Geographic Names Gazetteer, no. 15.
Prepared in the Division of Geography, Dept. of the Interior.
Govt. I 33.8 :27 (NLO)
52328 Names, Geographical - Hong Kong (China) - 1819
Names, Geographical - Shenzhen Shi (China) - 1819
Names, Geographical - Hong Kong Region (China) - 1819
Hong Kong (China) - Maps - Collections, 1688-1866 -
F539 .P36 1993 (NLO)
52335 Names, Geographical - Illinois -
2009 Illinois - Geography - 2009
Authors: Callary, Edward
xxvii, 425 p. ; 25 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [393]-425).
LC Card Number: 2008012691
ISBN 9780252033568 (cloth : alk. paper) ; 0252033566 (cloth : alk. paper)
Local History Ref F539 .C3 1968 (NLO)

52336 Names, Geographical - Illinois -
Authors: Adams, James N. -- Keller, William E. vi, 275-596 p. : map. ; 24 cm.
'This special edition is reprinted for the members of the Illinois State Historical Society from Illinois State Historical Society, Vol. 50, Nos. 4, 5, 6 ...'
Series: Occasional publications. Illinois State Historical Society ; no. 54
Formerly F539 .A3 1968
LC Card Number: 75633586
Map Ref F539 .A3 1968 (NLO)

52337 Names, Geographical - Illinois -
Local History Ref F539 .A3 1989 (NLO)

52338 Names, Geographical - Illinois -
Gazetteers Illinois place-names. 1936.
Authors: Barge, William D. -- Caldwell, Norman W. p. 189-311
Includes notes on approximately 800 place names and bibliographic references (p. 304-311).
F 896 .444, v. 29, p. 189-311 (PrCt)

52339 Names, Geographical - Illinois -
Authors: Peddicord, Ron
In Illinois GIS & Mapnotes 13, Fall, 1995: 45-49. map.
BHC 2650
Vert 2178 (PrCt)

52340 Names, Geographical - Illinois -
Names, Indian - Illinois Our towns : place names of northern Illinois : another account of those forgotten stories and legends behind the naming of towns. But this time we'll explore places of Indian origin and derivation. [Illinois] : Public Service Co. of Northern Illinois, 1946.
Authors: Public Service Company of Northern Illinois -- Eldson C. Smith Onomastics Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded sheet : ill. ; 20 x 44 cm., folded to 20 x 15 cm.
Cover title.
Series: Service bulletin / Public Service Company of Northern Illinois ; v. 15, no. 5 (May and June 1946) -- Service bulletin (Public Service Company of Northern Illinois) ; v. 15, no. 5.
Forms part of the Eldson C. Smith Onomastics Collection at the Newberry Library.
Bookstamp: Eldson C. Smith.
F539 .O87 1946 (NLO)

52341 Names, Geographical - Illinois -
Authors: Reed, Philip Campbell vii, 117 p. : ill., maps ; 28 cm.
Contents: pt.1. Illinois place names using the word spring and related conjoined terms -- pt. 2. Historic spring, mineral licks, and selected wells primarily of 19th century Illinois.
folio F539 .R44 2008 (NLO)

52342 Names, Geographical, in
literature - Literary landmarks - German literature - German literature - Literary landmarks
Authors: Stoye, Monika 307 p. ; 28 cm.
Includes index.
Series: Hiersemanns bibliographische Handbücher, Bd. 18
ISBN 9783777208121 ; 3777208124
folio PT735 .S76 2008 (NLO)

52343 Names, Geographical - Indian Ocean - Gazetteers
Authors: United States Board on Geographic Names -- United States. Office of Geography iii, 54 p. 21 x 28 cm.
Series: U.S. Board on Geographic Names. Gazetteer no.32.
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52352 Names, Geographical - Italy - 1564
Names, Geographical - Italy - 1564


Authors: Gastaldi, Giacomo, approximately 1500-approximately 1565 -- Almagià, Roberto, 1884-1962 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
2 leaves ; 448 x 352 mm. and smaller.
Letterpress table of place names in 3 columns; each entry is comprised of the historical and modern form of each name, followed by geographic coordinates, for a total of 9 columns on each sheet.
Variant issue (Novacco 2F 109-110) lacks 'con privilegio.'
Manuscript numbers on versos: '60' on Novacco 2F 107; '61' on Novacco 108.
Ex Almagià.
Tooley 331.
d5
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Novacco 2F 107 and 108 (PrCt)

52353 Names, Geographical - Italy - 1564

Names, Geographical - Italy - 1564


Authors: Gastaldi, Giacomo, approximately 1500-approximately 1565 -- Almagià, Roberto, 1884-1962 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
2 leaves ; 448 x 352 mm. and smaller.
Letterpress table of place names in 3 columns; each entry is comprised of the historical and modern form of each name, followed by geographic coordinates, for a total of 9 columns on each sheet.
Variant issue (Novacco 2F 109-110) includes 'con privilegio' following date.
Tooley 331.
d5a
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Novacco 2F 109 and 110 (PrCt)

52354 Names, Geographical - Italy

Names, Geographical - Italy

Italy and associated areas ; official standard names approved by the United States Board on Geographic Names. Washington, 1956.

Authors: United States Board on Geographic Names -- United States. Office of Geography
vi, 369 p. 22 x 28 cm.
Series: U.S. Board on Geographic Names. Gazetteer no.23.
Govt. I 33.8 :23 (NLO)

52355 Names, Geographical - Jamaica - 2009

Names, Geographical - Jamaica - 2009


Authors: Higman, B. W., 1943- -- Hudson, Brian J. (Brian James)
xii, 319 p. : ill., maps ; 23 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 279-294) and index.
LC Card Number: 2010500727
ISBN 9789766402174 ; 9766402175
F1864 .H446 2009 (NLO)

52356 Names, Geographical - Japan

Names, Geographical - Japan

Japan; official standard names approved by the United States Board on Geographic Names. Washington, 1955.

Authors: United States. Office of Geography -- United States Board on Geographic Names 3, 731 p. 21 x 28 cm.
Govt. I 33.8 :12 (NLO)

52357 Names, Geographical - Japan

Names, Geographical - Japan

Japanese language - Dictionaries - Russian


Authors: Abolmasov, Anatolii Petrovich -- Muench, Eugene V., 1920- -- Elsdon C. Smith Onomastics Collection (Newberry Library)
577 p. ; 23 cm.
Cover title: Nihon chimei jiten
Cover title and text in Japanese and Russian. Includes index by number of strokes and phonetically by order of Russian alphabet.
Former owner: Eugene V. Muench.
Bookplate: Elsdon C. Smith.
Forms part of the Elsdon C. Smith Onomastics Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 60024813
DS805 .A26 1959 (NLO)

52358 Names, Geographical - Jews - Germany - 1939-1945 - Electronic information resources

Names, Geographical - Jews - Germany - 1939-1945 - Electronic information resources

Jews -- Germany - Europe, Central - 1939-1945 - Electronic information resources

Names, Geographical - Jews - Europe, Eastern - 1939-1945 - Electronic information resources

Names, Geographical - Germany - 1939-1945 - Electronic information resources

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Resources

- Names, Geographical - Austria - 1939-1945 - Electronic information
- Names, Geographical - Europe, Central - 1939-1945 - Electronic information
- Names, Geographical - Europe, Eastern - 1939-1945 - Electronic information
- Gazetteers
  The Jewish Gen Communities Database and JewishGen ShetlSeeker. 2001-.
  Authors: JewishGen, Inc.
  Internet database
  World wide web database of European place names (accessed Nov. 2007):
  http://www.jewishgen.org/Communities/
  Includes over 500,000 place names in 31 central and eastern European countries. Designed for
  Jewish genealogical research, but equally useful for non-Jewish research. Lists Jewish
  communities destroyed during the Holocaust. Searches may be made by exact spelling or by
  automated Soundex (i.e. phonetic) code. Search results include links to custom-generated maps.
  http://www.jewishgen.org/Communities/ (PrCt)

52359 Names, Geographical - Jews - Germany - 1939-1945
- Names, Geographical - Jews - Austria - 1939-1945
- Names, Geographical - Jews - Europe, Central - 1939-1945
- Names, Geographical - Jews - Europe, Eastern - 1939-1945
- Names, Geographical - Austria - 1939-1945
- Names, Geographical - Germany - 1939-1945
- Names, Geographical - Austria - 1939-1945
- Names, Geographical - Europe, Central - 1939-1945
- Names, Geographical - Eastern - 1939-1945
  Gazetteers
  WOWW companion : a guide to the communities surrounding Central & Eastern European towns / compiled by Gary Mokotoff. Teaneck, N.J.
  Avotaynu, c1995.
  Authors: Mokotoff, Gary -- Mokotoff, Gary. Where once we walked
  ix, 197 p ; 27 cm.
  Errata slip inserted.
  Series: Avotaynu monograph series
  LC Card Number: 95-1210
  ISBN 096263736X (pbk.)
  Local History Ref DJK6 .M65 1995 (NLO)

52360 Names, Geographical - Jews - Germany - 1939-1945
- Names, Geographical - Jews - Austria - 1939-1945
- Names, Geographical - Jews - Europe, Central - 1939-1945
- Names, Geographical - Jews - Europe, Eastern - 1939-1945
- Names, Geographical - Austria - 1939-1945
- Names, Geographical - Germany - 1939-1945
- Names, Geographical - Austria - 1939-1945
- Names, Geographical - Europe, Central - 1939-1945
- Names, Geographical - Europe, Eastern - 1939-1945
  Gazetteers
  Where once we walked : a guide to the Jewish communities destroyed in the holocaust / Gary
  Mokotoff, Sallyann Amdur Sack. Teaneck, N.J.
  Avotaynu, c1991.
  Authors: Mokotoff, Gary -- Sack, Sallyann Amdur, 1936-
  xxviii, 514 p ; ill ; 29 cm.
  LC Card Number: 91-70405
  ISBN 0962637319 (acid-free paper)
  Map Ref DS135.E83 M65 1991b (NLO)

52361 Names, Geographical - Jordan
  Authors: United States. Office of Geography -- United States Board on Geographic Names
  1 v.
  Govt. I 33.8:J6 (PrCt)

52362 Names, Geographical - Jordan
  Gazetteers Jordan; official standard names approved by the United States Board on Geographic Names.
  Authors: United States. Office of Geography -- United States Board on Geographic Names
  316 p . 24 x 28 cm.
  Series : U.S. Board on Geographic Names.
  Gazetteer no.3.
  Govt. I 33.8 :3 (NLO)

52363 Names, Geographical - Kenya
  Authors: United States. Office of Geography -- United States Board on Geographic Names
  1 v.
  Govt. I 33.8:78 (PrCt)

52364 Names, Geographical - Korea
  Maps - 1945
  Guide to geographical names in Korea (Chosen).
  Authors: United States Board on Geographic Names -- Hewes, Gordon Winant, 1917- -- Hall, Richard N. -- Elsdon C. Smith Onomastics
  Collection (Newberry Library)
  197 p . map ; 27 cm.
  Cover title.
  "The preparation of this guide was begun by Mr. Gordon Hewes ... Mr. Richard N. Hall was
  responsible for the final drafting, assembling, and editing."--Foreword.
  "July 1945."
  Includes bibliographical references (p. 17-23).
  Series: Special publication ; no. 51-- Special publication (United States Board on Geographical Names) ; no. 51.
  Bookstamp: Elsdon C. Smith.
  Forms part of the Elsdon C. Smith Onomastics Collection at the Newberry Library.
  LC Card Number: 46013017
  DS901.82 .G85 1945 (NLO)

52365 Names, Geographical - Korea (North)
  North Korea SEE Korea
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

(North)<>>Gazetteers

Authors: United States. Office of Geography -- United States Board on Geographic Names 1 v.
Govt. I 33.8:75 (PrCt)

52366 Names, Geographical - Korea (South)<>>Gazetteers

[©Gazetteer] : South Korea. [1966?].
Authors: United States. Office of Geography -- United States Board on Geographic Names 1 v.
Govt. I 33.8:95 (PrCt)

52367 Names, Geographical - Lake District (England)<>>Gazetteers

ISBN 0904889726 ; 9780904889727 DA670.L1 W52 2006 (NLO)

52368 Names, Geographical - Laos<>>Gazetteers

Authors: United States. Office of Geography -- United States Board on Geographic Names 1 v.
Govt. I 33.8:69 (PrCt)

52369 Names, Geographical - Latin<<>>Gazetteers

G 005 .362 (NLO)

52370 Names, Geographical - Lebanon<>>Gazetteers

Authors: United States. Office of Geography -- United States Board on Geographic Names 1 v.
Govt. I 33.8:115 (PrCt)

52371 Names, Geographical - Liberia<>>Gazetteers

Authors: United States. Office of Geography -- United States Board on Geographic Names 1 v.
Govt. I 33.8:106 (PrCt)

52372 Names, Geographical - Libya<>>Gazetteers

Authors: United States. Office of Geography -- United States Board on Geographic Names v, 161 p. 21 x 28cm. Series: U.S. Board on Geographic Names. Gazetteer no. 41
Govt. I 33.8 :41 (NLO)

52373 Names, Geographical - Liege (Belgium : Province) - 1831<>>Gazetteers

Authors: Vandermaelen, Philippe, 1795-1869 -- Meisser, Dr. 548 p. in various pagings : ill. ; 23 cm. Reprint of the 1831 ed. published by l'Etablissement géographique, Brussels. "Le docteur Meisser est chargé de la rédaction et de la correspondance."
DH414.M25 1970 (NLO)

52374 Names, Geographical - Limburg (Netherlands : Province)<>>Gazetteers

Authors: Vandermaelen, Philippe, 1795-1869 -- Meisser, Dr. -- Roeman, H. C. W. xiv, i, 135, 160 p. : ill., maps ; 24 cm. Includes bibliographical references. 'Ingeleid door H.C.W. Roeman.'.
"Le docteur Meisser...est chargé de la rédaction et de la correspondance."
Series: Maaslandse monografieën ; [25]
DH414.M26 1970 (NLO)

52375 Names, Geographical - Louisiana<<>>Names, Indian - Louisiana

LC Card Number: 70257077 F367 .P3 1969 (NLO)

52376 Names, Geographical - Luxembourg (Belgium) - 1838<>>Gazetteers

Dictionnaire géographique de la province de Luxembourg. Brussels : Culture et civilisation,

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

1970.
Authors: Vandermaelen, Philippe, 1795-1869 --
Meisser, Dr.
282, 210 p. : geneal.tables, 2 fold. tables 23 cm.
Reprint of the 1838 ed. published by
l'Etablissement géographique, Brussels.
'Le docteur Meisser est chargé de la rédaction et
de la correspondance.'
DH414.M27 1970 (NLO)

52377 Names, Geographical - Malawi<<>>Gazetteers
Authors: United States. Office of Geography --
United States Board on Geographic Names
1 v.
Govt. I 33.8:113 (PrCt)

52378 Names, Geographical - Mali<<>>Gazetteers
[Gazetteer] : Mali. [1965?].
Authors: United States. Office of Geography --
United States Board on Geographic Names
1 v.
Govt. I 33.8:93 (PrCt)

52379 Names, Geographical - Malta<<>>Gazetteers
[Gazetteer] : Malta. [1971?].
Authors: United States. Office of Geography --
United States Board on Geographic Names
1 v.
Govt. I 33.8:M3 (PrCt)

52380 Names, Geographical - Malta<<>>Gazetteers
Place-names of the Maltese Islands : ca.
Authors: Wettinger, Godfrey, 1929-
Ivii, 645 p. ; 28 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. xlvii-1v).
ISBN 9990992496
folio DG988.6 .W48 2000 (NLO)

52381 Names, Geographical - Marlborough (N.Z. :
Provincial District) - 1952<<>>Gazetteers
Marlborough place names / H.A.H. Insull.
Authors: Insull, H. A. H. (Herbert Alexander
Horace), 1906-- Elsdon C. Smith Onomastics
Collection (Newberry Library)
Includes bibliographical references (p. 72-[73]).
Bookplate: Elsdon C. Smith.
Forms part of the Elsdon C. Smith Onomastics
Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 53034909
DU430.M35 15 1952 (NLO)

52382 Names, Geographical -
Mauritania<<>>Gazetteers
Authors: United States. Office of Geography --
United States Board on Geographic Names
1 v.
Govt. I 33.8:100 (PrCt)

52383 Names, Geographical - Mayo (Ireland :
County) - 1838<<>>Parishes - Mayo (Ireland :
County) - 1838<<>>Ordnance Survey of
Ireland - Sources - 1838
Letters containing information relative to the
antiquities of the County of Mayo : collected
during the progress of the Ordnance Survey in
1838 / reproduced under the direction of Rev.
Michael O'Flanagan . Bray : Michael
O'Flanagan, 1927.
Authors: O'Flanagan, Michael, 1876-1942 --
Ordnance Survey of Ireland
2 v. : maps ; 27 cm.
Multigraphed copy.
Printed on one side of leaf only.
Includes indexes.
F 024255 .64 (NLO)

52384 Names, Geographical, Medieval -
Bibliography<<>>Historical Cartography -
Medieval Period - Bibliography
[Bibliography of medieval place names and
historical cartography]. 1978.
Authors: Caenegem, R.C. Van -- Ganshof,
François Louis, 1895-
p. 309-318
From: Caenegem, R.C. Van and François
LouisGanshof. Guide to the Sources of Medieval
BHC 1460
Vert 1055 (PrCt)

52385 Names, Geographical, Medieval -
Geographical Positions -
Tables<<>>Islamic Cartography
Authors: Haddad, Fuad I.
From Al-Ahmaath, Quarterly Journal of the
American University of Beirut 24, nos. 1-4 (Dec.
BHC 1631
Vert 1217 (PrCt)

52386 Names, Geographical - Mexico -
Aztec<<>>Gazetteers
Interpretacion de algunas voces mexicanas ... 1926.
Authors: Rojas, Mariano J. -- Edward E. Ayer
Collection (Newberry Library)
p. [509]-520
In Anales del Museo nacional de arqueología,
historia y etnografia.
Ayer 3 .M5, ser. 4, v. 4, p. [509]-520 (PrCt)

52387 Names, Geographical - Mexico<<>>Gazetteers
Mexico : official standard names approved by the
United States Board on Geographic Names.
Authors: United States Board on Geographic
Names -- United States. Office of Geography
iii, 750 p. : 21 x 28 cm.
Series: U.S. Board on Geographic Names.
Gazetteer no.15.
Govt. I 33.8 :15 (NLO)
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Names, Geographical - Mexico - Nahuatl language

Names, Geographical - Mexico - Aztec language

Names, Geographical - Middle East - 1564

Names, Geographical - Middle East - 1570

Names, Geographical - Minnesota

Names, Geographical - Missouri


Legends in Abenaki and English. 'Works consulted': Recto of 1st prelim. leaf.
Ayer 319 .A12 M4 1932 (NLO)


48 p.; 24 cm.

Spine title: Guide to New Jersey place-name literature

Added title page title: New Jersey place names Includes index.
Z1313 .S57 1996 (NLO)


Illustrated.'
Includes bibliographical references (p. 437-438) and index.

LC Card Number: 39029584
F134 .B43 1939 (NLO)


xviii, 270 p.: ill., maps, plans, ports.; 23 cm.

Includes bibliographical references (p. 252-257) and index.

Series: Military place name series.

Frontier military place name series.

ISBN 1881325504
F 794 .R38 2003 (NLO)

52406 Names, Geographical - New York (State) - 1860 Names, Geographical - Gazetteers Gazetteer of the state of New York: embracing a comprehensive view of the geography, geology, and general history of the state, and a complete history and description of every county, city, town, village, and locality: with full tables of statistics. Syracuse, N.Y. R. Pearsall Smith, 1860.

Authors: French, J. H. (John Homer), 1824-1888 -- Smith, Robert Pearsall, 1827-1898 739 p.: ill.; 26 cm.

Added engraved t.p.: Historical and statistical gazetteer of New York state.

Includes bibliographical references and index.
Rev 90

F 851.306 (NLO)


1 v.

Govt. I 33.8:99 (PrCt)


Authors: Jeffreys, Thomas, -1771 -- Bowen, Thomas, -1790 -- Robinson, G. G. (George G.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v.; 2 maps

1st ed.

HowesN194; Sabin55537; Buck28; 7/8Reese189

Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

52409 Names, Geographical - North Carolina Names, Geographical - South Carolina Names, Geographical - Gazetteers Naming Carolina. 1945.

Authors: Cumming, William Patterson, 1900-1989 9 p.

In North Carolina Historical Review 22 (1945): 34-42.

Offprint.

Vert 26 (PrCt)

52411 *Names, Geographical - Oaxaca (Mexico : State) - Indian* Gazetteers
Authors: Bradómín, José María -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
2a ed.
"Crítica etimológica"--Cover.
Includes index.
Bibliography: p. [379]
*LC Card Number: 8126744
Ayer F1219.76.N35 B7 1980 (NLO)*

52412 *Names, Geographical - Oaxaca (Mexico : State) - Indian* Gazetteers
*Toponímia de Oaxaca (crítica etimológica).* México, 1955.
Authors: Bradómín, José María -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
262 p. ; 24 cm.
Bibliography: p. [239].
*Ayer 74 .M41 O2 B81 1955 (NLO)*

52413 *Names, Geographical - Oceania* Gazetteers
Authors: United States. Office of Geography -- United States Board on Geographic Names
iii, 68 p. ; 21 x 28 cm.
Series: U.S. Board on Geographic Names.
Gazetteer no.39.
*Govt. I 33.8 :39 (NLO)*

52414 *Names, Geographical - Oceania* Gazetteers
*Southwest Pacific; official standard names approved by the United States Board on Geographic Names.* Washington : U.S Govt. Print. Off., 1956 [i.e. 1957].
Authors: United States. Office of Geography -- United States Board on Geographic Names
v, 368 p. ; 21 x 28 cm.
Series: U.S. Board on Geographic Names.
Gazetteer no.29.
*Govt. I 33.8 :29 (NLO)*

52415 *Names, Geographical - Ohio - 1819* Gazetteers
*Ohio gazetteer or topographical dictionary.* Columbus : J. Kilbourn, 1819.
Authors: Kilbourn, John, 1787-1831 -- Mohr, John -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 26 maps ; 175 x 108 mm.
6th ed.
prov:JohnMohr;HowesK129;Sabin37730

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
*Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)* (PrCt)

52416 *Names, Geographical - Ohio River Valley* Gazetteers
Authors: Finnie, W. Bruce, 1934-119 p.
Copyright 1972.
Series: Publications of the American Dialect Society, no. 53
*X 99803 .032, no. 53 (PrCt)*

52417 *Names, Geographical - Oklahoma* Gazetteers
*Town and place locations.* [Oklahoma City] : Oklahoma Dept. of Highways, [1975?].
Authors: Hicks, Ralph -- Kidd, John
56 p. ; 18 x 28 cm.
Cover title.
Compiled by Ralph Hicks and John Kidd.
*folio F692 .HS3 (NLO)*

52418 *Names, Geographical - Ontario* Gazetteers
*Ontario cartography - Ontario - History* Gazetteers
*On the early gazetteer and map literature of Western Canada.* 1965.
Authors: Scadding, Henry, 1813-1901
p. [91-132]
Facsimile reprint of part of his 'First gazetteer of Western Canada,' Toronto, 1876.
*Z 008 .0896, v. 4, p. [91-132] (PrCt)*

52419 *Names, Geographical - Oruro (Bolivia : Dept.) - 1904* Gazetteers
*Names, Geographical - Bolivia - 1904* Gazetteers
*Oruro (Bolivia : Dept.) - Maps - 1904* Gazetteers
*Diccionario geográfico del departamento de Oruro [1904] / Pedro Aniceto Blanco.* La Paz, Bolivia ; Lima, Perú ; Instituto de Estudios Bolivianos ; Instituto Francés de Estudios Andinos, [2006?].
xix, 97, cxvi p. ; col. fold. map ; 21 cm.
Reprint. Originally published as v. 4, entitled Departamento de Oruro, of Diccionario geográfico de la república de Bolivia. La Paz: Oficina Nacional de Inmigración, Estadística y Propaganda Geográfica, 1904.
'Asdi ; H. Alcaldía Municipal Oruro.'
Series statements: Travaux de l'Institut français des études andines ; t. 221 -- Colección Cuarto centenario de la fundación de Oruro -- Colección
*Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)* (PrCt)
Names, Geographical -
Pakistain - Gazetteers
Authors: United States. Office of Geography -- United States Board on Geographic Names v, 883 p. map 21 x 28 cm.
Govt. I 33.8:67 (NLO)

Names, Geographical - Palestine -
1799 - Names, Geographical - Israel -
1799 - Names, Geographical - Middle East -
1799 - Bible - Geography - Maps -
1799 - Middle East - History, Ancient -
Maps - 1799 Palestine - History, Ancient -
Maps - 1799 - Historical atlases
"Uppsala den 22 Maji 1799."--P. [3], first sequence.
Maps engraved by F.N. Ahl.
Title vignette.
Includes bibliographical references.
"För Bokbindaren": p. [4], first sequence.
Former owner: A.W. Nordblom.
Illegible owners’ inscriptions, dated 1840 and 1861.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes BS630 .O36 1799 (NLO)

Names, Geographical - Panama - Gazetteers
[Gazetteer] : Panama and the Canal Zone. [1969?].
Authors: United States. Office of Geography. -- United States Board on Geographic Names 1 v.
Govt. I 33.8: 110 (PrCt)

Names, Geographical -
Paraguay - Gazetteers
Authors: United States. Office of Geography -- United States Board on Geographic Names ii, 32 p. 21 x 28 cm.
Series: U.S. Board on Geographic Names. Gazetteer no.35.
Govt. I 33.8 :35 (NLO)

Names, Geographical - Poland -
1880-1902 - Names, Geographical - Europe, Eastern -
1880-1902 - Gazetteers
Authors: Sulimierski, Filip, 1843-1885 -- Chlebowski, Bronisław, 1846-1898 -- Walewski, Władysław 15 v. in 16.
Microfilm. [Salt Lake City : Genealogical Society of Utah, 1971.] 16 microfilm reels ; 35 mm.
Summary: Geographical dictionary of the Kingdom of Poland and other Slavonic areas prior to World War I. Includes Galicia, Belorussia, and many localities from the eastern provinces of Prussia; the western part of Imperial Russia; Bohemia, Moravia, Silesia, Bukovina, Hungary.
Entries include powiat, parish information, population, and other data. Text in Polish.
Microfilm 1189 (NLO)

Names, Geographical - Poland -
1988 - Names, Geographical - Germany -
1988 - Names, Geographical - Kaliningradskaja oblast (R.S.F.S.R.) -
1988 - Names, Geographical - Western and Northern Territories (Poland) -
1988 - Names, Geographical - Prussia (Germany) -
1988 - Names, Geographical - Pomerania (Poland and Germany) -
1988 - Names, Geographical - Brandenburg (Germany) -
1988 - Names, Geographical - Poznan (Poland) -
1988 - Names, Geographical - Silesia -
1988 - Names, Geographical - Europe, Eastern -
1988 - Posen (Poland) SEE Poznan (Poland)SEE Poznan (Poland) SEE Poznan (Poland) SEE Poznan (Poland) SEE Poznan (Poland) SEE Poznan (Poland)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
(Poland)<<>>Gazetteers
Authors: Kaemmerer, M. -- Kaemmerer, M. Müllers Verzeichnis der jenseits der Oder-Neisse gelegenen, unter fremder Verwaltung stehenden Ortschaften
230 p. : maps ; 25 cm.
3. Auflage, erweitert.
Gives the German name followed by the current Polish name for the former provinces of Pommerania, East Prussia, Posen, Brandenburg, and Slesia.
In German and Polish.
LC Card Number: 89-116095
ISBN 3792103680
Local History Ref DK4600.O332 K34 1988 (NLO)

52426 Names, Geographical - Polyglot lists<<>>Gazetteers
Authors: Lana, Gabriella -- Iasbez, Liliana -- Meak, Lidia -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
184 p. ; 20 cm.
This is where you learn that what the Germans call München and we call Munich, the Italian call Monaco.
Series: Glossaria interpretum ; 12
Formerly Ayer 73 .L24 1967
LC Card Number: 66025762
Map Ref G104.5 .L3 1967 (NLO)

52427 Names, Geographical - Portugal - Arabic<<>>Gazetteers
Authors: Lopes, David de Melo, 1867-1942 -- Machado, José Pedro -- William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library)
214 p. map. 26 cm.
'Colectânea organizada por José Pedro Machado.'
At head of title: Sociedade de Língua portuguesa e Círculo David Lopes.
Forms part of the William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library).
Greenlee 4893 .L86 1968 (NLO)

52428 Names, Geographical - Portugal - Indexes<<>>Names, Personal - Portugal - Indexes<<>>Carvalho da Costa, António, 1650-1715. Corografia portuguesa e descriçãom topografica do famous reyno de Portugal (1706-1712)
Authors: Lima, Cândido Pinheiro de -- Saldanha da Cunha, Maria Núbia
643 p. : port. ; 22 cm.
Portuguese and English.
ISBN 8586627577 ; 9788586627576
DP522.C37 C67 2006 (NLO)

52429 Names, Geographical - Portugal<<>>Names, Geographical - Cape Verde<<>>Gazetteers
Authors: United States. Office of Geography -- United States Board on Geographic Names v, 321 p. 21 x 28cm.
Series: U.S. Board on Geographic Names. Gazetteer no. 50.
Govt. I 33.B :50 (NLO)

52430 Names, Geographical - Pronunciation<<>>Gazetteers
Authors: Greet, William Cabell -- broadcasting system by Columbia Broadcasting System
viii, 402 p. 231/2 cm.
A revised and enlarged edition of the author's War words. 'Useful reference works': p. 35.
Fourth printing.
E 8 .372 (NLO)

52431 Names, Geographical - Québec (Province)<<>>Names, Geographical - Canada, Northern<<>>Names, Geographical - Thousand Islands (N.Y. and Ont.)<<>>Gazetteers
Authors: White, James, 1863-1928 -- Morse, Eric W., 1904-1986 -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
p. 153-455 : maps (5 fold. col. in pocket) ; 25 cm.
Contents: Pt. 2 Place-names in Quebec -- pt. 3 Place-names, Thousand Islands St. Lawrence River -- pt. 4 Place-names, Northern Canada. 'Ninth report of the Geographic Board of Canada, 1910, pt. II'.
Spine title: Place names, Quebec, Thousand Islands and northern Canada.
'Expeditions to waters of northern Canada and to Hudson Bay, 1576-1910'--P. 237-270.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
52440 Names, Geographical - Saint Joseph River Valley (Mich. and Ind.)
Gazetteers
Authors: Turner, Timothy Gilman -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
166 p. (p. 88-166 advertisements) : ill. ; 23 cm.
Reprint of the 1867 ed. published by Hazlitt & Reed, Chicago.
Includes indexes.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
ISBN 0912382244
Baskes F572.S43 T67 1842 (NLO)

52444 Names, Geographical - Scotland
Johnston's Gazetteer of Scotland, including a glossary of the most common Gaelic names / revision by R.W. Munro. Edinburgh : Johnston & Bacon, [1973].
x, 353 p. ; 23 cm.
'Third edition, 1973.'
LC Card Number: 75305935
Formerly G 43 .4521
Map Ref DA869 .J74 1973 (NLO)

52445 Names, Geographical - Scotland - 1842
The Topographical, statistical, and historical gazetteer of Scotland. Glasgow : A. Fullarton, 1842.
2 v. : illus., plates, map, plans, tables ; 27 cm.
Maps engraved by James Mitchell & Co.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copy: G 43 .318
Baskes DA869 .T67 1842 (NLO)

52446 Names, Geographical - Scotland - 1882-1885
6 v. : ill., [40] folded col. maps ; 27 cm.
Title-page vignette of the seal of Edinburgh; gazetteer printed in two columns.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)
Includes forty detailed colored ordnance gazetteer maps of Scotland, printed by John Bartholomew of Edinburgh. Each v. contains an engraved frontispiece, signed by William Forrest or A. Thom; in addition, there are XXXII engraved illustrations bound in v. 1-5, of important houses, castles, priories, lochs, seascapes, waterfalls, mills, ruins, mountains, and cityscapes of Scotland. Brown beaded cloth boards, with double gilt rules along spine and outer corners; centerpiece is gold-stamped Scottish royal arms, with motto 'Nemo me impune lacesset'; spine has gold-stamped title, 'Ordnance gazetteer, Scotland', and vol. number; light yellow endpapers.

From the library of Charles A. Hanna (1863-1950), whose daughters, Elizabeth Harrison Hanna Howell and Mary Eleanor Hanna Adams, presented it to a previous library owner in July 1950. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes DA869 .O73 1882 (NLO)

52447 Names, Geographical - Scotland
[›››] Gazetteers
A Topographical dictionary of Scotland, comprising the several counties ... London : Lewis, 1846. 2 v. : 30 cm. + fold. map Accompanied by folded map cataloged separately: Carrington, Frederick A. A Map of Scotland divided into counties ... [London, 1846?] [folio G 43 .5 Atlas] 129975 folio G 43 .5 (NLO)

52448 Names, Geographical - Senegal

52449 Names, Geographical - Sicily (Italy) - 1545
[›››] Gazetteers Siciliae locorum nomina, antiquis recentioribusq temporibus vsurpata. [Venice : s.n., 1545?]. Authors: Gastaldi, Giacomo. Isola della Sicilia ([Venice: s.n.], 1545); see Karrow 30/B and 30/2. For 2 copies of the accompanying map, see Novacco 4F 347 and Novacco 4F 348. Tooley 515.

Ex Rosenthal. Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Novacco 2F 177 (PrCt)

52450 Names, Geographical - Sint-Huibrechts-Lille (Belgium)

DH811.S5533 M64 1976 (NLO)

52451 Names, Geographical - Solomon Islands
[›››] Names, Geographical - Gilbert and Ellice Islands Colony

52452 Names, Geographical - South Atlantic Region

52453 Names, Geographical - South Carolina
1st ed.
Describes the origins of various place names in South Carolina.
Intended for children.
Table of contents available on Library of Congress website (accessed Sept. 2012):
http://catdir.loc.gov/catdir/toc/fy054/72076383.html

Bookplate: Elsdon C. Smith.
Forms part of the Elsdon C. Smith Onomastics Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 72076383
ISBN 0878440097 ; 9780878440092
F267 .N4 1972 (NLO)

52459 Names, Geographical - Sweden
Swedish Names, Personal - Sweden
Authors: Kjøllerström, Per August, 1839--

52460 Names, Geographical - Taiwan
Authors: United States. Office of Geography -- United States Board on Geographic Names 1 v.
Govt. I 33.8: 72 (PrCt)

52461 Names, Geographical - Tanzania
Authors: United States. Office of Geography -- United States Board on Geographic Names 1 v.
Govt. I 33.8: 92 (PrCt)

52462 Names, Geographical - Thailand
Authors: United States. Office of Geography -- United States Board on Geographic Names 1 v.
Govt. I 33.8: 97 (PrCt)

52465 Names, Geographical - Thuringia (Germany)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

52467 **Names, Geographical - Transliteration**

*The Rendering of geographical names.* London: Hutchinson University Library, [1957].
Authors: Aurousseau, Marcel
148 p. (p. 146-148 advertisements) : maps ; 19 cm.
Bibliography: p.113-128.
Series: Hutchinson University library: geography
E 8 .056 (NLO)

52468 **Names, Geographical - Transliteration**

*The Orthography of foreign place-names ...* [Edinburgh? s.n., 1892].
Authors: Burgess, James, 1832-1916
17 p. ; 26 cm.
"Reprinted from the Scottish Geographical Magazine for January 1892."
Caption title.
Eames X 509 .13 (NLO)

52469 **Names, Geographical - Transliteration**

Authors: Knox, Alexander, 1849- -- Great Britain. War Office
iii, 83 p. : tables (1 fold.) ; 17 cm.
Compiled in the Topographical Section, General Staff, by Alexander Knox.
Duplicate copy: E 8 .366
3A 4765 (NLO)

52470 **Names, Geographical - Transliteration**

Authors: United States. Hydrographic Office
2 p. l., 3-89 p ; 231/2 cm.
At head of title: U.S. Hydrographic office. no. 98.

52471 **Names, Geographical - Tunisia**

*[Gazetteer]* : Togo. [1966?].
Authors: United States. Office of Geography -- United States Board on Geographic Names
1 v.
Govt. I 33.8: 98 (PrCt)

52472 **Names, Geographical - Turkey**

*[Gazetteer]* : Turkey; official standard names approved by the United States Board on Geographic Names.
Authors: United States Board on Geographic Names -- United States. Office of Geography
iv, 665 p. ; 21 x 28cm.
Series: U.S. Board on Geographic Names.
Gazetteer no. 46.
Govt. I 33.8 :46 (NLO)

52473 **Names, Geographical - Tuscany (Italy) - 1969**

*Toponomastica della Toscana meridionale : (valli della Fiora, dell'Ombrone, della Ce?cina e fiumi minori) e dell'Arcipelago toscano / a cura del Gino Garosi ; riveduto dal Giuliano Bonfante.*
Authors: Pieri, Silvio, 1856-1936 -- Garosi, Gino -- Bonfante, Julian Hugo, 1904- -- Elsdon C.
Smith Onomastics Collection (Newberry Library)
Includes bibliographical references (p. [xix]-xxiv) and index.
Series: Accademia senese degli Intronati. Monografie di storia e letteratura senese ; 8 -- Monografie di storia e letteratura senese ; 8.
Bookstamp: Elsdon C. Smith.
Forms part of the Elsdon C. Smith Onomastics Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 70443655
DG732 .P48 1969 (NLO)

52474 **Names, Geographical - Tuscany (Italy) - Maps - 1969**

*Note de stratigrafía toponomastica toscana : (foglio 106 della carta d'Italia) / Pelio Fronzaroli.*
Authors: Fronzaroli, Pelio
13 p. ; plates ; 19 cm.
"Estratto da 'L'Universo,' rivista bimestrale dell'Istituto Geografico Militare, anno XLI, n. 2, marzo-aprile 1961."
Cover title.
"Offerta in ricordo ai partecipanti del 7a congresso internazionale de scienze onomastiche, Firenze-Pisa, 4-8 aprile 1961."
Includes bibliographical references.
One folded map (Carta d'Italia alla scala di 1: 25,000. Foglio 106, Firenze) inserted.
Bookstamp: Elsdon C. Smith.
Forms part of the Elsdon C. Smith Onomastics Collection at the Newberry Library.
DG975.T975 .F76 1961(NLO)

52475 Names, Geographical - 
Authors: United States. Office of Geography -- United States Board on Geographic Names
1 v.
Govt. I 33.8: 82 (PrCt)

52476 Names, Geographical - United States - 
1797<<<United States - Maps - 
1797<<<Names, Geographical - North America - 1797<<<North America - Maps - 
Authors: Morse, Jedidiah, 1761-1826 -- Bradley, Abraham, fl. 1796-1819 -- Hill, Samuel, 1766?-1804 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 7 maps ; 220 x 140 mm.
1st ed.
Geography text.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
References: Sabin 50923; Howes M839; Walsh 49
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

52477 Names, Geographical - United States - 
1798<<<United States - Maps - 
1798<<<Names, Geographical - North America - 1798<<<North America - Maps - 
Authors: Morse, Jedidiah, 1761-1826 -- Russell, John, active 1733-1795 -- Stockdale, John, 1749?-1814 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 7 maps ; 218 x 138 mm.
2nd ed.
Maps by John Russell.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
References: Sabin 50923; Buck 53
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

52478 Names, Geographical - United States - 
1804<<<United States - Maps - 
1804<<<Names, Geographical - North America - 1804<<<North America - Maps - 
Authors: Morse, Jedidiah, 1761-1826 -- Bradley, Abraham, fl. 1796-1819 -- Gridley, Enoch G. -- Etheridge, Samuel, 1771-1817 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 6 maps ; 222 x 140 mm.
2nd ed.
Geography text.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
References: Sabin 50923 ;Walsh 95; Buck 53; Howes M839
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

52479 Names, Geographical - United States - 
1844<<<United States - Geography - Dictionaries - 1844 A Complete reference gazetteer of the United States of North America : containing a general view of the United States, and of each state and territory, and a notice of the various canals, railroads, and internal improvements : with a brief and comprehensive description of the lakes, rivers, bays, harbors, mountains, counties, cities, towns and villages : together with all the post offices in the United States, as published by the authority of the Post Office Department : to which are added a number of valuable tables of the population, colleges, and benevolent institutions, &c., &c. : arranged according to the census of 1840 : the whole forming a complete manual of reference on the geography and statistics of the United States / by William Chapin. New York : Published by T. & E.H. Ensign, 1844, c1843.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes E154 .C43 1844 (NLO)

52480 Names, Geographical - United States - 
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 02006787
Baskes E154 .F53 1853 (NLO)

52481 Names, Geographical - United States - 
1874<<<Gazetteers The Centennial gazetteer of the United States : a geographical and statistical encyclopaedia of the states, territories, counties, townships etc., in the American Union ... / by A. von Steinwehr.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Philadelphia; Cincinnati: J.C. McCardy & Co., [c1874].

Authors: Steinwehr, A. von (Adolph), 1822-1877 -- J.C. McCardy & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- McCardy (J.C.) & Co. SEE J.C. McCardy & Co.

1016 p. : plates (part col.) : 24 cm.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

LC Card Number: 08033626

Baskes E154 .S822 (NLO)

52482 Names, Geographical - United States - 1876 - Names, Geographical - Canada - 1876 - United States - Postal service - 1876 - Canada - Postal service - 1876 - Postal service - United States - 1876 - Postal service - Canada - 1876 - Gazetteers

The Monitor guide to post offices and railroad stations in the United States and Canada, with shipping directions by express and freight lines: a supplement to the Counting-house monitor.

Westwood, N.J. Bullinger's Guides, 1876.

Authors: Bullinger, Edwin Wilson, b. 1841

231 p. ; 27 cm.


HE9.A1 B8 1876a (NLO)

52483 Names, Geographical - United States - 1890 - George F. Cramp Company

Unrivaled atlas of the world (1890) - Indexes - Gazetteers


Authors: George F. Cramp Company -- Bahn, Gilbert S.

xi, 347 p. ; 24 cm.

"Excerpted and reprinted from the 1898 edition of Cram's unrivaled atlas of the world"--T.p. verso.

A listing "alphabetically by state, 'of every county, city, town, village and post-office in the United States and ... shows the population of the same according to the Census of 1890." The listing for each place also includes the county in which it was located.--Intro., p. vii.

ISBN 9780806315577 ; 0806315571

E155 .A58 2008 (NLO)

52484 Names, Geographical - United States - 1909-1942 - United States Board on Geographic Names - Gazetteers


Authors: United States Geographic Board -- United States Board on Geographic Names

3 v. ; 24 cm.

Govt. I 33.5 (NLO)

52485 Names, Geographical - United States - 1946 - Names, Geographical - Swedish - 1946

The Study of American place-names of Swedish origin / E. Gustav Johnson. [United States : s.n., 1946?].

Authors: Johnson, E. Gustav (Eric Gustav), b. 1893 -- Covenant quarterly (November 1956) -- Elsdon C. Smith Onomastics Collection (Newberry Library) -- Smith (Elsdon C.) Onomastics Collection, Newberry Library SEE Elsdon C. Smith Onomastics Collection (Newberry Library)

16 p. ; 22 cm.

"Reprinted from Covenant Quarterly, November, 1946" -- Cover.

Caption title.

Includes bibliographical references.

Bookstamp: Elsdon C. Smith.

Forms part of the Elsdon C. Smith Onomastics Collection at the Newberry Library.

E155 .J64 1946 (NLO)

52486 Names, Geographical - United States - 1957


Authors: White & Arnold (Pound Ridge, N.Y.) -- Elsdon C. Smith Onomastics Collection (Newberry Library)

15 p. ; 24 cm.

Cover title.

"A family affairs publication"--P. 2 of cover.

Bookstamp: Elsdon C. Smith.

Forms part of the Elsdon C. Smith Onomastics Collection at the Newberry Library.

E155 .H69 1957 (NLO)

52487 Names, Geographical - United States - 1958


Authors: Moyer, Armond -- Moyer, Winifred -- Elsdon C. Smith Onomastics Collection (Newberry Library)

144 p. ; 15 cm.

Bookstamp: Elsdon C. Smith.

Forms part of the Elsdon C. Smith Onomastics Collection at the Newberry Library.

LC Card Number: 59017805

E155 .M67 1958 (NLO)

52488 Names, Geographical - United States - 1963-1999 - United States Board on Geographic Names - Gazetteers


Authors: United States Board on Geographic Names -- Elsdon C. Smith Onomastics Collection (Newberry Library)

v. ; 25 cm.

Publication history: No. 6301 (Jan. through Apr.
52491 Names, Geographical - United States - 2003 Counties - United States - Names, Geographical - 2001 Gazetteers

United States counties. Jefferson, N.C. McFarland & Co., 2003. Authors: Dunn, Mark, 1956-- -- Dunn, Mary (Mary W.) vii, 464 p.; 29 cm. Brief profiles and histories of 3,071 U.S. counties, including name, county seat, population, land area, location and prominent geographical features, name derivation, date of establishment, history, famous residents, products and industries, and interesting facts. Selected entries include population and area rankings and name comparatives. Alaska is not included, as it does not have any counties. Includes index.

Local History Ref E155 .U54 2001 (NLO)

52495 Names, Geographical - United States - Bibliography
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Ref E155 .A44 1951 (NLO)

Names, Geographical - United States - Gazetteers

Ref E154 .A44 1994 (NLO)

Names, Geographical - United States

Ref E154 .A45 1991 (NLO)
LC Card Number: 05033862
Ayer 73 .B3 1879 (NLO)

52502 Names, Geographical - United States -
Indian<<<Gazetteers
Authors: Nestor, Sandy -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
2 v. ; 27 cm.
Includes bibliographical references and indexes.
v. 1. Cities, towns, and villages -- v. 2. Mountains, canyons, rivers, lakes, creeks, forests and other
natural features.
LC Card Number: 2003011417
ISBN 0786416548 (illustrated case binding : alk. paper) ; 0786419830 (illustrated case binding :
alk. paper : v. 2)
Ayer E98.N2 N47 2003 (NLO)

52503 Names, Geographical - United States -
Obscene words<<<Gazetteers
From Squaw Tit to Whorehouse Meadow : how maps name, claim, and inflame. Chicago :
Authors: Monmonier, Mark S.
xiv, 215 p. : ill., maps ; 24 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [179]-199).
Contents: Naming and mapping -- The quest for
a national gazetteer -- Purging pejoratives --
Body parts and risqué toponyms -- Going native
-- Your toponym or mine? -- Erasures --
Inscriptions -- Epilogue: naming rites.
LC Card Number: 2005014683
ISBN 0226534650 (alk. paper)
G105 .M66 2006 (NLO)

52504 Names, Geographical - United
States<<<United States Board on
Geographic Names<<<Gazetteers
Romantic America. Chicago : Jordan Publishing
company, 1926.
Authors: Gemmill, William Nelson, 1860-
1p. I., iii p., 1 l., 143p. 191/2cm.
E 8 .335 (NLO)

52505 Names, Geographical - United
States<<<United States Board on
Geographic Names<<<Gazetteers
Second Report of the United States Board on
Geographic Names. 1890-1899. Washington :
Govt. print off., 1901.
Authors: United States Board on Geographic
Names -- United States Geographic Board --
Gannett, Henry, 1846-1914
150p. 23 1/2 cm.
2d ed.
This report was first issue as House doc. no.
472, 56th Cong., 1st sess.
This report includes all the decisions made by the
Board to April 4, 1900. It also contains an
account of the origin, history, organization,
methods, and principles of the Board. cf. Letter of
transmittal, and p. 25.

52506 Names, Geographical - United
States<<<United States Board on
Geographic Names<<<Gazetteers
Third report of the United States Board on
Geographic Names. 1890-1906. Washington :
Govt. print. office, 1906.
Authors: United States Board on Geographic
Names -- United States Geographic Board --
Gannett, Henry, 1846-1914
182 p. 23cm.
Henry Gannett, chairman.
'Includes all decisions made by the Board to date
[November 29, 1905] and also contains an
account of the origin, history, organization,
methods and principles of the Board.' cf. Letter of
transmittal.
Govt. I 33.1 :1890- 1906 (NLO)

52507 Names, Geographical - United
States<<<United States Board on
Geographic Names<<<Gazetteers
First report of the United States Board on
Geographic Names. 1890-1891. Washington :
Govt. Print. Off., 1892.
Authors: United States Board on Geographic
Names -- United States Geographic Board --
Mendenhall, Thomas Corwin, 1841-1926
1 p. l., 56 p. 23 cm.
T.C. Mendenhall, chairman.
Appendices: A. List of decisions; United States, foreign countries. -- B.List of counties in the
United States.
Issued also, without t.-p., in the Congressional
series, as House ex. doc. 16, 52d Cong., 1st sess.
(Serial no. 2949).
The 'Second report...1890-1891', includes all the
decisions made by the Board to April 4, 1900.
Govt. I 33.1 :1890- 1891 (NLO)

52508 Names, Geographical - United
States<<<United States Board on
Geographic Names<<<Gazetteers
Sixth report of the United States Geographic
Print. Off., 1933.
Authors: United States Geographic Board --
United States Board on Geographic Names --
Bond, Frank, 1856-1940
ix, 834 p. ; 23 cm.
Supersedes all previous reports of the Board on
Geographic Names; cf. foreword.
Frank Bond, chairman.
Govt. I 33.1 :1890- 1932 (NLO)

52509 Names, Geographical - United
States<<<United States Board on
Geographic Names<<<Gazetteers
Fifth report of the United States Geographic
Print. Off., 1899.
Authors: United States Geographic Board --
United States Board on Geographic Names --
Gannett, Henry, 1846-1914
ix, 270 p. 23cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 265-270).
Henry Gannett, chairman.
The 'First report ... 1890-1891' was pub. as
House ex. doc. 16, 52d Cong., 1st sess.
Govt. I 33.1 :1890- 1899 (NLO)
Authors: United States Geographic Board -- United States Board on Geographic Names -- Sloane, Charles Swift, 1859-1923 492 p. ; 231/2 cm.
Prepared by Charles S. Sloane.
Govt. I 33.1 :1890- 1920 (NLO)
52510 Names, Geographical - United States>>>United States Board on Geographic Names>>>Gazetteers
Authors: United States Geographic Board -- United States Board on Geographic Names -- Sloane, Charles Swift, 1859-1923 31 p.
Govt. I 33.1 :1923- 1925 (NLO)
52511 Names, Geographical - United States>>>United States Board on Geographic Names>>>Gazetteers
Authors: United States Geographic Board -- United States Board on Geographic Names -- Sloane, Charles Swift, 1859-1923 44 p.
Govt. I 33.1 :1923- 1926 (NLO)
52512 Names, Geographical - United States>>>United States Board on Geographic Names>>>Gazetteers
Authors: United States Geographic Board -- United States Board on Geographic Names -- Sloane, Charles Swift, 1859-1923 54 p.
Govt. I 33.1 :1923- 1927 (NLO)
52513 Names, Geographical - United States>>>United States Board on Geographic Names>>>Gazetteers
Authors: United States Geographic Board -- United States Board on Geographic Names -- Mendenhall, Thomas Corwin, 1841-1926 3 v. ; 231/2 cm.
At head of titles: United States Board on Geographic Names. "T. C. Mendenhall, chairman.".
No. 1, Dec. 31, 1890, was published through the courtesy and at the cost of the Smithsonian institution; no. 2, May 25, 1891, was published through the courtesy of the Coast and Geodetic Survey; no. 3, Aug. 1, 1891 was published through the courtesy of the Light-house Board. cf. Second report of the United States Board on Geographic Names. 1890-1899. 2nd ed. Washington, 1901, p. 24.
Govt. I 33.3 (NLO)
52514 Names, Geographical - United States>>>United States - Historical geography - Dictionaries>>>Gazetteers
Authors: Hellmann, Paul T., 1949- xvii, 865 p. ; 29 cm.
Includes index.
LC Card Number: 2004011421 ISBN 0415939488 (acid-free paper)
Ref E154 .H45 2005 (NLO)
52515 Names, Geographical - United States>>>United States - Maps - 1795>>>False association copies (Provenance)>>>Forgeries>>>Gazetteers
The United States gazetteer : containing an authentic description of the several states : their situation, extent, boundaries, soil, produce, climate, population, trade, and manufactures ... / by Joseph Scott. Philadelphia : Printed by F. and R. Bailey .... 1795.
Imperfect: Issued with 19 maps, but this copy lacks folded map at front.
Maps are unsigned and do not include publication information.
Signatures (forged) of "A. Lincoln" and "Eugene Field." Probably done by or for Eugene Field II and/or Henry Dayton Sickles.
Errata slip inserted.
Duplicate copy: Case G 833 .8
References: Evans 29476; Howes: S237; Evans: d 29476; OCLC 1467515
LC Card Number: 01002604
Case 5A 277 (NLO)
52516 Names, Geographical - United States>>>United States - Maps - 1795>>>Gazetteers
The United States gazetteer : containing an authentic description of the several states : their situation, extent, boundaries, soil, produce, climate, population, trade, and manufactures ... / by Joseph Scott. Philadelphia : Printed by F. and
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

52537 Namib - Maps - 1701 - Coasts - Nautical charts
A Chart ye coasts of Cimbebas and Caffaria from Mt. Negro to ye C. of Good Hope. [Amsterdam : Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, 1793].
Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger): English Pilot. Part 5 (1701)
Map Ref oversize G1025 .T37 ser. 6, v. 4, pl. [14] (PrCt)

52538 Namur (Belgium) - History - Siege, 1695
Plan des lignes de l'armée du roy Guillaume devant la ville et château de Namur. Amsterdam : P. Mortier, [1696].
Authors: Mortier, Pierre -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712
In counterfeit edition of: Jaillot, Alexis Hubert. Atlas minor ad usum serenissimi burgundiae ducis ... ([Amsterdam : Pieter Mortier, ca. 1700]) no. [25].
Manuscript "25" at upper right.
Inset (32 cm. x 12 cm.) includes view of the city at bottom.

52539 Namur (Belgium) - History - Siege, 1695
Plan de la ville et chateau de Namur. Amsterdam : Pierre Mortier, [1696].
Authors: Mortier, Pierre -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712
Atlas minor ad usum serenissimi burgundiae ducis ... ([Amsterdam : Pieter Mortier, ca. 1700]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 46 x 61 cm.
Added title, upper margin: De stad Namen met alle de nieuwe sterkten soo als het heede is belegert door den koning William de III.
In counterfeit edition of: Jaillot, Alexis Hubert. Atlas minor ad usum serenissimi burgundiae ducis ... ([Amsterdam : Pieter Mortier, ca. 1700]) no. [25].
Manuscript "25" at upper right.
Inset (32 cm. x 12 cm.) includes view of the city at bottom.

52536 Namur (Belgium) - History - Siege, 1695
Plan des lignes de l'armée du roy Guillaume devant la ville et château de Namur ... Amsterdam : Pieter Mortier, [ca. 1700].
Authors: Mortier, Pierre -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712
Atlas minor ad usum serenissimi burgundiae ducis ... ([Amsterdam : Pieter Mortier, ca. 1700]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 44 x 58 cm.
Added title, upper left corner: De linien om de stad en Kasteel van Namen belegert door den koning William de III.
In counterfeit edition of: Jaillot, Alexis Hubert. Atlas minor ad usum serenissimi burgundiae ducis ... ([Amsterdam : Pieter Mortier, ca. 1700]) no. [24].
Manuscript "24" at upper right.

52537 Namur (Belgium) - History - Siege, 1695
Plan de la ville et chateau de Namur assiegée par le roy Guillaume. Amsterdam : Pieter Mortier, [ca. 1700].

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Namur (Belgium) - Maps - 1709 - Fortifications
Namur, a very strong city, in the Low Countries, the metropolis of the Earldom of Namur ... taken by the French in 1692, and more strongly fortified, retaken by the Confederates under K. Willm. IId. in 1695, afterwards siez'd by ye French upon ye death of K. Chars. Ild. of Spain, & restor'd to ye house of Austria by ye Treaty of Utrecht. [London? Knapton, ca. 1740?].

52551 Namur (Belgium) - Maps - 1740 - Fortification
Namur, a very strong city, in the Low Countries, the metropolis of the Earldom of Namur ... taken by the French in 1692, and more strongly fortified, retaken by the Confederates under K. Willm. IId. in 1695, afterwards siez'd by ye French upon ye death of K. Chars. Ild. of Spain, & restor'd to ye house of Austria by ye Treaty of Utrecht. [London? Knapton, ca. 1740?].

52552 Namur (Belgium) - Maps - 1785 - Fortification
Namur, a very strong city, in the Low Countries, the metropolis of the Earldom of Namur ... taken by the French in 1692, and more strongly fortified, retaken by the Confederates under K. Willm. IId. in 1695, afterwards siez'd by ye French upon ye death of K. Chars. Ild. of Spain, & restor'd to ye house of Austria by ye Treaty of Utrecht. [London? Knapton, ca. 1740?].

52553 Namur (Belgium) - Pictorial works - 1575
Namurcvm, preclara ad Mosae flumen ciuitas, ad
viuum expressa ... [Cologne : s.n.], M. D. LXXV [1575, i.e. ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Masius, Arnoldus, fl. 1575 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
In: Braun, Georg and Franz Hogenberg. Civitates orbis terrarum [Cologne: Pieter von Brachel?, ca. 1575, i.e. ca. 1620] v. 2, plate 20
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 2, pl. 20 (PrCt)

52554 Namur (Belgium : Province) - Maps - 1579-1588
Namvr. comitat. / J[ohann]es Surhon describ. [Antwerp : Christophe Plantin], 1579 [i.e. 1588].
Theatrum orbis terrarum (1588) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 38 x 50 cm. Oriented with north at upper right.
In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatrum orbis terrarum (1588) [Antwerp : Christophe Plantin, 1588], [plate 35].
Printed no. 35 and Spanish letterpress text on verso beginning: Namvr. La prouincia le Namur ... .
Digital image of a duplicate or variant edition available on Marcel P.R. van den Broecke's Cartographica Neerlandica website (accessed Feb. 2012):
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 2, pl. 20 (PrCt)

52555 Namur (Belgium : Province) - Maps - 1579-1606
Namvr. comit. / J[ohann]es Surhon describ. [Antwerp : John Norton], 1579 [i.e. 1606].
Authors: Surhon, Jean -- Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598 -- Norton, John, -1612 -- Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598. Theatrum orbis terrarum ... (1606) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 38 x 51 cm. In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatrum orbis terrarum ... (London : J. Norton, 1606), [plate 39].
Printed no. 39 and English letterpress text on verso beginning: Namvr. The region of Namur is ... .
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .07 1606, [plate 39] (PrCt)

52556 Namur (Belgium : Province) - Maps - 1680
Comitatus Namurci tabula. Amsterdam, [ca. 1680].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:M114
1 map : hand col. ; 44 x 54 cm.
3342
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6013.N3 1680 W5 (PrCt)

52557 Namur (Belgium : Province) - Maps - 1695
Comté de Namur dressé sur les memoires les plus nouveaux ... Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : H. Jaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], [1695?].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?--1712 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Sanson, Nicolas. 1600-1667. Atlas nouveau : contenant toutes les parties du monde (1692 [i.e. 1695?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .S19 1692 pl. [42] (PrCt)

52558 Namur (Belgium : Province) - Maps - 1698<<<Namaur (Belgium : Province) - Maps - 1698 - Names, Geographical
Comitatus Namurci emendata delineatio. Amsterdam, [ca. 1698].
Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649--1702 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:M115
1 map ; 45 x 55 cm. Alphabetical table of place names on verso.
3341
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6013.N3 1680 V5 (PrCt)

52559 Namur (Belgium : Province) - Maps - 1700
Comitatus Namurci tabula ... Amsterdam : Frederik de Wit, [ca. 1700?].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Wit, Frederik de. Atlas [ca. 1700?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
52560  Namur (Belgium : Province) - Maps - 1700-1710
1 map : hand col. ; 45 x 54 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Oriented with north at upper right.
In: Wit, Frederik de. Atlas (Amsterdam : bij Frederick de Wit in de Calverstraet bij den Dam inde Witte Paskaert. [ca. 1700?]) no. [129].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .V8 1700 map [62] (PrCt)

52564  Namur (Belgium : Province) - Maps - 1712
1 map : hand col. ; 40 x 54 cm.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map6F G6010 1706 .F7 sht. 23 (PrCt)

52561  Namur (Belgium : Province) - Maps - 1710
Comte de Namur. Paris, [ca. 1700].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:M112
1 map ; 57 x 83 cm.
3338
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map6F G6013.N3 1700 J3 (PrCt)

52565  Namur (Belgium : Province) - Maps - 1720-1730
1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 57 cm.
2453
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:215 (PrCt)

52562  Namur (Belgium : Province) - Maps - 1710
Die Grafschaft Namur eigentlichen Lager.
Augsburg : Gabriel Bodenehr, 1710.
Authors: Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. -- Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. Atlas curieux -- oder, Neuer und compendieuser atlas 1710 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 11 x 13 cm.
In: Bodenehr, Gabriel. Atlas curieux; oder, Neuer und compendieuser atlas ... ([Augsburg : Gabriel Bodenehr, 1710?]) pl. [27]. Engraved plate no. ‘28.’
Ayer 135 .B6 pl. 27 (PrCt)

52566  Namur (Belgium : Province) - Maps - 1730
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Delamarche, Charles François, 1740-1817. Atlas général : contenant le détail des quatre parties du monde [1798?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 38 x 43 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:243,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
Baskes oversize G1015 .A77 1798, [ptie 1], [plate 77] (NLO)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
52567  Namur Region (Belgium) - Maps - 1710
Namur mit dero Gegend auff 2 Stunden, etc.
Augsburg : Gabriel Bodenehr, 1710.
Authors: Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. --
Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. Atlas curieux
-- oder, Neuer und compendieuer atlas 1710 --
Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 14 x 21 cm.
In: Bodenehr, Gabriel. Atlas curieux; oder, Neuer
und compendieuer atlas ... ([Augsburg : Gabriel
Bodenehr, 1710?]) pl. [28]. Engraved plate no.
'29.'
Ayer 135 .B6 pl. 28 (PrCt)

52568  Namur Region (Belgium) - Maps - 1748
Carte chorographique, des environs de Namur
reduit sur l'original sur les Lieux. Paris : Le
Rouge, [1748?].
Authors: Le Rouge, Georges-Louis -- Le Rouge,
Georges-Louis. Recueil contenant des cartes
nouvelles ... (1742 [i.e. 1748?]) -- Edward E. Ayer
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 48 x 63 cm.
In: Le Rouge, Georges-Louis. Recueil contenant
des cartes nouvelles ... (Paris : chez le Sr. Le
Rouge, 1742 [i.e. 1748?]).
Manuscript '26' on verso.
oversize Ayer 135 .L6 1742 pl. 26 (PrCt)

52569  Nanaimo (B.C.) - Maps - 1860 - Coal mines
and mining Coal mines and mining
Nanaimo (B.C.) - Maps - 1860
Plan of Nanaimo showing the coal mines / from
records and surveys of the honourable Hudson
Bay Company and original observations by C.S.
Nicol, manager, and Dr. Hector. London : Stanford's
Geographical Establishment, 1860.
Authors: Hector, James, Sir, 1834-1907 -- Nicol,
C. S. -- Hudson's Bay Company -- Edward
Stanford Ltd. -- Palliser, John, 1807-1887 --
British North American Exploring Expedition --
Palliser, John, 1807-1887. Index and maps to
Captain Palliser's reports ... (1865) -- Palliser,
John, 1807-1887. Exploration.--British North
America. The Journals, detailed reports, and
observations relative to the exploration, by
Captain Palliser, of that portion of British North
America ... (1863) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 28 x 35 cm., on sheet folded
to 34 x 20 cm.
'See Dr. Hector's geological report, p. 235.'
Running title in upper margin: Captain Palliser's
Explorations in British North America. To
accompany 'The journals ... presented to both
houses of Parliament, May 19th, 1863'.
In: Palliser, John. Index and maps to Captain
Palliser's reports ... (London : George Edward
Eyre and William Spottiswoode ... for Her
Majesty's Stationery Office, 1865) map [4]
Forms part of an atlas issued to accompany:
Palliser, John. Exploration.--British North
America. The Journals, detailed reports, and
observations relative to the exploration, by
Captain Palliser, of that portion of British North
America, which, in latitude, lies between the
British boundary line and the height of land or
watershed of the northern or frozen ocean
respectively, and in longitude, between the
western shore of Lake Superior and the Pacific
Ocean during the years 1857, 1858, 1859, and
1860. Presented to both houses of Parliament by
command of Her Majesty, 19th May, 1863
(London : Printed by George Edward Eyre and
William Spottiswoode ... for Her Majesty's
Stationery Office, 1863).
VAULT folio Ayer 169.3 .P2 1863 Atlas, map
[4] (PrCt)

Nanaimo (B.C.) - Maps - 1865 -
Geology Geology Nanaimo (B.C.) - Maps - 1865 Nanaimo (B.C.) - Geological cross sections - 1865 Nanaimo (B.C.) - Geological cross sections - 1865
No. 5. Geological sketch map of Nanaimo in
Vancouver Island. London : Stanford's
Geographical Establishment, [1865].
Authors: Edward Stanford Ltd. -- Palliser, John,
1807-1887 -- Hector, James, Sir, 1834-1907 --
British North American Exploring Expedition --
Palliser, John, 1807-1887. Index and maps to
Captain Palliser's reports ... (1865) -- Palliser,
John, 1807-1887. Exploration.--British North
America. The Journals, detailed reports, and
observations relative to the exploration, by
Captain Palliser, of that portion of British North
America ... (1863) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 28 x 35 cm., on sheet folded
to 34 x 20 cm.
'See Dr. Hector's geological report, p. 235.'
Running title in upper margin: Captain Palliser's
Explorations in British North America. To
accompany 'The journals ... presented to both
houses of Parliament, May 19th, 1863'.
Includes geological sections.
Scale [1:63,360]. '1 inch to 1 mile.'
In: Palliser, John. Index and maps to Captain
Palliser's reports ... (London : George Edward
Eyre and William Spottiswoode ... for Her
Majesty's Stationery Office, 1865) map [3]
Forms part of an atlas issued to accompany:
Palliser, John. Exploration.--British North
America. The Journals, detailed reports, and
observations relative to the exploration, by
Captain Palliser, of that portion of British North
America, which, in latitude, lies between the
British boundary line and the height of land or
watershed of the northern or frozen ocean
respectively, and in longitude, between the
western shore of Lake Superior and the Pacific
Ocean during the years 1857, 1858, 1859, and
1860. Presented to both houses of Parliament by
command of Her Majesty, 19th May, 1863
(London : Printed by George Edward Eyre and
William Spottiswoode ... for Her Majesty's
Stationery Office, 1863).
VAULT folio Ayer 169.3 .P2 1865 Atlas, map
[3] (PrCt)
1860. Presented to both houses of Parliament by command of Her Majesty, 19th May, 1863


52571 Nancy (France) - Maps - 1617
Vrbs Nancei Lotharingiae metropolis secundum forham quam hoc anno M.D.C. XVII = La Ville de Nancy, capitalle de Lorraine pove traiect au ... 1617. [Cologne : s.n.,] 1617 [i.e. ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- La Ruelle, Claude de, fl. 1611 -- Brentel, Frédéric, ca. 1580-1615 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 34 x 45 cm.
Derived from a 1611 engraving associated with Claude de la Ruelle and Frederic Brentel; see R.A. Skelton’s Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.
Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Nanceivm.
Includes references 1-53.

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 6, pl. 7 (Pr.Ct)

52572 Nancy (France) - Maps - 1695 - Fortification
Nanci : ville forte et la plus considerable du Duché de Lorraine ... [Paris : De Fer, 1695].
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes -- avec leurs fortifications ... (1695-1696)
1 map ; 21 x 28 cm.
In: Fer, Nicolas de. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes; avec leurs fortifications ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, 1695-1696) pt. 4, map [66].
Manuscript ’(9)’ at upper right.

Case folio U 26. 293 pt. 4, map [66] (Pr.Ct)

52573 Nancy (France) - Maps - 1713 - Fortification
Nanci : ville forte et la plus considerable du Duché de Lorraine ... Paris : De Fer, [1713?].
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Introduction à la fortification ... [1713?] 1 map ; 21 x 28 cm.
In: Fer, Nicolas de. Introduction à la fortification ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, [1713?]) map [35].
Map dated 1705.
For later state of this map, with engraved plate number, see Case folio U 26 .292.
For earlier version of this map, engraved on different plate, see Case folio U 26 .293.

Case oversize U 26.2919 map [35] (Pr.Ct)

52574 Nancy (France) - Maps -

Bibliography
Newberry Library - Map Collections - Bibliography - Catalogs
Selected maps of Nancy in the Newberry Library.
1976.
Authors: Newberry Library. Map Section
1 leaf.
Manuscript.
Provides call numbers only.
Vert 309 (Pr.Ct)

52575 Nancy (France) - Pictorial works -
1477 - Nancy, Battle of, Nancy, France, 1477 - Pictorial works - 1552 - Woodcuts
[View of the Battle of Nancy, France in 1477].
[Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552].
Authors: Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552. Cosmographiae uniaversalis ... (1552) -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : woodcut ; 7 x 14 cm., on sheet 32 x 21 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Added letterpress title above woodcut: Obsidet Burgundus oppidum Nanseum
Shows opposing armed forces outside fortified city.
In: Münster, Sebastian. Cosmographiae uniaversalis ... (Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552), p. 421.
Possibly an inaccurate view, since some of the woodcuts in this volume were used for more than one town.

VAULT folio Ayer 7 .M8 1552, p. 421 (Pr.Ct)

52576 Nansemond County (Va.) - Maps -
Authors: Granbery, J. H. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division.
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: Photocopy (positive), 8 x 10 in. Scale 1:96,000. Shows 17th century land ownership; published 1946.

Microfiche 583, no. 1308 (Pr.Ct)

52577 Nansemond County (Va.) - Maps -

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Granbery, J. H. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 24 x 35.5 in. Scale: 1:31,680.
Shows 17th century land ownership; published 1948. Only covers part of the county.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 1309 (PrCt)

52578 Nansemond County (Va.) - Maps - 1864 - Suffolk (Va.) - Maps - 1864 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: Photocopy (negative), 2 parts, 17.5 x 20.5 in. each. Scale: 1:60,000. Originally compiled 1864. Only covers part of the county.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 1283 (PrCt)

Nansen Island to Alexander 1. Land / compiled from the latest information in the Hydrographic Department, 1951; including surveys by the British Graham Land Survey and the Falkland Islands Dependencies Survey. London : Admiralty, 1952.
1 map : 98 x 65 cm.
Added title: Antarctica--Graham Land.
‘Published at the Admiralty, 12th Sept., 1952, under the superintendence of Rear-Admiral A. Day...Hydrographer.’
‘Small corrections.’
Fitzgerald polar map 276 (PrCt)

52580 Nantahala National Forest (N.C.) - Maps - 1929 - Parks - Southern States - Maps - 1929 - Road maps
Authors: Geological Survey (U.S.) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 55 x 80 cm.
“Compiled at Washington Office, April 1929 ... “ Polyconic projection.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 103.12 (PrCt)

52581 Nantes (France) - Pictorial works - 1600
Nannetum vulgo Nantes. [S.l. s.n., ca. 1600].
Authors: Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view ; 404 x 2,051 mm. (neat line) on 4 sheets 449 x 540 mm. and smaller.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
c17
Novacco 4F 138 (PrCt)

52582 Nantucket County (Mass.) - Maps - 1858 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps
Authors: Walling, Henry Francis, 1825--1888 -- Smith (D. R.) & Co. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 306 (PrCt)

1 map : col. ; 11 x 19 cm.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
"2768-2-25" at bottom left of map.
"Springfield Printing & Binding Company,
In Eaton, Walter Prichard. Nantucket ([New
York?] : New York, New Haven and Hartford
Railroad Co. ; New England Steamship Co. ;
New Bedford, Martha’s Vineyard and Nantucket
Steamboat Line, [1931?]), inside back cover. 47
p. : ill., map ; 21 cm.

52587
Nantucket (Mass.) - Maps - 1928 - Road
maps<<<Nantucket County (Mass.) - Maps -
1928 - Road maps<<<Nantucket Island
(Mass.) - Maps - 1928 - Road maps<<<Road
maps<<<Counties - Maps
Nantucket County Massachusetts / surveyed &
drawn by J.H. Robinson. [S.l. s.n., 1928], c1910.
Authors: Robinson, J. H. (John Henry), 1873- --
Nantucket (1928) -- National Capital Press
(Washington, D.C.)
1 map ; 20 x 34 cm., on sheet folded to 22 x 14
cm.
In Robinson, J. H. Guide to Nantucket. 5th ed.
Washington, D.C. : National Capital Press,
1928], between p. 44-45, map [2 of 3].
Title and text in bottom margin.

52588
Nantucket (Mass.) - Maps - 1928 - Road
maps<<<Nantucket County (Mass.) - Maps -
1928 - Road maps<<<Nantucket Island
(Mass.) - Maps - 1928 - Road maps<<<Road
maps<<<Counties - Maps
Nantucket County Massachusetts / surveyed &
drawn by J.H. Robinson. [S.I. s.n., 1928], c1910.
Authors: Robinson, J. H. (John Henry), 1873- --
Nantucket (1928) -- National Capital Press
(Washington, D.C.)
1 map ; 20 x 34 cm., on sheet folded to 22 x 14
cm.
In Robinson, J. H. Guide to Nantucket. 5th ed.
Washington, D.C. : National Capital Press,
1928], between p. 44-45, map [2 of 3].
Title and text in bottom margin.

52589
Nantucket (Mass.) - Pictorial works - 1881
Bird's eye view of the town of Nantucket ...
Authors: Beck & Pauli, Milwaukee -- Stoner, J. J. --
Historic Urban Plans (Firm)
1 birds-eye-view ; 37 x 69 cm.
Facsimile of original published 1881.
Includes references: 1-36, A-E.

393

52590
Nantucket Sound (Mass.) - Maps - 1928 -
Lighthouses<<<Lighthouses - Nantucket
Sound (Mass.) - Maps - 1928<<<Nantucket
Island (Mass.) - Maps - 1928 -
Lighthouses<<<Lighthouses - Nantucket
Island (Mass.) - Maps - 1928<<<Road maps
Nantucket Sound [Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)]

52591
Napa (Calif.) - Pictorial works - 1908<<<Napa
County (Calif.) - Pictorial works -
1908<<<Napa (Calif.) - Maps - 1908<<<Napa
County (Calif.) - Maps - 1908<<<Counties -
Maps
Napa county and county portfolio and directory : photographic reproductions of picturesque Napa
County views, showing some of its mountains,
valleys and dales, its orchards, vineyards and
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

fruits, its homes, churches and schools, stores, factories, etc. Napa, California: Published and engraved by H.A. Darms, c1908.
[6], 126 p. : ill., map, ports. ; 28 x 36 cm. Includes index.
Former owner: Jessie L. Smyth.
LC Card Number: 08023136
Ayer folio F689.N19 N19 1908 (NLO)

52592 Napa County (Calif.) - Maps - 1876 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing
19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 29 (PrCt)

52593 Napa County (Calif.) - Maps - 1895 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Buckman, O. H. -- Punnett Brothers -- Library of Congress.
Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 2 parts, 33 x 46 in. and 34 x 46 in. Scale 1:51,000. Originally published [S.I.]: Punnett Bros., 1895.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing
19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 30 (PrCt)

52594 Napa County (Calif.) - Maps - 2003 - Road maps<<>>Sonoma County (Calif.) - Maps - 2003 - Road maps<<>>Road maps<<>>Counties - Maps
Authors: Thomas Bros. Maps -- Thomas Bros.
(Newberry Library)
1 atlas (241-562 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Date on cover: 2003.
$29.95
Uniform titles: StreetFinder -- Street guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-95670-1
RMcN StrFdr 2003 .N37 (PrCt)

52595 Napa County (Calif.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps<<>>Sonoma County (Calif.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps<<>>Road maps<<>>Counties - Maps
Authors: Thomas Bros. Maps -- Thomas Bros.
(Newberry Library)
1 atlas (various pagnations) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
"5th edition" --front cover
$29.95
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528854313
RMcN StrFdr 2005 .N37 (PrCt)

52596 Napa County (Calif.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps<<>>Solano County (Calif.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps<<>>Road maps<<>>Counties - Maps
Authors: Thomas Bros. Maps -- Thomas Bros.
(Newberry Library)
1 atlas (various pagnations) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
"1st edition"-- front cover
Cover title.
Includes two county atlases with separate title pages: Napa county street guide -- Solano county street guide.
"New title" -- front cover.
"$29.95" -- back cover
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-86454-8
RMcN StrFdr 2007 .N37 (PrCt)
Napa County (Calif.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps
Napa Valley (Calif.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps
Napa and Sonoma counties street guide.
2 atlas in 1 v. (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
"6th edition" -- front cover.
Cover title.
Includes two county atlases with separate title pages: Napa County street guide -- Sonoma County street guide.
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
"$29.95" -- back cover
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528859803
RMcN StrFdr 2007 .N37a (PrCt)

Authors: CartoGraphics (Firm) -- Napa Valley Vintners Association -- Napa Valley Grape Growers Association -- Napa Valley Appellation Education Committee (Calif.)
1 map : col. ; 85 x 58 cm.
Also shows wineries.
Scale [ca. 1:80,000]. Applies only to vineyards.
Includes list of names of "Principal grape varieties (in acres)" and names of wineries in margin.
Gift, Edward & Theresa Hintzke, 2009.
LCCN: 86-695654
map4F G4362 .N3J3 1985 .C3 (PrCt)

Authors: City Design (Firm)
1 map : col. ; 86 x 57 cm.
Pictorial map.
Shows main streets and landmarks, and stylized depictions of local businesses and buildings.
Gift, Edward & Theresa Hintzke, 2009.

Stags Leap District, Napa Valley / design, Terry McGrath ; illustration, Rik Olson. [Yountville, Calif. Stags Leap District Winegrowers Association], 1994.
Authors: Olson, Rik -- McGrath, Terry -- Stags Leap District Winegrowers Association (Calif.)
1 map : col. ; 56 x 43 cm. on sheet 77 x 54 cm.
Includes 2 paragraphs of text, list of 12 vintners and 14 growers below map.
Gift, Edward & Theresa Hintzke, 2009.

Authors: Green, Randy -- White Mountain Graphics (Firm)
1 map : col. ; 84 x 58 cm.
Pictorial map showing wineries, points of interest, business enterprises, and resort hotels drawn to resemble an aerial view.
Includes text, location map, names of wineries, and advertisements.
Gift, Edward & Theresa Hintzke, 2009.

Naples, Bay of (Italy) - Maps - 1528 - Gaeta, Gulf of (Italy) - Maps - 1528 - Ischia (Italy) - Maps - 1528 - Pontine Islands (Italy) - Maps - 1528 - Gulf of Naples (Italy) - Maps - 1528 - Woodcuts
[Map of the Bay of Naples, Gulf of Gaeta, Ischia, and the Pontine Islands, Italy]. [Venice : Nicolò Zoppino, 1528].
Authors: Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530 -- Zoppino, Nicolò, fl. 1508-1544 -- Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530. Libro di Benedetto Bordon : nel qual si ragiona de tutte l'isole del mondo ... (1528)
1 map : woodcut ; 8 x 14 cm., on sheet 31 x 21 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
In: Bordon, Benedetto. Libro di Benedetto Bordon : nel qual si ragiona de tutte l'isole del mondo ... (Venice : Nicolò Zoppino, 1528), folio XXVII [i.e. XXVI].
Folio page number misprinted as "XXVII" and corrected in pencil to "XXVI".
52603 Naples, Bay of (Italy) - Maps - 1744
Plan du Golfe de Naples. [Amsterdam : Hendrik de Leth, 1744].
Authors: Leth, Hendrik de, 1703-1766 -- Leth, Hendrik de, 1703-1766. Plusieurs plans des ports et rades de la Mer Mediterranea = Nauaauurige Afbeeldingh van de Voornaamste Havenen, Baayen, en Gronden, Langs de Middellantsche Zee (1744) -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:9 a, b, c
1 map : 17 x 24 cm., on sheet 56 x 65 cm.
Anonymous map without imprint.
Printed on the same sheet with: [Map of the Strait of Gibraltar] -- Partie de la ville et port de Messine.
Oriented with north at upper left.
Forms part of an incomplete (?) atlas comprised of loose and uncut sheets: Leth, Hendrik de, 1703-1766. Plusieurs plans des ports et rades de la Mer Mediterranea = Nauaauurige Afbeeldingh van de Voornaamste Havenen, Baayen, en Gronden, Langs de Middellantsche Zee (Amsterdam : Hendrik de Leth, 1744) sheet 1 of 5.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G5672.M4P55 1744 .L4 sheet 1 of 5 (PrCt)

52604 Naples, Bay of (Italy) - Maps - 1793 - Nautical charts
Nautical charts - Naples, Bay of (Italy) - Maps - 1793
1 map ; 22 x 34 cm.
In: Faden, William. Le Petit Neptune francais; or, French coaching pilot, for the coast of Flanders, Channel, Bay of Biscay, and Mediterranean ... (London : W. Faden, 1793). 'Plate 39.'
map4C 123 pl. 39 (PrCt)

52605 Naples, Bay of (Italy) - Maps - 1803 - Nautical charts
Nautical charts - Naples, Bay of (Italy) - Maps - 1803
Chart of the Bay of Naples and of a part of the Bay of Salerno. 1803 [i.e. 1816?].
1 map : hand col. ; 51 x 80 cm.
In: Faden, William [and others]. [General atlas of modern geography : a collection of large scale maps and charts of all parts of the world] ([London, etc. : W. Faden, etc., 1775-1816]) v. 1, pl. [77].
Imprint on map: ... W. Faden ... London ... 1803.
Insets (9 x 10 cm. and 7 x 10 cm.): Plan of the crater of Mount Vesuvius -- Section of the crater on the line A B.
Verso handstamped '55.'
oversize Ayer 135 .G32 1775 v. 1, pl. 77 (PrCt)

52606 Naples, Bay of (Italy) - Maps - 1816
Naples. London : I. Luffman, [1816?].
Authors: Luffman, J. (John), 1756-1846 -- Luffman, J. (John), 1756-1846. Select plans of cities, harbours, forts, &c ... [1816?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 17 x 24 cm.
In: Luffman, John. Select plans of cities, harbours, forts, &c ... (London: Luffman, [1816?]), plate [44].
folio Ayer 135 .L94 1816 pl. [44] (PrCt)

52607 Naples, Bay of (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1578<--Posilippo Hill (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1578<--Naples Region (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1578
Elegantissimus ad mare Tyrrehnem ex monte Pausilippo Neapolis montisque ... [Cologne : s.n.], 1578 [i.e. ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Hoefnagel, Joris, 1542-1601 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : hand col. ; 36 x 49 cm.
Based on original drawing by Joris Hoefnagel; see R.A. Skelton's Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum. Includes references A-I and K-M.
Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Elegantissimvs ad mare Tyrrenhvm ex monte Pavvilippo ....
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 5, pl. 65 (PrCt)

52608 Naples (Fla.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps<--Marco Island (Fla.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps<--Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. EasyFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; fold. to 24 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Uniform title: EasyFinder
Laminated.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
ISBN 0528853848
RMcN Road Map 2005 NapFL (PrCt)

52609 Naples (Italy) - Maps - 1566
Authors: Du Pérac, Etienne, d. 1604 -- S. P., d. 1604 -- Lafréry, Antoine, 1512-1577 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 550 x 832 mm. (neat line), on composite sheet 587 x 854 mm.
Monogram of Etienne Du Pérac (S.P.) at lower right; see Nagler, Die Monogrammisten, v. 5, p. 42, no. 234.
Imprint from title cartouche.
Printed from 2 plates on 2 sheets.
Relief shown pictorially.
References 1-74 at bottom.
Oriented with north at upper right.
Infinity symbol used in place of 'M' in date.
Reproduced in Naddeo, Barbara Ann.
Bella and Bella, Cartografia rara... dalla collezione Franco Novacco (1986) p. 97, no. 89.
C. De Seta, Cartografia della città di Napoli (1969), v.1, p. 5 et passim; reproduced in v. 1 and v. 2 as pl. IV [8].
Tooley 408.
For reduced derivatives of this map published 1579, 1585, and ca. 1590, see Novacco 2F 122, 4F 233, and 4F 234.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
f29
Novacco 2F 122 (PrCt)

52611 Naples (Italy) - Maps - 1565
Authors: Duchetti, Claudio, fl. 1554-1585 -- Hoepli, Ulrico, 1847-1935 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 352 x 512 mm. (neat line), 385 x 514 mm. (plate mark)
Reduced derivative of Etienne Du Pérac's 1566 map (Novacco 4F 232); see also Novacco 4F 233 and 4F 234.
Relief shown pictorially.
References 1-75 at bottom.
Oriented with north at upper right.
Manuscript '3' on verso at lower left.
Pane and Valerio, La Città di Napoli tra vedutismo e cartografia (1987), p. 73-74, no. 17.
Tooley 413.
Ex Gilhofer.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
528
Novacco 2F 122 (PrCt)

52610 Naples (Italy) - Maps - 1579
Authors: Cartaro, Mario, ca. 1540-1620 -- Gilhofer & Ranschburg (Vienna, Austria) -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 352 x 515 mm. (neat line), on sheet 381 x 515 mm.
Reduced derivative of Etienne Du Pérac's 1566 map (Novacco 4F 232); see also Novacco 4F 233 and 4F 234.
Relief shown pictorially.
References 1-75 at bottom.
Oriented with north at upper right.
Manuscript '3' on verso at lower left.
Pane and Valerio, La Città di Napoli tra vedutismo e cartografia (1987), p. 73-74, no. 17.
Tooley 413.
Ex Gilhofer.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
528
Novacco 4F 232 (PrCt)

52612 Naples (Italy) - Maps - 1590
La Citta di Napoli gentile / Matteo Florimij for. in Siena. Siena, [ca. 1590].
Authors: Florimi, Matteo -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 365 x 521 mm. (neat line), on sheet 405 x 536 mm.
Reduced derivative of Etienne Du Pérac's 1566 map (Novacco 4F 232); see also Novacco 4F 233 and 4F 234.
Relief shown pictorially.
References 1-75 at bottom.
Oriented with north at upper right.
Manuscript '3' on verso at lower left.
Pane and Valerio, La Città di Napoli tra vedutismo e cartografia (1987), p. 73-74, no. 17.
Tooley 413.
Ex Gilhofer.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
530
Novacco 4F 233 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
map (Novacco 4F 232); see also Novacco 2F 122 and 4F 233.
Relief shown pictorially.
References 1-75 at bottom.
Oriented with north at upper right.

Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

52613

Naples (Italy) - Maps - 1620

Haec est nobilis, & florens illa Neapolis ...
[Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].

Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Laffréry, Antoine, 1512-1577 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 33 x 47 cm.

Map derived from a 1566 print by Antoine Laffréry; see R.A. Skelton’s Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum; cf. Tooley no. 408.

Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Neapolis.


VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 1, pl. 47 (PrCt)

52614

Naples (Italy) - Maps - 1649

Fidelissimae urbis Neapolitaniae cum omnibus viis accurate nova delineatio anno 1649. Rome, 1649.

Authors: Rossi, Giacomo Giovanni de -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

1 map : 22 x 71 cm.

References: 1-69.

3084

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Sack map4F G6714 .N3 1649 R6 (PrCt)

52615

Naples (Italy) - Maps - 1649 - Pictorial works


Authors: Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718 -- Rossi, Giacomo Giovanni de -- Padoani, Domenico, fl. 1689 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718. Città, fortezze, isole, e porti principale dell' Europa ... (1689)

1 map ; 29 x 35 cm.

In: Coronelli, Vincenzo. Città, fortezze, isole, e porti principale dell' Europa, in pianti, et in eluatione, descritte, e publicate ad uso dell' Academia cosmografica degli argonauti ((Venice) : Domenico Padoani, 1689) pl. [6]. Map dated 1649. Shows western half of city; eastern half continued on pl. [7].

VAULT folio Ayer 135 .C8 1689 pl. 6 (PrCt)

52616

Naples (Italy) - Maps - 1748


Authors: Petrini, Paolo -- Papadopoli, Nicolò, conte, 1841-1922 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; on composite sheet 529 x 1,219 mm.

Printed from 3 plates on 3 sheets.

Imprint from dedication at lower left: ... Signore D. Gio. Vinceslao di Gallasso Conte del S. R. I. del Forte Campo ...

References A-Z (except J, U and W) and 1-149 at bottom.

Relief shown pictorially.

Oriented with north at upper right.

C. De Seta, Cartografia della città di Napoli (1969), v. 1 p. 80 et passim; reproduced in v. 1 and v. 2 as pl. XXVII [91].


Ex Papadopoli.

I23

Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Novacco 6F 29 (PrCt)

52618

Naples (Italy) - Maps - 1792

A Plan of the city of Naples. [London? J. Stockdale?, 1792?].

Authors: Andrews, John, 1736-1809 -- Andrews, John, 1736-1809. A Collection of plans of the most capital cities of ... Europe and ... the world [1792?] -- Stockdale, John, 1749?-1814

1 map ; 16 x 25 cm.

In: Andrews, John. A Collection of plans of the
most capital cities of every empire, kingdom, republic and electorate in Europe and some remarkable cities in the other three parts of the world ([London? : J. Stockdale?, 1792?]) pl. 8 -- cf. Philpotts 3291.

Case folio G 13 .036 pl. 8 (PrCt)

52619 Naples (Italy) - Maps - 1800
Authors: Stockdale, John, 1749?-1814 -- Stockdale, John, 1749?-1814. A Geographical, historical, and political description of the empire of Germany, Holland, the Netherlands, Switzerland, Prussia, Italy, Sicily, Corsica, and Sardinia ... (1800)
1 map ; 18 x 26 cm.
Includes 'References' 1-80, A.
In: Stockdale, John. A Geographical, historical, and political description of the empire of Germany, Holland, the Netherlands, Switzerland, Prussia, Italy, Sicily, Corsica, and Sardinia ... (London : Printed for John Stockdale, 1800), plate 20, opposite p. 272.
M262
folio G 30 .333 pl. 20, opp. p. 272 (PrCt)

52620 Naples (Italy) - Maps - 1835<<>>>Naples (Italy) - Maps - 1835 - Pictorial works
Authors: Clarke, W. B. -- Bradley, T. -- Arnold, George, 1763-1841 -- Baldwin & Cradock -- Chapman and Hall -- Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (Great Britain) -- Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (Great Britain).
Maps of the Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (1844) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 32 x 39 cm.
'W.B. Clarke, Arch: dir:'
'T. Bradley fe.'
Inset views (5 x 12 cm. and 10 x 17 cm.):
Castello Nuovo.; Castello St. Elmo. -- Naples, from the hill of Posilipo / From a painting by G. Arnald Esq. A.R.A.
oversize Ayer 135 .S67 1844 v. 2, pl. [194] (PrCt)

52621 Naples (Italy) - Maps - 1886
Authors: Forbes, S. Russell -- Thomas Nelson (Firm) -- Ward, Marjorie Montgomery
xii, 137 p., [1] fold. leaf of plates : 9 maps, ill. ; 19 cm.
3d ed.

Includes index.
Armorial bookplate of Marjorie Montgomery Ward.
LC Card Number: 78101372
3A 3319 (NLO)

52622 Naples (Italy) - Maps - 1893
xii, 144 p., [3] leaves of plates (2 folded) : ill., 4 maps (2 folded), plans ; 19 cm.
4th ed., enl., with maps, plans, and illustrations.
One map by John Bartholomew & Co.
Includes index.
Former owner's inscription: Mrs. D.H. Roe, Rome, Feby. 26, 1895.
Embossed stamp: Joseph A. Sadony, private.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes DG842 .F67 1893 (NLO)

52623 Naples (Italy) - Maps - 1895
Authors: Pellerano, B. -- Librairie Scientifique -- Richter & C.
1 map : col. ; 34 x 47 cm.
temp map2F G6714.N3 1895 P4 map 1 (PrCt)

52624 Naples (Italy) - Maps - 1920
Map of Naples / issued by Parker's Hotel. Naples : Parker's Hotel, [1920s].
Authors: Parker's Hotel (Naples, Italy) -- Richter & Co. (Naples, Italy) -- Shaw, Frances Wells, 1872-1937
1 map : col. ; 15 x 20 cm.
Keyed to list of places, A-K.
On verso, "Panorama from Parker's Hotel, Principal excursions and chief places of interest, Tram sevices from Parker's Hotel."
Removed from the Francis Wells Shaw Papers [Newberry Library Midwest MS ShawF].
map1F G6714 .N2 1920 .P3 (PrCt)

52625 Naples (Italy) - Maps - 1926<<<<Naples Region (Italy) - Maps - 1926
Naples and environs. Berlin ; London : A. Goldschmidt ; Williams & Norgate, 1926.
Authors: Grieben's guide books -- Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag -- Goldschmidt, Albert -- Williams & Norgate -- Kraatz, Leopold -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Naples Region (Italy) - Maps - 1740
1 map : hand col. ; 40 x 57 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:875,000].
Relief shown pictorially.

Baskes oversize G1015 .A77 1798, [ptie 2], [plate 17] (NLO)

52635 Naples Region (Italy) - Maps - 1895
Authors: Strianese, L. -- Fischer, L. -- Pellerano, B. -- Librairie Scientifique
1 map ; 15 x 20 cm.

temp map2F G6714.N3 1895 P4 map 2 (PrCt)

La Vie de Napoléon Bonaparte, 15 août 1769-5 mai 1821; étapes et conquêtes ... Paris : Girard & Barrère, 1943.
Authors: Barbier, René
1 map ; 58 x 59 cm., folded to 34 cm.
2. édition revue et corrigée.
Scale not given.

folio G 10308 .072 (NLO)

52637 Napoleonic Wars, 1800-1815 - Campaigns - Belgium - Manuscripts--->Waterloo Region (Belgium) - Maps - 1815 - Manuscripts--->Mont-Saint-Jean (Belgium) - Maps - 1815 - Manuscripts--->Belle-Alliance (Belgium) -1815 - Manuscripts--->Brabant (Belgium) - Maps - 1815 - Manuscripts--->Waterloo, Battle of, Waterloo, Belgium, 1815 - Manuscript maps--->Military maps - Waterloo (Belgium)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
- 1815 - Manuscripts

Sketch of the ground upon which was fought the memorable battle of Waterloo: copied from a plan which was taken by order of His Grace the Duke of Wellington in the month of April previous to the battle. [1815?].

Authors: Chaplin, C. -- Wellington, Arthur

Wellesley, Duke of, 1769-1852 -- Great Britain.

Army. Royal Engineers -- Newberry Library.

Manuscript map. VAULT MS map6F G6014.W3A1 1815 C5

1 ms. map : hand col. ; 576 x 754 mm.

'C. Chaplin, Chateau de Brumagne, Namur.'

Scale [ca. 1:18,420], '3000 English yards.'

Relief shown by hachures and shading.

Oriented toward south.

Pen-and-ink and watercolor (grey, orange, red); mounted on cloth.

'683'--verso.

Described and reproduced in Mapline 77
(Spring/Summer 1995) p. 11-13; Mapline 97-98
(Spring 2004) p. 1-3; Wellington studies II / edited by C.M. Woolgar ([Southampton]: Hartley Institute, University of Southampton, 1999) p. 234-238

Shows the region south of Waterloo, including the villages of Mont-Saint-Jean and Belle-Alliance, in the Belgian province of Brabant.

Does not show army positions or movements.

Apparently based on one of a series of ms. maps made by the British Army's Royal Engineers before the battle; cf. J.W. Fortescue's A History of the British army v. 10 (1920) p. 348.

94092700NL

VAULT MS map6F G6014.W3A1 1815 C5

(NLO)

52639

Napoleonic Wars, 1800-1815 -

Maps

- To 1815 -

Military history - Maps:


1 atlas : 169 maps ; 236 x 313 mm.

+JRElting, forUSMA; reproAMS

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

52640

Napoleonic Wars, 1800-1815 -

Maps

- To 1815 -

Historical geography - Maps:


1 atlas (unpaged) : ill., 169 col. maps ; 27 x 37 cm.


Each col. map preceded by explanatory text on opposite page.


71-2018

ICN 71

folio G 10308 .267 (NLO)

Napoleonic Wars, 1800-1815 -

Maps

- To 1815 -

European geography - Maps:


1 atlas : 169 maps ; 236 x 313 mm.

+JRElting, forUSMA; reproAMS

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Napoleonic Wars, 1800-1815 -

Maps

- To 1815 -

Political geography - Maps:


1 atlas (unpaged) : ill., 169 col. maps ; 27 x 37 cm.


Each col. map preceded by explanatory text on opposite page.


71-2018

ICN 71

folio G 10308 .267 (NLO)
- Maps - 1815<>Military history - Maps - 1815<>Historical atlases

Scales differ.
Relief shown by hachures.
ISBN 1853673463
folio G1796.S62 E8 1999 (NLO)

52644 Napoleon Wars, 1800-1815 - Maps<>Napoleon I, Emperor of the French, 1769-1821<>Europe - Historical geography - Maps - 1815<>Historical atlases

Atlas to accompany Napoleon as a general by Count Yorck von Wartenburg / prepared by the Department of Military Art and Engineering, United States Military Academy, for its course in military history. [West Point, N.Y. Department of Military Art and Engineering, 1942].
Napoleon as a general -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([3], 125 leaves) : 143 maps (chiefly folded, col.) ; 34 cm.
Prepared by V. J. Esposito and others.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1796.R1 U65 1942 (NLO)


An Epitome of military events, or, Historical essay upon the present war. No. I. to VI. Vol. I,
containing the most remarkable occurrences from the resumption of hostilities in the month of March to the end of September, 1799. Translated from the French. London : Gosnell, 1800.
Authors: Dumas, Mathieu, comte, 1753-1837 -- Gosnell, Samuel
372 p. : folded map and plans ; 22 cm.
Translation of his Précis des évênemens militaires, no. I-VI.
No more published?
F 394 .2445 (NLO)


1 atlas ([36] leaves of plates (6 folded)) : 45 maps (some hand col.) ; 30 x 37 cm.
Maps dated: 1792-1815.
"Bruxelles, Société belge de librairie Hauman et Ce., 1842"--Cover.
Maps lithographed by H. Gérard.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1841.S55 J66 1842 (NLO)
- Maps - 1789-1815: Historical atlases
  Authors: Dumas, Mathieu, comte, 1753-1837 --
  Perthes, Fr.
  2 v. ; 23 cm.
  Issued in parts numbered 1-11/12.
  Contents: v. 1 & 2. Campagne de 1799.
  Vol. 3 is by J.M.A. Servan.
  SCE [lacks 2 maps].
  Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
  References: Phillips 7705
  Baskes oversize G1841.S55 D86 1826 (NLO)

52647

Napoleonic Wars, 1800-1815 -
Maps - Historical atlases
Precis des evenemens militaires, ou Essais historiques sur les campagnes de 1799 à 1814, avec cartes et plans; par M. le comte Mathieu Dumas ... Paris ; Strasbourg ; Londres [London] :
  Treuttel et Würtz [etc.], 1816-1826.
  SCE
  Authors: Dumas, Mathieu, comte, 1753-1837 --
  Treuttel et Würtz
  19 v. : tables (part fold.) ; 20 cm. + and oversize atlas (49 maps, 45 plans ; 44 cm.)
  Atlas shelved as oversize F 394 .245 Atlas
  No more published.
  New edition of vols. 1 and 2, which were first issued in periodic form. cf. v. 3.
  References: Phillips 2819 and 7705
  LC Card Number: 04012321
  F 394 .245 (NLO)

52649

Napoleonic Wars, 1800-1815 -
Maps - Historical atlases
Tableau historique de la guerre de la révolution de France, depuis son commencement en 1792, jusqu'à la fin de 1794 : précédé d'une introduction générale, contenant l'exposé des moyens défensifs et offensifs sur les frontières du royaume en 1792, et des recherches sur la force de l'armée française, depuis Henri IV jusqu'à la fin de 1806 : accompagné d'un atlas militaire ... avec une table chronologique des principaux événemens de la guerre, pendant les campagnes de 1792, 1793 et 1794. Paris ; Hambourg [Hamburg] : Treuttel et Würtz ... ; Chez Frédéric Perthès ..., 1808.
  SCE
  Treuttel et Würtz
  3 v. ; 26 cm. + 1 atlas (8, [10] p., [19] leaves of plates (some folded) : 19 maps, plans ; 26 cm.)
  Atlas volume entitled: Cartes et plans pour servir à l'intelligence des opérations militaires pendant les campagnes de 1792, 1793 et 1794.
  Includes bibliographical references.
  Vol. 3 is by J.M.A. Servan.
  Vol. 1-2 attributed to Philippe Henri Grimoard and
52650  
Napoleonic Wars, 1800-1815 -  
Maps<---Napoleonic Wars, 1800-1815 -  
Historical geography - Maps -  
1844<---France - Historical geography - 1844 -  
Maps<---Belgium - Historical geography -  
1844 - Maps<---Europe - Historical geography - 1844 - Maps<---Napoleon I, Emperor of the French,  
1769-1821<---Waterloo, Battle of, Waterloo, Belgium, 1815 - Maps<---Napoleon I, Emperor of the French,  
1769-1821<---Historical atlases  
2 v. : fronts., ports. ; 23 cm. + atlas (44 cm.)  
Ed. 2.  
Accompanying atlas maps engraved by Alfred R. Freebairn and John Kirkwood of Dublin.  
References: Phillips 7724  
F 3943 .81 (NLO)

52651  
Napoleonic Wars, 1800-1815 -  
Maps<---Napoleonic Wars, 1800-1815 -  
Historical geography - Maps -  
1844<---France - Historical geography - 1844 -  
Maps<---Belgium - Historical geography -  
1844 - Maps<---Europe - Historical geography - 1844 - Maps<---Napoleon I, Emperor of the French,  
1769-1821<---Waterloo, Battle of, Waterloo, Belgium, 1815 - Maps<---Napoleon I, Emperor of the French,  
1769-1821<---Historical atlases  
1 atlas : 11 maps ; 432 x 325 mm.  
Title devised by cataloger.  
Issued with Siborne's 2-volume History of the war in France and Belgium, in 1815.  
Cover includes illustration of the Battle of Waterloo.  
Includes atlas maps engraved by Alfred R. Freebairn and John Kirkwood of Dublin.  
References: Phillips 7724.

52652  
Narenta River (Croatia) - Maps -  
1869<---Opuzen (Croatia) - Maps - 1869  
Authors: Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718 -- Padoani, Domenico, fl. 1689 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718. Citta, fortezze, isole, e porti principale dell' Europa ... (1869)  
1 map ; 13 x 17 cm.  
In: Coronelli, Vincenzo. Citta, fortezze, isole, e porti principale dell' Europa, in pianti, et in eluatione, descritte, e publicate ad uso dell' Academia cosmografica degli argonauti (Venice : Domenico Padoani, 1689) pl. [51]. Engraved plate '190.' One of four plates printed on same sheet, opening [51].  
VAULT folio Ayer 135 .C8 1689 pl. 51 (PrCt)

52653  
Nares Strait (Canada and Greenland) - Maps -  
1876 - Explorations<---Smith Sound (Canada and Greenland) - Maps - 1876 - Explorations  
Authors: Malte-Brun, Victor Adolphe, 1816-1889 -- Erhard Schièble, Georges, 1821-1880 -- Rafn, Carl Christian, 1795-1864 -- Fraillery (Firm) -- Société de géographie (France)  
1 map : col. ; 50 x 29 cm.  
Scale at center [ca. 1:2,000,000]. 'Échelle au 0,00000 2 ème.'  
'Jannvier 1876.'  
Limited relief shown with hachures.  
Published as part of: Malte-Brun's L'expédition polaire anglaise in Bulletin de la Société de géographie ser. 6 v. 11 (1876) opp. p. 112.  
Inset map (18 x 10 cm.): Les établissements danois de Groenland d'après C. Rafn.  
Lightly annotated in pencil.  
Manuscript version of the inset map held by Newberry Library, Ayer MS map 323.  
Shows Smith Sound and Nares Strait between Greenland and Ellesmere Island in Canada; includes exploration routes of Robert Bylot and William Baffin, James Ross, E. Inglefield, Elisha Kane, Isaac Hayes, and James Hall between 1616-1873.  
rev 95  
map2F G3272.N3 1876 M3 (NLO)

52654  
Nares Strait (Canada and Greenland) - Maps -  
1876<---Smith Sound (Canada and Greenland) -1876 - Maps<---Greely, A. W. (Adolphus Washington), 1844-1935 - Travels, 1876 - Maps<---Lady Franklin Bay Expedition (1881-1884) - Maps  
References: Phillips 7724  
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)
Authors: Blaskowitz, Charles -- Faden, William, 1749-1836 -- Faden map collection
1 map ; 41 x 34 cm.
Reduced photostatic reproduction of ca. 1777 manuscript; no. 89 of the Faden Map Collection at the Library of Congress.

Size of original: 42 x 34 cm.
Scale of original [ca. 1:64,000].
Title from William Faden's Catalogue of a curious and valuable collection of original maps and plans (1862); see OCLC 5564700.

Added title in square brackets on photostat: [A Map of the Bay of Narragansett ... ]

Relief shown by shading.
Depths shown by soundings.

map2F 3772.N3 (PrCt)

52657

Narragansett Bay (R.I.) - Maps - 1777 - Nautical charts
Narragansett Bay (R.I.) - Maps - 1777 - Rhode Island - History - Revolution - Maps
Narragansett Bay (R.I.) - Maps - 1777 - Rhode Island - History - Revolution - Maps - 1777

A Topographical chart of the bay at Narragansett ... Ithaca, N.Y. Historic Urban Plans, [198-].
Authors: Blaskowitz, Charles -- Faden, William, 1749-1836 -- Historic Urban Plans (Firm)
1 map

temp map4F G3772.N3 1777 B5 198- (PrCt)

52658

Narragansett Bay (R.I.) - Maps - 1777 - Rhode Island - History - Revolution - Maps - 1777
A Topographical chart of the bay at Narragansett in the province of New England, with ... several works & batteries raised by the Americans.
Authors: Blaskowitz, Charles -- Faden, William, 1749-1836 -- Faden, William, 1749-1836. The North American atlas, selected from the most authentic maps, charts, plans, &c. hitherto published (1777)
1 map ; 93 x 63 cm.
Scale ca. [1:50,500].
Relief shown by hachures; soundings in fathoms. Includes 'references to the batteries,' A-H; 'list of the principal farms in Rhode Island,' 32 names, A-B; and a note (18 lines).

map7C 4, pl. 11 (PrCt)
Nashville & vicinity StreetFinder

1 map on 2 sheets: 101 x 69 cm., on 2 sheets each 51 x 70 cm. fold. to 20 x 13 cm. in slip case (22 cm.)

-Publié à la requête du Vicomte Howe par le Chevalier des Barres ; traduit de l'anglais et augmenté d'après celui de Blaskowitz publié à Londres en 1777.-

Scale [ca. 1:55,440]

Inset: Plan de Newport en Rhode Island / levé par Blaskowitz ; publié à Londres par Faden 1777.

Scale [ca. 1:6,330], 21 x 35 cm.

Coordinates: (W 71°27´--W 71°00´/N 41°52´--N 41°13´).

Relief shown pictorially; depths shown by soundings.

Prime meridian: Greenwich.

Listed as map no. 7 in G.L. Le Rouge's Pilote américain septentrional. 1778. --cf. Phillips 1210.

'Used by French naval officers during the Revolution'--Typed entry from sale catalog; probably from Argosy Book Stores, New York, ca. 1936.

Ayer 133 .D44 1788 (NLO)

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

52660 Nashville Region (Tenn.) - Maps - 1969 - Road maps

Nashville (Tenn.) - Maps - 1969 - Road maps

Hertz Rent a Car map of Nashville and vicinity.


Authors: Hertz Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- W.H. Wilton, Inc. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 17 x 25 cm., folded to 22 x 10 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Nashville and vicinity

Plate no. R.L. 60 S 23.

"Copyright, W.H. Wilton, Inc."

Includes illustration of car with "1960" on the front license plate.

Map on verso (14 x 17 cm.): Downtown Nashville identifies Hertz office locations.

Panel art: Car on highway ramp; cityscape in the background.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 1163 (PrCt)

52663 Nashville (Tenn.) - Maps - 1968 - Road maps

Nashville (Tenn.) - Maps - 1968 - Road maps


Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; both sides, col. ; 90 x 87 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Nashville street map

Insets (25 x 27 cm. and 16 x 17 cm): Nashville and vicinity -- Downtown Nashville.

Panel art: Illustration of road and Gulf service station.


Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 1206 (PrCt)

52661 Nashville Region (Tenn.) - Maps - 1995 - Road maps


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (136 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.

New edition."

$14.95

Uniform title: StreetFinder.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

ISBN 0-528-91321-2

RMcN StrFrd 1995 .N374 (PrCt)

52664 Nashville (Tenn.) - Maps - 1969 - Road maps

Nashville (Tenn.) - Maps - 1969 - Road maps


Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; both sides, col. ; 90 x 87 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Nashville street map

 Insets (25 x 27 cm. and 16 x 18 cm): Nashville and vicinity -- Downtown Nashville.

Panel art: Illustration of road and Gulf service station.


Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 1206 (PrCt)
52665 Nashville (Tenn.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps
Nashville Region (N.Y.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps
Authors: American Automobile Association -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 87 x 71 cm., on sheet 90 x 46 cm.
"1975 edition."
Panel title.
Added title: Nashville street map
"Copyright © Rand McNally & Co ... ."
Inset (16 x 18 cm.): Downtown Nashville.
Plate no. 746626-7
Map on verso (25 x 27 cm.): Nashville and vicinity.
Panel art: abstract street grid in red.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1802 (PrCt)

52666 Nashville (Tenn.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 88 x 70 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"1975 edition"
Panel title.
Added title: Nashville street map
"Copyright © Rand McNally & Co ... ."
Inset (43 x 27 cm. and 16 x 18 cm): Nashville and vicinity -- Downtown Nashville.
Panel art: Illustration of Gulf service station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1335 (PrCt)

52667 Nashville (Tenn.) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps
Nashville Region (Tenn.) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps
Authors: Mobil Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 87 x 71 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"1976 edition"
Panel title.
Plate no. 766626-8.
Inset (25 x 27 cm. and 16 x 18 cm.): Nashville and vicinity -- Downtown Nashville.
Panel art: Illustrations of trees, cars on expressway, canoeing, golfing, and unidentified bridge.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1238 (PrCt)

52668 Nashville (Tenn.) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps
1 map : both sides, col. ; 85 x 71 cm., on sheet 90 x 46 cm., folded to 11 x 22 cm.
"1976 Edition."
Panel title.
Added title: Nashville street map.
Plate no. 766626-8
Inset (16 x 18 cm.): Downtown Nashville.
Panel art: road signs.
Forms part of a collection of stock editions of Rand McNally road maps, some apparently issued as sales samples and / or printer's proofs for prospective commercial clients.
Uniform series title (established by cataloger): Stock road maps
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (April 2010).
RMcN Stock 72 (PrCt)

52669 Nashville (Tenn.) - Maps - 1997 - Road maps
Nashville Region (Tenn.) - Maps - 1997 - Road maps
Davidson County (Tenn.) - Maps - 1997 - Road maps
Counties - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (128 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
"New updated edition" --front cover.
$15.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528969536
RMcN StrFdr 1997 .N374 (PrCt)

52670 Nashville (Tenn.) - Maps - 2000 - Road maps<>Davidson County (Tenn.) - Maps - 2000 - Road maps<>Wilson County (Tenn.) - Maps - 2000 - Road maps<>Rutherford County (Tenn.) - Maps - 2000 - Road maps<>Sumner County (Tenn.) - Maps - 2000 - Road maps<>Williamson County (Tenn.) - Maps - 2000 - Road maps<>Counties - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (176 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
$17.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-98693-7
RMcN StrFdr 2000 .N374 (PrCt)

52671 Nashville (Tenn.) - Maps - 2002 - Road maps<>Davidson County (Tenn.) - Maps - 2002 - Road maps<>Wilson County (Tenn.) - Maps - 2002 - Road maps<>Rutherford County (Tenn.) - Maps - 2002 - Road maps<>Sumner County (Tenn.) - Maps - 2002 - Road maps<>Williamson County (Tenn.) - Maps - 2002 - Road maps<>Counties - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (133, 2-52 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Cover not dated.
$19.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-97928-0
RMcN StrFdr 2002 .N374a (PrCt)

52672 Nashville (Tenn.) - Maps - 2002 - Road maps<>Davidson County (Tenn.) - Maps - 2002 - Road maps<>Wilson County (Tenn.) - Maps - 2002 - Road maps<>Rutherford County (Tenn.) - Maps - 2002 - Road maps<>Sumner County (Tenn.) - Maps - 2002 - Road maps<>Counties - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (133, 2-52 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
"4th edition" --front cover.
$19.95
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528954725
RMcN StrFdr 2005 .N374 (PrCt)

1 atlas (A-E, 2-133, 2-50 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Cover not dated.
$19.95
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528954725
RMcN StrFdr 2005 .N374 (PrCt)

52674 Nashville (Tenn.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps<>Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. EasyFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; fold. to 24 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Uniform title: EasyFinder Laminated.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
ISBN 0528954733
RMcN Road Map 2005 NasTN (PrCt)
2006 - Road maps - Maps - 2006 - Road maps - Road maps - Counties - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- NAVTEQ (Firm) -- Rand McNally and Company.
Street guide -- Rand McNally and Company.
StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (various pagination) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
"8th edition" -- front cover.
Cover title: Nashville street guide:
Hendersonville, Murfreesboro
"NAVTEQ on board."
"$19.95" -- back cover
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-85926-9
RMcN StrFrD 2006 .N374 (PrCt)

52676 Nassau County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps - Nassau County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1936 - Landowners - Road maps - Counties - Maps - Wall maps - Landowners - Maps
Authors: Hagstrom Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 110 x 79 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm. in covers
"1936 edition" -- front cover.
Issued folded in covers with title: Hagstrom's map of Nassau County, N.Y. Includes property owners' names in outlying areas.
Issued with extensive street and school district indexes printed on separate sheet (64 x 81 cm. folded inside front cover).
Cover art: Illustration of building [partially covered by Rand McNally label].
"Price 50 c" -- front cover.
Editor's copy; marked in red pencil.
Printed paste-on label, front cover: Supplied by Rand McNally ... map headquarters. New York ...
Chicago ... [and] San Francisco ...
Handstamped "Received from [blank] Feb. 3 - 1937, Rand McNally & Co. by CH" and "Copyrighted."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 5077 (PrCt)

52677 Nassau Region (Rhineland-Palatinate, Germany) - Maps - 1745 - Bad Schwalbach (Germany) - Maps - 1745 - Pictorial works
Pars vederoviae plurimas ditiones princi, et com. Nassovicor. imprimis vero regionem Schwalbacensem acidulis clarum exhibens ... [Nuremberg : Homann Erben, ca. 1745].
Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724. Atlas novus terrarum orbis [ca. 1745] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 55 cm.
In: Homann, Johann Baptist. Atlas novus terrarum orbis (Nuremberg : [Homann Erben, ca. 1745]), [plate 80].
Inset (6 x 11 cm.): Langen Schwalbach.
Manuscript 'No. 83' on verso.
oversize Ayer 135 .H7 1730, [plate 80] (PrCt)

52678 Nassau (Rhineland Palatinate, Germany) - Maps - 1700
Principatus Nassaviae ... Amsterdam, [ca. 1700].
Authors: Valck, G. (Gerard), 1651 or 2-1726 -- Valck, Leonard, 1675-1746 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : hand col. ; 56 x 48 cm.
Copy 1 of 2.
Koeman v. 3, p. 139 [56].
2401 rev
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:163 (PrCt)

52679 Nassau (Rhineland Palatinate, Germany) - Maps - 1700
Principatus Nassaviae ... Amsterdam, [ca. 1700].
Authors: Valck, G. (Gerard), 1651 or 2-1726 -- Valck, Leonard, 1675-1746 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : hand col. ; 56 x 47 cm.
Copy 2 of 2.
Copy 1: Sack *map8C oG5700 1700 .S2 no. II:163.
Koeman v. 3, p. 139 [56].
3226
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6373.W5 1700 V3 copy 2 (PrCt)

52680 Nassau (Rhineland Palatinate, Germany) - Maps - 1700 - Bad Schwalbach (Germany) - Maps - 1700 - Pictorial works
Pars Vederoviae plurimas ditiones princi, et com. Nassovicor ... Nuremberg, [ca. 1700].
Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Inset views (14 x 14 cm. and smaller): Entrance to Port Natal -- Port Natal and Town of Durban.
In: Martin, Robert Montgomery. Tallis's illustrated atlas, and modern history of the world ... (London ; New York : J. Tallis, 1851) pl. [57].

Plan du fort des sauvages Natchez. Blocqué par les François le 20 janvier 1731 et detruit le 25 du dit mois. [19--].
Authors: Bibliothèque nationale (France).
Estampes Vd. 22 (6) -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1731 manuscript.
Shows the French military operations against Natchez Indians.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France BN Estampes Vd. 22 (6) (PrCt)

52685 Natchez (Miss.) - Description and travel - 1978
Authors: Toft, Robert W.
1 p. : photos
Travel Vertical File G3984 .N2E635 1978 .T6 (PrCt)

52686 Natchez (Miss.) - Description and travel - 1983
Authors: Tonge, Peter
1 p. : map
From: Christian Science monitor (22 March 1983).
Travel Vertical File G3984 .N2S1 1983 .T6 (PrCt)

52687 Natchez (Miss.) - Historic buildings - 1942
Natchez Pilgrimage March 7 through April 7, 1942. Natchez, Miss. Natchez Garden Club, 1942.
Authors: Natchez Garden Club
1 sheet : photos (some col) ; fold to 23 x 11 cm
Travel Vertical File G3984 .N2E644 1942 .N3 (PrCt)

52688 Natchez (Miss.) - Historic buildings - 1960<<<Rosalie (Natchez, Miss.) - 1960 Rosalie : Natchez, Mississippi. [Natchez, Miss.?]
: Daughters of the American Revolution,
Natchez (Miss.) - Historic buildings - 1978
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of anonymous 18th-century manuscript, possibly derived from earlier work by Dumont de Montigny.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France BSH C 4044-48 (PrCt)

Natchez (Miss.) - Maps - 1700-1799 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles-< Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Carte particulière de Natchez ... [19-].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of anonymous 18th-century manuscript, possibly derived from earlier work by Dumont de Montigny.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France BSH C 4044-48 (PrCt)

Natchez (Miss.) - Maps - 1730 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<< Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Plan des deux fort des Natchez assiogez au mois de fevries 1730 par Francois ... [19-].
Authors: Bibliothèque nationale (France).
Estampes Vd. 22 (1) -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1730 manuscript.
Shows Fort Panmure (also known as Fort Rosalie) near Natchez, Mississippi.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France BN Estampes Vd. 22 (1) (PrCt)

Fort Rosalie des Natchez. [19-].
Authors: Dumont de Montigny -- France. Service historique de la défense -- France. Ministère de la guerre. Archives historiques. 7C 211 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1739 manuscript.
Shows Fort Panmure (also known as Fort Rosalie) near Natchez, Mississippi.
Original ms. forms part of the Guerre Etat-Major archives.
Original held by the Service Historique de la Défense, Département de l'Armée de Terre Nationale, shelfmark 7C 211 (verified by Carla Zecher in 2007).
Photocopy forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France [Guerre Etat Major] 7C 211 (PrCt)

Natchez (Miss.) - Maps - 1740 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<< Fort Panmure (Miss.) - Maps - 1740 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<< Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Carte du Fort Rosalie des Natchez. [19-].
Authors: Dumont de Montigny -- Archives nationales (France). N3 no.12 (Louisiane) -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1740 manuscript.
Shows Fort Panmure (also known as Fort Rosalie) near Natchez, Mississippi.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France AN N3 no.12 (Louisiane) (PrCt)

Concession des Chaoüachas appartenante cy devant a Mgr. le Duc de Belleisle et associez. [1747].
1 ms. map: hand col.; 211 x 334 mm.
Shows plantation on Saint Catherine Creek in Natchez, Mississippi. The plantation formed part of Charles Louis Auguste Fouquet, duc de Belle-Ile's land concessions in provincial Louisiana. Identifies buildings, slave quarters, cleared fields and canals; keyed to references 1-23.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
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Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

52703 National Automobile Club of California - Automobiles - Societies, Etc. - United States - Road maps - Sources - Road maps - United States - Sources - Road maps
From an idea to an achievement : a brief history of National Automobile Club of California, from its birth in February 1924, through the twenty-one years of its growth, to its majority in February 1945. [San Francisco : National Automobile Club ; printed by Kennedy-ten Bosch?], 1945.
Authors: Hodgkinson, Arnold -- National Automobile Club -- National Automobile Club of California -- Kennedy-ten Bosch

HG9970.A6 N2 1945 (NLO)

52704 National Characteristics, Spanish - Maps - 1954
Authors: Pritchett, V. S. -- Chatto & Windus (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.
1st ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

p. 202
The poem alludes to the following map, published in National Geographic v. 108, no. 6 (December 1955): Atlantic Ocean. 1 map : col. ; 95 x 66 cm.; folded to 23 x 15 cm. [A 5 .633 v. 108, no. 6 (December 1955), between p. [806]-807 (PrCt)]
See printouts of 2007-2008 email correspondence between Adele Haft and Gloria Oden filed with related notes [Vert 1757]
Vert 1757 no. 4 (PrCt)

52706 National Geographic Society (U.S.). Historical Map of the United States, 1953 - Historical Cartography
New National Geographic map marks the 150th anniversary of the Louisiana Purchase. 1953.
Authors: Petersen, Evelyn -- Chamberlin, Wellman, 1908-1976
From National Geographic 103 (1953): 751-69.
maps.
Copy of map described: map6F oG3201.A 1889 N3.
1953 June.
BHC 2333
Vert 1885 (PrCt)

52707 National Geographic Society (U.S.) - History - Cartography - World War, 1939-1945
Blueprints for victory. 1995.
Authors: Shupe, John F.
BHC 2475
Vert 2020 (PrCt)

A Private letter to Brazil. [1963].
Authors: Oden, Gloria
p. 158-159
[Martin Y 284 .108]
This poem alludes to the following maps:
See accompanying printouts of 2007-2008 email correspondence between Adele Haft and Gloria Oden [Vert 1757]
Vert 1757 no. 1 (PrCt)

A Private letter to Brazil / Gloria Oden. [2008].

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
National Map Collection. Macdonald, Alexander - Map Collections

Old maps of a 'New World'. 1981.
Authors: Stewart, Rob
From the Citizen (Ottawa), June 2d, 1981, p.38.
maps.
BHC 228
Vert 537 (PrCt)

National Map Collection - Map collections

Acquiring cartographic, architectural and engineering records. 1990.
Authors: Kidd, Betty H. -- Archivist
(November-December 1990)
p. 21-11 : ill.
In the Archivist (November-December 1990):
21-22, ill.
BHC 1533
Vert 1124 (PrCt)

Sources for native studies in the National Map Collection. 1983.
Authors: Nagy, Thomas L.
From The Archivist 10, no.5 (Sept.-Oct. 1983):
1-6. maps, ills.
BHC 1880
Vert 1448 (PrCt)

National Maritime Museum (Great Britain) - Book Collections - Meridians (Geodesy) - Greenwich memories. 1885.
Authors: Tooley, R. V. (Ronald Vere), 1898-1986 -- International Map Collectors' Society
In IMCoS Map Fair & Exhibition, 1985 pp.53-55.
BHC 1263
Vert 842, no. 1, p. 53-55 (PrCt)

National Maritime Museum (Great Britain) - Map collections - Globes

Authors: Hill, H. O. -- Globusfreund (1955)
p. 11-13 ; 21 cm.
German and English.
Map Ref GA101 .G56, v. 4, p. 11-13 (PrCt)

Rand McNally pocket national parks. [Chicago?}
Rand McNally, c1991].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 atlas (64 p.) : col. maps ; 16 x 10 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally pocket national parks guide
"$2.50" -- front cover.
Cover art: Photo of Grand Tetons.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
ISBN 0528907670
RMcN atlas .P667 1991 (PrCt)
[Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Company, [1957?].
Authors: Boy Scouts of America -- Sunoco (Firm)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 59 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. 575064
Map on verso (42 x 69 cm.): Road map of metropolitan Philadelphia.
Panel art: Boy Scouts National Jamboree logo;
Sunoco logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3358 (PrCt)
52720 National Survey (Firm) - Map publishing - Vermont - 1910-
The National Survey : the story of the business that has made Chester, Vermont known far and wide as the place 'where they make the maps'.
Authors: Thayer, Charles -- Bowman, Cliff -- Vermont Development Commission -- National Survey (Firm)
p. 26-35 : ill. (some col.) ; 28 cm.
"Black and white photographs by Charles Thayer and Cliff Bowman."
Case folio GA150 .N37 1951 (NLO)
52721 Natural Bridge (Va.) - Camping - 1990-1999 Welcome to James River Recreation Area.
[Lexington, Va.? James River Recreation Area, 1999-?].
Authors: James River Recreation Area
1 booklet (4 p.) : col. photos, maps ; 28 x 22 cm
52722 Natural Bridge (Va.) - Tourism - 1930
Authors: Stone Printing and mfg. Co.
1 sheet : photos, ills, map ; fold to 23 x 11 cm
Travel Vertical File G3882 .N3E635 1930 .S7 (PrCt)
52723 Natural History - Europe - Maps - 1971 Europe - Maps - 1971 - Description and Travel
Authors: Watts, May Theilgaard -- Harper & Row, Publishers -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1st ed.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
ISBN 0060145366
Baskes QH135 .W37 1971 (NLO)
Atlas des ressources (atlas of earth resources).
Authors: Laffont, Robert, 1916-
-- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : maps ; 37 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .A444 1980 (PrCt)
1 atlas (272 p. : col. ill., maps) ; 29 cm.
1st ed.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 259) and index.
'A Gaia original'--T.p. verso.
LC Card Number: 8385190719 ; 0385190727 (pbk.)
folio HC79.E5 M94 1984 (NLO)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

c1988.
Authors: Matthews, Rupert -- Facts on File, Inc.
1 atlas (240 p. : ill. (some col.), maps) ; 30 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 235) and index.
LC Card Number: 88016387
ISBN 0816019932 ; 9780816019939

1 atlas (192 p.) : col. ill., 45 col. maps ; 28 cm.
At head of title: WWF.
Added title from dustjacket: World Wildlife Fund atlas of the environment.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 187-192).
Scale not given.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 90035903
ISBN 0130504696 ; 9780130504692 ; 013050436X (pbk.) ; 9780130504364 (pbk.)
Baskes G1046.G3 L4 1990 (NLO)

Authors: Myers, Norman -- Doubleday and Company, inc. -- Anchor Books -- Gaia Books Limited
1 atlas (190 p. : ill. (some col.), maps (some col.)) ; 24 cm.
1st Anchor Books ed.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [186]-187) and index.
'A Gaia original'--T.p. verso.
LC Card Number: 90039354
ISBN 0385266057 ; 9780385266055 ; 0385266065 (pbk.) ; 9780385266062 (pbk.)
HC79.E5 M95 1991 (NLO)

1 atlas (192 p.) : col. ill., 45 col. maps ; 28 cm.
At head of title: WWF.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 187-192).
Scale not given.
LC Card Number: 90035903
ISBN 0130504696 ; 9780130504692 ; 013050436X (pbk.) ; 9780130504364 (pbk.)
To Collection Services for cataloging, 22 Dec. 2008 (PrCt)

Authors: Seager, Joni -- Swanston Graphics Limited -- Simon and Schuster, inc. -- Unwin Hyman Limited -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (127 p.) : col. ill., 37 col. maps ; 25 cm.
"Simultaneously published in Great Britain by Unwin Hyman Limited"--T.p. verso.
"A Touchstone book."
Contents: Habitat earth -- Food and water -- Shelter -- Energy -- Industry -- Defence -- Consuming tastes -- Green politics.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Scale not given.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 90675120
ISBN 0671705237 ; 9780671705237 ; 0671705245 (A Touchstone Book : pbk.) ; 9780671705244 (A Touchstone Book : pbk.)
Baskes G1046.G3 S73 1990 (NLO)

1 atlas (192 p.) : col. ill., 47 col. maps ; 28 cm.
2nd ed.
At head of title: WWF.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 187-192).
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52732 Nauplia (Greece) - Maps - 1689 - Pictorial works


Authors: Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718 -- Padoani, Domenico, fl. 1689 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718. Citta, fortezze, isole, e porti principale dell’Europa ... (1689) 1 map ; 27 x 44 cm.


VAULT folio Ayer 135 .C8 1689 pl. 88 (PrCt)

52733 Nauplion (Greece) - Maps - 1574-Argolis, Gulf of (Greece) - Maps - 1574-Nauplia (Greece) SEE Nauplion (Greece) SEE Nauplio de Romania SEE Nauplion (Greece)

Il vero delegno di Napoli de Romania, posto nella Morea ... / D. Zenoni. [Venice? Giovanni Francesco Camocio?, 1574?].

Authors: Zenoi, Domenico, fl. 1560-1580 -- Camocio, Giovanni Francesco, 16th cent. -- Camocio, Giovanni Francesco, 16th cent. [Isole famose porti, fortezze, e terre maritime sottoposte alla Ser.ma Sig.ria di Venetia ad altri principi christiani, et al Sig.or Turco] [1574?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 15 x 20 cm.

Relief shown pictorially.
"Collo di Napoli" and "Sinvs Argolcvs" prominently identified.

In atlas lacking title page: Camocio, Giovanni Francesco. [Isole famose porti, fortezze, e terre maritime sottoposte alla Ser.ma Sig.ria di Venetia ad altri principi christiani, et al Sig.or Turco, nouame[n]le poste in luce [Venice? : Alla librarja del segno di S. Marco? ; G.F. Camocio?, 1574?]. [plate 28].

Manuscript no. 28 at upper right.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

VAULT Baskes folio G1955 .C3 1574, [plate 28] (PrCt)

52734 Nautical almanac - Navigation - History - 1767-1967


 includes extracts from The Nautical almanac for the year 1967.

Bibliography: p. 23.

To Collection Services for cataloging, April 2011 (PrCt)
203.
ISBN 2728303355 (alk. paper).
GA375 .G37 1995 (NLO)

52739 Nautical charts - 1485-1569\textless;\textgreater;Nautical charts
Authors: Howse, Derek -- International Conference on the History of Cartography (5th : 1973 : Warsaw)
Lists 6 charts.
Vert 201, no. 3 (PrCt)

52740 Nautical charts - 1500-1699\textless;\textgreater;Nautical charts
Authors: Crinò, Sebastiano. b. 1877 -- Newberry Library. John M. Wing Foundation
In La Bibliofilia 34, no. 5 (May 1932): 161-172, 3 plates
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.
Wing folio Z 007 .05, v. 34, p. 161-172 (PrCt)

52741 Nautical charts - 1540-1599\textless;\textgreater;Reis, Ali Macar. Portolan Atlas, 1567\textless;\textgreater;Deniz Kitabi, [1550-1599]\textless;\textgreater;Nautical charts
Authors: Soucek, S.
BHC 1658
Vert 1243 (PrCt)

52742 Nautical charts - 1600-1699 - Exhibitions - Catalogs\textless;\textgreater;Atlases, Dutch - 1600-1699 - Exhibitions - Catalogs\textless;\textgreater;Thomas Fisher Rare Book Library - Map Collections - Exhibitions - Catalogs\textless;\textgreater;University of Toronto. Library - Map Collections - Exhibitions - Catalogs\textless;\textgreater;Nautical charts
Authors: Dondertman, Anne, 1952-- -- Thomas Fisher Rare Book Library -- University of Toronto Library.
Cover title.
Catalog of a 2000 exhibition of 17th-century Dutch maps, sea charts, atlases, books on practical navigation, and portraits from the Thomas Fisher Rare Book Library at the University of Toronto, including maps from the Doncker and Robijn atlases of the Mediterranean, west coast of Africa, East Indies, North Atlantic, and Dutch North America.
In envelope.
ISBN 0772760330
GA359 .D66 2000 (NLO)

52743 Nautical charts - 1659\textless;\textgreater;Atlases, Dutch - 1659\textless;\textgreater;Pilot guides - 1659\textless;\textgreater;Nautical charts
Authors: Doncker, Hendrik -- National Library of Australia
1 v. ; 28 cm.
Microfiche reproduction of orginal published Amsterdam, 1659.
Microfiche 4445 (NLO)

52744 Nautical charts - 1668\textless;\textgreater;Atlases, Dutch - 1668\textless;\textgreater;Pilot guides - 1668\textless;\textgreater;Nautical charts
The Lighting colomne; or Sea-mirrour, containing the sea-coasts of the northern, eastern and western navigation; setting fort in divers necessarie sea-cards all the ports, rivers, bayes, roads, depths, and sands ... Gathered out of the experience and practice of divers pilots and lovers of the famous art of navigation. Whereunto is added a brief instruction of the art of navigation ...
Amsterdam : J. and C. Loots-man, 1668.
Authors: Colom, Jacob Aerts, 1599-1673 -- Lootsman, Anthonie Jacobsz., 1606 or 7 - 1650 -- Lootsman, Casparus, 1635-1711 -- Lootsman, Jacob, d. 1679 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Jacobsz, Theunis, 1606 or 7 - 1650 SEE Lootsman, Anthonie Jacobsz., 1606 or 7 - 1650 -- Jacobsz, Anthonie, 1606 or 7 - 1650 SEE Lootsman, Anthonie Jacobsz., 1606 or 7 - 1650 -- Theunitzs, Casparus, 1635-1711 SEE Lootsman, Casparus, 1635-1711 -- Theunitzs, Jacob, d. 1679 SEE Lootsman, Jacob, d. 1679 -- Anthonisz., Casparus, 1635-1711 SEE Lootsman, Casparus, 1635-1711 -- Anthonisz., Jacob, d. 1679 SEE Lootsman, Jacob, d. 1679 -- Anthonisz., Casparus, 1635-1711 SEE Lootsman, Casparus, 1635-1711 -- Anthonisz., Jacob, d. 1679 SEE Lootsman.
Uniform title: Sea mirrour, containing
Engraved l.-p.; part 2 has caption title.
References: Koeman Jac 41; Cf. Phillips 504
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .J17 1668 (NLO)

52745 Nautical charts - 1693-1700\textless;\textgreater;Europe - Maps - 1693-1700 - Coasts - Nautical charts\textless;\textgreater;Nautical charts - Europe - 1693-1700 - Coasts\textless;\textgreater;Africa - Maps - 1693-1700 - Coasts - Nautical charts\textless;\textgreater;Nautical charts - Africa - 1693-1700 - Coasts\textless;\textgreater;Atlases, Dutch - 1693-1700\textless;\textgreater;Atlases, French - 1693-1700\textless;\textgreater;Pilot guides - 1693-1700\textless;\textgreater;Nautical charts
Le Neptune françois, ou Atlas nouveau des cartes marines. Paris ; Amsterdam : H. Jaillot ; P.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Nautical charts - 1700-1799
An American 18th century manuscript chart.
1981.
Authors: Guthorn, Peter J.-- International Conference on the History of Cartography (9th : 1981 : Pisa, Italy, etc.)
4p.
Abstract of paper presented at IX Int.'l. Conf. on the Hist. of Cart., Italy 1981.
Vert 552, no.6 (PrCt)

Nautical charts - 1702>>Atlases, French - 1702>>Nautical charts
Petit flambeau de la mer. Havre : Jacques Hubault, 1702.
Authors: Bougard, R.-- Hubault, Jacques-- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 67 maps ; 186 x 153 mm.
4th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
References: Cf. Phillips 5163
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Nautical charts - 1711>>Atlases, Dutch - 1711>>Nautical charts
Lightning columne or sea-mirrour [parts 1 & 2]. Amsterdam : Lootsman, 1711.
Authors: Lootsman, Anthonie Jacobsz., 1606 or 7 - 1650 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 29 maps ; 438 x 282 mm.
N.& E. navigation.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
References: Cf. Koeman Jac47 (1692 ed.)
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Atlas de la navigation et du commerce qui se fait dans toutes les parties du monde ... Amsterdam : Chez Louis Renard, 1715.
Authors: Renard, Louis -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (3 p. l., 96 p. front., port., 28 fold. maps, 6 plates) ; 54 cm.
Frontispiece is comprised of a circular world map on northern polar projection, borne on the back of the Greek god Atlas; serves as an index to the atlas, in addition to separate table of contents. Four plates at the end of the atlas contain drawings and plans of fortifications with explanations.
References: Phillips 559
oversize Ayer 135 .R3 1715 (NLO)

Nautical charts - 1720-1753>>Pilot guides - 1720-1753>>Atlases, Dutch - 1720-1753>>Nautical charts
De Nieuwe groote ligtende zee-fakkel ... vergadert door Claas Jansz. Voogt ... En nieuwelykes van veel der voorgaande misslagen geziuvert en verbeterd met veel nieuwe en correcte opgevinge door Gerard van Keulen.
[Amsterdam : J. van Keulen, 1720-1753].
Authors: Vooght, Claes Janszoon, d. 1696 -- Keulen, Gerard van -- Keulen, Johannes van, fl. 1726-1753 -- Loon, J. van, ca. 1611-1686 -- Marre, Jan de, 1696-1763 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (6 v.) : hand col. maps ; 62 cm.
Vol.2 partially the work of J. van Loon , v.6 of J. de Marre.
References: Cf. Phillips 4272; Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 649
oversize Ayer 135 .V9 1720 (NLO)

Nautical charts - 1749>>Atlases, German - 1749>>Nautical charts
Nouvel atlas de marine compose d'une carte generale : et de XII cartes particulières, qui representent le globe terrestre jusqu'au 82e degredu coté du Nord, et jusqu'au 60e du coté du Sud ... [Berlin? s.n.], 1749.
Authors: Brückner, Isaak, 1686-1762 -- Sauerbrey, N. -- Rocque, John, -1762 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (13 maps) ; 47 x 60 cm.
Title of atlas on map no. III: Carte marine de la mer glacielle.
Map no.[1]: Carte generale du globe terrestre is the work of N.F. Sauerbrey, and was 'published according to act of Parliament by John Rocque.'
Phillips 612.
52752 Nautical charts - 1792<<<Atlases, French - 1792<<<Nautical charts
Authors: Bellin, Jacques Nicolas, 1703-1772 -- France. Dépôt des cartes et plans de la marine -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas in 2 v. (front. 124 maps (part fold., part double)) ; 65 cm.
Dates on maps vary from 1737-1792.
Phillips 587.
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 658.
ICN 57-6247
oversize Ayer 135 .B4 1792 (NLO)

52753 Nautical charts - 1801<<<Atlases, French - 1801 (Provisional Heading)<<<Nautical charts
Little sea torch or true guide for coasting pilots.
London : J. Debrett, 1801.
Authors: Bougard, R. -- Serres, J. T. -- Luffman, J. (John), 1756-1846 -- Debrett, J. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 32 maps ; 440 x 279 mm.
ed:JTSerres;C:JLuffman;NMM218;PastourN
Phillips 2852
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

52754 Nautical charts - 1894<<<Ocean - Maps - 1894<<<Coasts - Maps - 1894<<<Atlases, German - 1894<<<Nautical charts
Authors: Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Habenicht, Hermann, 1844-1917 -- Knipping, Erwin Rudolf Theobald, 1844-1922 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (48 p., 24 folded leaves of plates) : 24 folded col. maps ; 18 cm.
Bathymetry shown by gradient tints and soundings; relief on land shown by hachures and spot elevations.
"24 kolorierte Karten in Kupferstich mit 127 Hafenplänen."
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst 2.6.5.2.2; Phillips 5699
Baskes G1060 .J87 1895 (NLO)

52755 Nautical charts - 1894<<<Ocean - Maps - 1894<<<Coasts - Maps - 1894<<<Atlases, German - 1894<<<Nautical charts
Authors: Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Habenicht, Hermann, 1844-1917 -- Knipping, Erwin Rudolf Theobald, 1844-1922 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 24 maps ; 175 x 107 mm.
Duplicate record?
1st ed.
Espenhorst 2.6.5.2.1
Includes nautical charts.
Phillips 5698
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

52756 Nautical charts - 1895<<<Ocean - Maps - 1895<<<Coasts - Maps - 1895<<<Atlases, German - 1895<<<Nautical charts
Authors: Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Habenicht, Hermann, 1844-1917 -- Knipping, Erwin Rudolf Theobald, 1844-1922 -- Helzungsbau, Karl John -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (48 p., 24 folded leaves of plates) : 24 folded col. maps ; 18 cm.
Bathymetry shown by gradient tints and soundings; relief on land shown by hachures and spot elevations.
"24 kolorierte Karten in Kupferstich mit 127 Hafenplänen."
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst 2.6.5.2.2; Phillips 5699
Baskes G1060 .J87 1895 (NLO)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Authors: Justus Perthes (Firm: Gotha, Germany)
-- Habenicht, Hermann, 1844-1917 -- Knipping, Erwin Rudolf Theobald, 1844-1922 -- Morisse, F.
-- Albert, P. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (48 p., 24 folded leaves of plates) : 24 folded col. maps ; 18 cm.
Edition: 3. Aufl.

Bathymetry shown by gradient tints and soundings; relief on land shown by hachures and spot elevations.
"24 kolorierte Karten in Kupferstich mit 127 Hafenplänen."
Includes index.
Original publisher's illustrated binding.
Scales differ.
Froms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1060 .J87 1899 (NLO)

52758
Nautical charts - 1897<>Ocean travel - Maps - 1897<>Trade routes - Maps<>Atlases, British - 1897<>Nautical charts
The Merchant shipper's and ocean traveller's atlas. London : George Philip & Son, [1896].
Authors: George Philip & Son -- Ruddiman Johnston & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (9 p., 15 leaves of plates) : 15 folded col. maps ; 48 cm.
Date from NMM. Catalogue.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Former owner's signature: John Fournier.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: NMM. Catalogue, v.3, pt.1, p. 564; 515; Cf. Lock, Modern maps and atlases 442
Baskes oversize G1060 .P525 1896 (NLO)

52759
Nautical charts - 1899<>Ocean - Maps - 1899<>Coasts - Maps - 1899<>Atlases, German - 1899<>Nautical charts
Authors: Justus Perthes (Firm: Gotha, Germany)
-- Habenicht, Hermann, 1844-1917 -- Knipping, Erwin Rudolf Theobald, 1844-1922 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (48 p., 24 folded leaves of plates) : 24 folded col. maps ; 18 cm.

Bathymetry shown by gradient tints and soundings; relief on land shown by hachures and spot elevations.
"24 kolorierte Karten in Kupferstich mit 127 Hafenplänen."
Includes index.
Original publisher's illustrated binding.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1060 .J87 1899 (NLO)

52760
Nautical charts - 1901<>Ocean - Maps - 1901<>Coasts - Maps - 1901<>Atlases, German - 1901<>Nautical charts
Authors: Justus Perthes (Firm: Gotha, Germany)
-- Habenicht, Hermann, 1844-1917 -- Knipping, Erwin Rudolf Theobald, 1844-1922 -- Rassman's Buch- und Musikhandlung -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (48 p., 24 folded leaves of plates) : folded col. maps ; 18 cm.
Edition: 5. Aufl.

Bathymetry shown by gradient tints and soundings; relief on land shown by hachures and spot elevations.
"24 kolorierte Karten in Kupferstich mit 127 Hafenplänen."
Includes index.
Original publisher's illustrated binding.
Scales differ.
Bookseller's ticket: Rassman's Buch- und Musikhandlung Jena, am Burgkeller.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 174; Espenhorst 2.6.5.2.5
Baskes G1060 .J87 1901 (NLO)

52761
Nautical charts - 1903<>Ocean - Maps - 1903<>Coasts - Maps - 1903<>Atlases, German - 1903<>Nautical charts
Authors: Justus Perthes (Firm: Gotha, Germany)
-- Habenicht, Hermann, 1844-1917 -- Knipping, Erwin Rudolf Theobald, 1844-1922 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (48 p., 24 folded leaves of plates) : 24 folded col. maps ; 18 cm.

Bathymetry shown by gradient tints and soundings; relief on land shown by hachures and spot elevations.
"24 kolorierte Karten in Kupferstich mit 127 Hafenplänen."
Includes index.
Original publisher’s illustrated binding.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst 2.6.5.2.6
Baskes G1060 .J87 1903 (NLO)

52762
Nautical charts - 1907<--Ocean - Maps - 1907<--Coasts - Maps - 1907<--Atlases, German - 1907<--Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) - Bibliography - Catalogs<--Nautical charts
Authors: Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Habenicht, Hermann, 1844-1917 -- Knipping, Erwin Rudolf Theobald, 1844-1922 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (48 p., 24 folded leaves of plates) : 24 folded col. maps ; 18 cm.
"24 kolorierte Karten in Kupferstich mit 127 Hafenplänen."
Bathymetry shown by bathymetric tints and soundings; relief on land shown by hachures and spot elevations.
Includes index. Original publisher’s illustrated binding.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst 2.6.5.2.7; Phillips 5700
Baskes G1060 .J87 1907 (NLO)

52763
Nautical charts - 1912<--Ocean - Maps - 1912<--Coasts - Maps - 1912<--Atlases, German - 1912<--Nautical charts
Authors: Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Habenicht, Hermann, 1844-1917 -- Knipping, Erwin Rudolf Theobald, 1844-1922 -- Stöcker, Charles -- Harrison, Richard Edes -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (48 p., 24 folded leaves of plates) : 24 folded col. maps ; 18 cm.
Bathymetry shown by gradient tints and soundings; relief on land shown by hachures and spot elevations.
"24 kolorierte Karten in Kupferstich mit 127 Hafenplänen."
Includes index. Original publisher’s illustrated binding.
Scales differ.
Former owner: Charles Stöcker.

Embossed stamp: Richard Edes Harrison.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst 2.6.5.2.9
Baskes G1060 .J87 1912 (NLO)

52764
Nautical charts - 1914<--Ocean - Maps - 1914<--Coasts - Maps - 1914<--Atlases, German - 1914<--Nautical charts
Authors: Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Habenicht, Hermann, 1844-1917 -- Knipping, Erwin Rudolf Theobald, 1844-1922 -- Zurends -- Tibbe, Paul -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (48 p., 24 folded leaves of plates) : 24 folded col. maps ; 18 cm.
Edition: 10. Aufl.
"24 kolorierte Karten in Kupferstich mit 127 Hafenplänen."
Bathymetry shown by bathymetric tints and soundings; relief on land shown by hachures and spot elevations.
Includes index. Original publisher’s illustrated binding.
Scales differ.
Former owner: Zurends[?].
Bookplate: Ex libris Paul Tibbe.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst 2.6.5.2.10; Phillips 5701
Baskes G1060 .J87 1914 (NLO)

52765
Nautical charts - 1922<--Ocean - Maps - 1922<--Coasts - Maps - 1922<--Atlases, German - 1922<--Nautical charts
Authors: Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Schubart, L. -- Habenicht, Hermann, 1844-1917 -- Knipping, Erwin Rudolf Theobald, 1844-1922 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Bathymetry shown by gradient tints and soundings; relief on land shown by hachures and spot elevations.
"24 kolorierte Karten in Kupferstich mit 127 Hafenplänen."
Includes index. Original publisher’s illustrated binding.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst 2.6.5.3.4; Phillips 5701
Baskes G1060 .J87 1922 (NLO)
Bathymetry shown by gradient tints and

soundings; relief on land shown by hachures and

spot elevations.

Includes index.

Scales differ.

Bookseller’s ticket: Eckhart & Messtorff.

Nautische Buch u. Seekarten-handlung.

Hamburg 11 Steinhof 1.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at

the Newberry Library.

LC Card Number: map35000036

References: Espenhorst 2.6.5.2.12; Phillips 5703

Baskes G1060 .J87 1925 (NLO)

Nautical charts - 1923-1934

--- Ocean currents - Maps - 1923-1933

--- Winds - Maps

--- 1923-1934

--- Atlases, British

--- 1923-1934

--- Pilot guides

--- 1923-1934

--- Nautical charts

Ocean passages for the world, winds and
currents. London: H.M.S.O., 1923 (Reprinted
1933).

Authors: Great Britain. Hydrographic Office --
Somerville, Henry Boyle Townshend, 1863-1936
-- Great Britain. H.M. Stationery Office --
Great Britain. Hydrographic Office.

Ocean passages for the world: Winds and currents. Supplement no. 2
(1934) -- Great Britain. Hydrographic Dept. SEE
Great Britain. Hydrographic Office --
Hydrographic Office (Great Britain) SEE Great
Britain. Hydrographic Office -- Great Britain. His
Majesty's Stationery Office SEE Great Britain.

H.M. Stationery Office -- Great Britain. Her

Majesty's Stationery Office SEE Great Britain.

H.M. Stationery Office -- H.M.S.O. SEE Great
Britain. H.M. Stationery Office -- Great Britain.

H.M.S.O. SEE Great Britain. H.M. Stationery
Office -- William B. Greenlee Collection
(Newberry Library).

585 p. : ill., 6 folded charts (in pocket) ; 35 cm. +
supplement (35 p. ; 33 cm.)

'This volume ... replaces the Admiralty publication
'Ocean passages for the world', 1896; the
information in which, owing to various causes,
has now gone out of date.' -- Advertisement, p. 3.
1863-1936.

Shelved with separately issued supplement:
Great Britain. Hydrographic Office. Ocean
passages for the world: Winds and currents.
Supplement no. 2 -- 1934 ... corrected to 2d
August, 1934. London, Hydrographic Dept.,
1934. 35 p. ; 33 cm.

Forms part of the William B. Greenlee Collection
(Newberry Library).

Greenlee 4893 .G78 1933 and Supplement
(NLO)

Nautical charts - 1925

--- Ocean - Maps -

--- 1925

--- Coasts - Maps - 1925

--- Atlases, German - 1925

--- Nautical charts

Justus Perthes See-Atlas : 24 Karten in
Kupferstich und nautische Erläuterungen neubearbeitet von Kapitän L. Schubart-Deutsche

Authors: Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha,
Germany) -- Schubart, L. -- Justus Perthes (Firm :
Gotha, Germany) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)

1 atlas (51, [1] p., 22 folded leaves of plates) : 24
folded col. maps ; 18 cm.


Imperfect: lacking p. 3-51 (1st sequence), and [1]
(2nd sequence).

Bathymetry shown by gradient tints and

soundings; relief on land shown by hachures and

spot elevations.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at

the Newberry Library.

References: Espenhorst 2.6.5.2.13; Phillips 5704

LC Card Number: map35000070

Baskes G1060 .J87 1931 (NLO)

Nautical charts - 1944

--- Ocean - Maps -

--- 1944

--- Coasts - Maps - 1944

--- Atlases, German - 1944

--- Nautical charts

Justus Perthes See-Atlas : mit 41 mehrfarbigen
Karten und einer Darstellung der wichtigsten
nautischen Fragen mit 190 Abbildungen im Text
und auf Tafeln / unter Mitwirkung von W.
Möckel-Hamburg völlig neu bearbeitet von L.
Schubart-Hamburg und H. Garbe-Berlin. Gotha:
Justus Perthes, 1944.

Authors: Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany)

-- Möckel, W. -- Schubart, L. -- Garbe, H. --
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) --
Moeckel, W. SEE Möckel, W.

1 atlas (100 p., 41 folded leaves of plates) : ill.,
24 folded col. maps ; 18 cm.

Edition: XIV. Aufl.

Issued with 41 (?) maps, but this copy imperfect,
lacking maps 5-6, 9-17.

Bathymetry shown by gradient tints and

soundings; relief on land shown by hachures and

spot elevations.

Includes index.

Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espholst 2.6.5.2.14; Phillips 5705
Baskes G1060 .J87 1944 (NLO)

52770 Nautical charts - Bibliography - 1300-1750 - Manuscripts - Catalogs
Nautical charts - Collections, 1300-1750 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Manuscript maps - Catalogs - Nautical charts
Census of portolan charts and atlases: as reported and listed by the noted scholars of the genre in their works ranging from 1897 to 2008 / Richard Pflederer. [Williamsburg, Va.?] : Privately printed in the United States ... by the author, c2009.
Authors: Pflederer, Richard L.
xxvi, 236 p. : ill. ; 28 cm. + 1 CD-ROM (4 3/4 in.)
Checklist of 1,842 manuscript nautical charts and portolan atlases dated 1300-1750; arranged by country and city of libraries, archives, and other collections.
Includes "sources in literature" (p. x-xii).
"Presented in three formats: Tabular spreadsheet (MS EXCEL on CD-ROM) - Searchable database (MS ACCESS on CD-ROM) - Printed version."
System requirements for accompanying CD-ROM: IBM PC, or compatible; MS Office 2007 (MS Word, Excel and Access); CD-ROM drive.
Map Ref folio Z6026.H9 P48 2009 (NLO)

52771 Nautical charts - Bibliography - 1339-1669 - Manuscripts - Catalogs
Nautical charts - Manuscript maps - Catalogs - British Library - Map collections - Catalogs - British Library
Authors: Pflederer, Richard L. -- British Library
341 p. ; 28 cm. + 1 CD-ROM (4 3/4 in.)
Spine title: Portolan charts and atlases of the British Library.
Catalog of 58 manuscript charts and 46 manuscript atlases dated 1339-1669
Issued with CD-ROM shelved separately as CD-ROM Z6026.H9 P45 2001
"Based on a detailed physical inspection completed on site during the years 2000 and 2001."
Includes bibliographical references (p. 331-332) and indexes.
Formerly Z6026.H9 P45 2001
Map Ref folio Z6026.H9 P45 2001 (NLO)

52772 Nautical charts - Bibliography - 1367-1770 - Manuscripts - Catalogs
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division - Map collections - Catalogs
Manuscript maps - Catalogs - Nautical charts
Bibliography: p. 29-[31].
LC Card Number: 76006923
ISBN 0844401811
Map Ref folio Z6026.H9 U66 1977 (NLO)

52773 Nautical charts - Bibliography - 1400-1699 - Manuscripts - Catalogs
Nautical charts - Portolan charts and atlases in the XVth, XVIth, and XVIIth centuries collected by the late Dr. Theodore Jules Ernest Hamy ... including an Italian portolan chart drawn by Gabriel de Vallsecha, 1447, The King portolan chart of the world, the second known map containing America, circa 1501-1502, Dutch portolan chart of the early XVIIth century showing Newfoundland, etc., fully described and annotated with facsimiles. To be sold at auction ... November 19, 1912 ... at the galleries of The Anderson Auction Company ... New York. [New York : Anderson Galleries, Inc., 1912].
Authors: Hamy, E. T. (Ernest Théodore), 1842-1908 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
[34] p. : front. (port.), 13 maps (part fold.) ; 30 cm.
Ayer 129 .H2 1912 (NLO)

52774 Nautical charts - Bibliography - 1400-1741 - Manuscripts - Catalogs
Nautical charts - Collections, 1400-1741 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Manuscript maps - Catalogs - Bodleian Library - Map collections - Catalogs - Bodleian Library
Facsimiles - Nautical charts
Authors: Pflederer, Richard L. -- Bodleian Library
129 p. : col. maps (some folded) ; 29 cm. + 1 CD-ROM (4 3/4 in.)
Includes bibliographical references and indexes.
Spine title: Portolan charts and atlases in the Bodleian Library
'Based on detailed physical inspection completed on site during 2007.'
Map Ref folio Z6026.H9 P43 2008 (NLO)

52775 Nautical charts - Bibliography - 1456-1641 - Manuscripts - Catalogs
Nautical charts - Collections, 1456-1641 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Manuscript maps - Catalogs - Newberry Library - Map

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Collections - Catalogs
Newberry Library - Map Collections - Facsimiles
Nautical charts
Includes bibliographical references (p. 113-114) and indexes.
Folding color plates reproduce each individual chart and one map from each atlas but one. Accompanied by CD-ROM with jewelbox title label: Portolan charts and atlases of the Newberry Library: a searchable database of the entire collection: based on a detailed examination of the collection conducted during the years 2002 to 2004
Map Ref folio Z6026.H9 P46 2005 (NLO)

52776 Nautical charts - Bibliography - 1490-1679 - Manuscripts - Catalogs
Nautical charts - Collections, 1490-1679 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Catalogs
Henry E. Huntington Library and Art Gallery - Map collections - Catalogs
Henry E. Huntington Library and Art Gallery - Map Collections - Facsimiles
Huntington Library SEE Henry E. Huntington Library and Art Gallery
Nautical charts
Authors: Pflederer, Richard L. -- Henry E. Huntington Library and Art Gallery -- Huntington Library SEE Henry E. Huntington Library and Art Gallery
158 p. : 28 plates of col. maps (fold.) ; 29 + 1 CD-ROM (4 3/4 in.)
'Based on a detailed physical inspection completed on site during the years 2001 - 2003.' Includes bibliographical references (p. 151-153) and indexes.
Folding color plates reproduce each individual chart and one map from each atlas.
CD-ROM shelved separately as CD-ROM Z6026.H9 P4552 2004
2004082503
Map Ref folio Z6026.H9 P455 2004 (NLO)

52777 Nautical charts - Bibliography
Great Britain. Hydrographic Office - Bibliography
Spain. Dirección de Hidrografía - Bibliography
Great Britain. Hydrographer of the Navy SEE Great Britain. Hydrographic Office
Hydrographic Office SEE Great Britain. Hydrographic Office
Spain. Dirección General de Navegación. Dirección de Hidrografía SEE Spain. Dirección de Hidrografía
Ministerio de Marina. Dirección de Hidrografía SEE Spain. Dirección de Hidrografía
Nautical charts
Authors: Bernard J. Shapoer Rare Books (Firm) -- Newberry Library Antiquarian Collection -- Shapoer Rare Books (Firm) SEE Bernard J. Shapoer Rare Books (Firm) -- Crouch, Daniel
104 p. : maps ; 24 cm.
Introduction signed by Daniel Crouch.
Charts offered were published by the British Hydrographic Office, the Spanish Dirección de Hidrografía and private publishers such as Imray, Heather, Hobbs, and Blunt. Most of the 100 charts are illustrated.
Forms part of the Newberry Library Antiquarian Catalog Collection.
Newberry Library Rare Book Catalog Collection (PrCt)

52778 Nautical charts - Bibliography
Henry E. Huntington Library and Art Gallery
Nautical charts
The Portolan atlases of American interest in the Henry E. Huntington Library and Art Gallery. 1929.
Authors: Wagner, Henry Raup, 1862
Describes 14 atlases.
Z 5.27, p. 498-509 (PrCt)

52779 Nautical charts - Bibliography
Italian Cartography - History
Nautical charts
Authors: C, A
p. 75-77.
Cited in Imago Mundi annual bibliography.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

52780 Nautical charts - Bibliography - Manuscripts
Catalogs
Nautical charts - Collections - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Archvio di Stato di Firenze - Map collections - Catalogs
Archvio di Stato di Firenze - Map collections - Facsimiles
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

charts
Authors: Pflederer, Richard L. -- Archivio di Stato di Firenze
95 p. : col. maps ; 29 cm + 1 CD-ROM (4 3/4 in.)
Spine title: Portolan charts and atlases in the Archivio di Stato (Fi)
"Based on a detailed physical examination completed on site during 2009-2013."
System requirements for accompanying disc: Microsoft Access 2000 (or higher).
Includes bibliographical references (p. 89-91) and indexes.
LC Card Number: 2013376056
Map Ref Z6026.H9 P438 2013 (NLO)

Authors: Pflederer, Richard L. -- Library of Congress
119 pages, 6 unnumbered leaves of plates : maps (color) ; 29 cm. + 1 CD-ROM (4 3/4 in.)
Spine title: Portolan charts and atlases in the Library of Congress
"Based on a detailed physical examination completed on site during 2007-2014."
System requirements for accompanying disc: Microsoft Access.
Includes bibliographical references (pages 113-115) and indexes.
Map Ref Z6026.H9 P4556 2014 (NLO)

52782 Nautical charts - Bibliography - Manuscripts - Catalogs - Nautical charts - Collections - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Catalogs - National Maritime Museum (Great Britain) - Map collections - Catalogs - National Maritime Museum (Great Britain) - Map collections - Facsimiles - Nautical charts
Spine title: Portolan charts and atlases in the National Maritime Museum
"Based on a detailed physical inspection completed on site during 2005."
Includes indexes.
System requirements for accompanying disc: MS Access version 2000 or later.
Map Ref folio Z6026.H9 P4557 2006 (NLO)

Authors: National Maritime Museum (Great Britain) -- Howse, Derek -- Billings, Pat -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
[2], 55 p. : ill., maps ; 30 cm.
Title from cover.
List of nautical charts in the collections of the National Maritime Museum in Greenwich, England, dated between 1420 and 1698, and arranged in chronological order. Entries include date and place of origin; title, name of hydrographer, and natural scale; physical characteristics; reference no.; and special remarks.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 5-6) and index of names.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copy: lower case folio g 10 .371
Baskes folio Z6026.H9 N37 1973 (NLO)

52785 Nautical charts - Cartometry - Nautical charts
Authors: Loomer, Scott A.
BHC 1680

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
52786  Nautical charts - Collections, 1290-1699 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Nautical charts - History - 1290-1699 - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles - Nautical charts
Authors: Mollat, Michel -- La Roncière, Monique de -- Thames and Hudson -- Dethan, L. de R. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 298 p. : 120 maps (some col.) ; 35 cm.
Large, legible, full-color reproductions of one hundred manuscript charts, ca. 1290-1699, with commentary and bibliography. Translation of: Les portulans. Includes indexes.
Bibliography: p. 281-289.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. References: 38 TMC 48; 5 Jolly 9; Wolf 582
LC Card Number 84050006
ISBN 0500013373
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

52787  Nautical charts - Collections, 1290-1699 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Nautical charts - History - 1290-1699 - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles - Nautical charts
Authors: Mollat, Michel -- La Roncière, Monique de -- Thames and Hudson -- Dethan, L. de R. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 298 p. : 120 maps (some col.) ; 35 cm.
Large, legible, full-color reproductions of one hundred manuscript charts, ca. 1290-1699, with commentary and bibliography. Translation of: Les portulans. Includes indexes.
Bibliography: p. 281-289.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. References: 38 TMC 48; 5 Jolly 9; Wolf 582
LC Card Number 84050006
ISBN 0500013373
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

52788  Nautical charts - Collections, 1300-1799 - Exhibitions - Catalogs - Topkapi Sarayi Müzesi - Map collections - Exhibitions - Catalogs - Map collections - Nautical charts
Authors: Topkapi Sarayi Müzesi -- Museo Correr -- Istanbul Italian Kültür Merkezi 170 p. : col. maps, ill. ; 28 cm.
Catalog of an exhibition held 4 Temmuz-3 Agustos 1994 at Topkapi Sarayi Müzesi, Istanbul, Turkey.
In Turkish and Italian.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 167-170). 2005122303 on order (NLO)

52789  Nautical charts - Collections, 1339-1738 - Nautical charts
Authors: Putman, Robert 143 p. : 76 maps (some col.) ; 39 cm.
Large, legible, full-color reproductions of 76 manuscript and printed maps, 1339-1738, with commentary. Includes bibliographical references. References: Wolf 712; PP 120; TA 231
Formerly folio GA359 .P79 1983
LC Card Number: 83008746
ISBN 0896593924
Map Ref folio GA359 .P79 1983 (NLO)

52790  Nautical charts - Collections, 1339-1738 - Nautical charts
Authors: Putman, Robert -- Abbeville Press -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 143 p. : 76 maps (some col.) ; 39 cm.
Large, legible, full-color reproductions of 76 manuscript and printed maps, 1339-1738, with commentary. Includes bibliographical references. References: Wolf 712; PP 120; TA 231
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. LC Card Number: 83008746
ISBN 0896593924
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

52791  Nautical charts - Collections, 1400-1637 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles - Nautical charts
Introduction by Edward Luther Stevenson.
Facsimiles of manuscripts variously compiled ca. 1400-1637.
Series: Publications of the Hispanic Society of America ; no. 104
A numberd edition of which this is no 10. For photographs of additional ms. charts at the Hispanic Society of America, see Ayer 135.5 H673
oversize Ayer 133.5 H67 1916 (NLO)

52792 Nautical charts - Collections, 1500-1650 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles, Nautical charts [Photographs of portolan charts belonging to the Hispanic Society of America]. [New York : Hispanic Society of America, 19--].
25 ms. maps (photographs) ; on sheets 24 x 19 cm., in box 27 x 21 cm.
Reduced photographs of manuscript charts and portolan atlases variously compiled ca. 1500-1650.
Box spine title: Hispanic Society. Portolan charts.

Ayer 135.5 H673 (NLO)

English, with some Italian.
Translation of: Antiche carte nautiche.
Includes facsimile of portion of: Portolano della maggior parte de’ luoghi da stantari navi, et galee in tutto il mare Mediterraneo, con le sue traueries, & luoghi pericolosi.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Newberry has copy no. 1359

Baskes folio GA361 .B6913 1961 (NLO)

Authors: Wigal, Donald, 1933-255 p. : col. ill., col. maps ; 33 cm.
Contents: Maps and exploring -- Discovering new worlds: west and east: 1400-1500 -- Beyond the new world: 1500-1550 -- Bridging the oceans: 1550-1600 -- The renaissance of discovery: 1600-1700 -- Sailing towards the modern world: 1700-1900.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 249-252) and index.
ISBN 9781859956939 ; 1859956939

go fa GA359.W54 2007 (NLO)

Includes bibliographical references (p. 135) and index.
ISBN 0712304932

folio GA359.W47 1996b (NLO)

52796 Nautical charts - Collections - Nautical charts - History - Nautical charts Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Whitfield, Peter, 1947- -- British Library
-- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
136 p. : ill. (some col.), 81 maps (some col.) ; 30 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 135) and index.
Fixes part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
ISBN 0712304932
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

52797 Nautical charts, Dutch -
1600-1699>Nautical charts
Quelques rares cartes nautiques néerlandaises du XVIIe siècle. 1975.
Authors: Destombes, Marcel, 1905-1983 --
International Conference on the History of Cartography (6th : 1975 : Greenwich)
15 leaves ; 33 cm.
Paper presented at the 6th International Conference on the History of Cartography,
Greenwich, 1975.
Photocopy.
Vert 143, no. 2 (PrCt)

52798 Nautical charts, English -
1690-1710>Thornton, John, fl. 1652-1701. the English Pilot. the Third Book,
1703>Nautical charts
Authors: Cook, Andrew S.
11 p. ; 30 cm.
Mimeograph copy.
BHC 1610
Vert 1197 (PrCt)

52799 Nautical charts, English -
1750-1800>Nautical charts
Authors: David, Andrew, 1924- -- International Map Collectors' Society
In IMCoS Map Fair & Exhibition 1987, p.15-19.
BHC 1248
Vert 870 (PrCt)

52800 Nautical charts, English -
Authors: Hargreaves, R. P.
70 p. : map ; 23 cm.
(Hocken Library Collection ; Publication no. 4)
lower case g 23 .386 no. 4 (NLO)

52801 Nautical charts - Europe -
1586Ca>Nautical charts
A Dutch manuscript rutter: an unique portrait of the European coasts in the late sixteenth century.
Authors: Schilder, Günter
maps, ills.
BHC 2245
Vert 1712 (PrCt)

52802 Nautical charts - Exhibitions -
Catalogs><Rijksmuseum (Netherlands) -
Map collections - Exhibitions -
Catalogs>Nautical charts
Authors: Rijksmuseum (Netherlands) --
International Congress of Onomastic Sciences
15 p. ; 20 cm.
Cover title.
In English.
4A 15543 (NLO)

52803 Nautical charts - Exhibitions>Nautical charts - History - Exhibitions>Biblioteca palatina di Parma - Map collections - Exhibitions
Authors: Biblioteca palatina di Parma -- Giornata FAI di primavera (17th century : 2009 : Rome, Italy, etc.)
113 p. : chiefly col. ill., maps ; 30 cm.
Published on the occasion of an exhibition held at the Biblioteca palatina di Parma, within the 17th Giornata Fai di primavera, Mar. 28-29, 2009.
Includes bibliographical references.
Series: Mirabilia Palatina ; 1.
LC Card Number: 2009478703
ISBN 9788878472648 ; 8878472646
2013042901 on order (NLO)

52804 Nautical charts - History -
Paper read at Int. Conf. on the Hist. of Cartog. (7th), Washington, 1977: maps.
Vert 1105 (PrCt)


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
52806 Nautical charts - History - 1300-1799
Pilot guides - History - 1300-1799
Cartography - History - 1300-1799
Collections, 1300-1799
1 atlas (x, 208 p.) : ill., 60 maps ; 52 cm.
Facsimile reprint of original published Stockholm : [P.A. Norstedt & söner], 1897.
Includes reproductions of manuscript and printed nautical charts compiled between the 14th and 18th centuries.
Companion volume to Nordenskiöld's Facsimile-atlas to the early history of cartography (Stockholm : P.A. Norstedt & söner, 1889).
Series: Burt Franklin Research and source works series ; no. 52.
References: LC 243; HT 235; Fiat 211; Cf. Phillips 258
Formerly oversize G1025 .N73 1967
LC Card Number:map68000714
Map Ref oversize G1025 .N73 1967 (NLO)

52808 Nautical charts - History - 1400-1499
Cartography - North America - History - 1400-1499
Nautical charts North America on the 15th century portolan charts. [19-?]. Authors: Kelley, James E. (James Edward), 1929-32 leaves ; 28 cm. maps, ills.
BHC 1519 Vert 1110 (PrCt)

52809 Nautical charts - History - 1400-1599
Authors: Lanman, Jonathan T. -- Hermon Dunlap Smith Center for the History of Cartography -- Newberry Library xi, 56 p. : ill. ; 28 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 55-56).
Series: The Hermon Dunlap Smith Center for the History of Cartography occasional publication ; no. 2 -- Occasional publication (Hermon Dunlap Smith Center for the History of Cartography) ; no. 2.
Duplicate copy: folio GA375 .L36 1987
LC Card Number: 90138901
ISBN 0911028374
Map Ref folio GA101 .O33 no.2 (NLO)

52810 Nautical charts - History - 1500-1800
Nautical charts - History

The Blueback. 1931.
Authors: Luymes, J.
BHC 1689
Vert 1273 (PrCt)

Nautical charts - History

A New image of the world: the portolan chart. 1985.
Authors: International Map Collectors' Society
p.5-15: maps
In IMCoS Map Fair & Exhibition 1985, p.5-15: maps.
BHC 1256
Vert 842, no. 1, p. 5-15 (PrCt)

Nautical charts - History

L'Asse del Mediterraneo nella cartografia nautica dei secoli XV e XVII. 1995.
Authors: Astengo, Corradino
BHC 2370
Vert 1921, no. 1 (PrCt)

Nautical charts - History - 2006

Authors: Blake, John, Lieutenant Commander -- Conway Maritime Press (London)
160 p. : col. ill., col. maps; 31 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 158) and index.
LC Card Number: 2007386221
ISBN 1844860310 (hbk.); 9781844860319 (hbk.)
folio GA359 .B565 2006 (NLO)

Nautical charts - History

Authors: Kretschmer, Konrad, b. 1864
"Portolan-texte": p. [233]-552.
"Literatur zum Kommentar": p. [555]-559.
G 07 .469 (NLO)

Nautical charts - History

Authors: Kretschmer, Konrad, b. 1864 -- Rosselló i Verger, Vicente M. -- Robles i Sabater, Ferran -- Institut Cartogràfic de Catalunya -- Rosselló i Verger, Vicente M. (Vicenç Maria), 1931- SEE Rosselló i Verger, Vicente M.
Includes facsimiles of 17 portolan charts.
"Textos dels portolans": p. [129]-214.
"Catáleg de les cartes nautiques medievals": p. 70-123.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 217-283). Illustrated lining papers.
ISBN 9788439382225 ; 8439382227
folio GA891 .K8123 2009 (NLO)

Nautical charts - History

Finding their way at sea: the story of portolan charts, the cartographers who drew them and the mariners who sailed by them / Richard Pflederer.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Pfleiderer, Richard L.
167 p. : col. ill., col. maps ; 30 cm.
Contents: Beginnings -- Systems of geography : grids and radials -- Seamen and scientists : the practical vs. the theoretical -- Navigation and cartography : a symbiotic relationship -- An imperfect technology -- Ports -- Cartographers and mariners -- Beyond the Mediterranean Sea and into the Atlantic -- The Indian Ocean and onwards to the Orient -- The transition to modern admiralty charts -- Appendix : survey of the scholarly literature of the subject.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 157-159) and index.
ISBN 9061944902 ; 9789061944904
Map Ref folio GA359 .P48 2012 (NLO)

52821
Authors: Puchades i Bataller, Ramon J. -- Institut Cartogràfic de Catalunya -- Institut d'Estudis Catalans -- IEMed -- Institut Europeu de la Mediterrània SEE IEMed -- Instituto Europeo del Mediterráneo SEE IEMed -- Instituto Europeen de la Méditerranée SEE IEMed -- European Institute of the Mediterranean SEE IEMed
526 p. : col. ill., maps ; 37 cm. + 1 CD-ROM (digital ; 4 3/4 in.).
In Catalan and English; parallel title from English text beginning p. [401].
Accompanied by CD-ROM containing digital color images of the maps.
CD-ROM mislabeled as DVD.
Includes bibliographical references.
Minimum system requirements: CD-ROM requires download to computer to view ; contains Linux system files to .wav files.
Permission copy 2010.
ISBN 9788439375760 (Institut Cartogràfic de Catalunya) ; 843937576X (Institut Cartogràfic de Catalunya) ; 9788497854146 (Lunwerg Editores) ; 8497854144 (Lunwerg Editores)
Map Ref folio GA375 .P83 2007 (NLO)

52820
Nautical charts - Maps - Collections, 1656 - Atlases, Dutch - 1656 - Nautical charts Zee-atlas, ofte Water-wereldt. Inhoudende een korte beschryvinge van alle de bekende zee-kusten des aardrycks nieuwelycks uyt-gheheven, door Arnold Colon. Amsterdam : In de Lichtende Colon, [1656]?
Authors: Colon, Arnold, 1624-1668 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (3 p., 17 maps) ; 57 cm.
The first map is a map of the eastern and western hemispheres (Wereltcaarte nieuwlijx uyt gegeven door Arnold Colom) surrounded by allegorical figures in color; title in upper margin : Nova delineatio totius orbis terrarum auctore A. Colom. Some of the maps have small inset maps or vignettes and are ornamented with coats of arms, extra title scrolls, etc. Maps [13-17] present the coasts of America ; [no.16] 'Nieuwe Carybsche pascaart. The Carybes ilands newly set forth and amendid" is not dated, in a separate scroll, 1656 as in some copies. Incomplete: map [18] wanting. --cf. Phillips 464.
Maps also cataloged separately.
References: Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 265.
Ayer 10343
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .C7 1656 (NLO)

52822
Nautical charts - Mediterranean Region - Exhibitions - Catalogs - Isolarios (Island books) - Exhibitions - Catalogs - Islands of the Mediterranean - Exhibitions - Catalogs - Mediterranean Region - Maps - Exhibitions - Catalogs - Museo Correr -
edición y coordinación, Luisa Martín-Merás; autor, José María Cano Trigo.
ISBN 8495172437; 849781018X
folio GA1003.7.A1 D57 2003 (NLO)

52831 Nautical charts - United States - Bibliography
Nautical charts
Authors: National Ocean Survey
vi, 51 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
"November 1982."
Includes index.
Formerly folio Z6026.H6 N385 (NLO)
LC Card Number: 82600653
To Collection Services for cataloging, April 1982.

52832 Nautical instruments
Instrumen
tes de navigation / American Neptune.
Cover title.
Series: American Neptune ; Pictorial supplement XVII.
To Collection Services for cataloging, April 2011 (PrCt)

52833 Nautical instruments - Binoculars - Telescopes - Sextant - Compass
Authors: Sirks, J.F. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
176 p. ; 22 cm.
At head of title: 'Vakbibliotheek'.
Front cover: 'Vakbibliotheek onder Leiding van L.Z. Wiers. Uitgave van de Wereldbibliotheek'.
Series: Vakbibliotheek ; v. 29.
Advertising pages at end.
Decorative orange paper boards, printed in dark red; orange and red lining papers; edges stained red.
In Dutch.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes VK573 .S57 1921 (NLO)

52834 Nautical Instruments - Catalogs - 1975-1976
[Nautical instrument catalogs]. 1975 [and 1976?].
Authors: Weems & Plath (Annapolis, Md.) -- Navigation Equipment Co. (Chicago, Ill.)
2 catalogs (22 p. and 16 p.)
Separate catalogs issued by Weems & Plath
(Annapolis, Md., 1975) and the Navigation Equipment Co. (Chicago, Ill., [1976?]).
BHC 1747
Vert 1329 (PrCt)

52835 Nautical Instruments
Hadley, John - 1670-1744
Hadley's Octant (A.D. 1731). 1931.
Authors: Tonta, L.
From Hydrographic Review 16 (1931): 52-60, ill.
BHC 2360
Vert 1648 (PrCt)

52836 Nautical instruments - History - 1962
Authors: Taylor, E. G. R. (Eva Germaine Rimington), 1879-1966 -- Richey, M. W.
vii, 111 p. : illus. ; 22 cm.
Published for the Institute of Navigation.
4A 19115 (NLO)

52837 Nautical instruments
Navigation - History - 18th cent.
Cook, James, 1728-1779
Authors: Taylor, E. G. R. (Eva Germaine Rimington), 1879-1966 -- Richey, M. W.
Series: Maritime monographs and reports ; no. 18.
To Collection Services for cataloging, April 2011 (PrCt)

52838 Nautical instruments - Pictorial works - 1807
Compass - Pictorial works - 1807
[Nautical instruments] / Hooker sculpt.
Newburyport, Mass. Published by Edmund M. Blunt, 1807.
1 print : engraving ; 17 x 10 cm
Title devised by cataloger.
Other title: Mariner's compass, azimuth compass.
Engraving of 5 nautical navigation instruments.
Contents: Fig. 1 Mariner's compass -- Fig. 2 [Hourglass] -- Fig. 3 [Unidentified instrument] -- Fig. 4 [Unidentified instrument] -- Fig. 5 Azimuth compass.
--Newburyport, Mass. ; Printed by Edmund M. Blunt, (proprietor) for Cushing & Appleton, booksellers, Salem, May, 1807 --plate VI L 995 .111 plate VI (NLO)

52839 Nauvoo (Ill.) - Pictorial works - Collections
Mormons - Illinois - Nauvoo
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Naval Historical geography - Maps - 1975
Naval battles - Maps - 1975
Authors: Lloyd, Christopher, 1906-- -- Arco Publishing Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (144 p.) : ill. (some col.), 67 maps ; 34 x 25 cm.
Scales vary.
Includes indexes.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
ISBN 0668037792
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Naval history - Maps - 1986
Naval battles - Maps - 1986
Trade routes - Maps - 1986
Discoveries in geography - Maps - 1986
Historical geography - Maps - 1986
Historical atlases
Authors: Natkiel, Richard -- Preston, Antony, 1938-- -- Facts on File, Inc. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (256 p.) : ill., 175 maps (some col.), ports. ; 28 cm.
"A Bison book."
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 84160132X
ISBN 081601132X ; 9780816011322
Baskes folio G1059 N3 1986 (NLO)

Navarre (Spain) - Maps - 1652
Navarre (Kingdom) - Maps - 1652
*Royaume de Navarre divisé en six merindades.* Paris : chez Pierre Mariette, 1652 [i.e.1659?].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Somer, J. -- Mariette, Pierre, 1603-1657 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (1658 [i.e. 1659?])
1 map : hand col. ; 53 x 41 cm.
In: Sanson, Nicolas. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (Paris : Pierre Mariette, 1658 [i.e. 1659?]) v. 1, pl. [77]
VAULT Case oversize G1015 S35 1658 v. 1, pl. [77] (PrCt)

Navarre (Spain) - Maps - 1680
*Navarra regnum.* Amsterdam, [ca. 1680].
Authors: Schenk & Valck, Amsterdam -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : hand col. ; 40 x 48 cm.
2194 rev
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6563.N35 1680 S3 (PrCt)

Navarre (Spain) - Maps - 1680
*Regni Navarrae accurata tabula.* Amsterdam, [ca. 1680].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Côvens et Mortier -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 47 cm.
2193
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6563.N35 1680 W5 (PrCt)

Navarre (Spain) - Maps - 1700
*Regni Navarrae accurata tabula nuper correcta et in lucem edita.* Amstelodami [Amsterdam] : Fredericum de Wit, [ca. 1700?].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Wit, Frederik de. Atlas [ca. 1700?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 47 cm.
Oriented with north at right.
In: Wit, Frederik de. Atlas (Amsterdam : bij Frederick de Wit in de Calverstraet bij den Dam inde Witte Paskaert. [ca. 1700?] no. [10].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 W6 A no. [10] (PrCt)

Navarre (Spain) - Maps - 1723
*Navarre (Kingdom) - Maps - 1723*
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Somer, J. -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Delamarche, Charles François, 1740-1817. Atlas général : contenant le détail des quatre parties du monde [1798?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 52 x 41 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:398,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 A77 1798, [ptie 2], [plate 4] (NLO)

Navarre (Spain) - Maps - 1794
*Old Castille (Spain) - Maps - 1794
Pais Vasco (Spain) - Maps - 1794*
*La Biscaglia la Castilia Vecchia e la Navarra.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

delineate sulle ultime osservazioni. Rome :
Calcografia camerale, 1797.
Authors: Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria),
1745-ca. 1824 -- Calcografia camerale (Rome, Italy) -- Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria),
1745-ca. 1824. Nuovo atlante geografico
universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni
(1792-1801) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 43 cm.
In: Cassini, Giovanni Maria. Nuovo atlante
geografico universale delineato sulle ultime
osservazioni (Rome : Presso la Calcogr.
camerale, 1792-1801) v. 2 pl. 10.
Map dated 1794.

oversize Ayer 135 .C33 1792 v. 2 pl. 10 (PrCt)

52853
Navarre (Spain) - Maps - Bibliography -
Catalogs>Military maps - Navarre (Spain) -
Maps - Bibliography - Catalogs>Spain.
Servicio Histórico Militar - Map collections -
Catalogs
Cartografía Navarra en los Archivos Militares de
Madrid : catálogo de mapas y planos de los
siglos XVIII y XIX / Juan José Martinena.
[Pamplona?] : Gobierno de Navarra,
Departamento de Educación y Cultura, 1989.
Authors: Martinena Ruiz, Juan José -- Spain.
Servicio Histórico Militar
318 p : ill. ; 24 cm.
Includes bibliographical references and indexes.
Series: Serie Historia (Navarre, Spain) ; no. 59.
Formerly Z6028.H6 M37 1989
ISBN 8423508595
Map Ref Z6028.H6 M37 1989 (NLO)

52854
Navarre (Spain) - Maps - Collections, To
1977>Cartography - Navarre (Spain) -
History - 1977
Atlas de Navarra : geográfico, económico,
histórico / publicado especialmente para la Caja
de Ahorros de Navarra. Barcelona : Diàfora,
1977.
Authors: Caja de Ahorros de Navarra -- Diàfora
(Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry
Library)
1 atlas (80 p.) : col. ill., 69 col. maps, col. geneal.
tables ; 31 cm.
"Comentario mapas históricos en euzkera"--P.
73-76.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
ISBN 8485205243 ; 9788485205240

52855
Navarro County (Tex.) - Maps - 1880 -
Landowners>>>Counties -
Maps>>>Landowners - Maps
[Navarro County (Tex.) - 1880: LC G&M land
ownership maps on microfiche], [Washington,
D.C.] : LC G&M Division, [1983?].
Authors: Beaumont, G. N. -- Texas. General
Land Office -- Library of Congress. Geography
and Map Division. LC G&M Division land
ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 19 x 25 in. Scale 1:133,320.
Originally compiled 1880.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing
19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map
Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
[Washington, D.C. : Library of Congress,
Geography and Map Division, 1983?].
Microfiche 583, no. 1084 (PrCt)

52856
Navigation - 1566mouseenter - North Sea -
1566
Het Leeskaartboek van Wisbuy : gedrukt te
Antwerpen by Jan Roelants en te koop te
Amsterdam by Henrick Albertszoon, 1566 / [Cornelis
Antoniszoon] ; uitgegeven door Johannes
Knudsen ; met inleiding door C. P. Burger Jr.
Authors: Antoniszoon, Cornelis, b. ca. 1499 --
Roelants, Jan -- Albertszoon, Henrick --
Knudsen, Johannes, 1872-1929 -- Burger, C. P.
(Combertus Pieter), 1858-1936
xxxii, 219 p. ; ill. ; 21 cm.
Photocopy. Chicago : Newberry Library, [198-?].
30 cm.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
This volume, and its English translation (The
Safeguard of sailors) "have sometimes been
attributed to Anthoniszoon; but it is clear now that
although they borrow a great deal from him, they
include additions and changes by another." --
Karrow, Mapmakers of the 16th Century, 46.
folio VK551 .A57 1920a (NLO)

52857
Navigation - 1599mouseenter - Mercator projection
(Cartography)mouseenter - Map projection - Mercator -
Historymouseenter - Nautical charts - History
Certaine errors in navigation : arising either of the
ordinary erroneous making or using of the sea
chart, compasse, crosse staffe, and tables of
deciliation of the sunne, and fixed starres
detected and corrected / by E. W. London :
Printed ... by Valentine Sims, 1599.
Authors: Wright, Edward, 1558?--1615
Not at Newberry Library (Nov. 2012) (PrCt)

52858
Navigation - 1802mouseenter - Nautical astronomy -
1802mouseenter - North Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1802 -
Nautical chartsmouseenter - Nautical charts - North
Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1802
The New American practical navigator : being an
epitome of navigation; containing all the tables
necessary to be used with the nautical almanac,
in determining the latitude; and the longitude by
lunar observations; and keeping a complete
reckoning at sea: illustrated by proper rules and
examples: the whole exemplified in a journal,

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
kept from Boston to Madeira, in which all the rules of navigation are introduced: ... from the best authorities. Enriched with a number of new tables, ... Also, many thousand errors are corrected ... / by Nathaniel Bowditch ... Illustrated with copperplates. Newburyport (Mass.) : Edmund M. Blunt ; Cushing & Appleton, 1802.


First edition.

In slipcase.

Page 96 numbered correctly; p.561 misnumbered 562. All 7 plates include binder's instructions.

Map title: Chart of the Atlantic Ocean.


Advertisement: p.[5] at end.

Another issue of the "First edition" has imprint: Newburyport, Mass., Printed by E.M. Blunt for W.R. Wilder, Newport, 1802.

Bookplate of W. Alfred Hacker.

Inscribed: Isaac Hacker, Salem. 1803.

Forms part of the Rudy Lamont Ruggles Collection, with its bookplate.

In slipcase.

This is the third revision of J.H. Moore's The Practical Navigator (1st ed., London, 1772). This is the first edition in which Bowditch renamed the work and assumed authorship.

References: Campbell, J.F. Hist. & bib New American Practical Navigator p.75; Grolier. 100 Amer. books 25; Howes, W. U.S.i.ana (2nd ed.) B657; Streeter Americana VII, 3967

VAULT Ruggles 37 (NLO)


The New American practical navigator; being an epitome of navigation; containing all the tables necessary to be used with the Nautical almanac, in determining the latitude, and the longitude by lunar observations ... / by Nathaniel Bowditch. Newburyport, Mass. Printed by Edmund M. Blunt, 1807.

Authors: Bowditch, Nathaniel, 1773-1838 -- Blunt, Edmund M. (Edmund March), 1770-1862

[i-v] vi-xiv, 15-679 p. illus., charts, diagrs., maps. 23 cm.

2nd ed., with many improvements.

Other titles: American practical navigator -- Practical navigator.

References: Cf. Shaw & Shoemaker, 12190. L 995 .111 (NLO)

Navigation, American - 1519-1802

Authors: Wroth, Lawrence C. (Lawrence Counselman), 1884-1970 -- John Carter Brown Library


BHC 2580

Vert 2117 (PrCt)

Navigation, American - History<<<Nautical charts, American<<<Nautical charts


[8], 41 p., [8] leaves of plates : facsims. ; 24 cm.

'This paper ... was read before the Massachusetts Historical Society on April 11, 1946. Through the courtse of the Society it is here separately published by the Associates of the John Carter Brown Library in advance of its scheduled appearance in Volume LXVIII of the Society's Proceedings' (p. [7]).

'The Merrymount press, Boston'--Verso of t.p. Includes t.p. facsimiles of important navigational treatises from the John Carter Brown Library, including 'The complete mariner' (1731); 'Directions for the St. Lawrence' (1774); 'Proposals' by Bernard Romans for publication of his charts of the Florida coast; Spanish ed. of 1794 of Jonathan Williams' 'Memoir on the use of the thermometer in navigation' of 1792; 'Orthodoxal navigation' by Benjamin Hubbard (1656); and the earliest American navigation manual, the Instrucion nautica of Diego García de Palacio.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes VK549 .W76 1947 (NLO)


Authors: Waters, David Watkin, 1911-- -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

With a foreword by Admiral of the Fleet, the Earl Mountbatten of Burma.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 597-618) and indexes.
List of reproductions of 16th-17th century charts contained in Hakluyt Society publications on p. 619-622.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes VK549 .W37 1958 (NLO)

52866 Navigation - Handbooks, manuals, etc. - 1609 America - Maps - 1609
Arte del navigare / dell'ecce. dottor Pietro de Medina. ; Nella quale copiosamente si tratta tutto quello, che appartiene alla navigazione, e sua cognizione. ; In oltre le regole, dichiarationi, noui secreti, & ausi necessarij al navigare. Opera vitile, on solo à nauiganti, ma ancora à tutti quelli, che si dilettano di quest'arte. ; Di nouo ampliata, & corretta. In Venetia [Venice] : Appresso Tomasmo Baglioni, 1609.
Authors: Medina, Pedro de, 1493?-1567? -- Palatio, Vincenzo, 16th cent. -- Baglioni, Tomaso -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
[8], 137, [1] leaves : ill., map ; 21 cm. (4to)
Translated by Vincenzo Palatio. Cf. Dedication
Title in red and black; printer's device on t.p.
Head- and tail-pieces, initials.
Translation of Art de naviguer.
Leaf [8] at front and final leaf blank.
Leaves 40, 44, 101 and 135 misnumbered as 41, 34, 110 and 133; 84 unnumbered.
References: Palau y Dulcet 159680; Navarette, M.F. de Bib. maritima, II, p. 583
LC Card Number: 29023651
Ayer 7 .M4 1609 (NLO)

52867 Navigation - Handbooks, manuals, etc. - 1628 America - Maps - 1628 Atlases, French - 1628
L'art de naviguer de m. Pierre de Medine espagnol : contenant toutes les regies, secrets, & enseignemens necessaires à la bonne navigation / traduit de castillan en francois, auex augmentation & illustration de plusieurs figures & annotations, par Nicolas de Nicolai, du Daupliné, geographe du tres-chrestien roy Henry II de ce nom, & dedié à sa tres-auguste Majesté. A Rouen : chez Manassez de Preaulx ..., 1628.
Authors: Medina, Pedro de, 1493?-1567? -- Nicolay, Nicolas de, 1517-1583 -- Seville, Jean de -- Preaulx, Manassez de -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
"Nouuellement reueu, corrigé & augmenté de plusieurs figures principalement pour la longitude de l'est & ouest, ensemble reformé selon le retranchement des dix iours, par leant de Seuillle, dit le Soucy, medecin mathematicien, geographe & hydrographe du roy."

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>52876</td>
<td>Navigation - History - Exhibitions - Catalogs&lt;&lt;&gt;&gt;Nautical Instruments - Exhibitions - Catalogs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Navigation - History


Authors: Taylor, E. G. R. (Eva Germaine Rimington), 1879-1956 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

xii, 295 p., 21 leaves of plates : ill. ; 23 cm.

Classic treatment of early navigational techniques and instruments.

Includes bibliographical references (p. 264-266) and index.

Duplicate copy: Baskes VK549 .T39 1956

52884 Naxos (Greece) - Maps - 1570

Naxos (Greece)

Handbook of the exhibition held by the Royal Geographical Society and the Institute of Navigation, showing the development of navigation from its beginnings to the achievements of the present day.

Introductory essay on p. 3-11; catalog of the exhibition (400 items) on p. 13-61.

Nine p. of contemporary advertisements for navigational instruments at end.


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes VK6.A1 N38 1948 (NLO)

1 map : hand col. ; 171 x 253 mm. (neat line), 176 x 258 mm. (plate mark)

Monogram of Nicolas Beatrizet or Natale Bonifacio (NB F) at lower right; see Nagler, Die Monogrammisten, v. 4, p. 738-739, nos. 2341 and 2342. Title in uppercase and oversize lettering at center. Relief shown pictorially. Binding stub on verso.

Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

m13 Novacco 2F 199 (PrCt)

52885 Naxos Island (Greece) - Maps - 1528<<>>Nixia Island (Greece) SEE Naxos Island (Greece)<<>>Woodcuts

[Map of Naxos Island in the Kyklades of the Aegean Sea] [Venice : Nicolò Zoppino, 1528]. Authors: Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530 -- Zoppino, Nicolò, fl. 1508-1544 -- Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530. Libro di Benedetto Bordone : nel qual si ragiona de tutte l'isole del mondo ... (1528)

1 map : woodcut : within printed borders 8 x 14 cm., on sheet 31 x 21 cm.

Title supplied by cataloger. "Nixia" identified at center of map. In: Bordon, Benedetto. Libro di Benedetto Bordone : nel qual si ragiona de tutte l'isole del mondo ... (Venice : Nicolò Zoppino, 1528), folio XLV.


Case folio G 117.108, folio XLV (PrCt)

52886 Naxos Island (Greece) - Maps - 1574<<>>Nicia Island (Greece) SEE Naxos Island (Greece)<<>>Nacso (Greece) SEE Naxos Island (Greece)

Nicsia Nacso antiquae. detta isola posta nello arcipelago signoregata da Turchi ... [Venice? Giovanni Francesco Camocio?, 1574?].

Authors: Camocio, Giovanni Francesco, 16th cent. -- Camocio, Giovanni Francesco, 16th cent. [Isola famose porti, fortezze, et terre marine sottoposte alla Ser.ma Sig.ria di Venetia ad altri principi christiani, et al Sig.or Turco] [1574?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : 20 x 15 cm.

Cities and relief shown pictorially. Oriented with north at upper left.

In atlas lacking title page: Camocio, Giovanni Francesco. [Isola famose porti, fortezze, et terre marine sottoposte alla Ser.ma Sig.ria di Venetia ad altri principi christiani, et al Sig.or Turco, nouame[n]te poste in luce] [Venice? : Alla librarina del segno di S. Marco? ; G.F. Camocio?, 1574?]. [plate 34]. Manuscript no. 34 at lower right. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

VAULT Baskes folio G1955 .C3 1574, [plate 34] (PrCt)

52887 Nayarit (Mexico) - Maps - 1725 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles

Plano corográfico del nuevo reyno de Toledo y provincia de S. Josef de Nayarit ... levantado por orden de Don Juan de Acuña, Marques de Casafuerte ... virrey, governador y capitán general de Nueva España, por Don Francesco Alvarez Barreiro, theñiere coronel de infanteria, e ingeniero en gefe nel nuevo reyno de Filipinas, provincia de los Thejas. [19--].

Authors: Alvarez Barreiro, Francisco -- Acuña, Juan de, marquês de Casafuerte, 1658-1734 -- British Library. Add. Ms. 17651 n -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map

Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1725 manuscript. MapPhoto England BL Add. Ms. 17651 n (PrCt)

52888 Nayarit (Mexico) - Maps - 1725 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles

Plano corográfico de el nuevo reyno de Toledo, provincia de San Joseph de Nayarit cuya capital que es la mesa de el tonat ó sol ... [19--].

Authors: Alvarez Barreiro, Francisco -- Acuña, Juan de, marquês de Casafuerte, 1658-1734 -- Archivo General de Indias. 67-4-4 (1) -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map

Photostatic reproduction of 1725 manuscript. Date and author from Torres Lanzas, Pedro. Relación descriptiva de los mapas, planos, & de México y Floridas existentes en el Archivo General de Indias (Sevilla, 1900):120,88-89. Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

MapPhoto Spain AGI 67-4-4 (2) (PrCt)

52889 Nazca (Peru) - Maps - 1949 - Archaeology<<>>Archaeology - Nazca (Peru) - Maps - 1949

Mystery on the desert : a study of the ancient figures and strange delineated surfaces seen from the air near Nazca, Peru. Lima : [s.n.?], 1949.

Authors: Reiche, Maria -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 25 maps

ProV:EMJCampell

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

52890 Near North Side (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1886<<>>Ogden, Mahlon D. - Real property - Maps - 1886<<>>Newberry Library - Maps -
A Map showing the location of 538 Cass Street Chicago / by Doris Oakley Smith [&] Gordon Dean Smith. [Chicago, ca. 1927?]
Authors: Smith, Gordon Dean, 1897-1976 -- Smith, Doris Oakley, 1902-1982 -- DaBoll, Raymond F. -- Chicago Region Map Collection
(Nebraska Library)
1 map ; 11 x 11 cm.
Text surrounding map: What ho! the holiday season hard upon us once again. Greetings!! We have contrived, we hope, so clear a chart to guide you here throughout the year that no excuse remaineth to those of you who use it not. Printed on cardstock.
Removed from the Raymond F. DaBoll Papers, Newberry Library.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Near West Side (Chicago, Ill.) - Buildings, structures, etc. - Designs and plans - 1888 - Architectural drawings - United States - Illinois - 19th century
Chicago (Ill.) - Buildings, structures, etc. - Designs and plans - 1888 - Chicago Great Western Railroad (Near West Side, Chicago, Ill.) - Designs and plans - 1888 - Polo Street Viaduct (Near West Side, Chicago, Ill.) - Designs and plans - 1888 - Manuscript maps
Portal of the 153.6' span of the Polk St. Viaduct, C. & G. W. R. R. Chicago : [Chicago Great Western Railroad Company], 1888.
Authors: Chicago Great Western Railroad Company -- Chicago Region Map Collection
(Nebraska Library)
1 ms. drawing : ink on tracing linen ; sheet 55 x 72 cm.
Scale ½' = 1'
Includes front and side elevations.
Dated 'Chicago, Ill. July 1888.'
Gift of Bruce Klapper, 2008.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
map4F G4104 .C6:2N3 1888 .C5 (PrCt)

Near West Side (Chicago, Ill.) - Buildings, structures, etc. - Designs and plans - 1900 - Architectural drawings - United States - Illinois - 19th century
Chicago (Ill.) - Buildings, structures, etc. - Designs and plans - 1900 - Chicago Terminal Transfer Railroad Freight Station (Near West Side, Chicago, Ill.) - Designs and plans -
1900

**Manuscript maps**

**Railroads - Maps**

*C. T. R. R. freight house at Ogden & Western Aves.* [Chicago : s.n., ca. 1900].

Authors: Chicago Terminal Transfer Railroad Company -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

1 ms. drawing : ink on tracing linen ; 43 x 206 cm. Isometric drawing showing enlarged freight station with eleven bays, tracks and sidings. Ogden Ave. bridge in background and Western Ave. in foreground.

Gift of Bruce Klapper, 2008.

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**maproll G4104 .C6:2N3 1900 C5, sht. 2 (PrCt)**

52897

**Near West Side (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1871 - Fires**

**Near West Side (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1871**

*Diagram of the burned district, Saturday night fire Octo. 7th 1871.* [Chicago : A.T. Andreas, 1885].


1 map : 10 x 15 cm.


Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**Ayer 160.9 .A5 1884, v. 2, p. 707 (PrCt)**

52898

**Near West Side (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1895 - Ethnology**

**Near West Side (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1895**

*Nationalities map no. 1[-4]. Polk Street to Twelfth ... Chicago.* [New York : Thomas Y. Crowell & Co., 1895].

Authors: Greeley, Samuel Sewell, 1824-1916 -- Greeley-Carlson Company -- Hull-House (Chicago, Ill.) -- Thomas Y. Crowell & Co. -- Hull-House (Chicago, Ill.). Hull House maps and papers ... (1895) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

4 maps : col. ; on sheet 36 x 112 cm.

Scale [ca. 1:1,865]

Coordinates: (W 87°38'50"--W 87°37'35"/N 41°52'20"--N 41°51'55")

Imprint from title page of book.

Removed from: Hull House (Chicago, Ill.). Hull House maps and papers ... (New York : Thomas Y. Crowell & Co., 1895), opposite p. 230 [1 0896. 42].

Based on cadastral maps "made from the Greely [i.e. Greeley] and Carlisle [i.e. Carlson] survey,"
and generously prepared for the present purpose by Mr. Greeley [i.e. Greeley]"--P. 8 of book.
Color-coded to show distribution of "Arabian", Bohemian, Chinese, "Colored", Dutch, "English speaking (not Irish)", French, French Canadian, German, Greek, Irish, Italian, Polish, Russian, Syrian, Swiss, Scandinavian, and Turkish ethnic groups.
Contents: no. 1. ... Halsted Street to Jefferson ... -- no. 2. Jefferson Street to Beach ... -- no. 3. Beach Street to Pacific Avenue ... -- no. 4. Pacific Avenue to State Street ...
"Lots uncolored are occupied by factories, stores, etc., not by dwellings."
Adapted at reduced scale from earlier work appearing in: Greeley-Carlson Company.
Greeley-Carlson Company's second atlas of the city of Chicago ... (Chicago : Lithographed by R.R. and R.H. Donnelley, 1891-1892) v. 1, p. 25-28 [Case oversize G 10896 :37]
Issued with: Wage map no. 1[-4], Polk Street to Twelfth ... Chicago / [by S.S. Greeley] [map6F G4104.C6E2 1895 .G7 sheet 1 of 2]
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Exhibited in "French Canadians in the Midwest", as part of the Newberry Library Spotlight Exhibition Series, January 11 - March 12, 2011.
Digital image of another copy available on Harvard University Library website (seq. 263-283, accessed January 2014):
http://nrs.harvard.edu/urn-3:RAD.SCHL:488374?n=283
References: Checklist of printed maps of the Middle West to 1900, no. 4-2332
map6F G4104.C6E2 1895 .G7 sheet 2 of 2 (NLO)

Near West Side (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1895 - Salaries, etc.>>Loop (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1895 - Salaries, etc.>>Chicago (III.) - Maps - 1895 - Salaries, etc.>>Salaries, etc. - Near West Side (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1895<<Salaries, etc. - Loop (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1895<<Salaries, etc. - Chicago (III.) - Maps - 1895
Wage map no. 1[-4], Polk Street to Twelfth ... Chicago. [New York : Thomas Y. Crowell & Co., 1895].
Authors: Greeley, Samuel Sewell, 1824-1916 -- Hull-House (Chicago, Ill.) -- Thomas Y. Crowell & Co. -- Hull-House (Chicago, Ill.), Hull House maps and papers ... (1895) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
4 maps : col. ; on sheet 36 x 112 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:1,865]
Coordinates: (W 87°38'50"--W 87°37'35"/N 41°52'20"--N 41°51'55")
Imprint from title page of book.

Removed from: Hull House (Chicago, Ill.). Hull House maps and papers ... (New York : Thomas Y. Crowell & Co., 1895), opposite p. 230 [I 0896. 42].
Based on cadastral maps "made from the Greeley [i.e. Greeley] and Carl森 [i.e. Carlson] survey, and generously prepared for the present purpose by Mr. Greeley [i.e. Greeley]"--P. 8 of book.
Color-coded to show weekly family incomes ranging between less than $5 to over $200; brothels coded in white.
Contents: no. 1. ... Halsted Street to Jefferson ... -- no. 2. Jefferson Street to Beach ... -- no. 3. Beach Street to Pacific Avenue ... -- no. 4. Pacific Avenue to State Street ...
Adapted at reduced scale from earlier work appearing in: Greeley-Carlson Company.
Greeley-Carlson Company's second atlas of the city of Chicago ... (Chicago : Lithographed by R.R. and R.H. Donnelley, 1891-1892) v. 1, p. 25-28 [Case oversize G 10896 :37]
Issued with: Nationalities map no. 1[-4], Polk Street to Twelfth ... Chicago / [by S.S. Greeley] [map6F G4104.C6E2 1895 .G7 sheet 2 of 2]
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Digital image of another copy available on Harvard University Library website (seq. 267-282, accessed January 2014):
http://nrs.harvard.edu/urn-3:RAD.SCHL:488374?n=267
References: Checklist of printed maps of the Middle West to 1900, no. 4-2332
map6F G4104.C6E2 1895 .G7 sheet 1 of 2 (NLO)

Authors: Chicago (Ill.). Department of Urban Renewal -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; on sheet 55 x 73 cm.
Shows land use and building footprints in area bounded by Eisenhower Expressway, Roosevelt Road, Ashland, and Morgan.
Includes notes on 'Major elements of the urban renewal plan.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
map4F G4104.C6:2N4 1967 C6 (PrCt)

Authors: Neisser, Judith
From Chicago (May 1986): 254.
BHC 1884
Vert 1452 (PrCt)

52902 Nebenzahl, Kenneth, 1927- - Library - Catalogs<<<Nebenzahl, Kenneth, 1927- - Map collections - Catalogs
Authors: Christie, Manson & Woods International Inc. -- Nebenzahl, Kenneth, 1927-219 p. (some folded) : ill. (chiefly col.) ; 28 cm.
Place of sale: New York.
Date of sale: April 10, 2012.
165 items.
Includes indexes of authors and related names, provenances, and subjects.
Other identifying number: NEBENZAHL-2622 folio Z997.N43 C47 2012 (NLO)

Vert 706 (PrCt)

52903 Nebenzahl, Kenneth, 1927- - Library - Catalogs<<<Nebenzahl, Kenneth, 1927- - Map collections - Catalogs
Authors: Christie, Manson & Woods International Inc. -- Nebenzahl, Kenneth, 1927-40 p. : ill. (chiefly col.) ; 20 cm.
Advertisement of upcoming auction.
Place of sale: New York.
Date of sale: April 10, 2012.
Other Identifying Number: NEBENZAHL-2622 Z997.N43 C47 2012 (NLO)

Vert 568 (PrCt)

52905 Nebraska - Cities and towns - Pictorial works - Exhibitions - Catalogs<<<Cities and towns - Nebraska - Pictorial works - Exhibitions - Catalogs<<<Sheldon Memorial Art Gallery - Exhibitions - Catalogs
An exhibit held in connection with the Center for Great Plains Studies Symposium, ‘American pioneer landscapes,’ April 30 - May 1, 1981.'
Includes 25 entries.
BHC 230
Vert 568 (PrCt)

52906 Nebraska - Description and travel<<<South Dakota - Description and travel<<<Great Plains - Discovery and exploration
Explorer on the northern plains : Lieutenant
Authors: Warren, Gouverneur Kemble, 1830-1882 -- Schubert, Frank N. -- United States. Army. Corps of Topographical Engineers -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) xxxiv, 125 p. : ill., maps, ports. ; 23 cm. + 1 map (46 x 59 cm.)
Series: Engineer historical studies ; no. 2.
Includes bibliographical references.
Ayer F597 .W37 1981 (NLO)

52907 Nebraska - Maps - 1855<<<Kansas - Maps - 1855
Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- J.H. Colton & Co. 1 map ; 28 x 36 cm.
Scale 1:6,758,421; Scale of miles: 120 to 1 2/16 inches.
map G 10924 .185 (NLO)

52908 Nebraska - Maps - 1857
Wells' new sectional map of Nebraska : from the latest government surveys. New York ; Cincinnati : J.G. Wells ; Mack R. Barnitz, 1857.
Authors: Wells, John G. (John Gaylord), 1821-1880 -- Barnitz, Mack R. -- Keil, V. 1 map : hand col. ; 64 x 46 cm.
‘Lith. V. Keil, 481 William St., N.Y.’
Scale [ca. 1:475,200].
Includes part of great emigrant route to California and Oregon via Ft. Kearny.
map G 10924 .96 (NLO)

52909 Nebraska - Maps - 1858
The Territory of Nebraska, embracing the public surveys up to the summer of 1858 ... [Lecompton, Kan.?] : Quin, Smith & Van Zandt, [1858].
Authors: Quin, Smith & Van Zandt -- Leopold Gast & Brother -- Wesely, Joseph B. -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 88 x 57 cm. fold. in covers 17 x 11 cm.
Cover title: Official map of Nebraska Territory, 2nd edition.
‘Compiled & drawn in the Surveyor General's Office from original notes by Quin, Smith & Van Zandt.’
‘Leopold Gast & Brother, lith., St. Louis, Mo.’
52910 Nebraska - Maps - 1860<Kansas - Maps - 1860
Authors: Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884 -- Johnson & Browning -- Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884. Johnson’s new illustrated (steel plate) family atlas ... (1860)
1 map : hand col. ; 29 x 56 cm.
In: Johnson, Alvin Jewett. Johnson’s new illustrated (steel plate) family atlas ... (New York : Johnson and Browning, 1860) plate ‘51 oversize G 10 .454 pl. 51 (PrCt)
Map showing the progress of the public surveys in Kansas and Nebraska, 1865. Leavenworth, Kansas : Surveyor Genls. Office, 1865.
1 map : hand col. ; 43 x 45 cm.
Printed map of eastern Nebraska dated 'Aug. 25th, 1865' and endorsed by 'H. [?] S. Sleeper, Surveyor Genl.'
Extensively annotated by railroad officials ca. 1872 with manuscript notes relating to a lawsuit; shows extent of Union Pacific Railway, Saint Joseph and Denver City Railroad, Burlington and Missouri River Railroad, and other grants, with ms. legend.
Scale [ca. 1:1,170,000].
Forms part of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company archives, Newberry Library.
Exhibited at the Newberry Library as part of Mapping Manifest Destiny: Chicago and the American West (November 3, 2007-February 16, 2008).
4411 CB&Q map4F G4191.G465 1865 .U5 (PrCt)
Authors: G.W. & C.B. Colton & Co. -- Howes, Wright -- Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 45 x 61 cm. fold. in cloth covers 15 x 10 cm.
Advertising inside front cover.
Condition: fine.
Forms part of the Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Gift 1976, Wright Howes.
map3C G4190 1869 .C6 (PrCt)
52913 Nebraska - Maps - 1870 - Railroad land grants<Kansas - Maps - 1870
Map of the Union Pacific Railroad lands, first 200 miles : grants of 1862-64, Nebraska, 1870.
Chicago : Lith. by Ed. Mendel, [1870].
Authors: Union Pacific Railroad Company -- Mendel, Edward, 1827-1884 -- Union Pacific Railway Company. Guide to the Union Pacific railroad lands : 12,000,000 acres ... (1870)
1 map ; 10 x 18 cm.
Strip map detailing numbered township lands for sale along the railway between Douglas and Kearney Counties in eastern Nebraska.
"Scale 24 miles per inch."
In: Union Pacific Railroad Company. Guide to the Union Pacific railroad lands : 12,000,000 acres best farming and mineral lands in America, for sale by the Union Pacific railroad company, in tracts to suit purchasers and at low prices ... (Omaha, Neb. : Land Department, Union Pacific Railroad Building, 1870), between p. 16-17.
Digital image available by website subscription to American West : sources from the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library, Chicago (produced by Adam Matthew Digital; accessed June 2010): http://www.americanwest.amdigital.co.uk/Content s/image-viewer.aspx?imageguid=56627 H 97924 .916, between p. 16-17 (PrCt)
52914 Nebraska - Maps - 1870 - West (U.S.) - Maps - 1870
Colton's new sectional map of the state of Nebraska. New York : G.W. & C.B. Colton, 1870, c1865.
Authors: G.W. & C.B. Colton & Co. -- Howes, Wright -- Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 71 x 95 cm. fold. in cloth covers 16 x 10 cm.
Cover title: Sectional map of Nebraska and part of Dakota.
Inset (24 x 34 cm.): Map showing the relation of Nebraska to the adjoining states & territories.
Advertising for Colton’s Geographical Establishment in lower left.
Advertising inside front cover.
Condition: very good.
Forms part of the Wright Howes Map Collection.
(Goodby Library).
Gift 1976, Wright Howes.
map3C G4190 1870 .C6 (PrCt)

52915 Nebraska - Maps - 1871
Colton’s new sectional map of the state of Nebraska. New York: G.W. & C.B. Colton, 1871.
Authors: G.W. & C.B. Colton & Co.
1 map : hand col. ; 66 x 90 cm., folded in cover 16 x 11 cm.
Cover title: New sectional map of Nebraska and part of Dakota.
‘Entered according to act of Congress in the year 1865 by G.W. & C.B. Colton ... ’
Scale [ca. 1:504,000]
Coordinates: (W 104°03´--W 95°21´/N 43°00´--N 40°00´).
Prime meridians: Greenwich and Washington.
Includes inset of ‘Plan showing the relation of Nebraska to the adjoining states & territories’ (scale [ca. 1:3,075,000]).
‘Western extension of Colton’s sectional map of Nebraska’ mounted inside front cover.
G 10924 .18 (NLO)

1 map : col. ; 31 x 58 cm., folded to 22 x 14 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:1,267,200].
In Davies, Henry Eugene. Ten days on the plains (New York : Crocker & Co., [1871]) opposite title page.
Details hunting trip between between the Union Pacific Railway in southern Nebraska and the Kansas Pacific Railway in northern Kansas; camp sites named in red.
References: Howes D97; OCLC 174114358
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Graff 1013 opposite title page (PrCt)

Authors: Union Pacific Railway Company -- National Railway Publication Company -- Union Pacific Railway Company. Guide to the Union Pacific Railroad lands : 12,000,000 acres ... (1871)
1 map ; 17 x 53 cm., on sheet folded to 20 x 14 cm.
Strip map detailing numbered township lands for sale along the railway between Douglas and Lincoln Counties in eastern Nebraska.
In: Union Pacific Railway Company. Guide to the Union Pacific Railroad lands : 12,000,000 acres best farming, grazing and mineral lands in the state of Nebraska and territories of Colorado, Wyoming and Utah, for sale by the Union Pacific Railroad Company, in tracts to suit purchasers and at low prices. 4th ed. (Omaha, Neb.: Land Dept., Union Pacific Railroad, 1871), inside back cover.
For Swedish language variant published in 1875, see Map2F G4191 .P3 1875 .U5 (PrCt)
H 97924 .917, inside back cover (PrCt)

1 map : col. ; 18 x 64 cm., on sheet folded to 22 x 12 cm.
"Entered according to act of Congress in the year 1873 by G.W. & C.B. Colton & Co. ..."
Strip map detailing numbered township lands for sale along the railway in the Platte River and Lodgepole Creek valleys in south central Nebraska.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
52927 Nebraska - Maps - 1881 - Railroads\railroads - Maps
Rand, McNally & Co.'s Nebraska. Chicago : Rand, McNally & Co., [1881].
1 map : col. ; 31 x 48 cm. Scale [ca. 1:1,540,000].
Uniform title: Commercial atlas.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection.
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .C7 1881, p. 314-315 (PrCt)

52928 Nebraska - Maps - 1882 - Railroads\railroads - Maps
1 map : col. ; 30 x 48 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Issued folded in accompanying index (20 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand, McNally & Co.'s indexed county and township map of Nebraska. Chicago : Rand, McNally & Co., 1882.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
map2F G4191.P3 1882 .R3 (PrCt)

52929 Nebraska - Maps - 1883 Nebraska. Chicago : Geo. F. Cram, [1883].
Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928. Cram's unrivaled family atlas of the world (1883) 1 map : col. ; 23 x 32 cm.
In: Cram, George Franklin. Cram's unrivaled family atlas of the world (Chicago : Geo.F. Cram, c1883), p. 54.
folio G1019 .G463 1883b, p. 54 (PrCt)

52930 Nebraska - Maps - 1883\nebraska - Maps -

52931 Nebraska - Maps - 1883 - Railroads\railroads - Maps
Map of Nebraska. For Poor's manual of railroads for 1883. Chicago : Rand, McNally & Co., 1883.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1883) 1 map : col. ; 12 x 20 cm.
Title in right margin.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1883) opposite p. 796
H 668 .703 (1883) opp. p. 796 (PrCt)

52932 Nebraska - Maps - 1884 - Railroads\railroads - Maps
Map of Nebraska. For Poor's manual of railroads for 1884. Chicago : Rand, McNally & Co., 1884.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1884) 1 map : col. ; 18 x 26 cm.
Title in upper margin.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1884) between p. 772-773
H 668 .703 (1884) bet. p. 772-773 (PrCt)

52933 Nebraska - Maps - 1884 - Railroads\railroads - Maps
1 map : col. ; 30 x 48 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Issued folded in accompanying index (21 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand, McNally & Co.'s indexed county and township pocket map and shippers' guide of Nebraska. Chicago : Rand, McNally & Co., 1884.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
map2F G4191.P3 1884 .R3 (PrCt)

52934 Nebraska - Maps - 1885\counties - Maps
The Official state atlas of Nebraska : compiled from government surveys, country records and...
Authors: Everts & Kirk -- Everts and Kirk
1 atlas (207 p. : ill., maps) ; 45 cm.
Phillips 2107.
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 1746
oversize G 10924 .27 (NLO)

52935 Nebraska - Maps - 1885<>>>Counties - Maps
Authors: Everts & Kirk -- Unigraphic (Evansville, Ind.)
1 atlas (207, 11, 5, 57 p. : ill., maps) ; 35 cm.
Includes indexes.
folio G4190 .E8 1885a (NLO)

52936 Nebraska - Maps - 1885
Railroads<>>>Railroads - Maps
Map of Nebraska. For Poor's manual of railroads for 1885. Chicago : Rand, McNally & Co., 1885.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1885)
1 map : col. ; 12 x 20 cm.
Title in right margin.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1885) opposite p. 745
H 668 .703 (1885) opp. p. 745 (PrCt)

52937 Nebraska - Maps - 1885
Railroads<>>>Railroads - Maps
1 map : col. ; 30 x 48 cm. fold in covers 10 x 16 cm. + index (22, [4] p.)
Cover title.
Map proper titled 'Rand McNally & Co.'s Nebraska.' Condition: Fine Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection and the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library). Previous location: B-19
AMcN III PC 2140 (PrCt)

52938 Nebraska - Maps - 1885
Railroads<>>>Railroads - Maps
1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm.
Title in upper margin.

Rand, McNally & Co.'s new business atlas map of Nebraska. Copyright, 1888 ...' -- at bottom left. Issued folded in accompanying index (30 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand, McNally & Co.'s indexed county and township pocket map and shippers' guide of Nebraska. Chicago and New York : Rand, McNally & Co., c1894 [sic].
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
map4F G4191.P3 1895 .R3 (PrCt)

52939 Nebraska - Maps - 1887
Railroads<>>>Railroads - Maps
Railroad and county map of Nebraska. Chicago : Geo. F. Cram, [1887].
Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928. Cram's standard American atlas of the world (1887)
1 map : col. ; 40 x 55 cm.
Keyed to town and railroad index on p. 96-97.
Case oversize G1019 .G455 1887, p. 98-99 (PrCt)

52940 Nebraska - Maps - 1888
Railroads<>>>Railroads - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company. Rand McNally & Co.'s improved indexed business atlas and shipper's guide ... (1888) -- Rand McNally and Company. Commercial atlas (1888)
1 map : col. ; 31 x 48 cm.
Title in upper margin.
In Rand, McNally & Co.'s improved indexed business atlas and shipper's guide ... (Chicago: Rand McNally, 1888) p. 480-481.
Keyed to index of towns and railroads on p.482-486.
Uniform atlas title: Commercial atlas.
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .C7 1888, p. 480-481 (PrCt)

52941 Nebraska - Maps - 1890
Railroads<>>>Railroads - Maps
Rand McNally & Co.'s Indexed County and Township Pocket Map and Shippers' Guide of Nebraska. Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., 1890.
1 map : col. ; 47 x 66 cm. fold in covers 10 x 16 cm. + index (27, [1] p.)
Cover title.
Map proper titled 'Rand McNally & Co.'s Nebraska.' Condition: Map torn at fold, with small loss. Else good. Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Authors: Geological Survey (U.S.)
ca. 1971 maps : col. ; on sheets 54 x 44 cm. fold. to 17 x 28 cm.
Scale 1:24,000.
Dates of publication vary.
According to USGS, coverage at this scale complete in 1427 maps.
Coverage may not be complete at this scale; see index map in box 117.
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisles 42 and 43 (July 2012).

Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1902)
1 map : col. ; 20 x 26 cm.
Added title in upper margin: Poor's manual--railroad map of the United States, 1902.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1902) between p. 432-433
H 668 .703 (1902) bet. p. 432-433 (PrCt)

Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1903)
1 map : col. ; 20 x 26 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Added title in upper margin: Poor's manual--railroad map of the United States, 1903.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1903) between p. 544-545
H 668 .703 (1903) bet. p. 544-545 (PrCt)

Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1904)
1 map : col. ; 20 x 26 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Added title in upper margin: Poor's manual--railroad map of the United States, 1904.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1904) between p. 512-513
H 668 .703 (1904) bet. p. 512-513 (PrCt)

Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1905)
1 map : col. ; 20 x 26 cm.
Title in upper margin.

Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1900)
1 map : col. ; 20 x 25 cm.
Added title in upper margin: Poor's manual--railroad map of the United States, 1900.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1900) between p. 464-465
H 668 .703 (1900) bet. p. 464-465 (PrCt)

Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1901)
1 map : col. ; 20 x 25 cm.
Added title in upper margin: Poor's manual--railroad map of the United States, 1901.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1901) between p. 464-465
H 668 .703 (1901) bet. p. 464-465 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Commercial atlas (1901)
-- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 66 cm.
Added title, top margin: Rand, McNally & Co.'s Nebraska.
Scale [ca. 1:1,140,000].
Keyed to 12 railroads numbered in red.
Uniform title: Commercial atlas.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection.

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcn atlas .C7 1901, p. 306-307 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Added title in upper margin: Poor's manual--railroad map of the United States, 1905. Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1905) between p. 464-465
H 668 .703 (1905) bet. p. 464-465 (PrCt)

Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1906)
1 map : col. ; 20 x 26 cm.
Title in upper margin.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1906) between p. 464-465
H 668 .703 (1906) bet. p. 464-465 (PrCt)

52959 Nebraska - Maps - 1909 - Railroads<>Kansas - Maps - 1909 - Railroads<>Railroads - Maps
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1909)
1 map : col. ; 20 x 26 cm.
Title in upper margin.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1909) between p. 544-545
H 668 .703 (1909) bet. p. 544-545 (PrCt)

52960 Nebraska - Maps - 1911 - Railroads<>Railroads - Maps
Nebraska. [Chicago] : Rand McNally & Co., 1911, c1903.
1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:1,140,000].
Keyed to 10 railroads numbered in red.
In Rand, McNally & Co.'s commercial atlas of America, 1st [i.e. 42nd?] ed. (Chicago, 1911) p. 282-283; index and population statistics on p. 284-285.
Uniform title: Commercial atlas.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection.
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
oversize RMcN atlas .C7 1911, p. 282-283 (PrCt)

52961 Nebraska - Maps - 1913 - Railroads<>Railroads - Maps

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.

'Rand, McNally & Co.'s new business atlas map of Nebraska. Copyright, 1903 ...' -- at bottom left. Includes key to railroads numbered 6-150 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Nebraska railroads.

Issued folded in accompanying index (34 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally & Co.'s indexed county and township pocket map and shippers' guide of Nebraska. Chicago and New York : Rand McNally & Co., c1913.

Uniform title: Shippers guide.

'Copyrighted by Rand McNally & Co. Apr. 21, 1913' -- in ms. on page [5]. Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 511 (PrCt)

52962 Nebraska - Maps - 1913 - Railroads<<>>Railroads - Maps

1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.

'Rand, McNally & Co.'s new business atlas map of Nebraska. Copyright, 1903 ...' -- at bottom left. Includes key to railroads numbered 6-150 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Nebraska railroads.

Issued folded in accompanying index (34 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally & Co.'s indexed county and township pocket map and shippers' guide of Nebraska. Chicago and New York : Rand McNally & Co., c1913.

Uniform title: Shippers guide.

'Copyrighted by Rand McNally & Co. Apr. 21, 1913' -- in ms. on page 5. Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 512 (PrCt)

52963 Nebraska - Maps - 1913 - Road maps<<>>Automobile travel - Nebraska - Guidebooks - 1913<<>>Road maps<<>>Strip maps
Official road book of the Nebraska State Automobile Association. Fremont, Neb. Published by the Road Book Department of the Nebraska State Automobile Association, 1913.

Authors: Hammond, Ray W. -- Nebraska State Automobile Association -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (223 p.) : 101 maps ; 28 cm.

"A guide of the principal automobile routes in Nebraska, together with strip maps, showing routes to and from Omaha, Lincoln, Denver, Kansas City, Chicago, St. Paul and Minneapolis." Advertisements interspersed.

Front and inside covers included in pagination.

Includes indexes.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G4191.P2 1913 .H36 (NLO)

52964 Nebraska - Maps - 1915 - Railroads<<>>Railroads - Maps
Map of Nebraska / issued by the Nebraska State Railroad Commission, Lincoln, Nebraska. Des Moines, Iowa : Kenyon Company, c1915.

Authors: Kenyon Company (Des Moines, Iowa) -- Nebraska. State Railroad Commission -- Western Illinois University. Map and Geography Library -- John V. Bergen Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col., mounted on cloth ; 58 x 113 cm.

Added title in upper margin: Official railway map of Nebraska, 1915.

'Commissioners: H. T. Clarke, Jr., Chairman ... ' [et al]

Handstamp on verso: Map and Geography Library. Western Illinois University.

On wooden rollers.

Forms part of the John V. Bergen Collection (Newberry Library).

maproll G4191.P3 1915 .K4 (PrCt)

52965 Nebraska - Maps - 1916 - Railroads<<>>Nebraska - Maps - 1916 - Road maps<<>>Road maps<<>>Railroads - Maps

1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.

Plate no.: 213A.

Includes key to railroads numbered 6-150 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Nebraska railroads.

On verso: Nebraska automobile road map. 1 map ; 47 x 64 cm.

Issued folded in accompanying index (34 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand-McNally indexed pocket map and shippers' guide of Nebraska. Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Co., c1916.

Uniform title: Shippers guide.


'11-1 Envelope 13' in ms. on front cover.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 513 (PrCt)

52966 Nebraska - Maps - 1916 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Clason's guide map of Nebraska. Denver, Colo.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Clason Map Co., c1916.
Authors: Clason Map Co. -- Clason Map Co.
Clason's guide to Nebraska with map of auto routes [1916?]
1 map : col. ; 33 x 66 cm., folded to 15 x 9 cm. +
index (48 p. ; 16 cm.).
Issued inside back cover of accompanying index:
Index to map of Nebraska (Denver, Colo. :
Clason Map Co., [1916?], c1914.
Cover title: Clason's guide to Nebraska with map of auto routes.
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).

Road maps G4191.P2 1916 .C5 (PrCt)

52967 Nebraska - Maps - 1918 - Road
maps Road maps
Map of Nebraska : with names of townships. Des
Moines : Kenyon Co., c1918.
Authors: Kenyon Company (Des Moines, Iowa)
1 map : col. ; 32 x 62 cm. fold. in covers 17 x 11 cm.
Cover title: Nebraska ... Kenyons pocket map
and shipper's guide.
Scale 1:1,108,800 or '17½ miles to one inch.'
In top margin: [North] Markings of principal
automobile highways of Nebraska.
In bottom margin: List of automobile highways
shown on map by colors.
Index on verso.

map4F G4191.P2 1918 .K4 (PrCt)

52968 Nebraska - Maps - 1919 - Road
maps Road maps
The Rand McNally new commercial atlas map of
Nebraska. [Chicago] : Rand-McNally & Co.,
[1919].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- National
Highways Association -- Rand McNally and
Company. Shippers guide -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
Plate no.: 213D.
Includes key to railroads numbered 6-150 (with
gaps in numbering) beneath added title:
Nebraska railroads.
On verso: Nebraska automobile road map. 1 map :
col. ; 47 x 64 cm. Plate no.: 626C. 'National
Highways Association roads used by permission.'
Issued folded in accompanying index (33 p. ; 17
cm.): Rand-McNally indexed pocket map and
shippers' guide of Nebraska. Chicago ; New York :
Rand McNally & Co., c1919.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Editor's copy: index entries marked in red pencil
and trimmed away.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 515 (PrCt)

52970 Nebraska - Maps - 1919 - Road
maps Road maps
Goodrich road map of Nebraska. [Akron, Ohio?] :
B.F. Goodrich Co. 1919.
Authors: Beck, Raymond, b. 1884 -- B.F.
Goodrich Company
1 map : 32 x59 cm. on sheet 48 x 61 cm.
originally folded to 21 x 10 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:1,462,727].
Verso includes Nebraska distance tables and
promotional text.
90

map4F G4191.P2 1919 B4 (NLO)

52971 Nebraska - Maps - 1920 - Road
maps Road maps
Clason's guide map of Nebraska
Clason Map Co., [ca. 1920].
Authors: Clason Map Co. -- Clason Map Co.
Mileage map of the best roads of Nebraska [ca.
1920]
1 map : col. ; 33 x 66, on sheet 54 x 71 cm.
On verso: Mileage map of the best roads of
Nebraska. 1 map ; 46 x 60 cm.
4270

map4F G4191.P3 1920 C5 (PrCt)

52972 Nebraska - Maps - 1920 - Road
maps Road maps
The Rand McNally new commercial atlas map of
Nebraska. [Chicago] : Rand, McNelly & Co.,
[1920].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- National
Highways Association roads used by permission.
Issued folded in accompanying index (33 p. ; 17
cm.): Rand-McNally indexed pocket map and
shippers' guide of Nebraska. Chicago ; New York :
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
'Copyright June 6/19' in ms. on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 514 (PrCt)

52969 Nebraska - Maps - 1919 - Road
maps Road maps
Clason's guide to Nebraska with map of auto routes [1919?]
1 map : col. ; 33 x 66 cm., folded to 15 x 9 cm. +
index (48 p. ; 16 cm.).
Issued inside back cover of accompanying index:
Index to map of Nebraska (Denver, Colo. :
Clason Map Co., [1919]., c1914.
Cover title: Clason's guide to Nebraska with map of auto routes.
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 20
(Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
and trimmed away.
Includes key to railroads numbered 6-150 (with
gaps in numbering) beneath added title:
Nebraska railroads.
On verso: Nebraska automobile road map. 1 map :
col. ; 47 x 64 cm. Plate no.: 626C. 'National
Highways Association roads used by permission.'
Issued folded in accompanying index (33 p. ; 17
cm.): Rand-McNally indexed pocket map and
shippers' guide of Nebraska. Chicago ; New York :
Rand McNally & Co., c1919.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Editor's copy: index entries marked in red pencil
and trimmed away.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 515 (PrCt)

52967 Nebraska - Maps - 1918 - Road
maps Road maps
Map of Nebraska : with names of townships. Des
Moines : Kenyon Co., c1918.
Authors: Kenyon Company (Des Moines, Iowa)
1 map : col. ; 32 x 62 cm. fold. in covers 17 x 11 cm.
Cover title: Nebraska ... Kenyons pocket map
and shipper's guide.
Scale 1:1,108,800 or '17½ miles to one inch.'
In top margin: [North] Markings of principal
automobile highways of Nebraska.
In bottom margin: List of automobile highways
shown on map by colors.
Index on verso.

map4F G4191.P2 1918 .K4 (PrCt)
Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
Plate no.: 213E.
Includes key to railroads numbered 6-150 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title:
Nebraska railroads.

On verso: Nebraska automobile road map. 1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm. Plate no.: 626C. National Highways Association roads used by permission.
Issued folded in accompanying index (33 p. ; 17 cm.).: Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Nebraska. Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1920.

Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Handstamp on front cover: Register of Copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.
Dated '2/28/20' in ms. on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
'The Rand McNally new commercial atlas map of Nebraska.' -- at top right.
Plate no.: 213F.
Includes key to railroads numbered 6-150 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title:
Nebraska railroads.

On verso: Nebraska automobile road map. 1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm. Plate no.: 626C. National Highways Association roads used by permission.
Issued folded in accompanying index (27 p. ; 17 cm.).: Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Nebraska. Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1921.

Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Handstamp on front cover: Register of Copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.
'Pub. 3/31/21' and '4-2-21' -- in ms. on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
'The Rand McNally new commercial atlas map of America.' -- at top right.
Plate no.: 257.
Includes key to railroads numbered 6-150 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title:
Nebraska railroads.

On verso: Nebraska automobile road map. 1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm. Plate no.: 626C. National Highways Association roads used by permission.
Issued folded in accompanying index (33 p. ; 17 cm.).: Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Nebraska. Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1920.

Editor's copy; some index entries trimmed away.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
'The Rand McNally new commercial atlas map of America.' -- at top right.
Plate no.: 257.
Includes key to railroads numbered 6-150 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title:
Nebraska railroads.

On verso: Nebraska automobile road map. 1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm. Plate no.: 626C. National Highways Association roads used by permission.
Issued folded in accompanying index (27 p. ; 17 cm.).: Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Nebraska. Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1921.
gaps in numbering) beneath added title:
Nebraska railroads.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of
Nebraska. 1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm. Plate no.: 
1110 H.
Issued folded in accompanying index (25 p. ; 17 
cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists'
and shippers' guide of Nebraska. Chicago ; New 
York : Rand McNally & Company, c1922.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Handstamp on front cover: Register of 
Copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington, 
D.C.
Dated '11/18/22' in ms. on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection 
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 519 (PrCt)

52977 Nebraska - Maps - 1923 - 
Railroads<>Nebraska - Maps - 1923 - Road 
maps<>Road maps<>Railroads - Maps 
Rand McNally standard map of Nebraska. 
Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [1923].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand 
McNally and Company. Shippers guide -- Library 
of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally 
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
'The Rand McNally new commercial atlas map of 
Nebraska.' -- at top right.
Plate no.: 213H.
Includes key to railroads numbered 6-186 (with 
gaps in numbering) beneath added title:
Nebraska railroads.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of 
Nebraska. 1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm. Plate no.: 
1110 H.
Issued folded in accompanying index (25 p. ; 17 
cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists'
and shippers' guide of Nebraska. Chicago ; New 
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Handstamp on front cover: Register of 
Copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington, 
D.C.
Dated '3/19/24'.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection 
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 520 (PrCt)

52980 Nebraska - Maps - 1924 - Road 
maps<>Road maps 
Rand McNally junior auto trails map of Nebraska 
/ Tagolene. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, 
[1924?].
Authors: Skelly Oil Company -- Rand McNally 
and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. 
Junior auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection 
(Newberry Library)
1 map ; 28 x 41 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm. 
Panel title.
Added title: Rand McNally junior auto trails map : 
Nebraska
Uniform title: Junior auto trails 
Printed on yellow paper.
Cover art: Tagolene logo in vertical text on blue 
background.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection 
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3377 (PrCt)
maps>>>Road maps
Rand McNally official 1924 auto trails map:
Authors: Standard Oil Company of Nebraska --
Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally
and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 37 x 68 cm.
Keyed to 62 named road signs.
Includes "Standard Oil Company of Nebraska",
"Polarine", "Red Crown Gasoline" logos.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN Auto Trails 6F 98 (PrCt)

Nebraska - Maps - 1925
Railroads>>>Nebraska - Maps - 1925 - Road
maps>>>Road maps>>>Road maps
Rand McNally standard map of Nebraska.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1925].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally and Company. Shippers guide -- Library
of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
Plate no.: 8R24.
Includes key to railroads numbered 6-186 (with
gaps in numbering) beneath added title:
Nebraska railroads.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of
Nebraska. 1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm. Plate no.: 24.
Includes key to 10 named 'principal trails in
Nebraska.'
Issued folded in accompanying index (27 p. ; 17
cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists'
and shippers' guide of Nebraska. San Francisco ;
Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company,
c1926.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Handstamp on title page: Register of Copyrights.
Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.
Dated '3/27/26' in ms. on title page.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 524 (PrCt)

Nebraska - Maps - 1925 - Road
maps>>>Road maps
Rand McNally official 1924 auto trails map:
Authors: Standard Oil Company of Nebraska --
Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally
and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 37 x 68 cm.
Keyed to 62 named road signs.
Includes "Standard Oil Company of Nebraska",
"Polarine", "Red Crown Gasoline" logos.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN Auto Trails 6F 98 (PrCt)

Nebraska - Maps - 1926
Railroads>>>Nebraska - Maps - 1926 - Road
maps>>>Road maps>>>Road maps
Rand McNally standard map of Nebraska.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1926].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally and Company. Shippers guide -- Library
of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
Plate no.: 8R24.
Includes key to railroads numbered 6-186 (with
gaps in numbering) beneath added title:
Nebraska railroads.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of
Nebraska. 1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm. Plate no.: 24.
Includes key to 10 named 'principal trails in
Nebraska.'
Issued folded in accompanying index (28 p. ; 17
cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists'
and shippers' guide of Nebraska. San Francisco ;
Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company,
c1926.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Handstamp on title page: Register of Copyrights.
Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.
Dated '3/27/26' in ms. on title page.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 524 (PrCt)

Nebraska - Maps - 1926 - Road
maps>>>Road maps
Official map, state highway system : State of
Nebraska / prepared by Department of Public
Works, Bureau of Roads and Bridges ; R.L.
Cochran, State Engineer. [Lincoln, Neb.?] :
Nebraska Department of Public Works, Nebraska
Bureau of Roads and Bridges, 1926.
Authors: Nebraska. Dept. of Public Works --
Nebraska. Bureau of Roads and Bridges --
Cochran, R. L. -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 89 cm.
"Condition Jan 1, 1926."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 80.11 (PrCt)

Nebraska - Maps - 1927
Railroads>>>Nebraska - Maps - 1927 - Road
maps>>>Road maps>>>Road maps
Rand McNally junior auto road map : Nebraska.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1927].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally and Company. Junior auto trails --
Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 28 x 44 cm.
Running title: Junior auto road atlas of the
western United States. Pages 36 and 37.
Date from RMcN AE 79 ms. index
Plate no. I-31.
Maps on verso (both incomplete, p. 38 and 35):
Rand McNally junior auto road map : Kansas --
[Rand McNally junior auto road map : Colorado].
Uniform titles: Junior auto trails -- Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 79.6 (PrCt)
Rand McNally standard map of Nebraska.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1928].
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
Plate no.: 7R27.
Includes key to railroads numbered 6-186 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Nebraska railroads.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Nebraska. 1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm. Plate no.: 24. Includes key to 10 named 'principal trails in Nebraska.'
Issued folded in accompanying index (28 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Nebraska. San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1928.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 527 (PrCt)

Nebraska - Maps - 1928 - Railroads
Nebraska - Maps - 1928 - Road maps
Rand McNally standard map of Nebraska.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1928].
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
Plate no.: 7R27.
Includes key to railroads numbered 6-186 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Nebraska railroads.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Nebraska. 1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm. Plate no.: 24. Includes key to 10 named 'principal trails in Nebraska.'
Issued folded in accompanying index (28 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Nebraska. San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1928.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 526 (PrCt)
52991  Nebraska - Maps - 1928 - Road maps
Nebraska. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1928].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shaffer Oil and Refining Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 2.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 82 (PrCt)

52992  Nebraska - Maps - 1928 - Road maps
Nebraska. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1928].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 0, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 95 (PrCt)

52993  Nebraska - Maps - 1929 - Indexes
Nebraska - Maps - 1929 - Railroads - Indexes
Aeronautical charts - Nebraska -1929 - Indexes
Railroads - Maps
31 p. : map ; 24 cm.
Imperfect; issued with 3 maps, but this copy lacking 2 maps on 1 folded sheet inside back cover.
Cover title: Rand McNally standard indexed map with air trails : Nebraska
Uniform title: Air trails Index includes "airport directory", "aids to navigation", and "elements of practical air navigation" by William E. Johnson, (p. 20-31).
Index also includes map (15 x 20 cm., on p. 20-21): Rand McNally airway map : United States. Plate nos. "11N28" and "12R28". Includes "key to [commercial] air lines."
Cover art: Airplane flying above passenger train. "50¢" -- printed on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

52994  Nebraska - Maps - 1929 - Road maps
Nebraska - Maps - 1929 - Bridges - Nebraska - Maps - 1929 - Road maps
Bridge map [of Nebraska]. [Lincoln, Neb.?] : Nebraska Department of Public Works, Bureau of Roads and Bridges, [1929?].
Authors: Nebraska. Dept. of Public Works -- Nebraska, Bureau of Roads and Bridges -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : blueprint ; 49 x 90 cm.
At head of title: State of Nebraska Department of Public Works, Bureau of Roads and Bridges.
Note "N.C.R. 1-10-29" in bottom right corner.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 172.25 (PrCt)

52995  Nebraska - Maps - 1929 - Road maps
Nebraska - Maps - 1929 - Motels
Highway map of Nebraska and guide to Rainbow Cottage Camp System Inc. Chicago ; Denver : Clason Map Co., [1929].
Authors: Clason Map Co. -- Rainbow Cottage Camp System -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 41 x 56 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Clason's road map of Nebraska Date from RMcN AE 80 ms. index Plate no. "Map No. R-224"
Panel art: Cabin and two people.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 80.14 (PrCt)

52996  Nebraska - Maps - 1929 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 118 (PrCt)

52997  Nebraska - Maps - 1929 - Road maps
Nebraska. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1929].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Firestone Tire and Rubber Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (October 2010).
RMcN Air Trails 4C 29 (PrCt)
(Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 144 (PrCt)

53001 Nebraska - Maps - 1929 - Road maps
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell : official road map : Nebraska.
Plate no. C-139 J.C.
Map on verso (28 x 44 cm.): Shell official road
map : United States.
Panel art: Shell service station, cars, boat, and plane.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 80.13 (PrCt)
Nebraska - Maps - 1930-1939 - Railroads<<>>Road maps
1939 Road map of the mid-continent petroleum corporation : maps of nebraska, with air trails. Chicago : Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation, 1939.
Authors: Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation -- Shippers guide -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; 67 x 56 cm., 1 fold. in pocket.
Date from RMcN AE 80 ms. index.
Plate nos.: No. 15 - 16.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 79.13X (PrCt)
53004 Nebraska - Maps - 1930 - Road maps...Middle West - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Map of marked auto trails in Nebraska... tenth edition, Standard Oil Company of Nebraska.
Authors: Standard Oil Company of Nebraska -- Rand McNally Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 69 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Rand McNally official auto trails map of Nebraska.
Date from RMcN AE 79 ms. index.
Map on verso (33 x 54 cm.): Standard Oil Company of Nebraska : road map of central United States. Plate no. L
Panel art: Standard Oil Co. service station. Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 79.8 (PrCt)

53005 Nebraska - Maps - 1930 - Road maps...Nebraska - Maps - 1930 - Clothing trade...Richman Brothers Co. - Maps - 1930...Road maps
Authors: Richman Brothers Co. -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 394 (PrCt)

53006 Nebraska - Maps - 1930 - Road maps...Road maps
Conoco 1930 road map of Nebraska. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, 1930.
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Buehler -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Conoco 1930 official road map : Nebraska.
Plate no. D-139 J.C.
Panel art: Mountainous landscape, cars and boat on the beach; signed “Buehler” [?]
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 80.15 (PrCt)

53007 Nebraska - Maps - 1930 - Road maps...Road maps
Authors: Deep Rock Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. D-139 J.C.
Map on verso (28 x 43 cm.): Deep-Rock official road map : United States.
Panel art: Silhouettes of a couple in a car and two attendants at a gas station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 80.17 (PrCt)
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 333 (PrCt)

53012 Nebraska - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
No.1:26S", "7R30", and "10N29". Includes key to McNally standard map of Nebraska. Plate nos.
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 415 (PrCt)

53013 Nebraska - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Johnson : Nebraska "tourguide" ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1930].
Authors: Johnson Oil Refining Co. -- Rand McNally and Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Johnson auto road map of Nebraska
Date from RMcN AE 79 ms. index.
Plate no. L-1116
Map on verso (28 x 43 cm.): Rand McNally junior auto road map of United States.
Panel art: Johnson wing logos over cars on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 79.7 (PrCt)

53014 Nebraska - Maps - 1931 - Nebraska - Maps - 1931 - Railroads
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Pocket maps -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
24 p. : 6 maps (2 folded) ; 24 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally pocket maps : Nebraska : counties, cities, towns, auto roads, railroads, city maps, hotels, 1930 census
Uniform title: Pocket maps
Folded map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back to back, col. ; 47 x 64 cm. and 53 x 68 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of Nebraska. Plate nos.
"No.1:26S", "7R30", and "10N29". Includes key to railroads and inset map of Omaha, Lincoln and vicinity (15 x 17 cm.) -- Rand McNally official 1931 auto road map : Kansas, Nebraska. Plate no. M-1115.
Index includes maps of Hastings, Lincoln, North Platte, and Omaha (p. 23-24).
Cover art: Cars on road alongside passenger train.
"50c" -- printed on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Pocket 4C 153 (PrCt)

53015 Nebraska - Maps - 1931 - Railroads
Blum's commercial traveler's map of Nebraska.
Authors: Blum, Max L. -- Blum's Commercial Map Pub. Co. (New York, N.Y.)
1 map ; 23 x 32 cm. fold. in covers 13 x 18 cm. + text (8 p. ; 18 cm.)
Shows main and branch railroad lines, interurban trolley, distances between stations, and bus routes.
Text pages (covers and verso of map) include hotel directory, index to towns (some hotels marked with stars in pencil).
map3C G3701.P3A 192- B5, no. 21, 1931-32 (PrCt)

53016 Nebraska - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
In Nebraska, look for Derby products / compliments of Derby Oil Co., Wichita, Kansas.
Authors: Derby Oil Company (Wichita, Kan.) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Rand McNally senior 1931 auto road map of Nebraska
Plate no. M-23
Map on verso (29 x 44 cm.): Derby auto road map of middle western states.
Panel art: Motorists overlooking service station on riverside road; Derby logo in setting sun.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 79.14 (PrCt)

53017 Nebraska - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
Skelly road map of Nebraska, 1931 / compliments of Skelly Oil Company U.S.A.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Authors: Skelly Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 57 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Rand McNally senior 1931 auto road map of Nebraska
Plate no. M-23
Maps on verso (28 x 44 cm and smaller): Auto road map of north central United States -- Omaha -- Lincoln -- Council Bluffs -- Hastings.
Panel art: Outlines of cars, Skelly logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 79.15 (PrCt)

53020 Nebraska - Maps - 1931 - Road maps<<>>Middle West - Maps - 1931 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Map of marked auto trails in Nebraska ... eleventh edition, Standard Oil Company of Nebraska. Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [1931].
Authors: Standard Oil Company of Nebraska -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.
Directory of Richman stores in bottom margin.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 79.11 (PrCt)

53021 Nebraska - Maps - 1931 - Road maps<<>>Middle West - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
Map of marked auto trails in Nebraska / Standard Oil Company of Nebraska. Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [1931].
Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. 38 x 69 cm. ; folded to 18 x 10 cm.
"Eleventh edition."
Panel title.
Added title: Rand McNally official auto trails map of Nebraska
Uniform title: Auto trails
Plate no. M-1118
Map on verso (33 x 54 cm.): Standard Oil Company (of Nebraska) road map of central United States.
Panel art: Outlines of cars, Skelly logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Gousha Clients 472 (PrCt)

53022 Nebraska - Maps - 1931 - Road maps<<>>Middle West - Maps - 1931 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Map of marked auto trails in Nebraska / Standard Oil Company of Nebraska. Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [1931].
Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 493 (PrCt)

53023 Nebraska - Maps - 1931 - Road maps<<>>Middle West - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
Map of marked auto trails in Nebraska / Standard Oil Company of Nebraska. Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [1931].
Authors: Standard Oil Company of Nebraska -- Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3277 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Gousha Clients 557 (PrCt)

53024 Nebraska - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Sinclair Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 589 (PrCt)

53025 Nebraska - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
Road maps
Official map : Nebraska state highway system / prepared by Department of Public Works, Bureau of Roads and Bridges. [Lincoln, Neb.?] : Nebraska Department of Public Works, Nebraska Bureau of Roads and Bridges, 1931.
Authors: Nebraska. Dept. of Public Works -- Nebraska. Bureau of Roads and Bridges -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 89 cm.
"Condition Sept. 1, 1931."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 80.18 (PrCt)

53026 Nebraska - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
Road maps
Official map : Nebraska state highway system / prepared by Department of Public Works, Bureau of Roads and Bridges. [Lincoln, Neb.?] : Nebraska Department of Public Works, Nebraska Bureau of Roads and Bridges, 1931.
Authors: Nebraska. Dept. of Public Works -- Nebraska. Bureau of Roads and Bridges -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 89 cm.
"Condition Sept. 1, 1931."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 80.20 (PrCt)

53027 Nebraska - Maps - 1932 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 45 x 69 cm.
Plate no. N-23-P
Maps on verso (33 x 54 cm. and smaller): Omaha --Lincoln -- North Platte -- Hastings -- Fremont -- Beatrice -- Kearney -- Cities Service road map of United States.
Panel art: Swordsman over "Follow the open road to adventure" slogan.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 79.18 (PrCt)

53028 Nebraska - Maps - 1932 - Road maps
Road maps
Nebraska. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1932].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 639 (PrCt)

53029 Nebraska - Maps - 1932 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Deep Rock Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 664 (PrCt)

53030 Nebraska - Maps - 1932 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil Company -- Lee, Robert E., fl. 1933 -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Cover: License plate motif.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 0, DUP 0.
Panel art: Shell logo, license plates, couple in convertible car (woman driving), dog, signed by artist "Robert E. Lee."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 708 (PrCt)

53031 Nebraska - Maps - 1932 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Sinclair Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 0, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 746 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
53032 Nebraska - Maps - 1932 - Road maps

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Tide Water Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection

1 folded map

*Panel title.*

*Distribution:* NL 1, LC 1, DUP 2.
*Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).*

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

*Gousha Clients 785 (PrCt)*

53033 Nebraska - Maps - 1932 - Road maps

*Nebraska road map : PARCO : Producers and Refiners Corporation, Independence, Kansas.*
Authors: Producers and Refiners Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.

*Panel title.*

*Added title:* Rand McNally senior 1932 auto road map of Nebraska

*Plate no. 16. N23 M*

*Map on verso (29 x 44 cm.): Rand McNally junior auto road map of United States.*

*Panel art:* PARCO logos over skyline and cars on road.

*Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).*

*RMcN AE 79.16 (PrCt)*

53034 Nebraska - Maps - 1932 - Road maps

*Travel Nebraska with Conoco.* Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1932].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.

*Panel title.*

*Added title:* Conoco: look for the sign of the red triangle : official road map : Nebraska.

*Date from RMcN AE 80 ms. index.*

*Plate no. F-239 J.*

*Maps on verso (18 x 29 cm. and smaller): Conoco pictorial map of the United States -- Omaha -- Lincoln -- Hastings.*

*Panel art:* Conoco logo; outline of U.S.; compass rose.

*Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).*

*RMcN AE 80.19 (PrCt)*

53035 Nebraska - Maps - 1933 - Road maps


Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 45 x 69 cm.

*Plate no. O-23-P*

*Maps on verso (33 x 54 cm. and smaller): Omaha -- Lincoln -- North Platte -- Hastings -- Fremont -- Beatrice -- Kearney -- Cities Service road map of United States.*

*Panel art:* Outline of car on road.

*Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).*

*RMcN AE 79.20 (PrCt)*

53036 Nebraska - Maps - 1933 - Road maps

*Dixie road map of Nebraska.* Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1933].
Authors: Dixie Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.

*Panel title.*

*Added title:* Dixie auto road map of Nebraska

*Date from RMcN AE 79 ms. index.*

*Plate no. 16. O23 M*

*Map on verso (29 x 44 cm.): Dixie auto road map of United States.*

*Panel art:* Dixie Oil Company logo over service station with cars.

*Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).*

*RMcN AE 79.35 (PrCt)*

53037 Nebraska - Maps - 1933 - Road maps

*Travel Nebraska with Conoco.* Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1933].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 folded map

*Panel title.*

*Distribution:* NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
*Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).*

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

*Gousha Clients 807 (PrCt)*

53038 Nebraska - Maps - 1933 - Road maps

*Travel Nebraska with Conoco.* Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1933].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 folded map

*Panel title.*

*Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).*

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

*Gousha Clients 835 (PrCt)*
Nebraska. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1933.
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection
(Nebraska Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Gousha Clients 895 (PrCt)
53040 Nebraska - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Cruising thru Nebraska with Tydol. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1933.
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Tide Water Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection
(Nebraska Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Gousha Clients 983 (PrCt)
53041 Nebraska - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Official map : Nebraska state highway system / prepared by Department of Public Works, Bureau of Roads and Bridges. [Lincoln, Neb.?] : Nebraska Department of Public Works, Nebraska Bureau of Roads and Bridges, 1933.
Authors: Nebraska. Dept. of Public Works -- Nebraska. Bureau of Roads and Bridges -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 89 cm.
"Condition July 1, 1933."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 80.21 (PrCt)
53042 Nebraska - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Outdoors in Nebraska : season of 1933 / compliments of Game Forestation and Parks Commission, State of Nebraska. [Lincoln, Neb.? : Nebraska Game, Forestation, and Parks Commission, 1933.
Authors: Nebraska Game, Forestation, and Parks Commission -- Rand McNally Collection
(Nebraska Library)
1 map : 27 x 57 cm.
Panel title.
Added titles: Official map : Nebraska Game, Forestation, and Parks Commission ... -- Outdoors in Nebraska in 1933 : where to go for hunting .... .
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 80.22 (PrCt)
53043 Nebraska - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company of Nebraska -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 35 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Standard Oil Service highway map of Nebraska
Date from RMcN AE 79 ms. index.
Map on verso (28 x 48 cm.): Standard Oil Company (Nebraska) highway map of United States.
Panel art: Standard attendant with motorist; view of Standard station through windshield of car.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 79.22 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

RMcN AE 79.23 (PrCt)

53046  Nebraska - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

Road maps


Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 45 x 69 cm.

Dated "C. S. O. 1934" at bottom right.

Plate no. P-23-P

Maps on verso (33 x 54 cm. and smaller): Omaha -- Lincoln -- North Platte -- Hastings -- Fremont -- Beatrice -- Kearney -- Cities Service road map of United States.

Panel art: Outline of car on road.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 79.25 (PrCt)

53047  Nebraska - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

Road maps


Authors: Derby Oil Company (Wichita, Kan.) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Rand McNally senior 1934 auto road map of Nebraska

Plate no. P.23

Map on verso (28 x 44 cm.): Rand McNally junior 1934 auto road map of United States.

Panel art: Car on riverside road.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 79.27 (PrCt)

53048  Nebraska - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

Road maps

TRAVEL NEBRASKA with GLOBE GASOLINE : get the most out of motoring. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, 1934.

Authors: Globe Oil & Refining Companies -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Rand McNally senior 1934 auto road map of Nebraska

Plate no. P.23

Map on verso (28 x 44 cm.): Rand McNally junior 1934 auto road map of United States.

Panel art: Mountain and city scape.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 79.36 (PrCt)

53049  Nebraska - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

Road maps


Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Barnsdall Oil Co. -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Cover (1 panel, R,B): Diagonal lettering "America's [logo] first refiner."

Plate no. H-239-JC.

Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 1010 (PrCt)

53050  Nebraska - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

Road maps

Travel Nebraska with Conoco. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1934].

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Cover (3 panel,R,G): Outline map of North America, logo.

Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 1040 (PrCt)

53051  Nebraska - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

Road maps


Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Deep Rock Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Cover (3 panel, R,B,Y): Line drawing of sedan speeding uphill in yellow slash.

Distribution: NL 1, LC 0, DUP 0.

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 1069 (PrCt)

53052  Nebraska - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

Road maps


Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Cover (3 panel, R,G,BL): Six cars speeding towards service station, logo.

Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

53053 Nebraska - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Shell road map : Nebraska. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1934].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (3 panel, R,Y): Diagonal "Shell" on red stripe, logo.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1108 (PrCt)

53054 Nebraska - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Standard Oil Company (Nebraska) -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (3 panel, R,B): Line drwgs. of man in sedan, attendant, pump; view through windshield of approaching station; attendant.
Plate no. H-261-S.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 2.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1145 (PrCt)

53055 Nebraska - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Tide Water Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (1 panel, O,BL): "Tydol trails thru...[photo woman, attendant, gas pump] Ask the man at the pump!"
Plate no. H-239-JC.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1192 (PrCt)

53056 Nebraska - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Authors: Marathon Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; on sheet trimmed to 25 x 55 cm.
Title and imprint supplied by cataloger.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Nebraska - Maps - 1935 - Road maps

Travel Nebraska with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1935?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1377 (PrCt)

53064 Nebraska - Maps - 1935 - Road maps

Authors: H. M Gousha Company -- Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1279 (PrCt)

53065 Nebraska - Maps - 1935 - Road maps

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Tide Water Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (3 panel, O,B): Profile of woman driver, scarf blowing in wind.
Plate no. I-239-JC.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1242 (PrCt)

53066 Nebraska - Maps - 1935 - Road maps

Authors: Marathon Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Rand McNally auto road map of Nebraska
Date from RMcN AE 79 ms. index.
Plate no. Q. 23
Map on verso (28 x 44 cm.): Rand McNally official road map : United States.
Panel art: Car on riverside road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 79.34 (PrCt)

53063 Nebraska - Maps - 1935 - Road maps

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
53067 Nebraska - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
N.A.C. road map of Nebraska ... / prepared by Engineering Department, National Automobile Club. Chicago: H.M. Gousha Co., [1935?].
Authors: National Automobile Club -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Marathon runner.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 79.33 (PrCt)

53071 Nebraska - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company of Nebraska -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map; col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"Fifteenth edition."
Panel title.
Panel art: 2 cars on country road, Standard logo and road sign.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1517 (PrCt)

53068 Nebraska - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map; col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1405 (PrCt)

53072 Nebraska - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map; col.; 41 x 63 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Pure Oil pathfinder for Nebraska
Date from RMcN AE 79 ms. index.
Plate no. Q. 23
Map on verso (43 x 47 cm.): Pathfinder road map of Pure-Oil-land.
Panel art: Pure Oil sign and road sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1439 (PrCt)

53069 Nebraska - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map; col.; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell official road map : Nebraska
Plate no. Q. 23
Map on verso (28 x 44 cm.): Shell : official road map : United States
Panel art: Shell logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 79.30 (PrCt)

53073 Nebraska - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Allen, J. E., fl. 1935 -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map; col.; 41 x 64 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair 1935 official road map : Nebraska
Plate no. Q. 23
Map on verso (31 x 48 cm.): Sinclair recreational map : United States.
Panel art: Dinosaurs in prehistoric landscape with numbered identification key; signed "J.E. Allen 35" at bottom left.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 79.32 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Barnsdall Oil Co. logo and slogan "be square to your motor with Barnsdall dependable products".
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1543 (PrCt)

53074 Nebraska - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Nebraska 1936 road map / Cities Service.
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Cities Service logo and "serves a nation" slogan.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1574 (PrCt)

53075 Nebraska - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 64 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Cities Service invites you to tour Nebraska.
Plate no. 338 - S.C. - J-3
Maps on verso (29 x 44 cm. and smaller): Cities Service invites you to tour United States -- Omaha ... [and] Council Bluffs -- Fremont -- Lincoln -- Grand Island -- Sioux City.
Panel art: Cities Service logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 157.20A (PrCt)

53076 Nebraska - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Travel Nebraska with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1936?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1618 (PrCt)

53077 Nebraska - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Travel Nebraska with Conoco : every Conoco station is a branch of the Conoco Travel Bureau.
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1936].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Conoco ... official road map : Nebraska.
Date from RMcN AE 158 ms. index.
Plate no. 3-J-7
Maps on verso (21 x 28 cm. and smaller): Omaha... [and] Council Bluffs -- Fremont -- Hastings -- Grand Island -- Lincoln -- North Platte -- Sioux City.
Panel art: Conoco logo over outline of North America.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 158.30 (PrCt)

53078 Nebraska - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Nebraska : road map ... Deep Rock Oil Companies. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1936].
Authors: Deep Rock Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Deep Rock ... road map, 11th edition : Nebraska.
Date from RMcN AE 77 ms. index.
Plate no. R-3609
Maps on verso (31 x 48 cm. and smaller): Grand Island -- Hastings -- Lincoln -- Omaha -- Deep Rock ... road map, 11th edition of United States.
Panel art: Female motorist under Deep-Rock sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 77.4 (PrCt)

53079 Nebraska - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Authors: Dixie Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Rand McNally road map of Nebraska.
Date from RMcN AE 77 ms. index.
Plate no. R-3609
Map on verso (31 x 48 cm.) Rand McNally road map of United States.
Panel art: Dixie Oil Company logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Nebraska - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

53080 Nebraska - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Travel Nebraska with the Independent. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1936?.
Authors: Globe Oil & Refining Companies -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Globe gas station attendant; slogans "we are home owned" and "keep rollin' with Globe."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1654 (PrCt)

53081 Nebraska - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Nebraska : "best in the long run" ... Marathon Oil Co. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1936].
Authors: Marathon Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Rand McNally road map of Nebraska Date from RMcN AE 77 ms. index.
Plate no. R-3609
Map on verso (31 x 48 cm.) Rand McNally road map of United States.
Panel art: Marathon runner.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 77.7 (PrCt)

53082 Nebraska - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Pure Oil pathfinder for Nebraska Date from RMcN AE 77 ms. index.
Plate no. R-3609
Maps on verso (21 x 24 cm. and smaller):
Beatrice -- Lincoln -- Council Bluffs -- Hastings -- Kearney -- North Platte -- Fremont -- Omaha -- Sioux City -- Grand Island -- Superior.
Panel art: Pure Oil sign and station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 77.2 (PrCt)

53083 Nebraska - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

1936 Road map : Nebraska / Shell. Chicago :
H.M. Gousha Co., 1936.
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1722 (PrCt)

53084 Nebraska - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

1936 road map : Nebraska / Shell ... Chicago : H. M. Gousha Company, 1936.
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell official road map : Nebraska.
Plate nos. "239-J-C" and "J-1"
Map on verso (29 x 44 cm.): Shell official road map : United States.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 163.25B (PrCt)

53085 Nebraska - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell official road map : Nebraska.
Plate nos. "239-J-C" and "J-1"
Map on verso (29 x 44 cm.): Shell official road map : United States.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4992 (PrCt)

53086 Nebraska - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Nebraska ... Sinclair road map. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1936].
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair road map : Nebraska Date from RMcN AE 77 ms. index.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
53087 Nebraska - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Helck, Peter, 1893-1988 -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair road map : Nebraska
Date from RMcN AE 79 ms. index.
Plate no. R-3609
Map on verso (33 x 48 cm.): Sinclair recreational map : United States.
Panel art: Cars at a neighborhood Sinclair station; signed "Helck."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 79.1X (PrCt)

53088 Nebraska - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Nebraska : Mobilgas ... Socony-Vaccum Oil Company Incorporated, White Eagle Division. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1936].
Authors: Socony-Vaccum Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Socony-Vaccum Oil Company, Inc. White Eagle Division road map of Nebraska.
Date from RMcN AE 77 ms. index.
Plate no. R-3609
Map on verso (33 x 48 cm.): Sinclair recreational map : United States.
Editor's copy; annotated "2nd Add." at bottom right.
Panel art: Cars at a neighborhood Sinclair station; signed "Helck."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 79.1X (PrCt)

53089 Nebraska - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Guiding you through Nebraska ... Sovereign Service. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1936].
Authors: Sovereign Service -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
 Added title: Rand McNally road map of Nebraska.
Date from RMcN AE 77 ms. index.
Plate no. R-3609
Maps on verso (31 x 48 cm. and smaller): Grand Island -- Hastings -- Lincoln -- Omaha -- Rand McNally road map of United States.
Panel art: Sovereign logo, attendant, woman driving.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 77.1 (PrCt)

53090 Nebraska - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Nebraska road map / Standard Oil Company of Nebraska. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1936.
Authors: Standard Oil Company of Nebraska -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"Sixteenth edition."
Panel title.
Panel art: Standard sign and slogan "watch for the Standard sign."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1771 (PrCt)

53091 Nebraska - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company of Nebraska -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 68 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Standard Oil Company (Nebraska) : 1936 official road map : Nebraska.
Plate nos. "261-S.C." and "J-2."
Map on verso (22 x 29): Standard Oil Company (Nebraska) : 1936 official road map of United States.
Panel art: Standard sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 169.11 (PrCt)

53092 Nebraska - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Tydol trails thru Nebraska ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, 1936.
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 37 x 57 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: 1936 Tydol trails : Nebraska.
Plate nos. "239-J-C" and "J-1."
Maps on verso (28 x 43 cm. and 9 x 22 cm.):
1936 Tydol trails : United States -- Council Bluffs
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Map Details</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RMcN AE 157.23 (PrCt)</td>
<td><strong>Nebraska - Maps - 1937 - Road maps</strong></td>
<td>Nebraska : 1937 road map : Cities Service ...</td>
<td>Added title: Cities Service invites you to tour Nebraska. Handstamped &quot;copyrighted&quot; and &quot;received ... Jun 3 -1937 ... .&quot; Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library). <strong>Gousha Clients 1788 (PrCt)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMcN AE 158.32A (PrCt)</td>
<td><strong>Nebraska - Maps - 1937 - Road maps</strong></td>
<td>Nebraska : 1937 road map ... Deep Rock Oil Companies. Chicago : Rand McNally &amp;</td>
<td>Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library). <strong>Gousha Clients 1806 (PrCt)</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Nebraska - Maps - 1937 - Road maps

**Nebraska road map / compliments of Deep Rock Oil Companies.** Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1937].
Authors: Deep Rock Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Deep Rock ... road map, 12th edition : Nebraska.
Date from RMcN AE 77 ms. index.
Plate no. S-3609
Maps on verso (31 x 48 cm. and smaller): Grand Island -- Hastings -- Lincoln -- Omaha -- Deep Rock ... road map, 12th edition of United States.
Panel art: Deep-Rock sign over a country road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 77.12 (PrCt) 53104**

---

Nebraska - Maps - 1937 - Road maps

**Travel Nebraska with the Independent.** Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1937].
Authors: Globe Oil & Refining Companies -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Globe gas station attendant; slogans "we are home owned" and "keep rollin' with Globe."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
**Gousha Clients 1925 (PrCt) 53105**

---

Nebraska - Maps - 1937 - Road maps

**Nebraska official road map / Phillips 66.** Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1937.
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
**Gousha Clients 1966 (PrCt) 53103**
Nebraska - Maps - 1937 - Road maps

Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Helck, Peter, 1893-1988 -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair road map : Nebraska Date from RMcN AE 77 ms. index.
Plate no. S-3609
Map on verso (28 x 43 cm.): Sinclair recreational map : United States.
Panel art: Sinclair H-C Gasoline sign over station with attendants and patrons in a car; signed "Helck."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 77.8 (PrCt)

Nebraska - Maps - 1937 - Road maps

Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Mobilgas sign over station Date from RMcN AE 77 ms. index.
Plate no. S-3609
Maps on verso (31 x 48 cm. and smaller): Grand Island -- Hastings -- Lincoln -- Omaha
--Socony-Vacuum Oil Company, Inc. road map of United States.
Panel art: Mobilgas sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 77.11 (PrCt)

Nebraska - Maps - 1937 - Road maps

Swinging through Nebraska ... Sovereign Service. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1937].
Authors: Sovereign Service -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sovereign Service road map : Nebraska Date from RMcN AE 77 ms. index.
Plate no. S-3609
Maps on verso (31 x 48 cm. and smaller): Grand Island -- Hastings -- Lincoln -- Omaha -- Sovereign Service road map of United States.
Panel art: Sovereign logo, attendant, woman driving.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 77.10 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

53115 Nebraska - Maps - 1937 - Road maps

Nebraska road map ... seventeenth edition / Standard Oil Company of Nebraska. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company , 1937.
Authors: Standard Oil Company of Nebraska -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col.; 43 x 68 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Standard sign and slogan "watch for the Standard sign."
Handstamped "Received from [blank] Jun 3-1937 Rand McNally & Co. by CH," "copyrighted," and "1937."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 5163 (PrCt)

53116 Nebraska - Maps - 1937 - Road maps

Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col.; 43 x 68 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Tydol gasoline and Veedol motor oil logos, and slogan "travel in the best circles."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3000 (PrCt)

53117 Nebraska - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col.; 37 x 67 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of : Nebraska.
Date from RMcN AE 77 ms. index.
Includes table of "State and federal gasoline taxes as of July 17th, 1938."
Plate no. T 3827.
Insets (13 x 14 cm. and smaller): Lincoln -- Grand Island -- Hastings -- Lincoln -- Omaha --
Sovereign Service road map : United States.
Panel art: Sovereign logo, attendant, woman driving.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Clients 3000 (PrCt)

53118 Nebraska - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Nebraska road map ... seventeenth edition / Standard Oil Company of Nebraska. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company , 1937.
Authors: Standard Oil Company of Nebraska -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col.; 43 x 68 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Standard Oil Company (Nebraska) : 1937 official road map : Nebraska.
Map on verso (22 x 29): Standard Oil Company (Nebraska) : 1937 official map of United States.
Panel art: Standard sign.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jun 3-1937 ... Rand McNally & Co. ...".
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 169.30A (PrCt)

53119 Nebraska - Maps - 1937 - Road maps

Nebraska : Standard sign. (Nebraska) : 1937 official map of United States.
Map on verso (22 x 29): Standard Oil Company (Nebraska) : 1937 official road map : Nebraska.
Panel art: Standard sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 79.4X (PrCt)

53120 Nebraska - Maps - 1937 - Road maps

Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Calso gas logo and slogan "fill all your motoring needs where you stop for Calso gasoline."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1820 (PrCt)

53121 Nebraska - Maps - 1937 - Road maps

Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"Seventeenth edition."
Panel title.
Panel art: "Standard" sign, and slogan "watch for the standard sign."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 2011 (PrCt)

53122 Nebraska - Maps - 1937 - Road maps

Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Tydol gasoline and Veedol motor oil logos, and slogan "travel in the best circles."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3000 (PrCt)
53118 Nebraska - Maps - 1938 - Road maps<br>
Texaco sectional trip map [of the Middle West] -- Chicago and vicinity. Panel art: Texaco compass rose logo above outline of U.S. Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).<br>
RMcN AE 77.19 (PrCt)<br>

53119 Nebraska - Maps - 1938 - Road maps<br>
Texaco sectional trip map [of the Middle West] -- Chicago and vicinity. Panel art: Texaco compass rose logo above outline of U.S. Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).<br>
RMcN AE 77.20 (PrCt)<br>

53120 Nebraska - Maps - 1938 - Road maps<br>
Texaco sectional trip map [of the Middle West] -- Chicago and vicinity. Panel art: Texaco compass rose logo above outline of U.S. Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).<br>
RMcN AE 77.27 (PrCt)<br>

53121 Nebraska - Maps - 1938 - Road maps<br>
Texaco sectional trip map [of the Middle West] -- Chicago and vicinity. Panel art: Texaco compass rose logo above outline of U.S. Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).<br>
RMcN AE 79.12X (PrCt)<br>

Island -- Omaha ... Council Bluffs -- Hastings. Maps on verso (50 x 51 cm. and 5 x 7 cm.): Texaco sectional trip map [of the Middle West] -- Chicago and vicinity. Panel art: Texaco compass rose logo above outline of U.S. Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
'America's first refiner".
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 3028 (PrCt)

53123 Nebraska - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Nebraska road map / Cities Service ahead.
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1938?].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: car driving through hills, Cities Service sign.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 3074 (PrCt)

53124 Nebraska - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Nebraska road map : Cities Service ahead.
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1938].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Cities Service invites you to tour Nebraska.
Date from RMcN AE 156 ms. index.
Plate no. 339-J. 10-L
Map on verso (28 x 44 cm.): Cities Service road map of the United States.
Panel art: Cities Service sign, car on winding road.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 18 1938 ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 156.19 (PrCt)

53125 Nebraska - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Travel Nebraska with Conoco ... every Conoco station is a branch of the Conoco Travel Bureau.
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1938?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company
1 map ; 38 x 58 cm. fold. to 23 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Official road map of Nebraska.
Plate nos. "339-J. 10-L" and "1381":
Maps on verso (21 x 28 cm. and smaller):
Omaha, Nebraska [and] Council Bluffs, Iowa -- Freemont -- Hastings -- Grand Island -- Lincoln -- North Platte -- Sioux City.
Panel art: Conoco logo over outline of North America.
Displayed in the Newberry Library exhibition

RMcN AE 77.15 (PrCt)

53126 Nebraska - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Travel Nebraska with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1938?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 3118 (PrCt)

53127 Nebraska - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Nebraska road map ... Deep Rock Oil Companies. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1938].
Authors: Deep Rock Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Road map, 14th edition : Nebraska ... Deep Rock.
Date from RMcN AE 77 ms. index.
Plate no. T-3609
Maps on verso (31 x 48 cm. and smaller): Grand Island -- Hastings -- Lincoln -- Omaha -- Road map, 14th edition : United States ... Deep Rock.
Panel art: Deep-Rock sign over a tree-lined road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 77.15 (PrCt)

53128 Nebraska - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Nebraska road map ... compliments of Deep Rock Oil Companies. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1938].
Authors: Deep Rock Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Road map, 14th edition : Nebraska ... Deep Rock.
Date from RMcN AE 79 ms. index.
Plate no. T.3609

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 79.10X (PrCt)

53129 Nebraska - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Travel Nebraska with the Independent. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1938?].

Authors: Globe Oil & Refining Companies -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection

(1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Panel art: Globe gas station attendant; slogans "we are home owned" and "keep rollin' with Globe."

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 3146 (PrCt)

53130 Nebraska - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Road map : Nebraska and United States. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1938?].

Authors: Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection

(1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Panel art: compass rose and Diamond, 760 Motor Oil, and D-X Gasoline logos.

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 3159 (PrCt)

53131 Nebraska - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Diamond ... road map : Nebraska and United States. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1938].

Authors: Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection

(1 map : col. ; 48 x 58 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Diamond Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation motor trails map : Missouri.

Date from RMcN AE 160 ms. index.

Plate no. 339-J. 10-L

Maps on verso (29 x 44 cm. and smaller):

Legend : United States mileage and driving time along main transcontinental highways -- Council Bluffs ... [and] Omaha -- Lincoln -- Hastings -- Grand Island -- Fremont.

Panel art: Diamond, 760 Motor Oil, and D-X logos; line drawings of cartoon figures.

Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Oct 12 1938 ... ."

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 160.11 (PrCt)

53132 Nebraska - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection

(1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Panel art: car, Phillips 66 tanker truck on road, Phillips 66 sign, and slogan "there's a Phillips station ahead."

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 3194 (PrCt)

53133 Nebraska - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection

(1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Phillips 66 ... 1938 official road map : Nebraska.

Plate no. 339-J. 10-L

Map on verso (29 x 44 cm.): Phillips 66 ... official road map : United States.

Panel art: Car approaching Phillips 66 truck on curving road.

Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 18 1938 ... ."

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 162.12 (PrCt)

53134 Nebraska - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection

(1 map : col. ; 42 x 64 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Nebraska ... Pure

Date from RMcN AE 77 ms. index.

Plate no. T-3609

Maps on verso (31 x 48 cm. and smaller):

Legend : United States mileage and driving time along main transcontinental highways -- Council Bluffs ... [and] Omaha -- Lincoln -- Hastings -- Grand Island -- Fremont.

Panel art: Pure Oil sign and station.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 77.14 (PrCt)

53135 Nebraska - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
maps>Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 42 x 64 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 77 ms. index.
Plate no. T-3609
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 77.16 (PrCt)

53136 Nebraska - Maps - 1938 - Road maps>Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 42 x 64 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 77 ms. index.
Plate no. T-3609
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 77.16 (PrCt)

53137 Nebraska - Maps - 1938 - Road maps>Road maps
Shell road map: Nebraska. Chicago: H. M. Gousha Co., [1938].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H. M. Gousha Company -- H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3241 (PrCt)

53138 Nebraska - Maps - 1938 - Road maps>Road maps
Shell road map: Nebraska ... Chicago: H. M. Gousha Company, [1938].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H. M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell official road map of Nebraska.
Date from RMcN AE 164 ms. index.
Plate nos. "339-J. 10-L" and "12-L 1938-1"
Map on verso (29 x 44 cm.): Legend: United States mileage and driving time along main transcontinental highways.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 15 1938 ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 164.23 (PrCt)

53139 Nebraska - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Tour Nebraska with Skelly. [Kansas City, Mo.]: Greiner-Fifield Litho Co., [1938].
Authors: Skelly Oil Company -- Greiner-Fifield Litho Co. (Kansas City, Mo.) -- Martin, Bernard, 1912-1998 -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 35 x 57 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Skelly official motor trails map: Nebraska.
"Copyright --- Greiner-Fifield Litho Co., K.C., Mo." Date from RMcN AE 167 ms. index.
Maps on verso (28 x 43 cm. and smaller): Skelly official motor trails map: United States -- Omaha -- Lincoln.
Panel art: Skelly gas station and rural road scene, signed "Bernard Martin."
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Oct 20 1938 Rand McNally & Co. by R.C. ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 167.10 (PrCt)
53142 Nebraska - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Sovereign Service road map : United States.
Island Maps on verso (31 x 48 cm. and smaller): Grand Island.
Plate no. T.3609
Date from RMcN AE 77 ms. index.
Panel art: Sovereign logo, attendant, woman driving.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 77.18 (PrCt)

53145 Nebraska - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Swinging through Nebraska ... Sovereign Service. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1938].
Authors: Sovereign Service -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sovereign Service road map : Nebraska
Date from RMcN AE 79 ms. index.
Plate no. T.3609
Maps on verso (31 x 48 cm. and smaller): Grand Island -- Hastings -- Lincoln -- Omaha --
Sovereign Service road map : United States.
Panel art: Sovereign logo, attendant, woman driving.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 79.11X (PrCt)

53143 Nebraska - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Sovereign Service road map : United States.
Island Maps on verso (31 x 48 cm. and smaller): Grand Island.
Plate no. T.3609
Maps on verso (31 x 48 cm. and smaller): Grand Island -- Hastings -- Lincoln -- Omaha --
Sovereign Service road map : United States.
Panel art: Mobilgas sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 77.21 (PrCt)

53146 Nebraska - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Swinging through Nebraska ... Sovereign Service. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1938].
Authors: Sovereign Service -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sovereign Service road map : Nebraska
Date from RMcN AE 79 ms. index.
Plate no. T.3609
Maps on verso (31 x 48 cm. and smaller): Grand Island -- Hastings -- Lincoln -- Omaha --
Sovereign Service road map : United States.
Panel art: Mobilgas sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 79.9X (PrCt)

53147 Nebraska - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Swinging through Nebraska ... Sovereign Service. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1938].
Authors: Sovereign Service -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sovereign Service road map : Nebraska
Date from RMcN AE 77 ms. index.
Plate no. T.3609
Maps on verso (31 x 48 cm. and smaller): Grand Island -- Hastings -- Lincoln -- Omaha --
Sovereign Service road map : United States.
Panel art: Calso gasoline station and logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Gousha Clients 307 (PrCt)

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

53148 Nebraska - Maps - 1938 - Road maps


Authors: Standard Oil Company of Nebraska -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Standard Oil Company (Nebraska) SEE Standard Oil Company of Nebraska

1 map : col. ; 42 x 67 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Standard Oil Company (Nebraska) road map of Nebraska for 1938

Plate no. T.3869

Map on verso (21 x 29 cm.): Standard Oil Company (Nebraska) road map of United States for 1938.

Panel art: Standard sign

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 77.13 (PrCt)

53149 Nebraska - Maps - 1938 - Road maps


Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Panel art: Tydol gasoline sign, profiles of three cars, and slogan "stop at this sign for safe motoring."

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 3313 (PrCt)

53150 Nebraska - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Tydol trails thru Nebraska ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, 1938.

Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 43 x 58 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: 1938 Tydol trails : Nebraska.

Plate nos. "339-J. 10-L" and "1381."

Maps on verso (28 x 44 cm. and 9 x 21 cm.): United States -- Council Bluffs ... [and] Omaha.

Panel art: Tydol sign and cars.

Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 22 1938 Rand McNally & Co. ..."

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 171.15A (PrCt)

53151 Nebraska - Maps - 1939 - Road

Travel Nebraska with Conoco : every Conoco station is a branch of the Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1939].

Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

RMcN AE 77.29 (PrCt)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.

Panel title.
Added title: Conoco ... official road map of Nebraska.

Date from RMcN AE 159 ms. index.
Plate no. 339-J.C. 10-M
Maps on verso (21 x 28 cm. and smaller): Omaha ... [and] Council Bluffs -- Fremont -- Hastings -- Grand Island -- Lincoln -- North Platte -- Sioux City.
Panel art: Conoco logo over outline of North America.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Aug 17 1939 ... ." 
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 159.21A (PrCt)

53157 Nebraska - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Road maps
Travel Nebraska with the Independent. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1939].
Authors: Globe Oil & Refining Companies -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Globe gas station attendant; slogans "we are home owned" and "keep rollin' with Globe."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3442 (PrCt)

53158 Nebraska - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Road maps
Road map of Nebraska and United States.
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1939].
Authors: Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation."
Panel art: photograph of gas station attendant and slogan "smiling service, 'all the way.'"
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3471 (PrCt)

53159 Nebraska - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Road maps
Road map of Nebraska : En-Ar-Co White Rose dealer. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1939].
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: En-Ar-Co road map of Nebraska.
Date from RMcN AE 77 ms. index.
Plate no. U-3609
Maps on verso (31 x 48 cm. and smaller): Grand Island -- Hastings -- Lincoln -- Omaha -- En-Ar-Co road map of United States.
Panel art: En-Ar-Co White Rose dealer sign, station, red car.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
RMcN AE 77.26 (PrCt)
53160 **Nebraska - Maps - 1939 - Road maps**
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: winding road, Phillips 66 sign, and slogan "there's a Phillips station ahead."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
**Gousha Clients 3556 (PrCt)**

53164 **Nebraska - Maps - 1939 - Road maps**
*Shell road map : Nebraska.* Chicago : H. M. Gousha Company, [1939].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell official road map of Nebraska.
Date from RMcN AE 165 ms. index.
Plate nos. "339-J.C.-10-M" and "10-M 1939-1"
Map on verso (29 x 44 cm.): Legend : United States mileage and driving time along main transcontinental highways.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Aug 10 1939 ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 165.23 (PrCt)**

53165 **Nebraska - Maps - 1939 - Road maps**
*Nebraska : Sinclair road map.* Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1939].
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Tomaso, Rico, 1898-1985 -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair road map : Nebraska.
Date from RMcN AE 77 ms. index.
Plate no. U-3609
Map on verso (28 x 43 cm.): Sinclair recreational map : United States.
Panel art: Sinclair station with couple in car and an two attendants servicing the car; signed "Rico Tomaso."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 77.22 (PrCt)**

53166 **Nebraska - Maps - 1939 - Road maps**
*Tour Nebraska with Skelly.* Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1939.
Authors: Skelly Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Skelly sign and car.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Gousha Clients 3603 (PrCt)

53167 Nebraska - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

Swinging through Nebraska ... Sovereign Service ... with Derby. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1939].
Authors: Sovereign Service -- Derby Oil Company (Wichita, Kan.) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sovereign Service road map: Nebraska.
Date from RMcN AE 77 ms. index.
Plate no. U-3609
Maps on verso (31 x 48 cm. and smaller): Grand Island -- Hastings -- Lincoln -- Omaha -- Sovereign Service road map: United States.
Panel art: Sovereign logo, attendant, woman driving.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 77.25 (PrCt)

53168 Nebraska - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

Nebraska : California Company road map ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., c1939.
Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Calso gasoline station, logo and slogan "Call for Calso Gasoline and RPM Motor Oil in Montana, Wyoming, Nebraska, Colorado, North and South Dakota."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3366 (PrCt)

53169 Nebraska - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

Authors: Standard Oil Company of Nebraska -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 67 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Standard Oil Company (Nebraska) road map of Nebraska for 1939.
Plate no. U.3869
Map on verso (21 x 29 cm.): Standard Oil Company (Nebraska) road map of United States for 1939.
Panel art: Standard sign
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 77.30 (PrCt)

53170 Nebraska - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Tydol gasoline and Veedol motor oil signs; profiles of stylized cars.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3666 (PrCt)

53171 Nebraska - Maps - 1940-1949 - Road maps

Nebraska road map / White Eagle Oil Corporation, a Socony-Vacuum company. Kansas City, Mo. Gallup Map & Supply Co., [194-?].
Authors: White Eagle Oil Corporation -- Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Gallup Map Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 37 x 58 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: White Eagle road map of Nebraska.
Maps on verso (28 x 43 cm. and smaller): White Eagle road map of United States -- Omaha, Nebr. [and] Council Bluffs, Iowa -- Lincoln -- Hastings -- North Platte -- Fremont.
Panel art: Mobilgas winged horse logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 5175 (PrCt)

53172 Nebraska - Maps - 1940 - Road maps

Texaco touring map : Nebraska with sectional map of adjoining states. Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [1940].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 37 x 67 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of : Nebraska.
Date from RMcN AE 77 ms. index.
Plate no. 3827.
"Road surface conditions edited to 29th April, 1940."
Insets (13 x 14 cm. and smaller): Lincoln -- Grand Island -- Omaha ... Council Bluffs -- Hastings.
Maps on verso (50 x 51 cm. and 5 x 7 cm.): Texaco sectional trip map [of the Middle West] -- Chicago and vicinity.
Panel art: Texaco compass rose logo above

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Nebraska - Maps - 1940 - Road maps

Panel art: road with cars, Cities Service sign and gas station attendant; slogan "helpful service wherever you go!

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3693 (PrCt)

Nebraska - Maps - 1940 - Road maps

Panel title.
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3727 (PrCt)

Nebraska - Maps - 1940 - Road maps

Panel art: winding road, Phillips 66 sign, and slogan "smiling service, 'all the way'."

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3737 (PrCt)

Nebraska - Maps - 1940 - Road maps

Panel title.
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3773 (PrCt)

Nebraska - Maps - 1940 - Road maps

Panel title.
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm.

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3840 (PrCt)

Nebraska - Maps - 1940 - Road maps

Panel art: National White Rose gasoline sign over winding road.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Nebraska - Maps - 1940 - Road maps

Panel art: Conoco Travel Bureau logo.

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3813 (PrCt)

Nebraska - Maps - 1940 - Road maps

Panel art: Pure Oil sign and station.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Nebraska - Maps - 1940 - Road maps

Panel art: Conoco logo.

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3784 (PrCt)

Nebraska - Maps - 1940 - Road maps

Panel art: Pure Oil sign and station.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
63180 Nebraska - Maps - 1940 - Road maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 64 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 77 ms. index.
Plate no. V. 3609
Map on verso (31 x 47 cm.): Rand McNally road map United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

63181 Nebraska - Maps - 1940 - Road maps

Shell map of Nebraska. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1940].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: Nebraska.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

63182 Nebraska - Maps - 1940 - Road maps

Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair road map : Nebraska.
Date from RMcN AE 77 ms. index.
Plate no. V. 3609
Map on verso (21 x 29 cm.): Standard Oil Company of Nebraska road map of United States.
Panel art: Standard sign
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

63183 Nebraska - Maps - 1940 - Road maps

Tour Nebraska with Skelly. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1940.
Authors: Skelly Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Skelly sign and car.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

63184 Nebraska - Maps - 1940 - Road maps

Nebraska : California Company road map. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., c1940.
Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Calso Gasoline station, logo and slogan "Call for Calso gasoline and RPM motor oil in Montana, Wyoming, Nebraska, Colorado, North and South Dakota."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

63185 Nebraska - Maps - 1940 - Road maps

Nebraska road map ... twentieth edition : Standard Oil Company of Nebraska. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, 1940.
Authors: Standard Oil Company of Nebraska -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 67 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Standard Oil Company road map of Nebraska.
Plate no. V.3869
Map on verso (21 x 29 cm.): Standard Oil Company of Nebraska road map of United States.
Panel art: Standard sign
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

63186 Nebraska - Maps - 1940 - Road maps

Nebraska road map / Standard Oil Company of Nebraska. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1940].
Authors: Standard Oil Company of Nebraska -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 67 cm.
"Twentieth edition"
Panel title.
Added title: Standard Oil Company of Nebraska road map of Nebraska.
Plate no. V.3869
Map on verso (21 x 29 cm.): Standard Oil Company of Nebraska road map of United States.
Panel art: Standard sign and slogan "watch for the Standard sign"
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

53187 Nebraska - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Tydol trails thru Nebraska / issued by Tide Water Associated Oil Company ... Tulsa. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1940.
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: drawing of a wagon train and slogan "follow the trails of the pioneers in your modern motor car."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4008 (PrCt)

53188 Nebraska - Maps - 1941 - Maps, Physical
Rain and rainfall - Nebraska - Maps - 1850-1930
Natural resources - Nebraska - Maps - 1941
Economics - Nebraska - Maps - 1941
Wall maps
Authors: Blair, R. Baxter -- Denoyer, L. P. (Levinus Philippus), 1875-1964 -- Geological Survey (U.S.) -- University of Nebraska--Lincoln. College of Agriculture -- Nebraska. State Planning Board -- Denoyer-Geppert Company -- Hartshorn (Firm) -- Southern Illinois University at Carbondale
1 map : col., mounted on cloth and rollers ; 50 x 102 cm., on sheet 175 x 110 cm.
"Map base, courtesy of the United States Geological Survey."
"Scale 11 miles to the inch."
Ancillary maps (each 25 x 62 cm. and "scale 22 miles to the inch"): Annual rainfall : average annual rainfall, 1850 to 1930 / Source: Bulletin 299, University of Nebraska, College of Agriculture -- Natural regions / Source: Bulletin 299, University of Nebraska, College of Agriculture -- Use of land, economic and manufactures / Source: Bulletin 299, University of Nebraska, College of Agriculture -- Population distribution / Modified after Nebraska State Planning Board.
Series: Denoyer-Geppert Physical-political series ; J 126 rp.
Attached to spring-loaded wooden roller with printed "Hartshorn" label.
Gift of Southern Illinois University at Carbondale, 2011.
maproll G4190 1941 .B5 (PrCt)

53190 Nebraska - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Nebraska road map ... / Bareco Oil Company, formerly Barnsdall Refining Corp. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1941?].
Authors: Bareco Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: "B Square" logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4035 (PrCt)

53191 Nebraska - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Nebraska road map / Cities Service. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1941?].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: car, Cities Service sign and infant dressed as a gas station attendant; slogan "start every trip at your Cities Service dealer's."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4074 (PrCt)

53218 Nebraska - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Travel Nebraska with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1941?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4113 (PrCt)

53193 Nebraska - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Road maps
Travel Nebraska with the Independent. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1941].
Authors: Globe Oil & Refining Companies -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 22 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Dated "'41" on title panel.
Panel art: Globe gas station attendant; slogans "we are home owned" and "keep rollin' with Globe."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4137 (PrCt)

53194 Nebraska - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Road maps
D-X road map of Nebraska and United States. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1941].
Authors: Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation."
Panel art: D-X sign and Diamond gas station facade.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4156 (PrCt)

53195 Nebraska - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: road, Phillips 66 sign, and slogan "there's a Phillips station ahead."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4191 (PrCt)

53196 Nebraska - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Road maps
Shell map of Nebraska. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1941?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: Nebraska.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4235 (PrCt)
North and South Dakota."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4045 (PrCt)

53200 Nebraska - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Highway map Nebraska ... Standard Oil Company of Nebraska. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1941].
Authors: Standard Oil Company of Nebraska -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 67 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Standard Oil Company of Nebraska road map : Nebraska.
Date from RMcN AE 77 ms. index.
Plate no. W.3609
Maps on verso (31 x 47 cm. and smaller):
Fremont -- Grand Island -- Hastings -- Lincoln -- North Platte -- Standard Oil Company of Nebraska road map : United States -- Omaha-Council Bluffs.
Panel art: Standard sign over cars at pumps
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 77.38 (PrCt)

53201 Nebraska - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: airplane, car and Tydol flying "A" gasoline logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4329 (PrCt)

53202 Nebraska - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Nebraska with sectional map of adjoining states : Texaco. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1942].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 37 x 67 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Nebraska.
Date from RMcN AE 78 ms. index.
"Road surface conditions edited to 2nd May, 1942."

53203 Nebraska - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Nebraska road map ... / by Bareco Oil Company. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1942]?
Authors: Bareco Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: "B Square" logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stack, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4356 (PrCt)

53204 Nebraska - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Nebraska road map / Cities Service Oils ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1942]?
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: rural road scene, Cities Service Oils logo, and slogan "start every trip at your Cities Service dealer's."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4385 (PrCt)

53205 Nebraska - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Nebraska road map / Cities Service Oils ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1942]?
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: rural road scene, Cities Service Oils logo, and slogan "start every trip at your Cities Service dealer's."
Editor's copy; main map hand stamped "return route"; North Platte, Neb. and Winner, S.D. hand stamped with concentric circles; "4" in blue wax pencil on title panel.
Edited by the same hand as 2 other maps,
Gousha Clients 4374 and Gousha Clients 4400.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Nebraska - Maps - 1942 - Road maps

Travel Nebraska with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1942?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Back panel art: red bird with worm and slogan "the fill that stretches, Conoco Bronz-z-z gasoline."
Includes maps with plate numbers suggesting 1941 and 1942 dates of publication.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 4438 (PrCt)

Nebraska - Maps - 1942 - Road maps

Travel Nebraska with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1942?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Back panel art: red bird with worm and slogan "the fill that stretches, Conoco Bronz-z-z gasoline."
Includes maps with plate numbers suggesting 1941 and 1942 dates of publication.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 4439 (PrCt)

Nebraska - Maps - 1942 - Road maps

Travel Nebraska with the Independent. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1942].
Authors: Globe Oil & Refining Companies -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Dated "42" on title panel.
Panel art: Globe gas station attendant; slogans "we are home owned" and "keep rollin' with Globe."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 4469 (PrCt)
Nebraska - Maps - 1942 - Road maps

Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair : Nebraska.
Date from RMcN AE 78 ms. index.
Plate no. X.3609
Map on verso (31 x 48 cm.): Sinclair : United States recreational map.
Panel art: Sinclair H-C Gasoline pump.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 78.3 (PrCt)

Nebraska - Maps - 1942 - Road maps

Tour Nebraska with Skelly : see America now / courtesy of Skelly Oil Company, U.S.A. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1942.
Authors: Skelly Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Skelly sign, stars and profiles of cars.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4605 (PrCt)

Nebraska - Maps - 1942 - Road maps

Highway map : Nebraska ... Standard Oil Company of Nebraska. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1942].
Authors: Standard Oil Company of Nebraska -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 67 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Standard Oil Company of Nebraska road map : Nebraska.
Date from RMcN AE 78 ms. index.
Plate no. X.3609
Maps on verso (31 x 47 cm. and smaller):
Fremont -- Grand Island -- Hastings -- Lincoln -- North Platte -- Standard Oil Company of Nebraska road map : United States -- Omaha-Council Bluffs.
Panel art: Standard sign over cars at pumps
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 78.1 (PrCt)

Nebraska - Maps - 1942 - Road maps

Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: statue of minuteman with caption "buy war bonds and stamps", Tydol gasoline logo, Veedol motor oil logo, and statement "Oil is ammunition, use it wisely."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4650 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

maps

Nebraska - Maps - 1946 - Road maps

Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair : Nebraska.
Date from RMcN AE 78 ms. index.
Plate no. 463609V
Maps on verso (15 x 16 cm. and smaller):
[Pictorial map of] Nebraska : the Cornhusker state -- Grand Island -- Hastings -- Council Bluffs ... Omaha -- Lincoln -- North Platte.
Panel art: Sinclair attendant and car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 78.18 (PrCt)

53223 Nebraska - Maps - 1946 - Road maps

Travel Nebraska with Conoco ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1946?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4778 (PrCt)

53225 Nebraska - Maps - 1946 - Road maps

D-X road map of Nebraska and United States. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1946?].
Authors: Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation."
Panel art: D-X sign and Diamond gas station facade.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4807 (PrCt)

53226 Nebraska - Maps - 1946 - Road maps

Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Handstamped "received ... Apr 29 1947 Rand McNally & Co. Blazed Trails Dept. ...").
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 166.28 (PrCt)
53227 Nebraska - Maps - 1946 - Road maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 78 ms. index.
Plate no. 463609V
Map on verso (31 x 48 cm.): Rand McNally road map : United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 78.17 (PrCt)**

53228 Nebraska - Maps - 1946 - Road maps

**Shell map of Nebraska**. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1946].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
**Gousha Clients 4885 (PrCt)**

53229 Nebraska - Maps - 1946 - Road maps

**Tour Nebraska with Skelly**: see America now / courtesy of Skelly Oil Company, U.S.A. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1946.
Authors: Skelly Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Skelly sign, stars and profiles of cars.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
**Gousha Clients 4982 (PrCt)**

53230 Nebraska - Maps - 1946 - Road maps

**Highway map**: Nebraska ... Standard Oil Company (Indiana). Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1946].
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Standard Oil Company of Nebraska -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Standard Oil Company of Nebraska road map : Nebraska.
Date from RMcN AE 78 ms. index.
Plate no. 6-463609-2
Maps on verso (27 x 48 cm. and smaller):
Standard Oil Company (Indiana) road map : United States -- Omaha ... Council Bluffs -- Grand Island -- Lincoln.
Panel art: Standard sign over cars at pumps
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 78.22 (PrCt)**

53231 Nebraska - Maps - 1946 - Road maps

Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: gas station attendant and man in car.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
**Gousha Clients 4982 (PrCt)**

53232 Nebraska - Maps - 1946 - Road maps

**West (U.S.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps

Nebraska and adjoining states : Mobiloil, Socony-Vacuum ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1946].
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Nebraska : Socony-Vacuum Oil Company, Inc.
Date from RMcN AE 78 ms. index.
Plate no. 463609V
Maps on verso (43 x 48 cm. and smaller):
[Western U.S.] -- Grand Island -- Hastings -- Lincoln -- Omaha ... Council Bluffs.
Panel art: Mobilgas sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 78.15 (PrCt)**

53233 Nebraska - Maps - 1946 - Road maps

**West (U.S.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps

Nebraska and adjoining states : Mobiloil, Socony-Vacuum ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1946].
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Standard Oil Company of Nebraska road map : Nebraska.
Date from RMcN AE 78 ms. index.
Plate no. 6-463609-2
Maps on verso (27 x 48 cm. and smaller):
Standard Oil Company (Indiana) road map : United States -- Omaha ... Council Bluffs -- Grand Island -- Lincoln.
Panel art: Standard sign over cars at pumps
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 78.15 (PrCt)**
Nebraska - Maps - 1946 - Road maps

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Nebraska: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company, Inc.

Added title: Nebraska: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company, Inc.

Date from RMcN AE 78 ms. index.

Plate no. 463609V-1

Maps on verso (43 x 48 cm. and smaller):
[Western U.S.] -- Grand Island -- Hastings --
Lincoln -- Omaha ... Council Bluffs.

Panel art: Mobilgas sign.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 78.16 (PrCt)

Nebraska - Maps - 1946 - Road maps

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Nebraska: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company, Inc.

Added title: Nebraska: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company, Inc.

Date from RMcN AE 78 ms. index.

Plate no. 463609V-1

Maps on verso (43 x 48 cm. and smaller):
[Western U.S.] -- Grand Island -- Hastings --
Lincoln -- Omaha ... Council Bluffs.

Panel art: Mobilgas sign.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 78.16 (PrCt)

Nebraska - Maps - 1947 - Road maps

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Nebraska: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company, Inc.

Added title: Nebraska: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company, Inc.

Date from RMcN AE 78 ms. index.

Plate no. 463609V-1

Maps on verso (43 x 48 cm. and smaller):
[Western U.S.] -- Grand Island -- Hastings --
Lincoln -- Omaha ... Council Bluffs.

Panel art: Mobilgas sign.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 78.16 (PrCt)

Nebraska - Maps - 1947 - Road maps

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Nebraska: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company, Inc.

Added title: Nebraska: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company, Inc.

Date from RMcN AE 78 ms. index.

Plate no. 463609V-1

Maps on verso (43 x 48 cm. and smaller):
[Western U.S.] -- Grand Island -- Hastings --
Lincoln -- Omaha ... Council Bluffs.

Panel art: Mobilgas sign.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 78.16 (PrCt)

Nebraska - Maps - 1947 - Road maps

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Nebraska: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company, Inc.

Added title: Nebraska: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company, Inc.

Date from RMcN AE 78 ms. index.

Plate no. 463609V-1

Maps on verso (43 x 48 cm. and smaller):
[Western U.S.] -- Grand Island -- Hastings --
Lincoln -- Omaha ... Council Bluffs.

Panel art: Mobilgas sign.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 78.16 (PrCt)
Map on verso (31 x 48 cm.): Rand McNally road map: United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 78.24 (PrCt)

53240 Nebraska - Maps - 1947 - Road maps

Shell map of Nebraska. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1947?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "U", indicating 1947 publication.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5193 (PrCt)

53241 Nebraska - Maps - 1947 - Road maps

Tour Nebraska with Skelly / courtesy of Skelly Oil Company, U.S.A. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1947?].
Authors: Skelly Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "U", indicating 1947 publication.
Panel art: Skelly sign, car and group of people on beach.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5225 (PrCt)

53242 Nebraska - Maps - 1947 - Road maps

Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Standard Oil Company of Nebraska -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Standard Oil Company of Nebraska road map : Nebraska.
Date from RMcN AE 78 ms. index.
Plate no. 7-463609V-1
Maps on verso (27 x 48 cm. and smaller):
Standard Oil Company (Indiana) road map : United States -- Omaha ... Council Bluffs -- Grand Island -- Lincoln.
Panel art: Standard sign over cars at pumps
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 78.26 (PrCt)

53243 Nebraska - Maps - 1947 - Road maps

Nebraska points of interest and touring map ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., c1947.
Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- Chevron Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Logan, Maurice, 1886-1977 -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: couple in mountain landscape signed "Maurice Logan"; Standard Oil Company of California logos for "RPM motor oil" and "Chevron supreme" gas.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5018 (PrCt)

53244 Nebraska - Maps - 1947 - Road maps

Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "U", indicating 1947 publication.
Panel art: gas station attendant talking to man in car.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5265 (PrCt)

53245 Nebraska - Maps - 1948 - Road maps

Nebraska / Cities Service. Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948?].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
Panel art: Cities Service gas station, various cartoon images, and slogan "Cities Service dealers help make every trip a treat."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5328 (PrCt)

53246 Nebraska - Maps - 1948 - Road maps

Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- Chevron Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Logan, Maurice, 1886-1977 -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: couple in mountain landscape signed "Maurice Logan"; Standard Oil Company of California logos for "RPM motor oil" and "Chevron supreme" gas.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5018 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Travel Nebraska with Conoco ... Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
Panel art: family standing in front of car and statement "for long trips ask ... about Touraide.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5369 (PrCt)

53247 Nebraska - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Road map of Nebraska and United States / D-X the sign of friendly service. Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948?].
Authors: Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
D-X was the trademark of Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation.
Panel art: D-X sign.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5395 (PrCt)

53248 Nebraska - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Nebraska ... / compliments of Phillips Petroleum Company, Bartlesville, Oklahoma. Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948?].
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
Panel art: couple in a convertible driving towards a Phillips gas station, Phillips 66 logo, and slogan "for cleanliness and service there's a Phillips 66 station ahead."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5424 (PrCt)

53249 Nebraska - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 78 ms. index.
Plate no. 8-463609V-2
Map on verso (31 x 48 cm.): Rand McNally road map : United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 78.32 (PrCt)

53250 Nebraska - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Shell map of Nebraska. Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5466 (PrCt)

53251 Nebraska - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Tour Nebraska with Skelly / courtesy of Skelly Oil Company, U.S.A. Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948?].
Authors: Skelly Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
Panel art: Skelly sign, car and group of people on beach.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5515 (PrCt)

53252 Nebraska - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Standard Oil Company of Nebraska -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Standard Oil Company of Nebraska road map : Nebraska.
Date from RMcN AE 78 ms. index.
Plate no. 8-463609V-2
Maps on verso (27 x 48 cm. and smaller): Standard Oil Company (Indiana) road map : United States -- Omaha ... Council Bluffs --

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Grand Island -- Lincoln.
Panel art: Standard sign over cars at pumps
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 78.33 (PrCt)**

53253 Nebraska - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Nebraska points of interest and touring map ... Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948].
Authors: Standard Oil Company of California --
Chevron Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company
-- Logan, Maurice, 1886-1977 -- H.M. Gousha
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Road map of Nebraska prepared for
the California Company.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948
publication.
Panel art: couple in mountain landscape signed
"Maurice Logan"; logos for "RPM motor oil" and
"Chevron supreme" gas.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry
Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
**Gousha Clients 5293 (PrCt)**

53254 Nebraska - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Road map : Nebraska / compliments of Tide
Water Associated Oil Company, New York, San
Francisco, Tulsa, Chicago ; San Jose : H.M.
Gousha Co., [1948].
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company --
H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948
publication.
Panel art: gas station attendant talking to man in
car, Tydol Flying "A" gasoline sign, Veedol motor
oil logo, and slogan "at this sign ... everything
that's good for your car."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry
Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
**Gousha Clients 5550 (PrCt)**

53255 Nebraska - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Nebraska and adjoining states : Mobiloil,
Socony-Vacuum ... Chicago : Rand McNally &
Company, [1948].
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand
McNally and Company -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Nebraska : Socony-Vacuum Oil
Company, Inc.
Date from RMcN AE 78 ms. index.
Plate no. 8-463609V-2
Maps on verso (43 x 48 cm. and smaller):
[Western U.S.] -- Grand Island -- Hastings --
Lincoln -- Omaha ... Council Bluffs.
Panel art: Mobilgas logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 78.31 (PrCt)**

53256 Nebraska - Maps - 1949 - Road maps
Nebraska - Maps - 1949 - Pictorial maps
Sinclair : Nebraska : road map and pictorial
sight-seeing guide. Chicago : Rand McNally &
Company, [1949].
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally
and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair : Nebraska.
Date from RMcN AE 61 ms. index.
Plate no. 9-463609V-3
Maps on verso (15 x 15 cm. and smaller):
Nebraska [pictorical map] -- Grand Island --
Hastings -- Council Bluffs ... Omaha -- Lincoln --
North Platte.
Panel art: Sinclair sign in front of winding road
with cars.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 61.2 (PrCt)**

53257 Nebraska - Maps - 1949 - Road maps
Rand McNally road map : Nebraska. Chicago :
Rand McNally & Company, [1949].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 61 ms. index.
Plate no. 9-463609V-3.
Map on verso (31 x 47 cm.): Rand McNally road
map : United States
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 61.3 (PrCt)**

53258 Nebraska - Maps - 1949 - Road maps
Highway map : Nebraska ... Standard Oil
Company (Indiana). Chicago : Rand McNally &
Company, [1949].
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) --
Standard Oil Company of Nebraska -- Rand
McNally and Company -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Standard Oil Company of Nebraska

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
53259 Nebraska - Maps - 1950

Nebraska - Maps - 1950 - Railroads

Nebraska - Maps - 1950 - Road maps


Form part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 61.1 (PrCt)

53260 Nebraska - Maps - 1951 - Road maps

Nebraska - Maps - 1951 - Pictorial maps

Nebraska - Maps - 1951 - Road maps


Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Panel title.

Added title: Sinclair : Nebraska.

Date from RMcN AE 61 ms. index.

Plate no. 1-463609V-7

Maps on verso (15 x 15 cm. and smaller):

Nebraska [pictorial map] -- Grand Island -- Hastings -- Council Bluffs ... Omaha -- Lincoln -- North Platte.

Panel art: Sinclair attendant servicing car at gas pump.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 61.5 (PrCt)

53261 Nebraska - Maps - 1951 - Road maps

Nebraska - Maps - 1951 - Road maps


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm.

Date from RMcN AE 61 ms. index.

Plate no. 1-463609V-7

Map on verso (31 x 48 cm.): Rand McNally road map : United States.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 61.7 (PrCt)

53262 Nebraska - Maps - 1951 - Road maps

Nebraska highway map ... Standard Oil Company (Indiana). Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1951].

Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Standard Oil Company of Nebraska -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Standard Oil Company of Nebraska road map : Nebraska.

Date from RMcN AE 61 ms. index.

Plate no. 1-463609V-5

Maps on verso (27 x 48 cm. and smaller):

Standard Oil Company (Indiana) : road map : United States -- Omaha ... Council Bluffs -- Lincoln -- Sioux City -- Grand Island -- Hastings -- North Platte -- Fremont -- Scottsbluff.

Panel art: Standard sign; car and gas pumps.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 61.4 (PrCt)

53263 Nebraska - Maps - 1951 - Road maps

Nebraska - Maps - 1951 - Road maps

Miracle fold road map : Nebraska and adjoining states ... Mobilgas Socony-Vacuum ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1951].


1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Nebraska : Socony-Vacuum Oil Company, Inc.

Date from RMcN AE 61 ms. index.

Plate no. 1-463609V-7
Maps on verso (43 x 48 cm. and smaller): Grand Island -- [Map of the western U.S.] -- Hastings -- Omaha ... Council Bluffs -- Lincoln -- North Platte.
Panel art: Mobilgas sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 61.6 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Pocket maps -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
23 p. : 2 col. maps on 1 sheet (folded) ; 24 cm. "1952 edition."
Cover title: Rand McNally Nebraska pocket map : reference map ... [and] detailed highway map
Uniform title: Pocket maps
Folded map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back to back, col. : 47 x 64 cm. and 39 x 61 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of Nebraska. Plate no. 54.
Includes key to railroads and inset map of Omaha, Lincoln and vicinity (15 x 17 cm.). -- Rand McNally road map : Nebraska. Plate no. 5-463609V-13.
"2 maps in one, $1" -- front cover.
Cover art: Schematic road sign labeled "reference map ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Pocket 4C 155 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Pocket maps -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
23 p. : 2 col. maps on 1 sheet (folded) ; 24 cm. "1952 edition."
Cover title: Rand McNally Nebraska pocket map : reference map ... [and] detailed highway map
Uniform title: Pocket maps
Folded map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back to back, col. : 47 x 64 cm. and 42 x 65 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of Nebraska. Plate no. 543210. Includes key to railroads and inset map of Omaha, Lincoln and vicinity (15 x 17 cm.). -- Rand McNally road map : Nebraska. Plate no. 2-463609V-8.
"2 maps in one, $1" -- front cover.
Cover art: Schematic road sign labeled "reference map ... ."
Handstamp on title page: Register of Copyrights, Library of Congress ... certificate no. 219186.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Pocket 4C 156 (PrCt)

53266 Nebraska - Maps - 1952 - Road maps>>>Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 61 ms. index.
Plate no. 2-463609V-8
Map on verso (31 x 48 cm.): Rand McNally road map : United States
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 61.8 (PrCt)

53267 Nebraska - Maps - 1952 - Road maps>>>West (U.S.) - Maps - 1952 - Road maps>>>Road maps
Miracle fold road map : Nebraska and adjoining states ... Mobilgas Socony-Vacuum ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1952].
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Foldex Limited -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Nebraska : Socony-Vacuum Oil Company, Inc.
Date from RMcN AE 61 ms. index.
Plate no. 2-463609V-8
Panel art: Mobilgas sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 61.9 (PrCt)

General highway map : ... County, Nebraska / prepared by the Department of Roads, Program and Planning Section ; in cooperation with the U.S. Department of Transportation, Federal Highway Administration. [Lincoln] : Nebraska Department of Roads, 1954-1971.
Authors: Nebraska. Dept. of Roads -- United States. Federal Highway Administration -- Logility Transportation (Des Plaines, Ill.) -- Centre Mark Co. (Elmhurst, Ill.)
1 atlas: 93 maps; 45 x 89 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:127,500].
Diazo and blueline prints.
Title of each map: General highway map...
County, Nebraska.
Each county map includes location map and ancillary maps of cities and towns.
Includes annotations by Logility or an earlier firm, Centre Mark.
map 9C G4191 .P2 1954 .N4 (PrCt)

53269 Nebraska - Maps - 1954 - Road maps

Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 43 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair: Nebraska.
Date from RMcN AE 78 ms. index.
Plate no. 4-463609V-12
Panel art: Sinclair attendant giving directions with map to couple in car.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 78.1X (PrCt)

53270 Nebraska - Maps - 1954 - Road maps

Miracle fold road map: Nebraska and adjoining states... Socony-Vacuum Oil Company... Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1954].
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Foldex Limited -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 43 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Nebraska: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company, Inc.
Date from RMcN AE 78 ms. index.
Plate no. 4-463609V-11
Maps on verso (43 x 48 cm. and smaller): Grand Island -- [Western U.S.] -- Hastings -- Omaha... Council Bluffs -- Lincoln -- North Platte.
Panel art: Mobilgas logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 78.2X (PrCt)

53271 Nebraska - Maps - 1956 - Road maps

Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 43 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair: Nebraska.
Date from RMcN AE 61 ms. index.
Plate no. 6-463609V-16
Panel art: Family driving below American scenery.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 61.1X (PrCt)

53272 Nebraska - Maps - 1956 - Road maps

Miracle fold road map: Nebraska and adjoining states... Standard Oil Company (Indiana): highway map... Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1956].
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 43 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) highway map: Nebraska.
Date from RMcN AE 61 ms. index.
Plate no. 6-463609V-15
Maps on verso (28 x 43 cm. and smaller): Standard Oil Company (Indiana): highway map... United States -- Omaha-Council Bluffs -- Grand Island -- Lincoln -- Sioux City -- Fremont -- Hastings -- North Platte -- Scottsbluff.
Panel art: Standard sign and attendant with maps.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 61.3X (PrCt)
53274 Nebraska - Maps - 1956 - Road maps
Miracle fold road map: Nebraska and adjoining states... Mobilgas... Socony Mobil Oil Company. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1956].
Authors: Socony Mobil Oil Company -- Foldex Limited -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Nebraska : Socony Mobil Oil Company, Inc.
Date from RMcN AE 61 ms. index.
Plate no. 6-463609V-15
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 61.2X (PrCt)

53275 Nebraska - Maps - 1960 - Road maps
Authors: Travelmats (Firm)
1 map ; on sheet 26 x 36 cm.
Issued as a placemat, with scalloped edges.
List of "Recommended stops between Omaha, Nebr. and Denver, Colo. and Grandby, Colo. via Rocky Mountain National Park" is keyed to map. Printed in red ink.
"1260 B."
Two copies.
map1F G3701 .P2 1963 .T7, Hwy. 6 [copies 1 and 2] (PrCt)

53276 Nebraska - Maps - 1960 - Road maps
Pictorial maps Nebraska highways 1961 / Distributed by Nebraska Department of Roads. [Lincoln, Neb.?] : Distributed by Nebraska Department of Roads, 1961.
Authors: Nebraska. Dept. of Roads -- Nebraska Game, Forestation, and Parks Commission -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 35 x 70 cm., folded to 24 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Nebraska state highways / prepared by Department of Roads, 1961
Insets (11 x 10 cm. and smaller): Omaha and vicinity -- Omaha -- Lincoln.
Pictorial map on verso (21 x 46 cm.): Welcome to Nebraska, where the west begins / prepared by the Nebraska Game, Forestation, and Parks Commission.
Panel art: color photo of horse with cliffs in background.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library), Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1774 (PrCt)

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

See unpublished typescript of exhibition captions compiled by James Akerman [Vert 1713, no. 2, part 1, p. 52]
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).

53277 Nebraska - Maps - 1961 - Road maps
Nebraska - Maps - 1961 - Pictorial maps
Pictorial maps Nebraska highways 1961 / Distributed by Nebraska Department of Roads. [Lincoln, Neb.?] : Distributed by Nebraska Department of Roads, 1961.
Authors: Nebraska. Dept. of Roads -- Nebraska Game, Forestation, and Parks Commission -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 35 x 70 cm., folded to 24 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Nebraska state highways / prepared by Department of Roads, 1961
Insets (11 x 10 cm. and smaller): Omaha and vicinity -- Omaha -- Lincoln.
Pictorial map on verso (21 x 46 cm.): Welcome to Nebraska, where the west begins / prepared by the Nebraska Game, Forestation, and Parks Commission.
Panel art: color photo of horse with cliffs in background.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library), Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1774 (PrCt)

53278 Nebraska - Maps - 1962-1964
Nebraska - Maps - 1962-1964 - Railroads
Railroads - Maps
Rand McNally Nebraska pocket map. San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1962 [i.e. 1964?].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Pocket maps -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
21 p. : 2 col. maps on 1 sheet (folded) ; 24 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally Nebraska pocket reference map [and] detailed highway map
Uniform title: Pocket maps
"2 maps" -- front cover.
Map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back to back, col. : 47 x 64 cm. and 65 x 42 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of Nebraska. Includes key to railroads and inset map of Omaha, Lincoln and vicinity (15 x 17 cm.) -- Nebraska : Rand McNally road map. "Copyright © 1964 [!]" Plate no. 4-5640-17. Includes inset map of Omaha-Council Bluffs (11 x 12 cm. and 9 x 9 cm.)
Form part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Jan. 2010).
RMcN Pocket 4C 157 (PrCl)

53279 Nebraska - Maps - 1962-1968
- Nebraska - Maps - 1962-1968 - Railroads
- Nebraska - Maps - 1962-1968 - Road maps
- Kansas - Maps - 1962-1968 - Road maps
- Railroad - Maps
Rand McNally Nebraska pocket map. San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1962 [i.e. 1968?].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Pocket maps -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
21 p. : 3 col. maps (folded) ; 24 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally Nebraska pocket reference map [and] detailed highway map
Uniform title: Pocket maps
"2 maps" -- front cover.
Map contents (3 maps on 2 sheets, col. : 47 x 64 cm. and 35 x 75 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm., loose inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of Nebraska. Includes key to railroads and inset map of Omaha, Lincoln and vicinity (15 x 17 cm.).
-- Nebraska [road map] "Copyright © 1968 [I]"
Plate no. 686738-1. Includes insets of the Omaha region and Lincoln (16 x 17 cm. and 10 x 11 cm.).
Map on verso (36 x 38 cm.): Kansas : the sunflower state. Includes inset maps of the Kansas City region, Topeka, and Wichita (20 x 18 cm. and smaller).
Cover art: stylized and labeled map symbols (e.g. "elevations", "points of interest", "air facilities", etc.)
"$1.95" -- printed on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Jan. 2010).
RMcN Pocket 4C 158 (PrCl)

53280 Nebraska - Maps - 1965 - Road maps
Authors: Nebraska Game, Forestation, and Parks Commission -- Nebraska. Dept. of Roads -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 35 x 70 cm., folded to 25 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"For free distribution."
Added title: Nebraska state highways / prepared by Department of Roads, 1965
Insets (12 x 11 cm. and smaller): Omaha -- Omaha and vicinity -- Lincoln.
Panel art: color photo of rodeo cowboy.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1775 (PrCl)

53281 Nebraska - Maps - 1967-1978 - Counties
- Nebraska - Maps - 1967-1978 - Road maps
General highway map ... Nebraska. 1967-1978.
Authors: Nebraska. Dept. of Roads
105 maps ; on sheets 23 x 37 cm. + index map and legend
79-46244
M213
map5C G4191.P2 1967 N4 (PrCl)

53282 Nebraska - Maps - 1971 - Road maps
Authors: Nebraska. Department of Roads -- Graff, Jerry, active 1971 -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 35 x 70 cm., folded to 25 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: 1971 official highway map : Nebraska / prepared by Department of Roads.
Inset (10 x 13 cm.): Douglas and Sarpy Counties.
Maps on verso (17 x 17 cm. and smaller): Omaha -- Norfolk -- Columbus -- Fremont -- Scottsbluff-Gering -- Lincoln -- Bellevue -- North Platte -- Kearney -- Grand Island -- Hastings -- Beatrice.
Artwork on verso signed "Jerry [?] Graff [?] 71"
Panel art: oversize lettering and Nebraska state seal.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4790 (PrCl)

53283 Nebraska - Maps - 1974 - Road maps
Interstate 80 - Maps - 1974 - Road maps
Authors: Nebraska. Department of Roads -- Nebraska. Department of Economic Development -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 35 x 66 cm., folded to 24 x 12 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: 1974 official highway map : Nebraska / prepared by Department of Roads.
"Produced by the Department of Roads in cooperation with the Department of Economic Development."
Insets (16 x 72 cm. or smaller): [Map of Interstate 80 from Pine Bluffs, Wyo. to Omaha, Neb.] -- Douglas and Sarpy Counties -- Omaha -- Scottsbluff-Gering -- North Platte -- Kearney -- Grand Island -- Hastings -- Norfolk -- Fremont -- Columbus -- Bellevue -- Beatrice -- Lincoln.
Maps on verso (14 x 30 cm. and 10 x 56 cm.): [Map of main highways in Nebraska key to descriptive text in margins] -- The Platte River road [map of Interstate 80].

Panel art: Color photo of Indian labelled "Fort Robinson 1874-1974."

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 1776 (PrCt)

53286 Nebraska - Maps - 1975 - Road maps>>>Great Plains - Maps - 1975 - Road maps


1 map : col. ; 35 x 66 cm., folded to 24 x 12 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: 1975 official highway map: Nebraska / prepared by Department of Roads.

"Produced by the Department of Roads in cooperation with the Department of Economic Development. Photos by Game & Parks Commission."

Insets (11 x 12 cm. and smaller): Omaha -- Douglas and Sarpy County inset -- Lincoln -- Bellevue -- Beatrice -- Columbus -- Fremont -- North Platte -- Grand Island -- Norfolk -- Hastings -- Kearney -- Scottsbluff-Gering.

Maps on verso (14 x 28 cm. and 14 x 55 cm.): ...the Good life [map road key to numbered photographs in margins] -- Platte River Road.

Handstamp: Received May 7, 1975, Rand McNally & Co., Road Map Research.

Panel art: Nebraska bicentennial watercolor portrait of the state capitol by Paul Norton as commissioned by KFOR Radio, Lincoln.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 1776 (PrCt)

53287 Nebraska Sunday-School Assembly Grounds (Crete, Neb) - Maps - 1885>>>Maps on stationery - Maps - 1885
Map of grounds belonging to the Nebraska Sunday-School Assembly at Crete, Nebraska. 1885.

Authors: Abbott & Abbott Lawyers

1 map ; col. ; 26 x 20 cm.

Includes text describing operations of the assembly.


Midwest Map Cat. 12-928

Gift, 1986

4219

map1F G4194.C7:2N3 1885 M3 (PrCt)


Authors: Schilder, Günter -- Kok, Hans, 1940--
Nederlandsche Oost-Indische Compagnie -- Explokat (Program)
707 p. : ill. (some col.), col. maps ; 33 cm. + CD-ROM (4 3/4 in.)
"Research programme Explokat."--P. [2].
Includes bibliographical references (p. 694-699) and indexes.
CD-ROM: Appendices 1-22.
ISBN 9789061942603 ; 9061942608
folio HF483.E6 S35 2010 (NLO)

53290 Nederlandsche Oost-Indische Compagnie - History Nautical charts, Dutch - 1600-1699 Cartography - Netherlands - History - Nautical charts - 1600-1699 Nautical charts Organization and development of the Dutch East India company's hydrographic office in the 17th century. [199-?].
Authors: Schilder, Günter
11 leaves ; 30 cm.
Photocopy of typescript.
BHC 2216
Vert 1688 (PrCr)

53291 Needham (Mass.) - Maps - 1763 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles A Colored plan of Fort Needham. [19--].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1763 manuscript.
folio Ayer 136 .H91 1909 ser. 2, v. 3, pl. 50 (PrCr)

Authors: C.B. Graham's Lith. -- United States. Congress (35th, 1st session). House
1 map ; 16 x 12 cm.
Scale 1:63,360 or "1 inch to the mile."

53293 Neembucú (Paraguay) - Maps - 1855<> Itapirú (Paraguay) - Maps - 1855<> Water Witch (Sidewheel gunboat)-Routes - Maps - 1855 El Canal exclusivo del Campamento general del Passeo de la Patria pertenencia de costa a costa a la Republica, y cubre el Campamento, su intransito está prohibido aun a los Buques mercantes Nacionales : reduced from a sketch made by order of President Lopez. Washington, D.C. C.B. Graham Lith., [1858].
Authors: López, Francisco Solano, 1827--1870 -- C.B. Graham’s Lith. -- United States. Congress (35th, 1st session). House
1 map ; 16 x 12 cm.
Scale 1:63,360 or "1 inch to the mile."
Reference: Koepp 945 (35-1) H.exdoc. 2, map 1. map1F G5383 .N4 1855 .U5, map 1 (PrCr)

53294 Neerwinden, Battle of, Neerwinden, Belgium, 1793 - Maps - 1839<> Neerwinden (Belgium) SEE Neerwinden (Belgium)
Bataille de Neerwinden, livrée le 18 Mars 1793 / Bielaerds, ft. [Paris] : Libraire Militaire de Petit, [1839].
Authors: Bielaerds, J.-B. -- Jomini, Antoine Henri, baron de, 1779-1869. Atlas pour servir à l'intelligence de l'Histoire critique et militaire des guerres de la révolution (1839) -- Petit, J.-B.
1 map : hand col. ; 20 x 26 cm.
Relief shown by hachures.
Positions of French and Austrian troops indicated by colors.
At upper right: Pl. VII.
Case oversize F 393 .457, pl. 7 (PrCr)

53295 Neerwinden (Belgium), Battle of, 1693
Defait de l'armée des alliez dans leurs camp de Neerwind ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, [1713?]) map [72].
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Introduction à la fortification ... [1713?]
1 map : 19 x 27 cm.
In: Fer, Nicolas de. Introduction à la fortification ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, [1713?]) map [72].
For later state of this map, with engraved plate number, see Case folio U 26 .292.
For earlier version of this map, titled Ordre de bataille de l'armee des allies, dans le camp de Neerwind ... , engraved on different plate, see Case folio U 26 .293.
Case oversize U 26 .2919 map [72] (PrCr)

An Atlas of Nelson & Spencer Cos., Kentucky; from actual surveys under the direction of B.N. Griffing. [Evansville, Ind. Reproduced by Unigraphic, 1973].
Authors: Griffing, B. N. -- D.J. Lake & Company -- Lake, D. J. -- Unigraphic (Evansville, Ind.)
1 atlas (64, [12] p.) : maps; 36 cm.
Edited by B.N. Griffing.
Cf. Phillips 1761.
Versos of some pages are blank.
74-13530
folio G1333.N4 G7 1882a (NLO)


Standard atlas of Nelson County, North Dakota.
Authors: Brock & Company
46 cm.
Phillips 16300.
oversize F 92264.121 (NLO)


Authors: Dwight, C. S. -- Library of Congress.
Hotchkiss map collection. No. 49 -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: Manuscript, 31 x 37.5 in. Scale 1:80,000. Originally compiled [186-?].
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps: Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 1206 (PrCt)

53303  Nelson County (Va.) - Maps - 1864 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps

Authors: Confederate States of America. Army -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: Photocopy (negative), 4 parts, 18 x 22 in. each. Scale 1:80,000. Originally compiled [1864].
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Nelson County (Va.) - Maps - 1864 - Landowners - Counties
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: Blueprint, 26 x 40.5 in. Scale 1:80,000. Originally compiled 1864.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps: Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 1208 (PrCt)

Facsimiles - Manuscript maps
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1783 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France MC No. 558 (PrCt)

Nemaha County (Kan.) - Maps - 1957 - Landowners - Counties
Authors: R.C. Booth Enterprises -- Nemaha County (Kan.) Board of Commissioners -- Roger S. Baskets Collection
Cover title: Plat book of Nemaha County, Kansas 'Prepared for Nemaha County Commissioners.'
Scale not given.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection at the Newberry Library.
Phillips 14190

Nemaha County (Neb.) - Maps - 1894 - Landowners - Counties
Maps - Nemaha County (Neb.) - Plat book of Nemaha County, Nebraska / compiled by C.H. Scoville ; eng. by Balliet & Volk. Omaha ; Philadephia [i.e. Philadelphia] : National Publishing Co. ; Printed by F. Bourquin, 1894.
Authors: Scoville, C. H. -- Balliet & Volk (Firm)

Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 1208 (PrCt)

To face the title -- binder's instructions at upper right.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Graff 3532, opposite p. 9 (PrCt)

One of four maps engraved by Thomas Jeffereys on the same copperplate.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
National Publishing Company (Philadelphia, Pa.) -- Bourquin, F. (Frederick), b. 1808
1 atlas ([41]-83 p.) : hand col. maps ; 46 cm.
References: LeGear. Atlases of the United States. 5520
LCCN: 2005-627022
oversize F 92459 .8 (NLO)

53310 Nepal - Maps - 1995
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Automobile Association (Great Britain) -- Macmillan Travel -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 42 plates
1st ed.
Issued in partnership with the Automobile Association (short format); cf. A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker’s Reisehandbücher, 1832-1990, p. 277.
Cover price: $24.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

53312 Nepal - Maps - 1996
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Automobile Association (Great Britain) -- Macmillan Travel -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 42 plates
1st ed.
Issued in partnership with the Automobile Association (short format); cf. A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker’s Reisehandbücher, 1832-1990, p. 277.
Cover price: $24.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

53317 Nepal - Maps - Bibliography
Authors: Bouinios, Luce
27 cm.
Prefatory matter in English and French.
Includes indexes.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [113]-117).
Series: Bibliographie du Népal ; v. 3, t. 1
Formerly Z6027.N38 B6
Map Ref Z6027.N38 B6 (NLO)

53313 Nepal - Maps - Bibliography
Authors: Bouinios, Luce
27 cm.
Prefatory matter in English and French.
Includes indexes.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [113]-117).
Series: Bibliographie du Népal ; v. 3, t. 1
Formerly Z6027.N38 B6
Map Ref Z6027.N38 B6 (NLO)

53314 Neresheim, Battle of, Neresheim, Germany, 1796 - Maps - 1839
Authors: Bielaerds, J.-B. -- Jomini, Antoine Henri, baron de, 1779-1869. Atlas pour servir à l'intelligence de l'Histoire critique et militaire des guerres de la révolution (1839) -- Petit, J.-B.
1 map : hand col. ; 42 x 26 cm.
Relief shown by hachures.
Positions of French and Austrian troops indicated by colors.
At upper right: Pl. XV. Case oversize F 393 .457, pl. 15 (PrCt)

53315 Neshoba County (Miss.) - Maps - 1800-1899
Neshobia County (Miss.) - Maps - 1800-1899
Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960- -- Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)
225 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
1st ed.
'Deluxe edition.'
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).
'3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.'
Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).
Includes indexes.
ISBN 1420300601
Local History Ref F347.N4 B69 2005 (NLO)
53317 Netherlands Antilles - Maps -
1872<<>>Suriname - Maps - 1872<<>>Saba (Netherlands Antilles) - Maps - 1872<<>>St. Martin (Netherlands Antilles) - Maps - 1872<<>>Curacao - Maps - 1872<<>>Paramaribo (Suriname) - Maps - 1872<<>>Alkmaar (Suriname) - Pictorial works - 1872<<>>Commewijne River (Suriname) - Pictorial works - 1872

*Dutch possessions in South America and the West Indies.* London: Edinburgh & Dublin: A. Fullarton & Co., [1872?].
Authors: Bartholomew, John, 1831-1893 -- Great Britain. Admiralty -- A. Fullarton & Co. -- A. Fullarton & Co. The Royal illustrated atlas of modern geography [1872?]
3 maps: col.; 14 x 23 cm. and smaller, on sheet 48 x 32 cm.

Insets (14 x 23 cm. and smaller): (1) Saba -- (2) St. Martin -- (3) Curacao on an enlarged scale -- Sketch map shewing the extent of the colony -- Plan of Paramaribo (capital).
Margins include pictorial vignettes, including natives in local costume and 2 views (4 x 23 cm. and 6 x 22 cm.): Island of Curacao from the east -- Residence offices and tent-barge of the cocoa plantation of Alkmaar on the river Commewina. In: A. Fullarton & Co. The Royal illustrated atlas of modern geography (London and Edinburgh : A. Fullarton and Co., [1872?]), plate [21].
Printed plate no. "XXI" at upper right.

*Case oversize G1019 .A38 1872, plate [21] (PrCt)*

53318 Netherlands - Cartography - History
Authors: Fockema Andreae, S. J. (Sybrandus Johannes), 1904-1968 -- Koeman, C. (Cornelis), 1918-

124 p. illus., facsims. 21 cm.

4A 15554 (NLO)

53319 Netherlands - Cities and towns - Maps -
Collections<<>>Cities and towns - Netherlands - Maps -
Collections<<>>Amsterdam (Netherlands) - Maps - Collections<<>>Cartography - Netherlands - Cities and towns - History<<>>Cities and towns - Netherlands - Cartography - History
Authors: Hofman, W. -- Canaletto (Firm)
1 atlas (v. <1-9, 11-12; in 12> : ill., maps (some col.); 42-44 x 32-62 cm.
"Inleiding door W. Hofman."

English summary.
Scales vary.
Bibliography: v.1, p. 38
79-SO 3616

*oversize G1864.A1 H57 1978 (NLO)*


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
53321


Authors: Netherlands. Algemeen Rijksarchief.


In Dutch, with added introduction in English. Includes indexes.


53322


Authors: Netherlands. Algemeen Rijksarchief.


In Dutch, with added introduction in English. Includes indexes.


53323


Authors: Netherlands. Algemeen Rijksarchief.


53324


Catalogus van een verzameling atlassen, kaarten, tekeningen, prenten en foto’s van het Koninklijk Instituut van Ingenieurs (KIVI),
Netherlands - Colonies - Maps - Bibliography - Indexes - 1583-1840

Rijksarchief - Map collections - Bibliography - Indexes


The maps (mostly manuscripts), are reproduced on 1519 microfiches not held by Newberry (April 2009).


Netherlands - Description and travel - 1567


Authors: Guicciardini, Lodovico, 1521-1589 -- Silvio, Willim, d. 1580


The plates are included in signatures and have text on versos included in pagination.

Case folio G 46001 .368 (PrCt)

Netherlands - Description and travel - 1580

Niderlands Beschreibung in welcher aller darinn begriffen Landschaften ... Vrsprung vnd Auffgang / eigentlick erklärt wirt ... Erstlich durch ... Ludwig Guicciardin ... zusamen getragen : durch Danielen Federman ... Getrukt zu Basel : Bey Sebastian Henric-petri, 1580.

Authors: Guicciardini, Lodovico, 1521-1589 -- Federmann, Daniel -- Henric-petri, Sebastian, 1547-1627 -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 --
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
14 p. l., cccxxxv [i.e. cccxxxxix], [2] p. : ill. (incl. double maps) ; 32 cm.
Pages xxxiv-xxxvii omitted in numbering.
Additional material on the Order of the golden fleece (p. xcciii-cl) and 3 maps, reprinted from Munster’s Cosmographia.
Bound with: Benzonzi, Girolamo. Der Newenn weldt ... [1579].
Ayer 108 .B4 1579a (NLO)

53329 Netherlands - Description and travel - 1588=Netherlands - Maps - 1588
Descrittione di M. Lodovico Guicciardini ... di tvtti i Paesi Bassi, altrimenti detti Germania Inferiore ... Rueduta di nuouo, & ampliata per tutto la terza volta del medesimo autore ... Anversa : Appresso C. Plantino, 1588.
Authors: Guicciardini, Lodovico, 1521-1589 -- Plantin, Christophe, approximately 1520-1589 -- Plantijnsche Drukkerij.
First edition, 1567.
Case folio G 46001 .37 (NLO)

53330 Netherlands - Description and travel - 1593
Authors: Guicciardini, Lodovico, 1521-1589 -- Chard, T.
1 v. ; 16 cm.
Case G 46001.42 (NLO)

[6], 434, [14] p. : coat of arms ; 11 cm. (16mo)
Does not include maps.

Authors: Linden, J. A. van der -- Netherlands. Generale Staf.
Bibliography p. 61-62.
Dutch with English summary.
4A 19191 (NLO)

53333 Netherlands - Geography - 1985=Netherlands - Maps - 1985
Compact geography of the Netherlands / [composition/text, H. Meijer]. The Hague ; Utrecht : Published by Ministry of Foreign Affairs, in conjunction with the Information and Documentation Centre for the Geography of the Netherlands (IDG), [1985].
[5th impression, updated, rev. and supplemented].
folio DJ30.5 .C66 1985 (NLO)

53334 Netherlands - Geography - History=Netherlands - Historical geography - Maps - 1971
Authors: Lambert, Audrey M. 412 p. illus., maps. 24 cm.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
53335 Netherlands - Guidebooks - 1948 - Periodicals<<Koninklijke Nederlandse Toeristen Bond ANWB
Authors: Koninklijke Nederlandse Toeristen Bond ANWB -- De Kampioen -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
296 p. : ill., ports. ; 27 cm.
Does not include maps.
Added title: Kampioen.
Uniform title: De Kampioen.
In Dutch.
'Uit het archief der Kampioen-Redactie'.
Illustrated account of the first forty years of the A.N.W.B., the Royal Dutch Touring Club, from its founding in 1883 up to 1923, containing photographs from the archives of 'De Kampioen', the A.N.W.B.'s official publication.
Frontispiece portrait of Edo Bergsma, first chairman of the A.N.W.B., and editor of 'De Kampioen.'
Bookplate of former owner, Cornelis Koeman.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes GV1047.A6 A6 1923 (NLO)

53336 Netherlands - Guidebooks - 1948 - Periodicals<<Koninklijke Nederlandse Toeristen Bond ANWB<<A.N.W.B.
Toeristenbond Voor Nederland SEE Koninklijke Nederlandse Toeristen Bond ANWB
De Kampioen : jubileum-nummer ter gelegenheid van het 65-jarig bestaan van de A.N.W.B.
Authors: Koninklijke Nederlandse Toeristen Bond ANWB -- Noë, Charlotte -- De Kampioen -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Does not include maps.
Uniform title: De Kampioen.
Anniversary issue of De Kampioen, the official publication of the A.N.W.B., celebrating the organization's 65 years in existence.
In Dutch.
Contains illustrated articles on the history of the club, tourism in the Netherlands, the beauty of the outdoors, camping, and boating.
Accompanied by 'Veertig jaar', the 40th anniversary publication of the A.N.W.B., which has been catalogued separately; cf. Baskes GV1047.A6 A6 1923.
Includes advertisements and classified ads.
Baskes folio GV1047.A68 A68 1948 (NLO)

53337 Netherlands - Historical geography - Maps - 1600-1799<<Netherlands - Colonies - Historical geography - Maps
40 v. ; 25 cm. + 156 sheets (col. maps) ; 37 x 50 cm. (some larger)
Cover title.
Issued in parts.
156 sheets comprise 19 maps; separately shelved as Map2F 6001.S1.
Text for map 11 not published.
Bibliographies included in some text volumes.
Maps shelved separately as: Map2F 6001 .S1.
Map4C 44 (NLO)

Authors: Visscher, Claes Jansz., 1586 or 7-1652 -- Keere, Pieter van den, 1571-ca. 1646 -- Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598 -- Hondius, Jodocus, 1563-1612 -- Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 36 x 48 cm.
Koeman, C. Atlantes Neerlandici (1967), v. 3, p. 159, Vis 1 A no. 2 and p. 176, no. 10*.
Forms part of the Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Visscher 7 (PrCt)

53339 Netherlands - Historical geography - Maps - 1701<<Historical atlases Descriptio, secundum antiquos, Agri Batavi & Frisii ... Amsterdam : Wetstein, 1697-1701.
Authors: Alting, Menso, 1541-1612 -- Wetstein, Henricus
2 v. in 1 : plates, 15 double maps ; 37 cm.
Case folio F 0246 .031 (NLO)

Authors: Mees, G. M. -- A.W. Sijthoff (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 12 maps ; 285 x 209 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
References: Koeman Mees A2
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

40 v. ; 25 cm. + 156 sheets (col. maps) ; 37 x 50 cm. (some larger)
Cover title.
Issued in parts.
156 sheets comprise 19 maps; separately shelved as Map2F 6001.S1.
Text for map 11 not published.
Bibliographies included in some text volumes.
Maps shelved separately as: Map2F 6001 .S1.
Map4C 44 (NLO)
1890 - Netherlands - Maps - 1890 - Atlases, Dutch - 1890
Geschiedkundige atlas van Nederelnd.
Amsterdam : C.L. Brinkman, 1890.
Authors: Brinkman, C. L. -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library) -- Brinkman, Carel
L. SEE Brinkman, C. L.
1 atlas : 16 maps ; 252 x 195 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
References: Koeman Brin A1
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Authors: Pater, Ben de -- Schoenmaker, B. -- Braam, R. C. M. -- Koninklijk Nederlands Aardrijkskundig Genootschap -- Nederlands Instituut voor Militaire Historie -- Asia Maior (Firm)
1 atlas (584 p.) : col. maps ; 49 cm.
3rd ed.
In Dutch and English.
"Begeleidingscommissie Koninklijk Nederlands Aardrijkskundig Genootschap/Royal Dutch Geographical Society Advisory Committee ..."
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Relief shown by contours, shading, hachures, and spot heights.
Scales differ.
Issued in slip case.
ISBN 9789074861342 ; 9074861342
oversize G1861.S1 G76 2011 (NLO)

53346 Netherlands - Map Collections
Gids voor kaartenverzamelingen in Nederland.
Amersfoort; Alphen aan den Rijn : Nederlandse Vereniging voor Kartografie; Canaletto, 1980.
Authors: Slobbe, Annemieke van
207 p. : ill., map : 21 cm
Bibliography: p. 197-205.
Dutch and/or English.
80-51575
GA193 .N4 S56 (NLO)

53347 Netherlands - Maps - 1552 - Drenthe (Netherlands) - Maps - 1552 - Overijssel (Netherlands) - Maps - 1552 - Drent (Netherlands) SEE Drenthe (Netherlands) SEE Overijssel (Netherlands) SEE Uber Yssel (Netherlands) SEE Overijssel (Netherlands) SEE Uber Yssel (Netherlands) SEE Overijssel (Netherlands) SEE Overijssel (Netherlands) SEE Overijssel (Netherlands) SEE Overijssel (Netherlands) SEE Overijssel (Netherlands) SEE Overijssel (Netherlands)
Asia Maior/Atlas Maior ; KNAG ; Nederlands Instituut voor Militaire Historie
1 map : woodcut ; 20 x 17 cm., on sheet 32 x 21 cm.
Title from oversize lettering at center right of map.
Covers much of the northern Netherlands, including the provinces of Drenthe and Overijssel.
53348  Netherlands - Maps - 1552<<<<<Woodcuts
Authors: Cock, Hieronymus, ca. 1510-1570 -- Philip II, King of Spain, 1527-1598.
VAULT folio Ayer 7 .M8 1552, p. 513 (PrCt)

53349  Netherlands - Maps - 1557<<<<<Philip II, King of Spain, 1527-1598
Authors: Cock, Hieronymus, ca. 1510-1570 -- Philip II, King of Spain, 1527-1598.
VAULT folio Ayer 7 .M8 1552, p. 513 (PrCt)

53350  Netherlands - Maps - 1558
Hollandiae Batavor[um] veteris insvlae et locorvm adiacentium exacta descriptio / Michaelis Tramezini formis ; Ex pontificis max ac Veneti senatus in proximum decemniun privilegio [M]DLVIII ; lac. Bossius Bælga in ae incidebat.
Authors: Tramezzino, Michele, d. 1579 -- Bos, Jacob, fl. 1551-1577 -- Ludwig Rosenthal's Antiquariat -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 502 x 362 mm. (neat line), on sheet remargined to 536 x 452 mm.
Infinity symbol used in place of 'M' in date.
Manuscript '29' on verso, upper right.
Tooley 299.
Karrow 25/4.3.
Van der Heijden, Oude Kaarten der Nederlandsen, 1548-1794, p. 34-35, Tabel 2, plate 34.
Ex Rosenthal.
b100
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Novacco 4F 141 (PrCt)

53351  Netherlands - Maps - 1558 - Cities and towns<<<<<Cities and towns - Netherlands - Maps - 1558 ( Provisional Heading)
Description de touts les Pais-Bas. Antwerp : G. Silvius, 1568.
Authors: Guicciardini, Lodovico, 1521-1598 -- Silvius, G. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 15 maps ; 310 x 208 mm.
GI#3:+2pls
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

2 v. : maps (part fold., part col.) ; 61 x 71 cm. (v. 2: 25 cm.)
Facsimile of 1573 manuscript atlasby Christian Sgrooten: Descriptio exactissima effluxus Schaldis fluvun ... .
'Lictdruck: E. Schreiber, Graphische Kunstantalten, Stuttgart.'
Reproduced from original in the Bibliothèque royale de Belgique, Brussels.
Includes bibliographical footnotes.Serien: Abhandlungen der Akademie der Wissenschaften in Göttingen. Philologisch-Historische Klasse. 3. Folge ; Nr. 44.
Series variation: Akademie der Wissenschaften
Netherlands - Maps - 1573 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

Authors: Sgroten, Christian, 1532-1600 -- Fockema Andreea, S. J. (Sybrandus Johannes), 1904-1968 -- Hoff, Bert van 't, 1900-1979 -- Koninklijk Nederlands Aardrijkskundig Genootschap -- E.J. Brill (Firm) -- Bibliothèque royale de Belgique -- Belgium. Bibliothèque royale SEE Bibliothèque royale de Belgique -- Bibliothèque Albert ler SEE Bibliothèque royale de Belgique -- Koninklijke Bibliotheek van België SEE Bibliothèque royale de Belgique -- Royal Library (Belgium) SEE Bibliothèque royale de Belgique
1 atlas (17 maps on 21 sheets) ; in portfolio 64 x 73 cm. + text ([7], 31 p.; 51 cm.)
Facsimile of 1573 manuscript atlas by Christian Sgroten: Descriptio exactissima effluxus Schildis fluvun ...
Reproduced from original in the Bibliothèque royale de Belgique, Brussels.
"Mit eine inleiding van S. J. Fockema Andreea en B. van 't Hoff."
"In reproduktie uitg. onder auspiciën van het Koninklijk Nederlandsch Aardrijkskundig Genootschap."
Includes bibliographical footnotes.

map9C 1 (NLO)

Netherlands - Maps - 1582 - Cities and towns

Description de touts les Pays-Bas. Antwerp : Plantin, 1582.
Authors: Guicciardini, Lodovico, 1521-1589 -- Plantin -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 69 maps ; 330 x 230 mm.
GI#6;+4pls
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

PrCt

Netherlands - Maps - 1584 - Belgium - Maps - 1584

Authors: Divaeus, Petrus -- Plantin, Christophe, approximately 1520-1589 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 1 map ; 160 x 110 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

PrCt

Netherlands - Maps - 1588 - Benelux Countries - Maps - 1588

Belgicarum provinciarvm descriptio. 1797.
Authors: Doetecam, Jan van -- Doetecum, Baptista -- Utrecths Nieuwsblad -- Schilder, Günter
1 map ; 41 x 56 cm. + text (1 sheet).
Facsimile of original published 1588.
Issued with historical notes by Günter Schilder.

M226

map4F G5990 1588 .D6 1979 (PrCt)

Netherlands - Maps - 1600-1699 - Cities and towns

Authors: Guicciardini, Lodovico, 1521-1589 -- Henricpetri -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 24 maps ; 344 x 223 mm.
GI#4
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

PrCt

Netherlands - Maps - 1600-1699 - Thirty Years' War, 1618-1648 - Maps - Franco-Spanish War, 1635-1659 - Louis XV, King of France, 1710-1774 - Historical atlases

Les Glorieuses conquêtes de Louis le Grand / [Sébastien de Beaulieu]. A Paris : Chez le sieur de Beaulieu, rue St. André des Arts ou estoit cy devant la Porte de Bussi, [1694?].
Authors: Beaulieu, Sébastien de Pontault, ca. 1612-1674 -- Louis XV, King of France, 1710-1774
1 atlas : 32 maps ; 49 cm.
Engraved title page (mounted).
Imperfect; text wanting, and possibly some of the plates; several plates pieced.
Maps also cataloged separately.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

Case oversized G 10307.08 (NLO)

53359 Netherlands - Maps - 1607<<>Benelux Countries - Maps - 1607<<>Keere, Pieter van den, ca. 1571-ca. 1624. Nova et accurata geographica descriptio inferioris Germaniae (1607)


Authors: Keere, Pieter van den, 1571-ca. 1646. Nova et accurata geographica descriptio inferioris Germaniae (1607) -- Schilder, Günter -- Canaletto (Firm)


Facsimile of original published 1607.

Edited by Günter Schilder.

Includes bibliographical references.

Series: Cartographica rarissima. Collection T. Niewodniczanski, Bitburg ; 1

ISBN 9064696624

oversize GA904 1607 .K44 S35 1993 (NLO)

53360 Netherlands - Maps - 1608

Comitatus Hollandiae. [198-].

Authors: Blaeu, Willem Janszoon, 1571-1638

1 map

198- facsimile. Originally published 1608.

temp map6F G6000 1608 .B5 198-.F3 (PrCt)

53361 Netherlands - Maps - 1609 - Cities and towns

<<>Cities and towns - Netherlands - Maps - 1609 (Provisional Heading)

Description de tous les Pays-Bas. Amsterdam : Claes, 1609.

Authors: Guicciardini, Lodovico, 1521-1589 -- Claesz, Cornelis, ca. 1546-1609 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 88 maps ; 308 x 206 mm.

GI#9

Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

53362 Netherlands - Maps - 1611

<<>Leo Belgicus maps - 1611

[Novissima, et accuratissima leonis Belgica, seu septemdecim regionum descriptio / Auct. N. I. Visschero]. Amsterdam : Claes Jansz. Visscher, [1611 or later].

Authors: Visscher, Claes. Jansz., 1586 or 7-1652

-- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; on sheet trimmed to 412 x 543 mm.

Closely trimmed on all sides, resulting in loss of title, part of imprint, views of Amsterdam and Antwerp, partial loss of 18 other city views, and provincial coats-of-arms.

Title and date from Van der Heijden, Leo Belgicus, p. 37-40; state 1 or 2 of the plate.

Scale [ca. 1:1,140,000].

Manuscript "25" on verso, upper right.

Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

I19 Novacco 4F 140 (PrCt)

53363 Netherlands - Maps - 1612 - Cities and towns

<<>Cities and towns - Netherlands - Maps - 1612 (Provisional Heading)

Beschryvinghe van alle de Neder-Landen (facs). Amsterdam : Blaeu, 1612.

Authors: Guicciardini, Lodovico, 1521-1589 -- Blaeu -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 96 maps ; 313 x 224 mm.

Facsimile.

ed:HHZwager(1979)

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

53364 Netherlands - Maps - 1613 - Cities and towns

<<>Cities and towns - Netherlands - Maps - 1613 (Provisional Heading)

Omnium Belgii sive inferioris Germaniae. Amsterdam : Blaeu, 1613.

Authors: Guicciardini, Lodovico, 1521-1589 -- Blaeu -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 73 maps ; 305 x 205 mm.

GI#12; maps:pl#s

Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

53365 Netherlands - Maps - 1613 - Cities and towns

<<>Cities and towns - Netherlands - Maps - 1613 (Provisional Heading)

Description de tous les PaysBas. Arnhem : Janssonius, 1613.

Authors: Guicciardini, Lodovico, 1521-1589 -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 100 maps ; 180 x 243 mm.

GI#13

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

53366 Netherlands - Maps - 1616 (Provisional Heading)

Nieuw Nederlandsch caertboeck. Amsterdam : A. Goos, 1616.

Authors: Goos, Abraham -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 23 maps ; 175 x 220 mm.

1st ed.

Koeman Goo 1

Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
NL 53367 53368


53368 Netherlands - Maps - 1617<>Belgium - Maps - 1617<>Luxembourg - Maps - 1617<>Benelux Countries - Maps - 1617<>Leo Belgicus maps - 1617<>Keere, Pieter van den, ca. 1571-ca. 1624

Germania inferior. Amsterdam : Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, 1617. Authors: Keere, Pieter van den, 1571-ca. 1646 -- Keere, Pieter van den, 1571-ca. 1646. Leo Belgicus -- Koeman, C. (Cornelis), 1918-- -- Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, Ltd. -- Universiteit van Amsterdam. Bibliothek -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) xviii, 92 p. : maps (25 fold.) ; 46 cm. Facsimile of original published Amsterdam, 1617; reproduced from original in the Amsterdam University Library. Bibliography: p. xii-xvii. Series: Theatrum Orbis Terrarum series of atlases in facsimile, 3d ser., v. 3 Includes facsimile of Keere’s map Leo Belgicus, first printed in 1617. References: Heijden, H.A.M. Leo Belgicus (1990) p. 34, no. 4.2; Cf. Phillips 3075; NMM 574-18 Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

53370 Netherlands - Maps - 1617 - Cities and towns<>Cities and towns - Netherlands - Maps - 1617 (Provisional Heading)

Beschryvinghe van alle de Neder-Landen (facs). Utrecht : A. van Herwijk , 1617. Authors: Guicciardini, Lodovico, 1521-1589 -- Herwijck, A. van -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. : 125 maps ; 347 x 245 mm. Facsimile. Does not include text. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

53371 Netherlands - Maps - 1617 - Cities and towns<>Cities and towns - Netherlands - Maps - 1617 (Provisional Heading)

Beschryvinghe van alle de Neder-Landen. Arnhem : Janssoniu, 1617. Authors: Guicciardini, Lodovico, 1521-1589 -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. : 94 maps ; 189 x 249 mm. GI#15;+8pls Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes). Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
53372 Netherlands - Maps - 1620 - Cities and towns
Cities and towns - Netherlands - Maps - 1620 - Geldrop (Netherlands) - Maps - 1620 - Venlo (Netherlands) - Maps - 1620 - Roermond (Netherlands) - Maps - 1620
[Maps of Arnhem, Geldrop, Venlo and Roermond in the Netherlands]. [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Deventer, Jacob van, d. 1575 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
4 views : hand col. ; 19 x 24 cm. and smaller on sheet 41 x 54 cm.
Derived from drawings by Jacob van Deventer; see R.A. Skelton’s Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.
Contents: Arnhemvum ... -- Gelria opp. ... -- Venlonvm, opp. ... -- Rvremvnda ...
Latin letterpress text on verso under titles: Arnhemvum -- Venlonvm -- Gelria -- Rvremvnda.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 3, pl. 17 (PrCt)

53373 Netherlands - Maps - 1620 - Cities and towns
[Maps of Bolsward, Staveren, Harlingen, and Hindeloopen in the Netherlands]. [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Deventer, Jacob van, d. 1575 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
4 maps : hand col. ; 22 x 22 cm. and smaller on sheet 41 x 54 cm.
Derived from drawings by Jacob van Deventer; see R.A. Skelton’s Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.
Contents: Bolzvardia vetus in Frisia Foederis ... -- Stavria vulgo Stauere. Frisiae ... -- Harlinga -- Hindelop.
Latin letterpress text on verso under titles: Bolzvardia -- Stavria -- Harlinga - Hindeloopen.
In: Braun, Georg and Franz Hogenberg. Civitates orbis terrarum [Cologne: Pieter van Brachel?, ca. 1620] v. 4, plate 17
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 4, pl. 17 (PrCt)

53374 Netherlands - Maps - 1620 - Cities and towns
Cities and towns - Netherlands - Maps - 1620 - Sneeek (Netherlands) - Maps - 1620 - Dokkum (Netherlands) - Maps - 1620 - Sloten (Netherlands) - Maps - 1620 - IJlst (Netherlands) - Maps - 1620
[Maps of Sneeek, Dokkum, Sloten, and IJlst in the Netherlands]. [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Deventer, Jacob van, d. 1575 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
4 maps : hand col. ; 23 x 22 cm. and smaller on sheet 41 x 54 cm.
Derived from drawings by Jacob van Deventer; see R.A. Skelton’s Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.
Contents: Sneeca, vulgo Sneek Frisiae occidentalis ... -- Doccvm -- Sloten -- Ylstae.
Latin letterpress text on verso under titles: Sneca -- Doccvm -- Slotenvm -- Ylsta.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 4, pl. 18 (PrCt)

Authors: Keere, Pieter van den, 1571-ca. 1646 -- Keere, Pieter van den, 1571-ca. 1646. Leo Belgicus -- Montanus, Petrus, 1595?-1638 -- Bertius, Petrus, 1565-1629 -- Elsevier -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : maps ; 45 cm.
Includes second state of Keere’s map Leo Belgicus, first printed in 1617; see Heijden, H.A.M. Leo Belgicus (1990) p. 34, no. 4.2 References: Koeman Kee 2.
VAULT oversize Ayer 6 .P9 1618b (NLO)

53376 Netherlands - Maps - 1626 - Benelux countries - Maps - 1626
A New mape of ye XVII provinces of Low Germanie, mended a new in manie places. [London] : George Humble [i.e J. Legate and W. Humble], 1626 [i.e. 1646].
Authors: Speed, John, 1552?-1629 -- Humble, George, d. 1640 -- Legate, John, d. 1658 -- Humble, William, 1612-1686 -- Speed, John, 1552?-1629. A Prospect of the most famous parts of the world ... together with ... Great Brittaines empire (1646)
1 map ; 37 x 45 cm. on sheet 42 x 54 cm. Insets (3 x 6 cm. each): Amsterdam -- Antwerpen -- Ghendt -- Middlebvrg -- Groeningen -- Zvtphen -- Vtrecht -- Atrecht.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Margins include portraits of natives in local costume.
Letterpress text on verso (p. 21-22) under the following heading: The description of Belgia.
In: Speed, John. A Prospect of the most famous parts of the world ... together with ... Great Britaine empire (London : Printed by John Legatt, for William Humble, 1646) map [11].
Case oversize G 117 .82 map [11] (PrCt)

53377 Netherlands - Maps - 1630
Caerte vande Vereenichde Nederlanden mitsgaders de Landen ... [Amsterdam] : Claes Ianss Visscher , 1630.
Authors: Visscher, Claes Jansz., 1586 or 1652 -- Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; hand col. ; 42 x 53 cm.
Oriented with north at right.
Remnants of binding stub and manuscript '60' on verso.
Forms part of the Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Hollstein, F. W. H. Dutch and Flemish engravings, 1450-1700 (on spreadsheet KoemanCol 2).
Visscher 74 (PrCt)

53378 Netherlands - Maps - 1633
Caerte vande Vereenichde Nederlanden mitsgaders de Landen ... [Amsterdam] : Claes Ianss Visscher , 1633.
Authors: Visscher, Claes Jansz., 1586 or 7-1652 -- Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 42 x 53 cm.
Oriented with north at right.
Mounted on sheet of heavy paper (57 x 66 cm.)
Forms part of the Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Koeman, C. Atlantes Neerlandici (1967-1985), v. 3, p. 159, Vis 1 A, no. 5, p. 177, no. 51.
Visscher 75 (PrCt)

53379 Netherlands - Maps - 1635 - Cities and towns
Totius Belgiae descriptio (part3). Amsterdam : Blaeu, 1635.
Authors: Guicciardini, Lodovico, 1521-1589 -- Bertius, Petrus, 1565-1629 -- Hondius -- Blaeu -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 25 maps ; 134 x 84 mm.
GI#20;C:Bertius;E:Hondius
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

53380 Netherlands - Maps - 1636 (Provisional Heading)
Flamboyante colonne des Pays-Bas. Amsterdam : J. Colom, 1636.
Authors: Colom, Jacob Aertsz, 1599-1673 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 42 maps ; 182 x 245 mm.
Koeman Col 2
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

53381 Netherlands - Maps - 1636 (Provisional Heading)
Description de touts les Pays Bas. Anwerp : P. Verbist, 1636.
Authors: Verbist, Pieter, 1607-1669 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 19 maps ; 167 x 123 mm.
KoemanVerb1
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

53382 Netherlands - Maps - 1639 (Provisional Heading)
Historiae Gelricae libri XIV. Amsterdam : Janssonius, 1639.
Authors: Pontanus, Johannes Isaksen, 1571-1639 -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 9 maps ; 370 x 237 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

53383 Netherlands - Maps - 1641 - Cities and towns
Provinces Vnies des pas bas. [Paris : P. Mariette], 1648 [i.e. 1659?].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Cordier,
Robert (Engraver) -- Mariette, Pierre, 1603-1657 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (1658 [i.e. 1659?])
1 map : hand col. ; 41 x 51 cm.
In: Sanson, Nicolas. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (Paris : Pierre Mariette, 1658 [i.e. 1659?]) v. 1, pl. [58]
VAULT Case oversize G1015 .S35 1658 v. 1, pl. [58] (PrCt)

53378
Netherlands - Maps - 1668 - Cities and towns
Les Plans et profils des principales villes et lieux considerables ... Paris : Beaulieu, 1668.
Authors: Beaulieu, Sébastien de Pontault, ca. 1612-1674 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 75 maps ; 170 x 118 mm.
compositePastoureau I,V,VIII,X,XII,XIII
OCLC 23626794.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

53388
Netherlands - Maps - 1688 (Provisional Heading)
Les Plans et profils des principales villes et lieux considerables ... Paris : Beaulieu, 1668.
Authors: Beaulieu, Sébastien de Pontault, ca. 1612-1674 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

53389
Netherlands - Maps - 1676<--Benelux countries - Maps - 1676
A New mape of ye XVII provinces of Low Germanie, mended a new in manie places. [London] : Thomas Bassett ... and Richard Chiswell, [1676].
Authors: Speed, John, 1552?-1629 -- Bassett, Thomas -- Chiswell, Richard -- Speed, John, 1552?-1629. The Theatre of the Empire of Great-Britain ... (1676) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 37 x 45 cm. on sheet 42 x 54 cm.
Insets (3 x 6 cm. each): Amsterdam -- Antwerpen -- Ghendt -- Middlebvg -- Groeningen -- Zvtpfen -- Vtrecht -- Atrecht.
Margins include portraits of natives in local costume.
Letterpress text on verso (p. 21-22) under the following heading: The description of Belgia.
In: Speed, John. The Theatre of the Empire of Great-Britain ... (London : Printed for T. Bassett and R. Chiswell, 1676) map [79].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .S7 1676 map [79] (PrCt)

53390
Netherlands - Maps - 1680
Novissim et accuratissima XVII Provinciarum, Germaniae inferior tabula. Amsterdan, [ca. 1680].
1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 54 cm.
In: Danckerts, Justus. Atlas (Amsterdam : J. Danckers, [ca. 1680]) pl. [46]. Ms. no. '48' in upper right.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .D18 A pl. 46 (PrCt)

53395
Netherlands - Maps - 1689
The United Provinces of the Netherlands with their conquests... London : Berry, 1689.
Authors: Berry, William, fl. 1669-1708 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Berry, William, fl. 1669-1708. [A Collection of maps of the world]
53395  Netherlands - Maps - 1695

Provinces-unies des pays-bas avec leurs acquisitions dans la Flandre ... Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : Hubert Jaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], [1695?].

Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. Atlas nouveau : contenant toutes les parties du monde (1692 [i.e. 1695?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 54 x 87 cm.

Added title, upper margin: Provinces-unies des pays-bas scdismiss savoir le duc dismissed le duch dismissed le Gueldre ... In counterfeit edition of: Sanson, Nicolas. Atlas nouveau : contenant toutes les parties du monde (Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : H. Jaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], 1692 [i.e. 1695?]) pl. [43].

Map dated 1692.

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .S19 1692 pl. [43] (PrCt)

53396  Netherlands - Maps - 1696 (Provisional Heading)


Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Allard, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

2 v. : 53 maps ; 288 x 384 mm. (1697); Pastoureau Fer XIII; ed: Carel Allard

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

53397  Netherlands - Maps - 1698

CITIES AND TOWNS

Netherlands - Maps - 1698 - Cities and towns

Theatre de la guerre dans les Pays-Bas... Amsterdam : Van Hoeve, 1980.

Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Van Hoeve (Firm : Amsterdam)

1 atlas (unpaged) : all maps (some folded) ; 52 cm.

"This facsimile is identical to the original publication by F. de Wit, published at Amsterdam (+1698)." Introd.

Introd. in Dutch, English, and French inserted in pocket.

oversize GA923.6 .W58 1980 (NLO)

53398  Netherlands - Maps - 1616 - Cities and towns

Netherlands - Maps - 1616 (Provisional Heading)

Omnium Belgii sive inferioris Germaniae. Arnhem : Janssonius, 1616.

Authors: Guicciardini, Lodovico, 1521-1589 -- Janssen, Jan, 1588-1664 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 91 maps ; 179 x 254 mm.

GI#14

Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

53399  Netherlands - Maps - 1700

Les Delices des Pays-Bas, ou, Description generale de ses six-sept provinces, de ses principales villes & de ses lieux les plus renommez dans la situation ou se trouvent

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

[1680-1689] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 52 x 85 cm.

Added title: The united provinces of the Netherlands... .


VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B48 1680 pl. 13 (PrCt)

53393  Netherlands - Maps - 1690

Essen (Germany : Gebietseinheit) - Maps - 1690

Dusseldorf (Germany : Gebietseinheit) - Maps - 1690

Ducatus Geldria et Zutphania comitatus.

Amsterdam, [ca. 1690].

Authors: Danckerts, Justus, 1635-1701 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

3412

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Sack map4F G6002.S59 1690 D3 (PrCt)

53394  Netherlands - Maps - 1692

Les Provinces des Pays-Bas Catholiques distinguees suivant ... Amsterdam : Chez Pierre Mortier, [ca. 1692].

Authors: Sanson, Guillaume -- Mortier, Pierre -- King of France, 1638-1715 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

3412

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Sack map4F G6000.1692 .S2 (PrCt)

53395  Netherlands - Maps - 1695

Provinces-unies des pays-bas avec leurs acquisitions dans la Flandre ... Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : Hubert Jaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], [1695?].

Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. Atlas nouveau : contenant toutes les parties du monde (1692 [i.e. 1695?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 54 x 87 cm.

Added title, upper margin: Provinces-unies des pays-bas scdismiss savoir le duc dismissed le duch dismissed le Gueldre ... In counterfeit edition of: Sanson, Nicolas. Atlas nouveau : contenant toutes les parties du monde (Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : H. Jaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], 1692 [i.e. 1695?]) pl. [43].

Map dated 1692.

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .S19 1692 pl. [43] (PrCt)


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
53406 Netherlands - Maps - 1702<>Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1702<>Engravings

Carte des provinces unies des Pays Bas tirée des cartes les plus correcta ... par les observations ... de Snellius et par cestes que Mr. Cassiniy a faites en demesie ... / par G. De l'Isle ... ; gravée par Lièbux le fils. A Paris : chez l'auteur sur le Quai de l Horloge, 1702. Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de., 1675-1726 -- Lieboux, Henri, d. 1752 -- Snelliun, Willebrord, 1580-1626 -- Cassini, Giovanni Domenico, 1625-1712 -- L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726. [Collection of maps of the world] [1732?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Cassini, Jean-Dominique, 1625-1712 SEE Cassini, Giovanni Domenico, 1625-1712 1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 61 cm. Engraved text beneath cartouche erased from copperplate. In composite atlas without title page: L'Isle, Guillaume de. [Collection of maps of the world. Paris: s.n., 1732?], [plate 36]. Number "36" in ms. on verso. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library. VAULT Baskes oversize G1015 .L57 1700, [plate 36] (PrCt)

53407 Netherlands - Maps - 1703

A Mapp of the Seven Provinces / by John Seller. [London: s.n., 1703]. Authors: Seller, John, fl. 1658-1698 -- Seller, John, fl. 1658-1698. A New system of geography: designed in a most plain and easie method ... (1703) 1 map; 10 x 14 cm. In Seller, John. A New system of geography: designed in a most plain and easie method ... (London: Jeremiah Seller ; Charles Price ; John Senex, 1703) map [15]. Manuscript ‘r’ in lower right. Case 3A 1704 map [15] (PrCt)

53408 Netherlands - Maps - 1703<>Benelux countries - Maps - 1703


53409 Netherlands - Maps - 1705

Carte generale des provinces Unies des Pays Bas. Hague, [ca. 1705].


53410 Netherlands - Maps - 1706 (Provisional Heading)

Teatro della guerra: XVII provincie del Belgio. Naples: Coronelli, 1706. Authors: Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v.: 101 maps; 203 x 273 mm. 2nd ed. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

53411 Netherlands - Maps - 1710


53412 Netherlands - Maps - 1710


53413 Netherlands - Maps - 1710

Hollandiae comitatus in ejusdem subjacentes ditiones ... Amst. Bat. [i.e. Amsterdam] : Nicolaum Visscher [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher, 1710?]. Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Gouwen, Gilliam van der -- Visscher, Elizabeth, fl. 1702-1726 -- Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702. Atlas minor ... [1710?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map; hand col.; 70 x 54 cm. Added title in upper margin: Landkaart vertenende het Graafschap Holland ... . In: Visscher, Nicolaes. Atlas minor ... (Amstelaedami [Amsterdam] : ex officina Nicolai...
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1676

N. (Nicolas), 1626

Sanson, Adrien

1730

... par les Srs. Sanson, geog. ordinaires

dans le duché de Cleves, et dans l'eslectrat. de

forteresses qu'elles possedoient sur le Rein,

Brabant, le Limbourg, et le Lyege, et des villes et

auec leurs acqui

d'Ouest

Zelande, de Zutphen, les seigneuries d'Utrecht,

Les Provinces Unies des Pays Bas : scavoir le
duché de Gueldre, les comtés de Hollande, de
Zelande, de Zutphen, les seigneuries d'Utrecht,
d'Ouest-Frise, d'Over-Yssel, et de Groningue :
auec leurs acquisitions dans la Flandre, le
Brabant, le Limbourg, et le Lyege, et des villes et
forteresses qu'elles possedoient sur le Rein,
dans le duché de Cleves, et dans l'eslectrat. de
Cologne / par les Srs. Sanson, geog. ordinaires
du roi. A Paris : Chés le Sr. Robert, geog. du roi,
quai de l'Horloge, 1730.

Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Sanson,
N. (Nicolas), 1626-1648 -- Sanson, Guillaume --
Sanson, Adrien -- Moulart-Sanson, Pierre, d.
1730 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 --
Delamarche, Charles François, 1740-1817. Atlas
général : contenant le détail des quatre parties du
monde [1798?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 42 x 56 cm.

Scale [ca. 1:815,000].

Relief shown pictorially.

In composite world atlas possibly compiled and
published by Charles François Delamarche: Atlas
général : contenant le détail des quatre parties du
monde [Paris? : s.n., 1798?], [ptie 1], [plate 78].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .A77 1798, [ptie 1],
[plate 78] (NLO)

Netherlands - Maps - 1732

Nieuw en accuraat geographies kaart-boeckje van
de XVII Nederlandse provincien ... / opgestelt
door Jacob Keizer tot Almelo. Te Amsterdam : By
R. & I. Ottens Kaart en Boekerkooopers in de
Kaberstraat, [1732?].

Authors: R. & J. Ottens -- Keizer, Jacob, fl.
1706-1750 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library) -- Ottens (R. & J.), firm,
Amsterdam SEE R. & J. Ottens -- R. and J.
Ottens SEE R. & J. Ottens

1 atlas ([28] leaves of plates (chiefly folded)) : 25
folded hand col. maps ; 20 x 9 cm.

Maps 27 x 19 cm. folded to 19 x 8 cm.
Title in double line border.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet
by R. Baskes).
References: Koeman, C. Atlantes Neerlandici,
Ott8

VAULT Baskes G1860 .R56 1732 (NLO)

Netherlands - Maps - 1734

Indonesia) SEE Jakarta (Indonesia)

Belgii pars septentrionalis communi nomine vulgo
Hollandia nuncupata ... / exhibente Io. Baptista
Homanno ... Norimbergae [Nuremberg : Homann,
1734 or later].

Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist. 1663-1724 --
Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724. Kleiner
Atlas scholasticus von sechs und zwantzig
charten [1734 or later] -- Edward E. Ayer
Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 57 cm.

Insets (12 x 17 cm. or smaller): India Orientalis
Batavorum commercis -- Batavia [view of
Jakarta] -- Batavorum coloniae occidental. Indiis
septentrionalis Americae, implantatae -- Niew
Amsterdam [view of New York City] --
[Continuation inset of the southern Netherlands]

In: Homann, Johann Baptist. Kleiner Atlas
scholasticus von sechs und zwantzig charten
(Leipzig ; Nuremberg : Johann Friedrich
Gleditsch ; Johann Baptist Homann, [1734 or
later]), [plate 10].

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .H7 1734, [plate 10]
(PrCt)
53427 Netherlands - Maps - 1734 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Loon, Gerard van -- Hondt, Pieter de -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
2 v. : 14 maps ; 396 x 264 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

53428 Netherlands - Maps - 1740
A New and correct map of the Seven United Provinces ... [London? Knapton, ca. 1740?].
1 map ; 33 x 41 cm.
'For Mr. Tindal's continuation of Mr. Rapin's history.'

53429 Netherlands - Maps - 1740<<>>Belgium - Maps - 1740
Authors: Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756 -- Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756. Atlas novus sive tabulae geographicae totius orbis faciem, partes, imperia, regna et provincias exhibentes [1740?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 56 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:640,000].
Insets: India Oriental. quam Battavorum Navigationes, Comerca, Coloniae et potens Gubernatio illustrem reddunt -- Limburgum Batavum.
In: Seutter, Matthaeus. Atlas novus sive tabulae geographicae totius orbis faciem, partes, imperia, regna et provincias exhibentes (Augsburg : [Seutter], 1740?)}, plate [13]
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

53430 Netherlands - Maps - 1740 - Coasts - Nautical charts - Netherlands - 1740 - Coasts<<>>Nautical charts
Authors: Mount, William, d. 1769 -- Page, Thomas, d. 1762 -- English Pilot. Part 2 (1740) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 42 x 52 cm.
Oriented with north at upper left.
In: The English pilot : The second part : Describing the sea-coasts ... in the whole northern navigation ... the north coast of England and Scotland ... the sea-coast of Flanders ... Norway ... Russia ... and Nova Zambra, as far as the Tartarian Sea ... The sea-coasts of Sweden ... in the Baltick-Sea (London : William Mount and Thomas Page, 1740), [plate 9].
Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger): English Pilot. Part 2 (1740)
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1793 .E552 1740, [plate 9] (PrCt)

53431 Netherlands - Maps - 1741
Carte des provinces unies des Pays Bas.
Amsterdam : Iean Covens et Corneille Mortier, [1741?].
Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Covens et Mortier -- L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726. Atlas nouveau, contenant toutes les parties du monde ... [1741?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 60 cm.
Added title, upper margin: Belgium foederatum ad usum serenissimi Burgundiae ducis.
In: L'Isle, Guillaume de. Atlas nouveau, contenant toutes les parties du monde ... (Amsterdam : J. Covens & C. Mortier, [1741?]) v. 1, pl. [42].
oversize Ayer 135 .L695 1741 v. 1, pl. [42] (PrCt)

53432 Netherlands - Maps - 1745
Belgii pars septentrionalis communi nomine vulgo Hollandia ... Nuremberg : Homann Erben, [ca. 1745].
Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1726 -- Homann Erben (Firm) -- Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724. Atlas novus terrarum orbis [ca. 1745] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 55 cm.
In: Homann, Johann Baptist. Atlas novus terrarum orbis (Nuremberg : [Homann Erben, ca. 1745]), [plate 26].
Insets: Batavorum coloniae Occidentali. Indii septentrionalis Americae implantatae -- Indii Orientalis batavorum commercialis. potenti & coloniis celeberrima -- [Limpburg].
Manuscript 'No. 26' and '27' on verso.
oversize Ayer 135 .H7 1730, [plate 26] (PrCt)

53433 Netherlands - Maps - 1745 (Provisional Heading)
Theatre of the present war in the Netherlands.
London : Brindley, 1745.
Authors: Brindley, John -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 33 maps ; 205 x 131 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

53437 Netherlands - Maps - 1746<<>>Southeast Asia - Maps - 1746
La Hollande ou les VII provinces-unis. Paris : Le Rouge, 1746 [i.e. 1748?].
Authors: Le Rouge, Georges-Louis -- Le Rouge, Georges-Louis. Recueil contenant des cartes nouvelles ... (1742 [i.e. 1748?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 56 cm. and insets ; (12 x 13 cm. and smaller)
Insets: Commerce Holladois dans les Indes [12 x 13 cm.] -- Limbourg [7 x 6 cm.]
In: Le Rouge, Georges-Louis. Recueil contenant des cartes nouvelles ... (Paris : chez le Sr. Le Rouge, 1742 [i.e. 1748?]) .
Manuscript '34' on verso.

oversize Ayer 135 .L6 1742 pl. 34 (PrCt)

53438 Netherlands - Maps - 1748<<>>Belgium - Maps - 1748
Authors: Mayer, Tobias, 1723-1762 -- Homann Erben (Firm) -- Homann Erben (Firm).
Major atlas scholasticus ex triginta sex generalibus et specialibus mappis Homannianis ... [1776?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 51 cm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .H66 1776, [plate 18] (PrCt)

1 map ; 42 x 52 cm.
Oriented with north at upper left.
In: The English pilot. The second part. Describing the sea-coasts ... in the whole northern navigation. ... Describing the north coast of England and Scotland, ... Orkney, Shetland, Lewis, Farro, Iceland, ... Flanders, Zealand, Holland, Germany, Denmark, Norway, Finland, Lapland, Russia, ... Waigats, and Nova Zembla, ... Tartarian Sea, ... Greenland, Trinity-Island, Cherry Island, Hope-Island, ... Sweden, East-Finland, Lyfand, Prussia, Pomerania, &c. with ... the Baltick-Sea (London : W. and J. Mount, and T. Page, 1749) between p. 20-21. Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger): English Pilot. Part 2 (1749)

oversize Ayer 135 .E55 1749 bet. p. 20-21 (PrCt)

53440 Netherlands - Maps - 1750 - Polder maps<<>>Polder maps - Netherlands - Maps - 1750<<>>Friesland (Netherlands) - Maps -
1718

Hand coloring - Netherlands - 1750


Authors: R. & J. Ottens -- Schotanus à Sterringa, Bernardus, b. ca. 1640. Uitbeelding der heerlijkheid Friesland -- Alting, Menso, 1541-1612 -- Halma, François, 1653-1722 -- Cruquiús, Nicolaas Samuel, 1678-1754 -- Cruquius, Jacob, 1684?-1706

4 v. (247 maps on double leaves, many folded) ; 56 cm.

Also known as the Polder Atlas.

Imprint from v. 2; v. 1 and 4 are without imprint; v. 3 has imprint: Gedrukt tot Amsterdam, By Reinier & Josua Ottens, voor aan op den Nieuwendyk by den Dam in der Warelts Kaart. Vol.4 has the date 1717 on the t.p.

Made-up volumes of maps of the Netherlands. Maps by many other map-makers are included.

Volume 2 includes 39 maps by Bernardus Schotanus à Sterringa and Menso Alting previously published in the 2nd ed. of Uitbeelding der heerlijkheid Friesland ([Leeuwarden] : Francois Halma, 1718).

Newberry Library copy of the Schotanus atlas, VAULT Case oversize G1860 .F7 S3 1718, contains mostly uncolored duplicates.

Includes elaborately hand colored maps.

Uniformly bound in contemporary calf.

For further information on the activities of the Ottens family, see Koeman, Atlantes Neerlandici v. 3, p. 85+.

For lists of complete contents, see Map Information File.

VAULT Case oversize G1860 .O88 A84 1750

Netherlands - Maps - 1753

Les Provinces-Unies des Pays-Bas ... / par le Sr. Robert ... ; Haussard. [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy, 1753].

Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Haussard, Elisabeth -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1790?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 58 cm.

In: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles. Atlas universel / par M. Robert ... et par M. Robert de Vaugondy son fils ... (A Paris : Chez De la Marche, géographe, rue du Foin St. Jacques, Collège de Me. Gervais, 1757, [i.e. 1790?]), [plate 57].

“57“ -- oversize letterpress number stamped on verso.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1790, [plate 57] (PrCt)

Netherlands - Maps - 1754

[Atlas van de XVII Nederlandsche provintien / Isaak Tirion]. [Amsterdam : Isaak Tirion, 1753].

Authors: Tirion, Isaak -- Keizer, J., fl. 1706-1750 -- Velsen, C. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (37 folded leaves) : 36 hand col. maps ; 43 x 29 cm.

Title page lacking, title from Atlantes neerlandici, by I.C. Koeman.

Maps dated between 1739-1753.

Some maps by J. Keizer and C. Velsen.

Map [28] torn with loss of illustration.

Relief shown pictorially.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Contents similar to Tir 7 in Koeman, C. Atlantes Neerlandici and T.Tir-1 in Shirley, R. Maps in the atlases of the British Library.

Baskes oversize G1860 .T57 1753 (NLO)

Netherlands - Maps - 1754-1763

A New and exact map of the United Provinces, or Netherlands &c. / according to the newest and most exact observations by Herman Moll geographer. London : Printed for John Bowles & Son ..., T. Bowles ..., and by John King ..., [between 1754 and 1763].

Authors: Moll, Herman, -1732 -- John Bowles and Son -- Bowles, Thomas, -1767 -- King, John, fl. 1710-1749 -- Senex, John, -1740. The Universal geographer ... [1764?] -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map on 2 sheets : hand col. ; 59 x 100 cm. Dates from publishers' dates of operation.

Scale [ca. 1:495,000]

Relief shown pictorially.

Prime meridian: London.

Two sheet mounted together as one.

Inset: A Chart of part of the coast, sands and banks of England and Holland &c. with the depth of water in fathoms, each fathom containing 6

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Netherlands - Maps - 1760
A Map of the Seven Provinces with their dependencies / by J. Palairet with improvements from Tob. Mayer of the Cosmographical Society of Nurembug ; R. Reynolds sculpt. 1760. London : Printed for John Bowles at the Black Horse in Cornhil, and Carington Bowles next the Chapter House in St. Pauls Church Yard, 1760.
Bowles's universal atlas [1711-1766]
1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 59 cm.
In a composite atlas bound together without title page: Bowles, John. [Bowles's universal atlas]. [London : John Bowles ; Carrington Bowles, 1711-1766], map [14].
Manuscript plate number 14 added in ink at upper right by previous owner.
Case oversize G1015 .B68 1766 map [14] (PrCt)

Netherlands - Maps - 1769
Nieuwe kaart der Vereenigde Nederlanden. Uitgegeven te Amsterdam : by Isaac Tirion, [1769?].
Authors: Tirion, Isaac -- Tirion, Isaak. Nieuwe en beknopte hand-atlas ... (1748 [i.e. 1769?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 28 x 33 cm.
Verso numbered "No 27" in manuscript.
In: Tirion, Isaak. Nieuwe en beknopte hand-atlas ... (Amsterdam : Isaak Tirion, 1744 [i.e. 1769?]), plate [27].
oversize Ayer 135 .T55 1744, plate [27] (PrCt)

Netherlands - Maps - 1770
Nieuw en beknopt kaart-boeckje : vertoonende de XVII Nederlandse provintien ... / in 't ligt gegeven, door Joan de Lat. Te Amsterdam : By N.T. Gravius ..., [1770?].
Authors: Lat, Jan de, fl. 1734-1750 -- Schut, 18th cent. -- Gravius, N.T. (Nicholaes Theodorus) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Maps engraved by Schut.
Maps 19 x 26 cm. folded to 19 x 8 cm.
Title vignette.
Includes 2 folded tables.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**VAULT Baskes G1860 .L38 1770 (NLO)**

53451 **Netherlands - Maps - 1772**

*The Seven united provinces, with their roads and divisions.* London : Robert Sayer, 1772 [i.e. 1773].
Authors: Kitchin, Thomas, 1718-1784 -- Bowen, Maurice -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Kitchin, Thomas, 1718-1784. A General atlas describing the whole universe ... (1773) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 56 cm.

In: Kitchin, Thomas. A General atlas describing the whole universe ... (London : Robert Sayer, 1773); verso handstamped '13.

Bound with: Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d'. A Complete body of ancient geography ... (London : R. Laurie and J. Whittle, 1799).

**oversize Ayer 135 .K6 1773 pl. 13 (PrCt)**

53452 **Netherlands - Maps - 1773-1794 - Fortification<<>>Hottinger, Johan Heinrich, fl. 1773-1794<<<>Military maps - Netherlands - History - 1773-1794**

Authors: Hottinger, Johan Heinrich, fl. 1773-1794 -- Versfelt, H.J. -- Heveskes Uitgevers (Firm)

1 atlas (71 p., [188] p. of plates : ill., maps) ; 34 cm.

Facsimile ed. of the military maps of northeastern Holland, prepared by a group of military engineers, including the Swiss engineer Johann Friedrich Hottinger, between 1773 and 1794, now known as the Hottinger-atlas, and preserved in the National Archives in The Hague.

Includes 94 double-page colored facsimile maps of southeastern Drenthe en Westerwolde, Groningen and surroundings, almost all of Overijssel, and the eastern section of Gelderland. Maps are oriented along an axis approximately 70 degrees northeast of the north-south axis.

Edified by H.J. Versfelt.


Scale: 1:14.400.

Includes bibliographical references (p. 64-65).

**folio G1863.D7R1 H67 2003 (NLO)**

53453 **Netherlands - Maps - 1774**

Authors: Dunn, Samuel, -1794 -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Robert Sayer and John Bennett (Firm) -- Dunn, Samuel, -1794. A New atlas of the mundane system ... (1778) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 29 x 42 cm.

In: Dunn, Samuel. A New atlas of the mundane system ... (London : R. Sayer and J. Bennett, 1778), pl. 9. Title page dated 1778; map dated 1774.

**oversize Ayer 135 .D85 1778 pl. 9 (PrCt)**

53454 **Netherlands - Maps - 1780**


1 map ; 23 x 37 cm.

"Liv. II. III. IX. XII." -- At upper left.

"No. 17." -- At upper right.


Forms part of the William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library).

**Greenlee 4891 .B71 1780 [map 17] (PrCt)**

53455 **Netherlands - Maps - 1780**

Authors: *L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675--1726.*


1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 61 cm.

Scale [ca. 1:690,000].

Relief shown pictorially.


Forms part of the William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library).

**Greenlee 4891 .B71 1780 [map 17] (PrCt)**
Netherlands - Maps - 1783

The Catholic Netherlands with the Seven United Provinces / engrav'd by S.J. Neele no. 352
Strand. [London] : Publish'd by T. Stackhouse, June 1st 1783.
Authors: Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Stackhouse, Thomas, 1756-1836 -- Stackhouse, Thomas, 1756-1836. A New universal atlas : consisting of a complete set of maps ... (1785) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 35 cm.
In: Stackhouse, Thomas. A New universal atlas : consisting of a complete set of maps ... (London : Printed for the proprietor, Mrs. Stackhouse ... and sold by T. Longman [and 7 others], 1785), plate 19.
Manuscript "19" at upper right.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .S82 1785, plate 19 (Pr Ct)

Netherlands - Maps - 1786

Authors: Bouge, J. B. de -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. : 16 maps ; 390 x 453 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (Pr Ct)

Netherlands - Maps - 1787

The Seven United Provinces : comprehending Holland, Friesland, Groningen, Owerissel, Gelders, Utrecht and Zeeland / by Samuel Dunn. London : Printed for Robt. Sayer ... as the Act directs, 10th July 1787.
Authors: Dunn, Samuel, -1794 -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Dunn, Samuel, -1794. A New atlas of the mundane system ... (1789?) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 29 x 42 cm, on sheet 47 x 57 cm.
Scale: [ca. 1:1,170,000]
Prime meridian: Ferro.
Relief shown pictorially.

In: Dunn, Samuel. A New atlas of the mundane system; or, Of geography and cosmography ... (London : Printed for Robert Sayer and Co., [1789?]), [plate 9].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1019 .D86 1789 [plate 9] (NLO)

Netherlands - Maps - 1788

Partie septentrionale des Pays Bas : comprenant les Etats Généraux des Provinces Unies / dressée sur les observations astronomiques par le Sr. Janvier, géographe. A Paris : Chêz Lattré Graveur ... avec privelège du Roi, 1784.
Authors: Janvier, Jean Denis -- Lattré, Jean -- Choffard, Pierre-Philippe, 1730-1809 -- Lattré, Jean. Atlas géographique : contenant la mappemonde et les quatre parties avec les différents états (1784) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 64 cm.
At base of cartouche: P.P. Choffard fecit, 1760. Scale [ca. 1:1,130,000]
Prime meridian: Ferro.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .D86 1789 [plate 9] (NLO)

Netherlands - Maps - 1789

The Seven United Provinces, with their roads and divisions / Maurice Bonen [i.e. Bowen]. London : printed for Robert Sayer, 2d. March 1787.
Authors: Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Bowen, Maurice -- Kitchin, Thomas, 1718-1784. A General atlas, describing the whole universe :
being a complete collection of the most approved maps extant ... [1788?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 56 cm.

In: Kitchin, Thomas. A General atlas, describing the whole universe : being a complete collection of the most approved maps extant ... (London : Printed for Robert Sayer, [1788?]), no. 13.
Stamped "13" on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .K57 1788, [plate 13] (NLO)

53463 Netherlands - Maps - 1787


Authors: Dunn, Samuel, -1794 -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Dunn, Samuel, -1794. A New atlas of the mundane system ... [1789?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 31 x 44 cm, on sheet 47 x 57 cm.
Covers the Catholic provinces, including modern Netherlands, Belgium, and Luxembourg.
Scale [ca. 1:1,000,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
Prime meridian: Ferro.
In: Dunn, Samuel. A New atlas of the mundane system, or, Of geography and cosmography ... (London : Printed for Robert Sayer and Co., [1789?]), [plate 8].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .D86 1789 [plate 8] (NLO)

53464 Netherlands - Maps - 1788

Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675
Anglois, 1788.
Chez Dezauche rue des Noyers près celle des Anglois
1788.
Buache, Philippe, 1700-1773 -- Liebaux, Henri, d. 1752 -- Dezauche, Jean Claude, active 1770-1824 -- L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726.
Atlas géographique des quatre parties du monde [1801?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 61 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:690,000].

Relief shown pictorially.
In: L'Ise, Guillaume de. Atlas géographique des quatre parties du monde (Paris : Chez Dezauche, [1801?]), [plate 10].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .L565 1801, [plate 10] (NLO)

53465 Netherlands - Maps - 1793

Authors: Bouge, J. B. de -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 7 maps ; 222 x 175 mm.
In case.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

53466 Netherlands - Maps - 1793

A Map of the Seven United Provinces : with the Dutch, Austrian, and French Netherlands / by Thos. Bowen. [London : s.n., 1793?].
Authors: Bowen, Thomas, -1790 -- Bankes, Thomas, b. 1744. A New and authentic system of universal geography, antient and modern : including all the late important discoveries made by the English ... [1793?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 20 x 26 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:2,500,000].
Prime meridian: London.
Relief shown pictorially.
In: Bankes, Thomas. A New and authentic system of universal geography, antient and modern : including all the late important discoveries made by the English ... (London : Printed for C. Cooke ... [et al., 1793?]), between p. 818-819.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G115 .B36 1793, between p. 818-819 (NLO)

53467 Netherlands - Maps - 1793 - Cities and towns

Netherlands - Maps - 1793 - Cities and towns - Netherlands - Maps - 1793 (Provisional Heading)

Beknopte atlas van platte gronden. Amsterdam : Compagnie Boek, 1793.
Authors: Tirion, Isaak -- Blusse -- Van Braam -- Compagnie Boek -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 98 maps ; 210 x 142 mm.
Koeman B&vB1+:44;3Muller1796
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

53468 Netherlands - Maps - 1794

Seven United Provinces : comprehending Holland, Friesland, Groningen, Owerissel, Gelders, Utrecht and Zeeland / by Samuel Dunn. London : Laurie & Whittle, 1794.

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Dunn, Samuel, -1794 -- Laurie & Whittle -- Dunn, Samuel, -1794. A New atlas of the mundane system ... (1800) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 42 cm., on sheet 47 x 59 cm.
"Published 8th August 1799 by R. Laurie & J. Whittle, No. 53, Fleet Street, London (successors to the late Mr. Robt. Sayer)."
Scale: [ca. 1:1,170,000]
Relief shown pictorially.
Prime meridian: Ferro.
In: Dunn, Samuel. New atlas of the mundane system, or, Of geography and cosmography ... (London : Printed and published by Robert Laurie and James Whittle ... (successors to the late Mr. Robert Sayer), 1800), [plate 9]
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
**Baskes oversize G1015 .D86 1800 [plate 9]** (NLO)

53469 **Netherlands - Maps - 1794**

A Map of the Seven United Provinces, with the land of Drent, and the Generality lands....MDCCCLXXXIX. London : W. Faden, 1794 [i.e. 1817?].
Authors: Faden, William, 1749-1836 -- Faden, William, 1749-1836. [General atlas] [1817?]
1 map : hand col. ; 70 x 53 cm.
2d. edition. London...1794--beneath map cartouche.
Verso handstamped '13.'
**oversize G 10 .282 pl. 13 (PrCt)**

53470 **Netherlands - Maps - 1794**

Seat of war in the Seven United Provinces comprehending Holland, Zeeland ... London : Laurie & Whittle, 12th May 1794.
Authors: Laurie & Whittle -- Laurie & Whittle. A New and elegant imperial sheet atlas comprehending general and particular maps of every part of the world ... [1801?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 55 cm.
In Robert Laurie and James Whittle. A New and elegant imperial sheet atlas comprehending general and particular maps of every part of the world ... (London : printed and published by R. Laurie and J. Whittle, 1800 [i.e. 1801?]) no. 10. Stamped "10" on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
**Baskes oversize G1015 .R63 1801 no. 10** (NLO)

53471 **Netherlands - Maps - 1794**--**Belgium - Maps - 1794**--**Luxembourg - Maps - 1794**

The Catholic Netherlands, or the low countries : comprehending the Provinces of Brabant, Gelderland, Limburg, Luxemburg, Haynaut, Namur, Flanders, Cambresis & Artois / by Samuel Dunn. London : Laurie & Whittle, 1794.
Authors: Dunn, Samuel, -1794 -- Laurie & Whittle -- Dunn, Samuel, -1794. A New atlas of the mundane system ... (1800) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 43 cm., on sheet 47 x 59 cm.
"Published by Laurie & Whittle, 53 Fleet Street, London, as the Act directs 12th May, 1794."
Scale [ca. 1:1,000,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
Prime meridian: Ferro.
Details the Catholic provinces, covering modern Belgium and Luxembourg.
In: Dunn, Samuel. New atlas of the mundane system, or, Of geography and cosmography ... (London : Printed and published by Robert Laurie and James Whittle ... (successors to the late Mr. Robert Sayer), 1800), [plate 8]
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
**Baskes oversize G1015 .D86 1800 [plate 8]** (NLO)


Seat of war in the Seven United Provinces, comprehending Holland, Zeeland ... London : Laurie & Whittle, No. 53 Fleet Street, 12th May 1794.
Authors: Laurie & Whittle -- Kitchin, Thomas, 1718-1784. A General atlas describing the whole universe ... (1795) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 57 cm.
Does not show location or movement of armies.
In: Kitchin, Thomas. A General atlas describing the whole universe ... (London : Printed and published by Robert Laurie and James Whittle, no. 53 Fleet Street, 1795), [plate 12].
Number "12" stamped on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
**Baskes oversize G1015 .K57 1795, [plate 12]** (NLO)

53473 **Netherlands - Maps - 1796**

Authors: Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Guthrie, William, 1708-1770 -- Tiebout, Cornelius -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839. Carey's General atlas ... (1796)
1 map ; 29 x 34 cm.
In: Carey, Mathew. Carey's General atlas ... (Philadelphia : M. Carey, 1796) pl. [9].
**Case folio G1019.C25 1796 pl. 9 (PrCt)**


Authors: Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Guthrie, William, 1708-1770 -- Scott, J. T. (Joseph T.) -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839. Carey's General atlas ... (1796) 1 map ; 28 x 34 cm.

In: Carey, Mathew. Carey's General atlas ... (Philadelphia : M. Carey, 1796) pl. [10].

**Case U 007 .131, v. 2, opposite p. 37 (PrCt)**

53475 **Netherlands - Maps - 1799**


Authors: British military library, or, Journal -- J. Carpenter and Co., publisher, London -- Jones & Smith 1 map ; 24 x 31 cm. fold. to 21 x 27 cm.

In British military library, or, Journal no. 13 (October 1799), opposite p. 37.

Accompanied by "Account of North Holland, in explanation of the map of the present seat of war in the United Provinces," p. 37.

**Case U 007 .131, v. 2, opposite p. 37 (PrCt)**

53476 **Netherlands - Maps - 1800**


Half title: Atlas der Bataafsche Republiek Maps 15 x 20 cm. folded to 15 x 6 cm. Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Koeman, C. Atlantes Neerlandici, Mor du 1 **VAULT Baskes G1860 .D22 1800 (NLO)**

53477 **Netherlands - Maps - 1802**

*Netherlands. [London] : Cadell and Davies [et al], 1802 [i.e. 1807].* Authors: Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826 -- Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Ferraris, Josef-Johann-Franz, 1726-1814 -- Lowry, fl. 1802-1807 -- Cadell & Davies -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826. Modern geography ... (1807) 1 map ; 20 x 25 cm.

Arrowsmith direxit.'

'From Ferraris' map.'

'Published March 1st, 1802 ... .'


**Folio G 11 .693 v. 1, opp. p. 315 (PrCt)**

53478 **Netherlands - Maps - 1802**

*Netherlands. [London] : Cadell and Davies [et al], 1802 [i.e. 1807].* Authors: Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826 -- Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Sepp, Jan Christiaan, 1739-1811 -- Lowry, fl. 1802-1807 -- Cadell & Davies -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826. Modern geography ... (1807) 1 map ; 20 x 25 cm.

Arrowsmith direxit.'

'From Sepp & others.'

'Published March 1st, 1802 ... .'


**Folio G 11 .693 v. 1, opp. p. 493 (PrCt)**

53479 **Netherlands - Maps - 1804**


In: Arrowsmith, Aaron. A New and elegant general atlas comprising all the new discoveries, to the present time ... (Philadelphia [etc.] : J. Conrad & Co. [and others], 1804) pl. 16 **Ayer 135 .A65 1804 pl. 16 (PrCt)**

53480 **Netherlands - Maps - 1804**

*The Seven united provinces of Holland, Groningen, Gelders, Friesland, Overyssel, Utrecht, and Zeeland from the best authorities.* Philadelphia : Mathew Carey, 1804.

Authors: Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Tiebout, Cornelius, fl. 1773-1832 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839. Carey's General atlas ... (1804) 1 map ; 28 x 34 cm.

In: Carey, Mathew. Carey's General atlas ... (Philadelphia : Published by Mathew Carey, April 24th, 1804) pl. 9. **Oversize Ayer 135 .C27 1804 pl. 9 (PrCt)**

53481 **Netherlands - Maps - 1806**

*Nouvelle carte de la République Batave. 1806 [i.e. 1816].* Authors: Güssfeld, F. L. (Franz Ludwig), 1744-1807 -- Artaria & Co. -- Faden, William, 1743-1816. Modern geography ... (1811) 1 map ; 20 x 25 cm.

Arrowsmith direxit.'

'From Ferraris' map.'

'Published March 1st, 1802 ... .'


**Folio G 11 .693 v. 1, opp. p. 315 (PrCt)**
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

[General atlas of modern geography ... ]
[1775-1816] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 67 x 78 cm.
In: Faden, William [and others]. [General atlas of modern geography : a collection of large scale maps and charts of all parts of the world] (London, etc. : W. Faden, etc., 1775-1816)  v. 1, pl. [52].
Imprint on map: Wien bey Artaria und Comp.
1806.
Publishes the Netherlands, northern Belgium, and northwestern Germany.
Verso handstamped '37.'
oversize Ayer 135 .G32 1775 v. 1, pl. 52 (PrCt)

53483 Netherlands - Maps - 1807
Partie septentrionale des Pays Bas compréhendant les Etats Generaux des Provinces Unies / ... par le Sr. Janvies. A Venise [Venice] ; par Francois Santini ; chez Mr. Remondini, [1807?].
Authors: Janvier, Jean Denis -- Santini, Francesco -- Santini, P. -- Remondini, Guiseppe Antonio, 1747-1811 -- Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (1784 [i.e. 1807?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 52 cm.
In: Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (Venice : par P. Santini, rue Ste. Justine, chez M. Remondini, 1784 [i.e. 1807?]), v. 1, no. "P.L. 38"
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes DJ38 .V69 1807 (NLO)

53484 Netherlands - Maps - 1810
Nouvelle carte du Rojaume de Hollande ... = Nieuwe kaart van het koningrijk Holland ... [1810 or 1816?].
[General atlas of modern geography ... ]
[1775-1816] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 41 x 51 cm.
In: Faden, William [and others]. [General atlas of modern geography : a collection of large scale maps and charts of all parts of the world] (London, etc. : W. Faden, etc., 1775-1816)  v. 1, pl. [53].
Title in French and Dutch.
Imprint on map: À Amsterdam... chez E. Maaskamp [ca. 1810].
Handstamped '37.'
oversize Ayer 135 .G32 1775 v. 1, pl. 53 (PrCt)

53485 Netherlands - Maps - 1811
Authors: Cary, John, approximately 1754-1835 -- Cary, John, approximately 1754-1835. Cary's New universal atlas ... (1811 [i.e. 1812?] or 1815) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 44 x 50 cm.
In: Cary, John. Cary's New universal atlas, containing distinct maps of all the principal states and kingdoms throughout the world (London: Printed for J. Cary, 1811 [i.e. 1812?] or 1815) pl. [12].
Printed paste-on no. 15.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
oversize Ayer 135 .C3 1811 pl. 12 (PrCt)

53486
Netherlands - Maps - 1811
Holland. London : Cadell & Davies [et al], 1811 [i.e. 1815].
Authors: Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826 -- Hebert, Lewis, fl. 1809-1838 -- Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Cadell & Davies -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826. A Modern atlas : from the latest and best authorities ... (1815) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 55 cm.
Drawn under the direction of Mr. Pinkerton by L. Hebert.'
Running title in upper margin: Pinkerton's modern atlas.
oversize Ayer 135 .P6 1815 pl. [20] (PrCt)

53487
Netherlands - Maps - 1813
1 map : hand col. ; 21 x 27 cm.
In: Neele, Samuel John and George. Neele's general atlas : consisting of a complete set of maps compiled from the best authorities, and including all the new discoveries (London : [Samuel and George Neele] ; Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme and Brown ; Cadell & Davies, 1814 [i.e. 1815]), [plate 24].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Engraved no. XVII at bottom right.
Baskes folio G1019 .N4 1814, [plate 24] (PrCt)

53488
Netherlands - Maps - 1814
The Seven united provinces from the best authorities. Philadelphia : M. Carey, and Johnson & Warner, 1814.
Authors: Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Bower, J. (John) -- Johnson & Warner -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839. A General atlas, being a collection of maps of the world and quarters ... (1814)
1 map : hand col. ; 18 x 20 cm.
In: Carey, Mathew. A General atlas, being a collection of maps of the world and quarters ... (Philadelphia : Published by M. Carey, and Johnson & Warner, 1814) pl. [43].
Inset: Dutch Limburgh.
Ayer 135 .C27 1814 pl. 43 (PrCt)

53489
Netherlands - Maps - 1814
Nieuwe algemene Kaart der vereenigde Nederlanden ... MDCCXIV [1814, i.e. 1816?].
1 map : hand col. ; 71 x 85 cm.
In: Faden, William [and others]. [General atlas of modern geography : a collection of large scale maps and charts of all parts of the world] ([London, etc. : W. Faden, etc., 1775-1816]) v. 1, pl. [54].
Imprint on map: Te Amsterdam bij Mortier, Covens en Zoon. MDCCXIV.
oversize Ayer 135 .G32 1775 v. 1, pl. 54 (PrCt)

53490
Netherlands - Maps - 1814
Authors: Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1817?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 58 x 51 cm.
Printed paste-on label 'No. 19' at upper left.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Digital image of another copy available on the David Rumsey Map Collection website (accessed Feb. 2010):
http://www.davidrumsey.com/luna/servlet/detail/RUMSEY~8~1~28340~1120769
Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1817, map 19 (NLO)

53491
Netherlands - Maps - 1814
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Digital image of another copy available on the David Rumsey Map Collection website (accessed Feb. 2010):
http://www.davidrumsey.com/luna/servlet/detail/RUMSEY~8~1~28340~1120769
Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1817, map 19 (NLO)

53492
Netherlands - Maps - 1815
Benelux countries - Maps - 1814
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Digital image of another copy available on the David Rumsey Map Collection website (accessed Feb. 2010):
http://www.davidrumsey.com/luna/servlet/detail/RUMSEY~8~1~28340~1120769
Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1817, map 19 (NLO)
countries - Maps - 1815

Authors: Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Neele, George -- Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824. Neele's general atlas : consisting of a complete set of maps compiled from the best authorities ... (1814 [i.e. 1815]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 21 x 27 cm.
In: Neele, Samuel John and George. Neele's general atlas : consisting of a complete set of maps compiled from the best authorities, and including all the new discoveries (London : [Samuel and George Neele] ; Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme, and Brown ; Cadell & Davies, 1814 [i.e. 1815]), [plate 25].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Engraved no. XVII a at top right.
Baskes folio G1019 .N4 1814, [plate 25] (PrCt)

53493 Netherlands - Maps - 1816

The Travellers guide through the United Netherlands : with 28 engravings and maps.
Amsterdam : E. Maaskamp, 1816.
400 p. : 19 maps and plans (some fold.) ; 16 cm.
Title and imprint from added engraved t.p.
"I.B.D.B. del." --On most maps; I.B.D.B. is Jean Baptiste de Bouge.
Publisher's printed paper covered boards with title on cover and spine.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes DJ38 .V6 1818 (NLO)

53494 Netherlands - Maps - 1816 Benelux

The Austrian Netherlands, before the French conquest. London : I. Luffman, [1816?].
Authors: Luffman, J. (John), 1756-1846 -- Luffman, J. (John), 1756-1846. Select plans of cities, harbours, forts, &c ... [1816?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 17 x 23 cm.
In: Luffman, John. Select plans of cities, harbours, forts, &c ... (London: Luffman, [1816?]), plate [14].
folio Ayer 135 .L94 1816 pl. [14] (PrCt)

53495 Netherlands - Maps - 1818

The Netherlands and the countries to the left bank of the Rhine / drawn under the direction of Mr. Pinkerton by L. Hebert ; Neele sculp. 352 Strand. Philada. [Philadelphia] : Published by Dobson, [1818].
Authors: Hebert, Lewis, fl. 1809-1838 -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826 -- Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Dobson, Thomas, 1751-1823 -- Thomas Dobson and Son -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826. A Modern atlas : from the latest and best authorities exhibiting the various divisions of the world ... (1818)
1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 68 cm.
Running title: Pinkerton's modern atlas
In: Pinkerton, John. A Modern atlas : from the latest and best authorities exhibiting the various divisions of the world ... (Philadelphia : Thomas Dobson & Son, 1818), plate [20].
Case oversize G1019 .P56 1818, plate [20] (PrCt)

53496 Netherlands - Maps - 1818

Le Voyageur dans les Pays-Bas-Unis : ouvrage indispensable pour chaeun qui voijage dans ces Pajis; Orné de cartes & figures. Amsterdam : E. Maaskamp, 1818.
Authors: Maaskamp, E. (Evert), 1769-1834 -- Bouge, J. B. de -- Hesse -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
380 p., xvii p. : 19 maps and plans (some fold.) ; 16 cm.
2nd ed.
Title and imprint from added engraved t.p.
"I.B.D.B. del." --On most maps; I.B.D.B. is Jean Baptiste de Bouge.
Publisher's printed paper covered boards with title on cover and spine.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes DJ38 .V6 1818 (NLO)

53497 Netherlands - Maps - 1820

Map of the kingdom of Netherlands. Philada.
[Philadelphia] : M. Carey & Son, [1820].
Authors: Lavoisne, C. V. -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- M. Carey & Son -- Paguenaud, E. -- Kneass, William, 1780-1840 -- Lavoisne, C. V. A Complete genealogical, historical, chronological and geographical atlas ... (1820)
1 map : hand col. ; 27 x 31 cm.
In: Lavoisne, C. V. A Complete genealogical, historical, chronological and geographical atlas ... (Philadelphia : Published by M. Carey & Son ; printed by T.H. Palmer ..., 1820) map [16].
Printed plate 'No. 51.'
Added title: Geographical, statistical, and historical map of the Netherlands.
oversize F 006 .48 pl. 16 (PrCt)

53498 Netherlands - Maps - 1821

Map of the kingdom of Netherlands. Philadephia : M. Carey and Sons, 1821.
Authors: Lavoisne, C. V. -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Paguenaud, E. -- Kneass, William, 1780-1840 -- Lavoisne, C. V. A Complete genealogical, historical, chronological, and geographical atlas ... (1821)
1 map : hand col. ; 27 x 31 cm.
In: Lavoisne, C. V. A Complete genealogical, historical, chronological and geographical atlas ... (Philadelphia : Published by M. Carey and Son ; printed by T.H. Palmer ..., 1820) map [16].
Printed plate 'No. 51.'
Added title: Geographical, statistical, and historical map of the Netherlands.
1 map: hand col. ; 27 x 31 cm.
In: Lavoisne, C. V. A Complete genealogical, historical, chronological, and geographical atlas ... (Philadelphia : M. Carey and Sons, 1821) pl. [16]. Printed plate 'No. 51.'

Added title: Geographical, statistical, and historical map of the Netherlands.

**Case oversize G1030 .L4 1821 pl. 16 (PrCt)**

53499 **Netherlands - Maps - 1822<<>>Benelux countries - Maps - 1822**


Authors: Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas: consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1822?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 58 x 51 cm.


Engraved 'No. 19' at lower right.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1821, v. 1, map 19 (NLO)**

53500 **Netherlands - Maps - 1823**


Authors: Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Hall, Sidney -- Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823. A New general atlas constructed from the latest authorities ... (1823) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : 20 x 24 cm.

In: Arrowsmith, Aaron. A New general atlas constructed from the latest authorities ... Exhibiting the boundaries and divisions, also the chains of mountains and other geographical features of all the known countries in the world (Edinburgh ; London : A. Constable & Co., 1823), pl. 24.

**folio Ayer 135 .A65 1823 pl. 24 (PrCt)**

53501 **Netherlands - Maps - 1823**


Authors: Kraijenhoff, Cornelis, 1758-1840 -- Netherlands. Topografische Dienst -- Guedeke, P. W. -- Unibook 1 map ; 237 x 260 cm. on 9 sheets each 89 x 98 cm. + index map

Facsimile of original published 1823.

Issued with booklet by P.W. Guedeke.

Scale 1:115,200.

79-45382

510

**map6F G6000 1823 .K7 1979 (PrCt)**

53502 **Netherlands - Maps - 1825**

*The Seven United Provinces.* [Philadelphia ; New York etc. Samuel F. Bradford and Murray, Fairman and Co., Peter A. Mesier etc., 1825?].


S. Harrison sct.'


53503 **Netherlands - Maps - 1826**

*Holland.* Philadelphia : A. Finley, [1826].

Authors: Finley, A. (Anthony) -- Young & Delleker -- Finley, A. (Anthony). A New general atlas, comprising a complete set of maps, representing the grand divisions of the globe ... (1826) 1 map : hand col. ; 21 x 27 cm.

In: Finley, Anthony. A New general atlas, comprising a complete set of maps, representing the grand divisions of the globe ... (Philadelphia : A. Finley, 1826) pl. 37.

**Case folio G1019 .F5 1826 pl. 37 (PrCt)**

53504 **Netherlands - Maps - 1829<<>>Benelux countries - Maps - 1829**


Authors: Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas: consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (1829) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 58 x 51 cm.


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1829 map 19 (NLO)**

53505 **Netherlands - Maps - 1830<<>>Benelux countries - Maps - 1830**

*The Kingdom of the Netherlands.* London : Baldwin & Cradock, 1830.

Authors: J. & C. Walker (Firm) -- Baldwin & Cradock -- Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (Great Britain) -- Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (Great Britain). A
Series of maps, modern and ancient (1829-1831)  
1 map : hand col. ; 34 x 24 cm.  
In: Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge.  
A Series of maps, modern and ancient (London : Baldwin & Cradock, 1829-1831) fascicle 8, map [1].  
Issued, with another map, in paper cover with letterpress text at bottom: No. 8 containing: The Kingdom of the Netherlands. England, no. III.  
oversize G 1001 .82 fascicle 8, map [1] (PrCt)

53506 Netherlands - Maps - 1831  
United Kingdom of the Netherlands, Dutch provinces. Edinburgh : D. Lizzars, [1831?].  
Authors: Lizars, Daniel, 1760-1812 -- Hamilton, John, fl. 1831 -- Lizars, Daniel, 1760-1812.  
The Edinburgh geographical and historical atlas ... [1831?]  
1 map : hand col. ; 37 x 42 cm.  
In: Lizars, Daniel. The Edinburgh geographical and historical atlas ... (Edinburgh [etc.] : John Hamilton [and others, 1831?]) pl. [28].  
Engraved plate no. 'XXXIII.  
oversize G 10 .514 pl. [28] (PrCt)

53507 Netherlands - Maps - 1831  
Atlas behoorende bij de vaderlandsche geschiedenis : bestaande uit vijftien kaartjes.  
Amsterdam : M. Westerman & zoon, [ca. 1831?].  
Authors: M. Westerman & zoon -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Westerman (M.) & zoon SEE M. Westerman & zoon  
1 atlas ([15] folded leaves of plates) : 15 folded col. maps ; 13 cm.  
Scales differ.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.  
Baskes folio G1860 .W47 1831 (NLO)

53508 Netherlands - Maps - 1832<>Belgium - Maps - 1832  
Authors: Arrowsmith, John, 1790-1873 -- Arrowsmith, John, 1790-1873.  
The London atlas of universal geography ... [1837] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map : hand col. ; 60 x 48 cm.  
Engraved no. "10" at upper right.  
In: Arrowsmith, John. [The London atlas of universal geography : exhibiting the physical & political divisions of the various countries of the world, constructed from original materials] [London : J. Arrowsmith, 1837], map 10.  
Baskes oversize G1019 .A778 1837, map 10 (NLO)

53509 Netherlands - Maps - 1833  
Holland / Young & Delleker sc. Philada.  
[Philadelphia] : A. Finley, [1833].  
Authors: Young & Delleker -- Finley, A. (Anthony) -- Finley, A. (Anthony). A New general atlas ... (1833) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map : hand col. ; 21 x 27 cm.  
In: Finley, Anthony. A New general atlas : comprising a complete set of maps, representing the grand divisions of the globe ... (Philadelphia : Anthony Finley, 1833), plate 38.  
Sheet corner numbered 38.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.  
Baskes folio G1019 .F5 1833, plate 38 (PrCt)

53510 Netherlands - Maps - 1833  
Carte de la Hollande par provinces : dressée d'après la carte de Mr. le lieutt. gal. bon.  
Authors: Lorrain, Adolphe -- Kraijenhoff, Cornelis, 1758-1840 -- Binet, publisher -- Malo frères -- Tibbe, Paul -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Kraijenhoff, Cornelis, 1758-1840 -- Malo Brothers (Firm), engravers SEE Malo frères -- Frères Malo, engravers SEE Malo frères  
1 atlas ([1] leaf, 11 leaves of plates (1 folded)) : 12 hand col. maps ; 30 cm.  
Title in top margin of map no. 1: Atlas des provinces de la Hollande : réduit d'après la carte du lieutt. général baron Kraijenhoff "Dressé par Adolphe Lorrain"--On map no. 1.  
"Malo frères, graveurs, quai St. Michel, 15, Paris"--On map no. 1.  
Scale [ca. 1:500,000].  
Index map on t.p.  
Bookplate: Ex libris Paul Tibbe.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.  
Baskes folio G1860 .L67 1838 (NLO)

53511 Netherlands - Maps - 1840<>Benelux countries - Maps - 1840  
Kingdoms of Holland and Belgium. London : Mr. Bull, [ca. 1840].  
Authors: Starling, Thomas -- Bull and Churton -- Bull, Mr., fl. ca. 1840 -- Starling, Thomas. The Royal cabinet atlas ... [ca. 1840]  
1 map : hand col. ; 14 x 8 cm.  
In: Starling, Thomas. The Royal cabinet atlas ... (London : Bull and Churton, [ca. 1840]) 'Pl. XXVIII' [i.e. 17].  
map3C 5 map [17] (PrCt)

53512 Netherlands - Maps - 1841<>Netherlands - Colonies - Maps - 1841  
Authors: Desterbecq, F. (Francois) --
Etablissement géographique de Bruxelles --
Tibbe, Paul -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([15] folded leaves of plates) : 14 hand col. maps ; 56 cm.
Running title: Nieuwe atlas van het Koningrijk der Nederlanden = Nouvel atlas du Royaume des Pays-Bas
One map dated: 1842.
Scale [ca. 1:40,000].
Relief shown by hachures.
Engraved title page.
Dutch and French.
Illustrated bookplate: Paul Tibbe.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Koeman Des1

Baskes oversize G1858 .D47 1842 (NLO)

Netherlands - Maps - 1850
Authors: Jaeger, J. -- Oomkens, Jan, d. 1872 --
Tibbe, Paul -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([13] leaves of plates) : 13 hand col. maps ; 39 x 46 cm.
Cover title.
Newberry's copy lacks title page?
Publication date from Koeman.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Publisher's printed blue paper front cover trimmed and mounted on modern buckram binding; each map mounted within paper mat.
Bookplate of Paul Tibbe.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Koeman, C. Atlantes Neerlandici, Jae 5

Baskes oversize G1860 .J34 1850 (NLO)

Netherlands - Maps - 1850-1864
Topographische en militaire kaart van het Koningrijk der Nederlanden ... [Bussum, Netherlands : Fibula-van Dishoeck, 1974?].
Authors: Netherlands (Kingdom, 1815- ).
Topographische inrichting -- Fibula-van Dishoeck, publishers, Bussum, Netherlands --
Linden, J. A. van der -- Netherlands.
Topografische Dienst
1 map ; on 62 sheets + title page, index map and legend 64 x 92 cm. in portfolio
Scale 1:50,000.
Based on surveys made during 1834-1859.
Prime meridian: Amsterdam.
Bonne projection.
Relief shown by hachures and spot heights.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Symbols indicate land cover.
Accompanied by a monograph on the map by J.A. van der Linden.

10827
ICN75
map9C 7 (PrCt)

53519 Netherlands - Maps - 1850 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Hemkes, H. -- Goor, G. B. van -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 16 maps ; 173 x 128 mm.
nd:E:WB
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

53520 Netherlands - Maps - 1851<>Rotterdam (Netherlands) - Maps - 1851 - Pictorial works
Authors: Rapkin, J. -- Tallis, John, 1817-1876 -- J. & F. Tallis (Firm) -- Warren, H., fl. 1851 -- Allen, John Baylis, 1803-1876 -- Martin, Robert Montgomery, 1803?-1868. Tallis's illustrated atlas, and modern history of the world ... (1851)
1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 22 cm.
Includes inset view (13 x 9 cm.): Rotterdam.
In: Martin, Robert Montgomery. Tallis's illustrated atlas, and modern history of the world ... (London ; New York : J. Tallis, 1851) pl. [24].
folio G1019 .M197 1851 pl. [24] (PrCt)

53521 Netherlands - Maps - 1855 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Quartel Cz, Lt -- HendriksenHT -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 228 maps ; 210 x 117 mm.
Westmaas,Klaaawaal&Numansdorp
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

[Amsterdam : C.L. Brinkman, 1857].
Cover title: Atlas van Nederland en zun bezittingen
Newberry's copy lacks t.p.; title and publisher from 1852 edition.
Maps dated 1855 or 1857; include platemarks. Advertisement, p. [2].
Scales differ.
Sketches and owner's marks on inside back cover.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library...
Baskes G1858 .B75 1857 (NLO)

53523 Netherlands - Maps - 1860<>Belgium - Maps - 1866
Holland and Belgium / by J. Bartholomew, F.R.G.S. London & Liverpool : George Philip & Son, [1866].
Authors: Bartholomew, John, 1831-1876 -- Hughes, William, 1817-1876. Grand atlas universel : ou collection de cartes nouvelles ... (1866) -- George Philip & Son
1 map : col. ; 59 x 49 cm.
No. "13" printed on verso.
oversize G 10 .454 pl. 70 (PrCt)

53524 Netherlands - Maps - 1866<>Belgium - Maps - 1867
Holland and Belgium / by J. Bartholomew, F.R.G.S. London & Liverpool : George Philip & Son, [1867].
Edition: 2 druk.
Imperfect; lacking title page and one map (issued with 14 maps).

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Johnson's Holland and Belgium ; Johnson's Switzerland. New York : A.J. Johnson, 1867.
Authors: Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884 -- Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884
Johnson’s new illustrated family atlas of the world ... (1869) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
2 maps : hand col. ; 36 x 26 cm. and 26 x 36 cm., on sheet 46 x 68 cm.
"Entered according to act of Congress in the year 1867, by A.J. Johnson in the Clerk's Office of the District Court of the United States for the Southern District of New York."
In: Johnson, Alvin Jewett. Johnson’s new illustrated family atlas of the world ... (New York : A.J. Johnson, publisher, 1869), [plate 44]
Sheet corners numbered 87 and 88.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1860 .B73 1867 (NLO)

53527 Netherlands - Maps - 1870 (Provisional Heading)
Geschiedkundige atlas van Nederland.
Amsterdam : C.L. Brinkman, [1870?].
Authors: Witkamp, Pieter Harmke -- Brinkman, C. L. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 15 maps ; 170 x 214 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

53528 Netherlands - Maps - 1871
Volks-atlas van Nederland. Arnhem : J. Volten, [1871?].
Authors: Volten, J., fl. 1862-1897 -- Witkamp, Pieter Harmke -- Emrik & Binger -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 14 maps ; 225 x 170 mm.
2nd ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

53529 Netherlands - Maps - 1872Belgium - Maps - 1872
Holland & Belgium / by G.H. Swantston Edinr.
Authors: Swanston, George H. -- A. Fullarton & Co. -- A. Fullarton & Co. The Royal illustrated atlas of modern geography [1872?]
1 map : col. ; 51 x 40 cm.
"Engd. by G.H. Swantston, Edinburgh".
Printed plate no. "XVIII" at bottom right and pasted on verso.
Case oversize G1019 .A38 1872, plate [18] (PrCt)

53530 Netherlands - Maps - 1873 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rijkens, R R -- J.B. Wolters (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 15 maps ; 372 x 238 mm.
2nd ed.
Koeman Rij 1B
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

53531 Netherlands - Maps - 1876Belgium - Maps - 1876
A Handbook for travellers in Holland and Belgium. London ; Paris ; Leipzig : John Murray ; Galignani and Co., Boyveau ; Brockhaus, 1876.
19th ed.
Cover title: Murray's hand-book, Holland & Belgium
"With maps and plans." by Edward Weller.
Includes index.
Series: [Murray's handbooks for travellers] -- Murray's handbooks for travellers.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray’s handbooks for travellers, 29
Baskes G153 .M97 no. 29 (1876) (NLO)

53532 Netherlands - Maps - 1876 (Provisional Heading)
Schoolatlas van Nederland en zijne bezittingen.
Groningen : Wolters, 1876.
Authors: Rijkens, R R -- J.B. Wolters (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

1 v. : 20 maps ; 380 x 242 mm.
4th ed.
Koeman Rij 2
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

53533 Netherlands - Maps - 1879
Authors: Stellwagen, A W -- Weijer, J. H. van de -- J.B. Wolters (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 17 maps ; 277 x 212 mm.
KoemanStel 1;prov:Koeman
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

53534 Netherlands - Maps - 1879 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rijkens, R. R. -- Weijer, J. H. van de -- J.B. Wolters (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 20 maps ; 363 x 235 mm.
5th ed.
(of21);KoemanRijk3;lit:vdWeijer
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

53535 Netherlands - Maps - 1882
Authors: Geerling, W J -- Smulders' Drukkerijen -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 11 maps ; 606 x 413 mm.
References: Koeman Geer A1
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

53536 Netherlands - Maps - 1882
Authors: Rijkens, R. R. -- Weijer, J. H. van de -- J.B. Wolters (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 21 maps ; 380 x 240 mm.
6th ed.
KoemanRijkA6;lit:vdWeijer
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

53537 Netherlands - Maps - 1883<Belgium - Maps - 1883<Denmark - Maps - 1883
Holland & Belgium ; Denmark. Chicago : Geo. F. Cram, [1883].
Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928. Cram's unrivaled family atlas of the world (1883)
2 maps : col. ; 22 x 14 cm. and 22 x 15 cm., on sheet 22 x 30 cm.
In: Cram, George Franklin. Cram's unrivaled family atlas of the world (Chicago : Geo.F. Cram, c1883), p. 100.
folio G1019 .G463 1883b, p. 100 (PrCt)

53538 Netherlands - Maps - 1883 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Jaeger, J. -- Puls -- Tjeenk Willink, H. A. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 16 maps ; 383 x 230 mm.
7th ed.
Koeman Jaeg A7;ed:HFPuls
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

53539 Netherlands - Maps - 1885<Belgium - Maps - 1885<Benelux countries - Maps - 1885
Authors: Bartholomew, John, 1831-1893 -- Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- Adam and Charles Black (Firm). Black's general atlas of the world ... (1885)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 40 cm.
In: Adam and Charles Black. Black's general atlas of the world : embracing the latest discoveries, new boundaries, and other changes, accompanied by introductory letterpress and index (Edinburgh : Adam and Charles Black, 1885), plate 16.
oversize G1019 .B63 1885, plate 16 (PrCt)

53540 Netherlands - Maps - 1885 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Posthumus, Nicolaas Wilhelmus, 1838-1885 -- Brinkman, C. L. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 27 maps ; 282 x 223 mm.
3rd ed.
KoemanPoshA3;brown cloth
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

53541 Netherlands - Maps - 1885 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Posthumus, Nicolaas Wilhelms, 1838-1885 -- Brinkman, C. L. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 27 maps ; 291 x 217 mm.
3rd ed.
KoemanPoshA3;wrappers
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

53542 Netherlands - Maps - 1888
Reiswijzer van den Algemeenen Nederlandschen Wielrijdersbond. Utrecht : F.B. van ditmar, [1888?].
Authors: Koninklijke Nederlandse Toeristen Bond ANWB -- Ditmar, F. B. van -- Feen, A.J.C. van der -- Koeman, C. (Cornelis), 1918-- -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
291 p. : 1 map (folded) ; 18 cm.
Date from folded map in pocket at end.
Stamp of former owner: A.J.C. van der Feen, Jr., 11 Oct. 88.
Previously owned by C. Koeman.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes DJ16 .R4 1888 (NLO)

53543 Netherlands - Maps - 1889
Date from Koeman.
Former owner: N.L. Wilsink.
Bookplate: Ex libris Paul Tibbe.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Koeman, C. Atlantes Neerlandici, Beek A1
Baskes folio G1860 .B45 1889 (NLO)

53544 Netherlands - Maps - 1889<<>>Belgium - Maps - 1889
A Handbook for travellers in Holland and Belgium. London ; Paris ; Leipzig : John Murray ; Galignani and Co. ; Boyveau ; Brockhaus, 1889.
21st ed., rev. on the spot.
Cover title: Murray's hand-book, Holland & Belgium
Spine title: Hand-book for Holland and Belgium
Edited by H.W. Pullen. Cf. Lister.
"With maps and plans" by Edward Weller and Walker & Boutilier.
Includes index.
Series: [Murray's handbooks for travellers] -- Murray's handbooks for travellers.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray's handbooks for travellers, 33
LC Card Number: 11014439
Baskes G153 .M97 no. 33 (1889) (NLO)

53545 Netherlands - Maps - 1890<<>>Netherlands - Colonies - Maps - 1890<<>>Atlases, Dutch - 1890
Atlas van Nederland & overzeesche bezittingen. Amsterdam : W. Versluys, 1890.
Authors: Ley, L. A. E. van der -- Versluys, W. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 16 maps ; 230 x 185 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

53546 Netherlands - Maps - 1892
1 atlas (12 leaves of plates (some folded)) : 12 col. maps (some folded) ; 28 cm.
Edition: 2e. druk.
Date from Koeman.
Publisher's printed paper wrapper with advertisements on back cover.
Scales differ.
Bookplate: Ex libris Paul Tibbe.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Koeman, C. Atlantes Neerlandici, Beek C2
Baskes G1860 .B43 1892 (NLO)

53547 Netherlands - Maps - 1892<<>>Netherlands - Colonies - Maps - 1892
Kleine schoolatlas van Nederland en zijne overzeesche bezittingen / door A. A. Beekman. Zutphen : W.J. Thieme & Cie., [ca. 1892].
1 atlas ([2] p., 14 folded leaves of plates) : 14 folded col. maps ; 28 cm.
Edition: 2e druk.
Scales differ.
2 copies.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Koeman, C. Atlantes Neerlandici, Beek D2
53548 Netherlands - Maps - 1893-1926


Baskes G153 .C66 Holland, Belgium, Rhine, Black Forest (1895) (NLO)

53549 Netherlands - Maps - 1894

Baskes G1860 .B437 1892 [copies 1 and 2] (NLO)

53551 Netherlands - Maps - 1895

Maps


53552 Netherlands - Maps - 1897

Baskes folio DJ216 Atlas (NLO)

53553 Netherlands - Maps - 1898

Baskes G1860 .T44 1897 (NLO)

53554 Netherlands - Maps - 1903

Baskes folio DJ216 Atlas (NLO)
-- Weijer, J. H. van de -- Peereboom, L. P. --
Tibbe, Paul -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library) -- Schuiling, Roelof SEE
Schuiling, R.
folded col. maps ; 35 cm.
4e. druk.
Cover Title: Atlas van Nederland en zijne
overzeesche bezittingen
Date from Koeman.
“(Afzonderlijke uitgaaf van N. en Z. O. B. uit den
Schoolatlas van de Geheele Aarde door A. A.
Beekman en R. Schuiling)”
“Het gedeelte, dat op Nederland betrekking heeft,
is bijgewerkt, zoodat de voorstelling ongeveer
den toestand in 1903 aangeeft.”--Voorbericht
voor den Vierden Druk.
"Lith. v.d. Weijer, Gron."--On maps.
Publisher’s binding with title: Atlas van Nederland
en zijne overzeesche bezittingen.
Scales differ.
Bookplate: Ex libris L.P. Peereboom.
Booplate: Ex libris Paul Tibbe.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
References: Koeman, C. Atlantes Neerlandici,
Beek A4
Baskes folio G1860 .B45 1903 (NLO)

53557

Netherlands - Maps - 1909
Guide to Holland : with map of Holland and plans
of Amsterdam, Rotterdam, the Hague, Leiden,
Haarlem, Middleburg, Dordrecht, Arnhem and
environ, Nijmegen, Kampen, the Isle of
Walcheren, the Isle of Marken, etc. : upwards of
fifty illustrations and reproductions of famous
pictures. London ; New York : Ward, Lock and
Co. ; George Edmund Platt, [1909?].
Authors: Ward, Lock and Company, ltd. -- Platt,
George Edmund -- London Geographical Institute
-- John Bartholomew and Son -- Butler & Tanner
Ltd. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry
Library)
(chiefly col., some folded) ; 35 cm.
5th ed., rev. & enl.
Cover title: Holland
Some maps by London Geographical Institute;
some by John Bartholomew and Son.
Printed by Butler & Tanner.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 98 (1908-1909) (NLO)

53558

Netherlands - Maps - 1910-1911
Holland : praktischer Reiseführer. Berlin : A.
Goldschmidt, 1910-1911.
Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag
-- Knoote -- Goldschmidt, Albert -- Kraatz,
Leopold -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry
Library)
163, 8 p., [26], 48 p. of plates : ill., 13 maps
(chiefly col., some folded) ; 18 cm.
5th ed., rev. & enl.
Cover title: Holland
Maps lithographed by Leopold Kraatz.
2 folded maps in pocket.
Includes map, "Belgien und Holland."
Advertisements, 8 p. at end.
Includes index.
Series: Grieben-Reiseführer ; Bd. 98.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .W3 Holland (1909) (NLO)

53559

Netherlands - Maps - 1910-1919
Holland & Belgium. Glasgow & London : William
Collins, Sons, & Co., Limited, [191-?].
Authors: William Collins Sons and Co. -- Roger
S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) --
William Collins Sons and Co. The Collegiate atlas
... [191-?]
1 map : col. ; 30 x 22 cm.
In: William Collins Sons and Co. The Collegiate

Request and cite items by
the complete call number forming
the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)


"Holland and Belgium" in oversize manuscript lettering on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1019 .C625 1910z, [plate] 12 (PrCt)

Netherlands - Maps - 1910 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Kloek, W. -- W.E.J. Tjeenk Willink BV -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.: 13 maps; 311 x 388 mm.
5th ed.
Koeman Kloe C5
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Netherlands - Maps - 1910 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rijn, G. van -- Kernkamp, G. W. -- Kernkamp -- Looy, S. L. van -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.: 10 maps; 335 x 220 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Netherlands - Maps - 1912 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Kloek, W. -- W.E.J. Tjeenk Willink BV -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.: 13 maps; 313 x 386 mm.
6th ed.
Koeman Kloe C6
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Netherlands - Maps - 1913
Authors: Beekman, A. A. (Anton Albert), 1854-1947 -- W.J. Thieme & Cie. -- Gebrüder Braakensiek (Amsterdam, Netherlands) -- Tibbe, Paul -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Gebr. Braakensiek (Amsterdam, Netherlands) SEE Gebrüder Braakensiek (Amsterdam, Netherlands)
1 atlas ([2], 14 leaves of plates): 14 col. maps; 35 cm.
Date from Koeman.
Publisher's red cloth binding.
Scales differ.
Bookplate: Ex libris Paul Tibbe.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Koeman, C. Atlantes Neerlandici, Beek D4

Baskes folio G1860 .B44 1913 (NLO)

Gebrüder (Amsterdam, Netherlands) SEE Gebrüder Braakensiek (Amsterdam, Netherlands)

Netherlands - Maps - 1913
Cover title: Cook's traveller's handbook, Holland
Spine title: Holland
Includes index.
Series: Cook's traveller's handbooks -- Cook's handbooks.
Former owner's inscription: Irving G. Chapin, July 1922.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Another copy (but not all maps) available online via HathiTrust Digital Library (accessed June 2011):
http://catalog.hathitrust.org/api/volumes/oclc/4756320.html

Baskes G153 .C66 Holland (1913) (NLO)

Belgium - Maps - 1913
Netherlands - Maps - 1913
Holland, Belgium, Black Forest (Germany) - Maps - 1913

Belgium - Maps - 1913
Holland, Belgium, Black Forest (Germany) - Maps - 1913
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

Baskes folio G153 .C66 Holland (1913) (NLO)

Netherlands - Maps - 1914
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

References: Koeman.
1 v. : 8 maps, 16 city plans
25th ed.
Auszchnitt Belgien & Holland.
Includes advertising dated 1914 and priced in marks.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)** (PrCt)

### 53567 Netherlands - Maps - 1914-1915<<>>Holland (Netherlands : Province) - Maps - 1914-1915
Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag -- Hooiberg, A. J. -- Goldschmidt, Albert -- Kraatz, Leopold -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Maps lithographed by Leopold Kraatz.
Map inside front cover.
Includes index.
Advertisements, [6]-24 p. at end.
Series: Grieben-Reiseführer ; Bd. 98.
Bookseller’s label: 3,60 M.
Bookseller’s label: Vom zuständigen Generalkommando freigegeben.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
**Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 98 (1914-1915) (NLO)**

### 53568 Netherlands - Maps - 1917 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Meulen, A J van der -- J.B. Wolters (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 15 maps ; 318 x 220 mm.
3rd ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)** (PrCt)

### 53569 Netherlands - Maps - 1925<<>>Holland (Netherlands : Province) - Maps - 1925
Holland. Berlin : Grieben-Verlag ; A. Goldschmidt, 1925.
Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag -- Goldschmidt, Albert -- Kraatz, Leopold -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
223, 4 p., [10] folded leaves of plates : 9 col. maps (folded), 2 plans (folded) ; 16 cm.
15. Aufl. [15th ed.]
'Mit 9 Karten und 2 Grundrissen,'
Maps lithographed by Leopold Kraatz.
Advertisements: 4 p. at end.
Includes index.
Series: Grieben Reiseführer ; Bd. 98
Some folded maps loose.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
**Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 98 (1925) (NLO)**

### 53570 Netherlands - Maps - 1925 (Provisional Heading)
Arduïjskundige platenatlas van het vaderland.
Leiden : Sijthoff, 1925.
Authors: Jacobs , Herm J. -- Oosterkamp, J. -- A.W. Sijthoff (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 306 x 215 mm.
Does not include maps.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)** (PrCt)

### 53571 Netherlands - Maps - 1926
Authors: George Philip & Son -- Ward, Lock and Company, ltd. -- Ward Lock guides -- London Geographical Institute -- Butler & Tanner Ltd. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
160 p., [28], 48 p. of plates : ill., 18 maps (chiefly col., chiefly folded) ; 16 cm.
Cover title: Ward Lock & Co’s Holland
Spine title: Holland
Some maps by the London Geographical Institute.
Printed by Butler & Tanner.
Includes index.
With publisher’s dust-jacket.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
**Baskes G153 .W3 Holland (1926) (NLO)**

### 53572 Netherlands - Maps - 1926
Authors: Thomas Cook Ltd. -- Cook’s handbooks -- Simpkin and Marshall -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 7 maps
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)** (PrCt)

### 53573 Netherlands - Maps - 1926 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Luinge, A & B Stegeman -- P. Noordhoff (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 17 maps ; 282 x 218 mm.
7th ed.

---

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
KoemanLuinD7
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

53574  
**Netherlands - Maps - 1927**

Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm)
1 v. : 30 plates
26th ed.
G 467.06 (NLO)

53575  
**Netherlands - Maps - 1927**

Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 10 maps, 24 city plans
26th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1927 and priced in marks.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

53576  
**Netherlands - Maps - 1927**

*Sleeswijk's atlas van Nederland.* Bussum : Sleeswijk, 1927.
Authors: Sleeswijk, J. A. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 30 maps ; 237 x 120 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
References: Koeman Slee B1
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

53577  
**Netherlands - Maps - 1928**

*Rijwiel-Toeristen-Rondrit door Nederland 1928 / A.N.W.B. Toeristenbond voor Nederland.*
Authors: Koninklijke Nederlandse Toeristen Bond ANWB -- Koeman, C. (Cornelis), 1918- -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
41 p. : ill., 2 maps ; 23 cm.
Cover title: Rijwiel-Toeristen-Rondrit, 1928
Map inside front cover.
Laid in: folded map of Noord-Brabant.
Previously owned by C. Koeman.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes DJ16 .R5 1928 (NLO)

53578  
**Netherlands - Maps - 1929**

*Handbook to Holland ; with general and railway maps of Holland, plans of Middelburg, Dordrecht, Delft, Rotterdam, the Hague, Leiden, Haarlem, Amsterdam, Utrecht, Nijmegen, Kampen, Leeuwarden, Arnhem, the Isle of Walcheren, the Isle of Marken, etc. : sixty illustrations.* London : Ward, Lock & Co., [1929?].
Authors: Ward, Lock and Company, ltd. -- Ward, Lock & Co.'s tourist handbooks -- Ward Lock guides -- Butler & Tanner Ltd. -- Greenwich YMCA (Greenwich, Conn.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
176 p., [38] leaves of plates : ill., 4 maps (some col., some folded) ; 17 cm.
7th ed., rev. and enl.
Cover title: Holland Imperfect; issued with 18 maps (?), but this copy incomplete; includes only 4 maps (?).
Printed by Butler & Tanner.
Includes index.
"Books to read"--P. 21-23.
Stamp: Greenwich Young Men's Christian Association.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .W3 Holland (1929) (NLO)

53579  
**Netherlands - Maps - 1929**

*Holland (Netherlands : Province) - Maps - 1929* (Netherlands : Province)

Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag -- Goldschmidt, Albert -- Reimer, Dietrich, 1818-1899 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
17. Aufl. [17th ed.]
'Mit 10 Karten und 3 Grundrissen.'
Maps lithographed by Dietrich Reimer.
'Sucher,' for use with map, in pocket.
Advertisements: vi p. at end.
Includes index.
Series: Grieben Reiseführer ; Bd. 98
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 98 (1929) (NLO)

53580  
**Netherlands - Maps - 1932**

*Cook's traveller's handbook to Holland / by Roy Elston ; with a map and plans by Bartholomew.* London : Simpkin, Marshall, 1932.
Authors: Elston, Roy -- Thomas Cook Ltd. -- Cook's traveller's handbooks -- Cook's handbooks -- John Bartholomew and Son -- Simpkin and Marshall -- Turnbull & Spears -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
2nd ed.
Spine title: Holland
Printed by Turnbull & Spears.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Includes publisher's original dust jacket.
Series: Cook's traveller's handbooks -- Cook's
handbooks.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 33002547
Baskes G153 .C66 Holland (1932) (NLO)

53581 Netherlands - Maps - 1933
Authors: Tillion, E.-L. (Emilie-L.) -- Thuillier, Louis
-- Hermann, L., active 1906-1939 -- Delaune, E.
-- Guides bleus -- Hachette (Firm) -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
maps and plans (some col., some folded) ; 16
cm.
[2nd ed.]
Includes bibliographical references (p. ix) and
indexes.
Maps on endpapers.
Series: Guides bleus
Bookseller's label: Firma L.J.C. Boucher,
Boekhandel ... den Haag.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G84 Hollande (1933) (NLO)

53582 Netherlands - Maps - 1933
Holland and the Rhine : with a complete atlas of
Holland and the Rhine and 48 other maps and
plans / edited by Findlay Muirhead and L. Russell
Muirhead. London : E. Benn, 1933.
Authors: Muirhead, Findlay, 1860-1935 --
Muirhead, L. Russell (Litellus Russell), 1896- --
Blue guide -- John Bartholomew and Son --
Ernest Benn Ltd. -- Great Britain. War Office.
Library -- Great Britain. Ministry of Defence --
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
447, 13 p. : 55 maps and plans (some col.) ; 16
cm.
Spine title: Muirhead's Holland and the Rhine
Maps by John Bartholomew & Son.
Maps on endpapers.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 42-43,
260) and index.
Series: The blue guides -- Blue guide.
Owner's stamp: Ministry of Defence Library
Services.
Owners stamp and bookplate: War Office Library.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copy: G 46 .602
LC Card Number: 33035433
Baskes G153 .B58 Holland (1933) (NLO)

53583 Netherlands - Maps - 1933 - Road
maps<<>>Netherlands - Maps - 1933 - Cities
and towns - Road maps<<>>Cities and towns
- Netherlands - Maps - 1933 - Road
maps<<>>Road maps
Sleeswijk's zak-atlas van Nederland voor
wandelaars, wielrijders en automobilisten.
Bussum : J.A. Sleeswijk, [1933].
Authors: Sleeswijk, J. A. -- Smulders' Drukkerijen
-- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (12 folded leaves of plates) : 12 double
folded col. maps ; 12 x 13 cm.
Date from Koeman.
Scale 1:400,000.
Relief shown by hachures.
Each plate includes city maps on verso.
11. Limburg.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
References: Koeman, C. Atlantes Neerlandici, VI,
Slee C5
Baskes G1860 .S54 1933 (NLO)

53584 Netherlands - Maps - 1934<<>>Holland
(Netherlands - Province) - Maps - 1934
Holland : mit Angaben für Automobilisten. Berlin :
Grieben-Verlag, 1934.
Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag
-- Kraatz, Leopold -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
maps (some col., some folded), 3 plans ; 16 cm.
18. Aufl. [18th ed.]
'Mit 13 Karten, 3 Grundrissen und 13
Abbildungen.'
Maps lithographed by Leopold Kraatz.
'Sucher,' for use with map, in pocket.
Advertisements: vi p. at end.
Includes index.
Series: Grieben-Reiseführer ; Bd. 98
Some folded maps loose.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 98 (1934) (NLO)

53585 Netherlands - Maps - 1934 (Provisional
Heading)
Atlasje bij Nederlandsche literatuurgeschiedenis.
Purmerend : MuussesJ, 1934.
Authors: Willems, J H J -- MuussesJ -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 12 maps ; 300 x 230 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

53586 Netherlands - Maps - 1936
Holland on £10 / by Sydney A. Clark ; illustrated
by Edward C. Caswell. London : I. Nicholson and
Watson, 1936.
Authors: Clark, Sydney, 1890-1975 -- Ten pound
series -- Caswell, Edward C. -- Nicholson &
Watson (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
[1st ed.?]
Series: Ten pound series.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
**Baskes G153 .T4 Netherlands (1936) (NLO)**

53587 **Netherlands - Maps - 1936**

Authors: Little guides -- Morris, Joseph E. (Joseph Ernest) -- John Bartholomew & Co. -- Methuen & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

- xviii, 361 p., [17] leaves of plates (some folded) : ill., 6 maps (some folded, some col.) ; 16 cm.

- Maps by John Bartholomew and Son.

- Map on lining papers.

- Includes index.

- Series: Little guides

- Dust jacket.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
**Baskes G153 .L58 Holland (1936) (NLO)**

53588 **Netherlands - Maps - 1938**

Authors: Tillion, E.-L. (Emilie-L.) -- Guides bleus -- Hachette (Firm) -- Dumas-Vorzet, Ed. (Eduard) -- Aitoff, D. -- Delaune, E. -- Dufrénoy (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)


- "Ce guide a été rédigé par Mme E.-L. Tillion"--Half t.p. verso.


- Maps on endpapers.

- Includes bibliographical references (p. lx) and index.

- Series: Les guides bleus -- Guides bleus.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
**Baskes G153 .G84 Hollande (1938) (NLO)**

53589 **Netherlands - Maps - 1948**

*Kompas’ atlas van Nederland.* Haag [the Hague] : Uitgave Kompas, [ca. 1948].
Authors: Kompas (Firm) -- Tibbe, Paul -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Kompas, publishers, Netherlands SEE Kompas (Firm)

- 1 atlas (13 p.) : 13 col. maps ; 34 cm.

- Cover title: Kompas atlas van Nederland voor de lagere school

- Relief shown by hachures.

- Issued in paper covered boards with spiral binding.

- Scales differ.

- Bookplate: Ex libris Paul Tibbe.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
**Baskes folio G1860 .K66 1948 (NLO)**

53590 **Netherlands - Maps - 1948 - Reclamation of land**

🥨Netherlands - Historical geography

- Maps - 1948 - Reclamation of land

- Netherlands - Maps - 1948 - Dikes (Engineering)

- Netherlands - Maps - 1948 - Hydraulic engineering

- Reclamation of land - Netherlands - Maps - 1948

- Dikes (Engineering) - Netherlands - Maps - 1948

- Reclamation of land - Netherlands - Maps - 1948

- Historical atlases

*Dredge, drain, reclaim; the art of a nation.* The Hague : Nijhoff, 1948.
Authors: Veen, Johan van

- 165 p. : ill. (part col.) ports., col. maps ; 26 cm.

LC Card Number: a 49005355
**S 4467 .936 (NLO)**

53591 **Netherlands - Maps - 1950 - Bicycle trails**

Authors: Koninklijke Nederlandse Toeristen Bond ANWB -- Federatie van Nederlandse Rijwielpadverenigingen -- Koeman, C. (Cornelis), 1918- -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- A.N.W.B. Toeristenbond voor Nederland SEE Koninklijke Nederlandse Toeristen Bond ANWB -- Algemeene Nederlandsche Wielrijkers Bond SEE Koninklijke Nederlandse Toeristen Bond ANWB


- Previously owned by Cornelis Koeman.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
**Baskes DJ16 .F5 1950 (NLO)**

53592 **Netherlands - Maps - 1950 (Provisional Heading)**

*Kompas atlas van Nederland voor lagere school.*

Authors: Kompas (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

- 1 v. : 13 maps ; 335 x 244 mm.

- nd

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)**

53593 **Netherlands - Maps - 1951**

Authors: Nagel travel guide series -- Nagel Publishers -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)


- Cover title: Nagel’s Holland travel guide

- Map on lining papers.

- Includes bibliographical references (p. [85]-[86)
and index.
Series: Nagel travel guide series
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .N34 Holland (1951) (NLO)

53594  Netherlands - Maps - 1954 (Provisional Heading)
Vragen & oefenboekje bij Nederland. Groningen :
P. Noordhoff, 1954.
Authors: Luinge, A & B Stegeman -- P. Noordhoff
(Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 21 maps
12th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

53595  Netherlands - Maps - 1955 - Reclamation of land
Netherlands - Historical geography - Maps - 1955
-Reclamation of land
Netherlands - Maps - 1955 - Dikes (Engineering)
Netherlands - Maps - 1955 - Hydraulic engineering
-Reclamation of land - Netherlands - Maps - 1955
-Dikes (Engineering) - Netherlands - Maps -
1955-Reclamation of land - Netherlands - Maps -
1955-Historical atlas
Dredge, drain, reclaim : the art of a nation / by
Johan van Veen. The Hague : Trio Printers,
[1955].
Authors: Veen, Johan van
200 p. : illus., 30 maps ; 26 cm.
4th ed.
To Collection Services for cataloging, 29 Dec.
2008 (PrCt)

53596  Netherlands - Maps - 1957-1963 - Language and languages
Language and languages - Netherlands - Maps - 1957-1963
-Dutch language - Maps - 1957-1963
German language - Maps - 1957-1963
Authors: Heeroma, K. (Klaas), 1909-- Van Gorcum (Firm)
1 atlas in 3 v. : col. maps (in portfolio) ; 36 cm.
Accompanying text: Taalatlas van Oost-Nederland en aangrenzende gebieden.
Toelichting. v. illus. ; 26 cm.
Phillips 9048.
folio X 978 .395 (NLO)

53597  Netherlands - Maps - 1957 (Provisional Heading)
Zien, denken, doen & leren: beginatlas
Authors: Kloosterman, J. C. -- Van Goor Zonen --
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 13 maps ; 255 x 186 mm.
2nd ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

53598  Netherlands - Maps - 1959 (Provisional Heading)
Landbouwatlas van Nederland. Zwolle :
TjeenkWillink, 1959.
Authors: Netherlands. Min Landbouw -- W.E.J.
Tjeenk Willink BV -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 v. : 36 maps ; 355 x 228 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

53599  Netherlands - Maps - 1960>Netherlands - Geography - 1960
Schoolatlases : een methode voor het onderwijs in
de aardrijkskunde v/d lagere school. Deel 1,
Nederland, 4e leerjaar / door H. Boelmans, P.A.
v. Meurs, A. Posma. Meppel ; Djakarta :
Authors: Boelmans, H. -- Meurs, P. A. van --
Posma, A. -- Brink, H. ten -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (48 pages) : illustrations (chiefly color), 22
maps (chiefly color) ; 29 cm
Includes questions and exercises for the student.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1860 .B65 1960 (NLO)

53600  Netherlands - Maps - 1960>Netherlands -
Maps - 1960 - Economics>Netherlands -
Maps - 1960>Geography - Netherlands - 1960
Ons eigen land. B : atlas van Nederland / door
W. Bakker en H. Rusch. Zeist : Dijkstra's
Uitgeverij, [1960?].
Authors: Bakker, Wybren, fl. 1939-1965 -- Rusch,
Harmanus -- Dijkstra's Uitgeverij -- Tibbe, Paul
-- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([36] p.) : col. ill., 30 col. maps ; 32 cm.
Edition: 21e geheel herziene druk.
Some maps use pictures to illustrate types of
industries, commerce, agriculture, etc.
Scales differ.
Bookplate: Ex libris Paul Tibbe.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1860 .B36 1960 (NLO)

53601  Netherlands - Maps - 1960 (Provisional Heading)
Novel atlas de poche du Grand Bruxelles.
Authors: Girault Gilbert -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 41 maps ; 174 x 117 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

53602 Netherlands - Maps - 1960 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Luinge, A & B Stegeman -- P. Noordhoff (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 28 maps ; 281 x 216 mm.
20th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

53605 Netherlands - Maps - 1965
Authors: Bakker, Wybren, fl. 1939-1965 -- Robert, 1926- -- Guides verts Michelin (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([38] p.) : 17 col. maps ; 26 cm.
Edition: 45e druk
Forward dated 1965.
Some maps use pictures to illustrate types of industries, commerce, agriculture, etc.
Includes questions for students.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1860 .B35 1965 (NLO)

53606 Netherlands - Maps - 1970
Authors: Bernard-Folliot, Denise -- Boulanger, Robert, 1926- -- Guides bleus -- Hachette (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
650 p. : 38 maps (some folded, some col.) ; 17 cm.
[Ed. entièrement renouvelée].
Series: Guides bleus
Includes bibliographical references (p. [81]-82) and index.
Map on endpaper.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 74557979

53607 Netherlands - Maps - 1977
Authors: Netherlands. Ministerie van Buitenlandse Zaken -- Koeman, C. (Cornelis), 1918- -- Geographisch Instituut (Netherlands) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 37 maps ; 298 x 210 mm.
P:Ministerie van Buitenlandse Zaken.
Cf. OCLC OCLC 8205257.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

53608 Netherlands - Maps - 1978 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Belgium. Inst Voorlichting -- Inbel  -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 10 maps ; 216 x 308 mm.
Edition: 1e éd.
Cover title.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 82)
Additional availability: 46, Av. de Breteuil, 75341

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
53613 **Netherlands - Maps - 1988-1997 - Cities and towns - Road maps**

*Pictorial atlas of the Netherlands / [compilation and text, H. Meijer].* The Hague ; Utrecht : Ministry of Foreign Affairs ; Information and Documentation Centre for the Geography of the Netherlands, 1985.


44 p. : col. ill., 46 col. maps : 30 cm. 'Second, wholly revised edition.'

Series: Blue guide -- Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- W.W. Norton & Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

ISBN 0713636538 ; 0713636548 ; 9780713636543


53616 **Netherlands - Maps - 1994**


Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Automobile Association (Great Britain) -- Prentice-Hall, inc. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 73 plates

1st ed.

Issued in partnership with the Automobile Association (tall format); cf. A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher, 1832-1990, p. 277.

Cover price: $12.95.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Association (Great Britain) -- Macmillan Travel --
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 16 maps, 55 city plans
3rd ed.
Issued in partnership with the Automobile
Association (short format); cf. A. Hinrichsen,
Cover price: $24.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

Netherlands - Maps - Bibliography -
1500-1599

Authors: Heijden, H. A. M. van der
230 p. : ill., maps ; 25 cm.
Includes indexes.
Bibliography: p. 223-226.
Series: HES studies in the history of cartography and scientific instruments ; v. 2
Formerly Z6027.N4 H45
ISBN 9061940559
Map Ref Z6027.N4 H45 (NLO)

Authors: Blond, Dirk -- Blond-van der Wijst, Joanna -- HES & De Graaf Publishers
488 p. : maps ; 32 cm.
Describes 101 maps.
Summary in English (p. 445-463).
Includes bibliographical references (p. 468-475) and index.
Series: Utrechtse historisch-kartografische Studies = Utrecht studies in the history of cartography ; 1
Formerly folio Z6027.N4 B56 2000
LC Card Number: 2001415210
ISBN 906194418X
Map Ref folio Z6027.N4 B56 2000 (NLO)

Authors: Heijden, H. A. M. van der -- Van der Heijden, H. A. M. SEE Heijden, H. A. M. van der
2 v. (892 p.) : ill., maps ; 33 cm.
Contents: d. 1. 1548-1672 -- d. 2. 1672-1794.
Includes indexes.
Formerly folio Z6027.N4 H46 1998
ISBN 9061869099 (Universitaire Pers) ;
906469740X (Canaletto)
Map Ref folio Z6027.N4 H46 1998 (NLO)

Netherlands - Maps - Bibliography -
Catalogs

Algemeen Rijksarchief
[136] p. ; 29 cm.
Includes indexes.
Formerly folio Z6027.N4 N46 1969
LC Card Number: 87209971
Map Ref folio Z6027.N4 N46 1969 (NLO)

Holland and the Dutch


Mapping a nation : the golden age of Dutch cartography : the Lasalle Bank Dutch map collection / essays by Paul van den Brink ; catalog of maps by Robert W. Karrow, Jr. [Chicago : LaSalle Bank Corporation, 2007].
Authors: Brink, Paul van den -- Karrow, Robert W. -- Bobins, Norman R. -- LaSalle Bank Corporation -- LaSalle National Bank
ix, 150 p. : col. ill., 52 col maps ; 39 cm.
Intended to be published by LaSalle Bank, the project was abandoned with the sale of the bank in 2007; this limited edition of about 40 copies was prepared as a retirement present for Norman R. Bobins, former chairman, president and CEO of Lasalle Bank.
Contents: Leo Belgicus and Leo Hollandicus -- Seventeen provinces -- Holland and the Dutch Republic -- Maps of Amsterdam -- Views and plans of Dutch cities -- Field guide.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 145) and index.
Case folio GA921 .L27 2007 (NLO)

Netherlands - Maps - Collections,
1500-1599

Deventer, Jacob Van, d. 1575 - Bibliography

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
De Stadsplattegronden van Jacob van Deventer.
Authors: Deventer, Jacob van, d. 1575 --
Koeman, C. (Cornelis). 1918 -- Visser, J. C.
v. <1-8, 12 > : ill., col. maps ; 51 cm.
Parallel title: Stadtgrundrisse von Jacob van Deventer.
Issued in portfolios.
Each portfolio includes “Kaartbeschrijvingen” and “Reprodukties.” Some also have general introductory information.
Vol. 12 in German: Die Stadtgrundrisse von Jacob van Deventer.
Includes bibliographical references.
ISBN 9072770323 (set)
oversize G1860 .D47 1992 (NLO)

53623
Netherlands - Maps - Collections,
1540-1560
Cartography - Netherlands -
History - 1500-1599
Deventer, Jacob Van, d. 1575 --
Brabant (Belgium) - Maps -
1558 - Brabant (Belgium) - Maps -
1558 - Flanders - Maps - 1540 - Flanders -
- Maps - 1555 - Friesland (Netherlands) -
- Maps - 1558 - Gelderland (Netherlands) -
- Maps - 1559 - Gelderland (Netherlands) -
- Maps - 1558 <--- Holland (Netherlands : Province) -
- Maps - 1558 <--- Zeeland (Netherlands : Province) -
- Maps - 1560
Authors: Deventer, Jacob van, d. 1575 --
Koeman, C. (Cornelis). 1918 -- Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594 -- Tramezzino, Michele, d. 1579 -- Canaletto (firm)
11 maps ; on 57 sheets, each 49 x 38 cm. + text (44 p. : ill. ; 44 cm.)
Facsimiles of 11 maps of the Netherlands variously issued by Jacob van Deventer, Gerhard Mercator, and Michaele Tramezzino between 1540-1560; accompanying text by Cornelis Koeman summarized in English, p. 43-44.
Includes Deventer's wall maps of Brabant (1558), Friesland (1559), Gelderland (1556), Holland (1558), and Zeeland (1560), Mercator's wall map of Flanders (1540), and Tramezzino's maps of Brabant (1558), Flanders (1555), Friesland (1558), Gelderland (1558), and Holland (1558).
temp map6C G6001.A 1994 G4 (PrCI)

53624
Netherlands - Maps - Collections,
1540-1650
Belgium - Maps - Collections,
1540-1650
Cartography - Netherlands -
History
Digital mapping - 2001
Leo Belgicus maps - Collections, 1540-1650
Een gedeeld verleden (ca. 1450-ca. 1650) : Eenheid en scheiding van de Nederlanden.
Authors: Kaper, Ronnie. d. 2001 -- Witteveen, Cees -- Fontys Hogescholen -- Maerlant Centrum -- Uitgeverij Pelckmans
1 computer optical disc ; 4 3/4 in. + booklet (19 p. : ill. ; 21 cm.) in box 22 x 15 cm.
Title from booklet.
Title from disc surface: Nieuwe tijd: een gedeeld verleden.
Series: Digi Historia, deel 2.
A teaching unit for Dutch elementary schools on the history of the division of the Netherlands between ca. 1400 and 1700.
Includes a unit on cartography, with sections on world maps, atlases, newsmaps, maps of the Netherlands, the Seventeen Provinces, and 'Leo Belgicus' maps.
CD-ROM GA923.5 .G44 2001 (NLO)

53625
Netherlands - Maps - Collections,
1553-1560
Deventer, Jacob Van, d. 1575 --
Maps - Bibliography
Cartography - Netherlands -
History - 1500-1599
De Kaarten van de nederlandsche provinciën in de zestiende eeuw, door Jacob van Deventer : Afgedeeld op ware grotte / met een inleiding van mr. B. van't Hoff. 's-Gravenhage : M. Nijhoff, 1941.
Authors: Deventer, Jacob van, d. 1575 -- Hoff, Bert van't, 1900-1979 -- Nijhoff, Martinus, 1894-1953
1 atlas ([1] leaf : 5 maps, 18 plates) : 78 x 57 cm.
Facsimiles of maps by Jacob van Deventer originally published 1553-1560.
In portfolio.
Accompanied by 16 pages of text with special title page (56 x 40 cm.)
Duplicate copy (photocopies of text only): Vert 3064, no. 9.
map9C 2 (PrCI)

53626
Netherlands - Maps - Collections
Cartography - Netherlands -
History
v. <v. 1-8 (ongoing?): maps ; 41 x 57 cm. + texts (ill., maps ; 40 cm.)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Baskes Collection copy incomplete?; includes only v. 1-6?
Includes bibliographical references.

Text in English and Dutch.
LC Card Number: 87675314

Netherlands - Maps
Collections<>Cartography - Netherlands - History<>Wall maps

v. <v. 1-8 (ongoing?) : maps ; 41 x 57 cm. + texts (ill., maps ; 40 cm.).
Includes bibliographical references.

Scales differ.
Text in English and Dutch.
Transferred; 20080529; Formerly General Collections
LC Card Number: 87675314
ISBN 906469561X (v. 1) ; 9789064695612 (v. 1) ; 9064695733 (v. 2) ; 9789064695735 (v. 2) ; 9064696519 (v. 3) ; 9789064696510 (v. 3) ; 9064696608 (v. 4) ; 9789064696602 (v. 4) ; 9064697043 (v. 5) ; 9789064697043 (v. 5) ; 9064697493 (v. 6) ; 9789064697494 (v. 6) ; 9789064697654 (v. 7) ; 9789064698330 (v. 8)
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (Pr.Ct)

Netherlands - Maps - Exhibitions - Catalogs<>Cartography - Netherlands - Exhibitions - Catalogs<>Bibliothèque royale de Belgique - Map collections - Exhibitions - Catalogs
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Also issued in French under title: La cartographie hollandaise.
Duplicate copy: 4A 15544
LC Card Number: 72359347
GA901 .H6 (NLO)

Netherlands - Maps - Exhibitions - Catalogs<>Nationaal Archief (Netherlands) - Exhibitions<>Newberry Library - Exhibitions<>Dutch cartography - Exhibitions<>Cartography in art - Exhibitions<>Maps in art
Catalog compiled by Dalia Varanka.
Includes 8 Newberry items and 64 items from the Nationaal Archief (The Hague, Netherlands), which organized the travelling exhibition.
Duplicate copy: Ref GA921 .A78 1985
Map Ref Z881.C525 N48 1985b (NLO)

Netherlands - Pictorial works - 1645 - Cities and towns<>Cities and towns - Netherlands - Pictorial works - 1645<>St. Agatha (Netherlands) - Pictorial works - 1645<>Oeffelt (Netherlands) - Pictorial

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
works - 1645 - Middelaar (Netherlands) - Pictorial works - 1645 - Gennep (Netherlands) - Pictorial works - 1645 - Gennep (Netherlands) - History - Siege, 1641 - Pictorial works - Saint Agatha (Netherlands) SEE St. Agatha (Netherlands) [Views of St. Agatha, Oeffelt, Middelaar and Gennep in the Netherlands]. [Amsterdam] : C.J. Visscher, [1645].
Authors: Visscher, Claes Jansz., 1586 or 17-652 -- Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library) 6 views; each 13 x 25 cm., on sheet 46 x 57 cm. Collective title supplied by cataloger.
Forms part of the Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library).

53634 Neuberg an der Donau Region (Germany) - Maps - 1710
Neuberg an der Donau, mit der Gegend auf 2 Stund. Augsburg : Gabriel Bodenehr, 1710.
Authors: Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. -- Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. Atlas curieux -- oder, Neuer und compendieuser atlas 1710 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; hand col., 14 x 20 cm.
In: Bodenehr, Gabriel. Atlas curieux; oder, Neuer und compendieuser atlas ... ([Augsburg : Gabriel Bodenehr, 1710?]) pl. [68]. Engraved plate no. '71.'
Ayer 135 .B6 pl. 68 (PrCt)

53635 Neuburg an der Donau Region (Germany) - Maps - 1710 < Donauwörth Region (Germany) - Maps - 1710
Gegend zwischen Neuburg und Donauwörth. Augsburg : Gabriel Bodenehr, 1710.
Authors: Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. -- Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. Atlas curieux -- oder, Neuer und compendieuser atlas 1710 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; hand col. ; 16 x 27 cm.
In: Bodenehr, Gabriel. Atlas curieux; oder, Neuer und compendieuser atlas ... ([Augsburg : Gabriel Bodenehr, 1710?]) pl. [67]. Engraved plate no. '70.'
Ayer 135 .B6 pl. 67 (PrCt)

53636 Neuchâtel, Lake of (Switzerland) - Maps - 1552 - Bern Region (Switzerland) - Maps -

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
53637 Neuchâtel (Switzerland) - Maps - 1700
Carte de souveraineté de Neuchâtel et Vallangin / dressée sur les memoires du Sr. D. F. de Merveilleux ... ; gravé par Liébaux le fils. [Paris? s.n., ca. 1700?].
Authors: Merveilleux, David-François, 1652-1712 -- Liebaux, Henri, d. 1752 -- Johan Gabriel Sack
Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:S16 1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 63 cm.
Includes dedication "a Messieurs de la venerable classe et Compagnie des Pasteura du Comté de Neuchatel."
Oriented with north at upper right.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6043.N4 1700.M4 (PrCt)

53638 Neuchâtel (Switzerland) - Maps - 1732
Carte de souveraineté de Neuchâtel et Vallangin / dressée sur les memoires du Sr. D. F. de Merveilleux, D. Mcin. Rectifiée par les observations de l'Academie Royale des Sciences ... ; gravé par Liébaux le fils. [Paris? s.n., ca. 1732?].
Authors: Merveilleux, David-François de, 1652-1712 -- Académie royale des sciences (France) -- Liebaux, Henri, d. 1752 -- L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726. [Collection of maps of the world] [1732?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- De Merveilleux, David-François 1652-1712 SEE Merveilleux, David-François de, 1652-1712 1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 63 cm.
Cartouche includes dedication "a messieurs de la venerable classe et Compagnie des Pasteura du Comté de Neuchatel."
Oriented with north at upper right.
In composite atlas without title page: L'Isle,
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Map & Print
1 map

temp map4F G4364.N4S4 1896 .U5 1995 (PrCt)

Family maps of Nevada County, Arkansas : with homesteads, roads, waterways, towns, cemeteries, railroads, and more / by Gregory A. Boyd. Norman, Okla. Arphax Pub. Co., c2007. Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960- -- Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.) 254 p. : maps ; 28 cm. 1st ed. 'Deluxe edition.' Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecreds.blm.gov). '3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.' Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township). Includes indexes. Series: Family maps ISBN 1420306510 : 9781420306514 Local History Ref F417.N4 B69 2007 (NLO)


53645 Nevada - Maps - 1855 - Pacific railroads - Explorations and surveys - Maps - Railroads - Maps

Map of the California State Telegraph, and Overland Mail road : Austin to Great Salt Lake City ; from actual survey, Aug., 1866 / drawn by E.W. Welton. 1866. Authors: Welton, E. W. -- California State Telegraph Company -- Overland Mail Company -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library) 1 ms. map : hand col., mounted on linen ; 334 x 864 mm. Strip map detailing postal road and telegraph lines between Austin, Nevada and Salt Lake City, Utah. Includes table of "Distances" and "Explanation." Scale [ca. 1:688,000] Coordinates: (W 117°20'-N 41°10'). Relief shown by hachures. Includes illustration of Overland Mail Company carriage drawn by 4 horses along road lined with telegraph poles. Inscribed on verso: Austin, Nevada, Dec. 1866, E.W. Welton. Mounted on cloth, edges bound with brown ribbon. Rolled in metal tube, 47 cm. in length, 6.5 cm. in diameter. Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library. Digital version available via subscription to American West : sources from the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library, Chicago: http://www.americanwest.amdigital.co.uk/Docum

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Nevada - Maps - 1870
Map showing detailed topography of the country traversed by the reconnaissance expedition through southern & southeastern Nevada.
1 map ; 90 x 48 cm., folded to 24 cm.
'Officially compiled and published at the Engineer Office, headquarters Department of California in 1869 and 70.'
'Reconnaissance maps, Department of California.'
Scale [1:760,320]. 1 in. = 12 miles
Coordinates: (W 117°--W 113°/N 42°--N 36°).
Relief shown by hachures and spot heights.
Includes text.
Series: Military map ; no. 1
Wheat, C.I. Mapping the transmississippi West, 1218
Ayer 133 .U565 1870 (NLO)

Nevada - Maps - 1871
Map showing detailed topography of the country traversed by the reconnaissance expedition through southern & southeastern Nevada.
1 map ; 90 x 48 cm., folded to 24 cm.
'Officially compiled and published at the Engineer Office, headquarters Department of California in 1869 and 70.'
'Reconnaissance maps, Department of California.'
Scale [1:1,520,640].
Coordinates: (W 117°--W 113°/N 42°--N 36°).
Relief shown by hachures and spot heights.
Includes text.
Series: Military map ; no. 1
Wheat, C.I. Mapping the transmississippi West, 1218
Ayer 133 .U565 1871 (NLO)

Nevada - Maps - 1871
Preliminary topographical map : embracing in skeleton a portion only of notes from surveys made in accordance with par. II, special orders no. 109, War Dept. March 18, 1871 ... of Brig. General A.A. Humphreys ... dated March 23, 1871 / conducted under the immediate direction of 1st Lieut. Geo. M. Wheeler, Corps of Engrs. assisted by ... D.W. Lockwood .... and ... D.A. Lyle ; Louis Nell, chief topographer and draughtsman.
At head of title: Explorations and surveys south of Central Pacific R.R. War Department.
Running title: Explorations in Nevada and Arizona.
Detached from Serial set 1479. Senate Ex. Doc. 66, 42nd Cong., 2nd Sess. [Govt. 1479]
Scale 1:1,520,640.
Covers Nevada, Arizona, and southeastern California.
Wheat 1237.
Koepp, p. 341-342, S. Ex. Doc. 65, map 1
map4F G4350 1871 .U5 (PrCt)

Nevada - Maps - 1879-1880
Expeditions
Idaho - Maps - 1879-1880
Expeditions
Road maps
1 map : blueprint, hand col. ; 57 x 43 cm.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Shows route of 1st U.S. Cavalry and trails and roads in northeastern Nevada and south central Idaho.

Endorsed at San Francisco " ... May 1880. W.A. [?] Jones, Captain, Corps of Engineers."

Hand col. American flag on Fort Halleck.

Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.

CHS Coll., Map no. 230 (PrCt)

53654 Nevada - Maps - 1884 - Railroads California - Maps - 1884 - Railroads Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1884)
1 map : col. ; 26 x 21 cm.
Title in right margin.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1884) between p. 880-881
Same as map between p. 884-885 with different title: Map of California. For Poor's manual of railroads for 1884.
H 668 .703 (1884) bet. p. 880-881 (PrCt)

53655 Nevada - Maps - 1885 - Railroads California - Maps - 1885 - Railroads Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1885)
1 map : col. ; 26 x 21 cm.
Title in right margin.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1885) opposite p. 857
Same as map between p. 860-861 with different title: Map of California. For Poor's manual of railroads for 1885.
H 668 .703 (1885) opp. p. 857 (PrCt)

53656 Nevada - Maps - 1887 - Railroads California - Maps - 1887 - Railroads Maps
Railroad and county map of Nevada. Chicago : Geo. F. Cram, [1887].
Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928. Cram's standard American atlas of the world (1887)
1 map : col. ; 54 x 39 cm.
Keyed to town and railroad index on p. 175.
Case oversize G1019 .G455 1887, p. 176-177 (PrCt)

53657 Nevada - Maps - 1887 - Railroads California - Maps - 1887 - Railroads Maps
1 map : col. ; 48 x 31 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Issued folded in accompanying index (15 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand, McNally & Co.'s indexed county and
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
map2F G4351.P3 1887 .R3 (PrCt)

53658 Nevada - Maps - 1888 - Railroads<>Railroads - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company. Rand, McNally & Co.'s improved indexed business atlas and shipper's guide ... (1888) -- Rand McNally and Company. Commercial atlas (1888) 1 map : col. ; 48 x 31 cm.
Added title in right margin: Rand, McNally & Co.'s Nevada
In Rand, McNally & Co.'s improved indexed business atlas and shipper's guide ... (Chicago: Rand McNally, 1888) p. 532-533.
Keyed to index of towns and railroads on p. 530-531 and 534.
Uniform atlas title: Commercial atlas.
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .C7 1888, p. 532-533 (PrCt)

53659 Nevada - Maps - 1891 - Railroads<>Railroads - Maps
Title in upper margin.
Rowland covered title 'Rand McNally & Co.'s Nevada.'
Index copyright 1891, last entry 'Yokum'
Condition: Good Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection and the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library). Previous location: B-19
AMcN III PC 2280 (PrCt)

53660 Nevada - Maps - 1892 - Railroads<>Railroads - Maps
Title in upper margin.
Rowland covered title 'Rand McNally & Co.'s Nevada.'
Index copyright 1892, last entry 'Zelda'
Condition: Very good Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection and the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library). Previous location: B-19
AMcN III PC 2290 (PrCt)

53661 Nevada - Maps - 1894 - Railroads<>Railroads - Maps
Title in upper margin.
'Rand, McNally & Co.'s new business atlas map of Nevada. Copyright, 1893 ... ' -- at bottom left. Issued folded in accompanying index (15 p. ; 17 cm.).: Rand, McNally & Co.'s indexed county and township pocket map and shippers' guide of Nevada. Chicago and New York : Rand, McNally & Co., c1894.
Handstamp on title page: Library of Congress copyright Jul. 13 1894 ... .
No. '3449922' in pencil on title page.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
map2F G4351.P3 1894 .R3 (PrCt)

53662 Nevada - Maps - 1900-1960 - Topographic maps<>Topographic maps
Nevada, 15 minute series (topographic).
Authors: Geological Survey (U.S.)
ca. 269 maps : col. ; on sheets 45 x 33 cm. fold. to 18 x 27 cm.
Scale 1:62,500.
Dates of publication vary.
Moffat lists 11 maps before 1940.
Coverage is not complete at this scale; see index map in box 123.
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisles 42 and 43 (July 2012).
Reference: Moffat, Riley. Map index to topographic quadrangles of the United States, 1882-1940 (Santa Cruz, Calif.: Western Association of Map Libraries, 1986)
map6C G3700 19-- .U5, box 123 (PrCt)

53663 Nevada - Maps - 1900-1960 - Topographic maps<>Topographic maps
Nevada, 7.5 minute series (topographic).
Authors: Geological Survey (U.S.)
ca. 2150 maps : col. ; on sheets 54 x 44 cm. fold. to 17 x 28 cm.
Scale 1:24,000.
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Dates of publication vary. According to USGS, coverage at this scale complete in 1984 maps. Coverage may not be complete at this scale; see index map in box 123. Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisles 42 and 43 (July 2012). Gift, Rand McNally & Co., 2007. 

53664 Nevada - Maps - 1907 - Railroads - Maps
1 map : col. ; 47 x 30 cm.
Title in upper margin.
'Rand, McNally & Co.'s new business atlas map of Nevada. Copyright, 1906 ... ' -- at bottom left.
'Copyright, 1893 ... ' -- at bottom right.
Includes key to railroads numbered 3-11 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Nevada Railroads.
Issued folded in accompanying index (12 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand, McNally & Co.'s indexed county and township pocket map and shippers' guide of Nevada. Chicago and New York : Rand, McNally & Co., c1907.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

53665 Nevada - Maps - 1913 - Railroads - Maps
1 map : col. ; 64 x 46 cm.
'1-9-'12' -- at bottom left.
Includes key to railroads numbered 6-154 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Nevada railroads.
Issued folded in accompanying index (16 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally & Co.'s indexed county and township pocket map and shippers' guide of Nevada. Chicago and New York : Rand McNally & Co., c1913.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
'Copyrighted R. McN & Co. Jan 26, 1914' -- in ms. on verso of title page.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

53666 Nevada - Maps - 1914 - Railroads - Maps
1 map : col. ; 65 x 46 cm.
'Copyright, 1912 ... ' -- at bottom right.
Includes key to railroads numbered 6-154 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Nevada railroads.
Issued folded in accompanying index (16 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally & Co.'s indexed county and township pocket map and shippers' guide of Nevada. Chicago and New York : Rand, McNally & Co., c1914.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
'Copyrighted R. McN & Co. Jan 26, 1914' -- in ms. on verso of title page.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
Nevada - Maps - 1919 - Railroads - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company.
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 535 (PrCt)

Nevada - Maps - 1920 - Railroads - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company.
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 536 (PrCt)

Nevada - Maps - 1921 - Railroads - Maps
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 534 (PrCt)
53674 Nevada - Maps - 1922 - Railroads - Road maps
1 map : col. ; 65 x 46 cm. 'The Rand McNally new commercial atlas of Nevada' -- at bottom center.
Plate no.: 105G.
Includes key to railroads numbered 6-154 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Nevada railroads.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Nevada. 1 map : col. ; 65 x 46 cm. Plate no.: 1024G.
Issued folded in accompanying index (17 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Nevada. Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1921.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Handstamp on front cover: Register of Copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.
'4-2-21' -- in ms. on front cover.
'Pub. 4-1-21' -- in ms. on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 538 (PrCt)

53676 Nevada - Maps - 1923 - Railroads - Road maps
1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm. 'The Rand McNally new commercial atlas of Nevada' -- at bottom center.
Plate no.: 105H.
Includes key to railroads numbered 6-154 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Nevada railroads.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Nevada. 1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm. Plate no.: 1024G.
Issued folded in accompanying index (17 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Nevada. Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1923.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Handstamp on front cover: Register of Copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.
'9/25/23' -- in ms. on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 540 (PrCt)

53675 Nevada - Maps - 1923 - Railroads - Road maps
1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm. 'The Rand McNally new commercial atlas of Nevada' -- at bottom center.
Plate no.: 105H.
Includes key to railroads numbered 6-154 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Nevada railroads.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Nevada. 1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm. Plate no.: 1024G.
Issued folded in accompanying index (17 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Nevada. Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1923.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Handstamp on front cover: Register of Copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 539 (PrCt)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm.
'The Rand McNally new commercial atlas of Nevada' -- at bottom center.
Plate no.: 7R23.
Includes key to railroads numbered 6-154 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Nevada railroads.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Nevada. 1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm. Plate no.: 2N24. Includes key to 7 named 'principal trails in Nevada'.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Handstamp on front cover: Register of copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.
'3/29/25' -- in ms. on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 542 (PrCt)

Nevada - Maps - 1925 - Railroads $\Rightarrow$ Nevada - Maps - 1925 - Road maps $\Rightarrow$ Road maps $\Rightarrow$ Railroads - Maps
1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm.
Plate no.: 7R24.
Includes key to railroads numbered 8-154 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Nevada railroads.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Nevada. 1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm. Plate no.: 2N24. Includes key to 7 named 'principal trails in Nevada'.
Issued folded in accompanying index (19 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Nevada. San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1925.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Handstamp on front cover: Register of copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.
'3/29/25' -- in ms. on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 543 (PrCt)


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
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23 p.: 3 maps (2 folded); 24 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally standard indexed map with air trails: Nevada
Uniform title: Air trails
Accompanying index includes "aids to navigation", "air navigation", and "airport directory" (p. II-X at end).
Index also includes map (13 x 20 cm., on p. II-III at end): Rand McNally airway map: United States. Includes "key to [commercial] air lines."
Cover art: Airplane flying above passenger train. "50¢" -- printed on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (October 2010).
RMcN Air Trails 4C 30 (PrCt)

53682 Nevada - Maps - 1930-1939 - Railroads - Aeronautical charts - Nevada - 1930-1939 - Road maps - Aeronautical charts
Rand McNally standard map of Nevada. Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [193-?].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 65 x 47 cm. on sheet 69 x 50 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 7.2X (PrCt)

53683 Nevada - Maps - 1930 - Railroads - Aeronautical charts - Nevada - 1930 - Railroads - Maps - Aeronautical charts
13, II-X p.: 3 maps (2 folded); 24 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally standard indexed map of Nevada: detailed commercial map, air trails map, road map
Uniform title: Air trails
Accompanying index includes "aids to navigation", "air navigation", and "airport directory" (p. II-X at end).
Index also includes map (13 x 20 cm., on p. II-III at end): Rand McNally airway map: United States. Includes "key to [commercial] air lines."
Cover art: Airplane flying above passenger train. "50¢" -- printed on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (October 2010).
RMcN Air Trails 4C 31 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
16 p.: 4 maps (2 folded); 24 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally pocket maps: Nevada: counties, cities, towns, auto roads, railroads, city maps, hotels, 1930 census
Uniform title: Pocket maps
Folded map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet: back to back, col.; 65 x 47 cm. and 68 x 53 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of Nevada. Plate nos. "No. 1:27 S" and "7R30". Includes key to railroads. -- Rand McNally official 1931 auto road map: California, Nevada. Plate no. M-1140.
Index includes maps of Carson City and Reno (p. 15-16).
Cover art: Cars on road alongside passenger train.
53685 Nevada - Maps - 1931 - Road maps>>>West (U.S.) - Maps - 1931 - Road maps>>>Road maps
See Nevada and the entire Pacific west...
Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 44 x 28 cm. on sheet 45 x 30 cm.
Verso includes inset maps of Reno and the Lake Tahoe region and: Mileage chart of the western United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 7.15 (PrCt)

16 p. : 4 maps (2 folded) ; 24 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally pocket maps : Nevada : counties, cities, towns, auto roads, railroads, city maps, hotels, 1930 census
Uniform title: Pocket maps
Folded map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back to back, col. ; 64 x 47 cm. and 68 x 53 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of Nevada. Plate nos. "No.1.27S" and "7R30". Includes key to railroads. -- Rand McNally auto road map : California, Nevada. Plate no. M-1140.
Index includes maps of Carson City and Reno (p. 15-16).
Cover art: Cars on road alongside passenger train.
"50c" -- printed on front cover.
Handstamp on title page: Register of Copyrights, Library of Congress ... 1-4-32.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Pocket 4C 160 (PrCt)

53687 Nevada - Maps - 1933 - Road maps>>>West (U.S.) - Maps - 1933 - Road maps>>>Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 38 cm. on sheet 61 x 46 cm.
Added title: Nevada: Standard service on every road: Standard Oil products.
Verso includes inset maps of Reno and Lake Tahoe region and: 1933 road map of western United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 7.21 (PrCt)

53688 Nevada - Maps - 1934 - Road maps>>>Road maps
[Texaco road map of Nevada]. [Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, 1934?]
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; on sheet trimmed to 49 x 32 cm.
Title and imprint supplied by cataloger.
Imperfect; editor's copy of a Texaco road map trimmed on all sides to outline a single U.S. state. Date from previous binding marked "Points of Interest" and dated 1934.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 189.26 (PrCt)

53689 Nevada - Maps - 1934 - Road maps>>>West (U.S.) - Maps - 1934 - Road maps>>>Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 38 cm. on sheet 61 x 46 cm.
Added title: Road map of Nevada: Safe driving brings no regrets.
Added title: 1934 road map of Nevada. Plate no. P-1249.
Verso includes inset maps of Reno, the Lake Tahoe region and Yosemite National Park and: 1934 road map of western United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 7.26 (PrCt)

53690 Nevada - Maps - 1934 - Road maps>>>West (U.S.) - Maps - 1934 - Road maps>>>Road maps
Road map of Nevada : Standard gasoline unsurpassed. San Francisco : Rand McNally &
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Company , 1934.
Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 38 cm. on sheet 61 x 46 cm.
Added title: Road map of Nevada: safe driving brings no regrets.
Added title: 1934 road map of Nevada. Plate no. P-1249.
Verso includes insets of Reno, the Lake Tahoe region, Yosemite National Park and: 1934 road map of western United States. Plate no. 3431.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 7.46 (PrCt)

53691 Nevada - Maps - 1935 - Road maps Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Standard Oil Company of California -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. I-288-S.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1225 (PrCt)

53692 Nevada - Maps - 1936 - Road maps Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: woman driving car and slogan "for all your motoring needs drive to Standard Stations, Inc., and Standard Oil dealers."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1763 (PrCt)

53693 Nevada - Maps - 1936 - Road maps Utah - Maps - 1936 - Road maps Road maps
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1723 (PrCt)

53694 Nevada - Maps - 1936 - Road maps Utah - Maps - 1936 - Road maps Zion National Park (Utah) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps Road maps
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell official road map : Nevada, Utah.
Plate nos. "369-S" and "J-3"
Maps on verso (28 x 44 cm. and smaller): Shell official road map : United States -- Ogden -- Salt Lake City -- Reno -- Zion National Park.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 163.26B (PrCt)

53695 Nevada - Maps - 1936 - Road maps Yosemite National Park (Calif.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps Road maps
Nevada : Standard Oil road map ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, 1936.
Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 37 cm.
Panel title.
Plate nos. "288-S.C." and "J-1".
Maps on verso (27 x 44 cm. and smaller): 1936 road map : United States ... -- Yosemite National Park -- Boulder Dam and vicinity -- Reno.
Panel art: woman driving car.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 169.13 (PrCt)

53696 Nevada - Maps - 1937 - Road maps Road maps
Nevada ... Standard stations road map. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1937.
Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Standard logos; slogans "Standard gasoline, unsurpassed" and "America's favorite service station system."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1723 (PrCt)
Gousha Clients 1992 (PrCt)

53697 Nevada - Maps - 1937 - Road maps\<\>Utah - Maps - 1937 - Road maps\<\>Road maps
Rand McNally road map of Nevada, Utah.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [1937].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 60 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 142 ms. index.
Plate no. S.3628.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 142.3 (PrCt)

53698 Nevada - Maps - 1937 - Road maps\<\>Utah - Maps - 1937 - Road maps\<\>Road maps
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 2052 (PrCt)

53699 Nevada - Maps - 1937 - Road maps\<\>Yosemite National Park (Calif.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps\<\>Road maps
Nevada ... Standard Oil road map ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, 1937.
Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 37 cm.
Panel title.
Plate nos. "288-S.C." and "11-K".
Maps on verso (27 x 44 cm. and smaller): 1937 road map : United States -- Reno.
Panel art: Standard gasoline crown logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 169.31A (PrCt)

53700 Nevada - Maps - 1938 - Road maps\<\>Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Standard Oil gas station, Standard Gasoline logo and slogan "at your service from Canada to Mexico, Standard Stations Inc., Standard Oil Dealers."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3279 (PrCt)

53701 Nevada - Maps - 1938 - Road maps\<\>Road maps
Nevada : Standard Oil road map ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1938].
Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 37 cm.
Panel title.
Plate nos. "288-S.C." and "12-L".
Maps on verso (27 x 44 cm. and smaller): 1938 road map : United States -- Reno.
Panel art: Standard gas station and crown logo.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received from Aug 1 1938".
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 168.23 (PrCt)

53702 Nevada - Maps - 1938 - Road maps\<\>Utah - Maps - 1938 - Road maps\<\>Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 59 cm. on sheet 50 x 68 cm.
Plate no. T.3628.
Verso blank.
Annotated 'T-38'.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 9.1X (PrCt)

53703 Nevada - Maps - 1938 - Road maps\<\>Utah - Maps - 1938 - Road maps\<\>Road maps
Shell road map : Nevada, Utah. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1938]?
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3242 (PrCt)

53704 Nevada - Maps - 1938 - Road maps\<\>Utah - Maps - 1938 - Road maps\<\>Road maps
Shell road map : Nevada, Utah ... Chicago : H.
M. Gousha Company, [1938].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 52 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell official road map of Nevada, Utah.
Date from RMcN AE 164 ms. index.
Plate nos. "369-S.C." and "12-L 1938-1"
Maps on verso (29 x 44 cm. and smaller):
Legend: United States mileage and driving time along main transcontinental highways -- Ogden -- Salt Lake City -- Reno -- Zion National Park.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 15 1938 ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Gousha Clients 3557 (PrCt)

RMcN AE 164.24 (PrCt)

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 50 x 34 cm. on sheet 71 x 54 cm.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Nevada. Plate no. T. 3826.
Includes insets of four cities, and Sequoia and Yosemite National Parks.
On verso: Texaco sectional trip map [of western United States]. Plate no. T.3851.
Hand stamped 'Feb 28 1938.'
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 7.40 (PrCt)

Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- Standard Stations, Inc. -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Standard station and Standard gasoline logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3625 (PrCt)

RMcN AE 9.2X (PrCt)

Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3557 (PrCt)

RMcN AE 9.2X (PrCt)

53708 Nevada - Maps - 1939 - Road maps Utah - Maps - 1939 - Road maps Zion National Park (Utah) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps Road maps Shell road map : Nevada, Utah ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1939].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 52 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell official road map of Nevada, Utah.
Date from RMcN AE 165 ms. index.
Plate nos. "369-S.C." and "M-1 1939-1"
Maps on verso (29 x 44 cm. and smaller):
Legend: United States mileage and driving time along main transcontinental highways -- Ogden -- Salt Lake City -- Reno -- Zion National Park.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Aug 10 1939 ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 165.24 (PrCt)

RMcN AE 165.24 (PrCt)

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 50 x 34 cm. on sheet 71 x 54 cm.
Panel no. 1-39.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Nevada. Plate no. (3) T.3826.
Includes insets of five cities, and Sequoia and Yosemite National Parks.
Verso includes inset of San Francisco-Oakland region and: Texaco sectional trip map [of western United States]. Plate no. T.3900(P).
Panel no. indicates 1939; date codes apparently indicate 1938 publication.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Gousha Clients 3625 (PrCt)

RMcN AE 9.2X (PrCt)

53707 Nevada - Maps - 1940 - Road maps Road maps

53710 Nevada - Maps - 1940 - Road maps

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Nevada: The Standard Stations road map ... Chicago: H.M. Gousha Co., c1940.
Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha
Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Standard station, gasoline logo, and slogan "At your service from Canada to Mexico,
Standard Stations Inc. & authorized distributors".
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3963 (PrCt).

53714 Nevada - Maps - 1941 - Road maps<<<>>Utah - Maps - 1941 - Road maps<<<>>Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map: col.; 47 x 60 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm
Plate no. W.3628.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 9.4X (PrCt).

53715 Nevada - Maps - 1941 - Road maps<<<>>Utah - Maps - 1941 - Road maps<<<>>Road maps
Shell map of Nevada, Utah. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1941].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: Nevada, Utah.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4236 (PrCt).

53716 Nevada - Maps - 1942 - Road maps<<<>>Utah - Maps - 1942 - Road maps<<<>>Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map: col.; 47 x 60 cm. on sheet 50 x 68 cm.
Plate no. X.3628.
Annotated '42'.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 9.6 (PrCt).

53717 Nevada - Maps - 1942 - Road maps<<<>>Utah - Maps - 1942 - Road maps<<<>>Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map: col.; 47 x 64 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 143 ms. index.
Plate no. X.3628.
Map on verso (31 x 47 cm.): Rand McNally road map : United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 143.3 (PrCt).

53718 Nevada - Maps - 1942 - Road maps<<<>>Utah - Maps - 1942 - Road maps<<<>>Road maps
Shell map of Nevada, Utah. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1942].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map: col.; 47 x 60 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Plate no. W.3628.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 9.4X (PrCt).

53719 Nevada - Maps - 1940 - Road maps<<<>>Utah - Maps - 1940 - Road maps<<<>>Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map: col.; 47 x 60 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Plate no. V.3628.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 9.3X (PrCt).

53720 Nevada - Maps - 1940 - Road maps<<<>>Utah - Maps - 1940 - Road maps<<<>>Road maps
Shell map of Nevada, Utah. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1940?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: Nevada, Utah.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3888 (PrCt).

53721 Nevada - Maps - 1940 - Road maps<<<>>Utah - Maps - 1940 - Road maps<<<>>Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: Nevada, Utah.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3963 (PrCt).

53722 Nevada - Maps - 1942 - Road maps<<<>>Utah - Maps - 1942 - Road maps<<<>>Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map: col.; 47 x 60 cm. on sheet 50 x 68 cm.
Plate no. X.3628.
Annotated '42'.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 9.6 (PrCt).
Nevada - Maps - 1945 - Road maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm. on sheet 50 x 68 cm
Plate no. 453628V.
Date from RMcN AE 143 ms. index.
Plate no. 463628V
Map on verso (31 x 47 cm.): Rand McNally road map : United States
464089-1.
AE index lists as a 1945 map but plate nos. indicate a 1946 map.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 143.9 (PrCt)

Nevada - Maps - 1945 - Road maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 60 cm. on sheet 50 x 68 cm
Plate no. 453628.
AE index lists as a 1945 map but plate nos. indicate a 1946 map.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 9.17 (PrCt)

Nevada - Maps - 1945 - Road maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 60 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 143 ms. index.
Plate no. 463628V
Map on verso (31 x 47 cm.): Rand McNally road map : United States
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 143.8 (PrCt)

Nevada - Maps - 1946 - Road maps

Nevada points of interest and touring map ... / Standard stations and Chevron gas stations.
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., c1946.
Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- Chevron Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Logan, Maurice, 1886-1977 -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: couple in mountain landscape signed "Maurice Logan" and slogan "at your service from Canada to Mexico."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Gousha Clients 4886 (PrCt)

Nevada - Maps - 1946 - Road maps

Shell map of Nevada, Utah. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1946].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4942 (PrCt)

53722 Nevada - Maps - 1946 - Road maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 60 cm. on sheet 50 x 68 cm
Plate no. 463628V.
AE index lists as a 1945 map but plate nos. indicate a 1946 map.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 9.17 (PrCt)

53723 Nevada - Maps - 1946 - Road maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 60 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 143 ms. index.
Plate no. 463628V
Map on verso (31 x 47 cm.): Rand McNally road map : United States
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 143.9 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Gousha Clients 4887 (PrCt)


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Pocket maps -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

14 p. : 2 col. maps on 1 sheet (folded) ; 24 cm.

"1947 edition."

Cover title: Rand McNally pocket maps: Nevada: complete indexed reference map ... [and] highway map

Uniform title: Pocket maps

Folded map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet: back to back, col.; 65 x 47 cm. and 47 x 65 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of Nevada. Plate no. 6.

Includes key to Nevada railroads. -- Rand McNally road map: Nevada, Utah. Plate no. 7-463628V-1.

Cover art: Cars on road alongside passenger train.

"75c"--printed on front cover.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

RMcN Pocket 4C 161 (PrCt)

53727 Nevada - Maps - 1947 - Road maps<<>>Utah - Maps - 1947 - Road maps<<>>Road maps

Travel Nevada, Utah with Conoco ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1947].

Authors: Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Plate no. includes letter "U", indicating 1947 publication.

Panel art: Shell logo.

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 5194 (PrCt)

53729 Nevada - Maps - 1947 - Road maps<<>>Utah - Maps - 1947 - Road maps<<>>Road maps

Nevada, Utah points of interest and touring map ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., c1947.

Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- Chevron Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Logan, Maurice, 1866-1977 -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Panel art: couple in mountain landscape signed "Maurice Logan"; Standard Oil Company of California logos for "RPM motor oil" and "Chevron supreme" gas.

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 5019 (PrCt)

53730 Nevada - Maps - 1948 - Road maps<<>>Road maps

Nevada points of interest and touring map ... Chicago : San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., c1948.

Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- Chevron Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas ([1], 15 p.) : 9 col. maps ; 23 x 21 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Cover title.

"Prepared exclusively for Standard of California"--Page 1

Imprint from p. 1.

Text and maps printed back-to-back on 4 sheets (each 23 x 40 cm.), stapled and folded to 23 x 11.

Panel art: seascape; logos for "RPM motor oil" and "Chevron supreme" gas.

Includes index map at front.

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 5294 (PrCt)

53731 Nevada - Maps - 1948 - Road maps<<>>Utah - Maps - 1948 - Road maps<<>>Bryce Canyon National Park (Utah) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps<<>>Zion National Park (Utah) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps


Authors: Union Oil Company of California -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 47 x 60 cm.

Date from RMcN AE 143 ms. index.

Plate no. 8-463628V-2.

Maps on verso (30 x 43 cm. and smaller): United

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
States -- Bryce Canyon National Park -- Salt Lake City -- Zion National Park.
Panel art: Cartoon of motorists in car at pump with Union "Minute Men."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 143.24 (PrCt)

53732 Nevada - Maps - 1948 - Road maps<<>>Utah - Maps - 1948 - Road maps>>Road maps
Travel Nevada, Utah with Conoco ... Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
Panel art: family standing in front of car and statement "for long trips ask ... about Touraide."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5370 (PrCt)

53733 Nevada - Maps - 1948 - Road maps<<>>Utah - Maps - 1948 - Road maps>>Road maps
Shell map of Nevada, Utah. Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5467 (PrCt)

53734 Nevada - Maps - 1948 - Road maps<<>>Utah - Maps - 1948 - Road maps>>Road maps
Authors: Union Oil Company of California -- Triton Motor Oil -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 60 x 47 cm. on sheet 67 x 50 cm.
Added title: Nevada, Utah. Plate no. 8-463628V-2.
Verso includes insets of Salt Lake City, Bryce Canyon National Park and Zion National Park and: United States. Plate no. 8-454089-4.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 10.5X (PrCt)

Authors: Nevada. Dept. of Highways -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 52 x 36 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Official highway map of Nevada. "Copyright by Nevada Department of Highways, Carson City, Nevada"
Plate no. 9-4805-1.
Verso includes strip maps of U.S. Highways 6, 40, 50, 91, 93, 95, 395 (41 x 9 cm. and smaller).
Panel art: Rural Nevada road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 144.1 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

53743 Nevada - Maps - 1954 - Road maps<>Utah - Maps - 1954 - Road maps<>Bryce Canyon National Park (Utah) - Maps - 1954 - Road maps<>Zion National Park (Utah) - Maps - 1954 - Road maps

Road map of Nevada. Utah ... Union Oil Company. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1954].
Authors: Union Oil Company of California -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 64 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Union Oil road map : Nevada, Utah.
Date from RMcN AE 143 ms. index.
Plate no. 4-533628V-1.
Inset (8 x 9 cm.): Southern Nevada.
Maps on verso (33 x 47 cm. and smaller): Union Oil road map : United States -- Bryce Canyon National Park -- Zion National Park -- Salt Lake City -- Ogden -- Provo -- Las Vegas -- Reno.
Panel art: Union attendants servicing cars.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

53744 Nevada - Maps - 1956 - Road maps

Authors: Nevada. Dept. of Highways -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 52 x 36 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: 1956 official highway map of Nevada.
"Copyright by Nevada Department of Highways, Carson City, Nevada" Maps on verso (9 x 12 cm. and smaller): Reno -- Ely & East Ely -- Las Vegas.
Panel art: Cars on rural road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

53745 Nevada - Maps - 1958-1971 - Road maps

Authors: Nevada. State Highway Dept. -- United States. Federal Highway Administration -- Logility Transportation (Des Plaines, Ill.) -- Centre Mark Co. (Elmhurst, Ill.)
1 atlas : 129 maps ; 44 x 34 cm. or smaller Scale [ca. 1:127,500].
Title of each map: General highway map : quadrangle [no.] ... County [year]. Relief shown by spot heights and hachures. "Transverse Mercator projection."
Geographic coverage complete in 129 sheets. Each sheet includes "Location diagram" and "Quadrangle location" diagr.
Some sheets include key to enlarged area maps; this set does not include these enlargements.
Text, location map "30' quadrangle map coverage," township section diagr., and section subdivision diagr. on verso.
Includes annotations by Logility or an earlier firm, Centre Mark.

53746 Nevada - Maps - 1960 - Road maps

Authors: Nevada. Dept. of Highways -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 52 x 36 cm., folded to 25 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: 1960 official highway map of Nevada.
Plate no. 0-4805-11.
Relief shown pictorially.
Maps on verso (13 x 10 cm. and smaller.): Reno -- Ely & East Ely -- Las Vegas.
Panel art: aerial color photo of Carson City, Nevada.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

53747 Nevada - Maps - 1962-1964

Rand McNally Nevada pocket map. San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1962 [i.e. 1964?].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Pocket maps -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
14 p. : 2 col. maps on 1 sheet (folded) ; 24 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally Nevada pocket reference map ... [and] detailed highway map Uniform title: Pocket maps Folded map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back to back, col. ; 65 x 46 cm. and 42 x 65 cm.,

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
folded to 23 x 10 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of Nevada. Includes key to railroads. -- Nevada, Utah : Rand McNally road map. "Copyright © 1964 [!]" Plate no. 4-5645-13. Includes continuation inset map of southern Nevada (7 x 9 cm.) "2 maps" -- front cover.

Cover art: stylized and labeled map symbols (e.g. "elevations", "points of interest", "air facilities", etc.) "$1.95" -- adhesive sticker on front cover.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).

RMcN Pocket 4C 164 (PrCt)


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Pocket maps -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

14 p. : 2 col. maps on 1 sheet (folded) ; 24 cm. Cover title: Rand McNally Nevada pocket reference map ... [and] detailed highway map Uniform title: Pocket maps Folded map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back to back, col. ; 64 x 45 cm. and 42 x 62 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of Nevada. Includes key to railroads. -- Nevada, Utah : Rand McNally road map. Plate no. 2-5645-9. Includes continuation inset map of southern Nevada (7 x 9 cm.) "2 maps" -- front cover.

"$1.50" -- front cover.

Cover art: stylized and labeled map symbols (e.g. "elevations", "points of interest", "air facilities", etc.)

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).

RMcN Pocket 4C 165 (PrCt)


Authors: Nevada. Dept. of Highways -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 52 x 36 cm., folded to 25 x 11 cm. Panel title.

Opposite panel title: Nevada highways / State of Nevada Department of Highways 1963-64


Plate no. 3-4805-12.

Relief shown pictorially.

Insets (8 x 7 cm. and smaller): Las Vegas -- Reno -- Ely & East Ely.

Map on verso (33 x 22 cm.): Part of the early historical trails and ghost towns of Nevada.

Panel art: color photos of a semi-truck on highway.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 1778 (PrCt)


Authors: Texaco, inc. -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm. "1964 edition."

Panel title.

Added title: Touring map of Nevada.

Plate no. 8-LL-288-S-2.

Identifies Texaco gas station locations.

Maps on verso (32 x 27 cm. and smaller): Street map of Las Vegas -- Lake Tahoe, Calif.-Nev. -- Street map of Reno.

Panel art: Texaco sign; illustrations of car passing rural and urban gas stations.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).


RMcN Clients 3817 (PrCt)


Authors: Nevada. Dept. of Highways -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 52 x 36 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm. Panel title.

Added title: 1965-1966 official highway map of Nevada.


Plate no. 654805-13.

Relief shown pictorially.

Insets (11 x 10 cm. and smaller): Las Vegas -- Reno -- Ely & East Ely.

Map on verso (33 x 22 cm.): Part of the early historical trails and ghost towns of Nevada.

Panel art: color photos of moving cattle along the road in the Pahranagat Valley near Hiko, Lincoln

Plate no. 674805-14.
Relief shown pictorially.
Insets (11 x 10 cm. and smaller): Las Vegas -- Reno -- Ely & East Ely.
Maps on verso (33 x 22 cm. and 10 x 46 cm.):
Part of the early historical trails and ghost towns of Nevada -- Interstate routes [I-15 and I-80].
Panel art: color photo of desert flowers in Clark County.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 1779 (PrCl)

Nevada - Maps - 1967 - Road maps
Interstate 15 - Maps - 1967 - Road maps
Interstate 80 - Maps - 1967 - Road maps
Nevada - Historical geography - Maps - 1967 - Road maps

Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 52 x 36 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: 1967 official highway map of Nevada.
At head of added title: 50th anniversary of Nevada State Highway Department
Plate no. 674805-14.
Relief shown pictorially.
Insets (11 x 10 cm. and smaller): Las Vegas -- Reno -- Ely & East Ely.
Maps on verso (33 x 22 cm. and 10 x 46 cm.):
Part of the early historical trails and ghost towns of Nevada -- Interstate routes [I-15 and I-80].
Panel art: color photo of desert flowers in Clark County.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 1781 (PrCl)

Nevada - Maps - 1968 - Road maps
Interstate 15 - Maps - 1968 - Road maps
Interstate 80 - Maps - 1968 - Road maps
Nevada - Historical geography - Maps - 1968 - Road maps

Authors: Nevada. Dept. of Highways -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 52 x 36 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: 1968 official highway map of Nevada.
Plate no. 684805-15.
Relief shown pictorially.
Insets (19 x 16 cm. and smaller): Lake Tahoe region -- Reno -- Las Vegas -- Ely & East Ely.
Maps on verso (33 x 23 cm. and 10 x 46 cm.):
Nevada [historical trails and ghost towns] -- Interstate routes [I-15 and I-80].
Panel art: color photo of horse roundup near Deeth in Elko County.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 1782 (PrCl)

Nevada - Maps - 1968 - Road maps
Utah - Maps - 1968 - Road maps
Bryce Canyon National Park (Utah) - Maps - 1968 - Road maps
Zion National Park (Utah) - Maps - 1968 - Road maps
Dummies (Bookselling)
Specimens

1 map : col. ; 50 x 35 cm., folded to 11 x 23 cm.
Includes blank title panel (for overprinting?).
Plate no. 686733
Insets (19 x 16 cm. and smaller): Lake Tahoe region -- Reno -- Las Vegas -- Ely & East Ely.
Maps on verso (48 x 35 cm. and smaller): Utah --
Salt Lake City -- Bryce Canyon Natl. Park -- Zion Natl. Park.
Forms part of a collection of stock editions of Rand McNally road maps, some apparently issued as sales samples and / or printer's proofs for prospective commercial clients.
Uniform series title (established by cataloger): Stock road maps
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (April 2010).
RMcN Stock 179 (PrCt)

53756 Nevada - Maps - 1969 - Road maps
interstate 15 - Maps - 1969 - Road maps
interstate 80 - Maps - 1969 - Road maps
nevada - Historical geography - Maps - 1969
road maps
1 map : col. ; 52 x 36 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm. Panel title.
Added title: 1969 official highway map of Nevada.
Plate no. 694805-16.
Relief shown pictorially.
Insets (10 x 46 cm. and smaller): Interstate routes [I-15 and I-80] -- Las Vegas Region -- Reno -- Ely & East Ely.
Map on verso (33 x 23 cm.): Nevada [historical trails and ghost towns].
Panel art: color photo of Pyramid Lake.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1783 (PrCt)

53757 Nevada - Maps - 1969 - Road maps
Utah - Maps - 1969 - Road maps
Bryce Canyon National Park (Utah) - Maps - 1969 - Road maps
Zion National Park (Utah) - Maps - 1969 - Road maps
1 map : col. ; 55 x 35 cm., folded to 11 x 23 cm. Includes blank title panel (for overprinting?).
Plate no. 696733-1
Insets (20 x 16 cm. and smaller): Reno -- Lake Tahoe Region -- Las Vegas.
Maps on verso (48 x 35 cm. and smaller): Utah -- Salt Lake City -- Bryce Canyon Natl. Park -- Zion Natl. Park.
Forms part of a collection of stock editions of Rand McNally road maps, some apparently issued as sales samples and / or printer's proofs for prospective commercial clients.
Uniform series title (established by cataloger): Stock road maps
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (April 2010).
RMcN Stock 177 (PrCt)

53758 Nevada - Maps - 1970 - Road maps
interstate 15 - Maps - 1970 - Road maps
interstate 80 - Maps - 1970 - Road maps
nevada - Historical geography - Maps - 1970
road maps
1 map : col. ; 52 x 36 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm. Panel title.
Added title: 1970 official highway map of Nevada.
Plate no. 694805-16.
Relief shown pictorially.
Map on verso (33 x 23 cm.): Nevada [historical trails and ghost towns].
Panel art: color photo of Red Rock Canyon and Joshua trees.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1784 (PrCt)

53759 Nevada - Maps - 1971 - Road maps
interstate 15 - Maps - 1971 - Road maps
interstate 80 - Maps - 1971 - Road maps
nevada - Historical geography - Maps - 1971
road maps
1 map : col. ; 52 x 36 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1 map : col. ; 50 x 35 cm., folded to 11 x 23 cm. "1974 Edition."
Panel title.
Added title: Nevada.
Plate no. 746733-6
Insets (19 x 16 cm. and smaller): Reno -- Lake Tahoe Region -- Las Vegas.
Maps on verso (48 x 35 cm. and smaller): Utah -- Salt Lake City -- Bryce Canyon Natl. Park -- Zion Natl. Park.
Panel art: Road signs.
Forms part of a collection of stock editions of Rand McNally road maps, some apparently issued as sales samples and / or printer’s proofs for prospective commercial clients.
Uniform series title (established by cataloger):
Stock road maps
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (April 2010).
RMcN Stock 180 (PrCt)

53764
Nevada - Maps - 1975 - Road maps
Interstate 15 - Maps - 1975 - Road maps
Interstate 80 - Maps - 1975 - Road maps
Nevada - Historical geography - Maps - 1975 - Road maps
Authors: Nevada. Dept. of Highways -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 52 x 36 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm. Panel title.
Added title: 1975 official highway map of Nevada.
Plate no. 754805-20.
Relief shown pictorially.
Insets (10 x 46 cm. and smaller): Interstate routes [I-15 and I-80] -- Reno-Sparks area -- Lake Tahoe region -- Las Vegas region.
Map on verso (33 x 23 cm.): Nevada [historical trails and ghost towns].
Panel art: color photo of Wildhorse Reservoir in Elko County.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1789 (PrCt)

53765
Nevada - Maps - 1976 - Road maps
Interstate 15 - Maps - 1976 - Road maps
Interstate 80 - Maps - 1976 - Road maps
Nevada - Historical geography - Maps - 1976 - Road maps
Authors: Nevada, Dept. of Highways -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 52 x 36 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Official highway map of Nevada
"Copyright © 1978 by Nevada Department of Highways, Carson City, Nevada."
Plate no. 764805-21.
Relief shown pictorially.
Insets (11 x 45 cm. and smaller): Interstate routes I-15 and I-80 -- Lake Tahoe region -- Las Vegas region -- Reno-Sparks area.
Map on verso (33 x 23 cm.): [Nevada historical trails and ghost towns].
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1791 (PrCt)
Authors: Allan Cartography (Firm) -- Raven Maps & Images -- Geological Survey (U.S.)
1 map : col. ; 141 x 93 cm.
Scale 1:550,000. 1 in. = approx. 9 miles. 1 cm. = 5.5 km., ; (W 120°--W 114°/N 42°--N 35°).
Relief shown by gradient tints, shading, and spot heights.
maproll G4350 1989 A5 (PrCt)
Authors: DeLorme (Firm)
1 atlas (72 p.) : col. maps ; 40 cm.
6th ed.
Caption title.
Cover title: Nevada : detailed topographic maps, back roads, recreation sites, GPS grids, all new maps, boat ramps, campgrounds, places to explore
Scale [ca. 1:250,000], 1 in. = 3.95 miles
Coordinates: W 120°--W 114°/N 42°--N 35°
Relief shown by contours, shading, and spot heights.
Includes indexes.
oversize G1520 .D45 2008 (NLO)
53772 Nevers (France) - Maps - 1620 Noviodvnvm, Aeduorum oppidum apud Caesarem ... [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620]. Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 34 x 21 cm.
Derived from a 1575 woodcut by Sebastian Münster; see R.A. Skelton’s Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.
Added title at top: Neuers.
On same sheet with: Avgvstodvnvm, Flauia Heduorum, que et Hedua, ab Hedorum augurio ...
Latin letterpress text on verso under titles: Avgvstodvnvm -- Noviodvnvm.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 3, pl. 10 (PrCt)
53770 Nevis - Maps - 1703 - Manuscripts<<<Manuscript maps Carte de lisle de Nieve. 1703.
Authors: Beauvilliers, sieur de, d. 1730 -- Cartes Marines Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 30, sheet 66
1 ms. map : hand col. ; 492 x 684 mm.
Scale [ca. 1:18,100].
‘Echelle dune demie lieues Francoise’ appears above bar scale of 800 toises; bar scale = 86 mm.
Oriented with north at left.
Relief shown with shading.
Pen-and-ink and watercolor (green, grey, brown, yellow, red); mounted on cloth.
Sheet 66 of 117 in the Cartes Marines Manuscript Map Collection, detailing French colonial interests worldwide, ca. 1640-ca. 1726.
Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 66 Ayer ms map proj 00
Digital image available as part of the Newberry Library's Great Lakes Digital Collection via the CARLI Digital Collections website (accessed Nov. 2010): http://collections.carli.illinois.edu/u?/nby_grlakes, 931
VAULT drawer Ayer MS map 30 sheet 66 (NLO)
Authors: Iles, John Alexander Burke -- Edward Stanford Ltd. -- Briggs, Thomas Graham -- Iles, John Alexander Burke. An Account descriptive of the island of Nevis, West Indies. By John Alexander Burke Iles ... (Norwich : Fletcher and...
Son, Printers, [1871?] -- Fletcher and Son
1 map : hand col. ; 44 x 62 cm.
Includes dedication to Thomas Graham Briggs, a
landed proprietor on the island of Barbados, 'by
his well-wisher John Alexander Burke Iles. 2nd
January 1871.'
Identifies sugar plantations and other properties,
whose owners are listed in the accompanying
text.
Oriented with north at right.
Relief shown with hachures.
Detached from Iles, John Alexander Burke. An
Account descriptive of the island of Nevis, West
Indies (Norwich : Fletcher and Son, Printers,
[1871?]), opposite title page [folio Ayer 1000.5
.N5 127 1871]
Issued folded to 25 x 18 cm.
map4F G5042 .N4 1871 .I4 (PrCt)
53776
New Bern (N.C.) - Pictorial works - 1864
New Bern, N.C. New York : Historic Urban Plans,
1974.
Authors: Combe, fl. 1864 -- Major & Knapp
Engraving, Manufacturing & Lithographic Co. --
Historic Urban Plans (Firm)
1 birds-eye view : col. ; 43 x 69 cm.
Facsimile of original published New York: Major &
Knapp, 1864.
385
53777
New Braunfels (Tex.) - Maps - 2006 - Road
maps<<(<<San Marcos (Tex.) - Maps - 2006 - Road
maps<<<<Road maps
New Braunfels, San Marcos, Texas : Local street
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally and Company. EasyFinder -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; fold. to 25 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Uniform title: EasyFinder
Copyright 2006 but shipped to Newberry Library
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
ISBN 0528856928
RMcn Road Map 2006 NewTX (PrCt)
53778
New Brunswick - Maps - 1856 - Boundaries -
Québec (Province)<<>>Québec (Province) - Maps - 1856 - Boundaries - New Brunswick
(Provisional Heading)
Boundary line between Canada & New
Brunswick : return to an Address from the
Legislative assembly of the 28th March last ... 
Toronto : Canada Legis Assem, 1856.
Authors: Bouchette, Joseph, 1774-1841 --
Canada Legis Assem -- Canada. Crown Lands
Dept. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry
Library)
1 v. : 13 maps ; 255 x 165 mm.
19Victoria:Appendix#63
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)
53779
New Brunswick - Maps - 1883 -
Railroads<<>>Railroads - Maps
Map of New Brunswick. For Poor's manual of
railroads for 1883 . Chicago : Rand, McNally &
Co., 1883.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Poor's
manual of the railroads of the United States
53780 New Brunswick - Maps - 1884 - Railroads<->Roads - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1884)
1 map : col.; 13 x 17 cm.
Title in right margin.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1883) opposite p. 983
H 668 .703 (1883) opp. p. 983 (PrCt)

53781 New Brunswick - Maps - 1885 - Railroads<->Roads - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1885)
1 map : col.; 13 x 17 cm.
Title in right margin.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1884) opposite p. 953
Same as map opposite p. 960 with different title: Map of Nova Scotia. For Poor's manual of railroads for 1884
H 668 .703 (1884) opp. p. 953 (PrCt)

New Brunswick & Nova Scotia. [Chicago: George F. Cram, 1887].
Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928. Cram's standard American atlas of the world (1887)
1 map : col.; 39 x 55 cm.
Includes Prince Edward Island.
Keyed to town and railroad index on p. 217-219 and 222-223.
Case oversize G1019 .G455 1887, p. 220-221 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company. Rand, McNally & Co.'s improved indexed business atlas and shipper's guide ... (1888) -- Rand McNally and Company. Commercial atlas (1888)
1 map : col.; 31 x 49 cm.
Title in upper margin.
In Rand, McNally & Co.'s improved indexed business atlas and shipper's guide ... (Chicago: Rand McNally, 1888) p. 40-41.
Keyed to index of towns and railroads on p. 38-39 and 42-47.
Uniform atlas title: Commercial atlas.
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .C7 1888, p. 40-41 (PrCt)

53784 New Brunswick - Maps - 1927 - Road maps<->Road maps
Map of New Brunswick indicating motor roads and recreational resources. [Ottawa : Dept. of the Interior, 1927].
Authors: Canada. Dept. of the Interior -- Canada. Natural Resources Intelligence Service -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; 81 x 86 cm.
At head of title: Department of the Interior, Canada ...
Scale [1: 500,000]. "Scale, 7.89 miles to 1 inch." "Natural Resources Intelligence Service ... " -- beneath bar scale.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 197.4 (PrCt)

53785 New Brunswick - Maps - 1928 - Road maps<->Road maps
Map of New Brunswick indicating motor roads and recreational resources. [Fredericton, New Brunswick?] : Province of New Brunswick, Department of Public Works, Highways Division, 1928.
Authors: New Brunswick. Highways Branch -- Canada. Natural Resources Intelligence Service -- New Brunswick Government Bureau of Information and Tourist Travel -- Chicago Historical Society
1 map : col.; 64 x 66 cm.
Issued folded to 24 x 11 cm. with panel title: Official government highway map of New Brunswick, Canada.
Verso includes distance tables keyed to specific routes.
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.
CHS Coll., Map no. 700 (PrCt)

53786 New Brunswick - Maps - 1930 - Road maps<->Road maps
Province of New Brunswick, Canada : official government highway map ... Fredericton : published by New Brunswick Department of Public Works, 1930.
Authors: New Brunswick. Highways Branch -- New Brunswick Government Bureau of Information and Tourist Travel -- Chicago Historical Society
1 map : col.; 13 x 17 cm.
Issued folded to 24 x 11 cm. with panel title: Official government highway map of New Brunswick, Canada.
Verso includes distance tables keyed to specific routes.
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.
CHS Coll., Map no. 700 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1 map : col. ; 55 x 57 cm., folded to 20 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
© Copyright Rolph-McNally limited, Toronto, Canada, 1971.
Added parallel title: The "Picture Province" of Canada, New Brunswick = Nouveau-Brunswick, la "province pittoresque" du Canada.
Tourist Information Services, Government of New Brunswick ... Fredericton, New Brunswick ..." -- back panel.
"Compiled, reproduced, and lithographed in Canada."
Plate no. 71-7019-1.
Map on verso (46 x 47 cm.): [Map of suggested itinerary routes in New Brunswick]. Accompanied by "regional tour guide legend."
Panel art: color photo of children on a pier (in silhouette).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1843 (PrCt)

53789 New Brunswick - Maps - 1972 - Road maps
1 map : col. ; 55 x 57 cm., folded to 20 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
© Copyright Rolph-McNally limited, Toronto, Canada, 1972.
Added parallel title: The "Picture Province" of Canada, New Brunswick = Nouveau-Brunswick, la "province pittoresque" du Canada.
Tourist Information Services, Government of New Brunswick ... Fredericton, New Brunswick ..." -- back panel.
"Compiled, reproduced, and lithographed in Canada."
Plate no. 71-7019-1.
Map on verso (46 x 47 cm.): [Map of suggested itinerary routes in New Brunswick]. Accompanied by "regional tour guide legend."
Panel art: color photo of a road over a river.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Sketch of Brunswick. [197-?].
Authors: Sutherland, Alexander, d. 1793 -- Hills, John, surveyor
1 map ; 22 x 27 cm.
Photocopy of colored 177-? manuscript forming part of Hills, John. A Collection of plan's ... in the province of New Jersey (1776-1792) no. 3; reproduced from original in the Library of Congress.
Attributed to Sutherland in the table of contents.
Scale not indicated.
Relief shown by shading.
Shows works built by the British army around the town, identified by 13 references.
Phillips 1339 no. 3.
map2F 3810.2 no. 3 (PrCt)

53791 New Buffalo (Mich.) - Maps - 1835 - Harbors
Survey of the mouth of Galien River, Michigan. 1835.
1 map ; 51 x 74 folded to 18 x 10 cm.
Shows proposed harbor improvements; accompanies J. M. Berrien's report on the survey of the area.
MMC 5-0988
Karpinski 690.
5169
Govt. 289, H. Doc. 124, opposite p. 4 (PrCt)

53792 New Buffalo (Mich.) - Maps - 1854 - Harbors
Mouth of Galien River, Michigan. 1854.
1 map ; 49 x 77 cm. folded to 21 x 12 cm.
In U.S. 33rd Congress, 2nd session, 1854-1855. Senate Document 1 (Serial Set 779).
Duplicate copy in Serial Set 748 [Govt 748].
MMC 5-0989
5170 and 5171
Govt. 779, S. Doc. 1 [map] (PrCt)

53793 New Buffalo (Mich.) - Maps - 1857 - Harbors
Authors: Mayer, John R. -- United States. Army. Corps of Engineers -- Graham, J. D. (James Duncan), 1799-1865 -- Mendel, Edward,
1827-1884 -- Smith, Nancy
1 map ; 55 x 85 cm.
Facsimile of original published 1857.
Added title: Map G no. 54.
'Accompanying ... Graham's annual report (no. 200) to the Chief Top. Engineer dated September 30, 1857.'
Karpinski 817.
MMC 5-3001
5172
map6F G4114.N4 1857 M3 1989 (PrCt)

A Chart of New Caledonia and the Isle of Pines, between 19°23' s. lat., and 164° and 168° w. long. [19-].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 18th-century manuscript.
folio Ayer 136 .H91 1909 ser. 2, v. 5, pl. 29-30 (PrCt)

53795 New Caledonia - Maps - 1943
Pocket guide to New Caledonia. Washington : War and Navy Departments, [1943].
2 p. l., 58, [2] p. : illus. (incl. 2 maps (1 double)) ; 14 x 11 cm.
OCLC 938013.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

53796 New Castile (Spain) - Maps - 1794
Authors: Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824 -- Calcografia camerale (Rome, Italy) -- Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824. Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (1792-1801) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; hand col.; 30 x 43 cm.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

camerale, 1792-1801) v. 2 pl. 6.
Map dated 1794.
oversize Ayer 135 .C33 1792 v. 2 pl. 6 (PrCt)

[Survey of] ... several tracts included within one description computed to contain 25200 acres ... confirmed by patt. to the London Compa. said to be sit. in N'Castle County ... [Harrisburg, Pa.? State Printer?, 1894?].
1 map : col. ; on sheet 25 cm. x 38 cm.
Redrawn facsimile of [ca. 1699?] manuscript.
'Surveyed by Tho. Fairman.'
No scale given.
Detached from Pennsylvania archives. Appendix to 3d ser., v. 1-10.
Ayer p133 .P41 189- no. 6 (NLO)

53798 New Castle County (Del.) - Maps - 1849 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps
Authors: Rea, Saml. N. -- Price, Jacob -- Smith & Wistar -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division.
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 50 x 35 in. Scale 1:52,000.
Originally published Philadelphia: Smith & Wister, 1849.
Microfiche 583, no. 70 (PrCt)

53800 New Ebenezer (Ga.) - Maps - 1747
Authors: Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756 -- Historic Urban Plans (Firm)
1 map : col. ; 30 x 50 cm.
Facsimile of original published Augsburg, 1747.
Includes references A-I, K-U, W-Z.
M1147 map2F G3924.N4 1747 S4 1965 (PrCt)

53801 New England - Description and travel - 1968 - Northeastern States - Description and travel - 1968 - Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Ohio) -- Sohio Petroleum Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 brochure (18 p.) : ill., on sheet 23 x 100 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Cover title.
"This folder has been designed for your added vacation pleasure. In it you will find described the outstanding scenic and historical places of interest in the following states ..." -- Inside cover.
Includes descriptions of Connecticut, Maine, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, New York, Rhode Island, Vermont
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3074 (PrCt)

Authors: Harrison, Blake A., 1970-- Judd, Richard William

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
xii, 413 p. : ill., maps ; 24 cm.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
This book takes a view of New England’s landscapes that goes beyond picture postcard-ready vistas of white-steepled churches, open pastures, and tree-covered mountains. Its chapters describe, for example, the Native American presence in the Maine Woods; offer a history of agriculture told through stone walls, woodlands, and farm buildings; report on the fragile ecology of tourist-friendly Cape Cod beaches; and reveal the ethnic stereotypes informing Colonial Revivalism. Taken together, they offer a wide-ranging history of New England’s diverse landscapes, stretching across two centuries. The book shows that all New England landscapes are the products of human agency as well as nature. The authors trace the roles that work, recreation, historic preservation, conservation, and environmentalism have played in shaping the region, and they highlight the diversity of historical actors who have transformed both its meaning and its physical form. Drawing on a wide range of disciplines, including history, geography, environmental studies, literature, art history, and historic preservation, the book provides fresh perspectives on New England’s many landscapes: forests, mountains, farms, coasts, industrial areas, villages, towns, and cities. Illustrated, and with many archival photographs, it offers readers a solid historical foundation for understanding the great variety of places that make up New England.

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Cover art: Colored view of winding river seen through trees.
Maps and other selected contents also cataloged separately.
Gift 2013, James R. Akerman.
LC Card Number: 04019625
map3C G3721.P33 1904 .D4 (NLO)

53805
New England - Guidebooks - 1911
New York (State) - Guidebooks - 1911
New England - Maps - 1911 - Road maps
Automobile travel - New England - Guidebooks - 1911
Road maps
111 p. : ill., 2 folded col. maps; 23 x 12 cm.
"Copyrighted 1911 by Almon C. Judd, Waterbury, Conn."
"Copies of this booklet can be obtained of ... New England Resorts Information Bureau ... New York ... ."
"Heminway Press, Waterbury, Conn." -- at end of book.
Folded map contents (21 x 27 cm. and 54 x 40 cm., inside back cover): In September take the Maine coast tour : the addition to the Ideal Tour ... / compiled by Touring Bureau of Official Automobile Blue Book ; [signed] HMW -- Automobile map of New England showing the Ideal Tour /copyrighted 1911 by Almon C. Judd.
Cover art: Car on road below bluff.
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).
map3C G3721.P2 1911 .J8 (PrCt)

53806
New England - Guidebooks - 1913
New York (State) - Guidebooks - 1913
East (U.S.) - Maps - 1913 - Road maps
New England - Maps - 1913 - Road maps
Automobile travel - New England - Guidebooks - 1913 - Road maps
The Ideal tour / Almon C. Judd. Waterbury, Conn. Almon C. Judd, c1913.
Authors: Judd, Almon C. -- Kalkhoff Company -- Automobile Blue Books, Inc. -- Automobile Blue Books, Inc. Western and southern connections to and from "The Ideal Tour" (1913) -- Automobile Blue Books, Inc. Automobile map of New England showing The Ideal Tour (1912)
95, [1] p. : ill., 2 maps (folded) ; 23 x 12 cm.
"Press of the Kalkhoff Company, New York" -- p. [96]
Includes 2 folded maps (20 x 20 cm. and 53 x 40 cm.): Western and southern connections to and from "The Ideal Tour" : numbers opposite routes refer to corresponding route numbers in the Automobile Blue Book, 1913. Plate no. 570 -- Automobile map of New England showing The Ideal Tour / compiled by the Automobile Blue Book Pub. Co. ; copyright 1912 by Almon C. Judd.
Cover art: Pilgrims looking down approvingly on early motorists.
See unpublished typescript of exhibition captions compiled by James Akerman [Vert 1713, no. 2, part 1, p. 77]
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).
References: OCLC 36010136
Road map4C G3721 .P2 1913 .J8 (PrCt)

53807
New England - History - Revolution - Maps - 1775
A New and accurate map of the present seat of war in North America, from a late survey. [London : John Hinton, 1775].
Authors: Universal magazine of knowledge and pleasure (1775)
1 map ; 29 x 38 cm.
In: Universal magazine 57, pt. 2 (October 1775) opposite p. 169.
Scale ca. [1:740,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
Prime meridian: Ferro.
Accompanied by text on pp. 169-171.

53808
New England - Hotels, motels, etc. - Directories - 1938
New York (State) - Hotels - Directories - 1938
Hotels, motels, etc. - New England - Directories - 1938
Shell tourist accommodation directory and trailer space. [United States] : Shell Union Oil Corporation, c1938.
Authors: Shell Union Oil Corporation -- Shell Oil Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
[1]-25 p. ; 23 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Map of New England and New York state (12 x 9 cm.); Shell Touring Service logo.
Handstamped "Received from [blank] Aug 29 1938 Rand McNally & Co. by CH" and "Copyrighted."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 5116 (PrCt)
**New England - Land Grants**


Authors: Wilson, Donald A.


BHC 2546

Vert 2086 (PrCt)

53810 **New England - Land Settlement**: Land Settlement - New England

_Chronology of the settlement of New England_.


Authors: Hansen, Marcus Lee, 1892-1938 -- Kurath, Hans, 1891 -- American Council of Learned Societies -- AMS Press

1 map : col. ; 27 x 21 cm.


Shows date of settlement.

Scale [ca. 1:1,700,000].

5A 8301 plate 2, after p. 240 (PrCt)

53811 **New England - Land Settlement**: Land Settlement - New England

_The Settlement of New England_.


Authors: Hansen, Marcus Lee, 1892-1938 -- Kurath, Hans, 1891 -- American Council of Learned Societies -- AMS Press

1 map : col. ; 27 x 21 cm.


Shows lines of settlement from the early eastern [and western] settlements; infusion of eastern population in the western area.

Scale [ca. 1:1,700,000].

5A 8301 plate 1, opp. p. 240 (PrCt)

53814 **New England - Maps**: Atlantic Coast (New England) - Maps - 1614-1616 - Smith, John, 1580-1631 - Portraits

_New England : the most remarqueable parts thus named by the high and mighty Prince Charles, Prince of Great Britaine / observed and described by Captayn John Smith ; Simon Pasaeus, sculpit ; Robert Clerke, excudit_.

London : Printed by Geor. Low. 1614 [i.e. 1616].


A Description of New England, or, The observations, and discoveries of Captain John Smith ... 1614 (1616) -- Lownes, Humphrey, -1629 -- Edward E. Ayer Art Collection (Newberry Library) -- Pasaueus, Simon, 1595-1647 SEE Pass, Simon van de, 1595-1647 -- Clerke, Robert, active 1616 SEE Clarke, Robert, active 1616 -- Davies, John, Sir, 1569-1626 -- Low, George, active 1613-1615 SEE Lowe, George, active 1613-1615

1 map : mounted on cloth ; 30 x 35 cm., folded to 16 x 12 cm.

Second state of the map; see Burden 187.

Portrait of Smith dated "aeta. 37 ao. 1616" at upper left, above poem beginning "These are the lines that show thy face ..." signed "John Davies, Heref."

Scale [1:985,313]. "A scale of [10 English]
leagues" = 49 mm. Coordinates: (W 71°00'-W 68°55'/N 44°30'-N 41°45'). Relief shown pictorially. Shows the coast of New England from Penobscot Bay, Maine to the northern shore of Cape Cod, Massachusetts. Includes British royal coat of arms with motto "hony soi qui mal y pense."

In: Smith, John. A description of New England, or, The observations, and discoueries of Captain John Smith (admirall of that country) in the north of America, in the year of our Lord 1614 ... (At London : Printed by Humfrey Lownes, for Robert Clerke ..., 1616), opposite p. [1].

This copy imperfect; previously damaged with loss of original portrait and poem, both skillfully replaced in facsimile.

Digital image of another copy available on bookdealer Graham Arader's website (accessed September 2013):


New England : the most remarqueable parts thus named ... <<>>Smith, John, 1580-1631 - Portraits

[Issues of John Smith's map of New England, 1614 : photostats of the 1st to 9th states], [Various places : various libraries, 1935]. Authors: Smith, John, 1580-1631 -- Smith, John, 1580-1631. New England : the most remarqueable parts thus named ... -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- New York Public Library -- Boston Public Library -- Eames, Wilberforce, 1855-1937 9 maps ; 26 x 31 cm. in portfolio 41 x 31 cm. Photostatic reproductions (positive) from originals in the Newberry Library's Ayer collection, the New York Public Library and the Boston Public Library.

See Eames, Wilberforce. A Bibliographical account of the different states of the maps of New England, Virginia, and the Summer Isles in the works if Captain John Smith. [New York], 1890-1910. [4A 18484]

folio Ayer 133 .S645 1614 1935 (NLO)

New England - Maps - 1614-1639<<>>Atlantic Coast (New England) - Maps - 1614-1639<<>>Smith, John, 1580-1631. New England : the most remarqueable parts thus named ... <<>>Smith, John, 1580-1631 - Portraits

New England : Die mercklichsten dheile, also genennet durch den Durchl. und mechtigen Prinzen und h.h. Carolus, Prinzen von gross Britannien / Ausgezeichnet und beschreiben Durch haubtman Johan Schmidt. [Franckfurt am Mayn : Leuini Hulsi Erben, 1628].

Authors: Smith, John, 1580-1631 -- Hulsier Erben -- Hulsier, Levinus, d. 1606 SEE ALSO Hulsier Erben 1 map ; 30 x 34 cm. In Smith's Vierzehende Schiffart, oder Gründliche und warhaffte Beschreibung dess Newen Engellands (Franckfurt am Mayn: Leuini Hulsii Erben, 1628), opp. p. 1. Scale ca. 1:1,130,000.


New England : the most remarqueable parts thus named by the high and mighty Prince Charles, nowe king of Great Britaine. London : Printed by James Reeue, 1614 [i.e. 1637]. Authors: Smith, John, 1580-1631 -- Reeve, James -- Pass, Simon van de, 1595?-1647 1 map ; 30 x 35 cm. fold. to 27 x 15 cm. In Gerard Mercator, Historia mundi; or, Mercator's atlas (London, 1635 [i.e. 1637]), opp. p. 930. Scale ca. 1:1,100,000.

'Simon Passaeus sculpit.'

North America, no. 190.
VAULT Ayer 150.5 N4 S65 1628, opp. p. 1
(PrCt)

53819 New England - Maps - 1629 Atlantic Coast
(New England) - Maps - 1629 Smith, John, 1580-1631 - Portraits
New England: Die mercklichsten dheile, also genennet durch den Durchl: und mechtigen Prinzen und h.h. Carolus, Prinzen von gross Britannien / Ausgezeichnet und beschrieben Durch hauptman Johan Schmidt. [Frankfurt am Mayn: bey Wolfgang Hoffmann In Verlegung der Hulsischen Erben, 1629].
1 map ; 29 x 34 cm. fold. to 18 x 13 cm.
Scale ca. 1:1,130,000.
References: McCorkle, New England in early printed maps, no. 617.1; Burden, Mapping of North America, no. 190.
VAULT Ayer 110 .H9 1608, v. 3, pt. 20, p. 28
(PrCt)

53820 New England - Maps - 1634
The South part of New-England, as it is planted this yeare, 1634. [London: Tho. Coates for John Bellamy, 1634].
1 map ; 27 x 19 cm.
Scale ca. 1:1,150,000.
VAULT Ayer 150.5 N4 W8 1635, at end (PrCt)

53822 New England - Maps - 1639
The South part of New-England, as it is planted this yeare, 1639. [London : John Dawson...to be sold by John Bellamy, 1639].
1 map ; 27 x 19 cm.
In Wood, William, New Englands prospect (London: John Dawson...to be sold by John Bellamy, 1639), opp. p. 1.
Burden identifies the different states solely on the basis of the date in the letterpress title above the map; in this copy the woodcut map has been skillfully joined to another piece of paper at the top and the title is actually in MS.
Scale ca. 1:1,150,000.
VAULT Ayer 150.5 N4 W8 1639, opp. p. 1
(PrCt)

53823 New England - Maps - 1640
Nova Belgica et Anglia Nova. [Amsterdam : J. and C. Blaeu?, 1640?].
1 map ; hand col. ; 37 x 48 cm.
Appears in Willem and Joan Blaeu's Theatrwm orbis terrarum, sive Atlas Novus, 1640 and other eds.
Scale [ca. 1:3,300,000].
Title in Latin; placenames in Latin, Dutch, and vernacular languages.
Signature C2 and French text on verso: La Novvelle Belgique, & la Nouelle Angleterre. Covers New England and the Middle Atlantic states from Penobscot Bay south to the mouth of Chesapeake Bay.
Oriented with north to the right.
Includes decorative cartouche and ill.
Illustration in upper right hand corner with inscription: Modus muniendi apud Mahikanenses.
Relief shown pictorially.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Burden, P.D. Mapping of North America, 241
Deak, G.G. Picturing America, 27
Koeman, C. Atlantes Neerlandici, I, p. 130
Stokes, I.N.P. Iconography of Manhattan Island, II, p. 143-144.
Ayer p133 .B635 1640 (NLO)

53824 New England - Maps - 1656<<>>New York (N.Y.) - Pictorial works - 1656
Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1618-1679 -- HES & De Graaf Publishers
1 map ; col. ; on sheet 32 x 24.
Detail reproduced in color; black and white reproduction of entire map and brief description on verso.
map1F G3201.AT 1662 .H4, no. 4 (PrCt)

Nova Belgica sive Nieuw Nederland. [Amsterdam, 1656].
Authors: Donck, Adriaen van der, 1620-1655 -- Evert Nieuwenhof, fl. 1656
1 map ; 31 x 19 cm.
In van der Donck's Beschryvinge van Nieuvv-Nederland ... (Amsterdam: Evert Nieuwenhof, 1656), opp. p. 1.
Includes view of Manhattan at bottom (4 x 19 cm.): Nieuw Amsterdam op t Eylandt Manhattans.
VAULT Ayer 150.5 N7 D67b 1656, opp. p. 1 (PrCt)

1 map ; 31 x 19 cm. on sheet 65 x 45 cm.
Facsimile of map issued in Donck, Adriaen van der. Beschryvinge van Nieuvv-Nederland ... (Amsterdam: Evert Nieuwenhof, 1656).
Includes view of Manhattan at bottom (4 x 19 cm.): Nieuw Amsterdam op t Eylandt Manhattans.
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.
Duplicate copy: oversize Ayer 136 .P6 1893
CHS Coll., Map no. 210 (PrCt)

53827 New England - Maps - 1672<<>>Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1672
Authors: Blome, Richard, d. 1705 -- Baltimore, Cecil Calvert, Baron, ca. 1605-1675
1 map : 21 x 25 cm. fold. to 19 x 10 cm.
In Blome's A Description of the Island of Jamaica (London, 1678), opp. p. 63.
Scale ca. 1:5,000,000.
Inset: A Draught of the Isle of Newfondland [sic]. Arms of Lord Calvert and dedication to him at upper left.
VAULT Ayer 109 B6 1678, map 4 (PrCt)

53828 New England - Maps - 1675
Authors: Seller, John, fl. 1658-1698 -- Hill, John, fl. ca. 1675 -- Thompson, Robert -- Meriden Gravure Company -- Yale University. Library
1 map : col. ; 44 x 55 cm.
Facsimile of original published London: John Hills, [ca. 1675]; reproduced from copy of the second state in the Yale University Library; number 125 of an edition of 400.
Prime meridian: [Azores].
Relief shown pictorially.
Dedication: [To] Roberto Thompson ... Johannes Seller.
Printed by the Meriden Gravure Company. Includes descriptive text in right margin.
73-8549
ICN73
map4F 3720 (PrCt)

53829 New England - Maps - 1676<<>>Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1676
Authors: Speed, John, 1552?--1629 -- Lamb, Francis -- Bassett, Thomas -- Chiswell, Richard -- Speed, John, 1552?-1629. The Theatre of the Empire of Great-Britain ... (1676) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: 37 x 49 cm.
Letterpress text on verso (p. 45-46) under the following heading: The description of New England.

In: Speed, John. The Theatre of the Empire of Great-Britain ... (London: Printed for T. Bassett and R. Chiswell, 1676) map [91].

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .S7 1676 map [91] (PrCt)


A Map of New-England, being the first that ever was here cut, and done by the best pattern that could be had, which being in some places defective, it made the other less exact: yet doth it sufficiently shew the situation of the country, and conveniently well the distance of places.


Authors: Foster, John, 1648-1681; Hubbard, William, 1621 or 2-1704. A Narrative of the troubles with the Indians in New-England, from the first planting thereof in the year 1607, to this present year 1677 -- Harvard Map Collection -- Osher Map Library -- Smith Center for Cartographic Education -- International Conference on the History of Cartography (20th : 2003 : Cambridge and Portland) -- Imago Mundi Ltd. -- Lunder Foundation

1 map: col.; 30 x 38 cm., on sheet 61 x 46 cm.
Facsimile of original in the Osher Map Library; served as a poster advertising the ICHC 2003. Map originally issued in William Hubbard, A Narrative of the troubles with the Indians (Boston: Printed by John Foster, 1677).


map4F G3720 1677 F6 2003 (PrCt)


A Map of New-England, being the first that ever was here cut, and done by the best pattern that could be had, which being in some places defective, it made the other less exact: yet doth it sufficiently shew the situation of the country, and conveniently well the distance of places.


Authors: Parkhurst, Thomas, d. 1711?; Hubbard, William, 1621 or 2-1704. The Present state of New-England. Being a narrative of the troubles with the Indians in New-England, from the first planting thereof in the year 1607, to this present year 1677 -- Foster, John, 1648-1681 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map: woodcut; 29 x 38 cm., on sheet folded to 14 x 13 cm.

Anonymous map without imprint.

In: Hubbard, William. A Narrative of the troubles with the Indians in New-England, from the first planting thereof in the year 1607, to this present year 1677. But chiefly of the late troubles in the two last years, 1675. and 1676. To which is added a discourse about the warre with the Pequods in the year 1637 (Boston: Printed by John Foster, in the year 1677), following p. 132.

Digital image of another copy of this map available on American Antiquarian Society website (accessed May 2009):
http://www.americanantiquarian.org/maps2.htm
For variants of this map, printed from different blocks, see VAULT Ayer 171 .H8 1677a (London edition published by Thomas Parkhurst) and VAULT Ayer 171 .H8 1676 (facsimile of variant London edition?).


VAULT Ayer 171 .H8 1677, following p. 132 (PrCt)
May 2009):
http://www.masshist.org/cabinet/september2002/
mmap1large.htm

For variants of this map, see VAULT Ayer 171 .H8 1677 (Boston edition published by John Foster) and VAULT Ayer 171 .H8 1676 (facsimile of variant London edition?).


A Map of New-England, being the first that ever was here cut, and done by the best pattern that could be had, which being in some places defective, it made the other less exact: yet doth it sufficiently shew the scituation of the country, and conveniently well the distance of places.

[London : Thomas Parkhurst?, 1677?].

Authors: Parkhurst, Thomas, d. 1711? -- Hubbard, William, 1621 or 2-1704. A Narrative of the troubles with the Indians in New-England, from the first planting thereof in the year 1607. to this present year 1677 -- Foster, John, 1648-1681 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : woodcut ; 29 x 38 cm., on sheet folded to 19 x 11 cm.

Anonymous map without imprint.


In: Hubbard, William. A Narrative of the troubles with the Indians in New-England, from the first planting thereof in the year 1607. to this present year 1677. But chiefly of the late troubles in the two last years, 1675. and 1676. To which is added a discourse about the warre with the Pequods in the year 1637 (Boston : Printed by John Foster, in the year 1677), opposite title page.

For variants of this map, printed from different blocks, see VAULT Ayer 171 .H8 1677a (variant London edition) and VAULT Ayer 171 .H8 1677 (Boston edition).


53834 New England - Maps - 1680 - Coasts -

Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<<<Manuscript maps - Facsimiles<<<<Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
A Colored map of the Southern part of the coast of Maine, from the mouth of Kenebeck to Cape Ann in Massachusetts; drawn about 1680. [19--].

Authors: Hacke, William -- Hulbert, Archer Butler, 1873-1933 -- Hulbert, Archer Butler, 1873-1933.

1 map

Photostatic reproduction of 1680 manuscript; possibly by William Hack.


folio Ayer 136 .H91 1907 ser. 1, v. 5, pl. 10-11 (PrCt)

Plan of parts of New York and New Hampshire, showing land grants and the boundary between New Hampshire and Massachusetts. [19--].

Authors: Hulbert, Archer Butler, 1873-1933 -- Hulbert, Archer Butler, 1873-1933.

1 map

Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1680 manuscript.


folio Ayer 136 .H91 1914 ser. 3, v. 4, pl. 239-242 (PrCt)

A New map of New England, New York, New Jersay, Pensilvania, Maryland, and Virginia. London : Sold by Iohn Thornton ... Robt. Morden ... and by Phillip Lea ..., [1680]?

1 map : col. ; 45 x 54 cm.

Date from McCorkle, New England in early printed maps, 1513 to 1800, no. 680.4
Scale [ca. 1:1,525,000].
Includes inset of New York City area.

VAULT oversize Ayer 133 .T57 1685 (NLO)


MapPhoto France ASH 135-1-1 (PrCt)


References

New England - Maps - 1700-1799 - Coasts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles Remarque faites sur les rivieres de Quennebeg & de Schipsgut ... [19--].

Authors: France. Service hydrographique. Archives. 135-5-2 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map Photostatic reproduction of 18th-century manuscript. Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

MapPhoto France ASH 135-5-2 (PrCt)


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Document Title</th>
<th>Full Collection Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>New England - Maps - 1702 - Ecclesiastical geography&lt;---Ecclesiastical geography - New England - Maps - 1702</strong></td>
<td>An Exact mapp of New England and New York. [London? s.n., 1860?].&lt;br&gt;Authors: Mather, Cotton, 1663-1728 -- Seller, John, fl. 1658-1698 -- Parkhurst, Thomas, d. 1711? -- Mather, Cotton, 1663-1728. Magnalia Christi Americana (1702) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)&lt;br&gt;1 map ; 28 x 35 cm., folded to 26 cm.&lt;br&gt;Lithographed facsimile of map issued in Mather, Cotton. Magnalia Christi Americana (London : Printed for Thomas Parkhurst, at the Bible and Three Crowns in Cheapside, 1702)&lt;br&gt;‘Seems, in part, to have been drawn from Seller’s map of New England ... It has been criticized as made up from old rough drafts, with obsolete names, and with scarce any resemblance to the country it was intended to depict.’--Church. Catalogue.&lt;br&gt;Mather made reference to the map in his book, as either ‘An Ecclesiastical map of the country’ or ‘A Map of the country’ showing colonies, counties, and congregations.&lt;br&gt;Scale [ca. 1:1,393,920] About 22 miles to 1 inch.&lt;br&gt;Covers area from the Hudson River Valley east to Cape Cod and from Long Island north to Casco Bay.&lt;br&gt;References: Phillips. Maps of America, p. 468&lt;br&gt;Ayer 133.5 .E96 1702 (NLO)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>New England - Maps - 1703&lt;---New York (State) - Maps - 1703</strong></td>
<td>New England and New York / by John Seller.&lt;br&gt;[London : s.n., 1703].&lt;br&gt;Authors: Seller, John, fl. 1658-1698 -- Seller, John, fl. 1658-1698. A New system of geography : designed in a most plain and easie method ... (1703)&lt;br&gt;1 map ; 11 x 13 cm.&lt;br&gt;In Seller, John. A New system of geography : designed in a most plain and easie method ... (London : Jeremiah Seller ; Charles Price ; John Senex, 1703) map [10].&lt;br&gt;Includes references a-g.&lt;br&gt;Case 3A 1704 map [10] (PrCt)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
53849


Authors: Foster, John, 1648-1681 -- Hubbard, William, 1621 or 2-1704 -- Cartes Marines Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library.

Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 30, sheet 88 1 ms. map : hand col.; 503 x 512 mm., on sheet 562 x 1,203 mm.

Unsigned map of New England bounded by the Hudson River valley from Albany south to Staten Island and Long Island, and from Albany east to the New Hampshire coast. Keyed to references 1-59 in side margins, some related to local defenses and early 18th century French raids on English settlements in the region, including the August 1708 raid on Haverhill, Massachusetts, led by officers Jean-Baptiste Hertel de Rouville and Jean-Baptiste de Saint-Ours Deschallets; see the Dictionary of Canadian Biography. Described and reproduced in Cartographic treasures of the Newberry Library (Chicago: The Newberry Library, 2001) no. 69, p. 75 and 99. Scale [ca. 1:933,000]. 

53851


53848


Authors: Aubéry, Joseph, 1673-1755 -- France. Service hydrographique. Archives. 124-1-6 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map

Photostatic reproduction of 1715 manuscript.

Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

53850


Authors: Moll, Herman, -1732 -- Homann Erben (Firm) -- Pennsylvania archives -- Pennsylvania. State Printer -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; col.; 38 x 52 cm.


Ayer p133 .P41 189- no. 17 (NLO)
New England - Maps - 1731 - Coasts - Nautical charts

53852  
New England - Maps - 1731 - Coasts - Nautical charts

53853  
New England - Maps - 1738 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

53854  
New England - Maps - 1745

53855  
New England - Maps - 1755

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.  
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
53856 New England - Maps - 1755<<>>Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1755 - Harbors

A Map of the most inhabited part of New England, containing the provinces of Massachusetts Bay and New Hampshire, with the colonies of Connecticut and Rhode Island, divided into counties and townships: the whole composed from actual surveys and its situation adjusted by astronomical observations. [London]: Thos. Jeffreys, 1755 [i.e. 1764].

Authors: Green, John, d. 1757 -- Jefferys, Thomas, -1771 -- Littell, Clarence Guy, 1882--

Streeter, Thomas W. (Thomas Winthrop), 1883-1965 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; on 4 sheets each 53 x 50 cm. fold. in binding to 55 x 39 cm.

Attributed to Mead Braddock, who issued various works issued under the pseudonym John Green.

2nd ed., 1st issue - a reissue made about 1764, but without alteration to the old date of 1755 in the imprint.

Scale [ca. 1:440,000].

Prime meridian: London and Ferro.

Relief shown pictorially.

Insets (22 x 15 cm. and 14 x 15 cm.): A Plan of the town of Boston -- A Plan of Boston Harbor from an accurate survey.

Bookplate of T.W. Streeter, and [Clarence Guy] Littell.

VAULT oversize Ayer 133 .J4 1764 (NLO)


A Map of the most inhabited part of New England: containing the provinces of Massachusetts Bay and New Hampshire, with the colonies of Connecticut and Rhode Island, divided into counties and townships: the whole composed from actual surveys and its situation adjusted by astronomical observations. [London]: Thos. Jeffreys, 1755.

Authors: Green, John, d. 1757 -- Jefferys, Thomas, -1771 -- Streeter, Thomas W. (Thomas Winthrop), 1883-1965 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; hand col. ; 103 x 99 cm., on 2 sheets each 103 x 49 cm.

Attributed to Mead Braddock, who issued various works issued under the pseudonym John Green.

‘November 29th 1755.’

First edition, 2nd issue.

Scale [ca. 1:440,000].

Prime meridian: London and Ferro.

Relief shown pictorially.

Insets (14 x 21 cm. and 14 x 15 cm.): Fort Frederik, a French incroachment built 1731 at Crown Point ... -- A Plan of Boston Harbor from an accurate survey.

Fort Frederick later renamed Fort William Henry.

Bookplate of T.W. Streeter.

Filed in oversize box labelled 'Ayer and Greenlee Broadsides' in vault aisle 51 (Dec. 2005).

VAULT oversize Ayer 133 .J4 1755a (NLO)


Plan of the Province of New Hampshire, together with part of Hudson's River, from Albany to Lake George, and from thence through Lake Champlain to Mont Real; taken from a great number of exact attested plans of particular parts of the country, and accurate observations on the sea coast; also a general view of the River St. Lawrence from Mont Real to Quebec, June, 1756. [19--].

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1756 manuscript.
folio Ayer 136 .H91 1907 ser. 1, v. 1, pl. 22 (PrCt)

53860 New England - Maps - 1757<<>>Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1757
1 map ; 21 x 30 cm. in slip case (25 cm.)
'Pour servir à l'Histoire générale des voyages. Par M.B., ing. de la mare.'
Appears in Jean François de La Harpe's Abrégé de l'histoire générale des voyages. 1780; cf. Phillips 591.
Scale: 20 common French leagues to an inch.
Covers the area from Penobscot Bay to Chesapeake Bay and west to Lake Erie.
Shows provinces, towns, forts, rivers, Indian tribal territory, and relief.
Relief shown pictorially.
LC Maps of North America, 1750-1789, 721
Available also through the Library of Congress website as a raster image (Dec. 2007):
http://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g3720.ar072100
Ayer 133 .B44 1757n (NLO)

53861 New England - Maps - 1759
Nova Anglia Septentrionali Americae implantata Anglorumque coloniis florentissima. [Nuremberg? Homann Erben?, 1759?].
Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Homann Erben (Firm) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 49 x 58 cm. fold. to 27 x 16 cm. in slip case
'Geographice exhibita a Ioh Baptistie Homann.'
Scale: about 7 1/2 German miles to an inch.
Listed as map no. 140 in Homann heirs. Atlas geographicvs maior ... Norimbergae, 1759-[81]
Ayer 133 .H657n 17-- (NLO)

Authors: W. and J. Mount, T. Page and Son (Firm), fl. 1755-1762 -- English Pilot. Part 4 (1760) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 32 x 105 cm.
Damaged at bottom right, resulting in possible loss of imprint.
Inset (26 x 24 cm.): Boston Harbour.
Portion of map at left separated along crease.
Ayer oversize G1106.P5 E5 1760 following p. 18. (PrCt)

53863 New England - Maps - 1766
A Map of the most inhabited part of New England : containing the provinces of Massachusetts Bay and New Hampshire, with the colonies of Connecticut and Rhode Island ... London : Printed for John Bowles at the Black Horse in Cornhill, & Carington Bowles in St. Pauls Church Yard, [1766 or earlier?].
1 map : hand col. ; 62 x 50 cm.
In a composite atlas bound together without title page: Bowles, John. [Bowles's universal atlas].
[London : John Bowles ; Carington Bowles, 1711-1766], map [36].
Manuscript plate number [36] added in ink at upper right by previous owner.
Case oversize G1015 .B68 1766 map [36] (PrCt)

A Plan of the coast from the west passage of Passamiquodi Bay, to the River St. John in the Bay of Fundy surveyed agreeably to the orders and instructions of the right honorable the Lords Commissioners for Trade and Plantations to Samuel Holland Esqr.: Surveyer General of Lands for the Northern District of North America by his deputy Mr. Thomas Wright. [19--].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1772 manuscript.
New England - Maps - 1774<<>>Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1774
A Map of the most inhabited part of New England, containing the provinces of Massachusetts Bay and New Hampshire, with the colonies of Connecticut and Rhode Island...
London, 1777.
The North American atlas, selected from the most authentic maps, charts, plans, &c. hitherto published (1777)
1 map : hand col. ; 103 x 99 cm. on 2 sheets
Includes insets of Boston (22 x 14 cm.) and Boston Harbour (14 x 15 cm).
In: Faden, William. The North American atlas, selected from the most authentic maps, charts, plans, &c. hitherto published (London : Printed for William Faden ..., 1777), pl. [9 and 10].
On adjacent sheets (plates [9] and [10]): title appears on plate [10].
map7C 4, pl. 9 and 10 (PrCT)

A Map of the most inhabited part of New England containing the provinces of Massachusetts Bay and New Hampshire, with the colonies of Connecticut and Rhode Island...
Authors: Green, John, d. 1757 -- Jefferys, Thomas, -1771 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 102 x 96 cm. on 2 sheets fold. to 27 cm. in slip case (28 cm.)
Scale: about 7 English miles to an inch.
Insets: A plan of the town of Boston -- A plan of Boston Harbor.
Attributed to John Green (pseud. of Braddock Mead)--cf. Manuscript letter by T. Jefferys inserted in Ayer *109.5 M4 1753.
Ayer 133 .M47 1774 (NLO)

A Map of the most inhabited part of New England, containing the provinces of Massachusetts...
London : Thos. Jefferys [i.e. Sayer and Bennett], 1774 [i.e. 1775].
Authors: Jefferys, Thomas, -1771 -- Jefferys, Thomas, d. 1771.
The American atlas -- or, A geographical description of the whole continent of America 1782 i. e. 1783 -- Robert Sayer and John Bennett (Firm) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 98 x 112 cm. on 2 adjacent sheets
Insets (22 x 14 cm. and 14 x 15 cm.): A Plan of the town of Boston -- A Plan of Boston Harbor...
In: Jefferys, Thomas. The American atlas, or, A geographical description of the whole continent of America ...
Case oversize G1100 .J44 1776 pl. 15-16 (PrCT)

A Map of the most inhabited part of New England...
[London] : Thos. Jefferys [i.e. Sayer and Bennett], 1774 [i.e. 1783]?
Authors: Jefferys, Thomas, -1771 -- Jefferys, Thomas, d. 1771.
The American atlas -- or, A geographical description of the whole continent of America 1782 i. e. 1783 -- Robert Sayer and John Bennett (Firm) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 98 x 112 cm. on 2 adjacent sheets
Insets (22 x 14 cm. and 14 x 15 cm.): A Plan of the town of Boston -- A Plan of Boston Harbor...
In: Jefferys, Thomas. The American atlas, or, A geographical description of the whole continent of America ...
London : R. Sayer and J. Bennett, 1782 [i.e. 1783?]; versos handstamped '15' and '16.'
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .J46 1782 pl. 15-16 (PrCT)

A Map of the most inhabited part of New England, containing the provinces of Massachusetts...
[London] : Thos. Jefferys [i.e. Sayer and Bennett], 1774 [i.e. 1775].
Authors: Jefferys, Thomas, -1771 -- Robert Sayer and John Bennett (Firm) -- Jefferys, Thomas, d. 1771.
The American atlas -- or, A geographical description of the whole continent of America 1775 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 98 x 112 cm. on 2 adjacent sheets
Insets (22 x 14 cm. and 14 x 15 cm.): A Plan of the town of Boston -- A Plan of Boston Harbor ...
In: Jefferys, Thomas. The American atlas, or, A geographical description of the whole continent of America ...
London : R. Sayer and J. Bennett, 1775; versos handstamped '15' and '16.'
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .J46 1775 pl. 15-16 (PrCT)

The Seat of war in New England, by an American
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

53872


The Seat of war in New England, by an American volunteer, with the marches of the several corps sent by the colonies towards Boston, with the attack on Bunkers-Hill. London : Printed for R. Sayer & J. Bennett, no. 53 Fleet Street, as the act directs, 2 Septr. 1775.
Authors: Robert Sayer and John Bennett (Firm) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col., mounted on cloth ; 44 x 38 cm., on sheet 51 x 60 cm., folded to 26 x 15 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:450,000].

Coordinates: (W 71°58'00"--W 70°13'00"/N 42°58'00"--N 41°26'00")
Prime meridian: Boston.
Relief shown by hachures.
Insets (15 x 14 cm. and 30 x 14 cm.): Plan of Boston Harbour, from an actual survey -- Plan of the town of Boston with the attack on Bunkers-Hill in the peninsula of Charlestown, the 17th of June, 1775.
Insets printed to the right of the main map from a separate copperplate with a separate but nearly identical imprint.
The maps of New England and the town of Boston include pictorial vignettes of American and British armies on the march, army positions, and fortifications.
Boston map includes key to streets and prominent buildings (1-12 and A-I, and K-M), and historical notes on fires.
Digital image of another copy available on Library of Congress website (accessed May 2013): http://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g3721s.ar081300
LC Card Number; gm 71002357
Ayer 133 .S46 1775 (NLO)

53873

A Map of the most inhabited part of New England, containing the provinces of Massachusetts Bay and New Hampshire, with the colonies of Connecticut and Rhode Island, divided into counties and townships ... Augsburg : T.C. Lotter, 1776.
Authors: Green, John, d. 1757 -- Lotter, Tobias Conrad, 1717-1777 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 100 x 96 cm.
Attributed to John Green (pseud. of Braddock Mead) -- cf. Letter inserted in VAULT Ayer 109.5 M4 1753.
Scale: 69 1/2 English miles to a degree.
Insets: A plan of Boston Harbor -- A plan of the town of Boston.
Ayer p133 .M47 1776 (NLO)

53874

La Nouvelle Angleterre en 4 feuilles ... A map of the most inhabited part of New England containing the provinces of Massachusetts Bay and New Hampshire, with the colonies of Connecticut and Rhode Island ... After the original ... 1777. Paris : Le Rouge, 1777.
Authors: Green, John, d. 1757 -- Le Rouge, Georges-Louis -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 100 x 96 cm.
Attributed to John Green (pseud. of Braddock Mead) -- cf. Letter inserted in VAULT Ayer 109.5 M4 1753.
Scale: 69 1/2 English miles to a degree.
Insets: A plan of Boston Harbor -- A plan of the town of Boston.
Ayer p133 .M47 1776 (NLO)
A Map of the coast of New England

Charts
Harbors
Coasts
Boston (Mass.)
Charts
Maps
New England
map4F 3721.E4 (PrCt)

53877
New England - Maps - 1783
Coasts - Nautical charts
A Map of the coast of New England from Staten Island to the Island of Breton ... surveyed by Capt. Cyprian Southack. London : I. Mount, T. Page & W. Mount, [1783].


1 map : 59 x 79 cm.

Insets (18 x 29 cm. and 8 x 16 cm.): The Town of Boston in New England -- A Chart of the Atlantic Ocean shewing the situation of Nova Scotia with respect to the British Isles.

Includes references A-L and a-h relating to Boston.


oversize Ayer 135 .E55 1783 opp. p. 19 (PrCt)

53878
New England - Maps - 1795

Authors: Russell, John, active 1733-1795 -- Symonds, H. D. (Henry Delahoy) -- Winterbotham, William, 1763-1829. An Historical, geographical, commercial, and philosophical view of the American United States (1795) -- Ridgway, James

1 map : 35 x 45 cm. fold. to 22 x 10 cm.


Scale [ca. 1:1,640,000].

Relief shown pictorially.


53879
New England - Maps - 1820
Map of the states of Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts, Connecticut & Rhode Island. Philadelphia : H.S. Tanner, 1820 [i.e. 1826?].

Authors: Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858. A New American atlas containing maps of the several states of the North American union ... (1823, [i.e. 1826?])

1 map : hand col. ; 65 x 52 cm.

Running title in upper margin: American atlas. Continuation inset (6 x 12 cm.): North part of Maine.

In: Tanner, Henry Schenck. A New American atlas containing maps of the several states of the North American union ... (Philadelphia : H.S. Tanner, 1823, [i.e. 1826?]) map [8].

53876
New England - Maps - 1782
Friends - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Society of Friends - New England - Maps - 1782 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

A Map of all Friends Meetings belonging to the Yearly Meeting of Rhode Island ... Providence : John Carter Brown Library, 1963.


1 map : on sheet 71 x 41 cm.

Scale [ca. 1:633,600].

Facsimile of 1782 manuscript; reproduced from the original in the John Carter Brown Library.
'Reproduced in collotype by the Meriden Gravure Company,'

Accompanied by 8 page booklet:


02757
map4F 3721.E4 (PrCt)

53875
New England - Maps - 1777
Northeastern States - Maps - 1777

Authors: Masi, G. T. -- Masi, G. T. Atlante dell’ America, contenente le migliori carte geografiche ... (1777) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 19 x 28 cm.

In: Masi, G. T. Atlante dell’ America, contenente le migliori carte geografiche ... (Livorno : Gio. Tommaso Masi, e Comp., 1777) pl. [2].

VAULT folio Ayer 135 .A75 1777 pl. [2] (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Case oversize G1200 .T3 1823 map [8] (PrCt)

53880 New England - Maps - 1823

Authors: Morse, Sidney E. (Sidney Edwards), 1794-1871 -- N. & S.S. Jocelyn (Firm) -- Morse, Sidney E. (Sidney Edwards), 1794-1871. An Atlas of the United States, on an approved plan ... (1823)
1 map : hand col. ; 20 x 25 cm.

Case folio G 1083 .587 pl. [2] (PrCt)

53881 New England - Maps - 1823

Authors: Morse, Sidney E. (Sidney Edwards), 1794-1871 -- N. & S.S. Jocelyn (Firm) -- Morse, Sidney E. (Sidney Edwards), 1794-1871. An Atlas of the United States, on an approved plan ... (1823)
1 map : hand col. ; 20 x 25 cm.
Inset (7 cm. in dia.): Boston and its vicinity.
In: Morse, Sidney E. An Atlas of the United States, on an approved plan ... (New Haven, Mass. : N. & S.S. Jocelyn, 1823) pl. [3]

Case folio G 1083 .587 pl. [3] (PrCt)

53882 New England - Maps - 1825

Authors: Morse, Sidney E. (Sidney Edwards), 1794-1871 -- N. & S.S. Jocelyn (Firm) -- Morse, Sidney E. (Sidney Edwards), 1794-1871. A New Universal atlas of the world, on an approved plan ... (1825)
1 map : hand col. ; 20 x 25 cm.
In: Morse, Sidney E. A New universal atlas of the world, on an approved plan ... (New Haven [Mass.] : N. & S.S. Jocelyn, 1825) pl. [5]

Case folio G 1083 .595 pl. [5] (PrCt)

53883 New England - Maps - 1825

Authors: Morse, Sidney E. (Sidney Edwards), 1794-1871 -- N. & S.S. Jocelyn (Firm) -- Morse, Sidney E. (Sidney Edwards), 1794-1871. A New Universal atlas of the world, on an approved plan ... (1825)
1 map : hand col. ; 20 x 25 cm.
Inset (7 cm. in dia.): Boston and its vicinity.
In: Morse, Sidney E. A New universal atlas of the world, on an approved plan ... (New Haven [Mass.] : N. & S.S. Jocelyn, 1825) pl. [6]

Case folio G 1083 .595 pl. [6] (PrCt)


Map of Maine, New Hampshire and Vermont.

Philadelphia : A. Finley, 1826.
Authors: Finley, A. (Anthony) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 41 x 53 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:1,126,400].
Continuation inset: North part of Maine [10 x 10 cm.]
Inset table shows 1810 and 1820 population statistics by county for all three states.
Phillips 1378 no. 3.
42-2859 rev 90

Ayer map4F G3720 1826 .F5 (NLO)

53885 New England - Maps - 1828

Authors: Darby, William, 1775-1854 -- Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Darby, William, 1775-1854. View of the United States ... (1828)
1 map : hand col. ; 15 x 12 cm.

Case G 83 .216 pl. 7 (PrCt)

53886 New England - Maps - 1830

New England states. [Hartford, Conn. H. & F.J. Huntington, 1830].
Authors: Goodrich, Samuel G. (Samuel Griswold), 1793-1860 -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 40 x 24 cm.
Scale ca. 1:2,217,600.
Probably detached from: Samuel G. Goodrich's Atlas designed to illustrate the Malte-Brun school geography (Hartford, Conn.: H. & F.J. Huntington, 1830).
Includes table of distances from Boston and "explanation," showing symbols for capitals, chief towns, and small towns.
Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection.

map2F G3720 1830 .G6 (PrCt)


Authors: H.F. Sumner & Co.
1 map : h.f. ; 37 x 49 cm. originally folded into covers 13 x 8 cm.
Scale ca. 1:1,149,625.
Continuation inset: North part of Maine [9 x 9 cm.]
Inset 'Statistical table' shows 1810 and 1830 population figures for all three states.
Table inside front cover: Population of the principal towns of Maine, New Hampshire & Vermont.
Cover title: Maine, New Hampshire & Vermont.
On verso: Manuscript notes (pencil) outlining trip through New Hampshire and northern Massachusetts by stage and boat, including...
New England - Maps - 1843
Physical and political map of the N. Eastern States. [Hartford : Belknap & Hamersley], 1843 [i.e. 1845?] .
Authors: Woodbridge, William C. (William Channing), 1794-1845 -- Story & Atwood (Firm) -- Belknap & Hamersley -- Woodbridge, William C. (William Channing), 1794-1845. Modern atlas, physical political and statistical ... (1843 [i.e. 1845?])
1 map : hand col. ; 28 x 21 cm. 'Entered according to Act of Congress in the year 1843 by William C. Woodbridge in ... Massachusetts.'
In: Woodbridge, William C. Modern atlas, physical political and statistical ... (Hartford [Conn.] : Belknap and Hamersley, 1843 [i.e. 1845?] )
map [10].
folio G 10 .98 map [10] (PrCt)

New England - Maps - 1846
Authors: American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions -- American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions. Maps and illustrations of the missions (1846) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 16 x 13 cm.
Ayer 136 .A5 1846 pl. 35 (PrCt)

New England - Maps - 1846
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Evans, printer, fl. 1846 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 6 maps ; 440 x 365 mm. colorPtg:Evans;cpyrt:HSTanner;Rumsey536
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

New England - Maps - 1847
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Young, J. H. (James Hamilton) -- Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co.
1 map : hand col. ; 42 x 52 cm., originally folded into covers 13 x 19 cm.
Cover title: Maine, New Hampshire and Vermont. Continuation inset: North part of Maine [10 x 10 cm.]
Inset table: Railroads finished and in progress in

Title and 'Evans, printer' from original paper cover; subsequently bound in boards. 'Entered according to Act of Congress, in the year 1840, by H.S. Tanner in the clerk's office of the Eastern District of Pennsylvania.' Maps variously entered for copyright by H.S. Tanner between 1835-1841. This group of maps appears to be a preliminary or serial version of the maps printed in H.S. Tanner's New universal atlas published by S. Augustus Mitchell in 1846.
Contents (37 x 30 cm. or smaller): A New map of Maine -- New Hampshire and Vermont -- Massachusetts and Rhode Island -- Connecticut -- A New map of New York -- City of New-York.
Insets (16 x 12 cm. and smaller): Boston -- Hartford & c. -- New Haven & c.
Scales differ.
Relief shown by hachures.
Depths shown by contours.
Signature of E.C. Haradan [?] above map of New York State.
319701
oversize G 1084 .58 (NLO)
the states of Maine, New Hampshire and Vermont.  
With census table originally pasted inside front cover: Population of Maine, New Hampshire, and Vermont, by counties, in 1840.  
Phillips-LeGear 11026 no. 3.  
Scale [ca. 1:1,115,136].  
rev 90  
map4F G3720 1847 .M5 (NLO)  

Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Autogustus) 1792-1868 - Young, J. H. (James Hamilton) -- Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co. -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 42 x 52 cm.  
Added Title: Maine, New Hampshire & Vermont. Continuation inset: North part of Maine [10 x 10 cm.].  
Scale [ca. 1:1,115,136].  
rev 90  
Ayer map4F G3720 1852 .M5 (NLO)  

53894 New England - Maps - 1860  
Authors: Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884 -- Johnson & Browning -- Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884. Johnson's new illustrated (steel plate) family atlas ... (1860) 1 map : hand col. ; 40 x 58 cm.  
In: Johnson, Alvin Jewett. Johnson's new illustrated family atlas ... (1860) plates '25' and '26.  
over G 10 .454 pl. 25-26 (PrCt)  

53895 New England - Maps - 1860  
Authors: Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884 -- Johnson & Browning -- Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884. Johnson's new illustrated (steel plate) family atlas ... (1860) 1 map : hand col. ; 58 x 40 cm.  
Inset views (7 x 11 cm. and smaller): Niagara Suspension Bridge -- Observatory Yale College -- Marchfield the homestead and farm of the late Daniel Webster -- Observatory at Cambridge -- Observatory at Amherst College.  
In: Johnson, Alvin Jewett. Johnson's new illustrated (steel plate) family atlas ... (New York : Johnson and Browning, 1860) plates '25' and '26.  
over G 10 .454 pl. 25-21 (PrCt)  

53896 New England - Maps - 1864>>>Boston Region (Mass.) - Maps - 1864  
Authors: Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884 -- Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884. Johnson's new illustrated family atlas of the world ... (1869) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 39 x 55 cm.  
"Entered according to act of Congress in the year 1864, by A.J. Johnson in the Clerk's Office of the District Court of the United States for the Southern District of New York."  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.  
Baskes oversize G1019 .J5 1869, [plate 14] (PrCt)  

Authors: Geo. K. Snow & Hapgood (Firm) -- Snow, George K., 1826 or 7-1885 -- The Pathfinder railway guide ... -- Chicago Historical Society 1 map : 47 x 36 cm.  
Imprint, text, timetable, and advertising on verso: Snow's pathfinder railway guide supplement. For the week ending Saturday, Aug'st 10, 1867 ... . Uniform serial title: The Pathfinder railway guide ...  
 Cf. OCLC 57317670 and 53032488.  
Mounted on Japanese tissue.  
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.  
CHS Coll., Map no. 530 (PrCt)  

Authors: Geo. K. Snow & Hapgood (Firm) -- Snow, George K., 1826 or 7-1885 -- The Pathfinder railway guide ... -- Chicago Historical Society 1 map : 47 x 36 cm.  
Imprint, text, timetable, and advertising on verso: Snow's pathfinder railway guide supplement. For the week ending Saturday, June 19, 1869 ... . Uniform serial title: The Pathfinder railway guide ...  
 Cf. OCLC 57317670 and 53032488.  
Mounted on Japanese tissue.  
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.  
CHS Coll., Map no. 525 (PrCt)
Distance map of the Boston & Maine Rail Road : Boston to Portland and the shortest and most attractive route to Lake Winnipissiugee & White Mns. / engraved expressly for Boston & Maine R.R. guide by Ch. Crosby's Lith., 46 Water St. Boston. Boston : Ch. Crosby's Lith., [1870].
G 84 .25 inside front cover (PrCt)

Authors: Geo. K. Snow & Bradlee (Firm) -- Snow, George K., 1826 or 1875 -- Snow's pathfinder railway guide ... -- Chicago Historical Society 1 map ; 47 x 36 cm. Imprint, text, timetable, and advertising on verso: Pathfinder railway guide supplement. Dec. 1873 ...
Uniform serial title: The Pathfinder railway guide ...
CHS Coll., Map no. 536 (PrCt)

New England - Maps - 1875
Authors: James R. Osgood and Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. : 17 maps ; 168 x 110 mm. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

New England - Maps - 1875<<>>New York (State) - Maps - 1875
Faxon's illustrated hand-book of summer travel : to the lakes, springs and mountains of New England and New York / by Edward S. Sears ... Boston : Charles A. Faxon, 1875.
LC Card Number: 01021391
Baskes F124 .F282 1875 (NLO)

New England - Maps - 1877 - Railroads<<>>Railroads - Maps
Rand, McNally & Co.'s Mass., Conn., and Rhode...
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Island. [Chicago]: Rand, McNally & Co., [1877].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 22 x 31 cm., folded in covers to 16 x 9 cm.
Title in top margin.
Cover title: Rand McNally & Co.'s indexed map of Massachusetts, Rhode Island and Connecticut
Issued in accompanying index: Rand, McNally & Co.'s indexed map of Massachusetts, R.I., and Connecticut, showing the railroads in those states and the express company doing business over each... (Chicago: Rand, McNally & Company, 1877). [35] p. (various pagings) ; 16 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
map3C G3721 .P3 1877 .R3 (PrCt)

53906 New England - Maps - 1878 - Railroads
Railway map of the New England states, engraved expressly for the Pathfinder railway guide. [Boston?]: Rand, Avery & Co., [1878?].
Authors: Rand, Avery & Co. -- The Pathfinder railway guide ... -- Chicago Historical Society
1 map : col. ; 50 x 38 cm.
Verso blank.
Continuation of serial railway guide previously and variously published by the firms of Geo. K. Snow & Hapgood and Geo. K. Snow & Bradlee.
Uniform serial title: The Pathfinder railway guide ... Cramer.
Cf. OCLC 57317670 and 53032488.
Mounted on Japanese tissue.
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.
CHS Coll., Map no. 545 (PrCt)

53907 New England - Maps - 1881
Authors: James R. Osgood and Company. -- Sweetser, M. F. (Moses Foster), 1848-1897 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 14 maps ; 167 x 111 mm.
7th ed.
Ed:MFSweester
G 84.8584 (NLO)

53908 New England - Maps - 1883
Massachusetts, Rhode Island & Connecticut. Chicago: Geo. F. Cram, [1883].
Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928. Cram's unrivaled family atlas of the world (1883)
1 map : col. ; 23 x 30 cm.
Inset (6 x 7 cm.): Vicinity of Boston
In: Cram, George Franklin. Cram's unrivaled family atlas of the world (Chicago : Geo.F. Cram, c1883), p. 32.
folio G1019 .G463 1883b, p. 32 (PrCt)

53909 New England - Maps - 1884
Authors: James R. Osgood and Company -- Sweetser, M. F. (Moses Foster), 1848-1897 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 14 maps ; 167 x 111 mm.
8th ed.
Ed:MFSweester
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

53910 New England - Maps - 1884 - Railroads
New York, New Haven, and Hartford Railroad Company - Maps - 1884 - Railroads - Maps
Authors: New York, New Haven, and Hartford Railroad Company -- Clark, William H., fl. 1891
1 map ; 12 x 18 cm.
At head of title page: Twenty-third year.
5A 7267 (1883-1884 vol.) (PrCt)

53911 New England - Maps - 1885
Authors: Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- Adam and Charles Black (Firm). Black’s general atlas of the world ... (1885)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 28 cm.
In: Adam and Charles Black. Black’s general atlas of the world : embracing the latest discoveries, new boundaries, and other changes, accompanied by introductory letterpress and index (Edinburgh : Adam and Charles Black, 1885), plate 42C.
oversize G1019 .B63 1885, plate 42C (PrCt)

53912 New England - Maps - 1886 - Railroads
New York, New Haven and Hartford Railroad Company - Maps - 1886 - Railroads - Maps
Authors: New York, New Haven, and Hartford Railroad Company -- Clark, William H., fl. 1891
1 map ; 12 x 18 cm.
At head of title page: Twenty-fifth year.
5A 7267 (1885-1886 vol.) (PrCt)

53913 New England - Maps - 1886 - Railroads
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1886)
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
New England - Maps - 1887 - Railroads - Maps
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor & Greenough (New York, N.Y.) -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1887)
1 map: col.; 20 x 26 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Advertising on verso: Poor & Greenough, bankers and brokers ... New York
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1887) opposite p. 1
H 668 .703 (1887) opp. p. 1 (PrCt)

53918 New England - Maps - 1889 - Railroads - Maps
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Fidelity and Casualty Company of New York -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1889)
1 map: col.; 20 x 26 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Advertising on verso for American Bank Note Company and Fidelity and Casualty Co., New York.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1889) opposite p. 1
H 668 .703 (1889) opp. p. 1 (PrCt)

53919 New England - Maps - 1889 - Railroads - Maps
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor & Greenough (New York, N.Y.) -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1889)
1 map: col.; 20 x 26 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Advertising on verso for American Bank Note Company, New York.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1889) between p. 64-65
H 668 .703 (1889) bet. p. 64-65 (PrCt)

53920 New England - Maps - 1890 - Railroads - Maps
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1890)
1 map: col.; 20 x 25 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Advertising on verso for American Bank Note Company, New York.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1890) between p. 64-65
H 668 .703 (1890) bet. p. 64-65 (PrCt)

53921 New England - Maps - 1890 - Railroads - Maps
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1890)
1 map: col.; 20 x 26 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Advertising on verso for American Bank Note Company, New York.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1890) between p. 48-49
H 668 .703 (1890) bet. p. 48-49 (PrCt)

53922 New England - Maps - 1891 - Railroads - Maps
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1891)
1 map : col. ; 20 x 27 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Advertising on verso for American Bank Note Company, New York.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1891) opposite p. 1
H 668 .703 (1891) opp. p. 1 (PrCt)

53923 New England - Maps - 1891 - Railroads - Maps
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1891)
1 map : col. ; 20 x 26 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Advertising on verso for American Bank Note Company, New York.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1891) between p. 48-49
H 668 .703 (1891) bet. p. 48-49 (PrCt)

53924 New England - Maps - 1892 - Railroads - Maps
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1892)
1 map : col. ; 20 x 26 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Advertising on verso for American Bank Note Company, New York.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1892) between p. 48-49
H 668 .703 (1892) bet. p. 48-49 (PrCt)

53925 New England - Maps - 1893 - Railroads - Maps
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1893)
1 map : col. ; 20 x 26 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1893) following p. xvi
H 668 .703 (1893) following p. xvi (PrCt)

53926 New England - Maps - 1893 - Railroads - Maps
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1893)
1 map : col. ; 20 x 26 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1893) between p. xvi-[1]
H 668 .703 (1893) bet. p. xvi-[1] (PrCt)

53927 New England - Maps - 1894 - Railroads - Maps
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1894)
1 map : col. ; 20 x 26 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Added title in upper margin: Railroad map of the United States - section 1.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1894) following p. xvi
H 668 .703 (1894) following p. xvi (PrCt)

53928 New England - Maps - 1894 - Railroads - Maps
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1894)
1 map : col. ; 20 x 26 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Added title in upper margin: Railroad map of the United States - section 2.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1894) between p. xvi-[1]
H 668 .703 (1894) bet. p. xvi-[1] (PrCt)

53929 New England - Maps - 1895 - Railroads - Maps
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1895)
1 map : col. ; 20 x 26 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Added title in upper margin: Railroad map of the United States - section 1.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1895) following p. xxxvi
H 668 .703 (1895) following p. xxxvi (PrCt)

53930 New England - Maps - 1895 - Railroads - Maps
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1895)
1 map : col. ; 20 x 26 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Added title in upper margin: Railroad map of the United States - section 2.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1895) between p. xxxvi-[1]
H 668 .703 (1895) bet. p. xxxvi-[1] (PrCt)

Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1896)
1 map : col. ; 19 x 26 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Added title in upper margin: Railroad map of the United States - section 1.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1896) between p. xxii-[1]
H 668 .703 (1896) bet. p. xxii-[1] (PrCt)

Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1896)
1 map : col. ; 19 x 26 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Added title in upper margin: Railroad map of the United States - section 2.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1896) between p. xxii-[1]
H 668 .703 (1896) bet. p. xxii-[1] (PrCt)

53933 New England - Maps - 1897 - Railroads - Maps
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1897)
1 map : col. ; 19 x 26 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Added title in upper margin: Railroad map of the United States - section 1.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1897) between p. xvi-[1]
H 668 .703 (1897) bet. p. xvi-[1] (PrCt)

53934 New England - Maps - 1897 - Railroads - Maps
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1897)
1 map : col. ; 19 x 26 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Added title in upper margin: Railroad map of the United States - section 2.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1897) between p. xvi-[1]
H 668 .703 (1897) bet. p. xvi-[1] (PrCt)
New York, New Haven and Hartford Railroad

1900 Railroads
New York, New Haven, and New England

map2F G3721.P3 1900 .R3 (PrCt)

Boston : Rand Avery Supply Co., [1899].
Authors: Rand, Avery & Co. -- New York, New Haven, and Hartford Railroad Company -- Clark, William H., fl. 1891
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
In New York, New Haven, and Hartford Railroad Company. General statement of the affairs of the ... company ... 1899 (New York: William H. Clark, 1899) opposite title page.
At head of title page: Twenty-eighth year.
5A 7267 (1898-1899 vol.) (PrCt)

53943 New England - Maps - 1900 - Railroads - Maps
Maine, New Hampshire, and Vermont.
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1900)
1 map : col. ; 20 x 26 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Added title in upper margin: Poor's manual -- Railroad map of the United States, 1900.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1900) opposite p. cvi-1
H 668 .703 (1900) bet. p. cvi-1 (PrCt)

53944 New England - Maps - 1900 - Railroads - Maps
Massachusetts, Rhode Island, and Connecticut.
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1900)
1 map : col. ; 20 x 26 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Added title in upper margin: Poor's manual -- Railroad map of the United States, 1900.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1900) between p. 32-33
H 668 .703 (1900) bet. p. 32-33 (PrCt)

53945 New England - Maps - 1901 - Railroads - Maps
New York, New Haven, and Hartford Railroad Company - Maps - 1901 - Railroads - Maps
Boston: Rand Avery Supply Co., [1901].
Authors: Rand, Avery & Co. -- New York, New Haven, and Hartford Railroad Company -- Price, Lee & Adkins Co. (New Haven, Conn.)
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
In New York, New Haven, and Hartford Railroad Company. General statement of the affairs of the ... company ... 1901 (New Haven, Conn.: Price, Lee & Adkins Co., 1901) opposite title page.
At head of title page: Thirtieth year.
5A 7267 (1900-1901 vol.) (PrCt)
Authors: New York, New Haven, and Hartford Railroad Company -- Price, Lee & Adkins Co. (New Haven, Conn.)
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
In New York, New Haven, and Hartford Railroad Company. General statement of the affairs ... for the year ending ... 1903 (New Haven, Conn.: Price, Lee & Adkins Co., 1903) p. [32].
At head of title page: Thirty-second year.
5A 7267 (1902-1903 vol.) (PrCt)

53955 New England - Maps - 1903 - Railroads - Maps
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1903)
1 map : col. ; 20 x 26 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Added title in upper margin: Poor's manual -- Railroad map of the United States, 1903.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1903) between p. xvi-[1]
H 668 .703 (1903) bet. p. xvi-[1] (PrCt)

53956 New England - Maps - 1903 - Railroads - Maps
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1903)
1 map : col. ; 20 x 26 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Added title in upper margin: Poor's manual -- Railroad map of the United States, 1903.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1903) between p. 32-33
H 668 .703 (1903) bet. p. 32-33 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand, Avery & Co. -- Boston and Maine Railroad
1 map : col. ; 33 x 52 cm.
In Boston and Maine Railroad. Seventy-first annual report of the directors ... to the stockholders ... 1904 (Boston: Rand Avery Supply Co., 1904) opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1904 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

The New York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad.
Authors: New York, New Haven, and Hartford Railroad Company -- Price, Lee & Adkins Co. (New Haven, Conn.)
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
In New York, New Haven, and Hartford Railroad Company. General statement of the affairs ... for the year ending ... 1904 (New Haven, Conn.: The Price, Lee & Adkins Co., 1904) p. [32].
At head of title page: Thirty-third year.
5A 7267 (1904 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

53959 New England - Maps - 1904 - Railroads - Maps
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1904)
1 map : col. ; 20 x 26 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Added title in upper margin: Poor's manual -- Railroad map of the United States, 1904.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1904) between p. xvi-[1]
H 668 .703 (1904) bet. p. xvi-[1] (PrCt)

53960 New England - Maps - 1904 - Railroads - Maps
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1904)
1 map : col. ; 20 x 26 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Added title in upper margin: Poor's manual -- Railroad map of the United States, 1904.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1904) between p. 32-33
H 668 .703 (1904) bet. p. 32-33 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand, Avery & Co. -- Boston and Maine Railroad
1 map : col. ; 34 x 52 cm.
In Boston and Maine Railroad. Seventy-second annual report of the directors ... to the stockholders ... 1905 (Boston: Rand Avery Supply Co., 1905) opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1905 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

53962 New England - Maps - 1905 - Railroads - Maps
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

(1905)
1 map : col. ; 20 x 26 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Added title in upper margin: Poor's manual --
Railroad map of the United States, 1905.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United
States (New York, 1905) between p. xvi-[1]
H 668 .703 (1905) bet. p. xvi-[1] (PrCt)

53963 New England - Maps - 1905 -
Railroads<><>Railroads - Maps
Massachusetts, Rhode Island, and Connecticut.
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's
manual of the railroads of the United States
(1905)
1 map : col. ; 20 x 26 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Added title in upper margin: Poor's manual --
Railroad map of the United States, 1905.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United
States (New York, 1905) between p. 32-33.
H 668 .703 (1905) bet. p. 32-33 (PrCt)

53964 New England - Maps - 1905 - Road
maps<><>New England - Maps - 1905 -
Railroads<><>Maine - Maps - 1905<><>Road
maps<><>Railroads - Maps
The New England commercial and route survey ;
showing all post offices, railroads, electric roads
in operation and proposed, good roads,
population (showing latest Massachusetts
census) and a comprehensive distance table.
Boston, Mass. The Home Educator Company,
publishers, 1 Washington Street, c1905.
Authors: F.S. Blanchard & Co. (Worcester,
Mass.) -- Home Educator Co. (Boston, Mass.)
1 map : col. ; 87 x 78 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"Copyright 1905 by F.S. Blanchard & Co.,
Worcester, Mass."
Includes table of railroad distances; railroad lines
printed in red.
On verso (84 x 74 cm.): Map of the state of
Maine
For variant issues of this map, see Road Map4C
G3721.P2 1905 .B5a (blank verso) and Road
Map4C G3721.P2 1907 .B5 (variant map of
Maine).
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4
Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).
Road map4C G3721.P2 1905 .B5 (PrCt)

53965 New England - Maps - 1905 - Road
maps<><>New England - Maps - 1905 -
Railroads<><>Road maps<><>Railroads - Maps
The "Good roads" survey of New England : also
showing all post offices, railroads, population
tables, electric railways following good roads, etc.
Authors: F.S. Blanchard & Co. (Worcester,
Mass.)
1 map : mounted on cloth ; 88 x 78 cm., folded to
23 x 11 cm.
For variant issue including a table of railroad
distances and railroad lines printed in red, see
Road Map4C G3721.P2 1905 .B5b (PrCt)
 Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4
Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).
Road map4C G3721.P2 1905 .B5c (PrCt)

53966 New England - Maps - 1905 - Road
maps<><>New England - Maps - 1905 -
Railroads<><>Road maps<><>Railroads - Maps
The "Good roads" survey of New England : also
showing all post offices, railroads, population
tables, electric railways following good roads, etc.
Authors: F.S. Blanchard & Co. (Worcester,
Mass.)
1 map : col., mounted on cloth ; 87 x 78 cm.,
folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Includes table of railroad distances; railroad lines
printed in red.
For variant issue printed without color or table of
railroad distances, see Road Map4C G3721.P2
1905 .B5c (PrCt)
 Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4
Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).
Road map4C G3721.P2 1905 .B5b (PrCt)

53967 New England - Maps - 1905 - Road
maps<><>New England - Maps - 1905 -
Railroads<><>Road maps<><>Railroads - Maps
The New England commercial and route survey ;
showing all post offices, railroads, electric roads
in operation and proposed, good roads,
population (showing latest Massachusetts
census) and a comprehensive distance table.
Boston, Mass. The Home Educator Company,
publishers, 1 Washington Street, c1905.
Authors: F.S. Blanchard & Co. (Worcester,
Mass.) -- Home Educator Co. (Boston, Mass.)
1 map : col. ; 87 x 78 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"Copyright 1905 by F.S. Blanchard & Co.,
Worcester, Mass."
Includes table of railroad distances; railroad lines
printed in red.
On verso (84 x 74 cm.): Map of the state of
Maine
For variant issues of this map, see Road Map4C
G3721.P2 1905 .B5a (blank verso) and Road
Map4C G3721.P2 1907 .B5 (variant map of
Maine).
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4
Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).
Road map4C G3721.P2 1905 .B5 (PrCt)

53968 New England - Maps - 1905 - Road
maps<><>Road maps
Automobile map of New England : accompanying
the Interstate automobile register and tourists’

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

1 map : mounted on cloth ; 86 x 78 cm., folded to 23 x 12 cm.
Cover title: Automobile map accompanying the Interstate automobile register and tourists' guide:
New England
Continuation inset (18 x 18 cm.): [Northern Maine]
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).
Road maps 4C G3721.P2 1905 .B5d (PrCt)

53969 New England - Maps - 1906 -
Railroads>>>Boston Region (Mass.) - Maps -
1906 - Railroads>>>Boston and Maine
Railroad - Maps - 1906>>>Railroads - Maps
Boston and Maine R.R. and controlled lines.
Boston : Rand, Avery & Co., [1906].
Authors: Rand, Avery & Co. -- Boston and Maine Railroad
1 map : col. ; 33 x 52 cm.
Inset (15 x 21 cm.): Boston and vicinity.
In Boston and Maine Railroad. Seventy-third annual report of the directors ... to the stockholders ... 1906 (Boston: Rand Avery Supply Co., 1906) opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1906 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

53970 New England - Maps - 1906 -
Railroads>>>Railroads - Maps
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1906)
1 map : col. ; 20 x 26 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Added title in upper margin: Poor's manual--Railroad map of the United States, 1906.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1906) between p. xvi-[1]
H 668 .703 (1906) bet. p. xvi-[1] (PrCt)

53971 New England - Maps - 1906 -
Railroads>>>Railroads - Maps
Massachusetts, Rhode Island, and Connecticut.
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1906)
1 map : col. ; 20 x 26 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Added title in upper margin: Poor's manual--Railroad map of the United States, 1906.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1906) between p. 32-33.
H 668 .703 (1906) bet. p. 32-33 (PrCt)

53972 New England - Maps - 1906 - Road maps>>>Automobile travel - New England -
Guidebooks - 1906<=>New England - Maps -
1906 - Cities and towns - Road maps<=>Cities and towns - New England -
Maps - 1906 - Road maps>>>Road maps
The Automobile official 1906 blue book. [Section 2], [New England]: a touring guide to the best and most popular routes in the eastern and northern states, with a Canadian section. New York : Class Journal Company, c1906.
Authors: American Automobile Association -- Class Journal Company
xvii, 305-560, 765-782 p. : ill., maps ; 24 cm.
Published with official endorsement of the American Automobile Association. Includes AAA logo with "Official 1906" on t.p. and cover.
Section number and title from introductory material, p. 3.
Index map on front lining papers.
Includes indexes.
Case GV1024 .A92 1906 v. 2 (NLO)

53973 New England - Maps - 1907 -
Railroads>>>Boston Region (Mass.) - Maps -
1907 - Railroads>>>Boston and Maine
Railroad - Maps - 1907>>>Railroads - Maps
Authors: Rand, Avery & Co. -- Boston and Maine Railroad
1 map : col. ; 33 x 52 cm.
Inset (15 x 21 cm.): Boston and vicinity.
In Boston and Maine Railroad. Seventy-fourth annual report of the directors ... to the stockholders ... 1907 (Boston: Rand Avery Supply Co., 1907) opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1907 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

53974 New England - Maps - 1907 -
Railroads>>>Railroads - Maps
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1907)
1 map : col. ; 20 x 26 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Added title in upper margin: Poor's manual--Railroad map of the United States, 1907.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1907) between p. xvi-1
H 668 .703 (1907) bet. p. xvi-1 (PrCt)

53975 New England - Maps - 1907 -
Railroads>>>Railroads - Maps
Massachusetts, Rhode Island, and Connecticut.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1907)
1 map : col. ; 20 x 26 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Added title in upper margin: Poor's manual -- Railroad map of the United States, 1907.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1907) between p. 32-33.
H 668 .703 (1907) bet. p. 32-33 (PrCt)

53976 New England - Maps - 1907 - Road maps
The New England commercial and route survey: showing all post offices, railroads, electric roads in operation and proposed, good roads, population (showing latest Massachusetts census) and a comprehensive distance table. Boston, Mass. The Home Educator Company, publishers, 1 Washington Street, c1907.
Authors: F.S. Blanchard & Co. (Worcester, Mass.) -- Home Educator Co. (Boston, Mass.)
1 map : col. ; 87 x 78 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Includes table of railroad distances; railroad lines printed in red.
Map on verso (84 x 57 cm.): New commercial, sportsmen's and route survey of Maine.
For variant issues of this map, see Road Map4C G3721.P2 1905 .B5a (blank verso) and Road Map4C G3721.P2 1905 .B5 (variant map of Maine).
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).
Road map4C G3721.P2 1907 .B5 (PrCt)

53977 New England - Maps - 1908 - Railroads
Authors: Rand, Avery & Co. -- Boston and Maine Railroad
1 map : col. ; 33 x 52 cm.
Inset (15 x 21 cm.): Boston and vicinity.
In Boston and Maine Railroad. Seventy-fifth annual report of the directors ... to the stockholders ... 1908 (Boston: Rand Avery Supply Company, 1908) opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1908 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

53978 New England - Maps - 1908 - Railroads
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1908)
1 map : col. ; 20 x 26 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Added title in upper margin: Poor's manual--Railroad map of the United States, 1908.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1908) between p. clxxviii-1
H 668 .703 (1908) bet. p. clxxviii-1 (PrCt)

53979 New England - Maps - 1908 - Railroads
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1908)
1 map : col. ; 20 x 26 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Added title in upper margin: Poor's manual -- Railroad map of the United States, 1908.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1908) between p. 32-33.
H 668 .703 (1908) bet. p. 32-33 (PrCt)

53980 New England - Maps - 1908 - Road maps
Authors: American Automobile Association -- Class Journal Company
770 p. : ill., maps ; 24 cm.
Published with official endorsement of the American Automobile Association. Includes AAA logo with "Official 1908" on cover.
Title and section number from cover.
Imperfect: title page through p. 4 missing.
Includes indexes.
Case GV1024 .A92 1908 v. 2 (NLO)

53981 New England - Maps - 1908 - Road maps
Authors: W.L. Chase & Co. -- Pountney, H. -- Chase, W. L. & Co.
152 p. : ill., 34 col. maps ; 24 cm.
Cover title.
"New England series. Complete road-maps, showing quality of the roads, together with the principal routes"
"Good roads. Routes"

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1 map : col. ; 33 x 52 cm.
Inset (15 x 21 cm.): Boston and vicinity.
In Boston and Maine Railroad. Seventy-seventh annual report of the directors ... to the stockholders ... 1911 (Boston: Rand Avery Supply Company, 1910) opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1911 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Authors: American Automobile Association -- Automobile Blue Books, Inc.
912 p. : ill., maps (some col., some folded) ; 24 cm.
Published with official endorsement of the American Automobile Association. Includes AAA logo with "Official 1910" on t.p. and cover.
Index map, p. 50.
Includes indexes.
Case GV1024 .A92 1910 v.2 (NLO)

1 map : col. ; 33 x 52 cm.
Inset (15 x 21 cm.): Boston and vicinity.
In Boston and Maine Railroad. Seventy-eighth annual report of the directors ... to the stockholders ... 1911 (Boston: Rand Avery Supply Co., [1911]) at end.
5A 7267 (1911 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

The Heart of New England : showing through roads, good roads, local roads, private roads ... Boston : The Bullard Company, c1911.
Authors: Bullard Company (Boston, Mass.) -- Bullard Company (Boston, Mass.) A Practical map of Boston : clear, complete, accurate, thoroughly indexed (1911)
1 map : col. ; 107 x 94 cm., folded in covers to 29 x 12 cm.
"Scale, 2 1/2 miles to one inch."
On verso: A Practical map of Boston : clear, complete, accurate, thoroughly indexed. 1 map : col. ; 52 x 89 cm.
"Electric surface car routes shown in red."
"Scale 400 feet to the inch."
2 copies.
map4C G3721.P2 1911 .B8 copies 1-2 (PrCt)

1 map : col. ; 33 x 52 cm.
Inset (15 x 21 cm.): Boston and vicinity.
In Boston and Maine Railroad. Seventy-ninth annual report of the directors ... to the stockholders ... 1912 (Boston: [Boston and Maine Railroad?, 1912?]) at end.
5A 7267 (1912 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

1 map : col. ; 65 x 73 cm. fold. in olive green covers 23 x 10 cm.
Cover title: New England the vacation land : tourist's map covering principal resorts reached by the Boston & Maine Railroad and its connections.
Inset: The 'American Switzerland' as reached by the Boston & Maine R. R. [White Mountains]. In tiny type below and to the right of the title: 12.11 [i.e. Dec. 1911]. Shows railroads, electric railways, "stage lines & roads."
map6F G3721.P3 1912 B6 (PrCt)
1 map : col. ; 33 x 51 cm.
Inset (15 x 21 cm.): Boston and vicinity.
In Boston and Maine Railroad. Eightieth annual report of the directors ... to the stockholders ... 1913 [Boston?: Boston and Maine Railroad?, 1913?] at end.
5A 7267 (1913 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Authors: Boston and Maine Railroad -- Matthews-Northrup Company -- Shaw, Frances Wells, 1872-1937
1 map : col. ; 64 x 72 cm. fold. in brown covers 23 x 10 cm.
Cover title: New England the vacation land: tourist's map covering principal resorts reached by the Boston & Maine Railroad and its connections.
Inset: The 'American Switzerland' as reached by the Boston & Maine R. R. [White Mountains].
In tiny type below and to the right of the title: 11.12 [i.e. Nov. 1912], Shows railroads, electric railways, "stage lines & roads."
Text about vacation opportunities inside front cover.
Removed from the Francis Wells Shaw Papers [Newberry Library Midwest MS ShawF].
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3.
Road map 4C G3721 .P3 1913 .B6 (PrCt)

Authors: Bullard Company (Boston, Mass.) -- F.S. Blanchard & Co. (Worcester, Mass.) -- Bullard Company (Boston, Mass.) The World upon a globular projection and with a gazetteer of information (1913)
1 map ; 86 x 78 cm., folded in covers to 29 x 11 cm.
On verso: The World upon a globular projection and with a gazetteer of information / published by the Bullard Company, 1 map : col. ; 46 x 93 cm.
map 4C G3721.P2 1913 .B8 (PrCt)

1 map : col. ; 33 x 51 cm.
Inset (15 x 21 cm.): Boston and vicinity.
In Boston and Maine Railroad. Eighty-first annual report of the directors ... to the stockholders ... 1914 [Boston?: Boston and Maine Railroad?, 1914?] at end.
5A 7267 (1914 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

The Heart of New England : showing through roads, good roads, local roads, private roads ... Boston : The Bullard Company, c1914.
Authors: Bullard Company (Boston, Mass.) -- Bullard Company (Boston, Mass.) The Heart of Connecticut : showing through roads, local roads ... (1914)
1 map : col. ; 107 x 93 cm., folded in covers to 29 x 13 cm.
Cover title: Southern New England "Scale, 2 1/2 miles to one inch."
On verso: The Heart of Connecticut : showing through roads, local roads .... 1 map : col. ; 104 x 89 cm.
map 4C G3721.P2 1914 .B8 (PrCt)

Authors: Bullard Company (Boston, Mass.) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 113 x 105 cm., folded in covers 33 x 16 cm.
Cover title: A Survey of New England

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

54001


Authors: Automobile Blue Books, Inc. -- MacNair, Henry -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library).

54002


Authors: Rand, Avery & Co. -- Boston and Maine Railroad

1 map : col. ; 33 x 52 cm.

In Boston and Maine Railroad. Eighty-second annual report of the directors of the Boston and Maine Railroad to the stockholders ... 1915 (Boston: Rand Avery Supply Co., [1915?] at end.

5A 7267 (1915 vol. [2]) (PrCT)

54003


Authors: Automobile Blue Books, Inc. -- MacNair, Henry -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library).

1176 p. : ill., maps (some col., some folded) ; 24 cm.

"Published with exclusive endorsement of the American Automobile Association." Includes AAA logo with "Official 1914" on t.p. and cover.


General index map, p. 7-8.

Skeleton chart of main routes on front lining papers.

Includes indexes.

54000


Authors: Bullard Company (Boston, Mass.)

1 atlas (112 p.) : chiefly maps, ill. ; 25 x 25 cm.

Includes advertisements.

Maps on lining papers.

Includes index.

Scales differ.

Acquisition #2008100251.

LC Card Number: 14018432

Case G1211.P2 R3 1914 (NLO)

540001


Authors: Bullard Company (Boston, Mass.)

1 atlas (112 p.) : chiefly maps, ill. ; 25 x 25 cm.

Includes advertisements.

Maps on lining papers.

Includes index.

Scales differ.

Acquisition #2008100251.

LC Card Number: 14018432

Case G1211.P2 R3 1914 (NLO)

"List of members of Empire Tours 1917" (p. 68 of booklet)

Covert art: cars passing on road by "Birkshire Hills" sign.

Stamp on back cover: Automobile road map. The Maplewood. Pittsfield.

Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).

Accession no. 2002100101

New England - Maps - 1917 - Road maps<>Connecticut - Maps - 1917 - Cities and towns - Road maps<>Road maps

Lower New England: Main-traveled routes.


Authors: American Automobile Association -- A., G. W. -- G. W. A.

1 map : col. ; 46 x 68 cm. fold. to 25 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Scale ca. 1:562,500.

"Colors printed on the map correspond with colored bands painted upon poles along the routes marked."

Table of "Principal mileages" at right of map.

On verso: Principal through routes from New York City & Hudson River points to the White Mountains of New Hampshire, [Routes leading out of the north part of Manhattan], [Boston & vicinity], small maps of Waterbury, New Haven, Bridgeport, Torrington, Hartford, Winsted, and Stamford, Conn.; advertising, and list of New England hotels.

Shows Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island, and most of Long Island.

Maps are signed "G.W.A."

map4F G3721.P2 1917 A9 (PrCt)


Authors: Automobile Blue Books, Inc. -- Automobile Club of Delaware County (Pa.) -- Flannery, Edward P. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1228 p. : ill. (some col.), maps (some col., some folded) ; 24 cm.

Includes logo of the Automobile Club of Delaware County, Penna. on cover.

"Standard road guide of America."


General index map, p. 3-8.

Includes indexes.

Embossed on front cover: Edward P. Flannery.

Case GV1024 .A92 1917 v.2 (NLO)

New England - Maps - 1918 - Road maps<>New York (State) - Maps - 1918 - Road maps<>Road maps


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; on sheet 72 x 56 cm.

Keyed to 44 named road signs.

Scale [ca. 1:724,000].

In manuscript on verso: Auto trails map, district no. 6, published May 16, 1918, mailed for copyright, March 27, 1919.

Detached from blue cover.

Uniform title: Auto trails

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN Auto Trails 6F 29 (PrCt)

New England - Maps - 1918 - Road maps<>New York (State) - Maps - 1918 - Road maps<>Road maps


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; on sheet 72 x 56 cm.

Keyed to 44 named road signs.

Scale [ca. 1:894,000].


Cover title: A Guide to the blazed trails.

Uniform title: Auto trails

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN Auto Trails 6F 30 (PrCt)

New England - Maps - 1918 - Road maps<>New York (State) - Maps - 1918 - Road maps<>Road maps


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; on sheet 72 x 56 cm.

Keyed to 44 named road signs.

Scale [ca. 1:894,000].


Cover title: A Guide to the blazed trails.

Uniform title: Auto trails

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN Auto Trails 6F 30 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

54015 New England - Maps - 1919 - Road maps

Rand McNally official 1919 auto trails map:
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; on sheet 71 x 56 cm.
Keyed to 85 named road signs.
Scale [ca. 1:724,000].
Includes continuation inset of southeastern Maine.
Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto trails map:
Cover title: A Guide to the blazed trails.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Auto Trails F 31 (PrCt)

54016 New England - Maps - 1919 - Road maps

Rand McNally official 1919 auto trails map:
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; on sheet 71 x 56 cm.
Keyed to 85 named road signs.
Scale [ca. 1:724,000].
Includes continuation inset of southeastern Maine.
Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto trails map:
Cover title: A Guide to the blazed trails.
Cover handstamped "Register of copyrights, Library of Congress ... " and dated "Aug. 8, 1919" in ms.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 13 (PrCt)

54017 New England - Maps - 1919 - Road maps

Rand McNally official 1919 auto trails map:
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; on sheet 71 x 56 cm.
Keyed to 85 named road signs.
Scale [ca. 1:724,000].
Includes continuation inset of southeastern Maine.
Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto trails map:
Cover title: A Guide to the blazed trails.
In ms. "1919" on cover and "Mohawk page 212" on rear cover.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 18 (PrCt)

54018 New England - Maps - 1919 - Road maps

Rand McNally official 1919 auto trails map:
Road maps
Rand McNally official 1919 auto trails map:
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; on sheet 71 x 56 cm.
Keyed to 85 named road signs.
Scale [ca. 1:724,000].
Includes continuation inset of southeastern Maine.
Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto trails map:
district no. 6: New England [Chicago: Rand McNally, 1919], 36 p.: maps, ill.; 19 cm.
Cover title: A Guide to the blazed trails.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 24 (PrCt)

New England - Maps - 1919 - Road maps
Québec (Province) - Maps - 1919 - Road maps
Authors: Automobile Blue Books, Inc. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1,284 p.: ill. (some col.), 150 maps (some col., some folded); 24 cm.
General index map, p. 3-8.
Includes indexes.
"Standard road guide of America."
Laid in: 3 loose maps.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes GV1024.A92 1919 v.2 (NLO)

Rand McNally official 1920 auto trails map:
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Hotel Edward (Rockport, Mass) -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 53 x 67 cm.
"Hotel Edward at Pigeon Cove, Rockport, Mass." identified in red overprinting.
Keyed to 88 named road signs.
Includes continuation inset of southeastern Maine.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Removed from a Rand McNally Automobile Editorial (RMcN AE) binder; handstamped no. "3" on verso.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

RMcN Auto Trails 6F 32.5 (PrCt)

54023 New England - Maps - 1920 - Road maps<<>>New York (State) - Maps - 1920 - Road maps<<>>Road maps

Rand McNally official 1920 auto trails map:


54024 New England - Maps - 1920 - Road maps<<>>New York (State) - Maps - 1920 - Road maps<<>>Road maps

Rand McNally official 1920 auto trails map:


54025 New England - Maps - 1920 - Road maps<<>>New York (State) - Maps - 1920 - Road maps<<>>Road maps

[Rand McNally official 1920 auto trails map:


RMcN Clients 4628 (PrCt)
New England - Maps - 1920 - Road maps

54028

New England - Maps - 1920 - Road maps

The Official National Survey maps : in this atlas (98 p.) : V. (Lawton Vincent), 1890 - the National Survey Co., [ca. 1920?].

Crocker, topographer

The Official maps of New England / Lawton V. New England

Cover title.

1 v. (unpaged) : ill., maps ; 24 cm.

Authors: Guyde Publishing Co.


by auto, boat, train or trolley cars

Road maps

New England

Case GV1024 .A92 1920 v.2 (NLO)

1920 - Road maps

Road maps


Authors: Crocker, L. V. (Lawton Vincent), 1890- - National Survey Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (128 p. : 80 maps (chiefly col.) ; 23 cm.

Scale [ca. 1:250,000]

Includes indexes.

Case GV1024 .A92 1920 v.2 (NLO)

54029

New England - Maps - 1920 - Road maps

The Official maps of New England / Lawton V. Crocker, topographer. Chester, Vt. Published by the National Survey Co., Topographical Offices, [1920?].

Authors: Crocker, L. V. (Lawton Vincent), 1890- - National Survey Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (128 p. : 80 maps (chiefly col.) ; 23 cm.

Scale [ca. 1:250,000]

Includes index.

Maps on lining papers.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Phillips 10774

Baskes G1210 .C76 1920 (NLO)

54030

New England - Maps - 1920 - Road maps


Authors: Guyde Publishing Co.

1 v. (unpaged) : ill., maps ; 24 cm.

Cover title.

Case GV1024 .M67 1920 (NLO)

54031

New England - Maps - 1920 - Road maps

The Official maps of New England / Lawton V. Crocker, topographer. Chester, Vt. Published by the National Survey Co., [ca. 1920?].

Authors: National Survey Company -- Crocker, L. V. (Lawton Vincent), 1890-

1 atlas (98 p.) : 80 col. maps ; 23 x 14 cm.

Cover title: Official National Survey maps : in this volume New England

Includes index map at front and "index and population with hotel key" (p. 86-97).

map4C G3721.P2 1920 .N3 (PrCl)

54032

New England - Maps - 1920 - Road maps

Map of marked auto trails in New England. [Chicago? Rand McNally, ca. 1920?].


1 map ; on sheet 71 x 56 cm., folded to 18 x 9 cm.

"Copyright by Rand McNally & Co."

Cover title: Map of marked auto trails in New England ... compliments of Standard Oil Co. of New York.

Keyed to 48 named road signs.

Uniform title: Auto trails

Cover art: Socony motor gasoline logo

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (March 2007).

RMcN Auto Trails 4C 68.3 (PrCl)

54033

New England - Maps - 1921-1929 - Road maps

Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1921-1929 - Road maps

Canada - Maps - 1921-1929 - Road maps

Automobile travel - New England - Guidebooks

Automobile travel - Middle Atlantic States - Guidebooks

Automobile travel - Canada - Guidebooks - 1921-1929 - Road maps


Authors: Scarborough Motor Guide Company -- Automobile League of America -- Automobile Legal Association

3 v. : ill., maps ; 23 cm.

Annual publication beginning in 1920; Newberry holds only 1921, 1923, and 1928/1929 volumes (Dec. 2011).

Imprint varies.

Description based on: 1921.

Latest issue consulted: 1928/1929.

Section title (928/1929 volume): New England states and trunk lines west and south

1928 volume includes "Golf Club Guide."

Some volumes issued by Automobile Legal Association and / or Automobile League of America (1921-?).

Advertisements throughout texts.


Case GV1024.S34 (NLO)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)


Authors: Rand McNally and Company - Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; on sheet 72 x 56 cm.
Keyed to 100 named road signs.
Scale [ca. 1:742,000],
Includes continuation inset of southeastern Maine.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Auto Trails 6F 33 (PrCt)


1 map: col.; on sheet 71 x 56 cm., folded to 18 x 10 cm.
Cover title: Map of marked auto trails in New England... compliments of Standard Oil Co. of New York.
Continuation inset (17 x 22 cm.): Map of southeastern Maine.
Keyed to 100 named road signs.
Map printed in blue ink, with exception of "Socony motor gasoline" logo (in red, at bottom center).
Uniform title: Auto trails
Handstamp (of gas station operator?) on front cover: J.C. McMurray, Winthrop Center, - Mass.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 68.4 (PrCt)


1 map: col.; 63 x 81 cm., folded to 18 x 10 cm.
Keyed to 99 named road signs.
Covers southern New England and parts of New York State and Pennsylvania.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (March 2007).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 68.5 (PrCt)


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 81 x 63 on sheet 87 x 68 cm.
Keyed to 97 named road signs.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Scale [ca. 1:758,000].
Includes continuation inset of eastern Maine.
Cover handstamped "Register of copyrights, Library of Congress ..." and dated "4/19/23" in ms.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Auto Trails 6F 34 (PrCt)

54039 New England - Maps - 1923 - Road maps<>New York (State) - Maps - 1923 - Road maps<>Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 81 x 63 on sheet 87 x 67 cm.
Keyed to 95 named road signs.
Scale [ca. 1:758,000].
Includes continuation inset of eastern Maine.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection; detached from an unidentified RMcN AE binder; handstamped "4" on verso.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Auto Trails 6F 35 (PrCt)

Authors: Clason Map Co. -- Merchants Publishing Co. (Kalamazoo, Mich.)
1 map: 28 x 35 cm., folded to 12 x 8 cm.
Copyrighted by the C.M. Co."
'The best roads to the Boston fall market Sept. 8-13, inclusive 1924.' -- Cover title.
Scale [1:988,416]
Relief shown by hachures.
Includes index to larger cities keyed to location on map and 'pole markings.'
Case G3721.P2 1924 .C52 (NLO)

Authors: Keystone Automobile Club
Case GV1024 .K49 1924 (NLO)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 63 x 80 cm. on sheet 73 x 87 cm.
Keyed to 20 named road signs.
Scale [ca. 1:477,000].
Plate no. F-2-A.
Map on verso (80 x 63 cm.): Rand McNally official 1924 auto trails map: New Hampshire, Vermont. Keyed to 16 named road signs. Scale [ca. 1:507.000]. Plate no. F-2-B.
Lacking accompanying index.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection; detached from an unidentified RMcNAE binder.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Auto Trails 6F 102 (PrCt)

.auto trails -- Rand...
Logo of "Lawrence Automobile Club, AAA" on front cover.
Folded "Key map to motor trips" attached to inside back cover.
Case GV1024 .M66 1924 (NLO)

54048 New England - Maps - 1924 - Road maps<<>>Québec (Province) - Maps - 1924 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
1 map : col. ; 44 x 29 cm.on sheet 46 x 31 cm.
Scale. [ca. 1:1,843,000].
Plate no. F-4-A.
Includes continuation inset of New Brunswick and Nova Scotia.
Uniform titles: Junior auto trails -- Auto trails.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 127 (PrCr)

Authors: General Drafting Company
1 map : col. ; 68 x 51 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Road map of New England 1925.
Inset (21 x 16 cm.): Northeastern Maine.
Maps on verso (20 x 24 cm. and 28 x 17 cm.):
Boston and vicinity -- New York and vicinity.
Panel art: Car and driver overlooking shoreline and sailboats.
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).
Road map4C G3721.P2 1925 .S7 (PrCr)

54050 New England - Maps - 1925 - Maps<<>>Road maps
1 map : col. ; 31 x 21 cm., on sheet 24 x 82 cm., folded to 24 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
© 1925 N.E.H.P.C."
"Reproduced from 'Mixer's Motor Maps and Tours' "
"Downtown booking office, Colpitts Touring Co. ... Boston, Mass."
Identifies routes of "Tours A-D" keyed to text and photos ("courtesy of Ticknor Bros.") on verso.
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).
Road map4C G3721.P2 1925 .G7 (PrCr)

Authors: C.S. Hammond & Company -- Union News Company (New York, N.Y.)
1 map ; 24 x 71 cm. fold in orange paper covers 22 x 11 cm.
Cover title: Bird's-eye-view New York to Boston : showing steamship lines, lighthouses, waterways and landmarks.
Includes characteristics of lighthouses (periods, visibility, color, etc.).
'Price 15 cents.'
map4F G3721.A3 1925 H3 (PrCr)

54052 New England - Maps - 1925 - Road maps<<>>Air Line (Highway) - Maps - 1925<<<<Road maps<<>>Strip maps
The Air Line : fastest motor route between New York and Boston, connecting routes to and from Washington, Pittsburgh, Cleveland, Montreal, Quebec. [New York?] : Mixer's Road Guide and Strip Maps, [ca. 1925?].
Authors: Mixer's Motor Maps -- Judd, Almon C. -- Hotel Elton (Waterbury, Conn.) -- Air Line (Highway) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Mixer's Road Guide and Strip Maps
SEE Mixer's Motor Maps
1 map : col. ; 32 x 73 cm. on sheet 47 x 84 cm., folded to 24 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"Copyrighted map compiled by publishers of Mixer's Road Guide and Strip Maps 216 W. 18th-N.Y.C."
"Route books ... showing interstate New England number route markings on request to Almon C. Judd, Hotel Elton, Waterbury, Conn."
Contents of strip maps in margins (71 x 6 cm. and 36 x 8 cm.) : Waterbury, Conn.-Montreal,

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

RMcN Auto Trails 4C 215 (PrCt)

54058 New England - Maps - 1926 - Road maps >>> Road maps Boston Region (Mass.) - Maps - 1926 - Road maps >>> Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company
1 map : col. ; 28 x 43 cm. fold. to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title: title on map proper "Gulf Refining Co. Map no. 2."
On verso: Boston & vicinity (29 x 21 cm.) with red squares designating Gulf stations.
Shows Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island, and most of Long Island.
map2F G3721.P2 1926 R3 (PrCt)

54059 New England - Maps - 1926 - Road maps >>> Road maps Cape Cod (Mass.) - Maps - 1926 - Road maps >>> Road maps New Bedford (Mass.) - Maps - 1926 - Road maps
Authors: New Bedford Board of Commerce
1 map : 30 x 38 cm., on sheet 47 x 41 cm., folded to 24 x 11 cm.
Panel title: The heart of southern New England's summer playground.
Inset map (12 x 17 cm.): Business center : city of New Bedford, Mass.
Both maps keyed to indexes.
Verso includes descriptive text and photographs.
Panel art: line drawing of couple looking at the ocean.
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).
Road map4C G3721.P2 1926 .N4 (PrCt)

Authors: New England Hotel Association (Boston, Mass.) -- Mixer's Motor Maps
1 map : col. ; 43 x 39 cm. fold. to 23 x 11 cm.
Title of map proper: New England Hotel Association tours.
"Reproduced from Mixer's Road Guide and Strip Maps."
Includes extensive directory of hotels keyed to place names in red on the map.
Panel art: Red touring car on shore of lake.
Inset: Western and southern connections to New England.
On verso, descriptive text, list of officers and directors, 14 photographs of scenery.
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).
Road map4C G3721 .P2 1926 .N4 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company.
Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 63 x 80 on sheet 73 x 88 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:908,000].
Plate no. H-1.
Includes continuation inset of northern Maine, New Brunswick and Nova Scotia.
Title page handstamped "Register of copyrights, Library of Congress ...", dated "4-16-26" and cited "1. cl. 4 shelf" in ms.
Cover title: Rand McNally official auto road map : Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 258 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company.
Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 62 x 80 on sheet 73 x 88 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:475,000].
Plate no. H-2.
Title page handstamped "Register of copyrights, Library of Congress ...", dated "4-16-26" and cited "1. cl. 4 shelf" in ms.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Cover art (1 panel, O.B.BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 261 (PrCt)

New England - Maps - 1926 - Road maps
Road map of New England in Soconyland, 1926.
New York : General Drafting Co. Inc., 1926.
Authors: Standard Oil Drafting Company -- General Drafting Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 52 cm.
Inset (21 x 16 cm.): Northeastern Maine
Maps on verso (20 x 24 cm. and 27 x 16cm.):
Boston and vicinity -- New York and vicinity.
Panel art: Car on curving country road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 83.4 (PrCt)

New England - Maps - 1927 - Maps,
Authors: Blair, R. Baxter -- Denoyer, L. P. (Levinus Phillipus), 1875-1964 -- Denoyer-Geppert Company -- Southern Illinois University at Carbondale
1 map : col., mounted on linen ; 136 x 103 cm. on wooden rollers
Scale 1:506,880 or "8 miles to the inch."
Series: Denoyer-Geppert series ; J172rp.
Relief shown by gradient tints.
Gift of Southern Illinois University, 2011.
maproll G3721.C2 1927 .B5 (PrCt)

Authors: Mohawk Rubber Co. (Akron, Ohio) -- Poole Brothers -- Mohawk-Hobbs guide
1 atlas (26 p. : maps, ill.) ; on sheets 24 x 21 cm., folded to 24 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title from map on p. [1]: Mohawk-Hobbs guide : New England tours. 1 map : col. ; 22 x 19 cm.
"Copyright, September, 1927, the Mohawk Rubber Co." -- p. [2]
"Poole Bros., Inc. Chicago" -- inside back cover.
Includes 23 route maps (most measuring 8 x 4 cm.) accompanied by "profile and surface charts" with road surface grades (asphalt, gravel, macadam, etc.), height elevations of selected towns along each route, and directories of local hotels, garages, etc.
Back cover includes list of 25 Mohawk-Hobbs guides.
RMcN AE 83.5 (PrCt)

New York : International Map Company, [1927?].
Authors: Pan American Petroleum Corporation -- Mexican Petroleum Corporation -- International Map Company, Inc. -- Library of Congress.
Geography and Map Division -- Wells, O. E. -- Pan-Am Petroleum Corp. SEE Pan American Petroleum Corporation
1 map : col. ; 71 x 50 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Highway map of New England & Westchester County, N.Y.
"Copyright, International Map Company, Inc. 90 West St., New York."
Insets (21 x 13 cm. and 10 x 8 cm.): Northeastern Maine -- Boston and vicinity.
Map on verso (35 x 20 cm.): Highway map of New Jersey.
Gift 1927, Mr. O.E. Wells.
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).
Road mapG4C G3721.P2 1927 .P3 (PrCt)

"Yellow Octagon" trails thru-out New England.
"First edition 50M-5-1-27."
Cover title.
Includes three maps compiled by the National Survey Company (22 x 40 cm. and 21 x 19 cm.):
- Map of Yellow Octagon trails throughout southern New England.
- Map of Yellow Octagon trails throughout northern Maine.
Printed on pages 23 x 21 cm.; issued folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).
Accession no. 2002100101

**Road map G3721.P2 1927 A6 (PrCt)**

54068
**New England - Maps - 1927 - Road maps**

Authors: Boston Chamber of Commerce. New England Affairs Bureau -- Beacon Oil Company (Everett, Mass.)
1 map : col. ; 62 x 54 cm.
Inset (24 x 17 cm.): Northeastern Maine.
Detached from accompanying index with cover title: Highway number system in New England with other information of interest to the tourist or visitor. April 1927. 32 p. ; 24 x 11 cm. Back cover includes Beacon Oil Company advertisement. Shelved as Map4C G3721.P2 1927 B6 Index (PrCt)

**map4F G3721.P2 1927 B6 (PrCt)**

54069
**New England - Maps - 1927 - Road maps**

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Gulf Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Title from map proper: Gulf Refining Co. official road map no. 1 : Northern New England, Quebec (Plate no. A).
On verso: Gulf Refining Co. official road map : Maine (Plate no. A).
Cover (1 panel, O,B): Roadster with couple speeding uphill, Gulf gasoline logo.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 0, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

**Gousha Clients 2 (PrCt)**

54070
**New England - Maps - 1927 - Road maps**

Map no. 2 : automobile roads in southern New England ... Gulf. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1927].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Gulf Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Title from map proper: Gulf Refining Co. official road map no. 2 : Southern New England (Plate no. A).
On verso, inset of Greater Boston and vicinity.
Cover (1 panel, O,B): Roadster with couple speeding uphill, Gulf gasoline logo.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 0, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

**Gousha Clients 3 (PrCt)**

54071
**New England - Maps - 1927 - Road maps**

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 62 x 80 on sheet 73 x 88 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:908,000], Plate no. I-1.
Includes continuation inset of northern Maine, New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, and Prince Edward Island.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).

**RMcN Auto Trails 4C 315 (PrCt)**

54072
**New England - Maps - 1927 - Road maps**

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 62 x 79 on sheet 73 x 88 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:908,000], Plate no. I-1.
Includes continuation inset of northern Maine, New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, and Prince Edward Island.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).

**RMcN Auto Trails 4C 315 (PrCt)**
54074

**New England - Maps - 1927 - Road maps**

*Rand McNally official 1927 auto road map : Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island.*
Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [1927].
R McN Auto Trails 4C 317 (PrCt)

54075

**New England - Maps - 1927 - Road maps**

Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [1927].
R McN AE085.5 (PrCt)

54076

**New England - Maps - 1928 - Road maps**

*Rand McNally junior auto road atlas of the eastern United States and Canada.*
Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [1928].
R McN AE88.5 (PrCt)

54077

**New England - Maps - 1928 - Road maps**

New York : General Drafting Co., 1928.
Authors: Standard Oil Company of New York -- General Drafting Company -- SOCONY.
R McN AE88.5 (PrCt)
between Maine and eastern Canada.
Panel art: Car approaching bridge to town.
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).
Road map4C G3721.P2 1928 .S7 (Pr.Ct)

New England - Maps - 1928 - Road maps---->Boston Region (Mass.) - Maps -
1928 - Road maps---->Maine - Maps - 1928 -
Road maps---->Canada, Eastern - Maps -
1928 - Road maps---->Road maps
New York : Standard Oil Company of New York,
1931.
Authors: Standard Oil Company of New York --
George Drafting Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 52 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: 1928 Socony road map of New England
Maps on verso (22 x 26 cm. and 20 x 32 cm.):
Boston and vicinity -- Highway connections
between Maine and eastern Canada.
Panel art: Car on bridge in country town with
church steeple in distance
"Recd 1/31/29 Brink" in ms. on panel title.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 83.8 (Pr.Ct)

New England - Maps - 1928 - Road maps---->Northeastern States - Maps - 1928 -
Road maps---->Road maps
Walburn road map : New England. Chicago :
Rand McNally & Company, [1928].
Authors: Walburn Petroleum Co. -- Ethyl
Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company --
Rand McNally and Company. Junior auto trails
1 map : col. ; 43 x 28 cm., on sheet 46 x 61 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Rand McNally junior auto road map
of New England states.
Plate no. J-44
Inset (12 x 8 cm.): Eastern Maine.
Map on verso (43 x 58 cm.): Walburn Petroleum
Co. special auto road map : northeastern United
States.
Panel art: Walburn ethyl gasoline pump.
Uniform title: Junior auto trails.
Includes index.
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4
Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).
Road map4C G3721.P2 1928 .W3 (Pr.Ct)

New England - Maps - 1928 - Road maps---->Northeastern States - Maps - 1928 -
Road maps---->Road maps
Walburn road map : New England / Walburn
Ethyl Gasoline. Chicago : Rand McNally &
Company, [1928].
Authors: Walburn Petroleum Co. -- Ethyl
Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company --
Rand McNally and Company. Junior auto trails --
Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) --
Walburn Ethyl Gasoline SEE Walburn Petroleum
Company
1 map : col. ; 43 x 28 cm., on sheet 46 x 61 cm.,
folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Rand McNally junior auto road map
of New England states.
"Ethyl Gasoline Corporation, New York, U.S.A."
Uniform title: Junior auto trails.
Plate no. J-44.
Inset (12 x 8 cm.): Eastern Maine.
Map on verso (43 x 58 cm.): Walburn Petroleum
Company
New England - Maps - 1928 - Road maps

**New England - Maps - 1928 - Road maps**

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Greylock Hotel (Williamstown, Mass.)
1 map : col. ; 67 x 53 cm.
Inset (12 x 18 cm.): Quebec section
Plate no. J-49.
On verso: Rand McNally auto road map North Eastern States (33 x 53 cm.).
Advertisements for numerous New England hotels on verso.

### New England - Maps - 1928 - Road maps

AAA official road map : New England States.
Washington, D.C. American Automobile Association, [1928].
Authors: American Automobile Association -- Brink, John G. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 90 x 60 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: New England : adjacent New York and Quebec
Date from RMcN AE 83 ms. index.
Inset (25 x 18 cm.): Eastern Maine
Maps on verso (35 x 60 cm. and 21 x 21 cm.): Maritime Provinces and northern Maine -- [Boston region].
Panel art: Car on country road framed by tree "1928 map" and "Brink" -- in ms. on panel title:
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

### New England - Maps - 1928 - Road maps

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Gulf Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 41 (PrCt)

### New England - Maps - 1928 - Road maps

New England - Maps - 1928 - Road maps

**New England - Maps - 1928 - Road maps**

Rand McNally official 1928 auto road map : Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 58 on sheet 46 x 69 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:634,000].
Plate no. J-3.
Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto road map of Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island ... (Chicago and New York: Rand McNally & Company, 1928). 72 p. : maps, ill. ; 20 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally official auto road map : Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 373 (PrCt)

### New England - Maps - 1928 - Road maps

New England - Maps - 1928 - Road maps

Rand McNally official 1928 auto road map : Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island.
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1928].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 58 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:634,000].
Plate no. J-3
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 88.7 (PrCt)

### New England - Maps - 1928 - Road maps

New England - Maps - 1928 - Road maps

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Gulf Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 42 (PrCt)
Newbery Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

maps<input type="checkbox" disabled="true"/>Road maps
Rand McNally official 1931 auto road map: Massachusetts, Connecticut, & Rhode Island.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 53 x 68 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:634,000].
Plate no. M-1010
Uniform title: Auto trails.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 88.10 (PrCt)

54090 New England - Maps - 1929 - Road maps<input type="checkbox" disabled="true"/>Automobile travel - New England - Guidebooks - 1929<input type="checkbox" disabled="true"/>Road maps
Mohawk Hobbs grade and surface guide ... : New England tours ... third edition. Akron, Ohio: published by Tourist Service Department of Mohawk Rubber Co., [c1929].
Authors: Mohawk Rubber Co. (Akron, Ohio) -- Poole Brothers -- Mohawk-Hobbs guide -- Hobbs guide
1 atlas (26 p.: maps, ill.); on sheets 24 x 20 cm., folded to 24 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
"Copyright, 1929, the Mohawk Rubber Co." -- p. 2
"Poole Bros., Inc. Chicago" -- inside back cover.
Includes 22 route maps (most measuring 8 x 4 cm.) accompanied by "profile and surface charts" with road surface grades (asphalt, gravel, macadam, etc.), height elevations of selected towns along each route, and directories of local hotels, garages, etc.
Back cover includes list of 25 Mohawk-Hobbs guides.
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).
Road map4C G3721.P2 1929 .M6 (PrCt)

54091 New England - Maps - 1929 - Road maps<input type="checkbox" disabled="true"/>Boston Region (Mass.) - Maps - 1929 - Road maps<input type="checkbox" disabled="true"/>Maine - Maps - 1929 - Road maps<input type="checkbox" disabled="true"/>Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1929 - Road maps<input type="checkbox" disabled="true"/>Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company of New York -- General Drafting Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- SOCONY see Standard Oil Company of New York
1 map: col.; 68 x 52 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: 1929 Socony road map of New England
Maps on verso (22 x 26 cm. and 20 x 32 cm.): Boston and vicinity -- Highway connections between Maine and eastern Canada.
Panel art: Car on bridge in country town with church steeple in distance.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 83.9 (PrCt)

54092 New England - Maps - 1929 - Road maps<input type="checkbox" disabled="true"/>Boston Region (Mass.) - Maps - 1929 - Road maps<input type="checkbox" disabled="true"/>Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally and Company
1 map: col.; 28 x 44 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Gulf Refining Co.: 1929 official road map no. 2: southern New England.
Plate no. C-110 J.C.
Map on verso (29 x 21 cm.): Greater Boston and vicinity.
Panel art: Car beneath "That Good Gulf Gasoline" slogan.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 83.14 (PrCt)

54093 New England - Maps - 1929 - Road maps - Indexes<input type="checkbox" disabled="true"/>Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
79 p.: maps, ill.; 20 cm.
Imperfect; lacking folded map.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 420 (PrCt)

54094 New England - Maps - 1929 - Road maps - Indexes<input type="checkbox" disabled="true"/>Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
79 p.: maps, ill.; 20 cm.
Imperfect; lacking folded map.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
pictogram above car on road
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newsberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 421 (PrCt)

New England - Maps - 1929 - Road maps<<<Maine - Maps - 1929 - Road maps<<<Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally and Company
1 map : col. ; 43 x 28 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. C- 109 JC.
Map on verso (28 x 21 cm.): Gulf Refining Co. official road map : Maine
Panel art: Car beneath "That Good Gulf Gasoline" slogan.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newsberry Library).
RMcN AE 83.13 (PrCt)

New England - Maps - 1929 - Road maps<<<Northeastern States - Maps - 1929 - Road maps<<<Road maps
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company
1 map : col. ; 43 x 28 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 85 ms. index.
Insets (15 x 16 cm. and smaller): Boston -- Providence -- Eastern Maine.
Relief map on verso (51 x 53 cm.): Tydol trails in the air and on the land [in the northeastern U.S.]
Panel art: Family and car by waterside.
Handstamp: C.E. Rhodes Machine Co. ...
Rockport, Maine.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newsberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4761 (PrCt)

New England - Maps - 1929 - Road maps<<<Québec (Province) - Maps - 1929 - Road maps<<<Road maps
1 map : col. ; 80 x 62 cm.
Plate no. K-49.
Inset (19 x 19): Québec section
Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto road map of New England : Maine, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, Connecticut, Vermont, Rhode Island ...
Cover title: Rand McNally official auto road map : New England
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Handstamp on title page: Register of Copyrights.
Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.
'5-14-29' in ms. on title page.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newsberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 407 (PrCt)

New England - Maps - 1929 - Road maps<<<Québec (Province) - Maps - 1929 - Road maps<<<Road maps
American Automobile Association, [1929].
Authors: American Automobile Association -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col ; 83 x 56 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 83 ms. index.
Plate no. 3000 B
Inset (23 x 17 cm.): Eastern Maine.
Map on verso (trimmed to 24 x 56 cm.): [Northern
New England and Québec Province.
Incomplete editor's copy; sheet trimmed on three sides.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 83.11 (PrCt)

54100  New England - Maps - 1929 - Road maps
   Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Firestone Tire and Rubber Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
   1 folded map
   Panel title.
   Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
   Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
   Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 145 (PrCt)

54101  New England - Maps - 1929 - Road maps
   Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Gulf Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
   1 folded map
   Panel title.
   Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
   Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
   Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 158 (PrCt)

54102  New England - Maps - 1929 - Road maps
   Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Gulf Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
   1 folded map
   Panel title.
   Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
   Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
   Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 159 (PrCt)

54103  New England - Maps - 1929 - Road maps
   Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Independent Oil Men of America -- Valley Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
   1 folded map
   Panel title.
   Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
   Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
   Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 185 (PrCt)

54104  New England - Maps - 1929 - Road maps
   Consolidated tours maps of the eastern states. Chester, Vt. The National Survey, [1929].
   Authors: National Survey Company -- Crocker, L. V. (Lawton Vincent), 1890 -- Mark Twain Hotel (Elmira, New York) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
   1 map : col. ; 59 x 46 cm.
   Panel title.
   Added title: Consolidated tours map of New England
   Date from RMcN AE 83 ms. index.
   Insets (13 x 17 cm. and 6 x 5 cm.): [New Brunswick and Nova Scotia] -- [Continuation of Nova Scotia].
   Map on verso (59 x 46 cm.): [Southern New England].
   Continuation inset on verso (7 x 5 cm.): [Delmarva Penninsula]
   Panel art: Advertisement and photo for the Mark Twain Hotel, Elmira, New York.
   Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
   RMcN AE 83.10 (PrCt)

54106  New England - Maps - 1929 - Road maps
   Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
   1 map : col. ; trimmed to 58 x 38 cm.
   Panel title.
   Added title: Shell official road map : New England, Quebec
   Plate no. C-149 J.
   Insets (12 x 15 cm. and 14 x 15 cm.): Maritime Provinces -- Boston Mass.
   Map on verso (28 x 41 cm.): Shell official road map : United States.
   Panel art: Shell service station, cars, and Shell

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
New England - Maps - 1929 - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 67 x 53 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco road map : 1929 : New England
Insets (15 x 16 cm. and smaller): Quebec section -- Augusta -- Concord -- Manchester.
Maps on verso (22 x 27 cm. and smaller):
Panel art: Texaco service man helping a couple with map directions.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 85.9 A (PrCt)

New England - Maps - 1930 - Railroads
New York, New Haven and Hartford Railroad Company - Maps - 1930
New York, New Haven and Hartford Railroad. [Chicago : La Salle Extension University, 1930].
Authors: La Salle Extension University -- Atlas of traffic maps (1930) -- New York, New Haven, and Hartford Railroad Company
1 map ; 20 x 34 cm.
In Atlas of traffic maps (Chicago: La Salle Extension University, 1930) p. 158-159.
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .A73 1930 p. 158-159 (PrCt)

New England - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company of New York -- General Drafting Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 52 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: 1930 Socony road map of New England
Maps on verso (22 x 26 cm. and 20 x 32 cm.): Boston and vicinity -- Highway connections between Maine and eastern Canada.
Panel art: Socony gas pump with child in front,
under a tree, reading a road map.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 83.15 (PrCt)

54113 New England - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Authors: Colonial Beacon Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Colonial Beacon Oil Company. Golf your way through New England ... (1933) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 59 x 75 cm., folded to 20 x 11 cm. Panel title expanded by cataloger. Added title: Colonial Beacon road map of New York.
"The beacon of 1930" -- on verso.
Plate no. L 1004
Inset (21 x 46 cm.): Lower New York and Long Island.
Identifies locations of "Colonial filling stations and distributors."
Map on verso (37 x 59 cm.): Colonial Beacon topographic road map of the northeastern states.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 566 (PrCt)

54114 New England - Maps - 1930 - Road maps - Indexes - Québec (Province) - Maps - 1930 - Road maps - Indexes - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
79 p. : maps, ill. ; 19 cm. Imperfect; lacking folded map.
Cover title: Rand McNally official auto road map : New England
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 478 (PrCt)

The Colonial Beaconlight to better roads. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1930].
Authors: Colonial Beacon Oil Co. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 75 cm. Panel title.
Added title: Colonial Beacon road map of Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont. "Green dots indicate Colonial Beacon ... filling stations and distributors."
Inset (11 x 17 cm. and 23 x 28 cm.): Quebec section -- Auto road map of Maritime Provinces.
Map on verso (36 x 58 cm.): Colonial Beacon topographic road map of the Northeastern States.
Panel art: Aerial view of roads radiating from city. Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 89.11 (PrCt)

54116 New England - Maps - 1930 - Road maps - New York (State) - Maps - 1930 - Road maps - Northeastern States - Maps - 1930 - Road maps - Road maps
Richfield motor routes in New England and New York / Richfield Oil Corp. of N.Y. ... New York City. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1930].
Authors: Richfield Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Butler, John F., active 1930-1935 -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 50 x 33 cm., on sheet 71 x 55 cm., folded to 18 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Richfield auto map of New England states
Plate no. L-1172.
Insets (33 x 50 cm. and smaller): Richfield auto map of New York -- Eastern Maine -- Lower New York : Long Island.
Map on verso (33 x 53 cm.): Richfield auto road map : north eastern United States.
Panel art: Color illustration of a man and a woman in a convertible car on a mountain road signed "John F. Butler". Apparently an editor's copy; lightly annotated in pencil.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2274 (PrCt)
and Company -- Rand McNally and Company.
Junior auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 28 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Rand McNally junior auto road map of New England states.
Uniform title: Junior auto trails.
Date from R McN AE 186 ms. index.
Plate no. L-1172
Inserts (12 x 8 cm. and smaller): Eastern Maine --
Map on verso (44 x 59 cm.): Sinclair territorial
road map of the northeastern states.
Panel art: Sinclair gasoline logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcn AE 186.16 (PrCt)
54118 New England - Maps - 1930 - Road maps<<>>Québec (Province) - Maps - 1930 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Company, 1930.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 80 x 62 cm.
Plate no. L-1170.
Inset (20 x 20 cm.): Quebec section
Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto road map of
New England ... (Chicago ; New York : Rand
Cover title: Rand McNally official auto road map : New England
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcn Auto Trails 4C 476 (PrCt)
54121 New England - Maps - 1930 - Road maps<<>>Québec (Province) - Maps - 1930 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Company, 1930.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 80 x 63 cm.
Plate no. L-1170.
Inset (20 x 20 cm.): Quebec section
Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto road map of
New England ... (Chicago ; New York : Rand
Cover title: Rand McNally official auto road map : New England
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcn Auto Trails 4C 477 (PrCt)
54122 New England - Maps - 1930 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Route numbers in New England : showing also outstanding places of historical interest : April
Affairs Bureau, Boston Chamber of Commerce, c1930.
1 map : col. ; 60 x 51 cm.
Inset (24 x 17 cm.): Northeastern Maine.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**54123**

New England - Maps - 1930 - Road maps

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
**Gousha Clients 288 (PrCt)**

**54124**

New England - Maps - 1930 - Road maps

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
**Gousha Clients 334 (PrCt)**

**54125**

New England - Maps - 1930 - Road maps

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Gulf Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 0, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
**Gousha Clients 353 (PrCt)**

**54126**

New England - Maps - 1930 - Road maps

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Gulf Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 0, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
**Gousha Clients 354 (PrCt)**
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

1 map : col. ; 58 x 37 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Pure Oil pathfinder for New England states
Date from RMcN AE 85 ms. index.
Plate no. L-1172
Inset (16 x 10 cm.): Eastern Maine
Panel art: Puroil gasoline pump with car and attendant.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 85.7 (PrCt)

54131 New England - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Rand McNally junior auto road map of Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1930].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 28 x 43 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 88 ms. index.
Plate no. L-1011
Uniform title: Auto trails.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE088.9 (PrCt)

54132 New England - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 53 cm.
Insets (20 x 10 cm. and smaller): Montreal and Quebec section -- Eastern Maine section.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 85.9 B (PrCt)

54133 New England - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company of New York -- General Drafting Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 52 cm.
Maps on verso (20 x 26 cm. and 21 x 34 cm.): Boston and vicinity -- Highway connections between Maine and eastern Canada.
Panel art: Untitled pictorial map of New England (11 x 8 cm.)
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 83.17 (PrCt)

54134 New England - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company of New York -- General Drafting Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 51 cm., folded to 18 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Maps on verso (34 x 21 cm. and 20 x 25 cm.): Highway connections between Maine and Eastern Canada -- Boston and vicinity.
Panel art: Pictorial map of New England region (11 x 8 cm.)
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3009 (PrCt)

54135 New England - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
Authors: Colonial Beacon Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Esso Standard Oil Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 59 x 75 cm., folded to 20 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Colonial Beacon road map of Maine New Hampshire Vermont.
Plate no. M 1173
Insets (11 x 17 cm. and 22 x 29 cm.): Quebec section -- Auto road map of Maritime Provinces. Identifies locations of "Colonial filling stations and distributors."
Map on verso (36 x 58 cm.): Colonial Beacon topographic road map of the northeastern states.
Panel art: Esso product advertising; aerial view of roads radiating from city.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3067 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
New England - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
Colonial Beacon Oil Company - Maps - 1931
Northeastern States - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
Esso Petroleum Company, Ltd. - Maps - 1931
Authors: Colonial Beacon Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Esso Standard Oil Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 75 cm., folded to 20 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Colonial Beacon road map of Massachusetts Connecticut & Rhode Island.
Plate no. M 1010
Inset (11 x 17 cm.): Boston & vicinity.
Identifies locations of "Colonial filling stations and distributor.
Map on verso (36 x 58 cm.): Colonial Beacon topographic road map of the northeastern states.
Panel art: Esso product advertising; aerial view of roads radiating from city.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 568 (PrCt)

New England - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
Authors: Richman Brothers Co. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 38 cm.
Plate no. M-42
Inset (15 x 8 cm.): Eastern Maine.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 85.11 (PrCt)

New England - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
Authors: Walloomsac Inn (Bennington, Vt.) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 67 x 52 cm., folded to 18 x 9 cm.
Panel title.
Inset (16 x 16 cm.): Quebec section.
Plate no. M-1170.
Hotel locations indentified in red.
Map on verso (33 x 52 cm.): Rand McNally auto road map : North Eastern states.
Panel art: Black and white photo of inn and descriptive text.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4695 (PrCt)

New England - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
Authors: Colonial Beacon Oil Co. -- Esso Standard Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ;58 x 75 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Colonial Beacon road map of Massachusetts, Connecticut & Rhode Island.
Inset (16 x 21 cm.): Boston & vicinity.
Identifies locations of "Colonial filling stations and distributors."
Map on verso (36 x 58 cm.): Colonial Beacon topographic road map of the Northeastern States.
Panel art: Aerial view of roads radiating from city;
Esso gas pump globe.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 83.8 (PrCt)

New England - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 467 (PrCt)

New England - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Gulf Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
New England - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island.
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1931.
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Pan American Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 0, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 531 (PrCt)

New England - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island.
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1931.
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 552 (PrCt)

New England - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Sinclair Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 590 (PrCt)

New England - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 53 cm.
Inset (26 x 16 cm.): North Eastern Maine.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 85.10 (PrCt)
New England - Maps - 1932 - Road maps

Sunoco: road map of New England ... Sun Oil Company. Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1932].
Authors: Sunoco (Firm) -- Sun Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 58 x 38 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sunoco auto road map of New England
Date from RMcN AE 85 ms. index.
Plate no. N
Inset maps (15 x 8 cm.): Eastern Maine.
Maps on verso (44 x 28 cm. and smaller):
Providence -- Sunoco auto road map of Eastern United States -- Bridgeport -- Boston and vicinity.
Panel art: Sunoco logo over cityscape with cars.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 85.14 (PrCt)

New England - Maps - 1932 - Road maps

Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 44 x 59 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Gulf Refining Co. 1932 official road map: Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont
Plate no. K9.39 P9
Inset (19 x 26 cm.): Northeastern Maine
Maps on verso (29 x 44 cm. and 29 x 22 cm.):
Panel art: Woman in car and attendant by gas pump.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 89.15 (PrCt)

New England - Maps - 1932 - Road maps

Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 69 x 45 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Cities Service road map of New England
Plate no. N-42-P
Inset maps (18 x 10 cm.): Eastern Maine.
Panel art: Cities Service swordsman.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**New England - Maps - 1932 - Road maps**

*Southern New England : Colonial 1932 road map / published by Colonial Beacon Oil Company.*
[Chester, Vt.?]: Colonial Beacon Oil Company, 1932.
Authors: Colonial Beacon Oil Company -- National Survey Company -- Forbes Lithograph Manufacturing Company -- Esso Standard Oil Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 54 x 79 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Colonial Beacon road map of Massachusetts Connecticut & Rhode Island.
"Copyright the National Survey Co., Chester, Vermont. Lithographed in U.S.A. Forbes - Boston."
Inset (15 x 17 cm.): Boston and vicinity.
Maps on verso (17 x 17 cm.): How to get in and out of New York -- How to get in and out of Boston.
"Visit the George Washington shrines" -verso
Panel art: color image of Colonial Beacon gas pump; logos of Esso products.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

**New England - Maps - 1932 - Road maps**

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 0, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

**New England - Maps - 1932 - Road maps**

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Pan American Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 0, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

**New England - Maps - 1932 - Road maps**

*Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island.*
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Pan American Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

**New England - Maps - 1932 - Road maps**

*Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island.*
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Pan American Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

**New England - Maps - 1932 - Road maps**

*Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island.*
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Pan American Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 0, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

**New England - Maps - 1932 - Road maps**

*Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island.*
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Pan American Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

**New England - Maps - 1932 - Road maps**

*Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island.*
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Pan American Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 0, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
54161 New England - Maps - 1932 - Road maps


Authors: Producers and Refiners Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company, 1932.

Added title: 1932 Texaco road map :

Plate no. A 1. 321 B

1 map : col. ; 58 x 38 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Rand McNally senior 1932 auto road map of New England

Plate no. I11.N 42 M

Inset (16 x 9 cm.): Eastern Maine.

Map on verso (29 x 44 cm.): Rand McNally junior auto road map of United States.

Panel art: Parco logo above cityscape and row of cars.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).


Panel art: Texaco compass star logo over United States map.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 85.12 (PrCt)

54162 New England - Maps - 1932 - Road maps


Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 71 x 68 cm.

Panel title.


Plate no. A 1. 321 A

Map on verso (42 x 60 cm.): 1932 : Texaco road map : Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island: spring edition.

Panel art: Texaco compass star logo over United States map.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).


Panel art: Texaco compass star logo over United States map.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 85.13 (PrCt)

54165 New England - Maps - 1932 - Road maps

Conoco ... official road map :

Plate no. F-210 J.C.

Maps on verso (18 x 29 cm. and 29 x 44 cm.): Conoco ... official road map : northern New England -- Conoco pictorial map of the United States.

Panel art: Conoco logo; outline of U.S.; compass rose.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 83.19 (PrCt)

54166 New England - Maps - 1933>>>East (U.S.) - Maps - 1933 - Road maps

Richfield golden trails in New England ...
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1933].
Authors: Richfield Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 33 x 51 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 85 ms. index.
Inset (18 x 10 cm.): Eastern Maine.
Maps on verso (35 x 25 cm. and smaller):
Richfield golden trails in Eastern United States --
Boston and vicinity -- Augusta -- Bridgeport --
Concord -- Danbury -- Hartford -- Manchester --
Providence -- Montpelier -- New Haven --
Panel art: archer in gold against blue background.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 85.22 (PrCt)

54167 New England - Maps - 1933 - Pictorial maps
Pictorial maps - New England -
Maps - 1933
New England - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Sunoco road map of New England : showing historical and other points of interest : Sun Oil Company. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1933].
Authors: Sunoco (Firm) -- Sun Oil Company --
Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 44 x 67 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Historical, pictorial, points of interest map of Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island.
Date from RMcN AE 194 ms. index.
Plate no. L-4.1-O
Maps on verso (35 x 54 cm. and smaller):
Panel art: Sunoco logo with highway and Revolutionary War scene.
Previously bound with a collection of pictorial maps in binders labeled "Points of Interest."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 194.7 (PrCt)

54168 New England - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Boston Region (Mass.) - Maps -
1933 - Road maps - Northeastern States -
Maps - 1934 - Road maps - Maine - Maps -
1933 - Road maps - Canada, Eastern -
Maps - 1933 - Road maps - New York Region - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
New England 1933 road map : Socony ...
Authors: Standard Oil Company of New York --
General Drafting Company -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 77 x 64 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Motoring through New England in 1933 ...
Maps on verso (35 x 31 cm. and smaller): Boston and vicinity -- Principal highway routes : Northeastern United States -- Highways connecting Maine with the adjoining Canadian provinces -- Main roads to New York city.
Panel art: Socony logos on colored background.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 83.20 (PrCt)

54169 New England - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Maritime Provinces - Maps - 1933 -
Road maps
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1933.
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Gulf Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 862 (PrCt)

54170 New England - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
New York (State) - Maps - 1933 -
Road maps - New Jersey - Maps - 1933 -
Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- American Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 796 (PrCt)

54171 New England - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 69 x 45 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Cities Service road map of New England
Plate no. O-42-P
Inset (18 x 10 cm.): Eastern Maine.
Maps on verso (34 x 54 cm. and smaller): Boston
54173 New England - Maps - 1933 - Road maps

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Forms part of the H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 836 (PrCt)

54174 New England - Maps - 1933 - Road maps

Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island.
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1933.
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Gulf Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 863 (PrCt)

54175 New England - Maps - 1933 - Road maps

Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island.
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1933.
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil Company -- Lee, Robert E., fl. 1933 -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Cover: License plate motif.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 0, DUP 0.
Panel art: Shell logo, license plates, woman driving convertible car, dog, signed by artist "Robert E. Lee."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 923 (PrCt)

54176 New England - Maps - 1933 - Road maps

Cruising thru New England with Tydol.
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Tide Water Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 984 (PrCt)

54177 New England - Maps - 1933 - Road maps

Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1933].
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 38 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Pure Oil pathfinder for New England Date from RMcN AE 85 ms. index.
Plate no. 111.O 42 M
Inset (17 x 9 cm.): Eastern Maine.
Map on verso (28 x 44 cm.): Pure Oil pathfinder for United States.
Panel art: Pure logo above car and road sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 85.21 (PrCt)

54178 New England - Maps - 1933 - Road maps

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 60 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. A 1. 321 B
Map on verso (71 x 68 cm.): 1933 Texaco road map : Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont : spring edition.
Panel art: Texaco compass star logo over United States map.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 85.19 (PrCt)

54179 New England - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 60 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. A 1. 321 B
Map on verso (71 x 68 cm.): 1933 Texaco road map : Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont : spring edition.
Panel art: Texaco compass star logo over United States map.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 85.19 (PrCt)

54180 New England - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 60 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. A 1. 321 B
Map on verso (71 x 68 cm.): 1933 Texaco road map : Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont : spring edition.
Panel art: Texaco compass star logo over United States map.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 85.23 (PrCt)

54181 New England - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Map on verso (71 x 68 cm.): 1933 Texaco road map : Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont : spring edition.
Panel art: Texaco compass star logo over United States map.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 89.16 (PrCt)

54182 New England - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Richfield golden trails in New England : Richfield Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally & Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 60 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 85 ms. index.
Plate no. P 42 P
Inset (17 x 10 cm.): Eastern Maine.
Panel art: eagle in stages of flight and landing.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 85.28 (PrCt)

54183 New England - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
1934 road map : Gulf : Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island : Gulf Oil Corporation.
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Add title: Gulf Refining Co. 1934 official road map : Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island.
New England - Maps - 1934 Road maps

54184

**New England - Maps - 1934 Road maps**


Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 58 x 38

Panel title.


Plate no. P42

Inset (17 x 9 cm.): Eastern Maine (map split in 2 sections by text).

Map on verso (38 x 59 cm.): Gulf Refining Co. 1934 official road map : United States.

Both maps printed in 3 sections with intervening text.

Pages 1-6 (recto) and 7-12 (verso).

Panel art: Car being serviced by two men at Gulf station.

RMcN AE 85.30 (PrCt)

54185

**New England - Maps - 1934 Road maps**


Authors: Standard Oil Company of New York -- General Drafting Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 77 x 64 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Motoring through New England in 1934 ...

Maps on verso (35 x 31 cm. and smaller): Boston and vicinity -- Principal highway routes : Northeastern United States -- Highways connecting Maine with the adjoining Canadian provinces -- Main roads to New York city.

Panel art: Socony logos on colored background.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 83.21 (PrCt)

54186

**New England - Maps - 1934 - Road maps**


Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 20 x 25 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: 1934 Tydol trails : Northern Maine.

Plate no. SEC. H-254-J.C.

Inset (28 x 37 cm.): 1934 Tydol trails : Southern Maine.

Map on verso (58 x 38 cm.): 1934 Tydol trails : New Hampshire, Vermont.

Panel art: Woman talking to Tydol serviceman and slogan "Ask the man at the pump!"

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 5019 (PrCt)

54187

**New England - Maps - 1934 - Road maps**


Road map and historical guide : New England ... Sunoco ... Sun Oil Company. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1934].

Authors: Sunoco (Firm) -- Sun Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 68 x 53 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Sunoco auto road map of New England.

Date from RMcN AE 194 ms. index.

Plate no. 3463 P.

Inset (23 x 12 cm.): Eastern Maine.

Maps on verso (38 x 54 cm.): Historical, pictorial, points of interest map of Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island -- Boston and vicinity -- Downtown Boston -- Bridgeport -- Providence.

Panel art: Car on highway surrounded by historical scenes.

Previously bound with a collection of pictorial maps in binders labeled "Points of Interest."

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 194.18 (PrCt)
American Pulp and Paper Mill Superintendents
Association, Poland Spring House, South Poland, Maine."
Plate no. H-219-JC.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1206 (PrCt)

54191
New England - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
</New York Region - Maps - 1934 - Road maps-Boston Region (Mass.) - Maps - 1934 - Road maps-Auto road maps
Shell road map : Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island. Chicago : H. M. Gousha Company, [1934?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 57 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell official road map : Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island.
Plate no. H-210-J.C.
Maps on verso (29 x 22 cm. each): Greater New York and vicinity -- Greater Boston and vicinity.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Editor's copy; includes printed paste-on labels "construction passable" and "see map 2" and markings in blue pencil.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4987 (PrCt)

54192
New England - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
</New York (State) - Maps - 1934 - Road maps-New Jersey - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Authors: Amoco Oil Company -- American Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 48 x 32 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Amoco road map of New England.
Date from RMcN AE 85 ms. index.
Plate no. P. 3741
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 85.16 (PrCt)

54193
New England - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
</New York (State) - Maps - 1934 - Road maps-New Jersey - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Authors: Amoco Oil Company -- American Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 48 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell official road map : Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island.
Plate no. H-210-J.C.
Maps on verso (29 x 22 cm. each): Greater New York and vicinity -- Greater Boston and vicinity.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 163.19B (PrCt)

54194
New England - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
</New York Region - Maps - 1934 - Road maps-Boston Region (Mass.) - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Authors: Amoco Oil Company -- American Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 41 x 38 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. H-210-J.C.
Maps on verso (29 x 22 cm. each): Greater New York and vicinity -- Greater Boston and vicinity.
Panel art: Amoco logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 85.29 (PrCt)
New England - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company
1 map : col. ; 58 x 38 cm. fold. to 20 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. P. 42
Inset (17 x 9 cm.): Eastern Maine.
Map on verso (38 x 58 cm.): Gulf Refining Co. 1934 official road map : United States.
Both maps printed in 3 sections with intervening text.
Pages 1-6 (recto) and 7-12 (verso).
Panel art: Car being serviced by two men at Gulf station.
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).
Road map 4C G3721 .P2 1934 .G8 (PrCt)

New England - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

Travel New England with Conoco. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1934].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Gulf Refining Co. 1934 official road map : Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont.
Inset (15 x 25 cm.): Northeastern Maine
Panel art: Man and attendant by car reading map while second attendant pumps gas.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 89.18 (PrCt)

New England - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Cities Service Company SEE Cities Service Oil Company
1 map : col. ; 69 x 45 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 85 ms. index.
Plate no. C.S.O. 1934 P-42-P
Inset (18 x 10 cm.): Eastern Maine.
Maps on verso (34 x 54 cm. and smaller): Boston & vicinity -- Providence -- Portland -- Bridgeport -- Worcester -- Hartford -- New Haven -- Cities
Service road map of United States.
Panel art: White line drawing of car on country road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 85.25 (PrCt)

New England - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

Panel title.
Added title: Amoco road map of New England.
Date from RMcN AE 92 ms. index.
Plate no. 3471
Inset (14 x 8 cm.): Eastern Maine.
Ancillary map (32 x 48 cm.): Amoco road map of New York.
Inset (11 x 25 cm.): Lower New York and Long Island.
Maps on verso (43 x 28 cm. and smaller): Amoco road map of New Jersey -- Boston and vicinity -- Providence -- Albany -- Trenton -- Metropolitan district : New York City.
Panel art: Amoco logo with red, white, and blue graphics.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 92.34 (PrCt)

New England - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

Panel title.
Added title: Amoco road map of New England.
Date from RMcN AE 102A ms. index.
Plate no. 3471
Insets (13 x 8 cm. and 32 x 48 cm.): Eastern Maine -- Amoco road map of New York.
Maps on verso (43 x 28 cm. and smaller): Amoco road map of New Jersey -- Boston and vicinity -- Providence -- Albany -- Trenton -- Metropolitan district : New York City.
Panel art: Amoco logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 102A.48 (PrCt)
New England - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

New England - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

New England - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

New England - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

New England - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

New England - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

New England - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
54205  New England - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 60 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. 321 B
Panel art: Texaco compass star logo over United States map.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 88.14 (PrCt)

54206  New England - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 60 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. 321 B
Panel art: Texaco compass star logo over United States map.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 89.17 (PrCt)

54209  New England - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company of New York -- Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- General Drafting Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 77 x 64 cm., folded to 20 x 12 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Motoring through New England in 1935, you will find ... Maps on verso (34 x 31 cm. and smaller): Highways connecting Maine with the adjoining Canadian provinces -- Boston and vicinity -- Principal highway routes of the northeastern United States -- Main roads to New York, City.
Panel art: "Socony" flying horse logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3012 (PrCt)

54207  New England - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 58 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: 1934 Tydol trails : Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island.
Plate no. H-210-J-C.
Panel art: Woman talking to Tydol serviceman and slogan "Ask the man at the pump!"
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3020 (PrCt)

New England - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
New England - Maps - 1935 - Pictorial maps
New England - Maps - 1935 - Pictorial maps
Road map & historical guide : Connecticut, Rhode Island, Massachusetts ... Sunoco ... Sun Oil Company. Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [1935].
Authors: Sunoco (Firm) -- Sun Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 68 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sunoco auto road map of Connecticut, Rhode Island, Massachusetts. Date from RMcN AE 88 ms. index.
Includes note about the Connecticut tercentenary of 1935.
Plate no. Q 3537.
Panel art: Sunoco logo over car on winding rural road.
Editor's copy: pictorial vignette cut away (3 x 3

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 88.21 (PrCt)

54210 New England - Maps - 1935 - Road maps


Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Pure Oil pathfinder for New England
Date from RMcN AE 85 ms. index.
Plate no. Q.42
Inset (19 x 9 cm.): Eastern Maine.
Map on verso (28 x 44 cm.): Pathfinder road map of Pure-Oil-Land : showing through highways and Pure Oil producing, refining and transportation operations.
Identifies Pure Oil fields, refineries, and terminals.
Panel art: Pure logo over partial map of United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 85.32 (PrCt)

54211 New England - Maps - 1935 - Road maps


Authors: Atlantic Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 68 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Atlantic auto road map of Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island.
Date from RMcN AE 88 ms. index.
Plate no. Q. 3413
Panel art: Atlantic White Flash Plus logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 88.28 (PrCt)

54212 New England - Maps - 1935 - Road maps

New England - Maps - 1935 - Road maps

New England - Maps - 1935 - Road maps

New England - Maps - 1935 - Road maps

New England - Maps - 1935 - Road maps

New England - Maps - 1935 - Road maps

New England - Maps - 1935 - Road maps

New England - Maps - 1935 - Road maps

New England - Maps - 1935 - Road maps

New England - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
New England - Maps - 1935 - Road maps

54228

New England - Maps - 1935 - Road maps

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 71 x 68 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco road map : Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont.
Includes table of "State and federal gasoline taxes -- as of June 6th, 1935."
Plate no. 321 A.
Panel art: Texaco compass logo.
Adhesive label no. "1" on verso.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 170.1 (PrCt)

54229

New England - Maps - 1935 - Road maps

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 54 x 68 cm., on sheet trimmed to 56 x 71 cm.
Imperfect; panel title and 2 (?) inset maps trimmed away.
Includes table of "State and federal gasoline taxes -- as of June 6th, 1935."
Panel art: Texaco compass logo.
Adhesive label no. "2" on verso.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 170.2 (PrCt)

54230

New England - Maps - 1935 - Road maps

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 60 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco road map : Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island.
Includes table of "State and federal gasoline taxes -- as of May 1st, 1935."
Plate no. 321 B
Map on verso (71 x 68 cm.): Texaco road map : Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont.
Panel art: Texaco compass star logo under title.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 85.31 (PrCt)

54231

New England - Maps - 1935 - Road maps

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 60 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco road map : Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island.
Date from RMcN AE 88 ms. index.
Includes table of "State and federal gasoline taxes -- as of May 1st, 1935."
Plate no. 321 B
Map on verso (71 x 68 cm.): Texaco road map : Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont.
Panel art: Texaco compass star logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 85.31 (PrCt)

54232

New England - Maps - 1935 - Road maps

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 60 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco road map : Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island.
Date from RMcN AE 88 ms. index.
Includes table of "State and federal gasoline taxes -- as of Sept. 3rd, 1935."
Plate no. 321 B
Map on verso (71 x 68 cm.): Texaco road map : Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Panel art: Texaco compass star logo
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 88.24 (PrCt)

1 map : col. ; 69 x 53 cm.
Panel title.
RMcN AE 169.14 (PrCt)

1 map : col. ; 77 x 64 cm., folded to 20 x 12 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Motoring in New England, you will find ... Maps on verso (34 x 31 cm. and smaller): Highways connecting Maine with the adjoining Canadian provinces -- Boston and vicinity -- Principal highway routes of the northeastern United States -- Main roads to New York City. Panel art: "Socony" flying horse logo. 2 copies; RMcN Clients 3016 bears "Copyrighted" and "Received from [blank] Feb 8 1937, Rand McNally & Co., by CH" handstamps. Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library). Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3015-3016 (PrCt)

1 map : col. ; 41 x 63 cm.
Panel title.
RMcN AE 171.9B (PrCt)

1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
RMcN AE 84.5 (PrCt)

1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Conoco ... official road map : Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont Date from RMcN AE 158 ms. index. Plate no. 260 - J.C. Inset (15 x 20 cm.): Northern Maine Maps on verso (27 x 43 cm. and smaller): Conoco ... official road map : Maritime Provinces -- Portland -- Augusta -- Manchester -- Montreal Panel art: Conoco logo over outline of North America. Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
New England - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
New England: Maritime Provinces - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- American Colortype Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 53 x 68 cm.
Panel title.
"Copyright American Colortype Co., N.Y."
Added title: Gulf ... official road map : Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont.
Date from RMcN AE 161 ms. index.
Maps on verso (22 x 40 cm. and smaller): Gulf ... official road map : Maritime Provinces -- Gulf mileage map of the United States.
Panel art: Gulf sign over cars on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 161.11 (PrCt)
54239

New England - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
1 map : col. ; 53 x 68 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Atlantic auto road map of Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island.
Date from RMcN AE 84 ms. index.
Includes note about 1936 Rhode Island tercentenary.
Plate no. R.3413
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 84.3 (PrCt)
54240

New England - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
1 map : col. ; 53 x 68 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Atlantic auto road map of Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island.
Date from RMcN AE 84 ms. index.
Includes note about 1936 Rhode Island tercentenary.
Plate no. R.3674
Maps on verso (43 x 59 cm. and smaller):
Panel art: Amoco logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 84.52 (PrCt)
54241

New England - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
1 map : col. ; 71 x 67 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Amoco road map of Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont.
Plate no. R.3674
Maps on verso (43 x 59 cm. and smaller):
Panel art: Amoco logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 82.5 (PrCt)
54242

New England - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
1 map : col. ; 71 x 67 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Amoco road map of Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont.
Date from RMcN AE 84 ms. index.
Includes index dated 1934.
Plate no. R.3674
Maps on verso (43 x 59 cm. and smaller):
Includes note about 1936 Rhode Island tercentenary.
New England - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

54243

**New England - Maps - 1936 - Road maps**

**Road maps**

Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island 1936


Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Panel art: Cities Service logo and "serves a nation" slogan.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

**Gousha Clients 1568 (PrCt)**

54244

**New England - Maps - 1936 - Road maps**

Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island : 1936 *road map / Cities Service serves a nation.*


Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Cities Service invites you to tour Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island.

Plate no. 321- S. C. - J-3


Panel art: Cities Service logo.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 157.15A (PrCt)**

54245

**New England - Maps - 1936 - Road maps**

**Road maps**

*Travel Connecticut, Massachusetts, Rhode Island with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau.* Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1936?].

Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

**Gousha Clients 1599 (PrCt)**

54246

**New England - Maps - 1936 - Road maps**

**Road maps**

*Travel Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau.* Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1936?].

Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

**Gousha Clients 1612 (PrCt)**
New England - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

In New Hampshire, Vermont, Maine you can save $3.50 on gasoline ... ride with Richfield.

Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1936?].

Authors: Richfield Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 48 x 65 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Ride with Richfield in Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont.

Date from RMcN AE 193 ms. index.

Plate no. R.3614

Includes index dated 1934.

Map on verso (31 x 48 cm.): Ride with Richfield in United States.

Panel art: Cartoon of a Scotsman.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 84.4 (PrCt)

New England - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

In Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island ... ride with Richfield. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1936].

Authors: Richfield Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Ride with Richfield in Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island.

Date from RMcN AE 84 ms. index.

Plate no. R.3614

Includes index dated 1934.

Map on verso (31 x 48 cm.): Ride with Richfield in United States.

Panel art: Cartoon of a Scotsman.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 84.2 (PrCt)

New England - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

In Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island ... Sunoco ... Sun Oil Company. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1936].

Authors: Sunoco (Firm) -- Sun Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Bodeen, George H. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 51 x 59 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Sunoco auto road map of Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont.

Date from RMcN AE 193 ms. index.

Plate no. R.3660

Insets (17 x 18 cm. and smaller): Boston [region] -- Bridgeport, Conn. -- Downtown Boston -- Providence, R.I.

Map on verso (53 x 68 cm.): Sunoco auto road map of Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island.

Panel art: Images of horseback rider, wagon, horsedrawn carriage, and car on road; signed "Geo H. Bodeen."

Previously bound with a collection of pictorial maps.
New England - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

54255

New England - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Road map & historical guide: New England ... Sunoco ... Sun Oil Company. Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1936].
Authors: Sunoco (Firm) -- Sun Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 54 x 69 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sunoco auto road map of Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island.
Date from RMcN AE 84 ms. index.
Includes note about 1936 Rhode Island tercentenary.
Plate no. R.3665
Maps on verso (51 x 59 cm. and smaller):
Panel art: modes of travel: horse, wagon, stagecoach, automobile.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 84.18 (PrCt)

54256

New England - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 70 x 67 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco road map: Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont.
Includes table of "State and federal gasoline taxes - as of April 1, 1936."
Plate no. R.321 A
Maps on verso (42 x 60 cm. and smaller):
Panel art: Texaco compass star logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 82.1 (PrCt)

54257

New England - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 71 x 68 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco road map: Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont.
Date from RMcN AE 84 ms. index.
Includes table of "State and federal gasoline taxes - as of May 15, 1936."
Plate no. R.321 A
Maps on verso (41 x 59 cm. and smaller):
Panel art: Texaco compass star logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 84.1 (PrCt)

54258

New England - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Authors: Tide Water Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Cartoon mechanic and license plate with slogan "wherever you go, go on Tydol and Veedol", says the little engineer.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1784 (PrCt)

54259

New England - Maps - 1936 - Regional planning

New England - Maps - 1937 - Regional planning

New England - Maps - 1937 - Road maps

Sunoco ... Sun Oil Company. Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1936].
Authors: Sunoco (Firm) -- Sun Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 69 x 51 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sunoco auto road map of Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont.
Maps on verso (42 x 60 cm. and smaller):
Panel art: modes of travel: horse, wagon, stagecoach, automobile.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 84.17 (PrCt)

54260

New England - Maps - 1937 - Land use

New England - Maps - 1937 - Land use
RMcN AE 84.10 (PrCt)


Panel title.
Added title: Amoco road map of Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont.
Date from RMcN AE 84 ms. index.
Includes index dated 1934.
Plate no. S.3674
Maps on verso (43 x 59 cm. and smaller):
Portland -- Providence -- Springfield -- New Haven -- Amoco road map of Massachusetts,
Connecticut, Rhode Island -- Boston and vicinity
-- New York City and vicinity.
Panel art: Amoco logo over pine and palm trees.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 84.12 (PrCt)

54267 New England - Maps - 1937 - Road maps

Panel title.
Added title: Amoco road map of Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont.
Date from RMcN AE 84 ms. index.
Includes index dated 1934.
Plate no. S.3674
Maps on verso (43 x 59 cm. and smaller):
Portland -- Providence -- Springfield -- New Haven -- Amoco road map of Massachusetts,
Connecticut, Rhode Island -- Boston and vicinity
-- New York City and vicinity.
Panel art: Amoco logo over pine and palm trees.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 84.19 (PrCt)

54268 New England - Maps - 1937 - Road maps

Panel title.
Added title: Amoco road map of Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont.
Date from RMcN AE 84 ms. index.
Includes index dated 1934.
Plate no. S.3674
Maps on verso (43 x 59 cm. and smaller):
Portland -- Providence -- Springfield -- New Haven -- Amoco road map of Massachusetts,
Connecticut, Rhode Island -- Boston and vicinity
-- New York City and vicinity.
Panel art: Amoco logo over pine and palm trees.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 82.9 (PrCt)

54266 New England - Maps - 1937 - Road maps

Panel title.
Added title: Atlantic auto road map of Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Connecticut.
Date from RMcN AE 84 ms. index.
Includes index dated 1937.
Plate no. S. 3413.
Maps on verso (35 x 68 cm. and smaller):
Boston and vicinity.
Maps on verso (35 x 68 cm. and smaller):
Boston and vicinity.
Authors: Atlantic Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 68 cm.

RMcN AE 82.9 (PrCt)

54265 New England - Maps - 1937 - Road maps

Panel title.
 Added title: Amoco road map of Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont.
 Date from RMcN AE 158 ms. index.
 Plate nos. "260-J.C.” and "10-K"
 Inset (15 x 20 cm.): Northern Maine
 Maps on verso (27 x 43 cm. and smaller):
 Conoco ... official road map : Maritime Provinces
 -- Portland -- Augusta -- Manchester -- Montreal
 Panel art: Conoco logo over outline of North America.
 Handstamped "1937" and "copyrighted".
 Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 158.26A (PrCt)
Panel art: Atlantic White Flash logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 185.10** (PrCt)

54269 **New England - Maps - 1937 - Road maps**

*Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Connecticut:*  
*Atlantic White Flash: Atlantic road map. Chicago:*  
: Rand McNally & Company, [1937].

Authors: Atlantic Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 68 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Atlantic auto road map of Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island.
Panel art: Atlantic White Flash logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 84.13** (PrCt)

54270 **New England - Maps - 1937 - Road maps**

*Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island 1937 road map / Cities Service. Chicago:*  

Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Map of United States, car, Cities Service sign and "serves a nation" slogan.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
**Gousha Clients 1841** (PrCt)

54271 **New England - Maps - 1937 - Road maps**

*Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island:*  
*1937 road map : Cities Service ...:*  

Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 48 x 64 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Cities Service invites you to tour Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island.
Plate nos. "310-J." and "10-K"
Maps on verso (43 x 28 cm. and smaller): Cities Service territorial road map [of New England]--
Panel art: Cities Service sign, car and outline of the United States.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jun 3-1937 ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 157.18** (PrCt)

54272 **New England - Maps - 1937 - Road maps**

*For happy motoring in New England 1937 buy at the Esso sign / Colonial Beacon Oil Company.*  

Authors: Colonial Beacon Oil Company -- General Drafting Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 69 x 53 cm., folded to 18 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Inset (16 x 13 cm.): [Maine]
Maps on verso (23 x 21 cm. and smaller): Boston and vicinity -- Providence -- Main roads to New York City -- New Haven.
Panel art: Esso logo in starburst.
Handstamps: "Received ... Aug 1, 1938, Rand McNally Co., ...", "Copyrighted", and "1937".
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
**RMcN Clients 703** (PrCt)

54273 **New England - Maps - 1937 - Road maps**

*Travel Connecticut, Massachusetts, Rhode Island with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau.*  
: Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1937?].

Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
**Gousha Clients 1874** (PrCt)

54274 **New England - Maps - 1937 - Road maps**

*Travel Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau.*  
: Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1937?].

Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
New England - Maps - 1937 - Road maps

54275

New England - Maps - 1937 - Road maps

Travel Connecticut, Massachusetts, Rhode Island with Conoco : every Conoco station is a branch of the Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1937].

Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 37 x 58 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Conoco ... official road map : Connecticut, Massachusetts, Rhode Island

Date from RMcN AE 158 ms. index.

Plate nos. "310-J." and "10-K"

Maps on verso (25 x 21 cm. and smaller):

Greater New York and vicinity -- Greater Boston

and vicinity -- Springfield -- Providence -- Hartford -- New Haven.

Panel art: Conoco logo over outline of North America.

Handstamped "1937" and "copyrighted".

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 158.15A (PrCt)

54276

New England - Maps - 1937 - Road maps

New Hampshire, Vermont, Maine : Richfield.

Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1937?].

Authors: Richfield Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 42 x 65 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Conoco ... official road map : Connecticut, Massachusetts, Rhode Island

Date from RMcN AE 158 ms. index.

Plate nos. "310-J." and "10-K"

Maps on verso (25 x 21 cm. and smaller):

Greater New York and vicinity -- Greater Boston

and vicinity -- Springfield -- Providence -- Hartford -- New Haven.

Panel art: Conoco logo over outline of North America.

Handstamped "1937" and "copyrighted".

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 84.53 (PrCt)

54277

New England - Maps - 1937 - Road maps

Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island : Richfield ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1937].

Authors: Richfield Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Conoco ... official road map : Connecticut, Massachusetts, Rhode Island

Date from RMcN AE 158 ms. index.

Plate no. S.3614

Includes index dated 1934.

Maps on verso (31 x 47 cm. and smaller): Ride with Richfield in United States -- Important places of interest in Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island.

Panel art: Drawing of vegetables.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 84.14 (PrCt)

54278

New England - Maps - 1937 - Road maps

Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island : Richfield ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1937].

Authors: Richfield Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Ride with Richfield in Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island.

Date from RMcN AE 84 ms. index.

Includes index dated 1934.

Plate no. S.3614

Maps on verso (31 x 47 cm. and smaller): Ride with Richfield in United States -- Important places of interest in Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island.

Panel art: Drawing of vegetables.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 84.53 (PrCt)

54279

New England - Maps - 1937 - Road maps

Shell road map : Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1937?].

Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 2041 (PrCt)

54280

New England - Maps - 1937 - Road maps


Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Helck, Peter, 1893-1988 -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Sinclair road map : Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island.
New England - Maps - 1937 - Road maps

54281

New England - Maps - 1937 - Road maps

**Road map & historical guide : New England ... compliments of your Sunoco dealer.** Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1937].
Authors: Sunoco (Firm) -- Sun Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 51 x 59 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sunoco auto road map of Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont
Date from RMcN AE 193 ms. index.
Plate no. S 3660.
 Insets (17 x 9 cm. and smaller): Bridgeport -- Downtown Boston -- Hartford -- Providence -- New Haven.
Maps on verso (53 x 68 cm. and 29 x 33 cm.): Sunoco auto road map of Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island -- Boston and vicinity.
Panel art: images of scenes, monuments and landmarks radiating out from the Sunoco logo; Sun Oil Company logo.
Previously bound with a collection of pictorial maps in binders labeled "Points of Interest."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 193.15 (Pr Ct)**

54284

New England - Maps - 1937 - Road maps

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 71 x 68 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco road map : Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont
Date from RMcN AE 84 ms. index.
Includes table of "State and federal gasoline taxes - as of June 28th, 1937."
Plate no. S.321 A
Maps on verso (41 x 59 cm. and smaller): Hartford -- Providence -- Springfield -- Worcester
--Texaco road map : Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island -- Boston and vicinity
-- New York and vicinity.
Panel art: Texaco logo above outline of United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 84.8 (Pr Ct)**

54282

New England - Maps - 1937 - Road maps

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 71 x 67 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco road map : Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont
Includes table of "State and federal gasoline taxes - as of Jan. 1st, 1937."
Plate no. S.321 A
Maps on verso (42 x 60 cm. and smaller):
Hartford -- Providence -- Springfield -- Worcester
Panel art: Texaco logo over silhouette of the United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 84.21 (Pr Ct)**

54285

New England - Maps - 1937 - Road maps

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 71 x 68 cm.
Panel title.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Added title: Texaco road map : Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont.
Date from RMcN AE 84 ms. index.
Includes table of "State and federal gasoline taxes - as of Dec. 1st, 1937."
Plate no. S.321 A
Maps on verso (41 x 59 cm. and smaller):
Hartford -- Providence -- Springfield -- Worcester
Panel art: Texaco logo over silhouette of United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 84.22 (PrCt)

54286 New England - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Tydol gasoline and Veedol motor oil logos, and slogan "travel in the best circles."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 2096 (PrCt)

54287 New England - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Authors: Valvoline Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 51 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Road map of Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont.
Plate no. S.3674
Inset (8 x 12 cm.): Northern Maine.
Map on verso (47 x 65 cm.): Valvoline road map of Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island.
Panel art: Valvoline logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 82.12 (PrCt)

54288 New England - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Authors: Valvoline Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Valvoline road map of Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island.
Date from RMcN AE 84 ms. index.
Includes index dated 1934.
Plate no. S.3614
Map on verso (47 x 51 cm.): Valvoline road map of Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont.
Inset (8 x 12 cm.): Northern Maine.
Panel art: Valvoline logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 84.15 (PrCt)

54289 New England - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
New England - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Tydol trails thru Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, 1938.
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 52 x 67 cm
Panel title.
Added title: Auto road map of Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island.
Date from RMcN AE 84 ms. index.
Plate no. T.3665
Inset map (29 x 33 cm.): Auto road map of metropolitan Boston.
Panel art: Roads converging on distant city with skyscrapers.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 84.25 (PrCt)

54290 New England - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
New England - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Tydol trails thru Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, 1938.
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 41 x 63 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: 1938 Tydol trails : Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island.
Plate nos. "310-J.C." and "L-3."
Maps on verso (27 x 33 cm. and smaller): 1938 Tydol trails : Cape Cod and vicinity -- Greater Boston and vicinity -- Worcester -- New Haven -- Providence -- Hartford.
Panel art: Tydol sign and cars.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 22 1938 Rand McNally & Co. ...."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 171.10A (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
New England - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

54291 New England - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Added title: Gulf: Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island ... Pure Island ... Pure Date from RMcN AE 84 ms. index.
Plate no. T.3614
Includes index dated 1934.
Maps on verso (38 x 47 cm. and smaller): Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont ... Pure -- Eastern Maine -- Northeastern Maine.
Panel art: Pure sign over service station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 84.23 (PrCt)

Panel title.
1 map : col. ; 42 x 63 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Gulf: Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island info-map.
Date from RMcN AE 84 ms. index.
Plate no (2) T.3614
Maps on verso (42 x 58 cm. and 21 x 19 cm.): Road map of Ontario, Michigan. Illinois, Indiana, Ohio, Pennsylvania, New Jersey, New York, New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island, Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia, Kentucky -- Boston and vicinity.
Panel art: Gulf sign over cars on road.
RMcN AE 84.58 (PrCt)

New England - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

54292 New England - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Authors: Esso Standard Oil Company -- Colonial Beacon Oil Co., -- General Drafting Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 77 x 63 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Happy motoring in New England.
Inset (17 x 19 cm. and smaller): Eastern Maine.
Maps on verso (35 x 32 cm. and smaller): New England road connections with Quebec and the Maritime Provinces -- Boston and vicinity -- Main roads to New York City -- Providence -- New Haven.
Panel art: Esso logo.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 18 1938 Rand McNally & Co. ... ".
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 168.75 (PrCt)

New England - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

54293 New England - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Conoco ... official road map of Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont Date from RMcN AE 159 ms. index.
Maps on verso (27 x 43 cm. and smaller): Conoco ... official road map : Maritime Provinces -- Portland -- Augusta -- Manchester -- Montreal.
RMcN AE 84.24 (PrCt)

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Panel art: Conoco logo over outline of North America.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 16 1938 .... ".
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 159.16 (PrCt)

54296 New England - Maps - 1938 - Road maps<>New York Region - Maps - 1935 - Road maps<>Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Gulf Refining Co. 1935 official road map : Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island.
Plate no Q-17
Panel art: Gulf attendants servicing car at station.
RMcN AE 88.27 (PrCt)

Shell road map : Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island ... Chicago : H. M. Gousha Company, [1938].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell official road map of Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island.
Plate nos. "310-J.C. 11-L" and "12-L 1938-1"
Date from RMcN AE 164 ms. index.
Maps on verso (29 x 22 cm.): Greater New York -- Greater Boston.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 18 1938 .... "
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 164.17 (PrCt)

54298 New England - Maps - 1938 - Road maps<>Road maps
Authors: Atlantic Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 68 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Atlantic auto road map of Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Connecticut.
Date from RMcN AE 84 ms. index.
Plate no. T.3413
Inset (16 x 24 cm.): Boston and vicinity.
Panel art: Atlantic White Flash logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 84.54 (PrCt)

54299 New England - Maps - 1938 - Road maps<>Road maps
Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island road map / Cities Service ahead. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1938?].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: car driving through hills, Cities Service sign.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3067 (PrCt)

54300 New England - Maps - 1938 - Road maps<>Road maps
Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island road map : Cities Service ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1938].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Cities Service invites you to tour Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island.
Date from RMcN AE 156 ms. index.
Plate no. 310-J.C. 11-L
Map on verso (28 x 44 cm.): Cities Service road map of the United States.
Panel art: Cities Service sign, car on winding road.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 18 1938 .... "
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 156.14 (PrCt)

54301 New England - Maps - 1938 - Road maps<>Road maps
Travel Connecticut, Massachusetts, Rhode Island with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau.
New England - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

54302 New England - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Travel Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1938?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Lines drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3101 (PrCt)

54303 New England - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Travel Connecticut, Massachusetts, Rhode Island with Conoco : every Conoco station is a branch of the Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1938?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 37 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Conoco logo over outline of North America.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3113 (PrCt)

54305 New England - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Authors: Richfield Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Ride with Richfield in Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont.
Date from RMcN AE 82 ms. index.
Plate no. T.3633
Inset (20 x 24 cm.): Northeastern Maine.
Maps on verso (31 x 48 cm. and 21 x 18 cm.): Ride with Richfield in United States -- Important places of interest in Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont.
Panel art: Cars passing on country road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 82.33 (PrCt)

54306 New England - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island : Richfield ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1938].
Authors: Richfield Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Ride with Richfield in Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island.
Date from RMcN AE 84 ms. index.
Includes index dated 1934.
Plate no. T.3614
Maps on verso (31 x 47 cm. and smaller): Ride with Richfield in United States -- Important places of interest in Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island.
Panel art: Cars passing on winding rural road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 84.57 (PrCt)

54307 New England - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Shell road map : Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1938?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm.
Plate no. T.3633
Inset (20 x 23 cm.): Northeastern Maine.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 82.16 (PrCt)
New England - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Helck, Peter, 1893-1988 -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col ; 47 x 64 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair road map : Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island.
Date from RMcN AE 84 ms. index
Plate no. T.3614
Includes index dated 1934.
Map on verso (47 x 51 cm.): Sinclair road map : Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont.
Panel art: Driver in car and serviceman in front of Sinclair sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Gousha Clients 3309 (PrCt)

New England - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
New England road map ... / compliments of your Sunoco dealer. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1939].
Authors: Sunoco (Firm) -- Rand McNally and Company
1 map : col ; 51 x 67 cm. fold. to 18 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Auto road map of Connecticut, Massachusetts, Rhode Island
Plate no. U-3945
Inset (29 x 32 cm.): Auto road map of metropolitan Boston
Maps on verso (64 x 60 cm. and smaller): Auto road map of Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont -- Maritime Provinces -- Downtown Boston -- Bridgeport -- Hartford -- New Haven -- Providence.
Panel art: Bird's eye view from city to rural roads.
Handstamp: Triplicate
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).
Road map4C G3721 .P2 1939 .S8 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Library
1 map : col. ; 52 x 68 cm
Panel title.
Added title: Auto road map of Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island.
Date from RMcN AE 84 ms. index.
Plate no. U.3945
Inset map (29 x 33 cm.): Metropolitan Boston.
Maps on verso (64 x 63 cm. and smaller):
Downtown Boston -- Auto road map of Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont -- Bridgeport --
Hartford -- New Haven -- Providence -- Maritime Provinces.
Panel art: Cityscape in front of distant cars on country roads.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 84.29 (PrCt)

54314 New England - Maps - 1939 - Road maps<>>Maine - Maps - 1939 - Road maps<>>Road maps
New England ... Pure Oil pathfinder. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1939].
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Connecticut, Massachusetts, Rhode Island ... Pure
Date from RMcN AE 84 ms. index.
Plate no. U.3614
Includes index dated 1934.
Maps on verso (38 x 47 cm. and smaller): Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont ... Pure -- Eastern Maine -- Northeastern Maine.
Panel art: Pure compass rose logo with cartoon figures.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 84.35 (PrCt)

54315 New England - Maps - 1939 - Road maps<>>Maine - Maps - 1939 - Road maps<>>Road maps
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Standard Oil Company of New York -- General Drafting Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 70 x 51 cm., folded to 18 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Tourist map of New England
Maps on verso (70 x 51 cm. and 7 x 8 cm.): Maine -- The Gaspé peninsula tour
Panel art: Mobilgas sign with winged horse logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 1584 (PrCt)

54316 New England - Maps - 1939 - Road maps<>>Maritime Provinces - Maps - 1939 - Road maps<>>Road maps
Travel Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont with Conoco : every Conoco station is a branch of the Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1939].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Conoco ... official road map of Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont
Date from RMcN AE 159 ms. index.
Plate nos. "260-J.C.-5-M" and "5392"
Inset (15 x 20): Northern Maine.
Maps on verso (27 x 43 cm. and smaller): Conoco ... official road map : Maritime Provinces -- Portland -- Augusta -- Manchester -- Montreal.
Panel art: Conoco logo over outline of North America.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Aug 17 1939 ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 159.16A (PrCt)

Authors: Richfield Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Ride with Richfield in Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont.
Date from RMcN AE 82 ms. index.
Plate no. U.3633
Inset (20 x 24 cm.): Northeastern Maine.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 82.36 (PrCt)

Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island : keep your motor young with Richfield. Chicago : Rand

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

McNally & Company, [1939].
Authors: Richfield Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Ride with Richfield in Connecticut, Massachusetts, Rhode Island.
Date from RMcN AE 84 ms. index.
Includes index dated 1934.
Plate no. U.3614
Maps on verso (32 x 38 cm. and smaller):
Principal fish of Connecticut, Massachusetts, Rhode Island -- Ride with Richfield in United States -- Important places of interest in Connecticut, Massachusetts, Rhode Island.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 84.59 (PrCt)

Travel Connecticut, Massachusetts, Rhode Island with Conoco: every Conoco station is a branch of the Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago: H.M. Gousha Company, [1939].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 37 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Conoco ... official road map of Connecticut, Massachusetts, Rhode Island
Date from RMcN AE 159 ms. index.
Plate no. 310-J.C. M-1
Maps on verso (25 x 21 cm. and smaller):
Panel art: Conoco logo over outline of North America.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Aug 17 1939 ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 159.5A (PrCt)

Shell road map: Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island ... Chicago: H. M. Gousha Company, [1939].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell official road map of Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island.
Plate nos. "310-J.C. M-1" and "M-1-1939-1"
Date from RMcN AE 165 ms. index.
Maps on verso (29 x 22 cm.): Greater New York -- Greater Boston.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 17 1939 ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 165.17 (PrCt)

54321 New England - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Authors: American Oil Company -- Amoco Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 72 x 68 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Road map of Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont ... Amoco
Date from RMcN AE 84 ms. index.
Plate no. U.3666
Maps on verso (43 x 59 cm. and smaller):
Portland -- Providence -- Springfield -- Amoco road map of Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island -- Boston and vicinity -- New York City and vicinity.
Panel art: Portrait of smiling, yelling boy.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 84.34 (PrCt)

54322 New England - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Authors: Atlantic Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 68 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Atlantic auto road map of Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Connecticut.
Date from RMcN AE 84 ms. index.
Plate no. U.3413
Inset (16 x 24 cm.): Boston and vicinity.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 84.60 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
New England - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

**New England : Sinclair road map.** Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1939?].
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair road map : Connecticut, Massachusetts, Rhode Island.
Date from RMcN AE 84 ms. index
Plate no. U.3614
Includes index dated 1934.
Map on verso (47 x 51 cm.): Sinclair road map : Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont.
Panel art: Man and woman in car and servicemen in front of Sinclair station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 84.33 (PrCt)**

54328

New England - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

**New England : Sinclair road map.** Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1939?].
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Road map : Sinclair Connecticut, Massachusetts, Rhode Island.
Plate no. U 3614
Map on verso (47 x 51 cm.): Road map : Sinclair Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont.
Panel art: Color illustration of Sinclair gas station and couple in convertible car talking with service attendant.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
**RMcN Clients 2651 (PrCt)**

54329

New England - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Standard Oil Company of New York -- General Drafting Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 51 x 71 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Massachusetts, Connecticut and confidence."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
**RMcN AE 84.33 (PrCt)**

54327

New England - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

**New England : Sinclair road map.** Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1939?].
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair road map : Connecticut, Massachusetts, Rhode Island.
Date from RMcN AE 84 ms. index
Plate no. U.3614
Includes index dated 1934.
Map on verso (47 x 51 cm.): Sinclair road map : Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont.
Panel art: Man and woman in car and servicemen in front of Sinclair station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 84.33 (PrCt)**

54328

New England - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

**New England : Sinclair road map.** Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1939?].
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Road map : Sinclair Connecticut, Massachusetts, Rhode Island.
Plate no. U 3614
Map on verso (47 x 51 cm.): Road map : Sinclair Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont.
Panel art: Color illustration of Sinclair gas station and couple in convertible car talking with service attendant.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
**RMcN Clients 2651 (PrCt)**

54329

New England - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Standard Oil Company of New York -- General Drafting Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 51 x 71 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Massachusetts, Connecticut and confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
**Gousha Clients 3546 (PrCt)**
Rhode Island
Map on verso (71 x 51 cm.): Tourist map of New England.
Panel art: Mobilgas sign
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMCN AE 168.14 (PrCt)

54330 New England - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Tydol gasoline and Veedol motor oil signs; profiles of stylized cars.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3662 (PrCt)

54331 New England - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 49 x 67 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair road map: Connecticut, Massachusetts, Rhode Island.
Date from RMCN AE 84 ms. index
Plate no. V.3614
Inset (20 x 24 cm.): Northeastern Maine.
Panel art: Woman with dog driving in car.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMCN AE 82.38 (PrCt)

54332 New England - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
New Hampshire, Vermont, Maine...Richfield. Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1940].
Authors: Richfield Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 42 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Ride with Richfield in Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont.
Date from RMCN AE 82 ms. index.
Plate no. V.3633
Inset (20 x 24 cm.): Northeastern Maine.
Panel art: Woman with dog driving in car.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMCN AE 82.38 (PrCt)

New England - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 47 x 64 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair road map: Connecticut, Massachusetts, Rhode Island.
Date from RMCN AE 84 ms. index
Plate no. V.3614
Maps on verso (32 x 38 cm. and smaller): Principal fish of Connecticut, Massachusetts, Rhode Island -- Ride with Richfield in United States -- Important places of interest in Connecticut, Massachusetts, Rhode Island.
Panel art: Woman with dog driving in car.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMCN AE 84.64 (PrCt)

54334 New England - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 48 x 67 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Auto road map of Connecticut, Massachusetts, Rhode Island.
Date from RMCN AE 84 ms. index
Plate no. V.3945
Inset maps (10 x 8 cm. and 29 x 33 cm.): Downtown Boston -- Auto road map of metropolitan Boston.
New England - Maps - 1940 - Road maps

54335

New England : Maps - 1940 - Road maps
New York Region - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Boston Region (Mass.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Road maps Texaco touring map : Connecticut, Massachusetts, Rhode Island. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1940].

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 34 x 45 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Texaco touring map of Connecticut, Rhode Island.

Date from RMcN AE 84 ms. index.

Includes table of "State and federal gasoline taxes as of 29th April, 1940."

Plate no. V.3806

Inset (51 x 21 cm.): Lower Hudson River region.

Maps on verso (38 x 59 cm. and 22 x 32 cm.):

Texaco touring map of Massachusetts -- Boston.

Panel art: Texaco sign.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 84.42 (PrCt)

54336

New England - Maps - 1940 - Road maps

New York Region - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Boston Region (Mass.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Road maps Texaco touring map : Connecticut, Massachusetts, Rhode Island. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1940].

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 34 x 45 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Texaco touring map of Connecticut, Rhode Island.

Date from RMcN AE 84 ms. index.

Includes table of "State and federal gasoline taxes as of 29th April, 1940."

Plate no. V.3806

Inset (51 x 21 cm.): Lower Hudson River region.

Maps on verso (38 x 59 cm. and 22 x 32 cm.):

Texaco touring map of Massachusetts -- Boston.

Panel art: Texaco sign.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 84.44 (PrCt)

54338

New England - Maps - 1940 - Road maps


Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1940].

Authors: American Oil Company -- Amoco Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 72 x 68 cm.

Panel title.


Date from RMcN AE 82 ms. index.

Plate no. V.4029

Maps on verso (43 x 59 cm. and smaller):

Portland -- Providence -- Springfield -- Road map of Connecticut, Massachusetts, Rhode Island: Amoco -- Boston and vicinity -- New York City and vicinity.

Panel art: Amoco logo over map of eastern USA.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 85.38 (PrCt)
Amoco -- Boston and vicinity -- New York City and vicinity.
Panel art: Amoco logo over map of eastern USA.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 82.1X (PrCt)**

54340 **New England - Maps - 1940 - Road maps**

Authors: Atlantic Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 68 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Atlantic auto road map of Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island.
Date from RMcN AE 84 ms. index.
Plate no. V.3413
Inset (16 x 24 cm.): Boston and vicinity.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 84.39 (PrCt)**

54341 **New England - Maps - 1940 - Road maps**

Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: road with cars, Cities Service sign and gas station attendant; slogan "helpful service wherever you go!"
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
**Gousha Clients 3722 (PrCt)**

54342 **New England - Maps - 1940 - Road maps**

*Travel Connecticut, Massachusetts, Rhode Island with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau.*
Chicago: H.M. Gousha Co., [1940].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
**Gousha Clients 3877 (PrCt)**

54343 **New England - Maps - 1940 - Road maps**

*New England - Maps - 1940 - Road maps*

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; 43 x 65 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 82 ms. index.
Plate no. V.3633
Inset (20 x 23 cm.): Northeastern Maine.
Map on verso (31 x 48 cm.): Rand McNally road map: United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 82.23 (PrCt)**

54344 **New England - Maps - 1940 - Road maps**

*Rand McNally road map: Connecticut, Massachusetts, Rhode Island.*
Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1940].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; 47 x 65 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 74 ms. index.
Plate no. V.3614
Map on verso (31 x 47 cm.): Rand McNally road map: United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 84.37 (PrCt)**

54345 **New England - Maps - 1940 - Road maps**

*Shell map of Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island.*
Chicago: H.M. Gousha Co., [1940].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
**Gousha Clients 3877 (PrCt)**

54346 **New England - Maps - 1940 - Road maps**

Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1940].
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Cotter, R. J. -- Biggerstaff, A. W. -- Johnston, J. W., II. 1940 -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; 65 x 62 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- General Drafting Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 61 x 50 cm., folded to 21 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. 141
Inset (14 x 15 cm.): Boston.
Maps on verso (69 x 47 cm. and smaller): Maine -- New Haven -- Providence -- Worcester -- Hartford.
Panel art: Mobilgas winged horse set over background of tiled logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1579 (PrCt)

Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- General Drafting Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 61 x 50 cm., folded to 21 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. 141
Inset (14 x 15 cm.): Boston.
Maps on verso (69 x 47 cm. and smaller): Maine -- New Haven -- Providence -- Worcester -- Hartford.
Panel art: Mobilgas winged horse set over background of tiled logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1579 (PrCt)

Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- General Drafting Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 61 x 50 cm., folded to 21 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. 141
Inset (14 x 15 cm.): Boston.
Maps on verso (69 x 47 cm. and smaller): Maine -- New Haven -- Providence -- Worcester -- Hartford.
Panel art: Mobilgas winged horse set over background of tiled logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1579 (PrCt)

Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- General Drafting Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 61 x 50 cm., folded to 21 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. 141
Inset (14 x 15 cm.): Boston.
Maps on verso (69 x 47 cm. and smaller): Maine -- New Haven -- Providence -- Worcester -- Hartford.
Panel art: Mobilgas winged horse set over background of tiled logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1579 (PrCt)

Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- General Drafting Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 61 x 50 cm., folded to 21 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. 141
Inset (14 x 15 cm.): Boston.
Maps on verso (69 x 47 cm. and smaller): Maine -- New Haven -- Providence -- Worcester -- Hartford.
Panel art: Mobilgas winged horse set over background of tiled logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1579 (PrCt)

Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- General Drafting Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 61 x 50 cm., folded to 21 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. 141
Inset (14 x 15 cm.): Boston.
Maps on verso (69 x 47 cm. and smaller): Maine -- New Haven -- Providence -- Worcester -- Hartford.
Panel art: Mobilgas winged horse set over background of tiled logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1579 (PrCt)

Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- General Drafting Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 61 x 50 cm., folded to 21 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. 141
Inset (14 x 15 cm.): Boston.
Maps on verso (69 x 47 cm. and smaller): Maine -- New Haven -- Providence -- Worcester -- Hartford.
Panel art: Mobilgas winged horse set over background of tiled logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1579 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Added title: Connecticut, Massachusetts, Rhode Island.
Date from RMcN AE 84 ms. index.
Plate no. W.3945
Inset maps (10 x 7 cm. and 29 x 32 cm.):
Downtown Boston -- Metropolitan Boston.
Maps on verso (68 x 60 cm. and smaller):
Bridgeport -- Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont --
Hartford -- New Haven -- Providence -- Maritime
Provinces.
Panel art: drawings of places of interest in New
England; Sunoco logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 84.49 (PrCt)

54352 New England - Maps - 1941 - Road
maps>>>New York Region - Maps - 1941 -
Road maps>>>Boston Region (Mass.) -
Maps - 1941 - Road maps>>>Road maps
Texaco touring map : Connecticut,
Massachusetts, Rhode Island. Chicago : Rand
McNally & Company, [1941].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and
Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry
Library)
1 map : col. ; 34 x 45 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Connecticut,
Rhode Island.
Date from RMcN AE 84 ms. index.
Includes table of "State and federal gasoline
taxes as of 1st Dec., 1940."
Plate no. W.3806
Inset (51 x 21 cm.): Lower Hudson River region.
Maps on verso (38 x 59 cm. and 22 x 32 cm.):
Texaco touring map of Massachusetts -- Boston.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 84.44 (PrCt)

54353 New England - Maps - 1941 - Road
maps>>>New York Region - Maps - 1941 -
Road maps>>>Boston Region (Mass.) -
Maps - 1941 - Road maps>>>Road maps
Texaco touring map : Connecticut,
Massachusetts, Rhode Island. Chicago : Rand
McNally & Company, [1941].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and
Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry
Library)
1 map : col. ; 34 x 45 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Connecticut,
Rhode Island.
Date from RMcN AE 84 ms. index.
Includes table of "State and federal gasoline
taxes as of 2nd May, 1941."
Plate no. W.3806
Inset (51 x 21 cm.): Lower Hudson River region.
Maps on verso (38 x 59 cm. and 22 x 32 cm.):
Texaco touring map of Massachusetts -- Boston.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 82.29 (PrCt)

54354 New England - Maps - 1941 - Road
maps>>>New York Region - Maps - 1941 -
Road maps>>>Boston Region (Mass.) -
Maps - 1941 - Road maps>>>Road maps
Connecticut, Massachusetts, Rhode Island :
Texaco. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company,
[1941].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and
Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry
Library)
1 map : col. ; 34 x 45 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Connecticut,
Rhode Island.
Date from RMcN AE 84 ms. index.
Includes table of "State and federal gasoline
taxes as of 2nd September, 1941."
Plate no. W.3806
Inset (51 x 21 cm.): Lower Hudson River region.
Maps on verso (38 x 59 cm. and 22 x 32 cm.):
Texaco touring map of Massachusetts -- Boston.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 84.45 (PrCt)

54355 New England - Maps - 1941 - Road
maps>>>Road maps
New England : Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont,
Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island :
American Amoco Gas ... American Oil Co.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1941].
Authors: American Oil Company -- Amoco Oil
Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 72 x 68 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Road map of Maine, New
Hampshire, Vermont : Amoco.
Date from RMcN AE 82 ms. index.
Plate no. W. 4029
Maps on verso (43 x 59 cm. and smaller):
Portland -- Providence -- Springfield -- Road map
of Connecticut, Massachusetts, Rhode Island:
Amoco -- Boston and vicinity -- New York City
and vicinity.
Panel art: Amoco logo over map of eastern USA.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 82.29 (PrCt)

54356 New England - Maps - 1941 - Road
maps>>>Road maps
New England : Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont,
Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island / American Oil Company. Chicago : Rand McNally
& Company, [1941].
Authors: American Oil Company -- Rand McNally
54358 New England - Maps - 1941 - Road maps

Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island road map / Cities Service. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1941?].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: car, Cities Service sign and infant dressed as a gas station attendant; slogan "start every trip at your Cities Service dealer's."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4069 (PrCt)
New England - Maps - 1941 - Road maps

Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 49 x 67 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair road map : Connecticut, Massachusetts, Rhode Island.
Date from RMcN AE 84 ms. index.
Plate no. W.3614
Inset (22 x 20 cm.): Boston and vicinity.
Maps on verso (65 x 62 cm. and smaller): Northeastern Quebec -- Sinclair road map :
Panel art: Car under Sinclair H-C gasoline sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 84.48 (PrCt)

New England - Maps - 1941 - Road maps

Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: airplane, car and Tydol flying "A" gasoline logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4324 (PrCt)

New England - Maps - 1942 - Road maps

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 34 x 45 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Connecticut, Rhode Island.
Date from RMcN AE 86 ms. index.
Includes table of "State and federal gasoline taxes as of 2nd January, 1942."
Plate no. X.3806
Inset (51 x 21 cm.): Lower Hudson River region.
Maps on verso (38 x 59 cm. and 22 x 32 cm.): Texaco touring map of Massachusetts -- Boston and vicinity.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 86.5 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

1942-<>New England - Maps - 1942 - Pictorial maps-<>Pictorial maps - New England - 1942-<>Road maps-<>Pictorial maps
Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island : Richfield ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1942].
Authors: Richfield Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Ride with Richfield in Connecticut, Massachusetts, Rhode Island.
Date from RMcN AE 86 ms. index.
Plate no. X.3614
Maps on verso (32 x 38 cm. and smaller):
Principal fish of Connecticut, Massachusetts, Rhode Island -- Ride with Richfield in northeastern United States -- Richfield : what to see in Connecticut, Massachusetts, Rhode Island.
Panel art: Richfield eagle logo and Air Force bomber planes
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 86.8 (PrCt)

54370
New Hampshire, Vermont, Maine : Richfield.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1942].
Authors: Richfield Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Ride with Richfield in Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont.
Date from RMcN AE 91 ms. index.
Plate no. X.3633
Inset (20 x 23 cm.): Northeastern Maine.
Maps on verso (32 x 31 cm. and smaller): Ride with Richfield in Northeastern United States -- Principal fish of Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont -- What to see in Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont.
Panel art: Richfield logo with U.S. military planes.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 91.4 (PrCt)

54371
Authors: Sunoco (Firm) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 51 x 67 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Connecticut, Massachusetts, Rhode Island.
Plate no. X.3945
Inset maps (10 x 7 cm. and 20 x 32 cm.):
Downtown Boston -- Metropolitan Boston.
Panel art: Sunoco sign and serviceman.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 91.8 (PrCt)

54372
New England - Maps - 1942 - Road maps-<>Road maps
Authors: Atlantic Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 68 cm.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Panel title.
Added title: Atlantic auto road map of Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Connecticut.
Date from RMcN AE 86 ms. index.
Plate no. X.3413
Inset (16 x 24 cm.): Boston and vicinity.
Panel art: Atlantic attendant holding map talking with woman in car.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 86.7 (PrCt)

54373 New England - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Authors: Atlantic Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 51 x 64 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Atlantic auto road map of Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Connecticut.
Date from RMcN AE 91 ms. index.
Plate no. X.3413
Inset (15 x 24 cm.): Boston and vicinity.
Panel art: Atlantic serviceman assisting woman driver with road map.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 91.7 (PrCt)

54374 New England - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island road map / Cities Service Oils ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1942?].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: rural road scene, Cities Service Oils logo, and slogan "start every trip at your Cities Service dealer's."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4380 (PrCt)

54375 New England - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Shell map of Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1942?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island.
Panel art: Shell logo, statement "all points of military interest have been removed voluntarily from this map and index" and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4559 (PrCt)

54376 New England - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 49 x 67 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair road map : Connecticut, Massachusetts, Rhode Island.
Date from RMcN AE 86 ms. index.
Plate no. X.3614
Inset (22 x 20 cm.): Boston and vicinity.
Maps on verso (65 x 67 cm.): Sinclair : Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont.
Panel art: Sinclair H-C gasoline pump.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 86.4 (PrCt)

54377 New England - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 67 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair : Connecticut, Massachusetts, Rhode Island.
Date from RMcN AE 91 ms. index.
Plate no. X.43614
Inset (22 x 19 cm.): Boston and vicinity.
Map on verso (64 x 67 cm.): Sinclair : Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont.
Panel art: Sinclair H-C gasoline pump.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 91.3 (PrCt)
Authors: Sunoco (Firm) -- Smith, E. B., fl. ca. 1942 -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 50 x 67 cm, folded to 18 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Connecticut, Massachusetts, Rhode Island
Plate no. X.3947
Insets (29 x 32 cm. and 10 x 7 cm.): Metropolitan Boston -- Downtown Boston
Maps on verso (66 x 60 and smaller): Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont -- Maritime Provinces
-- Bridgeport -- Hartford -- New Haven -- Providence.
Numbered pictorial vignettes keyed to maps.
Panel art: color illustration of smiling Sunoco attendant; Sunoco sign.
Handstamp on back panel: E.B. Smith, Sunoco Gas & Oil ... Haverhill, Mass.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Clients 3334 (PrCt)

54379 New England - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: statue of minuteman with caption "buy war bonds and stamps", Veedol gasoline logo, Veedol motor oil logo, and statement "Oil is ammunition, use it wisely."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4645 (PrCt)

54380 New England - Maps - 1943 - Language and languages
Authors: Kurath, Hans -- Brown University Press
1 atlas (3 v. in 6) ; 57 cm.
Phillips 10695.
oversize X 99803 .468 (NLO)

54381 New England - Maps - 1944 - Road maps
Connecticut, Massachusetts, Rhode Island with Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont : Texaco.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1944].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 56 x 70 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Connecticut, Massachusetts, Rhode Island.
Date from RMcN AE 86 ms. index.
Includes table of "Gasoline taxes--as of 2nd Jan., 1945."
Plate no. Z.4213
Map on verso (55 x 65 cm.): Texaco touring map of Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont.
Insets (9 x 20 cm. and 17 x 21 cm.): Northern Maine -- Maritime Provinces.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 86.9 (PrCt)

54382 New England - Maps - 1944 - Road maps
Connecticut, Massachusetts, Rhode Island with Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont : Texaco.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1944].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 55 x 70 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Connecticut, Massachusetts, Rhode Island.
Date from RMcN AE 91 ms. index.
Includes table for "Ferries 1944-1945."
Plate no. Z-4213
Map on verso (55 x 65 cm.): Texaco touring map of Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont.
Insets (9 x 20 cm. and 17 x 21 cm.): Northern Maine -- Maritime Provinces.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 91.9 (PrCt)
of Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont.
Insects (8 x 20 cm. and 17 x 21 cm.): Northern Maine -- Maritime Provinces.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 91.12 (PrCt)

54384 New England - Maps 1945 - Road maps>>Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1945 - Road maps>>Road maps
Empire Tours map and list of 100 selected hotels:
a guide to best hotels & routes in America's
greatest scenic & industrial area:
[New England and Middle Atlantic states]. Newburgh, N.Y.
Empire Tours Association, c1945.
Authors: American Automobile Association --
Empire Tours Association
1 map : col. ; 68 x 91 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Scale [ca. 1:1,330,000]. 1 in. = approx. 21 miles.
"This map prepared specially for Empire Tours
Association by the American Automobile
Association."
Includes list of Empire Tours Association
members and inset of "Northern Maine and
adjacent territory."
Text, ill., and distance diagram on verso.
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4
Stacks, Aisle 3 (Sept. 2010).
Acquisition #2008100251.
Road map
54C G3711 .P2 1945 .A5 (PrCt)

54385 New England - Maps - 1945 - Road maps>>New England - Maps - 1945 -
Fishes>>Fishes - New England - Maps - 1945>>New England - Maps - 1945 -
Pictorial maps>>Pictorial maps - New England - 1945>>Road maps>>Pictorial maps
Roads for carefree motoring in New Hampshire,
Vermont, Maine: Richfield. Chicago: Rand
McNally & Company, [1945].
Authors: Richfield Oil Corporation -- Rand
McNally and Company -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Ride with Richfield in New Hampshire, Vermont.
Date from RMcN AE 91 ms. index.
Includes index dated 1940.
Plate no. 453633
Inset (20 x 23 cm.): Northeastern Maine.
Maps on verso (32 x 31 cm. and smaller):
Ride with Richfield in Northeastern United States --
Principal fish of Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont --
What to see in Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont.
Panel art: Richfield station attendant and logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 91.11 (PrCt)
Newbery Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

RMcN Clients 4885 (PrCt)


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Inset maps (7 x 7 cm. and 21 x 20 cm.):
Downtown Boston -- Metropolitan Boston.
Maps on verso (55 x 60 cm. and 15 x 18 cm.):
Panel art: Sunoco logo over car on winding rural road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(NEWBERRY LIBRARY).
RMcN AE 91.21 (PRCT)

54395
New England - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Maritime Provinces - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Pictorial maps
Connecticut, Massachusetts, Rhode Island with Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont. Texaco.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1946].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (NEWBERRY LIBRARY).
1 map : col. ; 56 x 70 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Connecticut, Massachusetts, Rhode Island.
Date from RMcN AE 86 ms. index.
Includes table of "Gasoline taxes--as of 16th Nov., 1946."
Plate no. 6-454213-4
Map on verso (55 x 65 cm.): Texaco touring map of Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont.
Insets (9 x 20 cm. and 17 x 21 cm.): Northern Maine -- Maritime Provinces.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(NEWBERRY LIBRARY).
RMcN AE 86.24 (PRCT)

54396
New England - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Maritime Provinces - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Connecticut, Massachusetts, Rhode Island with Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont. Texaco.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1946].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (NEWBERRY LIBRARY).
1 map : col. ; 55 x 70 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Connecticut, Massachusetts, Rhode Island.
Date from RMcN AE 91 ms. index.
Includes table of "Gasoline taxes--as of 2nd Jan., 1946."
Plate no. 6-454213-2
Map on verso (55 x 65 cm.): Texaco touring map of Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont.
Insets (8 x 20 cm. and 17 x 21 cm.): Northern Maine -- Maritime Provinces.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(NEWBERRY LIBRARY).
RMcN AE 91.17 (PRCT)

54397
New England - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Maritime Provinces - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Connecticut, Massachusetts, Rhode Island with Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont. Texaco.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1946].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (NEWBERRY LIBRARY).
1 map : col. ; 56 x 70 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Connecticut, Massachusetts, Rhode Island.
Date from RMcN AE 91 ms. index.
Includes table of "Gasoline taxes--as of 2nd June, 1946."
Plate no. 6-454213-3
Map on verso (55 x 65 cm.): Texaco touring map of Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont.
Insets (9 x 20 cm. and 17 x 21 cm.): Northern Maine -- Maritime Provinces.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(NEWBERRY LIBRARY).
RMcN AE 91.17 (PRCT)
54399 New England - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Maritime Provinces - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Connecticut, Massachusetts, Rhode Island with Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1946].
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 91.24 (PrCt)

54400 New England - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Maps on verso (32 x 31 cm. and smaller): Ride
with Richfield in eastern and central United States -- What to see in Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont.
Panel art: Richfield station attendant and logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 91.19 (PrCt)

54401 New England - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Maps on verso (31 x 47 cm. and smaller): American Amoco gas road map:
Connecticut, Massachusetts, Rhode Island.
Panel art: Amoco logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 86.20 (PrCt)

54399 New England - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
New England - Maps - 1946 - Pictorial maps
Panel art: Richfield station attendant and logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 91.18 (PrCt)
Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 91 ms. index.
Includes index dated 1940.
Plate no. 463633V
Inset (20 x 23 cm): Northeastern Maine.
Panel art: Amoco logo
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 91.20 (PrCt)

New England - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Authors: Atlantic Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 51 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Atlantic auto road map of Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Connecticut.
Date from RMcN AE 86 ms. index.
Plate no. 6-423413-1
Inset (16 x 24 cm.): Boston and vicinity.
Panel art: Atlantic attendant waving at customers in car.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 86.15 (PrCt)

New England - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Authors: Atlantic Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 51 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Atlantic auto road map of Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Connecticut.
Date from RMcN AE 91 ms. index.
Plate no. 6-423413-2
Inset (16 x 24 cm.): Boston and vicinity.
Panel art: Atlantic attendant waving at customers in car.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 91.23 (PrCt)

New England - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Authors: Atlantic Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 51 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Atlantic auto road map of Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Connecticut.
Date from RMcN AE 91 ms. index.
Plate no. 6-423413-1
Inset (16 x 24 cm.): Boston and vicinity.
Panel art: Atlantic attendant waving at customers in car.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 91.16 (PrCt)

New England - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection
New England - Maps - 1946 - Road maps

54408 New England - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Travel Connecticut, Massachusetts, Rhode Island with Conoco ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1946].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Cities Service gas station, various cartoon images, and slogan "Cities Service dealers help make every trip a treat."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4737 (PrCt)

54409 New England - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 86 ms. index.
Includes index dated 1940.
Plate no. 463614V
Map on verso (31 x 48 cm.): Rand McNally road map : United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Gousha Clients 4762 (PrCt)

54410 New England - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 91 ms. index.
Includes index dated 1940.
Inset (20 x 23 cm.): Northeastern Maine.
Plate no. 463633V
Map on verso (31 x 48 cm.): Rand McNally road map : United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 91.13 (PrCt)

54411 New England - Maps - 1946 - Road maps

Shell map of Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1946].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4876 (PrCt)

New England - Maps - 1946 - Road maps

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
New England - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Maritime Provinces - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Connecticut, Massachusetts, Rhode Island with Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont. Texaco.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1947].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 55 x 70 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Connecticut, Massachusetts, Rhode Island.
Date from RMcN AE 91 ms. index.
Includes table of "Gasoline taxes -- as of 16th Feb., 1947"
Plate no. 7-454213-5
Map on verso (55 x 65 cm.): Texaco touring map of Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont.
Insets (8 x 20 cm. and 17 x 21 cm.): Northern Maine -- Maritime Provinces.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 91.36 (PrCt)

New England - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Maritime Provinces - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Connecticut, Massachusetts, Rhode Island with Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont : Texaco.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1947].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 55 x 70 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Connecticut, Massachusetts, Rhode Island.
Date from RMcN AE 91 ms. index.
Includes table of "Gasoline taxes -- as of 10th Oct., 1947" on verso.
Plate no. 7-454213-8
Map on verso (55 x 65 cm.): Texaco touring map of Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont.
Insets (8 x 20 cm. and 17 x 21 cm.): Northern Maine -- Maritime Provinces.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 91.40 (PrCt)

54428 New England - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Pictorial maps - New England - 1947
Roads for carefree motoring in Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island : Richfield...
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Ride with Richfield in Connecticut, Massachusetts, Rhode Island.
Date from RMcN AE 86 ms. index.
Plate no. 7-463614V-1
Maps on verso (43 x 47 cm. and 21 x 28 cm.): Ride with Richfield in eastern & central United States -- Richfield... what to see in Connecticut, Massachusetts, Rhode Island.
Panel art: Richfield attendant and logo in front of car and house.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 86.27 (PrCt)

54429 New England - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Pictorial maps - New England - 1947
Ride with Richfield in eastern & central United States -- Richfield... what to see in Connecticut, Massachusetts, Rhode Island.
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Ride with Richfield in Connecticut, Massachusetts, Rhode Island.
Date from RMcN AE 86 ms. index.
Plate no. 7-463614V-1
Maps on verso (43 x 47 cm. and 21 x 28 cm.): Ride with Richfield in eastern & central United States -- Richfield... what to see in Connecticut, Massachusetts, Rhode Island.
Panel art: Richfield attendant and logo in front of car and house.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 86.27 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

England - 1947
Road maps Pictorial maps
Authors: Richfield Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 43 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Ride with Richfield in Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont.
Maps on verso (32 x 31 cm. and smaller): Ride with Richfield in eastern & central United States -- What to see in Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont.
Panel art: Richfield station attendant and logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 91.28 (PrCt)

54430 New England - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: Amoco Oil Company -- American Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 47 x 64 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: American Amoco gas road map: Connecticut, Massachusetts, Rhode Island.
Panel art: Atlantic attendant waving at customers in car.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 86.30 (PrCt)

54431 New England - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: Amoco Oil Company -- American Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 43 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Amoco logo
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 91.27 (PrCt)

54432 New England - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: Atlantic Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 53 x 68 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Atlantic auto road map of Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Connecticut.
Panel art: Atlantic attendant waving at customers in car.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 86.30 (PrCt)

54433 New England - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: Atlantic Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 53 x 68 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Atlantic auto road map of Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Connecticut.
Panel art: Atlantic attendant waving at customers in car.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 86.32 (PrCt)

54434 New England - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Road maps
New England - Maps - 1947 - Road maps

Authors: Atlantic Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 51 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Atlantic auto road map of Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Connecticut.
Date from RMcN AE 91 ms. index.
Plate no. 7-423413-3
Inset (16 x 24 cm.): Boston and vicinity.
Panel art: Atlantic attendant waving at customers in car.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

54437 New England - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Cities Service gas station, various cartoon images, and slogan "Cities Service dealers help make every trip a treat."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5045 (PrCt)

54438 New England - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Travel Connecticut, Massachusetts, Rhode Island with Conoco ... Chicago: H.M. Gousha Co., [1947?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "U", indicating 1947 publication.
Panel art: family standing in front of car and statement "for long trips ask ... about Touraide."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5075 (PrCt)

54439 New England - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Shell map of Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island. Chicago: H.M. Gousha Co., [1947?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "U", indicating 1947 publication.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5185 (PrCt)

54440 New England - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 47 x 65 cm.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
New England - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 56 x 77 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair : Connecticut, Massachusetts, Rhode Island.
Date from RMcN AE 91 ms. index.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 91.26 (PrCt)

New England - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 56 x 77 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair : Connecticut, Massachusetts, Rhode Island.
Date from RMcN AE 91 ms. index.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 91.26 (PrCt)

New England - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 56 x 77 cm.
Panel title.
Added title from map: Connecticut, Massachusetts, Rhode Island : Socony-Vacuum Oil Co. Inc.
Date from RMcN AE 86 ms. index.
Plate no. 7-4610-3
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 86.29 (PrCt)
New England - Maps - 1947 - Road maps

Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 56 x 77 cm.
Panel title.

Opposite panel title: New England : Mobiloil Socony-Vacuum
Added title from map: Connecticut, Massachusetts, Rhode Island : Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc.
Plate no. 7-4610-3
Date from RMcN AE 91 ms. index.
Panel art: Mobilgas and Mobiloil logos; drawing of a car.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

54449

New England - Maps - 1948 - Road maps

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 55 x 70 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Connecticut, Massachusetts, Rhode Island.
Date from RMcN AE 86 ms. index.
Includes table of "Gasoline taxes -- as of 16th Nov., 1947."
Plate no. 8-454213-10
Maps on verso (78 x 30 cm. and smaller): Texaco touring map of Long Island and metropolitan New York -- Fishers Island N.Y. -- New Jersey, New York City main connecting routes -- Lower Hudson River region.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

54450

New England - Maps - 1948 - Road maps

Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "U", indicating 1947 publication.
Panel art: rural road scene with gas station, car, and "Tydol flying "A" gasoline" sign.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5260 (PrCt)

54450

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 31 x 48 cm.
Summary route map.

Bottom margin trimmed away.
In Boston and Maine Railroad. 115th annual report ... December 31, 1947 [Boston?: Boston and Maine Railroad?., 1948?] at end.

5A 7267 (1947 vol. [3]) (PrCt)
New England - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Connecticut, Massachusetts, Rhode Island with Long Island / Texaco. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1948?].
Added title: Texaco touring map of Connecticut, Massachusetts, Rhode Island.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 86.10A (PrCt)

54451

New England - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Connecticut, Massachusetts, Rhode Island with Long Island / Texaco. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1948?].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 54 x 71 cm., folded to 20 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Connecticut, Massachusetts, Rhode Island.
Plate no. 8-454213-10.
Maps on verso (30 x 77 cm. and smaller): Texaco touring map of Long Island and metropolitan New York -- Fishers Island N.Y. -- New Jersey, New York City main connecting routes -- Lower Hudson River region.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 86.43 (PrCt)

54452

New England - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Connecticut, Massachusetts, Rhode Island with Long Island / Texaco. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1948?].
Added title: Texaco touring map of Connecticut, Massachusetts, Rhode Island.
Plate no. 8-454213-9.
Maps on verso (78 x 30 cm. and smaller): Texaco touring map of Long Island and metropolitan New York -- Fishers Island N.Y. -- New Jersey, New York City main connecting routes -- Lower Hudson River region.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 86.43 (PrCt)

54453

New England - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Connecticut, Massachusetts, Rhode Island with Long Island / Texaco. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1948?].
Added title: Texaco touring map of Connecticut, Massachusetts, Rhode Island.
Plate no. 8-463945-4.
Inset maps (7 x 7 cm. and 21 x 20 cm.): Downtown Boston -- Metropolitan Boston.
Maps on verso (55 x 60 cm. and 15 x 18 cm.): Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont -- Maritime Provinces.
Panel art: Couple by car overlooking a rural town and valley.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 86.43 (PrCt)

54454

New England - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Connecticut, Massachusetts, Rhode Island with Long Island / Texaco. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1948?].
Added title: Texaco touring map of Connecticut, Massachusetts, Rhode Island.
Plate no. 8-463945-4.
Inset maps (21 x 20 cm. and 7 x 7 cm.): Metropolitan Boston -- Downtown Boston.
Maps on verso (55 x 60 cm. and 15 x 18 cm.): Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont -- Maritime Provinces.
Numbered vignettes in margins keyed to "historical pictorial maps"
Panel art: Couple by car overlooking a rural town and valley.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 86.43 (PrCt)
New England - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Maritime Provinces - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Connecticut, Massachusetts, Rhode Island with Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont : Texaco.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1948].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 55 x 70 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Connecticut, Massachusetts, Rhode Island.
Date from RMcN AE 86 ms. index.
Includes table of "Gasoline taxes--as of 2nd April, 1948."
Plate no. 8-454213-10
Maps on verso (55 x 65 cm. and smaller): Texaco touring map of Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont -- Northern Maine -- Maritime Provinces.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 86.50 (PrCt)

New England - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Maritime Provinces - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Connecticut, Massachusetts, Rhode Island with Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont : Texaco.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1948].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 54 x 71 cm., folded to 20 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Connecticut, Massachusetts, Rhode Island.
Plate no. 9-54213-14.
Maps on verso (55 x 65 cm. and smaller): Texaco touring map of Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont -- Northern Maine -- Maritime Provinces.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Clients 3679 (PrCt)

New England - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Maritime Provinces - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Connecticut, Massachusetts, Rhode Island with Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont : Texaco.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1948].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair : Connecticut, Massachusetts, Rhode Island.
Date from RMcN AE 91 ms. index.
Includes index dated 1940.
Plate no. 8-463614V-1
Insets (15 x 15 cm. each): New Haven -- Hartford -- Providence -- Boston Mass. and vicinity.
Maps on verso (42 x 65 cm. and smaller): Sinclair : Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont -- Northeastern Maine -- Montreal-Quebec, Canada, and vicinity.
Panel art: Sinclair road sign against background of car on winding rural road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 91.42 (PrCt)

New England - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Montreal Region (Québec) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Québec (Province) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair : Connecticut, Massachusetts, Rhode Island.
Date from RMcN AE 86 ms. index.
Plate no. 8-463614V-1.
 Insets (each 15 x 15 cm.): New Haven, Conn. -- Hartford, Conn. -- Providence, R.I. -- Boston, Mass. and vicinity.
Maps on verso (47 x 65 cm. and smaller): Sinclair : Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont -- Northeastern Maine -- Montreal-Quebec (Canada) and vicinity.
Panel art: Sinclair logo on a background of rural road and car.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 86.39 (PrCt)

New England - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
New England - Maps - 1948 - Pictorial maps
New England - 1948 - Road maps
Pictorial maps
Roads for carefree motoring in Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island : Richfield ...
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1948].
Authors: Richfield Oil Corporation -- Richfield Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Ride with Richfield in Connecticut, Massachusetts, Rhode Island.
New England - Maps - 1948 - Road maps

**New England - Maps - 1948 - Road maps**


Authors: Atlantic Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 53 x 68 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Atlantic auto road map of Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Connecticut.

Date from RMcN AE 86 ms. index.

Plate no. 8-423413-5

Inset (16 x 24 cm.): Boston and vicinity.


Panel art: Atlantic attendants and car at gas pumps.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 86.45 (PrCt)**

54462

---

**New England - Maps - 1948 - Road maps**


Authors: Atlantic Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 53 x 68 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Atlantic auto road map of Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Connecticut.

Date from RMcN AE 86 ms. index.

Plate no. 8-423413-6

Inset (16 x 24 cm.): Boston and vicinity.


Panel art: Atlantic attendants and car at gas pumps.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 86.45 (PrCt)**

54463

---

**New England - Maps - 1948 - Road maps**


Authors: Atlantic Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 53 x 68 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Atlantic auto road map of Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Connecticut.

Date from RMcN AE 86 ms. index.

Plate no. 8-423413-5

Inset (16 x 24 cm.): Boston and vicinity.


Panel art: Atlantic attendants and car at gas pumps.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 86.46 (PrCt)**

54464

---

**New England - Maps - 1948 - Road maps**


Authors: Atlantic Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 51 x 66 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: American Amoco gas road map of Connecticut, Massachusetts, Rhode Island.

Date from RMcN AE 86 ms. index.

Includes index dated 1940.

Plate no. 8-463614V-2

Maps on verso (31 x 47 cm. and smaller): American Amoco gas road map of United States -- Boston -- Hartford -- Providence.

Panel art: Amoco logo

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 86.41 (PrCt)**

54461

---

**New England - Maps - 1948 - Road maps**


Authors: Amoco Oil Company -- American Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: American Amoco gas road map: Connecticut, Massachusetts, Rhode Island.

Date from RMcN AE 86 ms. index.

Includes index dated 1940.

Plate no. 8-463614V-2

Maps on verso (31 x 47 cm. and smaller): American Amoco gas road map of United States -- Boston -- Hartford -- Providence.

Panel art: Amoco logo

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 86.41 (PrCt)**

54460

---

**New England - Maps - 1948 - Road maps**


Authors: Richfield Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 53 x 68 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Ride with Richfield in Eastern & Central United States -- Richfield: what to see in Connecticut, Massachusetts, Rhode Island.

Panel art: Richfield attendant and logo in front of car and house.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 86.41 (PrCt)**

54463

---

**New England - Maps - 1948 - Road maps**


Authors: Richfield Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Ride with Richfield in Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont.

Date from RMcN AE 91 ms. index.

No plate number.

Includes index dated 1947.

Inset (20 x 23 cm.): Northeastern Maine. [Plate no.] 8-453633V-2.

Maps on verso (43 x 47 cm. and 21 x 28 cm.): Ride with Richfield in Eastern & Central United States -- What to see in Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont.

Panel art: Richfield station attendant and logo.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 91.41 (PrCt)**

54461

---

**New England - Maps - 1948 - Road maps**


Authors: Richfield Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm.

Panel title.


Date from RMcN AE 86 ms. index.

Plate no. 8-463614V-2

Maps on verso (43 x 47 cm. and 21 x 28 cm.): American Amoco gas road map of United States -- Boston -- Hartford -- Providence.

Panel art: Amoco logo

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 86.41 (PrCt)**

54460

---

**New England - Maps - 1948 - Road maps**


Authors: Richfield Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 53 x 68 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Ride with Richfield in Eastern & Central United States -- Richfield: what to see in Connecticut, Massachusetts, Rhode Island.

Panel art: Richfield attendant and logo in front of car and house.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 86.41 (PrCt)**

54463

---

**New England - Maps - 1948 - Road maps**


Authors: Richfield Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Ride with Richfield in Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont.

Date from RMcN AE 91 ms. index.

No plate number.

Includes index dated 1947.

Inset (20 x 23 cm.): Northeastern Maine. [Plate no.] 8-453633V-2.

Maps on verso (43 x 47 cm. and 21 x 28 cm.): Ride with Richfield in Eastern & Central United States -- What to see in Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont.

Panel art: Richfield station attendant and logo.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 91.41 (PrCt)**

54461
New England - Maps - 1948 - Road maps


Authors: Atlantic Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 51 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Atlantic auto road map of Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Connecticut.
Date from RMcN AE 91 ms. index.
Plate no. 8-423413-6
Inset (16 x 24 cm.): Boston and vicinity.
Panel art: Atlantic attendant wiping windshield of a car with customers.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 91.47 (PrCt)

New England - Maps - 1948 - Road maps


Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
Panel art: Cities Service gas station, various cartoon images, and slogan "Cities Service dealers help make every trip a treat."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5323 (PrCt)

New England - Maps - 1948 - Road maps

Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1948].

Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 65 x 78 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: New Hampshire, Vermont.
Date from RMcN AE 91 ms. index.
Plate no. 7-424046-8
Map on verso (65 x 78 cm.): Connecticut, Massachusetts, Rhode Island.
Panel art: Gulf sign above car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 91.48 (PrCt)
New England - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 56 x 77 cm.
Panel title.
Title from opposite panel: New England : Mobiloil : Socony-Vacuum ...
Added title from map: Connecticut, Massachusetts, Rhode Island : Socony-Vacuum Oil Co. Inc.
Date from RMcN AE 86 ms. index.
Plate no. 8-4610-5
Panel art: Mobilgas and Mobiloil logos; drawing of a car.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 86.44 (PrCt)

New England - Maps - 1949 - Road maps
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 56 x 77 cm.
Panel title.
Opposite panel title: New England : Mobiloil Socony-Vacuum
Added title from map: Connecticut, Massachusetts, Rhode Island : Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc.
Date from RMcN AE 91 ms. index.
Plate no. 8-4610-5
Panel art: Mobilgas and Mobiloil logos; drawing of a car.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 91.44 (PrCt)

New England - Maps - 1949 - Road maps
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
Panel art: gas station attendant talking to a man in car, "Tydol flying 'A' gasoline" sign and slogan "at this sign ... everything that's good for your car."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5546 (PrCt)
New England - Maps - 1949 - Road maps

54476

New England - Maps - 1949 - Road maps
Pictorial maps
New England - 1949 - Boston Region (Mass.) - Maps - 1949 - Road maps
Road maps
Pictorial maps

Authors: Sunoco (Firm) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 51 x 67 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Connecticut, Massachusetts, Rhode Island.
Plate no. 9-463945-6.
Insets (20 x 32 cm. and 10 x 7 cm.): Metropolitan Boston -- Downtown Boston.
Maps on verso (66 x 60 cm. and 15 x 18 cm.):
Maps keyed to numbered pictorial vignettes in margins.
Panel art: Couple overlooking valley.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 178.12 (PrCt)

54477

New England - Maps - 1949 - Road maps
Road maps
Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont ... Amoco ...
Authors: American Oil Company -- Amoco Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Amoco road map : Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont
Date from RMcN AE 74 ms. index
Plate no. 9-463633V-3.
Inset (20 x 23 cm.): Northeastern Maine
Maps on verso (31 x 47 cm. and smaller): Amoco road map of United States -- Bangor -- Burlington -- Concord -- Manchester -- Nashua -- Portland.
Panel art: Amoco logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 74.2 (PrCt)

54478

New England - Maps - 1949 - Road maps

Authors: Amoco Oil Company -- American Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: American Amoco gas road map : Connecticut, Massachusetts, Rhode Island.
Date from RMcN AE 87 ms. index.
Includes index dated 1947.
Plate no. 9-463614V-2
Maps on verso (31 x 47 cm. and smaller):
American Amoco gas road map of United States -- Boston -- Hartford -- Providence.
Panel art: Amoco logo
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 178.13 (PrCt)
New England - Maps - 1949 - Road maps

Authors: Atlantic Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 50 x 64 cm
Panel title.
Added title: Auto road map of Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Connecticut
Date from RMcN AE 74 ms. index.
Plate no. 9-423413-7
Inset (16 x 19 cm.): Boston and vicinity.
Maps on verso (33 x 64 cm. and smaller): Auto road map of Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont -- Downtown Boston -- Hartford -- Providence -- Worcester.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Panel art: solid colors (blue, red and white).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

New England - Maps - 1949 - Road maps

Authors: Crown Central Petroleum Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm
Panel title.
Added title: Crown road map : Maine, New Hampshire-Vermont
Date from RMcN AE 74 ms. index.
Plate no. 9-463633V-3
Inset (20 x 23 cm.): Northeastern Maine
Maps on verso (31 x 47 cm.): Rand McNally road map : United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

New England - Maps - 1949 - Road maps

Authors: Crown Central Petroleum Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm
Panel title.
Added title: Ride with Richfield in Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont.
Date from RMcN AE 74 ms. index.
Plate no. 9-463633V-3
Inset (20 x 23 cm.): Northeastern Maine
Map on verso (43 x 47 cm.): Ride with Richfield in Eastern & Central United States.
Panel art: Richfield serviceman and logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 74.14 (PrCt)

54487 New England - Maps - 1949 - Road maps
New England ... travel the route of friendly service / Socony-Vacuum Oil Company. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1949?].
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 56 x 81 cm., folded to 21 x 10 cm. Panel title.
Added title: Connecticut, Massachusetts, Rhode Island
Plate no. 9-4610-8.
Panel art: Mobilgas winged horse logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1593 (PrCt)

54488 New England - Maps - 1950- - Power-Plants
Authors: New England Electric System
1 map : col. ; 28 x 22 cm. and smaller
Detached from New England Electric System, Annual report (Boston, 1950-).
Maps show electric transmission lines, steam and hydro generating plants, substations, storage dams, and service areas in Vermont, New Hampshire, Massachusetts and Rhode Island.
map1F G3721 N4 1950 N4 (PrCt)

54489 New England - Maps - 1950 - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 51 x 67 cm. Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Connecticut, Massachusetts, Rhode Island.
Date from R McN AE 87 ms. index.
Includes table of "Gasoline taxes--as of 1st July, 1950."
Plate no. 0-45421-17
Maps on verso (78 x 30 cm. and smaller): Texaco touring map of Long Island and metropolitan New York -- Fishers Island N.Y. -- New Jersey, New York City main connecting routes -- Lower Hudson River region.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 87.6 (PrCt)

Authors: Sunoco (Firm) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 51 x 67 cm. Panel title.
Added title: Sunoco road map and historical scenic guide.
Date from R McN AE 87 ms. index.
Includes table of "Gasoline taxes--as of 1st Nov., 1950."
Plate no. 8-454213-18
Maps on verso (82 x 69 cm. and smaller): Texaco touring map of Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont -- Northern Maine -- Maritime Provinces.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 87.7 (PrCt)

54491 New England - Maps - 1950 - Road maps - Pictorial maps
Authors: Sunoco (Firm) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 51 x 67 cm. Panel title.
Added title: Sunoco road map and historical scenic guide.
Date from R McN AE 87 ms. index.
Includes table of "Gasoline taxes--as of 1st Nov., 1950."
Plate no. 0-463947-9.
Insets (20 x 32 cm. and 10 x 7 cm.): Metropolitan Boston -- Downtown Boston.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Maps on verso (66 x 60 cm. and 15 x 18 cm.):
Maps keyed to numbered pictorial vignettes in margins.
Panel art: Couple overlooking valley.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 178.22 (PrCt)

54492 New England - Maps - 1950 - Road maps
Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont ... Amoco ...
Authors: American Oil Company -- Amoco Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Amoco road map : Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont
Date from RMcN AE 74 ms. index
Plate no. 0-463633V-7.
Inset (20 x 23 cm.): Northeastern Maine
Maps on verso (31 x 47 cm. and smaller): Amoco road map of United States -- Bangor -- Burlington -- Concord -- Manchester -- Nashua -- Portland.
Panel art: Amoco logo above busy street.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 74.5 (PrCt)

54493 New England - Maps - 1950 - Road maps
Authors: Amoco Oil Company -- American Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: American Amoco gas road map : Connecticut, Massachusetts, Rhode Island.
Date from RMcN AE 87 ms. index.
Includes index dated 1948.
Plate no. 0-463614V-5
Maps on verso (31 x 47 cm. and smaller):
American Amoco gas road map of United States -- Boston -- Hartford -- Providence.
Panel art: Amoco logo over cars on highway with silhouette of city in background
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 87.8 (PrCt)

54494 New England - Maps - 1950 - Road maps
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 56 x 77 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Connecticut, Massachusetts, Rhode Island : Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc.
Date from RMcN AE 178 ms. index.
Plate no. 0-4610-10.
Panel art: Mobilgas and Mobiloil logos; drawing of a car.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 178.24 (PrCt)

54495 New England - Maps - 1951 - Nautical charts
Narragansett Bay (R.I.) - Maps - 1951 - Nautical charts
New England - Maps - 1951 - Nautical charts
Added title: Texaco harbor guide : Narragansett Bay -- Texaco harbor guide : Cape Cod Canal (Mass.) -- Texaco harbor guide : Atlantic Coast (New England) -- Texaco harbor guide : Cape Cod Canal (Mass.)
1951
Panels
Plate no. 1-4715-4.
Panel art: Seagulls and boats with the Texaco Waterways Service logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (October 2010).
RMcN Cruising 29 (PrCt)

54496 New England - Maps - 1951 - Road maps
Boston Region (Mass.) - Maps - 1951 - Road maps
Miracle fold road map : southern New England : Connecticut, Massachusetts, Rhode Island ...
Mobilgas ... Socony-Vacuum Oil Company ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1951].
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Foldex Limited -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 775 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
"Produced under license from Foldex Limited."
Panel art: Mobilgas and Mobi oil logos.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 178.41.1 (PrCt)

New England - Maps - 1951 - Road maps<<>>East (U.S.) - Maps - 1951 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Miracle fold road map : southern New England : Connecticut, Massachusetts, Rhode Island ...
Mobilgas ... Socony-Vacuum Oil Company ...
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1951].
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Foldex Limited -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 775 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
"Produced under license from Foldex Limited."
Panel art: Mobilgas and Mobi oil logos.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 178.41.2 (PrCt)

New England - Maps - 1951 - Road maps<<>>East (U.S.) - Maps - 1951 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Maine-Vermont, New Hampshire : Atlantic.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1951].
Authors: Atlantic Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 50 x 60 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Atlantic auto road map of Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont
Date from RMcN AE 74 ms. index
Plate no. 1-503726-1
Continuation inset (15 x 33 cm.): Northern Maine
Maps on verso (65 x 44 cm. and smaller):
Continuation inset on verso (17 x 12 cm.):
Southern Florida
Panel art: Atlantic logo over road, mountains.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 74.8 (PrCt)

New England - Maps - 1951 - Road maps<<>>East (U.S.) - Maps - 1951 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island : Atlantic ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1951].
Authors: Atlantic Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 51 x 64 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Atlantic auto road map of Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Connecticut
Date from RMcN AE 87 ms. index
Plate no. 1-423413-12
Inset (15 x 19 cm.): Boston and vicinity
Maps on verso (65 x 44 cm. and smaller): Atlantic auto road map of Eastern United States --
Southern Florida.
Panel art: Atlantic logo over cars on winding highway.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 87.11 (PrCt)

New England - Maps - 1951 - Road maps<<>>East (U.S.) - Maps - 1951 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island : Atlantic ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1951].
Authors: Atlantic Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 51 x 64 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Atlantic auto road map of Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Connecticut
Date from RMcN AE 87 ms. index
Plate no. 1-423413-11
Inset (15 x 19 cm.): Boston and vicinity
Maps on verso (65 x 44 cm. and smaller): Atlantic auto road map of Eastern United States --
Southern Florida.
New England - Maps - 1951 - Road maps

54503 New England - Maps - 1951 - Road maps
(Montreal Region (Quebec)) - Maps - 1951 - Road maps
(Québec (Province)) - Maps - 1951 - Road maps
Road map and sightseeing guide: New England
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map: col.; 47 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair: Chester, Massachusetts, Rhode Island.
Date from RMcN AE 178 ms. index.
Plate no. 1-463614V-6.
 Insets (each 15 x 15 cm.): New Haven -- Hartford -- Providence -- Boston Mass. and vicinity.
Maps on verso (42 x 65 cm. and smaller): Sinclair: Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont -- Northeastern Maine -- Montreal-Quebec (Canada) and vicinity.
Panel art: Sinclair gas attendant pumping gas at Sinclair station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 178.42 (PrCt)

54504 New England - Maps - 1951 - Pictorial maps
New England - Maps - 1951 - Pictorial maps
New England - 1951 - Road maps
Road maps
Roadmaps
Pictorial maps
Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island: Richfield... Chicago: Rand McNally & Co., [1951].
Authors: Richfield Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map: col.; 47 x 64 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Ride with Richfield in Connecticut, Massachusetts, Rhode Island.
Date from RMcN AE 178 ms. index.
Includes index dated 1950.
Plate no. 1-463614V-6
Maps on verso (43 x 47 cm. and 21 x 28 cm.): Ride with Richfield in eastern & central United States -- Richfield: what to see in Connecticut, Massachusetts, Rhode Island.
Panel art: Richfield sign over cars on rural road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 178.12 (PrCt)

New England - Maps - 1951 - Road maps
New England - Maps - 1951 - Pictorial maps
New England - Maps - 1951 - Road maps
Road maps
Pictorial maps
Authors: Richfield Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Ride with Richfield in Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont.
Date from RMcN AE 74 ms. index
Plate no. 1-463633V-8
Inset (20 x 23 cm.): Northeastern Maine
Map on verso (43 x 47 cm. and 21 x 28 cm.):
Ride with Richfield in Eastern & Central United States -- What to see in Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont.
Panel art: Richfield sign above road, mountains.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 74.17 (PrCt)

54508 New England - Maps - 1951 - Road maps

Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont ... Amoco ... American Oil Co. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1951].
Authors: American Oil Company -- Amoco Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 74 ms. index
Plate no. 1-463633V-8
Inset (20 x 23 cm.): Northeastern Maine
Maps on verso (31 x 47 cm. and smaller): Amoco road map of United States -- Bangor -- Burlington -- Concord -- Manchester -- Nashua -- Portland.
Panel art: Amoco refinery and service station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 74.15 (PrCt)

54509 New England - Maps - 1951 - Road maps

Connecticut, Massachusetts, Rhode Island ... Amoco ... American Oil Co. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1951].
Authors: American Oil Company -- Amoco Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
Panel title.
Authors: Amoco Oil Company -- American Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: American Amoco gas road map : Connecticut, Massachusetts, Rhode Island.
Date from RMcN AE 87 ms. index
Includes index dated 1950.
Plate no. 1-463614V-6
Maps on verso (31 x 47 cm. and smaller): American Amoco gas road map : Metropolitan Boston -- Hartford -- Providence -- Worcester -- Cape Cod.
Panel art: Amoco gas pump and couple in car looking at map with Amoco attendant.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 87.20 (PrCt)

54510 New England - Maps - 1952 - Road maps

Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island ... Amoco ... American Oil Co. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1951].
Authors: Amoco Oil Company -- American Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: American Amoco gas road map : Connecticut, Massachusetts, Rhode Island.
Date from RMcN AE 87 ms. index
Includes index dated 1950.
Plate no. 1-463614V-6
Maps on verso (32 x 47 cm. and smaller): American Amoco gas road map of United States -- Boston -- Hartford -- Providence.
Panel art: Refinery above cars at Amoco station and Amoco logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 87.21 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

maps<<>>Boston Region (Mass.) - Maps - 1952 - Road maps
Miracle fold road map : southern New England : Connecticut, Massachusetts, Rhode Island ...
Mobilgas ... Socony-Vacuum Oil Company ...
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1952].
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Foldex Limited -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 72 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
"Produced under license from Foldex Limited."
Added title: Connecticut, Masssachusetts, Rhode Island : Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc.
Date from RMcN AE 178 ms. index.
Plate no. 2-4610-14
Maps on verso (33 x 42 cm. and smaller):
Panel art: Mobilgas and Mobiloil logos.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 178.46 (PrCt)

New England - Maps - 1952 - Road maps<<>>East (U.S.) - Maps - 1952 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Maine-Vermont, New Hampshire : Atlantic.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1952].
Authors: Atlantic Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 50 x 60 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Atlantic auto road map of Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont
Date from RMcN AE 74 ms. index
Plate no. 2-503726-2
Continuation inset (15 x 33 cm.): Northern Maine Maps on verso (65 x 44 cm. and smaller):
Continuation inset on verso (17 x 12 cm.): Southern Florida
Panel art: Atlantic serviceman wiping windshield, Atlantic logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 74.11 (PrCt)

New Hampshire, Vermont, Maine : Richfield ...
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1952].
Authors: Richfield Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
Panel title.
Editor's copy; title cartouche and plate number trimmed away.
Date from RMcN AE 87 ms. index.
Includes index dated 1950.
Maps on verso (43 x 47 cm. and 21 x 28 cm.):
Ride with Richfield in eastern & central United States -- Richfield : what to see in Connecticut, Massachusetts, Rhode Island.
Panel art: Richfield sign over cars on rural road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 87.26 (PrCt)
Ride with Richfield in Eastern & Central United States -- What to see in Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont.

Panel art: Richfield sign above road, mountains. Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 74.18 (PrCt)

54516 New England - Maps - 1952 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; 47 x 64 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 87 ms. index.
Includes index dated 1950.
Plate no. 2-463614V-8
Map on verso (31 x 47 cm.): Rand McNally road map : United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 87.24 (PrCt)

54517 New England - Maps - 1954 - Railroads
The Boston and Maine Railroad : December 31, 1953. [Boston, Mass.? Boston and Maine Railroad?], 1953 [i.e. 1954?].
Authors: Boston and Maine Railroad
1 map ; on sheet 23 x 30 cm.
Map circled by band of illustrations of manufactures and agricultural products, e.g. 'poultry raising,' 'jewelry,' etc.
In Boston and Maine Railroad. 121st annual report ... December 31, 1953 [Boston?: Boston and Maine Railroad?, 1954?] p. [16-17].

5A 7267 (1953 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

Authors: H.H. Copeland and Son (Firm) -- New York, New Haven, and Hartford Railroad Company
1 map ; 28 x 42 cm.
'Copyright H. H. Copeland & Son New York.'
Combined statistical chart and route map.
Roughly bounded by Pittsfield, Boston, Greenbush, New York City, New Bedford, and Woods Hole.

5A 7267 (1954 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Authors: New York, New Haven, and Hartford Railroad Company
1 map ; 28 x 42 cm.
'October 1954' at bottom right.
Combined statistical chart and route map.
Roughly bounded by Pittsfield, Boston, Greenbush, New York City, New Bedford, and Woods Hole.

5A 7267 (1954 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; col.; 43 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair : Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont
Plate no. 4-463633V-13
Inset (20 x 23 cm.): Northeastern Maine.
Maps on verso (43 x 47 and smaller): Sinclair : Maritime Provinces -- Burlington -- Concord -- Manchester -- Portland
Panel art: Sinclair serviceman, couple in car.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 74.2X (PrCt)

Boston and Maine Railroad passenger traffic density : year ending 1955. [Boston? Boston and Maine Railroad?], 1955 [i.e. 1956?].
Authors: Boston and Maine Railroad
1 map ; on sheet 27 x 21 cm.
Combined statistical chart and summary route map.
Covers region roughly bounded by New York,
New England - Maps - 1956 - Road maps


Added title: Road map of New England and vicinity.

Plate no. 5-38 x 54 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Added title: Rand McNally road map of New England and vicinity.

Plate no. 5-38 x 54 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Rand McNally road map of New England and vicinity.

Plate no. 5-38 x 54 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Rand McNally road map of New England and vicinity.

Plate no. 5-38 x 54 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.


Authors: Travelmats (Firm)

Issued as a placemat, with scalloped edges.

"Recommended stops between Norwalk, Connecticut & St. Albans, Vermont" are keyed to the map.

Printed in brown ink.

"1162 H.

map1F G3701 .P2 1963. T7, Hwy. 7 (PrCt)

New England - Maps - 1963-1968 - Road maps


Authors: Humble Oil and Refining Company (Incorporated in Del.) -- General Drafting Company -- Clarence Thruway Service (Clarence, N.Y.) -- Rahn, Walter F. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

Panel title.
"Copyright © 1966 by Rand McNally & Co."


Uniform title: Cruising chart.
Plate no. 1-P1F65-166.

Maps verso (56 x 81 cm. verso): Coastwise cruising guide : Portland, Me. to Block Island, R.I. -- Newfound Lake, N.H. -- Sunapee Lake, N.H.

Panel art: Buoy, lighthouse, and Texaco Waterways Service logo.

Handstamp: Register of Copyrights, Library of Congress Washington, D.C., certificate no. A883186

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (October 2010).
RMcN Clients 724-727 (PrCt)

New England - Maps - 1966 - Nautical charts - Pictorial maps

New England - Maps - 1966 - Nautical charts - Pictorial maps


New England - Maps - 1966 - Pictorial maps


New England - Maps - 1968 - Nautical charts - Pictorial maps


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Texaco cruising chart no. 1 : Eastport, Me. to Block Island, R.I. New York : Texaco Waterways Service, 135 East 42nd Street, 1968.
1 map : col. ; 56 x 81 cm.
"1968 edition"
Panel title.
"Copyright © 1968 by Rand McNally & Co."
Added title: Coastwise cruising guide : Eastport, Me. to Portland, Me.
Uniform title: Cruising chart.
Plate no. 3-P1F65-168.
Insets (15 x 12 cm. and 10 x 6 cm.) Moosehead Lake, Me. -- Long Lake, Me.
Maps on verso (81 x 56 cm. and smaller): Coastwise cruising guide : Portland, Me. to Block Island, R.I. -- Newfound Lake, N.H. -- Sunapee Lake, N.H.
Panel art: Photo of boats in harbor and Texaco logo.
Handstamp: Register of Copyrights, Library of Congress Washington, D.C., certificate no. 976939
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (October 2010).
RMcN Cruising 51 (PrCt)

54532
New England - Maps - 1968 - Road maps
Acadia National Park (Me.) - Maps - 1968 - Road maps
Come to Chevrolet Island in Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont : the natives are friendly, the gasolines are wild. [San Jose, Calif.?] : H.M. Gousha Company, 1969.
Authors: Chevrolet Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Times Mirror Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 66 x 43 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.
"1969 edition"
Panel title.
Added title: How to read your map of Maine "© The H.M. Gousha Company, a subsidiary of the Times-Mirror Company"
Insets (13 x 9 cm. and 10 x 8 cm.): Portland -- Acadia Nat'l. Park.
Maps on verso (65 x 43 cm. and smaller): How to read your map of New Hampshire, Vermont -- Manchester -- Burlington.
Panel art: Color image of hula dancer on gas pumps.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 419 (PrCt)

54533
New England - Maps - 1968 - Road maps
Boston Region (Mass.) - Maps - 1968 - Road maps
Merritt Parkway (Conn.) - Maps - 1968 - Connecticut
Enjoy yourself in Massachusetts Connecticut Rhode Island : let us help you have a pleasant trip all the way. [San Jose, Calif.?] : H.M. Gousha Company, 1968.
Authors: Chevron Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Times Mirror Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 82 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.
"1968 edition"
Panel title.
Added title: How to read your map of Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island "© The H.M. Gousha Company, a subsidiary of the Times-Mirror Company"
Insets (11 x 8 cm. and smaller): Hartford -- Springfield -- New Haven -- Providence -- Bridgeport.
Panel art: Aerial color photo of car at Chevron gas station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 420 (PrCt)

54534
New England - Maps - 1968 - Road maps
Canada - Maps - 1968 - Road maps
3 maps : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Collective title supplied by cataloger.
"Copyright © 1968 by Rand McNally & Co." -- All maps.
Map of the New England region includes imprint of Tempo Designs, Inc. of Lincolnwood, Ill.
Includes maps covering Alberta, British Columbia, Maine, Manitoba, New Hampshire, Ontario, Saskatchewan, and Vermont.
All maps include plate numbers beginning with "68" or "8."
All panel art includes outlines of states or provinces and "American" gas sign.
Canadian maps each bear two Library of Congress handstamps.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2948-2950 (PrCt)

54535
Pictorial maps
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)


Texaco cruising chart no. 1 : Eastport, Me. to Block Island, R.I. New York : Texaco Waterways Service, 135 East 42nd Street, 1969.
1 map : col. ; 56 x 81 cm.
"1969 edition"
Panel title.
"Copyright © 1969 by Rand McNally & Co."
Added title: Coastwise cruising guide : Eastport, Me. to Portland, Me.
Uniform title: Cruising chart.
Plate no. 4-P1F65-169.
 Insets (15 x 12 cm. and 10 x 6 cm.) Moosehead Lake, Me. -- Long Lake, Me.
Maps on verso (81 x 56 cm. and smaller):
Coastwise cruising guide : Portland, Me. to Block Island, R.I. -- Newfound Lake, N.H. -- Sunapee Lake, N.H.
Panel art: Photo of boats in harbor and Texaco logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (October 2010).
RMcN Cruising 61 (PrCt)


1 map : col. ; 56 x 81 cm.
"1970 edition"
Panel title.
"Copyright © 1970 by Rand McNally & Co."
Added title: Coastwise cruising guide : Eastport, Me. to Portland, Me.
Uniform title: Cruising chart.
Plate no. 5-P1F65-170.
 Insets (15 x 12 cm. and 10 x 6 cm.) Moosehead Lake, Me. -- Long Lake, Me.
Maps on verso (81 x 56 cm. and smaller):
Coastwise cruising guide : Portland, Me. to Block Island, R.I. -- Newfound Lake, N.H. -- Sunapee Lake, N.H.
Panel art: Photo of boats in harbor and Texaco logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (October 2010).
RMcN Cruising 71 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Island, R.I. -- Newfound Lake, N.H. -- Sunapee Lake, N.H.
Panel art: Photo of boats in harbor and Texaco logo.
Handstamp: Register of Copyrights, Library of Congress Washington, D.C., certificate no. A256204
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (October 2010).


1 map : col. ; 56 x 81 cm.
"1972 edition"
Panel title.
"Copyright © 1972 by Rand McNally & Co."
Added title: Coastwise cruising guide : Eastport, Me. to Portland, Me.
Uniform title: Cruising chart.
Plate no. 7-P1F65-172.
Insets (15 x 12 cm. and 10 x 6 cm.) Moosehead Lake, Me. -- Long Lake, Me.
Maps on verso (81 x 56 cm. and smaller):
Coastwise cruising guide : Portland, Me. to Block Island, R.I. -- Newfound Lake, N.H. -- Sunapee Lake, N.H.
Panel art: Photo of boats in harbor and Texaco logo.
Handstamp: Register of Copyrights, Library of Congress Washington, D.C., certificate no. A382012
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (October 2010).


New England / Exxon. Convent Station, N.J.
General Drafting Co., Inc., c1972.
Authors: Exxon Corporation -- General Drafting Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 54 x 84 cm.
"1972-73"
Panel title.
"Copyright © 1972 by Exxon Corporation"
Added title: Northern New England
Uniform title: Road map.
Plate no. A15
Insets (12 x 9 cm. and 26 x 28 cm.): Portland -- Northern Maine.
Maps on verso (56 x 78 cm. and smaller):
Panel art: Exxon gas attendant and tiger mascot standing next to gas pump; slogan "happy motoring!"
Humble Oil and Refining Company rebranded Esso and their company as Exxon in 1971.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (February 2011).


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.


Added title: Coastwise cruising guide : Eastport, Me. to Portland, Me. Uniform title: Cruising chart. Plate no. 8-P1F65-173. Insets (15 x 12 cm. and 10 x 6 cm.) Moosehead Lake, Me. -- Long Lake, Me. Maps on verso (81 x 56 cm. and smaller): Coastwise cruising guide : Portland, Me. to Block Island, R.I. -- Newfound Lake, N.H. -- Sunapee Lake, N.H.


RMcN Cruising 111 (PrCt)


RMcN Stock 26 (PrCt)


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
New England / Michelin. Lake Success, N.Y.
Michelin Tire Corporation, c1981.
Authors: Michelin green guides -- Michelin Tire Corporation -- Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
208 p. : ill. (some col.), 59 col. maps, col. plans, ports. ; 26 x 12 cm.
1st ed.
Cover title.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 203) and index.
Map on back cover.
Series: [Michelin green guides] -- Michelin green guides.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
ISBN 2060156904 : 9782060156903

New England - Maps - 1983
New England / Michelin. Lake Success, N.Y.
Michelin Tire Corporation, c1983.
Authors: Michelin green guides -- Tourist guide -- Michelin Tire Corporation -- Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
208 p. : ill. (some col.), 57 col. maps, col. plans, ports. ; 26 x 12 cm. + 1 folded map
2nd ed.
Cover title.
"For your convenience in locating the sights described in the guide, Michelin has prepared the enclosed Tourist Map of New England"--Back cover.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 210) and index.
Map on back cover.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
ISBN 2060156939 ; 9782060156934

New England - Maps - 1985
Authors: Michelin green guides -- Tourist guide -- Michelin Tire Corporation -- Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Ravin, Sophie -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
214 p. : ill. (some col.), 59 col. maps, col. plans, ports. ; 26 x 12 cm.
3rd ed.
Cover title.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 209) and index.
Former owner's signature: Sophie Ravin[?].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

New England - Maps - 1995 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Farewell, Susan, 1957- -- O'Dell, Edward P. -- Comstock, Inc. -- Stucky, Michael John -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

1 atlas (80 p. : col. maps) : 28 cm.
Cover title: Gousha New England road atlas
© 1995 -- back cover.
"Text: Susan Farewell / design: Edward P. O'Dell."
"U.S. $6.95 / Can. $9.00" -- front cover.
Cover art: color photo of lighthouse by
"Comstock, Inc. / Michael Stucky."
Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Company Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34, Range 7 (May 2010).
ISBN 0671888358
Gousha map6C 95.3 (PrCt)

Authors: Michelin green guides -- Tourist guide -- Michelin Travel Publications (Firm) -- Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
320 p. : col. ill., 51 col. maps, col. plans ; 24 cm. 9th ed.
Cover title.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 41) and index.
Map on back cover.
Series: [Michelin green guides] -- Tourist guide -- Michelin green guides. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library. ISBN 2061569099 ; 9782061569092

Authors: McCorkle, Barbara B. -- John Carter Brown Library
xvii, 354 p. : maps ; 30 x 32 cm.
'. . . a description of the known printed maps of the New England region'--Foreword.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 349-354) and indexes.
Formerly folio GA408.5.N49 M38 2001
ISBN 091661753X
Map Ref folio GA408.5.N49 M38 2001 (NLO)

Authors: Shell Touring Service
1 booklet (57 p) : photos ; 22 x 10 cm
Travel Vertical File G3721 .E635 1939 .S5 (PrCt)

Carte des terres de la Nouvelle France : qui s'ètendent du costé du sud du fleuve St. Laurens iusqu'a la mer qui fait façe a l'Accadie, Nouvelle France. [1680?].
Authors: Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 51 -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 ms. map ; 346 x 484 mm. on sheet 371 x 522 mm.
"Vers 1680"--in pencil.
Covers region south of the St. Lawrence River between the Merrimack and St. Croix Rivers. Identifies numerous portages between waterways, locations of French and English towns, churches and forts. Includes many Indian place names.
Ms. added title from verso, upper left: Carte manuscritte de la Nouvelle France. Box title: Carte de la Nouvelle France. Scale [ca. 1:1,370,000]. 'Echelle de quarante lieues communes.' Scale estimated along New England coastline. Includes key 'Rènvoy' in lower left margin. Oriented with northwest at top. Pen-and-ink; sectioned, mounted on cloth. Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 51. Ayer ms map cat proj 94
VAULT drawer Ayer MS map 51 (NLO)

Authors: Underwood & Co. -- Union Pacific Railway Company -- New Grand Canyon Lodge (Ariz.) -- Utah Parks Company
1 view : col. ; 15 x 26 cm.
'Owned by the Utah Parks Company, a subsidiary of the Union Pacific System.' In Union Pacific Railway. Thirty-first annual report ... December 31, 1927 [New York? : Union Pacific Railroad?, 1928?] between p. 12-13. 5A 7267 (1927 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

Authors: Jode, Gerard de, 1509-1591 -- Wierix,
Antonie, -1604 -- Jode, Gerard de, 1509-1591. Specvlvm orbis terrarvm (1593) 1 map : hand col.; 29 x 20 cm. Title in lower margin. Shows New Guinea, the Soloman Islands, and part of northern Australia. Printed on same sheet as another map (each map printed from a separate plate): Qviviae regnvm [m], cum alijs versoe [m]. Latin letterpress text on verso (fol. 12, sig. M): Novae Gvineae tavbla ... Engraving attributed to Antonie Wierix. In: Jode, Gerard de. Specvlvm orbis terrarvm (Antwerp: A. Coninx, 1593), map [12 A]. VAULT oversize Ayer 135 J9 1593, map [12 A] (PrCt)


54564 New Hampshire - Maps - 1745 - Boundaries - Massachusetts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles Massachusetts - Maps - 1745 - Boundaries - New Hampshire - Manuscripts - Facsimiles Manuscript maps - Facsimiles A Plan of His Majesty’s province of New Hampshire, collected from surveys made by persons appointed to run boundary lines agreeable to his Majesty’s determination in council. Describing the principal townships granted by the said province and the Massachusetts Bay. By Order of ... Benning Wentworth, esq., Capt.-Genl. and Commdr.-in-Chief of the Province of New...
Authors: Mitchell, George, fl. 1735-1753 -- Wentworth, Benning, 1696-1770 -- Hulbert, Archer Butler, 1873-1933 -- Hulbert, Archer Butler, 1873-1933.
Colonial Office. Library. C.O. Cat.No.18 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1745 manuscript.
folio Ayer 136 .H91 1914 ser. 3, v.  4, pl. 229-232 (PrCt)

An Accurate map of His Majesty's province of New-Hampshire in New England & all the adjacent country northward to the River St. Lawrence, & eastward to Penobscot Bay, containing the principal places which relate to the present war on the continent of North America. [Washington, D.C. Library of Congress, 197-].
Authors: Langdon, Samuel, 1723-1797 -- Faden, William, 1749-1836 -- Faden map collection
1 map ; on 4 sheets each 63 x 46 cm.
Photostatic reproduction of 1757 manuscript; no. 9 of the Faden Map Collection at the Library of Congress.
Scale of original: 1:633,600.
Size of original: 68 x 71 cm.
Shows 'Fort William Henry taken & demolished by the French A.D: 1757.'
Inset: A General map of the River St. Lawrence above Montreal, to Lake Ontario, & the country westward from lake Champlain to the late English fort at Oswego.
Includes inscription to 'His Excellency Benning Wentworth, Eqr., His Majesty's Governor,'
numerous historical and descriptive notes.
LC Maps of North America, 1750-1789, no. 869.
A printed derivative of this map was issued in Jefferys, Thomas. A General topography of North America (London: R. Sayer, 1768); see Map7C 6 pl. [21].
map2F 3740 (PrCt)

A Map of New Hampshire, shewing the settlement of the boundaries between it and Massachusetts ... [19--].
Authors: British Library. Add. Ms. 14036b -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1760 manuscript.
MapPhoto England BL Add. Ms. 14036b (PrCt)

A Map of New Hampshire, shewing the settlements of the boundaries between it and Massachusetts as determined by His Majesty'. [19--].
Authors: Hulbert, Archer Butler, 1873-1933 -- Hulbert, Archer Butler, 1873-1933.
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1760 manuscript.
Duplicate copy: MapPhoto Eng BL Add.Mss. 14036 b.
folio Ayer 136 .H91 1907 ser. 1, v.  4, pl. 33 (PrCt)

An Accurate map of His Majesty's province of New Hampshire in New England, taken from actual surveys of all the inhabited part, and from the best information of what is uninhabited, together with the adjacent countries, which exhibits the Theatre of this War in that part of the world, by Col. Blanchard, and Rev.d Mr. Langdon. [19--].
Authors: Blanchard, Joseph, d. 1788 -- Langdon, Samuel, 1723-1797 -- France. Ministére de la guerre. Archives historiques. 7C 46 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1761 manuscript.
Inset: A General Map of the River St. Lawrence above Montreal, to Lake Ontario with the Adjacent Country on the West from Albany & Lake Champlain.
Original ms. forms part of the Guerre Etat-Major archives.
Photocopy forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France Guerre Etat Major 7C 46 (PrCt)
New Hampshire - Maps - 1773
Authors: Wright, Thomas, ca. 1740-1812 -- Holland, Samuel, 1728-1801 -- William L. Clements Library
1 map ; 57 x 36 cm.
Photocopy of ca.1773 manuscript by Thomas Wright; reproduced from the original in William L. Clements Library.
Wright worked as a surveyor under Samuel Holland.
Scale [ca. 1:1,340,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
Reduced from 115 x 72 cm.; scale of original [ca. 1:665,000].
Brun, 169.
Gift76
ICN78
map2F G 3740 1773 .W7 (PrCt)

New Hampshire - Maps - 1784
Maps - 1784 - Joseph, d. 1788 -- Langdon, Samuel, 1723-1797 -- Jefferys, Thomas, -1771 -- Hancock, John, 1737-1793 -- Sawyer, Abel, Jr. -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; hand col.; 74 x 69 cm. fold. in slip case 22 cm.
'Engraved by Thomas Jefferys. With many additions by Abel Sawyer.'
Dedication to 'John Hancock, Esqr. Gov.'signed 'Samuel Langdon; with many additions by Abel Sawyer, Jr.'
Scale [ca. 1:633,600].
Shows area from the Hudson River-Lake Champlain to Penobscot Bay.
Includes inset of 'A general map of the River St. Lawrence above Montreal to Lake Ontario, with the adjacent country on the west from Albany & Lake Champlain,' scale [ca. 1:2,340,000].
Prime meridian: London.
Relief shown pictorially.
LC Maps of North America, 1750-1789, 871
Available also through the Library of Congress website as a raster image (June 2005):
http://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g3740.ar087100
Ayer 133 .B64 1784 (NLO)

New Hampshire - Maps - 1794
Authors: Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Lewis, Samuel, 1753 or 1754-1822 -- Smither, James -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839. Carey's General atlas ... (1796)
1 map ; 44 x 27 cm.
In: Carey, Mathew. Carey's General atlas ... (Philadelphia : M. Carey, 1796) pl. [25].
Case folio G1019.C25 1796 pl. 25 (PrCt)

New Hampshire - Maps - 1794
Authors: Morse, Jedidiah, 1761-1826 -- Stockdale, John, 1749?-1814 -- Morse, Jedidiah, 1761-1826. The American geography -- or, A view of the present situation of the United States of America 1794 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 22 x 17 cm.
In: Morse, Jedidiah. The American geography; or, A view of the present situation of the United States of America ... (London : J. Stockdale, 1794) opposite p. 290.
Ayer 109.5 .M7 1794 opp. p. 290 (PrCt)

New Hampshire - Maps - 1795
Newhampshire. [Philadelphia : F. and R. Bailey, 1795].
Authors: Scott, J. T. (Joseph T.) -- Francis & Robert Bailey (Firm) -- Scott, J. T. (Joseph T.)
The United States gazetteer ... (1795)
1 map ; 18 x 15 cm
Anonymous map without imprint.
In: Scott, Joseph T. The United States gazetteer ... (Philadelphia : Printed by F. and R. Bailey, 1795), opposite column NEW-NEW.
Bar scale of 40 miles = 35 mm.
'Lon. E. from Philada.'
Duplicate copy: Case 5A 277
Case G 833 .8 opposite column NEW-NEW (PrCt)

New Hampshire - Maps - 1796
The State of New Hampshire, compiled chiefly from actual surveys. New York : John Reid, 1796.
Authors: Winterbotham, William, 1763-1829 -- Tanner, Benjamin, 1775-1848 -- Reid, John, 1764?-1828 -- Winterbotham, William, 1763-1829. The American atlas containing the following maps ... (1796)
1 map ; 43 x 27 cm.
In: Winterbotham, William. The American atlas containing the following maps ... (New York : John Reid, 1796) map [4]
Case oversize G 1083 .03 map [4] (PrCt)

New Hampshire - Maps - 1801
The State of New Hampshire. [Philadelphia : M. Carey, 1801].
Authors: Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Seymour, Joseph H. -- Lewis, Samuel, 1753 or 1754-1822
New Hampshire - Maps - 1804

In: Carey, Mathew. A General atlas, being a collection of maps of the world and quarters ... (Philadelphia: Published by M. Carey, and Johnson & Warner, 1814) pl. [10].
Ayer 135 .C27 1814 pl. 10 (PrCt)

New Hampshire - Maps - 1805

Authors: Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Lewis, Samuel, 1753 or 1754-1822 -- Smither, James -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839. Carey's General atlas ... (1804) -- Carey, Mathew. Carey's General atlas ... (Philadelphia: Published by Mathew Carey, April 24th, 1804) pl. 26. Map dated 1794.
oversize Ayer 135 .A65 1804 pl. 35 (PrCt)

New Hampshire - Maps - 1814

Authors: Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Seymour, Joseph H. -- Lewis, Samuel, 1753 or 1754-1822 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839. Carey's American pocket atlas ... (1805) -- Carey, Mathew. A General atlas, being a collection of maps of the world and quarters ... (1814) -- Carey, Mathew. A General atlas, being a collection of maps of the world and quarters ... (Philadelphia: Published by M. Carey, and Johnson & Warner, 1814) pl. [10].
Ayer 135 .C27 1814 pl. 10 (PrCt)

New Hampshire - Maps - 1822

In: Carey, Mathew. A General atlas, being a collection of maps of the world and quarters ... (Philadelphia: Published by M. Carey, and Johnson & Warner, 1814) pl. [10].
Ayer 135 .C27 1814 pl. 10 (PrCt)

New Hampshire - Maps - 1826

New Hampshire. Philadelphia: A. Finley, [1826].
Authors: Finley, A. (Anthony) -- Young & Delleker -- Finley, A. (Anthony). A New general atlas, comprising a complete set of maps, representing the grand divisions of the globe ... (1826) -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839. Carey's American pocket atlas ... (Philadelphia: Published by Mathew Carey, April 24th, 1804) pl. 26. Map dated 1794.
In: Finley, Anthony. A New general atlas, comprising a complete set of maps, representing the grand divisions of the globe ... (Philadelphia: A. Finley, 1826) pl. 8.
Case folio G1019 .F5 1826 pl. 8 (PrCt)

New Hampshire - Maps - 1827

In: Carey, Mathew. A General atlas, being a collection of maps of the world and quarters ... (Philadelphia: Published by M. Carey, and Johnson & Warner, 1814) pl. [10].
Ayer 135 .C27 1814 pl. 10 (PrCt)

New Hampshire - Maps - 1833

New Hampshire. Philadelphia: A. Finley, [1833].
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Authors: Young & Delleker -- Finley, A. (Anthony) -- Finley, A. (Anthony). A New general atlas ... (1833) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 28 x 21 cm.
In: Finley, Anthony. A New general atlas : comprising a complete set of maps, representing the grand divisions of the globe ... (Philadelphia : Anthony Finley, 1833), plate 8.
Sheet corner numbered 8.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .F5 1833, plate 8 (PrCt)

54584 New Hampshire - Maps - 1840<<>> Vermont - Maps - 1840
New Hampshire & Vermont. [Philadelphia : Carey & Hart, 1845].
Authors: Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Carey & Hart -- Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858. A New universal atlas ... (1845)
1 map : hand col. ; 35 x 28 cm.
'Entered according to act of Congress in the year 1840 by H.S. Tanner ... '.
In: Tanner, Henry Schenck. A New universal atlas ... (Philadelphia : Carey & Hart, 1845) map '7.'
Case oversize G1019 .T2 1845 map 7 (PrCt)

54585 New Hampshire - Maps - 1841<<>> Vermont - Maps - 1841
Authors: Bradford, T. G. (Thomas Gamaliel), 1802-1887 -- Bradford, T. G. (Thomas Gamaliel), 1802-1887. A Comprehensive atlas ... (1835, [i.e. 1841?] ) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 25 x 19 cm.
folio Ayer 135 .B75 1835 pl. 2, p. 23 (PrCt)

54586 New Hampshire - Maps - 1845
New Hampshire. [New York : H.S. Tanner, 1845].
Authors: Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858. A New general atlas, comprising a complete set of maps ... (1845)
1 map : hand col. ; 27 x 21 cm.
In: Tanner, Henry Schenck. A New general atlas, comprising a complete set of maps ... (New York : Tanner's Geographical Establishment, 1845) map '35'.
oversize G 10 .622 map 35 (PrCt)

54587 New Hampshire - Maps - 1847<<>> Vermont - Maps - 1847
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Burroughs, H. N. -- Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868. A New universal atlas containing maps of the various empires, kingdoms, states, and republics of the world ... (1847)
1 map ; hand col. : 34 x 27 cm.
In: Mitchell, S. Augustus. A New universal atlas containing maps of the various empires, kingdoms, states, and republics of the world ... (Philadelphia : S. Augustus Mitchell, 1847) pl. '7.'
oversize G 10 .579 pl. 7 (PrCt)

54588 New Hampshire - Maps - 1850<<>>Vermont - Maps - 1850
Map of New Hampshire & Vermont. [Philadelphia] : Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co., 1850 [i.e. 1852].
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co. -- Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868. Mitchell, S. Augustus. New universal atlas ... (1852)
1 map ; hand col. ; 35 x 28 cm.
Entered according to act of Congress in ... 1850 by Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co. ... .
In: Mitchell, S. Augustus. New universal atlas ... (Philadelphia : Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co., 1852) pl. '7.'
oversize G1019 .N49 1852 pl. 7 (PrCt)

54589 New Hampshire - Maps - 1855
Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's atlas of the world ... (1855-1856)
1 map ; hand col. ; 36 x 28 cm.
oversize G 10 .185 v.1, pl. 8 (PrCt)

54590 New Hampshire - Maps - 1857
Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's general atlas ... (1857)
1 map : hand col. ; 35 x 28 cm.
Map copyrighted 1855.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

oversize G 10 .188 pl. 10 (PrCt)

54591 New Hampshire - Maps - 1859

Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's atlas of America ... (1859) -- Johnson & Browning 1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 29 cm.
In: Colton George Woolworth. Colton's atlas of America, illustrating the physical and political geography of North and South America and the West India islands (New York : J.H. Colton and Co., 1859), pl. [8]. Printed plate ‘No. 10.’ Map copyrighted 1855.

Case oversize G1100 .C6 1859 pl. 8 (PrCt)


Johnson's New Hampshire and Vermont. [New York : Johnson & Browning, [1860].
Authors: Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884 -- Johnson & Browning -- Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884. Johnson's new illustrated (steel plate) family atlas ... (1860) 1 map : hand col. ; 58 x 40 cm.
In: Johnson, Alvin Jewett. Johnson's new illustrated (steel plate) family atlas ... (New York : Johnson and Browning, 1860) plates '23' and '24.

oversize G 10 .454 pl. 23-24 (PrCt)

54593 New Hampshire - Maps - 1877<<<> New Hampshire - Geography - 1877

Atlas of the state of New Hampshire : including statistics and descriptions of its topography, geology, river systems, climatology, railroads, educational institutions, agricultural and botanical productions, mechanical and manufacturing interests, etc. / the topographical work under the direction of H.F. Walling ; the descriptive matter compiled and edited by Charles H. Hitchcock. New York : Published by Comstock & Cline, c1877.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 2136; LeGear L2300; Ristow 431
LC Card Number: map54000297
Baskets oversize G3740 1877 .W35 (NLO)


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1883) 1 map : col. ; 20 x 12 cm. Title in upper margin. In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1883) opposite p. 17 Same as map opposite p.32 with different title: Map of Vermont. For Poor's manual of railroads for 1883.

H 668 .703 (1883) opp. p. 17 (PrCt)

54595 New Hampshire - Maps - 1883<<<> Vermont - Maps - 1883

New Hampshire & Vermont. Chicago : Geo. F. Cram, [1883].
Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928. Cram's unrivaled family atlas of the world (1883) 1 map : col. ; 29 x 23 cm.
In: Cram, George Franklin. Cram's unrivaled family atlas of the world (Chicago : Geo.F. Cram, c1883), p. 31.

folio G1019 .G463 1883b, p. 31 (PrCt)


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1884) 1 map : col. ; 20 x 12 cm. Title in upper margin. In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1884) opposite p. 16 Same as map opposite p. 28 with different title: Map of Vermont. For Poor's manual of railroads for 1884.

H 668 .703 (1884) opp. p. 16 (PrCt)


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

54600 New Hampshire - Maps - 1888 - Railroads - Maps
Rand, McNally & Co.'s New Hampshire. [Chicago : Rand, McNally & Co., 1888].
Authors: Rand McNally & Co. (Chicago, 1888).
Title in upper margin.
In Rand McNally & Co.'s improved indexed business atlas and shipper's guide ... (Chicago: Rand McNally, 1888) p. 88-89.
Keyed to index of towns and railroads on p. 86-87 and 90-92.
Uniform atlas title: Commercial atlas.
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .C7 1888, p. 88-89 (PrCt)

Town and city atlas of the state of New Hampshire : compiled from government surveys, county records and personal investigations.
Boston : D.H. Hurd, 1892.
Authors: D.H. Hurd & Co. (Boston, Mass.) -- Hurd, D. Hamilton (Duane Hamilton) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (337 p., [36] leaves of plates) : ill., 277 maps (some folded, some hand col.) ; 46 cm.
Cover title: Town & city atlas of the state of New Hampshire
Frontispiece lacking?
Shows names of owners and locations of buildings as of 1892.
Publisher's brown cloth binding half-bound in brown leather with gold-stamped cover title:
"Pocket road maps." for sale; back cover lists Town & city atlas of the state of New Hampshire.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 2137
Baskes oversize G1220 .D33 1892 (NLO)

Authors: Geo. H. Walker & Co.
1 map : col. ; 56 x 86 cm. fold. in covers 21 x 10 cm.
Shows state south of a line through Lake Winnipesaukee.
"Cycling routes shown in red."
Small views of Ossipee Mountain Park and Connecticut Valley on cover.
Insides front cover lists "Pocket city maps" and "Pocket railroad maps" for sale; back cover lists "Pocket road maps."
Acc. no. 96090505NL.
map2F G3741.P3 1888 .R3 (PrCt)

54603 New Hampshire - Maps - 1893 - Railroads - Maps
Rand, McNally & Co.'s New Hampshire.
Authors: Rand McNally & Co. (Boston, Mass.) -- Hurd, D. Hamilton (Duane Hamilton) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 49 x 31 cm.
Title in upper margin.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

‘Rand, McNally & Co.’s business atlas map of New Hampshire. Copyright, 1888 ... ’ -- at bottom right.
Issued folded in accompanying index (27 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand, McNally & Co.’s indexed county and township pocket map and shippers' guide of New Hampshire. Chicago and New York : Rand, McNally & Co., c1893.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

map2F G3741.P3 1893 .R3 (PrCt)

54604 New Hampshire - Maps - 1897 - Railroads - Maps

1 map : col. ; 47 x 30 cm. fold in covers 10 x 16 cm. + index (27, [1] p.)
Cover title.
Map proper, titled ‘Rand McNally & Co.’s New Hampshire,’ has red overprinting showing railroads.
Condition: Good Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection and the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library). Previous location: B-19 AMcN III PC 2110 (PrCt)

54605 New Hampshire - Maps - 1900-1960 - Topographic maps - Maps

Authors: Geological Survey (U.S.)
5 maps : col. ; on sheets 45 x 33 cm. fold. to 18 x 27 cm.
Scale 1:62,500.
Dates of publication vary.
Moffat lists 65 maps before 1940.
Coverage is not complete at this scale; see index map in box 130.
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisles 42 and 43 (July 2012).
Reference: Moffat, Riley. Map index to topographic quadrangles of the United States, 1882-1940 (Santa Cruz, Calif.: Western Association of Map Libraries, 1986)
map6C G3700 19-- .U5, box 130 (PrCt)

54608 New Hampshire - Maps - 1906 - Railroads - Maps

1 map : col. ; 47 x 31 cm.
Title in upper margin.
‘Rand, McNally & Co.’s new business atlas map of New Hampshire. Copyright, 1906 ... Copyright, 1894 ... ’ -- at top left.
Includes key to railroads numbered 4-32 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: New Hampshire. Railroads.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 546 (PrCt)

54606 New Hampshire - Maps - 1900-1960 - Topographic maps - Maps

Authors: Geological Survey (U.S.)
ca. 235 maps : col. ; on sheets 54 x 44 cm. fold.
Scale 1:24,000.
Dates of publication vary.
According to USGS, coverage at this scale complete in 246 maps.
Coverage may not be complete at this scale; see index map in box 130.
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisles 42 and 43 (July 2012).
map3C G3741 .P3 1906 .R3 (PrCt)

54609 New Hampshire - Maps - 1908 - Road

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Road maps

Authors: Automobile Club of America -- Geo. H. Walker & Co.
1 map: col.,; 79 x 100 cm., folded to 20 x 11 cm. in covers.
At head of title: No. 13
"Scale 2 mules to an inch."
Sectioned and mounted on cloth.
Back cover includes list of 35 automobile maps for sale by Geo. H. Walker & Co.
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).
Road map G3741.P2 1910 .A9 (PrCt)

New Hampshire - Maps - 1913 - Railroads

1 map: col.; 65 x 47 cm.
Dated '1-22-'12' at bottom right.
Includes key to railroads numbered 12-76 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: New Hampshire railroads.
Issued folded in accompanying index (34 p.; 17 cm.): Rand, McNally & Co.'s indexed county and township pocket map and shippers' guide of New Hampshire. Chicago and New York: Rand, McNally & Co., c1914.
Uniform title: Shippers guide
'Copyrighted R. McN & Co Jan 16, 1914' -- in ms. on title page verso.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 547 (PrCt)

New Hampshire - Maps - 1915 - Railroads

Authors: Dowst, Everett F. -- New Hampshire. Public Service Commission -- Western Illinois University. Map and Geography Library -- John V. Bergen Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col., mounted on cloth; 83 x 45 cm.
Handstamp on verso: Map and Geography Library. Western Illinois University.
On wooden rollers.
Forms part of the John V. Bergen Collection (Newberry Library).
maproll G3741.P3 1915 .D6 (PrCt)

New Hampshire - Maps - 1916 - Railroads

1 map: col.; 65 x 47 cm.
Plate no.: 109A.
Includes key to railroads numbered 12-76 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: New Hampshire railroads.
54615 New Hampshire - Maps - 1917 - Road maps

Cover dated 1917.
"Best routes shown in red."
Cover art: Illustrations of Ossipee Mountain park and the Connecticut valley.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 550 (PrCt)

54616 New Hampshire - Maps - 1919 - Railroads

Plate no.: 109D.
Includes key to railroads numbered 12-75 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: New Hampshire railroads.
On verso: New Hampshire automobile road map. 1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm. Plate no.: 628C.
"National Highways Association roads used by permission."
Editor's copy: many entries marked in pencil.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 551 (PrCt)

New Hampshire - Maps - 1919 - Railroads

1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm. Plate no.: 109D.
Includes key to railroads numbered 12-75 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: New Hampshire railroads.
On verso: New Hampshire automobile road map. 1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm. Plate no.: 628C.
"National Highways Association roads used by permission."
Editor's copy: many entries marked in pencil.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Handstamp on front cover: Register of Copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.
"Feby 6, 1920" -- in ms. on front cover.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm.
Plate no.: 109E.
Includes key to railroads numbered 12-76 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: New Hampshire railroads.
On verso: New Hampshire automobile road map.
1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm. Plate no.: 628C.
‘National Highways Association roads used by permission.’
Editor's copy: many entries marked in pencil.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 555 (PrCt)

1 map : col. ; 64 x 47 cm.
‘The Rand-McNally new commercial atlas map of New Hampshire.’ -- at top left.
Plate no.: 109F.
Includes key to railroads numbered 12-142 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: New Hampshire railroads.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of New Hampshire.
1 map : col. ; 64 x 47 cm. Plate no.: 1012F.
Issued folded in accompanying index (20 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of New Hampshire. Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Co., [1921].
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Handstamp on front cover: Register of Copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.
‘Pub. 9/21/22’ -- in ms. on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 556 (PrCt)

1 map : col. ; 64 x 47 cm.
‘The Rand-McNally new commercial atlas map of New Hampshire.’ -- at top left.
Plate no.: 109G.
Includes key to railroads numbered 12-142 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: New Hampshire railroads.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of New Hampshire.
1 map : col. ; 64 x 47 cm. Plate no.: 1100H.
Issued folded in accompanying index (20 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of New Hampshire. Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Co., [1922].
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Handstamp on front cover: Register of Copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.
‘Pub. 3/31/21’ and ‘4-2-21’ in ms. on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 555 (PrCt)

1 map : col. ; 64 x 47 cm.
‘The Rand-McNally new commercial atlas map of New Hampshire.’ -- at top left.
Plate no.: 109H.
Includes key to railroads numbered 12-142 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: New Hampshire railroads.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of New Hampshire.
1 map : col. ; 64 x 47 cm. Plate no.: 1100H.
Issued folded in accompanying index (19 p. ; 17
Includes key to 3 named ‘principal trails in New Hampshire’.

Issued folded in accompanying index (22 p.; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of New Hampshire. San Francisco; Chicago; New York: Rand McNally & Company, c1926.

Uniform title: Shippers guide.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

**RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 562 (PrCt)**

---

**54627 New Hampshire - Maps - 1926 - Railroads**

**Rand McNally standard map of New Hampshire.**

Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1926].


Plate no.: 9R25.

Includes key to railroads numbered 12-150 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: New Hampshire railroads.

On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of New Hampshire. 1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm.

Includes key to 3 named ‘principal trails in New Hampshire’.

Issued folded in accompanying index (22 p.; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of New Hampshire. San Francisco; Chicago; New York: Rand McNally & Company, c1926.

Uniform title: Shippers guide.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

**RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 561 (PrCt)**

---

**54629 New Hampshire - Maps - 1927 - Road maps**

**Tourist map of New Hampshire highways : including a complete log of all numbered highways / prepared by State Highway Department.** Concord, New Hampshire : State Highway Department, 1927.

Authors: New Hampshire. State Highway Dept. -- Burroughs -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 40 x 24 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Map of New Hampshire showing trunk line highways and connecting routes / compiled by the State Highway Department ... 1927.

Panel art: line drawing of couple in car; signed "Burroughs."

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 81.3 (PrCt)**

---

**54630 New Hampshire - Maps - 1927 - Road maps**


1 map : col. ; 43 x 28 cm.

Date from RMcN AE 89 ms. index.

Plate no. I-4

Running title: Junior auto road atlas of the eastern United States and Canada. Pages 18 and 19.

Verso includes partial maps of Quebec/Maine and Massachusetts, pages 20 and 17.

Uniform titles: Junior auto trails -- Auto trails.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 89.6 (PrCt)**

---

**54631 New Hampshire - Maps - 1928 - Road maps**


---

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
New Hampshire - Maps - 1928 - Road maps

Clason's road map of New Hampshire and Vermont. Chicago : Clason Map Co., [1928].

Authors: Clason Map Co. -- Green Mountain Mutual Fire Insurance Company

1 map : col. ; 34 x 26 cm. fold. in covers 12 x 8 cm.

Title on cover: Mileage road map of Vermont and New Hampshire. Published for the Green Mountain Mutual Fire Insurance Co., Montpelier, Vermont.

Date from calendar inside front cover.

"Copyrighted Clason Map."

Includes index in bottom margin, keys to "Road legend" and "Pole markings."

"Map no. R-260 A."

Accession #2008100251.

54632

New Hampshire - Maps - 1929 - Road maps

Relief map of New Hampshire / prepared in cooperation with the State Highway Department ... ; relief shading by Jno. H. Renshawe . [Washington, D.C.?] : engraved and printed by the U.S. Geological Survey, 1928.

Authors: Geological Survey (U.S.) -- New Hampshire. State Highway Dept. -- Renshawe, John H. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 118 x 66 cm.


Shows "trunk line and state aid highways."

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

54633

New Hampshire - Maps - 1929 - Road maps


27 p. : 3 maps (2 folded) ; 24 cm.

Cover title: Rand McNally standard indexed map with air trails : New Hampshire

Uniform title: Air trails

Folded map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back to back, col. ; each 66 x 48 cm., folded to 24 x 10 cm., inside back cover, scale 1:462,500): Rand McNally standard map of New Hampshire. Plate no 7R28. Includes key to railroads. -- Rand McNally standard map of New Hampshire with air trails. Plate nos. "12N28" and "7R28".

Accompanying index includes "airport directory", "aids to navigation", and "elements of practical air navigation" by William E. Johnson (p.16-27).

Index also includes map (13 x 20 cm., on p. 16-17): Rand McNally airway map : United States. Includes "key to [commercial] air lines."

Cover art: Airplane flying above passenger train. "50¢" -- printed on front cover.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (October 2010).

54634

New Hampshire - Maps - 1929 - Road maps


Authors: Langwith, A. L. (Afred Logan) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 39 x 28 cm.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Date from RMcN AE 81 ms. index.
"Series C 21-339"
Map on verso (38 x 28 cm.): Langwith's motor
trails map: Maine: condensed size.
Pages 17-18 detached from an unidentified
atlas.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 81.13 (PrCt)

54637 New Hampshire - Maps - 1930-1939 -
Railroads<<<railroads map, road map
Aeronautical charts<<<Aeronautical charts - New
Hampshire - Maps - 1930-1939<<<Road
maps<<<Railroads - Maps<<<Aeronautical charts
Rand McNally standard map of New Hampshire.
Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1930].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally and Company. Shippers guide -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 47 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 89 ms. index.
Plate nos.: No.1:28 S -- C7R29
Includes key to railroads numbered 12-150 (with
gaps in numbering) beneath added title: New
Hampshire railroads.
Map on verso (64 x 48 cm.): Rand McNally
standard map of New Hampshire with air trails.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 89.2X (PrCt)

54638 New Hampshire - Maps - 1930<<<New
Hampshire - Maps - 1930 - Railroads<<<New
Hampshire - Maps - 1930 - Aeronautical
charts<<<Aeronautical charts - New
Hampshire - 1930<<<New Hampshire - Maps -
1930 - Roads<<<Road maps<<<Railroads -
Maps<<<Aeronautical charts
Rand McNally standard indexed and air trails
maps of New Hampshire: for tourists, aviators,
commercial travelers, transportation men,
shippers, general, and business
reference. Chicago : New York ; San Francisco :
Rand McNally & Company, 1930.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally and Company. Air trails -- Library of
Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
17, II-VII p. : 4 maps (2 folded) ; 24 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally standard indexed map
of New Hampshire: detailed commercial map, air
trails map, road map
Uniform title: Air trails
Folded map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back
to back, col. ; each 66 x 48 cm., folded to 24 x 12
cm., inside back cover, scale 1:462,500): Rand
McNally standard map of New Hampshire. Plate
nos. "1:28 S", "C", and "7R29". Includes key to
railroads. -- Rand McNally standard map of New
Hampshire with air trails. Plate nos. "1:28 S", "A",
"7R29", and "1N30".
Accompanying index includes "aids to
navigation", "air navigation", and "airport
directory" (p. II-X at end).
Index also includes 2 maps (22 x 20 cm. and 13 x
20 cm., on p.4-5 and p. II-III at end): Rand
McNally motoroad map of New Hampshire --
Rand McNally airway map : United States.
Includes "key to [commercial] air lines."
Cover art: Airplane flying above passenger train.
"50¢" -- printed on front cover.
Handstamp on title page: Register of Copyrights,
Library of Congress ... 3-19-30.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (October 2010).
RMcN Air Trails 4C 33 (PrCt)

54639 New Hampshire - Maps - 1930 - Road
maps<<<Bridges - New Hampshire - Maps -
1930<<<Road maps
[New Hampshire highway map] ... / published
and distributed by "New Hampshire Highways,"
the official monthly bulletin of the State Highway
Department ; F. A. Gardner, editor ; Frederic E.
Everett, Commissioner. [Concord, N.H.?] : New
Hampshire State Highway Department, 1930.
Authors: New Hampshire. State Highway Dept. --
New Hampshire Highways -- Childs, John W.,
fl. 1930 -- Brink, John G. -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; on sheet trimmed to 57 x 32 cm.
Imperfect; title panel trimmed away; title supplied
by cataloger.
Insets (4 x 5 cm. each): Concord -- Nashua --
Manchester -- Portsmouth.
Editor's copy; ms. annotations identify bridge
locations.
Accompanied by typescript list "Principal trunk
line bridges in N.H." (2 leaves) and typescript
letter dated November 29, 1930 (1 leaf) from
New Hampshire bridge engineer John W. Childs
1-21-30 Brink."
Filed with a group of related U.S. state maps
identifying bridges along major highways, ca.
1927-ca. 1939 (in RMcN AE folders 172 and
173).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 172.27 (PrCt)

54640 New Hampshire - Maps - 1930 - Road
maps<<<Vermont - Maps - 1930 - Road
maps<<<Road maps
Rand McNally junior auto road map of New
Hampshire, Vermont. Chicago : Rand McNally &
Co., [1930].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally and Company. Junior auto trails -- Rand
McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand
New Hampshire - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
1 map : col. ; 68 x 44 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 89 ms. index.
Plate no. M-1003.
Uniform titles: Junior auto trails -- Auto trails.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 89.13 (PrCt)

Map of New Hampshire / compiled by the State Highway Department. Concord, N.H., State Highway Department, 1931.
Authors: New Hampshire. State Highway Dept. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 117 x 62 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 81.19 (PrCt)

New Hampshire - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
1 map : col. ; 53 x 40 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Map of New Hampshire and Vermont / issued jointly by the New Hampshire State Development Commission and State Highway Department, Concord, N.H. and the Bureau of Publicity and Department of Highways Montpelier, Vt.
Panel art: Photo of "Old Man of the Mountain" at Franconia Notch.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 81.23 (PrCt)

New Hampshire - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (3 panel, R,Y): Diagonal "Shell" on red stripe, logo.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1146 (PrCt)

New Hampshire - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Québec (Province) - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
New Hampshire - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
1 map : col. ; 82 x 48 cm.
Panel title.
Maps on verso (22 x 19 cm. and smaller) :
Panel art: photo of the forest in the shape of New Hampshire
Handstamp on verso: Data obtained by John G. Brink, Jr. Date April 5, 1935. At Atlanta, Ga.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 81.25 (PrCt)

New Hampshire - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
[Texaco road map of New Hampshire]. [Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, 1934?].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; on sheet trimmed to 35 x 19 cm.
Title and imprint supplied by cataloger.
Imperfect; editor's copy of a Texaco road map trimmed on all sides to outline a single U.S. state.
Date from previous binding marked "Points of Interest" and dated 1934.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 199.27 (PrCt)

New Hampshire - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Vermont - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (3 panel, R,Y): Diagonal "Shell" on red stripe, logo.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1146 (PrCt)

New Hampshire - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Road maps
New England - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Map of New Hampshire showing state and main traveled highways, principal railroads and airports / issued jointly by the State Highway Department and State Development Commission. Concord,
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H. M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 58 x 38 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. I-419-J.C.
Map on verso (28 x 44 cm.): Shell official road map: Quebec.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 163.27B (PrCt)

54653 New Hampshire - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Vermont - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Authors: H. M Gousha Company -- Cities Service Oil Company -- H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1280 (PrCt)

54654 New Hampshire - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Vermont - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Authors: H. M. Gousha Company -- Tide Water Oil Company -- H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (3 panel, O.B): Profile of woman driver, scarf blowing in wind.
Plate no. I-4-219-J.C.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1243 (PrCt)

54655 New Hampshire - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Vermont - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Map of New Hampshire showing state and main traveled highways, railroads and airports / New Hampshire State Planning and Development Commission ... Concord, New Hampshire, 1935.
New York: General Drafting Co., Inc., 1935.
1 map; col.; 53 x 40 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Map of New Hampshire and Vermont / issued jointly by the New Hampshire State Planning and Development Commission and State Highway Department, Concord, N.H. and the Vermont Publicity Service Dept. of Conservation & Development and Department of Highways Montpelier, Vt.
Panel art: Photo of "Old Man of the Mountain" at Franconia Notch.
Panel handstamped "Received Jun 13 1935" and signed "Brink."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 81.29 (PrCt)

54656 New Hampshire - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Vermont - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H. M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map; col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1472 (PrCt)

54657 New Hampshire - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Vermont - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
East (U.S.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H. M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map; col.; 64 x 41 cm.
Panel title.
Plate nos. "219-J.C." and "J-1."
Panel art: Cartoon of Tydol "Little Engineer"; automobile license plate.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 171.16B (PrCt)

54658 New Hampshire - Maps - 1936 - Road
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Cartoon mechanic and license plate with slogan "wherever you go, go on Tydol and Veedol", says the little engineer.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1789 (PrCt)
maps<br>\textit{Road maps}
\textit{New Hampshire, Vermont : 1937 road map : Cities Service ...}
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Cities Service invites you to tour New Hampshire, Vermont.
Plate nos. "319-J." and "10-K"
Panel art: Cities Service sign, car and outline of the United States.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jun 3 -1937 ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 157.24 (PrCt)
\textbf{54665}
\textbf{New Hampshire - Maps - 1937 - Road maps}<br>\textbf{Vermont - Maps - 1937 - Road maps}<br>\textbf{New England - Maps - 1937 - Road maps}<br>\textbf{Road maps}
Authors: Standard Oil Company of New York -- Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- General Drafting Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; 70 x 51 cm., folded to 25 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: New Hampshire & Vermont.
Map on verso (70 x 51 cm.): Socony tourist map of New England.
Panel art: "Socony. Socony-Vacuum" gas sign and "travel the route of friendly service" slogan.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3020 (PrCt)
\textbf{54669}
\textbf{New Hampshire - Maps - 1938 - Road maps}<br>\textbf{Vermont - Maps - 1938 - Road maps}<br>\textbf{East (U.S.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps}<br>\textbf{Maritime Provinces - Maps - 1938 - Road maps}<br>\textbf{Road maps}
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; 53 x 40 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of New Hampshire, Vermont.
Date from RMcN AE 82 ms. index.
Includes table of "State and federal gasoline taxes as of March 15th, 1938."
Plate no. T. 3828
Insets (14 x 17 cm. and smaller): Boston Mass. and vicinity -- Burlington -- Concord -- Montreal -- Manchester.
Maps on verso (50 x 51 cm. and smaller): Texaco sectional trip map [of the eastern U.S.] -- Cleveland and vicinity -- Chicago and vicinity -- New York and vicinity -- Maritime provinces.
Panel art: Texaco logo over silhouette of the United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 82.32 (PrCt)

New Hampshire, Vermont info-map : Gulf.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1938].
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 62 x 42 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 82 ms. index.
Plate no. T. 3861
Maps on verso (42 x 58 cm. and 21 x 19 cm.):
Panel art: Gulf sign over car.
RMcN AE 82.30 (PrCt)

Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Standard Oil Company of New York -- General Drafting Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 70 x 51 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: New Hampshire and Vermont Map on verso (70 x 51 cm.): Socony tourist map of New England
Panel art: Socony sign.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 18 1938 Rand McNally & Co. ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 169.33A (PrCt)

Tydol trails thru New Hampshire, Vermont ...
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 45 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. 319-J.C. 12-L.
Panel art: Tydol sign and cars.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 22 1938 Rand McNally & Co. ...
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 171.16A (PrCt)

54673 New Hampshire - Maps - 1938 - Road maps>>>Vermont - Maps - 1938 - Road maps>>>Québec (Province) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps>>>Road maps
Shell road map : New Hampshire, Vermont ...
Chicago : H. M. Gousha Company, [1938].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 38 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell official road map of New Hampshire, Vermont.
Date from RMcN AE 164 ms. index.
Plate nos. "319-J.C. 12-L" and "12-L 1938-1"
Map on verso (27 x 43 cm.): Shell official road map : Quebec.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 15 1938 ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 164.25 (PrCt)

54674 New Hampshire - Maps - 1938 - Road maps>>>Vermont - Maps - 1938 - Road maps>>>Road maps
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: car driving through hills, Cities Service sign.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3075 (PrCt)

54675 New Hampshire - Maps - 1938 - Road maps>>>Vermont - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
**New Hampshire - Maps - 1938 - Road maps**

*Road map: New Hampshire, Vermont*  
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1938].  
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection  
(Newberry Library)  
1 map : col. ; 58 x 38 cm.  
Panel title.  
Added title: Cities Service invites you to tour New Hampshire, Vermont.  
Date from RMcN AE 156 ms. index.  
Plate no. 319-J.C. 12-L  
Map on verso (28 x 44 cm.): Cities Service road map of the United States.  
Panel art: Cities Service sign, car on winding road.  
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... July 18 1938 ... ."  
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection  
(Newberry Library).  
**RMcN AE 156.20 (PrCt)**

54676

**New Hampshire - Maps - 1939 - Road maps**

*Texaco touring map of New Hampshire, Vermont with sectional map of adjoining states.* Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1939].  
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map : col. ; 52 x 40 cm.  
Panel title.  
Added title: Texaco touring map of New Hampshire, Vermont  
"Road surface conditions edited to July 1st, 1939".  
Date from RMcN AE 82 ms. index.  
Plate no. U. 3828  
Insets (14 x 17 cm. and smaller): Boston Mass. and vicinity -- Burlington -- Concord -- Montreal -- Montpelier -- Manchester.  
Maps on verso (50 x 51 cm. and smaller): Texaco sectional trip map [of the eastern U.S.] -- Cleveland and vicinity -- New York and vicinity -- Gaspé Peninsula -- Maritime Provinces.  
Panel art: Texaco logo over silhouette of the United States.  
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection  
(Newberry Library).  
**RMcN AE 82.34 (PrCt)**

54679

**New Hampshire - Maps - 1938 - Road maps**

*Tydol trails thru New Hampshire, Vermont.*  
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection  
(Newberry Library)  
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.  
Panel title.  
Panel art: Tydol gasoline sign, profiles of three cars, and slogan "stop at this sign for safe motoring."  
Forms part of the H. M. Gousha Collection  
(Newberry Library).  
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).  
**Gousha Clients 3243 (PrCt)**

54677

**New Hampshire - Maps - 1939 - Road maps**

*Tydol trails thru New Hampshire, Vermont.*  
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection  
(Newberry Library)  
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.  
Panel title.  
Panel art: Tydol gasoline sign, profiles of three cars, and slogan "stop at this sign for safe motoring."  
Forms part of the H. M. Gousha Collection  
(Newberry Library).  
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).  
**Gousha Clients 3314 (PrCt)**

54678

**New Hampshire - Maps - 1939 - Road maps**

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map : col. ; 52 x 40 cm.  
Panel title.  
Added title: Texaco touring map of New Hampshire, Vermont  
"Road surface conditions edited to July 1st, 1939".  
Date from RMcN AE 82 ms. index.  
Plate no. U. 3828  
Insets (14 x 17 cm. and smaller): Boston Mass. and vicinity -- Burlington -- Concord -- Montreal -- Montpelier -- Manchester.  
Maps on verso (50 x 51 cm. and smaller): Texaco sectional trip map [of the eastern U.S.] -- Cleveland and vicinity -- New York and vicinity -- Gaspé Peninsula -- Maritime Provinces.  
Panel art: Texaco logo over silhouette of the United States.  
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection  
(Newberry Library).  
**RMcN AE 82.35 (PrCt)**
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

54683 New Hampshire - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Vermont - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
New Hampshire, Vermont info-map : Gulf.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1939].
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 62 x 42 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 82 ms. index.
Plate no U. 3917
Maps on verso (42 x 58 cm. and 21 x 19 cm.):
Panel art: Gulf sign over car.
RMcN AE 82.37 (PrCt)

54684 New Hampshire - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Vermont - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Shell road map : New Hampshire, Vermont.
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1939].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3558 (PrCt)

54685 New Hampshire - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Vermont - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Tydol trails thru New Hampshire, Vermont.
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1939.
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Tydol gasoline and Veedol motor oil signs; profiles of stylized cars.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3667 (PrCt)

54682 New Hampshire - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Vermont - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
New Hampshire, Vermont road map / Cities Service.
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1939?].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"Tourist edition."
Panel title.
Panel art: road leading to a Cities Service gas station and sign; slogan "buy at this sign."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
RMcN AE 82.39 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
New Hampshire - Maps - 1940 - Road maps

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: road with cars, Cities Service sign and
gas station attendant; slogan "helpful service
wherever you go!"
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry
Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3728 (PrCt)

54687

54690

New Hampshire - Maps - 1941 - Road maps

1 map : col. ; 57 x 38 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: New Hampshire, Vermont.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with
confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry
Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3889 (PrCt)

New Hampshire - Maps - 1941 - Road maps

1 map : col. ; 65 x 68 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: New Hampshire, Vermont.
Date from RMcN AE 82 ms. index.
Plate no W. 4045
Map on verso (65 x 78 cm.): Connecticut,
Massachusetts, Rhode Island.
Panel art: Gulf sign over car.
RMcN AE 82.41 (PrCt)

New Hampshire - Maps - 1941 - Road maps

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: drawing of scenic roadside, cars with
caption "the White mountains and Green
mountains ..."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry
Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4009 (PrCt)

New Hampshire - Maps - 1941 - Road maps

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: car, Cities Service sign and infant
dressed as a gas station attendant; slogan "start
every trip at your Cities Service dealer's."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry
Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4075 (PrCt)

New Hampshire - Maps - 1940 - Road maps

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: road with cars, Cities Service sign and
gas station attendant; slogan "helpful service
wherever you go!"
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry
Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3728 (PrCt)

New Hampshire - Maps - 1940 - Road maps

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: road with cars, Cities Service sign and
gas station attendant; slogan "helpful service
wherever you go!"
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry
Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3728 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

54693 New Hampshire - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Shell map of New Hampshire, Vermont. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1941?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: New Hampshire, Vermont.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4327 (PrCt)

54694 New Hampshire - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: airplane, car and Tydol flying "A" gasoline logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4330 (PrCt)

54695 New Hampshire - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 68 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: New Hampshire, Vermont
Date from RMcN AE 86 ms. index.
Plate no X. 4045
Map on verso (65 x 78 cm.): Connecticut, Massachusetts, Rhode Island.
Panel art: Gulf sign over car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 86.6 (PrCt)

54696 New Hampshire - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
New Hampshire, Vermont road map / Cities Service Oils ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1942?].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: rural road scene, Cities Service Oils logo, and slogan "start every trip at your Cities Service dealer's."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4387 (PrCt)

54697 New Hampshire - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Road map : New Hampshire, Vermont, Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1942?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: New Hampshire, Vermont.
Panel art: Shell logo, statement "all points of military interest have been removed voluntarily from this map and index" and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4569 (PrCt)

54698 New Hampshire - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
New Hampshire - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: road scene with gas station, car, and "Tydol flying 'A' gasoline" sign.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4983 (PrCt)

New Hampshire - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: road scene with gas station, car, and "Tydol flying 'A' gasoline" sign.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4984 (PrCt)

New Hampshire - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: road scene with gas station, car, and "Tydol flying 'A' gasoline" sign.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4983 (PrCt)

New Hampshire - Maps - 1947
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Pocket maps -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
16 p. : 2 col. maps on 1 sheet (folded) ; 24 cm.
"1947 edition."
Cover title: Rand McNally pocket maps : New Hampshire : complete indexed reference map ... [and] highway map

New Hampshire - Maps - 1947
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Pocket maps -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
16 p. : 2 col. maps on 1 sheet (folded) ; 24 cm.
"1947 edition."
Cover title: Rand McNally pocket maps : New Hampshire : complete indexed reference map ... [and] highway map

New Hampshire - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: road scene with gas station, car, and "Tydol flying 'A' gasoline" sign.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4984 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Uniform title: Pocket maps
Folded map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back to back, col. : 65 x 47 cm. and 47 x 65 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of New Hampshire. Plate no. 6. Includes key to railroads. -- Rand McNally road map : Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont. Plate no. 7-463633V-1. Includes inset map of northeastern Maine (20 x 23 cm.).
Cover art: Cars on road alongside passenger train.
"75¢" -- printed on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
RMcN Pocket 4C 167 (PrCt)

Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 68 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: New Hampshire, Vermont
Date from RMcN AE 86 ms. index.
Plate no 7-424046-8
Map on verso (65 x 78 cm.): Connecticut, Massachusetts, Rhode Island.
Panel art: Gulf sign over car.
RMcN AE 86.38 (PrCt)

54706 New Hampshire - Maps - 1947 - Road maps<<>>Vermont - Maps - 1947 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Cities Service gas station, various cartoon images, and slogan "Cities Service dealers help make every trip a treat."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5052 (PrCt)

54707 New Hampshire - Maps - 1947 - Road maps<<>>Vermont - Maps - 1947 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Travel New Hampshire, Vermont with Conoco ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1947].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "U", indicating 1947 publication.
Panel art: family standing in front of car and statement "for long trips ask ... about Touraide."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5097 (PrCt)

54708 New Hampshire - Maps - 1947 - Road maps<<>>Vermont - Maps - 1947 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "U", indicating 1947 publication.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5195 (PrCt)

54709 New Hampshire - Maps - 1947 - Road maps<<>>Vermont - Maps - 1947 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "U", indicating 1947 publication.
Panel art: rural road scene with gas station, car, and "Tydol flying 'A' gasoline" sign.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5266 (PrCt)

Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 68 cm.
Panel title.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Added title: New Hampshire, Vermont
Date from RMcN AE 86 ms. index.
Plate no. 8-424045-9
Map on verso (65 x 78 cm.): Connecticut, Massachusetts, Rhode Island.
Panel art: Gulf sign over car.

54711 New Hampshire - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
<>>>Vermont - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
<>>>Road maps
New Hampshire, Vermont / Cities Service.
Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948?].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
Panel art: Cities Service gas station, various cartoon images, and slogan "Cities Service dealers help make every trip a treat."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5329 (PrCt)

54712 New Hampshire - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
<>>>Vermont - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
<>>>Road maps
Shell map of New Hampshire, Vermont.
Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5468 (PrCt)

54713 New Hampshire - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
<>>>Vermont - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
<>>>Road maps
Road map of New Hampshire, Vermont ... / Tide Water Associated Oil Company, New York, Tulsa, San Francisco. Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948?].
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
Panel art: gas station attendant talking to a man in car, "Tydol flying 'A' gasoline" sign and slogan "at this sign ... everything's good for your car."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5551 (PrCt)

54714 New Hampshire - Maps - 1949 - Road maps
<>>>Vermont - Maps - 1949 - Road maps
<>>>New England - Maps - 1949 - Road maps
Chicago ; Rand McNally & Company, [1949].
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 68 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: New Hampshire, Vermont
Date from RMcN AE 74 ms. index.
Plate no. 9-424045-12.
Map on verso (65 x 78 cm.): Connecticut, Massachusetts, Rhode Island.
Panel art: Gulf sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 74.13 (PrCt)

54715 New Hampshire - Maps - 1950 - Road maps
<>>>Vermont - Maps - 1950 - Road maps
<>>>New England - Maps - 1950 - Road maps
Chicago ; Rand McNally & Company, [1950?].
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 68 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: New Hampshire, Vermont
Plate no. 0-4294046-16.
Map on verso (65 x 78 cm.): Connecticut, Massachusetts, Rhode Island.
Panel art: Gulf sign above car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 74.3X (PrCt)

54716 New Hampshire - Maps - 1951 - Road maps
<>>>Vermont - Maps - 1951 - Road maps
<>>>New England - Maps - 1951 - Road maps
Chicago ; Rand McNally & Company, [1951].
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 68 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: New Hampshire, Vermont
Date from RMcN AE 74 ms. index.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
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Plate no. 1-424046-17.
Map on verso (65 x 78 cm.): Connecticut, Massachusetts, Rhode Island.
Panel art: Gulf sign above car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 74.16 (PrCt)

16 p. : 2 col. maps on 1 sheet (folded) ; 24 cm.
"1952 edition."
Cover title: Rand McNally New Hampshire pocket map : reference map ... [and] detailed highway map
Uniform title: Pocket maps
Folded map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back to back, col. ; 65 x 47 cm. and 47 x 65 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of New Hampshire. Plate no. 54321. Includes key to railroads. -- Rand McNally road map : Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont. Plate no. 2-463633V-9. Includes inset map of northeastern Maine (20 x 23 cm.).
"2 maps in one, $1" -- front cover.
Cover art: Schematic road sign labeled "reference map ... ."
Handstamp on title page: Register of Copyrights, Library of Congress ... certificate no. aa218884. Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Pocket 4C 168 (PrCt)

Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 68 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: New Hampshire, Vermont
Date from RMcN AE 74 ms. index.
Plate no. 2-494045V-1.
Map on verso (65 x 78 cm.): Connecticut, Massachusetts, Rhode Island.
Panel art: Gulf sign above cars on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 74.19 (PrCt)

Authors: New Hampshire. Dept. of Public Works and Highways -- United States. Federal Highway Administration -- Logility Transportation (Des Plaines, Ill.) -- Centre Mark Co. (Elmhurst, Ill.)
1 atlas : 10 maps ; 58 x 45 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:126,720].
Title of each map: General highway map ... County, New Hampshire.
Maps include location diagram, insets of cities and towns.
All maps on multiple sheets.
Index map and index of town names inside front cover.
Includes MS annotations by Logility Transportation or an earlier firm, Centre Mark Co. Gift, Logility Transportation, 2010.

18 p. : 2 col. maps on 1 sheet (folded) ; 24 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally New Hampshire pocket reference map ... [and] detailed highway map
Uniform title: Pocket maps
Folded map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back to back, col. ; 65 x 47 cm. and 47 x 65 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of New Hampshire. Plate no. A-520530-231. Includes key to railroads. -- New Hampshire, Vermont : Rand McNally road map. Plate no. 6-5633-20. Includes inset maps of Burlington and Manchester (each 7 x 8 cm.).
"2 maps" -- front cover.
"$1.95" -- adhesive sticker on front cover.
Cover art: stylized and labeled map symbols (e.g. "elevations", "points of interest", "air facilities", etc.)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

RMcN Pocket 4C 169 (PrCt)


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Oriented with north at upper right.
Includes table: First grantees, dotted lines shew their lots.
Dedication: 'To the Connecticut Academy of Arts and Sciences...Wm. Lyon.'

New Haven (Conn.) - Maps - 1775 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

A Plan of New Haven and harbour. 1775, 1929.
Authors: Stiles, Ezra, 1727-1795 -- New Haven Colony Historical Society
1 map ; on sheet 38 x 30 cm.
Scale ca. 1:9,600.

54736 New Haven (Conn.) - Maps - 1775 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

A Plan of New Haven and harbour. 1775, 1929.
Authors: Stiles, Ezra, 1727-1795 -- New Haven Colony Historical Society
1 map ; on sheet 38 x 30 cm.
Scale ca. 1:9,600.
Photograph of colored 1775 manuscript compiled New Haven, 1775; reproduced from original in the New Haven Colony Historical Society.
Dated Sept. 27, 1775.
Oriented with north at upper right.
Includes references, 1-21.

54737 New Haven (Conn.) - Maps - 1775 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

A Plan of New Haven and harbour. [1773?].
1 map ; 37 x 23cm. on sheet 43 x 58 cm.
Photostat of original published New Haven: Punderson & Crisan, 1874; reproduced from original in the Connecticut State Library.
The 1874 map was copied from colored 1775 manuscript in the New Haven Colony Historical Society.
Scale [ca. 1:9,875].
Oriented with north at upper right.
Includes references 1-21.
73-5804

54738 New Haven (Conn.) - Maps - 1824

Authors: Doolittle, Amos, 1754-1832 -- Historic Urban Plans (Firm)
1 map ; 48 x 63 cm.
Facsimile of original published New Haven, 1824; originally published in four sections.
Reproduced from original in the Library of Congress.

54742 New Haven (Conn.) - Maps - Collections, 1641-1830

plan4F G3784.N4 1824 D6 1973 (PrCt)

References: Cf. Phillips 1490
7A 16 (PrCt)

54740 New Haven (Conn.) - Maps - Counties

New Haven (Conn.) - Maps - Landowners

New Haven (Conn.) - Maps - Landowners - Maps

Authors: Hopkins, Griffith Morgan
1 atlas : maps ; 35 x 52 cm.
"Published under a contract with the city of New Haven through the special committee of city maps, Henry G. Lewis, chairman."
Photocopy (197-) of original held by the Newberry Library [oversize G1244.N6 H6 1888].
Photocopy was gift of the Fort Wayne and Allen County Public Library; not described in the main online catalog; shelved in basement stacks (April 2010)
References: Cf. Phillips 1490
67-2826
oversize G1244.N6 H6 1888 (NLO)

54741 New Haven (Conn.) - Maps - Collections, 1641-1830

New Haven (Conn.) - Maps - Aerial Photographs

New Haven (Conn.) - 1929

Authors: Lyman, Dean B. (Dean Belden), 1896-- -- Chas. W. Scranton & Co. -- Yale University Press -- Heliotype Printing Co. -- Rollins, Carl Purinton, 1880-1960
1 atlas ([22] p. : maps) ; 29 cm.
Facsimiles of manuscript and printed maps, 1641-1830, and aerial photograph of 1929.
"One thousand copies. The printing-office of Yale University Press. Maps printed by the Heliotype Company. Typography by Carl Purinton Rollins. July 1929. This is no. 966."
Duplicate copy: Map4C 89
Phillips 11737.
folio F104 .N6 L9 (NLO)
54739 New Haven (Conn.) - Maps - 1888 - Landowners - Counties - Maps

New Haven (Conn.) - Maps - Landowners - Maps

Authors: Hopkins, Griffith Morgan
1 atlas : maps ; 35 x 52 cm.
"Published under a contract with the city of New Haven through the special committee of city maps, Henry G. Lewis, chairman."
Photocopy (197-) of original held by the Newberry Library [oversize G1244.N6 H6 1888].
Photocopy was gift of the Fort Wayne and Allen County Public Library; not described in the main online catalog; shelved in basement stacks (April 2010)
References: Cf. Phillips 1490
67-2826
oversize G1244.N6 H6 1888 (NLO)

Authors: Lyman, Dean B. (Dean Belden), 1896-- Chas. W. Scranton & Co. -- Yale University Press -- Heliotype Printing Co. -- Rollins, Carl Purington, 1880-1960 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas [(22) p. : maps] ; 29 cm.

Facsimiles of manuscript and printed maps, 1641-1830, and aerial photograph of 1929.

'O one thousand copies. The printing-office of Yale University Press. Maps printed by the Heliotype Company. Typography by Carl Purington Rollins.

July 1929. This is no. 822.'

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Phillips 11737.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

New Haven (Conn.) - Maps - Collections, 1641-1830 - New Haven (Conn.) - Aerial Photographs - 1929 - New Haven (Conn.) - Aerial Photographs - New Haven (Conn.) - 1929


Authors: Lyman, Dean B. (Dean Belden), 1896-- Chas. W. Scranton & Co. -- Yale University Press -- Heliotype Printing Co. -- Rollins, Carl Purington, 1880-1960 -- Library of Congress

1 atlas [(24) p. : 10 maps, ports.] ; 29 x 29 cm.

Facsimiles of manuscript and printed maps, 1641-1830, and aerial photograph of 1929.

Electrostatic copy, lacking title page


'O one thousand copies. The printing-office of Yale University Press. Maps printed by the Heliotype Company. Typography by Carl Purington Rollins.

July 1929.'

Duplicate copy: folio F104 .N6 L9

Phillips 11737.

22777

ICN76 map4C 89 (PrCt)

New Haven County (Conn.) - Maps - 1856 - Landowners - New Haven County (Conn.) - Maps - 1856 - Landowners - Maps


Authors: Smith (H. & C. T.) -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps

1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.


Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:


Microfiche 583, no. 64 (PrCt)

New Haven County (Conn.) - Maps - 1894 - Road maps - Middlesex County (Conn.) - Maps - 1894 - Road maps - Counties - Maps


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (128 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.

New updated edition." $14.95

Uniform title: StreetFinder.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).


RMcN StrFdr 1994 .N465 (PrCt)

New Haven County (Conn.) - Maps - 1997 - Road maps - Middlesex County (Conn.) - Maps - 1997 - Road maps - Counties - Maps

New Haven & Middlesex counties StreetFinder. [Skokie, Ill.]: Rand McNally, 1997.

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (128 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.

"New updated edition" --front cover. $15.95

Uniform title: StreetFinder.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
54748 New Haven County (Conn.) - Maps - 1999 -
Road maps - Middlesex County (Conn.) - Maps - 1999 -
Road maps - Counties - Maps
New Haven & Middlesex counties StreetFinder.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (120 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
$15.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-97897-7
RMcN StrFdr 1997 .N465 (PrCt)

54749 New Haven Harbor (Conn.) - Maps - 1838 -
New Haven (Conn.) - Maps - 1838 -
Harbors - Nautical charts - New Haven Harbor (Conn.) -
1838 - Nautical charts - New Haven (Conn.) -
1838 - Nautical charts
1 map : mounted on linen ; 94 x 63 cm., folded to 17 x 24 cm.
Based on work directed by Ferdinand Rudolph Hassler, Superintendent of the U.S. Coast Survey; see Guthorn.
Depth "soundings expressed in feet" and isolines; shoals and relief shown pictorially.
Scale 1:10,000.
Coordinates: (W 73°20'00"--W 72°55'50"/N 41°18'15"--N 41°13'00"
Prime meridian: [Greenwich]
Includes brief table of tide data, variations in harbor mud and sand, New Haven light house coordinates, and footprints of scattered buildings.
Newberry's copy of Serial Set 347 lacks map.
Printed from 2 plates on 2 sheets joined to form 1 composite sheet backed with linen.
Digital image of another copy available on Connecticut History Online website (accessed April 2014):
http://images.lib.uconn.edu/cdm/singleitem/collection/cho/id/15095/rec/2
G 10846 .9 (NLO)

54750 New Haven Region (Conn.) - Maps - 1937 -
Road maps - Connecticut StreetFinder.
New Haven & Middlesex counties StreetFinder.
Skokie, Ill. Rand McNally, [1937?].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 16 x 14 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Socony citigraph of New Haven.
Panel art: Socony sign.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "1937" Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 169.56A (PrCt)

54751 New Haven Region (Conn.) - Maps - 1937 -
Road maps - Connecticut StreetFinder.
New Haven & Middlesex counties StreetFinder.
Skokie, Ill. Rand McNally, [1937?].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col ; 14 x 16 cm., folded to 17 x 9 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Socony citigraph of New Haven.
Panel art: "Socony, Socony-Vacuum" gas sign and slogan "travel the route of friendly service." Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3021 (PrCt)

54752 New Haven Region (Conn.) - Maps - 1938 -
Road maps - Connecticut StreetFinder.
New Haven & Middlesex counties StreetFinder.
Skokie, Ill. Rand McNally, [1937?].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col ; 16 x 14 cm.

References: Wheat & Brun 397; Evans 6021
folio Ayer 150.5 .N6 B66 1747 [map 2 of 3] (PrCt)

New Jersey - 1747 - Surveys<<>>Surveys - New Jersey - 1747
Map no. II / engrav'd by James Turner near the Town House Boston ... [Boston : s.n., 1747].
Authors: Turner, James, -1759 -- Colden, Cadwallader, 1688-1776 -- Evans, Lewis, 1700?-1756 -- Board of Proprietors of the Eastern Division of New Jersey. A Bill in the Chancery of New-Jersey, at the suit of John Earl of Stair, and others, proprietors of the Eastern-Division of New-Jersey, against Benjamin Bond, and some other persons of Elizabeth-Town, distinguished by the name of the Clinker Lot Right Men ... (1747) -- Stair, John Dalrymple, Earl of, 1673-1747 -- New Jersey. Court of Chancery -- Parker, James, fl. 1747 -- Franklin, Benjamin, 1706-1790 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; on sheet 66 x 37 cm.
'Protracted by a scale of 150 chains to an inch.'
The third of three folded maps issued in: Board of Proprietors of the Eastern Division of New Jersey. A Bill in the Chancery of New-Jersey, at the suit of John Earl of Stair, and others, proprietors of the Eastern-Division of New-Jersey, against Benjamin Bond, and some other persons of Elizabeth-Town, distinguished by the name of the Clinker Lot Right Men ... ([New York] ; Philadelphia : James Parker ; Benjamin Franklin, 1747), following p. 124.
Prepared for publication by Lewis Evans; see Wheat & Brun 398
Includes boundaries of and surveys and land grants made between 1676-1743 in the Newark and Elizabeth regions of New Jersey; keyed to 'Schedule, Numb. III' on p. 88-91.
Forms part of the case of the Board of Proprietors of the Eastern Division of New Jersey against the occupants of lands in the town of Elizabeth deriving their title from grants made by Governor Nicolls about eighty years earlier. The bill (filed Apr. 13, 1745) is signed: Ja. Alexander, Jos. Murray, of council for the complainants.
http://digitalgallery.nypl.org/nypldigital_dev/dgkeysearchdetail.cfm?trg=1&strucId=254083&imagel D=433624&word=17822&s=1&notword=d=&c=&f=13&k=0&iWord=&iField=&sScope=Name&l evel=&sLabel=Parker%2C%20James&total=3&num=0&images=0&hexa=&pNum=3
References: Wheat & Brun 398; Evans 6021
folio Ayer 150.5 .N6 B66 1747 [map 3 of 3] (PrCt)

New Jersey - 1747 - Surveys<<>>Surveys - New Jersey - 1747

New Jersey - 1747 - Land grants<<>>Land grants - New Jersey - 1747
Map no. III. Boston : Engrav'd & printed by James Turner near the Town House ..., [1747].
Authors: Turner, James, -1759 -- Colden, Cadwallader, 1688-1776 -- Evans, Lewis, 1700?-1756 -- Board of Proprietors of the Eastern Division of New Jersey. A Bill in the Chancery of New-Jersey, at the suit of John Earl of Stair, and others, proprietors of the Eastern-Division of New-Jersey, against Benjamin Bond, and some other persons of Elizabeth-Town, distinguished by the name of the Clinker Lot Right Men ... (1747) -- Stair, John Dalrymple, Earl of, 1673-1747 -- New Jersey. Court of Chancery -- Parker, James, fl. 1747 -- Franklin, Benjamin, 1706-1790 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; on sheet 45 x 37 cm.
'Protracted by a scale of five miles to an inch.'
The second of three folded maps issued in: Board of Proprietors of the Eastern Division of New Jersey. A Bill in the Chancery of New-Jersey, at the suit of John Earl of Stair, and others, proprietors of the Eastern-Division of New-Jersey, against Benjamin Bond, and some other persons of Elizabeth-Town, distinguished by the name of the Clinker Lot Right Men ... ([New York] ; Philadelphia : James Parker ; Benjamin Franklin, 1747), following p. 124.
Prepared for publication by Lewis Evans; see Wheat & Brun 398
Includes boundaries of and surveys and land grants made between 1676-1743 in the Newark and Elizabeth regions of New Jersey; keyed to 'Schedule, Numb. III' on p. 88-91.
Forms part of the case of the Board of Proprietors of the Eastern Division of New Jersey against the occupants of lands in the town of Elizabeth deriving their title from grants made by Governor Nicolls about eighty years earlier. The bill (filed Apr. 13, 1745) is signed: Ja. Alexander, Jos. Murray, of council for the complainants.
http://digitalgallery.nypl.org/nypldigital_dev/dgkeysearchdetail.cfm?trg=1&strucId=254083&imagel D=433624&word=17822&s=1&notword=d=&c=&f=13&k=0&iWord=&iField=&sScope=Name&l evel=&sLabel=Parker%2C%20James&total=3&num=0&images=0&hexa=&pNum=3
References: Wheat & Brun 398; Evans 6021
folio Ayer 150.5 .N6 B66 1747 [map 3 of 3] (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

1 atlas (81 maps) ; 40 cm.
1st ed.
Ristow428; LeGearL2305; L&S Phillips 2144.
OCLC 3902462
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Edited by O.I. Woodley.
Geography text.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Cover title.
"Summary and check exercises." -- P. 31-32.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes F134.3 .W47 1929 (NLO)

1 map : col. ; 119 x 69 cm.
'By John D. Alden...1945; rev. by D. Stanton Hammond [et. al.] 1965 ..., 1973.' Scale [ca. 1:247, 500].
Copyright notice supplied by rubber stamp.
29676
ICN78
map6F G3811.S3 1974 A4 (PrCt)

Scale [ca. 1:772,500].
Case E5 .W275505 Atlas map 5 (PrCt)

Scale [ca. 1:445,000].
Relief shown by hachures.
Case E5 .W275505 Atlas map 4 (PrCt)

Photocopy.
BHC 1455
Vert 1050 (PrCt)

Copyright notice supplied by rubber stamp.
29676
ICN78
map6F G3811.S3 1974 A4 (PrCt)

Scale [ca. 1:772,500].
Case E5 .W275505 Atlas map 5 (PrCt)

Scale [ca. 1:445,000].
Relief shown by hachures.
Case E5 .W275505 Atlas map 4 (PrCt)

Photocopy.
BHC 1455
Vert 1050 (PrCt)
1 map : col. ; 44 x 92 cm.
Facsimile of original in John Carter Brown Library 'reproduced in colotype by the Meriden Gravure Company.'
Text beneath map: 'The description of the Province of West-Jersey in America.'
Inset: New York [view]
Accompanied by 'A note on the facsimile' ([4] p., 24 cm.)
Scale: about 2 English leagues to the inch.
Ayer 133.5 .S46 1677 1958 (NLO)

54764

New Jersey - Maps - 1700-1799 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
<>>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Situation de New York, avec les établissements dans le Nouveau Jersey. [19--].
Authors: France. Service hydrographique.
Bibliothèque, C 4044-1 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 18th-century manuscript; includes New Jersey, southern New York, and Long Island.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Map
Photo France BSH C 4044-1 (PrCt)

54765

New Jersey - Maps - 1703
New Jersey / by John Seller. [London : s.n., 1703].
Authors: Seller, John, fl. 1658-1698 -- Seller, John, fl. 1658-1698. A New system of geography : designed in a most plain and easie method ... (1703)
1 map ; 11 x 13 cm.
In Seller, John. A New system of geography : designed in a most plain and easie method ... (London : Jeremiah Seller ; Charles Price ; John Senex, 1703) map [61].
Oriented with north to upper right.
Case 3A 1704 map [61] (PrCt)

54766

New Jersey - Maps - 1769 - Boundaries - New York (State) - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
<>>>New York (State) - Maps - 1769 - Boundaries - New Jersey - Maps - 1769 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
<>>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
[Three maps i.e. map on 3 sheets] of northern New Jersey, with reference to the boundary between New York and New Jersey. [197--].
Authors: Faden, William, 1749-1836 -- Faden map collection
1 map ; on 3 sheets each 63 x 47 cm.

54767

Authors: Universal magazine of knowledge and pleasure (1775)
1 map ; 35x 28 cm.
In: Universal magazine 60, pt. 1 (June 1777), opposite p. 281.
Scale [ca. 1:530,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
Prime meridian: London.
Shows New Jersey as far south as Racoon Creek.
Text on pp. 281-83 contains "A Succinct account of the city of Philadelphia...."

54768

New Jersey - Maps - 1777
The Province of New Jersey, divided into east and west, commonly called the Jerseys. [Cape May, N.J.? J. Warren Arnold?, 1970?].
1 map ; 78 x 57 cm.
Facsimile of original published London, 1777. 70-924 M224
map4F G3810 1777 R3 1970 (PrCt)

54769

New Jersey - Maps - 1777
The Province of New Jersey, divided into east and west, commonly called the Jerseys. [Cape May, N.J.? J. Warren Arnold?, 1970?].
1 map ; 78 x 57 cm.
Facsimile of original published London, 1777. 70-924 M224
map4F G3810 1777 R3 1970 (PrCt)
and west, commonly called the Jerseys. [London] : Wm. Faden, 1777.
1 map : hand col. ; 78 x 57 cm. folded to 21 cm.
'This map has been drawn from the survey made in 1769 ... by Bernard Ratzer ... and from another large survey of the northern parts ... by Gerard Banker.'
'Engraved & published by Wm. Faden.'
Scale [ca. 1:420,000], Prime meridian: Philadelphia.
Relief shown by hachures.
Shows county boundaries and 'Division line run in 1743 between East New Jersey and West New Jersey.'
Includes table of 'Astronomical observations.'
Phillips 1207 no. 22.
Duplicate copy: Map7C 4, pl. 20
Ayer 133 .F14 1777 (NLO)

New Jersey - Maps - 1777
The Province of New Jersey, divided into east and west, commonly called the Jerseys. [London] : Wm. Faden, 1777.
1 map : hand col. ; 76 x 55 cm.
In: Faden, William. The North American atlas, selected from the most authentic maps, charts, plans, &c. hitherto published (London : Printed for William Faden ... , 1777), pl. [20].
Duplicate copy: Ayer 133 .F14 1777
map7C 4, pl. 20 (PrCt)

New Jersey - Maps - 1778
The Province of New Jersey, divided into East and West, commonly called the Jerseys. [London] : Faden, 1778.
1 map ; 78 x 57 cm. fold. in slip case (31 cm.)
'2d ed. with considerable improvements.'
'This map has been drawn from the survey made in 1769 ... by Bernard Ratzer ... and from another large survey of the northern parts ... by Gerard Banker.'
'In this second edition great use has been made of several military surveys generously communicated by officers of the British troops and of the regiments of Hesse and Anspach.'
'Engraved & published by Wm. Faden.'
Scale [ca. 1:420,000].
Shows county boundaries and 'Division line run in 1743 between East New Jersey and West New Jersey.'
Prime meridian: Philadelphia.
Relief shown by hachures.
Sectioned and mounted on cloth backing.
LC Maps of North America, 1750-1789. 1239
Available also through the Library of Congress website as a raster image (July 2005): http://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g3810.ar123901
Ayer 133 .F14 1778 (NLO)

New Jersey - Maps - 1780
A New and accurate map of New Jersey, from the best authorities. [London : John Hinton ; Universal magazine of knowledge and pleasure], 1777 [i.e. 1780].
Authors: Universal magazine of knowledge and pleasure -- Hinton, John, -1781 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 30 x 25 cm. fold. to 23 cm.
Date inserted in manuscript.
Detached from The Universal magazine of knowledge and pleasure v. 66 (June 1780) opposite p. 281; see Jolly, D.C. Maps in British periodicals, v. 1, p. 160, UNIV-186.
Scale not given.
Duplicate copy: A 51 .9242 v. 66 (June 1780) opp. p. 281
Ayer 133 .N533 1777 (NLO)

New Jersey - Maps - 1781 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
New Jersey - History - Revolution, 1778 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
A Map of part of the province of Jersey [containing part of Middlesex County, and part of Monmouth, Somerset and Essex Counties with part of Staten Island in the province of New York]. [197-?].
Authors: Hills, John, surveyor -- Skinner, Andrew, geographer -- Morgan, Benjamin -- Williams, John, fl. 1781 -- Dennis, Anthony -- Rue, Joseph -- Dunham, Azariah, 1719-1790 -- Taylor, George, geographer, fl. 1778
1 map ; 50 x 68 cm.
Photocopy of colored 1781 manuscript forming part of Hills, John. A Collection of plan's ... in the province of New Jersey (1776-1792) no.11; reproduced from original in the Library of Congress.
Subtitle from the table of contents.
'NB. The dotted [sic] red line ties the line of march of the royal army under the command of his excellency Genl. Sir Henry Clinton K. B. &c &c &c 1778.'
Listed in the table of contents as 'by Morgan, Williams, Dennis, Rue, Dunham, Taylor, Skinner &c.'
Scale [ca. 1:85,200].
Phillips 1339 no. 1
ICN73
map2F 3810.2 no. 11 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

A Sketch of the northern parts of New Jersey. [197-?].
Authors: Millidge, Thomas, ca. 1735-1816 -- Hills, John, surveyor
1 map ; 94 x 83 cm.
Photocopy of colored 1781 manuscript forming part of Hills, John. A Collection of plan's ... in the province of New Jersey (1776-1792) no.15; reproduced from original in the Library of Congress.
Attributed to 'T. Milliadge' in the table of contents.
Scale  1:126,720 or '2 miles to an inch.'
Oriented with north at upper left.
Relief shown by hachures.
Phillips 1339 no. 15.
map2F 3810.2 no. 15 (PrCt)

54775 New Jersey - Maps - 1794
Authors: Morse, Jedidiah, 1761-1826 -- Stockdale, John, 1749?-1814 -- Morse, Jedidiah, 1761-1826. The American geography -- or, A view of the present situation of the United States of America 1794 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 22 x 16 cm.
In: Morse, Jedidiah. The American geography; or, A view of the present situation of the United States of America ... (London : J. Stockdale, 1794) opposite column p. 403.
Ayer 109.5 .M7 1794 opp. p. 403 (PrCt)

54776 New Jersey - Maps - 1795
The State of New Jersey, compiled from the most authentic information. [197-?].
Authors: Lewis, Samuel, 1753 or 1754 -- Mathew, John, surveyor
1 map ; 45 x 30 cm.
'Compiled by Samuel Lewis. Engraved by W. Barker.'
'Engraved for Carey's American edition of Guthrie's Geography improved.'
Photocopy of original published Philadelphia: M. Carey, 1795; reproduced from original in the Rochambeau collection (no. 20) at the Library of Congress.
Scale [ca. 1:600,000].
Prime meridian: Philadelphia.
Relief shown pictorially.
Shows towns, county boundaries, and the 'Division line of East and West Jersey.'
Series: Rochambeau collection ; 20
Available through the Library of Congress website as a raster image (January 2005): http://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g3810.c001259
 Cf. OCLC 5565266.
map2F G3810 1795 .L4 197- (PrCt)

54777 New Jersey - Maps - 1795
New Jersey. [Philadelphia : F. and R. Bailey, 1795].
Authors: Scott, J. T. (Joseph T.) -- Francis & Robert Bailey (Firm) -- Scott, J. T. (Joseph T.)
The United States gazetteer ... (1795)
1 map ; 18 x 14 cm
Anonymous map without imprint.
In: Scott, Joseph T. The United States gazetteer ... (Philadelphia : Printed by F. and R. Bailey, 1795), opposite column JEN-JER.
Bar scale of 20 miles = 31 mm.
Duplicate copy: Case 5A 277
Case G 833 .8 opposite column JEN-JER (PrCt)

54778 New Jersey - Maps - 1796
The State of New Jersey, compiled from the most authentic information. Philadelphia : M. Carey, 1796.
Authors: Lewis, Samuel, 1753 or 1754, Barker, W. (William) -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Guthrie, William, 1708-1770 -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839. Carey's General atlas ... (1796)
1 map ; 46 x 30 cm.
In: Carey, Mathew. Carey's General atlas ... (Philadelphia : M. Carey, 1796) pl. [31].
Case folio G1019.C25 1796 pl. 31 (PrCt)

54779 New Jersey - Maps - 1796
The State of New Jersey, compiled from the most accurate surveys. [New York] : John Reid, [1796]
Authors: Winterbotham, William, 1763-1829 -- Martin, David, fl. 1796-1797 -- Reid, John, 1764?-1828 -- Winterbotham, William, 1763-1829. The American atlas containing the following maps ... (1796)
1 map ; 43 x 34 cm.
In: Winterbotham, William. The American atlas containing the following maps ... (New York : John Reid, 1796) map [11]
Case oversize G 1083 .03 map [11] (PrCt)

54780 New Jersey - Maps - 1801
New Jersey. [Philadelphia : M. Carey, 1801].
Authors: Lewis, Samuel, 1760-1839 -- Doolittle, Amos, 1754-1832 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839. Carey's American pocket atlas ... (1801)
1 map ; 18 x 14 cm.
In: Carey, Mathew. Carey's American pocket atlas ... (Philadelphia : Printed by H. Sweitzer, for M. Carey, 1801) pl. [8].
Ayer 135 .C27 1801 pl. 8 (PrCt)

54781 New Jersey - Maps - 1804
Authors: Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823. A New and elegant general atlas comprising all the new discoveries, to the present time ... (1804) -- John
54782 New Jersey - Maps - 1804
The State of New Jersey compiled from the most authentic information. Philadelphia : Mathew Carey, 1804.
Authors: Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Lewis, Samuel, 1753 or 1754-1822 -- Barker, W. (William), fl. 1795-1803 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839. Carey's General atlas ... (1804) 1 map : 46 x 30 cm.
In: Carey, Mathew. Carey's General atlas ... (Philadelphia : M. Carey, 1805) pl. [9].
Ayer 135 .C27 1804 pl. 32 (PrCt)

54783 New Jersey - Maps - 1805
Authors: Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Doolittle, Amos, 1754-1832 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839. Carey's American pocket atlas ... (1805) 1 map : 18 x 14 cm.
In: Carey, Mathew. Carey's American pocket atlas ... (Philadelphia : M. Carey, 1805) pl. [9].
Ayer 135 .C27 1805 pl. 9 (PrCt)

A Map, of part of the state of New Jersey, pointing out the course, of an intended inland timber navigation between New York and Philadelphia / by Christopher Colles. [New York : Samuel Wood, 1808].
Authors: Colles, Christopher, 1738-1816 -- Wood, Samuel, 1760-1844 -- Colles, Christopher, 1738-1816. Proposal of a design for the promotion of the interests of the United States of America ... by means of inland navigable communications ... (1808) -- Everitt, Charles P., 1873-1951 -- Streeter, Thomas W. (Thomas Winthrop), 1883-1965 1 map : 13 x 50 cm., on sheet folded to 15 x 11 cm. Scale [1:190,000] "Scale of 3 miles in one inch." Coordinates: (W 74°55'06"--W 73°58'02"/N 40°38'47"--N 40°01'29") Shows proposed canal route between Middleton and Burlington in New Jersey. Oriented with north at upper right.
In: Colles, Christopher. Proposal of a design for the promotion of the interests of the United States of America ... by means of inland navigable communications ... (New-York : Printed for the author, by Samuel Wood, no. 362, Pearl-Street, 1808), [plate 2] at end. "... [T]he route pointed out by the annexed map, from Middletown-Point, to Burdentown or Burlington ... will be particularly beneficial to the cities of Philadelphia and New York ... " -- Page 19.
This design is proposed to be extended to vessels of 20 ft. beam & drawing 10 feet water. [Signed] C.C." -- Manuscript note on back endleaf. Previously owned by Charles P. Everitt and Thomas Streeter; see the Special Collections information file.
Case 4A 988 [plate 2] (PrCt)

54785 New Jersey - Maps - 1814
Authors: Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Doolittle, Amos, 1754-1832 -- Johnson & Warner -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839. A General atlas, being a collection of maps of the world and quarters ... (1814) 1 map : hand col. ; 18 x 14 cm.
In: Carey, Mathew. A General atlas, being a collection of maps of the world and quarters ... (Philadelphia : Published by M. Carey, and Johnson & Warner, 1814) pl. [16].
Ayer 135 .C27 1814 pl. 16 (PrCt)

54786 New Jersey - Maps - 1822
oversize Greenlee 4891 .C27 1822 [map 12] (PrCt)

54787 New Jersey - Maps - 1826
New Jersey. Philadelphia : A. Finley, [1826].
Authors: Finley, A. (Anthony) -- Young & Delleker -- Finley, A. (Anthony). A New general atlas, States of America ... by means of inland navigable communications ... (New-York : Printed for the author, by Samuel Wood, no. 362, Pearl-Street, 1808), [plate 2] at end. "... [T]he route pointed out by the annexed map, from Middletown-Point, to Burdentown or Burlington ... will be particularly beneficial to the cities of Philadelphia and New York ... " -- Page 19.
This design is proposed to be extended to vessels of 20 ft. beam & drawing 10 feet water. [Signed] C.C." -- Manuscript note on back endleaf. Previously owned by Charles P. Everitt and Thomas Streeter; see the Special Collections information file.
Case 4A 988 [plate 2] (PrCt)
comprising a complete set of maps, representing the grand divisions of the globe ... (1826)
1 map : hand col. ; 28 x 21 cm.
In: Finley, Anthony. A New general atlas, comprising a complete set of maps, representing the grand divisions of the globe ... (Philadelphia : A. Finley, 1826) pl. 14.

New Jersey - Maps - 1841
New Jersey. [New York : Sidney E. Morse & Co.], 1841 [i.e. 1842].
Authors: Morse, Sidney E. (Sidney Edwards), 1794-1871 -- Gordon, Thomas Francis, 1787-1860 -- Morse, Sidney E. (Sidney Edwards), 1794-1871. The Cerographic atlas of the United States (1842-1845)
1 map ; 27 x 35 cm.
Entered according to act of Congress ... 1841.
Reduced from T. Gordon's map.'
In: Morse, Sidney E. and Samuel Breese. The Cerographic atlas of the United States (New York : Sidney E. Morse & Co., 1842-1845) pl. [4].
Wax engraving.

New Jersey - Maps - 1845
New Jersey. [New York : H.S. Tanner, 1845].
Authors: Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Tanne, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858. A New general atlas, comprising a complete set of maps ... (1845)
1 map : hand col. ; 27 x 21 cm.
In: Tanner, Henry Schenck. A New general atlas, comprising a complete set of maps ... (New York : Tanner's Geographical Establishment, 1845) map '41'.

New Jersey - Maps - 1833
Authors: Young & Delleker -- Finley, A. (Anthony) -- Finley, A. (Anthony). A New general atlas ... (1833) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 28 x 21 cm.
In: Finley, Anthony. A New general atlas : comprising a complete set of maps, representing the grand divisions of the globe ... (Philadelphia : Anthony Finley, 1833), plate 14.
Sheet corner numbered 14.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

New Jersey - Maps - 1834
New Jersey. [Philadelphia : Carey & Hart, 1845].
Authors: Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Gordon, Thomas Francis, 1787-1860 -- Carey & Hart -- Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858. A New universal atlas ... (1845)
1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 28 cm.
'Reduced from T. Gordon's map.'
'Entered according to act of Congress, in the year 1834, by T. Gordon ... '
In: Tanner, Henry Schenck. A New universal atlas ... (Philadelphia : Carey & Hart, 1845) map '12.'

New Jersey - Maps - 1838
New Jersey. [New York : Sidney E. Morse & Co.], 1841 [i.e. 1842].
Authors: Morse, Sidney E. (Sidney Edwards), 1794-1871 -- Gordon, Thomas Francis, 1787-1860 -- Morse, Sidney E. (Sidney Edwards), 1794-1871. The Cerographic atlas of the United States (1842-1845)
1 map ; 27 x 35 cm.
Entered according to act of Congress ... 1841.
Reduced from T. Gordon's map.'
In: Morse, Sidney E. and Samuel Breese. The Cerographic atlas of the United States (New York : Sidney E. Morse & Co., 1842-1845) pl. [4].
Wax engraving.

New Jersey - Maps - 1848
New Jersey. [New York : H.S. Tanner, 1845].
Authors: Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Tanne, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858. A New general atlas, comprising a complete set of maps ... (1845)
1 map : hand col. ; 27 x 21 cm.
In: Tanner, Henry Schenck. A New general atlas, comprising a complete set of maps ... (New York : Tanner's Geographical Establishment, 1845) map '41'.

New Jersey - Maps - 1850
Map of New Jersey. Philadelphia : Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co., 1850 [i.e. 1852].
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868. The Cerographic atlas of the United States (1852)
1 map : hand col. ; 35 x 28 cm.
Reduced from T. Gordon's map.'
'Entered according to act of Congress in ... 1850 by Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co. ... '

oversize G1019 .N49 1852 pl. 12 (PrCt)

54795 New Jersey - Maps - 1855

Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's atlas of the world ... (1855-1856)
1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 28 cm.
oversize G 10 .185 v.1, pl. 15 (PrCt)

54796 New Jersey - Maps - 1857

Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's general atlas ... (1857)
1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 28 cm.
oversize G 10 .188 pl. 17 (PrCt)

54797 New Jersey - Maps - 1859

Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. America ... (1859) -- Johnson & Browning 1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 28 cm.
In: Colton George Woolworth. Colton's atlas of America, illustrating the physical and political geography of North and South America and the West India islands (New York : J.H. Colton and Co., 1859), pl. [15]. Printed plate 'No. 19.' Map copyrighted 1855.
Case oversize G1100 .C6 1859 pl. 15 (PrCt)

54798 New Jersey - Maps - 1860

Authors: Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884 -- Johnson & Browning -- Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884. Johnson's new illustrated (steel plate) family atlas ... (1860)
1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 29 cm.
In: Johnson, Alvin Jewett. Johnson's new illustrated (steel plate) family atlas ... (New York : Johnson and Browning, 1860) plate '28.
oversize G 10 .454 pl. 28 (PrCt)

54799 New Jersey - Maps - 1860-1869

Johnson's New Jersey. New York : [Johnson & Ward?, 186-?]. Authors: Johnson and Ward 1 map : hand col. ; 40 x 33 cm. Probably detached from an atlas by Johnson and Ward. Page 39 of atlas index on verso. M1239
map2F G3810 186- .J6 (PrCt)

54800 New Jersey - Maps - 1864 - Railroads<<>>Raritan and Delaware Bay Railroad Company - Maps - 1864<<>>Railroads - Maps

Authors: Raritan and Delaware Bay Railroad Company -- D. Appleton and Company -- Central Railroad of New Jersey 1 map : 16 x 12 cm. Reduced reproduction of map originally published in 1864.
'See Appleton's Railway Guide'--beneath title. Dated 1864 at upper left.
In Central Railroad of New Jersey. Historical highlights : Jersey Central Lines : 'the big little railroad' ([New York?: Central Railroad of New Jersey?], April,1949) p. 7
5A 7267 (1948 vol. [1]) (PrCt)


Authors: Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884 -- Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884. Johnson's new illustrated family atlas of the world ... (1869) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 2 maps : hand col. ; each 39 x 27 cm., on sheet 46 x 68 cm.
"Entered according to act of Congress in the year 1868 [?], by A.J. Johnson in the Clerk's Office of the District Court of the United States for the Southern District of New York."

54802 New Jersey - Maps - 1877 - Indexes<<>>Road maps

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Rand McNally & Co.'s indexed map of New Jersey : showing the railroads in the state and the express company doing business over each. Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., 1877.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
24 p.; 16 cm.
Imperfect; missing map.
Cover title: Rand McNally & Co.'s indexed map of New Jersey, with a new and original compilation and index ...
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Rand, McNally & Co.'s New Jersey. [Chicago : Rand, McNally & Co., 1881].
1 map : col.; 48 x 30 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Insets (8 x 7 cm. and 12 x 12 cm.): Vicinity of Paterson -- Jersey City and vicinity.
Issued folded in accompanying index (42 p.; 17 cm.).: Rand, McNally & Co.'s indexed county and township map of New Jersey. Chicago : Rand, McNally & Co., 1881.
Handstamp on title page: Library of Congress copyright May, 2 1881 ..., No. '6108 - m2' in pencil on title page.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

New Jersey - Maps - 1882 - Railroads<<>>Railroads - Maps
Railroad and county map of New Jersey. Chicago : Geo. F. Cram, 1882.
Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928. Cram's unrivaled family atlas of the world (1883)
1 map : col.; 40 x 27 cm.
"Copyright secured 1882."

New Jersey - Maps - 1883 - Railroads<<>>Railroads - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1883)
1 map : col.; 21 x 12 cm.
Title in upper margin.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1883) opposite p. 210
H 668 .703 (1883) opp. p. 210 (PrCt)

New Jersey - Maps - 1884-1889 - Topographic maps<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Topographic maps
Authors: New Jersey Geological Survey -- Cook, George Hammell, 1818-1889 -- Julius Bien & Co. 1 atlas (19 double col. maps); 70 x 51 cm.
Scale of maps 1:17: 1 mile to an inch.
Imprint date from Bowker, State publications ...; maps dated 1888, 1889.
See Map Info. File.
ALC 1750.
Phillips 2149.
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 1750.
OCLC 6047122.
oversize G 10853 .62 (NLO)

1 map : col.; 48 x 30 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Insets (8 x 7 cm. and 12 x 12 cm.): Vicinity of Paterson -- Jersey City and vicinity.
Issued folded in accompanying index (43 p.; 17 cm.).: Rand, McNally & Co.'s indexed county and township pocket map and shippers' guide of New Jersey. Chicago : Rand, McNally & Co., 1884.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

New Jersey - Maps - 1884 - Railroads<<>>Railroads - Maps

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
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Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1884)
1 map : col. ; 21 x 12 cm.
Title in upper margin.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1884) opposite p. 204
H 668 .703 (1884) opp. p. 204 (PrCt)

54809 New Jersey - Maps - 1885 - Railroads<<>>Railroads - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1885)
1 map : col. ; 21 x 12 cm.
Title in upper margin.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1885) opposite p. 202
H 668 .703 (1885) opp. p. 202 (PrCt)

54810 New Jersey - Maps - 1887 - Railroads<<>>Railroads - Maps
Railroad and county map of New Jersey. Chicago : Geo. F. Cram, [1887], c1882.
Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928. Cram's standard American atlas of the world (1887)
1 map : col. ; 39 x 27 cm.
Keyed to town and railroad index on p. 40-41.
Case oversize G1019 .G455 1887, p. 42 (PrCt)

54811 New Jersey - Maps - 1887 - Railroads<<>>Railroads - Maps
Map of the rail roads of New Jersey 1887. New York : H.A. Thomas & Wylie Lith., [1887].
1 map : col. ; 41 x 27.25 inches
Mounted on linen.
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.
CHS Coll., Map no. 225 (PrCt)

Rand, McNally & Co.'s New Jersey. [Chicago : Rand, McNally & Co., 1888].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company. Rand, McNally & Co.'s improved indexed business atlas and shipper's guide ... (1888) -- Rand McNally and Company. Commercial atlas (1888)
1 map : col. ; 48 x 30 cm.
Title in right margin.
Insets (8 x 8 cm. and 12 x 12 cm.): Vicinity of Paterson -- Jersey City and vicinity.
In Rand, McNally & Co.'s improved indexed business atlas and shipper's guide ... (Chicago: Rand McNally, 1888) p. 160-161.
Keyed to index of towns and railroads on p.162-170.
Uniform atlas title: Commercial atlas.
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .C7 1888, p. 160-161 (PrCt)

54813 New Jersey - Maps - 1889 - Road maps<<>>New Jersey - Maps - 1889 - Bicycle trails<<>>Bicycle trails - New Jersey - Maps - 1889 - Road maps
Authors: Kobbé, Gustav, 1857-1918 -- Rand McNally and Company -- De Leeuw & Oppenheimer -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Cover title: Kobbé's Jersey Coast and Pines Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
'Rand, McNally & Co., Engravers'--On maps.
'Press of De Leeuw & Oppenheimer, 231 William St., N.Y.'--P. [i].
Includes index.
LC Card Number: 01007772
Baskes F139 .K76 1889 (NLO)

1 map : col. ; 48 x 30 cm.
Title in upper margin.
'Rand, McNally & Co.'s new business atlas map of New Jersey. Copyright, 1894 ... ' -- at bottom right.
Includes key to railroads numbered 1-77 (with gaps in numbering).
Insets (10 x 7 cm. and 10 x 7 cm.): Vicinity of Camden -- Jersey City and vicinity.
Issued folded in accompanying index (50 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand, McNally & Co.'s indexed county and township pocket map and shippers' guide of New Jersey. Chicago and New York : Rand, McNally & Co., 1895.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
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Uniform title: Shippers guide. 
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
map2F G3811.P3 1895 .R3 (PrCt)

54815 New Jersey - Maps - 1898 - Bicycle Trails
Bicycle Trails - New Jersey - Maps - 1898
New Jersey - Maps - 1898 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: Geo. H. Walker & Co. -- Lakin, H. P.
1 map : col. ; 77 x 67 cm. fold. in covers 21 x 10 cm.
Scale ca. 1:160,000.
Shows state south of a line through Philadelphia and Toms River.
"Cycling routes shown in red."
Cover title: Latest road map of New Jersey, Northern part.
Inside front cover lists "Pocket city maps" and "Pocket railroad maps" for sale; back cover lists "Pocket road maps."
Map and cover stamped "H. P. Lakin, M.D."
Acc. no. 95080404NL.
map6F G3811 .P2 1898 W3 (PrCt)

54816 New Jersey - Maps - 1899 - Railroads
Pennsylvania - Maps - 1899 - Railroads - Maps
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1899)
1 map : col. ; 26 x 20 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Added title in upper margin: Poor's manual--Railroad map of the United States,1899.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1899) between p. 128-129
H 668 .703 (1899) bet. p. 128-129 (PrCt)

54817 New Jersey - Maps - 1900-1960 - Topographic maps
Topographic maps
New Jersey, 15 minute series (topographic).
Authors: Geological Survey (U.S.)
7 maps : col. ; on sheets 45 x 33 cm. fold. to 18 x 27 cm.
Scale 1:62,500.
Dates of publication vary.
Moffat lists 57 maps before 1940.
Coverage is not complete at this scale; see index map in box 130.
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisles 42 and 43 (July 2012).
Reference: Moffat, Riley. Map index to topographic quadrangles of the United States, 1882-1940 (Santa Cruz, Calif.: Western Association of Map Libraries, 1986)
map6C G3700 19-- .U5, box 130 (PrCt)

54818 New Jersey - Maps - 1900-1960 - Topographic maps
Topographic maps
New Jersey, 7.5 minute series (topographic).
Authors: Geological Survey (U.S.)
ca. 235 maps : col. ; on sheets 54 x 44 cm. fold. to 17 x 28 cm.
Scale 1:24,000.
Dates of publication vary.
According to USGS, coverage at this scale complete in 173 maps.
Coverage may not be complete at this scale; see index map in box 130.
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisles 42 and 43 (July 2012).
map6C G3700 19-- .U5, boxes 130-131 (PrCt)

54819 New Jersey - Maps - 1900 - Railroads
New York Region - Maps - 1900 - Railroads
Hotels - New Jersey - Directories - Railroads - Maps
New Jersey. Chicago : Geo. F. Cram, [ca. 1900?].
Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Blatchford, Mary Emily Williams, 1834-1921
1 map : col. ; 54 x 41 cm. fold. in booklet to 16 x 9 cm.
Cover title: Cram's pocket map and hotel guide of New Jersey with railways in colors ....
Inset (23 x 17 cm.): [New York, Jersey City and Newark region]
Accompanying index: Cram's township and shipper's guide of New Jersey ... / George F. Cram, [ca. 1900?].
map3C G3811.P3 1900 C7 (PrCt)

54820 New Jersey - Maps - 1900 - Railroads
Pennsylvania - Maps - 1900 - Railroads - Maps
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1900)
1 map : col. ; 26 x 20 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Added title in upper margin: Poor's manual--Railroad map of the United States,1900.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1900) between p. 112-113
H 668 .703 (1900) bet. p. 112-113 (PrCt)

54821 New Jersey - Maps - 1901 - Railroads
Pennsylvania - Maps - 1901 - Railroads - Maps
New Jersey and Pennsylvania. New York :
American Bank Note Co., 1901.
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1901)
1 map : col. ; 20 x 26 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Added title in upper margin: Poor’s manual--Railroad map of the United States,1901.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1901) between p. 112-113
H 668 .703 (1901) bet. p. 112-113 (PrCt)

New Jersey and Pennsylvania. New York :
American Bank Note Co., 1904.
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1904)
1 map : col. ; 20 x 27 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Added title in upper margin: Poor's manual -- Railroad map of the United States,1904.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1904) between p. 96-97
H 668 .703 (1904) bet. p. 96-97 (PrCt)

Post route map of the state of New Jersey ... 1st of December, 1902. [Washington, D.C. U.S. Post Office], 1902.
1 map : col. ; 111 x 76 cm.
Damaged with extensive loss of detail.
Removed as duplicate from the Library of Congress; bears LC ownership stamp.
Forms part of the John V. Bergen Collection (Newberry Library).
map4F G3811.P8 1902 .U5 (PrCt)

New Jersey and Pennsylvania. New York :
American Bank Note Co., 1902.
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1902)
1 map : col. ; 20 x 26 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Added title in upper margin: Poor's manual--Railroad map of the United States,1902.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1902) between p. 128-129
H 668 .703 (1902) bet. p. 128-129 (PrCt)

New Jersey and Pennsylvania. New York :
American Bank Note Co., 1903.
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1903)
1 map : col. ; 20 x 26 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Added title in upper margin: Poor's manual--Railroad map of the United States,1903.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1903) between p. 96-97
H 668 .703 (1903) bet. p. 96-97 (PrCt)

54828 New Jersey - Maps - 1905 - Road maps<<>>Automobile travel - New Jersey - Guidebooks - 1905<<>>Road maps
Atlas of the state of New Jersey / carefully compiled from official and private sources by Survey Map Company, 41 Lafayette Place, New York, 1905.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
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54832

New Jersey - Maps - 1906
Railroads<<>>Camden Region (N.J.) - Maps - 1907
Railroads<<>>Jersey City Region (N.J.) - Maps - 1907 - Railroads<<>>Railroads - Maps
1 map : col. ; 48 x 31 cm.
Title in upper margin.
'Rand, McNally & Co.'s new business atlas map of New Jersey. Copyright 1907 ... Copyright, 1894 ...' - at bottom right.
Insets: Vicinity of Camden (10 x 7 cm.) -- Vicinity of Jersey City (10 x 9 cm.).
Includes key to railroads numbered 1-78 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: New Jersey. Railroads.
Issued folded in accompanying index (28 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand, McNally & Co.'s indexed county and township pocket map and shippers' guide of New Jersey. Chicago and New York : Rand McNally & Co., c1907.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 564 (PrCt)

54830

Map showing lines of Public Service Corporation of New Jersey in northern New Jersey. [New York : s.n., 1906].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1906) -- Public Service Corporation of New Jersey
1 map ; 22 x 26 cm.
Inset (11 x 12 cm.): Map showing lines of Public Service Corporation of New Jersey in southern New Jersey.
H 668 .703 (1906) bet. p. 1034-1035 (PrCt)

54833

Map showing lines of Public Service Corporation of New Jersey, in northern New Jersey. [New York : s.n., 1907].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1907) -- Public Service Corporation of New Jersey
1 map ; 22 x 26 cm.
Inset (11 x 12 cm.): Map showing lines of Public Service Corporation of New Jersey, in southern New Jersey.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1907) between p. 1188-1189.
H 668 .703 (1907) bet. p. 1188-1189 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
54834 New Jersey - Maps - 1907 - Railroads\rightarrow Pennsylvania - Maps - 1907 - Railroads\rightarrow Railroads - Maps
America map of New Jersey. Copyright, 1911
Rand McNally & Co.'s new commercial atlas of 1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm.
1 map : col. ; 20 x 27 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Added title in upper margin: Poor's manual -- Railroad map of the United States, 1907.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1907) between p. 96-97
H 668 .703 (1907) bet. p. 96-97 (PrCt)

54835 New Jersey - Maps - 1908 - Railroads\rightarrow Pennsylvania - Maps - 1908 - Railroads\rightarrow Railroads - Maps
America map of New Jersey. Copyright, 1911
Rand McNally & Co.'s new commercial atlas of 1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm.
1 map : col. ; 20 x 27 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Added title in upper margin: Poor's manual -- Railroad map of the United States, 1908.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1908) between p. 96-97
H 668 .703 (1908) bet. p. 96-97 (PrCt)

54836 New Jersey - Maps - 1909 - Railroads\rightarrow Pennsylvania - Maps - 1909 - Railroads\rightarrow Railroads - Maps
America map of New Jersey. Copyright, 1911
Rand McNally & Co.'s new commercial atlas of 1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm.
1 map : col. ; 20 x 27 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Added title in upper margin: Poor's manual -- Railroad map of the United States, 1909.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1909) between p. 96-97
H 668 .703 (1909) bet. p. 96-97 (PrCt)

54837 New Jersey - Maps - 1913 - Railroads\rightarrow Railroads - Maps
The Rand-McNally new commercial atlas map of New Jersey. Copyright, 1911
Rand McNally & Co.'s new commercial atlas of America map of New Jersey. Copyright, 1911 ...
1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm.
Rand McNally & Co.'s new commercial atlas of America map of New Jersey. Copyright, 1911 ...
-- at bottom left.
Includes key to railroads numbered 1-198 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: New Jersey railroads.
Issued folded in accompanying index (38 p.; 17 cm.): Rand McNally & Co.'s indexed county and township pocket map and shippers' guide of New Jersey. Chicago and New York : Rand McNally & Co., c1913.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Copyrighted Rand McNally & Co April 29, 1913' -- in ms. on p. [5].
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 566 (PrCt)

54838 New Jersey - Maps - 1913 - Railroads\rightarrow Railroads - Maps
The Rand-McNally new commercial atlas map of New Jersey. Copyright, 1911
Rand McNally & Co.'s new commercial atlas of America map of New Jersey. Copyright, 1911 ...
1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm.
Rand McNally & Co.'s new commercial atlas of America map of New Jersey. Copyright, 1911 ...
-- at bottom left.
Includes key to railroads numbered 1-198 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: New Jersey railroads.
Issued folded in accompanying index (38 p.; 17 cm.): Rand McNally & Co.'s indexed county and township pocket map and shippers' guide of New Jersey. Chicago and New York : Rand McNally & Co., c1913.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Copyrighted Rand McNally & Co April 29, 1913' -- in ms. on p. [5].
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 566 (PrCt)

54839 New Jersey - Maps - 1914-1934 - Topographic maps\rightarrow Topographic maps
7 maps : col. ; 54 x 77 cm.
Scale ca. 1:24,000.
Relief shown by contour lines.
Dates of original surveys 1883-1887; resurveyed 1913-1933.
Several sheets "Surveyed in 1887 by C.C.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Vermeule, Topographer. Resurveyed in 1920 by L.P. Plummer, Topographic Engineer."
Some sheets have "Geological Survey of New Jersey" above sheet title.
Some sheets have rubber stamp: C. S. Hammond & Co., 30 Church St., New York, N.Y.
Map specialists.
Some sheets have handwritten notes by staff at General Drafting.
Coverage complete in < > sheets; Newberry set includes sheets: Hackensack. -- Jersey City. -- Morristown. -- New Brunswick. -- Newark. -- Paterson. -- Plainfield.
Forms part of the General Drafting Collection (Newberry Library).

54840 New Jersey - Maps - 1914 - Railroads
Authors: Rand McNally and Company. Shippers guide -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm.
'Rand, McNally & Co.'s new commercial atlas of America map of New of Jersey. Copyright, 1911 ...' -- at bottom left.
Includes key to railroads numbered 1-199 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: New Jersey railroads.
Issued folded in accompanying index (38 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally & Co.'s indexed county and township pocket map and shippers' guide of New Jersey. Chicago and New York : Rand McNally & Co., c1914.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
'Copyrighted by: Rand McNally & Co January 10th 1914' -- in ms. on title page verso.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 567 (PrCt)

54841 New Jersey - Maps - 1915 - Road maps

Authors: American Automobile Association -- Automobile Blue Books, Inc.
1148 p. : ill., maps (some col., some folded) ; 24 cm.
"Published with exclusive official endorsement of the American Automobile Association." Includes AAA logo with "15th year" on t.p. and cover.
"Standard road guide of America" -- Cover.
General index map, p. 7-8.
Skeleton chart of main routes on front lining papers.
Includes indexes.
Case GV1024 .A92 1915 v.3 (NLO)

54842 New Jersey - Maps - 1917 - Railroads
1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm.
Plate no.: 106 B.
Includes key to railroads numbered 1-199 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: New Jersey railroads.
On verso: New Jersey automobile road map. 1 map ; 63 x 37 cm.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 567.5 (PrCt)

54843 New Jersey - Maps - 1918 - Railroads
The Rand McNally new commerical atlas map of New Jersey. [Chicago] : Rand McNally & Co.,
54845 New Jersey - Maps - 1919 - Railroads - Maps
1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm.
Plate no.: 106D.
Includes key to railroads numbered 1-199 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: New Jersey railroads.
On verso: New Jersey automobile road map. 1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm. 'National Highways Association roads used by permission.' Issued folded in accompanying index (39 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand-McNally indexed pocket map and shippers' guide of New Jersey. Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Co., c1919.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
'Coprighted April 26, 1919' -- in ms. on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 570 (PrCt)

54846 New Jersey - Maps - 1920 - Railroads - Maps
1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm.
Plate no.: 106E.
Includes key to railroads numbered 01-199 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: New Jersey railroads.
On verso: New Jersey automobile road map. 1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm. Plate no.: 629C. 'National Highways Association roads used by permission.' Issued folded in accompanying index (39 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of New Jersey. Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1920.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Handstamp on front cover: Register of Copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.
'2/13/20' -- in ms. on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 571 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

New Jersey - Maps - 1920 - Railroads

New Jersey - Maps - 1920 - Road maps

1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm.
The Rand McNally new commercial atlas map of New Jersey.' -- at bottom right.
Plate no.: 106F.
Includes key to railroads numbered 01-199 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: New Jersey railroads.
On verso: New Jersey automobile road map. 1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm. Plate no.: 629C. 'National Highways Association roads used by permission.'
Issued folded in accompanying index (33 p. ; 17 cm.).: Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of New Jersey. Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1920.
Editor's copy; many entries marked in pencil.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMCN Shippers Guide 4C 574 (PrCt)

New Jersey - Maps - 1922 - Railroads

New Jersey - Maps - 1922 - Road maps

1 map : col. ; 64 x 47 cm.
The Rand McNally new commercial atlas map of New Jersey,' -- at bottom right.
Plate no.: 106G.
Includes key to railroads numbered 01-199 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: New Jersey railroads.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of New Jersey. 1 map : col. ; 64 x 47 cm. Plate no.: 1049G.
Issued folded in accompanying index (33 p. ; 17 cm.).: Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of New Jersey. Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1922.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Handstamp on front cover: Register of Copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.
'Dated 'Pub. 3-12-21' and '3/15/21' in ms. on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMCN Shippers Guide 4C 574 (PrCt)

New Jersey - Maps - 1923 - Railroads

New Jersey - Maps - 1923 - Road maps

1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm.
The Rand McNally new commercial atlas map of New Jersey,' -- at bottom right.
Plate no.: 106H.
Includes key to railroads numbered 01-199 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: New Jersey railroads.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of New Jersey. 1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm. Plate no.: 1049G.
Issued folded in accompanying index (33 p. ; 17 cm.).: Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists'
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)


RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 576 (PrCt)

54854

New Jersey - Maps - 1924 - Road maps<<>>Road maps

RMcN Auto Trails 6F 114 (PrCt)

54855

New Jersey - Maps - 1924 - Road maps<<>>Road maps

RMcN Auto Trails 6F 116 (PrCt)

54856

New Jersey - Maps - 1924 - Road maps<<>>Road maps

RMcN Auto Trails 6F 118 (PrCt)

54857

New Jersey - Maps - 1924 - Road maps<<>>Road maps

RMcN Auto Trails 6F 120 (PrCt)

54858

New Jersey - Maps - 1924 - Road maps<<>>Road maps

RMcN Auto Trails 6F 122 (PrCt)

54859

New Jersey - Maps - 1924 - Road maps<<>>Road maps

RMcN Auto Trails 6F 124 (PrCt)

54860

New Jersey - Maps - 1924 - Road maps<<>>Road maps

RMcN Auto Trails 6F 126 (PrCt)

54861

New Jersey - Maps - 1924 - Road maps<<>>Road maps

RMcN Auto Trails 6F 128 (PrCt)

54862

New Jersey - Maps - 1924 - Road maps<<>>Road maps

RMcN Auto Trails 6F 130 (PrCt)

54863

New Jersey - Maps - 1924 - Road maps<<>>Road maps

RMcN Auto Trails 6F 132 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

New Jersey - Maps - 1924 - Road maps - New York (State) - Maps - 1924 - Road maps

Includes continuation inset of Long Island.
Keyed to 42 named road signs.
Scale [ca. 1:434,000].
Plate no. F-3-A.

New Jersey - Maps - 1924 - Road maps - Pennsylvania - Maps - 1924 - Road maps

Includes continuation inset of Long Island.
Lacking accompanying index.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection; probably detached from an unidentified RMcN AE binder.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN Auto Trails 6F 115 (PrCt)

RMcN Auto Trails 4C 137 (PrCt)

RMcN Auto Trails 4C 129 (PrCt)

RMcN Auto Trails 4C 138 (PrCt)

RMcN Auto Trails 4C 139 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Keyed to 42 named road signs.
Scale [ca. 1:434,000].
Plate no. F-3-A.
Includes continuation inset of Long Island.
Lacking accompanying index; verso attached to remnant of paper cover with a Gulf advertisement.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Auto Trails 6F 112 (PrCt)

New Jersey - Maps - 1924 - Road maps<<>>Pennsylvania - Maps - 1924 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company.
Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
Map and rear cover of index missing.
Cover handstamped "Register of copyrights, Library of Congress ... " and dated "4/30/24" in ms.
Cover art (1 panel, O, B, BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 131 (PrCt)

New Jersey - Maps - 1925 - Railroads<<>>New Jersey - Maps - 1925 - Road maps<<>>Road maps<<>>Railroads - Maps
1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm.
Plate no.: 8R24.
Includes key to railroads numbered 01-199 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: New Jersey railroads.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of New Jersey. 1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm. Plate no.: 2N24. Includes key to 20 named 'principal trails in New Jersey'.
Issued folded in accompanying index (35 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of New Jersey. San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1925.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Handstamp on front cover: Register of Copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.
'2-7-25' -- in ms. on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 578 (PrCt)
AMcN III PC 2360 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map : col. ; 80 x 62 on sheet 88 x 73 cm.  
Keyed to 14 named road signs.  
Scale [ca. 1:482,000]. Plate no. G-3-A.  
Includes continuation inset of Long Island.  
On verso: Rand McNally official 1925 auto trails map : Long Island and vicinity featuring golf links.  
Keyed to 6 named road signs. Scale [ca. 1:216,000]. Plate no. G-3-B. Includes continuation inset of tip of Long Island.  
72 p. : maps, ill. ; 19 cm.  
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.  
Uniform title: Auto trails  
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).  
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).  
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 197 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map : col. ; 80 x 62 on sheet 88 x 72 cm.  
Keyed to 14 named road signs.  
Scale [ca. 1:482,000]. Plate no. G-3-A.  
Includes continuation inset of Long Island.  
On verso: Rand McNally official 1925 auto trails map : Long Island and vicinity featuring golf links.  
Keyed to 6 named road signs. Scale [ca. 1:216,000]. Plate no. G-3-B. Includes continuation inset of tip of Long Island.  
72 p. : maps, ill. ; 19 cm.  
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.  
Uniform title: Auto trails  
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).  
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).  
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 220 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map : col. ; 80 x 62 on sheet 88 x 72 cm.  
Keyed to 14 named road signs.  
Scale [ca. 1:482,000]. Plate no. G-3-A.  
Includes continuation inset of Long Island.  
On verso: Rand McNally official 1925 auto trails map : Long Island and vicinity featuring golf links.  
Keyed to 6 named road signs. Scale [ca. 1:216,000]. Plate no. G-3-B. Includes continuation inset of tip of Long Island.  
72 p. : maps, ill. ; 19 cm.  
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.  
Uniform title: Auto trails  
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).  
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).  
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 220 (PrCt)
<<>>Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 81 x 63 on sheet 88 x 73 cm.
Keyed to 6 named road signs.
Scale [ca. 1:478,000].
Plate no. H-3.
Includes continuation inset of tip of Long Island.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 270 (PrCt)

54875
New Jersey - Maps - 1926 - Road maps
<<>>Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 81 x 63 on sheet 88 x 73 cm.
Keyed to 6 named road signs.
Scale [ca. 1:478,000].
Plate no. H-3.
Includes continuation inset of tip of Long Island.
Title page handstamped "Register of copyrights, Library of Congress ..."and dated "4-14-26" in ms.
In ms. on front cover verso: "L. closet 3 shelf."
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 270 (PrCt)

54876
New Jersey - Maps - 1927 - Railroads
<<>>Road maps
1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm.
Plate no.: 7R26.
Includes key to railroads numbered 01-199 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: New Jersey railroads.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of New Jersey. 1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm. Plate no.: 2N24. Includes key to 20 named principal trails in New Jersey.
Issued folded in accompanying index (36 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists’ and shippers’ guide of New Jersey. San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1927.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Handstamp on title page: Register of Copyrights.
Library of Congress, Washington, D.C.
'4-12-27' -- in ms. on title page.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 579 (PrCt)
Newbery Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of New Jersey. 1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm. Plate no.: 2N24. Includes key to 20 named 'principal trails in New Jersey'.

Issued folded in accompanying index (36 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of New Jersey. San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1927.

Uniform title: Shippers guide.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 581 (PrCt)

54877 New Jersey - Maps - 1927 - Railroads<<>>New Jersey - Maps - 1927 - Road maps<<>>Road maps<<>>Railroads - Maps

Rand McNally standard map of New Jersey.

Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1927].


1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm.

Plate no.: 7R26.

Includes key to railroads numbered 01-199 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: New Jersey railroads.

On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of New Jersey. 1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm. Plate no.: 2N24. Includes key to 20 named 'principal trails in New Jersey'.

Issued folded in accompanying index (36 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of New Jersey. San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1927.

Uniform title: Shippers guide.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 582 (PrCt)

54878 New Jersey - Maps - 1927 - Railroads<<>>New Jersey - Maps - 1927 - Road maps<<>>Road maps<<>>Railroads - Maps

Rand McNally standard map of New Jersey.

Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1927].


1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm.

Plate no.: 7R26.

Includes key to railroads numbered 01-199 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: New Jersey railroads.

On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of New Jersey. 1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm. Plate no.: 2N24. Includes key to 20 named 'principal trails in New Jersey'.

Issued folded in accompanying index (36 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of New Jersey. San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1927.

Uniform title: Shippers guide.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).

RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 583 (PrCt)

54879 New Jersey - Maps - 1927 - Road maps<<>>Road maps

Map no. 5 : automobile roads in New Jersey ...


Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Gulf Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Title from map proper: Gulf Refining Co. official road map no. 5 : New Jersey (Plate no. A).

On verso, insets of New York City and vicinity and Philadelphia.

Cover (1 panel, O,B): Roadster with couple speeding uphill, Gulf gasoline logo.

Distribution: NL 1, LC 0, DUP 0.

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 6 (PrCt)

54880 New Jersey - Maps - 1927 - Road maps<<>>Road maps

Rand McNally official 1927 auto road map : New Jersey.

Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1927.

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 80 x 63 on sheet 88 x 72 cm.

Keyed to 6 named road signs.

Scale [ca. 1:478,000].

Plate no. I-3.

Includes continuation inset of tip of Long Island. Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto road map of New Jersey ... (Chicago and New York: Rand McNally & Company, 1927). 48 p. : maps, ill. ; 19 cm.

Cover title: Rand McNally official auto road map: New Jersey.

Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.

Uniform title: Auto trails

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).

RMcN Auto Trails 4C 342 (PrCt)

54881 New Jersey - Maps - 1927 - Road maps<<>>Road maps

Rand McNally official 1927 auto road map : New Jersey.


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1 map : col. ; 80 x 62 on sheet 88 x 72 cm.
Keyed to 6 named road signs.
Scale [ca. 1:478,000].
Plate no. I-3.
Includes continuation inset of tip of Long Island.
Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto road map of New Jersey ... (Chicago and New York: Rand McNally & Company, 1927). 48 p. : maps, ill. ; 19 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally official auto road map: New Jersey.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 343 (PrCt)

54882 New Jersey - Maps - 1927 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
Map missing.
Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto road map of New Jersey ... (Chicago and New York: Rand McNally & Company, 1927). 48 p. : maps, ill. ; 19 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally official auto road map: New Jersey.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 344 (PrCt)

54883 New Jersey - Maps - 1928 - Road maps
Access routes - Maps - 1928 - Road maps
All shore route to Atlantic City, Ocean City, and Cape May Points via Great Egg Inlet Bridge / Ocean City-Longport Automobile Bridge Company ... Ocean City [N.J.]. [New York?] : Rand McNally & Company, [1928].
Authors: Ocean City-Longport Automobile Bridge Company (Ocean City, N.J.) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 34 x 67 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Great Egg Inlet Bridge and principal highways in New Jersey.
"Copyright Rand McNally & Company."
Plate no. 6790-N,Y.-9-28.
Map on verso (21 x 9 cm.): [Road map of the
Atlantic City and Ocean City regions of New Jersey].
Panel art: B&W photograph of the Great Egg Inlet Bridge.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1891 (PrCt)

54884 New Jersey - Maps - 1928 - Road maps
Map No. 5. New Jersey. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1928].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Gulf Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 44 (PrCt)

54885 New Jersey - Maps - 1928 - Road maps
Map missing.
Cover title: Rand McNally official auto road map: New Jersey.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails.
"5-1-28" in ms. on title page.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 377 (PrCt)

54886 New Jersey - Maps - 1928 - Road maps
[Road map of New Jersey]. [Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, 1928].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 43 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Editor's copy; title cartouche and plate number
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)


Authors: Curtiss Flying Service, Inc. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress.

Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map: col. ; 59 x 28 cm., folded to 11 x 21 cm. Panel title.

"Copyright, Rand McNally & Company."

Added title: New York-Atlantic City : Curtiss air line.

"7379-N.Y.-5-29" -- at bottom right.

Scale [ca. 1:277,000].

Approximate coordinates: (W 75°15'--W 73°30'/N 40°52'--N 39°5').

Panel art: Colored illustration of Sikorsky S-38 amphibian airplane over water; coast and city skyline in background.


Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

For variant issue with illustration of seaplane and Library of Congress copyright stamp, see RMcN Airlines 4C 13.

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25.

RMcN Airlines 4C 14 (NLO)


Authors: Curtiss Flying Service, Inc. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress.

Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map: col. ; 59 x 28 cm., folded to 11 x 21 cm. Panel title.

"Copyright, Rand McNally & Company."

Added title: New York-Atlantic City : Curtiss air line.

Identifies airports, seaports, Coast Guard stations, navigation beacons, lightships, lighthouses, railroads, and highways.

Side margins include 35 aerial photographic views of the New Jersey and New York coasts (5 x 5 cm. and smaller).

Text on verso includes sections on "interesting features en route", "luxury and safety", and blank "log of your flight."

"7379-N.Y.-5-29"--Bottom right.

Scale [ca. 1:277,000].

Approximate coordinates: (W 75°15'--W 73°30'/N 40°52'--N 39°5').

Panel art: Colored illustration of Sikorsky S-38 amphibian airplane over water; coast and city skyline in background.


Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

For variant issue without panel art, see RMcN Airlines 4C 13.

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25.

RMcN Airlines 4C 14 (NLO)


Authors: Curtiss Flying Service, Inc. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress.

Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map: col. ; 59 x 28 cm., folded to 11 x 21 cm. Panel title.

"Copyright, Rand McNally & Company."

Added title: New York-Atlantic City : Curtiss air line.

Identifies airports, seaports, Coast Guard stations, navigation beacons, lightships, lighthouses, railroads, and highways.

Side margins include 35 aerial photographic views of the New Jersey and New York coasts (5 x 5 cm. and smaller).

Text on verso includes sections on "interesting features en route", "luxury and safety", and blank "log of your flight."

"7379-N.Y.-5-29"--Bottom right.

Scale [ca. 1:277,000].

Approximate coordinates: (W 75°15'--W 73°30'/N 40°52'--N 39°5').

Panel art: Colored illustration of Sikorsky S-38 amphibian airplane over water; coast and city skyline in background.


Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

For variant issue with illustration of seaplane and Library of Congress copyright stamp, see RMcN Airlines 4C 13.

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25.

RMcN Airlines 4C 13 (PrCt)
54890  New Jersey - Maps - 1929 - Road maps

54891  New Jersey - Maps - 1929 - Road maps

54892  New Jersey - Maps - 1929 - Road maps

54893  New Jersey - Maps - 1929 - Road maps

54894  New Jersey - Maps - 1929 - Road maps

54895  New Jersey - Maps - 1929 - Road maps
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Panel title.
Insets (9 x 12 cm. and 19 x 10 cm.): Eastern Long Island -- Atlantic City.
Panel art: Couple in car looking at map with Texaco attendant by gas pump overlooking rural landscape.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 92.13 (PrCt)

Authors: Hunt, Walter E. (North Brunswick, N.J.) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : col. ; 36 x 36 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"Compiled and drawn by W.E. Hunt."
Panel title.
Map on verso (21 x 9 cm.): [Detail of southern New Jersey at enlarged scale],
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library),
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1496 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm.
Panel title.
Includes key to railroads numbered 01-199 and A (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: New Jersey railroads
Plate no. No. 1:29S 7R29
Map on verso (65 x 47 cm.): Rand McNally standard map of New Jersey with air trails.
Uniform title: Shippers guide
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 92.1X (PrCt)

Authors: New Jersey. State Highway Commission -- General Drafting Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : col. ; 99 x 52 cm.
Panel title.
"Copyright ... General Drafting Co. ... New York."
Added title: 1930 road map of New Jersey.
Panel art: State outline with profile of Indian face.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 93.16 (PrCt)

Authors: Standard Oil Company of New Jersey -- General Drafting Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : col. ; 77 x 40 cm.
Panel title.
"Copyright ... General Drafting Co. ... New York."
Maps on verso (32 x 28 cm. and smaller): Metropolitan New Jersey motor roads -- Philadelphia and Camden.
Panel art: Compass, outline of NJ state, wagon, and auto.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 93.15 (PrCt)

Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : col. ; 53 x 34 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Tydol Trails in New Jersey.
Date from RMcN AE 92 ms. index.
Plate no. L 1017

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Map on verso (35 x 26 cm.): Tydol trails thru north eastern United States ... Tydol Veedol ...
Panel art: Couple in car overlooking a river valley
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 92.12 (PrCt)

54901 New Jersey - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 289 (PrCt)

54902 New Jersey - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
New Jersey. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1930].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 335 (PrCt)

54903 New Jersey - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Gulf Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 357 (PrCt)

54904 New Jersey - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Pan American Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 385 (PrCt)

54905 New Jersey - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 416 (PrCt)

54906 New Jersey - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 53 cm.
Incomplete; title damaged.
Inset (19 x 12 cm.) Manhattan.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 92.13 A (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Pocket maps -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
39 p. : 18 maps (2 folded) ; 24 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally pocket maps : New Jersey : counties, cities, towns, auto roads, railroads, city maps, hotels, 1930 census
Uniform title: Pocket maps
Folded map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back to back, col. ; 65 x 47 cm. and 68 x 53 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of New Jersey. Plate nos. "No.1.29S" and "7R30". Includes key to railroads. -- Rand McNally official 1931 auto road map : New Jersey. Plate no. M-1018. Includes inset map of Manhattan (20 x 13 cm.).
Index includes maps of Atlantic City, Bayonne, Bridgeton, Camden, Elizabeth, Millville, Montclair, Morristown, Newark, New York and vicinity, New Brunswick, Passaic, Paterson, Perth Amboy, Plainfield, and Trenton (p. 29-39).
Cover art: Cars on road alongside passenger train.
"50¢" -- printed on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Pocket 4C 171 (PrCt)

54908 New Jersey - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
54909 New Jersey - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
54910 New Jersey - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
54911 New Jersey - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
54912 New Jersey - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
54913 New Jersey - Maps - 1931 - Road maps

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 512 (PrCt)

54914 New Jersey - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Pan American Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 534 (PrCt)

54915 New Jersey - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 559 (PrCt)

54916 New Jersey - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Sinclair Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 591 (PrCt)

54917 New Jersey - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 53 cm.
Plate no. M-1018.
Inset (19 x 12 cm.): Detailed map of Manhattan
Uniform title: Auto trails.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 92.14 (PrCt)

54918 New Jersey - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 53 cm.
Inset (19 x 12 cm.) Detailed map of Manhattan.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 92.15 (PrCt)

54919 New Jersey - Maps - 1932
39 p. : 18 maps (2 folded) ; 24 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally pocket maps : New Jersey : counties, cities, towns, auto roads, railroads, city maps, hotels, 1930 census
Uniform title: Pocket maps
Folded map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back to back, col. ; 65 x 47 cm. and 68 x 53 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of New Jersey, Plate nos. "No.1:29S" and "7R30". Includes key to railroads.
-- Rand McNally auto road map : New Jersey. Includes inset map of Manhattan (20 x 13 cm.). Index includes maps of Atlantic City, Bayonne, Bridgeton, Camden, Elizabeth, Millville, Montclair, Morristown, Newark, New York and vicinity, New Brunswick, Passaic, Paterson, Perth Amboy, Plainfield, and Trenton (p. 29-39).
Cover art: Cars on road alongside passenger train.
"50¢" -- printed on front cover.
Handstamp on title page: Register of Copyrights, Library of Congress ... 1-4-32.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Pocket 4C 172 (PrCt)

54920 New Jersey - Maps - 1932 - Road maps
Sunoco road map of New Jersey ... Sun Oil Company. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1932].
Authors: Sunoco (Firm) -- Sun Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm.
Panel title.
Editor's copy; title cartouche and plate number trimmed away.
Date from RMcN AE 92 ms. index.
Maps on verso (44 x 28 cm. and smaller):
Sunoco auto road map of eastern United States -- Atlantic City -- Philadelphia -- Newark.
Panel art: Sunoco sign over cityscape.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 92.21 (PrCt)

Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 45 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 92 ms. index.
Plate no. N-25-P
Maps on verso (35 x 29 cm. and smaller): Cities Service road map of the metropolitan area, New York-New Jersey -- Cities Service road map of Northeastern states -- Atlantic City -- Camden -- Newark -- Jersey City -- Passaic -- Paterson -- Trenton.
Panel art: Swordsman over "Follow the open road to adventure" slogan.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 92.22 (PrCt)

54922 New Jersey - Maps - 1932 - Road maps<<>>New York Region - Maps - 1932 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Road map of New Jersey / compiled and published by Keystone Automobile Club.
Philadelphia : Keystone Automobile Club, c1932.
Authors: Keystone Automobile Club -- Reichard, L. E. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 87 x 46 cm.
Panel title.
"Drawn and compiled by L. E. Reichard."
Maps on verso (44 x 30 cm. and smaller): New York City and vicinity -- Trenton -- Atlantic City -- Camden.
Panel art: Keystone Automobile Club logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 93.23 (PrCt)

54923 New Jersey - Maps - 1932 - Road maps<<>>New York Region - Maps - 1932 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company of New Jersey -- General Drafting Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 80 x 42 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: 1932 "Standard" road map of New Jersey...
"Copyright General Drafting Co., Inc. ... New York."
Maps on verso (36 x 29 cm. and smaller): Metropolitan New Jersey motor roads -- Trenton -- Camden and Philadelphia.
Panel art: Standard logo on gas pump.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 93.19 (PrCt)

54924 New Jersey - Maps - 1932 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
New Jersey. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1932].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Gousha Clients 641 (PrCt)
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

54925 New Jersey - Maps - 1932 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Pan American Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Gousha Clients 662 (PrCt)
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

54926 New Jersey - Maps - 1932 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Sinclair Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Gousha Clients 748 (PrCt)
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

54927 New Jersey - Maps - 1932 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Tide Water Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 787 (PrCt)

54928 New Jersey - Maps - 1932 - Road maps
Pure Oil pathfinder for New Jersey ... ninth edition ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1932].
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm.
Panel title.
Editor's copy; title cartouche and plate number trimmed away.
Date from RMcN AE 92 ms. index.
Map on verso (28 x 44 cm.): Pure Oil Pathfinder for United States
Panel art: Pure Oil logo
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 92.17 (PrCt)

54929 New Jersey - Maps - 1932 - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 53 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. A1. 305
Inset (29 x 31 cm.): Metropolitan district : New York City.
Panel art: Texaco logo above outline of United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 98.29 (PrCt)

54930 New Jersey - Maps - 1932 - Road maps
Travel New Jersey with Conoco. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1932].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 38 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Official road map : New Jersey.
Date from RMcN AE 93 ms. index.
Plate no. F-212- J.C.
Maps on verso (22 x 29 cm. and smaller): Conoco pictorial map of the United States -- Philadelphia -- Trenton -- Newark.
Panel art: Conoco logo and compass on U.S. outline.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 93.20 (PrCt)

54931 New Jersey - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 71 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. A1. 305
Inset (29 x 31 cm.): Metropolitan district : New York City.
Panel art: Texaco logo above outline of United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 98.29 (PrCt)

54932 New Jersey - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Sunoco road map of New Jersey : showing historical and other points of interest : Sun Oil Company. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1933].
Authors: Sunoco (Firm) -- Sun Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 54 x 35 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sunoco auto road map of New Jersey.
Date from RMcN AE 194 ms. index.
Plate no. O.
Insets (18 x 17 cm. and smaller): Philadelphia -- Atlantic City -- Elizabeth -- New York -- Newark -- Trenton.

Map on verso (68 x 45 cm): Historical, pictorial, points of interest map of New Jersey.
Panel art: Sunoco filling station and Revolutionary War scene.
Previously bound with a collection of pictorial maps in binders labeled "Points of Interest."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 94.49 (PrCt)

54933 New Jersey - Maps - 1933 - Road maps - New York Region - Maps - 1932 - Road maps - East (U.S.) - Maps - 1933 - Road maps - Road maps
Richfield golden trails in New Jersey ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1933].
Authors: Richfield Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 45 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 92 ms. index.
Plate no. O-25-P
Maps on verso (35 x 25 cm. and smaller): Richfield golden trails in eastern United States -- Atlantic City -- Newark -- Metropolitan district : New York City -- Paterson -- Trenton -- Philadelphia.
Panel art: archer in gold against blue background.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 92.26 (PrCt)

54934 New Jersey - Maps - 1933 - Road maps - New York Region - Maps - 1933 - Road maps - Holland Tunnel (New York, N.Y.) - Maps - 1933 - Road maps - Road maps
State of New Jersey official road map ... 1933 ... Trenton, N.J. published by the New Jersey State Highway Commission, c. 1933.
1 map : col. ; 99 x 51 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: 1933 road map of New Jersey : , Trenton, New Jersey.
"Lith. A. Hoen & Co., Inc."
Dated "c. 1933 K.A.C." [Keystone Automobile Club?]
Maps on verso (50 x 37 cm. and smaller): Camden and Philadelphia -- Jersey City, Newark, Elizabeth, Paterson, and other metropolitan New Jersey motor roads -- Holland Tunnel approaches and high level viaduct.
Panel art: State outline with profile of Indian face.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 93.22 (PrCt)

54935 New Jersey - Maps - 1933 - Road maps - New York Region - Maps - 1933 - Road maps - Northeastern States - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 45 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 92 ms. index.
Plate no. O-25-P
Maps on verso (35 x 29 cm. and smaller): Cities Service road map of the metropolitan area, New York-New Jersey -- Cities Service road map of northeastern states -- Atlantic City -- Camden -- Newark -- Jersey City -- Passaic -- Paterson -- Trenton.
Panel art: Outline of car on rural road on solid green background.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 92.24 (PrCt)

54936 New Jersey - Maps - 1933 - Road maps - New York Region - Maps - 1933 - Road maps - Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company of New Jersey -- General Drafting Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 80 x 42 cm.
Panel title.
Editor's copy; title cartouche trimmed away.
Maps on verso (36 x 29 cm. and smaller): Metropolitan New Jersey motor roads -- Trenton -- Camden and Philadelphia.
Panel art: Standard logo with stars.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 93.24 (PrCt)

54937 New Jersey - Maps - 1933 - Road maps - Northeastern States - Maps - 1933 - Road maps - Road maps
Cruising thru New Jersey with Veedol Gasoline, Veedol Motor oil ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1933].
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 34 cm.
Panel title.
Editor's copy; title cartouche trimmed away.
Date from RMcN AE 93 ms. index.
Plate no. G-212-J.C.
Maps on verso (26 x 34 cm. and smaller):
Gasoline Tydol Veedol motor oil territorial road map [of the northeastern U.S.] -- New York -- Philadelphi
Panel art: Man and woman driving separate cars.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 93.28 (PrCt)

54942 New Jersey - Maps - 1933 - Road maps

New Jersey. Maps - 1933 - Road maps
New Jersey. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1933].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- 'Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 985 (PrCt)

54938 New Jersey - Maps - 1933 - Road maps

New Jersey. Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Gulf Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 837 (PrCt)

54940 New Jersey - Maps - 1933 - Road maps

New Jersey. Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil Company -- Lee, Robert E., fl. 1933 -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Cover: License plate motif.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Panel art: Shell logo, license plates, woman driving convertible car, dog, signed by artist "Robert E. Lee."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 866 (PrCt)

54943 New Jersey - Maps - 1933 - Road maps

New Jersey. Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair 1933 official road map : New Jersey
Date from RMcN AE 92 ms. index.
Plate no. 17.O25M
Map on verso (28 x 44 cm.): Pure Oil Pathfinder for United States
Panel art: Car on road beneath Pure logo, near Century of Progress road sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 92.25 (PrCt)

54944 New Jersey - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

New Jersey. Maps - 1934 - Road maps
New Jersey. Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 71 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. 305
Inset (29 x 31 cm.): Metropolitan district : New York City.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Maps on verso (35 x 68 cm. and smaller): 1934
Panel art: Texaco logo above outline of United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 92.28 (PrCt)

New Jersey - Maps - 1934 - Road maps<<>>Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1934 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 67 x 72 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: 1934 Texaco road map: New Jersey: spring edition
Plate no. 305
Inset (29 x 31 cm.): Metropolitan district: New York City.
Maps on verso (34 x 68 cm. and smaller): 1934
Panel art: Texaco logo over outline of United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 98.38 (PrCt)

New Jersey - Maps - 1934 - Road maps<<>>New Jersey - Maps - 1934 - Pictorial maps<<>>Road maps
Road map and historical guide: New Jersey ... Sunoco ... Sun Oil Company. Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1934].
Authors: Sunoco (Firm) -- Sun Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 54 x 39 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sunoco auto road map of New Jersey.
Date from RMcN AE 92 ms. index.
No plate number.
Inset (30 x 27 cm. and smaller): Metropolitan district: New York City -- Philadelphia and vicinity -- Trenton.
Map on verso (67 x 45 cm.): Historical, pictorial, points of interest map of New Jersey. Plate no. L4-2P.
Panel art: Outline of car on rural road on solid green background.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 92.29 (PrCt)

Road map and historical guide: New Jersey ... Sunoco ... Sun Oil Company. Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1934].
Authors: Sunoco (Firm) -- Sun Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 54 x 39 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sunoco auto road map of New Jersey.
Date from RMcN AE 92 ms. index.
No plate number.
Inset (30 x 27 cm. and smaller): Metropolitan district: New York City -- Philadelphia and vicinity -- Trenton.
Map on verso (67 x 45 cm.): Historical, pictorial map of New Jersey. [Plate no.] L4-2P
Panel art: Sunoco logo, auto, and historical scenes.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 92.42 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Drafting Co., Inc. 1934.
Authors: Esso Standard Oil Company -- Standard Oil Company of New Jersey -- General Drafting Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 80 x 42 cm.
Panel title.
Editor's copy; title cartouche trimmed away.
Maps on verso (36 x 29 cm. and smaller):
Metropolitan New Jersey -- Trenton -- Camden and Philadelphia.
Panel art: Esso logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 93.25 (PrCt)

54950 New Jersey - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
State of New Jersey official road map ... 1934.
Trenton, N.J. published by the New Jersey State Highway Commission, 1934.
Authors: New Jersey. State Highway Commission -- Keystone Automobile Club -- American Colorotype Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; col. ; 98 x 52 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: 1934 road map of New Jersey
© 1934 K.A.C. [Keystone Automobile Club?]
"Lithographed by American Colorotype Co. Allwood, Clifton, N.J."
Maps on verso (49 x 37 cm. and 24 x 26 cm.):
Jersey City, Newark, Elizabeth, Paterson, and other Metropolitan New Jersey motor roads -- Camden and Philadelphia.
Panel art: State outline with profile of Indian face.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 93.27 (PrCt)

54951 New Jersey - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; col. ; 58 x 38 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Gulf Refining Co. 1934 official road map : New Jersey
Date from RMcN AE 92 ms. index.
Plate no. P.25
Panel art: Gulf attendants giving map directions to driver.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 92.31 (PrCt)

54952 New Jersey - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Travel New Jersey with Conoco. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1934].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (3 panel,R,Y): Outline map of North America, logo.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1042 (PrCt)

54953 New Jersey - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (3 panel, R,Y): Diagonal "Shell" on red stripe, logo.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1147 (PrCt)

54954 New Jersey - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Tide Water Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (1 panel, O,BL): "Tydol trails thru...[photo woman, attendant, gas pump] Ask the man at the pump!"
Plate no. H-212-JC.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1211 (PrCt)

54955 New Jersey - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; col. ; 58 x 38 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Pure Oil pathfinder for New Jersey
Date from RMcN AE 92 ms. index.
Plate no. P.25

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Map on verso (29 x 44 cm.): Pure Oil Pathfinder for United States
Panel art: Pure logo above map of eastern U.S.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 92.30 (PrCt)

54956 New Jersey - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

Authors: Richfield Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Ride with Richfield in New Jersey
Date from RMcN AE 94 ms. index.
Plate no. P. 3616
Maps on verso (3 x 47 cm.): Ride with Richfield in : United States.
Panel art: eagles in flight.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 92.32 (PrCt)

54957 New Jersey - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

Shell road map : New Jersey ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1934].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 57 x 38 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell official road map : New Jersey.
Plate no. H-212-J.C.
Map on verso (each 29 x 22 cm.): Greater New York and vicinity -- Philadelphia.
Panel art: Yellow Shell logo against red background.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 93.26 (PrCt)

54958 New Jersey - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair 1934 official road map : New Jersey
Map on verso (31 x 49 cm.): Sinclair recreational map : United States
Panel art: Boy with Sinclair dinosaur toy waving at couple in yellow car.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 92.35 (PrCt)

54959 New Jersey - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

[Texaco road map of New Jersey]. [Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, 1934?].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; on sheet trimmed to 58 x 34 cm.
Title and imprint supplied by cataloger. Imperfect; editor's copy of a Texaco road map trimmed on all sides to outline a single U.S. state. Date from previous binding marked "Points of Interest" and dated 1934.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 189.28 (PrCt)

54960 New Jersey - Maps - 1935 - Road maps

New Jersey - Maps - 1935 - Pictorial maps

Road map & historical guide : New Jersey ... Sunoco ... Sun Oil Company. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1935].
Authors: Sunoco (Firm) -- Sun Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 69 x 46 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sunoco auto road map of New Jersey.
Date from RMcN AE 92 ms. index.
Plate no. Q3434
Maps on verso (54 x 38 cm. and smaller): Historical, pictorial map of New Jersey -- Philadelphia and vicinity -- Metropolitan district : New York City -- Trenton.
Panel art: Sunoco logo and auto in country landscape.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 92.43 (PrCt)

54961 New Jersey - Maps - 1935 - Road maps

New Jersey - Maps - 1935 - Pictorial maps

Road map & historical guide : New Jersey ... Sunoco ... Sun Oil Company. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1935?].
Authors: Sunoco (Firm) -- Sun Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 69 x 46 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sunoco auto road map of New Jersey.
Dated "1934" incorrectly (?) on RMcN AE 94 ms. index.
Plate no. Q3434
Maps on verso (54 x 38 cm. and smaller): Historical, pictorial map of New Jersey -- Philadelphia and vicinity -- Metropolitan district :
New Jersey - Maps - 1935 - Road maps

54962 New Jersey - Maps - 1935 - Road maps

54963 New Jersey - Maps - 1935 - Road maps

54964 New Jersey - Maps - 1935 - Road maps

54965 New Jersey - Maps - 1935 - Road maps

54966 New Jersey - Maps - 1935 - Road maps

54967 New Jersey - Maps - 1935 - Road maps

54968 New Jersey - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
New Jersey - Maps - 1935 - Road maps

Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1473 (PrCt)

54973

New Jersey - Maps - 1935 - Road maps

Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Allen, J. E., fl. 1935 -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 64 x 42 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair 1935 official road map: New Jersey
Map on verso (31 x 48 cm.): Sinclair recreational map: United States
Panel art: Dinosaurs; signed "J.E. Allen 35."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 92.41 (PrCt)

54974

New Jersey - Maps - 1935 - Road maps

Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: 63 x 41 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Pure Oil pathfinder for New Jersey
Date from RMcN AE 92 ms. index.
Plate no. Q.25
Map on verso (43 x 47 cm.): Pathfinder road map of Pure-Oil-Land: showing through highways and Pure Oil producing, refining and transportation operations.
Panel art: Pure logo above map of eastern U.S.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 92.38 (PrCt)

54975

New Jersey - Maps - 1936-1972 - Topographic maps


54976

New Jersey - Maps - 1935 - Road

Authors: Richfield Oil Corporation -- Air Adventures of Jimmie Allen (Radio program) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: airplane with "Jimmie Allen" radio show logo flying over Richfield gas station.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1453 (PrCt)

54977

New Jersey - Maps - 1935 - Road

Authors: Richfield Oil Corporation
1 folded map
Panel title.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1282 (PrCt)

54978

New Jersey - Maps - 1935 - Road

Map on verso (31 x 48 cm.): Sinclair recreational map: United States
Panel art: Dinosaurs; signed "J.E. Allen 35."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 92.41 (PrCt)

54979

New Jersey - Maps - 1935 - Road

Pure Oil producing, refining and transportation operations.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1473 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

54976 New Jersey - Maps - 1936 - Local
transit>>New Jersey - Maps - 1936 - Bus
lines>>New Jersey - Maps - 1936 - Street-railroads>>Local transit - New
Authors: Public Service Corporation of New Jersey -- N.G. Co. (New York, N.Y.) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 33 cm., folded to 22 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
"Effective October 1, 1936."
Added title: Map showing all municipalities and communities served by Public Service bus and car lines in northern New Jersey.
"N.G. Co. N.Y."
Insets (10 x 9 cm. and 6 x 5 cm.): Super service bus lines from Public Service terminal, Newark -- Location map.
Includes directories of bus and street car routes. Panel art: Color illustrations of Public Service bus and electric street car.
2 copies.
RMcN Clients 5111 is an editor's copy; includes manuscript annotation identifying "R. & F. L. Fy. Ferry" dated "3/26/37"; handstamped "Received from [blank] Feb 10 1937 Rand McNally & Co. by CH."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Sheveled in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 5110-5111 (PrCt)

54977 New Jersey - Maps - 1936 - Road
maps>>New Jersey - Maps - 1936 - Pictorial
maps>>Pictorial maps - New Jersey - Maps - 1936 - Road maps>>Pictorial maps
Road map & historical guide : New Jersey ... Sunoco ... Sun Oil Company. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1936].
Authors: Sunoco (Firm) -- Sun Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 69 x 46 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sunoco auto road map of New Jersey.
Date from RMcN AE 94 ms. index.
Plate no. R.3434.
Maps on verso (54 x 38 cm. and smaller):
Historical map of New Jersey : pictorial -- Philadelphia and vicinity -- Metropolitan district map of New York City -- Trenton.
Panel art: Car with buggy, covered wagon, and horses.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 94.14 (PrCt)

54978 New Jersey - Maps - 1936 - Road
maps>>New Jersey - Maps - 1936 - Pictorial
maps>>Pictorial maps - New Jersey - Maps - 1936 - Road maps>>Pictorial maps
Road map & historical guide : New Jersey ... Sunoco ... Sun Oil Company. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1936].
Authors: Sunoco (Firm) -- Sun Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Bodeen, George H. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 69 x 46 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sunoco auto road map of New Jersey.
Date from RMcN AE 193 ms. index.
Plate no. R.3434.
Maps on verso (52 x 38 cm. and smaller):
Sunoco [pictorial] map of New Jersey -- Philadelphia and vicinity -- Metropolitan district map of New York City -- Trenton.
Panel art: Images of horseback rider, wagon, horsedrawn carriage, and car on road; signed "Geo H. Bodeen."
Previously bound with a collection of pictorial maps in binders labeled "Points of Interest."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 193.4 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
New Jersey - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

54980 New Jersey - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
Panel art: Conoco logo and "serves a nation" slogan.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 158.31 (PrCt)

54981 New Jersey - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company of New Jersey -- General Drafting Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
Panel art: Cities Service logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 157.22A (PrCt)

54982 New Jersey - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Travel New Jersey with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1936?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
Panel art: Conoco logo over outline of North America.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 169.15 (PrCt)

54983 New Jersey - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Authors: Atlantic Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
Panel art: Cities Service logo and "serves a nation" slogan.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 94.4 (PrCt)

54984 New Jersey - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Travel New Jersey with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1936?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
Panel art: Conoco logo and "serves a nation" slogan.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Gousha Clients 1577 (PrCt)

54985 New Jersey - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Travel New Jersey with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1936?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
Panel art: Conoco logo and "serves a nation" slogan.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
Gousha Clients 1577 (PrCt)

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
New Jersey - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Pure Oil pathfinder for New Jersey
Date from RMcN AE 94 ms. index.
Plate no. R. 3616
Map on verso (32 x 24 cm. and smaller):
Metropolitan district map of New York City -- Philadelphia and vicinity -- Atlantic City -- Trenton, N.J.
Panel art: Car at gas station and cars on country road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

New Jersey - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

In New Jersey ride ... with Richfield. Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1936].
Authors: Richfield Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Ride with Richfield in New Jersey
Date from RMcN AE 94 ms. index.
Plate no. R. 3616
Map.s on verso (3 x 47 cm.): Ride with Richfield in United States.
Panel art: Cartoon of Scotsman.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

New Jersey - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

New Jersey - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Tydol trails thru New Jersey ... Chicago: H.M. Gousha Company, 1936.
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Co -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 57 x 38 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: 1936 Tydol trails: New Jersey
Plate nos. "212-J.C." and "J-1."
Maps on verso (28 x 43 cm. and 9 x 22 cm.):
1936 Tydol trails: United States -- Newark ... [and] Jersey City.
Panel art: Cartoon of Tydol "Little Engineer"; automobile license plate.
Editor's copy; Tydol Veedol logo above added title trimmed away.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

New Jersey - Maps - 1937 - Road maps

Tydol trails thru New Jersey ... Chicago: H.M. Gousha Company, 1937.
Authors: Tide Water Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Cartoon mechanic and license plate with slogan "wherever you go, go on Tydol and Veedol", says the little engineer."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

New Jersey - Maps - 1937 - Road maps

New Jersey, Delaware and adjoining territory...
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Socony-Vacuum Oil Company Incorporated, New York: General Drafting Co., 1937.
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- General Drafting Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 70 x 51 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Motoring in New Jersey, Delaware and adjoining territory ...
Maps on verso (49 x 34 cm. and smaller): New Jersey metropolitan area -- Trenton -- Philadelphia -- Atlantic City.
Panel art: Socony sign.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "1937".
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 169.34A (PrCt)

54995
New Jersey - Maps - 1937 - Road maps<<>>New Jersey - Maps - 1937 - Pictorial maps
-- Road maps<<>>Pictorial maps - New Jersey - Maps - 1937
Road map & historical guide : New Jersey ...
compliments of your Sunoco dealer. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1937].
Authors: Sunoco (Firm) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 69 x 69 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sunoco auto road map of New Jersey and eastern Pennsylvania.
Date from RMcN AE 94 ms. index.
Plate no. S 3739
Maps on verso (48 x 47 cm. and smaller):
Sunoco historical, pictorial New Jersey -- Philadelphia and vicinity -- Main routes through New York City.
Panel: Images of scenes, monuments and landmarks radiating out from the Sunoco logo; Sun Oil Company logo.
Previously bound with a collection of pictorial maps in binders labeled "Points of Interest."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 193.16 (PrCt)

54996
New Jersey - Maps - 1937 - Road maps<<>>Newark Region (N.J.) - Maps - 1937
- Road maps<<>>New York Region - Maps - 1937 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company of New Jersey -- General Drafting Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 81 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Happy motoring in New Jersey : 1937 Inset (15 x 13 cm.): Atlantic City.
Maps on verso (43 x 30 each): Metropolitan New Jersey -- Camden and Philadelphia...
Panel art: Esso logo.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "1937".
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 169.35A (PrCt)

54994
New Jersey - Maps - 1937 - Road maps<<>>New Jersey - Maps - 1937 - Pictorial maps
-- Road maps<<>>Pictorial maps - New Jersey - Maps - 1937
Road map & historical guide : New Jersey ...
compliments of your Sunoco dealer. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1937].
Authors: Sunoco (Firm) -- Sun Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 69 x 69 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sunoco auto road map of New Jersey and eastern Pennsylvania.
Date from RMcN AE 94 ms. index.
Plate no. S 3739
Maps on verso (48 x 47 cm. and smaller):
Sunoco historical, pictorial New Jersey -- Harrisburg -- Trenton -- Philadelphia and vicinity -- Main routes through New York City.
Panel art: Images of scenes, monuments and landmarks radiating out from the Sunoco logo; Sun Oil Company logo.
Previously bound with a collection of pictorial maps in binders labeled "Points of Interest."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 158.33A (PrCt)

54997
New Jersey - Maps - 1937 - Road maps<<>>Northeastern States - Maps - 1937
- Road maps<<>>Road maps
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Cities Service invites you to tour New Jersey.
Plate nos. "312-J." and "12-K"
Maps on verso (28 x 43 cm. and smaller): Cities Service territorial road map [of the northeastern U.S.] -- Philadelphia -- Trenton -- Atlantic City -- Jersey City -- Camden -- Paterson.
Panel art: Cities Service sign, car and outline of the United States.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jun 3 -1937 .... "
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 157.25 (PrCt)

55001 New Jersey - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Pure Oil pathfinder for New Jersey Date from RMcN AE 94 ms. index.
Plate no. S. 3616
Map on verso (21 x 49 cm.) Pure Oil pathfinder for United States
Panel art: Pure Oil gas station
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 94.8 (PrCt)

55002 New Jersey - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
New Jersey : Richfield ... ride with Richfield. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1937].
Authors: Richfield Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Ride with Richfield in New Jersey Date from RMcN AE 94 ms. index.
Plate no. S. 3616
Maps on verso (30 x 47 cm. and 21 x 12 cm.): Ride with Richfield in United States -- Important places of interest in New Jersey.
Panel art: basket of blackberries.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 94.11 (PrCt)

55003 New Jersey - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Shell road map : New Jersey. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1937?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Gousha Clients 1848 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

55006 New Jersey - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
   Delaware - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
   Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
   Newark Region (N.J.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
   New Jersey, Delaware and adjoining territory ...
   Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- General Drafting Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
   1 map : col. ; 70 x 51 cm.
   Panel title.
   Added title: Motoring in New Jersey, Delaware and adjoining territory ...
   Maps on verso (49 x 34 cm. and smaller): New Jersey metropolitan area -- Trenton -- Philadelphia -- Atlantic City.
   Panel art: Socony sign.
   Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... July 18 1938".
   Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
   RMcN AE 94.22 (PrCt)

55007 New Jersey - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
   East (U.S.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
   Maritime Provinces - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
   Texaco touring map : New Jersey ... tour with Texaco. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1938].
   Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
   1 map : col. ; 68 x 52 cm.
   Panel title.
   Added title: Texaco touring map of New Jersey. Date from RMcN AE 94 ms. index.
   Includes table of "State and federal gasoline taxes -- as of March 15th, 1938."
   Plate no. T.3829
   Insets (28 x 13 cm. and smaller): Trenton -- Atlantic City -- Connecting routes into New York City.
   Maps on verso (50 x 51 cm. and smaller): Texaco sectional trip map [of eastern U.S.] -- Chicago and vicinity -- New York and vicinity -- Maritime Provinces -- Cleveland and vicinity.
   Panel art: Texaco logo above outline of United States.
   Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
   RMcN AE 94.21 (PrCt)

55008 New Jersey - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
   Texaco touring map : New Jersey ... tour with Texaco. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1938].
   Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
   1 map : col. ; 68 x 52 cm.
   Panel title.
   Added title: Texaco touring map of New Jersey. Date from RMcN AE 94 ms. index.
   Includes table of "State and federal gasoline taxes -- as of December 2nd, 1938."
   Plate no. (3) T.3829
   Inset (28 x 13 cm. and smaller): Trenton -- Atlantic City -- Connecting routes into New York City.
   Maps on verso (50 x 51 cm. and smaller): Texaco sectional trip map [of eastern U.S.] -- New York and vicinity -- Cleveland and vicinity.
   Panel art: Texaco logo above outline of United States.
   Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
   RMcN AE 94.22 (PrCt)

55009 New Jersey - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
   New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
   Requests and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
   For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
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maps - 1938 - Road maps - 1938 - Road maps
New Jersey road map ... compliments of your Sunoco dealer. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1938].
Authors: Sunoco (Firm) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 45 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Auto road map of New Jersey.
Plate no. (2) T.3889
Maps on verso (37 x 45 cm. and 26 x 35 cm.): Auto road map of metropolitan New York -- Auto road map of metropolitan Philadelphia.
Panel art: Cars on rural road with outline of cityscape in background.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Clients 3327 (PrCt)

New Jersey - Maps - 1938 - Road maps - 1938 - Road maps - 1938 - Road maps
New Jersey road map ... compliments of your Sunoco dealer. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1938].
Authors: Sunoco (Firm) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 45 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Auto road map of New Jersey.
Plate no. T. 3889
Maps on verso (37 x 45 cm. and 26 x 35 cm.): Auto road map of metropolitan New York -- Auto road map of metropolitan Philadelphia.
Panel art: Cars on rural road with outline of cityscape in background.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 159.22 (PrCt)

New Jersey - Maps - 1938 - Road maps - 1938 - Road maps - 1938 - Road maps
New Jersey road map ... compliments of your Sunoco dealer. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1938].
Authors: Sunoco (Firm) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 45 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Auto road map of New Jersey.
Date from RMcN AE 159 ms. index.
Plate nos. "312-J.C. 12-L" and "5382"
Maps on verso (28 x 43 cm. and smaller): Newark, Jersey City and vicinity -- Philadelphia -- Trenton -- Atlantic City.
Panel art: Conoco logo over outline of North America.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 16 1938 ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 168.26 (PrCt)

New Jersey - Maps - 1938 - Road maps - 1938 - Road maps - 1938 - Road maps
New Jersey road map ... compliments of your Sunoco dealer. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1938].
Authors: Sunoco (Firm) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 45 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Auto road map of New Jersey.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... July 18 1938".
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 165.26 (PrCt)

New Jersey - Maps - 1938 - Road maps - 1938 - Road maps - 1938 - Road maps
New Jersey road map ... compliments of your Sunoco dealer. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1938].
Authors: Sunoco (Firm) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 45 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Auto road map of New Jersey.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... July 18 1938".
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 166.26 (PrCt)

New Jersey - Maps - 1938 - Road maps - 1938 - Road maps - 1938 - Road maps
New Jersey road map ... compliments of your Sunoco dealer. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1938].
Authors: Sunoco (Firm) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 45 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Auto road map of New Jersey.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... July 18 1938".
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 167.26 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
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McNally and Company -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 35 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Atlantic auto road map of New Jersey.
Date from RMcN AE 94 ms. index.
Plate no. T.3527
Maps on verso (24 x 17 cm. and smaller):
Trenton -- Atlantic City -- Easton -- New Brunswick -- Perth Amboy -- Paterson ... -- New York and vicinity -- Philadelphia and vicinity.
Panel art: Atlantic White Flash logo
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 94.19 (PrCt)

55018 New Jersey - Maps - 1938 - Road maps<<<Road maps
New Jersey : Pure Oil pathfinder ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1938].
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: New Jersey.
Date from RMcN AE 94 ms. index.
Plate no. T. 3616
Map on verso (21 x 49 cm.) United States.
Panel art: Pure Oil gas station
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 94.16 (PrCt)

55019 New Jersey - Maps - 1938 - Road maps<<<Road maps
[Road map of New Jersey]. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1938].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 43 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Editor's copy; title cartouche and plate no. trimmed away.
Stock edition (issued without oil company imprint).
RMcN AE 94.20 (PrCt)

55020 New Jersey - Maps - 1938 - Road maps<<<Road maps
New Jersey : Richfield ... gasoline. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1938].
Authors: Richfield Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Ride with Richfield in New Jersey.
Date from RMcN AE 94 ms. index.
Plate no. T. 3616
Maps on verso (30 x 47 cm. and 21 x 12 cm.):
Ride with Richfield in United States -- Important places of interest in New Jersey.
Panel art: cars on country road
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 94.18 (PrCt)

55021 New Jersey - Maps - 1938 - Road maps<<<Road maps
Shell road map : New Jersey. Chicago : H.M.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
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Gousha Co., [1938?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha
Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3244 (PrCt)

New Jersey - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Ydol trails thru New Jersey. Chicago : H.M.
Gousha Co., 1938.
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 57 x 37 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Tydol sign and cars.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 22 1938 Rand McNally & Co. ..."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 171.17 A (PrCt)

New Jersey - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Texaco touring map : New Jersey ... tour with Texaco. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1939].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 41 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of New Jersey.
Date from RMcN AE 94 ms. index.
Includes table of "State and federal gasoline taxes -- as of May 5th, 1939".
Plate no. U. 3829
 Insets (28 x 13 cm. and smaller): Trenton -- Atlantic City -- Connecting routes into New York City.
 Maps on verso (50 x 51 cm. and smaller): Texaco sectional trip map [of eastern U.S.] -- New York and vicinity -- Cleveland and vicinity.
 Panel art: Texaco logo above outline of United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 94.28 (PrCt)

New Jersey - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Tydol trails thru New Jersey ... Chicago : H.M.
Gousha Company, 1938.
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Tydol gasoline sign, profiles of three cars, and slogan "stop at this sign for safe motoring."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3315 (PrCt)

New Jersey - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Tydol trails thru New Jersey. Chicago : H.M.
Gousha Company, 1938.
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 57 x 37 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: 1938 Tydol trails : New Jersey.
Plate no. 312-J.C. 12-L.
Maps on verso (28 x 44 cm. and 9 x 22 cm.): United States -- Newark ... [and] Jersey City.
Panel art: Tydol sign and cars.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 22 1938 Rand McNally & Co. ..."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 171.17 A (PrCt)

New Jersey - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Texaco touring map : New Jersey ... tour with Texaco. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1939].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 41 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of New Jersey.
Date from RMcN AE 94 ms. index.
Includes table of "State and federal gasoline taxes -- as of May 5th, 1939".
Plate no. U. 3829
 Insets (28 x 13 cm. and smaller): Trenton -- Atlantic City -- Connecting routes into New York City.
 Maps on verso (50 x 51 cm. and smaller): Texaco sectional trip map [of eastern U.S.] -- New York and vicinity -- Cleveland and vicinity.
 Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 94.29 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
New Jersey - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

55027 New Jersey - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Fishes - New Jersey - Maps - 1939 -
Authors: Richfield Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Ride with Richfield in New Jersey
Date from RMcN AE 94 ms. index.
Plate no. U. 3616
Maps on verso (35 x 21 cm. and smaller): Ride with Richfield in United States -- Principal fish of New Jersey -- Important places of interest in New Jersey.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 94.33 (PrCt)

55028 New Jersey - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
New Jersey Region - Maps - 1939 -
Philadelphia Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1939 -
Road maps - Road maps
New Jersey road map ... compliments of your Sunoco dealer. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1939].
Authors: Sunoco (Firm) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 46 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Auto road map of New Jersey
Date from RMcN AE 94 ms. index.
Plate no. (2) 3943
Maps on verso (37 x 45 cm. and 26 x 35 cm.): Auto road map of metropolitan New York -- Auto road map of metropolitan Philadelphia.
Panel art: Sunoco sign over cityscape.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 94.31 (PrCt)

55029 New Jersey - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
New York Region - Maps - 1939 -
Philadelphia Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1939 -
Road maps - Road maps
New Jersey road map ... compliments of your Sunoco dealer. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1939].
Authors: Sunoco (Firm) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 46 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Auto road map of New Jersey
Date from RMcN AE 94 ms. index.
Plate no. U. 3943
Maps on verso (37 x 45 cm. and 26 x 35 cm.): Auto road map of metropolitan New York -- Auto road map of metropolitan Philadelphia.
Panel art: Sunoco sign over cityscape.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 94.32 (PrCt)

55030 New Jersey - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Newark Region (N.J.) - Maps - 1939 -
Road maps - Road maps
Travel New Jersey with Conoco : every Conoco station is a branch of the Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1939].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 38 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Conoco ... official road map of New Jersey
Date from RMcN AE 159 ms. index.
Plate no. 312-J.C. 12-M
Maps on verso (28 x 43 cm. and smaller): Newark, Jersey City and vicinity -- Philadelphia -- Trenton -- Atlantic City.
Panel art: Conoco logo over outline of North America.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Aug 17 1939 ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 159.22A (PrCt)

55031 New Jersey - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Philadelphia Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1939 -
Road maps - Road maps
Shell road map : New Jersey ... Chicago : H. M. Gousha Company, [1939].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 38 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell official road map of New Jersey
Date from RMcN AE 165 ms. index.
Plate nos. "312-J.C. 12-M" and "12-M 1939-1"
Maps on verso (29 x 21 cm.): Philadelphia -- Greater New York.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Aug 11 1939 ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 165.26 (PrCt)

55032 New Jersey - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Authors: Atlantic Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally
Auto road map of New Jersey -- Auto road map of New York -- Auto road map of Greater New York.
Panel art: Conoco logo over cityscape.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 165.26 (PrCt)
55035 New Jersey - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
New Jersey road map / Cities Service. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1939?].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"Tourist edition."
Panel title.
Panel art: road leading to a Cities Service gas station and sign; slogan "buy at this sign."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3369 (PrCt)

55036 New Jersey - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Shell road map : New Jersey. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1939?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3559 (PrCt)

55037 New Jersey - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair road map : New Jersey.
Date from RMcN AE 94 ms. index.
Plate no U.3616
Map on verso (29 x 43 cm.): Sinclair recreational map : United States
Panel art: Man and woman in blue car in front of a gas station with attendant; cars on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 94.26 (PrCt)

55038 New Jersey - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Tydol gasoline and Veedol motor oil signs; profiles of stylized cars.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3668 (PrCt)

55039 New Jersey - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 71 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of New Jersey.
Date from RMcN AE 94 ms. index.
Includes table of "State and federal gasoline taxes -- as of 29th April, 1940".
Plate no. V. 3829
Insets (28 x 13 cm. and smaller): Trenton --
Atlantic City -- Connecting routes into New York City.
Maps on verso (50 x 51 cm. and smaller): Texaco sectional trip map [of eastern U.S.] -- New York and vicinity -- Cleveland and vicinity.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 94.40 (PrCt)

55042 New Jersey - Maps - 1940 - Road maps<<>>New York Region - Maps - 1940 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 41 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of New Jersey.
Date from RMcN AE 94 ms. index.
Includes table of "State and federal gasoline taxes -- as of 2nd September, 1940".
Plate no. V. 3829
Insets (28 x 13 cm. and smaller): Trenton --
Atlantic City -- Connecting routes into New York City.
Maps on verso (50 x 51 cm. and smaller): Texaco sectional trip map [of eastern U.S.] -- New York and vicinity -- Cleveland and vicinity.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 94.37 (PrCt)

55043 New Jersey - Maps - 1940 - Road maps<<>>New York Region - Maps - 1940 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 42 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair road map : New Jersey.
Date from RMcN AE 94 ms. index.
Plate no. V. 3616
Map on verso (42 x 47 cm.): Sinclair road map : New York Metropolitan area
Panel art: Sinclair H-C gasoline sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 94.37 (PrCt)

Authors: Richfield Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Editor's copy; title cartouche and plate no. trimmed away.
Date from RMcN AE 94 ms. index.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
New Jersey road map and historical scenic guide : Sunoco. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company. [1940].
Authors: Sunoco (Firm) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 49 cm.
Panel title.
Editor's copy; title cartouche and plate no. trimmed away.
Date from RMcN AE 94 ms. index.
Insets (9 x 11 cm. and 10 x 11 cm.): Atlantic City -- Trenton.
Maps on verso (31 x 47 cm.): Rand McNally road map : United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 94.39 (PrCt)

55045 New Jersey - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Authors: Atlantic Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 35 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Atlantic auto road map of New Jersey.
Date from RMcN AE 94 ms. index.
Plate no. V.3527
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 94.34 (PrCt)

55046 New Jersey - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: road with cars, Cities Service sign and gas station attendant; slogan "helpful service wherever you go!"
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4010 (PrCt)

55047 New Jersey - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 42 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 94 ms. index.
Plate no. V 3616.
Map on verso (31 x 47 cm.): Rand McNally road map : United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 94.39 (PrCt)
New Jersey - Maps - 1941 - Road maps

New Jersey - Maps - 1941 - Road maps

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 41 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of New Jersey.
Date from RMcN AE 94 ms. index.
Incorporates table of "State and federal gasoline taxes -- as of 2nd September, 1941"
Plate no. W. 3829
Insets (28 x 13 cm. and smaller): Trenton -- Atlantic City -- Connecting routes into New York City.
Maps on verso (50 x 51 cm. and smaller): Texaco sectional trip map [of eastern U.S.] -- New York and vicinity -- Cleveland and vicinity.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 94.50 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 49 cm.
Panel title.
Editor's copy; title cartouche and other sections trimmed away.
Date from RMcN AE 94 ms. index.
Plate no. W. 3943
Insets (9 x 11 cm. and 10 x 11 cm.): Atlantic City -- Trenton.
Maps on verso (33 x 35 cm. and smaller): Metropolitan Philadelphia -- Metropolitan New York -- [Pictorial map of New Jersey].
Panel art: Car on road with historical places in background.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 94.44 (PrCt)

55056 New Jersey - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Authors: Atlantic Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 35 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Atlantic auto road map of New Jersey.
Date from RMcN AE 94 ms. index.
Plate no. W.3527
Maps on verso (23 x 17 cm. and smaller): Atlantic City -- Easton -- New Brunswick -- Perth Amboy -- Paterson ... -- Trenton -- New York -- Philadelphia.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 94.46 (PrCt)

55057 New Jersey - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
New Jersey road map / Cities Service. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1941]?
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: car, Cities Service sign and infant dressed as a gas station attendant; slogan "start every trip at your Cities Service dealer's."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4076 (PrCt)

55058 New Jersey - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Travel New Jersey with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1941]?
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4114 (PrCt)

55059 New Jersey - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 78 cm.
Panel title.
Added title (partly trimmed away): New Jersey[?]
Date from RMcN AE 94 ms. index.
Editor's copy; title cartouche of northern section trimmed away.
Plate no W. 4137.
Inset (22 x 19 cm.): Philadelphia and vicinity.
Maps on verso (43 x 47 cm. and 22 x 19 cm.): [New Jersey : northern section] -- Main connecting routes in New York City Metropolitan area
Panel art: Car on road under Gulf sign.
RMcN AE 94.42 (PrCt)

55060 New Jersey - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 42 cm.
Stock edition (without oil company imprint).
Title supplied by cataloger.
Editor's copy; title cartouche and plate number trimmed away.
Date from RMcN AE 94 ms. index.
Map on verso (31 x 47 cm.): Rand McNally road map : United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 94.47 (PrCt)

55061 New Jersey - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Shell map of New Jersey. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1941]?
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: New Jersey.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with
New Jersey - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: airplane, car and Tydol flying "A" gasoline logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4331 (PrCt)

New Jersey - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 41 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of New Jersey.
Date from RMcN AE 95 ms. index.
Plate no. X.3829
Map on verso (42 x 47 cm.): Texaco : New York Metropolitan area
Panel art: Texaco logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 95.3 (PrCt)

New Jersey - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
New Jersey : Richfield ... ride with a champion. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1942].
Authors: Richfield Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Ride with Richfield in New Jersey.
Date from RMcN AE 95 ms. index.
Plate no. W.3616.
Maps on verso (35 x 28 cm. or smaller): What to see in New Jersey -- Principal fish of New Jersey -- Ride with Richfield in northeastern United States.
Panel art: Richfield logo with eagle.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 95.3 (PrCt)

New Jersey - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 42 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair : New Jersey.
Date from RMcN AE 95 ms. index.
Plate no X.3616
Map on verso (42 x 47 cm.): Sinclair : New York Metropolitan area
Panel art: Sinclair H-C gasoline logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 95.7 (PrCt)

New Jersey - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Authors: Sunoco (Firm) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 49 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 95 ms. index.
Plate no. X.3943
Insets (9 x 11 cm. and 10 x 11 cm.): Atlantic City -- Trenton.
Maps on verso (31 x 26 cm. and smaller): Metropolitan Philadelphia -- Metropolitan New York -- Historical-pictorial map of New Jersey : Sunoco.
Panel art: Sunoco logo and serviceman.
Extensive damage to left margin.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

RMcN AE 95.9 (PrCt)

55067 New Jersey - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
New Jersey road map / Cities Service Oils ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1942?].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection
(Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 78 x 55 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of New Jersey.
Date from RMcN AE 95 ms. index.
Plate no. Z. 4212
Map on verso (43 x 78 cm.): Texaco touring map of Pennsylvania.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4652 (PrCt)

RMcN AE 95.10 (PrCt)

55068 New Jersey - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
New Jersey road map / Cities Service Oils ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1942?].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection
(Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4652 (PrCt)

Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection
(Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: statue of minuteman with caption "buy war bonds and stamps", Tydol gasoline logo, Veedol motor oil logo, and statement "Oil is ammunition, use it wisely."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4652 (PrCt)

New Jersey - Maps - 1944 - Road maps
New Jersey with Pennsylvania : Texaco ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1944].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 77 x 54 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of New Jersey.
Date from RMcN AE 95 ms. index.
Includes table of "State and federal gasoline taxes -- as of 2nd December, 1944."
Plate no. Z. 4212
Map on verso (43 x 78 cm.): Texaco touring map of Pennsylvania.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 95.10 (PrCt)

New Jersey - Maps - 1944 - Road maps
New Jersey with Pennsylvania : Texaco ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1944].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 77 x 54 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of New Jersey.
Date from RMcN AE 130 ms. index.
Includes table of "Gasoline taxes -- as of 2nd Dec., 1944."
Plate no. Z 4212.
Map on verso (43 x 78 cm.): Texaco touring map of Pennsylvania.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 130.13 (PrCt)

New Jersey - Maps - 1944 - Road maps
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection
(Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: statue of minuteman with caption "buy war bonds and stamps", Tydol gasoline logo, Veedol motor oil logo, and statement "Oil is ammunition, use it wisely."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4652 (PrCt)

New Jersey - Maps - 1944 - Road maps
New Jersey with Pennsylvania : Texaco ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1944].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 77 x 54 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of New Jersey.
Date from RMcN AE 130 ms. index.
Includes table of "Gasoline taxes -- as of 2nd Dec., 1944."
Plate no. Z 4212.
Map on verso (43 x 78 cm.): Texaco touring map of Pennsylvania.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 130.13 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 56 x 79 cm., folded to 10 x 20 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of New Jersey.
Title panel coded "15"
Plate no. Z 4212.
Map on verso (43 x 79 cm.): Texaco touring map of Pennsylvania.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 95.13 (PrCt)
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 42 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair : New Jersey.
Date from RMcN AE 95 ms. index.
Plate no. 454212
Panel art: Sinclair serviceman in front of car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 95.11 (PrCt)
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 77 x 44 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of New Jersey.
Date from RMcN AE 130 ms. index.
Includes table of "Gasoline taxes -- as of 2nd November, 1945."
Plate no. 454212.
Map on verso (43 x 78 cm.): Texaco touring map of Pennsylvania.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 130.17 (PrCt)
Authors: Richfield Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 56 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Ride with Richfield in northeastern United States.
Panel art: Richfield eagle logo with serviceman and car in background.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 95.13 (PrCt)
Authors: Richfield Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Ride with Richfield in New Jersey.
Date from RMcN AE 95 ms. index.
Plate no. 453616
Maps on verso (35 x 28 cm. or smaller): What to see in New Jersey -- Principal fish of New Jersey
-- Ride with Richfield in northeastern United States.
Panel art: Richfield eagle logo with serviceman and car in background.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 95.13 (PrCt)
New Jersey - Maps - 1945 - Road maps
Roads for carefree motoring in New Jersey...
Authors: Richfield Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 65 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Ride with Richfield in New Jersey.
Date from RMcN AE 95 ms. index.
Plate no. 453616V
Map on verso (40 x 21 cm.): Texaco touring map of Pennsylvania.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 15.33A (PrCt)

New Jersey - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
New Jersey, Delaware and the Chesapeake Bay country: Mobilgas. Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1946].
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 81 x 37 cm. on sheet 84 x 39 cm.
Added title: New Jersey and the Chesapeake Bay country: Mobiloil.
Added title: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company, Inc.: New Jersey. Plate nos. 4607 and 146.
Includes inset of Atlantic City.
Verso includes insets of Philadelphia, Trenton, and Newark and: Northeastern New Jersey metropolitan area. Plate no. 4612. -- Socony-Vacuum Oil Co. incorporated: Delaware and coastal areas of Maryland & Virginia. Plate no. 463617.
Panel annotated '46.'
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 15.34A (PrCt)

New Jersey - Maps - 1946 - Pictorial maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 65 x 42 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair : New Jersey.
Date from RMcN AE 95 ms. index.
Plate no 6-453616V-1
Panel art: Sinclair serviceman in front of car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 95.26 (PrCt)

New Jersey - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
New Jersey, Delaware and the Chesapeake Bay country: Mobilgas. Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1946].
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 81 x 37 cm. on sheet 84 x 39 cm.
Added title: New Jersey and the Chesapeake Bay country: Mobiloil.
Added title: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company, Inc.: New Jersey. Plate nos. 4607 and 146.
Includes inset of Atlantic City.
Verso includes insets of Philadelphia, Trenton, and Newark and: Northeastern New Jersey metropolitan area. Plate no. 4612. -- Socony-Vacuum Oil Co. incorporated: Delaware and coastal areas of Maryland & Virginia. Plate no. 463617.
Panel annotated '46.'
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 15.33A (PrCt)

New Jersey - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
New Jersey, Delaware and the Chesapeake Bay country: Mobilgas. Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1946].
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 81 x 37 cm. on sheet 84 x 39 cm.
Added title: New Jersey and the Chesapeake Bay country: Mobiloil.
Added title: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company, Inc.: New Jersey. Plate nos. 4607 and 146.
Includes inset of Atlantic City.
Verso includes insets of Philadelphia, Trenton, and Newark and: Northeastern New Jersey metropolitan area. Plate no. 4612. -- Socony-Vacuum Oil Co. incorporated: Delaware and coastal areas of Maryland & Virginia. Plate no. 463617.
Panel annotated '46.'
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 15.34A (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Panel art: Sinclair serviceman in front of car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 95.28 (PrCt)

55084 New Jersey - Maps - 1946 - Road maps<<>>New York Region - Maps - 1946 - Road maps<<>>Philadelphia Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 43 x 70 cm.
Added title: New Jersey : northern section
Date from RMcN AE 95 ms. index.
Plate no. 6-4137-5
Inset (32 x 22 cm.): Main connecting routes in New York City metropolitan area.
Maps on verso (43 x 78 cm. and 22 x 18 cm.):
New Jersey : southern section -- Philadelphia and vicinity.
Panel art: Car on road beneath Gulf sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 95.31 (PrCt)

55085 New Jersey - Maps - 1946 - Road maps<<>>New York Region - Maps - 1946 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Through New Jersey with the giant power of Tydol Flying A Gasoline ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1946].
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 57 x 38 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. 312-J.C. T-1.
Maps on verso (27 x 43 cm. and smaller): Tydol trails in and around New York and vicinity -- Newark ... [and] Jersey City.
Panel art: Tydol Giant holding Flying A logo, gas station and automobile.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Dec 6 1946 Rand McNally & Co. ..."
Editor's copy: Added title and another section trimmed away.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 171.2X (PrCt)

55086 New Jersey - Maps - 1946 - Road maps<<>>Pennsylvania - Maps - 1946 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 78 x 55 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of New Jersey.
Date from RMcN AE 95 ms. index.
Includes table of "Gasoline taxes -- as of 2nd April, 1946."
Plate no. 6-454212-4
Map on verso (43 x 78 cm.): Texaco touring map of Pennsylvania.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 95.15 (PrCt)

55087 New Jersey - Maps - 1946 - Road maps<<>>Pennsylvania - Maps - 1946 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 78 x 55 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of New Jersey.
Date from RMcN AE 95 ms. index.
Includes table of "Gasoline taxes -- as of 2nd Jan, 1946."
Plate no. 6-454212-3
Map on verso (43 x 78 cm.): Texaco touring map of Pennsylvania.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 95.16 (PrCt)

55088 New Jersey - Maps - 1946 - Road maps<<>>Pennsylvania - Maps - 1946 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 78 x 55 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of New Jersey.
Date from RMcN AE 95 ms. index.
Includes table of "Gasoline taxes -- as of 2nd Sept., 1946."
Plate no. 6-454215-6
Map on verso (43 x 78 cm.): Texaco touring map of Pennsylvania.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 95.17 (PrCt)

55089 New Jersey - Maps - 1946 - Road maps<<>>Pennsylvania - Maps - 1946 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 78 x 55 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of New Jersey.
Date from RMcN AE 95 ms. index.
Includes table of "Gasoline taxes -- as of 2nd April, 1946."
Plate no. 6-454212-4
Map on verso (43 x 78 cm.): Texaco touring map of Pennsylvania.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 95.15 (PrCt)
### New Jersey - Maps - 1946 - Road maps

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalog Entry</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| RMcN AE 95.32 (PrCt) | **New Jersey with Pennsylvania : Texaco**
| 55090 | New Jersey - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
| | Pennsylvania - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
| | Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1946].
| | Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
| | 1 map : col. ; 77 x 54 cm.
| | Panel title.
| | Added title: Texaco touring map of New Jersey.
| | Date from RMcN AE 130 ms. index.
| | Includes table of "Gasoline taxes -- as of 2nd July, 1946."
| | Plate no. 6-454215-5
| | Map on verso (43 x 78 cm.): Texaco touring map of Pennsylvania.
| | Panel art: Texaco sign.
| | Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
| | RMcN AE 95.18 (PrCt) |
| 55093 | New Jersey - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
| | Pennsylvania - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
| | Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1946].
| | Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
| | 1 map : col. ; 77 x 54 cm.
| | Panel title.
| | Added title: Texaco touring map of New Jersey.
| | Date from RMcN AE 130 ms. index.
| | Includes table of "Gasoline taxes -- as of 2nd Jan., 1946."
| | Plate no. 6-454212-3.
| | Map on verso (43 x 77 cm.): Texaco touring map of Pennsylvania.
| | Panel art: Texaco sign.
| | Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
| | RMcN AE 130.33 (PrCt) |
| 55091 | New Jersey - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
| | Pennsylvania - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
| | Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1946].
| | Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
| | 1 map : col. ; 78 x 55 cm.
| | Panel title.
| | Added title: Texaco touring map of New Jersey.
| | Date from RMcN AE 95 ms. index.
| | Includes table of "Gasoline taxes -- as of 2nd Sept., 1946."
| | Plate no. 6-454212-6
| | Map on verso (43 x 78 cm.): Texaco touring map of Pennsylvania.
| | Panel art: Texaco sign.
| | Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
| | RMcN AE 95.32 (PrCt) |
| 55094 | New Jersey - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
| | Pennsylvania - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
| | Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1946].
| | Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
| | 1 map : col. ; 77 x 54 cm.
| | Panel title.
| | Added title: Texaco touring map of New Jersey.
| | Date from RMcN AE 130 ms. index.
| | Includes table of "Gasoline taxes -- as of 2nd April, 1946."
| | Plate no. 6-454212-4.
| | Map on verso (43 x 77 cm.): Texaco touring map of Pennsylvania.
| | Panel art: Texaco sign.
| | Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
| | RMcN AE 130.34 (PrCt) |
| 55092 | New Jersey - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
| | Pennsylvania - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
| | Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1946].
| | Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
| | 1 map : col. ; 77 x 54 cm.
| | Panel title.
| | Added title: Texaco touring map of New Jersey.
| | Date from RMcN AE 130 ms. index.
| | Includes table of "Gasoline taxes -- as of 2nd July, 1946."
| | Plate no. 6-454212-5.
| | Map on verso (43 x 77 cm.): Texaco touring map of Pennsylvania.
| | Panel art: Texaco sign.
| | Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
| | RMcN AE 130.35 (PrCt) |

---

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
New Jersey - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
New Jersey with Pennsylvania: Texaco...
Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1946].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 77 x 54 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of New Jersey.
Date from RMcN AE 130 ms. index.
Includes table of "Gasoline taxes -- as of 2nd Sept., 1946."
Plate no. 6-454212-6.
Map on verso (43 x 77 cm.): Texaco touring map of Pennsylvania.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 130.45 (PrCt)

New Jersey - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Philadelphia Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
New York Region - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
New Jersey - Maps - 1946 - Pictorial maps
Pictorial maps
Sunoco: road map and historical scenic guide: New Jersey.
Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1946].
Authors: Sunoco (Firm) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 78 x 48 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: New Jersey.
Date from RMcN AE 95 ms. index.
Plate no. 463943-1
Insets (9 x 11 cm. and 10 x 11 cm.): Atlantic City -- Trenton.
Maps on verso (31 x 26 cm. and smaller): Metropolitan Philadelphia -- Metropolitan New York -- Historical-pictorial map of New Jersey: Sunoco.
Panel art: Sunoco logo over rural road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 95.27 (PrCt)

New Jersey - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
New Jersey: Atlantic.
Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1946].
Authors: Atlantic Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 65 x 33 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Atlantic auto road map of New Jersey.
Date from RMcN AE 95 ms. index.
Plate no. 6-423527-1
Maps on verso (23 x 16 cm. or smaller): Atlantic City -- Easton -- New Brunswick -- Trenton -- Patterson ... Passaic -- Newark -- New York -- Philadelphia.
Panel art: Atlantic serviceman waving at family in car.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 95.23 (PrCt)

New Jersey - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Philadelphia Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
New York Region - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
New Jersey - Maps - 1946 - Pictorial maps
Pictorial maps
Sunoco: road map and historical scenic guide: New Jersey.
Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1946].
Authors: Sunoco (Firm) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 65 x 33 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Atlantic auto road map of New Jersey.
Date from RMcN AE 95 ms. index.
Plate no. 6-423527-2
Maps on verso (23 x 16 cm. or smaller): Atlantic City -- Easton -- New Brunswick -- Trenton -- Patterson ... Passaic -- Newark -- New York -- Philadelphia.
Panel art: Atlantic serviceman waving at family in car.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 95.29.1(PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
New Jersey - Maps - 1946 - Road maps

Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Cities Service gas station, various cartoon images, and slogan "Cities Service dealers help make every trip a treat."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4744 (PrCt)

New Jersey - Maps - 1946 - Road maps

Travel New Jersey with Conoco ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1946?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4779 (PrCt)

New Jersey - Maps - 1946 - Road maps

Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 70 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: New Jersey : northern section
Date from RMcN AE 95 ms. index.
Plate no. 6-453616V-1
Map on verso (31 x 47 cm.): Rand McNally road map : United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 95.22 (PrCt)

New Jersey - Maps - 1946 - Road maps

Shell map of New Jersey. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1946?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4889 (PrCt)

New Jersey - Maps - 1946 - Road maps

Road map of New Jersey ... / Tide Water Associated Oil Company, New York, San Francisco, Tulsa. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1946?].
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: road scene with gas station, car, and "Tydol flying 'A' gasoline" sign.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4985 (PrCt)

New Jersey - Maps - 1946 - Road maps

Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: gas station, giant holding "flying 'A'" logo and pushing a car, and slogan "with the giant power of Tydol flying 'A' gasoline."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4986 (PrCt)

New Jersey - Maps - 1947 - Nautical charts

Atlantic Coast (N.J.) - Maps - 1947 - Nautical charts


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Texas Company. Cruising chart -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 81 x 37 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco cruising chart: Staten Island, N.Y. to Cape May, N.J.
Uniform title: Cruising N.Y. to Cape May, N.J.
New Jersey with Pennsylvania : Texaco.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1947].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 78 x 55 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of New Jersey. Date from RMcN AE 95 ms. index.
Includes table of "Gasoline taxes -- as of 16th June, 1947."
Plate no. 7-454212-7
Map on verso (43 x 78 cm.): Texaco touring map of Pennsylvania.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 95.44 (PrCt)
55118 New Jersey - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
New Jersey with Pennsylvania : Texaco.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1947].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 78 x 55 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of New Jersey.
Date from RMcN AE 95 ms. index.
Includes table of "Gasoline taxes -- as of 2nd Aug., 1947."
Plate no. 7-454212-10
Map on verso (43 x 78 cm.): Texaco touring map of Pennsylvania.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 95.49 (PrCt)

55119 New Jersey - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
New Jersey with Pennsylvania : Texaco.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1947].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 77 x 54 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of New Jersey.
Date from RMcN AE 95 ms. index.
Includes table of "Gasoline taxes -- as of 2nd Oct., 1947."
Plate no. 7-454212-11
Map on verso (43 x 78 cm.): Texaco touring map of Pennsylvania.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 95.49 (PrCt)

55120 New Jersey - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
New Jersey with Pennsylvania : Texaco.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1947].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 77 x 55 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of New Jersey.
Date from RMcN AE 130 ms. index.
Includes table of "Gasoline taxes -- as of 16th March, 1947."
Plate no. 7-454212-8.
Map on verso (43 x 77 cm.): Texaco touring map of Pennsylvania.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 130.62 (PrCt)

55121 New Jersey - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
New Jersey with Pennsylvania : Texaco.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1947].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 77 x 55 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of New Jersey.
Date from RMcN AE 130 ms. index.
Includes table of "Gasoline taxes -- as of 2nd June, 1947."
Plate no. 7-454212-9.
Map on verso (43 x 77 cm.): Texaco touring map of Pennsylvania.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 130.65 (PrCt)

55122 New Jersey - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
New Jersey with Pennsylvania : Texaco.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1947].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 77 x 54 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of New Jersey.
Date from RMcN AE 130 ms. index.
Includes table of "Gasoline taxes -- as of 2nd Aug., 1947."
Plate no. 7-454212-10
Map on verso (43 x 77 cm.): Texaco touring map of Pennsylvania.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 130.63 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
New Jersey - Maps - 1947 - Road maps

**Roads for carfree motoring in New Jersey:**

Authors: Richfield Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 65 x 42 cm.

Panel title.

 Added title: Ride with Richfield in New Jersey.

Date from RMcN AE 95 ms. index.

Plate no. includes letter "U", indicating 1947 publication.

Panel art: Richfield logo and station, car in background.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 95.33 (PrCt)

New Jersey - Maps - 1948 - Railroads - Maps


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Pocket maps -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

29 p. : 2 col. maps on 1 sheet (folded) ; 24 cm.

"1948 edition."

Cover title: Rand McNally pocket maps : New Jersey : complete indexed reference map

Uniform title: Pocket maps

Map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back to back, col. : 64 x 47 cm. and 65 x 47 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of New Jersey. Plate no. 7890123. Includes key to railroads and inset maps of Newark, Trenton, and Camden (21 x 15 cm. and smaller). -- Rand McNally road map : New Jersey. Plate no. 8-453616V-3.

Cover art: Cars on road alongside passenger train. "50c" -- printed on front cover.


Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).

RMcN Pocket 4C 173 (PrCt)

New Jersey - Maps - 1948 - Railroads - Maps


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Pocket maps -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

29 p. : 2 col. maps on 1 sheet (folded) ; 24 cm.

"1948 edition."

Cover title: Rand McNally pocket maps : New Jersey : complete indexed reference map ... [and] highway map

Uniform title: Pocket maps

Map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back to back, col. : 63 x 47 cm. and 65 x 47 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of New Jersey. Plate no. 7890123. Includes key to railroads and inset maps of

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 5196 (PrCt)
New Jersey - Maps - 1948 - Road maps

New Jersey, Delaware and the Chesapeake Bay country : Mobilgas ... Socony-Vacuum Oil Company ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1948].

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

1 map : col. ; 65 x 42 cm.

Panel title.

Opposite panel title: Sinclair : New Jersey.

Date from RMcN AE 95 ms. index.

Plate no. 8-453616V-6


Panel art: Sinclair sign on country road with animals.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

R McN AE 95.59 (Pr Ct)


Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

1 map : col. ; 43 x 70 cm.

Added title: New Jersey : northern section

Date from RMcN AE 95 ms. index.

Plate no. 8-4137-9

Inset (32 x 22 cm.): Main connecting routes in New York City metropolitan area.

Maps on verso (43 x 78 cm. and 22 x 18 cm.): New Jersey : southern section -- Philadelphia and vicinity.

Panel art: Car on road beneath Gulf sign.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

R McN AE 95.60 (Pr Ct)


Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

1 map : col. ; 43 x 70 cm.

Added title: New Jersey : northern section

Date from RMcN AE 95 ms. index.

Plate no. 8-4137-9

Inset (32 x 22 cm.): Main connecting routes in New York City metropolitan area.

Maps on verso (43 x 78 cm. and 22 x 18 cm.): New Jersey : southern section -- Philadelphia and vicinity.

Panel art: Car on road beneath Gulf sign.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

R McN AE 95.60 (Pr Ct)
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 43 x 70 cm.
Added title: New Jersey : northern section
Date from RMcN AE 95 ms. index.
Plate no. 8-4137-10
Inset (32 x 22 cm.): Main connecting routes in New York City metropolitan area.
Maps on verso (43 x 78 cm. and 22 x 18 cm.): New Jersey : southern section -- Philadelphia and vicinity.
Panel art: Car on road beneath Gulf sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 95.61 (PrCt)

55139 New Jersey - Maps - 1948 - Road maps<<>>Pennsylvania - Maps - 1948 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 78 x 55 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of New Jersey.
Date from RMcN AE 95 ms. index.
Plate no. 8-454212-13
Map on verso (43 x 78 cm.): Texaco touring map of Pennsylvania.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 95.1X (PrCt)

55140 New Jersey - Maps - 1948 - Road maps<<>>Pennsylvania - Maps - 1948 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 77 x 55 cm., folded to 21 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of New Jersey.
Plate no. 8-45212-15.
Map on verso (43 x 78 cm.): Texaco touring map of Pennsylvania.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Clients 3678 (PrCt)

55141 New Jersey - Maps - 1948 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
1 map : col. ; 65 x 42 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Amoco road map of New Jersey.
Date from RMcN AE 95 ms. index.
Plate no. 8-453616V-2
Maps on verso (31 x 47 cm. and smaller): Amoco road map of United States -- Philadelphia -- New York.
Panel art: Amoco logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 95.50 (PrCt)

55142 New Jersey - Maps - 1948 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
1 map : col. ; 68 x 35 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Atlantic auto road map of New Jersey.
Date from RMcN AE 95 ms. index.
Plate no. 8-423527-6
Maps on verso (23 x 16 cm. or smaller): Atlantic City -- Easton -- New Brunswick -- Trenton -- Patterson ... Passaic -- Newark -- New York -- Philadelphia.
Panel art: Couple in car at Atlantic station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 95.58 (PrCt)

55143 New Jersey - Maps - 1948 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
New Jersey / Cities Service. Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948?].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
Panel art: Cities Service gas station, various cartoon images, and slogan "Cities Service dealers help make every trip a treat."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5330 (PrCt)

55144 New Jersey - Maps - 1948 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
New Jersey - Maps - 1949 - Road maps

New Jersey, Delaware and the Chesapeake Bay country ... Mobilgas ... Socony-Vacuum Oil Company. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1949].

Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 81 x 37 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc. : New Jersey

Date from RMcN AE 115B ms. index.

Plate no. 9

Jersey

Map on verso (44 x 27 cm. and smaller): Socony

vacuum areas of Maryland & Virginia -- Newark -- Philadelphia and vicinity -- Trenton -- Northeastern New Jersey metropolitan area.

Panel art: Mobilgas and Mobicil logos.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 115B.2 (PrCt)

New Jersey - Maps - 1949 - Road maps

New Jersey - Maps - 1949 - Pictorial maps

New Jersey : Sunoco road map and historical scenic guide ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1949].

Authors: Sunoco (Firm) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 78 x 48 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Sunoco : New Jersey

Date from RMcN AE 115B ms. index.

Plate no. 9-463943-6.

Inset (10 x 12 cm. and 9 x 12 cm.): Atlantic City -- Trenton.

Maps on verso (34 x 35 cm. and smaller):

Sunoco historical pictorial map of New Jersey -- Metropolitan Philadelphia -- Metropolitan New York.

Panel art: Couple by car overlooking town and river valley.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Gousha Client 5469 (PrCt)

New Jersey - Maps - 1949 - Road maps

New Jersey - Maps - 1949 - Pictorial maps

New Jersey : Sunoco road map and historical scenic guide ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1949].

Authors: Sunoco (Firm) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 78 x 48 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Sunoco : New Jersey

Date from RMcN AE 115B ms. index.

Plate no. 9-463943-6.

Inset (10 x 12 cm. and 9 x 12 cm.): Atlantic City -- Trenton.

Maps on verso (34 x 35 cm. and smaller):

Sunoco historical pictorial map of New Jersey -- Metropolitan Philadelphia -- Metropolitan New York.

Panel art: Couple by car overlooking town and river valley.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Gousha Client 5469 (PrCt)

New Jersey - Maps - 1949 - Road maps

New Jersey - Maps - 1949 - Pictorial maps

New Jersey : Sunoco road map and historical scenic guide ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1949].

Authors: Sunoco (Firm) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 78 x 48 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Sunoco : New Jersey

Date from RMcN AE 115B ms. index.

Plate no. 9-463943-6.

Inset (10 x 12 cm. and 9 x 12 cm.): Atlantic City -- Trenton.

Maps on verso (34 x 35 cm. and smaller):

Sunoco historical pictorial map of New Jersey -- Metropolitan Philadelphia -- Metropolitan New York.

Panel art: Couple by car overlooking town and river valley.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Gousha Client 5469 (PrCt)

New Jersey - Maps - 1949 - Road maps

New Jersey - Maps - 1949 - Pictorial maps

New Jersey : Sunoco road map and historical scenic guide ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1949].

Authors: Sunoco (Firm) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 78 x 48 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Sunoco : New Jersey

Date from RMcN AE 115B ms. index.

Plate no. 9-463943-6.

Inset (10 x 12 cm. and 9 x 12 cm.): Atlantic City -- Trenton.

Maps on verso (34 x 35 cm. and smaller):

Sunoco historical pictorial map of New Jersey -- Metropolitan Philadelphia -- Metropolitan New York.

Panel art: Couple by car overlooking town and river valley.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Gousha Client 5469 (PrCt)

New Jersey - Maps - 1949 - Road maps

New Jersey - Maps - 1949 - Pictorial maps

New Jersey : Sunoco road map and historical scenic guide ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1949].

Authors: Sunoco (Firm) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 78 x 48 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Sunoco : New Jersey

Date from RMcN AE 115B ms. index.

Plate no. 9-463943-6.

Inset (10 x 12 cm. and 9 x 12 cm.): Atlantic City -- Trenton.

Maps on verso (34 x 35 cm. and smaller):

Sunoco historical pictorial map of New Jersey -- Metropolitan Philadelphia -- Metropolitan New York.

Panel art: Couple by car overlooking town and river valley.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Gousha Client 5469 (PrCt)

New Jersey - Maps - 1949 - Road maps

New Jersey - Maps - 1949 - Pictorial maps

New Jersey : Sunoco road map and historical scenic guide ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1949].

Authors: Sunoco (Firm) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 78 x 48 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Sunoco : New Jersey

Date from RMcN AE 115B ms. index.

Plate no. 9-463943-6.

Inset (10 x 12 cm. and 9 x 12 cm.): Atlantic City -- Trenton.

Maps on verso (34 x 35 cm. and smaller):

Sunoco historical pictorial map of New Jersey -- Metropolitan Philadelphia -- Metropolitan New York.

Panel art: Couple by car overlooking town and river valley.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Gousha Client 5469 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

RMcN AE 115B.7 (PrCt)

55150 New Jersey - Maps - 1949 - Road maps
New Jersey - Maps - 1949 - Pictorial maps
Pictorial maps - New Jersey - Maps - 1949 - Road maps
Pictorial maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Tomas, Rico, 1898-1985 -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)/
1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair : New Jersey.
Date from RMcN AE 115B ms. index.
Plate no. 9-453616V-4.
Panel art: Sinclair H-C gasoline logo and road sign with a bird, rabbit, and car on rural road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 115B.3 (PrCt)

55151 New Jersey - Maps - 1949 - Road maps
Philadelphia Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1949 - Road maps
New Jersey info-map : Gulf ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1949].
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 70 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: New Jersey : northern section.
Date from RMcN AE 115B ms. index.
Plate no. 9-4137-12.
Inset (31 x 22 cm.): Main connecting routes in New York City metropolitan area.
Maps on verso (43 x 78 cm. and 22 x 18 cm.):
New Jersey : southern section -- Philadelphia and vicinity.
Panel art: Gulf sign over car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 115B.1 (PrCt)

55152 New Jersey - Maps - 1949 - Road maps
New Jersey : make it Amoco all the way! ... American Oil Company. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1949].
Authors: Amoco Oil Company -- American Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Amoco road map of New Jersey.
Date from RMcN AE 115B ms. index.
Plate no. 9-453616V-4.
Maps on verso (31 x 48 cm. and smaller): Amoco road map of United States -- Philadelphia -- New York and vicinity.
Panel art: Amoco logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 115B.5 (PrCt)

55153 New Jersey - Maps - 1949 - Road maps
Authors: Atlantic Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 33 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Atlantic auto road map of New Jersey.
Date from RMcN AE 115B ms. index.
Plate no. 9-423527-8.
Panel art: Atlantic attendant talking to woman in car.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 115B.6 (PrCt)

55154 New Jersey - Maps - 1949 - Road maps
Roads for carefree motoring in New Jersey : Richfield ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1949].
Authors: Richfield Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Ride with Richfield in New Jersey.
Date from RMcN AE 115B ms. index.
Plate no. 9-453616V-4.
Map on verso (42 x 47 cm.): Ride with Richfield in eastern & central United States.
Panel art: Richfield attendant with gasoline pump and Richfield logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 115B.4 (PrCt)

55155 New Jersey - Maps - 1950 - Road maps
Chesapeake Bay Region (Md. and Va.) - Maps - 1950 - Road maps
Delmarva Peninsula - Maps - 1950 - Road maps
New Jersey, Delaware and the Chesapeake Bay country ... Mobilgas ... Socony-Vacuum Oil Company. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1950].
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 81 x 37 cm.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Panel title.
Added title: Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc.: New Jersey
Date from RMcN AE 115B ms. index.
Plate no. 0-4607-9.
Inset (10 x 8 cm.): Atlantic City.
Maps on verso (44 x 27 cm. and smaller):
Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Incorporated: Delaware and coastal areas of Maryland & Virginia -- Newark -- Philadelphia and vicinity -- Trenton -- Northeastern New Jersey metropolitan area.
Panel art: Mobilgas and Mobiloil logos.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 115B.9 (PrCt)

55156 New Jersey - Maps - 1950 - Road maps
Additional title: New Jersey - Maps - 1950 - Pictorial maps
Additional title: Pictorial maps - New Jersey - 1950
Additional title: New York Region - Maps - 1950
Additional title: Road maps - Road maps - Pictorial maps
Additional title: Esso: New Jersey ... road map with pictorial guide.
Authors: Esso Standard Oil Company -- General Drafting Company -- Akerman, James R.
1 map: col.; 84 x 47 cm. fold. to 22 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. 650
Inset maps (39 x 20 cm. and smaller): Pictorial guide to New Jersey -- Camden, Philadelphia and vicinity -- Trenton -- Atlantic City and vicinity.
Map on verso (84 x 49 cm.): Happy motoring in northeastern New Jersey.
Panel art: George Washington's headquarters, Morristown.
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).
Road map4C G3811 .P2 1950 .E8 (PrCt)

55157 New Jersey - Maps - 1950 - Road maps
Additional title: New Jersey - Maps - 1950 - Pictorial maps
Additional title: Pictorial maps - New Jersey - Maps - 1950
Additional title: Philadelphia Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1950 - Road maps
Additional title: New York Region - Maps - 1950 - Road maps
Additional title: Pictorial maps
New Jersey: Sunoco road map and historical scenic guide ... Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1950].
Authors: Sunoco (Firm) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map: col.; 78 x 48 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sunoco: New Jersey
Date from RMcN AE 115B ms. index.
Plate no. 0-463943-9.
Insets (10 x 12 cm. and 9 x 12 cm.): Atlantic City -- Trenton.
Maps on verso (34 x 35 cm. and smaller):
Sunoco historical pictorial map of New Jersey -- Metropolitan Philadelphia -- Metropolitan New York.
Panel art: Couple by car overlooking town and river valley.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 115B.11 (PrCt)

55158 New Jersey - Maps - 1950 - Road maps
Additional title: Pennsylvania - Maps - 1950 - Road maps
Additional title: Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 78 x 55 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of New Jersey.
Date from RMcN AE 115B ms. index.
Includes table of "Gasoline taxes -- as of 1st July, 1950."
Plate no. 0-454212-19.
Map on verso (43 x 78 cm.): Texaco touring map of Pennsylvania.
Panel Art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 115B.8 (PrCt)

55159 New Jersey - Maps - 1950 - Road maps
Additional title: Roads maps
New Jersey: make it Amoco all the way! ... American Oil Company. Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1950].
Authors: Amoco Oil Company -- American Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 64 x 42 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Amoco road map of New Jersey.
Date from RMcN AE 115B ms. index.
Plate no. 0-453616V-7.
Maps on verso (31 x 48 cm. and smaller): Amoco road map of United States -- Philadelphia -- New York.
Panel art: Amoco logo over highway.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 115B.12 (PrCt)

55160 New Jersey - Maps - 1950 - Road maps
Additional title: Roads maps
New Jersey - Maps - 1950 - Road maps
Additional title: Road maps
New Jersey: make it Amoco all the way! ... American Oil Company. Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1950].
Authors: Amoco Oil Company -- American Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 78 x 48 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Amoco road map of New Jersey.
Date from RMcN AE 115B ms. index.
Plate no. 0-453616V-7.
Maps on verso (31 x 48 cm. and smaller): Amoco road map of United States -- Philadelphia -- New York.
Panel art: Amoco logo over highway.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 115B.12 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Authors: Crown Central Petroleum Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Rand McNally road map : New Jersey.
Date from RMcN AE 105B ms. index.
Plate no. 0-453616V-6
Maps on verso (31 x 47 cm. and 21 x 29 cm.):
Crown road map : United States -- Road map of metropolitan New York.
Panel art: Crown serviceman giving thumbs-up.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 115B.14 (PrCt)

55161 New Jersey - Maps - 1950 - Road maps
New Jersey info-map : Gulf ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1950].
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 70 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: New Jersey : northern section.
Date from RMcN AE 115B ms. index.
Plate no. 0-4139-23.
Inset (31 x 22 cm.): Main connection routes in New York City metropolitan area.
Maps on verso (43 x 78 cm. and 22 x 18 cm.):
New Jersey : southern section -- Philadelphia and vicinity.
Panel art: Gulf sign over car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 115B.13 (PrCt)

55162 New Jersey - Maps - 1950 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 115B ms. index.
Plate no. 0-453616V-7.
Map on verso (31 x 48 cm.): Rand McNally road map : United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 115B.10 (PrCt)

55163 New Jersey - Maps - 1951 - Nautical charts
Atlantic Coast (N.J.) - Maps - 1951
- Nautical charts - Delaware Bay (Del. and N.J.) - Maps - 1951 - Nautical charts
Navesink River (N.J.) - Maps - 1951 - Nautical charts
Shrewsbury River (N.J.) - Maps - 1951 - Nautical charts
Manasquan Inlet (N.J.) - Maps - 1951 - Nautical charts
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Texas Company. Cruising chart -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 78 x 44 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco cruising chart : Staten Island, N.Y. to Cape Henlopen, Del. Uniform title: Cruising chart. "No. 3."
Plate no. 1-4930-1.
Panel art: Seagulls and boats with the Texaco Waterways Service logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (October 2010).
RMcN Cruising 31 (PrCt)

55164 New Jersey - Maps - 1951 - Road maps
New Jersey - Maps - 1951 - Pictorial maps
New Jersey : Sunoco road map and historical scenic guide ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1951].
Authors: Sunoco (Firm) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 78 x 48 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sunoco : New Jersey
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Date from RMcN AE 115B ms. index.
Plate no. 1-463943-10.
Insets (10 x 12 cm. and 9 x 12 cm.): Atlantic City -- Trenton.
Maps on verso (34 x 35 cm. and smaller):
Sunoco historical pictorial map of New Jersey -- Metropolitan Philadelphia -- Metropolitan New York.
Panel art: Couple by car overlooking town and river valley.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 115B.15 (PrCt)

55165

New Jersey - Maps - 1951 - Road maps
New York Region - Maps - 1951 - Road maps
East (U.S.) - Maps - 1951 - Road maps

New Jersey : Atlantic keeps your car on the go.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1951].
Authors: Atlantic Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 33 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Atlantic auto road map of New Jersey.
Date from RMcN AE 115B ms. index.
Plate no. 1-423527-11.
Insets (45 x 16 cm. and 19 x 16 cm.):
Metropolitan New York City and lower Hudson River area -- Philadelphia and vicinity.
Maps on verso (65 x 44 cm. and smaller): Atlantic auto road map of eastern United States -- Bridgeton -- Easton -- Elizabeth -- New Brunswick -- East Orange and Irvington -- Patterson and Passaic -- Plainfield -- Atlantic City -- Trenton -- Southern Florida.
Panel art: Atlantic logo over cars on winding highway.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 115B.17 (PrCt)

55166

New Jersey - Maps - 1951 - Road maps
New York Region - Maps - 1951 - Road maps

Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair : New Jersey.
Date from RMcN AE 115B ms. index.
Plate no. 1-453616V-8.
Map on verso (48 x 47 cm.): Sinclair : metropolitan New York City.
Panel art: Sinclair attendant servicing car at gas pump.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 115B.16 (PrCt)

55167

New Jersey - Maps - 1951 - Road maps
New York Region - Maps - 1951 - Road maps

Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Tomaso, Rico, 1898-1985 -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair : New Jersey.
Date from RMcN AE 115B ms. index.
Plate no. 1-453616V-8.
Map on verso (48 x 47 cm.): Sinclair : metropolitan New York City.
Panel art: Sinclair attendant servicing car at gas pump.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 115B.20 (PrCt)

55168

New Jersey - Maps - 1951 - Road maps
Pennsylvania - Maps - 1951 - Road maps

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 97 x 68 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of New Jersey.
Date from RMcN AE 115B ms. index.
Includes table of "Gasoline taxes -- as of 2nd June, 1951."
Plate no. 1-454212-21J.
Map on verso (54 x 97 cm.): Texaco touring map of Pennsylvania.
Panel Art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 115B.19 (PrCt)

55169

New Jersey - Maps - 1951 - Road maps
Pennsylvania - Maps - 1951 - Road maps

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 77 x 55 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of New Jersey.
Date from RMcN AE 115B ms. index.
Includes table of "Gasoline taxes -- as of 2nd Jan., 1952."
Plate no. 1-454212-22.
Map on verso (43 x 77 cm.): Texaco touring map

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
of Pennsylvania.
Panel Art: Texaco gas station on rural road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 115B.21 (PrCt)**

55170  **New Jersey - Maps - 1951 - Road maps**
**New Jersey tourguide map : Gulf ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1951].**
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 70 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: New Jersey : northern section.
Date from RMcN AE 115B ms. index.
Plate no. 514137.
Inset (31 x 22 cm.): Main connectiong routes in New York City metropolitan area.
Maps on verso (43 x 78 cm. and 22 x 18 cm.): New Jersey : southern section -- Philadelphia and vicinity.
Panel art: Gulf sign over cars on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 115B.18 (PrCt)**

55171  **New Jersey - Maps - 1951 - Road maps**
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 115B ms. index.
Plate no. 1-453616V-8.
Map on verso (31 x 48 cm.): Rand McNally road map : United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 115B.23 (PrCt)**

55172  **New Jersey - Maps - 1951 - Road maps**
**New Jersey : Richfield ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1951].**
Authors: Richfield Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Ride with Richfield in New Jersey.
Date from RMcN AE 115B ms. index.
Plate no. 1-453616V-8.
Map on verso (42 x 47 cm.): Ride with Richfield in eastern & central United States.
Panel art: Richfield sign over rural area.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 115B.22 (PrCt)**

55173  **New Jersey - Maps - 1952**
**New Jersey - Maps - 1952 - Road maps**
**Rand McNally New Jersey pocket map. San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1952.**
16 p. : 2 col. maps on 1 sheet (folded) ; 24 cm. "1952 edition."
Cover title: Rand McNally New Jersey pocket map : reference map ... [and] detailed highway map
Uniform title: Pocket maps
Folded map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back to back, col. ; 63 x 47 cm. and 65 x 47 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of New Jersey. Plate no. 543210. Includes key to railroads and inset maps of Newark, Trenton, and Camden (21 x 15 cm. and smaller) -- Rand McNally road map : New Jersey. Plate no. 2-453616V-9.
"2 maps in one, $1" -- front cover.
Cover art: Schematic road sign labeled "reference map .... ".
Handstamp on title page: Register of Copyrights, Library of Congress ... certificate no. aa218890.
**RMcN Pocket 4C 175 (PrCt)**

55174  **New Jersey - Maps - 1952 - Road maps**
**Chesapeake Bay Region (Md. and Va.) - Maps - 1952 - Road maps**
**Delmarva Peninsula - Maps - 1952 - Road maps**
**Miracle fold road map : New Jersey, Delaware and the Chesapeake Bay area ... Mobilgas ... Socony-Vacuum Oil Company. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1952].**
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company. Foldex Limited -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 77 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc. : New Jersey
Date from RMcN AE 115B ms. index.
Plate no. 2-4607-13.
Inset (10 x 8 cm.): Atlantic City.
Maps on verso (43 x 25 cm. and smaller): Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Incorporated ; Delaware and the Chesapeake Bay area -- Philadelphia -- Trenton -- Newark, Jersey City, Elizabeth -- Northeastern New Jersey metropolitan area.
Panel art: Mobilgas logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 115B.24 (PrCt)**
55177 New Jersey - Maps - 1952 - Road maps
New Jersey : Atlantic keeps your car on the go!
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1952].
Authors: Atlantic Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 33 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Atlantic auto road map of New Jersey.
Date from RMcN AE 115B ms. index.
Plate no. 2-423527-12.
Insets (45 x 16 cm. and 19 x 16 cm.):
Metropolitan New York City and lower Hudson River area -- Philadelphia and vicinity.
Maps on verso (65 x 44 cm. and smaller): Atlantic auto road map of eastern United States -- Bridgeton -- Easton -- Elizabeth -- New Brunswick -- East Orange and Irvington -- Patterson and Passaic -- Plainfield -- Atlantic City -- Trenton -- Southern Florida.
Panel art: Atlantic attendant washing car windshield.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 115B.29 (PrCt)

55178 New Jersey - Maps - 1952 - Road maps
New Jersey : Amoco ... American Oil Company.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1952].
Authors: Amoco Oil Company -- American Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Amoco road map of New Jersey.
Date from RMcN AE 115B ms. index.
Plate no. 2-453616V-9.
Maps on verso (42 x 40 cm. and 20 x 28 cm.):
Amoco road map of metropolitan New York City -- Amoco road map of metropolitan Philadelphia.
Panel art: Attendant giving map directions to couple at gas pump.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 115B.26 (PrCt)

55179 New Jersey - Maps - 1952 - Road maps
New Jersey : Richfield ... American Oil Company.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1952].
Authors: Richfield Oil Corporation -- Richfield Oil Corporation and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Ride with Richfield in New Jersey.
Date from RMcN AE 115B ms. index.
Plate no. 2-453616V-9.
Maps on verso (42 x 47 cm.): Ride with Richfield in eastern & central United States.
Panel art: Richfield sign over rural area.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 115B.27 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

RMcN AE 95.5X (PrCt)

RMcN AE 95.6X (PrCt)

RMcN AE 95.4X (PrCt)

RMcN AE 102.5X (PrCt)

RMcN AE 95.2X (PrCt)

55186 New Jersey - Maps - 1954 - Road maps**<Philadelphia Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1954 - Road maps**<New York Region - Maps - 1954 - Road maps Miracle fold road map : New Jersey ... Mobilgas ... Socony-Vacuum Oil Company ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1954]. Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Foldex Limited -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm. Panel title. Added title: American Amoco Gas road map of New Jersey. Date from RMcN AE 95 ms. index. Plate no. 4-463616V-15 Maps on verso (42 x 40 cm. and 20 x 20 cm.).
55187 New Jersey - Maps - 1955 - Road maps
Pennsylvania - Maps - 1955 - Road maps
New Jersey with Pennsylvania ... tour with Texaco
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 78 x 55 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of New Jersey.
Date from RMcN AE 95 ms. index.
Includes table of "Gasoline taxes -- as of 1st Jan., 1956."
Plate no. 5-454212-31
Map on verso (43 x 78 cm.): Texaco touring map of Pennsylvania.
Panel art: Texaco sign and station on hilly road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 95.7X (PrCt)

55188 New Jersey - Maps - 1956 - Road maps
New Jersey with Pennsylvania ... tour with Texaco
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 78 x 55 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Gulf tour guide map : Gulf.
Date from RMcN AE 95 ms. index.
Includes table of "Gasoline taxes -- as of 1st Jan., 1956."
Plate no. 6-534137-4138V-7
Maps on verso (41 x 43 cm. and smaller):
Metropolitan New York -- Metropolitan Philadelphia -- Atlantic City, N.J.
Panel art: Cars on road beneath Gulf sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 95.12X (PrCt)

55190 New Jersey - Maps - 1956 - Road maps
New York Region - Maps - 1956 - Road maps
Philadelphia Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps
New Jersey tourguide map : Gulf.
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 78 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: New Jersey
Date from RMcN AE 95 ms. index.
Plate no. 6-534137-4138V-7
Maps on verso (41 x 43 cm. and smaller):
Metropolitan New York -- Metropolitan Philadelphia -- Atlantic City, N.J.
Panel art: Cars on road beneath Gulf sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 95.13X (PrCt)


New Jersey - Maps - 1956 - Road maps

55198 New Jersey - Maps - 1956 - Road maps

Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 70 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair : New Jersey.
Date from RMcN AE 95 ms. index.
Plate no. 6-5610-1
Maps on verso (43 x 38 cm. and 20 x 20 cm.): Metropolitan New York -- Metropolitan Philadelphia.
Panel art: Four scenic vignettes above family in car.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 95.11X (PrCt)

New Jersey - Maps - 1956 - Road maps

55200 New Jersey - Maps - 1956 - Road maps

New Jersey with Pennsylvania ... tour with Texaco. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1956].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 78 x 55 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of New Jersey.
Date from RMcN AE 95 ms. index.
Includes table of "Gasoline taxes -- as of 1st June, 1956."
Plate no. 6-454212-32
Map on verso (43 x 78 cm.): Texaco touring map of Pennsylvania.
Panel art: Texaco sign and station on hilly road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 95.17X (PrCt)
New Jersey - Maps - 1962


"2 maps" -- front cover.

"$1.95" -- adhesive sticker on front cover.

Cover art: stylized and labeled map symbols (e.g. "elevations", "points of interest", "air facilities", etc.)

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newbery Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).

RMcN Pocket 4C 177 (PrCt)

---

New Jersey - Maps - 1965

*New Jersey - Maps - 1965 - Road maps - New Jersey - Maps - 1965 - Road maps - Road maps*

**New Jersey / Esso.** Convent Station, N.J.

General Drafting Co., Inc., 1965. Authors: Humble Oil and Refining Company (Incorporated in Del.) -- General Drafting Company -- Thruway Esso (Albany, N.Y.) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newbery Library) 1 map : col. ; 81 x 45 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm. Panel title.

"Issued November 1965."

"Humble Oil & Refining Company." -- back panel Insets (11 x 14 cm. and 10 x 11 cm.): Camden, Philadelphia and vicinity -- Atlantic City and vicinity.

Maps on verso (71 x 45 cm. and smaller): Northeast New Jersey -- Trenton -- Downtown Newark.

Panel art: Illustration of a family reading map with attendant at Humble gas station; Esso logo. Handstamp: Thruway Esso, Southern Blvd. & 9W, Albany, N.Y.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newbery Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 723 (PrCt)

---

New Jersey - Maps - 1966

*New Jersey - Maps - 1966 - Road maps - New Jersey Turnpike Authority - Maps - 1966 - Road maps*

**New Jersey Turnpike.** [Trenton, New Jersey?] : New Jersey Turnpike Authority, [1966?]. Authors: New Jersey Turnpike Authority -- Rand McNally Collection (Newbery Library) 1 map : col. ; 40 x 23 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm. Panel title.

"© New Jersey Turnpike Authority."

"7/66" (i.e. July 1966?) -- inside panel.

Map on verso (11 x 19 cm.): [Map of highways and turnpikes in the northeastern United States]. Panel art: B&W photo of a New Jersey Turnpike tollbooth.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newbery Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 1845 (PrCt)


Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

1 map : col. ; 66 x 44 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm. "1974 Edition."
Panel title.
Added title: New Jersey.
Plate no. 76606-10
Inserts (12 x 14 cm. and smaller):
Camden-Philadelphia -- Trenton -- Atlantic City.
Map on verso (44 x 34 cm.): Metropolitan New York City.
Forms part of a collection of stock editions of Rand McNally road maps, some apparently issued as sales samples and/or printer's proofs for prospective commercial clients.
Uniform series title (established by cataloger):
Stock road maps
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (April 2010).
RMcN Stock 38 (PrCt)

55213
New Jersey 1974 official map and guide / New Jersey Department of Transportation ... Trenton, N.J. ... Trenton, N.J. Department of Transportation, c1974.
1 map : col. ; 109 x 59 cm., folded to 21 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: New Jersey official highway map and guide
"Prepared by Department of Transportation in cooperation with the U.S. Department of Transportation, Federal Highway Administration."
"Copyright 1974 by State of New Jersey."
Maps on verso (58 x 45 cm. and smaller):
Northern metropolitan area -- Atlantic City -- Trenton state complex -- Trenton -- Camden -- Interstate 78 : Pennsylvania state line via Holland Tunnel to New York [strip map] -- Interstate 80 : Pennsylvania state line to Interstate 95 [strip map] -- Interstate 295 : Delaware and New Jersey state line to Interstate 95 [strip map].
Verso also includes list of stops for railway and transportation lines through New Jersey.
Panel art: Color photo of "Island Beach State Park."
2 copies.
RMcN Clients 4939 handstamped "Jul 1 1974" on title panel.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

55214
New Jersey / Texaco. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Co., [1976?].
Authors: Texaco, inc. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 67 x 72 cm., folded to 19 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. 766028-19
Inserts (each 7 x 7 cm.): Trenton -- Atlantic City.
Map on verso (54 x 36 cm.): New York City and vicinity.
Panel art: Illustration of attendant filling up sports car at Texaco station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3998 (PrCt)

55215
1 map : col. ; 109 x 59 cm., folded to 21 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"Prepared by Department of Transportation in cooperation with the U.S. Department of Transportation, Federal Highway Administration."
"Copyright by the State of New Jersey 1976."
Maps on verso (59 x 44 cm. and smaller):
Panel art: Color illustration of American Revolution soldiers, flags, and drums.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4940 (PrCt)

55216
New Jersey - Maps - 1996 - Road maps<<<Road maps

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

Includes bibliographical references and index.

Scales differ.

LC Card Number: 2008048078
ISBN 9780813545851 (hardcover : alk. paper) ; 0813545854 (hardcover : alk. paper)

55223 New Jersey - Maps - Collections, 1700-1799 - Road maps
Authors: Princeton University. Library
[48] p. (chiefly maps) ; 27 cm.
'Second printing, with corrections.'
LC Card Number: 72654115
5A 5640 (NLO)

55224 New Jersey - Maps - Collections, 1700-1799 - Road maps
Authors: Rice, Howard C. -- Princeton University. Library -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
"Third printing."
Foreword signed: Howard C. Rice, Jr.
OCLC 7992855.

A Collection of plans &c. &c. &c. in the province of New Jersey. [197-?].
Authors: Hills, John, surveyor
20 maps on 33 sheets each 63 x 46 cm. + t.p. and contents page.
Photocopy of colored manuscript atlas comprised of maps variously compiled 1776-1782; reproduced from original in the Library of Congress.
The maps are by Hills, A. Dunham, J. Rue, J. Fischer, J. Grant, T. Millidge, B. Morgan, A. Sutherland, J. Williams, G. Taylor, A. Dennis, and A. Skinner.
For a description of the original atlas, see Phillips 1339.
map2F 3810.2 (Pr Ct)

55226 New Jersey - Surveys - Surveyors - New Jersey
Surveys and surveyors. 1957.
Authors: Goff, Ralph L.
In Cape May County Magazine of History & Genealogy 4, no.3 (1957): 107-110.

55227 New London (Conn.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps
New London Region (Conn.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- NAVTEQ (Firm) -- Rand McNally and Company.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Street guide -- Rand McNally and Company.
StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 atlas (various paginatons) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
"3rd edition" -- front cover
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
"$14.95." -- back cover
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528998870
RMcN StrFdr 2004 .N475 (PrCr)

55231 New London County (Conn.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps<<>>Tolland County (Conn.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps<<>>Windham County (Conn.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps<<>>Road maps<<>>Counties - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
$19.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528998870
RMcN StrFdr 2004 .N475 (PrCr)

55228 New London County (Conn.) - Description and travel - 1994<<>><Mystic (Conn.) - Description and travel - 1994
Authors: Southeastern Connecticut Tourism District
1 booklet (31 p.) : col. ills., map ; 22 x 21 fold. to 22 x 11 cm.
Travel Vertical File G3783 .N4E635 1994 .S6 (PrCr)

[New London County (Conn.) - 1854: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche].
Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 4 parts; 2 are 27.5 x 36.5 in. each and 2 are 27.5 x 38 in. each. Scale 1:47,520. Originally published Philadelphia: William E. Baker, 1854.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 66 (PrCr)

55230 New London County (Conn.) - Maps - 1995 - Road maps<<>>Middlesex County (Conn.) - Maps - 1995 - Road maps<<>>Road maps<<>>Counties - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (120 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
New updated edition." $14.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN StrFdr 1995 .N475 (PrCr)

55232 New London County (Conn.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps<<>><Tolland County (Conn.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps<<>><Windham County (Conn.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps<<>><Road maps<<>><Counties - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
$19.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528998870
RMcN StrFdr 2004 .N475 (PrCr)

The Story of one corner of Connecticut in 16 maps. [Mystic, Conn. Mystic River Historical Society, 1975].
Authors: Mystic River Historical Society
15 maps ; on 13 sheets 26 x 36 cm. (5 sheets 36 x 51 cm.) in folder + descriptive notes (3 leaves ; 36 cm.)
Facsimiles of maps originally published 1625-1935.
Map no. 1 on cover of folder.
Includes maps of the townships of Groton and Stonington and several towns and villages in

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

55234
New Mexico (Battleship) - Pictorial works - 1948<>Newark Bay (N.J.) - Pictorial works - 1947<>Battleships - Pictorial works - 1948<>Railroads - Maps

Giants meet ... en route to scrap yard at Port Newark, N.J., Uncle Sam's battle'ship 'New Mexico' moves slowly under JCL's ... drawbridge. [New York? Central Railroad Company of New Jersey?, 1948?].

Authors: Central Railroad of New Jersey -- New York Mirror

1 view ; 29 x 21 cm.

Photograph '[r]eproduced by courtesy of New York Mirror.'

Bird's-eye view.


5A 7267 (1947 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

55235

[Tracing of 1602 map of New Mexico and northern New Spain]. [1913].

Authors: Martínez, Enrico, d. 1632 -- Archivo General de Indias -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS 1896 v. 2 map

1 ms. map ; 407 x 289 mm.

Tracing of 1602 manuscript in the Archivo General de Indias (Seville): Mapa del Nuevo Mexico por el cosmógrafo Enrico Martinez. Shows Juan de Oñate's 1598 and 1601 routes in New Spain between latitudes 19-42° north; numbered key identifies Spanish and Indian settlements. Shows location of a large Indian settlement (probably at Wichita, Kansas), which Oñate described as containing 1,200 houses. Accompanies documents describing Oñate's expeditions in New Mexico.

Forms part of: Transcripts of documents from the Archivo General de Indias: relating to the history of Mexico, Florida, Louisiana, and the Southwest between 1518 and 1817 (Ayer MS 1892 v. 2, leaf 122).

Endorsement on verso beginning 'Según la relacion que me dio juan rodriguez marinero...' signed 'enrico martinez.'

Scale [ca. 1:6,000,000].

Pen-and-ink and pencil.

Includes untiitled inset map of the coast of the Gulf of Mexico, 172 x 142 mm.


Cf. P. Torres Lanzas, Relacion descriptiva de los mapas, planos, & de México y Floridas existentes en el Archivo General de Indias (1900) p. 44 no. 49.


For a reduced reproduction of the original ms. map and English translations of AGI documents describing the Oñate expeditions, cf. H.E. Bolton, Spanish exploration in the southwest (Original narratives of early American history v. 18, 1918) p.197-298.

Forms part of both the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection and the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library).

Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 28.(Ayer MS 1896 v.2).

Ayer ms map proj 94

Ayer MS 1896 v. 2 map (NLO)

55236

Plano corográfico del reyno y provincia de el Nuevo Mexico una de las de Nueva España ... 12 Enero 1727. [19-].

Authors: Alvarez Barreiro, Francisco -- Acuña, Juan de, marqués de Casafuerte, 1658-1734 -- Archivo General de Indias. 67-4-4-3 (3) -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map

Photostatic reproduction of 1727 manuscript. Torres Lanzas, Pedro. Relación descriptiva de los mapas, planos, & de México y Floridas existentes en el Archivo General de Indias (Sevilla, 1900):122,91-92.

Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

MapPhoto Spain AGI 67-4-4-3 (PrCt)

55237

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.


SEE Miera y Pacheco, Bernardo de -- Pacheco, Bernardo de Miera y SEE Miera y Pacheco, Bernardo de -- De Miera y Pacheco, Bernardo

SEE Miera y Pacheco, Bernardo de -- De Anza, Juan Bautista, 1735-1788 SEE Anza, Juan Bautista de, 1735-1788 Ansa, Juan Bautista de, 1735-1788 SEE Anza, Juan Bautista de, 1735-1788 -- Academia de la Historia, Madrid

SEE Real Academia de la Historia (Spain)

2 maps : col. ; 39 x 38 cm. and 27 x 13 cm., on sheet 59 x 89 cm.

Redrawn facsimiles of two late 18th-century manuscript maps by Bernardo de Miera y Pacheco: Plano de la Provincia Interna de el Nuebo Mexico hizo por mandado de ... Gobernador y Comte ... Don Juan Baptista. de Ansa / Dn. Bernardo de Miera y Pacheco ... Echo en la villa de Santa Fee ... 1779 -- Plano del Rio del Norte desde Sn. Elceareo hasta el paraje de Sn. Pasqual / por Dn. Bernardo de Miera y Pachecho ... [177-?].

Both facsimiles partly derived from original manuscripts held by the Real Academia de la Historia in Madrid: see Adams and Chavez, The Missions of New Mexico (1956), p. vii.

Added titles from accompanying notes: Upper Rio Grande in 1779 -- Lower Rio Grande 1770s. Includes references to numbered places 1-25 and 1-5.

References: Adams and Chavez, The Missions of New Mexico (1956), p. vii; OCLC 12047841 4176

map4F G4320 1779 .M5 1975 (PrCt)

55238


Authors: Archivo General de Indias. 146-6-14 (13) -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1770 manuscript. Torres Lanzas, Pedro. Relación descriptiva de los mapas, planos, & de México y Floridas existentes en el Archivo General de Indias (Sevilla, 1900) v. 1: 268,189-190

Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

MapPhoto Spain AGI 146-6-14 (13) (PrCt)

55239

New Mexico - Maps - 1770 - Manuscripts<<>>Manuscript maps Provincia del Nuevo Myeco. [ca. 1770].

Authors: Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 225 -- Archivo General de Indias. Manuscript map. 146-6-14 (13)

1 ms. map : hand col. ; 195 x 277 mm.

Shows villages, missions, and presidios in the upper Rio Grande valley between Santa Fe and El Paso in the New Spain province of Nuevo Mexico. Drawn within a graticule numbered 265-278º east (of Hierro?) and 40-32º north of the equator. Scale and graticule match description of the manuscript Mapa de la intendencia de México, dated circa 1770 in Pedro Torres Lanzas, Relacion de los mapas, planos, & de Mexico y Floridas existentes en el Archivo General de Indias (Sevilla: El Mercantil, 1900) p. 189-190, no. 268 (AGI no. 146-6-14 (13)).

Scale [ca. 1:3,700,000]. 'E[scala] de 17 L[eguas] y 1/2(2) Cas2[ellan]s[= ca. 20 mm.]

Pen-and-ink and watercolor (green, red). Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 225. Ayer ms map proj 98

VAULT drawer Ayer MS map 225 (NLO)

55240

New Mexico - Maps - 1778

The II reconstructed geographical plan of the lands described as north, northwest and west New Mexico as mapped in 1778. 1983.

Authors: Lyons, Robert Emmett Lawrence -- Miera y Pacheco, Bernardo de

1 map English adaption of Bernardo de Miera e Pacheco’s 1778 map. ‘No. 10 of 50.’

temp map6F G4320 1778 .P5 1983 .L9 (PrCt)

55241

Maps
Plan de la Provincia Interna del Nuevo Mexico: que hizo por mandato del Teniente Coronel de Caballeria, Gobernador y Comandante General de dicha provincia Don Juan Bautista de Anza / Don Bernardo de Miera y Pacheco, soldado distinguido ... hecho en la villa de Sta. Fee, capital de dha. provincia, año de 1779. [19--].
Authors: Miera y Pacheco, Bernardo de; Anza, Juan Bautista de, 1735-1788 -- British Library.
Add. Ms. 17651 u -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map on 2 sheets ; 60 x 61 cm., sheets 66 x 47 cm. and 66 x 42 cm.
Photostatic reproduction of 1779 manuscript held by the British Library.
Scale [ca. 1:666,000].
Approximate coordinates: (W 108°50'50"-W 104°15'00"/N 37°30'00"--N 34°10'00")
Relief shown pictorially.
Details the regions around Albuquerque, Santa Fe, and Taos on the upper Rio Grande Valley in central New Mexico.
Title forms part of extensive descriptive text (32 lines).
Identifies Spanish colonial villages and settlements; Indian pueblos and Christian Indian sites; villages and pueblos destroyed by ongoing Indian warfare; and the network of trails in the region.
Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
References: Kessell, John L. Nuevo México 1776-1789 (1975); Catalogue of the manuscript maps ... in the British Museum (1844-1861), v. 3, p. 505
Map Photo England BL Add. Ms. 17651 u (NLO)

55242
New Mexico - Maps - 1795 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Maps of the Southwestern States - Maps - 1795 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Facsimile map - Facsimiles - Mapa geográfico del gobierno de la Nueva Granada ó Nuevo Mexico; con las provincias de Nabajót y Moqui; por D. Juan Lopez, pensionista de S.M. Individuo de la Real Academia de Buenas Letras de Sevilla, y de las Sociedades Vascongada y de Asturias. Año de 1795. [19--].
Authors: Lopez de Vargas, Juan, fl. 1795 -- British Library. Add. Ms. 17651 s -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1795 manuscript.
Map Photo England BL Add. Ms. 17651 s (PrCt)

55243
A Map showing Col. A.W. Doniphan's route through the states of New Mexico, Chihuahua, and Coahuila. Philadelphia : Carey & Hart, 1847.
Authors: T. Sinclair's Lith. -- Carey & Hart -- Doniphan, Alexander William -- Edwards, Frank S. A Campaign in New Mexico with Colonel Doniphan (1847) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 37 x 31 cm., folded to 13 x 17 cm.
"Entered according to act of Congress in the year 1847 by Carey & Hart, in the Clerk's office of the District court of the Eastern District of Pennsylva."
Details Doniphan's Expedition route from Fort Leavenworth, Kansas to Santa Fe, New Mexico and Matamoros, Mexico.
Covers much of Texas, New Mexico, and northern Mexico.
Identifies Indian tribal regions and villages, especially in New Mexico.
Relief shown with hachures.
In: Edwards, Frank S. A Campaign in New Mexico with Colonel Doniphan (Philadelphia : Carey and Hart, 1847), opposite p. xvi.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Graff 1210, opposite p. xvi (PrCt)

1 map ; 25.5 x 19.75 inches Mounted on linen.
Attached to description by Argosy bookdealers dated 1956.
For variant edition without imprint, see Graff 1249 following p. 548 (PrCt).
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society,


1 map ; 63 x 49 cm., folded to 21 x 12 cm.

Scale [ca. 1:644,000]
Coordinates: (W 107°40'00"--W 104°30'00"/N 37°00'00"--N 33°20'00")

Relief shown by hachures and pictorially.
"Topographical sketches by Lieut. W.G. Peck, T.E."
"Published by order of the War Department."
"This map is connected with the map of Senate Document, No. 438, 2nd Session, 29th Congress."

Details the upper Rio Grande River valley in western New Mexico, including roads, trails, settlements, landmarks, and areas of Indian habitation.

In: Abert, J. W. Report of Lieut. J. W. Abert, of his examination of New Mexico, in the years 1846-'47, following p. 548.

Forms part of U.S. Serial Set 517 in series: 30th Congress, 1st session ; Ex. doc. no. 41 -- Ex. doc. (United States. Congress. House) ; 30th Congress, 1st session, no. 41.

Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copies: Govt. 517 and Ayer 128.3 U5h 1848

Digital image of another copy available via the Portal to Texas History website (accessed August 2013): http://texashistory.unt.edu/ark:/67531/metaphet19 0602/

For variant edition of the map, with imprint of "C.B. Graham's Lithr.", see CHS Coll., Map no. 223.

References: Wheat, Mapping the Transmississippi West, v. 3, p. 5 and 257-258, no. 532

Graff 1249 following p. 548 (PrCt)


Sketch of part of the march & wagon road of Lt. Colonel Cooke, from Santa Fe to the Pacific Ocean 1846-7 : from a point on Grande River (near which the road should cross.) to the Pimo Villages where he fell into & followed the route of Gen. Kearny down the Gila River. Phila. [Philadelphia] : Lithy. of P.S. Duval, [1848].


1 map ; 30 x 58 cm., folded to 21 x 11 cm.

Scale [ca. 1:1,250,000]
Coordinates: (W 112°14'00"--W 107°40'00"/N 34°56'00"--N 31°09'00")

Relief shown by hachures and pictorially.
Details Cooke's westward route from the Santa Fe region in New Mexico to the latter-day Phoenix region in Arizona.
Shows trails, Cooke's camps, watering holes, distances between points, villages, Indian sites, and route "believed by Mr. [Antoine] Leroux to be an open prairie & a good route, if water is found sufficient."

Includes table of "distances from Independence..."
Mns. to Pacific."
In: Cooke, Philip St. George. Report of Lieut. Col. P. St. George Cooke of his march from Santa Fe, New Mexico, to San Diego, Upper California, following p. [564].
Cooke's report forms part of: United States. Army. Corps of Topographical Engineers. Notes of a military reconnaissance : from Fort Leavenworth, in Missouri, to San Diego, in California, including parts of the Arkansas, Del Norte, and Gila rivers / by Lieut. Col. W.H. Emory : made in 1846-7, with the advanced guard of the "Army of the West" ... (Washington : Wendell and Van Benthuysen, printers, 1848) p. [549-564].
Forms part of U.S. Serial Set 517 in series: 30th Congress, 1st session ; Ex. doc. no. 41 -- Ex. doc. (United States. Congress. House) ; 30th Congress, 1st session, no. 41.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copies: Govt. 517 and Ayer 128.3 U5h 1848
References: Wheat, Mapping the Transmississippi West, v. 3, p. 6 and 249, no. 505
Digital image of another copy available on Portal to Texas History website (accessed August 2013):
http://texashistory.unt.edu/ark:/67531/metapth190734/
Graff 1249 following p. [564] (PrCt)

55247
New Mexico - Maps - 1848-1899
Chihuahua (Mexico : State) - Maps - 1848-1849
Coahuila (Mexico : State) - Maps - 1848-1849
New Mexico - Maps - 1848-1849
Indians - Maps - 1848-1849
Texas - Maps - 1848-1849
Mexico - Maps - 1848-1849
Doniphan's Expedition, 1846-1847 - Maps
Doniphan, Alexander William - Travel, 1846-1847 - Maps
Indians - New Mexico - Maps - 1848-1849
Mexican War, 1846-1848 - Maps - Indians of North America - Maps
A Map shewing Col. A.W. Doniphan's route through the states of New Mexico, Chihuahua, and Coahuila. London : Published by J.S. Hodson, 2 Cliffsords Inn Passage, April 10, 1848. Authors: Hodson, James Shirley, 1819-1899 -- Doniphan, Alexander William -- Edwards, Frank S. A Campaign in New Mexico with Colonel Doniphan (1848) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library) -- Hodson, J. S. (James Shirley), 1819-1899 SEE Hodson, James Shirley, 1819-1899 1 map ; 37 x 31 cm., folded to 11 x 18 cm.
Details Doniphan's Expedition route from Fort Leavenworth, Kansas to Santa Fe, New Mexico and Matamoros, Mexico. Covers much of Texas, New Mexico, and northern Mexico. Identifies Indian tribal regions and villages, especially in New Mexico. Relief shown with hachures.
In: Edwards, Frank S. A Campaign in New Mexico with Colonel Doniphan ... (London : J.S. Hodson, 1848), opposite p. 1.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Graff 1211, opposite p. 1 (PrCt)

55248
New Mexico - Maps - 1848 - Rivers
Arizona - Maps - 1848 - Rivers
New Mexico - Maps - 1848 - Rivers
Arizona - Maps - 1848 - Rivers
Title supplied by cataloger. Oriented with north at right.
Forms part of U.S. Serial Set 517 in series: 30th Congress, 1st session ; Ex. doc. no. 41 -- Ex. doc. (United States. Congress. House) ; 30th Congress, 1st session, no. 41.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copies: Govt. 517 and Ayer 128.3 U5h 1848
Graff 1249 p. 569 (PrCt)


Reports of the Secretary of War : with reconnaissance of routes from San Antonio to El Paso ... (1850) -- United States. War Department -- United States. Congress. Senate -- P.S. Duval & Co. -- Duval, Peter S., 1804 or 1805-1886 -- Union Office, firm, Washington -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 50 x 66 cm., folded to 21 x 11 cm.

' Constructed under the general orders of Col. J.J. Abert, Chief Topl. Engrs. Drawn by Edward M. Kern. Santa Fe, N.M. 1849.'

At upper left: Senate Ex. Doc. 1st sess. 31st Cong. no. 64

Scale [ca. 1:633,600].

Relief shown by hachures.

Covers the upper Rio Grande River valley in northeastern New Mexico and adjacent parts of Arizona, Colorado, and Utah.

Shows route of the troops, their camps and Indian pueblos with notes on the map describing conditions along the trail; includes table of distances.


Series statements: Ex. Doc. - Senate, 31st Congress, 1st Session ; no. 64 -- Senate executive document (United States. Congress. Senate) ; 31st Congress, 1st session, no. 64

Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.

OCLC 36513226

Graff 2228 bet. p. 250-251 (PrCt)

55250

New Mexico - Maps - 1849 - Navajo Indians


Journal of a military reconnaissance, from Santa Fé, New Mexico, to the Navajo country : made with the troops under command of Brevet Lieutenant Colonel John M. Washington, chief of Ninth military department, and governor of New Mexico, in 1849 (1852) -- United States. Congress. Senate. -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 50 x 69 cm.

'Drawn by Edward M. Kern. Santa Fe, N.M. 1849.'

Scale [ca. 1:633,600].

Shows route of the troops, their camps and Indian pueblos with notes on the map describing conditions along the trail.

Includes 'Table of distances with remarks in relation to the route.'

Relief shown by hachures.


Duplicate copy: Graff 3789

Ayer map4F G4321.E1 1849 .S5 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Maps - 1849<--->>Indians of North America - Maps


Journal of a military reconnaissance, from Santa Fé, New Mexico, to the Navajo country : made with the troops under command of Brevet Lieutenant Colonel John M. Washington, chief of Ninth military department, and governor of New Mexico, in 1849 (1852) -- United States. Congress. Senate -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 50 x 69 cm., folded to 22 x 12 cm.

'Drawn by Edward M. Kern. Santa Fe, N.M. 1849.'

Scale [ca. 1:633,600]. Shows route of the troops, their camps and Indian pueblos with notes on the map describing conditions along the trail. Includes 'Table of distances with marks in relation to the route.'


Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.


Graff 3789 bet p. 6-7 (PrCt) 55253


1 map ; 51 x 77 cm.


map6F G4321 .B5 1857 .U5 (PrCt) 55254


CHS Coll., Map no. 222 (PrCt) 55255


CHS Coll., Map no. 222 (PrCt) 55255

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Mexico - Maps - 1861 - Public lands
Sketch of public surveys in New Mexico, 1861.
Santa Fe, N.M. Surveyor Generals Office, 1861.
Senate -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 49 x 74 cm., folded to 23 cm.
Signed by A.P. Wilbar, Surveyor General of New Mexico.

'July 12, 1861.'
Scale [ca. 1:1,900,800].
Relief shown by hachures.

Ayer 133 .U59n 1861 (NLO)

55258

New Mexico - Maps - 1867 - Indians - Arizona - Maps - 1867

New Mexico and Arizona. Maps Old Territory and Military Department of New Mexico / compiled in the Bureau of Topogl. Engrs. of the War Dept. chiefly for military purposes under the authority of the Secretary of War. 1859. [Washington, D.C.? s.n.], 1867.
1 map : hand col. ; 61 x 87 cm. fold. in covers to 20 x 18 cm.

'Partially revised and corrected to 1867.'
'Engraved by W.H. Dougall.'
Cover title: New Mexico and Arizona.
'Principal latitudes & longitudes astronomically determined.'
Scale not given.
In manuscript at bottom: 'Hd. Qu. Mil. Div.
Indian tribal regions identified in manuscript;
Army forts underlined in red; ms. notes in upper margin.
Sectioned into 32 panels and mounted on cloth.
Handstamp on verso: Mounted by Hy. J. Stierlin.
St. Louis, Mo.
Sectioned into 32 panels and mounted on cloth.
Acquired 197-?
Duplicate copy (dated May 25, 1869 in manuscript):
Graff 4307

map3C G4320 1867 .U5 (PrCt)

55259

New Mexico - Maps - 1864 - Arizona - Maps - 1864

Authors: Anderson, Allen, Capt. -- Carleton, James Henry, 1814-1873
1 map : col. ; 42 x 60 cm.
From United States. War Dept., Atlas to accompany the official records of the Union and Confederate armies (Washington : Govt. Print. Off., 1891-1895), pl. 98.
Shows modern states of Arizona and New Mexico, southern tip of Nevada.

Extensive list of 'Authorities' at lower right.
Auxiliary maps along left edge: 2) Sketch showing the action of the reserve...at the battle of Chickamauga. -- 3) Sketch of a skirmish with the rebel forces at Dardanelle, Ark. -- 4) Diagram of the battle-field of Shiloh, Tenn.
Removed from the Helen H. Tanner Papers.

map4F G4321 .R2 1864 .A5 (PrCt)

55260

New Mexico - Maps - 1863 - Public lands - Surveys

New Mexico - Maps - 1863 - Surveys

1 map ; 18.25 x 17.25 inches
Mounted on linen.
Endorsed 'John A. Clark, Surveyor General of N.M.' at Santa Fe, Sept. 30, 1863.
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.

CHS Coll., Map no. 220 (PrCt)

55261

New Mexico - Maps - 1864 - Arizona - Maps - 1864

Authors: Anderson, Allen, Capt. -- Carleton, James Henry, 1814-1873
1 map : col. ; 42 x 60 cm.
From United States. War Dept., Atlas to accompany the official records of the Union and Confederate armies (Washington : Govt. Print. Off., 1891-1895), pl. 98.
Shows modern states of Arizona and New Mexico, southern tip of Nevada.

Extensive list of 'Authorities' at lower right.
Auxiliary maps along left edge: 2) Sketch showing the action of the reserve...at the battle of Chickamauga. -- 3) Sketch of a skirmish with the rebel forces at Dardanelle, Ark. -- 4) Diagram of the battle-field of Shiloh, Tenn.
Removed from the Helen H. Tanner Papers.

map4F G4321 .R2 1864 .A5 (PrCt)

55258

New Mexico - Maps - 1867 - Indians - Arizona - Maps - 1867

New Mexico and Arizona. Maps Old Territory and Military Department of New Mexico / compiled in the Bureau of Topogl. Engrs. of the War Dept. chiefly for military purposes under the authority of the Secretary of War. 1859. [Washington, D.C.? s.n.], 1867.
1 map : hand col. ; 61 x 87 cm. fold. in covers to 20 x 18 cm.

'Partially revised and corrected to 1867.'
'Engraved by W.H. Dougall.'
Cover title: New Mexico and Arizona.
'Principal latitudes & longitudes astronomically determined.'
Scale not given.
In manuscript at bottom: 'Hd. Qu. Mil. Div.
Indian tribal regions identified in manuscript;
Army forts underlined in red; ms. notes in upper margin.
Sectioned into 32 panels and mounted on cloth.
Handstamp on verso: Mounted by Hy. J. Stierlin.
St. Louis, Mo.
Sectioned into 32 panels and mounted on cloth.
Acquired 197-?
Duplicate copy (dated May 25, 1869 in manuscript):
Graff 4307

map3C G4320 1867 .U5 (PrCt)

55259

New Mexico - Maps - 1864 - Arizona - Maps - 1864

Authors: Anderson, Allen, Capt. -- Carleton, James Henry, 1814-1873
1 map : col. ; 42 x 60 cm.
From United States. War Dept., Atlas to accompany the official records of the Union and Confederate armies (Washington : Govt. Print. Off., 1891-1895), pl. 98.
Shows modern states of Arizona and New Mexico, southern tip of Nevada.

Extensive list of 'Authorities' at lower right.
Auxiliary maps along left edge: 2) Sketch showing the action of the reserve...at the battle of Chickamauga. -- 3) Sketch of a skirmish with the rebel forces at Dardanelle, Ark. -- 4) Diagram of the battle-field of Shiloh, Tenn.
Removed from the Helen H. Tanner Papers.

map4F G4321 .R2 1864 .A5 (PrCt)
New Mexico - Maps - 1869 - Road maps - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

Morley's map of New Mexico, compiled from the latest government surveys and other reliable sources. New York: Nathan Lane, lithographer, 1873.

Authors: Morley, William Raymond, 1846-1883 -- Wigham, Harry -- Bushnell, G. A. -- Lane, Nathan -- Chicago Historical Society

1 map : hand col.; 62 x 65 cm.

'Ent. acc. to Act of Congress in the year 1873 by Harry Whigham [sic] & G.A. Bushnell ...'

Scale [ca. 1:1,140,480]; about 18 miles to an inch.

Relief shown by hachures.

Shows Indian lands, private land grants, and military reservations.

Mounted on linen.

Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.

OCLC 5488515

CHS Coll., Map no. 219 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Harry Whigham & G.A. Bushnell, Cimarron, New Mexico.
Scale [ca. 1:1,140,480]; about 18 miles to an inch.
Ayer p133 .M86 1873 (NLO)

1 map : 54 x 50 cm.
Facsimile; apparently of an 1875 manuscript, left half only.
Scale 1:1,200,000.
map2F G4320 1875 M2 1978 (PrCt)

55264 New Mexico - Maps - 1877
Part of Central New Mexico. Santa Fe : Museum of New Mexico, [1869].
Authors: Geographical Surveys West of the 100th Meridian (U.S.) -- Wheeler, George M. (George Montague), 1842-1905 -- Humphreys, A. A. (Andrew Atkinson), 1810-1883 -- Rittenhouse, Jack De Vere, 1912- -- Historic Maps of the Southwest -- Museum of New Mexico -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Facsimile of original issued in the Survey's atlas of Expeditions of 1874, 75, & 76, [atlas sheet] no. 77(B) [Topog], first published Washington, D.C., 1877.
Description by Jack D. Rittenhouse.
Scale [ca. 1:253,440].
Relief by hachures. Shows drainage, roads, etc.
Series: Historic maps of the Southwest, no. 2
Ayer p133.5 .H675 1969 no. 2 (NLO)

Authors: United States. General Land Office -- Roeser, C. (Charles) -- Bien, Julius, 1826-1909 -- Chicago Historical Society
1 map : col. ; 29.25 x 24 inches
Mounted on linen.
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.
CHS Coll., Map no. 217 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 31 cm., folded in covers to 18 x 11 cm.
Added title in upper margin: Rand McNally & Co.'s New Mexico.
Issued in accompanying index (17 p. ; 18 cm.): Rand McNally & Co.'s indexed county and township map of New Mexico...
Cover title: Rand McNally & Co.'s indexed map of New Mexico.
Handstamp on title page: Library of Congress copyright Apr 20 1881, no. 5436M2, City of Washington.
Colored to show land grants and Indian reservations.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
map3C G4321 .G465 1881 .R3 (PrCt)

55267 New Mexico - Maps - 1883
New Mexico. Chicago : Geo. F. Cram, [1883]. Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928. Cram's unrivaled family atlas of the world (1883)
1 map : col. ; 29 x 25 cm.
folio G1019 .G463 1883b, p. 71 (PrCt)

55268 New Mexico - Maps - 1883 - Mines and mineral resources<<>>Mines and mineral resources - New Mexico - Maps - 1883
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Ritch, W. G. (William Gillet), 1830-1904. Illustrated New Mexico (1883) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 47 x 32 cm., folded to 20 x 13 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Includes key to 80 numbered mining districts. 'Scale of [100] statute miles' [= 83 mm.]
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copy: G 937 .739
Graff 3513 inside back cover (PrCt)

55269 New Mexico - Maps - 1883<<>>New Mexico - Pictorial works - 1883<<>>Map printing - Wood engravings - Pictorial works - 1883<<>>Wood engravings

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

1 map ; 23 x 33 cm.

At head of title: Eleventh census, 1890.

At upper left: Eleventh census of the United States.

At upper right: Indians.


Duplicate copies: Govt. I 12.5 v. 10 and folio Graff 4396 Ayer folio E98.C3 U5 1894 following p. 396 (PrCt)


Title in upper margin.

In Rand McNally & Co.'s business atlas map of New Mexico. Copyright, 1888 ...' -- at bottom center.

Color coded to show Indian 'reservations', 'unconfirmed grants', and 'confirmed grants'; includes key to 80 numbered mines.

Issued folded in accompanying index (19 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand, McNally & Co.'s indexed county and township pocket map and shippers' guide of New Mexico. Chicago and New York : Rand, McNally & Co., c1892.

Uniform title: Shippers guide.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

map2F G4321.P3 1892 .R3 (PrCt)


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally III Collection (Newberry Library) -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 47 x 32 cm. fold in covers 10 x 16 cm. + index (17, [3] p.)

Cover title.

Map proper titled 'Rand McNally & Co.'s New Mexico.'

Shows, in different colors, 'Unconfirmed Grants,' 'Reservations,' 'Confirmed Grants' Condition: Very good

Uniform title: Shippers guide.

Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library). Previous location: B-19 AMcN III PC 2210 (PrCt)

Very good Uniform title: Shippers guide.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library). Previous location: B-19 AMcN III PC 2210 (PrCt)


1 map : col. ; 47 x 32 cm. fold in covers 10 x 16 cm. + index (17, [3] p.)

Cover title.

Map proper titled 'Rand McNally & Co.'s New Mexico.'

Shows, in different colors, 'Unconfirmed Grants,' 'Reservations,' 'Confirmed Grants' Condition: Very good

Uniform title: Shippers guide.

Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library). Previous location: B-19 AMcN III PC 2210 (PrCt)

New Mexico - Maps - 1890 - Official map of New Mexico. [Santa Fe, N. M.?] : Bureau of Immigration, 1890.

Authors: New Mexico. Bureau of Immigration -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 72 x 65 cm.

Scale [ca. 1:900,000]

Coordinates:(W 109°09'--W 103°00'/N 37°02'--N 31°20').

Shows settlements, townships, land grants, Indian reservations, and railroads.

Ayer p133 .N556 1890 Chaves (NLO)


Map showing location of pueblos in New Mexico. [Washington : Government Printing Office, 1894].

Authors: United States. Bureau of the Census.


1 map ; 23 x 33 cm.

At head of title: Eleventh census, 1890.

At upper left: Eleventh census of the United States.

At upper right: Indians.


Duplicate copies: Govt. I 12.5 v. 10 and folio Graff 4396 Ayer folio E98.C3 U5 1894 following p. 396 (PrCt)


1 map : col. ; 47 x 32 cm.

Title in upper margin.

'Rand, McNally & Co.'s business atlas map of New Mexico. Copyright, 1888 ...' -- at bottom center.

Color coded to show Indian 'reservations', 'unconfirmed grants', and 'confirmed grants'; includes key to 80 numbered mines.

Issued folded in accompanying index (19 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand, McNally & Co.'s indexed county and township pocket map and shippers' guide of New Mexico. Chicago and New York : Rand, McNally & Co., c1892.

Uniform title: Shippers guide.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

map2F G4321.P3 1892 .R3 (PrCt)


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally III Collection (Newberry Library) -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 47 x 32 cm. fold in covers 10 x 16 cm. + index (17, [3] p.)

Cover title.

Map proper titled 'Rand McNally & Co.'s New Mexico.'

Shows, in different colors, 'Unconfirmed Grants,' 'Reservations,' 'Confirmed Grants' Condition: Very good

Uniform title: Shippers guide.

Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library). Previous location: B-19 AMcN III PC 2210 (PrCt)

New Mexico - Maps - 1890 - Official map of New Mexico. [Santa Fe, N. M.?] : Bureau of Immigration, 1890.

Authors: New Mexico. Bureau of Immigration -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 72 x 65 cm.

Scale [ca. 1:900,000]

Coordinates:(W 109°09'--W 103°00'/N 37°02'--N 31°20').

Shows settlements, townships, land grants, Indian reservations, and railroads.

Ayer p133 .N556 1890 Chaves (NLO)


Map showing location of pueblos in New Mexico. [Washington : Government Printing Office, 1894].

Authors: United States. Bureau of the Census.


1 map ; 23 x 33 cm.

At head of title: Eleventh census, 1890.

At upper left: Eleventh census of the United States.

At upper right: Indians.


Duplicate copies: Govt. I 12.5 v. 10 and folio Graff 4396 Ayer folio E98.C3 U5 1894 following p. 396 (PrCt)
Rand, McNally & Co., 1894, c1888.
1 map : col. ; 47 x 32 cm.
Title in upper margin.
'Rand, McNally & Co.'s business atlas map of New Mexico. Copyright, 1888 ... ' -- at bottom center.
Color coded to show Indian 'reservations', 'unconfirmed grants', and 'confirmed grants'; includes key to 80 numbered mines.
Issued folded in accompanying index (19 p. ; 17 cm.).: Rand, McNally & Co.'s indexed county and township pocket map and shippers' guide of New Mexico. Chicago and New York : Rand, McNally & Co., c1894.
No. '24443 Z2' [?] in pencil on title page.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

map2F G4321.P3 1894 .R3 (PrCt)

55281 New Mexico - Maps - 1895 - Railroads <> Railroads - Maps
1 map : col. ; 47 x 32 cm.
Title in upper margin.
'Rand, McNally & Co.'s business atlas map of New Mexico. Copyright, 1888 ... ' -- at bottom center.
Issued folded in accompanying index (19 p. ; 17 cm.).: Rand, McNally & Co.'s indexed county and township pocket map and shippers' guide of New Mexico. Chicago and New York : Rand, McNally & Co., c1895.
Includes key to railroads numbered 1-12 (with gaps in numbering).
No. '9048 - aa' in pencil on title page.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

map2F G4321.P3 1895 .R3 (PrCt)

55282 New Mexico - Maps - 1900-1960 - Topographic maps <> Topographic maps
New Mexico, 15 minute series (topographic).
Washington, D.C. The Survey, [ca. 1900-ca.1960].
Authors: Geological Survey (U.S.)
ca. 146 maps : col. ; on sheets 45 x 33 cm. fold. to 18 x 27 cm.
Scale 1:62,500.
Dates of publication vary.
Moffat lists 47 maps before 1940.
Coverage is not complete at this scale; see index map in box 131.
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisles 42 and 43 (July 2012).
Reference: Moffat, Riley. Map index to topographic quadrangles of the United States, 1882-1940 (Santa Cruz, Calif.: Western Association of Map Libraries, 1986)

map6C G3700 19-- U5, box 131 (PrCt)

55283 New Mexico - Maps - 1900-1960 - Topographic maps <> Topographic maps
New Mexico, 7.5 minute series (topographic).
Washington, D.C. The Survey, [ca. 1900-ca.1960].
Authors: Geological Survey (U.S.)
ca. 2688 maps : col. ; on sheets 54 x 44 cm. fold. to 17 x 28 cm.
Scale 1:24,000.
Dates of publication vary.
According to USGS, coverage at this scale complete in 2067 maps.
Coverage may not be complete at this scale; see index map in box 131.
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisles 42 and 43 (July 2012).

map6C G3700 19-- U5, boxes 131-139 (PrCt)

New Mexico [temperature and precipitation maps]. [Washington : G.P.O. , 1903].
3 maps : col. ; on sheet 23 x 21 cm.
In: United States. Dept. of the Interior, Annual reports of the Department of the Interior for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1903 : miscellaneous reports, Part III, Governor of New Mexico (Washington, 1903), at end, nos. 6-8.
"The Norris Peters Co. photo-litho, Washington, D.C."
Contents: [no. 6]. Normal temperature - deg's Fah. -- [no. 7]. Normal precipitation for all years. -- [no. 8]. Chart showing total precipitation for 1901.

To Collection Services for cataloging, Mar. 2008 (PrCt)

55285 New Mexico - Maps - 1902 - Postal service <> Postal service - New Mexico - Maps - 1902 <> New Mexico - Maps - 1902 -

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1905) p. 1505
H 668 .703 (1905) p. 1505 (PrCt)

New Mexico - Maps - 1906 - Railroads
New Mexico - Maps - 1906 - Coal mines and mining
New Mexico - Maps - 1906 - Lumbering
Map of the St. Louis, Rocky Mountain & Pacific Company's railroad and coal interests. [New York : s.n., 1906].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1906) -- St. Louis, Rocky Mountain and Pacific Company
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Covers most of New Mexico and part of Colorado; identifies coal regions in New Mexico.
Inset (5 x 8 cm.): Heavy lines indicate possible coal and coke markets [in the western U.S.]
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1907) p. 728
H 668 .703 (1907) p. 728 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

55290 New Mexico - Maps - 1907 - Railroads>Railroads - Maps
1 map : col.; 47 x 31 cm.
Title in upper margin.
'Rand, McNally & Co.'s new 14 x 21 map of New Mexico. Copyright 1907 ... Copyright, 1896 ...' -- at bottom right.
Includes key to railroads numbered 2-22 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: New Mexico Railroads.
Issued folded in accompanying index (17 p.; 17 cm.): Rand, McNally & Co.'s indexed county and township pocket map and shippers' guide of New Mexico. Chicago and New York : Rand, McNally & Co., c1907.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 584 (PrCt)

Territory of New Mexico. Washington, D.C.
Andrew B. Graham Co., Lithographers, 1908.
1 map ; 94 x 78 cm.
'Compiled from the general records of the General Land Office and other sources under supervision of I.P. Berthrong; compiled and drawn by A.F. Dinsmore; traced and lettered by Wm. Bauman.'
Scale [1:760,320]. Scale 1 in. = 12 miles.
Relief shown by shading.
Ayer p133 .U57 1909 Chaves (NLO)

55292 New Mexico - Maps - 1908 - Railroads>St. Louis, Rocky Mountain and Pacific Company - Maps - 1908>Railroads - Maps
Map of the St. Louis, Rocky Mountain and Pacific Company's Railroad and coal interests. [New York : s.n., 1908].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1908) -- St. Louis, Rocky Mountain and Pacific Company
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Covers most of New Mexico and part of Colorado; identifies coal and timber regions in New Mexico.
Inset (5 x 8 cm.): Heavy lines indicate possible coal and coke markets [in the western U.S.]
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1908) p. 595
H 668 .703 (1908) p. 595 (PrCt)

Reduced reproduction of map of territory of New Mexico. Compiled from the official records of the General Land Office and other sources under the direction of I.P. Berthrong. Washington, D.C.
Eckert Lithographing Co., 1909.
1 map ; 53 x 44 cm.
Scale: 1:1,267,200; 20 miles to an inch.
'Compiled by A.F. Dinsmore. Traced and lettered by Wm. Bauman.'
At head of title: Department of the Interior, General Land Office, Fred. Dennett, commissioner.
Ayer p133 .U57 1909 Chaves (NLO)

55294 New Mexico - Maps - 1909<<>Rio Arriba County (N.M.) - Maps - 1909<<>Sandoval County (N.M.) - Maps - 1909<<>Jemez National Recreation Area (N.M.) - Maps - 1909<<>Carson National Forest (N.M.) - Maps
1 map ; col. ; 50 x 42 cm.
Ed. of 1909.
'E.C. Barnard, geographer in charge.'
'Topography by Gilbert Young, D.C.F. Moore, J.E. Blackburn, Lee Morrison, and S.T. Penick.'
'Surveyed in 1906-1907.'
Scale 1:125,000
Coordinates: (W 107°00'00''-W 106°30'00'')/N 36°30'00''-N 36°00'00'').
Relief shown by contours and spot heights. Contour interval 100 feet.
Ayer p133 .U572 1909 Chaves (NLO)

55295 New Mexico - Maps - 1913 - Railroads>Railroads - Maps

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
New Mexico - Maps - 1916 - Road maps - Railroads - Maps
The Rand McNally new commercial atlas map of New Mexico. [Chicago] : Rand McNally & Co., [1916?].
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
Copyrighted 1915 ... 1916 edition.
Scale: about 25 miles to an inch.
"Index 1916. Cities and towns with a population of 200 or more" -- margin.
Ayer p133 .C614 1916 Chaves (NLO)

New Mexico - Maps - 1916 - Road maps - Railroads - Maps
The Rand McNally new commercial atlas map of New Mexico. [Chicago] : Rand McNally & Co., [1916?].
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
Copyrighted 1915 ... 1916 edition.
Scale: about 25 miles to an inch.
"Index 1916. Cities and towns with a population of 200 or more" -- margin.
Ayer p133 .C614 1916 Chaves (NLO)

New Mexico - Maps - 1916 - Road maps - Railroads - Maps
The Rand McNally new commercial atlas map of New Mexico. [Chicago] : Rand McNally & Co., [1916?].
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
Copyrighted 1915 ... 1916 edition.
Scale: about 25 miles to an inch.
"Index 1916. Cities and towns with a population of 200 or more" -- margin.
Ayer p133 .C614 1916 Chaves (NLO)

New Mexico - Maps - 1916 - Road maps - Railroads - Maps
The Rand McNally new commercial atlas map of New Mexico. [Chicago] : Rand McNally & Co., [1916?].
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
Copyrighted 1915 ... 1916 edition.
Scale: about 25 miles to an inch.
"Index 1916. Cities and towns with a population of 200 or more" -- margin.
Ayer p133 .C614 1916 Chaves (NLO)

New Mexico - Maps - 1916 - Road maps - Railroads - Maps
The Rand McNally new commercial atlas map of New Mexico. [Chicago] : Rand McNally & Co., [1916?].
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
Copyrighted 1915 ... 1916 edition.
Scale: about 25 miles to an inch.
"Index 1916. Cities and towns with a population of 200 or more" -- margin.
Ayer p133 .C614 1916 Chaves (NLO)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

[1920].
Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
Plate no.: 232E.
Includes key to railroads numbered 4-137 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: New Mexico railroads.
On verso: New Mexico automobile road map. 1 map ; 47 x 64 cm. 'National Highways Association roads used by permission.' Plate no. 630E.
Issued folded in accompanying index (27 p. ; 17 cm.) : Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of New Mexico.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Handstamp on front cover: Register of Copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.
'2/28/20' -- in ms. on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 589 (PrCt)

55301 New Mexico - Maps - 1920 -
Road maps -> New Mexico - Maps - 1920 -
Road maps -> Road maps -> Railroads - Maps
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
Plate no.: 232E.
Includes key to railroads numbered 4-137 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: New Mexico railroads.
On verso: New Mexico automobile road map. 1 map ; 47 x 64 cm. 'National Highways Association roads used by permission.' Plate no. 630E.
Issued folded in accompanying index (27 p. ; 17 cm.) : Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of New Mexico.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 590 (PrCt)
'9/26/23' -- in ms. on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 593 (PrCt)

55304 New Mexico - Maps - 1923 -
Railroads<<<>New Mexico - Maps - 1923 -
Road maps<<<>Road maps<<<>Railroads -
Maps
Rand McNally standard map of New Mexico.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [1923].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally and Company.
Shippers guide -- Library of Congress.
Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
'The Rand McNally new commercial atlas map of
New Mexico.' -- at top left.
Plate no.: 232H.
Includes key to railroads numbered 6-137 (with
gaps in numbering) beneath added title: New
Mexico railroads.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of
New Mexico. 1 map ; 47 x 64 cm. Plate no.
1026G.
Issued folded in accompanying index (21 p. ; 17
cm.) : Rand McNally indexed pocket map,
tourists' and shippers' guide of New Mexico.
Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Co.,
c1924.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 594 (PrCt)

55306 New Mexico - Maps - 1924 -
Railroads<<<>New Mexico - Maps - 1924 -
Road maps<<<>Road maps<<<>Railroads -
Maps
Rand McNally standard map of New Mexico.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [1924].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally and Company.
Shippers guide -- Library of Congress.
Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
'The Rand McNally new commercial atlas map of
New Mexico.' -- at top left.
Plate no.: 7R23.
Includes key to railroads numbered 6-137 (with
gaps in numbering) beneath added title: New
Mexico railroads.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of
New Mexico. 1 map ; 47 x 64 cm. Plate no. 2N24.
Includes key to 12 named 'Principal trails in New
Mexico.'
Issued folded in accompanying index (21 p. ; 17
cm.) : Rand McNally indexed pocket map,
tourists' and shippers' guide of New Mexico.
Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Co.,
c1924.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 596 (PrCt)

55305 New Mexico - Maps - 1924 -
Railroads<<<>New Mexico - Maps - 1924 -
Road maps<<<>Road maps<<<>Railroads -
Maps
Rand McNally standard map of New Mexico.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [1924].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally and Company.
Shippers guide -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
'The Rand McNally new commercial atlas map of
New Mexico.' -- at top left.
Plate no.: 7R23.
Includes key to railroads numbered 6-137 (with
gaps in numbering) beneath added title: New
Mexico railroads.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of
New Mexico. 1 map ; 47 x 64 cm. Plate no.
2N24.
Includes key to 12 named 'Principal trails in New
Mexico.'
Issued folded in accompanying index (21 p. ; 17
cm.) : Rand McNally indexed pocket map,
tourists' and shippers' guide of New Mexico.
Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Co.,
c1924.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 595 (PrCt)

55307 New Mexico - Maps - 1924 - Road
maps<<<>Road maps
Rand McNally official 1924 auto trails map : New
Mexico. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company,
1924.
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Rand
McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and
Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally and
Company. Junior auto trails -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 57 x 55 cm.
Keyed to 21 named road signs.
Includes "Conoco Gasoline", "Polarine",
"Mobiloil" logos.
On verso (30 x 42 cm.) : Rand McNally junior
auto trails map of the United States
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN Auto Trails 6F 82.5 (PrCt)

55308 New Mexico - Maps - 1925 - Railroads>>New Mexico - Maps - 1925 - Road maps>>Road maps>>Railroads - Maps
Rand McNally standard map of New Mexico.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [1925].
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
Plate no.: 11R24.
Includes key to railroads numbered 6-137 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: New Mexico railroads.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of New Mexico. 1 map ; 47 x 64 cm. Plate no. 2N24.
Includes key to 12 named 'Principal trails in New Mexico.'
Issued folded in accompanying index (23 p. ; 17 cm.) : Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists’ and shippers’ guide of New Mexico. San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Co., c1925.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Handstamp on front cover: Register of Copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.
‘3/20/25’ -- in ms. on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 597 (PrCt)

55310 New Mexico - Maps - 1927 - Road maps>>New Mexico State Road 1 - Maps - 1927>>Road maps
Map of the state of New Mexico : showing principal roads of travel and their relative importance, 1927 / State Highway Commission ... ; W.C. Davidson, State Highway Engineer. Santa Fe, New Mexico : New Mexico State Highway Commission, 1927.
Authors: New Mexico State Highway Commission -- Brink, John G. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 39 x 33 cm., on sheet 44 x 35 cm.
Added title: Road map: State of New Mexico.
Verso includes legend and mileage chart.
Editor's copy; annotated with colored pencil by John G. Brink and dated 6/23/27.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 3.11 (PrCt)

55311 New Mexico - Maps - 1927 - Road maps>>Road maps
Road map: State of New Mexico. / New Mexico State Highway Commission, 1927.
Authors: New Mexico State Highway Commission -- New Mexico. State Highway Dept. -- Davidson, W. C., fl. 1927
1 map ; 39 x 33 cm. fold. to 22 x 9 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Road map : state of New Mexico / issued by State Highway Department, 1927
Panel art: State road 1 logo.
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).
Road map 4C G4321 .P2 1927 .N4 (PrCt)

55312 New Mexico - Maps - 1928 - Railroads>>New Mexico - Maps - 1928 - Road maps>>Road maps>>Railroads - Maps
Rand McNally standard map of New Mexico.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [1928].
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
Plate no.: 11R24.
Includes key to railroads numbered 6-137 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: New Mexico railroads.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of New Mexico. 1 map ; 47 x 64 cm. Plate no. 2N24.
Includes key to 12 named 'Principal trails in New Mexico.'
Issued folded in accompanying index (24 p. ; 17 cm.) : Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists’ and shippers’ guide of New Mexico. San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Co., c1926.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
‘3/27/26’ -- in ms. on title page.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 598 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

55314 New Mexico - Maps - 1928 - Railroads<>New Mexico - Maps - 1928 - Road maps<>Road maps<>Railroads - Maps
Rand McNally standard map of New Mexico.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [1928].
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
Plate no.: 7R27.
Includes key to railroads numbered 6-137 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: New Mexico railroads.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of New Mexico. 1 map ; 47 x 64 cm. Plate no. 2N24. Includes key to 12 named 'Principal trails in New Mexico.'
Issued folded in accompanying index (24 p. ; 17 cm.) : Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of New Mexico. San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Co., c1928.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 600 (PrCt)

27 p. : 3 maps (2 folded) ; 24 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally standard indexed map with air trails : New Mexico
Uniform title: Air trails
Folded map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back to back, col. ; each 66 x 48 cm., folded to 25 x 11 cm., inside back cover, scale 1:1,330,600): Rand McNally standard map of New Mexico. Plate no. 7R28. Includes key to railroads. -- Rand McNally standard map of New Mexico with air trails. Plate nos. "12N28" and "7R28".
Accompanying index includes "airport directory", "aids to navigation", and "elements of practical air navigation" by William E. Johnson (p. 16-27). Index also includes map (16 x 21 cm., on p. 16-17): Rand McNally airway map : United States. Includes "key to [commercial] air lines." Cover art: Airplane flying above passenger train. "50¢" -- printed on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (October 2010).
RMcN Air Trails 4C 35 (PrCt)

55317 New Mexico - Maps - 1929 - Road maps<>New Mexico - Guidebooks - 1929<>Road maps
Roads to Cibola : what to see in New Mexico and

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
32 p. : ill., 1 folded col. map ; 28 cm. Cover title.
"Published for free distribution by the New Mexico State Highway Commission."
"The cover design is an original woodcut done by Gustave Baumann. ... The poem [Cibola, p. 16-17] is by Witter Byrner. ... The poem layout at the back of the book was done by Willard F. Clark ..."--P. 32.
"Valliant Printing Co., Albuquerque"--Back cover. Consists primarily of descriptions of 11 scenic U.S. Highways and 2 State Roads. The separate, folded map is the 1929 Road map of New Mexico, issued by the New Mexico State Highway Commission. "Spanish and Indian place names found in New Mexico": p. 29. Cover title.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 38 cm. on sheet 61 x 46 cm.
Added title: Conoco 1930 official road map: New Mexico. Plate no. D - 145 - J.C.
Verso, printed in 3 colors, includes advertisements for Conoco products.
With rubber-stamped "22" crossed out and changed in blue pencil to "19."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 3.19 (PrCt)

55324 New Mexico - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 290 (PrCt)

55325 New Mexico - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
New Mexico. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1930].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 336 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Pocket maps -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
20 p. : 4 maps (2 folded) ; 24 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally pocket maps : New Mexico : counties, cities, towns, auto roads, railroads, city maps, hotels, 1930 census
Uniform title: Pocket maps
Folded map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back to back, col. ; 63 x 47 cm. and 53 x 68 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of New Mexico. Plate nos. "No.1:30S" and "9N30". Includes key to railroads.
Index includes maps of Albuquerque and Santa Fe (p. 19-20).
Cover art: Cars on road alongside passenger train.
"50¢" -- printed on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Pocket 4C 178 (PrCt)

55327 New Mexico - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
1931 road map of New Mexico : Conoco.
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 38 cm. on sheet 61 x 46 cm.
Added title: Conoco 1931 official road map: New Mexico. Plate no. E - 145 - J.C.
Verso includes inset maps of four cities and:
Conoco 1931 official road map: United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 3.22 (PrCt)

55328 New Mexico - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 474 (PrCt)

55329 New Mexico - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Sinclair Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 592 (PrCt)

55330 New Mexico - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
1931 road map of New Mexico. Santa Fe : State Highway Department, 1931.
Authors: New Mexico. State Highway Department -- Broome, B. C. -- Hesch, L. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 50 x 41 cm. on sheet 52 x 43 cm.
Added title: Official road map of New Mexico.
On verso: U.S. highway map of western region.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 3.20 (PrCt)

55335 New Mexico - Maps - 1932 - Road maps<<>>West (U.S.) - Maps - 1931 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 44 x 29 cm. on sheet 45 x 30 cm.
Added title: 1932 road map of New Mexico. Plate no. M-1251.
Verso includes inset maps of Albuquerque and Santa Fe and: Mileage chart of the western United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 3.14A (PrCt)

55336 New Mexico - Maps - 1932 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
New Mexico. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1932].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 0, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 838 (PrCt)

55337 New Mexico - Maps - 1933 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 0, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 896 (PrCt)

55338 New Mexico - Maps - 1933 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil Company -- Lee, Robert E., fl. 1933 -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Cover: License plate motif.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Gousha Clients 896 (PrCt)
Panel art: Shell logo, license plates, woman driving convertible car, dog, signed by artist "Robert E. Lee."

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 930 (PrCt)

New Mexico - Maps - 1933 - Road maps

1933 road map : New Mexico. Santa Fe, New Mexico : New Mexico State Highway Department, 1933.

Authors: New Mexico. State Highway Department -- Broome, B. C. -- Hesch, L. -- Greiner-Fifield Litho. Co. (Kansas City, Mo.) -- Clovis (N.M.)

Chamber of Commerce -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 50 x 41 cm. on sheet 52 x 43 cm.

Panel handstamped 'Chamber of Commerce, Clovis.'

Added title: New Mexico: the Sunshine State: 1933 road map.

Added title: Official road map of New Mexico. 'Rev. 4-16-33 O.T.J.'

Verso includes: U.S. highway map of western region. 'Rev.4-1-33 O.T.J.'

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 3.28 (PrCt)

New Mexico - Maps - 1933 - Road maps


Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 58 x 38 cm. on sheet 61 x 46 cm.

Added title: 1933 road map of New Mexico. Plate no. O-1251.

Verso includes inset maps of Albuquerque and Santa Fe and: 1933 road map of western United States.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 3.20A (PrCt)

New Mexico - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

Travel New Mexico with Conoco. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1934].

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Cover (3 panel, R,G,BL): Six cars speeding towards service station, logo.

Added title: New Mexico - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 1043 (PrCt)

New Mexico - Maps - 1934 - Road maps


Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Cover (3 panel, R,G,BL): Six cars speeding towards service station, logo.

Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 1109 (PrCt)

New Mexico - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

Shell road map : New Mexico. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1934].

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Cover (3 panel, R,Y): Diagonal "Shell" on red stripe, logo.

Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 1148 (PrCt)

New Mexico - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

[Texaco road map of New Mexico]. [Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, 1934?].

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; on sheet trimmed to 37 x 33 cm.

Title and imprint supplied by cataloger.

Imperfect; editor's copy of a Texaco road map trimmed on all sides to outline a single U.S. state.

Date from previous binding marked "Points of Interest" and dated 1934.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 189.29 (PrCt)

New Mexico - Maps - 1934 - Road maps


Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally

1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.


Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 1148 (PrCt)
New Mexico - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

Road map of New Mexico ... / Standard Oil Company of California. San Francisco : Rand McNally & Company, 1934.


1 map : col ; 52 x 43 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title

Added title: 1934 road map of New Mexico.

Plate no. P-3417.

Maps on verso (45 x 29 cm. and smaller): 1934 road map of Western United States -- Albuquerque -- Santa Fe -- U.S. mileage map.

Panel art: Slogans "Standard gasoline unsurpassed" and "Safe driving brings no regrets"; National Recovery Administration logo.

Editor's copy; manuscript notes in pencil on front panel: "OK m Tex, Ariz, NM, Colo, Utah, 4-15-35, Strand"


Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

RMcN Clients 1333 (PrCt)

New Mexico - Maps - 1935 - Road maps

Travel New Mexico with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1935?].

Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 1226 (PrCt)

New Mexico - Maps - 1935 - Road maps

N.A.C. road map of New Mexico ... / prepared by Engineering Department, National Automobile Club. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1935?].

Authors: National Automobile Club -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Panel art: National Automobile Club logo, list of district offices.

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

55351 New Mexico - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1407 (PrCt)

55352 New Mexico - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1440 (PrCt)

55353 New Mexico - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Authors: Skelly Oil Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 52 x 43 cm. on sheet 61 x 46 cm.
Added title: Skelly 1935 official motor trails map: New Mexico.
Verso includes inset maps of Albuquerque and Santa Fe and: Skelly 1935 official motor trails map: United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 4.2X (PrCt)

55354 New Mexico - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Authors: Magnolia Petroleum Company -- Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- General Drafting Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 48 x 42 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Magnolia road map of New Mexico. Map on verso (27 x 43 cm.): Principal highways of the southwest with particular reference to New Mexico, Oklahoma, Texas, Arkansas and Louisiana.
Panel art: Mobilgas logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 5084 (PrCt)

55355 New Mexico - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- Standard Stations, Inc. -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col ; 52 x 42 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title
Panel art: slogans "Standard service on every road" and "Standard gasoline unsurpassed at ... Standard Stations, Inc. .... "
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3130 (PrCt)

55356 New Mexico - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
New Mexico the Sunshine State : official road map. Santa Fe : State Highway Department , 1935.
Authors: New Mexico. State Highway Department -- Jorgensen, active 1935-1938 -- Woodman, Pierre -- Rocky Mountain Bank Note Co. -- Brink, John G. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 49 x 41 cm. on sheet 53 x 43 cm.
Added title: Official road map of New Mexico.
Verso includes: U.S. highway map of western region. 'Rev. 1935'.
Handstamped 'Received Jun. 20 1935' and signed 'Brink.'
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 3.29 (PrCt)
55357 New Mexico - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Carlsbad Caverns National Park (N.M.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

New Mexico : Standard Oil road map ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company , 1936.
Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 52 x 42 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: 1936 road map : New Mexico / prepared exclusively for Standard Oil Company of California.
Plate nos. "287-S.C." and "J-1".
Panel art: woman driving car.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
RMcN Clients 1620 (PrCt)

55358 New Mexico - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Travel New Mexico with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1936?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1629 (PrCt)

55359 New Mexico - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Official road map of New Mexico : "the sunshine state" 1936 : showing U.S. highways and principal state roads motor patrolled. Santa Fe, N.M. New Mexico State Highway Department, 1936.
1 map : col. ; 43 x 41 cm., folded to 22 x 9 cm.
Panel title.
"Prepared for free distribution by the New Mexico State Highway Department, state capitol, Santa Fe."
Signed "Jorgensen '35" at lower left.
Map on verso (19 x 15 cm.): U.S. highway map of western region.
Panel art: Color illustration of Indian women with car in background signed "Willard Harold Andrews."

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4792 (PrCt)

55360 New Mexico - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Airplane, car, and boat, Phillips 66 logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1680 (PrCt)

55361 New Mexico - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 50 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Phillips 66 ... 1936 official road map : New Mexico.
Plate nos. "245-J.C." and "12-J"
Map on verso (29 x 44 cm.): Phillips 66 ... 1936 official road map : United States.
Panel art: Plane, car and boat under Phillips 66 logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
RMcN Clients 1628 (PrCt)

55362 New Mexico - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: woman driving car and slogan "travel with us, Standard Stations, Inc., & authorized distributors."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1764 (PrCt)

55363 New Mexico - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Santa Fe Region (N.M.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Lincoln National Forest (N.M.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Carlsbad Caverns National Park
(N.M.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Travel New Mexico with Conoco: every Conoco station is a branch of the Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago: H.M. Gousha Company, [1936].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 49 x 38 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Conoco official road map: New Mexico
Date from RMcN AE 158 ms. index.
Plate no. 3-J-7
Panel art: Conoco logo over outline of North America.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 158.32 (PrCt)

55366
New Mexico - Maps - 1937 - Road maps

New Mexico - Maps - 1937

New Mexico official road map: Every Standard station is a branch of the Standard Oil Company. Chicago: H.M. Gousha Company, 1937.
Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- Standard Stations, Inc. -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 52 x 42 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: 1937 road map: New Mexico
Plate no. 287-S.C.
Panel art: Standard gasoline crown logo.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "1937".
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection.
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1895 (PrCt)

55367
New Mexico - Maps - 1937 - Road maps

Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: car on road, Phillips 66 sign, and slogan "there's a Phillips station ahead."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection.
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1967 (PrCt)

55368
New Mexico - Maps - 1937 - Road maps

Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Standard logos; slogans "Standard gasoline unsurpassed at ... Standard Stations, Inc. ... ."
Handstamp on title panel: "1937, Copyrighted."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection.
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3131 (PrCt)

55369
New Mexico - Maps - 1937 - Road maps

Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 52 x 42 cm.
Panel title.
Plate nos. "287-S.C." and "11-K".
Panel art: Standard gasoline crown logo.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "1937".
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection.
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1993 (PrCt)
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 49 x 38 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Conoco official road map : New Mexico
Date from RMcN AE 158 ms. index.
Plate nos. "245-J.C." and "9-K"
Panel art: Conoco logo over outline of North America.
Handstamped "1937" and "copyrighted".
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 158.34A (PrCt)

55372 New Mexico - Maps - 1938 - Road maps<<>>Lincoln National Forest (N.M.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps<<>>Carlsbad Caverns National Park (N.M.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps<<>>Santa Fe Region (N.M.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps<<>>Road maps: Travel New Mexico with Conoco : every Conoco station is a branch of the Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1938].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 50 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Conoco official road map of New Mexico
Date from RMcN AE 159 ms. index.
Panel art: Conoco logo over outline of North America.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 16 1938 ... ".
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 159.23 (PrCt)

55373 New Mexico - Maps - 1938 - Road maps<<>>Road maps: Travel New Mexico with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1938?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3120 (PrCt)

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: car, Phillips 66 tanker truck on road, Phillips 66 sign, and slogan "there's a Phillips station ahead."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3195 (PrCt)

New Mexico - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

New Mexico official road map : Phillips 66.
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 50 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Phillips 66 ... 1938 official road map : New Mexico.
Plate no. 345-J. 10-L
Map on verso (29 x 44 cm.): Phillips 66 ... official road map : United States.
Panel art: Car approaching Phillips 66 truck on curving road.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 18 1938 .... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 162.13 (PrCt)

New Mexico - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Tour New Mexico with Skelly. [Kansas City, Mo.]: Greiner-Fifield Litho Co. [1938].
Authors: Skelly Oil Company -- Greiner-Fifield Litho. Co. (Kansas City, Mo.) -- Martin, Bernard, 1912-1998 -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 52 x 42 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Skelly official motor trails map : New Mexico.
"Copyright --- Greiner-Fifield Litho Co., K.C., Mo." Date from RMcN AE 167 ms. index.
Maps on verso (28 x 43 cm. and smaller): Skelly official motor trails map : United States -- Albuquerque -- Santa Fe.
Panel art: Skelly gas station and rural road scene, signed "Bernard Martin."
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Oct 20 1938 Rand McNally & Co. by R.C."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 167.11 (PrCt)

New Mexico - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Authors: Standard Oil Company of Texas -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3280 (PrCt)

New Mexico - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

New Mexico official road map : Phillips 66.
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1938].
Authors: Standard Oil Company of Texas -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 52 x 42 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: 1938 road map : New Mexico / prepared exclusively for Standard Oil Company of Texas
Plate nos. "287-S.C." and "L-1"
Maps on verso (27 x 44 cm. and smaller): 1938 road map : United States -- Santa Fe -- Albuquerque.
Panel art: Standard gas station and crown logo. Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Aug 1 1938".
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 168.27 (PrCt)

New Mexico - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 40 cm. on sheet 53 x 71 cm.
Added title: Texaco touring map of New Mexico.
Plate no. T.3830.
Includes insets of Carlsbad Caverns National Park and eight cities.
Annotated 'T-38.'
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 4.51B (PrCt)

New Mexico - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 40 cm. on sheet 53 x 71 cm.
Added title: Texaco touring map of New Mexico.
Plate no. T.3830.
Includes insets of Carlsbad Caverns National Park and eight cities.
Annotated 'T-38.'
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 4.51B (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
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55381 New Mexico - Maps - 1939 - Road maps<<>>Arizona - Maps - 1939 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
*Road map of New Mexico, Arizona and United States.* Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1939?].
Authors: Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation."
Panel art: photograph of gas station attendant and slogan "smiling service, 'all the way'."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3472 (PrCt)

55382 New Mexico - Maps - 1939 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
*Travel New Mexico with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau.* Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1939?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3419 (PrCt)

55383 New Mexico - Maps - 1939 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
*New Mexico official road map / Phillips 66.* Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1939.
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: winding road, Phillips 66 sign, and slogan "there's a Phillips station ahead."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

55384 New Mexico - Maps - 1939 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
*Tour New Mexico with Skelly.* Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1939.
Authors: Skelly Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Skelly sign and car.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3604 (PrCt)

55385 New Mexico - Maps - 1939 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company of Texas -- Standard Stations, Inc. -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Standard station and Standard gasoline logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3626 (PrCt)

55386 New Mexico - Maps - 1939 - Road maps<<>>Santa Fe Region (N.M.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps<<>>Lincoln National Forest (N.M.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
*Travel New Mexico with Conoco : every Conoco station is a branch of the Conoco Travel Bureau.* Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1939].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 50 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Conoco ... official road map of New Mexico.
Date from RMcN AE 159 ms. index.
Plate no. 345-J.C. 10-M
Panel art: Conoco logo over outline of North America.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Aug 17 1939 ... ."
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 159.23A (PrCt)

55387 New Mexico - Maps - 1939 - Road maps>>>West (U.S.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps>>>Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 40 cm. on sheet 54 x 71 cm. Panel no. 6-39.
Added title: Texaco touring map of New Mexico. Plate no. U.3830.
Includes insets of Carlsbad Caverns National Park and nine cities.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 4.53B (PrCt)

55388 New Mexico - Maps - 1939 - Road maps>>>West (U.S.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps>>>Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 40 cm. on sheet 54 x 71 cm. Panel no. 10-39.
Added title: Texaco touring map of New Mexico. Plate no. U.3830.
Includes insets of Carlsbad Caverns National Park and nine cities.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 4.54B (PrCt)

55389 New Mexico - Maps - 1939 - Road maps>>>West (U.S.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps>>>Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 40 cm. on sheet 54 x 71 cm. AE index records 1939 date.
Panel no. 1-39.
Added title: Texaco touring map of New Mexico. Plate no. (3) T.3830.
Includes insets of Carlsbad Caverns National Park and nine cities.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 4.52B (PrCt)

55390 New Mexico - Maps - 1940 - Road maps>>>Road maps
New Mexico road map ... / Bareco Oil Company, formerly Barnsdall Refining Corp. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1940.
Authors: Bareco Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 10 cm. Panel title.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3694 (PrCt)

55391 New Mexico - Maps - 1940 - Road maps>>>Road maps
Travel New Mexico with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1940?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm. Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3774 (PrCt)

55392 New Mexico - Maps - 1940 - Road maps>>>Road maps
Official 1940 road map of New Mexico : showing U.S. highways and principal state roads motor patrolled. Santa Fe, N.M. New Mexico State Highway Department, 1940.
Authors: New Mexico. State Highway Department -- Jorgensen, active 1935-1938 -- Stedman, Wilfred, 1892-1950 -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 48 x 40 cm., folded to 21 x 9 cm. Panel title.
Added title: Official road map of New Mexico. "Prepared for free distribution by the New Mexico State Highway Department, Santa Fe, New Mexico."
Signed "Jorgensen '38" at lower left.
Panel art: Color illustration of Indian sheep herders signed "Wilfred Stedman."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4793 (PrCt)

55393 New Mexico - Maps - 1940 - Road maps>>>Road maps
New Mexico official road map / Phillips 66. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1940.
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: winding road, Phillips 66 sign, and slogan "there's a Phillips station ahead."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3841 (PrCt)

55394 New Mexico - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
New Mexico : Standard Stations road map ...
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., c1940.
Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Standard station, gasoline logo, and slogan "At your service Standard Stations, Inc. & authorized distributors".
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3864 (PrCt)

55395 New Mexico - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 40 cm. on sheet 54 x 71 cm.
Panel no. 4-40.
Added title: Texaco touring map of New Mexico. Plate no. V.3830.
Includes insets of Carlsbad Caverns National Park and nine cities.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 4.55B (PrCt)

55396 New Mexico - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
D-X road map of New Mexico, Arizona and United States. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1941?].
Authors: Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation."
Panel art: D-X sign and Diamond gas station facade.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4157 (PrCt)

55397 New Mexico - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
New Mexico road map ... / Bareco Oil Company, formerly Barnsdall Refining Corp. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1941?].
Authors: Bareco Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: "B Square" logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4036 (PrCt)

55398 New Mexico - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Travel New Mexico with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1941].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4115 (PrCt)

55399 New Mexico - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Travel New Mexico with the Independent. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1941].
Authors: Globe Oil & Refining Companies -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 22 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Dated "'41" on title panel.
Panel art: Globe gas station attendant; slogans"we are home owned" and "keep rollin' with Globe."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4138 (PrCt)

55400 New Mexico - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: road, Phillips 66 sign, and slogan

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
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55401 New Mexico - Maps - 1941 - Road maps

New Mexico official road map : Phillips 66.
Chicago : H. M. Gousha Company, 1941.
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 49 x 43 cm. on sheet 61 x 46 cm.
Plate no. 345-J.C.-12-0.
Hand stamped 'Copyrighted' and 'Received July 28 1941 Rand McNally Blazed Trails Dept.; initialed 'RE.'
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 4.3X (PrCt)

55402 New Mexico - Maps - 1941 - Road maps

New Mexico : Standard Oil road map ...
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., c1941
Authors: Standard Oil Company of Texas -- Standard Oil Company of California -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Standard station, gasoline logo, and slogan "At your service, Standard Stations Inc., authorized distributors, Standard dealers".
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4286 (PrCt)

55403 New Mexico - Maps - 1941 - Road maps

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 40 cm. on sheet 54 x 71 cm.
Panel no. A-41.
Added title: Texaco touring map of New Mexico.
Plate no. W.3830.
Includes insets of Carlsbad Caverns National Park and nine cities.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 4.56B (PrCt)

55404 New Mexico - Maps - 1942 - Road maps

New Mexico road map ... / by Bareco Oil Company. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1942?].
Authors: Bareco Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: "B Square" logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4357 (PrCt)

55405 New Mexico - Maps - 1942 - Road maps

Travel New Mexico with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1942?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Back panel art: circus elephant with slogan "mileage you'll never forget Conoco Nth Motor oil."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4440 (PrCt)

55406 New Mexico - Maps - 1942 - Road maps

Travel New Mexico with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1942?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Back panel art: red bird with worm and slogan "the fill that streches, Conoco Bronz-z gasoline."
Includes maps with plate numbers suggesting 1941 and 1942 dates of publication.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4441 (PrCt)

55407 New Mexico - Maps - 1942 - Road maps

Travel New Mexico with the Independent. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1942].
Authors: Globe Oil & Refining Companies -- H.M.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

55410 New Mexico - Maps - 1945 - Road maps
Road map : New Mexico, and Arizona / Valley gasoline. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1945?].
Authors: Valley Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Opposite panel title: Road map : Arizona and New Mexico / Valley gasoline
Panel art: color landscape photos, Valley gasoline logo, and slogan "from the southwest, for the southwest."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4834 (PrCt)

55411 New Mexico - Maps - 1945 - Road maps
Travel New Mexico with Conoco ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1945?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4834 (PrCt)

55412 New Mexico - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Travel New Mexico with Conoco ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1946]?
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4834 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
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Panel title.
Panel art: couple in mountain landscape signed
"Maurice Logan" and slogan "at your service from
Canada to Mexico."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry
Library).
 Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
 Gousha Clients 4943 (PrCt)

55415 New Mexico - Maps - 1949<>New Mexico -
Maps - 1949 - Railroads<>New Mexico -
Maps - 1949 - Road maps<>Arizona - Maps
- 1949 - Road maps<>Road
maps<>Railroads - Maps
Rand McNally pocket maps of New Mexico : for
tourists, travelers, shippers, general, commercial
and business reference. Chicago ; New York ;
San Francisco : Rand McNally & Company,
1949, c1941.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally and Company. Pocket maps -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
19 p. : 2 col. maps on 1 sheet (folded) ; 24 cm.
"1949 edition"
Cover title: Rand McNally New Mexico pocket maps : New
Mexico : complete indexed reference map ... [and] highway map
Uniform title: Pocket maps
Folded map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back to back, col. ; 64 x 47 cm. and 47 x 65 cm.,
folded to 23 x 10 cm., inside back cover): Rand
McNally standard map of New Mexico. Plate no.
890123. Includes key to railroads. -- Rand
McNally road map : Arizona, New Mexico. Plate
no. 473627V-8.
"2 maps in one, $1" -- front cover.
Cover art: Schematic road sign labeled
"reference map ... ."
Handstamp on title page: Register of Copyrights,
Library of Congress ... certificate no. 219188.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Pocket 4C 180 (PrCt)

55418 New Mexico - Maps - 1962-1963<>New
Mexico - Maps - 1962-1963 -
Railroads<>New Mexico - Maps - 1962-1963
- Road maps<>Arizona - Maps - 1962-1963
- Road maps<>Road maps<>Railroads - Maps
Rand McNally New Mexico pocket map. San
Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally
& Company, c1962 [i.e. 1963?]
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally and Company. Pocket maps -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
20 p. : 2 col. maps on 1 sheet (folded) ; 24 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally New Mexico pocket
reference map ... [and] detailed highway map
Uniform title: Pocket maps
Folded map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back to back, col. ; 63 x 47 cm. and 42 x 65 cm.,
folded to 23 x 10 cm., inside back cover): Rand
McNally standard map of New Mexico. Includes
key to railroads. -- Arizona, New Mexico : Rand
McNally road map. "Copyright © 1963 [!]" Plate
no. 3-5649-13.
"2 maps" -- front cover.
"$1.95" -- adhesive sticker on front cover.
Cover art: stylized and labeled map symbols (e.g.}

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)
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"elevations", "points of interest", "air facilities", etc.)
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Pocket 4C 181 (PrCt)

55419 New Mexico - Maps - 1962-1966 - Road maps
Chevron road map and scenic guide to New Mexico ... San Jose, N.M. H.M. Gousha Company, 1966.
Authors: Chevron Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Akerman, James R.
1 map: col.; 50 x 43 cm. fold. to 23 x 10 cm. "1966 edition."
Panel title.
Added title: How to read your map of New Mexico / prepared for Chevron Oil Company, Western Division
Plate no. 6-NN-549-J
Insets (8 x 9 cm. each): Albuquerque -- Santa Fe.
Panel art: Chevron logo and pictorial map of western United States
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).
Road map 4C G4321 .P2 1966 .C5 (PrCt)

55420 New Mexico - Maps - 1962 - Road maps
Lincoln National Forest (N.M.) - Maps - 1962 - Road maps
Santa Fe Region (N.M.) - Maps - 1962 - Road maps
New Mexico / Texaco. Chicago; San Jose: The H.M. Gousha Company, c1962.
Authors: Texaco, inc. -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 50 x 43 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Touring map of New Mexico.
Plate no. 7-JJ-548-J.
Insets (8 x 8 cm. each): Albuquerque -- Santa Fe.
Maps on verso (28 x 43 cm. and smaller):
Transcontinental mileage and driving time map [of the United States] -- Lincoln National Forest Region -- Santa Fe and vicinity.
Panel art: Texaco sign; illustrations of car passing rural and urban gas stations.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Clients 3811 (PrCt)

55421 New Mexico - Maps - 1966 - Road maps
Chevron road map and scenic guide to New Mexico ... San Jose, N.M. H.M. Gousha Company, 1966.
Authors: Chevron Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Akerman, James R.
1 map: col.; 50 x 43 cm. fold. to 23 x 10 cm. "1966 edition."
Panel title.
Added title: How to read your map of New Mexico / prepared for Chevron Oil Company, Western Division
Plate no. 6-NN-549-J
Insets (8 x 9 cm. each): Albuquerque -- Santa Fe.
Panel art: Chevron logo and pictorial map of western United States
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).
Road map 4C G4321 .P2 1966 .C5 (PrCt)

55422 New Mexico - Maps - 1969 - History
Authors: Beck, Warren A. -- Haase, Ynez D. -- University of Oklahoma. Press -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([145] p. 62 maps) ; 31 cm.
[1st ed.]
Bibliography: p. [135-140].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

55423 New Mexico - Maps - 1969 - History
Counties - Maps
1 atlas ([145] p. 62 maps) ; 31 cm.
[1st ed.]
Bibliography: p. [135-140].
69-2529
ICN 70
folio 135 .B39 1969 (NLO)

55424 New Mexico - Maps - 1970 - Indian reservations
Authors: New Mexico. Tourism and Travel Division -- Dutton, Bertha P. (Bertha Pauline), 1903-1994=Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
36 p.: ill., map ; 23 x 10 cm.
Map on p. 18-19 (16 x 14 cm.): New Mexico Indian reservations and pueblos.
New Mexico - Maps - 1970 - Road maps
New Mexico official road map : land of enchantment. [Santa Fe?] : New Mexico State Highway Department, c1970.
1 map : col. ; 49 x 44 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Official road map of New Mexico
"Copyright © 1970 by New Mexico State Highway Department."
"Designed and produced by New Mexico Department of Development and State Highway Department ..."
"Prepared by Rand McNally & Co."
Plate no. 7018.
Insets (9 x 14 cm. and smaller): Albuquerque -- Las Cruces -- Santa Fe.
Panel art: color photograph of road with cars.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1834 (PrCt)

New Mexico - Maps - 1971 - Road maps
New Mexico official road map : land of enchantment. [Santa Fe?] : New Mexico State Highway Department, c1971.
1 map : col. ; 49 x 44 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Official road map of New Mexico
"Copyright © 1971 by New Mexico State Highway Department."
"Designed and produced by New Mexico Department of Development and State Highway Department ..."
"Prepared by Rand McNally & Co."
Plate no. 71018-1
Insets (9 x 14 cm. and smaller): Albuquerque -- Las Cruces -- Santa Fe.
Panel art: color photograph mountain road.
Machine-folded with center fold at left side of title panel.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1836 (PrCt)

New Mexico - Maps - 1971 - Aeronautical charts
New Mexico aeronautical chart. [San Jose, Calif.] : Published by the H.M. Gousha Co., 1971, c1964.
1 map : col. ; 68 x 60 cm., folded to 24 x 17 cm.
"Seventh edition 1971."
"This aeronautical chart has been prepared by the New Mexico Department of Aviation ..."--Verso.
©1964, Jeppesen & Co., Denver, Colo., U.S.A.
"Revised 4-71."
"Aeronautical data on this chart is up-to-date as of April 29, 1971."
"Magnetic variation as of 1970."
Scale 1:1,000,000
Coordinates: (W 109°15'--W 102°45'/N 37°15'--N 31°20').
Relief shown by color, shading, and spot heights.
Projection: [Lambert conformal conic]
Verso includes color photos and descriptive text, including "directional altitude chart", "file a flight plan", "how to fly New Mexico mountains", "air navigation radio aids", and "things to do in New Mexico".
Panel art: color photo of airplane in flight over mountains.
Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Company Collection (Newberry Library).
winter.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1840 (PrCr)

New Mexico - Maps - 1974 - Parks - New Mexico - Maps - 1974 - Road maps
New Mexico outdoors. Santa Fe, N.M. New Mexico Department of Development, Tourist Division, [1974?].
Authors: New Mexico. Department of Development -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 45 x 40 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"Published by New Mexico Department of Development ..."
Plate no. 874 at bottom left (i.e. August 1974?).
Keyed to extensive guide to camping and recreation areas on verso.
Panel art: color photo of horseback riders in mountains.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1841 (PrCr)

New Mexico - Maps - 1977-1978 - Road maps
Road map of New Mexico. [Santa Fe, N.M.?] : New Mexico State Highway Department, 1977-1978.
Authors: New Mexico. State Highway Department -- New Mexico. Department of Development
1 map : col. ; 51 x 48 cm., folded to 23 x 15 cm.
Panel title.
"1977-78."
"Issued by New Mexico State Highway Department and New Mexico Department of Development."
Insets (9 x 14 cm. and smaller): Albuquerque -- Quick mileage reference -- Las Cruces -- Santa Fe -- Carlsbad and Carlsbad Caverns National Park.
Verso includes 9 color photos of various places and activities in Arizona.
Panel art: Aerial color photo of "Acoma - the Sky City."
Illegible initials written on title panel.
map8C G4321.P2 1977 .N4 (PrCr)

New Mexico - Maps - 1981 - Historical geography - Maps - Collections - Counties - Historical atlases
Authors: Williams, Jerry L. -- McAllister, Paul E. -- University of New Mexico Press -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
xii, 177 p. : maps ; 29 cm.
Includes index.
LC Card Number: 81675344
ISBN 0826306012
Ayer folio G1505 .N4 1981 (NLO)

New Mexico - Maps - 1984-1985 - Aeronautical charts
New Mexico aeronautical chart 1984-5. [San Jose, Calif.] : H.M. Gousha Company, [1985?].
Authors: New Mexico. Dept. of Aviation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Times Mirror Company.
Panel title.
"1984-85 edition."
"© The H.M. Gousha Company ... a subsidiary of the Times Mirror Company."
"Aeronautical data ... as of July 5, 1984."
Plate no. NMEX-16-7-CP
Scale ca. 1:1,000,000. 1 in. equals approx. 16 miles.
Relief shown by color, shading, and spot heights.
Verso includes airport directory with 63 airport maps (each 4 x 4 cm.)
Panel art: color photo of hot-air balloon in flight.
Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Company Collection (Newberry Library).
Three copies.

New Mexico - Maps - 1986 - Historical geography - Maps - Collections - Counties - Historical atlases
Authors: Williams, Jerry L. -- University of New Mexico Press
1 atlas (xvii, 469 p.) : ill., maps ; 31 cm.
2nd ed.
Includes index.
Bibliography: p. 385-397.
Scales differ.
LC Card Number: 85675344
ISBN 0826308708 (pbk.)
folio G1505 .N4 1986 (NLO)

New Mexico - Maps - 1987
Authors: Fodor's travel guides -- Fodor's Travel Publications, Inc. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 4 maps
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Authors: Allan Cartography (Firm) -- Raven Maps & Images -- Geological Survey (U.S.)
1 map : col. ; 114 x 101 cm.
Scale 1:550,000. 1 in. = approx. 9 miles. 1 cm. = 5.5 km.; (W 109°--W 103°/N 37°--N 31°).
Relief shown by gradient tints, shading, and spot heights.
maproll G4320 1991 A5 (PrCt)

55440 New Mexico - Maps - 1997 - Road maps<<Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. EasyFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; fold. to 24 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Uniform title: EasyFinder
Laminated.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
ISBN 0528972081
RMcN Road Map 1997 NewMe (PrCt)

Authors: Accessguides -- Spence, Sharon Lloyd -- HarperCollins (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 20 maps
4th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Authors: Eidenbach, Peter L. -- University of New Mexico Press -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (xii, 172 p.) : maps (some col.) ; 37 cm.
Reproductions of 89 maps showing New Mexico and the Southwestern United States.
Contents: Sixteenth-century maps of the new world and the Southwest -- Seventeenth century-Colonization of Nuevo Mexico -- Eighteenth Century - Reconquest and Global War -- Early nineteenth century - Louisiana Purchase to the U.S.-Mexican War -- Mexican Independence to the war with the United States -- Mid-nineteenth century - capture of the Southwest and the Civil War -- Late nineteenth century - Pacific railroads and geological surveys. Includes bibliographical references (p. 162-172). Scales differ.
LC Card Number: 2012020585
ISBN 9780826352293 (cloth : alk. paper) ; 0826352294 (cloth : alk. paper) ; 9780826352309 (electronic) ; 0826352308 (electronic)
Ayer folio G1506.S1 E5 2012 (NLO)

temp map1F G4321.A 19-- (PrCt)

55443 New Mexico - Maps - Collections, 1602-1870 [Collection of New Mexico facsimile maps]. [19--].
Authors: Martinez -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Bonne, Rigobert, 1727-1794 -- Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Asher & Adams 5 maps
Facsimiles of originals published 1602-1870.
RMcN Road Map 1997 NewMe (PrCt)

Vert 2226, no. 1 (PrCt)

Vert 2226, no. 2 (PrCt)

55446 New Orleans, Jackson, and Great Northern

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)


1 ms. atlas (261 p., bound) : hand col. maps ; 17 x 28 cm.

Title supplied by cataloger.

Title: Track book

Spine title: Track book

 Unsigned manuscript compiled (in New Orleans?) by F. J. Rothas.

Covers 206 miles of the New Orleans, Jackson, and Great Northern Railroad, from New Orleans, Louisiana, to Canton, Mississippi, in fine detail, including every cut, embankment, bayou, bridge, and some flora and fauna. Later became part of the Illinois Central Railroad Company.

Scale [1:4,800].

Summary coordinates (all pages as one bounded region): (W 90°04'--W 90°02'/N 47°07'--N 29°57').

Inscriptions on front endleaf: "This book was drawn by a German draughtsman named Rhotas under direction of P.S. Williams and others who were Supts. at the time it was made and about the the year 1861 and before. [Signed] J.J. Conway, Ex. Roadmaster, New Orleans, March 6 / 1900." -- "Bull[itté]?", Supt. [?] 24 / 03" -- "T.E. Hill, 1935."

A local historian from McComb, Mississippi found the gravestone of Fred J. Rothas (1836-1898) and noted that since the atlas shows "McComb City" (on map 138), it cannot predate 1872 -- Clipping in Info. file.

Laid in: Description typed on onionskin (4 leaves) of the atlas and its provenance and historical details of the railroad, including station stops.


Pen-and-ink and watercolor (blue, green, brown, grey, red). Drawn in ledger book comprised of graph paper pages consecutively handstamped 1-398; p. 262-398 blank.

Forms part of the Illinois Central Railroad Company Archives at the Newberry Library.

Selected openings also cataloged separately.

Illinois Central IC 6 N4.2 (NLO)


Authors: Campanella, Richard 204 p. : col. ill., maps (some col.) ; 27 x 34 cm. Includes bibliographical references (p. 187-194) and index.


Carte particuliére contenant depuis la Nouvelles Orléans 10 lieus de longuerr le long du fleuve avec le terrain des habitants qui fleurissoient sous Mr. Périer. [19--].

Authors: Dumont de Montigny -- Périer, Mr., 18th cent. -- France. Service hydrographique. Bibliothèque. C 4044-49 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map Photostatic reproduction of anonymous 18th-century manuscript map, possibly derived from earlier work by Dumont de Montigny.

Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

MapPhoto France BSH C 4044-49 (PrCt)

55449 New Orleans (La.) - Maps - 1700-1799 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscrito maps - Facsimiles Plan de la Nouvelle Orleans...1700 SEE Rothas, Frederick J., 1836-1898

Authors: Bibliothèque nationale (France). Ge DD Plan de la Nouvelle Orleans 10 lieus de longuerr le long du fleuve avec le terrain des habitants qui fleurissoient sous Mr. Périer. [19--].

Authors: Dumont de Montigny -- Périer, Mr., 18th cent. -- France. Service hydrographique. Bibliothèque. C 4044-49 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map Photostatic reproduction of anonymous 18th-century manuscript map, possibly derived from earlier work by Dumont de Montigny.

Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

MapPhoto France BN Ge DD 2987-8826bis (PrCt)


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Plan des Chapitoulas. Concession a M. Dubreuil ... [19-].
Authors: Dubreuil, 18th cent. -- France. Service hydrographique. Bibliotheqè. C 4044-60 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 18th-century manuscript.
Shows land ownership.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Map
Photo France BSH C 4044-60 (PrCt)

Plan de la Nlle. Orleans, ville capitale de la Louissianne. [1747].
Guerre. Etat-Major 7C 216 -- Archives nationales (France). Manuscript map. A.N. N° no.11
1 ms. map : hand col. ; 340 x 455 mm.
Map of New Orleans and the surrounding region as it appeared ca. 1723. Identifies land concessions, land across the Mississippi River occupied by slaves, cultivated fields, and prominent buildings; key to 36 references. No. 7 of 23 maps and drawings detached and bound together, from: Dumont de Montigny. Memoire de Lxx Dxx Officiere Ingenieur, contenant les evenemens qui se sont passés à la Louisiane depuis 1715 jusqu'a present [1747] [Ayer MS 257].
Scale [ca. 1:20,000]. 'Echelle d'un quart de lieues' [= 156 mm.].
Oriented with the northwest at top.
Pen-and-ink and watercolor (green, yellow, gray, red).
Note on verso: No. 7, page 133.
Exhibited at the Newberry Library as part of Mapping Manifest Destiny : Chicago and the American West (November 3, 2007-February 16, 2008).
VAULT oversize Ayer MS 257 map 7 (NLO)

Carte particuliere du fleuve [sic] St. Louis dix lieües au dessus de la Nouvelle Orleans : ou sont marqué les habitations et les terrains concedés à plusieurs particuliers au Mississipy. [ca. 1723].
Authors: Cartes Marines Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 30, sheet 80
1 ms. map : hand col. ; 487 x 684 mm.
Identifies buildings, French long lots, and landowners in New Orleans and the region later forming much of Orleans Parish, Louisiana.
Scale [ca. 1:89,600]. 'Echelle de 2 lieües' [= 124 mm.].
Sheet 80 of 117 in the Cartes Marines Manuscript Map Collection, detailing French colonial interests worldwide, ca. 1640-ca. 1726. Oriented with north at upper left.
Pen-and-ink and watercolor (green, red, brown, yellow); mounted on cloth.
Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Digital image available as part of the Newberry Library's Great Lakes Digital Collection via the CARLI Digital Collections website (accessed Nov. 2010).
http://collections.carli.illinois.edu/u?/nby_grlakes, 1051
VAULT drawer Ayer MS map 30 sheet 80 (NLO)

New Orleans (La.) - Maps - 1723 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Plan de la ville de La Nouvelle Orleans...30 may 1725. [19-].
Authors: Pauger, Adrien, active 1722 -- Bibliothèque nationale (France). Ge DD 2987-826/01 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1723 manuscript.

55451
55452
55453
New Orleans (La.) - Maps - 1723 - Manuscripts

Plan de la ville de la Nouvelle Orleans : ou l'on a marqué l'augmentation des maisons qui sont baties depuis le 3. septembre jusqu'au dernier decembré de la même année 1722 : ce qui est marqué en rouge est fait, et ce qui est en jaune est projeté. Janvier 1723.
1 ms. map : hand col. ; 427 x 543 mm.
Map of New Orleans detailing construction completed during 1722; includes references A-I, K-S.
Scale [ca. 1:2,950]. 'Echelle de 100 toises' [= 66 mm.]
Sheet 81 of 117 in the Cartes Marines Manuscript Map Collection, detailing French colonial interests worldwide, ca. 1640-ca. 1726.
Oriented with north at upper right.
Pen-and-ink and watercolor (green, yellow, brown, red, blue); mounted on cloth.
Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Ayer ms map proj 01.
Digital image available as part of the Newberry Library's Great Lakes Digital Collection via the CARLI Digital Collections website (accessed Nov. 2010):
http://collections.carli.illinois.edu/u?/nby_grlakes, 1062 VAULT drawer Ayer MS map 30 sheet 81 (NLO)

New Orleans (La.) - Maps - 1728 - Manuscripts

Plan de la ville d'Orleans telle qu'elle étoit en May, 1728. [19--].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1728 manuscript.
MapPhoto England BL Crown 122:98 (PrCt)

New Orleans (La.) - Maps - 1728 - Manuscripts

Plan de la ville de la Nouvelle Orleans ... [19--].
Authors: France. Ministère de la guerre. Archives historiques. 7C 217 (2) -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1728 manuscript.
Original ms. forms part of the Guerre Etat-Major archives.
Photocopy forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France Guerre Etat Major 7C 217 (2) (PrCt)

New Orleans (La.) - Maps - 1728 - Manuscripts

Plan de la ville de la Nouvelle Orleans ... [19--].
Authors: France. Ministère de la guerre. Archives historiques. 7C 217 (2) -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1728 manuscript.
Original ms. forms part of the Guerre Etat-Major archives.
Photocopy forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France Guerre Etat Major 7C 217 (2) (PrCt)

New Orleans (La.) - Maps - 1728 - Manuscripts

Plan de la ville de la Nouvelle Orleans ... [19--].
Authors: France. Ministère de la guerre. Archives historiques. 7C 217 (2) -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1728 manuscript.
Original ms. forms part of the Guerre Etat-Major archives.
Photocopy forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France Guerre Etat Major 7C 217 (2) (PrCt)

New Orleans (La.) - Maps - 1728 - Manuscripts

Plan de la ville de la Nouvelle Orleans ... [19--].
Authors: France. Ministère de la guerre. Archives historiques. 7C 217 (2) -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1728 manuscript.
Original ms. forms part of the Guerre Etat-Major archives.
Photocopy forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France Guerre Etat Major 7C 217 (2) (PrCt)

New Orleans (La.) - Maps - 1728 - Manuscripts

Plan de la ville de la Nouvelle Orleans ... [19--].
Authors: France. Ministère de la guerre. Archives historiques. 7C 217 (2) -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1728 manuscript.
Original ms. forms part of the Guerre Etat-Major archives.
Photocopy forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France Guerre Etat Major 7C 217 (2) (PrCt)

New Orleans (La.) - Maps - 1728 - Manuscripts

Plan de la ville de la Nouvelle Orleans ... [19--].
Authors: France. Ministère de la guerre. Archives historiques. 7C 217 (2) -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1728 manuscript.
Original ms. forms part of the Guerre Etat-Major archives.
Photocopy forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France Guerre Etat Major 7C 217 (2) (PrCt)

New Orleans (La.) - Maps - 1728 - Manuscripts

Plan de la ville de la Nouvelle Orleans ... [19--].
Authors: France. Ministère de la guerre. Archives historiques. 7C 217 (2) -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1728 manuscript.
Original ms. forms part of the Guerre Etat-Major archives.
Photocopy forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France Guerre Etat Major 7C 217 (2) (PrCt)
New Orleans (La.) - Maps - 1744
Grundriss von Neu-Orleans ... / von N.B. Ingr. de la M. 1744. [Nuremberg? s.n., 1776?].
Authors: Bellin, Jacques Nicolas, 1703-1772 -- Charlevoix, Pierre-Francois-Xavier de,
1682-1761 -- Arklste et Merkus
1 map ; 20 x 28 cm.
'Nurnburg [?] 1776' in pencil below neat line.

New Orleans (La.) - Maps - 1744
Authors: Bellin, Jacques Nicolas, 1703-1772 -- Heulland, Guillaume d', d. ca. 1770 -- Charlevoix, Pierre-Francois-Xavier de, 1682-1761 -- France.
Dépôt des cartes et plans de la marine -- Nyon -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 19 x 28 cm.
Includes references A-I and K-S.
Oriented with north at upper right.
For later derivates dated 1764 and ca. 1780 (each lacking engraver's name), see Ayer folio 135 B4 1764 v. 1, no. 45 and Map1F G4014.N5 1780 .B4 (PrCt)

New Orleans (La.) - Maps - 1755 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Plan de la ville la nouvelle Orleans capitale de la province de la Louisiana. New Orleans : Historic New Orleans Collection, [1999?].
Authors: Thierry, Sieur, fl. 1758 -- Magill, John T.
La Nouvelle Orleans, an eighteenth-century view in Historic New Orleans Quarterly v. 18, no. 2 (Spring 2000), p. 4 [Vert 325]
For photostat of 1755 ms. variant in the archives of the Ministère de la Guerre, see MapPhoto France Guerre Etat Major 7C 218
map4F G4014.N5 1755 .T5 1999 (PrCt)
55465 New Orleans (La.) - Maps - 1755 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Plan de la ville la nouvelle Orleans capitale de la province de la Louisiana. New Orleans : Historic New Orleans Collection, [1999?].
Authors: Thierry, Sieur, fl. 1758 -- Magill, John T.
La Nouvelle Orleans, an eighteenth-century view in Historic New Orleans Quarterly v. 18, no. 2 (Spring 2000), p. 4 [Vert 325]
For photostat of 1755 ms. variant in the archives of the Ministère de la Guerre, see MapPhoto France Guerre Etat Major 7C 218
map4F G4014.N5 1755 .T5 1999 (PrCt)

New Orleans (La.) - Maps - 1759 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Plan de la ville la nouvelle Orleans capitale de la province de la Louisiana. New Orleans : Historic New Orleans Collection, [1999?].
Authors: Thierry, Sieur, fl. 1758 -- Magill, John T.
La Nouvelle Orleans, an eighteenth-century view in Historic New Orleans Quarterly v. 18, no. 2 (Spring 2000), p. 4 [Vert 325]
For photostat of 1755 ms. variant in the archives of the Ministère de la Guerre, see MapPhoto France Guerre Etat Major 7C 218
map4F G4014.N5 1755 .T5 1999 (PrCt)

New Orleans (La.) - Maps - 1759 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Plan de la ville la nouvelle Orleans capitale de la province de la Louisiana. New Orleans : Historic New Orleans Collection, [1999?].
Authors: Thierry, Sieur, fl. 1758 -- Magill, John T.
La Nouvelle Orleans, an eighteenth-century view in Historic New Orleans Quarterly v. 18, no. 2 (Spring 2000), p. 4 [Vert 325]
For photostat of 1755 ms. variant in the archives of the Ministère de la Guerre, see MapPhoto France Guerre Etat Major 7C 218
map4F G4014.N5 1755 .T5 1999 (PrCt)
Plan of New Orleans, the capital of Louisiana; with the disposition of its quarters and canals as they have been traced by Mr. de la Tour in the year 1720. London, 1760.

Authors: Jefferys, Thomas. - 1771 -- La Tour, fl. 1722 -- La Tour, Le Blond de, fl. 1722 SEE La Tour, fl. 1722 -- Le Blond de la Tour, fl. 1722 SEE La Tour, fl. 1722
1 map ; 34 x 27 cm.

Map dated 1759.


Includes key to 7 locations.

Insets: The Course of Mississippi River, from Bayagoulas to the sea (19 x 23 cm.) -- The East mouth of the Mississippi, with the plan of Fort la Balise which defends the entrance and channel of that river (16 x 23 cm.).

Oriented with north at upper right.


Brun, Guide to manuscript maps, no. 677. 73-7101 ICN73

map 2F 4014.N5 (PrCt)

New Orleans (La.) - Maps - 1765 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles

A Plan of New Orleans. [1765?].

Authors: Pittman, Philip, captain -- William L. Clements Library
1 map ; 29 x 58 cm.

Photostat (positive) of colored 1765 manuscript in the William L. Clements Library.

Scale [ca. 1:7,425].

Oriented with north at upper right.


Brun, Guide to manuscript maps, no. 677. 73-7101 ICN73

map 2F 4014.N5 (PrCt)

New Orleans (La.) - Maps - 1769 - Mississippi River Delta (La.) - Maps - 1769 - Fort Balise (La.) - Maps - 1769

Grondvlakte van Nieuw Orleans de hoofdstad van Louisiana. [Amsterdam : Isaak Tirion, 1769?].

Authors: Tirion, Isaac -- Tirion, Isaac. Nieuwe en beknopte hand-atlas ... (1748 [i.e. 1769?]?) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; hand col. ; 33 x 24 cm.

Keyed to 'references' A-i, k-m and nn.

In: Tirion, Philip. Captain. The Present state of the European settlements on the Mississippi ... (Amsterdam : Isaak Tirion, 1744 [i.e. 1769?]), plate [109].

oversize Ayer 135 .T55 1744, plate [109] (PrCt)

New Orleans (La.) - Maps - 1770

Plan of New Orleans / Thos. Kitchin sculp.

[London : J. Nourse, 1770].

Authors: Kitchin, Thomas, 1718-1784 -- Pittman, Philip, captain. The Present state of the European settlements on the Mississippi [sic] ... (1770) -- Nourse, J. (John), d. 1780 -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 21 x 29 cm., on sheet folded to 27 x 19 cm.

Title and following note in upper margin: NB, no plan yet published like this, being its present state.

Scale '600 ft. to an inch.'

Includes 'references' 1-12.


Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.

Duplicate copies: VAULT Ruggles 283 -- VAULT Ayer 150.5 .M76 P6 1770

VAULT folio Graff 3302 bet. p. 10-11 (PrCt)
New Orleans (La.) - Maps - 1780
*Plan de la Nouvelle Orleans sur les manuscrits du Dépôt des Cartes de la Marine / par M. B. Ingr. de la Marine.* [Paris? s.n., ca. 1780?].
Authors: Bellin, Jacques Nicolas, 1703-1772 -- France. Dépôt des cartes et plans de la marine 1 map ; 19 x 28 cm.
Includes references A-I and K-S.
Oriented with north at upper right.
Date from unidentified dealer’s description.
Detached from unidentified volume; bottom margin engraved ‘Tom. XIV’ and ‘No. 19’
For variant dated 1764 see Ayer folio 135 .B4 1764 v. 1, no. 45
Newberry accession no. (?) 27682
map1F G4014.N5 1780 .B4 (PrCt)

New Orleans (La.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
*Sketch map of New Orleans*. [19--].
Authors: Trudeau [?]. Bibliothèque nationale (France). Estampes Vd. 22 (7) -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map
Photicographic reproduction of 19th-century manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France BN Estampes Vd. 22 (7) (PrCt)

1 map ; col. ; on sheet 18 x 36 cm.
Reduced color photograph of pen-and-ink and watercolor manuscript dated September 15, 1806; reproduced from original held by the Historic New Orleans Collection.
Details the French long lot estate of Jean Baptiste Marigny, including the river bank, main house, slave quarters, outbuildings, gardens, orchards, brick factory, indigo fields, cypress grove and the boundary of adjacent property owned by Jean Baptiste MacCarty.
This area later became part of the city running east of Elysian Fields Avenue.
map1F G4014.N5 1806 .L3 1991 (PrCt)

New Orleans (La.) - Maps - 1815
*New Orleans*. [London] : I. Luffman, 1815 [i.e. 1816?].
Authors: Luffman, J. (John), 1756-1846 -- Luffman, J. (John), 1756-1846. Select plans of cities, harbours, forts, &c ... [1816?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 11 x 21 cm.
On the same sheet with: The Coast of America from the mouth of the Mississippi to Pensacola.
In: Luffman, John. Select plans of cities, harbours, forts, &c ... (London: Luffman, 1816?], plate [30].
folio Ayer 135 .L94 1816 pl. [30] (PrCt)

New Orleans (La.) - Maps - 1815
Authors: Tanesse, Jacques -- Rollinson, William, 1762-1842 -- Del Vecchio, Charles -- Maspero, Pierre Antoine, d. 1822 -- Historic Urban Plans (Firm) 1 map : 48 x 78 cm.
Oriented with north at upper right.
Views of 11 buildings appear in the margins.
73-7369
ICN73
map4F 4014.N5 (PrCt)

New Orleans (La.) - Maps - 1845
*Norman’s plan of New Orleans and environs.* New Orleans : B.M. Norman, 1845.
Authors: Möllhausen, Balduin, 1825-1905 -- Norman, Benjamin Moore, 1809-1860 -- Shields & Hammond -- Howes, Wright -- Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Möllhausen, Henry, 1825-1905 SEE Möllhausen, Balduin, 1825-1905
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1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 62 cm. fold. in cloth
covers 16 x 10 cm.
[1st ed.?]
Cover title: Norman's New Orleans and environs.
Includes references 1-80.
Condition: very fine.
Forms part of the Wright Howes Map Collection
(Newberry Library).
Gift 1976, Wright Howes.
map3C G4014.N5 1845 M6 (PrCt)

55478 New Orleans (La.) - Maps - 1851
Authors: Muller, Th. -- Historic Urban Plans
(Firm)
1 birds-eye view : col. ; 35 x 51 cm.
Facsimile of original published 1851.
Added title: Nueva Orleans.
428
map4F G4014.N5A3 1851 M8 1976 (PrCt)

55479 New Orleans (La.) - Maps - 1869 -
Landowners - Counties -
Maps - Landowners - Maps
New plan of the city and environs of New Orleans, compiled for Gardners Directory for
1869. New Orleans : Lithographed by B. Simon,
116 Exchange Alley, 1869.
Authors: Simon, B., fl. 1870 -- Gardner, C. --
Wagener, E. R. -- Chicago Historical Society
1 map : 40 x 46 cm.
Shows land ownership in outlying areas.
Hand-stamped 'E.R. Wagener, stationer ... 56
Camp St. N. Orleans.'
Mounted on linen.
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society,
2005.
CHS Coll., Map no. 340 (PrCt)

55480 New Orleans (La.) - Maps - 1870-1879 -
Railroads - New Orleans (La.) - Maps -
1870-1879 - Landowners - Counties -
Maps - Railroads - Maps - Landowners - Maps
[Map of New Orleans]. New Orleans, Dunn &
Bro., [1870s?]. 28 x 36.5 inches plus margins;
M.F. Dunn & Bro. map lithographers, 70 Camp
St., [187-?].
Authors: M.F. Dunn & Bro. (New Orleans, La.) --
Chicago Historical Society -- Dunn (M.F.) & Bro.
(New Orleans, La.) SEE M.F. Dunn & Bro. (New
Orleans, La.)
1 map : 70 x 93 cm.
Identifies railroads; shows land ownership in
outlying areas.
Includes slight manuscript annotations in red
 crayon; mounted on linen.
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society,
2005.
CHS Coll., Map no. 336 (PrCt)

55481 New Orleans (La.) - Maps - 1870 -
Claims - Jefferson Parish (La.) - Maps -
1870 - Claims - Louisiana - Claims - Maps
1870 - Gaines, Myra Clark - Claims - New
Orleans (La.) - Maps - 1870 - Counties -
Maps
Map of New Orleans and Jefferson Cities
showing the claims of Mrs. Myra Clark Gaines,
1870. [S.I. B. Simon?], 1870.
Authors: United States. Surveyor General for
Louisiana -- United States. General Land Office
-- Wilder, William H. -- Lynch, John -- Fellows, J. Q.
A. -- Gaines, Myra Clark -- Simon, B., fl. 1870 --
American state papers -- United States.
Congress
1 map : 58 x 86 cm. fold. to 31 x 23 cm.
Surveyed and located Oct 1819 by Wm. H.
Wilder, United States Deputy Surveyor under
instructions form Hon. John Lynch, Surveyor
General of the United States for La.
Survey approved 8th November 1869.
Lithographed by B. Simon.
Confirmed by Old Board Commissioners to
Daniel Clark, 1812.
Confirmation No. 104 2nd volume, American
State Papers.
Entered in the Clerks Office of the Dist. Court of
the U.S. by J.Q.A. Fellows.
Scale not given.
G 10876 .29 (NLO)

55482 New Orleans (La.) - Maps - 1872 - Railroads -
Manuscripts - New Orleans, Jackson, and
Great Northern Railroad Company - Maps -
1872 - Manuscripts - Illinois Central
Railroad Company - Maps - 1872 -
Manuscripts - Manuscript
maps - Railroads - Maps - Strip maps
[Map of the New Orleans, Jackson, and Great
Northern Railroad track leading from its New
Orleans passenger depot / Jacob Rothhaas]. [not
before 1872?].
Authors: Rothas, Frederick J., 1836-1898 -- New
Orleans, Jackson, and Great Northern Railroad
Company -- Illinois Central Railroad Company --
Rothas, Frederick J., 1836-1898. [Atlas of the
New Orleans, Jackson, and Great Northern
Railroad] [1872?]
1 ms. map : hand col. ; 54 x 17 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Strip map of a section of the New Orleans,
Jackson and Great Northern Railroad, later part
of the Illinois Central Railroad Company.
Shows passenger depot at Calliope and
Magnolia Streets in New Orleans, Louisiana
(near the later sites of the Superdome and U.S.
Highway 90), canal, swamp, railroad "shop",
"track to the levee", and "1/2 mile switch" shed.
Drawn in ink and watercolor (blue, grey, red,
green, brown, black) on graph paper; running
measure of distances in feet recorded in margin.
Scale [1:4,800].
Approximate coordinates: (W 90°05'45"--W
90°04'59"/N 29°56'58"--N 29°56'47")

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
New Orleans (La.) - Maps - 1878
Topographical and drainage map of New Orleans and surroundings from recent surveys and investigations. [New Orleans?]: Historic New Orleans Collection, 2000.
Authors: Hardee, T. S. -- United States Coast Survey -- Historic New Orleans Collection
1 map : col. ; 55 x 55 cm.
Facsimile of original published [New Orleans?: T.S. Hardee?], 1878; reproduced from original in the Historic New Orleans Collections (accession no. 00.34a).
Scale ca. 1:8,400.
'Principal notes furnished by U. S. Coast Survey Department.'
Shows city population by ethnic groups based on the State Census of 1875, street rail-roads in red and drainage canals in blue; includes 'Street directory' and 'Directory for public buildings and squares.'
 Cf. OCLC 12019558.
Holzheimer 01041301NL
55483

New Orleans (La.) - Maps - 1884
World's Industrial and Cotton Centennial Exposition (1884-1885 : New Orleans, La.) - Maps
World's Industrial and Cotton Centennial Exposition (1884-1885 : New Orleans, La.) - Pictorial works
New Orleans Region (La.) - Maps - 1884
Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
Map of the city of New Orleans showing location of exposition grounds and all approaches thereto by land & water. New Orleans : J.C. [i.e. J.L.?] Hammett ; Southern Lith. Co., [1884].
1 map : mounted on cloth; 68 x 93 cm., folded in cover to 36 x 25 cm.
At head of title: The World's Industrial and Cotton Centennial Exposition, New Orleans, La., U.S.A. Department of Installation. Plan no. 2.
Cover title: Map of New Orleans and view of the Exposition buildings.
Scale [ca. 1:17,160 ].
Shows land ownership in outlying areas.
Soundings in feet.
Includes inset views and maps.
G 10876 .622 (NLO)
55485

New Orleans (La.) - Maps - 1897
Landowners<<>>New Orleans (La.) - Maps - 1770<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Hardee, William J. -- Oliveira, B. J. -- Walle & Co.
1 map : col. ; 107 x 128 cm. on 2 sheets each 113 x 68 cm.
Shows land ownership and political divisions.
Inset: City of New Orleans in 1770 [18 x 26 cm.]
94. sc Illinois Central map6F G4014.N5 1897 H3 (NLO)
55486

New Orleans (La.) - Maps - 1897
Authors: Hardee, William J. -- Oliveira, B. J. -- Walle & Co. -- Illinois Central Railroad Company
1 map ; 107 x 128 cm.
Shows land ownership and political divisions.
Inset (18 x 27 cm.): City of New Orleans in 1770.
Forms part of the Illinois Central Railroad archives, Newberry Library.
Formerly shelved as IC Map 31 and IC Map6F 128.
maproll G4014.N5 1897 .H3a (PrCt)
55487

New Orleans (La.) - Maps - 1897
Authors: Hardee, William J. -- Oliveira, B. J. -- Walle & Co. -- Illinois Central Railroad Company
1 map ; 107 x 128 cm.
Shows land ownership and political divisions.
Inset (18 x 27 cm.): City of New Orleans in 1770.
Upper half of map extensively damaged.
Forms part of the Illinois Central Railroad archives, Newberry Library.
C.C. Mohr, Guide to the Illinois Central archives
...
in the Newberry Library 1851-1906 (Chicago, 1951) p. 179.
Formerly shelved as IC Map 3 and IC Map6F 127.
maproll G4014.N5 1897 .H3b (PrCt)

Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1906) -- New Orleans Railway & Light Co.
1 map ; 19 x 13 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1906) p. 971
H 668 .703 (1906) p. 971 (PrCt)

Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1907) -- New Orleans Railway & Light Co.
1 map ; 19 x 13 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1907) p. 1123
H 668 .703 (1907) p. 1123 (PrCt)

55490 New Orleans (La.) - Maps - 1920-1929 - Road maps<<>>Capitol (Steamship) - Maps - 1920-1929<<>>Road maps
The New Orleans visitor's guide : visitors city guide. [New Orleans? s.n., 192-?].
Authors: Capitol (Steamship)
1 flyer : 2 maps ; on sheet 23 x 21 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Map contents (17 x 11 cm. and 21 x 9 cm.): Key map of New Orleans -- New Orleans's wonderful harbor : second port of the U.S. [showing 30-mile tour route offered by the steamer Capitol].
Panel art: Woman waving to the S.S. Capitol from the shore.
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).
Road map4C G4014.N5P 192- .N4 (PrCt)

55491 New Orleans (La.) - Maps - 1932 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil Company -- Lee, Robert E., fl. 1933 -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Cover: License plate motif.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 0, DUP 0.
Panel art: Shell logo, license plates, couple in convertible car (woman driving), dog, signed by artist "Robert E. Lee."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 710 (PrCt)

55492 New Orleans (La.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps<<>>New Orleans Region (La.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1726 (PrCt)

55493 New Orleans (La.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
1 map : col. ; 40 x 29 cm. on sheet 46 x 31 cm.
Annotated 'T-38.'
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 6.68A (PrCt)

55494 New Orleans (La.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
1 map : col. ; 58 x 43 cm. on sheet 61 x 46 cm.
Some streets marked with blue and orange crayon.
Annotated 'U-39.'
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 6.69A (PrCt)

55495 New Orleans (La.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps<<>>Road maps

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Metropolitan New Orleans info-map: Gulf.
Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1941].
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 58 x 43 cm. on sheet 61 x 46 cm.
Panel no. Gulf S. P. 1588-A.
Plate no. W. 39114.
Verso includes pictorial views and regional map:
Annotated 'W-41.'
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 6.70A (PrCt)

55496 New Orleans (La.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Metropolitan New Orleans info-map: Gulf.
Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1946].
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 54 x 43 cm. on sheet 61 x 46 cm.
Plate no. 6-4039114-3.
Verso includes pictorial views and regional map:
Gulf: Metropolitan New Orleans info-map. Plate no. 6-4039114-3.
Annotated '46.'
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 5.15 (PrCt)

55497 New Orleans (La.) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Metropolitan New Orleans info-map: Gulf.
Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1947].
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 54 x 43 cm. on sheet 61 x 46 cm.
On panel: Form S. P. 2659.
Plate no. 7-4039114-4.
Verso includes pictorial views and regional map:
Gulf: Metropolitan New Orleans info-map. Plate no. 7-4039114-4.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 5.26 (PrCt)

55498 New Orleans (La.) - Maps - 1950 - Road maps
Metropolitan New Orleans info-map: Gulf.
Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1950].
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 43 x 58 cm. on sheet 46 x 61 cm.
On panel: Form S. P. 2659.
Added title: Gulf: New Orleans street map:
info-map. Plate no. 504912.
Verso includes: Gulf: Metropolitan New Orleans info-map. Plate no. 0-493866-1. -- 'Vieux Carre' (Old Square) or French Quarter. Plate no. 4913.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 5.4A (PrCt)

55499 New Orleans (La.) - Maps - 1950 - Road maps
Authors: Hirschwitz, A. -- Quality Printers (New Orleans, La.) -- Chicago Historical Society
1 map; 22 x 34.25 inches
Street index in side margins; text on verso.
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.
CHS Coll., Map no. 342 (PrCt)

55500 New Orleans (La.) - Maps - 1954 - Road maps
New Orleans Region (La.) - Maps - 1954 - Road maps
New Orleans, La.) - Maps - 1954 - Road maps
Metropolitan New Orleans tourgide map / Gulf.
[Chicago]: Rand McNally & Company, [1954?].
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 43 x 58 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: New Orleans street map
Plate no. 4-534912-1
Maps on verso (21 x 19 cm. and 21 x 28 cm.):
Metropolitan New Orleans -- Vieux Carré (Old Square) or French Quarter.
Panel art: New Orleans street scene; Gulf logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1067 (PrCt)

55501 New Orleans (La.) - Maps - 1956 - Civil defense - Road maps
New Orleans metropolitan area basic evacuation plan. Chicago, Ill. ; San Jose, Calif. H.M. Gousha Company, c1956.
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- New Orleans (La.), Civil Defense -- H.M. Gousha Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 43 x 65 cm.
Plate no. 8-DD-771-S.
Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Company Collection (Newberry Library).
map4F G4014.N5R6 1956 .G6 (PrCt)

55502 New Orleans (La.) - Maps - 1958 - Civil defense - Road maps
New Orleans metropolitan area basic evacuation
New Orleans Office of Civil Defense for citizens in the event of an "enemy nuclear attack."

Panel art: nuclear mushroom cloud; Civil Defense logo.

Plate no. 10-II-771-S.

Issued folded to 23 x 12 cm.

Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Company Collection (Newberry Library).


New Orleans (La.) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps


Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 42 x 81 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: New Orleans street map

Plate no. 6-624912-4

Map on verso (20 x 38 cm.): Business District, Vieux Carré (Old Square) or French Quarter.

Panel art: color photo of St. Louis Cathedral.


Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 1132 (PrCt)
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Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (88 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Revised edition."
On p. 88: Copyright certificate #TX 3-418-431
$12.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-94856-3
RMcN StrFdr 1992 .N483 (PrCt)

55518 New Orleans (La.) - Maps - 1994 - Road maps
New Orleans Region (La.) - Maps - 1994 - Road maps
New Orleans & vicinity StreetFinder. Skokie, Ill.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (96 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
New updated edition."
$14.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-90890-1
RMcN StrFdr 1994 .N483 (PrCt)

55519 New Orleans (La.) - Maps - 1996 - Road maps
New Orleans Region (La.) - Maps - 1996 - Road maps
New Orleans & vicinity StreetFinder. Skokie, Ill.
Rand McNally , 1996.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (96 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
New updated edition."
$15.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-96933-1
RMcN StrFdr 1996 .N483 (PrCt)

55520 New Orleans (La.) - Maps - 2002 - Road maps
New Orleans Region (La.) - Maps - 2002 - Road maps
New Orleans & vicinity StreetFinder. Skokie, Ill.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (107, 37 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
$19.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

RMcN StrFdr 2002 .N483 (PrCt)

55521 New Orleans (La.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps
New Orleans Region (La.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps
New Orleans & vicinity StreetFinder. [Skokie, Ill.]
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (107, 2-36 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
$19.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN StrFdr 2004 .N483 (PrCt)

55522 New Orleans (La.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps
New Orleans Region (La.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps
New Orleans & vicinity StreetFinder. Skokie, Ill.
Rand McNally , 2006 [i.e. 2005].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally and Company. Street guide -- Rand
McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Dated 2006, but received by the Newberry
Library in 2005.
Cover title: New Orleans street guide: including
portions of St. Tammany, St. Charles, and
Orleans parishes.
"8th edition" --cover.
$19.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528855417
RMcN StrFdr 2006 .N483 (PrCt)

55523 New Orleans (La.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps
New Orleans EasyFinder : Local street detail.
Chicago : Rand McNally, c2006.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally and Company. EasyFinder -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; fold. to 24 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Uniform title: EasyFinder
Laminated.
Copyright 2006 but shipped to Newberry Library
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
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confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4890 (PrCt)

55551 New Orleans Region (La.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps<<<New Orleans (La.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps<<<Road maps
Shell map of metropolitan New Orleans. Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5470 (PrCt)

Hertz Rent a Car map of New Orleans and vicinity. [Chicago] : Rand McNally & Company, [1959?].
Authors: Hertz Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 23 x 32 cm., folded to 22 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: New Orleans and vicinity
Plate no. R.L. 59 S 128
Inset (17 x 23 cm.): Downtown New Orleans
Includes illustration of car with "1960" on the front license plate.
Identifies Hertz office locations.
Panel art: Jackson Square.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1400 (PrCt)

55553 New Orleans Region (La.) - Maps - 1960 - Road maps<<<New Orleans (La.) - Maps - 1960 - Road maps<<<French Quarter (New Orleans, La.) - Maps - 1960 - Road maps<<<Road maps
New Orleans / American Oil Company. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Company, [1960?].
Authors: American Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x68 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Street map of New Orleans.
Plate no. 0-564912-5.
Map on verso (21 x 38 cm.): Business District, Vieux Carré (Old Square) or French Quarter.
Panel art: "Amoco" logo and color photo of Jackson Square.
Handstamp: "Jun 3 1960."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2930 (PrCt)

55554 New Orleans Region (La.) - Maps - 1964 - Road maps<<<New Orleans (La.) - Maps - 1964 - Road maps<<<Hertz Corporation - Maps - 1964<<<Road maps
Hertz Rent a Car New Orleans vicinity map. [Chicago] : Rand McNally & Co., [1964?].
Authors: Hertz Corporation -- Hertz System, Inc. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 39 x 53 cm., folded to 22 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: New Orleans and vicinity.
© Hertz System, Inc., 1964 ...
Plate no. R.L. 64 S 40.
Inset (15 x 17 cm.): New Orleans La.
Identifies Hertz office locations.
Panel art: "Amoco" logo and color photo of New Orleans French Quarter (Vieux Carré).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1401 (PrCt)

55555 New Orleans Region (La.) - Maps - 1972 - Road maps<<<New Orleans (La.) - Maps - 1972 - Road maps<<<French Quarter (New Orleans, La.) - Maps - 1972 - Road maps<<<Road maps
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 81 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.
"1972 edition."
Panel title.
Added title: New Orleans street map.
Plate no.72624912-10.
Inset (5 x 7 cm.): Key map.
Map on verso (20 x 38 cm.): Business District, Vieux Carré (Old Square) or French Quarter.
Panel art: Shell logo and color illustration of New Orleans French Quarter (Vieux Carré).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2494 (PrCt)

Handstamp: "Jun 3 1875."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2930 (PrCt)
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Lithographing Co., [1875].
Authors: New Orleans, Saint Bernard and Plaquemines Rail Road Company -- New Orleans Lithographing Co. -- Illinois Central Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 43 x 41 cm.
Chartered ... 1875, by the General Assembly of the State of Louisiana.'
Shows railroads in southeastern Louisiana; details the 104-mile route from 'New Orleans to Port Eads: ... from depot in New Orleans to the terminus at the mouth of the Mississippi River.'
Detached from Prospectus of the New Orleans, St. Bernard and Plaquemines Rail Road Company, 1875.
2003
temp Illinois Central map4F G4011.P3 1875 N4 (PrCt)

55557 New Providence Island (Bahamas) - Maps - 1733
Authors: Popple, Henry, d. 1743
1 map ; 8 x 8 cm.
Inset on facsimile of Popple, Henry. Map of the British Empire in America... (London, 1733).
map4F 3300 sht. 12 (PrCt)

55558 New River Gorge National River (W.V.) - White-water canoeing - 1989
Authors: New River Scenic Whitewater Tours, inc.
1 leaflet (5-fold) : col. photos, maps ; fold. to 22 x 10 cm

55559 New South Wales (Australia) - Maps - 1825<>Australia - Maps - 1825
A Map of New South Wales. 1825.
Authors: Souter, John, fl. 1814-1847 -- Tyrer, J. (James) -- New South Wales. Central Mapping Authority
1 map ; 32 x 42 cm.
Inset : New Holland or Australia.
Facsimile of original published London, 1825; original in the Mitchell Library.
84-68107
4152
map4F G8970 1825 .S6 1982 (PrCt)

55560 New South Wales - Discovery and Exploration<>Discoveries in Geography, English
Captain James Cook & his voyages of discovery in the Pacific. [1970?].
Authors: Thrower, Norman Joseph William
BHC 2331
Vert 1883 (PrCt)

55561 New South Wales - Maps - 1786-1792<>Australia - Maps - 1786-1792
Authors: Bradley, William -- Ure Smith -- New South Wales Public Library -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
2 v. : 22 maps ; 250 x 202 mm.
1st ed.
facsMs,22Charts+29views
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

55562 New South Wales - Maps - 1822<>Australia - Maps - 1822<>Port Jackson (N.S.W.) - Maps - 1822<>Tasmania - Maps - 1822
Chart of New South Wales, Van Diemen's Land &c. / J. Aspen, del. ; Hewitt sculp. Buckingham Place. [Edinburgh : s.n., 1822?].
Authors: Aspin, Jehoshaphat, active 18th century-19th century -- Hewitt, N. R. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1822?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
4 maps : hand col. ; 48 x 44 and smaller, on sheet 53 x 69 cm.
Collective title at upper right.
Map contents: Surveys in the interior of New South Wales -- New Holland [location map] -- British settlements at Port Jackson, &c. -- Van Diemen's Land from the most recent authorities and surveys
In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ...
(Edinburgh ; London ; Dublin : Printed by G. Ramsay and Co. for J. Thomson and Co. ; Baldwin, Cradock and Joy ; John Cumming, 1821 [i.e. 1822?]), v. 2, map 75.
Engraved '75' at upper right.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1821, v. 2, map 75 (NLO)

55563 New South Wales - Maps - 1829<>Australia - Maps - 1829<>Port Jackson (N.S.W.) - Maps - 1829<>Tasmania - Maps - 1829
Chart of New South Wales, Van Diemen's Land &c. / J. Aspen, del. ; Hewitt sculp. Buckingham Place. [Edinburgh : s.n., 1829?].
Authors: Aspin, Jehoshaphat, active 18th century-19th century -- Hewitt, N. R. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ...
(1829) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
4 maps : hand col. ; 48 x 45 and smaller, on sheet 53 x 74 cm.
Collective title at upper right.
Map contents: Surveys in the interior of New South Wales -- New Holland [location map] -- British settlements at Port Jackson, &c. -- Van Diemen's Land from the most recent authorities and surveys.
In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (Edinburgh ; London ; Dublin : Printed by H. & J. Pillans, for John Thomson ; Baldwin & Cradock ; John Cumming, 1829), map 75.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Engraved 'No. 75' at upper right.
Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1829 map 75 (NLO)

55564 New South Wales - Maps - 1833>>>Sydney (N.S.W.) - Maps - 1833
New South Wales. London : Chapman and Hall, 1833 [i.e.1844].
Maps of the Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (1844) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 38 x 32 cm.
'From the M.S. maps in the Colonial Office, the surveys of the Austrail. Agricultt. Company, and the routes of Allan Cunningham.'
Inset (15 x 7 cm.): Sydney.
In: Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge.
oversize Ayer 135 .S67 1844 v. 2, pl. [158] (PrCt)

55565 New South Wales - Maps - 1851>>>Sydney (N.S.W.) - Maps - 1851 - Pictorial works
Authors: Rapkin, J. -- Tallis, John, 1817-1876 -- Rogers, J., fl. 1851 -- Warren, H., fl. 1851 -- Martin, Robert Montgomery, 1803?-1868. Tallis's illustrated atlas, and modern history of the world ... (1851)
1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 22 cm.
Inset views (8 x 10 cm. and smaller): Seal of New South Wales -- Sydney Cove -- The Murray -- Xanthorrhoea.
In: Martin, Robert Montgomery. Tallis's illustrated atlas, and modern history of the world ... (London ; New York : J. Tallis, 1851) pl. [48].
folio G1019 .M197 1851 pl. [48] (PrCt)

55566 New South Wales - Maps - 1853

Authors: Lowry, Joseph Wilson, 1803-1879 -- Harper & Brothers -- Chapman and Hall -- Lowry, Joseph Wilson, 1803-1879. Lowry's Universal atlas constructed and engraved from the most recent authorities (1853)
1 map : col. ; 22 x 28 cm.
In: Lowry, Joseph Wilson. Lowry's Universal atlas constructed and engraved from the most recent authorities (New York : Harper and Brothers, 1853) pl. [43].
Printed plate nos. 'D', '64' and '13.'
Continued southward on adjacent sheet: New South Wales and part of Victoria.
folio G 10 .525 pl. [43] (PrCt)

55567 New South Wales - Maps - 1853<<<>>>Sydney (N.S.W.) - Maps - 1853<<<>>>Port Jackson (N.S.W.) - Maps - 1853<<<>>>Botany Bay (N.S.W.) - Maps - 1853
Authors: Lowry, Joseph Wilson, 1803-1879 -- Harper & Brothers -- Chapman and Hall -- Lowry, Joseph Wilson, 1803-1879. Lowry's Universal atlas constructed and engraved from the most recent authorities (1853)
1 map : col. ; 41 x 27 cm.
Inset (9 x 9 cm.): Port Jackson and Botany Bay enlarged.
In: Lowry, Joseph Wilson. Lowry's Universal atlas constructed and engraved from the most recent authorities (New York : Harper and Brothers, 1853) pl. [44].
Printed plate nos. 'D', '65' and '15.'
Continued northward on adjacent sheet: New South Wales north.
folio G 10 .525 pl. [44] (PrCt)

55568 New South Wales - Maps - 1874<<<>>>Australia - Maps - 1874
Atlas of the settled counties of New South Wales III : with ... a road and distance map of the entire colony. Sydney : Basch, [1874].
Authors: Basch & Company [1] l., 20 double col. maps (1 fold) ; 44 cm. Compiled 'from the latest government surveys ... and the geographical and geological information from the works of ... Wentworth, Lang, Hovel and Hume [et al.]
Phillips 3255.
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 1200. G 10216.07 (NLO)

55569 New South Wales - Maps - 1885
Authors: Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- Adam and Charles Black (Firm). Black's general atlas of the world ... (1885)
1 map : col. ; 39 x 29 cm.
New South Wales - Maps - 1910-1919
Authors: William Collins Sons and Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- William Collins Sons and Co. The Collegiate atlas ... [191?-]
1 map : col. ; 22 x 29 cm.
In: William Collins Sons and Co. The Collegiate atlas : consisting of forty-four maps of modern geography, embracing all the latest discoveries and changes in boundaries and eighteen maps of historical geography, with copious index (Glasgow, London, and Edinburgh : William Collins, Sons, & Company, [191?-]), [plate 31 A].
Printed plate number "A" on thumb index at right.
"Aus: New S. Wales" in oversize manuscript lettering on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .C625 1936 (NLO)

New South Wales - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
New South Wales - Maps - 1939 - Railroads
Gregory's guide to New South Wales : ... containing an exhaustive list of towns, villages and smaller settlements, with distances by rail and from railway stations and by mail routes and fuller information relating to the larger country centers : together with high-class interlocking scale maps, clearly showing the rail and road systems of N.S.W. ... Sydney : Gregory Publishing Co. ; Published for distribution by National Roads and Motorists' Association (N.S.W.), N.S.W. Government Tourist Bureau, [1939?].
1 atlas (132 p.) : 38 maps ; 24 cm.
Maps by C.B.
Copyright to maps held by A.G.B. Co. Ltd.
Scale [1:506,880].
State maps and key to sectional maps of scale 1 in. to 80 miles; scale not given for sectional maps.
First published 1935.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G2756.P1 G74 1936 (NLO)

New South West - Maps - 1855-1858
Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's atlas of the world ... (1855-1856)
1 map : hand col. ; 28 x 36 cm.
oversize G 10 .185 v.1, pl. 46 (PrCt)

New Southwest - Maps - 1857-1859
Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's general atlas ... (1857)
1 map : hand col. ; 29 x 36 cm.
oversize G 10 .188 pl. 48 (PrCt)

New Southwest - Maps - 1859-1861
Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's atlas of America ... (1859) -- Johnson & Browning
1 map : hand col. ; 29 x 36 cm.
In: Colton George Woolworth. Colton's atlas of America, illustrating the physical and political geography of North and South America and the West India islands (New York : J.H. Colton and Co., 1859), pl. [46]. Printed plate 'No. 51.' Map copyrighted 1855.
Case oversize G1100 .C6 1859 pl. 46 (PrCt)

New Spain - Church History
Slides - Cartography in art - Slides - Maps in art
Missionaries in sixteenth century New Spain

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)


Authors: Williams, Jerry M., 1952- -- Hermon Dunlap Smith Center for the History of Cartography
6 slides : (1 col.) + 1 booklet (15 p. ; 16 cm.).
Title from accompanying booklet.
(The Newberry Library slide set ; no. 15).
Occasional paper (Columbus Quincentennial Program in Transatlantic Encounters) ; 10.
The tenth in a series of occasional papers relating to ... the Columbus Quincentennial Program in Transatlantic Encounters'--p. 2.
Reproductions of original works from 1553-1596.
Contents: Catechism -- Model of what friars do in the New World of the Indies -- The didactic play.
Case GA201 N49 no.15 (NLO)

55579

New York (N.Y.) - Description and travel - 1937-1943 - Manhattan (New York, N.Y.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Authors: National Distillers and Chemical Corporation -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- National Distillers Products Corporation SEE National Distillers and Chemical Corporation
32 p. : ill., map ; 16 x 8 cm.
Map on p. 24-25 (9 x 16 cm): Map of Midtown. Bottom margin includes directory keyed to hotels A-O.
Cover art: illustration of American Legionnaires marching over aerial view of Manhattan.
Title page handstamped "Received ... Sep 26 1937, Rand McNally & Co. ..."; initialled "CH" in pencil.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1770 (PrCt)

55580

The New "Red book" information, street & subway guide to New York City, Manhattan and Bronx boroughs : with indexed map, also sectional maps : official information of streets, house numbers, trolley lines, elevated routes, churches, hospitals, clubs, schools, hotels, banks, office buildings, parks, subways, theatres, etc. New York : Interstate Map Co., c1922.
Authors: Interstate Map Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
186 p. : 7 maps ; 16 cm.
Cover title: Red book information and guide to New York, Manhattan and the Bronx boroughs Folded map pasted to inside back cover.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes F128.18 .N48 1922 (NLO)

55581

A Home geography of New York City / by
Includes "Birds-eye view of the Five Boroughs" by Moses King.
Publisher's illustrated blue cloth binding.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Full text of another copy available on Internet Archive website (accessed July 2012): http://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gdc/scd0001.0007673841
LC Card Number: 05036485
Baskes F128.3 S87 1905 (NLO)

55582 New York (N.Y.) - Guidebooks - 1895
Handy guide to New York City, Brooklyn, Staten Island and other suburbs included in the greater New York. Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., 1895.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library) 210, xviii p. : ill. ; 17 cm.
Stamped on front panel: Compliments of Edwin A. Thrall, 3 Maiden Lane, New York.' Condition: Bound in limp red cloth; loose, front leaf detached, else good. Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection. Previous location: B-22
AMcN III PC 150 (PrCt)

55583 New York (N.Y.) - Guidebooks - 1896
Inscribed by Elise Alles, East Orange, N. J.
Condition: Cloth covers, few loose pages, else fine.
AMcN III PC 1090 (PrCt)

55584 New York (N.Y.) - Guidebooks - 1904
Condition: Paper covers loose, part of spine missing. Good. Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection. Previous location: McNally's vault B 18
AMcN III PC 900 (PrCt)

55585 New York (N.Y.) - Historical geography - Maps - 1609-1783 Manhattan (New York, N.Y.) -
Authors: MacCoun, Townsend, 1845-1932 -- L.L. Poates Engr'g Co.
1 atlas (5 maps : col.) ; 80 x 122 cm. or smaller, fold. to 27 cm.
Cover title.
'L.L. Poates Engr'g Co., N.Y.'
Shows the historical and physical setting of New York City (Manhattan Island) in the early stages of its discovery and settlement.
Contents: 1609-the island of Manhattan (Mannahtin) at the time of its discovery / by Henry Hudson [from Waterford to Sandy Hook] -- 1653-1664-Amsterdam in New Netherland : the city of the Dutch West India Company -- 1730-New York, the English colonial city -- 1783-Manhattan Island at the close of the Revolution : showing the American city with its landmarks and the Revolutionary fortifications on the island / by Townsend MacCoun.
Scales differ.
Relief shown by shading on some maps.
The 1609 and 1783 maps of Manhattan also show alignments of the future major streets.
Orientation differs.
Includes notes.
Phillips 3838
LC Card Number 96686317
G 10851 .54 (NLO)

Authors: Harris, M. A., 1908- -- Salk, Erwin -- Greenwood Pub. Corp.
xiii, 113 p. : ill., maps, ports. ; 22 cm.
Contents: In old New York -- City Hall -- Greenwich Village -- Union Square and Madison Square -- Times Square -- Radio City -- Central Park -- Harlem.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 111-113).
Series: Contributions in Afro-American and African studies ; 16.
Series statement on errata slip.
Inscribed to Erwin Salk by the author.
F128.9.N3 H35 1968 (NLO)

55587 New York (N.Y.) - Historical geography - Maps
- 1980-1989<<>>Historical atlases
Authors: Mollenkopf, John H., 1946- -- Simon and Schuster, inc. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (xii, 108 p.) : col. ill., 61 col. maps ; 29 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 98-101) and index.
Scale not given.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 93025096
ISBN 0136162932 ; 9780136162933
Baskes folio G1254.N4E1 M6 1993 (NLO)

55588 New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1625-1988 - Land use
Authors: Palazzo, Nicholas A. -- Castelli, Lou -- Pilgrim, Michael -- New York (N.Y.) City Planning Commission
1 map : col. ; 90 x 68 cm.
Scale 1:63,360.
5064
map6F G3804.N4G43 1988 N4 (PrCt)

55589 New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1625 - Landowners
Landowners<<<-West-Indische Compagnie (Netherlands) - Land Grants<<<-Land Grants
- West-Indische Compagnie (Netherlands)<<<-Landowners - Maps
Map of the original grants of village lots from the Dutch West India Company to the inhabitants of New Amsterdam. New York : [New York County (N.Y.). Office of the Chief Surveyor?], 19--.
1 map : 27 x 22 cm.
Shows land ownership in New York City ca. 1625.
Reduced negative photostatic reproduction of the original published in 1857, held in the New York County Hall of Records.
temp map1F G3804.N4 16-- V3 19-- (PrCt)

55590 New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1639<<<-Counties - Maps
Authors: Library of Congress

55591 New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1650 - Pictorial works - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<<-Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
De Stadt Nieuw Amsterdam ... Manhattans in Nieuw Nederlant. [19--?].
1 view : col. ; on sheet 28 x 59 cm.
Facsimile of ca. 1650 manuscript; location of original unknown.
Includes references a-i and k.
Gift 2002.
temp map4F G3804.N4A3 1650 S7 19-- (PrCt)

55592 New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1661 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<<-Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Authors: Map Library (British Library). Manuscript (K. Top. CXXI.35)
1 map : col. ; 55 x 69 cm.
Known as the 'Duke's plan.'
Facsimile of 1664 manuscript map in the British Library.
Scale [ca. 1:2,300].
ICN78
map4F G3804.N4 1664 D4 1975 (PrCt)

55593 New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1661 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<<-Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
A Description of the towne of Mannados or New Amsterdam ... [196-?].
Authors: Moore, George Henry, 1873-1929 -- Sims, Richard, 1816-1898 -- Argosy Book Stores, New York
1 map : col. ; 56 x 71 cm.
Known as the 'Duke's plan.'
Facsimile of redrawn 1664 manuscript map.
Scale [ca. 1:2,300].
M1270
map4F G3804.N4 1664 D4 1963- (PrCt)

- 1665 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<<-Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
A Map of 'the Island of Manhados,' [Manhattan] and a part of Long Island; drawn about 1665; with a plan of New York. [19--].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1665 manuscript.

55595 New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1682 - Pictorial works<<<-Northeastern States - Maps
- 1682
Novi Belgii novaeque Anglieae nec non partis Virginae tabula multis locis tabula. Amsterdam : C. Allard, [1682?].
Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Allard,
Carel, 1648-ca. 1709 -- Allard, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709. Atlas minor sive tabulæ geographicæ ... [1682?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 ms. map : hand col. ; 46 x 55 cm.
In: Allard, Carel. Atlas minor sive tabulæ geographicæ pro ecipuorum regnorum regionum, insularum, provinciarum, etc. (Amsterdam : C. Allard, 1682?) pl. 98.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .A4 A pl. 98 (PrCt)

55596


A Sand draught of New-York Harbour. [ca. 1687].
1 ms. map : hand col. ; 550 x 427 mm.
Nautical chart compiled by Phillip Wells, active as a coastal surveyor in New England during the 1680s. Probably compiled in 1687; cf. photo of his Boston Harbor chart at the Boston Public Library (Newberry map1F oG3764.B6P55 1687 W4 1986) and see Bulletin of the Public Library of Boston v. 12 no. 92 (April 1893) p. [89]-[90]. See also typescript notes by David Buisseret in Map Information File, and photo of Wells' 1686 chart of the Atlantic coast held by the British Library; photo forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Scale [ca. 1:519,000]. 'A scale of [20] English miles' [= 71 mm.].
Depths shown with soundings; relief shown pictorially.
Pen-and-ink and watercolor (orange, green, brown, yellow, red); mounted on cloth.
Similar to charts produced by the 'Thames' or 'Drapers' School' of mapmakers; cf. Tony Campbell, 'The Drapers' Company and its school of seventeenth century chart-makers' in Wallis and Tyacke (eds.) My head is a map ... (London, 1973) p. 81-106.
Acquired 1893 at auction of C.F. Libbie and Co. in Boston; see Catalogue of the American library of the late American library of the late Mr. George Brinley of Hartford, Conn. (Hartford: Case, Lockwood & Brainard, 1878-1983) v. 5, p. 144, no. 9317.
Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 55.
Photographic transparency available in Spec.

55597

Cat.No.5 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map

55598

Authors: Franquelin, Jean Baptiste Louis -- Pinart, A. L. (Alphonse Louis), 1852-1911 -- Dufossé, E. -- France. Service hydrographique. Archives. 135-1-1 -- Chicago Historical Society 1 map ; 33 x 49 cm. on sheet 64 x 88 cm.
Facsimile of 1693 manuscript held by the Service hydrographique. Archives. 135-1-1.
Detached from Pinart, Alphonse Louis, Recueil de cartes, plans et vues relatifs aux États-Unis et au Canada, New York, Boston, Montreal, Québec, Louisbourg, 1651-1731 (Paris: E. Dufossé, 1893) pl. no. [3]
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.
Duplicate copy: oversize Ayer 136 .P6 1893 For photostat of original ms., see MapPhoto France ASH 135-1-1
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.

CHS Coll., Map no. 195 (PrCt)

55599

1 map

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)


New York and Perth Amboy Harbours. [19--]. Authors: Bibliothèque nationale (France). Estampes Vd. 21 (1) -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map Photostatic reproduction of 18th-century manuscript. Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

MapPhoto France BN Estampes Vd. 21 (1) (PrCt)

55601 New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1731<<<Manhattan (New York, N.Y.) - Maps - 1731
A Plan of the City of New York from an actual survey / made by James Lyne. [S.I. s.n., 18-?]. Authors: Lyne, James, fl. 1730 -- Bradford, William, 1663-1752 -- Chicago Historical Society 1 map ; 43 x 55 cm.

CHS Coll., Map no. 194 (PrCt)


MapPhoto England BL Add. Ms. 14036a sht. 12 (PrCt)


55604 New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1760 - Harbors - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<<Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Plan of York Harbor ... taken in August, 1760. [19--]. Authors: Rogers, David, fl. 1760 -- British Library. Add. Ms. 14036a -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map Photostatic reproduction of 1760 manuscript.

MapPhoto England BL Add. Ms. 14036a (PrCt)

55605 New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1763
A Plan of the city of New-York, reduced from an actual survey ... 1763. Ithaca, N. Y. Historic Urban Plans, 1964. Authors: Maerschalck, Francis -- Andrew, Peter -- Rocque, Mary Ann -- Historic Urban Plans (Firm) 1 map ; 24 x 41 cm. Facsimile of map originally published London, 1763. Scale [ca.1:6,500]. 'N[umber 209 of an edition limited to 500 copies.' Oriented with north AT upper right. Based on Maerschalck's map of 1755. Includes key to locations.

map2F 3804.N4.1 (PrCt)

55606 New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1766

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Facsimile of original published London, 1766. Scale [ca. 1:6,500]. Relief shown by hachures. Oriented with north at upper right.

Inset: A Chart of the entrance to New York from Sandy Hook ....

Includes descriptive note and 'references.'

Dedication: To ... Thos. Gage ... John Montresor.

70-856
map4F 3804.N4.1 (PrCt)

55607 New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1766 - Harbors - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles

Plan of Governor's, Kennedy's, and Brown's Island[s] and Red Hook together with part of the Bay and soundings, shewing the position they bear to each other and to New York, September 18th. 1766. [197-?].

Authors: Montrésor, John, 1736-1799 -- Gage, Thomas, 1721-1787 -- Porter, William B. -- Faden, William, 1749-1836 -- Faden map collection

Photocopy of 1766 manuscript forming part of the Faden map collection (no. 96) at the Library of Congress.

‘By John Montresor, engineer.’

‘By order of His Excellency Major General Gage, Commander in Chief of His Majesty's forces in North America.’

Original signed signed in different ink: W.B. Porter.

Scale 1:4,800; 400 ft. to an in.

Imperfect: Margins torn. Relief shown by hachures; soundings shown in fathoms.


http://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g3804n.ar108600

Series: [Faden map collection ; 96]

Cf. OCLC 5564710
map2F 3804.N4.5 (PrCt)

55608 New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1770<>New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1770 - Pictorial works<>Wall maps


Authors: Ratzer, Bernard -- Kitchin, Thomas, 1718-1784 -- Moore, Henry, Sir, 1713-1769 -- Tayloue, Ltd. (firm), Maidenhead, Eng. -- Map Library (British Library)

1 map ; col ; 121 x 91 cm. + text (1 leaf)

Facsimile of original published 1770; reproduced from original in the British Library (K.Top.CXXI.36b).

M233
map6F G3804.N4 1770 R3 1975 (PrCt)

55611 New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1776

... Plan of the city of New-York & its environs to

Greenwich, on the North or Hudsons River, and to Crown Point, on the East or Sound River, shewing the several streets, publick buildings, docks, fort & battery, with the true form & course of the commanding grounds, with and without the town. Survey’d in the winter, 1775. [London], 1775.

Authors: Montréor, John, 1736-1799 -- Gage, Thomas, 1721-1787 -- Andrews, Peter, fl. 1765-1782 -- Dury, Andrew -- Rocque, John, 1762 -- Rocque, Mary Ann -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 64 x 53 cm.

In Rocque, John. A Set of plans and forts in America reduced from actual surveys ([London: Mary Ann Rocque], 1765) no. 1.

Scale [ca. 1:6,300]. Relief shown by hachures. Oriented with north at upper right. Includes a note on the city and references to 31 locations.

Inset: A Chart of the entrance to New-York from Sandy Hook ....

Dedication: To ... Thos. Gage, esqr. ... John Montresor.

VAULT Ayer 135 .R68 1765 no. 1 (PrCt)

55610 New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1775

Plan de New-York et des environs. [197-?].


1 map ; 60 x 50 cm. on 2 sheets

‘Levé par Montrésor, ingénieur en 1775.’ Photocopy of original published Paris: Chez le Rouge, 1777; reproduced from original in the Rochambeau collection at the Library of Congress.

Scale [ca. 1:6,336]. Relief shown by hachures. Includes index to points of interest, text, and inset 'Port de New-York', scale [ca. 1:126,720].

Series: Rochambeau collection ; 23

LC Maps of North America, 1750-1789, no. 1106. Available also through the Library of Congress website as a raster image (January 2005):

http://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g3804n.ar110600

Cf. OCLC 5565269
map2F 3804.N4.4 (PrCt)

55609 New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1775

A Plan of the city of New-York & its environs to

... Plan of the city of New-York ... survey'd in 1767. London : Jeffreys & Faden, 1776.


1 map ; 59 x 89 cm.

Dedication of 6 lines at head of title, beginning:

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

To His Excellency, Sr. Henry Moore... .
Scale [ca. 1:4,850].
Relief shown by hachures.
Includes references.
Dedication: To ... Sir Henry Moore, Bart. Bernd.
Ratzen [?].
In: Faden, William. The North American atlas, selected from the most authentic maps, charts, plans, &c. hitherto published (London : Printed for William Faden ..., 1777), pl. [19].
map7C 4, pl. 19 (PrCt)

55612 New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1776
To His Excellency Sr. Henry Moore, bart., captain general and governour ... his plan of the city of New York ... survey'd in 1767. Ithaca, N.Y.
1 map ; 53 x 81 cm.
Facsimile of original published London: Jefferys & Faden, 1776.
Scale [ca. 1:5,400] reduced from [ca. 1:4,850].
Relief shown by hachures.
Includes numbered index to buildings.
70-856
OCLC 8355566
map4F 3804.N4.2 (PrCt)

55613 New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1776 - Harbors - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Attaque de l'armée des Provinciaux dans Long Island, du 27 août 1776. [19-].
Authors: France. Service hydrographique.
Bibliothèque. C 4044-12 -- Louis C. Karspinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1776 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karspinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France Guerre Etat Major 7C 208 (PrCt)

55614 New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1776 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
[Plan of the city of New York. 1776?]. [197-?].
Authors: Faden, William, 1749-1836 -- Faden map collection
1 map ; 65 x 50 cm. on 2 sheets
Photocopy of unsigned and untitled manuscript forming part of the Faden map collection (no. 54) at the Library of Congress.
Title and date from LC Maps of North America, 1750-1789, no. 1109.
Series: [Faden map collection ; 54]
map2F 3804.N4.3 (PrCt)

55615 New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1776
New York (N.Y.) - Pictorial works - 1776
Wall maps
1 map ; 100 x 87 cm. on 2 sheets
Engraved by Thomas Kitchen.
Scale 1:9,750. 800 feet per inch.
Relief shown by hachures. Depths shown by soundings.
Includes dedication to 'His Excellency Sr. Henry Moore, Bart., captain general and governour in chief, in & over the Province of New York & the territories depending thereon ....', index to buildings, and 'A Southwest view of the City of New York, taken from the Governours Island at' (19 x 87 cm.)
Bookplate of T.W. Streeter.
Filed in oversize 'Ayer and Greenlee Broadsides' box (vault aisle 52, Dec. 2006).
VAULT oversize Ayer 133 .R195 1776 (NLO)

55616 New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1777 - Harbors - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
[Sketch map of New York harbor]. [19-].
Authors: France. Ministère de la guerre. Archives historiques. 7C 208 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1777 manuscript.
Original ms. forms part of the Guerre Etat-Major archives.
Photocopy forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France Guerre Etat Major 7C 208 (PrCt)

55617 New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1778 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
New York Island. [19-].
Authors: France. Service hydrographique.
Bibliothèque. C 4044-25 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1778 manuscript.
Includes many notes.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France BSH C 4044-25 (PrCt)

55618 New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1780 - Harbors - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
[A Sketch map of New York harbor and vicinity]. [19-].
Authors: France. Ministère des colonies.
Manuscript map -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1780 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Plan of three island situated in the harbor of New York. [19--].
Authors: France. Service hydrographique.
Archives. 135bis-14-7 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1781 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France ASH 135bis-14-7 (PrCt)

Plan of three islands situated in the harbor of New York. [19--].
Authors: France. Service hydrographique.
Archives. 135bis-14-7bis -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1781 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France ASH 135bis-14-7bis (PrCt)

1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1781 manuscript.

Authors: Hills, John, surveyor -- Stiles, Sherman & Smith -- Lozier, John -- Chicago Historical Society
1 map; 12.5 x 11.75 inches
'Drawn & engraved by Stiles, Sherman & Smith from a manuscript in possession of John Lozier, esq.'
Detached from an unidentified text; mounted on linen.
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.
CHS Coll., Map no. 192 (PrCt)

Authors: Hills, John, surveyor -- Smith, J. Calvin (John Calvin) -- Lozier, John -- Brownell, Elijah Ellsworth, b. 1872
1 map; 41 x 39 cm.
'Surveyed by J. Hills, 1782. Re-published E.E. Brownell, 1937. Drawn by J. Calvin Smith, from a manuscript in the possession of John Lozier, Esq.'
Scale [ca. 1:9,000].
Relief shown by hachures.
Also shows wards and areas damaged by fire in 1776 and 1778.
Includes table of 'References.'
Ayer p133 .S647 1937 (NLO)

Authors: France. Service hydrographique.
Archives. 135bis-14-6 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1782 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France ASH 135bis-14-6 (PrCt)

Authors: Stevens, Benjamin Franklin, 1833-1902 -- Great Britain. War Office -- Great Britain. Public Record Office
1 col. map; 123 x 295 cm. in 24 sheets + index map
'Reproduced from the original drawing in the War Office, London.'
Scale [ca. 1:9,750] or 'about 6 1/2 inches to a mile.'
Includes 'references' a-i, k-s.
Original now in the Public Record Office (MR
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

463).
With this is filed 'Beneath New York,' a spread from the September 2009 National Geographic, in which the British Headquarters Map is keyed to a modern aerial photograph of Manhattan.

map2F G3804.N4 1782 .G7 (PrCt)

55626 New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1798 - Harbors - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
-Colored view of The Narrows; drawn by E.P. Brenton, 1798. [19-].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1798 manuscript.
folio Ayer 136 .H91 1907 ser. 1, v. 5, pl. 26 (PrCt)

55627 New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1824
Hooker's new pocket plan of the city of New York. New York : [Hooker?], 1824.
Authors: Hooker, William, 1782-1856 -- Chicago Historical Society
1 map ; 12.5 x 15.5 inches
Mounted on linen.
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.
CHS Coll., Map no. 179 (PrCt)

55628 New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1825
Hooker's new pocket plan of the city of New York. New York : W. Hooker, 1825, c1824.
Authors: Hooker, William, 1782-1856
1 map : hand col. ; 32 x 40 cm. fold. in cover 12 x 8 cm.
Another 12 persons or firms are listed as sellers.
Hooker's engraved advertisement appears inside front cover.
Includes lists of churches, markets, banks, colleges, libraries, theatres, gardens, etc.
Scale [ca. 1:15,400].
map2C 2 (PrCt)

1 map ; 28 x 33 cm., folded to 21 x 15 cm.
Includes English-language 'references' 1-107.
'Scale of half a mile' = 51 mm.
Graff 279 v. 1, between p. opposite p. [190] (PrCt)

55630 New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1835
City of New York. [Philadelphia : Carey & Hart, 1845].
Authors: Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Carey & Hart -- Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858. A New universal atlas ... (1845)
1 map : hand col. ; 37 x 30 cm.
'Entered according to act of Congress in the year 1835 by Henry S. Tanner ....' In: Tanner, Henry Schenck. A New universal atlas ... (Philadelphia : Carey & Hart, 1845) map '11.'
Case oversize G1019 .T2 1845 map 11 (PrCt)

1 map : mounted on cloth ; on composite sheet 32 x 154 cm., folded to 24 x 13 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Added title from oversize lettering in bottom margin: The East River
Authorship, place of publication, and publisher derived from a map of the Hudson River waterfront by Edward Ewen issued in the same report.
Scale [ca. 1:2,490]

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1836
New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1836
City planning
Manhattan (New York, N.Y.) - Maps - 1836
Hudson River (N.Y. and N.J.) - Maps - 1836
City planning - New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1836
Piers - New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1836
Docks - New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1836
Waterfronts - New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1836
Piers - Manhattan (New York, N.Y.) - Maps - 1836
Docks - Manhattan (New York, N.Y.) - Maps - 1836
Waterfronts - Manhattan (New York, N.Y.) - Maps - 1836
Piers - Hudson River (N.Y. and N.J.) - Maps - 1836
Docks - Hudson River (N.Y. and N.J.) - Maps - 1836
Waterfronts - Hudson River (N.Y. and N.J.) - Maps - 1836

Wall maps
Plan & location of the great pier for the North River: also, the soundings of that river and delineation showing the present state of the shore from the Battery to 42nd Street / surveyed November 1836 by Edwd. Ewen, civil engineer.

New York: Lithy. of Hayward & Co. 48 Nassau St., [1836?].


1 map : mounted on linen ; 42 x 277 cm., on composite sheet folded to 24 x 13 cm.

Added title from oversize lettering in bottom margin: The Hudson River shows proposed pier on the Hudson River waterfront in New York City.

Scale [ca. 1:2,520]
Approximate coordinates: (W 74°01'10"--W 73°58'45"--W 73°58'14"--N 40°44'38"--N 40°42'45"--N 40°42'02")

"Note. The figures denote the soundings below high water."

Oriented with north at left.


Printed on 5 or 6 sheets trimmed and joined to form a single composite sheet on cloth backing.

H 67 .622 Maps no. 2 (NLO)

55632

New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1836
New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1836 - City planning
Manhattan (New York, N.Y.) - Maps - 1836
Hudson River (N.Y. and N.J.) - Maps - 1836
City planning - New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1836
Piers - New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1836
Docks - New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1836
Waterfronts - New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1836
Piers - Manhattan (New York, N.Y.) - Maps - 1836
Docks - Manhattan (New York, N.Y.) - Maps - 1836
Waterfronts - Manhattan (New York, N.Y.) - Maps - 1836
Piers - Hudson River (N.Y. and N.J.) - Maps - 1836
Docks - Hudson River (N.Y. and N.J.) - Maps - 1836
Waterfronts - Hudson River (N.Y. and N.J.) - Maps - 1836
Piers - East River (N.Y.) - Maps - 1836
Docks - East River (N.Y.) - Maps - 1836
Waterfronts - East River (N.Y.) - Maps - 1836
New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1731
Manhattan (New York, N.Y.) - Maps - 1731
London (England) - Maps - 1836
Docks - Liverpool (England) - Maps - 1836

Report of the Committee on Wharves, relative to the erection of a great pier in the North River.

New York: Printed by William B. Townsend, [1836?].


[2], [421]-513 p. : 6 maps on 5 folded sheets ; 23 cm.

Report dated "December 7, 1836" on p. 487
Signed "William Strickland, engineer" on p. 490.
Series: Document ; no. 80
Also issued as part of the Documents series published by New York City's Board of Aldermen between 1834-1879: New York (N.Y.). Board of Aldermen. Documents, v. 3 (1836-1837), document 80, p. [419]-513; cf. OCLC 20735108
Map contents: [Map and elevation profile of a proposed pier along an unidentified section of the Hudson River waterfront in New York City / William Strickland, P.A. Mesier & Co. Lith. Wall St. N.Y. (1836?) -- Plan & location of the great pier for the North River. Also the soundings of that river and delineation showing the present state of the shore from the Battery to 42nd Street ... / Surveyed November 1836 by Edwd. Ewen, civil engineer. Lithy. of Hayward & Co. 48 Nassau St., [1836?] -- New York (N.Y.) -- Maps - 1836

Printed on 5 or 6 sheets trimmed and joined to form a single composite sheet on cloth backing.

H 67 .622 Maps no. 1 (NLO)

Maps also cataloged separately.

Five of six maps detached and housed separately.

Digital version of another copy of the report (but not the maps) available online via the HathiTrust Digital Library (accessed October 2012): http://hdl.handle.net/2027/nyp.33433062753664?urlappend=%3Bseq=431

References: Checklist Amer. imprints 39212; cf. LC Card Number: 95854071

55635 New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1837
Map of the city of New-York. 1837.
Authors: Burr, David H., 1803-1875 -- Stiles, Samuel, 1796-1861 -- Disturnell, John, 1801-1877
1 map : hand col. ; 29 x 25 cm.
Detached from New-York as it is, in 1837 (New York: J. Disturnell, 1837) opp. t.p. to Classified mercantile directory [G 8515.23].
temp map1F G3804.N4 1837 D5 (PrCt)

55636 New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1839
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 124 cm.
In Burr, David H. and Simeon De Witt. An Atlas of the State of New York : containing a map of the State and of the several counties (New York: David H. Burr, 1829; republished Ithaca: Stone and Clark, 1839) pl. [2]. 'Third edition' of map; on two sheets pasted together and engraved 'No. 2' and 'No. 3.'
Case oversize G 10851 .13 pl. 2 (PrCt)

55637 New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1840
Authors: Smith, J. Calvin (John Calvin) -- Tanner & Disturnell -- Chicago Historical Society
1 map : hand col. ; 13.5 x 12 inches Mounted on linen.
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.
CHS Coll., Map no. 177 (PrCt)

New York. [London : Chapman and Hall], 1840 [i.e.1844].
Authors: Chapman and Hall -- Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (Great Britain) -- Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (Great Britain). Maps of the Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (1844) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 39 cm. 
Inset views (6 x 15 cm. and 5 x 7 cm.): Broadway from the park -- City Hall.

55639 New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1841 - Distances & Direction of Various Points

Distance & direction of various places from N.Y. ... [Boston : J. W. Wilkins & R. B. Carter, 1841?].
Authors: Bradford, T. G. (Thomas Gamaliel), 1802-1887 -- Bradford, T. G. (Thomas Gamaliel), 1802-1887. A Comprehensive atlas ... (1835, [i.e. 1841?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 chart ; 19 x 19 cm.
folio Ayer 135 .B75 1845 pl. I, p. 172 (PrCt)

55640 New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1847

Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Burroughs, H. N. -- Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868. A New universal atlas containing maps of the various empires, kingdoms, states, and republics of the world ... (1847) 1 map : hand col. : 37 x 30 cm. 
Includes directory of public buildings, squares, markets, hotels, churches, and 'references to Brooklyn.'
In: Mitchell, S. Augustus. A New universal atlas containing maps of the various empires, kingdoms, states, and republics of the world ... (Philadelphia : S. Augustus Mitchell, 1847) pl. '11.
oversize G 10 .579 pl. 11 (PrCt)

55641 New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1847<<>>Railroads - Maps

Authors: Williams, W. (Wellington) -- D. Appleton and Company -- Chicago Historical Society 1 map ; 8 x 7 inches 
Detached from Appleton's railroad and steamboat companion (New York, 1848). 
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.
CHS Coll., Map no. 172 (PrCt)

55642 New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1850

City of New York. [Philadelphia] : Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co., 1850 [i.e. 1852].
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co. -- Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868. Mitchell, S. Augustus. New universal atlas ... (1852) 1 map : hand col. ; 37 x 30 cm. 
Entered according to act of Congress in ... 1850 by Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co. ...' Later edition of map previously published by S.A. Mitchell.
Includes lists of public buildings, hotels and churches.
oversize G1019 .N49 1852 pl. 11 (PrCt)

55643 New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1852

Authors: Wilson, H. (Henry) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : ill., maps ; 14 cm. 
Annual publication begun 1850; ceased publication?
Newberry holdings incomplete, comprised only of 8th edition of 1852 (as of Oct. 2013). 
Includes street directory, location of public buildings, and general information. 
Continues: Great metropolis, or, Guide to New-York Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 33014363 sn 77020368 
Baskes F128.18 .G74 (NLO)

55644 New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1853

Authors: Burr, David H., 1803-1875 -- Francis (C.S.) & Co., New York, pub. 1 map : 45 x 34 cm. 
In Francis (C.S.) & Co. Francis's new guide to the cities of New-York and Brooklyn (New York, 1854) opposite title page. 
Duplicate (photocopy) filed as map2F oG3804.N4 1853 B8 195-.
M1230 G 8515 .31, opposite title page (PrCt)


New-York city & county map with vicinity entire Brooklyn Williamsburgh Jersey City &c. New York : Magnus, [1854?].
Authors: Magnus, Charles -- Chicago Historical Society 1 map : col. ; 20 x 33 inches 
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.
CHS Coll., Map no. 171 (PrCt)

55646 New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1855

Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George...
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth
(Edward Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's atlas of
the world ... (1855-1856)
1 map : hand col. ; 37 x 61 cm.
In: Colton, George Woolworth. Colton's atlas of
the world : illustrating physical and political
geography (New York ; London : J.H. Colton ;
Trübner, 1855-1856) v. 1, pl. [14]. One sheet with
two printed plate numbers, 'No. 17' and 'No. 18.'
oversize G 10.185 v.1, pl. 14 (PrCt)

55647 New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1855<<>>New York
Region - Maps - 1855<<>>Niagara Falls
Region (N.Y. and Ont.) - Maps - 1855
1855.
Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins),
1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George
Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth
(Edward Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's atlas
of the world ... (1855-1856)
1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 28 cm.
In: Colton, George Woolworth. Colton's atlas of
the world : illustrating physical and political
geography (New York ; London : J.H. Colton ;
Trübner, 1855-1856) v. 1, pl. [13]. Printed plate
'No. 15.' Inset maps, 9 x 7 cm. and 9 x 9 cm.:
Vicinity of Niagara Falls -- Vicinity of New York.
oversize G 10.185 v.1, pl. 13 (PrCt)

55648 New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1855 - Pictorial
works
New York, with the city of Brooklyn in the
distance, from the steeple of St. Paul's church,
looking east, south and west. New York, 1855.
Authors: Hill, John William, 1812-1879 -- Paprill,
Henry -- Laing (Joseph) & Co., New York
1 birds-eye-view ; 54 x 94 cm.
Aquatint engraving.
M215
map6F G3804.N4:2M3 1855 H5 (PrCt)

55649 New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1857
Map of New York and the adjacent cities. New
Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins),
1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George
Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth
(Edward Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's
general atlas ... (1857)
1 map : hand col. ; 37 x 62 cm.
In: Colton, George Woolworth. Colton's general
atlas : containing one hundred and seventy steel
plate maps and plans, on one hundred imperial
folio sheets (New York ; London : J.H. Colton ;
Trübner, 1857), pl. [16]. Inset map, 8 x 17 cm.:
Continuation of the city & county of New York on
a reduced scale. One sheet with two printed plate
numbers, 'No. 19' and 'No. 20.' Map copyrighted
1855.
oversize G 10.188 pl. 16 (PrCt)

Region - Maps - 1857<<>>Niagara Falls

55653 New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1863

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes HF5068.N5 W55 (NLO)

55662 New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1884
Authors: Matthews-Northrup Company -- Trow City Directory Company
1 map ; 66 x 40 cm.
‘Prepared expressly for the Trow City Directory Co.’
Scale: 1 mile to 3 inches.
Shows radial distances from City Hall.
Indexed for points of interest.
ICN 42-2842
M 1091
map G 108516 .55 (NLO)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Chicago Historical Society
1 map : col. ; 42.75 x 27 inches
Mounted on linen.
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.
CHS Coll., Map no. 167 (PrCt)

Authors: Robinson, E. (Elisha) -- Pidgeon, R. H. (Roger H.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([86] leaves of plates : 43 double col. maps) ; 50 cm.
[‘By and under the supervision of E. Robinson & R.H. Pidgeon, civil engineers.’]
Lacking title page; author, title and publication information from OCLC record.
Scale [1:2,400]; most maps 200 feet per inch.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 2304
Baskes oversize G3804.N4G46 1885 .R6 (NLO)

55665 New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1887
New Map of New York City, Showing all Ferries and Steamboat Docks, Elevated, Cable, and Cross Town Car Lines. New York : Broadway Central Hotel, [1887?].
Authors: Broadway Central Hotel (New York, N.Y.) -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 32 x 18 cm. folded to 19 x 11 cm.
Title on outside when folded: Pocket Map of New York City Compliments of Broadway Central Hotel. Condition: Some discoloration and chipping at edges, else very good. Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection. Previous location: B-30
AMcN III PC 2840 (PrCt)

55666 New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1888 - Railroads<<>>Railroads - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company. Rand, McNally & Co.’s improved indexed business atlas and shipper’s guide ... (1888) -- Rand McNally and Company. Commercial atlas (1888)
1 map : col. ; 32 x 24 cm.
Title in upper margin.
In Rand, McNally & Co.’s improved indexed business atlas and shipper’s guide ... (Chicago: Rand McNally, 1888) p. 123.
Uniform atlas title: Commercial atlas.
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .C7 1888, p. 123 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)/
1 map, both sides : col. ; 108 x 66 cm., on sheet 58 x 70 cm., folded in covers to 15 x 9 cm.
Shows radial lines at 1-mile intervals.
Northern half of city on verso.
Inset on verso (32 x 35 cm.): Map of lower part of New York City from Washington Square to Battery Park.
Index of street car lines on verso.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
map3C G3804 .N4 1889 .R3 (PrCt)

55668 New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1891
Authors: Ingersoll, Ernest, 1852-1946 -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library)
328, [8] p. :ills. ; 17 cm. + fold. col. map 55 x 67 cm.
Map titled ‘Map of New York City, Brooklyn, Jersey City and vicinity.’ Condition: Loose, paper covers detached, fair. Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection. Previous location: B-22
AMcN III PC 160 (PrCt)

55669 New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1891<<>>Manhattan (New York, N.Y.) - Maps - 1891
Map of New York City : showing portions of Brooklyn, Jersey City, and Westchester Co. Chicago : Rand, McNally & Co., c1891.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm., folded to 13 x 6 cm.
"Rand, McNally & Co.'s new business atlas map of New York City. Copyright 1891..." -- beneath scale bar.
Inset (31 x 27 cm.): Business portion of New York City on enlarged scale.
Detached from missing covers.
Poor condition; separated into two pieces.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
map3C G3804 .N4 1891 .R3 (PrCt)

District maps of the Charity Organization Society of the City of N.Y. [New York : Charity Organization Society of the City of New York], 1898.
Authors: Charity Organization Society of the City of New York -- Plumb, W. H., active 1898
1 atlas : 12 maps ; 24 x 32 cm.
Title and date of publication from cover.
Includes maps for 11 districts, each keyed to lettered and numbered references to various named charities and churches, and identifying locations of schools, police stations and courts, hospitals and dispensaries, parochial schools, and other societies and institutions.
Includes index map at end.
I 30851 .567 (NLO)

55671 New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1899
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Hill, W. J. -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm.
Title from top margin. With red overprinting showing railroads. Indexed in left margin and on verso. Condition: Very fine -- Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection. Previous location: B-35; in envelope marked 'Miscellaneous maps [gift of] W. J. Hill...Washington, D.C., July 1956
AmN III PC 1480 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Rand McNally & Co.'s complete street number guide to New York City (1907) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 50 cm., folded to 13 x 9 cm.
"Rand McNally & Co.'s complete map of New York and vicinity. Copyright, 1901..." -- at lower left.
Map on verso (50 x 65 cm): Rand McNally & Co's complete map of New York City (upper section). Copyright, 1896 [!] ...
Overprinted in purple to show "Rapid Transit tunnel."
Issued in: Rand McNally & Co.'s complete street number guide to New York City (Chicago and New York, 1907 [!] ). 92 p. : 15 cm.
"H 217" -- adhesive label on front cover.
Map detached from accompanying index; separated along folds into two pieces.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
map3C G3804 .N4 1901 .R3 (PrCt)

3 maps : back-to-back, col. ; on sheet 56 x 82 cm., folded to 16 x 7 cm.
Cover title.
Map contents (70 x 51 cm. and smaller): Home Life Publishing Co. map of the city of New York, north part of the borough of Manhattan and part of the borough of the Bronx -- Home Life Publishing Co. map of the city of New York, south part of the borough of Manhattan -- Home Life Publishing Co. map of the borough of Brooklyn.
"Copyright, 1895, by The Matthews Northrup Co., Buffalo, N.Y."
"Copyright, 1902, by The J.N. Matthews Co., Buffalo, N.Y."
"11-99" -- plate or date code.
"The geographical fetures of this map are produced from data furnished by the U.S. Geographical Survey. The boundaries are according to the Charter of the City of New York, 1897." -- front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
map3C G3804 .N4 1902 .H6 (PrCt)

Bush Terminal Co. [New York : s.n., 1905].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>55675</td>
<td>New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1906 - Railroad maps</td>
<td>Contains new maps of each borough on large scale showing streets, avenues, subways, tunnels, all transportation routes, etc. Also road maps of the country around New York showing all roads, with automobile routes, etc. Scales differ. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library. References: Phillips 3849; Haskell 1678. Baskes folio G1254.N4 C17 1910 (NLO)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55677</td>
<td>New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1909</td>
<td>Shows northern Manhattan, the Bronx, and southern Westchester Co. temp map2F G3804.N4 1913 .S6 (PrCt)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55680</td>
<td>New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1913</td>
<td>The Music Trade Review map of New York : showing locations of piano factories and other music trade industries, together with a directory explaining how to reach the same. New York :</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

The Music Trade Review, c1914.
1 map : col. ; 31 x 50 cm., folded to 19 x 9 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Directory of music trade industries of New York.
"Copyright, 1914, by Edward Lyman Bill" -- in upper right.
"Copyrighted by N.Y. office - May 20th, 1914" -- ms. note in right margin.
Keyed to New York Piano Manufacturers address directory of 146 piano factories and suppliers.
Issued as a "supplement to The Music Trade Review, May 23, 1914" and offered for use at the "convention in New York, June 8th, 9th and 10th."
Includes local transit routes.
Verso stamped "Vault copy, not to be given out for general use."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
map3C G3804 .N4E646 1914 .M8 (PrCt)

55682
Hammond's atlas of the metropolitan district : a new collection of detailed maps of all boroughs of New York City together with road maps of the Hudson Valley, Long Island, northern New Jersey, central New Jersey : showing in the borough maps all streets, avenues and transportation lines : and showing in the road maps all interurban electric lines, ferries, steam railroads, and stations, good roads, fair roads, etc. New York : C.S. Hammond & Company, c1915.
Authors: C.S. Hammond & Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (32 p.) : 21 maps (chiefly col.) ; 35 cm.
Cover title: Metropolitan atlas
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 4949
Baskes folio G1254.N4 C17 1915 (NLO)

55683
First District -- General Drafting Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col., mounted on cloth ; 103 x 130 cm., folded to 28 x 24 cm.
"Revised edition 1919."
"Partially based, by permission, on the copyrighted map of the Board of Estimate and Apportionment, and on rapid transit drawings supplied by the Public Service Commission, First District."
Scale [ca. 1:33,900]
Coordinates: (W 74°12'33"--W 73°42'26"/N 40°52'14"--N 40°33'59")
Includes key to railroads, railroad yards, surface, subway and elevated lines (in operation, under construction, and proposed), subway and elevated stations, and connecting and transfer points.
Separate street indexes for the five boroughs in left and bottom margins.
"No. 517" -- At bottom right.
Sectioned into 30 panels and folded.
"This is only copy available. Do not destroy" -- Manuscript label pasted on verso.
Forms part of the General Drafting Collection (Newberry Library).
map4C G3804.N4P33 1919 .G4 (PrCt)

55684
Metropolitan blue book : an intimate guide to New York City and vicinity containing complete and definite information on hotels, restaurants, road houses, theatres, shops, churches, and all other points of interest, and maps showing location of each; also running directions (automobile trips) over all roads within a radius of 50 miles of New York City, New York : Automobile Blue Book Pub. Co., 1919.
Authors: Automobile Blue Books, Inc. 736 p. : ill., maps (some folded) ; 24 cm.
Added title: Official Metropolitan Blue Book.
Advertisements for travel, hotels, and automobiles and accessories throughout text.
Includes index.
Black leather covers, printed in yellow.
Owner's name, Heywood Broun, stamped in gold on front cover.
In box.
GV1024 .O44 1919 (NLO)

1 map : col. ; 64 x 40 cm., folded in covers to 16 x 10 cm.
"1-20-21" -- date in lower left.
Plate no.: 186.
"Scale: 1 inch = 1 mile."
Inset (11 x 13 cm.): [Lower Manhattan]
Side margins include route tables for the Interborough Rapid Transit Co., Brooklyn Rapid Transit Co., and Hudson and Manhattan Railroad Co.
Detached from cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

map3C G3804 .N4P33 1921 .R3 (PrCt)

xlvi, 670, 48 p., [17] leaves of plates (3 folded) : 33 col. maps and plans ; 17 cm.
2nd ed.
Maps by Rand McNally & Co. and Rider Press.
"Trade announcements": 48 p. at end.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 128-133) and indexes.
Series: Rider's guides
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes F128.18 .R53 1923 (NLO)

Bookstore SEE Columbia University Press Bookstore.
1 map : col. ; 42 x 20 cm., folded to 21 x 11 cm. Panel title.
"Copyright 1925 by E.R. Trott."
Columbia University prominently labeled on the map.
Identifies elevated railroad stations; subway network printed in red.
Verso includes photographs of "Columbia University buildings" (most 3 x 5 cm.)
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).

Road map4C G3804.N4P2 1925 .T7 (PrCt)

Authors: Interstate Map Co. -- Interstate Map Co. The "Red book" information and street guide of New York City, Manhattan and Bronx Boroughs (1926) -- Union News Company (New York, N.Y.)
2 maps ; 49 x 18 cm. and 21 x 20 cm., on sheet 54 x 42 cm., folded to 14 x 7 cm. + street guide (192 p. ; 16 cm.) Street index in right margin.
Map on verso (47 x 39 cm.): New map of the Borough of the Bronx, New York City. Copyright ... by Interstate Map Co. Newark, N.J. Issued inside back cover of accompanying street guide: The "Red book" information and street guide of New York City, Manhattan and Bronx Boroughs (New York [sic] : Interstate Map Company, c1926)
"For sale by the Union News Company" -- front cover.
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).

Road map4C G3804.N4P2 1926 .J5 (PrCt)

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Grieben-Verlag ; A. Goldschmidt, 1927.
Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag
-- Goldschmidt, Albert -- Kraatz, Leopold -- Roger
S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
6. Aufl. [6th ed.]
'Mit 5 Karten und 1 Grundriss.'
Maps lithographed by Leopold Kraatz.
Includes index.
Series: Griebens Reiseführer ; Bd. 86
Dust jacket.
Supplement laid in: Merkblatt für Auswanderer nach des Vereinigten Staaten und Kanada. 10 p.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 86 (1927) (NLO)

Goussha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Cover: License plate motif.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Panel art: Shell logo, license plates, woman driving convertible car, dog, signed by artist "Robert E. Lee."
Forms part of H. M. Goussha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Goussha Clients 932 (PrCt)

55693 New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1933 - Road maps<<>>Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1933 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: H.M. Goussha Company -- Tide Water Oil Company -- H.M. Goussha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Goussha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Goussha Clients 987 (PrCt)

55694 New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1934 - Road maps<<>>Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1934 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: H.M. Goussha Company -- Gulf Oil Corporation -- H.M. Goussha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (1 panel, O,BL): Man consulting map.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Goussha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Goussha Clients 1079 (PrCt)

Map of New York - Hotel Bristol. [New York?
Hotel Bristol?, 1933-7].
Authors: Hotel Bristol (New York, N.Y.) -- Chicago Historical Society
1 map ; col. ; 18.5 x 11.25 inches
Text on verso.
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.
CHS Coll., Map no. 163 (PrCt)

55692 New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1933 - Road maps<<>>Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1933 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: H.M. Goussha Company -- Shell Oil Company -- Lee, Robert E., fl. 1933 -- H.M.
map8F G3804.N4 1935 N4 (PrCt)

55696 New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1935

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

1 map ; 94 x 94 cm.
Scale 1:48,000.
Shows additional streets not present in a similar map titled 'Existing streets' and filed as map8F oG3804.N4 1935 N4.
Gift, 1987
4356
map8F G3804.N4 1935 N4a (PrCt)

55697
New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
New York Region - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1476 (PrCt)

55698
New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Authors: H. M Gousha Company -- Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1285 (PrCt)

55699
New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Authors: H. M Gousha Company -- Cities Service Oil Company -- Warner-Quinlan Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1286 (PrCt)

55700
New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
New Jersey - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 71 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 94 ms. index.
Plate no. R 3469
Maps on verso (68 x 34 cm. and 34 x 68 cm.):
Texaco road map : New Jersey -- Texaco road map : Long Island & vicinity.
Panel art: Texaco logo on compass.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 94.1 (PrCt)

55701
New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
New York Region - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1728 (PrCt)

55702
New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
New York Region - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Authors: Tide Water Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Cartoon mechanic and license plate with slogan "wherever you go, go on Tydol and Veedol", says the little engineer."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1792 (PrCt)

55703
New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
New York Region - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Authors: Tide Water Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Cartoon mechanic and license plate with slogan "wherever you go, go on Tydol and Veedol", says the little engineer."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1792 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalog Entry</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 55704 | New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
| | Street guide and metropolitan map of Brooklyn, Queens and Long Island. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1937].
| | Includes map of 1939 New York World's Fair.
| | Panel art: Shell logo and "serves a nation" slogan.
| | Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
| | Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

| 55707 | New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
| | Street guide and metropolitan map of Brooklyn, Queens and Long Island. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1938].
| | Includes map of 1939 New York World's Fair.
| | Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
| | Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
| | Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

| 55708 | New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1939
| | The City of New York. [S.I. s.n.], 1939.
| | Added title: Conoco ... official road map of New York.
| | Date from RMcN AE 159 ms. index.
| | Plate nos. "311-J.C. 11-L" and "5382"
| | Maps on verso (39 x 27 cm. and smaller):
| | Greater New York and vicinity -- Buffalo -- Rochester -- Albany -- Niagara Falls -- Syracuse.
| | Panel art: Conoco logo over outline of North America.
| | Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 16 1938 ...
| | Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
| | RMcN AE 159.24 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

1 map : col. ; 27.5 x 22 inches
From Fortune, v. 20, no. 1 (July, 1939).
Text on verso:
Mounted on linen.
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.

CHS Coll., Map no. 164 (PrCt)

1 map : col. ; 65 x 68 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Signed "George Annand" at bottom left.
Maps on verso (50 x 47 cm. and 23 x 18 cm.):
Road map : Sinclair New York metropolitan area.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 2653 (PrCt)

1 map ; 18 x 24 inches
'New York Central System' -- panel.
Text on verso.
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.

CHS Coll., Map no. 165 (PrCt)

Authors: Atlantic Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 86 x 70 cm.
Panel title
Date from RMcN AE 100 ms. index.
Panel no. U. 3906
Inset (10 x 9 cm.): Principal exhibit area : New York World's Fair.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 100.24 (PrCt)

1 map : col. ; 65 x 59 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell street guide of Brooklyn, Queens.
Date from RMcN AE 165 ms. index.
Plate nos."463-S" and "12-M-1939-1"
Map on verso (21 x 108 cm.): Shell map of Long Island [in 2 sections].
Panel art: Shell logo.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received Aug 10 1939 ..."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 165.43 (PrCt)

Street guide and metropolitan map of Brooklyn, Queens, and Long Island / Shell . Chicago : H. M. Gousha Company, [1939?]. Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 57 x 59 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell street guide of Brooklyn, Queens.
Plate nos."463-S" and "12-M-1939-1"
Map on verso (21 x 108 cm.): Shell map of Long Island [in 2 sections].
Panel art: Shell logo and motto "tour with
New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

New York City and vicinity Gulf info-map.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1939?].
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- New York World's Fair (1939-1940) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 77 x 58 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"World's Fair edition"
© NYWF
Panel title.
Added title: Gulf New York City street map : info map.
Plate no. U.3904
Inset (11 x 8 cm.): Principal exhibit area : New York World's Fair.
Maps on verso (77 x 65 cm. and 13 x 32 cm.): Gulf Metropolitan New York City info-map -- Eastern Long Island.
Panel art: View of the World's Fair grounds.
RMcN Clients 933 (PrCt)

New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps - Pictorial maps

Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Annand, George -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 68 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair pictorial map of New York / George Annand.
Date from RMcN AE 100 ms. index.
Maps on verso (55 x 46 cm. and 24 x 19 cm.): Sinclair : New York Metropolitan area -- Sinclair : New York World's Fair 1939.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 100.28 (PrCt)

New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps

Shell street guide and metropolitan map of Brooklyn, Queens and Long Island. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1940?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- Shell street guide and metropolitan map of Brooklyn, Queens and Long Island -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 92 x 67 cm., folded to 22 x 11 cm.
"World's Fair edition"
Panel title.
Added title: Shell street guide and metropolitan map of Brooklyn, Queens and Long Island.
RMcN AE 159.24A (PrCt)

New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

Greater New York and vicinity -- Buffalo -- Rochester -- Albany -- Niagra Falls -- Syracuse.
Panel art: Conoco logo over outline of North America.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Aug 17 1939 .... ." Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 159.24A (PrCt)

New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

New York World's Fair (1939-1940) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 77 x 58 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"World's Fair edition"
Panel title.
RMcN AE 100.28 (PrCt)

New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

Greater New York and vicinity -- Buffalo -- Rochester -- Albany -- Niagra Falls -- Syracuse.
Panel art: Conoco logo over outline of North America.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Aug 17 1939 .... ." Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 159.24A (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps

Sheet street guide and metropolitan map of Brooklyn, Queens, and Long Island. Chicago : H. M. Gousha Company, [1941?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: Brooklyn, Queens and Long Island.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3859 (PrCt)

New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps

New York Region - Maps - 1940 - Road maps

Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3859 (PrCt)

New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps

New York Region - Maps - 1940 - Road maps

Shell street guide and metropolitan map of Brooklyn, Queens and Long Island. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1941?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 57 x 59 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell street guide of Brooklyn, Queens.
Plate nos."463-S" and "O-1-1941-1."
Map on verso (21 x 108 cm.): Shell map of Long Island [in 2 sections].
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 5124 (PrCt)

New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps

New York Region - Maps - 1940 - Road maps

Gulf : Long Island info

Gulf : New York City street map

Gulf : Long Island info

Copyrighted map of Long Island [in 2 sections].
Panel art: Gulf logo over Times Square.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4207 (PrCt)

New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps

New York Region - Maps - 1940 - Road maps

Queens (New York, N.Y.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps

Shell street guide and metropolitan map of Brooklyn, Queens and Long Island. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1941?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 77 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Gulf : New York City street map
Date from RMcN AE 100 ms. index.
Plate no. W.4131
Maps on verso (78 x 44 cm. and 20 x 78 cm.): Gulf : metropolitan New York info-map -- Gulf : Long Island info-map.
Panel art: Gulf logo over Times Square.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4207 (PrCt)

New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps

New York Region - Maps - 1942 - Road maps

Queens (New York, N.Y.) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps

Shell street guide and metropolitan map of Brooklyn, Queens and Long Island. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1942?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: Brooklyn, Queens and Long Island.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4207 (PrCt)

New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps

New York Region - Maps - 1942 - Road maps

Queens (New York, N.Y.) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps

Shell street guide and metropolitan map of Brooklyn, Queens and Long Island. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1942?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: Brooklyn, Queens and Long Island.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4207 (PrCt)

New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1943 - Road maps

New York Region - Maps - 1943 - Road maps

Queens (New York, N.Y.) - Maps - 1943 - Road maps

Shell street guide and metropolitan map of Brooklyn, Queens and Long Island. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1943?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: Brooklyn, Queens and Long Island.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4207 (PrCt)

New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1944 - Road maps

New York Region - Maps - 1944 - Road maps

Queens (New York, N.Y.) - Maps - 1944 - Road maps

Shell street guide and metropolitan map of Brooklyn, Queens and Long Island. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1944?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: Brooklyn, Queens and Long Island.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4207 (PrCt)

New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1945 - Road maps

New York Region - Maps - 1945 - Road maps

Queens (New York, N.Y.) - Maps - 1945 - Road maps

Shell street guide and metropolitan map of Brooklyn, Queens and Long Island. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1945?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: Brooklyn, Queens and Long Island.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4207 (PrCt)
Long Island.
Panel art: Shell logo, statement "all points of military interest have been removed voluntarily from this map and index" and slogan "tour with confidence."
Gousha Clients 4542 (PrCt)
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Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

**New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps**

55730

**New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps**

55732

**New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps**

55733

**New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1949 - Road maps**

55734

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

certainty."
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)


Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 57 x 55 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco : New York street map.
Date from RMcN AE 97 ms. index.
Plate no. 9-423902-4
Map on verso (58 x 46 cm.): Texaco touring map of metropolitan New York.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 97.3X (PrCt)


Authors: Hansell, Nils, 1909-1989 -- Lutz & Sheinkman
1 map : col. ; 49 x 68 cm.
"Lithographed in U.S.A. by Lutz & Sheinkman."
A pictorial map, surrounded by a decorative border and key to 301 locations.
Shows Manhattan as far north as the Museum of the City of New York at 5th Avenue and 103d Street; owners of piers are identified by name and flag.
Includes inset: The Subway system.
Hansen was a graphic artist and sailing enthusiast who worked for some years at IBM.
map6F G3804.N4A5 1950 .H3 (PrCt)


New York City map and sight seeing guide / Sinclair Auto Tour Service ... [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Co., [1951].
Authors: Sinclair Auto Tour Service -- Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 88 x 43 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: New York City street map.
Plate no. 514131.
Maps on verso (63 x 29 cm. and 40 x 12 cm.): Map of midtown and downtown Manhattan -- Manhattan rapid transit map.
Panel art: Illustration of Sinclair Oil Building, HC Sinclair Gasoline logo and pictorial images of other NYC landmarks.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
RMcN Clients 5473 (PrCt)


New York City map and sight seeing guide. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1951].
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Sinclair Auto Tour Service -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 88 x 42 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair : New York City street map.
Date from RMcN AE 102 ms. index.
Plate no. 514131.
Maps on verso (62 x 29 cm. and 29 x 12 cm.): Sinclair map of midtown and downtown Manhattan -- Manhattan rapid transit map.
Panel art: Sinclair Oil Building surrounded by vignettes of main points of interest in New York City.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 102.26 (PrCt)


Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 69 x 43 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: New York City street map.
Plate no. 1-484131-5
Insets (20 x 58 cm. and 3 x 4 cm.): Long Island (eastern section) -- Fishers Island, N.Y.
Map on verso (78 x 60 cm.): Metropolitan New York City area : including Westchester County, N.J. and northeastern New Jersey.
Panel art: Illustration of Times Square.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)


Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 69 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: New York City street map.
Date from RMcN AE 102 ms. index.
Plate no. 554131
Inset maps (20 x 58 cm. and 3 x 5 cm.): Long Island (eastern section) -- Fishers Island.
Map on verso (78 x 61 cm.): Metropolitan New York City area including Westchester County, N.Y. and northeastern New Jersey.
Panel art: Gulf logo over Times Square.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 102.17X (PrCt)


Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 69 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: New York City street map.
Date from RMcN AE 102 ms. index.
Plate no. 554131
Inset maps (20 x 58 cm. and 3 x 5 cm.): Long Island (eastern section) -- Fishers Island.
Map on verso (78 x 61 cm.): Metropolitan New York City area including Westchester County, N.Y. and northeastern New Jersey.
Panel art: Gulf logo over Times Square.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 102.18X (PrCt)
Newbery Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Panel title.
Added title: New York City street map.
Date from RMcN AE 102 ms. index.
Plate no. 554131
Inset maps (20 x 58 cm. and 3 x 5 cm.): Long Island (eastern section) -- Fishers Island.
Map on verso (78 x 61 cm.): Metropolitan New York City area including Westchester County, N.Y. and northeastern New Jersey.
Panel art: Gulf logo over Times Square.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 102.22X (PrCt)

55745
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col ; 88 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: New York City street map.
Date from RMcN AE 97 ms. index.
Plate no. 5-514131-2
Maps on verso (62 x 29 cm. and 40 x 12 cm.):
Sinclair map of midtown and downtown Manhattan -- Manhattan rapid transit map.
Panel art: Drawing of Sinclair Oil building and various New York City attractions and H-C Gasoline logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 97.2X (PrCt)

55746
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col ; 78 x 41 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco : New York City street map.
Date from RMcN AE 97 ms. index.
Plate no. 5-514131-2
Maps on verso (62 x 29 cm. and 39 x 12 cm.):
Texaco map of midtown and downtown Manhattan -- Manhattan rapid transit map.
Panel art: Illustration of Sinclair Oil Building, HC Sinclair Gasoline logo and pictorial images of other NYC landmarks.
RMcN Clients 2743 (PrCt)

55748
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col ; 78 x 41 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco : New York City street map.
Date from RMcN AE 102 ms. index.
Plate no. 5-534131-4
Maps on verso (62 x 29 cm. and 39 x 13 cm.):
Texaco map of midtown and downtown Manhattan -- Manhattan rapid transit map.
Panel art: line drawings of city scenes and Texaco logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 102.16X (PrCt)

55749
New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1955 - Road maps<>><><>Manhattan (New York, N.Y.) - Maps...
How to see and participate in the wonderful life of New York ... / yours from the Texaco Touring Center ... opposite the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1955].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 78 x 41 cm.
Panel title.
 Added title: Texaco : New York City street map.
Date from RMcN AE 102 ms. index.
Plate no. 5-534131-4.
Maps on verso (62 x 29 cm. and 39 x 13 cm.):
Texaco map of midtown and downtown Manhattan -- Manhattan rapid transit map.
Panel art: line drawings of city scenes and Texaco logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library),
RMcN AE 102.19X (PrCt)

55751
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 69 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
 Added title: New York City street map.
Date from RMcN AE 102 ms. index.
Plate no. 6-554131-1
Inset maps (20 x 58 cm. and 3 x 5 cm.):
Map on verso (78 x 61 cm.):
Map verso (78 x 61 cm.):
Oriented with north at upper left.
*"Map no. 2535A."
Inset (7 x 7 cm): Greater New York and vicinity.
"35¢"--Front cover.
Cover art: Line drawing of subway car and station.
Formerly classified and shelved as Road map4C G3804.N4P2 194- .H3
map4C G3804.N4P33 1955 .H3 (NLO)

55752
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 70 x 43 cm., folded in cover to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
 Added title: New York City street map.
Date from RMcN AE 102 ms. index.
Plate no. 7-554131-2
Insets (20 x 58 cm. and 3 x 4 cm.):
Long Island (eastern section) -- Fishers Island.
Map on verso (78 x 62 cm.):
Map verso (78 x 62 cm.):
Oriented with north at upper left.
*"Map no. 2535A."
Inset (7 x 7 cm): Greater New York and vicinity.
"35¢"--Front cover.
Cover art: Illustration of Times Square.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library),
RMcN Clients 1075 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Hertz Rent a Car map of New York City and vicinity. [Chicago] : Rand McNally & Company, [1960?].
Authors: Hertz Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- W.H. Wilton, inc. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 71 x 45 cm., folded to 22 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Manhattan "Copyright, W.H. Wilton, Inc."
Plate no. R.L. 60 S 36.
Includes illustration of car with "1960" on the front license plate.
Maps on verso (33 x 53 cm. and 40 x 25 cm.):
Long Island (western section) -- New York and vicinity.
Identifies Hertz office locations.
Panel art: Car on highway ramp; cityscape in the background.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1402 (PrCt)

Hertz Rent a Car map of New York City and vicinity. [Chicago] : Rand McNally & Company, [1961?].
Authors: Hertz Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- W.H. Wilton, inc. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 70 x 53 cm., folded to 22 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Manhattan "Copyright, W.H. Wilton, Inc."
Plate no. R.L. 61 S 75B
Maps on verso (33 x 53 cm. and 40 x 25 cm.):
Long Island (western section) -- New York and vicinity.
Identifies Hertz office locations.
Panel art: Car on highway ramp; cityscape in the background.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1403 (PrCt)

55757 New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1964 - Road maps<><>Dummies (Bookselling) - 1964 - Specimens<><>Wall maps<><>Road maps
1 map : ; col. , mounted on linen ; 126 x 104 cm. on wooden rollers
Title in upper margin: New York.
Scale 1:40,000.
"Westermann Schulwandkarte."
With label of Denoyer-Geppert Company in lower margin.
Inset: Manhattan [Scale 1:20,000].
Gift of Southern Illinois University, 2011.

55756 New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1962<><>Wall maps
Authors: Georg Westermann Verlag -- Denoyer-Geppert Company -- Southern Illinois University at Carbondale
1 map : ; col. , mounted on linen ; 126 x 104 cm. on wooden rollers
Title in upper margin: New York.
Scale 1:40,000.
"Westermann Schulwandkarte."
With label of Denoyer-Geppert Company in lower margin.
Inset: Manhattan [Scale 1:20,000].
Gift of Southern Illinois University, 2011.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (April 2010).
RMcN Stock 35 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 113 x 84 cm. on sheet 136 x 87 cm. Scale: "One inch equals approx. 0.70 miles"
Inset (25 x 18 cm.): Staten Island.
Plate no.: 646213-2
Laminated on metal rollers
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
artifacts cage RMcN maproll 8 : 2. 2  (PrCt)

Authors: Texaco, Inc. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 143 x 84 cm., folded to 21 x 9 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco street map of New York City.
Inset (25 x 18 cm.): Staten Island.
Plate no. 656212-3
Panel art: Illustrations of New York City landmarks, Texaco logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Clients 3823 (PrCt)

Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 81 x 61 cm.
Plate no. 666212-4.
Recto covers Manhattan; verso continues eastward through Brooklyn and adjacent suburbs.
Insets on verso (25 x 18 cm. and 9 x 9 cm.): Staten Island -- Metro New York City region.
Panel art: color photos of the Statue of Liberty, a baseball stadium, skyscrapers, and a bridge; combined Automobile Club of New York and American Automobile Association logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 ( Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 83 (PrCt)

Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 70 x 39 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: New York City street map
Plate no. 7 554131-16
Insets (20 x 58 cm. and 3 x 4 cm): Long Island (eastern section) -- Fishers Island (N.Y.).
Map on verso (78 x 62 cm.): Metropolitan New York City area ...
Panel art: Couple on balcony viewing New York City skyline in background; Gulf logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1164 (PrCt)

Authors: Michelin green guides -- Michelin Tire Corporation -- French and European Publications -- Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
144 p. : ill. (some col.), 44 col. maps, col. plans ; 26 x 12 cm.
1st ed.
Cover title.
Distributor’s label pasted over imprint: Exclusively distributed in the U.S.A. & Canada by French and European Publications, Inc. ... New York, N.Y. Includes index.
Series: Michelin green guides.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 86644414 86219011
Baskes G153 .M53 New York City (1968) (NLO)

55763 New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1969 - City

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
55765


Authors: American Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 143 x 83 cm., folded to 24 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: American Oil Company New York City street map.
"Effective April, 1969" -- Back panel.
Plate no. 696212-6

Insets (25 x 18 cm. and 9 x 9 cm.): Staten Island -- Metropolitan New York City Region.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 2955 (PrCt)

55766


New York City, Manhattan, Brooklyn, Bronx, Queens, Staten Island / Texaco. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Co., c1971.
Authors: Texaco, inc. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map, both sides : col. ; 142 x 83 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: New York City street map.
Plate no. 716212-B.
Inset (25 x 18 cm.): Staten Island.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN Clients 3937 (PrCt)
Unsigned maps designed by graphic artist and architect Massimo Vignelli.

© New York City Transit Authority 1972 (2).

Map on verso: Manhattan.

Includes key to subway routes with schedules and index to points of interest.

Main map oriented with north at upper left.

Not drawn to scale.

Coordinates, main map: (W 74°01’53“--W 73°45’13“/N 40°54’40“--N 40°34’12“)

Coordinates, Manhattan map: (W 74°01’19“--W 73°54’15“/N 40°48’02“--N 40°40’30“).

Also available online via NYCsubway.Org (recto only):
http://www.nycsubway.org/perl/caption.pl?/img/maps/system_1972.jpg

http://www.nytimes.com/2012/08/06/arts/design/the-subway-map-that-rattled-new-yorkers.html?_r=0


55768 New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1973 - Road maps
New York City & suburbs street map and directory ... 1975 / Amoco Oil Company.
Authors: Amoco Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 113 x 83 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"1975 edition."
Panel title.
Added title: New York City street map.
Identifies Amoco service station locations.
Plate no. 756213-13.
Insets (25 x 18 cm. and 9 x 9 cm.): Staten Island -- Metropolitan New York City region.
Panel art: "Amoco" gas logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2989 (PrCt)

55771 New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps
Authors: Mobil Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 60 x 53 cm., folded to 16 x 9 cm.
"1975 edition"
Panel title.
Panel art: Mobil winged horse logos.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1684 (PrCt)

55769 New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1973 - Road maps
Authors: Hagstrom Company
1 atlas (67 p.) : ill., col. maps ; 34 cm. 15th ed.
"Atlas No. 2088A."
OCLC 3495398.
folio G1254.N4 H2 1973 (NLO)

55770 New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps
Amoco Oil Company - Maps -
New York City & suburbs street map and directory ... 1975 / Amoco Oil Company.
Authors: Amoco Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 142 x 83 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"1975 edition."
Panel title.
Added title: New York City street map.
Identifies Amoco service station locations.
Plate no. 756213-13.
Insets (25 x 18 cm. and 9 x 9 cm.): Staten Island -- Metropolitan New York City region.
Panel art: "Amoco" gas logo, color illustration of the Statue of Liberty.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1684 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

(_Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3004 (PrCt)

55773 **New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps**  \(\rightarrow\) **New York Region - Maps - 1976 - Road maps**  \(\rightarrow\) **Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps**  \(\rightarrow\) **Manhattan (New York, N.Y.) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps**  \(\rightarrow\) **Amoco Oil Company - Maps - 1976 - Road maps**


Authors: Amoco Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 91 x 62 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.

"1976 edition."

Panel title.

Added title: New York City

Identifies Amoco service station locations.

Plate no. 766905-7.

Maps on verso (34 x 76 cm. and smaller):

- Panel art: Color photograph of beach and "Gurney's Inn, Montauk, New York", "Amoco" gas logo.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

**RMcN Clients 3001 (PrCt)**

55774 **New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps**  \(\rightarrow\) **Wall maps**  \(\rightarrow\) **Road maps**


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 91 x 62 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.

"1976 Edition."

Panel title.

Added title: New York City street map.

Plate no. 766212-13

Recto covers Manhattan and the Bronx; verso covers other boroughs.

Maps on verso (25 x 18 cm. and 9 x 9 cm):

- Staten Island -- Metropolitan New York City region.
- Panel art: road signs.

Forms part of a collection of stock editions of Rand McNally road maps, some apparently issued as sales samples and / or printer's proofs for prospective commercial clients.

Uniform series title (established by cataloger):

Stock road maps

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (April 2010).

**RMcN Stock 36 (PrCt)**


*New York City subway jigsaw puzzle / Battle Road Press ; Casse-Tête. 1977.*

Authors: Battle Road Press -- Casse-Tête

1 map : col. ; 46 x 61 cm.

Colored, 18 x 24", 551 pieces.


55776 **New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1978 - Road maps**  \(\rightarrow\) **Road maps**


Authors: Hagstrom Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas : 50 maps ; 208 x 133 mm.

7th ed.

Cf. Phillips 16111

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)** (PrCt)

55777 **New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1979 - Road maps**  \(\rightarrow\) **New York Region - Maps - 1979 - Road maps**  \(\rightarrow\) **Road maps**

*New York City street map : Manhattan, Brooklyn, Bronx, Queens, Staten Island / Automobile Club of New York. [Chicago?]: Rand McNally & Co., [1979?].*

Authors: Automobile Club of New York -- American Automobile Association -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : 50 maps ; 208 x 133 mm.

Plate no. 766212-16

"Copyright © by Rand McNally & Co."

Recto covers Manhattan; verso continues eastward through Brooklyn and adjacent suburbs.

Insets on verso (25 x 18 cm. and 9 x 9 cm.):

- Staten Island -- Metro New York City region.
- Panel art: color photos of the Statue of Liberty, a baseball stadium, skyscrapers, and a bridge; combined Automobile Club of New York and American Automobile Association logo.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

**RMcN Clients 84 (PrCt)**

55778 **New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1979 - Road maps**  \(\rightarrow\) **Road maps**

*The New five borough atlas of New York City : with 32 colored maps including a complete street index / produced under the direction of Emanuel Polak. Jersey City, N.J. Geographia Map Co., c1979.*

Authors: Geographia Map Company -- Polak, Emanuel

1 atlas : 50 maps ; 208 x 133 mm.

Cover title: 5 borough pocket atlas, New York

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
55781 New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1989
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Baedeker Stuttgart -- Automobile Association (Great Britain) -- Jarrold and Sons -- Prentice-Hall, inc. -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 27 plates
1st ed.
Issued in partnership with the Automobile Association (short format); cf. A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbükher, 1832-1990. p. 277.

55782 New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1989
Authors: New York City Transit Authority -- New York (State). Metropolitan Transportation Authority
1 map : col. ; 65 x 54 cm., folded to 17 x 10 cm. Panel title (on verso).
"As of Sunday, October 29, 1989, subway service is revised."
Scale [ca. 1:49,600]
Coordinates: (W 74°05'53"--W 73°44'17"/N 40°54'42"--N 40°32'30"").
Includes text, notes, and route schedules.
Index to points of interest and 10 route diagrams on verso.
Oriented with north at upper left.
"22-30-1090." "2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9."
Formerly classified and shelved as Road map4C G3804.N4P33 1989 .M4

55783 New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1990
Authors: New York City Transit Authority -- New York (State). Metropolitan Transportation Authority
1 map : col. ; 65 x 54 cm., folded to 17 x 10 cm. Panel title and authorship statements.
Includes route and schedule tables.
Text at bottom left (21 lines): "Manhattan Bridge / Broadway Express service suspended ... ." Not drawn to scale.
Approximate center point coordinates: (W 73°53'44"/N 40°43'44")
Verso includes index to points of interest and 9 route diagrams.
For variant issue, with text "Important information..."
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

about this map" at bottom left, see Road Map4C G3804.N4P33 1990 .N4a (PrCt)
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2010).
References: Cf. OCLC 22651679
Road map4C G3804.N4P33 1990 .N4 (NLO)

Authors: New York City Transit Authority -- New York (State). Metropolitan Transportation Authority
1 map : col. ; 65 x 54 cm., folded to 17 x 10 cm.
Panel title and authorship statements.
"Effective April 15, 1990."
Includes route and schedule tables.
Text at bottom left (17 lines): "Important information about this map ... ."
Not drawn to scale.
Approximate center point coordinates: (W 73°53'44"/N 40°43'44")
Verso includes "Notes about this map" in six languages, "places to see," and airport directory.
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2010).

55785 New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1991<->Road maps
New York City / Michelin. Greenville, S.C.
Authors: Michelin green guides -- Tourist guide -- Michelin Travel Publications (Firm) -- Michelin Tire Corporation -- Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
173 p. : ill. (chiefly col.), 46 col. maps, col. plans ; 26 x 12 cm.
10th ed.
Cover title.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 28) and index.
Map on back cover.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
ISBN 2061551114 : 9782061551110

55788 New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1995 - Road maps<->Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (143 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
All new!"
$11.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN StrFdr 1995 .N493 (PrCt)

55792  New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 2002 - Road maps

New York City 5 boroughs StreetFinder. [Skokie, Ill.] : Rand McNally, 2002.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (144 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
"Updated edition" --front cover.
$12.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-99332-1
RMcN StrFdr 2007 .N493 (PrCt)

55794  New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps

Authors: Kalman, Maira -- Meyerowitz, Rick, 1943- -- New Yorker
1 map : col. ; 27 x 19 cm.
Cover of New Yorker magazine for 10 December 2001.
map1F G3804 .N4A6 2001 K3 (PrCt)

55795  New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 2004 - Buildings, structures, etc.

New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 2004 - Buildings, structures, etc.
Midtown Manhattan (New York, N.Y.) - Maps - 2004 - Buildings, structures, etc.
Wall Street (New York, N.Y.) - Maps - 2004 - Buildings, structures, etc.
Brooklyn (New York, N.Y.) - Maps - 2004 - Buildings, structures, etc.
Jersey City (N.J.) - Maps - 2004 - Buildings, structures, etc.
1 map : col. ; 142 x 102 cm., folded to 36 x 26 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:10,000].
Shows office buildings by size/function, other nonresidential land uses, all other buildings (unidentified), and subway stations in Manhattan south of 67th Street.
Panel title.
"© Copyright 2004 CS Designworks, Inc., and Cushman & Wakefield, Inc." Includes text, note, and addresses of Cushman & Wakefield branch offices.
map5C G3804.N4:2M3 2004 .C75 (PrCt)

55796  New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 2000 - Road maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (112 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN StrFdr 2000 .N493 (PrCt)

55797  New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 2001 - Cartoon Maps

Authors: Kalman, Maira -- Meyerowitz, Rick, 1943- -- New Yorker
1 map ; col. ; 27 x 19 cm.
Cover of New Yorker magazine for 10 December 2001.
map1F G3804 .N4A6 2001 K3 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)


'Of this book three hundred and sixty copies have been printed on English hand-made paper and forty-two on Japanese vellum.'

Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 1753.

VAULT Ayer 150.5 N7 S83 1915 (NLO)


1 atlas (164 p.) : col. ill., col. maps ; 28 cm.

[1st ed.]

Explores the urban and social history of Manhattan with antiquarian map reproductions and essays. Includes bibliographical references and index.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

ISBN 0847820521

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)


1 atlas (192 p. : ill. (some col.), 76 maps) ; 29 cm.

1st ed.

'Alice Hudson, cartographic consultant.'

Includes bibliographical references (p. 184-187) and index.

Series: Henry Holt reference book

ISBN 0805026495

folio F128.3.H65 1994 (NLO)


1 atlas (192 p. : ill. (some col.), 76 maps) ; 29 cm.

1st ed.

'Alice Hudson, cartographic consultant.'

Includes bibliographical references (p. 184-187) and index.

Series: Henry Holt reference book

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

ISBN 0805026495

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)


1 atlas (192 p. : ill. (chiefly col.), col. maps ; 28 cm.

Rev. and updated [ed.].

Includes bibliographical references and index.

Scale not given.

'An Owl book.'

2005122308

ISBN 0805078428 (pbk.)

folio G1254.N4S1 .H6 2005 (NLO)


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Contents: The history of the city -- Servicing the city -- Living in the city -- Imagining the city. "Mapping New York is a richly illustrated documentation of the history of the city by means of the medium of cartography. Tracing the development of New York—from its inception as a Dutch colonial trade post, through periods of huge urban expansion, to the city’s current position as a global cultural leader—the book reveals the myriad uses of mapping and its potential as a document both historical and forward-looking, cultural and personal. Featuring over 150 images of the city and its Five Boroughs, Mapping New York is an enthralling and fascinating observation of an inimitable metropolis."—Back cover.

ISBN 9781906155827 (hbk.) ; 1906155828 (hbk.)

55805 New York (N.Y.) - Pictorial works - 1650-1671

Novum Amsterodamum. [Amsterdam : s.n., 1671].

Authors: Montanus, Arnoldus, 1625?-1683 -- Donck, Adriaen van der, 1620-1655 -- Amsterdam (Netherlands). Burgemeesters.

Condition, die door de heeren burgermeesteren der stad Amsterdam ... (1659)

1 view ; 126 x 165 mm.

Tipped into van der Donck’s Beschryvinge van Nieuw-Nederland (Amsterdam: Evert Nieuwenhof, 1656), at front.

Donck’s text bound with other titles, including: Amsterdam (Netherlands). Burgemeesters.

Condition, die door de heeren burgermeesteren der stad Amsterdam, volgens’t gemaecte accoort met de West-Indische compagnie, ende d’ approbatie van hare hog: mog: de heeren Staten generael der Vereenighde Nederlanden, daer op gevolght, gepresenteert werden aen alle de gene, die als coloniers na Nieuw-Nederland willen vertreken, ... &c. (Amsterdam : By de weduwe van J. Banning, 1659).

This view (known as the Montanus view) was originally engraved for his De Nieuwe en onbekende weereild (Amsterdam, 1671); it was not originally issued with this volume.

Reference: Phelps Stokes, Iconography of Manhattan Island, v. 1, p. 142-143 (giving ca.1650 as the date depicted).

VAULT Ayer 150.5 .N7 D67b 1656, at front (PrCt)

55806 New York (N.Y.) - Pictorial works - 1850<<>>Brooklyn (New York, N.Y.) - Pictorial works - 1850


Authors: Simpson -- Muller, Th. -- Historic Urban Plans (Firm)

1 birds-eye-view : col. ; 32 x 47 cm.

Added title : Nueva York y Brooklyn. Facsimile of original published 1850.

442

map4F G3804.N4A3 1850 S5 1975 (PrCt)

55807 New York (N.Y.) - Pictorial works - 1856


Authors: Parsons, Charles, 1821--1910 -- Currier, Nathaniel, 1813-1888 -- Historic Urban Plans (Firm)

1 birds-eye-view : col. ; 38 x 48 cm.

Facsimile of original published 1856.

Includes references.

map4F G3804.N4A3 1856 P3 1975 (PrCt)

55808 New York (N.Y.) - Pictorial works - 1867


Authors: Kupfer, R. -- Peters, H. -- Historic Urban Plans (Firm)

1 birds-eye-view : 41 x 59 cm.

Facsimile of original published 1867.

References: 1-90.

402

map4F G3804.N4A3 1867 K8 1967 (PrCt)

55809 New York (N.Y.) - Pictorial works - 1876


Authors: Parsons & Atwater -- Currier & Ives -- Historic Urban Plans (Firm)

1 birds-eye-view : col. ; 44 x 70 cm.

Facsimile of original published 1876.

References.

409

map4F G3804.N4A3 1876 P3 1976 (PrCt)

55810 New York (N.Y.) - Pictorial works - 1876

New York in 1876 / manufactured by Rand
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

55811 New York (N.Y.) - Pictorial works - 1890
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library)
18 views ; 34 mm. diam., fold. into case 9 mm. thick and 47 mm. in diam., in box 50 x 50 mm.
Case is meant to look like a silver dollar -- covered in silver paper, with liberty head on one side, title on other, edges indented to look like milling.
Box has red embossed paper label printed from same die as front of 'coin.' Condition: Slight wear on 'coin,' hinge on box broken, else fine.
Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection.
Previous location: B-16
AMcN III PC 3100 (PrCt)

55812 New York (N.Y.) - Pictorial works - 1909
New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1909 - Pictorial maps - New York (N.Y.) - 1909 - Pictorial maps
New York, the metropolis of the western world / with 90 illustrations from photographs. New York : Foster & Reynolds, c1909.
Authors: Foster & Reynolds Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
146, [14], 64 p. : views, map, ill. ; 21 cm.
Cover title: New York standard guide : a new and complete handbook of New York with map panorama, 90 views
Spine title: Map, New York City standard guide, illustrated
"Copyright 1909 by Foster & Reynolds"--Cover. Includes panorama view on folded sheet, unfolded to 21 x 89 cm.
Advertisements: 64 p. at end.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes F128.18 .N49 1909 (NLO)

55813 New York (N. Y.) - Pictorial works - 1939
New York World’s Fair (1939-1940) - Pictorial works - Roters, Carl
Authors: Popular Mechanics Press
1 p. : ill.
Photocopy of article in Popular Mechanics 71, no. 3 (Mar. 1939): 381.

On a watercolor bird's-eye view of New York City, being painted by Carl Roters for the Consolidated Edison Building at the New York World's Fair.
Vert 2229 (PrCt)

Authors: Obbott, Krikko, 1950- -- Obbott, Gregory SEE Obbott, Krikko
1 view ; 76 x 58 cm.
Print of original pencil sketch measuring 26 x 20 feet.
With printed signature "Kikko" at lower right; this copy has been signed at the bottom in silver marker: Kikko 2003.
Digital image on Popartuk website (accessed Sept. 2009) :

55815 New York Public Library. Map Division - History
Some notes towards a history of the New York Public Library Map Room for the years 1923-1941. 1959.
Authors: Alexander, Gerard L.
Cited in Imago Mundi annual bibliography.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

55816 New York Public Library. Map Division - History - Cartography - World War, 1939-1945
Z 881 .N59 B5, v. 3, p. 126-147 (PrCt)

55817 New York Region - Aerial photographs - 1933 - Aerial photographs - New York Region - 1933
Greater New York : Metropolis of mankind. [Washington, D.C. National Geographic Society, 1933].
Authors: Stevens, Albert W., 1886-1949 -- National Geographic Society (U.S.) -- Shaw, Frances Wells, 1872-1937
1 aerial photograph ; 44 x 56 cm.
"Copyright supplement to the National Geographic Magazine [November 1933].

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
"...U.S. Army Air Corps official photograph ... taken by Captain Albert W. Stevens from an Army airplane at an altitude of 26,000. The photograph encompasses an area estimated to be more than 3,000 square miles...." -- Verso.
Title on verso: Greater New York in a single photograph.
Diagram identifying chief points of interest on verso.
Removed from the Francis Wells Shaw Papers [Newberry Library Midwest MS ShawF].

55818 New York Region - Maps - 1600-1699 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
[Vicinity of New York]. [19-].
Authors: France. Service hydrographique.
Archives. 135bis-13-1 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 17th-century manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France ASH 135bis-13-1 (PrCt)

55819 New York Region - Maps - 1600-1699 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
[Early English map of New York harbor and vicinity]. [19-].
Authors: France. Service hydrographique.
Archives. 135bis-13-2 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 17th-century manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France ASH 135bis-13-2 (PrCt)

Manatus gelegen op de Noot Rivier. 1981.
Authors: Vinckeboons, Joan -- Stephenson, Richard W., 1930- -- Library of Congress
1 map : col. ; 45 x 68 cm.
Added title: Map of Manhattan, 1639.
Facsimile of 1639 manuscript in the Library of Congress.
Includes references 1-45, A-F.
Accompanying notes by R.W. Stephenson in Map Info File.
4167revrev
map4F G3804 .N4A1 1639 V5 1981 (PrCt)

55821 New York Region - Maps - 1700-1799 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Carte des environs de la Nouvelle York. [19-].
Authors: France. Service hydrographique.
Archives. 135bis-13bis-4 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 18th-century manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France ASH 135bis-13bis-4 (PrCt)

55822 New York Region - Maps - 1700-1799 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
[New York and vicinity]. [19-].
Authors: France. Service hydrographique.
Archives. 135bis-13-5 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 18th-century manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France ASH 135bis-13-5 (PrCt)

55823 New York Region - Maps - 1700-1799 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Carte de la Nouvelle York et de ses environs. [19-].
Authors: France. Service hydrographique.
Archives. 135bis-13-6 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 18th-century manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France ASH 135bis-13-6 (PrCt)

55824 New York Region - Maps - 1700-1799 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Carte de la baye, ville, port et environs d'Yorc. [19-].
Authors: Lemoine, 18th cent. -- France. Service hydrographique.
Archives. 135bis-13-7 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 18th-century manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France ASH 135bis-13-7 (PrCt)

55825 New York Region - Maps - 1725 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
[New York harbor, part of Pennsylvania and New Jersey]. [19-].
Authors: France. Service hydrographique.
Archives. 136-2-1 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1725 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)


Authors: Page, Thomas, d. 1733 -- Mount, William, d. 1769 -- T. Page and W. Mount (Firm), fl. ca.1729-1733 -- English Pilot. Part 4 (1732) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 45 x 57 cm.

Oriented with north at right.


Ayer oversize G1106.P5 E5 1760 following p. 24 (PrCt)


A plan of Sandy hook, 28 miles from New York, surveyed April 15, 1757: shewing the best channel for sailing to New York, with its banks and depths of water'. [19--].


1 map

Photostatic reproduction of 1757 manuscript.

Authors: Johnston, Henry Phelps, 1842-1923 -- Egloffstein, F. W., 1824-1885

1 map ; 18 x 11 cm.

In Johnston, Henry Phelps. The Campaign of 1776 around New York and Brooklyn (Brooklyn, N.Y., 1878) v. 3, opposite title page.

M1255

F 85146.5 v. 3, opp. t.p. (PrCt)


Authors: Terreni, Giuseppe Maria, 1739-1811 -- Gazzettiere americano (1778?) -- Masi, G. T -- Chicago Historical Society

1 map ; 8 x 6.5 inches


CHS Coll., Map no. 191 (PrCt)
Porti della Nuova York e Perthamboy. [Livorno : G.T. Masi, 1777].
Authors: Terreni, Giuseppe Maria, 1739-1811 -- Masi, G. T. -- Masi, G. T. Atlante dell' America, contenente le migliori carte geografiche ... (1777) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 18 x 15 cm.
In: Masi, G. T. Atlante dell' America, contenente le migliori carte geografiche ... (Livorno : Gio. Tommaso Masi, e Comp., 1777) pl. [4].
VAULT folio Ayer 135 .A75 1777 pl. [4] (PrCt)

A View of the present seat of war, at and near New York. [Boston : s.n., 1777].
Authors: Low, Nathanael, 1792-1883 -- Low, Nathanael, 1792-1883. An Astronomical diary, or, Almanack, for the year of Christian aera, 1777 ... -- Gill, John, 1732-1785 -- T. & J. Fleet (Firm) -- T. and J. Fleet (Firm) SEE T. & J. Fleet (Firm) -- Fleet (T. & J.), publishers, Boston SEE T. & J. Fleet (Firm) 1 map : woodcut ; 12 x 9 cm., on sheet 16 x 10 cm.
Anonymous woodcut map without imprint; includes letterpress title.
Bottom margin includes references A-H and I.
In: Low, Nathanael. An Astronomical diary, or, Almanack, for the year of Christian aera, 1777 ... (Boston : Printed by J. Gill, in Queen-Street, and T. and J. Fleet, in Cornhill, 1777), p. [3].
References: Wheat and Brun, Maps and charts published in America before 1800 (1969), p. 82, no. 386

New York Region - Maps - 1781 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<>>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
A Military plan of New York, Brooklyn, and part of Staten Island; drawn about 1781. [19-].
folio Ayer 136 .H91 1909 ser. 2, v. 1, pl. 43 (PrCt)

New York Region - Maps - 1782 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<>>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
[New York and vicinity]. [19--].
Authors: Abancourt, Frerot d' -- France. Ministère des affaires étrangères. AMAÉ -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map Photostatic reproduction of 1782 manuscript. Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France AMAÉ (PrCt)

New York Region - Maps - 1782 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<>>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
[New York and vicinity in two sections]. [19--].
Authors: France. Service hydrographique. Archives. 135bis-13-13 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1782 manuscript. Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France ASH 135bis-13-13 (PrCt)

In: The English pilot. : Describing the West-India navigation, from Hudson's Bay to the River Amazones ... (London : Printed for Messrs. Mount and Page, Tower-Hill, 1783) following p. 22.
oversize Ayer 135 .E55 1783 following p. 22 (PrCt)

New York Region - Maps - 1816
New York. London : I. Luffman, [1816?].
Authors: Luffman, J. (Jo.), 1756-1811 -- Luffman, J. (John), 1756-1846. Select plans of cities, harbours, forts, &c ... [1816?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 17 x 23 cm.
In: Luffman, John. Select plans of cities, harbours, forts, &c ... (London: Luffman, [1816?]), plate [17].
folio Ayer 135 .L94 1816 pl. [17] (PrCt)
New York und umgebungen. [Weimar? s.n., 1828].
Reise Sr. Hoheit des herzogs Bernhard zu Sachsen-Weimar-Eisenach durch Nord-Amerika in den Jahren 1825 und 1826 (1828) -- Hoffmann, Wilhelm, fl. 1828 -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 13 x 8 cm., on sheet 24 x 15 cm.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Graff 279 v. 1, between p. opposite p. 191 (PrCt)

55840 New York Region - Maps - 1839
Map of the counties of New York, Queens, Kings and Richmond. New York : Stone and Clark, 1839.
1 map : hand col. ; 32 x 45 cm.
In Burr, David H. and Simeon De Witt. An Atlas of the State of New York : containing a map of the State and of the several counties (New York: David H. Burr, 1829; republished Ithaca: Stone and Clark, 1839) pl. [3]. Map dated 1829 and 1839; engraved plate 'No. 4.'
Case oversize G 10851 .13 pl. 3 (PrCt)

55841 New York Region - Maps - 1839
Map of the country thirty miles round the city of New York. New York : Disturnell, 1839.
Authors: Eddy, I. H., fl. 1839 -- Disturnell, John, 1801-1877 -- Chicago Historical Society
1 map : col. ; 22 x 22.75 inches
Mounted on linen.
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.
CHS Coll., Map no. 178 (PrCt)

Sidney's map of twelve miles around New York : with the names of property holders, & c., from entirely new and original surveys. Philadelphia : H. Camp, 1849.
1 map : hand col. ; 86 cm. in diam., on sheet 85 x 99 cm.
Scale ca. 1 3/8’ to 1 mile.
'Engraved on stone by N. Friend, 141 Walnut St., Phila.'
On roller.
maproll G 10851 .81 (NLO)

55843 New York Region - Maps - 1867<<>>Westchester County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1867<<>>Counties - Maps
Authors: Beers, F. W. (Frederick W.) -- Warner, George E., 1826?-1917 -- Ellis, A. D., 19th cent. -- Soule, G. G.
Table of air-line distances' p. [2].
sc 346 (NLO)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Kobbé, Gustav, 1857-1918 -- Globe Map Co. (New York, N.Y.)
1 map : col. ; 62 x 60 cm.
"Rand McNally & Co.'s road map of the country around New York ... Copyright, 1894" and "Kobbe's large scale road map of northern and central New Jersey ... Copyright, 1893, by the Globe Map Company, New York" in small print at bottom center.
Includes key to "good roads", "ordinary country roads", "railroads", "elevated railroads", "county boundaries", and "township boundaries".
Scale [ca. 1:112,000]
Maps on verso (64 x 21 cm. and 65 x 39 cm.):
Central Park -- Rand McNally & Co.'s guide map of New York City.
"Rand McNally & Co.'s new map of Central Park, N.Y. Copyright, 1895" in small print.
Possibly detached from accompanying index; previously folded to 16 x 9 cm.
Acq. no. Holzheimer 2002100101
map6F G3804. N4A1 1895 .R36 (PrCt)


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.


1 map: col.; 62 x 90 cm.

"1895 edition" -- Front cover.

"Rand, McNally & Co.'s road map of the country around New York ... Copyright, 1894" and "Kobbé's large scale road map of northern and central New Jersey ... Copyright, 1894, by the Globe Map Co., New York" in small print at bottom center.

Includes key to "good roads", "ordinary country roads", "railroads", "elevated railroads", "county boundaries", and "township boundaries". Scale [ca. 1:112,000]

Approximate coordinates: (W 74°00'00"--W 73°40'00"/N 40°59'55"--N 40°28'17")

Advertisement on back cover for "Remington Bicycles" (manufactured by the Remington Arms Company) and "Hartley & Graham, retail agents ... 313-315 Broadway, New York."

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).


map3C G3804.N4A1 1895 .R35 (PrCt)


Includes key to good roads, ordinary country roads, railroads, elevated railroads, county boundaries, and township boundaries; also shows ferry lines.

Scale [ca. 1:112,000]

Approximate coordinates: (W 74°00'00"--W 73°40'00"/N 40°59'55"--N 40°28'17")

Relief shown by hachures.

Prime meridian: Greenwich.

Issued folded in cover 16 x 9 cm.

Advertisement on back cover for Remington Bicycles (manufactured by the Remington Arms Company) and Hartley & Graham, retail agents ...
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Erie Railroad Company -- Martin B. Brown Company (New York, N.Y.)
1 map : col. ; 57 x 45 cm.
In Erie Railroad Company. First annual report of the board of directors ... to the bond and shareholders ... 1896 (New York : Martin B. Brown Company, 1896), bound as the second of two maps opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1896 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Erie Railroad Company -- New York, Susquehanna, and Western Railroad -- Reed, Chas. B., fl. 1898
1 map : col. ; 57 x 45 cm.
In Erie Railroad Company. Fourth annual report of the board of directors ... to the bond and shareholders ... 1899 (New York: Chas. B. Reed, [1899?]), bound as the second of two maps opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1899 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Erie Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 57 x 45 cm.
In Erie Railroad Company. Third annual report of the board of directors ... to the bond and shareholders ... 1898 (New York: Chas. B. Reed, [1898?]), bound as the second of two maps opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1898 vol. [1]) (PrCt)


Duplicate copy (without Hollander Motors cover): RMcN Auto Trails 6F 117 (PrCt) RMcN Auto Trails 6F 117 (PrCt)

Duplicate copy (in Hollander Motors cover): Road Map4C G3471.P2 1927 .R3 (PrCt)

RMcN Auto Trails 6F 117 (PrCt)
commercial map.
For duplicate copy, with variant copyright stamp,
see Map3C G3804 .N4P3 1923 .R3a (PrCt)
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
map3C G3804 .N4P3 1923 .R3 (PrCt)

1 map : col. ; 46 x 63 cm., folded in covers to 17 x 11 cm.
"Scale: 5 miles = 1 inch."
Keyed to electric lines and steam railways.
Cover stamped "Register of Cop[yright?] ... Library of Congress."
Cover damaged.
For duplicate copy, with variant copyright stamp,
see Map3C G3804 .N4P3 1923 .R3 (PrCt)
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
map3C G3804 .N4P3 1923 .R3a (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
196 p. ; 17 cm.
Imperfect; missing map.
"First edition."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
map3C G3804 .N4 1923 .R3 Index (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 83 on sheet 68 x 87 cm.
Keyed to 24 named road signs and 190 golf and country clubs.
Scale [ca. 1:213,000].
Includes continuation inset of Long Island.
Cover title: Rand McNally official auto trails map : Long Island & vicinity featuring golf links and country clubs.
Cover handstamped "Register of copyrights, Library of Congress ... ." and dated "7/28/23" in ms.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 98.3 (PrCt)
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 54 x 69 on sheet 55 x 71 cm.
Keyed to 48 named road signs and 124 Hudson Motor Car Company dealerships and garages servicing Essex automobiles.

Verso handstamped "Register of copyrights, Library of Congress ... " and dated "7/18/23" in ms.

Uniform title: Auto trails
For variant issue, lacking mention of Essex automobiles, see RMcN Auto Trails 6F 118.5 (PrCt).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN Auto Trails 6F 118 (PrCt)

55874 New York Region - Maps - 1924 - Road maps
Hudson auto trails map and guide to sales and service departments within 100 miles of New York City. [Chicago or New York?] : Rand McNally & Co., [1923].
1 map : col. ; 54 x 69 on sheet 55 x 70 cm.
Keyed to 48 named road signs and 124 Hudson Motor Car Company dealerships and garages.

Verso handstamped "Register of copyrights, Library of Congress ... " and dated "7/18/23" in ms.

For variant issue, including mention of Essex automobiles, see RMcN Auto Trails 6F 118 (PrCt).

Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN Auto Trails 6F 118.5 (PrCt)

55875 New York Region - Maps - 1924 - Road maps
Hudson auto trails map and guide to sales and service departments within 100 miles of New York City. [Chicago or New York?] : Rand McNally & Co., [1923].
1 map : col. ; 54 x 69 on sheet 55 x 70 cm.
Keyed to 48 named road signs and 124 Hudson Motor Car Company dealerships and garages.

Verso handstamped "Register of copyrights, Library of Congress ... " and dated "7/18/23" in ms.

For variant issue, including mention of Essex automobiles, see RMcN Auto Trails 6F 118 (PrCt).

Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN Auto Trails 6F 118 (PrCt)

55876 New York Region - Maps - 1924 - Road maps
Hudson auto trails map and guide to sales and service departments within 100 miles of New York City. [Chicago or New York?] : Rand McNally & Co., [1923].
1 map : col. ; 54 x 69 on sheet 55 x 70 cm.
Keyed to 48 named road signs and 124 Hudson Motor Car Company dealerships and garages.

Verso handstamped "Register of copyrights, Library of Congress ... " and dated "7/18/23" in ms.

For variant issue, lacking mention of Essex automobiles, see RMcN Auto Trails 6F 118 (PrCt).

Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN Auto Trails 6F 118 (PrCt)

55877 New York Region - Maps - 1926 - Road maps
Hudson auto trails map and guide to sales and service departments within 100 miles of New York City. [Chicago or New York?] : Rand McNally & Co., [1926].
1 map : col. ; 54 x 69 on sheet 55 x 70 cm.
Keyed to 48 named road signs and 124 Hudson Motor Car Company dealerships and garages.

Verso handstamped "Register of copyrights, Library of Congress ... " and dated "7/18/23" in ms.

For variant issue, lacking mention of Essex automobiles, see RMcN Auto Trails 6F 118 (PrCt).

Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN Auto Trails 6F 118 (PrCt)
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 62 x 79 on sheet 73 x 88 cm.
Keyed to 6 named road signs and 232 golf and country clubs.
Scale [ca. 1:220,000].
Plate no. H-4.
Includes continuation inset of tip of Long Island.
Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto trails map:
Long Island and vicinity (Chicago and New York: Rand McNally, 1926). 40 p. : maps, ill. ; 19 cm.
Title page handstamped "Register of copyrights, Library of Congress ... .", dated "5-22-26" and cited "L. cl. 2 shelf" in ms.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).

**NMn Auto Trails 4C 294 (PrCt)**

### New York Region - Maps - 1927 - Road maps

- **New York Region - Maps - 1927 - Road maps**
  - **New York Region - Maps - 1927 - Country clubs**
  - **Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1927 - Road maps**
  - **Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1927 - Country clubs**

Rand McNally official 1927 detailed auto road map: Long Island and vicinity featuring golf links.
1 map : col. ; 63 x 79 on sheet 73 x 88 cm.
Keyed to 228 golf and country clubs.
Scale [ca. 1:375,000].
Plate no. I-4.
Includes continuation inset of tip of Long Island and a detailed map of Manhattan.
Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto road map of Long Island and vicinity ... (Chicago and New York: Rand McNally, 1927). 52 p. : maps, ill. ; 19 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally official auto road map: Long Island and vicinity.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).

**RMn Auto Trails 4C 348 (PrCt)**

### New York Region - Maps - 1928 - Road maps

- **New York Region - Maps - 1928 - Road maps**
  - **New York Region - Maps - 1928 - Road maps**
  - **New York Region - Maps - 1928 - Golf courses**
  - **New York Region - Maps - 1928 - Yacht clubs**

Riverside and Fort Lee Ferry Co. - Maps - 1928 -- Alpine Yonkers Ferry - Maps - 1928 -- Storm King Highway - Maps - 1928 -- Road maps
AAA official road map: greater metropolitan district [of New York region]. Washington, D.C.
American Automobile Association, [1928].
1 map : col. ; 85 x 56 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Greater metropolitan district [of New York region] showing main automobile roads with principal connections
"Prepared in cooperation with the New York Automobile Club, New York, N.Y."
Date from RMnAE 99 ms. index.
Includes prominent advertisement for the Standard Oil Company of New York (SOCONY).
Incomplete; trimmed on 3 sides.
Plate nos. 3018-A and 369
Inset (36 x 11 cm.): Long Island Maps on verso (41 x 29 cm. and smaller.): [New York region] -- Fort Lee Ferry between New York and New Jersey ... / Riverside and Fort Lee Ferry Company -- Alpine Yonkers Ferry : trunk routes crossing Yonkers Ferry -- Bear Mountain Bridge and Storm King Highway.
Panel art: Car on country road framed by tree.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMn AE 99.12 (PrCt)

**RMn AE 99.12 (PrCt)**

### New York Region - Maps - 1928 - Road maps

- **New York Region - Maps - 1928 - Road maps**
  - **New York Region - Maps - 1928 - Road maps**

Lists destinations and routes for one-day and weekend trips from Columbus Circle.
On verso: Heart of city of New York featuring points of interest, principal hotels and theatres.
Plate no. 4175-5-27.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).

RMn Auto Trails 4C 329 (PrCt)

### New York Region - Maps - 1928 - Road maps

- **New York Region - Maps - 1928 - Road maps**

55880 New York Region - Maps - 1928 - Road maps
55878 New York Region - Maps - 1927 - Road maps
55879 New York Region - Maps - 1927 - Road maps

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1928 - Yacht clubs
Golf courses SEE ALSO Country clubs
1 map : col. ; 63 x 79 cm.
Plate no. J-5.
Keyed to 365 golf and yacht clubs.
Continuation inset (21 x 27 cm.): Eastern Long Island insert.
Inset (20 x 13 cm.): Detailed map of Manhattan. Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto road map of Long Island and vicinity (Chicago and New York : Rand McNally, 1928). 48 p. : maps, ill. ; 19 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally official auto road map : Long Island & vicinity.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B, BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 381 (PrCt)

New York Region - Maps - 1929 - Road maps
New York Region - Maps - 1929 - Road maps
Bridges - New York Region - Maps - 1929
New York Region - Maps - 1929 - Road maps
Bridges - Newark Region (N.J.) - Maps - 1929
Goethals Bridge (N.J.) - Maps - 1929
Outerbridge Crossing (N.Y.) - Access roads - Maps - 1929
Road maps
Authors: Port of New York Authority -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 42 x 18 cm.
Title.
Marked in red pencil.
Filed with a group of related U.S. state maps identifying bridges along major highways, ca. 1927- ca. 1930 (in RMcN AE folders 172 and 173), many associated with Rand McNally cartographer John G. Brink.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 172.4X (PrCt)

New York Region - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Bridges - New York Region - Maps - 1930
Holland Tunnel (New York, N.Y.) - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1930
Holland Tunnel (New York, N.Y.) - 1930 - Road maps
Tunnel and bridges operated by the Port of New York Authority under legislative authority ... Albany, N.Y.: J.B Lyon Company, printers, [ca. 1930?].
Authors: Port of New York Authority -- J.B. Lyon Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 44 cm.
Title page.
Added title: Map of routes to Port Authority bridges and tunnel in the metropolitan district / copyrighted by the Port of New York Authority
Verso includes descriptive text and photographs.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

of the George Washington Bridge, Bayonne Bridge, Goethals Bridge, Outerbridge Crossing and cross-section views of automobiles in the Holland Tunnel.

Panel art: Port of New York Authority logo.

Filed with a group of related U.S. state maps identifying bridges along major highways, ca. 1927-ca. 1939 (in RMcN AE folders 172 and 173), many associated with Rand McNally cartographer John G. Brink.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 172.3X (PrCt)

55885

New York Region - Maps - 1930 - Road maps


Authors: The News (New York, (N.Y.) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 75 x 85 cm.

Panel title.

Date from RMcN AE 98 ms. index.

Plate no. L 1021

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 98.12 (PrCt)

55886

New York Region - Maps - 1931 - Road maps


Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 68 x 45 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Cities Service road map of metropolitan district : New York City.

Date from RMcN AE 98 ms. index.

Plate no. M

Maps on verso (34 x 51 cm. and 15 x 17 cm.): Cities Service road map of Long Island and vicinity -- Eastern Long Island.

Panel art: River valley.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 98.19 (PrCt)

55887

New York Region - Maps - 1931 - Road maps


Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Tide Water Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 folded map

Panel title.

Distribution: NL 1, LC 0, DUP 0.

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 561 (PrCt)

55888

New York Region - Maps - 1931 - Road maps


Authors: The News (New York, (N.Y.) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 75 x 85 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: The News map of metropolitan district : New York City.

Date from RMcN AE 98 ms. index.

Plate no. M 1021

Map on verso (43 x 84 cm.): The News map of Long Island.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 98.14 (PrCt)

55889

New York Region - Maps - 1932 - Road maps


Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Cities Service Oil Company SEE ALSO Warner-Quinlan Company

1 map : col. ; 68 x 54 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Cities Service road map of metropolitan area: New York City.

Plate no. N

Maps on verso (34 x 51 cm. and 15 x 17 cm.): Cities Service road map of Long Island and vicinity -- Eastern Long Island.

Panel art: Cities Service swordsman.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 98.28 (PrCt)

55890

New York Region - Maps - 1932 - Road maps


Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Tide Water Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 folded map

Panel title.

Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4985 (PrCt)

55897 New York Region - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
New York Region - Maps- 1934 - Bridges
- 1934- George Washington Bridge
(Ne... - 1934- Holland Tunnel
(Ne... - 1934- Road maps
Authors: Port of New York Authority -- American Automobile Association -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- New York Port Authority SEE Port of New York Authority
1 map: col.; 44 x 29 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Highway routes of The Port of New York.
"Copyright the Port of New York Authority. Prepared by AAA."
Maps on verso (each 5 x 23 cm.): Approaches to the George Washington Bridge -- Approaches to the Holland Tunnel.
Verso includes photos and descriptive text.
Panel art: Gates open to bird-eye view of the New York region.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 99.37 (PrCt)

55898 New York Region - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Westchester County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
- 1934 - Pictorial maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 53 x 35 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: New York & vicinity.
Map on verso (53 x 29 cm.): Westchester Co., New York.
Panel art: Texaco logo above outline of United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 98.50.1 (PrCt)

55899 New York Region - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
- 1934 - Pictorial maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 53 x 35 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: New York & vicinity.
Map on verso (53 x 29 cm.): Westchester Co., New York.
Panel art: Texaco logo above outline of United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 98.50.2 (PrCt)

55900 New York Region - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
- 1935 - Pictorial maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company of New Jersey -- Colonial Beacon Oil Co. -- General Drafting Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 68 x 53 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Colonial Esso road map of metropolitan New York.
Maps on verso (18 x 53 and smaller): Colonial Esso road map of eastern Long Island (Suffolk County) -- Approaches to George Washington Bridge -- Approaches to Holland Tunnel -- Map of Manhattan.
Panel art: Esso sign over the planet. Handstamped "1937" and "copyrighted."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 169.6A (PrCt)

55901 New York Region - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
- 1935 - Pictorial maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company of New Jersey -- Colonial Beacon Oil Co. -- General Drafting Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 68 x 53 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Colonial Esso road map of metropolitan New York.
Maps on verso (18 x 53 and smaller): Colonial Esso road map of eastern Long Island (Suffolk County) -- Approaches to George Washington Bridge -- Approaches to Holland Tunnel -- Map of Manhattan.
Panel art: Esso sign over the planet. Handstamped "1937" and "copyrighted."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 169.6A (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
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maps<<>>Pictorial maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company of New Jersey -- Colonial Beacon Oil Co. -- General Drafting Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 53 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Colonial Esso road map of metropolitan New York
Maps on verso (18 x 53): Colonial Esso road map of eastern Long Island (Suffolk County) -- Approaches to George Washington Bridge -- Approaches to Holland Tunnel -- Map of Manhattan.
Panel art: Esso sign over the planet.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 100.3 (PrCt)

55905
New York Region - Maps - 1935 - Road maps<<>>Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1935 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Tide Water Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (3 panel, O,B): Profile of woman driver, scarf blowing in wind.
Plate no. I-4.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 0, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1246 (PrCt)

55906
New York Region - Maps - 1936 - Road maps<<>>Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
In metropolitan New York and vicinity ride with Richfield. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1936?].
Authors: Richfield Oil Corporation -- Air Adventures of Jimmie Allen (Radio program) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: airplane with "Jimmie Allen" radio show logo flying over Richfield gas station.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1455 (PrCt)

55904
New York Region - Maps - 1935 - Road maps<<>>Westchester County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1935 - Road maps<<>>Road maps<<>>Counties - Maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 53 x 35 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: New York & vicinity.
Date from RMcN 98 ms. index.
Panel no. 5-35
Map on verso (53 x 29 cm.): Westchester Co., New York.
Panel art: Texaco compass rose.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 98.53 (PrCt)

55905
New York Region - Maps - 1935 - Road maps<<>>Westchester County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1935 - Road maps<<>>Road maps<<>>Counties - Maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 53 x 34 cm., folded to 18 x 9 cm.
Title panel dated "5-35"
Map on verso (53 x 28 cm.): Westchester County New York.
Panel art: Texaco compass rose.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Clients 3559 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
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55912 New York Region - Maps - 1936 - Road maps<--->Road maps
Authors: Port of New York Authority -- American Automobile Association -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 44 x 29 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"Copyright the Port of New York Authority, prepared in cooperation with AAA." -- Plate no. 36295.
Panel art: illustration of cars driving across a clock face.
Bridge and tunnel map for southern New York and northern New Jersey.
Two handstamps: "Received from [blank] Jan. 18 1937 Rand McNally & Co. by C.H." and "copyrighted."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN AE 100.14 (PrCt)

55913 New York Region - Maps - 1936 - Road maps<--->Westchester County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps<--->Road maps<--->Counties - Maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 54 x 37 cm.
Panel title; mostly torn away.
Added title: New York & vicinity.
Date from RMcN 100 ms. index.
Panel no. R-3648
inset (13 x 14 cm.); Lower Manhattan.
Map on verso (54 x 27 cm.): Westchester Co., New York.
Panel art: Texaco compas rose.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 100.4 (PrCt)

55914 New York Region - Maps - 1936 - Road maps<--->Westchester County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps<--->Road maps<--->Counties - Maps
New York metropolitan area : Texaco road map ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1936].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 54 x 37 cm.
Panel title
Added title: New York and vicinity.
Date from RMcN AE 100 ms. index.
Panel no. S-3648
inset (13 x 14 cm.): Lower Manhattan.
Map on verso (54 x 27 cm.): Westchester Co., New York.
Panel art: Texaco compas rose.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 100.14 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

55917 New York Region - Maps - 1937 - Road maps<<>>Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps<<>>Westchester County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps<<>>Road maps<<>>Counties - Maps


Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection

Panel title.

1 map : col. ; 52 x 42 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Gulf road map of metropolitan New York City and vicinity.

Date from RMcN AE 100 ms. index.

Plate no. S. 3689

Maps on verso (20 x 57 cm. and 20 x 24 cm.):

Gulf road map of eastern Long Island -- Gulf road map of northern Westchester County New York.

Panel art: Gulf sign over car on road.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection

Newberry Library.

RMCN AE 100.11 (PrCt)

55918 New York Region - Maps - 1937 - Road maps<<>>Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps<<>>Westchester County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps<<>>Road maps<<>>Counties - Maps


Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection

1 map : col. ; 52 x 42 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Gulf road map of metropolitan New York City and vicinity.

Date from RMcN AE 102A ms. index.

Plate no. S. 3689

Maps on verso (20 x 57 cm. and 20 x 24 cm.):

Gulf road map of eastern Long Island -- Gulf road map of northern Westchester County New York.

Panel art: Gulf sign over car on road.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection

Newberry Library.

RMCN AE 102A.6X (PrCt)


Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Panel art: Tydol gasoline and Veedol motor oil logos, and slogan "travel in the best circles."

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 3004 (PrCt)

55920 New York Region - Maps - 1937 - Road maps<<>>New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps<<>>Road maps


Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Panel art: Map of United States, car, Cities Service sign and "serves a nation" slogan.

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 1849 (PrCt)

55921 New York Region - Maps - 1937 - Road maps<<>>New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps<<>>Road maps


Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 2057 (PrCt)

55922 New York Region - Maps - 1937 - Road maps<<>>Westchester County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps<<>>Road maps<<>>Counties - Maps


Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection

1 map : 55 x 43 cm., folded to 19 x 9 cm.

Panel title.

Title panel dated "12 36"

Plate no. S. 3648

Inset (15 x 14 cm.) : Lower Manhattan

Map on verso (55 x 37 cm.) : Westchester Co.

New York.

Panel art: Texaco compass rose.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection

Newberry Library.


RMCN Clients 3599 (PrCt)

55923 New York Region - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Island Tydol trails thru metropolitan New York and Long maps<<>>Pictorial maps
Access routes 1938<<>>Holland Tunnel (New York, N.Y.)
Skyway (N.J.)
Access routes 1938<<>>Triborough Brid
York, N.Y.)
maps<<>>George Washington Bridge (New
World's Fair (1939
York, N.Y.)
maps<<>>Pictorial maps
- Manhattan (New York, N.Y.)
New York Region
RMcN AE 168.53 (PrCt)

55924
New York Region - Maps - 1938 - Road maps<<>>Manhattan (New York, N.Y.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps<<>>Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Metropolitan New York and vicinity : Richfield ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1938].
Authors: Richfield Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Ride with Richfield in New York Metropolitan area.
Date from RMcN AE 100 ms. index.
Plate no. T 3741
Maps on verso (20 x 18 cm. and 20 x 44 cm.):
Eastern Long Island -- Ride with Richfield in Long Island.
Panel art: Cars passing on rural road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 100.16 (PrCt)

55926
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Tydol gasoline sign, profiles of three cars, and slogan "stop at this sign for safe motoring."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3317 (PrCt)

55927
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Tydol gasoline sign, profiles of three cars, and slogan "stop at this sign for safe motoring."
Editor's copy (?): "Mostly parts of other dwgs. Not

 Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
55928 New York Region - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Cities Service sign, car on winding road.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3318 (PrCt)

55929 New York Region - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logos.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3078 (PrCt)

55930 New York Region - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Texaco touring map : New York metropolitan area ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1938].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : 54 x 37 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Cities Service invites you to tour metropolitan New York and vicinity.
Date from RMcN AE 156 ms. index.
Plate no. T. 3648
Map on verso (54 x 27 cm.): Westchester Co., New York.
Panel art: Texaco logo over outline of United States.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 18 1938 ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 164.49 (PrCt)

55931 New York Region - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

New York Region - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 18 1938 ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 156.35 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

RMcN AE 100.19 (PrCt)

1 map ; 54 x 37 cm.
Panel title
Added title: New York and vicinity.
Date from RMcN AE 100 ms. index.
Panel no. T. 3648
Inset (13 x 14 cm.): Lower Manhattan.
Map on verso (54 x 27 cm.): Westchester Co., New York.
Panel art: Texaco logo over outline of United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 100.20 (PrCt)

1 map ; 54 x 37 cm., folded to 19 x 9 cm.
Title panel.
Added title: New York and vicinity
Plate no. T. 3648
Inset (15 x 14 cm.): Lower Manhattan.
Map on verso (54 x 37 cm.): Westchester Co., New York.
Panel art: Texaco logo over outline of United States; slogan "tour with Texaco".
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Clients 3615 (PrCt)

1 map : col. ; 71 x 65 cm.
Inset: South Jersey.
Includes 20 portraits and views in margin.
M1281
map6F G3802.S59 1939 .N3 (PrCt)

Authors: Esso Standard Oil Company -- Colonial Beacon Oil Co. -- General Drafting Company -- New York World's Fair (1939-1940) -- ESSO (Firm : U.S.) SEE Esso Standard Oil Company 1 map : col. ; 69 x 50 cm., folded to 25 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: 1939 Colonial Esso road map of metropolitan New York
Maps on verso (52 x 51 cm. or smaller):
Panel art: View of World's Fair against city background.
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).
Road map4C G3804.N4P2 1939 .E8 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)


Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: road with cars, Cities Service sign and gas station attendant; slogan "helpful service wherever you go!"
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3731 (PrCt)

55947 New York Region - Maps - 1940 - Road maps - New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps - Westchester County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps - Counties - Maps

Shell street guide and metropolitan map of New York, Westchester, and vicinity. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1940?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logos.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Aug 10 1939 ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 165.51 (PrCt)

55946 New York Region - Maps - 1940 - Road maps - New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps - Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps - Road maps

Richfield : World's Fair of 1940 in New York
Insets on verso (20 x 29 cm. and smaller):
Richfield in Long Island and vicinity.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logos.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 100.33 (PrCt)
New York Region - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: car, Cities Service sign and infant dressed as a gas station attendant; slogan "start every trip at your Cities Service dealer's."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4078 (PrCt)

New York Region - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and motto "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4240 (PrCt)

New York Region - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Westchester County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Manhattan (New York, N.Y.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Shell street guide and metropolitan map of New York, Westchester and vicinity. Chicago : The H.M. Gousha Company, [1941?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 61 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: New York, Westchester.
Added title: Metropolitan New York, Westchester, and vicinity.
Plate nos. "O-1-1941-1" and "458-S".
Maps on verso (65 x 30 cm. and smaller): Street guide of Manhattan -- Staten Island and vicinity -- George Washington Bridge and approaches -- Triborough Bridge and approaches -- Pulaski Skyway and approaches to Holland and Lincoln Tunnels.
Panel art: Shell logo and motto "tour with confidence."
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2441 (PrCt)

New York Region - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Westchester County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Manhattan (New York, N.Y.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Shell street guide and metropolitan map of New York, Westchester and vicinity. Chicago : The H.M. Gousha Company, [1941?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 61 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: New York, Westchester.
Added title: Metropolitan New York, Westchester, and vicinity.
Plate nos. "O-1-1941-1" and "458-S".
Maps on verso (65 x 30 cm. and smaller): Street guide of Manhattan -- Staten Island and vicinity -- George Washington Bridge and approaches -- Triborough Bridge and approaches -- Pulaski Skyway and approaches to Holland and Lincoln Tunnels.
Panel art: Shell logo and motto "tour with confidence."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 5126 (PrCt)

55954 New York Region - Maps - 1942 - Road maps<<>>Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps<<>>New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Metropolitan New York City with street map of Manhattan: Richfield. Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1946].
Authors: Richfield Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 42 x 37 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Ride with Richfield in New York Metropolitan area.
Date from RMcN AE 97 ms. index.
Plate no. X. 4010.
Insets (36 x 68 cm. and smaller): Ride with Richfield in Long Island and vicinity -- Fishers Island -- Eastern Long Island.
Map on verso (65 x 48 cm.): Richfield New York City street map.
Panel art: Richfield eagle logo with U.S. Army airplanes.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 97.8 (PrCt)

55955 New York Region - Maps - 1942 - Road maps<<>>New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps<<>>Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Metropolitan New York and Long Island road map / Cities Service Oils ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1942?].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: rural road scene, Cities Service Oils logo, and slogan "start every trip at your Cities Service dealer's."
Forms part of H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4390 (PrCt)

The Supervue guide book of New York City: filled with important pictures and maps showing all points of interest in Manhattan, map of the five boroughs of New York, map of Manhattan and Midtown New York, and latest map of new subways. New York City, N.Y. Supervue Map and Guide Corp., c1946.
Authors: Supervue Map & Guide Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
128 p.: ill., 7 maps; 18 cm.
13th ed.
"Assembled, prepared and edited with the assistance of New York museums, churches and famous institutions, the Mayor's Art Commission, the Park Commission and other city departments."
"Profusely illustrated"--Cover.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes F128.18 .S97 1946 (NLO)

55957 New York Region - Maps - 1946 - Road maps<<>>Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps<<>>Manhattan (New York, N.Y.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Sunoco (Firm) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 78 x 40 cm., folded to 21 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. 463708V
Maps on verso (58 x 27 cm. each): Metropolitan New York -- Manhattan and main connecting routes.
Panel art: color illustration of car in rural landscape with illegible artist's signature.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Clients 3335 (PrCt)

55958 New York Region - Maps - 1946 - Road maps<<>>Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps<<>>New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Richfield Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 37 x 37 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Ride with Richfield in New York metropolitan area.
Date from RMcN AE 97 ms. index.
Plate no. 6.424818-2.
Insets (36 x 67 cm. and smaller): Ride with Richfield in Long Island and vicinity - Fishers Island -- Eastern Long Island.
Map on verso (65 x 48 cm.): Richfield : New York City street map.
Panel art: Richfield attendant in front of road with car.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 97.29 (PrCt)

1 map ; 58 x 46 cm.
Panel title
Added title: Texaco touring map of metropolitan New York.
Date from RMcN AE 100 ms. index.
Plate no. 4612V
Map on verso (75 x 55 cm.): Texaco : New York street map.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 100.1X (PrCt)

1 map ; 58 x 46 cm.
Panel title
Added title: Texaco touring map of metropolitan New York.
Date from RMcN AE 100 ms. index.
Plate no. 4612V-1
Map on verso (75 x 55 cm.): Texaco : New York street map.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 100.2X (PrCt)

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence.”
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Gousha Clients 5269 (PrCt)

1 map : col. ; 64 x 61 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Metropolitan New York, Westchester, and vicinity.
Plate nos. "T-7-1946-2" and "458-S".
Maps on verso (65 x 30 cm. and smaller): Street guide of Manhattan -- Staten Island and vicinity -- George Washington Bridge and approaches -- Triborough Bridge and approaches -- Pulaski Skyway and approaches to Holland and Lincoln Tunnels.
Panel art: Shell logo and motto "tour with confidence.”
Editor's copy(?); "After [?] Monroe” and other annotations in colored pencil.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2444 (PrCt)

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "U", indicating 1947 publication.
Panel art: rural road scene with gas station, car, and "Tydol flying "A’ gasoline” sign.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5269 (PrCt)

Gousha Clients 4892 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
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1 map : col. ; 58 x 46 cm., folded to 21 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of metropolitan
New York.
Plate no. 8-4612V-2
Map on verso (76 x 55 cm.): Texaco New York
street map.
Panel art: Texaco sign; slogan "Tour with
Texaco".
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN Clients 3674 (PrCl)

55971 New York Region - Maps - 1949 - Road
maps>>>New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1949 -
Road maps>>>Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps -
1949 - Road maps>>>Road maps
Metropolitian New York City & Long Island
info-map : Gulf. Chicago : Rand McNally &
Company, [1949].
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally
and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 78 x 61 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Gulf : Metropolitan New York City info
map.
Date from RMcN AE 102 ms. index.
Plate no. 9-474612V-2-1
Maps on verso (69 x 43 cm. and smaller): Gulf :
New York City street-map -- Gulf : Long Island
(eastern section) info-map -- Fishers Island.
Panel art: Gulf logo over Times Square.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 102.53X (PrCl)

55972 New York Region - Maps - 1952 - Road
maps>>>New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1952 -
Road maps>>>Road maps
New York : Atlantic ... Chicago : Rand McNally
& Company, [1952].
Authors: Atlantic Refining Company -- Rand
McNally and Company -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 42 x 574 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Atlantic road map : New York
Date from RMcN AE 102 ms. index.
Plate no.: Inset (9 x 16 cm.): Long Island
Maps on verso (33 x 25 cm. each): Atlantic road
map : New York
Panel art: Atlantic attendant washing windshield.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 102.75 (PrCl)

55973 New York Region - Maps - 1952 - Road
maps>>>New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1952 -
Road maps>>>Road maps
Metropolitian New York city : tour with Texaco ...
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1952].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and
Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry
Library).
1 map : col. ; 57 x 46 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of metropolitan
New York.
Date from RMcN AE 102 ms. index.
Plate no. 2-4612V-6
Map on verso (75 x 55 cm.): Texaco : New York
street map.
Panel art: Texaco sign and station on hilly rural
road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 102.41 (PrCl)

55974 New York Region - Maps - 1953 - Road
maps>>>New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1953 -
Road maps>>>New York Metropolitan Area -
Maps - 1953 - Road maps>>>New York
(State) - Maps - 1953 - Road maps>>>New
Jersey - Maps - 1953 - Road
maps>>>Connecticut - Maps - 1953 - Road
maps>>>Automobile travel - New York
Region - Guidebooks - 1953<<<Road maps
Members' guide to New York City and vicinity /
Automobile Club of New York. New York, N.Y.
AAA Automobile Club of New York, 1953, c1953.
Authors: Automobile Club of New York --
American Automobile Association
1 atlas (43 pages) 19 color maps, illustrations,
tables ; 22 x 40 cm, folded to 22 x 11 cm.
Third edition 1953.
Cover title.
Added title from p. [1]: AAA members' guide to
New York City & vicinity : Manhattan, Bronx,
Brooklyn, Queens, Staten Island, Nassau,
Suffolk, Westchester, Putnam, Dutchess, upper
western Connecticut, lower western Connecticut,
metropolitan New Jersey and Rockland Co.,
Orange, Ulster, Sullivan.
Includes index map on page 2; descriptive text on
recreation areas and points of interest; directories
of hotels, restaurants, golf clubs, bridges, ferries,
tunnels, road entrances, and exits; distance
tables and general index on pages 40-43.
Scales differ.
Coordinates: (W 75°08'30"--W 71°53'00"/N
42°09'31"--N 40°28'20")
map5C G3804 N4P2 1953 .A9 (PrCl)

55975 New York Region - Maps - 1953 - Road
maps>>>New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1953 -
Road maps>>>Road maps
Metropolitian New York City ... tour with Texaco
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and
Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office
-- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 78 x 41 cm., folded to 22 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco New York street map.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
New York Region - Maps - 1954

Authors: Maurois, Gérald -- Guides bleus -- Hachette (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
382 p., [2] folded leaves of plates : 35 maps and plans (2 folded, some col.) ; 17 cm.
[1re éd.] / établi par Gérald Maurois. Includes bibliographical references (p. [79]-81) and index.
Map on endpaper.
Series: Guides bleus
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 55015745

New York City.
Plate no. 5-534612V19-3
Map on verso (78 x 41 cm.): Texaco New York City street map.
Panel art: Texaco gas station on hilly rural road. Title panel handstamped “Aug. 29 1955.”
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 102.24X (PrCt)

New York Region - Maps - 1956 - Road maps

Metropolitan New York City ... tour with Texaco. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1956].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 70 x 55 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of metropolitan New York City.
Date from RMcN AE 102 ms. index.
Plate no. 6-534612V-19-4
Map on verso (77 x 41 cm.): Texaco : New York City street map.
Panel art: Texaco station on hilly country road. Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 102.25X (PrCt)

New York Region - Maps - 1955 - Road maps

Metropolitan New York City ... tour with Texaco. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1955].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; col. ; 71 x 54 cm., folded to 21 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of metropolitan New York City.
Plate no. 534612V19
Map on verso (66 x 55 cm.): Texaco touring map of metropolitan New York City.
Panel art: Texaco gas station on hilly rural road. Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Clients 3730 (PrCt)

New York Region - Maps - 1956 - Road maps

Metropolitan New York City ... tour with Texaco. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1955].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 70 x 55 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of metropolitan New York City.
Date from RMcN AE 102 ms. index.
Plate no. 6-534612V-19-4
Map on verso (77 x 41 cm.): Texaco : New York City street map.
Panel art: Texaco station on hilly country road. Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 102.24X (PrCt)
55984  New York Region - Maps - 1963 - Road maps


New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1963 - Road maps

Manhattan (New York, N.Y.) - Maps - 1963 - Road maps

Hertz Corporation - Maps - 1963 - Automobile leasing and renting - Maps - 1963

Road maps

New York Region - Maps - 1963 - Road maps

Hertz Rent a Car New York vicinity map.

1 map ; 40 x 52 cm., folded to 22 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: New York & vicinity
"© Hertz System, Inc., 1964"
Insets (24 x 40 cm. and 15 x 14 cm.): Long Island -- All roads lead to the Worlds Fair.
Map on verso (83 x 52 cm.): Manhattan. [Plate no.] 63S19
Identifies Hertz office locations.
Panel art: Car on highway framed by Hertz booth and Unisphere at the World's Fair; cityscape in the background.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1404 (PrCt)

55985  New York Region - Maps - 1965 - Road maps

Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1965 - Road maps

New York World's Fair (1964-1965) - Maps - 1965 - Road maps

1 map : col. ; 52 x 42 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Metropolitan New York City.
Plate no. 5-5804D2-18.
Insets (18 x 42 cm. and 9 x 13 cm.): Rand McNally : Long Island -- Long Island (eastern section).
Map on verso (46 x 66 cm.): New York World's Fair, 1965.
Panel art: "Unisphere" United States Steel logo on hilly rural road.
Title panel handstamped "May 15 1965."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3782 (PrCt)

55986  New York Region - Maps - 1966 - Nautical charts - Pictorial maps

Long Island Sound (N.Y. and Conn.) - Maps - 1966 - Nautical charts - Pictorial maps


Hudson River (N.Y. and N.J.) - Maps
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Added title: New York City street map.
Plate no. 676212-5.
Insets (25 x 18 cm. and 9 x 9 cm.): Staten Island
-- Metropolitan New York City region.
Panel art: Outline of New York State and
"American" gas sign.
Handstamp: "Register of Copyrights, Library of
46419" [appears twice].
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2937 (PrCt)

55990
New York Region - Maps - 1967 - Road maps
<<>>New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1967 - Road maps
<<>>Manhattan (New York, N.Y.) - Maps - 1967 - Road maps
Shell street guide : New York City, Manhattan,
Bronx, Brooklyn, Queens. [San Jose, Calif.?] : The H.M. Gousha Company, 1967.
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha
Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : both sides, col. ; 84 x 63 cm., folded to
23 x 10 cm.
"1967 edition."
Panel title.
Added title: Greater New York City : Manhattan,
Bronx, Brooklyn, Queens.
Plate no.12-OO-765-S.
Inset (17 x 14 cm.): Lower Manhattan
Map on verso (44 x 21 cm.): To and through
Manhattan
Panel art: Shell logo and color photo of New York
city skyline.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2482 (PrCt)

55991
New York Region - Maps - 1968 - Nautical charts
Pictorial maps<br>Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1968 - Nautical charts
Pictorial maps<br>Long Island Sound (N.Y. and Conn.) - Maps - 1968 - Nautical charts
Pictorial maps<br>New York Harbor (N.Y. and N.J.) - Maps - 1968 - Nautical charts
Pictorial maps<br>Hudson River (N.Y. and N.J.) - Maps - 1968 - Nautical charts
Pictorial maps<br>Connecticut River - Maps - 1968 - Nautical charts
Pictorial maps<br>New York Region - 1968 - Nautical charts
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
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handstamps.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2945 (PrCt)

1 map: col.; 56 x 81 cm.
"1969 edition"
Panel title.
"Copyright © 1969 by Rand McNally & Co."
Panel title.
Added title: Coastwise cruising guide: Block Island, R.I. to Sandy Hook, N.J. including Long Island Sound
Uniform title: Cruising chart.
Plate no. 4-M2F65-169.
Maps on verso (56 x 54 cm. and smaller):
Panel art: Photo of boats in harbor and Texaco logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (October 2010).
RMcN Cruising 62 (PrCt)

Authors: Hess Oil & Chemical Corp. -- R.R. Donnelley and Sons Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 65 x 88 cm., folded to 21 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Metropolitan New York
Plate no. 6669-A
Inset (46 x 17): Eastern Long Island
Maps on verso (65 x 63 cm. and 56 x 30 cm.):
New York City: Bronx, Brooklyn, Manhattan, Queens and Staten Island -- Manhattan visitors guide.
Panel art: color photographs of Hess refineries, vehicles and a service station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1429 (PrCt)

Authors: Mobil Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 90 x 62 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: New York City.
Plate no. 6905.
Maps on verso (34 x 76 cm. and smaller):
Eastern Long Island -- Fishers Island -- Block Island Sound -- Lower Manhattan.
Panel art: nine Mobil winged horse logos.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4174 (PrCt)

55996 New York Region - Maps - 1970 - Nautical
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

55997

New York Region - Maps - 1970 - Road maps
- Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1970 - Road maps
- New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1970 - Road maps
- Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1970 - Road maps
- Westchester County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1970 - Road maps
- Putnam County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1970 - Road maps
- Manhattan (New York, N.Y.) - Maps - 1970 - Road maps
- Counties - Maps


Panel art: Couple on balcony viewing New York City skyline in background.

Includes two Library of Congress copyright handstamps with certificate numbers.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 1282 (PrCt)

55998

New York Region - Maps - 1971 - Nautical charts
- Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1971 - Nautical charts
- New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1971 - Nautical charts
- Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1971 - Nautical charts
- Nautical charts - New York Harbor (N.Y. and N.J.) - 1971 - Nautical charts
- Connecticu River - Maps - 1971 - Nautical charts
- Nautical charts - Hudson River (N.Y. and N.J.) - 1971 - Nautical charts
- Nautical charts - Long Island Sound (N.Y. and N.J.) - 1971 - Nautical charts
- Nautical charts - New York Harbor (N.Y. and N.J.) - 1971 - Nautical charts
- Nautical charts - New York Harbor (N.Y. and N.J.) - 1971 - Nautical charts
- Nautical charts - Hudson River (N.Y. and N.J.) - 1971 - Nautical charts
- New York Region - 1971 - Nautical charts


Panel art: Couple on balcony viewing New York City skyline in background.

Includes two Library of Congress copyright handstamps with certificate numbers.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
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55999

New York Region - Maps - 1972 - Nautical charts - Pictorial maps
- Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1972 - Nautical charts - Pictorial maps
- Long Island Sound (N.Y. and Conn.) - Maps - 1972 - Nautical charts - Pictorial maps
- New York Harbor (N.Y. and N.J.) - 1972 - Pictorial maps
- Nautical charts - New York Harbor (N.Y. and N.J.) - 1972 - Nautical charts - Pictorial maps
- New York Harbor (N.Y. and N.J.) - 1972 - Nautical charts - Pictorial maps

56000

New York Region - Maps - 1972 - Nautical charts - Pictorial maps
- Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1972 - Nautical charts - Pictorial maps
- Long Island Sound (N.Y. and Conn.) - Maps - 1972 - Nautical charts - Pictorial maps
- New York Harbor (N.Y. and N.J.) - 1972 - Pictorial maps
- Nautical charts - New York Harbor (N.Y. and N.J.) - 1972 - Nautical charts - Pictorial maps
- New York Harbor (N.Y. and N.J.) - 1972 - Nautical charts - Pictorial maps

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
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56002

Authors: Amoco Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 91 x 62 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm. "1973 edition."
Panel title.
Added title: New York City.
Plate no. 736905-4.
Maps on verso (34 x 75 cm. and smaller):
Eastern Long Island -- Fishers Island -- Block Island Sound -- Lower Manhattan.
Panel art: "American" gas logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2972 (PrCr)

56001

Authors: Shell Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 91 x 62 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm. "1972 edition."
Panel title.
Added title: New York City.
Plate no. 726905-3.
Maps on verso (34 x 74 cm. and smaller):
Eastern Long Island -- Fishers Island -- Block Island Sound -- Lower Manhattan.
Panel art: Shell logo and color illustration of lower Manhattan skyline.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2495 (PrCr)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

1 map : col. ; 56 x 81 cm.
"1973 edition"
Panel title.
"Copyright © 1973 by Rand McNally & Co."
Panel title.
Added title: Coastwise cruising guide : Block Island, R.I. to Sandy Hook, N.J. including Long Island Sound
Uniform title: Cruising chart.
Plate no. 8-M2F65-173.
Maps on verso (56 x 54 cm. and smaller):
Panel art: Photo of boats in harbor and Texaco logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (October 2010).
RMcN Cruising 113 (PrCt)

Plate no. 736905
Maps on verso (56 x 54 cm. and smaller):
Panel art: Photo of boats in harbor and Texaco logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (October 2010).
RMcN Clients 1668 (PrCt)

Authors: Mobil Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 90 x 62 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.
"1973 edition."
Panel title.
Added title: New York City.
Plate no. 736905-4.
Maps on verso (34 x 76 cm. and smaller):
Road maps for Central Park. Eastern Long Island -- Block Island Sound -- Lower Manhattan.
Panel art: nine Mobil winged horse logos.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1668 (PrCt)


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
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Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 91 x 62 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.

"1974 edition"

Panel title.

Added title: New York City and counties ...

Plate no. 746905-6

Maps on verso (34 x 76 cm. and smaller):


Panel art: Amoco gas logo.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

**RMcN Clients 2988 (PrCt)**

**56009 New York Region - Maps - 1975 - Road maps <> <> Road maps**


Authors: Mobil Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : both sides, col. ; 60 x 53 cm., folded to 16 x 9 cm.

"1975 edition"

Panel title.

Added title: New York City

Panel art: Mobil winged horse logos.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

**RMcN Clients 1695 (PrCt)**


Authors: Amoco Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 91 x 62 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.

"1975 edition"

Panel title.

Added title: New York City.

Identifies Amoco service station locations.

Plate no. 756905-6

Maps on verso (34 x 76 cm. and smaller):


Panel art: "Amoco" gas logo.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

**RMcN Clients 2987 (PrCt)**


Authors: Amoco Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 91 x 62 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.

"1975 edition"

Panel title.
Island Sound

Maps on verso (34 x 76 cm. and smaller):

Plate no. 796905

Added title: New York C

Panel title.

1 map : col. ; 91 x 62 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.

(Newberry Library)

and Company

Co., [1979?].

: Mobil travel map

Putnam and adjacent New Jersey & Connecticut Region


Authors: Texaco, inc. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Texaco, inc. Cruising chart -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

Panel art: Illustrations of trees, cars on expressway, canoeing, golfing, and unidentified bridge.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 1822 (PrCt)


Authors: Schwartz, Charles

1 map


temp map4F G3804.N4P5 1987 .S3 (PrCt)

1952 - Automobile drivers' tests - New York (State) - Handbooks, manuals, etc.

Drivers' licenses - New York (State) - Handbooks, manuals, etc.


Authors: New York (State). Dept. of Motor Vehicles

40 p. ; illus. ; 15 cm.

Cover lists James R. Macduff as Commissioner of Motor Vehicles, an office he held from 1952 to 1954.

Travel Vertical File G3801 .P2 1952 .N4 (PrCt)

New York State Canal System (N.Y.) - Maps - 1919 - Canals - New York (State) - Maps - 1919

Canal map of the state of New York : to accompany the annual report of the State Engineer and Surveyor. [Albany, N.Y.?] : State Engineer and Surveyor, 1919.

Authors: New York (State). State Engineer and Surveyor

1 map : col. ; 62 x 70 cm. + chart (32 x 79 cm.)

Scale [ca. 1:800,000].

Insets: Profile of Barge Canal -- Long Island and southern part of New York.

Letterpress chart gives distances, in miles, between each of 90 locations between New York City and Buffalo.

Gift of Eric and Marjorie Tobey Rudd, 2008.

map6F G3801 .P53 1919 .N4 (PrCt)

New York (State) - Census, 1915 - Maps - New York (State) - Maps - 1915


Authors: New York (State). Secretary's Office -- Hugo, Francis M. -- J.B. Lyon Company -- KTO Microform

1 atlas : maps ; 23 cm.

'Francis M. Hugo, secretary of state. Transmitted to the Legislature January 17, 1916.'
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Microfiche reproduction published New York,
KTO Microform, 1975? 12 cards. 11 x 16 cm.
Series: State censuses
Microfiche 234 (NLO)

56017 New York (State) - Historical geography -
Maps - 1683-1979 - Counties<<>>New York (State) - Maps - Collections, 1683-1979
New York area key : a guide to the genealogical
records of the State of New York including maps,
histories, charts, and other helpful materials.
Authors: Clint, Florence -- Keyline Publishers
208 p. : ill. ; 28 cm.
Includes index.
Bibliography: p. 195-204.
80-48715
Local History Ref F118 .C55 (NLO)

56018 New York (State) - Historical geography -
Maps - 1935 - Indians - Pictorial
maps<<>>Indians - New York (State) -
Historical geography - Maps - 1935 - Pictorial
maps<<>>Pictorial maps - New York (State) -
Historical geography - Maps - Indians -
1935<<>>Pictorial maps<<>>Indians of North America - Maps
Indian episodes of New York State, land of the
Hodenosaunee . Rochester, N.Y. Rochester
Museum of Arts and Sciences , 1935.
Authors: Parker, Arthur Caswell, 1881-1955 --
Hendricks, Walter, Mrs. -- Gribbroek, Robert --
Sah-nee-weh -- Rochester Museum of Arts and
Sciences -- Stecher-Traung (Rochester, N.Y.) --
Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 35 x 50 cm.
Incomplete; issued with booklet lacking at
Newberry: Indian episodes of New York State: a
drama-story of the empire state, by Arthur C.
Parker. A booklet of added information about the
pictorial map by this name. 35 p. : ill. ; 20 cm.
See OCLC 25137879.
Pictorial map, with notes in margins.
Scale not given.
Illustrated borders.
On cover of booklet: Prepared by Arthur C.
Parker, historiographer; Mrs. Walter Hendricks,
cartographer; Robert Gribbroek, artist.
'Notable Indian names': p. 32-33 of booklet.
'Books about New York Indians': p. 31 of booklet.
Ayer p133 .P23 1935 (NLO)

56019 New York (State) - Historical geography -
Maps - 1935 - Pictorial maps<<>>Pictorial
maps - New York (State) - History -
1935<<>>Pictorial maps
A Romance map of the North country : pictorial
and historical map of northern New York /
compiler, James G. Riggins, Oswego, N.Y. ;
adviser, Josephine W. Wickser, Buffalo, N.Y. ;
artist, N. Jane Phelps, Rochester, N.Y.
Rochester, N.Y. Rochester Museum of Arts and
Sciences ; Stecher-Traung, 1935.
Authors: Riggs, James G. -- Wickser, Josephine
Wilhelm -- Phelps, N. Jane -- Rochester Museum of
Arts and Sciences -- Stecher-Traung
(Rochester, N.Y.) -- General Drafting Collection
(Newberry Library) -- Rochester (N.Y.). Museum
of Arts and Sciences SEE Rochester Museum of
Arts and Sciences
1 map : col. ; 36 x 37 cm.
'N. Jane Phelps/35.'
Title within pictorial cartouche.
Map within pictorial border, with descriptive
legend.
map2F G3801 .S1 1935 .P5 (PrCt)

56020 New York (State) - Historical geography -
Maps - 1937 - Pictorial maps<<>>Pictorial
maps - New York (State) - History -
1937<<>>Pictorial maps
Historical map of the state of New York /
cartography by George Annand. W. Willington,
Conn. Historical Map Bureau, c1937.
Authors: Annand, George -- Historical Map
Bureau -- General Drafting Collection (Newberry
Library)
1 map : col. ; 39 x 53 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:1,250,000].
Views and portraits in margins.
map2F G3801 .S1 1937 A5 (PrCt)

56021 New York (State) - Historical geography -
York (State) - Historical geography - Maps -
1960-1969<<>>Wall maps<<>>Indians of
North America - Maps
Official earth science polyconic projection map
showing the Indians of New York. [196-].
Authors: Hearne Brothers -- Cooperstown Indian
Museum, Cooperstown, N.Y.
1 map : col. ; 128 x 173 cm.
Inset: Indians of Long Island.
Notes and map of original tribal ranges in the
U.S. on verso.
M199
maproll G3801.E1 196-.B4 (PrCt)

56022 New York (State) - History - Revolution,
1776<<>>New Jersey - History - Revolution,
1776<<>>White Plains (N.Y.), Battle of,
1776<<>>United States - History - Revolution,
1775-1783 - Maps
Plan von den Operationen der Koeniglichen
Armeen unter dem General Sir William Howe in
Neuyorck und Ost-Neujerseÿ gegen die
Americaner unter Comando des General
1776, Wobeÿ vorzüglich die Affaire beÿ White
Plains am 28. October vorgestellt wird. [197?-?]
Authors: Sauthier, Claude Joseph -- Korn,
Christoph Heinrich -- Henry E. Huntington Library
and Art Gallery
1 map ; 39 x 27 cm.
Photocopy of 1777 original published in Korn,
Christoph Heinrich. Geschichte der Kriege
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"University of the State of New York, New York State Museum"--At upper left.

"Bulletin 78, plate II"--At upper right.

Scale [ca. 1:1,500,000]

Coordinates: (W 79°45'–W 71°51';N 45°00'–N 40°29')


Carte du pays des Iroquois. [19–?].


1 map

Photostatic reproduction of 17th-century manuscript.

Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

MapPhoto France BSH B 4044-63 (PrCt)


(Nuremberg, 1776-1784) v. 2, pt. 5, pl. 1.

Scale ca.1:162,200.

Relief shown by hachures.

Shows troop positions and movements.

A reduced copy of the Sauthier/Faden plan of 25 Feb. 1777.

Reproduced from original in the Huntington Library.

Gift73

ICN73

map2F 3701.S3.108 (PrCt)


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
University of the State of New York
1 map : col. ; 34 x 44 cm., folded to 21 x 12 cm.
"University of the State of New York, New York State Museum" -- At upper left.
"Bulletin 78, plate II" -- At upper right.
Scale [ca. 1:1,500,000]
Coordinates: (W 79°45'--W 71°51'/N 45°00'--N
40°29')


Ayer 251 .I611 B3 1905 [map] (PrCt)

1 map

Photostatic reproduction of 1758 manuscript. Includes insets of Montreal, Fort Crown Point, Fort Ticonderoga, Albany, Fort Edward, Fort William Henry, and Fort Oswego.


56033

New York (State) - Maps - 1759 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

New England - Maps - 1759 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

Saint Lawrence River Valley - Maps - 1759 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

Manuscript maps - Facsimiles

Map of the province of New York and a part of New England, with a part of New France, the whole composed from actual surveys by Major Christie in 1759. [19--].


1 map

Photostatic reproduction of 1759 manuscript.


56034

New York (State) - Maps - 1771 - Indians - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

Indians - New York (State) - Maps - 1771 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

Iroquois Indians - New York (State) - Maps - 1771 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

Six Nations - New York (State) - Maps - 1771 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

Indians of North America - Maps

To his excellency William Tryon Esqr., captain general & governor in chief of the province of New-York & & : This map of the country of the VI. nations proper, with part of the adjacent colonies is humbly inscribed. [Washington : Government Printing Office, 1894].

Authors: Johnson, Guy, 1740-1788 -- Tryon, William, 1729-1788 -- United States. Bureau of the Census. 11th census, 1890.


1 map ; 16 x 24 cm.

Redrawn facsimile of 1771 manuscript map in the New York State Library.

Added title in bottom margin: Map of the province of New York, 1771, showing the country of the Six Nation.

At upper left: Eleventh census of the United States.

At upper right: Indians.


Duplicate copies: Govt. I 12.5 v. 10 and folio Graff 4396

Ayer folio E98.C3 U5 1894 opp. p. 465 (PrCt)
New York (State) - Maps - 1771 - Indians - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

To his excellency William Tryon Esqr., captain general & governor in chief of the province of New-York & : This map of the country of the VI. nations proper, with part of the adjacent colonies is humbly inscribed. [Albany, N.Y. C. Van Benthuysen, 1851].


1 map : 20 x 30 cm.

Redrawn facsimile "copied from the original [1771] manuscript map in the State Library."

Engraved & printed by J.E. Gavit, Albany.

Scale [ca. 1:2,000,000]

Coordinates: (W 80°--W 73°/N 44°--N 41°).


OCLC 22141139.

Missing 2002; 2006; 2012

Duplicate copy: Ayer p133 .J67 1771 1840 (NLO)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

[A Chorographical map of the northern department of North America drawn from the latest and most accurate observations]. [New Haven, Conn.? s.n., 1778?].
Authors: Holland, Samuel, 1728-1801 -- Romans, Bernard, ca. 1720-ca. 1784 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 52 x 63 cm. fold. to 28 cm. Anonymous map apparently derived from earlier work by Samuel Holland and Bernard Romans. Title and the following imprint probably trimmed from bottom margin: Engraved, printed and sold at New Haven. For publication date and other notes, see Wheat and Brun, Maps and charts published in America before 1800 (1969) , p.30, no. 147.
Notes in cartouche at upper left: The townships, or grants east of Lake Champlain are laid down as granted by the State of New Hampshire ... .
Scale [ca.1:760,320]
Oriented with north at bottom left. For reduced reproductions, see W.H. Crockett's Vermont, the Green Mountain state (1921), v.1 and E.B.O'Callaghan's Documentary history of the state of New York (1851), v.4 For digital reproduction of later derivative re-engraved and published by Côvens et Mortier (Amsterdam, 1780) see Library of Congress website (April 2006): http://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g3715.ar082800
Cl. LC Maps of North America, 1750-1789, 828.
Ayer 133 .S26 1779 (NLO)

56041 New York (State) - Maps - 1779
A Chorographical map of the Province of New-York in North America : divided into counties, manors, patents and townships; exhibiting likewise all the private grants of land made and located in that Province. London : William Faden, 1779.
Authors: Sauthier, Claude Joseph -- Faden, William, 1749-1836 -- Tryon, William, 1729-1788 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 182 x 141 cm. on 3 sheets fold. to 22 cm. in slip case (24 cm.).
Scale [1:316,800]. 1 in. = 5 miles. 'Scale of English statute miles about 69 1/2 to a degree.' 'Advertisement. The tracts of land coloured red, are military grants ... Those with a green edge are manors, and those coloured yellow are townships ...'.
Ayer 133 .S26 1779 (NLO)

56042 New York (State) - Maps - 1783
Map of part of the state of New York, with parts of the adjacent states : made in 1783-4 / by John Aldam [sic] & John Wallis. Albany : Lith. of C. van Benthuyesen, [1861].
Authors: New York (State). Commissioners of Indian Affairs -- Adlum, John, 1759-1836 -- Wallis, John, 1734-1793 -- Vaughan, David, active 1849-1864 -- C. Van Benthuyesen & Co. -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 37 x 63 cm. In Proceedings of the Commissioners of Indian Affairs, appointed by law for the extinguishment of Indian titles in the state of New York (Albany, 1861), opp. p. 45.
'Copied from the original, 1/3 off. David Vaughan.' Shows Indian paths, roads, and proposed roads.
folio Ayer 242 .A3 N7a 1861, opp. p. 45 (PrCt)

56043 New York (State) - Maps - 1788 - Counties
Map of the state of New York, with its counties as defined by statute March 7th, 1788. 1861.
Authors: Hoffman & Knickerbocker (Albany, N.Y.) -- New York (State). Commissioners of Indian Affairs
map2F G3801.F7 1788 H6 (PrCt)

56044 New York (State) - Maps - 1788 - Counties
A Map of the state of New York, with its counties as defined by statute March 7th, 1788. Albany : Lith. of Hoffman & Knickerbocker, [1861].
Authors: New York (State). Commissioners of Indian Affairs -- Hoffman & Knickerbocker (Albany, N.Y.) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 25 x 34 cm. In Proceedings of the Commissioners of Indian Affairs, appointed by law for the extinguishment of Indian titles in the state of New York (Albany, 1861), opp. t.p.
folio Ayer 242 .A3 N7a 1861, opp. t.p. (PrCt)

A Map of the North division of the State of New York, shewing the situation of a late purchase made by Alexr. Macomb ... anno 1791. [19-].
Authors: Macomb, Alexander, 1748-1831 -- Bibliothèque nationale (France). Estampes Vd. 21 (3) -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
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1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1791 manuscript; 2 copies.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Map
Photo France BN Estampes Vd. 21 (3) (PrCt)

56046 New York (State) - Maps - 1794
Authors: Roper, John, 1771-approximately 1810 -- Stockdale, John, 1749?-1814 -- Morse, Jedediah, 1761-1826 -- Morse, Jedediah, 1761-1826. The American geography -- or, A view of the present situation of the United States of America 1794 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 22 x 18 cm.
In: Morse, Jedidiah. The American geography; or, A view of the present situation of the United States of America ... (London : J. Stockdale, 1794) opposite p. 372.
Ayer 109.5 .M7 1794 opp. p. 372 (PrCt)

56047 New York (State) - Maps - 1794 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1794
Map of part of the state of New York, with parts of the adjacent states, made in 1793-4, 1861.
Authors: Aldam, John -- Wallis, John -- Vaughan, David, active 1849-1864 -- Van Benthuysen, C. -- New York (State). Commissioners of Indian Affairs
1 map : hand col. ; 39 x 64 cm.
Facsimile of original published 1794.
map4F G3800 1794 .A4 1861 (PrCt)

56048 New York (State) - Maps - 1795
Authors: Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Lewis, Samuel, 1753 or 1754-1822 -- Harrison, William, 1774- -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839. Carey's General atlas ... (1796)
1 map ; 40 x 50 cm.
Case folio G1019.C25 1796 pl. 30 (PrCt)

56049 New York (State) - Maps - 1795
Authors: Scott, J. T. (Joseph T.) -- Francis & Robert Bailey (Firm) -- Scott, J. T. (Joseph T.)
The United States gazetteer ... (1795)
1 map ; 14 x 18 cm.
Anonymous map without imprint.
In: Scott, Joseph T. The United States gazetteer ... (Philadelphia : Printed by F. and R. Bailey, 1795), opposite column NEW-NEW.
Bar scale of 40 miles = 17 mm.
'Merid. of Phila.'
Duplicate copy: Case 5A 277
Case G 833 .8 opposite column NEW-NEW (PrCt)

56050 New York (State) - Maps - 1796
The State of New York, compiled from the most authentic information. New York : John Reid, 1796.
Authors: Winterbotham, William, 1763-1829 -- Martin, David, fl. 1796-1797 -- Reid, John, 1764?-1828 -- Winterbotham, William, 1763-1829. The American atlas containing the following maps ... (1796)
1 map ; 38 x 44 cm.
In: Winterbotham, William. The American atlas containing the following maps ... (New York : John Reid, 1796) map [10]
Case oversize G 1083 .03 map [10] (PrCt)

56051 New York (State) - Maps - 1801
New York. [Philadelphia : M. Carey, 1801].
Authors: Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Barker, W. (William), fl. 1795-1803 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839. Carey's American pocket atlas ... (1801)
1 map ; 14 x 10 cm.
In: Carey, Mathew. Carey's American pocket atlas ... (Philadelphia : Printed by H. Sweitzer, for M. Carey, 1801) pl. [7]. Incomplete map; lacking western half. Map title from 1805 ed. of atlas.
Ayer 135 .C27 1801 pl. 7 (PrCt)

1 map ; 24 x 30 cm.
In: Bridel, Jean Louis. Le Pour et le contre; ou, Avis à ceux qui se proposent de passer dans les États-Unis d'Amérique. (Paris: Levrault, Schoell, 1803) at end.
"On s'occupe dans ce moment à y envoyer des colons, et à la mettre en culture. Composée avec des caractères mobiles par G[j][uillaume] Haas à Basle, membre de l'Académie des Arts mécaniques de Berlin."
Printed from movable type.
Scale [ca. 1:711,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
Shows New York State west of the Genesee River.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Case Wing Z 4225 .119, at end (PrCt)**

56053 **New York (State) - Maps - 1804**


Authors: Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823. A New and elegant general atlas comprising all the new discoveries, to the present time ... (1804) -- John Conrad & Co. -- Lewis, Samuel, 1753 or 1754-1822 -- Tanner, Benjamin, 1775-1848 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 20 x 24 cm.

In: Arrowsmith, Aaron. A New and elegant general atlas comprising all the new discoveries, to the present time ... (Philadelphia [etc.] : J. Conrad & Co. [and others], 1804) pl. 41.

*Ayer 135 .A65 1804 pl. 41 (PrCt)*

56054 **New York (State) - Maps - 1804**


Authors: Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Lewis, Samuel, 1753 or 1754-1822 -- Harrison, William, 1774- -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839. Carey's General atlas ... (1804) 1 map ; 40 x 50 cm.

In: Carey, Mathew. Carey's General atlas ... (Philadelphia : Published by Mathew Carey, April 24th, 1804) pl. 31. Map dated 1795.

*oversize Ayer 135 .C27 1804 pl. 31 (PrCt)*

56055 **New York (State) - Maps - 1805**


Authors: Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Barker, W. (William), fl. 1795-1803 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839. Carey's American pocket atlas ... (1805) 1 map ; 14 x 19 cm.

In: Carey, Mathew. Carey's American pocket atlas ... (Philadelphia : M. Carey, 1805) pl. [8].

*Ayer 135 .C27 1805 pl. 8 (PrCt)*

56056 **New York (State) - Maps - 1809**


Authors: Chicago Historical Society 1 map ; 21 x 25 cm.


*CHS Coll., Map no. 204 (PrCt)*

56057 **New York (State) - Maps - 1810 - Pennsylvania - Maps - 1810**

*A Map of the Hudson and Mohawk Rivers; with Wood Creek, Oneida Lake, Onondaga River, part of Lake Ontario, Niagara River, part of Lake Erie, Le Beau and French Creeks, and the Allegany River, containing the route from New York to Pittsburgh.* New York, 1810.

Authors: Schultz, Christian, ca. 1770-ca. 1814 -- Maverick, Peter, 1780-1831 -- Riley, Isaac, 1770-1824 -- Schultz, Christian, ca. 1770-ca. 1814. Travels on an inland voyage : through the states of New-York, Pennsylvania, Virginia, Ohio, Kentucky and Tennessee (1810) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 19 x 34 cm.

In: Schultz, Christian. Travels on an inland voyage : through the states of New-York, Pennsylvania, Virginia, Ohio, Kentucky and Tennessee ... performed in the years 1807 and 1808 (New York: printed by Isaac Riley, 1810) v. 1, opposite p. 128. 'P. Maverick s. Newark.'

Scale [ca. 1:1,950,000].

Prime meridian: London.

*Graff 3707 v. 1, opp. p. 128 (PrCt)*

56058 **New York (State) - Maps - 1814**


Authors: Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Barker, W. (William), fl. 1795-1803 -- Johnson & Warner -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839. A General atlas, being a collection of maps of the world and quarters ... (1814) 1 map ; hand col. ; 14 x 19 cm.

In: Carey, Mathew. A General atlas, being a collection of maps of the world and quarters ... (Philadelphia : Published by M. Carey, and Johnson & Warner, 1814) pl. [15].

*Ayer 135 .C27 1814 pl. 15 (PrCt)*

56059 **New York (State) - Maps - 1819**

*New York.* Philadelphia : H.S. Tanner, 1819 [i.e. 1826?].

Authors: Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Tanner, Vallance, Kearny & Co. -- Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858. A New American atlas containing maps of the several states of the North American union ... (1823, [i.e. 1826?]) 1 map : hand col. ; 52 x 65 cm. Running title in upper margin: American atlas. In: Tanner, Henry Schenck. A New American atlas containing maps of the several states of the North American union ... (Philadelphia : H.S. Tanner, 1823, [i.e. 1826?]) map [9].

*Case oversize G1200 .T3 1823 map [9] (PrCt)*

56060 **New York (State) - Maps - 1819 - Description and Travel - Canada - Maps - 1819 - Description and Travel - Michigan - Maps - 1819 - Description and Travel - United States - Maps - 1819 - Description and Travel**

*A Tour from the city of New York, to Detroit, in the Michigan Territory : made between the 2d of May and the 22d of September, 1818.* New York :
New York (State) - Maps - 1819 - Guidebooks
Authors: Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Tannen, Vallance, Kearney & Co. -- Eddy, John H. (John Henry), 1784-1817
1 map : hand col. ; 53 x 65 cm. fold. to 15 x 10 cm.
'Entered according to act of Congress ... 1819, by Tanner, Vallance, Kearney & Co. of ... Pennsylvania.'
'Constructed from materials furnished by J.H. Eddy, Esqr. of N. York ... [et al].'
Folded in slipcase with printed label: Travellers guide through the state of New-York showing all important roads, post towns &c. Published by H.S. Tanner ... Phila.
Slipcase spine title: Map of New York.
G 10851.86 (NLO)

56062

New York (State) - Maps - 1822
1 map : hand col. ; 29 x 45 cm.
Engraved title within neatline.
Added letterpress title in uppercase and oversize lettering, top margin: Geographical, statistical, and historical map of New York.
"No. 16." -- In letterpress at upper right.
Forms part of the William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library).
oversize Greenlee 4891.C27 1822 [map 11] (PrCt)

56063

New York (State) - Maps - 1823
Authors: Morse, Sidney E. (Sidney Edwards), 1794-1871 -- N. & S.S. Jocelyn (Firm) -- Morse, Sidney E. (Sidney Edwards), 1794-1871. An Atlas of the United States, on an approved plan ... (1823)
1 map : hand col. ; 20 x 26 cm.
Inset (9 cm. in dia.): City of New York and vicinity.
Case folio G 1083.587 pl. [4] (PrCt)

56064

New York (State) - Maps - 1823<<>>Erie Canal (N.Y.) - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1823<<>>Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. - Erie Canal (N.Y.) - 1823
1 map : hand col. ; 64 x 139 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:316,800].
Includes statistical tables and geological remarks on the western part of New York and inset: Profile of the western and middle sections of Grand Erie canal.
Shows county and township boundaries.
Relief shown by hachures.
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.
Creek, A. Maps of the Genesee Valley & Finger Lakes region, 1776-1950, p. 129
OCLC 46942763
CHS Coll., Map no. 203a (PrCt)

56065

New York (State) - Maps - 1825
Authors: Morse, Sidney E. (Sidney Edwards), 1794-1871 -- N. & S.S. Jocelyn (Firm) -- Morse, Sidney E. (Sidney Edwards), 1794-1871. A New universal atlas of the world, on an approved plan ... (1825)
1 map : hand col. ; 20 x 26 cm.
Inset (9 cm. in dia.): City of New York and vicinity.
In: Morse, Sidney E. A New universal atlas of the world, on an approved plan ... (New Haven [Mass.] : N. & S.S. Jocelyn, 1825) pl. [7]
folio G 1083.595 pl. [7] (PrCt)

56066

New York (State) - Maps - 1826
Authors: Finley, A. (Anthony) -- Young & Delleker -- Finley, A. (Anthony). A New general atlas, comprising a complete set of maps, representing the grand divisions of the globe ... (1826)
1 map : hand col. ; 21 x 28 cm.
In: Finley, Anthony. A New general atlas, comprising a complete set of maps, representing the grand divisions of the globe ... (Philadelphia : A. Finley, 1826) pl. 13.
Case folio G1019.F5 1826 pl. 13 (PrCt)

56067

New York (State) - Maps - 1827<<>>Champlain Canal (N.Y.) - Maps - 1827<<>>Erie Canal (N.Y.) - Maps - 1827<<>>Champlain Canal (N.Y.) - Maps - 1827 - Altitudes - Charts,
diagrams, etc.<><>Erie Canal (N.Y.) - Maps - 1827 - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc.<><>Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. - Champlain Canal (N.Y.) - Maps - 1827 - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. - Erie Canal (N.Y.) - Maps - 1827


1 map : hand col. ; 29 x 44 cm.

Engraved title within neatline.

Added letterpress title in uppercase and oversize lettering, top margin: Geographical, statistical, and historical map of New York.


Insets: Profile of the levels of the Grand Canal/Profile of Champlain Canal oversize Ayer 135.C268 1827 pl. 11 (PrCt)

56068 New York (State) - Maps - 1828


Authors: Darby, William, 1775-1854 -- Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Darby, William, 1775-1854 View of the United States ... (1828)

1 map : hand col. ; 12 x 16 cm.


Case G 83.216 pl. 6 (PrCt)

56069 New York (State) - Maps - 1829


Authors: Langdon, J. -- Maverick, Samuel, 1789-1845

1 map : hand col. ; 31 x 39 cm.

Engraved by Samuel Maverick.


temp map2F G3800 1829.L3 (PrCt)

56070 New York (State) - Maps - 1829<<>>Counties - Maps


Authors: Burr, David H., 1803-1875 -- DeWitt, Simeon, 1756-1834 -- Rawdon, Clark & Co. -- Rawdon, Wright & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (29 p., [122] leaves of plates (some folded)) : 52 hand col. maps ; 59 cm.

1st ed.

*Projected and drawn by a uniform scale, from documents deposited in the public offices of the state, and other original & authentic information under the superintendence and direction of Simeon de Witt ... and also the physical geography of the State of the state & of the several counties & statistical tables of the same by David H. Burr.'


Scale [ca. 1:151,000]

Title vignette.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Phillips 2206

LeGear, Atlases of the United States, L2396

Ristow, W.W. American maps and mapmakers, p. 103-5

Baskes oversize G3801.G46 1829.B87 (NLO)

56071 New York (State) - Maps - 1831<<>>Erie Canal (N.Y.) - 1831 - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc.<><>Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. - Erie Canal (N.Y.) - 1831<<>>Hudson River Valley (N.Y. and N.J.) - Maps - 1831


Authors: Williams, William, 1787-1850 -- New York (State). Surveyor General -- Balch, Stiles & Co. -- Stone, Amos A.

1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 55 cm., folded in cover to 14 x 9 cm.

Imperfect; lacks accompanying text and statistical tables: The stage, canal, and steamboat register, etc., etc., for 1831. 16 p. : statistical tables ; 14 cm.

Cover title: Williams' map of New York

Scale [ca. 1:1,200,000].

Insets: [Elevation] Profile of the Erie Canal -- Map of the Hudson River 'Entered according to Act of Congress, in the year 1831, by William Williams, Northern District of New York.'

Shows county boundaries.


Creek, A. Maps of the Genesee Valley & Finger Lakes Region, 1776-1950, p. 62

Phillips. Maps of America, p. 511

LC Card Number: 00554824

Newberry accession no. 2006112251

map3C G3801.E635 1831.W6 (NLO)

56072 New York (State) - Maps - 1832

New York. [Philadelphia : H.S. Tanner, 1832].

Authors: Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Baird, Robert, 1798-1863. View of the valley of the Mississippi, or, The emigrant's and traveller's guide to the West ... (1832) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry
New York (State) - Maps - 1833

Authors: Young, J. H. (James Hamilton) -- Finley, A. (Anthony) -- Finley, A. (Anthony). A New general atlas ... (1833) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 32 x 46 cm.
In: Finley, Anthony. A New general atlas : comprising a complete set of maps, representing the grand divisions of the globe ... (Philadelphia : Anthony Finley, 1833), plate 13.
Sheet corner numbered 13.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .F5 1833, plate 13 (PrCt)

New York (State) - Maps - 1834

New York. [Philadelphia : H. S. Tanner, 1834].
Authors: Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Baird, Robert, 1798-1863. View of the valley of the Mississippi, or, The emigrant's and traveller's guide to the West ... (1834) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 12 x 15 cm.
Anonymous map without imprint.
In: Baird, Robert. View of the valley of the Mississippi, or, The emigrant's and traveller's guide to the West ... (Philadelphia : H. S. Tanner, 1834), between p. 20-21.
"Page 8" [!] -- at upper right.
Duplicate copies: G 875 .065 -- Graff 5279

New York (State) - Maps - 1837

Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 42 x 53 cm.
Cover-title: Traveller's map of New York.
Scale [ca. 1:1,300,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
Ayer p133 .M678 1837 (NLO)

New York (State) - Maps - 1837

Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Ashbridge, W., fl. 1838 -- Howes, Wright -- Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 43 x 55 cm. fold. in covers 14 x 9 cm.
Cover title: Traveller's map of New York.
Insets (32 x 8 cm. and smaller): Vicinity of the Falls of Niagara -- Vicinity of Rochester -- Map of the Hudson River from New York to Albany -- Vicinity of Albany -- Vicinity of New York.
Printed plate number '5' in upper right.
Census figures inside front cover.
Inscription inside back cover: W. Ashbridge, Aug. 6, 1838 (Pt. at Auburn, N.Y.)
Condition: fair, front cover detached.
Forms part of the Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Gift 1976, Wright Howes.
map3C G3800 1837 .M5 (PrCt)

New York (State) - Maps - 1838\<<\>> Counties - Maps

Authors: Burr, David H., 1803-1875 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 70 maps ; 206 x 123 mm.
Phillips 2207
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

New York (State) - Maps - 1839\<<\>> Counties - Maps

Authors: Burr, David H., 1803-1875 -- De Witt, Simeon, 1756-1834 -- De Witt, Simeon, 1756-1834 -- Stone and Clark
1 atlas (40, [51] p.) : 52 col. maps (part. fold.) ; 59 cm.
'Projected and drawn ... under the superintendence and direction of Simeon de Witt, Surveyor General.'
Originally publ. in 1829 by David H. Burr, New York.
Republished in 1839 with corrections and improvements.
Title vignette.
Maps also cataloged separately.
Cf. Phillips 2207.
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 1757
Case oversize G 10851 .13 (NLO)

New York (State) - Maps - 1840<<>> Northeastern States - Maps - 1840

A Map of the State of New York and the surrounding country. New York : Stone and
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

New York (State) - Maps - 1840 - Transportation
New York (State) - Maps - 1840
In: Bradford, T. G. (Thomas Gamaliel), 1801-1877 -- Sherman & Smith
1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 60 cm., folded to 16 cm.
'Entered according to Act of Congress in the year 1842 by J. Calvin Smith .... .'
Scale [ca. 1:1,203,840]; (W 80°10'--W 71°40' / N 45°00'--N 40°30')
Shows portions of neighboring states of Massachusetts, Connecticut and New Jersey.
Relief shown by hachures.
Prime meridians: Greenwich and Washington.
Insets: The St. Lawrence River, from the New York State line to Quebec -- City of New York with part of Brooklyn and Williamsburgh -- Vicinity of New York showing the line of the Croton Aqueduct and the Hudson River to Newburg.
380396
NL 29-5343
Case G 10851 .82 (NLO)

New York (State) - Maps - 1846
Authors: American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions -- American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions
Maps and illustrations of the missions (1846) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 11 x 20 cm.
In: American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions. Maps and illustrations of the missions ([Boston? : American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions?], 1846). Forms pl. 38 of a collection of wax-engraved maps, apparently detached from assorted Board publications, and bound together as a separate atlas. Title in manuscript.
Ayer 136 .A5 1846 pl. 38 (PrCt)

New York (State) - Maps - 1847
New York (State) - Maps - 1847
In: Smith, J. Calvin (John Calvin), 1839-1887 -- Burroughs, H. N. -- Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868
1 map ; hand col. ; 26 x 32 cm.

New York (State) - Maps - 1845
New York (State) - Maps - 1845
In: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868
1 map : hand col. : 26 x 32 cm.

New York (State) - Maps - 1845
New York (State) - Maps - 1845
In: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Burroughs, H. N. -- Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868
1 map ; hand col. : 26 x 32 cm.

New York (State) - Maps - 1845
New York (State) - Maps - 1845
In: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868
1 map : hand col. ; 26 x 32 cm.

New York (State) - Maps - 1845
New York (State) - Maps - 1845
In: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Burroughs, H. N. -- Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868
1 map ; hand col. ; 26 x 32 cm.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Inset (2 x 22 cm.): Profile of the Erie Canal.
In: Mitchell, S. Augustus. A New universal atlas containing maps of the various empires, kingdoms, states, and republics of the world ... (Philadelphia : S. Augustus Mitchell, 1847) pl. '10.
oversize G 10 .579 pl. 10 (PrCt)

56086 New York (State) - Maps - 1847<<<New York (State) - Historical geography - Maps - 1847<<<Counties - Maps<<<Historical atlases
432 p. : 60 maps ; 20 cm.
Stamp: Wm. H. Colgrove.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Another copy available online via HathiTrust Digital Library (accessed September 2011): http://catalog.hathitrust.org/api/volumes/oclc/4600817.html
LC Card Number: 01015878
Baskes F123 .M38 1847 (NLO)

56087 New York (State) - Maps - 1848<<<New York (State) - Historical geography - Maps - 1848<<<Counties - Maps<<<Historical atlases
A Geographical history of the state of New York : embracing its history, government, physical features, climate, geology, mineralogy, botany, zoology, education, internal improvements, &c. : with a separate map of each county, the whole forming a complete history of the state / by J. H. Mather and L. P. Brockett. Utica, N.Y. Published by H.H. Hawley & Co., 1848.
432 p. : ill., 60 maps ; 19 cm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Sabin 46766
Baskes F123 M38 1848 (NLO)

Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co. -- Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868. Mitchell, S. Augustus. New universal atlas ... (1852)
1 map : hand col. ; 26 x 31 cm.
Entered according to act of Congress in ... 1850 by Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co. ...'
Inset (2 x 22 cm.): Profile of the Erie Canal.
oversize G1019 .N49 1852 pl. 10 (PrCt)

Routes from Albany to Niagara Falls, Buffalo, and Montreal. [Buffalo, N.Y.?] : Jewett, Thomas & Co., [1852].
Authors: Jewett, Thomas & Co. -- U.S. Mail Line -- American Express Line of Steamers -- Ontario and St. Lawrence Steamboat Company -- Chicago Historical Society
1 map ; 7.5 x 11 inches
'Northern route. U.S. Mail Line and American Express Line. Ontario & St. Lawrence Steam-Boat Company's steamers ... .' Includes view of Niagara Falls.
Detached from The Ontario and St. Lawrence Steamboat Company's hand-book ... (Buffalo, N.Y., 1852). Mounted on tissue.
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.
CHS Coll., Map no. 153 (PrCt)

Authors: French, J. H. (John Homer), 1824-1888 -- Smith, Robert Pearseal, 1827-1898 -- Blodget, Lorin, 1823-1901
1 map : hand col. ; 167 x 187 cm. on 4 sheets mounted on cloth.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Scale 1:300,000.
Issued to accompany French, J.H. Gazetteer of the state of New York (Syracuse: R.P. Smith, 1860) [F 851.306].
Includes inset maps, 13 lithographic views of prominent natural features, cities, and buildings throughout the state, and statistical chart of religious denominations.

'Time dial showing the time at the several county seats when it is 12 o'clock at the Dudley Observatory, Albany [17 cm. dia.]

Creek, A.B. Maps of the Genesee Valley p. 66.

Contents: Meteorological map of the state of New York / by Lorin Blodget -- Buffalo -- Time indicator -- City of Rochester -- Comparative view of the capacities of churches of the religious denominations of New York -- Geological and land patent map of the state of New York -- City of Syracuse -- City of Oswego -- [New York City] -- City of Hudson -- City of Schenectady -- Poughkeepsie -- City of Albany -- Auburn City -- City of Troy -- Utica.

90
map6F G3800 1860 .F7 (NLO)


Authors: Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884 -- Johnson & Browning -- Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884. Johnson's new illustrated (steel plate) family atlas ... (1860)
1 map : hand col. ; 39 x 60 cm.
Insets (12 x 13 cm.): Oswego -- Albany -- Troy -- Vicinity of New York -- Buffalo -- Rochester -- Syracuse.
In: Johnson, Alvin Jewett. Johnson's new illustrated (steel plate) family atlas ... (New York : Johnson and Browning, 1860) plates '26' and '27. oversize G 10 .454 pl. 26-27 (PrCt)

Profiles of the New York State canals and feeders : showing the elevations of the same above tide water and the junction of the lateral canals with the Erie / designed under the direction of Wm. B. Taylor, State Engr. & Survr. by S.H. Sweet, Deputy State Engr. & Survr. to accompany the State Engr. & Surveyors report for 1862. Albany, N.Y. Comstock & Cassidy, 1862.

1 map ; 60 x 101 cm.
Not drawn to scale.
Coordinates: (W 79°45'00"--W 71°51'00"/N 45°00'00"--N 40°28'00")
Cartogram detailing lock locations, numbers, and lift heights along the Black River, Cayuga & Seneca, Champlain, Chenango, Chemung, Crooked Lake, Erie, Genesee Valley, Oneida Lake, and Oswego Canals, each accompanied by a statistical table.
Inset at bottom right: Map of the State of New York showing its canals and rail roads / Wm. B. Taylor, State Engr. & Survr. ; S.H. Sweet, Deputy ; David Vaughan, draftsman. 1 map ; 31 x 37 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:2,110,000].
Digital image of the revised 1869 edition of this map available via the Huntington Digital Library (accessed June 2013):
http://hdl.huntington.org/.../id/3082/rec/1
4145
map6F G3801.P53 1862 .S9 (PrCt)


Authors: New York (State). State Engineer and Surveyor -- Sweet, S. H. (Sylvanus Howe), 1830-1899 -- Vaughan, David, active 1849-1864
1 map ; 31 x 37 cm., on sheet 63 x 10 cm.
On same sheet with Profiles of the New York ... Canals.
4159
map6F G3801.P53 1862 N4 (PrCt)


Authors: G.W. & C.B. Colton & Co. -- Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 57 x 65 cm.
'Drawn by Geo. W. Colton.'
Entered for copyright 1852 by J. H. Colton.
Table at upper left has 'statistics of population,' by counties, for 1840, 1850, 1855, and 1860.
map6F G3800 1865 C6 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
New York (State) - Maps - 1866
Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1866

Authors: Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884 -- Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884
Johnson’s new illustrated family atlas of the world ... (1869) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map: hand col.; 40 x 55 cm.
“Entered according to act of Congress in the year 1866, by A.J. Johnson in the Clerk’s Office of the District Court of the United States for the Southern District of New York.”
Inset (9 x 36 cm.): Long Island.
In: Johnson, Alvin Jewett. Johnson’s new illustrated family atlas of the world ... (New York: A.J. Johnson, publisher, 1869), [plate 15]
Sheet corners numbered 31 and 32.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1019 .J5 1869, [plate 15] (PrCt)

New York (State) - Maps - 1869
Authors: Asher & Adams -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (98 p.): ill., chiefly col. maps; 38 cm.
Includes classified business directory.
Scale 1:10,041.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1250 .A8 1869 (NLO)

New York (State) - Maps - 1870
Authors: Asher & Adams -- Asher, Adams & Higgins
1 atlas ([3], 7-79, [17] p.) col. maps (part. fold.) 45 cm.
Appendix, p. 79, is dated: (1870-71).
Classified business directory of New York City and Albany following text
Versos of maps blank.

oversize G1250 .A85 1870 (NLO)

New York (State) - Maps - 1875 - Postal service
Postal service - New York Region - Maps - 1875

Postal service - New York Region - Maps - 1875 - Railroads - Maps
Post route map of the state of New York and parts of Vermont, Massachusetts, Connecticut, New Jersey and Pennsylvania, showing also the adjacent portions of the dominion of Canada. Designed and constructed ... by W.L. Nicholson, topographer of P.O. Dept. ... [Washington, D.C.? U.S. Post Office Dept., 1875?].
Authors: United States. Post Office Dept. -- Nicholson, W. L.
1 map; 134 x 152 cm. on 3 sheets folded to 27 x 18 cm.
‘... By W.L. Nicholson, topographer of P.O. Dept.
Imperfect?; lacking fourth sheet covering the southeastern part of the state?
Insets (20 x 37 cm. and 23 x 54 cm.): [Parts of Québec and Ontario] -- Postal service of Long Island with the principal mail connections of the city of New York.
162925
NL 33-2738
NL 33-2674
G 10851 .9 (NLO)

New York (State) - Maps - 1875
1 map: hand col.; 57 x 65 cm., fold. in covers 15 x 10 cm.
Title on front cover: Colton’s Township map of the State of New-York.
Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library).

map3C G3800 1879 C6 (PrCt)

New York (State) - Maps - 1881
Authors: Watson, Gaylord -- Beatson, John -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: hand col.; 55 x 34 cm. fold. in covers 15 x 9 cm.
Advertisements on verso, with note at top ‘I hereby certify that I have printed fifty-five hundred (5,500) maps, with the business cards as here shown -- Gaylord Watson, map and book publisher.’ Condition: Very good

Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection. Previous location: B-19
AMcN III PC 2510 (PrCt)
Authors: Cook F.S., fl. 1882 -- New York, West Shore & Buffalo Railroad -- New York, Ontario, and Western Railway Co. -- E. Wells Sackett & Rankin (Firm) -- Wells Sackett (E.) & Rankin (Firm) SEE E. Wells Sackett & Rankin (Firm) 1 map ; hand col. : 43 x 73 cm.
Detached from New York, West Shore & Buffalo Railroad. The New double track, low grade, direct truck line between New York City, the Great Lakes, and the West (New York: E. Wells Sackett & Rankin, stationers and printers, 1882) at end [5A 7267 (1881-1882 vol.)]
Covers New York State and parts of adjoining states.
Inset (16 x 11 cm.): New York and Weehawken termini.
Separated into two pieces.

map4F G3801.P3 1882 C6 (PrCt)

Rand, McNally & Co.'s new railroad, county and township map of New York, showing every railroad station and post office in the state. Chicago: Rand, McNally & Co., c1882.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Mabie, W. W. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 73 x 79 cm., folded in covers to 18 x 11 cm.
Issued in accompanying index: Rand, McNally & Co.'s indexed county and township map of New York... (Chicago: Rand, McNally & Company, 1882), inside back cover. 118 p. ; 18 cm.
Cover title: Rand, McNally & Co.'s railroad, county and township indexed map of New York.
Previous owner's signature (on verso and elsewhere): W.W. Mabie [?]
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

map3C G3801 .P3 1882 .R3 (PrCt)

New York (State) - Maps - 1883 - Railroads<<>>Railroads - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Blatchford, Charles H. (Charles Hammond) -- Blatchford, Mary Emily Williams, 1834-1921
1 map : col. ; 71 x 80 cm. fold. in booklet to 16 x 9 cm.
Cover title: Rand, McNally & Co.'s railroad, county and township indexed map of New York.
Booklet title: Rand, McNally & Co.'s indexed county and township map of New York. 118 p. ; 17 cm.
Bookplate: C.H. Blatchford.
Gift 1920, Mary Emily Williams Blatchford, Chicago.

map3C G3801.P3 1882 .R3 (PrCt)

New York (State) - Maps - 1884 - Railroads<<>>Railroads - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1883)
1 map : col. ; 21 x 25 cm.
Added title in upper margin: Map of New York. For Poor's manual of railroads for 1883.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1883) between p. 116 and 117
H 668 .703 (1883) bet. p. 116 and 117 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)


56107 New York (State) - Maps - 1885>>New York Region - Maps - 1885

56108 New York (State) - Maps - 1885 - Railroad<<Railroad - Maps


56111 New York (State) - Maps - 1888 - Railroad<<Buffalo Region (N.Y.) - Maps - 1888 - Railroad<<Railroad - Maps


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company. Rand, McNally & Co.'s improved indexed business atlas and shipper's guide ... (1888) -- Rand McNally and Company. Commercial atlas (1888)
1 map : col. ; 31 x 49 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Inset with blank title cartouche (14 x 25 cm.):
[New York Region].
In Rand, McNally & Co.'s improved indexed business atlas and shipper's guide ... (Chicago: Rand McNally, 1888) p. 124-125.
Keyed to index of towns and railroads on p.127, 130-131, 134-135, and 138-159.
Uniform atlas title: Commercial atlas.
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .C7 1888, p. 124-125 (PrCt)

Rand, McNally & Co.'s southeastern New York. [Chicago : Rand, McNally & Co., 1888].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company. Rand, McNally & Co.'s improved indexed business atlas and shipper's guide ... (1888) -- Rand McNally and Company. Commercial atlas (1888)
1 map : col. ; 48 x 32 cm.
Title in right margin.
Inset (13 x 18 cm.): Vicinity of New York.
In Rand, McNally & Co.'s improved indexed business atlas and shipper's guide ... (Chicago: Rand McNally, 1888) p. 128-129.
Keyed to index of towns and railroads on p.127, 130-131, 134-135, and 138-159.
Uniform atlas title: Commercial atlas.
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .C7 1888, p. 128-129 (PrCt)

New railroad, county and township map of New York, showing every railroad station and post office in the state. Chicago : Rand, McNally & Co., 1888.
1 map : col. ; 73 x 79 cm., folded in covers to 18 x 11 cm.
Issued in accompanying index: Rand, McNally & Co.'s indexed county and railroad pocket map and shipper's guide of New York... (Chicago: Rand, McNally & Company, c1892), inside back cover. 136 p.; 18 cm.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
map3C G3801 .P3 1888 .R3 (PrCt)

56117 New York (State) - Maps - 1888 - Railroads<>Railroads - Maps
Rand, McNally & Co.'s western New York.
[Chicago : Rand, McNally & Co., 1888].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company. Rand, McNally & Co.'s improved indexed business atlas and shipper's guide ... (1888) -- Rand McNally and Company. Commercial atlas (1888)
1 map : col. ; 31 x 49 cm.
Title in upper margin.
In Rand, McNally & Co.'s improved indexed business atlas and shipper's guide ... (Chicago: Rand McNally, 1888) p. 136-137.
Keyed to index of towns and railroads on p.127, 130-131, 134-135, and 138-159.
Uniform atlas title: Commercial atlas.
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .C7 1888, p. 136-137 (PrCt)

Authors: American Bank Note Company -- New York Central and Hudson River Railroad Company -- De Vinne Press
1 map : col. ; 22 x 27 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
In New York Central and Hudson River Railroad Company. Twentieth annual report to the stockholders ... 1889 (New York : De Vinne Press, 1889) opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1888-1889 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor & Greenough (New York, N.Y.) -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1889)
1 map : col. ; 26 x 20 cm.
Title in upper margin.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Advertising on verso for American Bank Note Company and Poor & Greenough, bankers and brokers, New York.

In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1889) between p. 160-161 and p. 160-161 (PrCt)


1 map ; 24 x 38 cm.

'Complanter Reservation, Pa. [also] shown.'

At upper left: Eleventh census of the United States.

At upper right: Indians.


Duplicate copies: Govt. I 12.5 v. 10 and folio Graff 4396

Ayer folio E98.C3 U5 1894 opp. p. 447 (PrCt)


Authors: American Bank Note Company -- New York Central and Hudson River Railroad Company -- De Vinne Press

1 map : col. ; 22 x 27 cm.

Title supplied by cataloger.

In New York Central and Hudson River Railroad Company. Twenty-first annual report of the board of directors ... 1890 (New York : De Vinne Press, 1890) opposite title page.

5A 7267 (1890 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

56122 New York (State) - Maps - 1890 - Railroads — New Jersey - Maps - 1890 - Railroads — Railroads - Maps


Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1890)

1 map : col. ; 25 x 19 cm.

Title in upper margin.

Advertising on verso.

In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1890) between p. 112-113 and p. 112-113 (PrCt)

56123 New York (State) - Maps - 1890 - Railroads — Maps

Map of the railroads of the State of New York / prepared under the direction of [the Board of Railroad Commissioners]. [Albany, N.Y.? The Board of Railroad Commissioners?], 1890.

Authors: New York (State). Board of Railroad Commissioners

1 map ; 86 x 110 cm. on 2 sheets

End of title statement blank in cartouche.

'Note. The date of this map corresponds with that of 1889 report. A change of fiscal year necessitates a dual map for 1889. (R.R. Com'rs.).'

'Note. The map has been revised and corrected ... from the latest data in possession of this office.'

Forms part of the Illinois Central Railroad Company archives. See C.C. Mohr, Guide to the Illinois Central archives in the Newberry Library. 94.

sc Illinois Central map 6F G3801.P3 1890 N4 (NLO)


Authors: American Bank Note Company -- New York Central and Hudson River Railroad Company -- De Vinne Press

1 map : col. ; 29 x 45 cm.

Title supplied by cataloger.

In New York Central and Hudson River Railroad Company. Twenty-second annual report of the board of directors ... 1891 (New York : De Vinne Press, 1891) opposite title page.

5A 7267 (1891 vol. [1]) (PrCt)


Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1891)

1 map : col. ; 25 x 19 cm.

Title in upper margin.

Advertising on verso for American Bank Note Company, New York.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Map of the Buffalo, Rochester and Pittsburg Railway. [New York : s.n., 1891].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1891) -- Buffalo, Rochester, and Pittsburgh Railway Company.
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1891) between p. 80-81
H 668 .703 (1891) bet. p. 80-81 (PrCt)

Authors: American Bank Note Company -- New York Central and Hudson River Railroad Company -- De Vinne Press.
1 map ; col. ; 28 x 45 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
In New York Central and Hudson River Railroad Company. Twenty-third annual report of the board of directors ... 1892 (New York : De Vinne Press, 1892) opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1892 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

56128 New York (State) - Maps - 1892 - Railroads<>New Jersey - Maps - 1892 - Railroads<>Railroads - Maps
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1892)
1 map : col. ; 25 x 19 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Advertising on verso for American Bank Note Company, New York.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1892) between p. 96-97
H 668 .703 (1892) bet. p. 96-97 (PrCt)

Map of the Buffalo, Rochester and Pittsburg Railway. [New York : s.n., 1892].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1892) -- Buffalo, Rochester, and Pittsburgh Railway Company.
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1892) p. 91
H 668 .703 (1892) p. 91 (PrCt)

56130 New York (State) - Maps - 1893
1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Includes untitled southeastern continuation inset at upper right (17 x 32 cm.)
Issued folded to 14 x 6 cm. in paper cover with title: Rand McNally & Co.'s new handy map of New York.
Uniform title: Handy maps
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
map4F G3800 1893 .R3 (PrCt)

56131 New York (State) - Maps - 1893 - Bicycle Trails<>Bicycle Trails - New York (State) - Maps - 1893<>New York (State) - Maps - 1893 - Road maps<>Road maps
Authors: League of American Wheelmen. New York State Division -- Santee, Ellis M. (Ellis Monroe), b. 1862 -- Robert L. Stillson Co.
1 map on 6 sheets : col. ; on sheets 64 x 64 cm. or smaller, folded into original canvas slipcase 23 x 12 cm.
'Compiled by the Road Book Committee of the N.Y. Div. L.A.W. ; lithographed by Robert L. Stillson.'
'Copyrighted 1893 by E.M. Santee.'
Scale [ca. 1:316,800].
Slipcase title: New York Division road maps.
Relief shown by hachures.
Includes legend and note about reporting errors. Inset: Eastern part of Long Island.
Note on routes out of Buffalo on section 3.
Text and 2 maps on verso of section 6.
92120900PL
map5C G3801.E63 1893 .L3 (NLO)

Authors: American Bank Note Company -- New York Central and Hudson River Railroad Company -- De Vinne Press.
1 map ; 47 x 65 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1892) p. 91
H 668 .703 (1892) p. 91 (PrCt)
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1893)
1 map : col. ; 26 x 20 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1893) between p. xvi-[1]
5A 7267 (1893 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

56137 New York (State) - Maps - 1895
Authors: Bien, Joseph R. -- Bien, Julius, 1826-1909 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 36 maps ; 640 x 484 mm.
Phillips 2211
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

56138 New York (State) - Maps - 1895
The Rand-McNally vest pocket map of New York, showing all counties, cities, towns, railways, lakes, rivers, etc. Chicago : Rand McNally, [1895].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company
1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm., folded as quarto (8o)
Cover-title.
Scale 1:844,800; 13 1/3 miles to an inch.
Series: Rand, McNally & Co. Indexed pocket maps
G 10851 .73 (NLO)

Authors: American Bank Note Company -- New York Central and Hudson River Railroad Company -- De Vinne Press
1 map : col. ; 28 x 45 cm.
In New York Central and Hudson River Railroad Company. Twenty-sixth annual report of the board of directors ... 1895 (New York : De Vinne Press, 1895) opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1895 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1895)
1 map : col. ; 26 x 20 cm.
Title in right margin.
Added title in right margin: Railroad map of the United States - section 3.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1895) between p. xxxvi-[1]
H 668 .703 (1895) bet. p. xxxvi-[1] (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 73 x 79 cm., folded in covers to 18 x 11 cm.
Cover title: Rand, McNally & Co.'s railroad, county and township map of New York.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
map3C G3801 .P3 1896 .R3 (PrCt)

Authors: American Bank Note Company -- New York Central and Hudson River Railroad Company -- De Vinne Press
1 map ; col. ; 28 x 45 cm.
Inset (15 x 8 cm.): [New York City region] In New York Central and Hudson River Railroad Company. Twenty-eighth annual report of the board of directors ... 1897 (New York : De Vinne Press, 1897) opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1897 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1897)
1 map ; col. ; 26 x 20 cm.
Title in right margin.
Added title in right margin: Railroad map of the United States - section 3.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1896) between p. xxii-[1]
H 668 .703 (1896) bet. p. xxii-[1] (PrCt)

56147 New York (State) - Maps - 1898 - Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.


| 56153 | **New York (State) - Maps - 1899 - Railroads** | **Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1899 - Railroads** | **Pennsylvania - Maps - 1899 - Railroads** | **Pennsylvania - Railroads - Maps** | **Map of the Lehigh Valley Railroad and connections.** [New York : s.n., 1898]. | Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1899) -- Lehigh Valley Railroad Company | 1 map : 12 x 19 cm. | Text on verso. | In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1899) between p. 64-65 | H 668 .703 (1899) bet. p. 64-65 (PrCt) |

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

1900-ca.1960.
Authors: Geological Survey (U.S.)
c. 78 maps : col. ; on sheets 45 x 33 cm. fold. to
18 x 27 cm.
Scale 1:62,500.
Dates of publication vary.
Moffat lists 260 maps before 1940.
Coverage is not complete at this scale; see index
map in box 140.
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisles 42 and 43 (July
2012).
Reference: Moffat, Riley. Map index to
topographic quadrangles of the United States,
1882-1940 (Santa Cruz, Calif.: Western
Association of Map Libraries, 1986)
map6C G3700 19-- .U5, box 140 (PrCt)

56155 New York (State) - Maps - 1900-1960 -
Topographic maps
New York, 7.5 minute series (topographic).
1900-ca.1960].
Authors: Geological Survey (U.S.)
c. 1534 maps : col. ; on sheets 54 x 44 cm. fold.
to 17 x 28 cm.
Scale 1:24,000.
Dates of publication vary.
According to USGS, coverage at this scale
complete in 986 maps.
Coverage may not be complete at this scale; see index
map in box 140.
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisles 42 and 43 (July
2012).
map6C G3700 19-- .U5, boxes 140-143 (PrCt)

56156 New York (State) - Maps - 1900 -
Railroads
Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1900 -
Railroads
New York Central and
Hudson River Railroad Company - Maps -
1900-1900 New York Region - Maps - 1900 -
Railroads
Railroads - Maps
New York Central & Hudson River Railroad.
1900. Buffalo, N.Y. Matthews-Northrup
Company, 1900 .
Authors: Matthews-Northrup Company -- New
York Central and Hudson River Railroad
Company -- De Vinne Press
1 map : col. ; 53 x 91 cm.
Inset (10 x 8 cm.): [New York City region]
In New York Central and Hudson River Railroad
Company. Thirty-first annual report of the board
of directors ... 1900 (New York : De Vinne Press,
[1900]) opposite title page.
Bottom margin of title page: Office of the
Comptroller. 1900.
5A 7267 (1900 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

56157 New York (State) - Maps - 1900 -
Railroads
Pennsylvania - Maps - 1900 -
Railroads
Buffalo, Rochester, and
Pittsburgh Railway Company - Maps -
1900-1900Railroads - Maps
Map of the Buffalo, Rochester and Pittsburg
Railway. [New York : s.n., 1900].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the
United States (1900) -- Buffalo, Rochester, and
Pittsburgh Railway Company
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United
States (New York, 1900) p. 71
H 668 .703 (1900) p. 71 (PrCt)

56158 New York (State) - Maps - 1900 -
Railroads
Pennsylvania - Maps - 1900 -
Railroads
1900.
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's
manual of the railroads of the United States
(1900)
1 map : col. ; 26 x 21 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Added title in upper margin: Poor's manual --
Railroad map of the United States, 1900.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United
States (New York, 1900) between p. 64-65
H 668 .703 (1900) bet. p. 64-65 (PrCt)

56159 New York (State) - Maps - 1901 -
Railroads
Pennsylvania - Maps - 1901 -
Railroads
Buffalo, Rochester, and
Pittsburgh Railway Company - Maps -
1901-1901Railroads - Maps
Map of the Buffalo, Rochester and Pittsburg
Railway. [New York : s.n., 1901].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the
United States (1901) -- Buffalo, Rochester, and
Pittsburgh Railway Company
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United
States (New York, 1901) p. 71
H 668 .703 (1901) p. 71 (PrCt)

56160 New York (State) - Maps - 1901 -
Railroads
Pennsylvania - Maps - 1901 -
Railroads
Buffalo & Susquehanna
Railroad Company - Maps -
1901-1901Railroads - Maps
Map of the Buffalo & Susquehanna
Railroad. [New York : s.n., 1901].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the
United States (1901) -- Buffalo & Susquehanna
Railroad Company
1 map ; 11 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United
States (New York, 1901) p. 659
H 668 .703 (1901) p. 659 (PrCt)

56161 New York (State) - Maps - 1901 -
Railroads
Railroads - Maps
1901.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Map of the Buffalo & Susquehanna Railroad. [New York : s.n., 1902].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1902) -- Buffalo & Susquehanna Railroad Company
1 map ; 11 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1902) p. 625
H 668 .703 (1902) p. 625 (PrCt)

Map of the Buffalo, Rochester and Pittsburg Railway. [New York : s.n., 1902].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1902) -- Buffalo, Rochester, and Pittsburgh Railway Company
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.
Identifies coal regions in Pennsylvania.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1902) p. 67
H 668 .703 (1902) p. 67 (PrCt)

56164 New York (State) - Maps - 1902 - Railroads<>Railroads - Maps
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1902)
1 map ; col. ; 20 x 26 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Added title in upper margin: Poor's manual -- Railroad map of the United States, 1902.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1902) between p. 64-65
H 668 .703 (1902) bet. p. 64-65 (PrCt)

56165 New York (State) - Maps - 1903 - Railroads<>Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1903 - Railroads<>Wall maps<>Railroads - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 96 x 134 cm., folded in covers to 18 x 11 cm.
Imperfect; lacking accompanying index.
Cover title: Rand, McNally & Co.'s indexed county and railroad map of New York.
"Scale 6 miles to 1 inch."
Inset (69 x 39 cm.): [Southern New York and Long Island].
Fragile condition; brittle paper; separated along folds.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
map3C G3801 .P3 1903 .R3 (PrCt)

Map of the Buffalo, Rochester and Pittsburg Railway. [New York : s.n., 1903].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1903) -- Buffalo, Rochester, and Pittsburgh Railway Company
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.
Identifies coal regions in Pennsylvania.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1903) p. 71
H 668 .703 (1903) p. 71 (PrCt)

Map of the Buffalo & Susquehanna Railroad and its connections. [New York : s.n., 1903].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1903) -- Buffalo & Susquehanna Railroad Company -- Buffalo & Susquehanna Iron Co.
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.
Identifies 'coal fields' in Pennsylvania.
Inset (4 x 9 cm.): General plan of the Buffalo terminals of the Buffalo & Susquehanna Ry. Co.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

and of the furnace plant of the Buffalo &
Susquehanna Iron Co.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United
States (New York, 1903) p. 1505
H 668 .703 (1903) p. 1505 (PrCt)

56168 New York (State) - Maps - 1903 -
Railroads>>>Railroads - Maps
1903.
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's
manual of the railroads of the United States
(1903)
1 map : col. ; 20 x 26 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Added title in upper margin: Poor's manual --
Railroad map of the United States, 1903.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United
States (New York, 1903) between p. 68-69
H 668 .703 (1903) bet. p. 68-69 (PrCt)

56169 New York (State) - Maps - 1904 -
Railroads>>>Pennsylvania - Maps - 1904 -
Railroads>>>Pennsylvania - Maps - 1904 -
Coal mines and mining>>>Coal mines and
mining - Pennsylvania - Maps -
1904<<<Buffalo, Rochester, and Pittsburgh
Railway Company - Maps -
1904<<<Railroads - Maps
Map of the Buffalo, Rochester and Pittsburg
Railway. [New York : s.n., 1904].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the
United States (1904) -- Buffalo, Rochester, and
Pittsburgh Railway Company
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.
Identifies coal regions in Pennsylvania.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United
States (New York, 1904) p. 65.
H 668 .703 (1904) p. 65 (PrCt)

56170 New York (State) - Maps - 1904 -
Railroads>>>Pennsylvania - Maps - 1904 -
Railroads>>>Pennsylvania - Maps - 1904 -
Coal mines and mining>>>Coal mines and
mining - Pennsylvania - Maps -
1904<<<Buffalo (N.Y.) - Maps - 1904 -
Railroads>>>Buffalo & Susquehanna
Railroad Company - Maps - 1904<<<Buffalo
& Susquehanna Iron Co. - Maps -
1904<<<Railroads - Maps
Map of the Buffalo & Susquehanna Railroad and
its connections. [New York : s.n., 1904].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the
United States (1904) -- Buffalo & Susquehanna
Railroad Company -- Buffalo & Susquehanna
Iron Co.
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.
Identifies 'coal fields' in Pennsylvania.
Inset (4 x 9 cm.): General plan of the Buffalo
terminals of the Buffalo & Susquehanna Ry. Co.
and of the furnace plant of the Buffalo &
Susquehanna Iron Co.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United
States (New York, 1904) p. 749
H 668 .703 (1904) p. 749 (PrCt)

56171 New York (State) - Maps - 1904 -
Railroads>>>Railroads - Maps
1904.
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's
manual of the railroads of the United States
(1904)
1 map : col. ; 21 x 26 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Added title in upper margin: Poor's manual --
Railroad map of the United States, 1904.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United
States (New York, 1904) between p. 64-65.
H 668 .703 (1904) bet. p. 64-65 (PrCt)

56172 New York (State) - Maps - 1905 -
Railroads>>>Pennsylvania - Maps - 1905 -
Railroads>>>Pennsylvania - Maps - 1905 -
Coal mines and mining>>>Coal mines and
mining - Pennsylvania - Maps -
1905<<<Buffalo, Rochester, and Pittsburgh
Railway Company - Maps -
1905<<<Railroads - Maps
Map of the Buffalo, Rochester and Pittsburg
Railway. [New York : s.n., 1905].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the
United States (1905) -- Buffalo, Rochester, and
Pittsburgh Railway Company
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.
Identifies coal regions in Pennsylvania.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United
States (New York, 1905) p. 65.
Also numbered '5' at bottom left.
H 668 .703 (1905) p. 65 (PrCt)

56173 New York (State) - Maps - 1905 -
Railroads>>>Railroads - Maps
1905.
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's
manual of the railroads of the United States
(1905)
1 map : col. ; 21 x 26 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Added title in upper margin: Poor's manual --
Railroad map of the United States, 1905.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United
States (New York, 1905) between p. 64-65.
H 668 .703 (1905) bet. p. 64-65 (PrCt)

56174 New York (State) - Maps - 1905 -
Railroads>>>Railroads - Maps
New York. Chicago : Rand, McNally & Co., 1905,
c1903.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Accession no. 2002100101
map1F G3711.P2 1906 .A4 no. 10 (PrCt)

56180 New York (State) - Maps - 1907 - Railroads<>railroads - Maps
[Railroad map of New York State]. [Chicago : Rand, McNally & Co., 1878].
1 map : col. ; 21 x 26 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Continuation inset (16 x 21 cm.): [New York City region]
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
map4F G3801.P3 1878 .R3 (PrCt)

56181 New York (State) - Maps - 1907 - Railroads<>railroads - Maps
[Map of the Buffalo, Rochester and Pittsburgh Railway Company]. Pittsburgh Railway Company
[1907].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1907) -- Buffalo, Rochester, and Pittsburgh Railway Company
1 map : 20 x 12 cm.
Identifies coal regions in Pennsylvania.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1907) p. 77.
H 668 .703 (1907) p. 77 (PrCt)

56182 New York (State) - Maps - 1907 - Railroads<>railroads - Maps
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1907) -- Buffalo, Rochester, and Pittsburgh Railway Company
1 map : 20 x 12 cm.
Identifies coal regions in Pennsylvania.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1907) between p. 64-65.
H 668 .703 (1907) bet. p. 64-65 (PrCt)

56183 New York (State) - Maps - 1907 - Railroads<>railroads - Maps
New York : Rand, McNally & Co., 1907, c1903.
1 map : col. ; 65 x 94 cm.
'Rand, McNally & Co.'s new business atlas map of New York. Copyright, 1907 ... Copyright, 1903...' -- at top.
Includes key to railroads numbered 7-166 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: New York railroads.
Continuation inset (27 x 48 cm.): [Southeastern New York and Long Island].
Issued folded in accompanying index (80 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand, McNally & Co.'s indexed county and railroad pocket map and shippers' guide of New York. Chicago and New York : Rand, McNally & Co., c1907.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 603 (PrCt)

56184 New York (State) - Maps - 1907 - Road maps
[Automobile map of New York : Lake Section].
Authors: Automobile Club of America -- Bishop, Cortlandt F. (Cortlandt Field), 1870-1935 -- Geo. H. Walker & Co.
1 map : col. ; 57 x 100 cm.
'Scale 2 miles to an inch.'
Title repeated on separate printed panel pasted on verso; includes 20 lines of text by Cortlandt F. Bishop, chairman of the Club's Map Committee.
Apparently incomplete: 'Mohawk section' and 'Susquehanna section' listed as adjacent sheets in right and bottom margins.
Issued sectioned, mounted on cloth, and folded to 21 x 11 cm.
Shows central New York (State) region roughly bounded by the towns of Coonrod,Sherburne, Milo Center, and Alton.
94082503NL.
sc map6F G3801.P2 1907 A9 (NLO)

56185 New York (State) - Maps - 1908 - Railroads<>railroads - Maps
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1907)
1 map : col. ; 21 x 26 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Added title in upper margin: Poor's manual--Railroad map of the United States, 1907.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1907) between p. 64-65.

Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1908) -- Buffalo, Rochester, and Pittsburgh Railway Company
1 map ; 20 x 12 cm.
Identifies coal regions in Pennsylvania.
Text on verso.
Also numbered '6' at bottom left.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1908) p. 81.
H 668 .703 (1908) p. 81 (PrCt)

New York (State) - Maps - 1908 - Railroads
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1908)
1 map : col. ; 21 x 26 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Added title in upper margin: Poor's manual--Railroad map of the United States, 1908.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1908) between p. 64-65.
H 668 .703 (1908) bet. p. 64-65 (PrCt)

New York (State) - Maps - 1909 - Railroads
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1909)
1 map : col. ; 21 x 26 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Added title in upper margin: Poor's manual--Railroad map of the United States, 1909.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1909) between p. 64-65.

New York (State) - Maps - 1910 - Railroads
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1910)
1 map : col. ; 21 x 26 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Added title in upper margin: Poor's manual--Railroad map of the United States, 1910.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1910) between p. 64-65.
H 668 .703 (1910) bet. p. 64-65 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

56194 New York (State) - Maps - 1911 - Railroads
       Pennsylvania - Maps - 1911 - Railroads
       Pennsylvania - Maps - 1911 - Coal mines and mining
       Pennsylvania - Maps - 1911 - Pittsburg & Shawmut Railroad - Maps - 1911
       Pittsburgh, Shawmut & Northern Railroad Company - Maps - 1911 - Railroads - Maps

Authors: Fisk, E. F. -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1911) -- Pittsburg & Shawmut Railroad -- Pittsburgh, Shawmut & Northern Railroad Company
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.
Covers parts of New York and Pennsylvania; identifies coal regions in Pennsylvania.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1911) p. 273
H 668 .703 (1911) p. 273 (PrCt)

56195 New York (State) - Maps - 1911 - Railroads
       Pennsylvania - Maps - 1911 - Railroads
       Pennsylvania - Maps - 1911 - Coal mines and mining
       Railroads - Maps
Map of the Buffalo, Rochester and Pittsburg Railway. [New York : s.n., 1911].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1911) -- Buffalo, Rochester, and Pittsburgh Railway Company
1 map ; 20 x 12 cm.
Covers parts of New York and Pennsylvania; identifies coal regions in Pennsylvania.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1911) p. 151
H 668 .703 (1911) p. 151 (PrCt)

56196 New York (State) - Maps - 1911 - Road maps
       Ontario - Maps - 1911 - Road maps
       Automobile travel - New York (State) - Guidebooks
       automobile travel - Ontario - Guidebooks
       New York (State) - Maps - 1911 - Cities and towns
       Road maps - Ontario - Maps - 1911 - Cities and towns - Road maps
       Cities and towns - Maps - 1911 - Cities and towns - Ontario - Maps - 1911 - Road maps
       Cities and towns - Ontario - Maps - 1911 - Road maps
       Road maps
Authors: Automobile Blue Books, Inc.
880 p. : ill. (some col.), maps (some col., some folded) ; 24 cm.
Includes Automobile Blue Book Publishing Co. logo with "Official 1911" on t.p. and cover.
General index map after p. 880.
Trunk line index map before t.p.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Case GV1024 .A92 1911 v.1 (NLO)


56200 New York (State) - Maps - 1912 United States - Maps - 1912 Atlases - 1912 A Descriptive review of the commercial, industrial, agricultural, historical development of the state of New York : with special charts, detail maps and profuse half-tone illustrations from all parts of the Empire state, containing, in addition, statistical charts pertaining to the increased cost of living, newly engraved maps of every state in the United States, detailed maps of every country, state and kingdom, together with a complete and adequate locating index to all cities, towns, villages and post offices in the United States, giving populations to every incorporated city and village therein. Chicago : Published by George F. Cram, c1912. Authors: George F. Cram Company -- Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 atlas (304 p.) : ill., 107 col. maps ; 40 cm. Cover title: Descriptive-historical industrial review of New York Includes indexes. Scales differ. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library. References: Phillips 4922 Baskes oversize G1250 .G46 1912 (NLO)


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

New York and Long Island.
Issued folded in accompanying index (118 p.; 17 cm.): Rand McNally & Co.'s indexed county and railroad pocket map and shippers' guide of New York. Chicago and New York: Rand McNally & Co., c1913.


Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

New York (State) - Maps - 1914 - Railroads

Steam railroad map of the state of New York : to accompany the annual report of the Public Service Commission, Second District, state of New York. Buffalo, N.Y. Matthews-Northrup Company, c1914.


1 map : col., mounted on cloth ; 101 x 114 cm.

'Corrected to October 1st, 1914.' --ms. note on title page verso.

Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

Handstamp on verso: Map and Geography Library. Western Illinois University.
On wooden rollers.
Forms part of the John V. Bergen Collection (Newberry Library).

New York (State) - Maps - 1914 - Road maps

The Automobile Club of Buffalo tour book 1914. [Buffalo, N.Y.]: Automobile Club of Buffalo, c1914.

Authors: Automobile Club of Buffalo (New York) -- American Automobile Association -- A., G. W. -- G. W. A. -- Pell & Nagel (Buffalo, N.Y.) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Pell and Nagel (Buffalo, N.Y.) SEE Pell & Nagel (Buffalo, N.Y.)

1 atlas (XVI, 248, [249-254] p. : maps) ; 24 cm.

Cover title: Tour book 1914
Covers western New York State.
Maps variously copyrighted between 1910-1914 by the Club.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Numbered route logs include driving directions and distances in miles between towns, for example "Buffalo to Syracuse. 161 miles. Route 1 ... " (p. 1).

Includes "aims, objects, and characteristics" of the Club (p. III), traffic regulations (p. IV), and index to cities and towns (p. 237-247).

Includes Buffalo city road map "prepared by American Automobile Association in co-operation with the Automobile Club of Buffalo" and signed "G.W.A." (18 x 13 cm., on p. XVI).

Includes "Condensed road map showing main routes in New York State" (21 x 26 cm., on p. [252-253]).

Some maps "engraved by Pell & Nagel, Buffalo, N.Y."

Probably separated from the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

map 4C G3801 .P2 1914 .A92 (PrCt)

New York (State) - Maps - 1914


Authors: American Automobile Association -- Automobile Blue Books, Inc.

900 p. : ill., maps (some col., some folded) ; 24 cm.

"Published with exclusive endorsement of the American Automobile Association." Includes AAA logo with "Official 1914" on t.p. and cover.


General index map, p. 7-8.

Trunk-line chart of main routes on front lining papers.

Includes indexes.

Case GV1024 .A92 1914 v.1 (NLO)

New York (State) - Maps - 1916


Authors: American Automobile Association -- Automobile Blue Books, Inc. -- Texas Company

1132 p. : ill. (some col.), maps (some folded) ; 24 cm.

Cover title: Standard road guide of America.

Spine title: Automobile blue book

Published with official endorsement of the American Automobile Association. Includes AAA logo and "16th year" on t.p. and cover.

Colored Texaco advertisement attached to sewn-in cloth ribbon as bookmark.

Primarily covers New York State, and Ontario, Canada. Partially covers Quebec, Canada.

General index map, p. 15-16.

Skeleton chart of main routes, p. 4-5.

Includes indexes.

Case GV1024 .A89 1916 (NLO)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Authors: B.F. Goodrich Company
160 p. : maps ; 24 cm.
Cover illustration: Goodrich guide post with mileages to Buffalo, Rochester, Albany, Syracuse, Ithaca and Elmira.
"TB--4B--10M --July, 1917."
Acc. no. 95080400NL.
map4C G3801.P2 1917 .G6 (PrCt)

56210 New York (State) - Maps - 1918 - Road maps
>Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1918 - Road maps
>Ontario - Maps - 1918 - Road maps
>Automobile travel - New York (State) - Guidebooks - 1918
>Automobile travel - Ontario - Guidebooks - 1918
>Automobile travel - Canada, Eastern - Guidebooks - 1918
Road maps
Authors: Automobile Blue Books, Inc. -- Kelly-Springfield Tire Company
1072 p. : ill. (some col.), maps (some col., some folded) ; 24 cm.
"Standard road guide of America."
Colored Kelly-Springfield Ties and Tubes advertisement attached to sewn-in cloth ribbon as bookmark.
Primarily covers New York State, and Ontario, Canada. Partially covers Quebec, Canada.
General index map, p. 3-8.
Includes indexes.
Case GV1024 .A92 1918 v.1 (NLO)

56211 New York (State) - Maps - 1918 - Road maps
>New Jersey - Maps - 1918 - Road maps
>Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1918 - Road maps
>Canada - Maps - 1918 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: Scarborough Company -- New York State Automobile Association
1 v. : ill., maps ; 23 cm.
Running title: Scarborough’s tour book
Issued annuaily ca. 1900?-ca.1919?
Continued by: Automobile green book. New York, New Jersey, Canada and the East
Includes indexes.
Acquisition #2008100251.
To Collection Services for cataloging, June 2011 (PrCt)

56212 New York (State) - Maps - 1918 - Road maps
>Pennsylvania - Maps - 1918 - Road maps
Road maps
1 map ; on sheet 72 x 56 cm.
Keyed to 66 named road signs.
Scale [ca. 1:894,000].
Includes continuation inset of Buffalo region.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 3 (PrCt)

56213 New York (State) - Maps - 1918 - Road maps
>Pennsylvania - Maps - 1918 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; on sheet 72 x 56 cm.
Keyed to 66 named road signs.
Scale [ca. 1:894,000].
Includes continuation inset of Buffalo region.
In manuscript on verso: Auto trails map, district no. 5, published May 16, 1918, mailed for copyright, March 27, 1919.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Auto Trails 6F 24 (PrCt)

56214 New York (State) - Maps - 1918 - Road maps
>Pennsylvania - Maps - 1918 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; on sheet 72 x 56 cm.
Keyed to 66 named road signs.
Scale [ca. 1:894,000].
Includes continuation inset of Buffalo region.
Cover title: A Guide to the blazed trails.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
**RMcN Auto Trails 6F 25 (PrCt)**

56215 New York (State) - Maps - 1919 - Railroads<<>>New York (State) - Maps - 1919 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; on sheet 71 x 56 cm.
Keyed to 66 named road signs.
Scale [ca. 1:894,000].
Includes continuation inset of Buffalo region.
Cover subtitle: A Guide to the blazed trails.
Manuscript "corrections" in crayon on map and cover.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
**RMcN Auto Trails 4C 5 (PrCt)**

56216 New York (State) - Maps - 1919 - Railroads<<>>New York (State) - Maps - 1919 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; on sheet 72 x 56 cm., folded to 18 x 9 cm.
Keyed to 66 named road signs.
Scale [ca. 1:894,000].
Includes continuation inset of Buffalo region.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
**RMcN Auto Trails 4C 3.5 (PrCt)**

56217 New York (State) - Maps - 1919 - Railroads<<>>New York (State) - Maps - 1919 - Road maps<<>>Road maps<<>>Railroads - Maps
1 map : col. ; 65 x 94 cm.
Plate no.: 137E.
Includes key to railroads numbered 5-197 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: New York railroads.
Continuation inset (27 x 48 cm.): [Southeastern New York and Long Island].
On verso: New York automobile road map. 1 map : col. ; 65 x 94 cm. Plate no.: 631D. 'National Highway Association roads used by permission.'
Editor's copy; many entries marked in red pencil.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
**RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 607 (PrCt)**

56218 New York (State) - Maps - 1919 - Railroads<<>>New York (State) - Maps - 1919 - Road maps<<>>Road maps<<>>Railroads - Maps
1 map : col. ; 65 x 94 cm.
Plate no.: 137D.
Includes key to railroads numbered 5-197 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: New York railroads.
Continuation inset (27 x 48 cm.): [Southeastern New York and Long Island].
On verso: New York automobile road map. 1 map : col. ; 65 x 94 cm. Plate no.: 631D. 'National Highway Association roads used by permission.'
'Copyright June 6/19.' --ms. note on cover.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
**RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 608 (PrCt)**
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; on sheet 71 x 56 cm.
Keyed to 68 named road signs.
Scale [ca. 1:724,000].
Includes continuation inset of Buffalo region.
Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto trails map :
Cover title: A Guide to the blazed trails.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 11 (PrCt)

56222 New York (State) - Maps - 1919 - Road maps>>>Pennsylvania - Maps - 1919 - Road maps>>>Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; on sheet 71 x 56 cm.
Keyed to 68 named road signs.
Scale [ca. 1:724,000].
Includes continuation inset of Buffalo region.
Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto trails map :
Cover title: A Guide to the blazed trails.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 23 (PrCt)

56223 New York (State) - Maps - 1920-1929 - Pictorial maps>>>Pictorial maps - New York (State) -1920-1929>>>Road maps>>>Pictorial maps
New York State. [S.I. s.n., 193-?].
Authors: Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 6 cm. in diam.
Lacking imprint, trimmed from unidentified text.
Includes pictorial representations of cities and ships.
Mounted on backing sheet; backing obscures printed content on verso.
Previously bound with a collection of pictorial maps in binders labeled "Points of Interest."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 102A.1.1 (PrCt)

Authors: Blum, Max L. -- Blum's Commercial Map Pub. Co. (New York, N.Y.)
1 map ; 61 x 65 cm. fold. in covers 19 x 13 cm. +

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
index (18 p.)
'County edition.'
Cover title: Blum's commercial travelers' and tourists' auto map of New York.
Inset (16 x 34 cm.): Long Island and metropolitan territory.
Accompanying index includes directory of hotels and hotel rates.
Accession no. 2002100101
map3C G3701.P3A 192- B5, no. [24], n.d. (PrCt)

56225 New York (State) - Maps - 1920 - Railroads - Indexes<>>New York (State) - Maps - 1920 - Road maps - Indexes<>>Road maps<>>Railroads - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company. Shippers guide -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
102 p.; 17 cm.
Imperfect; lacking folded map.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 609 (PrCt)

56226 New York (State) - Maps - 1920 - Railroads<>>New York (State) - Maps - 1920 - Road maps<>>Road maps<>>Railroads - Maps
Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 65 x 94 cm.
Plate no.: 137E.
Includes key to railroads numbered 5-197 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: New York railroads.
Continuation inset (27 x 48 cm.): [Southeastern New York and Long Island].
On verso: New York automobile road map. 1 map: col.; 65 x 94 cm. Plate no.: 631D. 'National Highway Association roads used by permission.'
Issued folded in accompanying index (102 p.; 17 cm.) : Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists’ and shippers’ guide of New York.
Handstamp on cover: Register of Copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.
'Feb. 2/20' -- ms. note on cover.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

56227 New York (State) - Maps - 1920 - Road maps<>>Automobile travel - New York (State) - Guidebooks - 1920<>>Road maps
Authors: National Survey Company -- Crocker, L. V. (Lawton Vincent), 1890-- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (80 p.): col. maps; 23 cm.
Maps keyed to "Banded pole routes," p. 3-4.
Scale [ca. 1:400,000].
Index map of New York State on front lining papers; publisher's advertisements on rear lining papers.
Includes index of towns with population.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1250 .N38 1920 (NLO)

56228 New York (State) - Maps - 1920 - Road maps<>>Ontario - Maps - 1920 - Road maps<>>Automobile travel - New York (State) - Guidebooks - 1920<>>Automobile travel - Ontario - Guidebooks - 1920<>>Road maps
Authors: Automobile Blue Books, Inc.
1,068 p.; ill. (some col.), maps (some col., some folded); 24 cm.
"Standard road guide of America."
Front cover lacking.
General index map, p. 3-8.
Primarily covers New York State, and Ontario, Canada. Partially covers Quebec, Canada.
Includes indexes.
Case GV1024 .A92 1920 v.1 (NLO)

56229 New York (State) - Maps - 1920 - Road maps<>>Ontario - Maps - 1920 - Road maps<>>Automobile travel - New York (State) - Guidebooks - 1920<>>Automobile travel - Ontario - Guidebooks - 1920<>>Road maps
Authors: Automobile Blue Books, Inc. -- Automobile Club of Rochester -- New York State Motor Federation. Rochester Division -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
76, 1,068 p.; ill. (some col.), 150 maps (some col., some folded); 24 cm.
[Automobile Club of Rochester ed.].
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Edition distributed by the Automobile Club of Rochester, with 76 p. insert bound in, giving detailed maps and information for Rochester and other locations in New York State. Includes logo of N.Y. State Motor Federation, Rochester on title page of insert.

"Standard road guide of America."

General index map, p. 3-8.

Includes indexes.

Primarily covers New York State, and Ontario, Canada. Partially covers Quebec, Canada.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes GV1024 .A92 1920b v.1 (NLO)

56230 New York (State) - Maps - 1920 - Road maps Pennsylvania - Maps - 1920 - Road maps

[Rand McNally official 1920 auto trails map :


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

Map missing.

Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto trails map :
district no. 5 : New York, northern Pennsylvania

[Chicago: Rand McNally, 1920]. 40 p. : maps, ill. ; 19 cm.

Cover title: Rand-McNally official auto trails map :
district no. 5 : New York.

Cover art: Auto driving up hill, passing tree and pole.

Uniform title: Auto trails

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).

RMcN Auto Trails 6F 26 (PrCt)

56232 New York (State) - Maps - 1920 - Road maps Pennsylvania - Maps - 1920 - Road maps

Rand McNally official 1920 auto trails map :

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; on sheet 56 x 71 cm.

Keyed to 74 named road signs.

Scale [ca. 1:760,000],

Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto trails map :
district no. 5 : New York, northern Pennsylvania

[Chicago: Rand McNally, 1920]. 40 p. : maps, ill. ; 19 cm.

Cover art: Auto driving up hill, passing tree and pole.

Uniform title: Auto trails

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).

RMcN Auto Trails 4C 53 (PrCt)

56233 New York (State) - Maps - 1920 - Road maps Pennsylvania - Maps - 1920 - Road maps

Rand McNally official 1920 auto trails map :

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; on sheet 56 x 72 cm.

Keyed to 74 named road signs.

Scale [ca. 1:760,000],

Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto trails map :
district no. 5 : New York, northern Pennsylvania

[Chicago: Rand McNally, 1920]. 40 p. : maps, ill. ; 19 cm.

Cover art: Tour in security with our emergency wheel / United States Fidelity and Guaranty Co. logo.

Uniform title: Auto trails

Includes "Insert map: New York City and vicinity" (16 x 35 cm.)

Cover art: Color illustration of couple driving in convertible car; United States Fidelity and Guaranty Co. logo.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

Accession no.: McNally 94121900NL

RMcN Clients 4803 (PrCt)

56234 New York (State) - Maps - 1920 - Road maps

The Official maps of New York / compiled from United States government surveys, official state surveys, and original sources. Chester, Vt.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Published by the National Survey Co., [ca. 1920].
Authors: National Survey Company -- Crocker, L. V. (Lawton Vincent), 1890- -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (80 p.) : 72 col. maps ; 23 x 14 cm.
"L.V. Crocker, topographer."
Includes index map at front and "index of towns with population" (p. 72-80).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

56235
Authors: J.B. Lyon Company -- Matthews-Northrup Company -- New York (State). Legislature. The Clerk's manual of rules, forms and laws for the ... Senate and Assembly of the State of New York -- Lyon (J.B.) Company SEE J.B. Lyon Company
1 map : col. ; 63 x 69 cm. fold. in covers 17 x 12 cm.
Cover title: Map of the state of New York accompanying the legislative manual.
'Erie Canal and feeders' highlighted in red.
Insets (17 x 19 cm. and 14 x 27 cm.): City of New York, showing its division into boroughs -- Southern part of New York
Probably issued to accompany New York (State). Legislature. The Clerk's manual of rules, forms and laws for the ... Senate and Assembly of the State of New York (Albany: J.B. Lyon Company, 1920); cf. OCLC.

56236
New York (State) - Maps - 1921 - Railroads<<<<> New York (State) - Maps - 1921 - Road maps<<<<> Road maps<<<<> Railroads - Maps
1 map : col. ; 64 x 94 cm.
'The Rand McNally new commercial atlas map of New York.' -- at center.
Platte no.: 137F.
Includes key to railroads numbered 5-197 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: New York railroads.
Continuation insets (26 x 47 cm. and 17 x 24 cm.): Northern portion of New York -- Long Island extension.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of New York. 1 map : col. ; 64 x 94 cm. Plate no.: 1001F.
Issued folded in accompanying index (86 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of New York.
Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1921.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 611 (PrCt)

56237
New York (State) - Maps - 1921 - Road maps<<<<> Ontario - Maps - 1921 - Road maps<<<<> Automobile travel - New York (State) - Guidebooks - 1921<<<<> Automobile travel - Ontario - Guidebooks - 1921<<<<> Road maps
Authors: Automobile Blue Books, Inc. -- Se-ment-ol Liquid Radiator Cement 962 p. : ill. (some col.), maps (some folded) ; 24 cm.
"Standard road guide of America."
Includes color advertisement bookmark for Se-ment-ol Liquid Radiator Cement attached to sewn-in cord.
General index map attached after p. 962.
Primarily covers New York State, and Ontario, Canada. Partially covers Quebec, Canada. Includes indexes.

Case GV1024 .A92 1921 v.1 (NLO)

56238
New York (State) - Maps - 1921 - Road maps<<<<> Pennsylvania - Maps - 1921 - Road maps<<<<> Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; on sheet 56 x 72 cm.
Keyed to 74 named road signs.
Scale [ca. 1:780,000].
Includes continuation inset of New York City region.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Cover art (1 panel, O,B, BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.

Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN Auto Trails 6F 27 (PrCt)

56239 New York (State) - Maps - 1921 - Road maps - Pennsylvania - Maps - 1921 - Road maps - Road maps

Rand McNally official 1921 auto trails map:
district number 5: New York, northern Pennsylvania:
insert map, New York City and vicinity. [Chicago]: Rand McNally & Co., 1921.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; on sheet 56 x 71 cm.
Keyed to 74 named road signs.
Scale [ca. 1:780,000].
Includes continuation inset of New York City region.
Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto trails map:
Cover title: Rand McNally official auto trails map:
New York, northern Pennsylvania: district no. 5.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B, BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Cover handstamped "Register of copyrights, Library of Congress ... and dated "4-26-21" in ms.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).

RMcN Auto Trails 4C 64 (PrCt)

56240 New York (State) - Maps - 1921 - Road maps - Pennsylvania - Maps - 1921 - Road maps - Road maps

Rand McNally official 1921 auto trails map:
district number 5: New York, northern Pennsylvania:
insert map, New York City and vicinity. [Chicago]: Rand McNally & Co., 1921.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; on sheet 56 x 71 cm.
Keyed to 74 named road signs.
Scale [ca. 1:780,000].
Includes continuation inset of New York City region.
Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto trails map:
Cover title: Rand McNally official auto trails map:
New York, northern Pennsylvania: district no. 5.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B, BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.

Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).

RMcN Auto Trails 4C 67 (PrCt)

56241 New York (State) - Maps - 1921 - Road maps - Pennsylvania - Maps - 1921 - Road maps - Road maps

Rand McNally official 1921 auto trails map:
district number 5: New York, northern Pennsylvania:
insert map, New York City and vicinity. [Chicago]: Rand McNally & Co., 1921.
1 map: col.; on sheet 56 x 71 cm., folded in covers to 18 x 9 cm.
Cover title: Map of marked trails in New York / compliments of Standard Oil Company of New York
Map includes "Socony motor gasoline" logo, printed in red.
Keyed to 74 named road signs.
Promotional text beneath heading on verso: To our motoring friends...
Cover art: Socony sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).

RMcN Auto Trails 4C 64.5 (PrCt)

New York (State) - Maps - 1922 - Railroads - New York (State) - Maps - 1922 - Road maps - Railroads - Maps

Rand McNally standard map of New York.
[Chicago]: Rand McNally & Co., [1922].
1 map: col.; 64 x 94 cm.
'The Rand McNally new commercial atlas map of New York.' -- at center.
Plate no.: 137G.
Includes key to railroads numbered 5-197 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: New York railroads.
Continuation insets (26 x 47 cm. and 17 x 24 cm.): Northern portion of New York -- Long Island extension.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of New York. 1 map: col.; 64 x 94 cm. Plate no.: 1001H.
Issued folded in accompanying index (83 p.; 17 cm.) : Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of New York...
Chicago; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1922.
'Copyrighted July 27/22' -- ms. note on cover.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).

RMcN Auto Trails 4C 67 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

56244

New York (State) - Maps - 1923 - Railroads

Rand McNally standard map of New York.

Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [1923].


1 map : col. ; 64 x 94 cm.

'The Rand McNally new commercial atlas map of New York.' -- at center.

Plate no.: 137H.

Includes key to railroads numbered 5-197 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: New York railroads.

Continuation insets (26 x 47 cm. and 17 x 24 cm.): Northern portion of New York -- Long Island extension.

On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of New York. 1 map : col. ; 64 x 94 cm.

Issued folded in accompanying index (81 p. ; 17 cm.) : Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists’ and shippers’ guide of New York.


Handstamp on cover: Register of Copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.

'6-12-23' -- ms. note on cover.

Uniform title: Shippers guide.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 612 (PrCt)

56245

New York (State) - Maps - 1923 - Road maps


Authors: Automobile Blue Books, Inc.

802 p. : ill., maps (some folded) ; 24 cm.

Volume title from cover; geographic area covered is represented as a map on title page.

"Standard road guide of America." -- Cover.


"Standard touring guide of America."

General index map attached after p. 802.


Includes indexes.

Case GV1024 .A92 1923 v.1 (NLO)

56246

New York (State) - Maps - 1923 - Road maps


1 map, folded : 113 x 43 cm., folded in covers to 18 x 10 cm.

Cover title: Map of marked auto trails / compliments of Wm. J. Eldridge motor service comfort stations ... Asbury Park, N.J. ... " ... Standard Oil Company (New Jersey)." -- Inside front cover.

Uniform title: Auto trails Keyed to 72 named road signs.

Inset (29 x 23 cm.): New York City and vicinity.

Cover art: Color illustration of a Standard gas station.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).


RMcN Clients 3279 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

- Guidebooks - 1925 - Road maps
  Authors: Automobile Blue Books, Inc. 770 p. : ill., maps (some col., some folded) ; 24 cm. Volume title from cover; geographic area covered is represented as a map on title page. Spine title: New York and New England automobile blue book
  "Standard touring guide of America."
  Has map holder with clear plastic front attached to sewn-in cloth ribbon.
  Case GV1024 .A92 1925 v.1 (NLO)

56257 New York (State) - Maps - 1925 - Road maps
  Midget mileage map of the best roads of New York: showing paved roads, road distances, state highways. Chicago : Clason Map Co., 1925.
  Authors: Clason Map Co. -- Buffalo Service Station -- Nash Motors Company
  1 map : col. ; 26 x 20 cm. fold. in covers 8.3 x 5.4 cm. Insets: Western end of state. -- Eastern end of Long Island.
  Three-fold cover titled "Compliments of Nash-Buffalo Corp'n. Nash and Ajax. Main at Northampton, Buffalo, N.Y."
  Other panels of cover have advertisement for "Buffalo Service Station, 48 Jewett Ave." and list of "New Nash and Ajax prices, F.O.B. factory."
  Map1F G3801 .P2 1925 C5 (PrCt)

56258 New York (State) - Maps - 1925 - Road maps
  Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
  1 map : col. ; 63 x 80 on sheet 72 x 88 cm. Keyed to 12 named road signs. Includes continuation inset of southern New York.
  Plate no. G-5.
  Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
  Uniform title: Auto trails
  Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
  Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
  RMcN Auto Trails 4C 162 (PrCt)

56259 New York (State) - Maps - 1925 - Road maps
  Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
  1 map : col. ; 63 x 80 on sheet 72 x 88 cm. Keyed to 12 named road signs. Includes continuation inset of southern New York.
  Plate no. G-5.
  Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
  Uniform title: Auto trails
  Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
  Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
  RMcN Auto Trails 4C 198 (PrCt)

56260 New York (State) - Maps - 1925 - Road maps
  Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
  Map missing from index.
  Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
  Uniform title: Auto trails
  Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
  Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
  RMcN Auto Trails 4C 223 (PrCt)

56261 New York (State) - Maps - 1925 - Road maps
  Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
  1 map : col. ; 63 x 80 on sheet 72 x 88 cm. Keyed to 12 named road signs. Includes continuation inset of southern New York.
  Plate no. G-5.
  Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
  Uniform title: Auto trails
  Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
  Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
  RMcN Auto Trails 4C 223 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 224 (PrCt)

56262 New York (State) - Maps - 1926 - Railroads<<>>New York (State) - Maps - 1926 - Road maps<<>>Road maps<<>>Railroads - Maps
Rand McNally standard map of New York.
Authors: Rand McNally & Company, [1926].
Includes key to railroads numbered 5-186 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: New York railroads.
Continuation insets (27 x 47 cm. and 17 x 23 cm.): Northern portion of New York -- Long Island extension.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of New York. 1 map : col. ; 63 x 95 cm.
Issued folded in accompanying index (85 p. ; 17 cm.) : Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists’ and shippers’ guide of New York. San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1926.
Handstamp on title page: Register of Copyrights. Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
Panel art: Seal of State of New York.
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 224 (PrCt)

56264 New York (State) - Maps - 1926 - Road maps<<>>Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1926 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Official map showing state highways and other important roads, 1926 / Department of Public Works, Bureau of Highways ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, 1926.
1 map : col. ; 53 x 67 cm.
RMcN AE 102A.2 (PrCt)

Authors: Automobile Blue Books, Inc. 866 p. : ill., maps ; 24 cm.
Silver anniversary ed.
Case GV1024 .A92 1926 v.1 (NLO)

56266 New York (State) - Maps - 1926 - Road
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

56267 New York (State) - Maps - 1926 - Road maps


Authors: Hotel Wagner (Canajoharie, N.Y.) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 63 x 79 cm., folded to 19 x 11 cm., in covers 19 x 11 cm.
Cover title.
Added title on map: Rand McNally official 1926 auto road map New York
Plate no. H-5
Inset (14 x 32 cm.): New York City and vicinity
Cover art: Illustration of Hotel Wagner

56268 New York (State) - Maps - 1926 - Road maps

Road map of New York in Soconyland, 1926.

New York : General Drafting Company, c1926.

Authors: Standard Oil Company of New York -- General Drafting Company
1 map : col. ; 52 x 68 cm., folded to 18 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Insets (18 x 42 cm. and smaller): Lower New York, Long Island and surrounding territory -- Rochester and vicinity -- Syracuse and vicinity.
Panel art: Car on curving rural road.

56270 New York (State) - Maps - 1926 - Road maps


1 map : col. ; 62 x 80 on sheet 73 x 88 cm.
Keyed to 6 named road signs.
Scale [ca. 1:716,000].
Plate no. H-5.
Inset (12 x 27 cm.): New York City and vicinity.
Uniform titles: Auto trails -- Junior auto trails.
Cover art: Metro station pump with MobilOil logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMCN AE 99.1X (PrCt)

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

Title page handstamped "Register of copyrights, Library of Congress ...", dated "4-16-26" and cited "L. closet 4 shelf" in ms.

Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.

Uniform title: Auto trails

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).  

RMcN Auto Trails 4C 273 (PrCt) 56274 New York (State) - Maps - 1927 - Road maps Pennsylvania - Maps - 1927 - Road maps Québec (Province) - Maps - 1927 - Road maps


1 map : col. ; 28 x 43 cm.

Date from RMcN AE 102A ms. index.

Plate nos. I-9.

Continuation inset (10 x 23 cm.): Southern New York. Running title: Junior auto road atlas of the eastern United States and Canada. Pages 26 and 27.


Uniform titles: Junior auto trails -- Auto trails.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 102A.5 (PrCt)
Rand McNally standard map of New York.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1928].
1 map : col. ; 63 x 94 cm.
Plate no.: 7R27.
Includes key to railroads numbered 7-186 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: New York railroads.
Continuation insets (27 x 47 cm. and 17 x 23 cm.): Northern portion of New York -- Long Island extension.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of New York. 1 map : col. ; 63 x 92 cm.
Issued folded in accompanying index (86 p. ; 17 cm.) : Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists’ and shippers’ guide of New York. San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1928.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 617 (PrCt)

New York (State) - Maps - 1928 - Railroads
56282
- Road maps
Rand McNally standard map of New York.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1928].
1 map : col. ; 63 x 92 cm.
Plate no.: 7R27.
Includes key to railroads numbered 7-186 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: New York railroads.
Continuation insets (27 x 47 cm. and 17 x 23 cm.): Northern portion of New York -- Long Island extension.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of New York. 1 map : col. ; 63 x 92 cm.
Issued folded in accompanying index (86 p. ; 17 cm.) : Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists’ and shippers’ guide of New York. San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1928.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 618 (PrCt)

56283
New York (State) - Maps - 1928 - Railroads
- Road maps
Rand McNally standard map of New York.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1928].
1 map : col. ; 63 x 92 cm.
Plate no.: 7R27.
Includes key to railroads numbered 7-186 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: New York railroads.
Continuation insets (27 x 47 cm. and 17 x 23 cm.): Northern portion of New York -- Long Island extension.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of New York. 1 map : col. ; 63 x 92 cm.
Issued folded in accompanying index (86 p. ; 17 cm.) : Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists’ and shippers’ guide of New York. San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1928.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Handstamp on title page: Register of Copyrights.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 619 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 63 x 92 cm.
Plate no.: 7R27.
Includes key to railroads numbered 7-186 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: New York railroads.
Continuation insets (27 x 47 cm. and 17 x 23 cm.): Northern portion of New York -- Long Island extension.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of New York. 1 map : col. ; 63 x 92 cm.
Issued folded in accompanying index (86 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of New York. San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1928.
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 621 (PrCt)

56286
New York (State) - Maps - 1928 - Road maps>>>Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1928 - Road maps>>>New York Region - Maps - 1928 - Road maps>>>Road maps
1 map : col. ; 28 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
"Red dots indicate where Pure Oil company's products are obtainable."
Dated incorrectly "1926" (?) on RMcN AE 102A ms. index.
Plate no. J-25.
Inset (11 x 18 cm.): Lower New York Long Island. Map on verso: (21 x 29 cm.): New York and vicinity.
"A section of Rand McNally official auto trails map of New York and vicinity ... "
Uniform titles: Auto trails -- Junior auto trails.
Panel art: Pure attendant within compass rose over road map.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 102A.1.2 (PrCt)

56287
New York (State) - Maps - 1928 - Road maps>>>Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1928 - Road maps>>>Road maps
1 map : col. ; 64 x 80 cm.
Plate no. J-6.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 378 (PrCt)

56288
New York (State) - Maps - 1928 - Road maps<<<New England (N.Y.) - Maps - 1928 - Road maps<<<Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 80 cm.
Plate no. J-6.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 379 (PrCt)

56289
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Road maps>>Quebec (Province) - Maps - 1929 - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 55 x 70 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 102A ms. index.
Insets (19 x 42 cm. and smaller): Lower New York and Long Island -- Binghamton -- Elmira.
Panel art: Texaco logo over a couple in a car by a gas pump at hilly rural station look at map with attendant.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 102A.8.1 (PrCt)

New York (State) - Maps - 1929 - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 68 cm., folded to 18 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Insets (19 x 42 cm. and smaller): Lower New York and Long Island -- Binghamton -- Elmira.
Panel art: Texaco logo over a couple in a car by a gas pump at hilly rural station look at map with attendant.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 102A.6 (PrCt)

New York (State) - Maps - 1929 - Road maps
1 map : col. ; 38 x 57 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 102A ms. index.
Insets (18 cm x 43 cm and smaller): Lower New York, Long Island and surrounding territory -- Albany -- Buffalo -- Rochester.
Relief map on verso: (51 x 53 cm.): Tydol trails in the air and on the land [in the northeastern U.S.]
Panel art: Family and car by waterside signed "WCK" (?)
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 102A.5 (PrCt)

New York (State) - Maps - 1929 - Road maps
New York and vicinity
Key map : Texaco road maps.
Panel art: Couple in convertible looking at map with attendant at Texaco gas pump.
Editor's copy: title panel includes printed paste-on "20", and several city insets checked in red pencil.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4893 (PrCt)

New York (State) - Maps - 1929 - Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company of New York -- General Drafting Company
1 map : col. ; 51 x 68 cm., folded to 18 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: 1929 road map of New York
Insets (22 x 23 cm. and smaller): Lower New York -- Quebec New York connections -- Buffalo and vicinity -- [Albany region].
Map on verso (37 x 36 cm.): Metropolitan New York.
Panel art: Car approaching bridge; church spire in background.
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).
Road map4C G3801.P2 1929 .S7 (PrCt)

New York (State) - Maps - 1929 - Road maps
Road maps Northeaster States - Maps - 1929 - Road maps
Pan-American charts - Northeastern States - Maps - 1929 - Aeronautical charts
1 map : col. ; 38 x 57 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 102A ms. index.
Insets (18 cm x 43 cm and smaller): Lower New York, Long Island and surrounding territory -- Albany -- Buffalo -- Rochester.
Relief map on verso: (51 x 53 cm.): Tydol trails in the air and on the land [in the northeastern U.S.]
Panel art: Family and car by waterside signed "WCK" (?)
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 102A.5 (PrCt)

New York (State) - Maps - 1929 - Road maps
Road maps Ontario - Maps - 1929 - Road maps
1 map : col. ; 37 x 57 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. C-111 J.C.
Inset (14 x 31 cm.): Ontario.
Maps on verso (30 x 44 cm. or smaller): Pan-Am official road map : Long Island & vicinity -- [Eastern Long Island] - Greater New York City
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

and vicinity
Panel art: Pan-Am logo over woman being helped in car at a Pan-Am gas station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4983 (PrCt)

Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 37 x 57 cm.
Panel title.
At head of title: No.3. 1929
Trimmed on all sides.
Date from RMcN AE 99 ms. index.
Plate no. C-111 J.C.
Inset (14 x 31 cm.): Ontario.
Maps on verso (28 x 44 cm. and 30 x 22 cm.): Pan-Am official road map : Long Island & vicinity -- Greater New York City and vicinity
Panel art: Pan-Am logo over woman being helped in car at a Pan-Am gas station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 52.19 (PrCt)

Authors: Pan American Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Mexican Petroleum Corporation -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 37 x 57 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RmcN AE 099 ms. index
Plate no. C-111 J.C.
Inset (14 x 31 cm.): Ontario.
Maps on verso (28 x 44 cm. and 30 x 22 cm.): Pan-Am official road map : Long Island & vicinity -- Greater New York City and vicinity
Panel art: Pan-Am logo over woman being helped in car at a Pan-Am gas station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 99.17 (PrCt)

Authors: American Automobile Association -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 82 x 56 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 99 ms. index.
Incomplete; trimmed on all sides.
Plate no. 1249
Inset (23 x 17 cm.): Southern part of New York ... Maps on verso (38 x 23 cm. and 9 x 35 cm.): [New York region] -- [Long Island].
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 99.14 (PrCt)

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Kendall Refining Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 194 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

56304 New York (State) - Maps - 1929 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Firestone Tire and Rubber Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 0, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 148 (PrCt)

56305 New York (State) - Maps - 1929 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Gulf Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 160 (PrCt)

56306 New York (State) - Maps - 1929 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Independent Oil Men of America -- Valley Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 186 (PrCt)

56307 New York (State) - Maps - 1929 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Larkin Co. -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 195 (PrCt)

56308 New York (State) - Maps - 1929 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Pan American Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.

56310 New York (State) - Maps - 1929 - Road maps
Highway map and guide of New York ... / Authorized Guide & Map Service of New York. Aurora, Mo. Mid-West Map Company, [1929].
Authors: Mid-West Map Company -- Authorized Guide & Map Service -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 40 x 53 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 99 ms. index.
Inset (19 x 8 cm.): Lower New York
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 99.13 (PrCt)

56311 New York (State) - Maps - 1929 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 81 cm.
Plate no. K-6
Continuation inset (24 x 50 cm.): Lower New York and Long Island.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B, BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 422 (PrCt)

56312 New York (State) - Maps - 1929 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 224 (PrCt)

56309 New York (State) - Maps - 1929 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Firestone Tire and Rubber Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 0, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 253 (PrCt)

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
maps>Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 81 cm.
Plate no. K-6
Continuation inset (24 x 50 cm.): Lower New York and Long Island.
Pages 77-78 torn away.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 433 (PrCt)

New York (State) - Maps - 1929 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 81 cm.
Plate no. K-6
Inset (23 x 50 cm.): Lower New York and Long Island.
Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto road map of New York ... (79 p. : maps, ill. ; 20 cm.)
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 434 (PrCt)

New York (State) - Maps - 1930-1939 - Railroads
1 map : col. ; 63 x 95 cm.
Includes key to railroads numbered 7-186 and A (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: New York railroads
Plate nos. "No. 1:31 SS" and " 7R29."
Insets (95 x 63 cm.): Rand McNally standard map of New York with air trails -- Northern portion of New York on same scale -- Long Island extension.
Maps on verso (19 x 7 cm.): [Lake Champlain Region].

New York (State) - Maps - 1930-1939 - Aeronautical charts
1 map : col. ; 63 x 95 cm.
Includes key to railroads numbered 7-186 and A (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: New York railroads
Plate nos. "No. 1:31 SS" and " 7R29."
Insets (95 x 63 cm.): Rand McNally standard map of New York with air trails -- Northern portion of New York on same scale -- Long Island extension.
Maps on verso (19 x 7 cm.): [Lake Champlain Region].
Title supplied by cataloger.
Incomplete; trimmed from unidentified text.
Mounted on backing sheet; verso includes descriptive text obscured by backing.
Previously bound with a collection of pictorial maps in binders labeled "Points of Interest."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 190.47 E (PrCt)

New York (State) - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
New York Region - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 48 x 66 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 102A ms. index.
Plate no. L-1008.
Inset (17 x 40 cm.): Lower New York and Long Island.
Maps on verso (26 x 29 cm. and smaller): New York & vicinity -- Albany -- Binghamton -- Ithaca
Panel art: attendant and car at Pure Oil pump.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 102A.10 (PrCt)

New York (State) - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Northeastern States - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Road maps
The Colonial Beaconlight to better roads.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [1930].
Authors: Colonial Beacon Oil Co. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 75 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Colonial Beacon road map of New York.
Date from RMcN AE 102A ms. index.
Plate no. L1004
"Green dots indicate Colonial ... filling stations and distributors."
Inset (21 x 46 cm.): Lower New York and Long Island.
Map on verso (36 x 58 cm.): Colonial Beacon topographic road map of the Northeastern States
Panel art: Aerial view of rural roads radiating toward lighted beacon above a cityscape.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
2 copies; copy 1 selected for the Picturing America project at the Newberry (Oct. 2009)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

RMcN AE 102A.7 [copies 1 and 2] (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 63 x 80 cm.
Plate no. L1004
Inset (24 x 50 cm.): Lower New York and Long Island.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 102A.11 (PrCt)

56322 New York (State) - Maps - 1930 - Road maps<br/>New York in Soconyland ...1930 road map of New York ... New York : General Drafting Co., Inc., 1930.
Authors: Standard Oil Company of New York -- General Drafting Company -- Closh, H. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 19 x 79 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: 1930 Socony road map of New York ...
Date from RMcN AE 99 ms. index.
Insets (22 x 22 cm. and smaller): Lower New York -- Quebec, New York connections -- Buffalo and vicinity -- Albany.
Map on verso (37 x 37 cm.): Metropolitan New York.
Panel art: Socony gas pump and little girl reading map; illegibly signed "H. Closh" [?]
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 99.18 (PrCt)

Authors: Richman Brothers Co. -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 395 (PrCt)

Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 34 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Tydol Trails in New York.
Date from RMcN AE 102A ms. index.
Inset (13 x 26 cm): Lower New York, Long Island.
Plate no. L 1017
Map on verso (35 x 26 cm.): Tydol trails thru north eastern United States.
Panel art: Couple in car overlooking a river valley
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 102A.13 (PrCt)

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Kendall Refining Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 372 (PrCt)

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 291 (PrCt)

56327 New York (State) - Maps - 1930 - Road maps<br/>Road maps<br/>New York. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1930].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 337 (PrCt)

56328 New York (State) - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Publication Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
56336 New York (State) - Maps - 1930 - Road maps


56337 New York (State) - Maps - 1930 - Road maps


56338 New York (State) - Maps - 1931 - New York (State) - Maps - 1931 - Railroads


56339 New York (State) - Maps - 1931 - Rain and

Reference and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
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56340 New York (State) - Maps - 1931 - Road maps - Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1931 - Road maps

Detour map July 1 to 15, 1931. New York : General Drafting Co., 1931.


1 map: col.; 75 x 97 cm.


Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 99.22 (PrCt)

56341 New York (State) - Maps - 1931 - Road maps - Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1931 - Road maps


1 map: col.; 55 x 70 cm.

Inset (19 x 43 cm.): Lower New York and Long Island.

Uniform title: Auto trails

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 102A.17 (PrCt)

56342 New York (State) - Maps - 1931 - Road maps - Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1931 - Road maps


Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

1 folded map

Panel title.

Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 522 (PrCt)

56343 New York (State) - Maps - 1931 - Road maps - New England - Maps - 1931 - Road maps


Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Kendall Refining Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

1 folded map

Panel title.

Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 522 (PrCt)


Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

1 map: col.; 55 x 70 cm.

Panel title.

Date from RMcN AE 102A ms. index.

Inset (15 x 34 cm.): Lower New York and Long Island.

Maps on verso (34 x 29 cm. and smaller): Cities Service road map of the Metropolitan area : New York, New Jersey ... -- Cities Service road map of Northeastern states -- Buffalo -- Schenectady -- Utica -- Syracuse -- Troy -- Rochester -- Albany -- Niagara Falls -- Watertown.

Panel art: River valley.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 102A.16 (PrCt)


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
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Authors: Richman Brothers Co. -- Rand McNally
and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 38 cm.
Plate no. M-26
Inset (14 x 30 cm.): Lower New York and Long Island.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 102A.18 (PrCt)

56346 New York (State) - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
New York (State) - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
Atlantic road map : New York, northeastern
states / Atlantic Refining Company, Inc. Chicago :
Rand McNally & Co., [1931?].
Authors: Atlantic Refining Company -- Rand
McNally and Company -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 57 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Atlantic auto road map of New York.
Inset (13 x 29 cm.): Lower New York and Long Island.
Map on verso (29 x 44 cm.): Atlantic auto road map :
north-eastern states.
Panel art: gas pump globe with "Atlantic
Gasoline" and "White Flash" logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 156 (PrCt)

56347 New York (State) - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
New York (State) - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1931].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Larkin Co. --
H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 560 (PrCt)

56348 New York (State) - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Continental
Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 524 (PrCt)

56349 New York (State) - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
New York (State) - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
1931.
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Gulf Oil
Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 513 (PrCt)

56350 New York (State) - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
New York (State) - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Pan American
Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 0, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 535 (PrCt)

56351 New York (State) - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
New York (State) - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil
Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Manuscript on title panel: "2nd edit."
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 560 (PrCt)

56352 New York (State) - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
New York (State) - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Sinclair Oil
Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 593 (PrCt)

56353 New York (State) - Maps - 1932 - Road maps
New York (State) - Maps - 1932 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Atlantic Refining
Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 475 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
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87 p.: 30 maps (2 folded): 24 cm.

Cover title: Rand McNally pocket maps: New York: counties, cities, towns, auto roads, railroads, city maps, hotels, 1930 census

Uniform title: Pocket maps


Cover art: Cars on road alongside passenger train.

"50¢" -- printed on front cover.

Handstamp on title page: Register of Copyrights, Library of Congress... 1-4-32.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).

RMcN Pocket 4C 184 (PrCt)

56355 New York (State) - Maps - 1932 - Road maps<<>>New England - Maps - 1932 - Road maps<<>>Road maps

Sunoco road map of New York... Sun Oil Company. Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1932].

Authors: Sunoco (Firm) -- Sun Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map: col.; 68 x 71 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Sunoco auto road map of New York.

Date from RMcN AE 102A ms. index.

Plate no. "N"

Inset (14 x 30 cm.): Lower New York and Long Island.

Maps on verso (45 x 360 cm. and smaller): Sunoco auto road map of eastern United States -- New York and vicinity -- Albany -- Buffalo.

Panel art: Sunoco sign over cityscape and cars on road.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 102A.26 (PrCt)

56356 New York (State) - Maps - 1932 - Road maps<<>>New England - Maps - 1932 - Road maps<<>>Road maps


Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Kendall Refining Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 folded map

Panel title.

Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 673 (PrCt)

56357 New York (State) - Maps - 1932 - Road maps<<>>New England - Maps - 1932 - Road maps<<>>United States - Maps - 1932 - Road maps<<>>Road maps


Authors: Richfield Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map: col.; 33 x 51 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Richfield auto road map of New York.

Date from RMcN AE 85 ms. index.

Plate no. "N"
Inset (11 x 25 cm.): Lower New York and Long Island.
Ancillary map (51 x 33 cm.): Richfield auto road map of New England.
Inset (14 x 7 cm.): Eastern Maine.
Map on verso (34 x 54 cm.): Richfield auto road map of United States.
Panel art: Richfield logo on blue mountain background.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 85.16 (PrCt)

56358 New York (State) - Maps - 1932 - Road maps
New York (State) - Maps - 1932 - Road maps
New York Region - Maps - 1932 - Road maps
Northeastern States - Maps - 1932 - Road maps
Cities Service road map of New York : 1932 edition ...
Cities Service road map of New York: 1932 edition ...
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1932].
New York.
Map on verso (36 x 36 cm.): Metropolitan New York.
Panel art: Pictorial map of the New York state (12 x 15 cm.) beneath Socony logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 53 x 68 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: 1932 Socony road map of New York.
Insets (22 x 23 cm. and smaller): Lower New York -- Quebec, New York connections - Buffalo and vicinity - Albany.
Map on verso (36 x 36 cm.): Metropolitan New York.
Panel art: Pictorial map of the New York state (12 x 15 cm.) beneath Socony logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 99.23 (PrCt)

56359 New York (State) - Maps - 1932 - Road maps
New York (State) - Maps - 1932 - Road maps
New York Region - Maps - 1932 - Road maps
Northeastern States - Maps - 1932 - Road maps
Cities Service road map of New York : 1932 edition ...
Cities Service road map of New York : 1932 edition ...
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1932].
New York.
Map on verso (36 x 36 cm.): Metropolitan New York.
Panel art: Pictorial map of the New York state (12 x 15 cm.) beneath Socony logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 55 x 70 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Cities Service road map of New York Plate no. M-26-P
Inset (16 x 35 cm.): Lower New York and Long Island.
Maps on verso (34 x 30 cm. and smaller): Cities Service road map of the metropolitan area : New York, New Jersey -- Cities Service road map of northeastern states -- Buffalo -- Schenectady -- Utica -- Syracuse -- Troy -- Rochester -- Albany -- Niagara Falls -- Watertown.
Panel art: Cities Service swordsman.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 102A.27 (PrCt)

56360 New York (State) - Maps - 1932 - Road maps
New York Region - Maps - 1932 - Road maps
Northeastern States - Maps - 1932 - Road maps
Atlantic road map ... New York, northeastern United States. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1932].
1 map : col. ; 54 x 68 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Atlantic auto road map of New York.
Date from RMcN AE 1021 ms. index.
Plate no. N
Inset (14 x 30 cm.): Lower New York and Long Island.
Map on verso (30 x 45 cm.): Atlantic auto road map of north-eastern states
Panel art: Atlantic White Flash logo on compass.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 102A.22 (PrCt)

56361 New York (State) - Maps - 1932 - Road maps
Authors: Fleet-Wing Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : 64 x 71 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 102A ms. index.
"Corrected to April 1st, 1932" -- title panel.
Plate no. 17. N26M
Inset (40 x 17 cm.) Lower New York and Long Island.
Map on verso (36 x 55 cm.): Fleet-Wing road map of United States.
Panel art: Fleet-Wing logo with flying bird.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 102A.21 (PrCt)

56362 New York (State) - Maps - 1932 - Road maps
New York, Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1932].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 643 (PrCt)

56363 New York (State) - Maps - 1932 - Road maps
New York City: Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1932].
1 map : 64 x 71 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 102A ms. index.
"Corrected to April 1st, 1932" -- title panel.
Plate no. 17. N26M
Inset (40 x 17 cm.) Lower New York and Long Island.
Map on verso (36 x 55 cm.): Fleet-Wing road map of United States.
Panel art: Fleet-Wing logo with flying bird.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 102A.21 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

56364 New York (State) - Maps - 1932 - Road maps

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Pan American Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 683 (PrCt)

56365 New York (State) - Maps - 1932 - Road maps

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil Company -- Lee, Robert E., fl. 1933 -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Cover: License plate motif.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Panel art: Shell logo, license plates, couple in convertible car (woman driving), dog, signed by artist "Robert E. Lee."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 711 (PrCt)

56366 New York (State) - Maps - 1932 - Road maps

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Sinclair Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 750 (PrCt)

56369 New York (State) - Maps - 1933 - Pictorial maps

Sunoco road map of New York : showing historical and other points of interest : Sun Oil Company. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1933].
Authors: Sunoco (Firm) -- Sun Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 44 x 67 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Rand McNally senior 1932 auto road map of New York.
Plate no. 17. N26M
Inset (14 x 30 cm.): Lower New York and Long Island.
Map on verso (29 x 44 cm.): Rand McNally junior auto road map of United States.
Panel art: Parco logo above cityscape and row of cars.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 102A.20 (PrCt)

56367 New York (State) - Maps - 1932 - Road maps

Authors: Producers and Refiners Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 38 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Rand McNally senior 1932 auto road map of New York.
Plate no. 17. N26M
Inset (14 x 30 cm.): Lower New York and Long Island.
Map on verso (22 x 29 cm.): Rand McNally junior auto road map of United States.
Panel art: Parco logo above cityscape and row of cars.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 102A.20 (PrCt)

56368 New York (State) - Maps - 1932 - Road maps

Travel New York with Conoco. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1932].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 68 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 99 ms. index.
Inset (14 x 31 cm.): Lower New York & Long Island.
Plate no. F-211- J.C.
Maps on verso (22 x 29 cm. each): Conoco pictorial map of the United States -- Greater New York City and vicinity.
Panel art: Conoco logo and compass on U.S. outline.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 99.25 (PrCt)

56369 New York (State) - Maps - 1933 - Pictorial maps

Sunoco road map of New York : showing historical and other points of interest : Sun Oil Company. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1933].
Authors: Sunoco (Firm) -- Sun Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 44 x 67 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Historical, pictorial, points of interest map of New York.
Date from RMcN AE 194 ms. index.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
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Plate no. L-4.3-O
Inset (19 x 39 cm.): [Pictorial map of Long Island]
Maps on verso (35 x 54 cm. and smaller):
Panel art: Sunoco logo with highway and Revolutionary War scene.
Previously bound with a collection of pictorial maps in binders labeled "Points of Interest."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 194.8 (PrCt)

56370 New York (State) - Maps - 1933 - Road maps<<<Road maps
Richfield golden trails in New York ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1933].
Authors: Richfield Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 46 x 69 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Richfield golden trails in New York
Date from RMcN AE 102A ms. index.
Plate no. 0-26-P
Inset (16 x 35 cm.): Lower New York and Long Island.
Maps on verso (37 x 27 cm. and smaller):
Panel art: Richfield archer and car.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 102A.33 (PrCt)

56371 New York (State) - Maps - 1933 - Road maps<<<Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1933 - Road maps<<<Road maps
Richfield golden trails in New York, Long Island.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1933].
Authors: Richfield Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 45 x 68 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Richfield golden trails in New York.
Date from RMcN AE 98 ms. index.
Plate no. 0-26-P
Inset (34 x 15 cm.) : Lower New York and Long Island.
Maps on verso (34 x 52 cm. and smaller):
Panel art: Richfield golden archer.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 98.33 (PrCt)

56372 New York (State) - Maps - 1933 - Road maps<<<Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1933 - Road maps<<<Westchester County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1933 - Road maps<<<Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 55 x 70 cm.
Panel title.
Panel Art: Texaco logo on compass over U.S.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 102A.29 (PrCt)

56373 New York (State) - Maps - 1933 - Road maps<<<New York Region - Maps - 1933 - Road maps - Pictorial maps<<<Pictorial maps - Manhattan (New York N.Y.) - Maps - 1933 - Road maps - Pictorial maps
New York : 1933 road map ... Socony-Vacuum : Standard Oil Company of New York, Inc. Chicago : General Drafting Company, [1933].
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Corporation -- Standard Oil Company of New York -- General Drafting Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 76 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Motoring through New York in 1933 ...
Maps on verso (64 x 38 cm. or smaller): A pictorial map of Manhattan - Metropolitan New York - Principal highway routes : northeastern United States
Panel art: Mobilioi and Socony logos.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 99.28 (PrCt)

56374 New York (State) - Maps - 1933 - Road maps<<<New York Region - Maps - 1933 - Road maps<<<Northeastern States - Maps - 1933 - Road maps<<<Road maps

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
New York (State) - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Tide Water Oil Company
Added title: Cruising thru New York with Tydol.
Panel title.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 839 (PrCt)

New York (State) - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Tide Water Oil Company -- Kendall Refining Company
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 876 (PrCt)

New York (State) - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil Company -- Lee, Robert E., fl. 1933
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 0, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 931 (PrCt)
Verso includes two other incomplete city maps.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 189.30 (PrCt)

56386 New York (State) - Maps - 1934 - Road maps<<<>>New England - Maps - 1934 - Road maps<<<>>Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Kendall Refining Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (1 panel, R,B):Hand holding can of Kendall motor oil.
Plate no. H-211-JC.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1090 (PrCt)

1 map : col. ; 64 x 76 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Motoring through New York in 1934
Maps on verso (64 x 38 cm. or smaller): A pictorial map of Manhattan -- Metropolitan New York -- Principal highway routes: northeastern United States
Panel art: Mobiloil and Socony logos on blue background.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 99.32 (PrCt)

56388 New York (State) - Maps - 1934 - Road maps<<<>>New York Region - Maps - 1934 - Road maps<<<>>Northeastern States - Maps - 1934 - Road maps<<<>>Road maps
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 45 x 70 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Cities Service road map of New York
Date from RMcN AE 102 A ms. index.
Plate nos. "C.S.O. 1934" and "P-26-P"
Inset (16 x 35 cm.): Lower New York and Long Island.
Maps on verso (34 x 30 cm. and smaller): Cities Service road map of the metropolitan area -- Cities Service road map of northeastern states -- Buffalo -- Schenectady -- Utica -- Syracuse -- Troy -- Rochester -- Albany -- Niagara Falls -- Watertown.
Panel art: Line drawing of car on country road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 102A.39 (PrCt)

Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 68 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 99 ms. index.
Plate no. H-191-S.C.
Inset (14 x 46 cm.): Long Island
Maps on verso (43 x 18 cm. and 31 x 48 cm.): In an'out of New York City -- Shell territorial road map [of the northeastern U.S.].
Panel art: Shell logo on red background
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 99.31 (PrCt)

56390 New York (State) - Maps - 1934 - Road maps<<<>>New York Region - Maps - 1934 - Road maps<<<>>Road maps
Authors: Atlantic Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 52 x 67 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Atlantic auto road map of New York.
Date from RMcN AE 102A ms. index.
Plate no. P 3414.
Inset (20 x 43 cm): Lower New York and Long Island
Maps on verso (35 x 43 cm. and smaller): Atlantic road map of New York : metropolitan area -- Map

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 102A.47 (PrCt)

New York (State) - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
56391 New York (State) - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
<<New York (State) - Maps - 1934 - Pictorial maps
<<Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1934 - Pictorial maps
<<Road maps
<<Pictorial maps
Road map and historical guide : New York... Sunoco... Sun Oil Company. Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1934].
Authors: Sunoco (Firm) -- Sun Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 51 x 54 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sunoco auto road map of New York. Date from RMcN AE 194 ms. index.
Plate no. P. 3458.
Insets (15 x 39 cm. and smaller): Lower New York and Long Island -- Metropolitan district, New York City -- Albany.
Maps on verso (45 x 67 cm. and 20 x 39 cm.): Historical, pictorial, points of interest map of New York -- [Pictorial map of Long Island].
Panel art: Car on highway surrounded by historical scenes.
Previously bound with a collection of pictorial maps in binders labeled "Points of Interest." Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 194.20 (PrCt)

New York (State) - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
56392 New York (State) - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
<<Northeastern States - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 68 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. H-191-S.C.
Inset (14 x 46 cm.): Long Island.
Maps on verso (43 x 17 cm. and 31 x 48 cm.): In an' out of New York City -- Shell territorial road map [of the northeastern United States].
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4986 (PrCt)

New York (State) - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
56393 New York (State) - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
<<Ontario - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
<<Erie, Lake (Region) - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Authors: American Automobile Association -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 77 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Official AAA road map : New York and adjacent Canada
Date from RMcN AE 99 ms. index.
Plate no. 3031
Inset (13 x 39 cm.): Long Island
Map on verso (8 x 19 cm.): [Lake Erie region]. Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 99.30 (PrCt)

New York (State) - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
56394 New York (State) - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 99 cm. on sheet 41 x 112 cm.
Panel title.
Map on verso (38 x 99 cm.): Gulf Refining Co. 1934 official road map : United States.
Both maps printed in 3 sections with intervening text.
Panel art: Gulf station with 2 attendants servicing a car.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 102A.49 (PrCt)

New York (State) - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
56395 New York (State) - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Gulf Refining Co. 1934 official road map : New York
Plate no. P.26
Inset (13 x 29 cm.): Lower New York and Long Island
Panel art: Gulf station with 2 attendants and father and son.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 102A.44 (PrCt)

New York (State) - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
56396 New York (State) - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Authors: American Automobile Association -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 77 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Official AAA road map : New York and adjacent Canada
Date from RMcN AE 99 ms. index.
Plate no. 3031
Inset (13 x 39 cm.): Long Island
Map on verso (8 x 19 cm.): [Lake Erie region]. Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 99.30 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Travel New York with Conoco. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1934].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (3 panel, R,G): Outline map of North America, logo.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1044 (PrCt)

56397 New York (State) - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1150 (PrCt)

56398 New York (State) - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Sterling Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (3 panel, R,G): Outline map showing "Pennsylvania grade crude oil field," Sterling refineries.
Plate no. H-211-JC.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1195 (PrCt)

56399 New York (State) - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Tide Water Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (1 panel, O,BL): "Tydol trails thru...[photo woman, attendant, gas pump] Ask the man at the pump!"
Plate no. H-211-JC.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1219 (PrCt)

56400 New York (State) - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- United Refining Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (1 panel, R,B): Keystone logo.
Plate no. H-211-JC.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1212 (PrCt)

56401 New York (State) - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 48 x 66 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Pure Oil pathfinder for New York
Date from RMcN AE 102A ms. index.
Plate no. P.1008.
Inset (17 x 40 cm.): Lower New York and Long Island.
Maps on verso (29 x 46 cm. and smaller): Pure Oil pathfinder for United States -- New York City -- Albany -- Troy -- Binghamton.
Panel art: Pure Oil logo over map of the eastern U.S.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 102A.42 (PrCt)

56402 New York (State) - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Helck, Peter, 1893-1988 -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. P. 26
Inset (15 x 33 cm.): Lower New York and Long Island.
Map on verso (32 x 49 cm.): Sinclair recreational map : United States.
Panel art: Little boy pulling toy dinosaur while

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
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New York (State) - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 57 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: 1934 Tydol trails : New York
Inset (14 cm x 31 cm): Lower New York and Long Island
Maps on verso (29 x 44 cm. and 29 x 22 cm.):
Panel art: Tydol logo on gas pump and station attendant looking at woman.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 99.29 (PrCt)

New York (State) - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Authors: Kendall Refining Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: "Kendall Purple Gasoline" pump, globe, and gas station.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
 Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1386 (PrCt)

New York (State) - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 72 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Amoco road map of New York.
Date from RMcN AE 92 ms. index.
Inset (14 x 32 cm): Lower New York and Long Island.
Plate no. Q.26
Maps on verso (43 x 28 cm. and smaller): Amoco road map of New Jersey -- Albany -- Buffalo -- Newark -- Trenton -- New York and vicinity.
Panel art: Amoco logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 92.40 (PrCt)

New York (State) - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Authors: American Oil Company -- Amoco Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 64 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 98 ms. index.
Includes table of "State and federal gasoline taxes - as of April 29th, 1935."
Plate no. 3469
Inset (8 x 22 cm.): Map of Manhattan, New York.
Maps on verso (68 x 35 cm. and 35 x 68 cm.):
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Authors: American Oil Company -- Amoco Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 64 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Amoco road map of New York.

Date from RMcN AE 194 ms. index.

Plate no. Q. 3458.

Inset (19 x 51 cm.): Lower New York and Long Island.

Maps on verso (41 x 61 cm. and smaller): Historical, pictorial, points of interest map of New York -- [Pictorial map of Long Island] -- Buffalo -- Rochester -- Syracuse -- Metropolitan district, New York City.

Panel art: Car on highway near U.S. fort.

Previously bound with a collection of pictorial maps in binders labeled "Points of Interest."

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 194.30 (PrCt)

56409 New York (State) - Maps - 1935 - Road maps


Authors: American Oil Company -- Amoco Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 64 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Amoco road map of New York.

Date from RMcN AE 102A ms. index.

Plate no. Q . 26

Inset (14 x 32 cm): Lower New York and Long Island.

Maps on verso (43 x 28 cm. and smaller): Amoco road map of New Jersey -- Albany -- Buffalo -- Newark -- Trenton -- New York and vicinity.

Panel art: Amoco logo.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 102A. 55 (PrCt)

56410 New York (State) - Maps - 1935 - Road maps


Authors: Atlantic Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 69 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Atlantic auto road map of New York.

Date from RMcN AE 102A ms. index.

Plate no. Q. 3414.

Inset (21 x 44 cm): Lower New York and Long Island.


Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 102A.58 (PrCt)

56411 New York (State) - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
New York City.

Road map & historical guide : New York ... Sunoco ... Sun Oil Company. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1935].

Authors: Sunoco (Firm) -- Sun Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 71 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Sunoco auto road map of New York.

Date from RMcN AE 194 ms. index.

Plate no. Q. 3458.

Inset (19 x 51 cm.): Lower New York and Long Island.

Maps on verso (41 x 61 cm. and smaller): Historical, pictorial, points of interest map of New York -- [Pictorial map of Long Island] -- Buffalo -- Rochester -- Syracuse -- Metropolitan district, New York City.

Panel art: Car on highway near U.S. fort.

Previously bound with a collection of pictorial maps in binders labeled "Points of Interest."

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 194.30 (PrCt)

56412 New York (State) - Maps - 1935 - Road maps


Authors: Wolverine-Empire Refining Co. (Oil City, Pa.) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 37 x 58 cm.

Panel title; printed without state name.

Added title: Rand McNally auto road map of New York.

Date from RMcN AE 102A ms. index.


Inset (13 x 29 cm.): Lower New York and Long Island.

Map on verso (28 x 43 cm.): Wolverine Empire road map of northeastern United States.

Panel art: cars at gas station.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 102A.58 (PrCt)

56413 New York (State) - Maps - 1935 - Road maps

New York : buy at the Esso sign, follow the Esso

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
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sign in 1935 / Colonial Beacon Oil Company.
Authors: Colonial Beacon Oil Company --
General Drafting Company -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 54 x 69 cm., folded to 18 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: 1935 Colonial Esso road map of New
York
Inset (13 x 29 cm.): [Long Island]
Maps on verso (16 x 16 cm. and 18 x 17 cm.):
Buffalo and vicinity -- Main roads to New York
City.
Panel art: line drawing of car; Esso sign in
foreground.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

Gousha Clients 1334 (PrCt)

56414 New York (State) - Maps - 1935 - Road
maps<<<Road maps
Travel New York with Conoco ... Conoco Travel
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco
Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M.
Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America,
Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry
Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1334 (PrCt)

56415 New York (State) - Maps - 1935 - Road
maps<<<Road maps
Gulf info-map : New York. Chicago : Rand
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally
and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 57 cm. on sheet 45 x 82 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Gulf Refining Co. 1935 official road
map : New York.
Inset (13 x 29 cm.): Lower New York and Long
Island.
Maps on verso (30 x 19 cm.): New York and
vicinity -- Albany -- Binghamton -- Buffalo --
Niagara Falls -- Rochester -- Schenectady --
Syracuse -- Troy -- Utica.
Panel art: Gulf station with 3 attendants servicing
a car.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 102A.56 (PrCt)

56416 New York (State) - Maps - 1935 - Road
maps<<<Road maps
Cities Service road map of New York. Chicago :
H.M. Gousha Co., 1935.
Authors: H. M Gousha Company -- Cities Service
Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
In manuscript on title panel: "Special Green."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry
Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1284 (PrCt)

56417 New York (State) - Maps - 1935 - Road
maps<<<Road maps
Authors: H. M Gousha Company -- Cities Service
Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry
Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1283 (PrCt)

56418 New York (State) - Maps - 1935 - Road
maps<<<Road maps
Tydol trails thru New York. Chicago : H.M.
Gousha Co., 1935.
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Tide Water
Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (3 panel, O,B): Profile of woman driver,
scarf blowing in wind.
Plate no. I-4-211-JC.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry
Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1245 (PrCt)

56419 New York (State) - Maps - 1935 - Road
maps<<<Road maps
N.A.C. road map of New York ... / prepared by
Engineering Department, National Automobile
Club. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1935?].
Authors: National Automobile Club -- H.M.
Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: National Automobile Club logo, list of
district offices.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry
Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1408 (PrCt)

56420 New York (State) - Maps - 1935 - Road
maps<<<Road maps
1935 road map : New York / Republic Oil
Company, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. Chicago :

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
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H.M. Gousha Co., 1935.
Authors: Republic Oil Co. -- H.M. Gousha
Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Republic Oil Co. logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
**Gousha Clients 1448** (PrCt)

**56421**
**New York (State) - Maps - 1935 - Road maps**
Authors: Richfield Oil Corporation -- Air Adventures of Jimmie Allen (Radio program) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: airplane with "Jimmie Allen" radio show logo flying over Richfield gas station.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
**Gousha Clients 1454** (PrCt)

**56422**
**New York (State) - Maps - 1935 - Road maps**
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
**Gousha Clients 1475** (PrCt)

**56423**
**New York (State) - Maps - 1935 - Road maps**
Authors: Sterling Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Sterling Motor Oil logo; landscape sketches.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
**Gousha Clients 1520** (PrCt)

**56424**
**New York (State) - Maps - 1935 - Road maps**
Authors: United Refining Company -- Emblem Oil Co. Marketing Division -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library) -- Keystone Gasoline SEE United Refining Company
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Keystone Gasoline logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
**Gousha Clients 1362** (PrCt)

**56425**
**New York (State) - Maps - 1935 - Road maps**
**United States - Maps - 1935 - Petroleum industry and trade**
Pure Oil Company - Maps - 1935 - Petroleum industry and trade
**Road maps**
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 48 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Pure Oil pathfinder for New York
Date from RMcN AE 102A ms. index.
Plate no. Q.1008
Inset (17 x 39 cm.): Lower New York and Long Island.
Map on verso: (43 x 47 cm.): Pathfinder road map of Pure-Oil-Land.
Panel art: Pure Oil logo over map of the eastern U.S.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 102A.42** (PrCt)

**56426**
**New York (State) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps**
**Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps**
**New York (State) - Maps - 1936 - Pictorial maps**
**Road map & historical guide** : New York ... Sunoco ... Sun Oil Company. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1936].
Authors: Sunoco (Firm) -- Sun Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Bodeen, George H. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 71 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sunoco auto road map of New York.
Date from RMcN AE 193 ms. index.
Plate no. R.3458
Inset (19 x 51 cm.): Lower New York and Long Island.
Maps on verso (40 x 60 cm. and smaller):
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Panel art: Images of horseback rider, wagon, horsedrawn carriage, and car on road; signed "Geo H. Bodeen."
Previously bound with a collection of pictorial maps in binders labeled "Points of Interest."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 193.5 (PrCt)

Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 68 cm.
Panel title.
Plate nos. "191-S.C." and "J-1"
Inset (14 x 46 cm.): Long Island.
Maps on verso (31 x 48 cm. and 43 x 17 cm.):
Shell territorial road map [of the northeastern U.S.] -- In an' out of New York City.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 163.29B (PrCt)

56428 New York (State) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps<<>>Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company of New Jersey -- Colonial Beacon Oil Co. -- General Drafting Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 69 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Happy motoring in New York
Inset (13 x 29 cm.): [Long Island].
Maps on verso (17 x 17 each): Buffalo and vicinity -- Main roads to New York City.
Panel art: Esso sign over gas station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 169.17 (PrCt)

Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 76 cm.
Panel title.
Plate nos. "372-S" and "J-4."
Maps on verso (28 x 43 cm. and smaller):
Looking up Manhattan Island -- Rochester -- Syracuse -- Lower Manhattan and downtown Brooklyn -- Albany -- Utica -- Buffalo and vicinity.
Panel art: Cartoon of Tydol "Little Engineer"; automobile license plate.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 171.16B (PrCt)

Authors: Kendall Refining Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: "Kendall Purple Gasoline" pump, globe, and gas station.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1663 (PrCt)

56431 New York (State) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps<<>>New Jersey - Maps - 1936 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: American Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 72 cm., on sheet folded to 19 x 9 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: American Amoco Gas road map of New York.
Plate no. R. 3634
Inset (8 x 22 cm.): Map of Manhattan, New York Maps on verso (68 x 35 cm. each): American Amoco Gas road map of New Jersey -- American Amoco Gas road map of Long Island and vicinity.
Panel art: "American Amoco gas" logo over slogan "The sign of greater values."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2873 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
56432 New York (State) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
New York, New Jersey - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Authors: Amoco Oil Company -- American Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 67 x 70 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Road map of New York : Amoco.
Plate number: R. 3634
Date from RMcN AE 101 ms. index.
Inset (8 x 22 cm.): Map of Manhattan New York.
Maps on verso (68 x 34 cm. and 34 x 68 cm.): Amoco road map of New Jersey -- Amoco road map of Long Island and vicinity.
Panel art: Amoco logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 101.4 (PrCt)

56433 New York (State) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
New York, New Jersey - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 71 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 101 ms. index.
Includes table of "State and federal taxes -- as of April 1st, 1936."
Plate number: R.3469
Maps on verso (68 x 35 cm. and 35 x 68 cm.): Texaco road map : New Jersey -- Texaco road map : Long Island and vicinity.
Panel art: Texaco compass rose logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 101.1 (PrCt)

56435 New York (State) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
New York Region - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Montreal Region (Quebec) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 48 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Pure Oil pathfinder for New York.
Date from RMcN AE 102A ms. index.
Plate no. R. 3634
Inset (17 x 36 cm.): Lower New York and Long Island.
Maps on verso (32 x 24 cm. and smaller): Metropolitan district map of New York City -- Albany -- Syracuse -- Buffalo -- Rochester -- Main routes to Montreal and adjacent territory.
Panel art: Pure Oil logo over car at station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 102A.2X (PrCt)

56436 New York (State) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
New York Region - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Authors: Atlantic Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 54 x 68 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Atlantic auto road map of New York.
Date from RMcN AE 101 ms. index.
Plate no. R.3414
Inset (21 x 44 cm.): Lower New York and Long Island.
Panel art: Atlantic White Flash logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 101.5 (PrCt)
New York (State) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
New York Region - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Road map: New York: Atlantic White Flash.
Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1936].
Authors: Atlantic Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 53 x 68 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Atlantic auto road map of New York.
Date from RMcN AE 101 ms. index.
Plate no. R.3458
Inset (19 x 51 cm.): Lower New York and Long Island.
Maps on verso (40 x 60 cm. and smaller): Sunoco [pictorial] map of New York -- Buffalo -- Rochester -- Syracuse -- Metropolitan district map of New York City -- Binghamton -- Albany.
Panel art: car with buggy, covered wagon, and horses.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 101A.59 (PrCt)

New York (State) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
New York Region - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
New York: 1936 road map: Cities Service serves a nation.
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 42 x 64 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Cities Service invites you to tour New York.
Plate no. 330-S.C. - J-3
Inset (16 x 34 cm.): Lower New York and Long Island.
Maps on verso (43 x 28 cm. and smaller):
Greater New York and vicinity -- Buffalo -- Utica -- Syracuse -- Niagara Falls -- Rochester -- Albany -- Schenectady.
Panel art: Cities Service logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 157.23A (PrCt)

New York (State) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
New York Region - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Travel New York with Conoco: every Conoco station is a branch of the Conoco Travel Bureau.
Chicago: H.M. Gousha Company, [1936].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 43 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Conoco ... official road map: New York.
Date from RMcN AE 158 ms. index.
Plate no. 311-J
Maps on verso (39 x 27 cm. and smaller):
Greater New York and vicinity -- Buffalo -- Rochester -- Albany -- Niagara Falls -- Syracuse.
Panel art: Conoco logo over outline of North America.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 158.33 (PrCt)
Panel title.

**1 map ; 47 x 65 cm.**

Library)

Company

Authors: Pure Oil Company

McNally & Company, [1936].

New York : Pure Oil pathfinder

map

New York (State)

Gousha Clients 1621 (PrCt)

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Library).

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 101.3 (PrCt)

**New York (State) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps**


Date from RMcN AE 101 ms. index.

Plate no. R.3634

Inset (16 x 36 cm.) Lower New York and Long Island.

Maps on verso (33 x 24 cm. and smaller):

Metropolitan district map of New York City --

Main routes to Montreal and adjacent territory --

Albany -- Syracuse -- Buffalo -- Rochester.

Panel art: Pure logo over Pure Oil station.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 101.6 (PrCt)

**New York (State) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps**

Added title: Ride with Richfield.

Date from RMcN AE 101 ms. index.

Plate no. R.3634

Inset (16 cm. x 37 cm.): Lower New York and Long Island.

Map on verso (31 x 47 cm.): Ride with Richfield in United States.

Panel art: Cartoon of Scotsman.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 101.3 (PrCt)

**New York (State) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps**

Added title: Ride with Richfield.

Date from RMcN AE 102A ms. index.

Plate no. R.3634

**New York (State) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps**

**New York (State) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps**

**New York (State) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps**

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalog Entry</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Panel art: Color illustration of boat passing under bridge.
Handstamped "Received from [blank] Feb 3-1937 Rand McNally & Co. by CH" and "Copyrighted."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
              RMcN Clients 5083 (PrCt)

56454 New York (State) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps<<<Road maps<<Road maps<<<East (U.S.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Authors: Sterling Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Sterling gas station attendant handing a road map to a man in a car.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
              Gousha Clients 2013 (PrCt)

56455 New York (State) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps<<<Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps<<<New Jersey - Maps - 1937 - Road maps<<<Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 71 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco road map : New York. Date from RMcN AE 94 ms. index.
              Plate no. S. 3469
Inset (9 x 22 cm.): Map of Manhattan ...
Maps on verso (34 x 68 cm. and 68 x 34 cm.): Texaco road map : Long Island and vicinity -- Texaco road map : New Jersey.
Panel art: Texaco logo over U.S. map.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
              RMcN AE 94.6 (PrCt)

Road map & historical guide : New York ... Sunoco ... compliments of your Sunoco dealer.
              Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1937].
Authors: Sunoco (Firm) -- Sun Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 71 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sunoco auto road map of New York. Date from RMcN AE 101 ms. index.
              Plate no. S. 3458
Insets (19 x 51 cm.): Lower New York and Long Island.
Panel art: Sunoco compass rose logo; vignettes of historical landmarks.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
              RMcN AE 101.23 (PrCt)

56457 New York (State) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps<<<New York Region - Maps - 1937 - Road maps<<<Road maps
New York City : General Drafting Co., Inc. 1937.
Authors: Esso Standard Oil Company -- Colonial Beacon Oil Co. -- General Drafting Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 69 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Happy motoring in New York. Date from RMcN AE 94 ms. index.
              Plate no. S. 3469
Inset (13 x 29 cm.): [Long Island].
Maps on verso (26 x 24 cm. and smaller): Main roads to New York City -- Rochester -- Syracuse -- Buffalo -- Albany and Troy.
Panel art: Esso logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
              RMcN AE 169.37A (PrCt)

Authors: Standard Oil Company of New York -- Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- General Drafting Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 77 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Motoring in New York ... Maps on verso (64 x 18 cm. and smaller): A
Authors: Standard Oil Company of New York -- Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- General Drafting Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 63 x 77 cm., folded to 20 x 12 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Motoring in New York, you will find ... Maps on verso (63 x 18 cm. and smaller): A pictorial map of Manhattan -- Metropolitan New York -- Principal highway routes of the northeastern United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3022 (PrCt)

56460 New York (State) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps<<>>New England - Maps - 1937 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Kendall Refining Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: "Kendall Purple Gasoline" pump, globe, and gas station.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1941 (PrCt)

56461 New York (State) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps<<>>New Jersey - Maps - 1937 - Road maps<<>>Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
1 map : col. ; 68 x 72 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Road map of New York : Amoco.
Date from RMcN AE 101 ms. index.
Plate no. S.3634.
Inset (8 x 22 cm.): Map of Manhattan New York Maps on verso (68 x 35 cm. and 35 x 68 cm.): Amoco road map of New Jersey -- Amoco road map of Long Island and vicinity.
Panel art: Amoco logo above vignettes of pine and palm trees.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 101.12 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Panel art: Texaco logo over outline map of the United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 100.6 (PrCt)

56464 New York (State) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps

Road maps
Texaco touring map : New York and Long Island,
New Jersey ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1937].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 71 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 101 ms. index.
Includes table of "State and federal gasoline taxes -- as of Jan 1st, 1937."
Plate number: S.3469
Inset (8 x 22 cm.): Map of Manhattan New York.
Maps on verso (68 x 35 cm. and 35 x 68 cm.):
Texaco road map : New Jersey -- Texaco road map : Long Island and vicinity. Panel art: Texaco logo over outline drawing of U.S.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 101.19 (PrCt)

56465 New York (State) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps

Road maps
Texaco touring map : New York and Long Island,
New Jersey ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1937].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 71 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 101 ms. index.
Includes table of "State and federal gasoline taxes -- as of Apr. 10th, 1937."
Plate number: S.3469
Inset (8 x 22 cm.): Map of Manhattan New York.
Maps on verso (68 x 35 cm. and 35 x 68 cm.):
Texaco road map : New Jersey -- Texaco road map : Long Island and vicinity. Panel art: Texaco logo over outline drawing of U.S.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 101.20 (PrCt)

56466 New York (State) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps

Road maps
Texaco touring map : New York and Long Island,
New Jersey ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1937].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 76 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 101 ms. index.
Includes table of "State and federal gasoline taxes -- as of Sept. 3rd, 1937."
Plate number: S.3469
Inset (8 x 22 cm.): Map of Manhattan New York.
Maps on verso (68 x 35 cm. and 35 x 68 cm.):
Texaco road map : New Jersey -- Texaco road map : Long Island and vicinity. Panel art: Texaco logo over outline drawing of U.S.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 101.21 (PrCt)

56467 New York (State) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps

Road maps
Texaco touring map : New York and Long Island,
New Jersey ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1937].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 71 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 101 ms. index.
Includes table of "State and federal gasoline taxes -- as of Jan 1st, 1937."
Plate number: S.3469
Inset (8 x 22 cm.): Map of Manhattan New York.
Maps on verso (68 x 35 cm. and 35 x 68 cm.):
Texaco road map : New Jersey -- Texaco road map : Long Island and vicinity. Panel art: Texaco logo over outline drawing of U.S.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 101.22 (PrCt)

56468 New York (State) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps

Road maps
George Washington Bridge (New York, N.Y.) - Access routes - Maps - 1937
Triborough Bridge (New York, N.Y.) - Access routes - Maps - 1937
Pulaski Skyway (N.J.) - Access routes - Maps - 1937
Holland Tunnel (New York, N.Y.) - Access routes - Maps - 1937
Road maps
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 76 cm.
Panel title.
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalog Entry</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
Date from RMcN AE 158 ms. index.  
Plate no. "11-K" and "31-J-C"  
Maps on verso (39 x 27 cm. and smaller):  
Panel art: Conoco logo over outline of North America.  
Handstamped "1937" and "copyrighted".  
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).  
RMcN AE 158.35A (PrCt) |
Plate no. 444-S.K.-1  
Maps on verso (43 x 28 cm. and smaller):  
Panel art: Cities Service sign, car and outline of the United States.  
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jun 3 -1937 ... ."  
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).  
RMcN AE 157.26 (PrCt) |
Date from RMcN AE 101 ms. index.  
Plate no. S.3414  
Inset (20 x 41 cm.): Lower New York and Long Island.  
Panel art: Atlantic White Flash logo.  
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).  
RMcN AE 101.13 (PrCt) |
Date from RMcN AE 100 ms. index.  
Plate no. S.3634  
Inset (15 x 35 cm.) Lower New York and Long Island.  
Maps on verso (42 x 58 cm. and 21 x 19 cm.):  
Panel art: Cars on curving road beneath Gulf sign in foreground.  
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).  
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).  
RMcN Clients 919 (PrCt) |
and Company -- Helck, Peter, 1893-1988 -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 66 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 101 ms. index.
Plate no. S. 3634
Map on verso (42 x 67 cm.): Sinclair road map : New York metropolitan area.
Panel art: attendants servicing a car at a neighborhood Sinclair station; signed "Helck."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 101.9 (PrCt)

56474 New York (State) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Authors: Valvoline Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 47 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Valvoline road map of New York.
Date from RMcN AE 101 ms. index.
Plate no. S. 3634
Inset (15 x 36 cm.): Lower New York and Long Island.
Map on verso (42 x 46 cm.): Valvoline road map of New York area.
Panel art: Valvoline logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 101.16 (PrCt)

56475 New York (State) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Authors: Valvoline Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 47 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Valvoline road map of New York.
Date from RMcN AE 101 ms. index.
Plate no. S. 3634
Inset (15 x 36 cm.): Lower New York and Long Island.
Map on verso (42 x 46 cm.): Valvoline road map of New York metropolitan area.
Panel art: Valvoline logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 101.16 (PrCt)

56476 New York (State) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 68 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Road map of New York.
Date from RMcN AE 101 ms. index.
Plate no. S.3634
Inset (16 x 36 cm.): Lower New York and Long Island.
Maps on verso (42 x 58 cm. and 21 x 19 cm.): Gulf road map of Ontario, Michigan, Illinois, Indiana, Ohio, Pennsylvania, New Jersey, New York, New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island, Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia, Kentucky -- Buffalo, Niagara Falls and vicinity.
Panel art: Gulf sign over car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 101.11 (PrCt)

56477 New York (State) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Road map of New York ... Wolverine-Empire Refining Company. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1937].
Authors: Wolverine-Empire Refining Co. (Oil City, Pa.) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm.
Panel title; printed without state name; "New York" added in red pencil.
Added title: Rand McNally road map of New York.
Date from RMcN AE 101 ms. index.
Plate no. S.3634.
Inset (16 x 36 cm.): Lower New York and Long Island.
Map on verso (43 x 48 cm.): Wolverine Empire road map of northeastern United States.
Panel art: cars at gas station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 101.15 (PrCt)

56478 New York (State) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 64 x 71 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Pure Oil pathfinder for New York.
Date from RMcN AE 101 ms. index.
Plate no. S.3634.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Inset (17 x 40 cm.) Lower New York and Long Island.
Maps on verso (21 x 48 cm. and smaller): Pure Oil pathfinder for Quebec -- Pure Oil pathfinder for United States -- Pure Oil pathfinder for New York and vicinity
Panel art: Pure logo over Pure Oil station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 102.7X (PrCt)

New York (State) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Pure Oil pathfinder for New York.
Date from RMcN AE 102A ms. index.
Plate no. S.3634
Inset (15 x 36 cm.): Lower New York and Long Island.
Maps on verso (31 x 47 cm. and 18 x 19 cm.): Ride with Richfield in United States -- Important places of interest in New York.
Panel art: Cluster of grapes.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 101.14 (PrCt)

New York (State) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Travel New York with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1937].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 2056 (PrCt)

New York (State) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Authors: Republic Oil Co. -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Republic Oil Co. logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1896 (PrCt)

New York (State) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Authors: Richfield Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Ride with Richfield in New York.
Date from RMcN AE 101 ms. index.
Plate no. S.3634
Inset (15 x 36 cm.): Lower New York and Long Island.
Maps on verso (31 x 47 cm. and 18 x 19 cm.): Ride with Richfield in United States -- Important places of interest in New York.
Panel art: Cluster of grapes.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 101.14 (PrCt)

New York (State) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 2056 (PrCt)

New York (State) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1896 (PrCt)

New York (State) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Authors: Richfield Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Richfield logo and slogan "ride with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3003 (PrCt)

New York (State) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3003 (PrCt)

New York (State) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3003 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 50 x 67 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of New York.
Date from RMcN AE 101 ms. index.
Includes table of "State and federal gasoline taxes as of March 15th, 1938."
Plate no. T. 3831
Insets (14 x 13 cm. and smaller): Manhattan -- Buffalo, Niagara Falls -- Albany -- Rochester.
Maps on verso (50 x 50 cm. and smaller): Texaco sectional trip map [of eastern U.S.] -- Chicago and vicinity -- New York and vicinity -- Cleveland and vicinity -- Maritime Provinces.
Panel art: Texaco logo over outline of United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 101.33 (PrCt)

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 50 x 67 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of New York.
Date from RMcN AE 102A ms. index.
Includes table of "State and federal gasoline taxes December 2nd, 1938."
Plate no. (3A) T.3831
Incorrectly dated 1939 on RMcN AE 101 ms. index.
Insets (14 x 13 cm. and smaller): Manhattan -- Buffalo, Niagara Falls -- Albany -- Rochester.
Maps on verso (50 x 50 cm. and smaller): Texaco sectional trip map [of eastern U.S.] -- Chicago and vicinity -- New York and vicinity -- Cleveland and vicinity -- Maritime Provinces.
Panel art: Texaco logo over outline of United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 102A.11X (PrCt)

Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 65 x 68 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell official road map of New York.
Date from RMcN AE 154 ms. index.
Plate nos. "191-S.C." and "12-L 1938-1" Inset (14 x 46 cm.): Long Island
Maps on verso (31 x 48 cm. and 43 x 18 cm.): Shell territorial road map [of northeastern U.S.]

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
In an' out of New York City.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 15 1938 ... ".
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 65 x 77 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. L-3.
Maps on verso (66 x 18 cm. and smaller):
Looking up Manhattan Island -- Buffalo and vicinity -- Rochester -- Lower Manhattan and downtown Brooklyn -- Albany -- George Washington Bridge and approaches -- Triborough Bridge and approaches -- Pulaski Skyway and approaches to Holland Tunnel.
Panel art: Tydol sign and cars.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 22 1938 Rand McNally & Co. ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Authors: Kendall Refining Company -- H.M. Gousha Company Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: "Kendall Purple Gasoline" pump, globe, and gas station.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

1 map : col. ; 68 x 72 cm., on sheet folded to 19 x 9 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: American Amoco Gas road map of New York.
Plate no. T. 3634
Inset (8 x 22 cm.): Map of Manhattan, New York. Maps on verso (68 x 35 cm. each): American Amoco Gas road map of New Jersey -- American Amoco Gas road map of Long Island and vicinity.
Panel art: "American Amoco gas" logo over illustrations of a fir tree and a palm tree, with the slogan "From Maine to Florida"
Written in pencil on panel: "Jim Casey, Plant Mgr."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

Authors: Standard Oil Company of New York -- Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- General Drafting Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 64 x 76 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Motoring in New York ... 
Maps on verso (64 x 18 cm. and smaller):
Pictorial map of Manhattan -- Metropolitan New York -- Principal highway routes of the northeastern United States.
Panel art: Socony sign.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... July 18 1938".
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1 map: col.; 68 x 72 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 101 ms. index.
Plate no. T.3634.
Inset (8 x 22 cm.): Map of Manhattan New York.
Maps on verso (68 x 35 cm. and 35 x 68 cm.): American Amoco gas road map of New Jersey -- American Amoco gas road map of Long Island and vicinity.
Panel art: Amoco logo above station attendant.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 101.24 (PrCt)

56495

New York (State) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps<>New Jersey - Maps - 1938 - Road maps<>Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps<>Road maps
1 map: col.; 68 x 72 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Road map of New York.
Date from RMcN AE 102A ms. index.
Plate no. T.3634.
Inset (9 x 22 cm.): Map of Manhattan, New York.
Maps on verso (68 x 35 cm. and 35 x 68 cm.): Road map of New Jersey -- Road map of Long Island and vicinity.
Panel art: Amoco logo above waving Amoco serviceman.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 102A.9X (PrCt)

56496

New York (State) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps<>New York Region - Maps - 1938 - Road maps<>Buffalo Region (N.Y.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps<>Road maps
New York road map ... compliments of your Sunoco dealer. Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1938].
Authors: Sunoco (Firm) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map: col.; 68 x 71 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Auto road map of New York.
Date from RMcN AE 101 ms. index.
Plate no. T.3634.
Inset (20 x 41 cm.): Lower New York and Long Island.
Maps on verso (40 x 60 cm. and smaller): Auto road map of metropolitan New York -- Manhattan and connecting routes -- Buffalo-Niagara Falls and vicinity -- Albany -- Rochester -- Syracuse.
Panel art: Sunoco logo over rural roads leading to cityscape.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 101.30 (PrCt)

56497

New York (State) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps<>New York Region - Maps - 1938 - Road maps<>Buffalo Region (N.Y.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps<>Road maps
New York road map ... compliments of your Sunoco dealer. Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1938].
Authors: Sunoco (Firm) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map: col.; 68 x 71 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Auto road map of New York.
Date from RMcN AE 102A ms. index.
Plate no. T.3873.
Inset (13 x 50 cm.): Long Island.
Maps on verso (40 x 60 cm. and smaller): Auto road map of metropolitan New York -- Manhattan and connecting routes -- Buffalo-Niagara Falls and vicinity -- Albany -- Rochester -- Syracuse.
Panel art: Sunoco logo over rural roads leading to cityscape.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 102A.15X (PrCt)

56498

New York (State) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps<>New York Region - Maps - 1938 - Road maps<>Road maps
1 map: col.; 53 x 68 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Atlantic auto road map of New York.
Date from RMcN AE 101 ms. index.
Plate no. T.3414.
Inset (20 x 41 cm.): Lower New York and Long Island.
Panel art: Atlantic White Flash logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 101.29 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

56499 New York (State) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Authors: Atlantic Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 66 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Atlantic auto road map of New York.
Date from RMcN AE 102A ms. index.
Plate no. T-3414
Inset (20 x 41 cm.): Lower New York and Long Island.
Panel art: Atlantic White Flash logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 102A.10X (PrCt)

56500 New York (State) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Authors: Esso Standard Oil Company -- Colonial Beacon Oil Co. -- General Drafting Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 69 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Happy motoring in New York ...
Inset (14 x 29 cm.): [Long Island]
Maps on verso (26 x 24 cm. and smaller): Main roads to New York City -- Rochester -- Syracuse -- Buffalo -- Albany and Troy.
Panel art: Socony sign.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... July 22 1938".
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 168.29 (PrCt)

56501 New York (State) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 66 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 102A ms. index.
Plate no. T. 3800
Inset (14 x 38 cm.): Lower New York and Long Island.
Map on verso (42 x 67 cm.): Sinclair road map : New York metropolitan area.
Panel art: Man, woman in car with attendant in gas station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 102A.14X (PrCt)

56502 New York (State) - Maps - 1938 - Québec (Province) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
New York : Pure Oil pathfinder ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1938].
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 64 x 71 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: New York.
Date from RMcN AE 101 ms. index.
Plate no. T.3800
Inset (17 x 40 cm.) Lower New York and Long Island.
Maps on verso (21 x 48 cm. and smaller): Quebec -- United States -- New York and vicinity
Panel art: Pure logo over Pure Oil station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 101.28 (PrCt)

56503 New York (State) - Maps - 1938 - Québec (Province) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 64 x 72 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: New York.
Date from RMcN AE 102A ms. index.
Plate no. T.3800
Inset (17 x 40 cm.) Lower New York and Long Island.
Maps on verso (21 x 48 cm. and smaller): Quebec -- United States -- New York and vicinity
Panel art: Pure logo over Pure Oil station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 102A.12X (PrCt)

56504 New York (State) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Panel art: car driving through hills, Cities Service sign.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3077 (PrCt)

56505 New York (State) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
New York road map : Cities Service ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1938].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Cities Service invites you to tour New York.
Date from RMcN AE 156 ms. index.
Plate no. 311-J.C. 11-L
Inset (14 x 31 cm.): Lower New York and Long Island.
Map on verso (28 x 44 cm.): Cities Service road map of the United States.
Panel art: Cities Service sign, car on winding road.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 18 1938 .... "
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 156.22 (PrCt)

56506 New York (State) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Travel New York with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1938?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3121 (PrCt)

56507 New York (State) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 101 ms. index.
Plate no. T. 3634
Inset (15 x 36 cm.): Lower New York and Long Island.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 101.26 (PrCt)

56508 New York (State) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Road map of New York and United States ... /
compliments of your Sterling independent dealer.
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1939].
Authors: Sterling Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Sterling gasoline logo, map of Pennsylvania oil fields and derricks, slogans "from the heart of the world's richest oil fields ..." and "more miles per gallon and per minute."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3297 (PrCt)

56512 New York (State) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Texaco touring map : New York with sectional map of adjoining states ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1939].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 50 x 67 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of New York.
Date from RMcN AE 101 ms. index.
Includes table of "State and federal gasoline taxes as of July 1st, 1939."
Plate no. U.3831

56513 New York (State) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

Texaco touring map : New York with sectional map of adjoining states ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1939].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 50 x 67 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of New York.
Includes table of "State and federal gasoline taxes as of 30th October, 1939."
Plate no. U.3831
Incorrectly dated 1938 on RMcN AE 101 ms. index.

56514 New York (State) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

56516 New York (State) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

56515 New York (State) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

Shell road map : New York ... Chicago : H. M. Gousha Company, [1939].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 65 x 68 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell official road map of New York.
Date from RMcN AE 165 ms. index.
Plate nos. "191-S.C." and "11-M 1939-1"
Inset (14 x 46 cm.): Long Island
Maps on verso (31 x 44 cm. and smaller): Shell territorial road map [of northeastern U.S.] -- Buffalo -- Syracuse -- Albany -- In an' out of New York City.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Aug 11 1939 ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

1 map : col. ; 65 x 66 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 101 ms. index.
Plate no. U. 3800
Inset (14 x 38 cm.): Map of Manhattan.
Maps on verso (42 x 66 cm. and 18 x 26 cm.): Sinclair road map : Long Island and vicinity -- Eastern Long Island.
Panel art: Sinclair service station with couple in car; signed "Rico Tomaso."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 101.36 (PrCt)

56518 New York (State) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Tomaso, Rico, 1898-1985 -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 66 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Road map : Sinclair New York.
Plate no. U.3800
Inset (14 x 38 cm.): Map of Manhattan, New York.
Maps on verso (42 x 66 cm. and 18 x 26 cm.): Road map : Sinclair Long Island and vicinity -- Eastern Long Island.
Panel art: Color illustration of Sinclair gas station and couple in convertible car talking with service attendant, signed "Rico Tomaso."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2652 (PrCt)

56519 New York (State) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Tydol trails thru New York and Long Island.
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1939.
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Tydol gasoline and Veedol motor oil signs; profiles of stylized cars.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3669 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Panel title.
Panel art: "Kendall Purple Gasoline" pump, globe, and gas station.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
**Gousha Clients 3456 (PrCt)**

56522 **New York (State) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps**

Authors: Amoco Oil Company -- American Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 72 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Road map of New York.
Date from RMcN AE 101 ms. index.
Plate no. U. 3634.
Maps on verso (68 x 35 cm. and smaller) : Road map of New Jersey -- Road map of Long Island and vicinity -- Manhattan.
Panel art: Amoco logo above a shouting boy.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 101.43 (PrCt)**

56523 **New York (State) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps**

New York road map ... compliments of your Sunoco dealer. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1939].
Authors: Sunoco (Firm) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 71 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Auto road map of New York.
Date from RMcN AE 101 ms. index.
Plate no. U. 3873
Insets (13 x 50 cm.): Long Island.
Maps on verso (40 x 60 cm. and smaller): Auto road map of metropolitan New York -- Manhattan and connecting routes -- Buffalo-Niagara Falls and vicinity -- Albany -- Rochester -- Syracuse.
Panel art: Sunoco logo over cityscape with rural roads and mountains in background.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 101.38 (PrCt)**

56524 **New York (State) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps**

Authors: Atlantic Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 68 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Atlantic auto road map of New York.
Date from RMcN AE 101 ms. index.
Plate no. U-3414
Inset (20 x 41 cm.): Lower New York and Long Island.
Maps on verso (36 x 43 cm. and smaller): Atlantic auto road map of New York metropolitan area -- Manhattan -- Albany -- Schenectady -- Troy -- Binghamton -- Buffalo -- Elmira -- Olean -- Oswego -- Rochester -- Syracuse -- Watertown.
Panel art: slogan "See the New York World's Fair ... " and Atlantic White Flash logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 101.40 (PrCt)**

56525 **New York (State) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps**

Authors: Richfield Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Ride with Richfield in New York.
Date from RMcN AE 101 ms. index.
Plate no. U.3634.
Inset (15 x 36 cm.): Lower New York and Long Island.
Maps on verso (32 x 39 cm. and smaller): Principal fish of New York -- Ride with Richfield in United States -- Important places of interest in New York.
Panel art: World's Fair buildings
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 101.37 (PrCt)**

56526 **New York (State) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps**

New York World's Fair (1939-1940) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Road map of New York and plan of New York World's Fair ... / compliments of your Sterling independent dealer. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1939].
Authors: Sterling Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- New York World's Fair (1939-1940) -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Sterling gasoline logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
**Gousha Clients 3651 (PrCt)**

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

New York (State) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

56527 New York World's Fair (1939-1940) - Road maps
Authors: Pennzoil Company -- New York World's Fair (1939-1940) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 71 cm.
Panel title.
"© N.Y.W.F." -- back panel.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3487 (PrCt)

56528 New York (State) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

Northeastern States - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 67 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell official road map of New York.
Plate nos. "191 S.C." and "11-M-1939-1."
Inset (14 x 46 cm.): Long Island.
Maps on verso (31 x 44 cm. and smaller): Shell territorial road map [of the northeastern United States] -- Buffalo -- Syracuse -- Binghamton -- Albany -- In an' out of New York City.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 5006 (PrCt)

56529 New York (State) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

Québec (Province) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
New York ... Pure Oil pathfinder ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1939].
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 64 x 71 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 101 ms. index.
Plate no. U.3634
Inset (40 x 17 cm.) Lower New York and Long Island.
Maps on verso (31 x 47 cm. and smaller):
Quebec -- United States -- New York and vicinity
Panel art: Pure compass rose logo with cartoon figures.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 101.34 (PrCt)

56530 New York (State) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"Tourist edition."
Panel title.
Panel art: Road leading to a Cities Service gas station and sign; slogan "buy at this sign."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3370 (PrCt)

56531 New York (State) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

Travel New York with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1939?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3413 (PrCt)

56532 New York (State) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

Authors: Fleet-Wing Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 64 x 71 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 101 ms. index.
Plate no. U.3634
Inset (40 x 17 cm.) Lower New York and Long Island.
Maps on verso (31 x 47 cm. and smaller):
Panel art: Fleet-Wing logo above a view of earth.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 101.39 (PrCt)

56533 New York (State) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

Road map of New York : En-Ar-Co White Rose dealer ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1939].
Authors: National Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

1 map ; 64 x 71 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: En-Ar-Co road map of New York.
Date from RMcN AE 101 ms. index.
Plate no. U.3634
Inset (17 x 40 cm.) Lower New York and Long Island.
Maps on verso (31 x 47 cm. and smaller):
En-Ar-Co road map of United States -- Albany --
Buffalo -- New York and vicinity -- Rochester.
Panel art: En-Ar-Co White Rose dealer sign,
station, red car.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 101.35 (PrCt)

New York (State) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3561 (PrCt)

New York (State) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
New York River Valley (N.Y. and N.J.) - Maps - 1940
New York Region - Maps - 1940
Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1940
Scale [ca. 1:920,000].
Relief shown by hachures.
"Copyright 1940 by New York State Historical Association."
Includes index to 254 points of interest and inset map of lower Hudson Valley.
Maps on verso: Greater New York -- Long Island.
Duplicate copy: G 851 .985
G 851 .985a [map] (PrCt)

New York (State) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
East (U.S.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Maritime Provinces - Maps - 1940
Road maps
Texaco touring map : New York with sectional map of adjoining states ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1940].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 50 x 67 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of New York.
Date from RMcN AE 101 ms. index.
Includes table of "State and federal gasoline taxes as of 2nd Sept., 1940."
Plate no. 3831
Insets (14 x 13 cm. and smaller): Manhattan --
Buffalo, Niagara Falls -- Albany -- Rochester.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 101.51 (PrCt)

New York (State) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
East (U.S.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Maritime Provinces - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Texaco touring map : New York with sectional map of adjoining states ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1940].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 50 x 67 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of New York.
Date from RMcN AE 101 ms. index.
Includes table of "State and federal gasoline taxes as of 29th April, 1940."
Plate no. 3831
Insets (14 x 13 cm. and smaller): Manhattan --
Buffalo, Niagara Falls -- Albany -- Rochester.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 101.52 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 50 x 67 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of New York.
Date from RMcN AE 101 ms. index.
Includes table of "State and federal gasoline taxes as of 2nd Sept., 1940."
Plate no. 3831
Insets (14 x 13 cm. and smaller): Manhattan -- Buffalo, Niagara Falls -- Albany -- Rochester.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
R McN AE 101.53 (PrCt)

56539 New York (State) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Maps
Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
George Washington Bridge (New York, N.Y.) - Access routes - Maps - 1940
Triborough Bridge (New York, N.Y.) - Access routes - Maps - 1940
Pulaski Skyway (N.J.) - Access routes - Maps - 1940
Holland Tunnel (New York, N.Y.) - Access routes - Maps - 1940
Lincoln Tunnel (New York, N.Y.) - Access routes - Maps - 1940
Road maps
Tydol trails thru New York and Long Island ... / issued by Tide Water Associated Oil Company ... New York, Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, 1940.
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate nos. "372-S.C." and "N-1."
Maps on verso (42 x 77 cm. and smaller): 1940 Tydol trails : Long Island -- George Washington Bridge and approaches -- Triborough Bridge and approaches -- Pulaski Skyway and approaches to Holland and Lincoln tunnels.
Panel art: Drawing of "the world's most famous skyline, New York City, New York."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3799 (PrCt)

56541 New York (State) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
New England - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: Kendall Refining Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: "Kendall Polly Power Gas" globe, and gas station.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4011 (PrCt)

56542 New York (State) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
New Jersey - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: Amoco Oil Company -- American Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 71 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Road map of New York.
Date from RMcN AE 101 ms. index.
Plate no. V. 3634.
Maps on verso (68 x 35 cm. and smaller): 1940 Tydol map of New Jersey -- Road map of Long Island and vicinity -- Manhattan.
Panel art: Amoco logo and outline of eastern U.S.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
R McN AE 101.46 (PrCt)

56543 New York (State) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
New York Region - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Authors: Atlantic Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 68 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Atlantic auto road map of New York.
Date from RMcN AE 101 ms. index.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
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Plate no. V-3414
Inset (20 x 41 cm.): Lower New York and Long Island.
Maps on verso (36 x 43 cm. and smaller): Auto road map of New York metropolitan area -- Manhattan -- Albany -- Schenectady -- Troy -- Binghamton -- Buffalo -- Elmira -- Oswego -- Rochester -- Syracuse -- Watertown.
Panel art: Red and blue cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**New York (State) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps**

**New York (State) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps**

Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 66 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair road map: New York. Date from RMcN AE 101 ms. index.
Plate no. V. 3800
Inset (14 x 38 cm.): Map of Manhattan.
Map on verso (67 x 54 cm.): Sinclair road map: New York metropolitan area.
Panel art: Sinclair H-C gasoline sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**New York (State) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps**

Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 66 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair road map: New York. Date from RMcN AE 101 ms. index.
Plate no. V. 3800
Inset (14 x 38 cm.): Map of Manhattan.
Map on verso (67 x 54 cm.): Sinclair road map: New York metropolitan area.
Panel art: Sinclair H-C gasoline sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

56546

**New York (State) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps**

*New York (State) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps*

Authors: Richfield Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 66 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Ride with Richfield in New York.
Date from RMcN AE 101 ms. index.
Plate no. V. 3800
Inset (14 x 38 cm.): Map of Manhattan.
Maps on verso (33 x 38 cm. and smaller): Principal fish of New York -- Important places of interest in New York -- Ride with Richfield in United States -- Manhattan and main routes to New York World's Fair.
Panel art: Woman and Dog in a car.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

56547

**New York (State) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps**

*New York (State) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps*

Authors: Colonial Beacon Oil Company -- General Drafting Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 56 x 82 cm., folded to 21 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Happy motoring in New York. 1940
Added title on verso: The Empire State - the state that has everything!
Continuation inset (17 x 20 cm.): [Southern New York State]
Maps on verso (41 x 43 cm. or smaller): Pictorial guide to happy motoring in New York -- Southern New York -- Buffalo -- Syracuse -- Rochester -- Albany and Troy -- Routes through New York City.
Panel art: Photograph of waterfall; Esso logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 705 (PrCt)

56548

**New York (State) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps**

*New York (State) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps*

*New York Region - Maps - 1940 - Road maps*

*New York Region - Maps - 1940 - Road maps*
Authors: Sunoco (Firm) -- Sun Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 72 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Auto road map of New York.
Date from RMcN AE 101 ms. index.
Plate no. V. 3873
Insets (11 x 14 cm. and 50 x 13 cm.): Buffalo, Niagara Falls and vicinity -- Long Island.
Maps on verso (33 x 53 cm. and smaller): Auto road map of Metropolitan New York -- Manhattan and connecting routes -- Albany -- Historical-scenic map of New York -- Rochester -- Binghamton -- Syracuse.
Panel art: Sunoco logo over rural and city scenes.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

New York (State) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps

56549 New York (State) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps

Road map of New York and plan of New York World's Fair ... compliments of your Sterling independent dealer. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1940]?
Authors: Sterling Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- New York World's Fair (1939-1940) -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Sterling gasoline logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

56553 New York (State) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps

Authors: National Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 64 x 71 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: The National Refining Company road map of New York.
Date from RMcN AE 101 ms. index.
Plate no. V.3634
Inset (40 x 17 cm.) Lower New York and Long Island.
Panel art: National White Rose gasoline sign over winding rural road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

56554 New York (State) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 3775 (PrCt)

Gousha Clients 3775 (PrCt)

Gousha Clients 3775 (PrCt)

Gousha Clients 3775 (PrCt)

Gousha Clients 3775 (PrCt)
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Rand McNally & Co., [1940].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 101 ms. index.
Plate no. V. 3634
Inset (15 x 36 cm.): Lower New York and Long Island.
Map on verso (31 x 47 cm.): Rand McNally road map : United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 101.57 (PrCt)

56555 New York (State) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps<<<Road maps
Shell map of New York. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1940?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: New York.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3892 (PrCt)

56556 New York (State) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps<<<East (U.S.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps<<<Maritime Provinces - Maps - 1941 - Road maps<<<Road maps
Texaco touring map : New York with sectional map of adjoining states ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1941].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 50 x 67 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of New York.
Date from RMcN AE 101 ms. index.
Includes table of "State and federal gasoline taxes as of 2nd May, 1941."
Plate no. W. 3831
Insets (14 x 13 cm. and smaller): Manhattan -- Buffalo, Niagara Falls -- Albany -- Rochester.
Maps on verso (50 x 50 cm. and smaller): Texaco sectional trip map [of eastern U.S.] -- Cleveland and vicinity -- New York and vicinity -- Maritime Provinces.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 101.58 (PrCt)

56557 New York (State) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps<<<New England - Maps - 1941 - Road maps<<<New York Region - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Authors: Kendall Refining Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: "Kendall Polly Power Gas" globe, and gas station.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4145 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Road maps<<>><New York (State) - Maps - 1941 - Pictorial maps<<>><Pictorial maps<<>><Road maps<<>><New York (State) - 1941 - Road maps<<>><Pictorial maps<<>><Road maps

Authors: Sunoco (Firm) -- Sun Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Bodeen, George H. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 72 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: New York.
Date from RMcN AE 101 ms. index.
Plate no. W. 3873
Insets (11 x 14 cm. and 50 x 13 cm.):
Buffalo-Niagra Falls and vicinity -- Long Island.
Maps on verso (33 x 53 cm. and smaller):
Metropolitan New York -- Manhattan and connecting routes -- Albany -- Historical-scenic map of New York -- Rochester -- Binghamton -- Syracuse.
Panel art: Car on road with historical places in background signed "Geo. H. Bodeen" [?]
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 101.63 (PrCt)

56561

New York (State) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps<<>><New York Region - Maps - 1941 - Road maps<<>><Road maps

Authors: Atlantic Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 68 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Atlantic auto road map of New York.
Date from RMcN AE 101 ms. index.
Plate no. W. -3414
Inset (20 x 41 cm.): Lower New York and Long Island.
Maps on verso (36 x 43 cm. and smaller):
Panel art: Red and blue cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 101.62 (PrCt)

56562

New York (State) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps<<>><Road maps

New York road map / Cities Service. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1941?].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: car, Cities Service sign and infant dressed as a gas station attendant; slogan "start every trip at your Cities Service dealer's."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4077 (PrCt)

56563

New York (State) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps<<>><Road maps

Travel New York with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1941?].
Authors: Pennzoil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4116 (PrCt)

56564

New York (State) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps<<>><Road maps

Road map of New York ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1941?].
Authors: Pennzoil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: car on road beneath ad for "amazing, new Pennzip 'Z' gasoline"and slogan "sound your 'Z' for pennzip and Pennzoil."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4172 (PrCt)

56565

New York (State) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps<<>><Road maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 101 ms. index.
Plate no. W. 3634
Inset (15 x 36 cm.): Lower New York and Long Island.
Map on verso (31 x 47 cm.): Rand McNally road map : United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 101.59 (PrCt)

56566

New York (State) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps<<>><Road maps

Shell map of New York. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1941?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
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1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: New York.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4239 (PrCt)

56567 New York (State) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
<<>> East (U.S.) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
<<>> Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 50 x 69 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of New York.
Date from RMcN AE 97 ms. index.
Includes table of "State and federal gasoline taxes as of 2nd January, 1942."
Plate no. X. 3831
Insets (14 x 17 cm. or smaller): Manhattan -- Buffalo, Niagara Falls ... -- Albany -- Rochester.
Maps on verso (50 x 51 cm. and smaller): Texaco sectional trip map [of eastern U.S.] -- Cleveland and vicinity -- New York and vicinity -- Maritime Provinces.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 97.6 (PrCt)

56570 New York (State) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
<<>> New England - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
<<>> Road maps
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1942?].
Authors: Kendall Refining Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: woman's face and slogan "put more zip into your trip, get a thrilling filling of Kendall Polly Power Gas".
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4476 (PrCt)

56568 New York (State) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
<<>> Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
<<>> Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 78 x 44 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Eastern New York.
Date from RMcN AE 97 ms. index.
Plate no. X. 4035
Maps on verso (22 x 43 cm. and 54 x 43 cm.): Long Island -- Western New York.
Panel art: Gulf sign over car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 97.2 (PrCt)

56569 New York (State) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
<<>> Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
<<>> Road maps
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1942?].
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: statue of minuteman with caption "buy war bonds and stamps", Tydol gasoline logo, Veedol motor oil logo, and statement "Oil is ammunition, use it wisely."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4653 (PrCt)

56571 New York (State) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
<<>> New Jersey - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
<<>> Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
<<>> Road maps
Authors: Amoco Oil Company -- American Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 67 x 70 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Road map of New York : Amoco.
Date from RMcN AE 95 ms. index.
Maps on verso (68 x 35 cm. or smaller) : Road map of New Jersey : Amoco -- Road map of Long Island and vicinity : Amoco. [Plate no.] X.3534 -- Manhattan N.Y.
Panel art: Amoco logo and outline of eastern U.S.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 95.4 (PrCt)

56572 New York (State) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
<<>> New York Region - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
<<>> New York (State) - Maps - 1942 - Pictorial maps
<<>> Pictorial maps
New York (State) - 1942<<>> New York (State) - Maps - 1942 - Fishes<<>> Fishes - Maps - 1942 - New York (State)<<>> Road

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
maps>>Pictorial maps

Authors: Richfield Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 64 x 67 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Ride with Richfield in New York.
Date from RMcN AE 97 ms. index.
Plate no. X. 3800.
Inset (14 x 38 cm.): Lower New York and Long Island.
Maps on verso (34 x 38 cm. and smaller): Main routes through New York City -- Ride with Richfield in Northeastern United States -- What to see in New York [pictorial map] -- Principal fish of New York.
Panel art: Richfield eagle logo with U.S. Army airplanes.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 97.7 (PrCt)

New York (State) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps>>New York Region - Maps - 1942 - Road maps

Authors: Atlantic Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 51 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Atlantic auto road map of New York.
Date from RMcN AE 97 ms. index.
Plate no. x.3414
Inset (18 x 39 cm.): Lower New York and Long Island.
Maps on verso (34 x 41 cm. and smaller): Auto road map of New York Metropolitan area -- Manhattan -- Albany -- Schenectady -- Troy -- Binghamton -- Buffalo -- Elmira -- Oswego -- Rochester -- Syracuse -- Watertown.
Panel art: Atlantic serviceman with map helping woman in car.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 97.9 (PrCt)

New York (State) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps>>New York Region - Maps - 1942 - Road maps

Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 64 x 67 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 97 ms. index.
Plate no. X. 3800
Inset (14 x 38 cm.) Lower New York and Long Island.
Map on verso (67 x 54 cm.): Sinclair : New York metropolitan area.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 97.3 (PrCt)

New York (State) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps>>New York Region - Maps - 1942 - Road maps

Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 64 x 67 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair New York
Plate no. X. 3800
Inset (14 x 38 cm.): Lower New York and Long Island.
Map on verso (67 x 55 cm.): Sinclair New York metropolitan area.
Panel art: Sinclair H-C gasoline pump.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2663 (PrCt)

New York (State) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps>>New York Region - Maps - 1942 - Pictorial maps

Authors: Colonial Beacon Oil Company -- General Drafting Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 56 x 82 cm., folded to 21 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Happy motoring in New York. 1942
Inset (19 x 40 cm.): [Long Island]
Maps on verso (43 x 40 cm. or smaller): Pictorial guide to happy motoring in New York -- Southern New York -- Buffalo -- Syracuse -- Rochester -- Albany and Troy -- Routes through New York City.
Panel art: Color illustration of car on rural road; Esso logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 706 (PrCt)

New York (State) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps>>New York Region - Maps - 1942 - Pictorial maps

Esso New York (State) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps

Authors: Colonial Beacon Oil Company -- General Drafting Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 56 x 82 cm., folded to 21 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Happy motoring in New York. 1942
Inset (19 x 40 cm.): [Long Island]
Maps on verso (43 x 40 cm. or smaller): Pictorial guide to happy motoring in New York -- Southern New York -- Buffalo -- Syracuse -- Rochester -- Albany and Troy -- Routes through New York City.
Panel art: Color illustration of car on rural road; Esso logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 706 (PrCt)
56583 New York (State) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps

Shell map of New York. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1942?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: New York.
Panel art: Shell logo, statement "all points of military interest have been removed voluntarily from this map and index" and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4572 (PrCt)

56584 New York (State) - Maps - 1943 - Road maps

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 49 x 54 cm.
Plate no. 311-J. C.-Q-5.
Inset (16 x 33 cm.): Lower New York and Long Island
Apparently issued as sales sample and/or printer's proof; includes blank title panels for overprinting.
Verso blank.
Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Company Collection (Newberry Library).
map 4F G3801.P2 1943 .G6 (PrCt)

56585 New York (State) - Maps - 1944 - Road maps

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 55 x 78 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of New York.
Date from RMcN AE 97 ms. index.
Includes table of "Gasoline taxes -- as of 2nd Dec., 1944."
Plate no. Z. 4216
Inset (10 x 21 cm.): Main routes of Long Island.
Map on verso (43 x 78 cm.): Texaco touring map of Pennsylvania

56586 New York (State) - Maps - 1944 - Road maps

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 56 x 77 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of New York.
Date from RMcN AE 130 ms. index.
Includes table of "Gasoline taxes -- as of 2nd Dec., 1944."
Plate no. Z. 4216.
Inset (10 x 21 cm.): Main routes of Long Island.
Map on verso (43 x 78 cm.): Texaco touring map of Pennsylvania.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 130.14 (PrCt)

56587 New York (State) - Maps - 1944 - Road maps

Authors: Marathon Oil Company -- Ohio Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Marathon : The Ohio Oil Co. road map : New York.
Date from RMcN AE 97 ms. index.
Plate no. Z. 3634
Inset (15 x 36 cm.): Lower New York and Long Island.
Map on verso (31 x 47 cm.): Ohio Oil Co. road map : United States.
Panel art: Marathon sign above cars on rural road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 97.13 (PrCt)

56588 New York (State) - Maps - 1945 - Road maps

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 55 x 78 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of New York.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

56590
New York (State) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 55 x 78 cm. Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of New York. Date from RMcN AE 97 ms. index.
Includes table of "Gasoline taxes -- as of 2nd Nov., 1945."
Plate no. 454216
Inset (10 x 21 cm.): Main routes of Long Island.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 97.28 (PrCt)

56593
New York (State) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally
1 map : col. ; 43 x 78 cm. Panel title.
Added title: Gulf Oil Corporation touring map of New York.
Date from RMcN AE 97 ms. index.
Includes table of "Gasoline taxes -- as of 2nd Nov., 1945."
Plate no. 454216
Inset (10 x 21 cm.): Main routes of Long Island.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 97.15 (PrCt)

56592
New York (State) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Roads for carefree motoring in New York : Richfield ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [1945?].
Authors: Richfield Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 67 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm. Panel title.
Added title: Ride with Richfield in New York. Date from RMcN AE 130 ms. index.
Includes table of "Gasoline taxes -- as of 2nd Sept., 1945."
Plate no. 453800
Inset (14 x 38 cm.): Lower New York and Long Island.
Maps on verso (30 x 37 cm. and smaller): Main routes through New York City -- Principal fish of New York -- Northeastern United States -- What to see in New York.
Panel art: Richfield service station attendant holding a gas nozzle and gesturing towards a car passing a house.
RMcN Clients 2291 (PrCt)

56591
New York (State) - Maps - 1945 - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 56 x 77 cm. Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of New York. Date from RMcN AE 130 ms. index.
Includes table of "Gasoline taxes -- as of 2nd Sept., 1945."
Plate no. 454216.
Inset (10 x 21 cm.): Main routes of Long Island.
Map on verso (43 x 77 cm.): Texaco touring map of Pennsylvania.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 97.16 (PrCt)

Date from RMcN AE 97 ms. index.
Includes table of "Gasoline taxes -- as of 2nd Sept., 1945."
Plate no. 454216
Inset (10 x 21 cm.): Main routes of Long Island.
Maps on verso (30 x 78 cm. and smaller): Texaco touring map of Long Island and metropolitan New York -- Fishers Island -- New Jersey-New York City: main connecting routes -- Lower Hudson River region.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 97.15 (PrCt)

New York (State) - Maps - 1945 - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 56 x 77 cm. Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of New York. Date from RMcN AE 130 ms. index.
Includes table of "Gasoline taxes -- as of 2nd Sept., 1945."
Plate no. 454216.
Inset (10 x 21 cm.): Main routes of Long Island.
Map on verso (43 x 77 cm.): Texaco touring map of Pennsylvania.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 97.16 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 78 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Eastern New York
Date from RMcN AE 97 ms. index.
Plate no. 6-4035-7
Maps on verso (22 x 43 cm. and 54 x 43 cm.):
Long Island -- Western New York.
Panel art: Gulf sign over car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 97.17 (PrCt)

56594 New York (State) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps<<>>Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 78 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Eastern New York
Date from RMcN AE 97 ms. index.
Plate no. 6-4035-6
Maps on verso (22 x 43 cm. and 54 x 43 cm.):
Long Island -- Western New York.
Panel art: Gulf sign over car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 97.18 (PrCt)

56595 New York (State) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps<<>>Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 78 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Eastern New York
Date from RMcN AE 97 ms. index.
Plate no. 6-4035-7
Maps on verso (22 x 43 cm. and 54 x 43 cm.):
Long Island -- Western New York.
Panel art: Gulf sign over car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 97.39 (PrCt)

56596 New York (State) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps<<>>Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: gas station, giant holding "flying 'A'" logo and pushing a car, and slogan "with the giant power of Tydol flying 'A' gasoline."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4988 (PrCt)

56597 New York (State) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps<<>>New York Region - Maps - 1946 - Road maps<<>>Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 75 x 44 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Highway map of New York.
Date from RMcN AE 166 ms. index.
Plate nos. "532-J T-9" and "T-9 1946-2"
Inset (16 x 17 cm.): In an' out of New York City.
Maps on verso (16 x 44 cm. and smaller): Long Island -- Buffalo-Chicago ... Pittsburgh-Chicago [route map] ... -- Albany -- Syracuse.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Handstamped "received ... Apr 29 1947 Rand McNally & Co. Blazed Trails Dept. ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 166.29 (PrCt)

56598 New York (State) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps<<>>New York Region - Maps - 1946 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Atlantic Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 51 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Atlantic auto road map of New York.
Date from RMcN AE 97 ms. index.
Plate no. 6-423414-1
Inset (18 x 39 cm.): Lower New York and Long Island.
Maps on verso (34 x 41 cm. and smaller): Auto road map of New York Metropolitan area -- Manhattan -- Albany -- Schenectady -- Troy -- Binghamton -- Buffalo -- Elmira -- Niagara Falls -- Oswego -- Rochester -- Syracuse -- Watertown.
Panel art: Atlantic serviceman waving to couple in car.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 97.31 (PrCt)

56599 New York (State) - Maps - 1946 - Road
Maps - New York (State) - Maps - 1946

Pictorial maps - New York (State) - 1946

Road maps - Pictorial maps


Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Panel title.


Date from RMcN AE 97 ms. index.

Plate no. 463873

Insets (10 x 11 cm. and 13 x 50 cm.): Long Island -- Buffalo-Niagra Falls and vicinity.

Maps on verso (43 x 36 cm. and smaller): Historical-pictorial map of New York -- Albany -- Binghamton -- Metropolitan New York -- Rochester -- Syracuse.

Panel art: New York road sign in front of cars on rural road.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 97.25 (PrCt)

New York (State) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps - Pictorial maps - New York (State) - 1946 - Road maps - Pictorial maps


Authors: Sunoco (Firm) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Panel title.

Added title: New York.

Date from RMcN AE 97 ms. index.

Plate no. 463873

Insets (10 x 11 cm. and 13 x 50 cm.): Long Island -- Buffalo-Niagra Falls and vicinity.

Maps on verso (43 x 36 cm. and smaller): Historical-pictorial map of New York -- Albany -- Binghamton -- Metropolitan New York -- Rochester -- Syracuse.

Panel art: New York road sign in front of cars on rural road.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 97.26 (PrCt)

New York (State) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps - Pennsylvania - Maps - 1946 - Road maps - Pictorial maps


Authors: Sunoco (Firm) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

1 map: col.; 55 x 70 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Texaco touring map of New York.

Date from RMcN AE 97 ms. index.

Includes table of "Gasoline taxes -- as of 2nd June, 1946."

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Plate no. 6-454216-3
Inset (10 x 21 cm.): Main routes of Long Island.
Map on verso (43 x 78 cm.): Texaco touring map of Pennsylvania
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 97.37 (PrCt)

New York (State) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
<<>>>Pennsylvania - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 55 x 77 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of New York.
Date from RMcN AE 97 ms. index.
Includes table of "Gasoline taxes -- as of 16th Nov., 1946."
Plate no. 6-454216-5.
Inset (10 x 21 cm.): Main routes of Long Island.
Map on verso (43 x 78 cm.): Texaco touring map of Pennsylvania.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 130.46 (PrCt)

New York (State) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
<<>>>Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 55 x 77 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of New York.
Date from RMcN AE 130 ms. index.
Includes table of "Gasoline taxes -- as of 16th Nov., 1946."
Plate no. 6-454216-5.
Inset (10 x 21 cm.): Main routes of Long Island.
Map on verso (43 x 78 cm.): Texaco touring map of Pennsylvania.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 130.44 (PrCt)

New York (State) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
<<>>>Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of New York.
Date from RMcN AE 130 ms. index.
Includes table of "Gasoline taxes -- as of 16th Nov., 1946."
Plate no. 6-454216-5.
Inset (10 x 21 cm.): Main routes of Long Island.
Map on verso (43 x 78 cm.): Texaco touring map of Pennsylvania.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 130.45 (PrCt)

New York (State) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
<<>>>Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 130.45 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call No.</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
56621  New York (State) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps>>>Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 78 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Eastern New York
Date from RMcN AE 97 ms. index.
Plate no. 7-4035-9
Maps on verso (22 x 43 cm. and 54 x 43 cm.):
Long Island -- Western New York.
Panel art: Gulf sign over car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 97.57 (PrCt)

56622  New York (State) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps>>>Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 78 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Eastern New York
Date from RMcN AE 97 ms. index.
Plate no. 7-4035-10
Maps on verso (22 x 43 cm. and 54 x 43 cm.):
Long Island -- Western New York.
Panel art: Gulf sign over car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 97.58 (PrCt)

56623  New York (State) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps>>>Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 78 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Eastern New York
Date from RMcN AE 97 ms. index.
Plate no. 7-4035-11
Maps on verso (22 x 43 cm. and 54 x 43 cm.):
Long Island -- Western New York.
Panel art: Gulf sign over car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 97.59 (PrCt)

56624  New York (State) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps>>>New England - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1947].
Authors: Kendall Refining Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "U", indicating 1947 publication.
Panel art: woman's face and slogan "get a thrilling filling Now! Polly Power".
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5114 (PrCt)

56625  New York (State) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps>>>New York Region - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Authors: Kendall Refining Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 56 x 80 cm.
Panel title.
"Road map copyright by Rand McNally & Company, Chicago, Ill."
Date from RMcN AE 97 ms. index.
Plate no. 474600 V
Inset (27 x 40 cm.): Lower New York and Long Island.
Directory of “Public ski facilities” on verso.
Panel art: Cartoon skiers over outline of New York.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 97.40 (PrCt)

56626  New York (State) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps>>>New York Region - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Authors: Atlantic Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 51 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Atlantic auto road map of New York.
Date from RMcN AE 97 ms. index.
Plate no. 7-423414-3
Inset (18 x 39 cm.): Lower New York and Long Island.
Maps on verso (34 x 41 cm. and smaller): Auto road map of New York Metropolitan area --
New York (State) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
New York Region - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Authors: Atlantic Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 51 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Atlantic auto road map of New York.
Date from RMcN AE 97 ms. index.
Plate no. 7-423414-4
Inset (18 x 39 cm.): Lower New York and Long Island.
Maps on verso (34 x 41 cm. and smaller): Auto road map of New York Metropolitan area -- Manhattan -- Albany -- Schenectady -- Troy -- Binghamton -- Buffalo -- Elmira -- Niagara Falls -- Oswego -- Rochester -- Syracuse -- Watertown.
Panel art: Atlantic serviceman waving to couple in car.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 97.48 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Added title: New York.
Date from RMcN AE 97 ms. index.
Plate no. 7-463873-3
Insets (10 x 11 cm. and 13 x 50 cm.):
Buffalo-Niagara Falls and vicinity -- Long Island.
Maps on verso (54 x 36 cm. and smaller):
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 97.46 (PrCt)

56632 New York (State) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Pennsylvania - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
New York with Pennsylvania : Texaco ...
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1947].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 55 x 78 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of New York.
Date from RMcN AE 97 ms. index.
Includes table of "Gasoline taxes as of 16th Feb., 1947."
Plate no. 7-454216-6
Inset (10 x 21 cm.): Main routes of Long Island.
Map on verso (43 x 78 cm.): Texaco touring map of Pennsylvania
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 97.51 (PrCt)

56633 New York (State) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Pennsylvania - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
New York with Pennsylvania : Texaco ...
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1947].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 55 x 78 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of New York.
Date from RMcN AE 97 ms. index.
Includes table of "Gasoline taxes as of 2nd June, 1947."
Plate no. 7-454216-7
Inset (10 x 21 cm.): Main routes of Long Island.
Map on verso (43 x 78 cm.): Texaco touring map of Pennsylvania
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 97.53 (PrCt)

56634 New York (State) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Pennsylvania - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
New York with Pennsylvania : Texaco ...
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1947].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 55 x 78 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of New York.
Date from RMcN AE 97 ms. index.
Includes table of "Gasoline taxes as of 2nd June, 1947."
Plate no. 7-454216-7
Inset (10 x 21 cm.): Main routes of Long Island.
Map on verso (43 x 78 cm.): Texaco touring map of Pennsylvania.
Panel art: Texaco sign.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
56637 **New York (State) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps**

*New York with Pennsylvania : Texaco ...*  
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1947].  
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map : col. ; 55 x 77 cm.  
Panel title.  
Added title: Texaco touring map of New York.  
Date from RMcN AE 130 ms. index.  
Includes table of "Gasoline taxes -- as of 10th Oct., 1947."  
Plate no. 7-454216-9.  
Inset (10 x 21 cm.): Main routes of Long Island.  
Map on verso (43 x 78 cm.): Texaco touring map of Pennsylvania.  
Panel art: Texaco sign.  
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).  
**RMcN AE 130.72 (PrCt)**

56640 **New York (State) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps**

*New York : points of interest and touring map ... / the California Oil Company. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1947?].*  
Authors: California Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 10 cm.  
Panel title.  
Panel art: couple in convertible (man driving, woman reading map); "Calso supreme" gas logo  
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).  
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).  
**Gousha Clients 5010 (PrCt)**

56641 **New York (State) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps**

Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.  
Panel title.  
Panel art: Cities Service gas station, various cartoon images, and slogan "Cities Service dealers help make every trip a treat."  
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).  
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).  
**Gousha Clients 5054 (PrCt)**

56642 **New York (State) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps**

*Travel New York with Conoco ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1947?].*  
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.  
Panel title.  
Plate no. includes letter "U", indicating 1947 publication.  
Panel art: family standing in front of car and statement "for long trips ask ... about Touraide."  
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).  
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).  
**Gousha Clients 5099 (PrCt)**

56643 **New York (State) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps**

Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [1947?].  
Authors: Amoco Oil Company -- American Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map : col. ; 65 x 64 cm.  
Panel title.  
Added title: Amoco road map of New York.  
Date from RMcN AE 130 ms. index.  
Inset (15 x 35 cm.): Lower New York and Long Island.  
Maps on verso (39 x 58 cm. and 20 x 29 cm.): Road map of United States -- Road map of metropolitan New York.  
Panel art: Amoco logo  
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).  
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).  
**Road map4C G3801 .P2 1940 .A4 (PrCt)**

56639 **New York (State) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps**

Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [1947?].  
Authors: Amoco Oil Company -- American Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map : col. ; 65 x 63 cm. fold. to 23 x 10 cm.  
Panel title.  
Added title: Road map of New York  
Plate no. 7-4600V-1  
Inset (15 x 35 cm.): Lower New York and Long Island.  
Maps on verso (43 x 59 cm. and 20 x 30 cm.): Amoco road map of United States -- Amoco road map of metropolitan New York.  
Panel art: Amoco logo  
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).  
**RMcN AE 92.43 A (PrCt)**
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

56646

New York (State) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps


Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

Panel art: Tide Water Associated Oil Company logo and slogan "tour with confidence.

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 5197 (PrCt)

56644

New York (State) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps

Road map of New York : Pennzip! gasoline. Chicago: H.M. Gousha Co., [1947?].

Authors: Pennzoil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

Plate no. includes letter "U", indicating 1947 publication.

Pennzip was the trademark of the Pennzoil Company.

Panel art: stylized "Z" with slogan "fast starts, smooth power, long mileage.

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 5266 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

(27 x 47 cm. and 17 x 23 cm.). -- New York :
Rand McNally road map. Plate no. 8-4600V-2.
Includes inset of lower New York and Long Island
(15 x 36 cm.)
Cover art: Cars on road alongside passenger
train.
"50¢" -- printed on front cover.
Handstamp on title page: Permanent publishing
division file. Return to locked bookcase. Edition
11-47.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).

RMcN Pocket 4C 185 (PrCt)

New York (State) - Maps - 1948 - Road
maps>>>Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1948 -
Road maps>>>New York Region - Maps -
1948 - Road maps>>>Road maps

New York with Long Island : Texaco. Chicago :
Rand McNally & Company, [1948].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and
Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry
Library)
1 map : col. ; 55 x 78 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of New York.
Date from RMcN AE 97 ms. index.
Includes table of "Gasoline taxes -- as of 2nd
April, 1945."
Plate no. 8-454216-10
Inset (10 x 21 cm.): Main routes of Long Island.
Maps on verso (30 x 78 cm. and smaller ):
Texaco touring map of Long Island and
metropolitan New York -- Fishers Island -- New
Jersey-New York City : main connecting routes --
Lower Hudson River region.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 97.65 (PrCt)

56652

New York (State) - Maps - 1948 - Road
maps>>>Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1948 -
Road maps>>>Road maps

New York into-map : Gulf. Chicago : Rand
McNally & Company, [1948].
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally
and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 78 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Eastern New York
Date from RMcN AE 97 ms. index.
Plate no. 8-4035-12
Maps on verso (22 x 43 cm. and 54 x 43 cm.):
Long Island -- Western New York.
Panel art: Gulf sign over car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 97.13A (PrCt)

56653

New York (State) - Maps - 1948 - Road
maps>>>Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1948 -
Road maps>>>Road maps

New York into-map / Gulf. Chicago : Rand
McNally and Company, [1948]?
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally
and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 78 x 86 cm., folded to
23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added titles: Eastern New York -- Western New
York.
Plate no. 8-4035-13
Inset (22 x 42 cm.): Long Island
Panel art: Car driving uphill beneath Gulf sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1079 (PrCt)

56654

New York (State) - Maps - 1948 - Road
maps>>>New York Region - Maps - 1948 -
Road maps>>>Road maps

}
Authors: Atlantic Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 51 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Atlantic auto road map of New York.
Date from RMcN AE 97 ms. index.
Plate no. 8-423414-5
Inset (18 x 39 cm.): Lower New York and Long Island.
Maps on verso (34 x 41 cm. and smaller): Auto road map of New York Metropolitan area -- Manhattan -- Albany -- Schenectady -- Troy -- Binghamton -- Buffalo -- Elmira -- Niagara Falls -- Oswego -- Rochester -- Syracuse -- Watertown.
Panel art: Atlantic serviceman waving to couple in car.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 97.7A (PrCt)

New York (State) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps -> New York Region - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 56 x 82 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: New York : Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc.
Date from RMcN AE 97 ms. index.
Plate nos. 8-4608-6 and 8M18
Inset (20 x 41 cm.): Southern New York.
Panel art: Mobiloil and Mobilgas logos.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 97.63 (PrCt)

New York (State) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps -> New York Region - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Authors: Atlantic Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 51 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Atlantic auto road map of New York.
Date from RMcN AE 102 ms. index.
Plate no. 8-423414-5
Inset (18 x 39 cm.): Lower New York and Long Island.
Maps on verso (34 x 41 cm. and smaller): Auto road map of New York Metropolitan area -- Manhattan -- Albany -- Schenectady -- Troy -- Binghamton -- Buffalo -- Elmira -- Niagara Falls -- Oswego -- Rochester -- Syracuse -- Watertown.
Panel art: Atlantic serviceman washing windshield of car with couple.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 102.52X (PrCt)
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Panel art: gas station attendant talking to a man in car, "Tydol flying 'A' gasoline" sign and slogan "at this sign ... everything that's good for your car."

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 5553 (PrCt)

56670

**New York (State) - Maps - 1949 - Nautical charts**

- Ontario, Lake (N.Y. and Ont.)
- Maps - 1949 - Nautical charts
- New York (State)
- Maps - 1949 - Canals - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc.
- Canals - New York (State)
- Maps - 1949 - Canals - New York (State) - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc.
- New York (State) - Canals - 1949 - Hudson River (N.Y. and N.J.)
- Maps - 1949 - Nautical charts
- Champlain, Lake - Maps - 1949 - Nautical charts
- Saint Lawrence River - Maps - 1949 - Nautical charts
- Thousand Islands (N.Y. and Ont.) - Maps - 1949 - Nautical charts
- New York (State) - 1949 - Pictorial maps
- Inland cruising guide no. 5: New York waterways and adjacent Canadian waterways:
  - Socony-Vacuum Oil Company, Inc. and affiliates
  - Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company
  - Magnolia Petroleum Company
  - General Petroleum Corporation
  - Rand McNally and Company
  - Socony-Vacuum Oil Company.
  - Cruising guide -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
  - 1 map : col. ; 56 x 82 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Inland cruising guide: New York, Lake Ontario and adjacent Canadian waterways.

Uniform title: Cruising guide.

Date from RMcN AE 174 ms. index.

Includes canal elevation profiles (25 x 8 cm. and smaller): Trent Canal -- Rideau Canal -- Ottawa River Canals -- Richelieu River Canals -- St. Lawrence River Canals -- Erie, Oswego, Seneca and Cayuga canals -- Champlain Canal.

Plate nos. "9-4809-1" and "9M32"

Includes pictorial vignettes of lighthouses, lightships and other aids to navigation.

Maps on verso (36 x 14 cm. and smaller): Lower Hudson River -- Upper Hudson River -- Champlain Canal -- Lake Champlain -- Richelieu River -- St. Lawrence River -- Thousand Islands.

Panel art: Mobilgas marine station.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 174.14 (PrCt)**

**New York (State) - Maps - 1949 - Road maps**

- Maps - 1949 - Railroads
- New York (State) - Maps - 1949 - Road maps
- Road maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company.

Pocket maps -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

64 p. : 2 col. maps on 1 sheet (folded) ; 24 cm.

"1949 edition."

Cover title: Rand McNally pocket maps: New York: complete indexed reference map ... [and] highway map

Uniform title: Pocket maps

Map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet: back to back, col.; 63 x 93 cm. and 47 x 64 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of New York. Plate nos. "890123" and "PM 31". Includes key to railroads and inset maps of northeastern New York and Long Island (27 x 47 cm. and 17 x 23 cm.). -- New York: Rand McNally road map. Plate no. 8-4600V-2. Includes inset of lower New York and Long Island (15 x 36 cm.)

Cover art: Cars on road alongside passenger train.

"75¢" -- printed on front cover.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).

**RMcN Pocket 4C 186 (PrCt)**

56672

**New York (State) - Maps - 1949 - Road maps**

- Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1949 - Road maps
- Road maps

Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company.

Pocket maps -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 78 x 43 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Eastern New York

Date from RMcN AE 102 ms. index.

Plate no. 9-4035-15

Maps on verso (22 x 43 cm. and 54 x 43 cm.): Long Island -- Western New York.

Panel art: Gulf sign over car on road.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 102.10 (PrCt)**
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Company. [1949].
Authors: Sunoco (Firm) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 55 x 70 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 102 ms. index.
Plate no. 9-463873-6
Insets (10 x 11 cm. and 13 x 50 cm.):
Buffalo-Niagra Falls and vicinity -- Long Island.
Maps on verso (54 x 36 cm. and smaller):
Panel art: Sunoco logo over a couple by a car overlooking a rural village in a valley.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 102.11 (PrCt)

56679 New York (State) - Maps - 1949 - Road maps
Authors: Amoco Oil Company -- American Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 63 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Amoco road map of New York.
Date from RMcN AE 102 ms. index.
Plate no. 9-4600V-3
Inset (15 x 35 cm.): Lower New York and Long Island.
Maps on verso (38 x 58 cm. and 20 x 29 cm.) : Amoco road map of United States -- Amoco road map of metropolitan New York.
Panel art: Amoco logo
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 102.9 (PrCt)

56680 New York (State) - Maps - 1949 - Road maps
Authors: Crown Central Petroleum Corporatation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 64 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Crown road map : New York
Date from RMcN AE 102 ms. index.
Plate nos. 9-4600V-2
Inset (15 x 36 cm.): Lower New York and Long Island.
Maps on verso (31 x 47 cm. and 21 x 28 cm.): Crown road map : United States -- Road map of metropolitan New York.
Panel art: Crown serviceman giving thumbs up.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 102.14 (PrCt)

56683 New York (State) - Maps - 1950 - Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 78 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Eastern New York
Date from RMcN AE 102 ms. index.
Plate no. pasted over with blank paper strip.
Maps on verso (54 x 43 cm. and 22 x 43 cm.): Western New York -- Long Island.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Panel art: Gulf sign over car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 102.56X (PrCt)

56684 New York (State) - Maps - 1950 - Road maps
<<>>New York Region - Maps - 1950 - Road maps
<<>>New York (State) - Maps - 1950 - Pictorial maps
<<>>Pictorial maps - New York (State) - 1950
<<>>Road maps
"New York : Sunoco road map and historical scenic guide ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1950].
Authors: Sunoco (Firm) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 55 x 70 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 102 ms. index.
Plate no. 0-463873-9
Insets (13 x 50 cm. and 10 x 10 cm.): Long Island -- Buffalo-Niagara Falls.
Maps on verso (54 x 36 cm. and smaller):
Panel art: Sunoco logo over a couple by a car overlooking a rural river village in a valley.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 102.55X (PrCt)

56685 New York (State) - Maps - 1950 - Road maps
<<>>New York (State) - Maps - 1950 - Railroads
<<>>Road maps
<<>>Railroads - Maps
Authors: American Map Company (New York, N.Y.) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
2 maps on 1 sheet : both sides, col. ; each 54 x 71 cm.
Panel title.
"Map no. 4430."
One side details highways; the other side details railroads and includes extensive marginal index.
Panel art: outline of New York State.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 19 (PrCt)

56686 New York (State) - Maps - 1950 - Road maps
<<>>Road maps
"New York : make it Amoco all the way! ... / compliments of American Oil Co. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1950].
Authors: Amoco Oil Company -- American Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 63 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Amoco road map of New York.
Date from RMcN AE 102 ms. index.
Plate no. 0-4600V-9! [sic]
Inset (15 x 35 cm.): Lower New York and Long Island.
Maps on verso (38 x 58 cm. and 20 x 29 cm.):
Amoco road map of United States -- Road map of metropolitan New York.
Panel art: Amoco logo over highway
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 102.15 (PrCt)

56687 New York (State) - Maps - 1951 - Road maps
<<>>East (U.S.) - Maps - 1951 - Road maps
<<>>Road maps
Authors: Atlantic Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 50 x 64 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Atlantic auto road map of New York.
Date from RMcN AE 102 ms. index.
Plate no. 1-423414-10
Inset (19 x 39 cm.): Lower New York and Long Island.
Maps on verso (58 x 43 cm. and smaller):
Panel art: Atlantic logo over cars on winding road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 102.32 (PrCt)

56688 New York (State) - Maps - 1951 - Road maps
<<>>Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1951 - Road maps
<<>>New York Region - Maps - 1951 - Road maps
<<>>Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 97 x 68 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of New York.
Date from RMcN AE 102ms. index.
Includes table of "Gasoline taxes -- as of 2nd June, 1951."
Plate no. 1-454216-19J
Inset (12 x 26 cm.): Main routes of Long Island.
Maps on verso (38 x 97 cm. and smaller):
Texaco touring map of Long Island and metropolitan New York -- Fishers Island -- New York.
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
56691 **New York (State) - Maps - 1951 - Road maps**<br><br>**New York - New York City**: main connecting routes -- Lower Hudson River region. Panel art: Texaco sign. Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).<br><br>**Panel title.** Added title: Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc.: New York.<br><br>**Plate no.** 514608V (B)<br><br>**Inset (12 x 28 cm.):** Long Island Maps on verso (33 x 24 cm. and 42 x 40 cm.): Metropolitan New York City -- Northeastern New York. Panel art: Mobiloil and Mobilgas logos. Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).<br><br>**RMcN AE 102.31 (PrCt)**


**RMcN AE 102.29 (PrCt)**
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 102.57X (PrCt)**

56694 **New York (State) - Maps - 1951 - Road maps**

**New York with Pennsylvania : Texaco ...**
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1951?].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 55 x 78 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of New York.
Date from RMcN AE 102 ms. index.
Includes table of "Gasoline taxes -- as of 2nd Jan., 1952."
Plate no. 1-454215-20
Inset (10 x 21 cm.): Main routes of Long Island.
Map on verso (43 x 78 cm. ): Texaco touring map of Pennsylvania
Panel art: Texaco station on hilly rural road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 102.24 (PrCt)**

56695 **New York (State) - Maps - 1951 - Road maps**

**New York with Pennsylvania : Texaco ...**
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1951].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 97 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of New York.
Date from RMcN AE 102 ms. index.
Includes table of "Gasoline taxes -- as of 2nd June, 1951."
Plate no. 1-454216-19J.
Inset (12 x 26 cm.): Main routes of Long Island.
Map on verso (54 x 97 cm. ): Texaco touring map of Pennsylvania
Panel art: Texaco logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 102.30 (PrCt)**

56696 **New York (State) - Maps - 1951 - Road maps**

Authors: Amoco Oil Company -- American Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 64 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Amoco road map of New York.
Date from RMcN AE 102 ms. index.
Plate no. 1-4600V-10

56697 **New York (State) - Maps - 1951 - Road maps**

**Road map of New York : metropolitan New York, Long Island and the United States ... Crown Central Petroleum Corporation ...**
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1951].
Authors: Crown Central Petroleum Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 64 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 102 ms. index.
Plate no. 1-4600V-4
Inset (15 x 36 cm.): Lower New York and Long Island.
Maps on verso (31 x 47 cm. and 21 x 28 cm.): Crown road map : United States -- Road map of metropolitan New York.
Panel art: Crown serviceman giving thumbs-up.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 102.38 (PrCt)**

56698 **New York (State) - Maps - 1951 - Road maps**

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 102 ms. index.
Plate no. 1-4600-V
Inset (15 x 36 cm.): Lower New York and Long Island.
Map on verso (32 x 47 cm.): Rand McNally road map : United States
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 102.36 (PrCt)**

56699 **New York (State) - Maps - 1951 - Road maps**

**New York / Richfield ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [1951?].**
Authors: Richfield Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 64 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Ride with Richfield in New York.
Plate no. 1-4600V-10
Inset (15 x 35 cm.): Lower New York and Long Island.
Map on verso (39 x 58 cm.): Ride with Richfield in United States.
Panel art: Richfield sign over bird's-eye view of rural road and cars.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2293 (PrCt)

56700
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Pocket maps -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
80 p. ; 24 cm.
Imperfect; lacking 2 maps on 1 folded sheet issued inside back cover.
Cover title: Rand McNally New York pocket reference map ... [and] detailed highway map
Uniform title: Pocket maps "2 maps" -- front cover.
"$1.50" -- printed on front cover.
Cover art: stylized and labeled map symbols (e.g. "elevations", "points of interest", "air facilities", etc.)
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Pocket 4C 188 (PrCt)

56701
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Pocket maps -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
68 p. : 2 col. maps on 1 sheet (folded) ; 24 cm. "1952 edition."
Cover title: Rand McNally New York pocket map : reference map ... [and] detailed highway map
Uniform title: Pocket maps
Folded map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back to back, col. ; 64 x 47 cm. and 37 x 56 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of New York. Plate no. 54.
Includes key to railroads and inset maps of northeastern New York and Long Island (27 x 47 cm. and 17 x 23 cm.). -- Rand McNally road map : New York. Plate no. 4-4600V-8. Includes inset of lower New York and Long Island (15 x 36 cm.) "2 maps in one, $1" -- front cover.
Cover art: Schematic road sign labeled "reference map ... ".
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Pocket 4C 187 (PrCt)

56702
New York (State) - Maps - 1952 - Road maps<<>>Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1952 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 77 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Eastern New York
Date from RMcN AE 102 ms. index.
Plate no. pasted over with blank paper strip.
Maps on verso (22 x 43 cm. and 32 x 43 cm.): Long Island -- Western New York.
Panel art: Gulf sign over silhouette of cars.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 102.45 (PrCt)

56703
New York (State) - Maps - 1952 - Road maps<<>>Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1952 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 77 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Eastern New York
Date from RMcN AE 102 ms. index.
Plate no. 1-494035-1
Maps on verso (22 x 43 cm. and 32 x 43 cm.): Long Island -- Western New York.
Panel art: Gulf sign over silhouette of cars.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 102.60X (PrCt)

56704
New York (State) - Maps - 1952 - Road maps<<>>New York Region - Maps - 1952 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Amoco Oil Company -- American Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 63 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Amoco road map of New York.
Date from RMcN AE 102 ms. index.
Plate no. 2-4600V-9
Inset (15 x 35 cm.) Lower New York and Long Island.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Maps on verso (47 x 47 cm. and smaller):
Metropolitan New York City -- Buffalo-Niagara Falls -- Albany -- Binghamton -- Rochester -- Schenectady -- Syracuse -- Utica.
Panel art: Amoco gas pump and couple in car looking at map with Amaco attendant.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 102.78 (PrCt)

56705 New York (State) - Maps - 1952 - Road maps

New York and Metropolitan New York ... Sinclair HC gasoline ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1952].
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 63 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 102 ms. index.
Plate no. 1-4600V-8
Inset (15 x 35 cm.) Lower New York and Long Island.
Panel art: Sinclair attendant by pump filling a car.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 102.40 A (PrCt)

56706 New York (State) - Maps - 1952 - Road maps

Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 63 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 102 ms. index.
Plate no. 2-463873-12
Inset (10 x 10 cm. and 13 x 50 cm.): Rochester -- Long Island.
Panel art: Sunoco logo over a couple by a car overlooking a rural village in a valley.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 102.74 (PrCt)

56707 New York (State) - Maps - 1952 - Road maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 102 ms. index.
Plate no. 2-4600V-5
Inset (15 x 36 cm.): Lower New York and Long Island.
Map on verso (32 x 47 cm.): Rand McNally road map : United States
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

RMcN AE 102.77 (PrCt)

56710 New York (State) - Maps - 1953 - Road maps<<>>New York Region - Maps - 1953 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
New York with Long Island ... tour with Texaco. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1953?].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office
-- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 55 x 77 cm., folded to 21 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of New York.
Plate no. 3-454216-23
Inset (10 x 21 cm.): Main routes of Long Island.
Maps on verso (37 x 68 cm. and smaller): Texaco touring map of western Long Island -- Eastern Long Island -- Fishers Island.
Panel art: Texaco gas station on hilly rural road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 3698 (PrCt)

56713 New York (State) - Maps - 1954 - Road maps<<>>New York Region - Maps - 1954 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Amoco Oil Company -- American Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Amoco road map of New York.
Date from RMcN AE 102 ms. index.
Plate no. 4-4600V-13
Inset (14 x 36 cm.) Lower New York and Long Island.
Maps on verso (33 x 25 cm. and smaller): Amoco road map of metropolitan New York City -- Amoco road map of Northern New York -- Albany -- Buffalo-Niagara Falls -- Rochester -- Syracuse.
Panel art: Amoco sign over station with cars at the pumps.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 102.1X (PrCt)

56714 New York (State) - Maps - 1954 - Road maps<<>>New York Region - Maps - 1954 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 63 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 102 ms. index.
Plate no. 4-4600V-13
Inset (15 x 35 cm.) Lower New York and Long Island.
Panel art: Sinclair attendant showing a map to a

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
couple in a car.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 102.2X (PrCt)**

**56715**
**New York (State) - Maps - 1954 - Road maps <> New York Region - Maps - 1954 - Road maps**
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 63 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair New York.
Date from RMcN AE 102 ms. index.
Plate no. 4-4600V-12.
Inset (15 x 35 cm.) Lower New York and Long Island.
Maps on verso (48 x 47 cm. and smaller):
Panel art: Sinclair attendant reading a map to a couple in a car.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 102.15X (PrCt)**

**56716**
**New York (State) - Maps - 1954 - Road maps <> New York Region - Maps - 1954 - Road maps**
Chicago: Rand McNally & Co., [1954?].
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 67 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair New York.
Plate no. 4-4600V-12.
Inset (15 x 39 cm.): Lower New York and Long Island.
Maps on verso (48 x 47 cm. and smaller):
Panel art: Color illustration of a Sinclair gas station attendant reading a map with a couple in a convertible car.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
**RMcN Clients 2731 (PrCt)**

**56717**
**New York (State) - Maps - 1954 - Road maps <> New York Region - Maps - 1954 - Road maps**
Miracle fold road map : New York ... Mobilgas : Socony-Vacuum ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company. [1954].
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Foldex Limited -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 34 x 67 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 102 ms. index.
Plate no. 4-514608V(B)-8
Inset (12 x 28 cm.): Long Island
Maps on verso (33 x 24 cm. and 42 x 40 cm.):
Metropolitan New York City -- Northeastern New York.
Panel art: Mobilgas and Mobilgas logos.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 102.3X (PrCt)**

**56718**
**New York (State) - Maps - 1954 - Road maps <> New York Region - Maps - 1954 - Road maps**
Miracle fold road map : New York ... Mobilgas : Socony-Vacuum ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company. [1954].
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Foldex Limited -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 44 x 77 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 102 ms. index.
Plate no. 4-514608V(B)-9
Inset (12 x 28 cm.): Long Island
Maps on verso (33 x 24 cm. and 42 x 40 cm.):
Metropolitan New York City -- Northeastern New York.
Panel art: Mobilgas and winged horse logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 102.10X (PrCt)**

**56719**
**New York (State) - Maps - 1954 - Road maps <> Niagara Falls Region (N.Y. and Ont.) - Maps - 1954 - Road maps**
New York State : Frontier road map ... Frontier Oil Refining Company, Buffalo, N.Y., division of Ashland Oil and Refining Company ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1954].
Authors: Frontier Oil Refining Co. (Buffalo, N.Y.) -- Ashland (Firm) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 41 x 62 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 102 ms. index.
Plate no. 4-4600V-9
Inset (17 x 37 cm.): Lower New York and Long Island.
Maps on verso (42 x 57 cm. and 10 x 16 cm.):
Frontier road map : Buffalo, Niagara Falls and...
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

vicinity -- Hamilton and connecting routes.
Panel art: Frontier gas pumps.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 102.4X (PrCt)

56720 New York (State) - Maps - 1954 - Road maps>>>Pennsylvania - Maps - 1954 - Road maps>>>Road maps
New York with Pennsylvania : tour with Texaco.
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 55 x 78 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of New York.
Date from RMcN AE 102 ms. index.
Includes table of "Gasoline taxes -- as of 2nd May, 1954."
Plate no. 4-454216-25.
Inset (10 x 21 cm.): Main routes of Long Island.
Map on verso (43 x 78 cm. ): Texaco touring map of Pennsylvania
Panel art: Texaco station on hilly rural road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 102.14X (PrCt)

56721 New York (State) - Maps - 1955 - Road maps>>>Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1955 - Road maps>>>Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 78 x 54 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of New York.
Date from RMcN AE 102 ms. index.
Includes table of "Gasoline taxes -- as of 1st Jan., 1956."
Plate no. 5-454216-30
Inset (12 x 26 cm.): Main routes of Long Island.
Maps on verso (38 x 68 cm. and smaller ): Texaco touring map of western Long Island -- Eastern Long Island -- Fishers Island.
Panel art: Texaco station on hilly rural road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 102.21X (PrCt)

56722 New York (State) - Maps - 1955 - Road maps>>>Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1955 - Road maps>>>Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 78 x 54 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of New York.
Date from RMcN AE 102 ms. index.
Includes table of "Gasoline taxes -- as of 1st Jan., 1956."
Plate no. 5-454216-30
Inset (10 x 21 cm.): Main routes of Long Island.
Map on verso (43 x 78 cm. ): Texaco touring map of Pennsylvania
Panel art: Texaco station on hilly rural road.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(�Newberry Library),
RMcN AE 102.23X (PrCt)

56725 New York (State) - Maps - 1955 - Road maps
Pennsylvania - Maps - 1955 - Road maps
New York with Pennsylvania : tour with Texaco.
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 55 x 77 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of New York.
Date from RMcN AE 131 ms. index.
Includes table of "Gasoline taxes -- as of 1st Jan., 1956."
Plate no. 5-454216-30
Inset (10 x 21 cm.): Main routes of Long Island.
Map on verso (43 x 77 cm. ): Texaco touring map of Pennsylvania
Panel art: Texaco station on hilly rural road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(�Newberry Library),
RMcN AE 131.15X (PrCt)

56726 New York (State) - Maps - 1955 - Road maps
Pennsylvania - Maps - 1955 - Road maps
New York with Pennsylvania : tour with Texaco.
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 55 x 77 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of New York.
Date from RMcN AE 131 ms. index.
Includes table of "Gasoline taxes -- as of 1st Jan., 1956."
Plate no. 5-454216-30
Inset (10 x 21 cm.): Main routes of Long Island.
Map on verso (43 x 77 cm. ): Texaco touring map of Pennsylvania
Panel art: Texaco station on hilly rural road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(�Newberry Library),
RMcN AE 131.16X (PrCt)

56727 New York (State) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps
Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 78 x 44 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Eastern New York
Date from RMcN AE 98 ms. index.
Plate no. 6-494035-16
Maps on verso (22 x 43 cm. and 54 x 43 cm.):
Long Island -- Western New York.
Panel art: Gulf sign over car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(�Newberry Library),
RMcN AE 98.2X (PrCt)

56728 New York (State) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps
Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 77 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Eastern New York
Date from RMcN AE 102 ms. index.
Plate no. 6-494035-15
Maps on verso (22 x 43 cm. and 32 x 43 cm.):
Long Island -- Western New York.
Panel art: Gulf sign over silhouette of cars.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(�Newberry Library),
RMcN AE 102.26X (PrCt)

56729 New York (State) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps
Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 77 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Eastern New York
Date from RMcN AE 102 ms. index.
Plate no. 6-494035-16
Maps on verso (22 x 43 cm. and 32 x 43 cm.):
Long Island -- Western New York.
Panel art: Gulf sign over silhouette of cars.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(�Newberry Library),
RMcN AE 102.36X (PrCt)

56730 New York (State) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps
Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1956].
Authors: Richfield Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 70 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Ride with Richfield in New York.
Date from RMcN AE 102 ms. index.
Plate no. 565517.
Inset (16 x 39 cm.): Lower New York and Long Island.
Maps on verso (31 x 37 cm. and smaller):

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
56731 New York (State) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps

New York Region - Maps - 1956 - Road maps


Authors: Sears, Roebuck and Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

1 map : col. ; 74 x 43 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Go carefree, go Allstate!

Panel art: profile of convertible car with man and woman.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN AE 102.37X (PrCt)

56732 New York (State) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps

Miracle fold road map : New York ... Mobilgas ... Socony Mobil Oil Company Inc. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1956].

Authors: Socony Mobil Oil Company -- Foldex Limited -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

1 map : col. ; 44 x 77 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Socony Mobil Oil Co., Inc. : New York.

Date from RMcN AE 102 ms. index.

Plate no. 6-514608V(B)-11
Inset (12 x 28 cm.): Long Island
Maps on verso (33 x 24 cm. and smaller.):
Panel art: Mobilgas and winged horse logo.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 102.30X (PrCt)

56733 New York (State) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps

New York State Thruway Authority - Maps - 1956 - Road maps


Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

1 map : col. ; on sheet 15 x 51 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN 98 ms. index.
Strip map printed back-to-back in two sections, 13 x 49 cm. and 27 x 13 cm.
Includes turnpike interchange markers and locations of Texaco stations.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 98.1X (PrCt)
New York (State) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps

New York : Amoco gas : right - from the start.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1956].
Authors: Amoco Oil Company -- American Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Amoco road map of New York.
Date from RMcN AE 102 ms. index.
Plate no. 565517
Inset (14 x 36 cm.) Lower New York and Long Island.
Panel art: Amoco logo on key in car ignition.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 102.46X (PrCt)

New York (State) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps

New York : Rand McNally road map.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1956].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 70 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 102 ms. index.
Plate no. 565517
Inset (15 x 36 cm.): Lower New York and Long Island.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 102.31X (PrCt)

New York (State) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps

New York and metropolitan New York... Sinclair.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1956].
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 70 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 102 ms. index.
Plate no. 6-565517-1
Inset (16 x 39 cm.) Lower New York and Long Island.
Panel art: 4 illustrated "scenic wonders" and family in car.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 102.40X (PrCt)

New York (State) - Maps - 1960 - Road maps

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Pocket maps -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

80 p. : 2 col. maps on 1 sheet (folded) ; 24 cm.

Cover title: Rand McNally New York pocket reference map ... [and] detailed highway map

Uniform title: Pocket maps

Folded map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back to back, col. ; 63 x 93 cm. and 75 x 70 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of New York. Includes key to railroads and inset maps of northeastern New York and Long Island (27 x 47 cm. and 17 x 23 cm.). -- New York : Rand McNally road map.


"2 maps" -- front cover.

"$1.50" -- printed on front cover.

Cover art: stylized and labeled map symbols (e.g. "elevations", "points of interest", "air facilities", etc.)

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).

RMcN Pocket 4C 189 (PrCt)


Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 56 x 81 cm., folded to 20 x 11 cm. Plate no. 4-4809-3.

Elevation profile insets (8 x 25 cm. and smaller): Erie, Oswego, Seneca and Cayuga Canals -- Trent Canal -- Rideau Canal -- St. Lawrence Seaway -- Richelieu River Canals -- Champlain Canal.

Includes pictorial vignettes of lighthouses, etc.


Authors: American Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : both sides, col. ; 86 x 70 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Road map of New York.

Plate no. 3-565518-18.


Panel art: American flaming torch sign and slogan "as you travel, ask us"; watercolor-style illustration of American landmarks.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 3201 (PrCt)


Authors: American Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 56 x 81 cm., folded to 20 x 11 cm. Plate no. 4-4809-3.

Elevation profile insets (8 x 25 cm. and smaller): Erie, Oswego, Seneca and Cayuga Canals -- Trent Canal -- Rideau Canal -- St. Lawrence Seaway -- Richelieu River Canals -- Champlain Canal.

Includes pictorial vignettes of lighthouses, etc.


Authors: American Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : both sides, col. ; 86 x 70 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Road map of New York.

Plate no. 3-565518-18.


Panel art: American flaming torch sign and slogan "as you travel, ask us"; watercolor-style illustration of American landmarks.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 3201 (PrCt)
lightships and other aids to navigation.
Maps on verso (37 x 14 cm. and smaller): Lower Hudson River -- Upper Hudson River -- Champlain Canal -- Lake Champlain -- Richelieu River -- Thousand Islands.
Panel art: Untitled illustration of Sinclair's World's Fair Marina in Flushing Bay, N.Y.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2809 (PrCt)

New York (State) - Maps - 1964 - Road maps
New York (State) - Maps - 1965 - Road maps

1 map : col. ; 46 x 76 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"Prepared for New York State Thruway Authority by Rand McNally & Company."
"© The New York State Thruway Authority, 1965 ... Albany ... N.Y."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1851 (PrCt)

New York (State) - Maps - 1965
New York (State) - Historical geography - Maps - 1965

Richards atlas of New York State. Phoenix, N.Y. F. E. Richards, [1965].
Authors: Rayback, Robert J. -- Richards, Frank E. -- Towle, Edward L. -- Richards, Frank E. The Indian supplement for the student outline guide (1968)
1 atlas (86 p. illus., col. maps., ports.) ; 44 x 57 cm.
'Second edition.'
Edited by R.J. Rayback.
'Revised and supplemented 1965, Edward L. Towle, editor.'
Phillips 15854.
72-1022
LC Card Number: map66001165
map7C 8 (NLO)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)


1 map : col. ; 56 x 81 cm.

"1966 edition"

Panel title.

"Copyright © 1966 by Rand McNally & Co."

Added title: Inland cruising guide: New York, Lake Ontario and adjacent Canadian waterways

Uniform title: Cruising chart.

Plate no. 1-M5F65-166.

Insets of canal elevation profiles (6 x 26 cm. and smaller): Trent Canal -- Rideau Canal -- St. Lawrence Seaway -- Richelieu River Canals -- The Welland Ship Canal -- Erie, Oswego, Seneca and Cayuga Canals -- Champlain Canal.

Strip maps on verso (14 x 37 cm. and smaller):

Lower Hudson River -- Upper Hudson River -- Champlain Canal -- Lake Champlain -- Richelieu River -- St. Lawrence River -- Thousand Islands.

Panel art: Buoy, lighthouse, and Texaco Waterways Service logo.


Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A stacks, Aisle 25 (October 2010).

1966 - Road maps - New York Region - Maps - 1966 - Road maps - Dummies (Bookselling) - 1966 - Specimens - Road maps


1 map : col. ; 43 x 70 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Includes blank title panel (for overprinting?).

Plate no. 6-565518-24


Panel art: American flaming torch sign and slogan "as you travel, ask us"; watercolor-style illustration of American landmarks.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).


Authors: New York State Hotel & Motel Association -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 43 x 57 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.

"1967-68 edition."

Panel title.

Added titles: Guide to New York State hotels, resorts, and motels.

"Copyright © 1967 by Rand McNally & Co."

Plate no. 6-565517-27

Inset (16 x 39 cm.): Lower New York and Long Island.

Maps on verso (31 x 37 cm. and smaller):


Forms part of a collection of stock editions of Rand McNally road maps, some apparently issued as sales samples and/or printer's proofs for prospective commercial clients.

Uniform series title (established by cataloger):

Stock road maps

Handstamped: "Register of Copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington, D.C. certificate no. F43201" and " ... F43210."

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A stacks, Aisle 25 (April 2010).

RMcN Stock 28 (PrCt)

RMcN Clients 3211 (PrCt)


Authors: American Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : both sides, col. ; 74 x 70 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Road map of New York.

Plate no. 6-565518-24


Panel art: American flaming torch sign and slogan "as you travel, ask us"; watercolor-style illustration of American landmarks.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A stacks, Aisle 25 (April 2010).
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

56752


1 map: col.; 56 x 81 cm.

"1968 edition"

Panel title.

"Copyright © 1968 by Rand McNally & Co."


Plate no. 3-M5F65-168.

Insets of canal elevation profiles (6 x 26 cm. and smaller): Trent Canal -- Rideau Canal -- St. Lawrence Seaway -- Richelieu River Canals -- The Welland Ship Canal -- Erie, Oswego, Seneca and Cayuga Canals -- Champlain Canal.

Strip maps on verso (37 x 14 cm. and smaller): Lower Hudson River -- Upper Hudson River -- Champlain Canal -- Lake Champlain -- Richelieu River -- St. Lawrence River -- Thousand Islands.

Panel art: Photo of boats in harbor and Texaco logo.

Handstamp: Register of Copyrights, Library of Congress, Washington, D.C. certificate no. 976947

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 1859 (PrCt)

56753


Authors: New York (State). Thruway Authority -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col.; 46 x 76 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.

"8th edition."

Panel title.


"Prepared for New York State Thruway Authority by Rand McNally & Company."

"© The New York State Thruway Authority, 1968 ... Albany, N.Y. ... ."


Map on verso (11 x 11 cm.): Superhighway network [of New York State and the northeastern U.S.]


Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 1852 (PrCt)

56754


Highway map of New York. [Chicago, Ill. or San Jose, Calif.?] : H.M. Gousha Company, 1968.

Authors: New York (State). Dept. of Transportation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Times Mirror Company -- New York (State). Dept. of Transportation. New York State highway condition map ... (1968) -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : blueline; 102 x 117 cm.

"1968 edition."

"© The H.M. Gousha Company, a subsidiary of the Times Mirror Company."

Plate no. PP-2-532-J.

Insets (25 x 73 cm. and 5 x 7 cm.): Long Island -- Fishers Island.

Negative master image (white on black) printed on paper and reproduced at "156%.

Filed with one of several published versions of this map printed in color: New York State..."
highway condition map ... ([Chicago, Ill. or San Jose, Calif.?] : H.M. Gousha Company, 1968)
[map8F G3801.P2 1968 .N4 sheet 2 of 2 (PrCt)]
Blueline version does not identify roads closed and under construction.
For several other published variants of this map, see Gousha Clients series, box 230 (shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011)).
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

map8F G3801.P2 1968 .N4 sheet 1 of 2 (PrCt)

56755
New York (State) - Maps - 1968 - Road maps<<>>Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1968 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
1 map : col. ; 65 x 75 cm.
"1968 edition."
Title from oversize lettering at upper right.
Added title from cartouche appearing in Lake Ontario: Highway map of New York.
"© The H.M. Gousha Company, a subsidiary of the Times Mirror Company."
Identifies roads closed and under construction.
Plate no. PP-2-532-J.
Insets (16 x 46 cm. and 3 x 5 cm.): Long Island -- Fishers Island.
Filed with negative master image (white on black) printed on paper and reproduced at "156 %.":
New York (State). Dept. of Transportation.
Highway map of New York ([Chicago, Ill. or San Jose, Calif.?] : H.M. Gousha Company, 1968)
[map8F G3801.P2 1968 .N4 sheet 1 of 2 (PrCt)].
For several other published variants of this map, see Gousha Clients series, box 230 (shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011)).
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

map8F G3801.P2 1968 .N4 sheet 2 of 2 (PrCt)

56756
New York (State) - Maps - 1968 - Road maps<<>>New York Region - Maps - 1968 - Road maps<<>>Dummies (Bookselling) - 1968 - Specimens<<>>Road maps
1 map : col. ; 62 x 66 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Includes blank title panel (for overprinting?).
Plate no. 685604-2
Insets (17 x 45 cm. and smaller):
Buffalo-Niagara Falls -- Montreal -- Long Island -- Fishers Island.
Maps on verso (44 x 34 cm. and smaller):
Metropolitan New York City -- Schenectady-Albany-Troy -- Rochester -- Syracuse.
Forms part of a collection of stock editions of Rand McNally road maps, some apparently issued as sales samples and / or printer's proofs for prospective commercial clients.
Uniform series title (established by cataloger):
Stock road maps
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (April 2010).
RMcN Stock 29 (PrCt)

Authors: New York State Hotel & Motel Association -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 57 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.
"1968-69 edition."
Panel title.
Added titles: Guide to New York State hotels, resorts, and motels.
"Copyright © 1968 by Rand McNally & Co."
Plate no. 686306-5.
Inset (12 x 13 cm.): [New York City region].
Verso includes extensive lodging directory keyed to map.
Panel art: New York State Hotel & Motel Association logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1860 (PrCt)

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Champlain Canal (N.Y.) - 1969 - Pictorial maps
Nautical charts - Champlain, Lake - 1969 - Pictorial maps
New York (State) - 1969 - Nautical charts
Pictorial maps - Ontario, Lake (N.Y. and Ont.) - 1969 - Nautical charts
Pictorial maps - Hudson River (N.Y. and N.J.) - 1969 - Nautical charts
Pictorial maps - Champlain Canal (N.Y.) - 1969 - Nautical charts
Canals - New York (State) - Maps - 1969
Strip maps
1 map : col. ; 56 x 81 cm.
"1969 edition"
Panel title.
"Copyright © 1969 by Rand McNally & Co."
Added title: Inland cruising guide : New York, Lake Ontario and adjacent Canadian waterways
Uniform title: Cruising chart.
Plate no. 4-M5F65-169.
Insets of canal elevation profiles (6 x 26 cm. and smaller): Trent Canal -- Rideau Canal -- St. Lawrence Seaway -- Richelieu River Canals -- The Welland Ship Canal -- Erie, Oswego, Seneca and Cayuga Canals -- Champlain Canal.
Strip maps on verso (37 x 14 cm. and smaller): Lower Hudson River -- Upper Hudson River -- Champlain Canal -- Lake Champlain -- Richelieu River -- St. Lawrence River -- Thousand Islands.
Panel art: Photo of boats in harbor and Texaco logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (October 2010).
RMcN Cruising 65 (PrCt)

56759 New York (State) - Maps - 1969 - Road maps
 Interstate 87 (N.Y.) - Maps - 1969
 Interstate 90 - Maps - 1969
New York State Thruway (N.Y.) - Maps - 1969
Road maps
Authors: New York (State). Thruway Authority -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 46 x 76 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"9th edition."
Panel title.
"Prepared for New York State Thruway Authority by Rand McNally & Company."
© The New York State Thruway Authority, 1969... Albany, N.Y. ... "
Map on verso (11 x 11 cm.): Superhighway network [of New York State and the northeastern U.S.]
Panel art: Photo of boats in harbor and Texaco logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (April 2011).
RMcN Clients 1853 (PrCt)

56760 New York (State) - Maps - 1969 - Road maps
New York Region - Maps - 1969
Dummies (Bookselling) - 1969 - Specimens
Road maps
1 map : col. ; 62 x 66 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Includes blank title panel (for overprinting?).
Plate no. 696604-3
Insets (17 x 45 cm. and smaller):
Buffalo-Niagara Falls -- Montreal -- Long Island -- Fishers Island.
Maps on verso (44 x 34 cm. and smaller):
Metropolitan New York City -- Schenectady-Albany-Troy -- Rochester -- Syracuse.
Forms part of a collection of stock editions of Rand McNally road maps, some apparently issued as sales samples and / or printer's proofs for prospective commercial clients.
Uniform series title (established by cataloger):
Stock road maps
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (April 2010).
RMcN Stock 30 (PrCt)

56761 New York (State) - Maps - 1969 - Road maps
New York Region - Maps - 1969
Road maps
Authors: New York (State). Dept. of Commerce. Division of State Publicity -- Rand McNally and Company. Stock road maps
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (April 2010).
RMcN Stock 30 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Society of Independent Gasoline Marketers of America (SIGMA).
Plate no. 706030-10.
Insets (9 x 29 cm. and smaller): Long Island -- New York (northern section) -- Fishers Island. Map on verso (54 x 36 cm): New York City and vicinity.
Panel art: color photographs of a beach, a road, a lake, and sailboats.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2521 (PrCt)

56765

1 map : col.; 56 x 81 cm.
"1971 edition"
Panel title.
"Copyright © 1971 by Rand McNally & Co."
Added title: Inland cruising guide : New York, Lake Ontario and adjacent Canadian waterways
Uniform title: Cruising chart.
Plate no. 6-M5F65-171.
Insets of canal elevation profiles (6 x 26 cm. and smaller): Trent Canal -- Rideau Canal -- St. Lawrence Seaway -- Richelieu River Canals --
The Welland Ship Canal -- Erie, Oswego, Seneca and Cayuga Canals -- Champlain Canal.
Strip maps on verso (37 x 14 cm. and smaller): Lower Hudson River -- Upper Hudson River -- Champlain Canal -- Lake Champlain -- Richelieu River -- St. Lawrence River -- Thousand Islands.
Panel art: Photo of boats in harbor and Texaco logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (October 2010).
RMcN Cruising 85 (PrCt)

56766
Authors: New York (State). Dept. of Environmental Conservation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 62 x 66 cm., folded to 22 x 11 cm.
"1972 edition."
Panel title.
Added title: New York.
"Copyright © by Rand McNally & Co."
Plate no. 726604-7.
Insets (17 x 45 cm. and 3 x 5 cm.): Long Island -- Fishers Island.
Verso includes descriptions of "deer managment units" (i.e. districts) keyed to map.
Panel art: B&W illustration of a buck.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1863 (PrCt)

56767

The Welland Ship Canal -- Erie, Oswego, Seneca and Cayuga Canals -- Champlain Canal.
Strip maps on verso (37 x 14 cm. and smaller): Lower Hudson River -- Upper Hudson River -- Champlain Canal -- Lake Champlain -- Richelieu River -- St. Lawrence River -- Thousand Islands.
Panel art: Photo of boats in harbor and Texaco logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (February 2011).
RMcN Clients 2521 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Newbery Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

56771

New York (State) - Maps - 1973 - Road maps


Authors: New York (State). Thruway Authority -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 46 x 76 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.


"Prepared for New York State Thruway Authority by Rand McNally & Company."
"© The New York State Thruway Authority, 1973
... Albany, N.Y., ..."

Insets (24 x 14 and smaller): Niagara section -- Rochester -- Syracuse -- New York [city region].
Map on verso (11 x 11 cm.): Superhighway network [of New York State and the northeastern U.S.]
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1854 (PrCt)

56772 New York (State) - Maps - 1973 - Road maps----->New York Region - Maps - 1973 - Road maps----->Mobil Oil Corporation - Maps - 1973 ---->Road maps
Authors: Mobil Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 62 x 66 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm. "1973 edition."
Panel title.
Plate no. 736604-8.
Insets (17 x 46 cm. and smaller): Long Island -- Buffalo-Niagara Falls -- Montreal -- [Fishers Island].
Maps on verso (44 x 35 cm. and smaller): Metropolitan New York City -- Schenectady, Albany-Troy -- Rochester -- Syracuse.
Panel art: nine Mobil winged horse logos.
Map shows locations of Mobil gas stations.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1670 (PrCt)

Panel title.
Added title: New York
Plate no. 746604-9
Insets (17 x 45 cm. and smaller):
Buffalo-Niagara Falls -- Montreal -- Long Island -- Fishers Island.
Maps on verso (44 x 34 cm. and smaller):
Metropolitan New York City -- Schenectady-Albany-Troy -- Rochester -- Syracuse.
Panel art: road signs.
Forms part of a collection of stock editions of Rand McNally road maps, some apparently issued as sales samples and / or printer's proofs for prospective commercial clients.
Uniform series title (established by cataloger):
Stock road maps
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (April 2010).
RMcN Stock 31 (PrCt)

Texaco cruising chart no. 5: New York State waterways and barge canal: Hudson River, St. Lawrence River, Lake Ontario and adjacent Canadian waterways.
Authors: Texaco, inc. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Texaco, inc. Cruising chart -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 56 x 81 cm. "1976 edition"
Panel title.
"Copyright © 1976 by Rand McNally & Co."
Added title: Inland cruising guide: New York, Lake Ontario and adjacent Canadian waterways
Uniform title: Cruising chart.
Plate no. 11-M5F65-176.
Insets of canal elevation profiles (6 x 26 cm. and smaller): Trent-Severn Waterway -- Rideau Canal -- St. Lawrence Seaway -- Richelieu River Canals -- The Welland Ship Canal -- Erie, Oswego, Seneca and Cayuga Canals -- Champlain Canal.
Strip maps on verso (37 x 14 cm. and smaller):
Lower Hudson River -- Upper Hudson River -- Champlain Canal -- Lake Champlain -- Richelieu

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.


"© The New York State Thruway Authority, 1976... Albany, N.Y. .... : "


Map on verso (10 x 10 cm.): Superhighway network [of New York State and the northeastern U.S.]


Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 1855 (PrCt)


Rochester


Map on verso (10 x 10 cm.): Superhighway network [of New York State and the northeastern U.S.]


Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (October 2010).

RMcN Cruising 136 (PrCt)


Authors: New York (State). Thruway Authority -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 40 x 67 cm., folded to 20 x 10 cm.

"13th edition"

Panel title.


"© The New York State Thruway Authority, 1976... Albany, N.Y. .... : "


Map on verso (10 x 10 cm.): Superhighway network [of New York State and the northeastern U.S.]


Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 1855 (PrCt)


Rochester


Map on verso (10 x 10 cm.): Superhighway network [of New York State and the northeastern U.S.]


Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (October 2010).

RMcN Cruising 136 (PrCt)


1 map : col. ; 62 x 66 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.

"1976 Edition."

Panel title.

Added title: New York

Plate no. 766604-11

Insets (17 x 45 cm. and smaller):

Buffalo-Niagara Falls -- Montreal -- Long Island -- Fishers Island.

Maps on verso (44 x 34 cm. and smaller):

Metropolitan New York City -- Schenectady-Albany-Troy -- Rochester -- Syracuse.

Panel art: road signs.

Forms part of a collection of stock editions of Rand McNally road maps, some apparently issued as sales samples and / or printer's proofs for prospective commercial clients.

Uniform series title (established by cataloger): Stock road maps

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (April 2010).

RMcN Stock 32 (PrCt)


Authors: New York (State). Thruway Authority -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 36 x 53 cm., folded to 19 x 10 cm.

"14th edition."

Panel title.


Insets (9 x 26 cm. and 10 x 29 cm.): New York (northern section) -- Long Island -- Fishers Island.

Map on verso (54 x 36 cm.): Manhattan -- Fishers Island.

Panel art: Illustration of attendant filling up sports car at Texaco station.

In b lack pen on back panel.

Editor's copy: notation "Bleed" with arrows written in black pen on back panel.

Panel art: Illustration of attendant filling up sports car at Texaco station.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 3999 (PrCt)


Authors: New York (State). Thruway Authority -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 40 x 67 cm., folded to 20 x 10 cm.

"13th edition"

Panel title.


"© The New York State Thruway Authority, 1976... Albany, N.Y. .... : "


Map on verso (10 x 10 cm.): Superhighway network [of New York State and the northeastern U.S.]


Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 1855 (PrCt)


Authors: New York (State). Thruway Authority -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 40 x 67 cm., folded to 20 x 10 cm.

"14th edition."

Panel title.


Map on verso (10 x 10 cm.): Superhighway network [of New York State and the northeastern U.S.]


Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 1855 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

56782 New York (State) - Maps - 1978 - Road maps
New York (State) - Maps - 1978 - Road maps
New York : including New York City, Rochester, Buffalo-Niagara Falls... [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Co., [1977?].
1 map : col. ; 62 x 66 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: New York
Plate no. 776604-12
Insets (17 x 45 cm. and smaller):
Buffalo-Niagara Falls -- Montreal -- Long Island -- Fishers Island.
Maps on verso (44 x 34 cm. and smaller):
Metropolitan New York City -- Schenectady-Albany-Troy -- Rochester -- Syracuse.
Panel art: photo of natural scenery in road design.
Forms part of a collection of stock editions of Rand McNally road maps, some apparently issued as sales samples and / or printer's proofs for prospective commercial clients.
Uniform series title (established by cataloger):
Stock road maps
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (April 2010).
RMcN Stock 33 (PrCt)

56780 New York (State) - Maps - 1978 - Counties
County formations and minor civil divisions of the state of New York. Salt Lake City, Utah : The Dept., 1978.
Authors: Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints. Genealogical Dept.
1 atlas (52 p.) : ill., maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
Series: Series B (Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints. Genealogical Dept.) no. 4.
folio G1250 C58 1978 (NLO)

Authors: New York (State). Thruway Authority -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 40 x 67 cm., folded to 20 x 10 cm.
"15th edition."
Panel title.
"Prepared for New York State Thruway Authority by Rand McNally & Co."
© The New York State Thruway Authority, 1978 ...
Albany, N.Y. ...
Map on verso (10 x 10 cm.): Superhighway network [of New York State and the northeastern U.S.]
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1857 (PrCt)
"16th edition."
Panel title.
"Prepared for New York State Thruway Authority by Rand McNally & Co."
© The New York State Thruway Authority, 1979
... Albany, N.Y. ..."
Map on verso (10 x 10 cm.): Superhighway network [of New York State and the northeastern U.S.]
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1858 (PrCt)

56784 New York (State) - Maps - 1979 - Road maps
New York (State) - Maps - 1979 - Tourist maps
New York (State) - Maps - 1979 - New York Region - Maps - 1979 - Road maps
Authors: New York (State). Division of Tourism -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 62 x 65 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"Copyright © by Rand McNally & Co."
"Division of Tourism, New York State Department of Commerce."
Added title: I [love] NY.
Heart symbol in added title.
Plate no. 796604-14.
Insets (17 x 45 and smaller): Long Island -- Buffalo-Niagara Falls --- Fishers Island.
Maps on verso (44 x 35 cm. and smaller): Metropolitan New York City -- Schenectady, Albany, Troy -- Rochester -- Syracuse.
Panel art: color photo of forest trail.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1849 (PrCt)

56785 New York (State) - Maps - 1983<<>>Counties - Maps
Authors: New York (State). Dept. of Transportation
60 p. : chiefly col. maps ; 28 x 44 cm.
Includes index.
oversize G1250 .N4 1983 (NLO)

56786 New York (State) - Maps - 1988 - Road maps
Authors: DeLorme (Firm)
1 atlas (104 p.) : col. maps ; 40 cm.
Scale 1:150,000.
Relief shown by contours.
Includes index.
oversize G1250 .D4 1988 (NLO)

56787 New York (State) - Maps - 1991 - Road maps
Authors: DeLorme (Firm)
1 atlas (104 p.) : col. maps ; 40 cm.
3rd ed.
Scale 1:150,000.
Relief shown by contours.
Includes index.
Text and publisher's advertisement on inside covers.
LC Card Number: 93675645
ISBN 0899332307 ; 9780899332307
oversize G1250 .D4 1991 (NLO)

Town lines [of New York State]. [S.l. s.n., ca. 1960].
Authors: Atlas of Historical County Boundaries Project (Newberry Library)
1 map : diazo print ; on sheet 36 x 45 cm.
Anonymous map without imprint.
Shows lines in effect from 1860 to 1892 by solid lines, those established in 1892 by dashed lines.
Source unknown; from the files of the Atlas of Historical County Boundaries Project, the Newberry Library.
map2F G3801 .F7 1892 .A5 1960 (PrCt)

56789 New York (State) - Maps - Bibliography
Authors: Wright, Albert Hazen, 1879-1970 -- Ellis, Willard Waldo II, 50 p. ; 27 cm.
Photocopy.
Series: Studies in history ; no. 4
Formerly lower case g 10851 .987
Map Ref Z6027.U52 N74 1943 (NLO)

56790 New York (State) - Maps - Bibliography<<>>Counties - New York (State) - Maps - Bibliography<<>>Counties - Maps
Authors: Wright, Albert Hazen, 1879-1970
87 leaves ; 28 cm.

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Photocopy of typescript.
Cover-title.
Intended to be a part of his New York historical source studies. Cf. p. 2.
Formerly folio Z6027.U5 W75
Map Ref folio Z6027.U5 W75 (NLO)

56791 New York (State) - Maps -
Bibliography<<>>>New York (N.Y.) - Maps -
Bibliography<<>>>New York (State).
Secretary's Office - Map collections -
Bibliography<<>>>New York (State). State
Engineer and Surveyor - Map collections -
Bibliography<<>>>New York State Library -
Map collections - Bibliography
Catalogue of maps and surveys, in the offices of the Secretary of State, State Engineer and
Surveyor, and in the New York State Library.
Printed by order of the Assembly and under the
direction of the Secretary of State. Albany:
Weed, Parsons, 1851.
Authors: Mix, David E. E. -- New York (State).
Secretary's Office -- New York (State). State
Engineer and Surveyor -- New York State Library
Anonymous work compiled by David E.E. Mix;
see Vert 539.
List of 'Current (1981) locations of the maps
listed in this catalogue' tipped inside front cover.
Formerly lower case g 10851 .62
LC Card Number: 05011462
Map Ref Z6027.U52 N722 1851 (NLO)

56792 New York (State) - Maps -
Bibliography<<>>>New York (State). State
Engineer and Surveyor - Map Collections -
Catalogs
Catalogue of maps and field books in the Land
Bureau of the Department of the State Engineer
and Surveyor, New York State. Albany: J. B.
Lyon Co., 1920.
Authors: New York (State). State Engineer and
Surveyor
110 p. ; 22 cm.
Photocopy of original in the New York State
Library, Albany.
Formerly 5A 8057
Map Ref Z6027.U52 .N72 1920a (NLO)

56793 New York (State) - Road maps -
1939<<>>>United States Highway 20 - Maps -
1939<<>>>Great Road (U.S.) SEE United States
Highway 20<<>>>Highway 20 (U.S.) SEE United
States Highway 20<<>>>Route 20 (U.S.) SEE
United States Highway 20<<>>>U.S. 20 SEE
United States Highway 20<<>>>U.S. Route 20
SEE United States Highway 20<<>>>United
States Route 20 SEE United States Highway
20<<>>>US 20 SEE United States Highway
20<<>>>Cherry Valley Turnpike SEE United
States Highway 20<<>>>Road maps
Cherry Valley Turnpike : travel route New York
U.S. 20 to N.Y. World's Fair and Cooperstown

Baseball Centennial : historic - safe - scenic.
Cherry Valley, N.Y.; Cooperstown, N.Y. Cherry
Valley Turnpike Ass'n, The Cooperstown
Centennial Committee, Inc. [1939].
Authors: Cherry Valley Turnpike Association -- Cooperstown Centennial Committee, Inc.
1 leaflet (6-fold) ; ill., 3 maps ; 23 x 11 cm.
Cover title.
Acquisition #2008100251.
Road map4C G3801 .P2 1939 .C5 (PrCt)

56794 New York to Paris Race, 1908 -
Maps<<>>>Automobile racing - Maps -
1908<<>>>World maps - 1908 - Automobile
racing<<>>>Road maps
Maps showing complete route of automobile race
from New York to Paris ... the Chicago Daily
News. [Chicago and New York]: Rand, McNally
& Co., [1908?].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Chicago
Daily News, Inc.
5 maps : col. ; 13 x 16 cm. and smaller, on sheet
41 x 36 cm. fold. in covers 16 x 9 cm.
Title panel on verso.
Contents: Alaska -- United States -- Europe --
Asia -- World.
Three maps copyrighted 1904; two maps
copyrighted 1908.
"This race started from New York on Feb. 12th."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
map2F G3201.E63 1908 R3 (PrCt)

56795 New York to Paris Race, 1908 -
Maps<<>>>Automobile racing - Maps -
1908<<>>>World maps - 1908 - Automobile
racing<<>>>Road maps
Maps showing complete route of automobile race
from New York to Paris. [Chicago and New York]:
Rand McNally & Co., [1908?].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
5 maps : col. ; 13 x 16 cm. and smaller, on sheet
41 x 36 cm. fold. in covers 16 x 9 cm.
Cover title.
Contents: Alaska -- United States -- Europe --
Asia -- World.
Three maps copyrighted 1904; two maps
copyrighted 1908.
"This race started from New York on Feb. 12th."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
map3C G3201.E63 1908 R3 (PrCt)

56796 New York World's Fair (1939-1940) -
Maps<<>>>New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1939 -
Road maps - Pictorial maps<<>>>Pictorial
maps - New York (N.Y.) - 1939 - Road
maps<<>>>Road maps<<>>>Pictorial maps
Shell map of New York World's Fair : with
pictorial road map of metropolitan New York.
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
New York World's Fair (1939-1940) - Maps - Pictorial maps

New York World's Fair (1939-1940)

1 map : col. ; 32 x 66 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.
Plate no. M-1
Inset (10 x 12 cm.): Willow Lake section.
Pictorial map on verso (65 x 48 cm.): The locale of the New York World's Fair.
Inset on verso (10 x 23 cm.): Pulaski Skyway and approaches to Holland and Lincoln Tunnels.

Panel title.
Plate no. M-1
Inset (10 x 12 cm.): Willow Lake section.
Pictorial map on verso (65 x 48 cm.): The locale of the New York World's Fair.
Inset on verso (10 x 23 cm.): Pulaski Skyway and approaches to Holland and Lincoln Tunnels.
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Panel title.
Plate no. M-1
Inset (10 x 12 cm.): Willow Lake section.
Pictorial map on verso (65 x 48 cm.): The locale of the New York World's Fair.
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Panel title.
Plate no. M-1
Inset (10 x 12 cm.): Willow Lake section.
Pictorial map on verso (65 x 48 cm.): The locale of the New York World's Fair.
Inset on verso (10 x 23 cm.): Pulaski Skyway and approaches to Holland and Lincoln Tunnels.

Panel title.
Plate no. M-1
Inset (10 x 12 cm.): Willow Lake section.
Pictorial map on verso (65 x 48 cm.): The locale of the New York World's Fair.
Inset on verso (10 x 23 cm.): Pulaski Skyway and approaches to Holland and Lincoln Tunnels.
Corporation." -- title panel
Map on verso (18 x 15 cm.): New York City and vicinity, NY-NJ.
Panel art: logo of World's Fair Unisphere.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 263 (PrCt)

56802 New York World’s Fair (1964-1965) -
Maps<>Manhattan (New York, N.Y.) - Maps -
1964<>New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1964
Authors: New York World’s Fair (1964-1965) --
E.R. Squibb & Sons -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 62 x 29 cm.
On verso (46 x 66 cm.): [Map of the fair grounds].
Inset map (18 x 22 cm.): Rapid transit facilities.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN map4F G3804 .N4Q48 1964 N4 (PrCt)

56803 New York World’s Fair (1964-1965) -
Maps<>Manhattan (New York, N.Y.) - Maps -
1964 - Road maps<>New York (N.Y.) - Maps -
1964 - Local transit<>Local transit - New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1964<>Manhattan (New York, N.Y.) - Aerial photographs -
1964<>Road maps
1 map : col. ; 46 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
"Map prepared by Rand McNally & Company."
Margins include color photos of city landmarks.
Maps on verso (62 x 29 cm. and 19 x 22 cm.)
Midtown and downtown Manhattan. Copyright © 1964 by Rand McNally & Co. -- Rapid transit facilities.
Includes B&W aerial photo of Manhattan (19 x 20 cm.).
Panel art: color illustration of Unisphere.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1433 (PrCt)

56805 New York World’s Fair (1964-1965) -
Maps<>Manhattan (New York, N.Y.) - Maps -
1964 - Road maps<>New York (N.Y.) - Maps -
1964 - Local transit<>Local transit - New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1964<>Manhattan (New York, N.Y.) - Aerial photographs -
1964<>Road maps
1 map : col. ; 46 x 66 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"Map prepared by Rand McNally & Company."
Maps on verso (62 x 30 cm. and 19 x 22 cm.)
Midtown and downtown Manhattan. Copyright © 1964 by Rand McNally & Co. -- Rapid transit facilities.
Includes B&W aerial photo of Manhattan (19 x 20 cm.).
Panel art: Illustration of the Johnson Wax Golden Rondelle building.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1557 (PrCt)

56806 New York World's Fair (1964-1965) -
Maps<>Manhattan (New York, N.Y.) - Maps -
1964 - Road maps<>New York (N.Y.) - Maps -
1964 - Local transit<>Local transit - New York
(N.Y.) - Maps - 1964<>New York Region -
Maps - 1964 - Road maps<>Local transit -
New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1964<>Road maps
1964-1965 New York World's Fair and guide to
New York City / Trans World Airlines ... [New
Authors: Trans World Airlines -- New York
World's Fair 1964-1965 Corporation -- United
States Steel Company -- Rand McNally and
Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry
Library).
1 map : col. ; 46 x 66 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
At head of title: Fly TWA jets
"Map prepared by Rand McNally & Company."
Maps on verso (62 x 29 cm. and 19 x 22 cm.):
Midtown and downtown Manhattan -- Rapid
transit facilities.
Panel art: "Unisphere® [globe logo] presented by
United States Steel, ©1961 New York World's
Fair 1964-1965 Corporation".
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4411 (PrCt)

56807 New York World's Fair (1964-1965) -
Maps<>New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1964 -
Local transit<>Local transit - New York
(N.Y.) - Maps - 1964<>New York Region -
Maps - 1964- Road maps<>Westchester
County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1964 - Road
maps<>Road maps<>Counties - Maps
1964-1965 New York World's Fair tourguide map
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- New York
World's Fair 1964-1965 Corporation -- New
York (State). Board of Rapid Transit Railroad
Commissioners -- Rand McNally and Company
-- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) --
New York (State). Rapid Transit Railroad
Commissioners SEE New York (State). Board of
Rapid Transit Railroad Commissioners -- New
York (N.Y.). Rapid Transit Railroad
Commissioners SEE New York (State). Board of
Rapid Transit Railroad Commissioners
1 map : col. ; 46 x 66 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Gulf New York World's Fair,
1964-1965
"Map prepared by Rand McNally & Company."
© 1964 New York World's Fair 1964-1965

Corporation."
Inset (19 x 22 cm.): Rapid Transit facilities.
Maps on verso (70 x 42 cm. and 18 x 15 cm.):
Westchester County and metropolitan New York
City -- New York City & vicinity, NY-NJ.
Panel art: color view of the World's Fair.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1111 (PrCt)

56808 New York World's Fair (1964-1965) -
Maps<>New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1964 -
Local transit<>Manhattan (New York, N.Y.) -
Pictorial works - 1964<>Manhattan (New
York, N.Y.) - Maps - 1964 - Road
maps<>Road maps
New York World's Fair and guide to New York
City, 1964-1965 / compliments of Intertype
Company, a division of Harris-Intertype Company
; map prepared by Rand McNally & Company.
Authors: Intertype Corporation -- Harris-Intertype
Corp. -- Rand McNally and Company -- New York
World's Fair (1964-1965)
1 map : col. ; 46 x 66 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
© 1964 New York World's Fair 1964-1965
Corporation."
Oriented with north at upper left.
Includes photographs of Intertype typesetting and
composing machines.
Maps on verso (19 x 22 cm. and 62 x 29 cm.):
Rapid transit facilities -- Midtown and downtown
Manhattan. Plate no. 4-5115-9
Aerial photograph on verso (19 x 20 cm.):
[Manhattan]
Inset on verso (10 x 23 cm.): Pulaski Skyway and
approaches to Holland and Lincoln Tunnels.
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4
Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).
Road map4C G3804.N4P2 1964 .I5 (PrCt)

56809 New York World's Fair (1964-1965) -
Maps<>Pictorial maps<>New York
World's Fair (1964-1965)<>New York (N.Y.) -
Maps - 1964 - Road maps<>Pictorial maps
New York World's Fair (1964-1965) / by the editors of Time-Life Books ;
map of the Fair created by Hermann Bollmann of
Pictorial Maps Inc. for Time Inc. [New York : Time
Inc., 1964].
Authors: Bollmann, Hermann, 1911-- -- Pictorial
Maps, inc. -- Time, inc. -- New York World's
Fair (1964-1965)
1 map : col. ; 83 x 66 cm., folded to 23 x 12 cm.,
in covers 24 x 13 cm.
Maps on verso (81 x 63 cm. and 18 x 38 cm.):
The approaches to the Fair -- World's Fair area in
detail.
OCLC 43875976
map3C G3804.N4:2W6 1964 .B6 (PrCt)
New York World's Fair (1964-1965) - Maps
1 map : col. ; 43 x 49 cm., folded to 22 x 13 cm.
Panel title.
"Prepared by Rand McNally & Company."
Verso blank.
Title panel handstamped "Jul. 27 1964".
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4096 (PrCt)

New York World's Fair (1964-1965) - Maps
Authors: Mobil Oil Company -- Socony Mobil Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 35 x 46 cm., folded to 22 x 12 cm.
Panel title.
"Mobil Oil Company, a division of Socony Mobil Oil Company ... New York ..." -- Back panel.
Map on verso (18 x 15 cm.): New York City & vicinity, NY-NJ.
Panel art: Gas station attendant holding a copy of the Mobil Travel Guide and talking with couple in car.
2 copies; Title panel of RMcN Clients 4101 handstamped "May 13 1965".
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4100-4101 (PrCt)

New York World's Fair (1964-1965) - Maps
Authors: Mobil Oil Company -- Socony Mobil Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 46 x 66 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"Map prepared by Rand McNally & Company."
Maps on verso (70 x 43 cm. and 19 x 22 cm.):
Westchester County and Metro New York City,
[Plate no.] 4-5804D2-15 -- Rapid transit facilities.
Panel art: Pure Oil Co. sign and Firebird gas logo; motto "See America best by car."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2240 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

City. [Plate no.] 5-5804D2-18 -- Rapid transit facilities.
Panel art: Sinclair and Unisphere logos and motto "Sinclair salutes the New York World's Fair 1964/65".
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2812 (PrCt)

56815 New Zealand - Geography - 1903<<>>New Zealand - Maps - 1903
Geography of New Zealand : for senior pupils in the public schools, scholarship candidates, and pupil teachers : with twenty-nine maps and sixteen illustrations / by J.R. MacDonald. Wellington ; Christchurch, N.Z. Gordon & Gotch, 1903.
Map of Wellington & Hawke's Bay by W. Deverell.
Printed by McKe & Co., Wellington.
‘1/6’--Cover.
Ms. list of titles composed by Howard Payne, front fly leaf.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copy: G 23 .53
References: Phillips 1295
LC Card Number: 06025739
Baskes DU405 .M22 1903 (NLO)

56816 New Zealand - Maps - 1773
Authors: Cook, James, 1728-1779 -- Longmate, Barak, 1737-1793
1 map : col. ; 33 x 27 cm.
Scale ca. 1:5,300,000.
Facsimile of original published 1773, 'based on the engravings in the Canterbury Public Library. No. 123 of an edition of 1,000.'
Relief shown pictorially.
The original of this print was engraved for Sydney Parkinson's Journal of a voyage to the South Seas.'
Accompanied by notes on the maps (1leaf).
map2F 9080 (PrCt)

56817 New Zealand - Maps - 1785 - Pictorial works
Authors: Cook, James, 1728-1779 -- Webber, John, 1751-1793 -- Poucny, Benjamin Thomas, d. 1799 -- Cook, James, 1728-1779. A Voyage to the Pacific Ocean ... (1785) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 22 x 38 cm.
In atlas accompanying: Cook, James. A Voyage to the Pacific Ocean ... for making discoveries in the Northern Hemisphere ... in the years 1776, 1777, 1778, 1779, and 1780 (London : Printed by H. Hughes for G. Nicol and T. Cadell) Atlas pl. [7]. Engraved plate no. '10.'
oversize Ayer 118 .C7 1785c Atlas pl. [7] (PrCt)

56818 New Zealand - Maps - 1785 - Pictorial works
Authors: Cook, James, 1728-1779 -- Webber, John, 1751-1793 -- Poucny, Benjamin Thomas, d. 1799 -- Cook, James, 1728-1779. A Voyage to the Pacific Ocean ... (1785) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 22 x 38 cm.
In: Cook, James. A Voyage to the Pacific Ocean : undertaken by the command of His Majesty for making discoveries in the northern hemisphere ... in the years 1776, 1777, 1778, 1779 and 1780 (London : Printed by H. Hughes, for G. Nicol ... and T. Cadell, 1785) pl. [7]. Engraved plate no. '10.'
oversize Ayer 118 .C7 v. 10 Atlas, pl. 7 (PrCt)

56819 New Zealand - Maps - 1798
La Nuova Zelanda delineata sulle ultime osservazioni del Capitan Cook. Rome : Calcografia camerale, 1798 [i.e. 1801].
Authors: Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824 -- Cook, James, 1728-1779 -- Cassini, Giovanni Maria, 1745-ca. 1824. Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (1792-1801) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 43 x 30 cm.
In: Cassini, Giovanni Maria. Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (Rome : Presso la Calcogr. camerale, 1792-1801) v. 3 pl. 35.
Map dated 1798.
oversize Ayer 135 .C33 1792 v. 3 pl. 35 (PrCt)

56820 New Zealand - Maps - 1838
The Islands of New Zealand. London : Chapman and Hall, 1838 [i.e.1844].
oversize Ayer 135 .S67 1844 v. 2, pl. [160] (PrCt)

56821 New Zealand - Maps - 1851<<>>Auckland
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

(N.Z.) - Pictorial works - 1851<>New Plymouth (N.Z.) - Pictorial works - 1851<>Wellington (N.Z.) - Pictorial works - 1851


folio G1019 .M197 1851 pl. [53] (PrCt) 56822

New Zealand - Maps - 1853<>Cook Strait (N.Z.) - Maps - 1853

New Zealand. London [i.e. New York] : Chapman and Hall [i.e. Harper & Brothers, 1853]. Authors: Lowry, Joseph Wilson, 1803-1879 -- Harper & Brothers -- Chapman and Hall -- Lowry, Joseph Wilson, 1803-1879. Lowry's Universal atlas constructed and engraved from the most recent authorities (1853)

1 map : col. ; 28 x 22 cm. Inset (11 x 10 cm.): Cooks Strait. In: Lowry, Joseph Wilson. Lowry's Universal atlas constructed and engraved from the most recent authorities (New York : Harper and Brothers, 1853) pl. [46].

Printed plate nos. 'C' and '68.

folio G 10 .525 pl. [46] (PrCt) 56823


1 atlas ([1] leaf, 6 leaves of plates (2 folded)) : 6 hand col. maps (2 folded) ; 31 cm.

Uniform title: Geologisch-topographischer Atlas von Neu-Seeland. English

Running title: V. Hochstetter's & Petermann's geol. topogr. atlas of New-Zealand

Maps dated 1864-1865.


Maps drawn by L. Friederichsen and A. Welcker; lithographed by C. Hellfarth; published by Justus Perthes.

One map revised by Julius Haast.

Relief shown by shading and hachures.

Scales differ.

An explanation of the maps is published in: The geology of New Zealand : in explanation of The geographical and topographical atlas of New Zealand / by F. von Hochstetter and A. Petermann. Auckland : Delattre, 1864.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Full text of another copy available online via Hathitrust Digital Library (accessed June 2013): http://hdl.handle.net/2027/mdp.39015086701805

Baskes folio G2798.A82C5 H63 1865 (NLO) 56824

New Zealand - Maps - 1885<>Tasmania - Maps - 1885

New Zealand. Edinburgh : A. & C. Black, [1885]. Authors: Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- Adam and Charles Black (Firm). Black's general atlas of the world ... (1885)

1 map : col. ; 37 x 27 cm. Insets (12 x 11 cm. and 7 x 9 cm.): Tasmania or Van Diemens Land -- Sketch map shewing position of Australia & New Zealand.

In: Adam and Charles Black. Black's general atlas of the world : embracing the latest discoveries, new boundaries, and other changes, accompanied by introductory letterpress and index (Edinburgh : Adam and Charles Black, 1885), plate 53.

oversize G1019 .B63 1885, plate 53 (PrCt) 56825

New Zealand - Maps - 1893

A Handbook for travelling in New Zealand : Auckland, the Hot Lake District, Napier, Wanganui, Wellington, Nelson, the Buller, the West Coast road, Christchurch, Mount Cook, Dunedin, Otago, the southern lakes, the sounds, etc. / by F.W. Pennefather. London : John Murray, 1893.

Authors: Irishman, 1852-1921 -- John Murray (Firm) -- Murray's handbooks for travellers -- Bartholomew, John, 1831-1893 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Pennefather, Frederick William, 1852-1921 SEE Irishman, 1852-1921


Cover title: Murray's hand-book, New Zealand

Spine title: Hand-book, New Zealand

Half title: Handbook for New Zealand

Contributions from B. Hemsley, Philip Mennell, G. Grey, K.C.B., J. Hector, K.C.M.G., C.C.Bowen,
New Zealand - Maps - 1942
Map by F. Nichols.
"With twelve plates in colour and twenty-seven illustrations in black and white."
Includes bibliographical references (p. [2] at end).
Series: Britain in pictures ; [26] -- The British commonwealth in pictures -- Britain in pictures ;
26 -- British commonwealth in pictures.
Inscription pasted to flyleaf: With kindest regards! E.M. Gala.
Former owner’s inscription: ... Luca[?] Espirita Santos, July 1944.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Carney, M. Britain in pictures, 26
LC Card Number: 42023711
Baskes DA630 .B75 no. 26 (1942) (NLO)

New Zealand - Maps - 1960 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: McLintock, A. H. -- Dick, R. G. --
Campbell, Ella M. J. -- New Zealand -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 70 maps ; 310 x 258 mm.
RGDick,Chmn,NZAtlasComm
Phillips 10202a
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

New Zealand - Maps - 1987 - Guidebooks
Authors: Moon travel handbooks -- King, Jane --
Texas Company
2 maps : col. : each 49 x 39 cm., on sheet 51 x 81 cm., folded to 9 x 21 cm.
Contents: North Island -- South Island.
Maps on verso (each 18 x 24 cm.): Auckland environs -- Wellington environs -- Christchurch environs -- Dunedin-Invercargill environs.
Includes "Index of main highways."
Panel art: Texaco attendant with map directing couple in car.
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4
Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).
Road map4C G9081.P2 1930 .T4 (PrCt)
New Zealand - Maps - 1992
Authors: Nelles guides -- Nelles Verlag -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 21 maps
1st ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

New Zealand - Maps - Bibliography
Maps in New Zealand provincial council papers.
Authors: Hargreaves, R. P.
36 p. : map ; 23 cm.
Dunedin, N.Z. University of Otago. Library.
Hocken Collection. Publication no. 2.
lower case g 23 .386 no. 2 (NLO)

New Zealand - Maps - Bibliography
Maps of New Zealand appearing in British parliamentary papers. Dunedin, N.Z. University of
Authors: Hargreaves, R. P.
24 p. : map. 23 cm.
(Hocken Library Collection ; Publication no. 1).
'Titles of parliamentary papers quoted': p. 21-22.
lower case g 23 .386 no. 1 (NLO)

New Zealand - Maps - Collections, 1500-1900
Authors: Maling, Peter Bromley -- Reed -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 141 maps ; 383 x 283 mm.
1st ed.
Itd#13/400
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

New Zealand - Maps - Collections, 1542-1851 -
Nautical charts<<<Nautical charts - New Zealand - Collections, 1542-1851<<<South Pacific Ocean - Maps - Collections, 1542-1851 -
Nautical charts<<<Nautical charts - South Pacific Ocean - Collections,
1542-1851<<<Nautical charts
Early charts of New Zealand, 1542-1851.
Wellington, N.Z. Reed, [1969].
Authors: Maling, Peter Bromley -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (134 p. : charts (part col.), maps (part col.)) ; 41 cm.
Edition limited to 500 numbered copies.
oversize Ayer 135 .M195 1969 (NLO)

New Zealand - Pictorial works - 1791 -
Coasts<<<Chatham Islands (N.Z.) - Pictorial works - 1791 - Coasts<<<Rapa (French Polynesia) - Pictorial works - 1791 -
Coasts<<<Western Australia - Pictorial works - 1791 - Coasts
Authors: Alexander, William, 1767-1816 -- Sykes, John, fl. 1791-1795 -- Edwards, R. -- Edwards, James, 1757-1816 -- Robinson, G. G. (George G.) -- Vancouver, George, 1757-1798 A Voyage of discovery to the North Pacific Ocean : and round the world ... performed in the years 1790, 1791, 1792, 1793, 1794, and 1795 (1798) --
Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
6 views ; 2 x 49 cm. and smaller, on sheet 43 x 55 cm.
Contents: Cape Chatham ... -- Cape Howe ... -- Entrance to King George Ild. Sound ... -- Point Hood -- The Snares ... -- The Island of Oparo ... . In atlas (issued without title page) accompanying Vancouver, George. A Voyage of discovery to the North Pacific Ocean : and round the world ... performed in the years 1790, 1791, 1792, 1793, 1794, and 1795 (London : Printed for G.G. and J. Robinson, Paternoster-row; and J. Edwards, Pall-mall, 1798) plate [1].
Accompanied, on plate [1], by: A Chart shewing part of the S.W. coast of New Holland with the tracks of His Majesty's sloop Discovery and armed tender Chatham / commanded by George Vancouver, Esqr. in the year 1791 ; engraved by T. Foot, Weston Place, Battle Bridge.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library. Reproduced on the David Rumsey Collection website (accessed Dec. 2007):
http://www.davidrumsey.com/rumsey/Size0/D002/00200017.jpg
Cf. OCLC 47836357
VAULT oversize Graff 4456 plate 2 (PrCt)

New Zealand - Railroads - Timetables - 1988
Authors: InterCity
1 booklet (28 p) : col photos, ill, map ; 21 cm
At head of title: "InterCity".
Travel Vertical File G9081 .P3 1988 .I5 (PrCt)

Newark (N.J.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps<<<Newark Region (N.J.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps<<<Road maps
Travel Newark and vicinity with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1936].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1622 (PrCt)

56839 Newark (N.J.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Travel Newark and vicinity with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1937?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1897 (PrCt)

56840 Newark (N.J.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Travel Newark and vicinity with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1939?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3416 (PrCt)

56841 Newark (N.J.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Travel Newark and vicinity with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1940?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3776 (PrCt)

56842 Newark Region (N.J.) - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Travel Newark and vicinity with Conoco. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1934].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (3 panel,R,G): Outline map of North America, logo.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1045 (PrCt)

56843 Newark Region (N.J.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Travel Newark and vicinity with Conoco : every Conoco station is a branch of the Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1936].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 49 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Conoco ... official road map : Newark and vicinity.
Date from RMcN AE 158 ms. index.
Plate no. J 276 S.
Maps on verso (28 x 43 cm. and 28 x 21 cm.): Newark, New Jersey and vicinity -- Downtown Newark.
Panel art: Conoco logo over outline of North America.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 158.3 (PrCt)

56844 Newark Region (N.J.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Travel Newark and vicinity with Conoco : every Conoco station is a branch of the Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1937].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 49 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Conoco ... official road map : Newark and vicinity.
Date from RMcN AE 158 ms. index.
Plate no. K 276 S.
Maps on verso (28 x 43 cm. and 28 x 21 cm.): Newark, Jersey City and vicinity -- Downtown Newark.
Panel art: Conoco logo over outline of North America.
Handstamped "1937" and "copyrighted".
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 158.5A (PrCt)

56845 Newark Region (N.J.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Travel Newark and vicinity with Conoco: every Conoco station is a branch of the Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago: H.M. Gousha Company, [1939]. Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 49 x 43 cm. Panel title.
Added title: Conoco ... official road map: Newark and vicinity.
Date from RMcN AE 159 ms. index. Plate nos. "276-S" and "M-3."
Maps on verso (28 x 43 cm. and 28 x 21 cm.):
Newark, Jersey City and vicinity -- Downtown Newark.
Panel title: Conoco logo over outline of North America.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Aug 17 1939 ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 159.42A (PrCt)

56846 Newark Region (N.J.) - Maps - 1952-1957 - Road maps
Authors: Atlantic Refining Company -- Rand McNally & Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
3 maps : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm. and smaller Panel titles.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 196-198 (PrCt)

56847 Newark Region (N.J.) - Maps - 1959 - Road maps
Hertz Rent a Car map of Newark and surrounding area. [Chicago]: Rand McNally & Company, [1959].
Authors: Hertz Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 30 x 22 cm., folded to 22 x 10 cm. Panel title.
Added title: Nashville and vicinity
Plate no. R.L. 59 S 107
Map on verso (20 x 17 cm.): Downtown Newark
Identifies Hertz office locations.
Panel art: Hertz logo and car.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1399 (PrCt)

56848 Newark (S.D.) - Maps - 1884 - Real property
Dakota & Great Southern Railway - Maps - 1884
Roads - Maps
Map of the town of Newark. [S.I. s.n., 1884].
Authors: Dyer, J. E. -- Dakota & Great Southern Railway -- Dyer, J. E. Dakota:
the observations of a tenderfoot (1884) -- Fargo Republican Steam Printing House (North Dakota) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 17 x 9 cm. Panel title:
Added title: Newark Day County, Dakota.
Unsigned cadastral map showing lots for sale adjacent to the proposed Dakota & Great Southern Railway in a 'paper town' (apparently never built) in latter-day Marshall County, South Dakota.
In Dyer, J. E. Dakota: the observations of a tenderfoot ([Fargo, N.D. : Fargo Republican Steam Printing House], 1884) p. [102].
Graff 1192 p. [102] (PrCt)

56849 Newaygo County (Mich.) - Maps - 1880 - Landowners
Counties - Maps
Atlas of Newaygo County, Michigan / compiled and drawn for the publisher by E. L. Hayes; to which is added a township map of Michigan, a railroad map of the United States & map of the world. Philadelphia: C.O. Titus, 1880.
Authors: Hayes, E. L. -- Titus, C. O. -- Bracher, Wm. (William) -- Bourquin, F. (Frederick), b. 1808
1 atlas (71, iv p. : maps) ; 43 cm.
References: Phillips 1992
Gift '78
oversize G1413.N4 H3 1880 (NLO)

56850 Newaygo County (Mich.) - Maps - 1900 - Landowners
Counties - Maps
Authors: Geo. A. Ogle & Co.
1 atlas (75, [20], viii, [x]-xxii p. : ill., maps, ports.) ; 46 cm.
Most alternate pages blank.
oversize G1413.N4 O3 1900 (NLO)
Maps<>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Geo. A. Ogle & Co.
1 atlas (71, xxii p. : ill., maps, ports.) ; 46 cm.
Most alternate pages blank.
References: Phillips 14759
Gift '78.
oversize G1413.N4 03 1922 (NLO)

56852
Newaygo County (Mich.) - Maps - 1955 - Landowners<>Counties - Maps
Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Newaygo County 4-H Clubs (Mich.)
1 atlas (30 p.) : maps ; 22 x 28 cm.
Cover title.
"Sponsored by Newaygo County 4-H Clubs."
Scale 1 1/4 in to 1 mile.
1 map laid in.
folio G1413.N4 R64 1955 (NLO)

56853
Newberry County (S.C.) - Maps - 1825 - Landowners<>Counties - Maps<>Landowners - Maps
1 map ; 44 x 45 cm.
Surveyed by M. Coate, 1820. Improved for Mills' atlas, 1825.'
In: Mills, Robert. Atlas of the state of South Carolina ... (Baltimore : F. Lucas, Jr., [1825]) pl. [21].
oversize Ayer 135.M6 1825 pl. [21] (PrCt)

56854
Newberry County (S.C.) - Maps - 1887 - Landowners<>Counties - Maps<>Landowners - Maps
[newberry county (s.c.) - 1887: lc g&m land ownership maps on microfiche]. [Washington, D.C.] : LC G&M Division, [1983?].
Authors: Lake, Thomas M. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 31 x 37.5 in. Scale 1:63,360.
Originally published [1887?].
Microfiche 583, no. 841 (PrCt)

56855
Authors: Buisseret, David
3 leaves.
BHC 1112
Vert 724 (PrCt)

56856
Newberry Library - Exhibitions - Catalogs
Two by two : twenty-two pairs of maps from the Newberry Library illustrating 500 years of Western cartographic history / catalog prepared by James Akerman, Robert Karrow and David Buisseret ; and published with the help of Roger Baskes, Gerald Fitzgerald, Arthur Holzheimer and the Chicago Map Society. Chicago : Hermon Dunlap Smith Center for the History of Cartography, the Newberry Library, 1993.
v, 48 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
"An interpretive guide to the exhibition mounted at The Newberry Library to accompany the XVth International Conference on the History of Cartography, June 1993."
This exhibit, another Newberry exhibit titled "Cartographic encounters : an exhibition of Native American maps from Central Mexico to the Arctic", and the conference were organized in conjunction with the eleventh Kenneth Nebenzahl, Jr., Lectures in the History of Cartography.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 47-48).
This copy annotated in pencil with Newberry call numbers.
ISBN 0911028528
Map Ref GA190 .N47 1993c (NLO)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

56858 Newberry Library - Exhibitions - Reviews
Cartographictreasures of the Newberry Library (Exhibit)
Cartographic treasures of the Newberry Library. 2002.
From Newsletter of the Italian Art Society 15, no. 2 (Spring 2002).
Review of the exhibition 'Cartographic treasures of the Newberry Library.'
Vert 654, no. 2 (PrCt)

56859 Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer Art Waldeck box E-1 no. 21><>Mapa de Sigüenza
Authors: Castañeda de la Paz, María p. 613-641 : maps ; 24 cm.
On the so-called Mapa de Sigüenza, a partial ms. copy of which, made by Frédéric de Waldeck, is in the Ayer Collection [Ayer Art Waldeck Box E-1, no. 21] and is discussed on pp. 636-37.

56860 Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer Art Waldeck box E-1 no. 21><>Mapa de Sigüenza
La Pintura de la peregrinación Culhua-Mexica (Mapa de Sigüenza) : Nuevas aportaciones a su estudio. Zamora, Mex. El Colegio de Michoacán, 2001 [i.e. 2002].
Authors: Castañeda de la Paz, María -- De la Paz, María Castañeda SEE Castañeda de la Paz, María -- La Paz, María Castañeda de SEE Castañeda de la Paz, María -- Paz, María Castañeda de la SEE Castañeda de la Paz, María
p. 84-114 : maps ; 21 cm.
Offprint from Relaciones : Estudios de historia y sociedad 21, no. 86 (Primavera 2001): 84-114.
This issue was actually published in late 2002 -- Letter from Ms. Castañeda, laid in.
On the so-called Mapa de Sigüenza, a partial ms. copy of which, made by Frédéric de Waldeck, is in the Ayer Collection [Ayer Art Waldeck Box E-1, no. 21] and is reproduced on p. 88.
Vert 1930, no. 1 (PrCt)

56861 Newberry Library - Map collections
The Cartographic collections of the Newberry Library. 1985.
Authors: Karrow, Robert W.
Vert 2115, no. 1 (PrCt)

56862 Newberry Library - Map collections
Rekindle your imagination : a year of mapping at the Newberry. [Chicago : Newberry Library, 2008?].
Authors: Newberry Library -- Newberry Library Annual report (2006-2007)
56 p. : col. maps, ill. ; 23 cm.
Cover title.
The 2006-07 annual report of the Newberry Library.
Uniform title: Annual report. Duplicate copy: Vert 733
folio Z733 .N532 (2006-2007) (PrCt)

56863 Newberry Library - Map collections
Authors: Woodward, David, 1942-2004 78 leaves : charts ; 28 cm.
Photocopy of typescript of report summarizing three cartographic collections.
folio GA195.C56 W66 (NLO)

56864 Newberry Library - Map collections - Administration

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
56865
Newberry Library - Map collections - Administration
The Newberry Library : the history of cartography: holdings and proposed acquisition policy. 29 January 1971.
Authors: Woodward, David, 1942-2004 -- Newberry Library. Special Collections Section [9 p. ; 28 cm.]
Photocopy of unpublished typescript "prepared for presentation to the Bibliographical Committee, December 1970."
Page 9 dated "29 January 1971."
Vert 2115, no. 3 (PrCt)

56866
Newberry Library - Map Collections - Bibliography - Catalogs<<>> Atlases - Bibliography - Catalogs
Authors: Newberry Library 4 v. ; 29 cm.
Provisional draft.
Caption title.
'This catalog includes about 17,000 descriptions of maps and atlases. Arrangement is alphabetical by the first assigned subject heading.'
Superseded by the Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog website, which includes over 85,000 records of maps, atlases, and secondary literature (accessed December 2013): http://www.biblioserver.com/newberry/
Map Ref folio Z6028 .N483 2003 (NLO)

56867
Newberry Library - Map Collections<<>>Cartes Marines Manuscript
Map Collection (Newberry Library)<<>>French Cartography - 1715-1725
A Cartographer's view of the French empire in the early 18th century: the collection called Cartes Marines at the Newberry Library, Chicago.

1985.
Authors: Buisseret, David
BHC 1105
Vert 718 (PrCt)

Newberry Library - Map collections - Facsimiles<<>>Newberry Library - Map collections - Bibliography - Catalogs
Newberry Library map image index : photocopies of photographic negatives sorted by the Library of Congress "G" classification schedule / compiled by Jack Scott and others. [1994-].
Authors: Newberry Library -- Scott, Jack 1 v. (ca. 1200 leaves) : maps ; 31 cm.
Photocopies of originals filed in multiple Newberry collections using multiple local call number schemes; sorted by LC "G" class number, but marked in pencil with Newberry call numbers.
Each photocopy includes an image, brief author and title, and the Newberry call number for the original.
In loose-leaf binder.
Original photonegatives filed by Newberry call numbers in the Photoduplication Department (4A Stacks: July 2009).
Map Ref folio Z6028 .N4824 1994 (NLO)

Newberry Library - Map collections<<>>Hermon Dunlap Smith Center for the History of Cartography
Cover title.
Photocopies of unpublished typescripts bound together in one volume; includes bibliographies.

56868

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1, 1969).
Vert 1206, no. 4 (PrCt)

Accompanied by ALS from J.M. Adams to E.W. Blatchford and typed sheet (12 lines) proposing that LaFayette Place, between the Ogden block and the park, be vacated and that the library site and the park be united.
'Gift of E.W. Blatchford, Chicago, 6.13.1908.'
Previously shelved as VAULT Case MS Z 584 .6184
Possibly related to another manuscript map at the Newberry Library, anonymous and tentatively dated ca. 1890: Washington Park proposed addition [including the Newberry Library] (Map1F G4104 .C6:2N4 1890 .W3 1987 (PrCt)) Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
VAULT drawer MS map4F G4104 .C6:2N4 1886 .A3 (PrCt)

Washington Park proposed addition [including the Newberry Library]. [ca. 1890]?
1 ms. map ; on sheet 43 x 28 cm. Photocopy of anonymous pen-and-ink manuscript; source of original unknown.
Possibly related to another manuscript map at the Newberry Library: [Plan of proposed addition to Washington Park, to include the site of the Newberry Library] / J. McGregor Adams, Dec. 1886. Variant ms. (VAULT drawer MS Map4F G4104 .C6:2N4 1886 .A3) accompanied by ALS from J.M. Adams to E.W. Blatchford and typed sheet (12 lines) proposing that LaFayette Place, between the Ogden block and the park, be vacated and that the library site and the park be united.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
map1F G4104 .C6:2N4 1890 .W3 1987 (PrCt)

56872 Newberry Library. Ms Map 6F Og4930 1715 .C3<<><>Carte de Lisle St Domingue Et Dependences, ca.1713-21 Manuscript map acquired. 1985.
Authors: Buisseret, David
From The Map Collector 33 (December 1985): 34, map.
BHC 1110
Vert 722 (PrCt)

Authors: Tassin, Pepe -- Newberry Library. Manuscript. Midwest MS NL -- Midwest Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
0.2 linear feet (1 box)
Fifty-four postcards including many duplicates, of views of the Newberry Library in Chicago, some without message and most written before 1915. Cards were written by both Chicago residents and visitors. Most were published by Chicago publishers, but also by firms in New York, Milwaukee, and San Francisco, and many were printed in Germany, sometimes with embellishment or extra coloring added. No messages refer to actually visiting the library, and as one correspondent says, "...still collecting souvenir postals," and another writes: "This is the library I have mentioned several times. It is just two blocks from my boarding house." There are the usual abbreviated postcard greetings: "Great place," "Some town," "A kiss from Alma," "I miss you very much," as well as the amusing 1906: "We arrived safe in Chicago...nothing unusual has happened found we had an extra satchel with nothing in it...."
Chicago's Newberry Library, open to the public without charge, is an independent research library dedicated to the advance of knowledge, especially in the humanities. The Library was founded as a public library by a bequest of Walter Loomis Newberry, a businessman, prominent citizen, founder of the Young Men's Library Association, active book collector, and president of the Chicago Historical Society before his death in 1868. After three temporary locations, in 1893 the Library moved into architect Henry Ives...
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

56876  Newburgh (N.Y. : Town) - Maps - 1864 - Landowners - Landowners - Maps
Farm map of the town of Newburgh, Orange Co. N. Y. [197-?].
Authors: Hughes, Michael -- Friend, Norman M., b. ca. 1815 -- Orange County (N.Y.) Genealogical Society
1 map ; 62 x 76 cm.
Facsimile of original published Philadelphia, 1864.
Includes 13 illustrations and list of subscribers.
78-42178
M1032
map6F G3803.O5:3N4 1864 H8 197- (PrCt)

56877  Newcastle (N.S.W.) - Maps - 1891 - Pilot Guides - Newcastle (N.S.W.) - Maps - 1891 - Nautical charts - Newcastle (N.S.W.) - Maps - 1891 - Nautical charts
Newcastle (NSW) nautical almanac, directory.
Newcastle : Knaggs, 1891.
Authors: Knaggs, R. C. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 1 map
29th ed.
Map812x744;CPIFlags
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

56878  Newcastle (N.S.W.) - Maps - Bibliography

56879  Newcastle Upon Tyne (England) - Historical geography - Maps - 1992 - Historical atlases

Authors: Collins, Greenville, fl. 1669-1698 -- Moll, Herman, -1732 -- Trinity House (Newcastle upon Tyne, England) -- Collins, Greenville, fl. 1669-1698. Great Britain’s coasting-pilot ... (1693) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 45 x 47 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Includes dedication to the "gentlemen bretheren of Trinity-Hous, Newcastle vppon Tyne ... by Capt. G. Collins ... ".
Oriented with north at right.
Insets (45 x 12 cm. and 17 x 30 cm.): [Coast between the River Wear and South Shields] --

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
[Coast between Seaton Sluice and Blyth].
In: Collins, Greenville. Great Britain's coasting-pilot ... (London : Printed by Freeman Collins, and are to be sold by Richard Mount, 1693), part 2, [plate 35]
No engraved plate no.; ms. no. 35 partly trimmed away from verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1811.P5 C6 1693, part 2, [plate 35] (PrCt)

---

56881
Newcastle upon Tyne Region (England) - Maps - 1749 - Coasts - Nautical charts

Northumberland (England) - Maps - 1749 - Coasts - Nautical charts

Tyne and Wear (England) - Maps - 1749 - Coasts - Nautical charts

Newcastle upon Tyne Region (England) - 1749 - Coasts - Nautical charts - Northumberland (England) - 1749 - Coasts

Nautical charts - Tyne and Wear (England) - 1749 - Coasts

[Nautical charts]

Authors: Collins, Greenville, fl. 1669-1698 -- Moll, Herman, -1732 -- Trinity House (Newcastle upon Tyne, England) -- Collins, Greenville, fl. 1669-1698. Great Britain’s coasting-pilot ... (1749) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 45 x 47 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Includes dedication to the "gentlemen bretheren of Trinity-Hous, Newcastle vppon Tyne ... by Capt. G. Collins ... ".

Oriented with north at right.

Insets (44 x 12 cm. and 17 x 30 cm.): [Coast between the River Wear and South Shields] -- [Coast between Seaton Sluice and Blyth].
In: Collins, Greenville. Great Britain’s coasting-pilot ... (London : Printed by William and John Mount and Thomas Page, 1749), [plate 39].
Oriented with north at right.

Engraved letter L at upper right.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1811.P5 C6 1749, [plate 39] (PrCt)

---

56882
Newfoundland and Labrador - Discovery and Exploration - Exhibitions - Catalogs

Newfoundland and Labrador - Maps - 1675 - Coasts - Nautical charts

Newfoundland and Labrador - Maps - 1675 - Harbors

Newfoundland's interior explored. 1986.
Authors: Tompkins, Edward -- Newfoundland Museum
16 p.; 23 cm.
Catalog of an exhibition at Newfoundland Museum, 1986.
BHC 2350
Vert 1902 (PrCt)

---

56883
Newfoundland and Labrador - Maps - 1600-1699 - Manuscripts

Isle de Terre Neuve. [16--?].
Authors: Chicago Historical Society
1 ms. map : hand col.; 354 x 440 mm.
Anonymous 17th-century (?) manuscript.
Pen-and-ink and wash (black, red); some place names and islands in red.
Mounted on heavy card stock.
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.
CHS Coll., Map no. 637 (PrCt)

---

56884
Newfoundland and Labrador - Maps - 1626

Insula olim vocata Nova Terra : the island called of olde Newfoundland & described by Captaine John Mason an industrious Gent: who spent seven years in the countrey. [London, 1626].
Authors: Mason, John, 1586-1635 -- Vaughan, William, 1577-1641
1 map ; 169 x 261 mm.
In Vaughan's The Golden fleece divided into three parts (London: Francis Williams, 1626), opp. p. 1.
Oriented with south at the top.
Note in Latin (15 lines) at lower left.
Reference: Kershaw, Early printed maps of Canada, no. 87.
VAULT Ayer 150.7 N45 V3 1626, opp. p. 1 (PrCt)

---

56885
Newfoundland and Labrador - Maps - 1675 - Coasts - Nautical charts

Newfoundland and Labrador - Maps - 1675 - Harbors

The Coast of New-Foundland from Cape-Raze to Cape St.-Francis. [London : Jeremiah Seller and Charles Price], 1675 (i.e.1703).
1 map ; 42 x 52 cm.
Oriented with north at right.
Inset (14 x 23 cm. each): St. John's Harbor.
In: The Fourth part of the general English pilot. Describing the ... east-coast of America : from Greenland to the River Amazones ... (London : Printed by I. Dawks, for Jer. Seller, and Cha. Price at the Hermitage-Stairs in Wapping, 1703)
56886  Newfoundland and Labrador - Maps - 1687 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

A Map of 'Terra Nova', or Newfoundland, drawn on vellum [by William Hack], [19--].
Authors: Hacke, William -- Hulbert, Archer Butler, 1873-1933 -- Hulbert, Archer Butler, 1873-1933.
Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1687 manuscript.
[Har various dates: London: Fleming, 1909-1912].
folio Ayer 136 .H91 1909 ser. 2, v. 4, pl. 39 (PrCt)


A New chart of the trading part of Newfound-land. London [i.e. Amsterdam]: John Thornton [i.e. Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, 1697].
1 map ; 42 x 55 cm.
Oriented with north at right.
Insets (7 x 12 cm. and 17 x 12 cm.): St. John's Harbor -- Trinity Harbor.
Describing the sea-coasts ... from the River Amazons to New-Found-Land; with all the West India navigation ... London, 1689 (Amsterdam: Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, 1697) pl. [4].
Map Ref oversize G1025 .T37 ser. 4, v. 1, pl. [4] (PrCt)


A Chart of the coasts of Newfoundland, with the fishing districts marked by Augustine Fitzhugh, living next doare to the Shipp in Virgine Street, anno. 1693. [19--].
Authors: Fitzhugh, Augustine -- Hulbert, Archer Butler, 1873-1933 -- Hulbert, Archer Butler, 1873-1933.
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1693 manuscript.
[Harrow, England: Fleming, 1909-1912].
folio Ayer 136 .H91 1909 ser. 2, v. 5, pl. 13-16 (PrCt)

56889  Newfoundland and Labrador - Maps - 1703

Newfoundland / H. Moll fecit. [London : s.n., 1703].
Authors: Moll, Herman, -1732 -- Lahontan, Louis Armand de Lom d'Arce, baron de, 1666-1716 -- Lahontan, Louis Armand de Lom d'Arce, baron de, 1666-1716. New voyages to North-America ... (1703) -- Bonwicke, Henry, d. 1706 -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 17 x 11 cm., on sheet folded to 19 x 9 cm.
Title from oversize lettering at center.
Scale [ca. 1:4,400,000].
Soundings in fathoms.
Prime meridian: Ferro.
Binder's instructions at upper left: "Vol. I. p. 225."
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Digital image available as part of the CARLI Digital Collections website (accessed Nov. 2007):
Duplicate copy: VAULT Ayer 123 .L16n 1703 Graff 2364, v. 1, opposite p. 225 (PrCt)

56890  Newfoundland and Labrador - Maps - 1703

New Found-Land. [London : s.n., 1703].
Authors: Seller, John, fl. 1658-1698 -- Seller, John, fl. 1658-1698. A New system of geography : designed in a most plain and easie method ... (1703)
1 map ; 11 x 13 cm.
Anonymous map in Seller, John. A New system of geography : designed in a most plain and easie method ... (London : Jeremiah Seller ; Charles Price ; John Senex, 1703) map [62].
Case 3A 1704 map [62] (PrCt)

The Coast of New-Foundland from Salmon Cove to Cape Bonavista. [London : Jeremiah Seller and Charles Price, 1703].
1 map ; 43 x 51 cm.
In: The Fourth part of the general English pilot. Describing the ... east-coast of America : from Greenland to the River Amazones ... (London : Printed by I. Dawks, for Jer. Seller, and Cha. Price at the Hermitage-Stairs in Wapping, 1703) pl. [6].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .E55 1690 [pt. 4], pl. [6] (PrCt)

A Map of New-Foundland. London : John Seller, [1703].
1 map ; 41 x 51 cm.
Insets (7 x 11 cm. each): Trinity Harbor -- St. Johns Harbor.
In: The Fourth part of the general English pilot. Describing the ... east-coast of America : from Greenland to the River Amazones ... (London : Printed by I. Dawks, for Jer. Seller, and Cha. Price at the Hermitage-Stairs in Wapping, 1703) pl. [3].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .E55 1690 [pt. 4], pl. [3] (PrCt)

A Chart shewing part of the sea coast of Newfoundland from ye Bay of Bulls to Little Placentia / exactly and carefully lay'd down by John Gaudy ; S. Parker sculpt. [London : Thomas Page and William Mount, 1732?].
Authors: Harris, John, fl. ca. 1667?-1719 -- Knapton, James, -1738 -- Harris, John, 1667?-1719. Atlas maritimus & commercialis ... (London : Printed for James and John Knapton [et al.], 1728) plate 50.
oversize Ayer 135 .AB3 1728 pl. 50 (PrCt)

A Map of New-Foundland. London : John Seller, [1703].
1 map ; 41 x 51 cm.
In: The Fourth part of the general English pilot. Describing the ... east-coast of America : from Greenland to the River Amazones ... (London : Printed by I. Dawks, for Jer. Seller, and Cha. Price at the Hermitage-Stairs in Wapping, 1703) pl. [3].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .E55 1690 [pt. 4], pl. [3] (PrCt)
Inset (16 x 29 cm.): A Draught of the harbour of Trepassey in Newfoundland.

Dedication to the "Office of the Lord High Admiral of Great Britain ...".

In: The English pilot : the fourth book: describing the West-India navigation, from Hudson's-Bay to the river Amazones ... (London: Printed for Thomas Page and William Mount, at the Postern on Tower-Hill, 1732), [plate 7].

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes oversize G1106.P5 E5 1732, [plate 8]** (PrCt)

---

**Newfoundland and Labrador - Maps - 1732 - Nautical charts**


*The Coast of New-Found-Land from Cape-Raze to Cape St. Francis / described by Henry Southwood; Ia. Clark sculp.* [London: Thomas Page and William Mount, 1732?].

Authors: Southwood, Henry, fl. ca. 1675-1737 -- Clarke, James, fl. ca. 1664-1693 -- Page, Thomas, d. 1733 -- Mount, William, d. 1769 -- T. Page and W. Mount (Firm), fl. ca.1729-1733

Printed from 2 plates on 2 sheets joined to form 1 composite sheet.

1 map; 42 x 103 cm., on composite sheet 48 x 112 cm.

Title from cartouche at upper left.

Added title from cartouche at upper right: The Coast of New-Found-Land from Salmon Cove to Cape Bonavista / described by Henry Southwood.

Insets (13 x 21 cm. and 20 x 18 cm.): St. John's Harbor -- Trinity Harbor.

Printed from 2 plates on 2 sheets joined to form 1 composite sheet.

Oriented with north at right.

In: The English pilot: the fourth book: describing the West-India navigation, from Hudson's-Bay to the river Amazones ... (London: Printed for Thomas Page and William Mount, at the Postern on Tower-Hill, 1732), [plate 7].

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes oversize G1106.P5 E5 1732, [plate 7]** (PrCt)

---

**Newfoundland and Labrador - Maps - 1744**

*Carte de l'Isle de Terra-Neuve.* Paris, 1744.

1 map; 29 x 37 cm.


Soundings shown in fathoms.


Numbered 21 in lower left margin.

**Graff 650 v. 1, opp. p. 418 (PrCt)**

---

**Newfoundland and Labrador - Maps - 1760 - Coasts - Nautical charts**


*A Chart shewing part of the sea coast of Newfoundland from ye Bay of Bulls to Little Placentia ...* [London: W. and J. Mount, T. Page and Son, 1760].

Authors: Gaudy, John, fl. ca. 1705-1740 -- Parker, Samuel, active 1719-1751 -- W. and J. Mount, T. Page and Son (Firm), fl. 1755-1762 -- English Pilot. Part 4 (1760) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map; 44 x 56 cm.

Inset (16 x 29 cm.): A Draught of the harbour of Trepassey in Newfoundland.


**Ayer oversize G1106.P5 E5 1760 following p. 14 (PrCt)**

---

**Newfoundland and Labrador - Maps - 1760 - Nautical charts**


*A New and correct chart of the coast of Newfoundland from Cape Raze to Cape Bonavista,
with Chebucto Harbour in Nova Scotia done from the latest observations. London: W. & I Mount & T. Page, [1760].
1 map ; 42 x 102 cm.
Oriented with north at right.
Insets (16 x 24 cm. and smaller): Trinity Harbour -- St. John's Harbour -- Chebucto Harbour in Nova Scotia
Ayer oversize G1106.P5 E5 1760 following p. 10 (PrCt)

Newfoundland and Labrador - Maps - 1767 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
A Chart of the West Coast of Newfoundland, from Cape Anguille to Point Ferolle; surveyed by order of Commodore Palliser, Governor of Newfoundland, &c., by James Cook, surveyor, 1767. [i.e. 1767].
Add. Ms. 17693 d -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1767 manuscript.
folio Ayer 136 .H91 1909 ser. 2, v. 5, pl. 25-26 (PrCt)

Newfoundland and Labrador - Maps - 1771 - Nautical charts
A Chart of the West Coast of Labrador, from Cape Charles to Sandwich Bay. London, 1777.
Authors: Faden, William, 1749-1836 -- Lane, Michael, fl. 1768-1784 -- Byron, John, 1723-1786 -- Faden, William, 1749-1836. The North American atlas, selected from the most authentic maps, charts, plans, &c. hitherto published (1777)
1 map : hand col. ; 90 x 60 cm.
Includes untitled inset of Spear Harbour; 20 x 29 cm.
map7C 4, pl. 2 (PrCt)

Newfoundland and Labrador - Maps - 1775 - Coasts
A General chart of the island of Newfoundland ... London : Robt. Sayer & Jno. Bennett, 1775.
Authors: Cook, James, 1728-1779 -- Lane, Michael, fl. 1768-1784 -- Jefferys, Thomas, -1771 -- Great Britian. Admiralty -- Jefferys, Thomas, d. 1771. The American atlas -- or, A geographical description of the whole continent of America 1775 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 53 x 54 cm.
In: Jefferys, Thomas. The American atlas; or, A geographical description of the whole continent of America ... (London : R. Sayer and J. Bennett, 1775); verso handstamped '12.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .J46 1775 pl. 12 (PrCt)

Newfoundland and Labrador - Maps - 1775 - Coasts
A General chart of the island of Newfoundland ... London : Robt. Sayer & Jno. Bennett, 1775 [i.e. 1776].
Authors: Cook, James, 1728-1779 -- Lane, Michael, fl. 1768-1784 -- Jefferys, Thomas, -1771 -- Great Britian. Admiralty -- Jefferys, Thomas, -1771. The American atlas, or, A geographical description of the whole continent of America ... (1776) -- Robert Sayer and John Bennett (Firm) -- Jefferys, Thomas, d. 1771. The American atlas, or, A geographical description of the whole continent of America ... (London : R. Sayer et J. Bennett, 1777); verso handstamped '12.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .J46 1775 pl. 12 (PrCt)
continent of America ... (1776)
1 map : hand col. ; 53 x 54 cm.
In: Jefferys, Thomas. The American atlas, or, A
geographical description of the whole continent of
America ... (London : R. Sayer and J. Bennett,
1776); pl. [12] verso handstamped '13.'
Case oversize G1100 .J44 1776 pl. 12 (PrCt)

56905 Newfoundland and Labrador - Maps - 1775 -
Coasts
A General chart of the island of Newfoundland ...
London : Robt. Sayer & Jno. Bennett, 1775 [i.e.
1783].
Authors: Cook, James, 1728-1779 -- Lane,
Michael, fl. 1768-1784 -- Jefferys, Thomas, d.
1771. The American atlas -- or, A geographical
description of the whole continent of America
1782 i. e. 1783 -- Robert Sayer and John Bennett
(Firm)
1 map : hand col. ; 53 x 54 cm.
In: Jefferys, Thomas. The American atlas; or, A
geographical description of the whole continent of
America (London : R. Sayer and J. Bennett, 1782
[i.e. 1783?]); verso handstamped '12.'
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .J46 1782 pl. 12
(PrCt)

56906 Newfoundland and Labrador - Maps - 1775 -
Coasts - Nautical charts
A General chart of the island of Newfoundland ...
London, 1777.
Authors: Faden, William, 1749-1836 -- Cook,
James, 1728-1779 -- Lane, Michael, fl.
1768-1784 -- Jefferys, Thomas, -1771 -- Robert
Sayer and John Bennett (Firm) -- Faden, William,
1749-1836. The North American atlas, selected
from the most authentic maps, charts, plans, &c.
hitherto published (1777)
1 map ; 53 x 55 cm.
In: Faden, William. The North American atlas,
selected from the most authentic maps, charts,
plans, &c. hitherto published (London : Printed for
William Faden ....; 1777) pl. [6].
map7C 4, pl. 6 (PrCt)

56907 Newfoundland and Labrador - Maps - 1777
Nuova, e corretta carta dell' Isola di Terra Nuova.
[Livorno : G.T. Masi, 1777].
Authors: Rossi, D. Veremondo, fl. 1763 -- Masi,
G. T. -- Masi, G. T. Atlante dell' America,
contenente le migliori carte geografiche ... (1777)
-- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 20 x 15 cm.
In: Masi, G. T. Atlante dell' America, contenente
le migliori carte geografiche ... (Livorno : Gio.
Tommaso Masi, e Comp., 1777) pl. [10].
VAULT folio Ayer 135 .A75 1777 pl. [10] (PrCt)

56908 Newfoundland and Labrador - Maps -
1780<<<Maritime Provinces - Maps -
1780<<<Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1780
L'Isle de Terre-Neuve, L'Acadie, ou la Nouvelle
Ecosse ... du Canada / par Mr. Bonne,
Ing[énieur] Hydrographe de la Marine. [Geneva?-
Jean-Leonard Pellet?, 1780?].
Authors: Bonne, Rigobert, 1727-1794 -- Pellet,
J.-L. (Jean-Léonard) -- Bonne, Rigobert,
1727-1794. Atlas de toutes les parties connues
du globe terrestre ... [1780?] -- William B.
Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 20 x 31 cm.
"Liv. XV, XVI, XVII." -- At upper left.
"No. 44." -- At upper right.
In: Bonne, Rigobert. Atlas de toutes les parties
connues du globe terrestre, dressé pour l'Histoire
philosophique et politique des établissements et
du commerce des Européens dans les deux
[map 45].
Forms part of the William B. Greenlee Collection
(Newberry Library).
Greenlee 4691 .B71 1780 [map 45] (PrCt)

56909 Newfoundland and Labrador - Maps - 1783 -
Coasts - Nautical charts
A Chart of the south-east coast of Newfoundland.
London : Mount and Page, [1783].
Authors: Jno. Mount and Tho. Page -- Messrs.
Mount & Page (Firm), fl. 1781-1784 -- English
Pilot. Part 4 (1783) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map ; 46 x 59 cm.
Details Placentia Bay, Conception Bay and
Trinity Bay.
In: The English pilot : Describing the West-India
navigation, from Hudson's Bay to the River
Amazones ... (London : Printed for Messrs.
Mount and Page, Tower-Hill, 1783) following p.
18.
Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger):
English Pilot. Part 4 (1783)
oversize Ayer 135 .E55 1783 following p. 18
(PrCt)

56910 Newfoundland and Labrador - Maps - 1783 -
Nautical charts
Newfoundland and Labrador - Maps -
1783<<<Trinity (N.L.) - Maps - 1783 - Harbors
- Nautical charts
- Nautical charts
- Trinity (N.L.) - Maps - 1783 - Harbors
- St. John's (N.L.) - Maps - 1783 - Harbors
- Nautical charts
- St. John's (N.L.) - Maps - 1783 - Harbors
- Chedabucto Bay (N.S.) - Maps - 1783 -
- Nautical charts
- Chedabucto Bay (N.S.) - Maps - 1783 -
- Halifax Region (N.S.) - Maps -
- Halifax Region (N.S.) - Maps
- 1783<<<Nautical charts
A New and correct chart of the coast of New
Foundland from Cape Raze to Cape Bonavista,
with Chebucto Harbour in Nova Scotia done from
the latest observations. [London] : W. & I. Mount
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

& T. Page. [1783].


1 map ; 42 x 102 cm.

Oriented with north at right.


oversize Ayer 135 .E55 1783 following p. 14

(PrCt)

56911 Newfoundland and Labrador - Maps - 1784 - Coasts - Nautical charts - Newfoundland and Labrador - Maps - 1784 - Coasts - Nautical charts


Authors: Cook, James, 1728-1779 -- Lane, Michael, fl. 1768-1784 -- Waldeck, Frédéric de, 1766-1875 -- Ayer, Edward Everett, 1841-1927 -- France. Dépôt des cartes, plans et journaux de la marine, 1784.

In: Cook, James, Le Pilote de Terre-Neuve ... (1784) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 85 x 58 cm.

Scale [ca. 1:1,010,000-1,170,000].

‘No. 142.’

Soundings in fathoms.

Includes text and 2 tables.


Cf. Phillips 4490.


rev 95

Ayer map6F G3601.P5 1784 C6 (NLO)

56912 Newfoundland and Labrador - Maps - 1784 - Nautical charts - Cabot Strait (Nfld. and N.S.) - Maps - 1784 - Nautical charts - Newfoundland and Labrador - Maps - 1784 - Nautical charts - Cabot Strait (Nfld. and N.S.) - Maps -

1784 Nautical charts


Authors: Cook, James, 1728-1779 -- Lane, Michael, fl. 1768-1784 -- France. Dépôt des cartes et plans de la marine -- Cook, James, 1728-1779. Le Pilote de Terre-neuve ... (1784) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 64 x 92 cm.

In: Cook, James. Le Pilote de Terre-neuve, ou, Recueil de plans des côtes et des portes de cette île ([Paris : Dépôt général de la marine?], 1784) pl. 5.

Insets: Port aux Basques, 12 x 10 cm.

VAULT Ayer oversize G1186.P5 C6 1784 pl. 5

(PrCt)


1784 Nautical charts


Authors: Cook, James, 1728-1779 -- Lane, Michael, fl. 1768-1784 -- France. Dépôt des cartes et plans de la marine -- Cook, James, 1728-1779. Le Pilote de Terre-neuve ... (1784) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 90 x 61 cm.


Insets: Havre de Quirpon, et Baye de Griguett, 22 x 17 cm., Havre de Crock, 20 x 12 cm., Supplément ou Fond de la Baye Blanche, 13 x 8 cm.

VAULT Ayer oversize G1186.P5 C6 1784 pl. 9

(PrCt)

56914 Newfoundland and Labrador - Maps - 1784 - Nautical charts - Fortune Bay (N.L.) - Maps - 1784 - Nautical charts - Newfoundland and Labrador - Maps - 1784 - Nautical charts - Fortune Bay (N.L.) - Maps - 1784 - Nautical charts -

1784 Nautical charts


Authors: Cook, James, 1728-1779 -- Lane, Michael, fl. 1768-1784 -- France. Dépôt des cartes et plans de la marine -- Cook, James,

---

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1728-1779. Le Pilote de Terre-neuve ... (1784) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 64 x 92 cm.
Insets: Havre Breton, 13 x 11 cm., Havre du Grand Jervis, 15 x 11 cm.
VAULT Ayer oversize G1186.P5 C6 1784 pl. 4 (PrCt)

56915 Newfoundland and Labrador - Maps - 1784 - Nautical charts
>>Fortune Bay (N.L.) - Maps - 1784
Placentia Bay (N.L.) - Maps - 1784 - Nautical charts
St. Mary's Bay (N.L.) - Maps - 1784 - Nautical charts
Trespasses Bay (N.L.) - Maps - 1784 - Nautical charts
Saint Lawrence (N.L.) - Maps - 1784 - Harbors - Nautical charts
Burin (N.L.) - Maps - 1784 - Harbors
Nautical charts - Newfoundland and Labrador - Maps - 1784
Nautical charts - Fortune Bay (N.L.) - Maps - 1784
Nautical charts - Placentia Bay (N.L.) - Maps - 1784
Nautical charts - St. Mary's Bay (N.L.) - Maps - 1784
Nautical charts - Trespasses Bay (N.L.) - Maps - 1784
Nautical charts - Saint Lawrence (N.L.) - Maps - 1784 - Harbors
Nautical charts - Burin (N.L.) - Maps - 1784
Harbors
Nautical charts

Authors: Cook, James, 1728-1779 -- Lane, Michael, fl. 1768-1784 -- France. Dépôt des cartes et plans de la marine -- Cook, James, 1728-1779. Le Pilote de Terre-neuve ... (1784) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 89 x 58 cm.
Insets: Plan de Havre de Hawke, du Port du Saunier et du Havre de Keppel, 12 x 17 cm.
VAULT Ayer oversize G1186.P5 C6 1784 pl. 7 (PrCt)

56917 Newfoundland and Labrador - Maps - 1784 - Nautical charts
>>Nautical charts - Newfoundland and Labrador - Maps - 1784

References: Phillips 4490; Skelton, R.A., Marine surveys of James Cook no. 37
VAULT Ayer oversize G1186.P5 C6 1784 (NLO)

56918 Newfoundland and Labrador - Maps - 1784 - Nautical charts
>>Nautical charts - Newfoundland and Labrador - Maps - 1784

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1784 Nautical charts
Authors: Cook, James, 1728-1779 -- Lane, Michael, fl. 1768-1784 -- France. Dépôt des cartes et plans de la marine -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 85 x 58 cm.
In Hydrographie francoise [Paris, 1792?] v. 2, no. [6].
Scale [ca. 1:1,010,000].
Includes text and 2 tables.
Lower right margin: No. 2 (Hyd. No. 58). Prix Trente Sols.
Cf. Phillips 4490.
4378 oversize Ayer 135 B4 1792 v. 2, plate [6].

Authors: Cook, James, 1728-1779 -- Lane, Michael, fl. 1768-1784 -- France. Dépôt des cartes et plans de la marine -- Cook, James, 1728-1779. Le Pilote de Terre-neuve ... (1784) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 89 x 61 cm.
Insets: Plan des Havres d'York et de Lark de la Baye des îles
VAULT Ayer oversize G1186.P5 C6 1784 pl. 6.

56920 Newfoundland and Labrador - Maps - 1784 - Nautical charts - St. Lumaire Bay (N.L.) - Maps - 1784 - Nautical charts
Authors: Cook, James, 1728-1779 -- Lane, Michael, fl. 1768-1784 -- France. Dépôt des cartes et plans de la marine -- Cook, James, 1728-1779. Le Pilote de Terre-neuve ... (1784) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 42 x 57 cm.

Plan des cotes de Terre-Neuve VI. feuille contenant la partie septentrionale depuis la Pointe de Ferolle, jusqu'à l'Ile de Quirpon, avec le Détroit de Bell'-île et les côtes de Labrador situées sur ce Détroit. [Paris] : Dépôt des cartes et plans de la marine, 1784.
Authors: Cook, James, 1728-1779 -- Lane, Michael, fl. 1768-1784 -- France. Dépôt des cartes et plans de la marine -- Cook, James, 1728-1779. Le Pilote de Terre-neuve ... (1784) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 69 x 92 cm.
Insets: Havre de Labrador, 12 x 14 cm., Red Bay ou Baye Rouge, 12 x 16 cm., Baye des Chateux ou d'York, 22 x 18 cm., Vieux Ferolle, 13 x 11 cm.
VAULT Ayer oversize G1186.P5 C6 1784 pl. 8.


Newbery Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

1788 - Nautical charts - Newfoundland and Labrador - Maps - 1788
- Nautical charts
A Chart of the south-east part of Newfoundland containing the Bays of Placentia, St. Mary, Trepassey and Conception from actual surveys. London: Printed for R. Sayer, map & chartseller, No. 53 in Fleet Street, 10th Feby. 1788.
Authors: Sayer, Robert, 1725-1793 -- Laurie & Whittle -- Laurie & Whittle. The North American pilot for Newfoundland, Labrador, the Gulf and River St. Laurence ... (1794) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 49 x 67 cm.
Right and bottom margins include coastal profile views.
In: Robert Laurie and James Whittle. The North American pilot for Newfoundland, Labrador, the Gulf and River St. Laurence ... (London : Printed and published by Robert Laurie and James Whittle ... successors to the late Mr. Robert Sayer, 1794), map 3.
Printed plate no. "III" at upper right and "3" on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1186.P5 .C6 1794, map 3 (PrCt)

56923 Newfoundland and Labrador - Maps - 1791 - Nautical charts - Newfoundland and Labrador - Maps - 1791
- Nautical charts
The Island of Newfoundland, laid down from surveys ... 1790. 1791 [i.e. 1816]?
1 map : hand col. ; 69 x 56 cm.
In: Faden, William [and others]. [General atlas of modern geography : a collection of large scale maps and charts of all parts of the world] (London, etc. : W. Faden, etc., 1775-1816]) v. 2, pl. [35].
Verso handstamped '28.'
Imprint on map: London: published by Wm. Faden ... Jany. 1st, 1791 ... . Includes population index for 1789.
oversize Ayer 135 .G32 1775 v. 2, pl. [35] (PrCt)

56924 Newfoundland and Labrador - Maps - 1794
Authors: Cooke, John, 1731-1810 -- Stockdale, John, 1749?-1814 -- Morse, Jedidiah, 1761-1826 -- Morse, Jedidiah, 1761-1826. The American geography -- or, A view of the present situation of the United States of America 1794 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 21 x 16 cm.
"J. Cooke sct. Hendon."
In: Morse, Jedidiah. The American geography; or, A view of the present situation of the United States of America ... (London : J. Stockdale, 1794) opposite p. 122.
Ayer 109.5 .M7 1794 opp. p. 122 (PrCt)

56925 Newfoundland and Labrador - Maps - 1794 - Nautical charts - Newfoundland and Labrador - 1794
- Nautical charts
A General chart of the island of Newfoundland with the rocks & soundings / drawn from surveys taken by order of the Right Honourable the Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty by James Cook and Michael Lane surveyors and others. London : Laurie & Whittle, 53 Fleet Street, 12 May, 1794.
Authors: Cook, James, 1728-1779 -- Lane, Michael, fl. 1768-1784 -- Laurie & Whittle -- Great Britain. Admiralty -- Laurie & Whittle. The North American pilot for Newfoundland, Labrador, the Gulf and River St. Laurence ... (1794) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 53 x 55 cm.
In: Robert Laurie and James Whittle. The North American pilot for Newfoundland, Labrador, the Gulf and River St. Laurence ... (London : Printed and published by Robert Laurie and James Whittle ... successors to the late Mr. Robert Sayer, 1794), map 1.
Printed plate no. "I" at upper right and on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1186.P5 .C6 1794, map 1 (PrCt)

56926 Newfoundland and Labrador - Maps - 1794 - Nautical charts - Newfoundland and Labrador - 1794
- Port aux Basques (N.L.) - Maps - 1794
A General chart of the island of Newfoundland with the rocks & soundings / drawn from surveys taken by order of the Right Honourable the Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty by James Cook and Michael Lane surveyors and others. London : Laurie & Whittle, 53 Fleet Street, 12 May, 1794.
Authors: Cook, James, 1728-1779 -- Lane, Michael, fl. 1768-1784 -- Laurie & Whittle -- Great Britain. Admiralty -- Laurie & Whittle. The North American pilot for Newfoundland, Labrador, the Gulf and River St. Laurence ... (1794) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 53 x 55 cm.
In: Robert Laurie and James Whittle. The North American pilot for Newfoundland, Labrador, the Gulf and River St. Laurence ... (London : Printed and published by Robert Laurie and James Whittle ... successors to the late Mr. Robert Sayer, 1794), map 1.
Printed plate no. "I" at upper right and on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1186.P5 .C6 1794, map 1 (PrCt)

56927 Newfoundland and Labrador - Maps - 1794 - Nautical charts - Newfoundland and Labrador - 1794
- Great Jervis Harbour (N.L.) - Maps - 1794
A General chart of the island of Newfoundland with the rocks & soundings / drawn from surveys taken by order of the Right Honourable the Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty by James Cook and Michael Lane surveyors and others. London : Laurie & Whittle, 53 Fleet Street, 12 May, 1794.
Authors: Cook, James, 1728-1779 -- Lane, Michael, fl. 1768-1784 -- Laurie & Whittle -- Great Britain. Admiralty -- Laurie & Whittle. The North American pilot for Newfoundland, Labrador, the Gulf and River St. Laurence ... (1794) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 53 x 55 cm.
In: Robert Laurie and James Whittle. The North American pilot for Newfoundland, Labrador, the Gulf and River St. Laurence ... (London : Printed and published by Robert Laurie and James Whittle ... successors to the late Mr. Robert Sayer, 1794), map 1.
Printed plate no. "I" at upper right and on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1186.P5 .C6 1794, map 1 (PrCt)
Issued folded in accompanying index (9 p.; 17 cm.): Rand McNally & Co.’s indexed pocket map and shippers’ guide of Newfoundland. Chicago and New York: Rand, McNally & Co., c1913.

Uniform title: Shippers guide.

‘Copyrighted by Rand McNally & Co. May 12, 1913’ -- ink inscription on title page verso.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

56933 Newfoundland and Labrador - Maps - 1923 - Railroads - Maps

The Rand McNally new commercial atlas map of Newfoundland. [Chicago]: Rand, McNally & Co., c1923.


1 map: col.; 54 x 47 cm.

‘Rand McNally new commercial atlas map of Newfoundland.’ -- at top left.

Includes key to railroad beneath added title: Newfoundland railroad.

Inset (14 x 13 cm.): Labrador.

Plate no.: 242H

Issued folded in accompanying index (14 p.; 17 cm.): Rand McNally & Co.’s indexed pocket map, tourists’ and shippers’ guide of Newfoundland. Chicago and New York: Rand, McNally & Co., c1923.

Uniform title: Shippers guide.


‘6/28/23’ -- manuscript date on cover.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).


The Rand McNally new commercial atlas map of Newfoundland. [Montréal? Canadian National Railways?:, 1950?].

Authors: Canadian National Railways

1 map; 12 x 12 cm.


5A 7267 (1949 vol. [1]) (PrCt)


Authors: Canadian National Railways

1 map; 18 x 16 cm.

Title supplied by cataloger.


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newfoundland and Labrador - Maps - Collections, 1497-1769

Découverte et évolution cartographique de Terre-Neuve et des pays circonvoisins 1497-1501-1769 [manuscript] : essais de géographie historique et documentaire / par Henry Harrisse ; clichés de la première partie (40) ; [1899 Nov. 25-1900 Jan. 21]. [1899-1900].


2 v. ([46]; [48] leaves, bound) : 161 maps ; 22 cm.

Two notebooks compiled by Henry Harrisse in 1899, containing 161 stereotype proofs of maps to be used as illustrations for Découverte et évolution cartographique de Terre Neuve et des pays circonvoisins 1497-1501-1769 : essais de géographie historique et documentaire / par Henry Harrisse. Paris: H. Welter, 1900. Maps document how the Europeans' conception of the New World, Newfoundland and New France (Canada) in particular, changed cartographically over a period of 300 years of discoveries and explorations. Black and white proofs, generally mounted several to a page, are labelled and numbered in pencil, include Harrisse's notes on additions and deletions. There is also a ms. map of early Canada drawn by Harrisse, affixed to inside front cover of v. 1. unmounted proofs tipped in, are labelled and numbered in pencil, include Harrisse's notes on additions and deletions. There is also a ms. map of early Canada drawn by Harrisse, affixed to inside front cover of v. 1.

Vol. 1 contains eight unmounted maps tipped in; v. 2 includes one.

Last [6] leaves of v. 1 and last [29] leaves of v. 2 are blank.

In black cloth-covered clamshell box, with gold-stamped box title 'Evolution cartographique 1-2.'

Black cloth covers; inkstamp of the 'Papeterie du Bon Marché' in Paris; dealer description affixed to front cover of v. 1.

Ms. note signed by Chadenat on leaf [2] of v. 1, stating that both notebooks were entirely compiled by Harrisse, and that the ms. frontispiece map of v. 1 and all annotations are by him; Chadenat's inkstamp below note, and on inside front cover of v. 2.

Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library).

Gift 1911, Edward E. Ayer

VAULT Ayer MS 361 (NLO)

Newfoundland and Labrador - Maps - Collections, 1769-1770 - Nautical charts - Newfoundland and Labrador - Collections, 1769-1770


31 p. : ill., maps ; 40 cm. + and portfolio [1] leaves, 10 maps, some folded : ill. ; 46 cm.

Facsimile reprint of Cook, James. A Collection of charts of the coasts of Newfoundland and Labrador, &c. ... (London: Printed and sold by Thomas Jefferys, [1769-1770?]); reproduced from original in the library of the University of California at Los Angeles. 'Drawn from original surveys taken by James Cook and Michael Lane ; with an introductory essay by R.A. Skelton.'

Phillips 10403.

oversize Ayer 135.5 .C77 1965 (NLO)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

1 birds-eye view ; 34 x 70 cm.
Facsimile of original published 1891.
Includes vignettes of buildings in margins.
462
map4F G3884.N4A3 1891 A4 1974 (PrCt)

56940 Newport (R.I.) - History - Revolution, 1775-1783 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Plan de la position de l'armée françoise autour de Newport et du mouillage de l'Escadre dans la rade de cette ville. [19--].
Authors: France. Inspection du Génie.
Bibliothèque. 15-1-7 (27) -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1780 manuscript map.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France ASH 135-9-2 (PrCt)

56943 Newport (R.I.) - History - Revolution, 1775-1783 - Maps - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Plan de defense de New-Port dans l'Isle Rhode (Amerique septentrionale) par l'escadre du Roy aux ordres de Monsieur le Chr. de Ternay, Chef D'Escadre des Armées navales, Chr. de St. Jean de Jerusalem. Ainsi que de la position, et du Camp de l'Armée Française aux ordres de Monsieur le Comte de Rochambeau, grand croix de l'Orde Royal et militaire de St. Louis lieutenant Général des armées de Sa Majeste en 1780. [19--].
Authors: Mullon, Lieutenant, fl. 1780 -- France. Ministère des colonies. No. 22 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1780 manuscript.
Reduced photo. Cf. Ayer MS map 234 (full-size 19th century tracing of original).
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France MC No. 22 (PrCt)

56941 Newport (R.I.) - History - Revolution, 1775-1783 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Plan de la position de l'armée françoise autour de Newport et du mouillage de l'escadre dans la rade de cette ville. [19-?].
Authors: Rochambeau, Jean-Baptiste-Donatien de Vimeur, comte de, 1725-1807 -- Library of Congress. Rochambeau map collection
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1780 manuscript, no. 41 of the Rochambeau Map Collection in the Library of Congress.
Size of original: 148 x 115 cm. on 2 sheets 75 x 118 cm.
Scale of original [ca. 1:7,250].
Relief shown by hachures and shading.
Oriented with north toward the upper left.
Includes index to fortifications, French army camps, and French naval vessels.
Series: Rochambeau collection ; 41
LC Maps of North America, 1750-1789, no. 1020.
map2F 3701.S3.114 (PrCt)

Plan de la disposition des Français dans Rhod Island. [19--].
Authors: France. Service hydrographique.
Archives. 135-9-2 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1779 manuscript map.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France A

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
unidentified manuscript (in French naval archives?). Shows the August 1778 maneuvers by the French fleet commanded by Charles Henri, Comte d'Estaing against British forces during the siege of Newport. Also shows the fleet commanded by Charles Louis d' Arsac, Chevalier de Ternay, as stationed in 1780. Identifies French and British ships, army camps, and fortifications, but lacks key corresponding to lettered land sites. Scale not given. Pen-and-ink and pencil on tracing paper; sectioned into 21 panels, mounted on cloth. Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library). Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 237. Microfilm copy available. For another tracing based on the same original, see French Marine map no. 557, part of the Paul Carles research collection at the Newberry Library. Ayer ms map proj 98 VAULT drawer Ayer MS map 237 (NLO)


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) --
Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 234
1 ms. map ; on sheet 705 x 1,156 mm.
Incomplete nineteenth-century map tracing of
Rhode Island and Narragansett Bay. Traced from a
1780 manuscript compiled by Lieutenant
Mullon, an officer in the French navy. Shows the
French fleet commanded by Charles Louis
d'Artsac, Chevalier de Ternay as stationed at
Newport between 1780-1781, and the camps and
fortifications of the army under
Jean-Baptiste-Donatien de Vimeur, Comte de
Rochambeau.
Title from photostat of Ministere des Colonies
manuscript map no. 22 in the Archives Coloniales
of France.
Lacks legend to lettered sites found on original.
Scale [ca. 1: 39,500]. 'Echelle de deux lieues' [=21 mm.].
Pen-and-ink and pencil. Drawn on two sheets;
map on tracing paper continued on larger sheet of
light cardboard used as backing. Sectioned
into 34 panels, mounted on cloth.
Limited relief shown with contour lines.
Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript
Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 234.
Reduced photostat of original manuscript forms
part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection
(Newberry Library).
Microfilm copy available.
Ayer ms map proj 98
VAULT drawer Ayer MS map 234 (NLO)

56954
Newport (R.I.) - Pictorial works - 1840-1849
Deaf and dumb asylum, Newport. [Boston?],
[184-].
Authors: Wall, G. -- Archer, James, fl. 1835-1860
1 view ; 13 x 21 cm.
Ex Driscoll collection.
temp map1F G3774 .N4A37 184- W3 (PrCt)

56955
Newquay (England) - Maps -
1928-1929<-->North Cornwall (England) -
Maps - 1928-1929
A Pictorial and descriptive guide to Newquay and
North Cornwall : including Perranporth, Padstow,
Tintagel, Bude, etc. : with five district maps and
plans of Newquay and Bude. London : Ward,
Lock & Co., [1928 or 1929].
Authors: Ward, Lock and Company, ltd. -- Ward
Lock guides -- John Bartholomew and Son --
Butler & Tanner Ltd. -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. (various pagings) : ill., 7 maps (6 col. folded),
2 plans ; 18 cm.
9th ed. rev.
Publication date from binder's instructions.
Cover title: Newquay and North Cornwall
Maps by John Bartholomew & Son.
Printed by Butler & Tanner.
'Sixty illustrations'
Series title from cover.
Includes index, advertisements and business
directories.
Series: Ward Lock & Co's illustrated guide books
; Ward Lock guides.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .W3 Newquay (1928) (NLO)

Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960- -- Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)
360 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
1st ed.
'Deluxe edition.'
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).
'3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.'
Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).
Includes indexes.
ISBN 1420301578
Local History Ref F347.N48 B69 2005 (NLO)

Newton County (Miss.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners<>>>Counties - Maps<>>>Landowners - Maps

Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960- -- Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)
225 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
1st ed.
'Deluxe edition.'
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).
'3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.'
Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).
Includes indexes.
ISBN 1420301578
Local History Ref F347.N48 B69 2005 (NLO)
Authors: Smilie, E.S. -- Drew, Allis & Co.
1 map 
temp map4F G3764.N45 1889 .D7 (PrCt)


56968 Niagara County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1852 - Landowners<><>Counties - Maps<><>Landowners - Maps [Niagara County (N.Y.) - 1852: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche]. [Washington,
Includes business directories.
Versos of maps are blank.
Cf. Phillips 4927.
4953
LC Card Number: 86203199
map6C 54 (NLO)

56971 Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.) - Description and travel - 1930
Authors: New York Central Lines
1 booklet (31 p) : photos, col ill ; fold to 23 x 11 cm
Travel Vertical File G3312 .N5E635 1930 .N4 (PrCt)

56972 Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.) - Maps - 1800-1899
Sketch of Niagara River between Queenston & Chippewa. [London : s.n., 18--?].
Authors: J. & C. Walker (Firm) -- Chicago Historical Society
1 map ; 7.75 x 9.25 inches
Engraved by J. & C. Walker.
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.
CHS Coll., Map no. 148 (PrCt)

56973 Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.) - Maps - 1813
View of the Country round the Falls of Niagara. [Philadelphia? J. Melish?, 1813?].
Authors: Melish, John, 1771-1822 -- Chicago Historical Society
1 map ; 7.7 x 4.75 inches
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.
CHS Coll., Map no. 149 (PrCt)

56974 Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.) - Maps - 1828
Falls of Niagara and adjacent country.
Philadelphia : H. S. Tanner, 1828.
Authors: Darby, William, 1775-1854 -- Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Darby, William, 1775-1854 View of the United States ... (1828)
1 map ; hand col. ; 12 x 16 cm.
Case G 83 .216 pl. 8 (PrCt)

56975 Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.) - Maps - 1831
[Map of Niagara Falls, Grand Island, etc. after Geo. Catlin, 1831]. [S.l. s.l., 1831?].
Authors: Catlin, George, 1796-1872 -- Chicago Historical Society
1 map ; hand col. ; 8 x 7 inches
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.
CHS Coll., Map no. 150 (PrCt)

56976 Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.) - Maps - 1831
[Map of Niagara Falls made from an accurate

D.C.] : LC G&M Division, [1983?].
Authors: Gifford, Franklin -- Geil, Samuel -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 2 parts, 38 x 27 in. each.
Microfiche 583, no. 522 (PrCt)

56969 Niagara County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1860 -
Landowners-Counties - Maps -
Niagara County (N.Y.) - 1860: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche, [Washington, D.C.]: LC G&M Division, [1983?].
Microfiche 583, no. 522 (PrCt)

56970 Niagara County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1875 -
Landowners-Counties - Maps -
Atlas of Niagara and Orleans counties, New York : from actual surveys and official records. [Churchville, N.Y.]: Martin Wehle, [1971?].
1 atlas (4, 13-113 [i.e. 109] p. : ill., 50 p. of maps) ; 41 cm.
Imprint and limitation notice from bookplate.
'Engd. by Worley & Bracher. Printed by J. H. Toudy & Co.'
Scale of township maps [ca. 1:47,300] not '1 1/2 inches to the mile.'

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
survey by Geo. Catlin, 1831]. [S.l. s.n., 1831].
Authors: Catlin, George, 1796-1872 -- Chicago Historical Society
1 map : hand col. ; 8 x 7 inches plus margins Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.

**CHS Coll., Map no. 151 (PrCt)**

**56977**

Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.) - Maps - 1841 - Tourist maps<<>>Tourist maps - Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.) - 1841

*Map of Niagara Falls, and guide table: being a complete directory and guide to the falls and vicinity, for remark on the spot, or for reference at home.* Buffalo [N.Y.]: Faxon & Read, 1841.
1 map: 30 x 22 cm., on sheet 40 x 31 cm., folded to 14 x 9 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:11,760]
Coordinates: (W 79°05'06" -- W 79°03'20" / N 43°05'47" -- N 43°04'01")
Inset (7 x 6 cm.): The whirlpool.
In: De Veaux, Samuel. The Traveller's own book, to Saratoga Springs, Niagara Falls and Canada: containing routes, distances, conveyances, expenses, use of mineral waters, baths, description of scenery, etc., a complete guide for the valetudinarian and for the tourist, seeking for pleasure and amusement (Buffalo: Faxon & Read, 1841), opposite title page.
Margins include keys to dozens of numbered and lettered references on both sides of the Niagara River, and tables recording distances "from the ferry, U.C." and "from the American hotels, U.S."

**G 851 .225 opposite title page (PrCt)**

**56978**

Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.) - Maps - 1928 - Pictorial maps<<>>Pictorial maps - Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.) - 1928


Authors: Niagara Gorge Railroad Company (N.Y.) -- International Railway Company (Buffalo, N.Y.) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 20 x 79 cm.
"Copyright, 1928, Niagara Gorge Railroad Company."
International Railway Company noted on verso.
Inset views (8 x 11 cm. and 6 x 10 cm.): [Tour boat in front of Niagara Falls] -- [Niagara Gorge Railroad Company electric train].
Bottom margin includes references A-D and 1-13.
Incomplete; trimmed on all sides.
Mounted on backing sheet; backing obscures printed text on verso and panel title: Niagara's Great Gorge Trip.
Previously bound with a collection of pictorial maps in binders labeled "Points of Interest." Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 190.24 (PrCt)**

**56979**

Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.) - Maps - 1930 - Pictorial maps<<>>Pictorial maps - Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.) - 1930


Authors: Adams, C. V., fl. ca. 1930 -- Gray Line (Firm) -- Niagara Gorge Railroad Company (N.Y.) -- International Railway Company (Buffalo, N.Y.) -- Whitney-Graham Co. (Buffalo, N.Y.) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 20 x 79 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Niagara's Great Gorge trip: the falls and whirlpool rapids route: there is no automobile road through the Gorge.
Signed "C.V. Adams" at bottom right Advertising for the International Railway Company and Niagara Gorge Railroad Company on verso.
Mounted on backing sheet; backing obscures printed text on verso.
Panel art: Views of Niagara Falls
Previously bound with a collection of pictorial maps in binders labeled "Points of Interest." Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 190.39 (PrCt)**

**56980**

Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.) - Pictorial works - 1697

*[View of Niagara Falls]. [Utrecht : G. Broedelet, 1697].*
Authors: Hennepin, Louis, 17th cent. -- Broedelet, Willem, active 1692-1719 -- Hennepin, Louis,
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1765 manuscript.
folio Ayer 136 .H91 1907 ser. 1, v. 1, pl. 9 (PrCt)

1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1765 manuscript.
folio Ayer 136 .H91 1907 ser. 1, v. 1, pl. 10 (PrCt)

56985 Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.) - Pictorial works - 1777 Caduta di Niagra. [Livorno : G.T. Masi, 1777]. Authors: Terreni, Giuseppe Maria, 1739-1811 -- Masi, G. T. -- Masi, G. T. Atlante dell' America, contenente le migliori carte geografiche ... (1777) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 22 x 16 cm.
In: Masi, G. T. Atlante dell' America, contenente le ...
le migliori carte geografiche ... (Livorno : Gio. Tommaso Masi, e Comp., 1777) pl. [6].

VAULT folio Ayer 135 .A75 1777 pl. [6] (PrCt)

56986 *Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.) - Pictorial works*
- 1798
  Authors: Stockdale, John, 1749?-1814 -- Chicago Historical Society
  1 view ; 6.5 x 9 inches
  Nov. 16, 1798.
  Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.
  CHS Coll., Map no. 147 (PrCt)

56987 *Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.) - Pictorial works* - 1837
  *A Bird's-eye view of the River Niagara from Lake Erie to Lake Ontario shewing the situation and extent of Navy Island ...* [London] : J. Robins, [1837].
  Authors: Callington, W. R. -- Robins, James -- Chicago Historical Society
  1 view ; 14.5 x 10.25 inches
  'From a drawing by W.R. Callington, engineer, Boston ... 1837.'
  Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.
  CHS Coll., Map no. 152 (PrCt)

56988 *Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.) - Pictorial works* - 1841
  *Niagara Falls, from the American side, near the ferry staircase.* [Buffalo, N.Y. : Faxon & Read, 1841].
  Authors: De Veaux, S. (Samuel), 1789-1852 -- Faxon & Read (Buffalo, N.Y.) -- De Veaux, S. (Samuel), 1789-1852.
  The Traveller's own book, to Saratoga Springs, Niagara Falls and Canada ... (1841)
  1 view ; 7 x 13 cm.
  Coordinates: (W 79°05'06"/N 43°05'14"--W 79°03'31"/N 43°05'14"--N 43°04'42")
  Unsigned wood engraving in: De Veaux, Samuel. The Traveller's own book, to Saratoga Springs, Niagara Falls and Canada : containing routes, distances, conveyances, expenses, use of mineral waters, baths, description of scenery, etc. : a complete guide for the valetudinarian and for the tourist, seeking for pleasure and amusement (Buffalo : Faxon & Read, 1841), following part III title page.
  G 851 .225 following part III title page (PrCt)

56989 *Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.) - Pictorial works* - 1928 - Railroads
  *Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.) - Maps* - 1928 - Railroads - Pictorial maps
  *Pictorial maps - Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.) - Maps* - 1928 - Railroads
  *Northeastern States Maps* - 1928 - Railroads
  *Niagara Gorge Railroad Company (N.Y.) - Maps*

  1928 - *International Railway Company (Buffalo, N.Y.) - Maps* - 1928

  Authors: Niagara Gorge Railroad Company (N.Y.) -- International Railway Company (Buffalo, N.Y.) -- Wabash Railroad Company -- Parker Engraving Co. (Saint Louis, Mo) -- Akerman, James R. -- Great Gorge Route SEE Niagara Gorge Railroad Company (N.Y.)
  1 view : col. ; 20 x 79 cm., on sheet 22 x 82 cm., folded to 22 x 11 cm.
  Title from oversize lettering above view.
  Panel title on verso: A Trip to Niagara Falls : circle tours to Boston and New York / Wabash "Copyright, 1928, Niagara Gorge Railroad Company."
  Not drawn to scale.
  Coordinates: (W 79°4'15"/N 43°4'48""); Bottom margin includes references A-D and 1-13, including the "International Railway and Great Gorge Route terminals."
  "There is no automobile road through the gorge."
  "Copies of this map, printed on heavy paper for framing, will be supplied free on application to the ticket offices."
  Verso includes six columns of text, untitled map of the Wabash Railroad in the northeastern U.S. by the Parker Engraving Co. of Saint Louis (9 x 19 cm.), and six maps illustrating various railroad routes to Niagara Falls (each 4 x 10 cm.)
  "Adv. 34--5-29"
  Panel art: View of the falls; Wabash flag and motto "follow the flag."
  Gift 2010, James R. Akerman
  Cf. OCLC 82992594
  map4C G3312 .N5A3 1928 .N5 (PrCt)

56990 *Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.) - Pictorial works* - Catalogs
  *Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.) - Collections* - Charles Rand - Art collections - Catalogs
  Authors: Lane, Christopher W. -- Penney, Charles Rand -- Philadelphia Print Shop -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
  198 p. : ill. (some col.) ; 22 x 27 cm.
  Includes bibliographical references (p. 190-192) and indexes.
  Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
  LC Card Number: 93218829
  ISBN 0963692402 (hard cover) ; 9780963692405

*Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.*
*For more information refer to the title page of this volume.*
56991 Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.) - Tourism - 1952

*Niagara Falls : America's Senic Wonderland.*
Niagara Falls, N.Y. Official City Information Bureau, c1952.
Authors: Convention and Visitors’ Service (Niagara Falls, N.Y.) -- Official City Information Bureau
1 booklet (8 p.) : photos, maps ; fold to 23 x 11 cm
Travel Vertical File G3312 .N5E635 1952 .C6 (PrCt)

56992 Niagara Falls (N.Y.) - Maps - 1959-1979

*Majestic Niagara awaits you!* [S.I. s.n.?, 1959?].
Authors: Chicago Historical Society
1 map ; 17 x 22 inches
Panel title.
Text on recto and verso.
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.
CHS Coll., Map no. 158 (PrCt)

56993 Niagara Falls (N.Y.) - Maps - 1979

Road maps-Fort Erie (Ont.) - Maps - 1979
Road maps-Niagara Falls Region (N.Y. and Ont.) - Maps - 1979
Road maps-Road maps
Authors: Rolph-McNally Limited -- National Map Service -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 44 x 44 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"1979 Edition"
Panel title.
Added title: City of Niagara Falls : northern section.
"Street maps copyright, © National Map Service / mapart reproduced and published in Canada by Rolph McNally Limited."
Maps on verso (27 x 43 cm. or smaller): Town of Fort Erie -- Inset A [eastern Fort Erie] -- Inset B [south central Fort Erie] -- [Niagara Falls region].
Panel art: Color illustration of a city skyline.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2356 (PrCt)

56994 Niagara Falls Region (N.Y. and Ont.) - Distances, etc. - Charts, diagrams, etc. -

1927-Pittsburgh Region (Pa.) - Distances, etc. - Charts, diagrams, etc. -
1927-Niagara Falls Region (N.Y. and Ont.) - Maps - 1927-Pittsburgh Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1927-Mileage tables SEE [Place] - Distances, etc. <Road maps
Pittsburgh to Erie, Buffalo, Niagara Falls ... / Gulf Refining Company ... Pittsburgh : Gulf Refining Company, [1927?].
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 brochure : col. map ; on sheet 23 x 30 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"7-1-27-150-M" -- back panel
Mileage table with driving directions; begins with mile 0 in Pittsburgh and ends with mile 270.3 at Niagara Falls.
Includes untitled road map of western Pennsylvania and southwestern New York state (21 x 9 cm.)
Issued as a 2-fold flyer with pre-paid postage and Gulf Refining Co.’s return address.
Panel art: Car driving uphill beneath Gulf logo and slogan “that good Gulf gasoline.”
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 822 (PrCt)

56995 Niagara Falls Region (N.Y. and Ont.) - Maps - 1773

Road maps--Old Fort Niagara (N.Y.) - Maps - 1773
Road maps--Road maps--Road maps
A Colored 'plan of a survey from Lake Ontario to Lake Erie;' with a 'plan of Fort Niagara, with its outworks and buildings'. [19-].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1773 manuscript.
In: Hulbert, Archer Butler. The Crown Collection of photographs of American maps. Series 1

56996 Niagara Falls Region (N.Y. and Ont.) - Maps - 1947

Road maps-Hamilton Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1947
Road maps-Buffalo (N.Y.) - Maps - 1947
Road maps-Niagara Falls (N.Y.) - Maps - 1947
Road maps--Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 42 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Buffalo, Niagara Falls and vicinity.
Date from RMcN AE 97 ms. index.
Plate no. 7-3868-1
Inset (10 x 16 cm.): Hamilton and connecting routes.
Maps on verso (28 x 21 cm. each): Downtown Buffalo -- Downtown Niagara Falls.
Panel art: Illustration of Niagra Falls.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 97.41 (PrCt)

56997 Niagara Falls Region (N.Y. and Ont.) - Maps - 1949 - Road maps<<>>Hamilton Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1949 - Road maps<<>>Buffalo (N.Y.) - Maps - 1949 - Road maps<<>>Niagra Falls (N.Y.) - Maps - 1949 - Road maps<<>>Road maps

Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 58 cm.
Panel title.

Added title: Gulf : Buffalo, Niagra Falls and vicinity.
Date from RMcN AE 102 ms. index.
Plate no. 9-3868-6
Inset (10 x 16 cm.): Hamilton and connecting routes.
Maps on verso (28 x 21 cm. each): Downtown Buffalo -- Downtown Niagra Falls.
Panel art: Illustration of Niagra Falls.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 102.8 (PrCt)

56998 Niagara Falls Region (N.Y. and Ont.) - Maps - 1951 - Road maps<<>>Buffalo (N.Y.) - Maps - 1951 - Road maps<<>>Niagra Falls (N.Y.) - Maps - 1951 - Road maps<<>>Road maps

Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 58 cm.
Panel title.

Added title: Gulf : Buffalo, Niagra Falls and vicinity.
Date from RMcN AE 102 ms. index.
Plate no. 1-3868-5
Inset (10 x 16 cm.): Hamilton and connecting routes.
Maps on verso (28 x 21 cm. each): Downtown Niagra Falls -- Downtown Buffalo.
Panel art: Illustration of Niagra Falls.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 102.22 (PrCt)

56999 Niagara Falls Region (N.Y. and Ont.) - Maps - 1952 - Road maps<<>>Buffalo (N.Y.) - Maps - 1952 - Road maps<<>>Niagra Falls (N.Y.) - Maps - 1952 - Road maps<<>>Road maps

Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 58 cm.
Panel title.

Added title: Buffalo-Niagra Falls and vicinity.
Date from RMcN AE 102 ms. index.
Plate no. 2-3868-6
Inset (10 x 16 cm.): Hamilton and connecting routes.
Maps on verso (28 x 21 cm. each): Downtown Niagra Falls -- Downtown Buffalo.
Panel art: Illustration of Niagra Falls.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 102.44 (PrCt)

57000 Niagara Falls Region (N.Y. and Ont.) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps<<>>Buffalo (N.Y.) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps<<>>Niagra Falls (N.Y.) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps<<>>Road maps

Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 58 cm.
Panel title.

Added title: Buffalo-Niagra Falls and vicinity.
Date from RMcN AE 102 ms. index.
Plate no. 6-3868-10
Inset (10 x 16 cm.): Hamilton and connecting routes.
Maps on verso (28 x 21 cm. each): Downtown Niagra Falls -- Downtown Buffalo.
Panel art: Illustration of Niagra Falls.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 102.27X (PrCt)

57001 Niagara Falls Region (N.Y. and Ont.) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps<<>>Niagra Falls (N.Y.) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps<<>>Road maps

Buffalo-Niagra Falls and vicinity : Atlantic ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1956].
Authors: Atlantic Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 57 cm.
Panel title.

Added title: Atlantic road map : Buffalo-Niagra Falls ...
Date from RMcN AE 102 ms. index.
Plate no. 6-3868-3
Inset (9 x 16 cm.): Hamilton and connecting routes.
Maps on verso (33 x 25 cm. each): Atlantic street map : downtown Niagra Falls -- Atlantic street map : Downtown Buffalo.
Panel art: Atlantic attendant at gas pump.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 57 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Buffalo-Niagara Falls ...
Date from RMcN AE 102 ms. index.
Plate no. 6-3868-3
Inset (9 x 16 cm.): Hamilton and connecting routes.
Maps on verso (39 x 27 cm. and smaller): Texaco : metropolitan Rochester -- Texaco : downtown Niagara Falls -- Texaco : downtown Buffalo street map.
Panel art: Texaco station on hilly country road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 102.42X (PrCt)

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 57 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Buffalo-Niagara Falls ...
Date from RMcN AE 102 ms. index.
Plate no. 6-3868-3
Inset (9 x 16 cm.): Hamilton and connecting routes.
Maps on verso (39 x 27 cm. and smaller): Texaco : metropolitan Rochester -- Texaco : downtown Niagara Falls -- Texaco : downtown Buffalo street map.
Panel art: Texaco station on hilly country road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 102.42X (PrCt)


57005 Niagara-on-the-Lake (Ont.) - Maps - 1940-1949 -- Niagara-on-the-Lake (Ont.) - Pictorial works - 1940-1949
Old romance map of historical Niagara-on-the-Lake. [S.I. s.n., 194-?].
Authors: Le Doux, Florence B.
1 map ; 36 x 47 cm.
Inset: Route to Niagara-on-the-Lake, oldest town in Upper Canada : good roads to and from the old historical vacation ground.
Verso: views of Niagara-on-the-Lake in 8 photographs and 2 reproductions.
temp map 4F G3464.N5 194- .L4 (PrCt)

57006 Niagara River (N.Y. and Ont.) - Maps - 1726 - Mouth - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles -- Manuscript maps - Facsimiles Entrée de la rivière de Niagara. [19-].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1726 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France MC No. 540 (PrCt)

57007 Niagara River (N.Y. and Ont.) - Maps - 1726 - Mouth - Manuscripts - Facsimiles -- Manuscript maps - Facsimiles Entrée de la Rivière de Niagara dans le fond du Lac Ontario. 1726. [19--].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1726 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France ASH 124-9-10 (PrCt)

57008 Niagara River (N.Y. and Ont.) - Maps - 1756 - Mouth - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles -- Manuscript maps - Facsimiles Plan de Niagara et des fortifications faites en 1755 et 1756. [19--].
Authors: France. Ministère des colonies. No. 544 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1756 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France MC No. 544 (PrCt)
57009 Niagara River (N.Y. and Ont.) - Maps - 1828 - Nautical charts
Survey of the River Niagara. 1896.
Authors: Owen, W. F. W., 1774-1857 -- Bayfield, Henry Wolsey, 1795-1885 -- Great Britain.
Hydrographic Office -- J. & C. Walker (Firm) -- Great Lakes Cartographic Resource Center
1 map ; 51 x 37 cm.
Facsimile of original published 1828.
Inset: Survey of the River Niagara.
86-91067
4324
map4F G3312.N52P5 1828 09 1986 (PrCt)

57010 Niagara River (N.Y. and Ont.) - Maps - 1848 - Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.) - Pictorial works - 1848
A Map of Niagara River 4 miles above and 3 below the Falls. Buffalo, N.Y. E. A. Maynard & Co., 1848.
Authors: Johnson, G. W. -- E. A. Maynard & Co. -- Maynard (E.A.) & Co., printers, Buffalo SEE E.A. Maynard & Co.
1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 59 cm. fold. into cover 15 x 10 cm.
Scale [ca 1:19,000].
Oriented with north at bottom.
Printed on tissue paper.
Includes "View from near the ferry house, U. S. side" and 'explanation of the map' with references 1-27.
ICN73
map3C 4 (PrCt)

Niagara Falls : Ontario, Canada / Niagara Parks Commission. Niagara Falls, Canada : Niagara Parks Commission, [194-?].
Authors: Niagara Parks Commission (Ont.) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 13 x 69 cm., folded to 22 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Inset (7 x 12 cm.): Grand Island.
"Printed in Canada."
Panel art: Color illustration of Oakes Garden Theatre and Niagara Falls.
Separated into 2 pieces.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 5100 (PrCt)

Authors: Darby, William, 1775-1854 -- Hall, Sidney -- Blane, William Newnham, 1800-1825 -- Baldwin, Cradock, and Joy -- Everett D. Graff
Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 17 x 37 cm.
In Blaine, William N. An Excursion through the United States and Canada during the years 1822-23 (London: printed for Baldwin, Cradock, and Joy, 1824) opposite p. 406.
'From a map by Mr. Darby.'
Scale 1:1,126,720 or two miles to one inch.
Relief shown by hachures.
Oriented with north to the right.
Inset: Vertical section of the great slope which occasions the falls.
Graff 327 opp. p. 406 (PrCt)

Authors: Brown, David Tilden, 1822-1889 -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS 1819 map 2 1 ms. map ; on sheet 319 x 459 mm.
Unfinished outline map of the rivers and lakes between the Atlantic and Pacific coasts of Nicaragua. Probably made in 1849 by psychiatrist and businessman David Tilden Brown while reconnoitering a commercial travel route across the isthmus of Nicaragua. Forms part of his Papers (Ayer MS 1819).
Title from verso.
Not drawn to scale.
In pencil.
Forms part of both the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection and the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library).
Ayer ms map pro j 97 VAULT box Ayer MS 1819 map 2 (NLO)

57015 Nicaragua - Maps - 1886 (Provisional Heading)
Washington : GPO, 1886.
Government Printing Office -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 11 maps ; 304 x 244 mm.
Authors: Texaco, inc. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 44 x 62 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. 666423-2
Insets (14 x 15 cm. and smaller): Managua -- León -- Granada. Map on verso (42 x 59 cm.): Central America. Panel art: Texaco sign; illustrations of car passing rural and urban gas stations.

57019 Nice (France : Arrondissement) - Historical geography - Maps - 1830-1839<<>>Contea di Nizza SEE Nice (France : Arrondissement)<<>>Paese Nizzardo SEE Nice (France : Arrondissement)<<>>Comté de Nice<<>>Pays Niçois SEE Nice (France : Arrondissement)<<>>Alpes-Maritimes (France) SEE ALSO Nice (France : Arrondissement)
Contea di Nizza : per dedizioni nel 1388, 28 settembre / Alodi inc. [Milano : Presso P.E. Giusti, 1819-1852].
1 map : hand col. ; on sheet 49 x 64 cm.
Case oversize E 6835 .5, v. 10, fol. [187-88]

57020 Nice (France) - Maps - 1543<<>>Nizza (France) SEE Nice (France)
Nizza / MDXIII A E V. [S.l. s.n.], 1543.
Authors: Vico, Enea, 1523-1567 -- Hoepli, Ulrico, 1847-1935 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 229 x 386 mm. (neat line), 240 x 393 mm. (plate mark)
Relief shown pictorially. Manuscript numbers '36' and '35', upper and lower right. Ex Hoepli.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

References: Tooley 419.

c18

Novacco 4F 95 (PrCt)

57021 **Nice (France) - Maps - 1695 - Fortification**

*Nice ville capitale du comté de même nom.* [Paris : De Fer, 1695].

Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes -- avec leurs fortifications ... (1695-1696)

1 map ; 21 x 28 cm.

In: Fer, Nicolas de. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes; avec leurs fortifications ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, 1695-1696) pt. 3, map [51].

Manuscript '(18)' at upper right.

**Case folio U 26. 293 pt. 3, map [51] (PrCt)**

57022 **Nice (France) - Maps - 1695 - Fortification**

*Projet de la fortresse de Nice.* [Paris : De Fer, 1695].

Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes -- avec leurs fortifications ... (1695-1696)

1 map ; 13 x 21 cm.

In: Fer, Nicolas de. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes; avec leurs fortifications ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, 1695-1696) pt. 2, map [31].

Manuscript '(22)' at upper right.

**Case folio U 26. 293 pt. 2, map [31] (PrCt)**

57023 **Nice (France) - Maps - 1695 - Pictorial works**

*Veue de Nice.* [Paris : De Fer, 1695].

Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes -- avec leurs fortifications ... (1695-1696)

1 view ; 14 x 21 cm.

In: Fer, Nicolas de. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes; avec leurs fortifications ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, 1695-1696) pt. 3, map [52].

Manuscript '(19)' at upper right.

**Case folio U 26. 293 pt. 3, map [52] (PrCt)**

57024 **Nice (France) - Maps - 1713 - Fortification**

*Nice ville capitale du comté de même nom ...* [Paris : De Fer, 1713?].

Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Introduction à la fortification ... [1713?]

1 map ; 21 x 28 cm.

In: Fer, Nicolas de. Introduction à la fortification ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, 1713?) map [128].

Map dated 1705.

For later state of this map, with engraved plate number, see Case folio U 26.292.

For earlier version of this map, engraved on different plate, see Case folio U 26.293.

**Case oversize U 26.2919 map [128] (PrCt)**

57025 **Nice (France) - Maps - 1713 - Fortification**

*Projet de la ville et forteresse de Nice.* [Paris : De Fer, 1713?].

Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Introduction à la fortification ... [1713?]

1 map ; 13 x 21 cm.

In: Fer, Nicolas de. Introduction à la fortification ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, [1713?]) map [130].

For later state of this map, with engraved plate number, see Case folio U 26.292.

For earlier version of this map, engraved on different plate, see Case folio U 26.293.

**Case oversize U 26.2919 map [130] (PrCt)**

57026 **Nice (France) - Maps - 1713 - Pictorial works**

*Veue de Nice.* [Paris : De Fer, 1713?].

Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Introduction à la fortification ... [1713?]

1 view ; 14 x 21 cm.

In: Fer, Nicolas de. Introduction à la fortification ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, [1713?]) map [129].

For later state of this map, with engraved plate number, see Case folio U 26.292.

For earlier version of this map, engraved on different plate, see Case folio U 26.293.

**Case oversize U 26.2919 map [129] (PrCt)**

57027 **Nice (France) - Maps - 1876**

*The Englishman's guide to Nice.* Nice ; London ; Paris : Barbery frères ; J.W. Adams and Sons ; Veue J. Boyveau, 1876.

Authors: Lubanski, Alexandre -- Dalmet, J. -- Boyveau, J. -- Veuve J. Boyveau, 1876.

Map by J. Dalmet.

Map in pocket, 50 x 65 cm., folded to 13 x 10 cm.

"The Englishman's guide to Nice is chiefly based upon the excellent guide of Dr. Lubanski"--P. 1.


**Baskes DC801.N68 .E54 1876 (NLO)**

57028 **Nicholas, of Cusa, Cardinal, 1401-1464**


Authors: Fischer, Joseph, 1858-1944 -- Kartographische Denkmäler der Sudetenländer 7, [1] p. ; 1 pl. ; folio

Series: Kartographische Denkmäler der Sudetenländer ; v. 10.

**Not at Newberry Library (Dec. 2009) (PrCt)**

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.


Subject (LCSH): Nicolaus Cusanus, of Cusa, Cardinal, 1401-1464. Opera omnia iussu et auctoritate Academiae Litterarum Heidelbergensis ad codicum fidem edita.

Series: Cusanus-Studien ; 11
ISBN 3825351270

B765.N54 N53 2006 (NLO)

57038 Nicholas, of Cusa, Cardinal, 1401-1464 [Map of central Europe]
Cusa, Cardinal Nicholas of (ca. 1401-1464) . [Berkeley : University of California Press, c1987].

57039 Nicholas, of Cusa, Cardinal, 1401-1464 [Map of central Europe]
Authors: Goldschmidt, E. Ph. (Ernst Philip) -- Jacobson, Ilsa -- Goldschmidt, E. Ph. (Ernst Philip). Hieronymus Münzer und seine Bibliothek (1938) 5 p. ; 28 cm.
Vert 3060, no. 12 (PrCt)

57040 Nicholas, of Cusa, Cardinal, 1401-1464 [Map of central Europe]

57041 Nicholas, of Cusa, Cardinal, 1401-1464 [Map of central Europe]
Zur Systematik der Cusanus-Karten: Überlegungen aus der Sicht der rheinischen Landeskunde. [Bielefeld, etc. Velhagen & Klasing, etc. , 1983].
Vert 6 3060, no. 7 (Pr.Ct)

57042 Nicholas, of Cusa, Cardinal, 1401-1464. [Map of central Europe]
Authors: Meurer, Peter H. -- Meurer, Peter H. Mappae Germaniae: Die schönsten und bedeutendsten Deutschlandkarten von 1482 bis 1803 / Peter H. Meurer p. 15-16 ; 57 cm.
Case oversize G1908 .M48 1984, p. 15-16 (NLO)

57043 Nicholas, of Cusa, Cardinal, 1401-1464 [Map of central Europe]
Germaniae atque aliarum regionum, quae ad imperium usque Constantino politanu[m] pretenduntur, descriptio / per Sebastianum Munsterum ex historicis atque cosmographis, pro tabula Nicolai Cusae intelligenda excerpta ; item eiusdem tabulae canon. [Basileae : Andreas Cratander, , 1531].
Authors: Münzer, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Cratander, Andreas, d. 1540? -- Peutinger, Konrad, 1465-1546 or 1547 73, [6] p. : 1 ill. (diagram, p. [64]) ; 21 cm.
Imprint from p. [2]. A description of a map of Germany made by Nicolaus de Cusa, rediscovered by Conrad Peutinger and published about 1528-1530. The map extended far beyond the confines of modern Germany. Also includes a discussion of some scientific problems in geography and cartography.
References: Karrow, Mapmakers of the 16th Century, 58/F.
Case G 004 .602 (NLO)

Authors: Fischer, Joseph, 1858-1944
In Kartographische Denkmäler der Sudentenländer, ed. Bernard Brandt, no. 1.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

Authors: Maciej, z Miechowa, 1457?-1523 [58] p. : map ; 22 cm.
In his forward, the editor, Johannes Eck, states that "the excellent prince and lord, Nicholas Cusa, showed the learned German kingdom in a little map" (Karrow, Mapmakers of the 16th Century, 135).
Not at Newberry Library (Aug. 2012) (PrCt)

Authors: Lehrs, Max, 1855-1938 -- Lehrs, Max, 1855-1938. Geschichte und kritischer Katalog des deutschen, niederländischen, und französischen Kupferstichs in XV. Jahrhundert (1908-1934) p. 276-282, pl. 129 : ill. ; 40 cm.
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3060, no. 10. folio NE1450 .L513, v. 4, p. 276-282, pl. 129 (PrCt)

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Authors: Weber, Bruce
BHC 2439 Vert 1990 (PrCt)

[Munich : Kraus International, 1980].
Authors: Babicz, Józef -- Jacobson, Ilsa p. 9-42 ; 22 cm.
Duplicate copy (photocopies, with typescript of partial English translation by Ilsa Jacobson): Vert 3084, no. 3.
GA 201 .L35, p. 9-42 (PrCt)

Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

57051 Nicolaus Germanus, 15th cent. Notes on Nicolaus Germanus. [Chicago, 198?].
Authors: Karrow, Robert W. 1 file folder ; 25 x 30 cm.
Bibliographical notes and drafts used in the preparation of the chapter on Nicolaus Germanus in: Karrow, Mapmakers of the sixteenth century and their maps (1993).
Vert 3086 (PrCt)

57052 Nicolaus Germanus, 15th cent. Un altro punto fermo della vita die "Don Niccolò Germano". [Roma : E. Loescher e c. etc.] 1922.
Authors: Mercati, Giovanni, 1866-1957 -- Bessarione : pubblicazione periodica di studi orientali (1922) p. 141-143 ; 25 cm.
Photocopies from: Bessarione : pubblicazione periodica di studi orientali 38 (1922): 141-143.
Vert 3084, no. 2 (PrCt)
Authors: Fischer, Joseph, 1858-1944 -- Historisch-politische Blätter für das katholische Deutschland (1900)
p. 641-649 ; 22 cm.
Photocopies from: Historisch-politische Blätter für das katholische Deutschland 136 (1900):
641-649.
Vert 3085, no. 4 (PrCt)

57054 Nicolaus Germanus, 15th cent. [Terrestrial and celestial globes] (1477)<<>>Nicolaus Germanus, 15th cent. [World map]
(1477)<<>>Biblioteca apostolica vaticana
The Celestial and terrestrial globes of the Vatican Library, dating from 1477, and their maker Donnus Nicolaus Germanus (ca.1420 - ca.1490).
[Vienna : Coronelli bildender Anstalt, 1946].
Authors: Babicz, Józef -- Globusfreund (1987)
p. 155-168 ; 21 cm.
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3085, no. 2.
Map Ref GA101 .G56, v. 35-37, p. 155-168
(PrCt)

57055 Nicolaus Germanus, 15th cent. [Terrestrial and celestial globes] (1477)<<>>Nicolaus Germanus, 15th cent. [World map]
(1477)<<>>Biblioteca apostolica vaticana
Du globe terrestre attribué à Giulio Romano aux globes et au planisphere oubliés de Nicolaus Germanus / par José Ruyschaert. [Città del Vaticano : Tip. poliglotta vaticana, 1985].
Authors: Ruyschaert, José -- Vatican City.
Direzione generale dei monumenti, musei e gallerie pontificie. Bollettino - Monumenti, musei e gallerie pontificie (1985)
p. 93-104 ; ill. ; 26 cm.
Vert 3084, no. 1 (PrCt)

57056 Nicolaus, of Cusa, Cardinal, 1401-1464.
Germany<<>>Engraving - 1400-1499
The Earliest engraved map with the lettering struck from the same punches as those used by Conrad Sweynheym for the 1478 Ptolemy. 1954.
Authors: H.P. Kraus (Firm)
p. 49-52
Catalog description of the Nicolaus Cusanus map of Germany.
Bibliography: p.52.
Vert 150 (PrCt)

57057 Nicolaus, of Cusa, Cardinal, 1401-1464.
Germany<<>>Schäfer, Otto - Library
Authors: Arnim, Manfred von -- Newberry Library.
John M. Wing Foundation
v. ; ill., facsims. (some col.) ; 30 cm.
Includes indices of towns and printers, illustrators, notable bindings, names, and subjects.
Includes notes on Cardinal Nicolaus of Cusa's "Germania."
Most of the books described are illustrated.
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.
Wing folio Z997 .S33 A7 (NLO)

57058 Nicolay, Nicolas de, 1517-1583
Arfeuille, Nicolas de Nicolay, sieur d' [Paris : Letouzey et Ané, 1937-].
Authors: Barroux, Robert, 1899-1960 -- Dictionnaire de biographie française (1933-)
columns 494-503
In: Dictionnaire de biographie française 3 (1939):
columns 494-503.
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3149, no. 6.
Ref CT143 .D5, v. 3, columns 494-503 (PrCt)

57059 Nicolay, Nicolas de, 1517-1583
Authors: Barroux, Robert, 1899-1960 -- Revue d'histoire diplomatique (1937)
p. 88-108 ; 25 cm.
Vert 3149, no. 3 (PrCt)

57060 Nicolay, Nicolas de, 1517-1583
Authors: Eyriés, J. B. B. (Jean Baptiste Benoît), 1616-1683
-- Biographie universelle ancienne et moderne (1671-1704)
p. 553 ; 27 cm.
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3149, no. 7.
Ref CT143 .M52, v. 30, p. 553 (PrCt)

57061 Nicolay, Nicolas de, 1517-1583
[Notes on Nicolas de Nicolay]. [Chicago, 198-?].
Authors: Karrow, Robert W.
1 file folder : 25 x 30 cm.
Bibliographical notes, photocopies of maps,
correspondence, and drafts used in the preparation of the chapter on Nicolas de Nicolay in: Karrow, Mapmakers of the sixteenth century and their maps (1993).

Vert 3150 (PrCt)

57062 Nicolay, Nicolas de, 1517-1583
Authors: Nicolay, Nicolas de, 1517-1583
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

57063 Nicolay, Nicolas de, 1517-1583
Description générale du pays et duché de Berry et diocèse de Bourges. Châteauroux : A. Aupetit, 1883.
Authors: Nicolay, Nicolas de, 1517-1583
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

57064 Nicolay, Nicolas de, 1517-1583
Générale description du Bourbonnois ... publiée, avec une introduction ... par A. Vayssière. Moulins : E. Durond, 1889.
Authors: Nicolay, Nicolas de, 1517-1583
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

57065 Nicolay, Nicolas de, 1517-1583
Authors: Nicolay, Nicolas de, 1517-1583 -- Advielle, Victor
112 p. ; octavo
References: Karrow, Mapmakers of the 16th Century, 440.
Not at Newberry Library (Jan. 2013) (PrCt)

57066 Nicolay, Nicolas de, 1517-1583
Nicolas de Nicolay. [Moulins : H. Durond, 1899].
Authors: Quirielle, Roger de, 1848 -- Quirielle, Roger de, 1848--. Bio-bibliographie des écrivains anciens du Bourbonnais (1899)
p. 172-176 ; 24 cm.
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3149, no. 5. Z 93911 .724, p. 172-176 (PrCt)

57067 Nicolay, Nicolas De, 1517-1583
Nicolas de Nicolai ou Nicolay. [Paris : Charavay, 1856-1860].
Authors: Rochas, Adolphe, 1816-1889 -- Rochas, Adolphe, 1816-1889. Biographie du Dauphiné (1856-1860)
p. 189-193 ; 25 cm.

57068 Nicolay, Nicolas De, 1517-1583<->Ambleteuse (France) - Siege, 1549 - Maps
Nicolas de Nicolai et la Prise d'Ambleteuse en 1549. [Ambleteuse : Amis du Fort d'Ambleteuse, 1972].
Vert 3149, no. 4 (PrCt)

57069 Nicolay, Nicolas de, 1517-1583<->Bourbonnais (France) - Maps - 1569
Description generale du Bourbonnais en 1569, ou Histoire de cette province (villes, bourgs, châteaux, fiefs, monastères, familles anciennes, etc.) ... publié et annoté par les soins de M. le Cte. Maurice d'Irrison d'Hérisson. Moulins : C. Desrivières, 1875.
Authors: Nicolay, Nicolas de, 1517-1583
vi, 200 p. + 1 col. plan 31 x 25 cm.
References: Karrow, Mapmakers of the 16th Century, 59/15.
Not at Newberry Library (Jan. 2013) (PrCt)

57070 Nicolay, Nicolas de, 1517-1583<->Laval, Antoine de, sieur de Belair, 1550-1631
Authors: Hervé, Roger -- Bulletin de la section de géographie (1955) -- Miller, Jan p. [223]-263 ; 24 cm.
Cover title.
"Extrait du Bulletin de la Section de géographie du Comité des travaux historiques et scientifiques, 1955."
Duplicate copy (photocopies, with partial English translation by Jan Miller): Vert 3149, nos. 1-2. SA 7873 (NLO)

57071 Nicolet National Forest (Wis.) - Maps - 1959
Authors: Husting -- Chicago Historical Society 1 map : col. ; 24 x 18 inches.
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.
CHS Coll., Map no. 31 (PrCt)
Homann Erben, [ca. 1745].
Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Homann Erben (Firm) -- Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724. Atlas novus terrarum orbis [ca. 1745] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection

57081 Nieuw Amsterdam (Suriname) - Maps - 1791
View & plan of the fortress called Amsterdam / T. Conder sculpt. London : Published ... by J. Johnson, 1791.
Authors: Conder, Thomas, 1746 or 1747 -- Stedman, John Gabriel, 1744-1797. Narrative, of a five years’ expedition, against the revolted Negroes of Surinam (1796) -- Johnson, Joseph, 1738-1809 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection

57082 Nieuwpoort, Battle of, Belgium, 1600 - Maps - 1657
The Battel at Nevport, A.D. 1600. [Cambridge : John Field, 1657].
Authors: Vere, Francis, Sir, 1560-1609. The commentaries of Sr. Francis Vere (1657) 1 view ; 22 x 30 cm. At upper right: Page 80. In: Vere, Francis, Sir. The commentaries of Sr. Francis Vere (Cambridge : Printed by John Field, 1657), after p. 80. Duplicate copy: Case folio DH196 .V5 1657 Case folio F 4614 .937, after p. 80 (PrCt)

57083 Nieuwpoort (West Flanders, Belgium) - Maps - 1695 - Fortification
Nieuport port de mer peu considerable, place forte par sa situation. [Paris : De Fer, 1695].
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes; av... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, 1695) pt. 4, map [60]. Manuscript '(3)' at upper right. Case folio U 26. 293 pt. 4, map [60] (PrCt)

57084 Nieuwpoort (West Flanders, Belgium) - Maps - 1713 - Fortification
SEE Nieuwpoort (West Flanders, Belgium) Nieuport port de mer peu considerable place forte par sa situation ... Paris : [De Fer, 1713?]. Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Introduction à la fortification ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, 1695-1696) pt. 5, map [60]. Manuscript 'No. 100' and '102' on verso. Case oversize Ayer 135 .H7 1730, [plate 98] (PrCt)

57085 Nieuwpoort (West Flanders, Belgium) - Maps - 1740
Nieuwpoort (West Flanders, Belgium) - Pictorial works - 1740
SEE Nieuwpoort (West Flanders, Belgium) Nieuport port de mer peu considerable place forte par sa situation ... Paris : [De Fer, 1713?] map [53]. Map dated 1705. For later state of this map, with engraved plate number, see Case folio U 26 .292. For earlier version of this map, engraved on different plate, see Case folio U 26 .293. Case oversize U 26 .2919 map [53] (PrCt)
Newport a strong sea-port town in Flanders, restored to the Empire by ye Treaty of Utrecht. [London? Knapton, ca. 1740?].
1 map ; 28 x 47 cm.
Title in bottom margin.
'For Mr. Tindal's continuation of Mr. Rapin's history of England.'
Includes references a-r and A.
View in top margin (9 x 47 cm.): [Nieuporto ].
Oriented with north at lower right.

57086 Nieuporto (West Flanders, Belgium) - Maps - 1785>>Nieuporto (West Flanders, Belgium) - Pictorial works - 1785
Newport a strong sea-port town in Flanders, restored to the Empire by ye Treaty of Utrecht. [London : s.n., ca. 1785?].
[1785-1789?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 28 x 47 cm.
Title in bottom margin.
'For Mr. Tindal's continuation of Mr. Rapin's history of England.'
Includes references a-r and A.
View in top margin (9 x 47 cm.): [Nieuporto ].
Oriented with north at lower right.
oversize Ayer 135 .T5 1732 map [40] (PrCt)

57087 Nièvre (France) - Maps - 1696<>Loiret (France) - Maps - 1696<>Yonne (France) - Maps - 1696
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G143
1 map : hand col. ; 39 x 49 cm.
Added title: Evêché de Auxerre ... .
2695
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G5833.B8:3N5 1696 S2 (PrCt)

57088 Nièvre (France) - Maps - 1700<>Allier (France) - Maps - 1700
La Generalité de Moulins ... Paris, 1700.
Authors: Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?--1712 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G74
1 map : hand col. ; 44 x 63 cm.
2671
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G5833.B8:3N5 1700 J3 (PrCt)

57089 Nièvre (France) - Maps - 1727
Ambivariet in Aeduis, ubi postea Vadicasses ... Paris, 1727.
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G43
1 map ; 41 x 50 cm.
Added title: Le Nivernois distingué en 8 regions ou petits payis.
2641
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G5833.B8:3N5 1727 .S3 (PrCt)

57090 Nièvre (France) - Maps - 1927 - Wine districts<>Nièvre (France) - Maps - 1927 - Wine districts<>Cher (France) - Maps - 1927 - Wine districts<>Cher (France) - Maps - 1927 <>Nièvre (France)
SEE Nièvre (France)<>Nivernais (France) SEE Nièvre (France)
1 map : col. ; 15 x 11 cm.
In Monseigneur le vin (Paris : achevé d'imprimer sur les presses de Draeger frères pour les Etablissements Nicolas ..., avril 1927) at end, map 4 of 4.
Shows wine district covering parts of the départements of Nièvre and Cher in France, within region including Cosne-sur-Loire, La Charité-sur-Loire, and Sancerre.
Forms part of a collection of 70 advertising pieces published by Etablissements Nicolas (wine merchants).
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.
Case Wing folio ZC 1.624 (Monseigneur le vin, 1927, at end, map 4 of 4) (PrCt)

The River Niger shewing the course of the expedition under Captain Trotter in 1841. London: John Arrowsmith, 1843.


1 map : hand col. ; 61 x 49 cm.

Detached from The London Atlas of Universal Geography (London: Arrowsmith, [1843?]).

Inset (17 x 19 cm.): The Lower course of the River Niger as far as it was ascended in the expedition under Captain Trotter R.N. 1841. The English names are taken from Lieutt. (now Capt'n.) William Allen's chart of the Quorra.

Index tab on edge of folded map reads 'West Coast of Africa.'


map4F G8842.N5 1841 .T8 (PrCt)

57092 Nigeria - Maps - 1969 - Administrative and political divisions


Authors: United States. Central Intelligence Agency -- Magnus, Albert R.

1 map : col. ; 18 x 17 cm.

Scale ca. 1:9,000,000; (E0020000 East longitude: E0150000 North latitude: N0140000 South latitude: N0020000). (check this)

Relief shown by shading and spot heights.

In lower left margin: 59171 3-69.


map1F G8841 .F7 1969 .U5 (PrCt)

57093 Nigeria - Maps - 1969 - Administrative and political divisions


Authors: United States. Central Intelligence Agency -- Magnus, Albert R.

1 map : col. ; 18 x 17 cm.

Scale ca. 1:9,000,000; (E2°--E15°/N14°--N4°).

Relief shown by shading and spot heights.

In lower left margin: 59171 3-69.


map1F G8841 .F7 1969 .U5 (PrCt)

57094 Nijmegen (Netherlands) - Maps - 1620

Noviomagvim sive Noviomagus vulgo Nijmegen ... [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].

Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Deventer, Jacob van, d. 1575 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 32 x 39 cm.

Derived from a drawing by Jacob van Deventer; see R.A. Skelton's Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.

Added title at top in uppercase lettering: Nijmegen.

Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Noviomagvs.


VAULT oversize Ayer 135.B8 1573, v. 3, pl. 18 (PrCt)

57095 Nijmegen (Netherlands) - Pictorial works - 1618-1623

Noviomagvim sive Noviomagus[m] vulgo Nijmegen ... [Amsterdam : Van Hoeve, 1980].

Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Brueghel, Pieter, 16th cent. -- Van Hoeve (Firm : Amsterdam)

1 view ; 29 x 48 cm.


Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Noviomagvs.

Original view lacking in ca. 1620 edition of the atlas held by the Newberry Library [VAULT oversize Ayer 135.B8 1573]

Map Ref oversize G1028.B73 1980 v. 2, pl. 29 (PrCt)


Authors: Knueli, Fred. -- Ewig (Firm) -- Woodward, David, 1942-2004 -- Cavalier, Richard

1 map

1896 facsimile of original published 18--?

Print made by David Woodward in 1896 from an electrotype in the possession of Richard Cavalier, Chicago.

temp map1F G8302.N5 18-- .E9 19-- (PrCt)

57097 Nile River Delta (Egypt) - Maps - 1855<<>>Africa, Northern - Maps - 1855


Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's atlas of the world ... (1855-1856)

1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 29 cm.
In: Colton, George Woolworth. Colton's atlas of the world : illustrating physical and political geography (New York : London : J.H. Colton ; Trübner, 1855-1856) v. 2, pl. [43]. Inset map, 9 x 9 cm.: Delta of the Nile. Printed plate 'No. 34.'

oversize G 10.185 v.2, pl. 43 (PrCt)

Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's general atlas ... (1857)
1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 29 cm.
oversize G 10.188 pl. 93 (PrCt)

57099 Nile River Delta (Egypt) - Maps - 1859
Authors: Linant de Bellefonds, Maurice Adolphe, 1800-1883 -- Lepsius, Richard, 1810-1884 -- Kiepert, Heinrich, 1818-1899 -- Monecke, C., 19th cent.
1 map : col. ; 68 x 54 cm.
Scale 1:500,000.
In Lepsius, Richard. Denkmaeler aus Aegypten und Aethiopien (Berlin, 1849-1859) v. 1, plate 3.
Inset: Die Pyramidenfelder.
M1139
oversize F 0271.49 v. 1, plate 3 (PrCt)

57100 Nile River - Maps - 1859
Authors: Lepsius, Richard, 1810-1884 -- Kiepert, Heinrich, 1818-1899 -- Monecke, C., 19th cent.
1 map : col. ; 68 x 54 cm.
Scale 1:500,000.
In Lepsius, Richard. Denkmaeler aus Aegypten und Aethiopien (Berlin, 1849-1859) v. 1, plate 3.
M1140
oversize F 0271.49 v. 1, plate 3 bis (PrCt)

57101 Nile River - Maps - 1968 - Guidebooks
Authors: National Geographic Society (U.S.) -- Bander, B. -- Roger S. Baskses Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v.
2nd ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Authors: Hewitt, N. R. -- John Thomson & Co. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1817?] -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library) 2 maps : hand col. ; 48 x 24 cm. and 48 x 32 cm., on sheet 54 x 70 cm
Engraved 'No. 48' at upper right.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskets oversize G1019.T4 1817, map 48 (NLO)

Authors: Hewitt, N. R. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1821?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 2 maps : hand col. ; 48 x 23 cm. and 48 x 32 cm., on sheet 53 x 72 cm
Baskets oversize Ayer 135.T4 1817 map 48 (PrCt)

Egypt ; Abyssinia. [Edinburgh] : Drawn & engraved for Thomson's New general atlas, [1822?].
Authors: Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1822?] -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library) 2 maps : hand col. ; 48 x 23 cm. and 48 x 32 cm., on sheet 53 x 69 cm
Baskets oversize Ayer 135 .T4 1817 map 48 (PrCt)
Baldwin, Cradock and Joy; John Cumming, 1821 [i.e. 1822?], v. 2, map 48. Engraved 'No. 48' at upper right. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1821, v. 2, map 48 (NLO)**


Authors: Layard, Austen Henry, 1817-1894 -- Putnam, George Palmer, 1814-1872 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 2 v. : 7 maps
Edition: A1
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Nippur (Extinct city) - Maps - 00130000<<>>Maps on clay tablets<<>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles<<>>Clay tablets, Maps on See Maps on clay tablets<<>>Nippur (Iraq) SEE Nippur (Extinct city)<<>>Nippur (Iraq) SEE Nippur (Extinct city)<><>Nippur (Iraq) SEE Nippur (Extinct city)
[Clay tablet showing part of a plan of Nippur, Iraq]. [Chicago : DDB, 2007].
Color photo print of original Babylonian clay tablet, drawn around 1,300 B.C. and measuring 18 x 21 cm, incised with a plan of Nippur; the original tablet is in the Hilprecht Sammlung in Jena. Possibly the earliest known town plan drawn to scale.
This blow-up (with caption 'Courtesy of Institut für Sprachen und Kulturen des Vorderen Orients') was part of a large poster prepared by DDB and displayed in the poster session at the International Conference on the History of Cartography in Bern, 10 July 2007, advertising the Festival of Maps Chicago (2007-2008).
map2F G7614.N5 001300 .C5 2007 (PrCt)

Nis (Yugoslavia) - Maps - 1689
Authors: Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718 -- Rossetti, Isseppo -- Padoani, Domenico, fl. 1689 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718. Città, fortezze, isole, e porti principale dell' Europa ... (1689) 1 map ; 28 x 45 cm.
In: Coronelli, Vincenzo. Città, fortezze, isole, e porti principale dell' Europa, in pianta, et in...
57117  Nisyros Island (Greece) - Maps - 1528
Nisaro Island (Greece) SEE Nisyros Island (Greece)
Woodcuts [Map of Nisyros in the Dodekanesos Islands of the Aegaean Sea]. [Venice : Nicolò Zoppino, 1528].
Authors: Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530 -- Zoppino, Nicolò, fl. 1508-1544 -- Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530. Libro di Benedetto Bordone : nel qual si ragiona de tutte l'isole del monde ... (1528)
1 map : woodcut ; within printed borders 8 x 14 cm., on sheet 31 x 21 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
"Nisaro" identified at center of the island.
In: Bordon, Benedetto. Libro di Benedetto Bordone : nel qual si ragiona de tutte l'isole del monde ... (Venice : Nicolò Zoppino, 1528), folio LIII.
Case folio G 117.108, folio XLIII (PrCt)

57118  Nithsdale (Scotland) - 1583-1596
PONT, TIMOTHY, 1560?-1614?
Authors: Stone, Jeffrey C.
BHC 2264
Vert 1822 (PrCt)

57119  Noble County (Ind.) - Maps - 1860-1869
Counties - Maps
[An Illustrated historical atlas of Noble County, Indiana. Chicago : Andreas & Baskin, 1874.
Authors: Andrews & Baskin -- Durant, Samuel W. -- Durant, Pliny A. -- Durant, S. W. & P. A., firm, civil engineers, St. Charles, Ill.
1 atlas ([5], 6-83 p.) : ill., hand col. maps (1 folded) ; 46 cm.
'Map work of townships and plats made by S.W. & P.A. Durant.'
Includes indexes, brief history of Noble County, sectional and township map of the state of Indiana, and general railway map of the United States and Canada.
Scales differ.
References: LeGear. Atlases of the United States, 4560
oversize G 10895 .434 (NLO)

57121  Noble County (Ind.) - Maps - 1874
Counties - Maps
Authors: Andrews & Baskin -- Durant, Samuel W. -- Durant, Pliny A. -- Durant, S. W. & P. A., firm, civil engineers, St. Charles, Ill. -- Unigraphic (Evansville, Ind.)
1 atlas (83 [47] p. : ill.) ; 36 cm.
Facsimile of original published Chicago: Andrews & Baskin, 1874.
'Map work of townships and plats made by S. W. & P. A. Durant, civil engineers, St. Charles, Ill.'
80-46808
folio G1403.N6 A5 1874a (NLO)

57122  Noble County (Ind.) - Maps - 1908
Counties - Maps
Noble County Indiana. [Chicago] : Rand McNally, 1908.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Baker & Co. (Indianapolis, Ind.) -- Chicago Historical Society
1 map : col. ; 27 x 32 cm.
Hand-stamped 'Baker & Co., Indianapolis.'
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.
CHS Coll., Map no. 375 (PrCt)

57123  Noble County (Ind.) - Maps - 1914
Counties - Maps
Authors: Coil, Rollie A. -- Cleland, Samuel -- Standard Map Company
45 p., 2 leaves : maps ; 30 cm.
oversize F 895641.18 (NLO)

57124  Noble County (Ind.) - Maps - 1914
Counties - Maps
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Maps -Landowners - Maps
Authors: Coil, Rollie A. -- Cleland, Samuel -- Standard Map Company -- Unigraphic (Evansville, Ind.)
1 atlas : maps ; 36 cm.
Facsimile of original published Chicago: Standard Map Co., 1914.
Bound in same volume with 1975 reprint of An Illustrated historical atlas of Noble County, Indiana (Chicago: Andreas & Baskin, 1874).
80-46808
M1331
folio G4093.N6 A5 1874a (NLO)

57125
Noble County (Ind.) - Maps - 1939 -
Landowners -Counties -
Maps -Landowners - Maps
Authors: Friendly Map and Publishing Company
-- Cook Trucking Company (Columbia City, Ind.)
-- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
-- Friendly Map & Pub. Co. (Elmhurst, Ill.)
SEE Friendly Map and Publishing Company
1 atlas (36 p.) : maps ; 32 x 42 cm.
Includes city maps and index to owners.
Scale not given.
Former owner: Cook Trucking Co., Columbia City, Indiana.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 40008034

57126
Noble County (Ind.) - Maps - 1982 -
Landowners -Counties -
Maps -Landowners - Maps
Authors: Town & Country Publishing Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (48 p.) : 20 maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
Includes index to owners and business directory.
Scale [ca. 1:41,000]. Scale of most township maps ca. 1:41,000.
Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

57127
Noble County (Ohio) - Maps - 1800-1899 -
Landowners -Counties -
Maps -Landowners - Maps
Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960- -- Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)
216 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
1st ed.
'Deluxe edition.'
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).
'3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.'
Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).
Includes indexes.
Series: Family maps
ISBN 1420307150 ; 9781420307153
Local History Ref F497.N6 B69 2007 (NLO)

57128
Noble, Thaddeus C., 1818- -Surveying -
United States - Pennsylvania -1858-1882 -Washington County (Pa.) -
Maps - 1858-1882 - Real property -Counties - Maps
Survey maps of Thaddeus C. Noble, Claysville, Donegal Twp., Washington County, PA, 1858-1882 : 259 manuscript maps. [Waterville, Me. Dan Casavant Rare Books, 2008].
Authors: Dan Casavant Rare Books -- Casavant (Dan) Rare Books SEE Dan Casavant Rare Books
Description of manuscript journal offered via email by Dan Casavant Rare Books, Waterville, Maine on 9 April 2008.
Vert 664, no. 2 (PrCt)

57129
Nobles County (Minn.) - Maps - 1888 -
Landowners -National Publishing Co. (Philadelphia, Pa.). Plat book of Nobles County, Minnesota (1888) -
Indexes -Counties -
Maps -Landowners - Maps
1 atlas (54 p.) : maps ; 28 cm.
"Plat book originally compiled and published by the National Publishing Company of Philadelphia."

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
57130 Nobles County (Minn.) - Maps - 1935 - Landowners<<Counties - Maps<<Landowners - Maps

57131 Nobles County (Minn.) - Maps - 1961 - Landowners<<Counties - Maps<<Landowners - Maps
Atlas of Nobles County, Minnesota : containing maps of each township, a county road map, a rural directory of farmers, a farm numbering system and other features ... Fergus Falls, Minn. Thomas O. Nelson Co., 1961. Authors: Thomas O. Nelson Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 atlas ([10], 20, [38] p.) : ill., 23 maps : 34 cm. 'Information accurate to day of record, March 22, 1961.' Scale [ca. 1:45,000] Coordinates: (W 96°05´--W 95°26´/N 43°53´--N 43°28´). Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Phillips 15061. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

57132 Nocera Umbra (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1577

57133 Nodaway County (Mo.) - Maps - 1876 -
Landowners<<Counties - Maps<<Landowners - Maps

57134 Nodaway County (Mo.) - Maps - 1893 - Landowners<<Counties - Maps<<Landowners - Maps
folio G1438.N6 N6 1979 (NLO)

57135 Nodaway County (Mo.) - Maps - 1911 - Landowners<<Counties - Maps<<Landowners - Maps
folio G1438.N6 N6 1979 (NLO)
57136 **Nodaway County (Mo.) - Maps - 1925 - Landowners<<< Counties - Maps<<<Landowners - Maps**  
*Atlas of Nodaway County, Missouri: containing maps of townships of the county, maps of state, United States and world, farmers directory, analysis of the system of U.S. land surveys.*  
[Evansville, Ind., Unigraphic, 1979].  
Authors: Anderson Publishing Company -- Unigraphic (Evansville, Ind.)  
1 atlas (48, 122, xxii p.: ill., maps, ports.) ; 36 cm.  
References: Cf. Phillips 2086  
folio G1438.N6 N6 1979 (NLO)  

57137 **Nodaway County (Mo.) - Maps - 1980 - Landowners<<< Counties - Maps<<<Landowners - Maps**  
Authors: Directory Service Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 atlas (64 p.): 32 maps ; 25 cm.  
Cover title.  
Scale not given.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.  

57138 **Noirmoutier, Ile de (France) - Maps - 1689**  
Authors: Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718 -- Padoani, Domenico, fl. 1689 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718.  
Citta, fortezze, isole, e porti principale dell’ Europa ... (1689)  
1 map ; 13 x 17 cm.  
In: Coronelli, Vincenzo. Citta, fortezze, isole, e porti principale dell’ Europa, in pianti, et in eluatione, descrivite, e publicate ad uso dell’ Academia cosmografica degli argonauti ([Venice : Domenico Padoani, 1689]) pl. [20]. Engraved plate ‘316.’ One of four plates printed on same sheet, opening [20].  
VAULT folio Ayer 135 .C8 1689 pl. 20 (PrCt)  

57139 **Nolan County (Tex.) - Maps - 1880 - Landowners<<< Counties - Maps<<<Landowners - Maps**  
Authors: Texas. General Land Office -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps  
1 map : on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.  
Size of original: 24 x 18.5 in. Scale 1:133,320.  
Originally compiled 1880.  
Microfiche 583, no. 1085 (PrCt)  

57140 **Nolan County (Tex.) - Maps - 1890-1899 - Landowners<<< Counties - Maps<<<Landowners - Maps**  
Authors: Stakemann, M. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps  
1 map : on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.  
Size of original: 20 x 16 in. Scale 1:133,320.  
Originally compiled [189-?]  
Microfiche 583, no. 1086 (PrCt)  

57141 **Nolli, Giambattista, ca. 1692-1756. La nuova topografia di Roma (1748)<<Cartography - Rome (Italy) - 1748**  
Authors: Ceen, Allan  
8 p. : maps ; 56 cm.  
Booklet accompanying facsimile of Nolli’s Pianta grande (1984)  
Includes bibliography and ‘Chronology of known events in the life of G. B. Nolli.’  
map4F G6714.R7 1748 N6 1984 [booklet] (PrCt)  

57142 **Nonsuch Palace (England) - Pictorial works - 1582**  
*Palativm regivm in Angliae regno appellatvm Noncivtz ... [Cologne : s.n.], 1582 [i.e. ca. 1620].*  
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hoegenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Hoefnagel, Joris, 1542-1601 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 view : hand col. ; 21 x 45 cm.  
Derived from a 1568 original redrawn in1582 by Joris Hoefnagel; see R.A. Skelton’s Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.  
Vignette of natives in local costume (11 x 45 cm.) in bottom margin.  
Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Palativm regivm in Angliae ... .  

---

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.  
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

In: Braun, Georg and Franz Hogenberg. Civitates orbis terrarum [Cologne: Pieter von Brachel?, ca. 1620] v. 5, plate 1
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 5, pl. 1 (PrCt)

57143 Nonsuch Palace (England) - Pictorial works - 1582
Palatium regivm in Angliae regno appellatvm Noncvitz ... / effigiauit Georgiis Houfnaglius. [Amsterdam : Jan Jansson], 1582 [i.e. 1657].
Authors: Hoefnagel, Joris, 1542
Manuscripts - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles

View of the outside of a house at Nootka, or King George's Sound; drawn by J. Webber. [19-].
Authors: Webber, John, 1751-1793 -- Hulbert, Archer Butler, 1873-1933
Add. Ms. 15514-7 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 18th-century manuscript.

57145 Nootka Sound (B.C.) - Maps - 1700-1799 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
A View of the headlands at Nootka Sound; drawn by J. Webber. [19-].
Authors: Webber, John, 1751-1793 -- Hulbert, Archer Butler, 1873-1933
Manuscripts - Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 18th-century manuscript.

57146 Nootka Sound (B.C.) - Maps - 1700-1799 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
'Ship Cove, Nootka', a sketch in Indian ink, Shewing in pencil the stern of the Resolution at anchor; on the reverse is a sketch in pencil of canoes with natives, at Nootka; drawn by J. Webber. [19-].
Authors: Webber, John, 1751-1793 -- Hulbert, Archer Butler, 1873-1933
Manuscripts - Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 18th-century manuscript.

Authors: Meares, John, 1756?-1809 -- Spain.
1 ms. map ; 68 x 52 mm.
Rough sketch map of Nootka Bay on Vancouver Island, British Columbia. Forms part of appendix 10, note A in a 1799 manuscript compiled by an anonymous naval officer, chronicling Spanish exploration of the Pacific coast of North America between 1768 and 1796: Compendio historico de las navegaciones practicadas por oficiales, y pilotos en buques de la Real Armada, sobre las costas septentrionales de las Californias (Ayer MS 1068). Scale not given.
Pen-and-ink.
Appendix 10 is a partial ms. translation of Meares, John. Authentic copy of the memorial to the Right Honourable William Wyndham Grenville

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call number</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>57148</td>
<td><strong>Nootka Sound (B.C.) - Pictorial works - 1785</strong></td>
<td><em>A View of the habitations in Nootka Sound.</em> London: G. Nicol and T. Cadell, 1785. Authors: Cook, James, 1728-1779 -- Webber, John, 1751-1793 -- Smith, S. -- Cook, James, 1728-1779. A Voyage to the Pacific Ocean ... (1785) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map; 22 x 38 cm. In atlas accompanying: Cook, James. A Voyage to the Pacific Ocean ... for making discoveries in the Northern Hemisphere ... in the years 1776, 1777, 1778, 1779, and 1780 (London: Printed by H. Hughes for G. Nicol and T. Cadell) Atlas pl. [31]. Engraved plate no. '41.' oversize Ayer 118.C7 1785c Atlas pl. [31] (PrCt)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57151</td>
<td><strong>Nord (France : Dept.) - History - 1794 - Maps - 1839&lt;&lt;&lt;Valenciennes (France) - History - Siege, 1793 - Maps - 1839</strong></td>
<td><em>Carte militaire des frontieres de France : depuis Maubeuge a Douay, pour servir à l'intelligence des campagnes de 1793 &amp; 1794 / Bielaerds, ft.</em> [Paris]: Libraire Militaire de Petit, [1839]. Authors: Bielaerds, J.-B. -- Jomini, Antoine Henri, baron de, 1779-1869. Atlas pour servir à l'intelligence de l'Histoire critique et militaire des guerres de la révolution (1839) -- Petit, J.-B. 1 map: hand col.; 38 x 44 cm. In Antoine Henri Jomini, Atlas pour servir à l'intelligence de l'Histoire critique et militaire des guerres de la révolution (Paris: J.-B. Petit, 1839), pl. 9. Relief shown by hachures. Positions of French and Austrian troops indicated by colors. Includes tipped-on flap (9 x 8 cm.) at top center showing the French troops surrounding Valenciennes; the flap is not placed over Valenciennes on the main map, but above it. Explanation of &quot;signes&quot; at lower right. At upper right: Pl. IX. Case oversize F 393.457, pl. 9 (PrCt)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 57152 | **Nord (France : Dept.) - Maps - 1700** | *Flandriae comitatus pars australis, in castellaniem insulanam, Balliviatum duacensem ...* [Amsterdam: Frederik de Wit, ca. 1700]. Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Wit, ...
57153 Nord-Pas-De-Calais (France) - Maps - 1700
Carte d'Artois et des environs ou l'on voit le ... Amsterdam, [ca. 1700].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G199
1 map ; 56 x 84 cm.
Cf. Koeman, Mor 1, v.2, pl. (19).
5135
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G5833.N65 1700 .S2a (PrCt)

57154 Nord-Pas-De-Calais (France) - Maps - 1700
Le Comté d'Artois. Paris, 1700.
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G196
1 map ; 41 x 55 cm.
2791 rev
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G5833.N65 1700 S2 (PrCt)

57155 Nord-Pas-De-Calais (France) - Maps - 1700
Le Comté d'Artois et des environs ... Amsterdam, [ca. 1700].
Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Schenk, Pieter, ca. 1698-1775 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G197
1 map ; 48 x 70 cm.
Phillips 4254 v. 1 no. 94.
2792 rev
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G5833.N65 1700 V5 (PrCt)

57156 Nord-Pas-De-Calais (France) - Maps - 1700
Artesiae comitatus ... Amsterdam, [ca. 1700].
Authors: Valck, G. (Gerard), 1651 or 2-1726 -- Valck, Leonard, 1675-1746 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G194
1 map ; 46 x 58 cm.
Koeman v. 3 p. 137 [10].
2789
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G5833.N65 1700 V3 (PrCt)

57157 Nord-Pas-De-Calais (France) - Maps - 1701
Flandriae comitatus pars australis ... Amsterdam : C. Allard, [1682?].
Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Allard, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709 -- Allard, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709. Atlas minor sive tabulæ geographicæ ... [1682?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 54 cm.
In: Allard, Carel. Atlas minor sive tabulæ geographicæ proecipuorum regnorum regionum, insularum, provinçarum, etc. (Amsterdam : C. Allard, 1682?) pl. 67.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .A4 A pl. 67 (PrCt)

57158 Nord-Pas-De-Calais (France) - Maps - 1703<br>Hainaut (Belgium) - Maps - 1703
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G213
1 map ; 41 x 54 cm.
Added title: Diocese de l'archevêché de Cambray ... .
2777
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G5833.N65:3N6 1703 S2 (PrCt)

57159 Nord-Pas-De-Calais (France) - Maps - 1703<br>West Flanders (Belgium) - Maps - 1703
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Mariette, Pierre, 1603-1657 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G209
1 map : hand col. ; 41 x 52 cm.
Added titles: Les evesches de St. Omer, Ipres, et Tournay -- Partie occidentale du comte de Flandre ... .
Cf. Pastoureau, Sans. VI [88].
5085
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G5833.N65 1703 S2 (PrCt)

57160 Nord-Pas-De-Calais (France) - Maps - 1707<br>West Flanders (Belgium) - Maps - 1707
Carte particuliere des environs de Dunkerque ... Brussels, 1707.
1 map ; 39 x 55 cm.
Cf. Sack map4F oG6010 1706 .F7 sheet 8 for a 1747 state of the same map.
Phillips 7962 no. [8].
5128
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G5833.N65 1707 F7 (PrCt)

57161 Nord-Pas-De-Calais (France) - Maps - 1710
Atrebates populi Belgicæ secundæ. Paris , [ca. ...
1656].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
III:G193
1 map : hand col. ; 42 x 55 cm.
Added title: Evesché d'Arras, sufragane de Rheims, comte d'Artois.
2788 rev
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G5833.N65 1710 S2 (PrCt)

57162 Nord-Pas-De-Calais (France) - Maps - 1711
Carte particuliere des environs de Lille, Tourna, Valenciennes, Bouchain, Douray, Arras, Bethune. Brussels, 1711.
1 map : 40 x 55 cm.
Newberry duplicate (or variant issue): Sack map4F oG6010 1706 .F7 sheet 15.
Phillips 7962 no. [15].
2790 rev
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G5833.N65 1711 F7 (PrCt)

57163 Nord-Pas-De-Calais (France) - Maps - 1711<<>>Picardy (France) - Maps - 1711<<>>Flanders - Maps - 1711
Carte d'Artois et des environs ou lon voit ... Paris, 1711.
Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675--1726 -- Académie des sciences (France) -- Desroisiers, F. -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G201
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 61 cm.
North extension of Sack map4F oG5833.P5 1712 L5.
Phillips 3456 [15] and 4257 v. 5 no. 8. 5111
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G5833.N65 1711 L5 (PrCt)

57164 Nord-Pas-De-Calais (France) - Maps - 1720
Flandriae comitatus para Australis. Amsterdam, [ca. 1720].
Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Schenk, Pieter, ca. 1698-1775 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:M86
1 map ; 46 x 53 cm.
3437
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G5833.N65 1720 S3 (PrCt)

57165 Nord-Pas-De-Calais (France) - Maps - 1725
Carte d'Artois et des environs ... Amsteram : Jean Covens et Corneille Mortier, [1741?].
Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Covens et Mortier -- Académie des sciences (France) -- L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726. Atlas nouveau, contenant toutes les parties du monde ... [1741?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 60 cm.
Added title, upper margin: Carte d'Artois et des environs a l'usage ... . In: L'Isle, Guillaume de. Atlas nouveau, contenant toutes les parties du monde ... (Amsterdam : J. Covens & C. Mortier, [1741?]) v. 1, pl. [38].
Duplicate copy: Sack map4F oG5833.N65 1725 L5 oversize Ayer 135 .L695 1741 v. 1, pl. [38] (PrCt)

57166 Nord-Pas-De-Calais (France) - Maps - 1725
Carte d'Artois et des environs. Amsterdam, [ca. 1725].
Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Covens et Mortier -- Académie des sciences (France) -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G192
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 60 cm.
Duplicate copy in L'Isle, Guillaume de. Atlas nouveau (Amsterdam: Covens & Mortier, 1741) [Ayer +135 L695 1741 v. 1, pl. [38]].
2787 rev and 5117
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G5833.N65 1725 L5 (PrCt)

57168 Nord-Pas-De-Calais (France) - Maps - 1730
Comitatus Artesiae et Flandriae meridionales. Amsterdam, [ca. 1730].
1 map ; 48 x 59 cm.
Added title: Nouvelle description du comte d'Artois de Flandre meridionale ... 3439
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G5833.N65:3N6 1726 C3 (PrCt)

57169 Nord-Pas-De-Calais (France) - Maps - 1741<<>>Picardy (France) - Maps - 1741
Avertissement' dated 1725.
2774
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G5833.N65 1730 O8 (PrCt)
1741 Flanders - Maps - 1741

Carte de Picardie septentrionale d'Artois...
Amsterdam: J. Covens et C. Mortier, [1741?].
Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Condet, Johannes, 1711-1781 -- Covens et Mortier -- L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726. Atlas nouveau, contenant toutes les parties du monde ...
[1741?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 47 x 61 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Continued southward on adjacent sheet, pl. [19]: Partie meridionale de Picardie ...
In: L'Isle, Guillaume de. Atlas nouveau, contenant toutes les parties du monde ...
(Amsterdam: J. Covens & C. Mortier, [1741?]) v. 1, pl. [18].
Koeman, C&M 8, pl. (18).
5112 oversize Ayer 135 .L695 1741 v. 1, pl. [18] (PrCt)

57170 Nord-Pas-de-Calais (France) - Maps - 1997

Nord-Pas-de-Calais (France) - Maps - 1997
Flanders - Maps - 1997
Road maps

Flandres, Artois, Picardie / Michelin. Paris:
Authors: Guides verts Michelin -- Guide de tourisme -- Michelin green guides -- Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)
308 p.: ill. (chiefly col.), 56 col. maps, col. plans; 24 x 12 cm.
4e éd.
Cover title.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 280-281) and index.
Map on back cover.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection at the Newberry Library.


57171 Norden, John, 1548-1625? Civitas Londini (1600)

John Norden's view of London, 1600: (b) a study of the view. 1965.
Authors: Skelton, R. A. (Raleigh Ashlin), 1906-1970
For full size facsimile of the view issued by the London Topographical Society in 1961, see Case oversize box F 4595 .528 no. 94.
BHC 1654
Vert 1239 (PrCt)

57172 Nordenskiöld, A. E. (Adolf Erik), 1832-1901

Explorers - Sweden - Biography
Arctic regions - Discovery and exploration

Authors: Häkli, Esko
80 p.: ill.; 21 cm.
2nd unrevised ed.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 75-80).
ISBN 9514519213; 9789514519215

G635.N7 H33 1990 (NLO)

57173 Nordenskiöld, A. E. (Adolf Erik), 1832-1901.

Facsimile-atlas (1889)

In: Petermanns geographische Mitteilungen 36 (1890); 270-276.

Not at Newberry Library (Dec. 2012) (PrCt)

57174 Nordenskiöld, A. E. (Adolf Erik), 1832-1901.

Map Collections

Helsingin yliopisto. Kirjasto. Nordenskiöld Collection
Authors: Helsinki yliopisto. Kirjasto.
Nordenskiöld Collection -- Nordenskiöld, A. E. (Adolf Erik), 1832-1901
1 leaf.
BHC 1379
Vert 981 (PrCt)

57175 Nordenskiöld, A. E. (Adolf Erik), 1832-1901.

Map Collections

Helsingin yliopisto. Kirjasto. Nordenskiöld Collection
The Collection of Adolf Erik Nordenskiöld in Helsinki University Library. 1977.
Authors: Helsinki yliopisto. Kirjasto.
Nordenskiöld Collection -- Nordenskiöld, A. E. (Adolf Erik), 1832-1901
Vert 329 (PrCt)

57176 Nördlingen (Germany) - Pictorial works -

1517-1552 - Earthquakes

Nördlingen (Germany) - Pictorial works -
1517-1552 - Woodcuts

[View of Nördlingen, Germany following earthquake of 1517]. [Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552].
Authors: Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552. Cosmographiae uniuersalis ... (1552) -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view: woodcut; 6 x 10 cm., on sheet 32 x 21
57177 Nördlingen (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1549-1552

Die Stat Nördlingens / R. M. D. [Rudolf Manuel Deutsch]. M.D.XLIX. [Basel : Heinrich Petri], M.D.XLIX [1549, i.e. 1552].
Authors: Manuel, Hans Rudolf, 1525-1571 -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552. Cosmographiae universalis ... (1552) -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

57178 Nördlingen Region (Germany) - Maps - 1710

1 map : hand col. ; 16 x 26 cm. In: Bodenehr, Gabriel. Atlas curieus; oder, Neuer und compendiueuser atlas ... (Augsburg : Gabriel Bodenehr, 1710?) pl. [76]. Engraved plate no. ‘79.’

Ayer 135 .B6 pl. 76 (PrCt)

57179 Nordlinguen (Germany) - Maps - 1694


57180 Norfolk Albemarle & Atlantic Railroad Co. - Maps - 1891

1 map : col. ; 61 x 26 cm. Detached from Norfolk, Albemarle & Atlantic Railroad Co. Prospectus (New York, 1891). Shows railroad and ship lines around the James River and Chesapeake Bay. Modelski, Railroad maps no. 489. 5210

map4F G3901.P3 1891 C6 (PrCt)

57181 Norfolk County (Mass.) - Maps - 1853

Landowners<Counties - Maps<Landowners - Maps


Microfiche 583, no. 317 (PrCt)

57182 Norfolk County (Mass.) - Maps - 1858

[County - Maps<Landowners - Maps


Microfiche 583, no. 318 (PrCt)

57183 Norfolk County (Mass.) - Maps - 1884

[County - Maps<Landowners - Maps

Microfiche 583, no. 319 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: D.H. Hurd & Co. (Boston, Mass.) -- Hurd, D. Hamilton (Duane Hamilton)
1 map : hand col. ; 28 x 33 cm.
M1204
map1F G3763.N6 1884 M3 (PrCt)

57184 Norfolk County (Va.) - Maps - 1600-1699 - Landowners<Counts - Maps<Landowners - Maps
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1907) p. 1321
H 668 .703 (1907) p. 1321 (PrCt)

57185 Norfolk County (Va.) - Maps - 1887 - Landowners<Counts - Maps<Landowners - Maps
Authors: Sykes & Gwathmey -- Norfolk County (Va.) Board of Supervisors -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 24 x 35.5 in. Scale 1:31,680.
Shows 17th century land ownership; published 1948. Only covers part of the county.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 1309 (PrCt)

Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1907) -- Norfolk & Portsmouth Traction Company
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.
Covers region bounded by Newport News, Portsmouth, and Norfolk.
Identifies locations of 'Jamestown Exposition, 1907' and 'battle between the Monitor and Merrimac, March 9, 1862.'
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1909) p. 1255
H 668 .703 (1908) p. 1255 (PrCt)

Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1908) -- Norfolk & Portsmouth Traction Company
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.
Covers region bounded by Newport News, Portsmouth, and Norfolk.
Identifies locations of 'Jamestown Exposition, 1907' and 'battle between the Monitor and Merrimac, March 9, 1862.'
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1908) p. 1255
H 668 .703 (1908) p. 1255 (PrCt)

Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1909) -- Norfolk & Portsmouth Traction Company
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.
Covers region bounded by Newport News, Old Port Comfort, Portsmouth, and Norfolk.
Identifies locations of 'battle between the Monitor and Merrimac, March 9, 1862.'
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1909) p. 1295
H 668 .703 (1909) p. 1295 (PrCt)

Norfolk from the air / photography principally by Derek A. Edwards ; edited by Peter
Authors: Edwards, Derek A. -- Wade-Martins, Peter -- Norfolk Archaeological Unit (Norfolk, England)
168 p. : ill. (some col.), maps ; 29 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 166) and index.
LC Card Number: 89152798
ISBN 0903101564 (pbk.) ; 9780903101561 (pbk.) ; 0903101556 (hard) ; 9780903101554 (hard)
folio DA670.N6 E38 1987 (NLO)

A Prospect of the most famous parts of the world ... together with ... Great Brittaines empire (1646) 1 map ; 37 x 49 cm. on sheet 42 x 54 cm.
Engraved by Renold Elstracke; differs from the map on the plate in the 1676 edition of the atlas, engraved by John Goddard; cf. VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .S7 1676 map [19].
Inset (9 x 17 cm.): Norwiche.
Inset printed from separate plate.
Letterpress text on verso (p. 35-36) under the following heading: Northfolke.
In: Speed, John. A Prospect of the most famous parts of the world ... together with ... Great Brittaines empire (1646) 1 map ; 37 x 49 cm. on sheet 42 x 55 cm.
Engraved by John Goddard; differs from the plate in the 1646 edition of the atlas, engraved by Renold Elstracke; cf. Case oversize G 117 .82 map [40].
Inset (9 x 17 cm.): Norwiche.

57191 Norfolk (England) - Maps - 1676<><><><>Norwich (England) - Maps - 1676<><><><>Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1676<><><><>Engravings Norfolk a covntie flourishing & popvlos described and devised with the armes of svch noble families as have borne the titles therof. [London] : Thomas Bassett ... and Richard Chiswell. [1676].
Authors: Speed, John, 1552?;1629 -- Saxton, Christopher, b. 1542? -- Goddard, John, the younger, fl. 1665 -- Bassett, Thomas -- Chiswell, Richard -- Speed, John, 1552?;1629. The Theatre of the Empire of Great-Britain ... (1676) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 37 x 49 cm. on sheet 42 x 55 cm.
Engraved by John Goddard; differs from the plate in the 1646 edition of the atlas, engraved by Renold Elstracke; cf. Case oversize G 117 .82 map [40].
Inset (9 x 17 cm.): Norwiche.

Letterpress text on verso (p. 35-36) under the following heading: Northfolke.
In: Speed, John. The Theatre of the Empire of Great-Britain. ... (London : Printed for T. Bassett and R. Chiswell, 1676) map [19].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .S7 1676 map [19] (PrCt)

57192 Norfolk (England) - Maps - 1793<><><><>Jigsaw puzzle maps<><><><>Norfolk (England) - Maps - 1793
1 jigsaw puzzle map (22 pieces) : paper on wood, hand col. ; 21 x 27 cm., in original wooden box 17 x 13 x 5 cm., filed in protective clamshell box 26 x 45 x 7 cm.
Box label: Warranted perfect William Darton, Junr.
Possibly manufactured or distributed by Darton between 1810 and 1819.
Shows boundaries, rivers, parks and settlements with stars denoting the number of members returned to Parliament.
Scale [1:500,000].
References: Chubb, CCLXII
VAULT Case oversize G5753.N4 1793 .C37 (NLO)

57193 Norfolk (England) - Maps - 1797<><><><>Faden, William, 1749-1836. A Topographical map of the county of Norfolk ... (1797)<><><><>Donald, Thomas, d. 1802<><><><>Milne, Thomas<><><><>Cartography - Norfolk (England) - History
A Topographical map of the county of Norfolk, surveyed and measured in the years of 1790, 91, 92, 93 and 94 by Thos. Donald, Thos. Milne and assistants. [Norwich, Eng. Norfolk Record Society, 1975].
Authors: Faden, William, 1749-1836 -- Donald, Thomas, d. 1802 -- Milne, Thomas -- Huddart, Joseph, 1741-1816 -- Norfolk Record Society -- Barringer, J. C. An Introduction to Faden's map of Norfolk (1973) 1 map ; 122 x 183 cm. on 6 sheets 64 x 74 cm.
Facsimile of original published London, 1797; imprint date and series number from slipcase in which issued.
Relief shown by hachures; soundings in fathoms. 'The nautical observations ... are laid down from a survey taken by Capt. Joseph Huddart.'

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Scale 1:63,360 or 'one inch to a statute mile.'
Insets: Plan of the town of Lynn -- Plan of the
town of Swaffham -- Plan of Great Yarmouth.
Accompanied by Barringer, J.C. An Introduction
to Faden's map of Norfolk ([Norwich, Eng.],
references.
Series: Norfolk Record Society (Series) v. 42
Cont.75
ICN75
map4F 5753 .N4 (NLO)

57194 Norfolk (England) - Maps - 1884 -
Ecclesiastical geography
(Norfolk (England) - Maps -
1884)<<>>Church of England. Diocese of
Norwich - Maps - 1884
Norwich / by the Rev. Augustus Jessopp. London ;
New York ; Society for Promoting Christian
Knowledge ; E. & J.B. Young & Co., 1884.
Authors: Jessopp, Augustus, 1823-1914 --
Bevan, William Latham, 1821-1908 -- Society for
Promoting Christian Knowledge (Great Britain) --
Church of England -- Edward Stanford Ltd. A
Map to illustrate the annals of Norfolk (1884) --
E. & J.B. Young & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
xii, 254, [8] p. ; 1 folded map ; 17 cm.
Includes folded map by Stanford’s Geographical
Establishment: A Map to illustrate the annals of
Norwich.
Text "published under the direction of the Tract
committee."
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Series: Diocesan histories
Publisher’s advertisements [8] p. at end.
Publisher’s blue cloth binding with decorative
gold and black stamping.
Former owner’s inscription: Li. [?] Wm. Bevan,
April, 1903.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 04000204
Baskes BX5107.N8 J5 1884 (NLO)

57195 Norfolk (England) - Maps - 1911
Norfolk / by William A. Dutt ; illustrated by B.C.
Boulter and from photographs. London : Methuen
& Co., 1911.
Authors: Dutt, William A. (William Alfred),
1870-1939 -- Boulter, B. C. (Benjamin Consitt) --
Little guides -- John Bartholomew and Son --
Methuen & Co. -- Fosbrooke, T. H. -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
xii, 283 p., [36] leaves of plates (some folded) ; ill,
3 maps (some col., some folded) ; 16 cm.
2nd ed. rev.
Maps by John Bartholomew & Son.
Map on inside front cover.
Includes index.
Series: Little guides.
Former owner’s signature: T.H. Fosbrooke.
Former owner’s inscription: Docking ... the gift of
Catherine Headley (nee Hare) a.d. 1760. O. ye
Wells bless ye the Lord depth of this well 237 feet ...
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .L58 Norfolk (1911) (NLO)

Norfolk (England) - Maps - 1921<<>>Suffolk
(England) - Maps - 1921
Norfolk & Suffolk / painted by A. Heaton Cooper ;
described by W.G. Clarke. London : A. & C.
Black, 1921.
Authors: Clark, William George, 1821-1878 --
Cooper, A. Heaton (Alfred Heaton), b. 1863 --
Baskes, Julie -- Adam and Charles Black (Firm) --
Whitefriars Press -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
x, 275 p., [41] leaves of plates : col. ill., 1 folded
map ; 23 cm.
Printed by the Whitefriars Press, Ltd., London
and Tonbridge.
Includes plates made with three color, halftone
process; each plate is accompanied by guard
sheet with descriptive letterpress.
Series statements and numbering from
publisher’s advertisements and Inman.
Includes index.
Full text (but not map) available on the HathiTrust
Digital Library (accessed March 2011):
http://catalog.hathitrust.org/api/volumes/oclc/212
7870.html
Original publisher’s illustrated binding.
Series: [Miscellaneous books] -- [Black’s beautiful
books] -- Miscellaneous books (Adam and
Charles Black (Firm)) -- Black’s beautiful books ;
v. 676.
Laid in: Publisher’s advertisement for The
old-world house, its furniture and decoration.
Formerly owned by Julie Baskes.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
References: Inman, Colin. The A&C Black colour
books, 676
LC Card Number: 22017545
Baskes Z1033.F5 B5 v. 676 (NLO)
the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .L58 Norfolk (1949) (NLO)

Authors: Harland, Elizabeth M. -- Muirhead, R. -- Penguin guides -- Penguin (Firm) -- John Bartholomew and Son -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
242 p., 8 p. of plates : ill., 5 col. maps ; 18 cm.
Edited by R. Muirhead?
Series: The Penguin guides ; 8 -- Penguin guides ; G8.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .P46 no. G8 (1949) (NLO)

Authors: Great Britain. Ordnance Survey -- Great Britain. Ordnance Survey. 1:50,000 landranger -- sheet 132 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 80 x 80 cm., folded to 23 x 14 cm. Ed. 4.
Scale 1:50,000
Transverse Mercator proj. Coordinates: (E 0°23'05"--E 0°58'55"/N 53°01'25"--N 52°39'55")
Relief shown by contours, spot heights, and land forms.
"The all purpose map with public rights of way and tourist information."--Cover.
Legend in English, French, and German.
Series: 1:50,000 landranger series ; sheet 132 -- Great Britain. Ordnance Survey. 1:50,000 landranger ; sheet 132.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
ISBN 0319221326 ; 9780319221327

57200 Norfolk (England) - Maps - Bibliography<<<<Norwich (England) - Maps - Bibliography
A Rough catalogue of maps relating to Norwich and Norfolk. 1906.
Authors: Brittain, Harry -- Norfolk antiquarian society miscellany. Ser. 2, v. 1 (1906)
Not at Newberry Library (Feb. 2012) (PrCt)

57201 Norfolk Region (Va.) - Maps - 1778 -
Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<<<Portsmouth Region (Va.) - Maps - 1778 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<<<Manuscript maps - Facsimiles [Vicinity of Norfolk and Portsmouth, Va.,1778]. [19--].
Authors: France. Ministère de la guerre. Archives historiques. L.I.D. 117 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1778 manuscript. Original ms. forms part of the Guerre Etat-Major archives. Photocopy forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France Guerre Et Major L.I.D. 117 (PrCt)

57202 Norfolk Region (Va.) - Maps - 1930 - Pictorial maps<<<<Pictorial maps - Norfolk Region (Va.) - Maps - 1930 - Pictorial maps - Portsmouth Region (Va.) - Maps - 1930 - Pictorial maps - Road maps - Strip maps - Pictorial maps
Virginia seashore : a year-round playground among historic shrines ... [Norfolk, Va.? Norfolk-Portsmouth Chamber of Commerce?, ca. 1930]. Authors: Norfolk-Portsmouth Chamber of Commerce (Norfolk, Va.) -- Atlantic Coastal Highway Association -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 21 x 32 cm.
"Write Tourist Information Bureau, Norfolk-Portsmouth Chamber of Commerce, Norfolk, Virginia, for ... more information."
Mounted on backing sheet; backing obscures strip maps on verso.
Related to another map, and probably issued for the Atlantic Coastal Highway Association: The Atlantic Coastal Highway : follow the Indian : Maine, Florida, Cuba [ca. 1930]; see RMcN AE 190.59 B
Previously bound with a collection of pictorial maps in binders labeled "Points of Interest." Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 190.58 (PrCt)

Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Norfolk Region (Va.) - Maps - 1972 - Road maps
Norfolk (Va.) - Maps - 1968 - Road maps
Norfolk (Va.) - Maps - 1969 - Road maps
Norfolk (Va.) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

57208 Norfolk (Va.) - Maps - 1970 - Road maps
Norfolk Region (Va.) - Maps - 1970 - Road maps
Chesapeake (Va.) - Maps - 1970 - Road maps
Hampton (Va.) - Maps - 1970 - Road maps
Newport News (Va.) - Maps - 1970 - Road maps
Authors: Union Oil Company of California -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress.
Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 61 x 42 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Norfolk, Portsmouth, Chesapeake street map.
Issued for the Union Oil Company of California.
Plate no. 706077-9.
Inset (15 x 13 cm.): Downtown Norfolk.
Maps on verso (42 x 47 cm. and 18 x 24 cm.):
Hampton, Newport News street map -- Hampton Roads area.
Panel art: Illustration of Gulf service station.
Includes two Library of Congress copyright handstamps with certificate numbers.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1240 (PrCt)

57210 Norfolk (Va.) - Maps - 1974 - Road maps
Hampton Roads (Va. : Region) - Maps - 1974 - Road maps
Hampton (Va.) - Maps - 1974 - Road maps
Newport News (Va.) - Maps - 1974 - Road maps
Hampton Roads (Va.) - Hampton Roads (Va.) SEE Hampton Roads (Va.) SEE Hampton Roads (Va.) : Region
Road maps
1 map : col. ; 61 x 42 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"1974 Edition."
Panel title.
Added title: Norfolk, Portsmouth, Chesapeake street map.
Issued for the Union Oil Company of California.
Plate no. 746077-14.
Inset (15 x 13 cm.): Downtown Norfolk.
Maps on verso (42 x 47 cm. and 18 x 24 cm.):
Hampton, Newport News street map -- Southeastern Virginia tidewater area.
Panel art: Gulf logo with 2 vertical stripes.
Includes two Library of Congress copyright handstamps with certificate numbers.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1317 (PrCt)

57209 Norfolk (Va.) - Maps - 1971 - Road maps
Portsmouth (Va.) - Maps - 1971 - Road maps
Chesapeake (Va.) - Maps - 1971 - Road maps
Norfolk Region (Va.) - Maps - 1971 - Road maps
Hampton (Va.) - Maps - 1971 - Road maps
Newport News (Va.) - Maps - 1971 - Road maps
Road maps
1 map : col. ; 61 x 42 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Norfolk, Portsmouth, Chesapeake street map.
Plate no. 716077-11.
Inset (15 x 13 cm.): Downtown Norfolk.
Maps on verso (42 x 47 cm. and 18 x 24 cm.):
Hampton, Newport News street map -- Hampton Roads area.
Panel art: Gulf logo with 2 vertical stripes.
Includes two Library of Congress copyright handstamps with certificate numbers.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4596 (PrCt)

57211 Norfolk (Va.) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps
Hampton Roads (Va. : Region) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps
Hampton (Va.) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps
Newport News (Va.) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps
Road maps

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
57215 Norham and Islandshires (England) - Maps - 1852
Norham and Islandshires (England) SEE Norham and Islandshires (England)
Map of Norhamshire and Islandshires. [London : J.B. Nichols and son, 1852].
Authors: Raine, James, 1791-1858 -- Raine, James, 1791-1858. The History and antiquities of
North Durham (1852) -- J.B. Nichols and Sons -- Nichols and Sons SEE J.B. Nichols and Sons
1 map : 23 x 36 cm.
Anonymous map without imprint.
oversize F 45927 .73, opp. p. 2 (PrCt)
57216 Norman County (Minn.) - Maps - 1896 -
Landowners<<>>Counties -
Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
Every name index to the 1896 Township plat book of Norman County, Minnesota : with reprints of
the township maps / data entry and index compilation by Charles Cannons and Mary
Authors: D.W. Ensign & Co. -- Cannons, Charles -- Bakeman, Mary -- Minnesota Genealogical
Society -- D.W. Ensign & Co. Township plat book of Norman County, Minnesota (1896)
1 atlas (72 p.) : maps ; 28 cm.
Reprint of atlas "originally compiled and published by D.W. Ensign & Co., Boston, Mass."
Scale not given.
LC Card Number: 91221250
folio G1428.N7 C2 1991 (NLO)
57217 Norman Island (British Virgin Islands) - Maps - 1970
Treasure Island. [North Bend, Ohio], 1970.
Authors: Kapp, Kit S.
1 map : 51 x 61 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:11,666].
'The English took possession in 1666; called by
the Dutch pyrates Norman's Eyland. From a precise survey in the year of our Lord 1963, by
Capt. Kit S. Kapp.'
Relief shown by hachures; soundings in feet.
LC Tresure maps (2nd ed.) 68.
Cf. OCLC 5681817.
map4F 5022.N6 (PrCt)
57218 Norman, John, 1748?-1817<<>>Engraving, American - 1797-1801
Authors: Danforth, Susan L. -- International Conference on the History of Cartography (10th : 1983 : Dublin)
Paper presented at Int. Conf. on Hist. of Cartog., 10th, Dublin, 1983.
Vert 806 (PrCt)
57219 Normandy - Bibliography<<>>French
Bibliography - France - Normandy
Bio-bibliographie normande. Athenae Normannorum; manuscrit inédit du R.P. François
Martin, cordelier, publié pour la première fois avec introd., notes, additions et corrections par
l'abbé V. Bourrienne & Tony Centy ... Caen : L. Jouan, 1901-1905.
Authors: Martin, François, 1639-1726 -- Bourrienne, ed. -- Genty, Tony, ed.
2 v. : ill., facsims., port. : 25 cm.
Cover title; without t.p.
Paged continuously.
No. 62 of 170 copies.
"No prospect of further parts appearing ... for the present."--Letter from Harrassowitz, Dec. 5, 1912.
Inserted at end of v.1: [Prospectus]
Half title (following editors' Avertissement):
Athenae Normannorum veteres ac recentes, seu Syllabus auctorum, qui oriundi e Normannia, aut qui Normanniae conveniener inserti, quotidum datum fuit colligere F.F.M.M.C. ... 1720.
Z 9396 .55 (NLO)

57220 Normandy (France) - Maps - 1588 - Coasts - Nautical charts - Normandy (France) - 1588 - Coasts - Channel Islands - Maps - 1588 - Nautical charts - Channel Islands - 1588 - Nautical charts
A Carde of parte of the sea coastes of Normandie and Britannie with the islands adioyninge. [Amsterdam : Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, 1966].
Authors: Waghenaer, Lucas Janszoon, 1534 or 5-1606 -- Waghenaer, Lucas Janszoon, 1534 or 5-1606. The Mariners mirrour (1588) -- Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, Ltd.
1 map ; 32 x 49 cm.
Includes coastal profiles.
Oriented with north at bottom left.
Text on verso (p. 5) under heading: A perfect description of the isles of Alderney, Garnzey and Ierzey, and the Qvaskettes called the Kaskets ... .

57223 Normandy (France) - Maps - 1650 - Duché et gouvernement de Normandie. [Paris : P. Mariette], 1650 [i.e. 1659?].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Cordier, Robert (Engraver) -- Mariette, Pierre, 1603-1657 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (1658 [i.e. 1659?])
1 map : hand col. ; 38 x 51 cm.
In: Sanson, Nicolas. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (Paris : Pierre Mariette, 1658 [i.e. 1659?]) v. 1, pl. [37]
VAULT Case oversize G1015 .S35 1658 v. 1, pl. [37] (PrCt)

57224 Normandy (France) - Maps - 1650-1670 - Duch et gouvernement de Normandie / par N. Sanson d'Abbeuille, geografe du roy ; R. Cordier Abbaui. sculp. [Paris : s.n., between 1650 and 1700?].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Cordier, Robert (Engraver) -- Delamarche, Charles Francois, 1740-1817. Atlas general : contenant le detail des quatre parties du monde [1798?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 37 x 50 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:875,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
Baskes oversize G1015 .A77 1798, [ptie 1], [plate 61] (NLO)
57225 **Normandy (France) - Maps - 1682**
*Nova et accurata Normandiae Ducatus tabula ...*
Amsterdam : C. Allard, [1682?].
Authors: Persoy, Pieter, fl. ca. 1680 -- Allard, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709 -- Allard, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709. Atlas minor sive tabulae geographicae ... [1682?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; 45 x 54 cm.
In: Allard, Carel. Atlas minor sive tabulae geographicae proecipuorum regnorum regionum, insularum, provinciarum, etc. (Amsterdam : C. Allard, 1682?) pl. 37.
Cf. Tooley, who dates these Persoy plates 1694-95.

57226 **Normandy (France) - Maps - 1693 - Coasts**
Authors: Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:X14
1 map ; 56 x 83 cm.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
*Sack map6F G5833.N7P5 1693 .C3 sheet 2 of 3 (PrCt)*

57227 **Normandy (France) - Maps - 1693 - Coasts**
*Channel Islands - Maps - 1693*
Authors: Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:X15
1 map ; 56 x 79 cm.
One of three sheets forming a map of Normandy; this sheet includes the Channel Islands. Titles of adjacent sheets: Carte particuliere des costes de Flandres, de Picardie et Normandie : depuis Nieuport jusqu’a Dieppe avec les costes d’Angleterre aux environs du Pas de Calais. Faitte par ordre exprez du Roy de France. 1693.

57228 **Normandy (France) - Maps - 1693 - Coasts**
*Flanders - Maps - 1693 - Picardy (France) - Maps - 1693 - English Channel - Maps - 1693 - Nautical charts***
Authors: Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:X13
1 map ; 57 x 77 cm.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
*Sack map6F G5833.N7P5 1693 .C3 sheet 1 of 3 (PrCt)*

57229 **Normandy (France) - Maps - 1694 - Channel Islands - Maps - 1694**
*Le Duché et gouvernement de Normandie ... Paris, 1694 .*
Authors: Du Tralage, Jean Nicolas, d. 1699 -- Nolin, Jean Baptiste, 1648-1708 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G159
1 map ; 44 x 58 cm.
2683
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
*Sack map4F G5832.N67 1694 T7 (PrCt)*

57230 **Normandy (France) - Maps - 1695**
*Le Duché et gouvernement de Normandie divisée en haute et basse Normandie ...* Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : H. Jaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], [1695?].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. Atlas nouveau : contenant toutes les parties du monde (1692 [i.e.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**Sack map4F G5832.N67 1710 F4 (PrCt)**

57238 **Normandy (France) - Maps - 1710**

**Channel Islands - Maps - 1710**

*Duche et gouvernement general de Normandie divide en haut et bas en divers pays ...*  
Amsterdam : F. de Witt [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher, 1710?].

Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Visscher, Elisabeth, fl. 1702-1726 -- Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702. Atlas minor ... [1710?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 68 cm.

Continuation inset (15 x 16 cm.): Les Isles de Garnezy, Ierzay et Aurigny font partie de la Normandie mais elles sont sous la domaine des Anglois. In: Visscher, Nicolaes. Atlas minor ... (Amstelaedami [Amsterdam] : ex officina Nicolai Visscher [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher], [1710?]) map [73].

Manuscript '75' in upper right.

**VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .V8 1700 map [73] (PrCt)**

57239 **Normandy (France) - Maps - 1710**

**France, Northern - Maps - 1710**

**England, Southern - Maps - 1710**

*Tabula nova complectens praefecturas Normanniae, et Britanniæ, una cum Angiæ, parte et Manica.* Amst. Bat. [i.e. Amsterdam] : Nicolaum Visscher [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher, 1710?].

Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Visscher, Elisabeth, fl. 1702-1726 -- Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702. Atlas minor ... [1710?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 45 x 55 cm.

Title in upper margin. In: Visscher, Nicolaes. Atlas minor ... (Amstelaedami [Amsterdam] : ex officina Nicolai Visscher [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher], [1710?]) map [72].

Manuscript '74' in upper right.

**VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .V8 1700 map [72] (PrCt)**

57240 **Normandy (France) - Maps - 1716**

*Carte de Normandie ...* Paris, 1716.

Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Académie des sciences (France) -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G161

1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 65 cm.

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**Sack map4F G5832.N67 1716 L5 (PrCt)**

57241 **Normandy (France) - Maps - 1716**

*Carte de Normandie ou sont marquez exactement les pays ou contrées enfermées das cette province ... / par Guillaume Dellisle ...* A Paris : chez l'auteur sur le Quay de l'Horloge ..., Decembre MDCCXVI [1716].

Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726. [Collection of maps of the world] [1732?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 68 cm.

In composite atlas without title page: L'Isle, Guillaume de. [Collection of maps of the world. Paris : s.n. , 1732?], [plate 12].

Number "12" in ms. on verso.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**VAULT Baskes oversize G1015 .L57 1700, [plate 12] (PrCt)**

57242 **Normandy (France) - Maps - 1719**

**Channel Islands - Maps - 1719**

*Le Gouvernement general de Normandie ...* Paris, 1719.


1 map ; 66 x 100 cm.

Inset: Les Isles Anglois. 2680

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**Sack map6F G5832.N67 1719 J3 (PrCt)**

57243 **Normandy (France) - Maps - 1741**

*Carte de Normandie ou sont marquez exactement les pays ...* Amsterdam : J. Cövens et C. Mortier, [1741?].

Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Condet, Johannes, 1711-1781 -- Cövens et Mortier -- L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726. Atlas nouveau, contenant toutes les parties du monde ... [1741?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 65 cm.

In: L'Isle, Guillaume de. Atlas nouveau, contenant toutes les parties du monde ... (Amsterdam : J. Cövens & C. Mortier, [1741?]) v. 1, pl. [25].

** oversize Ayer 135 .L695 1741 v. 1, pl. [25] (PrCt)**

57244 **Normandy (France) - Maps - 1745**

*Normannia galliae celebris provincia in terras fuas et Ballisiatus divisa ...* Nuremberg : Homann Erben, [ca. 1745].


1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 56 cm.

Added title above upper margin: Carte de Normandie ou sont marquez ... .
57245 Normandy (France) - Maps - 1751 Channel Islands - Maps - 1751
Gouvernement général de Normandie divisé en ses sept bailliages ... / par le Sr. Robert ... [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy], 1751.
Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1758?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 43 x 56 cm.
Inset (14 x 11 cm.): Supplement pour les isles Grenazeiz et Jersey.
"Normandie" -- oversize letterpress title stamped on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .S4 1807, v. 1, no. 13 (PrCt)

57246 Normandy (France) - Maps - 1751 Channel Islands - Maps - 1751
Gouvernement général de Normandie divisé en ses sept bailliages ... / par le Sr. Robert ... [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy], 1751.
Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1758?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 43 x 56 cm.
Inset (14 x 11 cm.): Supplément pour les isles Grenazeiz et Jersey.
"Normandie" and "27" -- oversize letterpress title and number stamped on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1757, [plate 27] (PrCt)

57247 Normandy (France) - Maps - 1777
Carte du gouvernement de Normandie avec celui du Maine et Perche / ... par M. Bonne ... à Paris 1777. À Venise [Venice] : par P. Santini ; chez Mr. Remondini, 1777.
Authors: Bonne, Rigobert, 1727-1794 -- Santini, P. -- Remondini, Guiseppe Antonio, 1747-1811 -- Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (1784 [i.e. 1807?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 43 x 56 cm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1757, v. 1, no. 13 (PrCt)

57248 Normandy (France) - Maps - 1817 Channel Islands - Maps - 1817
Atlas topographique de l’ancienne province de Normandie et pays limitrophes : dédié en 1770 à Thioux de Crosne / par Louis Denis ; revu, corrigé, et augmenté en 1817 par H. Brué, géographe ... À Paris : Chez J. Goujon, rue du Bac, no. 6, près le Pont royal, [1817].
Authors: Denis, Louis, 1725-1794 -- Brué, Adrien Hubert, 1786-1832 -- Andriveau-Goujon, J. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Goujon, J. Andriveau SVE Andriveau-Goujon, J. 1 atlas ([2], 15 folded leaves of plates) : 16 maps (1 hand col.) ; 42 cm.
One general and 15 sectional maps of Normandy and the Channel Islands.
Scale [ca. 10,500,000].
General map hand colored in outline. Folded engraved t.p.
Publisher’s paper-covered boards.
Originally published in 1770 under title: Atlas de la province de Normandie.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1843.N7 D46 1817 (NLO)

57249 Normandy (France) - Maps - 1873
Normandy picturesque / by Henry Blackburn.
Authors: Blackburn, Henry, 1830 -- James R. Osgood and Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Osgood (James R.) and Company SEE James R. Osgood and Company
1st American from 2nd London ed.
"Author’s edition,"--T.p verso.
Cover title: Illustrated Normandy picturesque
Inscription: Addie Richardson. With love from off the last line of each catalog entry.
Baskes DC511.N848 B53 1873 (NLO)

57250 Normandy (France) - Maps - 1876
Authors: Joanne, Adolphe Laurent, 1813-1881 --
Normandy (France) - Maps - 1878


Authors: Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- Black's guide books -- Black, C. B. (Charles Bertram), d. 1906 -- Bartholomew, John, 1805-1861 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

Cover title: Channel Islands, Normandy and Brittany
Maps by J. Bartholomew.
'Six maps and eight plans.'
Map on lining papers.
Includes index.
Series: Black's guide books.
Series statement from publisher advertisements.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G153 .B55 Normandy (1891) (NLO)

Normandy (France) - Maps - 1878


Authors: Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- Black's guide books -- Black, C. B. (Charles Bertram), d. 1906 -- Bartholomew, John, 1805-1861 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

Cover title: Channel Islands, Normandy and Brittany
Maps by J. Bartholomew.
'Six maps and eight plans.'
Map on lining papers.
Includes index.
Series: Black's guide books.
Series statement from publisher advertisements.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G153 .G847 Normandie (1876) (NLO)

Normandy (France) - Maps - 1878


Authors: Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- Black's guide books -- Black, C. B. (Charles Bertram), d. 1906 -- Bartholomew, John, 1805-1861 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

Cover title: Channel Islands, Normandy and Brittany
Maps by J. Bartholomew.
'Six maps and eight plans.'
Map on lining papers.
Includes index.
Series: Black's guide books.
Series statement from publisher advertisements.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G153 .G847 Normandie (1893) (NLO)

Normandy (France) - Maps - 1898


Authors: Thomas Cook Ltd. -- Cook's traveller's handbooks -- Cook's handbooks -- W. & A.K. Johnston Limited -- Simpkin, Marshall, Hamilton, Kent & Co. Ltd. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

Cover title: Cook's tourist's handbook, Normandy and Brittany
Spine title: Cook's handbooks
Includes index.
Series: Cook's tourist's handbooks -- Cook's handbooks. Normal.</verified
Authors: Joanne, Paul, 1847-1922 -- Collection des guides-Joanne -- Guides diamant -- Herrmann, L., active 1906-1939 -- Dufrénoy (Firm) -- Hachette (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
52, 73, xiii, 260, 148 p. : 21 maps (some col.) ; 15 cm.
Maps by L. Herrmann, printed by Dufrénoy.
Advertisements: 52 p. at beginning, 148 p. at end, and endpapers.
"Index alphabétique contenant les renseignements pratiques"--P. 1-73 (second sequence).
Series: Collection des guides-Joanne.
Guides-diamant -- Guides diamant.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G847 Normandie (1907) (NLO)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Edition</th>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>G153 .C66</td>
<td>Normandy (France) - Maps - 1910</td>
<td></td>
<td>Monmarché, Marcel</td>
<td>Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G153 .C65</td>
<td>Normandy (France) - Maps - 1912</td>
<td></td>
<td>Normandie : 48 cartes et 27 plans / par Paul Gruyer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G153 .G84</td>
<td>Normandy (France) - Maps - 1921</td>
<td></td>
<td>Normandie : 41 cartes, 31 plans / publié sous la direction de Marcel Monmarché</td>
<td>Includes bibliographical references (p. xxvii) and index.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G153 .B58</td>
<td>Normandy (France) - Maps - 1926</td>
<td>Normandie : 34 cartes et 29 plans / publié sous la direction de Marcel Monmarché ; rev. par Robert Doré ; introd. générale par Georges Huard</td>
<td>Authors: Monmarché, Marcel, 1872-1945 -- Doré, Robert, 1890-- -- Huard, Georges, b. 1887 -- Hermann, L., active 1906-1939 -- Guides bleus -- Hachette (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G153 .B58</td>
<td>Normandy (France) - Maps - 1926</td>
<td>Normandie : 34 cartes et 29 plans / publié sous la direction de Marcel Monmarché ; rev. par Robert Doré ; introd. générale par Georges Huard</td>
<td>Authors: Monmarché, Marcel, 1872-1945 -- Doré, Robert, 1890-- -- Huard, Georges, b. 1887 -- Hermann, L., active 1906-1939 -- Guides bleus -- Hachette (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)</td>
<td>Includes bibliographical references (p. [lix]-lx) and index.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Guidebooks
1 v.
12mo
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

57267 Normandy (France) - Maps - 1927
Normandy / by Camille Mauclair. London ; Boston : Medici Society, [1927?].
"The photographs reproduced in this work were supplied by the following gentlemen: Captain Basely of the American Army; Bertault, Paris; Poterie, Paris; Dr. Desbrosses, Blanzy."--P. [1] at end.
Map on lining-paper.
Includes index.
Series: The picture guides
Bookplate: Ex libris Edward Laurence Doheny.
Bookplate: Carrie Estelle Doheny.
Bookplate: From the library of Estelle Doheny at 8 Chester Place, Los Angeles.
Stamp: St. Mary's Seminary Library Perryville, Missouri.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 27015486
Baskes DC611.N848 M38 1927 (NLO)

57268 Normandy (France) - Maps - 1928
xxx, 129 p., [18] leaves of plates (3 folded) : 14 maps (some col., some folded) ; 16 cm.
2nd ed.
Cover title: Muirhead's Normandy
'14 maps and plans.'
Maps by John Bartholomew & Son, L. Hermann, and Librairie Armand Colin; printed by Dufrenoy.
Maps on endpapers.
Includes bibliographical references (p. xx) and index.
Series: The blue guides -- Blue guide.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .B58 Normandy (1928) (NLO)

57269 Normandy (France) - Maps - 1933
Authors: Monmarché, Georges, 1900- -- Guides bleus -- Hachette (Firm)
1 v. : 63 map plates ; 16 cm.
G 3965 .698 (NLO)

57270 Normandy (France) - Maps - 1939-1949
Normandie. Paris : Hachette, 1939 [i.e. 1949].
Authors: Monmarché, Marcel, 1872-1945 -- Hermann, L., active 1906-1939 -- Hachette (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Lxxix, 512 p. : 49 maps and plans (some col., some folded) ; 16 cm.
Maps by L. Hermann.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [I]-ii) and index.
Map on endpaper.
Series: Guides bleus
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G84 Normandie (1939) (NLO)

57271 Normandy (France) - Maps - 1959<<>>Road maps
Authors: Guides verts Michelin -- Guide du Pneu Michelin -- Michelin green guides -- Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
194 p. : ill. (some col.), col. maps, plans (chiefly col.) ; 26 x 12 cm.
7e éd., janvier 1959.
Cover title.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 38) and index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G86 Normandie (1959) (NLO)

57272 Normandy (France) - Maps - 1962<<>>Road maps
Authors: Michelin green guides -- Michelin Tyre Company -- Dickens Press -- Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
195 p. : ill. (some col.), 142 (col.) maps, plans
(chiefly col.) ; 26 x 12 cm.
1st ed.
"English edition."
Cover title.
"Michelin's Tourist Service presents and English edition of their guide 'Normandy' ..."--P. 2.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 38) and index.
Series: Michelin green guides.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

57276 Normandy (France) - Maps - 1984<>Road maps
Authors: Guides verts Michelin -- Guide de tourisme -- Michelin green guides -- Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
200 p. : ill. (some col.), genealogical table, 109 col. maps, col. plans ; 26 x 12 cm.
3e éd.
Cover title.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 34) and index.
Series statement from publisher's advertisement, inside back cover.
Map on back cover.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
ISBN 2060034523 ; 9782060034522

57277 Normandy (France) - Maps - 1985<>Road maps
Authors: Michelin green guides -- Tourist guide -- Michelin green guides.
Series statement from publisher's advertisement on inside back cover.
Map on back cover.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
ISBN 2060134811 ; 9782060134819

57275 Normandy (France) - Maps - 1980<>Road maps
Authors: Michelin green guides -- Tourist guide -- Michelin green guides -- Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
171 p. : ill. (some col.), genealogical table, 98 col. maps, col. plans ; 26 x 12 cm.
5th ed.

57278 Normandy (France) - Maps - 1989<>Channel Islands - Maps - 1989<>Road maps
Normandie, Cotentin, Channel Islands / Michelin. Harrow, Middlesex : Michelin Tyre Public Limited
57285  
Authors: Delta Air Lines -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map : col. ; 43 x 56 cm., folded to 22 x 11 cm.  
Panel title.  
"© Delta Air Lines, Inc., All rights reserved, 1976. Rev. 1/77"  
Shows Delta Air Lines routes in North America and the Caribbean.  
Text beneath heading on verso: Delta is ready when you are.  
Panel art: Delta airplane.  
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).  
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25.  
RMcN Airlines 4C 5 (PrCt)

57286  
Authors: Delta Air Lines -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map : col. ; 43 x 56 cm., folded to 22 x 11 cm.  
Panel title.  
"© Delta Air Lines, Inc., All rights reserved, 1976."  
Shows Delta Air Lines routes in North America and the Caribbean.  
Text on back panel: Delta is ready when you are.  
"DC-9" in manuscript on panel.  
Panel art: Delta airplane.  
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).  
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25.  
RMcN Airlines 4C 46 (PrCt)

57287  
Authors: Delta Air Lines -- Danzer, Gerald A. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map : col. ; 44 x 56 cm., folded to 22 x 11 cm.  
Panel title.  
"© Delta Air Lines, Inc., All rights reserved. Rev. 5/78" -- At bottom left.  
Shows Delta Air Lines routes in North America and the Caribbean.  
Scale [ca.1:11,200,000].  
Approximate coordinates: (W 128°00'00"--W 61°34'00"/N 52°04'00"--N 8°27'00")
Authors: Goetzmann, William H. -- Williams, Glyndwr -- Swanston, Malcolm -- Prentice-Hall, inc. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 117 maps ; 288 x 218 mm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [203]-209) and index.
ISBN 080613058X
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

A Fourteenth century riddle, and its solution . 1964.
Authors: Taylor, E. G. R. (Eva Germaine Rimington), 1879-1966
p. 573-576
Includes bibliography
G 007 .333, v. 54, p. 573-576 (PrCt)

57299 North America - Discovery and Exploration, Russian
Russkie otkrytiya i issledovaniya v Severnoy Amerike (= Russian discoveries and explorations in North America) . 1950.
Authors: Adamov, A.
From Nauka i Zhizny, no. 9. 1950. 37-41.
Cited in Imago Mundi annual bibliography.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

57300 North America - Discovery and Exploration, Russian
Authors: Postnikov, A. V. (Alekseaei Vladimirovich)
map, ills.
Vert 1288 (PrCt)

57301 North America - Discovery and Exploration - Theories
Did Ulysses come to America? 1971.
Authors: Weller, George
2 p. : illus. ; 22 cm.
ilus.
BHC 2538
Vert 2078 (PrCt)

57302 North America - Geography - 1833<>West Indies - Geography - 1833North America - Maps - 1833<>West Indies - Maps - 1833
Authors: Davenport, Bishop -- McDowell, G. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 13 maps ; 230 x 140 mm.
2nd ed.
Geography text.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
References: Sabin 18694; Buck 252; Howes 2605
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

57303 North America - Geography - 1976<>Geography - 1976
Authors: Knowles, R. -- Stowe, Peter William Edward
95 p. : ill. : 21 maps (some col.) ; 21 x 33 cm.
Includes bibliographical references.
ISBN 0582310172
folio G1105 .K6 1976 (NLO)

57304 North America - Geography - 2008<>South America - Geography - 2008<>Caribbean Area - Geography - 2008
Authors: National Geographic Society (U.S.)
32 p. : col. ill., col. maps ; 28 cm. + 1 CD-ROM (col. ; 4 3/4 in.)
Cover title.
Running title: Geography action! : mapping the Americas toolkit
Incomplete; issued with color poster lacking with this copy (55 x 65 cm.)
"Activities have been designed for all grades, K-12"-P. [2].
CD-ROM in pocket.
North America - Geography
North America - Historical geography
North America - Landscape history - North America

Authors: Conzen, Michael P. -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
xvi, 433 p. : ill., maps ; 26 cm.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Ayer GF501 .M37 1990 (NLO)

North America - Historical geography - Maps
1600-1800 - Indians

Map of the sites of Indian tribes of North America when first known to the Europeans about 1600 A.D. ... and about 1800 A.D. on the Pacific. 1836.
Authors: Gallatin, Albert, 1761-1849 -- Smith, Jedediah Strong, 1799-1831 -- Pendleton's Lithography, Boston -- American Antiquarian Society
1 map : hand col. ; 37 x 40 cm.
In American Antiquarian Society Transactions 2 (1836) opposite p. 264.
Wheat 417.
Duplicate copy: Ayer 2 A5a v. 2, opp. p. 265 297
F 028 .03 v. 2, opp. p. 264 (PrCt)

North America - Historical geography - Maps
1745

Authors: Kemble, William -- Monette, John W. (John Wesley), 1803-1851 -- Harper & Brothers -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 21 x 21 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:12,000,000].
Relief shown by hachures.
Ayer 150.5 M76 M7 1846 v. 1, opp. t.p. (PrCt)

North America - Historical geography - Maps
1814-1849

Authors: Litalien, Raymonde -- Vaugeois, Denis, 1935- -- Palomino, Jean-François, 1976- -- Roth, Käthe -- Éditions du Septentrion -- Bibliothèque et Archives nationales du Québec
1 atlas (298 p. : ill., maps (chiefly col.)) ; 34 cm.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Gallatin, Albert, 1761-1849 -- Smith, Jedediah Strong, 1799-1831 -- Pendleton's Lithography -- American Antiquarian Society -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 37 x 40 cm.
Facsimile of 1836 original in Wheat, Carl Irving. Mapping the Transmississippi West (1957) v. 2, opposite title page.
folio Ayer 136 .W55 1957 v. 2, opposite title page (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Frantz, Joe B. -- Graff, Henry F. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ;91 x 122 cm.
Inset map (29 x 36 cm.): Natural Vegetation. Includes four historical drawings in top margin. Series: American History Series. Mounted in metal clamp with three other American History maps.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
artifacts cage RMcN maproll 4 : 2. 1 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Frantz, Joe B. -- Graff, Henry F. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ;92 x 122 cm.
Includes four historical drawings in top margin. Series: American History Series. Paper and cloth map on plastic rollers.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
artifacts cage RMcN maproll 3 : 5. 1 (PrCt)

Authors: Powell, Peter J., 1928- -- Neebe, O. William -- Scott, Simon -- History House (Chicago, Ill.) -- Aubrey, John S. -- Scott, Simon, b. 1952 SEE Scott, Simon
1 map : col. ; 62 x 95 cm.
"Research: Scott Simon" -- verso.
Historical-pictorial map; includes color portraits of Indian leaders. Verso includes biographical notes and 2 maps (34 x 32 cm. and 20 x 19 cm.): "Native tribes of North America" identifies dozens of tribal regions keyed to a numbered legend; "First Americans today" keyed to 36 U.S. Indian reservations "well-equipped for visitors" and tourists.
References: OCLC 50297924
Gift 2010. John S. Aubrey
map6F G3301.E1 1975 .P6 (PrCt)

Authors: Waldman, Carl -- Braun, Molly -- Facts on File, Inc. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 96 maps ; 285 x 220 mm. 1st ed.
C:MollyBraun;Black,180
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

1 atlas (144 p.) : ill. (chiefly col.), 46 col. maps ; 25 cm.
Authors: Tanner, Helen Hornbeck -- Reiff, Janice -- Long, John Hamilton -- Macmillan & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (208 p. : ill. (col.), 96 maps (col.)) : 32 cm.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrcT)

North America - Historical geography - Maps - 1998 - Historical atlases
Authors: Davies, Philip, 1948- -- Carnes, Mark C. (Mark Christopher), 1950- -- Macmillan & Co.
1 atlas (160 p.) : ill. (some col.), col. maps ; 26 cm.
Series: Macmillan continental history atlases.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 154-155) and index.
ISBN 0026826582X
To Collection Services for cataloging, March 2011 (PrcT)

Authors: Hayes, Derek, 1947- -- Douglas & McIntyre -- Publishers Group West
1 atlas (224 p.) : col. ill., maps (some col.) ; 33 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 218) and index.
Relief shown pictorially and by shading.
Illustrations on lining papers.
Scales differ.
LC Card Number: 2004052704
ISBN 1553650492 (cloth : acid-free paper) ; 9781553650492 (cloth : acid-free paper)
folio G1106.S12 H3 2004 (NLO)
Authors: Lewis, G. Malcolm
map. ills.
BHC 1603
Vert 1190 (PrCl)

North America - Indian cartography - North America
Authors: Lewis, G. Malcolm
BHC 1602
Vert 1189 (PrCl)

Authors: Sánchez, Joseph P. -- Spanish Colonial Research Center (Albuquerque, N.M.)
7 v. (1963 p.) ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
Descriptions made from photostats of 809 manuscript maps in Spanish archives. The chief value of the descriptions here is that they give full transcriptions and translations of legends and explanations; otherwise, lacking an index and with an incredibly wasteful layout, the work is disappointing.
Bibliography: v. 1, p. xix-xx.
Formerly folio Z6027.N68 S63 1994
LC Card Number 95184651
Map Ref folio Z6027.N68 S63 1994 (NLO)

Authors: Smith, Clara A. -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library)
vii, 101 p. ; 26 cm.
"500 copies multigraphed."
Running title: Check list of manuscript maps. Includes 303 entries, most relating to North America.
This copy heavily annotated by Newberry staff, and includes a list of 87 additions noted in pencil at end.
Formerly shelved as Map Ready Reference.
Map Ref Z6028 .N482 1927 (NLO)

Authors: Hoffman, Bernard G. -- University of Toronto Press -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
xii, 287 p. : maps, diagrs., facsim. ; 26 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [229]-263) and index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes E121 .H6 (NLO)

Il Disegno del discoperto della noua Franza ... [Venice : Paolo Forlani?, 1565?].
Authors: Forlani, Paolo -- Almagià, Roberto, 1884-1962 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 265 x 387 mm. (neat line), on sheet remargined to 446 x 492 mm.
Anonymous map attributed to Paolo de Forlani; see Woodward 37.01.
Tooley 81.
Burden 33 (state 1).
For state 2 of the map (2 copies), see Novacco 2F 13 and VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .L2 1575 Al pl. [15].
Ex Almagià.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
9
Novacco 4F 56 (PrCl)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
North America - Maps - 1566

*Il Disegno del discoperto della Noua Franza* ...


Authors: Forlani, Paolo -- Zaltieri, Bolognino, fl. 1555-1576 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 27 x 39 cm., folded in slipcase (22 cm.).

State 2 of map attributed to Paolo de Forlani (Woodward 37.02).


For state 1 of the map see Novacco 4F 56.

References: Tooley 80; Burden 33 (state 2); H.R. Wagner, Cartography of the Northwest coast of America. v. 2, p. 282: Lowery 53.

VAULT Ayer 133 .Z2 1566 (NLO)

North America - Maps - 1566

*Il Disegno del discoperto della Noua Franza* ...


Authors: Forlani, Paolo -- Zaltieri, Bolognino, fl. 1555-1576 -- [Italian assembled-to-order atlas] [ca. 1575?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 265 x 390 mm. (neat line), on sheet 278 x 404 mm.

State 2 of map attributed to Paolo de Forlani (Woodward 37.02).

Duplicate copy of state 2: Novacco 2F 013.

For state 1 of the map see Novacco 4F 56.

Tooley 80.

Burden 33 (state 2).

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .L2 1575 AI, plate [15] (PrCt)

North America - Maps - 1566

*Il Disegno del discoperto della Noua Franza* ...


Authors: Forlani, Paolo -- Zaltieri, Bolognino, fl. 1555-1576 -- Lange, Otto, 1879-1944 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 266 x 391 mm. (neat line), on sheet 278 x 404 mm.

State 2 of map attributed to Paolo de Forlani (Woodward 37.02).


For state 1 of the map see Novacco 4F 56.

Tooley 80.

Burden 33 (state 2).

Ex O. Lange.

Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Novacco 2F 13 (PrCt)


Authors: Angelus -- Bibliothèque nationale (France). Mss Fr. 9669 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map

Photostatic reproduction of 1575 manuscript.

Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Map

Photo France BN Mss Fr. 9669 (PrCt)


Authors: Martines, Joan, 1556 -- Wallis, Helen -- Map Library (British Library). Harley Ms. 3450, map 10

1 map : col. ; 16 x 24 cm., mounted in folder 25 x 30 cm.

Facsimile of 1578 manuscript in the British Library; includes note by Helen Wallis.

Added title: Chart of north-west America.

81-58442

358

map F G3300 1578 .M3 1981 (PrCt)

North America - Maps - 1593


In: Jode, Gerard de. Specvlvm orbis terrarvm ... Iudeaus in luce[m] edita, MD LXXXXIII [1593].

Authors: Jode, Gerard de, 1509 -- Wallis, Helen -- Map Library (British Library). Harley Ms. 3450, map 10

1 map : hand col. ; 35 x 49 cm.

Added title: Chart of north-west America.

Facsimile of 1578 manuscript in the British Library; includes note by Helen Wallis.

Title in upper margin.


1 map : hand col. ; 35 x 49 cm.

Title in upper margin.


1 map : hand col. ; 35 x 49 cm.

Title in upper margin.


1 map : hand col. ; 35 x 49 cm.

Title in upper margin.


1 map : hand col. ; 35 x 49 cm.

Title in upper margin.


1 map : hand col. ; 35 x 49 cm.

Title in upper margin.


1 map : hand col. ; 35 x 49 cm.

Title in upper margin.


1 map : hand col. ; 35 x 49 cm.

Title in upper margin.

Maps - 1600-1900 - Historical geography - Indians of North America - Maps

The Conquest of Indian America. 1981.
Authors: Rieske, William M. -- Historic Indian Publishers
maps : col. ; 56 x 77 cm. and smaller on sheets
Maps published serially, some with text; many subjects covered, including treaties, exploration routes, languages, dwellings, migrations, land claims, reservations, battles and wars, military posts, etc.
5198
map9C G3301.E1S1 1981 .R5 (PrCt)

57335
North America - Maps - 1606 - South America - Maps - 1606
Authors: Hondius, Jodocus, 1563-1612 -- William L. Clements Library
1 map : col. ; 35 x 47 cm. + 1 sheet (1 leaf : ill. ; 44 cm.)
Photographic copy of original published in Amsterdam, 1606.
temp map4F G3201.A 199-.C5 map 4 (PrCt)

57336
Carte geographique de la Nouvelle Franche / faictte par le sieur de Champlain Saint Tongois cappitaine ordinaire pour le roy en la marine ; Daud Pelletier fecit. [Québec], 1612 [i.e. 1870].
Authors: Champlain, Samuel de, 1567-1635 -- Pelletier, David -- Champlain, Samuel de, 1567-1635. Les Voyages du sieur de Champlain Xaintongeois, Capitaine Ordinaire pour le Roy en la Marine (1613) -- Berjon, Jean, d. 1617 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 35 x 77 cm., on composite sheet 45 x 78 cm.
"Faict len 1612."
"Auec privilege du Roy."
Detached from: Champlain, Samuel de. Les Voyages du sieur de Champlain Xaintongeois, Capitaine Ordinaire pour le Roy en la Marine (Paris : Jean Berjon, 1613) [VAULT Ayer 121 .C6 1613].
Scale [ca. 1:5,500,000].
Approximate coordinates: (W 80°--W 50°/N 56°--N 38°)
Oriented with north at upper right.
Relief, settlements, and Indian villages shown pictorially.
Partly based on information supplied by Indians; see Burden.
Details the region surrounding the Saint Lawrence River Valley westward to the eastern end of Lake Erie.
Table showing declination of the sun at 9 locations and key to references A-T, V, X-Z, and [1]-21 in bottom margin.
Includes portrait of 4 Indian men of the "Montaignais" and "Almonichicois" tribes in native costume (11 x 23 cm.), and scattered illustrations of native vegetation, marine, and wild life.
Printed on 2 sheets trimmed and joined to form 1 composite sheet.
Ayer 121 .C6 1870 v. 3, opposite p. 474 (PrCt)

57337
Carte geographique de la Nouvelle Franche / faictte par le sieur de Champlain Saint Tongois cappitaine ordinaire pour le roy en la marine ; Daud Pelletier fecit. [Paris : s.n.], 1612.
Authors: Champlain, Samuel de, 1567-1635 -- Pelletier, David -- Champlain, Samuel de, 1567-1635. Les Voyages du sieur de Champlain Xaintongeois, Capitaine Ordinaire pour le Roy en la Marine (Paris : Jean Berjon, 1613) [VAULT Ayer 121 .C6 1613].
Scale [ca. 1:5,500,000].
Approximate coordinates: (W 80°--W 50°/N 56°--N 38°)
Oriented with north at upper right.
Relief, settlements, and Indian villages shown pictorially.
Partly based on information supplied by Indians; see Burden.
Details the region surrounding the Saint Lawrence River Valley westward to the eastern end of Lake Erie.
Table showing declination of the sun at 9 locations and key to references A-T, V, X-Z, and [1]-21 in bottom margin.
Includes portrait of 4 Indian men of the "Montaignais" and "Almonichicois" tribes in native costume (11 x 23 cm.), and scattered illustrations of native vegetation, marine, and wild life.
Printed on 2 sheets trimmed and joined to form 1 composite sheet.
Available online as part of the Newberry Library's Great Lakes Digital Collection via the CARLI Digital Collections website (accessed December 2012):
http://collections.carli.illinois.edu/u?/nby_grlakes, 961
VAULT drawer Ayer map4F G3300 1612 .C5 (NLO)

57338
North America - Maps - 1613-1623 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts -

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.


57343 North America - Maps - 1624<<>>West Indies - Maps - 1624<<>>California as an island - Maps - 1624 t’Noorder deel van West-Indien / A. Goos sculpit. [Amsterdam : Broer Iansz. ende Iacob Pietersz. Wachter, 1624]. Authors: Goos, Abraham -- Inga, Athanasius. West-Indische spieghel ... (1624) -- Wachter, Jacob Pietersz, fl. 1613-1649 -- Wachter, Jansz -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 18 x 27 cm., folded to 20 x 12 cm. First printed map that shows California as an island. Scale [ca. 1:60,000,000]. Coordinates: (W 131°00'--W 13°20'/N 64°00'--N 6°00') In: Inga, Athanasius. West-Indische spieghel, waer inne men sien kan, alle de eyländen, provintien, landschappen, het machtige ryck van Mexico, en ’t gout en silver-rycke landt van Peru (Amsterdam : Broer Iansz. ende Iacob Pietersz. Wachter, 1624), between p. 64-65. Reference: McLaughlin, Mapping of California as an island, no. 1. VAULT Ayer 1001 .I44 1624, between p. 64-65 (PrCt)

57344 North America - Maps - 1625<<>>California - Maps - 1625<<>>California as an island - Maps - 1625 The North part of America : conteyning...
North America - Maps - 1632<<>>New France - Maps - 1632
Authors: Champlain, Samuel de, 1567-1635 -- Barousse, printer, Paris -- Le Mur, Pierre -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 51 x 83 cm. folded to 22 x 16 cm. in slipcase
Facsimile of original published Paris, 1632.
Shelved in separate slipcase to accompany a copy of Champlain's book lacking original map:
Champlain, Samuel de. Les Voyages de la Novvelle France occidentale, dite Canada : faits par le Sr de Champlain Xainctongeois ... (Paris: Pierre Le Mur, 1632) [VAULT Ayer 121 .C6 1632].
Scale [ca. 1:6,000,000].
VAULT Ayer 121 .C6 1632 [map] (PrCt)

North America - Maps - 1632<<>>New France - Maps - 1632
Carte de la Nouvelle-France, augmentée depuis la derniere, seruant a la navigation ... [Paris : s.n.], 1632 .
Authors: Champlain, Samuel de, 1567-1635 -- Champlain, Samuel de, 1567-1635. Les Voyages de la Novvelle France occidentale, dite Canada (1632) -- Collet, Claude -- Rudy Lamont Ruggles Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; mounted on cloth ; 52 x 85 cm., on 2 sheets folded to 22 x 17 cm.
In: Champlain, Samuel de. Les voyages de la Novvelle France occidentale, dite Canada (Paris : Claude Collet, 1632), following p. 310 [VAULT Ruggles 54].
Scale [ca. 1:6,000,000].
Prime meridian: [Ferro].
Forms part of the Rudy Lamont Ruggles Collection (Newberry Library) at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copy: VAULT drawer Graff 642 (PrCt)
Digital image of another copy available on the Septenttrion commercial website (accessed August 2012):
References: Burden, The Mapping of North America no. 237, state 1; Cf. Karpinski V.
VAULT Ruggles 54, following p. 310 (PrCt)

Nouvelle France. 1631. [19--].
Authors: Guérard, Jean, d. ca. 1640 -- France. Service hydrographique. Archives. 116-10 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1631 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Map Photo France ASH 116-10 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 51 x 83 cm.
Detached from: Champlain, Samuel de. Les voyages de la Nouvelle France occidentale, dicte Canada (Paris : Claude Collet, 1632), following p. 310 [VAULT Graff 642].
Prime meridian: [Ferro].
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copy: VAULT Ruggles 54 [map] (PrCt)

57352
North America - Maps - 1632<<>>New France - Maps - 1632
Carte de la Nouvelle-France, augmentée depuis la dernière, servant a la navigation ... [Québec], 1632 [i.e. 1870].
Authors: Champlain, Samuel de, 1567-1635 -- Collet, Claude -- Lavérière, Charles-Honoré Cauchon, 1826-1873. Oeuvres de Champlain (1870) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 52 x 87 cm.
Facsimile of original published Paris, 1632; issued in: Lavérière, Charles-H. Oeuvres de Champlain. 2d. ed. (Québec, 1870) v. 6, opposite p. 1385.
Scale [ca. 1:6,000,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
Prime meridian: [Ferro].
Numbered and lettered references identified by 'Table pour cognoistre les lievx remarqvables en ceste carte', p. 1385-1392 in text.
Includes coat-of-arms.

Ayer 121 .C6 1870 v. 6, opposite p. 304 (PrCt)

57353
North America - Maps - 1632<<>>New France - Maps - 1632
Authors: Champlain, Samuel de, 1567-1635 -- Le Mur, Pierre, fl. 1632 -- Tessier, Yves, 1940-- Productions Tessima -- National Archives of Canada -- Tessima Productions SEE Productions Tessima -- National Archives of Canada SEE ALSO Public Archives of Canada
1 map : col. ; 52 x 85 cm.
Scale not given
'Original conservé à la Division des archives cartographiques et audiovisuelles des Archives nationales du Canada (NMC-51970). Reproduit à la grandeur réelle de l'original.'
Relief shown pictorially.
Includes text on accompanying sheet.
ISBN 2921494000 ; 9782921494007
map6F G3300 1632 .C5 1992 (NLO)

57354
North America - Maps - 1639<<>>California - Maps - 1639
America septentrionalis. [197-?].
Authors: Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664 -- Canada.
Surveys and Mapping Branch

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
North America - Maps - 1650

Amerique septentrionale / Par N. Sanson [d'Abbeville geogr. du roy ; A Paris chez l'auteur et chez Pierre Mariette rue S, Iacques a l'Esperace 1650. Paris : Pierre Mariette, 1650 [i.e. 1659].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Mariette, Pierre, 1603-1657 -- Destombes, Marcel, 1905-1983 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 375 x 542 mm. (neat line), 396 x 563 mm. (plate mark), on sheet 445 x 601 mm.
Detached from an atlas; manuscript number 8 in upper right margin.
Title cartouche partly damaged and repaired.
Burden 294 (state 3) dates this issue as 1659.
Ex Destombes.

Duplicate (or variant state) in Sanson, Nicolas. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde.
Paris: P. Mariette, [between 1650 and 1750].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Mariette, Pierre, 1603-1657 -- Destombes, Marcel, 1905-1983 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 375 x 542 mm. (neat line), 396 x 563 mm. (plate mark), on sheet 445 x 601 mm.
Detached from an atlas; manuscript number 8 in upper right margin.
Title cartouche partly damaged and repaired.
Burden 294 (state 3) dates this issue as 1659.
Ex Destombes.

Duplicate (or variant state) in Sanson, Nicolas. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde.
Paris: P. Mariette, [between 1650 and 1750].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Mariette, Pierre, 1603-1657 -- Destombes, Marcel, 1905-1983 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 375 x 542 mm. (neat line), 396 x 563 mm. (plate mark), on sheet 445 x 601 mm.
Detached from an atlas; manuscript number 8 in upper right margin.
Title cartouche partly damaged and repaired.
Burden 294 (state 3) dates this issue as 1659.
Ex Destombes.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
22 x 16 cm. 
Scale [ca. 1:12,000,000].
'Studio geografico ... (Rome : Vitale Mascardi, 1660).
Relief shown pictorially.
Table: Explication des lettres et chiffres de la carte.
Cf. Karpinski XII.
Burden, Mapping of North America, 309 (state 2).

VAULT Ayer 133 .D98 1653 (NLO)

57361
North America - Maps - 1656
Great Lakes Region (North America) - Maps - 1656
1 map : hand col. ; 39 x 54 cm. 
Scale [ca. 1:9,500,000]. 
Relief shown pictorially.
References: Karpinski, L.C. Historical atlas of the Great Lakes and Michigan, X
Baskes oversize G1015 .A77 1798, [ptie 2], [plate 48] (NLO)

57362
North America - Maps - 1656
United States - Maps - 1656
Mexico - Maps - 1656
California - Maps - 1656
California as an island - Maps - 1656
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Somer, J. -- Mariette, Pierre, 1603-1657 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde -- Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 53 cm. 
Detached from an edition of Sanson's Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde. Scale [ca. 1:11,250,000].
Shows California as an island.
References: Cumming, Southeast in early maps, no. 49; McLaughlin, Mapping of California as an island, no. 17; Leighly, California as an island, no. 27.
Forms part of the Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library).
map2F G3700 1656 .S3 (PrCt)

57364
North America - Maps - 1657
Novae Franciae accurata delineatio 1657, [19--?].
Authors: Bressani, Francesco Giuseppe, 1612-1672 -- Bibliothèque nationale (France)
1 map ; 32 x 48 cm. 
Photograph, reduced, of original in Bibliotheque Nationale, Paris.
Inset: Hvrnmv explicata tabvla.
Ill. at lower right shows martyrdom of Brebeut * Lalemant
Probably issued to accompany Bressani, Francesco Guiseppe. Breve relations... (Macerata, 1653).
557
map2F G3300 1657 .B7 (PrCt)

57365
North America - Maps - 1660
Mexico - Maps - 1660
Wall maps
Mexitvm in hac forma in lucem edebat ... (Rome] : Vitale Mascaridi, 1660).
Authors: Nicolosi, Giovanni Battista, 1610-1670 -- Mascaridi, Vitale -- Nicolosi, Giovanni Battista, 1610-1670. Dell' Hercole e studio geografico ... (1660) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; hand col. ; 154 cm. x 174 cm. on 4 adjacent sheets
Title from plate [15].
In: Nicolosi, Giovanni Battista. Dell' Hercole e studio geografico ... (Rome : Vitale Mascaridi, 1660) v. 2, pl. [15-18].
North America - Maps - 1664

Tabula novae Franciae. Anno 1660. Montréal, 1852.
Authors: Du Creux, François, 1596-1666 -- Bressani, Francesco Giuseppe, 1612-1672.
Relation-abrégée de quelques missions des pères de la Compagnie de Jésus dans la Nouvelle-France (1852) -- Mabre-Cramoisy, Sébastien -- Lovell, John, 1810-1893
1 map ; 33 x 44 cm.
Facsimile of map originally issued in Du Creux, François. Historiae canadensis, sev 1 map  ; 33 x 44 cm.
Region (North America)
1 map ; hand col. ; 38 x 55 cm.
Relief shown pictorially.
Prime meridian: [Ferro].
Shows area between ca. 37-59° north.
Inset: Pars chorographia regionis Hvronvm.
At lower right: Pag. 46.
Burden 349.
Karpinski XI.
D 882.118, opp. p. 50 (PrCt)

North America - Maps - 1664

Tabula novae Franciae. Anno 1660. Montréal, 1852.
Authors: Du Creux, François, 1596-1666 -- Bressani, Francesco Giuseppe, 1612-1672.
Relation-abrégée de quelques missions des pères de la Compagnie de Jésus dans la Nouvelle-France (1852) -- Mabre-Cramoisy, Sébastien -- Lovell, John, 1810-1893
1 map ; 33 x 44 cm.
Facsimile of map originally issued in Du Creux, François. Historiae canadensis, sev 1 map  ; 33 x 44 cm.
Region (North America)
1 map ; hand col. ; 38 x 55 cm.
Relief shown pictorially.
Prime meridian: [Ferro].
Shows area between ca. 37-59° north.
Inset: Pars chorographia regionis Hvronvm.
At lower right: Pag. 46.
Burden 349.
Karpinski XI.
D 882.118, opp. p. 50 (PrCt)
Virginie & c. avec les nations voisines et autres terres nouvellement decouvertes / suivant les memoires de P. Du Val, geographe du Roy ; A Paris ... 1653. Paris : [s.n.], [ca. 1670].

Authors: Champlain, Samuel de, 1567-1635 -- Duval, P. (Pierre), 1619-1682 -- Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 35 x 55 cm.

Scale [ca. 1:12,000,000].

Relief shown pictorially.

Avec privilege.'

Table: Explication des lettres et chiffres de la carte.

References: Burden, Mapping of North America, 309 (state 5); Buisseret, Gardens of delight, no. 1.

Forms part of the Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library).

map4F G3300 1670 .D8 (PrOt)


[Carte de l'Amerique septentrionale depuis l'embouchure de la riviere St. Laurens jusques au Sein Mexique], [ca. 1850].


One of two partial tracings made ca. 1850 by historian Pierre Margry from manuscript attributed to the engineer Hugues Randin, tentatively dated between 1674-1678, and based on one of Louis Joliet's maps of North America (now lost). The Randin manuscript (also lost) was formerly held by the Service Hydrographique library (Paris). Title of tracing supplied from a contemporary variant of the lost Randin manuscript held by the John Carter Brown Library. See Jean Delanglez, 'The Jolliet lost map of the Mississippi' in Mid-America n.s. v. 17 no. 2 (April 1946) p. 67-144. The map at Brown University is reproduced in Sara Jones Tucker, Indian villages of the Illinois country (Springfield, Ill.: Illinois State Museum, 1942) p. 3 and pl. VI. Tracing limited to upper Mississippi River valley south as far as the Ohio River; includes the Illinois and the lower Wisconsin Rivers.

Added title: Extrait d'une carte de Randin.

Scale not given.

Pen-and-ink on tracing paper backed by heavy paper and cloth.

Forms part of both the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection and the Pierre Margry Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library).


Ayer ms map proj 96

VAULT drawer Ayer MS map 50 (NLO)


1 map : col. ; 40 x 54 cm. (Scale [ca. 1:9,100,000].)

A 1674 manuscript held by Brown University.

Reduced facsimile of 1674 manuscript held by Brown University.


"Gaston Morel lith."

Duplicate copy: G 10875 .36

Ayer 133 .J7 G8 1880, opposite title page (PrCt)

57377

North America - Maps - 1674 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

Facsimiles Nouvelle decouverte de plusieurs nations dans la Nouvelle France en l'annee 1673 et 1674. Cleveland, 1900.

Authors: Joliet, Louis, 1645-1700 -- Frontenac, Louis de Buade, Comte de, 1620-1698 -- Revue de Géographie -- Burrows Brothers Company -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 40 x 54 cm. (Scale [ca. 1:9,100,000].)

In The Jesuit relations and allied documents v. 59 (Cleveland: Burrows Brothers Co., 1900) opposite p. 86.

Facsimile of 1674 manuscript; reproduced from facsimile in Revue de Géographie (February 1880).

Scale [ca. 1:9,100,000].

At bottom of map: Joliet's map, 1674.

Relief shown pictorially.

Shows area between ca. 27-59° north.

Dedication signed by Joliet: A Monseigneur Le Comte de Frontenac ...

Ayer 263 J512 1896 v. 59, opp. p. 86 (PrCt)

57376

North America - Maps - 1674 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

Facsimiles Nouvelle decouverte de plusieurs nations dans la Nouvelle France en l'annee 1673 et 1674. Rouen, [1880].


1 map : col. ; 40 x 54 cm. (Scale about 160 English miles to an inch. Relief shown pictorially. Prime meridian: 10 degrees west of Ferro. Shows California as an island. "California is copied from Sanson's map of 1656. The remainder of the map is based on that of 1669" -- Tooley, R.V., "California as an island", in his Mapping of America, p. 121 (no. 37, plate 44).)

References: McLaughlin, Mapping of California as an island, no. 55.

Ayer 133 .J7 G8 1880, opposite title page (PrCt)

57378

North America - Maps - 1674 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

Facsimiles Nouvelle decouverte de plusieurs nations dans la Nouvelle France en l'annee 1673 et 1674. Rouen : Imp. E. Gagniard, [1880?].


1 map : col. ; 40 x 53 cm. (Scale [ca. 1:9,100,000].)

Reduced facsimile of 1674 manuscript held by Brown University; facsimile issued in Magazine of American History, 188-?.

"Gaston Morel lith."

map4F G3300 1674 .J6 1880 (PrCt)

57379

North America - Maps - 1674 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

Facsimiles Nouvelle decouverte de plusieurs nations dans la Nouvelle France en l'annee 1673 et 1674. Rouen, [1880].

Authors: Joliet, Louis, 1645-1700 -- Gravier, Gabriel, 1827-1904. Étude sur une carte inconnue, la première dressée par Louis Joliet en 1674 après son exploration du Mississippi avec le P. Jacques Marquette en 1673 (1880)

1673 (Paris : Maisonneuve et Cie., 1880), opposite title page.

"Gaston Morel lith."

Duplicate copy: G 10875 .36

Ayer 133 .J7 G8 1880, opposite title page (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Facsimiles<>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles

Nouvelle decouverte de plusieurs nations dans la Nouvelle France en l'annee 1673 et 1674. 1899.

Authors: Joliet, Louis, 1645-1700 -- John Carter Brown Library

1 map : col. ; 57 x 75 cm.

'Facsimile reproduction reduced 10 percent' from 1674 manuscript in John Carter Brown Library.

No. 31 of '400 copies [printed] in April 1989'.


http://www.brown.edu/Facilities/John_Carter_Brown_Library/Champlainexhib/ImagesChamplain/Large/map2.jpg

89-102165 5162

map6F G3300 1674 J6 1989 (PrCt)

57380

North America - Maps - 1674 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles

Nouvelle decouverte de plusieurs nations dans la Nouvelle France en l'annee 1673 et 1674. [197-?].

Authors: Joliet, Louis, 1645-1700 -- John Carter Brown Library

1 map ; 69 x 90 cm. on 4 sheets

Photostat of 1674 ms. map based on Joliet's lost manuscript; original held by the John Carter Brown Library.

Includes reproduction of Joliet's letter to Frontenac.


http://www.brown.edu/Facilities/John_Carter_Brown_Library/Champlainexhib/ImagesChamplain/Large/map2.jpg

M1300

map2F G3300 1675 .J6 197- (PrCt)

57381


Carte de la decouverte du Sr. Jolliet ou l'on voit la communication du Fleuve St. Laurents avec les Lacs Frontenac, Erié, Lac des Hurons et Illinois : le Lac Frontenac est separé par un sault de demeye lieue du Lac Erié, duquel on entre dans celuy des Hurons, et par une mesme navigation a celuy des Illinois au bout duquel on va joindre la Riviere Divine par un portage da mille pas qui tombe dans la Riviere Colbert et se descharge dans le Sein Mexique. [ca. 1850].


Manuscript map. B 4044-37

1 ms. map : hand col. ; on sheet 709 x 1,052 mm. Tracing made ca. 1850 by historian Pierre Margry from ca. 1675 manuscript map variously attributed to explorer Louis Joliet and royal geographer Jean Baptiste Louis Franquelin. The original is held by the Service Hydrographique (Paris), no. B 4044-37. See articles by Jean Delanglez in Mid-America: 'Franquelin, mapmaker' n.s. v. 14 no. 1 (Jan. 1943) p. 54-56 and 'The Jolliet lost map of the Mississippi' n.s. v. 17 no. 2 (April 1946) p. 89-93.

Shows region bounded by Montreal, the Great Lakes, the headwaters of the Mississippi, and the course of the Ohio River; includes transcription of letter from Joliet to Louis de Buade, comte de Frontenac.

Scale [ca. 1:2,070,000].

Pen-and-ink (black, red) on two leaves of tracing paper backed by heavy paper to form one sheet. Forms part of both the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection and the Pierre Margry Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library).


Photostat of original map available in the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 48. Ayer ms map proj 97

VAULT drawer Ayer MS map 48 (NLO)

57382


Le Canada fait par le Sr. de Champlain, ou, sont, La Nouvelle France, la Nouvelle Angletterre, la Nouvelle Holande, la Nouvelle Svede, la Virginie &c. avec les nations voisines et autres terres nouvellement decouvertes / suivant les memoires de P. Du Val, geographe du Roy ; A Paris ...1677. Paris : Duval, 1677.

Authors: Champlain, Samuel de, 1567--1635 -- Duval, P. (Pierre), 1619-1682 -- Destombes, Marcel, 1905- former owner -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 345 x 529 mm. (neat line), 357 x 548 mm. (plate mark), on sheet 396 x 572 mm.

Scale [ca. 1:12,000,000].

Relief shown pictorially.

'Avec priuilege.'

Table: Explication des lettres et chifres de la carte.


Cf. Pastoreau, p. 139, Duval II A 1654, no. [1].

Ex Destombes.

Burden, Mapping of North America, 309 (state 6). Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
57383 North America - Maps - 1680
North America divided into its proicipal parts...
London : Berry, 1689.
Authors: Berry, William, fl. 1669-1708 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Berry, William, fl. 1669-1708. [A Collection of maps of the world] [1680-1689] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 87 cm.
Added title: North America divided into its principal parts...
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B48 1680 pl. 5 (PrCt)

Fleuve de Missici ou de Colbert decouvert par Monsieur de la Salle. [19-?].
Authors: Joutel, Henri, 1640?-1735 -- La Salle, Robert Cavelier, sieur de, 1643-1687 -- Boston Public Library
1 map ; 37 x 40 cm.
Photocopy (negative) of 168-? manuscript in Joutel narrative held by the Boston Public Library.
Scale ca. 1:14,000,000.
map2F G3300 168- .J6 (PrCt)

57385 North America - Maps - 1680 - Geography - Tables
Authors: Berry, William, fl. 1669-1708 -- Berry, William, fl. 1669-1708. [A Collection of maps of the world] [1680-1689] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 table ; 57 x 45 cm.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B48 1680 pl. E (PrCt)

57386 North America - Maps - 1680 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles>>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Carte generale de la France septentionnelle, contenant la decouverte du pays des Illinois. [19-].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1680 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France BSH B 4040-11 (PrCt)

Carte de l'Amerique septentionnal. [19-].
Authors: Randin, Hugues, 1648-1677 -- Joliet, Louis, 1645-1700
1 map ; on 4 sheets
Photo of 1680 manuscript.
temp map4F G3300 1680 .R3 (PrCt)

57388 North America - Maps - 1681<<<Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1681 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles>>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Partie de l'Amerique septentiondale depuis 27 jusques a 44 degrer de latt. [19-].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1681 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France BSH B 4040-4 (PrCt)

57389 North America - Maps - 1682 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles>>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Carte de l'Amerique septentionelle et partie de la meridionale, de[p]uis l'embouchure de la Riviere St. Laurens ... [1682]. Paris, 1893.
1 map ; 51 x 53 cm., reduced from 155 x 171 cm.
Facsimile of 1682 manuscript in the Dépôt des Cartes de la Marine.
Scale [ca. 1:6,250,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
Prime meridian: [Ferro].
At bottom of title: Chaque degré de latitude est de 20 lieues Francoises.
Harrisse, Notes, [no.] 219.
Forms part of the William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library).
oversize Greenlee 4891 .M31 1893 atlas [no.] 7-10 (PrCt)
57390 North America - Maps - 1682 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

-Facsimiles

Carte de l'Amérique septentrionale et partie de la meridionale. [19–?].
Authors: John Carter Brown Library
1 map ; 155 x 171 cm.
Photocopies (negative and positive) of 1682 manuscript in John Carter Brown Library.
map4F G3300 1682 .J6 (PrCt)

57391 North America - Maps - 1683

Carte de la Nouvelle France et de la Louisiane nouvellement decouverte / dediée au Roy l'an 1683 par le Reuerend Pere Louis Hennepin ... ; Roussel scripsit. [Paris : Chez la veue Sebastien Huré?, 1683].
Authors: Hennepin, Louis, 17th cent. -- Roussel, Claude, fl. 1683-1716 -- Guérard, Nicolas, ca. 1648-1719 -- Hure, Sebastien, Veue de -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library) -- Hennepin, Louis, 17th cent. Description de la Louisiane : nouvellement decouverte au sud' ouest de la Nouvelle France ... (1683) -- Veuue de Sebastien Huré SEE Hure, Sebastien, Veue de
1 map ; 26 x 45 cm., folded to 16 x 9 cm.
Cartouche engraved by N. Guerard.
Shows area between ca. 10° south - 60° north.
Outlines much of the Western Hemisphere, but most detailed for North America, the Great Lakes region and the Mississippi River Valley.
In Hennepin, Louis. A Description of Louisiana / by Father Louis Hennepin ; translated from the edition of 1683 ... (New York : John G. Shea, 1880) opposite title page.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Graff 1860 opp. t.p. (PrCt)

57392 North America - Maps - 1683

Carte de la Nouvelle France et de la Louisiane nouvellement decouverte / dediée au Roy l'an 1683 par le Reuerend Pere Louis Hennepin ... ; Roussel scripsit. [Paris : Chez la veue Sebastien Huré?, 1683].
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
VAULT Graff 1858 opp. t.p. (PrCt)

57393 North America - Maps - 1684 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

-Great Lakes Region (North America) - Maps - 1684 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

Carte de la Louisiane ou des voyages du sr. de la Salle et des pays qu'il a découvertes ... [Ottawa : Public Archives of Canada, 1938].
Authors: Franquelin, Jean Baptiste Louis -- Parkman, Francis, 1823-1893 -- Archives de la Marine (France). Manuscript map -- Harvard University. Manuscript map -- Public Archives of Canada -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 30 x 39 cm.
20th-century negative photostat of published facsimile of 19th-century manuscript copy of 1684 manuscript original (made in Paris for Francis Parkman); reproduced from the 19th-century copy at Harvard University. The 1684 manuscript, formerly in the Archives de la Marine, has been lost.
Reproduced from the Public Archives of Canada copy of the facsimile issued in: Jesuit relations and allied documents (Cleveland: Burrows, 1900) v. 63, at front.
Cf. Delanglez, Jean. 'Franquelin, mapmaker' in Mid-America v. 25 (1943) p. 59-60, no. 8.
Cf. Lowery LC 189
Cf. Moore 1-0565.
Cf. Harisse's Notes ... 1872, p. 201.
Relief shown pictorially.
Prime meridian: [Ferro].
Ayer p133 .F83 1684 1938 (NLO)

57394 North America - Maps - 1684 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

-Great Lakes Region (North America) - Maps - 1684 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

Franquelin's map of Louisiana : Carte de la Louisiane, ou des voyages du Sr. de La Salle. [Cleveland, Ohio : Burrows, 1900].
Authors: Franquelin, Jean Baptiste Louis -- Parkman, Francis, 1823-1893 -- Archives de la Marine (France). Manuscript map -- Harvard University. Manuscript map -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; : col. ; 40 x 51 cm.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
North America - Maps - 1684 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

Carte de la Louisiane, ou des voyages du Sr. de La Salle ... les années 1679, 80, 81 & 82 / par Jean Baptiste Louis Franquelin. L'an 1684. Paris.


Facsimiles

North America - Maps - 1685 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

Manuscript maps - Facsimiles

Carte de la Louisiane en l'Amerique septentrionale, depuis la Nouvelle France jusque 'au golfe de Sieur de La Salle a decouverts dans un grand continent compris depuis 50. degr. de l'elavation du pole, jusque a 25, les années 1679. 80. 81. 82. [19-].


1 map

Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1684 manuscript. Attribution to Franquelin and estimated date from Alexei Postnikov. 'D'Anville 8782. B.N. 52.4 x 39.' -- Annotation, in blue ink, on upper right corner of photostat.

Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

MapPhoto France BN Ge DD 2987-8782 (PrCt)

North America - Maps - 1685 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

Manuscript maps - Facsimiles

Amerique septentrionale. 1685. [19-].


1 map

Photostatic reproduction of 1685 manuscript; 2 copies.

Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

MapPhoto France BSH B 4040-6 (PrCt)

North America - Maps - 1685 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

Manuscript maps - Facsimiles

'Amerique septentrionale. 1685'. [19-].


1 map

Photostatic reproduction of 1685 manuscript; 2 copies.

MapPhoto France BSH B 4040-6 bis (PrCt)

North America - Maps - 1685 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

Manuscript maps - Facsimiles

Carte de la Louisiane. 1685, [19--].


1 map

Photostatic reproduction of 1685 manuscript; 2 copies.

MapPhoto France BSH B 4040-6 (PrCt)
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

MapPhoto France BSH C 4044-4 (PrCt)


Carte de la Louisiane. [ca. 1850].
1 ms. map ; 225 x 333 mm.
Tracing made ca. 1850 by historian Pierre Margry from 1685 manuscript by the engineer Sieur de Minet, who accompanied Robert Cavelier, Sieur de La Salle on two North American expeditions.
Original map (now lost) previously held in Paris at the Service Hydrographique library (no. BSH C 4044-4); based on earlier maps by La Salle and Jean Baptiste Louis Franquelin. See Jackson, Jack. Manuscript maps concerning the Gulf Coast (Chicago: Hermon Dunlap Smith Center for the History of Cartography, 1995) p. 5-6 and pl. 1-2; Tucker, Sara Jones. Indian villages of the Illinois Country (Springfield, Ill.: Illinois State Museum, 1942) p. 3-4 and pl. VII; Weddle, Robert S., ed. La Salle, the Mississippi, and the Gulf (College Station, Texas: Texas A&M Univ. Pr., 1987) p. 74-76.
Map of North America with attached flap showing revisions in the Matagorda Bay region, believed by La Salle to be the mouth of the Mississippi River. Forts and Indian villages indicated in red. Relief shown pictorially.
Pen-and-ink (black, red) and pencil.
Scale [ca. 1:13,300,000].
Notes beneath title: A, embouchure de la Riviere, comme monsieur de la Salle le marque dans sa carte. B, costes et lacs par la hauteur de sa Riviere, comme nous les avons trouvez.
Photostat of original ms. map in Service Hydrographique library forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 52.
Forms part of both the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection and the Pierre Margry Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library).

57401 North America - Maps - 1686 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<<<Manuscript maps - Facsimiles Mapa de las costas del Golfo de Méjico y de la América septentrional hasta Terranova con informe sobre la situacion de la Bahia del Espiritu Santo, cerca del Misisipi, ocupada por los franceses. Sevilla, 20 Abril 1686. [19--].
Authors: Echegaray, Martin de -- Archivo General de Indias. 61-6-20(1) -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map Photostatic reproduction of 1686 manuscript.
Author, title, date from Torres Lanzas, Pedro. Relación descriptiva de los mapas, planos, & de México y Floridas existentes en el Archivo General de Indias (Sevilla, 1900): 78,62-63.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

MapPhoto Spain AGI 61-6-20(1) (PrCt)

57402 North America - Maps - 1686 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<<<Manuscript maps - Facsimiles Amerique septentrionale . [19--].
Authors: Franquelin, Jean Baptiste Louis -- France. Ministére des affaires étrangères. AMAÉ -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1686 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

MapPhoto France AMAÉ (PrCt)


Extrait d'une carte d'Amerique Septentrionale. [ca. 1850].
Corrigee et augmentee sur les journaux, memoires et observations les plus justes par J. Baptiste Louis Franquelin, Geographe du Roy, 1685-1686.
Partial tracing made by historian Pierre Margry.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
North America - Maps - 1688-<<>>Globes -
1688 - Gores (Maps)
[Globe gore of eastern North America, from Hudson Bay to the Gulf of Mexico / Vincenzo Coronelli]. [Venice : s.n., 1688?].
Authors: Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718 -- Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718. Isolario dell'Atlante Veneto (1696-1697) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 43 x 26 cm., on sheet 50 x 37 cm. Title supplied by cataloger.
Forms part of one of twelve pole-to-pole gores designed for an untitled terrestrial globe of 108 cm. in diameter.
Published in several editions between 1688-1754; cf. Dekker, Globes at Greenwich. Scale [ca. 1:12,300,000].
Approximate coordinates: (W 100°38'--W 71°37'/N 70°00'--N 23°30')
Relief shown pictorially.
Prime meridian: [Ferro].
In: Coronelli, Vincenzo. Isolario dell'Atlante Veneto / del P. Coronelli (Venice : [s.n.], 1696-1697), v. 1 no. 199.
Includes pictorial vignettes of Indians engaged in various activities (including hunting, fishing, and cooking), and illustration of Indian village above note about "Mr. de la Salle" dated "16 Marzo 1682."
Duplicate copy (hand colored): map2F G3300 1688 .C6
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .C8 1696 v. 1, no. 199 (PrCt)

North America - Maps - 1688-<<>>Globes -
1688 - Gores (Maps)
[Globe gore of eastern North America, from Hudson Bay to the Gulf of Mexico / Vincenzo Coronelli]. [Venice : s.n., 1688?].
Authors: Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718 -- Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718. Isolario dell'Atlante Veneto (1696-1697) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 43 x 26 cm., on sheet 50 x 37 cm. Title supplied by cataloger.
Forms part of one of twelve pole-to-pole gores designed for an untitled terrestrial globe of 108 cm. in diameter.
Published in several editions between 1688-1754; cf. Dekker, Globes at Greenwich. Scale [ca. 1:12,300,000].
Approximate coordinates: (W 100°38'--W 71°37'/N 70°00'--N 23°30')
Relief shown pictorially.
Prime meridian: [Ferro].
In: Coronelli, Vincenzo. Isolario dell'Atlante Veneto / del P. Coronelli (Venice : [s.n.], 1696-1697), v. 1 no. 199.
Includes pictorial vignettes of Indians engaged in various activities (including hunting, fishing, and cooking), and illustration of Indian village above note about "Mr. de la Salle" dated "16 Marzo 1682."
Duplicate copy (hand colored): map2F G3300 1688 .C6
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .C8 1696 v. 1, no. 199 (PrCt)

North America. Colle nuoue scoperte fin all’ anno 1688, diuisa nelle sue parti secondo lo

Authors: Coroneilli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718 --
Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 43 x 26 cm., on sheet 49 x 36 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Added title from oversize lettering at bottom:
Golfo del Mexico
Forms part of one of twelve pole-to-pole gores designed for an untitled terrestrial globe of 108 cm. in diameter.
Published in several editions between 1688-1754; cf. Dekker, Globes at Greenwich.
Scale [ca. 1:12,300,000].
Approximate coordinates: (W 100°38'--W 71°37'/N 70°00'--N 23°30')
Relief shown pictorially.
Prime meridian: [Ferro].
Includes pictorial vignettes of Indians engaged in various activities (hunting, fishing, cooking, etc.),
and illustration of Indian village above note about
"Mr. de la Salle" dated "16 Marzo 1682."
Forms part of the Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library).
Uncolored digital version available on the
Newberry Library's Mapping the French Empire
in North America website (accessed December 2012):
http://publications.newberry.org/smith/exhibits/fe/10c.html
Colored facsimile of this copy published Chicago:
Duplicate copy, forming part of a complete set of
uncolored globe gores: VAULT oversize Ayer 135
.C8 1696 v. 1, no. 199
References: Wallis, Helen. "Bibliographical note"
in Vincenzo Coroneilli, Libro dei globi. Venice
van der, Old globes in the Netherlands : a
catalogue of terrestrial and celestial globes made
prior to 1850 and preserved in Dutch collections
(1984), p. 87-88 and 93, no. Cor L9; Dekker, Elly.
Globes at Greenwich : a catalogue of the globes
and armillary spheres in the National Maritime
Museum, Greenwich (1999), p. 312 and 316-319,
no. GLBO123; Dekker, Elly and P.C.J. van der
59-60 and 65, and figures 28 and 30-31;
Buisseret, David. Mapping the French empire in
North America (1991), p. 21, no. 10; Karrow,
Robert W. and David Buisseret, Gardens of
delight : maps and travel accounts of Illinois and
the Great Lakes from the collection of Hermon
Dunlap Smith (1984), p. 8, no. 4
map2F G3300 1688 .C6 (NLO)


North America settentrionale. Colle nuoue scoperte fin all’ anno 1688, diuisa nelle sue parti secondo lo

Authors: Coroneilli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718 --
Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 60 x 86 cm. on 2 sheets 71 x 50 cm.
This copy uncolored.
Condition: V. Fine Forms part of the Andrew
McNally III Collection.
Another original copy of this map (hand colored)
is held by the Oakland Museum, and was
reproduced by Rand McNally as a Christmas
card in 1971.
AMcN III PC 4000 (PrCt)

[Carte de l’Amerique Septentrionale : depuis le 25 jusqu’au 65 degr. de latt. et environ 140 et
235 deg. de longitude ... En l’année 1688]. [ca. 1850].
Authors: Franquelin, Jean Baptiste Louis --
Margry, Pierre, 1818-1894 -- Edward E. Ayer
Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) --
Pierre Margry Manuscript Map Collection
(Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library.
Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 56 -- France.
Service hydrographique. Manuscript map. B
4040-6 bis.
1 ms. map ; 728 x 1,004 mm.
Partial tracing made ca. 1850 by historian Pierre
Margry of 1688 map by French royal
geographer Jean Baptiste Louis Franquelin.
Shows North American region bounded
approximately by the upper Mississippi valley,
Hudson Bay, Nova Scotia, New England, the
Great Lakes.
Lacks title cartouche, royal cartouche, and
Quebec inset view of original map in the Service
Hydrographique archives (Paris) no. SHB B
4040-6 bis, variant no. SHB 4040-10.
Title from Harrisse, Henry. Notes pour servir a
l’histoire, a la bibliographie et a la cartographie
de la Nouvelle-France (Paris: Librairie Tross,
1872) p. 207-208 no. 234.

http://publications.newberry.org/smith/exhibits/fe/10c.html

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
North America - Maps - 1690 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

Added title from prominent lettering: Canada, ou Nouvelle France.
Scale not given.
Pen-and-ink on 2 sheets of tracing paper backed by cloth.
See also Delanglez, Jean. 'Franquelin, mapmaker' in Mid-America n.s. v. 14 no. 1 (Jan. 1943) p. 66-67 nos. 17-18 and Sarah Jones Tucker, Indian villages of the Illinois country (Springfield, Ill.: Illinois State Museum, 1942) p. 4-5 and pl. XI A and XI B.
Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 56.
Forms part of both the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection and the Pierre Marqy Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Photostats of original and variant ms. maps in the Service Hydrographique archives form part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Ayer ms map proj 96
VAULT drawer Ayer MS map 56 (NLO)

57410 North America - Maps - 1689 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

Carte de l'Amérique septentrionale entre les 25 et 65 degré de latitude. [19?].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1689 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France BSH B 4040-10 (PrCt)

57411 North America - Maps - 1690

America septentrionale. Colle nuove scoperte fin all' anno 1688. Piusa nelle sue partie secondo lo stato presente ... Venetia [Venice], 1690.
Authors: Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718 -- Padovani, Dom -- Marsili, Anton Felice, 1649-1710 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 61 x 90 cm. on 2 sheets each 71 x 49 cm.
In Coronelli, Vincenzo. Atlante Veneto (Venice: D. Padovani, 1690) v. 1, pl. [14-15].
Scale [ca. 1:6,500,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
Prime meridian: [Ferro].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .C8 1690 v. 1, pl. [14-15] (PrCt)

57412 North America - Maps - 1691<<>>Globes - 1691 - Gores (Maps)

1691 Coronelli globe gore. Edwardsville, Ill. Jennie Latzer Kaeser Rare Book Room, Lovejoy Library, Southern Illinois University at Edwardsville, [1989]?
Authors: Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718 -- Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718. [Globe gore of eastern North America, from Hudson Bay to the Gulf of Mexico] [1691] -- Lovejoy Library -- Southern Illinois University, Edwardsville. Lovejoy Library SEE Lovejoy Library
1 map ; 49 x 30 cm., on sheet 56 x 43 cm.
Facsimile of untitled globe gore of eastern North America, from Hudson Bay to the Gulf of Mexico, originally published [Venice, 1691?].
Forms part of one of twelve pole-to-pole gores designed for an untitled terrestrial globe of 108 cm. in diameter, and published in several editions between 1688-1754; cf. Dekker, Globes at Greenwich.
Reproduced from original at SIU-Edwardsville.
map2F G3300 1691 .C6 1989 (PrCt)

57413 North America - Maps - 1695

America septentrionale divisée en ses principales parties... [197?].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Louis, Duke of Burgundy, Dauphin of France, 1682-1712
1 map : hand col. ; 54 x 87 cm.
Facsimile of original published Amsterdam, 1695.
Scale 1:16,000,000.
Title proper repeated in upper margin with subtitle: Les Terres arctiques, le Canada ou Nouvelle France... .
Dedication to Louis, Duke of Burgundy.
Relief shown pictorially.
Prime meridian: [Ferro].
Cf. Wagner, Northwest coast, 442.
Original copy at Newberry: map6F oG3300 1695 .S2
map6F G3300 1695 .S2 197- (PrCt)

57414 North America - Maps - 1695

America septentrionale divisée en ses principales parties... [Amsterdam, 1695].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Louis, Duke of Burgundy, Dauphin of France, 1682-1712
1 map : hand col. ; 54 x 87 cm.
Scale 1:16,000,000.
Title proper repeated in upper margin with subtitle: Les Terres arctiques, le Canada ou Nouvelle France... .
Dedication to Louis, Duke of Burgundy.
Relief shown pictorially.
Prime meridian: [Ferro].
Cf. Wagner, Northwest coast, 442.
Original copy at Newberry: map6F oG3300 1695 .S2
map6F G3300 1695 .S2 197- (PrCt)
North America - Maps - 1695

Amerique septentrionale divisee en ses principales parties ... Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] :
Hubert Jaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], [1695?].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. Atlas nouveau : contenant toutes les parties du monde (1692 [i.e. 1695?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 53 x 85 cm.
Added title, upper margin: L'Amerique septentrionale divisee en ses principales parties ...

In counterfeit edition of: Sanson, Nicolas. Atlas nouveau : contenant toutes les parties du monde (Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : H. Jaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], 1692 [i.e. 1695?]) pl. [5].
Map dated 1692.

North America - Maps - 1697

Carte d'un tres grand pais nouvellement decouvert dans l'Amerique septentrionale entre le Nouveau Mexique et la Mer Glaciale avec le cours de grand fleuve Meschasipi / dediee a Guiliaume IIIe. Roy de la Grand Bretagne par le R.P. Louis de Hennepin ... A Utrecht [Utrecht] : chez G. Broedelet, [1697].
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library. Duplicate copies: VAULT Ayer 123 .H5 1697 and VAULT Case F352 .H4 1697
References: Burden 738
VAULT Graff 1864 following p. 506 (PrCt)

North America - Maps - 1697 - Indians - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

Carte du fleuve Missisipi : avec les noms des peuples qui l’habitent et des etablissements des Espagnols et Anglois qui en sont proches]. [ca. 1850].
1 ms. map ; on sheet 381 x 393 mm.
Tracing by Pierre Margry made ca. 1850 from ca. 1697 ms. by army officer Louis de La Porte de Louvigny. Original in the Service Hydrographique (Paris), no. C 4040-10, later transferred to the Service Historique de la Marine (Vincennes) no. 69-10. Covers area in North America roughly bounded

North America - Maps - 1697

1 map : 43 x 52 cm., folded to 16 x 11 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:19,250,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
Prime meridian: Ferro.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library. Duplicate copies: VAULT Ayer 123 .H5 1697 and VAULT Case F352 .H4 1697
References: Burden 738
VAULT Graff 1864 following p. 506 (PrCt)

Hokkaido (Japan) - Maps - 1697

Carte d’un tres grand pays entre le Nouveau
North America : situated between New Mexico and the Frozen Sea together with the course of the great river Meschapisi / dedicated to His Maty. William III King of Great Britain by Father Lewis Hennepin, Missionary Recollet and Apostolic Notary. [London : s.n., 1698].

Authors: Hennepin, Louis, 17th cent. -- Joliet, Louis, 1645-1700 -- Marquette, Jacques, 1637-1675 -- Bentley, M., fl. 1698 -- Tonson, Jacob, 1656?-1736 -- Bonwicke, Henry, d. 1706 -- Goodwin, Timothy, d. 1720 -- Manship, S. (Samuel) -- William III, King of England, 1650-1702 -- Hennepin, Louis, 17th cent. A New discovery of a vast country in America ... (1698) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 37 x 43 cm., folded to 16 x 9 cm. Scale [ca. 1:11,500,000].

Relief shown pictorially.

Prime meridian: [Ferro].


Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library. Duplicate copy: VAULT Ayer F352 .H4 1698

References: Burden 745; cf. Karpinski no. 18.

VAULT Graff 1862 pt. 1, opp. p. 1 (PrCt)

57420 North America - Maps - 1698

A Map of a large country newly discovered in the


Not drawn to scale.

Pen-and-ink on tracing paper.

Forms part of both the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection and the Pierre Margry Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 62.

Photographic transparency available in Spec. Coll. Image Index.

Ayer ms map proj 96

VAULT drawer Ayer MS map 62 (NLO)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>57422</td>
<td><strong>North America - Maps - 1699</strong>&lt;br&gt;<strong>Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1699 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</strong>&lt;br&gt;<strong>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles</strong>&lt;br&gt;<em>Carte du Canada, Labrador et Floride...</em> [19–].&lt;br&gt;Authors: Fonville -- France. Service hydrographique. Bibliothèque. C 4040-9 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)&lt;br&gt;1 map&lt;br&gt;Photostatic reproduction of 1699 manuscript.&lt;br&gt;Variant title: Carte du Mississipi et de ses embranchemens.&lt;br&gt;Variant or duplicate copy: MapPhoto Fr BSH C 4044-16&lt;br&gt;Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).&lt;br&gt;<strong>MapPhoto France BSH C 4040-9 (PrCt)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57426</td>
<td><strong>North America - Maps - 1700</strong>&lt;br&gt;<strong>Amerique septentrionale. Dressée sur les observations de mrs. de l'Académie royale des sciences, &amp; quelques autres, &amp; sur les mémoires les plus recens...</strong> [Washington, D.C. Library of Congress, 19–?].&lt;br&gt;Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Académie des sciences (France) -- Library of Congress&lt;br&gt;1 map ; 39 x 52 cm.&lt;br&gt;Photostatic reproduction (negative) of original published Paris: Paris, Chez l'auteur, 1700; reproduced from original in the Library of Congress.&lt;br&gt;Scale: ‘Lieues communes de France de 25 au degré’ (or 50 to 1 cm.)&lt;br&gt;Missing April 2006; Sept. 2007; August 2008&lt;br&gt;Ayer p133 .L77 1700 (NLO)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57423</td>
<td><strong>North America - Maps - 1699</strong>&lt;br&gt;<strong>Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1699 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</strong>&lt;br&gt;<strong>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles</strong>&lt;br&gt;<em>Carte du Canada, Labrador et Floride...</em> [19–].&lt;br&gt;Authors: Fonville -- France. Service hydrographique. Bibliothèque. C 4044-16 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)&lt;br&gt;1 map&lt;br&gt;Photostatic reproduction of 1699 manuscript.&lt;br&gt;Variant title: Carte du Mississipi et de ses embranchemens.&lt;br&gt;Variant or duplicate copy: MapPhoto Fr BSH C 4040-9&lt;br&gt;Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).&lt;br&gt;<strong>MapPhoto France BSH C 4040-16 (PrCt)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57424</td>
<td><strong>North America - Maps - 1699</strong>&lt;br&gt;<strong>Saint Lawrence River - Maps - 1699 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</strong>&lt;br&gt;<strong>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles</strong>&lt;br&gt;<em>Carte du Canada, Labrador et Floride...</em> [19–].&lt;br&gt;Authors: Fonville -- France. Service hydrographique. Bibliothèque. B 4040-9 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)&lt;br&gt;1 map&lt;br&gt;Photostatic reproduction of 1699 manuscript.&lt;br&gt;Inset: Le Grand Fleuve de St. Laurens ... .&lt;br&gt;Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).&lt;br&gt;<strong>MapPhoto France BSH B 4040-9 (PrCt)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57428</td>
<td><strong>North America - Maps - 1700</strong>&lt;br&gt;<em>Amerique septentrionale divisee en ses principales parties...</em> Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : H. Jaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], 1694 [i.e. ca. 1700].&lt;br&gt;Authors: Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712. Atlas minor ad usum serenissimi burgundiae ducis ... [ca. 1700]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)&lt;br&gt;1 map ; hand col. ; 46 x 58 cm.&lt;br&gt;Added title, upper margin: America septentrionalis in suas praecipua partes divisa&lt;br&gt;...&lt;br&gt;In counterfeit edition of: Jaillot, Alexis Hubert. Atlas minor ad usum serenissimi burgundiae ducis ... ([Amsterdam : Pieter Mortier, ca. 1700]) no. [5].&lt;br&gt;Manuscript '5' at upper right.&lt;br&gt;VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .J25 1693 no. [5] (PrCt)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57427</td>
<td><strong>North America - Maps - 1700</strong>&lt;br&gt;<em>Amerique septentrionale diuiseé en ses principales parties...</em> Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : H. Jaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], 1694 [i.e. ca. 1700].&lt;br&gt;Authors: Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712. Atlas minor ad usum serenissimi burgundiae ducis ... [ca. 1700]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)&lt;br&gt;1 map ; hand col. ; 46 x 58 cm.&lt;br&gt;Added title, upper margin: America septentrionalis in suas praecipua partes divisa&lt;br&gt;...&lt;br&gt;In counterfeit edition of: Jaillot, Alexis Hubert. Atlas minor ad usum serenissimi burgundiae ducis ... ([Amsterdam : Pieter Mortier, ca. 1700]) no. [5].&lt;br&gt;Manuscript '5' at upper right.&lt;br&gt;VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .J25 1693 no. [5] (PrCt)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
North America - Maps - 1700-1799 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Canada, Western - Maps - 1700-1799 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1700-1799 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Indian cartography - North America - 1700-1799 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

Maps - Facsimiles
Carte copiée sur celle gui a été tracée par le sauvage Ochagac et autres ...
Authors: Ochagach (Cree Indian) -- Bobé, Jean, 1654-1735 -- France. Service hydrographique. Bibliothèque. B 4044-84 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 18th-century manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France ASH 122
57432
North America - Maps - 1700-1799 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Caribbean Area - Maps - 1700-1799 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Carte hydrographique de l'Amérique septentrionale ...
Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675 --- France. Service hydrographique. Archives. B 4044-84 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 18th-century manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France BSH B 4044-84 (Pr Ct)
57433
North America - Maps - 1700-1799 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
[Sketch map of North America]
Authors: Bibliothèque nationale (France).
Estampes Vd. 20 (2) -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 18th-century manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France BN Estampes Vd. 20 (2) (Pr Ct)
57434
North America - Maps - 1700-1799 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
[North America]
Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- France. Service hydrographique. Archives. 140-4 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 18th-century manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Variant or duplicate copy: MapPhoto Fr BSH B 4049-32
MapPhoto France ASH 140-4 (Pr Ct)
57435 North America - Maps - 1700-1815 - Land Settlement
Land Settlement - North America - Maps - 1700-1815
Expansion of settlement from the Atlantic base, 1700-1815. 1974.
Authors: Historical Geography Newsletter
1 map: col.; 21 x 38 cm.
Scale ca. 1:5,150,000.
Includes 3 insets showing political boundaries for 1700, 1755 and 1791-1815.
Issued with Historical Geography Newsletter v. 4, no. 1 (1974).
2005
map1F G3301.S2 1974 H5 (PrCt)

Amérique septentrionale divisée en ses principales parties ou sont distingués les uns des autres les États suivant qu'ils appartiennent presen tement au François Castillians, Anglais, Suédois, Danois, Hollandois. Tirée des Relations de toutes ces Nations / par le Sr. Sanson, geographe ordinaire du Roy. Presentée à monseigneur le Davin par son tres-humble, tres-obeissant, et tres-fidèle serviteur, Hubert Jaillot. Amsterdam : Chez Pierre Mortier et compagnie, [ca. 1700].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Louis, Duke of Burgundy, Dauphin of France, 1682-1712 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: hand col.; 53 x 85 cm., folded to 23 x 14 cm.
Title from cartouche.
Added title in upper margin: L'Amérique Septentrionale divisée en ses principales parties, sçavoir les Terres Arctiques ...
Scale: about 170 common English miles to an inch.
Relief shown pictorially.
Shows California as an island.
References: Cf. McLaughlin, Mapping of California as an island, no. 55.
VAULT Ayer 133 .S22 1674A (NLO)

57437 North America - Maps - 1701
Authors: Moll, Herman, -1732 -- Childe, Timothy -- Moll, Herman, -1732. A System of geography -- or, A new & accurate description of the earth 1701
1 map; 21 x 17 cm.
In: Moll, Herman. A System of geography; or, A new & accurate description of the earth ...
Case folio G 117 .58 pt. 2, p. 161 (PrCt)

57438 North America - Maps - 1701
Authors: Moll, Herman, -1732 -- Childe, Timothy -- Moll, Herman, -1732. A System of geography -- or, A new & accurate description of the earth 1701
1 map; 17 x 19 cm.
In: Moll, Herman. A System of geography; or, A new & accurate description of the earth ...
Scale [ca. 1:32,500,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
Prime meridian: [Ferro].
Cf. Karppinski XXXIV.
Case folio G 117 .58 pt. 2, p. 152 (PrCt)

Carte des environs du Mississippi. Donné par M. d'Iberville en 1701. [19--].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1701 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France BSH C 4040-4 (PrCt)

57440 North America - Maps - 1702
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1716 -- Loon, H. V. (Herman van) -- Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: hand col.; 23 x 34 cm.
Scale ca. 1:15,300,000.
Relief shown pictorially.
Coordinates (based on the meridian of Ferro) for Quebec, the mouth of the Mississippi, Havana, and Placentia Bay are given in a box above the title.
Reference: Karpinski, Bibliography of the printed maps of Michigan, XXXVIII (p. 124).
Forms part of the Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library).
map2F G3300 1702 .F4 (PrCt)

57441 North America - Maps - 1702 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Carte du Canada et du Mississipi. Par Guillaume
North America - Maps - 1703

New voyages to North-America: containing an account of the several nations of that vast continent: their customs, commerce, and way of navigation upon the lakes and rivers. The several attempts of the English and French to dispossess one another, with the reasons of the miscarriage of the former. And the various adventures between the French, and the Iroquese [sic] confederates of England, from 1683 to 1694. A geographical description of Canada ... with remarks upon their government, and the interest of the English and French in their commerce. Also a dialogue between the author and a general of the savages ... with an account of the author's retreat to Portugal and Denmark, and his remarks on those courts. To which is added a dictionary of the Algonkin language, which is generally spoke in North America. London: Printed for H. Bonwicke, T. Goodwin, M. Wotton, B. Tooke, and S. Manship, 1703.

Authors: Lahontan, Louis Armand de Lom d'Arce, baron de, 1666-1716 -- Moll, Herman, -1732--Bonwicke, Henry, d. 1706 -- Goodwin, Timothy, d. 1720 -- Wotton, Matthew, d. ca. 1729 -- Tooke, Benjamin, d. 1716 -- Manship, S. (Samuel) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)

2 v. : fronts., plates (partly fold.) 9 maps (partly fold.); 20 cm.

Uniform title: Nouveaux voyages

Vol. 2 has title: New voyages to North-America. Giving a full account of the customs, commerce, religion, and strange opinions of the savages of that country. With political remarks upon the courts of Portugal and Denmark, and the present state of commerce of those countries ...

Contents: v. 1. 'Some new voyages' ... (letters I-XXV): 'Memoirs of North-America'; Table -- v. 2. A discourse of the habit, houses [etc.] A continuation of the 'Memoirs'; 'A conference or dialogue between the author and Adario': 'A appendix, containing ... voyages to Portugal and Denmark'; 'A short dictionary ...'

Maps engraved by Herman Moll.

Maps also cataloged separately.

Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.

Digital images available as part of the Newberry Library's Great Lakes Digital Collection via the CARLI Digital Collections website (accessed Nov. 2007):


Duplicate copy: VAULT Ayer 123 .L16n 1703


LC Card Number: 10-13014

LC Card Number: 10-13014

 Duplicate copy: Graff 2364 (NLO)

North America - Maps - 1703


2 v. fronts., plates (1 fold.) : maps (part fold.); 22 cm.

Uniform title: Nouveaux voyages


LC Card Number: 05007746

Ayer 123 .L16 1905 (NLO)
North America - Maps - 1703 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

North America, from Hudson Bay to Mexico, with a great 'Mer de l'Ouest'.


1 map

Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1703 manuscript. same as MapPhoto Fr ASH 140-40

Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

MapPhoto France BSH B 4049-32 (PrCt)


Nouveaux voyages de M. le baron de Lahontan, dans l'Amerique Septentrionale, qui contiennent une relation des differens peuples qui y habitent; la nature de leur gouvernement; leur commerce, leur [!] coutumes, leur religion, & ler maniere de faire la guerre. L'intéret des Francais & des Anglois dans le commerce qu'ils font avec ces nations; l'avantage que l'Angleterre peut retirer dans ce pais, éntant en guerre avec la France. Le tout enrichi de cartes & de figures. La Haye [The Hague] : Chez les frères l'Honoré, 1703.


Maps also cataloged separately.


Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.

LC Card Number: 05001113

Graff 2366 (NLO)


Carte du Mexique et de la Floride ...

Paris : Guillaume Del'Isle [i.e. Jaillot], 1703 [i.e. 1737?]. Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Simonneau, Charles, 1645-1728 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632-1712 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712. [Atlas français] (1700 [i.e. 1737?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 65 cm.

In: Jaillot, Alexis Hubert. [Atlas français] (Paris : Jaillot, 1700 [i.e. 1737?]) pl. [28].

Map dated 1703.

Manuscript title 'Gulfe du Mexique' and no. '32' on verso.

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 J25 1700 pl. [28] (PrCt)


Nouveaux voyages de M. le baron de Lahontan dans l'Amerique Septentrionale, qui contiennent une relation des differens peuples qui y habitent; la nature de leur gouvernement; leur commerce, leur [!] coutumes, leur religion, & ler maniere de faire la guerre. L'intéret des Francais & des Anglois dans le commerce qu'ils font avec ces nations; l'avantage que l'Angleterre peut retirer dans ce pais, éntant en guerre avec la France. Le tout enrichi de cartes & de figures. La Haye [The Hague] : Chez les frères l'Honoré, 1703.


Maps also cataloged separately.


Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.

LC Card Number: 05001113

Graff 2366 (NLO)
Paris : chez l'auteur sur le Quai de l'Horloge ... 1703.
Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Le Moyne d'Iberville, Pierre, 1661-1706 -- Le Sueur, Pierre Charles, b. 1657 -- Simonneau, Charles, 1645-1728 -- Renard, Louis -- L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726. [Collection of maps of the world] [1732?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 65 cm.
Imprint of Louis Renard of Amsterdam in scale cartouche incompletely erased from copperplate.
A line of text in title cartouche has also been erased.
In composite atlas without title page: L'Isle, Guillaume de. [Collection of maps of the world. Paris : s.n., 1732?], [plate 87].
Number "87" in ms. on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

VAULT Baskes oversize G1015 .L57 1700, [plate 87] (PrCt)

57454 North America - Maps - 1704
Carte d'un tres grand pais nouvellement decouvert dans l'Amerique septentrionale entre le Nouveau Mexique et la mer glaciale avec le cours du grand fleuve Meschasipi. Leiden : Pierre van: Aa, 1704.
Authors: Hennepin, Louis, 17th cent. -- Hennepin, Louis, 17th cent. Voyage ou nouvelle decouverte (1704) -- Aa, Pieter van der, 1659-1733 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 38 x 45 cm.
In Hennepin, Louis, Voyage ou nouvelle decouverte (Amsterdam, 1704), at front.
Scale [ca. 1:11,250,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
Prime meridian: [Ferro].
At upper right: Pag. 2.
Also published in his edition of 1712, and in his Voyage curieux (Leiden, 1704).

Ayer 123 H5v 1704 at front (PrCt)

57455 North America - Maps - 1704
Nouveaux voyages de Mr. le baron de Lahontan, dans l'Amerique septentrionale, qui contiennent une relation des differens peuples qui y habitent; la nature de leur gouvernement; leur commerce, leurs coutumes, leur religion, & leur maniere de faire la guerre. L'intet de Francois & des Anglois dans le commerce au' ils font avec ces nations; l'avantage que l'Angleterre peut retirer dans ce pais, etant en guerre avec la France ... A La Haye : Chez les freres l'Honoré, 1704.
Authors: Lahontan, Louis Armand de Lom d'Arce, baron de, 1666-1716 -- Gueudeville, Nicolas, ca. 1654-ca. 1721 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Boeteman -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
3 v. in 1 : maps. (incl. front.), plates ; 17 cm.
Incomplete?, Newberry holds vol. 1 only of this edition?
Uniform title: Nouveaux voyages

Vol. 2 has t.-p.: Memoires de l'Amérique septentrionale, ou La suite des voyages de Mr. le baron de La Hontan ... Avec un petit dictionnaire de la langue du pais ... A La Haye: Chez les freres l'Honoré, 1703.
[Vol. 3] has t.-p.: Suite du voyage, de l'Amerique, ou Dialogues de Monsieur le baron de Lahontan et d'un sauvage, dans l'Amerique ... Avec les voyages du même en Portugal & en Danemarc ... A Amsterdam: Chez la veuve de Boeteman, et se vend a Londres, chez D. Mortier, 1704. (Consists of the same sheets as the edition with t.-p.: Suplement aux voyages du baron de Lahontan, ou l'on trouve des dialogues curieux entre l'auteur et un sauvage ... A La Haye: Chez les freres l'Honoré, 1703 (q.v.). Sometimes attributed to Nicolas Gueudeville.)
Title of the 3 vols. in red and black. Below title of v. 1-2 is an emblematic picture of an angel, with motto; below title of [v. 3.] a vase of flowers.
Some copies have "L'autheur, au lector," dated: A Londres, ce 26. novembre V. stile, 6 l. (signature A) inserted.
Title-pages printed in red and black.
Title vignette (angel), v. 1-2.
References: Paltsits, p. liv, lv, lxiv

Ayer 123 .L16 1704 (NLO)

57456 North America - Maps - 1704
Dialogues de Lahontan & d'un sauvage Amerique. Amsterdam : Boeteman, 1704.
Authors: Lahontan, Louis Armand de Lom d'Arce, baron de, 1666-1716 -- Kondiaronk (Indian chief), 1649?-1701 -- Gueudeville, Nicolas, ca. 1654-ca. 1721 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Boeteman -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 5 maps ; 155 x 102 mm.
Uniform title: Nouveaux voyages
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
References: Sabin 38634; Howes L26
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

57457 North America - Maps - 1705
Voyages du baron de La Hontan dans l'Amerique Septentrionale, qui contiennent une relation des differens peuples qui y habitent; la nature de leur gouvernement; leur commerce; leurs coutumes, leur religion, & leur maniere de faire la guerre; l'intet des Francois & des Anglois dans le commerce qu'ils font avec ces nations; l'avantage que l'Angleterre peut retirer de ce pais, etant en guerre avec la France. Le tout
leurs commerces, leurs navigations, les mœurs &
continent, l’interê
le baron de La Hontan: qui contiennent la
Septentrionale, ou La suite des Voyages de Mr.
Vol. 2 has title: Memoires de l’Amerique
Uniform title: Nouveaux voyages. French
2. ed.,
17 cm.
2 v. : front., fold. plates, maps (1 fold.) ; 17 x 9
cm.
2. éd., revué, corrigée, & augmentée.
Uniform title: Nouveaux voyages (French)
Vol. 2 has title: Memoires de l’Amerique
Septentrionale, ou La suite des voyages de Mr. le
bran de La Hontan : qui contiennent la
description d’une grande étendue de pays de ce
continent, l’intérêt des Français & des Anglois,
leurs commerces, leurs navigations, les mœurs &
les coutumes des sauvages, &c. Avec un petit
Dictionnaire de la langue du pays ... Tome second.
2. ed., augm. des Conversations de l’auteur avec
un sauvage distingué.
The "Conversations ..." have been attributed to
Nicolas Gueudeville.
First edition, La Haye, 1703, has title: Nouveaux
voyages ... dans l’Amerique Septentrionale ...
For detailed collation of the various editions of
Lahontan’s work, with facsimile title-pages, see
Pilling, Bibl. of the Algonquian languages, 1891,
p. 288-295 and J.E. Roy in Roy. soc. of Canada,
Proc. 1895, v. 12, p. 109-12
LC Card Number: 17016341
Ayer 123 .L16v 1706 (NLO)

North America - Maps - 1707-1708
Nouveaux voyages de M. le baron de Lahontan
dans l’Amérique septentrionale ... La Haye [The
Authors: Lahontan, Louis Armand de Lom d’Arce,
bran de, 1666-1716 -- Gueudeville, Nicolas, ca.
1654-ca. 1721 -- Frères l’Honoré -- Edward E.
Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
2 v. : front., fold. plates, maps (1 fold.) ; 17 x 9
cm.
Imperfect: vol. 3 wanting.
Uniform title: Nouveaux voyages (French)
Vol. 2 title: Mémoire de l’Amérique
septentrionale, ou, La suite des Voyages.
Vol. 3 title: Dialogues de M. le baron de Lahontan
et d’un sauvage, dans l’Amérique: avec les
Voyages du même en Portugal et en Danemarc.
'Dialogues' also attributed to Nicolas
For detailed collation of the various editions of
Lahontan’s work, with facsimile title-pages, see
Pilling, Bibl. of the Algonquian languages, 1891,
p. 288-295 and J.E. Roy in Roy. soc. of Canada,
Proc. 1895, v. 12, p. 109-12
Ayer 123 .L16 1707 (NLO)

North America - Maps - 1708
British Empire in America. London : J. Nicholson,
1708.
Authors: Oldmixon, John -- Moll, Herman, -1732
-- Nicholson, J. -- Edward E. Ayer Collection
(Newberry Library)
2 v. : 8 map plates ; 19 cm.
Includes maps by H. Moll
Ayer 152 .E7 O4 1708 (NLO)
References: Sabin 57156; HowesO61; Nord 610
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

57462 North America - Maps - 1708 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Carte generale de la Nouvelle France dans l'Amérique septentrionale ...
1 map Photostatic reproduction of 1708 manuscript. Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France BSH C 4044-10 (PrCt)

57463 North America - Maps - 1708-Mexico - United States - Maps - 1708
Carte du Mexique et de la Floride, des terres Angloises et des Isles Antilles, du cours et des environs de la Riviere de Mississippi. Paris : Chez l'auteur, 1703 [i.e., after 1708].
Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Simonneau, Charles, 1645-1728 -- Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 63 cm.
Date from Tooley.
Scale ca. 1:9,000,000.
Cartouche engraved by C. Simonneau.
References: Tooley, French mapping of the Americas, no. 55; cf. Karpinski no. XXXII (p. 123).
Forms part of the Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library).
map4F G3300 1703 .L5 1708 (PrCt)

57464 North America - Maps - 1709
Carte du Canada ou de la Nouvelle France, & des découvertes qui ont été faites ... Amsterdam, 1709.
Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Chatelain, Henri Abraham -- L'Honoré, François -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 41 x 52 cm.
Attributed to De L'Isle in Karpinski XLVII.
Scale [ca. 1:12,000,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
Prime meridian: [Ferro]
Upper right: Tom. VI. No: 20. Pag: 82.
Includes 'Remarque historique.'
oversize Ayer 135 .C4 1705 v. 4, bet. p. 82-83 (PrCt)

57465 North America - Maps - 1709-Québec Region (Québec) - Maps - 1709-Québec (Québec) - Pictorial works
Carte de la Nouvelle France, ou se voit le cours des grandes rivières de S. Laurens & de Mississippi ... Amsterdam, 1709.
Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Leth, Hendrik de -- Compagnie Francoise Occident -- Chatelain, Henri Abraham -- L'Honoré, François -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 42 x 48 cm.
'Dressée sur la memoires les plus nouveaux recueillis pour l'establissement de la Compagnie Francoise Occident.'
Scale [ca. 1:12,000,000].
Variously attributed to Guillaume de L'Isle (Karpinski XLVIII) and Hendrik de Leth.
oversize Ayer 135 .C4 1705 v. 4, bet. p. 90-91 (PrCt)

57466 North America - Maps - 1710
Authors: Senex, John, -1740 -- Price, Charles, fl. 1700-1707 -- Maxwell, John, fl. 1708-1720 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 94 x 62 cm. fold. to 25 cm.
'By John Senex, Cha. Price, & John Maxwell ; John Senex, sculpt.'
Scale: 150 British miles to an inch.
Relief shown pictorially.
Phillips, List of Maps of America, p.566
Ayer 133 .S47 1710 (NLO)

57467 North America - Maps - 1712
Nouveaux voyages de Monsieur le baron de Lahontan, dans l'Amerique Septentrionale, qui contiennent une relation des differens peuples qui y habitent ... L'intérêt des François & des Anglois dans le commerce qu'ils font avec ces nations; l'avantage que la France, peut retirer dans ce païs, étant en guerre avec l'Angleterre ...
Authors: Lahontan, Louis Armand de Lom d'Arce, baron de, 1666-1716 -- Gueudeville, Nicolas, ca. 1654-ca. 1721 -- Delorme, Isaac -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
2 v. : front., plates, maps ; 16 x 9 cm.
Uniform title: Nouveaux voyages. French Vol. 2 has title: Memoires de l'Amerique Septentrionale, ou la suite des voyages ... Avec un dictionnaire de la langue du païs ... V. 3 has title: Dialogues de Monsieur le baron de Lahontan, et d'un sauvage, dans l'Amerique ... Avec les voyages du même en Portugal & en Danemarc ...
The Dialogues have been attributed to N. Gueudeville.

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
map. v. 3, 9 p.l., 374 p. fold. pl.
Numerous errors in paging.
Title vignettes
LC Card Number: 05001110
Ayer 123 .L16 1712 (NLO)

57468
North America - Maps - 1713
Authors: Moll, Herman, -1732 -- Churchill, John, fl. 1690-1714 -- Childe, Timothy
1 map ; 17 x 19 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:33,000,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
Prime meridian: [Ferro].
Cf. Karpinski XXXIV.
G 1007 .579, no. 36 (PrCt)

57469
North America - Maps - 1713
Robert Cavelier, sieur de, 1643-1687 - Travels
A New map of the country of Louisiana, and of ye River Misisipi in North America discover'd by Mons. de la Salle in y' years 1681 and 1686, as also of several other rivers before unknown and falling into ye Bay of St. Lewis. London, 1713.
Authors: Joutel, Henri, 1640?-1735 -- Bell, A. -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 36 x 39 cm.
In Joutel, Henri. A Journal of the last voyage perform'd by Monsr. de La Sale, to the Gulph of Mexico (London: printed for A. Bell, 1714) opposite title page.
Scale [ca. 1:14,500,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
Prime meridian: [Ferro].
Shows area between ca. 5°-50° north.
Includes 'Explanations of the letters' and view of Nigara Falls.
Graff 2252 opp. t. p. (PrCt)

57470
North America - Maps - 1713
Robert Cavelier, sieur de, 1643-1687 - Travels
Carte nouvelle de la Louisiana, et de la Riviere de Missisipi, decouverte par seu Mr. de la Salle, es années 1681 et 1686, dans l'Amérique septentrionale, et du plusieurs autres rivières, jusq'uy inconnus qui tom-bent dans la Baye e St. Louis. Paris, 1713.
Authors: Joutel, Henri, 1640?-1735 -- Robinot, Estienne -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 36 x 39 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:14,500,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
Prime meridian: [Ferro].
Shows area between ca. 5°-50° north.
Includes 'Renvoy des lettres' and view of Nigara Falls.
Graff 2253, in pocket (PrCt)

57471
North America - Maps - 1713
Robert Cavelier, sieur de, 1643-1687 - Travels
Carte nouvelle de la Louisiane, et de la Rivière de Missisipi, découverte par seu Mr. de la Salle, es années 1681 et 1686, dans l'Amérique septentrionale, et du plusieurs autres rivières, jusqu'ici inconnus 'qui tom-bent dans la Baye et de St. Louis. Paris, 1713.
Authors: Joutel, Henri, 1640?-1735 -- Robinot, Estienne -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 36 x 39 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:14,500,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
Prime meridian: [Ferro].
Shows area between ca. 5°-50° north.
Includes 'Renvoy des lettres' and view of Nigara Falls.
Detached from opposite p. 1 of Joutel, Henri.
Journal historique du dernier voyage que feu M. de LaSale fit dans le golfe de Mexique ... . Paris : Chez E. Robinot, 1713. xxxiv, 386 p. ; 17 cm. [VAULT Graff 2251]
Map filed in VAULT Graff broadside box 9; text shelved separately.
VAULT broadside Graff 2251 [map] (PrCt)

57472
North America - Maps - 1713
Manuscripts - Facsimiles
1 map ; 16 x 25 cm., reduced from 25 x 41 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:24,500,000].
Relief shown pictorially.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Prime meridian: [Ferro].
At lower right: vol. 109 (?).
Original bears manuscript annotation at bottom of map.
Forms part of the William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library).

**oversize Greenlee 4891 .M31 1893 atlas [no.] 17 (PrCt)**

[57473]  
**North America - Maps - 1715**

*Nouveaux voyages de mr. le baron de Lahontan, dans l'Amérique Septentrionale, Qui contient une relation des differens peuple qui y habitent, la nature de leur gouvernement, leur commerce, leur coûte, leur religion, & leur manière de faire la guerre. L'intérêt des Françoys & des Anglois dans le commerce qu'ils font avec ces nations, l'avantage que l'Angleterre peut retirer dans ce pays, étant en guerre avec la France. La Haye [The Hague]: Les Freres L'Honoré, 1715.*

Authors: Lahontan, Louis Armand de Lom d'Arce, baron de; Frères l'Honoré; Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
2 v. : front., 20 pl. (part fold.), 3 maps (2 fold.) ; 17 cm.
Uniform title: Nouveaux voyages
Vol. 2 has title: Memoires de l'Amérique Septentrionale, ou La suite des voyages de mr. le baron de Lahontan. Qui contient la description d'une grande étendue de pays de ce continent, l'intérêt des Français & des Anglois, leurs commerces, leurs navigations, les mœurs & les coûtes des sauvages, &c. Avec un petit dictionnaire de la langue du pays ... Et augmenté dans se second tome de la manière dont les sauvages se régalent.
The "Petit dictionnaire" consists of a French-Algonkin vocabulary and a short French-Huron.

**Ayer 123 .L16 1715 (NLO)**

[57474]  
**North America - Maps - 1715**

*To the right honourable John Lord Summers ... this map of North America ... is most humbly dedicated ... London, [ca. 1733].*

Authors: Moll, Herman, -1732 -- Bowles, John, 1701-1779 -- Bowles, Thomas, -1767 -- Overton, Philip, d. 1751 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 56 x 95 cm.
Includes ten inset maps of harbors.
Stevens no. 7, issue e*.
Gift, 1983.

**map6F G3300 1715 .M6a state 3 (PrCt)**

[57475]  
**North America - Maps - 1715**

*To the right honourable John Lord Summers ...*

*This map of North America...is most humbly dedicated... London, [ca. 1733].*

Authors: Moll, Herman, -1732 -- Bowles, John, 1701-1779 -- Bowles, Thomas, -1767 -- Overton, Philip, d. 1751 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 56 x 95 cm.
In Moll, Herman. The World described; or, A new and correct sett of maps ... ([London]: T. Bowles, between 1732 and 1735) no. 7.
Includes ten inset maps of harbors.
Stevens no. 7, issue g.

**oversize Ayer 135 .M7 1730 no. 7 (PrCt)**

[57476]  

*A New and exact map of the dominions of the King of Great Britain on ye continent of North America : containing Newfoundland, New Scotland, New England, New York, New Jersey, Pensilvania, Maryland, Virginia and Carolina.*

[London]: Sold by H. Moll and by I. [i.e. J.] King ..., 1715 [i.e. ca. 1735?].

Authors: Moll, Herman, -1732 -- King, John, fl. 1710-1749 -- Dowglass, Walter -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 100 x 60 cm. on 2 sheets fold. in slip case (28 cm.)
Includes "A view of ye industry of ye beavers of Canada ... ."
Scale [ca. 1:3,168,000]
Coordinates: (W 84°--W 54°N 54°--N 25°).
Prime meridian: London.
Dedicated to Walter Dowglass, Esqr.
See Harris, Robert Dalton. 'The Beaver Map' in P.S., a Postal History Quarterly 4 (Nov. 1977): 11-19, map [Vert 669]
Issued in various editions of Moll, Herman. The World described (London, 1709-1741); cf. Stevens, Henry. The World described ... (London: H. Stevens, Son & Stiles, 1952) [Microfilm 369]
Cf. Cumming, Southeast in early maps, 158
Shelved in slip case (28 cm.) with Moll, Herman.

**Dominia Anglorum in America Septentrionali = Die Gros-Britannische colonie-lander in Nord-America [Nuremberg: Homann Erben, 1730 or later] [Ayer 133 .M726 1716]**

**Ayer 133 .M726 1735 (NLO)**

[57477]  

*A New and exact map of the dominions of the...*
North America - Maps - 1717


1 map ; 70 x 77 cm. in portfolio (53 x 46 cm.)

Facsimile of original published 'by Cyprian Southack. [Boston:] Engraved and printed by Francis Dewing, 1717; 'reproduced in collotype by the Meriden Gravure Company.'

Scale: 1:3,850,000: 1 inch to 61 miles.

Issued in four sheets in envelope, with title on flap.

Issued with Notes on the Southack map (Boston, 1717) to accompany the facsimile issued by the John Carter Brown Library, Providence, 1942. (cover-title, [2] p. 26 cm.).

The title 'is taken from the copy in the Public record office [London] upon which it is found in the form of an engrossed inscription.'

'To His Excellency Samuel Shute esqr. ... And also to the Honble. Council and Representatives in General court assembled at the sessions held at Boston the 7th of Noember, 1716. This chart is most humbly dedicated & presented by Capt. Cyprian Southack.'

Key to 140 place names included.

oversize Ayer 133.5 .S72 1717 1942 (NLO)

57481

North America - Maps - 1717

[Carte d’une Mer de l'Ouest]. [1717].

Ayer Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS 293 v. 2 map 2
1 ms. map : hand col. ; 146 x 138 mm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Unsigned map of North America highlighting the theoretical presence of a northwestern sea emptying into the Pacific Ocean; includes the legendary city of Quivira. Accompanies ms. copy of a 17 p. memoir by Guillaume de L'Isle: Conjectures sur l'existence d'une mer dans la partie occidentale du Canada et du Mississipi; cites the work of Pierre Charles Le Sueur and Louis de la Porte de Louvigny.
Pen-and-ink and watercolor (green, yellow, red).
Forms part of a collection of French transcripts variously dated 1702-1750: Memoranda on French colonies in America, including Canada, Louisiana, and the Carribean (VAULT Ayer MS 293 v. 2 p. 133).
Forms part of both the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection and the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library).
Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., no. 70. Previously cataloged as Ayer MS map 70.
For printed versions of this map accompanying later work by Joseph Nicolas de L'Isle, see Graff 460 between p. 24-25 and VAULT Ayer 130 .L77 1753.

VAULT Ayer MS 293 v. 2 map 2 (NLO)

North America - Maps - 1719-1740 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Carte generale de la Nouvelle France dans l'Amérique septentrionale ... [19-].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1717 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France BSH C 4044-11 (PrCl)

North America - Maps - 1718-1719 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Map of a portion of North America from the Great Lakes to the Gulf of Mexico, and from the River Mississippi to the Atlantic Ocean. [19-].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1718-1719 manuscript.

North America - Maps - 1719-1740 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Map of America from the Great Lakes and the Mississippi River to the Atlantic Ocean. [19-].

North America - Maps - 1719-1740 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Map of the Southern United States from the Mississippi River to the Atlantic Ocean. [19-].
57490

North America - Maps - 1720


Relief shown pictorially.

Prime meridian: London.

Insets: The Harbor of Boston or Mattathusets Bay -- A Generall map of the coasts & isles of Europe, Africa, and America.

References: Karpinski no. XLVI. Printed from the same plate as Robert Morden's map of the same title, ca. 1695; see Cumming, 119, 172. Later edition of map originally compiled by Robert Morden; earlier edition listed as map no. [71] in v. 2 of F. de Wit's Atlas maior. Amsterdam [1706?]; cf. Phillips 549.

For a colored facsimile of this map (S.l.: s.n., 19--) see map4F G3300 1719 .S4 19--.

Vault oversize Ayer 135 .J25 1700 pl. [27] (PrCt)

57489

North America - Maps - 1720

Fac-simile of Marquettes and Hennepins map, drawn A. D. 1687. Chicago, [1883].

Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Marquette, Jacques, 1637-1675 -- Hennepin, Louis, 17th cent. -- Breese, Sidney, 1800-1878 -- Weed, Parsons & Co. -- Meyers (E.B.) & Co -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana

Map dated 1719.

Manuscript title 'America septentrionale' and no. '31' on verso.

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .J25 1700 pl. [27] (PrCt)

57488

North America - Maps - 1719

Amerique septentrionale divisee en ses principales parties ... Paris : Hubert Jaillot , 1719 [i.e. 1737?].

Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Cordier, Robert (Engraver) -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712. [Atlas français] (1700 [i.e. 1737?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 44 x 62 cm.

In: Jaillot, Alexis Hubert. [Atlas français] (Paris : Jaillot, 1700 [i.e. 1737?]) pl. [27].

Map dated 1719.

Manuscript title 'America septentrionale' and no. '31' on verso.

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .J25 1700 pl. [27] (PrCt)

57487

North America - Maps - 1719


Authors: Senex, John, -1740 -- Harris, John, active 1680-1739 or 1740 -- Hewer, Hewer Edgly -- Morden, Robert, d. 1703 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 64 x 54 cm., folded to 27 cm.

Dedication at head of title: Most humbly inscrib'd to Hewer Edgly Hewer of Clapham Esqr: &c.

Scale [ca. 1:6,500,000].

Relief shown pictorially.

Prime meridian: London.

Insets: The Harbor of Boston or Mattathusets Bay -- A Generall map of the coasts & isles of Europe, Africa, and America.

References: Karpinski no. XLVI. Printed from the same plate as Robert Morden's map of the same title, ca. 1695; see Cumming, 119, 172. Later edition of map originally compiled by Robert Morden; earlier edition listed as map no. [71] in v. 2 of F. de Wit's Atlas maior. Amsterdam [1706?]; cf. Phillips 549.

For a colored facsimile of this map (S.l.: s.n., 19--) see map4F G3300 1719 .S4 19--.

Vault oversize Ayer 135 .S5 1721 v. 2, following p. 236 (PrCt)

57486

North America - Maps - 1719


Authors: Senex, John, -1740 -- Harris, John, active 1680-1739 or 1740 -- Hewer, Hewer Edgly -- Morden, Robert, d. 1703 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 64 x 54 cm., folded to 27 cm.

Dedication at head of title: Most humbly inscrib'd to Hewer Edgly Hewer of Clapham Esqr: &c.

Scale [ca. 1:6,500,000].

Relief shown pictorially.

Prime meridian: London.

Insets: The Harbor of Boston or Mattathusets Bay -- A Generall map of the coasts & isles of Europe, Africa, and America.

References: Karpinski no. XLVI. Printed from the same plate as Robert Morden's map of the same title, ca. 1695; see Cumming, 119, 172. Later edition of map originally compiled by Robert Morden; earlier edition listed as map no. [71] in v. 2 of F. de Wit's Atlas maior. Amsterdam [1706?]; cf. Phillips 549.

For a colored facsimile of this map (S.l.: s.n., 19--) see map4F G3300 1719 .S4 19--.

Oversize Ayer 135 .M83 1719 (NLO)

57485

North America - Maps - 1719


Authors: Senex, John, -1740 -- Harris, John, active 1680-1739 or 1740 -- Hewer, Hewer Edgly -- Morden, Robert, d. 1703 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 58 cm.

Facsimile of original published [London : s.n.], 1719.

Dedication at head of title: Most humbly inscrib'd to Hewer Edgly Hewer of Clapham Esqr: &c.

Scale [ca. 1:6,500,000].

Relief shown pictorially.
France, et les terres nouvellement decouverte dresse sur les relations les plus nouvelles par le Sieur S. Amsterdam : P. Mortier, [1720?].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Morden, Robert, d. 1703 -- Senex, John, -1740 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Covens et Mortier -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 58 x 90 cm. fold. to 23 cm. Author attribution based on LC's cataloging of earlier variant of same title, and Cumming 129, published 'chez Pierre Mortier Libraire,' [1700]. Based on Senex's revision of Morden's map. J. Covens and C. Mortier began operating as a firm in 1721--Stock catalogs of maps and atlases by Covens & Mortier, p. 11.
Title in upper right corner: Partie orientale de l'Amerique angloise.
'Avec privilege de nos Seigneurs les Etats.'
Scale [ca. 1:6,000,000]
Coordinates: (W 93°--W 40°/N 65°--N 30°).
Inset: [The harbor of Boston]
 Cf. Cumming 129
 Cf. Koeman, C. Atlantes Neerlandici, III, p.17; IV, p. 430
Includes inset of Boston harbor area.
Relief shown pictorially.
Originally printed on 2 sheets.
Ayer 133 .M83 1720 (NLO)

57491
North America - Maps - 1720-1729
Carte nouvelle de l'Amerique angloise ...
Authors: Mortier, Pierre -- S., Sieur
1 map
temp map4F G3302.E2 172- .M6 (PrCt)

57492
North America - Maps - 1720-1729
Conestoga (Pa. : Township) - Pictorial works -
1720->>>Susquehanna Indians - Pictorial works - 1720->>>Annapolis Royal (N.S.) -
Maps - 1720 - Nautical charts->>>Gulf Coast (U.S.) - Maps - 1720->>>Nautical charts -
Annapolis Royal (N.S.) - 1720->>>California - Maps - 1720->>>California as an island -
Maps - 1720->>>Wall maps->>>Nautical charts->>>Mercator projection -
A New map of the north parts of America claimed by France under ye names of Louisiana, Mississippi, Canada and New France, with ye adjoyning territories of England and Spain ... / by H. Moll, geographer. [London] : Sold by H. Moll ..., 1720.
Authors: Moll, Herman, -1732 -- L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Blackmore, Nathaniel -- Berresford, Richard -- Naine, Thomas, -1715 --

Bowles, Thomas, -1767 -- King, John, active 1710-1749 -- Bromsall, Thomas -- Moll, Herman, -1732. The World described ... (1720 or later) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library) -- Berisford, Richard SEE Berresford, Richard -- Nairn, Thomas, -1715 SEE Naine, Thomas, -1715
1 map : hand col. ; 59 x 100 cm.
"A great part of this map is taken from ye original draughts of Mr. Blackmore, the ingenious Mr. Berisford now residing in Carolina, Capt. Nairn and others never before publishe'd, the south west part of Louisiana is done after a French map published at Paris in 1718 .... "
"Sold by H. Moll over against Devereux Court ... where you may have his new and compleat atlas, or set of twenty-seven two-sheet maps .... "
"Sold by Thomas Bowles next ye Chapter House in St. Paul's Church Yard, John King at ye Globe in ye Poultrey near Stocks Market ... "
Includes dedication to "Thomas Bromsall Esq."
Scale [ca. 1:7,000,000]
Relief shown pictorially.
Projection: Mercator
Coordinates: (W 130°--W 50°/N 53°--N 15°)
French territorial claims colored blue, British claims in yellow, and Spanish claims in red are accompanied by notes contesting French claims made on Guillaume de L'Isle's Carte de la Louisiana et du cours du Mississippi (Paris : Chez l'auteur le Sr. Delisle, 1718).
Insets (13 x 17 cm. and smaller): The Indian fort Sasquesahanok [view of Susquehanna Indian village near latter-day Conestoga in Susquehannock State Park (Pa.)] -- The harbour of Annapolis Royal -- A map of ye mouth of Mississipi and Mobile Rivers, &c.
Shows California as an island.
Printed from 2 copperplates on 2 sheets trimmed and joined to form composite sheet 62 x 102 cm. Detached from an edition of: Moll, Herman. The World described; or, A new and correct sett of maps ... (London, 1720 or later). Manuscript "9" on verso; previously folded to 40 x 29 cm.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copy: oversize Ayer 135 .M7 1730 no. 9
Digital image of another copy available on Library of Congress website (accessed March 2013): http://www.loc.gov/item/2001624907
VAULT drawer Graff 2855 (NLO)
North America - Maps - 1720<>Conestoga (Pa. : Township) - Pictorial works -
1720<>Susquehanna Indians - Pictorial works - 1720<>Annapolis Royal (N.S.) -
Maps - 1720 - Nautical charts<>Gulf Coast (U.S.) - Maps - 1720<>Nautical charts -
Annapolis Royal (N.S.) - 1720<>California - Maps - 1720<>California as an island -
Maps - 1720<>Wall maps<>Nautical charts<>Map projection - Mercator -
1720<>Mercator projection (Cartography)<>Indians of North America - Maps
A New map of the north parts of America claimed by France under ye names of Louisiana, Mississipi, Canada and New France, with ye adjoyning territories of England and Spain ... / by H. Moll, geographer. [London] : Sold by H. Moll ..., 1720.
"A great part of this map is taken from ye original draughts of Mr. Blackmore, the ingenious Mr. Berisford now residing in Carolina, Capt. Nairn and others never before publishe'd, the south west part of Louisiana is done after a French map published at Paris in 1718 .... "
"Sold by H. Moll over against Devereux Court where you may have his new and compleat atlas, or set of twenty-seven two-sheet maps .... "
"Sold by Thomas Bowles next ye Chapter House in St. Paul's Church Yard, Iohn King at ye Globe in ye Poultrie near Stocks Market .... "
Includes dedication to "Thomas Bromsall Esq."
Scale [ca. 1:7,000,000]
Relief shown pictorially.
Projection: Mercator
Coordinates: (W 130°--W 50°/N 53° --N 15°)
French territorial claims colored blue, British claims in yellow, and Spanish claims in red are accompanied by notes contesting French claims made on Guillume de L'Iisle's Carte de la Louisiane et du cours du Mississippi (Paris : Chez l'auteur le Sr. Delisle, 1718).
Insets (13 x 17 cm. and smaller): The Indian fort Sasquesahanok [view of Susquehanna Indian village near latter-day Conestoga in Susquehannock State Park (Pa.)] -- The harbour of Annopollis Royal -- A map of ye mouth of Mississipi and Mobile Rivers. &c.
Shows California as an island.
Printed from 2 copperplates on 2 sheets trimmed and joined to form composite sheet 62 x 102 cm.
In: Moll, Herman. The World described; or, A new and correct sett of maps ... ([London]: T. Bowles, [between 1732 and 1735]) no. 9.
Duplicate copy: VAULT drawer Graff 2855
Digital image of another copy available on Library of Congress website (accessed March 2013): http://www.loc.gov/item/2001624907
oversize Ayer 135 .M7 1730 no. 9 (PrCt)

Carte du Mexique et de la Floride des terres Angloises et des Isles Antilles. Amsterdam : Jean Cóvens et Corneille Mortier, 1722 [i.e.1741?].
Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Cóvens et Mortier -- Le Moyne d'Iberville, Pierre, 1661-1706 -- Stemmers, Jan. fl. 1695-1734 -- L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726. Atlas nouveau, contenant toutes les parties du monde ... [1741?]
-- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 60 cm.
Added title in upper margin: Tabula Geographica Mexicae et Floridae &c.
In: L'Isle, Guillaume de. Atlas nouveau, contenant toutes les parties du monde ... (Amsterdam : J. Covens & C. Mortier, [1741?]) v. 2, pl. [52]
oversize Ayer 135 .L695 1741 v. 2, pl. [52] (PrCt)

Carte du Mexique et de la Floride : des terres angloises et des Isles Antilles, du cours et des environs de la riviere de Mississippi. Amsterdam : Chez Jean Covens & Corneille Mortier, 1722.
Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Cóvens et Mortier -- Stemmers, Jan. fl. 1695-1734 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 61 fold. in case 27 x 20 cm.
'Dressée sur un grand nombre de memoires principalement sur ceux de Mrs. d'Iberville et le seure ... '
'I, Stemmers, senior, scalp.'
Title in upper margin: Tabula geographica Mexicae et Floridae &c.
Cartouche engraved by J. Stemmers, Senior.
Scale [ca. 1:9,200,000]
Coordinates: (W 120°--W 50°/N 50°--N 10°).
Relief shown pictorially.
Prime meridian: [Ferro].
Listed as map no. [37] in his [Collection of maps. Amsterdam, 1722-74]--cf. Phillips 565. Karpinski no. LI.
North America - Maps - 1725
Accurata delineatio celeberrimae regionis Ludovicianae, vel Gallice Louiseiane... Ottawa, 1978.
Authors: Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756 -- Arsenault, Bona
1 map : col. ; 47 x 55 cm.
Facsimile of original published Augsburg, ca. 1725; issued with Arsenault, Bona. Histoire et généalogie des Acadiens (Ottawa, 1978) [oCS 31.A77].
496
map4F G3300 1725 .S4 1978 (PrCt)

North America - Maps - 1728
Voyages du baron de Lahontan dans l’Amérique Septentrionale, qui contiennent une relation des différents peuples qui y habitent ... l’avantage que l’Angleterre peut retirer de ce pays, étant en guerre avec la France ... Amsterdam : Chez F. L’Honoré, 1728.
Authors: Lahontan, Louis Armand de Lom d’Arce, baron de, 1666-1716 -- L’Honoré, F. -- Frères l’Honoré -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
3 v. : front., plates (part fold.), fold. maps ; 17 x 10 cm.
2. éd., revuë, corrigée, & augmentée.
"Dictionnaire de la langue des sauvages": v. 2, p. 220-238.
Titles in red and black.
LC Card Number: 05001109
Ayer 123 .L16 1728 (NLO)


Western<<>>Wall maps
Carte copiée sur celle qui a été tracée par le sauvage Ochagache et autres. 1846.
1 ms. map ; 617 x 1,825 mm.
Tracing by Pierre Margry made 1846 from ca. 1728 ms. map compiled for Pierre Gaultier de Varrenes, sieur de La Vérendrye, from Cree Indian sources, including Ochagach.
'Recopiée par moi le 8 7bre 1846. P.M.' Added title: Carte tracée par les Cris.
Original map in Service Hydrographique archives, no. B 4044-16; ms. variant, no. B 4044-84.
Shows waterways in western Canada and the West (U.S.) from the northern shore of Lake Superior to Lake of the Woods, Lake Winnipeg, the upper Mississippi and Missouri Rivers, and the lower Saskatchewan and Assiniboine Rivers. Identifies portages, rapids, tribal regions, and Fort Kaministiquia. Includes 34 numbered sites apparently meant to accompany map legend (lacking).
Scales differ.
Pencil and pen-and-ink. Drawn on 7 sheets pasted together; mounted on cloth.
Digital image available as part of the Newberry Library’s Great Lakes Digital Collection via the CARLI Digital Collections website (accessed Nov. 2007): http://collections.carli.illinois.edu/cgi-bin/getimage.exe?CISOROOT=/nby_grlakes&CISOPT=1617 Ayer ms map proj 96
map8F Ayer MS map 186 (NLO)

57497 North America - Maps - 1728
Voyages du baron de Lahontan dans l’Amérique Septentrionale, qui contiennent une relation des différents peuples qui y habitent ... l’avantage que l’Angleterre peut retirer de ce pays, étant en guerre avec la France ... Amsterdam : Chez F. L’Honoré, 1728.
Authors: Lahontan, Louis Armand de Lom d’Arce, baron de, 1666-1716 -- L’Honoré, F. -- Frères l’Honoré -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
3 v. : front., plates (part fold.), fold. maps ; 17 x 10 cm.
2. éd., revuë, corrigée, & augmentée.
"Dictionnaire de la langue des sauvages": v. 2, p. 220-238.
Titles in red and black.
LC Card Number: 05001109
Ayer 123 .L16 1728 (NLO)

North America - Maps - 1732
- Indians
- Manuscripts
- Facsimiles

57499

**Carte d'une partie du Lac Superior : avec la découverte de la riviere depuis le grand portage A jusqu'a la barriere B ...** [ca. 1850].


1 ms. map : hand col. ; 350 x 1,025 mm.

Tracing by Pierre Margry made ca. 1850 from 1732 ms. map by Christophe Dufrost de La Jemerais in the Service Hydrographique archives (Paris); partly based on Indian sources.

Shows large region in Western Canada and the West (U.S.), but most detailed in the area roughly bounded by the northern shore of Lake Superior, the Pigeon River, Lake of the Woods, Lake Winnipeg, and the Assiniboine River. Identifies forts, villages, Indian regions, the 'chemin des guerriers,' the route to and 'Riviere de l'Ouest,' the 'Riviere des Mantanes,' and the villages of the 'Nation du Serpent.'

Scale [ca. 1:1,958,000].

Pen-and-ink (black, red) on tracing paper; drawn on 2 sheets pasted together. Mountains shown pictorially.

Forms part of both the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection and the Pierre Margry Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library).


Ayer ms map proj 96.

**VAULT drawer Ayer MS map 189 (NLO)**

North America - Maps - 1732
- Indians
- Manuscripts
- Facsimiles

57500


1 map : 239 x 233 cm. on 20 sheets 54 x 74 cm. (or smaller), in covers 54 x 39 cm.

Title from sheet 17.

Map engraved by William Henry Toms; cartouche designed by Clement Lempriere and engraved by Bernad Baron.


**VAULT Case oversize Smith map7C G3300 1733 .P6 (PrCt)**

North America - Maps - 1733
- Manuscripts
- Facsimiles

57502


1 map : hand col. ; 239 x 233 cm. on 20 sheets 54 x 74 cm. (or smaller), in covers 54 x 39 cm. Title from sheet 17.

Map engraved by William Henry Toms; cartouche designed by Clement Lempriere and engraved by...
Bernad Baron.
Includes index map at front bearing same title.
1 of 4 Newberry copies issued in various states;
cf. Babinski, Mark. Henry Popple's 1733 'Map of
the British Empire in America' (Garwood, N.J.: The
Author, 1996) [Vert 2005].
Additional copies filed as temp VAULT oversize
Ayer map7C G3300 1733 .P6, VAULT oversize
Novacco 7C 2, and temp VAULT oversize Case
Smith map7C oG3300 1733 .P6.
Facsimile published Lympne Castle, Eng.: Harry
Margary, 1972 and filed as Map 4F 3300.

VAULT oversize Graff 3322 (NLO)

57503 North America - Maps - 1733
A Map of the British Empire in America with the
French, and Spanish settlements adjacent
thereto. [London : W.H. Toms & R.W. Seale],
1733.
Authors: Popple, Henry, d. 1743 -- Toms, William
Henry -- Seale, Richard William -- Harding,
Samuel, d. 1755 -- Lempriere, C. (Clement),
1716?-1746 -- Baron, Bernard, 1696-1766 --
Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry
Library)
1 map : hand col.; 239 x 233 cm. on 20 sheets
54 x 74 cm. (or smaller), in covers 54 x 39 cm.
Title from sheet 17.
Map engraved by William Henry Toms; cartouche
designed by Clement Lempriere and engraved by
Bernard Baron.
Includes index map at front bearing same title.
1 of 4 Newberry copies issued in various states;
cf. Babinski, Mark. Henry Popple's 1733 'Map of
the British Empire in America' (Garwood, N.J.: The
Author, 1996) [Vert 2005].
Additional copies filed as temp VAULT oversize
Ayer map7C oG3300 1733 .P6, +*Graff 3322,
and temp +* Case Smith map7C oG3300 1733
Facsimile published Lympne Castle, Eng.: Harry
Margary, 1972 and filed as Map 4F 3300.
 Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map
Collection (Newberry Library).

VAULT oversize Novacco 7C 2 (PrCt)

57504 North America - Maps - 1733<<>>Popple,
Henry. A Map of the British Empire in America
with the French, and Spanish settlements
adjacent thereto (1733)
A Map of the British Empire in America with the
French, and Spanish settlements adjacent
thereto. Lympne Castle, Eng. Harry Margary,
1722.
Authors: Popple, Henry, d. 1743 -- Toms, W. H.
(William Henry), ca. 1700-ca. 1750 -- Seale,
Richard William -- Harding, Samuel, d. 1755 --
Lempriere, C. (Clement), 1716?-1746 -- Baron,
Bernard, 1696-1766 -- Wallis, Helen -- Cumming,
William Patterson, 1900-1989
1 map ; 239 x 233 cm. on 20 sheets, plus index
map, page of notes, and t.p., all sheets 58 x 77
cm.
Facsimile of original published [London: S.
Harding and W.H. Toms, 1733].
Includes commentary by William P. Cumming
and Helen Wallis.
Map engraved by William Henry Toms; cartouche
designed by Clement Lempriere and engraved by
Bernard Baron.
4 Newberry copies of original copies issued in
 various states: +* Ayer map7C oG3300 1733 .P6,
+* Novacco 7C 2, and temp +* Case Smith
map7C oG3300 1733 .P6, and +*Graff 3322.
Cf. Babinski, Mark. Henry Popple's 1733 'Map of
the British Empire in America' (Garwood, N.J.: The
Author, 1996) [Vert 2005].
NMM 411
map4F 3300 (PrCt)

North America - Maps - 1733<<>>Popple,
Henry. A Map of the British Empire in America
with the French, and Spanish settlements
adjacent thereto (1733)
A Map of the British Empire in America with the
French, and Spanish settlements adjacent thereto
/ by Henry Popple ; introductory notes by William
P. Cumming and Helen Wallis. Lympne Castle,
Authors: Popple, Henry, d. 1743 -- Toms, W. H.
(William Henry), ca. 1700-ca. 1750 -- Seale,
Richard William -- Harding, Samuel, d. 1755 --
Lempriere, C. (Clement), 1716?-1746 -- Baron,
Bernard, 1696-1766 -- Wallis, Helen -- Cumming,
William Patterson, 1900-1989 -- Margary, Harry --
Headley Bros. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map ; 239 x 233 cm. on 20 sheets, plus index
map, page of notes, and t.p., all sheets 58 x 77
cm.
Facsimile of original published [London: S.
Harding and W.H. Toms, 1733].
"C. Lempriere inv. & del. ; B. Baron, sculp."
"Sold by the proprietors S. Harding ... St. Martins
Lane, and W.H. Toms ... in Union Court near
Hatton Garden Holborn."--Leaf [3].
Facsimile "Printed by Headley Brothers Ltd.,
Ashford, Kent."--On maps.
"Part I of North America at the time of the
Revolution contains a reproduction of Henry
Popple's 20 sheet map of the British Empire in
America of 1733, with an Introduction by William
P. Cumming and Helen Wallis"--Publisher's note,
leaf [8], pt. 3.
Scale [ca. 1:1,800,000].
Relief shown pictorially; depths shown by
soundings.
Includes bibliographical references (leaf [2] at
beginning).
Issued also in sheets.
Series: North America at the time of the
Revolution ; pt. 1.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
4 Newberry copies of original copies issued in various states: *" Ayer map7C oG3300 1733 .P6, +" Novacco 7C 2., and temp +" Case Smith map7C oG3300 1733 .P6, and +"Graff 3322.


LC Card Number: 81675562

**Baskes oversize G1105 .P67 1733a (NLO)**

**57506 North America - Maps - 1734<->Wall maps**


1 map : hand col. ; 239 x 233 cm. on 20 sheets 54 x 74 cm. (or smaller)

Title from sheet 17.

Map engraved by William Henry Toms; cartouche designed by Clement Lempiere and engraved by Bernard Baron.

Includes index map at front bearing same title. Boards missing from binding.


Additional copies shelved as VAULT oversize Graff 3322, VAULT oversize Novacco 7C 2, and VAULT oversize Case Smith map7C G3300 1733 .P6.

Facsimile published Lympne Castle, Eng.: Harry Margery, 1972 and filed as Map 4F 3300.

**VAULT Ayer oversize map7C G3300 1733 .P6 (PrCt)**

---

**57507 North America - Maps - 1734**


Authors: Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756 -- University of Western Ontario. Great Lakes Cartographic Resource Centre -- University of Western Ontario. Map Library

1 map : col. ; 48 x 55 cm.

Facsimile of map published Augsburg, ca. 1734; reproduced from an original in the Map Library, University of Western Ontario.

**map4F G3300 1734 .S4 1990 (PrCt)**

---


_Carte d'une partie du Lac Superior : avec la découverte de la riviere depuis le grand portage A jusqu'au Lac Ouinpigon, ou on a construit le fort Maurepas -- le fort. [ca. 1850]._


Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 192 -- France.

Service hydrographique. Manuscript map 1 ms. map : 473 x 1,044 mm.

Fait à Quebec le 17 8bre. 1734.

Tracing by Pierre Margry made ca. 1850 from 1734 ms. map in the Service Hydrographique by military engineer Joseph-Gaspard Chaussegros de Léry. Based on 1732 ms. map by Christophe Dufrost de La Jemerais. Obscured on verso: Mr. de la Verendrye [?] -- possible reference to Pierre Gaultier de Varennes, sieur de la Vérendrye.

Shows large region in Western Canada and the West (U.S.), but most detailed in the area roughly bounded by the northern shore of Lake Superior, the Pigeon River, Lake of the Woods, Lake Winnipeg, and the Assiniboine River. Identifies forts, villages, Indian regions, the route to and 'Riviere de l'Ouest,' and the 'chemin des guerriers.'

Scale [ca. 1:1,958,000].

Pen-and-ink; drawn on 3 sheets pasted together.

Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 192.

Forms part of both the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection and the Pierre Margry Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Photographic transparency available in Spec. Coll. Image Index.

Ayer ms map proj 96.

**VAULT drawer Ayer MS map 192 (NLO)**

---

**57509 North America - Maps - 1735**

_Carte des voyages à North-America : containing an account of the several nations of that vast continent ... the several attempts of the English and French to dispossess one another ... and the various adventures between the French, and the Iroquese confederates of England, from 1683 to 1694 ; a geographical description of Canada ... with remarks upon their government ... ; also a dialogue between the author and a general of the savages ... with an account of the author's retreat to Portugal and Denmark, and his remarks on those courts. ; to which is added, a dictionary of_
the Algonkine language, which is generally spoke in North-America; illustrated with twenty-three maps and cuts; written in French by the Baron Lahontan ... done into English. London: Printed for J. and J. Bonwicke [et al.], 1735.

Authors: Lahontan, Louis Armand de Lom d'Arce, baron de, 1666-1716 -- Gueudeville, Nicolas, ca. 1654-ca. 1721 -- Bonwicke, J. -- Osborn, John, d. 1739 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

2 v. ; ill., maps ; 21 cm.

The second edition. In two volumes. A great part of which never printed in the original.

For variant copy of this edition, with vol. 1 imprint of "Printed for J. Osborn", see Ayer F1030 .L181 1735

Uniform title: Nouveaux voyages (French)


While the title page mentions "twenty-three maps and cuts", the 1735 edition may have been issued with only twenty. The plates Palstits calls for in v. 1 opposite p. 55, 160, and 184 are, when present, perhaps supplied from the first edition of 1703. [Newberry copy lacks those plates.] Cf. A.H. Greenly's "Lahontan: an essay and bibliography", in Papers of the Bibliographical Society of America, v. 48 (1954), p. 334-389.


Tail-pieces.


LC Card Number: 05001115

VAULT Ayer 123 .L16 1735 (NLO)

57510

North America - Maps - 1735


Authors: Lahontan, Louis Armand de Lom d'Arce, baron de, 1666-1716 -- Lahontan, Louis Armand de Lom d'Arce, baron de, 1666-1716. New voyages to North-America : containing an account of the several nations of that vast continent ... (1735) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 23 x 34 cm.

In: Lahontan, Louis Armand de Lom d'Arce, baron de. New voyages to North-America : containing an account of the several nations of that vast continent ... (London : Printed for J. and J. Bonwicke [et al], 1735) v. 1, opposite. p [1]. Scale [ca. 1:12,500,000.]

Prime Meridian: [London].

Shows area between ca. 37-60° N.

In upper right hand corner: Vol. 1. p. I. A. Cf. Karpinski XLIII.

VAULT Ayer 123 L16 1735 v. 1, opp. p. [1] (PrCt)

57511


Carte contenant les nouvelles decouvertes de l'ouest en Canada : mers, rivières, lacs, et nations qui y habitant en l'année 1737. [ca. 1850].


Note in red ink at bottom left, not present on original: Découverte de la mer de l'ouest.

Joint à la lettre de Mr. Beauharnois du 14 8bre. 1737. Shows the Canadian Northwest and the West (U.S.), including the 'Couchant' river leading to the 'Mer Inconnue'; most detailed in the region roughly bounded by the western shore of Lake Superior, Lake of the Woods, Lake Winnipeg, and the lower Saskatchewan, Assinibione, and Red Rivers. Identifies forts, villages, portages, mines, and tribal regions.

Not drawn on consistent scale.

Oriented with northeast at top.

Mountains shown pictorially.

Pen-and-ink (black, red) on tracing paper.

See Burpee, Lawrence J. (ed.). Journals and
North America - Maps - 1737

**North America - Maps - 1737**

**Mexico City (Mexico) - Maps - 1737 - Pictorial works**

**Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.) - Pictorial works - 1737**

**New York (N.Y.) - Pictorial works - 1737**

**Québec (Québec) - Pictorial works - 1737**

A Map of the British empire in America with the French, Spanish and the Dutch settlements adjacent thereto. Amsterdam: John Covens and Cornelius Mortier, [ca. 1737].

Authors: Popple, Henry, d. 1743 -- L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Condet, Johannes, 1711-1781 -- Covens et Mortier -- Halley, Edmond, 1656-1742 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map; hand col.; on 7 sheets each 68 x 58 cm.

In L'Isle, Guillaume de, Atlas nouveau, contenant toutes les parties du monde ... (Amsterdam: Covens et Mortier, [1774?]) no. [32-38].

Scale [ca. 1:4,500,000] at 45° north.

Relief shown pictorially; soundings in fathoms for Grand Banks area.

Prime meridian: [London].

Date from Comming and Wallis in the introduction to the 1792 facsim. of 1733 ed. [Map 4F 3300].

Some sheets signed: J. Condet s.

Separate sheet titles: Carte particuliére de l'Amerique septentrional [index map with 17 insets and 4 views] -- Nouvelle carte particulière de l'Amérique, où sont exactement marquées, une partie de la Baye d'Hudson, le pays des Kilistinos, la source de la grande Riverie de Mississippi, le pays des Illinois &c. -- Nouvelle carte ... la Nouvelle Bretagne, le Canada ou Nouvelle France, la Nouvelle Ecosse, la Nouvelle Angleterre, la Nouvelle York, la Pensilvanie, Mary-land, la Caroline septentrionall'Ile de Terre Neuve, la Grand Banc &c. -- Nouvelle carte ... les provinces suivantes comme la Caroline meridionale, la Floride, la Louisiane, le Mexique, le Jucatan, le Guatimala, le Darien, & une partie de Cuba -- Nouvelle carte ... les isles de Bermude, la lamaigue, Saint Domingue, les Antilles, la terre ferme, &c. -- Les principalesforteresses ports &c de l'Amerique septentrionall [18 maps] -- Mexico; Fall of Niagra; New York; Quebec [4 views on 1 sheet].

Included endorsement by Edmund Halley.

overves Ayer 135 L695 1774 no. 32-38 (PrCr)

57513

**North America - Maps - 1737**

**Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1737**

Le Cours du Fleuve Mississipi : selon les relations les plus modernes. À Amsterdam: chez J.F. Bernard, 1737.

Authors: Bernard, Jean-Frédéric, d. 1752 -- Vega, Garcilaso de la, 1593-1616. Histoire des Yncas, rois du Perou ... (1737) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map; 36 x 43 cm., folded to 26 x 18 cm.


Covers much of North America.

Duplicate copy: F 998 .324 v. 1, opposite p. [1]

Digital image of another copy on Library of Congress website (accessed Nov. 15, 2008): http://memory.loc.gov/cgi-bin/query/h?ammem/gmd:@field(NUMBER+@band(g3300+ct001248))

folio Ayer 553 .G2 1737 v. 2, opposite p. [225] (PrCr)

57514

**North America - Maps - 1739**


Authors: Moll, Herman, -1732 -- Stephens, engraver -- Salmon, Thomas, 1679-1767.

Modern history -- or, The present state of all nations 1739 -- A. Bettesworth and C. Hitch (Firm)

1 map; 22 x 31 cm.

In Salmon, Thomas. Modern history; or, The present state of all nations 1739 ... (London : Bettesworth and Hitch [et al], 1739), v. 3, between p. 432-[425].

Attributed to Herman Moll on title page.

At upper left: Vol. 3. p. 425.

Scale [ca. 1:10,000,000] at 45° north.

Relief shown pictorially and by hachures.

Prime meridian: [London].

G 117 .777, v. 3, between p. 432-[425] (PrCr)

57515

**North America - Maps - 1740**

**West Indies - Maps - 1740**

A Map of North America with the European settlements & whatever else is remarkable in the West Indies ... [London? Knapton, ca. 1740?].


1 map; 36 x 46 cm.

In: Rapin de Thoyras, M. The History of England. Written in French by Mr. Rapin de Thoyras. Translated into English with additional notes, by N. Tindal (London : James, John and Paul
Title from southwestern sheet, pl. [47].
Added sheet titles in upper margins: Nouvelle carte particulière de L'Amérique ... marquées ... une partie de la baye d'Hudson ... -- Nouvelle carte particulière de l'Amérique ... marquées ... la nouvelle Bretagne ... -- Nouvelle carte particulière de l'Amérique ... marquées ... Caroline meridionale, la Floride ... -- Nouvelle carte particulière de l'Amérique ... marquées ... Iles de Bermude, la lamaigue ... .
In: L'Isle, Guillaume de. Atlas nouveau, contenant toutes les parties du monde ... (Amsterdam : J. Covens & C. Mortier, [1741?]) v. 2, pl. [45-48]
Accompanied, on the following sheet [pl.49], by larger versions of the inset maps: Les Principales forteresses ports &c. de l'Amérique Septentrionale.

oversize Ayer 135 .L695 1741 v. 2, pl. [45-48] (PrCt)

North America - Maps - 1741

Authors: Lahontan, Louis Armand de Lom d'Arce, baron de, 1666-1716 -- L'Honoré, F. -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Honoré, F. -- SEE L'Honoré, F.
2 v. : ill., fold. maps ; 17 cm.
2. éd., rev., corr., & augm.
Uniform title: Nouveaux voyages (French)
Vol. 2 has title: Suite des voyages ... v. 3:
Mémoires de l'Amérique septentrionale ... avec un petit dictionnaire de la langue du pays.
These 2 volumes contain only the twenty-five letters of the customary first volume. Concerning a third volume, which contains the memoirs and the dictionary, cf. Pilling.
Titles in red and black.
Ayer copy has vol. 3.
LC Card Number: 05001108
Ayer 123 .L16 1741 (NLO)

North America - Maps - 1741

A Map of the British Empire in America with the French, Spanish and Hollandish settlements ... Amsterdam : I. Covens and C. Mortier, [1741?].
1 map : hand col. ; 110 x 95 cm. on 4 sheets

oversize Ayer 135 .L695 1741 v. 2, pl. [44] (PrCt)
North America - Maps - 1743
Carte de l'Amerique septentrionale ... 1743. Paris, 1743.
1 map ; 29 x 36 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:26,200,000]
Relief shown pictorially.
Numbered 20 in lower left margin.
Graff 650 v. 1, opp. p. 1 (PrCt)

North America - Maps - 1744
Authors: Charlevoix, Pierre-François-Xavier de, 1682-1761 -- Bellin, Jacques Nicolas, 1703-1772 -- Heulland, Guillaume d', d. ca. 1770 -- Desbruslins, F. -- Nyon -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
6 v. : ill., 20 maps ; 17 cm.
Running title (vols.1-4): Histoire generale de la N. France. Running title (vols.5-6): Journal historique d'un voyage de l'Amerique. 'Description des plantes principales de l'Amerique Septentrionale': v. 4, p. [299]-376. Tome 5-6 have title: Journal d'un voyage fait par ordre du roi dans l'Amerique Septentrionale ...
'Liste et examen des auteurs que j'ai consulté au pour composer cet ouvrage': v. 6, p. 378-422. Maps by N. Bellin.
Maps engraved by Dheulland and Desbruslins. Includes indexes. Woodcuts: devices; initials; head- and tail-pieces. Titles in red and black.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
References: Tremaine, Toronto Pub. Lib., 188; Sabin, 12136; Backer-Sommervogel II, 1077.6; Field, 282 (note); Shirley, G.Char-3b; Howes, W. U.S.iana (2nd ed.) C307; Sabin 12136; Graff 650; A.E. Nordenskiöld Collection 391.
Baskes F1030 .C43 1744b (NLO)

North America - Maps - 1742
Authors: Le Rouge, Georges-Louis -- Pople, Henry, d. 1743 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; hand col. ; 47 x 47 cm., fold. in slip case (27 cm.)
Scale [ca. 1:10,000,000] at 45° north.
Relief shown pictorially.
Mercator projection.
Includes small inset maps (4 x 4 cm. and smaller) of Antigua, Barbados, Bermuda, Boston, Cartagena, Charleston, Havana, Jago, Kingston, New York, Plaisance, Port Bello, Port Royal, Providence, St. Augustine, and Saint Antoine.
Also issued as plate no. 7 in Le Rouge, Georges Louis. Recueil contenant des cartes nouvelles (Paris, 1742).
Cumming, W.P. Southeast in early maps, no. 254

Ayer 133 .L61 1742 pl. 7 (PrCt)
North America - Maps - 1744

Histoire et description generale de la Nouvelle France : avec le Journal historique d'un voyage fait par ordre du roi dans l'Amérique Septentrionnale. / par le P. de Charlevoix ...

Paris : Chez Nyon, 1744.

Authors: Charlevoix, Pierre-François-Xavier de, 1682-1761 -- Bellin, Jacques Nicolas, 1703-1772 -- Heulland, Guillaume d', d. ca. 1770 -- Desbruslins, F. -- Nyon -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

3 v. : folded plates, folded maps, folded plans ; 26 cm.

Vol. 3 has title: Journal d'un voyage fait par ordre du roi dans l'Amérique Septentrionnale; Adressé a Madame la duchesse de Lesdiguières ... . Engravings by Dheulland and Desbruslins.


'French in Florida': v. 1, p. 23-106.
'Description des plantes principales de l'Amérique Septentrionnale': t. 3, 56 p. (after p. 582).
'Remarques de m. Bellin, ingenieur de la marine, sur les cartes et les plans, qu'il a été chargé de dresser, pour joindre à l'Histoire générale de la Nouvelle France ... ': v. 3, p. i-xix.
'Liste et examen des auteurs que j'ai consultés pour composer cet ouvrage': t. 3, p. xii-lxi [appendix].

Duplicate copy: Ayer 169.1 .C47 1744 (NLO)

57526

North America - Maps - 1744

Histoire et description generale de la Nouvelle France : avec le Journal historique d'un voyage fait par ordre du roi dans l'Amérique Septentrionnale / par le P. de Charlevoix ...

Paris : Chez Nyon, 1744.

Authors: Charlevoix, Pierre-François-Xavier de, 1682-1761 -- Bellin, Jacques Nicolas, 1703-1772 -- Heulland, Guillaume d', d. ca. 1770 -- Desbruslins, F. -- Nyon -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

3 v. : folded plates, folded maps, folded plans ; 26 cm.
pour composer cet ouvrage': v. 6, p. 378-422.
Titles in red and black.
Maps by N. Bellin.
Includes indexes.
Bookplate of Hermon Dunlap Smith.
Duplicate copy: Graff 650
References: Howes, W. U.S.iana (2nd ed.) C307;
Sabin 12136; Graff 650; A.E. Nordenskiöld
Collection 391.
Ayer F1030 .C43 1744 (NLO)

57550 North America - Maps - 1745
Amerique septentrionale / par N. Sanson
d'Abbeville, Geographe dur Roy. [Amsterdam?
Chez Zacharie Chatelain?, 1745?].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 --
Pufendorf, Samuel, Freiherr von, 1632-1694 --
Pufendorf, Samuel, Freiherr von, 1632-1694.
Introduction à l'histoire generale et politique de l'univers ... (1743-1745)
1 map; 14 x 16 cm., on sheet folded to 16 x 10 cm.
Upper right margin: Tome VIII. Pag. 87
In: Pufendorf, Samuel, Freiherr von. Introduction
t'à l'histoire generale et politique de l'univers ...
(Amsterdam : Chez Zacharie Chatelain,
1743-1745), v. 8, between p. 86-87
F 09 .718, v. 8, between p. 86-87 (PrCt)

57551 North America - Maps - 1745<<>>Mexico -
Maps - 1745<<>>United States - Maps -
1745<<>>Caribbean Area - Maps -
1745<<>>West Indies - Maps - 1745<<>>New
Spain - Maps - 1745
Regni Mexicani seu Novae Hispaniae,
Ludovicianae, N. Angliae, Caroliniae, Virginiae,
Pennsylvanias, necnon isulearum archipelegi
Mexican i America Septentrionali. [Harrisburg,
Pa.? State Printer?, 1894?].
Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 --
Homann Erben (Firm) -- Pennsylvania archives --
Pennsylvania. State Printer -- Edward E. Ayer
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map; col.; 74 x 89 cm.
Facsimile of original published Nuremberg:
[Homann Erben, ca. 1745?]; facsimile issued in
and detached from Pennsylvania Archives, third
series appendix.
Scale not given.
Scale: about 100 English miles to an inch.
Relief shown pictorially.
Title in decorative cartouche.
Includes notes and illustrations.
Ayer p133 .P41 189- no. 14 (NLO)

57552 North America - Maps - 1745<<>>Mexico -
Maps - 1745<<>>United States - Maps -
1745<<>>Caribbean Area - Maps -
1745<<>>West Indies - Maps - 1745<<>>New
Spain - Maps - 1745
Regni Mexicani seu Novas Hispaniae,
Ludovicianae, N. Angliae, Caroliniae, Virginiae et
Pennsylvanias ... Nuremberg : Homann Erben,
[ca. 1745].
Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 --

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

In: Homann, Johann Baptist. Atlas novus terrarum orbis (Nuremberg : [Homann Erben, ca. 1745]), [plate 185].

Scale [ca. 1:9,350,000] at 45° north.

Relief shown pictorially.

Prime meridian: [Ferro].

Includes vignette.

Manuscript 'no. 191' and '189' on verso.

oversize Ayer 135 .H7 1730, [plate 185] (PrCt)

57535 North America - Maps - 1746 Amérique septentrionale / Par le Sr. d'Anville MDCCXLVI ... ; A Paris chez l'auteur ... ; Gravé par Guill. Delahaye. Paris : Anville, 1746.

Authors: Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d', 1697-1782 -- Orléans, Louis Philippe Joseph, Duc d', 1697-1793 -- Haye, G. de la -- Gravelot, Hubert François, 1699-1773 -- Major, Sieur, fl. ca. 1746 -- Destombes, Marcel, 1905-1983 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : 807 x 845 mm. (neat line), on 2 composite sheets 545 x 961 mm. and 545 x 932 mm.

Printed from 4 plates on 4 sheets.

Cartouche designed by H.F.B. Gravelot and engraved by 'Sr. Major.'

Includes untitled northern Canada and Greenland.


Ex Destombes.

Duplicates: Map 6F 3300.3 (colored original) and map4C oG4296 .A 197- B8 no. 2 (facsimile).

j42

Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Novacco 4F 59 (PrCt)


Authors: Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d', 1697-1782 -- Orléans, Louis Philippe Joseph, Duc d', 1747-1793 -- Haye, G. de la -- Gravelot, Hubert François, 1699-1773 -- Major, Sieur, fl. ca. 1746

1 map : hand col. ; 83 x 87 cm.

Scale ca. 1:6,250,000.

Cartouche designed by Gravelot and engraved by Major.

Borders trimmed.

Relief shown pictorially.

Prime Meridian: [Ferro].

Includes continuation inset of Hudson and Baffin Bay area.

Karpinski LVIII.

map6F 3300.3 (PrCt)


Authors: Keizer, Jacob, fl. 1706-1750 -- Lat, Jan

Title cartouche present opposite New England; "gravé par Guill. Delahaye" at bottom right.
North America - Maps - 1750

57538

North America - Maps - 1750

Carta geografica del Canada nell' America settentrionale. Venice, 1750.

Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Albrizzi, Giovanni Battista, 1698-1777 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 33 x 43 cm.

In L'Isle, Guillaume de. Atlante novissimo ... (Venice: G.B. Albrizzi, 1740) v. 2, [no.] 40.

Scale [ca. 1:11,100,000].

Relief shown pictorially.

Prime meridian: [Ferro].

Includes note regarding Lahontan's depiction of the Long River.

Phillips 594.

oversize Ayer 135 .L695 1740 v. 2, no. 40 (PrCt)

57539

North America - Maps - 1750

Amérique septentriionale, dressée, sur les relations les plus modernes des voyageurs et navigateurs, et divisée suivant les différentes possessions des Européens. [Paris], 1750.

Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Didier, 1723-1786 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 59 cm.


Scale [ca. 1:17,000,000].

Relief shown pictorially.

Prime meridian : [Ferro].

'Avec privilege'.

Karpinski LXII.

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .R6 1757 no. 97 (PrCt)

57540

North America - Maps - 1750

Amerique Septentriionale, dressée, sur les relations les plus modernes des voyageurs et navigateurs ... / par le Sr. Robert de Vaugondy, fils ... [Paris: Robert de Vaugondy], 1750.

Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Didier, 1723-1786 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1758?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 57 cm.

In: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles. Atlas universel (Paris : Chez les auteurs, quay de l'Horloge du Palais, Boudet libraire imprimeur du roi, rue St. Jacques, 1757 [i.e. 1758?]), [plate 102].

"Amerique Septentriale." -- oversize letterpress title stamped on verso.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1757, [plate 102] (PrCt)

57541

North America - Maps - 1750-1759

The British and French dominions in North America. [19--?].

Authors: Bowles, Thomas, -1767 -- John Bowles and Son

1 map : 45 x 57 cm.

Photocopy (positive) of original published London, [175-?] ; reproduced from copy in private collection

Scale ca. 1:7,000,000.

map2F G3300 175- .B6 (PrCt)

57542

North America - Maps - 1750


1 map on 4 sheets ; 89 x 90 cm., sheets fold. to 37 x 25 cm.


Title from cartouche on sheet 2.

Note "To the subscribers of Mr. Postlethwayt's Dictionary of commerce" at lower left.

Note at lower left: These maps given gratis in this work, were drawn & engrav'd at the expence of the Duke of Orleans, and cost several thousand pounds...."

Scale [ca. 1:6,000,000]; (W 120°--W 50°/N 55°--N 5°).

Relief shown pictorially.

Prime meridian: Ferro.

Shows provinces, cities and towns, forts, Indian villages and tribal territory; also shows shoals, banks, and other navigational hazards off the coast of Nova Scotia and in the Caribbean area.

"N.B. This large map of North America was originally engrav'd at Paris ..."

Includes historical and descriptive notes, and an
Manuel Rodriguez sculpst.

maiores recientes y exactas hasta el año de 1754 / del Su

Mapa de la America septentrl., Asia oriental y Mar
del Sur intermedio formado sobre las memorias
mas recientes y exactas hasta el año de 1754 / Manuel Rodriguez sculpst. [Madrid : s.n., 1754].

North America - Maps - 1754

Hydrography
North America - Maps - 1752

Geographical myths - Maps - 1752

Essai d'une carte que Mr. Guillaume Delisle Per. Géographe du Roy et de l'Academie des
Sciences avoit joint a son mémoire presente a la
cour en 1717 sur la Mer de l'Ouest. [Paris : s.n.,
1752].

North America - Maps - 1754

North America - Maps - 1754

North America - Maps - 1754

North America - Maps - 1754

Jesuits -- Ferdinand VI, King of Spain, 1713-1759
-- Fuentes, Bartolomé de, active 17th century
-- Venegas, Miguel, 1680-1764. Noticia de la
California, y de su conquista temporal, y
espirtual hasta el tiempo presente ... (1757) --
Burriel, Andrés Marcos, 1719-1762 -- Viuda de
Manuel Fernandez, fl. 1757 -- Catholic Church.
Supremo Consejo de la Inquisicion -- Everett D.
Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry
Library)

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
North America - Maps - 1755
Canada, Louisiane et Terres Angloises. [Paris]: Anville, 1755.
Authors: Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d', 1697-1782 -- Haye, G. de la -- Gravelot, Hubert François, 1699-1773 -- Delafosse, Jean Baptiste, 1721-1775 -- Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 87 x 112 cm. on 3 sheets 59 x 87 cm.
Cartouche designed by H.F.B. Gravelot and engraved by J.B. Delafosse.
Shows Crab and Rose banks off Cape Cod.
Lacking the lower right sheet, an inset of the St. Lawrence River.
Detached from an atlas, where they were plates 40-42.
References: Kershaw, Early printed maps of Canada, 353 (plate 234); Karpinski, Bibliography of the printed maps of Michigan, p.138; Sellers and van Ee, Maps and charts of North America and the West Indies, 17.
Forms part of the Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library).
map4F G3300 1755 .A5 (PrCt)

North America - Maps - 1755
Carte de l'Amerique septentrionale depuis le 28 degre de latitude jusqu'au 72 / Par M. Bellin ... M.DCC.LV. [Paris : J.N. Bellin?], 1755.
Authors: Bellin, Jacques Nicolas, 1703-1772 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Didier, 1723-1786 -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794
1 map ; hand col. ; 56 x 94 cm.
With text describing French 'incroachments' and insets of harbors and ports with soundings of the following towns: St. John's, Boston, New York, Charleston, Port Royal, Havana, Porto Bello, Vera Cruz, Cartagena and Acapulco.
5083
map6F G3300 1755 .S2 (PrCt)
575 x 893 mm. (plate mark), on sheet 613 x 940 mm.
Ex Destombes.
A later state of plate, with addition of 'No. 56' and 'Prix. trente Sols' forms part of Bellin, J.N.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Novacco 4F 61 (PrCt)

57553

North America - Maps - 1755
A New and accurate map of North America, (wherein the errors of all preceeding British French and Dutch maps, respecting the rights of Great Britain, France & Spain, & the limits of each of his Majesty's provinces, are corrected). [London] : R. & I. Dodsley, 1755.
1 map ; 40 x 50 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:7,375,000] at 45° north.
Published for the Present state of North America &c.'
Dedicated to Charles Townshend.
Relief shown pictorially and by hachures.
Prime meridian: London.
Inset: A map of Hudsons Bay &c.
Includes note regarding coloration of map.
Karpinski LXVIIIa.

Ayer 152 E7 D7 1760 v. 1, at front (PrCt)

57552

North America - Maps - 1755
North America from the French of M. D'Anville, improved with the back settlements of Virginia and course of Ohio ... 1755. London, 1760.
Authors: Jefferys, Thomas, -1771 -- Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon, d', 1697-1782
1 map ; 46 x 52 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:6,350,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
Prime meridian: London and Ferro.
Designed to show French, Spanish, and English suzerainty by colors. This copy not colored.
Includes text: French incroachments [2 columns] -- English title to their settlements on the continent [3 columns].
F 80.45 pt. 1, opp. p. *134 (PrCt)

A Map of the British and French dominions in North America : with the roads, distances, limits, and extent of the settlements, humbly inscribed to the Right Honourable the Earl of Halifax, and the other Right Honourable the Lords Commissioners for Trade & Plantations / by their Lordships most obliged and very humble servant, Jno. Mitchell ; Tho: Kitchin, sculp. Clerkenwel Green. [London : Publish'bd by the author Febry. 13th 1755 according to Act of Parliament, and sold by And: Millar opposite Katharine Street in the Strand, 1755, i.e. 1757].
1 map : hand col., mounted on cloth ; 133 x 193 cm., folded in slipcase to 34 x 25 cm.
Second edition issued with printed date of 1755, but published 1757 with extensive text added to Atlantic Ocean; see Stevens, Comparative cartography.
This copy imperfect; imprint trimmed away beneath neat line at bottom right.
"This map was undertaken with the approbation and at the request of the Lords Commissioners for Trades and Plantations; and is chiefly composed from draughts, charts, and actual surveys of different parts of His Majesties colonies & plantations in America: great part of which have been lately taken by Their Lordships orders and transmitted to this office by the Governors of the said colonies and others. [Signed] John Pownall, secretary. Plantation Office. Feb. 13, 1755."
Scale [ca. 1:2,000,000].
Coordinates: (W 107°00'--W 51°00' /N 52°20'--N 28°10').
Relief shown pictorially.
Prime meridian: London.
Covers much of eastern North America, including the Mississippi and Ohio river valleys, Ontario, Quebec, Newfoundland, southern Labrador, the Atlantic and Gulf coasts to Florida and Texas, and the Great Plains as far north as latter-day South Dakota.
Inset (26 x 28 cm.): A New map of Hudson's Bay and Labrador from the late surveys of those.
North America - Maps - 1755 - Boundaries
Carte d'une partie de l'Amérique Septentrionale pour servir à l'intelligence du mémoire sur les prétentions des Anglois au sujet des limites à régler avec la France dans cette partie du monde... [Paris : Imprimerie royale, 1755].
Authors: Great Britain. Commissioners for Adjusting the Boundaries for the British and French Possessions in America -- France. Commissaires sur les possessions et les droits de la Grande-Bretagne et de la France en Amérique SEE Great Britain. Commissioners for Adjusting the Boundaries for the British and French Possessions in America
1 map : 33 x 44 cm. (plate mark 36 x 47 cm.)
Scale ca. 1:5,500,000.
VAULT Ayer 150.7 N9 G7 1755a, v. 1, opp. p. 1 (PrCt)

North America - Maps - 1755 - Boundaries
Carte des prétentions des Anglois dans l'Amerique Septentrionale : suivant leurs chartres, tant sur les possessions de la France que sur celles de l'Espagne. [Paris : Imprimerie royale, 1755].
Authors: Great Britain. Commissioners for Adjusting the Boundaries for the British and French Possessions in America
1 map : 21 x 38 cm.
Scale ca. 1:16,500,000.
VAULT Ayer 150.7 N9 G7 1755a, v. 4, opp. p.
to the Right Honourable the Earl of Halifax, and
the other Right Honourable the Lords
Commissioners for Trade & Plantations / by their
Lordships most obliged and very humble servant,
Jno. Mitchell ; Tho: Kitchin, sculp. Clerkenwell
13th 1755 according to Act of Parliament, and
sold by And: Millar opposite Katharine Street in
the Strand, 1755.
Authors: Mitchell, John, 1711-1768 -- Kitchin,
Thomas, 1718-1784 -- Great Britain. Board of
Trade -- Halifax, George Montagu-Dunk, Earl of,
1716-1771 -- Pownall, John, 1720-1795 -- Millar,
Andrew, 1707-1768 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map on 4 composite sheets : hand col. ; 133 x
193 cm.
First edition, third impression (including
Worcester, Massachusetts); see Ristow, A la
carte.
"This map was undertaken with the approbation
and at the request of the Lords Commissioners
for Trades and Plantations; and is chiefly
composed from draughts, charts, and actual
surveys of different parts of His Majesties
colonies & plantations in America: great part of
which have been lately taken by Their Lordships
orders and transmitted to this office by the
Governors of the said colonies and others.
[Signed] John Pownall, secretary. Plantation
Office. Feb. 13, 1755."
Scale [ca. 1:2,000,000].
Coordinates: (W 107°00'--W 51°00'/N 52°20'--N
28°10').
Relief shown pictorially.
Prime meridian: London.
Covers much of eastern North America, including
the Mississippi and Ohio river valleys, Ontario,
Quebec, Newfoundland, southern Labrador, the
Atlantic and Gulf coasts to Florida and Texas,
and the Great Plains as far north as latter-day
South Dakota.
Inset (26 x 28 cm.): A New map of Hudson’s Bay
and Labrador from the late surveys of those
coasts
Printed from 8 plates on 8 sheets; subsequently
joined to form 4 composite sheets.
Digital image of this copy available on the
Newberry Library’s "Maps and the Beginnings of
Colonial North America" website (accessed
September 2013):
http://dcc.newberry.org/system/artifacts/705/origi
nal/Mitchell_British-and-French-Dominions.jpg
Duplicate copy (first edition, second impression,
including two towns named Leister in
Massachusetts; uncolored): VAULT oversize
Ruggles 259
References: Ristow. W.W. (ed.) A la carte (1972)
p. 102-113; Cumming, William P. The Southeast
no. 293; Howes, W. U.S.iana (2nd ed.) M678;
Streeter Americana. l, 56

LC Card Number: 74693174
VAULT drawer Ayer 133 .M66 1755 (NLO)

North America - Maps - 1755<<>>North
America - Boundaries - Maps - 1755<<>>Great
Britain - Colonies - North America - Maps -
1755<<>>France - Colonies - North America -
Maps - 1755<<>>Hudson Bay - Maps -
1755<<>>Canada, Eastern - Maps -
1755<<>>Map printing - Engravings - Maps -
1755<<>>Wall maps<<>>Engravings
A Map of the British and French dominions in
North America : with the roads, distances, limits,
and extent of the settlements, humbly inscribed
to the Right Honourable the Earl of Halifax, and
the other Right Honourable the Lords
Commissioners for Trade & Plantations / by their
Lordships most obliged and very humble servant,
Jno. Mitchell ; Tho: Kitchin, sculp. Clerkenwell
13th 1755 according to Act of Parliament, and
sold by And: Millar opposite Katharine Street in
the Strand, 1755.
Authors: Mitchell, John, 1711-1768 -- Kitchin,
Thomas, 1718-1784 -- Great Britain. Board of
Trade -- Halifax, George Montagu-Dunk, Earl of,
1716-1771 -- Pownall, John, 1720-1795 -- Millar,
Andrew, 1707-1768 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map on 8 sheets ; 133 x 193 cm., bound in
covers 56 x 41 cm.
First edition, second impression (including two
towns named Leister in Massachusetts); see
Ristow, A la carte.
"This map was undertaken with the approbation
and at the request of the Lords Commissioners
for Trades and Plantations; and is chiefly
composed from draughts, charts, and actual
surveys of different parts of His Majesties
colonies & plantations in America: great part of
which have been lately taken by Their Lordships
orders and transmitted to this office by the
Governors of the said colonies and others.
[Signed] John Pownall, secretary. Plantation
Office. Feb. 13, 1755."
Scale [ca. 1:2,000,000].
Coordinates: (W 107°00'--W 51°00'/N 52°20'--N
28°10').
Relief shown pictorially.
Prime meridian: London.
Covers much of eastern North America, including
the Mississippi and Ohio river valleys, Ontario,
Quebec, Newfoundland, southern Labrador, the
Atlantic and Gulf coasts to Florida and Texas,
and the Great Plains as far north as latter-day
South Dakota.
Inset (26 x 28 cm.): A New map of Hudson’s Bay
and Labrador from the late surveys of those
coasts
Printed from 8 plates on 8 sheets; subsequently
joined to form 4 composite sheets.
Digital image of this copy available on the
Newberry Library’s "Maps and the Beginnings of
Colonial North America" website (accessed
September 2013):
http://dcc.newberry.org/system/artifacts/705/origi
nal/Mitchell_British-and-French-Dominions.jpg
Duplicate copy (first edition, second impression,
including two towns named Leister in
Massachusetts; uncolored): VAULT oversize
Ruggles 259
References: Ristow. W.W. (ed.) A la carte (1972)
p. 102-113; Cumming, William P. The Southeast
no. 293; Howes, W. U.S.iana (2nd ed.) M678;
Streeter Americana. l, 56

LC Card Number: 74693174
VAULT drawer Ayer 133 .M66 1755 (NLO)

North America - Maps - 1755<<>>North
America - Boundaries - Maps - 1755<<>>Great
Britain - Colonies - North America - Maps -
1755<<>>France - Colonies - North America -
Maps - 1755<<>>Hudson Bay - Maps -
1755<<>>Canada, Eastern - Maps -
1755<<>>Map printing - Engravings - Maps -
1755<<>>Wall maps<<>>Engravings
A Map of the British and French dominions in
North America : with the roads, distances, limits,
and extent of the settlements, humbly inscribed
to the Right Honourable the Earl of Halifax, and
the other Right Honourable the Lords
Commissioners for Trade & Plantations / by their
Lordships most obliged and very humble servant,
Jno. Mitchell ; Tho: Kitchin, sculp. Clerkenwell
13th 1755 according to Act of Parliament, and
sold by And: Millar opposite Katharine Street in
the Strand, 1755.
Authors: Mitchell, John, 1711-1768 -- Kitchin,
Thomas, 1718-1784 -- Great Britain. Board of
Trade -- Halifax, George Montagu-Dunk, Earl of,
1716-1771 -- Pownall, John, 1720-1795 -- Millar,
Andrew, 1707-1768 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map on 8 sheets ; 133 x 193 cm., bound in
covers 56 x 41 cm.
First edition, second impression (including two
towns named Leister in Massachusetts); see
Ristow, A la carte.
"This map was undertaken with the approbation
and at the request of the Lords Commissioners
for Trades and Plantations; and is chiefly
composed from draughts, charts, and actual
surveys of different parts of His Majesties
colonies & plantations in America: great part of
which have been lately taken by Their Lordships
orders and transmitted to this office by the
Governors of the said colonies and others.
[Signed] John Pownall, secretary. Plantation
Office. Feb. 13, 1755."
Scale [ca. 1:2,000,000].
Coordinates: (W 107°00'--W 51°00'/N 52°20'--N
28°10').
Relief shown pictorially.
Prime meridian: London.
Covers much of eastern North America, including
the Mississippi and Ohio river valleys, Ontario,
Quebec, Newfoundland, southern Labrador, the
Atlantic and Gulf coasts to Florida and Texas,
and the Great Plains as far north as latter-day
South Dakota.
Inset (26 x 28 cm.): A New map of Hudson’s Bay
and Labrador from the late surveys of those
coasts
Printed from 8 plates on 8 sheets; subsequently
joined to form 4 composite sheets.
Digital image of this copy available on the
Newberry Library’s "Maps and the Beginnings of
Colonial North America" website (accessed
September 2013):
http://dcc.newberry.org/system/artifacts/705/origi
nal/Mitchell_British-and-French-Dominions.jpg
Duplicate copy (first edition, second impression,
including two towns named Leister in
Massachusetts; uncolored): VAULT oversize
Ruggles 259
References: Ristow. W.W. (ed.) A la carte (1972)
p. 102-113; Cumming, William P. The Southeast
no. 293; Howes, W. U.S.iana (2nd ed.) M678;
Streeter Americana. l, 56
North America - Maps - 1755 - Boundaries

Carte d'une partie de l'Amérique Septentrionale : Pour servir à l'intelligence du mémoire sur les prétentions des Anglois au sujet des limites à regler avec la France dans cette partie du monde. London, [1756].

Authors: Jefferys, Thomas, -1771
1 map ; 176 x 222 mm.
Scale ca. 1:5,600,000.
Key on p. [iii]: Explanation for the French map.

VAULT Ayer 150.7 .N9 R38 1756, opp. p [iii] (PrCt)

North America - Maps - 1756 - Boundaries

A Map exhibiting a view of the English rights, relative to the ancient limits of Acadia : as supported by the express & incontestable authorities, in opposition to that of ye French, 1755. London, [1756].

Authors: Jefferys, Thomas, -1771
1 map ; 176 x 208 mm.
Scale ca. 1:5,600,000.
Key on pp. [iii-iv]: Explanation for the English map.

VAULT Ayer 150.7 .N9 R38 1756, opp. p [iii] (PrCt)

North America - Maps - 1756 - Boundaries

Carte d'une partie de l'Amérique Septentrionale pour servir à l'intelligence du mémoire sur les prétentions des Anglois au sujet des limites à regler avec la France dans cette partie du monde ... [Liege? s.n., ca.1760].

Authors: Journal encyclopédique -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 32 x 42 cm.
To accompany an article in the Journal encyclopédique, v.4, p.3.
Scale: about 25 French marine leagues to the

VAULT oversize Greenlee 4891 .H76 1720, pl. 63 (PrCt)

57560

North America - Maps - 1756 - Propaganda maps

A New and accurate map of the English empire in North America : representing their rightful claim as confirmed by charters and the formal surrender of their Indian friends; likewise the encroachments of the French, with the several forts they have unjustly ejected therein. London : Sold by Wm. Herbert ... & Robt. Sayer, 1755.

Authors: Society of Anti-Gallicans -- Herbert, William, 1718-1795 -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 39 x 49 cm. fold. to 25 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:7,200,000.]
Relief shown pictorially.
'Longitude west from Ferro.'

Insets: A plan of the harbor and town of Louisbourg on the isle of Cape Briton -- A plan of Chebucto Harbor -- The Atlantic Ocean -- Fort Frederick built by the French at Crown or Scalp Point in the year 1731.--A plan of Port Dauphin on the isle of Cape Briton -- A plan of the harbour of Annapolis Royal -- A plan of the town of Quebec.

Includes notes.

LC Maps of North America, 1750-1789, 62
Available through the Library of Congress website as a raster image (April 2006):
http://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g3300.ar006200

LC Card Number 74696120

Ayer 133 .N53 1755 (NLO)

57561

North America - Maps - 1756

America septentrionalis a Domino d'Anville in Gallis edita ... Noribergae [Nuremberg], 1756.

Authors: Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d', 1697-1782 -- Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Homann Erben (Firm) -- William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 51 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:6, 50,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
Includes remarks on French encroachments and English titles to their settlements.
References: Karpinski LXXXIV.
Forms part of the William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library).

Available through the Library of Congress LC Maps of North America, 1750
Includes notes.

VAULT oversize Ruggles 259 (NLO)

57562

North America - Maps - 1756 - Boundaries

Carte d'une partie de l'Amérique Septentrionale : Pour servir à l'intelligence du mémoire sur les prétentions des Anglois au sujet des limites à regler avec la France dans cette partie du monde. London, [1756].

Authors: Jefferys, Thomas, -1771
1 map ; 176 x 222 mm.
Scale ca. 1:5,600,000.
Key on p. [iii]: Explanation for the French map.

VAULT Ayer 150.7 .N9 R38 1756, opp. p [iii] (PrCt)

57563

North America - Maps - 1756 - Boundaries

A Map exhibiting a view of the English rights, relative to the ancient limits of Acadia : as supported by the express & incontestable authorities, in opposition to that of ye French, 1755. London, [1756].

Authors: Jefferys, Thomas, -1771
1 map ; 176 x 208 mm.
Scale ca. 1:5,600,000.
Key on pp. [iii-iv]: Explanation for the English map.

VAULT Ayer 150.7 .N9 R38 1756, opp. p [iii] (PrCt)

57564

North America - Maps - 1756 - Boundaries

Carte d'une partie de l'Amérique Septentrionale pour servir à l'intelligence du mémoire sur les prétentions des Anglois au sujet des limites à regler avec la France dans cette partie du monde ... [Liege? s.n., ca.1760].

Authors: Journal encyclopédique -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 32 x 42 cm.
To accompany an article in the Journal encyclopédique, v.4, p.3.
Scale: about 25 French marine leagues to the

VAULT oversize Greenlee 4891 .H76 1720, pl. 63 (PrCt)

57562

North America - Maps - 1756 - Boundaries

Carte d'une partie de l'Amérique Septentrionale : Pour servir à l'intelligence du mémoire sur les prétentions des Anglois au sujet des limites à regler avec la France dans cette partie du monde. London, [1756].

Authors: Jefferys, Thomas, -1771
1 map ; 176 x 222 mm.
Scale ca. 1:5,600,000.
Key on p. [iii]: Explanation for the French map.

VAULT Ayer 150.7 .N9 R38 1756, opp. p [iii] (PrCt)

57563

North America - Maps - 1756 - Boundaries

A Map exhibiting a view of the English rights, relative to the ancient limits of Acadia : as supported by the express & incontestable authorities, in opposition to that of ye French, 1755. London, [1756].

Authors: Jefferys, Thomas, -1771
1 map ; 176 x 208 mm.
Scale ca. 1:5,600,000.
Key on pp. [iii-iv]: Explanation for the English map.

VAULT Ayer 150.7 .N9 R38 1756, opp. p [iii] (PrCt)

57564

North America - Maps - 1756 - Boundaries

Carte d'une partie de l'Amérique Septentrionale pour servir à l'intelligence du mémoire sur les prétentions des Anglois au sujet des limites à regler avec la France dans cette partie du monde ... [Liege? s.n., ca.1760].

Authors: Journal encyclopédique -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 32 x 42 cm.
To accompany an article in the Journal encyclopédique, v.4, p.3.
Scale: about 25 French marine leagues to the

VAULT oversize Greenlee 4891 .H76 1720, pl. 63 (PrCt)
Carte du Canada et de la Louisiane qui forment la Nouvelle France et des colonies angloises ou sont représentées les pays contiguës. Paris : Chez Daumont, 1756.
Authors: Nolin, Jean Baptiste, 1648-1708 -- Daumont, Jean-François -- Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 50 x 70 cm. fold. in covers 23 x 16 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:5,000,000].
'Avec privilege du Roi.'
Top of map trimmed with loss of longitude figures.
Relief shown pictorially and by hachures.
Prime meridian: [Ferro].
Includes text 'Description du Canada.'
LC Maps of North America, 1750
Includes notes relating to British claims.
Ayer 133 .L32 1759 (PrCt)
North America - Maps - 1759
To the right honourable John Lord Summers ... this map of North America ... is most humbly dedicated ... London, [ca. 1759].
Authors: Moll, Herman, 1725-1766 -- Bowles, Thomas, 1701-1779 -- Bowles, Thomas, -1767 -- Overton, Philip, d. 1751
1 map : hand col. ; 56 x 95 cm.
In Moll, Herman. The World described; or, A new and correct sett of maps ... [London]: John Bowles, [between 1754 and 1763?] no. 7. Includes ten inset maps of harbors.
Stevens no. 7, issue j.
4207
Case oversize G 1007 .58, no. 7 (PrCt)
North America - Maps - 1760
The British & French dominions in North America : particularly shewing the French encroachments through all the British plantations from Nova Scotia down to the Gulf of Mexico. [London] : Printed for T. Bowles & John Bowles & Son, [ca. 1760].
Authors: Bowles, Thomas, -1767 -- Bowles and Son -- Hamon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 42 x 55 cm.
Scale ca. 1:7,000,000.
map4F G3300 1760 .B6 (PrCt)
North America - Maps - 1760-1769
North America drawn from the best authorities. London, [176-?].
Authors: Kitchin, Thomas, 1718-1784
1 map ; 20 x 23 cm.
M1164
map1F G3300 176- K5 (PrCt)
57572 North America - Maps - 1760-1769

A New map of North America from the latest discoveries. [London : Richard Baldwin?, 176?-].
Authors: Spilsbury, John, 1730?-1795? -- Baldwin, Thomas, 18th cent. -- Smollett, Tobias George, 1721-1771. Continuation of the complete history of England [176-?].
1 map ; 27 x 37 cm. fold. to 24 cm.
'J. Spilsbury, sculp.'
'Engraved for the continuation of Dr. Smolletts History of England.'
Scale [ca. 1:12,000,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
LC Maps of North America, 1750-1789, 89
Available through the Library of Congress website as a raster image (August 2006):
http://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g3300.ar008900
LC Card Number: 75693504
Ayer 133 .N55 1761 (NLO)

57573 North America - Maps - 1760-1769

A New map of North America from the latest discoveries. [London : Richard Baldwin?, 176?-].
Authors: Spilsbury, John, 1730?-1795? -- Baldwin, Thomas, 18th cent. -- Smollett, Tobias George, 1721-1771. Continuation of the complete history of England [176-?].
1 map ; 27 x 37 cm. fold. to 24 cm.
'J. Spilsbury, sculp.'
'Engraved for the continuation of Dr. Smolletts History of England.'
Scale [ca. 1:12,000,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
LC Maps of North America, 1750-1789, 89
Available through the Library of Congress website as a raster image (August 2006):
http://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g3300.ar008900
LC Card Number: 75693504
Ayer 133 .N55 1761 (NLO)

57574 North America - Maps - 1760-1769

A Map of Canada and the north part of Louisiana with the adjacent countrys. London, 1760.
Authors: Jefferys, Thomas, -1771
1 map ; 32 x 54 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:8,500,000] at 45° north.
Relief shown pictorially.
Prime meridian: Ferro.
Mercator projection.
F 80.45 pt. 1, opp. p. 1 (PrCt)

57575 North America - Maps - 1760-1769

A Map of Canada and the north part of Louisiana with the adjacent countrys. London, 1760.
Authors: Jefferys, Thomas, -1771
1 map ; 32 x 54 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:8,500,000] at 45° north.
Relief shown pictorially.
Prime meridian: Ferro.
Mercator projection.
F 80.45 pt. 1, opp. p. 1 (PrCt)

57576 North America - Maps - 1760-1769

A Map of Canada and the north part of Louisiana with the adjacent countrys. London, 1760.
Authors: Jefferys, Thomas, -1771
1 map ; 32 x 54 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:8,500,000] at 45° north.
Relief shown pictorially.
Prime meridian: Ferro.
Mercator projection.
F 80.45 pt. 1, opp. p. 1 (PrCt)

57577 North America - Maps - 1760-1769

A Map of Canada and the north part of Louisiana with the adjacent countrys. London, 1760.
Authors: Jefferys, Thomas, -1771
1 map ; 32 x 54 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:8,500,000] at 45° north.
Relief shown pictorially.
Prime meridian: Ferro.
Mercator projection.
F 80.45 pt. 1, opp. p. 1 (PrCt)

57578 North America - Maps - 1760-1769

A Map of Canada and the north part of Louisiana with the adjacent countrys. London, 1760.
Authors: Jefferys, Thomas, -1771
1 map ; 32 x 54 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:8,500,000] at 45° north.
Relief shown pictorially.
Prime meridian: Ferro.
Mercator projection.
F 80.45 pt. 1, opp. p. 1 (PrCt)
1 map; 28 x 38 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:9,900,000] at 45° north.
Relief shown pictorially and by hachures.
Prime meridian: London.
Ayer 169.1 C47 1763 opp. t. p. (PrCt) [map7C 6 no. 8 (PrCt)]

A New map of North America from the latest discoveries. London, 1763.
1 map; 28 x 38 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:9,900,000] at 45° north.
Relief shown pictorially and by hachures.
Prime meridian: London.
Ayer 169.1 C47 1763 opp. t. p. (PrCt) [map7C 6 no. 8 (PrCt)]

A New map of North America from the latest discoveries. London, 1763.
1 map; 28 x 38 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:9,900,000] at 45° north.
Relief shown pictorially and by hachures.
Prime meridian: London.
Ayer 169.1 C47 1763 opp. t. p. (PrCt) [map7C 6 no. 8 (PrCt)]

1 map; 46 x 57 cm., folded to 27 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:19,000,000]. About 300 British statute miles to an inch.
'Longit. west from Ferro.'
Relief shown pictorially.
Includes historical notes and table of 'Methodical divisions of North America.'
LC Maps of North America, 1750-1789, 115
Available also through the Library of Congress website as a raster image (October 2006):
http://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g3300.ar011501
LC Card Number: 74694149

Map4F 3300.2 (PrCt) [map5782]

A New and accurate map of the British dominions in America, according to the Treaty of 1763. London, [ca. 1765].
Authors: Kitchin, Thomas, 1718-1784 -- Bowen, Emanuel, -1767
1 map; 51 x 62 cm.
Detached from Bowen, Emanuel. A Complete atlas (London, 1752) [Case f G10.1073 no. 49].
Scale [ca. 1:6,500,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
Prime meridian: London.
Ayer 169.1 C47 1763 opp. t. p. (PrCt) [map7C 6 no. 8 (PrCt)]
57584 North America - Maps - 1765
In a composite atlas bound together without title page: Bowles, John. [Bowles’s universal atlas]. [London : John Bowles ; Carrington Bowles, 1711-1766], map [6].
Manuscript plate number 6 added in ink at upper right by previous owner. Case oversize G1015 .B68 1766 map [6] (PrCt)

Authors: Paterson, Daniel, 1738-1825 -- British Library. Add. Ms. 11287
1 map ; 52 x 64 cm., on 2 sheets 63 x 46 cm., enlarged from 51 x 62 cm.
Photocopy of 1765 manuscript (colored) in the British Museum (Add. 11287).
Scale [ca. 1:6,336,000].
Size of detachments shown in table at lower right. map2F 3701.R2.2 (PrCt)

Authors: Paterson, Daniel, 1738-1825 -- Library of Congress
1 map ; 43 x 51 cm., reduced from 51 x 61 cm.
Photocopy (negative) of 1765 manuscript in the Library of Congress.
Scale [ca. 1:7,800,000].
Size of detachments given in appropriate places on map. map2F 3701.R2 (PrCt)

57587 North America - Maps - 1765=United States - Maps - 1765
A New and accurate map of the British dominions in America, according to the treaty of 1763; divided into the several provinces and jurisdiction, Projected upon the best authorities and astronomical observations. [London] :
Printed for Andrew Millar, [ca. 1765].
Authors: Kitchin, Thomas, 1718-1784 -- Millar, Andrew, 1707-1768 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 53 x 63 cm. fold. in case 29 x 21 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:6,500,000]. 100 British statute miles to an inch.
Relief shown pictorially.
Prime meridian: London.
Also issued in Bowen, Emanuel. A Complete atlas (London, 1752) no. 49.
LC Card Number 74695316
LC Maps of North America, 1750-1789, 104 Available through the Library of Congress website as a raster image (March 2006):
http://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g3300.ar010400
Ayer 133 .K62 1763 (NLO)

57588 North America - Maps - 1766
A Map of the British Dominions in North America as settled by the late Treaty of Peace, 1763. Dublin, 1766.
Authors: Ridge, John -- Charlevoix, Pierre-François-Xavier de, 1682-1761 -- Exshaw, John, d. 1776 -- Potts, James, d. 1796 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 27 x 38 cm.
Engraved by J. Ridge.
In Charlevoix, Pierre-François-Xavier de. A Voyage to North-America ... (Dublin: J. Exshaw and J. Potts, 1766) v. 1, following p. 48.
Scale [ca. 1:9,800,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
Prime meridian: London.
Lands lost by the French are shaded.
Continuation inset of East Florida. Ayer 169.1 C47 1766 v. 1, following p. 48 (PrCt)

Authors: Paterson, Daniel, 1738-1825 -- Map Library (British Library)
1 map ; 53 x 64 cm., on 2 sheets each 63 x 46 cm., enlarged from 52 x 62 cm.
Photocopy of 1766 manuscript (colored) in the British Museum (Add. 11288).
‘By Dan. Paterson, Asst. Qr. Mr. Genl.’
Scale [ca. 1:6,366,000].
Size of detachments shown in table at lower right. map2F 3701.R2.3 (PrCt)

57590 North America - Maps - 1766 (Provisional Heading)
Journal of voyage to North America. Dublin :
North America and the West Indies (London : Sayer, 1767). 

A reprint of 'Letters to the duchess of Melle. de Lesdiguières,' edition of 1768, wanting four maps listed in the table of contents. 

Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection.

North America - Maps - 1768 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles [Sketch map of North America]. [19-?]. 

Authors: Bibliothèque nationale (France). Ge D 10645 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

1 map. Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1768 manuscript. Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

MapPhoto France BN Ge D 10645 (PrCt)

North America - Maps - 1768 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles [Sketch map of North America]. [19-?]. 

Authors: Bibliothèque nationale (France). Ge D 10645 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

1 map. Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1768 manuscript. Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

MapPhoto France BN Ge D 10645 (PrCt)
North America - Maps - 1769<>Canada - Maps - 1769
Nieuwe kaart van Kanada, de landen aan de Hudsons-Baay on de Noordwestelyke deelen van Noord-Amerika. Amsterdam : Isaak Tirion, 1769.
Authors: Tirion, Isaak -- Salmon, Thomas, 1679-1767 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map; 31 x 44 cm.
In translation of text by Salmon, Thomas.
Hedendaagsche historie of tegenwoordige staat van Amerika (Amsterdam: I. Tirion, 1766) v. 3, opposite p. 427.
Relief shown pictorially.
Prime meridian: Ferro.
Shows area between ca. 40-60° north.
Continuation inset (10 x 6 cm.): [Maritime Provinces].
Duplicate copy: oversize Ayer 135 .T55 1744, plate [111]
Ayer 150.3 D8 S17 1766 v. 3, opp. p. 427 (PrCt)

North America - Maps - 1769<>Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1769
Carte d'une partie de l'Amérique septentrionale, pour servir à l'histoire de la dernière guerre.
[Paris : Le Rouge?, 1769?].
Authors: Le Rouge, Georges-Louis -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map; 62 x 50 cm., fold. in case 27 x 19 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:445,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
Prime meridian: [Ferro?]
Vignette: Sault du Niagara.
Includes continuation insets showing the headwaters of the Mississippi River and the Gulf of Mexico.
Ayer 133 L61 1769 (NLO)

North America - Maps - 1770
British empire in North America with the West India isles. London, 1770.
Authors: Kitchin, Thomas, 1718-1784 -- Wynne, John Huddleston, 1743-1788 -- Richardson, W. -- Urquhart, L. -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map; 45 x 37 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:12,000,000].
Prime meridian: London.
Relief shown pictorially and by hachures.
Duplicate copy: Case oE162 .W98 1770
Ayer 152 E7 W8 1770 v. 1, opp. p. [1] (PrCt)

North America - Maps - 1770-1779 - Indians - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
A Map of the northern part of America [35-60° N.]. [19--.]
Authors: British Library. Crown 119:7.2 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1770-1779 manuscript.
MapPhoto England BL Crown 119:7.2 (PrCt)
A Map of the British dominions in North America, according to the treaty of 1763 ... . 1772. London, 1772.

Authors: Bell, Peter -- Strahan, William, 1715-1785 -- Becket, Thomas -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 30 x 39 cm.
Scale [ca: 1:11,250,000].
Prime meridian: London.
Ayer 150.3 E7 H6 1773 opp. t.p. (PrCt)

North America - Maps - 1774
North America, as divided amongst the European powers. London : R. Sayer and J. Bennett, 1778.
Authors: Dunn, Samuel, -1794 -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Robert Sayer and John Bennett (Firm) -- Dunn, Samuel, -1794. A New atlas of the mundane system ... (1778) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 30 x 43 cm.
In: Dunn, Samuel. A New atlas of the mundane system ... (London : R. Sayer and J. Bennett, 1778), pl. 39. Title page dated 1778; map dated 1774.
oversize Ayer 135 .DS8 1778 pl. 39 (PrCt)

North America - Maps - 1774
North America, as divided amongst the European powers. London : Robt. Sayer [i.e. R. Sayer & J. Bennett], 1774 [i.e. 1776].
Authors: Dunn, Samuel, -1794 -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Robert Sayer and John Bennett (Firm). The American military pocket atlas ... [1776] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 29 x 44 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:21,000,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
In: Robert Sayer and John Bennett (Firm). The American military pocket atlas ... (London : R. Sayer and J. Bennett, [1776]); verso handstamped '1.' Engraved '39' on recto.
OCLC 5406782.
Another copy available on Library of Congress website as a raster image (accessed September 2011):
http://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g3300m.gar00005
Ayer 135 .A5 1776 no. 1 (PrCt)

North America - Maps - 1774
A Map of the British Empire in North America. London : Robt. Sayer, 1774 [i.e. 1775].
Authors: Dunn, Samuel, -1794 -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Jefferys, Thomas, -1771 -- Robert Sayer and John Bennett (Firm) -- Jefferys, Thomas, d. 1771. The American atlas -- or, A geographical description of the whole continent of America 1775 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 47 x 30 cm.
In: Jefferys, Thomas. The American atlas; or, A geographical description of the whole continent of America ... (London : R. Sayer and J. Bennett, 1775); handstamped '8.'
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .J46 1775 pl. 8 (PrCt)

North America - Maps - 1775
North America from the French of Mr. D'Anville, improved with the English surveys made since the peace. London : Robt. Sayer & J. Bennett, 1775.
Authors: Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d',...
North America - Maps - 1775

North America from the French of Mr. d'Anville, improved with the English surveys made since the peace. London: Printed for Robt. Sayer & J. Bennett, 1775.
Authors: Robert Sayer and John Bennett (Firm) -- Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d', 1697-1782 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 51 cm.
From Thomas Jefferys' American Atlas. 1776 [i.e. 1775]. No. 7.
West longitude from London.
Shows area east of Louisiana.
Relief shown pictorially.
Scale ca. 1:6,350,000.
Available also through the Library of Congress website as a raster image (accessed Dec. 2007): http://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g3300.ar003001
Ayer 133 .A63 1775 (NLO)

North America - Maps - 1775 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles <<>>> Manuscript maps - Facsimiles

Plano geográfico de la mayor parte de la América septentrional española, formado sobre las mejores noticias impresas, manuscritas y verbales, que se han podido adquirir; como también con el auxilio de algunos mapas manuscritos (de los impresos no hay uno razonable principalmente de Don Carlos de Siguencia y del ingeniero Barreyro. Disposó en 1767 Don Joseph Antonio Alzate y Ramirez ... quien lo reformó en el de 1772, concordándolo con las nuevas observaciones astronómicas ejecutadas tan solamente en el cabo de S. Lucas por los astronómos venidos para la observacion del passo de Venus, y poco después por Don Joachin Velasques; en Mexico por el autor, y después por dich Don Joachin Velasquez; y finalmente en Vera Cruz por señor Don Vicente Doz ... dat. Mexico, 14 Nov., 1775; signed by Josef Antonio de Alzate. [19--].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1775 manuscript.

North America - Maps - 1775 - West Indies - Maps - 1775 <<>>> Treaty of Paris (1763) - Maps - 1763

An Accurate map of North America describing and distinguishing the British and Spanish dominions on this great continent; according to the definitive treaty concluded at Paris 10th Feb. 1763 ... London: Robert Sayer, 1775.
Authors: Bowen, Emanuel, 1767 -- Gibson, J. (John), active 1750-1792 -- Sayer, Robert,
1725-1794 -- Jefferys, Thomas, -1771 -- Robert Sayer and John Bennett (Firm) -- Jefferys, Thomas, d. 1771. The American atlas -- or, A geographical description of the whole continent of America 1775 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 98 x 115 cm. on 2 adjacent sheets.

Insets (23 x 26 cm. and 20 x 19 cm.): A Particular map of Baffin and Hudson's Bay -- The Passage by land to California.

In: Jefferys, Thomas. The American atlas; or, A geographical description of the whole continent of America ... (London : R. Sayer and J. Bennett, 1775); versos handstamped '5' and '6.'

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .J46 1775 pl. 5-6 (PrCt)

North America - Maps - 1775<>>West Indies - Maps - 1775<>>Treaty of Paris (1763) - Maps - 1763

An Accurate map of North America describing and distinguishing the British and Spanish dominions on this great continent; according to the definitive treaty concluded at Paris 10th Feb. 1763 ... London : Robert Sayer, 1775 [i.e. 1776].

Authors: Bowen, Emanuel, -1767 -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Gibson, J. (John), active 1750-1792 -- Jefferys, Thomas, -1771. The American atlas, or, A geographical description of the whole continent of America ... (1776) -- Robert Sayer and John Bennett (Firm) -- Jefferys, Thomas, d. 1771. The American atlas, or, A geographical description of the whole continent of America ... (1776) 1 map : hand col. ; 98 x 115 cm. on 2 adjacent sheets.

Insets (23 x 26 cm. and 20 x 19 cm.): A particular map of Baffin and Hudson's Bay -- The Passage by land to California.

In: Jefferys, Thomas. The American atlas, or, A geographical description of the whole continent of America ... (London : R. Sayer and J. Bennett, 1776); versos handstamped '5' and '6.'

Case oversize G1100 .J44 1776 pl. 5-6 (PrCt)

North America - Maps - 1776

A Map of the British Empire in North America ...

Includes list of divisions: The British Empire in North America.

Ayer 133 .D92 1776 (NLO)

North America - Maps - 1776

The Theatre of war in North America ... by an American. [S.l. s.n., 1797-?].

Authors: Robert Sayer and John Bennett (Firm) 1 map ; 37 x 47 cm. on sheet 71 x 53 cm.

Facsimile of original published London, 1776. Scale [ca. 1:7,800,000]. Includes 2 tables and letterpress text in lower margin.

Includes list of divisions: The British Empire in North America.

North America - Maps - 1776

The Theatre of war in North America ... by an American.

Includes list of divisions: The British Empire in North America.

North America - Maps - 1776

A Map of the British Empire in North America ...

Includes list of divisions: The British Empire in North America.

North America - Maps - 1776

A Map of the British Empire in North America ...

Includes list of divisions: The British Empire in North America.
geographical description of the whole continent of America (London: R. Sayer and J. Bennett, 1782 [i.e. 1783?]) outer right handstamped '8'.

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .J46 1782 pl. 8


Carte générale du Canada, de la Louisiane, de la Floride, de la Caroline, de la Virginie, de la Nouvelle Angleterre etc. / par le Sr. d'Anville. À Venise [Venice]: P. Santini; chez Mr. Remondini, 1776.

Authors: Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d', 1697-1782 -- Santini, P. -- Remondini, Giuseppe Antonio, 1747-1811 -- Santini, P. Atlas universal dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (1784 [i.e. 1807?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col.; 47 x 64 cm.

Inset (23 x 23 cm.): [Northeastern Canada].

In: Santini, P. Atlas universal dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (Venice: par P. Santini, rue Ste. Justine, chez M. Remondini, 1784 [i.e. 1807?] v. 2, no. "P. II. 45"

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .S4 1807, v. 2, no. 45

57622 North America - Maps - 1777

America septentrionalis a Domino d'Anville... Nuremberg: Homann Heirs, 1777.

Authors: Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d', 1697-1782 -- Homann Erben (Firm)

1 map: hand col.; 46 x 50 cm.

Scale ca. 1:6,450,000.

Relief shown pictorially.


Includes remarks on French encroachments and English titles to their settlements.

 Cf. Karpinski LXXIV.

map4F 3300.6 (PrCt)

57623 North America - Maps - 1777

The North American atlas, selected from the most authentic maps, charts, plans, &c. hitherto published. London: Printed for William Faden, successor to the late Mr. Thomas Jefferys ..., MDCCCLXXVII [1777].


1 atlas ([2] leaves, 30 maps (some hand col., some fold.)); 56 x 44 cm.

Second preliminary leaf includes ms. table of contents.

Bookplate of Charles Stanhope, 3d Earl of Harrington.

Maps also cataloged separately.

References: Phillips 1207

LC Card Number: 74175035

IGN74

map7C 4 (NLO)


Carte des possessions anglaises dans l'Amérique Septentrionale pour servir d'intelligence à la guerre présente. Paris: Mondhare, 1777.

Authors: Imbert, J. Leopold -- Mondhare, Louis Joseph, fl. 1767-1790 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map: hand col.; 55 x 35 cm., fold. in covers 28 x 20 cm.

'Traduite de l'anglois par J. Leopold Imbert.'

Scale [ca. 1:5,000,000]. About 18 common French leagues to an inch.

Scale 1:762,362;

Relief shown pictorially.

Prime meridian: [Ferro].

Includes continuation inset of southern Florida and the West Indies.

Inset: Isles Lucayes [i.e. Bahamas]

Ayer 133 .I32 1777 (NLO)


A New and correct map of North America, with the West India islands. Divided accordingly to the last treaty of peace ... 1763. London: Robt. Sayer and Jno. Bennett, 15th Feby. 1777.

Authors: Pownall, Thomas, 1722-1805 -- Robert Sayer and John Bennett (Firm) -- Kino, Eusebio Francisco, 1644-1711 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map: hand col.; 101 x 58 cm. on 4 sheets, fold. in case 27 x 21 cm.

Scale [ca. 1:5,000,000]

Coordinates: (W 110°--W 45°/N 49°--N 28°)

Prime meridian: London and Ferro.

Relief shown pictorially.

Includes continuation inset of Florida and the Caribbean islands.

Insets: A Particular map of Baffin and Hudson's Bay (24 x 27 cm.) --The Passage by land to California, discover'd by Father Eusebius Francis Kino a Jesuit; between the years 1698- and 1701, before which, and for a considerable time since California has always been described in all charts & maps as an island (20 x 20 cm.) Includes text of 8 articles of the treaty.

Stevens and Tree. Comparative cartography, 49e Karpinski no. LXXIX.

Ayer 133 .P88 1777 (NLO)
_Carte de l'Amérique Septle. pour servir à l'intelligence de la guerre entre les Anglois et les insurgent. [Paris] : L'Auteur, 1777._
Authors: Beaurain, Jean, chevalier de, 1696-1771 -- Sartine, Antoine Raymond Jean Gualbert Gabriel de, comte d'Alby, 1729-1801 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 42 x 62 cm. fold. in covers 16 x 12 cm.
'Dédieé à Mgr. de Sartiné ... .' Scale [ca. 1 : 7,050,000].
Relief shown pictorially and by hachures. Prime meridian: [London].
Inset: [Car]te [de la N]ouvelle York, de la Nouvelle Jersey, d'une partie de la Nouvelle Angleterre, de celle de la Pinsilvany, du Maryland, et de la Virginy [ca. 1:2,200,000].
100a
ICN 42-2912
_Ayer 133 .B38 1777 (NLO)

North America - Maps - 1778
_A General map of North America; from the latest observations. London, 1778._
Authors: Jefferys, Thomas, -1771 -- Lodge, John, -1796 -- Russell, William, 1741-1793 -- Fielding and Walker -- Fielding and Walker
1 map ; 28 x 39 cm.
Scale [ca 1:9,900,000] at 45° north.
Relief shown pictorially. Prime meridian: [London].
Table: Distances of the most noted towns, 'N. B. Where the angle between any towns meets, is the exact distance in English miles ... '
F 80.766 v. 2, opp. p. 409 (PrCT)

_Neptune Americao-Septentriano contenant les côtes ... de cette partie du monde, depuis le Groenland inclusivement jusques et compris le golfe du Mexique ... [Paris : Imprimerie royale?, 1778-1780]._
Cyprian, 1662-1745 SEE Southack, Cyprian, 1662-1745 -- Barres, Joseph F. W.des (Joseph Frederick Wallet des), 1722-1824 SEE Des Barres, Joseph F. W. (Joseph Frederick Wallet), 1722-1824
1 atlas (1 p. l., 25 maps on 31 l) ; 66 cm.
Some of the maps and surveys by L'Hermite, Chabert, Southack, Des Barres, C. Blaskowitz, J. Fischer, J. Gascoigne and J. Blamey.
Except for arrangement the maps agree with the copy described in L.C. List of geographical atlases, v. 1; no. 1211.
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 1283
_oversize Ayer 135 .F8 1778 (NLO)

_Bowles's new map of North America and the West Indies, exhibiting the British Empire therein with its limits according to the definitive treaty of peace in 1763 ... London : Printed for C. Bowles, 1778._
Authors: Bowles, Carington, 1724-1793 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 100 x 133 cm. in 4 sections, fold. in case 28 x 21 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:5,450,000] at 45° north.
Inset: (24 x 26 cm. and 18 x 19 cm.): A Particular map of Baffin and Hudson Bays -- A Map of the country between Montreal, Albany and Oswego. Includes 9 articles of 'Exaract of the treaties of peace, proclamations &c relative to America & the West Indies.'
_Ayer 133 .B787 1778 (NLO)

North America - Maps - 1778<<>>North America - Historical geography - Maps - 1778
_History of America. London : Fielding & Walker, 1778._
Authors: Russell, William, 1741-1793 -- Lodge, John, -1796 -- Fielding and Walker -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
2 v. : 20 maps ; 266 x 220 mm. 1st ed.
Includes maps by John Lodge. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
References: Sabin74383
_Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCT)

North America - Maps - 1778<<>>North America - Historical atlases - Maps - 1778<<>>Historical atlases
_History of America. London : Fielding & Walker, 1778._
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
North America - Maps - 1779
A New map of North America. Dublin, 1779.
Authors: Company of Booksellers (Dublin, Ireland)
1 map : 44 x 55 cm.
In The History of the war in America between Great Britain and her colonies (Dublin: Printed for the Company of Booksellers, 1779) v. 1, at back.
Scale [ca. 1:7,150,000]
Relief shown pictorially.
Also published in An Impartial history of the war in America (London, 1780). 
Case F 832.436 v. 1, at back (PrCt)

North America - Maps - 1780
1 map ; 21 x 31 cm.
"Liv. VI. et XV." -- At upper left.
"No. 25" -- At upper right.
Forms part of the William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library).
Greenlee 4891 .B71 1780 [map 26] (PrCt)

North America - Maps - 1781
Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675 -- Dezauche, Jean Claude, active 1770-1824 -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 64 cm.
'Revue et augmentée en 1781.'
Imprint of Ph. Buache at lower left.
Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection.
In Cons. Lab. 20 Sept. 05 for removal from cardboard backing.
map4F G3300 1781 L5 (PrCt)

North America - Maps - 1781<<>>Canada - Maps - 1781
Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675 -- Dezauche, Jean Claude, active 1770-1824 -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 64 cm.
'Revue et augmentée en 1781.'
Imprint of Ph. Buache at lower left.
Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection.
In Cons. Lab. 20 Sept. 05 for removal from cardboard backing.
map4F G3300 1781 L5 (PrCt)

North America - Maps - 1781<<>>Carver, Jonathan, 1710-1780 - Travels, 1766-1767
A New map of North America, from the latest discoveries. London, 1781.
Authors: Carver, Jonathan, 1710-1780 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 34 x 37 cm.
In Carver, Jonathan. Travels through the interior parts of North America (London, 1781) opposite p. i.
Scale [ca. 1:17,000,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
Prime meridian: London.
Ayer 128.6 C25 1781 opp. p. i. (PrCt)

Carte générale des colonies anglaises, dans l'Amérique Septentrionale ... Pour servir de suite au Théâtre de la guerre par m. Brion de la Tour ... Coutances : Chez Esnauts, et Rapilly, 1781.
Authors: Phelipeau, René, active 1748-1784 -- Brion de la Tour, Louis, -1823 -- Esnauts et Rapilly -- Voysard, Etienne Claude, 1746-1812 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 53 x 77 cm. fold. in covers 28 x 21 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:5,025,000]. 80 English miles to an inch
Cartouche engraved by E. Voysard.
Relief shown pictorially.
Continuation inset: [Florida and the West Indies].
'C'haque carte 1t. 10s.'
ICN78rev
Ayer 133 .P53 1781 (NLO)

North America - Maps - 1782
Carte du théâtre de la guerre présente en Amérique ... Corrigée et augmentée ... en 1782. Paris : Basset, [1782?].
Authors: Denis, Louis, 1725-1794 -- Lenoir, Jean Charles Pierre, 1732-1807 -- Basset, Paul-André, fl. 1785-1819 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 67 x 50 cm. fold. in covers 26 x 19 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:5,000,000]. About 80 English miles to an inch.
Relief shown pictorially.
Insets: Plan de l'attaque des villes de York et de Glocester -- [Northeastern Atlantic states].
Ayer 133 .D39 1782 (NLO)

North America - Maps - 1783
North America in its present divisions, agreeable to the peace. [London] : Published by T. Stockhouse, June 1st 1783.
Authors: Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Stockhouse, Thomas, 1756-1836 -- Stockhouse, Thomas, 1756-1836. A New universal atlas : consisting of a complete set of maps ... (1785) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 37 x 37 cm.
Engraved without attribution by Samuel John Neele.
In: Stockhouse, Thomas. A New universal atlas :
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

57640 North America - Maps - 1783

Amérique septentrionale: dressée sur les relations les plus modernes des voyageurs et navigateurs, où se remarquent les États Unis / publiée en 1750 et corrigée en 1783 par le S. Robert de Vaugondy, géographe. [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy?, 1783?].

Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Didier, 1723-1786 -- Maida, J. -- Delamarche, Charles François, 1740-1817 -- Delamarche, Charles François, 1740-1817.

Atlas général: contenant le détail des quatre parties du monde [1798?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map: hand col.; 47 x 58 cm.

 Possibly issued by Charles François Delamarche after 1786. Cf. Pedley.

Cartouche signed: I. Maida.

Scale [ca. 1:17,000,000].

Relief shown pictorially.

Inset: Partie nord-ouest de l’Amerique. Scale [ca. 1:25,000,000].

In composite world atlas possibly compiled and published by Charles François Delamarche: Atlas général: contenant le détail des quatre parties du monde [Paris? : s.n., 1798?], [ptie 2], [plate 47].

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: M.S. Pedley, Bel et utile, 450(6), state 6, with deletion "ordinaire du roi" from cartouche.

Baskes oversize G1015 .A77 1798, [ptie 2], [plate 47] (NLO)

57641 North America - Maps - 1783

North America in its present divisions, agreeable to the peace. [London]: Publish’d by T. Stackhouse, April 10th 1783.

Authors: Stackhouse, Thomas, 1756-1836 -- Stackhouse, Thomas, 1756-1836. An Universal atlas: being a set of maps, to illustrate ancient and modern geography ... (1782) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map: hand col.; 37 x 37 cm.

In: Stackhouse, Thomas. An Universal atlas: being a set of maps, to illustrate ancient and modern geography ... (London : Printed for the author, and sold by Asbyh and Neele ... [et al], 1782 [i.e. 1783?]), plate 10.

Hand stamped with oversize "10" at upper right.

oversize Ayer 135 .S77 1782, plate 10 (PrCt)

57642 North America - Maps - 1783


1 map: hand col.; 47 x 65 cm.

Scale [ca. 1:9,500,000].

Relief shown pictorially.

Also shows West Indies and Central America.


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Digital image of another copy available through Library of Congress website as a raster image (accessed March 2012):

http://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g3300.ar018400

References: LC Maps of North America, 1750-1789, 184

Baskes oversize G1015 .L565 1785, [plate 3] (NLO)

57643 North America - Maps - 1783

North America in its present divisions, agreeable to the peace. [London]: Publish’d by T. Stackhouse, April 10th 1783.

Authors: Stackhouse, Thomas, 1756-1836 -- Stackhouse, Thomas, 1756-1836. An Universal atlas: being a set of maps, to illustrate ancient and modern geography ... (1782) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map: hand col.; 37 x 37 cm.

In: Stackhouse, Thomas. An Universal atlas: being a set of maps, to illustrate ancient and modern geography ... (London : Printed for the author, and sold by Asbyh and Neele ... [et al], 1782 [i.e. 1783?]), plate 10.

Hand stamped with oversize "10" at upper right.

oversize Ayer 135 .S77 1782, plate 10 (PrCt)


Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Simonneau, Charles, 1645-1728 -- Dezauche, Jean Claude, active 1770-1824 -- Buache, Philippe, 1700-1773 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 66 cm. fold. in slip case (27 cm.) 'Par Guil. de l'Isles, 1ers. géogr. du roi. Nouvellement revu et augmentée par Dezauche.' 'C. Simonneau fecit.' At bottom right: Ph. Buache ...


Authors: Pond, Peter, 1740-1807 -- Mortimer and Company -- Great Britain. Public Record Office 1 map : col. ; 49 x 72 cm. Redrawn from facsimile of 1785 manuscript in the Public Records Office. Detached from report on Canadian Archives... 1890, opp. p.52 [Ayer 169.8 N8 L2 1890] 588 F 82.127 1890 opp. p. 52 (PrCt)


Authors: Pond, Peter, 1740-1807 -- Great Britain. Public Record Office -- Wagner, Henry Raup, 1862-1957 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 33 x 49 cm. Facsimile of map presented by Pond to Lord Hamilton in March or April 1785; the original...
manuscript is in the Public Records Office (C.O. 42.47, Map MPG 425).
586
Ayer 247 .P79 W13 1955, map 2 (PrCt)

57648 North America - Maps - 1785 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Northwest, Canadian - Maps - 1785 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Indians - North America - Maps - 1785 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Indians of North America - Maps
Copy of a map presented to the Congress by Peter Pond a native of Milford, in State of Connecticut ... New York, 1 March 1785. [19--].
Authors: Pond, Peter, 1740-1807 -- France.
Service hydrographique. Bibliothèque. B 4044-30
-- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1785 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France BSH B 4044-30 (PrCt)

57649 North America - Maps - 1785 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Northwest, Canadian - Maps - 1785 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Indians - North America - Maps - 1785 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Indians of North America - Maps
A Traced map of the lakes and rivers of North America, between 40° and 65° N.; drawn by J.D. Barbier du Bocage. [19--].
Authors: Pond, Peter, 1740-1807 -- St. John de Crèvecoeur, J. Hector, 1735-1813 -- La Rochefoucauld-Liancourt,
François-Alexandre-Frédéric, duc de, 1747-1827 -- Margry, Pierre, 1818-1894 -- Edward E. Ayer
Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Pierre Margry Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library.
By Peter Pond, a native of Milford, in the State of Connecticut; copied by St. John de Crevecoeur for his grace of la Rochefoucaut.
Tracing by Pierre Margry made ca. 1850 of 1785 ms. copy by St. John de Crèvecoeur of original map by Peter Pond; traced from map in the Service Hydrographique (Paris).
'This extraordinary man [Peter Pond] has resided 17 years in those countries & from his own discoveries as well as from the reports of Indians, he assures himself of having at last discovered a passage to the N.O. Sea; he is gone again to ascertain some important observations. New York, 1 March 1785. The original map being incumbered with great deal of writing, I have thought it best to transcribe it separately with the references marked by y numbers. Copied by St. John de Crevecoeur for his grace of La Rochefoucault.'
Outlines much of North America, but significant for detailing the Canadian Northwest, especially the Churchill, Slave, and Mackenzie River systems leading to the Arctic; identifies rivers, lakes, trading posts, forts, villages, and Indian tribal regions.
Scale [ca. 1:7,250,000] between latitude 50-55 N. 'Lieux françaises de 25 au degré.'
Mountains shown pictorially.
Pen-and-ink and pencil on tracing paper.
Forms part of both the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection and the Pierre Margry Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

North America - Maps - 1785 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Northwest, Canadian - Maps - 1785 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Indians - North America - Maps - 1785 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Indians of North America - Maps
Copy of a map presented to the Congress [sic]. [ca. 1850].
Authors: Pond, Peter, 1740-1807 -- St. John de Crèvecoeur, J. Hector, 1735-1813 -- La Rochefoucauld-Liancourt,
François-Alexandre-Frédéric, duc de, 1747-1827 -- Margry, Pierre, 1818-1894 -- Edward E. Ayer
Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Pierre Margry Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library.
By Peter Pond, a native of Milford, in the State of Connecticut; copied by St. John de Crevecoeur for his grace of la Rochefoucaut.
Tracing by Pierre Margry made ca. 1850 of 1785 ms. copy by St. John de Crèvecoeur of original map by Peter Pond; traced from map in the Service Hydrographique (Paris).
'This extraordinary man [Peter Pond] has resided 17 years in those countries & from his own discoveries as well as from the reports of Indians, he assures himself of having at last discovered a passage to the N.O. Sea; he is gone again to ascertain some important observations. New York, 1 March 1785. The original map being incumbered with great deal of writing, I have thought it best to transcribe it separately with the references marked by y numbers. Copied by St. John de Crevecoeur for his grace of La Rochefoucault.'
Outlines much of North America, but significant for detailing the Canadian Northwest, especially the Churchill, Slave, and Mackenzie River systems leading to the Arctic; identifies rivers, lakes, trading posts, forts, villages, and Indian tribal regions.
Scale [ca. 1:7,250,000] between latitude 50-55 N. 'Lieux françaises de 25 au degré.'
Mountains shown pictorially.
Pen-and-ink and pencil on tracing paper.
Forms part of both the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection and the Pierre Margry Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
57651 North America - Maps - 1785<<>>West Indies - Maps - 1785
A Map of North America with the European settlements & whatever else is remarkable in the West Indies ... [London : s.n., ca. 1785?].
1 map ; 36 x 46 cm.

A New map of North America with the West India islands : divided according to the preliminary articles of peace, signed ... 1783 / from the original materials of Govrr. Pownall, Membr. of Parlamt. London : printed for Robt. Sayer, August 15th 1786.
Authors: Pownall, Thomas, 1722-1805 -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Kino, Eusebio Francisco, 1644-1711 -- Kitchin, Thomas, 1718-1784. A General atlas, describing the whole universe : being a complete collection of the most approved maps extant ... [1788?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 98 x 115 cm., on 2 composite sheets
Insets (23 x 25 cm. and 21 x 18 cm.): A Particular map of Baffin and Hudson's Bay -- The Passage by land to California discovered by Father Eusebius Francis Kino ....
In: Kitchin, Thomas. A General atlas, describing the whole universe : being a complete collection of the most approved maps extant ... (London : Printed for Robert Sayer, [1788?]), no. 30-31. Printed from 4 plates on 4 sheets joined to form 2 composite and adjacent sheets; northern half stamped "30" on verso; southern half stamped "31" on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .K57 1788, [plates 30-31] (NLO)
North America - Maps - 1790 - Administrative and political divisions - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

North America, showing proposed new western states [1790]. [19-].

Photostatic reproduction of 1790 manuscript.
folio Ayer 136 .H91 1914 ser. 3, v. 1, pl. 9-12

A New & accurate map of North America : including Nootka Sound, with the new discovered islands on the north east coast of Asia. [London]: Published as the act directs by C. Cooke, No. 17 Paternoster Row, [1793?].
Authors: Cooke, Charles, fl. 1789-1817 -- Bankes, Thomas. b. 1744. A New and authentic system of universal geography, antient and modern : including all the late important discoveries made by the English ... [1793?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

Scale: ca. 1:40,000,000.
Prime meridian: London.
In: Bankes, Thomas. A New and authentic system of universal geography, antient and modern : including all the late important discoveries made by the English ... (London : Printed for C. Cooke ... [et al., 1793?]), opposite p. 465.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G115 .B36 1793, opposite p. 465

North America - Maps - 1793

North America - Maps - 1792

A New & accurate map of North America : including Nootka Sound, with the new discovered islands on the north east coast of Asia. [London]: Published as the act directs by C. Cooke, No. 17 Paternoster Row, [1793?].
Authors: Cooke, Charles, fl. 1789-1817 -- Bankes, Thomas. b. 1744. A New and authentic system of universal geography, antient and modern : including all the late important discoveries made by the English ... [1793?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

Scale: ca. 1:40,000,000.
Prime meridian: London.
In: Bankes, Thomas. A New and authentic system of universal geography, antient and modern : including all the late important discoveries made by the English ... (London : Printed for C. Cooke ... [et al., 1793?]), opposite p. 465.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G115 .B36 1793, opposite p. 465

North America - Maps - 1792

North America - Maps - 1792

A Map of the northern and middle states; comprehending the western territory and the British dominions in North America. [London] : J. Stockdale, 1792.
Authors: Allen, George S., fl. 1790-1821 -- Stockdale, John, 1749?-1814 -- Morse, Jedidiah, 1761-1826 -- Morse, Jedidiah, 1761-1826. The American geography -- or, A view of the present situation of the United States of America 1794 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 32 x 40 cm.
In: Morse, Jedidiah. The American geography; or, A view of the present situation of the United States of America ... (London : J. Stockdale, 1794) opposite p. 272.
Scale [ca. 1:7,000,000].
At bottom of map: Engraved for Morse's geography.
Relief shown pictorially.
Prime meridians: London, [Philadelphia].
Shows states north of ca. 36° latitude.
Also published in his 1792 edition of the American geography (Edinburgh, 1795).
Ayer 109.5 .M7 1794 opp. p. 272 (PrCt)
57660 **North America - Maps - 1794**  
Authors: Allen, George S., fl. 1790-1821 -- Stockdale, John, 1749?-1814 -- Morse, Jedediah, 1761-1826 -- Morse, Jedediah, 1761-1826. The American geography -- or, A view of the present situation of the United States of America 1794 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map ; 18 x 23 cm.  
In: Morse, Jedediah. The American geography; or, A view of the present situation of the United States of America ... (London : J. Stockdale, 1794) opposite p. 52.  
*Ayer 109.5 .M7 1794 opp. p. 52 (PrCt)*

57661 **North America - Maps - 1794**  
Authors: Russell, John, active 1733-1795 -- Symonds, H. D. (Henry Delahoy) -- Winterbotham, William, 1763-1829. An Historical, geographical, commercial, and philosophical view of the American United States (1795) -- Ridgway, James -- Ridgway, James, 1784-1846  
SEE Ridgway, James  
1 map : 35 x 46 cm. fold. to 22 x 10 cm.  
Scale [ca. 1:21,500,000 along central meridian]. Relief shown pictorially.  
*Case E18 .W78 1795, v. 1, opp p. 157 (PrCt)*

57662 **North America - Maps - 1794**  
*A New map of North America, with the West India islands. Divided according to the preliminary articles of peace ... 1783.* London : Laurie & Whittle, 1794.  
Authors: Pownall, Thomas, 1722-1805 -- Kino, Eusebio Franciscus, 1644-1711 -- Kitchin, Thomas, 1718-1784 -- Laurie & Whittle -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map : hand col. ; 101 x 116 cm. on 2 sheets each 109 x 120 cm.  
Scale [ca. 1:5,400,000]. Relief shown pictorially.  
*Prime meridian: Ferro, London.*  
*Insets: A Particular map of Baffin and Hudson's Bay (24 x 27 cm.) -- The Passage by land to California, discov'rd by Father Eusebius Francis Kino ... (22 x 20 cm.). Includes "Article III" in margin. References: Karpinski no.CIX.*  
*oversize Ayer 135 .K6 1798 no.62-63 (PrCt)*

57663 **North America - Maps - 1794**  
*North America with the West Indies : wherein are distinguished the United States, and all the possessions belonging to the European powers, with the latest discoveries of the English, and the Spaniards / by Samuel Dunn.* London : Laurie & Whittle, 1794.  
Authors: Dunn, Samuel, -1794 -- Laurie & Whittle -- Dunn, Samuel, -1794. A New atlas of the mundane system ... (1800) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map : hand col. ; 31 x 44 cm., on sheet 47 x 59 cm.  
"Published by Laurie & Whittle, 53 Fleet Street, London, as the Act directs, 12th May, 1794."  
In: Dunn, Samuel. New atlas of the mundane system, or, Of geography and cosmography ... (London : Printed and published by Robert Laurie and James Whittle ... (successors to the late Mr. Robert Sayer), 1800), [plate 39]  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.  
*Baskes oversize G1015 .D86 1800 [plate 39] (NLO)*

57664 **North America - Maps - 1794**  
*North America with the West Indies : wherein are particularly distinguished the United States ... from the original materials of Governr. Pownall, Memr. Parliamnt.* London : Laurie & Whittle, No. 53 Fleet Street, 12th May 1794.  
Authors: Pownall, Thomas, 1722-1805 -- Kino, Eusebio Franciscus, 1644-1711 -- Jesuits -- Laurie & Whittle -- Kitchin, Thomas, 1718-1784. A General atlas describing the whole universe ... (1795) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map : hand col. ; 28 x 40 cm., on sheet 43 x 30 cm.  
* oversize Ayer 135 .K6 1798 no.62-63 (PrCt)*

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Héctor, barón de Bouligny, Francisco, 1736-1818
Authors: Soulard, Antoine [ca. 1850].
Idée topographique des hauts du Mississipi [sic] Facsimiles<<>>Indians of North America Facsimiles<<>>Manuscript maps
1795
Jonathan, James, 1759-1822
River (Sask. and Man.) Manuscripts
and Man.) Facsimiles
Idée topographique des hauts du Mississipi [sic] et du Missourii : pour servir à la connaissance d'une partie des nations sauvages qui y habitent. [ca. 1850].
Made by order of Louisiana governor-general Luis Héctor Carondelet for Jean Baptiste Truteau’s 1795 Missouri River expedition. Possibly made in collaboration with James Mackay; cf. Diller. Shows courses of the Mississippi, Missouri, Assiniboine, and Saskatchewan Rivers, European and Indian villages, forts, Jonathan Carver’s expedition route of 1766-1768, and notes regarding James Mackay’s 1786-1788 tour up the Saskatchewan to the Rockies and back by the Assiniboine.
Scale [ca. 1:8,875,000]. Mountains shown pictorially. Pen-and-ink and pencil on tracing paper; cartouche border and Mississippi R. in red ink. Forms part of both the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection and the Pierre Margry Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library).
57670

North America - Maps - 1799


Authors: Foot, T. (Thomas) - Smith & Jones, engravers, London

1789-1817 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map ; 32 x 44 cm.


Scale [ca. 1:11,255,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
Prime meridian: London.

Ayer 7 B21 1797 v. 2, opp. p. 464 (PrCt)
North America - Maps - 1802

Wall maps
A Map exhibiting all the new discoveries in the interior parts of North America... London: A. Arrowsmith, 1795 [i.e. 1802].
1 map: hand col.; 57 x 50 cm.
'Additions to 1802.'
Scale [ca. 1:4,400,000].
Relief shown by hachures.
Ayer map8F G3300 1802 .R4 (PrCt)

North America - Maps - 1804

Authors: Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823. A New and elegant general atlas comprising all the new discoveries, to the present time... (1804) -- John Conrad & Co. -- Hooker, William, 1782-1856 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: 24 x 20 cm.
In: Arrowsmith, Aaron. A New and elegant general atlas comprising all the new discoveries, to the present time... (Philadelphia [etc.]: J. Conrad & Co. [and others], 1804) pl. 33.
Ayer 135 .A65 1804 pl. 33 (PrCt)

North America - Maps - 1804

Explorations
Map of North America shewing all the new discoveries. [Charlestown, Mass. Samuel Etheridge et al, 1804].
Authors: Gridley, Enoch G. -- Morse, Jedediah, 1761-1826 -- Etheridge, Samuel, 1771-1817 -- Morse, Jedediah, 1761-1826. The American gazetteer, exhibiting a full account of the civil divisions... (1804)
1 map; 19 x 23 cm.
In Morse, Jedediah. The American gazetteer: exhibiting a full account of the civil divisions... . 2nd ed. (Boston: printed by and for Samuel Etheridge [etc.], 1804) opposite title page.
M1170
Case G 80 .611 opp. t.p. (PrCt)

North America - Maps - 1806

Authors: Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Ralph, William -- Brookes, R. (Richard), active 1721-1763 -- Jacob Johnson & Co. -- Brookes, R. (Richard), active 1721-1763. Brookes's General gazetteer improved, or, A new and compendious geographical dictionary... (1806)
1 map; 18 x 23 cm.
In: Brookes, Richard. Brookes's General gazetteer improved, or, A new and compendious geographical dictionary... (Philadelphia: Published by Jacob Johnson, & Co.; John Bioren, printer, 1806) pl.[3], opp. p. AMB-AME.
G 005 .118 pl. 3 (PrCt)
57684 North America - Maps - 1814
A Map exhibiting all the new discoveries in the interior parts of North America ... London : A. Arrowsmith, 1795 [i.e. June 1814].
Authors: Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 58 cm.
Printed paste-on label 'No. 53' at upper right.
In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1817?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 58 cm.
Digital image of another copy available on the David Rumsey Map Collection website (accessed Feb. 2010):
http://www.davidrumsey.com/luna/servlet/detail/RUMSEY~8~1~28379~1120808
Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1817, map 53 (NLO)

57685 North America - Maps - 1814
A Map exhibiting all the new discoveries in the interior parts of North America ... [London] : A. Arrowsmith, Jan. 1st, 1795 [i.e. June 1814].
Authors: Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 124 x 146 cm. in 4 sections, fold. in case 35 x 26 cm.
'Relief shown by hachures.'
http://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g3300.ct000584

57686 North America - Maps - 1814
Authors: Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Johnson & Warner -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839. A General atlas, being a collection of maps of the world and quarters ... (1814)
1 map : hand col. ; 18 x 24 cm.
In: Carey, Mathew. A General atlas, being a collection of maps of the world and quarters ... (Philadelphia : Published by M. Carey, and Johnson & Warner, 1814) pl. [3].
Ayer 135 .C27 1814 pl. 3 (PrCt)

57687 North America - Maps - 1814
Authors: Hewitt, N. R. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1817?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 58 cm.
Printed paste-on label 'No. 53' at upper right.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Digital image of another copy available on the David Rumsey Map Collection website (accessed Feb. 2010):
http://www.davidrumsey.com/luna/servlet/detail/RUMSEY~8~1~28379~1120808
Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1817, map 53 (NLO)
57688 North America - Maps - 1814
Authors: J. & G. Menzies -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1821?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 58 cm.
In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (Edinburgh ; London ; Dublin : John Thomson and Company ; Baldwin, Craddock, and Joy ; John Cumming, 1817, [i.e. 1821?]) map 53.
Printed paste-on label 'No. 53' on verso.

57689 North America - Maps - 1815
Carte encyprotpe de l’Amérique Septentrionale réduite de la carte sur 4 feuilles du même auteur ... / par H. Brué, ingénieur-géographe de S.A. Royale. Paris : Chez Desray ; Chez Goujon, 1815.
Authors: Brué, Adrien Hubert, 1786-1832 -- Desray, Jacques -- Goujon, Jean, fl. ca. 1793-1826 -- Brué, Adrien Hubert, 1786-1832. Grand atlas universel, ou collection de cartes encyprotypes, générales et détaillées des cinq parties du monde ... (1816) -- Charles X, King of France, 1757-1836
1 map : hand col. ; 53 x 67 cm.
"Dédiee & presenté a Monsieur [le Comte d'Artois]"
"Atlas universel no. [26]" -- top right margin.
In: Brué, Adrien Hubert. Grand atlas universel, ou collection de cartes encyprotypes, générales et détaillées des cinq parties du monde ... (Paris : Chez Desray, 1816), plate [26].

57690 North America - Maps - 1815
Authors: Brué, Adrien Hubert, 1786-1832 -- Desray, Jacques -- Goujon, Jean, fl. ca. 1793-1826 -- Brué, Adrien Hubert, 1786-1832. Grand atlas universel, ou collection de cartes encyprotypes, générales et détaillées des cinq parties du monde ... (Paris : Chez Desray, 1816), plate [26].

57691 North America - Maps - 1815
Carte encyprotpe de l’Amérique Septentrionale ... / par H. Brué, ingénieur-géographe de S.A. Royale. Paris : Chez Desray ; Chez J. Goujon, 1815.
Authors: Brué, Adrien Hubert, 1786-1832 -- Desray, Jacques -- Goujon, Jean, fl. ca. 1793-1826 -- Brué, Adrien Hubert, 1786-1832. Grand atlas universel, ou collection de cartes encyprotypes, générales et détaillées des cinq parties du monde ... (1816) -- Charles X, King of France, 1757-1836
1 map : hand col. ; 112 x 134 cm. on 4 sheets
Title from bottom left sheet.
"Dédiee et presenté a Monsieur [le Comte d’Artois]"
"Amérique septentrionale 1re. [- 4e.] feuille" and "Atlas universel no. [27 - 30]" in upper right margins.
Insets (21 x 49 cm. and smaller): Ile de Saint Domingue - Partie occidentale des Iles Aleutiennes -- Ile de la Martinique -- Ile de la Guadeloupe de Marie Galante ...
In: Brué, Adrien Hubert. Grand atlas universel, ou collection de cartes encyprotypes, générales et détaillées des cinq parties du monde ... (Paris : Chez Desray, 1816), plates [27-30].

57692 North America - Maps - 1818
North America / drawn under the direction of Mr. Pinkerton by L. Hebert ; Neele sculpt. 352 Strand. Philadelphia ; New York : Published by Bradford & Inskeep, Philadelphia ; Inskeep & Bradford, New York & Moses Thomas, Philadelphia, [1818].
Authors: Hebert, Lewis, fl. 1809-1838 -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826 -- Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Bradford and Inskeep -- Inskeep and Bradford -- Thomas, Moses, 1787-1865 -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826. A Modern atlas : from the latest and best authorities exhibiting the various divisions of the world ... (1818)
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 68 cm.
Running title: Pinkerton’s modern atlas
In: Pinkerton, John. A Modern atlas: from the latest and best authorities exhibiting the various divisions of the world ... (Philadelphia: Thomas Dobson & Son, 1818), plate [39]
Case oversize G1019 .P56 1818, plate [39] (PrCt)

57693
North America - Maps - 1818<<>>Canada, Western - Maps - 1818
A Portion of the North West or Hudson’s Bay Territory, taken from Arrowsmith’s map of North America, 1795 corrected to 1818. [Toronto: Macmillan Co. of Canada, 1929]. Authors: Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823. A Map exhibiting all the new discoveries in the interior parts of North America ... (1818) -- M’Gillivray, Duncan, 1771 or 2-1825. The Journal of Duncan M’Gillivray of the North West Company at Fort George on the Saskatchewan, 1794-5 (1929) -- Morton, Arthur Silver, 1870-1945 -- Macmillan & Co. -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 20 x 30 cm.
Partial reproduction of A Map exhibiting all the new discoveries in the interior parts of North America ... Additions to 1811, 1818 (London: A. Arrowsmith, 1818).
Arrowsmith’s detail of northwest America was derived, without acknowledgment, from David Thompson’s manuscript Map of the North-West Territory of the Province of Canada: from actual survey during the years 1792 to 1813.
References: Cf. Graff 2609 (sold as Newberry duplicate).

Ayer 168.61 .M14 1929 following Appendix p. 24 (PrCt)

57694
North America - Maps - 1820
Authors: Cummings, J. A. (Jacob Abbot), 1772-1820 -- Cummings and Hilliard -- Cummings, J. A. (Jacob Abbot), 1772-1820. [School atlas to Cummings Ancient & modern geography] [1820?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 26 x 20 cm.
Illegible engraver’s name at lower right.
In: Cummings, Jacob Abbot. [School atlas to Cummings Ancient & modern geography] ([Boston: Cummings and Hilliard, 1820?]) map [1].

Ayer 135 .C97 1820 map [1] (PrCt)

57695
North America - Maps - 1820<<>>North America - Historical geography - Maps - 1820<<>>Columbus, Christopher<<>>Cortés, Hernán, 1485-1547
North America, drawn from the most recent authorities with the tracks of Columbus & Cortez. Philadelphia: M. Carey & Son, 1820.
Authors: Paguenaud, E. -- Lavoisne, C. V. -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- M. Carey & Son -- Young & Delleker -- Lavoisne, C. V. A Complete genealogical, historical, chronological and geographical atlas ... (1820)
1 map : hand col. ; 22 x 20 cm.
In: Lavoisne, C. V. A Complete genealogical, historical, chronological and geographical atlas ... (Philadelphia: Published by M. Carey and Son ; printed by T.H. Palmer ...., 1820) map [27 A]. One of two maps on printed plate 'No. 67.'
Added title: Geographical, historical, and statistical map of America.

oversize F 006 .48 pl. 27 A (PrCt)

57696
North America - Maps - 1821
1 map : hand col., sectioned and mounted on cloth ; 56 x 84 cm. on sheet 65 x 97 cm., folded to 22 x 14 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:14,250,000]
Relief shown by hachures.
Shows colonial possessions of various countries.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Collective Baskes acquisition no. for all sheets in box: A3287
Cf. Phillips 3546

Baskes G3200 svar .B7 no. 5 (NLO)
North America - Maps - 1822
1 map ; 48 x 58 cm.
Engraved title within neatline.
Added letterpress title in uppercase and oversize lettering, top margin: Geographical, statistical, and historical map of North America
In: H.C. Carey and I. Lea (Firm). A Complete historical, chronological, and geographical American atlas ... (Philadelphia : H.C. Carey and I. Lea, 1822), [map 2].
"No. 3." -- In letterpress at upper right.
Forms part of the William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library).
oversize Greenlee 4891 .C27 1822 [map 2] (PrCt)

North America - Maps - 1822
British possessions in North America.
1 map : hand col ; 24 x 35 cm.
Engraved title within neatline.
Added letterpress title in uppercase and oversize lettering, top margin: Geographical, statistical, and historical map of upper and lower Canada, and the other British possessions in North America
Scale [ca. 1:9,000,000].
Relief shown by hachures.
Shows area between ca. 41-56° N.
Text on 3 sides of map.
In: H.C. Carey and I. Lea (Firm). A Complete historical, chronological, and geographical American atlas ... (Philadelphia : H.C. Carey and I. Lea, 1822), [map 3].
"No. 4." -- In letterpress at upper right.
Also published in the 1827 edition of the atlas.
Forms part of the William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library).
oversize Greenlee 4891 .C27 1822 [map 3] (PrCt)

North America - Maps - 1822
Authors: Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Duffee, William, fl. 1822 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 106 x 145 cm.
Wheat 350.
4409
Ayer map9F G3300 1822 .T3 (PrCt)
57703  North America - Maps - 1822

2 maps : hand col.; 22 x 20 cm. and 21 x 17 cm., on sheet 45 x 57 cm.
Engraved titles within separate sets of neatlines. Added letterpress title in uppercase and oversize lettering, top margin: Geographical, statistical, and historical map of America In: H.C. Carey and I. Lea (Firm). A Complete historical, chronological, and geographical American atlas ... (Philadelphia : H.C. Carey and I. Lea, 1822), [map 1].
"No. 1." -- In letterpress at upper right.
Forms part of the William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library).
**oversize Greenlee 4891 .C27 1822 [map 1] (PrCt)**

57704  North America - Maps - 1823

Authors: Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Hall, Sidney -- Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823. A New general atlas constructed from the latest authorities ... (1823) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map ; 25 x 20 cm.
In: Arrowsmith, Aaron. A New general atlas constructed from the latest authorities ... Exhibiting the boundaries and divisions, also the chains of mountains and other geographical features of all the known countries in the world (Edinburgh ; London : A. Constable & Co., 1823), pl. 48.
**folio Ayer 135 .A65 1823 pl. 48 (PrCt)**

57705  North America - Maps - 1824

A Map exhibiting all the new discoveries in the interior parts of North America : inscribed by permission to the honorable governor and company of adventurers of England trading into Hudsons Bay, in testimony of their liberal communications to their most obedient and very humble servant, A. Arrowsmith, January 1st 1795. London: A. Arrowsmith, [1824].
Authors: Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : hand col., dissected and mounted on cloth ; 130 x 145 cm.
In lower margin: London: Published 1 Jan. 1795 by A. Arrowsmith, No. 10 Soho Square ... additions to [18]24.
Additions to 1811, 18, 19, 20, 24.
Scale [ca. 1:4,450,000].
Relief shown by hachures.

Stevens and Tree list this among other variants in Tooleys Mapping of America, p. 80. Includes notes.
http://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g3300.c000584
**map6F 3300.2 (NLO)**

57706  North America - Maps - 1824

1 map : hand col.; 144 x 162 cm. on 2 sheets, folded to 29 x 25 cm. in slipcase (29 cm.)
Shows natural features, political boundaries (U.S. as including the Louisiana Purchase), and cities. Karpinski no. 83.
**Ayer 133 .W98 1824 (NLO)**

57707  North America - Maps - 1825

1 map : hand col.; 22 x 26 cm.
In: Morse, Sidney E. A New universal atlas of the world, on an approved plan ... (1825) Compare: Ayer 133 .W98 1824.
**folio G 1083 .595 pl. [2] (PrCt)**

57708  North America - Maps - 1825

North America. [Philadelphia ; New York etc. Samuel F. Bradford and Murray, Fairman and Co., Peter A. Mesier etc., 1825?].
Authors: Rees, Abraham, 1743-1825 -- Bradford, Samuel F. (Samuel Fisher), 1776-1837 -- Murray, Fairman and Co. -- Mesier, Peter A., 1772?-1847

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
North America - Maps - 1830-1855

Mr. Catlin’s itinerary in North America, 1830 to 1855. [183-?].
Authors: Catlin, George, 1796-1872
1 map
Title in upper margin.
Added title: Map of North America.

North America - Maps - 1833

'Charte von Nord America ... Augsburg': Joh. Walch, 1833.
Authors: Walch, Johann, 1757-1824
1 map : hand col. ; 56 x 47 cm.

North America - Maps - 1833

Authors: Young & Delleker -- Finley, A. (Anthony) -- Finley, A. (Anthony). A New general atlas ... (1833) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 28 x 21 cm.
In: Finley, Anthony. A New general atlas : comprising a complete set of maps, representing the grand divisions of the globe ... (Philadelphia : Anthony Finley, 1833), plate 4.
Sheet corner numbered 4.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

North America - Maps - 1834

Authors: Arrowsmith, John, 1790-1873 -- Hudson's Bay Company
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 62 cm.

North America - Maps - 1834

Authors: Arrowsmith, John, 1790-1873 -- Hudson's Bay Company
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 62 cm.

North America - Maps - 1834

Canada. [Aberdeen : John Mathison, 1834].
Authors: Hewitt, N. R. -- Mathison, John -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 17 x 23 cm.
'Hewitt sc.'
In: Mathison, John. Counsel for emigrants, and interesting information from numerous sources, with original letters from Canada and the United States (Aberdeen: John Mathison, 1834), opposite title page.

North America - Maps - 1836

North America. [Philadelphia : Carey & Hart, 1845].
Authors: Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Carey & Hart -- Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858. A New universal atlas ... (1845) 1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 32 cm. 'Entered according to act of Congress in the year 1836 by H.S. Tanner ... '
In: Tanner, Henry Schenck. A New universal atlas ... (Philadelphia : Carey & Hart, 1845) map [2].

North America - Maps - 1836

Texas, Mexico, and part of the United States. 1836.
Authors: Atkinson, S.C. -- Yeager, Joseph, approximately 1792-1859
1 map
Engraved by Joseph Yeager. Detached from Atkinson, S.C. Atkinson's Casket or gems of literature [v. 11?] no. 3 (March 1836) opposite title page [A 5.35]. Lacking western portion of map with title. Title supplied by High Ridge Books catalog 34 (1996), which includes reduced reproduction of entire map.

North America - Maps - 1836

In: Willetts, Jacob. Willetts' Atlas to accompany the New and improved school geography ... (Poughkeepsie, N.Y. : William Wilson, [1838]) map no. 3.
'Engraved by S. Stiles & Co. N.Y.' and 'entered according to act of Congress in the year 1838 by Potter & Wilson in the ... Southern District of New York.'
Scale ca. 1: 39,000,000.

North America - Maps - 1838-1842 - Coasts - Pacific Ocean - Nautical charts

[Charts of the Pacific coast of North America produced by the Wilkes Expedition of 1838-1842], 1971.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)
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57726 North America - Maps - 1839
Map of North America designed to accompany Smith's Geography for schools. [Hartford : Daniel Burgess & Co.], c1839.
Authors: Daniel Burgess & Co. -- Stiles, Sherman & Smith -- Roswell Chamberlain, 1797-1875. Geography on the productive system : for schools, academies, and families (1839) -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 26 x 20 cm.
"Eng. by Stiles, Sherman & Smith, N.Y."
Copyright "1839, by Daniel Burgess."
Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection.

map1F G3300 1839 .B8 (PrCt)

57727 North America - Maps - 1839
Map of North America designed to accompany Smith's Geography for Schools. New York, 1839.
Authors: Smith, Roswell Chamberlain, 1797-1875 -- Stiles, Sherman & Smith -- Daniel Burgess & Co.
1 map : hand col. ; 27 x 23 cm.

map1F G3300 1839 .S7 (PrCt)

57728 North America - Maps - 1840
1 map : hand col. ; 22 x 18 cm.

Case G1019 .B95 1840 pl. 19 (PrCt)

57729 North America - Maps - 1840
Map of North America. [Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, 1840].
Authors: Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846 -- Lea & Blanchard -- Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (1840) 1 map ; 18 x 11 cm. Keyed to dozens of references on p.176.

G 11 .607 v. 3, p. 174 (PrCt)

57730 North America - Maps - 1840
North America. London : Mr. Bull, [ca. 1840].
Authors: Starling, Thomas -- Bull and Churton -- Bull, Mr., fl. ca. 1840 -- Starling, Thomas. The Royal cabinet atlas ... [ca. 1840] 1 map : hand col. ; 14 x 8 cm.
In: Starling, Thomas. The Royal cabinet atlas ... (London : Bull and Churton, [ca. 1840]) 'Pl. LXXVIII' [i.e. 41].

map3C 5 map [41] (PrCt)

57731 North America - Maps - 1840-1849
Nord-Amerika und West-Indien. [Gotha, Germany, 184-?].
Authors: Stieler, Adolf, 1775--1846 & Gilbert -- Mudie, Robert, 1777-1842. Gilbert's modern atlas of the earth ... (1841) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 27 x 24 cm.
Running title at bottom left: Gilbert's modern atlas In: Mudie, Robert. Gilbert's modern atlas of the earth ... (London : Grattan and Gilbert, [1841?]), [plate 43].
Printed no. 43 at bottom center.

Baskes folio G1019 .M83 1841, [plate 43] (PrCt)

57732 North America - Maps - 1841
Authors: Archer, Joshua, fl. 1833-1866 -- Grattan & Gilbert -- Mudie, Robert, 1777-1842. Gilbert's modern atlas of the earth ... (1841) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 27 x 24 cm.

fo1io Ayer 135 .B75 1835 pl. 29, p. 72 (PrCt)

57733 North America - Maps - 1841
Authors: Bradford, T. G. (Thomas Gamaliel), 1802-1887 -- Bradford, T. G. (Thomas Gamaliel), 1802-1887. A Comprehensive atlas ... (1835, [i.e. 1841?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 24 x 19 cm.

folio Ayer 135 .B75 1835 pl. 29, p. 72 (PrCt)

57734 North America - Maps - 1842<<>United States - Maps - 1842
Authors: Morse, Sidney E. (Sidney Edwards), 1794-1871 -- Harper & Brothers -- Chicago Historical Society
1 atlas
Contemporary/old quarter calf and marbled boards.
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
North America - Maps - 1843

North America. [London] : Chapman and Hall, 1843 [i.e.1844].
Authors: Chapman and Hall -- J. & C. Walker (Firm) -- Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (Great Britain) -- Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (Great Britain).
Maps of the Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (1844) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 38 x 31 cm.
ofolio G 10 .98 map [5] (PrCt)

North America - Maps - 1843

Political map of North America. [Hartford : Belknap & Hamersley], 1843 [i.e. 1845?].
Authors: Woodbridge, William C. (William Channing), 1794-1845 -- Belknap & Hamersley -- Woodbridge, William C. (William Channing), 1794-1845. Modern atlas, physical political and statistical ... (1843 [i.e. 1845?])
1 map : hand col. ; 22 x 28 cm.
'Entered according to Act of Congress in the year 1843 by William C. Woodridge in ... Massachusetts.'
In: Woodbridge, William C. Modern atlas, physical political and statistical atlas ... (Hartford [Conn.] : Belknap and Hamersley, 1843 [i.e. 1845?]) map [5].
ofolio G 10 .98 map [5] (PrCt)

North America - Maps - 1843

Physical map of North America. [Hartford : Belknap & Hamersley], 1843 [i.e. 1845?].
Authors: Woodbridge, William C. (William Channing), 1794-1845 -- Belknap & Hamersley -- Woodbridge, William C. (William Channing), 1794-1845. Modern atlas, physical political and statistical ... (1843 [i.e. 1845?])
1 map ; 22 x 27 cm.
'Entered according to Act of Congress in the year 1843 by William C. Woodridge in ... Massachusetts.'
In: Woodbridge, William C. Modern atlas, physical political and statistical atlas ... (Hartford [Conn.] : Belknap and Hamersley, 1843 [i.e. 1845?]) map [4].
ofolio G 10 .98 map [4] (PrCt)

North America - Maps - 1844

Political map of the United States and Mexico and the British provinces adapted to Woodbridge's geography. [Boston?] Massachusetts : [William C. Woodbridge?], 1800-1854.
1 map ; 57 x 63 cm., folded to 18 x 10 cm.
In: Greenhow, Robert. The History of Oregon and California : and the other territories of the North-West coast of North America, accompanied by a geographical view and map of those countries, and a number of documents as proofs and illustrations of the history (Boston : Charles C. Little and James Brown, 1844), at end.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copy: Graff 1652, at end (PrCt)

North America - Maps - 1844

Map of the western & middle portions of North America, to illustrate the history of California, Oregon and ... the north-west coast of America / by Robert Greenhow : drawn by George H. Ringgold ; engraved by E.F. Woodward, Philada. [Boston : Charles C. Little and James Brown, 1844].
1 map ; 57 x 63 cm., folded to 18 x 10 cm.
In: Greenhow, Robert. The History of Oregon and California : and the other territories of the North-West coast of North America, accompanied by a geographical view and map of those countries, and a number of documents as proofs and illustrations of the history (Boston : Charles C. Little and James Brown, 1844), at front.
Duplicate copy: Ayer 160.5 .06 G8 1844
Cf. Howes G389
Graff 1652, at end (PrCt)

North America - Maps - 1844

Map of the western & middle portions of North America, to illustrate the history of California, Oregon and ... the north-west coast of America / by Robert Greenhow : drawn by George H. Ringgold ; engraved by E.F. Woodward, Philada. [Boston : Charles C. Little and James Brown, 1844].
1 map ; 57 x 63 cm., folded to 18 x 10 cm.
In: Greenhow, Robert. The History of Oregon and California : and the other territories of the North-West coast of North America, accompanied by a geographical view and map of those countries, and a number of documents as proofs and illustrations of the history (Boston : Charles C. Little and James Brown, 1844), at front.
Duplicate copy: Ayer 160.5 .06 G8 1844
Cf. Howes G389
Graff 1652, at end (PrCt)

North America - Maps - 1845

Political map of the United States and Mexico and the British provinces adapted to Woodbridge's geography. [Boston?] Massachusetts : [William C. Woodbridge?], 1800-1854.
1 map ; 57 x 63 cm., folded to 18 x 10 cm.
In: Greenhow, Robert. The History of Oregon and California : and the other territories of the North-West coast of North America, accompanied by a geographical view and map of those countries, and a number of documents as proofs and illustrations of the history (Boston : Charles C. Little and James Brown, 1844), at front.
Duplicate copy: Graff 1652
Cf. Howes G389
Ayer 160.5 .06 G8 1844, at front (PrCt)
North America - Maps - 1845
North America. [New York : H.S. Tanner, 1845].
Authors: Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858. A New general atlas, comprising a complete set of maps ... (1845)
1 map: hand col.; 27 x 21 cm.
In: Tanner, Henry Schenck. A New general atlas, comprising a complete set of maps ... (New York : Tanner's Geographical Establishment, 1845) map '31' [i.e. 29].
oversize G 10 .622 map [29] (PrCt)

Morse's North American atlas : containing the following beautifully colored maps ... New York : Published by Harper & Brothers, 82 Cliff Street, [1845].
1 atlas (1 leaf, 36 leaves of plates) : 36 col. maps ; 45 cm.
'Entered, according to Act of Congress, in the year 1842, by Sidney E. Morse and Samuel Breese, in the Clerk's Office of the Court of the Southern District of New York.'
Maps dated 1842-1845.
Most maps 'Entered, according to Act of Congress, in the year ... by Sidney E. Morse and Samuel Breese' ; Map of New Jersey by T. Gordon (1841).
Map of Indian Territory by Josiah Gregg (1844); California is by T.J. Farnham (1845).
Relief indicated by hachures.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
References: Phillips 1228
Baskes oversize G1105 .M6 1845 (NLO)

Political map of the United States, Texas, Mexico and the British provinces. [Hartford : Belknap & Hamersley], 1845.
Authors: Woodbridge, William C. (William Channing), 1794-1845 -- Atwood, John M., approximately 1818 -- Belknap & Hamersley -- Woodbridge, William C. (William Channing), 1794-1845. Modern atlas, physical political and statistical ... (1843 [i.e. 1845?])
1 map : hand col.; 27 x 46 cm.
'Entered according to Act of Congress in the year 1845 by William C. Woodridge in ... Massachusetts.'
In: Woodbridge, William C. Modern atlas, physical political and statistical ... (Hartford [Conn.] : Belknap and Hamersley, 1843 [i.e. 1845?]) map [9].
Insets (17 x 16 cm. and smaller): Map of the railways and canals in the Middle States -- Michigan, Wisconsin and Iowa -- District of Columbia.
folio G 10 .98 map [9] (PrCt)

North America - Maps - 1846
Map of Oregon, Upper & Lower California, with part of British-America, the United States and Mexico. Philadelphia : Lith. of T. Sinclair, [1846].
Authors: T. Sinclair's Lith. -- Gilliam, Albert M. Travels over the table lands and cordilleras of Mexico during the years 1843 and 44 : including a description of California ... (1846) -- Moore, J. W., fl. 1846 -- Wiley & Putnam -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 44 x 41 cm., folded to 23 x 14 cm.
In: Gilliam, Albert M. Travels over the table lands and cordilleras of Mexico during the years 1843 and 44 : including a description of California ... (Philadelphia ; London : J. W. Moore ; Wiley & Putnam, 1846), following p. 370.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Graff 1554, following p. 370 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Exhibited at the Newberry Library as part of Mapping Manifest Destiny: Chicago and the American West (November 3, 2007-February 16, 2008).
Digital image available by website subscription to American West: sources from the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library, Chicago (produced by Adam Matthew Digital; accessed December 2010): http://www.americanwest.amdigital.co.uk/content/s/image-viewer.aspx?imageid=75177&doc=75178&previous=2&pageindex=1&prevpos=61411
For a reduced version of this map, see folded map in: Gilpin, William. The Central gold region (Philadelphia: St. Louis: Sower, Barnes & Co.; E.K. Woodward, 1860) [Graff 1556, opposite title page (PrCt)]
73-6086
ICN73
map6F G3301.C2 1848 .G5 (PrCt)

57749 North America - Maps - 1849<<>>California - Maps - 1849
Authors: Smith, J. Calvin (John Calvin) -- Disturnell, John, 1801-1877 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 55 x 49 cm.
In Disturnell, John. The emigrant's guide to New Mexico, California, and Oregon (New York, 1849) Wheat, California gold region, 124.
M271
VAULT Ayer 128.3 D6 1849 [map] (PrCt)

57750 North America - Maps - 1850
Map of North America. Philadelphia : Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co., 1850 [i.e. 1852].
New universal atlas ... (1852)
1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 29 cm.
Entered according to act of Congress in ... 1850 by Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co., ... . Later edition of map previously published by S.A. Mitchell.
In: Mitchell, S. Augustus. New universal atlas ... (Philadelphia : Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co., 1852) pl. '2'.
oversize G1019 .N49 1852 pl. 2 (PrCt)

57751 North America - Maps - 1850-1859
North America. [185?-].
1 map : hand col. ; 25 x 21 cm.
Probably detached from a geography textbook; text, p.13 on verso.
M1192
map1F G3300 185- N6 (PrCt)

57752 North America - Maps - 1850<<>>California - Maps - 1850
Authors: Smith, J. Calvin (John Calvin) -- Disturnell, John, 1801-1877 -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 54 x 48 cm.
In Disturnell, John. The Emigrant's guide to New Mexico, California, and Oregon (New York, 1850).
Wheat, California Gold region, 172.
M270
Graff 5306 [map] (PrCt)

57753 North America - Maps - 1850<<>>United States - Maps - 1850
Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 65 x 77 cm.
"showing the rail roads, canals & stage roads. With distances from place to place."
IScale [ca. 1:3,900,000].
Relief shown by hachures.
Ayer 138 .C65 1850 at back (PrCt)

57754 North America - Maps - 1851
Authors: Rapkin, J. -- Tallis, John, 1817-1876 -- Marchant, J., fl. 1851 -- Rogers, J., fl. 1851 -- Martin, Robert Montgomery, 1803?-1868. Tallis's illustrated atlas, and modern history of the world ... (1851)
1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 22 cm.
In: Martin, Robert Montgomery. Tallis's illustrated atlas, and modern history of the world ... (London ; New York : J. Tallis, 1851) pl. [61].
folio G1019 .M197 1851 pl. [61] (PrCt)

Authors: Hall, Sidney -- Longman & Co. -- Richardson, John, Sir, 1787-1865. Arctic searching expedition : a journal of a boat-voyage
through Rupert's Land and the Arctic Sea, in
search of the discovery ships under command of
Sir John Franklin ... (1851) -- Longman, Brown,
Green, and Longmans -- Everett D. Graff
Collection of Western Americana (Newberry
Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 40 x 49 cm., folded to 22 x 14
cm.
Hand colored to show different classes of rock
and volcanoes.
In Richardson, John. Arctic searching expedition :
A journal of a boat-voyage through Rupert's Land
and the Arctic Sea, in search of the discovery ships
under command of Sir John Franklin : with
an appendix on the physical geography of North
America / by Sir John Richardson (London:
Longman, Brown, Green, and Longmans, 1851)
v.1, following p. viii.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of
Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Graff 3493 v. 1, following p. viii (PrCt)

57756 North America - Maps - 1853
North America. London [i.e. New York] :
Chapman and Hall [i.e. Harper & Brothers, 1853].
Authors: Lowry, Joseph Wilson, 1803-1879 --
Harper & Brothers -- Chapman and Hall -- Lowry,
Joseph Wilson, 1803-1879. Lowry's Universal
atlas constructed and engraved from the most
recent authorities (1853)
1 map : col. ; 28 x 21 cm.
In: Lowry, Joseph Wilson. Lowry's Universal
atlas constructed and engraved from the most
recent authorities (New York : Harper and Brothers,
1853) pl. [57].
Printed plate nos. 'A' and '87.
folio G 10 .525 pl. [57] (PrCt)

57757 North America - Maps - 1853
& Co., [1853?].
Authors: Rapkin, J. -- Andrew McNally III
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 22 cm.
Condition: Glazed, in black wooden frame. Fine.
Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection.
Previous location: McNally's vault B1
AMcN III PC 710 (PrCt)

57758 North America - Maps - 1854<<>>World maps - 1854<<>>Mercator projection - 1854<<>>Mercator projection (Cartography)
New map of that portion of North America, exhibiting the United States ... Baltimore : J. Monk, 1854.
Authors: Monk, Jacob -- A. Hoen & Co. --
Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594
1 map : hand col. ; 129 x 150 cm.
Scale ca. 1:3,780,000.
Includes inset 'New map of the world...' (29 x 48
cm), distance tables, and list of U.S. counties and
county seats.
MMC 1-0749.

57759 North America - Maps - 1855
North America. New York : J.H. Colton and
Company, 1855.
Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins),
1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George
Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth
(George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's atlas of
the world ... (1855-1856)
1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 28 cm.
In: Colton, George Woolworth. Colton's atlas of
the world : illustrating physical and political
geography (New York ; London : J.H. Colton ;
Trübner, 1855-1856) v. 1, pl. [1]. Printed plate
'No. 2.'
oversize G 10 .185 v.1, pl. 1 (PrCt)

57760 North America - Maps - 1855<<>>World maps - 1855<<>>Map projection - Mercator - 1855<<>>Wall maps<<>>Mercator projection (Cartography)
Monk's new American map exhibiting the larger
portion of North America ... Baltimore : Jacob
Monk, 1855.
Authors: Monk, Jacob -- A. Hoen & Co. --
Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594
1 map : hand col. ; 131 x 138 cm.
Printed by A. Hoen & Co., Baltimore.
Inset (29 x 47 cm.): New map of the world on
Mercator's projection.
Detached from wooden rollers.
Acquired from George Ritzlin; accession no.
98011204NL
Duplicate copy: MapRoll G3300 1855 .M6a
(PrCt)
maproll G3300 1855 .M6 (PrCt)

57761 North America - Maps - 1855<<>>World maps - 1855<<>>Map projection - Mercator - 1855<<>>Wall maps<<>>Mercator projection (Cartography)
Monk's new American map exhibiting the larger
portion of North America ... Baltimore : Jacob
Monk, 1855.
Authors: Monk, Jacob -- A. Hoen & Co. --
Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594
1 map : hand col. ; 131 x 138 cm.
Printed by A. Hoen & Co., Baltimore.
Inset (29 x 47 cm.): New map of the world on
Mercator's projection.
Detached from wooden rollers.
Duplicate copy: MapRoll G3300 1855 .M6 (PrCt)
maproll G3300 1855 .M6a (PrCt)

Map of North America : exhibiting the recent
discoveries, geographical and nautical; drawn
chiefly from the authorities of M. de Humbolt,
Lieutt. Pike, Messrs. Lewis and Clarke, Sir Alexr.
Mackenzie, Mr. Hearne, Col. Bouchette, Captns. Vancouver, Ross, Parry, Franklin & Back. Also describing the boundary lines between the territories of Great Britain, the United States and the Mexican and Central States. London: Jas. Wyld, 1856.

Authors: Wyld, James, 1812-1887 -- Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 145 x 166 cm. in 7 sections, fold. in slipcase 28 x 19 cm.
Scale ca. 1:4,625,000.
Title on slipcase label: North America.
Includes continuation sheet: Mexico and Guatemala, shewing the position of the mines.
Two top sheets dated 1851; continuation sheet dated 1856.
Manuscript annotations in pen and ink show course of a journey from England to Norway House, Manitoba and back (with a side trip to a Northwest Fur Co. post in Minnesota, possibly at Lake Pokena). The outward voyage is labeled 'To New York, course of Great Eastern on her 1st voyage June 1860' and continues via the Erie Canal and the Great Lakes. The return voyage, via the St. Lawrence River, is labeled 'Homeward bound in Bohemian for Liverpool.'
Forms part of the Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library).

map4C G3300 1856 .W9 (PrCt)

57763 North America - Maps - 1856 United States - Maps - 1856

Authors: Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- Bartholomew, John, 1831-1893 -- Schenck & M'Farlane -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Schenck & McFarlane SEE Schenck & M'Farlane -- Schenck & Macfarlane SEE Schenck & M'Farlane
1 atlas (39, [1] p., 20 leaves of plates) : 20 col. maps (some folded) ; 45 cm.
Includes index.
Publisher's brown cloth binding.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 1232

LC Card Number: 73156709
Baskes oversize G1105 .A23 1856 (NLO)

57764 North America - Maps - 1857

Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's general atlas ... (1857)
1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 28 cm.

oversize G 10 .188 pl. 3 (PrCt)

Illustration of Uncle Sam holding an ax and standing standing on the globe above North America]. [S.I. s.n., 1858].

1 illustration ; 5 cm. in diam., on sheet 19 x 12 cm.

H 668 .825, p. 32 at end (PrCt)

57766 North America - Maps - 1859

Authors: Arrowsmith, John, 1790-1873 -- Hudson's Bay Company
1 map : hand col. ; mounted in 18 sections on sheet 53 x 67 cm., folded in cover 19 x 13 cm.

map3C G3300 1859 A7 (PrCt)

57767 North America - Maps - 1859

Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's atlas of America ... (1859) -- Johnson & Browning

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1 map : hand col.; 36 x 29 cm.
In: Colton George Woolworth. Colton's atlas of America, illustrating the physical and political geography of North and South America and the West India islands (New York: J.H. Colton and Co., 1859), pl. [1]. Printed plate 'No. 2.' Map copyrighted 1855.

Case oversize G1100 .C6 1859 pl. 1 (Pr.Ct)

57768

North America - Maps - 1860

1 map : hand col.; 52 x 40 cm.
In: Johnson, Alvin Jewett. Johnson's new illustrated (steel plate) family atlas . . (New York: Johnson and Browning, 1860) plates '15' and '16.

oversize G 10 .454 pl. 15-16 (Pr.Ct)

57769

North America - Maps - 1860

Map of North America, exhibiting the recent discoveries : geographical & nautical / By James Wyld ; J. W. del. ; Stockley sc. London : James Wyld, [ca. 1860].
Authors: Wyld, James, 1812-1887 -- W., J. -- Stockley, S. -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 47 x 36 cm.
Scale ca. 1:25,000,000.
Relief shown by hachures.

Fitzgerald polar map 83 (Pr.Ct)

57770

North America - Maps - 1860 - Physiographic provinces

Physiographic provinces - North America - Maps - 1860

Hydrography - North America - Maps - 1860

1 map : hand col.; 29 x 20 cm., folded to 20 x 12 cm.
Distinguishes river basins west of the central cordillera, from British Columbia to Mexico, by different colors.
Scale [ca. 16,346,257].
Coordinates: (W 130°--W 85°/N 52°--N 15°).

Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library. This map lacking in Newberry's duplicate copy of the book [G 93 .34]
Graff 1556, opposite p. 47 (Pr.Ct)

North America - Maps - 1860 - Physiographic provinces

Physiographic provinces - North America - Maps - 1860

Hydrography - North America - Maps - 1860 - Centrality

1 map : hand col.; 20 x 27 cm., on sheet folded to 23 x 12 cm.
Various river basins distinguished by different colors.
Includes 5 profiles of elevations.
Shows two concentric circles centered in Kansas and extending roughly to Mobile and Havana.
Scale [ca. 1:35,000,000].
Coordinates: (W 180°--W 50°/N 72°--N 12°).
Digital image of another copy available by website subscription to American West: sources from the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library. Chicago (produced by Adam Matthew Digital; accessed December 2010):
Duplicate copy: Graff 1556
A reduced version of his large map of 1848; see Map6F G3301.C2 1848 .G5.
G 93 .34, opposite title page (Pr.Ct)
North America - Maps - 1866

North America / by Edwd. Weller, F.R.G.S.
London & Liverpool : George Philip & Son, [1866].
Authors: Weller, Edward, 1884 -- Hughes, William, 1817-1876. Grand atlas universel : ou collection de cartes nouvelles ... (1866) -- George Philip & Son
1 map : col. ; 60 x 52 cm.
Inset (17 x 21 cm.) : British Columbia
No. "39" printed on verso.
oversize G 10 .42, plate 39 (Pr Ct)

North America - Maps - 1867

Authors: Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884 -- Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884
Johnson's new illustrated family atlas of the world ... (1869) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 53 x 39 cm.
"Entered according to act of Congress in the year 1867, by A. J. Johnson in the Clerk's Office of the District Court of the United States for the Southern District of New York."
Inset (10 x 12 cm.) : Hawaiian group or Sandwich Islands.
In: Johnson, Alvin Jewett. Johnson's new illustrated family atlas of the world ... (New York : A. J. Johnson, publisher, 1869), [plate 7]
Sheet corners numbered 15 and 16.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G 1019 .J5 1869, [plate 7] (Pr Ct)
architecture and thermal laws of all the continents
Ayer 4A 955, opposite p. 14 (PrCt)

57783 North America - Maps - 1873 - Physiographic provinces
North America - Maps - 1873 - Centrality
North America - Maps - 1873 - Kansas
Map of North America, in which are delineated
the mountain system and its details, the great
calcareous plain as a unit, and the continuous
encircling maritime selvage. Philadelphia : J. B.
Lippincott & Co., [1873].
Authors: Gilpin, William, 1813-1894 -- J.B.
Lippincott & Co. -- Gilpin, William, 1813-1894.
Mission of the North American people,
geographical, social, and political (1873) --
Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 60 x 56 cm.
Scale ca. 1:13,700,000.
The "great calcareous plain," stretching from the
Rocky Mountains to the Alleghanies and from
eastern Mexico to sub-arctic Canada, is colored
to show five sub-units; the largest of these,
including the American Great Plains, is colored
red.
Shows two red concentric circles centered just
west of Topeka, Kans. and extending to Mobile
and Havana.
In: Gilpin, William. Mission of the North American
people, geographical, social, and political.
Illustrated by six charts delineating the physical
architecture and thermal laws of all the continents
(Philadelphia: J.B. Lippincott & Co., 1873), opposite p. 34.
Ayer 4A 955, opposite p. 34 (PrCt)

Authors: Goodrich, Samuel G. (Samuel Griswold), 1793-1860 -- Morton and Griswold --
Parley's primary histories -- Goodrich, Samuel G. (Samuel Griswold), 1793-1860. Parley's primary histories --
Boggo, W. C. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
216 p. : ill., 5 maps, ports. ; 16 cm.
Includes questions and exercises for the student.
Series: Parley's primary histories -- Goodrich,
Samuel G. (Samuel Griswold), 1793-1860.
Parley's primary histories.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 02000842
Baskes E45 .G66 1847 (NLO)

57785 North America - Maps - 1879 - Philip's handy general atlas of America :
comprising a series of detailed maps of the
United States, Canada, etc. / with index and
statistical notes by John Bartholomew. London :
George Philip and Son, 1879.
Authors: Bartholomew, J. G. (John George),
1860-1920 -- George Philip & Son -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (18 p., [22] folded leaves of plates) : 23
col. maps ; 36 cm. (fol.)
Includes index.
Relief indicated by hachures.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1105 .P63 1879 (NLO)

57786 North America - Maps - 1885
North America / by J. Bartholomew, F.R.G.S.
Edinburgh : A. & C. Black, [1885].
Authors: Bartholomew, John, 1831-1893 -- Adam
and Charles Black (Firm) -- Adam and Charles
Black (Firm). Black's general atlas of the world ...
(1885)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 44 cm.
In: Adam and Charles Black. Black's general
atlas of the world : embracing the latest
discoveries, new boundaries, and other changes,
accompanied by introductory letterpress and
index (Edinburgh : Adam and Charles Black,
1885), plate 39.
oversize G1019 .B63 1885, plate 39 (PrCt)

57787 North America - Maps - 1887
North America. [Chicago : George F. Cram,
1887].
Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 --
Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928. Cram's
standard American atlas of the world (1887)
1 map : col. ; 55 x 39 cm.
'Engraved expressly for the Standard World
Atlas.'
In: Cram, George Franklin. Cram's standard
American atlas of the world (Chicago : George F.
Case oversize G1019 .G455 1887, p. 246-247
(PrCt)

57788 North America - Maps - 1888
North America. Chicago : Rand, McNally & Co.,
[1888].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company. Rand,
McNally & Co.'s improved indexed business atlas
and shipper's guide ... (1888) -- Rand McNally
and Company. Commercial atlas (1888)
1 map : col. ; 48 x 34 cm.
Added title in upper margin: Rand, McNally
& Co.'s North America.
In Rand, McNally & Co.'s improved indexed
business atlas and shipper's guide ... (Chicago:
Uniform atlas title: Commercial atlas.
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .C7 1888, p. 20-21 (PrCt)

The Man of commerce: a chart showing the resemblance between the arteries of commerce, as represented by railroads, and the arterial system of man; also, the resemblance between the great vital organs of man and the commercial system of the great lakes. West Superior, Wis. Land & River Improvement Co., 1889.
Authors: McKay, A. F. (Augustus F.) -- Land & River Improvement Co. (West Superior, Wis.) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Boston Rare Maps
1 map; col.
Prints from digital image sent by Boston Rare Maps, who were offering the map for sale in October 2008.
Original is a lithograph, with printed color, mounted on modern linen and with original rollers (81 x 128 cm.).
map1F G3301 .A6 1889 .M3 2008 (PrCt)

Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.: 17 maps, 24 city plans
1st ed.
Includes advertising dated 1893 and priced in marks.
Condition: Fair.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

North America - Maps - 1897
Authors: Möller, Joachim van, fl. 1897 -- Reimer, Dietrich, 1818-1899 -- Vohsen, Ernst, fl. 1882-1883 -- Thiel, Friedrich, fl. 1897 -- Möller, Joachim van, fl. 1897. Auf nach Alaska: ein Führer für Wagemutige (1897) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map: 42 x 38 cm., folded to 15 x 12 cm.
'Zu Joachim van Möller 'Auf nach Alaska.'
'Lithogr. Anstalt von Dietrich Reimer (E. Vohsen), Berlin. Verlag von Friedrich Thiel, Charlottenburg.'
Map on verso: Alaska mit den Dampfer- und Landverbindungen von St. Francisco.
In Möller, Joachim van. Auf nach Alaska: ein Führer für Wagemutige (Charlottenburg: F. Thiel, 1897) folded inside back cover.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Cf. LC Card Number: 04-9991
Graff 2848 [map 2 of 2] (PrCt)
gold fields of Alaska. With the official maps ... (Chicago : W.B Conkey Company, 1898) at front.

[Graff 3077]
Graff 2402 [maps] (PrCt)

Map of North America showing all routes to Alaska and Klondike country (revised to January 1, 1898). [Chicago : W. B. Conkey Company, 1898].
Authors: W.B. Conkey Company -- Canada.
Dept. of the Interior -- Spurr, Josiah Edward, 1870-1950 -- Geological Survey (U.S.) -- W.B. Conkey Company. The Official guide to the Klondyke country and the gold fields of Alaska. With the official maps ... (1898) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 34 x 37 cm., folded to 19 x 12 cm.
Six maps on verso (17 x 14 cm. or smaller): Map of Alaska showing direct steamer route to the Yukon goldfields -- Map showing the three overland routes from Juneau to Five Finger Rapids on the Lewes River ... -- Map of the Yukon River and its tributaries issued by the Department of the Interior, of the Dominion of Canada -- Sketch of Klondyke River and affluents issued by the Department of the Interior of the Dominion of Canada -- Map of Alaska, showing known area of gold-producing rock in 1896 / prepared by J. Edward Spurr, of the United States Geological Survey -- Gold fields of the Northwest.
In The Official guide to the Klondyke country and the gold fields of Alaska. With the official maps ... (Chicago : W.B Conkey Company, 1898) at front. On cover: People's series.--Vol. 6, no. 3, July 31, 1897.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Variant copies of the maps were issued in: La Roche, Frank. En route to the Klondike : a series of photographic views of the picturesque land of gold and glaciers (Chicago, New York : W. B. Conkey [1898]) opposite title page. [Graff 2402]
Graff 3074 [maps] (PrCt)

57795 North America - Maps - 1902 - Maps, Outline and base>>Maps, Outline and base
Leete's exercise outline maps: North America. [1902].
Authors: Leete, C. H. (Charles Henry), 1857-1936
1 map
map1F G3301 .A1 1902 L4 (PrCt)

57796 North America - Maps - 1903 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Andre , John -- Lodge, Henry Cabot, 1850-1924 -- Bibliophile Society -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
2 v. : 38 maps ; 260 x 199 mm.
1st ed.
1stPub;ed:HCLodge
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

57797 North America - Maps - 1904-1919
Indians - North America - Maps - 1904 (Provisional Heading)<<>>Indians of North America - Maps - 1904
1 v. : 7 maps : 236 x 160 mm.
Maps by R.L. McAlpine; printed by J. Bien.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

57798 North America - Maps - 1904-1919
United States - Maps - 1904
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 25 maps, 36 city plans
2nd ed.
A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher, 1832-1990, no. D496.
Includes advertising dated 1904 and priced in marks.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

57799 North America - Maps - 1910-1919
Authors: William Collins Sons and Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- William Collins Sons and Co. The Collegiate atlas ... [191-?]
1 map : col. ; 30 x 24 cm.
Printed plate number repeated on thumb index at right.
NRace America" in oversize manuscript lettering on verso. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**North America - Maps - 1912**
*Map of North America. 1912.*
Authors: Geological Survey (U.S.)
1 map
temp map6F G3300 1910z .U5 (PrCt)

**North America - Maps - 1915 - Indians - Language and languages**
Authors: Rivet, Paul, 1876-1958 -- Powell, John Wesley, 1834-1902 -- Gaillac-Monrocoq et Cie. (Paris, France)
1 map
Ayer p133 .R92n (NLO)

**North America - Maps - 1922 - Wall maps**
Authors: Goode, J. Paul, 1862-1932 -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 152 x 108 cm.
'A first edition.'
Verso dated '1922' in manuscript.
Series statement at head of title: Political wall map series by J. Paul Goode.
Inset (8 x 25 cm.): Continuation of Alaska. On wooden rollers.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
artifacts cage RMcN maproll 7 : 2. 2 (PrCt)

**North America - Maps - 1934 (Provisional Heading)**
Authors: Retail Credit Co. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 15 maps ; 27 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Phillips 10290.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .A58 1934 (PrCt)

**North America - Maps - 1937 - Indians - Language and languages**
Authors: Kroeber, Alfred Louis, 1876-1960 -- University of California, 1939.
1 map : 66 x 50 cm.
'Kroeber; Cultural and natural areas of native North America, copyright 1939 by the Regents of
the University of California. To accompany Univ. Calif. Publ. Am. Arch. and Ethn., vol. 38.'

University of California Map Series, no. 13.
Removed from the Virgil J. Vogel Papers.
map4F G3301.E1 1939 K7 (PrCt)

57807 **North America - Maps - 1940 - Natural resources**
Authors: Atwood, Wallace Walter, 1872-1949 -- A.J. Nystrom and Company -- Hartshorn (Firm) -- Southern Illinois University at Carbondale
1 map : col., mounted on cloth and rollers ; 126 x 107 cm., on composite sheet 184 x 111 cm.
"Edition 1940."
"Copyright by W.W. Atwood."
"Scale 1:7,000,000 or 110 miles to the inch."
"Lambert's equal area projection."
"Arranged for comparative map studies."
Inset maps at bottom (each 31 x 25 cm.): Relief -- Annual rainfall -- Distribution of people -- Land utilization.
Series: Atwood regional-political series ; Map no. AR 5
Printed on 3 sheets mounted together on single cloth backing.
Attached to spring-loaded wooden roller with printed "Hartshorn" label.
Marked by hand with blackboard chalk.
Gift of Southern Illinois University, 2011.
maproll G3301.C8 1943 .T7 (PrCt)

57810 **North America - Maps - 1948 - Maps, Physical**
Authors: Lobeck, A. K. (Armin Kohl),1886-1958 -- Columbia University. Geographical Press -- Concordia University (River Forest, Ill.)
1 map ; 148 x 106 cm., mounted on cloth with wooden rollers for hanging
'Scale (approximately) 1:6,000,000.'
Column of text at left of map: Physiographic divisions of North America.
Relief shown by landform drawings.
Insets: [Aleutian Islands] 12 x 31 cm. -- [Lesser Antilles] 25 x 16 cm. -- Phyisographic provinces of North America 23 x 29cm.
Gift of Concordia University, River Forest, 2006.
maproll G3301.C227 1948 .L6 (PrCt)

57811 **North America - Maps - 1948 - Maps, Physical**
Physiographic diagram of North America. 1948.
Authors: Lobeck, A. K. (Armin Kohl),1886-1958 -- C.S. Hammond & Company
1 map ; 80 x 57 cm. and text (16 pages)
Added title: Physiographic provinces of North America.
Scale 1:12,000,000
Includes geological sections across Canada, U.S. and Mexico.
5001
map6F G3300.1942 N3 (PrCt)

57808 **North America - Maps - 1942**
North America. 1942.
Authors: National Geographic Society (U.S.) -- Darley, James Morrison, 1898- -- A. Hoen & Co.
1 map : col. ; 81 x 65 cm.
Scale 1:12,000,000.
M1029
map6F G3300 1942 N3 (PrCt)

57809 **North America - Maps - 1943 - Weather**
North America - Maps - 1973 - Bicycle trails
North America - Maps - 1973 - Road maps
Authors: Asa, Warren -- American Youth Hostels -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 160 maps ; 240 x 163 mm.
3rd ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

North America - Maps - 1975 - Culture
Authors: Newton, Milton B. -- Louisiana State Univ. Pr.
2 v. ; 36 cm.
folio G1106 E6 .S87 1975 (NLO)

North America - Maps - 1975 - Culture
Survey of North American cultures scratch atlas
... Baton Rouge : Louisiana State University, 1975.
Authors: Nicolaison, Wilhelm Fritz Hermann -- Zelinsky, Wilbur, 1921 -- Newton, Milton B. -- Pennsylvania State University -- Louisiana State University (Baton Rouge, La.)
493 p. (loose-leaf) : chiefly maps ; 22 x 36 cm.
'[C]omplied ... by ... geographers, folklorists, anthropologists, and historians for a proposed Atlas ... at Penn. State in April 1974.'
'Special note to all readers: This 'Scratch Atlas' is not published. It is not to be cited' -- p. 4.
'References': p. 482-493.
map5C 41 (PrCt)

North America - Maps - 1980-1989 - Vegetation surveys
Indians of North America - Maps
Homelands of the American Indians. [Chicago] :
Rand McNally & Company, [198-?].
Authors: Frantz, Joe Bertram, 1917-- Graff, Henry F. -- Rand McNally and Company
1 map : col. ; 92 x 123 cm., on sheet 129 x 132 cm.
Top margin includes illustrations and ancilliary map (29 x 37 cm.): Natural vegetation [of North America]; Plate no.: A-220530-955-1-1-1.
artifacts cage RMcN maproll 6 : 8. 3 (PrCt)

North America - Maps - 1980 - Wall maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 138 x 122 cm.
Bottom right: 80-798765 528-12800-2.
Series: Political RandMark.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
artifacts cage RMcN maproll 4 : 6. 3 (PrCt)

North America - Maps - 1985
Authors: National Geographic Society (U.S.)
1 atlas : 83 maps ; 484 x 320 mm.
oversize G1105 .N3 1985 (NLO)

North America - Maps - 1985
Authors: National Geographic Society (U.S.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 83 maps ; 484 x 320 mm.
1st ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

North America - Maps - 1988 - Birds
North America - Maps - 1988
Authors: Root, Terry Louise -- University of Chicago. Press -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
xxiv, 312 p. : ill., 260 maps ; 23 x 29 cm.
Ten overlay maps on 6 transparent sheets in pocket.
"Erratum" envelope contains replacements for transparency maps 10 and 11.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 297-304) and index.
Publisher description, table of contents, and contributor biographical information available on Library of Congress website (accessed May 2010):
http://www.loc.gov/catdir/enhancements/fy0608/
North America - Maps - 1990

Authors: Prucha, Francis Paul -- University of Nebraska Press -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 109 maps ; 312 x 236 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

North America - Maps - 1993

Authors: Kümmerly + Frey
1 map : col. ; 118 x 88 cm.
Scale 1:8,000,000 ; Stereographic proj. ; (E 170°--W 10°/N 90°--N 7°).
Relief shown by shading and spot heights. Legend in 6 languages.
Includes inset of 'New York-Washington.'
In lower right corner: X 06.
maproll G3300 1995 K8 (PrCt)

North America - Maps - 2005

Authors: De Blij, Harm J. -- George Philip & Son -- Oxford University Press
1 atlas (xiii, 178 p.) : ill., 39 maps ; 29 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 163-167) and index.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 93041985
ISBN 0816028761 ; 0816028826 (pbk.)
Baskes folio G1106.E627 G85 1995 (NLO)

North America - Maps - 1995

Road maps

North America - Maps - 1995 - Road maps

North America : Maps - 1995 - Road maps

Canada : Maps - 1995 - Road maps

Mexico : Maps - 1995 - Road maps

Road maps

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Macmillan & Co. -- Steel, Paul -- Stock Market (Firm) -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (224 p. : col. maps) ; 39 cm.
"Macmillan Publishing USA."
"U.S. $17.95 / Can. $24.95" -- front cover.
Cover art: color photo of palm trees and sea at sunset by "Paul Steel / The Stock Market."
Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Company Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34, Range 7 (May 2010).
ISBN 0671891391
Gousha map6C 95.6 (PrCt)

North America - Maps - 1995

Wall maps

Authors: Kümmerly + Frey
1 map : col. ; 118 x 88 cm.
Scale 1:8,000,000 ; Stereographic proj. ; (E 170°--W 10°/N 90°--N 7°).
Relief shown by shading and spot heights. Legend in 6 languages.
Includes inset of 'New York-Washington.'
In lower right corner: X 06.
maproll G3300 1995 K8 (PrCt)
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library copies of maps listed in Philip Burden’s The mapping of North America ... (1997)
2 v. (xxxiv, 568 p.; lvii, 540 p.) : 774 maps (some col.) ; 37 cm.
Indispensable cartobibliography with descriptions, commentary, and reproductions of 774 maps dated 1511-1700.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 551-556) and indexes.
Contents: [1.] 1511-1670 -- 2. 1671-1700.
Shelved next to typescript concordance of Burden bibliography numbers and Newberry Library call numbers: Holzheimer, Arthur.
Newberry Library copies of maps listed in Philip Burden’s The mapping of North America : a list of printed maps, 1511-1670 (1997). [34] leaves ; 28 cm. Concordance for v. 1 only; revised and annotated in pencil. [Map Ref folio GA401 .B87 1996 suppl.]
LC Card Number: 96184539
ISBN 0952773309 ; 9780952773306
Map Ref folio GA401 .B87 1996 (NLO)

57847 North America - Maps - Bibliography - 1600-1850
Comparative cartography : exemplified in an analytical & bibliographical description of nearly one hundred maps and charts of the American continent published in Great Britain during the years 1600 to 1850 / by Henry Stevens and Roland Tree. [S.I.] : Frederick R Goff, c1951.
Authors: Stevens, Henry Newton, 1855-1930 -- Tree, Roland
305-363 p. ; 25 cm.
Offprint from Essays honoring Lawrence C. Wrodth, Portland, Me., 1951.
Interleaved with blank sheets, four sheets of addenda inserted; contains ms. annotations.
Formerly Z6027.A5 S74 1951
Map Ref Z6027.A5 S74 1951 (NLO)

57848 North America - Maps - Bibliography - 1750-1789
Authors: Sellers, John R. -- Van Ee, Patricia Molen
Library of Congress vi, 495 p. : ill., maps ; 27 cm.
Lists 2,154 maps in a classified, but rather opaque, order; index to names and places.
Includes index.
Maps described in entry numbers 3-155 reproduced on microfiche by the Library of Congress and shelved in the Newberry as Microfiche 741.
Formerly Z6027.N68 U54 1981
LC Card Number: 80607054
ISBN 0844403350
Map Ref Z6027.N68 U54 1981 (NLO)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Blake, Janice Gayle -- Georgia. Surveyor General Department
xx, 173 p. ; 28 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 153-157). Includes index.
Formerly lower case folio g 10867 .333
LC Card Number: 75620098
Map Ref folio Z6027 .G46 1975 (NLO)

Authors: Lépine, Pierre, 1944-- Berthelette, Josée -- Bibliothèque nationale du Québec
xiii, 383 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
Formerly folio Z6027.N68 B5 1985
LC Card Number: 86106791
ISBN 2551065453
Map Ref folio Z6027.N68 B5 (NLO)

Authors: Hagey, Robert -- Gilbert, Albert Earl -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 84 x 58 cm, on sheet 107 x 84 cm
"Robert Hagey, modern educational aids, P.O. Box 209, Wilmette, Illinois."
Shows the Atlantic, Mississippi Valley, Central, and Pacific Flyways used as principal bird migration routes.
Scale approximately 1:12,300,000.
Coordinates: (W 168°--12 W°/N 84°--N 2°).
Includes inset maps of the migration routes of 14 specific birds (13 x 11 cm and smaller), color illustrations of 31 birds (14 x 28 cm or smaller), and texts "Why do birds migrate?" and "Routes of migration".
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
map6F G3301.D4 1960 .H34 (NLO)

North America - Maps - Collections, 1463-1782
Includes comments on the maps.
Govt. W 8.5:1, v. 1, between p. 497-513 (Pr.Ct)

North America - Maps - Collections, 1463-1782<>Cartography - North America - History - 1463-1782
Includes comments on the maps.
Govt. W 8.5:1, v. 1, between p. 497-513 (Pr.Ct)

North America - Maps - Collections, 1492-1612
Authors: Quinn, David B. -- Quinn, Alison M. -- Hillier, Susan -- Arno Press -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
5 v. ; 29 cm.
Includes bibliographies and indexes.
79-43796.
Ayer folio E101 .N47 (NLO)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

57855  

North America - Maps - Collections, 1500-1863  

The Crown collection of photographs of American maps ...  


5 v. : 239 map plates ; 47 cm.  

Represents 17th- and 18th-century manuscript maps in the British Library.  

Contents: 1. Fifty photographs of maps of American rivers -- 2. Fifty photographs of maps of forts and other military maps and plans in the southern states, western Pennsylvania, and New York, 1905 -- 3. Forty-eight photographs of maps of forts and fortifications of the Niagara frontier, Hudson Valley and Lakes George and Champlain, 1907 -- 4. Thirty-six photographs of maps of forts and fortifications of Lake Champlain, eastern New York and New England, and twenty-four photographs of Simcoe views of the Niagara frontier, 1908 -- 5. Fifty photographs of maps of the region between the St. Lawrence and the Mississippi Rivers, including the Lower Canadian provinces, the New England States, New York, the larger cities of the east, 1908. 'Strictly limited to 25 sets ... .'  


References: Phillips 1191; Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 1273

57856  

North America - Maps - Collections, 1500-1863  


Authors: Goss, John, 1947- -- Wellfleet Press -- Studio Editions -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  

1 atlas (184 p.) : 85 col. maps ; 37 cm.  

Includes bibliographical references (p. 184).  


Reduced map reproductions with commentary. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.  

References: Wolf 288  

LC Card Number: 93676503  

ISBN 1555216722  

folio G1105 .G6 1990 (NLO)

57857  

North America - Maps - Collections, 1600-1719  

New England - Maps - 1676  

North America - Maps - 1680-1689  

North America - Maps - 1719  

Southern States - Maps - 1606  

[Facsimile collection of North American regional maps from the 17th and 18th centuries]. [197].  

Authors: Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594 -- Valck, G. (Gerard), 1651 or 2-1726 -- Schenk, Peter, 1660-1718 or 9 -- Speed, John, 1552?-1629 -- Chatelain, Henri Abraham -- Hammond Incorporated -- New York Public Library  

4 maps  

Facsimiles of 17th and 18th century originals.  


temp map4F G3301.A 197-.H3 (PrCt)

57858  

North America - Maps - Collections, 1600-1799  

Manuscripts - Facsimiles  

The Crown collection of photographs of American maps ...  

New York, 1676]. Accession no. 74  

Contents: [Virginia and Florida, 1606]  

Facsimiles of 17th and 18th century originals.  


57859  

North America - Maps - Collections, 1651-1731  

3 p. leaves, 21 maps and plans on 27 leaves ; 65 x 89 cm.
Facsimiles of 17th and 18th century manuscripts held by the Bibliothèque Nationale and the Dépôt des Cartes et Plans de la Marine.
'Reproduits ... à l'occasion du quatrième centenaire de la découverte de l'Amérique ... '
Phillips 1235.
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 1304. 9324.
NL 33-5119.
oversize Ayer 136 .P6 1893 (NLO)
57860
North America - Maps - Collections, 1700-1799
- Manuscripts - Facsimiles >>> Map, Manuscript - Facsimiles [Delisle sketches : photostatic reproductions of 18th-century manuscript maps of America compiled by Guillaume and Claude de L'Isle].
[19--].
7 v. : ca. 185 maps ; various sizes, bound in portfolios 32 x 46 cm. + index (41 leaves ; 33 cm.)
Reproductions of manuscripts from the Dépôt des Cartes et Plans de la Marine on deposit in the Archives Nationale, Paris.
Probably reproduced from photographs held by the Public Archives of Canada.
Cover title: Delisle sketches.
For contents of the collection, see the 11-page checklist compiled by Patricia Galloway in 1987 (filed as Bibliog, of the Hist. of Cartography Vertical File 2278).
MapPhoto France AN Delisle Sketches (PrCt)
57861
North America - Maps - Collections, 1700-1900 <<< Canada - Maps - Collections, 1700-1900 <<< United States - Maps - Collections, 1700-1900 <<< West Indies - Maps - Collections, 1700-1900 [Maps of North America and the West Indies reproduced from originals in the Public Record Office : arranged by catalog number].
Authors: Great Britain. Public Record Office -- Buissere, David
Ca. 400 maps (on microfiche)
temp map2C G3301.A 19-- .G7 (PrCt)
57862
Dominia Anglorum in America Septentrionali = Die Gros-Britanische colonie-lander in Nord-America. [Nuremberg : Homann Erben, 1730 or later].
Authors: Moll, Herman, -1732 -- Homann Erben (Firm) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
4 maps : hand col. ; each 19 x 26 cm. on sheet 54 x 63 cm. fold. in slip case (28 cm.)
'Specialibus mappis Londini primum a Mollio edita, nunc recusa ab Homannianis Hered.'
Collective title in upper margin.
The map of Carolina bears the statement 'In Granville county Col. Craven routed the Indians ... 1716.'
Sheet title in Latin and German. Individual map titles and text in German. Maps in English and German.
Includes text and glossary.
Scales vary.
Relief shown pictorially.
Shelved in slip case (28 cm.) with Moll, Herman. A New and exact map of the dominions of the King of Great Britain on ye continent of North America ... [London]: Sold by H. Moll and by I. King, 1715 [i.e. ca. 1735?] [Ayer 133 .M726 1735]
Ayer 133 .M726 1716 (NLO)
57863
North America - Maps - Collections,
North America - Maps - Collections, 1755-1776
Mitchell, John, 1711-1768. Map of the British Colonies in North America
Fry, Joshua, approximately 1700-1754. A Map of the most inhabited part of Virginia ... Jefferson, Peter, 1708-1757
Sauthier, Claude Joseph. Topographical map of Hudsons River
Holland, Samuel, 1728-1801. Provinces of New York and New Jersey
Jefferys, Thomas, -1771. Map of the most inhabited part of New England
Cartography - North America - History - 1700-1799
1 atlas ([22] folded leaves of plates) : 5 folded maps ; 58 cm.
Facsimiles of original British works dated 1755-1776.
Relief shown pictorially and by hachures.
"Printed by Headley Brothers Ltd., Ashford Kent."--On maps.
Issued also in sheets.
Includes bibliographical references.
Series: North America at the time of the Revolution ; pt. 2.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 81675561
Baskes oversize G1105 .C65 1974 (NLO)

North America - Maps - Collections, 1798-1903
Alaska - Maps - 1798-1903 - Boundaries - Canada
Canada - Maps - 1798-1903 - Boundaries - Alaska
Case of the United States ... under the provisions of the treaty between the United States ... and Great Britain. Washington : GPO, 1903.
Authors: Alaskan Boundary Tribunal
1 atlas (37 leaves of plates) : 25 maps (some col.) ; 45 cm.
Atlas entitled: ... Atlas accompanying the case of the United States ... .
Includes reproductions of North American maps
variously dated 1798-1903.
Duplicate copy: oversize Govt. S 3.162 .C26
Phillips 1193
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 1298
oversize F 912.B7 A28 (NLO)

57867 North America - Maps - Collections
North America - Pictorial works -
Collections - Philip H. & A.S.W. Rosenbach
Foundation - Map collections - Catalogs
Early American maps and views. Philadelphia :
Rosenbach, 1972.
Authors: Philip H. & A.S.W. Rosenbach
Foundation -- Driver, Clive E. -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
[64] p. : 48 maps, ill. ; 15 x 21 cm.
Bibliography: p. [64]
Preface signed: Clive E. Driver.
A selection of items from the Rosenbach
Foundation collections.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
LC Card Number: 72193692
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

57868 North America - Maps - Collections
North America - Pictorial works -
Collections - Philip H. & A.S.W. Rosenbach
Foundation - Map collections - Catalogs
Early American maps and views. Philadelphia :
Authors: Philip H. & A.S.W. Rosenbach
Foundation -- Driver, Clive E. -- Rosenbach
(Philip H. & A.S.W.) Foundation SEE Philip H. &
A.S.W. Rosenbach Foundation
[64] p. : 48 maps, ill. ; 15 x 21 cm.
Bibliography: p. [64]
Preface signed: Clive E. Driver.
A selection of items from the Rosenbach
Foundation collections.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
LC Card Number: 72193692
G1105 .P5 1972 (NLO)

57869 North America - Maps - Manuscripts -
Bibliography - 1700-1850 - William L.
Clements Library - Map collections -
Catalogs - United States - History -
Revolution, 1775-1783 - Maps - Manuscripts -
Bibliography
Guide to the manuscript maps in the William L.
Clements Library / compiled by Christian Brun
[map and print librarian]. Ann Arbor : University of
Michigan , 1959.
Authors: Brun, Christian -- William L. Clements
Library -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry
Library)
xiii, 209 p. : maps ; 24 cm.
Lists 806 maps, all of them of North American
interest, almost half dealing with the
Revolutionary War.
Formerly Ayer 290 .M62 1959
LC Card Number: 59009871
Map Ref Z6028 .W5 1959 (NLO)

57870 North America - Pictorial works -
1812-1813 - Canada - Pictorial works -
1812-1813 - Watercolor painting, Russian -
Pictorial works - 1812-1813 - Svinin, Pavel
Petrovich, 1788-1839 - Travels, 1812-1813
Traveling across North America, 1812-1813 :
watercolors by the Russian diplomat. New York :
Authors: Svinin, Pavel Petrovich, 1788-1839 --
Gosudarstvennyi russkii muzei (Saint Petersburg,
Russia). -- Harry N. Abrams, Inc. -- Petrova --
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.
Reproductions of 68 watercolors.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

57871 North Atlantic Ocean - Geography
Europe - Territorial waters - Geography
Offshore geography of northwestern Europe : the
political and economic problems of delimitation
and control. Chicago : Published for the
Association of American Geographers by Rand
McNally, 1963.
Authors: Alexander, Lewis M., 1921- --
Association of American Geographers -- Roger
S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
vii, 162 p. : ill., maps ; 23 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [143]-151)
and index.
Series: Monograph series of the Association of
American Geographers ; v 3.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes JX4135 .A4 (NLO)

57872 North Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1500-1599 -
Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Atlantic Coast
(North America) - Maps - 1500-1599 -
Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
[Portolan chart of the Atlantic showing Boston,
north to Labrador, and the Azores]. [19--].
Authors: Arquivo Nacional da Torre do Tombo
(Portugal). Biblioteca Nacional, Lisbon -- Louis C.
Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 16th-century
manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map
Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto Portugal AN Biblioteca Nacional,
Lisbon (PrCt)

57873 North Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1520 -
Nautical charts - Manuscripts -
Facsimiles - Mediterranean Sea - Maps -
1520 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts -
Facsimiles - Nautical charts - 1520 -
Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles - Nautical charts
[Portolan chart showing Europe, North Africa,
and Atlantic Islands]. [Seville : Archivo de Indias, 1990?].
Authors: Vespucci, Juan Giovanni -- Foto Ferruzzi
1 map : col. ; 66 x 86 cm. + detail 18 x 24 cm. Photograph of portolan chart by Juan Vespucci made in Seville in 1520, acquired by the Ministerio de Cultura in 1990 and deposited in the Archivo de Indias in 1992.
'Ju. Vespuchi piloto de sua [lieza?] me fe[cit?] en Seuflia ano de 1520.' See Information file for a glossy photograph ('Foto Ferruzzi Venezia') of the signature on the chart.
map6F G5671.P5 1520 .V4 1990 (PrCt)

Authors: Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530 -- Zoppino, Nicolò, fl. 1508-1544 -- Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530. Libro di Benedetto Bordon: nel qual si ragiona de tutte l'isole del mondo ... (1528).
1 map : woodcut ; 8 x 14 cm., on sheet 31 x 21 cm. Title supplied by cataloger. Added letterpress title beneath woodcut: E molto tempo non e, che tutta questa isola ... .
In: Bordon, Benedetto. Libro di Benedetto Bordon: nel qual si ragiona de tutte l'isole del mondo ... (Venice : Nicolò Zoppino, 1528), folio VII.
Case folio G 117 .108, folio VII (PrCt)

57875 North Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1569<>World maps - 1569
[North Atlantic Ocean, 1569], 1649.
Authors: Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594
temp map4F G9110 1569 .M4 1964 .R3 (PrCt)

Authors: Martines, Joan, 1556-1590 -- Map Library (British Library). Harley Ms. 3450, map 15 -- Wallis, Helen
1 map : col. ; 17 x 25 cm. mtd. in folder 25 x 30 cm. Facsimile of 1578 manuscript in the British Library (Harley ms. 3450, map 15). With note by H. Wallis. Added title: Chart the North Atlantic. 357rev
map1F G3405 1578 M3 1981 (PrCt)

Nova Francia ... [198-].
Authors: Claesz, Cornelis, ca. 1546-1609
1 map 198- facsimile. Originally published 1592.
temp map4F G9110 1592 .C5 198- .US (PrCt)

57878 North Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1598
Authors: Battista, Giovanni -- Fratelli, Giorgio Galignani -- Ptolemy, active 2nd century. Geografia cioè descrizione Vniversale della terra partita (1598) -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 13 x 18 cm. on sheet 29 x 20 cm. Typeset heading above title: IX. Descrittione della Scandia, Odé paesi, e dell' isole settentrionali. Scale ca. 1:31,000,000. Relief shown by hachures. Prime meridian: [Ferro]. Typeset text beneath map and on verso. Detached from Ptolemaeus, Claudius. Geografia cioè descrizione Vniversale della terra partita in due volumi. Venice, MDXCVIII. p. 67. Phillips 405.
Fitzgerald polar map 157 (PrCt)

Fitzgerald polar map 158 (PrCt)

57880 North Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1657 - Coasts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Chart of the western coast of Europe ... 1657. [19--].
Authors: Comberford, Nicholas -- British Library. Add. Ms. 5414, art.13 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map Photostatic reproduction of 1657 manuscript.
MapPhoto England BL Add. Ms. 5414, art.13 (PrCt)
1666 Europe, Northern - Maps - 1666 Arctic Ocean - Maps - 1666 Iceland - Maps - 1666 Svalbard (Norway) - Maps - 1666
De Custen van Noorwenen, Finmarken, Laplandt, Spitsbergen, Ian Mayen, Eylandt, yslandt, als mede Hitlandt, en een gedeelte van Schotlandt. t' Amsterdam : By Pieter Goos op t' Water inde Vergulde Zee-Spiegel, [1666].
Authors: Goos, Pieter, ca. 1616-1675 -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 45 x 55 cm.
On verso in MS. (ink), upper right: 29.
Possibly detached from Goos, Pieter. De Zee-Atlas, Ofte Water-Weereld (Amsterdam, 1666).
Cf. Koeman v.4 p.197 Goos 1 B (29).
Cf. Nordenskiöld Collection v.1 p. 166 [atlas no.] 80 [pl.] [30].
Fitzgerald polar map 159 (PrCt)

57884 North Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1707 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Carte de la route qu'a tenuée l'escadre du roy en 1707. [19--].
Authors: Lestanduere, Sr. de -- France. Service hydrographique. Archives. 118-18 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1707 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France ASH 118-18 (PrCt)

A Chart of the Atlantick Ocean ... [London : J. Knapton et al., 1728].
Authors: Harris, John, 1667?-1719 -- Knapton, James, -1738 -- Harris, John, 1667?-1719. Atlas maritimus & commercialis ... (1728) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 96 x 115 cm. on 4 sheets
Individual sheet titles: A Chart of the Atlantick Ocean shewing the coast from ye Texel to C. Cantin ... -- A Chart of the Atlantick Ocean describing the coast of Africa ... -- A Chart of the Atlantick Ocean from Buttons Island to Port Royal -- A Chart of the Atlantick Ocean from Oronoke River to the River May ...
Inset on plate 40 (46 x 28 cm.): [Coastal chart of the Middle Atlantic States].
In: [Harris, John et al.] Atlas maritimus & commercialis ... (London : Printed for James and John Knapton [et al.], 1728) plates '38', '39', '40' and '41'.
oversize Ayer 135 .A83 1728 pl. 38-41 (PrCt)

A New and correct chart of the Atlantick Ocean, reduced describing part of the coasts of Europe, Africa and America ... [London : J. Knapton et al., 1728].
Authors: Harris, John, 1667?-1719 -- Knapton, James, -1738 -- Harris, John, 1667?-1719. Atlas maritimus & commercialis ... (1728) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 49 x 57 cm.
In: [Harris, John et al.] Atlas maritimus & commercialis ... (London : Printed for James and John Knapton [et al.], 1728) plate '42'.
oversize Ayer 135 .A83 1728 pl. 42 (PrCt)

Fitzgerald polar map 160 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

MapPhoto France ASH 118-50 (PrCt)

57890

North Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1740 - Nautical charts


North Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1740 - Nautical charts - Mercator - 1740 - Nautical charts

A Chart of the great Western Ocean with the coast of Europe, Africa, and America from lat. 6 to lat. 58 / S. Parker sculpt. [London : J. Knapton et al., 1728].

Authors: Harris, John, 1667?-1719 -- Parker, Samuel, active 1719-1751 -- Wright, Edward, 1558?-1615 -- Knapton, James, -1738 -- Harris, John, 1667?-1719. Atlas maritimus & commercialis ... (1728) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map; 47 x 58 cm.

"Done according to Mercator or Mr. Wright's projection."

In: [Harris, John et al.] Atlas maritimus & commercialis ... (London : Printed for James and John Knapton [et al.], 1728) plate '49.

Oversee Ayer 135. A83 1728 pl. 49 (PrCt)

57888


Nieuwe gelijk gradige of platte zekaart van het Noorder deel van Europa : vertoonende de heele Groenlandse en Moskowise sheeppvaard water in elck de miswyssinghe van het compass selver moet verbeeteren = Nouvelle carte marine de la partie septentrionale de l'Europe d'émontrant la navigation de Groenland et Moscovie. Amsterdam : Gerard van Keulen, [1734].

Authors: Keulen, Gerard van -- Stuurman, Jan Pieterse -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map; 60 x 100 cm.

'Nieuwelyks gemaakt en vijgegeven door Gerard van Keulen. Boek Zeekaard verkooper en graadboog maker tot Amsterdam an de oost zyde van Nieuwenbrug en de Gekroonde Lootsman, -- Met privilegie. -- Oversien en gekorregeert door I'an Piterse Stuurman naen eygen ondervindinge syne nú leermeester in de Konst der Stuurlieden tot Sardam.'

Possibly detached from Keulen, Gerard van. De nieuwe Groote Ligtende Zee-Fakkel (Amsterdam, 1734).

Cf. Koeman v.4 p.379 [201] and v.4 p.320 Keu 45 [201].

Fitzgerald polar map 161 (PrCt)

57889

North Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1740 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Rochalar, M. de la, fl. 1740 - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles Route de douze vaisseaux commandés par M. de la Rochalar. 1740. [19--].

Authors: Rochalar, M. de la, fl. 1740 -- Marquese, Comte, fl. 1740 -- France. Service hydrographique. Archives. 118-50 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map

Photostatic reproduction of 1740 manuscript.

57892

North Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1758<<<<Europe, Northern - Maps -
1758<<<<Greenland - Maps - 1758
1 map ; 31 x 43 cm.
Upper right: No. 1. Lower right: T. XVII. C.
Issued folded to 23 x 15 cm. MS. annotation (pencil), upper margin: 'From A. C. Aug. '48. August Courtauld to J M W.'
Fitzgerald polar map 162 (PrCt)

Authors: Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Jefferys, Thomas, -1771 -- Robert Sayer and John Bennett (Firm) -- Jefferys, Thomas, d. 1771. The West-India atlas ... (1780) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 48 x 82 cm.
Map dated 1775. Engraved letter 'B' at upper right.
North Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1775 - Nautical charts
A Chart of the Atlantic Ocean. I. Sheet. London: Robt. Sayer [i.e. R Sayer and J. Bennett], 1775 [i.e. 1778].
Authors: Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Robert Sayer and John Bennett (Firm). Neptune occidental: a pilot for the West-Indies ... (1778) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 48 x 62 cm.
Title in bottom margin.
In: Robert Sayer and John Bennett (Firm). Neptune occidental: a pilot for the West-Indies ... (London: R. Sayer and J. Bennett, 1778); engraved letter 'B' at upper right; verso handstamped '3'.

North Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1779 - Nautical charts
Carte reduite d'une partie des cotes qui bordent l'océan et la Mer Méditerranée : sur la quelle on a placé par des lignes de couleur différente la marche journalière de l'escadre du ROI, commandée par Mr. le Cte. d'Estaing, Vice Amiral de France; parti de Toulon le 13 Avril 1778 et arrivé a Brest le 7 Decembre 1779.
[Carte reduite d'une partie des cotes qui bordent l'océan et la Mer Méditerranée : sur laquelle on a placé par des lignes de couleur différente la marche journalière de l'escadre du ROI, commandée par Mr. le Comte d'Estaing, Vice Amiral de France; parti de Toulon le 13 Avril 1778 et arrivé a Brest le 7 Decembre 1779].
[18--].
Authors: France. Service hydrographique.
Ayer MS map 231
1 ms. map ; 494 x 1,008 mm.
Incomplete nineteenth century tracing of original map possibly compiled in 1779. Shows the 1778-1779 routes taken by the French fleet commanded by Charles Henri, Comte d’Estaing in the naval campaign against British forces during the American Revolution. Lacks extensive legend to numbered sites found on original.
Title from photostat of original ms. map in the Service Hydrographique archives, no. S.H.A. 118-55.
Pen-and-ink and pencil.
Sectioned into 21 panels, mounted on cloth.
Scale [ca. 1: 9,000,000].
Prime meridian: [Paris].
Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Reduced photostat of original manuscript forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 231 Microfilm copy available.
Ayer ms map proj 98

North Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1781 - Naval operations
Carte reduite des routes qu’a parcourues l’armee francaise commandee par M. le Cte. de Guichen ... 1781 ... [19--].
Authors: Guichen, Comte de, fl. 1781 -- Bibliothèque nationale (France). Ge D 4296 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
North Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1805-1807 - Nautical charts

A Chart of the Atlantic or Western Ocean ... 1805. 1807 [i.e. 1816?].
1 map : hand col. ; 58 x 89 cm.
In: Faden, William [and others]. [General atlas of modern geography : a collection of large scale maps and charts of all parts of the world] ([London, etc. : W. Faden, etc., 1775-1816]) v. 2, pl. [28].
Verso handstamped '22.'
Imprint on map: London: published by W. Faden ... Augt. 12th, 1807.
Shows the track of Admiral Nelson's fleet in 1805.
Oversize Ayer 135 .G32 1775 v. 2, pl. [28] (PrCt)
Stream - Maps - 1821
*Atlantic or Western Ocean / Engd. by J. Moffat Edinr.* [Edinburgh] : Drawn and engraved for Thomson's New general atlas, [1821?].
Authors: Moffat, John -- Pownall, Thomas, 1722-1805 -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas: consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1821?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 61 cm.
Prominently identifies the Gulf Stream according to Governor Pownall.
In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas: consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (Edinburgh ; London ; Dublin : Printed by John Thomson and Company ; Baldwin, Cradock, and Joy ; John Cumming, 1817, [i.e. 1821?]) map 51.
Engraved 'No. 51' at upper right; printed paste-on label 'No. 51' on verso.
Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1829 map 51 (NLO)

*Atlantic or Western Ocean.* [Edinburgh] : Drawn and engraved for Thomson's New general atlas, [1822?].
Authors: Pownall, Thomas, 1722-1805 -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas: consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1822?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 61 cm.
Prominently identifies the Gulf Stream according to Governor Pownall.
In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas: consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (Edinburgh ; London ; Dublin : Printed by John Thomson and Company ; Baldwin, Cradock, and Joy ; John Cumming, 1817, [i.e. 1821?]) v. 2, map 51.
Engraved 'No. 51' at upper right.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize Ayer 135 .T4 1817 map 51 (PrCt)

North Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1822
*Atlantic or Western Ocean.* [Edinburgh] : Drawn and engraved for Thomson's New general atlas, [1822?].
Authors: Pownall, Thomas, 1722-1805 -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas: consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1822?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 62 cm.
Prominently identifies the Gulf Stream according to Governor Pownall.
In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas: consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (Edinburgh ; London ; Dublin : Printed by H. & J. Pillans, for John Thomson ; Baldwin & Cradock ; John Cumming, 1829), map 51.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Engraved no. '51' at upper right.
Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1829 map 51 (NLO)

North Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1848 - Hurricanes
Authors: Maury, Matthew Fontaine, 1806-1873 -- Butler, J. M. (John M.) -- Maury, Matthew Fontaine, 1806-1873. Physical geography of the sea (1856) -- Harper & Brothers
1 map ; 20 x 24 cm.
In: Maury, Matthew Fontaine. The Physical geography of the sea (New York : Harper & Brothers, 1856), plate X.
M 553 .561, plate X (PrCt)

North Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1851 - Nautical charts
*Nautical charts.* [New York : Harper & Brothers, 1851].
Authors: Maury, Matthew Fontaine, 1806-1873 -- Philip, Son & Nephew -- Butler, J. M. (John M.) -- Maury, Matthew Fontaine, 1806-1873. Physical geography of the sea (1856) -- Harper & Brothers
1 map ; 59 x 95 cm., folded to 16mo.
Label of Philip, Son and Nephew, Liverpool, pasted over part of imprint.
Scale not given.
G 1026 .68 (NLO)

North Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1856 - Bathymetric maps
Authors: Maury, Matthew Fontaine, 1806-1873 -- Maury, Matthew Fontaine, 1806-1873. Physical geography of the sea (1856) -- Harper & Brothers
1 map and 1 profile ; 20 x 26 cm. and 18 x 25 cm.
In: Maury, Matthew Fontaine. The Physical geography of the sea (New York : Harper & Brothers, 1856), plates XI-XII.
M 212
M 553 .561, plates XI-XII (PrCt)

North Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1856 - Ocean currents
*Gulf Stream and drift.* [New York : Harper & Brothers, 1856].
Authors: Maury, Matthew Fontaine, 1806-1873 -- Maury, Matthew Fontaine, 1806-1873. Physical geography of the sea (1856) -- Harper & Brothers
1 map ; 19 x 24 cm.
In: Maury, Matthew Fontaine. The Physical geography of the sea (New York : Harper & Brothers, 1856), plates XI-XII.
M 212
M 553 .561, plates XI-XII (PrCt)
Map of the submarine telegraph between America & Europe : with its various communications on the two continents. New York : Published by Rudd & Carleton, 1858.
"Entered according to Act of Congress in 1857 by Korff Brothers, in the Clerk's Office of the District Court of the U.S. of the Southern District of New York."
Shows undersea telegraph line between Trinity Bay, Newfoundland and Valencia Island in Foilhomurrum Bay, Ireland, principal steamship routes in the North Atlantic Ocean, and railroad lines in North America and Europe. Scale approximately 1:14,700,000. Coordinates: (W 90°-E 15°/N 65°--N 35°). Soundings shown in fathoms. Prime meridian: Greenwich. Illustrations at bottom (2 x 7 cm and 2 x 26 cm): Great Atlantic cable (natural size) -- Profile of the bottom of the Atlantic as sounded 1856 by the U.S. Steamer "Arctic."
Issued on sheet folded to 19 x 10 cm Detached from: The Story of the telegraph, and a history of the great Atlantic cable / by Charles F. Briggs and Augustus Maverick (New York : Rudd & Carleton, 1858), between p. 10-[11] [H 68 .119] Digital image of variant edition ("sold by Charles Magnus, lith. ... N.Y.") available on the website of the Norman B. Leventhal Map Center at the Boston Public Library: http://maps.bpl.org/id/15458 map2F G9111.P93 1858 .M37 (NLO)

Authors: Heezen, Bruce C. -- Tharp, Marie -- Lamont Geological Observatory -- Bell Telephone Laboratories, inc. -- Geological Society of America -- Columbia University. Lamont Geological Observatory SEE Lamont Geological Observatory
1 map : col. ; 68 x 137 cm.
In upper margin 'Geol. Soc. Am., Special Paper 65; Heezen, Pl. 1.'
Issued fold. to 21 x 13 cm.
'Reprinted by permission' to accompany 'Oceanographic information for engineering submarine cable systems,' by C. H. Elmendorf and Bruce C. Heezen, in Bell System technical journal -- Lamont Geological Observatory
1 map ; 20 x 39 cm.
In: 'Oceanographic information for engineering submarine cable systems,' by C. H. Elmendorf and Bruce C. Heezen, in Bell System technical journal 36, no. 5 (September 1957): facing p. 1062.
To Collection Services for cataloging, Nov. 2005 (PrCt)

The Central North Atlantic Ocean basin and continental margins... 1980.
Authors: U.S. National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration -- Rona, Peter A.
1 map on 2 sheets
temp map4F G9111.C2 1980 .R6 (PrCt)

57920 North Beveland (Netherlands) - Maps - 1753 - Walcheren (Netherlands) - Noordbeveland (Netherlands) SEE North Beveland (Netherlands) - Noord Beveland (Netherlands) SEE North Beveland (Netherlands) - Wolphartsdyk (Netherlands) SEE Walcheren (Netherlands) - Oostbeveland (Netherlands) SEE Walcheren (Netherlands) - Oost Beveland (Netherlands) SEE Walcheren (Netherlands)
Kaarte der eiland Noordbeveland, Wolphartsdyk en Oostbeveland, op ordre van ... W. C. H. Friso, Prinse van Oranje en Nassau ... / meetkundig opgenomen 1751, door de ingenieurs D.W.C. Hatttinga en A. Hatttinga. te Amsterdam : by Isaak Tiron, 1753.
Authors: Tiron, Isaak -- Hatttinga, D. W., 1730-1807 -- Hatttinga, Anthony, 1731-1788 -- William IV, Prince of Orange, 1711-1751 -- Tiron,
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Isaak. Nieuwe en beknopte hand-atlas ... (1748 [i.e. 1769?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 29 x 37 cm.
Verso numbered "N 60" in manuscript.
In: Tirion, Isaak. Nieuwe en beknopte hand-atlas ... (Amsterdam : Isaak Tirion, 1744 [i.e. 1769?]), plate [58].

oversize Ayer 135 .T55 1744, plate [58] (PrCt)

57921 North Brabant (Netherlands) - Maps - 1625 - Bergen op Zoom (Netherlands) - Maps - 1625 - Breda (Netherlands) - Maps - 1625

Authors: Visscher, Claes Jansz., 1586 or 7-1652 -- Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 39 x 56 cm.
Oriented with north at upper right.
Insets (each 7 x 8 cm.): Bergen op den Zoo -- Breda.
Forms part of the Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Visscher 76 (PrCt)

57922 North Brabant (Netherlands) - Maps - 1680

Quartae pars Brabantiae seu ditionis Silvae Ducis accuratissima delineatio. Amsterdam, [ca. 1680].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:M100
1 map ; 41 x 52 cm.
3329
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6003.N6 1680 W5a (PrCt)

57923 North Brabant (Netherlands) - Maps - 1680 - Antwerp (Belgium : Province) - Maps - 1680

Brabantiae pars septentrionalis ... Amsterdam, [ca. 1680].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:M95
1 map ; 45 x 54 cm.
3324
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6003.N6 1680 W5c (PrCt)

57924 North Brabant (Netherlands) - Maps -

1680 - Limburg (Netherlands) - Maps - 1680

Brabantiae pars orientalis. Amsterdam, [ca. 1680].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:M98
1 map ; 45 x 54 cm.
3327 rev
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6003.N6 1680 W5b (PrCt)

57925 North Brabant (Netherlands) - Maps - 1682 - Dutch Brabant SEE North Brabant (Netherlands) - Noord-Brabant (Netherlands) SEE North Brabant (Netherlands)

Brabantiae pars septentrionalis... Amsterdam : C. Allard, [1682?].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Allard, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709 -- Allard, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709.
Atlas minor sive tabulæ geographicæ ... [1682?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; col. ; 46 x 54 cm.
In: Allard, Carel. Atlas minor sive tabulæ geographicæ proecipuorum regnorum regionum, insularum, provinciarum, etc. (Amsterdam : C. Allard, 1682?) pl. 59.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .A4 A pl. 59 (PrCt)

57926 North Brabant (Netherlands) - Maps - 1695 - Antwerp (Belgium : Province) - Maps - 1695

Le Duché de Brabant qui comprend les quartiers de Louvain, Bruxelles, Anvers, et Bosleuc, partie septentrionale ... Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : H. Jaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], [1695?].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. Atlas nouveau : contenant toutes les parties du monde (1692 [i.e. 1695?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 45 x 78 cm.
In counterfeit edition of: Sanson, Nicolas. Atlas nouveau : contenant toutes les parties du monde (Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : H. Jaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], 1692 [i.e. 1695?]) pl. [36].
Map dated 1692.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .S19 1692 pl. [36] (PrCt)

57927 North Brabant (Netherlands) - Maps - 1700

Quarta pars Brabantiae cujus caput Sylvaudvci. [Amsterdam : Frederik de Wit, ca. 1700?].
Authors: Burght, Willebord van der -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:M95
1 map ; 45 x 54 cm.
3324
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6003.N6 1680 W5c (PrCt)

57928 North Brabant (Netherlands) - Maps -
North Brabant (Netherlands) - Maps - 1700<>Belgium - Maps - 1700
_Ducatus Brabantiae_. Amsterdam, [ca. 1700].
Authors: Allard, Abraham, ca. 1676-1725 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:M97
1 map : hand col. ; 44 x 76 cm.
Covers North Brabant and northern Belgium.
3364
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
_Sack map4F G6003.N6 1725 S3 (PrCt)

North Brabant (Netherlands) - Maps - 1720
_Brabantiae Batavae pars orientalis_. Amsterdam, [ca. 1720].
Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Schenk, Pieter, ca. 1698-1775 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:M96
1 map : 46 x 56 cm.
3326
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
_Sack map4F G6003.N6 1720 V5b (PrCt)

North Brabant (Netherlands) - Maps - 1720
_Brabantiae Batavae pars occidentalis_. Amsterdam, [ca. 1720].
Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Schenk, Pieter, ca. 1698-1775 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:M96
1 map : 46 x 56 cm.
3326
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
_Sack map4F G6003.N6 1720 V5b (PrCt)

North Brabant (Netherlands) - Maps - 1725<>Belgium - Maps - 1725
_Ducatus Brabantiae S. R. Imperii marchionatus Mechliniae dominii nova tabula_. Amsterdam, [ca. 1725].
Authors: Cövens et Mortier -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:M91
1 map : hand col. ; 59 x 49 cm.
Covers North Brabant and northern Belgium.
3365
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
_Sack map4F G6003.N6 1725 S2 (PrCt)

North Brabant (Netherlands) - Maps - 1725<>Belgium - Maps - 1725
_Carte du Brabant ..._. Amsterdam, [ca. 1725].
Authors: Ruyter, Baltasar, 18th cent. -- Cövens et Mortier -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:M89
1 map : hand col. ; 61 x 61 cm.
Added title: Ducatus Brabantiae ... .
Covers North Brabant and northern Belgium.
3366
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
_Sack map4F G6003.N6 1725 C6c (PrCt)

North Brabant (Netherlands) - Maps - 1725<>South Holland (Netherlands) - Maps - 1725
_Nova atque emendata descriptio Suydt Hollandiae_. Amsterdam, [ca. 1725].
Authors: Cövens et Mortier -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:M97
1 map : 43 x 53 cm.
3326
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
_Sack map4F G6003.N6 1725 C6a (PrCt)

North Brabant (Netherlands) - Maps - 1739
_Nieuwe kaart van de Meiery van 's Hertogenbosch en de Heerlykheden van Grave en Kuik / J. Keizer fecit 1739_. te Amsterdam : by Isaak Tiron, 1739.
Authors: Tiron, Isaak -- Keyser, J. (Jacob), fl. 1706-1750 SEE Keizer, Jacob, fl. 1706-1750 -- Tiron, Isaak. Nieuwe en beknopte hand-atlas ... (1748 [i.e. 1769?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 27 x 32 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Verso numbered "N 33" in manuscript.
In: Tiron, Isaak. Nieuwe en beknopte hand-atlas ... (Amsterdam : Isaak Tiron, 1744 [i.e. 1769?]).

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
North Brabant (Netherlands) - Maps - 1739
Nieuwe kaart van de Baronie van Breda en't Markgraafschap van Bergen op Zoom / J. Keizer fecit 1739. uitgegeven en te Amst. [Amsterdam] : by Isaak Tirion, 1739.
Authors: Tirion, Isaak -- Keyser, J. (Jacob), fl. 1706-1750 SEE Keizer, Jacob, fl. 1706-1750 -- Tirion, Isaak. Nieuwe en beknopte hand-atlas ... (1748 [i.e. 1769?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 26 x 31 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Verso numbered "No 34" in manuscript.
In: Tirion, Isaak. Nieuwe en beknopte hand-atlas ... (Amsterdam : Isaak Tirion, 1744 [i.e. 1769?]), plate [34].
oversize Ayer 135 .T55 1744, plate [33] (PrCt)

North Brabant (Netherlands) - Maps - 1775 - Polder maps
Polder maps <<>> Polder maps - North Brabant (Netherlands) - 1770 <<>> Meuse River Valley - Maps - 1770 - Polder maps <<<Polder maps - Meuse River Valley - 1770 <<<Mase River SEE Meuse River <<<Map printing - Engravings - 1775 <<<Engravings
Seer net geneemde kaarte van de respective polders Mase en Achterdyken ... in den quartiere van Maasland gelegen aan den Rivier de Mase en in de Mayerye van s'Hertogenbossche ... / tot Amsteldam door Nicolaus Visscher ; uitgegeven met privil. van den Hoog Mog: Heeren Staten Generl. Amsteldam [Amsterdam] : Nunc apud Petrum Schenk Junior, [ca. 1775?].
Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Schenk, Pieter, III, 1728-1803 -- Turnhout, Johan van, 18th cent. -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:X54 1 map : 45 x 78 cm.
'Dese kaart werd verkogt tot' s'Hertogen Bossche by Johan van Turnhout in de Hintemer-Straat' -- bottom margin.
Blank cartouche (ruled into 3 sections) at lower right.
Sack map4F G6003 .N6 1770 .V5 (PrCt)

North Brabant (Netherlands) - Maps - 1794
Dutch Brabant SEE North Brabant (Netherlands)<<>Meierij van 's-Hertogenbosch SEE North Brabant (Netherlands)<<>Wall maps
"Uitgegeven en te bekomen by Mortier, Covens en Zoon te Amsterdam."
Reference: Koeman, Handleiding voor de studie van de topografische kaarten van Nederland, 1750-1850, no. 55.
map4F G6003 .N6 1794 .V4 2007 (PrCt)

North Brookfield (Mass.) - Maps - 1830
Counties - Maps
Authors: Pendleton Facs.
map1F G 3764.N65G46 1830 .N9 1977 (PrCt)

North Brookfield (Mass. : Town) - Maps - 1830 - Landowners
Map of North-Brookfield. 1830.
Authors: Nye, Bonum
map1F G3764.N65G46 1830 .N9 1977 (PrCt)

North Carolina - Discovery and Exploration - Discoveries in Geography, Spanish
Authors: Vigneras, L. A.
BHC 2393
Vert 1944 (PrCt)

North Carolina. Division of Archives and History - Map Collections

Discovery made by William Hilton, of Charlestown, in New England, marriner, from Cape Hatterash to the west of Cape Roman, in 1662, and laid down by Nicholas Shapley of the town aforesaid, Nov., 1662; a rude outline sketch on paper. [19--].

Authors: Shapley, Nicholas -- Hilton, William, d. 1675 -- Hubert, Archer Butler, 1873-1933 -- Hubert, Archer Butler, 1873-1933. The Crown Collection of photographs of American maps -- British Library. Add. Ms. 5415.g.4 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map

Photostatic reproduction of 16th-century manuscript.

Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

MapPhoto France ASH 137-1-1 (PrCt)


James Forte : a 17th century settlement, possibly pre-1625, from the earliest known map of the Cape Fear River, the John Locke sketch of the Shapley map of the Cape Fear River, 1662, together with the Lancaster map of the Cape Fear River, 1679, and the Hilton pamphlet, 1664, printed from originals : an enigma presented in booklet form / by Cornelius M.D. Thomas. Wilmington, N.C. Printed by J.E. Hicks for Charles Towne Preservation Trust, 1959.

Authors: Thomas, Cornelius M. Dickinson -- Hicks, J. E. -- Locke, John, 1632-1704 -- Shapley, Nicholas -- Hilton, William, d. 1675.

Relation of a discovery lately made on the coast of Florida (1664) -- Lancaster, James, Sir, d. 1618 -- Charles Towne Preservation Trust -- Campbell, Eila M. J. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

xi, 59 p. : ill., facsims., 2 folded maps ; 27 cm.


'The Hilton pamphlet [A relation of the discovery lately made on the coast of Florida / by William Hilton] ... is printed by lithography from a photocopy ... of an original in the British Museum, to show the actual appearance of the original including off-setting and bluring [sic]"--P. 8.

Inscribed by author to: E.M.J. Campbell.

Series: Clarendon Imprint ; no. 3

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Cumming, Southeast in early maps (1998) p. 12, 17, 52; plate 35; map no. 58

LC Card Number: 59016987


Baskes F272 .T5 1959 (NLO)


Authors: Speed, John, 1552?-1629 -- Lamb, Francis -- Bassett, Thomas -- Chiswell, Richard -- Speed, John, 1552?-1629. The Theatre of the Empire of Great-Britain ... (1676) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 36 x 55 cm.

Oriented with north at right.
Letterpress text on verso (p. 49-50) under the following headings: The description of Florida. -- The description of Carolina.

In: Speed, John. The Theatre of the Empire of Great-Britain ... (London : Printed for T. Bassett and R. Chiswell, 1676) map [93].

VAULT oversize Ayer 135.S7 1676 map [93] (PrCt)

57952 North Carolina - Maps - 1703
Carolina / newly descibred by john Seller. [London : s.n., 1703].
Authors: Seller, John, fl. 1658-1698 -- Seller, John, fl. 1658-1698. A New system of geography : designed in a most plain and easie method ... (1703)

1 map : 11 x 14 cm.
In Seller, John. A New system of geography : designed in a most plain and easie method ... (London : Jeremiah Seller ; Charles Price ; John Senex, 1703) map [56].
Oriented with north to right.
Covers the Atlantic states between 30-38° N.
Case 3A 1704 map [56] (PrCt)

57953 North Carolina - Maps - 1711-1715 - Military operations - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
South Carolina - Maps - 1711-1715 - Military operations - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
North Carolina - Maps - 1715 - Boundaries - Virginia - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Virginina - Maps - 1715 - Boundaries - North Carolina - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Map of Carolina. Showing the route of the forces sent in the years 1711, 1712, and 1713, from South Carolina to the relief of North Carolina, and in 1715 of the forces sent from North Carolina to the assistance of South Carolina, also showing the controverted bounds between Virginia and Carolina [ca. 1715?]. [19-].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1715 manuscript.

57954 North Carolina - Maps - 1764 - Boundaries - South Carolina - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
South Carolina Maps - 1764 - Boundaries - North Carolina - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
A Plan of the temporary boundary-line between the provinces of North and South Carolina, run agreeable to the instruction given us by ... Arthur Dobbs, Esq., Governor of North Carolina and ... William Bull, Esq., Lieut.-Governor of South Carolina, and finished; as witness our hands this 24th September, 1764. Ja. Moore, George Pawley, Saml. Wyly, Arthur Mackay, Survrs. [19-].
1 map

57950 North Carolina - Maps - 1685
South Carolina - Maps - 1685
Charleston (S.C.) - Maps
Landowners - Counties - Maps
Landowners - Landowners - Maps
A New map of Carolina. [197-].
Authors: Thornton, John, 1641-1708 -- Morden, Robert, d. 1703 -- Lea, Philip, fl. 1683-1700 -- South Carolina Historical Society
1 map : col. ; 54 x 45 cm.
Facsimile of original published 1685.
Inset: A Particular map for the going into Ashley and Cooper Rivers
70-1179
M1265
map2F G3900 1685 .T5 197- (PrCt)

57951 North Carolina - Maps - 1700-1799
Landowners - North Carolina - Historical geography - Maps
Davie County (N.C.) - Maps
Guilford County (N.C.) - Maps
Montgomery County (N.C.) - Maps
Randolph County (N.C.) - Maps
Rockingham County (N.C.) - Maps
Surry County (N.C.) - Maps
Stokes County (N.C.) - Maps
Yadkin County (N.C.) - Maps
Counties - Maps
Landowners - Landowners - Maps
North Carolina historical documentation.
Authors: Hughes, Fred, 1918-- -- Custom House (Firm)
8 maps : col. ; on sheets 59 x 90 cm. and smaller
Separate maps showing 18th-century land ownership in the following counties: Davie, Guilford, Montgomery, Randolph, Rockingham, Surry, Stokes, and Yadkin.
Index map in folder.
307
map4F G3901.S1 1976 .C8 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Photostatic reproduction of 1764 manuscript. 
From the Colonial Office Library, London 
folio Ayer 136 .H91 1914 ser. 3, v. 1, pl. 35-42 (PrCt) 

57955 North Carolina - Maps - 1768 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles>>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles 
To his most excellent majesty George Illd. ... this accurate map of the back country of North Carolina is humbly dedicated ... [19-]. 
Authors: Collet, John -- Fry, Joshua, 
approximately 1700-1754 -- Jefferson, Peter, 
1708-1757 -- Churton, William, 1710-1767 -- 
Weldon, Daniel, fl. 1749-1751 -- Byrd, William, 
1674-1744 -- Dandridge, William, fl. 1728 -- 
Fitzwilliams, Richard, fl. 1728 -- Irvine, Alexander, 
fl. 1728 -- Mayo, William, surveyor -- British 
Collection (Newberry Library) -- Mayo, William, 
1684-1744 SEE Mayo, William, surveyor 
1 map ; on 18 sheets each 53 x 45 cm. 
Negative photostatic reproduction of 1768 manuscript. 
Signed 'I.A. Collet, captain and commander of 
Fort Johnston 1768.' 
'The line between Virginia and Nth. Carolina ... 
was survey'd in 1749 by Joshua Fry and Peter 
Jefferson of Virginia, Wm. Churton and Daniel 
Weldon of N. Carolina.' 
'The line between Virginia and N. Carolina from 
the sea ... survey'd in 1728 by ..., Wm. Byrd, Wm. 
Dandridge and Richd. Fitzwilliams, 
commissioners, and Mrs. Alexander Irvine, Wm. 
Mayo, surveyors.' 
MapPhoto England BL Crown 122:52 (PrCt) 

57956 North Carolina - Maps - 1769 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles>>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles 
A Colored map of part of the southern part of North Carolina ... [19-]. 
Authors: Collet, John -- British Library. Crown 
122:50 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 
1 map 
Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1769 manuscript; 
covers the southeastern part of the state. 
MapPhoto England BL Crown 122:50 (PrCt) 

57957 North Carolina - Maps - 1770-1779 - Road maps - Manuscripts - Facsimiles>>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles >>>Road maps 
A Plan of part of the principal roads in the 
province of North Carolina. [177-]. [197-]. 
Authors: William L. Clements Library 
1 map ; 52 x 39 cm., reduced from 76 x 54 cm. 
Photostat (positive) of 177-? manuscript in the 
Clinton Collection, William L. Clements Library. 
Scale [ca.1:932,000] not '10 miles to 1 inch.' 
Oriented with north at upper right. 

Shows roads west and northwest from 
Wilmington, extending to 'The Blue Ridge.' 
A table lists bridges and ferrys on the route. 
Brun, Manuscript maps, no. 598. 
ICN73 
map2F 3901.P2 (PrCt) 

A Compleat map of North-Carolina from an actual survey / by Capttn. Collet, Governor of Fort 
Johnston ; engraved by I. Bailey. London : S. 
Hooper, 1770. 
Authors: Collet, John -- Bayly, J. -- Hooper, S. 
(Samuel) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Bayly, John Abraham, active 
1755-1794 SEE Bayly, J. -- Bayly, I., active 
1755-1794 SEE Bayly, J. 
1 map : hand col., mounted on cloth backing ; 70 x 107 cm. fold. in slip case 27 cm. 
"Publish'd according to Act of Parliament, May 
the 1st, 1770, by S. Hooper, No. 25 Ludgate Hill, 
London." 
"To His most Excellent Majesty George the Illd ... 
this map is most humbly dedicated by ... John 
Collet." 
Scale [ca. 1:550,000]. 
Shows rural householders' names. 
Relief shown by hachures. Depths shown by 
soundings. 
Includes royal coat of arms. 
Includes part of South Carolina. 
References: LC Maps of North America, 
1750-1789, no. 1500 
Available also through the Library of Congress 
website in two copies (raster image, April 2005): 
http://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g3900.ar150001 
http://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g3900.ar150000 
Ayer 133 .C675 1770 (NLO) 

An Accurate map of North and South Carolina 
with their Indian frontiers ... 
London, 1777. 
Authors: Faden, William, 1749-1836 -- Mouzon, 
Henry -- Robert Sayer and John Bennett (Firm) --
Faden, William. 1749-1836. The North American atlas, selected from the most authentic maps, charts, plans, &c. hitherto published (1777)
1 map : hand col. ; 99 x 140 cm., on 2 sheets
Insets: The Harbor of Port Royal (27 x 18 cm.) -- The Bar and harbor of Charleston (27 x 27 cm.)
In: Faden, William. The North American atlas, selected from the most authentic maps, charts, plans, &c. hitherto published (London : Printed for William Faden ... , 1777), pl. [27 and 28].
On adjacent sheets (plates [27] and [28]); title appears on plate [27], map7C 4, pl. 27 and 28 (PrCt)

57960
North Carolina - Maps - 1775
North Carolina - Maps - 1775
North Carolina - Land tenure - Maps - 1775
North Carolina - Land tenure - Maps - 1775
In: Faden, William. The North American atlas, selected from the most authentic maps, charts, plans, &c. hitherto published (London : Printed for William Faden ... , 1777), pl. [27 and 28].
On adjacent sheets (plates [27] and [28]); title appears on plate [27], map7C 4, pl. 27 and 28 (PrCt)

57962
North Carolina - Maps - 1775
North Carolina - Maps - 1775
North Carolina - Land tenure - Maps - 1775
North Carolina - Land tenure - Maps - 1775
In: Faden, William. The North American atlas, selected from the most authentic maps, charts, plans, &c. hitherto published (London : Printed for William Faden ... , 1777), pl. [27 and 28].
On adjacent sheets (plates [27] and [28]); title appears on plate [27], map7C 4, pl. 27 and 28 (PrCt)

57961
North Carolina - Maps - 1775
North Carolina - Maps - 1775
North Carolina - Land tenure - Maps - 1775
North Carolina - Land tenure - Maps - 1775
In: Faden, William. The North American atlas, selected from the most authentic maps, charts, plans, &c. hitherto published (London : Printed for William Faden ... , 1777), pl. [27 and 28].
On adjacent sheets (plates [27] and [28]); title appears on plate [27], map7C 4, pl. 27 and 28 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
North Carolina - Maps - 1775

- South Carolina - Maps - 1775
- Landowners - North Carolina - Maps - 1775
- Landowners - South Carolina - Maps - 1775
- Indians - North Carolina - Land tenure - Maps - 1775
- Indians - South Carolina - Land tenure - Maps - 1775
- Harbors - Nautical charts - Charleston (S.C.) - Maps - 1775
- Harbors - Nautical charts - Beaufort (S.C.) - 1775

An Accurate map of North and South Carolina with their Indian frontiers: shewing in a distinct manner all the mountains, rivers, swamps, marshes, bays, creeks, harbours, sandbanks and soundings on the coasts; with the roads and Indian paths; as well as the boundary or provincial lines, the several townships and other divisions of the land in both the provinces / the whole from actual surveys by Henry Mouzon and others. London: Printed for Robt. Sayer and J. Bennett, map and print-sellers, no. 53 in Fleet Street, 1775.

Authors: Mouzon, Henry -- Sparrow, engraver, active 1775 -- Robert Sayer and John Bennett (Firm) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col.; 98 x 139 cm., folded to 21 x 16 cm. in slip case (22 cm.)

"Published as the Act directs May 30th 1775." "Sparrow sc." -- Beneath title cartouche at left.

Scale [ca. 1:530,000]
Coordinates: (W 83°55'--W 75°45'/N 36°40'--N 31°55')

Relief shown by hachures. Depths shown by soundings.

Includes names of landowners and details the road network.

Prime meridian: London

Inserts (28 x 18 cm. and 28 x 27 cm.): The harbour of Port Royal [Scale ca. 1:200,000] -- The bar and harbour of Charlestown [Scale ca. 1:75,000]

Also issued in: Jefferys, Thomas. The American atlas; or, A geographical description of the whole continent of America ... (London : R. Sayer and J. Bennett, 1775).

Printed from four copperplates on four sheets trimmed and joined to form one composite sheet; sectioned into 45 panels, mounted on cloth, and folded to 21 x 16 cm.

Right margin damaged with minimal loss of detail.

Digital image of another copy available on Library of Congress website (accessed May 2013): http://memory.loc.gov/cgi-bin/query/h?ammem/gmd:@field%28NUMBER+@band%28g3900+ar1 39404%29%29


LC Card Number 74692527

ICN 42-4416

Ayer 133. M888 1775 (NLO)
North Carolina - Maps - 1796
Authors: Winterbotham, William, 1763-1829 -- Tanner, Benjamin, 1775-1848 -- Reid, John, 1764?-1828 -- Winterbotham, William, 1763-1829. The American atlas containing the following maps ... (1796)
1 map ; 27 x 46 cm.
In: Winterbotham, William. The American atlas containing the following maps ... (New York : John Reid, 1796) map [16]
**Case oversize G1083 .03 map [16] (PrCt)**
57973 **North Carolina - Maps - 1805**


Authors: Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Barker, W. (William), fl. 1795-1803 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839. Carey's American pocket atlas ... (1805)

1 map ; 14 x 18 cm.

In: Carey, Mathew. Carey's American pocket atlas ... (Philadelphia : M. Carey, 1805) pl. [16].

*Ayer 135 .C27 1805 pl. 16 (PrCl)*

57974 **North Carolina - Maps - 1814**


Authors: Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Bower, J. (John) -- Johnson & Warner -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839. A General atlas, being a collection of maps of the world and quarters ... (1814)

1 map : hand col. ; 13 x 18 cm.

In: Carey, Mathew. A General atlas, being a collection of maps of the world and quarters ... (Philadelphia : Published by M. Carey, and Johnson & Warner, 1814) pl. [21].

Inset: Western section of North Carolina, 6 x 6 cm.

*Ayer 135 .C27 1814 pl. 21 (PrCl)*

57975 **North Carolina - Maps - 1822**


1 map : hand col. ; 27 x 36 cm.

Engraved title within neatline.

Added letterpress title in uppercase and oversize lettering, top margin: Geographical, statistical, and historical map of North Carolina

In: H.C. Carey and I. Lea (Firm). A Complete historical, chronological, and geographical American atlas ... (Philadelphia : H.C. Carey and I. Lea, 1822), [map 18].

"No. 23." -- In letterpress at upper right.

Forms part of the William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library).

*oversize Greenlee 4891 .C27 1822 [map 18] (PrCl)*

57976 **North Carolina - Maps - 1823<>South Carolina - Maps - 1823**

*Map of North & South Carolina.* Philadelphia : H.S. Tanner, 1823 [i.e. 1826?].

Authors: Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858. A New American atlas containing maps of the several states of the North American union ... (1823, [i.e. 1826?])

1 map : hand col. ; 52 x 71 cm.

Running title in upper margin: American atlas.

In: Tanner, Henry Schenck. A New American atlas containing maps of the several states of the North American union ... (Philadelphia : H.S. Tanner, 1823, [i.e. 1826?]) map [14].

*Case oversize G1200 .T3 1823 map [14] (PrCl)*

57977 **North Carolina - Maps - 1825<>South Carolina - Maps - 1825**


Authors: Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 52 x 72 cm., folded to 15 x 11 cm. in slip case (22 cm.)

'Improved to 1825.'

'Entered according to Act of Congress, the 20th day of August 1823 by H.S. Tanner, of the State of Pennsylvania.'

'Engraved by H.S. Tanner & assistants.'

Running title in upper margin: American atlas.

Scale: about 15 geographical miles to an inch.

Relief shown by hachures.


*Ayer 133 .T16n 1825 (NLO)*

57978 **North Carolina - Maps - 1826**

*North Carolina.* Philadelphia : A. Finley, [1826].

Authors: Finley, A. (Anthony) -- Young & Delleker -- Finley, A. (Anthony). A New general atlas, comprising a complete set of maps, representing the grand divisions of the globe ... (1826)

1 map : hand col. ; 21 x 28 cm.

In: Finley, Anthony. A New general atlas, comprising a complete set of maps, representing the grand divisions of the globe ... (Philadelphia : A. Finley, 1826) pl. 19.

*Case folio G1019 .F5 1826 pl. 19 (PrCl)*

57979 **North Carolina - Maps - 1827**


1 map : hand col. ; 26 x 46 cm.

Engraved title within neatline.

Added letterpress title in uppercase and oversize lettering, top margin: Geographical, statistical, and historical map of North Carolina

In: H.C. Carey and I. Lea (Firm). A Complete historical, chronological, and geographical American atlas ... (Philadelphia : H.C. Carey and I. Lea, 1822), [map 18].

"No. 23." -- In letterpress at upper right.

Forms part of the William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library).

*oversize Greenlee 4891 .C27 1822 [map 18] (PrCl)*

57980 **North Carolina - Maps - 1828<>South Carolina - Maps - 1828**


1 map : hand col. ; 26 x 46 cm.

Engraved title within neatline.

Added letterpress title in uppercase and oversize lettering, top margin: Geographical, statistical, and historical map of North Carolina

In: H.C. Carey and I. Lea (Firm). A Complete historical, chronological, and geographical American atlas ... (Philadelphia : H.C. Carey & I. Lea ; John Miller ; Bossange Freres, 1827) pl. [18]. Sheet 'No. 23.'

*oversize Ayer 135 .C2688 1827 pl. 18 (PrCl)*
Carolina - Maps - 1828
Authors: Knight, John, approximately 1802-1872 -- Darby, William, 1775-1854 -- Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Darby, William, 1775-1854 View of the United States ... (1828) 1 map : hand col. ; 12 x 16 cm.

Case G 83 .216 pl. 3 (PrCt)

57981
North Carolina - Maps - 1833
Authors: Young & Delleker -- Finley, A. (Anthony) -- Finley, A. (Anthony). A New general atlas ... (1833) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 21 x 28 cm.
In: Finley, Anthony. A New general atlas : comprising a complete set of maps, representing the grand divisions of the globe ... (Philadelphia : Anthony Finley, 1833), plate 19. Sheet corner numbered 19. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1019 .F5 1833, plate 19 (PrCt)

57982
North Carolina - Maps - 1837<<>>South Carolina - Maps - 1837
A Map of North and South Carolina : accurately copied from the old maps of James Cook...1771, and of Henry Mouzon in 1775, 1837.
Authors: Harper & Brothers -- Cook, James, 1728-1779 -- Mouzon, Henry 1 map temp map4F G3900 1837 .H3 (PrCt)

57983
North Carolina - Maps - 1841
Authors: Bradford, T. G. (Thomas Gamaliel), 1802-1887 -- Bradford, T. G. (Thomas Gamaliel), 1802-1887. A Comprehensive atlas ... (1835, [i.e. 1841?]) -- Morse and Tuttle -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : col. ; 19 x 25 cm.

folio Ayer 135 .B75 1835 pl. 9, p. 38 (PrCt)

57984
A New map of N[or]th Carolina with its canals, roads & distances from place to place, along the stage and steam boat routes. [Philadelphia : Carey & Hart, 1845].
Authors: Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Carey & Hart -- Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858. A New universal atlas ... (1845) 1 map : hand col. ; 26 x 34 cm.
'Entered according to act of Congress, in the year 1841, by H. S. Tanner ... .' Insets (9 x 14 cm. and smaller): [Newbern Area] -- Profile of the Dismal Swamp Canal -- Gold Region.
In: Tanner, Henry Schenck. A New universal atlas ... (Philadelphia : Carey & Hart, 1845) map '18.'

Case oversize G1019 .T2 1845 map 18 (PrCt)

57985
North Carolina - Maps - 1845
North Carolina. [New York : H.S. Tanner, 1845]. Authors: Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858. A New general atlas, comprising a complete set of maps ... (1845) 1 map : hand col. ; 21 x 27 cm.
In: Tanner, Henry Schenck. A New general atlas, comprising a complete set of maps ... (New York : Tanner's Geographical Establishment, 1845) map '45'.

oversize G 10 .622 map 45 (PrCt)

57986
A new map of Nth. Carolina with its canals, roads & distances ... Philada. S. Augustus Mitchell, 1847.
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Burroughs, H. N. -- Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868. A New universal atlas containing maps of the various empires, kingdoms, states, and republics of the world ... (1847) 1 map : hand col. ; 26 x 32 cm.
Insets (7 x 11 cm. and 9 x 14 cm.): [Map of the Newbern and Trenton regions] -- Gold Region [in south-central North Carolina]. Includes profile of the Dismal Swamp Canal (3 x 11 cm.) and table of distances from Newbern.
In: Mitchell, S. Augustus. A New universal atlas containing maps of the various empires, kingdoms, states, and republics of the world ... (Philadelphia : S. Augustus Mitchell, 1847) pl. '18.'

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

oversize G 10 .579 pl. 18 (PrCt)


A New map of Nth. Carolina with its canals, roads & distances ... Philadelphia : Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co., 1850 [i.e. 1852].
New universal atlas ... (1852) 1 map : hand col.; 26 x 32 cm. Entered according to act of Congress in ... 1850 by Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co., ... .

oversize G1019 .N49 1852 pl. 18 (PrCt)

57988 North Carolina - Maps - 1855

Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- J.H. Colton & Co. -- Howes, Wright -- Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 32 x 42 cm. fold. in cloth covers 13 x 9 cm.
Cover title: Map of North Carolina.
Inset (7 x 7 cm.): Beaufort Harbor. Advertising inside front cover.
Condition: very fine.
Forms part of the Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Gift 1976, Wright Howes.
map3C G3900 1855 .C6 (PrCt)

57989 North Carolina - Maps - 1855<<>>Beaufort Inlet (N.C.) - Maps - 1855

Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's atlas of the world ... (1855-1856) 1 map : hand col.; 29 x 36 cm.

oversize G 10 .185 v.1, pl. 22 (PrCt)

57990 North Carolina - Maps - 1857<<>>Beaufort Inlet (N.C.) - Maps - 1857

Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's general atlas ... (1857) 1 map : hand col.; 29 x 36 cm.
oversize G 10 .188 pl. 24 (PrCt)

57991 North Carolina - Maps - 1859<<>>Beaufort Inlet (N.C.) - Maps - 1859

Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's atlas of America ... (1859) -- Johnson & Browning 1 map : hand col.; 29 x 36 cm.
In: Colton George Woolworth. Colton's atlas of America, illustrating the physical and political geography of North and South America and the West India islands (New York : J.H. Colton and Co., 1859), pl. [22]. Inset map, 7 x 7 cm.: Beaufort Harbor. Printed plate 'No. 26.' Map copyrighted 1855.
Case oversize G1100 .C6 1859 pl. 22 (PrCt)


Johnson's North and South Carolina. [New York] : Johnson & Browning, [1860].
Authors: Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884 -- Johnson & Browning -- Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884. Johnson's new illustrated (steel plate) family atlas ... (1860) 1 map : hand col.; 40 x 58 cm. Inset views (11 x 11cm. and smaller): Chimney Rocks and French Broad River -- Table Mountain -- City of Charleston.
In: Johnson, Alvin Jewett. Johnson's new illustrated (steel plate) family atlas ... (New York : Johnson and Browning, 1860) plates '32' and '33.'
oversize G 10 .454 pl. 32-33 (PrCt)

57993 North Carolina - Maps - 1865<<>>South Carolina - Maps - 1865<<>>Beaufort Inlet (N.C.) - Maps - 1865

Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's atlas of the world ... (1855-1856) 1 map : hand col.; 29 x 36 cm.
North Carolina - Maps - 1879 - Charleston Harbor

Johnson’s North Carolina and South Carolina.
Authors: Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884
-- Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884
Johnson’s new illustrated family atlas of the world...
(1869) -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: hand col.; 39 x 54 cm.
"Entered according to act of Congress in the year
1865, by A.J. Johnson in the Clerk's Office of the
District Court of the United States for the
Southern District of New York."
Inset (14 x 11 cm.): Map of Charleston Harbor.
In: Johnson, Alvin Jewett. Johnson’s new
illustrated family atlas of the world...
(New York: A.J. Johnson, publisher, 1869), [plate 22]
Sheet corners numbered 44 and 45.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection at
the Newberry Library.

North Carolina - Maps - 1878 - Railroads

Rand McNally & Co.’s North and South Carolina.
[Chicago: Rand, McNally & Co., 1878].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally and Company. Shippers guide -- Library
of Congress. Geography and Map Division --
Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 31 x 48 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Handstamp at bottom right: Map Division. Nov.
Issued folded in accompanying index (29, 19 p.;
17 cm.): Rand, McNally & Co.’s indexed maps of
North and South Carolina. Chicago: Rand,
McNally & Co., 1878.
Includes separate indexes for each state.
Handstamp on title page: Library of Congress
copyright No 9582L2 [?1880 ... .
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).

North Carolina - Maps - 1881 - Railroads

Rand McNally & Co.’s North and South Carolina.
[Chicago]: Rand, McNally & Co., [1881].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally and Company. Shippers guide -- Library
of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 31 x 48 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Issued folded in accompanying index (29, 19 p.;
17 cm.): Rand, McNally & Co.’s indexed maps of
North and South Carolina. Chicago: Rand,
McNally & Co., 1880.
Includes separate indexes for each state.
Handstamp on title page: Library of Congress
copyright No 9582L2 [?] 1880 ...
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).

North Carolina - Maps - 1882 - Railroads

Authors: Kerr, W. C. -- Hale -- Chicago Historical
Society
1 map: col.; 10.25 x 27 inches.
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.
CHS Coll., Map no. 139 (PrCt)
Railroads - Maps
Railroad and county map of North Carolina.
Chicago : Geo. F. Cram, [1883].
Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 --
Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928.
Cram's unrivaled family atlas of the world (1883)
1 map : col. ; 22 x 31 cm.
Inset (6 x 8 cm.): Western part of North Carolina
In: Cram, George Franklin. Cram's unrivaled family
atlas of the world (Chicago : Geo.F. Cram,
c1883), p. 58.
folio G1019 .G463 1883b, p. 58 (PrCt)

58000 North Carolina - Maps - 1883 - Railroads - Maps
Map of North Carolina. For Poor's manual of
railroads for 1884. Chicago : Rand, McNally &
Co., 1884.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Poor's
manual of the railroads of the United States
(1885)
1 map : col. ; 11 x 20 cm.
Title in right margin.
Continuation inset (4 x 5 cm.).
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United
States (New York, 1885) opposite p. 406
H 668 .703 (1885) opp. p. 406 (PrCt)

58004 North Carolina - Maps - 1885 - Railroads - Maps
Rand McNally & Co.'s Indexed County and
Township Pocket Map and Shippers' Guide of
North Carolina. Chicago : Rand McNally & Co.,
1885.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally and Company. Shippers guide -- Andrew
McNally III Collection (Newberry Library) -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 30 x 47 cm. fold in covers 10 x 16
cm. + index (51, [1] p.)
Cover title.
Map proper titled 'Rand McNally & Co.'s North
and South Carolina'.
Condition: Very good
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection
and the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry
Library). Previous location: B-19
AMcN III PC 2220 (PrCt)

58005 North Carolina - Maps - 1885 - South Carolina - Maps - 1885 - Railroads - Maps
Rand McNally & Co.'s North and South Carolina.
Chicago : Rand, McNally & Co., c1883.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally and Company. Shippers guide -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 30 x 48 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Issued folded in accompanying index (32 p. ; 18
cm.): Rand, McNally & Co.'s indexed county map
of South Carolina. Chicago : Rand, McNally &
Co., 1883.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
map2F G3901.P3 1883 .R3 (PrCt)

58002 North Carolina - Maps - 1884 - Railroads - Maps
Map of North Carolina. For Poor's manual of
railroads for 1884. Chicago : Rand, McNally &
Co., 1884.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Poor's
manual of the railroads of the United States
(1884)
1 map : col. ; 12 x 21 cm.
Title in right margin.
Includes western continuation inset (4 x 5 cm.)
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United
States (New York, 1884) opposite p. 414
H 668 .703 (1884) opp. p. 414 (PrCt)

58006 North Carolina - Maps - 1887 - Railroads - Maps
New railroad and county map of North & South
Carolina. [Chicago : George F. Cram, 1887].
Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 --
Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928. Cram's
standard American atlas of the world (1887)
1 map : col. ; 39 x 55 cm.
In: Cram, George Franklin. Cram's standard
American atlas of the world (Chicago : George F.
Cram, 1887).

58003 North Carolina - Maps - 1885 - Railroads - Maps
Map of North Carolina. For Poor's manual of
railroads for 1885. Chicago : Rand, McNally &
Co., 1885.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Poor's
manual of the railroads of the United States
(1885)
1 map : col. ; 11 x 20 cm.
Title in right margin.
Continuation inset (4 x 5 cm.).
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United
States (New York, 1885) opposite p. 406
H 668 .703 (1885) opp. p. 406 (PrCt)
North Carolina - Maps - 1888 - Railroads
Authors: Rand McNally and Company. Rand McNally & Co.'s improved indexed business atlas and shipper's guide ... (1888) -- Rand McNally and Company. Commercial atlas (1888)
1 map : col. ; 30 x 49 cm.
Added title in upper margin: Rand, McNally & Co.'s North Carolina.
In Rand, McNally & Co.'s improved indexed business atlas and shipper's guide ... (Chicago: Rand McNally, 1888) p. 208-209.
Keyed to index of towns and railroads on p. 210-220.
Uniform atlas title: Commercial atlas.
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .C7 1888, p. 208-209 (PrCt)

North Carolina - Maps - 1892 - Railroads
1 map : col. ; 32 x 46 cm.
'Rand, McNally & Co.'s business atlas map of North Carolina. Copyright 1888 ... ' -- at bottom right.
Added title in upper margin: Rand, McNally & Co.'s North Carolina.
Issued folded in accompanying index (67 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand, McNally & Co.'s indexed county and railroad pocket map and shippers' guide of North Carolina. Chicago and New York : Rand, McNally & Co., c1892.
Handstamp on title page: Library of Congress copyright Aug. 20, 1892 ...
No. '33730X2' in pencil on title page.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
map2F G3901.P3 1892 .R3 (PrCt)

North Carolina - Maps - 1899 - Railroads
Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 30 x 48 cm.
Added title in upper margin: Rand, McNally & Co.'s North Carolina.
'Rand, McNally & Co.'s business atlas map of North Carolina. Copyright, 1888...' -- at bottom right.
Issued folded in accompanying index (67 p. ; 17 cm.) : Rand, McNally & Co.'s indexed county and railroad pocket map and shippers' guide of North Carolina. Chicago and New York : Rand, McNally & Co., c1892.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 623 (PrCt)

North Carolina - Maps - 1900-1960 - Topographic maps
North Carolina, 15 minute series (topographic).
Washington, D.C. The Survey, [ca. 1900-ca.1960].
Authors: Geological Survey (U.S.)
dates of publication vary.
Moffat lists 56 maps before 1940.
Coverage is not complete at this scale; see index map in box 144.
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisles 42 and 43 (July 2012).
Reference: Moffat, Riley. Map index to topographic quadrangles of the United States, 1882-1940 (Santa Cruz, Calif.: Western Association of Map Libraries, 1986)
map6C G3700 19-- .U5, box 144 (PrCt)

North Carolina - Maps - 1899 - Railroad maps
Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1899)
1 map : col. ; 26 x 20 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Added title in upper margin: Poor's manual--Railroad map of the United States,1899.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1899) between p. 414-415
H 668 .703 (1899) bet. p. 414-415 (PrCt)

North Carolina - Maps - 1899 - Railroad maps
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1899)
1 map : col. ; 18 x 27 cm.
Scale 1:62,500.
Dates of publication vary.
Moffat lists 56 maps before 1940.
Coverage is not complete at this scale; see index map in box 144.
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisles 42 and 43 (July 2012).
Reference: Moffat, Riley. Map index to topographic quadrangles of the United States, 1882-1940 (Santa Cruz, Calif.: Western Association of Map Libraries, 1986)
map6C G3700 19-- .U5, box 144 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

8 maps : col. ; on sheets 45 x 33 cm. fold. to 18 x 27 cm.
Scale 1:125,000.
Dates of publication vary.
Moffat lists 23 maps before 1940.
Coverage is not complete at this scale; see index map in box 144.
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisles 42 and 43 (July 2012).
Reference: Moffat, Riley. Map index to topographic quadrangles of the United States, 1882-1940 (Santa Cruz, Calif.: Western Association of Map Libraries, 1986)
map6C G3700 19-- .U5, box 144 (PrCt)

58016
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1902)
1 map : col. ; 20 x 26 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Added title in upper margin: Poor's manual--Railroad map of the United States,1902.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1902) between p. 192-193
H 668 .703 (1902) bet. p. 192-193 (PrCt)

58017
North Carolina - Maps - 1903 - Railroads<>>>South Carolina - Maps - 1903 - Railroads<>>>Maps
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1903)
1 map : col. ; 20 x 26 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Added title in upper margin: Poor's manual--Railroad map of the United States,1903.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1903) following p. 224
H 668 .703 (1903) following p. 224 (PrCt)

58018
North Carolina - Maps - 1904 - Railroads<>>>South Carolina - Maps - 1904 - Railroads<>>>Maps
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1904)
1 map : col. ; 20 x 26 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Added title in upper margin: Poor's manual--Railroad map of the United States,1904.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1904) between p. 192-193
H 668 .703 (1904) bet. p. 192-193 (PrCt)

58019
North Carolina - Maps - 1905 - Railroads<>>>South Carolina - Maps - 1905 - Railroads<>>>Maps
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States
1 map : col. ; 20 x 26 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Added title in upper margin: Poor's manual--Railroad map of the United States,1905.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1901) between p. 352-353
H 668 .703 (1901) bet. p. 352-353 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1906)
1 map : col. ; 20 x 26 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Added title in upper margin: Poor's manual -- Railroad map of the United States, 1906.
Verso blank.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1905) between p. 208-209
H 668 .703 (1905) bet. p. 208-209 (PrCt)

58023
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1908)
1 map : col. ; 20 x 26 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Added title in upper margin: Poor's manual -- Railroad map of the United States, 1908.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1908) following p. 256
H 668 .703 (1908) following p. 256 (PrCt)

58024
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1909)
1 map : col. ; 20 x 26 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Added title in upper margin: Poor's manual -- Railroad map of the United States, 1909.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1909) between p. 256-257
H 668 .703 (1909) bet. p. 256-257 (PrCt)

58025
North Carolina - Maps - 1911 - Railroads - Indexes<<>>Railroads - Maps
94 p. ; 17 cm.
Imperfect; lacking folded map.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 624 (PrCt)

58026
North Carolina - Maps - 1913 - Railroads<<>>Railroads - Maps
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
'Rand, McNally & Co.'s new business atlas of North Carolina. Copyright, 1903 ... ' -- at left center.
Includes key to railroads numbered 3-155 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: North Carolina railroads.
Continuation inset (15 x 24 cm.): Western portion of North Carolina.
Issued folded in accompanying index (64 p. ; 17 cm.) : Rand McNally & Co.'s indexed county and railroad pocket map and shippers' guide of North Carolina. Chicago and New York : Rand McNally & Co., c1913.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
'VAULT' -- in ms. on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 626 (PrCt)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Handstamp on front cover: Register of Copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.

'2-28-20' -- ms. note on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 633 (PrCt)

58035


1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm. Includes key to railroads numbered 3-161 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: North Carolina railroads. Plate no.: 116E
Continuation inset (15 x 24 cm.): Western portion of North Carolina.

Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 634 (PrCt)

58037


1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm. Includes key to railroads numbered 3-158 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: North Carolina railroads. Plate no.: 116F
Continuation inset (15 x 24 cm.): Western portion of North Carolina.

Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Handstamp on front cover: Register of Copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.

'3-26-21' -- ms. note on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 635 (PrCt)

58038 North Carolina - Maps - 1921 - Railroads


1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.

'Rand, McNally & Co.'s new commercial atlas map of North Carolina' -- at bottom right.

Includes key to railroads numbered 3-158 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: North Carolina railroads.

Plate no.: 116F

Continuation inset (15 x 24 cm.): Western portion of North Carolina.

On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of North Carolina. 1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm. Plate no.: 1022G.

Issued folded in accompanying index (59 p. ; 17 cm.) : Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of North Carolina.


Uniform title: Shippers guide.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 636 (PrCt)

58039 North Carolina - Maps - 1922 - Railroads


1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.

'Rand, McNally & Co.'s new commercial atlas map of North Carolina' -- at bottom right.

Includes key to railroads numbered 3-158 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: North Carolina railroads.

Plate no.: 116G

Continuation inset (15 x 24 cm.): Western portion of North Carolina.

On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of North Carolina. 1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm. Plate no.: 1022G.

Issued folded in accompanying index (53 p. ; 17 cm.) : Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of North Carolina.


Uniform title: Shippers guide.

Handstamp on front cover: Register of Copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.

'5-10-23' -- ms. note on front cover.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 638 (PrCt)

58041 North Carolina - Maps - 1924 - Railroads


1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.

'Rand, McNally & Co.'s new commercial atlas map of North Carolina' -- at bottom right.

Includes key to railroads numbered 3-158 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: North Carolina railroads.

Plate no.: 9R23

Continuation inset (15 x 24 cm.): Western portion of North Carolina.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of North Carolina. 1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm. Plate no.: 1022.J.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Handstamp on front cover: Register of Copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.
'2-23-24' -- ms. note on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008). 
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 639 (PrCt)

On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of North Carolina. 1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm. Plate no.: 1022.J.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Handstamp on front cover: Register of Copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.
'2-23-24' -- ms. note on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008). 
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 639 (PrCt)

North Carolina - Maps - 1924 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 62 x 79 cm. on sheet 73 x 88 cm. 4th edition."
Keyed to 18 named road signs.
Scale [ca. 1: 618,000]
Plate no. G-8; indicates 1925 publication date, at variance with the index.
Cover title: Rand McNally official auto trails map : N. Carolina, S. Carolina.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Part of Rand McNally collection.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008). 
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 132 (PrCt)

North Carolina - Maps - 1924 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 62 x 79 cm. on sheet 73 x 88 cm. 4th edition."
Keyed to 18 named road signs.
Scale [ca. 1: 618,000]
Plate no. G-8; indicates 1925 publication date, at variance with the index.
Cover title: Rand McNally official auto trails map : N. Carolina, S. Carolina.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Part of Rand McNally collection.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008). 
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 132 (PrCt)

North Carolina - Maps - 1925 - Railroads
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm. Includes key to railroads numbered 3-158 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: North Carolina railroads.
Plate no.: 8R23
Continuation inset (15 x 24 cm.): Western portion of North Carolina.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of North Carolina. 1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm. Plate no.: 2N24. Includes key to 6 named ‘principal trails in North Carolina’.
Issued folded in accompanying index (55 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists’ and shippers’ guide of North Carolina. San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, 1925.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Handstamp on front cover: Register of Copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.
'2-3-25' -- ms. note on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008). 
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 640 (PrCt)

North Carolina - Maps - 1925 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 62 x 79 cm. 158 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: North Carolina railroads.
Plate no.: 8R23
Continuation inset (15 x 24 cm.): Western portion of North Carolina.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of North Carolina. 1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm. Plate no.: 2N24. Includes key to 6 named ‘principal trails in North Carolina’.
Issued folded in accompanying index (55 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists’ and shippers’ guide of North Carolina. San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, 1925.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Handstamp on front cover: Register of Copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.
'2-3-25' -- ms. note on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008). 
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 640 (PrCt)
58047 North Carolina - Maps - 1926 - Road maps<-->East (U.S.) - Maps - 1926 - Road maps<-->Road maps
Map of the state highway system of North Carolina ... [Raleigh, N.C.?] : Published by the State Highway Commission, July 1926.
Authors: North Carolina Highway Commission -- General Drafting Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 40 x 77 cm.
Panel title.
"Prepared and printed by General Drafting Co. Inc. ... New York ..."
Map on verso (38 x 30 cm.): Main traveled routes on the eastern seaboard through North Carolina. Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection

58048 North Carolina - Maps - 1926 - Road maps<-->South Carolina - Maps - 1926 - Road maps<-->Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 63 x 81 on sheet 73 x 88 cm. 5th edition."
Keyed to 18 named road signs.
Scale [ca. 1:1,067,000].
Plate no. H-8.
Cover title: Rand McNally auto road map : N. Carolina, S. Carolina.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road. Uniform title: Auto trails Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

58049 North Carolina - Maps - 1926 - Road maps<-->South Carolina - Maps - 1926 - Road maps<-->Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 63 x 80 on sheet 73 x 88 cm. 5th edition."
Keyed to 9 named road signs.
Scale [ca. 1:1,067,000].
Plate no. H-8.
Cover title: Rand McNally auto road map : N. Carolina, S. Carolina.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road. Uniform title: Auto trails Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**South Carolina.** Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [1927?].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 63 x 80 on sheet 73 x 88 cm.
6th edition."
Scale [ca. 1:1,111,000].
Plate no. I-8.
Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto road map of North Carolina, South Carolina (Chicago and New York: Rand McNally, 1926). 36 p. : maps, ill. ; 19 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally official auto road map: North Carolina, South Carolina.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Plate no. indicates a 1927 date while index was issued in 1926.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).

RMcN Auto Trails 4C 277 (PrCt)

**North Carolina - Maps - 1927 - Road maps**

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 63 x 80 on sheet 73 x 88 cm.
6th edition."
Scale [ca. 1:1,111,000].
Plate no. I-8.
Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto road map of North Carolina, South Carolina (Chicago and New York: Rand McNally, 1926). 36 p. : maps, ill. ; 19 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally official auto road map: North Carolina, South Carolina.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Plate no. indicates a 1927 date while index was issued in 1926.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).

RMcN Auto Trails 4C 278 (PrCt)

**North Carolina - Maps - 1928 - Railroads**

1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
‘Rand, McNally & Co.’s new commerical atlas map of North Carolina’ -- at bottom right.
Includes key to railroads numbered 3-160 and A (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: North Carolina railroads.
Plate no.: 7R27
Continuation inset (15 x 24 cm.): Western portion of North Carolina.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of North Carolina. 1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm. Plate no.: 2N24. Includes key to 6 named ‘principal trails in North Carolina’.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 642 (PrCt)

58059


1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
‘Rand, McNally & Co.’s new commerical atlas map of North Carolina’ -- at bottom right.
Includes key to railroads numbered 3-160 and A (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: North Carolina railroads.
Plate no.: 7R27
Continuation inset (15 x 24 cm.): Western portion of North Carolina.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of North Carolina. 1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm. Plate no.: 2N24. Includes key to 6 named ‘principal trails in North Carolina’.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 644 (PrCt)

58061


1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
‘Rand, McNally & Co.’s new commerical atlas map of North Carolina’ -- at bottom right.
Includes key to railroads numbered 3-160 and A (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: North Carolina railroads.
Plate no.: 7R27
Continuation inset (15 x 24 cm.): Western portion of North Carolina.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of North Carolina. 1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm. Plate no.: 2N24. Includes key to 6 named ‘principal trails in North Carolina’.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 645 (PrCt)
58062 North Carolina - Maps - 1928 - Road maps

Highway map and guide of North Carolina...
Authorized Guide & Map Service of North Carolina...
Aurora, Missouri: Mid West Map Company, [1928].
Authors: Mid-West Map Company -- Authorized Guide & Map Service -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map; 30 x 53 cm.
Panel title.
"Copyright by Mid-West Map Company, Aurora, Missouri."
Incomplete; missing bottom section.
Date from RMcN AE 103 ms. index.
Inset (11 x 13 cm.): Western section of state.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 103.9 (PrCt)

58063 North Carolina - Maps - 1928 - Road maps

Chicago: H.M. Gousha Co., [1928].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Gulf Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 51 (PrCt)

58064 North Carolina - Maps - 1928 - Road maps

[Road map of North and South Carolina]. Aurora, Mo. Mid-West Map Co., [1928].
Authors: Mid-West Map Company -- Authorized Guide & Map Service -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map; 38 x 53 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
"Copyright the Mid-West Map Co., map and publication contractors, Aurora, Mo."
Incomplete: trimmed at top and bottom.
Date from RMcN AE 103 ms. index.
Inset (5 x 6 cm.): [Western North Carolina]
Includes logos of Authorized Guide & Map Service of North and South Carolina.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 103.10 (PrCt)

58065 North Carolina - Maps - 1929

North Carolina - Maps - 1929 - Railroads
Aeronautical charts
North Carolina - Maps - 1929 - Aeronautical charts
North Carolina -1929
Railroads - Maps
Aeronautical charts

49 p.; 3 maps (2 folded); 24 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally standard indexed map with air trails: North Carolina
Uniform title: Air trails
Folded map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet: back to back, col.; each 47 x 65 cm., folded to 25 x 11 cm., inside back cover, scale 1:925,100): Rand McNally standard map of North Carolina. Plate no. 7R28. Includes key to railroads. -- Rand McNally standard map of North Carolina with air trails. Plate nos. "12N28" and "7R28".
Both folding maps include insets of western North Carolina (15 x 24 cm.). Accompanying index includes "airport directory", "aids to navigation", and "elements of practical air navigation" by William E. Johnson (p. 38-49). Index also includes map (15 x 20 cm., on p. 38-39): Rand McNally airway map: United States. Includes "key to [commercial] air lines."
Cover art: Airplane flying above passenger train. "50c" -- printed on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (October 2010).
RMcN Air Trails 4C 36 (PrCt)

58066 North Carolina - Maps - 1929 - Road maps

Official AAA road map: North & South Carolina.
Washington, D.C. American Automobile Association, [1929].
Authors: American Automobile Association -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 58 x 85 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 103 ms. index.
Plate no. 3023-1
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 103.11 (PrCt)

58067 North Carolina - Maps - 1929 - Road maps

North Carolina, South Carolina. Chicago: H.M. Gousha Co., [1929].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Firestone Tire and Rubber Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 0, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Library.
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 149 (PrCt)

58068 North Carolina - Maps - 1929 - Road maps<>>>South Carolina - Maps - 1929 - Road maps<>>>Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Gulf Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 167 (PrCt)

Rand McNally standard map of North Carolina.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [193-?].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company. Shippers guide -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 48 x 65 cm.
Includes key to railroads numbered 3-160 (with gaps in numbering).
Plate nos. "No.1:32 S" and " 6N29."
Inset (18 x 26 cm.): Western part of North Carolina.
Maps on verso (48 x 64 cm.): Rand McNally standard map of North Carolina with air trails.
Inset on verso (18 x 26 cm.): Western part of North Carolina.
Uniform title: Shippers guide
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 104.1X (PrCt)

58070 North Carolina - Maps - 1930-1939 - Road maps<>>>South Carolina - Maps - 1930-1939 - Road maps<>>>Road maps
Official road map of North Carolina, South Carolina. Aurora, Mo. Mid-West Map, [193-?].
Authors: Mid-West Map Company -- Chicago Historical Society
1 map : col. ; 17.7 x 23.25 inches
Text on verso.
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.
CHS Coll., Map no. 136 (PrCt)

58071 North Carolina - Maps - 1930 - Road maps<>>>Road maps
State highway system of North Carolina.
Raleigh : [North Carolina Highway Commission], 1930.
Authors: North Carolina Highway Commission -- Waldrop, John D. -- Bynum Printing Co. (Raleigh, N.C.) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 33 x 85 cm.
"Revised July 1, 1930."
"John D. Waldrop, State Highway Engineer, Raleigh, N.C."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 103.13 (PrCt)

Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Arrow Service Co. (Radnor Heights, Arlington, Va.) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 39 x 59 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell 1930 official road map : North Carolina, South Carolina.
"Copyrighted by the H.M. Gousha Company, Chicago ... ."
Plate no. D - 106 - J.C
Maps on verso (45 x 29 cm. and smaller): Shell territorial road map : Atlantic coast states -- Maritime Provinces -- Shell 1930 official road map : Georgia.
Panel art: Shell logo and people driving away from a Shell station.
Handstamp: Arrow Service Co. station no. 3, Shell petroleum products, Military Rd. at Radnor Hghts., Va.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 103.17 (PrCt)

58073 North Carolina - Maps - 1930 - Road maps<>>>South Carolina - Maps - 1930 - Road maps<>>>Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally and Company
1 map : col. ; 29 x 44 cm.
Panel title.
"No. 12" and "1930" at head of title.
Added title: Gulf Refining Co. 1930 official road map no. 12 : North Carolina, South Carolina.
Plate no. D - 106 - J.C
Maps on verso (11 x 14 cm. and smaller): Charlotte -- Raleigh -- Asheville -- Greensboro -- Winston-Salem.
Forms part of theRand McNally Collection

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

58074 North Carolina - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
<<>> South Carolina - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
North Carolina, South Carolina. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1930].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of the H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 418 (PrCt)

58075 North Carolina - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
<<>> South Carolina - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of the H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 418 (PrCt)

58076 North Carolina - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
<<>> South Carolina - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Rand McNally junior auto road map of North and South Carolina. Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [1930].
1 map : col. ; 28 x 43 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 104 ms. index.
Plate no. L-1036.
Uniform titles: Junior auto trails -- Auto trails.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 104.6 (PrCt)

58077 North Carolina - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
<<>> South Carolina - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company of New Jersey -- General Drafting Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 58 cm.
Panel title.

58078 North Carolina - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
<<>> South Carolina - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 54 x 69 cm.
Insets (16 x 17 cm. and smaller): Western section of North Carolina -- Charleston -- Anderson -- Wilmington.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 104.7 (PrCt)

58079 North Carolina - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
<<>> South Carolina - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Sinclair road map : North Carolina, South Carolina ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1930].
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 28 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 28 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Rand McNally junior auto road map of North and South Carolina.
Uniform title: Junior auto trails.
Date from RMcN AE 186 ms. index.
Plate no. L-1036.
Inset (each 9 x 9): Charleston -- Columbia -- Charlotte -- Winston-Salem.
Maps on verso (44 x 59 cm and 18 x 11 cm.): Sinclair territorial road map of the southeastern states -- Southern Florida.
Panel art: Sinclair gasoline logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 186.17 (PrCt)

58080 North Carolina - Maps - 1931
<<>> North Carolina - Maps - 1931 - Railroad maps
North Carolina - Maps - 1931 - Railroad maps
Rand McNally pocket maps of North Carolina : for tourists, travelers, shippers, general, commercial and business reference. Chicago ; New York ; San Francisco : Rand McNally &
Company, c1931. Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
44 p. : 8 maps (2 folded) ; 24 cm. Cover title: Rand McNally pocket maps : North Carolina : counties, cities, towns, auto roads, railroads, city maps, hotels, 1930 census
Uniform title: Pocket maps
RMcN Pocket 4C 190 (PrCt)  

58081 North Carolina - Maps - 1931 - Road maps<<<<South Carolina - Maps - 1931 - Road maps<<<<Georgia - Maps - 1931 - Road maps<<<<Road maps
North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1931. Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Gousha Clients 476 (PrCt)  

58082 North Carolina - Maps - 1931 - Road maps<<<<South Carolina - Maps - 1931 - Road maps<<<<Wall maps
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Gousha Clients 514 (PrCt)  

58083 North Carolina - Maps - 1931 - Road maps<<<<South Carolina - Maps - 1931 - Road maps<<<<Road maps
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Gousha Clients 562 (PrCt)  

58084 North Carolina - Maps - 1931 - Road maps<<<<South Carolina - Maps - 1931 - Road maps<<<<Road maps
1 map : col. ; 54 x 70 cm.
Plate no. M-1035.
Inset (16 x 17 cm.) : Western section of North Carolina. Uniform title: Auto trails.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 104.9 (PrCt)  

58085 North Carolina - Maps - 1931 - Road maps<<<<South Carolina - Maps - 1931 - Road maps<<<<Road maps
1 map : col. ; 54 x 70 cm.
Insets (each 8 x 8 cm.): Anderson -- Augusta -- Charleston -- Columbia -- Florence -- Greenville -- Spartanburg.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 104.8 (PrCt)  

58086 North Carolina - Maps - 1931 - Road maps<<<<Wall maps<<<<Road maps
1 map : col. ; 38 x 101 cm.
58087
North Carolina - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
1 map : col. ; 39 x 103 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: State highway system of North Carolina.
Dated "March 31, 1931" beneath scale.
"This map is issued on the first of every month ... May-June 1932."
"Prepared by C.M. Sawyer."
"Leslie R. Ames, State Highway Engineer, Raleigh, N.C."
Panel art: state seal.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 103.20 (PrCt)

58090
North Carolina - Maps - 1932 - Road maps
1 map : col. ; 39 x 103 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: State highway system of North Carolina.
Dated "March 31, 1932" beneath scale.
"This map is issued on the first of every month ... May-June 1932."
"Prepared by C.M. Sawyer."
"Leslie R. Ames, State Highway Engineer, Raleigh, N.C."
Panel art: state seal.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 103.18 (PrCt)

58088
North Carolina - Maps - 1932 - Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 30 x 45 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Gulf logo over attendant and woman in car.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 104.12 (PrCt)

58092
North Carolina - Maps - 1932 - Road maps
1 map : col. ; 39 x 59 cm.
Panel title.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Added title: Rand McNally senior 1932 auto road map of North Carolina, South Carolina.
Plate no. 17. N27 M.
Map on verso (30 x 45 cm.): Rand McNally junior auto road map of United States.
Uniform title: Junior auto trails
Panel art: Parco logo above cityscape and row of cars.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 104.11 (PrCt)

58093 North Carolina - Maps - 1932 - Road
maps<<>>South Carolina - Maps - 1932 - Road
maps<<>>Road maps
North Carolina and South Carolina : Standard
1932 road map. [New York] : Published by
Standard Oil Company of New Jersey, 1932.
Authors: Standard Oil Company of New Jersey --
Esso Standard Oil Company -- General Drafting
Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry
Library) -- Standard Oil Company of New Jersey
SEE ALSO Esso Standard Oil Company -- Esso
Standard Oil Company SEE ALSO Standard Oil
Company of New Jersey
1 map : col. ; 50 x 72 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: 1932 “Standard” road map of North
Carolina and South Carolina.
"Copyright, General Drafting Co. ... New York."
Includes ESSO logo.
Maps on verso (11 x 19 cm. and smaller):
Winston-Salem -- Greensboro -- Asheville --
Florence -- Charlotte -- Wilmington -- Charleston
-- Raleigh -- Columbia -- Spartanburg --
Greenville.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 103.23 (PrCt)

58094 North Carolina - Maps - 1932 - Road
maps<<>>South Carolina - Maps - 1932 - Road
maps<<>>Road maps
Texasco road map : North Carolina, South
Carolina ... Chicago : Rand McNally &
Company, 1932.
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and
Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry
Library)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 68 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: 1932 Texaco road map : North
Carolina, South Carolina : spring edition.
Plate no. A 2. 298.
Insets (each 8 x 8 cm.): Anderson S.C. --
Augusta GA. -- Charleston S.C. -- Columbia S.C.
-- Florence S.C. -- Greenville S.C. -- Spartanburg
S.C.
Maps on verso (36 x 53 cm. and smaller): Texaco
road map : 1932 : United States -- Wilmington
N.C. -- Winston-Salem N.C. -- Asheville N.C. --
Durham N.C. -- Greensboro N.C. -- Raleigh N.C.
-- Charlotte N.C. -- Gastonia N.C. -- High Point
N.C. -- Rocky Mount N.C.
Panel art: Texaco logo over the outline map of
the U.S.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 104.13 (PrCt)

58095 North Carolina - Maps - 1932 - Road
maps<<>>South Carolina - Maps - 1932 - Road
maps<<>>Southern States - Maps - 1932 - Road
maps<<>>Road maps
Pure Oil pathfinder for North Carolina, South
Carolina ... Chicago : Rand McNally &
Company, 1932.
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Central Oil Co. of
North Carolina -- Rand McNally and Company --
Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 39 x 56 cm.
Panel title.
"Issued by Central Oil Co. of N. Carolina, Inc."
Added title: Pure Oil pathfinder for North
Carolina, South Carolina.
Plate no. N-27-P.
Map on verso (44 x 29 cm.): Pure Oil pathfinder
for south eastern United States.
Panel art: Pure Oil logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 104.10 (PrCt)

58096 North Carolina - Maps - 1932 - Road
maps<<>>South Carolina - Maps - 1932 - Road
maps<<>>Road maps
Pure Oil pathfinder for North Carolina, South
Carolina / issued by Peoples Oil Company,
distributors of Pure Oil Co. products,
headquarters: Columbia, S. Carolina. Chicago :
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Peoples Oil
Company (Columbia, S.C.) -- Rand McNally and
Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry
Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm., folded to 24 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"Series 1932" -- Title panel.
Plate no. N-27-P.
Map on verso (43 x 27 cm.): Pure Oil pathfinder
for south eastern United States.
Panel art: Pure Oil Company logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2137 (PrCt)

58097 North Carolina - Maps - 1932 - Road
maps<<>>South Carolina - Maps - 1932 - Road
maps<<>>United States - Maps - 1932 - Pictorial
maps<<>>Road maps<<>>Pictorial maps
Travel N. and S. Carolina with Conoco. Chicago :
H.M. Gousha Company, [1932].

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
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North Carolina - Maps - 1933 - Road maps

1 map; 38 x 101 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: State highway system of North Carolina.
"Prepared by C.M. Sawyer & W.W. Hampton."
"Leslie R. Ames, State Highway Engineer, Raleigh, N.C."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RmMcN AE 103.25 (PrCt)

North Carolina - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

[Texaco road map of North Carolina]. [Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, 1934?].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map; on sheet trimmed to 27 x 68 cm.
Title and imprint supplied by cataloger.
Imperfect; editor's copy of a Texaco road map trimmed on all sides to outline a single U.S. state.
Date from previous binding marked "Points of Interest" and dated 1934.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RmMcN AE 189.31 (PrCt)

North Carolina - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

North Carolina, South Carolina official AAA road map. Washington, D.C. American Automobile Association, [1934?].
Authors: American Automobile Association -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map; 56 x 83 cm., folded to 21 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Official AAA road map: North & South Carolina.
"Issued annually--next edition Sept. 1935"
Plate no. 3023 F
Maps on verso (10 x 8 cm. and smaller): Winston-Salem -- Savannah -- Greensboro -- Charlotte -- Charleston -- Asheville.
Panel art: AAA logo; illustration of cars.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RmMcN Clients 5023 (PrCt)

North Carolina - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map; col.; 46 x 70 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Cities Service road map of North Carolina, South Carolina
Date from RmMcN AE 104 ms. index.
Plate nos. "C.S.O. 1934" and "P-3435-P"
Panel art: Line drawing of car on country road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RmMcN AE 104.17 (PrCt)

North Carolina - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map; col.; 39 x 59 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Gulf Refining Co. 1934 official road map: North Carolina, South Carolina
Date from RmMcN AE 104 ms. index.
Plate no. P.27.
Panel art: Gulf gas attendants giving father and son directions and gas.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RmMcN AE 104.19 (PrCt)

North Carolina - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company
Plate nos. "C.S.O. 1934" and "P-3435-P"
Panel art: Line drawing of car on country road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RmMcN AE 104.17 (PrCt)
North Carolina - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

Travel North Carolina South Carolina with Conoco. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1934].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (3 panel,R,G): Outline map of North America, logo.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1046 (PrCt)

North Carolina - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

Shell road map : North Carolina, South Carolina. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1934].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (3 panel, R,Y): Diagonal "Shell" on red stripe, logo.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1151 (PrCt)

North Carolina - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map ; col. ; 43 x 66 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair 1934 official road map : North Carolina, South Carolina
Plate no. P.27.
Map on verso (32 x 50 cm.): Sinclair recreational map : United States.
Panel art: Car leaving gas station, passenger waving to boy with toy dinosaur.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 104.18 (PrCt)

North Carolina - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 53 x 68 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. 3418.
Panel art: Texaco logo over the outline map of the U.S.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 104.16 (PrCt)

North Carolina - Maps - 1935 - Road maps

Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 38 x 59 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1335 (PrCt)

North Carolina - Maps - 1935 - Road maps

Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 38 x 59 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1335 (PrCt)

North Carolina - Maps - 1935 - Road maps

Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 38 x 59 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1335 (PrCt)
Panel art: Gulf gas attendants servicing a car.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 104.23 (PrCt)

58115 North Carolina - Maps - 1935 - Road maps<>>South Carolina - Maps - 1935 - Road maps<>>Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1287 (PrCt)

58116 North Carolina - Maps - 1935 - Road maps<>>South Carolina - Maps - 1935 - Road maps<>>Road maps
N.A.C. road map of North Carolina, South Carolina ... / prepared by Engineering Department, National Automobile Club. Chicago: H.M. Gousha Co., [1935?].
Authors: National Automobile Club -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: National Automobile Club logo, list of district offices.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1409 (PrCt)

58117 North Carolina - Maps - 1935 - Road maps<>>South Carolina - Maps - 1935 - Road maps<>>Road maps
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map; col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1477 (PrCt)

58118 North Carolina - Maps - 1935 - Road maps<>>South Carolina - Maps - 1935 - Road maps<>>Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map; col.; 43 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair 1935 official road map : North Carolina, South Carolina.
Plate no. 27.
Map on verso (32 x 49 cm.): Sinclair recreational map : United States.
Panel art: Dinosaurs.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 104.22 (PrCt)

58119 North Carolina - Maps - 1936 - Road maps<>>South Carolina - Maps - 1936 - Road maps<>>Road maps
Travel North Carolina, South Carolina with Conoco : every Conoco station is a branch of the Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago: H.M. Gousha Company, [1936].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map; col.; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Conoco ... official road map : North Carolina, South Carolina.
Date from RMcN AE 158 ms. index.
Plate no. J-2
Maps on verso (43 x 28 cm. and smaller): Conoco ... official road map : eastern United States -- Charlotte -- Raleigh -- Asheville -- Greensboro -- Winston-Salem.
Panel art: Conoco logo over outline of North America.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 158.34 (PrCt)

58120 North Carolina - Maps - 1936 - Road maps<>>South Carolina - Maps - 1936 - Road maps<>>Road maps
1936 road map : North Carolina, South Carolina: Shell ... Chicago: H.M. Gousha Company, 1936.
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map; col.; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell official road map : North Carolina, South Carolina.
Plate nos. "309-J" and "J-2"
Map on verso (42 x 27 cm.): Shell official road map : Florida.
Inset (8 x 15 cm.): Western Florida.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 163.30B (PrCt)

58121 North Carolina - Maps - 1936 - Road
Kansas City, Mo. Gallup Map & Supply Co.,

North and South Carolina info-map : Gulf.
Kansas City, Mo. Gallup Map & Supply Co., 1936.

Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Gallup Map
Company -- American Colorotype Company --
Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 37 x 58 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Gulf ... 1936 official road map : North Carolina, South Carolina.

"Litho. in U.S.A. by American Colorotype
Company, Clifton, N.J."

Maps on verso (22 x 35 cm. and smaller): Gulf
mileage map of the United States -- Charlotte --
Winston-Salem -- Greensboro -- Durham --
Asheville -- Raleigh -- Columbia -- Charleston.

Panel art: Gulf sign over cars on road.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 161.18 (PrCt)

58125

North Carolina - Maps - 1936 - Road maps


Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 42 x 64 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Cities Service invites you to tour North Carolina, South Carolina.

Plate no. 320-S.C. - J-3.

Maps on verso (29 x 44 cm. and smaller): Cities Service invites you to tour United States --
Asheville -- Durham -- Charlotte -- Greensboro --
Raleigh -- Charleston -- Winston-Salem --
Columbia.

Panel art: Cities Service logo.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 157.24A (PrCt)

58122

North Carolina - Maps - 1936 - Road maps


Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Panel art: Cities Service logo and "serves a nation" slogan.

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 1579 (PrCt)

58123

North Carolina - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Travel North Carolina, South Carolina with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1936?].

Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 1623 (PrCt)

58124

North Carolina - Maps - 1936 - Road maps


Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Gallup Map
Company -- American Colorotype Company --
Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 37 x 58 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Cities Service invites you to tour North Carolina, South Carolina.

"Litho. in U.S.A. by American Colorotype
Company, Clifton, N.J."

Maps on verso (22 x 35 cm. and smaller): Gulf
mileage map of the United States -- Charlotte --
Winston-Salem -- Greensboro -- Durham --
Asheville -- Raleigh -- Columbia -- Charleston.

Panel art: Gulf sign over cars on road.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 161.18 (PrCt)
Conoco: every Conoco station is a branch of the Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago: H.M. Gousha Company, [1937]. Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map: col.; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Conoco ... official road map: North Carolina, South Carolina
Date from RMcN AE 158 ms. index.
Plate nos. "306-J.C." and "12-K"
Maps on verso (43 x 28 cm. and smaller):
Conoco ... official road map: eastern United States -- Charlotte -- Raleigh -- Asheville -- Greensboro -- Winston-Salem.
Panel art: Conoco logo over outline of North America.
Handstamped "1937" and "copyrighted".
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 158.36A (PrCt)

58128 North Carolina - Maps - 1937 - Road maps<>South Carolina - Maps - 1937 - Road maps<>Road maps
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Map of United States, car, Cities Service sign and "serves a nation" slogan.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1850 (PrCt)

58129 North Carolina - Maps - 1937 - Road maps<>South Carolina - Maps - 1937 - Road maps<>Road maps
Travel North Carolina, South Carolina with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago: H.M. Gousha Co., [1937?]. Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1898 (PrCt)

58130 North Carolina - Maps - 1937 - Road maps<>South Carolina - Maps - 1937 - Road maps<>Road maps
1937 road map: North Carolina, South Carolina / Republic Oil Company, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

Authors: Republic Oil Co. -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Republic Oil Co. logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1978 (PrCt)

58131 North Carolina - Maps - 1937 - Road maps<>South Carolina - Maps - 1937 - Road maps<>Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Helck, Peter, 1893-1988 -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map: col.; 43 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair road map: North Carolina, South Carolina
Date from RMcN AE 107 ms. index.
Plate no. S.3618.
Map on verso (29 x 44 cm.): Sinclair recreational map: United States.
Panel art: View of Sinclair service station signed "Helck."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 107.4 (PrCt)

North and South Carolina info-map: Gulf. Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1937].
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map: col.; 43 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Gulf road map of North Carolina, South Carolina
Date from RMcN AE 107 ms. index.
Plate no. S.3618.
Maps on verso (43 x 59 cm. and smaller): Gulf road map of Virginia, Kentucky, Tennessee, North Carolina, South Carolina, Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia, Florida -- Southern Florida -- Great Smoky Mountains National Park and vicinity.
Panel art: Gulf sign above service station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 107.5 (PrCt)
North Carolina - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
North Carolina - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
South Carolina - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Southern States - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Great Smoky Mountains National Park (N.C. and Tenn.) - Maps - 1936
Road maps
North Carolina, South Carolina info-map : Gulf.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1937].
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Gulf road map of North Carolina, South Carolina.
Date from RMcN AE 107 ms. index.
Plate no. S.3618.
Maps on verso (43 x 59 cm. and smaller): Gulf road map of Virginia, Kentucky, Tennessee, North Carolina, South Carolina, Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia, Florida -- Southern Florida -- Great Smoky Mountains National Park and vicinity.
Panel art: Gulf sign above service station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 107.7 A (PrCt)

North Carolina - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
North Carolina - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
South Carolina - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Eastern States - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Southern States - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Texaco sectional trip map [of the eastern United States] -- Southern Florida.
Panel art: Texaco logo above outline of United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 157.27 (PrCt)

North Carolina - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
North Carolina - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
South Carolina - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Eastern States - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Great Smoky Mountains National Park (N.C. and Tenn.) - Maps - 1938
Road maps
Texaco touring map : North Carolina ... tour with Texaco.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1938].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 29 x 69 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of North Carolina.
Date from RMcN AE 107 ms. index.
Includes table of “State and federal gasoline taxes -- as of December 2nd, 1938.”
Plate no. T.3832.
Maps on verso (52 x 52 cm. and 20 x 12 cm.): Texaco sectional trip map [of the eastern United States] -- Southern Florida.
Panel art: Texaco logo above outline of United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 107.13 (PrCt)
Authors: Esso Standard Oil Company -- Standard Oil Company of New Jersey -- General Drafting Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 54 x 78 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Happy motoring in North Carolina and South Carolina ...
Maps on verso (35 x 54 cm. and smaller): Pictorial guide to happy motoring in North Carolina and South Carolina -- Historic landmarks of Charleston -- The Great Smoky Mountains National Park and environs -- Principal highways of South Carolina, Georgia and Florida
Panel art: Esso logo.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... July 18 1938".
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 168.30 (PrCt)

North Carolina - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

North Carolina - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

North Carolina, South Carolina road map : Cities Service ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1938].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Cities Service invites you to tour North Carolina, South Carolina.
Date from RMcN AE 156 ms. index.
Plate no. 306-J.C. 11-L
Map on verso (28 x 44 cm.): Cities Service road map of the United States.
Panel art: Cities Service sign, car on winding road.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 18 1938 ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 156.23 (PrCt)

North Carolina - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

North Carolina, South Carolina road map / Cities Service ahead. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1938?].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: car driving through hills, Cities Service sign.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3079 (PrCt)

58142 North Carolina - Maps - 1938 - Road maps<<><>South Carolina - Maps - 1938 - Road maps<<><>Road maps
Travel North Carolina, South Carolina with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1938?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3122 (PrCt)

58143 North Carolina - Maps - 1938 - Road maps<<><>South Carolina - Maps - 1938 - Road maps<<><>Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Road map : Sinclair : North Carolina, South Carolina
Date from RMcN AE 107 ms. index.
Plate no. T .3618.
Map on verso (29 x 44 cm.): Sinclair recreational map : United States.
Panel art: Couple in car and attendant in front of Sinclair station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 107.10 (PrCt)

North and South Carolina info-map : Gulf. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1938].
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Gulf info-map : North Carolina, South Carolina.
Date from RMcN AE 107 ms. index.
Plate no. T .3618.

58145 North Carolina - Maps - 1939 - Road maps<<><>East (U.S.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps<<><>Great Smoky Mountains National Park (N.C. and Tenn.) - Maps - 1939<<><>Road maps
Texaco touring map : North Carolina ... tour with Texaco. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1939].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 29 x 69 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of North Carolina.
Date from RMcN AE 107 ms. index.
"Road surface conditions edited to May 5th, 1939. Roads upon which construction may be in progress on July 1st, 1939 show thus [in red]."
Plate no. U.3832.
Insets (17 x 23 cm. and smaller.): Great Smoky Mountains National Park and vicinity -- Asheville -- Durham -- High Point -- Wilmington -- Charlotte -- Greensboro -- Raleigh -- Winston-Salem.
Maps on verso (51 x 51 cm. and 20 x 11 cm.):
Texaco sectional trip map [of the eastern United States] -- Southern Florida.
Panel art: Texaco logo above outline of United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 107.16 (PrCt)

58146 North Carolina - Maps - 1939 - Road maps<<><>South Carolina - Maps - 1939 - Road maps<<><>East (U.S.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps<<><>Road maps
Travel North Carolina, South Carolina with Conoco : every Conoco station is a branch of the Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1939].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Conoco ... official road map of North Carolina, South Carolina
Date from RMcN AE 159 ms. index.
Plate no. 306-J.C. 12-M
Maps on verso (43 x 28 cm. and smaller):
Conoco ... official road map : eastern United States.

Maps on verso (44 x 59 cm. and smaller): Gulf road map of Virginia, Kentucky, Tennessee, North Carolina, South Carolina, Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia, Florida -- [Southern Florida] -- Great Smoky Mountains National Park and vicinity.
Panel art: Gulf sign above service station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 107.11 (PrCt)
North Carolina - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

58147

Shell road map : North Carolina, South Carolina, Florida. Chicago : H. M. Gousha Company, [1939].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Aug 17 1939 ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 159.25A (PrCt)

58148

North Carolina, South Carolina road map / Cities Service. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1939?].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"Tourist edition."
Panel title.
Plate nos. "306-J.C." and "12-M."
Panel art: road leading to a Cities Service gas station and sign; slogan "buy at this sign."
Main map printed in red, black, yellow, and blue.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3372 (PrCt)

58149

North Carolina, South Carolina road map / Cities Service. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1939?].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"Tourist edition."
Panel title.
Plate nos. "306-J.C." and "12-M."
Panel art: road leading to a Cities Service gas station and sign; slogan "buy at this sign."
Main map printed in red and black.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3372 (PrCt)

58150

North Carolina, South Carolina with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1939?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3417 (PrCt)

58151

Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally & Company -- Tomaso, Rico, 1898-1985 -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Comiabo, Rico SEE Tomaso, Rico
1 map : col. ; 44 x 66 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Road map : Sinclair : North Carolina, South Carolina
Date from RMcN AE 107 ms. index.
Plate no. U.3618.
Map on verso (29 x 44 cm.): Sinclair recreational map : United States.
Panel art: Couple in car speaking with attendant in front of Sinclair station; signed "Rico Tomaso."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 107.19 (PrCt)

Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1939].
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 44 x 66 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Gulf info-map : North Carolina, South Carolina.
Date from RMcN AE 107 ms. index.
Plate no. U.3618.
Maps on verso (44 x 59 cm. and smaller): Gulf road map of Virginia, Kentucky, Tennessee, North Carolina, South Carolina, Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia, Florida : Gulf -- Southern Florida -- Great Smoky Mountains National Park and vicinity.
Panel art: Gulf sign above service station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 107.18 (PrCt)

Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1940].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 29 x 69 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of North Carolina.
Date from RMcN AE 107 ms. index.
Includes table of "State and federal gasoline taxes -- as of 29th April, 1940."
Plate no. v. 3832.
Insets (17 x 23 cm. and smaller.): Great Smoky Mountains National Park and vicinity -- Asheville -- Durham -- High Point -- Wilmington -- Charlotte -- Greensboro -- Raleigh -- Winston-Salem.
Maps on verso (51 x 51 cm. and 20 x 11 cm.): Texaco sectional trip map [of the eastern United States] -- Southern Florida.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 107.24 (PrCt)

58155 North Carolina - Maps - 1940 - Road maps<<>>South Carolina - Maps - 1940 - Road maps<<>>Road maps North Carolina, South Carolina road map / Cities Service. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1940?].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: road with cars, Cities Service sign and gas station attendant; slogan "helpful service wherever you go!"
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3732 (PrCt)

58156 North Carolina - Maps - 1940 - Road maps<<>>South Carolina - Maps - 1940 - Road maps<<>>Road maps Travel North Carolina, South Carolina with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1940?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3777 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 44 x 66 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 107 ms. index.
Plate no. v. 3618
Map on verso (32 x 48 cm.): Rand McNally road map : United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 107.23 (PrCt)

Authors: Republic Oil Co. -- H.M. Gousha

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Republic Oil Co. logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3851 (PrCt)

58159 North Carolina - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 44 x 66 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Road map : Sinclair : North Carolina, South Carolina
Date from RMcN AE 107 ms. index.
Plate no. V.3618.
Map on verso (32 x 49 cm.): Sinclair recreational map : United States.
Panel art: Sinclair H-C gasoline sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 107.22 (PrCt)

58160 North Carolina - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Road maps
North Carolina, South Carolina : Great Smoky Mountains National Park (N.C. and Tenn.) - Maps - 1940
Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 44 x 66 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Gulf info-map : North Carolina, South Carolina
Date from RMcN AE 107 ms. index.
Plate no. v.3618.
Maps on verso (44 x 59 cm. and smaller): Road map of Virginia, Kentucky, Tennessee, North Carolina, South Carolina, Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia, Florida : Gulf -- Southern Florida -- Great Smoky Mountains National Park and vicinity.
Panel art: Gulf sign over car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 107.27 (PrCt)

58161 North Carolina - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 44 x 66 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Gulf info-map : North Carolina, South Carolina
Date from RMcN AE 107 ms. index.
Plate no. V.3618.
Maps on verso (44 x 59 cm. and smaller): Road map of Virginia, Kentucky, Tennessee, North Carolina, South Carolina, Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia, Florida : Gulf -- Southern Florida -- Great Smoky Mountains National Park and vicinity.
Panel art: Gulf sign over road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 107.26 (PrCt)

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Includes table of "State and federal gasoline taxes -- as of 2nd May, 1941."
Plate no. W. 3832.
Maps on verso (51 x 51 cm. and 20 x 11 cm.):
Texaco sectional trip map [of the eastern United States] -- Southern Florida.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 107.29 (PrCt)

North Carolina - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 29 x 69 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of North Carolina.
Date from RMcN AE 107 ms. index.
Includes table of "State and federal gasoline taxes -- as of 2nd September, 1941."
Plate no. W. 3832.
Maps on verso (51 x 51 cm. and 20 x 11 cm.):
Texaco sectional trip map [of the eastern United States] -- Southern Florida.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 107.30 (PrCt)

North Carolina - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
North Carolina, South Carolina road map / Cities Service. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1941?].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: car, Cities Service sign and infant dressed as a gas station attendant; slogan "start every trip at your Cities Service dealer's."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4079 (PrCt)
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1941].

Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection

(Original Library)

58170 North Carolina - Maps - 1941 - Road maps<<>>South Carolina - Maps - 1941 - Road maps<<>>Southern States - Maps - 1941 - Road maps<<>>Road maps

North Carolina, South Carolina : Richfield... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1942].

Authors: Richfield Oil Corporation -- Richfield McNally and Company -- Richfield McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 42 x 65 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Ride with Richfield in North Carolina, South Carolina.

Date from RMcN AE 103 ms. index.

Plate no. X.3618.

Maps on verso (26 x 39 cm. and 18 x 32 cm.): Principal fish of North Carolina, South Carolina -- Ride with Richfield in southeastern United States.

Panel art: Richfield eagle flying with warplanes.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 103.4X (PrCt)

58173 North Carolina - Maps - 1942 - Road maps<<>>South Carolina - Maps - 1942 - Road maps<<>>Road maps

North Carolina, South Carolina road map / Cities Service Oils... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1942?].

Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Panel art: rural road scene, Cities Service Oils logo, and slogan "start every trip at your Cities Service dealer's."

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 4391 (PrCt)

58174 North Carolina - Maps - 1942 - Road maps<<>>South Carolina - Maps - 1942 - Road maps<<>>Road maps

Travel North Carolina, South Carolina with Conoco... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1942?].

Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map: col.; 44 x 66 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair: North Carolina, South Carolina info-map.
Date from RMcN AE 105 ms. index.
Plate no. Z.3618.
Maps on verso (43 x 58 cm.): Road map of Virginia, Kentucky, Tennessee, North Carolina, South Carolina, Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia, Florida -- Southern Florida -- Great Smoky Mountains National Park and vicinity.
Panel art: Sinclair sign over car.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 105.3 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map: col.; 44 x 66 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 105 ms. index.
Plate no. Z. 3618
Map on verso (32 x 48 cm.): Rand McNally road map: United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 105.7 (PrCt)

Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1943].
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map: col.; 43 x 66 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Gulf: North Carolina, South Carolina info-map.
Date from RMcN AE 105 ms. index.
Plate no. Y.3618.
Maps on verso (44 x 59 cm. and smaller): Road map of Virginia, Kentucky, Tennessee, North Carolina, South Carolina, Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia, Florida -- Southern Florida -- Great Smoky Mountains National Park and vicinity.
Panel art: Gulf sign over car.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 105.8 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
58180 North Carolina - Maps - 1945 - Road maps<<>>South Carolina - Maps - 1945 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
North Carolina, South Carolina info-map : Gulf.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1945].
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 36 x 78 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: North Carolina.
Date from RMcN AE 105 ms. index.
Plate no. 454514.
Inset (13 x 19 cm.): Great Smoky Mountains National Park
Map on verso (44 x 72 cm.): South Carolina.
Panel art: Gulf sign over car.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 105.9 (PrCt)

Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair : North Carolina, South Carolina
Date from RMcN AE 105 ms. index.
Plate no. 6-453618V
Maps on verso (24 x 32 cm. and smaller):
Panel art: Sinclair attendant in front of car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 105.19 (PrCt)

58183 North Carolina - Maps - 1946 - Road maps<<>>South Carolina - Maps - 1946 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Amoco Oil Company -- American Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Amoco road map of North Carolina, South Carolina.
Date from RMcN AE 105 ms. index.
Plate no. 6-453618V.
Map on verso (31 x 47 cm. and smaller): Amoco road map of United States -- Charlotte -- Raleigh -- Columbia -- Great Smoky Mountains National Park.
Panel art: Amoco logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 105.25 (PrCt)

58184 North Carolina - Maps - 1946 - Road maps<<>>South Carolina - Maps - 1946 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
North Carolina, South Carolina road map ... / Cities Service Oils ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1946?].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
“Revised edition.”
Panel title.
Panel art: rural road scene, Cities Service Oils logo, and slogan "start every trip at your Cities Service dealer's.”
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 105.18 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Library.
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
**Gousha Clients 4746 (PrCt)**

58185 **North Carolina - Maps - 1946 - Road maps>>South Carolina - Maps - 1946 - Road maps**

**Travel North Carolina, South Carolina with Conoco ...** Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1946].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
**Gousha Clients 4782 (PrCt)**

58186 **North Carolina - Maps - 1946 - Road maps>>South Carolina - Maps - 1946 - Road maps**

**North Carolina, South Carolina info-map : Gulf.** Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1946].
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 35 x 78 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: North Carolina.
Date from RMcN AE 105 ms. index.
Plate no. 6-4515-1.
Inset (12 x 18 cm.): Great Smoky Mountains National Park
Map on verso (44 x 72 cm.): South Carolina.
Panel art: Gulf sign over car.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 105.20 (PrCt)**

58187 **North Carolina - Maps - 1946 - Road maps>>South Carolina - Maps - 1946 - Road maps**

**North Carolina, South Carolina info-map : Gulf.** Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1946].
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 35 x 78 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: North Carolina.
Date from RMcN AE 105 ms. index.
Plate no. 6-4515-2.
Inset (12 x 18 cm.): Great Smoky Mountains National Park
Map on verso (44 x 72 cm.): South Carolina.
Panel art: Gulf sign over car.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 105.21 (PrCt)**

58188 **North Carolina - Maps - 1946 - Road maps>>South Carolina - Maps - 1946 - Road maps**

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 105 ms. index.
Plate no. 6-453618V
Map on verso (32 x 48 cm.): Rand McNally road map : United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 105.22 (PrCt)**

58189 **North Carolina - Maps - 1946 - Road maps>>South Carolina - Maps - 1946 - Road maps**

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 44 x 66 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 107 ms. index.
Plate no. 6-453618V-20A
Map on verso (32 x 48 cm.): Rand McNally road map : United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 107.1X (PrCt)**

58190 **North Carolina - Maps - 1946 - Road maps>>South Carolina - Maps - 1946 - Road maps>>Southern States - Maps - 1946 - Road maps**

Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc. : North Carolina, South Carolina
Date from RMcN AE 105 ms. index.
Plate no. 6-453618V
Panel art: Mobiloil and Mobilgas logos.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 105.24 (PrCt)**

58191 **North Carolina - Maps - 1946 - Road maps>>South Carolina - Maps - 1946 - Road maps>>Southern States - Maps - 1946 - Road maps**

Authors: Conoco, Vacuum Oil Co., Inc. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Conoco, Vacuum Oil Co., Inc. : North Carolina, South Carolina
Date from RMcN AE 105 ms. index.
Plate no. 6-453618V
Panel art: Mobiloil and Mobilgas logos.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 105.25 (PrCt)**

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1 map : col. ; 42 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "U", indicating 1947 publication.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5198 (PrCt)

Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: North Carolina, South Carolina Date from RMcN AE 105 ms. index.
Plate no. 7-453618V-2.
Map on verso (43 x 48 cm. and smaller): [Road map of southern United States] -- [Florida].
Panel art: Cartoon of family in care above Pure Oil logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 105.31 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Pocket maps -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
41 p. : 2 col. maps on 1 sheet (folded) ; 24 cm. 1948 edition."
Cover title: Rand McNally pocket maps : North Carolina : complete indexed reference map ... [and] highway map.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008). 
RMcN Pocket 4C 191 (PrCt)
"1948 edition."
Cover title: Rand McNally pocket maps : North Carolina : complete indexed reference map ... [and] highway map.
Uniform title: Pocket maps
Folded map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back to back, col. ; 48 x 65 cm. and 47 x 66 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of North Carolina. Plate no. 7890123. Includes key to railroads and inset map of western North Carolina (17 x 25 cm.). -- North Carolina, South Carolina : Rand McNally road map. Plate no. 8-453618V-2.
Cover art: Cars on road alongside passenger train.
"75c" -- printed on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Pocket 4C 192 (PrCt)

Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair : North Carolina, South Carolina
Date from RMcN AE 105 ms. index.
Plate no. 8-453618V-6
Panel art: Sinclair H-C gasoline logo and road sign with a bird, rabbit, and car on rural road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 105.45 (PrCt)

58203 North Carolina - Maps - 1948 - Road maps<<>>South Carolina - Maps - 1948 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Amoco Oil Company -- American Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Amoco road map of North Carolina, South Carolina.
Date from RMcN AE 105 ms. index.
Plate no. 8-453618V-1.
Map on verso (31 x 47 cm. and smaller): Amoco road map of United States -- Charlotte -- Raleigh -- Columbia -- Great Smoky Mountains National Park and vicinity.
Panel art: Amoco logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 105.38 (PrCt)

58204 North Carolina - Maps - 1948 - Road maps<<>>South Carolina - Maps - 1948 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
North Carolina, South Carolina / Cities Service. Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948?].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
Panel art: Cities Service gas station, various cartoon images, and slogan "Cities Service dealers help make every trip a treat."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5333 (PrCt)

58205 North Carolina - Maps - 1948 - Road maps<<>>South Carolina - Maps - 1948 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Travel North Carolina, South Carolina with Conoco ... Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
Panel art: family standing in front of car and statement "for long trips ask ... about Touraide."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5371 (PrCt)
Panel title.
Added title: North Carolina.
Date from RMcN AE 105 ms. index.
Plate no. 8-4514-6.
Inset (12 x 18 cm.): Great Smoky Mountains National Park.
Map on verso (44 x 72 cm.): South Carolina.
Panel art: Gulf sign over car.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 105.46 (PrCt)

58207 North Carolina - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Shell map of North Carolina, South Carolina.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [1948].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 105 ms. index.
Plate no. 8-453618V-2.
Map on verso (43 x 47 cm.): Shell map of North Carolina, South Carolina.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 105.47 (PrCt)

58208 North Carolina - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Roads for carefree motoring in North Carolina, South Carolina and southeastern states...
Pure ... trip map.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1948].
Authors: Richfield Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: North Carolina, South Carolina.
Date from RMcN AE 105 ms. index.
Plate no. 8-453618V-2.
Map on verso (43 x 48 cm. and 15 x 11 cm.): [Road map of southern United States] -- [Florida].
Panel art: Pure Oil road sign lit at night.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
58211 North Carolina - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Roads for carefree motoring in North Carolina, South Carolina.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1948].
Authors: Richfield Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: North Carolina, South Carolina.
Date from RMcN AE 105 ms. index.
Plate no. 8-453618V-2.
Map on verso (43 x 48 cm. and 15 x 11 cm.): [Road map of southern United States] -- [Florida].
Panel art: Pure Oil road sign lit at night.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
58213 North Carolina - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc. : North Carolina, South Carolina
Date from RMcN AE 105 ms. index.
Plate no. 8-453618V-2
Panel art: Mobilgas and Mobilgas logos.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

58214 North Carolina - Maps - 1949 - Road maps
Pictorial maps
1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair : North Carolina, South Carolina
Date from RMcN AE 106 ms. index.
Plate no. 9-453618V-5
Panel art: Sinclair H-C gasoline logo and road sign with a bird, rabbit, and car on rural road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

58215 North Carolina - Maps - 1949 - Road maps
1 map : col. ; 42 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Crown road map : North Carolina, South Carolina
Date from RMcN AE 106 ms. index.
Plate no. 9-453618V-5
Panel art: Crown serviceman giving thumbs-up.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

58216 North Carolina - Maps - 1949 - Road maps
1 map : col. ; 35 x 78 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: North Carolina
Date from RMcN AE 106 ms. index.
Plate no. 9-453618V-9
Inset (12 x 18 cm.): Great Smoky Mountains National Park
Map on verso (44 x 72 cm.): South Carolina.
Panel art: Gulf sign over car.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

58217 North Carolina - Maps - 1949 - Road maps
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 106 ms. index.
Plate no. 9-453618V-4
Map on verso (31 x 47 cm.): Rand McNally road map : United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

58218 North Carolina - Maps - 1949 - Road maps
1 map : col. ; 42 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Richfield road map : North Carolina, South Carolina
Date from RMcN AE 106 ms. index.
Plate no. 9-453618V-4
Maps on verso (31 x 47 cm.): Richfield road map : United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
McNally & Company, [1949].
Authors: Richfield Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Ride with Richfield in North Carolina, South Carolina.
Date from RMcN AE 106 ms. index.
Plate no. 9-453618V-5.
Map on verso (43 x 47 cm.): Ride with Richfield road map : United States ... Crown Central Petroleum Corporation.
Panel art: Crown serviceman giving thumbs-up.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 106.1 (PrCt)

58221 North Carolina - Maps - 1949 - Road maps
Road maps Southern States - Maps - 1949 - Road maps
North Carolina, South Carolina and southeastern states ... Pure ... trip map. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1949].
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: North Carolina, South Carolina.
Date from RMcN AE 106 ms. index.
Plate no. 9-453618V-4.
Maps on verso (43 x 48 cm. and 15 x 11 cm.):
[Road map of southern United States] -- [Florida].
Panel art: Pure Oil road sign lit at night.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 106.5 (PrCt)

58220 North Carolina - Maps - 1950 - Road maps
Road maps North Carolina - Maps - 1950 - Pictorial maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair : North Carolina, South Carolina.
Date from RMcN AE 106 ms. index.
Plate no. 0-453618V-9.
Maps on verso (24 x 32 cm. and smaller):
Panel art: Sinclair H-C gasoline sign overlooking rural road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 106.7 (PrCt)

58222 North Carolina - Maps - 1950 - Road maps
Road maps South Carolina - Maps - 1950 - Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 35 x 78 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: North Carolina.
Date from RMcN AE 106 ms. index.
Plate no. 0-4514-17.
Inset (12 x 18 cm.): Great Smoky Mountains National Park.
Map on verso (44 x 72 cm.): South Carolina.
Panel art: Gulf sign over car.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 106.9 (PrCt)

58223 North Carolina - Maps - 1951 - Road maps
Road maps East (U.S.) - Maps - 1951 - Road maps
North Carolina, South Carolina : Atlantic keeps your car on the go. Chicago : Atlantic McNally & Company, [1951].
Authors: Atlantic Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Atlantic auto road map of North Carolina, South Carolina.
Date from RMcN AE 106 ms. index.
Plate no. 1-453618V-10
Panel art: Atlantic logo over a rural road with mountains.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 106.14 (PrCt)

58226 North Carolina - Maps - 1951 - Road maps<<<South Carolina - Maps - 1951 - Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair : North Carolina, South Carolina.
Date from RMcN AE 106 ms. index.
Plate no. 1-453618V-10
Panel art: Crown serviceman giving thumbs-up.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 106.15 (PrCt)

58227 North Carolina - Maps - 1951 - Road maps<<<South Carolina - Maps - 1951 - Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 36 x 78 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: North Carolina.
Date from RMcN AE 106 ms. index.
Plate no. 514514.
Inset (12 x 18 cm.): Great Smoky Mountains National Park
Map on verso (43 x 71 cm.): South Carolina.
Panel art: Gulf sign above cars on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 106.11 (PrCt)

58225 North Carolina - Maps - 1951 - Road maps<<<South Carolina - Maps - 1951 - Road maps
Authors: Amoco Oil Company -- American Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Amoco road map of North Carolina, South Carolina.
Date from RMcN AE 106 ms. index.
Plate no. 1-453618V-10.
Maps on verso (31 x 48 cm. and smaller): Amoco road map of United States -- Charlotte -- Raleigh -- Columbia -- Great Smoky Mountains National Park and vicinity.
Panel art: Amoco refinery and gas station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 106.16 (PrCt)

58228 North Carolina - Maps - 1951 - Road maps<<<South Carolina - Maps - 1951 - Road maps
North Carolina, South Carolina : Richfield ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1951].

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Richfield Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Ride with Richfield in North Carolina, South Carolina.
Date from RMcN AE 106 ms. index.
Plate no. 1-453618V-10.
Map on verso (42 x 47 cm.): Ride with Richfield in eastern & central United States
Panel art: Richfield sign over rural area.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 106.13 (PrCt)

North Carolina - Maps - 1951 - Road maps
- Southern States - Maps - 1951 - Road maps
North Carolina, South Carolina and adjoining states ... Pure ... trip map. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1951].
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: North Carolina, South Carolina.
Date from RMcN AE 106 ms. index.
Plate no. 1-453618V-10.
Maps on verso (43 x 48 cm. and smaller): [Road map of southern United States] -- Charlotte -- Columbia -- Greensboro -- Winston-Salem -- [Florida].
Panel art: Pure Oil road sign lit at night.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 106.10 (PrCt)

North Carolina - Maps - 1951 - Road maps
- Southern States - Maps - 1951 - Road maps
Miracle fold road map : North Carolina, South Carolina and adjoining states ... Mobilgas : Socony-Vacuum ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1951].
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Foldex Limited -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc. : North Carolina, South Carolina.
Date from RMcN AE 106 ms. index.
Plate no. 1-453618V-10
Panel art: Mobilgas logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 106.12 (PrCt)

North Carolina - Maps - 1952
- South Carolina - Maps - 1952 - Road maps
43 p. : 2 col. maps on 1 sheet (folded) ; 24 cm.
"1952 edition."
Cover title: Rand McNally North Carolina pocket map : reference map ... [and] detailed highway map
Uniform title: Pocket maps
Folded map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back, col. ; 47 x 65 cm. and 47 x 65 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of North Carolina. Plate no. 543210. Includes key to railroads and inset map of western North Carolina (17 x 25 cm.). -- North Carolina, South Carolina : Rand McNally road map. Plate no. 2-453618V-12.
"2 maps in one, $1" -- front cover.
Cover art: Schematic road sign labeled "reference map ... ."
Handstamp on title page: Register of Copyrights, Library of Congress ... certificate no. 219193.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Pocket 4C 193 (PrCt)

North Carolina - Maps - 1952 - Road maps
- East (U.S.) - Maps - 1952 - Road maps
North Carolina, South Carolina : Atlantic keeps your car on the go! Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1952].
Authors: Atlantic Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Atlantic auto road map of North Carolina, South Carolina.
Date from RMcN AE 106 ms. index.
Plate no. 2-453618V-12

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Panel art: Atlantic attendant washing windshield.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 106.21 (PrCt)

58233 North Carolina - Maps - 1952 - Road maps
South Carolina - Maps - 1952 - Road maps
Great Smoky Mountains National Park (N.C. and Tenn.) - Maps - 1952
Authors: Amoco Oil Company -- American Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Amoco road map of North Carolina, South Carolina.
Date from RMcN AE 106 ms. index.
Plate no. 2-453618V-11
Panel art: Amoco attendant giving map directions to couple in car.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 106.19 (PrCt)

58234 North Carolina - Maps - 1952 - Road maps
South Carolina - Maps - 1952 - Road maps
Great Smoky Mountains National Park (N.C. and Tenn.) - Maps - 1952
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair : North Carolina, South Carolina.
Date from RMcN AE 106 ms. index.
Plate no. 2-514514-1.
Inset (12 x 18 cm.): Great Smoky Mountains National Park
Map on verso (43 x 71 cm.): South Carolina.
Panel art: Gulf sign above cars on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 106.18 (PrCt)

58237 North Carolina - Maps - 1952 - Road maps
South Carolina - Maps - 1952 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 65 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 106 ms. index.
Plate no. 2-453618V-11
Map on verso (31 x 47 cm.): Rand McNally road map : United States -- Raleigh -- Columbia -- Great Smoky Mountains National Park and vicinity.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 106.20 (PrCt)

58235 North Carolina - Maps - 1952 - Road maps
South Carolina - Maps - 1952 - Road maps

58238 North Carolina - Maps - 1952 - Road maps
South Carolina - Maps - 1952 - Road maps

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
North Carolina, South Carolina : Richfield ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1952].
Authors: Richfield Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Ride with Richfield in North Carolina, South Carolina.
Date from RMcN AE 106 ms. index.
Plate no. 2-453618V-11.
Map on verso (42 x 47 cm.): Ride with Richfield in eastern & central United States
Panell art: Richfield sign over rural area.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 106.22 (PrCt)

North Carolina - Maps - 1953 - Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 36 x 78 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: North Carolina.
Date from RMcN AE 105 ms. index.
Plate no. 3-514514-5.
Inset (12 x 18 cm.): Great Smoky Mountains National Park
Map on verso (43 x 71 cm.): South Carolina.
Panell art: Gulf sign above cars on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 105.1X (PrCt)

North Carolina - Maps - 1954 - Road maps
Authors: Atlantic Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: North Carolina, South Carolina road map ...
Date from RMcN AE 105 ms. index.
Plate no. 4-453618V-16.
Maps on verso (60 x 43 cm. and 22 x 15 cm.): Atlantic road map : eastern United States -- Florida.
Panel art: Atlantic flag flying in front of gas station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 105.4X (PrCt)

North Carolina - Maps - 1954 - Road maps
Authors: Amoco Oil Company -- American Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Amoco road map of North Carolina, South Carolina.
Date from RMcN AE 105 ms. index.
Plate no. 4-453618V-16.
Panell art: Aemco sign over station with cars at the pumps.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 105.8X (PrCt)
1954 Road maps
North Carolina, South Carolina : Sinclair ...
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally
and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair : North Carolina, South Carolina
Date from RMcN AE 105 ms. index.
Plate no. 4-453618V-17.
Maps on verso (21 x 28 cm. and smaller): Great
Smoky Mountains National Park -- Asheville --
Augusta -- Atlanta -- Charleston -- Columbia --
Durham -- Greensboro -- Greenville -- Raleigh --
Wilmington -- Charlotte -- Savannah --
Winston-Salem.
Panel art: Sinclair attendant giving directions with
map to couple in car.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 105.3X (PrCt)

58244 North Carolina - Maps - 1954 - Road maps
South Carolina - Maps - 1954 - Road maps
Great Smoky Mountains National Park (N.C. and Tenn.) - Maps - 1954 Road maps
North Carolina, South Carolina : Sinclair ...
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally
and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair : North Carolina, South Carolina
Date from RMcN AE 105 ms. index.
Plate no. 4-453618V-17.
Maps on verso (21 x 28 cm. and smaller): Great
Smoky Mountains National Park -- Asheville --
Augusta -- Atlanta -- Charleston -- Columbia --
Durham -- Greensboro -- Greenville -- Raleigh --
Wilmington -- Charlotte -- Savannah --
Winston-Salem.
Panel art: Sinclair attendant giving directions with
map to couple in car.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 105.6X (PrCt)

58245 North Carolina - Maps - 1954 - Road maps
South Carolina - Maps - 1954 - Road maps
North Carolina, South Carolina tourguide map :
Gulf. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company,
[1954].
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally
and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 36 x 78 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: North Carolina.
Date from RMcN AE 105 ms. index.
Plate no. 4-514514-7.
Inset (12 x 18 cm.): Great Smoky Mountains
National Park
Map on verso (43 x 71 cm.): South Carolina.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 105.7X (PrCt)

58246 North Carolina - Maps - 1954 - Road maps
South Carolina - Maps - 1954 - Road maps
North Carolina, South Carolina tourguide map :
Gulf. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company,
[1954].
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally
and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 36 x 78 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: North Carolina.
Date from RMcN AE 105 ms. index.
Plate no. 4-514514-6.
Inset (12 x 18 cm.): Great Smoky Mountains
National Park
Map on verso (43 x 71 cm.): South Carolina.
Panel art: Gulf sign above cars on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 105.9X (PrCt)

58247 North Carolina - Maps - 1954 - Road maps
South Carolina - Maps - 1954 - Road maps
Southern States - Maps - 1954 - Road maps
Pure Oil dealers welcome you to North Carolina,
South Carolina ... Chicago : Rand McNally &
Company, [1954].
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally
and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: North Carolina, South Carolina ...
Date from RMcN AE 105 ms. index.
Plate no. 4-453618V-16.
Maps on verso (44 x 48 cm. and smaller): [Road
map of southern U.S.] -- [Florida] -- Charlotte --
Columbia -- Greensboro -- Winston-Salem.
Panel art: Pure Oil road sign lit at night.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 105.2X (PrCt)

58248 North Carolina - Maps - 1954 - Road maps
South Carolina - Maps - 1954 - Road maps
Southern States - Maps - 1954 - Road maps
Miracle fold road map : North Carolina, South
Carolina and adjoining states ... Mobilgas :
Socony-Vacuum ... Chicago : Rand McNally &

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Company. [1954].
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Foldex Limited -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc. : North Carolina, South Carolina
Date from RMcN AE 105 ms. index.
Plate no. 5-453618V-16
Panel art: Mobil and Mobilgas logos.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 105.5X (PrCt)

58249 North Carolina - Maps - 1955 - Road maps<>>>South Carolina - Maps - 1955 - Road maps<>>>Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 37 x 79 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: North Carolina.
Date from RMcN AE 103 ms. index.
Plate no. 5-514514-11.
Inset (14 x 20 cm.): Great Smoky Mountains National Park.
Map on verso (44 x 72 cm.): South Carolina.
Panel art: Gulf sign over cars on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 103.2X (PrCt)

58250 North Carolina - Maps - 1955 - Road maps<>>>South Carolina - Maps - 1955 - Road maps<>>>Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 37 x 79 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: North Carolina.
Date from RMcN AE 103 ms. index.
Plate no. 5-514514-11.
Inset (14 x 20 cm.): Great Smoky Mountains National Park.
Map on verso (44 x 72 cm.): South Carolina.
Panel art: Gulf sign over cars on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 103.3X (PrCt)

58251 North Carolina - Maps - 1956 - Road maps<>>>South Carolina - Maps - 1956 - Road maps<>>>Great Smoky Mountains National Park (N.C. and Tenn.) - Maps - 1956<>>>Road maps
North Carolina, South Carolina : Amoco gas ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1956].
Authors: Amoco Oil Company -- American Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 44 x 66 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Amoco road map of North Carolina, South Carolina.
Date from RMcN AE 103 ms. index.
Plate no. 6-453618V-20A.
Panel art: Amoco logo on key in car ignition.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 103.8X (PrCt)

58252 North Carolina - Maps - 1956 - Road maps<>>>South Carolina - Maps - 1956 - Road maps<>>>Great Smoky Mountains National Park (N.C. and Tenn.) - Maps - 1956<>>>Road maps
North Carolina, South Carolina ... Sinclair. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1956].
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 44 x 66 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair : North Carolina, South Carolina.
Date from RMcN AE 103 ms. index.
Plate no. 6-453618V-21.
Panel art: Illustrations of regional attractions and people in a car.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 103.1X (PrCt)
North Carolina - Maps - 1956 - Road maps

North Carolina - Maps - 1956 - Road maps

North Carolina, South Carolina : Richfield.

Authors: Richfield Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 44 x 66 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Ride with Richfield in North Carolina.
South Carolina.
Date from RMcN AE 103 ms. index.
Plate no. 6-453618V-20A.
Panel art: Richfield sign over rural area.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 103.6X (PrCt)

North Carolina - Maps - 1956 - Road maps

North Carolina, South Carolina : tourguide map : Gulf.

Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 37 x 79 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: North Carolina.
Date from RMcN AE 103 ms. index.
Plate no. 6-514514-12.
Inset (14 x 20 cm.): Great Smoky Mountains National Park.
Map on verso (44 x 72 cm.): South Carolina.
Panel art: Gulf sign over cars on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 103.12X (PrCt)
Panel title.

Added title: North Carolina, South Carolina: compliments of your friendly neighbor the Pure Oil dealer.

Date from RMcN AE 103 ms. index.

Plate no. 6-453618V-20A.

Maps on verso (44 x 49 cm. and smaller):

Panel art: Pure Oil sign, service station and gas pumps during the day.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 103.10X (PrCt)

58259 North Carolina - Maps - 1956 - Road maps

Road maps - Southern States - Maps - 1956 - Road maps - Road maps


Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map: col.; 44 x 66 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: North Carolina, South Carolina: compliments of your friendly neighbor the Pure Oil dealer.

Date from RMcN AE 103 ms. index.

Plate no. 6-453618V-20A.

Maps on verso (44 x 49 cm. and smaller):

Panel art: Pure Oil sign, service station and gas pumps during the day.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 103.11X (PrCt)

58260 North Carolina - Maps - 1959 - Road maps

Road maps


Authors: North Carolina Highway Commission -- Hobbs, Wm. L. -- Baughman Company (Richmond, Va.) -- Hampton, W. W. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map: col.; 40 x 98 cm., folded to 22 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: North Carolina.

"Wm. L. Hobbs, cartographer. Lithographed in U.S.A. by the Baughman Company, Richmond, Va."

"Designed and edited for the State Highway Commission by W. W. Hampton, Raleigh, N.C."

Maps on verso (10 x 10 cm.): Durham -- Fayetteville -- Raleigh -- Wilmington -- Asheville -- Charlotte -- Greensboro -- Winston-Salem.

Panel art: Color photo of a highway in autumn.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 1866 (PrCt)

58261 North Carolina - Maps - 1959 - Road maps

Road maps


Authors: North Carolina Highway Commission -- Hobbs, Wm. L. -- Baughman Company (Richmond, Va.) -- Hampton, W. W. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map; 39 x 98 cm., folded to 26 x 12 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: North Carolina.

"Wm. L. Hobbs, cartographer. Lithographed in U.S.A. by the Baughman Company, Richmond, Va."

"Designed and edited for the State Highway Commission by W. W. Hampton, Raleigh, N.C."

Maps on verso (10 x 10 cm.): Asheville -- Greensboro -- Winston-Salem.

Panel art: Seal of North Carolina.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 1866 (PrCt)
North Carolina - Maps - 1962


44 p. : 2 col. maps on 1 sheet (folded) ; 24 cm.

Cover title: Rand McNally North Carolina pocket reference map ... [and] detailed highway map

Uniform title: Pocket maps

Folded map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back to back, col. ; 48 x 63 cm. and 66 x 86 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of North Carolina.

Includes key to railroads and inset map of western North Carolina (17 x 25 cm.), -- Georgia, North Carolina, South Carolina : Rand McNally road map. Plate no. 2-5629-13. Includes inset maps of the Atlanta region, Great Smoky Mountains National Park, Charleston, Charlotte, Columbia, Raleigh, Norfolk-Portsmouth, Augusta, Columbus, Savannah, and Winston-Salem (14 x 12 cm. and smaller).

"2 maps" -- front cover.

"$1.50" -- printed on front cover.

Cover art: stylized and labeled map symbols (e.g. "elevations", "points of interest", "air facilities", etc.)

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).

RMcN Pocket 4C 195 (Pr.Ct)

---

North Carolina - Maps - 1963

*North Carolina official highway map.* Baltimore : Hoen, [1963].

Authors: North Carolina -- A. Hoen & Co. -- Chicago Historical Society.

1 map : col. ; 22.5 x 45 inches

Text on verso.

Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.

CHS Coll., Map no. 137 (Pr.Ct)

---

North Carolina - Maps - 1967

*Counties - Maps*  


1 atlas (ix, 158 p. : ill., col. maps) : 24 x 32 cm.

Director and chief cartographer: Richard E. Lonsdale ; Assistants: John B. Cole ... [and others].

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Duplicate copy: 7Q 385

Phillips 16213.

Baskes folio G1300 .L6 1967 (NLO)

---

North Carolina - Maps - 1968

*Road maps - South Carolina - Maps - 1968 - Road maps - Great Smoky Mountains National Park (N.C. and Tenn.) - Maps - 1968 - Road maps - Dummies (Bookselling) - 1968 - Specimens - Road maps*  


1 map : col. ; 44 x 65 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Includes blank panel title (for overprinting?).

Plate no. 686608-2

Insets (each 12 x 12 cm.): Columbia, S.C. -- Raleigh, N.C.


---

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Forms part of a collection of stock editions of
Rand McNally road maps, some apparently
issued as sales samples and / or printer's proofs
for prospective commercial clients.
Uniform series title (established by cataloger):
Stock road maps
Handstamped: Register of Copyrights. Library of
Congress. Washington, D.C. certificate no.
47010.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (April 2010).
RMcN Stock 57 (PrCt)

58268

North Carolina - Maps - 1969 - Road maps
South Carolina - Maps - 1969 - Road maps
Great Smoky Mountains National Park (N.C. and Tenn.) - Maps - 1969 - Road maps
Dummies (Bookselling) - 1969 - Specimens - Road maps
1 map : col. ; 44 x 65 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Includes blank panel title (for overprinting?).
Plate no. 696608-3
Insets (each 12 x 12 cm.): Columbia, S.C. -- Raleigh, N.C.
Maps on verso (18 x 23 cm. and smaller.):
Forms part of a collection of stock editions of Rand McNally road maps, some apparently issued as sales samples and / or printer's proofs for prospective commercial clients.
Uniform series title (established by cataloger):
Stock road maps
F-50693.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (April 2010).
RMcN Stock 57.5 (PrCt)

58269

Historical research maps -- North Carolina counties. [197-].
Authors: Stout, Garland P.
maps ; 62 x 92 cm.
Show historical sites and landmarks, rural churches and cemeteries, etc.
Separate gazetteer accompanies each county map. Gazetteer shelved as map4C G3900 197-

58270

North Carolina - Maps - 1972 - Cities and towns
South Carolina - Maps - 1972 - Cities and towns
Cities and towns - Maps - 1972 - North Carolina
Cities and towns - Maps - 1972 - South Carolina
Counties - Maps
Authors: Clay, James W. -- Orr, Douglas Milton -- University of North Carolina Press -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (xi, 235 p. : ill., col. maps) ; 29 cm.
1st ed.
Includes bibliographical references.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
ISBN 0807811866
Baskes folio HC107.N8 C53 (NLO)

58271

North Carolina - Maps - 1972 - Maps, Physical
State of North Carolina Wall maps
Authors: Geological Survey (U.S.)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 161 cm.
Scale 1:500,000.
"Base map with highways and contours."
"Compiled in 1957, revised 1972."
map6F G3901 .C2 1972 U5 (PrCt)

58272

North Carolina - Maps - 1972 - Road maps
North Carolina - Maps - 1972 - Counties
Counties - Maps
Authors: North Carolina State Highway Commission -- United States. Federal Highway Administration -- Logility Transportation (Des Plaines, Ill.) -- Centre Mark Co. (Elmhurst, Ill.)
1 atlas (unpaged) : 100 maps ; 44 x 73 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:127,500].
Title of each map: ... County, North Carolina.
Additional title in lower right margin of each sheet: Maintenance map ... County, North Carolina.
Each county map includes location map and ancillary maps of cities and towns. Some maps on multiple sheets.
"Roads shown as of Jan. 1, 1972."
With MS annotations by Logility or an earlier firm, Centre Mark, correcting longitude and latitude ticks, etc.
Authors: North Carolina Department of Transportation -- Taylor, V. L. -- Midgette, H. Boyce -- A. Hoen & Co. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
Panel title.
"V.L. Taylor, cartographer."
"Edited for the Department of Transportation by H. Boyce Midgette, Raleigh, N.C."
"Litho. A. Hoen & Co., Baltimore, MD."
 Insets (10 x 33 cm. or smaller): Blue Ridge Parkway -- Asheville -- Gastonia -- Charlotte -- Winston-Salem -- High Point -- Greensboro -- Fayetteville -- Durham -- Raleigh -- Wilmington.
Panel art: Color photo of Lake Norman.
Handstamp on title panel: Received from [blank] May 11 1973, Rand McNally & Co., Road Map Research.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4942 (PrCt)

Authors: North Carolina Department of Transportation and Highway Safety -- Cox, Anthony P. -- Midgette, H. Boyce -- Cartech Inc. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 111 cm., folded to 20 x 12 cm.
Panel title.
"A. P. Cox, cartographer."
"Edited for the Department of Transportation by H. Boyce Midgette, Raleigh, N.C."
"Lithographed by Cartech, Inc."
Panel art: Color photo of Tryon Palace.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1869 (PrCt)

1 map : col. ; 44 x 65 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"1974 Edition."
Panel title.
Added title: North Carolina, South Carolina.
Plate no. 746608-9
 Insets (each 12 x 12 cm.): Columbia, S.C. -- Raleigh, N.C.
Maps on verso (18 x 23 cm. and smaller.):
Panel art: road signs.
Forms part of a collection of stock editions of Rand McNally road maps, some apparently issued as sales samples and / or printer's proofs for prospective commercial clients. Uniform series title (established by cataloger): Stock road maps
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (April 2010).
RMcN Stock 59 (PrCt)

North Carolina atlas : portrait of a changing
Authors: Clay, James W. -- Orr, Douglas Milton -- Stuart, Alfred W. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (xi, 331 p. : ill., maps (some col.)) ; 23 x 29 cm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Includes index.
ISBN 0807812447
Baskes folio G1300 .N7 1975 (NLO)

North Carolina - Maps - 1975 - Road maps
58278
Blue Ridge Parkway (N.C. and Va.) - Maps - 1975
Authors: North Carolina. Department of Transportation -- Cox, Anthony P. -- Midgette, H. Boyce -- A. Hoen & Co. -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 111 cm., folded to 20 x 12 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: North Carolina official highway map 1975-76.
"A.P. Cox, cartographer."
"Edited for the Department of Transportation by H. Boyce Midgette, Raleigh, N.C."
Insets (10 x 33 cm. and smaller): Blue Ridge Parkway

North Carolina - Maps - 1976 - Road maps
58280
Blue Ridge Parkway (N.C. and Va.) - Maps - 1976
Authors: North Carolina. Department of Transportation -- Cox, Anthony P. -- Midgette, H. Boyce -- A. Hoen & Co. -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 44 x 65 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"1976 Edition."
Panel title.
Plate no. 766608-11
 Insets (each 12 x 12 cm.): Columbia, S.C. -- Raleigh, N.C.
Panel art: road signs.
Forms part of a collection of stock editions of Rand McNally road maps, some apparently issued as sales samples and / or printer's proofs for prospective commercial clients.
Uniform series title (established by cataloger):
Stock road maps
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (April 2010).
RMcN Clients 4943 (PrCt)

North Carolina - Maps - 1978 - Road maps
58281
Blue Ridge Parkway (N.C. and Va.) - Maps - 1978
1 map : col. ; 42 x 111 cm., folded to 20 x 12 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: North Carolina official highway map 1978-79.
"A.P. Cox, cartographer."
"Edited for the Department of Transportation by H. Boyce Midgette, Raleigh, N.C."
Map on verso (30 x 52 cm.): [American Revolution map of North Carolina showing routes of "Greene's march" and "Cornwallis' march"]. "Artwork and layout by Robert H. Langenberg."
Panel art: Color photo of Revolutionary gun and hat with map.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4943 (PrCt)
North Carolina - Maps - Bibliography - 1975
Index to maps of North Carolina in books and periodicals illustrating the history of the State from the voyage of Verrazano in 1524 to 1975 / by David Sanders Clark. Fayetteville, N.C. [D.S. Clark?], 1976.
Authors: Clark, David Sanders
vii, 229 p. ; 24 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 189-229) and index.
LC Card Number: 77350276
Map Ref Z6028 .C58 (NLO)

North Carolina - Maps - Bibliography - 1894-1946 - Map collections - Bibliography
Authors: North Carolina. State Dept. of Archives and History -- Norden, Eric, 1869-1946 -- Eddy, Henry Howard -- Harmon, Frances
40 leaves : port. ; 23 cm.
Xerox copy.
lower case g 10865 .634 (NLO)

Authors: Cumming, William Patterson, 1900-1989 -- North Carolina. State Dept. of Archives and History
vii, 36 p., 4 maps ; 28 cm. + 15 maps (facsims.) ; 64 x 97 cm. or smaller and contains descriptions and annotations of 15 maps dating from 1585 to 1896; accompanying facsimile maps shelved as map4F oG3901.A 1966 C8.
67-2596
ICN74rev 
M220
map4C 46 (Pr Ct)

North Carolina - Maps - Bibliography - 1590-1909
Photocopy.
Includes index.
Series: Bulletin / North Carolina Geological and Economic Survey ; no. 18
Formerly lower case g 10865 .48
LC Card Number: gs 10000386
Map Ref folio Z6034.U5 N8 1909a (NLO)

Sales control map of the north central states. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [196-?].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1883)
1 map : col. ; 16 x 12 cm.
Title in upper margin.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1883) opposite p. 777
H 668 .703 (1883) opp. p. 777 (PrCt)

Authors: H.B. Stranahan & Co. -- Dakota & Great Southern Railway -- Dyer, J. E. Dakota : the observations of a tenderfoot (1884) -- Fargo Republican Steam Printing House (North Dakota) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map : 60 x 16 cm., folded to 14 x 21 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Details region in southeastern North Dakota and northeastern South Dakota; roughly bounded by Tower City in Cass County (N.D.) and Bristol in Day County (S.D.)
Graff 1192 between p. [68]-69 (PrCt)


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

129 p. : 10 maps (2 fold.), ill. (1 fold.) ; 23 cm. Cover title.

Imprint of 'Fargo Republican Steam Printing House, Fargo, D.T.' on back cover.


Maps and one view also cataloged separately. Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.

References: Howes D621

Graff 1192 (NLO)


58309 North Dakota - Maps - 1892 - Railroads<>>>Railroads - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Commercial atlas (1892) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 33 x 56 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:1,150,000].
In Rand, McNally & Co.'s enlarged business atlas, 22nd ed. (Chicago, 1892) p. 290-291; index and population statistics on p. 289 and 292.
Uniform title: Commercial atlas.
oversize RMcN atlas .C7 1892, p. 290-291 (PrCt)

58310 North Dakota - Maps - 1894 - Railroads<>>>Railroads - Maps
1 map : col. ; 31 x 47 cm.
Title in upper margin.
'Rand, McNally & Co.'s business atlas map of North Dakota. Copyright, 1891 ...' -- at bottom right.
Issued folded in accompanying index (14 p. ; 17 cm.).: Rand, McNally & Co.'s indexed county and township pocket map and shippers' guide of North Dakota. Chicago and New York : Rand, McNally & Co., c1894.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
'18075ZZ' -- in ms. on title page.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

Authors: Geological Survey (U.S.) ca. 78 maps : col. ; on sheets 45 x 33 cm. fold. to 18 x 27 cm.
Scale 1:62,500.
Dates of publication vary.
Moffat lists 52 maps before 1940.
Coverage is not complete at this scale; see index map in box 148.
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisles 42 and 43 (July 2012).
Reference: Moffat, Riley. Map index to topographic quadrangles of the United States, 1882-1940 (Santa Cruz, Calif.: Western Association of Map Libraries, 1986)
map6C G3700 19-- .U5, box 148 (PrCt)

Authors: Geological Survey (U.S.) ca. 1926 maps : col. ; on sheets 54 x 44 cm. fold. to 17 x 28 cm.
Scale 1:24,000.
Dates of publication vary.
According to USGS, coverage at this scale complete in 1466 maps.
Coverage may not be complete at this scale; see index map in box 148.
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisles 42 and 43 (July 2012).
map6C G3700 19-- .U5, boxes 148-153 (PrCt)

58313 North Dakota - Maps - 1901 - Railroads<>>>Railroads - Maps
1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm.
Added title, left margin: Rand, McNally & Co.'s North Dakota. Scale [ca. 1:1,330,000].
Keyed to 6 railroads numbered in red.
In Rand, McNally & Co.'s enlarged business atlas, 31st ed. (Chicago, 1901) p. 313; index and population statistics on p. 311-312.
Uniform title: Commercial atlas.
oversize RMcN atlas .C7 1901, p. 313 (PrCt)

58314 North Dakota - Maps - 1907 -
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Railroads - Maps
‘Rand, McNally & Co.’s new business atlas map of North Dakota. Copyright, 1907 ...’ -- at bottom left.
Includes key to railroads numbered 2-8 beneath added title: North Dakota. Railroads.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 648 (PrCt)

Cram’s superior reference atlas of No. and So. Dakota and the world. New York : Published by George F. Cram, c1908.
Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- George F. Cram Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 atlas (170 p.) : ill. (some col.), 87 col. maps, ports. ; 38 cm.
Issued with two folded maps laid in, but this copy lacks laid in map of South Dakota
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: map67000444
Baskes folio G1019 .G45675 1908 (NLO)

58316 North Dakota - Maps - 1912 - Railroads - Maps
Added title, top margin: North Dakota.
Running title, top margin: Commercial atlas of America.
Scale [ca. 1:887,000].
Keyed to 9 railroads numbered in red.
In Rand, McNally & Co.’s commercial atlas of America, 2nd [i.e. 43rd?] ed. (Chicago, 1912) p. 270-271; index and population statistics on p. 269 and 272.
Uniform title: Commercial atlas.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection.
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .C7 1912, p. 270-271 (PrCt)

58317 North Dakota - Maps - 1913 - Railroads - Maps
Includes key to railroads numbered 9-115 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: North Dakota railroads.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
‘Copyrighted Rand McNally & Co April 5th, 1913’ -- in ms. on p. [5].
‘Vault’ -- in ms. on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 649 (PrCt)

58318 North Dakota - Maps - 1913 - Railroads - Maps
Includes key to railroads numbered 9-115 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: North Dakota railroads.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
‘Copyrighted Rand McNally & Co April 5th, 1913’ -- in ms. on p. [5].
‘Vault’ -- in ms. on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 650 (PrCt)
North Dakota - Maps - 1914 - Real property
Map of south central North Dakota: showing selected farming lands in the following counties: Burleigh, Kidder, Stutsman, Logan, Emmons and McIntosh. [St. Paul, Minn. Leslie S. Hackney, 1914].
Authors: Hackney, Leslie S.
1 map; 26 x 29 cm. on sheet 36 x 31 cm.
Scale [ca. 1: 667,000].
'These lands are owned and offered for sale by Leslie S. Hackney, second floor, Hackney Building, St. Paul Minn.'
Lower right corner: L.S.H. 3-1-14.
Inset railroad map of Middle West, 7 x 9 cm.: 15,000 acres in Red River Valley in the counties of Richland, Ransom and Sargent.
Real estate map on verso, 13 x 15 cm.: Map of Ransom, Richland and Sargent Counties, in south eastern North Dakota.
Advertising flier showing lands for sale in red; includes promotional and statistical text and illustrations on both sides.
94121900NL
map2F G4171.G46 1914 H3 (NLO)

North Dakota - Maps - 1915 - Railroads
Railroad
Railroad Commissioners' map of North Dakota. Bismarck, N.D. [North Dakota Commissioners of Railroads], c1915.
Authors: North Dakota. Commissioners of Railroads -- Western Illinois University. Map and Geography Library -- John V. Bergen Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map; col. ; 90 x 152 cm.
'Commissioners: W.H. Stutsman ... [et al] ... Bismark N.D. May 1, 1915.'
'Copyright by State of North Dakota, Bismark, N.D.'
Title in upper margin.
Handstamp on verso: Map and Geography Library. Western Illinois University.
On wooden rollers.

North Dakota - Maps - 1916 - Railroads
Railroad
North Dakota - Maps - 1916 - Road maps
Road maps
1 map; col. ; 47 x 66 cm.
Plate no.: 225A.
Includes key to railroads numbered 23-115 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: North Dakota railroads.
On verso: North Dakota automobile road map. 1 map; on sheet 54 x 71 cm.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
'Jan. 3rd 1916 CJW' -- in ms. on title page verso.
'11-1 Env. 14 Copyright 1916' -- typed label pasted on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 651 (PrCt)

58322
58323
58321
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 653 (PrCt)

58324 North Dakota - Maps - 1920 -
Railroads>>>North Dakota - Maps - 1920 -
Road maps>>>Road maps>>>Railroads -
Maps
The Rand McNally new commercial atlas map of
North Dakota. [Chicago] : Rand McNally & Co.,
[1920].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- National
Highways Association -- Rand McNally and
Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 63 cm.
Plate no.: 225E.
Includes key to railroads numbered 23-115 (with
gaps in numbering) beneath added title: North
Dakota railroads.
On verso: North Dakota automobile road map. 1
map : col. ; 47 x 63 cm. Plate no.: 633c. 'National
Highways Association roads used by permission,'
Issued folded in accompanying index (31 p. ; 17
cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists'
and shippers' guide of North Dakota. Chicago ;
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Handstamp on front cover: Register of
Copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington,
D.C.
'3-2-20' -- ms. note on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 654 (PrCt)

58325 North Dakota - Maps - 1920 -
Railroads>>>North Dakota - Maps - 1920 -
Road maps>>>Road maps>>>Railroads -
Maps
The Rand McNally new commercial atlas map of
North Dakota. [Chicago] : Rand McNally & Co.,
[1920?].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- National
Highways Association -- Rand McNally and
Company. Shippers guide -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 63 cm.
Plate no.: 225E.
Includes key to railroads numbered 23-115 (with
gaps in numbering) beneath added title: North
Dakota railroads.
On verso: North Dakota automobile road map. 1
map : col. ; 47 x 63 cm. Plate no.: 633c. 'National
Highways Association roads used by permission.'
Issued folded in accompanying index (31 p. ; 17
cm.) with cover title: North Dakota : Rand
McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and
shippers' guide. Chicago ; New York : Rand
McNally & Company, [1920?].
Index imperfect; title page missing.

58326 North Dakota - Maps - 1921 -
Railroads>>>North Dakota - Maps - 1921 -
Road maps>>>Road maps>>>Railroads -
Maps
Rand McNally standard map of North Dakota.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- National
Highways Association -- Rand McNally and
Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 63 cm.
'Rand, McNally & Co.'s new commercial atlas
map of North Dakota' -- at bottom left.
Plate no.: 225F.
Includes key to railroads numbered 18-115 (with
gaps in numbering) beneath added title: North
Dakota railroads.
On verso: North Dakota automobile road map. 1
map : col. ; 47 x 63 cm. Plate no.: 633c. 'National
Highways Association roads used by permission.'
Issued folded in accompanying index (23 p. ; 17
cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists'
and shippers' guide of North Dakota. Chicago ;
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Handstamp on cover: Register of Copyrights.
Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.
'Pub. 3-22-21' -- ms. note on cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 656 (PrCt)

58327 North Dakota - Maps - 1921 -
Railroads>>>Railroads -
Maps
Rand McNally standard map of North Dakota.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally and Company. Commercial atlas (1921)
-- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 66 cm.
Added title, top margin: North Dakota.
Running title, top margin: Commercial atlas of
America.
Scale [ca. 1:887,000].
Keyed to 8 railroads numbered in red.
In Rand McNally commercial atlas of America,
52nd ed. (Chicago, 1921) p. 266-267; index and
population statistics on p. 264-265.
Uniform title: Commercial atlas.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection.
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .C7 1921, p. 266-267
(PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
North Dakota - Maps - 1925 - Road maps

Rand McNally standard map of North Dakota.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [1925].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 63 cm.
'Rand McNally official 1925 auto trails map : North Dakota, South Dakota.'
Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto trails map : North Dakota, South Dakota (Chicago and New York: Rand McNally, 1925). 32 p. : maps, ill. ; 19 cm.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Auto Trails 6F 124 (PrCt)
North Dakota - Maps - 1927 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 80 x 62 on sheet 88 x 73 cm.
Keyed to 10 named road signs.
Scale [ca. 1:1,078,000].
Plate no. I-25.
Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto road map of North Dakota, South Dakota (Chicago and New York: Rand McNally, 1927). 32 p. : maps, ill. ; 19 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally official auto road map: North Dakota, South Dakota.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
"Voss" in purple crayon on cover.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 349 (PrCt)

North Dakota - Maps - 1927 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 29 x 44 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 108 ms. index.
Plate no. I-29
Running title: Junior auto road atlas of the western United States. Pages 18 and 19.
Maps on verso (both incomplete, p. 20 and 17):
Rand McNally junior auto road map : Wyoming --
Rand McNally junior auto road map : South Dakota.
Uniform titles: Junior auto trails -- Auto trails.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 108.11 (PrCt)
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1928].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 63 cm.
Plate no.: 7R27.
Includes key to railroads numbered 18-115 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: North Dakota railroads.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of North Dakota. 1 map : col. ; 47 x 63 cm. Plate no.: 9N27.
Issued folded in accompanying index (25 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of North Dakota. San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, 1928.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 106 (PrCt)

58344 North Dakota - Maps - 1928 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Home Oil Company -- Shaffer Oil and Refining Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 2.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 83 (PrCt)

58345 North Dakota - Maps - 1928 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Home Oil Company -- Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 106 (PrCt)

58346 North Dakota - Maps - 1928 - Road maps
1 map : col. ; 43 x 57 cm.
Plate no. : J-32.
On verso: Rand McNally official 1928 auto road map.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)
North Dakota - Maps - 1929 - Road maps

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 264 (PrCt)

58347
North Dakota - Maps - 1928 - Road maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 44 x 60 cm.
Plate no. J-32.
Map on verso (44 x 66 cm.): Rand McNally official 1928 auto road map : South Dakota.
Uniform title: Auto trails.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 108.12 (PrCt)

58348
North Dakota - Maps - 1928 - Road maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 58 cm.
Plate no. J-32.
Map on verso (43 x 58 cm.): Rand McNally official 1928 auto road map : South Dakota.
Uniform title: Auto trails.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 134.7 (PrCt)

58349
North Dakota - Maps - 1929 - Road maps

North Dakota. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1929].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Firestone Tire and Rubber Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 150 (PrCt)

58350
North Dakota - Maps - 1929 - Road maps

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Home Oil Company -- Shaffer Oil and Refining Company -- Deep Rock Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 2.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 233 (PrCt)

58351
North Dakota - Maps - 1929 - Road maps

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Marland Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 214 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

58354 North Dakota - Maps - 1929 - Road maps

Authors: North Dakota. State Highway Commission -- Frahm, H. C. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : blueprint ; 52 x 89 cm.
Date lined out and replaced with "Dec. 31 - 1929" in manuscript; includes ms. annotation in colored pencil.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 135.12 (PrCt)

58355 North Dakota - Maps - 1929 - Road maps

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 55 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco road map : 1929 : North Dakota, South Dakota
"1929" from added title in tiny font.
Maps on verso (68 x 55 cm. and smaller): North central states -- Bismarck -- Sioux City -- Pierre -- Sioux Falls -- Watertown -- Key map : Texaco road maps -- Grand Forks -- Fargo.
Panel art: Texaco attendant giving map directions to couple in car.
Pasted back-to-back with RMcN AE 108.14.2
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 108.14.1 (PrCt)

58356 North Dakota - Maps - 1929 - Road maps

Langwith's motor trails map : North Dakota : condensed size. Minneapolis, Minn. [A.L. Langwith?, 1929?].
Authors: Langwith, A. L. (Alfred Logan) -- Langwith Inc. (Minneapolis, Minn.) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 28 x 38 cm.
Added title in upper margin: South Dakota - North Dakota.
"Copyright by A.L. Langwith, Minneapolis ... 
Date from RMcN AE 135 ms. index.
Apparently detached from an atlas, plate no. 26.
"Series C 21-339"
Map on verso (25 x 40 cm): Langwith's motor trails map : South Dakota : condensed size
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

58357 North Dakota - Maps - 1930-1939 - Railroads

Rand McNally standard map of North Dakota.
Chicago, Rand McNally & Company, [193-?].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm.
Plate nos.: No.133 S C -- 7R29
Includes key to railroads numbered 18-115 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: North Dakota railroads.
Map on verso (47 x 65 cm.): Rand McNally standard map of North Dakota with air trails.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 108.1X (PrCt)

58358 North Dakota - Maps - 1930-1939 - Road maps

Map of North Dakota. Des Moines : Kenyon Company, [193?-?].
Authors: Kenyon Company (Des Moines, Iowa) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 33 x 49 cm.
"Scale: 20 miles to 1 inch."
Plate no. 72-7.
Mounted on heavy sheet of backing paper; descriptive text and ill. on verso obscured.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 111.1X (PrCt)

58359 North Dakota - Maps - 1930-1939 - Road maps

Official road map of North Dakota, South Dakota. Aurora, Mo. Mid-West Map Company, [193?-?].
Authors: Mid-West Map Company -- Karcher Hotel (Waukegan, Ill.) -- Chicago Historical Society
1 map : col. ; 50 x 43 cm.
At head of title: MWM.
Panel title: North Dakota, South Dakota road map : official MWM service.
Index to cities and towns in bottom margin; advertising and text on verso.
Cover art: Views of capitol buildings in Bismarck, N.D. and Pierre, S.D.
CHS Coll., Map no. 481 (PrCt)

58360 North Dakota - Maps - 1930-1939 - Road maps

Rand McNally road map : North Dakota - South Dakota.
Form part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 135.12 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
North Dakota - Maps - 1930 - Road maps

North Dakota - Maps - 1930 - Road maps

58361

North Dakota - Maps - 1930 - Road maps

58362

North Dakota - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
North Dakota - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 309 (PrCt)

North Dakota - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 419 (PrCt)

North Dakota - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 449 (PrCt)

North Dakota - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
South Dakota - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 55 cm.
"1930" in tiny font.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 108.14.1 (PrCt)

North Dakota - Maps - 1931 - Middle West - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 39 x 59 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 108 ms. index.
Plate no. M-28-P.
Map on verso (30 x 45 cm.): Pure Oil Pathfinder northcentral states.
Panel art: Pure attendant, gas pump, and car.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 108.18 (PrCt)
map : North Dakota, South Dakota. Plate no. M-1120.
Index includes maps of Bismarck, Fargo, and Grand Forks-East Grand Forks (p. 19-20).
Cover art: Cars on road alongside passenger train.
"50c" -- printed on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Pocket 4C 196 (PrCt)

58372 North Dakota - Maps - 1931 -
Railroads<<>>South Dakota - Maps - 1931 -
Railroads<<>>North Dakota - Maps - 1931 -
Bus lines<<>>South Dakota - Maps - 1931 -
Bus lines<<>>Bus lines - North Dakota - Maps - 1931<<>>Railroads - Maps
Authors: Blum, Max L. -- Blum’s Commercial Map Pub. Co. (New York, N.Y.)
1 map ; 32 x 23 cm. fold. in covers 13 x 18 cm. +
text (8 p. ; 18 cm.)
Shows main and branch railroad lines, interurban trolleys, distances between stations, and bus routes.
Text pages (covers and verso of map) include hotel directory, index to towns.
map3C G3701.P3A 192- B5, no. 26, 1931-32 (PrCt)

58373 North Dakota - Maps - 1931 -
Road maps<<>>Middle West - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
Cities Service road map of North Dakota.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1931].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 46 x 70 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 108 ms. index.
Plate no. M-28-P.
Panel art: Tractor harvesting grain field.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 108.17 (PrCt)

58374 North Dakota - Maps - 1931 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 477 (PrCt)

58375 North Dakota - Maps - 1931 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Deep Rock Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 0, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 494 (PrCt)

58376 North Dakota - Maps - 1931 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 563 (PrCt)

58377 North Dakota - Maps - 1931 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Sinclair Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 594 (PrCt)

58378 North Dakota - Maps - 1931 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 613 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

58379 North Dakota - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 39 x 59 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) : 1931 official road map : North Dakota
Plate no. E-237-J
Map on verso (29 x 44 cm.): Standard Oil Company (Indiana) 1931 official road map : United States.
Panel art: Standard Oil logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 111.16 (PrCt)

58380 North Dakota - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
1 map : col. ; 44 x 60 cm.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 108.15 (PrCt)

58381 North Dakota - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 68 x 55 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 108.16 (PrCt)

58382 North Dakota - Maps - 1932 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

58383 North Dakota - Maps - 1932 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Deep Rock Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 665 (PrCt)

58384 North Dakota - Maps - 1932 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Sinclair Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 752 (PrCt)

58385 North Dakota - Maps - 1932 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 775 (PrCt)

58386 North Dakota - Maps - 1932 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Tide Water Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 790 (PrCt)

58387 North Dakota - Maps - 1932 - Road maps
Official map of the state highways of North Dakota ... April 15th, 1933 / published for free distribution by the North Dakota Dept. of State.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
58388 North Dakota - Maps - 1932 - Road maps

Map of North Dakota state highway system showing construction status of federal and state aid projects / prepared by North Dakota Dept. of State Highway's, A.D. McKinnon, Chief Commissioner; H.C. Frahm, Chief Engineer. [Bismarck, N.D.? North Dakota State Highway Commission, 1932?].
Authors: North Dakota. State Highway Dept. of State Highways, 1932.

58390 North Dakota - Maps - 1932 - Road maps

Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

58391 North Dakota - Maps - 1932 - Road maps

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

58392 North Dakota - Maps - 1932 - Road maps

Texaco road map : North Dakota, South Dakota ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, 1932.
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Pierre.
Panel art: Texaco compass logo with U.S. outline.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 134.14 (PrCt)

North Dakota - Maps - 1932 - Road maps

58393 North Dakota - Maps - 1932 - Road maps

United States - Maps - 1932 - Pictorial maps

Pictorial maps

Travel North Dakota with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1932].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 39 x 59 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Conoco official road map : North Dakota
Date from RMcN AE 111 ms. index.
Plate no. F-237-J C.
Maps on verso (23 x 30 cm. and smaller.):
Conoco pictorial map of the United States -- Grand Forks -- Fargo -- Minot -- Bismarck.
Panel art: Outline of U.S with compass rose and Conoco logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 111.20 (PrCt)

North Dakota - Maps - 1932 - Road maps

58394 North Dakota - Maps - 1932 - Road maps

United States - Maps - 1932 - Pictorial maps

Pictorial maps

Travel North Dakota with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1932].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 39 x 59 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Conoco official road map : North Dakota
Incorrectly (?) dated 1934 on RMcN AE 111 ms. index.
Plate no. F-237-J C.
Maps on verso (23 x 30 cm. and smaller.):
Conoco pictorial map of the United States -- Grand Forks -- Fargo -- Minot -- Bismarck.
Panel art: Outline of U.S with compass rose and Conoco logo.
Stamp: Dept. of Cartography Oct. 13 1933
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 111.23 (PrCt)

North Dakota - Maps - 1932 - Road maps

58395 North Dakota - Maps - 1932 - Road maps

United States - Maps - 1932 - Road maps

Pictorial maps

Travel North Dakota with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1932].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 40 x 60 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Cities Service road map of North Dakota
Date from RMcN AE 108 ms. index.
Plate no. 17. N 28 M.
Map on verso (30 x 45 cm.): Pure Oil Pathfinder for North Dakota...
Panel art: Cities Service swordsman.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 108.19 (PrCt)

North Dakota - Maps - 1932 - Road maps

58396 North Dakota - Maps - 1932 - Road maps

United States - Maps - 1932 - Road maps

Pure Oil Pathfinder for North Dakota ... ninth edition ...
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1932].
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 46 x 70 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Cities Service road map of North Dakota
Date from RMcN AE 108.21 ms. index.
Plate no. N-28-P
Maps on verso (35 x 55 cm. and smaller): Cities Service road map of United States -- Bismarck -- Devils Lake -- Fargo -- Grand Forks -- Winnipeg -- Minot -- New Rockford -- Valley City -- Wahpeton.
Panel art: Cities Service swordsman.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 108.21 (PrCt)

North Dakota - Maps - 1933 - Road maps

58397 North Dakota - Maps - 1933 - Road maps

Cities Service road map of No. Dakota : 1933 edition ...
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 46 x 70 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Cities Service road map of North Dakota
Date from RMcN AE 108.23 ms. index.
Plate no. O-28-P
Maps on verso (35 x 55 cm. and smaller): Cities Service road map of United States -- Bismarck -- Devils Lake -- Fargo -- Grand Forks -- Winnipeg -- Minot -- New Rockford -- Valley City -- Wahpeton.
Panel art: Line drawing of car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 108.23 (PrCt)
58398  North Dakota - Maps - 1933 - Road maps

58399  North Dakota - Maps - 1933 - Road maps

58400  North Dakota - Maps - 1933 - Road maps

58401  North Dakota - Maps - 1933 - Road maps

58402  North Dakota - Maps - 1933 - Road maps

58403  North Dakota - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
North Dakota - Maps - 1933 - Road maps

58404  North Dakota - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
North Dakota - Maps - 1933 - Road maps

58405  North Dakota - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
North Dakota - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
road map : 1933 : United States -- Minot --
Sioux Falls -- Bismarck -- Grand Forks -- Fargo --
Pierre.
Panel art: Texaco compass logo with U.S.
outline.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 134.16 (PrCT)

58406
North Dakota - Maps - 1933 - Road
maps>>>United States - Maps - 1933 -
Pictorial maps<<<Pictorial maps - United
States - Maps - 1933<<<Road
maps<<<Pictorial maps
No. Dakota : Sinclair 1933 road map. Chicago :
Rand McNally & Company, 1933.
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- National
Broadcasting Company -- Rand McNally and
Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry
Library)
1 map : col. ; 60 x 47 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair 1933 official road map : North
Dakota
Plate no. 17. O28 M
Map on verso (31 x 48 cm.): Sinclair Pictorial
United States
Panel art: Dinosaur, ship, train, plane, N.B.C.
radio's Sinclair Minstrels, gas station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 108.25 (PrCT)

58406
North Dakota - Maps - 1933 - Road
maps<<<Road maps
Cities Service road map of No. Dakota : tourist
dition ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company,
[1934].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- Rand
 McNally and Company -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 45 x 68 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Cities Service road map of North
Dakota
Date from RMcN AE 108 ms. index.
Plate no. P-28-P
Maps on verso (34 x 54 cm. and smaller): Cities
Service road map of United States -- Bismarck --
Devils Lake -- Fargo -- Grand Forks -- Winnipeg
-- Minot -- New Rockford -- Valley City --
Wahpeton.
Panel art: Line drawing of car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 108.27 (PrCT)

58406
North Dakota - Maps - 1934 - Road
maps<<<Road maps
Travel No. Dakota with Globe gasoline : get the
most out of motoring. Chicago : Rand McNally &
Company, 1934.
Authors: Globe Oil & Refining Companies --
Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Rand McNally senior 1934 auto road
map of North Dakota.
Plate no. P.28
Map on verso (28 x 44 cm.): Rand McNally junior
1934 auto road map of United States.
Panel art: Mountain and city scape.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 108.29 (PrCT)

58409
North Dakota - Maps - 1934 - Road
maps<<<Road maps
North Dakota 1934 road map : Barnsdall.
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Barnsdall Oil
Co. -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry
Library)
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (1 panel, R,B): Diagonal lettering
"America's [logo] first refiner."
Plate no. H-237-JC.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry
Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1011 (PrCT)

58410
North Dakota - Maps - 1934 - Road
maps<<<Road maps
Travel North Dakota with Conoco. Chicago : H.M.
Gousha Co., [1934].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Continental
Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (3 panel,R,G): Outline map of North
America, logo.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry
Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1047 (PrCT)

58411
North Dakota - Maps - 1934 - Road
maps<<<Road maps
North Dakota road map : Deep-Rock. Chicago : H.M.
Gousha Co., [1934].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Deep Rock
Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (3 panel, R,B,Y): Line drawing of sedan
speeding uphill in yellow slash.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry
Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
58412 North Dakota - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Highway map of North Dakota : Phillips 66.
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (3 panel, R,G,BL): Two cars speeding towards service station, logo.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1214 (PrCt)

58416 North Dakota - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Official state highway map of North Dakota ...
April 15th, 1934 / published for free distribution by the North Dakota Dept. of State Highways.
[Bismarck, N.D.?] : North Dakota Dept. of State Highways, 1934.
1 map : col. ; 38 x 61 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Map of trunk highway system : state of North Dakota / F.A. Vogel, Highway Commissioner ; H.C. Frahm, Chief Engineer
Plate no. 55317
Maps on verso (12 x 13 cm. and smaller): Grand Forks -- Minot -- Fargo -- Williston -- Bismarck -- Jamestown -- Dickinson -- Mandan -- Devils Lake -- Valley City.
Panel art: Photo of "the new state capitol."
Includes stamp "received May 5 1934"; signed "Brink" in colored pencil.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 111.22 (PrCt)

58413 North Dakota - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Shell road map : North Dakota.
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1934].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (3 panel, R,Y): Diagonal "Shell" on red stripe, logo.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1110 (PrCt)

58417 North Dakota - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Pure Oil Pathfinder : North Dakota ... eleventh edition ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1934].
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Pure Oil Pathfinder for North Dakota Date from RMcN AE 108 ms. index.
Plate no. P. 28
Map on verso (30 x 45 cm.): Pure Oil Pathfinder for United States
Panel art: Pure Oil logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 108.28 (PrCt)

58414 North Dakota - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Standard Oil road map : No. Dakota 1934.
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (3 panel, R,B,P): Geese flying over hills, sedan passing lake.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1187 (PrCt)

58415 North Dakota - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Tydol trails thru North Dakota.
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Tide Water Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (1 panel, O,BL): "Tydol trails thru...[photo woman, attendant, gas pump] Ask the man at the pump!"
Plate no. H-237-JC.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1170 (PrCt)

58418 North Dakota - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Shell road map : North Dakota : Shell.
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1934].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

1 map : col. ; 39 x 59 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell official road map : North Dakota
Date from RMcN AE 111 ms. index.
Plate no. H-237-J.C.
Map on verso (30 x 45 cm.): Shell official road map : United States
Panel art: Shell logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 111.24 (PrCt)

58419 North Dakota - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Barr, fl. 1934 -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair 1934 official road map : North Dakota
Plate no. P. 28
Map on verso (31 x 49 cm.): Sinclair recreational map : United States
Panel art: Boy with toy dinosaur waving at car, Sinclair gas station in background; signed "Barr" [?]
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 108.30 (PrCt)

58420 North Dakota - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
[Texaco road map of North Dakota]. [Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, 1934?].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; on sheet trimmed to 28 x 47 cm.
Title and imprint supplied by cataloger.
Imperfect; editor's copy of a Texaco road map trimmed on all sides to outline a single U.S. state. Editor's notes in margin.
Date from previous binding marked "Points of Interest" and dated 1934.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 189.32 (PrCt)

58421 North Dakota - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 53 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: 1934 Texaco road map : North Dakota, South Dakota : spring edition
Plate no. 2721
Panel Art: Texaco logo over outline of U.S. Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 108.26 (PrCt)

58422 North Dakota - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 53 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: 1934 Texaco road map : North Dakota, South Dakota.
Plate no. 2721
Panel art: Texaco compass logo with U.S. outline.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 134.20 (PrCt)

58423 North Dakota - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
[Texaco road map of North Dakota]. [Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, 1934?].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; on sheet trimmed to 28 x 47 cm.
Title and imprint supplied by cataloger.
Imperfect; editor's copy of a Texaco road map trimmed on all sides to outline a single U.S. state. Editor's notes in margin.
Date from previous binding marked "Points of Interest" and dated 1934.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 189.32 (PrCt)

58424 North Dakota - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
[Petroleum industry and trade - United States - Maps - 1935].
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 48 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Pure Oil Pathfinder for North Dakota, South Dakota
Date from RMcN AE 108 ms. index.
Plate no. Q-3502
Map on verso (43 x 47 cm.): Pathfinder road map of Pure-Oil-Land ...
Panel art: Pure Oil logo, eastern U.S. map, car and gas station in foreground.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 108.33 (PrCt)

Cities Service road map of North Dakota.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"Tourist edition."
Panel title.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1288 (PrCt)

North Dakota - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Travel North Dakota with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1935?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1336 (PrCt)

North Dakota - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
North Dakota road map ... / compliments of Deep Rock Oil Companies. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1935?].
Authors: Deep Rock Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Gas pump and globe with "gasoline, Deep-Rock, motor oils" logo; line of cars on curving road.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1356 (PrCt)

North Dakota - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Travel N. Dakota with the Independent. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1935?].
Authors: Globe Oil & Refining Companies -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Globe gas station attendant; slogans "we are home owned" and "keep rollin' with Globe."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1378 (PrCt)

North Dakota - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Tide Water Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (3 panel, O,B): Profile of woman driver, scarf blowing in wind.
Plate no. I-237-JC.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1247 (PrCt)

North Dakota - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Official state highway map of North Dakota ... April 15th, 1935 / published for free distribution by the North Dakota Dept. of State Highways. [Bismarck, N.D.?] : North Dakota Dept. of State Highways, 1935.
1 map : col. ; 53 x 84 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Map of trunk highway system : state of North Dakota / Ole H. Olson, Highway Commissioner ; H.C. Frahm, Chief Engineer
Panel art: Photo of "the new state capitol".
Includes stamp "received May 7 1935"; signed "Brink" in colored pencil.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 111.25 (PrCt)

North Dakota - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 43 x 57 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell official road map : North Dakota
Plate no. Q. 28
Map on verso (28 x 44 cm.): Shell official road map : United States
Panel art: Shell logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 108.32 (PrCt)

North Dakota - Maps - 1935 - Road maps

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Allen, J. E., fl. 1935 -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 64 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair 1935 official road map : North Dakota
Map on verso (31 x 48 cm.): Sinclair recreational map : United States
Panel art: Dinosaurs; signed "J.E. Allen 35."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 108.34 (PrCt)

58432 North Dakota - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Photo of gas station attendant and slogan "let the Standard Oil Company serve you."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 1509 (PrCt)

58433 North Dakota - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 39 x 59 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) 1935 official road map : North Dakota
Plate no. I-4-237-J C.
Maps on verso (30 x 45 cm. and smaller):
Panel art: Photo of saluting Standard attendant.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 111.26 (PrCt)

58434 North Dakota - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
MWM highway map : North and South Dakota / compliments of Hotel Plankinton, Milwaukee Wisconsin. Aurora, Mo. Mid-West Map Company, [1935?].
Authors: Mid-West Map Company -- Hotel Platkinton (Milwaukee, Wis.) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 50 x 38 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: MWM official road map : North Dakota, South Dakota
Plate no. A 57 B1
Panel art: Car on road.
Issued folded to 22 x 11 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library); removed from the RMcN Clients series.
Map2F G4171.P2 1940 .M5 (PrCt)

58435 North Dakota - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 1441 (PrCt)

58436 North Dakota - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 53 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco road map : North Dakota, South Dakota.
Includes table of "State and federal gasoline taxes -- as of May 27th, 1935."
Plate no. 2721.
Maps on verso (35 x 51 cm. and smaller):
Panel art: Texaco compass logo.
Adhesive label no. "21" on verso.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 170.21 (PrCt)
Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 53 cm.
Panel title.

Date from RMcN AE 108 ms. index.
Added title: Texaco road map : North Dakota, South Dakota.
Plate no. 2721
Maps on verso (35 x 51 cm.): Texaco road map : United States -- Minot -- Sioux Falls -- Bismarck -- Grand Forks -- Fargo -- Pierre.
Panel art: Texaco logo with compass.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 108.31 (PrCt)

58440 North Dakota - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Authors: Barnsdall Oil Co. -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Barnsdall Oil Co. logo and slogan "be square to your motor with Barnsdall dependable products".
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1544 (PrCt)

58441 North Dakota - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 64 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Cities Service logo and "serves a nation" slogan.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1580 (PrCt)

58442 North Dakota - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 64 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Cities Service invites you to tour North Dakota.
Plate no. 339 - S.C. - J-3
Maps on verso (29 x 44 cm. and smaller): Cities Service invites you to tour United States -- Grand Forks -- Bismarck -- Fargo -- Minot -- Winnipeg, Manitoba -- Devils Lake -- Jamestown.
Panel art: Cities Service logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 157.25A (PrCt)

58443 North Dakota - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Travel North Dakota with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1936].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1936 road map : North Dakota : Shell ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, 1936.
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell official road map : North Dakota.
Plate nos. "237-J.C" and "J-1."
Map on verso (28 x 44 cm.): Shell official road map : United States.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 163.31B (PrCt)

58448 North Dakota - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Helck, Peter, 1893-1988 -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 109 ms. index.
Added title: Sinclair road map : North Dakota
Plate no. R. 3607
Map on verso (31 x 48 cm.): Sinclair recreational map : United States
Panel art: View of Sinclair service station, signed "Helck."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 109.3 (PrCt)

58449 North Dakota - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: 1936 North Dakota road map ... a presentation of Standard Oil Company (Indiana)
Plate no. R.3607
Maps on verso (26 x 43 cm. and smaller): 1936 United States road map ... -- Jamestown -- Minot -- Valley City -- Winnipeg -- Bismarck -- Devils Lake -- Fargo -- Grand Forks.
Panel art: Standard crown logo over cars.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 108.35 (PrCt)

58450 North Dakota - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 36 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Standard Oil Company road map (1936 North Dakota).
Plate no. "3607-R.
Map on verso (26 x 43 cm.): Standard Oil Company road map (United States).
Panel art: Standard logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 108.35B (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: 1936 North Dakota road map ... a presentation of Standard Oil Company (Indiana)
Plate no. obscured.
Maps on verso (26 x 43 cm. and smaller): 1936 United States road map ... -- Jamestown -- Minot -- Valley City -- Winnipeg -- Bismarck -- Devils Lake -- Fargo -- Grand Forks.
Panel art: Standard crown logo over cars.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 109.2 (PrCt)

58451 North Dakota - Maps - 1936 - Road maps<Tydo>North Dakota - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Tydo trails thru North Dakota ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, 1936.
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 37 x 57 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: 1936 Tydol trails : North Dakota.
Plate nos. "237-J.C." and "J-1."
Maps on verso (28 x 43 cm. and smaller): 1936 Tydol trails : United States -- Grand Forks -- Fargo.
Panel art: Cartoon of Tydol "Little Engineer"; automobile license plate.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 171.14B (PrCt)

58452 North Dakota - Maps - 1936 - Road maps<Tydo>North Dakota - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Authors: Tide Water Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Cartoon mechanic and license plate with slogan "wherever you go, go on Tydol and Veedol", says the little engineer.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1793 (PrCt)

Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 57 x 48 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Phillips 66 ... 1936 official road map : North Dakota, South Dakota.
Plate nos. "365-J C" and "J-2"
Panel art: Plane, car and boat under Phillips 66 logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 162.49 (PrCt)

Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 60 x 47 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Pure Oil Pathfinder for North Dakota, South Dakota
Date from RMcN AE 109 ms. index.
Plate no. R.3502
Panel art: Pure Oil logo and gas station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 109.4 (PrCt)

58455 North Dakota - Maps - 1936 - Road maps<<South Dakota - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
North & South Dakota road map ... / compliments of Deep Rock Oil Companies. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1936].
Authors: Deep Rock Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 60 x 47 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Deep-Rock road map : 11th edition : North Dakota, South Dakota
Date from R McN AE 109 ms. index.
Plate no. R.3502
Panel art: Deep-Rock logo with woman driving car.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
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58456 North Dakota - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
South Dakota - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
North Dakota, South Dakota : Mobilgas ... Socony-Vacuum Oil Company ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1936].
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 60 x 47 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc. ... road map of North Dakota, South Dakota ...
Date from RMcN AE 109 ms. index.
Plate no. R.3502.
Maps on verso (31 x 47 cm. and smaller): Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc. ... road map of United States -- Aberdeen -- Fargo -- Grand Forks -- Sioux Falls.
Panel art: Mobilgas logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 109.5 (PrCt)

58457 North Dakota - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
South Dakota - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Guiding you through North Dakota, South Dakota ... Sovereign Service ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1936].
Authors: Sovereign Service -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 60 x 47 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Rand McNally road map of North Dakota, South Dakota ...
Date from RMcN AE 109 ms. index.
Plate no. R.3502.
Maps on verso (31 x 48 cm. and smaller): Rand McNally road map of United States -- Aberdeen -- Fargo -- Grand Forks -- Sioux Falls.
Panel art: Sovereign logo, attendant, woman driving.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 109.7 (PrCt)

58460 North Dakota - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Middle West - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 41 x 63 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Cities Service invites you to tour North Dakota.
Plate no. 339 - S.C. - 12 - K
Maps on verso (28 x 43 cm. and smaller): Cities Service territorial road map [of the Middle West] -- Grand Forks -- Bismarck -- Fargo -- Minot -- Winnipeg, Manitoba -- Devils Lake -- Jamestown.
Panel art: Cities Service sign, car and outline of the United States.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jun 3 -1937 ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 157.28 (PrCt)
58461 North Dakota - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Authors: Barnsdall Oil Co. -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Barnsdall Oil Co. logo and slogan "be square dependable products by Barnsdall, 'America's first refiner'".
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011). 
Gousha Clients 1812 (PrCt)

58465 North Dakota - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Shell road map : North Dakota. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1937?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011). 
Gousha Clients 2059 (PrCt)

58462 North Dakota - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Map of United States, car, Cities Service sign and "serves a nation" slogan.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011). 
Gousha Clients 1851 (PrCt)

58466 North Dakota - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 57 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) : 1937 road map : North Dakota ... Plate no. S. 3710
Maps on verso (26 x 43 cm. and smaller):
Panel art: Standard attendant and cars at gas pumps.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 109.14 (PrCt)

58463 North Dakota - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Travel North Dakota with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1937?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011). 
Gousha Clients 1899 (PrCt)

58464 North Dakota - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Travel N. Dakota with the Independent. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1937?].
Authors: Globe Oil & Refining Companies -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Globe gas station attendant; slogans "we are home owned" and "keep rollin' with Globe."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011). 
Gousha Clients 1821 (PrCt)

58468 North Dakota - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Tydol trails thru North Dakota. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1937?].
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Tydol logo and slogans "America's first refiner".
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011). 
Gousha Clients 1857 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
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Gousha Co., 1937.
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Tydol gasoline and Veedol motor oil logos, and slogan "travel in the best circles."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3005 (PrCt)

58469 North Dakota - Maps - 1937 - Road maps dup
--- South Dakota - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
--- Black Hills Region (S.D.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps dup
--- Road maps dup
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 57 x 48 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Car approaching Phillips 66 sign on curving road.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received Jul 15 1937"
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 162.33 (PrCt)

58470 North Dakota - Maps - 1937 - Road maps dup
--- South Dakota - Maps - 1937 - Road maps dup
North & South Dakota road map ... / compliments of Deep Rock Oil Companies. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1937].
Authors: Deep Rock Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 60 x 47 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 109 ms. index.
Plate no. S.3502
Maps on verso (31 x 48 cm. and smaller):
Panel art: Road lined with white fence and Deep-Rock sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 109.10 (PrCt)

58471 North Dakota - Maps - 1937 - Road maps dup
--- South Dakota - Maps - 1937 - Road maps dup
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: car on road, Phillips 66 sign, and slogan "there's a Phillips station ahead."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1968 (PrCt)

58472 North Dakota - Maps - 1937 - Road maps dup
--- South Dakota - Maps - 1937 - Road maps dup
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 60 x 47 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Pure Oil Pathfinder for North Dakota, South Dakota.
Date from RMcN AE 109 ms. index.
Plate no. S.3502
Map on verso (21 x 49 cm.): Pure Oil pathfinder for United States.
Panel art: Pure Oil logo and gas station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 109.10 (PrCt)

58473 North Dakota - Maps - 1937 - Road maps dup
--- South Dakota - Maps - 1937 - Road maps dup
North Dakota, South Dakota : Sinclair road map ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1937].
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Helck, Peter, 1893-1988 -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 60 x 47 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 109 ms. index.
Added title: Sinclair road map : North Dakota, South Dakota.
Plate no. S. 3502
Map on verso (26 x 33 cm.): Sinclair recreational map : United States.
Panel art: View of Sinclair service station, signed "Helck."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 109.9 (PrCt)

58474 North Dakota - Maps - 1937 - Road maps dup
--- South Dakota - Maps - 1937 - Road maps dup
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: car on road, Phillips 66 sign, and slogan "there's a Phillips station ahead."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1968 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

maps<<>>South Dakota - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
North Dakota, South Dakota : Mobilgas ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1937].
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 60 x 47 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc. ... road map of North Dakota, South Dakota ...
Date from RMcN AE 109 ms. index.
Plate no. S.3502.
Maps on verso (31 x 47 cm. and smaller):
Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc. ... road map of
United States -- Aberdeen -- Fargo -- Grand Forks -- Sioux Falls.
Panel art: Mobilgas logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 109.12 (PrCt)
58475
North Dakota - Maps - 1937 - Road maps<<>>South Dakota - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Swinging through North Dakota, South Dakota ... Sovereign Service ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1937].
Authors: Sovereign Service -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 60 x 47 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sovereign service road map : North Dakota, South Dakota ...
Date from RMcN AE 109 ms. index.
Plate no. S.3502.
Maps on verso (31 x 48 cm. and smaller):
Sovereign service road map : United States -- Aberdeen -- Fargo -- Grand Forks -- Sioux Falls.
Panel art: Sovereign logo, attendant, woman driving.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 109.11 (PrCt)
58476
North Dakota - Maps - 1938 - Road maps<<>>Great Plains - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Texaco touring map : North Dakota ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1938].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 59 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of North Dakota.
Date from RMcN AE 109 ms. index.
Includes table of "State and federal gasoline taxes -- as of Feb. 1st, 1938."
Plate no. T.3833
Insets (each 8 x 8 cm.): Bismarck -- Fargo -- Grand Forks -- Jamestown -- Minot -- Valley City.
Maps on verso (50 x 50 cm. and smaller): Texaco sectional trip map [of the Great Plains] -- Chicago and vicinity.
Panel Art: Texaco logo and U.S. outline.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 109.17 (PrCt)
58477
North Dakota - Maps - 1938 - Road maps<<>>International Peace Garden (Man. and N.D.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Travel North Dakota with Conoco : every Conoco station is a branch of the Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1938].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Conoco ... official road map of North Dakota
Date from RMcN AE 159 ms. index.
Plate nos. "337-J. 9-L" and "5382"
Panel art: Conoco logo over outline of North America.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 16 1938 ...".
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 159.26 (PrCt)
58478
North Dakota - Maps - 1938 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
North Dakota road map ... / Barnsdall ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1938?].
Authors: Barnsdall Oil Co. -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Barnsdall Oil Co. logo and slogan "be square dependable products by Barnsdall, 'America's first refiner'."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3029 (PrCt)
58479
North Dakota - Maps - 1938 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
North Dakota road map / Cities Service ahead. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1938?].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Panel art: car driving through hills, Cities Service sign.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3080 (PrCt)

58480 North Dakota - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Shell road map : North Dakota ... Chicago : H. M. Gousha Company, [1938].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell official road map of North Dakota.
Date from RMcN AE 164 ms. index.
Plate nos. "337-L. 9-L" and "12-L 1938-1"
Map on verso (29 x 44 cm.): Legend : United States mileage and driving time along main transcontinental highways.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 15 1938 ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 164.29 (PrCt)

58481 North Dakota - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Travel North Dakota with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1938].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3123 (PrCt)

58482 North Dakota - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Shell road map : North Dakota. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1938?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3249 (PrCt)

58483 North Dakota - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3123 (PrCt)

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
58487 North Dakota - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

North Dakota : California Company road map : Calso gasoline. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1938].
Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: 1938 road map : North Dakota
Plate no. 337-J-9-L
Maps on verso (27 x 44 cm. and smaller): United States -- Grand Forks -- Fargo.
Panel art: Calso Gasoline station and logo.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Aug 1 1938".
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 168.31 (PrCt)
North Dakota - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: car, Phillips 66 tanker truck on road, Phillips 66 sign, and slogan "there's a Phillips station ahead."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3161 (PrCt)

58495

North Dakota - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

North Dakota, South Dakota : Pure Oil Pathfinder ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1938].
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 60 x 47 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: North Dakota, South Dakota ...
Date from RMcN AE 109 ms. index.
Plate no. T.3502
Map on verso (21 x 49 cm.): United States.
Panel art: Pure Oil sign and gas station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 109.21 (PrCt)

58496

North Dakota - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

North Dakota, South Dakota : Sinclair road map ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1938].
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 60 x 47 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 109 ms. index.
Added title: Sinclair road map : North Dakota, South Dakota.
Plate no. T. 3502
Map on verso (28 x 43 cm.): United States.
Panel art: Couple speaking to a Sinclair attendant, view of gas station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 109.20 (PrCt)

58497

North Dakota - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

North Dakota, South Dakota : Mobilgas ... Socony-Vacuum Oil Company ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1938].
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 60 x 47 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Incorporated road map of North Dakota, South Dakota ...
Date from RMcN AE 109 ms. index.
Plate no. T.3502.
Maps on verso (31 x 47 cm. and smaller): Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc. road map of United States.

RMcN AE 109.15 (PrCt)
58498 North Dakota - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Swinging through North Dakota, South Dakota ... Sovereign Service ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1938].
Authors: Sovereign Service -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 60 x 47 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sovereign service road map : North Dakota, South Dakota ...
Date from RMcn AE 109 ms. index.
Plate no. T.3502
Panel art: Sovereign logo, attendant, woman driving.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

58499 North Dakota - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Texaco touring map : North Dakota ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1939].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 59 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of North Dakota.
Date from RMcn AE 109 ms. index.
Includes table of "State and federal gasoline taxes -- as of 30th October, 1939."
Plate no. U.3833
Insets (each 8 x 8 cm.): Bismarck -- Fargo -- Grand Forks -- Jamestown -- Minot -- Valley City.
Maps on verso (50 x 50 cm. and smaller): Texaco sectional trip map [of the Great Plains] -- Chicago and vicinity.
Panel Art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

58501 North Dakota - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Travel North Dakota with Conoco : every Conoco station is a branch of the Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1939].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Conoco ... official road map of North Dakota.
Date from RMcn AE 159 ms. index.
Plate no. 337-J.C. 10-M
Panel art: Conoco logo over outline of North America.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Aug 17 1939 ...
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

58502 North Dakota - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Texaco touring map : North Dakota with sectional map of adjoining states. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1939].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 59 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of North Dakota.
Date from RMcn AE 109 ms. index.
Includes table of "State and federal gasoline taxes -- as of 30th October, 1939."
Plate no. U.3833
Insets (each 8 x 8 cm.): Bismarck -- Fargo -- Grand Forks -- Jamestown -- Minot -- Valley City.
Maps on verso (50 x 50 cm. and smaller): Texaco sectional trip map [of the Great Plains] -- Chicago and vicinity.
Panel Art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

58500 North Dakota - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Texaco touring map : North Dakota with sectional map of adjoining states. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1939].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 59 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of North Dakota.
Date from RMcn AE 109 ms. index.
Includes table of "State and federal gasoline taxes -- as of 30th October, 1939."
Plate no. U.3833
Insets (each 8 x 8 cm.): Bismarck -- Fargo -- Grand Forks -- Jamestown -- Minot -- Valley City.
Maps on verso (50 x 50 cm. and smaller): Texaco sectional trip map [of the Great Plains] -- Chicago and vicinity.
Panel Art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
North Dakota - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

58503

North Dakota - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

Travel North Dakota with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1939?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3418 (PrCt)

58504

North Dakota - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

Travel N. Dakota with the Independent. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1939?].
Authors: Globe Oil & Refining Companies -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Globe gas station attendant; slogans "we are home owned" and "keep rollin' with Globe."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3443 (PrCt)

58505

North Dakota - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

Shell road map : North Dakota. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1939?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3564 (PrCt)

58506

North Dakota - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

Shell road map : North Dakota ... Chicago : H. M. Gousha Company, [1939].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell official road map of North Dakota.
Date from RMcN AE 165 ms. index.
Plate nos. "337-J.C. 10-M" and "10-M 1939-1"

58507

North Dakota - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) road map : North Dakota...
Plate no. U. 3710
Panel art: Standard attendant and cars at gas pumps.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 109.22 (PrCt)

58508

North Dakota - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Tydol gasoline and Veedol motor oil signs; profiles of stylized cars.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3671 (PrCt)

58509

North Dakota - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

North & South Dakota road map ... / compliments of Deep Rock Oil Companies. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company , [1939].
Authors: Deep Rock Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 60 x 47 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Road map : 15th edition : North...
North Dakota - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

Panel art: Deep Rock logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

58510 North Dakota - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

Panel art: photograph of gas station attendant and slogan “smiling service, 'all the way'.”
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 3473 (PrCt)

58511 North Dakota - Maps - 1939 - Road maps


Panel title: "there’s a Phillips station ahead."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN AE 109.75 (PrCt)

58514 North Dakota - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

Panel art: winding road, Phillips 66 sign, and slogan "there's a Phillips station ahead."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 3508 (PrCt)

58513 North Dakota - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

Panel art: winding road, Phillips 66 sign, and slogan "there's a Phillips station ahead."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 3508 (PrCt)
Map on verso (28 x 43 cm.): Sinclair recreational map: United States.
Panel art: Couple in car speaking with Sinclair attendant in front of gas station; signed "Rico Tomaso."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcn AE 109.26 (PrCt)

58516 North Dakota - Maps - 1939 - Road maps<<<>South Dakota - Maps - 1939 - Road maps<<<>Road maps
Authors: Skelly Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Skelly sign and car.
Forms part of H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3605 (PrCt)

58517 North Dakota - Maps - 1939 - Road maps<<<>South Dakota - Maps - 1939 - Road maps<<<>Road maps
Swinging through North Dakota, South Dakota ... Sovereign Service ... Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1939].
Authors: Sovereign Service -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 60 x 47 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sovereign service road map: North Dakota, South Dakota ... Date from RMcn AE 109 ms. index.
Plate no. U.3502
Maps on verso (31 x 48 cm. and smaller): Sovereign service road map: United States -- Aberdeen -- Fargo -- Grand Forks -- Sioux Falls.
Panel art: Sovereign logo, attendant, woman driving.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcn AE 109.21 (PrCt)

58518 North Dakota - Maps - 1940 - Road maps<<<>Great Plains - Maps - 1940 - Road maps<<<>Road maps
Texaco touring map: North Dakota with sectional map of adjoining states. Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1940].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 43 x 59 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of North Dakota.
Date from RMcn AE 109 ms. index.
Includes table of "State and federal gasoline taxes -- as of 2nd Sept. 1940."
Plate no. 3833
Insets (each 8 x 8 cm.): Bismarck -- Fargo -- Grand Forks -- Jamestown -- Minot -- Valley City.
Maps on verso (50 x 50 cm. and smaller): Texaco sectional trip map [of the Great Plains] -- Chicago and vicinity.
Panel Art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcn AE 109.31 (PrCt)

58519 North Dakota - Maps - 1940 - Road maps<<<>Road maps
North Dakota road map ... / Bareco Oil Company, formerly Barnsdall Refining Corp. Chicago: H.M. Gousha Co., 1940.
Authors: Bareco Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Forms part of H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3695 (PrCt)

58520 North Dakota - Maps - 1940 - Road maps<<<>Road maps
North Dakota road map / Cities Service. Chicago: H.M. Gousha Co., [1940?].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: road with cars, Cities Service sign and gas station attendant; slogan "helpful service wherever you go!"
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3733 (PrCt)

58521 North Dakota - Maps - 1940 - Road maps<<<>Road maps
Travel North Dakota with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago: H.M. Gousha Co., [1940?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3778 (PrCt)

58522 North Dakota - Maps - 1940 - Road maps<<<>Road maps
Shell map of North Dakota. Chicago: H.M. Gousha Company. [1940].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo, car.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3795 (PrCt)
Gousha Co., [1940?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: North Dakota.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3895 (PrCt)

58523
North Dakota - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) road map : North Dakota ... Date from RMcN AE 109 ms. index.
Plate no. V 3710
Maps on verso (28 x 44 cm. and smaller):
Panel art: Standard attendant and cars at gas pumps.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 109.34 (PrCt)

58524
North Dakota - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Calso Gasoline station, logo and slogan "Call for Calso gasoline and RPM motor oil in Montana, Wyoming, Nebraska, Colorado, North and South Dakota."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3943 (PrCt)

58525
North Dakota - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Tydol trails thru North Dakota / issued by Tide Water Associated Oil Company ... Tulsa. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1940.
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: drawing of a wagon train and slogan "follow the trails of the pioneers in your modern motor car."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4012 (PrCt)

58526
North Dakota - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Road map of North, South Dakota and United States. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1940?].
Authors: Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation."
Panel art: photograph of gas station attendant and slogan "smiling service, 'all the way'."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3814 (PrCt)

58527
North Dakota - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Road map : North Dakota, South Dakota ... /compliments of The National Refining Company. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1940].
Authors: National Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 60 x 47 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: The National Refining Company road map of North Dakota, South Dakota.
Plate no. v.3502
Date from RMcN AE 109 ms. index.
Maps on verso (31 x 47 cm. and smaller): The National Refining Company road map of United States -- Aberdeen -- Fargo -- Grand Forks -- Sioux Falls.
Panel art: White Rose logo on sign, hanging over rural area.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 109.32 (PrCt)

58528
North Dakota - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: photograph of Phillips station and slogan "Phillips 66."
58529 North Dakota - Maps - 1940 - Road maps

North Dakota, South Dakota ... the Pure Oil pathfinder ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1940].
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 60 x 47 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: North Dakota, South Dakota ...
Date from RMcN AE 109 ms. index.
Plate no. v.3502
Map on verso (21 x 49 cm.): United States ...
Panel art: Pure logo and cartoon figures.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 109.35 (PrCt)

58530 North Dakota - Maps - 1940 - Road maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 60 x 47 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 109 ms. index.
Plate no. v 3502
Map on verso (31 x 48 cm.): Sinclair recreational map : United States.
Panel art: Sinclair H-C gasoline sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 109.35 (PrCt)

58531 North Dakota - Maps - 1940 - Road maps

Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 60 x 47 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Road map : Sinclair : North Dakota, South Dakota
Date from RMcN AE 109 ms. index.
Plate no. v.3502
Map on verso (31 x 48 cm.): Sinclair recreational map : United States.
Panel art: Sinclair H-C gasoline sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 109.35 (PrCt)

58532 North Dakota - Maps - 1940 - Road maps

Authors: Skelly Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Skelly sign and car.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3933 (PrCt)

58533 North Dakota - Maps - 1941 - Road maps

Texaco touring map : North Dakota with sectional map of adjoining states. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1941].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 59 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of North Dakota.
Date from RMcN AE 109 ms. index.
Includes table of "State and federal gasoline taxes -- as of 28th Dec., 1940."
Plate no. W. 3833
Insets (each 8 x 8 cm.): Bismarck -- Fargo -- Grand Forks -- Jamestown -- Minot -- Valley City. Maps on verso (50 x 50 cm. and smaller): Texaco sectional trip map [of the Great Plains] -- Chicago and vicinity.
Panel Art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 109.36 (PrCt)

58534 North Dakota - Maps - 1941 - Road maps

North Dakota road map ... / Bareco Oil Company, formerly Barnsdall Refining Corp. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1941?].
Authors: Bareco Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: "B Square" logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4037 (PrCt)
58537 North Dakota - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Travel North Dakota with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1941].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4118 (PrCt)

58540 North Dakota - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: airplane, car and Tydol flying "A" gasoline logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4333 (PrCt)

58541 North Dakota - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Shell map of North Dakota, Saskatchewan and Manitoba, Canada. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1941].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: North Dakota.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."

North Dakota road map / Cities Service. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1941].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: car, Cities Service sign and infant dressed as a gas station attendant; slogan "start every trip at your Cities Service dealer's."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4080 (PrCt)

North Dakota - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Travel North Dakota with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1941].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4080 (PrCt)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 60 x 47 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 109 ms. index.
Plate no. w. 3502
Map on verso (31 x 48 cm.): Rand McNally road map : United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 109.40 (PrCt)

North Dakota - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 60 x 47 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Road map : Sinclair : North Dakota, South Dakota
Date from RMcN AE 109 ms. index.
Plate no. w.3502
Map on verso (31 x 48 cm.): Sinclair recreational map : United States.
Panel art: Sinclair H-C gasoline sign over car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 109.39 (PrCt)

North Dakota - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Authors: Skelly Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Skelly sign and gas station attendant.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4374 (PrCt)

North Dakota - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Travel North Dakota with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1942?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Back panel art: circus elephant with slogan "mileage you'll never forget Conoco Nth Motor oil."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4444 (PrCt)

North Dakota - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Travel North Dakota with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1942?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Back panel art: red bird with worm and slogan "the fill that stretches, Conoco Bronz-z gasoline."
Includes maps with plate numbers suggesting 1941 and 1942 dates of publication.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4445 (PrCt)
58554  **North Dakota - Maps - 1942 - Road maps**

*Travel North Dakota with the Independent.*
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1942].
Authors: Globe Oil & Refining Companies -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Dated "'42" on title panel.
Panel art: Globe gas station attendant; slogans "we are home owned" and "keep rollin' with Globe."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
*Gousha Clients 4471 (PrCt)*

58555  **North Dakota - Maps - 1942 - Road maps**

*Highway map : N. Dakota : Standard service / compliments of Standard Oil Company (Indiana).*
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1942].
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) road map : North Dakota
Date from RMcN AE 110 ms. index.
Plate no. X. 3710
Maps on verso (28 x 43 cm. and smaller):
Standard Oil Company (Indiana) road map:
Panel art: Standard attendant and cars at gas pumps.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
*RMcN AE 110.2 (PrCt)*

58556  **North Dakota - Maps - 1942 - Road maps**

Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: statue of minuteman with caption "buy war bonds and stamps", Tydol gasoline logo, Veedol motor oil logo, and statement "Oil is ammunition, use it wisely."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
*Gousha Clients 4654 (PrCt)*

58557  **North Dakota - Maps - 1942 - Road maps**

*Shell map of North Dakota, Saskatchewan and Manitoba, Canada.* Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1942?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: North Dakota.
Panel art: Shell logo, statement "all points of military interest have been removed voluntarily from this map and index" and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
*Gousha Clients 4574 (PrCt)*
Plate no. X. 4205.
Map on verso (42 x 52 cm.): Texaco sectional trip map [of the Great Plains].
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 112.1 (PrCt)

58560 North Dakota - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
58560 South Dakota - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
58560 Road maps
58560 D-X road map of North, South Dakota and United States. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1942?].
Authors: Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation."
Panel art: D-X sign and Diamond gas station facade.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4494 (PrCt)

58561 North Dakota - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
58561 South Dakota - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
58561 Road maps
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: road, Phillips 66 sign, and slogan "there's a Phillips station ahead."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4522 (PrCt)

58562 North Dakota - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
58562 South Dakota - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
58562 Road maps
58562 North Dakota, South Dakota ... Pure Oil pathfinder road map ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1942].
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 60 x 47 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: North Dakota, South Dakota Date from RMcN AE 110 ms. index.
Plate no. x 3502
Map on verso (21 x 48 cm.): United States Panel art: Road sign with cardinal directions (north, south, east, and west); Pure logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 110.4 (PrCt)

58563 North Dakota - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
58563 South Dakota - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
58563 Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 60 x 47 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 110 ms. index.
Plate no. x 3502
Map on verso (31 x 47 cm.): Rand McNally road map : United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 110.3 (PrCt)

58564 North Dakota - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
58564 South Dakota - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
58564 Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 61 x 48 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 112 ms. index.
Plate no. x 3502
Map on verso (32 x 48 cm.): Rand McNally road map : United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 112.3 (PrCt)

58565 North Dakota - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
58565 South Dakota - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
58565 Road maps
58565 North Dakota, South Dakota : Sinclair H-C gasoline : road map ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1942].
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 60 x 47 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair : North Dakota, South Dakota Date from RMcN AE 110 ms. index.
Plate no. x 3502
Map on verso (31 x 48 cm.): Sinclair : United States recreational map Panel art: Sinclair H-C gasoline pump.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 110.5 (PrCt)

58566 North Dakota - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
58566 South Dakota - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
58566 Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 61 x 48 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair : North Dakota, South Dakota
Date from RMcN AE 112 ms. index.
Plate no. x 3502
Map on verso (32 x 49 cm.): Sinclair : United States recreational map:
Panel art: Sinclair H-C gas pump.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 112.2 (PrCt)

58570
North Dakota - Maps - 1944 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 61 x 48 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 112 ms. index.
Plate no. z. 3502
Map on verso (32 x 48 cm.): Rand McNally road map : United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 112.6 (PrCt)

58571
North Dakota - Maps - 1945 - Railroads
Northern Pacific Railway Company - Maps - 1945
Proposed main line relocation in western North Dakota ... [New York City? Northern Pacific Railway Company?, 1945?]
Authors: Northern Pacific Railway Company
1 map : col. ; 9 x 11 cm., on sheet 29 x 22 cm.
Caption title.
The relocation 'will save 9.3 miles, substantially improve the grade and effect saving in operating costs.'
In Northern Pacific Railway Company.
Forty-eighth annual report ... December 31, 1944
5A 7267 (1944 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

58572
North Dakota - Maps - 1945 - Road maps
Travel North Dakota with Conoco ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1945?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company
1 map : col. ; 66 x 48 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: North Dakota, South Dakota
Date from RMcN AE 112 ms. index.
Plate no. x 3502.
Map on verso (21 x 49 cm.): United States
Panel art: Directional road sign over Pure Oil logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 112.5 (PrCt)

58573
North Dakota - Maps - 1945 - Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) road map : North Dakota
RMcN AE 110.6 (PrCt)
58574 North Dakota - Maps - 1945 - Road maps

Added title: North Dakota, South Dakota
Date from RMcN AE 110 ms. index.
Plate no. 453502
Map on verso (21 x 48 cm.): United States
Panel art: Pure logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).

58575 North Dakota - Maps - 1945 - Road maps

Added title: North Dakota, South Dakota
Date from RMcN AE 110 ms. index.
Plate no. 453502
Map on verso (21 x 48 cm.): United States
Panel art: Pure logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).

58576 North Dakota - Maps - 1945 - Road maps

Added title: North Dakota, South Dakota
Date from RMcN AE 110 ms. index.
Plate no. 453502
Map on verso (31 x 47 cm.): Rand McNally road map : United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).

58577 North Dakota - Maps - 1945 - Road maps

Added title: North Dakota, South Dakota
Date from RMcN AE 112 ms. index.
Plate no. 453502
Map on verso (32 x 48 cm.): Rand McNally road map : United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).

58578 North Dakota - Maps - 1946 - Road maps

Added title: North Dakota, South Dakota
Date from RMcN AE 110 ms. index.
Plate no. 453502
Map on verso (21 x 48 cm.): United States
Panel art: Pure logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).

58579 North Dakota - Maps - 1946 - Road maps

Added title: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) road map : North Dakota
Date from RMcN AE 110 ms. index.
Plate no. 4-23710-2
Maps on verso (28 x 43 cm. and smaller): Standard Oil Company (Indiana) road map : United States -- Fargo -- Grand Forks.
Panel art: Standard sign above car, gas pumps, and attendants.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).

58580 North Dakota - Maps - 1946 - Road maps

Added title: North Dakota / compliments of Tide Water Associated Oil Company, New York, San

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
North Dakota - Maps - 1946 - Road maps

Added title: North Dakota, South Dakota and adjoining states : Mobilgas ... Socony-Vacuum Oil Company ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1946].
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

1 map : col. ; 60 x 47 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: North Dakota, South Dakota
Date from RMcN AE 110 ms. index.
Plate no. 6-423502-2
Map on verso (43 x 48 cm.): [Road map of the Middle West]
Panel art: Cartoon of family in car above Pure Oil logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 110.19 (PrCt)

North Dakota - Maps - 1946 - Road maps

Added title: Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc. : North Dakota, South Dakota.
Date from RMcN AE 110 ms. index.
Plate no. 463502V-1
Maps on verso (43 x 48 cm. and smaller): [Road map of the Great Plains] -- Fargo -- Black Hills Region -- Sioux Falls.
Panel art: Mobiloil and Mobilgas logos.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 110.15 (PrCt)

North Dakota - Maps - 1946 - Road maps

Added title: Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc. : North Dakota, South Dakota.
Date from RMcN AE 110 ms. index.
Plate no. 463502V
Maps on verso (43 x 48 cm. and smaller): [Road map of the Great Plains] -- Fargo -- Black Hills Region -- Sioux Falls.
Panel art: Mobiloil and Mobilgas logos.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 110.16 (PrCt)
Panel title.
"Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation."
Panel art: D-X sign and Diamond gas station facade.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
**Gousha Clients 4808 (PrCt)**

58591 North Dakota - Maps - 1946 - Road maps<>>>South Dakota - Maps - 1946 - Road maps<>>>Road maps
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: road, Phillips 66 sign, and slogan "there's a Phillips station ahead."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
**Gousha Clients 4835 (PrCt)**

58592 North Dakota - Maps - 1946 - Road maps<>>>South Dakota - Maps - 1946 - Road maps<>>>Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 60 x 47 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 110 ms. index.
Plate no. 463502V
Map on verso (31 x 47 cm.): Rand McNally road map : United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 110.14 (PrCt)**

58593 North Dakota - Maps - 1946 - Road maps<>>>South Dakota - Maps - 1946 - Road maps<>>>Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 61 x 48 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 112 ms. index.
Plate no. 463502V
Map on verso (32 x 48 cm.): Rand McNally road map : United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 112.14 (PrCt)**

58594 North Dakota - Maps - 1946 - Road maps<>>>South Dakota - Maps - 1946 - Road maps<>>>Road maps
Shell map of North Dakota, South Dakota. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1946].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 60 x 47 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
**Gousha Clients 4894 (PrCt)**

58595 North Dakota - Maps - 1946 - Road maps<>>>South Dakota - Maps - 1946 - Road maps<>>>Road maps
Authors: Skelly Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Skelly sign, stars and profiles of cars.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
**Gousha Clients 4930 (PrCt)**

58596 North Dakota - Maps - 1947 - Road maps<>>>Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) road map : North Dakota
Date from RMcN AE 110 ms. index.
Plate no. 7-423710-3
Maps on verso (28 x 43 cm. and smaller): Standard Oil Company (Indiana) road map : United States -- Fargo -- Grand Forks.
Panel art: Standard sign above car, gas pumps, and attendants.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 110.24 (PrCt)**

58597 North Dakota - Maps - 1947 - Road maps<>>>South Dakota - Maps - 1947 - Road maps<>>>Middle West - Maps - 1947 - Road maps<>>>Road maps
North Dakota, South Dakota and north central United States : Pure Oil trip map ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1947].
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 60 x 47 cm.
Panel title.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.


58603 North Dakota - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
North Dakota - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
North Dakota - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "U", indicating 1947 publication.
Panel art: couple in a convertible driving towards a Phillips gas station, Phillips 66 logo, and slogan "for cleanliness and service there's a Phillips 66 station ahead."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 5131 (PrCt)

58604 North Dakota - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "U", indicating 1947 publication.
Panel art: couple in a convertible driving towards a Phillips gas station, Phillips 66 logo, and slogan "for cleanliness and service there's a Phillips 66 station ahead."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 5151 (PrCt)

58606 North Dakota - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
North Dakota - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Authors: Skelly Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "U", indicating 1947 publication.
Panel art: Skelly sign, car and group of people on beach.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 5226 (PrCt)

58607 North Dakota - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Authors: Skelly Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: couple in mountain landscape signed "Maurice Logan"; Standard Oil Company of California logos for "RPM motor oil" and "Chevron supreme" gas.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 5020 (PrCt)

58608 North Dakota - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Authors: Skelly Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: couple in mountain landscape signed "Maurice Logan"; Standard Oil Company of California logos for "RPM motor oil" and "Chevron supreme" gas.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 5270 (PrCt)
North Dakota - Maps - 1948 - Road maps


Authors: Cities Service. Chicago : San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948].

1 map : col. ; 60 x 47 cm.

Panel title.


Date from RMcN AE 110 ms. index.

Plate no. 8-463502V-2

Maps on verso (30 x 27 cm. and smaller):


Panel art: Cities Service H-C gasoline logo and road sign with a bird, rabbit, and car on rural road.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection

(Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 110.32 (PrCt)

58618

North Dakota - Maps - 1948 - Road maps


Authors: Cities Service. Chicago : San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948].

1 map : col. ; 60 x 47 cm.

Panel title.


Date from RMcN AE 112 ms. index.

Plate no. 8-463502V-2

Maps on verso (30 x 27 cm. and smaller):


Panel art: Cities Service H-C gasoline logo and road sign with a bird, rabbit, and car on rural road.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection

(Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 112.29 (PrCt)
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
Panel art: Cities Service gas station, various cartoon images, and slogan "Cities Service dealers help make every trip a treat."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
**Gousha Clients 5334 (PrCt)**

58619

North Dakota - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
<---South Dakota - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Travel North Dakota, South Dakota with Conoco
... Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
Panel art: family standing in front of car and statement "for long trips ask ... about Touraide."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
**Gousha Clients 5372 (PrCt)**

58620

North Dakota - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
<---South Dakota - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 60 x 47 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 110 ms. index.
Plate no. 8-463502V-3
Map on verso (31 x 47 cm.): Rand McNally road map : United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 110.29 (PrCt)**

58623

North Dakota - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
<---South Dakota - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
North Dakota, South Dakota ... / compliments of Phillips Petroleum Company, Bartlesville, Oklahoma. Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948?].
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
Panel art: couple in a convertible driving towards a Phillips gas station, Phillips 66 logo, and slogan "for cleanliness and service there's a Phillips 66 station ahead."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
**Gousha Clients 5425 (PrCt)**

58624

North Dakota - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
<---South Dakota - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 61 x 48 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 112 ms. index.
Plate no. 8-463502V-2
Map on verso (32 x 48 cm.): Rand McNally road map : United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 112.28 (PrCt)**

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
North Dakota - Maps - 1948 - Road maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 61 x 48 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 112 ms. index.
Plate no. 8-463502V-3
Map on verso (32 x 48 cm.): Rand McNally road map: United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 112.32 (PrCt)

North Dakota - Maps - 1948 - Road maps

Shell map of North Dakota, South Dakota. Chicago; San Jose: H.M. Gousha Co., [1948?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5476 (PrCt)

North Dakota - Maps - 1948 - Road maps

Tour N. Dakota, S. Dakota with Skelly / courtesy of Skelly Oil Company, U.S.A. Chicago; San Jose: H.M. Gousha Co., [1948?].
Authors: Skelly Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
Panel art: Skelly sign, car and group of people on beach.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5476 (PrCt)

North Dakota - Maps - 1948 - Road maps

North Dakota, South Dakota points of interest and touring map ... Chicago; San Jose: H.M. Gousha Co., [1948?].
Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- Chevron Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Logan, Maurice, 1886-1977 -- H.M. Gousha
1 map: col.; 60 x 47 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair : North Dakota, South Dakota points of interest and touring guide: [Pictorial map of]
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)
Grand Forks -- Huron -- Minot -- Rapid City -- Sioux Falls.
Panel art: sign post by cars driving on rural road with a rabbit and Sinclair H-C Gasoline logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 96.3 (PrCt)

58631 North Dakota - Maps - 1949 - Road maps南 Dakota - Maps - 1949 - Road maps南 Dakota - Maps - 1949 - Road maps南 Dakota - Maps - 1949 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 60 x 47 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 96 ms. index.
Includes index dated 1947.
Plate no. 9-463502V-4
Map on verso (31 x 47 cm.): Rand McNally road map : United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 96.5 (PrCt)

58632 North Dakota - Maps - 1949 - Road maps南 Dakota - Maps - 1949 - Road maps南 Dakota - Maps - 1949 - Road maps南 Dakota - Maps - 1949 - Road maps
Rand McNally road map : North Dakota, South Dakota and adjoining states : Mobilgas ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1949].
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 60 x 47 cm.
Panel title.
Opposite panel title: North Dakota, South Dakota and adjoining states : Mobiloil ...
Added title: Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc. : North Dakota, South Dakota.
Date from RMcN AE 96 ms. index.
Includes index dated 1948.
Plate no. 9-463502V-10
Map on verso (31 x 47 cm.): Rand McNally road map : United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 96.6 (PrCt)

Rand McNally road map : North Dakota, South Dakota and adjoining states : Mobilgas ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1951].
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) road map : North Dakota.
Date from RMcN AE 96 ms. index.
Includes index dated 1950.
Plate no. 1-423710-7
Map on verso (28 x 43 cm. and smaller): Standard Oil Company (Indiana) road map : United States -- Fargo -- Grand Forks -- Minot -- Bismarck.
Panel art: Standard service sign over station with a car, attendants, and gas pumps.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 96.12 (PrCt)

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 62 x 55 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of North Dakota, South Dakota
Date from RMcN AE 96 ms. index.
Includes table of "Gasoline taxes as of 1st July, 1950."
Plate no. 0-4530-15
Map on verso (55 x 66 cm.): Texaco touring map of Idaho, Montana, Wyoming.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 60 x 47 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair : North Dakota, South Dakota.
Date from RMcN AE 96 ms. index.
Includes index dated 1950.
Plate no. 1-463502V-11
Maps on verso (13 x 11 cm. and smaller):
[Pictorial map of] North Dakota ... [and] South Dakota ... -- Aberdeen -- Bismark -- Fargo -- Grand Forks -- Huron -- Minot -- Rapid City -- Sioux Falls.
Panel art: Sinclair attendant by Sinclair H-C Gasoline pump filling car with gas.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 96.13 (PrCt)

North Dakota, South Dakota and north central states ... Pure ... trip map / compliments of your Pure Oil dealer. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1951].
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 60 x 47 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: North Dakota, South Dakota ... Pure Date from RMcN AE 96 ms. index.
Includes index dated 1950.
Plate no. 1-463502V-11.
Maps on verso (43 x 48 cm. and smaller):
Panel art: “Be sure with Pure” sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 96.14 (PrCt)

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 62 x 55 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of North Dakota, South Dakota.
Date from RMcN AE 96 ms. index.
Includes table of “Gasoline taxes as of 2nd Dec., 1951.”
Plate no. 1-4530-17
Map on verso (55 x 66 cm.): Texaco touring map of Idaho, Montana, Wyoming.
Panel art: Texaco station on hilly rural road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 96.8 (PrCt)

58639 North Dakota - Maps - 1951 - Road maps - South Dakota - Maps - 1951 - Road maps - Pictorial maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 60 x 47 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 96 ms. index.
Includes index dated 1950.
Plate no. 1-463502V-11
Map on verso (31 x 47 cm.): Rand McNally road map : United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 96.9 (PrCt)

58640 North Dakota - Maps - 1951 - Road maps - South Dakota - Maps - 1951 - Road maps - Pictorial maps
Miracle fold road map : North Dakota, South Dakota. Mobilgas ... Socony-Vacuum Oil Company, Incorporated ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1951].
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Foldex Limited -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 54 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: North Dakota : Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc.
Date from RMcN AE 96 ms. index.
Includes index dated 1950.
Plate no. 513607V
Map on verso (43 x 65 cm.): South Dakota : Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc.
Panel art: Mobilgas and Mobiloil logos.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 96.10 (PrCt)

Rand McNally North Dakota pocket map. San

Authors: Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.)

Added title: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) highway map : North Dakota.

Date from RMcN AE 96 ms. index.

Includes index dated 1950.

Plate no. 2-423710-8.

Maps on verso (28 x 43 cm. and smaller):

Panel art: Standard service sign over station with a car, attendants, and gas pumps.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 96.16 (PrCt)

North Dakota - Maps - 1952 - Road maps<<>>Road maps


Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) highway map : North Dakota.

Date from RMcN AE 96 ms. index.

Includes index dated 1950.

Plate no. 2-423710-8.

Maps on verso (28 x 43 cm. and smaller):

Panel art: Standard service sign over station with a car, attendants, and gas pumps.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 96.16 (PrCt)

North Dakota - Maps - 1952 - Road maps<<>>Road maps


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 60 x 47 cm.

Date from RMcN AE 96 ms. index.

Includes index dated 1950.

Plate no. 2-463502V-12

Map on verso (31 x 47 cm.): Rand McNally road map : United States.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
North Dakota - Maps - 1952 - Road maps<<>><South Dakota - Maps - 1952 - Road maps<<>><Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 60 x 47 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair : North Dakota, South Dakota.
Date from RMcN AE 96 ms. index.
Includes index dated 1950.
Plate no. 2-463502V-12
Panel art: drawing of Sinclair station on a rural road with large Sinclair H-C Gasoline sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

North Dakota - Maps - 1954 - Road maps<<>><South Dakota - Maps - 1954 - Road maps<<>><Road maps
Miracle fold road map : North Dakota, South Dakota... Mobilgas... Socony-Vacuum Oil Company, Incorporated... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1952].
1 map : col. ; 43 x 54 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: North Dakota : Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc.
Date from RMcN AE 96 ms. index.
Includes index dated 1950.
Plate no. 2-513607V-1
Map on verso (43 x 65 cm.): South Dakota : Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc.
Panel art: Mobilgas and Mobilioil logos.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Miracle fold road map : North Dakota and adjoining states... Mobilgas... Socony-Vacuum Oil Company... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1954?].
1 map : col. ; 43 x 64 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: North Dakota : Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc.
Plate no. 4-533607V-1
Maps on verso (43 x 48 cm. and smaller): [Road map of the Great Plains] -- Bismarck -- Fargo -- Grand Forks -- Minot -- Black Hills Region.
Panel art: Mobilgas logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 43 x 64 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of North Dakota, South Dakota.
Date from RMcN AE 96 ms. index.
Includes table of "Gasoline taxes as of 2nd May, 1954."
Plate no. 4-4430-22
Map on verso (55 x 66 cm.): Texaco touring map of Idaho, Montana, Wyoming.
Panel art: Texaco station on hilly rural road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
58651  North Dakota - Maps - 1954 - Road maps
<=>> South Dakota - Maps - 1954 - Road maps
<=>> Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 53 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair : North Dakota
Date from RMcN AE 96 ms. index.
Includes index dated 1950.
Plate no. 4-513607V-3
Map on verso (43 x 65 cm.): Sinclair : South Dakota.
Panel art: Sinclair attendant and couple in car by gas pumps looking at map.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 96.2X (PrCt)

58652  North Dakota - Maps - 1955 - Road maps
<=>> South Dakota - Maps - 1955 - Road maps
<=>> Northwestern States - Maps - 1955 - Road maps
<=>> Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 62 x 55 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of North Dakota, South Dakota
Date from RMcN AE 96 ms. index.
Includes table of "Gasoline taxes as of 1st Jan., 1956."
Plate no. 5-4430-25
Map on verso (55 x 66 cm.): Texaco touring map of Idaho, Montana, Wyoming.
Panel art: Texaco station on hilly rural road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 96.6X (PrCt)

58653  North Dakota - Maps - 1955 - Road maps
<=>> South Dakota - Maps - 1955 - Road maps
<=>> Northwestern States - Maps - 1955 - Road maps
<=>> Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 62 x 55 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of North Dakota, South Dakota
Date from RMcN AE 96 ms. index.
Includes table of "Gasoline taxes as of 1st Jan., 1956."
Plate no. 5-4430-25
Map on verso (55 x 66 cm.): Texaco touring map of Idaho, Montana, Wyoming.
Panel art: Texaco station on hilly rural road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 96.7X (PrCt)

58654  North Dakota - Maps - 1956 - Road maps
<=>> Northwestern States - Maps - 1956 - Road maps
<=>> Road maps
Miracle fold road map : North Dakota and adjoining states ... Mobilgas ... Socony-Vacuum Oil Company, Inc. ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1956].
Authors: Socony Mobil Oil Company -- Foldex Limited -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 54 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: North Dakota : Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc.
Date from RMcN AE 96 ms. index.
Includes index dated 1950.
Plate no. 6-533607V-3
Maps on verso (43 x 48 cm. and smaller):
Panel art: Mobilgas and Mobiolil logos.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 96.11X (PrCt)

58655  North Dakota - Maps - 1956 - Road maps
<=>> Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Highway map : North Dakota.
Plate no. 6-423710-12.
Maps on verso (29 x 43 cm. and smaller):
Panel art: Standard flaming torch logo and illustration of gas station attendant handing map to unseen driver in car.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3176 (PrCt)

58656  North Dakota - Maps - 1956 - Road maps
<=>> South Dakota - Maps - 1956 - Road maps
<=>> Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 55 x 66 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: North Dakota : North Dakota.
Date from RMcN AE 96 ms. index.
Includes index dated 1950.
Plate no. 6-533607V-3
Maps on verso (43 x 48 cm. and smaller):
Panel art: Mobilgas and Mobiolil logos.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 96.11X (PrCt)
North Dakota - Maps - 1956 - Road maps


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection. (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 43 x 53 cm.

Date from RMcN AE 96 ms. index.

Includes index dated 1950.

Plate no. 6-513607V-6

Map on verso (43 x 65 cm.): Rand McNally road map. Copyright © 1964 [!] Plate no. 4-5638-15.

"2 maps" -- front cover.

"$1.95" -- adhesive sticker on front cover.

Cover art: Stylized and labeled map symbols (e.g. "elevations", "points of interest", "air facilities", etc.)

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection.

North Dakota - Maps - 1962-1964 - Road maps

Random McNally North Dakota pocket map. San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1962 [i.e. 1964?].

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection.

16 p. : 2 col. maps on 1 sheet (folded) ; 24 cm.

Cover title: Random McNally North Dakota pocket reference map ... [and] detailed highway map.

Uniform title: Pocket maps

Folded map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back to back, col. ; 47 x 66 cm. and 43 x 55 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of North Dakota. Includes key to railroads. -- North Dakota : Random McNally road map. "Copyright © 1963 [!]" Plate no. 3-5638-14.

"2 maps" -- front cover.

"$1.95" -- adhesive sticker on front cover.

Cover art: Stylized and labeled map symbols (e.g. "elevations", "points of interest", "air facilities", etc.)

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection.

North Dakota - Maps - 1962-1964 - Railroads

Random McNally North Dakota pocket map. San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1962 [i.e. 1964?].

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection.

16 p. : 2 col. maps on 1 sheet (folded) ; 24 cm.

Cover title: Random McNally North Dakota pocket reference map ... [and] detailed highway map.

Uniform title: Pocket maps

Folded map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back to back, col. ; 47 x 66 cm. and 43 x 55 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of North Dakota. Includes key to railroads. -- North Dakota : Random McNally road map. "Copyright © 1963 [!]" Plate no. 3-5638-14.

"2 maps" -- front cover.

"$1.95" -- adhesive sticker on front cover.

Cover art: Stylized and labeled map symbols (e.g. "elevations", "points of interest", "air facilities", etc.)

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection.
Uniform title: Pocket maps
Folded map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back to back, col. ; 47 x 66 cm. and 43 x 55 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of North Dakota. Includes key to railroads. -- North Dakota : Rand McNally road map. Plate no. 2-5638-12.
"2 maps" -- front cover.
"$1.50" -- printed on front cover.
Cover art: stylized and labeled map symbols (e.g. "elevations", "points of interest", "air facilities", etc.)
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Pocket 4C 202 (PrCt)

58664 North Dakota - Maps - 1966 - Road maps<<>>South Dakota - Maps - 1964 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Road map of North Dakota, South Dakota / Midland Cooperatives. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Co., c1964.
Authors: Midland Cooperatives, Inc. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 42 x 54 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: North Dakota : Rand McNally road map.
Plate no. 4-5638-15.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4218 (PrCt)

General highway map : ... County, North Dakota / prepared by the North Dakota State Highway Department, Highway Planning and Research ; in cooperation with the U.S. Department of Transportation, Federal Highway Administration. [Bismarck] : North Dakota State Highway Department, 1965-1973.
Authors: North Dakota. State Highway Dept. -- United States. Federal Highway Administration -- Logility Transportation (Des Plaines, Ill.)
1 atlas (unpaged) : 54 col. maps (some on multiple sheets) ; 44 x 73 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:127,500],
Title of each map: General highway map ... County, North Dakota.
Relief shown by hachures and spot heights.
Each county map includes location map and ancillary maps of cities and towns.
At front of volume: General highway map, State of North Dakota ... 1965 [1 map : col. ; 43 x 73 cm. ; Scale ca. 1:1,000,000].
map8C G4171 .P2 1965 .N6 (PrCt)

North Dakota : Rand McNally road map.
1 map : col. ; 42 x 54 cm., folded to 11 x 23 cm. Includes blank title panel (for overprinting?).
Plate no. 6-5638-17.
Forms part of a collection of stock editions of Rand McNally road maps, some apparently issued as sales samples and / or printer's proofs for prospective commercial clients.
Uniform series title (established by cataloger):
Stock road maps
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (April 2010).
RMcN Stock 149 (PrCt)

North Dakota : Rand McNally road map.
1 map : col. ; 42 x 54 cm., folded to 11 x 23 cm. Includes blank title panel (for overprinting?).
Plate no. 7-5638-18.
Forms part of a collection of stock editions of Rand McNally road maps, some apparently issued as sales samples and / or printer's proofs for prospective commercial clients.
Uniform series title (established by cataloger):
Stock road maps
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (April 2010).
RMcN Stock 150 (PrCt)

1 map : col. ; 32 x 55 cm., folded to 11 x 23 cm.
Includes blank title panel (for overprinting?).
Plate no. 695735-2.
Inset (12 x 9 cm.): Fargo.
Maps on verso (36 x 57 cm. and smaller): South Dakota -- Black Hills region -- Rapid City -- Sioux Falls.
Forms part of a collection of stock editions of Rand McNally road maps, some apparently issued as sales samples and / or printer's proofs for prospective commercial clients.
Uniform series title (established by cataloger): Stock road maps
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (April 2010).
RMcN Stock 151 (PrCt)

Authors: North Dakota. State Highway Department -- Washburn Printing Center (Grand Forks, N.D.) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 41 x 63 cm., folded to 23 x 9 cm.
Panel title.
"Washburn Printing Center, Grand Forks, North Dakota."
Panel art: Color photo of people riding horses.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4944 (PrCt)

Authors: North Dakota. State Highway Dept. 86 maps ; on sheets 28 x 44 cm.
Added title: North Dakota county maps.
M1319
map6C G4171.P2 1974 N6 (PrCt)

Authors: North Dakota. State Highway Dept. -- Chicago Historical Society
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Text, maps, and photos on verso.
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.
CHS Coll., Map no. 483 (PrCt)

1 map : col. ; 32 x 55 cm., folded to 11 x 23 cm.
"1974 Edition."
Panel title.
Added title: North Dakota.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Plate no. 746735-7.
Inset (12 x 9 cm.): Fargo.
Maps on verso (36 x 57 cm. and smaller): South Dakota -- Black Hills region -- Rapid City -- Sioux Falls.
Panel art: road signs.
Forms part of a collection of stock editions of Rand McNally road maps, some apparently issued as sales samples and/or printer's proofs for prospective commercial clients.
Uniform series title (established by cataloger):
Stock road maps
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (April 2010).
RMcN Stock 153 (PrCt)

58672 North Dakota - Maps - 1974 - Road maps
United States Highway 2 - Maps - 1974 - Road maps
Interstate 29 - Maps - 1974 - Road maps
Interstate 94 - Maps - 1974 - Road maps
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1974 - Road maps
Old West Trail (Highway) - Maps - 1974 - Explorers Highroad (Highway) - Maps - 1974 - Road maps
North Dakota 1974 official highway map.
[Bismarck, N.D.?] : North Dakota State Highway Department, c1974.
Authors: North Dakota. State Highway Department -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm., folded to 22 x 9 cm.
Panel title.
Maps on verso (15 x 31 cm. and smaller): [Strip map showing US Highway 2 from Williston to Grand Forks, Interstate 94 from Beach to Fargo, and Interstate 29 from Pembina to Fargo] -- [Map of Old West Trail] -- [Maps of 6 named western U.S. tours on the Old West Trail and Explorers Highroad.]
Panel art: Man on horseback in Theodore Roosevelt National Park.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4945 (PrCt)

58674 North Dakota - Maps - 1980 - Road maps
Theodore Roosevelt National Park (N.D.) - Maps - 1980 - Road maps
Great Way Trails (Highway) - Maps - 1980 - Road maps
[Bismarck, N.D.?] : North Dakota State Highway Department, c1980.
Authors: North Dakota. State Highway Department -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Map on verso (12 x 8 cm. and 8 x 12 cm.): Theodore Roosevelt National Park -- Great Way Trails.
Panel art: Color photo of children in backyard.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4946 (PrCt)

58675 North Dakota - Maps - 1997 - Road maps
South Dakota - Maps - 1997 - Road maps
North Dakota, South Dakota EasyFinder.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. EasyFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; fold. to 24 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Uniform title: EasyFinder
Laminated.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
ISBN 0528966995
RMcN Road Map 1997 NorDa (PrCt)

58676 North Holland (Netherlands) - Description and travel - 1989
North Holland (Netherlands) - Historical geography - Maps
Illustrated guidebook for an excursion on the
North Holland (Netherlands) - Maps - 1570


1 map ; 34 x 47 cm.
In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatro de la tierra universal (Antwerp : A.C. Diesth, 1570), [plate 19].
Oriented with north at left.
Engraved by Franz Hogenberg; see Karrow, p. 5.
Printed no. 19 and Latin letterpress text on verso beginning: Hollandia. Erasmvs Roterodamvs Batavvs his verbis ...
Duplicate copy: VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1570

Digital image of another copy available on Marcel P.R. van den Broecke's Cartographica Neerlandica website (accessed Feb. 2012):
VAULT Case oversize G 1007 .64, [plate 19] (PrCt)

North Holland (Netherlands) - Maps - 1575-1608

Beeldsnijder, Joost Jansz
Cartography - North Holland (Netherlands) - History - 1575-1608

Kaart van Noord-Holland / door Joost Jansz. Beeldsnijder 1575-1608 ... ; onder redactie van Jan Werner. Alphen aan den Rijn :

Authors: Beeldsnijder, Joost Jansz. Land-Caerte ende vvater-Caerte van Noort-Hollandt ... (1608) -- Werner, Jan W. H. -- Koster, Herman Allertsz -- Canaletto (Firm) -- Canaletto/Repro-Holland (Firm) SEE Canaletto (Firm)
1 map on 12 sheets ; in case 44 x 46 cm. + text (52 p. : ill., maps ; 42 cm.)
Facsimile of engraved map: Beeldsnijder, Joost Jansz. Land-Caerte ende vvater-Caerte van Noort-Hollandt onde vVest-vrieslandt met d'aenliggende Landen ghedeeckent vijven door loost Ianz. ... Tot Amsterdam : Gheedruckt by Herman Allertz. Koster van die Niewkerck, 1608.
Scale [ca. 1:100.000].
Derived from woodcut of 1575.
Commentary includes contributions by Bert Kölker, Dirk Blonk and Jan Beenakker.

Reproduced from original at the University Library Amsterdam.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
ISBN 9064697701

North Holland (Netherlands) - Maps - 1588

Hollandiae antiquorum Cathomvm sedis nova descriptio / avcitore Iacobo a Daventria. [Antwerp : Christophe Plantin, 1588].

Authors: Deventer, Jacob van, d. 1575 -- Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598 -- Plantin, Christophe, approximately 1520-1589 -- Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598. Theatre de la tierra vniversal (1588) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 34 x 47 cm.
Oriented with north at left.
In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatre de la tierra vniversal (Antwerp : Christophe Plantin, 1588), [plate 40].
Printed no. 40 and Spanish letterpress text on verso beginning: Holanda. Erasmo, Roterodoamvs Holenendez ... .
Digital image of a duplicate or variant edition available on Marcel P.R. van den Broecke's Cartographica Neerlandica website (accessed Feb. 2012):
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1588, [plate 40] (PrCt)

North Holland (Netherlands) - Maps - 1593

1 map : hand col. ; 34 x 48 cm.
Oriented with north at right.
Latin letterpress text on verso (fol. 46, sig. Aaaa): Hollandiae comitavts ... .
Engraving attributed to Antonie Wierix.
In: Jode, Gerard de. Specvlvm orbis terrarvm (Antwerp : A. Coninx, 1593), map [78].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .J9 1593, map [78] (PrCt)

North Holland (Netherlands) - Maps - 1606

Hollandiae antiquorum Cathovm sedis nova descriptio / avcitore Iacobo a Daventria. [London : John Norton, 1606].

Authors: Deventer, Jacob van, d. 1575 -- Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598 -- Norton, John, -1612 -- Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598. Theatro orbis terrarvm ... (1606) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 34 x 47 cm.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Oriented with north at left.
In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatrum orbis terrarum ... (London : J. Norton, 1606), [plate 47].
Printed no. 47 and English letterpress text on verso beginning: Holland. Thus Erasmus of Roterodam, an Hollander ... .
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1606, [plate 47] (PrCt)

58682 North Holland (Netherlands) - Maps - 1630-1639
'T Hoogh-Heeraetschap van de Uytwaterende Sluysen in Kenemerlant ende West-Frieslant. [1897].
Authors: Leth, Hendrik de
1 map
Facsimile of original published 163-?. Originally issued as an index map to a 4 sheet map of North Holland, apparently by Hendrik de Leth.
temp map4F G6003.N7 163- .L4 1899 (PrCt)

58683 North Holland (Netherlands) - Maps - 1633<<<South Holland (Netherlands) - Maps - 1633
Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1618-1679 -- Visscher, Claes Jansz., 1586 or 7-1652 -- Goos, Abraham -- Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 36 x 45 cm.
Margins include town views and vignettes of natives in local costume.
Remnants of binding stub on verso.
Oriented with north at right.
Forms part of the Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Koeman, C. Atlantes Neerlandici (1967-1985), v. 3, p. 159, Vis 1 A, no. 27 and p. 177, no. 39.
Hollstein, F. W. H. Dutch and Flemish etchings, engravings, and woodcuts, ca. 1450-1700 (1949-), no. (222).
Visscher 56 (PrCt)

58684 North Holland (Netherlands) - Maps - 1695
Le Comte de Hollande dressé sur les memoires les plus nouveaux ... Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : Alexis Hubert Jaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], [1695-].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. Atlas nouveau : contenant toutes les parties du monde (1692 [i.e. 1695?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 82 x 55 cm.
In counterfeit edition of: Sanson, Nicolas. Atlas nouveau : contenant toutes les parties du monde (Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : H. Jaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], 1692 [i.e. 1695?]) pl. [44].
Map dated 1692.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .S19 1692 pl. [44] (PrCt)

58685 North Holland (Netherlands) - Maps - 1700
Noordt Hollandt. [Amsterdam : Frederik de Wit, ca. 1700?].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Wit, Frederik de. Atlas [ca. 1700?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 45 x 54 cm.
Oriented with north at upper right.
In: Wit, Frederik de. Atlas (Amsterdam : bij Frederick de Wit in de Calverstraet bij den Dam inde Witte Paskaat, [ca. 1700?]) no. [115].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .W8 A no. [115] (PrCt)

58686 North Holland (Netherlands) - Maps - 1720<<<South Holland (Netherlands) - Maps - 1720
Rhenolandia, Amstelandia ... Amsterdam, [ca. 1720].
Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Schenk, Pieter, ca. 1698-1775 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:M25
1 map ; 44 x 54 cm.
3404
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6003.N7 1720 S3 (PrCt)

58687 North Holland (Netherlands) - Maps - 1725
Noordt Holland. Amsterdam, [ca. 1725].
Authors: Cévons et Mortier -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:M24
1 map ; 45 x 54 cm.
3398
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6003.N7 1725 C6c (PrCt)

58688 North Holland (Netherlands) - Maps - 1725<<<South Holland (Netherlands) - Maps - 1725
Rhinolandiae. Amstelandiae et circumiacent. Amsterdam, [ca. 1725].

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
North Island (N.Z.) - Maps - 1876\\nWall maps
Sketch map of New Zealand, North Island, shewing the county boundaries in accordance with the Counties Act, 1876 / drawn by A. Koch. Wellington [N.Z.] : R. Burrett, lithographer, [1876?].
Authors: Koch, A. (Augustus), 1834 or 5-1901 -- Burrett, R. (Robert) -- New Zealand -- Rosenbaum, Mark, active 2014
1 map : hand col., mounted on cloth ; 75 x 53 cm.
“Published by permission of N.Z. Government, and printed by R. Burrett, lithographer, Wellington.”
Shows county names and boundaries, towns, goldfields, roads, and railways.
Scale [ca. 1:1,077,120].
Relief shown by hachures.
Wall map mounted on wooden rollers.
References: Cf. OCLC 271786239 (with variant imprint "Photo-lithographed at the Govt. Printing Office, Wellington, N.Z. by H. Deveril.")
Gift 2014, Mark Rosenbaum, Evanston, Ill.
maproll G9082.N6 1876 .K6 (PrCt)

North Pacific Ocean - Discovery and exploration - Maps - North Pacific Ocean - History - Maps - North Pacific Ocean - Maps - Collections
Authors: Hayes, Derek, 1947- -- North Pacific Marine Science Organization -- Sasquatch Books
1 atlas (224 p.) : ill. (some col.), maps (some col.) ; 33 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 220-221) and index.
ISBN 1570613117
folio G2862.N6S12 H3 2001 (NLO)

Authors: Teixeira, Albernas João, 1602-1666 -- Wolter, John Amadeus, 1925- -- Library of Congress
1 map : col. ; 42 x 67 cm.
Facsimile of 1630 manuscript in the Library of Congress; accompanied by notes by John Wolter in the Map Information File.
Added title: Map of the North Pacific, 1630.
North Pacific Ocean - Maps - 1748 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Chart of the Pacific Ocean from the equinoctial to the latitude of 39 1/2 d. no. [1908?].

1 ms. map: hand col.; 269 x 866 mm.
Includes routes of Anson's ship the Centurion and the Spanish galleon Nuestra Señora de Cobadonga from Acapulco to the Philippines (where Anson captured her in 1743) and back; routes shown in red with notes.
The printed map was apparently based on a Spanish chart. Cf. H.R. Wagner's Cartography of the northwest coast of America (1937) v.2 p. 332 no. 558 and W. Lowery's A Descriptive list of the Spanish possessions within the present limits of the United States (1912) p. 316-8.
Scale [ca. 1:17,000,000]
Pen-and-ink (black, red) and pencil; tracing paper mounted on cloth.
Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Ayer ms map proj 94

VAULT drawer Ayer MS map 312 (NLO)

North Pacific Ocean - Maps - 1752
Carte des terres nouvellement connues au nord de la Mer du Sud tant du côté de l'Asie que du côté de l'Amerique ... / réduite d'après les cartes ... tracée sur les connoissances, géographiques que Mr. de Guignes a tirées des annales Chinoises par Philippe Buache. A Paris : sur le Quay de l'Horlage du Palais, 1752.
Authors: Buache, Philippe, 1700-1773 -- Guignes, Joseph de, 1721-1800 -- Académie des sciences (France) -- Buache, Philippe, 1700-1773. Considerations geographiques et physiques sur les nouvelles découvertes au nord de la Grand Mer, appelée vulgairement la Mer du Sud ... (1753-[1755]) -- Imprimerie de Ballard (Firm) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 15 x 27 cm., on sheet 45 x 33 cm., folded to 25 x 19 cm.
In Buache, Philippe. Considerations geographiques et physiques sur les nouvelles découvertes au nord de la Grand Mer, appelée vulgairement la Mer du Sud ... (Paris : [Imprimerie de Ballard], 1753-[1755]) between p. 46-47.
At upper right: VI e. carte relative au Mém. lù à l'Acad. le 9. Août 1752. Page 47.
On same sheet with: Carte des terres aux environs du Japon ou du nord-est de l'Asie et du nord-ouest de l'Amérique extraite d'une carte Japonnoise de l'univers ...
Duplicate copy: VAULT Ayer 135 B86 1753 Graff 460 between p. 46-47 (PrCt)

North Pacific Ocean - Maps - 1752
Authors: Kaempfer, Engelbert, 1651-1716 -- Sloane, Hans, Sir, 1660-1753 -- Buache, Philippe, 1700-1773 -- Académie des sciences (France) -- Buache, Philippe, 1700-1773. Considerations geographiques et physiques sur les nouvelles découvertes au nord de la Grand Mer, appelée vulgairement la Mer du Sud ...
(1753-[1755]) -- Imprimerie de Ballard (Firm) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 15 x 28 cm., on sheet 45 x 33 cm., folded to 25 x 19 cm.
In Buache, Philippe. Considerations geographiques et physiques sur les nouvelles découvertes au nord de la Grand Mer, appelée vulgairement la Mer du Sud ...
At upper right: VI e. carte relative au Mém. lù à l'Acad. le 9. Août 1752. Page 47.
On same sheet with: Carte des terres nouvellement connues au nord de la Mer du Sud tant du côté de l'Asie que du côté de l'Americque ...
Duplicate copy: VAULT Ayer 135 B86 1753 Graff 460 between p. 46-47 (PrCt)
Nouvelles cartes des découvertes de l'amiral de Fonte, et autres navigateurs espagnols, portugais, anglais, hollandais, français & russes, dans les mers septentrionals, avec leur explication ... Paris : [L'Isle?], 1753.


2 p. l., 60 p. : 5 fold. maps ; 25 cm.

Imperfect: 3 maps wanting, supplied in photostat from originals in the New York Public Library.

Contents: Nouvelles cartes des découvertes de l'amiral de Fonte -- Histoire abrégée des nouvelles découvertes au nord de la mer du Sud -- Lettre écrite par l'amiral Barthelemy de Fonte ... traduit de l'anglois -- Remarques sur la lettre & les découvertes de l'amiral de Fonte -- Conjectures sur l'existence d'une mer dans la partie occidentale du Canada ... par G. Delisle -- Explication de la troisième & quatrième carte. Maps (26 x 39 cm. and smaller): Carte dressée par M. Guillaume Del'Isle ... pour servir à ses conjectures sur l'existence de la Mer de l'Ouest (1752 ; 19-- photostat) -- Carte dressée sur la lettre de l'Amiral de Fonte, par ecrivain de la Californie (1752 ; 19-- photostat) -- Carte d'une partie de l'Amerique septentrional tirée des manuscrits de M. Guill. Del'Isle ... (1752 ; 19-- photostat) -- Amerique septentrionale avec les nouvelles découvertes fait au nord, par les Russes, et les Anglois suivant ... I.B. Nolin [1752?] -- Carte generale des découvertes de l'Amiral de Fonte ... (1752).

For 1717 manuscript version of Carte dressée par M. Guillaume Del'Isle ... pour servir à ses conjectures sur l'existence de la Mer de l'Ouest, see VAULT Ayer MS 293 v. 2 map 2.


VAULT Ayer 130 .L77 1753 (NLO)
North Pacific Ocean - Maps - 1752
Fuentes, Bartolomé de, active 17th century
Carte du 16e. et 17e. siecle au sujet du Détroit de l'Amiral de Fonte et de son Capitaine Bernarda comparée avec le système de la carte Angloise publiée par l'ecrivain du vaisseau la Californie / dressée ... par Philippe Buache. A Paris : sur le Quay de l'Horlage, 1752.
Authors: Buache, Philippe, 1700-1773 -- Fuentes, Bartolomé de, active 17th century -- Barentsz, Willem, ca. 1550-1597 -- Californie (Ship) -- Académie des sciences (France) -- Buache, Philippe, 1700-1773. Considerations géographiques et physiques sur les nouvelles découvertes au nord de la Grand Mer, appelée vulgairement la Mer du Sud ... (1753-[1755]) -- Imprimerie de Ballard (Firm) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 21 x 31 cm., on sheet folded to 25 x 20 cm.
Includes the North American 'Mer de l'Ouest' emptying into the Pacific Ocean.
In Buache, Philippe. Considerations géographiques et physiques sur les nouvelles découvertes au nord de la Grand Mer, appelée vulgairement la Mer du Sud ... (Paris : [Imprimerie de Ballard], 1753-[1755]) between p. 12-13.
Duplicate copy: VAULT Ayer 135 .B86 1753
Graff 460 between p. 12-13 (PrCt)
1753-1755 Pacific Coast (Asia) - Maps -
1753-1755 Northwest Coast of North America - Maps -
1753-1755 Northwest Passage - Maps -
1753-1755 Siberia (Russia) - Maps -
1753-1755 Northern Hemisphere - Maps -
1753-1755 Hokkaido (Japan) - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. -
1754 Coasts - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. - Hokkaido (Japan) - 1754 -
1754 Coasts - Bering, Vitus Jonassen, 1681-1741 - Travel - Maps -
1753-1755 Chirikov, Aleksei Ilich, 1703-1748 - Travel - Maps -
1753-1755 Kamchatkaia ekspeditsia - Maps -
1753-1755 Fuentes, Bartolomé de la marine, d. ca. 1755 - Travel - Maps -
1753-1755 Mer de l'Ouest (North America : Imaginary place) - Maps -
1753-1755 Fuentes fantasy - Maps -
1753-1755 Imaginary places - Maps -
1753-1755 Geographical myths - Maps -
1753-1755 Barentsz, Willem, ca. 1550-1597 - SEE
1755-1759 Barentz, William, ca. 1550-1597 - SEE
1755-1759 Bernarda, Capitaine, ca. 1550-1597 SEE Barentz, Willem, ca.
1755-1759 Bernardi, Willem, ca. 1550-1597 SEE Barentz, Willem, ca.
1755-1759 Bernardi, Willem, ca. 1550-1597 SEE Barentz, Willem, ca.
1755-1759 See Barentz, Willem, ca. 1550-1597

Considerations geographiques et physiques sur les nouvelles decouvertes au nord de la Grand Mer, appelee vulgairement la Mer du Sud : avec des cartes qui y sont relatives / par Philippe Bouache ... A Paris : [Imprimerie de Ballard], 1753-[1755].

Authors: Bouache, Philippe, 1700-1773 --

Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library) -- Ballard Imprimerie (Firm) SEE Imprimerie de Ballard (Firm) -- Barentsz, Willem, ca. 1550-1597 SEE Barentz, Willem, ca. 1550-1597 -- Barentz, William, ca. 1550-1597 SEE Barentz, Willem, ca. 1550-1597 -- Bernarda, Capitaine, ca. 1550-1597 SEE Barents, Willem, ca.

Barents, Willem, ca. 1550-1597 -- Bernardi, Willem, ca. 1550-1597 SEE
Pecci, Matthieu Néron -- Haye, Jean-Baptiste-Henri de la, d. ca. 1755 SEE
Delahaye, Jean-Baptiste-Henri, d. ca. 1755 -- Thevenot, Melchisédec, 1620-1692 SEE
Thévenot, Melchisédec, 1620-1692 -- de Guignes, Joseph, 1721-1800 SEE
Joseph de, 1721-1800

158 p. ; 13 hand col. maps (on 11 fold. sheets), 32 hand col. coastal profiles (on 5 fold. sheets) ; 25 cm.

Colophon: De l'imprimerie de Ballard ..., 1754.

A collection of papers presented to the Académie Royale des Sciences, including maps portraying the various theories regarding the existence of a Northwest Passage and the presence of a northwestern sea emptying into the Pacific Ocean.


This copy lacks "Exposé des découvertes au nord de la Grand Mer ..." (3 p.) and "Liste des cartes concernant les nouvelles découvertes au nord de la Grande Mer ..." (4 p., with date: 1755) following p. 158 in duplicate copy: VAULT Ayer 135 .B86 1753

Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.

Maps and profiles also cataloged separately (Graff copy only).

References: Breitfuss, L. "Early maps of north-eastern Asia and of the lands around the North Pacific : controversy between G.F. Müller and N. Delisle" in Imago Mundi v. 3 (1939), p. 87-99; Phillips 3342.

Graff 460 (NLO)

North Pacific Ocean - Maps -
1753-1755 Cartography - North Pacific Ocean - History - 1753-1755 North Pacific Ocean - Geography - 1753-1755 Bering Strait - Maps - 1753-1755 Pacific Coast (North America) - Maps -
1753-1755 Pacific Coast (Asia) - Maps -
1753-1755 Northwest Coast of North America - Maps -
1753-1755 Northwest Passage - Maps -
1753-1755 Northeast Passage - Maps -
1753-1755 Siberia (Russia) - Maps -
1753-1755 Northern Hemisphere - Maps -
1753-1755 Hokkaido (Japan) - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. -
1754 Coasts - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. - Hokkaido (Japan) -

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

Considerations géographiques et physiques sur les nouvelles découvertes au nord de la Grand Mer, appelée vulgairement la Mer du Sud : avec des cartes qui y sont relatives / par Philippe Buache ... A Paris : [Imprimerie de Ballard], 1753-[1755].


2 v. : 13 hand col. maps (on 11 fold. sheets), 32 hand col. coastal profiles (on 5 fold. sheets) ; 26 cm.

Colophon: De l'imprimerie de Ballard ... , 1754.
A collection of papers presented to the Académie Royale des Sciences, including maps portraying the various theories regarding the existence of a Northwest Passage and the presence of a northwestern sea emptying into the Pacific Ocean.


‘Exposé des découvertes au nord de la Grand Mer ... ’ (3 p.) and ‘Liste des cartes concernant les nouvelles découvertes au nord de la Grande Mer ... ’ (4 p., with date: 1755) follow p. 158.

Duplicate copy (lacking 'Exposé' and 'Liste des cartes'): Graff 460
Maps and profiles also cataloged separately (Graff copy only).

References: Breitfuss, L. "Early maps of north-eastern Asia and of the lands around the North Pacific : controversy between G.F. Müller and N. Delisle" in Imago Mundi v. 3 (1939), p. 87-99; Phillips 3342.
30894-95

ICN 52-1430

VAULT Ayer 135 .B86 1753 (NLO)

58712
North Pacific Ocean - Maps - 1753 <<>> Arctic regions - Maps - 1753
Carte des nouvelles découvertes au nord de la Mer du Sud, tant à l'est de la Sibérie et du Kamchatka, qu'à l'ouest de la Nouvelle France. Venise : François Santini ... M. Remondini, [1753 or later].

Authors: Santini, Francesco -- Remondini, Guiseppe Antonio, 1747-1811 -- Gerard F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 45 x 63 cm.
Scale ca. 1:21,000,000.
Relief shown pictorially.
Fifth state of Delisle's map (Tooley, French mapping of the Americas, 104). ‘Avertissement’ and 2 illustrations of natives of Kamchatka and Louisiana at top of map. ‘P. II. 44.’

Fitzgerald polar map 164 (PrCt)

58713

Includes index.
Bibliography: p. 199-211
Series: Rasmuson Library historical translation series ; v. 3
ISBN 0912006226

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

A Map of the discoveries made by the Russians on the north west coast of America. London: Republished by Thomas Jefferys, Geographer to His Majesty, [1761].

Authors: Jefferys, Thomas, -1771 -- Miller, Gerard Fridrikh, 1705-1783 -- Buache, Philippe, 1700-1773 -- L'Ile, Joseph Nicolas de, 1688-1768 -- Imperatorskaïa akademiïa nauk (Russia) -- Miller, Gerard Fridrikh, 1705-1783. Voyages from Asia to America, for completing the discoveries of the north west coast of America (1761) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col., mounted on linen ; 44 x 61 cm., folded to 27 x 18 cm.

"Published by the Royal Academy of Sciences at Petersburg."

Based on Gerard Fridrikh Miller's anonymous "Nouvelle carte des découvertes faites par des vaisseaux Russiens aux côtes inconnues de l'Amerique septentrionale avec les pais adiacents" (St. Petersbourg : Academie Imperiale des Sciences, 1758), and issued to dispute the accuracy of Phillipe Buache and Joseph Nicolas de L'Ile's "Carte des nouvelles découvertes au nord de la Mer du Sud : tant à l'est de la Sibérie et du Kamtchatka, qu'à l'ouest de la Nouvelle France" (Se vend à Paris : Quay de l'Horloge du Palais, avec les cartes de Guill. Delisle et de Phil. Buache, [1752?]) ; see Breitfuss.

Scale [ca. 1:16,000,000].

Coordinates: (E 110°-W 60°/N 80°--N 40°)

Relief shown pictorially.

Prime meridian: Ferro

Detached from: Miller, Gerard Fridrikh. Voyages from Asia to America, for completing the discoveries of the north west coast of America (London : T. Jefferys, 1761). Covers Canada and a large portion of Asia, showing routes and discoveries in the North Pacific Ocean, including those of Vitus Bering, Aleksei Chirikov and Bartolomé de Fuentes. Includes imaginary geographic content spuriously attributed to the Spanish navigator Fuentes by L'Ile, and related to the search for a Northwest Passage; see Breitfuss.

Sectioned into 8 panels and mounted on linen. Duplicate copies: Case folio G 144 .6 -- Ayer 124 .R97 M8 1761


Later editions of the map were issued with title "The Russian discoveries, from the map published by the Imperial Academy of St. Petersbourg," printed from a different copperplate in multiple editions of: Jefferys, Thomas. The American atlas (London : Robert Sayer and John Bennett, 1775-1782).


Ayer 133 .L772 1761 (NLO)

Map of the discoveries made by the Russians on the north west coast of America published by the Royal Academy of Sciences at Petersburg. [London : John Bowles ; Carington Bowles, 1766 or earlier?].


In a composite atlas bound together without title page: Bowles, John. [Bowles's universal atlas]. [London : John Bowles ; Carington Bowles, 1711-1766], map [27].

Manuscript notes and plate number 2[7] added in ink by previous owner.

Case oversize G1015 .B68 1766 map [27] (PrCt)


A Map of the discoveries made by the Russians on the north west coast of America. London : Carington Bowles, [1770?].

Authors: Bowles, Carington, 1724-1793 -- Akademiia nauk SSSR -- Jefferys, Thomas, -1771 -- L'Isle, Joseph Nicolas de, 1688-1768 -- Buache, Philippe, 1700-1773 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 45 x 62 cm. 'Published by the Royal Academy of Sciences at Petersburg.'

This map 'republished by Thomas Jefferys' appears in G.F. Miller's Voyages from Asia to America (published 1761) and is listed on the t.-p. as 'A copy of De Lisle's and Buache's fictitious map.'

Scale 1:14,500,000.
Prime meridian: Ferro.
Relief shown pictorially.

Ayer p133 .L772 1750 (NLO)
The Russian discoveries, from the map published by the Imperial Academy of St. Petersburg.

London : Robt. Sayer, 1775 [i.e.1776].

Authors: Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Robert Sayer and John Bennett (Firm) -- Jefferys, Thomas, d. 1771. The American atlas -- or, A geographical description of the whole continent of America ... (1776) -- Robert Sayer and John Bennett (Firm) -- Jefferys, Thomas, d. 1771. The American atlas, or, A geographical description of the whole continent of America ... (1776) ; verso handstamped '4.'


Case oversize G1100 .J44 1776 pl. 4 (PrCt)

North Pacific Ocean - Maps - 1775-1776

Northwest Coast of North America - Maps - 1775-1776

Northwest Passage - Maps - 1775-1776

Siberia (Russia) - Maps - 1775-1776

Northern Hemisphere - Maps - 1775-1776

Vitus Jonassen, 1681-1741 - Travel - Maps - 1775-1776

Chirikov, Aleksei Ilich, 1703-1748 - Travel - Maps - 1775-1776

Kamchatskaia ekspeditsiia - Maps - Fuentes, Bartolomé de, active 17th century - Travel - Maps - 1775-1776

Fuentes fantasy - Maps - 1775-1776

Imaginary places - Maps - 1775-1776

Geographical myths - Maps - 1775-1776

The Russian discoveries, from the map published by the Imperial Academy of St. Petersburg.

London : Printed by Robert Sayer, map & printseller, no. 53 in Fleet Street, 1775.

Authors: Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Imperatorskaia akademiia nauk (Russia) -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 44 x 61 cm.

Shows routes and discoveries of V. Bering, Capt. Tschirikow, their ships St. Peter and St. Paul, and others; detached from an atlas.

MS. '19' in upper right on verso; verso otherwise blank.


Fitzgerald polar map 165 (PrCt)


Authors: Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Imperatorskaia akademiia nauk (Russia) -- Jefferys, Thomas, -1771 -- Robert Sayer and John Bennett (Firm) -- Jefferys, Thomas, d. 1771.

The American atlas -- or, A geographical description of the whole continent of America 1775 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 44 x 60 cm.

Shows routes and discoveries in the North Pacific Ocean, including those of Vitus Bering, Aleksei Chirikov and Bartolomé de Fuentes.

In: Jefferys, Thomas. The American atlas; or, A geographical description of the whole continent of America ... (London : R. Sayer and J. Bennett, 1775); verso handstamped '4.'


VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .J46 1775 pl. 4 (PrCt)

North Pacific Ocean - Maps - 1776<<>>>Northwest Passage - Maps - 1776<<>>>Northeast Passage - Maps - 1776<<>>>Arctic regions - Maps - 1776

Nuove scoperte du Russi al nord del Mare del Sud si nell'Asia , che nell'America. Venezia : Presso Antonio Zatta, 1776.

Authors: Zatta, Antonio, active 1757-1797 -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 39 cm.

Detached from one of four volumes from an edition of Zatta's Atlante novissimo (Venice, 1779-1784).

Shows most of North America and northeast Asia; notes at top discuss recent explorations of the Northwest and Northeast Passages. Repaired along center fold and top margin; paste-on strip along top margin.

Cf. Phillips 650 v.1 no.15 and 651 v.4 no.42.

Fitzgerald polar map 166 (PrCt)


A Map of the discoveries made by Capt. Cook and Clerke in the years 1778 and 1779 ... also Mr. Hearns discoveries ... in 1772. Philadelphia : Mathew Carey, 1779 [i.e. 1804].


Carey's General atlas ... (1804) 1 map ; 16 x 27 cm.

In: Carey, Mathew. Carey's General atlas ... (1804) (Philadelphia : Published by Mathew Carey, April 24th, 1804) pl. 45.

oversize Ayer 135 .C27 1804 pl. 45 (PrCt)


A Map of the discoveries made by Capt. Cook and Clerke in the years 1778 and 1779 ... also Mr. Hearns discoveries ... in 1772. Philadelphia : Mathew Carey, 1814.


A General atlas, being a collection of maps of the world and quarters ... (1814) 1 map ; 16 x 27 cm.

In: Carey, Mathew. A General atlas, being a collection of maps of the world and quarters ... (Philadelphia : Published by M. Carey, and Johnson & Warner, 1814) pl. 58.

Ayer 135 .C27 1814 pl. 58 (PrCt)

North Pacific Ocean - Maps - 1779<<>>>Arctic regions - Maps - 1779


Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Didier, 1723-1786 -- Académie royale des sciences (France) -- Buache, Philippe, 1700-1773 -- Diderot, Denis, 1713-1784 -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
2 maps ; 14 x 31 cm. and 15 x 28 cm. on sheet 36 x 45 cm.

'Présenté à l'Acad. des Sciences le 9 Aout 1752 et approuvé dans son assemblée du 6 Septembre suivant.'
On sheet with: Extrait d'une Carte Japonoise de l'Univers.
Detached from the atlas supplement to Diderot's Encyclopédie (1770-1779) [cf. Phillips 1195;
A Map of the discoveries made by Capts. Cook & Clerke in the years 1778 & 1779 between the eastern coast of Asia and the western coast of North America, when they attempted to navigate the North Sea : also Mr. Hearm's discoveries to the north westward of Hudson's Bay. [Dublin] : Published by Z. Jackson, for Payne's new System of Universal Geography, [1792-1794].
Authors: Payne, John, fl. 1800 -- Jackson, Zachariah -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 16 x 27 cm.
Newberry copy of Payne's atlas (Ayer 7 P34 1798), bears imprint New York: John Low, 1798-1800. Lacks 'Chart of Cook's voyages' listed in 'Directions for binders...' in v. 4.
Fitzgerald polar map 169 (PrCt)

SEE Chirikov, Aleksei Ilich, 1703-1748<<>>Tscherikow, Aleksei Ilich, 1703-1748 SEE Chirikov, Aleksei Ilich, 1703-1748

Nouvelle carte des découvertes faites par des vaisseaux Russiens aux côtes inconnues de l'Amerique septentrionale avec les pais adiacents. A St. Petersbourg [i.e. Venice] : a l'Academie Imperiale des Sciences [i.e. Santini ; chez Remondini], 1784.
Authors: Santini, P. -- Imperatorskaïa academiïa nauk (Russia) -- Santini, P. -- Remondini, Giuseppe Antonio, 1747-1811 -- Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (1784 [i.e. 1807?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Tscherikow, Aleksei Ilich, 1703-1748 SEE Chirikov, Aleksei Ilich, 1703-1748 -- Tscherikow, Aleksei Ilich, 1703-1748 SEE Chirikov, Aleksei Ilich, 1703-1748
1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 61 cm.
Shows routes and discoveries in the North Pacific Ocean, including those of Vitus Bering, Aleksei Chirikov and Bartolome de Fuentes.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .S4 1807, v. 1, no. 53 [D] (PrCt)
North Pacific Ocean - Maps -
1788-1789<<>>Northwest Passage - Maps -
1788-1789<<>>Northwest Coast of North America - Maps -
1788-1789<<>>Pacific Coast (North America) - Maps -
1788-1789<<>>Pacific Coast (Russia) - Maps -
1788-1789<<>>Pacific Coast (China) - Maps -
1788-1789<<>>Atlases, British -
1788-1789<<>>Pearl River Estuary (China) -
Pictorial works -
1788-1789<<>>Yuquot (B.C.) - Maps -
1788-1789<<>>Cordova Bay (Alaska) - Maps -
1788-1789<<>>Nootka Sound (B.C.) - Maps -
1788-1789<<>>Clayoquot Sound (B.C.) - Maps -
1788-1789<<>>Juan de Fuca, Strait of (B.C. and Wash.) - Pictorial works -
1788-1789<<>>Barkley Sound (B.C.) - Maps -
1788-1789<<>>North West America (Ship) - Pictorial works -
1788-1789<<>>Macau (China) - Pictorial works -
1788-1789<<>>San Josef Bay (B.C.) - Maps -
1788-1789<<>>Sushartie (B.C.) - Maps -
1788-1789<<>>Boca Tigris (China)

North Pacific Ocean - Maps -
1779-1789<<>>Northwest Passage - Maps -
1779-1789<<>>Northwest Coast of North America - Maps -
1779-1789<<>>Pacific Coast (North America) - Maps -
1779-1789<<>>Pacific Coast (Russia) - Maps -
1779-1789<<>>Pacific Coast (China) - Maps -
1779-1789<<>>Atlases, British -
1779-1789<<>>Pearl River Estuary (China) -
Pictorial works -
1779-1789<<>>Yuquot (B.C.) - Maps -
1779-1789<<>>Cordova Bay (Alaska) - Maps -
1779-1789<<>>Nootka Sound (B.C.) - Maps -
1779-1789<<>>Clayoquot Sound (B.C.) - Maps -
1779-1789<<>>Juan de Fuca, Strait of (B.C. and Wash.) - Pictorial works -
1779-1789<<>>Barkley Sound (B.C.) - Maps -
1779-1789<<>>North West America (Ship) - Pictorial works -
1779-1789<<>>Macau (China) - Pictorial works -
1779-1789<<>>San Josef Bay (B.C.) - Maps -
1779-1789<<>>Sushartie (B.C.) - Maps -
1779-1789<<>>Boca Tigris (China)

North Pacific Ocean - Maps -
1765-1779<<>>Northwest Passage - Maps -
1765-1779<<>>Northwest Coast of North America - Maps -
1765-1779<<>>Pacific Coast (North America) - Maps -
1765-1779<<>>Pacific Coast (Russia) - Maps -
1765-1779<<>>Pacific Coast (China) - Maps -
1765-1779<<>> Atlases, British -
1765-1779<<>>Pearl River Estuary (China) -
Pictorial works -
1765-1779<<>>Yuquot (B.C.) - Maps -
1765-1779<<>>Cordova Bay (Alaska) - Maps -
1765-1779<<>>Nootka Sound (B.C.) - Maps -
1765-1779<<>>Clayoquot Sound (B.C.) - Maps -
1765-1779<<>>Juan de Fuca, Strait of (B.C. and Wash.) - Pictorial works -
1765-1779<<>>Barkley Sound (B.C.) - Maps -
1765-1779<<>>North West America (Ship) - Pictorial works -
1765-1779<<>>Macau (China) - Pictorial works -
1765-1779<<>>San Josef Bay (B.C.) - Maps -
1765-1779<<>>Sushartie (B.C.) - Maps -
1765-1779<<>>Boca Tigris (China)

North Pacific Ocean - Maps -
1759-1768<<>>Northwest Passage - Maps -
1759-1768<<>>Northwest Coast of North America - Maps -
1759-1768<<>>Pacific Coast (North America) - Maps -
1759-1768<<>>Pacific Coast (Russia) - Maps -
1759-1768<<>>Pacific Coast (China) - Maps -
1759-1768<<>> Atlases, British -
1759-1768<<>>Pearl River Estuary (China) -
Pictorial works -
1759-1768<<>>Yuquot (B.C.) - Maps -
1759-1768<<>>Cordova Bay (Alaska) - Maps -
1759-1768<<>>Nootka Sound (B.C.) - Maps -
1759-1768<<>>Clayoquot Sound (B.C.) - Maps -
1759-1768<<>>Juan de Fuca, Strait of (B.C. and Wash.) - Pictorial works -
1759-1768<<>>Barkley Sound (B.C.) - Maps -
1759-1768<<>>North West America (Ship) - Pictorial works -
1759-1768<<>>Macau (China) - Pictorial works -
1759-1768<<>>San Josef Bay (B.C.) - Maps -
1759-1768<<>>Sushartie (B.C.) - Maps -
1759-1768<<>>Boca Tigris (China)
China to the N.W. coast of America: with an introductory narrative of a voyage performed in 1786, from Bengal, in the ship Nootka. To which are annexed, observations on the probable existence of a North West Passage. And some account of the trade between the North West coast of America and China; and the latter country and Great Britain. By John Meares. London: Sold by J. Walter, 1791.

Authors: Meares, John, 1756?-1809 -- Walter, John, d. 1803
2 v. (front., plates (part fold.) ports., fold. maps, fold. plans) ; 22 cm.
Imperfect: plate and 3 maps wanting.
LC Card Number: 01015755

G 159 .56 (NLO)

D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
3 v. ; 20 cm. + atlas (10 maps (some fold.), 14 views (some fold.), 4 portraits ; 28 cm.)
Compiled by W. Combe from the papers of J. Meares; translation (by J. Billecocq) of Voyages made in the years 1788 and 1789, from China to the N.W. coast of America.

Title page of accompanying atlas: Collection de cartes géographiques, vues, marines, plans et portraits, relatifs aux voyages du Capitaine J. Meares.

Maps and views variously credited to J. Cook, R. Funter, J. Hanna, the crew of the ship North West America, T. Parry, and Sellier.

Contents of all maps and selected views in atlas (41 x 56 cm. and smaller): Carte de la Mer Pacifique du Nord, contenant la côte nord-est d'Asie, nord-ouest d'Amérique, reconnues en 1778 et 79 par le Capne, Cook, et le plus particulièrement encore en 1788 et 89 par le Capne. Jean Meares -- Carte de la partie intérieure de l'Amérique septentrionale ... depuis la Baye Hudson jusqu'à la côte nord-ouest -- Entrée des Détroits de Jean du Fuc -- Plan du port la Loutre de Mer et de la Baye de St. Patrice / dessy par le Capitaine Jacques Hanna -- Vue de la ville de Macao -- Vue de l'entrée du Bocca Tigris, conduisant à Canton -- Esquisse de l'Anse des Amis dans l'entrée de Nootka -- Carte de la côte N.O. de l'Amérique et de la côte N.E. d'Asie reconnues en 1778 et 79 par le Capitaine Cook, et plus particulièrement encore en 1788 et 89 par le Capne. J. Meares -- Esquisse du Port Cox dans le District de Wicananish -- Plan du Port Effingham dans l'entrée de Berkley -- Vue du Port Meares -- Vue de l'entrée de la Loutre -- Esquisse de l'Anse du Radeau / dessy par M. Funter ...

Bookplate of Comte Frédéric de Pourtalès.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Atlas volume previously shelved as Graff 2536

LC Card Number: 68-47541
folio Graff 2735 (NLO)

North Pacific Ocean - Maps - 1788-1789
Northwest Passage - Maps - 1788-1789
Northwest Coast of North America - Maps - 1788-1789
Pacific Coast (North America) - Maps - 1788-1789
Pacific Coast (Russia) - Maps - 1788-1789
Pacific Coast (China) - Maps - 1788-1789
Atlases, French - 1788-1789
Pearl River Estuary (China) - Pictorial works - 1788-1789
Yuquot (B.C.) - Maps - 1788-1789
Cordova Bay (Alaska) - Maps - 1788-1789
Nootka Sound (B.C.) - Maps - 1788-1789
Clayoquot Sound (B.C.) - Maps - 1788-1789
Juan de Fuca, Strait of (B.C. and Wash.) - Pictorial works - 1788-1789
Barkley Sound (B.C.) - Maps - 1788-1789
North West America (Ship) - Pictorial works - 1788-1789
Macau (China) - Pictorial works - 1788-1789
San Josef Bay (B.C.) - Maps - 1788-1789
Sushartie (B.C.) - Maps - 1788-1789

Voyages de la Chine à la côte nord-ouest d'Amérique, faits dans les années 1788 et 1789; précédés de la relation d'un autre voyage exécuté en 1786 sur le vaisseau le Nootka, parti du Bengale; d'un recueil d'observations sur la probabilité d'un passage nord-ouest et d'un traité abrégé du commerce entre le côte nord-ouest et la Chine, etc. etc. Traduits de l'anglois par J. B. L. J. Billecocq. Avec une collection de cartes géographiques, vues, marin[es] plans et portraits, grâves en taille-douce. Paris : F. Buisson, An 3e de la République [1794 or 1795].

Authors: Meares, John, 1756?-1809 -- Combe, William, 1742-1823 -- Billecocq, J. B. L. J. (Jean Baptiste Louis Joseph), 1765-1829 -- Nootka (Ship) -- Cook, James, 1728-1779 -- Sellier, 18th cent. -- Hanna, James, 1726-1797 -- Parry, T., 18th cent. -- North West America (Ship) -- Funter, Robert, fl. 1789-1790 -- Buisson, François, 1753-1814 -- Portualés, Friedrich, Graf, 1853-1928 -- Meares, John, 1756?-1809.
Collection de cartes géographiques, vues, marines, plans et portraits, relatifs aux voyages du Capitaine J. Meares [1794 or 1795] -- Everett

North Pacific Ocean - Maps - 1778-1788
Arctic regions - Maps - 1788-1789


Authors: Roberts, Henry, Lieut., 1757-1796 -- Schraembel, Franz Anton -- Lackner, I. C. von -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 40 X 68 cm.
Probably detached from Franz Anton Schraembel.
58736  North Pacific Ocean - Maps - 1794<<<<Arctic regions - Maps - 1794<<<<Northwest Coast of North America - Maps - 1794<<<<Canada, Western - Maps - 1794<<<<Cook, James, 1728-1779
Chart of the N.W. coast of America and the N.E. coast of Asia: explored in the years 1778 and 1779 / prepared by Lieut. Heny. Roberts, under the immediate inspection of Capt. Cook ; engraved by W. Palmer. London : Wm. Faden, July 24, 1784 ; January 1st, 1794.
1 map : hand col. ; 40 x 68 cm.
't 2d. edition.'
Scale [ca. 1:9,000,000]
Coordinates: (E 140°–W 90°/N 75°–N 45°).
Relief shown pictorially.
Soundings in fathoms.
Also shows Pacific routes of Capt. James Cook in 1778 and 1779, with dates showing the distances covered.
First published by John Stockdale.
Expedition, 1741-1788. The Voyage of La Pérouse round the world, in the years 1785, 1786, 1787, and 1788 ... (1798) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 23 x 21 cm., folded to 13 x 21 cm.
'Published July 20, 1798 by J. Stockdale.'
Details route of La Pérouse's expedition.
In La Pérouse, Jean-François de Galaup, comte de. The Voyage of La Pérouse round the world, in the years 1785, 1786, 1787, and 1788 ... (London : J. Stockdale, 1798) v. 1, between p. 268-269.
Duplicate copy: Ayer 123 .L17 1798a
Graff 2397 v. 1, between p. 268-269 (PrCt)

58739  North Pacific Ocean - Maps - 1804<<<<North America - Maps - 1804 - Coasts - Pacific Ocean<<<<Siberia (Russia) - Maps - 1804 - Coasts
A Chart of the n[or]th west coast of America, and the n[or]th east coast of Asia. Boston [i.e. Charlestown, Mass. Samuel Etheridge et al, 1804].
Authors: Gridley, Enoch G. -- Morse, Jedidiah, 1761-1826 -- Etheridge, Samuel, 1771-1817 -- Morse, Jedidiah, 1761-1826. The American gazetteer, exhibiting a full account of the civil divisions ... (1804)
1 map ; 18 x 29 cm.
In Morse, Jedidiah. The American gazetteer: exhibiting a full account of the civil divisions ... 2nd ed. (Boston: printed by and for Samuel Etheridge [etc.], 1804) opposite column NOR. M1171
Case G 80 .611 opp. col. NOR (PrCt)

58740  North Pacific Ocean - Maps - 1807<<<<Arctic Regions - Maps - 1807
Carte des nouvelles decouvertes au nord de la Mer du Sud, tant a l’est de la Sibérie et du Kamtchatka, qu’a l’ouest de la Nouvelle France. À Venise [Venice] : François Santini ; chez Mr. Remondini, [1807]?
Authors: Santini, Francesco -- Remondini, Giuseppe Antonio, 1747-1811 -- Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (1784 [i.e. 1807]?) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 37 x 62 cm.
Identifies and dates routes of various explorers.
In: Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (Venise : par P. Santini, rue Ste. Justine, chez M. Remondini, 1784 [i.e. 1807?]), v. 2, no. "P. II. 44" Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .S4 1807, v. 2, no. 44 (PrCt)

58741  North Pacific Ocean - Maps - 1808
A Chart of the N.W. Coast of America and the
North Pacific Ocean - Maps - 1812\\>\\>\\>Pacific Coast (Asia) - Maps - 1812\\>\\>\\>Kruzenshtern, Ivan Fedorovich, 1770-1846 - Travel, 1803-1806 - Maps\\>\\>\\>Neva (Ship)\\>\\>\\>Nadezhda (Ship)\\>\\>\\>Atlases, Russian - 1813


Ayer 124 .K98 K9 1811 (NLO)

North Pacific Ocean - Maps - 1813\\>\\>\\>Pacific Coast (Asia) - Maps - 1813\\>\\>\\>Kruzenshtern, Ivan Fedorovich, 1770-1846 - Travel, 1803-1806 - Maps\\>\\>\\>Neva (Ship)\\>\\>\\>Nadezhda (Ship)\\>\\>\\>Atlases, Russian - 1813

Reise um die Welt in den Jahren 1803, 1804, 1805 and 1806 auf befehl seiner kaiserlichen majestät Alexander des ersten auf den schiffen Nadeshda und Newa. St. Petersburg: Gedruckt in der Schnoorschen Buchdruckerey, 1810-1812. Authors: Kruzenshtern, Ivan Fedorovich, 1770-1846 -- Schnoorschen Buchdruckerey (Saint Petersburg, Russia) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 3 v. + atlas (63 cm.)

Atlas had Russian title and is dated 1813.

VAULT Ayer 124 .R98 K9 1810 (NLO)
North Rhine-Westphalia (Germany) - Maps - 1657

Ducatus Iuiliacensis, Cliviensis, Montenis ... Amsteram : Geducken bij Claes Ianss. Visscher, 1657.
Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1618-1679 -- Visscher, Claes Jansz., 1586 or 7-1652 -- Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 45 x 53 cm.
Inset (19 x 18 cm.): Ut Iuliacensium atque Cliviensium ...
Oriented with north at right.
Forms part of the Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library).
For 1632 edition see Visscher 61.

North Rhine-Westphalia (Germany) - Maps - 1680

Berge ducatus, Marck comitatus. Amsterdam, [ca. 1680].
Authors: Schenk & Valck, Amsterdam -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
II:233
1 map : hand col. ; 43 x 55 cm.
Inset: [Soest region].
2471
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

North Rhine-Westphalia (Germany) - Maps - 1680

Berge ducatus, Marck comitatus. Amsterdam, [ca. 1680].
Authors: Schenk & Valck, Amsterdam -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
II:229
1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 47 cm.
2467
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)
1680<->Limburg (Netherlands) - Maps - 1680
Juliacensis et Montensis ducatus. Amsterdam, [ca. 1680].
Authors: Schenck & Valck, Amsterdam -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
II:229
1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 47 cm.
2467
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:229 (PrCt)

58764 North Rhine-Westphalia (Germany) - Maps - 1695
Haute partie de l'evesché de Munster subdivisé en ses principales juridictions ... Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : Chez H. Jaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], [1695?].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. Atlas nouveau : contenant toutes les parties du monde (1692 [i.e. 1695?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 42 x 55 cm.
In counterfeit edition of: Sanson, Nicolas. Atlas nouveau : contenant toutes les parties du monde (Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : H. Jaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], 1692 [i.e. 1695?]) pl. [62].
Map dated 1692.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .S19 1692 pl. [54] (PrCt)

58763 North Rhine-Westphalia (Germany) - Maps - 1695
Archeveschéet eslectorat de Cologne avec ses enclaves ... Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : Chez H. Jaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], [1695?].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. Atlas nouveau : contenant toutes les parties du monde (1692 [i.e. 1695?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 55 x 42 cm.
In counterfeit edition of: Sanson, Nicolas. Atlas nouveau : contenant toutes les parties du monde (Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : H. Jaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], 1692 [i.e. 1695?]) pl. [62].
Map dated 1692.
VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:236 (PrCt)

58765 North Rhine-Westphalia (Germany) - Maps - 1696
Names, Geographical<->Names, Geographical - North Rhine-Westphalia (Germany) - Maps - 1696<->Gazetteers Archevesché et eslectorat de Cologne ... Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : H. Jaillot [i.e. P. Mortier], 1696.
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. [Atlas nouveau contenant toutes les parties du monde ... ] (1696) 1 map : hand col. ; 56 x 42 cm.
Accompanied, on the previous leaf by: Table alphabétique des noms de villes ... sur ... partie occidentale ... de Cologne.
In: Sanson, Nicolas. [Atlas nouveau contenant toutes les parties du monde ... ] (Amsterdam : Pierre Mortier, 1696) v. 1, map [14].
Forms part of atlas published by P. Mortier in Amsterdam; chiefly comprised of maps bearing the counterfeit imprint of H. Jaillot in Paris.
Case oversize G 1007 .781 v. 1, map [14] (PrCt)
Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:194 (PrCt)

58767
North Rhine-Westphalia (Germany) - Maps - 1700
Novissima et accuratissima archiepiscopatus et electoratus Coloniensis ducatum Iuliacensis et Montensis et Meursiae comitatus. Amstelodami [Amsterdam] : Frederici de Wit, [ca. 1700?].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Wit, Frederik de.
Atlas [ca. 1700?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 58 cm.

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .W8 A no. [59] (PrCt)

58768
North Rhine-Westphalia (Germany) - Maps - 1700
... Hanc exactissimam Cliviae ducatus et Marchiae comitatus tabulam. Amstelodami [Amsterdam] : Frederici de Wit, [ca. 1700?].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Wit, Frederik de.
Atlas [ca. 1700?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 58 cm.
Title beneath dedication: Celssissimo potentissimo invictissimoq. principi Frederico Guilielmo II ...
In: Wit, Frederik de. Atlas (Amsterdam : bij Frederic de Wit in de Calverstraet bij den Dam inde Witte Paskaer. [ca. 1700?]) no. [63].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .W8 A no. [63] (PrCt)

58769
North Rhine-Westphalia (Germany) - Maps - 1700<--Lower Saxony (Germany) - Maps - 1700
Circulus Westphaliae in omnes suos status et provincias. Nuremberg, [ca. 1700].
Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III: H8
1 map : hand col. ; 56 x 47 cm.
3193
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6360 1700 .H6 (PrCt)

58770
North Rhine-Westphalia (Germany) - Maps - 1702
Archeveschë et eslectorat de Cologne ... Paris, 1702.
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:197
1 map : hand col. ; 55 x 42 cm.
2436
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:197 (PrCt)

58771
North Rhine-Westphalia (Germany) - Maps - 1702
Le Duché de Juliers ... Paris , 1702.
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:231
1 map : hand col. ; 42 x 55 cm.
2469
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:231 (PrCt)

58772
North Rhine-Westphalia (Germany) - Maps - 1707<--Limburg (Netherlands) - Maps - 1707<--Liege (Belgium : Province) - Maps - 1707
Partie meridionale de l'archevéches et eslectorat de Cologne ... Paris, 1707.
Authors: Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:200
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 69 cm.
2439
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:200 (PrCt)

58773
North Rhine-Westphalia (Germany) - Maps - 1720
Tabula geographica partem inferioris Rheni ... Amsterdam, [ca. 1720].
Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Schenk, Pieter, ca. 1698-1775 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:195
1 map : hand col. ; 44 x 55 cm.
2434
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:195 (PrCt)**

**58774 North Rhine-Westphalia (Germany) - Maps - 1720**

*Regionum Coloniense electoratu et archiepiscopatu ... tabula.* Amsterdam, [ca. 1720].

Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Schenk, Pieter, ca. 1698-1775 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:196

1 map : hand col. ; 56 x 44 cm.

2435

Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:196 (PrCt)**

**58775 North Rhine-Westphalia (Germany) - Maps - 1725**

*Novissima et accuratissima archiepiscopatus et electoratus Coloniensis ducatum ...* Amsterdam, [ca. 1725].

Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Cóvens et Mortier -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:193

1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 57 cm.

2432

Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:193 (PrCt)**

**58776 North Rhine-Westphalia (Germany) - Maps - 1725**

*Cliviae ducatus et Marchiae comitatus tabulam.* Amsterdam, [ca. 1725].

Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Cóvens et Mortier -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:230

1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 58 cm.

2468

Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:230 (PrCt)**

**58777 North Rhine-Westphalia (Germany) - Maps - 1745<<>>Jülich-Cleve-Berg - Maps - 1745**

*Ducatus liliaci & Bergensis tabula geographica ...* [Nuremberg : Homann Erben, ca. 1745].

Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Homann Erben (Firm) -- Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724. Atlas novus terrarum orbis [ca. 1745] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 56 x 47 cm.

In: Homann, Johann Baptist. Atlas novus terrarum orbis (Nuremberg : [Homann Erben, ca. 1745]), [plate 62].

Manuscript 'No. 62' and '63' on verso.

**oversize Ayer 135 .H7 1730, [plate 62] (PrCt)**

**58778 North Rhine-Westphalia (Germany) - Maps - 1761<<>>Lower Saxony (Germany) - Maps - 1761**


Authors: Homann Erben (Firm) -- Homann Erben (Firm). Major atlas scholasticus ex triginta sex generalibus et specialibus mappis Homannianis ... [1776?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 56 x 48 cm.

In: Homann Erben (Firm). Major atlas scholasticus ex triginta sex generalibus et specialibus mappis Homannianis ... [Nuremberg : Homannianis Hereditibus, 1776?], [plate 14]

Ms. number "13" on verso.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes oversize G1015 .H66 1776, [plate 14] (PrCt)**

**58779 North Riding of Yorkshire (Eng.) - Maps - 1086**

*Domesday map of Yorkshire North Riding.* London, 1912.

Authors: Farrer, William, 1861-1924 -- Page, William, 1861-1934

1 map : col. ; 26 x 38 cm.


Scale [ca. 1:320,000].

Shows the hundreds and places where land was owned by the King, Archbishop, Count Alan, and the Count of Mortain.

**F 45999.9 v. 2, opp. p. 136 (PrCt)**

**58780 North Riding of Yorkshire (England) - Maps - 1904**


Authors: Little guides -- Morris, Joseph E. (Joseph Ernest) -- Bertram, Robert J. S. -- John
Bartholomew & Co. -- Methuen & Co. -- Turnbull & Spears -- Fosbrooke, T. H. -- Fosbrooke, Cicely -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Maps by John Bartholomew & Co.
Printed by Turnbull & Spears.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 416-416) and index.
Map inside front cover.
Series: Little guides.
Former owner’s signature: T.H. Fosbrooke.
Former owner’s signature: Cicely Fosbrooke.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Full text (and 2 maps) of another copy available via HathiTrust Digital Library (accessed March 2011):
http://catalog.hathitrust.org/api/volumes/oclc/12985910.html
LC Card Number: 07038548
Baskes G153 .L58 North Riding of Yorkshire (1904) (NLO)

58781 North Sacramento (Calif.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps
Citrus Heights (Calif.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. EasyFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; fold. to 24 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Uniform title: EasyFinder Laminated.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
ISBN 0528854569
RMcN Road Map 2005 NorCA (PrCt)

58782 North Sea Coast (Germany) - Maps - 1901
Nordseebäder. Leipzig : Bibliographisches Institut, 1901.
Authors: Meyers Reisebücher -- Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 43 maps
1st ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

58783 North Sea Coast (Germany) - Maps - 1904
Authors: Meyers Reisebücher -- Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 44 maps ; 16 cm.
2nd ed.
Jahrgang,1904/1905
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

58784 North Sea Coast (Germany) - Maps - 1907
Nordseebäder. Leipzig : Bibliographisches Institut, 1907.
Authors: Meyers Reisebücher -- Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 50 maps
3rd ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

58785 North Sea Coast (Germany) - Maps - 1912
Nordseebäder. Leipzig : Bibliographisches Institut, 1912.
Authors: Meyers Reisebücher -- Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 52 maps
4th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

58786 North Sea Coast (Germany) - Maps - 1923 - Hamburg (Germany) - Maps - 1923 - Bremen (Germany) - Maps - 1923
Authors: Meyers Reisebücher -- Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 39 maps
5th ed.
paper
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

58787 North Sea Coast (Germany) - Maps - 1925
Die Deutschen Nordsee-Bäder : einschl. der wichtigsten Hafenstädte, ferner die holländischen Seebäder und die dänischen nordfrisischen Inseln. Berlin : Grieben-Verlag ; A.
North Sea Coast (Germany) - Maps - 1927
Authors: Norbert, Willy -- Storm Reiseführer -- Straube, Julius -- Kursbuch- und Verkehrs-Verlagsgesellschaft (Berlin, Germany) -- Oberst, Fritz -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
2 v. : ill., 33 maps (chiefly col., chiefly folded) ; 16 cm.
Maps by Julius Straube.
Folded maps in pockets at end of each Band.
Includes indices.
Series: Storm Reiseführer
Stamp: Fritz Oberst, Berlin-Sohöneberg, Ferigetr. 4.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes DD724 .N67 1927 (NLO)

North Sea Coast (Germany) - Maps - 1929
Authors: Meyers Reisebücher -- Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 30 maps
6th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pendning Donation) (PrCt)

North Sea - Maps - 1599 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Europe, Western - Maps - 1599
- Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Europe - Nautical charts - Europe, Western - 1599 - Coasts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Nautical charts - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Nautical charts - Europe occidental. [19--].
Authors: Gijsbertszoon, Evert, fl. 1599-1601 -- Bibliothèque nationale (France). Res Ge D 7894 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of manuscript compiled ca. 1599.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France BN Res Ge D 7894 (PrCt)

North Sea - Maps - 1653 - Nautical charts
[Navigation chart of the North Sea]. [London, 1653].
Authors: Jenner, Thomas, fl. 1618-1673 -- Simons, Matthew, d. 1654
1 map ; 38 x 36 cm.
In A description & plat of the sea-coasts of England, from London, up all the river ... Thames, all along the coasts to ... the Orchades, and Hitland (London: M. Simmons for Tho: Jenner, 1653), opp. p. 6.
Shows coasts from the Thames and Middelburg (Netherlands) to 61° north latitude.
Scale ca. 1:2,800,000.
On same sheet with map: The River of Thames described.
VAULT Ayer 151 .C7 1653, opp. p. 6 (PrCt)

North Sea - Maps - 1656 - Nautical charts
Pascaarte van de Noord Zee / door Arnold Colom. Amsterdamm : Op het water by de Nieuwe-brugh inde Lichtende Colom, [1656?].
Authors: Colom, Arnold, 1624 -- Colom, Arnold, 1624-1668 -- Colom, Arnold, 1624-1668. Zee-atlas, ofte Water-wereldt [1656?]?
1 map : hand col. ; 53 x 63 cm.
In extreme lower right corner, just outside border: 1.
Backed with linen.
Reference: Koeman, Atlantes neerlandici, v. 4, p. 116 (A. Col 2:2).
Digital image available on Bergbook.com website (accessed Sept. 2010) :
http://68.178.150.41/htdocs/zoom/21515.htm
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .C7 1656, map 2 (PrCt)

North Sea - Maps - 1680 - Nautical charts
Europe, Western - Maps - 1680
- Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Europe - Nautical charts - Europe, Western - 1680 - Coasts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Nautical charts - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

58795

North Sea - Maps - 1740 - Nautical charts

A Chart of the seacoasts of England, Flanders and Holland ... [London : William Mount and Thomas Page, 1740].
1 map ; 44 x 55 cm.

In: The English pilot : The second part : Describing the sea-coasts ... in the whole northern navigation ... the north coast of England and Scotland ... the sea-coast of Flanders ... Norway ... Russia ... and Nova Zambla, as far as the Tartarian Sea ... The sea-coasts of Sweden ... in the Baltick-Sea (London : William Mount and Thomas Page, 1740), [plate 3].
Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger): English Pilot. Part 2 (1740)
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1793 .E552 1740, [plate 8] (PrCt)

58796

North Sea - Maps - 1740 - Nautical charts

A Correct chart of the German Ocean from the north of Scotland to the start point, on the coast of Great Britain ... for Mr. Tindal's continuation of Mr. Rapin's history. [London? Knapton, ca. 1740?].
1 map ; 46 x 36 cm.

58797

North Sea - Maps - 1740 - Nautical charts

A Chart of the North Sea from ye South Foreland to Burnham Flatts ... London : Jer. Seller & Cha. Price, [1702?].
-- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 42 x 54 cm.
Describing the sea-coasts, capes, head-lands, bays, roads, harbours, rivers and ports together with the soundings, sands, rocks and dangers in the southern navigation upon the coasts of England, Holland, France, Ireland, Spain, Portugal ... (London : Published by John Seller ... ; Printed by George Larkin ... , 1690 [i.e.1702?]) pl. [7].
Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger): English Pilot. Part 1 [1702?]

58798

North Sea - Maps - 1702 - Nautical charts

A Chart of the North Sea from ye South Foreland to Burnham Flatts ... London : Jer. Seller & Cha. Price, [1702?].
-- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 42 x 54 cm.
Describing the sea-coasts, capes, head-lands, bays, roads, harbours, rivers and ports together with the soundings, sands, rocks and dangers in the southern navigation upon the coasts of England, Holland, France, Ireland, Spain, Portugal ... (London : Published by John Seller ... ; Printed by George Larkin ... , 1690 [i.e.1702?]) pl. [7].
Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger): English Pilot. Part 1 [1702?]

58799

North Sea - Maps - 1740 - Nautical charts

A Chart of the North Sea from ye South Foreland to Burnham Flatts ... London : Jer. Seller & Cha. Price, [1702?].
-- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 42 x 54 cm.
Describing the sea-coasts, capes, head-lands, bays, roads, harbours, rivers and ports together with the soundings, sands, rocks and dangers in the southern navigation upon the coasts of England, Holland, France, Ireland, Spain, Portugal ... (London : Published by John Seller ... ; Printed by George Larkin ... , 1690 [i.e.1702?]) pl. [7].
Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger): English Pilot. Part 1 [1702?]

58800

North Sea - Maps - 1740 - Nautical charts

A Chart of the North Sea from ye South Foreland to Burnham Flatts ... London : Jer. Seller & Cha. Price, [1702?].
-- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 42 x 54 cm.
Describing the sea-coasts, capes, head-lands, bays, roads, harbours, rivers and ports together with the soundings, sands, rocks and dangers in the southern navigation upon the coasts of England, Holland, France, Ireland, Spain, Portugal ... (London : Published by John Seller ... ; Printed by George Larkin ... , 1690 [i.e.1702?]) pl. [7].
Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger): English Pilot. Part 1 [1702?]

58801

North Sea - Maps - 1740 - Nautical charts

A Chart of the North Sea from ye South Foreland to Burnham Flatts ... London : Jer. Seller & Cha. Price, [1702?].
-- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 42 x 54 cm.
Describing the sea-coasts, capes, head-lands, bays, roads, harbours, rivers and ports together with the soundings, sands, rocks and dangers in the southern navigation upon the coasts of England, Holland, France, Ireland, Spain, Portugal ... (London : Published by John Seller ... ; Printed by George Larkin ... , 1690 [i.e.1702?]) pl. [7].
Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger): English Pilot. Part 1 [1702?]

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1793 .E552 1740, [plate 3] (PrCt)

58799 North Sea - Maps - 1749 - Nautical charts
Nieuwe groote paskaart van de geheele Noord Zee vertoonende in zig alle de rivieren, havens, baye, dieptens, daar in geleeven ... = The New sea map of the whole North Sea ... = Nouvelle carte maritime generale de la Mer du Nord ... / van Capt. Ioan Heyteman ... Amsterdam : Chez lean van Keulen, [ca. 1740?].
Authors: Heyteman, Johann Hansson, 1664-1740 -- Keulen, Johannes van, fl. 1726-1753 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map; 59 x 101 cm., folded to 63 x 38 cm.
Oriented with north at right.
One of four folded maps mounted back-to-back within green paper binding.

'BY de Baron Sack' and 'Tomus XV' -- Manuscript inscriptions on cover.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
References: Koeman v. 4, p. 386, no. [323].
Sack map 7C G5702.N6P5 1740 .H4 no. 1 of 4 (PrCt)

58800 North Sea - Maps - 1749 - Nautical charts
A Chart of the seacoasts of England, Flanders & Holland ... London : Mount and Page, [1749].
1 map; 43 x 54 cm.
In: The English pilot. The second part. Describing the sea-coasts ... in the whole northern navigation ... Describing the north coast of England and Scotland, ... Orkney, Shetland, Lewis, Farro, Iceland, ... Flanders, Zeeland, Holland, Germany, Denmark, Norway, Finland, Lapland, Russia, ... Waigats, and Nova Zembla, .... Tartarian Sea, ... Greenland, Trinity-Island, Cherry Island, Hope-Island, ... Sweden, East-Finland, Lyland, Prussia, Pomerania, &c. with ... the Baltick-Sea (London : W. and J. Mount, and T. Page, 1749) between p. 16-17. Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger):

North Sea - Maps - 1795

A Chart of the North Sea. [Dublin : Jane Grierson, 1766].
Authors: Grierson, Jane, fl. 1766 -- English Pilot. Part 1 (1766) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 44 x 52 cm.
Oriented with north at right.
Includes coasts of Scotland, England, Netherlands, and Norway.
Inset (15 x 16): Land of Stad.
In: The English pilot. Part 1, describing the coasts ... in the southern navigation upon the coasts of England, Scotland, Ireland, Holland, Flanders, Spain, Portugal ... (Dublin: Jane Grierson, 1766) following p. 8.

oversize Ayer 135 .E55 1766 following p. 8 (PrCt)

North Sea - Maps - 1795

A Correct chart of the German Ocean from the north of Scotland to the start point, on the coast of Great Britain ... for Mr. Tindal's continuation of Mr. Rapin's history. [London : s.n., ca. 1785?].
1 map : 46 x 36 cm.

oversize Ayer 135 .T5 1732 map [17] (PrCt)

North Sea - Maps - 1795

Authors: Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824 -- Calcofaria camerale (Rome, Italy) -- Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824. Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (1792-1801) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 43 cm.
Map dated 1795.

oversize Ayer 135 .C33 1792 v. 2 pl. 24 (PrCt)

North Sea - Maps - 1806

Authors: Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Johnson & Warner -- Spotwood -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839. A General atlas, being a collection of maps of the world and quarters ... (1814) 1 map : hand col. ; 23 x 18 cm.
In: Carey, Mathew. A General atlas, being a collection of maps of the world and quarters ... (Philadelphia: Published by M. Carey, and Johnson & Warner, 1814) pl. [50].
Obscured imprint, bottom margin: Spotwood ... [?].

Ayer 135 .C27 1814 pl. 50 (PrCt)
North Sea - Maps - 1816 - Nautical charts
Chart of the North and Baltic Seas &c. / Neele sc. Strand. [Edinburgh]: Drawn & engraved for Thomson's New general atlas, 1816.
Authors: Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1817?]]. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 34 x 58 cm. on sheet 54 x 70 cm.
Insets (13 x 24 cm. and smaller): Harbour of Heligoland -- Port of Revel -- Harbour of St. Petersburg.
Engraved 'No. 15' at upper right and printed paste-on label 'No. 15' on verso.
oversize Ayer G1019 .T4 1817 map 15 (PrCt)

North Sea - Maps - 1822 - Nautical charts
In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (Edinburgh ; London ; Dublin : John Thomson and Company ; Baldwin, Craddock, and Joy ; John Cumming, 1817, [i.e. 1821?]]) map 15. Engraved 'No. 15' at upper right and printed paste-on label 'No. 15' on verso.
oversize Ayer 135 .T4 1817 map 15 (PrCt)

North Sea - Maps - 1816 - Nautical charts
Chart of the North and Baltic Seas &c. / Neele sc. Strand. [Edinburgh]: Drawn & engraved for Thomson's New general atlas, 1816.
Authors: Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1817?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 34 x 58 cm. on sheet 54 x 72 cm.
Insets (13 x 24 cm. and smaller): Harbour of Heligoland -- Port of Revel -- Harbour of St. Petersburg.
In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (Edinburgh ; London ; Dublin : John Thomson and Company ; Baldwin, Craddock, and Joy ; John Cumming, 1817, [i.e. 1821?]}) map 15. Engraved 'No. 15' at upper right and printed paste-on label 'No. 15' on verso.
oversize Ayer 135 .T4 1817 map 15 (PrCt)
New General Atlas. [1829?].

Authors: Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (1829) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 34 x 59 cm.

Insets (13 x 25 cm. and smaller): Harbour of Heligoland -- Port of Revel -- Harbour of St. Petersburg.


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Engraved no. ‘15’ at upper right.

Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1829 map 15 (NLO)


Authors: Olsen, O. T. (Ole Theodor) -- Taylor & Francis -- Hanhart (Lithographers) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Taylor and Francis SEE Taylor & Francis

1 atlas ([8] p., 50 leaves of plates) : col. ill., 50 col. maps ; 57 cm.


"Illustrating the fishing ports, boats, gear, species of fish (how, where, and when caught) and other information concerning fish and fisheries."

Scale [ca. 1:3,000,000].

Chromolithograph maps.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

LC Card Number: 86675227

Baskes oversize G2807.N6L2 O4 1883 (NLO)


The North Sea and the Baltic - physical. [London] : George Philip & Son, Ltd. ; The London Geographical Institute, [1913].

Authors: George Philip & Son -- London

Geographical Institute -- Philip, George, 1870-1937. Philips' mercantile marine atlas : a series of 35 plates ... with ... distances between ports ... (1913)

1 map : col. ; 31 x 43 cm.

Relief and bathymetry shown with color shading. Includes an elevation profile of the North and Baltic Seas (3 x 12 cm.).

Insets (11 x 14 cm. and 9 x 7 cm.): The North Sea & the Baltic showing visibility of land -- Spring rise of the tides [around the British Isles].

In: Philip, George. Philips' mercantile marine atlas : a series of 35 plates ... with ... distances between ports ... (London ; Liverpool : G. Philip & Son, ltd. ; The London Geographical Institute ; Philip, Son & Nephew, 1913), plate 24.

oversize H 7001 .68, plate 24 (PrCt)

58814 North Sea - Maps - 1913 - Trade routes - North Sea - Maps - 1913

The North Sea. [London] : George Philip & Son, Ltd. ; The London Geographical Institute, [1913].

Authors: George Philip & Son -- London

Geographical Institute -- Philip, George, 1870-1937. Philips' mercantile marine atlas : a series of 35 plates ... with ... distances between ports ... (1913)

1 map : col. ; 65 x 44 cm.

Identifies trade routes and distances, e.g.

"Glasgow to Hamburg 933 [nautical miles]."

Insets (9 x 13 cm. and smaller): Iceland -- Continuation of Norwegian coast -- Christiania -- North Sea canal -- Mouth of the Loire.

In: Philip, George. Philips' mercantile marine atlas : a series of 35 plates ... with ... distances between ports ... (London ; Liverpool : G. Philip & Son, ltd. ; The London Geographical Institute ; Philip, Son & Nephew, 1913), plate 2.

oversize H 7001 .68, plate 2 (PrCt)

58815 North Sea - Maps - 1913 - Trade routes - North Sea - Maps - 1913

Eastern ports of Great Britain. [London] : George Philip & Son, Ltd. ; The London Geographical Institute, [1913].

Authors: George Philip & Son -- London

Geographical Institute -- Philip, George, 1870-1937. Philips' mercantile marine atlas : a series of 35 plates ... with ... distances between ports ... (1913)

1 map : col. ; 66 x 44 cm.

Identifies trade routes and distances, e.g.

"London to Hamburg 427 [nautical miles]."

Insets (6 x 12 cm. and smaller): Manchester ship canal -- The Tay ports -- Liverpool docks -- Edinburgh district -- The Tyne ports -- The Hartlepool -- Sunderland -- Hull docks -- Great Grimsby.

In: Philip, George. Philips' mercantile marine atlas : a series of 35 plates ... with ... distances between ports ... (London ; Liverpool : G. Philip & Son, ltd. ; The London Geographical Institute ; Philip, Son & Nephew, 1913), plate 2.

oversize H 7001 .68, plate 2 (PrCt)
Northampton County (Pa.) - Maps - 1860 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Hopkins, Griffith Morgan -- Smith, Gallup & Co. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps: Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 589 (PrCt)

Northampton County (Pa.) - Maps - 1950-1959<<>>Wall maps<<>>Counties - Maps
Authors: Pennsylvania. Dept. of Highways -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; on sheet 173 x 164 cm.
Blue line print.
Shows individual buildings.
On label at lower right and left: 'Rectigraph Print Copyrighted by Rand McNally & Company, Chicago. For Duplicate specify.'
Ms. note on verso: 'Blue line print from which original drawing was made.'
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
artifacts cage RMcN maproll 1 : 3. 3 (PrCt)

Northampton County (Pa.) - Maps - 1968 - Road maps<<>>Road maps<<>>Counties - Maps
Authors: Northampton County Commissioners (Pa.) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Northampton County (Pa.), County Commissioners SEE Northampton County Commissioners (Pa.)
1 map ; col. ; 51 x 50 cm., folded to 19 x 10 cm.
Northamptonshire (England) - Maps - 1610

Northamptonshire (England) - Maps - 1610

Northamptonshire (England) - Maps - 1610

Northamptonshire (England) - Maps - 1610

Northamptonshire (England) - Maps - 1610

Northamptonshire (England) - Maps - 1610

Northamptonshire (England) - Maps - 1610

Northamptonshire (England) - Maps - 1637

Northamptonshire (England) - Maps - 1637

Northamptonshire (England) - Maps - 1878

Northamptonshire (England) - Maps - 1901

Northamptonshire (England) - Maps - 1901

Northamptonshire (England) - Maps - 1901

Northamptonshire (England) - Maps - 1901

Northamptonshire (England) - Maps - 1901

Northamptonshire (England) - Maps - 1901

Northamptonshire (England) - Maps - 1901

Northamptonshire (England) - Maps - 1901

Northamptonshire (England) - Maps - 1901
Northeastern States - Description and travel - 1973

*Vacation ideas for Northeastern States.*
1 pamphlet (18 p.) : ill. ; on sheet 23 x 100 cm., folded 23 x 11 cm.
"1973 edition"
Panel title. Does not include maps.
Panel art: rural and urban illustrations.
Forms part of a collection of stock editions of Rand McNally road maps, some apparently issued as sales samples and/or printer's proofs for prospective commercial clients. Uniform series title (established by cataloger):
Stock road maps
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (April 2010).
*RMcN Stock 210 (PrCt)*

Northeastern States - Distances - Tables - 1907

*Table of distances [between Cleveland, Ohio and Buffalo, New York].* [Chicago : New York : Rand McNally & Co., 1907].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. New York to Chicago (1907) -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library)
1 sheet ; 23 x 15 cm.
Title expanded by cataloger.
Includes 14 place names.
Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection at the Newberry Library.
*Case GV1024 .N49 1907, Ohio-New York distances (PrCt)*

Northeastern States - Historical geography - Maps - 2000 - Trails

Northeastern States - Maps - 1600-1799

58848 Indian villages of the northeastern United States in the 17th and 18th centuries: showing also the great Indian warpaths to the southern Indians.

Authors: Hoffman, Bernard G. -- Helen H. Tanner Papers (Newberry Library)
1 map; 46 x 58 cm. on sheet 63 x 116 cm.
Photocopy of 1960 manuscript on tracing cloth; rubberstamped signature of 'B. G. Hoffman' at lower right.
'Scale 1:2,027,520 or 32 miles to the inch.'
'Key to numbered village sites' (1-166) and list of 'Villages not located' in margins.
'No. of villages shown -- c 1075.'
Includes MS annotations in red ink.
Removed from the Helen H. Tanner Papers.
Copy 2: Black and white photocopy at same scale, gift of Helen H. Tanner, 1994.
map2F 3710 (PrCt)

58850 Northeastern States Maps - 1656-1800 - New England - Maps - 1656

Map of New Holland and New England with profile of New Amsterdam.

Authors: Jansson, Jan, 1588
Amsterdam : [1636?]
1 map; 460 x 541 mm. (neat line), 472 x 550 mm. (plate mark), on sheet 514 x 583 mm.
Inset view (61 x 303 mm.): Nieuw Amsterdam opt't Eylandt Manhattans.
Ex Rosenthal.
McCorkle, New England in early printed maps, no. 662.1.
Burden 373.
NYC2

58851 Northeastern States Maps - 1656-1800 - New York (N.Y.) - Pictorial works - 1656

Novi Belgii Novaaque Angliae nec non partis Virginiae tabula. [Amsterdam] : Nicolao Joannis Visscher, [1656].

Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1618-1679 -- Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map; 47 x 56 cm.
State 2, including 'Fort Kasimier' but not Philadelphia; see Burden no. 315, p. 406-407.
Inset view (6 x 32 cm.): Nieuw Amsterdam opt'ylant Manhattans.
View includes references A-I and K.
Koeman, C. Atlanter Neerlantici (1967-1985), v. 3, p. 176, no. 9*.
Hollstein, F. W. H. Dutch and Flemish etchings, engravings, and woodcuts, ca. 1450-1700 (1949-), no. 264.
Forms part of the Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Visscher 5 (PrCt)


Amsterdam. [1636?]
Authors: Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664
1 map; hand col.; 39 x 51 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:5,250,000].
Date from Karpinski (VII); Koeman (Me 41A no. 104).
Relief shown pictorially.
Shows northeastern North America between ca. 32°30'-47°N.
map2F 3710 (PrCt)


A Chart of the province of New England, with the sounding on the coast, 1670. [19--].
Authors: British Library. Add. Ms. 5414, art.21 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1670 manuscript.
MapPhoto England BL Add. Ms. 5414, art.21 (PrCt)
Earlier states of same map (McCorkle 655.1 and Ex Rosenthal. Collectors' Series 24 (1965)) nos. 8
Inset view (59 x 301 mm.): Nieuw Yorck eertÿs mm. 463 x 548mm. (plate mark), on sheet 524 x 1 map ; hand col. ; 456 x 538 mm. (neat line),
Danckerts, Justus, 1635
British Library. Add. Ms. 5414, art.22
Variant or duplicate copy: MapPhoto Eng BL Add. Ms. 5414, art.22
Manuscripts Facsimiles
A Chart of the coast of Maine, New Hampshire, Massachusetts and New Plymouth. 1680. [19--].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1680 manuscript. Variant or duplicate copy: folio Ayer 136 H91 1907 Ser.1 Vol.5 Pl.8-9
MapPhoto England BL Add. Ms. 5414, art.22 (PrCt)
Northeastern States - Maps - 1680
Manuscripts Facsimiles
A Chart of the coast of Maine, New Hampshire, Massachusetts and New Plymouth. 1680. [19--].
1 map
Northeastern States - Maps - 1680
New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1680 - Pictorial works
1 map ; 46 x 55 cm. In: Danckerts, Justus. Atlas (Amsterdam : J. Danckers, [ca. 1680]) pl. [25]. Ms. no. '26' in upper right. Includes inset view of New York City, 6 x 31 cm. VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .D18 pl. 25 (PrCt)
Northeastern States - Maps - 1684
Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1684 - Manuscripts Facsimiles
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1684 manuscript. MapPhoto England BL Add. Ms. 5415 G2 (PrCt)
Northeastern States - Maps - 1684
Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1684 - Manuscripts Facsimiles
1 map
Northeastern States - Maps - 1689 - Coasts - Nautical charts
Northeastern States - Maps - 1689 - Coasts
Atlantic Coast (U.S.) - Maps - 1689
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
- Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (U.S.) - Maps - 1689
- Nautical charts - Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1689 - Coasts - Nautical charts
  Part of New England, New York, east New Jersey and Long Island. [Amsterdam : Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, 1667].
  1 map ; 43 x 51 cm.
  Map Ref oversize G1025 .T37 ser. 4, v. 1, pl. [18] (PrCt)

Northeastern States - Maps - 1700-1799 - Coasts - Manuscripts
  Facsimiles - Maritime Provinces - Maps - 1700-1799 - Coasts - Manuscripts
  Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles Cote de la Cadi. [19--].
  Authors: France. Service hydrographique.
  Archives. 132-2-3 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
  1 map
  Photostatic reproduction of 18th century manuscript.
  Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
  MapPhoto France ASH 132-2-3 (PrCt)

Northeastern States - Maps - 1700-1799 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
  A Map of the western parts of the colony of Virginia. [19--].
  Authors: France. Service hydrographique.
  Bibliothèque. C 4044-32 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
  1 map
  Photostatic reproduction of 18th-century manuscript.
  Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
  MapPhoto France BSH C 4044-32 (PrCt)

  A New map of the most considerable plantations of the English in America / Sutton Nicholls sculp. [Oxford : s.n., 1700].
  Authors: Nicholls, Sutton -- William, Duke of Gloucester, 1689-1700 -- Wells, Edward, 1667-1727. A New set of maps both of antient and present geography ... (1700) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
  1 map ; 34 x 46 cm.
  "Dedicated to his highness William Duke of Gloucester"
  In: Wells, Edward. A New set of maps both of antient and present geography ... (Oxford : Printed at the Theater, 1700), plate [41]
  oversize Ayer 135 .W4 1700, plate [41] (PrCt)

Northeastern States - Maps - 1703 - Coasts - Nautical charts
  Northeastern States - Maps - 1703 - Coasts - Atlantic Coast (U.S.) - Maps - 1703 - Nautical charts
  Northeastern States - Maps - 1703 - Coasts - Nautical charts
  1 map ; 43 x 53 cm.
  In: The Fourth part of the general English pilot. Describing the ... east-coast of America : from Greenland to the River Amazons ... (London : Printed by I. Dawks, for Jer. Seller, and Cha. Price at the Hermitage-Stairs in Wapping, 1703) pl. [9].
  VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .E55 1690 [pt. 4], pl. [9] (PrCt)

Northeastern States - Maps - 1710 - Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1710
  Nova tabula geographica complectens borealiorem Americae partem ... Canada sive Nova Scotia, Nova Anglia ... Carolina, et Terra Nova ... Amstlodami [Amsterdam] : Nicolao Visscher [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher, 1710]?
  Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Anse, Luggert van, fl. 1690-1716 -- Visscher, Elizabeth, fl. 1702-1726 -- Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702.
  Atlas minor ... [1710?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
  1 map ; hand col. ; 55 x 45 cm.
  Title in upper margin.
  In: Visscher, Nicolaes. Atlas minor ... (Amstelaedami [Amsterdam] : ex officina Nicolai Visscher [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher], [1710?] map [110].
  Manuscript '112' at lower right.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .V8 1700 map [110] (PrCt)

Authors: Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756 -- Ludwig Rosenthal's Antiquariat -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 478 x 557 mm. (neat line), 503 x 578mm. (plate mark), on sheet 561 x 655 mm.

A Small map of the coast of New England together with the out lines of several of the provinces lying thereon. 1738. [19--].
Authors: British Library. Add. Ms. 14036c -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1768 manuscript.

Partie de l'Amérique septentrionale depuis le cap de Roy dans l'isle de Terre Neave jusqu'a la Nlle. York. [19--].
Authors: France. Service hydrographique.
Archives. 132-2-5 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1745 manuscript.

58870 Northeastern States - Maps - 1747
A New and accurate map of New Jersey, Pensilvania, New York and New England...
Graham Historical Maps, 1972.
Authors: Bowen, Emanuel, -1767 -- Graham Historical Maps
1 map ; 34 x 44 cm. + text on verso.
Facsimile of 1747 original published in Bowen's Complete atlas.

Authors: Morris, Charles, surveyor -- Shirley, William, 1694-1771 -- Hulbert, Archer Butler, 1873-1933 -- Hulbert, Archer Butler, 1873-1933.
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1749 manuscript.

58872 Northeastern States - Maps - 1755<<>>Middle West - Maps - 1755<<>>Ohio River Valley - Maps - 1755
Partie de l'Amérique septentrionale : qui comprend le cours de l'Ohio, la Nlle. Angleterre, la Nlle York, le New Jersey, la Pensylvanie, le Maryland, la Virginie, la Caroline. [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy?], after 1755.
Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Haussard, Catherine -- Groux, Charles
Jacques -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 62 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:2,900,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
'Avec privilège.'
Relief shown pictorially.
Prime meridian: [Ferro].
Inset: Supplément pour la Caroline.
Duplicate copy: Ayer 133 R63 1755 (separate sheet ; folded in case 27 x 19 cm.).
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .R6 1757 no. 99 (PrCt)

58875 Northeastern States - Maps - 1759 -
Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Map of the province of New York and part of New England, with a part of New France, the whole composed from actual surveys by Major Christie, in 1759; drawn by Francis Pfister. [19--].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1759 manuscript.
folio Ayer 136 .H91 1909 ser. 2, v. 1, pl. 1 (PrCt)

58876 Northeastern States - Maps - 1762
A New and accurate map of the provinces of Pensilvania, Virginia, Maryland and New Jersey. London, 1762.
Authors: Gibson, J. (John), active 1750-1792 -- Millar, Andrew, 1707-1768
1 map ; 28 x 35 cm.
In The American gazetteer: containing a distinct account of all the parts of the world (London: printed for A. Millar [etc.], 1762) v. 3, opposite p. [49].
Scale [ca. 1:4,200,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
Prime meridian: London.
Shows area north of 46° and east of the Mississippi River.
G 80.03 v. 3, opp. p. [49] (PrCt)

58877 Northeastern States - Maps - 1768 -
Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles - Northeast Atlantic States SEE Northeastern States
A Sketch of the provinces of New York, New Jersey, Pensilvania, Maryland, and Virginia, shewing the line of forts lately built on the frontiers of those colonies, and their situation with respect to the French forts on the Ohio and Lake Erie; also the route from Albany to Oswego, with the forts built and to be built for its security; drawn by order of H.E. General Shirley, by W. Alexander, secretary. [19--].
Authors: Alexander, W., fl. 1759 -- Shirley, William, 1694-1771 -- Hulbert, Archer Butler, 1873-1933 -- Hulbert, Archer Butler, 1873-1933.
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1759 manuscript.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Thomas Jefferys, geographer to His Majesty.
Scale [ca. 1:650,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
Listed as map no. 34 in T. Jefferys' A general topography of North America and the West Indies...
LC Card Number: 75693012
Ayer 133.H65 1768 (NLO)

58881 Northeastern States - Maps - 1776<<<Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1776
1 map : hand col.; 47 x 65 cm.
'From the surveys of Capt. Cook & Capt. Carver...by Major Saml. Holland, in the years 1765, 1773, & 1774.'
'Printed...14th August 1776.'
Relief shown pictorially.
Cartouche includes drawing of a beaver.
In: Robert Sayer and John Bennett (Firm). The American military pocket atlas...[London : R. Sayer and J. Bennett, [1776]]; verso handstamped '3.'
Cf. OCLC 49941398.
Another copy available on Library of Congress website as a raster image (accessed September 2011):
http://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g3300m.gar00005
Ayer 135.A5 1776 no. 3 (PrCt)

58882 Northeastern States - Maps - 1776<<<Middle West - Maps - 1776
A General map of the middle British colonies, in America. Containing Virginia, Maryland, the Delaware counties, Pennsylvania and New Jersey. With the addition of New York, and the greatest part of New England, as also of the bordering parts of the province of Quebec...London: R. Sayer & J. Bennett, 1776.
1 map : hand col.; 49 x 67 cm.
"...[C]orrected from Governor Pownall's late map 1776."
Added title in upper margin: The Seat of the war in the middle British colonies, containing Virginia, Maryland, the Delaware counties, &ca..
Scale [ca. 1:650,000].

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Relief shown pictorially.
Prime meridian: London.
Inset (22 x 14 cm.): A Sketch of the upper parts of Canada.
In: Robert Sayer and John Bennett (Firm). The American military pocket atlas ... (London : R. Sayer and J. Bennett, [1776]); verso handstamped '4.'
Re-issue of the Kitchin-Jefferys-Sayer plate of 1775; see Stevens, Henry N. Lewis Evans. His map of the middle British colonies (London, 1905), p. [29]-32.
Inset also appears on earlier issues of main map by various authors under the title: A Sketch of the remaining part of Ohio R. &c.
Another copy available on Library of Congress website as a raster image (accessed September 2011):
http://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g3300m.gar00005
Ayer 135 .A5 1776 no. 4 (PrCt)

1 map : hand col. ; 135 x 54 cm.
Insets (30 x 16 cm. and smaller): A Chart of the mouth of Hudson's River -- A Plan of the city of New York -- Plan of Amboy, with its environs ... .
In: Jefferys, Thomas. The American atlas; or, A geographical description of the whole continent of America (London : R. Sayer and J. Bennett, 1782 [i.e. 1783?] ); verso handstamped '17.'
For 1775 edition of the map lacking insets, see VAULT oversize Ayer 135 J46 1775 pl. 17.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .J46 1782 pl. 17 (PrCt)

1 map : 73 x 55 cm. fold. to 20 cm. in slip case (22 cm.)
'Engraved and published by Matthew Albert Lotter."
Scale [ca. 1:1,040,000]
Relief shown pictorially.
Shows administrative divisions in New York and New Jersey.
LC Maps of North America, 1750-1789, 1048 Available through the Library of Congress website as a raster image (July 2006):
http://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g3800.ar104801
LC Card Number: 74692641
Ayer 133 .S26 1777 (NLO)

For 1775 edition of the map lacking insets, see VAULT oversize Ayer 135 J46 1775 pl. 17.
Case oversize G1100 .J44 1776 pl. 17 (PrCt)

Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Cöntgen, Heinrich Hugo SEE Coentgen, Heinrich Hugo
1 map : hand col. ; 131 x 51 cm.
Scale ca. 1:650,000.
Relief shown pictorially.
LC Card Number: 74693080
Ayer p133 .H65 1777 (NLO)

Northeastern States - Maps - 1777>>>United States - History - Revolution, 1775-1783 - Maps

Carte du théatre de la guerre entre les Anglais et les Américains. Paris : Chez Esnauts et Rapilly, 1777.
Authors: Brion de la Tour, Louis, -1823 -- Esnauts et Rapilly -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 76 x 51 cm. fold. in slip case (27 cm.)
'Dressée d'après les cartes anglaises les plus modernes, par M. Brion de la Tour, ingénieur-geographe du roi.'
Scale [ca. 1:1,200,000], about 4 leagues to an inch.
Relief shown pictorially.
Covers the area from Quebec to Cape May, N.J., and from the Kennebec River to Lake Ontario. Shows boundaries, states, some counties, towns and cities, forts, roads, battlefields, and relief. British troops are shown at Germantown and 'Frank-Fort,' Pa., and Saratoga, N.Y.
Includes a few historical notes.
LC Maps of North America, 1750-1789, 728
Available also through the Library of Congress website as a raster image (Dec. 2004):
http://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g3710.ar072800
Ayer 133 .B85 1777 (NLO)


1 map ; 69 x 51 cm. fold. to 26 cm.
'Par Sauthier et Ratzer.'
'Beaublé scriptis.'
'Traduit de l'anglais.'
Scale [ca. 1:1,060,000]
Listed as map no. 15 in G.L. Le Rouge's Atlas americain Septentrional ... 1778-[92]--Phillips 1212.
Appears in Thomas Jefferys' Atlas americain septentrional. 1778.
Relief shown by hachures.
'Meridien de New York.'
Shows administrative divisions.
Ayer 133 .S26 1778 (NLO)

Northeastern States - Maps - 1780

Authors: Bonne, Rigobert, 1727

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Forms part of the William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library).

Greenlee 4891 .B71 1780 [map 48] (PrCt)


1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1781 manuscript. Original ms. forms part of the Guerre Etat-Major archives.

Photocopy forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

MapPhoto France Guerre Etat Major L.I.D. 173 (PrCt)


1 map : hand col. ; 71 x 52 cm. fold. in slip case (27 cm.)
Scale [ca. 1:1,400,000].
Includes index to 'Renvois des opérations militaires.'
Relief shown pictorially.


LC Maps of North America, 1750-1789, 735 Available also through the Library of Congress website as a raster image (July 2005):
http://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g3711s.ar073500

Ayer 133 .E42 1781 (NLO)

58893 Northeastern States - Maps - 1789 A Map of the northern and middle states; comprehending the western territory and the British dominions in North America. New Haven, Conn. Moses Geography, 1789.

Authors: Doolittle, Amos, 1754-1832 -- Morse, Jedidiah, 1761-1826 -- Morse, Jedidiah, 1761-1826. The American geography or, A view of the present situation of the United States of America ... (Elizabethtown, N.J.: printed by Shepard Kollock, 1789) opposite p. 33.

Scale [ca. 1:7,200,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
Prime meridians: London [Philadelphia].
Oriented with north at right.
'Explanation' includes list of countries in New York and Massachusetts.

Case G 833 .S968 opposite p. 33 (PrCt)

58894 Northeastern States - Maps - 1791 - Road maps --> Northeastern States - Maps - 1791 - Canals --> Road maps Map exhibiting a general view of the roads ... [198-?]. Authors: Adlum, John, 1759-1836 -- Wallis, John 1 map ; 83 x 91 cm. on 4 sheets each 46 x 52 cm.

Photostat of original published Philidelphia, 1791; reproduced from original in the Library of Congress

Wheat & Brun 432; cf. Evans 23104.
5200

map4F G3711 .P2 1791 A3 198- (PrCt)


Authors: Adlum, John, 1759-1836 -- Wallis, John 1 map : hand col. ; 63 x 92 cm. on pieces 21 x 15 cm.

Missing bottom quarter of map with title and insets (1 view and 3 plans of "...a canal with locks").
Wheat & Brun 432; cf. Evans 23104.
Gift '89 - Kantor.
5199

map6F G3711 .P2 1791 A3 198- (PrCt)


Authors: Conder, Thomas, 1746 or 1747 -- Henecy, Charles, d. 1808 -- Cooper, Thomas, 1759-1839 -- Wogan, Patrick 1 map ; 31 x 46 cm.

In Cooper, Thomas. Some information respecting America (Dublin: P. Wogan, 1794) opposite p. 33.

'Engraved for Cooper's Information concerning America.'
Scale [ca. 1:3,300,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
Prime meridian: [London].
Shows area between ca. 36-45° north.
G 833.192 opp. p. [1] (PrCt)

Authors: Russell, John, active 1733-1795 -- Symonds, H. D. (Henry Delahoy) -- Winterbotham, William, 1763-1829. An Historical, geographical, commercial, and philosophical view of the American United States (1795) -- Ridgway, James

1 map : 35 x 44 cm. fold. to 22 x 10 cm.


Scale [ca. 1:2,100,000].

Relief shown pictorially.

Case E18 .W78 1795, v. 2, opp p. 283 (PrCt)

Northeastern States - Maps - 1794

Northeastern States - Maps - 1794

A New and general map of the middle dominions belonging to the United States of America ... London : Laurie & Whittle, 12th May, 1794.

Authors: Laurie & Whittle -- Laurie & Whittle. A New and elegant imperial sheet atlas comprehending general and particular maps of every part of the world ... [1801?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 64 cm.

Inset (22 x 13 cm.): A Sketch of the upper parts to shew the remainder of the lakes. In Robert Laurie and James Whittle. A New and elegant imperial sheet atlas comprehending general and particular maps of every part of the world ... (London: printed and published by R. Laurie and J. Whittle, 1800 [i.e. 1801?]) no. 49. Stamped "49" on verso. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .R63 1801 no. 49 (NLO)

Northeastern States - Maps - 1797

Saint Lawrence, Gulf of - Maps - 1797

Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1797

Gli Stati Uniti dell' America delineati sulle ultime osservazioni, secondo foglio che comprende parte della Nuovo Inghilterra ed inoltre la Nuova Scotia e porzione del Canada. Rome : Calcografia camerale, 1798 [i.e. 1801].

Authors: Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824 -- Calcografia camerale (Rome, Italy) -- Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824. Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (1792-1801) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 43 cm.


Map dated 1797.

oversize Ayer 135 .C33 1792 v. 3 pl. 24 (PrCt)

Northeastern States - Maps - 1798

Transportation - Northeastern States - Maps - 1798

Map of the northern part of the United States of America. London, 1798.

Authors: Russell, John, active 1733-1795 -- Dilly, Charles, 1739-1807 -- Morse, Jedidiah, 1761-1826 -- Stockdale, John, 1749?-1814 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 21 x 39 cm.


Scale [ca. 1:5,700,000]. Relief shown pictorially. Prime meridian: Washington. Shows territory from ca. 37° north from the Atlantic coast to the Mississippi River.

Ayer 138 .M8 1798 opp. p. 352 (PrCt)

Northeastern States - Maps - 1799


Authors: Phillips, R. (Richard), Sir, 1767-1840 -- Russell, John, active 1733-1795 -- La Rochefoucauld-Liancourt, François-Alexandre-Frédéric, duc de, 1747-1827 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : 33 x 51 cm.


M1202

Ayer 128.7 L3 1799 v. 2, opp. t.p. (PrCt)

Northeastern States - Maps - 1804

Map of the northern parts of the United States of America. [Charlestown, Mass. Samuel Etheridge et al, 1804].

Authors: Bradley, Abraham, fl. 1796-1819 -- Morse, Jedidiah, 1761-1826 -- Etheridge, Samuel, 1771-1817 -- Morse, Jedidiah, 1761-1826. The American gazetteer, exhibiting a full account of the civil divisions ... (1804) 1 map ; 21 x 40 cm.

In Morse, Jedidiah. The American gazetteer: exhibiting a full account of the civil divisions ... . 2nd ed. (Boston: printed by and for Samuel Etheridge [etc.], 1804) opposite column NEW. 'Corrected by the author.' Scale [ca. 1:5,600,000]. Relief shown by hachures. Prime meridian: Washington.

Case G 80 .611 opp. col. NEW (PrCt)

Northeastern States - Maps - 1810

United States of America, northern part. London : Cadell & Davies [et al], 1810 [i.e. 1815].

Authors: Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826 -- Hebert, Lewis, fl. 1809-1838 -- Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Cadell & Davies -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826. The American gazetteer, exhibiting a full account of the civil divisions ... . 2nd ed. (Boston: printed by and for Samuel Etheridge [etc.], 1814) opposite column NEW. 'Corrected by the author.' Scale [ca. 1:5,600,000]. Relief shown by hachures. Prime meridian: Washington.

Case G 80 .611 opp. col. NEW (PrCt)
1758-1826. A Modern atlas : from the latest and best authorities ... (1815) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 68 cm.
Drawn under the direction of Mr. Pinkerton by L. Hebert.
Running title in upper margin: Pinkerton's modern atlas.
In: Pinkerton, John. A Modern atlas : from the latest and best authorities ... (London : Printed by T. Cadell and W. Davies and Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme and Brown, 1815), pl. [41].

oversize Ayer 135 .P6 1815 pl. [41] (PrCt)

Map of the seat of war in North America.
[Philadelphia : Melish, 1812].
Authors: Melish, John, 1771-1822 -- Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Palmer, G. 1 map : hand col. ; 38 x 56 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:3,800,000].
'Entered as the act directs.'
Includes 'Table of population' and shows distances along major roads.
For a discussion of this map, see Melish, John.
Military and topographical atlas of the United States (Philadelphia: printed by G. Palmer, 1813) [Case G1201.S42M4 1813 p. 3].
ICN78
map4F G3710 1812 .M4 (PrCt)

Map of the seat of war in North America.
Philadelphia, 1813.
Authors: Melish, John, 1771-1822 -- Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Palmer, G. -- Melish, John, 1771-1822. A Military and topographical atlas of the United States ... (1813) 1 map : hand col. ; 40 x 55 cm.
'Second edition with additions & improvements.'
Detached from Melish, John. A Military and topographical atlas of the United States ... (Philadelphia: printed by G. Palmer, 1813) [Case G1201.S42M4 1813 no. 1].
Includes 'Table of population' and shows distances along major roads; coverage extends to 52°N.
Scale [ca. 1:3,900,000].
For a discussion of this map, see Melish, John.
Military and topographical atlas of the United States (Philadelphia: printed by G. Palmer, 1813) [Case G1201.S42M4 1813 p. 3].
ICN78
map4G G3701.S42 1813 M4 no. 1 (PrCt)

58906 Northeastern States - Maps - 1813<---Canada - Maps - 1813
Map of the northern part of the United States and the southern part of the Canadas ...
[Woodstock, Vt. Ebenezer Hutchinson?], 1813.
Authors: Whitelaw, James, 1748-1829 -- Wilson, James, engraver, Bradford, Vt. -- Hutchinson, Ebenezer -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 38 x 57 cm., folded in slipcase 23 x 17 cm.
Scale: 1:3,801,600; about 60 miles to an inch
Relief shown pictorially.
Shows territory from 36° north from the Atlantic coast to the Old Northwest.
Copyright secured.
Ayer 135 .C27 1814 pl. 5 (NLO)

58907 Northeastern States - Maps - 1814
The Eastern states with part of Canada.
Philadelphia : M. Carey, and Johnson & Warner, 1814.
Authors: Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Johnson & Warner -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839. A General atlas, being a collection of maps of the world and quarters ... (1814) 1 map : hand col. ; 19 x 24 cm.
In: Carey, Mathew. A General atlas, being a collection of maps of the world and quarters ... (Philadelphia : Published by M. Carey, and Johnson & Warner, 1814) pl. [5].
Ayer 135 .C27 1814 pl. 5 (PrCt)

58908 Northeastern States - Maps - 1816<---Canada - Maps - 1816
Northern section of the United States including Canada &c. Stockholm, 1816.
Authors: Melish, John, 1771-1822 -- Himberg, Christian Friedrich, d. 1801 -- Klinskowström, Axel Leonhard, friherre, 1775-1837 -- Ecksteinska trykkeriet (Firm)
1 map : hand col. ; 39 x 53 cm.
Issued as plate no. 1 in the atlas accompanying Klinskowström, Axel Leonhard. Bref om de Foresta Staterna, författade under en resa till Amerika, åren 1818, 1819, 1820 (Stockholm: Ecksteinska trykkeriet, 1824).
'Grav af C.F. Himberg. 1816.'
Scale [ca. 1:4,000,000].
Shows area between ca. 39°-52° north; distances along major roads.
Includes 'Statistical table.'
Karpinski 41.
Case oversize G 833 .459, plate 1 (PrCt)

58909 Northeastern States - Maps - 1817
The Course of the River St. Laurence from Lake Ontario to Manicouagan Point ; United States of America / J. & G. Menzies sculpt. Edinr.
Authors: J. & G. Menzies -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1821?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
2 maps : hand col. ; 82 x 18 cm. and 39 x 36 cm., on sheet 54 x 70 cm. Printed from 2 plates on 1 sheet.
Strip map of the St. Lawrence River comprised of 2 sections.
In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (Edinburgh ; London ; Dublin ; John Thomson and Company ; Baldwin, Craddock, and Joy ; John Cumming, 1817, [i.e. 1821?]) map 55 Printed paste-on label ’No. 55’ on verso.
oversize Ayer 135 .T4 1817 map 55 (PrCt)

58910 Northeastern States - Maps - 1817<->Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.) - Pictorial works - 1817
Authors: Hewitt, N. R. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1817?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 57 cm. Printed paste-on label ’No. 55’ at upper left.
In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (Edinburgh ; London ; Dublin ; George Ramsay for John Thomson and Company [et al, 1817?]), map 56.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Digital image of another copy available on the David Rumsey Map Collection website (accessed Feb. 2010):
http://www.davidrumsey.com/luna/servlet/detail/RUMSEY~8~1~28382~1120811 Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1817, map 56 (NLO)

58911 Northeastern States - Maps - 1817<->Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.) - Pictorial works - 1817
Authors: Hewitt, N. R. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1821?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 57 cm. Inset view (7 x 13 cm.): The Great Falls of Niagara.
In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (Edinburgh ; London ; Dublin ; John Thomson and Company ; Baldwin, Craddock, and Joy ; John Cumming, 1817, [i.e. 1821?]) map 56. Engraved ’No. 56’ at upper right.
oversize Ayer 135 .T4 1817 map 56 (PrCt)

58912 Northeastern States - Maps - 1818
United States of America : northern part / drawn under the direction of Mr. Pinkerton by L. Hebert ; Neele sculpt. 352 Strand, Philada. [Philadelphia] : Published by Dobson, [1818].
Authors: Hebert, Lewis, fl. 1809-1838 -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826 -- Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Dobson, Thomas, 1751-1823 -- Thomas Dobson and Son -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826. A Modern atlas : from the latest and best authorities exhibiting the various divisions of the world ... (1818) 1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 68 cm. Running title: Pinkerton’s modern atlas
In: Pinkerton, John. A Modern atlas : from the latest and best authorities exhibiting the various divisions of the world ... (Philadelphia : Thomas Dobson & Son, 1818), plate [40]
Case oversize G1019 .P56 1818, plate [40] (PrCt)

58913 Northeastern States - Maps - 1818<->Birkbeck, Morris, 1764-1825 - Travels
Map of part of the United States of North America, with the territory of the Illinois on the Ohio, particularly designed to illustrate Birkbeck’s journey. London, 1818.
Scale [ca. 1:3,450,000]. Relief shown by hachures. Prime meridian: [London]. Shows northeastern U.S. between ca. 36-45° north.
Case G 833 .0971, opposite title page (PrCt)

58914 Northeastern States - Maps - 1819<->Middle West - Maps - 1819<->Darby, William, 1775-1854 - Journeys, 1818
Authors: Darby, William, 1775-1854 -- Hooker, William, 1782-1856 -- Kirk & Mercein 1 map : hand col. ; 17 x 28 cm. In Darby, William. A Tour from the city of New York, to Detroit, in the Michigan territory, made ... 1818 (New York: Kirk & Mercein [etc.], 1819)
Of a series of geographical designs ... [1822?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 57 cm.
In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (Edinburgh ; London ; Dublin : Printed by G. Ramsay and Co. for J. Thomson and Co.) ; Baldwin, Cradock and Joy ; John Cumming, 1821 [i.e. 1822?]), v. 2, map 56.
Inset view (7 x 13 cm.): The Great falls of Niagara.
Engraved ‘No. 56’ at upper right.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1821, v. 2, map 56 (NLO)

58917
Northeastern States - Maps - 1829 - Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.) - Pictorial works - 1829
Authors: Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (1829) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 58 cm.
Inset view (7 x 13 cm.): The Great Falls of Niagara.
In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (Edinburgh ; London ; Dublin : Printed by H. & J. Pillans, for John Thomson ; Baldwin & Cradock ; John Cumming, 1829), map 56.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Engraved no. ‘56’ at upper right.
Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1829 map 56 (NLO)

58918
The Right of the United States of America to the north-eastern boundary claimed by them : principally extracted from the statements laid before the King of the Netherlands / and revised by Albert Gallatin, with an appendix and eight maps. New York : Books Libraries, 1970.
Authors: Gallatin, Albert, 1761-1849 -- Adams, Samuel, fl. 1840 -- Books Libraries -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. : 8 maps
Reprint of original published New York : Samuel Adams, printer, 1840.
References: Sabin 26393; Howes, U.S.iana, 28 Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)
Detached from Seventh annual report of the Springfield, Mount Vernon and Pittsburgh Rail-road Company (Mount Vernon, [Ohio?]; L. Harper, 'The Banner Office,' 1859) [Case 4A 3175 (1859 vol.) opposite title page]
Separated into 2 pieces.
map2F G3711.P3 1859 H6 (PrCt)

58924
Northeastern States - Maps - 1860 - Railroads\><\>Middle West - Maps - 1860 - Railroads\><\>Missouri - Maps - 1860 - Railroads\><\>Hannibal and St. Joseph Railroad Company - Maps - 1860\><\>Map printing - Wood engravings - Maps - 1860\><\>Railroads - Maps\><\>Wood engravings
Railway guide to the Hannibal & St. Joseph Rail Road lands in Missouri. St. Louis, Mo. Engr. on wood by W. Mackwitz, [1860].
Authors: Hannibal and St. Joseph Railroad Company -- Mackwitz, William, 1831-1919
1 map : 25 x 14 cm.
In The Hannibal and St. Joseph Railroad Company have received by grant from Congress over 600,000 acres of the choicest farming and woodlands ... (Hannibal, Mo. : Hannibal and St. Joseph Railroad Office, 1860); bound as as an opening immediately before the title page.
Case 4A 3175 (1859 vol.) (PrCt)

58925
Northeastern States - Maps - 1860 - Railroads\><\>Pittsburgh and Steubenville Rail Road Company - Maps - 1860\><\>Wall maps\><\>Railroads - Maps
Authors: R.C. Root & Anthony (Firm) -- Pittsburgh and Steubenville Rail Road Company -- Root (R.C.) & Anthony (Firm) SEE R.C. Root & Anthony (Firm)
1 map : col. ; 40 x 111 cm., folded to 22 x 16 cm.
'Sold at foreclosure in late 1867 and taken over as the Panhandle Railway Company'--OCLC authority record no. nr 93015867 (Nov. 2006)
Bound with: Map and profile of the Pittsburgh and Steubenville Railroad [1855?]
H 668 .68 (NLO)

58926
Northeastern States - Maps - 1866
The United States of North America (north eastern division) / by J. Bartholomew, F.R.G.S. London & Liverpool : George Philip & Son, [1866].
Authors: Bartholomew, John, 1831-1893 -- Hughes, William, 1817-1876. Grand atlas universel : ou collection de cartes nouvelles ... (1866) -- George Philip & Son
1 map : col. ; 50 x 64 cm.
Inset (11 x 17 cm.): Sketch showing the whole area of the United States.
In: Hughes, William. Grand atlas universel : ou collection de cartes nouvelles ... (Paris ; Leipzig ; London : J. Rothschild ; G. Philip and Son, 1866), plate 42.
No. "42" printed on verso.
Oversize G 10 .42, plate 42 (PrCt)

58927
Northeastern States - Maps - 1872
United States : North America according to Calvin. Smith & Tanner / by G. H. Swanston
Authors: Swanston, George H. -- Smith, J. Calvin (John Calvin) -- Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- A. Fullarton & Co. -- A. Fullarton & Co. The Royal illustrated atlas of modern geography [1872?]
1 map : col. ; 39 x 53 cm.
"The north eastern states comprising Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, New York, Massachusetts, Rhode Id., Connecticut, New Jersey, Delaware, Pennsylvania, Maryland, Ohio, and part of Virginia & Michigan."
Printed plate no. "LVI" in upper right and pasted on verso.
Case oversize G1019 .A38 1872, plate [56] (PrCt)

58928
Northeastern States - Maps - 1872 - Transportation\><\>Transportation - Northeastern States - Maps - 1872\><\>Saint Louis (Mo.) - Maps - 1872\><\>Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1872\><\>Cincinnati (Ohio) - Maps - 1872
Authors: Williams, W. (Wellington) -- D. Appleton and Company -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 40 x 69 cm.
'Western tour. Section east of the Mississippi River.'
Scale [ca. 1:3,600,000].
Relief shown with hachures.
Shows territory between ca. 36-48° N. to Atlantic coast.
Insets (each 8 x 11 cm.): Vicinity of St. Louis -- Vicinity of Chicago -- Vicinity of Cincinnatti.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
G 89 .042, opposite title page (PrCt)

58929
Northeastern States - Maps - 1873
1 map : hand col. ; 37 x 45 cm.
In Atlas of Logan Co. and the state of Illinois ... (Chicago: Warner, Higgins & Beers, 1873) no. 69.


'From H. H. Lloyd & Co.'s Atlas of the United States. Warner & Beers, publishers.'

Scale [ca. 1:2,960,000].

Relief shown by hachures.


Includes Indiana, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Delaware, Maryland, West Virginia, Virginia, Kentucky, and the southern peninsula of Michigan.

oversize G 10896 .957 no. 69 (PrCt)


"Rev. for summer of 1873 with appendix."

Spine title: Hand-book of northern travel "Being a guide to Niagara, the White Mountains, the Alleghanies, the Catskills, the Adirondacks, the Berkshire hills, the St. Lawrence, Lake Champlain, Lake George, Lake Memphremagog, Saratoga, Newport, Cape May, the Hudson, and other famous localities, with full descriptive sketches of the cities, towns, rivers, lakes, waterfalls, mountains, hunting and fishing grounds, watering-places, sea-side resorts, and all scenes and objects of importance and interest within the district named."

"With maps, and various skeleton tours."

Map of the City of New York by G.W. & C.B. Colton & Co.

Map of the White Mountains by Am. Photolithographic Co.

Includes index.


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

LC Card Number: 02006381

Baskes F2.3 .A65 1873 (NLO)


Authors: Pennsylvania Railroad -- Packard, Butler & Partridge (Philadelphia, Pa.)

1 map : hand col. ; 26 x 40 cm.

Inset (7 x 5 cm.): [Delmarva Peninsula]. In Pennsylvania Railroad. Thirty-seventh annual report of the Board of Directors of the Pennsylvania Railroad Company ... 1884 [Philadelphia? : Pennsylvania Railroad?, 1884?] at end.

5A 7267 (1882-1884 vol. [1]) (PrCt)


Authors: Bartholomew, John, 1831 -- Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- Adam and Charles Black (Firm). Black's general atlas of the world ... (1885)

1 map : col. ; 42 x 58 cm.


oversize G1019 .B63 1885, plate 42 (PrCt)


Authors: Rome, Watertown & Ogdensburg Railroad Company -- George F. Nesbitt & Co.

1 map : col. ; 28 x 30 cm.


5A 7267 (1884-1885 vol.) (PrCt)

Northeastern States - Maps - 1887 - Railroads<>>Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1887 - Railroads<>>Pennsylvania Railroad -
Maps - 1887>Railroads - Maps


Baltimore & Ohio Railroad and connecting lines.

In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1890) p. 265
H 668 .703 (1890) p. 256 (PrCt)


In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1890) p. 607
H 668 .703 (1890) p. 607 (PrCt)


In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1890) p. 751 (PrCt)
H 668 .703 (1890) p. 751 (PrCt)


In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1890) p. 37
H 668 .703 (1891) p. 37 (PrCt)
Western Railroad Company - Maps - 1891
Railroads - Maps
Delaware, Lackawanna & Western R.R. and connections. [New York : s.n., 1891].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1891) -- Delaware, Lackawanna and Western Railroad Company
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1891) p. 685
H 668 .703 (1891) p. 685 (PrCt)

58950 Northeastern States - Maps - 1891 - Railroads - Maps
Lake Shore & Michigan Southern Railway - Maps - 1891
Railroads - Maps
Authors: Short & Forman (Cleveland, Ohio) -- Lake Shore & Michigan Southern Railway
1 map ; 19 x 52 cm.
In Lake Shore & Michigan Southern Railway. Twenty-first annual report of the board of directors ... 1890 (Cleveland: Short and Forman, 1891) opposite title page
5A 7267 (1890 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

58951 Northeastern States - Maps - 1891 - Railroads - Maps
Pennsylvania Railroad - Maps - 1891 - Railroads - Maps
Authors: Pennsylvania Railroad
1 map ; col. ; 26 x 40 cm.
Insets (12 x 5 cm and 7 x 5 cm.): [Northern Michigan] -- [Delmarva Peninsula].
In Pennsylvania Railroad. Forty-fourth annual report for the year 1890 of the Board of Directors of the Pennsylvania Railroad Company ... presented at the meeting held ... 1891 [Philadelphia?: Pennsylvania Railroad?, 1891?] opposite title page
5A 7267 (1890 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

58952 Northeastern States - Maps - 1891 - Railroads - Maps
Pennsylvania Railroad - Maps - 1891 - Railroads - Maps
Map of the Pennsylvania lines west of Pittsburgh and Erie. [New York : s.n., 1891].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1891) -- Pennsylvania Railroad
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
Includes untitled inset of part of Michigan (6 x 2 cm.)
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1891) p. 855
H 668 .703 (1891) p. 855 (PrCt)

Allegheny Valley Railway and connections. [New York : s.n., 1892].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1892) -- Allegheny Valley Railroad Company
1 map ; 8 x 12 cm.
Letterpress text above and below map.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1892) p. 656
H 668 .703 (1892) p. 656 (PrCt)

Baltimore & Ohio Railroad and connecting lines. [New York : s.n., 1892].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1892) -- Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1892) p. 43
H 668 .703 (1892) p. 43 (PrCt)

58955 Northeastern States - Maps - 1892 - Railroads - Delaware, Lackawanna and Western Railroad Company - Maps - 1892 - Railroads - Maps
Delaware, Lackawanna & Western R.R. and connections. [New York : s.n., 1892].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1892) -- Delaware, Lackawanna and Western Railroad Company
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1892) p. 723
H 668 .703 (1892) p. 723 (PrCt)

Map of the Pennsylvania lines west of Pittsburgh and Erie. [New York : s.n., 1892].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1892) -- Pennsylvania Railroad
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
Includes untitled inset of part of Michigan (6 x 2 cm.)
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1892) p. 867
H 668 .703 (1892) p. 867 (PrCt)

Allegheny Valley Railway and connections. [New York : s.n., 1893].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1893) -- Allegheny Valley Railroad Company
1 map ; 8 x 12 cm.
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Added title in upper margin: Allegheny Valley Railway Company.
Letterpress text below map.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1893) p. 693
H 668.703 (1893) p. 693 (PrCt)

Baltimore & Ohio Railroad and connecting lines. [New York : s.n., 1893].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1893) -- Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company
1 map; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1893) p. 46
H 668.703 (1893) p. 46 (PrCt)

Delaware, Lackawanna & Western R.R. and connections. [New York : s.n., 1893].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1893) -- Delaware, Lackawanna and Western Railroad Company
1 map; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1893) p. 755
H 668.703 (1893) p. 755 (PrCt)

Authors: Pennsylvania Railroad
1 map: col.; 26 x 73 cm.
At bottom right: January, 1893.
Insets (12 x 5 cm and 7 x 5 cm.): [Northern Michigan] -- [Delmarva Peninsula].
In Pennsylvania Railroad. Forty-sixth annual report for the year 1892 of the Board of Directors of the Pennsylvania Railroad Company ... presented at the meeting held ... 1893
[Philadelphia?: Pennsylvania Railroad?, 1893?] opposite title page
5A 7267 (1892 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Map of the lines of the Philadelphia & Reading R.R. Co. and principal connections. [New York : s.n., 1893].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1893) -- Philadelphia & Reading Railroad Co.
1 map; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1893) p. [941]
H 668.703 (1893) p. [941] (PrCt)

Authors: Pennsylvania Railroad
1 map: col.; 26 x 78 cm.
At bottom right: December 31, 1894.
 Insets (12 x 5 cm and 7 x 5 cm.): [Northern Michigan] -- [Delmarva Peninsula].
In Pennsylvania Railroad. Forty-seventh annual report for the year 1893 of the Board of Directors of the Pennsylvania Railroad Company ... presented at the meeting held ... 1894
[Philadelphia?: Pennsylvania Railroad?, 1894?] opposite title page
H 668.703 (1894) p. 315 (PrCt)

Authors: Pennsylvania Railroad
1 map: col.; 26 x 78 cm.
At bottom right: December 31, 1894.
 Insets (12 x 5 cm and 7 x 5 cm.): [Northern Michigan] -- [Delmarva Peninsula].
In Pennsylvania Railroad. Fortyeighth annual report for the year 1894 of the Board of Directors of the Pennsylvania Railroad Company ... presented at the meeting held ... 1895
[Philadelphia?: Pennsylvania Railroad?, 1895?] opposite title page
5A 7267 (1894 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Authors: Pennsylvania Railroad
1 map: col.; 26 x 78 cm.
At bottom right: December 31, 1895.
 Insets (12 x 5 cm and 7 x 5 cm.): [Northern Michigan] -- [Delmarva Peninsula].
In Pennsylvania Railroad. Fortyeighth annual report for the year 1895 of the Board of Directors of the Pennsylvania Railroad Company ... presented at the meeting held ... 1895
[Philadelphia?: Pennsylvania Railroad?, 1895?] opposite title page
5A 7267 (1895 vol. [1]) (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1895) -- Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1895) p. 319
H 668 .703 (1895) p. 319 (PrCt)

Map of the Ohio Central lines and its connections . [New York : s.n., 1896].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1896) -- Ohio Central Railroad
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1896) p. 917
H 668 .703 (1896) p. 917 (PrCt)

Authors: Pennsylvania Railroad
1 map : col. ; 26 x 78 cm.
At bottom right: Dec. 31st, 1895.
Inset (12 x 5 cm and 7 x 5 cm.): [Northern Michigan] -- [Delmarva Peninsula].
In Pennsylvania Railroad. Forty-ninth annual report for the year 1895 of the Board of Directors of the Pennsylvania Railroad Company ... presented at the meeting held ... 1896
5A 7267 (1895 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1896) -- Allegheny Valley Railroad Company
1 map ; 8 x 12 cm.
Letterpress text below map.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1896) p. 737
H 668 .703 (1896) p. 737 (PrCt)

Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1896) -- Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1896) p. 375
H 668 .703 (1896) p. 375 (PrCt)

Map of the Erie Railroad. [New York : s.n., 1896].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1896) -- Erie Railroad Company
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1896) p. 529
H 668 .703 (1896) p. 529 (PrCt)

Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1896) -- Grand Trunk Railway Company of Canada
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1896) p. 1005
H 668 .703 (1896) p. 1005 (PrCt)

Look at the map : the Pennsylvania Lines. [New York? s.n., 1896?].
Authors: Pennsylvania Railroad -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1896)
1 map ; 10 x 13 cm.
Route map of the Pennsylvania Railroad between Chicago and New York; printed as part of the upper half of a female figure.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1896) between p. xxii-[1]
H 668 .703 (1896) bet. p. xxii-[1] (PrCt)

Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Erie Railroad Company -- Martin B. Brown Company (New York, N.Y.) -- Brown (Martin B.) Company
SEE Martin B. Brown Company (New York, N.Y.)
1 map : col. ; 27 x 45 cm.
Plate no.: 5680

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
In Erie Railroad Company. First annual report of the board of directors ... to the bond and shareholders ... 1896 (New York : Martin B. Brown Company, 1896), bound as the first of two maps opposite title page.

5A 7267 (1896 vol. [1]) (PrCt)


Authors: Pennsylvania Railroad
1 map : col. ; 26 x 78 cm.
At bottom right: Dec. 31st, 1896. In Pennsylvania Railroad. Fiftieth annual report for the year 1896 of the Board of Directors of the Pennsylvania Railroad ... presented at the meeting held ... 1897 [Philadelphia?]: Pennsylvania Railroad?, 1897?] opposite title page.

5A 7267 (1896 vol. [1]) (PrCt)


Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1897) -- Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.

In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1897) p. 291
H 668 .703 (1897) p. 291 (PrCt)


Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1897) -- Ohio Central Railroad
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.

In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1897) p. 785
H 668 .703 (1897) p. 785 (PrCt)


Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1897) -- Grand Trunk Railway Company of Canada
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.

In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1897) p. 869
H 668 .703 (1897) p. 869 (PrCt)


Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Erie Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 27 x 45 cm.
Plate no.: 5680
In Erie Railroad Company. Second annual report of the board of directors ... to the bond and shareholders ... 1897 (New York: [Erie Railroad Company?],1897), bound as the first of two maps opposite title page.

5A 7267 (1897 vol. [1]) (PrCt)


Authors: Pennsylvania Railroad -- Allen, Lane & Scott
1 map : col. ; 26 x 78 cm.
At bottom right: Dec. 31st, 1897. In Pennsylvania Railroad. Fifty-first annual report of the board of directors to the stockholders ... 1897 presented and adopted ... 1898 (Philadelphia: Office of the [Pennsylvania Railroad] Secretary, [1897?] opposite title page.

5A 7267 (1897 vol. [1]) (PrCt)


Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1898) -- Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.

In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1898) p. 299
H 668 .703 (1898) p. 299 (PrCt)


Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Erie Railroad Company -- New York, Susquehanna, and Western Railroad -- Reed, Chas. B., fl. 1898

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1 map : col. ; 27 x 45 cm.
Plate no.: 5680
In Erie Railroad Company. Third annual report of the board of directors ... to the bond and shareholders ... 1898 (New York: Chas. B. Reed, [1898?]), bound as the first of two maps opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1898 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

58982 Northeastern States - Maps - 1898 - Railroads<<>>Ohio Central Railroad - Maps - 1898<<>>Railroads - Maps
Map of the Ohio Central lines and its connections . [New York : s.n., 1898].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1898) -- Ohio Central Railroad
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
Roughly bounded by Wisconsin, New York, Kentucky, and Delaware.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1898) p. 807
H 668 .703 (1898) p. 807 (PrCt)

Allegheny Valley Railway and connections. [New York : s.n., 1898].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1898) -- Allegheny Valley Railroad Company
1 map ; 8 x 12 cm.
Letterpress text above map.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1898) p. 637
H 668 .703 (1898) p. 637 (PrCt)

Map of the Grand Trunk Railway system . [New York : s.n., 1898].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1898) -- Grand Trunk Railway Company of Canada
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1898) p. 885
H 668 .703 (1898) p. 885 (PrCt)

Authors: Pennsylvania Railroad -- Allen, Lane & Scott
1 map : col. ; 26 x 78 cm.
Insets (12 x 5 cm and 7 x 5 cm.): [Northern Michigan] -- [Delmarva Peninsula].
In Pennsylvania Railroad. Fifty-second annual report of the board of directors to the stockholders ... 1898 presented and adopted ... 1899 (Philadelphia: Office of the [Pennsylvania Railroad] Secretary, [1899?]) opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1898 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Baltimore & Ohio Railroad and connecting lines. [New York : s.n., 1899].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1899) -- Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company
1 map ; 13 x 20 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1899) p. 49
H 668 .703 (1899) p. 49 (PrCt)

58987 Northeastern States - Maps - 1899 - Railroads<<>>Delaware, Lackawanna and Western Railroad Company - Maps - 1899<<>>Railroads - Maps
Delaware, Lackawanna & Western R.R. and connections. [New York : s.n., 1899].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1899) -- Delaware, Lackawanna and Western Railroad Company
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1899) between p. 104-105
H 668 .703 (1899) bet. p. 104-105 (PrCt)

Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Erie Railroad Company -- New York, Susquehanna, and Western Railroad -- Reed, Chas. B., fl. 1898
1 map : col. ; 27 x 45 cm.
Plate no.: 5680
In Erie Railroad Company. Fourth annual report of the board of directors ... to the bond and shareholders ... 1899 (New York: Chas. B. Reed, [1899?]) opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1899 vol. [1]) (PrCt)
Kentucky, and Virginia.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1899) p. 353
H 668 .703 (1899) p. 353 (PrCt)

58990 Northeastern States - Maps - 1899 -
Railroads---Ontario - Maps - 1899 -
Map of the Grand Trunk Railway system . [New York : s.n., 1899].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1899) -- Grand Trunk Railway Company of Canada
1 map ; 6 x 13 cm.
Text on verso.
Roughly bounded by Ontario, Quebec, Illinois, and New Jersey.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1899) p. 869
H 668 .703 (1899) p. 869 (PrCt)

58991 Northeastern States - Maps - 1899 -
Railroads---Pennsylvania Railroad - Maps - 1899---Pennsylvania Company SEE
Pennsylvania Railroad---Railroads - Maps
Authors: Pennsylvania Railroad -- Allen, Lane & Scott -- Pennsylvania Company SEE
Pennsylvania Railroad
1 map : col. ; 22 x 45 cm.
Inset (10 x 5 cm): [Northern Michigan].
In Pennsylvania Railroad. Twenty-eighth annual report ... 1899 presented and adopted ... 1900
(Philadelphia, Pa.: Allen, Lane & Scott, [1900?]) opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1899 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

58992 Northeastern States - Maps - 1899 -
Railroads---Pennsylvania Railroad - Maps - 1899---Pennsylvania Short Lines SEE
Pennsylvania Railroad---Railroads - Maps
Look at the map : Pennsylvania Short Lines.
[New York? s.n., 1899?].
Authors: Pennsylvania Railroad -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1899) -- Pennsylvania Short Lines SEE Pennsylvania Railroad
1 map ; 6 x 13 cm.
Route map of the Pennsylvania Railroad between St. Louis and New York; forms part of a full-page advertisement for the railroad.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1899) between p. 128-129
H 668 .703 (1899) bet. p. 128-129 (PrCt)

58993 Northeastern States - Maps - 1899 -
Railroads---Pennsylvania Railroad - Maps - 1899---Railroads - Maps
Authors: Pennsylvania Railroad -- Allen, Lane & Scott
1 map : col. ; 26 x 78 cm.
Below title: Office of the Secretary, Broad Street Station, Philadelphia, Pa. December 31, 1899.
Insets (12 x 5 cm and 7 x 5 cm.): [Northern Michigan] -- [Delmarva Peninsula].
In Pennsylvania Railroad. Fifty-third annual report of the board of directors to the stockholders ...
1899 presented and adopted ... 1900 [Philadelphia?: Pennsylvania Railroad?, 1900?] opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1899 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

58994 Northeastern States - Maps - 1900 -
Railroads---Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company - Maps - 1900---Railroads - Maps
Baltimore & Ohio Railroad and connecting lines. [New York : s.n., 1900].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1900) -- Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1900) p. 4
H 668 .703 (1900) p. 4 (PrCt)

58995 Northeastern States - Maps - 1900 -
Railroads---Delaware, Lackawanna and Western Railroad Company - Maps - 1900---Railroads - Maps
Delaware, Lackawanna & Western R.R. and connections. [New York : s.n., 1900].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1900) -- Delaware, Lackawanna and Western Railroad Company
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1900) p. 89
H 668 .703 (1900) p. 89 (PrCt)

58996 Northeastern States - Maps - 1900 -
Railroads---Erie Railroad Company - Maps - 1900---New York, Susquehanna, and Western Railroad - Maps
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Erie Railroad Company -- New York, Susquehanna, and Western Railroad -- Reed, Chas. B., fl. 1898
1 map : col. ; 27 x 45 cm.
Plate no.: 56801
Detached from Erie Railroad Company. Fifth annual report of the board of directors ... to the bond and shareholders ... 1900 (New York: Chas. B. Reed, [1900?]?) [5A 7267 (1900 vol. [1]) map 1 of 2] opposite title page.
map2F G3711.P3 1900 .A4 (PrCt)

58997 Northeastern States - Maps - 1900 -
Railroads---Ohio Central Railroad - Maps - 1900---Railroads - Maps
Map of the Ohio Central lines, and connections . [New York : s.n., 1900].
Authors: Pennsylvania Railroad -- Allen, Lane & Scott
1 map : col. ; 26 x 78 cm.
Below title: Office of the Secretary, Broad Street Station, Philadelphia, Pa. December 31, 1901.
Insets (12 x 5 cm. and 7 x 5 cm.): [Northern Michigan] -- [Delmarva Peninsula].
5A 7267 (1901 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Northeastern States - Maps - 1902 - Railroads - Maps
Look at the map: the Pennsylvania lines. [New York? s.n., 1901?].
Authors: Pennsylvania Railroad -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1901) 1 map : 9 x 11 cm.
Route map of the Pennsylvania Railroad between St. Louis and New York; forms part of a full-page advertisement for the railroad; bordered by human faces looking at map.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1901) opposite p. 113 H 668 .703 (1901) opp. p. 113 (PrCt)

Northeastern States - Maps - 1902 - Railroads - Maps
Authors: Matthews-Northrup Company -- Lake Shore & Michigan Southern Railway -- G.E. Saeger Printing Company (Cleveland, Ohio) -- Saeger (G.E.) Printing Company (Cleveland, Ohio) SEE G.E. Saeger Printing Company (Cleveland, Ohio) 1 map : col. ; 41 x 50 cm.
In Lake Shore & Michigan Southern Railway. Thirty-second annual report of the board of directors ... to the stockholders ... 1901 (Cleveland: G.E. Saeger Ptg. Co., 1902) opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1901 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Northeastern States - Maps - 1902 - Railroads - Maps
Map of the Ohio Central lines, and connections. [New York : s.n., 1902].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1902) -- Ohio Central Railroad 1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
Roughly bounded by Wisconsin, New York, Kentucky, and Virginia.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1902) p. 401 H 668 .703 (1902) p. 401 (PrCt)

Northeastern States - Maps - 1902 - Railroads - Maps
Authors: Pennsylvania Railroad -- Allen, Lane & Scott 1 map : col. ; 26 x 78 cm.
Below title: Office of the Secretary, Broad Street Station, Philadelphia, Pa. December 31, 1902.
Insets (12 x 5 cm. and 7 x 5 cm.): [Northern Michigan] -- [Delmarva Peninsula].
5A 7267 (1902 vol. [1]) (PrCt)
Northeastern States - Maps - 1902 - Railroads

Baltimore, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis Railway Company - Maps - 1902
Railroads - Maps
Authors: Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis Railway Company -- Pittsburgh Printing Company (Pittsburgh, Pa.) -- Allen, Lane & Scott -- Press of Pittsburgh Printing Company SEE Pittsburgh Printing Company
1 map : col. ; 21 x 45 cm.
Below title: December 31, 1902.
In Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis Railway Company. Thirteenth annual report for the year ending ... 1902 ... Presented and approved at the annual meeting ... 1903 (Pittsburgh, Pa.: Pittsburgh Printing Co. [1903?]) opposite title page.
'Office of the Secretary, Baltimore, Pa.' -- at bottom of title page.

Northeastern States - Maps - 1902 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Northeastern States - Railroads

Baltimore, Susquehanna, and Western Railroad - Maps - 1903
Erie Railroad Company - Maps - 1903
New York, Susquehanna, and Western Railroad - Maps - 1903
Railroads - Maps
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Erie Railroad Company -- New York, Susquehanna, and Western Railroad -- Reed, Chas. B., fl. 1898
1 map : col. ; 27 x 45 cm.
Plate no.: 5680

Northeastern States - Maps - 1903 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Northeastern States - Railroads

Buffalo & Susquehanna Iron Co. - Maps - 1903
Railroads - Maps
Map showing properties of the Buffalo & Susquehanna Iron Company: furnaces, ore, coal & coke. [New York: s.n., 1903].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1903) -- Buffalo & Susquehanna Iron Co. -- Buffalo & Susquehanna Railroad Company
1 map ; 12 x 20 cm.
Identifies 'iron ore' and 'coal & coke' regions. Inset (4 x 11 cm.): General plan of the Buffalo terminals of the Buffalo & Susquehanna Ry. Co.
and of the furnace plant of the Buffalo & Susquehanna Iron Co.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1903) p. 1161
H 668 .703 (1903) p. 1161 (PrCt)

Map of the Ohio Central lines, and connections . [New York : s.n., 1903].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1903) -- Ohio Central Railroad
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
Roughly bounded by Wisconsin, New York, Kentucky, and Virginia.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1903) p. 389
H 668 .703 (1903) p. 389 (PrCt)

Authors: Pennsylvania Railroad -- Allen, Lane & Scott
1 map : col. ; 26 x 78 cm.
Below title: Office of the Secretary, Broad Street Station, Philadelphia, Pa. December 31st, 1903.
Insets (12 x 5 cm. and 7 x 5 cm.): [Northern Michigan] -- [Delmarva Peninsula].
In Pennsylvania Railroad. Fifty-seventh annual report of the board of directors to the stockholders for the year 1903 ... presented and adopted ... 1904 [Philadelphia?: Pennsylvania Railroad?, 1904?] opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1904 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Pere Marquette System and connections. Chicago : Poole Bros., [1903].
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Pere Marquette Railroad -- Ripley, T. W. -- Southgate Press (Boston, Mass.)
1 map ; 22 x 39 cm.
'2-12-'03' --at bottom right..
Plate no.: 3981
In Pere Marquette Railroad. Third annual report of the Pere Marquette Railroad Company ... 1902 (Boston: T.W. Ripley Co., The Southgate Press, 1903) opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1902 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Authors: Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company
-- John D. Lucas Printing Company
1 map : col. ; 28 x 76 cm.
Below title: Office of the Secretary, Baltimore, Md.
In Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company. Seventy-eighth annual report of the president and directors ... Presented and adopted at the annual meeting of the stockholders ... 1904 (Baltimore, Md.: John D. Lucas Printing Company, [1904?]) opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1904 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

59028 Northeastern States - Maps - 1904 - Railroads - Buffalo Region (N.Y.) - Maps - 1904 - Railroads - Maps
New York Central & Hudson River Railroad Company - De Vinne Press
1 map : col. ; 53 x 90 cm.
Insets (21 x 12 cm. and smaller): Buffalo, Niagara Falls and vicinity -- Boston and vicinity -- New York City and vicinity.
In New York Central and Hudson River Railroad Company. Thirty-fifth annual report of the board of directors ... 1904 (New York : De Vinne Press, [1904]) opposite title page.
At bottom of title page: Office of the Auditor, 1904.
5A 7267 (1904 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Erie Railroad Company -- New York, Susquehanna, and Western Railroad -- Reed, Chas. B. II. 1898
1 map : col. ; 27 x 45 cm.
Plate no.: 5680
5A 7267 (1904 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

1904 Buffalo & Susquehanna Iron Co. - 
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1904) -- Buffalo & Susquehanna Iron Co. -- Buffalo & Susquehanna Railroad Company.
1 map; 12 x 20 cm.
Identifies 'iron ore' and 'coal & coke' regions. Inset (4 x 11 cm.): General plan of the Buffalo terminals of the Buffalo & Susquehanna Ry. Co. and of the furnace plant of the Buffalo & Susquehanna Iron Co.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1904) p. 1154
H 668 .703 (1904) p. 1154 (PrCt)

Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1904) -- Ohio Central Railroad
1 map; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
Roughly bounded by Wisconsin, New York, Kentucky, and Virginia.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1904) p. 373
H 668 .703 (1904) p. 373 (PrCt)

59032 Northeastern States - Maps - 1904 - 
Railroads - 1904 Ontario - Maps - 1904 - 
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1904) -- Grand Trunk Railway Company of Canada
1 map; 11 x 19 cm.
'8-9-04' [? ] -- date obscured at bottom right.
Plate no.: 3331
Roughly bounded by Ontario, Maine, Illinois, and Delaware.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1904) p. 797
H 668 .703 (1904) p. 797 (PrCt)

59033 Northeastern States - Maps - 1904 - 
Authors: Pennsylvania Railroad -- Allen, Lane & Scott -- Pittsburgh Printing Company (Pittsburgh, Pa.)
1 map; col.; 22 x 46 cm.
Inset (10 x 5 cm.): [Northern Michigan]. In Pennsylvania Railroad. Thirty-third annual report ... 1904 presented and adopted ... 1905 (Pittsburgh, Pa.: Pittsburgh Printing Company, [1905?]) opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1904 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

59034 Northeastern States - Maps - 1904 - 
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Pere Marquette Railroad -- Ripley, T. W. -- Southgate Press (Boston, Mass.)
1 map; 22 x 40 cm.
'11-27-03' -- at bottom right.
Plate no.: 3981
In Pere Marquette Railroad. Fourth annual report of the Pere Marquette Railroad Company ... 1903 (Boston: T. W. Ripley Co.; The Southgate Press, 1904) opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1904 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

59036 Northeastern States - Maps - 1905 - 
Authors: Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company -- John D. Lucas Printing Company
1 map; col.; 28 x 76 cm.
Below title: Office of the Secretary, Baltimore, Md.
In Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company. Seventy-ninth annual report of the president and directors ... Presented and adopted at the annual meeting of the stockholders ... 1905 (Baltimore, Md.: John D. Lucas Printing Company, [1905?]) opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1905 vol. [2]) (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Authors: Matthews-Northrup Company -- New York Central and Hudson River Railroad Company -- De Vinne Press
1 map : col. ; 52 x 91 cm.
Insets (21 x 12 cm. and smaller): Buffalo, Niagara Falls and vicinity -- Boston and vicinity -- New York City and vicinity.
5A 7267 (1905 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

59038 Northeastern States - Maps - 1905 - Railroads<<>>Delaware and Hudson Railway Company - Maps - 1905semblingRailroads - Maps
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Delaware and Hudson Railway Company
1 map : col. ; 58 x 38 cm.
In Delaware and Hudson Railway Company. Seventy-fifth annual report of the Delaware and Hudson Company ... 1904 [New York?: Delaware and Hudson Railway Company?, 1905?] opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1904 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Erie Railroad Company -- New York, Susquehanna, and Western Railroad -- Reed, Chas. B., fl. 1898
1 map : col. ; 27 x 45 cm.
Plate no.: 5680
5A 7267 (1905 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Authors: New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad
1 map ; 42 x 80 cm.
In New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad. Nineteenth annual report of the board of directors ... to the stockholders ... 1905 (Cleveland, Ohio: [New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad?], 1905) opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1905 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

1 map ; 20 x 39 cm.
'4-15-'05' --at bottom right.
In New York, New Haven, and Hartford Railroad Company. General statement of the affairs ... for the year ending ... 1905 (New Haven, Conn.: The Price, Lee & Adkins Co., 1905) at end.
At head of title page: Thirty-fourth year.
5A 7267 (1905 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Map of the Ohio Central lines, and connections . [New York : s.n., 1905].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1905) -- Ohio Central Railroad 1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Roughly bounded by Wisconsin, New York, Kentucky, and Virginia.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1905) p. 363
H 668 .703 (1905) p. 363 (PrCt)

Map of the Grand Trunk Railway system and connections. [New York : s.n., 1905].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1905) -- Grand Trunk Railway Company of Canada
1 map ; 11 x 19 cm.
'5-5-'05' --at bottom right.
Roughly bounded by Ontario, Maine, Illinois, and New Jersey.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1905) p. 821

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.


Authors: Pennsylvania Railroad -- Allen, Lane & Scott

1 map : col. ; 22 x 45 cm.

In Pennsylvania Railroad. Thirty-fourth annual report for the year 1905 ... presented and approved ... 1906 (Pittsburgh: Press of Pittsburgh Printing Company, [1906]) opposite title page.

5A 7267 (1905 vol. [2]) (PrCt)


Authors: Pennsylvania Railroad -- Allen, Lane & Scott

1 map : col. ; 26 x 78 cm.

Below title: Office of the Secretary, Broad Street Station, Philadelphia, Pa. December 31st, 1905. Insets (12 x 5 cm. and 7 x 5 cm.): [Northern Michigan] -- [Delmarva Peninsula].

In Pennsylvania Railroad. Fifty-ninth annual report of the board of directors to the stockholders for the year 1905 ... presented and approved ... 1906 (Philadelphia: Pennsylvania Railroad?, 1906?) opposite title page.

5A 7267 (1905 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

59046 **Northeastern States - Maps - 1905 - Railroads>>Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis Railway Company - Maps - 1905<>>Railroads - Maps**


Authors: Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis Railway Company -- Allen, Lane & Scott

1 map : col. ; 21 x 45 cm.

Below title: December 31, 1905.

In Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis Railway Company. Sixteenth annual report for the year ending ... 1905 ... Presented and approved at the annual meeting ... 1906 (Pittsburgh, Pa.: [Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis Railway Company?, 1906?]) opposite title page.

‘Office of the Secretary, Pittsburgh, Pa.’ -- at bottom of title page.

5A 7267 (1905 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

59047 **Northeastern States - Maps - 1905 - Telephone>>Telephone - Northeastern States - Maps - 1905**

*Independent telephone toll lines in New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania : showing connections with Vermont, Delaware, Maryland, West Virginia, Ohio and the West.* 1905. [Boston : Barta Press], 1905.

Authors: Sears, Vinton A. -- Barta Press (Boston, Mass.) -- Sears, Vinton A. Telephone development (1905) -- Dean & Shibley (Firm) -- Sears, Vinton Asarelah, 1868- SEE Sears, Vinton A. -- Dean and Shibley, publishers SEE Dean & Shibley (Firm)

1 map : on sheet 49 x 41 cm., folded to 25 x 17 cm.

Anonymous map without imprint. Shows existing and proposed telephone lines and exchanges.

Scale approximately 1:1,546,000

Coordinates: (W 80°50'52"--W 73°13'57"/N 45°00'49"--N 38°31'08")


Added imprint from front cover: Dean & Shibley, Providence, 75 Westminster Street; New York, 26 Broadway.

Digital reproduction of the book (but not the map) available via HathiTrust Digital Library:

http://catalog.hathitrust.org/api/volumes/oclc/8965712.html

H 681 .803 [map] (NLO)


Authors: Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company -- John D. Lucas Printing Company

1 map : col. ; 28 x 76 cm.

Below title: Office of the Secretary, Baltimore, Md.

In Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company. Eightieth annual report of the president and directors to the stockholders ... 1906 (Baltimore, Md.: John D. Lucas Printing Company, [1906?]) opposite title page.

5A 7267 (1906 vol. [2]) (PrCt)


Authors: Matthews-Northrup Company -- New York Central and Hudson River Railroad Company -- De Vinne Press

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1 map : col. ; 52 x 91 cm.
In New York Central and Hudson River Railroad Company. Thirty-eighth annual report of the board of directors ... 1906 (New York : De Vinne Press, [1907]) opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1906 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

The Cincinnati, Hamilton, and Dayton Railway and connections, Chicago : Poole Bros. 1906.
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Cincinnati, Hamilton, and Dayton Railroad Company
1 map ; 22 x 39 cm.
Plate no.: 4419
'8-29'-05' at bottom center.
5A 7267 (1906 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Delaware and Hudson Railway Company
1 map : col. ; 58 x 38 cm.
In Delaware and Hudson Railway Company. Seventy-sixth annual report of the Delaware and Hudson Company ... 1905 [New York?: Delaware and Hudson Railway Company?, 1906?] opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1905 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Erie Railroad Company -- New York, Susquehanna, and Western Railroad
1 map : col. ; 27 x 45 cm.
Plate no.: 5680
5A 7267 (1906 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

59053 Northeastern States - Maps - 1906 - Railroads - New York Central Lines - Maps
- 1906 - Railroads - Maps
New York Central lines. [New York : s.n., 1906].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1906) -- New York Central Lines
1 map ; 21 x 27 cm.
Roughly bounded by Wisconsin, Quebec, Missouri, and Virginia.
Verso blank.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1906) between p. 660-661
H 668 .703 (1906) bet. p. 660-661 (PrCt)

Authors: New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad
1 map ; 26 x 39 cm.
In New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad. Twentieth annual report of the board of directors ... to the stockholders ... 1906 (Cleveland, Ohio: [New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad?, 1907?]) opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1906 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Authors: Matthews-Northrup Company -- New York, New Haven, and Hartford Railroad Company -- Price, Lee & Adkins Co. (New Haven, Conn.)
1 map ; 27 x 52 cm.
In New York, New Haven, and Hartford Railroad Company. General statement of the affairs ... for the year ending ... 1906 (New Haven, Conn.: The Price, Lee & Adkins Co., 1906) opposite title page.
At head of title page: Thirty-fifth year.
5A 7267 (1906 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Map of the Ohio Central lines, and connections. [New York : s.n., 1906].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1906) -- Ohio Central Railroad
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Roughly bounded by Wisconsin, New York, Kentucky, and Virginia.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1906) p. 389
H 668 .703 (1906) p. 389 (PrCt)

- 1906 - Railroads - Maps
New York Central lines. [New York : s.n., 1906].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1906) -- New York Central Lines
1 map ; 21 x 27 cm.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Railroads<>Grand Trunk Railway Company of Canada - Maps - 1906<>Railroads - Maps
Map of the Grand Trunk Railway system and connections. Chicago : Poole Bros., [1906, i.e. 1907?].
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1907) -- Grand Trunk Railway Company of Canada
1 map ; 11 x 19 cm.
'12-5-06' --at bottom right.
Plate no.: 3331.
Roughly bounded by Ontario, Maine, Illinois, and New Jersey.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1907) p. 907
H 668 .703 (1907) p. 907 (PrCt)

Authors: Pennsylvania Railroad -- Allen, Lane & Scott
1 map : col. ; 22 x 45 cm.
Inset at upper left (5 x 10 cm.): [Northern Michigan].
Presented and approved ... 1907 (Pittsburgh Printing Company, [1907?]) opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1906 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Map of the Grand Trunk Railway system and connections. Chicago : Poole Bros., [1906, i.e. 1908?].
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1907) -- Grand Trunk Railway Company of Canada
1 map ; 11 x 19 cm.
'12-5-06' --at bottom right.
Plate no.: 3331.
Roughly bounded by Ontario, Maine, Illinois, and New Jersey.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1908) p. 779
H 668 .703 (1908) p. 779 (PrCt)

Map of the Grand Trunk Railway System and connections. Chicago : Poole Bros., [1906, i.e.1909?].
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1909) -- Grand Trunk Railway Company of Canada
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
'12-5-06' --at bottom right.
Roughly bounded by Ontario, Maine, Illinois, and New Jersey.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1909) p. 763
H 668 .703 (1909) p. 763 (PrCt)

Authors: Pennsylvania Railroad -- Allen, Lane & Scott -- Pittsburgh Printing Company (Pittsburgh, Pa.)
1 map : col. ; 22 x 45 cm.
Inset at upper left (5 x 10 cm.): [Northern Michigan].
Presented and approved ... 1907 (Pittsburgh Printing Company, [1907?]) opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1906 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
In Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company. Eighty-first annual report of the president and directors to the stockholders ... 1907 (Baltimore, Md.: John D. Lucas Printing Company, [1907?]) opposite title page.

5A 7267 (1907 vol. [2]) (PrCt)


Authors: Matthews-Northrup Company -- New York Central and Hudson River Railroad Company -- De Vinne Press

1 map : col.; 52 x 91 cm.

Insets (21 x 12 cm. and smaller): Buffalo, Niagra Falls and vicinity -- Boston and vicinity -- New York City and vicinity.

Detached from New York Central and Hudson River Railroad Company. Thirty-ninth annual report of the board of directors ... 1907 (New York: De Vinne Press, [1908?] [5A 7267 (1907 vol. [2]) opposite title page].

map6F G3711.P3 1907 .M3 (PrCt)


The Cincinnati, Hamilton, & Dayton Railway and connections. Chicago : Poole Bros. [1907].

Authors: Poole Brothers -- Cincinnati, Hamilton, and Dayton Railroad Company

1 map ; 22 x 39 cm.

'7-20-'07' at bottom center.

Plate no.: 4419

In Cincinnati, Hamilton, and Dayton Railroad Company. Annual report of the Cincinnati, Hamilton and Dayton Railway for the fiscal year ended ... 1907 [Cincinnati?: Cincinnati, Hamilton, and Dayton Railroad Company?, 1906?] at end.

5A 7267 (1907 vol. [1]) (PrCt)


Buffalo & Susquehanna system. [New York : s.n., 1907].

Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1907) -- Buffalo & Susquehanna Railroad Company -- Buffalo & Susquehanna Iron Co.

1 map ; 20 x 13 cm.

Identifies 'coal' and 'lumber' regions.

Inset (3 x 7 cm.): General plan of the furnace plant of the Buffalo & Susquehanna Iron Co. and of the proposed terminal of the Buffalo & Susquehanna Ry. Co.

Text on verso.

In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1907) between p. 130-131

H 668 .703 (1907) bet. p. 130-131 (PrCt)


Authors: Matthews-Northrup Company -- New York, New Haven, and Hartford Railroad Company -- Price, Lee & Adkins Co. (New Haven, Conn.)

1 map ; 26 x 52 cm.

In New York, New Haven, and Hartford Railroad Company. General statement of the affairs ... for the year ending ... 1907 (New Haven, Conn.: The Price, Lee & Adkins Co., 1907) opposite title page.

At head of title page: Thirty-sixth year.

5A 7267 (1907 vol. [2]) (PrCt)


Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Erie Railroad Company -- New York, Susquehanna, and Western Railroad

1 map : col.; 27 x 45 cm.

Plate no.: 5680


5A 7267 (1907 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
States (New York, 1907) p. 73
H 668 .703 (1907) p. 73 (PrCt)

59070 Northeastern States - Maps - 1907 - Railroads<>Ohio Central Railroad - Maps - 1907<>Railroads - Maps
Map of the Ohio Central lines, and connections . [New York : s.n., 1907]. Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1907) -- Ohio Central Railroad
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Roughly bounded by Wisconsin, New York, Kentucky, and Virginia.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1907) p. 563
H 668 .703 (1907) p. 563 (PrCt)

Authors: Pennsylvania Railroad -- Allen, Lane & Scott
1 map : col. ; 26 x 78 cm.
Below title: Office of the Secretary, Broad Street Station, Philadelphia, Pa. December 31st, 1907.
Insets (12 x 5 cm. and 7 x 5 cm.): [Northern Michigan] -- [Delmarva Peninsula].
In Pennsylvania Railroad. Sixty-first annual report of the board of directors to the stockholders for the year 1907 ... presented and adopted ... 1908 [Philadelphia?: Pennsylvania Railroad?, 1908?] opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1907 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Authors: Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis Railway Company -- Allen, Lane & Scott -- Pittsburgh Printing Company (Pittsburgh, Pa.)
1 map : col. ; 21 x 46 cm.
In Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis Railway Company. Eighteen annual report for the year ending ... 1907 ... Presented and approved at the annual meeting ... 1908
(Pittsburgh, Pa.: Pittsburgh Printing Company, [1908?]!) opposite title page.
'Office of the Secretary, Pittsburgh, Pa.' -- at bottom of title page.
5A 7267 (1907 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

59073 Northeastern States - Maps - 1907 - Road maps<>Northeastern States - Pictorial works - 1907<>Automobiles - Road guides - Northeastern States - 1907<>Automobile travel - Northeastern States - Guidebooks -1907<>Northeastern States - Description
and travel - Guidebooks - 1907<>Photographic automobile guidebooks<>Strip maps
Photo auto guide -- McNally, Andrew, 1909- -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. (unpaged) : chiefly ill., strip maps ; 23 cm.
At head of title: Photo-auto guide. A series of photographic reproductions of all turns and intersecting cross roads, with arrows pointing to the right road. Giving distances between the turning points, and outline maps of the entire route
New York to Chicago
Cover title: Photo-auto maps : New York to Chicago, Albany to Saratoga Springs, Saratoga Springs to Albany, Toledo to Detroit, Detroit to Toledo, South Bend to Indianapolis, Indianapolis to South Bend
Uniform title: Photo auto guide "Copyright 1907 by G.S. Chapin, Chicago." -- Title page verso.
Includes several sections of photographs detailing road intersections, accompanied by driving directions that record distances to each turn in the route.
The photo sections are separated by Chapin's strip maps of selected routes.
Includes one single-sheet map: Condensed route of the photo-auto maps [between Chicago and New York].
Contents of four maps comprised of sectional strips on multiple pages, all with title "Photo auto map": [Route between Chicago and New York, plate nos. 1-37] -- [Route between Albany and Saratoga Springs, plate nos. 401-402] -- [Route between Toledo and Detroit, plate nos. 301-302] -- [Route between South Bend and Indianapolis, plate nos. 201-204]
Scales vary.
Coordinates: (W 87°39'-W 73°40'/N 43°10'-N 39°47')
Includes many automobile-related advertisements and index.
Selected openings also cataloged separately (title page, advertisements, photo plates, and maps).
Gift 1994, Andrew McNally III.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Northeastern States - Maps - 1907 - Road maps

59074

Northeastern States - Maps - 1907 - Road maps

Includes numerous automobile advertisements.

Includes index.

Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection at the Newberry Library.
Case GV1024 .N49 1907b (NLO)

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Northeastern States - Maps - 1907 - Road maps

Includes index.

Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection at the Newberry Library.
Case GV1024 .N49 1907b (NLO)


Includes map "Condensed route of the photo-auto maps" and strip maps covering Chicago to New York (plates 1-37), South Bend to Indianapolis (plates 201-204), Toledo to Detroit (plates 301-302), and Albany to Saratoga route (plates 401-402).

Includes numerous automobile-related advertisements.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

---

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
The New York, New Haven & Hartford Railway: operated and controlled lines. Buffalo, N.Y.
Matthews-Northrup Works, [1908].
Authors: Matthews-Northrup Company -- New York, New Haven, and Hartford Railroad Company -- Price, Lee & Adkins Co. (New Haven, Conn.)
1 map ; 27 x 52 cm.
In New York, New Haven, and Hartford Railroad Company. General statement of the affairs ... for the year ending ... 1908 (New Haven, Conn.: The Price, Lee & Adkins Co., 1908) opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1908 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1908) -- Buffalo & Susquehanna Railroad Company -- Buffalo & Susquehanna Iron Co.
1 map ; 20 x 13 cm.
Identifies 'coal' and 'lumber' regions.
Inset (3 x 7 cm.): General plan of the furnace plant of the Buffalo & Susquehanna Iron Co. and of the proposed terminal of the Buffalo & Susquehanna Ry. Co.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1908) p. 75
H 668 .703 (1908) p. 75 (PrCt)

Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1908) -- Ohio Central Railroad
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Roughly bounded by Wisconsin, New York, Kentucky, and Virginia.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1908) p. 419
H 668 .703 (1908) p. 419 (PrCt)

Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1908) -- Grand Trunk Railway Company of Canada
1 map ; 11 x 19 cm.
'12-5'-0' --at bottom right.
Roughly bounded by Ontario, Maine, Illinois, and New Jersey.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1908) p. 779
H 668 .703 (1908) p. 779 (PrCt)

Authors: Pennsylvania Railroad -- Allen, Lane & Scott
1 map : col. ; 26 x 78 cm.
Below title: Office of the Secretary, Broad Street Station, Philadelphia, Pa. 31st December, 1909.
Insets (12 x 5 cm. and 7 x 5 cm.): [Northern Michigan] -- [Delmarva Peninsula].
5A 7267 (1909 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Authors: Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company -- John D. Lucas Printing Company
1 map : col. ; 28 x 75 cm.
Below title: Office of the Secretary, Baltimore, Md.
In Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company. Eighty-third annual report of the president and directors to the stockholders ... 1909 (Baltimore, Md.: John D. Lucas Printing Company, [1909?]) opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1909 vol. [2]) (PrCt)


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Company - Maps - 1909<<>>Railroads - Maps
Authors: Matthews-Northrup Company -- New York Central and Hudson River Railroad Company -- Kellogg, Andrew H. -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 52 x 91 cm.
Insets (21 x 12 cm. and smaller): Buffalo, Niagara Falls and vicinity -- Boston and vicinity -- Chicago and vicinity -- New York City and vicinity.
‘Grand Central Station, New York’--bottom of title page.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
5A 7267 (1909 vol. [2]) (PrCt)
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1909) -- Delaware and Eastern Railway Company
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.
Includes parts of New York, Pennsylvaina and New Jersey.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1909) p. 83.
H 668 .703 (1909) p. 83 (PrCt)
Authors: Erie Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 36 x 93 cm.
‘FILE-F-22-15' and ‘A.R.H.' -- at bottom right.
5A 7267 (1909 vol. [2]) (PrCt)
Pere Marquette Railroad and connections. Chicago : Poole Bros., [1909].
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Pere Marquette Railroad
1 map ; 22 x 39 cm.
‘7-11-’08' -- at bottom right.
Plate no.: 4682
5A 7267 (1909 vol. [1]) (PrCt)
New York Central lines. [New York: s.n., 1909].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1909) -- New York Central Lines
1 map ; 20 x 26 cm.
‘Trackage rights show by black dots. Lines under construction in dashes.'
Roughly bounded by Wisconsin, Quebec, Missouri, and Virginia.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1909) between p. 840-841
H 668 .703 (1909) bet. p. 840-841 (PrCt)
Authors: New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad
1 map ; 26 x 39 cm.
In New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad. Twenty-third annual report of the board of directors ... to the stockholders ... 1909 (Cleveland, Ohio: [New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad?, 1910?]) opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1909 vol. [2]) (PrCt)
Authors: Matthews-Northrup Company -- New York, New Haven, and Hartford Railroad Company -- Price, Lee & Adkins Co. (New Haven, Conn.)
1 map ; 27 x 52 cm.
5A 7267 (1909 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
At head of title: Thirty-eighth year.
5A 7267 (1909 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Map of the Ohio Central lines, and connections . [New York : s.n., 1909].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1909) -- Ohio Central Railroad 1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Roughly bounded by Wisconsin, New York, Kentucky, and Virginia.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1909) p. 455
H 668 .703 (1909) p. 455 (PrCt)

Map of the Grand Trunk Railway System and connections. Chicago : Poole Bros., [1909, i.e.1910].
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1910) -- Grand Trunk Railway Company of Canada 1 map ; 11 x 19 cm.
'12-20-'09' --at bottom right.
Roughly bounded by Ontario, Maine, Illinois, and Maryland.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1910) p. [1779]
H 668 .703 (1910) p. [1779] (PrCt)

Map of the Grand Trunk Railway System and connections. Chicago : Poole Bros., [1909, i.e.1911].
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1911) -- Grand Trunk Railway Company of Canada 1 map ; 11 x 19 cm.
'12-20-'09' --at bottom right.
Plate no.: 3331
Roughly bounded by Ontario, Quebec, Illinois, and New Jersey.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1911) p. 1467
H 668 .703 (1911) p. 1467 (PrCt)

59100 Northeastern States - Maps - 1909 - Railroads - Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis Railway Company - Maps - 1909 - Railroads - Maps
Authors: Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis Railway Company -- Allen, Lane & Scott -- Pittsburgh Printing Company (Pittsburgh, Pa.) 1 map : col. ; 21 x 46 cm.
In Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis Railway Company. Twentieth annual report for the year ending ... 1909. Presented and approved at the annual meeting ... 1910 (Pittsburgh, Pa.: Pittsburgh Printing Company, [1910?] at end.
'Office of the Secretary, Pittsburgh, Pa.' --at bottom of title page.
5A 7267 (1909 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

59101 Northeastern States - Maps - 1909 - Road maps - Northeastern States - Maps - 1909 - Transportation - Transportation - Northeastern States - Maps - 1909 - Wall maps - Road maps
Authors: MacNair, Henry -- Bullard Company (Boston, Mass.)
1 map ; 103 x 97 cm., folded in covers 29 x 14 cm.
Covers New York State, New Jersey, and Pennsylvania.
Scale [1:633,600]. "10 miles to 1 inch."
Coordinates: (W 80°45'00"--W 72°59'00"/N 44°59'00"--N 38°55'00")
Inset (9 x 46 cm.): Long Island and New York City.
Railroad distance table at upper right.
Verso includes placename indexes, population statistics, and descriptive text for New York, Pennsylvania, and New Jersey.
map4C G3711.P2 1909 .B8 (PrCt)

New York to Chicago. Chicago to New York : South Bend to Indianapolis, Indianapolis to South Bend, Toledo to Detroit, Detroit to Toledo, Albany to Saratoga Springs, Saratoga Springs to Albany. Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., c1909.
Photo auto guide -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. (unpaged) : chiefly ill., strip maps ; 23 cm.
At head of title: Photo-auto maps. Photographs of every turn, together with a topographical outline...

59103 Northeastern States - Maps - 1910-1919


Printed plate number “A” on thumb index at right. "U.S.A North" in oversize manuscript lettering on verso. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library. Baskes folio G1019 .C625 1910z, [plate 28 A] (PrCt)


59118 Northeastern States - Maps - 1911 - Railroads - Michigan - Maps - 1911 - Railroads - Pere Marquette Railroad - Maps Pere Marquette Railroad and connections. Chicago : Poole Bros., [1911?]. Authors: Poole Brothers -- Pere Marquette Railroad 1 map ; 22 x 40 cm. 7-11-'08' -- at bottom right. Plate no.: 4682 In Pere Marquette Railroad. Annual report of the Pere Marquette Railroad Company ... 1911 [Detroit?: Pere Marquette Railroad Company?, 1911?] at end. 5A 7267 (1911 vol. [1]) (PrCt)


59120 Northeastern States - Maps - 1911 - Railroads - New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad - Maps - 1911 - Railroads - Maps Map of New York, Chicago & St. Louis R.R. [Cleveland, Ohio? New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad?, 1911?]. Authors: New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad 1 map ; 26 x 39 cm. In New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad. Twenty-five annual report of the board of directors ... to the stockholders ... 1911 (Cleveland, Ohio: [New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad?, 1912?]) opposite title page. 5A 7267 (1911 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

59121 Northeastern States - Maps - 1911 - Railroads - New York, New Haven, and Hartford Railroad Company - Maps - 1911 - Railroads - Maps The New York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad: operated and controlled lines. Buffalo, N.Y. The Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Northeastern States - Maps - 1911 - Railroads - Pennsylvania Railroad - Maps - 1911


Authors: Pennsylvania Railroad -- Allen, Lane & Scott

1 map : col. ; 26 x 78 cm.

Below title: Office of the Secretary, Broad Street Station, Philadelphia, Pa. 31st December, 1911.


5A 7267 (1911 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Northeastern States - Maps - 1912 - Railroads - Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company - Maps - 1912

The Baltimore & Ohio Railroad System.

[Western? Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company?, 1912?].

Authors: Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company

1 map : col. ; 28 x 59 cm.

Below title: Office of the Secretary, Baltimore, Md.

In Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company. Eighty-sixth annual report of the president and directors to the stockholders ... 1912 (Baltimore, Md.: Office of the Secretary, [1912?]?) opposite title page.

5A 7267 (1912 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Northeastern States - Maps - 1912 - Railroads - Delaware and Hudson Railway Company - Maps - 1912

Map of the Delaware & Hudson Railroad system.

[New York : s.n., 1912].

Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1912) -- Delaware and Hudson Railway Company

1 map : 20 x 12 cm.

Roughly bounded by Ontario, Quebec, Pennsylvania, and Massachusetts. Text on verso.

In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1912) p. 2519

H 668 .703 (1912) p. 2519 (PrCt)


Authors: Lake Shore & Michigan Southern Railway -- Matthews-Northrup Company

1 map : col. ; 40 x 50 cm.

In Lake Shore & Michigan Southern Railway. Forty-second annual report of the board of directors ... 1911 (Cleveland: [Lake Shore & Michigan Southern Railway?, 1912?]) opposite title page.

5A 7267 (1911 vol. [2]) (PrCt)


Pere Marquette Railroad - Maps - 1912

Pere Marquette Railroad and connections.

Chicago : Poole Bros., [1912?].

Authors: Poole Brothers -- Pere Marquette Railroad

1 map ; 22 x 40 cm.

'7-11 - '08 -- at bottom right.

Plate no.: 4682

In Pere Marquette Railroad. Annual report of the Pere Marquette Railroad ... 1912 (Detroit?: Pere Marquette Railroad Company?, 1912) at end.

5A 7267 (1912 vol. [1]) (PrCt)


Authors: Fisk, E. F. -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1912) -- New York Central Lines

1 map ; 20 x 27 cm.

Roughly bounded by Wisconsin, Quebec, Missouri, and Virginia.

In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1912) between p. 2564-2565

H 668 .703 (1912) bet. p. 2564-2565 (PrCt)


Map of New York, Chicago & St. Louis R.R.

[Cleveland, Ohio? New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad?, 1912?].

Authors: New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad

1 map ; 26 x 39 cm.

In New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad. Twenty-sixth annual report of the board of directors ... to the stockholders ... 1912 (Cleveland, Ohio: [New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad?, 1913?]?) opposite title page.

5A 7267 (1912 vol. [2]) (PrCt)


Authors: Erie Railroad Company - American Bank Note Company

1 map: col.; 36 x 90 cm. on sheet 38 x 114 cm. Inset (36 x 22 cm.): Erie R.R. Suburban Lines.

In Erie Railroad Company. Seventeenth annual report of the board of directors ... 1912 (New York: [Erie Railroad Company?, 1912?] opposite title page.

5A 7267 (1912 vol. [2]) (PrCt)


Authors: Pennsylvania Railroad - Allen, Lane & Scott

1 map: col.; 26 x 78 cm.

Below title: Office of the Secretary, Broad Street Station, Philadelphia, Pa. 31st December, 1912. Insets (12 x 5 cm. and 7 x 5 cm.): [Northern Michigan] - [Delmarva Peninsula].


Map, title page, index, and pages (i)-(v) have been incorrectly (?) bound after report pages [1]-72.

5A 7267 (1912 vol. [2]) (PrCt)


American Atlantic ports -- north sheet. [London]: George Philip & Son, Ltd.; The London Geographical Institute, [1913].

Authors: George Philip & Son -- London Geographical Institute -- Philip, George, 1870-1937. Philip's mercantile marine atlas : a series of 35 plates ... with ... distances between ports ... (1913)

1 map: col.; 44 x 67 cm.

Identifies trade routes and distances, e.g. "New York to Yarmouth 480 [nautical miles]."


In: Philip, George. Philip's mercantile marine atlas : a series of 35 plates ... with ... distances between ports ... (London ; Liverpool : G. Philip & Son, ltd.; The London Geographical Institute; Philip, Son & Nephew, 1913), plate 19.

oversize H 7001 .68, plate 19 (PrCt)


The Baltimore & Ohio Railroad System.

[Philadelphia? Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company?, 1913?].

Authors: Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company 1 map : col.; 28 x 59 cm.

Below title: Office of the Secretary, Baltimore, Md.

In Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company. Eighty-seventh annual report of the president and directors to the stockholders ... 1913 (Baltimore: Office of the Secretary [for the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company?], 1913) opposite title page.

5A 7267 (1913 vol. [2]) (PrCt)


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- New York, New Haven, and Hartford Railroad Company -- Price, Lee & Adkins Co. (New Haven, Conn.)

1 map: col.; 85 x 83 cm.

Insets (20 x16 cm. and 30 x 16 cm.): Boston and vicinity -- New York City and vicinity. '13' at bottom center.

In New York, New Haven, and Hartford Railroad Company. General statement of the affairs ... 1913 (New Haven, Conn.: The Price, Lee & Adkins Co., 1913) at end.

At head of title: 'Forty-second year'.

5A 7267 (1913 vol. [2]) (PrCt)


Northeastern States - Maps - 1913 - Railroads - Maps

59135

Northeastern States - Maps - 1913 - Railroads - Maps

59136

Northeastern States - Maps - 1913 - Railroads - Maps

59137

Northeastern States - Maps - 1913 - Railroads - Maps

59138

Northeastern States - Maps - 1913 - Railroads - Maps

59139

Northeastern States - Maps - 1913 - Railroads - Maps

59140

Northeastern States - Maps - 1914 - Railroads - Maps

59141

Northeastern States - Maps - 1914 - Railroads - Maps

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
and New York: Rand McNally and Company, [1914?].
1 map: col.; 85 x 83 cm.
Insets (20 x16 cm. and 30 x 16 cm.): Boston and vicinity -- New York City and vicinity.
'14' at bottom center.
At head of title: 'Forty-third year'.
5A 7267 (1914 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Pere Marquette Railroad and connections.
Chicago: Poole Bros., 1914.
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Pere Marquette Railroad -- Blair, Frank W. -- Waters, Dudley E. -- King, Paul H. -- Sikes, C. S.
1 map: 22 x 39 cm.
'3-13-'14' -- at bottom center.
Plate no.: 5782
In Pere Marquette Railroad. Annual report of the Pere Marquette Railroad ... 1914 ([Detroit?]: Frank W. Blair, Dudley E. Waters, and Paul H. King [for the Pere Marquette Railroad?], 1914) at end.
5A 7267 (1914 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Map of New York, Chicago & St. Louis R.R.
[Cleveland, Ohio? New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad?, 1914?].
Authors: New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad 1 map; 26 x 39 cm.
Detached from New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad. Twenty-eighth annual report of the board of directors ... to the stockholders ... 1914 (Cleveland, Ohio: [New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad?, 1915?] opposite title page [5A 7267 (1914 vol. [2])]).
map4C G3711.P3 1914 .N4 (PrCt)

Authors: Erie Railroad Company -- American Bank Note Company 1 map: col.; 36 x 91 cm. on sheet 38 x 114 cm.
map4C G3711.P3 1914 .A4 (PrCt)

Pennsylvania System. Philadelphia: Allen, Lane & Scott, 1914, [i.e. 1915?].
Authors: Allen, Lane & Scott -- Pennsylvania Railroad 1 map: col.; 26 x 78 cm.
'31st December, 1914.'
Insets (12 x 5 cm. and 7 x 5 cm.): [Northern Michigan] -- [Delmarva Peninsula].

map4C G3711.P3 1914 .A4a (PrCt)


1 map : col. ; 28 x 59 cm.

Below title: Office of the Secretary, Baltimore, Md.

Also shows route of the Baltimore & Ohio Chicago Terminal Railroad Company.

In Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company, Eighty-ninth annual report of the president and directors to the stockholders ... 1915 (Baltimore: Office of the Secretary [for the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company?], 1915) at end.

Bound opposite title page of Baltimore & Ohio Chicago Terminal Railroad Company. Sixth annual report ... 1915 [Chicago? Baltimore & Ohio Chicago terminal railroad company?, 1915?].

5A 7267 (1915 vol. [2]) (PrCt)


1 map : col. ; 52 x 91 cm.

Insets (21 x 12 cm. and smaller): Buffalo, Niagara Falls and vicinity -- Boston and vicinity -- Chicago and vicinity -- New York City and vicinity.


Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

5A 7267 (1915 vol. [2]) (PrCt)


1 map : col. ; 40 x 50 cm.

In Lake Shore & Michigan Southern Railway, Forty-fifth annual report of the Lake Shore and Michigan Southern Railway ... 1914 (Cleveland: [Lake Shore & Michigan Southern Railway?], 1915?) opposite title page.

5A 7267 (1914 vol. [2]) (PrCt)


Authors: Martin B. Brown Company (New York, N.Y.) -- Erie Railroad Company

1 map : col. ; 36 x 91 cm. on sheet 38 x 114 cm. Inset (36 x 22 cm.): Erie R.R. Suburban Lines.

In Erie Railroad Company, Twenty-first report of the board of directors ... 1915 (New York: [Erie Railroad Company?], 1916?) opposite title page.

5A 7267 (1915 vol. [2]) (PrCt)


Pennsylvania System. Philadelphia : Allen, Lane & Scott, 1915, [i.e.1916?].

Authors: Allen, Lane & Scott -- Pennsylvania Railroad

1 map : col. ; 26 x 78 cm.

'31st December, 1915.'

Insets (12 x 5 cm. and 7 x 5 cm.): [Northern Michigan] -- [Delmarva Peninsula].


5A 7267 (1915 vol. [2]) (PrCt)


Lines of the Pennsylvania Company. Philadelphia : Allen, Lane & Scott, [1915?].

Authors: Pennsylvania Railroad -- Allen, Lane & Scott

1 map : col. ; 22 x 45 cm.

Inset at upper left (5 x 10 cm.): [Northern Michigan].

In Pennsylvania Railroad, Forty-third annual report ... Presented ... 1915 [Pittsburgh?, Pennsylvania Company?], 1915?] at end.

5A 7267 (1914 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
### Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Title</th>
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</thead>
</table>

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
5A 7267 (1918 vol. [2]) (PrCt)


59171 Thirty-second annual report of the board of directors ... to the stockholders ... December 31, 1918 (Cleveland, Ohio: [New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad?, 1919?]) opposite title page. 5A 7267 (1918 vol. [2]) (PrCt)


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Requests and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Roughly bounded by Wisconsin, Missouri, Virginia, and Maine. 
In New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad. 
Thirty-fourth annual report of the board of directors ... to the stockholders ... December 31, 1920 (Cleveland, Ohio: [New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad?, 1921?]) opposite title page. 5A 7267 (1920 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

In Erie Railroad Company. Twenty-seventh report of the board of directors ... December 31, 1921 (New York: [Erie Railroad Company?, 1922?]) at front. 5A 7267 (1921 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

One map printed in two sections back-to-back. "150 pages. Price 50 cents." Possibly intended as a flyer advertising a larger work. 
Series: Motor tours 
Issued folded to 23 x 11 cm. 
Accompanied by printed mailing envelope with title: Maps of motor tours ... published by Amsterdam Advertising Co., Amsterdam, N.Y. map4F G3711.P2 1921...A4 (PrCt)

In Erie Railroad Company. Twenty-eighth report of the board of directors ... December 31, 1922 (New York: [Erie Railroad Company?, 1923?]) at end. 5A 7267 (1922 vol. [2]) (PrCt)
1924 - Railroads\textless\textgreater{}Boston Region (Mass.) - Maps - 1924 - Railroads\textless\textgreater{}Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1924 - Railroads\textless\textgreater{}New York Region - Maps - 1924 - Railroads\textless\textgreater{}New York Central Railroad Company - Maps - 1924\textless\textgreater{}Railroads - Maps

New York Central Railroad. 1924. Buffalo, N.Y. The Matthews-Northrup Works, 1924 [i.e.1925?].

Authors: Matthews-Northrup Company -- New York Central Railroad Company -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 52 x 91 cm.
Insets (21 x 12 cm. and smaller): Buffalo, Niagara Falls and vicinity -- Boston and vicinity -- Chicago and vicinity -- New York City and vicinity.

Covers region roughly bounded by Minnesota, Missouri, Virginia, and Maine.


Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

5A 7267 (1924 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

59191 Northeastern States - Maps - 1924 - Railroads\textless\textgreater{}New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad - Maps - 1924\textless\textgreater{}Railroads - Maps


Authors: New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad -- Matthews-Northrup Company

1 map ; 21 x 32 cm.
Roughly bounded by Wisconsin, Missouri, Virginia, and New Hampshire.

In New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad. First annual report of the board of directors ... to the stockholders ... December 31, 1923 (Cleveland, Ohio: [New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad?, 1924?]) opposite title page.

5A 7267 (1923 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

59192 Northeastern States - Maps - 1924 - Railroads\textless\textgreater{}New York Region - Maps - 1924 - Railroads\textless\textgreater{}Erie Railroad Company - Maps - 1924\textless\textgreater{}Wall maps\textless\textgreater{}Railroads - Maps

Erie Railroad with branches and connections, 1924. New York : Andrew H. Kellogg Co. 1924 [i.e. 1925?].

Authors: Erie Railroad Company -- Kellogg, Andrew H.

1 map : col. ; 36 x 90 cm. on sheet 43 x 117 cm.
Inset (36 x 22 cm.): Erie R.R. Suburban Lines.
Cover region roughly bounded by southeastern Wisconsin, eastern Illinois, New Jersey, and southwestern Vermont.

In Erie Railroad Company. Thirtieth report of the board of directors ... December 31, 1924 (New York: [Erie Railroad Company?, 1925?]) at end.

5A 7267 (1924 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

59193 Northeastern States - Maps - 1925 - Railroads\textless\textgreater{}Buffalo Region (N.Y.) - Maps - 1925 - Railroads\textless\textgreater{}Boston Region (Mass.) - Maps - 1925 - Railroads\textless\textgreater{}Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1925 - Railroads\textless\textgreater{}New York Region - Maps - 1925 - Railroads\textless\textgreater{}New York Central Railroad Company - Maps - 1925\textless\textgreater{}Railroads - Maps

New York Central Railroad. 1925. [New York? New York Central and Hudson River Railroad Company?], 1925 [i.e.1926?].

Authors: New York Central Railroad Company -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 52 x 91 cm.
Insets (21 x 12 cm. and smaller): Buffalo, Niagara Falls and vicinity -- Boston and vicinity -- Chicago and vicinity -- New York City and vicinity.

Covers region roughly bounded by Minnesota, Missouri, Virginia, and Maine.


Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

5A 7267 (1925 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

59194 Northeastern States - Maps - 1925 - Railroads\textless\textgreater{}Buffalo Region (N.Y.) - Maps - 1925 - Railroads\textless\textgreater{}Boston Region (Mass.) - Maps - 1925 - Railroads\textless\textgreater{}Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1925 - Railroads\textless\textgreater{}New York Region - Maps - 1925 - Railroads\textless\textgreater{}New York Central Railroad Company - Maps - 1925\textless\textgreater{}Railroads - Maps


Authors: New York Central Railroad Company -- Western Illinois University. Map and Geography Library -- John V. Bergen Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. mounted on cloth ; 52 x 91 cm.
Insets (21 x 12 cm. or smaller): Buffalo, Niagara Falls and vicinity -- Boston and vicinity -- Chicago and vicinity -- New York City and vicinity.

Handstamp on verso: Map and Geography Library. Western Illinois University.
On wooden rollers.
Forms part of the John V. Bergen Collection (Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

maproll G3711.P3 1925 .N4 (PrCt)

59195 Northeastern States - Maps - 1925 - Railroads\textless\textgreater{}New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad - Maps - 1925\textless\textgreater{}Railroads - Maps


Authors: New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad -- Matthews-Northrup Company

1 map : col. ; 36 x 90 cm.
Inset (36 x 22 cm.): Erie R.R. Suburban Lines.
Cover region roughly bounded by southeastern Wisconsin, eastern Illinois, New Jersey, and southwestern Vermont.

In Erie Railroad Company. Thirtieth report of the board of directors ... December 31, 1924 (New York: [Erie Railroad Company?, 1925?]) at end.

5A 7267 (1924 vol. [2]) (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

1 map : 21 x 32 cm.
Roughly bounded by Wisconsin, Missouri, Virginia, and New Hampshire.
In New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad.
Second annual report of the board of directors ... to the stockholders ... December 31, 1924 (Cleveland, Ohio: [New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad?, 1925?]) opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1924 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

1 map : col. ; 36 x 90 cm. on sheet 43 x 114 cm. Inset (36 x 22 cm.): Erie R.R. Suburban Lines. Cover region roughly bounded by southeastern Wisconsin, eastern Illinois, New Jersey, and southwestern Vermont. In Erie Railroad Company. Thirty-first report of the board of directors ... December 31, 1925 (New York: [Erie Railroad Company?, 1926?]) at end.
5A 7267 (1925 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

1 map : col. ; 29 x 44 cm. fold. to 23 x 11 cm. Panel title: Hotel Secor, Toledo : auto trails road map. Coverage extends from Chicago and Terre haute on the west, Louisville on the south, Saginaw and Toronto on the north, and Harrisburg, Penna. and Washington, D.C. on the east; location of Hotel Secor indicated by arrow. Keyed to 26 named road signs. On verso, advertising for Hotel Secor incl. 5 photos, table of mileages, and auxiliary maps of 'Toledo' and 'Downtown Toledo.' Uniform title: Junior auto trails
map2F G3711 .P2 1925 .R3 (PrCt)

59198 Northeastern States - Maps - 1925 - Road maps<>Cumberland Road - Maps - 1925<>United States Highway 40 - Maps - 1925
The National Highway and transcontinental connections at Washington, Penna. / the George Washington Hotel ... operated by the William Foor Hotels Co. ... Buffalo, N.Y.
Matthews-Northrup Works, 1925.
1 map : col. ; 21 x 32 cm. Roughly bounded by Wisconsin, Missouri, Virginia, and New Hampshire.
In New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad. Third annual report of the board of directors ... to the stockholders ... December 31, 1925 (Cleveland, Ohio: [New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad?, 1925?]) opposite title page.

5A 7267 (1925 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

Authors: Erie Railroad Company -- Kellogg, Andrew H.
1 map : col. ; 36 x 90 cm. on sheet 43 x 114 cm. Inset (36 x 22 cm.): Erie R.R. Suburban Lines. Cover region roughly bounded by southeastern Wisconsin, eastern Illinois, New Jersey, and southwestern Vermont.
In Erie Railroad Company. Thirty-second report of the board of directors ... December 31, 1926 (New York: [Erie Railroad Company?, 1927?]) at end.

5A 7267 (1926 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Authors: Keystone Automobile Club
4 maps : col. ; on sheets 84 x 97 cm. and smaller Maps variously dated 1927-1932; versos include many city inset maps. Accompanied by ca. 50 sheets of printing and editing notes, ms. maps, proofs, and photos. Also accompanied by the Pennsylvania vehicle code of 1927 (136 p.) Holzheimer 9601200NL.
temp map9C G3716.P2 1932 K4 (PrCt)

Authors: Erie Railroad Company -- Kellogg, Andrew H.
1 map : col. ; 36 x 90 cm. on sheet 46 x 120 cm. Inset (36 x 22 cm.): Erie R.R. Suburban Lines. Cover region roughly bounded by southeastern Wisconsin, eastern Illinois, New Jersey, and southwestern Vermont.
In Erie Railroad Company. Thirty-third report of the board of directors ... December 31, 1927 (New York: [Erie Railroad Company?, 1928?]) at end.

5A 7267 (1927 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

59206 Northeastern States - Maps - 1927 - Railroads>>>Toledo, Peoria & Western Railroad - Maps - 1927 - Railroads - Maps Map of Toledo, Peoria & Western Railroad and connections. Chicago : Poole Bros. [1927, i.e.1944?].
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Toledo, Peoria & Western Railroad -- Stover, Holly
1 map ; 12 x 23 cm. '4-26-'27' at bottom center.
Added title split between upper and lower

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
59207 Northeastern States - Maps - 1927 - Railroads

Title: Map of Toledo, Peoria & Western Railroad and connections. Chicago: Poole Bros. [1927, i.e. 1945?].

Authors: Poole Brothers -- Toledo, Peoria & Western Railroad -- Stover, Holly

1 map; 12 x 23 cm.

'4-26-'27 at bottom center.

Added title split between upper and lower margins: The Short route between east and west: fast freight service.

Plate no.: 6617.

Roughly bounded by Minnesota, New York, Kansas, and Virginia.

In Toledo, Peoria, & Western Railroad Company. Annual report of Holly Stover, federal manager of the properties of the Toledo, Peoria & Western Railroad ... December 31, 1943 [Peoria, Ill.?]: Toledo, Peoria, and Western Railroad Company?, 1944? at end.

5A 7267 (1943 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

59208 Northeastern States - Maps - 1927 - Railroads

Title: Map of Toledo, Peoria & Western Railroad - Maps - 1927 - Railroads - Maps Map of Toledo, Peoria & Western Railroad and connections. Chicago: Poole Bros. [1927, i.e. 1945?].

Authors: Poole Brothers -- Toledo, Peoria & Western Railroad

1 map; 12 x 23 cm.

'4-28-'27 at bottom center.

Added title split between upper and lower margins: The Short route between east and west: fast freight service.

Plate no.: 6617.

Roughly bounded by Minnesota, New York, Kansas, and Virginia.

In Toledo, Peoria, & Western Railroad Company. Annual report of Holly Stover, federal manager of the properties of the Toledo, Peoria & Western Railroad ... September 30, 1945 [Peoria, Ill.?]: Toledo, Peoria, and Western Railroad Company?, 1945? inside back cover.

5A 7267 (1945 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

59209 Northeastern States - Maps - 1927 - Road maps


1 map; 22 x 27 cm. fold. to 24 x 10 cm.

Panel title: Map of eastern highways.

On verso, advertisement for 'The Palatine, motor hotel of the Hudson Valley,' 7 photographs, mileage table, and strip map showing roads between New York City and Newburgh ('© 1927 N.E.H.P.C.').

Rubber stamped on verso (twice): G. C. Morris.

map 1F G3711 .P2 1927 M5 (PrCt)
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

5A 7267 (1928 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

59215 Northeastern States - Maps - 1928 - Road maps
Northeastern States - Guidebooks - 1928
Northeastern States - Maps - 1928 - Cities and towns - Road maps
Northeastern States - Maps - 1928 - Road maps
Strip maps
Authors: American Automobile Association -- American Automobile Association. Key map: numerals on this map are not highway numbers ... [1928?] -- American Automobile Association. Official AAA road map: Northeastern States [1928?] -- Hennen, Gladys Various pagings: maps (2 folded); 24 x 13 cm. Cover title. Apparently issued without title page; publisher and place of publication from "contents" (p. 1). Includes reproduction of letter dated August 1, 1927 from U.S. Dept. of Labor Bureau of Immigration commissioner Harry E. Hull to A.A.A. general manager Ernest N. Smith (in "customs regulations" section, p. 92). Includes dozens of strip, route, and city maps. Includes 2 folding maps: Key map: numerals on this map are not highway numbers but correspond to numbers at the head of the mileage tables on the following pages. Washington, D.C.: American Automobile Association, [1928?]. 1 map; 39 x 51 cm., folded to 22 x 11 cm. inside front cover. -- Official AAA road map: Northeastern States. Washington, D.C.: American Automobile Association, [1928?]. 1 loose map; 56 x 83 cm., folded to 21 x 10 cm. in pocket at end. Former owner's signature on front cover: Gladys Hennen, Claysville, Pa.
Accession no. 2008100251
map4C G3711.P2 1928.A4 (PrCt)

59216 Northeastern States - Maps - 1928 - Road maps
Golde 5th Avenue Clothes (Firm) - Maps - 1928
Road maps
New official road map [of the northeastern United States]: good roads, route numbers, distances in miles / Golde Clothes Shop, Sixth and Olive Streets, St. Louis, Mo. New York: C.S. Hammond & Co., c1928.
Authors: Golde 5th Avenue Clothes (Firm) -- C.S. Hammond & Company -- Golde Clothes Shop
SEE Golde 5th Avenue Clothes (Firm)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 60 cm., folded to 25 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Golde road map of the United States (northeastern part)
Golde clothes stores identified with red stars; store directory, advertising, and photos on verso.
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).
Accession no. 20021001

Road map4C G3711.P2 1928 .G6 (PrCt)

Northeastern States - Maps - 1928 - Road maps
Northeastern States - Maps - 1928 - Road maps
Northeastern States - Guidebooks - 1928 - Automobile travel - Northeastern States - Guidebooks - 1928 - Road maps
Authors: Mohawk Rubber Co. (Akron, Ohio) -- Hobbs, Howard F. -- Mohawk-Hobbs guide -- Ben Franklin Printing Co. (Akron, Ohio)
1 atlas ([2], 3-22, [2] p. : maps, ill.) ; on sheets 24 x 20 cm., folded to 24 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
At head of title: Guide no. 9
"Copyright, 1928, the Mohawk Rubber Co." -- p. 2
Includes 20 route maps (most measuring 4 x 8 cm.) accompanied by "profile and surface charts" with road surface grades (asphalt, gravel, macadam, etc.), height elevations of selected towns along each route, and directories of local hotels, garages, etc.
Back cover includes summary map of the entire route (9 x 22 cm.)
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).

Road map4C G3711.P2 1928 .M6 (PrCt)

Northeastern States - Maps - 1928 - Road maps
1 map ; 59 x 89 cm.
Accompanying index missing.
Roughly bounded by Minnesota, Maine, Arkansas, and North Carolina.
"N.E.U.S." --in upper left margin.
Handstamp at lower right: Register of Copyrights.
Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.
'4-25-28" in ms. at lower right.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).

RMcN Auto Trails 4C 397 (PrCt)

New York Central Railroad. 1929 [i.e. 1930?].
Authors: New York Central Railroad Company -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 52 x 90 cm.
Insets (20 x 12 cm. and smaller): Buffalo, Niagara Falls and vicinity -- Boston and vicinity -- Detroit and vicinity -- Chicago and vicinity -- Cleveland and vicinity -- New York City and vicinity.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

map4C G3711.P3 1929 .N4 (PrCt)

Delaware, Lackawanna and Western Railroad. Buffalo and New York City : The Whitney Graham Co., Inc. , [1929?].
Authors: Whitney-Graham Co. -- Delaware, Lackawanna and Western Railroad Company -- Martin B. Brown Company (New York, N.Y.)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 76 cm.
Insets (19 x 16 cm. and smaller): Routes of through Pullman services -- Delaware, Lackawanna & Western Railroad : Hoboken-Jersey City Terminal -- Lackawanna Railroad : New York Harbor ... .

59219
59217
59220
59218
Covers region bound by southeastern Ontario, Maine, Virginia, and Delaware.
In Delaware, Lackawanna and Western Railroad.
Cf. OCLC 45679883.
5A 7267 (1928 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

1929

Northeastern States - Maps - 1929 - Railroads

Hoboken Terminal (N.J.) - Maps
- 1929

New York Region - Maps - 1929 - Railroads

Western Railroad Company - Maps - 1929

Railroads

Delaware, Lackawanna and Western Railroad

1 map ; 47 x 76 cm.

'2-29' -- at bottom right.

In Delaware, Lackawanna and Western Railroad:
Hoboken-Jersey City Terminal -- Lackawanna Railroad
New York Harbor ...

Covers region bound by southeastern Ontario, Maine, Virginia, and Delaware.
In Delaware, Lackawanna and Western Railroad.
Annual report ... December 31st, 1929 (New York: M. B. Brown Printing & Binding Co., [1929?]) at end.

5A 7267 (1929 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Northeastern States - Maps - 1929 - Railroads

New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad - Maps

Nickel Plate Road : the New York, Chicago and St. Louis R.R. Co. and connections. Buffalo, N.Y.
J.W. Clement Co. ; The Matthews-Northrup Works, [1929?].

Authors: J.W. Clement Co. -- Matthews-Northrup Company -- New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad
1 map ; 20 x 30 cm.

Roughly bounded by Wisconsin, New Hampshire, Missouri, and Virginia.
In New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad. Sixth annual report of the board of directors ... to the stockholders ... December 31, 1928 (Cleveland, Ohio: [New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad?, 1929?]) at front.

5A 7267 (1927 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

Northeastern States - Maps - 1929 - Railroads

New York Region - Maps - 1929 - Railroads

Erie Railroad Company - Maps - 1929

Wall maps
- 1929

Map of the Toledo, Peoria & Western Railroad and connections. Chicago : Poole Bros. [1929?].

Authors: Poole Brothers -- Toledo, Peoria & Western Railroad
1 map ; 12 x 23 cm.

Added title split between upper and lower margins: The Short route between east and west
: fast freight service.
'4-28-'27' at bottom center.

Plate no.: 6617.

Roughly bounded by Minnesota, New York, Kansas, and Virginia.
In Toledo, Peoria, and Western Railroad Company. Second annual report of Toledo, Peoria & Western Railroad ... December 31, 1928 [Peoria, Ill.?: Toledo, Peoria, and Western Railroad Company?, 1929?] p. 19.

5A 7267 (1928 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

Northeastern States - Maps - 1929 - Railroads

Toledo, Peoria & Western Railroad - Maps

Map of the Toledo, Peoria & Western Railroad and connections. Chicago : Poole Bros. [1929?].

Authors: Poole Brothers -- Toledo, Peoria & Western Railroad
1 map ; 12 x 23 cm.

Added title split between upper and lower margins: The Short route between east and west
: fast freight service.
'8-19-'29' at bottom center.

Plate no.: 6617.

Roughly bounded by Minnesota, New York, Kansas, and Virginia.
In Toledo, Peoria, and Western Railroad Company. Third annual report of Toledo, Peoria & Western Railroad ... December 31, 1929 [Peoria, Ill.?: Toledo, Peoria, and Western Railroad Company?, 1930?] p. 16.

5A 7267 (1929 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

Northeastern States - Maps - 1929 - Railroads

Toledo, Peoria & Western Railroad - Maps

Wall maps
- 1929

Erie Railroad with branches and connections, 1929. New York : Rogers - Kellogg - Stillson Company, 1929 [i.e. 1930?].

Authors: Erie Railroad Company -- Rogers, Kellogg, Stillson Company
1 map : col. ; 36 x 108 cm.

Inset (36 x 22 cm.): Erie R.R. Suburban Lines.
Cover region roughly bounded by southeastern Wisconsin, southwestern Vermont, eastern Illinois, and New Jersey.
In Erie Railroad Company. Thirty-fifth report of the board of directors ... December 31, 1929 (New York: [Erie Railroad Company?, 1930?]) at end.

5A 7267 (1929 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Map of Toledo, Peoria & Western Railroad and connections. Chicago : Poole Bros. [1929, i.e.1931?].
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Toledo, Peoria & Western Railroad
1 map ; 12 x 23 cm.

59227 Northeastern States - Maps - 1929 - Railroads<<>>Toledo, Peoria & Western Railroad - Maps - 1929<<>>Railroads - Maps Map of Toledo, Peoria & Western Railroad and connections. Chicago : Poole Bros. [1929, i.e.1932?].
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Toledo, Peoria & Western Railroad
1 map ; 12 x 23 cm.

59230 Northeastern States - Maps - 1929 - Railroads<<>>Toledo, Peoria & Western Railroad - Maps - 1929<<>>Railroads - Maps Map of Toledo, Peoria & Western Railroad and connections. Chicago : Poole Bros. [1929, i.e.1935?].
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Toledo, Peoria & Western Railroad
1 map ; 12 x 23 cm.

59228 Northeastern States - Maps - 1929 - Railroads<<>>Toledo, Peoria & Western Railroad - Maps - 1929<<>>Railroads - Maps Map of Toledo, Peoria & Western Railroad and connections. Chicago : Poole Bros. [1929, i.e.1933?].
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Toledo, Peoria & Western Railroad
1 map ; 12 x 23 cm.

59231 Northeastern States - Maps - 1929 - Railroads<<>>Toledo, Peoria & Western Railroad - Maps - 1929<<>>Railroads - Maps Map of Toledo, Peoria & Western Railroad and connections. Chicago : Poole Bros. [1929, i.e.1936?].
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Toledo, Peoria & Western Railroad
1 map ; 12 x 23 cm.
5A 7267 (1935 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

59232 Northeastern States - Maps - 1929 - Railroads<>Toledo, Peoria & Western Railroad - Maps - 1929<>Railroads - Maps Map of Toledo, Peoria & Western Railroad and connections. Chicago : Poole Bros. [1929, i.e.1937?].
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Toledo, Peoria & Western Railroad
1 map ; 12 x 23 cm.
'8-19-'29 at bottom center.
Added title split between upper and lower margins: The Short route between east and west : fast freight service.
Plate no.: 6617.
Roughly bounded by Minnesota, New York, Kansas, and Virginia.
In Toledo, Peoria, and Western Railroad Company. Tenth annual report ... December 31, 1936 [Peoria, Ill.? : Toledo, Peoria, and Western Railroad Company?, 1937?] p. 16.
5A 7267 (1936 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

59233 Northeastern States - Maps - 1929 - Railroads<>Toledo, Peoria & Western Railroad - Maps - 1929<>Railroads - Maps Map of Toledo, Peoria & Western Railroad and connections. Chicago : Poole Bros. [1929, i.e.1938?].
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Toledo, Peoria & Western Railroad
1 map ; 12 x 23 cm.
'8-19-'29 at bottom center.
Added title split between upper and lower margins: The Short route between east and west : fast freight service.
Plate no.: 6617.
Roughly bounded by Minnesota, New York, Kansas, and Virginia.
5A 7267 (1937 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

59234 Northeastern States - Maps - 1929 - Railroads<>Toledo, Peoria & Western Railroad - Maps - 1929<>Railroads - Maps Map of Toledo, Peoria & Western Railroad and connections. Chicago : Poole Bros. [1929, i.e.1939?].
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Toledo, Peoria & Western Railroad
1 map ; 12 x 23 cm.
'8-19-'29 at bottom center.
Added title split between upper and lower margins: The Short route between east and west : fast freight service.
Plate no.: 6617.
Roughly bounded by Minnesota, New York, Kansas, and Virginia.
In Toledo, Peoria, and Western Railroad Company. Twelfth annual report ... December 31, 1938 [Peoria, Ill.? : Toledo, Peoria, and Western Railroad Company?, 1939?] p. 16.
5A 7267 (1938 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

59235 Northeastern States - Maps - 1929 - Railroads<>Toledo, Peoria & Western Railroad - Maps - 1929<>Railroads - Maps Map of Toledo, Peoria & Western Railroad and connections. Chicago : Poole Bros. [1929, i.e.1940?].
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Toledo, Peoria & Western Railroad
1 map ; 12 x 23 cm.
'8-19-'29 at bottom center.
Added title split between upper and lower margins: The Short route between east and west : fast freight service.
Plate no.: 6617.
Roughly bounded by Minnesota, New York, Kansas, and Virginia.
In Toledo, Peoria, and Western Railroad Company. Thirteenth annual report ... December 31, 1939 [Peoria, Ill.? : Toledo, Peoria, and Western Railroad Company?, 1940?] p. 16.
5A 7267 (1939 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

59236 Northeastern States - Maps - 1929 - Railroads<>Toledo, Peoria & Western Railroad - Maps - 1929<>Railroads - Maps Map of Toledo, Peoria & Western Railroad and connections. Chicago : Poole Bros. [1929, i.e.1941?].
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Toledo, Peoria & Western Railroad
1 map ; 12 x 23 cm.
'8-19-'29 at bottom center.
Added title split between upper and lower margins: The Short route between east and west : fast freight service.
Plate no.: 6617.
Roughly bounded by Minnesota, New York, Kansas, and Virginia.
In Toledo, Peoria, & Western Railroad Company. Fourteenth annual report ... December 31, 1940 [Peoria, Ill.? : Toledo, Peoria, and Western Railroad Company?, 1941?] p. 16.
5A 7267 (1940 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

59237 Northeastern States - Maps - 1929 - Railroads<>Toledo, Peoria & Western Railroad - Maps - 1929<>Railroads - Maps Map of Toledo, Peoria & Western Railroad and connections. Chicago : Poole Bros. [1929, i.e.1941?].
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Toledo, Peoria & Western Railroad
1 map ; 12 x 23 cm.
'8-19-'29 at bottom center.
Added title split between upper and lower margins: The Short route between east and west : fast freight service.
Plate no.: 6617.
Northeastern States - Maps - 1929 - Road maps (Newberry Library) -- Hotel Daniel Boone (Charleston, W. Va.) SEE Daniel Boone Hotel (Charleston, W. Va.) -- Boone Hotel (Charleston, W. Va.) SEE Daniel Boone Hotel (Charleston, W. Va.)

1 map : col. ; 19 x 39 cm., folded to 24 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"Direction of American Hotels Corporation ... N.Y." -- Title panel.
Panel art: illustration of Daniel Boone Hotel.
Handstamped "Data obtained by John G. Brink, Jr., Date June 6, 1935, At Jackson"
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 5064 (PrCt)

Northeastern States - Maps - 1929 - Road maps (Newberry Library) -- Road map to the new Daniel Boone Hotel

Fifteenth annual report ... December 31, 1941
[Peoria, Ill.: Toledo, Peoria, and Western Railroad Company?, 1942?] p. 34.

5A 7267 (1941 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Northeastern States - Maps - 1929 - Road maps (Newberry Library) -- Road maps to the new Daniel Boone Hotel

Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Hotel Daniel Boone (Charleston, W. Va.) SEE Daniel Boone Hotel (Charleston, W. Va.) -- Boone Hotel (Charleston, W. Va.) SEE Daniel Boone Hotel (Charleston, W. Va.)

1 map : col. ; 19 x 39 cm., folded to 24 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"Direction of American Hotels Corporation ... N.Y." -- Title panel.
Panel art: illustration of Daniel Boone Hotel.
Handstamped "Data obtained by John G. Brink, Jr., Date June 6, 1935, At Jackson"
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 5064 (PrCt)

Northeastern States - Maps - 1929 - Road maps (Newberry Library) -- Road maps to the new Daniel Boone Hotel

Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Hotel Daniel Boone (Charleston, W. Va.) SEE Daniel Boone Hotel (Charleston, W. Va.) -- Boone Hotel (Charleston, W. Va.) SEE Daniel Boone Hotel (Charleston, W. Va.)

1 map : col. ; 19 x 39 cm., folded to 24 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"Direction of American Hotels Corporation ... N.Y." -- Title panel.
Panel art: illustration of Daniel Boone Hotel.
Handstamped "Data obtained by John G. Brink, Jr., Date June 6, 1935, At Jackson"
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 5064 (PrCt)

Northeastern States - Maps - 1929 - Road maps (Newberry Library) -- Road maps to the new Daniel Boone Hotel

Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Hotel Daniel Boone (Charleston, W. Va.) SEE Daniel Boone Hotel (Charleston, W. Va.) -- Boone Hotel (Charleston, W. Va.) SEE Daniel Boone Hotel (Charleston, W. Va.)

1 map : col. ; 19 x 39 cm., folded to 24 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"Direction of American Hotels Corporation ... N.Y." -- Title panel.
Panel art: illustration of Daniel Boone Hotel.
Handstamped "Data obtained by John G. Brink, Jr., Date June 6, 1935, At Jackson"
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 5064 (PrCt)

Northeastern States - Maps - 1929 - Road maps (Newberry Library) -- Road maps to the new Daniel Boone Hotel

Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Hotel Daniel Boone (Charleston, W. Va.) SEE Daniel Boone Hotel (Charleston, W. Va.) -- Boone Hotel (Charleston, W. Va.) SEE Daniel Boone Hotel (Charleston, W. Va.)

1 map : col. ; 19 x 39 cm., folded to 24 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"Direction of American Hotels Corporation ... N.Y." -- Title panel.
Panel art: illustration of Daniel Boone Hotel.
Handstamped "Data obtained by John G. Brink, Jr., Date June 6, 1935, At Jackson"
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 5064 (PrCt)

Northeastern States - Maps - 1929 - Road maps (Newberry Library) -- Road maps to the new Daniel Boone Hotel

Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Hotel Daniel Boone (Charleston, W. Va.) SEE Daniel Boone Hotel (Charleston, W. Va.) -- Boone Hotel (Charleston, W. Va.) SEE Daniel Boone Hotel (Charleston, W. Va.)

1 map : col. ; 19 x 39 cm., folded to 24 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"Direction of American Hotels Corporation ... N.Y." -- Title panel.
Panel art: illustration of Daniel Boone Hotel.
Handstamped "Data obtained by John G. Brink, Jr., Date June 6, 1935, At Jackson"
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 5064 (PrCt)

Northeastern States - Maps - 1929 - Road maps (Newberry Library) -- Road maps to the new Daniel Boone Hotel

Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Hotel Daniel Boone (Charleston, W. Va.) SEE Daniel Boone Hotel (Charleston, W. Va.) -- Boone Hotel (Charleston, W. Va.) SEE Daniel Boone Hotel (Charleston, W. Va.)

1 map : col. ; 19 x 39 cm., folded to 24 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"Direction of American Hotels Corporation ... N.Y." -- Title panel.
Panel art: illustration of Daniel Boone Hotel.
Handstamped "Data obtained by John G. Brink, Jr., Date June 6, 1935, At Jackson"
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 5064 (PrCt)

Northeastern States - Maps - 1929 - Road maps (Newberry Library) -- Road maps to the new Daniel Boone Hotel

Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Hotel Daniel Boone (Charleston, W. Va.) SEE Daniel Boone Hotel (Charleston, W. Va.) -- Boone Hotel (Charleston, W. Va.) SEE Daniel Boone Hotel (Charleston, W. Va.)

1 map : col. ; 19 x 39 cm., folded to 24 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"Direction of American Hotels Corporation ... N.Y." -- Title panel.
Panel art: illustration of Daniel Boone Hotel.
Handstamped "Data obtained by John G. Brink, Jr., Date June 6, 1935, At Jackson"
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 5064 (PrCt)
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- W. C. K. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 34 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Tydol trails in Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Delaware, Maryland, Date from RMcN AE 128 ms. index.
Insets (16 x 11 cm. and smaller): Philadelphia -- Baltimore -- Newark -- Pittsburgh -- Washington D.C.
Maps on verso (51 x 53 cm. and 16 x 8 cm.): Tydol trails in the air and on the land [showing relief with hachures] -- Eastern Ohio.
Panel art: Family next to car parked by shore; signed "W C K" [?].
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 182.7 (PrCt)

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Larkin Co. -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Plate no. C-112-O.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 196 (PrCt)
RMcN AE 181.13 (PrCt)

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- International Garage Association -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 190 (PrCt)

59245 Northeastern States - Maps - 1929 - Road maps

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Authors: American Automobile Association -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 56 x 84 cm., on sheet trimmed to 58 x 86 cm.
Date from R McN AE 184 ms. index.
Plate no. 4066-A
Inset (14 x 19 cm): [Northern Maine
Imprint; trimmed on all sides; index on verso
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 183.16 (PrCt)

59249 Northeastern States - Maps - 1930-1939 - Pictorial maps <<>> Pictorial maps - Northeastern States - 1930-1939 <<>> Road maps <<>> Pictorial maps
Between east and west thru historically interesting country [in the northeastern United States] / [signed] Everett Henry. [S.I. s.n., 193-?].
Authors: Henry, Everett -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 15 x 24 cm.
Lacking imprint, trimmed from unidentified text.
Mounted on backing sheet; backing obscures printed content on verso.
Previously bound with a collection of pictorial maps in binders labeled "Points of Interest." Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 190.54 B (PrCt)

59250 Northeastern States - Maps - 1930-1939 - Railroads - Pictorial maps <<>> Pictorial maps - Northeastern States - 1930-1939 - Railroads <<>> Road maps <<>> Railroads - Maps <<>> Pictorial maps
The Shortest line between Chicago and New York. [S.I. s.n., 193-?].
Authors: Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 16 x 24 cm.
Pictorial map showing routes of unidentified railroad; lacking imprint, trimmed from unidentified text.
Mounted on backing sheet; backing obscures printed content on verso.
Previously bound with a collection of pictorial maps in binders labeled "Points of Interest." Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 190.54 A (PrCt)

Northeastern area Ford Hotels map. Chester, Vt.
The National Survey, [193-?].
1 map : col. ; 46 x 50 cm., folded to 24 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Insets (6 x 10 cm.): [5 location maps of Ford Hotels in Toronto, Rochester, Montreal, Buffalo, and Erie, Penn.]
Maps on verso (46 x 60 cm. and smaller): [Map of the northeastern United States] -- Distances via main highways [in the Maritime Provinces] -- [Continuation map of the Maritime Provinces].
Panel art: Illustration of hotel building and Ford Hotels logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4813 (PrCt)

59252 Northeastern States - Maps - 1930-1939 - Road maps <<>> New York (State) - Maps - 1930-1939 - Road maps <<>> Road maps [Road map of the northeastern United States : showing routes between New York City, the Great Lakes, and the Middle West]. [S.I : s.n., 193-?].
Authors: Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 16 x 24 cm.
Anonymous map without title or imprint; closely trimmed on all sides.
Show generalized routes to Albany, Schenectady, Utica, Syracuse, Rochester, Niagara Falls, Buffalo, Erie, Cleveland, Pittsburgh, St. Louis, Toronto, Detroit, and Cleveland.
Relief shown by shading.
Previously bound with a collection of pictorial maps in binders labeled "Points of Interest." Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 190.13 (PrCt)

Buffalo, N. Y. J.W. Clement Co. ; Matthews-Northrup Works, [1930].
1 map : 17 x 32 cm.
In Atlas of traffic maps (Chicago: La Salle Extension University, 1930) p. 122-123.
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio R McN atlas .A73 1930 p. 122-123 (PrCt)
Northeastern States - Maps - 1930 - Railroads
- Buffalo Region (N.Y.) - Maps
- 1930 - Railroads
- Boston Region (Mass.) - Maps
- 1930 - Railroads
- Detroit Region (Mich.) - Maps
- 1930 - Railroads
- Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps
- 1930 - Railroads
- Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps
- 1930 - Railroads
- New York Region - Maps
- 1930 - Railroads
- New York Central Railroad Company - Maps
- 1930 - Railroads - Maps
- New York Central Railroad. 1930. [New York : New York Central Railroad Company?, 1930] [i.e. 1931?].
- C.S. Hammond & Company, 1930.
- Plate no.: 3.23.
- 1 map ; 17 x 25 cm.
- Title in right margin.
- Entered according to title page of this volume
- Accompanied by text on p. 78 and 79.
- In Atlas of traffic maps (Chicago: La Salle Extension University, 1930) p. 82.
- Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
- folio RMcN atlas .A73 1930 p. 82-83 (PrCt)

Northeastern States - Maps - 1930 - Railroads
- Erie Railroad Company - Maps
- 1930 - Railroads - Maps
- Authors: Matthews-Northrup Company -- La Salle Extension University
- Atlas of traffic maps (1930) -- Erie Railroad Company
- 1 map ; 17 x 25 cm.
- Plate no.: 3.23.
- In Atlas of traffic maps (Chicago: La Salle Extension University, 1930) p. 141.
- Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
- folio RMcN atlas .A73 1930 p. 141 (PrCt)

Northeastern States - Maps - 1930 - Railroads
- Freight and freightage - Rates
- Central Freight Association - Maps
- 1930 - Railroads - Maps
- Authors: La Salle Extension University
- Atlas of traffic maps (1930) -- Central Freight Association -- C.S. Hammond & Company
- 1 map ; 35 x 25 cm.
- Title in right margin.
- Inset (13 x 6 cm.): [New Hampshire and Maine].
- In Atlas of traffic maps (Chicago: La Salle Extension University, 1930) p. 82-83.
- Accompanied by text on p. 78 and 79.
- Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
- folio RMcN atlas .A73 1930 p. 82-83 (PrCt)

Northeastern States - Maps - 1930 - Railroads
- Freight and freightage - Rates
- Central Freight Association - Maps
- 1930 - Railroads - Maps
- Authors: La Salle Extension University
- Atlas of traffic maps (1930) -- Central Freight Association -- C.S. Hammond & Company
- 1 map ; 35 x 25 cm.
- Title in right margin.
- Inset (13 x 6 cm.): [New Hampshire and Maine].
- In Atlas of traffic maps (Chicago: La Salle Extension University, 1930) p. 86-87.
- Accompanied by text on p. 78 and 79.
- Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
- folio RMcN atlas .A73 1930 p. 86-87 (PrCt)

Northeastern States - Maps - 1930 - Railroads
- Delaware, Lackawanna and Western Railroad Company - Maps
- 1930 - Railroads - Maps
- The Delaware, Lackawanna and Western Railroad and through connections : Lackawanna Railroad. [Chicago : La Salle Extension University, 1930].
- Authors: La Salle Extension University
- Atlas of traffic maps (1930) -- Delaware, Lackawanna and Western Railroad Company
- 1 map ; 14 x 26 cm.
- Title in right margin.
- Inset (4 cm. in diam.): Map showing connections into New York City ...
- In Atlas of traffic maps (Chicago: La Salle Extension University, 1930) p. 139.
- Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
- folio RMcN atlas .A73 1930 p. 139 (PrCt)
- Freight and freightage - Rates
- Railroads
- Maps

Groupings in trunk line and New England territories for rates to and from the South. [N. Y. C.S. Hammond & Co., 1930].

Authors: La Salle Extension University Atlas of traffic maps (1930)
1 map : col. ; 35 x 25 cm.
Title in right margin.
Inset (13 x 6 cm.): [New Hampshire and Maine]. In Atlas of traffic maps (Chicago: La Salle Extension University, 1930) p. 94-95.
Accompanied by text on p. 93.
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

59263 Northeastern States - Maps - 1930 - Railroads
- New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad - Maps

New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad, 1930?
[Chicago : La Salle Extension University, 1930].

Authors: La Salle Extension University Atlas of traffic maps (1930) -- New York Central Railroad Company
1 map ; 17 x 25 cm.

'1553-10-23-23'[?] -- at bottom.
In Atlas of traffic maps (Chicago: La Salle Extension University, 1930) p. 155.
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

59264 Northeastern States - Maps - 1930 - Railroads
- New York Region - Maps - 1930 - Railroads
- Erie Railroad Company - Maps

New York Central Railroad. [Chicago : La Salle Extension University, 1930].

Authors: La Salle Extension University Atlas of traffic maps (1930) -- Erie Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 35 x 25 cm.
Title in right margin.
Inset (13 x 6 cm.): [New Hampshire and Maine]. In Atlas of traffic maps (Chicago: La Salle Extension University, 1930) p. 94-95.
Accompanied by text on p. 93.
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

5A 7267 (1930 vol. [2]) (PrCt)
for and photos of local garages (each 9 x 9 cm.):  
Panel art: Associated Garages logo.  
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).  
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

Map of eastern highways showing main routes to Bear Mountain Bridge ...  
Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [1930].  
Authors: Bear Mountain Hudson River Bridge Co.  
-- Storm King Highway -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map : col ; 39 x 44 cm.  
Panel title.  
Added title: Cross the Hudson via the Bear Mountain Bridge.  
Date from RMcN AE 102A ms. index.  
Maps on verso (39 x 21 cm. and 21 x 8 cm.):  
Cross the Hudson via the Bear Mountain Bridge  
-- [Hudson River valley]  
Panel art: Photo of the bridge.  
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).  
RMcN AE 102A.14 (PrCt)

Authors: United States Survey Company -- Benjamin Franklin Hotel (Philadelphia, Penna.)  
1 map : col ; 29 x 35 cm. fold. to 23 x 11 cm.  
Panel title: Motorways to and from Philadelphia.  
Coverage extends from the Atlantic coast to DesMoines and Little Rock on the west, Wilmington, N.C. on the south, and Minneapolis and Bangor on the north; location of hotel indicated by arrow.  
"All United and American hotels are shown in red."

On verso, advertising for hotel, table of mileages, and auxiliary map of 'Philadelphia and vicinity' with magnifying glass showing downtown streets and inset view of hotel.  
map2F G3711 .P2 1930 .U5 (PrCt)
'2-31' -- at bottom left.
Insets (19 x 16 cm. and smaller): Routes of through Pullman services -- Delaware,
Lackawanna & Western Railroad: Hoboken-Jersey City Terminal -- Suburban
trackage electrified 1930 -- Lackawanna Railroad:
New York Harbor ... .
Covers region bounded by southeastern Ontario,
Maine, Virginia, and Delaware.
In Delaware, Lackawanna and Western Railroad.
Annual report ... December 31, 1930 (New
York: M. B. Brown Printing & Binding Co.,
[1931?] at end.
5A 7267 (1930 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

59275 Northeastern States - Maps - 1931 - Road
maps<<>>Cincinnati (Ohio) - Maps - 1931 - Road
maps<<>>Hotel Gibson (Cincinnati, Ohio) - Access routes - Maps - 1931<<>>Road maps
Greater Cincinnati official road map ... / issued by
Hotel Gibson, C.C. Schiffeler, managing director,
Cincinnati, Ohio. Cleveland, Ohio: Mountcastle
Map Company, [1931].
Authors: Hotel Gibson (Cincinnati, Ohio) --
Mountcastle Map Co. -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library) -- Mountcastle Map Company
(Cleveland, Ohio) SEE Mountcastle Map Co.
1 map : col. ; 44 x 59 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 179 ms. index.
Added title: Road map of northeastern United
States / copyrighted by the Mountcastle Map
Company, Cleveland, Ohio.
Map on verso (18 x 20 cm.): How to reach Hotel
Gibson in Cincinnati.
Panel art: Photo of the Hotel Gibson.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 179.24 (PrCt)

59276 Northeastern States - Maps - 1931 - Road
maps<<>>Pennsylvania - Maps - 1931 - Road
maps<<>>Road maps
Road map of northeastern United States ... /
Wolverine-Empire Refining Company, Empire
Division, Oil City, Pa. Chicago: Rand McNally &
Company, [1931?].
Authors: Wolverine-Empire Refining Co. (Oil City,
Pa.) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally and Company. Junior auto trails --
Bodeen, George H. -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library) -- Wolf's Head Motor Oil SEE
Wolverine-Empire Refining Co. (Oil City, Pa.)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 58 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Auto road map of northeastern
United States.
Plate no. M.
Map on verso (28 x 42 cm.): Rand McNally junior
auto road map of Pennsylvania.
Panel art: Color illustration of two couples in
convertible car driving to gas station signed "G.H.
Bodeen."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
Matthews-Northrup Works, [1931?].
Authors: J.W. Clement Co. -- Matthews-Northrup
Company -- Pere Marquette Railroad --
Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company
1 map : col. ; 60 x 102 cm.
Covers region roughly bounded by Wisconsin,
Maine, eastern Missouri, and Virginia.
In Pere Marquette Railroad. Fourteenth annual
report of Pere Marquette Railway Company ...
December 31, 1930 [Detroit?: Pere Marquette
Railroad?, 1931?] at end.
5A 7267 (1930 vol. [3]) (PrCt)
Northeastern States - Maps - 1931 - Road maps

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Larkin Co. -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 525 (PrCt)


Nickel Plate Road : the New York, Chicago and St. Louis R.R. Co. and connections. Buffalo, N.Y.
J.W. Clement Co. ; The Matthews-Northrup Works, [1932?].
Authors: J.W. Clement Co. -- Matthews-Northrup Company -- New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad
1 map : 20 x 29 cm.
Roughly bounded by Wisconsin, New Hampshire, Missouri, and Virginia.
In New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad. Ninth annual report of the board of directors ...
December 31, 1931 (Cleveland, Ohio: [New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad?, 1932?]) at front.
5A 7267 (1931 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Northeastern States - Maps - 1932 - Railroads - Pere Marquette Railroad - Maps - 1932

Map showing Pere Marquette Railway and Chesapeake and Ohio system and connections. Buffalo, N.Y. J.W. Clement Co., Matthews-Northrup Works, 1932 [i.e. 1933?].
Authors: J.W. Clement Co. -- Matthews-Northrup Company -- Pere Marquette Railroad -- Chesapeake and Ohio Railroad Company -- Pere Marquette Railroad
1 map : col. ; 61 x 103 cm.
Covers region roughly bounded by Wisconsin, Maine, eastern Missouri, and Virginia.
In Pere Marquette Railroad. Sixteenth annual report ... December 31, 1932 [Detroit?: Pere Marquette Railroad?, 1933?] at end.
5A 7267 (1932 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Northeastern States - Maps - 1932 - Railroads - Sandusky Bay Bridge (Ohio) - Access routes - Maps - 1932

Short, scenic, historic Lake Shore Route : 100 miles of thrills along the south shore of beautiful Lake Erie : Toledo, Port Clinton, Catawba, Sandusky, Cedar Point, Lorain, and Cleveland ... via Sandusky Bay Bridge ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [1932].
Authors: Sandusky Bay Bridge Co. (Ohio) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 23 x 44 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 186 index.
Plate no. N.
Covers much of the northeastern U.S.
Insets (5 x 44 cm. and 3 x 4 cm.): Short, scenic historic Lake Shore Route [between Chicago and Buffalo] -- Toledo.
5A 7267 (1931 vol. [2]) (PrCt)
In Pere Marquette Railroad. Seventeenth annual report ... December 31, 1933 [Detroit?: Pere Marquette Railroad?, 1934?] at end.
5A 7267 (1933 vol. [2]) (PrCr)

59291 Northeastern States - Maps - 1933<<<Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 53 x 86 cm.
Insets (18 x 21 cm. and 7 x 13 cm.): Maritime

59292 Northeastern States - Maps - 1933 - Road maps<<<Ohio - Maps - 1933 - Road maps<<<Cleveland (Ohio) - Maps - 1933 - Road maps<<<Hotel Cleveland (Cleveland, Ohio) - Access routes - Maps - 1933<<<Road maps
Motor routes to Hotel Cleveland. Chicago : Rand McNally and Company, [1933].
Authors: Hotel Cleveland (Cleveland, Ohio) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 44 x 59 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Hotel Cleveland road map of northeastern United States.
Date from RMcN 186 index.
Plate no. O.
Maps on verso (28 x 43 cm. and smaller); Rand McNally junior auto road map of Ohio -- Cleveland & vicinity -- Downtown Cleveland. Uniform title: Junior auto trails
Panel art: colored line drawing of Hotel Cleveland
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 186.51 (PrCr)

59293 Northeastern States - Maps - 1933 - Road maps<<<Road maps
Authors: American Automobile Association -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 56 x 84 cm. fold. to 21 x 10 cm.
Scale ca. 1:837,440 or "one inch equals approximately 29 miles."
Plate no. 4066-H.
Inset (14 x 19 cm): [Northern Maine]
Index, map of Maritime Provinces, and list of recommended establishments on verso.
"Red dots indicate location of A.A.A. recommended hotels."
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).
Acquisition #2008100251.
Road map4C G3711.P2 1933 .A4 (PrCr)

59294 Northeastern States - Maps - 1933 - Road maps<<<Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 56 x 84 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 186 ms. index.
Plate no. O.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 186.43 (PrCt)

59295 Northeastern States - Maps - 1933 - Road
maps<<< Southern States - Maps - 1933 - Road
maps<<< Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 86 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: 1933 Texaco road map, northeastern United States.
Map on verso (53 x 65 cm.): 1933 Texaco road map, southeastern United States.
Panel art: Texaco star logo in circle with text: "Gasoline -- motor oil"
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN Clients 3511 (PrCt)

59296 Northeastern States - Maps - 1933 - Southwestern States - Maps - 1933 - Road maps<<< Western (U.S.) - Maps - 1933 - Road maps<<< Road maps
Texaco national road reports trip map ... western. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, 1933.
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 86 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: 1933 Texaco road map: northwestern United States.
Map on verso (53 x 86 cm.): 1933 Texaco road map: southwestern United States.
Panel art: Texaco star logo in circle with text: "Gasoline -- motor oil"
Handstamp: Register of Copyrights, Library of Congress, Washington, D.C., 2-14-33
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN Clients 3510 (PrCt)

Map showing New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad and Chesapeake and Ohio system and connections. 1934. Buffalo, N.Y. J.W. Clement Co. ; Matthews-Northrup Works, 1934 [i.e. 1935].
Authors: J.W. Clement Co. -- Matthews-Northrup Company -- New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad -- Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company
1 map: col. ; 61 x 103 cm.

Roughly bounded by Wisconsin, Maine, Missouri, and Virginia.
In New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad. Twelfth annual report ... December 31, 1934 [Cleveland, Ohio: New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad?], 1935?] at end.

5A 7267 (1934 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Map showing Pere Marquette Railway and Chesapeake and Ohio system and connections. 1934. Buffalo, N.Y. J.W. Clement Co., Matthews-Northrup Works, 1934 [i.e. 1935?].
Authors: J.W. Clement Co. -- Matthews-Northrup Company -- Pere Marquette Railroad -- Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company
1 map: col. ; 61 x 103 cm.
Covers region roughly bounded by Wisconsin, Maine, eastern Missouri, and Virginia.
In Pere Marquette Railroad. Eighteenth annual report ... December 31, 1934 [Detroit?: Pere Marquette Railroad?, 1935?] at end.

5A 7267 (1934 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

59299 Northeastern States - Maps - 1934 - Road maps<<< Commodore Perry Hotel (Toledo, Ohio) - Access routes - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Motor routes to the Commodore Perry, Toledo, Ohio. Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [1934?].
Authors: Commodore Perry Hotel (Toledo, Ohio) -- Toledo Automobile Club -- American Automobile Association -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col. ; 28 x 43 cm., folded to 11 X 24 cm. Panel title.
"Official AAA hotel. Headquarters, Toledo Automobile Club." -- back panel
Added title: The Commodore Perry Hotel through route map [of the northeastern United States]. Plate no. P.3428
Map on verso (9 x 8 cm.): Toledo, Ohio. Verso includes B&W photos of the hotel.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Panel art: illustration of the Commodore Perry Hotel.
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 383 (PrCt)

Howe Caverns map of principal northeast highways : explore Howe Caverns ... Chester,
59301 **Northeastern States - Maps - 1934 - Road maps**

*Gulf In-to-map : sectional map of United States, Northeast and West.* Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1934].

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Gulf Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

1 map : col.; 20 x 79 cm.

Panel title.

Cover (1 panel, B): Man consulting map.

Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.

Forms part of H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

**Gousha Clients 1081 (PrCt)**

59304 **Northeastern States - Maps - 1935 - Railroads**

*Map showing Pere Marquette Railway and Chesapeake and Ohio system and connections.* 1935. Buffalo, N.Y. J.W. Clement Co.; Matthews-Northrup Works, 1935 [i.e. 1936?].

Authors: J.W. Clement Co. -- Matthews-Northrup Company -- Pere Marquette Railway -- Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company.

1 map : col.; 61 x 103 cm.

Roughly bounded by Wisconsin, Maine, Missouri, and Virginia.

In New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad.

Thirteenth annual report ... December 31, 1935 [Cleveland, Ohio: New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad?, 1936?] at end.

**5A 7267 (1935 vol. [2]) (PrCt)**

59305 **Northeastern States - Maps - 1935 - Road maps**

*Auto trails to and from Gettysburg / Gettysburg Chamber of Commerce.* Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [ca. 1935].

Authors: Gettysburg Chamber of Commerce (Pa.) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Young, William Mark -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

3 maps : col.; 15 x 39 cm. and smaller, on sheet 46 x 41 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.

Panel title.

Map contents: [Road map of northeastern United States and connections.]

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
States] -- [Road map of Pennsylvania and Maryland] -- [Road maps of eastern United States].

Panel art: Color illustration of soldiers charging on horseback signed "Wm. Mark Young [?]"

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 4820 (PrCt)

59306 **Northeastern States - Maps - 1935 - Road maps**


Authors: Empire Tours Association -- American Automobile Association -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 66 x 77 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Official ETA road map : Empire Tours.

“This map prepared specially for Empire Tours Association by the American Automobile Association.”

Descriptive text and black-and-white photos of points of interest on verso.

Panel art: Map of Middle Atlantic and New England states (8 x 9 cm.)

Illegible hotel handstamp on back panel.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 5066 (PrCt)

59307 **Northeastern States - Maps - 1935 - Road maps**


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 56 x 84 cm.

Date from RMcN 185 index.

Plate no. Q. 3546

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 185.69 (PrCt)

59308 **Northeastern States - Maps - 1935 - Road maps**

*Hotel Casey (Scranton, Pa.) - Maps - 1935 - Road maps*


Authors: Hotel Casey (Scranton, Pa.) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 38 x 43 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Main motor routes to Scranton, Pennsylvania and the Hotel Casey & the Casey Garage.

Date from RMcN 185 index.

Map on verso (21 x 19 cm.): Scranton, Pa.

Panel art: colored drawing of Hotel Casey on black background.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 185.74 (PrCt)

59309 **Northeastern States - Maps - 1935 - Road maps**

*Southeastern United States.*

Compliments of Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Panel art: Photo of gas station attendant and slogan "our associated companies also will welcome you."

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 1510 (PrCt)

59310 **Northeastern States - Maps - 1936 - Maps - 1936 - Road maps**

*Roosevelt International Bridge (Cornwall, Ont.) - Access routes - Maps - 1936 - Road maps* *- Roosevelt International Bridge (Cornwall, Ont.) - Pictorial works - 1936 - Road maps* *Going to Canada? The new Roosevelt International Bridge route, crossing the St. Lawrence River ... Rooseveltvill, N.Y. ... to Cornwall, Ontario ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, 1936.*

Authors: Cornwall-Northern New York International Bridge Corp. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 28 x 43 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Main Highways to Roosevelt International Bridge route.

"The Cornwall-Northern New York International Bridge Corp. Offices ... New York City ... [and] Hotel Cornwallis, Cornwall, Ontario." Includes table of "toll rates ... March 21st, 1936." Plate no. R 3667.

Inset (10 x 13 cm.): [Map of the region around Rooseveltvill, N.Y. and Cornwall, Ontario]

The bridge was built in 1898, closed in in 1962, and demolished in 1965.

Panel art: View of the bridge with automobile traffic.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)
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and Chicago -- Map showing connections into New York City.
In Delaware, Lackawanna and Western Railroad. Annual report ... December 31, 1944 [New York?: Delaware, Lackawanna and Western Railroad Company?, 1945?]) inside front cover.
5A 7267 (1944 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

The Delaware, Lackawanna and Western Railroad and through connections : Lackawanna Railroad. Buffalo, N.Y. J.W. Clement Co., The Matthews-Northrup Works, [1936, i.e. 1946?].
Authors: J.W. Clement Co. -- Matthews-Northrup Company -- Delaware, Lackawanna and Western Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 19 x 27 cm.
'R 7-36' -- at bottom left.
Roughly bounded by Ontario, New Hampshire, Pennsylvania, and New Jersey.
Insets (5 x 13 cm. and 7 x 7 c.m.): Through service between New York, Detroit, Cleveland and Chicago -- Map showing connections into New York City.
In Delaware, Lackawanna and Western Railroad. Annual report ... December 31, 1945 [New York?: Delaware, Lackawanna and Western Railroad Company?, 1946?]) inside front cover.
5A 7267 (1945 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Map showing Pere Marquette Railroad and Chesapeake and Ohio system and connections. 1936. Buffalo, N.Y. J.W. Clement Co., Matthews-Northrup Works, 1936 [i.e. 1937?].
Authors: J.W. Clement Co. -- Matthews-Northrup Company -- Pere Marquette Railroad -- Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company
1 map : col. ; 61 x 103 cm.
Covers region roughly bounded by Wisconsin, Maine, eastern Missouri, and Virginia.
In Pere Marquette Railroad. Twentieth annual report ... December 31, 1936 [Detroit?: Pere Marquette Railroad?, 1937?] at end.
5A 7267 (1936 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Authors: American Automobile Association -- Bear Mountain Bridge Company (N.Y.) -- Bear Mountain Hudson River Bridge Co. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- B.M.H.R.B. Co. SEE Bear Mountain Hudson River Bridge Co.
1 map : col. ; 39 x 44 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Cross the Hudson via the Bear Mountain Bridge.
Plate no. F-201.
"Prepared specially for Bear Mountain Bridge by AAA, Washington, D.C."
"For additional free copies of this map, write to Bear Mountain Bridge Company ... New York City."
Panel art: Photo of Bear Mountain Bridge.
Handstamped "Copyrighted" and "Received from [blank] Jan 13, 1937 Rand McNally & Co. by [blank]"
RMcN Clients 5042 (PrCt)

Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 79 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Gulf road map of northeastern United States.
Date from RMcN 185 ms index.
Plate no. R 3654.
Insets (12 x 16 cm. and 16 x 6 cm.): Maritime Provinces -- Northern Quebec. Map on verso (38 x 58 cm.): Gulf road map of United States.
Panel art: Gulf sign and filling station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 185.95 (PrCt)

Authors: American Automobile Association 1 v. : ill., maps (some folded) ; 24 cm.
Annual publication with unknown range of publication dates.
Newberry holds 1936 issue only (as of November 2011).
Title varies.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Northeastern States - Maps - 1936 - Road maps


Authors: Empire Tours Association -- American Automobile Association -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 66 x 77 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Title panel dated Nov. 1936 in manuscript.

Added title: Official ETA road map : Empire Tours.

"This map prepared specially for Empire Tours Association by the American Automobile Association."

Descriptive text and black-and-white photos of points of interest on verso.

Panel art: Map of Middle Atlantic and New England states (8 x 9 cm.)

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

Northeastern States - Maps - 1936 - Railroad maps


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 56 x 82 cm.

Date from RMcN AE 185 ms. index.

Plate no. R 3546 P.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Northeastern States - Maps - 1936 - Railroad maps

Road map : eastern United States ... Sunoco ... Sun Oil Company. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1936].

Authors: Sunoco (Firm) -- Sun Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 51 x 69 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Sunoco auto road map of northeastern United States.

Date from RMcN AE 185 ms. index.

Plate no. R.3664.

Maps on verso (51 x 69 cm. and 16 x 23 cm.):

Sunoco auto road map of southeastern United States -- Cuba inset.

Panel art: Sunoco logo over eastern United States.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Northeastern States - Maps - 1936 - Railroad maps


Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- General Drafting Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 56 x 82 cm., folded to 21 x 12 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Socony-Vacuum interstate route map : northeastern section.

Copyright, General Drafting Co., Inc. ... 1937-38."

Inset (15 x 16 cm.): [Nova Scotia].

Maps on verso (82 x 56 cm. and 8 x 11 cm.): Socony-Vacuum interstate route map : southeastern section -- Key map [of the United States].

Panel art: Mobilgas sign and slogan "travel the route of friendly service."

Editor's copy; many roads hand-colored yellow.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
Fifteenth annual report ... December 31, 1937
[Cleveland, Ohio: New York, Chicago & St. Louis
Railroad?, 1938?] at end.
5A 7267 (1937 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

59326 Northeastern States - Maps - 1937 -
Railroads<<>>Pere Marquette Railroad - Maps
- 1937<<>>Chesapeake and Ohio Railway
Company - Maps - 1937<<>>Wall
maps<<>>Railroads - Maps
Map showing Pere Marquette Railway and
Chesapeake and Ohio system and connections.
Matthews-Northrup Works, 1937 [i.e. 1938?].
Authors: J.W. Clement Co. -- Matthews-Northrup
Company -- Pere Marquette Railroad --
Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company
1 map : col. ; 61 x 103 cm.
Covers region roughly bounded by Wisconsin,
Maine, eastern Missouri, and Virginia.
In Pere Marquette Railroad. Twenty-first annual
report ... December 31, 1937 [Detroit?: Pere
Marquette Railroad?, 1937?] at end.
5A 7267 (1937 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

59327 Northeastern States - Maps - 1937 - Road
maps<<>>Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1937 -
Road maps<<>>Roosevelt International
Bridge (Cornwall, Ont.) - Access routes -
Maps - 1937<<>>Roosevelt International
Bridge (Cornwall, Ont.) - Pictorial works -
1937<<>>Road maps
Going to U.S.A.? The new Roosevelt
International Bridge route, crossing the St.
Lawrence River ... Cornwall, Ontario ... to
Roosevelttown, N.Y.... Chicago : Rand McNally
& Company, 1937.
Authors: Cornwall-Northern New York
International Bridge Corp. -- Rand McNally and
Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry
Library)
1 map : col. ; 28 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Main Highways to Roosevelt
International Bridge route.
"The Cornwall-Northern New York International
Bridge Corp. Offices ... New York City ... [and]
Hotel Cornwallis, Cornwall, Ontario."
Includes table of "toll rates ... March 25th, 1937."
Plate no. S.3758.
Map on verso (21 x 28 cm.): Main routes to
Roosevelt International Bridge.
The bridge was built in 1898, closed in in 1962,
and demolished in 1965.
Panel art: View of the bridge with automobile
traffic.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 185.121.2 (PrCt)

59329 Northeastern States - Maps - 1937 - Road
maps<<>>Commodore Perry Hotel (Toledo,
Ohio) - Access routes - Maps - 1937<<>>Road
maps
Motor routes to the Commodore Perry Hotel,
Toledo, Ohio. Cleveland, Ohio : The Mountcastle
Map Co., [1937?].
Authors: Mountcastle Map Co. -- Commodore
Perry Hotel (Toledo, Ohio) -- Toledo Automobile
Club -- American Automobile Association --
Rad-Mar Press, Inc. (Toledo, Ohio) -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 28 x 43 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: The Commodore Perry Hotel through
route map.
Tentatively dated 1937 based on the handstamp
"Oct 4 1937" on title panel.
"AAA official hotel. Headquarters, Toledo
Automobile Club ... ": -- Back panel.
"Rad-Mar Press, Inc. Toledo, Ohio" -- Back
panel.
Map on verso (8 x 10 cm.): Toledo.
Panel art: illustration of the Commodore Perry
Hotel.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 5061 (PrCt)

59328 Northeastern States - Maps - 1937 - Road
maps<<>>Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1937 -
Road maps<<>>Roosevelt International
Bridge (Cornwall, Ont.) - Access routes -
Maps - 1937<<>>Roosevelt International
Bridge (Cornwall, Ont.) - Pictorial works -
1937<<>>Road maps
Going to U.S.A.? The new Roosevelt
International Bridge route, crossing the St.
Lawrence River ... Cornwall, Ontario ... to
Roosevelttown, N.Y.... Chicago : Rand McNally
& Company, 1937.
Authors: Cornwall-Northern New York
International Bridge Corp. -- Rand McNally and
Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry
Library)
1 map : col. ; 28 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Main Highways to Roosevelt
International Bridge route.
"The Cornwall-Northern New York International
Bridge Corp. Offices ... New York City ... [and]
Hotel Cornwallis, Cornwall, Ontario."
Includes table of "toll rates ... March 25th, 1937."
Plate no. S.3758.
Map on verso (21 x 28 cm.): Main routes to
Roosevelt International Bridge.
The bridge was built in 1898, closed in in 1962,
and demolished in 1965.
Panel art: View of the bridge with automobile
traffic.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 185.118 (PrCt)

59330 Northeastern States - Maps - 1937 - Road
maps<<>>Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1937 -
Road maps<<>>Roosevelt International
Bridge (Cornwall, Ont.) - Access routes -
Maps - 1937<<>>Roosevelt International
Bridge (Cornwall, Ont.) - Pictorial works -
1937<<>>Road maps
Going to U.S.A.? The new Roosevelt
International Bridge route, crossing the St.
Lawrence River ... Cornwall, Ontario ... to
Roosevelttown, N.Y.... Chicago : Rand McNally
& Company, 1937.
Authors: Cornwall-Northern New York
International Bridge Corp. -- Rand McNally and
Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry
Library)
1 map : col. ; 28 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Main Highways to Roosevelt
International Bridge route.
"The Cornwall-Northern New York International
Bridge Corp. Offices ... New York City ... [and]
Hotel Cornwallis, Cornwall, Ontario."
Includes table of "toll rates ... March 25th, 1937."
Plate no. S.3758.
Map on verso (21 x 28 cm.): Main routes to
Roosevelt International Bridge.
The bridge was built in 1898, closed in in 1962,
and demolished in 1965.
Panel art: View of the bridge with automobile
traffic.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 185.118 (PrCt)
59331 Northeastern States - Maps - 1937 - Road maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 63 x 84 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 185 ms. index.
Plate no. S.3744
Inset (18 x 17 cm.): Maritime Provinces
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 185.113 (PrCt)

59332 Northeastern States - Maps - 1938 - Railroads

Authors: J.W. Clement Co. -- Matthews-Northrup Company
1 map : col. ; 51 x 69 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sunoco auto road map of northeastern United States.
Date from RMcN AE 185 ms. index.
Plate no. S.3730.
Maps on verso (51 x 69 cm. and 16 x 23 cm.): Sunoco auto road map of southeastern United States -- Cuba inset.
Panel art: Sunoco logo over eastern United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 185.110 (PrCt)

59335 Northeastern States - Maps - 1938 - Railroads

Authors: Pere Marquette Railway
1 map : col. ; 60 x 103 cm.
Roughly bounded by Wisconsin, Maine, Missouri, and Virginia.
In New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad.
Sixteenth annual report ... December 31, 1938 [Cleveland, Ohio; New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad?, 1939?] at end.
5A 7267 (1938 vol. [2]) (PrCt)


For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
59341

Northeastern States - Maps - 1939 -
Ranches -
Road maps
Official territorial road map: northeastern United States [showing locations of cattle ranches].
Chicago: H.M. Gousha Company, [1939].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- American Shorthorn Association -- Shorthorn world and farm magazine -- H.M. Gousha Collection
1 map: col.; x 43 x 79 cm.
"Copyright by the H.M. Gousha Company, Chicago, Ill."
Issued to accompany: Shorthorn world and farm magazine. Supplement to the 1939 buyer's guide (Aurora, Ill. : American Shorthorn Association, August 10, 1939), p. 4-6.
Dozens of unnamed rural sites connected with radiating lines to numbers in the margins; numbers variously bordered by circles, pentagons, and squares, denoting "shorthorn herds", "milking shorthorn herd", and "poll shorthorn", as explained in the magazine.
Keyed to index directory of 694 cattle breeders, their addresses, and the page numbers of their advertisements in the magazine.
Photocopies of accompanying index acquired in 2010 from Texas A & M University and filed with the maps; see also printout of email correspondence from road map collector Curtis Carroll, dated August 21, 2009, and filed as Vert 2054 no. 2
Scale [ca. 1:3,120,000].
Coordinates: (W 96°10'-W 66°45'/N 49°00'-N 37°30').
Plate nos. "457-S.C." and "M-3".
One of five maps covering different U.S. regions. 2 copies.
Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Company Collection (Newberry Library).

59342

Northeastern States - Maps - 1939 -
Railroads -
New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad - Maps - 1939 -
Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company - Maps - 1939 -
Wall maps -
Railroads -
Maps
Map showing New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad and Chesapeake and Ohio system and connections. 1939. Buffalo, N.Y. J.W. Clement Co.; Matthews-Northrup Works, 1939 [i.e. 1940?].
Authors: J.W. Clement Co. -- Matthews-Northrup Company -- New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad -- Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company
1 map: col.; 60 x 103 cm.
Roughly bounded by Wisconsin, Maine, Missouri, and Virginia.
In New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad. Seventeenth annual report ... December 31, 1939 [Cleveland, Ohio: New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad?, 1940?] at end.
5A 7267 (1939 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

59343

Northeastern States - Maps - 1939 -
Railroads -
Pere Marquette Railroad - Maps - 1939 -
Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company - Maps - 1939 -
Wall maps -
Railroads -
Maps
Map showing Pere Marquette Railway and Chesapeake and Ohio system and connections. 1939. Buffalo, N.Y. J.W. Clement Co., Matthews-Northrup Works, 1939 [i.e. 1940?].
Authors: J.W. Clement Co. -- Matthews-Northrup Company -- Pere Marquette Railroad -- Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company
1 map: col.; 61 x 103 cm.
Covers region roughly bounded by Wisconsin, Maine, eastern Missouri, and Virginia.
In Pere Marquette Railroad. Twenty-third annual report ... December 31, 1939 [Detroit?: Pere Marquette Railroad?, 1940?] at end.
5A 7267 (1939 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

59344

Northeastern States - Maps - 1939 -
Road maps
Going to U.S.A.? The new Roosevelt International Bridge route, crossing the St. Lawrence River ... Cornwall, Ontario ... to Rooseveltown, N.Y. ... Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, 1939.
Authors: Cornell-Northern New York International Bridge Corp. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 28 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
"The Cornell-Northern New York International Bridge Corp. Offices ... New York City ... [and] Hotel Cornwallis, Cornwall, Ontario."
Added title: Main Highways to Roosevelt International Bridge route.
Includes table of "toll rates ... April 1st, 1939."
Plate no. U.3758.
"Use the Roosevelt International Bridge when going to or from New York World's Fair 1939-1940."
Map on verso (21 x 28 cm.): Main routes to Roosevelt International Bridge.
The bridge was built in 1898, closed in in 1962, and demolished in 1965.
Panel art: View of the bridge with automobile traffic.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 185.123 (PrCt)
Northeastern States - Maps - 1939 - Road maps<<>>Maritime Provinces - Maps - 1939 - Road maps<<>>Gaspé Peninsula (Québec) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps<<>>Southern States - Maps - 1939 - Road maps<<>>East (U.S.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps


Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 51 x 69 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Texaco trip map of northeastern United States.

"Copyright August 1939. Texaco national road reports."

Identifies roads closed and under construction.

Plate no. U.3900.

Insets (15 x 29 cm. and 7 x 12 cm.): Northern New England and Maritime Provinces -- Gaspé Peninsula.

Maps on verso (51 x 69 cm. and smaller): Texaco trip map of southeastern United States -- Kansas City and vicinity -- Minneapolis St. Paul and vicinity -- New York and vicinity -- St. Louis and vicinity -- Chicago and vicinity -- Cleveland and vicinity -- Detroit and vicinity.

Panel art: Map of eastern U.S. and Texaco sign.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Northeastern States - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
[Sunoco road maps of the northeastern United States]. Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [1939?].
Authors: Sunoco (Firm) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
3 maps : col ; folded to 18 x 10 cm.
Collective title supplied by cataloger. 
All sheets include plate numbers including letter "U".
Includes maps covering Delaware, Maryland, New York, northeastern U.S., Virginia, and West Virginia.
Panel art: color illustration of skyscrapers, river, and rural scene; Sunoco logo.
RMcN Clients 3331 includes map of New York World's Fair grounds on verso.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN AE 180.137 (PrCt)

Northeastern States - Maps - 1940 - Bus lines
National Trailways Bus System : system map, northeastern United States. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Co., [ca. 1940?).
Shelved in 3A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN AE 1772 (PrCt)

Northeastern States - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Road map : northeastern United States / Golden State Automobile Club. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1939?].
Authors: Golden State Automobile Club -- Automobile Dealers of California -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Golden State Automobile Club logo, slogan "owned and operated by the Automobile Dealers of California", car, outdoor recreation scenes.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Maps - 1940>Roosevelt International Bridge (Cornwall, Ont.) - Pictorial works - 1940>Road maps

Going to Canada? The new Roosevelt International Bridge route, crossing the St. Lawrence River ... Roosevelttown, N.Y. ... to Cornwall, Ontario ... Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, 1940.

Authors: Cornwall-Northern New York International Bridge Corp. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 28 x 43 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Main Highways to Roosevelt International Bridge route.

"The Cornwall-Northern New York International Bridge Corp. Offices ... New York City ... [and] Hotel Cornwallis, Cornwall, Ontario."

Includes table of "toll rates ... April 15th, 1940."

Plate no. V.3758.

"Use the Rossevelt International Bridge when going to or from World's Fair of 1940 in New York."

Map on verso (21 x 28 cm.): Main routes to Roosevelt International Bridge.

The bridge was built in 1898, closed in in 1962, and demolished in 1965.

Panel art: View of the bridge with automobile traffic.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 185.126 (PrCt)


Map showing Pere Marquette Railway and Chesapeake and Ohio system and connections. 1940. Buffalo, N.Y. J.W. Clement Co., Matthews-Northrup Works, 1940 [i.e. 1941?].

Authors: J.W. Clement Co. -- Matthews-Northrup Company -- Pere Marquette Railroad -- Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company

1 map : col. ; 61 x 103 cm.

Covers region roughly bounded by Wisconsin, Maine, eastern Missouri, and Virginia.

In Pere Marquette Railroad. Twenty-fourth annual report ... December 31, 1940 [Detroit?: Pere Marquette Railroad?, 1941?] at end.

5A 7267 (1940 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Northeastern States - Maps - 1940 - Road maps>>Maritime Provinces - Maps - 1940 - Road maps>>Gaspé Peninsula (Québec) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps>>Southern States - Maps - 1940 - Road maps>>East (U.S.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps>>Road maps


Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 45 x 88 cm.

Panel title.


Date from RMcN AE 180 ms. index.

Plate no. V. 4007.

Insets (19 x 19 cm. and 7 x 16 cm.): Maritime Provinces -- Gaspé Peninsula.

Maps on verso (45 x 79 cm. and 18 x 14 cm.): Gulf : southeastern United States : info map -- Southern Florida.

Panel art: Gulf sign over cars on road.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 180.160 (PrCt)

Northeastern States - Maps - 1940 - Road maps>>Maritime Provinces - Maps - 1940 - Road maps>>Gaspé Peninsula (Québec) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps>>Southern States - Maps - 1940 - Road maps>>East (U.S.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps>>Road maps


Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 45 x 88 cm.

Panel title.


Date from RMcN AE 183 ms. index.

Plate no. V. 4007.

Insets (16 x 17 cm. and 7 x 15 cm.): Maritime Provinces -- Gaspé Peninsula.

Maps on verso (42 x 78 cm. and 12 x 12 cm.): Gulf : southeastern United States : info map --
59360 Northeastern States - Maps - 1940 - Road maps<<<>Maritime Provinces - Maps - 1940 - Road maps<<<>Gaspé Peninsula (Québec) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps<<<>Southern States - Maps - 1940 - Road maps<<<>East (U.S.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps<br>Road map: eastern United States ... / compliments of The National Refining Company. Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1940]. Authors: National Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)<br>1 map: col.; 43 x 65 cm.<br>Panel title.<br>Added title: The National Refining Company road map of northeastern United States.<br>Date from RMcN AE 183 ms. index.<br>Plate no. V. 4007.<br>Insets (14 x 17 cm. and 7 x 14 cm.): Maritime Provinces -- Gaspé Penninsula.<br>Map on verso (42 x 47 cm.): The National Refining Company road map of southeastern United States.<br>Panel art: National White Rose gasoline sign over winding road.<br>Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).<br>RMcN AE 183.14 (PrCt)<br>

59359 Northeastern States - Maps - 1940 - Road maps<<<>Maritime Provinces - Maps - 1940 - Road maps<<<>Gaspé Peninsula (Québec) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps<<<>Southern States - Maps - 1940 - Road maps<<<>East (U.S.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps<br>Road map: eastern United States ... / compliments of The National Refining Company. Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1940]. Authors: National Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)<br>1 map: col.; 43 x 65 cm.<br>Panel title.<br>Added title: The National Refining Company road map of northeastern United States.<br>Date from RMcN AE 180 ms. index.<br>Plate no. V. 4007.<br>Insets (15 x 17 cm. and 8 x 14 cm.): Maritime Provinces -- Gaspé Penninsula.<br>Map on verso (42 x 47 cm.): The National Refining Company road map of southeastern United States.<br>Panel art: National White Rose gasoline sign over winding road.<br>Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).<br>RMcN AE 180.145 (PrCt)<br>

59361 Northeastern States - Maps - 1940 - Road maps<<<>Maritime Provinces - Maps - 1940 - Road maps<br>Road map: eastern United States ... / compliments of The National Refining Company. Chicago: Rand McNally & Co., [1940]. Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)<br>1 map: col.; 63 x 84 cm.<br>Date from RMcN AE 180 ms. index.<br>Plate no. V. 4007.<br>Inset (19 x 16 cm.): Maritime Provinces.<br>Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).<br>RMcN AE 180.162 (PrCt)<br>

59362 Northeastern States - Maps - 1940 - Road maps<<<>Maritime Provinces - Maps - 1940 - Road maps<br>Road map: eastern United States ... / compliments of The National Refining Company. Chicago: Rand McNally & Co., [1940]. Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)<br>1 map: col.; 43 x 65 cm.<br>Panel title.<br>Added title: The National Refining Company road map of northeastern United States.<br>Date from RMcN AE 183 ms. index.<br>Plate no. V. 4007.<br>Insets (14 x 17 cm. and 7 x 14 cm.): Maritime Provinces -- Gaspé Penninsula.<br>Map on verso (42 x 47 cm.): The National Refining Company road map of southeastern United States.<br>Panel art: National White Rose gasoline sign over winding road.<br>Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).<br>RMcN AE 183.22 (PrCt)<br>

59363 Northeastern States - Maps - 1940 - Road maps<<<>Maritime Provinces - Maps - 1940 - Road maps<<<>Southern States - Maps - 1940 - Road maps<br>Road map: eastern United States ... / compliments of The National Refining Company. Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1940]. Authors: National Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)<br>1 map: col.; 43 x 65 cm.<br>Panel title.<br>Added title: The National Refining Company road map of northeastern United States.<br>Date from RMcN AE 183 ms. index.<br>Plate no. V. 4007.<br>Inset (19 x 16 cm.): Maritime Provinces.<br>Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).<br>RMcN AE 183.5 (PrCt)
Northeastern States - Maps - 1940 - Road maps

59367 Northeastern States - Maps - 1940 - Road maps

Northeastern States - Maps - 1940 - Road maps

59365 Northeastern States - Maps - 1940 - Road maps

59364 Northeastern States - Maps - 1940 - Road maps

Road maps

Eastern United States : Sinclair H-C gasoline tour
map. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1940].
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally
and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map ; 42 x 64 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair tour map: northeastern
United States.
Date from RMcN AE 183 ms. index.
Plate no. V. 4007.
Inset (16 x 19 cm.): Maritime Provinces.
Map on verso (42 x 80 cm. and 10 x 10 cm.):
Sinclair : southeastern United States -- Southern
Florida.
Panel art: Sinclair road sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 183.17 (PrCt)

Northeastern States - Maps - 1940 - Road maps

59366 Northeastern States - Maps - 1940 - Road maps

Northeastern States - Maps - 1940 - Road maps

59364 Northeastern States - Maps - 1940 - Road maps

Northeastern States - Maps - 1940 - Road maps

59364 Northeastern States - Maps - 1940 - Road maps

Road maps

Eastern United States : Sunoco gasoline tour
map. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company,
[1940].
Authors: Sunoco (Firm) -- Rand McNally
and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map ; 42 x 64 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sunoco road map of northeastern
United States.
Date from RMcN AE 183 ms. index.
Plate no. V. 4007.
Inset (21 x 20 cm.): Maritime Provinces.
Map on verso (53 x 68 cm.): Sunoco road map of
southeastern United States.
Panel art: Sunoco logo over map of eastern U.S.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 183.12 (PrCt)
59368  **Northeastern States - Maps - 1940 - Road maps**

*Roadway map: northeastern section of the United States ... / compliments of Standard Oil Company of Indiana.* Chicago: H.M. Gousha Co., [1940?].

Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Panel art: cars, gas pumps, and "Standard Service" sign.

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 3984 (PrCt)

59369  **Northeastern States - Maps - 1940 - Road maps**

*Texas trip map of northeastern United States.* Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1940?].

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 42 x 80 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Sinclair : northeastern United States.

Date from RMcN AE 180 ms. index.

Plate no. V. 4007.

Inset (16 x 19 cm.): Maritime Provinces.

Map on verso (42 x 80 cm. and 10 x 10 cm.): Sinclair : southeastern United States -- Southern Florida.

Panel art: Sinclair road sign.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcn AE 180.152 (PrCt)

59370  **Northeastern States - Maps - 1940 - Road maps**

*Texas trip map of northeastern United States.* Chicago: Rand McNally & Co, c.1940.

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 50 x 68 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Texaco trip map of northeastern United States.

Date from RMcN AE 180 ms. index.

"Copyright May 1940. Texaco national road reports."

Identifies roads closed and under construction.

Includes table of "general regulations for tourists --- corrected to July 1, 1939."

Plate no. U. 3900.

Insets (14 x 29 cm. and 12 x 6 cm.): Northern New England and Maritime Provinces -- Gaspé Peninsula.

Maps on verso (50 x 50 cm. and smaller): Texaco trip map of southeastern United States -- Kansas City and vicinity -- Minneapolis St-Paul and vicinity -- New York and vicinity -- St. Louis and vicinity -- Chicago and vicinity -- Cleveland and vicinity -- Detroit and vicinity.

Panel art: Texaco logo over map of eastern U.S.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcn AE 180.136 (PrCt)

59371  **Northeastern States - Maps - 1941-1946 - Railroads - Maintenance and repair**

*Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company - Maps - 1941-1946 - Maintenance and repair*

*Railroads - Maps* *Baltimore and Ohio Railroad: improvements 1941-1946. [Baltimore? Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company?], 1946 [i.e. 1947].

Authors: Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company

1 map : col. ; 25 x 63 cm.

Summary route map showing track improvements; includes legend to wide range of work (e.g. 'bridges strengthened,' 'car servicing facilities,' etc.)

Region roughly bounded by Chicago, Charlotte, New York, St. Louis.

In Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company. Annual report ... 1946 [Baltimore: Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company?, 1947?] between p. 16-17. 5A 7267 (1946 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

59372  **Northeastern States - Maps - 1941 - Railroads**

*New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad - Maps - 1941-1946 - Maintenance and repair*

*Railroads - Maps* *Map showing New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad and Chesapeake and Ohio system and connections. 1941. Buffalo, N.Y. J.W. Clement Co.; Matthews-Northrup Works, 1941 [i.e. 1942]*

Authors: J.W. Clement Co. -- Matthews-Northrup Company -- New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad -- Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company

1 map : col. ; 61 x 103 cm.

Roughly bounded by Wisconsin, Maine, Missouri, and Virginia.

In New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad. Nineteenth annual report of the New York, Chicago and St. Louis Railroad Company ... December 31, 1941 [Cleveland, Ohio: New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad?, 1942?] at end. 5A 7267 (1941 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

59373  **Northeastern States - Maps - 1941 - Railroads**

*Pere Marquette Railroad - Maps - 1941-1946 - Maintenance and repair*

*Railroads - Maps* *Map showing Pere Marquette Railway and...*
59375 North-eastern States - Maps - 1941 - Road maps---Hotel Casey (Scranton, Pa.) - Access routes - Maps - 1941---Casey Garage (Scranton, Pa.) - Access routes - Maps - 1941---Scranton (Pa.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps---Road maps
Map of main motor routes northeastern United States. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1941?].
Authors: Hotel Casey (Scranton, Pa.) -- Casey Garage (Scranton, Pa.) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 44 cm., folded to 24 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
At head of title: Hotel Casey, the modern hotel. Scranton, Pennsylvania.
Added title: Main motor routes to Hotel Casey and the Casey Garage, Scranton, Pennsylvania Plate no. W.3765
Map on verso (22 x 20 cm.): Scranton, Pa. Hotel Casey and Casey Garage located on both maps.
Panel art: photo of Hotel Casey
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 358 (PrCt)

59376 Northeastern States - Maps - 1941 - Road maps---Maritime Provinces - Maps - 1941 - Road maps---Gaspé Peninsula (Québec) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps---Southern States - Maps - 1941 - Road maps---East (U.S.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps---Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 45 x 88 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 180 ms. index.
Plate no. W. 4118
Insets (19 x 19 cm. and 7 x 16 cm.): Maritime Provinces -- Gaspé Peninsula.
Mads on verso (45 x 79 cm. and 18 x 14 cm.): Gulf : southeastern United States : info map -- Southern Florida.
Panel art: Gulf sign over car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 180.168 (PrCt)

59011 Northeastern States - Maps - 1941 - Road maps---Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 63 x 84 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 180 ms. index.
Plate no. V. 4118
Inset (19 x 16 cm.): Maritime Provinces.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 180.166 (PrCt)

59377 Northeastern States - Maps - 1941 - Road maps---Maritime Provinces - Maps - 1941 - Road maps---Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 63 x 84 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 180 ms. index.
Plate no. V. 4118.
Inset (19 x 16 cm.): Maritime Provinces.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 183.27 (PrCt)

59378 Northeastern States - Maps - 1941 - Road maps---Maritime Provinces - Maps - 1941 - Road maps---Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 63 x 84 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 180 ms. index.
Plate no. W. 4118.
Inset (19 x 16 cm.): Maritime Provinces.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 183.42 (PrCt)


Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 42 x 80 cm.

Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair : northeastern United States.
Date from RMcN AE 180 ms. index.
Plate no. W. 4118.
Inset (16 x 19 cm.): Maritime Provinces.
Map on verso (42 x 80 cm. and 10 x 10 cm.): Sinclair : southeastern United States -- Southern Florida.
Panel art: Sinclair road sign above car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 180.169 (PrCt)


Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 42 x 80 cm.

Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair tour map : northeastern United States.
Date from RMcN AE 183 ms. index.
Plate no. W. 4118.
Inset (16 x 19 cm.): Maritime Provinces.
Map on verso (42 x 80 cm. and 10 x 10 cm.): Sinclair tour map : southeastern United States -- Southern Florida.
Panel art: Sinclair road sign above car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 183.30 (PrCt)


Eastern United States road map ... / compliments of your Sunoco dealer. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1941].

Authors: Sunoco (Firm) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; col. ; 67 x 85 cm.

Panel title.
Added title: Texaco trip map of northeastern United States.
"Copyright September 1941, Texaco National Road Reports."
Identifies roads closed and under construction.
Plate no. W. 4066.
Insets (22 x 33 cm. and 15 x 13 cm.): Northern New England and Maritime Provinces -- New York and vicinity.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Maps on verso (67 x 85 cm. and smaller): Texaco trip map of southeastern United States -- Delaware River crossings -- Cleveland and vicinity -- Detroit and vicinity -- Pennsylvania Turnpike -- Chicago and vicinity -- Kansas City and vicinity -- St. Louis and vicinity.

Panel art: Texaco sign.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 180.154 (Pr Ct)

59384


Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 67 x 85 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Texaco trip map of northeastern United States.

"Copyright July 1941, Texaco National Road Reports."

Identifies roads closed and under construction.

Plate no. W. 4066.

 Insets (22 x 33 cm. and 15 x 13 cm.): Northern Maine and Maritime Provinces -- New York and vicinity.

Maps on verso (67 x 85 cm. and smaller): Texaco trip map of southeastern United States -- Cleveland and vicinity -- Kansas City ... and vicinity -- Pennsylvania Turnpike -- St. Louis and vicinity -- Detroit and vicinity -- Cleveland and vicinity -- Delaware River crossings.

Panel art: Texaco sign.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 180.174 (Pr Ct)

59385


Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 67 x 85 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Texaco trip map of northeastern United States.

"Copyright June 1941, Texaco National Road Reports."

Identifies roads closed and under construction.

Plate no. W. 4066.

 Insets (22 x 33 cm. and 15 x 13 cm.): Northern Maine and Maritime Provinces -- New York and vicinity.

Maps on verso (67 x 85 cm. and smaller): Texaco trip map of southeastern United States -- Chicago and vicinity -- Kansas City ... and vicinity -- Pennsylvania Turnpike -- St. Louis and vicinity -- Detroit and vicinity -- Cleveland and vicinity -- Delaware River crossings.

Panel art: Texaco sign.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 183.35 (Pr Ct)

59386


Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 67 x 85 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Texaco trip map of northeastern United States.

"Copyright September 1941, Texaco National Road Reports."

Identifies roads closed and under construction.

Plate no. W. 4066.

 Insets (22 x 33 cm. and 15 x 13 cm.): Northern Maine and Maritime Provinces -- New York and vicinity.

Maps on verso (67 x 85 cm. and smaller): Texaco trip map of southeastern United States -- Cleveland and vicinity -- Pennsylvania Turnpike -- St. Louis and vicinity -- Detroit and vicinity -- Cleveland and vicinity -- Delaware River crossings.

Panel art: Texaco sign.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 183.37 (Pr Ct)
Ohio.
Panel art: High-Speed gas logo and station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 115.36 (PrCt)

59392  
Northeastern States - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Highway map : northeastern section of the United States / compliments of Standard Oil Company of Indiana. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1941?].
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: cars, gas pumps, and "Standard Service" sign.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4307 (PrCt)

59393  
Northeastern States - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Access roads - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Authors: Hotel Casey (Scranton, Pa.) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 43 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Main motor routes to Hotel Casey and the Casey Garage : Scranton, Pennsylvania. Plate no. W. 3767
Map on verso (22 x 20 cm.): Scranton, Pa.
Panel art: B&W photograph of Hotel Casey.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1435 (PrCt)

59394  
Northeastern States - Maps - 1942 - Ohio - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Authors: Hi-Speed Service Stations -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 47 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Hi-Speed : northeastern United States
Date from RMcN AE 187 ms. index
Plate no. X. 4200.
Map on verso (47 x 54 cm.): Hi-Speed road map : Ohio
Panel art: Hi-Speed Gas logo and station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 187.5 (PrCt)

59395  
Northeastern States - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 45 x 88 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 183 ms. index.
Plate no. X. 4200
Insets (19 x 19 cm. and 7 x 16 cm.): Maritime Provinces -- Gaspé Peninsula.
Maps on verso (45 x 79 cm. and 18 x 14 cm.):
Panel art: Gulf sign over car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 183.46 (PrCt)

59396  
Northeastern States - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 62 x 83 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 187 ms. index.
Plate no. X. 4200.
Inset (16 x 17 cm.): Maritime Provinces.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 187.21 (PrCt)

59397  
Northeastern States - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 49 x 66 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 187 ms. index.
Plate no. X. 4200.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 187.5 (PrCt)
Inset (19 x 19 cm.): Maritime Provinces
Map on verso (49 x 66 cm.): Ride with Richfield in southeastern United States.
Panel art: Richfield eagle, gas station and U.S. military aircraft.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 187.2 (PrCt)

59398 Northeastern States - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Maritime Provinces - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Southern States - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Pennsylvania Turnpike (Pa.) - Maps - 1942 - Delaware River (N.Y.-Del. and N.J.) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
East (U.S.) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps

Texaco touring service trip map of eastern United States
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 86 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco trip map of northeastern United States.
"Copyright March 1942 Texaco national road reports ... ."
Identifies roads closed and under construction. Includes "general regulations for tourists ... corrected to 2nd September, 1941."
Dated 1941 in error on RMcN 187 ms. index.
Plate no. W. 4066.
 Insets (23 x 33 cm. and 16 x 14 cm.): Northern Maine and Maritime Provinces -- New York and vicinity.
Maps on verso (68 x 86 cm. and smaller): Texaco trip map of southeastern United States -- Chicago and vicinity -- Kansas City (Kans. - Mo.) and vicinity -- Pennsylvania Turnpike -- St. Louis and vicinity -- Delaware River crossings -- Cleveland and vicinity -- Detroit and vicinity.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 187.25 (PrCt)

59399 Northeastern States - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Michigan - Maps - 1942 - Road maps

Northeastern United States road map : detailed map of Michigan : Hi-Speed gas ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1942].
Authors: Hi-Speed Service Stations -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 44 x 48 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Hi-Speed : northeastern United States.
Date from RMcN AE 187 ms. index.
Plate no. X. 4200

Map on verso (66 x 49 cm.): Hi-Speed road map : Michigan.
Panel art: Hi-Speed logo and service station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 187.4 (PrCt)

59400 Northeastern States - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Ohio - Maps - 1942 - Road maps

Northeastern United States road map, detailed map of Ohio : Hi-Speed gas ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1942].
Authors: Hi-Speed Service Stations -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 47 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Hi-Speed : northeastern United States.
Date from RMcN AE 115 ms. index.
Plate no. X. 4200
Map on verso (47 x 55 cm.): Hi-Speed road map : Ohio.
Panel art: High-Speed gas station and sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 115.37 (PrCt)

59401 Northeastern States - Maps - 1942 - Road maps

Official road map of northeastern states / Liberty Mutual Insurance Center, 1114 Davis St., Evanston, Ill. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1942].
Authors: Liberty Mutual Insurance Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 63 x 83 cm., folded to 22 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Rand McNally road map : northeastern United States.
Selected distances between cities overprinted in red.
Plate no. X. 4200.
Inset (16 x 16 cm.): Maritime Provinces.
Blank verso.
Panel art: Liberty Mutual business card with company logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4185 (PrCt)

59402 Northeastern States - Maps - 1942 - Road maps

Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

*Texaco touring service trip map of eastern United States...* Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1943].

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map: col.; 68 x 86 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Texaco trip map of northeastern United States.

Date from RMcN 187 ms. index.

Includes table of "state and federal gasoline taxes as of 2nd Jan., 1943."

Plate no. Y. 4066 (A).

Insets (23 x 33 cm. and 16 x 14 cm.): Northern Maine and Maritime Provinces -- New York and vicinity.

Maps on verso (68 x 86 cm. and smaller): Texaco trip map of southeastern United States -- Chicago and vicinity -- Kansas City -- Pennsylvania Turnpike -- St. Louis and vicinity -- Delaware River crossings -- Cleveland and vicinity -- Detroit and vicinity.

Panel art: Texaco sign.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 187.29 (PrCt)**


Authors: Black, John J. -- United States. National Park Service

1 map: 38 x 50 cm. fold. to 20 x 11 cm.

Shows highways, railroads, airways, and all national parks, historical parks, military parks, monuments, battlefield sites, historic sites, and cemeteries.

On verso, 18 columns of descriptive text and photos.

**map2F G3711.P2 1944 B5 (PrCt)**


Authors: Cornwall International Bridge Company (N.Y. and Ont.) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Cornwall-Northern New York International Bridge Corp. SEE Cornwall International Bridge Company (N.Y. and Ont.)

4 maps: col.; folded to 23 x 10 cm.

Panel title from ca. 1942, 1948 (2 issues), and 1952 editions.

"Cornwall International Bridge Company Limited. Offices ... Roosevelttown, N.Y. ... Cornwall, Ontario." -- back panel

At head of title panel: Going to Canada?

At head of title of back panel: Going to U.S.A.?

"Copyright by Rand McNally & Company, Chicago, Ill."

The Roosevelt International Bridge was demolished in 1965.

Map on verso (22 x 29 cm.): Main routes to Roosevelt International Bridge.

Panel art: B&W illustration of the bridge.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

**RMcN Clients 391-394 (PrCt)**


Authors: Sylvania Electric Products, Inc.

1 map: col.; on sheet 28 x 43 cm.

Hand-lettered map showing location of Sylvania plants (owned and leased) in Kentucky, West Virginia, Pennsylvania, New York, Massachusetts, and New Hampshire.

Inset map of U.S. shows location of sales offices and warehouses.

**map1F G3711.M1 1945 S9 (PrCt)**


*Boston & Maine Railroad: 'minute man service'.* Buffalo, N.Y. J.W. Clement Co., [1945, i.e. 1946?].

Authors: J.W. Clement Co. -- Boston and Maine Railroad

1 map: col.; 31 x 48 cm.

'11-5'- at bottom.

Plate no.: 5145

Insets (10 x 11 cm. and smaller): Portland, Maine and terminal facilities ... -- Boston, Mass. suburban zone ... -- Boston, Mass. terminal facilities and freight stations ... .
In Boston and Maine Railroad. 113th annual report ... December 31, 1945 [Boston?: Boston and Maine Railroad?, 1946?] at end.
5A 7267 (1945 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

Boston & Maine Railroad : 'minute man service'. Buffalo, N.Y. J.W. Clement Co., [1945, i.e. 1947?].
Authors: J.W. Clement Co. -- Boston and Maine Railroad
1 map : col. ; 31 x 48 cm.
'11-45' -- at bottom.
Plate no.: 5145
Insets (10 x 11 cm. and smaller): Portland, Maine and terminal facilities ... -- Boston, Mass. suburban zone ... -- Boston, Mass. terminal facilities and freight stations ... .
In Boston and Maine Railroad. 114th annual report ... December 31, 1946 [Boston?: Boston and Maine Railroad?, 1947?] at end.
5A 7267 (1946 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

Eastern United States road map ... / compliments of your Sunoco dealer. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1945].
Authors: Sunoco (Firm) -- Sun Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 54 x 69 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sunoco road map of northeastern United States.
Date from RMcN AE 187 ms. index.
Plate no. 454118.
Inset (21 x 21 cm.): Maritime Provinces.
Map on verso (54 x 69 cm): Sunoco road map of southeastern United States.
Panel art: Sunoco logo above car on rural road; outline map of eastern U.S.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 187.41 (PrCt)

Roads for carefree motoring in eastern United States : Richfield ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1945].
Authors: Richfield Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 48 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Ride with Richfield in northeastern United States.
Date from RMcN AE 187 ms. index.
Plate no. 454200.
Inset (18 x 18 cm.): Maritime Provinces.
Map on verso (48 x 65 cm.): Ride with Richfield in southeastern United States.
Panel art: Richfield serviceman in front of car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 187.45 (PrCt)

This is the B&O [Route map of Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company]. [Baltimore? Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company?, 1946?].
Authors: Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 5 x 16 cm., on sheet 29 x 22 cm.
Summary route map of region roughly bounded by St. Louis, Detroit, New York, and Charleston.
Map printed above statistical and pictorial chart of the B&O company.
5A 7267 (1945 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Proposed merger of Pere Marquette with Chesapeake & Ohio. [New York? Geffen, Dunn & Co.?, 1946?].
Authors: Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company -- Geffen, Dunn & Co. (New York, N.Y.)
1 map : col. ; 19 x 32 cm.
Title from accompanying text.
Covers region roughly bounded by Wisconsin, Vermont, Missouri, and Virginia.
In Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company. 68th annual report ... December 31, 1945 (New York: Geffen, Dunn & Co., [1946?]) p. 28-29.
5A 7267 (1945 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Erie Railroad. [Chicago? Erie Railroad Company?, 1946?].
Authors: Erie Railroad Company

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
59420 Northeastern States - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Northeastern States - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Maritime Provinces - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Gaspé Peninsula (Québec) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Southern States - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
East (U.S.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Road maps
Eastern United States info-map : Gulf...
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1946].
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 78 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Gulf : northeastern United States info-map
Date from RMcN AE 188 ms. index.
Plate no. 463785V.1.
Inset (19 x 19 cm.): Maritime Provinces.
Map on verso (48 x 65 cm.): Sunoco road map of southeastern United States.
Panel art: Sunoco logo above car on rural road; outline map of eastern U.S.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 188.9 (PrCt)

59421 Northeastern States - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Northeastern States - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Maritime Provinces - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Southern States - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
East (U.S.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Road maps
Roads for carefree motoring in eastern United States : Richfield...
Chicago : Rand McNally and Company, [1946].
Authors: Richfield Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 48 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Ride with Richfield in northeastern United States.
Date from RMcN AE 188 ms. index.
Plate no. 6-4200-2.
Inset (19 x 19 cm.): Maritime Provinces
Map on verso (48 x 66 cm.): Ride with Richfield in southeastern United States.
Panel art: Richfield serviceman in front of road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 188.16 (PrCt)

59422 Northeastern States - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Northeastern States - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Maritime Provinces - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Southern States - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
East (U.S.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Road maps
Eastern United States road map ... / compliments of your Sunoco dealer.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1946].
Authors: Sunoco (Firm) -- Sun Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : 48 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sunoco road map of northeastern United States.
Date from RMcN AE 188 ms. index.
Plate no. 463785V.1.
Inset (19 x 19 cm.): Maritime Provinces.
Map on verso (48 x 65 cm.): Sunoco road map of southeastern United States.
Panel art: Sunoco logo above car on rural road; outline map of eastern U.S.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 188.6 (PrCt)


Panel title.
Added title: Gulf : northeastern United States
info-map
Date from RMcN AE 188 ms. index.
Plate no. 473785 V (1).
Insets (18 x 18 cm. and smaller): Maritime
Provinces -- Around Lake Superior -- Gaspé
Peninsula.
Maps on verso (43 x 78 cm. and 13 x 12 cm.):
Gulf : southeastern United States info-map --
Southern Florida.
Panel art: Gulf sign over car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 188.34 (PrCt)
59431 Northeastern States - Maps - 1947 - Road
maps>>Maritime Provinces - Maps - 1947 -
Road maps>>Southern States - Maps - 1947 -
Road maps>>Road maps
Eastern United States : Sinclair tour map :
Sinclair H-C gasoline . Chicago : Rand McNally &
Company, [1947].
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally
and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map ; 48 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair tour map : northeastern
United States.
Date from RMcN AE 188 ms. index.
Plate no. 473785 V (1).
Inset (18 x 18 cm.): Maritime Provinces
Maps on verso (65 x 48 cm. and 11 x 10 cm.):
Sinclair tour map : southeastern United States --
Southern Florida.
Panel art: Sinclair attendant in front of road with
car and billboard.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 188.20 (PrCt)
59432 Northeastern States - Maps - 1947 - Road
maps>>Maritime Provinces - Maps - 1947 -
Road maps>>Southern States - Maps - 1947 -
Road maps>>East (U.S.) - Maps - 1947 -
Road maps>>Road maps
Eastern United States : sectional tour map :
Sinclair H-C gasoline . Chicago : Rand McNally &
Company, [1947].
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally
and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map ; 48 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair tour map : northeastern
United States.
Date from RMcN AE 188 ms. index.
Plate no. 7-463785V-1.
Inset (20 x 20 cm.): Maritime Provinces.
Maps on verso (48 x 65 cm. and 11 x 9 cm.):
Sinclair tour map : southeastern United States --
Southern Florida.
Panel art: Sinclair attendant in front of road with
car and billboard.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 188.31 (PrCt)
59433 Northeastern States - Maps - 1947 - Road
maps>>Maritime Provinces - Maps - 1947 -
Road maps>>Southern States - Maps - 1947 -
Road maps>>Road maps
Eastern United States road map ... / compliments
of your Sunoco dealer. Chicago : Rand McNally &
Company, [1947].
Authors: Sunoco (Firm) -- Sun Oil Company --
Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 48 x 66 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sunoco road map of northeastern
United States.
Date from RMcN AE 188 ms. index.
Plate no. 473785V (1).
Inset (19 x 19 cm.): Maritime Provinces.
Map on verso (48 x 65 cm.): Sunoco road map of
southeastern United States.
Panel art: Sunoco logo above car on rural road;
outline map of eastern U.S.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 188.32 (PrCt)
59434 Northeastern States - Maps - 1947 - Road
maps>>Maritime Provinces - Maps - 1947 -
Road maps>>Southern States - Maps - 1947 -
Road maps>>East (U.S.) - Maps - 1947 -
Road maps>>Road maps
Eastern United States road map ... / compliments
of your Sunoco dealer. Chicago : Rand McNally &
Company, [1947].
Authors: Sunoco (Firm) -- Sun Oil Company --
Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 48 x 66 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sunoco road map of northeastern
United States.
Date from RMcN AE 188 ms. index.
Plate no. 473785 V (1).
Inset (20 x 20 cm.): Maritime Provinces.
Map on verso (48 x 65 cm.): Sunoco road map of
southeastern United States.
Panel art: Sunoco logo above car on rural road;
outline map of eastern U.S.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 188.35 (PrCt)
59435 Northeastern States - Maps - 1947 - Road
maps>>Road maps
Tour northeastern United States with Skelly /
courtesy of Skelly Oil Company, U.S.A. Chicago :
H.M. Gousha Co., [1947?].
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Authors: Skelly Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "U", indicating 1947 publication.
Panel art: Skelly sign, car and group of people on beach.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5227 (PrCt)

59438
Northeastern States - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
1 map ; 47 x 65 cm., folded to 17 x 9 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair northeastern United States : tour map.
Plate no.473785V(1)-1
Inset (18 x 18 cm.): Maritime Provinces Maps on verso (55 x 47 cm. and 10 x 10 cm.): Sinclair southeastern United States -- Southern Florida.
Panel art: Illustration of service attendant and car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2670 (PrCt)

59439
Northeastern States - Maps - 1948 - Railroads
Railroads
The Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company, [New York? Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company?, 1948?].
Authors: Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company
1 map ; 29 x 43 cm
Summary route map includes an inset of Charleston area (10 x 10 cm.) highlighted with an illustration of a magnifying glass.
Covers region roughly bounded by Wisconsin, Massachusetts, Illinois, and Virginia.
In Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company. 70th annual report ... 1947 [New York?: Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company?, 1947?] p. [26-27].
5A 7267 (1947 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

59440
Northeastern States - Maps - 1948 - Railroads
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- New York Central Railroad Company -- Michigan Central Railroad Company -- Boston and Albany Railroad Co. -- Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago, and St. Louis Railway Company -- Pittsburgh and Lake Erie Railroad Company
1 map ; col. ; 21 x 38 cm.
Roughly bounded by Wisconsin, Maine, Missouri and Virginia.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 45 x 88 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sunoco road map of southeastern United States.
Date from RMcN AE 182 ms. index.
Plate no. 8-473785V(1)-2.
Inset (19 x 19 cm.): Maritime Provinces
Map on verso (53 x 68 cm): Road map of southeastern United States.
Panel art: Sunoco logo over car on rural road; outline map of eastern U.S.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 182.15 (PrCt)

Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 45 x 88 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sunoco road map of southeastern United States.
Date from RMcN AE 182 ms. index.
Plate no. 8-473785V(1)-2.
Inset (19 x 19 cm.): Maritime Provinces
Map on verso (53 x 68 cm): Road map of southeastern United States.
Panel art: Sunoco logo over car on rural road; outline map of eastern U.S.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 182.15 (PrCt)
Date from RMcN AE 177 ms. index.
Plate no. 8-473785V(1)-2.
Insets (19 x 19 cm. and smaller): Maritime Provinces -- Around Lake Superior -- Gaspé Peninsula. Map on verso (45 x 88 cm. and 18 x 14 cm.).
Panel art: Gulf sign over car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 177.17 (PrCt)

59447 Northeastern States - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
---Maritime Provinces - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
---Superior, Lake - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
---Gaspé Peninsula (Québec) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
---Southern States - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
---East (U.S.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
---Road maps
Authors: Union Oil Company of California -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 45 x 88 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Northwestern United States.
Date from RMcN AE 177 ms. index.
Plate no. 8-473785V(1)-1.
Insets (19 x 19 cm. and smaller): Maritime Provinces -- Around Lake Superior -- Gaspé Peninsula. Map on verso (45 x 88 cm. and 18 x 14 cm.).
Southeastern United States -- Southern Florida.
Panel art: Cartoons of motorists at gas station with Union "Minute Men."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 177.16 (PrCt)

59448 Northeastern States - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
---Maritime Provinces - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
---Superior, Lake - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
---Gaspé Peninsula (Québec) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
---Southern States - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
---East (U.S.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
---Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 78 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 182 ms. index.
Plate no. 8-473785V(1)-2.
Insets (19 x 19 cm. and smaller): Maritime Provinces -- Around Lake Superior -- Gaspé Peninsula.
Maps on verso (43 x 78 cm. and 12 x 12 cm.).
Panel art: Gulf sign over car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 182.17 (PrCt)

59449 Northeastern States - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
---Road maps
[Socony-Vacuum Oil Company road maps of the northeastern United States]. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1948?].
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
4 maps : col. ; folded to 23 x 10 cm. and smaller
Collective title supplied by cataloger.
Includes maps covering Delaware, Indiana, New Jersey, Putnam County (N.Y.), New York State, and Westchester County (N.Y.).
All sheets include plate numbers beginning with 8-4.
Panel art: Mobilgas winged horse logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 1589-1592 (PrCt)

59450 Northeastern States - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
---Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 5527 (PrCt)

59451 Northeastern States - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
---Southern States - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
---East (U.S.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
---Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 47 x 64 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair : northeastern United States.
Date from RMcN AE 182 ms. index.
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1949].
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 56 x 80 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc. interstate road map : northeastern section.
Plate no. 9-473785V(1)-2.
Insets (39 x 22 cm. and 11 x 21 cm.): New York City and vicinity -- Around Lake Superior.
Map on verso (80 x 56 cm.): Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc. interstate road map : southeastern section.
Panel art: Mobilgas logos.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 178.14 (PrCt)
1 map : 48 x 66 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sunoco road map of northeastern United States.
Date from RMcN AE 178 ms. index.
Plate no. 9-483785V(2)-1.
Inset (17 x 15 cm.): Maritime Provinces.
Maps on verso (48 x 65 cm. and 12 x 15 cm.): Rand McNally road map : southeastern United States -- Southern Florida.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 178.16 (PrCt)
Authors: New York Central Railroad Company -- Michigan Central Railroad Company -- Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago, and St. Louis Railway Company -- Boston and Albany Railroad Co. -- Pittsburgh and Lake Erie Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 28 x 44 cm.
Oriented with north at upper right. Relief and selected buildings in key cities shown pictorially. Roughly bounded by Wisconsin, Southeastern Canada, Missouri and Virginia.
5A 7267 (1949 vol. [2]) (PrCt)
1950>Railroads - Maps
Pennsylvania Railroad and connections.
Authors: Pennsylvania Railroad
1 map : col. ; 26 x 42 cm.
Roughly bounded by Wisconsin, Vermont, Missouri, and Virginia.
5A 7267 (1949 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Pennsylvania Railroad and connections.
Authors: Pennsylvania Railroad
1 map : col. ; 26 x 42 cm.
Roughly bounded by Wisconsin, Vermont, Missouri, and Virginia.
In Pennsylvania Railroad. One hundred and third annual report (to which is appended statistical statement) 1949 (Philadelphia: [Pennsylvania Railroad Company?, 1950?]) p. [8-9].
5A 7267 (1949 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

59470 Northeastern States - Maps - 1950 - Railroads - Pictorial maps>>>Pictorial maps
The Erie area : 'the heart of industrial America'.
[Chicago? Erie Railroad Company?, 1950?].
Authors: Erie Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 24 x 57 cm.
Title from folding panel.
Summary route map; industrial buildings shown pictorially.
Illustration of train crossing a bridge below map.
Covers region roughly bounded by Illinois, New York, and New Jersey.
5A 7267 (1949 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

59471 Northeastern States - Maps - 1950 - Railroads - Pictorial maps>>>Pictorial maps
1950>Railroads - Maps>>>Pictorial maps
Along the line : Nickel Plate Road. [New York? New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad?, 1950?].
Authors: New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad
1 map : col. ; 28 x 85 cm.
Pictorial map keyed to mineral and agricultural resources.
Summary route map roughly bounded by Illinois and New York.
5A 7267 (1949 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 45 x 88 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 178 ms. index.
Plate no. 0-473785V(1)-3.
Insets (19 x 19 cm. and smaller): Maritime Provinces -- Around Lake Superior -- Gaspé Peninsula.
Map on verso (45 x 88 cm. and 18 x 14 cm.): Gulf : Southeastern United States : info map -- Southern Florida.
Panel art: Gulf sign over car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 178.26 (PrCt)
Panel art: Car driving uphill beneath Gulf sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 990-994 (PrCt)

59474 Northeastern States - Maps - 1950 - Road maps
Authors: Sunoco (Firm) -- Sun Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
3 maps : col ; folded to 21 x 10 cm.
Collective title supplied by cataloger.
All panel titles include " ... Sunoco road map and historical scenic guide"
All sheets include plate numbers beginning with "0".
Includes maps covering Indiana, Michigan, Ohio, Pennsylvania
All sheets include numbered vignettes in margins keyed to "historical-pictorial maps" on verso.
Panel art: Sunoco logo over a couple by a car overlooking a rural village in a valley.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3341-3343 (PrCt)

59475 Northeastern States - Maps - 1950 - Road maps
[Socony-Vacuum Oil Company road maps of the northeastern United States]. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1950?].
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
5 maps : col ; folded to 21 x 10 cm.
Collective title supplied by cataloger.
All sheets include plate numbers beginning with 0-4.
Includes maps covering the Chesapeake Bay area, Delaware, Long Island, (N.Y.), New England, Pennsylvania, Putnam County (N.Y.), upper Michigan, Westchester County (N.Y.), and Wisconsin.
Panel art: Mobilgas winged horse logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1595-1599 (PrCt)

59476 Northeastern States - Maps - 1950 - Road maps
[Sohio road map of United States (east of the Mississippi) : the Standard Oil Co. (Ohio).]
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1950].
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Ohio) -- Sohio Petroleum Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; 55 x 80 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sohio map of northeastern United States.
Date from RMcN AE 178 ms. index.
Plate no. 0-493785V(1)-2.
Maps on verso (55 x 80 cm. and 19 x 15 cm.): Southeastern United States -- Southern Florida.
Panel art: Sohio logo over eastern United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 178.27 (PrCt)

59477 Northeastern States - Maps - 1950 - Road maps
Authors: Sunoco (Firm) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 48 x 66 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sunoco road map of northeastern United States.
Date from RMcN AE 178 ms. index.
Plate no. 0-473785V(1)-5.
Inset (19 x 19 cm.): Maritime Provinces.
Map on verso (48 x 66 cm.): Sunoco road map of southeastern United States.
Panel art: Sunoco logo; pages of driving scenes over map of eastern U.S.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 178.20 (PrCt)

59478 Northeastern States - Maps - 1950 - Road maps
Authors: Union Oil Company of California -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; 45 x 88 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Northeastern United States.
Insets (19 x 20 cm.): Maritime Provinces -- Around Lake Superior -- Gaspé Peninsula.
Date from RMcN AE 178 ms. index.
5A 7267 (1950 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

5A 7267 (1950 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

5A 7267 (1950 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

5A 7267 (1950 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

5A 7267 (1950 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

In Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company.  
73rd annual report ... December 31st, 1950 [New York?: Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company?, 1951?] inside back cover.  
5A 7267 (1950 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

59485  
Northeastern States - Maps - 1951 - Railroads  
- Pictorial maps  
[Pictorial map of the Erie Railroad]. [Chicago? Erie Railroad Company?, 1951?].  
Authors: Erie Railroad Company  
1 map : col. ; 24 x 57 cm.  
Title supplied by cataloger.  
Added title on verso: Erie's centennial year: 100th anniversary of the first railroad to link the Great Lakes and the Atlantic Ocean  
Summary route map; industry, buildings, and recreational activities shown pictorially.  
Illustration of train crossing a bridge below map.  
Covers region roughly bounded by Illinois, New York, and New Jersey.  
5A 7267 (1950 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

59486  
Eastern United States tourguide map : Gulf.  
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1951].  
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map : col. ; 45 x 88 cm.  
Panel title.  
Added title: Northeastern Un tid States.  
Date from RMcN AE 178 ms. index.  
Plate no. 1-493785V(1)-4  
Insets (19 x 19 cm. and smaller): Maritime Provinces -- Around Lake Superior -- Gaspé Peninsula.  
Map on verso (45 x 88 cm. and 18 x 14 cm.): Southeastern United States -- Southern Florida.  
Panel art: Gulf sign over cars on road.  
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).  
RMcN AE 178.30 (PrCt)

59487  
Around Lake Superior  
Superior, Lake  
Maps - [1951].  
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Ohio) -- Sohio Petroleum Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map : col. ; 55 x 80 cm.  
Panel title.  
Added title: Sohio map of northeastern United States.  
Date from RMcN AE 178 ms. index.  
Plate no. 1-493785V(1)-3  
Maps on verso (55 x 80 cm. and 19 x 15 cm.): Southeastern United States -- Southern Florida.  
Panel art: Sohio logo over eastern United States.  
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).  
RMcN AE 178.32.1 (PrCt)

59488  
Northeastern States - Maps - 1951 - Road maps<<><>><>Southern States - Maps - 1951 - Road maps<<><><>East (U.S.) - Maps - 1951 - Road maps<<><><>Road maps  
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Ohio) -- Sohio Petroleum Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map : col. ; 55 x 80 cm.  
Panel title.  
Added title: Sohio map of northeastern United States.  
Date from RMcN AE 178 ms. index.  
Plate no. 1-493785V(1)-3  
Maps on verso (55 x 80 cm. and 19 x 15 cm.): Southeastern United States -- Southern Florida.  
Panel art: Sohio logo over eastern United States.  
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).  
RMcN AE 178.32.1 (PrCt)
Northeastern States - Maps - 1951 - Road maps

Panel title.
Added title: Sunoco map of northeastern United States.
Date from RMcN AE 178 ms. index.
Plate no. 1-473785V(1-6).
Maps on verso (48 x 66 cm.): Sunoco road map of southeastern United States.
Panel art: Sunoco logo; view of car on road above map of eastern U.S.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 178.33 (PrCt)

Northeastern States - Maps - 1951 - Road maps

Panel title.
Added title: Sunoco road map of northeastern United States.
Date from RMcN AE 178 ms. index.
Plate no. 1-473785V(1-6).
Maps on verso (48 x 66 cm.): Sunoco road map of southeastern United States.
Panel art: Sunoco logo; view of car on road above map of eastern U.S.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 178.33 (PrCt)

Northeastern States - Maps - 1951 - Road maps

Panel title.
Added title: Sunoco road map of northeastern United States.
Date from RMcN AE 178 ms. index.
Plate no. 1-473785V(1-6).
Maps on verso (48 x 66 cm.): Sunoco road map of southeastern United States.
Panel art: Sunoco logo; view of car on road above map of eastern U.S.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3345 (PrCt)

Northeastern States - Maps - 1951 - Road maps

Panel title.
Added title: Sunoco map of northeastern United States.
Date from RMcN AE 178 ms. index.
Plate no. 1-473785V(1-6).
Maps on verso (48 x 66 cm.): Sunoco road map of southeastern United States.
Panel art: Sunoco logo; view of car on road above map of eastern U.S.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3345 (PrCt)
"Produced under license from Foldex Limited."

Added title: Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc.

interstate travel map : northeastern section.

Date from RMcN AE 178 ms. index.

Plate no. 513785

Insets (24 x 21 cm. and smaller): New York City and vicinity -- Around Lake Superior -- Gaspé Peninsula.

Map on verso (69 x 42 cm.): Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc. interstate travel map : southeastern section.

Panel art: Mobilgas logo.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 178.40 (PrCt)


Authors: Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company

1 map : col. ; 21 x 42 cm.

Map title from round B & O logo.

Route map printed as front and back cover of annual report.

Roughly bounded by Chicago, Rochester, St. Louis, and New York.


5A 7267 (1951 vol. [1]) (PrCt)


Authors: New York Central Railroad Company -- Michigan Central Railroad Company -- Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago, and St. Louis Railway Company -- Boston and Albany Railroad Co. -- Pittsburgh and Lake Erie Railroad Company

1 map : col. ; 28 x 42 cm.

Oriented with north at upper right.

Relief and selected buildings in key cities shown pictorially.

Roughly bounded by Wisconsin, Southeastern Canada, Missouri and Virginia.


5A 7267 (1951 vol. [2]) (PrCt)


Authors: New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad

1 map : col. ; 22 x 32 cm.

Map surrounded by four photo insets of industrial property along the rail lines.

Roughly bounded by Illinois and New York.


5A 7267 (1951 vol. [2]) (PrCt)


Authors: Pennsylvania Railroad

1 map : col. ; 26 x 42 cm.

Title in bottom margin.

Roughly bounded by Wisconsin, Vermont, Missouri, and Virginia.


5A 7267 (1951 vol. [2]) (PrCt)


C and O for progress. [New York? Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company, 1952?].

Authors: Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company

1 map : col. ; 30 x 45 cm

5A 7267 (1951 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Text at bottom right: Center of opportunity. The
104 new industries located on Chesapeake and
Ohio ... are indicated on this map ... .
Summary route map roughly bounded by
Wisconsin, New York, Kentucky and Virginia;
industrial regions shown pictorially.
In Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company.
1951 annual report [New York?: Chesapeake and
Ohio Railway Company?, 1952?] p. [16-17].
5A 7267 (1951 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Northeastern States - Maps - 1952 - Railroads
- Pictorial maps - Northeastern States - Maps - 1952
Authors: Erie Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 24 x 57 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Summary route map; industry, buildings, and
recreational activities shown pictorially.
Illustration of train crossing a bridge below map.
Text on verso: The Erie area: an empire of
industrial growth ... .
Covers region roughly bounded by Illinois, New
York, and New Jersey.
In Erie Railroad Company. Annual report ... 1951
[22-23].
5A 7267 (1951 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Northeastern States - Maps - 1952 - Railroads
-Railroads - Toledo, Peoria & Western Railroad - Maps - 1952
Map of Toledo, Peoria & Western Railroad: the
short route between east and west: the road
that's best ... links east and west. [Peoria, Ill.? Toledo, Peoria, and Western Railroad Company?, 1952?]
Authors: Toledo, Peoria & Western Railroad
1 map ; 11 x 23 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Summary route map.
Roughly bounded by Minnesota, New York,
Kansas, and Virginia.
In Toledo, Peoria, & Western Railroad Company.
Annual report ... 1951 [Peoria, Ill.? : Toledo,
Peoria, and Western Railroad Company?, 1952?] at end.
5A 7267 (1951 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Northeastern States - Maps - 1952 - Road maps
-Maritime Provinces - Maps - 1952 - Road maps
-Superior, Lake - Maps - 1952 - Road maps
-Gaspé Peninsula (Québec) - Maps - 1952 - Road maps
-Southern States - Maps - 1952 - Road maps
-East (U.S.) - Maps - 1952 - Road maps
Eastern United States tour guide map: Gulf.
Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1952].
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally
and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 45 x 88 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Northeastern United States.
Date from RMcN AE 178 ms. index.
Plate no. 2-473785V(1)-5.
Insets (19 x 19 cm. and smaller): Maritime
Provinces -- Around Lake Superior -- Gaspé
Peninsula.
Map on verso (45 x 88 cm. and 18 x 14 cm.):
Southeastern United States -- Southern Florida.
Panel art: Gulf sign over cars on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 178.56 (PrCt)

Northeastern States - Maps - 1952 - Road maps
-Maritime Provinces - Maps - 1952 - Road maps
-Southern States - Maps - 1952 - Road maps
Rand McNally road map: northeastern United
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 48 x 65 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 178 ms. index.
Plate no. 2-513785V-1.
Insets (17 x 15 and 8 x 15 cm.): Maritime
Provinces -- Around Lake Superior.
Maps on verso (48 x 65 cm. and 12 x 15 cm.):
Rand McNally road map: southeastern United
States -- Southern Florida.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 178.48 (PrCt)

Northeastern States - Maps - 1952 - Road maps
-New York Region - Maps - 1952 - Road maps
-Southern States - Maps - 1952 - Road maps
East (U.S.) - Maps - 1952 - Road maps
Eastern United States: Sinclair HC gasoline.
Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1952].
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally
and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 80 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair: northeastern section.
Date from RMcN AE 178 ms. index.
Plate no. 2-513785V1-2.
Inset (24 x 21 cm.): New York City and vicinity
Map on verso (70 x 42 cm.): Sinclair:
southeastern section.
Panel art: Sinclair road sign and station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 178.54 (PrCt)
59505 **Northeastern States - Maps - 1952 - Road maps**<br>
**Southern States - Maps - 1952 - Road maps**<br>
**East (U.S.) - Maps - 1952 - Road maps**<br>
**Road maps**

*Eastern United States tourguide map : Gulf.*  
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1956].
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 45 x 88 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Northeastern United States.  
Date from RMcN AE 178 ms. index.
Plate no. 6-5502V-1.
Maps on verso (45 x 88 cm. and 18 x 14 cm.):  
Southeastern United States -- Southern Florida.
Panel art: Gulf sign over cars on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 178.5X (PrCt)

59506 **Northeastern States - Maps - 1952 - Road maps**<br>
**Southern States - Maps - 1952 - Road maps**<br>
**Great Smoky Mountains National Park (N.C. and Tenn.) - Maps - 1952**<br>
**East (U.S.) - Maps - 1952 - Road maps**

Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1952].
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Ohio) -- Sohio Petroleum Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 44 x 80 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sohio map of northeastern United States.
Date from RMcN AE 178 ms. index.
Plate no. 2-493785V(1)-5.
Inset (7 x 14 cm.): Around Lake Superior
Maps on verso (45 x 71 cm. and smaller):  
Southeastern United States -- Southern Florida -- Great Smoky Mountain National Park.
Panel art: Sohio logo over eastern United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 178.55 (PrCt)

59507 **Northeastern States - Maps - 1952 - Road maps**<br>
**Superior, Lake - Maps - 1952 - Road maps**<br>
**Gaspé Peninsula (Québec) - Maps - 1952**<br>
**Road maps**

*Miracle fold road map : eastern United States ... Mobilgas ... Socony-Vacuum Oil Company, Incorporated.*  
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1952].
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Foldex Limited -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 81 cm.
Panel title.
"Produced under license from Foldex Limited."
Added title: Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc.
Interstate travel map : northeastern section.
Date from RMcN AE 178 ms. index.
Plate no. 2-513785V1-2
Insets (24 x 21 cm. and smaller): New York City and vicinity -- Around Lake Superior -- Gaspé Peninsula.
Map on verso (69 x 42 cm.): Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc. interstate travel map : southeastern section.
Panel art: Mobilgas logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 178.45 (PrCt)

59508 **Northeastern States - Maps - 1953**  
**Railroads**<br>
**Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company - Maps - 1953**  
**Railroads - Maps**

*B & O : linking 13 great states with the nation.*  
[Baltimore? Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company?, 1953?].
Authors: Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 24 x 36 cm.
Roughly bounded by Wisconsin, Vermont, Missouri, and Virginia.
In Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company. 126th annual report ... 1952 [Baltimore?: Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company?, 1953?] p. [16-17]
5A 7267 (1952 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

59509 **Northeastern States - Maps - 1953**  
**Railroads**<br>
**Great Lakes Region (North America) - Maps - 1953**  
**Railroads**<br>
**Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company - Maps - 1953**  
**Railroads - Maps**

*C & O's 5000 miles of strategic service routes : cut distribution time.*  
[New York? Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company, 1953?].
Authors: Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company
1 map : col. ; 9 x 11 cm., on sheet 31 x 23 cm.
Summary route map printed on sheet as part of an image of a hand holding scissors over the map.
Summary route map roughly bounded by Wisconsin, New York, Kentucky and Virginia.
In Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company. 1952 annual report [New York?: Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company?, 1953?] back cover.
5A 7267 (1952 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

59510 **Northeastern States - Maps - 1953**  
**Railroads**<br>
**Great Lakes Region (North America) - Maps - 1953**  
**Railroads**<br>
**Cross-Lake Route SEE Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company**

*Cros-Lake route starts over C & O in Canada's Ontario province, crosses Michigan state and Lake Michigan to Wisconsin.*  
[New York? Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company, 1953?].

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.  
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1953].
Authors: Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company -- Cross-Lake Route SEE Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company
1 map : col. ; 9 x 20 cm.
Caption title.
Summary route map roughly bounded by Wisconsin, New York, Illinois and Pennsylvania; industrial regions shown pictorially.
5A 7267 (1952 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Northeastern States - Maps - 1953 - Railroads
New York Central Railroad Company - Maps - 1953
New York Central system : the Water Level route.
Authors: New York Central Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 28 x 42 cm.
Oriented with north at upper right.
Roughly bounded by Wisconsin, Southeastern Canada, Missouri and Virginia.
5A 7267 (1952 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Northeastern States - Maps - 1953 - Railroads
Toledo, Peoria & Western Railroad Company - Maps - 1953
Memphis, Peoria & Western Road : the short route between east and west : the road that’s best ... links east and west.
[Peoria, Ill.? Toledo, Peoria, and Western Railroad Company?, 1953?].
Authors: Toledo, Peoria & Western Railroad Company
1 map ; 11 x 23 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Summary route map.
Roughly bounded by Minnesota, New York, Kansas, and Virginia.
In Toledo, Peoria, & Western Railroad Company. Annual report ... 1952 [Peoria, Ill.? Toledo, Peoria, and Western Railroad Company?, 1953?]
at end.
5A 7267 (1952 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Northeastern States - Maps - 1953 - Railroads
Pennsylvania Railroad - Maps - 1953
[Map of the Pennsylvania Railroad].
[Philadelphia? Pennsylvania Railroad?, 1953?].
Authors: Pennsylvania Railroad
1 map : col. ; 27 x 42 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Company logo at bottom right: PRR
Roughly bounded by Wisconsin, Vermont, Missouri, and Virginia.
5A 7267 (1952 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Northeastern States - Maps - 1953 - Railroads
Pictorial maps
Northwestern States - Maps - 1953 - Railroads
Erie Railroad Company - Maps - 1953 - Pictorial maps
Pictorial maps [Pictorial map of the Erie Railroad].
[Chicago? Erie Railroad Company?, 1953?].
Authors: Erie Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 24 x 57 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Summary route map; industry, buildings, and recreational activities shown pictorially.
Illustration of train crossing a bridge below map.
Text on verso.
Covers region roughly bounded by Illinois, New York, and New Jersey.
5A 7267 (1952 vol. [1]) (PrCt)
Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 62 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Rand McNally road map : northeastern United States.
"Copyright by Rand McNally & Company"
Inset (17 x 18 cm.): Maritime Provinces.
Maps on verso (43 x 53 cm. and 20 x 13 cm.):
Rand McNally road map : southeastern United States -- Southern Florida.
Plate no. 3-513785V-2.
Panel art: illustration of wild horses over photograph of service station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1972 (PrCt)

Authors: Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company 1 map : col. ; 24 x 38 cm.
Roughly bounded by Wisconsin, Vermont, Missouri, and Virginia.
5A 7267 (1953 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Authors: Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company 1 map : col. ; 23 x 31 cm
5A 7267 (1953 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Authors: New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad 1 map : col. ; 28 x 43 cm.
5A 7267 (1953 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

59521 Northeastern States - Maps - 1954 - Railroads

- Pictorial maps
- Pictorial maps - Northeastern States - Maps - 1954
- Railroads - Railroad Company - Maps - 1954 - Pictorial maps
- Pictorial maps - Erie Railroad Company - Maps - 1954
- Railroads - Maps - Pictorial maps
["Pictorial map of the Erie Railroad","[Chicago? Erie Railroad Company?, 1954?].
Authors: Erie Railroad Company 1 map : col. ; 24 x 57 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Summary route map; industry, buildings, and recreational activities shown pictorially. Illustration of train crossing a bridge below map. Text on verso.
Covers region roughly bounded by Illinois, New York, and New Jersey.
5A 7267 (1953 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Authors: Toledo, Peoria & Western Railroad Company 1 map ; 11 x 23 cm.
5A 7267 (1953 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Authors: Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company 1 map : col. ; 24 x 38 cm.
5A 7267 (1954 vol. [1]) (PrCt)


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 46 x 88 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Northeastern United States.
Date from RMcN AE 180 ms. index.
Plate no. 5502 V.
Maps on verso (45 x 88 cm. and 18 x 14 cm.):
Southeastern United States -- Southern Florida.
Panel art: Gulf sign over cars on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 180.2X (PrCt)

Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 45 x 88 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Northeastern United States.
Date from RMcN AE 180 ms. index.
Plate no. 5502 V.
Maps on verso (45 x 88 cm. and 18 x 14 cm.):
Southeastern United States -- Southern Florida.
Panel art: Gulf sign over cars on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 180.3X (PrCt)

Authors: Howard Johnson Co. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 46 x 55 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Northeastern United States.
Date from RMcN AE 180 ms. index.
Plate no. 05-3785 V
Map on verso (46 x 55 cm. and 18 x 14 cm.):
Rand McNally road map : southeastern United States -- Southern Florida.
Panel art: Howard Johnson restaurant.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 180.4X (PrCt)

Authors: Standard Oil Company (Ohio) -- Sohio Petroleum Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 44 x 80 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Rand McNally road map : northeastern United States.
Date from RMcN AE 180 ms. index.
Plate no. 5-483785V-10.
Inset (16 x 14 cm.): Maritime Provinces.
Maps on verso (80 x 44 cm. and 12 x 18 cm.):
Rand McNally road map : southeastern United States -- Southern Florida.
Panel art: Sohio logo over car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 180.5X (PrCt)

Authors: Standard Oil Company (Ohio) -- Sohio Petroleum Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 44 x 80 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Rand McNally road map : northeastern United States.
Date from RMcN AE 180 ms. index.
Plate no. 5-483785V-10.
Inset (16 x 14 cm.): Maritime Provinces.
Maps on verso (80 x 44 cm. and 12 x 18 cm.):
Rand McNally road map : southeastern United States -- Southern Florida.
Panel art: Sohio logo over car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 180.6X (PrCt)

Authors: Standard Oil Company (Ohio) -- Sohio Petroleum Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 44 x 80 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Rand McNally road map : northeastern United States.
Date from RMcN AE 180 ms. index.
Small pictorial representations of different industrial products and plants along route line.

5A 7267 (1955 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Authors: Erie Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 6 x 13 cm.
Covers region roughly bounded by Minnesota, Maine, Colorado and New Jersey.
5A 7267 (1955 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Authors: New York Central Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 29 x 22 cm.
Summary route map.
Oriented with north at upper right.
Roughly bounded by Chicago, Montreal, St. Louis and Boston.
5A 7267 (1955 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Authors: New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad
1 map : col. ; 20 x 43 cm.
5A 7267 (1955 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Authors: Delaware and Hudson Railway Company
1 map : col. ; 27 x 20 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Caption at bottom right: The D.H. The most direct and reliable route between New England and eastern Canada ...
Summary route map roughly bound by New York, Quebec, Pennsylvania and Massachusetts.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

59555 Northeastern States - Maps - 1957 - Railroads - Maps - 1957

- Railroad Company?
- Authors: New York Central Railroad Company
- 1 map : col. ; 12 x 22 cm.
- Summary route map.
- Roughly bounded by Chicago, Montreal, St. Louis and New York.
- 5A 7267 (1956 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

59556 Northeastern States - Maps - 1957 - Railroads - Maps - 1957

- Pennsylvania Railroad - Maps - 1957
- Lines of the Pennsylvania Railroad interlace the heart of the nation's agricultural, industrial, and urban economies. [Philadelphia? Pennsylvania Railroad?, 1957?].
- Authors: Pennsylvania Railroad
- 1 map : col. ; 14 x 21 cm.
- Caption title.
- Summary route map; bordered by 24 colored photos of service areas.
- Roughly bounded by Wisconsin, Vermont, Missouri, and Virginia.
- 5A 7267 (1957 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

59557 Northeastern States - Maps - 1957 - Railroads - Maps - 1957

- Delaware and Hudson Railway Company - Maps - 1957
- Pictorial maps
- Pictorial maps - Delaware and Hudson Railway Company - Maps - 1957
- Pictorial maps - Northeastern States - Maps - 1957
- Railroads - Maps
- Authors: Delaware and Hudson Railway Company
- 1 map : col. ; 27 x 20 cm.
- Title supplied by cataloger.
- Caption at bottom: The most direct and reliable route between New England and eastern Canada ...'
- Summary route map roughly bound by New York, Quebec, Pennsylvania and Massachusetts.
- Small pictorial representations of different industrial products and plants along route line.
- 5A 7267 (1956 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

59558 Northeastern States - Maps - 1957 - Road maps

- Southern States - Maps - 1957
- Eastern United States / Sinclair oils. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Company, [1957?].
- Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
- 1 map : col. ; 42 x 81 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
- Panel title.
- Added title: Sinclair northeastern section.
- Plate no. 7-513785V1-12.
- Insert (24 x 22 cm.): New York City and vicinity.
- Map on verso (70 x 42 cm.): Sinclair southeastern section.
- Panel art: Sinclair logo, gas station, and motto "see America's scenic wonders with Sinclair ...
- Editor's copy (?): ms. annotations in orange ink; blue arrow and "scenic alternate route" handstamps on verso.
- Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
- Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
- RMcN Clients 2770 (PrCt)


- Chesapeake and Ohio Railway
- Maps - 1958
- Adhesions: Sinclair northeastern section.
- Panel title.
- Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
- Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
- RMcN Clients 2770 (PrCt)


- Authors: Erie Railroad Company

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1 map : col. ; 21 x 56 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Text on verso: Men with their sights on Erie's future.
Covers region roughly bounded by Wisconsin, New Hampshire, Illinois, and Delaware.
5A 7267 (1957 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Authors: New York Central Railroad Company 1 map ; 6 x 22 cm.
Summary route map of railroads in the northeastern U.S.; drawn on the background of the Earth's horizon.
5A 7267 (1957 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Authors: New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad 1 map : col. ; 21 x 42 cm.
Roughly bounded by Wisconsin, New York, Illinois, and Delaware.
Track mileage note dated: December 31, 1958.
5A 7267 (1958 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Authors: Pennsylvania Railroad 1 map : col. ; on sheet 29 x 40 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Bordered by 6 colored photos of railroad cars, shows terminals and interchange connections.
5A 7267 (1957 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Authors: Delaware and Hudson Railway Company 1 map : col. ; 27 x 23 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Summary route map.
5A 7267 (1957 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Authors: Delaware, Lackawanna and Western Railroad Company 1 map ; 13 x 17 cm. on sheet 28 x 23 cm.
Summary route map roughly bounded by Buffalo, Utica, and Hoboken.
In Delaware, Lackawanna and Western Railroad Company. 106th annual report ... December 31, 1957 [New York?: Delaware, Lackawanna and Western Railroad Company?, 1958?] on back cover.
5A 7267 (1957 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Authors: Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company 1 map : col. ; 15 x 21 cm
Summary route map roughly bounded by Wisconsin, New York, Kentucky and Virginia.
In Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company: 1958 annual report [Cleveland, Ohio?: Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company?, 1959?] p. [33]
5A 7267 (1958 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

1959?].
Authors: Erie Railroad Company
1 map ; on sheet 27 x 21 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Covers region roughly bounded by Illinois, New
York, and New Jersey.
5A 7267 (1958 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

59568
Northeastern States - Maps - 1959 -
Authors: New York Central Railroad Company
1 map ; 6 x 16 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Drawn on the background of the Earth’s horizon.
Printed beneath heading in oversize type:
Industrial development.
5A 7267 (1958 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

59569
Northeastern States - Maps - 1959 -
Authors: New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad
1 map ; col.; 28 x 42 cm.
Roughly bounded by Wisconsin, New York, Illinois, and Delaware.
Track mileage note dated December 31, 1959.
5A 7267 (1959 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

59570
Northeastern States - Maps - 1959 - Railroads
Map of traffic sources on the Chesapeake and Ohio Railway; [Cleveland, Ohio? Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company, 1959?].
Authors: Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company
1 map ; col.; 16 x 23 cm
Title expanded by cataloger.
Pictorial maps keyed to legend in left margin.
Roughly bounded by Milwaukee, New York, Louisville and Newport News.
In Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company. 1958 financial summary and supplement to annual report at year end 1958 [Cleveland, Ohio?: Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company?, 1959?] p. [16-17]
5A 7267 (1958 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

59571
Northeastern States - Maps - 1959 - Railroads
[Pictorial maps of the Delaware and Hudson Railway], [New York? Delaware and Hudson Railway Company?, 1959?].
Authors: Delaware and Hudson Railway Company
1 map ; col.; 27 x 22 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Caption at bottom: ‘The most direct and reliable route between New England and eastern Canada and the south and west ...’. Summary route map roughly bound by Ontario, Maine, Pennsylvania and Massachusetts. Small pictorial representations of different industrial products and plants along route line.
5A 7267 (1958 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

59572
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; col.; 23 x 82 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm. Plate title.
Added title: Toll roads : Illinois and east.
Plate no. 5926.
Panel art: Standard flaming torch sign and illustration of gas station attendant helping a woman in a car read a map; slogan "as you travel, ask us."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 3187 (PrCt)

Authors: Erie Railroad Company
1 map ; on sheet 27 x 20 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Summary route map with almost no place names.
Covers region roughly bounded by Illinois, New York, and New Jersey.
5A 7267 (1959 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Authors: New York Central Railroad Company
1 map ; 6 x 16 cm.
Summary route map.
Drawn on background of Earth's horizon.
Roughly bounded by Wisconsin, southeastern Canada, Missouri and Virginia.
5A 7267 (1959 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Authors: New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad
1 map : col. ; 28 x 42 cm.
Roughly bounded by Wisconsin, New York, Illinois, and Delaware.
Track mileage note dated December 31, 1960.
5A 7267 (1960 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Authors: Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company
1 map ; 24 x 38 cm.
Roughly bounded by Wisconsin, Vermont, Missouri, and Virginia.
5A 7267 (1960 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Authors: Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company -- Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 22 x 28 cm.
Summary route map roughly bounded by...
59586  **Northeastern States - Maps - 1963 - Road maps**  **<-->Southern States - Maps - 1963 - Road maps**  **<-->East (U.S.) - Maps - 1963 - Road maps**  **<--> Road maps**  
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 61 x 88 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm. Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair northeastern United States. Plate no. 636215-1.
**RMcN Clients 2804 (PrCt)**

59589  **Northeastern States - Maps - 1965 - Road maps**  **<-->Illinois Tollway (Ill.) - Maps - 1965 - Road Maps**  **<-->Tri-State Tollway (Ill.) - Maps - 1965 - Indiana Toll Road (Ind.) - Maps - 1965 - Road maps**  **<-->Road maps**  **<--> Strip maps**  
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 23 x 81 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm. Panel title.
**RMcN Clients 2813 (PrCt)**

59587  **Northeastern States - Maps - 1963 - Road maps**  **<-->United States Highway 40 - Maps - 1963 - Road maps**  
Authors: Travelmats (Firm) 2 maps ; on sheet 26 x 36 cm. Issued as a placemat, with scalloped edges. List of "Recommended stops between Atlantic City, New Jersey & ... Kansas City, Kansas" is keyed to maps. Printed in red ink. "F II 663."
**map1F G3701 .P2 1963 .T7, Hwy. 40 (PrCt)**

Authors: CITGO Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 23 x 68 cm., folded to 24 x 10 cm. "1965 edition" Panel title.
Plate no. MM-3722-S-2 Identifies "CITGO service stations."
Maps on verso (22 x 19 cm. and smaller):
Panel art: illustration of family in convertible car; CITGO logo.
**RMcN Clients 424 (PrCt)**

59590  **Northeastern States - Maps - 1965 - Road maps**  **<-->Illinois Tollway (Ill.) - Maps - 1965 - Road Maps**  **<-->Tri-State Tollway (Ill.) - Maps - 1965 - Indiana Toll Road (Ind.) - Maps - 1965 - Road maps**  **<-->Road maps**  **<--> Strip maps**  
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 23 x 81 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm. Panel title.
Panel art: illustration of family in convertible car; CITGO logo.
**RMcN Clients 2813 (PrCt)**
Tollway and connecting highways -- Connecting routes between Illinois Tri-State Tollway and Indiana Toll Road -- Buffalo and vicinity -- New York City and vicinity -- Northern New England turnpikes.

Panel art: Sinclair and Unisphere logos and motto "Sinclair salutes the New York World's 1964/65".

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011). RMcN Clients 4266 (PrCt)

59593 Northeastern States - Maps - 1966 - Road maps
59592 Northeastern States - Maps - 1965 - Road maps
59591 Northeastern States - Maps - 1965 - Road maps

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

Indiana Toll Road: "Main Street of the Midwest." Safe, swift, scenic: linking east and west... / Indiana Toll Road Commission... [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Co., c1967.

Authors: Indiana Toll Road Commission -- Rand McNally and Company -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; on sheet 24 x 81 cm., folded to 24 x 11 cm.
"1967 edition"
Panel title.
Plate no. 676926-12.
Map on verso (21 x 24 cm.): Chicago Skyway, Illinois Tollway and connecting highways.
Panel art: Outline road map of the U.S. with the Indiana Toll Road logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).


1 map : col. ; 64 x 11 cm., folded to 16 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Opposite panel title: Tourgide : expo 67
Added title: New York City to Montreal
Plate no. 6702
Strip map of Interstate 87; identifies Gulf service locations; includes advertising and logo for the British American Oil Company.
Panel art: Illustration of road and Gulf service station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
59603 Northeastern States - Maps - 1968 - Road maps
Indiana Toll Road (Ind.) - Maps - 1968
Road maps
Illinois Tollway (Ill.) - Maps - 1968
Road maps
Chicago Skyway (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1968
Road maps
Indiana Toll Road: "Main Street of the Midwest.
Safe, swift, scenic: linking east and west..." /
Indiana Toll Road Commission...[Chicago?]:

Authors: Indiana Toll Road Commission -- Rand McNally and Company -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; on sheet 23 x 82 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"1968 edition"
Panel title.
Plate no. 685926-13.
Map on verso (21 x 24 cm.): Chicago Skyway, Illinois Tollway and connecting highways.
Panel art: Outline road map of the U.S. with the Indiana Toll Road logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Clients 1539 (PrCt)

59604 Northeastern States - Maps - 1968 - Road maps
New Jersey Turnpike Authority - Maps - 1968
Illinois Tollway (Ill.) - Maps - 1968
Ohio Turnpike (Ohio) - Maps - 1968
Indiana Toll Road (Ind.) - Maps - 1968
Pennsylvania Turnpike (Pa.) - Maps - 1968
Road maps - Pure Oil Company - Maps - 1968
Road maps - Strip maps
Chicago to New York via the turnpikes / Pure Oil Division, Union Oil Company of California.
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Union Oil Company of California -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: both sides, col.; 26 x 49 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"There is a Pure Oil station in all cities shown in red."
Plate no. 7-565502V-11.
Insets (13 x 14 cm. and 8 x 9 cm.): Approaches to New Jersey turnpike -- Illinois Tollway.
Panel art: Illustration of cars on interstate highway with overpass; Pure logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3070 (PrCt)

59605 Northeastern States - Maps - 1968 - Road maps
New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1968
Road maps
New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1968
Automobile leasing and renting
Automobile leasing and renting
Northeastern United States. [Chicago, Ill.; San Jose, Calif.]: H.M. Gousha Company, 1968.
Authors: Olins Rent-a-Car -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 31 x 59 cm.
"1968 edition."
Plate no. 9-PP-1034-S.
Map on verso (37 x 21 cm.): To and through Manhattan. Plate no. 12-OO-1-992-S.
New York City map keyed to numbered list of Olins Rent-a-Car locations.
Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Company Collection (Newberry Library).
map4F G3711.P2 1968 .O4 (PrCt)

Northeastern States - Maps - 1968 - Road maps
Southern States - Maps - 1968 - Road maps
East (U.S.) - Maps - 1968 - Road maps
Road maps
Sohio northeastern United States road map.
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Ohio) -- Sohio Petroleum Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 62 x 88 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sohio northeastern United States.
Plate no. 686215-10
Maps on verso (61 x 68 cm. and smaller): Southeastern United States -- United States featuring transcontinental mileage and driving time -- Memphis -- Atlanta -- New Orleans -- Jacksonville -- Tampa, St. Petersburg -- Miami.
Panel art: outline of eastern United States over views of a country village and a tropical lake.
Includes two Library of Congress copyright handstamps with certificate numbers.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4560 (PrCt)
Authors: American Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; 23 x 81 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm. Panel title.
Plate no. 695926-14.
Panel art: Outline of northeastern United States, "American" gas sign with slogan "As you travel, ask us."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2962 (PrCt)

Authors: Indiana Toll Road Commission -- Rand McNally and Company -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; on sheet 23 x 81 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Plate no. 695926-14.
Map on verso (21 x 24 cm.): Chicago Skyway, Illinois Tollway and connecting highways.
Panel art: Highway scene; outline road map of the U.S.; Indiana Toll Road logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Clients 1540 (PrCt)

Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- American Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Tempo Designs, Inc. -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; 62 x 88 cm., folded to 19 x 11 cm. Panel title.
"This map published by Tempo Designs, Inc. ... Chicago Illinois, 60680"
Highlights interstates with colors keyed to strip maps on verso.
Plate no. 696215-15.
Strip maps on verso (62 x 5 cm. and smaller): North 65 south, Gary, Nashville -- North 75 south, Sault Ste. Marie, Toledo -- North 81 south, Toledo, Knoxville -- North 81 south, Canadian border, Harrisburg -- North 81 south, Harrisburg, Knoxville -- North 87 south, Montreal, New York -- North 95 south, Houlton, New York -- North 95 south, New York, Rocky Mount -- East 70 west, St. Louis, Columbus -- East 70 west, Columbus, Washington -- East 80-90 90 west, Chicago, Buffalo -- East 80 west, Cleveland, New York -- East 90 west, Buffalo, Boston -- East 94 west, Milwaukee, Detroit.
Panel art: Standard flaming torch sign and slogan "as you travel, ask us"; outline of northeastern United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3223 (PrCt)
Northeastern States - Maps - 1969 - Road maps

1 map : col. ; 61 x 88 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Includes blank title panel (for overprinting).
Plate no. 696215-12.
Maps on verso (61 x 68 cm. and smaller):
Forms part of a collection of stock editions of Rand McNally road maps, some apparently issued as sales samples and / or printer's proofs for prospective commercial clients.
Uniform series title (established by cataloger):
Stock road maps
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (April 2010).
RMcN Stock 15 (PrCr)

59611

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

59613

Northeastern States - Maps - 1970 - Road maps

Northeastern States - Maps - 1970 - Road maps

59614

Northeastern States - Maps - 1970 - Road maps

Indiana Toll Road : linking east and west : safe, swift, scenic ... / Indiana Toll Road Commission ... [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Co., 1970.
Authors: Indiana Toll Road Commission -- Rand McNally and Company -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; on sheet 23 x 81 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"1970 edition"
Panel title.
Plate no. 705926-15.
Map on verso (21 x 24 cm.): Chicago Skyway, Illinois Tollway and connecting highways.
Panel art: Highway scene; outline road map of the U.S.; Indiana Toll Road logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Clients 1542 (PrCr)
Northeastern States - Maps - 1971 - Road maps

Indiana Toll Road : linking east and west : safe, swift, scenic ... / Indiana Toll Road Commission ... [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Co., c1971.
Authors: Indiana Toll Road Commission -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; on sheet 23 x 81 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"1971 edition"
Panel title.
Plate no. 715926-16.
Map on verso (21 x 24 cm.): Chicago Skyway, Illinois Tollway and connecting highways.
Panel art: Outline of road map of U.S. with background of cows at pasture; Indiana Toll Road logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Clients 1544 (PrCt)
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Clients 1545 (PrCt)

59618 Northeastern States - Maps - 1973 - Road maps

Indiana Toll Road (Ind.) - Maps - 1973 - Road maps
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1973 - Road maps
Illinois Tollway (Ill.) - Maps - 1973 - Road maps
Chicago Skyway (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1973
Road maps
Indiana Toll Road : linking east and west ... / Indiana Toll Road Commission ... [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Co., c1973.
Authors: Indiana Toll Road Commission -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress.
Copyright Office -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; on sheet 23 x 82 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"1973 edition"
Panel title.
Plate no. 735926-17.
Map on verso (21 x 24 cm.): Chicago Skyway, Illinois Tollway and connecting highways.
Panel art: Highway scene; outline road map of the U.S.; Indiana Toll Road logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Clients 1546 (PrCt)

59619 Northeastern States - Maps - 1973 - Road maps

Northeastern States - Maps - 1973 - Fast food restaurants
Fast food restaurants - Northeastern States - Maps - 1973
McDonald's Corporation - Maps - 1973 - Road maps
Authors: McDonald's Corporation -- Diversified Map Corporation -- Tempo Designs, Inc. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 46 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
"© 1973 by Diversified Map Corporation."
Insets (15 x 27 cm. or smaller): [Canada] -- [Southern New Jersey] -- Providence, Pawtucket -- Hartford, area -- Buffalo.
Maps on verso (20 x 25 cm. or smaller): Boston -- New York City area -- Long Island -- Albany -- Springfield.
Maps keyed to numbered and lettered directory of McDonald's restaurants.
Panel art: McDonald's logo and line drawing of family driving into a McDonald's restaurant.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4302 (PrCt)

59620 Northeastern States - Maps - 1974 - Road maps

Southern States - Maps - 1974 - Road maps
Maritime Provinces - Maps - 1974 - Road maps
United States - Maps - 1974 - Distances
Road maps
1 map : col. ; 61 x 88 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"1974 Edition."
Panel title.
Added title: Northeastern United States.
Plate no. 746215-25.
Map on verso (61 x 66 cm. and smaller): Southeastern United States -- Memphis -- Atlanta -- New Orleans -- Jacksonville -- Tampa-St. Petersburg -- Miami -- United States : featuring transcontinental mileage and driving time.
Panel art: road signs.
Forms part of a collection of stock editions of Rand McNally road maps, some apparently issued as sales samples and / or printer's proofs for prospective commercial clients.
Uniform series title (established by cataloger): Stock road maps
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (April 2010).
RMcN Stock 20 (PrCt)
Panel title.
Plate no. 755926-18.
Map on verso (21 x 24 cm.): Chicago Skyway, Illinois Tollway and connecting highways.
Panel art: Highway scene; outline road map of the U.S.; Indiana Toll Road logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Clients 1547 (PrCt)

59622
Northeastern States - Maps - 1975 - Road maps
Northeastern States - Maps - 1975 - Road maps
Indiana Toll Road (Ind.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps
Illinois Tollway (Ill.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps
Chicago Skyway (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps
Indiana Toll Road : linking east and west ... / Indiana Toll Road Commission ... [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Co., c1975.
Authors: Indiana Toll Road Commission -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress.
Copyright Office -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; on sheet 24 x 81 cm., folded to 24 x 11 cm.
"1975-76 edition"
"Printed in March 1975"
Panel title.
Plate no. 755926-18.
Map on verso (21 x 24 cm.): Chicago Skyway, Illinois Tollway and connecting highways.
Panel art: Highway scene; outline road map of the U.S.; Indiana Toll Road logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Clients 1548 (PrCt)

59623
Northeastern States - Maps - 1975 - Road maps
Northeastern States - Maps - 1975 - Road maps
New York Region - Maps- 1975 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: Getty Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 62 x 88 cm., folded to 24 x 11 cm.
"1975 edition."
Panel title.
Added title: Getty northeastern United States
Plate no. 756215-27
Insets (12 x 13 cm. and smaller): Chicago -- Around Lake Superior -- Maritime Provinces --
Detroit -- Cleveland -- Hampton Roads area, Va. -- St. Louis -- Buffalo- Niagra Falls, NY-ONT.
Maps on verso (44 x 35 cm. or smaller):
Panel art: Images of highway traffic signs and Getty Oil Company logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4296 (PrCt)
-- Cleveland & vicinity -- St. Louis & vicinity --
Around Lake Superior -- Maritime Provinces --
Boston -- Buffalo, Niagara Falls -- Philadelphia &
vicinity -- Washington DC, Baltimore -- Hampton
Roads area.
Maps on verso (61 x 68 cm. and smaller):
Southeastern United States -- United States
featuring transcontinental mileage and driving
time -- Memphis -- Atlanta -- New Orleans --
Jacksonville -- Tampa, St. Petersburg -- Miami.
Panel art: Outline of the U.S. and "flags of the
Revolution."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3087 (PrCt)

59629
Northeastern States - Maps - 1977 - Road
maps<<<<>Indiana Toll Road (Ind.) - Maps -
1977 - Road maps<<<<>Chicago (Ill.) - Maps -
1977- Road maps<<<<>Illinois Tollway (Ill.) -
Maps - 1977 - Road maps<<<<>Chicago
Skyway (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1977<<<<>Road
maps
Indiana Toll Road : linking east and west ... / 
Indiana Toll Road Commission ... [Chicago?] : 
Authors: Indiana Toll Road Commission -- Rand
McNally and Company -- Chicago Region Map
Collection (Newberry Library) -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; on sheet 23 x 82 cm., folded to
23 x 11 cm.
"1977-80 edition"
"This map distributed free of charge as a
courtesy by: Indiana Toll Road Commission ...
Panel title.
Plate no. 775926-19.
Map on verso (21 x 24 cm.): Chicago Skyway,
Illinois Tollway and connecting highways.
Panel art: Aerial photograph of the toll road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN Clients 1549 (PrCt)

59630
Northeastern States - Maps - 1979 - Road
maps<<<<>Indiana Toll Road (Ind.) - Maps -
1979 - Road maps<<<<>Chicago (Ill.) - Maps -
1979- Road maps<<<<>Illinois Tollway (Ill.) -
Maps - 1979 - Road maps<<<<>Chicago
Skyway (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1979<<<<>Road
maps
Indiana Toll Road : "Main Street of the Midwest."
Linking east and west ... [Chicago?] : Rand
Authors: Indiana Toll Road Commission -- Rand
McNally and Company -- Chicago Region Map
Collection (Newberry Library) -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; on sheet 23 x 821 cm., folded to
23 x 11 cm.
"1977-80 edition"
"This map distributed free of charge as a
courtesy by: Indiana Toll Road Commission ...
Panel title.
Plate no. 795926-20.
Map on verso (21 x 24 cm.): Chicago Skyway,
Illinois Tollway and connecting highways.
Panel art: Aerial photograph of the toll road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN Clients 1550 (PrCt)

59631
Northeastern States - Maps - 1982 - Road
maps<<<<>Northeastern States - Maps - 1982 -
Ski resorts<<<<>Ski resorts - Northeastern
States - Maps - 1982<<<<>Road maps
Rand McNally winter recreation map and ski
guide featuring major ski areas: northeastern
Authors: General Foods Corporation -- Rand
McNally and Company -- Library of Congress.
Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library) -- Maxwell House Coffee SEE
General Foods Corporation
1 map : col. ; 46 x 68 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"Free with purchase of 10 oz. jar of Maxwell
House Instant Coffee" -- Title panel.
Map "copyright © 1982 by Rand McNally &
Company".
Advertisement for Maxwell House Dream House
Sweepstakes "© 1983 by General Foods
Corporation."
Added title: Rand McNally winter recreation map
and ski guide: northeastern United States.
Identifies ski resorts; keyed to numbered
directory of ski resorts on verso.
Handstamp: Register of Copyrights, Library of
Congress, Washington, D.C., Certificate no. VA
122-328.
Panel art: Color photo of couple downhill skiing.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4209 (PrCt)

59632
Northeastern States - Maps - 1990 - Road
maps<<<<>Virginia - Maps - 1990 - Road
maps<<<<>West Virginia - Maps - 1990 - Road
maps<<<<>Road maps
Rand McNally northeastern U.S. road atlas and
tavel directory. Chicago : Rand McNally &
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (198 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Includes maps of Virginia and West Virginia.
Includes index.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
This opening includes photos of New York City and Chicago, with accompanying driving directions noting distances to subsequent turns in the road. Comprised of four black-and-white photographs (each 5 x 11 cm.) of key navigation points along a suggested automobile route between New York City and Chicago, with accompanying driving directions noting distances to subsequent turns in the road. In: Rand McNally and Company. New York to Chicago ([Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Co., 1907]). Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection at the Newberry Library. Case GV1024 .N49 1907, photo plates 793-790 (PrCt)

59635 Northeastern States - Pictorial works - 1907<<<››Northeastern States - Maps - 1907 - Road maps<<<››Road maps
1 opening (on 2 sheets) : 3 photographs ; 23 x 30 cm.
Running title in upper margin. Comprised of three black-and-white photographs (12 x 9 cm. and smaller) of key navigation points along a suggested automobile route between New York City and Chicago, with accompanying driving directions noting distances to subsequent turns in the road. This opening includes photos of the Hotel Walcott at 31st St. and 5th Ave.; the intersection of 31st St. and Broadway; and the intersection of Broadway and 42nd St. In: Rand McNally and Company. New York to Chicago ([Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Co., 1907]). Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection at the Newberry Library. Case GV1024 .N49 1907, photo plates 796-794 (PrCt)

59636 Northeastern States - Pictorial works - 1907<<<››Northeastern States - Maps - 1907 - Road maps<<<››Road maps
1 opening (on 2 sheets) : 4 photographs ; 23 x 30 cm.
Running title in upper margin. Comprised of four black-and-white photographs (each 5 x 11 cm.) of key navigation points along a suggested automobile route between New York City and Chicago, with accompanying driving directions noting distances to subsequent turns in the road. This opening includes photos New York City intersections at Broadway and 58th St.; Broadway and 72nd St.; 72nd St. and Riverside Dr.; and Riverside Dr. and Broadway. In: Rand McNally and Company. New York to Chicago ([Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Co., 1907]). Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection at the Newberry Library. Case GV1024 .N49 1907, photo plates 789-786 (PrCt)
This opening includes photos of the road.


Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection at the Newberry Library.

Case GV1024 .N49 1907, photo plates 681-678 (PrCt)

Northeastern States - Pictorial works - 1907 - Northeastern States - Maps - 1907 - Road maps

Photo-auto maps--Buffalo to Cleveland. No. 674 [673, 672 and 671]. [Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Co., 1907].


1 opening (on 2 sheets) : 4 photographs ; 23 x 30 cm.

Running title in upper margin.

Comprised of four black-and-white photographs (each 5 x 11 cm.) of key navigation points along a suggested automobile route between New York City and Chicago, with accompanying driving directions noting distances to subsequent turns in the road.

This opening includes photos of Buffalo, New York at the road intersections of Main St. and Swan St.; Swan St. and Hamburg St.; and Hamburg St. and Elk St.


Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection at the Newberry Library.

Case GV1024 .N49 1907, photo plates 674-671 (PrCt)

Northeastern States - Pictorial works - 1907 - Northeastern States - Maps - 1907 - Road maps


1 opening (on 2 sheets) : 4 photographs ; 23 x 30 cm.

Running title in upper margin.

Comprised of four black-and-white photographs (each 5 x 11 cm.) of key navigation points along a suggested automobile route between New York City and Chicago, with accompanying driving directions noting distances to subsequent turns in the road.

This opening includes photos of the road.


Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection at the Newberry Library.

Case GV1024 .N49 1907, photo plates 657-654 (PrCt)

Northeastern States - Pictorial works - 1907 - Northeastern States - Maps - 1907 - Road maps


1 opening (on 2 sheets) : 4 photographs ; 23 x 30 cm.

Running title in upper margin.

Comprised of four black-and-white photographs (each 5 x 11 cm.) of key navigation points along a suggested automobile route between New York City and Chicago, with accompanying driving directions noting distances to subsequent turns in the road.

This opening includes photos of the road.


Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection at the Newberry Library.

Case GV1024 .N49 1907, photo plates 769-766 (PrCt)

Northeastern States - Pictorial works - 1907 - Northeastern States - Maps - 1907 - Road maps

Photo-auto maps--Cleveland to Toledo. No. 630 [629, 628 and 627]. [Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Co., 1907].


1 opening (on 2 sheets) : 4 photographs ; 23 x 30 cm.

Running title in upper margin.

Comprised of four black-and-white photographs (each 5 x 11 cm.) of key navigation points along a suggested automobile route between New York City and Chicago, with accompanying driving directions noting distances to subsequent turns in the road.

This opening includes photos of the road.


Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection at the Newberry Library.

Case GV1024 .N49 1907, photo plates 629-628 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
intersections adjacent to "trolley line" leading from Elyria, New York, and notes "next photo in Oberlin ... ."
Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection at the Newberry Library.
Case GV1024 .N49 1907, photo plates 630-627 (PrCt)

59641 Northeastern States - Pictorial works - 1907<<>Northeastern States - Maps - 1907 - Road maps<<>Road maps
Photo-auto maps--Cleveland to Toledo. No. 610 [609, and 608]. [Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Co., 1907].
1 opening (on 2 sheets) : 4 photographs ; 23 x 30 cm.
Running title in upper margin.
Comprised of four black-and-white photographs (each 5 x 11 cm.) of key navigation points along a suggested automobile route between New York City and Chicago, with accompanying driving directions noting distances to subsequent turns in the road.
This opening includes photos of Toledo, Ohio, including the road intersections of Front St. and Main St.; Cherry St. and Summit St., Summit St. and St. Clair St.; and the Atwood Garage at 2815 Monroe St.
Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection at the Newberry Library.
Case GV1024 .N49 1907, photo plates 610-608 (PrCt)

59642 Northeastern States - Pictorial works - 1907<<>Northeastern States - Maps - 1907 - Road maps<<>Road maps
1 opening (on 2 sheets) : 4 photographs ; 23 x 30 cm.
Running title in upper margin.
Comprised of four black-and-white photographs (each 5 x 11 cm.) of key navigation points along a suggested automobile route between New York City and Chicago, with accompanying driving directions noting distances to subsequent turns in the road.
This opening includes roadside photos 51st St. and Grand Boulevard in Chicago, and the intersections of South Park Boulevard and 33rd St., and Michigan Ave. and 33rd St.
Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection at the Newberry Library.
Case GV1024 .N49 1907, photo plates 503-500 (PrCt)

59643 Northern Cheyenne Indian Reservation (Mont.) - Maps - 1975<<>Northern Cheyenne Indian Reservation (Mont.) - Aerial Photographs - 1975<<>Northern Cheyenne Indian Reservation (Mont.) - 1975
Northern Cheyenne Indian Reservation. 1975.
Authors: Northern Cheyenne Research Project -- Christian, Spring, Sielbach & Associates
4 maps, 6 airphotos ; 81 x 107 cm. and smaller.
Maps (scale 1:63,360) show land status and coal lease areas.
Airphotos (scale 1:2,375) cover Birney Village, Ashland, Busby, Lame Deer, and St. Labre Mission.
3010 map6F G4252.N62 1975 N6 (PrCt)

Authors: Schenk & Valk, Amsterdam -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
III:X57
1 map ; 17 x 161 cm ; on sheet 50 x 58 cm.
Strip map printed in 3 horizontal sections; northern, central, and southern sections printed top to bottom.
Oriented with north to upper right.
Sack map4F G7002.N6 1700 .S3 (PrCt)

59645 Northern Hemisphere - Maps - 1540-1549 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
[Circular map of the northern hemisphere]. [19--].
Authors: Agnese, Battista, 16th cent. -- Biblioteca Nacional (Spain). Ms. R176. #15 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of a map in a manuscript atlas compiled by Battista Agnese ca. 1540-1549.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto Spain BN Ms. R176. #15 (PrCt)

59646 Northern Hemisphere - Maps - 1580 -
Manuscripts - Facsimiles
[A Spherical projection of a part of the northern hemisphere, including all America north of the line, and parts of western Europe and Africa].
[19--].
Authors: Dee, John, 1527-1608 -- British Library.
Cotton MS. Aug. 1, 1, art.1 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1580 manuscript.
Map
Photo England BL Cotton MS. Aug. 1, 1, art. 1 (PrCt)

59647
Northern Hemisphere - Maps - 1584
[Vollelles, 1584]. [Antwerp : s.n., 1584].
Authors: Apian, Peter, 1495-1552 -- Apian, Peter, 1495-1552.
Cosmographicus Liber (1584) -- Gemma, Frisius, 1508-1555 -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 13 cm. in diam. on sheet 23 x 16 cm.
Vollelles detached from Peter Apian,
Heading at top margin: Petri Apiani et Gemmae Fris.
Signature I at lower right.
Latin text on verso (p.66) with heading: Secunda pars cosmograph.
Cf. A.E. Nordenskiold, Facsimile atlas, p.92, fig. 57.
Cf. R. Shirley, Mapping of the world, np. 50, pl.51.
Cf. R. W. Karrow, Jr., Mapmakers of the sixteenth century, no. 7/4
Fitzgerald polar map 11 (PrCt)

59648
Northern Hemisphere - Maps - 1590
A Mapp of the north part from the equinoctial with the auncient seats of the families mentioned in Genesis : conteyning also the summe of Daniel, who sheweth howe those fight against the Eb<?> until our Lord's birth from the fall of David's kingdom. [London : Bernard J. Shapero Rare Books, 2008].
Authors: Broughton, Hugh, 1549-1552 -- Broughton, Hugh, 1549-1552.
1 map ; col. ; 17 cm. in diam.
Facsimile of map issued in Broughton's A concent of Scripture [London : G. Simson and W. White?, 1590?].
The Newberry copy of A concent of Scripture [Wing ZP 5451.9] lacks this map.
References: Shirley, World maps, no. 172;
Burden, Mapping of North America, no. 69.
map 1F G3211 .E43 1590 B8 2008 (PrCt)

59649
Northern Hemisphere - Maps - 1590
Bible - Names, Geographical - 1590
Names, Geographical - Bible - 1590
A Map of the earth with names (the most) from scriptures. [London, 1590?].
Authors: Broughton, Hugh, 1549-1612 -- Hondius, Jodocus, 1563-1612 -- Newberry Library.
John M. Wing Foundation
1 map ; 15.2 x 21.1 cm.
Reference: Shirley, World maps, no. 173.
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.
Wing ZP 5451.9 opposite p. A3v (PrCt)

59650
Northern Hemisphere - Maps - 1598
[Northern hemisphere on polar projection].
[Franckfurt am Mayn : Erasmo Kempffern, in Verlegung Leuini Hulsij Wittibe, 1612].
Authors: Veer, Gerrit de. Dritter Theil :
Warhaftiger Relation Der dreyen newen ... Schiffahrt (1612) -- Kempfer, Erasmus -- Hulsius Erben -- Hulsiius, Levinus, d. 1606. [Sammlung von sechs und zwanzig Schiffahrt]en (1608-1650) 1 map ; 8.2 cm. diam. (plate mark 9.7 x 12.2 cm.)
In Veer, Gerrit de, Dritter Theil : Warhaftiger Relation Der dreyen newen ... Schiffahrt (Franckfurt am Mayn: Erasmo Kempffern, in Verlegung Leuini Hulsij Wittibe, 1612), opp. p. 3.
In upper right corner: Pag 3.
Eight small compasses around the show the variation of the needle.
Reference: Cf. Church catalogue, no. 266, map 3.
VAULT Ayer 110 .H9 1608, v. 1, pt. 3, p. 3 (PrCt)

59651
Northern Hemisphere - Maps - 1681
Pacific Ocean - Maps - 1681
Map projection - Equipolar - 1681
Equipolar projection (Cartography)
Explication de la carte de la découverture de la terre d'ilemer, au de-là de la Nouvelle Zemble, & des routes pour passer par le nort, au Japon, à la Chine, & aux Indes Orientales. [Paris? s.n., 1681?].
Authors: Thévenot, Melchisédec, 1620-1692 -- Thévenot, Melchisédec, 1620-1692. Recueil de voyages de Mr. Thevenot ... (1681) -- Michallet, Estienne, 1630?--1699 -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 20 x 19 cm., on sheet 34 x 22 cm., folded to 16 x 9 cm.
Anonymous map issued without imprint in Thévenot, Melchisédec. Recueil de voyages de Mr. Thevenot ... (Paris : Estienne Michallet, 1681) v. 1, following p. 43
Title from explanatory text printed in upper
Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 44 cm. in diam.
Detached from an atlas; MS. '2' in upper right.
Fitzgerald polar map 12 (PrCt)

Northern Hemisphere - Maps - 1730-1733
Hemisphere septentrional pour voir plus distinctement les terres arctiques / par Guillaume De Lisle de l'Academie Rle. des Sciences. A Amsterdam : chez Jean Cövens et Cornelle Mortier libraires, [1730 or 1733].
Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Cövens et Mortier -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 43 cm. in diam. on sheet 53 x 56 cm.
Detached from Atlas nouveau, contenant toutes les parties du monde ... (Amsterdam: Covens et Mortier, [1730 or 1733]), no.[2]
Apparently an earlier state of a plate later printed ca. 1740. The 1740 state was issued with numerous additions, marginal text, and included the initial article in the first title word ('L'hemisphere').
1730 state: 466 x 520 mm. plate mark.
cf. Phillips 580 no.[2], 581
cf. Koeman, C. Atlantes Neerlandici v.2, p.52 (C & M 3 [through] 5 [no.].)
Fitzgerald polar map 13 (PrCt)

Northern Hemisphere - Maps - 1735<<>>Arctic regions - Maps - 1714
Hemisphere septentrional pour voir plus distinctement les terres arctiques. Paris, 1714.
Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Académie des sciences (France) -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). Ill:A2
1 map : hand col. ; 1 hemisphere 44 cm. in diam., on sheet 51 x 64 cm.
2584
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G3210 1714 .L5 (PrCt)

Northern Hemisphere - Maps - 1714
Hemisphere septentrional pour voir plus distinctement les terres arctiques / par Guillaume Delisle ... A Paris : chez l'auteur sur le Quay de l'Horloge ..., Juillet 1714.
Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726. [Collection of maps of the world] [1732?]. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 45 cm. in diam., on sheet 51 x 66 cm.
In composite atlas without title page: L'Isle, Guillaume de. [Collection of maps of the world. Paris : s.n., 1732?], [plate 4].
Number "4" in ms. on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
VAULT Baskes oversize G1015 .L57 1700, [plate 4] (PrCt)

Northern Hemisphere - Maps - 1714<<>>Arctic regions - Maps - 1714

margin of the map; lettered locations keyed to text.
Summary outline map of the Northern Hemisphere between latitude 35°N and the North Pole, and the western coast of Africa and northern China.
Equipolar projection.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copy: VAULT Ayer 110 .T3 1681

59652 Northern hemisphere - Maps - 1703<<>>Arctic regions - Maps - 1703
A Mapp of the North Pole / by John Seller.
[London : s.n., 1703].
Authors: Seller, John, fl. 1658-1698 -- Seller, John, fl. 1658-1698. A New system of geography : designed in a most plain and easie method ... (1703)
1 map ; 11 cm. in diam., on sheet 15 x 16 cm.
In Seller, John. A New system of geography : designed in a most plain and easie method ... (London : Jeremiah Seller ; Charles Price ; John Senex, 1703) map [4].
Manuscript 'h' in lower right.
Case 3A 1704 map [4] (PrCt)

59653 Northern Hemisphere - Maps - 1714
Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Académie des sciences (France) -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). Ill:A2
1 map : hand col. ; 1 hemisphere 44 cm. in diam., on sheet 51 x 64 cm.
2584
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G3210 1714 .L5 (PrCt)

59654 Northern Hemisphere - Maps - 1714
Hemisphere septentrional pour voir plus distinctement les terres arctiques / par Guillaume Delisle ... A Paris : chez l'auteur sur le Quay de l'Horloge ..., Juillet 1714.
Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726. [Collection of maps of the world] [1732?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 45 cm. in diam., on sheet 51 x 66 cm.
In composite atlas without title page: L'Isle, Guillaume de. [Collection of maps of the world. Paris : s.n., 1732?], [plate 4].
Number "4" in ms. on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
VAULT Baskes oversize G1015 .L57 1700, [plate 4] (PrCt)

59655 Northern Hemisphere - Maps - 1714<<>>Arctic regions - Maps - 1714

Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 44 cm. in diam.
Detached from an atlas; MS. '2' in upper right.
Fitzgerald polar map 12 (PrCt)

59656 Northern Hemisphere - Maps - 1730-1733
Hemisphere septentrional pour voir plus distinctement les terres arctiques / par Guillaume De Lisle de l'Academie Rle. des Sciences. A Amsterdam : chez Jean Cövens et Cornelle Mortier libraires, [1730 or 1733].
Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Cövens et Mortier -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 43 cm. in diam. on sheet 53 x 56 cm.
Detached from Atlas nouveau, contenant toutes les parties du monde ... (Amsterdam: Covens et Mortier, [1730 or 1733]), no.[2]
Apparently an earlier state of a plate later printed ca. 1740. The 1740 state was issued with numerous additions, marginal text, and included the initial article in the first title word ('L'hemisphere').
1730 state: 466 x 520 mm. plate mark.
cf. Phillips 580 no.[2], 581
cf. Koeman, C. Atlantes Neerlandici v.2, p.52 (C & M 3 [through] 5 [no.].)
Fitzgerald polar map 13 (PrCt)

59657 Northern Hemisphere - Maps - 1735<<>>Arctic regions - Maps - 1714
Hemisphere septentrional pour voir plus distinctement les terres arctiques. Paris, 1714.
Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Académie des sciences (France) -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). Ill:A2
1 map : hand col. ; 1 hemisphere 44 cm. in diam., on sheet 51 x 64 cm.
2584
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G3210 1714 .L5 (PrCt)

59658 Northern Hemisphere - Maps - 1740
Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Cövens et Mortier -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 45 cm. in diam., on sheet 44 x 55 cm.
Verso numbered "No 12" in manuscript.
In: Tirion, Isaak. Nieuwe en beknopte hand-atlas ... (1748 [i.e. 1769?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 28 cm. in diam., on sheet 44 x 55 cm.
oversize Ayer 135 .T55 1744, plate [12] (PrCt)

59659 Northern Hemisphere - Maps - 1748
Nieuwe kaart van de Noord Pool : na de alderlaatste ondckening int licht gebracht / door Isaak Tirion ; door J. Keyster get. en gesn. 1735.
[Amsterdam] : door Isaak Tirion, 1735.
Authors: Tirion, Isaak -- Keizer, Jacob, fl. 1706-1750 -- Tirion, Isaak. Nieuwe en beknopte hand-atlas ... (1748 [i.e. 1769?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 28 cm. in diam., on sheet 44 x 55 cm.
Verso numbered "No 12" in manuscript.
In: Tirion, Isaak. Nieuwe en beknopte hand-atlas ... (Amsterdam : Isaak Tirion, 1744 [i.e. 1769?]), plate [12].
oversize Ayer 135 .T55 1744, plate [12] (PrCt)
59659 Northern Hemisphere - Maps - 1740-1737 - Travel
L'Hemisphere pour voir les terres septentrionales plus distinctement arctiques. Amsterdam : Jean Covens et Cornelle Mortier, 1740 [i.e. 1741?]. Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Kirilov, Ivan Kirillovich de, 1689-1737. -- Swartz, fl. 1740 -- Covens et Mortier -- L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726. Atlas nouveau, contenant toutes les parties du monde ... [1741?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col.; 43 cm. in diam., on sheet 55 x 67 cm.
59660 Northern Hemisphere - Maps - 1746
Scale ca. 1:11,000,000 at the Arctic pole. 'Publié sous le Privilège de l'Acad. Rie. des Sciences...'
Polar projections.
Descriptive text on both sides of map.
59661 Northern Hemisphere - Maps - 1748 - Solar eclipses
The Geography of the great solar eclipse of July 14, MDCCXLVIII : exhibiting an accurate map of all parts of the earth in which it will be visible, with the North Pole, according to the latest discoveries. [Albany, N.Y.? Jonathan Sheppard Books?, 1990?]. Authors: Smith, George, 1700-1773 -- Cave, Edward, 1691-1754 -- Jefferys, Thomas, -1771 -- Jonathan Sheppard Books 1 map ; 26 x 35 cm. on sheet 36 x 49 cm. + pamphlet Facsimile of original published ([London:] E. Cave, 1748).
'Revised and published, according to Act of Parliament, Jan. 1, 1748 ...'
59662 Northern Hemisphere - Maps - 1748 - Solar eclipses
59663 Northern Hemisphere - Maps - 1750
Scale ca. 1:45,000,000.
Relief shown pictorially.
Prime meridian: [Ferro].

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
59665  Northern Hemisphere - Maps - 1789
Emisiero Terrestre Settentrionale... Rome : Calcolografia camerale, 1792.
Authors: Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824 -- Calcolografia camerale (Rome, Italy) -- Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824. Nuovo atlante geografico univarsale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (1792-1801) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 43 cm.
In: Cassini, Giovanni Maria. Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (Rome ; Presso la Calcolgr. camerale, 1792-1801) v. 1 pl. 4.
Map dated 1789.
Inset: Tavola de Climi e Climi di Mesi.
oversize Ayer 135 .C33 1792 v. 1 pl. 4 (PrCt)

59666  Northern Hemisphere - Maps - 1802
Northern Hemisphere. 1802 [i.e. 1816?].
1 map : hand col. ; 56 cm. diam., on sheet 65 x 60 cm.
In: Faden, William [and others]. [General atlas of modern geography : a collection of large scale maps and charts of all parts of the world] ([London, etc. : W. Faden, etc., 1775-1816]) v. 1, pl. [2].
Imprint on map: London...Faden...1802.
Pasted to and bound with Southern Hemisphere map whose, verso is handstamped '2.'

59667  Northern Hemisphere - Maps - 1802
Authors: Faden, William, 1749-1836 -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 57 cm. in diam.
Scale ca. 1:34,000,000.
Relief shown pictorially.
Detached from an atlas, no. 3.
Fitzgerald polar map 17 (PrCt)

59668  Northern Hemisphere - Maps - 1808-1817
Northern Hemisphere. London : W. Faden, [1808 or 1817?].
Authors: Faden, William, 1749-1836 -- Faden, William, 1749-1836. [General atlas] [1817?]
1 map : hand col. ; 57 cm. diam., on sheet 59 x 78 cm.
Verso handstamped '3.'
Imprint, possibly ending '1808,' mostly trimmed off at bottom of sheet.
oversize G 10 .282 pl. 3 (PrCt)

59669  Northern Hemisphere - Maps - 1812
Northern Hemisphere. London : Cadell & Davies [et al], 1812 [i.e. 1815].
Authors: Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826 -- Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Cadell & Davies -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826. A Modern atlas : from the latest and best authorities ... (1815) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 49 cm. in diam., on sheet 59 x 87 cm.
Running title: Pinkerton's modern atlas.
In: Pinkerton, John. A Modern atlas : from the latest and best authorities ... (London : Printed by T. Bensley for T. Cadell and W. Davies and

Probably detached from Guillaume de L'Isle.
Atlante novissimo (Venice: 1740-1750) v. 2.
Phillips 594.

Fitzgerald polar map 16 (PrCt)
Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme and Brown, 1815), pl. [3].
Northern Hemisphere - Maps - 1813
Authors: Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Neele, George -- Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824. Neele’s general atlas: consisting of a complete set of maps compiled from the best authorities ... (1814 [i.e. 1815]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 21 cm. in diam.
In: Neele, Samuel John and George. Neele’s general atlas: consisting of a complete set of maps compiled from the best authorities, and including all the new discoveries (London : [Samuel and George Neele] ; Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme, and Brown ; Cadell & Davies, 1814 [i.e. 1815]), [plate 4]. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Engraved no. IV at upper right.
Baskes folio G1019 .N4 1814, [plate 4] (PrCt)

Northern Hemisphere - Maps - 1816
1 map : hand col. ; 48 cm. in diam., on sheet 54 x 65 cm.
Includes routes of Cook's voyage. Engraved 'No. 6' at lower right.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Digital image of another copy available on the David Rumsey Map Collection website (accessed Feb. 2010):
http://www.davidrumsey.com/luna/servlet/detail/RUMSEY~8~1~28327~1120338
Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1817, map 6 (NLO)

Northern Hemisphere - Maps - 1814
Northern Hemisphere / Kirkwood sculp.
Authors: Kirkwood, James, 1745?-1827 -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- John Thomson & Co. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas: consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1821?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 48 cm. in diam., on sheet 72 x 53 cm.
In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas: consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (Edinburgh ; London ; Dublin : John Thomson and Company ; Baldwin, Craddock, and Joy ; John Cumming, 1817, [i.e. 1821?]) map 2.
Printed paste-on label 'No. 2' on verso.
Baskes oversize Ayer 135 .T4 1817 map 2 (PrCt)

Northern Hemisphere - Maps - 1815
1 map : hand col. ; 48 cm. in diam., on sheet 54 x 65 cm.
Includes routes of Cook's voyage. Engraved 'No. 6' at lower right.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Digital image of another copy available on the David Rumsey Map Collection website (accessed Feb. 2010):
http://www.davidrumsey.com/luna/servlet/detail/RUMSEY~8~1~28327~1120338
Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1817, map 6 (NLO)
Northern Hemisphere - Maps - 1816

Northem Hemisphere: projected on the plane of the horizon of London. 1816.

 Authors: Buchanan, George, fl. 1814-1816 -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- J. & G. Menzies

 Possibly detached from Thomson, J.A. A New general atlas (Edinburgh, 1817).

 temp map6F G3210 1816 .B8 (PrCt)

Northern Hemisphere - Maps - 1818


 Authors: Kirkwood, James, 1745?-1827 -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)

 1 map : hand col.; 50 cm. in diam.

 Scale ca. 1:43,000,000.

 Relief shown pictorially.


 Fitzgerald polar map 18 (PrCt)

Northern Hemisphere - Maps - 1818

Northern hemisphere / Neele sculpt. [Philadelphia] : Published by Dobson, [1818].

 Authors: Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Dobson, Thomas, 1751-1823 -- Thomas Dobson and Son -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826.

 A Modern atlas: from the latest and best authorities exhibiting the various divisions of the world ... (1818)

 1 map : hand col.; 49 cm. in diam., on sheet 55 x 78 cm.

 Running title: Pinkerton's modern atlas

 In: Pinkerton, John. A Modern atlas: from the latest and best authorities exhibiting the various divisions of the world ... (Philadelphia : Thomas Dobson & Son, 1818), plate [3]

 Case oversize G1019 .P56 1818, plate [3] (PrCt)

Northern Hemisphere - Maps - 1822

Northern Hemisphere / Kirkwood sculpt. [Edinburgh]: Drawn and engraved for Thomson's New general atlas, [1822?].

 Authors: Kirkwood, James, 1745?-1827 -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent.

 A New general atlas: consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1822?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

 1 map : hand col.; 48 cm. in diam., on sheet 53 x 69 cm.

 Includes routes of Cook, variously dated 1771-1778.

 Engraved 'No. 6' at lower right.


 Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

 Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1821, v. 1, map 6 (NLO)

Northern Hemisphere - Maps - 1827


 Authors: Walch, Johann, 1757-1824 -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)

 1 map : hand col.; 18 cm. in diam. on sheet 22 x 26 cm.

 Detached from an unidentified text; '1827' in pencil on verso; '3' printed in upper right corner of recto.

 Fitzgerald polar map 19 (PrCt)

Northern Hemisphere - Maps - 1829

Northern Hemisphere. [Edinburgh]: Drawn and engraved for Thomson's New General Atlas, [1829?].

 Authors: Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent.

 A New general atlas: consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (1829) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

 1 map : hand col.; 48 cm. in diam., on sheet 70 x 54 cm

 In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas: consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (Edinburgh; London; Dublin: Printed by H. & J. Pillans, for John Thomson; Baldwin & Cradock; John Cumming, 1829), map 3.

 Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

 Engraved no. '3' at upper right.

 Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1829 map 3 (NLO)
Northern Hemisphere - Maps - 1829 - Voyages around the world - Maps - 1771-1778
Authors: Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (1829) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 48 cm. in diam., on sheet 70 x 54 cm
Includes routes of Cook, variously dated 1771-1778.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Engraved no. '6' at lower right.
Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1829 map 6 (NLO)

Authors: Woodbridge, William C. (William Channing), 1794-1845 -- Reed, Abner, 1771-1866 -- Cooke, Oliver Dudley, 1766-1833 -- Woodbridge, William C. (William Channing), 1794-1845. Modern atlas, on a new plan ... (1833)
1 map : hand col. ; 27 x 43 cm.
'Engraved on steel, by A. Reed.'
Added titles: Comparative, geographical & statistical map of North America -- Comparative, geographical & statistical map of Asia.'
'Entered according to act of Congress, in the year 1831, by William C. Woodbridge, in ... Connecticut.'
Case folio G 10 .979 map [8] (PrCt)

Authors: Detroit Free Press
1 map : col. ; 31 cm. diam. on sheet 56 x 43 cm.
Laminated front and back with Japanese tissue. temp map2F G3210 1907 .D4 (PrCt)

Authors: Sawyer, Ernest Sawyer -- Geological Survey (U.S.). -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 54 x 72 cm.
"Copyright 1930, by Ernest Walker Sawyer."
"Engraved and printed by the U.S. Geological Survey."
"Map no. 7" -- lower right.
Originally accompanied by 3 p. mimeograph letter by Sawyer dated Dec. 31, 1930: "...The primary purpose of the map is to draw attention to Alaska and its tremendous strategic position and value." Letter missing from the Newberry Map Information File (July 2013).
Fitzgerald polar map 20 (PrCt)

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Authors: Chicago tribune -- Wisner, William H., fl. 1940-1944 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 46 x 42 cm.
Detached from Chicago Daily Tribune (14 January 1942).
Signed 'W. H. Wisner, '42.'
Three columns of text below map.
Scale ca. 1:21,600,000.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Baskes map8C G3201.S7 1940 .C68, no. 3

59688
Northern Hemisphere - Maps - 1943 - Airways<>>>World maps - 1943 - Trade routes<>>>Trade routes - Maps - 1943<>>>Aeronautical charts
Pre-war world of ship lanes vs. post-war world of air lanes. Chicago : Chicago Tribune, 1943.
Authors: Chicago tribune -- Van Swearingen, E. C. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
2 maps : col. ; 27 x 40 cm. and 22 x 40 cm., on sheet 60 x 43 cm.
Detached from Chicago Daily Tribune (14 April 1943).
Signed 'Van Swearingen, '43.'
Scales vary.
Two four-line columns of text between maps.
Air lanes are shown on a polar projection centered on the north pole (scale ca. 1:41,140,000); ship lanes on a Mercator projection (scale ca. 1:100,000,000 at equator).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Baskes map8C G3201.S7 1940 .C68, no. 12

59689
Authors: U.S. Army Quartermaster -- American Geographical Society of New York -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 48 maps ; 280 x 218 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

59690
Northern Hemisphere - Maps - 1963
Authors: National Geographic Society (U.S.) -- A. Hoen & Co. -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 71 x 68 cm.

Scale 1:14,000,000.
Includes table of airline distances.
MS. annotation (previous owner?): ARCT 69-18 c.3.
Fitzgerald polar map6F 21 (PrCT)

Northern Ireland - Description and travel - 1821-1839<>>>Northern Ireland - History, Local - Sources - 1821-1839<>>>Names, Geographical - Northern Ireland - Indexes<>>>Ordnance Survey (Ireland)<>>>Great Britain. Ordnance Survey<>>>Gazetteers
Authors: Ordnance Survey (Ireland) -- Great Britain. Ordnance Survey -- Day, Angélique -- McWilliams, Patrick -- English, Lisa -- McWilliams, Patrick. Index to Ordnance survey memoirs of Ireland series : people and places (2002)
v. <1-40> : ill., maps ; 25 cm.
Edited by Angélique Day and Patrick McWilliams.
Spine title: O.S. memoirs
Vols. <33, 35> edited by Angélique Day, Patrick McWilliams, and Lisa English; vol. 34 edited by Angélique Day ... [et al].

[Proposed routes of Northern Pacific Railroad, submitted with application for land grant] No. 4. 1865.

Authors: Northern Pacific Railway Company -- United States. Congress. Senate
1 map : col. ; 43 x 70 cm.
Detached from ... Guilford Miller case in U.S. 50th Congress, 1st session, 1887-1888. Senate Executive Document 254, opposite p. 5 (Serial Set 2514).

Red overprinting on U.S.G.S. base map of continental U.S.
2733
map4F G4126.P3 1865 N6 (PrCt)

59699 Northern Panhandle (W.V.) - Maps - 1934 - History - Manuscripts - Manuscript maps
Historical map showing the Ohio River, etc. between Pittsburg and Wheeling : Map #6 / O. C. George. Canonsburg, Pa., 1934.

Authors: George, Orion C., fl. 1933-1934 -- Mayer, Brantz, 1809-1879. Tah-gah-jute, or Logan, and Captain Michael Cresap (1851)
1 manuscript map : col. ; 9 x 11 cm. on sheet 22 x 14 cm.

In Mayer, Brantz, Tah-gah-jute, or Logan, and Captain Michael Cresap (Baltimore : Printed for the Maryland Historical Society by John Murphy & Co., 1851), at end.
Case F517 .M48 1851, at end, map 6 (PrCt)

59700 Northern Sporades (Greece) - Maps - 1528 - Pelagonesi (Greece) - Maps - 1528 - Gyaros Island (Greece) - Maps - 1528 - Limene Pelagisi Island (Greece) SEE Pelagonesi (Greece) - La lura Island (Greece) SEE Gyaros Island (Greece) - lura Island (Greece) SEE Gyaros Island (Greece) - Woodcuts

[Map of the Northern Sporades Islands in the Aegean Sea, including Pelagonesi, Gyaros and adjacent islands]. [Venice : Nicolò Zoppino, 1528].

Authors: Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530 -- Zoppino, Nicolò, fl. 1508-1544 -- Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530. Libro di Benedetto Bordon : nel qual si ragiona de tutte l’isole del mondo ... (1528)
1 map : woodcut ; within printed borders 8 x 14 cm., on sheet 31 x 21 cm.

Title supplied by cataloger.

Identifies "Limene Pelagisi", "La lura", "Larfura", "Ipiperi" and "Prasonisi."

In: Bordon, Benedetto. Libro di Benedetto Bordon : nel qual si ragiona de tutte l’isole del
monde ... (Venice : Nicolò Zoppino, 1528), folio LIX [i.e. LXI].

Case folio G 117 .108, folio LIX [i.e. LXI] (PrCt)


1 map : col., cloth ; 43 x 63 cm., folded to 9 x 18 cm.
"First edition E533/4-7-8 Zone 5" -- At upper left.
Series title in top margin: Australia 1,506,880
"Printed by A.H.Q. Cartographic Company, 1941" -- At lower left.
Scale 1:506,880. "8 miles to 1 inch"
Coordinates: (E 135° -- E 138°/S 16°-- S 18°).
Escape map printed on silk for the use of downed airplane pilots.
Includes legend, index to adjoining sheets, and instructions for using grid reference.
"This map is compiled from the latest Commonwealth and State information and is not the result of precise military survey."
Sheet n. 3 of 4 in a collection of escape maps of the Far East published during World War II by U.S. and Australian government agencies at varying scales.
Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection. Previously shelved as AMcN III PC 120 (PrCt)
map4C G7800 svar .U5, no. 3 (PrCt)

Authors: Darwin Tourist Promotions Association 1 booklet (61 p) : col photos, illus, maps ; 21 cm Travel Vertical File G9400 1988 .D3 (PrCt)

59703 Northrhine-Westphalia (Germany) - Maps - 1659 - Lower Saxony (Germany) - Maps - 1659

Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Mariette, Pierre, 1603-1657 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (1658 [i.e. 1659?])
1 map : hand col. ; 51 x 39 cm.
In: Sanson, Nicolas. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (Paris : Pierre Mariette, 1658 [i.e. 1659?]) v. 1, pl. 59
VAULT Case oversize G1015 .S35 1658 v. 1, pl. 59 (PrCt)

59704 Northumberland County (Pa.) - Maps - 1858 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps

[Northumberland County (Pa.)] - 1858 : LC G&M landownership maps on microfiche.
Authors: Hopkins, Griffith Morgan -- Cleaver, Kimber -- Cummings, J. A. J. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 780 (PrCt)

59705 Northumberland County (Pa.) - Maps - 1874 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps

[Northumberland County (Pa.)] - 1874 : LC G&M landownership maps on microfiche.
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 781 (PrCt)


Northumberland. [London] : Iohn Sudbury and George Humble [i.e. J. Legate and W. Humble], 1610 [i.e. 1646].
Authors: Speed, John, 1552-1629 -- Mathew, William, fl. 1602-1614 -- Sudbury, John -- Humble, George, d. 1640 -- Legate, John, d. 1658 -- Humble, William, 1612-1686 -- Speed, John, 1552-1629. A Prospect of the most...
famous parts of the world ... together with ... Great Brittaines empire (1646).
1 map ; 37 x 34 cm. on sheet 42 x 54 cm.
Insets (11 x 17 cm. and 11 x 15 cm.): Barwick -- Newe Castle.
Includes coats-of-arms in left margin.
Letterpress text on verso (p. 89-90) under the following heading: Northumberland.
In: Speed, John. A Prospect of the most famous parts of the world ... together with ... Great Brittaines empire (London : Printed by John Legatt, for William Humble, 1646) map [67].

Case oversize G117 .82 map [67] (PrCt)

Northumberland (England) - Maps - 1676

59708

Northumberland (England) - Coasts - Nautical charts

59709

Northumberland (England) - Maps - 1757

59710


Baskes oversize G1811.P5 C6 1693, part 2, [plate 15A] (PrCt)

Northumberland (England) - Maps - 1740


Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Delamarche, Charles François, 1740-1817. Atlas général : contenant le détail des quatre parties du monde [1798?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col.; 37 x 49 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:875,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
In composite world atlas possibly compiled and published by Charles François Delamarche: Atlas général : contenant le détail des quatre parties du monde [Paris?: s.n., 1798?], [ptie 1], [plate 5].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .A77 1798, [ptie 1], [plate 5] (NLO)

Northumberland (England) - Maps - 1757

Part of Northumberland / J. Harris sculp. [Paris? : Jacques Nicolas Bellin?, 1757?].
Authors: Collins, Greenville, fl. 1669-1698 -- Harris, John, active 1680-1739 or 1740 -- Collins, Greenville, fl. 1669-1698. Cartes et plans de plusieurs parties des côtes d'Angleterre, d'Écosse et d'Irlande [1757?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 17 x 23 cm.
Engraved title from oversize lettering on copperplate.
Running letterpress title (page 18):
Great-Britain's coasting pilot.
Oriented with north at right.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

the Newberry Library.


Baskes oversize G1811.P5 C614 1757, [plate 1] (PrCt)

59711 Northumberland (England) - Maps - 1800-1809

Topographical and statistical description of the county of Northumberland: containing an account of its situation, extent, towns, roads, rivers, minerals, fisheries, manufactures, commerce, agriculture, markets, curiosities, antiquities, biography, natural history, civil and ecclesiastical jurisdictions, &c. : to which is prefixed a copious travelling guide ... forming a complete county itinerary : also, a list of the fairs and an index table shewing at one view the distances of all the towns from London and from each other / by George Alexander Cooke ; illustrated with a map of the county. London : Printed for C. Cooke, No. 17, Paternoster Row, by Brimmer and Co., Water Lane, Fleet Street : And sold by all the booksellers in the United Kingdom, [180-?].


Added title from red leather spine label: Topography of Westmorland, Cumberland and Northumberland.

Includes index.

Issued as part of a series of descriptive guides to the counties of Great Britain.

Bound with 2 other titles.

Contemporary half bound brown leather, marbled papers over boards.

Bookplate of Alfred Mead Raymond.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes DA670.W496 C66 1800z (NLO)

59712 Northumberland (England) - Maps - 1822<<->Durham (England : County) - Maps - 1822

Map of the county of Northumberland including the town & county of Newcastle upon Tyne, the town & bounds of Berwick upon Tweed, and those parts of the county of Durham situate to the north of the river Tyne. From an actual survey finished in the year 1820 ... Engraved by M. Lambert ... Newcastle : J. Fryer & Sons, [1822].

Authors: John Fryer and Sons (Firm : Newcastle-upon-Tyne) -- Lambert, M. -- Fryer (John & Sons) SEE John Fryer and Sons (Firm : Newcastle-upon-Tyne) -- Walker, Edward, 19th cent.

1 map ; 178 x 127 cm. on 3 sheets fold. to 31 cm.

Scale 1:63,360 1 statute mile to the inch.

Accompanied by: An Alphabetical index to John Fryer and Sons’ Map of the county of Northumberland and those parts of the county of Durham which lie to the north of the River Tyne : containing the names of the towns, villages ... an account of all the markets and fairs ... a list of the church livings, and the names of their patrons; and a list of subscribers (Newcastle : Printed by Edward Walker, 1822). 92 p. ; 21 cm. [folio G 104563 .31 index]

Baskes DA670.N8 T66 1902 (NLO)

59713 Northumberland (England) - Maps - 1902


Cover title: Comprehensive guide to Northumberland

Maps by John Bartholomew & Co.

Folded map in pocket of front cover.

Includes bibliographical references (p. [xii]) and index.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes DA670.N8 T66 1902 (NLO)

59714 Northumberland (England) - Maps - 1916

Northumberland / by J.E. Morris ; with thirty-two illustrations from photographs, two maps and four plans. London : Methuen & Co., 1916.

Authors: Little guides -- Morris, Joseph E. (Joseph Ernest) -- John Bartholomew & Co. -- Methuen & Co. -- Turnbull & Spears -- Bristow, Leslie Beaconsfield -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

xv, 376 p., [38] leaves of plates : ill., 2 maps (1 col., 1 folded), plans ; 16 cm.

Maps by John Bartholomew & Co.

Map inside front cover.

Includes index.

Series: Little guides.

Armorial bookplate: Leslie Beaconsfield Bristow.

Eastbourne, Sussex.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G153 .L58 Northumberland (1916) (NLO)

59715 Northumberland (England) - Maps - 1928


1 v. : 1 map

12mo;C:EmeryWalker
Northumberland (England) - Maps - Bibliography

59716

Northumberland (England) - Maps - Bibliography
Maps. [197-?].
Authors: Northumberland Local History Society
2p.; 22cm.
From Northumberland: handlist of sources; part 1 general (Newcastle upon Tyne, 197-), p.6.
BHC 1894
Vert 1462 (PrCt)

Northumberland (England) - Maps - Bibliography - 1576-1900

59717

A Descriptive list of the maps of Northumberland, 1576-1900 / by Harold Whitaker. Newcastle upon Tyne : Society of Antiquaries of Newcastle upon Tyne, 1949.
Authors: Whitaker, Harold -- Society of Antiquaries of Newcastle upon Tyne -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskets DA670.N8 W55 1949 (NLO)

Northumberland (Ont.) - Maps - 1878 - Landowners

59718

Landowners - Durham (Ont.) - Maps - 1878 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners
Authors: H. Belden & Co. -- Mika Publishing Company, Belleville, Ontario
[3rd offset ed.]
Reprint of the 1878 ed. published in Toronto by H. Belden under the title: Illustrated historical atlas of the counties of Northumberland and Durham, Ont.
Cf. Phillips 10419.
80-50952.
oversize G1148.N6 B4 1974 (NLO)


59719

Authors: Northwest Airlines, inc. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
Cover title.
Map on p. [2] (9 x 23 cm.): Northwest Orient [map of routes worldwide].
Cover art: Northwest Orient logo.
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25.
RMcN Airlines 4C 70 (PrCt)


59720

Authors: Billings, Edward Everett, 1855-313 p., incl. front. : illus. ; 19 cm.
Follows the adventures of two boys working with the North American Boundary Commission (1872-1876).
Gift, Robert W. Karrow, 2010.
To Collection Services for cataloging, Jan. 2011 (PrCt)

Northwest, Canadian - Maps - 1845 - Coasts - Alaska - Maps - 1845 - Coasts - Northwest Passage - Maps - 1845

59721

Authors: Franklin, John, 1786-1847 -- Dease, Peter Warren -- Simpson, Thomas, 1808-1840 -- Great Britain. Hydrographic Office -- J. & C. Walker (Firm) -- Bate, R. B. (Robert Brettell) -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 45 x 61 cm.
'London. Published according to Act of Parliament at the Hydrographic Office of the Admiralty May 10th 1845. Sold by R.B. Bate, agent for the Admiralty charts, 21 Poultry and Royal Exchange East.'
Fitzgerald polar map 126 (PrCt)

Northwest, Canadian - Maps - 1845 - Coasts - Alaska - Maps - 1845 - Coasts - Northwest Passage - Maps - 1845

59722

1 map ; 46 x 60 cm.
In Arctic expedition ... 'Copies of instructions to Captain Sir John Franklin, R.N., in reference to the Arctic expedition of 1845' ... (Sir Robert Harry Inglis.) .... London, 1848. ([Parliament, 1848 H. of C. Repts. and papers]; 264), at end.
'London. Published according to Act of Parliament at the Hydrographic Office of the Admiralty May 10th 1845. Sold by R.B. Bate, agent for the Admiralty charts, 21 Poultry and Royal Exchange East.'

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

59725 Northwest, Canadian - Maps - 1875 - Indians - Land cessions
Indians of North America - Canada - Maps
Map of part of the North West Territory including the province of Manitoba : exhibiting the several tracts of country ceded by the Indian treaties 1, 2, 3 and 4 : to accompany report of the hon'ble. the minister of the Interior, dated 20th January, 1875. New York : Am. Photo.-Litho. Co., [1875].
Authors: Johnston, J. John fl. 1874-1888 -- Canada. Dept. of the Interior -- American Photo-Lithographic Company -- Chicago Historical Society
1 map : col. ; 32 x 90 cm.
Scale [1:2,217,600]. 35 miles to 1 in.; (W 1150--W 870/N 540--N 470).
Relief shown by hachures and spot heights.
OCLC 57232235
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.

59726 Northwest Coast of North America - Geography
Authors: Gough, Barry M. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
xvi, 294 p. : ill., maps, ports. : 25 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 267-284) and index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
ISBN 0774800003
Baskes F851 .G6 (NLO)

59727 Northwest Coast of North America - Maps - 1781
[Map of the northwest coast of America].
[London, 1781].
Authors: Mourelle de la Rúa, Francisco Antonio, 1750-1820. Journal of a voyage in 1775 to explore the coast of America, northward of California ... (1781) -- Bodega y Cuadra, Juan de la, 1743-1794 -- Barrington, Daines, 1727-1800. Miscellaneous (1781) -- Nichols, John, 1745-1826 -- White, Benjamin, ca. 1724-1794
1 map ; 23 x 17 cm.
In Mourelle de la Rúa, Francisco Antonio. 'Journal of a voyage in 1775 to explore the coast of America, northward of California ... '; forms part of Barrington, Daines. Miscellaneous (London : Printed by J. Nichols, sold by B. White ... , 1781) p. 525.
Case folio AC7 .B3 1781, opposite p. 525 (PrCt)
59728 Northwest Coast of North America - Maps - Bibliography - 1507-1802

Northwest, Pacific - Maps - Bibliography - 1507-1802

Pacific Coast (North America) - Maps - Bibliography - 1507-1802

Names, Geographical - North America

Names, Geographical - Northwest, Pacific

Northwest Coast of North America - Names, Geographical - Pacific Coast (North America)


Authors: Wagner, Henry Raup, 1862-1957 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

2 v. : maps (part fold.) ; 32 cm.

Lists 862 maps; includes extensive lists of placenames.


Paged continuously.

Formerly Ayer 129.5 .N77 W13 1937

LC Card Number: 37028143

Map Ref folio GA401 .W3 1937 (NLO)

59729 Northwest Coast of North America - Pictorial works - 1790-1795


Authors: Alexander, William, 1767-1816 -- Poucny, Benjamin Thomas, d. 1799 -- Sykes, John, fl. 1791-1795 -- Heddington, Thomas, 1775 or 6-1860 -- Humphrys, Henry, d. 1799 -- Edwards, R. -- Edwards, James, 1757-1816 -- Robinson, G. G. (George G.) -- Vancouver, George, 1757-1798 A Voyage of discovery to the North Pacific Ocean : and round the world ... performed in the years 1790, 1791, 1792, 1793, 1794, and 1795 (1798) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)

6 views ; 4 x 48 cm. and smaller, on sheet 43 x 55 cm.


In atlas (issued without title page) accompanying Vancouver, George. A Voyage of discovery to the North Pacific Ocean : and round the world ... performed in the years 1790, 1791, 1792, 1793, 1794, and 1795 (London : Printed for G.G. and J. Robinson, Paternoster-row; and J. Edwards, Pall-mall, 1798) plate 4.

Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.

http://www.davidrumsey.com/rumsey/Size0/D002/00200021.jpg

Cf. OCLC 47942620

VAULT oversize Graff 4456 plate 6 (PrCt)

59730 Northwest Coast of North America - Pictorial works - 1790-1795


Authors: Alexander, William, 1767-1816 -- Sykes, John, fl. 1791-1795 -- Humphrys, Henry, d. 1799 -- Edwards, R. -- Edwards, James, 1757-1816 -- Robinson, G. G. (George G.) -- Poucny, Benjamin Thomas, d. 1799 -- Vancouver, George, 1757-1798 A Voyage of discovery to the North Pacific Ocean : and round the world ... performed in the years 1790, 1791, 1792, 1793, 1794, and 1795 (1798) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)

7 views ; 3 x 48 cm. or smaller, on sheet 43 x 55 cm.

Contents: Cape Mendocino ... / J. Sykes, delt. -- Cape Orford ... / J. Sykes -- Cape Orford bear[ing] S.S.E. 10 miles distant / J. Sykes -- Cape Gregory -- Point Grenville ... / J. Sykes -- Entrance to the Straits of Juan de Fuca ... / H. Humphrys, delt. -- A continuation of the above coast southward from Cape Flattery, Mount Olympus ... / H. Humphrys.

In atlas (issued without title page) accompanying Vancouver, George. A Voyage of discovery to the North Pacific Ocean : and round the world ... performed in the years 1790, 1791, 1792, 1793, 1794, and 1795 (London : Printed for G.G. and J. Robinson, Paternoster-row; and J. Edwards, Pall-mall, 1798) plate 4.

Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.

http://www.davidrumsey.com/rumsey/Size0/D002/00200019.jpg

Cf. OCLC 47942619

VAULT oversize Graff 4456 plate 4 (PrCt)

59731 Northwest, Old - Historical geography - Maps


Historical map of the Old Northwest Territory / drawing by Federal Art Project, Works Progress Administration of Ohio ; F. Rentschler, artist.

Marietta, Ohio : Issued by the Northwest Territory Celebration Commission in collaboration with...
participating States. [1937].
Authors: Rentschler, F. -- Northwest Territory
Celebration Commission of Ohio -- United States.
Works Progress Administration of Ohio -- Federal
Art Project -- United States. Ordinance of 1787
1 map : col. ; 36 x 40 cm.
Panel title.
Added title within map border: Old Northwest
Territory
Scale not given.
Relief shown pictorially.
Includes text and insets of 'How the United
States came into possession of Northwest
Territory,' 'Thomas Jefferson's conception,' and
'How the Northwest Territory became states.'
Text, 'The Ordinance of 1787,' and col. ill. on
verso.
Members of the United States and Illinois
Commissions listed on back panel.
Issued folded to 22 x 12 cm.
Formerly cataloged as map G 1089 .915.
Reduced version (15 x 11 cm.) issued in History
of the Ordinance of 1787 and the Old Northwest
Territory (Marietta, Ohio: Northwest Territory
Celebration Commission, 1937), opposite title
page [F 91 .91].
LC Card Number: 2005632326
map4F G4071.S14 1937 .R4 (NLO)

59732 Northwest, Pacific - Cities and towns -
Pictorial works - Bibliography -
1800-1899 Cities and towns - Northwest, Pacific - Pictorial works - Bibliography -
1800-1899
Panoramas of promise: Pacific Northwest cities and towns on nineteenth-century lithographs.
Pullman, Wash. Washington State University
Authors: Reps, John William -- Edward E. Ayer
Collection (Newberry Library)
93 p.
93 p.
Ayer NE2454 .R47 1984 (NLO)

59733 Northwest, Pacific - History -
Maps Cities and towns - Northwest, Pacific - Discovery and exploration - Maps
Alaska - Discovery and exploration - Maps
Yukon - Discovery and exploration - Maps
Collections Alaska - Maps
Collections Yukon - Maps - Collections
Historical atlas of British Columbia and the
Pacific Northwest: maps of exploration: British
Columbia, Washington, Oregon, Alaska, Yukon /
Derek Hayes. Vancouver, B.C. Cavendish
Authors: Hayes, Derek, 1947- -- Cavendish
Books -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry
Library)
1 atlas (208 p.) : ill. (some col.), maps (some col.) ; 33 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 193-196)
and index.
ISBN 1552899004
Ayer folio G1466.S12 H39 1999 (NLO)

59734 Northwest, Pacific - Maps - 1728-1867 -
Exhibitions - Catalogs Alaska - Maps -
1728-1867 - Exhibitions -
Catalogs Anchorage Museum
Association - Exhibitions - Catalogs
Science under sail: Russia's great voyages to
America, 1728-1867. Anchorage, Alaska :
Anchorage Museum of History and Art in
association with the Anchorage Museum
Authors: Smith, Barbara Sweetland -- Anchorage
Museum of History and Art -- Anchorage
Museum Association -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
40 p. : ill. (chiefly col.), maps ; 21 x 29 cm.
1st ed.
Published in conjunction with the exhibition,
Science under sail: Russia's great voyages to
America, 1728-1867, curated by Barbara
Sweetland Smith, and organized by the
Anchorage Museum of History and Art, on exhibit
Includes background on the expeditions, maps of
expedition routes, vignettes of the explorers, and
illustrations and descriptions of books, maps,
native artifacts, navigational instruments, and
drawings on display in the exhibit.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
ISBN 1885267029
Baskes folio E135.R9 S65 2000 (NLO)

59735 Northwest, Pacific - Maps - 1785-1875 -
Asia - Maps - 1785 - Coasts - Alaska - Maps -
1785 - Coasts Cook, James, 1728-1779 -
Travel - Maps
A Chart of the NW coast of America and NE
coast of Asia explored in the years 1778 & 1779.
Authors: Cook, James, 1728-1779 -- Harmar,
Thomas -- Cook, James, 1728-1779. A Voyage
to the Pacific Ocean ... (1785 -- Edward E. Ayer
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 38 x 64 cm.
In: Cook, James. A Voyage to the Pacific Ocean :
undertaken by the command of His Majesty for
making discoveries in the northern hemisphere ...
in the years 1776, 1777, 1778, 1779 and 1780
(London : Printed by H. Hughes, for G. Nicol ...
and T. Cadell, 1785) v. 10, pl. [2]. Engraved plate
no.36.'
oversize Ayer 118 .C7 v. 10 Atlas, pl. 2 (PrCt)

59736 Northwest, Pacific - Maps - 1785 -
Coasts Asia - Maps - 1785 -
Coasts Alaska - Maps - 1785 -
Coasts Cook, James, 1728-1779 - Travel - Maps
A Chart of the NW coast of America and NE
coast of Asia explored in the years 1778 & 1779.
Authors: Cook, James, 1728-1779 -- Harman, Thomas -- Cook, James, 1728-1779. A Voyage to the Pacific Ocean ... (1785) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map; 38 x 64 cm.
In atlas accompanying: Cook, James. A Voyage to the Pacific Ocean ... for making discoveries in the Northern Hemisphere ... in the years 1776, 1777, 1778, 1779, and 1780 (London : Printed by H. Hughes for G. Nicol and T. Cadell) Atlas pl. [2]. Engraved plate no.'36.'
oversize Ayer 118 .C7 1785c Atlas pl. [2] (PrCt)

59737
Northwest, Pacific - Maps - 1785 - Pictorial works
A View of the habitations in Nootka Sound.
Authors: Cook, James, 1728-1779 -- Webber, John, 1751-1793 -- Smith, S. -- Cook, James, 1728-1779. A Voyage to the Pacific Ocean ... (1785) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map; 22 x 38 cm.
In: Cook, James. A Voyage to the Pacific Ocean : undertaken by the command of His Majesty for making discoveries in the northern hemisphere ... in the years 1776, 1777, 1778, 1779 and 1780 (London : Printed by H. Hughes, for G. Nicol ... and T. Cadell, 1785) v.10, pl. [31]. Engraved plate no. '41.'
oversize Ayer 118 .C7 v. 10 Atlas, pl. 31 (PrCt)

59738
This Sketch was given by sundary [i.e. sundry?] Indians of the Choppunish Nation on the 29th, 30th, and 31st of May 1806 on the Flat Head River. [New York : Dodd Mead & Company, 1905].
1 map; on sheet 44 x 15 cm., folded to 23 x 15 cm.
Facsimile of 1806 manuscript map; identifies rivers and tribal regions.
In: Lewis, Meriwether. Original journals of the Lewis and Clark Expedition, 1804-1806 : printed from the original manuscripts in the Library of the American Philosophical Society and by direction of its Committee on Historical Documents, together with manuscript material of Lewis and Clark from other sources, including note-books, letters, maps, etc., and the journals of Charles Floyd and Joseph Whitehouse, now for the first time published in full and exactly as written / edited with introduction, notes, and index, by Reuben Gold Thwaites (New York : Dodd, Mead & Co., 1904-1905), v. 5, opposite title page.
Ayer 128.3 .L6 1904, v. 5, opposite title page (PrCt)

59739
Northwest, Pacific - Maps - 1830<>>Pacific States - Maps - 1830<>>Oregon - Maps - 1830
Map of Oregon / drawn by H.J. Kelley 1830.
Boston : Pendleton's Lithography, 1830.
Authors: Kelley, Hall J. (Hall Jackson), 1790-1874 -- Pendleton's Lithography -- Howe, Jonathan, 1781-1856 -- Lincoln & Edmands -- Parker, A. B., fl. 1830 -- Brown, A., fl. 1830 -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map; 29 x 33 cm., folded to 22 x 15 cm.
In Kelley, Hall J. A Geographical sketch of that part of North America, called Oregon .... [1st ed.?] (Boston and Charlestown : Printed and published by J. Howe ; sold by Lincoln & Edmands ... A.B. Parke and by A. Brown ..., 1830) inside front cover.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library. Duplicate copy in 2nd edition of the book: Graff 2288
VAULT Graff 2287 [map] (PrCt)

59740
Northwest, Pacific - Maps - 1830<>>Pacific States - Maps - 1830<>>Oregon - Maps - 1830
Map of Oregon / drawn by H.J. Kelley 1830.
Boston : Pendleton's Lithography, 1830 [i.e. 1831?].
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)


Authors: Wyld, James, 1812-1887 -- Howes, Wright -- Wright Howes Map Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 52 x 71 cm. fold. in slip case to 19 x 12 cm.
Cover title: Oregon District.
Identifies tribal regions; includes many Indian place names.
Insets (20 x 22 cm. and 21 x 22 cm.): Map to show the communication from the N.W. coast of America to China and Australasia -- British possessions, in America.
Advertising on verso.
Sectioned and mounted on linen.
'The Times Office' -- manuscript note on slip case.
Condition: good.
Forms part of the Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Gift 1976, Wright Howes.
map3C G4240 1845 .W9 (PrCt)


Milk R. to the crossing of the Columbia R. 1853.
Authors: Stevens, Isaac Ingalls, 1818-1862 -- United States Pacific Railroad Expeditions and Surveys -- Pacific Railroad Reports, v. 12, pt. 1, no. 1 -- United States. Congress
1 map : 60 x 155 cm.
Detached from Pacific Railroad Reports, v. 12, pt. 1, no. 1.
Scale 1:600,000.
Wheat 867
Uniform title: Pacific Railroad Reports
map6F G4051.P3 1853 .U5 v. 12, pt. 1, no. 1 (PrCt)

59744 Northwest, Pacific - Maps - 1853 - Railroads, Proposed - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. - Pacific railroads - Explorations and surveys - Maps - 1853 - Railroads - Maps

Routes near the 47th and 49th parallels: Profiles. New York : Sarony, Major & Knapp, 1853.
Authors: Stevens, Isaac Ingalls, 1818-1862 -- Sarony, Major & Knapp Lith. -- United States Pacific Railroad Expeditions and Surveys -- Pacific Railroad Reports, v. 12, pt. 1, no. 3 -- United States. Congress
12 profiles ; on sheet 56 x 110 cm.
Detached from Pacific Railroad Reports, v. 12, pt. 1, no. 3.
Uniform title: Pacific Railroad Reports
map6F G4051.P3 1853 .U5 v. 12, pt. 1, 3 (PrCt)

59745 Northwest, Pacific - Maps - 1855 - Washington (State) - Maps - 1855 - Oregon - Maps - 1855

Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's atlas of the world ... (1855-1856)
1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 29 cm.
oversize G 10 .185 v. 1, pl. 48 (PrCt)


C. Williams (Firm)
1 map ; 29 x 33 cm., folded to 21 x 14 cm.
In Kelley, Hall J. A Geographical sketch of that part of North America, called Oregon ... . 2nd ed. (Boston and Charlestown : Printed and published by J. Howe ; sold by Lincoln & Edmands ... R.P. & C. Williams ... W.W. Wheildon, [1831?] inside front cover.
Book includes appendix dated 1831 on separate title page: Kelley, Hall J. A General circular to all persons of good character, who wish to emigrate to the Oregon Territory ... (Charlestown and Boston : W. Wheildon ; R.P. & C. Williams, 1831).
Appendix includes another map (separately cataloged): [Map of Portland, Oregon].
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copy of the map of Oregon in the [1st?] edition of the book: VAULT Graff 2287 Graff 2288 [map of 2] (PrCt)


Authors: Wyld, James, 1812-1887 -- Howes, Wright -- Wright Howes Map Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 52 x 71 cm. fold. in slip case to 19 x 12 cm.
Cover title: Oregon District.
Identifies tribal regions; includes many Indian place names.
Insets (20 x 22 cm. and 21 x 22 cm.): Map to show the communication from the N.W. coast of America to China and Australasia -- British possessions, in America.
Advertising on verso.
Sectioned and mounted on linen.
'The Times Office' -- manuscript note on slip case.
Condition: good.
Forms part of the Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Gift 1976, Wright Howes.
map3C G4240 1845 .W9 (PrCt)

Northwest, Pacific - Maps - 1853 - Pacific railroads - Explorations and surveys - Maps - 1853 - Railroads - Maps

Milk R. to the crossing of the Columbia R. 1853.
Authors: Stevens, Isaac Ingalls, 1818-1862 -- United States Pacific Railroad Expeditions and Surveys -- Pacific Railroad Reports, v. 12, pt. 1, no. 1 -- United States. Congress
1 map : 60 x 155 cm.
Detached from Pacific Railroad Reports, v. 12, pt. 1, no. 1.
Scale 1:600,000.
Wheat 867
Uniform title: Pacific Railroad Reports
map6F G4051.P3 1853 .U5 v. 12, pt. 1, no. 1 (PrCt)

Northwest, Pacific - Maps - 1853 - Railroads, Proposed - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. - Pacific railroads - Explorations and surveys - Maps - 1853 - Railroads - Maps

Routes near the 47th and 49th parallels: Profiles. New York : Sarony, Major & Knapp, 1853.
Authors: Stevens, Isaac Ingalls, 1818-1862 -- Sarony, Major & Knapp Lith. -- United States Pacific Railroad Expeditions and Surveys -- Pacific Railroad Reports, v. 12, pt. 1, no. 3 -- United States. Congress
12 profiles ; on sheet 56 x 110 cm.
Detached from Pacific Railroad Reports, v. 12, pt. 1, no. 3.
Uniform title: Pacific Railroad Reports
map6F G4051.P3 1853 .U5 v. 12, pt. 1, 3 (PrCt)

Northwest, Pacific - Maps - 1855 - Washington (State) - Maps - 1855 - Oregon - Maps - 1855

Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's atlas of the world ... (1855-1856)
1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 29 cm.
oversize G 10 .185 v. 1, pl. 48 (PrCt)


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's general atlas ... (1857)
1 map : hand col. ; 29 x 36 cm.

Case oversize G 10 .188 pl. 50 (PrCt)

Northwest, Pacific - Maps - 1859<<<=Washington (State) - Maps - 1859<<<=Oregon - Maps - 1859

Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's atlas of America ... (1859) -- Johnson & Browning 1 map : hand col. ; 29 x 36 cm.
In: Colton George Woolworth. Colton's atlas of America, illustrating the physical and political geography of North and South America and the West India islands (New York : J.H. Colton and Co., 1859), pl. [48]. Printed plate 'No. 53.' Map copyrighted 1853.

Case oversize G1100 .C6 1859 pl. 48 (PrCt)


Authors: Daniel W. Lowell & Co. -- Britton & Co. -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 38 x 62 cm.
Detached from their Map of the Nez Perces and Salmon River gold mines in Washington Territory (San Francisco, 1862) [Graff 2551].
Key to main routes, trails, and gold deposits. Identification of Burnt River in Oregon has been changed in manuscript.

Graff 2551 (NLO)


Map of military road from Fort Walla Walla on the Columbia to Fort Benton on the Missouri / made under the direction of Topl. Bureau by Captain John Mullan, U.S. Army ; prepared by E.

Freyhold from field notes from 1858-1863.
1 map ; 44 x 85 cm.
At head of title: War Department
"Theodore Kolecki, P.M. Engel, Gustavus Sohon, W.W. De Lacy, Capt. Leo White and C.R. Howard have contributed the materials for this map. Columbia navigable by steamers to Priest's Rapids. Snake River to Lewiston, possibly higher. Wallula and Lewiston are the present points of debarkation."
"Scale of 1:1,000,000."
Coordinates: (W 121°--W 110°/N 49°--N 45°)
Relief shown by hachures.
Issued folded to 23 x 12 cm.
Also issued as part of: Senate executive document (United States. Congress. Senate), 43rd Congress, 3rd session, no. 91 (Serial Set 1149).
Series: Senate ex. doc ; no. 43, 37th Congr., 3d. sess. -- Senate executive document (United States. Congress. Senate) ; 47th Congress, 3rd session, no. 43.
Details road constructed to link the Columbia and Missouri River watersheds along 642 miles in northern Montana, Idaho, and Washington State. Shows roads, camps, trails, rapids, Indian tribal regions, and battle sites.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library. Duplicate copies: G 931 .6 -- Govt. 1149
Digital image of another copy available on the website of the Norman B. Leventhal Map Center at the Boston Public Library (accessed November...
Authors: Bancroft, Hubert Howe, 1832-1918 -- Lincoln, Abraham, 1809-1865 -- Lincoln, Mary Todd, 1818-1882 -- Brown, William P., fl. 1866 -- Thatcher, Frank E., fl. 1866 -- Howes, Wright -- Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 78 x 110 cm.
Bancroft's advertising inside front cover.
Issued folded in cloth covers to 16 x 11 cm.
Notarized attestation on verso: This, from the Lincoln collection, was given to her coachman Wm. P. Brown by Mrs. Lincoln in 1868. W. P. Brown. This signature is genuine. Frank E. Thatcher, Notary Public, Muskegon County, Mich. My commission expires Aug. 13, 1933.
Notarized attestation on verso is fraudulent, according to propietor of the Abraham Lincoln Book in Chicago.
Condition: fair, map torn at some folds, cover detached.
Forms part of the Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Gift 1976, Wright Howes.
map6F G4240 1867 .B3 (PrCt)

Scale 1:7,300,000.
At upper right: Indians.
Duplicate copies: Govt. I 12.5 v. 10 and folio Graff 4396 Ayer folio E98.C3 U5 1894 following p. 202 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1886) 1 map : col. ; 19 x 25 cm.
Title in upper margin.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1886) between p. 784-785 H 668 .703 (1886) bet. p. 784-785 (PrCt)

Scale [ca. 1:1,013,760].
G 1091 .91 (NLO)

Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor & Greenough (New York, N.Y.) -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1887) 1 map : col. ; 20 x 26 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Advertising on verso: Poor & Greenough, bankers and brokers ... New York In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1887) between p. 864-865 H 668 .703 (1887) bet. p. 864-865 (PrCt)

59756  Northwest, Pacific - Maps - 1892 - Railroads<<Railroads - Maps
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1892)
1 map : col. ; 20 x 26 cm.
Title in upper margin.
AdvertiSing on verso for American Bank Note Company and Poor & Greenough, bankers and brokers, New York.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1892) between p. 894-945
H 668 .703 (1892) bet. p. 944-945 (PrCt)

59760 Northwest, Pacific - Maps - 1892 - Railroads<<Railroads - Maps
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1892)
1 map : col. ; 20 x 26 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Advertising on verso for American Bank Note Company.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1892) between p. 976-977
H 668 .703 (1891) bet. p. 976-977 (PrCt)

59758 Northwest, Pacific - Maps - 1890 - Railroads<<Railroads - Maps
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1890) -- Oregon Pacific Railroad
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1890) between p. 896-897
H 668 .703 (1890) bet. p. 896-897 (PrCt)

59761 Northwest, Pacific - Maps - 1893 - Railroads<<Railroads - Maps
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1893)
1 map : col. ; 20 x 26 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Advertising on verso for American Bank Note Company and Poor & Greenough, bankers and brokers, New York.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1893) between p. xvi-1
H 668 .703 (1893) bet. p. xvi-[1] (PrCt)

59759 Northwest, Pacific - Maps - 1891 - Railroads<<Railroads - Maps
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1891)
1 map : col. ; 20 x 26 cm.
Title in upper margin.

59762 Northwest, Pacific - Maps - 1894 - Railroads<<Railroads - Maps
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1894)
1 map : col. ; 20 x 26 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Added title in upper margin: Railroad map of the United States - section 17.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1894) between p. xvi-[1]
H 668 .703 (1894) bet. p. xvi-[1] (PrCt)

59763 Northwest, Pacific - Maps - 1895 - Railroads<<Railroads - Maps
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1895)
1 map : col. ; 20 x 26 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Added title in upper margin: Railroad map of the United States - section 17.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Northwest, Pacific - Maps - 1896 - Railroads>Railroads - Maps
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1896)
1 map : col. ; 20 x 26 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Added title in upper margin: Railroad map of the United States - section 17.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1896) between p. xxii-[1]
H 668 .703 (1896) bet. p. xxii-[1] (PrCt)

Northwest, Pacific - Maps - 1897 - Railroads>Railroads - Maps
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1897)
1 map : col. ; 20 x 26 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Added title in upper margin: Railroad map of the United States - section 17.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1897) between p. xvi-[1]
H 668 .703 (1897) bet. p. xvi-[1] (PrCt)

Northwest, Pacific - Maps - 1898 - Railroads>Railroads - Maps
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1898)
1 map : col. ; 20 x 26 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Added title in upper margin: Railroad map of the United States - section 17 - 1898.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1898) between p. xvi-[1]
H 668 .703 (1898) bet. p. xvi-[1] (PrCt)

Authors: Poole Brothers -- Oregon Railway and Navigation Company -- Union Pacific Railway Company -- McMurray, Wm., active 1908 -- Western Illinois University. Map and Geography Library -- John V. Bergen Collection (Newberry Library) -- Union Pacific Overland Route SEE Union Pacific Railway Company 1 map : col. ; 107 x 99 cm.
'Copyright,1908 by the Oregon Railway & Navigation Co. Portland Oregon.'
Added title in upper margin: Oregon Railway & Navigation Co.
Corporate logo: Union Pacific: the Overland Route.
'Wm. McMurray, General Passenger Agent'--in bottom margin.
Plate no.: 4301
Handstamp on verso: Map and Geography Library, Western Illinois University.
On wooden rollers.
Forms part of the John V. Bergen Collection (Newberry Library).
maproll G4241.P3 1908 .P6 (PrCt)

Authors: Automobile Blue Books, Inc.
612 p. : ill. (some col.), maps (some folded) ; 24 cm.
"Standard road guide of America."
General index map (p. 3-8) lacking.
Includes indexes.
Case GV1024 .A92 1920 v.9 (NLO)

The Trail of the Olympian : two thousand miles of scenic splendor, Chicago to Puget Sound. [Chicago? Poole Bros.?], c1924.
Authors: Chicago, Milwaukee, and St. Paul Railway Company -- Haynes, George B. -- Poole Brothers [38] p. : chiefly ill., map ; 16 x 22 cm.
"Passenger Representatives"--[38].
HE2791 .C62 T7 1924 (NLO)
Map of the Pacific Northwest. [Spokane, Wash. Chamber of Commerce, 1927?].
Authors: Spokane Chamber of Commerce -- Virg -- Spokane (Wash.). Chamber of Commerce SEE Spokane Chamber of Commerce
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm., folded to 27 x 12 cm.
Panel title: Spokane : the power city
Printed on verso of pamphlet sheet folded into 12 panels (2 title panels and 10 numbered pages of accompanying text.)
Text includes economic statistics dated 1926.
Map keyed to notes in bottom margin and colored to show railroad lines and broad economic regions relative to markets, water power, livestock, timber, and minerals.
Panel art: Indian woman wearing "Spokane" headband, laborer turning wheel, and river scenes signed "Virg" [?].
Accession no. 2002100101
map4F G4241.G2 1927 .S6 (PrCt)

59771 Northwest, Pacific - Maps - 1928 - Road maps
Northwest road map of scenic highways / this map prepared by Pacific Northwest Scenic highways Association. Spokane : Spokane Chamber of Commerce, [1928].
Authors: McCowan, Hervey L. -- Pacific Northwest Scenic highways Association -- Spokane Chamber of Commerce
1 map ; 49 x 63 cm. fold. to 26 x 11 cm.
Inset: Roads from Denver and Salt Lake City. Includes 5 photos, descriptive paragraphs, and advertisement for 'Little Journey Motorlogues.'
At lower left: McCowan.
map4F G4241 .P2 1928 .M3 (PrCt)

59772 Northwest, Pacific - Maps - 1930-1939 - Road maps
Pacific Northwest scenic highways - "Where nature smiles 10,000 miles". [S.I. : s.n., 1930-39].
Authors: Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 22 x 35 cm.
Anonymous map without imprint.
Inset (3 x 3 cm.): Crater Lake.
Includes mileage table from Spokane to towns throughout the Pacific Northwest.
Previously bound with a collection of pictorial maps in binders labeled "Points of Interest."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 190.16 (PrCt)

59773 Northwest, Pacific - Maps - 1932 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- General Petroleum Corporation of California -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 671 (PrCt)

59774 Northwest, Pacific - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
1 map ; 27 x 36 cm. fold. to 10 x 22 cm.
In: Spokane Greeters tourist guide to Spokane, northern Idaho & Montana (Spokane: Hotel Greeters of America, 1938), inside back cover.
Plate no. F491.
On verso: Spokane statistical summary.
To Collection Services for cataloging, 5 Jan. 2009 (PrCt)

59775 Northwest, Pacific - Maps - 1940 - Maps, Physical
Physical and political Pacific Northwest / Denoyer-Geppert Co. ; edited by Howard H. Martin ... and Otis W. Freeman ; L. Philip Denoyer, geographer ; compiled and drawn by R. Baxter Blair. Chicago : Denoyer-Geppert Company, c1940.
Authors: Blair, R. Baxter -- Denoyer, L. P. (Levinus Philippus), 1875-1964 -- Martin, Howard Hanna -- Freeman, Otis W. (Otis Willard), b. 1889 -- Denoyer-Geppert Company -- Southern Illinois University at Carbondale
1 map : col., mounted on cloth and wooden rollers ; 140 x 109 cm.
Scale 1:1,200,000 approx. 18 miles to the inch. ; (W 125°--W 110°/N 50°--N 42°).
Gift of Southern Illinois University, 2011.
maproll G4240 1940 .B5 (PrCt)

59776 Northwest, Pacific - Maps - 1942-1953 - Power-Plants
Power-Plants - Northwest,
59777 Northwest, Pacific - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Authors: Richfield Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company. (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Richfield gas station and skyline.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4534 (PrCt)

59780 Northwest, Pacific - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Authors: Richfield Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company. (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Richfield gas station, outdoor scenes.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4847 (PrCt)

59781 Northwest, Pacific - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company. (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 72 x 50 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Washington, Oregon.
Date from RMcN AE 125 ms. index.
Includes table of "Gasoline taxes as of 2nd May, 1946."
Plate no. 6-444400-4
Inset (15 x 8 cm.): Ferry tolls and schedules: Seattle, Vancouver, Victoria and vicinity.
Map on verso (55 x 66 cm.): Texaco touring map of Idaho, Montana, Wyoming
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 125.13 (PrCt)
59782 Northwest, Pacific - Maps - 1947 - Road maps\textless\textgreater West (U.S.) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps\textless\textgreater Road maps
Authors: General Petroleum Corporation -- Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 58 x 78 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Road map of Pacific northwest.
Date from RMcN AE 188 ms. index.
Plate no. 7-4521-2.
Insets (19 x 10 cm. and smaller): Seattle -- Vancouver -- Victoria -- Portland -- Spokane -- Tacoma.
Map on verso (79 x 59 cm.): Road map of western United States.
Panel art: Mobilgas and M obiloil logos.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 188.36 (PrCt)

59783 Northwest, Pacific - Maps - 1947 - Road maps\textless\textgreater West (U.S.) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps\textless\textgreater Road maps
Authors: General Petroleum Corporation -- Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 58 x 78 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Road map of Pacific northwest.
Date from RMcN AE 188 ms. index.
Plate no. 7-4521-3.
Insets (19 x 10 cm. and smaller): Seattle -- Vancouver -- Victoria -- Portland -- Spokane -- Tacoma.
Map on verso (79 x 59 cm.): Road map of western United States.
Panel art: Mobilgas and M obiloil logos.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 188.40 (PrCt)

59784 Northwest, Pacific - Maps - 1950
Modern map of the Pacific Northwest / traced by J.M. Staley. [S.I. s.n., 1950].
1 map : 27 x 36 cm., folded to 21 x 13 cm.
References: cf. Graff 4130 (sold as Newberry duplicate)
Ayer 160.5 .M9 T47 1950 following p. 222 (PrCt)

Authors: Pacific Power and Light Company -- Jeppesen and Company -- Shelton, Hal
Maps show electric transmission lines and communities served in Oregon, Washington, Idaho, Montana and Wyoming.
map1F G4241 .N4 1953 P3 (PrCt)
59788 Northwest, Pacific - Maps - 1965 - Maps, Physical
Landforms of the northwestern states.
Authors: Raisz, Erwin, 1893-
1 map ; on sheet 64 x 88 cm.
5th ed.
Contents: Location and size -- Two centuries of development -- Population -- Transportation and circulation -- Natural environment -- Resources and primary industries -- Manufacturing -- Trade and service -- Recreation.
'Sources of data': p. vi-vii.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copy: folio G1465.H5 1973
ISBN 0870714074 ; 0870714066
Baskes folio G1466.G3 O7 1973 (NLO)

59789 Northwest, Pacific - Maps - 1973
1 atlas (viii, 128 p. : ill., 84 maps (some col.), photos ; 28 cm.
2nd ed.
No. 147 in a series.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

59790 Northwest, Pacific - Maps - 1989
Authors: Insight guides -- Hoefer, H. J. -- APA Publications (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 8 maps
2nd ed.
No. 147 in a series.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

59791 Northwest, Pacific - Maps - 1996 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Simon and Schuster, inc. -- Everts, Robert -- Tony Stone Worldwide (Firm) -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (64 p. : col. maps) : 28 cm.
"A Simon & Schuster company."
"U.S. $7.95 / Can. $10.95" -- front cover.
Cover art: color photo of Mount Shuksan in Washington State by "Robert Everts / Tony Stone Images."
Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Company Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34, Range 7 (May 2010).
ISBN 0671535994
Gousha map6C 95.4 (PrCt)

59792 Northwest, Pacific - Maps - 2003 - Road maps
1 atlas (92-444, p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Date on cover: 2003.
$24.95
Uniform titles: StreetFinder -- Street guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN StrFdr 2003 .P27 (PrCt)

59793 Northwest, Pacific - Maps - 2004 - Road maps
1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
"6th edition" -- front cover.
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
$24.95
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528995111
RMcN StrFdr 2004 .P32 (PrCt)
Authors: Hunt, William R. -- Suzzallo Library (Seattle, Wash.) -- University of Washington Libraries -- University of Washington Suzzallo Library (Seattle, Wash.) SEE Suzzallo Library (Seattle, Wash.)
iv, 69 leaves ; 28 cm.
Preliminary ed.
Lists 148 maps dated 1571-1802.
Photocopy of typescript.
Formerly folio Z6028 .W38
Map Ref folio Z6028 .W38 (NLO)

Maps in the Special Collections Department, University of Idaho Library. Moscow, Idaho / compiled and for the most part cataloged by Ralph Nielsen. Moscow, Idaho: University of Idaho, 1984.
Authors: Nielsen, Ralph -- University of Idaho. Library. Special Collections Dept.
106 p. : ill. ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
Includes index.
Series: University of Idaho Library publication
Formerly folio Z6027.U5 U83 1984
LC Card Number: 84623248
Map Ref folio Z6027.U5 U83 1984 (NLO)

Authors: Great Britain. Foreign Office -- Great Britain. Ordnance Survey -- Harrison, firm, publishers, London
19 maps : part col. ; 96 x 103 cm. or smaller.
M230
map6F G4241.A 1873 .G7 (PrCt)

Authors: Parker, Martha Berry, 1930- -- Ye Galleon Press
1 atlas (96 p.) : maps ; 42 cm.
Bibliography: p. 95-96.
Scales differ.
LC Card Number: 88675316
ISBN 087770449X
oversize G1465 .P3 1988 (NLO)

59798 Northwest, Pacific - Tribes - 1990
Northwestern Indian trade guide and map. Portland, Or. Affiliated Tribes of Northwest Indians, [ca. 1990s].
Authors: Affiliated Tribes of Northwest Indians
1 sheet : col. photos, map ; fold to 24 x 11 cm
Travel Vertical File G4241 .E1 1990 .A3 (PrCt)

59799 Northwest Passage - Maps - 1633 - Hudson Bay - Maps - 1633 - James Bay (Nunavut) - Maps - 1633
The Platt of sayling for the discovery of a passage into the South Sea, 1631, 1632. [London : Iohn Legatt for Iohn Partridge, 1633].
Authors: James, Thomas, 1593?-1635? -- James, Thomas. 1593?-1635? The strange and dangerous voyage of Captaine Thomas lames (1633) -- Legate, John, d. 1658 -- Partridge, John
1 map ; 30 x 38 cm. fold to 17 x 11 cm.
Lithographic facsimile.
In: James, Thomas, The strange and dangerous voyage of Captaine Thomas lames, in his intended discouery of the Northwest Passage into the South Sea (London : Printed by Iohn Legatt for Iohn Partridge, 1633), opp. p. 1.
At upper left: The trve portrait of Cap: Thomas Iames, Aetatis suae 40.
Inset of "James his Baye"
VAULT Ayer 118 .J2 1633, opp. p. 1 (PrCt)

59800 Northwest Passage - Maps - 1633 - Hudson Bay - Maps - 1633 - James Bay (Nunavut) - Maps - 1633
The Platt of sayling for the discovery of a passage into the South Sea, 1631, 1632. [London : Iohn Legatt for Iohn Partridge, 1633].
Authors: James, Thomas, 1593?-1635? -- James, Thomas. 1593?-1635? Strange and dangerous voyage of Captaine Thomas lames (1633) -- Legate, John, d. 1658 -- Partridge, John
1 map ; 31 x 39 cm. fold to 16 x 12 cm. (plate mark 31.4 x 40.3 cm.)
In James, Thomas, The strange and dangerous voyage of Captaine Thomas lames, in his intended discouery of the Northwest Passage into the South Sea (London : Printed by Iohn
Northwest Passage - Maps - 1798<=>Northwest Coast of North America - Maps - 1798<=>Atlases, British - 1798
A Voyage of discovery to the North Pacific Ocean and round the world: in which the coast of north-west America has been carefully examined and accurately surveyed / undertaken by His Majesty's command, principally with a view to ascertain the existence of any navigable communication between the North Pacific and North Atlantic oceans; and performed in the years 1790, 1791, 1792, 1793, 1794, and 1795, in the Discovery sloop of war, and armed tender Chatham, under the command of Captain George Vancouver. London: Printed for G.G. and J. Robinson, Paternoster-row; and J. Edwards, Pall-mall, 1798.
Edited by John Vancouver.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library. Maps also cataloged separately.
Duplicate copy (all maps separately cataloged): VAULT oversize Graff 4456
References: Phillips 197; Howes, W. U.S.iana (2nd ed.), V23; Sabin 98443; Streeter Americana. VI, 3497
LC Card Number: 01-9573
VAULT Ayer folio G420 .V22 1798 (NLO)
"Petermanns Geographische Mitteilungen." "Jahrgang 1859, Tafel 18."
Scale 1:12,000,000.
Coordinates (W 104°--W 70°/N 81°--N 59°)
Prime meridian: Greenwich
Inset (19 x 10 cm): Schauplatz des untergangs von Franklin's Expedition und Darstellung der Aufnahmen McClintock's vom J. 1859. Scale 1:4,000,000.
Hand colored to show the routes of John Franklin's lost expedition of 1845-1848 in search of a Northwest Passage, and the discoveries of Francis L. M'CIntock's 1857-1859 expedition in


59807 Northwest Territories - Maps - 1795<>Coppermine River Valley (N.W.T.) - Maps - 1795<>Northwest Passage - Maps - 1795<>Hearne, Samuel, 1745-1792 - Travel, 1769-1772 - Maps A Map exhibiting Mr. Hearne's tracks in his two journeys for the discovery of the Copper Mine River, in the years 1770, 1771 and 1772 : under the direction of the Hudson's Bay Company / engraved by N.J. Neele, 352 Strand. [London : A. Strahan and T. Cadell, 1795]. Authors: Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Hudson's Bay Company -- Hearne, Samuel, 1745-1792. A Journey from Prince of Wales's Fort in Hudson's Bay, to the Northern Ocean. Undertaken ... in the years 1769, 1770, 1771, & 1772 (1795) -- Strahan, Andrew, d. 1831 -- Cadell, T. (Thomas), 1742-1802 -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 52 x 74 cm., folded to 28 x 20 cm. In Hearne, Samuel. A Journey from Prince of Wales's Fort in Hudson's Bay, to the Northern Ocean. Undertaken ... in the years 1769, 1770, 1771, & 1772 (London : A. Strahan and T. Cadell, 1795) opposite title page. Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library. folio Graff 1840 opp. t.p. (PrCt)
A Journey from Prince of Wale's fort, in Hudson's Bay, to the Northern Ocean. Undertaken by order of the Hudson's Bay company. For the discovery of copper mines, a North West passage, &c. in the year 1769, 1770, 1771, & 1772. By Samuel Hearne. Dublin: Printed for P. Byrne and J. Rice, 1796.
Authors: Hearne, Samuel, 1745-1792 -- Byrne, Patrick, 1741?-1814 -- Rice, John, fl. 1790-1800
LC Card Number: 02001946

Voyage de Samuel Hearne du Fort de Prince de Galles dans la baie de Hudson, à l'Océan Nord, entrepris par ordre de la Compagnie de la baie de Hudson, dans les années 1769, 1770, 1771 et 1772, et exécuté par terre, pour la découverte d'un passage au nord-ouest. Traduit de l'anglais, et accompagné de cartes et de planches. [Paris]: Impr. de Patris, an VII [1799].
Authors: Hearne, Samuel, 1745-1792 -- Lallemand -- Imprimerie de Patris (Paris, France) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Impr. de Patris (Paris, France) SEE Imprimerie de Patris (Paris, France) -- Patris Imprimerie (Paris, France) SEE Imprimerie de Patris (Paris, France)
2 v.: 4 fold. pl., 5 fold. maps ; 20 cm.
Translation (by Lallemand) of Hearne, Samuel. A Journey from Prince of Wales's Fort in Hudson's Bay, to the Northern Ocean. Undertaken ... in the years 1769, 1770, 1771, & 1772 (London : A. Strahan and T. Cadell, 1795) [folio Graff 1840].
LC Card Number: 02001708
Ayer 118.H3 1799 (NLO)

59810 Northwest Territories - Maps - 1887 - Railroads>>Railroads - Maps
North-West Territory. [Chicago : George F. Cram, 1887].
Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928. Cram's standard American atlas of the world (1887)
1 map : col. ; 29 x 54 cm.
Keyed to town and railroad index on p. 229.
Case oversize G1019 .G455 1887, p. 230-231 (PrCt)

Lands forlorn: a story of an expedition to Hearne's Coppermine River / by George M. Douglas ; with an introduction by James Douglas ; with 180 photographs by the author, and maps.
Authors: Douglas, George M. (George Mellis) -- G.P. Putnam & Sons -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
The story of an expedition lead by George Mellis Douglas in 1911-12 to the Coppermine River to search for copper.
Publisher's illustrated cloth binding.
Also issued online.
Forms part of the Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 14020565
References: Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection of Polar books, maps, and art, 186; Arctic Institute of North America. Arctic Bibliography, 4074
Fitzgerald F1060.9 .D73 1914 (NLO)

59812 Northwest Territories - Maps - 1942
Authors: Canada. Topographical Survey. -- Canada. Dept. of Mines and Resources. -- Canada. Army. Corps of Royal Engineers. -- Wilson, J. T., Major -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 50 x 94 cm.
Added title: Topographical Survey of Canada.
Scale 1:2,217,600.
'Two sheets prepared apparently by Royal Canadian Engineers for Major J. T. Wilson's lecture to the R.G.S. on 14 December 1942. Note that the basis of the maps appears to be not of recent date, but that the detail added in some parts shows that there must been a very recent air survey.' -- paste-on label, upper center margin, 5 x 11 cm.
Fitzgerald polar map 149 (PrCt)

59813 Northwest Territories - Maps - Collections, 1823-1823>Northwest Passage - Maps - Collections, 1823
Authors: Franklin, John, 1786-1847 -- Murray, John, 1778-1843 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
4 folded maps : hand col. ; various sizes
In Franklin, John. Narrative of a journey to the shores of the Polar Sea, in the years 1819, 20,
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Forms part of a collection of stock editions of Rand McNally road maps, some apparently issued as sales samples and / or printer's proofs for prospective commercial clients.

Uniform series title (established by cataloger): Stock road maps

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (April 2010).


Authors: Dunn, Jacob Piatt, 1855-1924.

Massacres of the mountains : a history of the Indian wars of the far west (1886) -- Harper & Brothers -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 14 x 20 cm.

Identifies Indian tribal regions.

In Dunn, Jacob Piatt. Massacres of the mountains : a history of the Indian wars of the far west (1886) p. [85-86]

Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.

Duplicate copies: Ayer 4A 967 -- F 807 .24

Graff 1181 p. [85-86] (PrCt)


Authors: Traxton, J. -- Dunn, John, fl. 1844.

History of the Oregon territory and British North-American fur trade : with an account of the habits and customs of the principal native tribes on the northern continent (1844) -- Edwards and Hughes (London, England) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 43 x 32 cm., folded to 14 x 22 cm.


Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.

References: Howes D577

Graff 1182 opposite title page (PrCt)

59818 Northwestern States - Maps - 1845-1873 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>>Missouri River Valley - Maps - 1845-1873 - Manuscripts -


Graff 3827 opposite p. 2 (PrCt)

1 map ; 20 x 27 cm., folded to 18 x 10 cm.


Identifies Indian regions and Catholic missions. Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.

Graff 3827 opposite p. 2 (PrCt)


Authors: Smet, Pierre-Jean de, 1801-1873 -- Jesuits -- Dunigan, Edward -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)


Map and selected views also cataloged separately.

Gold stamping on spine.

Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.

Graff 3827 opposite p. 2 (PrCt)
Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copy (lacking folded map and gold
stamping): Ayer 263 .J515 O613 S6 1847
LC Card Number: rc 38000006
Graff 3829 (NLO)

59821 Northwestern States - Maps - 1846 - Indians -
Missions<<>>Northwest, Canadian - Maps -
1846 - Indians - Missions<<>>Oregon - Maps -
1846 - Indians - Missions<<>>Indians -
Northwestern States - Maps - 1846 -
Missions<<>Missions - Northwestern States -
Maps - 1846 - Indians<<>Jesuits -
Northwestern States - Maps -
1846<<>Catholic Church - Maps - 1846 -
Ecclesiastical geography<<>Indians of North
America - Maps
Oregon Territory. 1846. [New York : s.n.], 1846.
Authors: Smet, Pierre-Jean de, 1801-1873 --
Smet, Pierre-Jean de, 1801-1873. Oregon
missions and travels over the Rocky mountains,
in 1845-46 (1847) -- Jesuits -- Dunigan, Edward
-- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western
Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 20 x 25 cm., folded to 16 x 11 cm.
Anonymous map in Smet, Pierre-Jean de.
Oregon missions and travels over the Rocky
mountains, in 1845-46 / by Father P.J. De Smet,
the Society of Jesus (New York : Edward
Dunigan, 1847) opposite p. 2.
Identifies Indian regions and Catholic missions.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of
Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Graff 3829 opposite p. 2 (PrCt)

59822 Northwestern States - Maps - 1846 - Indians -
Missions<<>>Northwest, Canadian - Maps -
1846 - Indians - Missions<<>>Oregon - Maps -
1846 - Indians - Missions<<>>Indians -
Northwestern States - Maps - 1846 -
Missions<<>Missions - Northwestern States -
Maps - 1846 - Indians<<>Jesuits -
Northwestern States - Maps -
1846<<>Catholic Church - Maps - 1846 -
Ecclesiastical geography<<>Indians of North
America - Maps
Nieuwe kaart van des grondgebieds van den
Oregon / gemaakt door P.-J. De Smet, van de
Societeit Jesu ; E. Vande Steene. Gand [Ghent,
Belgium] : imp. & lith.de Ve. Vander Schelden,
1846.
Authors: Vande Steene, Ed. -- Smet, Pierre-Jean
de, 1801-1873 -- Smet, Pierre-Jean de,
1801-1873. Missien van den Orégon en reizen
naer de Rotsbergen en de bronnen der
Colombia, der Athabasca en Sascatschawin, in
1845-46 (1849) -- Jesuits -- Schelden, van der,
Veuve -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western
Americana (Newberry Library) -- Van de Steene,
Ed. SEE Vande Steene, Ed. -- Steene, Ed. van
de SEE Vande Steene, Ed.
1 map ; 20 x 27 cm., folded to 18 x 9 cm.
In Smet, Pierre-Jean de. Missien van den Orégon
en reizen naer de Rotsbergen en de bronnen der
Colombia, der Athabasca en Sascatschawin, in
1845-46 (Ghent : Veuve Vander Schelden, 1849)
opposite p. 2.
Identifies Indian regions and Catholic missions.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of
Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Graff 3825 opposite p. 2 (PrCt)

59823 Northwestern States - Maps - 1846 - Indians -
Missions<<>>Oregon - Maps - 1846 - Indians -
Missions<<>>Indians - Northwestern States -
Maps - 1846 - Missions<<>>Missions -
Northwestern States - Maps - 1846 -
Indians<<>>Jesuits - Northwestern States -
Maps - 1846<<>>Catholic Church - Maps -
1846 - Ecclesiastical
geography<<>Northwestern States -
Pictorial works - 1846 - Indians -
Missions<<>>Oregon - Pictorial works - 1846 -
Indians - Missions<<>>Indians - Northwestern
States - Pictorial works - 1846 -
Missions<<>>Missions - Northwestern States -
Pictorial works - 1846 - Indians<<>Jesuits -
Northwestern States - Missions - Pictorial
works - 1846<<>Indians of North America -
Maps
Missien van den Orégon en reizen naer de
Rotsbergen en de bronnen der Colombia, der
Athabasca en Sascatschawin, in 1845-46 / door
den pater P. J. de Smet, van de Societeit van
Jesus, uit het fransch door een' kloosterling van
steendrukery van Wwe. Vander Schelden, 1849.
Authors: Smet, Pierre-Jean de, 1801-1873 --
Jesuits -- Schelden, van der, Veuve -- Everett D.
Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry
Library) -- Schelden, van der, Wve. SEE
Schelden, van der, Veuve
425 p. : front. (port.) plates, 3 fold. maps : 19 cm.
Uniform title: Oregon missions. Dutch
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of
Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Maps and selected views also cataloged
separately.
Graff 3825 (NLO)

59824 Northwestern States - Maps - 1846 - Indians -
Missions<<>>Oregon - Maps - 1846 - Indians -
Missions<<>>Indians - Northwestern States -
Maps - 1846 - Missions<<>>Missions -
Northwestern States - Maps - 1846 -
Indians<<>>Jesuits - Northwestern States -
Maps - 1846<<>>Catholic Church - Maps -
1846 - Ecclesiastical
geography<<>Northwestern States -
Pictorial works - 1846 - Indians -
Missions<<>>Oregon - Pictorial works - 1846 -
Indians - Missions<<>>Indians - Northwestern
States - Pictorial works - 1846 -
Missions<<>>Missions - Northwestern States -
Pictorial works - 1846 - Indians<<>Jesuits -
Northwestern States - Missions - Pictorial
works - 1846<<>Indians of North America -
Maps
Missien van den Orégon en reizen naer de
Rotsbergen en de bronnen der Colombia, der
Athabasca en Sascatschawin, in 1845-46 / door
den pater P. J. de Smet, van de Societeit van
Jesus, uit het fransch door een' kloosterling van
steendrukery van Wwe. Vander Schelden, 1849.
Authors: Smet, Pierre-Jean de, 1801-1873 --
Jesuits -- Schelden, van der, Veuve -- Everett D.
Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry
Library) -- Schelden, van der, Wve. SEE
Schelden, van der, Veuve
425 p. : front. (port.) plates, 3 fold. maps : 19 cm.
Uniform title: Oregon missions. Dutch
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of
Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Maps and selected views also cataloged
separately.
Graff 3825 (NLO)
Northwestern States - Maps - 1865

Northwestern States - Maps - 1865<<>>British Columbia - Maps - 1865

Northwestern States - Maps - 1865

from 'camp on Crazy Woman Fork.' Letter laid in between scrapbook pages 10-11; map bound between pages 12-13.


Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.

For fuller description of the scrapbook, see the Graff Catalogue and the ms. index at the front of the volume.

Available on microfilm.

VAULT folio Graff 2420 [map 1 of 2] (PrCt)


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Northern Pacific Railway Company -- McElrath, Thomson P. The Yellowstone Valley : what it is, where it is, and how to get to it: a hand-book for tourists and settlers (1880) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 14 x 45 cm.

Includes NPRR branch line to 'Yellowstone National Park.'

Detached from McElrath, Thomson P. The Yellowstone Valley : what it is, where it is, and how to get to it: a hand-book for tourists and settlers (St. Paul : Pioneer Press, 1880) [Graff 2605]

Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.

Shelved in VAULT Graff Broadside Box 3, 4th floor stacks (July 2007).

Duplicate copy: G 9308 .534

Cf. LC Card Number 01-25303

VAULT Graff 2605 [map] (PrCt)


Authors: Julius Bien & Co. -- Winser, Henry Jacob, 1823-1896

1 map : col. ; 32 x 72 cm.

Detached from Winser, Henry Jacob. The Great northwest (New York: G.P. Putnam's sons, 1883) [G 89.977].

Scale [ca. 1:5,000,000].

map4F G4126.P3 1883 B5 (PrCt)


1 map : col. ; 38 x 79 cm.

Detached from Smalley, Eugene Virgil. The Great northwest (St. Paul, Minn.: Northern News Co., 1886) [G 89.9078].

Inset: [Northeastern states].

map4F G4126.P3 1886 R3 (PrCt)


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1886)

1 map : col. ; 26 x 19 cm.

Title in upper margin.

In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1886) between p. 720-721

H 668 .703 (1886) bet. p. 720-721 (PrCt)


Authors: Engineering News Publishing Company -- Charles Hart Litho. SEE ALSO Hart, Charles, fl. 1870

1 map ; 32 x 49 cm.

'Chas. Hart & Sons Lith., 36 Vesey St. N.Y.'

'Supplement to Engineering news, August 3, 1889.'

Series: Engineering news series of maps. no. 17 Scale 1:3,168,000; 50 miles to 1 inch.

Shows progress of railroad construction during 1888-1889.

'Last preceeding issue of this map was on Jan. 28, 1888.'

map G 1089 .266 (NLO)


Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1891) -- Rio Grande Western Railway Company

1 map ; 19 x 25 cm.

Title in upper margin.

Advertising on verso.

In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1891) between p. 902-903

H 668 .703 (1891) bet. p. 902-903 (PrCt)

59835 Northwestern States - Maps - 1894 - Railroads - Maps of the Northern Pacific Railroad and Company (U.S.) - Maps - 1894 -
Northwestern States - Maps - 1901 - Railroads - Maps
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1901) 
1 map : col. ; 20 x 26 cm. 
Title in upper margin. 
Added title in upper margin: Poor's manual--Railroad map of the United States, 1901. 
Advertising on verso. 
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1901) between p. 576-577 
H 668 .703 (1901) bet. p. 576-577 (PrCt) 

Northwestern States - Maps - 1902 - Railroads - Maps
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1902) 
1 map : col. ; 20 x 26 cm. 
Title in upper margin. 
Added title in upper margin: Poor's manual--Railroad map of the United States, 1902. 
Advertising on verso. 
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1902) between p. 544-545 
H 668 .703 (1902) bet. p. 544-545 (PrCt) 

Northwestern States - Maps - 1903 - Railroads - Maps
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1903) 
1 map : col. ; 20 x 26 cm. 
Title in upper margin. 
Added title in upper margin: Poor's manual--Railroad map of the United States, 1903. 
Advertising on verso. 
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1903) between p. 608-609 
H 668 .703 (1903) bet. p. 608-609 (PrCt) 

Northwestern States - Maps - 1904 - Railroads - Maps
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1904) 
1 map : col. ; 20 x 26 cm. 
Title in upper margin. 
Added title in upper margin: Poor's manual--Railroad map of the United States, 1904. 
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. 
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1904) between p. 560-561
H 668 .703 (1904) bet. p. 560-561 (PrCt)

Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1905)
1 map : col. ; 20 x 26 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Added title in upper margin: Poor's manual--Railroad map of the United States, 1905.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1905) between p. 624-625
H 668 .703 (1905) bet. p. 624-625 (PrCt)

Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1906)
1 map : col. ; 20 x 26 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Added title in upper margin: Poor's manual--Railroad map of the United States, 1906.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1906) between p. 640-641
H 668 .703 (1906) bet. p. 640-641 (PrCt)

Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1907)
1 map : col. ; 20 x 26 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Added title in upper margin: Poor's manual--Railroad map of the United States, 1907.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1907) between p. 816-817
H 668 .703 (1907) bet. p. 816-817 (PrCt)

Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Chicago, Milwaukee, and St. Paul Railway Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1908)
1 map ; 18 x 26 cm.
Roughly bounded by Washington State, North Dakota, Oregon and South Dakota.
Inset (7 x 8 cm.): Map of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway.
Verso blank.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1908) between p. 390-391
H 668 .703 (1908) bet. p. 390-391 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Chicago, Milwaukee, and St. Paul Railway Company
1 map : col. ; 38 x 120 cm.
Title in upper margin.
5A 7267 (1908 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1908)
1 map : col. ; 20 x 26 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Added title in upper margin: Poor's manual--Railroad map of the United States, 1908.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1908) between p. 672-673
H 668 .703 (1908) bet. p. 672-673 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Chicago, Milwaukee, and St. Paul Railway Company
1 map : col. ; 38 x 120 cm.
Title in upper margin.
5A 7267 (1909 vol. [1]) (PrCt)
Northwestern States - Maps - 1909-1910
Authors: Chicago, Milwaukee & Puget Sound Railway Company -- Chicago, Milwaukee, and St. Paul Railway Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1909) -- American Bank Note Company
1 map ; 18 x 26 cm.
Roughly bound by Washington State, North Dakota, Oregon and South Dakota.
Inset (7 x 8 cm.): Map of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1909) bet. p. 372-373
H 668 .703 (1909) p. 372-373 (PrCt)

Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1909)
1 map : col. ; 20 x 26 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Added title in upper margin: Poor's manual--Railroad map of the United States, 1909.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1909) between p. 672-673
H 668 .703 (1909) bet. p. 672-673 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Chicago, Milwaukee, and St. Paul Railway Company -- Chicago, Milwaukee & Puget Sound Railway Company -- Tacoma Eastern Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 38 x 121 cm.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 63 x 80 on sheet 73 x 88 cm.
Keyed to 33 named road signs.
Scale [ca. 1:1,690,000].
Plate no. F-19-A.
On verso: Map of Yellowstone National Park.
Plate no. F -- Map of Glacier National Park. Plate no. F.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Cover handstamped "Register of copyrights, Library of Congress ... " and dated "3/14/25" in ms.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Auto Trails 6F 93 (PrCt)

Northwestern States - Maps - 1924 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 63 x 80 on sheet 73 x 88 cm.
Keyed to 33 named road signs.
Scale [ca. 1:1,690,000].
Plate no. F-19-A.
On verso: Map of Yellowstone National Park.
Plate no. F -- Map of Glacier National Park. Plate no. F.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 116 (PrCt)

Northwestern States - Maps - 1925 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 62 x 80 on sheet 73 x 88 cm.
Keyed to 35 named road signs.
Scale [ca. 1:1,382,000].
Plate no. G-25-A.
On verso: Map of Yellowstone National Park.
Plate no. F -- Map of Glacier National Park. Plate no. G.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 186 (PrCt)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Title and Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| RMcN Auto Trails 6F 92 (PrCt) | Newberry Library. 59869 Northwestern States - Maps - 1925 - Road maps  
1 map: col.; 63 x 80 on sheet 73 x 88 cm. Keyed to 35 named road signs.  
Scale [ca. 1:1,382,000].  
Plate no. G-25-A.  
On verso: Map of Yellowstone National Park.  
Plate no. F -- Map of Glacier National Park. Plate no. G.  
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.  
Uniform title: Auto trails  
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).  
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).  
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 148 (PrCt) |
| RMcN Auto Trails 4C 148 (PrCt) | 59870 Northwestern States - Maps - 1926 - Road maps  
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map: col.; 62 x 80 on sheet 73 x 88 cm. Keyed to 20 named road signs.  
Scale [ca. 1:1,382,000].  
Plate no. I-26.  
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.  
Uniform title: Auto trails  
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).  
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).  
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 303 (PrCt) |
| RMcN Auto Trails 4C 247 (PrCt) | 59871 Northwestern States - Maps - 1926 - Road maps  
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map: col.; 62 x 80 on sheet 73 x 88 cm. Keyed to 20 named road signs.  
Scale [ca. 1:1,382,000].  
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.  
Uniform title: Auto trails  
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).  
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).  
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 248 (PrCt) |
| RMcN Auto Trails 4C 248 (PrCt) | 59872 Northwestern States - Maps - 1927 - Road maps  
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map: col.; 62 x 80 on sheet 73 x 88 cm. Keyed to 20 named road signs.  
Scale [ca. 1:1,382,000].  
Plate no. I-26.  
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.  
Uniform title: Auto trails  
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).  
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).  
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 303 (PrCt) |
| RMcN Auto Trails 4C 303 (PrCt) | 59873 Northwestern States - Maps - 1928 - Road maps  
Rand McNally official 1928 road maps  
Battlefield Hiway, the Black Hills (S.D. and Wyo.)  
S.D. and Wyo.  
South Dakota  
Road maps  
South Dakota  
Road maps  
Map of the Custer Battlefield Hiway, the Black Hills  
Custer Battlefield Hiway - Maps - 1928  
Black Hills (S.D. and Wyo.) - Maps - 1928  
Road maps - 1928 - Road maps  
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.  
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Northwestern States - Maps - 1929 - Road maps

1 map : col. ; 57 x 81 cm.
Plate no. K.
Cover title: Rand McNally official auto road map : northwestern United States.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails
'5-20-29' in ms. on title page.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 413 (PrCt)
In Great Northern Railway Company. Annual
Wash. and St. Paul, Minn.
Route map of region roughly between Seattle,
1 map ; on sheet 22 x 29 cm.
Northern Railway
and branch lines
Great Northern Ry. weight of steel rails on main
Maps
Company (U.S.)
Railroads<<>>Great Northern Railway
Northwestern States
RMcN
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
logos.
Panel art: Compass rose; 760 motor oil and D
Wyo.
Cheyenne, Wyo.
map : United S
Mid
Maps on verso (28 x 43 cm. and smaller):
motor trails map : Idaho
Added title: Mid
Diamond road map : Montana, Idaho, Wyoming
Maps
Authors: Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation --
Gallup Map Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 51 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Mid-Continent Petroleum
Maps on verso (28 x 43 cm. and smaller):
Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation motor trails
map : United States -- Helena, Mont. --
Cheyenne, Wyo. -- Sheridan, Wyo. -- Casper,
Wyo. -- Laramie, Wyo.
Panel art: Compass rose; 760 motor oil and D-X
logos.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 5087 (PrCt)

Northwestern States - Maps - 1930 -
Railroads<<>>Great Northern Railway
Company (U.S.) - Maps - 1930<<>>Railroads -
Maps
Great Northern Ry. weight of steel rails on main
and branch lines. [St. Paul, Minn.? Great
Northern Railway Company?, 1930?].
Authors: Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.)
1 map ; on sheet 22 x 29 cm.
Route map of region roughly between Seattle,
Wash. and St. Paul, Minn.
In Great Northern Railway Company. Annual
report ... December 31, 1929 ... Forty-first report
[St. Paul, Minn.?; Great Northern Railway
Company?, 1930?] p. 32.
5A 7267 (1929 vol. [2]) (PrCt)
59880

Northwestern States - Maps - 1930 -
Railroads<<>>Great Northern Railway
Company (U.S.) - Maps - 1930<<>>Railroads -
Maps
Great Northern Ry. weight of steel rails on main
and branch lines. [St. Paul, Minn.? Great
Northern Railway Company?, 1930?].
Authors: Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.)
1 map ; on sheet 22 x 29 cm.
Route map of region roughly between Seattle,
Wash. and St. Paul, Minn.
In Great Northern Railway Company. Annual
report ... December 31, 1929 ... Forty-first report
[St. Paul, Minn.?; Great Northern Railway
Company?, 1930?] p. 32.
5A 7267 (1929 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

59882

Northwestern States - Maps - 1930 -
Roads<<>>Great Northern Railway
Company (U.S.) - Maps - 1930<<>>Roads -
Maps
Great Northern Ry. : eastern section. [Chicago :
La Salle Extension University, 1930].
Authors: La Salle Extension University. Atlas of
traffic maps (1930) -- Great Northern Railway
Company (U.S.)
1 map ; 18 x 25 cm.
No. 3113" --at bottom.
Added title in right margin: Great Northern
Railway (eastern section).
In Atlas of traffic maps (Chicago: La Salle
Extension University, 1930) p. 143.
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .A73 1930 p. 142 (PrCt)
59883

Northwestern States - Maps - 1930 -
Roads<<>>Northern Pacific Railway
Company - Maps - 1930<<>>Roads -
Maps
Northern Pacific Railway. [Chicago : La Salle
Extension University, 1930].
Authors: La Salle Extension University. Atlas of
traffic maps (1930) -- Northern Pacific Railway
Company
1 map ; 10 x 32 cm. on sheet 28 x 39 cm.
On the same sheet with: Soo Line : Minneapolis,
Added title in upper margin: Minneapolis, St. Paul
In Atlas of traffic maps (Chicago: La Salle
Extension University, 1930) p. 162-163.
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .A73 1930 p. 162-163 (PrCt)
59884

Northwestern States - Maps - 1930 -
Roads<<>>Roads
Texaco road map : 1930 : Idaho, Montana,
Wyoming. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company,
1930.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 68 cm. on sheet 56 x 71 cm.
Verso blank.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 23.17.1 (PrCt)

Northwestern States - Maps - 1930 - Road maps

1 map : both sides ; 87 x 127 cm., on sheet 91 x 72 cm.
Plate no. L 1179.
Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto road map of northwestern United States and southwestern Canada ... (Chicago and New York : Rand McNally & Company, 1930). 95 p. : maps, ill. ; 19 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally official auto road map: Northwestern United States and southwestern Canada.
Roughly bounded by British Columbia, Manitoba, California, and Missouri.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B.BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Handstamp on title page: Register of Copyrights.
Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.
'2-10-30' in ms. on title page.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 466 (PrCt)

Northwestern States - Maps - 1931 - Railroads

Authors: Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 68 cm. on sheet 56 x 71 cm.
'Spring edition.'
Verso blank.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 23.18 (PrCt)

Northwestern States - Maps - 1932 - Railroads

Great Northern Ry. weight of steel rails on main and branch lines. [St. Paul, Minn.? Great Northern Railway Company?, 1932?] .
Authors: Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; on sheet 22 x 29 cm.
Route map of region roughly between Seattle, Wash. and St. Paul, Minn.
In Great Northern Railway Company. Annual report ... December 31, 1931 ... Forty-third report [St. Paul, Minn.? : Great Northern Railway Company?, 1932?] p. 30.
5A 7267 (1931 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Northwestern States - Maps - 1932 - Road maps

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 68 cm. on sheet 56 x 71 cm.
Panel art: Texaco compass on U.S. map.
'Spring edition'.
Verso includes insets of twelve cities and:
Yellowstone National Park showing roads & trails -- Glacier National Park showing roads & trails.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
59889
Northwestern States - Maps - 1935 - Road maps

Northwestern States - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Highway map of Montana, Wyoming, Idaho, North Dakota, South Dakota, Nebraska ...
Litening Gasoline. Chicago : Rand McNally, [1935].

Northwestern States - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1935].

Northwestern States - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Great Northern Ry. weight of steel rails on main and branch lines. [St. Paul, Minn.? Great Northern Railway Company?, 1935?].
Authors: Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.)

Northwestern States - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
1 map ; on sheet 22 x 29 cm.
Route map of region roughly between Seattle, Wash. and St. Paul, Minn.
In Great Northern Railway Company. Forty-sixth annual report ... December 31, 1934 [St. Paul, Minn.? : Great Northern Railway Company?, 1935?] p. 32.

5A 7267 (1934 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Northwestern States - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Montana National Park (Colo.)
(Mont.) maps<<>>Yellowstone National Park

Northwestern States - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
3 maps<<>>Road maps

Northwestern States - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Verso includes eighteen city inset maps and:

Northwestern States - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
1 map : col. ; 72 x 68 cm.
Panel title.
Includes table of "State and federal gasoline taxes as of June 10th, 1935."
Plate no. Q.3327
Maps on verso (28 x 26 cm. and smaller) :
Panel art: Texaco compass logo.
Adhesive label no. "27" on verso.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 170.27 (PrCt)

Northwestern States - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Northwestern States
1 map : col. ; 67 x 71 cm. on sheet 71 x 75 cm.
Panel art: Texaco logo within compass.
Panel no. 6-35.
Verso includes sixteen city inset maps and:
Yellowstone National Park -- Rocky Mountain National Park -- Glacier National Park.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 25A.15 (PrCt)

Northwestern States - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Rocky Mountain National Park -- Glacier National Park (Colo.) -- Maps - 1935 - Road maps<<>>Rocky Mountain National Park (Colo.) - Maps - 1935 - Road maps<<>>Glacier National Park (Mont.) - Maps - 1935 - Road maps<<>>Road maps

Northwestern States - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
1 map : col. ; 67 x 71 cm. on sheet 71 x 75 cm.
Panel art: Texaco logo within compass.

Northwestern States - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Yellowstone National Park -- Glacier National Park (Mont.) -- Maps - 1935 - Road maps<<>>Road maps

Northwestern States - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Rocky Mountain National Park (Colo.) - Maps - 1935 - Road maps<<>>Rocky Mountain National Park (Colo.) - Maps - 1935 - Road maps<<>>Road maps

Northwestern States - Maps - 1935 - Road maps

Northwestern States - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
1 map : col. ; 67 x 71 cm. on sheet 71 x 75 cm.
Panel art: Texaco logo within compass.

59904 **Northwestern States - Maps - 1936 - Railroads**<br>Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.) - Maps - 1936 - Railroads - Maps<br>Great Northern Ry. weight of steel rails on main and branch lines. [St. Paul, Minn.? Great Northern Railway Company?, 1936?].<br>Authors: Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.)<br>1 map; on sheet 22 x 29 cm.<br>Route map of region roughly between Seattle, Wash. and St. Paul, Minn.<br>In Great Northern Railway Company.<br>Forty-seventh annual report ... December 31, 1935 [St. Paul, Minn.? Great Northern Railway Company?, 1936?] p. 36.<br>5A 7267 (1935 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

59905 **Northwestern States - Maps - 1936 - Road maps**<br>Northwest United States info-map: Gulf. Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1936].<br>Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)<br>1 map: col.; 42 x 79 cm.<br>Panel title.<br>Added title: Gulf road map of northwestern United States.<br>Date from RMcN 185 ms index.<br>Plate no. R.3656.<br>Map on verso (38 x 58 cm.): Gulf road map of United States.<br>RMcN AE 185.96 (PrCt)


59909 **Northwestern States - Maps - 1937 - Railroads**<br>Great Northern Railway Company, 1937? p. 36.
International Peace Park (Mont. and Alta.) -
Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 69 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 109 ms. index.
Plate no. S. 3227
Maps on verso (68 x 53 cm. and smaller): Texaco road map : North Dakota, South Dakota -- Yellowstone National Park -- Waterton-Glacier International Peace Park.
Panel Art: Texaco logo and U.S. outline.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 109.8 (PrCt)

Northwestern States - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Map of United States, car, Cities Service sign and "serves a nation" slogan.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1852 (PrCt)

Northwestern States - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Signal road map ... : Washington, Oregon, Idaho. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1937]?
Authors: Signal Oil and Gas Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: "Signal gasoline" traffic light logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1985 (PrCt)

Northwestern States - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 55 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Panel art: Service station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 25A.10 (PrCt)

Northwestern States - Maps - 1938 - Railroads
Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.) - Maps - 1938 - Railroads - Maps
Great Northern Ry. weight of steel rails on main and branch lines. [St. Paul, Minn.? Great Northern Railway Company?, 1938?].
Authors: Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.)
1 map ; on sheet 22 x 29 cm.
Route map of region roughly between Seattle, Wash. and St. Paul, Minn.
In Great Northern Railway Company. Forty-ninth annual report ... December 31, 1937 [St. Paul, Minn.?]: Great Northern Railway Company?, 1938?] p. 36.
5A 7267 (1937 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Northwestern States - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 55 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Panel art: Service station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 25A.19 (PrCt)

Northwestern States - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Authors: Yale Oil Corporation (Billings, Mont.) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 33 x 51 cm. on sheet 36 x 54 cm.
Panel art: Litening Gasoline sign, mountains, stream.
Verso includes maps of the Black Hills region, Yellowstone National Park, and Glacier National Park.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 25A.39 (PrCt)

Gousha Clients 3333 (PrCt)

59926 Northwestern States - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

Panel art: road leading to a Cities Service gas station and sign; slogan “buy at this sign.” Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 3375 (PrCt)

59927 Northwestern States - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

Authors: Golden State Automobile Club -- Automobile Dealers of California -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map; col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm. Panel title.
Panel art: Golden State Automobile Club logo, slogan “owned and operated by the Automobile Dealers of California”, car, outdoor recreation scenes. Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 3451 (PrCt)

59928 Northwestern States - Maps - 1939 - Road maps


RMcN AE 25A.25 (PrCt)

59929 Northwestern States - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

*Southwestern States - Maps - 1939 - Road maps*

*Road maps : Gulf. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1939].*
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map; col.; 43 x 78 cm. Panel title.

59930 Northwestern States - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map; col.; 50 x 68 cm. Panel title.

59931 Northwestern States - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

*Southwestern States - Maps - 1939 - Road maps*

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map; col.; 51 x 69 cm. Panel title.
Added title: Texaco trip map of northwestern United States. *Compiled and copyrighted August 1939. Texaco
national road reports."
Identifies roads closed and under construction.
Plate no. U 3900.
Insets (11 x 8 cm. and smaller): Salt Lake City
and vicinity -- Seattle and vicinity -- Portland
and vicinity.
Maps on verso (51 x 69 cm. and smaller): Texaco
trip map of southwestern United States -- Denver
and vicinity -- Los Angeles and vicinity -- San
Francisco, Oakland and vicinity.
Panel art: Map of western U.S. and Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 180.143 (Pr Ct)

59932

Northwestern States - Maps - 1939 - Road
maps
United States Highway 2 - Maps - 1939
United States Highway 10 - Maps - 1939
Road maps
U.S. 2-10, northern routes west-east : California
Company interstate route map : northern routes,
Authors: Standard Oil Company of California
H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (10 p.) : 5 col. maps ; 23 x 21 cm.,
folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Calso gasoline station, logo and slogan
“Call for Calso Gasoline and RPM Motor Oil in
Montana, Wyoming, Nebraska, Colorado, North
and South Dakota.”
Includes United States road map at front,
followed by 4 maps covering routes between
Seattle and Minneapolis-Saint Paul, Minnesota.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry
Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3339 (Pr Ct)

59934

Northwestern States - Maps - 1939 - Road
maps
United States Highway 2 - Maps - 1939
United States Highway 10 - Maps - 1939
Road maps
U.S. 2-10, northern routes, west-east : Standard
Oil interstate route map : northern routes, US 2,
Authors: Standard Oil Company of California
H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([1], 11, [1] p.) : 5 col. maps ; 23 x 21 cm.,
folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Cover title.
Text and maps printed back-to-back on 3 sheets
(each 23 x 40 cm.), stapled and folded to 23 x 11.
Panel art: Standard Oil gas station and slogan "at
your service from Canada to Mexico, Standard
Stations, Inc. & authorized distributors."
Includes United States road map at front,
followed by 4 maps covering routes between
Washington state and Minnesota.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry
Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3629 (Pr Ct)

59935

Northwestern States - Maps - 1939 - Road
maps
United States Highway 30 - Maps - 1939
United States Highway 40 - Maps - 1939
United States Highway 50 - Maps - 1939
Road maps
U.S. 30-40-50, central routes, west-east : Standard
Oil interstate route map : central routes,
US 30, 40, 50. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co.,
c1939.
Authors: Standard Oil Company of California
H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([1], 11, [1] p.) : 5 col. maps ; 23 x 21 cm.,
folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Cover title.
Text and maps printed back-to-back on 3 sheets
(each 23 x 40 cm.), stapled and folded to 23 x 11.
Panel art: Standard Oil gas station and slogan "at
your service from Canada to Mexico, Standard
Stations, Inc., Standard Oil dealers."
Includes United States road map at front,
followed by 4 maps covering routes between
Portland, Oregon/SanFrancisco and Kansas City.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry
Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3630 (Pr Ct)

59936

Northwestern States - Maps - 1939 - Road
maps
United States Highway 30 - Maps - 1939
United States Highway 40 - Maps - 1939
United States Highway 50 - Maps - 1939
Road maps
U.S. 30-40-50, central routes, west-east :
Northwest Airlines souvenir air log. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [194-?].
Authors: Northwest Airlines, inc -- Rand McNally and Company
1 map : col. ; 39 x 85 cm.
Panel title.
Shows Northwest Airlines routes in the northwestern U.S.
Inset (24 x 24 cm.): Polar map showing Northwest Airlines proposed international service. Maps on verso (39 x 77 cm. and 21 x 33 cm.): [Northwest Airlines route map of the Middle West] -- Map of United States Airways showing Northwest Airlines present and proposed domestic service in red, other air lines in blue. Border includes historical vignettes of aircraft. Panel art: View of NWA airplane casting its shadow above a town; NWA logo Accompanied by mimeographed pricing slip: "150 M [thousand]. Souvenir Air Logs. $52.75 per M. $7912.50, Northwest Airlines, Inc., St. Paul, Minnesota, March 28 1944, Commercial Department."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3632 (PrCt)

Northwestern States - Maps - 1940 - Railroads>>>Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.) - Maps - 1940>>>Railroads - Maps
Great Northern Ry. weight of steel rails on main and branch lines. [St. Paul, Minn.? Great Northern Railway Company?, 1940?].
Authors: Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.)
1 map ; on sheet 22 x 29 cm.
Route map of region roughly between Seattle, Wash. and St. Paul, Minn.
In Great Northern Railway Company. Fifty-first annual report ... December 31, 1939 [St. Paul, Minn.? : Great Northern Railway Company?, 1940?] p. 36.
5A 7267 (1939 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Northwestern States - Maps - 1940 - Road maps>>>Road maps
The Northwestern states road map / Cities Service. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1940?].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: road with cars, Cities Service sign and gas station attendant; slogan "helpful service wherever you go!"
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3734 (PrCt)
Northwestern States - Maps - 1940 - Road maps

Northwestern States

Maps on verso (42 x 78 cm. and smaller): Gulf : northwestern United States info-map.

Panel title.

Added title: Gulf : northwestern United States info-map.

Date from RMcN AE 180 ms. index.

Plate no. V. 4009.


Panel title.

Added title: Gulf sign over cars on road.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN AE 180.145A (PrCt)

59946

Northwestern States - Maps - 1940 - Road maps


Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

1 map : col. ; 43 x 79 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Gulf sign over cars on road.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 3985 (PrCt)

59945

Northwestern States - Maps - 1940 - Road maps

[Shell Oil Company road maps of the northwestern United States]. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1940?].

Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

4 maps : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Collective title supplied by cataloger.

All sheets include added titles beginning: Shell official road map of ....

Plate nos. "11-N 1940-1" or "12-N 1940-1" on all sheets.

Includes maps covering Idaho, Montana, Oregon, and Wyoming.

All sheets include map on verso (29 x 44 cm.):

United States mileage and driving time along main transcontinental highways.

Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."

All sheets handstamped "Copyrighted," "1941," and "Received from [blank] Jul 28 1941 Rand McNally & Co. Blazed Trails Dept. by RE" or same handstamp dated "Oct 18 1941."

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 5120-5123 (PrCt)

59943

Northwestern States - Maps - 1940 - Road maps


Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

1 map : col. ; 47 x 56 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.

Panel art: Sinclair sign.


Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 25A.32 (PrCt)

59944

Northwestern States - Maps - 1940 - Road maps

Highway map : northwestern section of the United States ... / compliments of Standard Oil Company of Indiana. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1940?].

Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Panel art: cars, gas pumps, and "Standard Service" sign.

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 3792 (PrCt)

59942

Northwestern States - Maps - 1940 - Road maps


Authors: Pan American Highway System -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

4 maps : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Collective title supplied by cataloger.

All sheets include added titles beginning: Pan American Highway System ....

Plate nos. "11-N Pan 1940-1" on all sheets.

Includes maps covering California, Oregon, Pacific Northwest, and the entire system.

On verso: Unidentified maps.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 3985 (PrCt)
Northwestern States - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
59947 Northwestern States - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
59950 Northwestern States - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
59948 Northwestern States - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
59951 Northwestern States - Maps - 1940 - Road maps

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Identifies roads closed and under construction. Plate no. V. 4067.
Inset (13 x 11 cm and smaller): Seattle and vicinity -- Portland and vicinity -- Salt Lake City and vicinity.
Maps on verso (51 x 69 cm. and smaller): Texaco trip map of southwestern United States -- San Francisco, Oakland and vicinity -- Denver and vicinity -- Los Angeles and vicinity -- Southern Texas.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 183.18 (PrCt)

Northwestern States - Maps - 1940 - Road maps Southwestern States - Maps - 1940 - Road maps West (U.S.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 51 x 69 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco trip map of northwestern United States.
"Copyright June 1940. Texaco national road reports."
Identifies roads closed and under construction. Plate no. V. 4067.
Inset (13 x 11 cm and smaller): Seattle and vicinity -- Portland and vicinity -- Salt Lake City and vicinity.
Maps on verso (51 x 69 cm. and smaller): Texaco trip map of southwestern United States -- San Francisco, Oakland and vicinity -- Denver and vicinity -- Los Angeles and vicinity -- Southern Texas.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 183.20 (PrCt)

Northwestern States - Maps - 1940 - Road maps United States Highway 2 - Maps - 1940 - United States Highway 10 - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([1], 10, [1] p.) : 5 col. maps ; 23 x 21 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Cover title.
Text and maps printed back-to-back on 3 sheets (each 23 x 40 cm.), stapled and folded to 23 x 11; pagination includes front and back covers.
Panel art: Calso Gasoline station and slogan "call for Calso gasoline and RPM motor oil in Montana, Wyoming, Nebraska, Colorado, North and South Dakota."
Includes United States road map at front, followed by 4 maps covering routes between Washington state and Minnesota.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3945 (PrCt)

Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([1], 10, [1] p.) : 5 col. maps ; 23 x 21 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Cover title.
Text and maps printed back-to-back on 3 sheets (each 23 x 40 cm.), stapled and folded to 23 x 11; pagination includes front and back covers.
Panel art: Calso Gasoline station and slogan "call for Calso gasoline and RPM motor oil in Montana, Wyoming, Nebraska, Colorado, North and South Dakota."
Includes United States road map at front, followed by 4 maps covering routes between Portland, Oregon/SanFrancisco and Kansas City.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3946 (PrCt)

59956
Northwestern States - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
United States Highway 30 - Maps - 1940
United States Highway 40 - Maps - 1940
United States Highway 50 - Maps - 1940
Road maps
U.S. 30-40-50, central routes, west-east :
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., c1940.
Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([1], 10, [1] p.) : 5 col. maps ; 23 x 21 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Cover title.
Text and maps printed back-to-back on 3 sheets (each 23 x 40 cm.), stapled and folded to 23 x 11;
pagination includes front and back covers.
Panel art: Standard station and slogan "At your service from Canada to Mexico, Standard Stations, Inc. & authorized distributors."
Includes United States road map at front, followed by 4 maps covering routes between Portland, Oregon/SanFrancisco and Kansas City.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3968 (PrCt)

59957
Northwestern States - Maps - 1941 - Railroads
Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.) - Maps - 1941
Railroads - Maps
Great Northern Ry. weight of steel rails on main and branch lines. [St. Paul, Minn.? Great Northern Railway Company?, 1941?].
Authors: Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.)
1 map ; on sheet 29 x 22 cm.
Route map of region roughly between Seattle, Wash. and St. Paul, Minn.
In Great Northern Railway Company. 52nd annual report ... December 31, 1940 (St. Paul, Minn. : [Great Northern Railway Company?, 1941?]) p. 40.
5A 7267 (1940 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

59958
Northwestern States - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Alaska Highway - Maps - 1941
Southwestern States - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Pan American Highway System - Maps - 1941 - Mexico - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Western United States info-map : Gulf.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1941].
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 79 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Gulf : northwestern United States info-map.
Date from RMcN AE 180 ms. index.
Plate no. W. 4119.
Inset (13 x 6 cm.): Proposed international highway between Alaska and United States.
Panel art: Gulf sign over car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 180.170 (PrCt)

59959
Northwestern States - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Alaska Highway - Maps - 1941
Southwestern States - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Pan American Highway System - Maps - 1941 - Mexico - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Western United States info-map : Gulf.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1941].
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 79 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Gulf : northwestern United States info-map.
Date from RMcN AE 183 ms. index.
Plate no. W. 4119.
Inset (13 x 6 cm.): Proposed international highway between Alaska and United States.
Panel art: Gulf sign over car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 183.26 (PrCt)
Northwestern States - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 47 x 56 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Plate no. W.4019.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 25A.36 (PrCt)

Northwestern States - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 47 x 56 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Panel art: Car beneath Sinclair sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 25A.37 (PrCt)

Northwestern States - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Authors: Skelly Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: 43 x 49 cm.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4275 (PrCt)

Northwestern States - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Authors: Skelly Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 47 x 64 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Skelly 1941 official road map: northwestern section of the United States.
Plate no. 461-S.C.-O-1.
Maps on verso (29 x 44 cm. and smaller): United States mileage and driving time along main transcontinental highways -- Skelly credit service from coast-to-coast -- Seattle -- Portland.
Panel art: Skelly sign and gas station attendant.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 5151 (PrCt)

Northwestern States - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Highway map: northwestern section of the United States / compliments of Standard Oil Company of Indiana. Chicago: H.M. Gousha Co., [1941].
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4308 (PrCt)

Northwestern States - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Mobilgas road map: western states. [Chicago?] : General Petroleum Corporation of California, [1941].
Authors: General Petroleum Corporation of California -- Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 43 x 49 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Road map of [north] western United States / published by General Petroleum Corp. of California, a Socony Vacuum Oil Company.
Insets (14 x 9 cm. and smaller): Seattle, Wash. -- Spokane, Wash. -- Tacoma, Wash. -- Portland, Oreg.
"Copyright by Rand McNally & Company, Chicago, Ill."
Date from RMcN AE 180 ms. index.
Plate no. W. 4132.
Maps on verso (43 x 49 cm. and smaller): Road map of [south] western United States -- San Francisco and East Bay cities, Calif. -- Los Angeles and vicinity, Calif.
Panel art: Mobilgas logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 180.171 (PrCt)

Northwestern States - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Authors: Skelly Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 47 x 64 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Skelly 1941 official road map: northwestern section of the United States.
Plate no. 461-S.C.-O-1.
Maps on verso (29 x 44 cm. and smaller): United States mileage and driving time along main...
- Road maps<<>>West (U.S.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
  Mobilgas road map : western states. [Chicago?] : General Petroleum Corporation of California, [1941].
  Authors: General Petroleum Corporation of California -- Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
  1 map : col. ; 43 x 49 cm.
  Panel title.
  Added title: Road map of [north] western United States / published by General Petroleum Corp. of California, a Socony Vacuum Oil Company.
  Insets (14 x 9 cm. and smaller) : Seattle, Wash. -- Spokane, Wash. -- Tacoma, Wash. -- Portland, Oreg.
  "Copyright by Rand McNally & Company, Chicago, Ill."
  Date from RMcN AE 183 ms. index.
  Plate no. W. 4132.
  Maps on verso (43 x 49 cm. and smaller): Road map of [south] western United States -- San Francisco and East Bay cities, Calif. -- Los Angeles and vicinity, Calif.
  Panel art: Mobilgas logo.
  Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
  RMcN AE 183.28 (Pr.Ct)

- Road maps<<>>Southwestern States - Maps - 1941 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
  Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
  1 map : col. ; 51 x 69 cm.
  Panel title.
  Added title: Texaco trip map of northwestern United States.
  "Copyright July 1941. Texaco national road reports."
  Identifies roads closed and under construction.
  Plate no. W. 4067.
  Inset (11 x 8 cm.): Seattle and vicinity
  Maps on verso (51 x 69 cm. and smaller): Texaco trip map of southwestern United States -- Los Angeles and vicinity -- Southern Texas.
  Panel art: Texaco sign.
  Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
  RMcN AE 180.167 (Pr.Ct)

- Road maps<<>>Southwestern States - Maps - 1941 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
  Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
  1 map : col. ; 51 x 69 cm.
  Panel title.
  Added title: Texaco trip map of southwestern United States.
  "Copyright March 1941. Texaco national road reports."
  Identifies roads closed and under construction.
  Plate no. V. 4067.
  Inset (13 x 11 cm.): Seattle and vicinity
  Maps on verso (51 x 69 cm. and smaller): Texaco trip map of southwestern United States -- Los Angeles and vicinity -- Southern Texas.
  Panel art: Texaco sign.
  Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
  RMcN AE 183.19 (Pr.Ct)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

59973
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 51 x 69 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco trip map of northwestern United States.
"Copyright March 1941. Texaco national road reports."
Identifies roads closed and under construction.
Plate no. W. 4067.
Inset (13 x 10 cm.): Seattle and vicinity.
Maps on verso (51 x 69 cm. and smaller): Texaco trip map of southwestern United States -- Los Angeles and vicinity -- Southern Texas.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 183.36 (PrCt)

59974
Northwestern States - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
United States Highway 2 - Maps - 1941
United States Highway 10 - Maps - 1941
Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 51 x 69 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco trip map of northwestern United States.
"Copyright July 1941. Texaco national road reports."
Identifies roads closed and under construction.
Plate no. W. 4067.
Inset (13 x 10 cm.): Seattle and vicinity.
Maps on verso (51 x 69 cm. and smaller): Texaco trip map of southwestern United States -- Los Angeles and vicinity -- Southern Texas.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 183.38 (PrCt)

59975
Northwestern States - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
United States Highway 2 - Maps - 1941
United States Highway 10 - Maps - 1941
Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 51 x 69 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco trip map of northwestern United States.
"Copyright December 1941. Texaco national road reports."
Identifies roads closed and under construction.
Plate no. W. 4067.
Inset (13 x 10 cm.): Seattle and vicinity.
Maps on verso (51 x 69 cm. and smaller): Texaco trip map of southwestern United States -- Los Angeles and vicinity -- Southern Texas.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 183.36 (PrCt)
Northwestern States - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Includes United States road map at front, followed by 4 maps covering routes between
Washington state and Minnesota.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4292 (PrCt)

59978 Northwestern States - Maps - 1942 - Railroads
Profile and rail chart. [St. Paul, Minn.? Great Northern Railway Company?, 1942?].
Authors: Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.)
1 elevation profile and 1 map ; on sheet 28 x 22 cm.
Covers route between Seattle, Wash. and St. Paul, Minn.
Includes legend: Weight of steel rails (lbs. per yard of rail)
Plate no.: G
In Great Northern Railway Company. 53rd annual report ... December 31, 1941 (St. Paul, Minn.: [Great Northern Railway Company?, 1942?]) p. 41.
5A 7267 (1941 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Northwestern States - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Alaska Highway - Maps - 1942
Southwestern States - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps - Pan American Highway System - Maps - 1942 - Mexico - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 79 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Gulf : northwestern United States info-map.
Date from RMcN AE 183 ms. index.
Plate no. X. 4201.
Inset (13 x 6 cm.): Proposed international highway between Alaska and United States.
Panel art: Gulf sign over car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 183.45 (PrCt)

Northwestern States - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Maritime Provinces - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Southern States - Maps - 1942 - Road maps - East (U.S.) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Eastern United States : Sinclair H-C gasoline tour map. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company,
Northwestern States - Maps - 1942 - Road maps

Northwestern states road map / Cities Service Oils ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1942?].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: rural road scene, Cities Service Oils logo, and slogan "start every trip at your Cities Service dealer's."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4393 (PrCt)

Northwestern States - Maps - 1942 - Road maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 56 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 76 ms. index.
Plate no. X. 4019
Map on verso (31 x 47 cm.): Rand McNally road map : United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 76.5 (PrCt)

Northwestern States - Maps - 1942 - Road maps

Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 56 cm.
Panel title.

Date from RMcN AE 76.6 (PrCt)
59984 Northwestern States - Maps - 1942 - Road maps

Highway map : northwestern section of the United States / compliments of Standard Oil Company of Indiana. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1942?].
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: cars, gas pumps, "Standard Service" sign, and statement "help national defense, conserve paper . . .".
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4632 (PrCt)

Northwestern States - Maps - 1942 - Road maps

Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: gas station and slogans "oil is ammunition, use it wisely" and "let's get associated."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4663 (PrCt)

Northwestern States - Maps - 1942 - Road maps

Texaco touring service trip map of western United States ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, c1942.
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 86 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco trip map of northwestern United States.
"Copyright March 1942 Texaco national road reports .... "
Identifies roads closed and under construction.
Includes "general regulations for tourists ... corrected to 2nd September, 1941."
Dated 1941 in error on RMcN 187 ms. index.
Plate no. W. 4067.
Inset (14 x 10 cm.): Seattle and vicinity.
Maps on verso (68 x 86 cm. and smaller): Texaco trip map of southwestern United States -- Los Angeles and vicinity -- Southern Texas.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 187.26 (PrCt)

59987 Northwestern States - Maps - 1942 - Road maps-Southwestern States - Maps - 1942 - Road maps-West (U.S.) - Maps - 1942-Road maps
Mobigas road map : western states. Chicago : General Petroleum Corporation, [1942].
Authors: General Petroleum Corporation of California -- Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map, col. ; 44 x 50 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Road Map of western United States [northwestern section] / published by General Petroleum Corp. of California, a Socony Vacuum Company
Date from RMcN AE 187 ms. index.
Plate no. X. 4132.
Insets (14 x 10 cm. and smaller): Seattle -- Spokane -- Tacoma -- Portland.
Maps on verso (44 x 50 cm. and smaller): Road map of Western United States [southwestern section] -- San Francisco -- Los Angeles and vicinity.
Panel art: Mobiglias logo and landscape view.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 187.7 (PrCt)

59988 Northwestern States - Maps - 1942 - Road maps-Waterton-Glacier International Peace Park (Mont. and Alta.) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps-Yellowstone National Park - Maps - 1942 - Road maps-Road maps
Idaho, Montana road map : Union Oil Company.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1942].
Authors: Union Oil Company of California -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 56 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 76 ms. index.
Plate no. X. 4019
Panel art: Cartoon of confused motorists in car among Lostville road signs over happy motorists in cars with Union Oil road map.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 187.24 (PrCt)

59990 Northwestern States - Maps - 1943 - Road maps-Southwestern States - Maps - 1943 - Road maps-West (U.S.) - Maps - 1943 - Road maps-Road maps
Texaco touring service trip map of western United States ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1943].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 85 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco trip map of northwestern United States.
Date from RMcN 187 ms. index.
Includes table of "state and federal gasoline taxes as of 2nd Jan., 1943."
Plate no. Y 4067 (A).
Inset (14 x 10 cm.): Seattle and vicinity.
Maps on verso (68 x 85 cm. and smaller): Texaco trip map of southwestern United States -- Los Angeles and vicinity -- Southern Texas.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 187.20 (PrCt)

59991 Northwestern States - Maps - 1944 - Railroads-Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.) - Maps - 1944-Railroads - Maps
Profile and rail chart. [St. Paul, Minn.? Great Northern Railway Company?, 1944?].
Authors: Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.)
1 elevation profile and 1 map ; on sheet 30 x 24 cm.
Covers route between Seattle, Wash. and St. Paul, Minn.
Includes legend: Weight of steel rails (lbs. per yard of rail)
Plate no.: G
Northwestern States - Maps - 1947 - Railroads

Road maps
Highway map : northwestern United States ... / compliments of Standard Oil Company (Indiana).
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1946?].
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4957 (PrCt)

Northwestern States - Maps - 1946 - Road maps

Road maps
Waterton-Glacier National Park (Mont. and Alta.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Yellowstone National Park - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Grand Teton National Park (Wyo.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Road maps
Montana, Wyoming, Idaho and adjoining states ...
Socony-Vacuum Oil Company, Incorporated.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1946].
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 55 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Montana, Wyoming-Idaho :
Socony-Vacuum Oil Company, Inc.
Date from RMcN AE 76 ms. index.
Plate no. 464019V (2).
Maps on verso (42 x 48 cm. and smaller):
[Northwestern states] -- Waterton-Glacier
International Peace Park -- Yellowstone and Grand Teton national parks.
Panel art: Mobilgas logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 76.26 (PrCt)

Northwestern States - Maps - 1947 - Railroads

Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.) - Maps - 1947 - Railroads - Maps
Profile and rail chart. [St. Paul, Minn.? Great Northern Railway Company?, 1947?].
Authors: Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.)
1 elevation profile and 1 map ; 15 x 20 cm., on sheet 30 x 24 cm.
Covers Great Northern Railway route between Seattle, Wash. and St. Paul, Minn.
Includes legend: Weight of steel rails (lbs. per yard of rail)
Plate no.: G
In Great Northern Railway Company. 58th annual report ... 1946 (St. Paul, Minn.: [Great Northern Railway Company?, 1947?] p. 37.
5A 7267 (1946 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Northwestern States - Maps - 1947 - Railroads

Soo Line Railroad Company - Maps - 1947
Road maps
Soo Line Railroad Company - Maps - 1947
Road maps
Sox Line Railroad Company - Maps - 1947
Road maps
Western United States Info-map : Gulf ...
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1947].
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 78 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Gulf : northwestern United States info-map
Date from RMcN AE 188 ms. index.
Plate no. 473785 V (2).
Inset (13 x 7 cm.): International Highway between...
Alaska and United States.
Maps on verso (43 x 78 cm. and smaller): Gulf : southwestern United States info-map -- Pan American Highway through Mexico -- Lower Rio Grande Valley.
Panel art: Gulf sign over car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 188.26 (PrCt)

60004  Northwestern States - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Alaska Highway - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Southwestern States - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Pan American Highway System - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Mexico - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Western United States info-map : Gulf ...
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1947].
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 43 x 79 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Gulf : northwestern United States info-map
Date from RMcN AE 188 ms. index.
Plate no. 473785 V (2) 1.
Inset (13 x 7 cm.): International Highway between Alaska and United States.
Maps on verso (43 x 78 cm. and smaller): Gulf : southwestern United States info-map -- Pan American Highway through Mexico -- Lower Rio Grande Valley.
Panel art: Gulf sign over car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 188.35 (PrCt)

60005  Northwestern States - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Cities Service gas station, various cartoon images, and slogan "Cities Service dealers help make every trip a treat."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5228 (PrCt)

60006  Northwestern States - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Rand McNally road map Idaho-Montana
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 47 x 56 cm.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
and slogan "let's get associated."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5274 (PrCt)

60010 Northwestern States - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "U", indicating 1947 publication.
Panel art: giant gas station attendant holding road map standing above gas station with cars and slogan "let's get associated."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5279 (PrCt)

60011 Northwestern States - Maps - 1948-1965 - Natural gas pipelines
Tide Water Associated Oil Company map of Washington, Idaho, Montana, and slogan "let's get associated." in oil pipeline.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5279 (PrCt)

60012 Northwestern States - Maps - 1948 - Pictorial maps
Tide Water Associated Oil Company map of Washington, Idaho, Montana, and slogan "let's get associated." in oil pipeline.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5279 (PrCt)

60013 Northwestern States - Maps - 1948 - Railroads
Date from RMcN AE 76 ms. index.
Plate no. 4803
Inset maps (each 19 x 21 cm.): Waterton-Glacier International Peace Park -- Yellowstone National Park.
Map on verso (47 x 55 cm.): Idaho, Montana, Wyoming.
Panel art: Cartoon of motorist in car at pump with two Union "Minute Men."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 76.42 (PrCt)

60014 Northwestern States - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Rand McNally & Company, 
[1948].
Authors: Union Oil Company of California -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
5A 7267 (1947 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

60015 Northwestern States - Maps - 1948 - Pictorial maps
Union Oil Company. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1948].
Authors: Union Oil Company of California -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
60017 Northwestern States - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
1. Alaska Highway - Maps - 1948
2. Southwestern States - Maps - 1948
4. West (U.S.) - Maps - 1948
5. Alaska and United States
6. Northwestern United States

Added title: Northwestern United States.
Date from RMcN AE 182 ms. index.
Plate no. 8-473785V(2)-1.
Inset (13 x 7 cm.): International Highway between Alaska and United States.
Maps on verso (43 x 79 cm. and smaller):
Southwestern United States -- Pan American Highway through Mexico -- Lower Rio Grande Valley.
Panel art: Cartoons of motorists at gas station with Union "Minute Men."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 182.16 (PrCt)

60018 Northwestern States - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
1. Alaska Highway - Maps - 1948
2. Southwestern States - Maps - 1948
3. Mexico - Maps - 1948
5. West (U.S.) - Maps - 1948
6. Alaska and United States
7. Northwestern United States

Added title: Northwestern United States.
Date from RMcN AE 182 ms. index.
Plate no. 8-473785V(2)-2.
Inset (13 x 6 cm.): International highway between Alaska and United States.
Maps on verso (43 x 79 cm. and smaller):
Panel art: Gulf sign over car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 182.9 (PrCt)
60019 **Northwestern States - Maps - 1948 - Road maps**

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 56 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 76 ms. index.
Plate no. 8-364019V-2.
Editor's copy; bottom margin includes variant plate number "8-403619-2" added in ms.
Map on verso (31 x 47 cm.): Rand McNally road map United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 76.45 (PrCt)**

60020 **Northwestern States - Maps - 1948 - Road maps**

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 56 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 76 ms. index.
Plate no. 8-364019V-3.
Editor's copy; bottom margin includes variant plate number "8-403619-3" added in ms.
Map on verso (31 x 47 cm.): Rand McNally road map United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 76.47 (PrCt)**

60021 **Northwestern States - Maps - 1948 - Road maps**

*Highway map : northwestern United States / compliments of Standard Oil Company (Indiana).* Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948?].
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
**Gousha Clients 5528 (PrCt)**

60022 **Northwestern States - Maps - 1948 - Road maps**

*Tide Water Associated Oil Company map of Oregon, Idaho, Montana.* Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948?].
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
Panel art: giant gas station attendant holding road map standing above gas station with cars and slogan "let's get associated."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
**Gousha Clients 5557 (PrCt)**

60023 **Northwestern States - Maps - 1948 - Road maps**

*Tide Water Associated Oil Company map of Washington, Idaho, Montana.* Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948?].
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
Panel art: giant gas station attendant holding road map standing above gas station with cars and slogan "let's get associated."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
**Gousha Clients 5561 (PrCt)**

60024 **Northwestern States - Maps - 1948 - Road maps**

Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 47 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair : northeastern United States
Date from RMcN AE 177 ms. index.
Plate no. 8-473785V(1).
Inset (18 x 18 cm.): Maritime Provinces.
Map on verso (47 x 55 cm.): Sinclair : southeastern United States.
Inset (10 x 10 cm.): Southern Florida.
Panel art: Cars on winding rural road under Sinclair road sign with bird and rabbit.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 177.13 (PrCt)**

**Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.**
1948 - Road maps
Interstate travel map: eastern United States ...
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 45 x 88 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Northwestern United States.
Inset (13 x 7 cm.): International Highway between Alaska and United States.
Date from RMcN AE 178 ms. index.
Plate no. 9-473785V(2)-2.
Maps on verso (43 x 79 cm. and smaller):
Southwestern United States -- Pan American Highway through Mexico -- Lower Rio Grande Valley.
Panel art: Cartoons of motorists at gas station with Union "Minute Men.”
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 178.8 (PrCt)

60028 Northwestern States - Maps - 1949 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 47 x 56 m.
Date from RMcN AE 75 ms. index.
Plate no. 9-464019V-4.
Maps on verso (31 x 47 cm.): Rand McNally road map: United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 75.1 (PrCt)

60029 Northwestern States - Maps - 1949 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 47 x 56 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Montana, Wyoming-Idaho:
Socony-Vacuum Oil Company, Inc.
Date from RMcN AE 76 ms. index.
Plate no. 8-464019V-3.
Maps on verso (42 x 48 cm. and smaller):
Panel art: Mobilgas logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 76.46 (PrCt)

60027 Northwestern States - Maps - 1949 - Road maps
Alaska Highway - Maps - 1949
Southwestern States - Maps - 1949
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1949
Mexico - Maps - 1949
Pan American Highway System - Maps - 1949
Authors: Union Oil Company of California -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 45 x 88 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Northwestern United States.
Inset (13 x 7 cm.): International Highway between Alaska and United States.
Date from RMcN AE 178 ms. index.
Plate no. 9-473785V(2)-2.
Maps on verso (43 x 79 cm. and smaller):
Southwestern United States -- Pan American Highway through Mexico -- Lower Rio Grande Valley.
Panel art: Cartoons of motorists at gas station with Union "Minute Men.”
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 178.8 (PrCt)

60030 Northwestern States - Maps - 1950-1959 -
Road maps
Trucking - Northwestern States - Maps - 1950-1959
Soo Line Railroad Company - Maps - 1950-1959

Ste. Marie Railway Company Maps
Railroads
Northwestern States

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
(Newberry Library).

1. Panel art: Cartoon of motorists in car at pump with two Union "Minute Men."
   Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
   Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1522 (PrCt)

2. Added title: Washington, Oregon, Idaho
   "Copyright by Rand McNally & Company."
   Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
   Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN AE 75.2 (PrCt)

   Inset (13 x 7 cm.): International Highway between Alaska and United States.
   Date from RMcN AE 178 ms. index.
   Plate no. 0-473785V(2)-3.
   Panel art: Gulf sign over car on road.
   Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 178.23 (PrCt)

   Inset (13 x 7 cm.): International Highway between Alaska and United States.
   Date from RMcN AE 178 ms. index.
   Plate no. 0-473785V(2)-3.
   Panel art: Gulf sign over car on road.
   Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 178.23 (PrCt)

   Inset (13 x 7 cm.): International Highway between Alaska and United States.
   Date from RMcN AE 178 ms. index.
   Plate no. 0-473785V(2)-3.
   Panel art: Gulf sign over car on road.
   Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 178.23 (PrCt)

   Inset (13 x 7 cm.): International Highway between Alaska and United States.
   Date from RMcN AE 178 ms. index.
   Plate no. 0-473785V(2)-3.
   Panel art: Gulf sign over car on road.
   Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 178.23 (PrCt)

   Inset (13 x 7 cm.): International Highway between Alaska and United States.
   Date from RMcN AE 178 ms. index.
   Plate no. 0-473785V(2)-3.
   Panel art: Gulf sign over car on road.
   Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 178.23 (PrCt)

   Inset (13 x 7 cm.): International Highway between Alaska and United States.
   Date from RMcN AE 178 ms. index.
   Plate no. 0-473785V(2)-3.
   Panel art: Gulf sign over car on road.
   Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 178.23 (PrCt)

*Road map of western United States / issued by Randall Motor Club, Inc.*

*Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [1951]*.

Authors: Randall Motor Club, Inc. (California) -- E. Broox Randall & Sons, Inc. (California) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Randall (E. Broox) & Sons, Inc., California SEE E. Broox Randall & Sons, Inc. (California)

1 map : col. ; 43 x 62 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Rand McNally road map : northwestern United States.

"Affiliated with E. Broox Randall & Sons, Inc., insurance for every purpose."

Plate no. 513785V5.

Inset (14 x 7 cm.): International Highway between Alaska and United States.

Maps on verso (43 x 52 cm. and 21 x 17 cm.):

Rand McNally road map : southwestern United States -- Mexico.

Panel art: Randall Motor Club logo.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 2262 (PrCt)

60036  **Northwestern States - Maps - 1951 - Road maps** <> **Alaska Highway - Maps - 1951** <> **Southwestern States - Maps - 1951** <> **West (U.S.) - Maps - 1951** <> **Road maps**

*Road map of western United States / issued by Randall Motor Club, Inc.*

*Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [1951]*.

Authors: Randall Motor Club, Inc. (California) -- E. Broox Randall & Sons, Inc. (California) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Randall (E. Broox) & Sons, Inc., California SEE E. Broox Randall & Sons, Inc. (California)

1 map : col. ; 43 x 62 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Rand McNally road map : northwestern United States.

"Affiliated with E. Broox Randall & Sons, Inc., insurance for every purpose."

Plate no. 513785V5.

Inset (14 x 7 cm.): International Highway between Alaska and United States.

Maps on verso (43 x 52 cm. and 21 x 17 cm.):

Rand McNally road map : southwestern United States -- Mexico.

Panel art: Randall Motor Club logo.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN AE 178.29 (PrCt)

60038  **Northwestern States - Maps - 1951 - Road maps** <> **Alaska Highway - Maps - 1951** <> **Southwestern States - Maps - 1951** <> **Road maps** <> **Mexico - Maps - 1951** <> **Road maps**

*Rand McNally road map : northwestern United States.*

*Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [1951].

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 48 x 65 cm.

Date from RMcN AE 178 ms. index.

Plate no. 513785V5.

Inset (14 x 7 cm.): International Highway between Alaska and United States.

Maps on verso (48 x 65 cm. and 21 x 17 cm.):

Rand McNally road map : south central United States -- Mexico.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN AE 178.36 (PrCt)


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 47 x 56 m.

Date from RMcN AE 75 ms. index.

Plate no. 1-464019V-9

Map on verso (31 x 47 cm.): Rand McNally road map : United States.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN AE 75.3 (PrCt)

60040  **Northwestern States - Maps - 1952 - Railroads** <> **Northern Pacific Railway Company - Maps - 1952** <> **Railroads - Maps**

*Northern Pacific Railway : Main street of the Northwest.*

*New York City? Northern Pacific...*
Railway Company?; 1952?].
Authors: Northern Pacific Railway Company
1 map : col ; 10 x 23 cm.
Summary route map bounded by southern
Canada, Oregon, and Wisconsin.
Illustration of a train at bottom.
In Northern Pacific Railway Company. Fifty-fifth
annual report ... 1951 [New York City?: Northern
Pacific Railway Company?, 1952?] p. 12-[13].
5A 7267 (1951 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Northwestern States - Maps - 1952 -
Roads<>Soo Line Railroad Company -
Maps - 1952<>Soo Line, St. Paul & Sault
Ste. Marie Railway Company - Maps -
1952<>Railroads - Maps
Soo Line. [Minneapolis? Minneapolis, St. Paul &
Sault Ste. Marie Railway Company?, 1952?].
Authors: Soo Line Railroad Company -- Minneapolis,
St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie Railway Company
1 map : col. ; 14 x 23 cm.
' The Soo Line Route opens the wonders of the
North Country ... 'at center left.
Summary route map of the continental U.S., but
most detailed for region roughly bounded by
Vancouver, Quebec City, Portland, and Chicago.
In Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie
Railway Company. Annual report ... December
31, 1951 [Minneapolis?: Minneapolis, St. Paul &
5A 7267 (1951 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

Northwestern States - Maps - 1952 - Road maps<>Alaska Highway - Maps -
1952<><>Southwestern States - Maps - 1952 -
Road maps<><>Mexico - Maps - 1952 - Road maps<><>Road maps
Rand McNally road map : northwestern United
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 48 x 65 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 178 ms. index.
Plate no. 2-513785V5-1.
Inset (14 x 7 cm.): International Highway between
Alaska and United States.
Maps on verso (48 x 65 cm. and 21 x 17 cm.):
Rand McNally road map : south central United
States -- Mexico.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 178.50 (PrCt)

Northwestern States - Maps - 1952 - Road maps<>Road maps
Rand McNally road map : Idaho,
Montana-Wyoming. Chicago : Rand McNally &
Company, [1952].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 56 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 75 ms. index.
Plate no. 2-464019V-10
Map on verso (31 x 48 cm.): Rand McNally road map :
United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 75.6 (PrCt)

Northwestern States - Maps - 1953 - Natural
gas pipelines<>Natural gas pipelines -
Northwestern States - Maps -
1953<>Northwestern States - Maps -
Gas fields<>Gas fields - Northwestern States -
Maps - 1953<>Northwestern States -
Maps - 1953 - Oil fields<>Oil fields -
Northwestern States - Maps -
1953<>Saskatchewan - Maps - 1953 - Oil
fields<>Oil fields - Saskatchewan - Maps -
1953<>Manitoba - Maps - 1953 - Oil
fields<>Oil fields - Manitoba - Maps -
1953<>Natural gas fields SEE Gas fields
Oil and gas development in the service area of
Montana-Dakota Utilities Co. [Minneapolis :
Montana-Dakota Utilities Co., 1954].
Authors: Montana-Dakota Utilities Co.
1 map : col. ; on sheets 28 x 22 cm.
From Montana-Dakota Utilities Co., Annual report
(Minneapolis, 1954).
On same sheet with their System map.
Maps show pipelines, proposed pipelines, and
gas and oil fields in Montana, Wyoming, the
Dakotas, Saskatchewan and Manitoba.
map1F G4126 .H8 1953 M6 (PrCt)

Northwestern States - Maps - 1953 - Natural
gas pipelines<>Northwestern States - Maps -
1953 - Oil pipelines<>Natural gas
pipelines - Northwestern States - Maps -
1953<>Oil pipelines - Northwestern States -
Maps - 1953<>Canada, Western - Maps -
1953 - Oil pipelines<>Oil pipelines -
Canada, Western - Maps -
1953<>Montana-Dakota Utilities Co. - Maps -
1953 Oil and gas development in the service area of
Montana-Dakota Utilities Co. [Minneapolis :
Montana-Dakota Utilities Co., 1954].
Authors: Montana-Dakota Utilities Co.
1 map : col. ; 28 x 22 cm.
Detached from Montana-Dakota Utilities Co.,
Thirtieth Annual report 1953 (Minneapolis, 1954),
inside back cover.
Shows natural gas and oil pipelines, proposed
lines, gas fields, and 'M.D.U. oil & gas
properties' in Saskatchewan, Manitoba, Montana,
Wyoming, and the Dakotas.
map1F G4126 .H8 1953 M6 (PrCt)

Northwestern States - Maps - 1953 -
Railroads<>Northern Pacific Railway
Company - Maps - 1953<>Railroads - Maps
Things are moving on main street of the
northwest [on the Northern Pacific Railway]. [New
Northwestern States - Maps - 1955 - Road maps

60047

Northwestern States - Maps - 1955 - Road maps

Waterton-Glacier International Peace Park (Mont. and Alta.) - Maps - 1955 - Road maps
Bryce Canyon National Park (Utah) - Maps - 1955 - Road maps
Crater Lake National Park (Or.) - Maps - 1955 - Road maps
Yellowstone National Park - Maps - 1955 - Road maps
Zion National Park (Utah) - Maps - 1955 - Road maps
Southwestern States - Maps - 1955 - Road maps
Alaska Highway - Maps - 1955 - Road maps
Mexico - Maps - 1955 - Road maps
Lake Mead National Recreation Area (Ariz. and Nev.) - Maps - 1955 - Road maps
Grand Canyon National Park (Ariz.) - Maps - 1955 - Road maps
Western United States tour guide map : Gulf
United States.

60049

Northwestern States - Maps - 1956 - Road maps

Northwestern States - Maps - 1956 - Pictorial maps

Pictorial maps


Authors: H. Earl Clack Oil Company -- Husky Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

5 maps : col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Collective title supplied by cataloger.

“With pictorial fish, game and outdoor sports map of the northwest.” -- on each title panel.

Includes plate numbers beginning “6 ...”

Includes maps covering Colorado, North Dakota, Oregon, Utah, and Washington State.

Each sheet includes map of the northwest.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Husky hunting, fishing and outdoor sports map
Panel art: hunting and fishing scenes; Husky Oil logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1457-1461 (Pr Ct)

60050 Northwestern States - Maps - 1957 - Railroads<>Gavin Yard (Minot, N.D.) - Pictorial works - 1957<>Minot (N.D.) - Pictorial works - 1957 - Railroads<>Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.) - Maps - 1957<>Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.) - Pictorial works - 1957<>Railroads - Maps
[Summary route map of the Great Northern Railway in the northwestern U.S.] [St. Paul, Minn.? Great Northern Railway Company?, 1957?].
Authors: Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.)
1 map : col. ; on sheet 31 x 45 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Includes 7 detail views of the yard.
In Great Northern Railway Company. 68th annual report ... 1956 [St. Paul, Minn.? Great Northern Railway Company?, 1957?] p. 12-13.
5A 7267 (1956 vol. [1]) (Pr Ct)

Authors: Spokane, Portland, and Seattle Railway
1 map : col. ; on sheet 29 x 22 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Summary route map; printed on same sheet with accompanying name and address directory.
5A 7267 (1956 vol. [2]) (Pr Ct)

These competent NP traffic men are at your service [on the Northern Pacific Railway]. [St. Paul, Minn.? Northern Pacific Railway Company?, 1958?].
Authors: Northern Pacific Railway Company
1 map : col. ; on sheet 28 x 21 cm.
Summary route map.
Identifies U.S. cities with NPRR agents; keyed to name and address directory.
5A 7267 (1957 vol. [2]) (Pr Ct)

Authors: Husky Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
7 maps : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Collective title supplied by cataloger.
"With pictorial fish, game and outdoor sports map of the west." -- on each title panel.
Includes plate numbers beginning "8-56 ... "
Each sheet includes map on verso (44 x 65 cm.):
Husky hunting, fishing and outdoor sports map Panel art: photograph of man fishing, framed by fish illustration; Husky Oil logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1462-1468 (Pr Ct)

These competent NP traffic men are at your service [on the Northern Pacific Railway]. [St. Paul, Minn.? Northern Pacific Railway Company?, 1959?].
Authors: Northern Pacific Railway Company
1 map : col. ; on sheet 28 x 21 cm.
Summary route map.
Identifies U.S. cities with NPRR agents; keyed to name and address directory.
5A 7267 (1958 vol. [2]) (Pr Ct)

60055 Northwestern States - Maps - 1959 - Railroads - Pictorial maps<>Pictorial maps - Northwestern States - 1959 - Railroads<>Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.) - Maps - 1961<>Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.) - Timetables - 1959<>Railroads -
Northwestern States - Timetables - 1959 Wall maps Railroad Company - Maps Strip maps Pictorial maps Route map and schedule of the incomparable Empire Builder / Great Northern Railway. [St. Paul, Minn.] : Great Northern Railway, [1959?]. Authors: Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.) 1 strip map : both sides ; 11 x 151 cm., on sheet 23 x 92 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm. Pictorial map; relief shown with hachures. Westbound schedule in top margin; eastbound schedule in bottom margin; margins include descriptive text. Title supplied by cataloger. References: Cf. OCLC 729759150 (Sept. 1959 issue?) Accession number 2012032299

60059 Northwestern States - Maps - 1961 - Railroads Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.) - Maps - 1960 - Railroads - Maps [Map showing territory served by Great Northern Railway]. [St. Paul, Minn.? Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.)?, 1960?]. Authors: Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.) 1 map : col. ; 7 x 21 cm. Title supplied by cataloger. Printed beneath directory of NPRR agents: These competent NP traffic men are at your service ... . Roughly bounded by Washington, Minnesota, Oregon and Wisconsin. In Great Northern Railway Company. Seventy-second annual report, 1960 [St. Paul, Minn.? Great Northern Railway Company?, 1961?] p. 4-5. 5A 7267 (1960 vol. [1]) (PrCt)


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Wyoming, Idaho, Montana / Tenneco.
Authors: Tenneco Oil Company -- Tennessee Gas Transmission Co. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map, both sides : col. ; 70 x 64 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. 4-5648-14.
Insets (12 x 14 cm. and smaller):
Panel art: Red and white Tenneco logo and slogan "Tenneco ... signpost for the sixties".
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3380 (PrCt)

Northwestern States - Maps - 1966 - Road maps
Canada, Western - Maps - 1966 - Road maps - West (U.S.) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps - Ontario - Maps - 1966 - Road maps - Road maps
Authors: Husky Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
5 maps : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Collective title supplied by cataloger.
All sheets include plate numbers beginning with 7.
Panel art: illustration of couple reading road maps with attendants at gas station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1477-1481 (PrCt)

Northwestern States - Maps - 1969 - Road maps
Authors: Husky Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 43 x 61 cm. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"Copyright 1969, Husky Oil".
Panel title.
Added title: Northwestern United States
Panel no. 60064
Maps on verso (43 x 65 cm. and smaller): Alberta, British Columbia -- Alaska Highway -- Peace River section.
Panel art: Outline map of North America and Husky logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1487 (PrCt)
### Northwestern States - Maps - 1974 - Road maps

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Repository</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Amtrak Empire Builder (Train)</td>
<td></td>
<td>map4F G4125 1975 .05 (PrCt)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Specimens - Dummies (Bookselling)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Amtrak Empire Builder (Train)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Road maps - Maps</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Amtrak Empire Builder.</td>
<td>McNally &amp; Company, c1974</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Authors: Amtrak -- Empire Builder (Train) -- Rand McNally and Company</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Amtrak Empire Builder</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Train) SEE Empire Builder (Train)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 map : col. ; 21 x 64 cm., folded to 10 x 24 cm.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;© Rand McNally &amp; Company, August 1, 1974.&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Incomplete sales sample and / or printer's proof;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>verso blank.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Newberry Library).</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>North Coast Hiawatha (Train)</td>
<td></td>
<td>map4F G4125 1975 .05 (PrCt)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Specimens - Dummies (Bookselling)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Amtrak North Coast Hiawatha (Train)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Authors: Amtrak -- Empire Builder (Train) -- Rand McNally and Company</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Amtrak North Coast</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hiawatha (Train) SEE Empire Builder (Train)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 map : col. ; 21 x 64 cm., folded to 10 x 24 cm.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;© Rand McNally &amp; Company, August 1, 1974.&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Incomplete sales sample and / or printer's proof;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>verso blank.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Newberry Library).</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60068</td>
<td>Northwestern States - Maps - 1975 - Old West Regional Commission</td>
<td>Old West Regional Commission :</td>
<td>RMcN Clients 26 (PrCt)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Maps - 1975</td>
<td>Montana, Nebraska, North Dakota,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>South Dakota, and Wyoming.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Old West Regional Commission : Montana,</td>
<td>Rapid City, S.D. ; Billings, Mont.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nebraska, North Dakota, South Dakota, and Wyoming.</td>
<td>Old West Regional Commission, ca. 1975</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Authors: Old West Regional Commission -- Rand McNally and Company</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 map : col. ; 41 x 61 cm.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A heavy black line outlines the five states that comprise the</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Commission.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>'Copyright © by Rand McNally &amp; Co.'</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60069</td>
<td>Northwestern States - Pictorial works - 1911 - Lakes</td>
<td>Lakes - Northwestern States -</td>
<td>RMcN Clients 26 (PrCt)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Pictorial works - 1911</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[View of unidentified lake with canoe and two people].</td>
<td>[Chicago : Chicago and North Western Railway Company Passenger Department, 1911].</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Authors: Chicago and North Western Railway Company. Passenger Department -- Chicago and North Western Railway Company. Passenger Department. Lakes and resorts of the Northwest (1911)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 view : col. ; 19 x 18 cm.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Title supplied by cataloger.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cover title above view: Lakes and resorts of the North West</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Printed on the front cover of: Lakes and resorts of the North West.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>: a tourists’ guide to the summer resorts and fishing and hunting grounds reached via the North Western line, with information covering summer train service, and a complete list of hotels, with their location, rates and capacity, etc. (Chicago, Ill. : Chicago &amp; North Western Railway Passenger Department, 1911).</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>G 89 .16 front cover (PrCt)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Nebraska - Tourism - 1969</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Wyoming - Tourism - 1969</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>North Dakota - Tourism - 1969</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>South Dakota - Tourism - 1969</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Old West Vacation Trail: Lincoln, Neb. Old West Trail Foundation, c1969</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Authors: Old West Trail Foundation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 sheet : col. photos, map ; fold. to 23 x 10 cm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Travel Vertical File G4126 .P2 1969 .04 (PrCt)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Authors: Old West Trail</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 booklet (63 p) : col photos, ills, maps ; 28 cm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;20th Anniversary Edition.&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Travel Vertical File G4126 .E635 1995 .04 (PrCt)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60072</td>
<td>Northwestern University (Evanston, Ill.) - Pictorial works - 1951</td>
<td>Northwestern University (Evanston, Ill.) - Maps - 1951 - Universities and colleges - Northwestern University (Evanston, Ill.) - Maps - 1951 - Universities and colleges - Northwestern University (Evanston, Ill.) - Pictorial works - 1951</td>
<td>RMcN Clients 26 (PrCt)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Northwestern University (Evanston, Ill.) - Pictorial history of Northwestern University, 1861-1951. Evanston [Ill.] : Published by Northwestern University Press in cooperation with the 1951 syllabus, [1951].</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Authors: Northwestern University (Evanston, Ill.)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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60073 Norton Sound (Alaska) - Maps - 1700-1799 - Indians - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

Inhabitants of Norton Sound, and their habitations. America, 1785.
Authors: Cook, James, 1728-1779; Webber, John, 1751-1793 -- Poucny, Benjamin Thomas, d. 1799 -- Cook, James, 1728-1779. A Voyage to the Pacific Ocean ... (1785) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view ; 22 x 38 cm. In: Cook, James. A Voyage to the Pacific Ocean : undertaken by the command of His Majesty for making discoveries in the northern hemisphere ... in the years 1776, 1777, 1778, 1779 and 1780 (London : Printed by H. Hughes, for G. Nicol ... and T. Cadell, 1785) v. 10, pl. [42]. Engraved plate no. '54.'

60074 Norton Sound (Alaska) - Maps - 1785 - Pictorial works

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

-- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
198 p. : ill., ports., map, facsims. ; 31 cm.
Other title: Syllabus (Evans ton, Ill.)
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

A View of habitations and natives in Norton Sound, drawn by J. Webber.
Edward E. Ayer Collection, [ca. 1970s].
1 leaflet (4 fold) : ills, map ; 22 x 9 cm
At head of title: Firelands Historical Society presents.

60075 Norton Sound (Alaska) - Maps - 1785 - Pictorial works

Authors: Cook, James, 1728-1779 -- Webber, John, 1751-1793 -- Poucny, Benjamin Thomas, d. 1799 -- Cook, James, 1728-1779. A Voyage to the Pacific Ocean ... (1785) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view ; 22 x 38 cm. In: Cook, James. A Voyage to the Pacific Ocean : undertaken by the command of His Majesty for making discoveries in the northern hemisphere ... in the years 1776, 1777, 1778, 1779 and 1780 (London : Printed by H. Hughes, for G. Nicol ... and T. Cadell, 1785) v. 10, pl. [42]. Engraved plate no. '54.'

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1 map ; 33 x 51 cm.
Includes coastal profiles.
Oriented with north at left.
Descriptive text on verso (p. 28).

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .W13 1588 map [29] (PrCt)

---

60080 Norway - Maps - 1650-1750

Royaume de Norwege : subdivisé en ses principaux gouvernements : tiré de divers memoires / par G. Sanson, geographe ordinaire du roy. A Paris : Chez l’auteur, [between 1650 and 1750].
Authors: Sanson, Guillaume -- Delamarche, Charles François, 1740-1798. Atlas général : contenant le détail des quatre parties du monde [1798?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; hand col. ; 54 x 44 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:2,950,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
In composite world atlas possibly compiled and published by Charles François Delamarche: Atlas général : contenant le détail des quatre parties du monde [Paris? : s.n., 1798?], [ptie 1], [plate 19].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .A77 1798, [ptie 1], [plate 19] (NLO)

---

60081 Norway - Maps - 1680

Regni Norvegiae nova abula in quinque praefecturas generalis. Amsterdam, [ca. 1680].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:Q29
1 map ; 58 x 49 cm.
Inset: Norvegiae pars septentrionalis.
3309
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Sack map4F G6940 1680 .W5 (PrCt)

---

60082 Norway - Maps - 1682

Norvegia regnum divisum in suos dioeceses. Amsterdam : C. Allard, [1682?].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Allard, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709 -- Allard, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709. Atlas minor sive tabulæ geographicæ ... [1682?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 59 x 50 cm.
In: Allard, Carel. Atlas minor sive tabulæ geographicæ proecipuorum regnorum regionum, insularum, provinciarum, etc. (Amsterdam : C. Allard, 1682?) pl. 5.

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .A4 A pl. 5 (PrCt)

---

60083 Norway - Maps - 1688

Norvegia regnum divisum in suos dioeceses : Nidosiensiolum, Bergenseum, Opsolemum, et Stavangriensem et praefecturam Bahnusiae quae et sunt subdivisa in in caeteras partes, minores / per F. de Wit. [Amsterdam : Frederik de Wit, 1688?].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Wit, Frederik de. [Atlas] [1688?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 58 x 49 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:1,550,000]
Relief shown pictorially.
Inset: Norvegiae pars Septentrionalis comprehendens Finmarchiam, sive, Praefecturam Wardhusiae ac Saltensem. Scale [ca. 4,500,000].
In: Wit, Frederik de. [Atlas] (Amsterdam : Frederick de Wit [1688?]). [plate 13].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .W47 1688, [plate 13] (NLO)

---

60084 Norway - Maps - 1700

Norvegia regnum divisum in suos dioeceses Nidosiensem, Bergensem, Opsolemum, et Stavangriensem et praefecturam Bahnusiae ... [Amsterdam] : F. de Wit, [ca. 1700?]
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Wit, Frederik de. Atlas [ca. 1700?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 58 x 49 cm.
Continuation inset (17 x 22 cm.): Norvegiae pars septentrionalis comprehendens Finmarchiam sive praefecturam Wardhusiae ac Saltensem. In: Wit, Frederik de. Atlas (Amsterdam : bij Frederick de Wit in de Calverstraat bij den Dam inde Witte Paskaert. [ca. 1700?]) no. [71].

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .A4 A no. [71] (PrCt)

---

60085 Norway - Maps - 1710

Regni Norvegiae nova tabula in quinque praefecturas generalis ... Amstelodami [Amsterdam] : F. de Witt ; Petri Mortier [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher, 1710?].
1 map : hand col. ; 57 x 49 cm.
Inset (17 x 22 cm.): Norvegiae pars septentrionalis comprehendens Finmarchiam ... In: Visscher, Nicolaes. Atlas minor ...
(Amstelaedami [Amsterdam] : ex officina Nicolai Visscher [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher], [1710?]) map [13].

Manuscript '16' at bottom right.

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .V8 1700 map [13] (PrCt)

60086 Norway - Maps - 1740 - Coasts - Nautical charts
Nautical charts - Norway - 1740 - Coasts

The Coast of Norway between the Naze and Schuytens. [London : William Mount and Thomas Page, 1740].

Authors: Mount, William, d. 1769 -- Page, Thomas, d. 1762 -- English Pilot. Part 2 (1740) --
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 42 x 52 cm.

Oriented with north at upper left.

In: The English pilot : The second part :
Describing the sea-coasts ... in the whole northern navigation ... the north coast of England and Scotland ... the sea-coast of Flanders ...
Norway ... Russia ... and Nova Zamb, as far as the Tartarian Sea ...
In: The English pilot : The second part :
Describing the sea-coasts ... in the whole northern navigation ... the north coast of England and Scotland ...
Visscher [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher], [1710?] map
(Amstelaedami [Amsterdam] : ex officina Nicolai Visscher [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher], [1710?]) map [13].

Manuscript '16' at bottom right.

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .V8 1700 map [13] (PrCt)

60089 Norway - Maps - 1740 - Coasts - Nautical charts
Nautical charts - Norway - 1740 - Coasts


Authors: Mount, William, d. 1769 -- Page, Thomas, d. 1762 -- English Pilot. Part 2 (1740) --
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 42 x 52 cm.

Oriented with north at lower left.

In: The English pilot : The second part :
Describing the sea-coasts ... in the whole northern navigation ... the north coast of England and Scotland ...
Visscher [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher], [1710?] map
(Amstelaedami [Amsterdam] : ex officina Nicolai Visscher [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher], [1710?]) map [13].

Manuscript '16' at bottom right.

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .V8 1700 map [13] (PrCt)

60090 Norway - Maps - 1740 - Coasts - Nautical charts
Nautical charts - Norway - 1740 - Coasts

The Coast of Norway and Lapland, from North Kyn to the river Kola. [London : William Mount and Thomas Page, 1740].

Authors: Mount, William, d. 1769 -- Page, Thomas, d. 1762 -- English Pilot. Part 2 (1740) --
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 42 x 52 cm.

Inset (11 x 15 cm.): [Warhouse Island].

Oriented with north at lower right.

In: The English pilot : The second part :
Describing the sea-coasts ... in the whole
northern navigation ... the north coast of England and Scotland ... the sea-coast of Flanders ... Norway ... Russia ... and Nova Zembla, as far as the Tartarian Sea ... The sea-coasts of Sweden ... in the Baltic-Sea (London : William Mount and Thomas Page, 1740), [plate 24].

Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger): English Pilot. Part 2 (1740)
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1793 .E55 1740, [plate 24] (PrCt)

60091 Norway - Maps - 1745
Régni Norvegiae accurata tabula in qua praefecturae ... Nuremberg : Homann Erben, [ca. 1745].
Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Homann Erben (Firm) -- Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724. Atlas novus terrarum orbis [ca. 1745] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 57 x 48 cm.
In: Homann, Johann Baptist. Atlas novus terrarum orbis (Nuremberg : [Homann Erben, ca. 1745]), [plate 138].
Inset (16 x 22 cm.): Norvegiae pars septentrionalis contracta, Finmarchiam ... . Manuscript ‘140’ on verso.

oversize Ayer 135 .H7 1730, [plate 138] (PrCt)

60092 Norway - Maps - 1745 - Coasts - Nautical charts
The Coast of Norway between the Naze and Schuytene. [London : W. and J. Mount, and T. Page , 1749].
1 map; 42 x 51 cm.
Oriented with north at upper left.
In: The English pilot. The second part. Describing the sea-coasts ... in the whole northern navigation ... Describing the north coast of England and Scotland, ... Orkney, Shetland, Lewis, Farro, Iceland, ... Flanders, Zealad, Holland, Germany, Denmark, Norway, Finland, Lapland, Russia, ... Waigats, and Nova Zembla, ... Tartarian Sea, ... Greenland, Trinity-Island, Cherry Island, Hope-Island, ... Sweden, East-Finland, Lyland, Prussia, Pomerania, &c. with ... the Baltic-Sea (London : W. and J. Mount, and T. Page, 1749) following p. 44.

oversize Ayer 135 .E55 1749 following p. 40 (PrCt)

60093 Norway - Maps - 1749 - Coasts - Nautical charts
1 map; 42 x 52 cm.
Oriented with north at lower left.
In: The English pilot. The second part. Describing the sea-coasts ... in the whole northern navigation ... Describing the north coast of England and Scotland, ... Orkney, Shetland, Lewis, Farro, Iceland, ... Flanders, Zealad, Holland, Germany, Denmark, Norway, Finland, Lapland, Russia, ... Waigats, and Nova Zembla, ... Tartarian Sea, ... Greenland, Trinity-Island, Cherry Island, Hope-Island, ... Sweden, East-Finland, Lyland, Prussia, Pomerania, &c. with ... the Baltic-Sea (London : W. and J. Mount, and T. Page, 1749) following p. 44.

oversize Ayer 135 .E55 1749 following p. 44 (PrCt)
the sea-coasts ... in the whole northern navigation ... Describing the north coast of England and Scotland, ... Orkney, Shetland, Lewis, Farro, Iceland, ... Flanders, Zeeland, Holland, Germany, Denmark, Norway, Finland, Lapland, Russia, ... Waigats, and Nova Zembla, ... Tartarian Sea, ... Greenland, Trinity-Island, Cherry Island, Hope-Island, ... Sweden, East-Finland, Lyfland, Prussia, Pomerania, &c. with ... the Baltic-Sea (London : W. and J. Mount, and T. Page, 1749) opposite p. 45 Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger): English Pilot. Part 2 (1749)  

oversize Ayer 135 .E55 1749 opp. p. 45 (PrCt)

60096
The Coast of Norway and Lapland from north Kyn to the river Kola. [London : W. and J. Mount, and T. Page, 1749].  
1 map; 42 x 52 cm.  
Oriented with north at lower right.  
Inset (11 x 15 cm.): Wardhouse island.  
In: The English pilot. The second part. Describing the sea-coasts ... in the whole northern navigation ... Describing the north coast of England and Scotland, ... Orkney, Shetland, Lewis, Farro, Iceland, ... Flanders, Zeeland, Holland, Germany, Denmark, Norway, Finland, Lapland, Russia, ... Waigats, and Nova Zembla, ... Tartarian Sea, ... Greenland, Trinity-Island, Cherry Island, Hope-Island, ... Sweden, East-Finland, Lyfland, Prussia, Pomerania, &c. with ... the Baltic-Sea (London : W. and J. Mount, and T. Page, 1749) following p. 52 Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger): English Pilot. Part 2 (1749)  

oversize Ayer 135 .E55 1749 following p. 52 (PrCt)

60097
Authors: Falkenskiold, S. O. de  
1 map  
89-102385  
temp map4F G6940 1757 .F3 1984 .N6 (PrCt)

60098
Norway - Maps - 1796  
Authors: Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824 -- Calcografia camerale (Rome, Italy) -- Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824. Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (1792-1801) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection  

(Newberry Library)  
1 map : hand col. ; 43 x 30 cm.  
In: Cassini, Giovanni Maria. Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (Rome : Presso la Calcogr. camerale, 1792-1801) v. 2 pl. 58.  
Map dated 1796.  

oversize Ayer 135 .C33 1792 v. 2 pl. 58 (PrCt)

60099
Norway - Maps - 1874  
Handbook for travellers in Norway : with maps and plans. London ; Paris ; Christiania [Oslo] : John Murray ; Galignani & Co. ; Boyveau ; Bennett, 1874.  
Authors: Mears, T. Lambert (Thomas Lambert), 1839-1918 -- John Murray (Firm) -- Murray's handbooks for travellers -- A. and W. Galignani and Co. -- Boyveau (Firm) -- Bennett -- Peabody, Charles B. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
Issued with 7 maps, but this copy imperfect; lacking 6 maps.  
Cover title: Murray's hand-book, Norway  
Spine title: Hand-book for Norway  
Revised by T.L. Mears. Cf. Lister.  
Includes index.  
Publisher's advertisements on endpapers and "Handbook advertiser, 1874", 88 p. at end.  
Series: [Murray's handbooks for travellers] -- Murray's handbooks for travellers.  
Former owner's inscription: Charles B. Peabody, Copenhagen June 1, 1878.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.  
References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray's handbooks for travellers, 81  
Baskes G153 .M97 no. 81 (1874) (NLO)

6100
Norway - Maps - 1879<<<Sweden - Maps - 1879  
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Dulau & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 v. : 15 maps, 3 city plans  
1st ed.  
Includes advertising dated 1879 and priced in marks.  
Condition: Fair.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.  
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

6101
Norway - Maps - 1880  
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Authors: Williams, W. Mattieu (William Mattieu), 1820-1892 -- John Murray (Firm) -- Murray’s handbooks for travellers -- Weller, Edward, -1884 -- A. and W. Galignani and Co. -- Boyveau (Firm) -- Bennett & Cammermeyer (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

xvi, 100, 188, 72 p.; [9] leaves of plates (7 folded)
: 9 maps (some col.), plans ; 18 cm.
7th ed., rev.
Cover title: Murray’s hand-book, Norway
Spine title: Hand-book for Norway
Former Ownership History:
Maps by Edward Weller.
Includes index.
Addendum tipped in after p. xvi.
Publisher’s advertisements on endpapers and "Handbook advertiser, 1881-82", 72 p. at end.
Series: [Murray’s handbooks for travellers] -- Murray’s handbooks for travellers
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray’s handbooks for travellers
the Newberry
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Norway - Maps - 1885<<>>Sweden - Maps - 1885
Norway and Sweden. Leipzig ; London : K. Baedeker ; Dulau, 1885.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm)
1 v. : 32 plates
3rd ed.
G 48.06 (NLO)

Norway - Maps - 1888
Authors: Bennett, Thomas, 1814-1898 -- Tangen, H. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
244, LX p., [17] leaves of plates (some folded) : 17 maps (some col., some folded) ; 18 cm.
25th rev. and enl. ed.
Cover title: Bennett’s hand-book for Norway
Spine title: Bennett’s Norway "List of maps and other information for travellers ...
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes DL407 .B47 1888 (NLO)

Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Dulau & Co.
-- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 21 maps, 9 city plans
2nd ed.
Includes advertising dated 1882 and priced in marks.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Norway - Maps - 1882<<>>Sweden - Maps - 1882

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1889
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Dulau & Co.
-- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 23 maps, 13 city plans
4th ed.
Tan and pink.
Includes advertising dated 1889 and priced in marks.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)**
(PrCt)

60108 Norway - Maps - 1890
Authors: Bennett, Thomas, 1814-1898 -- Simpkin, Marshall, Hamilton & Co. Ltd. -- Tangen, H. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
296, LXXVI p., [16] leaves of plates (some folded) : 17 maps (some col., some folded) ; 18 cm.
26th rev. and enl. ed.
Spine title: Bennett's Norway
Caption title: Bennett's handbook for Norway
Printed by H. Tangen.
Includes index.
Stamp: The Golden Bough book shop, 540a Glynburn Road, Burnside, 5086.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes DL407 .B47 1890 (NLO)

60109 Norway - Maps - 1891
The Handy guide to Norway / by Thomas B. Willson ; with maps, and appendices on the flora, by R.C.R. Jordan ; the history of Norway, fishing notes and photography. London ; Norway : Edward Standford ; F. Beyer, 1891.
Authors: Willson, Thomas Benjamin, 1851-1932 -- Jordan, Robert Coane Roberts, d. 1890. -- Edward Stanford Ltd. -- Beyer, F. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
viii, 267, 16 p., VII folded leaves of plates : 7 maps (some col., folded) ; 17 cm.
"3d ed., rev. and enl."
Spine title: Willson's Norway
Maps by Edward Stanford ltd.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes DL417 .W55 1891 (NLO)

60110 Norway - Maps - 1892
Cover title: Murray's hand-book, Norway
Spine title: Hand-book for Norway
Edited by Thomas Michell and A. Landmark. Cf. Lister.
Folded map in pocket.
Booklet in pocket (32 p.): Murray's hand-book Norway, cycling routes, grammar & vocabulary. Includes index.
Publisher's advertisements on endpapers and "Murray's handbook advertiser, 1892-1893 ...", 58 p. at end.
Series: [Murray's handbooks for travellers] -- Murray's handbooks for travellers.
Former owner's signature: Schnider Bowers[?].
Former owner's inscription: S.J. Zoland, West Wickham, Kent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray's handbooks for travellers, 84
Baskes G153 .M97 no. 84 (1892) (NLO)

60111 Norway - Maps - 1893
Authors: Geelmuyden, Bernhard Fredrik deLange, 1823-1903 -- H. Aschehoug & co. (W. Nygaard) -- Kristiania litografske aktiebolag -- Djershohy, Louise Lowbardy -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Cover title: Geelmuyden's lomme atlas over NorgeEdition: Revideret udg.
"Lithograferet og trykt i Kristiana lith. aktiebolag."
Includes indexes and errata.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Former owner's signature: Louise Lowbardy Djershohy[?].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G2065 .G44 1893 (NLO)

60112 Norway - Maps - 1893
Authors: Nielsen, Yngvar, 1843-1916 -- Nielsen,

60116 Norway - Maps - 1910

Cook's handbook to Norway and Denmark : with Iceland and Spitsbergen Island (Norway) - Maps - 1910
Cook's handbook to Norway and Denmark : with Iceland and Spitsbergen Island (Norway) - Maps - 1910
Cook's handbook to Norway and Denmark : with Iceland and Spitsbergen Island (Norway) - Maps - 1910
Cook's handbook to Norway and Denmark : with Iceland and Spitsbergen Island (Norway) - Maps - 1910


60114 Norway - Maps - 1901

Lithografiske aktiebolag SEE Kristiania litografiske aktiebolag

Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

60113 Norway - Maps - 1901

Decorah Posten: Kart over det sydlige Norge. 1901. Authors: Nissen, Per Schjelderup, 1844-1907 -- Gleditsch, Edward Stanford, 1867-1911.

Decorah Posten: Kart over det sydlige Norge. 1901. Authors: Nissen, Per Schjelderup, 1844-1907 -- Gleditsch, Edward Stanford, 1867-1911.

Norway: Maps. 1901


60112 Norway - Maps - 1910

Postens Kart over det sydlige Norge.

Postens Kart over det sydlige Norge.

Postens Kart over det sydlige Norge.

Postens Kart over det sydlige Norge.

Postens Kart over det sydlige Norge.


60117 Norway - Maps - 1911


60115 Norway - Maps - 1907


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
60124 Norway - Maps - 1926
Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag
-- Kraatz, Leopold -- Goldschmidt, Albert -- Kraatz, Leopold -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
221, 6 p., [7] folded leaves of plates : 9 maps (some col., some folded) ; 16 cm.
15. Aufl. [15th ed.]
'Mit 9 Karten.'
Maps lithographed by Leopold Kraatz.
Advertisements: 6 p. at end.
Errata slip mounted on title page.
Includes index.
Series: Griebens Reiseführer ; Bd. 146
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 146 (1926) (NLO)

Authors: Ward, Lock and Company, ltd. -- John Bartholomew and Son -- Butler & Tanner Ltd. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
208 p., [35] leaves of plates (some folded) : ill., 11 maps (col., folded) ; 17 cm.
Printed by Butler & Tanner.
Includes index.
Series: Ward, Lock & Co.'s tourist handbooks.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .W3 Norway (1928) (NLO)

60126 Norway - Maps - 1928 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Norway. Geog Oppmaling -- Oyen -- Geografiske Opploming -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 8 maps ; 285 x 333 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

60127 Norway - Maps - 1930
Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag
-- Goldschmidt, Albert -- Kraatz, Leopold -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
16. Aufl. [16th ed.]
'Mit 9 Karten.'
Maps lithographed by Leopold Kraatz.
'Sucher,' for use with map, in pocket.
Advertisements: ix p. at end.
Includes index.
Series: Grieben-Reiseführer ; Bd. 146
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 146 (1930) (NLO)

Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 54 maps, 23 city plans, 3 views 14th ed.
Dust jacket.
Includes advertising dated 1931 and priced in marks.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)
Norway - Maps - 1932
Authors: Generalstaben's litografiska anstalt -- Nordic Tourist Org. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 60 maps ; 213 x 134 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
References: Phillips 7830

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Norway - Maps - 1937
*Skolekart over Norge / av Ivar Rafsdal.* Oslo : Forlagt av H. Aschehoug & Co. (W. Nygaard), 1937.
Authors: Rafsdal, Ivar -- Moesture, Emile -- H. Aschehoug & Co. (W. Nygaard) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (7 p. of plates (some folded), [3] p.) : 7 maps (some col., some folded) ; 28 cm.
Includes index. Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .R558 1936 (NLO)

Norway - Maps - 1940 - Coasts - Bathymetric maps
*<Bathymetric maps - Norway - Maps - 1940 - Coasts* Dybekart i sylv blad over de norske kystfarvann med tilgrensende havstr. k = Bathymetrical map in seven sheets of the Norwegian coastal waters and adjoining seas. Oslo : Norske videnskaps-akademi in Oslo., 1940.
Authors: Holtedahl, Olaf, 1865 -- Norske videnskaps-akademi in Oslo. -- Jacob Dybwad (Firm) -- Norges sjekartverk -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
7 maps : col. ; 112 x 81 cm. and smaller
Title from sheet 1.
Running title, sheets 1-7: Olaf Holtedahl: Dybekart over de norske kystfarvann med tilgrensende havstr. k.
"Utgitt av det Norske videnskaps-akademi i Oslo, 1940."
"Utarbeidet ved Capelens Kartinstitutt under redaksjon av K.B. Sollesnes."--Inside front cover.
Includes index. Scales differ.
"Utarbeidet ved Capelens Kartinstitutt under redaksjon av K.B. Sollesnes."--Inside front cover. Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G2065 .C3 1972 (NLO)

Norway - Maps - 1940 - Coasts - General and Specialty food items
Inserted: Two translations cards, English to Norwegian and English to Swedish, listing general and specialty food items.
Map on lining paper.
Includes index.
Series: Nagel travel guide series
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Norway - Maps - 1941
*Cf. OCLC 5444510 for maps dated 1941.*

Norway - Maps - 1953
Authors: Nagel travel guide series -- Nagel

Publishers -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
xxii, 184 p., 20 p. of plates : 15 maps (some col.) ; 16 cm.
[1st ed. ?]

Cover title: Nagel's Norway travel guide
Including 5 pages of plans in black and white and 20 pages of plans in colour."

Inserted: Two translations cards, English to Norwegian and English to Swedish, listing general and specialty food items.

Map on lining papers.

Includes index.

Series: Nagel travel guide series

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

LC Card Number: 53011785

Baskes G153 .N34 Norway (1953) (NLO)

Norway - Maps - 1968
*Norse videnskaps akademi i Oslo, 1968.*
Authors: Nagel travel guide series -- Nagel
Publishers -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

4th ed.

'20 pages of plans in colour, 5 plans in black.'

Plates of maps at end are numbered pl. 11- pl. 30.

Map on lining papers.

Includes index.

Series: Nagel's encyclopedia-guide

Dust jacket.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G153 .N341 Norway (1968) (NLO)

Norway - Maps - 1972
Authors: J.W. Cappelens forlag -- Sollesnes, Karl Birger, 1899- -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (37 p.) : 19 col. maps ; 30 cm.

Scales differ.

"Utarbeidet ved Capelens Kartinstitutt under redaksjon av K.B. Sollesnes."--Inside front cover.

Includes index.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G2065 .C3 1972 (NLO)

Norway - Maps - Bibliography
Christopher Blix, 1720-1804 SEE Hammer, Christopher, 1720-1804


Authors: Ginsberg, William B. -- Septentrioalium Press
[xiv], 317 p. : col. maps ; 30 cm.

Includes bibliographical references (p. 305-306) and index.


Series: Cartography series.

ISBN 9780978790028 (standard ed.) ; 0978790022 (standard ed.) ; 9780978790035 (deluxe ed.) ; 0978790030 (deluxe ed.)

Map Ref folio GA981 .G56 2009b (NLO)

60142 Norwich (England) - Maps - 1620
Nordovicvm, Angliae civitas. [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].

Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Smith, William, ca. 1550-1618 -- Cuningham, William, b. 1531 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 29 x 41 cm.

Derived from a drawing by William Smith after a 1559 woodcut by William Cuningham; see R.A. Skelton's Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.

Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Norvicvs.

In: Braun, Georg and Francis Hogenberg. Civitates orbis terrarum [Cologne: Pieter van Brachel?, ca. 1620] v. 3, plate 1

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 3, pl. 1 (PrCt)

60143 Norwich (England) - Maps - 1657

Nordovicvm. [Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657].

Authors: Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664 -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Illustrorvmm principipumque urbiium septentrioalium Europae tabulae [1657] -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Theatrum urbiium (1657)

1 map : hand col. ; 29 x 42 cm.

Includes references 1-21.

Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Norvicvs.

In: Jansson, Jan. Illustrorvmm principipumque urbiium septentrioalium Europae tabulae, v. 1, [plate 7].

Issued in volume 1 of 8 in Jansson's townbook atlases, collectively known as the Theatrum urbiium (Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657).

References: Krogt, Peter van der. Koeman's Atlantes Neerlandici, vol. IV-3, plate 1

Case oversize G 117 .452, v. 1, [plate 7] (PrCt)

60144 Norwich (England) - Maps - Bibliography


Authors: Frostick, Raymond
d, 1590 -- Mier, 1627. Theatrum urbium -- Smith, William, ca. 1550-1618 -- Cuningham, William, b. 1531 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 29 x 41 cm.

Includes references 1-21.

Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Norvicvs.

In: Jansson, Jan. Illustrorvmm principipumque urbiium septentrioalium Europae tabulae, v. 1, [plate 7].

Issued in volume 1 of 8 in Jansson's townbook atlases, collectively known as the Theatrum urbiium (Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657).


Case oversize G 117 .452, v. 1, [plate 7] (PrCt)

60145 Norwood, Richard, 1590? - 1675

Copy of the last will and testament of Richard Norwood. 1982.

Authors: Norwood, Richard, 1590-1675 -- Mercer, Julia A.

pp. 139-144

In Julia A. Mercer. Bermuda Settlers of the 17th century (Baltimore, 1982), p. 139-144.

BHC 312
Norwood, Richard, 1590?-1675<<>>Cartography - Bermuda Islands - History - 1500-1599

Nottinghamshire (England) - Maps - 1610<<>>Nottingham (England) - Maps - 1610
The Countie of Nottingham described ... [London] : Thomas Bassett ... and Richard Chiswell, 1610 [i.e. 1676]. Authors: Speed, John, 1552?-1629 -- Hondius, Jodocus, 1563-1612 -- Bassett, Thomas -- Chiswell, Richard -- Speed, John, 1552?-1629. The Theatre of the Empire of Great-Britain ... (1676) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 38 x 50 cm. on sheet 42 x 55 cm. Inset (11 x 16 cm.): Nottingham. Includes coats-of-arms. Letterpress text on verso (p. 65-66) under the following heading: The Description of Nottingham-Shire. In: Speed, John. The Theatre of the Empire of Great-Britain ... (London : Printed for T. Bassett and R. Chiswell, 1676) map [34]. VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .S7 1676 map [34] (PrCt)

Nottinghamshire (England) - Maps - 1610<<>>Nottingham (England) - Maps - 1610
The Countie of Nottingham described ... [London] : Iohn Sudbury and Georg Humble [i.e. J. Legate and W. Humble], 1610 [i.e. 1646]. Authors: Speed, John, 1552?-1629 -- Hondius, Jodocus, 1563-1612 -- Sudbury, John -- Humble, George, d. 1640 -- Legate, John, d. 1658 -- Humble, William, 1612-1686 -- Speed, John, 1552?-1629. A Prospect of the most famous parts of the world ... together with ... Great Brittaines empire (1646) 1 map ; 38 x 50 cm. on sheet 42 x 54 cm. Inset (11 x 15 cm.): Nottingham. Includes coats-of-arms. Letterpress text on verso (p. 65-66) under the following heading: Nottingham-shire. In: Speed, John. A Prospect of the most famous parts of the world ... together with ... Great Brittaines empire (London : Printed by John Legatt, for William Humble, 1646) map [55]. Case oversize G 117 .82 map [55] (PrCt)

Nottinghamshire (England) - Maps - 1637

Nottinghamshire (England) - Maps - 1800-1809

Nottinghamshire (England) - Maps - 1910
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

(visited March 2011):
http://catalog.hathitrust.org/api/volumes/oclc/7643498.html

Baskets G153 .L58 Nottinghamshire (1910) (NLO)

60152 Nottinghamshire (England) - Maps - 1924 - Guidebooks
Authors: Highways & byways series -- Firth, John B. (John Benjamin), 1868-1943 -- Griggs, Frederick Landseer Maur, 1876-1938 -- Macmillan & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.
Does not include maps.
12mo
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

60153 Nottinghamshire (England) - Maps - 1924 - Guidebooks
Authors: Highways & byways series -- Firth, John B. (John Benjamin), 1868-1943 -- Griggs, Frederick Landseer Maur, 1876-1938 -- Macmillan & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.
12mo
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

60154 Nottinghamshire (England) - Maps - Bibliography - 1800
Authors: Nichols, Harold
xii, 162 p., 4 leaves of plates : ill., maps ; 30 cm.
Formerly folio Z6027.G7 N54 1987
LC Card Number: gb 89055200
ISBN 0900943068 (pbk)
Map Ref folio Z6027.G7 N54 1987 (NLO)

60155 Nottoway County (Va.) - Maps - 1864 - Countyes - Maps - Landowners - Maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: Blueprint, 17 x 22.5 in. Scale 1:80,000. Originally compiled 1864.
Microfiche 583, no. 1315 (PrCt)

A Colored map of Nova Scotia, showing the post routes, drawn about 1785, by James Peachey, Ensign, 60th Regt. ... [19--].
Authors: Peachey, James, d. 1797 -- Finlay, Hugh, 1732-1801 -- Dorchester, Guy Carleton, Baron, 1724-1808 -- Hulbert, Archer Butler, 1873-1933 -- Hulbert, Archer Butler, 1873-1933.
1 map ; 23 x 48 cm., on 2 sheets each 28 x 36 cm.
Photostatic reproduction of 1785 manuscript. Title from table of contents.
"This is accompanied by a report made by Hugh Finlay, deputy-postmaster-general, to Lord Dorchester, Governor-General of Quebec, Nova Scotia, and Brunswick."

60157 Nova Scotia - Maps - 1744 - Prince Edward Island - Maps - 1744

60158 Nova Scotia - Maps - 1755 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - New Brunswick - Maps - 1755
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
- Manuscripts - Facsimiles<>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles

Chart of the peninsula of Nova Scotia, done by order of H.E. Charles Lawrence, Esq., Lieut.-Gov. and Commander-in-Chief of H.M.'s province of Nova Scotia, from many actual surveys; and the whole corrected by observations by Charles Morris, chief surveyor of Nova Scotia, 1755. [19-].

Authors: Morris, Charles, surveyor -- Lawrence, Charles, 1709-1760 -- Hulbert, Archer Butler, 1873-1933 -- Hulbert, Archer Butler, 1873-1933.


1 map

Photostatic reproduction of 1755 manuscript drawn on vellum.


folio Ayer 136 .H91 1909 ser. 2, v. 3, pl. 11-12 (PrCt)

60159 Nova Scotia - Maps - 1756 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles

A Map of the surveyed parts of Nova Scotia. 1756. [19-].

Authors: British Library. Crown 119:60 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map

Photostatic reproduction of 1756 manuscript.

Includes insets showing 'Fort Gaspereau' and 'Fort Cumberland'

MapPhoto England BL Crown 119:60 (PrCt)

60160 Nova Scotia - Maps - 1781<>Saint Lawrence, Gulf of - Maps - 1781

A New and accurate map of the province of Nova Scotia, in North America : from latest observations. [London : John Hinton ; Universal magazine of knowledge and pleasure], 1777 [i.e. 1781].

Authors: Universal magazine of knowledge and pleasure -- Hinton, John, -1781 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 27 x 32 cm. fold. to 23 cm.

Date inserted in manuscript.

Detached from The Universal magazine of knowledge and pleasure v. 68 (1781); see Jolly, D.C. Maps in British periodicals

Scale not given

Relief shown pictorially.

Title within ornamental cartouche.

Ayer 133 .N535 1777 (NLO)

60161 Nova Scotia - Maps - 1784 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles

A Colored map of 'Acadie, Isle Royale, Isle St. Jean, and Baye Francoise, being Nova Scotia, Cape Breton, Pr. Edward's Island, and the Bay of Fundy; drawn by a French hand'. [19-].


1 map

Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1784 manuscript.


folio Ayer 136 .H91 1909 ser. 2, v. 3, pl. 10 (PrCt)


A New chart of the coast of Nova Scotia with the south coast of New Brunswick : including also part of the islands of St. John and Cape Breton, and of the coast of New England / regulated and ascertained by astronomical observations by Capt. Holland. London : Published by Laurie & Whittle, 53 Fleet Street, 12th May, 1794.

Authors: Holland, Samuel, 1728-1801 -- Morris, Charles, surveyor -- Laurie & Whittle -- Laurie & Whittle. The North American pilot for Newfoundland, Labrador, the Gulf and River St. Laurence ... (1794) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 68 x 151 cm.

Insets (30 x 17 cm. and smaller): Plan of River St. John [by Charles Morris] ... -- Plan of Port Roseway Harbour -- Plan of the entrance or harbour of River St. John.

Includes coastal profile views.

Printed from 3 plates on 3 sheets.

In: Robert Laurie and James Whittle. The North American pilot for Newfoundland, Labrador, the Gulf and River St. Laurence ... (London : Printed and published by Robert Laurie and James Whittle ... successors to the late Mr. Robert Sayer, 1794), map 7.

Printed plate no. "7" on verso.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1186.P5 .C6 1794, map 7 (PrCt)


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Coast (N.S.) - 1798
Pilot guides - Nova Scotia - 1798
Pilot guides - Atlantic Coast (N.S.) - 1798
Nautical charts
A New pilot for the south east coast of Nova Scotia, Chedabucto Bay, Gut of Cano, Bay of Funday, and round the isle of Cape Breton with the principal harbours / surveyed by Thomas Backhouse ... comprehending fifteen charts ... ; with an entire new book of sailing directions.
London : Printed and published as the act directs, by Robert Laurie and James Whittle, 1798.
Authors: Backhouse, Thomas -- Laurie & Whittle -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([2] leaves, 15 leaves of plates (some folded)) : 15 maps ; 54 cm.
Atlas only; book of sailing directions not present.
Includes soundings.
With some navigational notes.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 1251
Baskes oversize G1127.C6 B33 1798 (NLO)

Nova Scotia - Maps - 1809 - Nautical charts
Fundy, Bay of - Maps - 1809 - Nautical charts
Saint John River (Me. and N.B.) - Maps - 1809
Nautical charts - Nova Scotia - 1809 - Nautical charts - Fundy, Bay of - Maps - 1809
Nautical charts
A New Chart of the coast of Nova Scotia with the south coast of New Brunswick ... 1809 [i.e. 1816?].
1 map : hand col. ; 69 x 151 cm.
Second edition.'
In: Faden, William [and others]. [General atlas of modern geography : a collection of large scale maps and charts of all parts of the world] ([London, etc. : W. Faden, etc., 1775-1816]) v. 2, pl. [37].
Verso handstamped '30.'
Insets: Plan of river St. John -- Plan of Port Roseway Harbour -- Plan of the entrance or harbour of river St. John.
Imprint on map: London: Published by Laurie & Whittle ... 12th July, 1809.
oversize Ayer 135 .G32 1775 v. 2, pl. [37] (PrCt)

Nova Scotia - Maps - 1829
An Historical and statistical account of Nova-Scotia : in two volumes : illustrated by a map of the province, and several engravings / by Thomas C. Haliburton. Halifax, Nova-Scotia : Joseph Howe, 1829.
Authors: Haliburton, Thomas Chandler, 1796-1865
2 v. : ill., maps, plans, tables ; 23 cm.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Errata at end of text, v. 2.
Sabin 29687
Goldsmiths'-Kress 25865
LC Card Number: 01021756
Duplicate copies: Ayer 150.7 .N9 H2 1829 -- F 829 .38
Case F1038 .H17 (NLO)

Nova Scotia - Maps - 1829
Prince Edward Island - Maps - 1829
Authors: Haliburton, Thomas Chandler, 1796-1865
1 map ; 40 x 75 cm.
Detached from Haliburton, Thomas Chandler. Historical and statistical account of Nova-Scotia (Halifax, 1829).
Duplicate copy: Ayer 150.7 N9H2 1829 v. 1. M1044
map4F G3420 1829 .H3 (PrCt)

Nova Scotia - Maps - 1864
Authors: Church, A. F. (Ambrose Finson), 1836-1920
19 maps ; on 38 sheets 90 x 168 cm. or smaller. Uniform titles of individual maps: Topographical township map of ... County, Nova Scotia. Facsimiles of county maps originally published by Ambrose F. Church (Halifax,1864); reproduced from originals in the Department of Lands and Forests, Halifax, N. S.
Scales ca. 1:63,360 - 1:100,000.
Shows landowners in towns as well as rural areas.
Each map includes inset of Nova Scotia.
M278
map6F G3421.G46 1864 .C5 (PrCt)

Nova Scotia - Maps - 1883
New Brunswick - Maps - 1883
Newfoundland and Labrador - Maps - 1883
Nova Scotia and New Brunswick. Chicago : Geo. F. Cram, [1883].
Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928. Cram's unrivaled family atlas of the world (1883)
1 map : col. ; 22 x 30 cm.
Inset (6 x 6 cm.): Newfoundland
folio G1019 .G463 1883b, p. 26 (PrCt)

Nova Scotia - Maps - 1883
Railroads - Railroads - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1883)
1 map : col. ; 13 x 17 cm.
Title in right margin.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1883) opposite p. 980
H 668 .703 (1883) opp. p. 980 (PrCt)

60170 Nova Scotia - Maps - 1884 - 
Railroads
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1884)
1 map : col. ; 13 x 17 cm.
Title in right margin.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1884) opposite p. 960
Same as map opposite p. 953 with different title:
Map of New Brunswick. For Poor's manual of railroads for 1884
H 668 .703 (1884) opp. p. 960 (PrCt)

60171 Nova Scotia - Maps - 1885 - 
Railroads
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1885)
1 map : col. ; 13 x 17 cm.
Title in right margin.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1885) opposite p. 926
H 668 .703 (1885) opp. p. 926 (PrCt)

60172 Nova Scotia - Maps - 1896 - Cape Breton Island (N.S.) - Maps
Mackinlay's map of the province of Nova Scotia, including the island of Cape Breton. Compiled from actual & recent surveys. [Halifax, N.S. A. & W. Mackinlay, publishers], 1896.
Authors: A. & W. Mackinlay (Firm) -- Mackinlay (A. & W.), firm SEE A. & W. Mackinlay (Firm) -- A. and W. Mackinlay (Firm) SEE A. & W. Mackinlay (Firm)
1 map : col. ; 60 x 76 cm.
Imprint from front cover, with added title:
Mackinlay's new map of Nova Scotia ...
map6F G3420 1896 .M3 (PrCt)

60173 Nova Scotia - Maps - 1924 - Road maps
Map of the Province of Nova Scotia showing all county boundaries, public highways, trails, railways, Cities, towns, villages, lakes, streams, and harbors. Halifax : Provincial Highway Board, 1924.
Authors: Nova Scotia. Highways Board -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library)
62 leaves : 29 col. maps ; 28 x 14 cm.
Cover title: Highway map of the province of Nova Scotia.
Condition: Slight wear to cover, else fine. Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection. Previous location: C-unboxed (top shelf)
AMcN III PC 4050 (PrCt)

60174 Nova Scotia - Maps - 1928 - Road maps
Authors: Nova Scotia. Dept. of Highways -- Canada. Natural Resources Intelligence Service -- Geological Survey of Canada -- Chicago Historical Society
1 map : col. ; 49 x 75 cm.
Issued folded to 22 x 11 cm. with panel title:
Province of Nova Scotia: map showing main trunk highway system ...
Verso includes distance tables keyed to specific routes.
Inset (29 x 25 cm.): Cape Breton Island.
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.
CHS Coll., Map no. 701 (PrCt)

60175 Nova Scotia - Maps - 1929 - Road maps
Authors: Canada. Natural Resources Intelligence Service -- Canada. Dept. of the Interior -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 49 x 76 cm.
At head of title: Department of the Interior, Canada ...
"Scale, 10 miles = 1 inch."
"Natural Resources Intelligence Service ... " -- beneath bar scale.
Inset (29 x 25 cm.): Cape Breton Island.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 197.8 (PrCt)

60176 Nova Scotia - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
1 map : col. ; 49 x 76 cm.
Nova Scotia - Maps - 1932 - Road maps
1 map : col. ; 49 x 76 cm.
"Recreational resources by N.R.I. Service, Dept. of the Interior." -- at bottom right.
Verso includes text describing travel booklets dated 1932.
"Scale, 10 miles = 1 inch."
Inset (29 x 25 cm.): Cape Breton Island.
Map on verso (15 x 19 cm.): Sketch map indicating main automobile roads connecting with Nova Scotia.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 197.33 (PrCt)

Nova Scotia - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Highway map : Nova Scotia Island (N.S.) - Maps - 1932 - Road maps
Highway map : Nova Scotia Island.
1 map : col. ; 49 x 76 cm.
"Recreational resources by N.R.I. Service, Dept. of the Interior." -- at bottom right.
Verso includes text describing travel booklets dated 1932.
"Scale, 10 miles = 1 inch."
Inset (29 x 25 cm.): Cape Breton Island.
Map on verso (15 x 19 cm.): Sketch map indicating main automobile roads connecting with Nova Scotia.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 197.33 (PrCt)

Nova Scotia - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Highway map : Nova Scotia - Roads maps
Highway map : Nova Scotia.
1 map : col. ; 49 x 76 cm.
"Recreational resources by N.R. I. Service, Dept. of the Interior."
Verso includes text describing travel booklets dated 1932.
"Scale, 10 miles = 1 inch."
Inset (29 x 25 cm.): Cape Breton Island.
Map on verso (47 x 57 cm.): Province of Nova Scotia showing its relationship with principal eastern centres with connecting highway routes and railways.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 197.7 (PrCt)
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Schiffahrt (1612) -- Kempfer, Erasmus -- Hulsius Erben -- Hulsius, Levinus. d. 1606. [Sammlung von sechs und zwanzig Schiffharten] (1608-1650) 1 map ; 9.8 x 13.6 cm. (plate mark 10.8 x 14.5 cm.)

In Veer, Gerrit de, Dritter Theil : Warhafftiger Relation Der dreyen neuen ... Schiffahrt (Franckfurt am Mayn: Erasmo Kempfpern, in Verlegung Leuin Hulsij Wittibbe, 1612), opp. p. 4. In upper right corner: Pag 4. In small cartouche at upper left, two birds, with inscription: Loms Vögel oder Norts Papegaij.

Reference: Cf. Church catalogue, no. 266, map 1.

VAULT Ayer 110 .H9 1608, v. 1, pt. 3, p. 4 (PrCt)

60185 **Novara (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1620**

*Novara Mediolanensis ducatus civitas.* [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Hoefnagel, Joris, 1542-1601 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : hand col. ; 32 x 46 cm.


VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 6, pl. 56 (PrCt)

60186 **Novara (Italy) : Province - Historical geography - Maps - 1830-1839**

*Conte N de Novara : per conquista nel 1733 e trattato di cessione 6 giugno 1736 colla casa d'Austria compresa la signoria di S. Giulio e Riviera d'Orta che per solenne riunizia de' vescovi di Novarar del 1767, 15 giugno passò ai duchi di Savoia / P. Alldi inc.* [Milano : P.E. Giusti, 1819-1852].

1 map : hand col. ; on sheet 64 x 46 cm.

In Litta, Pompeo, Famiglie celebri di Italia [Milano: P.E. Giusti, 1819-1852], v. 10, fol. [179-80].

At upper right: Tav. VIII.

Relief shown by form lines.
Three colored coats of arms below title.

Case oversize E 6835 .5, v. 10, fol. [179-80] (PrCt)

60187 **Novara (Italy : Province) - Maps - 1765**

*Carte des pays ajoutés aux etats du Roi de Sardaigne, depuis l'an 1682. London, 1765.*
Authors: Dury, Andrew 1 map ; 37 x 34 cm.

Inset on Dury, Andrew. Chorographical map of the King of Sardinia's dominions (London, 1765) pl. 9.

Scale [ca. 1:520,000].
Relief shown pictorially
Prime meridian: [Ferro].

map7C 11 sht. 14 (PrCt)

60188 **Nove Zamky (Czech Republic) - Maps - 1689 - Pictorial works**

Authors: Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718 -- Padoani, Domenico, fl. 1689 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Coronelli,
Vincenzo, 1650-1718. Citta, fortezze, isole, e porti principale dell' Europa ... (1689)
1 map ; 13 x 17 cm.
In: Coronelli, Vincenzo. Citta, fortezze, isole, e porti principale dell' Europa, in piani, et in eluatone, descritte, e publicate ad uso dell' Academia cosmografica degli argonauti ([Venice] : Domenico Padoani, 1689) pl. [42]. Engraved plate '179.' One of four plates printed on same sheet, opening [42].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 5, pl. 56 (PrCt)

60189
Nove Zamky (Czech Republic) - Maps - 1689 - Pictorial works

Authors: Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718 -- Padoani, Domenico, fl. 1689 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718. Citta, fortezze, isole, e porti principale dell' Europa ... (1689) 1 map ; 27 x 43 cm.
VAULT folio Ayer 135 .C8 1689 pl. 37 (PrCt)

60190
Nove Zamky (Slovakia) - Pictorial works - 1595-1599

Ovar Germanice Niev Hvisel. [Cologne : s.n., 1595 [i.e. ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Hoefnagel, Joris, 1542-1601 -- Hoefnagel, Jacob, 1573?-approximately 1632 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : hand col. ; 17 x 45 cm.
Based on 1595 view by Joris Hoefnagel; forwarded to Braun and Hogenberb by Jacob Hoefnagel; see R.A. Skelton’s Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum. Includes references A-I, K.
On same sheet with: Vizzegrad Germanice Pliniebvg.
Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Ovar
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 5, pl. 56 (PrCt)

60191
Novhorod-Sivers´Kyi (Ukraine) - Maps - 1840

Ground plan of Novgorod. [Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, 1840].
Authors: Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846 -- Lea & Blanchard -- Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (1840) 1 map ; 6 x 7 cm.
Wax engraving.
G 11 .607 v. 2, p. 169 (PrCt)

60192
Novi, Battle of, Novi Ligure, Italy, 1799 - Maps - 1839-1846-Novii Ligure (Italy) - Maps - 1799

Authors: Jomini, Antoine Henri, baron de, 1779-1869. Atlas pour servir à l'intelligence de l'Histoire critique et militaire des guerres de la révolution (1839) -- Petit, J.-B.
1 map : hand col. ; 53 x 42 cm.
Relief shown by hachures. Positions of French and Allied troops indicated by colors.
At top center: Signes indicatifs.
At upper right: Pl. XXXI.
Case oversize F 393 .457, pl. 31 (PrCt)

60193
Nowell, Laurence, 1530-ca. 1570-1599

Authors: Barber, Peter -- Map collector (1983) p. 16-21 ; 30 cm.
Map Ref folio GA101 .M28, v. 22, p. 16-21 (PrCt)

60194
Noxubee County (Miss.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners

Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960- -- Arphet Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)
343 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
1st ed.
'Deluxe edition.'
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).
3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.' Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).
Includes indexes.
ISBN 1420301462
Local History Ref F347.N6 B69 2005 (NLO)

Includes bibliographical references (p. 195-199) and index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 87029357
ISBN 0631142479 ; 9780631142478 ; 0318324822 ; 9780318324821
Baskes U263 .B86 1988 (NLO)

60196 Nueces County (Tex.) - Historical geography - Maps - 1750-1800<<<<Counties - Maps
Authors: Kilgore, Daniel Edmond, 1921- -- Corpus Christi Museum 10 p. : 2 maps (fold in pocket) port. ; 22 cm.
Includes bibliographical references.
Series: Corpus Christi Museum. Occasional paper ; no. 1.
80-48613.
F392 .N8 K54 (NLO)

60197 Nueces County (Tex.) - Maps - 1879 - Landowners<<<<Counties - Maps
Authors: Kilgore, Daniel Edmond, 1921- -- Corpus Christi Museum 10 p. : 2 maps (fold in pocket) port. ; 22 cm.
Includes bibliographical references.
Series: Corpus Christi Museum. Occasional paper ; no. 1.
80-48613.
F392 .N8 K54 (NLO)

Nuevo Leon and Tamaulipas railroads ... . Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, c1925.
1 map : col. ; 64 x 47 cm.
Plate no.: 5N24.
Includes key to railroads numbered 38-64 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Nuevo Leon and Tamaulipas railroads ... .
Issued folded in accompanying index (23 p. ; 17 cm.): Nuevo Leon and Tamaulipas, México : indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide ... = Mapa de bolsillo ... . San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1925.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
map3C G4441.P3 1925 .R3 (PrCt)

Authors: Riewe, R. R. (Roderick R.) -- Canadian Circumpolar Institute -- Tungavik Federation of Nunavut
1 atlas (259 p. ; [6] leaves of plates (some folded)) : ill., maps (some col.) ; 32 x 49 cm.
Illustrates and describes the geographical extent of Inuit land use in the Nunavut Agreement area.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
(eastern Northwest Territories) in terms of intensity of use (high, medium, low) and of type of wildlife (caribou calving grounds, waterfowl nesting and staging areas, distribution, seasonal ranges and migration routes of animals harvested), based on data collected from hunters and elders in the communities. Series: Circumpolar research series; no. 2. oversize G1183 N8 N86 1992 (NLO)

60201  
Nunavut - Maps - 1999
Authors: Murray, Andrew -- Fick, Steven -- Canadian Geographic Enterprises  
1 map : col. ; 54 x 39 cm. 
temp map2F G3560 1999 .C3 (PrCt)

60202  
Nuremberg (Germany) - Historical geography
- Maps - 1800
Erweitrungs Riss der Stat Nürnberg. [196-?].  
1 map ; 41 x 45 cm. 
Photocopy.  
Shows extent of city in 903, 1140, 1350, and 1564.  
Includes references A-R.  
4007  
map4F G6299.N8 1800 G4 196- (PrCt)

60203  
Nuremberg (Germany) - Maps - 1625
1 map ; 56 x 77 cm. 
Photocopy of 1625 original.  
4010  
map6F G6299.N8 1625 B5 196- (PrCt)

60204  
Nuremberg (Germany) - Maps - 1632
Nürnberg (Germany) SEE Nuremberg (Germany) 
Des h: Rom Reichs Stat Nürnberg wie die von Gustavo Adolpho König. zue Schweden ist forticirt worden. [196-?].  
1 map ; 53 x 63 cm. 
Photocopy of 1632 manuscript; north portion only.  
4004  
map4F G6299.N8 1632 H4 196- (PrCt)

60205  
Nuremberg (Germany) - Maps - 1705
Iconographia civitatis Noribergae. [196-?].  
Authors: Böner, Johann Alexander, 1647-1720  
1 map ; 31 x 39 cm. 
Added title: Grund-Riss der Stadt Nürnberg.  
Photocopy of original published Nuremberg, 1705.  
Includes references 1-24.  
4008  
map2F G6299.N8 1705 I25 196- (PrCt)

60206  
Nuremberg (Germany) - Maps - 1732
Grundris der des Heil. Rom Reichs freyen stadt
Nuremberg, Nuremberg, 1732.  
Authors: Homann Erben (Firm) -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:Y24  
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 56 cm. 
References: a-H, a-zz, and 1-19.  
3077  
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).  
Sack map4F G6299.N8 1732 H6 (PrCt)

60207  
Nuremberg (Germany) - Maps - 1793
Geometrischer Grundriss der Reichs-stadt Nürnberg. [196-?].  
Authors: Annert, Friedrich Albrecht, 1759-1800  
1 map ; 51 x 58 cm. 
Photocopy of original published 1793.  
Includes references to 54 buildings.  
4003  
map4F G6299.N8 1793 A5 196- (PrCt)

60208  
Nuremberg (Germany) - Maps - 1800
Nürnberg. [196-?].  
1 map ; 48 x 49 cm. 
Photocopy of portion of topographic map, originally published ca. 1800.  
4006  
map4F G6299.N8 1800 N8 196- (PrCt)

60209  
Nuremberg (Germany) - Maps - 1800
Rekonstruktion eines Rohrnetzplanes über die Trinkwassererversorgung der Reichsstadt zu Beginn des 19. Jahrhunderts. [196-?].  
Authors: Geissler, Christian, fl.1819-1837  
1 map ; 53 x 59 cm. 
Photocopy of ca. 1800 original.  
4009  
map4F G6299.N8 1800 G4 196- (PrCt)

60210  
Nuremberg (Germany) - Maps - 1805
Grundriss der Stadt Nürnberg Mit ganauer Benenung aller Haupt u.: Nebengassen Zum beguemen Gebrauch fur Einkeimische u: Fremde 1805. [196-?].  
1 map ; 22 x 37 cm. 
Photocopy of 1805 original.  
4005  
map1F G6299.N8 1805 G7 196- (PrCt)

60211  
Nuremberg (Germany) - Maps - 1895
Authors: Grieben, -- Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag -- Gerner, G. -- Goldschmidt, Albert -- Kraatz, Leopold -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
IV, 84, 4 p., [1] leaf of plates : 1 map ; 16 cm.  
Cover title: Führer durch Nürnberg und Umgebung
Maps lithographed by Leopold Kraatz.
Includes index.
Advertisements, 4 p., third sequence.
Series: Grieben-Reiseführer ; Bd. 62.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 62 (1895) (NLO)

60215 Nuremberg (Germany) - Maps - 1929<<>>Nuremberg Region (Germany) - Maps - 1929
Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag -- Goldschmidt, Albert -- Kraatz, Leopold -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
121 p., [1] folded leaf of plates : 5 maps (some col., some folded), 7 plans ; 16 cm.
22. Aufl. [22nd ed.]
'Mit 5 Karten und 7 Grundrissen.'
Maps lithographed by Leopold Kraatz.
Includes index.
Series: Grieben-Reiseführer ; Bd. 62
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 62 (1929) (NLO)

60216 Nuremberg (Germany) - Maps - 1932<<>>Nuremberg Region (Germany) - Maps - 1932
Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag -- Kraatz, Leopold -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Maps lithographed by Leopold Kraatz.
Map inside front cover.
Attached comment "postkarte," between 1st and 2nd sequences.
Advertisements, II p. at end.
Includes index.
Series: Grieben-Reiseführer ; Bd. 62
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 62 (1932) (NLO)

60217 Nuremberg (Germany) - Maps - 1961<<>>Nuremberg Region (Germany) - Maps - 1961
Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag -- Karl Thiemig AG -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
144 p. : 2 maps (some col., some folded) ; 17 cm.
Map inside front cover.
Folded map in pocket.
Includes index.
Series: Grieben-Reiseführer ; Bd. 62
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .W64 Nürnberg (1927) (NLO)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

the Newberry Library.

60218 Nuremberg (Germany) - Maps - 1966
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 10 plates
1st ed.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

60219 Nuremberg (Germany) - Maps - 1980 - Guidebooks
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm)
1 v.
5th ed.
DD 901.N93 N871 1980 (NLO)

Authors: Tiggésbäumker, Günter, 1948- -- Stadtbibliothek Nürnberg -- Nürnberg (Germany). Stadtbibliothek SEE Stadtbibliothek Nürnberg -- Nuremberg (Germany). Stadtbibliothek SEE Stadtbibliothek Nürnberg viii, 104 p., [40] leaves of plates : ill. ; 24 cm.
Includes 40 reduced B&W photos of manuscript maps.
Series: Beiträge zur Geschichte und Kultur der Stadt Nürnberg ; Bd. 23
Includes bibliographical references (p. 93-95).
Formerly Z6028 .S73 1988
ISBN 3871911178 ; 9783871911170
Map Ref Z6028 .S73 1988 (NLO)

60221 Nuremberg (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1620
Nurverga florentissimum Germaniae emporium, rempublicant optima politia illustrem ... [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Weigel, Hans, 1549-ca.
1578 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : hand col. ; 10 x 46 cm. on sheet 41 x 54 cm.
View possibly derived from a ca. 1570 woodcut by Hans Weigel; see R.A. Skelton’s Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.
Added title in uppercase: Nvrnberg.
On same sheet with: Vlma imperialis in Sueuia vrbs, fortissimo aquae et murorum ambitu, magnifico templo ... -- Vrbs Salisbvrgensis genvina descriptio -- Lindola, oppidum imperij insulare, vndique aqua Acromi lacus circumfusum.
Latin letterpress text on verso under titles: Nvrnberga -- Vlma --Saltzbvrgym -- Lindoia.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 1, pl. 31 (PrCt)

60222 Nuremberg (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1620
Norenb erga vrbs nobilissima, totius quasi Germanie ...
[Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Caymox, Cornelis, fl. 1575 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : hand col. ; 30 x 49 cm.
Based on view provided by Cornelis Caymox; see R.A. Skelton’s Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.
Added title in uppercase lettering: Nvrmbeg. Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Noriberga.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 2, pl. 43 (PrCt)

Authors: Wurm, Hans -- Weigel, Hans, 1549-ca. 1578 -- H. W. -- Ludwig Rosenthal's Antiquariat -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : woodcut ; 702 x 689 mm. (neat line), on 4 sheets 360 x 370 mm. or smaller.
Attributed to Hans Wurm and Hans Weigel in Nagler, Die Monogrammisten v. 3, p. 700, no. 1670.
Entwined monogram 'HW' flanked by '15' and '59' at bottom center.
Oversize lettering at top center: Mittnacht.
Relief shown pictorially.
Includes mining and hunting views within forest.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. 
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Printed from 4 wood blocks.
Manuscript 'Kart 32694' and '133' on verso.
Ex Rosenthal.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
b133
Novacco 2F 89 (PrCt)

60224 Nuremberg Region (Germany) - Maps - 1710
Nürnberg, mit dero Gegend. Augsburg : Gabriel Bodenehr, 1710.
Authors: Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. -- Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. Atlas curieux -- oder, Neuer und compendieuser atlas 1710 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 14 x 21 cm.
In: Bodenehr, Gabriel. Atlas curieux; oder, Neuer und compendieuser atlas ... ([Augsburg : Gabriel Bodenehr, 1710?]) pl. [80]. Engraved plate no. '83.'

Ayer 135 .B6 pl. 80 (PrCt)

60225 Nuremberg Region (Germany) - Maps - 1745 - History, Ancient
Delineatio Nordgoviae veteris prout ejust facies seculo XI. & XII ... Nuremberg : Homann Erben, [ca. 1745].
Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Homann Erben (Firm) -- Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724. Atlas novus terrarum orbis [ca. 1745] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 44 x 53 cm.
In: Homann, Johann Baptist. Atlas novus terrarum orbis (Nuremberg : [Homann Erben, ca. 1745]), [plate 101].
Inset (14 x 17 cm.): Conspectus fossae Caroline pro conjungendo Danubi & Rheno ... . Map dated 1733.
Manuscript 'No. 103' and '105' on verso.

oversize Ayer 135 .H7 1730, [plate 101] (PrCt)

60226 Nuremberg Region (Germany) - Maps - 1750 - Nuremberg (Germany) - Maps - 1750 - Pictorial works
Prospect und Grundris der...Reichs-stadt Nürnberg... Nuremberg, [ca. 1750].
Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:114
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 57 cm.
Phillips 4257 v. 2 no. 77.
Inset: [View of Nuremberg]. Includes references 1-49 and 1-40.

2358
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2

no. II:114 (PrCt)

60227 Nyeri (Kenya) - Tourism - 1982
Treetops, Outspan, Paxtu / by Jan Hemsing.
Authors: Hemsing, Jan
1 booklet (20 p.) : ills, photos ; 22 cm

60228 Nyong River (Cameroon) - Maps - 1885 - Batanga River (Cameroon) SEE Nyong River (Cameroon) - Moanya River (Cameroon) SEE Nyong River (Cameroon) Sketch of the Batanga or Moanya River (German Cameroon Territory) / drawn by Dr. Hugo Zöller.

Edinburgh : Scottish Geographical Society, 1885.
Authors: W. & A.K. Johnston Limited -- Zöller, Hugo, 1852-1933 -- Scottish geographical magazine (1885)
1 map ; 19 x 6 cm.
In: Scottish geographical magazine 1 (1885): 387.
Scale ca. 1:150,000.
To accompany "Geographical notes' on the 'Batanga River,'" p. 387-388.
G 007 .8, v. 1, p. 387 (PrCt)

60229 Nysa (Poland) - History - Exhibitions
Authors: Bein, Werner -- Schmilewski, Ulrich -- Schmilewski, Vera -- Stiftung Kulturwerk Schlesien -- Neisser Kultur- und Heimatbund -- Roemer-Museum -- Pelizaeus-Museum -- Historisches Museum für Stadt und Grafschaft Wertheim (Germany) -- Oberschlesisches Landesmuseum (Ratingen, Germany)
308 p. : ill. (some col.), maps ; 21 x 22 cm.
Exhibition catalog.
Bibliography: p. 16.
DK651.N9 N45 1988 (NLO)

60230 Nysa (Poland) - Pictorial works - 1620 - Neisse (Germany) SEE Nysa (Poland)
Nissa Silesior sedes episcopalis. [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : hand col. ; 16 x 44 cm.

G 007 .8, v. 1, p. 388 (PrCt)
On the same sheet with: Lignicivm.

Latin letterpress text on verso under titles: Nyssa
-- Lignicivm.

In: Braun, Georg and Franz Hogenberg. Civitates orbis terrarum [Cologne: Pieter von Brachel?, ca. 1620] v. 6, plate 18

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 6, pl. 18 (PrCt)


Authors: West, F. van -- O.T.O. Dude Ranch (Corwin Springs, Mont.) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Van West, F. SEE West, F. van

1 map ; 22 x 28 cm.

Mounted on backing sheet; verso includes descriptive text obscured by backing.

Previously bound with a collection of pictorial maps in binders labeled "Points of Interest." Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 190.43 A (PrCt)


Authors: American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions -- American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions. Maps and illustrations of the missions of the American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions, 1841 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 10 x 12 cm.


Forms pl. 10C of a collection of wax-engraved maps, apparently detached from assorted Board publications, and bound together as a separate atlas. Added letterpress title from bottom margin: Mission to the Sandwich Islands.

Ayer 136 .A5 1841 pl. 10C (PrCt)


Authors: American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions -- American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions. Maps and illustrations of the missions (1846) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 10 x 12 cm.

In: American Board of Commissioners for Foreign
60238 Oahu (Hawaii) - Maps - 2002 - Road maps
Road maps
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (138-235, 30 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Date on cover: 2002.
$12.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528982745
RMcN StrFdr 2002 .O18 (PrCt)

60239 Oahu (Hawaii) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps
Road maps
Honolulu Region (Hawaii) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps
Honolulu (Hawaii) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps
1 atlas (various paginations) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
"2nd edition" --front cover.
$12.95
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528999583
RMcN StrFdr 2005 .O18 (PrCt)

60240 Oak Park (Ill.) - Maps - 1869 - Cook County (Ill.) - Maps - 1869
This Plat shows the relative position of Oak Park, Harlem, and Thatcher to the city limits. [Chicago : Western News Company, 1869].
Authors: Runnion, James B. -- Western News Company -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 13 x 22 cm.
"Oak Park, 3 1/2 miles; Harlem, 4 miles; Thatcher, 5 miles" [west of Chicago city limits].
In anonymous work attributed to James B. Runnion: Out of town : being a descriptive, historical and statistical account of the suburban towns and residences of Chicago (Chicago : The Western News Company, 1869), opposite p. 29 Scale [ca. 1:45,500].
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
References: Checklist of printed maps of the Middle West to 1900, 4-2361
Gift '64
ICN 73
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Graff 3604, opposite p. 29 (PrCt)
Oak Park (Ill.) - Maps - 1894 - Real property
Oak Park (Ill.) - Maps - 1894

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Oak Park is eight miles due west of Chicago's ...
1987.
Authors: Hayne (W.J.) Company, Chicago --
Kennedy & Ballard, Chicago -- Chicago Region
Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 67 x 41 cm. + text
Facsimile of original published Chicago, 1894.
5003
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library).
map4F G4104.O3G46 1894 H3 1987 (PrCl)

60244 Oak Park (Ill.) - Pictorial works -
1873<=>River Forest (Ill.) - Pictorial works -
1873<=>Forest Park (Ill.) - Pictorial works -
1873<=>Pictorial works - Oak Park (Ill.) -
1873<=>Pictorial works - River Forest (Ill.) -
1873<=>Pictorial works - Forest Park (Ill.) -
1873
Bird's eye view of Oak Park. [Oak Park, Ill.
Historical Society of Oak Park and River Forest ,
198-?].
Authors: Barclay, Philander W. -- Historical
Society of Oak Park and River Forest -- Chicago
Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view ; 28 x 46 cm.
'Bird's-eye view of Oak Park, Harlem (now Forest
Park), and River Forest as it looked in 1873.
This drawing was made by an itinerant German
artist ...' -- from accompanying 1 p. index.
Includes key to buildings.
Facsimile produced from glass negative in the
Philander W. Barclay collection in the Historical
Society of Oak Park and River Forest.
Not in MMC.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library).
sc map2F G4104.O3A3 1873 .B5 198- (NLO)

60245 Oak Park (Ill.) - Tourism - 1996<=>Oak Park
(III.) - Maps - 1996
Explore Oak Park. Oak Park, Ill. Oak Park
Visitors Bureau, c1996.
Authors: Oak Park Visitors Center (Ill.) -- Oak
Park Visitors Bureau (Ill.) SEE Oak Park Visitors
Center (Ill.)
1 leaflet (8-fold) : col photos, maps ; fold to 23 x
10 cm
Travel Vertical File G4104 .O3E635 1996 .O2
(PrCl)

60246 Oak Park (Ill.) - Tourism - 2011<=>Oak Park
(III.) - Maps - 2011
Oak Park visitor guide 2011. Oak Park, Ill. [Oak
Park Visitors Center and others], 2011.
Authors: Oak Park Visitors Center (Ill.) -- Stotis,
Katherine -- Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 booklet (48 p.): 3 col. maps (1 folded) ; 23 cm.
Folded map measures 30 x 17 cm.
Gift 2011, Katherine Stotis
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library).
map4C G4104.O3E635 2011 .O2 (PrCl)

60247 Oakland (Calif.) - Description and travel - 1950
How to go places : Metropolitan Oakland area.
Oakland, Calif : Metropolitan Oakland Area
Committee, [c. 1950s].
1 booklet (29 p.): : illus, photos ; 16 x 11 cm
"Includes small road maps to various points of
interest".

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>60248</td>
<td><strong>Oakland (Calif.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps</strong></td>
<td><strong>Oakland Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>East Bay (Calif.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps</strong></td>
<td><strong>Berkeley (Calif.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Alameda (Calif.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps</strong></td>
<td><strong>San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Road maps</strong></td>
<td><strong>Shell map of Oakland, East Bay cities and vicinity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Chicago:</strong> San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948?].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Authors:</strong> Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Panel title.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Plate no. includes letter &quot;V&quot;, indicating 1948 publication.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Panel art:</strong> Shell logo.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Gousha Clients 5477 (PrCt)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60249</td>
<td><strong>Oakland (Calif.) - Maps - 1969 - Road maps</strong></td>
<td><strong>East Bay (Calif.) - Maps - 1969 - Road maps</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Berkeley (Calif.) - Maps - 1969 - Road maps</strong></td>
<td><strong>Alameda (Calif.) - Maps - 1969 - Road maps</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1969 - Road maps</strong></td>
<td><strong>Road maps</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Authors:</strong> Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>1 map : both sides, col. ; 206 x 38 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Panel title.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Added titles: East Bay cities street map (northern section) -- East Bay cities street map (southern section).</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Plate no. 696809-1.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Inset (27 x 19 cm.): Metropolitan San Francisco.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Panel art:</strong> Illustration of road and Gulf service station.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>**Includes two Library of Congress copyright handstamps with certificate numbers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>RMcN Clients 1242 (PrCt)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60250</td>
<td><strong>Oakland (Calif.) - Maps - 1970 - Road maps</strong></td>
<td><strong>East Bay (Calif.) - Maps - 1970 - Road maps</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Berkeley (Calif.) - Maps - 1970 - Road maps</strong></td>
<td><strong>Alameda (Calif.) - Maps - 1970 - Road maps</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1970 - Road maps</strong></td>
<td><strong>Road maps</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Authors:</strong> Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>1 map : both sides, col. ; 206 x 38 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Panel title.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Added titles: East Bay cities street map (northern section) -- East Bay cities street map (southern section).</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Plate no. 716809-3.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Inset (27 x 19 cm.): Metropolitan San Francisco.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Panel art:</strong> Illustration of road and Gulf service station.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>RMcN Clients 2016 (PrCt)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60252</td>
<td><strong>Oakland (Calif.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps</strong></td>
<td><strong>East Bay (Calif.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Berkeley (Calif.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps</strong></td>
<td><strong>Alameda (Calif.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps</strong></td>
<td><strong>Road maps</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Oakland, East Bay cities : Mobil travel map.</strong></td>
<td><strong>[Chicago?] :</strong> Rand McNally &amp; Co., 1975.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Authors:</strong> Mobil Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Oakland (Calif.) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps
maps<<>>East Bay (Calif.) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps
maps<<>>Berkeley (Calif.) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps
maps<<>>Alameda (Calif.) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps
maps<<>>San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps
maps<<>>Wall maps
Oakland. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Co., [1979?].
Authors: Union Oil Company of California -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 205 x 38 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added titles: East Bay cities street map (northern section) -- East Bay cities street map (southern section).
Issued for the Union Oil Company of California.
Plate no. 796809-9.
Inset (27 x 19 cm.): Metropolitan San Francisco.
Panel art: Two stylized and multi-colored directional arrows; 76 logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4618 (PrCt)

Oakland (Calif.) - Pictorial works - 1890-1899
Authors: Britton & Rey -- Oakland Tribune (Oakland, Calif.) -- Dargie, W. E. -- Dargie, T. T. -- Chicago Historical Society
1 view ; 51 x 76 cm.
'Specially prepared and presented by the Oakland Tribune.'
Mounted on linen.
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.
CHS Coll., Map no. 468 (PrCt)

Oakland County (Mich.) - Maps - 1872 - Landowners
Maps<<>>Counties - Landowners - Maps
Authors: Beers, F. W. (Frederick W.)
1 atlas (141 p. : maps) ; 40 cm.
References: Phillips 1994; OCLC 3334872
oversize G1413.O2 B4 1872 (NLO)
Oakland & Macomb counties street guide.
1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm. + 1 CD-ROM
Cover dated 2005; "©2004" -- title page.
$19.95
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528667067
RMcN StrFdr 2005.O25 (PrCt)

Oakland County (Mich.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps
Oakland & Macomb counties street guide.
1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm. *"5th edition" --front cover.
"© 2005" -- title page.
ISBN number suggests a planned publication date of 2006, but received by the Newberry Library in 2005; cf. other Rand McNally street guides issued with printed date of 2006.
$19.95
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 052865498X
RMcN StrFdr 2005.O25a (PrCt)

Oakland Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps
Oakland & Macomb counties street guide.
1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm. *"6th edition" --front cover.
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
"$19.95" -- back cover
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528667067
RMcN StrFdr 2005.O25 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 76 x 46 cm., folded to 21 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Metropolitan Oakland area.
Plate no. 6-543893-4.
Inset (14 x 11 cm.): Downtown Oakland.
Maps on verso (47 x 46 cm. and smaller): Street
map of Eden Township / copyright 1956 by Regal
Map Company, San Jose, California -- Street
map of Washington Township -- Street map of
Pleasanton -- Street map of Livermore.
Panel art: Metropolitan Oakland Area logo (MOA
in red).
Handstamp on title panel: May 8, 1956.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4373 (PrCt)

60269 Oakley (Bedford, England) - Maps - 1795 - Real property - Wall maps
SEE Oakley (Bedford, England) SEE Oakley Reynes (Bedfordshire)
The Strip map of Oakley Reynes, 1795: with an
introduction to the study of field-maps, by G.
Herbert Fowler. [Bedford, England] : Bedfordshire
Historical Record Society, 1928.
Authors: Fowler, G. Herbert (George Herbert),
1861-1940
1 p. l., 15 p. : folded table, diagr. 36.5 x 27.5 +
map (107.5 x 61 cm.)
Series: Quarto memoirs of the Bedfordshire
historical record society ; vol. II, pt. I
LC Card Number: 28030901
folio F 45903 .085 v. 2 pt. 1 (NLO)

60270 Oban (Scotland) - Maps - 1897 - Highlands (Scotland) - Maps - 1897 - Hebrides (Scotland) - Maps - 1897
A New pictorial and descriptive guide to Oban,
Fort William, the Caledonian canal, Iona, Staffa
and the western Highlands. London : Ward, Lock
& Co., [1897].
Authors: Ward, Lock and Company, ltd. -- Ward
Lock guides -- Bartholomew, J. G. (John
George), 1860-1920 -- John Bartholomew & Co.
-- George Philip & Son -- Unwin Brothers (Firm) --
Gresham Press -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 v. (various ptings, 6 folded leaves of plates) : ill., 7 col. maps (6 folded) ; 17 cm.
Publication date from binder's instructions.
Cover title: Oban, Fort William and the western
Highlands
Maps by J. Bartholomew, John Bartholomew &
Co. and G. Philip & Son.
Printed by Unwin Brothers, Gresham Press.
'With appendices for anglers, cyclists and golfers.
Seven maps and upwards of forty illustrations'
Includes index, advertisements and business
directories.
Series title from cover.
Laid in: brochure, Victoria Hotel, Inverness
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .W3 Oban (1897) (NLO)
Obelisco Vaticano (Vatican City) - Pictorial works - 1586 - Piazza San Pietro (Vatican City) - Pictorial works - 1586 - Basilica Di San Pietro in Vaticano - Pictorial works - 1586 - Obelisks - Rome (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1586
Disegno del modo di condurre l'obelisco detto
uolgarm[en]te la Guglia dal luogo remoto dietro la
Chiesa di S. Pietro / Domenico Fontana da mili
diocesi di como inventore et conduttore ; Natalis
Bonafatius Sebenicensis in aere incidebat ; Io.
Guerra M. Lin. ; NB. F. Romae [Rome] : Apud
Bartholomeum Grassium, MDLXXXVI [1586] .
Authors: Grassi, Bartolomeo, fl. 1582-1600 --
Bonifacio, Natale, 1538-1592 -- Beatrizet,
Nicolas, 1507?-1570? -- N. B., 1507?-1570? --
Fontana, Domenico, 1543-1607 -- Guerra, Io. --
Almagià, Roberto, 1884-1962 -- Franco Novacco
Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view ; 484 x 1,121 mm. (neat line), on
composite sheet 559 x 1,185 mm.
Monogram of Niccolò Beatrizet (NB. F.) at lower
left; see Nagler, Die Monogrammisten, v. 4, p.
730, no. 2322.
Diagram illustrating how an obelisk (the Obelisco
Vaticano) was moved and erected in Saint
Peter's Square in Rome, with the use of
elaborate scaffolds and horse-drawn pulleys.
Includes dedication to Pope Sixtus V, references
A-N detailing the engineering project, and views
of Saint Peter's Basilica.
Printed from 3 plates.
Similar to view published in Fontana, Domenico.
Della trasportatione dell'obelisco vaticano et delle
fabrice di Nostro Signore papa Sisto V (Rome:
D. Basa, 1590); cf. OCLC 9178157.
Ex Almagià.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map
Collection (Newberry Library).
e40
Novacco 6F 30 (PrCt)
Oberammergau (Germany) - Maps - 1930 - Ammer Mountains (Germany) - Maps - 1930
Oberammergau und das Ammergebirge. Berlin :
Grieben-Verlag : A. Goldschmidt, 1930.
Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag
-- Goldschmidt, Albert -- Kraatz, Leopold -- Roger
S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
(some col., some folded) ; 16 cm.
2. Aufl. [2nd ed.]
'Mit 5 Karten.'
Maps lithographed by Leopold Kraatz.
Advertisements: iii p. at end.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Oberbayern und München

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 190 (1930) (NLO)

Oberammergau (Germany) - Maps - 1960

Authors: Grieben Verlag.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 190 (1960) (NLO)

Oberbayern (Germany) - Maps - 1745

Bavariae pars superior tam in sua regimina principaliora quam in eorumdem praeffecturas particulars accuratè divisa ... Nuremberg : Homann Erben, [ca. 1745].
Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Homann Erben (Firm) -- Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724. Atlas novus terrarum orbis [ca. 1745] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 57 x 47 cm.
Added title above upper margin: La haute Baviere, divisée en deux grandes regences .... .
In: Homann, Johann Baptist. Atlas novus terrarum orbis (Nuremberg : [Homann Erben, ca. 1745]), [plate 99].
Inset (21 x 17 cm.) : Burkhusiensis ditionis pars inferior ... .
Manuscript 'No. 101' and '103' on verso.
oversize Ayer 135 .H7 1730, [plate 99] (PrCt)

Oberbayern (Germany) - Maps - 1920

Authors: Meyers Reisebücher -- Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 42 maps ; 15 cm.
2nd ed.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Oberbayern (Germany) - Maps - 1925

Authors: Meyers Reisebücher -- Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 41 maps
4th ed.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Oberbayern (Germany) - Maps - 1930

Authors: Meyers Reisebücher -- Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 42 maps ; 16 cm.
5th ed.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Oberbayern (Germany) - Maps - 1955

Authors: E. A. Meurer -- Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 42 maps ; 15 cm.
2nd ed.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)
220 p. : 2 maps (some col., some folded) ; 17 cm. Map on inside front cover.
Folded map in pocket.
Includes index.
Series: Grieben-Reiseführer ; Bd. 193
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 193 (1955) (NLO)

Oberhof (Germany) - Maps - 1909 <> Oberhof Region (Germany) - Maps - 1909
Authors: Perthes neue Reiseführer -- Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 3 maps
3rd ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Oberhof (Germany) - Maps - 1930 <> Oberhof Region (Germany) - Maps - 1930
Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag -- Goldschmidt, Albert -- Reimer, Dietrich, 1818-1899 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
69 p., [1] folded leaf of plates : 5 maps (some col., some folded) ; 16 cm.
7. Aufl. [7th ed.]
'Mit 4 Karten und einem Panorama.'
Maps lithographed by Dietrich Reimer.
Includes index.
Series: Grieben-Reiseführer ; Bd. 143
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 143 (1930) (NLO)

Oberlausitzische Bibliothek der Wissenschaften zu Görlitz (Germany) - Map collections - Catalogs <> Germany - Maps - Bibliography - Catalogs <> Göttingen (Germany). Oberlausitzische Bibliothek der Wissenschaften SEE Oberlausitzische Bibliothek der Wissenschaften zu Görlitz (Germany)
Authors: Oberlausitzische Bibliothek der Wissenschaften zu Görlitz (Germany) -- Wenzel, Matthias -- Herrmann, Felizitas -- Vogt, Karola -- Görlitz (Dresden, Germany). Oberlausitzische Bibliothek der Wissenschaften SEE Oberlausitzische Bibliothek der Wissenschaften zu Görlitz (Germany)
Series: Schriftenreihe der Städtischen Kunstsammlungen ; n.F., 25
Formerly Z6021 .O225 1997
LC Card Number: 98216529
Map Ref Z6021 .O225 1997 (NLO)

Oberpfalz (Germany) - Maps - 1552 <> Nordgau (Bavaria, Germany) - Maps - 1552 <> Nortgöw (Bavaria, Germany) SEE Nordgau (Bavaria, Germany) <> Nortgoiensi (Bavaria, Germany) SEE Nordgau (Bavaria, Germany) <> Woodcuts
[Map of Nordgau region, Oberpfalz, Germany]. [Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552].
Authors: Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552. Cosmographiae universalis ... (1552) -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : woodcut ; 12 x 16 cm., on sheet 32 x 40 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Added title from center of woodcut: Nortgöw. Added letterpress title above woodcut: De regione Nortgoiensi.
In: Münster, Sebastian. Cosmographiae universalis ... (1552) -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
VAULT folio Ayer 7 .M8 1552, p. 647 (PrCt)

Oberpfalz (Germany) - Maps - 1700
Palatinatus Bavariae vulgo die Obere Pfalz. Nuremberg, [ca. 1700].
Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 --

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III: H48
1 map : hand col.; 47 x 56 cm.
State 1 of the plate.
Duplicate copy of state 1: Sack *map 8C oG5700 1740 .S2 no. II:94.
For later state of plate cf. Johann Baptist Homann. Atlas novus terrarum orbis (Nuremberg, [ca. 1745]) [Ayer +135 H7 1730 no. 100].
2334 rev and 3235
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map 4F G6423.O2 1700 H6 state 1 (PrCt)

Oberpfalz (Germany) - Maps - 1740<>> Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1740
Palatinat superior sieve Bavariae Germanice die Obere Pfalz ... [Augsburg]: Matthaeum Seutter, [ca. 1740].
Authors: Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756 -- Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756. [A Collection of Seutter maps] [1726-1773]
1 map : hand col.; 48 x 56 cm.
Covers northern Bavaria.
Forms part of a made-to-order composite atlas chiefly comprised of undated maps issued ca. 1734-ca. 1744.
Case oversize G 1007 .81 pl. [46] (PrCt)

Oberpfalz (Germany) - Maps - 1745
Palatinatus Bavariae vulgo die Obere Pfalz. Nuremberg : Homann Erben, [ca. 1745].
Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Homann Erben (Firm) -- Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724. Atlas novus terrarum orbis [ca. 1745] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 47 x 56 cm.
Added title above upper margin: Haut Palatinat, ou la partie septentrionale de cercle de Baviere.
In: Homann, Johann Baptist. Atlas novus terrarum orbis (Nuremberg: [Homann Erben, ca. 1745]), [plate 100].
Manuscript 'No. 102' and '104' on verso.
2 Newberry copies of earlier state: Sack map 4F oG6423.O2 1700 H6 and Sack *map 8C oG5700 1740 .S2 no. II:94.
4259
oversize Ayer 135 .H7 1730, [plate 100] (PrCt)

Oberpfalz (Germany) - Maps - 1935 - Road maps<>>Road maps
Shell strassenkarte nr. 17 : Oberpfalz. [Frankfurt? Shell Oil Company?, ca. 1935].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- Shell Oil Company. Shell-strassenkarten
1 map : col.; 39 x 41 cm., folded to 22 x 12 cm. Panel title.
Added title: Karte nr. 17 : Oberpfalz
Dated "ca. 1935" in pencil.
Scale 1:470,000.
Forms sheet 17 of the 20-sheet "Shell-strassenkarten" road map series covering Germany; see index map on verso.
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3.
Road map 4C G6423.O2P2 1935 .S5 (PrCt)

Oberstdorf (Germany) - Maps - 1934<<>> Oberstdorf Region (Germany) - Maps - 1934<<>> Allgäu Alps (Germany and Austria) - Maps - 1934<<>> Alps SEE ALSO Allgäu Alps (Germany and Austria)
Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag
-- Kraatz, Leopold -- Roger S. Baske Collection (Newberry Library)
6. Aufl. [6th ed.]
'Mit 3 Karten und 5 Bildern.'
Maps lithographed by Leopold Kraatz.
'Sucher,' for use with map, in pocket.
Includes index.
Series: Grieben-Reiseführer ; Bd. 182
Forms part of the Roger S. Baske Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 182 (1934) (NLO)

Oberwesel (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1620
Vosauie alias Ficelie ciuitatis ad Rhenum ... [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : hand col.; 18 x 43 cm.
Anonymous view.
Added title at top: Ober Wesell.
On same sheet with: Bodobrige ciuitatis ad ripam Rheni ...
Latin letterpress text on verso under titles: Vvesalia -- Bopardia.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 4, pl. 24 (PrCt)

Obliby, John, 1600-1676 - Exhibitions<<>> Guildhall Library (London, England) - Exhibitions
John Ogilby, cosmographer royal. 1977.
Authors: Hyde, Ralph -- Guildhall Library (London, England)
1 sheet : maps, ill.; 82 x 54 cm. fold. to 28 x 21 cm.
BHC 1401
Vert 1002 (PrCt)
Authors: Cape May County Bridge Commission -- Wisteria Advertising Agency (Wildwood, N.J.) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 60 x 21 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Ocean Drive : Atlantic City-Cape May "Produced for Wisteria Advertising Agency,
Wildwood ... New Jersey."
Plate no. 675227-7
Maps on verso (22 x 19 cm. and smaller):
Northeastern United States -- Atlantic City --
Ocean City -- Sea Isle City -- Avalon -- The
Wildwoods -- Stone Harbor -- Cape May.
Panel art: Outline map of the Jersey Shore region; compass rose logo and slogan "Follow
the flight of the gull."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 356 (PrCt)

60301 Ocean - Maps - 1971
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Dubois, Arthur L. -- Schleuter, Robert -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 6 maps ; 36 cm.
Tipped in: letter dated 1971 from Rand McNally
Vice President, Arthur L. Dubois, to Standard
Educational Corporation editor, Robert
Schleuter.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .O2 1971 copy 2 (PrCt)

60302 Ocean - Maps - 1971
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 6 maps ; 36 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .O2 1971 copy 1 (PrCt)

60303 Ocean - Maps - 1873
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Ocean travel - Maps - 1914
Hamburg American Line - Maps - 1914
Authors: Hamburg American Line -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
351 p. : ill., 15 maps (some col.) ; 24 cm.
English, with some Spanish.
Includes directory of advertisements and index.
Advertisements on lining papers and interspersed.
Publisher’s brown paper binding.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G540 .O75 1891 (NLO)

Ocean travel - Maps - 1891
xliii, 439 p., [95] leaves of plates (20 folded) : ill. (some col.), 30 maps (some col.), plans ; 22 cm.
Cover title: Orient guide
Plates lithographed by Maclure & Co.
“Price 2/6.”
Includes bibliographical references (p. [xxx]-xxxii) and index.
Advertisements: p. i-[ix] and 361-439.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G540 .O75 1891 (NLO)
Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps

Microfiche 583, no. 351 (PrCt)

Authors: General Map Company
1 atlas (38 p.) : maps ; 21 x 28 cm.
Title from cover.
Scale not given.
1 map laid in.
folio G1413.O3 G47 1950 (NLO)

An Account of the voyages undertaken by the order of His Present Majesty for making discoveries in the Southern Hemisphere, and successively performed by Commodore Byron, Captain Wallis, Captain Carteret, and Captain Cook, in the Dolphin, the Swallow, and the Endeavor ... London : Printed for W. Strahan, and T. Cadell ..., 1773.
3 v., [52] leaves of plates (some fold., incl. maps) ; 30 cm.
[2nd ed.]
Case folio G420 .C66 H38 1773 (NLO)

Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Oceana County 4-H Leaders Association (Mich.)
1 atlas (24 p.) : maps ; 22 x 28 cm.
Cover title.
"Sponsored by Oceana County 4-H Leaders Association."
Scale 1 1/4 in to 1 mile.
2 folded maps laid in.
folio G1413.O3 R64 1957 (NLO)

An Account of the voyages undertaken by the order of His Present Majesty for making discoveries in the Southern Hemisphere, and successively performed by Commodore Byron, Captain Wallis, Captain Carteret, and Captain Cook, in the Dolphin, the Swallow, and the Endeavor ... London : Printed for W. Strahan, and T. Cadell ..., 1773.
3 v. ; ill., maps ; 30 cm. + atlas (63 plates ; 57 x 42 cm.)
3rd ed.
Uniform title: Voyage to the Pacific Ocean.
English Title vignettes.
Atlas views and maps also cataloged separately.
References: E.G. Cox, Travel v. 1, p. 63 ; Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 316
folio Ayer 118 .C7 1785c (Text) and oversize Ayer 118 .C7 1785c Atlas (NLO)

Oceana - Maps - 1785- Northeast Passage - Maps - 1785- Northwest Passage - Maps - 1785- Pacific Ocean - Maps - 1785- Pacific Coast (North America) -

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

60318 Oceania - Maps - 1845 Pacific Ocean - Maps - 1845 Islands of the Pacific - Maps - 1845 Antarctica - Maps - 1845 Oceana or Pacific Ocean. [Philadelphia : Carey & Hart, 1845]. Authors: Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Carey & Hart -- Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858. A New universal atlas ... (1845) 1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 38 cm. Inset (3 x 8 cm.): Wilkes' discoveries on a reduced scale. In: Tanner, Henry Schenck. A New universal atlas ... (Philadelphia : Carey & Hart, 1845) map '70. Case oversize G1019 .T2 1845 map 70 (PrCt)

60319 Oceania - Maps - 1847 Islands of the Pacific - Maps - 1847 Pacific Ocean - Maps - 1847 Antarctica - Maps - 1847 Oceana or Pacific Ocean. [Philadelphia : S. Augustus Mitchell, 1847]. Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868. A New universal atlas containing maps of the various empires, kingdoms, states, and republics of the world ... (1847) 1 map ; hand col. ; 29 x 36 cm. Inset (3 x 8 cm.): Wilkes' discoveries on a reduced scale, Antarctic continent. In: Mitchell, S. Augustus. A New universal atlas containing maps of the various empires, kingdoms, states, and republics of the world ... (Philadelphia : S. Augustus Mitchell, 1847) pl. [71]. Printed plate no. '70' lined out and replaced with manuscript '71. oversize G 10 .579 pl. [71] (PrCt)

60320 Oceania - Maps - 1850 Islands of the Pacific - Maps - 1850 Pacific Ocean - Maps - 1850 Antarctica - Maps - 1850 The Pacific Ocean including Oceanica ... [Philadelphia] : Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co. 1850 [i.e. 1852]. Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co. -- Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868. New universal atlas ... (1852) 1 map : hand col. ; 35 x 29 cm. Entered according to act of Congress in ... 1850 by Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co. ... :'

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Insets (9 x 12 cm. and 5 x 10 cm.): The Sandwich or Hawaiian Islands -- Antarctic continent [showing Wilkes' discoveries].
In: Mitchell, S. Augustus. New universal atlas ... (Philadelphia : Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co., 1852) pl. 73.

Authors: Johnston, Alexander Keith, 1804-1871 -- W. & A.K. Johnston Limited -- William Blackwood and Sons -- Johnston, Alexander Keith, 1804-1871. The Royal atlas of modern geography ... (1861)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 58 cm.
Insets (20 x 19 cm. and smaller): Western Australia -- Tasmania -- New Zealand.
Running title: Keith Johnston's general atlas.
In: Johnston, Alexander Keith. The Royal atlas of modern geography : exhibiting, in a series of entirely original and authentic maps ... (Edinburgh and London : William Blackwood and Sons, 1861), map 35.

Authors: National Geographic Society (U.S.) -- Shadbolt, Maurice -- Williams -- Ruhen, Olaf -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.
1st ed.
Ed: Shadbolt & Williams
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

60322 Oceania - Maps - 1908<<><><>South Pacific SEE Oceania<<><><>South Pacific Ocean Region SEE Oceania<<><><>South Pacific Region SEE Oceania<<><><>South Seas SEE Oceania
Authors: Edward Stanford Ltd. -- Guillemaud, F. H. H. (Francis Henry Hill), 1852-1933 -- Guillemaud, F. H. H. (Francis Henry Hill), 1852-1933. Australasia : Malaysia and the Pacific archipelagoes ... (1908)
1 map : col. ; 29 x 54 cm.
Scale ca.1:19,800,000.
map2F G8950 1908 .S7, no. 16 (PrCt)

South Pacific handbook. Chico, Calif. Moon Ruhen, Olaf, and National Geographic Society (U.S.) -- Shadbolt, Maurice -- Williams -- Ruhen, Olaf -- Philippine Airlines : your best gateway to the Orient is just one part of our world. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Company, [ca. 1980?].
Authors: Philippine Airlines -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 44 x 68 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm. Panel title.
RMcN Airlines 4C 78 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Authors: Moon travel handbooks -- Stanley, David -- Moon Publications -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.
4th ed.
Ed. by David Stanley.
OCLC 20131546.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCr)

60327
Authors: Spain. Ejército. Servicio Geográfico. Sección de Documentación
13 p. ; 27 cm.
Formerly Z6027.O35 S65 1975
LC Card Number: 79395478
Map Ref Z6027.O35 S65 1975 (NLO)

60328
Oceanography - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1856<<=>>Ocean - Maps - 1856<<=>>Ocean - Geography - 1856<<=>>Submarine topography - Maps - 1856<<=>>Bathymetric maps - Ocean - 1856<<=>>Oceanographic maps SEE
Oceanography - Charts, diagrams, etc.<<<<Oceanography - Maps SEE
Oceanography - Charts, diagrams, etc.
Authors: Maury, Matthew Fontaine, 1806-1873 -- Harper & Brothers
2 p. l., [vii]-xxiv, [25]-348 p. : IV illustrations (including map) V-XIII folded maps ; 23 cm.
"An entirely new ed."
Maps also cataloged separately.
M 553 .561 (NLO)

60329
Oceanography - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1858<<=>>Ocean - Maps - 1858<<=>>Ocean - Geography - 1858<<=>>Submarine topography - Maps - 1858<<=>>Bathymetric maps - Ocean - 1858
'Explanation of the plates,' p. [xxii]-xxiv.
Includes bibliographical references.
Publisher's binding.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Rantzau, Henrik, 1526-1598 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 view : hand col.; 32 x 47 cm.

Includes references a.-h.

Latin letterpress text on verso under title:

Otonivm.


VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 5, pl. 30 (PrCt)

60334

Odense (Denmark) - Pictorial works - 1593

Civitatis episcopalis Othenarvm sive Othoniae, vt vvigo dicivr, Fioniae ... [Amsterdam : Jan Jansson], M.D. LXXXXIII [1593, i.e. 1657].

Authors: Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664 -- Rantzau, Henrik, 1526-1598 -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664.

Illustrorvm principiumque urbiurn septentrionalium Europae tabulae [1657] -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Theatrum urbiurn (1657)

1 view : hand col.; 32 x 47 cm.

Includes dedication to "Henrico Ronzouio" and references a.-h.

Latin letterpress text on verso under titles:

Otonivm.

In: Jansson, Jan. Illustriorvm principiumque urbiurn septentrionalium Europae tabulae, v. 1, [plate 18].

Issued in volume 1 of 8 in Jansson's townbook atlases, collectively known as the Theatrum urbiurn (Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657).

References: Krogt, Peter van der. Koeman's urbium (Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657).

In: Jansson, Jan. Illustriorvm principiumque urbiurn septentrionalium Europae tabulae, v. 1, [plate 18].

Case oversize G 117 .452, v. 1, [plate 18] (PrCt)

60335

Odenwald (Germany) - Maps - 1921


Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag -- Goldschmidt, Albert -- Kraatz, Leopold -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

84 p., [2] folded leaves of plates : 3 maps (some col., some folded) ; 16 cm.

4. Aufl. [4th ed.]

'Mit 4 Karten.'

Imperfect: Map at end and back cover missing.

Maps lithographed by Leopold Kraatz.

Includes index.

Series: Griebens Reiseführer ; Bd. 163

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G153 .G75 Bd.163 (1921) (NLO)

60336

Odenwald (Germany) - Maps - 1955

Kraichgau (Germany) - Maps - 1955

Neckar River Valley (Germany) - Maps - 1955

Odenwald : Kraichgau und Rhein-Neckar-Gebiet.


Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag -- Karl Thiemig AG -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

199 p. : 3 maps (some col., some folded) 17 cm.

Map inside front cover.

Folded map in pocket.

Includes index.

Series: Grieben-Reiseführer ; Bd. 163

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 163 (1955) (NLO)

60337

Odenwald (Germany) - Maps - 1962

Kraichgau (Germany) - Maps - 1962

Neckar River Valley (Germany) - Maps - 1962

Odenwald : Kraichgau und Rhein-Neckar-Gebiet.


Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag -- Karl Thiemig AG -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

194 p. : 2 maps (some col., some folded) 17 cm.

Map inside front cover.

Folded map in pocket.

Includes index.

Series: Grieben-Reiseführer ; Bd. 163

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 163 (1962) (NLO)

60338

Odessa (Ukraine) - Maps - 1840 - Pictorial works

Odessa. [Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, 1840].

Authors: Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846 -- Lea & Blanchard -- Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (1840)

1 view ; 2 x 6 cm.


Wax engraving.

G 11 .607 v. 2, p. 170 (PrCt)

60339

Odorico, da Pordenone, 1265?-1313 - Travels to Ceylon - Sri Lanka - Description and travel - 14th century

Pordenone, Odorico da, 1265?-1313 SEE Odorico, da Pordenone, 1265?-1313

Odorichus, da Pordenone, 1265?-1313 SEE Odorico, da Pordenone, 1265?-1313

Odorico, da Pordenone, 1265?-1313 SEE Odorico, da Pordenone, 1265?-1313

Oldrich, z Pordenone, 1265?-1313 SEE Odorico, da Pordenone, 1265?-1313


Authors: Ogden, Peter Skene, 1790-1854 -- Laut, Agnes C. (Agnes Christina), 1871-1936 -- Hudson's Bay Company, Archives. Manuscript B.202/a/8 -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS 496 v. 10 map v. 10 map
1 ms. map; on sheet 330 x 202 mm.
Rough copy made by Agnes C. Laut in 1905 from original ms. map in Peter Skene Ogden's 1828-29 Snake River expedition journal; located at the Hudson's Bay Company Archives, manuscript B.202/a/8.
Title of original map: P.S. Ogden's camp track 1829.
Shows route of Ogden's expedition through portions of Oregon, Idaho, Nevada, and Utah between September 1828 and July 1829.
Roughly bounded by Fort Nez Perces, the Snake and Owyhee Rivers, the Great Salt Lake, upper Bear River, and the Humboldt Sink. First map to chart the Humboldt River, discovered by Ogden in November of 1828.
Not drawn to scale.
Pencil and pen-and-ink.
Limited relief shown pictorially.

Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection, the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library).
Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 258. Ayer ms map proj 95

Vert 1717, no. 2 (PrCt)

Ogden (Utah) - Maps - 1877
Topographical sketch showing observatory site and surroundings at Ogden, Utah, 1877.
1 map ; 23 x 30 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:17,600].

Govt. W 8.5:2 pl. 2, opp. p. 471 (PrCt)
map
John Ogilby (1600-1676) his Britannia, and the British itineraries of the eighteenth century. 1926.
Authors: Fordham, Herbert George, Sir, 1854-1929
From The Library, 4th ser. 6 (1926): 157-178, map, ill.
BHC 1302
Vert 909 (PrCt)

60346
Authors: Miller, Ronald, 1910- -- Watson, J. Wreford (James Wreford), 1915 -- Ogilvie, Alan Grant, 1887-1954 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G58 .G46 1959 (NLO)

60347
Authors: Kates, Joan Giangrasse
p. 28 : port.
Vert 2013, no. 4 (PrCt)

60348
Authors: Thompson, M. H. -- Friend, Norman M., b. ca. 1815 -- VanBriesen, Armour
1 map ; on 2 sheets 65 x 46 cm.

Photostatic copy of original published Elgin, Ill.: M.H. Thompson, 1864.
Scale [ca. 1:110,000].
81-58818
351
map4F G4103.O3G46 1864 T5 1981 (PrCt)

60349
Authors: Everts, Baskin, and Stewart -- Briesen, A. F. van
1 atlas (99 p. : ill., maps) ; 28 cm.
Facsimile reprint of the 1872 ed. published by Everts, Baskin and Stewart, Chicago.
Cover-title: New combination atlas of Ogle County, Ill.
Cf. Phillips 12432.
folio G1408.O3 E9 1980 (NLO)

60350
Ogle County (Ill.) - Maps - 1875<<>>Counties - Maps Outline map of Ogle County Illinois. [S.I. s.n., ca. 1875].
1 map : hand col. ; 41 x 72 cm. fold. to 24 x 11 cm.
Scale 7/10 of an inch to the mile.' Sectioned, mounted on grey linen, and folded in black leather covers with gilt title 'Ogle County.' The numbers 16 and 17 appear at upper left and upper right, respectively, suggesting that the map was originally published in a folio atlas.
Not in Midwest Map Catalog.
Acc. no. 94102000NL (Wantagh $200)
map4C G4103 .O3 1875 09 (PrCt)

60351
Authors: Forde Printing, Inc. (Mankato, Minn.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (48 p.) : 26 maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
Scale not given.
Includes farmer's directory.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G4103.O3G46 1952 .F6 (NLO)

60352
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Ogle County Board (Ill.) -- Ogle County 4-H Clubs (Ill.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 atlas (86 p.) : ill., 28 maps (some col.) ; 28 cm. Rev. 1974. Cover title. 'Sponsored by Ogle County Board & Ogle County 4-H Clubs.' Scale [1:50,688]. 1 1/4 in. to 1 mile. Advertisements on covers and interspersed. Includes business and government directories, and indexes. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.


60355

Oglethorpe County (Ga.) - Maps - 1894 - Landowners<<<Counts - Maps<<<Landowners - Maps

Microfiche 583, no. 94 (PrCt)

60354

Oglethorpe County (Ga.) - Maps - 1894 - Landowners<<<Counts - Maps<<<Landowners - Maps
Map of Oglethorpe County, Georgia. [197-]. Authors: Moss, Thomas B. -- Rand McNally and Company 1 map ; 38 x 53 cm. Facsimile of original published 1894.

map2F G3923.O3G46 1894 M6 197- (PrCt)

60355

Ohio - Boundaries - Michigan<<<Michigan - Boundaries - Ohio<<<Ohio - Surveys<<<Michigan - Surveys

60358

Ohio County (W. Va.) - Maps - 1871 - Landowners<<<Counts - Maps<<<Landowners - Maps

Microfiche 583, no. 231 (PrCt)

60354

Ohio County (Ky.) - Maps - 1887 - Landowners<<<Counts - Maps<<<Landowners - Maps

Microfiche 583, no. 162 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 65.5 x 33 in. Scale 1:63,360.
Originally published 1871.
Microfiche 583, no. 1386 (PrCt)

A Map of the country on the Ohio and Muskingum Rivers. 1902.
Inset: Bushy Run August 5th-6th, 1763.
M1228
map2F G5731.S1 1902 F6 pl. 1 (PrCt)

60360 Ohio - Maps - 1787 - Surveys<<>>Surveys - Ohio - Maps - 1787
A Map of the federal territory from the western boundary of Pennsylvania to the Scioto River. [19--].
Authors: Cutler, Manasseh, 1742-1823 -- Norman, John, 1748?-1817 -- Ohio Historical Society 1 map : 57 x 42 cm., reduced from 67 x 49 cm. Photocopy (positive) of original published Boston, 1787; reproduced from original in the Ohio Historical Society. Scale [ca. 1:780,000].
map2F G4080 1787 .C8 (PrCt)

Map and description of northeastern Ohio. Cleveland, Ohio : Western Reserve Historical Society : Distributed by the Press of Case Western Reserve University, 1968.
Authors: Heckewelder, John Gottlieb Ernestus, 1743-1823 -- Walmsley, Mildred M. -- Conlin, Mary Lou -- Western Reserve Historical Society -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 34 x 60 cm. Facsimile of 1796 manuscript.
The area covered by the map includes the Connecticut Western Reserve, an area of similar size to the south, and a like area in western Pennsylvania.
In lower border: The Heckewelder Map 1796.
Accompanying text: The Heckewelder Map 1796 / Mildred M. Walmsley and Mary Lou Conlin. 27 p. : maps ; 23 cm. [Ayer 133.5 H44 W21 1968].
No scale given.
Coordinates: (W 83°--W 79°30'/N 42°15'--N 40°40').
Ayer p133.5 .H44 1796 1968 (NLO)

60362 Ohio - Maps - 1796 - Surveys<<>>Surveys - Ohio - Maps - 1796<<>>Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1796<<>>Engravings Plat of the seven ranges of townships being part of the United States N.W. of the river Ohio ... Philadelphia : Mathew Carey, 1796 [i.e. 1804].
Authors: Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Barker, W. (William), fl. 1795-1803 -- Hutchins, Thomas, 1730-1789 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839. Carey's General atlas ... (1804) 1 map ; 62 x 35 cm.
In: Carey, Mathew. Carey's General atlas ... (Philadelphia : Published by Mathew Carey, April 24th, 1804) pl. 46. Map dated 1796.
Scale 1:253,470.
State 2a of the map; see Wheat & Brun 677. For variant state, without engraved plate no., see Ayer map4F oG4082.S4B5 1796 H8 state 2. Cf. OCLC 41660964.
oversize Ayer 135 .C27 1804 pl. 46 (PrCt)

60363 Ohio - Maps - 1796 - Surveys<<>>Surveys - Ohio - Maps - 1796<<>>Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1796<<>>Engravings Plat of the seven ranges of townships being part of ... the United States N.W. of the river Ohio. 1796.
Authors: Hutchins, Thomas, 1730-1789 -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Barker, W. (William), fl. 1795-1803 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 62 x 35 cm.
Scale 1:253,470.
State 2 of the map; see Wheat & Brun 677. Variant copy (with engraved plate no. ‘46’) in Carey, Mathew. Carey's General atlas (Philadelphia, 1804) plate no. 46 [Ayer 135 C27 1804 pl.46].
OCLC 41660964.
4169 and 4178 rev86
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Ohio - Maps - 1804

Ohio - Maps - 1807

Ohio - Maps - 1814

Ohio - Maps - 1815

Ohio - Maps - 1818

Ohio - Maps - 1819
Ohio and Indiana. Philadelphia : H.S. Tanner, 1819 [i.e. 1826]!. Authors: Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Tanner, Vallance, Kearny & Co. -- Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858. A New American atlas containing maps of the several states of the North American union ... (1823, [i.e. 1826?]) 1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 64 cm. Running title in upper margin: American atlas. In: Tanner, Henry Schenck. A New American atlas containing maps of the several states of the North American union ... (Philadelphia : H.S. Tanner, 1823, [i.e. 1826?]) map [12]. Case oversize G1200 .T3 1823 map [12] (PrCt)

Ohio - Maps - 1821
Road maps A Map of Ohio. 1940. Authors: Kilbourn, John, 1787-1831 -- Brownell, Elijah Ellsworth, b. 1872 1 map ; 39 x 39 cm. Facsimile of original published [Columbus, Ohio?], 1821. Added title: Mileage along turnpikes in the state...
of Ohio.
Population data in lower margin.

M1002
map2F G4081.P2 1821 K5 1940 (PrCt)

60371 Ohio - Maps - 1822
1 map : hand col. ; 29 x 23 cm.
Engraved title within neatline.
Added letterpress title in uppercase and oversize lettering, top margin: Geographical, statistical, and historical map of Ohio
In: H.C. Carey and I. Lea (Firm). A Complete historical, chronological, and geographical American atlas ... (Philadelphia : H.C. Carey and I. Lea, 1822), [map 21].
"No. 26." -- In letterpress at upper right.
Forms part of the William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library).
oversize Greenlee 4891 .C27 1822 [map 21] (PrCt)

60372 Ohio - Maps - 1823
1 map : hand col. ; 20 x 25 cm.
In: Morse, Sidney E. An Atlas of the United States, on an approved plan ... (New Haven, Mass. : N. & S.S. Jocelyn, 1823) pl. [10]
Case folio G 1083 .587 pl. [10] (PrCt)

60373 Ohio - Maps - 1825
1 map : hand col. ; 20 x 25 cm.
In: Morse, Sidney E. A New universal atlas of the world, on an approved plan ... (New Haven [Mass.] : N. & S.S. Jocelyn, 1825) pl. [13]
folio G 1083 .595 pl. [13] (PrCt)

60374 Ohio - Maps - 1826
Ohio. Philadelphia : A. Finley, 1826. Authors: Finley, A. (Anthony) -- Young & Delleker -- Finley, A. (Anthony). A New general atlas, comprising a complete set of maps, representing the grand divisions of the globe ... (1826)
1 map : hand col. ; 28 x 21 cm.
In: Finley, Anthony. A New general atlas, comprising a complete set of maps, representing the grand divisions of the globe ... (Philadelphia : A. Finley, 1826) pl. 23.
Case folio G1019 .F5 1826 pl. 23 (PrCt)

60375 Ohio - Maps - 1827
1 map : hand col. ; 29 x 23 cm.
Engraved title within neatline.
Added letterpress title in uppercase and oversize lettering, top margin: Geographical, statistical, and historical map of Ohio
In: H.C. Carey and I. Lea (Firm). A Complete historical, chronological, and geographical American atlas ... (Philadelphia ; London ; Leipzig ; Paris : H.C. Carey & I. Lea ; John Miller ; Bossange Freres, 1827) pl. [21]. Sheet 'No. 26.'
oversize Ayer 135 .C268 1827 pl. 21 (PrCt)

60376 Ohio - Maps - 1828
1 map ; 24 x 20 cm., folded to 19 x 12 cm.
At bottom right: 'Scale of [60] miles [= 49 mm.].
Includes English-language 'references' at bottom left.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Graff 279 v. 2, between p. 170-171 (PrCt)

60377 Ohio - Maps - 1828
1 map : hand col. ; 12 x 16 cm.
Case G 83 .216 pl. 14 (PrCt)

60378 Ohio - Maps - 1831
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Turnbull, James, 1795-1887 --
Anderson, Robert Thomas. fl. ca. 1831 -- Edward
E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 30 cm.
'Engraved and printed by Robert Thomas
Anderson of Cadiz, Ohio.'
'Corrected & improved from the best authorities.
1829.'
Scale 1:1,267,200 20 English miles to an inch.
Gives population statistics by county, census of
1820, and number of white male inhabitants over
the age of 21 in 1827.
Ayer p133 .T94 1831 (NLO)

Ohio - Maps - 1832
Ohio and Indiana. [Philadelphia : H.S. Tanner,
1832].
Authors: Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 --
Baird, Robert, 1798-1863. View of the valley of
the Mississippi, or, The emigrant's and traveller's
guide to the West ... (1832) -- Everett D. Graff
Collection of Western Americana (Newberry
Library)
1 map : 12 x 15 cm.
Anonymous map without imprint.
In: Baird, Robert. View of the valley of the
Mississippi, or, The emigrant's and traveller's
guide to the West ... (Philadelphia : H.S. Tanner,
1832), between p. 126-127.
"Page 127" -- at upper right.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of
Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Graff 141, between p. 126-127 (PrCt)

Ohio - Maps - 1833
The traveller's pocket map of Ohio : with its
canals, roads and distances, by stage & steam
boat routes / ?c drawn & engraved by William
Hooker, New York. New York : Published by
Edmund M. Blunt, 1833, c1832.
Authors: Hooker, William, 1782-1856 -- Blunt,
Edmund M. (Edmund March), 1770-1862 -- Blunt,
Edmund M. (Edmund March), 1770-1862.
Traveller's guide to and through the state of Ohio :
with sailing directions for Lake Erie (1833) --
Nicholson, O. -- Howes, Wright -- Wright Howes
Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 35 x 40 cm.
"Entered according to Act of Congress the 9th
day of June, 1832, by Edm. M. Blunt, of the State
of New York."
Scale 1:298,027. 50 mi. [= 54 mm].
Coordinates: (W 85°40'00"--W 78°45'00"/N
43°05'00"--N 38°25'00")
Issued folded to 12 x 17 cm inside back cover of
original publisher's binding with gilt cover title:
Map of Ohio
Prime meridians: Washington, D.C. and
Greenwich.
Detached from (and filed with): Blunt, Edmund M.
Traveller's guide to and through the state of Ohio,
with sailing directions for Lake Erie (New-York :
[Edmund M. Blunt?] : Betts & Anstice ;
Cleaveland, Ohio : M. Kelley; Buffalo [New York]
I.G. Steele ; Utica [New York] : Wm. Williams ;
and M. Morse : Marshall and Dean : Hoyt, Porter
and Co. ; Newark, Ohio : Rufus Henry, 1833),
inside back cover. 28 p. ; 12 cm.
Text includes advertisements for various New
York businesses.
Inscription inside front cover: 4/ O. Nicholson
Forms part of the Wright Howes Map Collection
(Newberry Library).
References: Howes, W. U.S.iana (2nd ed.),
B558; OCLC 4568493
Condition: good.
Gift 1976, Wright Howes.
map2F G4080 1833 .H66 (PrCt)

Ohio - Maps - 1833
Authors: Young, J. H. (James Hamilton) -- Finley,
general atlas ... (1833) -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 32 cm.
Inset elevation profile (3 x 32 cm.): Profile of the
Ohio and Erie Canal.
In: Finley, Anthony. A New general atlas :
comprising a complete set of maps, representing
the grand divisions of the globe ... (Philadelphia :
Anthony Finley, 1833), [plate 23].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .F5 1833, [plate 23] (PrCt)

Ohio - Maps - 1834
Ohio and Indiana. [Philadelphia : H. S. Tanner,
1834].
Authors: Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 --
Baird, Robert, 1798-1863. View of the valley of
the Mississippi, or, The emigrant's and traveller's
guide to the West ... (1834) -- Edward E. Ayer
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 12 x 15 cm.
Anonymous map without imprint.
In: Baird, Robert. View of the valley of the
Mississippi, or, The emigrant's and traveller's
guide to the West ... (Philadelphia : H.S. Tanner,
1832), between p. 138-139.
"Page 127" [!] -- at upper right.
Duplicate copies: G 875 .065 -- Graff 5279
Ayer 138 .B2 1834, between p. 138-139 (PrCt)

Ohio - Maps - 1835
Ohio and Erie Canal (Ohio) - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. -
1835 - Profiles - Ohio and Erie Canal (Ohio) - 1835
The Tourist's pocket map of the state of Ohio

Authors: Young, J. H. (James Hamilton) -- Finley,
general atlas ... (1833) -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 32 cm.
Inset elevation profile (3 x 32 cm.): Profile of the
Ohio and Erie Canal.
In: Finley, Anthony. A New general atlas :
comprising a complete set of maps, representing
the grand divisions of the globe ... (Philadelphia :
Anthony Finley, 1833), [plate 23].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .F5 1833, [plate 23] (PrCt)
Ohio - Maps - 1836
Ohio and Erie Canal (Ohio) - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc.
Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. - Ohio and Erie Canal (Ohio) - 1836
The Tourist's pocket map of the state of Ohio exhibiting its internal improvements, roads, distances &c. Philadelphia : S. Augustus Mitchell, 1836, c1831.
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Young, J. H. (James Hamilton) -- Haines, D. -- Howes, Wright -- Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 39 x 32 cm. fold. in leather covers 13 x 8 cm.
Cover title: Mitchell's map of Ohio.
Insets: Profile of the Miami Canal (3 x 9 cm.) -- Profile of the Ohio and Erie Canal (3 x 29 cm.)
1830 census inside front cover.
Advertising pasted inside back cover for S. Augustus Mitchell, printed by J. H. Young.
Condition: very good (one small hole).
Forms part of the Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Gift 1976, Wright Howes.
map3C G4080 1836 .M5 (PrCt)

Ohio - Maps - 1841
Authors: Bradford, T. G. (Thomas Gamaliel), 1802-1887 -- Bradford, T. G. (Thomas Gamaliel), 1802-1887. A Comprehensive atlas ... (1845) -- Boynton, George W., -1884 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 25 x 19 cm.
folio Ayer 135 .B75 1835 pl. 19, p. 53 (PrCt)

Ohio - Maps - 1841
Transportation - Transportation - Ohio - Maps - 1841 - Cincinnati (Ohio) - Maps - 1841 - Ohio and Erie Canal (Ohio) - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. - Ohio and Erie Canal (Ohio) - 1841 - A New map of Ohio with its canals, roads & distances. [Philadelphia : H. S. Tanner, 1836.
Authors: Tanner, Henry Schench, 1786-1858 -- Dawson, E. B.
1 map : hand col. ; 34 x 27 cm.
Engraved by E. B. Dawson.
Running title in upper margin: Tanner's universal atlas.
Scale 1:2,014,214 310 miles = 9 3/4 inches.
Inset (8 x 9 cm.): Cincinnati.
'Profile of the Ohio Canal' at bottom.
Phillips 774, no. 24
Map G 10892 .62 (NLO)

Ohio - Maps - 1838
Ohio and Erie Canal (Ohio) - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. - Ohio and Erie Canal (Ohio) - 1838
The Tourist's pocket map of the state of Ohio exhibiting its internal improvements, roads, distances &c. Philadelphia : S. Augustus Mitchell, 1838, c1831.
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Young, J. H. (James Hamilton) -- Haines, D. -- Howes, Wright -- Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 38 x 32 cm. fold. in cloth covers 13 x 8 cm.
Cover title: Mitchell's map of Ohio.
Insets: Profile of the Miami Canal (3 x 9 cm.) -- Profile of the Ohio and Erie Canal (3 x 29 cm.)
1830 census inside front cover.
Condition: very good (one small hole).
Forms part of the Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Gift 1976, Wright Howes.
map3C G4080 1838 .M5 (PrCt)

Ohio - Maps - 1836
Ohio and Erie Canal (Ohio) - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. - Ohio and Erie Canal (Ohio) - 1836
The Tourist's pocket map of the state of Ohio exhibiting its internal improvements, roads, distances &c. Philadelphia : S. Augustus Mitchell, 1836, c1831.
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Young, J. H. (James Hamilton) -- Haines, D. -- Howes, Wright -- Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 39 x 32 cm. fold. in leather covers 13 x 8 cm.
Cover title: Mitchell's map of Ohio.
Insets: Profile of the Miami Canal (3 x 9 cm.) -- Profile of the Ohio and Erie Canal (3 x 29 cm.)
1830 census inside front cover.
Condition: good.
Forms part of the Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Gift 1976, Wright Howes.
map3C G4080 1836 .M5 (PrCt)
In: Tanner, Henry Schenck. A New universal atlas ... (Philadelphia : Carey & Hart, 1845) map '28.'

Case oversize G1019 .T2 1845 map 28 (PrCt)

60389 Ohio - Maps - 1842
Ohio. [New York : Sidney E. Morse & Co., 1842].
Authors: Morse, Sidney E. (Sidney Edwards), 1794-1871 -- Morse, Sidney E. (Sidney Edwards), 1794-1871. The Cerographic atlas of the United States (1842-1845) 1 map ; 34 x 27 cm.
In: Morse, Sidney E. and Samuel Breese. The Cerographic atlas of the United States (New York : Sidney E. Morse & Co., 1842-1845) pl. [7]. Wax engraving.

oversize G 1083 .59 pl. [7] (PrCt)

60390 Ohio - Maps - 1843 Ohio and Erie Canal (Ohio) - 1843
The Tourist's pocket map of the state of Ohio exhibiting its internal improvements, roads, distances &c. Philadelphia : S. Augustus Mitchell, 1843, c1831.
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Young, J. H. (James Hamilton) -- Haines, D. -- Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co. -- Lang, C. B. --Howes, Wright -- Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 39 x 32 cm. fold. in leather covers 13 x 9 cm.
Cover title: Mitchell's map of Ohio.
Insets: Profile of the Miami Canal (3 x 9 cm.) -- Profile of the Ohio and Erie Canal (3 x 30 cm.) 1840 census inside front cover.
Inscription inside back cover: C. B. Lang [?], Philad.
Condition: very good, front cover detached.
Forms part of the Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library).

map3C G4080 1843 .M5 (PrCt)

60391 Ohio - Maps - 1846 Indiana - Maps - 1846
Authors: Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 50 x 64 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:1,140,000]
Relief shown by hachures.
Ayer p133 .T16 1846 (NLO)

60392 Ohio - Maps - 1847 Ohio and Erie Canal (Ohio) - Maps - 1847 - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. Ohio and Erie Canal (Ohio) - Maps - 1847
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Burroughs, H. N. -- Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868. A New universal atlas containing maps of the various empires, kingdoms, states, and republics of the world ... (1847) 1 map ; hand col. : 33 x 26 cm.
Insets (3 x 36 cm.): Profile of the Ohio canal.
In: Mitchell, S. Augustus. A New universal atlas containing maps of the various empires, kingdoms, states, and republics of the world ... (Philadelphia ; S. Augustus Mitchell, 1847) pl. '28.
oversize G 10 .579 pl. 28 (PrCt)

60393 Ohio - Maps - 1850 Miami and Erie Canal (Ohio) - Maps - 1850 - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. Miami and Erie Canal (Ohio) - Maps - 1850
A New map of state of Ohio. Philadelphia : Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co., 1850 [i.e. 1852].
New universal atlas ... (1852) 1 map : hand col. ; 37 x 30 cm.
Entered according to act of Congress in ... 1850 by Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co. ... .” Later edition of map previously published by S.A. Mitchell.
Insets (3 x 9 cm. and 3 x 30 cm.): Profile of the Miami Canal -- Profile of the Ohio and Erie Canal.
oversize G1019 .N49 1852 pl. 29 (PrCt)

60394 Ohio - Maps - 1855 Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1855
Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's atlas of the world ... (1855-1856) 1 map : hand col. ; 29 x 36 cm.
In: Colton, George Woolworth. Colton's atlas of the world : illustrating physical and political geography (New York ; London : J.H. Colton ; Trübner, 1855-1856) v. 1, pl. [34]. Inset map, 6 x 9 cm.: Vicinity of Cleveland, Cuyahoga County.
oversize G 10 .185 v.1, pl. 34 (PrCt)

60395 Ohio - Maps - 1855 Railroads Railroads - Maps
D. B. Cooke & Co.'s railway guide for Ohio shewing all the stations with their respective distances connecting with Cincinnati. Chicago :
Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), Colton's Ohio (Ohio) -- Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Wright Howes, Henry, fl. 1853-1856 SEE Acheson, Henry
1 map : hand col. ; 54 x 70 cm. fold. in cloth covers 14 x 10 cm.
Cover title: D. B. Cooke & Co's railway map of Ohio.
Dated 'Jan. '55.'
Condition: fine.
Forms part of the Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Gift 1976, Wright Howes. map3C G4081.P3 1855 .C6 (PrCt)

Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's general atlas ... (1857)
1 map : hand col. ; 29 x 36 cm.
In: Colton, George Woolworth. Colton's general atlas : containing one hundred and seventy steel plate maps and plans, on one hundred imperial folio sheets (New York ; London : J.H. Colton ; Trübner, 1857), pl. [36]. Inset map, 6 x 9 cm.: Vicinity of Cleveland, Cuyahoga County. Printed plate 'No. 41.' Map copyrighted 1855.
oversize G 10 .186 pl. 36 (PrCt)

Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's atlas of America ... (1859) -- Johnson & Browning
1 map : hand col. ; 29 x 36 cm.
In: Colton George Woolworth. Colton's atlas of America, illustrating the physical and political geography of North and South America and the West India islands (New York : J.H. Colton and Co., 1859), pl. [34]. Inset map, 6 x 9 cm.: Vicinity of Cleveland, Cuyahoga County. Printed plate 'No. 39.' Map copyrighted 1855.
Case oversize G1100 .C6 1859 pl. 34 (PrCt)

Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection
1 map : hand col. ; 29 x 34 cm.
Originally folded to 13 x 9 cm. in cover with title: Colton's map of Ohio.
Scale [ca. 1:1,393,920] (1"=ca. 22 mi.)
Coordinates: (W 85030°--W 79045°/N 41050°--N 38025°).
Prime meridians: Greenwich and Washington, D.C.
Inset: Vicinity of Cleveland, Cuyahoga Co.
Publisher's ads pasted inside front cover.
Ayer p133 .C695 1859 (NLO)

Authors: Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884 -- Johnson & Browning -- Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884. Johnson's new illustrated (steel plate) family atlas ... (1860)
1 map : hand col. ; 40 x 59 cm.
Inset view (9 x 15 cm.): State capital at Columbus.
In: Johnson, Alvin Jewett. Johnson's new illustrated (steel plate) family atlas ... (New York : Johnson and Browning, 1860) plates '43' and '44.
oversize G 10 .454 pl. 43-44 (PrCt)

Authors: Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884 -- Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884. Johnson's new illustrated family atlas of the world ... (1869) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 40 x 54 cm.
"Entered according to act of Congress in the year 1864, by A.J. Johnson in the Clerk's Office of the District Court of the United States for the Southern District of New York."
In: Johnson, Alvin Jewett. Johnson's new illustrated family atlas of the world ... (New York : A.J. Johnson, publisher, 1869), [plate 28] Sheet corners numbered 55 and 56. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1019 .J5 1869, [plate 28] (PrCt)

Authors: United States. Post Office Dept. --
Ohio - Maps - 1883

Ohio. Chicago : Geo. F. Cram, [1883].
Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928. Cram's unrivaled family atlas of the world (1883)
1 map : col. ; 23 x 28 cm.
In: Cram, George Franklin. Cram's unrivaled family atlas of the world (Chicago : Geo.F. Cram, c1883), p. 46.
folio G1019 .G463 1883b, p. 46 (PrCt)

Ohio - Maps - 1883 - Railroads

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1883)
1 map : col. ; 15 x 13 cm.
Title in upper margin.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1883) opposite p. 541
H 668 .703 (1883) opp. p. 541 (PrCt)

Ohio - Maps - 1883 - Railroads

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Tewksbury, Henry W. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 63 x 61 cm.
Added title in upper margin: Rand, McNally & Co.'s Ohio.
Issued folded in accompanying index (73 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand, McNally & Co.'s indexed county and township map of Ohio. Chicago: Rand, McNally & Co., 1883.
'Ohi - 215 - Dec 21 - 2a' in pencil on inside back cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
map6F G4081.P3 1883 R3 (PrCt)

Ohio - Maps - 1884 - Railroads

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1884)
1 map : col. ; 21 x 28 cm.
Title in upper margin.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1884) between p. 520 and 521
H 668 .703 (1884) bet. p. 520 and 521 (PrCt)

Ohio - Maps - 1885 - Railroads

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1885)
1 map : col. ; 21 x 23 cm.
Title in upper margin.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1885) between p. 512 and 513 H 668 .703 (1885) bet. p. 512 and 513 (Pr Ct)

60410 Ohio - Maps - 1887 - Railroads Railroads Maps
Railroad map of Ohio published by the State, prepared by commissioner of railroads & telegraphs. Columbus, Ohio : [Ohio Commissioner of Railroads and Telegraphs?], 1887.
Authors: Cappeller, W. S. (William S.) -- Ohio Commissioner of Railroads and Telegraphs
1 map ; 70 x 69 cm.
'Published by the state.'
Shows drainage, cities and towns, county boundaries, canals, distances between stations, and single- and double-track lines.
Scale [ca. 1:580,000].
Description derived from LC Railroad maps, 285 Available through the Library of Congress website as a raster image (April 2006):
http://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g4081p.rr002850
LC Card Number: 98688543
H 66892 .63 (NLO)

60411 Ohio - Maps - 1887 - Railroads Railroads Maps
Railroad and county map of Ohio. [Chicago : George F. Cram, 1887].
Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928. Cram's standard American atlas of the world (1887)
1 map : col. ; 40 x 55 cm.
Keyed to town and railroad index on p. 54-57 and 60.
Case oversize G1019 .G455 1887, p. 58-59 (Pr Ct)

60412 Ohio - Maps - 1888
Authors: Bridgman, E. C. -- Swailes, John -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G4080 1888 .B75 (NLO)

60413 Ohio - Maps - 1888 - Railroads Railroads Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company. Rand McNally & Co.'s improved indexed business atlas and shipper's guide ... (1888) -- Rand McNally and Company. Commercial atlas (1888)
1 map : col. ; 32 x 46 cm.
Title in upper margin.
In Rand, McNally & Co.'s improved indexed business atlas and shipper's guide ... (Chicago: Rand McNally, 1888) p. 272-273.
Keyed to index of towns and railroads on p. 274-275, 278-279, 282-293.
Uniform atlas title: Commercial atlas.
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .C7 1888, p. 272-273 (Pr Ct)

60414 Ohio - Maps - 1888 - Railroads Railroads Maps
New sectional and township map of Ohio. [Chicago : Rand, McNally & Co., 1888].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company. Rand McNally & Co.'s improved indexed business atlas and shipper's guide ... (1888) -- Rand McNally and Company. Commercial atlas (1888)
1 map : col. ; 30 x 48 cm.
Added title in upper margin: Rand McNally & Co.'s Southern Ohio.
In Rand, McNally & Co.'s improved indexed business atlas and shipper's guide ... (Chicago: Rand McNally, 1888) p. 276-277.
Keyed to index of towns and railroads on p. 274-275, 278-279, 282-293.
Uniform atlas title: Commercial atlas.
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .C7 1888, p. 276-277 (Pr Ct)

60415 Ohio - Maps - 1888 - Railroads Railroads Maps
Rand, McNally & Co.'s northern Ohio. [Chicago : Rand, McNally & Co., 1888].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company. Rand McNally & Co.'s improved indexed business atlas and shipper's guide ... (1888) -- Rand McNally and Company. Commercial atlas (1888)
1 map : col. ; 30 x 48 cm.
Title in upper margin.
In Rand, McNally & Co.'s improved indexed

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
business atlas and shipper’s guide ... (Chicago: Rand McNally, 1888) p. 280-281.
Keyed to index of towns and railroads on p. 274-275, 278-279, 282-293.
Uniform atlas title: Commercial atlas.
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

60416 Ohio - Maps - 1889 - Railroads<->Hamilton County (Ohio) - Maps - 1889 - Railroads<->Counties - Maps<->Railroads - Maps
1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm.
Title in upper margin.
‘Rand, McNally & Co.’s new business atlas map of Ohio. Copyright, 1888 ... ’ -- at bottom left.
Inset (12 x 19 cm.): Map of Hamilton, Co., Ohio.
Issued folded in accompanying index (82 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand, McNally & Co.’s indexed county and railroad pocket map and shippers' guide of Ohio.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

60419 Ohio - Maps - 1890 - Railroads<->Railroads - Maps
Ohio. [Chicago ; New York : George F. Cram ; W.M. Goldthwaite, ca. 1890?].
Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- George F. Cram Company. Cram's bankers' and brokers' railroad atlas [1890?] -- Goldthwaite, Wm. M. (William M.)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 55 cm.
Anonymous map without imprint.
Scale approximately 1:958,000.
"Scale of [50] statute miles" = 8.4 cm.
Coordinates (W 84°49'00"/N 41°58'00"-W 80°31'00"/N 38°24'00").
Includes printed paste-on “explanation” at right, a railroad directory (17 x 8 cm) keyed to dozens of colored railways on map.
Prime meridians: Greenwich and Washington, D.C.
Indexed by atlas pages pages 66-67, 70-71, 74, and [403].
In: George F. Cram Company. Cram's bankers' and brokers' railroad atlas (Chicago : George F. Cram ; New York : W.M. Goldthwaite), [1890?]), pages 76-77.

60420 Ohio - Maps - 1890 - Railroads<->Toledo & Ohio Central Extension Railroad - Maps - 1890<->Railroads - Maps
Map of the Toledo & Ohio Central Extension Railroad and connections. [New York : s.n., 1890].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1890) -- Toledo & Ohio Central Extension Railroad
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1890) p. 341
H 668 .703 (1890) p. 341 (PrCt)

Wheeling and Lake Erie Railway and connections. [New York : s.n., 1890].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1890) -- Wheeling and Lake Erie Railway Company
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Covers most of Ohio and part of western Pennsylvania.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1890) p. 341
H 668 .703 (1890) p. 341 (PrCt)

60421 Ohio - Maps - 1891 - Railroads<->Pennsylvania - Maps - 1891 - Railroads<->Wheeling and Lake Erie Railway Company - Maps -
Ohio - Maps - 1894 - Railroads<<>>Cleveland, Lorain & Wheeling Railway - Maps - 1894<<>>Railroads - Maps
Map of the Cleveland, Lorain & Wheeling Railway and connections. [New York : s.n., 1894].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1894) -- Cleveland, Lorain & Wheeling Railway
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Covers Ohio and adjacent parts of Michigan, Pennsylvania, Ohio and West Virginia.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1894) p. 109
H 668 .703 (1894) p. 109 (PrCt)

Map of the Toledo & Ohio Central Ry. and of the Kanawha & Michigan Ry. [New York : s.n., 1894].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1894) -- Toledo & Ohio Central Railway -- Kanawha & Michigan Railway Co.
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1894) p. 823
H 668 .703 (1894) p. 823 (PrCt)

Wheeling and Lake Erie Railway and connections. [New York : s.n., 1894].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1894) -- Wheeling and Lake Erie Railway Company
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Covers most of Ohio and part of western Pennsylvania.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1894) p. 127
H 668 .703 (1894) p. 127 (PrCt)

Map of the Cleveland, Lorain & Wheeling Railway and connections. [New York : s.n., 1895].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1895) -- Cleveland, Lorain & Wheeling Railway
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Covers Ohio and adjacent parts of Michigan, Pennsylvania, Ohio and West Virginia.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1895) p. 141
H 668 .703 (1895) p. 141 (PrCt)
Ohio - Maps - 1896 - Railroads

Cleveland, Lorain & Wheeling Railway - Maps - 1896

Railroads - Maps
Map of the Cleveland, Lorain & Wheeling Railway and connections. [New York : s.n., 1896].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1896) -- Cleveland, Lorain & Wheeling Railway
1 map; 12 x 19 cm.
Covers Ohio and adjacent parts of Michigan, Pennsylvania, Ohio and West Virginia.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1896) p. 119
H 668 .703 (1896) p. 119 (PrCt)

Ohio - Maps - 1896 - Railroads


Railroads - Maps
Wheeling and Lake Erie Railway and connections. [New York : s.n., 1896].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1896) -- Wheeling and Lake Erie Railway Company
1 map; 12 x 19 cm.
Covers most of Ohio and part of western Pennsylvania.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1896) p. 149
H 668 .703 (1896) p. 149 (PrCt)

Ohio - Maps - 1898 - Railroads

Cleveland, Lorain & Wheeling Railway - Maps - 1898 - Railroads - Maps
Map of the Cleveland, Lorain & Wheeling Railway and connections. [New York : s.n., 1898].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1898) -- Cleveland, Lorain & Wheeling Railway
1 map; 12 x 19 cm.
Covers Ohio and adjacent parts of Michigan, Pennsylvania, Ohio and West Virginia.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1898) p. 103
H 668 .703 (1898) p. 103 (PrCt)

Ohio - Maps - 1898 - Railroads - Railroads - Maps

Railroad map of Ohio published by the state, prepared under the direction of commissioner of railroads and telegraphs. Columbus, Ohio : Columbus Lithograph Co., 1898.
Authors: Kayler, R. S. -- Ohio. Commissioner of Railroads and Telegraphs -- Columbus Lithograph Co. (Columbus, Ohio)
1 map; col.; 82 x 74 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:500,000].
Shows counties, cities and towns, railroad network with named lines, and a list of 'Railways operating in Ohio' and 'Electric railways operating in Ohio.'
Description derived from LC Railroad maps, 287.
Available through the Library of Congress website as a raster image (April 2006):
http://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g4081p.rr002870
LC Card Number: 98688545
H 66892 .64 (NLO)

Ohio - Maps - 1898 - Wall maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 104 x 122 cm., folded in covers to 16 x 9 cm.
"Copyright, 1896 ... Copyright, 1898 by Rand, McNally & Co."
"Scale, 6 miles to one inch."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
map3C G4080 1898 .R3 (PrCt)

Ohio - Maps - 1899 - Railroads

Cleveland, Lorain & Wheeling Railway - Maps - 1899 - Railroads - Maps
Map of the Cleveland, Lorain & Wheeling Railway and connections. [New York : s.n., 1899].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1899) -- Cleveland, Lorain & Wheeling Railway
1 map; 12 x 19 cm.
Covers Ohio and adjacent parts of Michigan, Pennsylvania, Ohio and West Virginia.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1899) p. 317
H 668 .703 (1899) p. 317 (PrCt)

Ohio - Maps - 1899 - Railroads

Railroads - Maps
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1899)
1 map; col.; 20 x 26 cm.
Title in right margin.
Added title in right margin: Poor's manual--Railroad map of the United States,1899. Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1899) between p. 256-257
H 668 .703 (1899) bet. p. 256-257 (PrCt)

Ohio - Maps - 1900-1960 - Topographic maps

Topographic maps
Authors: Geological Survey (U.S.)
ca. 34 maps: col.; on sheets 45 x 33 cm, fold. to 18 x 27 cm.
Scale 1:62,500.
Dates of publication vary.
Moffat lists 208 maps before 1940. Coverage is not complete at this scale; see index map in box 154. Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisles 42 and 43 (July 2012).

Reference: Moffat, Riley. Map index to topographic quadrangles of the United States, 1882-1940 (Santa Cruz, Calif.: Western Association of Map Libraries, 1986)

Map of the Wheeling & Lake Erie Railroad. [New York : s.n., 1900].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1900) -- Wheeling and Lake Erie Railway Company
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Covers most of Ohio and part of western Pennsylvania.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1900) p. 319
H 668 .703 (1900) p. 319 (PrCt)

Map of the Hocking Valley Railway. [New York : s.n., 1901].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1901) -- Hocking Valley Railway Railroad
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1901) p. 255
H 668 .703 (1901) p. 255 (PrCt)

Map of the Cleveland, Lorain & Wheeling Railway and connections. [New York : s.n., 1900].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1900) -- Cleveland, Lorain & Wheeling Railway Railroad
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Covers Ohio and adjacent parts of Michigan, Pennsylvania, Ohio and West Virginia.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1900) p. 273
H 668 .703 (1900) p. 273 (PrCt)

Map of the Hocking Valley Railway. [New York : s.n., 1901].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1901) -- Hocking Valley Railway Railroad
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1901) p. 255
H 668 .703 (1901) p. 255 (PrCt)

Map of the Cleveland, Lorain & Wheeling Railway and connections. [New York : s.n., 1901].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1901) -- Cleveland, Lorain & Wheeling Railway Railroad
1 map ; 12 x 18 cm.
'Shaded portions show coal territory.'
Covers Ohio and adjacent parts of Michigan, Pennsylvania, Ohio and West Virginia.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1901) p. 56
H 668 .703 (1901) p. 56 (PrCt)
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1905) p. 357
H 668 .703 (1905) p. 357 (PrCt)

60471 Ohio - Maps - 1907 - Railroads<<>>Railroads - Maps
Ohio. [New York : American Bank Note Co., 1907.] Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1907)
1 map : col. ; 26 x 20 cm.
Title in right margin.
Added title in right margin: Poor's manual--Railroad map of the United States, 1907. Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1907) between p. 320-321
H 668 .703 (1907) bet. p. 320-321 (PrCt)

60470 Ohio - Maps - 1906 - Railroads<<>>Railroads - Maps
1 map : col. ; 26 x 20 cm.
Title in right margin.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1906) between p. 320-321
H 668 .703 (1906) bet. p. 320-321 (PrCt)

60467 Ohio - Maps - 1905 - Railroads<<>>Railroads - Maps
1 map : col. ; 26 x 20 cm.
Title in right margin.
Added title in right margin: Poor's manual--Railroad map of the United States, 1905. Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1905) between p. 320-321
H 668 .703 (1905) bet. p. 320-321 (PrCt)

Map of the Hocking Valley Railway. [Columbus, Ohio? Hocking Valley Railway?, 1906?]. Authors: Hocking Valley Railway -- Lawrence Press (Columbus, Ohio)
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.
In Hocking Valley Railway. Seventh annual report of the Hocking Valley Railway Co. ... 1906 (Columbus: Lawrence Press, [1906?]) opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1906 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Map of the Hocking Valley Railway. [New York : s.n., 1905]. Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1905) -- Hocking Valley Railway
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1905) p. 385
H 668 .703 (1905) p. 385 (PrCt)

60472 Ohio - Maps - 1907 - Railroads<<>>Hocking Valley Railway - Maps - 1907<<>>Railroads - Maps
Map of the Hocking Valley Railway. [Columbus, Ohio? Hocking Valley Railway?, 1907?]. Authors: Hocking Valley Railway -- Lawrence Press (Columbus, Ohio)
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.
In Hocking Valley Railway. Eighth annual report of the Hocking Valley Railway Co. ... 1907 (Columbus: Lawrence Press, [1907?]) opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1907 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

60473 Ohio - Maps - 1907 - Railroads<<>>Hocking Valley Railway - Maps - 1907<<>>Railroads - Maps
Map of the Hocking Valley Railway. [New York : s.n., 1907]. Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1907) -- Hocking Valley Railway
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1907) p. 557
H 668 .703 (1907) p. 557 (PrCt)

60474 Ohio - Maps - 1907 - Railroads<<>>Railroads - Maps
1 map ; 26 x 20 cm.
Title in right margin.
Added title in right margin: Poor's manual--Railroad map of the United States, 1907.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1907) between p. 560-561
H 668 .703 (1907) bet. p. 560-561 (PrCt)

60475 Ohio - Maps - 1908 - Railroads>Hocking Valley Railway - Maps - 1908>Railroads - Maps
Map of the Hocking Valley Railway. [Columbus, Ohio? Hocking Valley Railway?, 1908?].
Authors: Hocking Valley Railway -- Lawrence Press (Columbus, Ohio)
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.
In Hocking Valley Railway. Ninth annual report of the Hocking Valley Railway Co. ... 1908
(Columbus: Lawrence Press Co., [1908?])
opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1908 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

60476 Ohio - Maps - 1908 - Railroads>Railroads - Maps
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1908)
1 map : col. ; 26 x 20 cm.
Title in right margin.
Added title in right margin: Poor's manual--Railroad map of the United States, 1908.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1908) between p. 448-449
H 668 .703 (1908) bet. p. 448-449 (PrCt)

60477 Ohio - Maps - 1909
Rand McNally & Co.'s sectional map of Ohio.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 70 x 81 cm., folded in covers to 16 x 9 cm.
Title in upper margin.
"Copyright, 1898 ... Copyright, 1909 by Rand, McNally & Co."
"Scale, 9 miles to one inch."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
map3C G4080 1909 .R3 (PrCt)

60478 Ohio - Maps - 1909 - Railroads>Hocking Valley Railway - Maps - 1909>Railroads - Maps
Map of the Hocking Valley Railway. [Columbus, Ohio? Hocking Valley Railway?, 1909?].
Authors: Hocking Valley Railway -- Lawrence Press (Columbus, Ohio)
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.
In Hocking Valley Railway. Tenth annual report of the Hocking Valley Railway Co. ... 1909
(Columbus: Lawrence Press Co., [1909?])
opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1909 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

60479 Ohio - Maps - 1909 - Railroads>Hocking Valley Railway - Maps - 1909>Railroads - Maps
Map of the Hocking Valley Railway. [New York : s.n., 1909].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1909) -- Hocking Valley Railway
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1909) p. 395
H 668 .703 (1909) p. 395 (PrCt)

Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Lake Shore Electric Railway Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1909)
1 map ; 12 x 20 cm.
Covers northern Ohio and parts of Michigan, and Ontario.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1909) p. 1232
H 668 .703 (1909) p. 1232 (PrCt)

60481 Ohio - Maps - 1909 - Railroads>Railroads - Maps
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1909)
1 map : col. ; 26 x 20 cm.
Title in right margin.
Added title in right margin: Poor's manual--Railroad map of the United States, 1909.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1909) between p. 464-465
H 668 .703 (1909) bet. p. 464-465 (PrCt)

60482 Ohio - Maps - 1909 - Real property>Straus Bros. & Co. (Ligonier, Ind.) - Maps - 1909 - Real property
Rand McNally & Co.'s new 11 x 14 map of Ohio.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Straus Bros. & Co. (Ligonier, Ind.)
1 map : col. ; 23 x 31 cm.
With red overprinting showing "counties in which Straus Bros. & Co. have lands."
On verso: Rand, McNally & Co.'s new 11 x 14 map of Indiana [with Straus Bros. overprinting in red].
Acquisition #2008100251.
map2F G4091.G46 1909 .S7 (PrCt)

Cram's superior reference atlas of Ohio and the United States (1909)
Authors: American Bank Note Company
1 map ; 12 x 20 cm.
Covers Ohio.
Indexed by Ohio Counties.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1909) between p. 561-578
H 668 .703 (1909) bet. p. 561-578 (PrCt)

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Uniform title: Commercial atlas.
184-185
America, 1st [i.e. 42nd?] ed. (Chicago, 1911) p. 184-185
Scale [ca. 1:1,140,000].

atlas.

1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm.

-- McNally and Company. Commercial atlas (1911)


Copyright, 1902 ... -- at bottom right. Includes key to railroads numbered 1-206 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Ohio railroads.

Inset (12 x 18 cm.): Map of Hamilton Co., Ohio. Issued folded in accompanying index (94 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand, McNally & Co.'s indexed county and railroad pocket map and shippers' guide of Ohio.

Chicago and New York : Rand, McNally & Co., c1913.

Uniform title: Shippers guide.

'Copyrighted Rand McNally & Co April 19, 1913' -- in ms. on title page verso.

'Vault' -- in ms. on front cover.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 668 (PrCt)

60485

Ohio - Maps - 1910 - Railroads

Hocking Valley Railway - Maps - 1910

Railroads - Maps

Map of the Hocking Valley Railway. [Columbus, Ohio? Hocking Valley Railway?, 1910?]. Authors: Hocking Valley Railway -- Lawrence Press (Columbus, Ohio)

1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.

In Hocking Valley Railway. Eleventh annual report of the Hocking Valley Railway Co. ... 1910 (Columbus: Lawrence Press Co., [1910?]) opposite title page.

5A 7267 (1910 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

60488

Ohio - Maps - 1913 - Railroads

Hocking County (Ohio) - Maps - 1913

Railroads - Maps


Copyright, 1902 ... -- at bottom right. Includes key to railroads numbered 1-206 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Ohio railroads.

Inset (12 x 18 cm.): Map of Hamilton Co., Ohio. Issued folded in accompanying index (94 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand, McNally & Co.'s indexed county and railroad pocket map and shippers' guide of Ohio.

Chicago and New York : Rand, McNally & Co., c1913.

Uniform title: Shippers guide.

'Copyrighted by Rand McNally & Co April 19, 1913' -- in ms. on title page verso.

'Vault' -- in ms. on front cover.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

oversize RMcN atlas .C7 1911, p. 184-185 (PrCt)

60487

Ohio - Maps - 1910 - Railroads

Hocking County (Ohio) - Maps - 1910

Railroads - Maps


Copyright, 1902 ... -- at bottom right. Includes key to railroads numbered 1-206 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Ohio railroads.

Inset (12 x 18 cm.): Map of Hamilton Co., Ohio. Issued folded in accompanying index (94 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand, McNally & Co.'s indexed county and railroad pocket map and shippers' guide of Ohio.

Chicago and New York : Rand, McNally & Co., c1913.

Uniform title: Shippers guide.

'Copyrighted by Rand McNally & Co April 19, 1913' -- in ms. on title page verso.

'Vault' -- in ms. on front cover.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

oversize RMcN atlas .C7 1911, p. 184-185 (PrCt)
Ohio - Maps - 1914 - Indians - Earthworks (Archaeology) - Counties - Railroads (Maps)


1 map : col. ; 47 x 63 cm., folded to 14 x 9 cm.
"Rand, McNally & Co.'s New business atlas map of Ohio. Copyright, 1902, by Rand McNally & Co."

"Scale: Statute miles, 13 = 1 inch."

Inset (12 x 18 cm.): Map of Hamilton Co., Ohio
Includes key to railroads numbered 1-206 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Ohio railroads.

Detached from missing covers.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
map3C G4081 .P3 1914 .R3 (PrCt)


Railroad map of Ohio / prepared under the direction of Commissioners of Public Printing of State of Ohio. Columbus [Ohio]: Published by the State, 1914.

Authors: Ohio. Commissioners of Public Printing -- Ohio -- Columbus Lithograph Co. (Columbus, Ohio) -- Chicago Historical Society
1 map : col., mounted on linen ; 82 x 72 cm.
"Copyrighted 1914 by The Columbus Lithograph Co., Columbus, O."

Identifies railroads, electric railways, coal lands, canals, tunnels, counties, townships, and shipping routes on Lake Erie.

Includes directories of steam, electric, and express railroads, and state and county institutions, hospitals, universities, and industrial schools.

Scale [ca. 1:512,000]
Coordinates: (W 84°49'13"--W 80°31'05"/N 42°00'31"--N 38°24'12")

Illustration at bottom right shows steam train passing beneath bridge and interurban electric train, adjacent to automobile and canal boat (13 x 18 cm.)

Issued folded to 24 x 13 cm., but this copy unfolded and mounted on linen.

Reclassified and transferred in 2014; formerly shelved as CHS Coll., Map no. 122.
Also available online via the University of North
Texas Libraries Portal to Texas History website: http://texashistory.unt.edu/ark:/67531/metapth231722/

map6F G4081.P3 1914 .O35 (NLO)

Authors: Ohio Co-operative Topographic Survey: -- Sherman, Christopher Elias, 1869-1940 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 12 maps ; 235 x 158 mm.
Edited by C.E. Sherman.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

60494 Ohio - Maps - 1916 - Road maps - Automobile travel - Ohio - Guidebooks - 1916 - Road maps
Authors: B.F. Goodrich Company -- Goodrich National Touring Bureau -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (192 p.) : 93 maps ; 23 cm.
Cover title: Ohio
"Copyright 1916, the B. F. Goodrich Company, Akron, Ohio"--Front inside cover.
Includes index to routes.
Publisher's illustrated paper binding.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1396.P2 G66 1916 (NLO)

60495 Ohio - Maps - 1918 - Road maps - Pennsylvania - Maps - 1918 - Road maps - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; on sheet 56 x 71 cm.
Keyed to 46 named road signs.
Scale [ca. 1:683,000].
See unpublished typescript of exhibition captions compiled by James Akerman [Vert 1713, no. 2, part 1, p. 61]
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).
60496 Ohio - Maps - 1918 - Road maps - Pennsylvania - Maps - 1918 - Road maps - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; on sheet 56 x 71 cm.
Keyed to 46 named road signs.
Scale [ca. 1:683,000].
See unpublished typescript of exhibition captions compiled by James Akerman [Vert 1713, no. 2, part 1, p. 61]
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).

60497 Ohio - Maps - 1918 - Road maps - Road maps
Authors: B.F. Goodrich Company -- Beck, Raymond, b. 1884
1 map ; 42 x 26 cm. fold. to 21 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Goodrich road map of Ohio.
"Raymnd Beck ©."
"Copyright, 1918, The B. F. Goodrich Rubber Co." - on back panel.
See unpublished typescript of exhibition captions compiled by James Akerman [Vert 1713, no. 2, part 1, p. 61]
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).

Road map4C G4081 .P2 1918 .G6 (PrCt)

1 map ; col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
Ohio - Maps - 1919 - Road maps

Keyed to 45 named road signs.
Scale [ca. 1:724,000].
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 186.2 (PrCt)

Ohio - Maps - 1919 - Road maps

Rand McNally official 1919 auto trails map:
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; on sheet 56 x 71 cm.
Keyed to 45 named road signs.
Scale [ca. 1:724,000].
Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto trails map:
Added cover title: A Guide to the blazed trails.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Digital image available as part of the Newberry Library's Great Lakes Digital Collection via the CARLI Digital Collections website (accessed Nov. 2007):
http://collections.carli.illinois.edu/odm4/item_view.php?CISOROOT=nby_grlakes&CISOPT=1

RMcN Auto Trails 6F 19 (PrCt)

Ohio - Maps - 1919 - Road maps

Rand McNally official 1919 auto trails map:
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; on sheet 56 x 71 cm.
Keyed to 45 named road signs.
Scale [ca. 1:724,000].
Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto trails map:
Added cover title: A Guide to the blazed trails.
Cover and index separated from map.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Ohio - Maps - 1919 - Road maps


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map: col.; on sheet 56 x 71 cm.

Keyed to 45 named road signs.

Scale [ca. 1:724,000].


Cover title: A Guide to the blazed trails.

Uniform title: Auto trails

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).

Ohio - Maps - 1920 - Road maps


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map: col.; on sheet 62 x 48 cm. fold. to 21 x 10 cm.

Inset of Cleveland.

In very small type below legend: Raymond Beck (c).

Descriptions of 14 routes on verso.

Printed on light green paper.

Title on outside when folded: Goodrich road map of Ohio: Cleveland edition.

Cover design features logo of Goodrich National Touring Bureau, an eagle with wings spread above a map of the U.S.

Gift of Bruce Calder, 1997.

map4F G4081 .P2 1919 G6 (PrCt)

Ohio - Maps - 1920 - Railroads

The Rand McNally new commercial atlas map of Ohio. [Chicago]: Rand McNally & Co., [1920].


Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map: col.; 47 x 64 cm.

Plate no.: 143E.

Includes key to railroads numbered 3]-206 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Ohio railroads.

Inset (12 x 18 cm.): Map of Hamilton Co., Ohio. On verso: Ohio automobile road map. 1 map: col.; 47 x 64 cm. Plate no.: 635D. 'National Highways Association roads used by permission.' Issued folded in accompanying index (90 p.; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Ohio. Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Co., c1920.

Uniform title: Shippers guide.

Handstamp on front cover: Register of Copyrights. Library of Congress, Washington, D.C.

'January 28 ... ' -- in ms. on front cover.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

Ohio - Maps - 1920 - Road maps


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map: col.; on sheet 71 x 56 cm.

Keyed to 100 named road signs.

Scale [ca. 1:800,000].


Publishing information from cover. 40 p.: maps, ill.; 19 cm.


Cover handstamped "Register of copyrights, Library of Congress ..." and dated "5/29/20" in ms.

Cover art: Auto driving up hill, passing tree and pole.

Uniform title: Auto trails

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).


RMcN Auto Trails 4C 35 (PrCt)

Ohio - Maps - 1920 - Road maps

Maps


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

Map missing.


Cover art: Auto driving up hill, passing tree and pole.

Uniform title: Auto trails

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).

RMcN Auto Trails 4C 37 (PrCt)

Ohio - Maps - 1920 - Road maps


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

Map missing.


Cover art: Auto driving up hill, passing tree and pole.

Uniform title: Auto trails

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).

RMcN Auto Trails 4C 52 (PrCt)
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 36 (PrCt)

Rand McNally standard map of Ohio. [Chicago]: Rand McNally & Co., [1921].
(1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
'The Rand McNally new commercial atlas map of Ohio'-- at bottom right.
Plate no.: 143F.
Includes key to railroads numbered 3-207 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Ohio railroads.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Ohio. 1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm. Plate no.: 1002F.
Issued folded in accompanying index (78 p.; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Ohio. Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Co., c1921.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Handstamp on front cover: Register of Copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.
Dated 'published 3/8/21' and '3-15-21' in ms. on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 674 (PrCt)

Rand McNally standard map of Ohio. [Chicago]: Rand McNally & Co., [1921].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Commercial atlas (1921) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm.
Added title, top margin: Ohio.
Running title, top margin: Commercial atlas of America.
Scale [ca. 1:1,140,000].
Keyed to 48 railroads numbered in red.
In Rand McNally commercial atlas of America, 52nd ed. (Chicago, 1921) p. 174-175; index and population statistics on p. 171-173, 176-177 and 180-181.
Uniform title: Commercial atlas.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection.
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMCN atlas .C7 1921, p. 174-175 (PrCt)

60513 Ohio - Maps - 1921 - Road maps Pennsylvania - Maps - 1921 - Road maps Pennsylvania - Maps - 1921 - Road maps
Rand McNally official 1921 auto trails map:
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; on sheet 72 x 56 cm.
Keyed to 108 named road signs.
Scale [ca. 1:800,000].
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Auto Trails 6F 21 (PrCt)


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map: both sides, col.; 106 x 68 cm. on sheet 72 x 57 cm.

Keyed to 48 named road signs.

Scale: [ca. 1:616,000].

Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto trails map: district no. 4: eastern Ohio, western Pennsylvania, southeast Michigan, southern Ontario, western New York, West Virginia: district no. 4.

Cover handstamped "Register of copyrights, Library of Congress ... " and dated "5/28/23" in ms.

Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.

Uniform title: Auto trails

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN Auto Trails 6F 22 (PrCt)

Ohio - Maps - 1923 - Road maps


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map: col.; 68 x 63 cm. Plate no.: 3N24.

Includes key to railroads numbered 3-207 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Ohio railroads.


Uniform title: Shippers guide.

Handstamp on front cover: Register of Copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington, D.C. '4-17-24' -- in ms. on front cover.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 677 (PrCt)

Ohio - Maps - 1924 - Railroad maps


1 map : col. ; 68 x 63 cm.

Plate no. 9R23.

Includes key to railroads numbered 3-207 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Ohio railroads.

On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Ohio. 1 map : col.; 68 x 63 cm. Plate no.: 3N24. Includes key to 14 named 'principal trails in Ohio.' Issued folded in accompanying index (75 p.; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Ohio. Chicago, New York: Rand McNally & Co., c1924.

Uniform title: Shippers guide.

Handstamp on front cover: Register of Copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington, D.C. '4-17-24' -- in ms. on front cover.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 677 (PrCt)

1 map : col. ; 68 x 63 cm.
Plate no.: 9R23.
Includes key to railroads numbered 3-207 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Ohio railroads.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Ohio. 1 map : col. ; 68 x 63 cm. Plate no.: 1174J. Issued folded in accompanying index (75 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Ohio. Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1924.


'2-19-24' -- in ms. on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 678 (PrCt)

60525 Ohio - Maps - 1924 - Road maps Columbus (Ohio) - Maps - 1924 - Road maps Cincinnati (Ohio) - Maps - 1924 - Road maps Akron (Ohio) - Maps - 1924 - Road maps Youngstown (Ohio) - Maps - 1924 - Road maps Cleveland (Ohio) - Maps - 1924 - Road maps Toledo (Ohio) - Maps - 1924 - Road maps Dayton (Ohio) - Maps - 1924 - Road maps Canton (Ohio) - Maps - 1924 - Road maps Springfield (Ohio) - Maps - 1924 - Road maps

Automobile road map of Ohio / presented by the Standard Oil Company (an Ohio corporation) 1924. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, 1924.

Authors: Standard Oil Company (Ohio) -- Sohio Petroleum Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 51 x 49 cm.
Keyed to 11 named road signs.
Maps on verso (16 x 19 cm. and smaller):
Columbus -- Cincinnati -- Akron -- Youngstown -- Cleveland -- Downtown Cleveland -- Toledo -- Dayton -- Canton -- Springfield.
Panel art: Standard gas station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 117.2 (PrCt)

60526 Ohio - Maps - 1924 - Road maps Ontario - Maps - 1924 - Road maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 63 x 80 on sheet 73 x 88 cm. Keyed to 44 named road signs.
Scale. [ca. 1:691,000].
Plate no. F-9-A.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN Auto Trails 6F 126 (PrCt)

60527 Ohio - Maps - 1924 - Road maps Ontario - Maps - 1924 - Road maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 63 x 80 on sheet 73 x 88 cm. Keyed to 42 named road signs.
Scale. [ca. 1:799,000].
Plate no. F-9-A.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN Auto Trails 6F 127 (PrCt)

60528 Ohio - Maps - 1924 - Road maps Ontario - Maps - 1924 - Road maps


Map missing.
Cover handstamped "Register of copyrights, Library of Congress ... " and dated "5-16-24" in ms.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road. Back cover missing.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
60529 Ohio - Maps - 1924 - Road maps<<>>Ontario - Maps - 1924 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Rand McNally official 1924 auto trails map: Ohio.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 63 x 80 on sheet 73 x 88 cm.
Keyed to 42 named road signs.
Scale. [ca. 1:799,000].
Plate no.: F-9-A.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 110 (PrCt)

60530 Ohio - Maps - 1924 - Road maps<<>>Public Service Oil Corporation (Columbus, Ohio) - Maps - 1924<<>>Road maps
Ohio road map: official 1924 ... / compliments of Public Service Oil Corporation ... Columbus, Ohio. Chicago: Rand McNally & Co., [1924?].
Authors: Public Service Oil Corporation (Columbus, Ohio) -- Rand McNally and Company. Junior auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 28 x 41 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm. Panel title.
Added title: Rand McNally junior auto trails map: Ohio.
Uniform title: Junior auto trails
Plate no. 12F.
Panel art: outline map of Ohio.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2088 (PrCt)

60531 Ohio - Maps - 1925 - Railroads<<>>Ohio - Maps - 1925 - Road maps<<>>Road maps<<>>Railroads - Maps
1 map: col.; 68 x 63 cm.
Plate no.: 8R24.
Includes key to railroads numbered 3-207 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Ohio railroads.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Ohio. 1 map: col.; 68 x 63 cm. Plate no.: 3N24.
Includes key to 14 named 'principal trails in Ohio.' Issued folded in accompanying index (77 p.; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Ohio. San Francisco; Chicago; New York: Rand McNally & Company, 1925.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Handstamp on front cover: Register of Copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.
3-25-25" -- in ms. on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 679 (PrCt)

60532 Ohio - Maps - 1925 - Rivers
Map of Ohio showing principal streams and their drainage areas. [Columbus, Ohio: Ohio Co-operative Topographic Survey, 1925].
Authors: Sherman, Christopher Elias, 1869-1940 -- Ohio Co-operative Topographic Survey -- A. Hoen & Co.
1 map: col.; 72 x 72 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:636,000].
Detached from Ohio Co-operative Topographic Survey. Final report (Mansfield, Ohio, 1916-1933) v. 4, at end.
'Map C--handstamp above title.
map6F G4081 .C315 1925 S5 (PrCt)

60533 Ohio - Maps - 1925 - Road maps<<>>Indiana - Maps - 1925 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Mileage map of the best roads of Ohio showing paved roads, road distances. [Chicago or Denver? Clason Map Company, 1925?].
Authors: Clason Map Co. -- Clason Map Co. Mileage map of the best roads of Indiana showing paved roads, road distances [1925?]. -- Knox Oil Co. (Mount Vernon, Ohio) -- Red Fox Petroleum Co. (Fort Wayne, Ind.) -- Coshocton Specialty Co. (Ohio)
1 map: col.; 35 x 28 cm., folded in covers to 11 x 7 cm.
"Copyrighted the C. M. Co. All rights reserved." Map on verso (35 x 27 cm.): Mileage map of the best roads of Indiana showing paved roads, road distances.
Both maps include graphic key to highway "pole markings."
Cover title: Mileage map of Ohio and Indiana / Knox Oil Company, Mt. Vernon, Ohio; Red Fox...
60534 Ohio - Maps - 1925 - Road maps

Northeastern States - Maps - 1925 - Road maps
Official road map of Northeastern States.
Authors: American Automobile Association
1 map : col. ; 58 x 86 cm. fold. to 24 x 11 cm.
Panel title: Official road map of Ohio and Northeastern States.
Inset: [Northern Maine].
On verso, untitled black and white map of Ohio (60 x 63 cm.), list of 'Ohio Automobile Clubs,' list of AAA road maps, with prices.
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).

60535 Ohio - Maps - 1925 - Road maps

Road map of Ohio / issued by Akron Automobile Club, 368 S. Broadway, Akron, Ohio. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1925?].
Authors: Akron Automobile Club (Ohio) -- Ohio State Automobile Association -- American Automobile Association -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 63 x 78 cm.
"Copyright by Rand McNally & Company, Chicago, Ill."
Panel on verso includes combined American Automobile Association, Akron Automobile Club, and Ohio State Automobile Association logo.
Plate no. G-12
Maps on verso (17 x 19 cm. or smaller): Akron -- Cincinnati -- Columbus -- Cleveland -- Pittsburgh -- Canton -- Dayton -- Toledo -- Youngstown -- Detroit.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

60536 Ohio - Maps - 1925 - Road maps

Rand McNally official 1925 auto trails map : Ohio.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 63 x 80 on sheet 73 x 88 cm.
Keyed to 23 named road signs.
Scale. [ca. 1:704,000].
Plate no. G-12.

60537 Ohio - Maps - 1925 - Road maps

Rand McNally official 1925 auto trails map : Ohio.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 63 x 80 on sheet 73 x 88 cm.
Keyed to 23 named road signs.
Scale. [ca. 1:704,000].
Plate no. G-12.

60538 Ohio - Maps - 1925 - Road maps

Rand McNally official 1925 auto trails map : Ohio.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 63 x 80 on sheet 73 x 88 cm.
Keyed to 23 named road signs.
Scale. [ca. 1:704,000].
Plate no. G-12.

60539 Ohio - Maps - 1926 - Railroads

Rand McNally standard map of Ohio. Chicago :
Rand McNally & Company, [1926].
1 map : col. ; 68 x 63 cm.
Plate no.: 8R25.
Includes key to railroads numbered 3-207 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Ohio railroads.
Lightly annotated in color pencil.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Ohio. 1 map : col. ; 68 x 63 cm. Plate no.: 3N24.
Includes key to 14 named 'principal trails in Ohio.' Issued folded in accompanying index (79 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Ohio. San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1926.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Label pasted on front cover: Northway 0631.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

**Ohio - Maps - 1926 - Railroads**

**Rand McNally standard map of Ohio.** Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1926].
1 map : col. ; 68 x 63 cm.
Plate no.: 8R25.
Includes key to railroads numbered 3-207 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Ohio railroads.
Lightly annotated in color pencil.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Ohio. 1 map : col. ; 68 x 63 cm. Plate no.: 3N24.
Includes key to 14 named 'principal trails in Ohio.' Issued folded in accompanying index (79 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Ohio. San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1926.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

**Ohio - Maps - 1926 - Road maps**

**Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1926 - Road maps**

**Alliance (Ohio) - Maps - 1926 - Road maps**

**Ashatabula (Ohio) - Maps - 1926 - Road maps**

**Elyria (Ohio) - Maps - 1926 - Road maps**

**Massillon (Ohio) - Maps - 1926 - Road maps**

**Youngstown (Ohio) - Maps - 1926 - Road maps**

**Columbus (Ohio) - Maps - 1924 - Road maps**

**Toledo (Ohio) - Maps - 1924 - Road maps**

**Akron (Ohio) - Maps - 1924 - Road maps**

**Dayton (Ohio) - Maps - 1924 - Road maps**

**Canton (Ohio) - Maps - 1924 - Road maps**

**Springfield (Ohio) - Maps - 1924 - Road maps**

**Ohio State Automobile Association see OSAA see Ohio State Automobile Association**

**Road map of north eastern Ohio : showing all roads, type of construction ... / issued by the Warren Automobile Club. [Warren, Ohio? Warren Automobile Club?], 1926.**
Authors: Warren Automobile Club (Ohio) -- Cleveland Automobile Club -- Johannsen, H. L., active approximately 1926-1927 -- Ohio State Automobile Association -- American Automobile Association -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- O.S.A.A. see Ohio State Automobile Association -- OSAA see Ohio State Automobile Association

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1 map : on sheet trimmed to 57 x 86 cm.

Panel title.
At head of title: A.A.A. O.S.A.A.
Added title: Automobile Club map of north eastern Ohio.

"Copyright 1926 The Cleveland Automobile Club, H.L. Johannsen."

Imperfect; sheet trimmed at top and bottom, resulting in loss of several map titles on verso.
Maps on verso (17 x 21 cm. and smaller):
Panel art: Combined logo of the Warren Auto Club, OSAA, and AAA.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

60545 Ohio - Maps - 1926 - Road maps
Rand McNally official 1926 auto road map : Ohio.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 62 x 80 on sheet 73 x 88 cm.
Keyed to 19 named road signs.
Scale. [ca. 1:704,000].
Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto road map: Ohio (Chicago and New York: Rand McNally, 1926) 72 p. : maps, ill. ; 19 cm.
Title page handstamped "Register of copyrights, Library of Congress ..."and dated "4-14-26" in ms.
In ms. on front cover verso: "L. cl. 3 shelf."
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).

60546 Ohio - Maps - 1927 - Railroads
1 map : col. ; 68 x 63 cm.
Plate no.: 7R26.
Includes key to railroads numbered 3-207 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Ohio railroads.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Ohio. 1 map : col. ; 68 x 63 cm. Plate no.: 3N24.
Includes key to 14 named 'principal trails in Ohio.'
Issued folded in accompanying index (78 p. : 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Ohio. San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1927.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

60547 Ohio - Maps - 1927 - Road maps
1 map : col. ; 62 x 80 on sheet 73 x 88 cm.
Keyed to 19 named road signs.
Scale. [ca. 1:704,000].
Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto road map: Ohio (Chicago and New York: Rand McNally, 1926) 72 p. : maps, ill. ; 19 cm.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Ohio - Maps - 1927 - Road maps

Pittsburgh Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1927 - Road maps


Arrows: American Automobile Association -- Dayton Automobile Club -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col ; 61 x 71 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Ohio with connections to adjacent states.

Date from RMcN AE 113 ms. index.


Panel art: Car on country road framed by tree. Imperfect; sheet trimmed at top and bottom.

Stamp on title panel: Dayton Automobile Club.

Dayton, Ohio

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 113.16 (PrCt)

60549

Ohio - Maps - 1927 - Road maps

Michigan - Maps - 1927 - Road maps

Kentucky - Maps - 1927 - Road maps

Tennessee - Maps - 1927 - Road maps

Rand McNally junior auto road map : Ohio.

Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [1927].

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails

Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col ; 29 x 44 cm.

Date from RMcN AE 117 ms. index.

Plate no. I-16

Running title: Junior auto road atlas of the eastern United States and Canada. Pages 44 and 45.


Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 117.6 (PrCt)

60550

Ohio - Maps - 1927 - Road maps

Michigan - Maps - 1927 - Road maps

Northeastern States - Maps - 1927 - Road maps


Pittsburgh Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1927 - Road maps

Cincinnati (Ohio) - Maps - 1927 - Road maps

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Ohio - Maps - 1927 - Road maps

Map no. 9: automobile roads in Ohio ... Gulf. Chicago: H.M. Gousha Co., [1927].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Gulf Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Title from map proper: Gulf Refining Co. official road map no. 9: Ohio (Plate no. A). On verso, insets of 4 cities.

On verso, photographs, descriptions, and small map (10 x 18 cm.) of "the Short Route." Folds to become a self-mailer. Shows area between Delaware, Ohio on the west and Grafton, W. Va. on the east; and between New Philadelphia, Ohio on the north and Spencer, W. Va. on the south.

Inscription on from cover in pencil: Bob White Service Station (Cambridge, Ohio)

Maps

Cities and towns - Ohio

1927 - Road maps

1 map: col.; 62 x 80 on sheet 73 x 88 cm.
Scale. [ca. 1:714,000].
Plate no. I-12.

Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto road map of Ohio ... (Chicago and New York: Rand McNally, 1927) 72 p.: maps, ill.; 19 cm.

Cover title: Rand McNally official auto road map: Ohio.

Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Ohio - Maps - 1928 - Road maps
Northeastern States - Maps - 1928 - Road maps
Authors: Barberton Oil Company (Ohio) -- Murphy, B. B., fl. 1928 -- Ohio Petroleum Marketers Association -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 28 x 43 cm., on sheet 61 x 46 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Rand McNally junior auto road map of Ohio.
"Compliments of the Barberton Oil Co., B.B. Murphy, Mgr., Barberton, Ohio" -- title panel.
Insets (each 7 x 9 cm.): Akron -- Canton -- Covington -- Cleveland -- Columbus -- Dayton -- Springfield -- Toledo -- Youngstown.
Map on verso (43 x 58 cm.): Auto road map of northeastern United States specially prepared for Ohio Petroleum Marketers Association.
Panel art: Convertible with three passengers on U.S. Highway 40.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 300 (PrCt)

Ohio - Maps - 1928 - Road maps
Northeastern States - Maps - 1928 - Road maps
Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1928 - Road maps
Middle West - Maps - 1928 - Road maps
United States - Maps - 1928 - Road maps
Official highway map-atlas of Ohio, northern and eastern United States and lower Canada / George F. Cram Company. Indianapolis : George F. Cram Company, [1928].
Authors: George F. Cram Company -- Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- National Highways Association
1 atlas ([8] p. : 5 maps (some col.) ; 30 x 40 cm., folded to 30 x 20 cm.
Cover title.
At head of title: New idea -- Complete highway information -- 35 cents.
"Includes local map, detailed sectional maps of the central and northeastern states and lower Canada, transcontinental Federal highway map showing key roads of the United States. State and sectional maps classified according to surfaces with state and Federal numbers and mileages"
"Transcontinental federal highway map showing key roads of the United States federal system"-- P. [7].
Cover art: Touring car in mountainous landscape, two pine trees at right.
Scales differ.

Accession no. 2008100251.
Case folio G1396.P2 G45 1928 (NLO)
60571 Ohio - Maps - 1929 - Road maps - Indexes

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
55 p. : maps, ill. ; 20 cm.
Imperfect; lacking folded map.
Cover title: Rand McNally official auto road map : Ohio.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 429 (PrCt)

60572 Ohio - Maps - 1929 - Road maps

Langwith's motor trails map : Ohio : standard size. [Minneapolis, Minn. Langwith Inc., 1929?].
Authors: Langwith Inc. (Minneapolis, Minn.) -- Langwith, A. L. (Alfred Logan) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Langwith Publishing Company SEE Langwith Inc. (Minneapolis, Minn.) -- L.P. Co. SEE Langwith Inc. (Minneapolis, Minn.) -- Langwith Advertising and Publishing Co. SEE Langwith Inc. (Minneapolis, Minn.) -- Langwith Map Co. SEE Langwith Inc. (Minneapolis, Minn.)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 42 cm.
"Copyright by A.L. Langwith, Minneapolis ... "
Date from RMcN AE 113 ms. index.
Plate no. Series S 21-396
Incomplete map on verso (trimmed to 39 x 44 cm.): Langwith's motor trails map : Virginia, West Virginia, Delaware, Maryland, Dist. of Columbia : standard size.
Imperfect; sheet trimmed at left and right.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 113.21 (PrCt)

60573 Ohio - Maps - 1929 - Road maps

Road map of Ohio and northeastern states ... / The Cleveland Automobile Club. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1929].
Authors: Cleveland Automobile Club -- American Automobile Association -- Ohio State Automobile Association -- Luck Studios -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 62 x 80 cm., folded to 22 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Cleveland Automobile Club road map of Ohio
Plate no. K-15
Maps on verso (56 x 84 cm.): Cleveland Automobile Club road map of North Eastern United States
Panel art: illustration of car on winding road by "Luck Studios"; combined logo of American Automobile Association, Ohio State Automobile Association, and Cleveland Automobile Club.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 379 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

RMcN AE 113.19 (PrCt)

60576 Ohio - Maps - 1929 - Road maps
Ohio. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1929].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Firestone Tire and Rubber Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 215 (PrCt)

60577 Ohio - Maps - 1929 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Gulf Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 164 (PrCt)

60578 Ohio - Maps - 1929 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Larkin Co. -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 197 (PrCt)

60579 Ohio - Maps - 1929 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Louisiana Oil Refining Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 202 (PrCt)

60580 Ohio - Maps - 1929 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Marland Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 255 (PrCt)

60581 Ohio - Maps - 1929 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Paragon Refining Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 0, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 226 (PrCt)

60582 Ohio - Maps - 1929 - Road maps
Automobile roads in Ohio ... Gulf Refining Company ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, 1929.
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 29 x 45 cm.
Panel title.
At head of title: No. 9. 1929
Added title: Gulf Refining Co. : 1929 official road map no. 9 : Ohio.
Plate no. C-105-J.
Maps on verso (12 x 15 cm. and smaller): Cincinnati -- Cleveland -- Columbus -- Toledo.
Panel art: Car driving on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 113.20 (PrCt)

60583 Ohio - Maps - 1929 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 256 (PrCt)

60584 Ohio - Maps - 1929 - Road maps

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1 map : col. ; 62 x 79 cm.
Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto road map of Ohio ... (Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, 1929). 55 p. : maps, ill. ; 19 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally official auto road map: Ohio.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails.
Handstamp on title page: Register of Copyrights.
Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.
'5-8-29' in ms. on title page.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 411 (PrCt)

1 map : col. ; 68 x 63 cm.
Plate nos.: No.1:34 SS -- 7R29
Includes key to railroads numbered 3-205 and A (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Ohio railroads.
Map on verso (68 x 63 cm.): Rand McNally standard map of Ohio with air trails.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 117.1X (PrCt)

60588 Ohio - Maps - 1930-1939 - Road mapsAnthony Wayne Hotel (Hamilton, Ohio) - Access roads - Maps - 1930-1939Road mapsThe Anthony Wayne [Hotel], Hamilton, Ohio. [Sl. s.n., 193-?].
1 illustration ; 15 x 9 cm.
Incomplete; apparently a panel trimmed from a hotel advertisement; verso includes part of a map (of Ohio?), possibly by Rand McNally.
Includes logo of the American Hotels Corporation (New York, N.Y.).
Previously bound with a collection of pictorial maps in binders labeled "Points of Interest."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 190.48 D (PrCt)

60589 Ohio - Maps - 1930-1939 - Road mapsNortheastern States - Maps - 1930-1939Road mapsRefiners auto road map of Ohio, eastern Indiana, western Pennsylvania and northern Kentucky / compliments of the Refiners Oil Company (Incorporated) ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [193-?].
Authors: Refiners Oil Co. (Dayton, Ohio) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 51 x 58 cm., folded to 18 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Refiners Oil Co. road map of Ohio, eastern Indiana, northern Kentucky, western
Pennsylvania.
Map on verso (34 x 39 cm.): North eastern United States road map.
Panel art: Refiners oil and gas logos.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

**Ohio - Maps - 1930 - Railroadsp>>railroad maps**
The Wheeling & Lake Erie Railway Company - Maps - 1930>>railroad maps

Authors: Matthews-Northrup Company -- La Salle Extension University -- Atlas of traffic maps (1930) -- Wheeling and Lake Erie Railway Company
1 map ; 15 x 23 cm.
Added title: Wheeling and Lake Erie Railway.
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

**Ohio - Maps - 1930 - Road maps>>road maps**

*Map of the state highway system of Ohio, 1930 ... State of Ohio Department of Highways, Columbus.* Columbus, Ohio : Department of Highways, 1930.
1 map ; 62 x 54 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Map of Ohio showing state highway system / State of Ohio Department of Highways, Robert N. Waid, director.
Editor's copy; includes ms. notes "ferry" and "no bridge at Pt. Pleasant, 9/18 698 D."
Accompanied by typescript letter dated November 13, 1930 (1 leaf) from Ohio traffic engineer Harry E. Neal and map engineer M.V. Hull to Rand McNally cartographer John G. Brink. Handstamped "Rand McNally & Co. ... 1930 Nov-14 ..."
Filed with a group of related U.S. state maps identifying bridges along major highways, ca. 1927-ca. 1939 (in RMcN AE folders 172 and 173).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**Ohio - Maps - 1930 - Road maps>>road maps**

*Ohio - Maps - 1930 - Road maps>>Middle West - Maps - 1930 - Road maps>>Road maps*

*Johnson: Ohio "tourguide" ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1930]*.
Authors: Johnson Oil Refining Co. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress.
Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Johnson special auto road map of Ohio.
Plate no. L 1060.
Map on verso (28 x 44 cm.): Johnson through route map of north-central states.
Panel art: B&W illustrations of speeding cars and three Johnon winged hourglass logos.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

**Ohio - Maps - 1930 - Road maps>>road maps**

*Ohio - Maps - 1930 - Road maps>>Northeastern States - Maps - 1930 - Maps - Road maps>>Road maps*

Authors: Refiners Oil Co. (Dayton, Ohio) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 56 cm., folded to 18 x 11 cm.
"First edition, corrected to April 1st, 1931"
Panel title.
Added title: Refiners road map of Ohio, 1931.
Plate no. M-1063
Map on verso (35 x 55 cm.): Refiners road map of northeastern states.
Panel art: Refiners Oil gas station and logos.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2269 (PrCt)

60595 Ohio - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Northeastern States - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Ohio - Maps - 1930 - Airports
Airports - Ohio - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Cities Service road and air map of Ohio ... / compliments of Cities Service Oil Company (an Ohio corporation). Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1930].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 61 x 53 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Cities Service road map of Ohio.
Date from RMcN AE 117 ms. index.
Plate no. L-1056
Maps on verso (33 x 53 cm. and 24 x 25 cm.):
Cities Service road map : north eastern states -- Cities Service airport map of Ohio.
Panel art: Cars and planes near a Cities Service station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 117.9 (PrCt)

60596 Ohio - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Northeastern States - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Authors: Refiners Oil Co. (Dayton, Ohio) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 53 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Refiners road map : Ohio, eastern Indiana, eastern Kentucky, northern Tennessee, western Pennsylvania.
Date from RMcN AE 117 ms. index.
Plate no. L. 1057
Map on verso (33 x 54 cm.):
Refiners Oil Co. road map of north eastern United States.
Panel art: Refiners gas station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 117.7 (PrCt)

60597 Ohio - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Clothing trade
Clothing trade - Ohio - Maps - 1930
Richman Brothers Co. - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Authors: Richman Brothers Co. -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 396 (PrCt)

60598 Ohio - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Ohio Revolutionary Memorial Trail - Maps - 1930
Ohio - Historical geography - Maps - 1930
Road maps
(Western) Ohio Revolutionary memorial trails. Springfield, Ohio : Ohio Revolutionary Memorial Commission, 1930.
Authors: Sewah Studios (Marietta, Ohio) -- Ohio Revolutionary Memorial Commission
1 map : col. ; 59 x 29 cm., on sheet 64 x 48 cm. fold. to 22 x 13 cm.
Panel title: Cartographic map of the Ohio Revolutionary Memorial Trail.
Illustrations and text on both sides of sheet.
Map of western Ohio detailing roads and historic sites variously dated 1776-1813.
Scale [ca. 1:606,000].
G 892 .643 (NLO)

60599 Ohio - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: American Automobile Association -- Ohio State Automobile Association -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 55 x 64 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 113 ms. index.
Plate no. 3004 C.
Imperfect; sheet trimmed on all sides.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 113.23 (PrCt)

60600 Ohio - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 293 (PrCt)

60601 Ohio - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Road maps
Ohio. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1930].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Ohio - Maps - 1930 - Road maps

Rand McNally official 1930 auto road map : Ohio.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 62 x 79 cm.
Plate no. L1055.
Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto road map of Ohio ... (Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, 1930). 55 p : maps, ill. ; 19 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally official auto road map : Ohio.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 463 (PrCt)

Ohio - Maps - 1930 - Road maps

Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Fort Meigs Hotel (Toledo, Ohio) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 39 x 59 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell 1930 official road map : Ohio
Plate no. D - 105 - J.
Map on verso (28 x 43 cm.): Shell 1930 official road map : United States Advertising on title panel: Toledo's new fireproof hotel, the Fort Meigs ...
Panel art: Shell logo over man and girl sitting in car.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 113.25 (PrCt)

Ohio - Maps - 1930 - Road maps

1930 Sohio road map of Ohio : corrected to August 1st, 1930 / Sohio Petroleum Products.
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Ohio) -- Sohio Petroleum Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 52 x 56 cm., folded to 19 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sohio automobile road map / presented by the Standard Oil Company ...
Plate no. L-1063.
Maps on verso (17 x 18 cm. and smaller): Cincinnati -- Cleveland -- Columbus -- Toledo -- Youngstown -- Canton -- Lima -- Mansfield -- Springfield -- Warren -- Zanesville -- Akron -- Dayton.
Panel art: Aerial view of farmland next to city; Sohio logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3042 (PrCt)

Ohio - Maps - 1930 - Road maps

Authors: Standard Oil Company (Ohio) -- Sohio Petroleum Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 57 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sohio automobile road map presented by the Standard Oil Company (an Ohio corporation) : 1930
"First edition."
Plate no. L-1063.
Maps on verso (17 x 18 cm. and smaller): Cincinnati -- Cleveland -- Columbus -- Toledo -- Youngstown -- Canton -- Mansfield -- Warren -- Lima -- Springfield -- Zanesville -- Akron -- Dayton.
Panel art: Sohio logo over rural and urban scenes.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 117.10 (PrCt)
Ohio - Maps - 1931 - Road maps

60615 Ohio - Maps - 1931 - Road maps

Middle West - Maps - 1931 - Road maps

1931 Linco highway guide of Ohio ... the Ohio Oil Company ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, 1931.
Authors: Lincoln Refining Co. (Robinson, Ill.) -- Ohio Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 62 x 49 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Linco highway guide of Ohio.
Plate no. M-1059.
Map on verso (30 x 49 cm.): Linco highway guide of north-central United States.
Panel art: Outline map of Illinois, Indiana, and Ohio.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 117.19 (PrCt)

Ohio - Maps - 1931 - Road maps

60617 Ohio - Maps - 1931 - Road maps

Northeastern States - Maps - 1931 - Road maps

Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1931 - Road maps

Cleveland & vicinity [with "Service stations of Canfield Oil Company""].
Authors: Canfield Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Wm. Penn Motor Oil SEE Canfield Oil Company -- William Penn Motor Oil SEE Canfield Oil Company -- Penn Motor Oil SEE Canfield Oil Company
1 map : col. ; 38 x 56 cm., folded to 16 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Canfield auto road map of Ohio.
Plate no. M-29.
Maps on verso (28 x 44 cm. and 22 x 29 cm.): Canfield auto road map: northeastern United States -- Cleveland & vicinity [with "Service stations of Canfield Oil Company"].
Panel art: Illustration of cars on road with Canfield and Wm. Penn Motor Oil advertising signs.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 347 (PrCt)

Ohio - Maps - 1931 - Road maps

60616 Ohio - Maps - 1931 - Road maps

Middle West - Maps - 1931 - Road maps

1931 Linco highway guide of Ohio ... / The Ohio Oil Company ... Findlay, Ohio ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, 1931.
Authors: Lincoln Refining Co. (Robinson, Ill.) -- Ohio Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 62 x 48 cm., folded to 22 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Linco highway guide of Ohio.
Plate no. M-1059.
Map on verso (30 x 48 cm.): Linco highway guide of north-central United States.
Panel art: Linco Ethyl gasoline logo and outline of Illinois, Ohio, and Indiana.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4198 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
(Ohio) -- Scott, Walt, fl. 1931 -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 57 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: 1931. Corrected to April 1st, 1931
Plate no. M-1063
Maps on verso (35 x 54 cm. and smaller): Sohio road map of northeastern states -- Sohio: explore beautiful Ohio this summer ... [pictorial map] / [signed] Walt Scott -- Akron -- Cincinnati -- Cleveland -- Columbus -- Dayton -- Toledo.
Panel art: Sohio and Ohio connected by "O" and Sohio logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 117.17 (PrCt)

Ohio - Maps - 1931 - Road maps\(\rightarrow\)Northeastern States - Maps - 1931 - Road maps\(\rightarrow\)Ohio - Maps - 1931 - Pictorial maps\(\rightarrow\)Ohio - Maps - 1931 - Road maps\(\rightarrow\)Pictorial maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Ohio) -- Sohio Petroleum Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 52 x 56 cm., folded to 19 x 10 cm. Panel title.
"Corrected to October 1st, 1931" -- Title panel.
Added title: Sohio automobile road map
Plate no. M-1063.
Maps on verso (35 x 54 cm. and smaller): Sohio road map of Northeastern States -- Akron -- Cincinnati -- Cleveland -- Columbus -- Dayton -- Toledo -- Explore beautiful Ohio this summer [pictorial map].
Panel art: Sohio Petroleum Products logo. 2 copies, each with manuscript revisions by (Rand McNally editors?).
RMcN Clients 3043 revised in red pencil; RMcN Clients 3044 revised in blue pencil.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3043-3044 (PrCt)

Ohio - Maps - 1931 - Road maps\(\rightarrow\)Northeastern States - Maps - 1931 - Road maps\(\rightarrow\)Road maps
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 61 x 53 cm.

Ohio - Maps - 1931 - Road maps\(\rightarrow\)Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 478 (PrCt)

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
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maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Gulf Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 516 (PrCt)

60625 Ohio - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Manuscript on title panel: "2nd edit."
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 564 (PrCt)

60626 Ohio - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Sinclair Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 595 (PrCt)

60627 Ohio - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 68 cm.
Plate no. M-1055
Uniform title: Auto trails.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 117.15 (PrCt)

60628 Ohio - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 68 cm.
Insets (9 x 9 cm. each): Cincinnati -- Toledo -- Columbus.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 117.16 (PrCt)

78 p. : 26 maps (2 folded) : 24 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally pocket maps : Ohio : counties, cities, towns, auto roads, railroads, city maps, hotels, 1930 census
Uniform title: Pocket maps
Folded map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back to back, col. ; 69 x 64 cm. and 54 x 68 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of Ohio. Plate nos. "No.1:34SS and "7R30". Includes key to railroads. -- Rand McNally auto road map : Ohio. Plate no. M-1055.
Index includes maps of Akron, Ashtabula, Barberton, Cincinnati, Canton, Dayton, Cleveland, Columbus, Elyria, Hamilton, Lima, Lorain, Mansfield, Marion, Middletown, Newark, Portsmouth, Sandusky, Springfield, Steubenville, Warren, Toledo, Youngstown, and Zanesville (p. 58-78).
Cover art: Cars on road alongside passenger train.
"50¢" -- printed on front cover.
Handstamp on title page: Register of Copyrights, Library of Congress ... 1-4-32.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Pocket 4C 205 (PrCt)

Ohio - Maps - 1932 - Road maps
Sunoco road map of Ohio ... Sun Oil Company. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, 1932.
Authors: Sunoco (Firm) -- Sun Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 68 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 117 ms. index.
Plate no. K 10. 29 P 19
Maps on verso (44 x 29 cm. and smaller):
Sunoco auto road map of eastern United States -- Columbus -- Cleveland -- Akron -- Cincinnati -- Toledo.
Panel art: Sunoco sign over cityscape and cars.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
RMcN Pocket 4C 205 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
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(Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Maps on verso (10 x 14 cm. each): Akron -- Canton -- Cincinnati -- Cleveland -- Columbus -- Dayton -- Toledo -- Youngstown.
Panel art: Gulf logo, attendant helping woman at gas pump.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 117.29 (PrCt)

**Ohio - Maps - 1932 - Road maps**

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Canfield Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 0, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 753 (PrCt)

**Ohio - Maps - 1932 - Road maps**

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Socony-Vacuum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 763 (PrCt)

**Ohio - Maps - 1932 - Road maps**

Ohio. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1932].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 646 (PrCt)

**Ohio - Maps - 1932 - Road maps**

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil Company -- Lee, Robert E., fl. 1933 -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Cover: License plate motif.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 0, DUP 0.
Panel art: Shell logo, license plates, couple in convertible car (woman driving), dog, signed by artist "Robert E. Lee."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 713 (PrCt)

**Ohio - Maps - 1932 - Road maps**

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Sinclair Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.

**Ohio - Maps - 1932 - Road maps**

1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Rand McNally senior 1932 auto road map of Ohio.
Plate no. 18. N29 M.
Map on verso (28 x 44 cm.): Rand McNally junior auto road map of United States.
Uniform title: Junior auto trails Panel art: Parco logo above cityscape and row of cars.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 117.23 (PrCt)

**Ohio - Maps - 1932 - Road maps**

Sohio 1932 road map of Ohio / The Standard Oil Company (Ohio). Chicago : Rand McNally &
Ohio - Maps - 1932 - Road maps

Authors: Standard Oil Company (Ohio) -- Sohio Petroleum Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress.
Map art: Outline of Ohio and "Sohio Petroleum Products" logo.
Maps on verso (35 x 54 cm. and smaller): Sohio road map of United States -- Cincinnati -- Cleveland -- Columbus.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Panel art: Outline of U.S with Sohio logo.
Plates no. N-1063.
3 copies.
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3045-3046 (PrCt)

Ohio - Maps - 1933 - Road maps

Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau.
Map art: Outline of U.S with Conoco compass rose and Conoco logo.
Maps on verso (22 x 29 cm. and smaller): Conoco pictorial map of the United States -- Toledo -- Cincinnati -- Columbus.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Panel art: Outline of U.S with compass rose and Conoco logo.
Plate no. F-205-C.
2 copies; RMcN Clients 3047, 3048 holds handstamp: "Register of Copyrights, Library of Congress, Washington, D.C., 3-2-32."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Plates no. F-1033.
2 copies; RMcN Clients 3047, 3048.<br/>

Ohio - Maps - 1932 - Road maps

Texaco road map : Ohio ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, 1932.
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Map art: Outline of U.S with Texaco compass logo.
Maps on verso (36 x 52 cm. and 17 x 17 cm.):
Panels no. A3. 2813

Official map : 1933 state highways of Ohio.

Official map : 1933 state highways of Ohio.
Columbus : Department of Highways, 1933.
Authors: Ohio. Dept. of Highways -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 62 x 54 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Map of Ohio showing state highway system
Map on verso (36 x 20 cm.): Map of the eastern portion of the United States.
Panel art: View of U.S. Highway 50 next to river and bridge.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 117.30 (PrCt)

60650 Ohio - Maps - 1933 - Road maps]<<Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
maps<<Kentucky - Maps - 1933 - Road maps<<Tennessee - Maps - 1933 - Road maps<<Road maps
Penn Pepper Motor Oil ... [map of] points of interest in Ohio, Kentucky, West Virginia.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1933].
Authors: Ashland (Firm) -- Tri-State Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 28 x 43 cm., on sheet 61 x 46 cm.
Added title: Ashland Refining Company ... auto road map : Ohio.
Date from RMcN AE 117 ms index
Plate no. O-1060.
Maps on verso (28 x 43 cm. each): Ashland Refining Company ... auto road map: Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia -- Ashland Refining Company ... auto road map : Kentucky, Tennessee.
Panel art: Outline map with points of interest in Ohio, Kentucky, and West Virginia.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 117.38 (PrCt)

60651 Ohio - Maps - 1933 - Road maps<<Middle West - Maps - 1933 - Road maps<<Ohio - Maps - 1933 - Pictorial maps<<Pictorial maps
Sunoco road map of Ohio : showing historical and other points of interest. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1933].
Authors: Sunoco (Firm) -- Sun Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 35 x 54 cm.
Panel title.
Incomplete; section missing at top.
Added title: Sunoco auto road map of Indiana, Ohio, and northern Kentucky.
Date from RMcN AE 194 ms. index.
Insets (16 x 17 cm. and smaller): Cleveland -- Dayton -- Toledo -- Akron -- Louisville -- Youngstown -- Columbus -- Cincinnati -- Indianapolis.
Map on verso (60 x 52 cm.): Historical, pictorial, points of interest map of Ohio. Plate no. L4. 6O.
Panel art: Sunoco filling station and Revolutionary War scene.
Previously bound with a collection of pictorial maps in binders labeled "Points of Interest.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 194.12 (PrCt)

60652 Ohio - Maps - 1933 - Road maps<<Northeastern States - Maps - 1933 - Road maps<<Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Freedom Oil Co. (Freedom, Pa.) -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 853 (PrCt)

60653 Ohio - Maps - 1933 - Road maps<<Northeastern States - Maps - 1933 - Road maps<<Road maps
1933 Linco highway guide of Ohio ... the Ohio Oil Company ... and its refining subsidiary Lincoln Oil Refining Co. ... . Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, 1933.
Authors: Lincoln Refining Co. (Robinson, Ill.) -- Ohio Oil Company -- Lincoln Refining Co. (Robinson, Ill.) -- Ohio Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 56 x 49 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Linco highway guide of Ohio.
Plate no. O-1062
Map on verso (30 x 49 cm.): Linco highway guide of north-eastern United States.
Panel art: Outline map of Illinois, Indiana, and Ohio with Linco logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 117.37 (PrCt)

60654 Ohio - Maps - 1933 - Road maps - Pictorial maps<<<<Road maps - Ohio - 1933 - Road maps<<<<Road maps - Pictorial maps
Being a cartograph of Ohio / engravings by Bucher Engraving Co., Columbus ; cartograph by Sewah Studios, Marietta. Ohio : Published ... by the Ohio Commission to A Century of Progress International Exposition, 1933.
Authors: Bucher Engraving Co. (Columbus, Ohio) -- Sewah Studios (Marietta, Ohio) -- Century of Progress International Exposition (1933-1934 : Chicago, Ill.) -- Ohio Commission -- Brink, John G. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Ohio Commission to A Century of Progress.
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
International Exposition SEE Century of Progress
International Exposition (1933-1934 : Chicago, Ill.)
Ohio Commission
1 map : col. ; 47 x 45 cm.
"Governor George White, chairman, Charles F. Henry, director Charles H. Lewis, Charles F. Williams."
Manuscript note in pencil on verso: John Brink for your files. Lee [?]
Previously bound with a collection of pictorial maps in binders labeled "Points of Interest." Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 192.17 (PrCt)

60655 Ohio - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Cities Service road map of Ohio : 1933 edition ...
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1933].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 61 x 53 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 117 ms. index.
Plate no. O-1056
Maps on verso (33 x 53 cm. and smaller): Cities Service road map of United States -- Cincinnati -- Cleveland -- Columbus -- Akron -- Youngstown -- Dayton -- Toledo.
Panel art: Line drawing of car on country road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 117.31 (PrCt)

60656 Ohio - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Dixie road map of Ohio ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1933].
Authors: Dixie Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 48 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Dixie auto road map of Ohio
Date from RMcN AE 117 ms. index.
Plate no. I8. O29 M
Map on verso (31 x 47 cm.): Dixie auto road map of United States.
Panel art: Dixie Oil logo over gas station with cars.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 117.34 (PrCt)

60657 Ohio - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Barnsdall Oil Co. -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 809 (PrCt)

60658 Ohio - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Ohio. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1933].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 842 (PrCt)

60659 Ohio - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Gulf Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 869 (PrCt)

60660 Ohio - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 898 (PrCt)

60661 Ohio - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Socony-Vacuum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 0, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 954 (PrCt)

60662 Ohio - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Sterling Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 954 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Library
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 972 (PrCt)

60663 Ohio - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Pure Oil pathfinder : Ohio ... tenth edition.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1933].
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 59 x 47 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Pure Oil pathfinder for Ohio.
Date from RMcN AE 117 ms. index.
Plate no. O-1062
Map on verso (44 x 28 cm. and smaller): Pure Oil pathfinder for United States -- Cleveland -- Akron -- Dayton -- Cincinnati -- Columbus.
Panel art: Pure Oil logo over car on country road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 117.32 (PrCt)

60664 Ohio - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Authors: Refiners Oil Co. (Dayton, Ohio) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 56 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: 1933 Refiners road map of Ohio.
Plate no. O. 1063
Map on verso (35 x 54 cm.): 1933 Refiners road map of United States.
Panel art: Refiners sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 117.35 (PrCt)

60665 Ohio - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Ohio) -- Sohio Petroleum Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 57 cm.
Panel title.
At bottom of panel title: Corrected to April 1st, 1933
Plate no. O-1063
Maps on verso (35 x 54 cm. and smaller): Sohio road map United States -- Cincinnati -- Columbus -- Cleveland
Panel art: Sohio logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 117.36 (PrCt)

60666 Ohio - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Ohio) -- Sohio Petroleum Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col; 53 x 56 cm., folded to 19 x 10 cm.
"Corrected to July 1st, 1933."
Panel title.
Added title: Sohio automobile road map
Plate no. O-1063.
Maps on verso (36 x 54 cm. and smaller): Sohio road map of United States -- Cincinnati -- Cleveland -- Columbus.
Panel art: "Sohio" logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3047 (PrCt)

60667 Ohio - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- National Broadcasting Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 64 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair : 1933 official road map : Ohio
Plate no. I8. O29 M
Map on verso (48 x 31 cm.): Sinclair pictorial United States
Panel art: Dinosaur, ship, train, plane, N.B.C. radio's Sinclair Minstrels, gas station
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 117.33 (PrCt)

60668 Ohio - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Ohio : Sinclair 1933 road map. Chicago : Rand
60669 Ohio - Maps - 1934 - Road maps&lt;&gt;&lt;&gt;&lt;&gt;Kentucky - Maps - 1934 - Road maps&lt;&gt;&lt;&gt;&lt;&gt;West Virginia - Maps - 1934 - Road maps&lt;&gt;&lt;&gt;&lt;&gt;East (U.S.) - Maps - 1934 - Road maps&lt;&gt;&lt;&gt;&lt;&gt;Road maps Ohio, Kentucky, West Virginia : Pepper Gasolines ... / compliments of Ashland Refining Co. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1934]. Authors: Ashland (Firm) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Pepper Gasoline SEE Ashland (Firm) 1 map : col. ; 52 x 43 cm. Added title: Ashland Refining Company incorporated ... auto road map of Ohio, Kentucky, West Virginia Date from RMcN AE 117 ms index Plate no. 3479. Map on verso (43 x 28 cm.): Ashland Refining Company ... auto road map of eastern United States Panel art: Pepper Gasolines logo. Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library). RMcN AE 117.52 (PrCt)

60670 Ohio - Maps - 1934 - Road maps&lt;&gt;&lt;&gt;&lt;&gt;Middle West - Maps - 1934 - Road maps&lt;&gt;&lt;&gt;&lt;&gt;East (U.S.) - Maps - 1934 - Road maps&lt;&gt;&lt;&gt;&lt;&gt;Ohio - Maps - 1934 - Pictorial maps&lt;&gt;&lt;&gt;&lt;&gt;Pictorial maps - Ohio - Maps - 1934&lt;&gt;&lt;&gt;&lt;&gt;Road maps&lt;&gt;&lt;&gt;&lt;&gt;Pictorial maps Road map and historical guide : Ohio ... Sunoco ... Sun Oil Company. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1934]. Authors: Sunoco (Firm) -- Sun Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : col. ; 39 x 54 cm. Panel title. Added title: Sunoco auto road map of Indiana, Ohio, and northern Kentucky. Date from RMcN AE 194 ms. index Plate no. 3454. Insets (30 x 27 cm. and smaller): Sunoco auto road map of eastern United States -- Cleveland -- Columbus -- Toledo. Map on verso (60 x 52 cm.): Historical, pictorial, points of interest map of Ohio. Panel art: Car on highway surrounded by historical scenes. Previously bound with a collection of pictorial maps in binders labeled "Points of Interest." Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library). RMcN AE 194.21 (PrCt)


60672 Ohio - Maps - 1934 - Road maps&lt;&gt;&lt;&gt;&lt;&gt;Northeastern States - Maps - 1934 - Road maps&lt;&gt;&lt;&gt;&lt;&gt;Road maps 1934 Linco highway guide of Ohio ... the Ohio Oil Company ... and its refining subsidiary Lincoln Oil Refining Co. ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, 1934. Authors: Lincoln Refining Co. (Robinson, Ill.) -- Ohio Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : col. ; 56 x 49 cm. Panel title. Added title: Linco highway guide of Ohio. Plate no. P-3438 Map on verso (30 x 49 cm.): Linco highway guide of northeastern United States. Panel art: Outline map of Illinois, Indiana, and Ohio with Linco logo. Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library). RMcN AE 117.44 (PrCt)

60673 Ohio - Maps - 1934 - Road maps&lt;&gt;&lt;&gt;&lt;&gt;Northeastern States - Maps - 1934 - Road maps&lt;&gt;&lt;&gt;&lt;&gt;Road maps Road map of Ohio ... Wolverine-Empire Refining Company. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1934]. Authors: Wolverine-Empire Refining Co. (Oil City, Pa.) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Title panel lists Wolverine-Empire Refining Co. locations in Oil City and Tidioute, Pennsylvania.
Added title: Wolverine Empire auto road map of Ohio.
Date from RMcN AE 117 ms. index.
Plate no. P. 29
Map on verso (28 x 43 cm.): Wolverine Empire road map of northeastern United States.
Panel art: cars at gas station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 117.48 (PrCt)

Authors: Sunoco (Firm) -- Sun Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 60 x 52 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sunoco auto road map Indiana, Ohio and northern Kentucky
Date from RMcN AE 117 ms. index.
Plate no. 3454
Insets (30 x 27 cm. and smaller): Sunoco auto road map of eastern United States -- Columbus -- Cleveland -- Toledo -- Florida.
Map on verso (60 x 52 cm.): Historical, pictorial map of Ohio: points of interest
Panel art: American historical scenes and Sunoco logo; "[illegible] Oil" [?] at bottom right of title panel.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 117.65 (PrCt)

Authors: Fleet-Wing Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 57 x 60 cm.
Panel title.
Title panel includes blank space for gas station hand stamp.
Added title: Fleet-Wing auto road map of Ohio 1934.
Plate no. P-1063.
Maps on verso (38 x 38 cm. and smaller): Pictorial Ohio: scenic and historic points of interest -- Cincinnati -- Columbus -- Cleveland.
Panel art: Fleet-Wing logo with flying bird.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 117.46 (PrCt)

Authors: Refiners Oil Co. (Dayton, Ohio) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 53 x 57 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: 1934 Refiners road map of Ohio.
Plate no. P-1063
Map on verso (34 x 33 cm. and smaller): Pictorial Ohio: scenic and historic points of interest -- Cincinnati -- Columbus.
Panel art: Refiners logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 117.47 (PrCt)

Authors: Refiners Oil Co. (Dayton, Ohio) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 53 x 57 cm.
Panel title.
"Corrected to April 1st 193[4?]" -- last digit chipped away from panel.
Added title: 1934 Refiners road map of Ohio.
Plate no. P-1063.
Maps on verso (34 x 33 cm. and smaller): Pictorial Ohio: scenic and historic points of interest -- Cincinnati -- Columbus.
Panel art: Refiners logo.
Previously bound with a collection of pictorial maps in binders labeled "Points of Interest."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 194.1X (PrCt)

Authors: Standard Oil Company (Ohio) -- Sohio Petroleum Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry
60679 Ohio - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
1 map : col. ; 42 x 62 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Amoco road map of Ohio.
Date from RMcN AE 117 ms. index.
Plate no. P. 29.
Maps on verso (28 x 42 cm. and smaller): Amoco auto road map of United States -- Cincinnati -- Columbus -- Cleveland -- Akron ---- Dayton.
Panel art: Amoco logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 117.49 (PrCt)

60680 Ohio - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
1 map : col. ; 61 x 53 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 117 ms. index.
Plate no. P-1056
Maps on verso (33 x 53 cm. and smaller): Cities Service road map of United States -- Cincinnati -- Cleveland -- Columbus -- Akron -- Youngstown -- Dayton -- Toledo.
Panel art: Line drawing of car on country road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 117.40 (PrCt)

60681 Ohio - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Travel Ohio with Globe gasoline : get the most out of motoring. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, 1934.
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Rand McNally senior 1934 auto road map of Ohio.
Map on verso (28 x 44 cm.): Rand McNally junior 1934 auto road map of United States.
Uniform title: Junior auto trails.
Panel art: Globe logo with mountain and city scape.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 117.50 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Cover (1 panel, R,B): Diagonal lettering "America's [logo] first refiner."
Plate no. H-205-JC.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

60685 Ohio - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Ohio road map : Canfield. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1934].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Canfield Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (1 panel, R,B): Wm. Penn pointing to Canfield gas pump globe.
Plate no. H-205-JC.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

60686 Ohio - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Travel Ohio with Conoco. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1934].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (3 panel,R,G): Outline map of North America, logo.
Plate no. H-205-JC.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

60687 Ohio - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Johnson Oil Refining Co. -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (3 panel, O,BL): Three logos, line drawings of oil wells, refinery, gas station.
Plate no. H-205-JC.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

60688 Ohio - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Highway map of Ohio : Phillips 66. Chicago :
H.M. Gousha Co., 1934.
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (3 panel, R,G,BL): Six cars speeding towards service station, logo.
Plate no. H-205-JC.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1196 (PrCt)

60692 Ohio - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

*Pure Oil pathfinder : Ohio ... eleventh edition ...*
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1934].
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 59 x 47 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Pure Oil pathfinder for Ohio.
Date from RMcN AE 117 ms. index.
Plate no. P-1062
Maps on verso (44 x 28 cm. and smaller): Pure Oil Pathfinder for United States -- Cleveland --
Akron -- Dayton -- Cincinnati -- Columbus.
Panel art: Pure Oil logo over map of eastern U.S.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMeN AE 117.42 (PrCt)

60693 Ohio - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

*Sinclair : Ohio : 1934 Sinclair road map ...*
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Barr, fl. 1934 -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)/
1 map : col. ; 47 x 55 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair 1934 official road map : Ohio.
Plate no. P. 29
Map on verso (28 x 43 cm.): Sinclair recreational map : United States.
Panel art: Boy with toy dinosaur waving at car, Sinclair gas station in background; signed "Barr" [?]
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMeN AE 117.41 (PrCt)

60694 Ohio - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

Authors: Standard Oil Company (Ohio) -- Sohio Petroleum Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; on sheet trimmed to 52 x 50 cm.
Title expanded by cataloger.
"Corrected to July 1st, 1934[."
Imperfect; editor's copy of a road map trimmed on all sides to outline a single U.S. state.
Date from previous binding marked "Points of Interest" and dated 1934.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMeN AE 194.31 (PrCt)

60695 Ohio - Maps - 1935 - Road maps

Authors: Ohio. Dept. of Highways -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 62 x 54 cm.
Panel title.
Map on verso (31 x 17 cm.): Map of the eastern portion of the United States.
Panel art: Car on road under Ohio state seal.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMeN AE 189.33 (PrCt)

60696 Ohio - Maps - 1935 - Road maps

*Road map & historical guide : Ohio, Indiana ... Sunoco ... Sun Oil Company. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1935].*
Authors: Sunoco (Firm) -- Sun Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 69 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sunoco auto road map of Indiana, Ohio.
Date from RMcN AE 194 ms. index.
Plate no. Q. 3530.
Maps on verso (51 x 54 cm. and smaller): Historical, pictorial, points of interest map : Ohio, Indiana -- Cleveland -- Toledo.
Panel art: Car on highway near U.S. fort.
Previously bound with a collection of pictorial maps in binders labeled "Points of Interest."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMeN AE 113.33 (PrCt)

60697 Ohio - Maps - 1935 - Road maps

Authors: Kendall Refining Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Kendall gas station.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Gousha Clients 1387 (PrCt)

60698 Ohio - Maps - 1935 - Road maps<<>>Northeastern States - Maps - 1935 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Freedom Oil Co. (Freedom, Pa.) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Bulldog with can of Freedom motor oil.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1366 (PrCt)

60699 Ohio - Maps - 1935 - Road maps<<>>Northeastern States - Maps - 1935 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Road map of Ohio ... Wolverine-Empire Refining Company. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1935].
Authors: Wolverine-Empire Refining Co. (Oil City, Pa.) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Title panel lists Wolverine-Empire Refining Co. locations in Oil City and Tidioute, Pennsylvania.
Added title: Rand McNally auto road map of Ohio.
Date from RMcN AE 117 ms. index.
Plate no. Q. 29
Map on verso (28 x 43 cm.): Wolverine Empire road map of northeastern United States.
Panel art: Cars at gas station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 117.63 (PrCt)

Road map and historical guide : Ohio, Indiana ... Sunoco ... Sun Oil Company. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1935].
Authors: Sunoco (Firm) -- Sun Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 69 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sunoco auto road map of Indiana, Ohio.
Date from RMcN AE 117 ms. index.
Plate no. Q-3530.
Map on verso (51 x 54 cm.): Historical, pictorial points of interest map : Ohio, Indiana / prepared exclusively for Sun Oil Company.
Panel art: Car driving toward fort.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 117.67 (PrCt)

60701 Ohio - Maps - 1935 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Alpha Gasoline and Oil Co. (Tarentum, Pa.) -- Richfield Oil Corporation -- Air Adventures of Jimmie Allen (Radio program) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Vermo blank.
Panel art: "Richfield hi-octane, the gasoline of power" logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1456 (PrCt)

60702 Ohio - Maps - 1935 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: American Automobile Association -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 56 x 64 cm., folded to 21 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. 3004.
"H.W.H." -- At bottom right.
Index to cities and towns on verso.
Panel art: American Automobile Association logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4900 (PrCt)

60703 Ohio - Maps - 1935 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Atlantic Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 68 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Atlantic auto road map of Ohio.
Date from RMcN AE 117 ms. index.
Plate no. Q.3472.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Maps on verso (21 x 34 cm. and smaller):
Cleveland -- Toledo -- Akron -- Sandusky --
Warren -- Dayton -- Portsmouth -- Cincinnati --
Columbus -- Lima -- Portsmouth -- Cincinnati --
Springfield -- Pittsburgh.
Panel art: Atlantic logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 117.59 (PrCt)

60704 Ohio - Maps - 1935 - Road maps路maps
Cities Service road map of Ohio. Chicago : H.M.
Gousha Co., 1935.
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M.
Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"Tourist edition."
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of car, Cities Service logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1289 (PrCt)

60705 Ohio - Maps - 1935 - Road maps路maps
Cities Service road map of Ohio. Chicago : H.M.
Gousha Co., 1935.
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M.
Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"Tourist edition."
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of car, Cities Service logo.
Manuscript note on title panel: 1935, Special
(Green).
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1290 (PrCt)

60706 Ohio - Maps - 1935 - Road maps路maps
Travel Ohio with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1935?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M.
Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1337 (PrCt)

60707 Ohio - Maps - 1935 - Road maps路maps
1935 road map of Ohio : Fleet-Wing. Chicago :
Authors: Fleet-Wing Oil Corporation -- Rand
McNally and Company -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 57 cm.
Panel title.
Title panel includes blank space for gas station hand stamp.
Added title: Fleet-Wing road map of Ohio:
corrected to April 15th, 1935.
Plate no. Q-1063.
Maps on verso (36 x 54 cm. and smaller):
Fleet-Wing road map of United States --
Cincinnati -- Columbus -- Cleveland.
Panel art: Fleet-Wing logo with flying bird.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 117.61 (PrCt)

60708 Ohio - Maps - 1935 - Road maps路maps
Travel Ohio with the Independent. Chicago : H.M.
Gousha Co., [1935?].
Authors: Globe Oil & Refining Companies -- H.M.
Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Globe gas station attendant;
slogans "we are home owned" and "keep rollin' with Globe."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1379 (PrCt)

60709 Ohio - Maps - 1935 - Road maps路maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 37 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Gulf Refining Co. 1935 official road map : Ohio.
Plate no. Q. 29.
Maps on verso (14 x 19 cm. and smaller):
Cincinnati -- Cleveland -- Akron -- Canton --
Columbus -- Dayton -- Toledo -- Youngstown.
Panel art: Attendants servicing a car at a Gulf gas station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 117.57 (PrCt)

60710 Ohio - Maps - 1935 - Road maps路maps
1935 Highway map of Ohio. Chicago : H.M.
Gousha Co., 1935.
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Auto-Owners

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Insurance Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection
(0000)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1255 (PrCt)

60711 Ohio - Maps - 1935 - Road maps:
Ohio : best in the long run : Marathon Oil Co.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company , [1935].
Authors: Marathon Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(0000)
1 map ; col. ; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Rand McNally auto road map of Ohio
Date from RMcN AE 117 ms. index.
Plate no. Q.29.
Map on verso (28 x 44 cm.): Rand McNally
official road map : United States
Panel art: Marathon runner.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(0000).
RMcN AE 117.62 (PrCt)

60712 Ohio - Maps - 1935 - Road maps:
N.A.C. road map of Ohio ... / prepared by
Engineering Department, National Automobile
Club . Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1935?].
Authors: National Automobile Club -- H.M.
Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection
(0000)
1 map : folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: National Automobile Club logo, list of
district offices.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1410 (PrCt)

60713 Ohio - Maps - 1935 - Road maps:
Ohio highway map : 1935 ... / compliments of
Phillips Petroleum Company . Chicago : H.M.
Gousha Co., 1935.
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M.
Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection
(0000)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Airplane sky-writing "Phillips 66" above
a city-scape, Phillips 66 logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1442 (PrCt)

60714 Ohio - Maps - 1935 - Road maps:
1935 road map : Ohio / Republic Oil Company,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. Chicago : H.M. Gousha
Co., 1935.
Authors: Republic Oil Co. -- H.M. Gousha
Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Republic Oil Co. logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1449 (PrCt)

60715 Ohio - Maps - 1935 - Road maps:
1935 road map : Ohio : Shell. Chicago : Rand
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell official road map : Ohio
Plate no. Q.29.
Map on verso (28 x 44 cm.): Shell official road map : United States
Panel art: Shell logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(0000).
RMcN AE 117.54 (PrCt)

60716 Ohio - Maps - 1935 - Road maps:
Sinclair : Ohio road map. Chicago : Rand
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)/
1 map : col. ; 42 x 64 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair 1935 official road map : Ohio.
Map on verso (31 x 48 cm.): Sinclair recreational map : United States.
Panel art: Dinosaurs; signed "J.E. Allen 35" [?]
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(0000).
RMcN AE 117.56 (PrCt)

60717 Ohio - Maps - 1935 - Road maps:
1935 Sohio : The Standard Oil Company of Ohio :
road map of Ohio. Chicago : Rand McNally &
Company, 1935.
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Ohio) -- Sohio Petroleum Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 57 cm.
Panel title.
At bottom of panel title: Corrected to April 15th, 1935.
Added title: Sohio automobile road map /
Plate no. Q-1063
Maps on verso (36 x 54 cm. and smaller): Sohio road map of United States -- Cincinnati -- Columbus -- Cleveland. Panel art: Sohio logo and outline of Ohio. Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 117.66 (PrCt)

60718 Ohio - Maps - 1935 - Road maps

Authors: Standard Oil Company (Ohio) -- Sohio Petroleum Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 56 cm., folded to 19 x 10 cm. "Corrected to April 15th, 1935."
Panel title.
Added title: Sohio automobile road map
Plate no. Q-1063.
RMcN Clients 3048 (PrCt)

60719 Ohio - Maps - 1935 - Road maps

Authors: Sterling Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Gousha Clients 1521 (PrCt)

60720 Ohio - Maps - 1935 - Road maps

Trojan Ohio road map. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1935].
Authors: Trojan Gasoline & Oil Co. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 53 cm. "Tourist edition"
Panel title.
Added title: Trojan road map of Ohio.
Plate no. Q-3438.
Maps on verso (33 x 54 cm. and smaller): Trojan road map of United States -- Cincinnati -- Cleveland -- Columbus -- Akron -- Youngstown -- Dayton -- Toledo. Panel art: Trojan logo. Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 117.58 (PrCt)

60721 Ohio - Maps - 1935 - Road maps

Authors: Trojan Gasoline & Oil Co. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 52 cm., folded to 18 x 10 cm. "Tourist edition."
Panel title.
Added title: Trojan road map of Ohio.
Plate no. Q-3438.
Maps on verso (33 x 53 cm. and smaller): Trojan road map of United States -- Cincinnati -- Cleveland -- Columbus -- Akron -- Youngstown -- Dayton -- Toledo. Panel art: Trojan logo. Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Clients 4457 (PrCt)

60722 Ohio - Maps - 1935 - Road maps

Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 59 x 47 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Pure Oil pathfinder for Ohio.
Date from RMcN AE 117 ms. index.
Plate no. Q-3438.
Map on verso (43 x 47 cm.): Pathfinder road map of Pure-Oil-land showing through highways and Pure Oil producing, refining and transportation operations. Panel art: Pure Oil logo over map of eastern U.S. and house. Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 117.58 (PrCt)

60723 Ohio - Maps - 1935 - Road maps

Authors: Pennzoil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
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1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: B&W photo of man and woman paying gas station attendant; Pennzoil and Pennzip gasoline sign.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1426 (PrCt)

60724 Ohio - Maps - 1936 - Road maps>>Cincinnati Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps>>Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps>>Road maps
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 55 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Pure Oil Pathfinder for Ohio.
Date from RMcN AE 114 ms. index.
Plate no. R.3611
Maps on verso (22 x 24 cm. and smaller):
Cincinnati -- Akron -- Toledo -- Canton --
Columbus -- Dayton -- Youngstown -- Cleveland.
Panel art: Pure Oil logo and gas station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 114.3 (PrCt)

60725 Ohio - Maps - 1936 - Road maps>>Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps>>Cincinnati Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps>>Road maps
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 67 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Cities Service invites you to tour Ohio.
Plate no. R 373 - S J-4
Maps on verso (29 x 44 cm. and smaller): Cities Service invites you to tour United States --
Cleveland and vicinity -- Business section [of Cleveland] -- Cincinnati.
Panel art: Cities Service logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 157.26A (PrCt)

60726 Ohio - Maps - 1936 - Road maps>>Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps>>Cincinnati Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps>>Road maps
Travel Ohio with Conoco : every Conoco station
is a branch of the Conoco Travel Bureau.

60727 Ohio - Maps - 1936 - Road maps>>Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps>>Road maps
Authors: Atlantic Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 68 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Atlantic auto road map of Ohio.
Date from RMcN AE 114 ms. index.
Plate no. R 3472
Maps on verso (21 x 34 cm. and smaller):
Cleveland -- Toledo -- Akron -- Sandusky --
Warren -- Dayton -- Portsmouth -- Cincinnati --
Columbus -- Lima -- Canton -- Youngstown --
Springfield -- Pittsburgh.
Panel art: Atlantic White Flash logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 114.6 (PrCt)

60728 Ohio - Maps - 1936 - Road maps>>New England - Maps - 1936 - Road maps>>Road maps
Authors: Kendall Refining Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: "Kendall Purple Gasoline" pump, globe, and gas station.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1664 (PrCt)

60729 Ohio - Maps - 1936 - Road maps>>Northeastern States - Maps - 1936 - Road maps>>Road maps

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Fleet-Wing Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 55 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Rand McNally road map of Ohio.
Date from RMcN AE 114 ms. index.
Plate no. R.3611
Maps on verso (42 x 47 cm.): Fleet-wing auto road map of northeastern United States.
Panel art: Fleet-Wing logo with flying bird.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 114.8 (PrCt)

Ohio - Maps - 1936 - Road maps<<<Northeastern States - Maps - 1936 - Road maps<<<Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Ohio) -- Sohio Petroleum Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 56 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sohio automobile road map / presented by The Standard Oil Company
"First edition. Corrected to April 15th, 1936."
Plate no. R-1063
Map on verso (35 x 72 cm.): Sohio road map of northeastern United States.
Panel art: Sohio logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 114.8 (PrCt)

Ohio - Maps - 1936 - Road maps<<<Northeastern States - Maps - 1936 - Road maps<<<Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Ohio) -- Sohio Petroleum Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 57 cm., folded to 19 x 10 cm.
"1936, third edition. Corrected to October 1st, 1936"
Panel title.
Added title: Sohio automobile road map
Plate no. R-1063.
Map on verso (36 x 72 cm.): Sohio road map of northeastern states.
Panel art: "Sohio" logo and slogan "bring your car up to Standard!"
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1545 (PrCt)

Ohio - Maps - 1936 - Road maps<<<Northeastern States - Maps - 1936 - Road maps<<<Road maps
Authors: Barnsdall Oil Co. -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Barnsdall Oil Co. logo and slogan "be square to your motor with Barnsdall dependable products".
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1581 (PrCt)

Ohio - Maps - 1936 - Road maps<<<Northeastern States - Maps - 1936 - Road maps<<<Road maps
Travel Ohio with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1936?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M.
Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.  
Panel title.  
Panel art: Line drawing of North America,  
Conoco logo.  
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).  
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).  
Gousha Clients 1625 (PrCt)

Ohio - Maps - 1936 - Road maps  
1936-1937 road map : Ohio : Dixie ...  
Authors: Dixie Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map : col. ; 47 x 55 cm.  
Panel title.  
Added title: Rand McNally road map of Ohio  
Plate no. R.3611  
Map on verso (31 x 47 cm.): Rand McNally road map of United States.  
Panel art: Dixie Oil logo.  
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).  
RMcN AE 114.7 (PrCt)

Ohio - Maps - 1936 - Road maps  
Travel Ohio with the Independent. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1936?].  
Authors: Globe Oil & Refining Companies -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.  
Panel title.  
Panel art: Globe gas station attendant;  
slogans"we are home owned" and "keep rollin' with Globe."  
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).  
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).  
Gousha Clients 1656 (PrCt)

Ohio - Maps - 1936 - Road maps  
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Gallup Map Company -- American Colortype Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map : col. ; 42 x 51 cm.  
Panel title.  
Added title: Gulf ... official road map : Ohio.  
Date from RMcN AE 161 ms. index.  
"Litho. in U.S.A. by American Colortype Company, Clifton, N.J."
Maps on verso (22 x 35 cm. and smaller): Gulf mileage map of the United States -- Cleveland -- Cincinnati -- Toledo -- Columbus.  
Panel art: Gulf sign over cars on road.  
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).  
RMcN AE 161.19 (PrCt)
Ohio - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Authors: Republic Oil Co. -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Republic Oil Co. logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1688 (PrCt)

Ohio - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1731 (PrCt)

Ohio - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

1936 road map: Ohio / Shell ... Chicago: H.M. Gousha Company, 1936.
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 48 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell official road map: Ohio.
Plate nos. "205-JC" and "J-2."
Map on verso (28 x 44 cm.): Shell official road map: United States.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 163.32B (PrCt)

Ohio - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Ohio: Sinclair road map ... Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1936].
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Helck, Peter, 1893-1988 -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 55 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair road map: Ohio.
Date from RMcN AE 114 ms. index.
Plate no. R.3611
Map on verso (31 x 48 cm.): Sinclair recreational

Ohio - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Ohio ... / Socony-Vacuum Oil Company, Incorporated. New York: General Drafting Co., 1936.
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- General Drafting Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 59 x 54 cm., folded to 21 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Motoring in Ohio, you will find ... Maps on verso (22 x 38 cm. and smaller): Principal highway routes of the northeastern United States -- Cleveland -- Cincinnati.
Panel art: "Mobilgas Socony-Vacuum" gas sign and slogan "friendly service."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3017 (PrCt)

Ohio - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Ohio: Mobilgas ... Socony-Vacuum Oil Company ... Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1936].
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 54 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc. ... road map of Ohio
Date from RMcN AE 114 ms. index.
Plate no. R.3611
Maps on verso (31 x 47 cm. and smaller): Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc. ... road map of United States -- Cincinnati -- Cleveland -- Columbus -- Toledo.
Panel art: Mobilgas sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 114.4 (PrCt)

Ohio - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Guiding you through Ohio ... Sovereign Service ... Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1936].
Authors: Sovereign Service -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 55 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Rand McNally road map of Ohio.
Date from RMcN AE 114 ms. index.
Plate no. R.3611
Maps on verso (31 x 47 cm. and smaller): Rand...
McNally road map of United States -- Cincinnati -- Cleveland -- Columbus -- Toledo.
Panel art: Sovereign logo, attendant, woman driving.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 114.9 (PrCt)**

**60749 Ohio - Maps - 1936 - Road maps**

Guiding you through Ohio with the sign of quality & service / Sovereign Service. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1936].
Authors: Sovereign Service -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm. Panel title.
Added title: Rand McNally road map of Ohio.
Plate no. R.3611.
Maps on verso (31 x 47 cm. and smaller): Rand McNally road map of United States -- Cincinnati -- Cleveland -- Columbus -- Toledo.
Panel art: Sovereign Service "Fit for a king" logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
**RMcN Clients 2393 (PrCt)**

**60750 Ohio - Maps - 1936 - Road maps**

1936 road map of Ohio and United States / compliments of Sterling Oil Company ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1936.
Authors: Sterling Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm. Panel title.
Panel art: Sterling gasoline sign and car.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
**Gousha Clients 1774 (PrCt)**

**60751 Ohio - Maps - 1936 - Road maps**

Authors: Trojan Gasoline & Oil Co. -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm. Panel title.
Panel art: Trojan logo and slogan "use Trojan products."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
**Gousha Clients 1799 (PrCt)**

**60752 Ohio - Maps - 1936 - Road maps**

Authors: Freedom Oil Co. (Freedom, Pa.) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 55 cm. Panel title.
Added title: Freedom road map of Ohio.
Plate no. R.3611.
Maps on verso (31 x 47 cm. and smaller): Freedom road map of United States -- Cleveland -- Youngstown -- Pittsburgh -- Freedom road map of West Virginia.
Panel art: Freedom bulldog (mascot), car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 114.10 (PrCt)**

**60753 Ohio - Maps - 1936 - Road maps**

Authors: Pennzoil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library) -- Pennzip Gasoline SEE Pennzoil Company
1 map : col. ; 47 x 55 cm. Panel title.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
**Gousha Clients 1671 (PrCt)**

**60754 Ohio - Maps - 1937 - Road maps**

Travel Ohio with Conoco : every Conoco station is a branch of the Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1937].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 45 cm. Panel title.
Added title: Conoco ... official road map : Ohio
Date from RMcN AE 158 ms. index.
Plate nos. "305-J" and "10-K"
Maps on verso (31 x 47 cm. and smaller): Cleveland and vicinity -- Akron -- Columbus -- Dayton -- Toledo -- Youngstown -- Springfield -- Cincinnati.
Panel art: Conoco logo over outline of North America.
Handstamped "1937" and "copyrighted".
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 158.38A (PrCt)**

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Ohio - Maps - 1937 - Road maps - Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps - Road maps - Road map of north eastern Ohio and street map of greater Cleveland / the Cleveland Automobile Club ... Cleveland, Ohio : The Cleveland Automobile Club, c1937.
Authors: Cleveland Automobile Club -- Mountcastle Map Co. -- American Automobile Association -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 66 x 88 cm., folded to 24 x 13 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: The Cleveland Automobile Club map of north eastern Ohio.
Other titles: Road map of northeastern Ohio and street map of greater Cleveland -- The Cleveland Automobile Club map of northeastern Ohio.
Maps on verso (66 x 74 cm. and 27 x 32 cm.): Cleveland Automobile Club detail street map of Cleveland and environs / copyright by the Mountcastle Map Co., Cleveland, Ohio -- Map of downtown Cleveland.
Panel art: Cleveland Automobile Club and AAA logo.
Handstamps: "Received from Mountcastle Map Co. Aug 3-1937 Rand McNally & Co. by CH" and "Copyrighted."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
map4C G4081.P2 1937 .C5 (PrCt)

Ohio - Maps - 1937 - Road maps - Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps - Road maps - Ohio : Atlantic White Flash ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1937].
1 map : col. ; 53 x 68 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Atlantic auto road map of Ohio.
Date from RMcN AE 114 ms. index.
Plate no. S.3472
Panel art: Atlantic White Flash logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 114.18 (PrCt)

1 map : col. ; 60 x 72 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sunoco auto road map of Ohio.
Date from RMcN AE 114 ms. index.
Plate no. S.3749
Maps on verso (50 x 72 cm. and smaller): Sunoco historical-pictorial: Ohio-Indiana, Kentucky -- Akron -- Cleveland -- Dayton -- Louisville -- Cincinnati -- Columbus -- Indianapolis -- Toledo.
Panel art: Drawings of U.S. landmarks.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 114.25 (PrCt)

Authors: Sunoco (Firm) -- Sun Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 61 x 72 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sunoco auto road map of Ohio.
Date from RMcN AE 193 ms. index.
Plate no. S.3749.
Maps on verso (50 x 73 cm. and smaller): Sunoco historical-pictorial: Ohio, Indiana, Kentucky -- Akron -- Cleveland -- Dayton -- Louisville -- Cincinnati -- Columbus -- Indianapolis -- Toledo.
Panel art: Images of scenes, monuments and landmarks radiating out from the Sunoco logo; Sun Oil Company logo.
Previously bound with a collection of pictorial maps in binders labeled "Points of Interest." Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
(Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 193.18 (PrCt)

60760 **Ohio - Maps - 1937 - Road maps**<>Middle West - Maps - 1937 - Road maps<>Road maps
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 47 x 63 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Cities Service invites you to tour Ohio.
Plate no. 373 - S.C. K-1
Maps on verso (22 x 43 cm. and smaller): Cities Service territorial road map [of the Middle West] -- Cleveland and vicinity -- Business section [of Cleveland] -- Columbus -- Toledo -- Cincinnati -- Akron -- Dayton. Panel art: Cities Service sign, car and outline of the United States. Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jun 3-1937 ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 157.30 (PrCt)

60761 **Ohio - Maps - 1937 - Road maps**<>New England - Maps - 1937 - Road maps<>Road maps
Authors: Kendall Refining Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Kendall gas station. Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 1942 (PrCt)

60762 **Ohio - Maps - 1937 - Road maps**<>Northeastern States - Maps - 1937 - Road maps<>Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps<>Road maps
Ohio into-map : Gulf ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1937].
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 42 x 49 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Road map of Ohio
Date from RMcN AE 114 ms. index.
Plate no. S. 3611

RMcN AE 169.39A (PrCt)

60765 **Ohio - Maps - 1937 - Road maps**<>Northeastern States - Maps - 1937 - Road maps<>Road maps
Road map of Ohio ... Wolverine-Empire Refining Company. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1937].
Authors: Wolverine-Empire Refining Co. (Oil City, Pa.) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 47 x 55 cm.
Panel title.
Title panel lists Wolverine-Empire Refining Co. for more information refer to the title page of this volume.
60772 Ohio - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Ohio road map ... / Johnson Oil Refining Company ... Chicago, Illinois. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1937].
Authors: Johnson Oil Refining Co. -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Johnson Winged 70 gasoline logo and outline map of the midwestern states.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1934 (PrCt)

60773 Ohio - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
MWM highway map : Ohio. Aurora, Mo.
Mid-West Map Co., [1937].
Authors: Mid-West Map Company -- Holly's Restaurant and Grill - Webster Hotel -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 35 x 44 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: MWM official road map : Ohio / copyright by Mid-West Map Company.
Map printed in blue with blank space on title panel; title panel subsequently overprinted in red with "Holly's Restaurant and Grill, 2 places 'where South Haven eats'" and "Webster Hotel ... ."
Panel art: Car on uphill road.
Handstamped "Oct. 4 1937"
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN AE 162.34 (PrCt)

60774 Ohio - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: car on road, Phillips 66 sign, and slogan "there's a Phillips station ahead."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1969 (PrCt)

60775 Ohio - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 45 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Phillips 66 ... 1937 official road map : Ohio.
Plate nos. "305-J" and "10-K"
Map on verso (29 x 44 cm.): Phillips 66 ... official road map : United States.
Panel art: Car approaching Phillips 66 sign on curving road.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "May 7 1937"
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 114.14 (PrCt)

60776 Ohio - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Ohio : Pure Oil Pathfinder ... fourteenth edition.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1937].
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 55 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Pure Oil Pathfinder for Ohio.
Date from RMcN AE 114 ms. index.
Plate no. S.3611
Map on verso (21 x 49 cm.): Pure Oil pathfinder for United States.
Panel art: Pure Oil sign and gas station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 114.14 (PrCt)

60777 Ohio - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Authors: Republic Oil Co. -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Republic Oil Co. logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1979 (PrCt)

60778 Ohio - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Ohio : Richfield ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1937].
Authors: Richfield Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 54 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Ride with Richfield in Ohio.
Date from RMcN AE 114 ms. index.
Plate no. S.3611
Map on verso (41 x 47 cm.): Ride with Richfield in United States.
Panel art: Ohio potatoes.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 114.20 (PrCt)

60779 Ohio - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Road maps
Shell road map : Ohio. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1937?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 2060 (PrCt)

60780 Ohio - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Road maps
Ohio : Sinclair road map ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1937].
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Helck, Peter, 1893-1988 -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 54 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair road map : Ohio.
Date from RMcN AE 114 ms. index.
Plate no. S.3611
Map on verso (28 x 43 cm.): Sinclair recreational map : United States.
Panel art: View of Sinclair service station, signed "Helck."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 114.13 (PrCt)

60781 Ohio - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Road maps
Ohio : Mobilgas ... Socony-Vacuum Oil Company ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1937].
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 54 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc. road map of Ohio
Date from RMcN AE 114 ms. index.
Plate no. S.3611
Maps on verso (31 x 47 cm. and smaller): Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc. road map of United States -- Cincinnati -- Cleveland -- Columbus -- Toledo.
Panel art: Mobilgas sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 114.17 (PrCt)

60782 Ohio - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Road maps
Swinging through Ohio ... Sovereign Service ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1937].
Authors: Sovereign Service -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 55 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sovereign service road map : Ohio.
Plate no. S.3611
Maps on verso (31 x 47 cm. and smaller): Sovereign service road map : United States -- Cincinnati -- Cleveland -- Columbus -- Toledo.
Panel art: Sovereign logo, attendant, woman driving.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 114.16 (PrCt)

60783 Ohio - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Ohio) -- Sohio Petroleum Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 56 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sohio automobile road map / presented by The Standard Oil Company (an Ohio corporation)
Plate no. S 1063
Maps on verso (35 x 53 cm. and smaller): Sohio road map of United States -- Cincinnati -- Akron -- Columbus -- Dayton -- Toledo -- Cleveland.
Panel art: Sohio X-70 gas pump, Ohio directional signs, woman driving with dog.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 114.22 (PrCt)

60784 Ohio - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Road maps
MWM highway map : Ohio / compliments of the Steubenville Bridge Co., Steubenville, Ohio. Aurora, Mo. Mid West Map Company, [1937?].
Authors: Steubenville Bridge Co. (Steubenville, Ohio) -- Mid-West Map Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 50 x 37 cm., folded to 22 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: MWM official road map : Ohio
Bears two handstamps: "Received from [blank], Feb 25 1937, Rand McNally & Co., by CH." and "copyrighted."
Panel art: Illustration of a car on a country road, slogan"when traveling--follow this sign," and MWM logo.
Editor's copy (?): title panel includes mostly illegible note dated "3/26/37" in red pencil; area around Steubenville annotated lightly in black ink.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
**RMcN Clients 2398 (PrCt)**

**Ohio - Maps - 1937 - Road maps** [West Virginia - Maps - 1937 - Road maps]

Authors: Freedom Oil Co. (Freedom, Pa.) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 55 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Freedom road map of Ohio.
Plate no. S.3611
Maps on verso (31 x 47 cm. and smaller):
Freedom road map of United States -- Cleveland -- Youngstown -- Pittsburgh -- Northern West Virginia -- Freedom road map of West Virginia.
Panel art: Freedom bulldog (mascot), car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 114.23 (PrCt)**

**Ohio - Maps - 1937 - Road maps** [West Virginia - Maps - 1937 - Road maps]

*Pennzoil Ohio and West Virginia road map* / [Pennzoil Company]. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1937?].
Authors: Pennzoil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
**Gousha Clients 1951 (PrCt)**

**Ohio - Maps - 1938 - Road maps** [Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps]

*Travel Ohio with Conoco : every Conoco station is a branch of the Conoco Travel Bureau.* Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1938].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 45 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Conoco ... official road map of Ohio
Date from RMcN AE 159 ms. index.
Plate nos. "305-J.C.-40-L" and "5382"
Maps on verso (21 x 28 cm. and smaller):
Cleveland and vicinity -- Akron -- Columbus -- Dayton -- Toledo -- Youngstown -- Springfield -- Cincinnati.
Panel art: Conoco logo over outline of North America.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 16 1938 ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 159.27 (PrCt)**

**Ohio - Maps - 1938 - Road maps** [Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps]

Authors: Atlantic Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 68 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Atlantic auto road map of Ohio.
Date from RMcN AE 114 ms. index.
Plate no. T.3472
Maps on verso (21 x 34 cm. and smaller):
Panel art: Atlantic White Flash logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 114.30 (PrCt)**

**Ohio - Maps - 1938 - Road maps** [East (U.S.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps]

*Texaco touring map : Ohio ...* Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1938].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... July 18 1938".
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 168.32 (PrCt)

60793 Ohio - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Ohio road map ... / Barnsdall ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1938?].
Authors: Barnsdall Oil Co. -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Barnsdall Oil Co. logo and slogan "be square dependable products by Barnsdall, 'America's first refiner'.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3081 (PrCt)

60794 Ohio - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Ohio road map / Cities Service ahead. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1938?].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: car driving through hills, Cities Service sign.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3030 (PrCt)

60795 Ohio - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Ohio road map : Cities Service ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1938].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 45 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Cities Service invites you to tour Ohio.
Date from RMcN AE 156 ms. index.
Plate no. 305-J.C.-10-L.
Map on verso (28 x 44 cm.): Cities Service road map of the United States.
Panel art: Cities Service sign, car on winding road.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 18 1938 ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 156.25 (PrCt)

60796 Ohio - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Ohio ... Socony-Vacuum Oil Company incorporated. New York : General Drafting Co., 1938.
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- General Drafting Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 56 x 51 cm.
Plate no. T.3834
Insets (9 x 9 cm. and smaller): Cincinnati -- Dayton -- Akron -- Columbus -- Toledo -- Youngstown -- Cleveland.
Map on verso (71 x 69 cm. and smaller): Texaco sectional trip map [of the eastern United States]
-- Chicago and vicinity -- New York and vicinity.
Panel Art: Texaco logo and U.S. outline.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 114.32 (PrCt)

60791 Ohio - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Ohio info-map : Gulf ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1938].
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 49 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Gulf : Ohio info-map
Date from RMcN AE 114 ms. index.
Plate no. T. 3611
Insets (each 13 x 10 cm.): Detroit and vicinity -- Erie and vicinity.
Panel art: Gulf sign over cars on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 114.33 (PrCt)

60792 Ohio - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Ohio info-map : Gulf ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1938].
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 49 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Gulf : Ohio info-map
Date from RMcN AE 114 ms. index.
Plate no. T. 3611
Insets (each 13 x 10 cm.): Detroit and vicinity -- Erie and vicinity.
Panel art: Gulf sign over cars on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 114.33 (PrCt)
60797 Ohio - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Travel Ohio with the Independent. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1938?].
Authors: Globe Oil & Refining Companies -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Globe gas station attendant; slogans "we are home owned" and "keep rollin' with Globe."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3147 (PrCt)

60798 Ohio - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Road map : Ohio and United States. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1938?].
Authors: Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: compass rose and Diamond, 760 Motor Oil, and D-X Gasoline logos.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3162 (PrCt)

60799 Ohio - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Diamond ... road map : Ohio and United States. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1938].
Authors: Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 48 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Diamond Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation motor trails map : Ohio
Date from RMcN AE 160 ms. index.
Plate no. 305-J.C.-10-L
Maps on verso (29 x 44 cm. and smaller):
Legend: United States mileage and driving time along main transcontinental highways --

60800 Ohio - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Authors: Ohio. Department of Highways -- Bassett Co. (Cleveland, Ohio) -- Akerman, James R. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 75 x 65 cm., folded to 20 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"The Bassett Co., Cleveland, O."
"Revised to February 15, 1938" -- at bottom of title panel.
Map on verso (38 x 21 cm.): Map of the eastern portion of the United States.
Panel art: Illustration of Indian and covered wagon in clouds above cars on highway.
Gift 2013, James R. Akerman.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4794 (PrCt)

60801 Ohio - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: car, Phillips 66 tanker truck on road, Phillips 66 sign, and slogan "there's a Phillips station ahead."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3197 (PrCt)

60802 Ohio - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 45 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Phillips 66 ... 1938 official road map : Ohio.
Plate no. 305-J.C.-10-L

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Map on verso (29 x 44 cm.): Phillips 66 ... official road map : United States. Panel art: Car approaching Phillips 66 truck on curving road.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 18 1938 ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 162.14 (PrCt)

60803 Ohio - Maps - 1938 - Road maps Road maps
Ohio : Pure Oil Pathfinder ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1938].
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 54 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Ohio ... Pure.
Date from RMcN AE 114 ms. index.
Plate no. T.3611
Map on verso (21 x 49 cm.): United States.
Panel art: Pure Oil sign and gas station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 114.29 (PrCt)

60804 Ohio - Maps - 1938 - Road maps Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 54 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 114 ms. index.
Plate no. T.3611
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 114.27 (PrCt)

60805 Ohio - Maps - 1938 - Road maps Road maps
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3250 (PrCt)

60806 Ohio - Maps - 1938 - Road maps Road maps
Shell road map : Ohio ... Chicago : H. M. Gousha Company, [1938].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 45 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell official road map of Ohio.
Date from RMcN AE 164 ms. index.
Plate nos. "305 J.C. -10-L" and "12-L 1938-1"
Map on verso (29 x 44 cm.): Legend : United States mileage and driving time along main transcontinental highways.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul ... 1938 ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 164.30 (PrCt)

60807 Ohio - Maps - 1938 - Road maps Road maps
Ohio : Sinclair road map ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1938].
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 54 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Road map : Sinclair : Ohio.
Date from RMcN AE 114 ms. index.
Plate no. T.3611
Map on verso (28 x 43 cm.): Recreational map : Sinclair : United States.
Panel art: View of Sinclair service station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 114.31 (PrCt)

60808 Ohio - Maps - 1938 - Road maps Road maps
Ohio : Mobilgas ... Socony-Vacuum Oil Company ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1938].
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 54 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Incorporated road map of Ohio.
Date from RMcN AE 114 ms. index.
Plate no. T.3611
Maps on verso (31 x 47 cm. and smaller): Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc. road map of United States -- Cincinnati -- Cleveland -- Columbus -- Toledo.
Panel art: Mobilgas sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 114.26 (PrCt)

60809 Ohio - Maps - 1938 - Road maps Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Ohio) -- Sohio Petroleum Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 54 cm.
Plate nos. "305 J.C. -10-L" and "12-L 1938-1"
Map on verso (29 x 44 cm.): Legend : United States mileage and driving time along main transcontinental highways.
Panel art: Sohio sign.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul ... 1938 ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 114.30 (PrCt)
United States. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1938?].
Authors: Freedom Oil Co. (Freedom, Pa.) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 46 x 54 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Freedom map of Ohio.
Maps on verso (31 x 47 cm. and smaller):
Freedom map of United States -- Freedom map of West Virginia -- Cleveland -- Youngstown -- Pittsburgh.
Panel art: Car; outline of United States; Freedom Motor Oil mascot dog; and slogan "the watchdog of your motor."
Plate no. T.3611
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 766 (PrCt)

Ohio - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

Travel Ohio with Conoco : every Conoco station is a branch of the Conoco Travel Bureau.
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1939].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 43 x 45 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Conoco ... official road map of Ohio.
Date from RMcN AE 159 ms. index.
Plate no. 305-J.C.-11-M
Maps on verso (21 x 28 cm. and smaller):
Cleveland and vicinity -- Akron -- Columbus -- Dayton -- Toledo -- Youngstown -- Springfield -- Cincinnati.
Panel art: Conoco logo over outline of North America.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Aug 17 1939 .... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 159.27A (PrCt)

Ohio - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

Texaco touring map : Ohio with sectional map of adjoining states.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1939].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 50 x 50 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Ohio.
Date from RMcN AE 114 ms. index.
Includes table of "State and federal gasoline taxes -- as of September 1st, 1939."
Plate no. U.3834
Insets (9 x 9 cm. and smaller): Cincinnati -- Dayton -- Akron -- Columbus -- Toledo -- Youngstown -- Cleveland.
Map on verso (71 x 69 cm. and smaller): Texaco sectional trip map [of the eastern United States] -- New York and vicinity -- Cleveland and vicinity.
Panel Art: Texaco logo and U.S. outline.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 114.40 (PrCt)
Ohio - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

60820 Ohio - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

Road map of Ohio and plan of New York World's Fair (1939-1940) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

Road map of Ohio and plan of New York World's Fair ... / compliments of your Sterling independent dealer. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1939].

Authors: Sterling Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- New York World's Fair (1939-1940) -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Panel art: Sterling gasoline logo.

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

60821 Ohio - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

Ohio info-map : Gulf ... - Road maps - 1939 - Road maps

Ohio info-map : Gulf ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1939].

Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 42 x 49 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Gulf : Ohio info-map

Date from RMcN AE 114 ms. index.

Plate no. U.3611

Insets (each 13 x 10 cm.): Detroit and vicinity -- Erie and vicinity.

Maps on verso (42 x 58 cm. and smaller): Road map of Ontario, Michigan, Illinois, Indiana, Ohio, Pennsylvania, New Jersey, New York, New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island, Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia, Kentucky -- Cincinnati and vicinity.

Panel art: Gulf sign over cars on road.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 114.45 (PrCt)

60822 Ohio - Maps - 1939 - Road maps


Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

"Tourist edition."

Panel title.

Panel art: road leading to a Cities Service gas station and sign; slogan "buy at this sign."

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 3376 (PrCt)

60823 Ohio - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

Travel Ohio with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1939].

Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 3420 (PrCt)

60824 Ohio - Maps - 1939 - Road maps


Authors: Fleet-Wing Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 47 x 55 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Rand McNally road map : Ohio.

Date from RMcN AE 114 ms. index.

Plate no. U.3611

Maps on verso (31 x 47 cm. and smaller): Fleet-wing road map of United States -- Cincinnati -- Cleveland -- Columbus -- Toledo.

Panel art: Fleet-Wing logo with flying bird.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 114.45 (PrCt)

60825 Ohio - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

Road map of Ohio and United States. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1939].

Authors: Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

"Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation."

Panel art: photograph of gas station attendant and slogan "smiling service, 'all the way'."

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 3474 (PrCt)
Ohio / Maps - 1939 - Road maps

Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: winding road, Phillips 66 sign, and slogan "there's a Phillips station ahead."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3509 (PrCt)

Ohio - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

Ohio ... the Pure Oil Pathfinder ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1939].
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 55 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Ohio ... Pure.
Date from RMcN AE 114 ms. index.
Plate no. U.3611
Maps on verso (21 x 49 cm.): United States.
Panel art: Pure compass rose logo with cartoon figures.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 114.37 (PrCt)

Ohio - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 54 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 114 ms. index.
Plate no. U.3611
Map on verso (30 x 47 cm.): Rand McNally road map : United States
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 114.39 (PrCt)

Ohio - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3565 (PrCt)

Ohio - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

Shell road map : Ohio. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1939].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 45 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell official road map of Ohio.
Date from RMcN AE 165 ms. index.
Plate nos. "305 J.C. 11-M" and "11-M 1939-1" Maps on verso (29 x 44 cm. and smaller): Legend : United States mileage and driving time along main transcontinental highways -- Cleveland -- Columbus -- Cincinnati -- Toledo.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Aug 10 ... 1939 ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 165.30 (PrCt)

Ohio - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

1 map : col. ; 43 x 44 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell official road map of Ohio.
Plate nos. "305-J.C. 11-M" and "11-M 1939-1"
Maps on verso (29 x 44 cm. and smaller): Legend : United States mileage and driving time along main transcontinental highways -- Cleveland -- Columbus -- Cincinnati -- Toledo.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Aug 10 ... 1939 ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Clients 5007 (PrCt)

Ohio - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

Ohio : Sinclair road map ... Chicago : Rand

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Ohio - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

Swinging through Ohio ... Sovereign Service ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1939].
Authors: Sovereign Service -- Rand McNally and Company
1 map : col. ; 47 x 55 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sovereign service road map : Ohio.
Date from RMcN AE 114 ms. index.
Plate no. U.3611
Maps on verso (31 x 47 cm. and smaller):
Sovereign service road map : United States -- Cincinnati -- Cleveland -- Columbus -- Toledo.
Panel art: Sovereign logo, attendant, woman driving.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 114.36 (Pr Ct)

Ohio - Maps - 1940 - Road maps

Ohio, metropolitan Cleveland : Sinclair H-C gasoline road map. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1940].
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company
1 map : col. ; 47 x 55 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Road map : Sinclair : Ohio.
Date from RMcN AE 114 ms. index.
Plate no. V.3472
Maps on verso (17 x 35 cm. and smaller):
Cleveland and vicinity -- Pittsburgh and vicinity -- Akron -- Cincinnati -- Columbus -- Toledo -- Canton -- Dayton -- Springfield -- Warren -- Youngstown.
Panel art: Atlantic logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 114.46 (Pr Ct)

Ohio - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

Authors: Pennzoil Company -- New York World's Fair (1939-1940) -- H.M. Gousha Company
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"© N.Y.W.F." -- back panel.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3488 (Pr Ct)

Ohio - Maps - 1940 - Road maps

Authors: Atlantic Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company
1 map : col. ; 53 x 68 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Auto road map of Ohio : The Atlantic Refining Company
Date from RMcN AE 114 ms. index.
Plate no. V.3472
Maps on verso (28 x 43 cm.): Recreational map : Toledo -- Youngstown.
Panel art: Atlantic logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 114.46 (Pr Ct)
Company, [1940].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 50 x 50 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Ohio.
Date from RMcN AE 114 ms. index.
Includes table of "State and federal gasoline taxes -- as of 29th April, 1940."
Plate no. V.3834
Insets (9 x 9 cm. and smaller): Cincinnati -- Dayton -- Akron -- Columbus -- Toledo -- Youngstown -- Cleveland.
Maps on verso (71 x 69 cm. and smaller): Texaco sectional trip map [of the eastern United States] -- New York and vicinity -- Cleveland and vicinity.
Panel Art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 114.47 (PrCt)**

**60840 Ohio - Maps - 1940 - Road maps<<>>Road maps**
*Texaco touring map : Ohio with sectional map of adjoining states.* Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1940].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 50 x 50 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Ohio.
Date from RMcN AE 114 ms. index.
Includes table of "State and federal gasoline taxes -- as of 2nd Sept., 1940."
Plate no. V.3834
Insets (9 x 9 cm. and smaller): Cincinnati -- Dayton -- Akron -- Columbus -- Toledo -- Youngstown -- Cleveland.
Maps on verso (71 x 69 cm. and smaller): Texaco sectional trip map [of the eastern United States] -- New York and vicinity -- Cleveland and vicinity.
Panel Art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 114.48 (PrCt)**

**60843 Ohio - Maps - 1940 - Road maps**
*Ohio road map / Cities Service.* Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1940].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Car on rural road; U.S. landmarks.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**Gousha Clients 3735 (PrCt)**

**60844 Ohio - Maps - 1940 - Road maps**
*Ohio info-map : Gulf.* Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1940].
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 69 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Northern section, Ohio.
Date from RMcN AE 114 ms. index.
Plate no. V.4039
Map on verso (43 x 73 cm.): Southern section, Ohio.
**Gousha Clients 3993 (PrCt)**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>


Panel title.
At head of panel title: Ohio.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3896 (PrCt)

Ohio - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Road map: Ohio ... / issued by Tide Water Associated Oil Company, Tulsa, Oklahoma.
Chicago: H.M. Gousha Co., 1940.
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: outdoor recreation scenes, car, and slogan "wherever you go, go on Veedol."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4019 (PrCt)

Ohio - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Pittsburgh Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
1 map: col.; 51 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 114 ms. index.
Plate no. W.3472
Maps on verso (17 x 33 cm. and smaller):
Cleveland -- Pittsburgh -- Akron -- Cincinnati -- Columbus -- Toledo -- Canton -- Dayton -- Springfield -- Warren -- Youngstown.
Panel art: Atlantic logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 114.56 (PrCt)

Ohio - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Ohio, metropolitan Cleveland: Sinclair H-C gasoline road map. Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1941].
1 map: col.; 47 x 55 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Road map: Sinclair: Ohio
Date from RMcN AE 114 ms. index.
Plate no. W.3611
Maps on verso (31 x 65 cm. and smaller): Road map: Sinclair: Cleveland and vicinity -- Toledo -- Columbus -- Cincinnati.
Panel art: Sinclair H-C gasoline road sign under car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 114.56 (PrCt)
Pictorial maps

Pictorial maps

1941

Maps

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection -- sectional trip map [of the eastern United States]

Maps on verso (50 x 50 cm. and smaller): Texaco Youngstown

Dayton

Akron -- Columbus -- Toledo -- Youngstown -- Cleveland.

Inset (9 x 9 cm. and smaller): Cincinnati

1 map : col. ; 50 x 50 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Texaco touring map of Ohio.

Date from RMcN AE 114 ms. index.

Includes table of "State and federal gasoline taxes as of 2nd September, 1941."

Plate no. W.3834

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Texaco touring map of Ohio.

Date from RMcN AE 114 ms. index.

Includes table of "State and federal gasoline taxes as of 2nd September, 1941."

Plate no. W.3834

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Texaco touring map of Ohio.

Date from RMcN AE 114 ms. index.

Includes table of "State and federal gasoline taxes as of 2nd September, 1941."

Plate no. W.3834

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Texaco touring map of Ohio.

Date from RMcN AE 114 ms. index.

Includes table of "State and federal gasoline taxes as of 2nd September, 1941."

Plate no. W.3834

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Texaco touring map of Ohio.

Date from RMcN AE 114 ms. index.

Includes table of "State and federal gasoline taxes as of 2nd September, 1941."

Plate no. W.3834

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
**Gousha Clients 4119 (PrCt)**

60863 Ohio - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 69 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Northern section, Ohio.
Date from RMcN AE 114 ms. index.
Plate no. W.4039
Map on verso (43 x 73 cm.): Southern section, Ohio.
Panel art: Gulf sign over car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 114.57 (PrCt)**

60864 Ohio - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Highway map of Ohio ... Johnson Oil Refining Company ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1941].
Authors: Johnson Oil Refining Co. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 55 cm.
Panel title.
Title panel lists Johnson Oil Refining Company locations in Chicago, Ill., Cleveland, Okla. and Minneapolis, Minn.
Added title: Johnson highway map of Ohio.
Date from RMcN AE 114 ms. index.
Plate no. W.3611
Map on verso (31 x 47 cm.): Johnson highway map of United States.
Panel art: Johnson wing logo over car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 114.62 (PrCt)**

60865 Ohio - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
D-X road map of Ohio and United States. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1941?].
Authors: Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation."
Panel art: D-X sign and Diamond gas station facade.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
**Gousha Clients 4159 (PrCt)**
Ohio - Maps - 1941 - Road maps

Shell map of Ohio. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co.,[1941?].

Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: Ohio.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4244 (PrCt)

Ohio - Maps - 1941 - Road maps


Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: airplane, car and Tydol flying "A" gasoline logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4334 (PrCt)

Ohio - Maps - 1942 - Road maps

Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps


Authors: Atlantic Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 50 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Auto road map of Ohio : The Atlantic Refining Company
Date from RMcN AE 115 ms. index.
Plate no. X.3072
Maps on verso (17 x 33 cm. and smaller): Cleveland -- Pittsburgh -- Akron -- Cincinnati -- Columbus -- Toledo -- Dayton -- Springfield -- Warren -- Youngstown.
Panel art: Atlantic attendant giving woman directions.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Ohio - Maps - 1942 - Road maps

Northeastern States - Maps - 1942 - Road maps


Authors: Hi-Speed Service Stations -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 53 cm.
Panel title.

Ohio - Maps - 1942 - Road maps

Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Tomasco, Rico, 1898-1985 -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)/
1 map : col. ; 47 x 55 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair : Ohio Date from RMcN AE 115 ms. index.
Plate no. X.3611
Maps on verso (31 x 65 cm. and smaller): Sinclair : Cleveland and vicinity -- Toledo -- Columbus -- Cincinnati.
Panel art: Sinclair H-C gasoline pump.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Ohio - Maps - 1942 - Road maps

East (U.S.) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 50 x 50 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Ohio Date from RMcN AE 115 ms. index.
Includes table of "State and federal gasoline taxes as of 2nd May, 1942."
Plate no. X.3834
Insets (9 x 9 cm. and smaller): Cincinnati -- Dayton -- Akron -- Columbus -- Toledo -- Youngstown -- Cleveland.
Maps on verso (50 x 50 cm. and smaller): Texaco sectional trip map [of the eastern U.S.] -- New York and vicinity -- Cleveland and vicinity.
Panel Art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Ohio - Maps - 1942 - Road maps

Northeastern States - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Authors: Hi-Speed Service Stations -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 53 cm.
Panel title.
Ohio - Maps - 1942 - Road maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 55 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 115 ms. index.
Plate no. X.3611
Map on verso (31 x 47 cm.): Rand McNally road map : United States
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 115.1 (PrCt)

Ohio - Maps - 1942 - Road maps

Ohio : Richfield ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1942].
Authors: Richfield Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 55 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Ride with Richfield in Ohio.
Date from RMcN AE 115 ms. index.
Plate no. X.3611.
Map on verso (31 x 47 cm.): Ride with Richfield in United States
Panel art: Richfield eagle flying with warplanes.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 115.4 (PrCt)

Ohio - Maps - 1942 - Road maps

Shell map of Ohio. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1942?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: Ohio.
Panel art: Shell logo, statement "all points of military interest have been removed voluntarily from this map and index" and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4575 (PrCt)

Ohio - Maps - 1942 - Road maps

Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: statue of minuteman with caption "buy war bonds and stamps", Tydol gasoline logo, Veedol motor oil logo, and statement "Oil is ammunition, use it wisely."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4655 (PrCt)

Ohio - Maps - 1943 - Road maps

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 50 x 50 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Ohio
Date from RMcN AE 115 ms. index.
Includes table of "State and federal gasoline taxes as of 2nd January, 1943."
Plate no. Y.3834
Insets (9 x 9 cm. and smaller): Cincinnati -- Dayton -- Akron -- Columbus -- Toledo -- Youngstown -- Cleveland.
Maps on verso (50 x 50 cm. and smaller): Texaco sectional trip map [of the eastern U.S.] -- New York and vicinity -- Cleveland and vicinity.
Panel Art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 115.11 (PrCt)

Ohio - Maps - 1943 - Road maps

Ohio info-map : Gulf... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1943?].
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 69 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Northern section : Ohio
Incorrectly (?) dated 1942 on RMcN AE 115 ms. index.
Plate no. X. 4039
Maps on verso (43 x 78 cm.): Southern section : Ohio. Plate no. Y 4040
Panel art: Gulf sign over car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 115.10 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
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and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 69 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Northern section : Ohio
Date from RMcN AE 115 ms. index.
Plate no. 4039
Maps on verso (43 x 78 cm.): Southern section : Ohio. Plate no. Z.4040
Panel art: Gulf sign over car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 115.14 (PrCt)

Ohio - Maps - 1945 - Road maps
Ohio / The Ohio Oil Company. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1945].
Authors: Ohio Oil Company -- Marathon Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 55 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: The Ohio Oil Co. road map : Ohio
Date from RMcN AE 115 ms. index.
Plate no. 453611.
Map on verso (31 x 47 cm.): Ohio Oil Co. road map : United States
Panel art: Marathon sign above cars on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 115.16 (PrCt)

Ohio - Maps - 1945 - Road maps
Ohio / The Ohio Oil Company. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1945].
Authors: Ohio Oil Company -- Marathon Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 54 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: The Ohio Oil Co. road map : Ohio
Date from RMcN AE 115 ms. index.
Plate no. 453611.
Map on verso (31 x 47 cm.): The Ohio Oil Co. road map : United States
Panel art: Car driving past Marathon sign with marathon runner logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4250 (PrCt)

Ohio - Maps - 1945 - Road maps
Ohio ... Pure Oil road map ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1945].
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 55 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Ohio ... Pure.
Date from RMcN AE 115 ms. index.
Plate no. 453611.
Map on verso (21 x 48 cm.): United States.
Panel art: Pure Oil logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 115.17 (PrCt)

Ohio - Maps - 1945 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 55 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 115 ms. index.
Plate no. 453611.
Map on verso (31 x 47 cm.): Rand McNally road map : United States
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 115.15 (PrCt)

Ohio - Maps - 1945 - Road maps
Shell map of Ohio. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1945]?
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: Ohio.
Panel art: Shell logo, statement "all points of military interest have been removed voluntarily from this map and index" and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4709 (PrCt)

Ohio - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Authors: Atlantic Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 50 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 115 ms. index.
Plate no. 6-423472-1
Maps on verso (17 x 33 cm. and smaller): Cleveland -- Pittsburgh -- Akron -- Cincinnati -- Columbus -- Toledo -- Canton -- Dayton -- Portsmouth -- Springfield -- Warren -- Youngstown.
Panel art: Atlantic attendant waving at family in car at gas station.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
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Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 115.43 (PrCt)

60895 Ohio - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
<><><><><><>Indiana - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
<><><><><><>Ohio - Maps - 1946 - Pictorial maps
<><><><><><>Ohio - Maps - 1946 - Pictorial maps - Indiana - Maps - 1946 - Pictorial maps <><><><><><>Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
<><><><><><>Road maps
<><><><><><>Pictorial maps
Authors: Sunoco (Firm) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 55 x 71 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Ohio, Indiana.
Date from RMcN AE 115 ms. index.
Plate no. 464145-1
Maps on verso (31 x 54 cm. and smaller):
Historical-pictorial map of Ohio, Indiana -- Metropolitan Cleveland -- Akron -- Cincinnati -- Columbus -- Dayton -- Toledo -- Youngstown.
Panel art: Car on rural road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 115.44 (PrCt)

60896 Ohio - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
<><><><><><>Indiana - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
<><><><><><>Ohio - Maps - 1946 - Pictorial maps
<><><><><><>Ohio - Maps - 1946 - Pictorial maps - Indiana - Maps - 1946 - Pictorial maps <><><><><><>Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
<><><><><><>Road maps
<><><><><><>Pictorial maps
Authors: Sunoco (Firm) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 55 x 71 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Ohio, Indiana.
Date from RMcN AE 115 ms. index.
Plate no. 464145-1
Maps on verso (31 x 54 cm. and smaller):
Historical-pictorial map of Ohio-Indiana -- Metropolitan Cleveland -- Akron -- Cincinnati -- Columbus -- Dayton -- Toledo -- Youngstown.
Panel art: Car on rural road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 115.42 (PrCt)

60897 Ohio - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
<><><><><><>Indiana - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
<><><><><><>Ohio - Maps - 1946 - Pictorial maps
<><><><><><>Ohio - Maps - 1946 - Pictorial maps - Indiana - Maps - 1946 - Pictorial maps <><><><><><>Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
<><><><><><>Road maps
<><><><><><>Pictorial maps
Authors: Sunoco (Firm) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 55 x 71 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Ohio, Indiana.
Date from RMcN AE 115 ms. index.
Plate no. 464145-1
Maps on verso (31 x 54 cm. and smaller):
Historical-pictorial map of Ohio-Indiana -- Metropolitan Cleveland -- Akron -- Cincinnati -- Columbus -- Dayton -- Toledo -- Youngstown.
Panel art: Car on rural road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 115.29 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
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Ohio - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Ohio - Maps - 1946 - Pictorial maps
Ohio - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Pictorial maps
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair : Ohio
Date from RMcN AE 115 ms. index.
Plate no. 6-453611V.
Maps on verso (16 x 16 cm. and smaller):
Cleveland -- [Pictorial map of] Ohio -- Akron -- Columbus -- Cincinnati -- Toledo.
Panel art: Sinclair attendant, car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 115.34 (PrCt)

Ohio - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Ohio - Maps - 1946 - Pictorial maps
Ohio - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Pictorial maps
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair : Ohio
Date from RMcN AE 115 ms. index.
Plate no. 6-453611V.
Maps on verso (16 x 16 cm. and smaller):
Cleveland -- [Pictorial map of] Ohio -- Akron -- Columbus -- Cincinnati -- Toledo.
Panel art: Sinclair attendant, car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 115.35 (PrCt)

Ohio - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Ohio - Maps - 1946 - Pictorial maps
Ohio - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Pictorial maps
Ohio / Cities Service. Chicago: H.M. Gousha Co., [1946?].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company and Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)/1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Cities Service gas station, various cartoon images, and slogan "Cities Service dealers help make every trip a treat."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4749 (PrCt)

Ohio - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Ohio - Maps - 1946 - Pictorial maps
Ohio - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Pictorial maps
Sohio road map of Ohio / The Standard Oil Co. (Ohio). New York: General Drafting Co., c1946.
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Ohio) -- Sohio Petroleum Company -- General Drafting Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)/1 map: col.; 56 x 59 cm., folded to 20 x 10 cm.
"26th edition."
Panel title.
Added title: Road map of Ohio.
Maps on verso (37 x 36 cm. and smaller): Sohio pictorial guide to Ohio -- Cincinnati -- Cleveland -- Columbus -- Toledo -- Akron -- Canton -- Dayton -- Youngstown -- Springfield.
Panel art: "Sohio" logo and illustration of "lighthouse at Marblehead."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3052 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

**Gousha Clients 4784 (PrCt)**

60906 **Ohio - Maps - 1946 - Road maps**

Ohio info-map : Gulf ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1946].

Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

1 map : col. ; 43 x 69 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Northern section : Ohio

Date from RMcN AE 115 ms. index.

Plate no. 6-4039-8

Maps on verso (43 x 78 cm.): Southern section : Ohio.

Panel art: Gulf sign over car on road.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 115.25 (PrCt)

60907 **Ohio - Maps - 1946 - Road maps**

Ohio info-map : Gulf ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1946].

Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

1 map : col. ; 43 x 69 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Northern section : Ohio

Date from RMcN AE 115 ms. index.

Plate no. 6-4039-7

Maps on verso (43 x 78 cm.): Southern section : Ohio.

Panel art: Gulf sign over car on road.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 115.26 (PrCt)

60908 **Ohio - Maps - 1946 - Road maps**

Ohio info-map : Gulf ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1946].

Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

1 map : col. ; 43 x 69 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Northern section : Ohio

Date from RMcN AE 115 ms. index.

Plate no. 6-4039-8

Maps on verso (43 x 78 cm.): Southern section : Ohio.

Panel art: Gulf sign over car on road.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 115.22 (PrCt)

60909 **Ohio - Maps - 1946 - Road maps**

D-X road map of Ohio and United States.

Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1946]?

Authors: Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

"Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation."

Panel art: D-X sign and Diamond gas station facade.

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

**Gousha Clients 4809 (PrCt)**

60910 **Ohio - Maps - 1946 - Road maps**

Ohio highway map 1946. [S.l. s.n., 1946?].

Authors: Ohio -- Chicago Historical Society

1 map : col. ; 30.5 x 26 inches

Text on verso.

Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.

CHS Coll., Map no. 127 (PrCt)

60911 **Ohio - Maps - 1946 - Road maps**


Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Panel art: road, Phillips 66 sign, and slogan "there's a Phillips station ahead."

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

**Gousha Clients 4836 (PrCt)**

60912 **Ohio - Maps - 1946 - Road maps**


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

1 map : col. ; 47 x 55 cm.

Date from RMcN AE 115 ms. index.

Plate no. 6-453611V

Map on verso (31 x 47 cm.): Rand McNally road map : United States

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 115.22 (PrCt)

60913 **Ohio - Maps - 1946 - Road maps**

Roads for carefree motoring in Ohio : Richfield ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1946].

Authors: Richfield Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

1 map : col. ; 47 x 55 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Ride with Richfield in Ohio.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
60914 Ohio - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Shell map of Ohio. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1946?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: Ohio.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of the H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4895 (PrCt)

60915 Ohio - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Shell map of Ohio. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1946?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of the H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4896 (PrCt)

60916 Ohio - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Shell map of Ohio. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1946?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Editor's copy(?): "4th edit." in pencil on title panel.
Forms part of the H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4897 (PrCt)

60917 Ohio - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Shell map of Ohio. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1946?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: both sides, col.; 74 x 66 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Highway map of Ohio.
Plate nos. "507 J T-4" and "T-4-1946-1."
Insets (10 x 13 cm. and smaller): Enlarged map of the Cleveland district -- Enlarged map of the Cincinnati district -- Enlarged map of the Columbus district -- Map key and mileage chart.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Handstamps: "Received from [blank] Apr 29 1947, Rand McNally & Co., Blazed Trails Dept., by [blank].", "1941," and "Copyrighted."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 5148 (PrCt)

60918 Ohio - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Road map of Ohio ... / compliments of your Sterling independent dealer. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1946?].
Authors: Sterling Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Sterling gasoline sign and gas pump.
Forms part of the H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4964 (PrCt)

60919 Ohio - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1946?].
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: gas station, giant holding "flying 'A'" logo and pushing a car, and slogan "with the giant power of Tydol flying 'A' gasoline."
Forms part of the H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4990 (PrCt)

60920 Ohio - Maps - 1947 - Road maps<<>>Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps<<>>Pittsburgh Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Atlantic Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 48 x 63 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Auto road map of Ohio ... 
Date from RMcN AE 118 ms. index. 
Plate no. 7-423472-3. 
Maps on verso (15 x 30 cm. and smaller): 
Cleveland -- Pittsburgh -- Akron -- Cincinnati -- 
Columbus -- Toledo -- Canton -- Dayton -- 
Portsmouth -- Springfield -- Warren -- Youngstown, 
Panel art: Atlantic attendant waving to family in car. 
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library). 
RMcN AE 118.8 (PrCt)

60921 Ohio - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Pittsburgh Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Authors: Atlantic Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) 
1 map : col. ; 48 x 63 cm. 
Panel title. 
Added title: Auto road map of Ohio ... 
Date from RMcN AE 118 ms. index. 
Plate no. 7-423472-4. 
Maps on verso (15 x 30 cm. and smaller): 
Cleveland -- Pittsburgh -- Akron -- Cincinnati -- 
Columbus -- Toledo -- Canton -- Dayton -- 
Portsmouth -- Springfield -- Warren -- Youngstown, 
Panel art: Atlantic attendant waving to family in car. 
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library). 
RMcN AE 118.10 (PrCt)

60922 Ohio - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Northeastern States - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Ohio road map and northeastern United States : Hi-Speed gas ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1947]. 
Authors: Hi-Speed Service Stations -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) 
1 map : col. ; 45 x 52 cm. 
Panel title. 
Added title: Ohio : Hi-Speed road map 
Date from RMcN AE 118 ms. index. 
Plate no. 7-453611V-1. 
Map on verso (41 x 46 cm. and smaller): Hi-Speed : northeastern United States. 
Panel art: High-Speed gas station and sign. Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library). 
RMcN AE 118.2 (PrCt)

60923 Ohio - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Northeastern States - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Ohio and northeastern United States : Pure Oil trip map ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1947]. 
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) 
1 map : col. ; 45 x 52 cm. 
Panel title. 
Added title: Ohio ... Pure. 
Date from RMcN AE 118 ms. index. 
Plate no. 7-453611V-1. 
Map on verso (41 x 46 cm.): [Northeastern United States]. 
Panel art: Cartoon family in car over Pure Oil logo. 
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library). 
RMcN AE 118.3 (PrCt)

60924 Ohio - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Northeastern States - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Ohio and northeastern United States : Pure Oil trip map ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1947]. 
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) 
1 map : col. ; 45 x 52 cm. 
Panel title. 
Added title: Ohio ... Pure. 
Date from RMcN AE 118 ms. index. 
Plate no. 7-453611V-2. 
Map on verso (41 x 46 cm.): [Northeastern United States]. 
Panel art: Cartoon family in car over Pure Oil logo. 
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library). 
RMcN AE 118.7 (PrCt)

60925 Ohio - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Ohio - Maps - 1947 - Pictorial maps
Ohio road map and historical scenic guide : Ohio, Indiana ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1947]. 
Authors: Sunoco (Firm) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) 
1 map : col. ; 53 x 69 cm. 
Panel title. 
Added title: Ohio, Indiana, 
Date from RMcN AE 118 ms. index. 
Plate no. 7-464145-3. 
Maps on verso (30 x 52 cm. and smaller): Historical-pictorial map of Ohio, Indiana -- Metropolitan Cleveland -- Akron -- Cincinnati --
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Columbus -- Dayton -- Toledo -- Youngstown.
Panel art: Car on rural road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 118.9 (PrCt)

Ohio road map and sight-seeing guide : Sinclair H-C gasoline ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1947].
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Tomasino, Rico, 1898-1985 -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)/
1 map : col. ; 45 x 52 cm
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair : Ohio
Date from RMcN AE 118 ms. index.
Plate no. 7-453611V-2.
Maps on verso (25 x 30 cm. and smaller): Ohio [pictorial map] -- Cleveland -- Akron -- Columbus -- Cincinnati -- Toledo.
Panel art: Sinclair attendant, car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 118.5 (PrCt)

60927 Ohio - Maps - 1947 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1947].
Authors: Amoco Oil Company -- American Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 45 x 52 cm
Panel title.
Added title: Amoco road map of Ohio.
Date from RMcN AE 118 ms. index.
Plate no. 7-453611V-1.
Maps on verso (29 x 42 cm. and smaller): Amoco road map of United States -- Cincinnati -- Cleveland -- Columbus -- Toledo.
Panel art: Amoco logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 118.1 (PrCt)

60928 Ohio - Maps - 1947 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Cities Service gas station, various cartoon images, and slogan "Cities Service dealers help make every trip a treat."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

60929 Ohio - Maps - 1947 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Travel Ohio with Conoco ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1947?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "U", indicating 1947 publication.
Panel art: family standing in front of car and statement "for long trips ask ... about Touraide."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5059 (PrCt)

60930 Ohio - Maps - 1947 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 41 x 67 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Northern section : Ohio.
Date from RMcN AE 118 ms. index.
Plate no. 7-4039-9.
Map on verso (41 x 76 cm.): Southern section : Ohio.
Panel art: Gulf sign over car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 118.12 (PrCt)

60931 Ohio - Maps - 1947 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 41 x 67 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Northern section : Ohio.
Date from RMcN AE 118 ms. index.
Plate no. 7-4039-11.
Map on verso (41 x 76 cm.): Southern section : Ohio.
Panel art: Gulf sign over car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 118.14 (PrCt)

60932 Ohio - Maps - 1947 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally...
Ohio - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Road map of Ohio : D-X. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1947?].
Authors: Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "U", indicating 1947 publication.
D-X was the trademark of Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation.
Panel art: D-X sign and slogan "the sign of friendly service."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5133 (PrCt)

Ohio - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Authors: Ohio -- Chicago Historical Society
1 map : col. ; 30.5 x 26 inches
Text on verso.
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.
CHS Coll., Map no. 128 (PrCt)

Ohio - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Road map of Ohio : Pennzip gasoline. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1947?].
Authors: Pennzoil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "U", indicating 1947 publication.
Pennzip was the trademark of the Pennzoil Company.
Panel art: stylized "Z" with slogan "fast starts, smooth power, long mileage."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5144 (PrCt)

Ohio - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 45 x 52 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 118 ms. index.
Plate no. 7-453611V-1.
Map on verso (29 x 45 cm.): Rand McNally road map : United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 118.4 (PrCt)
Ohio - Maps - 1948 - Road maps - Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps - Pittsburgh Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps - Auto road map of Ohio : The Atlantic Refining Company

Panel title.

Added title: Auto road map of Ohio : The Atlantic Refining Company

Date from RMcN AE 115 ms. index.

Place no. 8-423472-6

Maps on verso (17 x 33 cm. and smaller):


Panel art: Attendant servicing car at gas station with couple and dog.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 115.57 (PrCt)

Ohio - Maps - 1948 - Road maps - Pittsburgh Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps - Auto road map of Ohio : The Atlantic Refining Company

Panel title.

Added title: Auto road map of Ohio : The Atlantic Refining Company

Date from RMcN AE 115 ms. index.

Place no. 8-423472-6

Maps on verso (17 x 33 cm. and smaller):


Panel art: Attendant servicing car at gas station with couple and dog.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 115.57 (PrCt)
windshield of car with couple at gas pump.

60944 Ohio - Maps - 1948 - Road maps<br>Indiana - Maps - 1948 - Road maps<br>1948 - Pictorial maps<br>Ohio - Maps - 1948<br>Pictorial maps<br>Indiana - Maps - 1948<br>Maps - 1948<br>Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps<br>Pictorial maps

Ohio, Indiana: Sunoco road map and historical scenic guide... Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1948].
Authors: Sunoco (Firm) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 55 x 71 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sunoco: Ohio, Indiana.
Date from RMcN AE 115 ms. index.
Plate no. 8-464145-4
Maps on verso (31 x 54 cm. and smaller):
Historical-pictorial map of Ohio, Indiana -- Metropolitan Cleveland -- Akron -- Cincinnati -- Columbus -- Dayton -- Toledo -- Youngstown.
Panel art: Couple by car overlooking town and river valley.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 115.53 (PrCt)

60945 Ohio - Maps - 1948 - Road maps<br>Middle West - Maps - 1948 - Road maps<br>1948 - Road maps

Ohio and adjoining states: Mobilgas... Socony-Vacuum Oil Company... Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1948].
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 47 x 54 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc.: Ohio
Date from RMcN AE 115 ms. index.
Plate no. 8-453611V-2
Maps on verso (31 x 47 cm. and smaller): [Middle West] -- Cincinnati -- Cleveland -- Columbus -- Toledo.
Panel art: Mobilgas and Mobiloil logos.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 115.51 (PrCt)

60946 Ohio - Maps - 1948 - Road maps<br>Northeastern States - Maps - 1948 - Road maps

Ohio road map and northeastern United States: Hi-Speed gas... Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1948].
Authors: Hi-Speed Service Stations -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 45 x 52 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Ohio: Hi-Speed road map
Date from RMcN AE 118 ms. index.
Plate no. 8-453611V-2.
Map on verso (41 x 46 cm. and smaller): Hi-Speed: northeastern United States.
Panel art: High-Speed gas station and sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 118.22 (PrCt)

60947 Ohio - Maps - 1948 - Road maps<br>Northeastern States - Maps - 1948 - Road maps

Ohio and northeastern United States: Pure... Road maps

Ohio and northeastern United States: Pure... trip map... Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1948].
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 47 x 55 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Ohio: Pure.
Date from RMcN AE 115 ms. index.
Plate no. 8-453611V-3
Map on verso (21 x 48 cm.): [Northeastern U.S.]
Panel art: Cartoon family in car over Pure Oil logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 115.56 (PrCt)

60948 Ohio - Maps - 1948 - Road maps<br>Northeastern States - Maps - 1948 - Road maps

Ohio and adjoining states... Mobilgas... Socony Mobil Oil Company... Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1948].
Authors: Socony Mobil Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 45 x 52 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Ohio: Pure.
Date from RMcN AE 118 ms. index.
Plate no. 8-453611V-3
Map on verso (41 x 46 cm.): [Northeastern United States].
Panel art: Pure sign lit at night.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 118.24 (PrCt)

60949 Ohio - Maps - 1948 - Road maps<br>Northeastern States - Maps - 1948 - Road maps

Ohio and adjoining states... Mobilgas... Socony Mobil Oil Company... Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1948].
Authors: Socony Mobil Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1 map : col. ; 45 x 52 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Socony-Mobil Oil Company, Inc. : Ohio.
Date from RMcN AE 118 ms. index.
Plate no. 8-453611V-2.
Maps on verso (41 x 46 cm. and smaller):
[Northeastern United States] -- Around Lake Superior -- Cincinnati -- Cleveland -- Columbus -- Toledo.
Panel art: Mobilgas and Mobiloil logos.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 118.21 (PrCt)

Ohio - Maps - 1948 - Road maps Ohio - Maps - 1948 - Pictorial maps
Ohio - Maps - 1948- Indiana - Maps - 1948 - Road maps - Pictorial maps - Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Ohio, Indiana : Sunoco road map and historical scenic guide ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1948].
Authors: Sunoco (Firm) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 69 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sunoco : Ohio, Indiana.
Date from RMcN AE 118 ms. index.
Plate no. 8-453611V-4.
Maps on verso (32 x 52 cm. and smaller): Sunoco historical-pictorial map of Ohio, Indiana -- Metropolitan Cleveland -- Akron -- Cincinnati -- Columbus -- Dayton -- Toledo -- Youngstown.
Panel art: Couple by car overlooking town and river valley.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 118.25 (PrCt)

Ohio - Maps - 1948 - Road maps Ohio - Maps - 1948 - Pictorial maps
Ohio - Maps - 1948- Road maps Ohio - Maps - 1948- Road maps
Sinclair : Ohio road map and pictorial sight-seeing guide ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1948].
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 55 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair : Ohio.
Date from RMcN AE 115 ms. index.
Plate no. 8-453611V-3.
Maps on verso (16 x 16 cm. and smaller): Cleveland -- [Pictorial map of] Ohio -- Akron -- Columbus -- Cincinnati -- Toledo.
Panel art: Sinclair road sign with a bird, rabbit, and car on rural road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 115.52 (PrCt)

Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 45 x 52 cm
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair : Ohio.
Date from RMcN AE 118 ms. index.
Plate no. 8-453611V-3.
Maps on verso (25 x 30 cm. and smaller): Ohio [pictorial map] -- Akron -- Cleveland -- Columbus -- Cincinnati -- Toledo.
Panel art: Sinclair H-C gasoline logo and road sign with a bird, rabbit, and car on rural road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 118.23 (PrCt)

Ohio : Maps - 1948 - Road maps Ohio : Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Ohio : make it Amoco all the way! ... American Oil Company. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1948].
Authors: Amoco Oil Company -- American Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 55 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Amoco road map of Ohio.
Date from RMcN AE 116 ms. index.
Plate no. 8-453611V-2.
Maps on verso (31 x 48 cm. and smaller): Amoco road map of United States -- Cincinnati -- Cleveland -- Columbus -- Toledo.
Panel art: Amoco logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 115.54 (PrCt)

Ohio : Maps - 1948 - Road maps Ohio : Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Authors: Amoco Oil Company -- American Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 45 x 52 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Amoco road map of Ohio.
Date from RMcN AE 118 ms. index.
Plate no. 8-453611V-2.
Maps on verso (29 x 45 cm. and smaller): Amoco road map of United States -- Cincinnati -- Cleveland -- Columbus -- Toledo.
Panel art: Amoco logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 118.19 (PrCt)**

**Ohio - Maps - 1948 - Road maps**

**Ohio - Maps - 1948 - Road maps**

**Ohio / Cities Service.** Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948?].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
Panel art: Cities Service gas station, various cartoon images, and slogan "Cities Service dealers help make every trip a treat."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
**Gousha Clients 5336 (PrCt)**

**Ohio - Maps - 1948 - Road maps**

Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 69 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Northern section : Ohio
**Ohio - Maps - 1948 - Road maps**

Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Northern section : Ohio
Date from RMcN AE 115 ms. index.
Plate no. 8-4039-14
Maps on verso (43 x 78 cm.): Southern section : Ohio.
Panel art: Gulf sign over car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 115.55 (PrCt)**

**Ohio - Maps - 1948 - Road maps**

Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 41 x 67 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Northern section : Ohio.
Date from RMcN AE 118 ms. index.
Plate no. 8-4039-12.
Map on verso (41 x 76 cm.): Southern section : Ohio.
Panel art: Gulf sign over car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 118.28 (PrCt)**
60962 Ohio - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Gousha Clients 5478 (PrCt)

60963 Ohio - Maps - 1949 - Road maps - Railroads
RMcN Pocket 4C 207 (PrCt)

60964 Ohio - Maps - 1949 - Road maps - Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1949 - Road maps - Pittsburgh Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1949 - Road maps
RMcN AE 116.1 (PrCt)

RMcN AE 116.8 (PrCt)
Added title: Sunoco : Ohio, Indiana.
Date from RMcN AE 116 ms. index.
Plate no. 9-464145-6
Maps on verso (31 x 54 cm. and smaller):
Historical-pictorial map of Ohio, Indiana -- Metropolitan Cleveland -- Akron -- Cincinnati -- Columbus -- Dayton -- Toledo -- Youngstown. Panel art: Couple by car overlooking town and river valley.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 116.10 (PrCt)

Ohio - Maps - 1949 - Road maps
Ohio and northeastern United States ... Pure ... trip map ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1949].
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 55 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Ohio ... Pure.
Date from RMcN AE 116 ms. index.
Plate no. 9-453611V-3
Map on verso (21 x 48 cm.): [Northeastern U.S.]
Panel art: Pure Oil sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 116.9 (PrCt)

Ohio - Maps - 1949 - Road maps
Sinclair : Ohio road map and pictorial sight-seeing guide ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1949].
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Tomaso, Rico, 1898-1985 -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)/ 1 map : col. ; 47 x 55 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair : Ohio
Date from RMcN AE 116 ms. index.
Plate no. 9-453611V-3.
Maps on verso (16 x 16 cm. and smaller): Cleveland -- [Pictorial map of] Ohio -- Akron -- Columbus -- Cincinnati -- Toledo. Panel art: Sinclair road sign with a bird, rabbit, and car on rural road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMCn AE 116.4 (PrCt)

Ohio - Maps - 1949 - Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Ohio) -- Sohio Petroleum Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 63 cm.
"Edition 29 A"
Panel title.
Added title: Road map of Ohio ...
Date from RMcN AE 116 ms. index.
Plate no. 4903.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 116.7 (PrCt)

Ohio - Maps - 1949 - Road maps
Ohio info-map : Gulf ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1949].
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 69 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Northern section : Ohio
Date from RMcN AE 116 ms. index.
Plate no. 9-4039-15
Maps on verso (43 x 78 cm.): Southern section : Ohio. Panel art: Gulf sign over car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMCn AE 116.2 (PrCt)

References and citations by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 55 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 116 ms. index.
Plate no. 9-4536111V-3
Map on verso (31 x 47 cm.): Rand McNally road map : United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 116.5 (PrCt)

Authors: Richfield Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 55 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Ride with Richfield in Ohio.
Date from RMcN AE 116 ms. index.
Plate no. 9-4536111V-3.
Map on verso (31 x 47 cm.): Ride with Richfield in United States.
Panel art: Richfield attendant with gasoline pump and Richfield logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 116.6 (PrCt)

Authors: Standard Oil Company (Ohio) -- Sohio Petroleum Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 13 x 54 cm., folded to 13 x 8 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Cartoon illustration of family of four in a car.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3028 (PrCt)

Authors: Marathon Oil Company -- Ohio Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 33 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Marathon's new road map.
Date from RMcN AE 115 ms. index.
Plate no. 1-4536111V-9
Insets (18 x 21 cm. each): Cincinnati -- Cleveland.

Ohio - Maps - 1950 - Road maps - Miracle fold road map ... Mobilgas ... Socony - Vacuum Oil Company Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1950].
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Foldex Limited -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 45 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc. : Ohio.
Date from RMcN AE 115 ms. index.
Plate no. 1-4536111V-9
Inserted (18 x 21 cm. each): Cincinnati -- Cleveland.


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

60983  Ohio - Maps - 1951 - Road maps<<>>East (U.S.) - Maps - 1951 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Ohio : Atlantic keeps your car on the go. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1951].
Authors: Atlantic Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 54 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Ohio ... Pure.
Date from RMcN AE 116 ms. index.
Plate no. 1-453611V-7
Map on verso (43 x 48 cm. and smaller): [Middle West] -- Cincinnati -- Cleveland -- Columbus -- Toledo -- Around Lake Superior.
Panel art: Pure Oil sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 116.17 (PrCt)

Ohio, Indiana : Sunoco road map and historical scenic guide ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1951].
Authors: Sunoco (Firm) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 55 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sunoco : Ohio, Indiana.
Date from RMcN AE 116 ms. index.
Plate no. 1-423472-10
Maps on verso (61 x 44 cm. and smaller): Atlantic auto road map of eastern United States -- Akron -- Canton -- Columbus -- Dayton -- Portsmouth -- Springfield -- Toledo -- Warren -- Youngstown -- Southern Flordia -- Cleveland -- Cincinnati.
Panel art: Cars on highway with Atlantic logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 116.19 (PrCt)

60985  Ohio - Maps - 1951 - Road maps<<>>Middle West - Maps - 1951 - Road maps<<>>Great Lakes Region (North America) - Maps - 1951 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Ohio and Great Lakes states ... Pure ... trip map
... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1951].
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 54 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Ohio ... Pure.
Date from RMcN AE 116 ms. index.
Plate no. 1-453611V-7
Map on verso (43 x 48 cm. and smaller): [Middle West] -- Cincinnati -- Cleveland -- Columbus -- Toledo -- Around Lake Superior.
Panel art: Pure Oil sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 116.25 (PrCt)

Ohio ... the new Marathon gasoline : the Ohio Oil Company. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1951].
Authors: Marathon Oil Company -- Ohio Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 46 x 42 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: The Ohio Oil Co. road map : Ohio.
Date from RMcN AE 116 ms. index.
Plate no. 1-453611V-8
Insets (18 x 20 cm. each): Cincinnati -- Cleveland
Maps on verso (35 x 33 cm. and smaller): Pictorial map of Ohio -- Columbus -- Dayton -- Findlay -- Toledo
Panel art: Marathon sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 116.27 (PrCt)

Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Tomaso, Rico, 1898-1985 -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 54 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair : Ohio.
Date from RMcN AE 116 ms. index.
Plate no. 1-453611V-8.
Maps on verso (16 x 16 cm. and smaller): Ohio [pictorial map] -- Cleveland -- Akron -- Columbus -- Cincinnati -- Toledo.
Panel art: Sinclair attendant servicing car.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 116.21 (PrCt)
Ohio - Maps - 1951 - Road maps

Ohio road map of Ohio: The Standard Oil Co., an Ohio company... Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1951].
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Ohio) -- Sohio Petroleum Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 58 x 63 cm.
"Edition 31 B"
Panel title.
Added title: Road map of Ohio...
Date from RMcN AE 116 ms. index.
Plate no. 1-4903-5.
Maps on verso (19 x 19 cm. and smaller): [Four pictorial maps of Ohio: industrial, agricultural, recreational, historical -- Toledo -- Akron -- Youngstown -- Cincinnati -- Canton -- Dayton -- Cleveland -- Columbus -- Springfield.
Panel art: Sohio logo with illustrations of Ohio.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 116.21 (PrCt)

Ohio - Maps - 1951 - Road maps

Ohio tourguide map: Gulf... Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1951].
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 47 x 54 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Northern section: Ohio.
Date from RMcN AE 116 ms. index.
Plate no. 1-514039-1.
Maps on verso (43 x 77 cm.): Southern section: Ohio.
Panel art: Gulf sign over cars on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 116.28 (PrCt)
Map of the United States showing the principal highways -- Ohio mileage and driving time chart -- Ohio counties and county seats.
Panel art: Road sign with bridge in background.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 116.1X (PrCt)**

**60994 Ohio - Maps - 1951 - Road maps**

---

**Road maps**

Ohio : Richfield ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1951].
Authors: Richfield Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 54 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Ride with Richfield in Ohio.
Date from RMcN AE 116 ms. index.
Plate no. 1-453611V-7.
Map on verso (31 x 48 cm.): Ride with Richfield in United States
Panel art: Richfield sign over rural road scene.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 116.29 (PrCt)**

**60995 Ohio - Maps - 1951 - Road maps**

---

**Road maps**

Authors: Tresler Oil Company (Cincinnati, Ohio) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Comet Gasoline SEE Tresler Oil Company (Cincinnati, Ohio) -- Amalie Pennsylvania Motor Oil SEE Tresler Oil Company (Cincinnati, Ohio)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 55 cm., folded to 24 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Ohio : Rand McNally road map
Plate no. 1-453611V-8
Map on verso (32 x 48 cm.): Rand McNally road map : United States.
Verso includes prominent advertising for "Amalie Pennsylvania Motor Oil.*
Panel art: Comet logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

**RMcN Clients 384 (PrCt)**

**60996 Ohio - Maps - 1952<< Ohio - Maps - 1952 - Railroads**

---

**Road maps**

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Pocket maps -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
56 p. : 2 col. maps on 1 sheet (folded) ; 24 cm.
"1952 edition."
Cover title: Rand McNally Ohio pocket map : reference map ... [and] detailed highway map
Uniform title: Pocket maps
Folded map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back to back, col. ; 69 x 63 cm. and 37 x 56 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of Ohio. Plate no. 54.
Includes key to railroads. -- Rand McNally road map : Ohio. Plate no. 6-473611V-9. Includes inset map of southern Ohio (7 x 17 cm.)
"2 maps in one, $1" -- front cover.
Cover art: Schematic road sign labeled "reference map ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).

**RMcN Pocket 4C 209 (PrCt)**

**60997 Ohio - Maps - 1952<< Ohio - Maps - 1952 - Railroads**

---

Road maps<< >>Railroads

56 p. : 2 col. maps on 1 sheet (folded) ; 24 cm.
"1952 edition."
Cover title: Rand McNally Ohio pocket map : reference map ... [and] detailed highway map
Uniform title: Pocket maps
Folded map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back to back, col. ; 69 x 63 cm. and 47 x 54 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of Ohio. Plate no. 543210.
Includes key to railroads. -- Ohio : Rand McNally road map. Plate no. 2-453611V-9.
"2 maps in one, $1" -- front cover.
Cover art: Schematic road sign labeled "reference map ... ."
Handstamp on title page: Register of Copyrights, Library of Congress ... certificate no. 219192.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).

**RMcN Pocket 4C 209 (PrCt)**

**60998 Ohio - Maps - 1952 - Road maps**

---

Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1952 - Road maps

Ohio : Amoco ... American Oil Company. San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, [1952].
Authors: Amoco Oil Company -- American Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 54 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Amoco road map of Ohio.
Date from RMcN AE 116 ms. index.
Plate no. 2-453611V-9.
Maps on verso (31 x 47 cm. and smaller): Amoco road map of metropolitan Cleveland -- Akron -- Canton -- Youngstown -- Cincinnati -- Toledo -- Columbus -- Dayton.
Panel art: Attendant giving map directions to couple at the gas pump.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 116.35 (PrCt)

60999 Ohio - Maps - 1952 - Road maps<<>>East (U.S.) - Maps - 1952 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
1 map : col. ; 50 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 116 ms. index.
Plate no. 2-423472-12
Maps on verso (65 x 43 cm. and smaller): Auto road map of eastern United States -- Akron -- Canton -- Columbus -- Dayton -- Portsmouth -- Springfield -- Toledo -- Warren -- Youngstown -- Cincinnati -- Cleveland -- Southern Florida.
Panel art: Attendant cleaning windshield.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 116.32 (PrCt)

61000 Ohio - Maps - 1952 - Road maps<<>>Middle West - Maps - 1952 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Miracle fold road map : Ohio and adjoining states ... Mobilgas ... Socony-Vacuum Oil Company ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1952].
1 map : col. ; 46 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc. : Ohio.
Date from RMcN AE 116 ms. index.
Plate no. 2-453611V-10.
Insets(18 x 21 cm. each): Cincinnati -- Cleveland.
Maps on verso (43 x 48 cm. and smaller): [Middle West] -- Around Lake Superior -- Columbus -- Akron -- Dayton -- Toledo -- Youngstown.
Panel art: Mobilgas logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 116.40 (PrCt)

61001 Ohio - Maps - 1952 - Road maps<<>>Northeastern States - Maps - 1952 - Road maps<<>>Middle West - Maps - 1952 - Road maps<<>>Great Lakes Region (North America) - Maps - 1952 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Pure Oil dealers welcome you to Ohio ... sectional map Great Lakes states . Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1952].
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 47 x 54 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Ohio ... Pure.
Date from RMcN AE 116 ms. index.
Plate no. 2-453611V-9
Maps on verso (43 x 48 cm. and smaller): [Middle West] -- Cincinnati -- Cleveland -- Columbus -- Toledo -- Around Lake Superior.
Panel art: Pure Oil sign and cartoons.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 116.39 (PrCt)

61002 Ohio - Maps - 1952 - Road maps<<>>Northeastern States - Maps - 1952 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Road map of Ohio and northeastern United States : guide to Hi-Speed motoring satisfaction.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1952].
Authors: Hi-Speed Service Stations -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 47 x 54 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Ohio : Hi-Speed road map.
Date from RMcN AE 116 ms. index.
Plate no. 2-453611V-9.
Maps on verso (43 x 48 cm. and smaller): Hi-Speed : northeastern United States -- Around Lake Superior -- Cleveland -- Akron -- Lima -- Toledo -- Youngstown.
Panel art: High-Speed gas station and sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 116.38 (PrCt)

Ohio ... the new Marathon gasoline : the Ohio Oil Company. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1952].
Authors: Marathon Oil Company -- Ohio Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 46 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: The Ohio Oil Co. road map : Ohio.
Date from RMcN AE 116 ms. index.
Plate no. 2-453611V-9.
Insets (18 x 20 cm. each): Cincinnati -- Cleveland Maps on verso (35 x 33 cm. and smaller): Pictorial map of Ohio -- Columbus -- Dayton -- Findlay -- Toledo
Panel art: Marathon sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 116.37 (PrCt)
Ohio - Maps - 1952 - Road maps
Ohio tourguide map : Gulf ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1952].
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 69 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Northern section : Ohio.
Date from RMcN AE 116 ms. index.
Plate no. 2-514039-2
Maps on verso (43 x 78 cm.): Southern section : Ohio.
Panel art: Gulf sign over cars on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 116.31 (PrCt)

Ohio - Maps - 1952 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 54 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 116 ms. index.
Plate no. 2-453611V-9.
Map on verso (31 x 48 cm.): Rand McNally road map : United States
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 116.36 (PrCt)

Ohio - Maps - 1952 - Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 54 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair : Ohio
Date from RMcN AE 116 ms. index.
Plate no. 2-453611V-9.
Maps on verso (33 x 48 cm. and smaller): Sinclair : United States -- Akron -- Canton -- Springfield -- Toledo -- Youngstown -- Cincinnati -- Cleveland -- Columbus -- Dayton.
Panel art: Sinclair sign over station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 116.33 (PrCt)

Ohio - Maps - 1953 - Road maps
Official 1953 Ohio highway map. [S.l. s.n.], 1953.
Authors: Ohio -- Chicago Historical Society
1 map : col. ; 30.5 x 26.25 inches

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Ohio - Maps - 1954 - Road maps

Ohio tourguide map : Gulf ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1954].
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 69 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Northern section : Ohio.
Date from RMcN AE 116 ms. index.
Plate no. 4-514040-9.
Map on verso (43 x 78 cm.): Southern section : Ohio.
Panel art: Gulf sign over cars on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 116.6X (PrCt)

61015 Ohio - Maps - 1954 - Road maps

Ohie - Maps - 1954 - Road maps

Ohio tourguide map : Gulf ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1954].
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 69 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Northern section : Ohio.
Date from RMcN AE 116 ms. index.
Plate no. 4-514040-9.
Map on verso (43 x 78 cm.): Southern section : Ohio.
Panel art: Gulf sign over cars on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 116.6X (PrCt)
Ohio : Sinclair ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1954].
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 47 x 54 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair : Ohio
Date from RMcN AE 116 ms. index.
Plate no. 4-453611V-12.
Maps on verso (33 x 47 cm. and smaller): Sinclair : United States -- Akron -- Canton -- Springfield -- Toledo -- Youngstown -- Cincinnati -- Cleveland -- Columbus -- Dayton.
Panel art: Attendant giving map directions to couple at the gas pump.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 116.7X (PrCt)

Ohio - Maps - 1954 - Road maps...
Ohio : Sinclair ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1954].
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 47 x 54 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair : Ohio
Date from RMcN AE 116 ms. index.
Plate no. 4-453611V-13.
Maps on verso (33 x 47 cm. and smaller): Sinclair : United States -- Akron -- Canton -- Springfield -- Toledo -- Youngstown -- Cincinnati -- Cleveland -- Columbus -- Dayton.
Panel art: Attendant giving map directions to couple at the gas pump.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 116.8X (PrCt)

Ohio - Maps - 1955 - Road maps...
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Ohio) -- Sohio Petroleum Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 60 x 63 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Ohio road map.
Date from RMcN AE 116 ms. index.
Plate no. 5-554903V-2.
Maps on verso (34 x 42 cm. and smaller): Metropolitan Cleveland -- Downtown Cleveland -- Akron -- Canton -- Columbus -- Dayton -- Springfield -- Toledo -- Youngstown -- United States -- Metropolitan Cincinnati -- Downtown Cincinnati.
Panel art: Sohio logo with cornucopia.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 116.11X (PrCt)

Ohio - Maps - 1955 - Road maps...
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Ohio) -- Sohio Petroleum Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 60 x 63 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Ohio road map.
Date from RMcN AE 116 ms. index.
Plate no. 5-554903V-2.
Maps on verso (34 x 42 cm. and smaller): Metropolitan Cleveland -- Downtown Cleveland -- Akron -- Canton -- Columbus -- Dayton -- Springfield -- Toledo -- Youngstown -- United States -- Metropolitan Cincinnati -- Downtown Cincinnati.
Panel art: color illustration of a horn of plenty with cars, agricultural and industrial products.
Handstamp on back panel: "List's Service Station ... Point Pleasant Ohio ..."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3061 (PrCt)
Ohio - Maps - 1955 - Road maps <<< Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1955 - Road maps <<< Cincinnati Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1955 - Road maps <<< Road maps

Sohio road map of Ohio. Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1955?].
1 map : col ; 61 x 63 cm., folded to 19 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Ohio road map.
Plate no. 5-554903V-1
Maps on verso (34 x 42 cm. and smaller):
Metropolitan Cleveland -- Downtown Cleveland -- Akron -- Canton -- Columbus -- Dayton -- Springfield -- Toledo -- Youngstown -- United States -- Metropolitan Cincinnati -- Downtown Cincinnati.
Panel art: color illustration of a horn of plenty with cars, agricultural and industrial products
"Metropolitan Cleveland" in manuscript on title panel.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
R McN Clients 3062 (Pr Ct)

Ohio - Maps - 1955 - Road maps <<< Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1955 - Road maps <<< Cincinnati Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1955 - Road maps <<< Road maps

Sohio road map of Ohio. Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1955?].
1 map : col ; 61 x 63 cm., folded to 19 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Ohio road map.
Plate no. 5-554903V-1
Maps on verso (34 x 42 cm. and smaller):
Metropolitan Cleveland -- Downtown Cleveland -- Akron -- Canton -- Columbus -- Dayton -- Springfield -- Toledo -- Youngstown -- United States -- Metropolitan Cincinnati -- Downtown Cincinnati.
Panel art: color illustration of a horn of plenty with cars, agricultural and industrial products
"Ohio road map" in manuscript on title panel.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
R McN Clients 3064 (Pr Ct)

Ohio - Maps - 1955 - Road maps <<< Ohio Turnpike (Ohio) - Maps - 1955 - Road maps <<< Road maps

Authors: Ohio. Dept. of Highways -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col ; 74 x 64 cm.
Insets (10 x 11 cm. and smaller): Cleveland -- Columbus -- Akron -- Youngstown -- Toledo -- Canton -- Cincinnati -- Dayton.
Maps on verso (18 x 59 cm. and smaller):
Map of Ohio Turnpike -- Ohio mileage and driving time chart -- Ohio counties and county seats.
Panel art: Outline of Ohio and rural road scene.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
R McN AE 116.13X (Pr Ct)

Ohio - Maps - 1956 - Road maps <<< Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps <<< Cincinnati Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps <<< Road maps

(letters and numbers)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Ohio) -- Sohio Petroleum Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 60 x 63 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Ohio road map.
Date from RMcN AE 116 ms. index.
Plate no. 6-554903V-3.
Maps on verso (34 x 42 cm. and smaller):
Metropolitan Cleveland -- Downtown Cleveland--Akron -- Canton -- Columbus -- Dayton -- Springfield -- Toledo -- Youngstown -- United States -- Metropolitan Cincinnati -- Downtown Cincinnati.
Panel art: Sohio logo with cornucopia.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 116.22X (PrCt)

Ohio - Maps - 1956 - Road maps
Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps
Cincinnati Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Ohio) -- Sohio Petroleum Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 60 x 63 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Ohio road map.
Date from RMcN AE 116 ms. index.
Plate no. 6-554903V-4.
Maps on verso (34 x 42 cm. and smaller):
Metropolitan Cleveland -- Downtown Cleveland--Akron -- Canton -- Columbus -- Dayton -- Springfield -- Toledo -- Youngstown -- United States -- Metropolitan Cincinnati -- Downtown Cincinnati.
Panel art: Sohio logo with cornucopia.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 116.23X (PrCt)

Ohio - Maps - 1956 - Road maps
Ohio - Maps - 1956 - Pictorial maps
Pictorial maps - Ohio - Maps - 1956
Ohio ... Marathon gasoline : the Ohio Oil Company ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [1956].
Authors: Marathon Oil Company -- Ohio Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 45 x 42 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: The Ohio Oil Co. road map : Ohio.
Date from RMcN AE 194 ms. index.
Plate no. 6-543611V-4.
Insets (18 x 19 cm. each): Cincinnati -- Cleveland.
Maps on verso (43 x 33 cm. and smaller):
Pictorial map of Ohio -- Columbus -- Dayton -- Findlay -- Toledo.
Panel art: Marathon sign over gas station.
Previously bound with a collection of pictorial maps in binders labeled "Points of Interest."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 194.5X (PrCt)
Map on verso (43 x 78 cm.): Southern section: Ohio.
Panel art: Gulf sign over cars on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 116.16X (PrCt)

61030 Ohio - Maps - 1956 - Road maps<<<Road maps
Ohio tourguide map: Gulf ... Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1956].
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 43 x 69 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Northern section: Ohio.
Date from RMcN AE 116 ms. index.
Plate no. 6-514040-16.
Map on verso (43 x 78 cm.): Southern section: Ohio.
Panel art: Gulf sign over cars on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 116.17X (PrCt)

61031 Ohio - Maps - 1956 - Road maps<<<Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 43 x 60 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 116 ms. index.
Plate no. 5602.
Inset (13 x 13 cm.): Cleveland.
Maps on verso (33 x 60 cm. and smaller):
[Southern Ohio] -- Cincinnati -- Akron -- Columbus -- Dayton -- Toledo -- Youngstown.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 116.24X (PrCt)

61032 Ohio - Maps - 1956 - Road maps<<<Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 43 x 60 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair: [northern] Ohio
Date from RMcN AE 116 ms. index.
Plate no. 5602
Inset (12 x 13 cm.): Cleveland.
Maps on verso (33 x 61 cm. and smaller):
[Southern Ohio] -- Cincinnati -- Akron -- Columbus -- Dayton -- Toledo -- Youngstown.
Panel art: America’s scenic wonders, family in car.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 116.18X (PrCt)

61033 Ohio - Maps - 1956 - Road maps<<<Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 43 x 60 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair: [northern] Ohio
Date from RMcN AE 116 ms. index.
Plate no. 6-5602-1.
Inset (12 x 13 cm.): Cleveland.
Maps on verso (33 x 61 cm. and smaller):
[Southern Ohio] -- Cincinnati -- Akron -- Columbus -- Dayton -- Toledo -- Youngstown.
Panel art: America’s scenic wonders, family in car.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 116.20X (PrCt)

61034 Ohio - Maps - 1956 - Road maps<<<Road maps
Miracle fold road map: Ohio ... Mobilgas ... Socony Mobil Oil Company ... Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1956].
Authors: Socony Mobil Oil Company -- Foldex Limited -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 46 x 60 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: [Northern] Ohio: Socony Mobil Oil Company, Inc.
Date from RMcN AE 116 ms. index.
Plate no. 5602.
Inset (12 x 13 cm.): Cleveland.
Maps on verso (33 x 60 cm. and smaller):
[Southern Ohio] -- Cincinnati -- Akron -- Columbus -- Dayton -- Toledo -- Youngstown.
Panel art: Mobilgas logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 116.19X (PrCt)
Plate no. 8-554903V-7
Maps on verso (34 x 42 cm. and smaller):
Metropolitan Cleveland -- Downtown Cleveland --
Akron -- Canton -- Columbus -- Dayton --
Springfield -- Toledo -- Youngstown -- United
States -- Metropolitan Cincinnati -- Downtown
Cincinnati.
Panel art: color illustration of a cardinal perched
on a tree branch.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3060 (PrCt)

Ohio - Maps - 1958 - Road maps
Ohio outdoor map / State of Ohio ... Columbus,
Ohio. Columbus, Ohio : Ohio Department of
Natural Resources, Division of Wildlife, [1958?].
Authors: Ohio. Department of Natural Resources
Ohio. Division of Wildlife -- Ohio. Department of
Highways -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry
Library)
1 map : col. ; 73 x 64 cm., folded to 19 x 12 cm.
Panel title.
"Prepared by Ohio Department of Natural
Resources, Division of Wildlife."
"Base map copyright by Ohio Department of
Highways."
Verso includes 6 "Upland game distribution
maps" (all 9 x 9 cm.): Rabbits -- Pheasants --
Gray squirrel -- Fox squirrel -- Deer -- Grouse.
Panel art: Illustrations of fishing, hunting, boating,
picnicking, camping, and hiking.
"10 e"
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4948 (PrCt)

Ohio - Maps - 1959 - Road maps
Ohio : tour with Texaco. [Chicago?] : Rand
 McNally & Company, [1959?].
Authors: Texaco, inc. -- Texas Company -- Rand
 McNally and Company -- Leo's Texaco
(Columbus, Ohio) -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library) -- Texaco, inc. SEE ALSO
Texas Company -- Texas Company SEE ALSO
Texaco, inc.
1 map : both sides, col. ; 76 x 60 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Ohio
Plate no. 9-5602-9.
Inset (12 x 14 cm. and smaller): Cincinnati --
Cleveland -- Akron -- Columbus -- Dayton --
Toledo -- Youngstown
Panel art: Gas station above Texaco sign.
Title panel handstamped "Leo's Texaco 4797 W.
Broad St. Columbus 4, Ohio TR. 8-0193."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN Clients 3797 (PrCt)

Ohio - Maps - 1962-1963
Ohio - Maps - 1962-1963 - Railroads
Ohio - Maps - 1962-1963 - Road maps
Rand McNally Ohio pocket map. San Francisco ;
Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company,
c1962 [i.e. 1963?].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
 McNally and Company. Pocket maps -- Rand
 McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
56 p. : 2 col. maps on 1 sheet (folded) ; 24 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally Ohio pocket reference
map ... [and] detailed highway map
Uniform title: Pocket maps
Folded map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back
to back, col. ; 69 x 64 cm. and 87 x 61 cm.,
folded to 23 x 10 cm., inside back cover): Rand
 McNally standard map of Ohio. Includes key to
railroads. -- Ohio : Rand McNally road map.
"Copyright © 1963 [!]" Plate no. 3-5603-24.
Includes inset maps of Cincinnati, Cleveland,
Akron, Columbus, Dayton, Toledo, and
Youngstown (12 x 14 cm. and smaller).
"2 maps" -- front cover.
"$1.50" -- printed on front cover.
Cover art: stylized and labeled map symbols (e.g.
"elevations", "points of interest", "air facilities",
etc.)
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Pocket 4C 210 (PrCt)

Ohio - Maps - 1962 - Road maps
1962 official Ohio highway map / Ohio
Department of Highways. [Columbus, Oh.?] :
Authors: Ohio. Department of Highways -- Ohio.
Department of Highways. Division of Operations
Ohio. Bureau of Traffic -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 72 x 63 cm., folded to 19 x 11 cm.
"Second edition. Copyright by Ohio Department of
Highways."
Panel title.
"Prepared by Ohio Department of Highways,
Division of Operations, Bureau of Traffic."
Maps on verso (25 x 28 cm. and smaller): Ohio in
the War of 1812 -- Ohio in the Civil War -- Ohio
counties, county seats and the interstate highway
system -- Toledo -- Cleveland -- Akron -- Canton
-- Lima -- Lorain -- Columbus -- Youngstown --
Springfield -- Zanesville -- Cincinnati -- Dayton --
Portsmouth -- Marietta.
Title panel includes overprinting of the personal names of previous state officials.
Panel art: Color photo of highway overpasses.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4795 (PrCt)

61040 Ohio - Maps - 1962 - Road maps Ohio road map / Gulf.
[Chicago?] : Rand McNally and Company, [1962?].
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 87 x 78 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added titles: Northern section, Ohio -- Southern section, Ohio
Plate nos. "2-514039-3" and "2-514040-3".
Panel art: Car silhouettes below Gulf sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1066 (PrCt)

61041 Ohio - Maps - 1963 - Road maps Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1963 - Road maps
Cincinnati Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1963 - Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Ohio) -- Sohio Petroleum Company -- Stouffer Restaurants -- Boron Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 61 x 63 cm., folded to 19 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Ohio road map.
Plate no. 3-554903V-17
Maps on verso (34 x 42 cm. and smaller): Metropolitan Cleveland -- Downtown Cleveland -- Columbus -- Akron -- Canton -- Dayton -- Springfield -- Toledo -- Youngstown -- United States -- Metropolitan Cincinnati -- Downtown Cincinnati.
Panel art: color illustration of farmland and sylized city view; slogan "from the lake to the river ... and the land between."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3067 (PrCt)

61042 Ohio - Maps - 1964 - Road maps
Authors: Leonard Refineries, Inc. (Alma, Mich.) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 76 x 60 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Ohio : Rand McNally road map.
Plate no. 4-5602-28.
Insets (12 x 13 cm. and smaller): Cleveland -- Cincinnati -- Akron -- Columbus -- Dayton -- Toledo -- Youngstown.
Panel art: Cartoon family in car above state of Michigan with Leonard logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4191 (PrCt)

61043 Ohio - Maps - 1964 - Road maps
Authors: Texaco, inc. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 77 x 60 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. 4-5602-27.
Insets (12 x 13 cm. and smaller): Cleveland -- Cincinnati -- Akron -- Columbus -- Dayton -- Toledo -- Youngstown.
Identifies Texaco gas station locations.
Panel art: Texaco sign; illustrations of car passing rural and urban gas stations.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Clients 3819 (PrCt)

61044 Ohio - Maps - 1965 - Road maps
Ohio / Pittsburgh Motor Club ... 244 Boulevard of the Allies at Wood Street, Pittsburgh, Pa. ... [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Co., c1965.
Authors: Pittsburgh Motor Club -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; both sides ; 76 x 60 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Ohio : Rand McNally road map.
Plate no. 5-5602-29.
Insets (12 x 13 cm. and smaller): Cincinnati -- Akron -- Columbus -- Dayton -- Toledo -- Youngstown -- Cleveland -- [Location map].
Panel art: illustration of cars on an expressway and Pittsburgh Motor Club logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2082 (PrCt)
Ohio - Maps - 1966 - Road maps, Some apparently issued as sales samples and / or printer's proofs

Rand McNally road maps, some apparently issued as sales samples and / or printer's proofs

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (April 2010).

RMcN Stock 105 (PrCt)

Ohio - Maps - 1967 - Road maps


Authors: Standard Oil Company (Ohio) -- Sohio Petroleum Company -- Boron Oil Company -- Hospitality Inns -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 61 x 63 cm., folded to 19 x 10 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Ohio road map.

Identifies restaurants associated with Standard Oil and Boron Oil companies, and Hospitality Motor Inn locations.

Plate no. 6-554903V-23

Maps on verso (34 x 42 cm. and smaller):

Metropolitan Cleveland -- Downtown Cleveland -- Columbus -- Akron -- Canton -- Dayton -- Springfield -- Toledo -- Youngstown -- United States -- Metropolitan Cincinnati -- Downtown Cincinnati.

Panel art: Color illustration of farmland and sylized city views.

Includes two Library of Congress copyright handstamps with certificate numbers.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 3069 (PrCt)

Ohio - Maps - 1967 - Road maps


1 map : both sides, col. ; 73 x 60 cm., on sheet 43 x 60 cm., folded to 21 x 10 cm.

Includes blank panel title (for overprinting?)

Plate no.6-5602-31

Inset (12 x 13 cm.): Cleveland.

Maps on verso (12 x 14 cm. and smaller):

Cincinnati -- Akron -- Columbus -- Dayton -- Toledo -- Youngstown.


Forms part of a collection of stock editions of Rand McNally road maps, some apparently issued as sales samples and / or printer's proofs

for prospective commercial clients.

Uniform series title (established by cataloger):

Stock road maps

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Apr 2010).

RMcN Stock 103 (PrCt)
Ohio - Maps - 1968 - Road maps<<>>Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1968 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Ohio) -- Sohio Petroleum Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col ; 64 x 60 cm., folded to 19 x 12 cm. Panel title.
"Prepared by Ohio Department of Highways, Division of Operations, Bureau of Traffic." Insets (12 x 11 cm. or smaller): Columbus -- Cincinnati -- Downtown [Cleveland] -- Cleveland -- Dayton -- Akron -- Toledo -- Canton -- Youngstown.
2 copies.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

Ohio - Maps - 1969 - Road maps<<>>Dummies (Bookselling) - 1969 - Specimens<<>>Road maps
1 map : col ; 65 x 62 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm. Includes blank title panel (for overprinting?).
Plate no.696714-4
Maps on verso (27 x 35 cm. and smaller): Akron -- Dayton -- Toledo -- Youngstown -- Columbus --Cincinnati -- Downtown Cleveland -- Metropolitan Cleveland.
Forms part of a collection of stock editions of Rand McNally road maps, some apparently issued as sales samples and / or printer's proofs for prospective commercial clients.
Uniform series title (established by cataloger): Stock road maps
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (April 2010).

Ohio - Maps - 1969 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
1969 official Ohio highway map and economic digest / Ohio Department of Highways...
Columbus, Ohio. Columbus, Ohio : Ohio Department of Highways, c1969.
1 map : col ; 64 x 60 cm., folded to 19 x 12 cm. Panel title.
"Prepared by Ohio Department of Highways, Division of Operations, Bureau of Traffic."
 Insets (12 x 11 cm. or smaller): Columbus -- Cincinnati -- Downtown [Cleveland] -- Cleveland -- Dayton -- Akron -- Toledo -- Canton -- Youngstown.
2 copies.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
Panel art: Outline of Ohio containing color photographs of a farm road; slogan "from the lake to the river ... and the land between."

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3080-3081 (PrCt)

Authors: Standard Oil Company (Ohio) -- Sohio Petroleum Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Dutch Pantry Restaurants -- Hospitality Inns -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col ; 66 x 62 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"1971 edition."
Panel title.
Added title: Ohio.
Identifies locations of Dutch Pantry restaurants and Hospitality Motor Inns.
Plate no. 716741-9.
Maps on verso (27 x 35 cm. and smaller):
Metropolitan Cleveland -- Downtown Cleveland -- Cincinnati and vicinity -- Columbus and vicinity -- Downtown Columbus -- Downtown Cincinnati -- Akron -- Dayton -- Youngstown, Warren -- Toledo and vicinity.
Panel art: Outline of Ohio containing color photograph of a farm road; slogan "from the lake to the river ... and the land between."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3082 (PrCt)

61055 Ohio - Maps - 1973 - Administrative and political divisions
Authors: Ohio. Dept. of Transportation.
1 map on 2 sheets

Authors: Ohio Edison Company -- Pennsylvania Power Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col ; 60 x 59 cm., folded to 22 x 10 cm.
"Copyright © by Rand McNally & Co."
Maps on verso (20 x 19 cm. and smaller): Six areas of Ohio Edison Country -- [Railroads in Ohio] -- Airports -- [Highway map of the northeastern United States] -- Ohio Edison System : principal power supply facilities ... -- Ohio Edison Country counties ... .
Panel art: roadside illustration with Ohio Edison Country road sign and rabbit.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1892 (PrCt)

Authors: Ohio. Department of Transportation -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col ; 74 x 74 cm., folded to 19 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Maps on verso (38 x 43 cm. and smaller): Cleveland and vicinity -- Columbus -- Major transportation facilities -- Cincinnati -- Youngstown -- Dayton -- Akron -- Toledo -- Canton.
Panel art: Color photo of highway interchange and inset photos of modes of transportation.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4796 (PrCt)

Authors: Ohio. Department of Transportation -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col ; 74 x 74 cm., folded to 19 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Maps on verso (38 x 43 cm. and smaller): Cleveland and vicinity -- Columbus -- Major transportation facilities -- Cincinnati -- Youngstown -- Dayton -- Akron -- Toledo -- Canton.
Panel art: Color photo of highway interchange and inset photos of modes of transportation.
Editor's copy (?); includes typewritten note on paste-on label detached from title panel: To bidder: this sample is only to show fold desired.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4953 (PrCt)

61059 Ohio - Maps - 1973 - Road maps
Authors: Boron Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 66 x 62 cm. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"1973 edition."
Panel title.
Added title: Ohio.
Plate no. 74-6741-13.
Maps on verso (27 x 35 cm. and smaller):
Metropolitan Cleveland -- Downtown Cleveland -- Akron -- Dayton -- Toledo -- Youngstown -- Columbus and vicinity -- Cincinnati and vicinity.
Panel art: Outline of Ohio containing color illustrations of state icons; slogan "from the lake to the river ... and the land between."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4398 (PrCt)

61060 Ohio - Maps - 1974-1976 - Road maps
[County road maps]. [Columbus, Ohio : Dept. of Transportation], 1974-1976.
Authors: Ohio. Dept. of Transportation.
88 maps : 42 x 51 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:126,720].
Orientations vary.
77-35494
ICN78
map2F G4081.P2 1974 O3 (PrCt)

61061 Ohio - Maps - 1974 - Road maps
Authors: Exxon Corporation -- General Drafting Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 62 x 54 cm., folded to 22 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. A9
Maps on verso (31 x 37 cm. and smaller):
Columbus and vicinity -- Downtown Columbus -- Youngstown -- Akron -- Downtown Cleveland -- Canton -- Dayton -- Cincinnati and vicinity -- Downtown Cincinnati -- Cleveland and vicinity -- Toledo and vicinity.
Panel art: Exxon gas attendant and tiger mascot standing next to gas pump; slogan "happy
Ohio - Maps - 1974 - Road maps

1 map : col. ; 65 x 62 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm. "1974 Edition."
Panel title.
Added title: Ohio
Plate no.74-674-15
Maps on verso (27 x 35 cm. and smaller): Akron -- Dayton -- Toledo -- Youngstown -- Columbus
--Cincinnati -- Downtown Cleveland -- Metropolitan Cleveland.
Panel art: road signs.
Forms part of a collection of stock editions of Rand McNally road maps, some apparently issued as sales samples and / or printer's proofs for prospective commercial clients.
Uniform series title (established by cataloger): Stock road maps
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (April 2010).
RMcN Stock 101 (PrCt)

Ohio - Maps - 1975 - Road maps

Authors: Standard Oil Company (Ohio) -- Sohio Petroleum Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col ; 52 x 43 cm., on sheet 31 x 54 cm., folded to 16 x 10 cm. "1975 edition."
Panel title.
Added titles: Ohio (northern section) -- Ohio (southern section).
Plate no. 756034-17.
Insets (9 x 14 cm. and smaller): [Cleveland and vicinity] -- Toledo -- Akron -- Cincinnati -- Dayton -- Springfield -- Canton -- Columbus -- Youngstown.
Panel art: Color illustration of divided highway in rural area.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4716 (PrCt)

Ohio - Maps - 1975 - Road maps

Authors: Standard Oil Company (Ohio) -- Sohio Petroleum Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Dutch Pantry Restaurants -- Hospitality Inns -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col ; 66 x 62 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm. "1975 edition."
Panel title.
Added title: Ohio.
Identifies locations of Dutch Pantry restaurants and Hospitality Motor Inns.
Plate no. 75-6741-18.
Maps on verso (27 x 35 cm. and smaller):
Metropolitan Cleveland -- Downtown Cleveland -- Cincinnati and vicinity -- Columbus and vicinity -- Downtown Columbus -- Downtown Cincinnati -- Springfield -- Dayton -- Youngstown, Warren -- Toledo and vicinity -- Akron, Canton.
Panel art: Outline of Ohio containing color illustrations of state icons; slogan "from the lake to the river ... and the land between."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3085 (PrCt)

Ohio - Maps - 1975 - Road maps

Ohio transportation map 1975. Columbus, Ohio : Ohio Department of Transportation, c1975.
Authors: Ohio. Department of Transportation -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 74 x 74 cm., folded to 20 x 11 cm. Panel title.
"Copyright 1975 by Ohio Department of Transportation."
Maps on verso (38 x 43 cm. and smaller): Cleveland and vicinity -- Columbus -- Major transportation facilities -- Cincinnati -- Youngstown -- Dayton -- Akron -- Toledo -- Canton.
Panel art: Color photo of highway bridge surrounded by trees.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3086 (PrCt)
Ohio - Maps - 1979 - Road maps

Sohio road map of Ohio. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Co., [1979].
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Ohio) -- Sohio Petroleum Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Dutch Pantry Restaurants -- Hospitality Inns -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col ; 65 x 62 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Ohio.
Identifies locations of Dutch Pantry restaurants and Hospitality Motor Inns.
Lists scheduled events for 1979.
"79A" -- Back panel.
Plate no. 79-6741-24.
Maps on verso (27 x 35 cm. and smaller):
Metropolitan Cleveland -- Downtown Cleveland -- Cincinnati and vicinity -- Columbus and vicinity -- Downtown Columbus -- Downtown Cincinnati -- Springfield -- Dayton -- Youngstown, Warren -- Toledo and vicinity -- Akron, Canton.
Panel art: Outline of Ohio containing color illustrations of state icons; slogan "from the lake to the river ... and the land between."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3092 (PrCt)
61078 Ohio - Maps - Phytogeography - 1966
61079 Ohio River - Between 18 Mile Creek and Sandy River - Maps - 1824
61080 Ohio River - Between 18 Mile Creek and Sandy Creek - Maps - 1824
61081 Ohio River - Between 18 Mile Creek and Sandy River - Maps - 1811
61082 Ohio River - Between 18 Mile Creek and Sandy River - Maps - 1817
61083 Ohio River - Between 18 Mile Creek and Sandy River - Maps - 1818
61084 Ohio River - Between Amsterdam and Crooked Creek - Maps - 1841

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Ohio River - Between Amsterdam and Crooked Creek - Maps - 1841
Ohio no. 15. Cincinnati : George Conclin, 1841.
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- Conclin, George -- Ross, Charles, Captain -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1841) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River and of the Mississippi, from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico ... (Cincinnati : George Conclin, 1841) pl. [16], p. [56].
Ayer 138 .C8 1841 pl. 16 (PrCt)

Ohio River - Between August and Crawfish Creek - Maps - 1825
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- Woodruff, William, fl. 1814-1832 -- Morgan, Lodge, and Fisher -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1825)
1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River and of the Mississippi from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico (Cincinnati : Morgan, Lodge and Fisher, 1825) pl. [11], opp. p. 17.
Case G 894 .198 pl. 11 (PrCt)

Ohio River - Between August and Crawfish Creek - Maps - 1829
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- Woodruff, William, fl. 1814-1832 -- N. & G. Guilford (Firm) -- M'Calla, John -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1829)
1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River, and of the Mississippi from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico ... (Cincinnati : N. & G. Guilford, 1829) pl. [11], opp. p. 28.
Case G 894 .2 pl. 11 (PrCt)

Ohio River - Between August and Crawfish Creek - Maps - 1832
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- N. & G. Guilford (Firm) -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1832) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River, and of the Mississippi, from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico ... (Cincinnati : N. and G. Guilford and Co., 1832) pl. [11], p. [37].
Ayer 138 .C8 1832 pl. 11 (PrCt)

Ohio River - Between Baker's and Little Muskingum River - Maps - 1818
Authors: Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813 -- Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813. The Navigator : containing directions for navigating the Monongahela, Allegheny, Ohio, and Mississippi rivers ... (1818)
1 map : wood engraving ; 10 x 18 cm.
Case G 875 .1906 pl. 4 (PrCt)

Ohio River - Between Baker's and Little Muskingum River - Maps - 1811
Authors: Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813 -- Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813. The Navigator : containing directions for navigating the Monongahela, Allegheny, Ohio, and Mississippi rivers ... (1811)
1 map ; 18 x 10 cm.
Case G 875 .201 pl. 12 (PrCt)
Ohio River - Between Baker's and Little Muskingum River - Maps - 1824
Authors: Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813 -- Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813. The Navigator : containing directions for navigating the Ohio and Mississippi rivers ... (1824)
1 map ; 10 x 18 cm.
In: Cramer, Zadok. The Navigator : containing directions for navigating the Ohio and Mississippi ... (Pittsburgh : Cramer & Spear, 1824) pl. [3]. Printed plate no. 3 on p. 17.
Case G 894 .2 pl. 3 (PrCt)

Ohio River - Between Bayou Creek and Three Mile Island - Maps - 1829
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- Woodruff, William, fl. 1814-1832 -- Morgan, Lodge, and Fisher -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1825)
1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River, and of the Mississippi from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico ... (Cincinnati : George Conclin, 1841) pl. [17], p. [60].
Ayer 138 .C8 1841 pl. 17 (PrCt)

Ohio River - Between Bayou Creek and Three Mile Island - Maps - 1832
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- Woodruff, William, fl. 1814-1832 -- N. & G. Guilford (Firm) -- M'Calla, John -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1829)
1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River, and of the Mississippi from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico ... (Cincinnati : N. & G. Guilford, 1829) pl. [20], opp. p. 41.
Case G 894 .2 pl. 20 (PrCt)

Ohio River - Between Bayou Creek and Three Mile Island Dam - Maps - 1841
Ohio-- No. 16. Cincinnati, 1841.
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- Conclin, George -- Ross, Charles, Captain -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1841)
1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River and of the Mississippi, from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico ... (Cincinnati : George Conclin, 1841) pl. [17], p. [60].
Case G 894 .201 pl. 17 (PrCt)

Ohio River - Between Bayou Creek and Three Mile Island Dam - Maps - 1834
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- N. & G. Guilford (Firm) -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1833) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River, and of the Mississippi, from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico (Cincinnati : N. & G. Guilford &
61125 Ohio River - Between Fredericksburg and Indian Kentucky River - Maps - 1825
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- Woodruff, William, fl. 1814-1832 -- Morgan, Lodge, and Fisher -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1825) 1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River, and of the Mississippi from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico (Cincinnati : Morgan, Lodge and Fisher, 1825) pl. [13], opp. p. 19.
Case G 894 .198 pl. 13 (PrCt)

61126 Ohio River - Between Fredericksburg and Indian Kentucky River - Maps - 1834
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- N. & G. Guilford (Firm) -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1834) 1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River, and of the Mississippi from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico (Cincinnati : N. & G. Guilford & Co., 1834) pl. [14], p. [46].
Case G 875 .202 pl. 14 (PrCt)

61127 Ohio River - Between Gallopolis and Amanda Furnace Landing - Maps - 1841
Ohio-- No. 7. Cincinnati : George Conclin, 1841.
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- Conclin, George -- Ross, Charles, Captain -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1841) -- George E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River and of the Mississippi, from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico ... (Cincinnati : George Conclin, 1841) pl. [7], p. [29].
Ayer 138 .C8 1841 pl. 7 (PrCt)

61128 Ohio River - Between Gallopolis and Big Sandy River - Maps - 1825
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- Morgan, Lodge, and Fisher -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1825) 1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
Case G 894 .198 pl. 8 (PrCt)

61129 Ohio River - Between Gallipolis and Big Sandy River - Maps - 1829
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- Woodruff, William, fl. 1814-1832 -- N. & G. Guilford (Firm) -- McCalla, John -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1829) 1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River, and of the Mississippi from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico ... (Cincinnati : N. & G. Guilford, 1829) pl. [8], opp. p. 23. Plate altered after 1825 ed. to include Woodruff's name.
Case G 894 .2 pl. 8 (PrCt)

61130 Ohio River - Between Gallipolis and Big Sandy River - Maps - 1832
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- N. & G. Guilford (Firm) -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1832) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River, and of the Mississippi, from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico ... (Cincinnati : N. & G. Guilford and Co., 1832) pl. [8], p. [29].
Ayer 138 .C8 1832 pl. 8 (PrCt)

61131 Ohio River - Between Gallopolis and Big Sandy River - Maps - 1834
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- N. & G. Guilford (Firm) -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1834) 1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River, and of the Mississippi, from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico (Cincinnati : N. & G. Guilford & Co., 1834) pl. [8], p. [29].
Case G 875 .202 pl. 8 (PrCt)

61132 Ohio River - Between Gallopolis and Amanda Furnace Landing - Maps - 1841
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- Conclin, George -- Ross, Charles, Captain -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1841) 1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River and of the Mississippi from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico ... (Cincinnati : George Conclin, 1841) pl. [7], p. [29].
Ayer 138 .C8 1841 pl. 7 (PrCt)

61133 Ohio River - Between Golconda Island and Fort Massac - Maps - 1825
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- Woodruff, William, fl. 1814-1832 -- Morgan, Lodge, and Fisher --
Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1825) 1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River, and of the Mississippi from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico (Cincinnati : Morgan, Lodge and Fisher, 1825) pl. [20], opp. p. 27.
Case G 894 .198 pl. 20 (PrCt)

61134 Ohio River - Between Golconda Island and Fort Massac - Maps - 1829
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River, and of the Mississippi from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico ... (Cincinnati : N. & G. Guilford, 1829) pl. [23], opp. p. 46.
Case G 894 .2 pl. 23 (PrCt)

61135 Ohio River - Between Golconda Island and Fort Massac - Maps - 1832
Ohio-- No. 19. Cincinnati : N. & G. Guilford, 1832. Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- N. & G. Guilford (Firm) -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1832) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River, and of the Mississippi, from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico ... (Cincinnati : N. and G. Guilford and Co., 1832) pl. [22], p. [66].
Ayer 138 .C8 1832 pl. 22 (PrCt)

61136 Ohio River - Between Golconda Island and Fort Massac - Maps - 1834
Ohio-- No. 19. Cincinnati : N. & G. Guilford, 1834. Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- N. & G. Guilford (Firm) -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1834) 1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River, and of the Mississippi, from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico (Cincinnati : N. & G. Guilford & Co., 1834) pl. [22], p. [66].
Case G 875 .202 pl. 22 (PrCt)

61137 Ohio River - Between Golconda Island and Fort Massac - Maps - 1841
Ohio-- No. 19. Cincinnati, 1841. Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- Conclin, George -- Ross, Charles, Captain -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1841) 1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River and of the Mississippi, from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico ... (Cincinnati : George Conclin, 1841) pl. [20], p. [69].
Case G 894 .201 pl. 20 (PrCt)

61138 Ohio River - Between Golconda Island and Fort Massac - Maps - 1841
Ohio-- No. 19. Cincinnati : George Conclin, 1841. Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- Conclin, George -- Ross, Charles, Captain -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1841) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River and of the Mississippi, from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico ... (Cincinnati : George Conclin, 1841) pl. [20], p. [69].
Case G 894 .201 pl. 20 (PrCt)

61139 Ohio River - Between Graham's Station and Little Miami River - Maps - 1811
[Ohio River between Graham's Station and Little Miami River]. Pittsburgh : Cramer, Spear, & Eichbaum, 1811. Authors: Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813 -- Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813. The Navigator : containing directions for navigating the Monongahela, Allegheny, Ohio, and Mississippi rivers ... (1811) 1 map ; 18 x 10 cm.
Case G 875 .1906 pl. 9 (PrCt)

61140 Ohio River - Between Graham's Station and Little Miami River - Maps - 1817
Digital image of another copy available via the University of Missouri Digital Library (accessed June 2013): http://digital.library.umsystem.edu/cgi/t/text/text-id x?c=umlil;idno=umlc0000008
Case G 875 .191, p. [99] (PrCt)

61141 Ohio River - Between Graham's Station and Little Miami River - Maps - 1818
Case G 875 .191, p. [99] (PrCt)
Zadok, 1773-1813. The Navigator : containing directions for navigating the Monongahela, Allegheny, Ohio, and Mississippi rivers ... (1818) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 10 x 18 cm.

In: Cramer, Zadok. The Navigator : containing directions for navigating the Monongahela, Allegheny, Ohio, and Mississippi rivers ... (Pittsburgh : Cramer & Spear, 1818) pl. [9]. Printed plate no. 8 on p. 88 [i.e. 83].

Case G 875 .192 pl. 9 (PrCt)

61142 Ohio River - Between Graham's Station and Little Miami River - Maps - 1824

[Ohio River between Graham's Station and Little Miami River]. Pittsburgh : Cramer & Spear, 1824. Authors: Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813 -- Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813. The Ohio navigator : containing directions for navigating the Ohio and Mississippi rivers ... (1824) 1 map ; 10 x 18 cm.

In: Cramer, Zadok. The Navigator : containing directions for navigating the Ohio and Mississippi rivers ... (Pittsburgh : Cramer & Spear, 1824) pl. [9]. Printed plate no. 8 on p. 88 [i.e. 83].

Case G 875 .192 pl. 9 (PrCt)

61143 Ohio River - Between Graham's Station and Little Miami River - Maps - 1824

[Ohio River between Graham's Station and Little Miami River]. Pittsburgh : Cramer & Spear, 1824. Authors: Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813 -- Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813. The Ohio navigator : containing directions for navigating the Ohio River from Pittsburgh to its confluence with the Mississippi (1824) 1 map ; 10 x 18 cm.

In: Cramer, Zadok. The Ohio navigator : containing directions for navigating the Ohio River from Pittsburgh to its confluence with the Mississippi (Pittsburgh : Cramer & Spear, 1824) pl. [8]. Printed plate no. 8 on p. 35.

Case G 894 .64 pl. 8 (PrCt)

61144 Ohio River - Between Green River and Wabash River - Maps - 1825

Ohio no. 17. Cincinnati : Morgan, Lodge and Fisher, 1825. Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- Woodruff, William, fl. 1814-1832 -- Morgan, Lodge, and Fisher -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1825) 1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.

In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River and of the Mississippi from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico ... (Cincinnati : Morgan, Lodge and Fisher, 1825) pl. [18], opp. p. 25.

Case G 894 .198 pl. 18 (PrCt)

61145 Ohio River - Between Green River and Wabash River - Maps - 1829


In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River, and of the Mississippi from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico ... (Cincinnati : N. & G. Guilford, 1829) pl. [21], opp. p. 43.

Case G 894 .2 pl. 21 (PrCt)

61146 Ohio River - Between Green River and Wabash River - Maps - 1832

Ohio-- No. 17. Cincinnati : N. & G. Guilford, 1832. Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1832) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.

In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River, and of the Mississippi, from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico ... (Cincinnati : N. and G. Guilford & Co., 1832) pl. [20], p. [60].

Ayer 138 .C8 1832 pl. 20 (PrCt)

61147 Ohio River - Between Green River and Wabash River - Maps - 1834

Ohio-- No. 17. Cincinnati, 1834. Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- Conclin, George -- Ross, Charles, Captain -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1834) 1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.

In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River, and of the Mississippi, from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico (Cincinnati : N. & G. Guilford & Co., 1834) pl. [20], p. [60].

Case G 875 .202 pl. 20 (PrCt)

61148 Ohio River - Between Green River and Wabash River - Maps - 1841

Ohio-- No. 17. Cincinnati, 1841. Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- Conclin, George -- Ross, Charles, Captain -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1841) 1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.

In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River and of the Mississippi, from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico (Cincinnati : George Conclin, 1841) pl. [18], p. [63].

Case G 894 .201 pl. 18 (PrCt)

61149 Ohio River - Between Green River and Wabash River - Maps - 1841

Ohio-- No. 17. Cincinnati : George Conclin, 1841. Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- Conclin, George -- Ross, Charles, Captain -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1841) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.

In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River and of the Mississippi, from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico (Cincinnati : George Conclin, 1841) pl. [18], p. [63].

Case G 894 .201 pl. 18 (PrCt)
Gulf of Mexico ... (Cincinnati : George Conclin, 1841) pl. [18], p. [63].
Ayer 138.C8 1841 pl. 18 (PrCt)

61150 Ohio River - Between Higginsport and Crawfish Creek - Maps - 1841
Ohio -- No. 10. Cincinnati : George Conclin, 1841.
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- Conclin, George -- Ross, Charles, Captain -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1841) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River and of the Mississippi, from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico ... (Cincinnati : George Conclin & Co., 1832) pl. [18], p. [55].
Ayer 138.C8 1841 pl. 10 (PrCt)

61151 Ohio River - Between Higginsport and Crawfish Creek - Maps - 1841
Ohio -- No. 10. Cincinnati, 1841.
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- Conclin, George -- Ross, Charles, Captain -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1841)
1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River and of the Mississippi, from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico ... (Cincinnati : George Conclin, 1841) pl. [10], p. [38].
Case G 894.201 pl. 10 (PrCt)

61152 Ohio River - Between Indian Creek and Crooked Creek - Maps - 1825
Ohio no. 15. Cincinnati : Morgan, Lodge and Fisher, 1825.
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- Woodruff, William, fl. 1814-1832 -- Morgan, Lodge, and Fisher -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1825)
1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River, and of the Mississippi from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico (Cincinnati : Morgan, Lodge and Fisher, 1825) pl. [16], opp. p. 22.
Case G 894.198 pl. 16 (PrCt)

61153 Ohio River - Between Indian Creek and Crooked Creek - Maps - 1829
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- Woodruff, William, fl. 1814-1832 -- N. & G. Guilford (Firm) -- M'Calla, John -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1829)
1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River, and of the Mississippi from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico ... (Cincinnati : N. & G. Guilford, 1829) pl. [19], opp. p. 39.
Case G 894.2 pl. 19 (PrCt)

61154 Ohio River - Between Indian Creek and

Crooked Creek - Maps - 1832
Ohio -- No. 15. Cincinnati : N. & G. Guilford, 1832.
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- N. & G. Guilford (Firm) -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1832) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River, and of the Mississippi, from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico ... (Cincinnati : N. and G. Guilford & Co., 1834) pl. [18], p. [55].
Ayer 138.C8 1832 pl. 18 (PrCt)

61155 Ohio River - Between Indian Creek and Crooked Creek - Maps - 1834
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- N. & G. Guilford (Firm) -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1834)
1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River, and of the Mississippi, from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico (Cincinnati : N. & G. Guilford & Co., 1834) pl. [18], p. [55].
Case G 875.202 pl. 18 (PrCt)

61156 Ohio River - Between Island No. 1 and Island No. 13 - Maps - 1811
[Ohio River between Island No. 1 and Island No. 13]. Pittsburgh : Cramer, Spear, & Eichbaum, 1811.
Authors: Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813 -- Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813. The Navigator : containing directions for navigating the Monongahela, Allegheny, Ohio, and Mississippi rivers ... (1811)
1 map ; 18 x 10 cm.
In: Cramer, Zadok. The Navigator : containing directions for navigating the Monongahela, Allegheny, Ohio, and Mississippi rivers ... (Pittsburgh : Cramer, Spear & Eichbaum, 1811) pl. [2], Printed plate no. 1 on p. 76.
Case G 875.1906 pl. 2 (PrCt)

61157 Ohio River - Between Island No. 1 and Island No. 13 - Maps - 1817
[Ohio River between Island No. 1 and Island No. 13]. [Pittsburgh : Cramer, Spear, & Eichbaum, 1817].
Authors: Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813 -- Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813. The Navigator : containing directions for navigating the Monongahela, Allegheny, Ohio, and Mississippi rivers (1817)
1 map ; wood engraving ; 10 x 18 cm.
Digital image of another copy available via the

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Ohio River - Between Island No. 1 and Island No. 13 - Maps - 1818
[Ohio River between Island No. 1 and Island No. 13]. Pittsburgh : Cramer & Spear, 1818.
Authors: Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813 -- Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813. The Navigator : containing directions for navigating the Monongahela, Allegheny, Ohio, and Mississippi rivers ... (1818) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 10 x 18 cm.
Case G 875 .1906 pl. 3 (PrCt)

Ohio River - Between Island No. 1 and Captina - Maps - 1818
[Ohio River between Island No. 1 and Captina]. Pittsburgh : Cramer, Spear, & Eichbaum, 1818.
Authors: Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813 -- Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813. The Navigator : containing directions for navigating the Monongahela, Allegheny, Ohio, and Mississippi rivers ... (Pittsburgh : Cramer, Spear & Eichbaum, 1817) 1 map : wood engraving ; 10 x 18 cm.
Digital image of another copy available via the University of Missouri Digital Library (accessed June 2013):
http://digital.library.umsystem.edu/cgi/t/text/text-id x?;c=umlib;idno=umlc000008
Case G 875 .191, p. 78 (PrCt)

Ohio River - Between Island No. 13 - Maps - 1824
[Ohio River between Island No. 1 and Island No. 13]. Pittsburgh : Cramer & Spear, 1824.
Authors: Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813 -- Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813. The Ohio navigator : containing directions for navigating the Ohio and Mississippi rivers ... (1824) 1 map ; 10 x 18 cm.
In: Cramer, Zadok. The Ohio navigator : containing directions for navigating the Ohio and Mississippi rivers ... (Pittsburgh : Cramer & Spear, 1818) pl. [2]. Printed plate no. 1 on p. 53.
Case G 875 .192 pl. 2 (PrCt)

Ohio River - Between Island No. 13 - Maps - 1824
[Ohio River between Island No. 1 and Island No. 13]. Pittsburgh : Cramer & Spear, 1824.
Authors: Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813 -- Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813. The Ohio navigator : containing directions for navigating the Ohio River from Pittsburgh to its confluence with the Mississippi (1824) 1 map ; 10 x 18 cm.
In: Cramer, Zadok. The Ohio navigator : containing directions for navigating the Ohio River from Pittsburgh to its confluence with the Mississippi (Pittsburgh : Cramer & Spear, 1824) pl. [1]. Printed plate no. 1 on p. 5.
Case G 894 .64 pl. 1 (PrCt)

Ohio River - Between Island No. 14 and Captina - Maps - 1811
Authors: Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813 -- Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813. The Navigator : containing directions for navigating the Monongahela, Allegheny, Ohio, and Mississippi rivers ... (1811) 1 map ; 18 x 10 cm.
Case G 875 .1906 pl. 3 (PrCt)

Ohio River - Between Island No. 14 and Captina - Maps - 1824
Authors: Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813 -- Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813. The Navigator : containing directions for navigating the Ohio and Mississippi rivers ... (1824) 1 map ; 10 x 18 cm.
Case G 875 .192 pl. 3 (PrCt)
Ohio River - Between Island No. 68 and Island No. 78 - Maps - 1811
[Ohio River between Island No. 68 and Island No. 78]. Pittsburgh : Cramer, Spear, & Eichbaum, 1811.
Authors: Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813 -- Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813. The Navigator : containing directions for navigating the Monongahela, Allegheny, Ohio, and Mississippi rivers ... (1811) 1 map; 18 x 10 cm.
In: Cramer, Zadok. The Navigator : containing directions for navigating the Ohio River from Pittsburgh to its confluence with the Mississippi (1824) 1 map; 10 x 18 cm.
In: Cramer, Zadok. The Ohio navigator : containing directions for navigating the Ohio River from Pittsburgh to its confluence with the Mississippi (1824) 1 map; 10 x 18 cm.
In: Cramer, Zadok. The Ohio navigator : containing directions for navigating the Ohio River from Pittsburgh to its confluence with the Mississippi (1811) 1 map; 18 x 10 cm.
In: Cramer, Zadok. The Ohio navigator : containing directions for navigating the Ohio River from Pittsburgh to its confluence with the Mississippi (1813) 1 map; 18 x 10 cm.
In: Cramer, Zadok. The Ohio navigator : containing directions for navigating the Ohio River from Pittsburgh to its confluence with the Mississippi (1824) 1 map; 10 x 18 cm.
In: Cramer, Zadok. The Ohio navigator : containing directions for navigating the Ohio River from Pittsburgh to its confluence with the Mississippi (1811) 1 map; 18 x 10 cm.
In: Cramer, Zadok. The Ohio navigator : containing directions for navigating the Ohio River from Pittsburgh to its confluence with the Mississippi (1813) 1 map; 18 x 10 cm.
In: Cramer, Zadok. The Ohio navigator : containing directions for navigating the Ohio River from Pittsburgh to its confluence with the Mississippi (1811) 1 map; 18 x 10 cm.
In: Cramer, Zadok. The Ohio navigator : containing directions for navigating the Ohio River from Pittsburgh to its confluence with the Mississippi (1813) 1 map; 18 x 10 cm.
In: Cramer, Zadok. The Ohio navigator : containing directions for navigating the Ohio River from Pittsburgh to its confluence with the Mississippi (1811) 1 map; 18 x 10 cm.
In: Cramer, Zadok. The Ohio navigator : containing directions for navigating the Ohio River from Pittsburgh to its confluence with the Mississippi (1813) 1 map; 18 x 10 cm.
In: Cramer, Zadok. The Ohio navigator : containing directions for navigating the Ohio River from Pittsburgh to its confluence with the Mississippi (1811) 1 map; 18 x 10 cm.
In: Cramer, Zadok. The Ohio navigator : containing directions for navigating the Ohio River from Pittsburgh to its confluence with the Mississippi (1813) 1 map; 18 x 10 cm.
In: Cramer, Zadok. The Ohio navigator : containing directions for navigating the Ohio River from Pittsburgh to its confluence with the Mississippi (1811) 1 map; 18 x 10 cm.
In: Cramer, Zadok. The Ohio navigator : containing directions for navigating the Ohio River from Pittsburgh to its confluence with the Mississippi (1813) 1 map; 18 x 10 cm.
In: Cramer, Zadok. The Ohio navigator : containing directions for navigating the Ohio River from Pittsburgh to its confluence with the Mississippi (1811) 1 map; 18 x 10 cm.
In: Cramer, Zadok. The Ohio navigator : containing directions for navigating the Ohio River from Pittsburgh to its confluence with the Mississippi (1813) 1 map; 18 x 10 cm.
In: Cramer, Zadok. The Ohio navigator : containing directions for navigating the Ohio River from Pittsburgh to its confluence with the Mississippi (1811) 1 map; 18 x 10 cm.
In: Cramer, Zadok. The Ohio navigator : containing directions for navigating the Ohio River from Pittsburgh to its confluence with the Mississippi (1813) 1 map; 18 x 10 cm.
In: Cramer, Zadok. The Ohio navigator : containing directions for navigating the Ohio River from Pittsburgh to its confluence with the Mississippi (1811) 1 map; 18 x 10 cm.
In: Cramer, Zadok. The Ohio navigator : containing directions for navigating the Ohio River from Pittsburgh to its confluence with the Mississippi (1813) 1 map; 18 x 10 cm.
In: Cramer, Zadok. The Ohio navigator : containing directions for navigating the Ohio River from Pittsburgh to its confluence with the Mississippi (1811) 1 map; 18 x 10 cm.
In: Cramer, Zadok. The Ohio navigator : containing directions for navigating the Ohio River from Pittsburgh to its confluence with the Mississippi (1813) 1 map; 18 x 10 cm.
In: Cramer, Zadok. The Ohio navigator : containing directions for navigating the Ohio River from Pittsburgh to its confluence with the Mississippi (1811) 1 map; 18 x 10 cm.
In: Cramer, Zadok. The Ohio navigator : containing directions for navigating the Ohio River from Pittsburgh to its confluence with the Mississippi (1813) 1 map; 18 x 10 cm.
In: Cramer, Zadok. The Ohio navigator : containing directions for navigating the Ohio River from Pittsburgh to its confluence with the Mississippi (1811) 1 map; 18 x 10 cm.
In: Cramer, Zadok. The Ohio navigator : containing directions for navigating the Ohio River from Pittsburgh to its confluence with the Mississippi (1813) 1 map; 18 x 10 cm.
In: Cramer, Zadok. The Ohio navigator : containing directions for navigating the Ohio River from Pittsburgh to its confluence with the Mississippi (1811) 1 map; 18 x 10 cm.
In: Cramer, Zadok. The Ohio navigator : containing directions for navigating the Ohio River from Pittsburgh to its confluence with the Mississippi (1813) 1 map; 18 x 10 cm.
In: Cramer, Zadok. The Ohio navigator : containing directions for navigating the Ohio River from Pittsburgh to its confluence with the Mississippi (1811) 1 map; 18 x 10 cm.
In: Cramer, Zadok. The Ohio navigator : containing directions for navigating the Ohio River from Pittsburgh to its confluence with the Mississippi (1813) 1 map; 18 x 10 cm.
In: Cramer, Zadok. The Ohio navigator : containing directions for navigating the Ohio River from Pittsburgh to its confluence with the Mississippi (1811) 1 map; 18 x 10 cm.
In: Cramer, Zadok. The Ohio navigator : containing directions for navigating the Ohio River from Pittsburgh to its confluence with the Mississippi (1813) 1 map; 18 x 10 cm.
In: Cramer, Zadok. The Ohio navigator : containing directions for navigating the Ohio River from Pittsburgh to its confluence with the Mississippi (1811) 1 map; 18 x 10 cm.
In: Cramer, Zadok. The Ohio navigator : containing directions for navigating the Ohio River from Pittsburgh to its confluence with the Mississippi (1813) 1 map; 18 x 10 cm.
In: Cramer, Zadok. The Ohio navigator : containing directions for navigating the Ohio River from Pittsburgh to its confluence with the Mississippi (1811) 1 map; 18 x 10 cm.
In: Cramer, Zadok. The Ohio navigator : containing directions for navigating the Ohio River from Pittsburgh to its confluence with the Mississippi (1813) 1 map; 18 x 10 cm.
In: Cramer, Zadok. The Ohio navigator : containing directions for navigating the Ohio River from Pittsburgh to its confluence with the Mississippi (1811) 1 map; 18 x 10 cm.
In: Cramer, Zadok. The Ohio navigator : containing directions for navigating the Ohio River from Pittsburgh to its confluence with the Mississippi (1813) 1 map; 18 x 10 cm.
In: Cramer, Zadok. The Ohio navigator : containing directions for navigating the Ohio River from Pittsburgh to its confluence with the Mississippi (1811) 1 map; 18 x 10 cm.
In: Cramer, Zadok. The Ohio navigator : containing directions for navigating the Ohio River from Pittsburgh to its confluence with the Mississippi (1813) 1 map; 18 x 10 cm.
In: Cramer, Zadok. The Ohio navigator : containing directions for navigating the Ohio River from Pittsburgh to its confluence with the Mississippi (1811) 1 map; 18 x 10 cm.
In: Cramer, Zadok. The Ohio navigator : containing directions for navigating the Ohio River from Pittsburgh to its confluence with the Mississippi (1813) 1 map; 18 x 10 cm.
In: Cramer, Zadok. The Ohio navigator : containing directions for navigating the Ohio River from Pittsburgh to its confluence with the Mississippi (1811) 1 map; 18 x 10 cm.
In: Cramer, Zadok. The Ohio navigator : containing directions for navigating the Ohio River from Pittsburgh to its confluence with the Mississippi (1813) 1 map; 18 x 10 cm.
In: Cramer, Zadok. The Ohio navigator : containing directions for navigating the Ohio River from Pittsburgh to its confluence with the Mississippi (1811) 1 map; 18 x 10 cm.
In: Cramer, Zadok. The Ohio navigator : containing directions for navigating the Ohio River from Pittsburgh to its confluence with the Mississippi (1813) 1 map; 18 x 10 cm.
In: Cramer, Zadok. The Ohio navigator : containing directions for navigating the Ohio River from Pittsburgh to its confluence with the Mississippi (1811) 1 map; 18 x 10 cm.
In: Cramer, Zadok. The Ohio navigator : containing directions for navigating the Ohio River from Pittsburgh to its confluence with the Mississippi (1813) 1 map; 18 x 10 cm.
In: Cramer, Zadok. The Ohio navigator : containing directions for navigating the Ohio River from Pittsburgh to its confluence with the Mississippi (1811) 1 map; 18 x 10 cm.
In: Cramer, Zadok. The Ohio navigator : containing directions for navigating the Ohio River from Pittsburgh to its confluence with the Mississippi (1813) 1 map; 18 x 10 cm.
In: Cramer, Zadok. The Ohio navigator : containing directions for navigating the Ohio River from Pittsburgh to its confluence with the Mississippi (1811) 1 map; 18 x 10 cm.
In: Cramer, Zadok. The Ohio navigator : containing directions for navigating the Ohio River from Pittsburgh to its confluence with the Mississippi (1813) 1 map; 18 x 10 cm.
In: Cramer, Zadok. The Ohio navigator : containing directions for navigating the Ohio River from Pittsburgh to its confluence with the Mississippi (1811) 1 map; 18 x 10 cm.
In: Cramer, Zadok. The Ohio navigator : containing directions for navigating the Ohio River from Pittsburgh to its confluence with the Mississippi (1813) 1 map; 18 x 10 cm.
Zadok, 1773-1813. The Navigator : containing directions for navigating the Monongahela, Allegheny, Ohio, and Mississippi rivers ... (1818) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 10 x 18 cm.
In: Cramer, Zadok. The Navigator : containing directions for navigating the Monongahela, Allegheny, Ohio, and Mississippi rivers ...
(Pittsburgh : Cramer & Spear, 1818) pl. [14].
Printed plate no. 12 on p. 118.
Ayer 138 .C6 1818 pl. 14 (PrCt)

Ohio River - Between Island No. 79 and Island No. 88 - Maps - 1824
[Ohio River between Island No. 79 and Island No. 88]. Pittsburgh : Cramer & Spear, 1824.
Authors: Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813 -- Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813. The Ohio navigator : containing directions for navigating the Ohio River from Pittsburgh to its confluence with the Mississippi (1824)
1 map ; 10 x 18 cm.
In: Cramer, Zadok. The Ohio navigator : containing directions for navigating the Ohio River from Pittsburgh to its confluence with the Mississippi (Pittsburgh : Cramer & Spear, 1824) pl. [15].
Ayer 138 .C6 1818 pl. 15 (PrCt)

Ohio River - Between Island No. 89 and the Mouth of the Ohio - Maps - 1811
[Ohio River between Island No. 89 and the mouth of the Ohio]. Pittsburgh : Cramer, Spear, & Eichbaum, 1811.
Authors: Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813 -- Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813. The Ohio navigator : containing directions for navigating the Monongahela, Allegheny, Ohio, and Mississippi rivers ... (1811) 1 map ; 18 x 10 cm.
In: Cramer, Zadok. The Ohio navigator : containing directions for navigating the Monongahela, Allegheny, Ohio, and Mississippi rivers ...
(Pittsburgh : Cramer, Spear & Eichbaum, 1811) pl. [15].
Printed plate no. 13 on p. 142.
Case G 875 .1906 pl. 15 (PrCt)

Ohio River - Between Island No. 89 and the Mouth of the Ohio - Maps - 1824
[Ohio River between Island No. 89 and the mouth of the Ohio]. Pittsburgh : Cramer & Spear, 1824.
Authors: Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813 -- Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813. The Ohio navigator : containing directions for navigating the Monongahela, Allegheny, Ohio, and Mississippi rivers ... (1824) 1 map ; 10 x 18 cm.
In: Cramer, Zadok. The Ohio navigator : containing directions for navigating the Monongahela, Allegheny, Ohio, and Mississippi rivers ...
(Pittsburgh : Cramer & Spear, 1824) pl. [15].
Printed plate no. 13 on p. 123.
Ayer 138 .C6 1818 pl. 15 (PrCt)

Ohio River - Between Island No. 89 and Mouth of the Ohio - Maps - 1824
[Ohio River between Island No. 89 and the mouth of the Ohio]. Pittsburgh : Cramer & Spear, 1824.
Authors: Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813 -- Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813. The Ohio navigator : containing directions for navigating the Ohio and Mississippi rivers ... (1824) 1 map ; wood engraving ; 10 x 18 cm.
Anonymous map without imprint in: Cramer, Zadok. The Ohio navigator : containing directions for navigating the Monongahela, Allegheny, Ohio, and Mississippi rivers (Pittsburgh: Cramer, Spear and Eichbaum, 1817) pl. [15].
Printed plate no. 13 on p. 109.
Case G 875 .192 pl. 15 (PrCt)

Ohio River - Between Island No. 89 and the Mouth of the Ohio - Maps - 1813
[Ohio River between Island No. 89 and the mouth of the Ohio]. Pittsburgh : Cramer & Spear, 1813.
Authors: Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813 -- Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813. The Ohio navigator : containing directions for navigating the Ohio and Mississippi rivers ... (1813) 1 map ; 10 x 18 cm.
Anonymous map without imprint in: Cramer, Zadok. The Ohio navigator : containing directions for navigating the Monongahela, Allegheny, Ohio, and Mississippi rivers (Pittsburgh: Cramer, Spear and Eichbaum, 1813) pl. [15].
Printed plate no. 13 on p. 126.
Digital image of another copy available via the University of Missouri Digital Library (accessed June 2013): http://digital.library.umsystem.edu/cgi/t/text/text-id x?c=umlib;dn=umlc000008
Case G 875 .191, p. 126 (PrCt)
1 map : 10 x 18 cm.
In: Cramer, Zadok. The Ohio navigator : containing directions for navigating the Ohio River from Pittsburgh to its confluence with the Mississippi (Pittsburgh : Cramer & Spear, 1824) pl. [14]. Printed plate no. 13 on p. 61.
Case G 894 .64 pl. 14 (PrCt)

61180 Ohio River - Between Jeffersonville and Buck Creek - Maps - 1825
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- Woodruff, William, fl. 1814-1832 -- Morgan, Lodge, and Fisher -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1825) 1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River, and of the Mississippi from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico (Cincinnati : Morgan, Lodge and Fisher, 1825) pl. [15], opp. p. 21.
Case G 894 .198 pl. 15 (PrCt)

61181 Ohio River - Between Jeffersonville and Buck Creek - Maps - 1829
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- Woodruff, William, fl. 1814-1832 -- N. & G. Guilford (Firm) -- M'Calla, John -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1829) 1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River, and of the Mississippi from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico ... (Cincinnati : N. & G. Guilford, 1829) pl. [17], opp. p. 37.
Case G 894 .2 pl. 17 (PrCt)

61182 Ohio River - Between Jeffersonville and Buck Creek - Maps - 1832
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- N. & G. Guilford (Firm) -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1832) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River, and of the Mississippi from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico ... (Cincinnati : N. and G. Guilford and Co., 1832) pl. [16], p. [50].
Ayer 138 .C8 1832 pl. 16 (PrCt)

61183 Ohio River - Between Jeffersonville and Buck Creek - Maps - 1834
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- N. & G. Guilford (Firm) -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1834) 1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River, and of the Mississippi, from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico (Cincinnati : N. & G. Guilford & Co., 1834) pl. [16], p. [50].
Case G 875 .202 pl. 16 (PrCt)

61184 Ohio River - Between Jeffersonville and Mockport - Maps - 1841
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- Conclin, George -- Ross, Charles, Captain -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1841) 1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River and of the Mississippi, from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico ... (Cincinnati : George Conclin, 1841) pl. [14], p. [51].
Case G 894 .201 pl. 14 (PrCt)

61185 Ohio River - Between Jeffersonville and Mockport - Maps - 1841
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- Conclin, George -- Ross, Charles, Captain -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1841) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River and of the Mississippi, from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico ... (Cincinnati : George Conclin, 1841) pl. [14], p. [51].
Ayer 138 .C8 1841 pl. 14 (PrCt)

61186 Ohio River - Between Kagyer Creek and Island No. 49 - Maps - 1811
[Ohio River between Kayger Creek and Island No. 49]. Pittsburgh : Cramer, Spear, & Eichbaum, 1811.
Authors: Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813 -- Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813. The Navigator : containing directions for navigating the Monongahela, Allegheny, Ohio, and Mississippi rivers ... (1811) 1 map ; 18 x 10 cm.
In: Cramer, Zadok. The Navigator : containing directions for navigating the Monongahela, Allegheny, Ohio, and Mississippi rivers ... (Pittsburgh : Cramer, Spear & Eichbaum, 1811) pl. [6]. Printed plate no. 5 on p. 97.
Case G 875 .1906 pl. 6 (PrCt)

61187 Ohio River - Between Kagyer Creek and Island No. 49 - Maps - 1817
[Ohio River between Kayger Creek and Island No. 49]. Pittsburgh : Cramer, Spear, & Eichbaum, 1817.
Authors: Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813 -- Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813. The Navigator : containing directions for navigating the Monongahela, Allegheny, Ohio, and Mississippi rivers (1817) 1 map ; wood engraving ; 10 x 18 cm.
Anonymous map without imprint in: Cramer, Zadok. The Navigator : containing directions for navigating the Monongahela, Allegheny, Ohio, and Mississippi rivers (Pittsburgh: Cramer, Spear

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Ohio River - Between Kayger Creek and Island No. 49 - Maps - 1818
[Ohio River between Kayger Creek and Island No. 49]. Pittsburgh : Cramer & Spear, 1818.
Authors: Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813 -- Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813. The Navigator : containing directions for navigating the Monongahela, Allegheny, Ohio, and Mississippi rivers ... (1818) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 10 x 18 cm.
In: Cramer, Zadok. The Navigator : containing directions for navigating the Monongahela, Allegheny, Ohio, and Mississippi rivers ... (Pittsburgh : Cramer & Spear, 1818) pl. [6]. Printed plate no. 5 on p. 89.

Ohio River - Between Kayger Creek and Island No. 49 - Maps - 1824
[Ohio River between Kayger Creek and Island No. 49]. Pittsburgh : Cramer & Spear, 1824.
Authors: Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813 -- Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813. The Navigator : containing directions for navigating the Ohio and Mississippi rivers ... (1824) 1 map ; 10 x 18 cm.
In: Cramer, Zadok. The Navigator : containing directions for navigating the Ohio and Mississippi rivers ... (Pittsburgh : Cramer & Spear, 1824) pl. [6]. Printed plate no. 5 on p. 74.

Ohio River - Between Kayger Creek and Island No. 49 - Maps - 1832
[Ohio River between Kayger Creek and Island No. 49]. Pittsburgh : Cramer & Spear, 1832.
Authors: Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813 -- Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813. The Ohio navigator : containing directions for navigating the Ohio River from Pittsburgh to its confluence with the Mississippi (1824) 1 map ; 10 x 18 cm.
In: Cramer, Zadok. The Ohio navigator : containing directions for navigating the Ohio River from Pittsburgh to its confluence with the Mississippi (Pittsburgh : Cramer & Spear, 1824) pl. [5]. Printed plate no. 5 on p. 26.

Ohio River - Between Lanesville and Middle Island - Maps - 1841
Ohio -- No. 4. Cincinnati, 1841.
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- Conclin, George -- Ross, Charles, Captain -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1841) 1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River and of the Mississippi, from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico ... (Cincinnati : Conclin, 1841) pl. [4], p. [19].

Ohio River - Between Lanesville and Middle Island - Maps - 1825
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- Woodruff, William, fl. 1814-1832 -- Morgan, Lodge, and Fisher -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1825) 1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River, and of the Mississippi from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico (Cincinnati : Morgan, Lodge and Fisher, 1825) pl. [21], opp. p. 29.

Ohio River - Between Little Chain and the Mississippi River - Maps - 1829
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- Woodruff, William, fl. 1814-1832 -- N. & G. Guilford (Firm) -- M'Calla, John -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1829) 1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River, and of the Mississippi from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico ... (Cincinnati : N. & G. Guilford, 1829) pl. [24], opp. p. 49.

Ohio River - Between Little Chain and the Mississippi River - Maps - 1832
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- N. & G. Guilford (Firm) -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1832) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River, and of the Mississippi, from the mouth of the Missouri to the
Gulf of Mexico ... (Cincinnati : N. and G. Guilford and Co., 1832) pl. [23], p. [69].
Ayer 138 .C8 1832 pl. 23 (PrCt)

61196 Ohio River - Between Little Chain and the Mississippi River - Maps - 1834
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- Conclin, George -- Ross, Charles, Captain -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1834)
1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River, and of the Mississippi, from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico ... (Cincinnati : N. & G. Guilford & Co., 1834) pl. [23], p. [69].
Case G 875 .202 pl. 23 (PrCt)

61197 Ohio River - Between Little Chain and the Mississippi River - Maps - 1841
Ohio-- No. 20. Cincinnati, 1841.
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- Conclin, George -- Ross, Charles, Captain -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1841)
1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River and of the Mississippi, from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico ... (Cincinnati : George Conclin, 1841) pl. [21], p. [74].
Case G 894 .201 pl. 21 (PrCt)

61198 Ohio River - Between Little Chain and the Mississippi River - Maps - 1841
Ohio-- No. 20. Cincinnati : George Conclin, 1841.
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- Conclin, George -- Ross, Charles, Captain -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1841) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River and of the Mississippi, from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico ... (Cincinnati : George Conclin, 1841) pl. [21], p. [74].
Ayer 138 .C8 1841 pl. 21 (PrCt)

61199 Ohio River - Between Madison and Six Mile Island - Maps - 1825
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- Woodruff, William, fl. 1814-1832 -- Morgan, Lodge, and Fisher -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1825)
1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River, and of the Mississippi from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico (Cincinnati : Morgan, Lodge and Fisher, 1825) pl. [14], opp. p. 20.
Case G 894 .198 pl. 14 (PrCt)

61200 Ohio River - Between Madison and Six Mile Island - Maps - 1829
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- Woodruff, William, fl. 1814-1832 -- N. & G. Guilford (Firm) -- M'Calla, John -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1829)
1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River, and of the Mississippi from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico ... (Cincinnati : N. & G. Guilford, 1829) pl. [16], opp. p. 36.
Case G 894 .2 pl. 16 (PrCt)

61201 Ohio River - Between Madison and Six Mile Island - Maps - 1832
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- N. & G. Guilford (Firm) -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1832) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River, and of the Mississippi, from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico ... (Cincinnati : N. and G. Guilford and Co., 1832) pl. [15], p. [48].
Ayer 138 .C8 1832 pl. 15 (PrCt)

61202 Ohio River - Between Madison and Six Mile Island - Maps - 1834
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- N. & G. Guilford (Firm) -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1834)
1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River, and of the Mississippi, from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico (Cincinnati : N. & G. Guilford & Co., 1834) pl. [15], p. [48].
Case G 875 .202 pl. 15 (PrCt)

61203 Ohio River - Between Madison and Six Mile Island - Maps - 1841
Ohio-- No. 13. Cincinnati, 1841.
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- Conclin, George -- Ross, Charles, Captain -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1841)
1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River and of the Mississippi, from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico ... (Cincinnati : George Conclin, 1841) pl. [21], p. [74].
Case G 894 .201 pl. 13 (PrCt)

61204 Ohio River - Between Madison and Six Mile Island - Maps - 1841
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- Conclin, George -- Ross, Charles, Captain -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1841)
1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River and of the Mississippi, from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico ... (Cincinnati : George Conclin, 1841) pl. [13], p. [48].
Case G 894 .201 pl. 13 (PrCt)
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot: containing charts of the Ohio River and of the Mississippi, from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico... (Cincinnati: George Conclin, 1841) pl. [13], p. [48].

Ayer 138 .C6 1841 pl. 13 (PrCt)

61205 Ohio River - Between Marietta and Island No. 45 - Maps - 1811
[Ohio River between Marietta and Island No. 45]. [Pittsburgh: Cramer, Spear, & Eichbaum, 1811].
Authors: Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813 -- Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813. The Navigator: containing directions for navigating the Monongahela, Allegheny, Ohio, and Mississippi rivers... (1811) 1 map; 18 x 10 cm.
In: Cramer, Zadok. The Navigator: containing directions for navigating the Monongahela, Allegheny, Ohio, and Mississippi rivers... (1811) 1 map; 18 x 10 cm.

Ayer 138 .C6 1811 pl. 4 (PrCt)

61206 Ohio River - Between Marietta and Island No. 45 - Maps - 1817
[Ohio River between Marietta and Island No. 45]. [Pittsburgh: Cramer, Spear, & Eichbaum, 1817].
Authors: Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813 -- Cramer, Spear, and Eichbaum -- Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813. The Navigator: containing directions for navigating the Monongahela, Allegheny, Ohio, and Mississippi rivers... (1817) 1 map: wood engraving; 10 x 18 cm.
Anonymous map without imprint in: Cramer, Zadok. The Navigator: containing directions for navigating the Monongahela, Allegheny, Ohio, and Mississippi rivers... (Pittsburgh: Cramer, Spear and Eichbaum, 1817) pl. [5]. Printed plate no. 4 on p. 86.
Digital image of another copy available via the University of Missouri Digital Library (accessed June 2013): http://digital.library.umsystem.edu/cgi/t/text/text-id x?c=umlib;idno=umlc0000008

Case G 875 .1906 pl. 5 (PrCt)

61207 Ohio River - Between Marietta and Island No. 45 - Maps - 1818
[Ohio River between Marietta and Island No. 45]. [Pittsburgh: Cramer & Spear, 1818].
Authors: Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813 -- Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813. The Navigator: containing directions for navigating the Monongahela, Allegheny, Ohio, and Mississippi rivers... (1818) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map; 10 x 18 cm.
In: Cramer, Zadok. The Navigator: containing directions for navigating the Monongahela, Allegheny, Ohio, and Mississippi rivers... (Pittsburgh: Cramer & Spear, 1818) pl. [5]. Printed plate no. 4 on p. 83.

Ayer 138 .C6 1818 pl. 5 (PrCt)

61208 Ohio River - Between Marietta and Island No.

61209 Ohio River - Between Marietta and Island No. 45 - Maps - 1824
[Ohio River between Marietta and Island No. 45]. [Pittsburgh: Cramer & Spear, 1824].
Authors: Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813 -- Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813. The Navigator: containing directions for navigating the Ohio and Mississippi rivers... (1824) 1 map; 10 x 18 cm.

Case G 875 .192 pl. 5 (PrCt)

61210 Ohio River - Between Newport and Belleville - Maps - 1825
Ohio no. 5. Cincinnati: Morgan, Lodge and Fisher, 1825.
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- Woodruff, William, fl. 1814-1832 -- Morgan, Lodge, and Fisher -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot... (1825) 1 map; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot: containing charts of the Ohio River, and of the Mississippi from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico (Cincinnati: Morgan, Lodge and Fisher, 1825) pl. [6], opp. p. 11.

Case G 894 .198 pl. 6 (PrCt)

61211 Ohio River - Between Newport and Belleville - Maps - 1829
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- Woodruff, William, fl. 1814-1832 -- N. & G. Guilford (Firm) -- M'Calla, John -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot... (1829) 1 map; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot: containing charts of the Ohio River, and of the Mississippi from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico... (Cincinnati: N. & G. Guilford, 1829) pl. [6], opp. p. 17.

Case G 894 .2 pl. 6 (PrCt)

61212 Ohio River - Between Newport and Belleville - Maps - 1832
Ohio no. 5. Cincinnati: N. & G. Guilford, 1832.
1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River, and of the Mississippi, from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico ... (Cincinnati : N. and G. Guilford & Co., 1832) pl. [6], p. [21].
Ayer 138 .C8 1832 pl. 6 (PrCt)

61213 Ohio River - Between Newport and Belleville - Maps - 1834
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- N. & G. Guilford (Firm) -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1834) 1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
Case G 875 .202 pl. 6 (PrCt)

61214 Ohio River - Between Newport and Belleville - Maps - 1841
Ohio-- No. 5. Cincinnati, 1841.
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- Conclin, George -- Ross, Charles, Captain -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1841) 1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River and of the Mississippi, from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico ... (Cincinnati : George Conclin, 1841) pl. [5], p. [21].
Case G 894 .201 pl. 5 (PrCt)

61215 Ohio River - Between Newport and Belleville - Maps - 1841
Ohio-- No. 5. Cincinnati : George Conclin, 1841.
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- Conclin, George -- Ross, Charles, Captain -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1841) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River and of the Mississippi, from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico ... (Cincinnati : George Conclin, 1841) pl. [5], p. [21].
Ayer 138 .C8 1841 pl. 5 (PrCt)

61216 Ohio River - Between Phillis's Island and Wellsburgh - Maps - 1841
Ohio-- No. 2. Cincinnati : George Conclin, 1841.
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- Conclin, George -- Ross, Charles, Captain -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1841) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River and of the Mississippi, from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico ... (Cincinnati : George Conclin, 1841) pl. [2], p. [12].
Ayer 138 .C8 1841 pl. 2 (PrCt)

61217 Ohio River - Between Phillis's Island and Wellsburgh - Maps - 1825
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- Woodruff, William, fl. 1814-1832 -- Morgan, Lodge, and Fisher -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1825) 1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River, and of the Mississippi from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico (Cincinnati : Morgan, Lodge and Fisher, 1825) pl. [3], opp. p. 6.
Case G 894 .198 pl. 3 (PrCt)

61218 Ohio River - Between Phillis's Island and Wellsburgh - Maps - 1829
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- N. & G. Guilford (Firm) -- M'Calla, John -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1829) 1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River, and of the Mississippi from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico ... (Cincinnati : N. & G. Guilford, 1829) pl. [3], opp. p. 11.
Case G 894 .2 pl. 3 (PrCt)

61219 Ohio River - Between Phillis's Island and Wellsburgh - Maps - 1832
Ohio-- No. 2. Cincinnati : N. & G. Guilford, 1832.
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- N. & G. Guilford (Firm) -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1832) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River, and of the Mississippi, from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico ... (Cincinnati : N. & G. Guilford & Co., 1832) pl. [3], p. [12].
Ayer 138 .C8 1832 pl. 3 (PrCt)

61220 Ohio River - Between Phillis's Island and Wellsburgh - Maps - 1834
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- N. & G. Guilford (Firm) -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1834) 1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River, and of the Mississippi, from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico (Cincinnati : N. & G. Guilford & Co., 1834) pl. [3], p. [12].
Case G 875 .202 pl. 3 (PrCt)
61221 Ohio River - Between Phillis's Island and Wellsburgh - Maps - 1841
Ohio: No. 2. Cincinnati, 1841.
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- Conclin, George -- Ross, Charles, Captain -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1841)
1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River and of the Mississippi, from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico ... (Cincinnati : George Conclin, 1841) pl. [2], p. [12].
Case G 894 .201 pl. 2 (PrCt)

61222 Ohio River - Between Pittsburgh and Montgomery's Island - Maps - 1825
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- Woodruff, William, fl. 1814-1832 -- Morgan, Lodge, and Fisher -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1825)
1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River, and of the Mississippi from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico (Cincinnati : Morgan, Lodge and Fisher, 1825) pl. [2], p. [5].
Case G 894 .198 pl. 2 (PrCt)

61223 Ohio River - Between Pittsburgh and Montgomery's Island - Maps - 1829
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- Woodruff, William, fl. 1814-1832 -- N. & G. Guilford (Firm) -- M'Calla, John -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1829)
1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River, and of the Mississippi from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico ... (Cincinnati : N. & G. Guilford, 1829) pl. [2], opp. p. 9.
Case G 894 .2 pl. 2 (PrCt)

61224 Ohio River - Between Pittsburgh and Montgomery's Island - Maps - 1832
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- N. & G. Guilford (Firm) -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1832) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River, and of the Mississippi, from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico ... (Cincinnati : N. & G. Guilford and Co., 1832) pl. [2], p. [8].
Ayer 138 .C8 1832 pl. 2 (PrCt)

61225 Ohio River - Between Pittsburgh and Montgomery's Island - Maps - 1834
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- N. & G. Guilford (Firm) -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1834)
1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River, and of the Mississippi, from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico (Cincinnati : N. & G. Guilford & Co., 1834) pl. [2], p. [8].
Case G 875 .202 pl. 2 (PrCt)

61226 Ohio River - Between Pittsburgh and Montgomery's Island - Maps - 1841
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- Conclin, George -- Ross, Charles, Captain -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1841)
1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River and of the Mississippi, from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico (Cincinnati : George Conclin, 1841) pl. [1], p. [8].
Case G 894 .201 pl. 1 (PrCt)

61227 Ohio River - Between Pittsburgh and Montgomery's Island - Maps - 1825
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- Conclin, George -- Ross, Charles, Captain -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1825) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River and of the Mississippi, from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico ... (Cincinnati : George Conclin, 1841) pl. [1], opp. p. [9].
Ayer 138 .C8 1841 pl. 1 (PrCt)

61228 Ohio River - Between Salt River and Anderson Creek - Maps - 1824
[Ohio River between Salt River and Anderson Creek]. Pittsburgh : Cramer & Spear, 1824.
Authors: Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813 -- Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813. The Navigator : containing directions for navigating the Ohio and Mississippi rivers ... (1824)
1 map ; 10 x 18 cm.
In: Cramer, Zadok. The Navigator : containing directions for navigating the Ohio and Mississippi rivers ... (Pittsburgh : Cramer & Spear, 1824) pl. [12], Printed plate no. 10 on p. 98.
Case G 875 .192 pl. 12 (PrCt)

61229 Ohio River - Between Salt River and Anderson's Creek - Maps - 1811
[Ohio River between Salt River and Anderson's Creek]. Pittsburgh : Cramer, Spear, & Eichbaum, 1811.
Authors: Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813 -- Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813. The Navigator : containing directions for navigating the Monongahela, Allegheny, Ohio, and Mississippi rivers ... (1811)
1 map ; 18 x 10 cm.
In: Cramer, Zadok. The Navigator : containing directions for navigating the
Ohio River - Between Salt River and Anderson's Creek - Maps - 1817
[Ohio River between Salt River and Anderson's Creek]. Pittsburgh : Cramer, Spear, & Eichbaum, 1817.
Authors: Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813 -- Cramer, Spear, and Eichbaum -- Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813. The Navigator: containing directions for navigating the Monongahela, Allegheny, Ohio, and Mississippi rivers (1817)
1 map : wood engraving ; 10 x 18 cm.
Digital image of another copy available via the University of Missouri Digital Library (accessed June 2013):
http://digital.library.umsystem.edu/cgi/t/text/text-id x?c=umlib;idno=umlc0000008

Ohio River - Between Salt River and Anderson's Creek - Maps - 1818
[Ohio River between Salt River and Anderson's Creek]. Pittsburgh : Cramer & Spear, 1818.
Authors: Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813 -- Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813. The Navigator: containing directions for navigating the Monongahela, Allegheny, Ohio, and Mississippi rivers ... (1818) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 10 x 18 cm.

Ayer 138 .C6 1818 pl. 12 (PrCt)

Ohio River - Between Salt River and Anderson's Creek - Maps - 1824
[Ohio River between Salt River and Anderson's Creek]. Pittsburgh : Cramer & Spear, 1824.
Authors: Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813 -- Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813. The Ohio navigator: containing directions for navigating the Ohio River from Pittsburgh to its confluence with the Mississippi (1824)
1 map ; 10 x 18 cm.
In: Cramer, Zadok. The Ohio navigator: containing directions for navigating the Ohio River from Pittsburgh to its confluence with the Mississippi (Pittsburgh : Cramer & Spear, 1824) pl. [11]. Printed plate no. 10 on p. 50.

Case G 894 .64 pl. 11 (PrCt)

Ohio River - Between Shawneetown and Hurricane Island - Maps - 1829
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- Woodruff, William, fl. 1814-1832 -- N. & G. Guilford (Firm) -- M'Calla, John -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1829)
1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot: containing charts of the Ohio River, and of the Mississippi from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico ... (Cincinnati : N. & G. Guilford, 1829) pl. [22], opp. p. 45.

Case G 894 .2 pl. 22 (PrCt)

Ohio River - Between Shawneetown and Hurricane Island - Maps - 1832
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- N. & G. Guilford (Firm) -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1832) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot: containing charts of the Ohio River, and of the Mississippi from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico ... (Cincinnati : N. and G. Guilford and Co., 1832) pl. [21], p. [64].

Ayer 138 .C8 1832 pl. 21 (PrCt)

Ohio River - Between Shawneetown and Hurricane Island - Maps - 1834
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- N. & G. Guilford (Firm) -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ...
(1834)
1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River, and of the Mississippi, from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico (Cincinnati : N. & G. Guilford & Co., 1834) pl. [21], p. [64].

Case G 875 .202 pl. 21 (PrCt)

61238 Ohio River - Between Shawnetown and Hurricane Island - Maps - 1841
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- Conclin, George -- Ross, Charles, Captain -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1841) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River and of the Mississippi, from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico ... (Cincinnati : George Conclin, 1841) pl. [19], p. [67].
Ayer 138 .C8 1841 pl. 19 (PrCt)

61239 Ohio River - Between Stoner's Creek and Conoconneque Island - Maps - 1825
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- Morgan, Lodge, and Fisher -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1825)
1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River, and of the Mississippi, from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico ... (Cincinnati : George Conclin, 1841) pl. [9], opp. p. 15.

Case G 894 .198 pl. 9 (PrCt)

61240 Ohio River - Between Stoner's Creek and Conoconneque Island - Maps - 1829
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- Woodruff, William, fl. 1814-1832 -- N. & G. Guilford (Firm) -- M'Calla, John -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1829)
1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River, and of the Mississippi from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico ... (Cincinnati : N. & G. Guilford, 1829) pl. [9], opp. p. 25. Plate altered after 1825 ed. to include Woodruff's name.

Case G 894 .2 pl. 9 (PrCt)

61241 Ohio River - Between Stoner's Creek and Conoconneque Island - Maps - 1832
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- N. & G. Guilford (Firm) -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1832) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River, and of the Mississippi from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico ... (Cincinnati : N. & G. Guilford & Co., 1832) pl. [9], p. [31].
Ayer 138 .C8 1832 pl. 9 (PrCt)

61242 Ohio River - Between Stoner's Creek and Conoconneque Island - Maps - 1834
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- N. & G. Guilford (Firm) -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1834)
1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River, and of the Mississippi, from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico (Cincinnati : N. & G. Guilford & Co., 1834) pl. [9], p. [31].

Case G 875 .202 pl. 9 (PrCt)

61243 Ohio River - Between Storm's Creek and Conoconneque Island - Maps - 1841
Ohio-- No. 8. Cincinnati, 1841.
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- Conclin, George -- Ross, Charles, Captain -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1841)
1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River and of the Mississippi, from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico ... (Cincinnati : George Conclin, 1841) pl. [8], p. [32].

Case G 894 .201 pl. 8 (PrCt)

61244 Ohio River - Between Storm's Creek and Conoconneque Island - Maps - 1841
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- Conclin, George -- Ross, Charles, Captain -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1841) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River and of the Mississippi, from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico ... (Cincinnati : George Conclin, 1841) pl. [8], p. [32].
Ayer 138 .C8 1841 pl. 8 (PrCt)

61245 Ohio River - Between Sunfish Creek and Middle Island - Maps - 1825
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- Morgan, Lodge, and Fisher -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1825)
1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River, and of the Mississippi from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico ... (Cincinnati : N. & G. Guilford, 1825) pl. [5], opp. p. 10.

Case G 894 .198 pl. 5 (PrCt)
Mississippi, from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico ... (Cincinnati : George Conclin, 1841) pl. [9], p. [35].
Ayer 138 .C8 1841 pl. 9 (PrCt)

61255 Ohio River - Between Warrenton and Fish Creek - Maps - 1825
Ohio no. 3. Cincinnati : N. & G. Guilford, 1825.
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- Morgan, Lodge and Fisher, 1825.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1825)
1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River, and of the Mississippi, from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico (Cincinnati : Morgan, Lodge and Fisher, 1825) pl. [4], opp. p. 8.
Case G 894 .201 pl. 4 (PrCt)

61256 Ohio River - Between Warrenton and Fish Creek - Maps - 1829
Ohio no. 3. Cincinnati : N. & G. Guilford, 1829.
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- Woodruff, William, fl. 1814-1832 -- N. & G. Guilford (Firm) -- M'Calla, John -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1829)
1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River, and of the Mississippi from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico ... (Cincinnati : N. & G. Guilford, 1829) pl. [4], opp. p. 14. Plate altered after 1825 ed. to include Woodruff's name.
Case G 894 .2 pl. 4 (PrCt)

61257 Ohio River - Between Warrenton and Fish Creek - Maps - 1832
Ohio-- No. 3. Cincinnati : N. & G. Guilford, 1832.
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- N. & G. Guilford (Firm) -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1832) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River, and of the Mississippi from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico ... (Cincinnati : N. and G. Guilford and Co., 1832) pl. [4], p. [15].
Ayer 138 .C8 1832 pl. 4 (PrCt)

61258 Ohio River - Between Warrenton and Fish Creek - Maps - 1834
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- N. & G. Guilford (Firm) -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1834)
1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River, and of the Mississippi, from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico (Cincinnati : N. & G. Guilford & Co., 1834) pl. [4], p. [15].
Case G 875 .202 pl. 4 (PrCt)

61259 Ohio River - Between Warrenton and Fish Creek - Maps - 1841
Ohio-- No. 3. Cincinnati, 1841.
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- Conclin, George -- Ross, Charles, Captain -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1841)
1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River and of the Mississippi, from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico ... (Cincinnati : George Conclin, 1841) pl. [3], p. [16].
Case G 894 .201 pl. 3 (PrCt)

61260 Ohio River - Between Warrenton and Fish Creek - Maps - 1841
Ohio-- No. 3. Cincinnati : George Conclin, 1841.
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- Conclin, George -- Ross, Charles, Captain -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1841) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River and of the Mississippi, from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico ... (Cincinnati : George Conclin, 1841) pl. [3], p. [16].
Ayer 138 .C8 1841 pl. 3 (PrCt)

61261 Ohio River - Between Warsaw and Indian Kentucky River - Maps - 1841
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- Conclin, George -- Ross, Charles, Captain -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1841)
1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River and of the Mississippi from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico ... (Cincinnati : George Conclin, 1841) pl. [12], p. [46].
Case G 894 .201 pl. 12 (PrCt)

61262 Ohio River - Between Warsaw and Indian Kentucky River - Maps - 1841
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- Conclin, George -- Ross, Charles, Captain -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1841) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 20 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River and of the Mississippi from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico ... (Cincinnati : George Conclin, 1841) pl. [12], p. [46].
Ayer 138 .C8 1841 pl. 12 (PrCt)

61263 Ohio River - Between Yellowbanks and Red Bank - Maps - 1817
Ohio River between Yellowbanks and Red Bank. [Pittsburgh : Cramer, Spear, & Eichbaum, 1817].
Authors: Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813 -- Cramer,
Ohio River - Maps - 1810
A Map of the Ohio River and part of the Mississippi, containing the route from Pittsburgh to St. Louis and the mines. New York, 1810.
Authors: Schultz, Christian, ca. 1770-ca. 1814 -- Maverick, Peter, 1780-1831 -- Riley, Isaac, 1770-1824 -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 23 x 41 cm.
In Schultz, Christian. Travels on an inland voyage : through the states of New-York, Pennsylvania, Virginia, Ohio, Kentucky and Tennessee ... performed in the years 1807 and 1808 (New York: printed by Isaac Riley, 1810) v. 2, opposite title page.
'P. Maverick sc. Newark,'
Scale [ca. 1:2,000,000].
Prime meridian: London.
Relief shown by hachures.
Inset: [Mississippi River, from the Missouri to the Ohio].

Graff 3707 v. 2, opp. t.p. (PrCt)

Ohio River - Maps - 1820 - Nautical charts
Mississippi River - Maps - 1820 - Nautical charts
Ohio River - 1820 - Nautical charts
Mississippi River - 1820 - Pilot guides
Ohio River - 1820 - Pilot guides
Mississippi River - 1820 - Pilot guides
Inland navigation - United States - Maps - 1820 - Geography - United States - 1820 - Nautical charts
Mississippi - Rivers
Ohio River
Mississippi River
The Ohio and Mississippi pilot : consisting of a set of charts of those rivers, representing their channels, islands, rapids, shoals, bars, rocks, &c. accompanied with directions for the use of navigators ; to which is added a geography of the states and territories, west and south of the Allegheny Mountains / by J.C. Gilleland. Pittsburgh : Published by R. Patterson & Lambdin, 1820.
Authors: Gilleland, J. C. -- R. Patterson & Lambdin (Firm) -- Streeter, Thomas W. (Thomas Winthrop), 1883-1965 -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western America (Newberry Library) -- Patterson & Lambdin (Firm) SEE R. Patterson & Lambdin (Firm) -- Patterson (R.) & Lambdin, firm SEE R. Patterson & Lambdin (Firm)
xii, 13-274 p. : maps ; 19 cm.
Other title: Geography of the states and territories, west and south of the Allegheny Mountains. "A geography of the states .... " p. [45]-274 has separate title page.
"Errors and corrections": p. [273]-274. Page 42 misnumbered 44.
Page [iv], p. [46]-[48], and final leaf are blank. Bookplate: T.W.S. (i.e. Thomas W. Streeter)
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library. References: Phillips 1323; Sabin 27389; Thomson, P.G., Ohio, 447; Streeter Sale III, 1332; Howes G 173; Buck, S.J., Travel, 158 LC Card Number: 01008707

VAULT Graff 4812 (NLO)


The Ohio navigator : containing directions for navigating the Ohio River from Pittsburgh to its confluence with the Mississippi : with maps of the river / [Zadok Cramer]. Pittsburgh : Cramer & Spear, 1824.

Authors: Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813 -- Cramer & Spear

64 p. : maps ; 19 cm.

Maps also cataloged separately.

Case G 894 .64 (NLO)

61269 Ohio River - Maps - 1826 - Nautical charts<<>><Nautical charts - Ohio River - Maps - 1826<<>><Wall maps<<>><Nautical charts<<>><Strip maps

A General map of the River Ohio, from its source to its mouth [sic] : containing the names of the towns, villages, and farms ... together with its soundings and courses. [Paris : A. Bertrand, 1826].


1 map ; 29 x 309 cm. on 4 sheets 34 x 98 cm. and smaller.

In: Collot, Georges-Henri-Victor. A Journey in North America, containing a survey of the countries watered by the Mississipi, Ohio, Missouri and other afluing rivers ... (Paris: Arthus Bertrand, 1826), Atlas pl. 8-11.

Title from plate 11.

Sheets individually titled: A General map of the River Ohio. Plate the first [second, etc.] Scale [ca. 1:320,000]. Also published in the atlas accompanying his Voyage dans l'Amerique septentrionale (Paris, 1826).

Digital image available as part of the Newberry Library's Great Lakes Digital Collection via the CARLI Digital Collections website (accessed Nov. 2007): http://collections.carli.illinois.edu/cgi-bin/getimage.exe?CISOROOT=/nby_grlakes&CISOPTR=1856

VAULT folio Ayer 128.7 C7 1826a Atlas pl. 8-11 (PrCt)

61270 Ohio River - Maps - 1832 - Nautical charts<<>><Nautical charts - Ohio River - Maps - 1832<<>><Nautical charts<<>><Strip maps

[Navigation charts of the Ohio River]. Cincinnati, 1832.

Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- N. & G. Guilford (Firm) -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1832) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

20 maps ; on 20 sheets each 22 x 12 cm.

In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot: containing charts of the Ohio River, and of the Mississippi, from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico ... (Cincinnati : N. and G. Guilford and Co., 1832) between p. 7-70.

Scale [ca. 1:253,440]. Strip maps titled 'Ohio-- No. 1. ...20'; strip maps also cataloged individually.

Relief shown with shading.

Includes 'Directions for Map no 1 ... 20'.

Ayer 138 .C8 1832 bet. p. 7-70 (PrCt)

61271 Ohio River - Maps - 1841 - Nautical charts<<>><Nautical charts - Ohio River-1841<<>><Nautical charts<<>><Strip maps


Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- Conclin, George -- Ross, Charles, Captain -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1841) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

20 maps ; on 20 sheets each 22 x 12 cm.

In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot: containing charts of the Ohio River and of the Mississippi, from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico ... (Cincinnati : George Conclin, 1841) between p. 7-75.

Scale [ca. 1:253,440]. Strip maps titled 'Ohio-- No. 1. ...20'; strip maps also cataloged individually.

Relief shown with shading.

Survey conducted by author from Pittsburg to Louisville, and by Captain Charles Ross from Louisville to the Mississippi River.

Text includes 'Directions for Map no 1. ... 20'.

Ayer 138 .C8 1841 bet. p. 7-75 (PrCt)

61272 Ohio River - Maps - 1849-1852<<>><Missouri River - Maps - 1849-1852<<>><Strip maps

Map of the Ohio Riv. from Pittsburgh to Cincinnati ; Map of the Ohio R. from Cincinnati to Cairo ; Map of the Missouri R. from Fl. Leavenworth to its mouth. [New York : D. Appleton and Company, 1852].


Appletons' new and complete United States guide book for travellers (1852) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

3 strip maps ; 13 x 7 cm. and smaller, on sheet 16 x 20 cm.

"Entered according to act of Congress in the year 1849 by W. Williams in the Clerk's Office of the District Court of the Eastern District of Pennsylvania."

Scale [ca. 1:3,440,000].

Ayer 138 W67 1852 between p. 14-15 (PrCt)

Authors: Conclin, George -- H.S. & J. Applegate (Firm) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
20 maps ; on 20 sheets each 22 x 14 cm.
Scale ca. [1:253,440].
Strip maps titled 'Ohio --No. 1 ... 20.'
Relief shown by shading.
Ayer 138 O4 C744 1850 bet. p. 8-66 (PrCt)

Map of the Ohio River. Cincinnati, 1851.
Authors: Massey, S. L. (Stephen L.)) -- J.A. & U.P. James (Firm)
1 map ; 27 x 14 cm. on sheet 55 x 15 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:2,400,000].
Case G 833.558 opp. p. 98 (PrCt)

Authors: James, U. P. (Uriah Pierson), 1811-1889 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
20 maps : on 20 sheets each 23 x 14 cm. In James, Uriah Pierson. James' river guide (Cincinnati: U.P. James, 1858) between p. 82-124.
Scale [ca. 1:253,440].
Strip maps titles 'Ohio no. 1 ... 20.'
Relief shown by shading.
Ayer 138 J25 1858 bet. p. 82-124 (PrCt)

61276 Ohio River Valley - Maps - 1700-1799 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<Muskingum River Valley (Ohio) - Maps - 1700-1799 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
A Sketch of Muskingum River and Big Beaver Creek. [19--].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 18th-century manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France BSH C 4044-92 (PrCt)

61277 Ohio River Valley - Maps - 1740 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<Erie, Lake - Maps - 1740 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Carte particulliere d'une partie de la Belle Riviere et de la routte que le détachement du Canada a tenu depuis le saut du Niagara jusqu'au fleuve St.Louis ... 1740. [19--].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1740 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France BSH C 4044-54 (PrCt)

Carte d'un voyage fait dans la belle Riviere en la Nouvelle France. MDCCCLXIX. [19--].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1749 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France BSH B 4044-21 (PrCt)

[Manuscript map of part of the Ohio River with part of Pennsylvania, Virginia, West Virginia, and Ohio] . [ca. 1790?].
Authors: Husbands, Herman, 1724-1795 --

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Chicago Historical Society -- Regulus, 1724-1795
SEE Husbands, Hermon, 1724-1795 -- Husband, Harmon, 1724-1795 SEE Husbands, Hermon, 1724-1795 -- Death, Toscape, 1724-1795 SEE Husbands, Hermon, 1724-1795

1 ms. map : hand col. ; 34 x 41 cm.
Signed 'H.H.' below scale bar (possibly Hermon Husbands?).

Drawn in brown ink with red, yellow, purple and blue coloring.

Key indicates locations of Friends meetings, 'towns & county towns,' 'lands granted to Moravian Indians,' 'salt works,' roads and 'navigable waters.'

Scale 10 Miles to an Inch' or 1:633,600.

Mounted on linen.

For genealogical notes about Hermon Husbands see the map information file.

Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.

CHS Coll., Map no. 814 (PrCt)

61280
Ohio River Valley - Maps - 1753 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<<<Ohio Company (1747-1779)<<>Washington, George, 1732-1799<<<<Manuscript maps - Facsimiles

Map of Ohio Company's lands, showing upper Ohio River and tributaries. 'A' shows proposed site of town which George Washington criticised after his return from the French forts near Lake Erie, 1753. [19--].


1 map

Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1753 manuscript.


61281

[Cours de l'Ohio depuis sa source jusqu'a sa jonction avec la Riviere d'Ouabache et les pays voisins]. [ca. 1850].


1 ms. map ; on sheet 852 x 976 mm

Partial tracing made ca. 1850 by historian Pierre Margry from unsigned manuscript in the Service Hydrographique library (Paris) no. BSH B 4044-87. Title and date of original map from photostat in the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Shows major tributaries and the course of the Ohio River Valley region as far west as the Miami River; roughly bounded by Fort Miami on the Maumee River, Lakes St. Clair and Erie, the Allegheny and Monongahela Rivers, the western Appalachians, and the mouths of the Muskingum and Licking Rivers. Identifies forts, villages, portages, and Indian tribal regions.

Scale indeterminable.
Pencil on tracing paper.


VAULT drawer Ayer MS map 215 (NLO)

61282
Ohio River Valley - Maps - 1755 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<<<Erie, Lake - Maps - 1755 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<<<Manuscript maps - Facsimiles

Cours de l'Ohio depuis sa source jusqu'a sa jonction avec la riviere d'Ouabache et les pays voisins. [19--].


1 map

Photostatic reproduction of 1755 manuscript.

Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

MapPhoto France BSH B 4044-87 (PrCt)

61283
Ohio River Valley - Maps - 1826<<<<Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1826<<<<Missouri River Valley - Maps - 1826

Voyage dans l'Amerique septentrionale, ou description des pays arrosés par le Mississipi, l'Ohio, le Missouri et autres rivières affluentes ...

Paris : Arthus Bertrand, 1826.


2 v. ; 22 cm. + atlas (36 plates : maps, ill. ; 35 cm.)

Phillips 1214.

VAULT folio Ayer 128.7 C7 1826 (NLO)

61284
Ohio River Valley - Maps - 1826<<<<Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1826<<<<Missouri River Valley - Maps - 1826

A Journey in North America, containing a survey of the countries watered by the Mississippi, Ohio, Missouri and other affluming rivers ... Paris : Arthus Bertrand, 1826.

Authors: Collot, Georges-Henri-Victor, 1750-1805

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
61285 Ohio River Valley - Maps - 1826<<<Wall maps
A General map of the course of the Ohio from its source to its junction with the Mississippi. [Paris: A. Bertrand, 1826].
1 map ; 69 x 101 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:866,666]. Relief shown by hachures. Shows tributaries; includes region northward to Lake Michigan.
In: Collot, Georges-Henri-Victor. A Journey in North America, containing a survey of the countries watered by the Mississippi, Ohio, Missouri and other affluing rivers ... (Paris: Arthus Bertrand, 1826), Atlas pl. 2.
Also published in the accompanying atlas of his Voyage dans l'Amerique septentrionale (Paris, 1826).
Digital image available as part of the Newberry Library's Great Lakes Digital Collection via the CARLI Digital Collections website (accessed Nov. 2007):
http://collections.carli.illinois.edu/cgi-bin/getimage.exe?CISOROOT=/nby_grlakes&CISOPTR=1870&REC=1
References: Phillips 1215; Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 1284.

61286 Ohio River Valley - Maps - 1849<<<Missouri River Valley - Maps - 1849<<<Strip maps
Map of the Ohio River from Pittsburgh to ... Cairo. 1849. New York , 1857.
Authors: Williams, W. (Wellington) -- D. Appleton and Company -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
2 maps ; on sheet 13 x 18 cm.
Strip map in two sections: From Pittsburg to Cincinnati-- From Cincinnati to Cairo.Scale [ca. 1:3,440,000]. Oriented with north at upper left.
Strip map of Missouri River on same sheet
Ayer 138 .A65 1857 opp. p. 305 (PrCt)

Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1891) -- Ohio River Railroad Company -- Monongahela River Railway -- West Virginia & Pittsburg Railway Company
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1891) p. 409
H 668 .703 (1891) p. 409 (PrCt)

61288 Ohio River Valley - Maps - Bibliography - 1673-1783<<<Cartography - Ohio River Valley - History - 1673-1783<<<Ohio River Valley - Maps - Collections, 1673-1783
Authors: Brown, Lloyd Arnold, 1907-1966 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
xiv, 132 p. : ill., maps, facsims., plans ; 29 cm.
Brief descriptions and solid essays on 52 manuscript and printed maps, all reproduced in collotype.
'Description of the maps'; p. 69-127.
Formerly Ayer 136 .B87 1959
LC Card Number: 60010055
Map Ref folio GA444 .B7 1959 (NLO)

61289 Ohio - Road maps - History<<<Road maps - Ohio - History<<<Road maps
Cartographic development of modern road maps, as exemplified by Ohio road maps. [Columbus] : Ohio State University, 1965.
Authors: Wittmann, John Henry v, 93 leaves : ill., maps ; 29 cm.
Bibliography: leaves 90-93.
Thesis (M.A.)
5A 5750 (NLO)

61290 Ohio Turnpike (Ohio) - Maps - 1958<<<Ohio - Maps - 1958 - Road maps<<<Road maps
Welcome to Ohio Turnpike. [S.I. : s.n. , 1958].
Authors: Ohio Turnpike (Ohio) -- Chicago Historical Society
1 map : col. ; 17 x 16 inches
Text on verso.
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.
CHS Coll., Map no. 133 (PrCt)
61291 Ohiopyle State Park (Pa.) - Pictorial works - 1795
A View of Ohiopyle Falls in Pennsylvania.
[London : J. Ridgway, 1795].
Authors: Winterbotham, William, 1763-1829. An Historical, geographical, commercial, and philosophical view of the American United States (1795) -- Ridgway, James
1 view : 9.6 x 16.8 cm.
Case E18 .W78 1795, v. 2, opp p. 393 (PrCt)

61292 Oise (France) - Maps - 1709<>Crepy-en-Valois (France) - Maps - 1709<>Senlis (Oise, France) - Maps - 1709 Carte topographique du diocese de Senlis levee sur les lieux par Mr. Parent Curé d'Aumont, et assujettie aux observations. astronomiq., et aux operations geometriques de messieurs de l'Academie Royale des Sciences / par Guillaume Del'Isle ... ; Desrosiers sculp. A Paris : chez l'auteur sur le Quay de l'Horloge ..., 28 Aout 1709 .
Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Parent, Curé d'Aumont -- Desrosiers, F. -- Académie royale des sciences (France) -- Chamillard, Jean Francois de -- L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726. [Collection of maps of the world] [1732?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 35 x 52 cm.
Title and imprint in upper margin.
Insets (9 x 12 cm. and 12 x 12 cm.): Plan de Crespy -- Plan de la ville de Senlis.
Margins include extensive "Table alphabetique des lieux ...".
Includes dedication to "Monseigneur Jean Francois de Chamillard Evêque de Senlis".
In composite atlas without title page: L'Isle, Guillaume de. [Collection of maps of the world. Paris : s.n. , 1732?], [plate 15].
Number "15" in ms. on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

61293 Oise (France) - Maps - 1709<>Crepy-en-Valois (France) - Maps - 1709<>Senlis (Oise, France) - Maps - 1709<>Oise (France : Département) SEE Oise (France)
Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Desrosiers, F. -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G170
1 map : hand col. ; 34 x 52 cm.
Insets: Plan de Crespy -- Plan de la ville de Senlis.

61294 Oise (France) - Maps - 1710<>Beauvais (France) - Maps - 1710 Carte du diocese de Beauvais. Paris, 1710.
Authors: Le Scellier, M. -- L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Aleau, Etienne -- Académie des sciences (France) -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G169
1 map : hand col. ; 43 x 57 cm.
Inset: Plan de la ville de Beauvais.

61295 Oise (France) - Maps - 1710<>Beauvais Region (France) - Maps - 1710<>Beauvais (France) - Maps - 1710 Carte du diocese Beauvais dressée sur les memoires de M. Le Scellier, conseiller du roy, secrétaire de la cour / par Guillaume Del'Isle ... A Paris : chez l'auteur sur le Quay de l'Horloge ..., Juin 1710 .
Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Le Scellier, M. -- Aleau, Etienne -- L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726. [Collection of maps of the world] [1732?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 59 cm.
Title and imprint in upper margin.
"Se trouve a Beauvais chez Etienne Aleau libraire rue S. Pierre" -- added imprint in bottom margin.
In composite atlas without title page: L'Isle, Guillaume de. [Collection of maps of the world. Paris : s.n. , 1732?], [plate 14].
Inset (15 x 12 cm.): Plan de la ville de Beauvais.
Number "14" in ms. on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

61296 Oise (France) - Maps - 1741<>Beauvais Region (France) - Maps - 1741<>Beauvais (France) - Maps - 1741 Carte du diocese de Beauvais. Amsterdam : J. Cóvens et C. Mortier, [1741?].
Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Le Scellier, M. -- Covens et C. Mortier, [1741?].
Inset (15 x 12 cm.): Plan de la ville de Beauvais.
Number "14" in ms. on verso.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

oversize Ayer 135 .L695 1741 v. 1, pl. [17] (PrCt)


1 map : hand col. ; 34 x 51 cm.
Margins include index to place names in the region.
Insets (9 x 12 cm. and 12 x 12 cm.): Plan de Crespy -- Plan de la ville de Senlis.
In: L'Isle, Guillaume de. Atlas nouveau, contenant toutes les parties du monde ...
(Amsterdam : J. Covens & C. Mortier, [1741?] v. 1, pl. [16].
oversize Ayer 135 .L695 1741 v. 1, pl. [16] (PrCt)

Civil War Centennial; text on verso.
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.

CHS Coll., Map no. 120 (PrCt)

1 map ; 19 x 15 cm.
In: Perry, Matthew Calbraith. Narrative of the expedition of an American squadron to the China seas and Japan : performed in the years 1852, 1853, and 1854 / compiled ... by Francis L. Hawks (New York : D. Appleton and Co. ; London : Trubner & Co., 1856), opposite page 175.
Scale ca. [1:548,740].
Case DS809 .P45 1856, opposite page 175 (PrCt)


1 atlas (83 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
$12.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-91705-6
RMcN StrFdr 1986 .O52 (PrCt)

1 map ; 79 x 47 cm., reduced from ca. 95 x 57 cm.
Facsimile of original published [Oklahoma City]: Sullins & Burns, 1889; 'reproduced...from the original in the Library of Congress. This is number 38 of an edition limited to 500 copies.' Scale [ca. 1:3,075].
Includes advertisements on left side of map.
73-7369
ICN73
map4F 4024.06 (PrCt)

1 map ; 21 x 26 cm., folded to 22 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Oklahoma City and vicinity Plate no. 59 S 108.
Includes illustration of car with "1960" on the front license plate.
Map on verso (14 x 18 cm.): Downtown Oklahoma City.
Identifies Hertz office locations.
Panel art: Car on highway ramp; cityscape in the background.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1405 (PrCt)

61303 Oklahoma City (Okla.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps<><>Tulsa (Okla.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps<><>Road maps

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: American Automobile Association -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 48 cm.
"1975 edition".
Panel title.
Added title: Oklahoma City street map.
"Copyright © Rand McNally & Co .... ."
Plate no. 74585416-15.
Continuation inset (4 x 12 cm.): [Southwestern Oklahoma City].
Maps on verso (47 x 43 cm. and 18 x 25 cm.):
Tulsa street map -- Northeastern Oklahoma.
Panel art: abstract street grid in red.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 74 (PrCt)

Oklahoma City (Okla.) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps
1 map : col. ; 43 x 48 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"1976 Edition."
Panel title.
Added title: Oklahoma City street map
Plate no. 74585416-15
Maps on verso (47 x 43 cm. and 18 x 25 cm.):
Tulsa street map -- Northeastern Oklahoma.
Panel art: road signs.
Forms part of a collection of stock editions of Rand McNally road maps, some apparently issued as sales samples and / or printer's proofs for prospective commercial clients.
Uniform series title (established by cataloger): Stock road maps
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (April 2010).
RMcN Stock 84 (PrCt)

Oklahoma City (Okla.) - Maps - 1997 - Road maps
Oklahoma City & vicinity StreetFinder. [Skokie, Ill.] : Rand McNally , 1997.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (96 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
"All new maps" --front cover.
$15.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528999656
RMcN StrFdr 2004 .O52 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
"6th edition" -- front cover.
$24.95
"Not filed, gatefold change only, 9/2004."
-- editor's (?) manuscript note on title page.
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528999656
RMcN StrFdr 2004 .052a (PrCt)

61309 Oklahoma City (Okla.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps
Oklahoma City (Okla.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- NAVTEQ (Firm) -- Rand McNally and Company.
Street guide -- Rand McNally and Company.
StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
"7th edition" -- front cover.
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
"$24.95" -- back cover
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528859838
RMcN StrFdr 2007 .052 (PrCt)

61310 Oklahoma City (Okla.) - Pictorial works - 1890
Authors: Fowler, T. M. (Thaddeus Mortimer), 1842-1922 -- Downs, A. E. -- Historic Urban Plans (Firm) -- Shirick, George H.
1 map : col. ; 38 x 71 cm.
Facsimile of original published Boston, 1890; reproduced from original in the collection of George H. Shirick, Oklahoma City.
Includes references 1-8, A-K.
75-10847
M1151
map4F G4024.O6A3 F6 1974 (PrCt)

61311 Oklahoma City Region (Okla.) - Maps - 1996 - Road maps
Oklahoma City & vicinity StreetFinder. Skokie, Ill. Rand McNally, 1996.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (112 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
New edition.
$14.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-91122-8
RMcN StrFdr 1996 .052 (PrCt)

61312 Oklahoma - Historical geography - Maps - 1940-1949
Map of Sequoyah and parts of adjoining counties showing the approximate distance ... from the Sequoyah Memorial to some historic and scenic sites. [194-7].
Authors: Ragland, Hobart D.
1 map ; 15 x 17 cm.
Covers east central Oklahoma; includes table of distances to 28 sites and note by H.D. Ragland.
M1127
map1F G4021.E15E15 19-- R3 (PrCt)

Authors: Morris, John Wesley -- McReynolds, Edwin C. -- University of Oklahoma Press -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (xxvi, 70 p. 70 maps) ; 32 cm.
[1st ed.]
Maps and text on alternate pages.
Bibliography: p. ix-xv.
Phillips 16588.
LC Card Number map65000001
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Historical atlases
Authors: Morris, John Wesley -- McReynolds, Edwin C. -- University of Oklahoma Press
1 atlas (xxvi, 70 p. 70 maps) ; 32 cm.
[1st ed.]
Maps and text on alternate pages.
Bibliography: p. ix-xv.
Phillips 16588.
LC Card Number map65000001
folio F 10879 .51 (NLO)

Historical atlases
Authors: Morris, John Wesley -- Goins, Charles Robert -- McReynolds, Edwin C. -- University of Oklahoma Press
1 atlas (83 [i.e. 166], xxxix p. : maps) ; 32 cm.
'2d ed., rev. and enl.'
Bibliography: p. ix-xxvi.
Includes index.
LC Card Number 75033129

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Oklahoma - Historical geography - Maps - 2006
- Historical atlases

Oklahoma - Indians of North America - 1961
- Five Civilized Tribes Museum - 1961

Oklahoma - Landowners - Indexes - 1908-1910
- Chickasaw Indians - Oklahoma - Landowners - Indexes - 1908-1910
- Choctaw Indians - Oklahoma - Landowners - Indexes - 1908-1910
- Indians - Oklahoma - Landowners - Indexes - 1908-1910
- Counties - Maps
- Indians of North America - Maps

Oklahoma - Maps - 1800-1899
- Indians - History - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
- Indian Territory - Maps - 1800-1899
- Historical - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
- Indian - History - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
- Oklahoma - Maps - 1800-1899
- History - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
- Indian Territory - Maps - 1800-1899
- History - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
- Wagoner County (Okla.) - Maps - 1800-1899
- History - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
- Muskogee County (Okla.) - Maps - 1800-1899
- History - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
- Arkansas River Valley - Maps - 1800-1899
- History - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
- Verdigris River Valley (Kan. and Okla.) - Maps - 1800-1899
- History - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
- Neosho River Valley (Kan. and Okla.) - Maps - 1800-1899
- History - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
- Manuscript maps - Facsimiles

Oklahoma - Reserves - Maps - Cherokee Reservation
- Cherokee Reservation (Okla.) - Maps - 1827

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1 map : on sheet 35 x 57 cm.
Photostatic copy (negative) of original MS in collections of the Archives Division, Kansas State Historical Society, Topeka.
Docket title, visible in reverse on photostat.
Scale not indicated.
No. 9 in a group of maps assembled by Dorothy V. Jones for her Licence for empire: Colonialism by treaty in early America (1982).
Gift of Dorothy V. Jones.
map4F G4201.G6 183- M3, no. 9 (PrCt)

61321
Oklahoma - Maps - 1828-1866 - Cherokee Indians - Landowners
Cherokee Indians - Maps - 1828-1866 - Landowners
Indians - Oklahoma - Maps - 1828-1866 - Landowners
Indians of North America - Maps - Landowners - Maps
Map of the former territory originally assigned to the Cherokee nation of Indians west of the territory now occupied or owned by them.
Washington, D.C. N. Peters photo-lithographer, 1884.
Authors: Royce, Charles C., 1845-1923 -- Norris Peters Co. -- Smithsonian Institution. Bureau of American Ethnology
1 map : col. ; 53 x 77 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:1,000,000].
Relief shown by hachures.
Digital image of this copy available by website subscription to American West : sources from the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library, Chicago (produced by Adam Matthew Digital; accessed November 2011):
http://www.americanwest.amdigital.co.uk/Maps/MapsImageViewer.aspx?imageid=69310&visual=F else&map=True&previous=9&vpath=SearchResu lts
map6F 3861.E1.2 (PrCt)

61322
Oklahoma - Maps - 1872 - Indians - Wars - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Texas - Maps - 1872 - Indians - Wars - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Indian Territory - Maps - 1872 - Indians - Wars - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Indians - Wars - Oklahoma - Maps - 1872 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Indians - Wars - Texas - Maps - 1872 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Indians - Wars - Indian Territory - Maps - 1872 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Grierson, Benjamin Henry, 1826-1911 - Journeys, 1872 -
Maps - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Mackenzie, Ranald Slidell, 1840-1899 - Journeys, 1872 - Maps - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Davidson, John W., 1825-1881 - Journeys, 1872 - Maps - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Schofield, George Wheeler - Journeys, 1872 - Maps - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
United States. Army. Cavalry. 10th - Expeditions, 1872 - Maps - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Indians of North America - Maps
[Map of the routes of Generals Grierson, Mackenzie, and Davidson, Colonels Schofield and Carpenter, and Captain Baldwin over the plains], 1872.
1 map : hand col. ; 180 x 134 mm.
Reduced contemporary photograph of manuscript map of Oklahoma and Texas; possibly produced by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers.
Includes six hand colored U.S. cavalry expedition routes keyed to notes; identifies numerous forts.
The military expeditions were made following 1871 Indian attacks on settlers in the region. Four routes pass through Fort Sill, Indian Territory, where U.S. cavalry officer Benjamin Henry Grierson served between 1868-1873. Forms part of Grierson's Papers (Ayer MS 3039 box 8), the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection, and the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library).
Scale [ca. 1:2,245,000].
Prime meridian: Greenwich.
Relief shown by hachures.
Photograph very faded.
Ayer ms map proj 97
VAULT Ayer MS 3039 map 3 (NLO)

61323
Map of parts of Indian Territory, Texas and New Mexico. 1875.
Authors: Orlem, L. H. -- Davidson, John W., 1825-1881 -- United States. Army. Cavalry, 10th -- Newberry Library. Manuscript map. map8F
Graff 4278 -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 ms. map : cloth ; 708 x 1,259 mm.
Includes list of sources used in compilation, primarily expedition and reconnaissance reports produced by U.S. cavalry officers between 1871-1875.
Identifies numerous forts.
Scale [1:506,880]. '1 inch = 8 miles.'
Pen-and-ink (black, red) on cloth.
Prime meridian: Greenwich.
Relief shown by hachures.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
rev 97
map8F Graff 4278 (NLO)

61324 Oklahoma - Maps - 1879<>Indian Territory - Maps - 1879
Skeleton map of the Indian Territory.
[Washington? s.n., ca.1879?].
Authors: Ruffner, E. H. (Ernest Howard), b. 1845 -- United States. Army. Corps of Engineers
1 map : 233 x 205 mm.
'Compiled under the direction of Lieut. E. H. Ruffner, Corps of Engineers, U.S.A.'
Detached from an unidentified book.
Shows area from Fort Sill on the south to Buffalo Spring on the north, Sheridan's Spring on the west to modern-day Paul's Valley on the east.
map1F G4020 1879 .R7 (PrCt)

61325 Oklahoma - Maps - 1879<>Indian Territory - Maps - 1879
1 map : 60 x 81 cm., folded to 24 cm.
'Compiled from the official records of the General Land Office and other sources by C. Roeser.'
At head of title: Department of the Interior, General Land Office, J.A. Williamson, Commissioner.
Scale: 12 miles to 1 inch.
Ayer 133 .U57 1879i (NLO)

Map of Indian Territory. [New York? Julius Bien & Co.? , 1879?].
Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 35 x 54 cm., folded to 26 cm.
Includes printed correspondence between Hon. Augustus Albert and Col. E. C. Boudinot regarding the purchase of Indian lands; indicates railroads under construction, forts, public lands, and Indian reservations.
Possibly issued with S. Ex. Doc. No. 10, 1st Sess., 46th Cong; S. Ex. 50, 2, 48.
Manuscript note in bottom margin: This map was procured at the room of the Committee of Private Land Claims ... May 7, 1879. E.C. Boudinot, Clerk of the Committee is engaged in distributing them.
Scale not given.
Ayer 133 .U562 1879 (NLO)

Railroad and county map of Indian Ty. [Chicago] : Cram, [188-?].
Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Bien, Julius, 1826-1909 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 41 x 57 cm.
Detached from an atlas, p. 163-166.
Indexed on verso.
map4F G4020 1889- C7 (PrCt)

61328 Oklahoma - Maps - 1883<>Indian Territory - Maps - 1883
1 map : 61 x 81 cm., folded to 24 cm.
'Compiled from the official records of the General Land Office and other sources. G.P. Strum, principal draughtsman ... '
At head of title: Department of the Interior, General Land Office, N.C. McFarland, Commissioner.'
Scale: 12 miles to 1 inch.
Ayer 133 .U57 1883i (NLO)

61329 Oklahoma - Maps - 1887 - Railroads<>Indian Territory - Maps - 1887 - Railroads<>Railroads - Maps
Railroad and county map of Indian Ty. Chicago : Geo. F. Cram, [1887].
Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928. Cram's standard American atlas of the world (1887)
1 map : col. ; 39 x 55 cm.
Keyed to town and railroad index on p. 163.
Case oversize G1019 .G455 1887, p. 164-165 (PrCt)

61330 Oklahoma - Maps - 1889<>Indian Territory - Maps - 1889

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 61 x 81 cm. fold in covers 10 x 16 cm.
Cover title: 'Rand McNally & Co.'s Official Map of the Indian Territory...and the Correct Boundary Lines of the Oklahoma Country.'
Scale 12 miles to 1 inch. Condition: Fine. Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection.
Previous location: B-19
AMcN III PC 2340 (PrCt)

61331 Oklahoma - Maps - 1889
Outline map of the lands known as Oklahoma, Indian T., opened to settlement by Executive Order March 23, 1889. New York: J. Bien & Co., [1889].
1 map ; 61 x 54 cm.
'S.M. Stockslager, comr.'
Scale: 1 inch = 4 miles.
Bookplate of Thomas W. Streeter.
Ayer p133 .U57 1889 (NLO)

61332 Oklahoma - Maps - 1890-1891
Map of Indian Territory showing Oklahoma Country. Chicago: Rand McNally, 1890-91, c1884.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- United States. General Land Office -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 65 x 84 cm., folded to 18 x 11 cm.
'Compiled from the official records of the General Land Office and other sources by Rand, McNally & Co.'
Scale [1:760,320]. 1 in. = 12 miles Coordinates: (W 100°03'--W 94°20'/N 37°00'--33°30').
Relief shown by hachures.
Prime meridians: Greenwich and Washington.
'Entered according to act of Congress in the year 1884 by Rand McNally & Co, map publishers, Chicago.'
This is second of two later issues, with minor additions, from same plate of Rand, McNally & Co.'s new map of Indian Territory, 1885; see Streeter Americana, 586
Ayer 133 .R18 1890 (NLO)

61335 Oklahoma - Maps - 1890 - Railroads
Railroads of Indian Territory. Chicago: Rand McNally & Co., 1890.

1 map : col. ; 56 x 74 cm., folded to 28 x 22 cm.
Includes Indian land statistics and key to 13 railroads 'authorized by Congress.'
At upper left: Eleventh census of the United States.
At upper right: Indians.
Duplicate copies: Govt. I 12.5 v. 10 and folio Graff 4396
Ayer folio E98.C3 U5 1894 opp. p. 243 (PrCt)
1894>Railroads - Maps<Indian of North America - Maps
Map of the Indian and Oklahoma Territories.
Chicago: Rand, McNally & Co., 1894, 1884.
1 map : col. ; 61 x 81 cm.
'Rand, McNally & Co. map publishers, Chicago. Entered according to act of Congress 1884 ...' -- at bottom left.
Includes Indian reservation boundaries and capitols, U.S. military reservations and Indian agencies for the Cherokee, Creek, Choctaw, Chickasaw, and Seminole tribes, and references to dated Indian treaties. Issued folded in accompanying index (20 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand, McNally & Co.'s indexed county and railroad pocket map and shippers' guide of Indian Territory. Chicago and New York: Rand, McNally & Co., c1894.
Handstamp on title page: Library of Congress copyright Jul 23 1894 ...
Numbered '34999 Z2' and '35000 Z2' [?] in pencil on title page.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
map6F G4021.P3 1894 .R3 (PrCt)

Oklahoma - Maps - 1895 - Railroads<Indian Territory - Maps - 1895 - Railroads
1 map : col. ; 61 x 81 cm. fold in covers 10 x 16 cm. + index (15, [13] p.)
Cover title.
Map properly titled 'Map of the Indian and Oklahoma Territories.'
Scale 12 miles to 1 inch. Condition: Fine
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection and the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library). Previous location: B-19
AMcN III PC 2320 (PrCt)

Oklahoma - Maps - 1900-1960 - Topographic maps
Oklahoma, 15 minute series (topographic).
Washington, D.C. The Survey, [ca. 1900-ca.1960].
Authors: Geological Survey (U.S.)
ca. 112 maps : col. ; on sheets 45 x 33 cm. fold. to 18 x 27 cm.
Scale 1:62,500.
Dates of publication vary.
Moffat lists 43 maps before 1940.
Coverage is not complete at this scale; see index map in box 157.
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisles 42 and 43 (July 2012).
Reference: Moffat, Riley. Map index to topographic quadrangles of the United States, 1882-1940 (Santa Cruz, Calif.: Western Association of Map Libraries, 1986)
map3C G4021.E1 1901 M6 (PrCt)

Oklahoma - Maps - 1901 - Indian reservations
Oklahoma - Maps - 1901 - Indian reservations
Sectional map of the Kiowa, Comanche and Apache reservation, Oklahoma, U.S.A. Kansas City, Mo. Hudson-Kimberly Publishing Company, [ca. 1901?].
Authors: Morgan, Dick T. (Dick Thompson), 1853-1920 -- Hudson-Kimberly Pub. Co. (Kansas City, Mo.) -- Howes, Wright -- Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 38 cm. fold. in paper covers 16 x 11 cm.
Inset (18 x 18 cm.): [Map of Indian Territory]. Advertising inside front cover: Low-rate excursions to Oklahoma ... via Santa Fe Route. Advertising on back cover: The Kiowa Chief, a newspaper devoted to the interests of prospective settlers in the Kiowa, Comanche and Apache Country.
Condition: very good.
Forms part of the Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Gift 1976, Wright Howes.
map6C G4021.19-- .U5, box 157 (PrCt)

Oklahoma - Maps - 1901 - Indian reservations
Oklahoma - Maps - 1901 - Indian reservations
Gift 1976, Wright Howes.
map6C G4021.19-- .U5, boxes 157-161 (PrCt)
1901<><>Indian reservations - Indian Territory
- Maps - 1901<><>Kiowa, Comanche, and
Apache Indian Reservation (Okla.) - Maps
- 1901
Rand-McNally Map of the Comanche, Kiowa, and
Apache Indian Reservations, Oklahoma Territory.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally and Company. The Rand-McNally
hand-book of the Kiowa, Comanche and Apache
Reservation, Oklahoma Territory (1901) --
Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 54 x 57 cm. fold in covers 17 x 11 cm. +
text (32 p. : ills.)
Cover title: The Rand-McNally Hand-Book of the
Kiowa, Comanche, and Apache Reservation,
Oklahoma Territory.
Condition: Covers detached, map fine.
Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection
and the Rand McNally Collection.

Previous location: B-16
AMcN III PC 3290 (PrCt)

61343
Oklahoma - Maps - 1903 - Indian
reservations<><>Indian reservations - Oklahoma - Maps -
1903 <><>Indian reservations - Indian Territory -
Maps - 1901<><>Kiowa, Comanche, and
Apache Indian Reservation (Okla.) - Maps -
1901
Oklahoma and Indian Territory. Kansas City, Mo.
Hudson-Kimberly Publishing Co., 1903.
Authors: Hudson-Kimberly Pub. Co. (Kansas
City, Mo.) -- Howes, Wright -- Wright Howes Map
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 56 cm. fold. to 17 x13 cm.
Inset (6 x 29 cm.): Northwestern part of
Oklahoma.
Folded into covers, but not issued that way.
Condition: good.
Forms part of the Wright Howes Map Collection
(Newberry Library).
Gift 1976, Wright Howes.
map3C G4021 .E1 1901 .R3a (PrCt)

61344
Oklahoma - Maps - 1903<><>Indian Territory -
Maps - 1903
Rand McNally & Co.’s Oklahoma and Indian
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Andrew
McNally III Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm. fold in covers 10 x16 cm.
Front cover missing; title is from map proper.
With red overprinting showing railroads.
Condition: Slight tears to margin, else v. good
Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection.
Previous location: B-19
AMcN III PC 2120 (PrCt)

61345
Oklahoma - Maps - 1903 - Railroads -
Indexes<><>Indian Territory - Maps - 1903 -
Railroads - Indexes<><>Railroads - Maps
Rand McNally & Co.’s Indexed County and
Township Pocket Map and Shippers’ Guide of
Indian and Oklahoma Territories. Chicago : Rand
McNally & Co., 1903.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Andrew
McNally and Company. Shippers guide -- Andrew
McNally III Collection (Newberry Library) --
Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
Index only, map wanting.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Condition: Good
Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection
and the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry
Library).
Previous location: B-19
AMcN III PC 2330 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Oklahoma - Maps - 1905 -
Railroads<>Indian Territory - Maps - 1905 -
Railroads<>Oklahoma - Maps - 1905 -
Indians<>Indian Territory - Maps - 1905 -
Indians - Oklahoma - Maps - 1905 -
Indians - Indian Territory - Maps - 1905 -
Railroads - Maps<>Indians of North America - Maps
1 map : col. ; 48 x 66 cm.
Title in upper margin.
‘Rand, McNally & Co.’s new business atlas map of Indian Territory and Oklahoma. Copyright, 1902 ... Copyright, 1904 ... ’ -- at bottom left.
Includes key to railroads numbered 1-10 and 0-24 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added titles: Oklahoma. Railroads -- Indian Territory. Railroads.
Identifies Indian reservations.
Accompanying index keyed to numbered U.S. land district offices on the map.
Inset (5 x 23 cm.): Western portion of Oklahoma. Issued folded in accompanying index (16 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand, McNally & Co.’s indexed county and railroad pocket map and shippers’ guide of Indian Territory. Chicago and New York: Rand, McNally & Co., c1905.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
map4F G4021.P3 1905 .R3 (PrCt)

Oklahoma - Maps - 1907 -
Railroads<>Railroads - Maps
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
Title in upper margin.
‘Rand, McNally & Co.’s new business atlas map of Oklahoma ... Copyright, 1907 ... ’ -- at bottom left.
Includes key to railroads numbered 1-32 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Oklahoma. Railroads.
Continuation inset (5 x 21 cm.): Western portion of Oklahoma. Issued folded in accompanying index (32 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand, McNally & Co.’s indexed county and township pocket map and shippers’ guide of Oklahoma. Chicago and New York : Rand, McNally & Co., c1907.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Oklahoma - Maps - 1910 -
Landowners<>Seminole Indians -
Oklahoma - Maps - 1910 -
Land tenure<>Creek Indians -
Oklahoma - Maps - 1910 -
Land tenure<>Indians -
Oklahoma - Maps - 1910 -
Counties -
Maps<>Indians of North America -
Maps<>Landowners - Maps
Hastain’s township plats of the Creek Nation [in Oklahoma]. [Muskogee, Oklahoma : Model Printing Co., c1910].
Authors: Hastain, E. -- Model Printing Co. (Muskogee, Okla.) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (317 p. : 149 maps) ; 17 cm.
Incomplete?; this copy lacking folded map (49 x 43 cm. fold. to 17 x 9 cm): Creek and Seminole Nations, pub. in Muskogee, Okla. by E. Hastain [n.d.]. Cf. OCLC 4273079
Includes index to landowners arranged by township sections.
References: Cf. Phillips 3883
Ayer 251 .C581 H35 1910  (NLO)

Oklahoma - Maps - 1913 -
Railroads<>Railroads - Maps
1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm.
Includes key to railroads numbered 5-170 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Oklahoma railroads.
Continuation inset (5 x 21 cm.): Western portion of Oklahoma. Issued folded in accompanying index (46 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand, McNally & Co.’s indexed county and township pocket map and shippers’ guide of Oklahoma. Chicago and New York : Rand, McNally & Co., c1913.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
‘Copyrighted by Rand McNally & Co April 19, 1913’ -- in ms. on title page verso.
‘Vault’ -- in ms. on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 688 (PrCt)

Oklahoma - Maps - 1913 -
Railroads<>Railroads - Maps
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
Includes key to railroads numbered 5-170 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Oklahoma railroads.
Continuation inset (5 x 21 cm.): Western portion of Oklahoma. Issued folded in accompanying index (32 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand, McNally & Co.’s indexed county and township pocket map and shippers’ guide of Oklahoma. Chicago and New York : Rand, McNally & Co., c1907.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Oklahoma railroads.
Continuation inset (5 x 21 cm.): Western portion of Oklahoma.
Issued folded in accompanying index (46 p.; 17 cm.): Rand, McNally & Co.,'s indexed county and township pocket map and shippers' guide of Oklahoma. Chicago and New York : Rand, McNally & Co., c1913.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
'Copyrighted by Rand McNally & Co April 19, 1913' -- in ms. on title page verso.
'Vault' -- in ms. on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

Oklahoma Maps 1916 - Railroads
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
Plate no.: 182A
Includes key to railroads numbered 5-170 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Oklahoma railroads.
Continuation inset (5 x 21 cm.): Western portion of Oklahoma.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
'Copyrighted RMcN & Co Feb 14, 1914' -- in ms. on title page verso.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

Oklahoma Maps 1917 - Railroads
1 map : col., mounted on cloth ; 67 x 127 cm.
'Copyright, Jan. 1, 1917, by J. E. Love.'
'Commissioners: J. E. Love, Chairman ... '[et al]
Note in bottom left corner: "Handstamp on verso: Map and Geography Library. Western Illinois University.
On wooden rollers.
Forms part of the John V. Bergen Collection (Newberry Library).

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
61355 Oklahoma - Maps - 1919 - Railroads -
Indexes
43 p. ; 17 cm.
Imperfect; lacking folded map.
Editor's copy; many entries marked in pencil.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 692 (PrCt)

61356 Oklahoma - Maps - 1919 - Road maps
Oklahoma - Maps - 1919 - Roads, Proposed
Highway planning - Oklahoma - Maps - 1919
Road maps
National Highways map of the state of Oklahoma : showing thirty-five hundred miles of national highways proposed by the National Highway Association / John C. Mulford, chief cartographer ; G.C. Lombard, J.M Darley, cartographers.
1 map ; 21 x 40 cm.
Printed by A. Hoen & Co., Baltimore.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 122.9 (PrCt)

61357 Oklahoma - Maps - 1920 -
Railroads
Oklahoma - Maps - 1920 - Road maps
Railroads
1 map ; col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
Plate no.: 182E.
Includes key to railroads numbered 6-150 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Oklahoma railroads.
Continuation inset (5 x 21 cm.): Western portion of Oklahoma.
On verso: Oklahoma automobile road map. 1 map ; col. ; 46 x 64 cm. 'National Highways Association roads used by permission.' Plate no.: 636c.

61358 Oklahoma - Maps - 1920 -
Railroads
Oklahoma - Maps - 1920 - Road maps
Road maps
1 map ; col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
Plate no.: 182E.
Includes key to railroads numbered 6-150 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Oklahoma railroads.
Continuation inset (5 x 21 cm.): Western portion of Oklahoma.
On verso: Oklahoma automobile road map. 1 map ; col. ; 46 x 64 cm. 'National Highways Association roads used by permission.' Plate no.: 636c.
Issued folded in accompanying index (38 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Oklahoma. Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1921.

Uniform title: Shippers guide.

Handstamp on front cover: Register of Copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.

'3-8-21' -- in ms. on front cover.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

**R McN Shippers Guide 4C 695 (PrCt)**

**61360**

**Oklahoma - Maps - 1922 - Railroads**

**Rand McNally standard map of Oklahoma.**

[Chicago]: Rand McNally & Co., [1922].


1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.

'The Rand McNally new commercial atlas map of Oklahoma' -- at bottom center.

Plate no.: 182G.

Includes key to railroads numbered 6-150 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Oklahoma railroads.

Continuation inset (5 x 21 cm.): Western portion of Oklahoma.

On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Oklahoma. 1 map : col. ; 46 x 64 cm. Plate no.: 992G.

Issued folded in accompanying index (35 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Oklahoma. Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1922.

Uniform title: Shippers guide.

Handstamp on front cover: Register of Copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.

'11-9-22' -- in ms. on front cover.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

**R McN Shippers Guide 4C 696 (PrCt)**

**61361**

**Oklahoma - Maps - 1922 - Railroads**

**Railroad map of Oklahoma published by the state.** Des Moines, Iowa : The Kenyon Company, Inc., 1922.

Authors: Oklahoma Corporation Commission -- Hull, J. M., fl. 1922 -- Nelson, J. S., fl. 1922 -- Kenyon Company (Des Moines, Iowa)

1 map : col. ; 64 x 122 cm. fold. in covers to 17 x 9 cm.

'Compiled and drawn by the Engineering Department, Corporation Commission.'

'J.M. Hull, J.S. Nelson, draughtsmen.'

Right margin includes pictorial vignettes of a train and a gushing oil well.

**map3C G4021.P3 1922 O4 (PrCt)**

**Oklahoma - Maps - 1923 - Railroads**

**Rand McNally standard map of Oklahoma.**

Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [1923].


1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.

'The Rand McNally new commercial atlas map of Oklahoma' -- at bottom center.

Plate no.: 182H.

Includes key to railroads numbered 6-150 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Oklahoma railroads.

Continuation inset (5 x 21 cm.): Western portion of Oklahoma.

On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Oklahoma. 1 map : col. ; 46 x 64 cm. Plate no.: 992J.


Uniform title: Shippers guide.

Handstamp on front cover: Register of Copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.

'5-16-23' -- in ms. on front cover.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

**R McN Shippers Guide 4C 697 (PrCt)**

**61362**

**Oklahoma - Maps - 1924 - Railroads**

**Rand McNally standard map of Oklahoma.**

Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [1924].


1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.

'The Rand McNally new commercial atlas map of Oklahoma' -- at bottom center.

Plate no.: 7R23.

Includes key to railroads numbered 6-175 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Oklahoma railroads.

Continuation inset (5 x 21 cm.): Western portion of Oklahoma.

On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Oklahoma. 1 map : col. ; 46 x 64 cm. Plate no.: 3N24. Includes key to 17 named 'principal trails in Oklahoma.'

Issued folded in accompanying index (36 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Oklahoma. Chicago ; New York.
Oklahoma - Maps - 1924 - Railroads

Plate no.: 7R23.

RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 699 (PrCt)

Oklahoma - Maps - 1924 - Road maps


RMcN Clients 3376 (PrCt)

Oklahoma - Maps - 1924 - Road maps


RMcN Auto Trails 6F 129 (PrCt)
Oklahoma (Chicago and New York: Rand McNally, 1925). 32 p. : maps, ill. ; 19 cm.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Cover handstamped "Register of copyrights, Library of Congress ..." and dated "1-23-25" in ms.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).

Oklahoma - Maps - 1926 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 62 x 80 on sheet 73 x 88 cm.
Keyed to 42 named road signs.
Scale [ca. 1:994,000].
Plate no. H-23.
Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto road map : Oklahoma (Chicago and New York: Rand McNally, 1926). 32 p. : maps, ill. ; 19 cm.
Cover page handstamped "Register of copyrights, Library of Congress ..." and dated "4-14-26" in ms.
In ms. on front cover verso: "L. cl. 3 shelf."
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).

Oklahoma - Maps - 1927 - Railroads
Rand McNally standard map of Oklahoma.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [1927].
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
Plate no.: 7R26.
Includes key to railroads numbered 6-175 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Oklahoma railroads.
Continuation inset (5 x 21 cm.): Western portion of Oklahoma.
Lightly annotated in ms. with circled place names.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Oklahoma. 1 map : col. ; 46 x 64 cm. Plate no.: 3N24. Includes key to 17 named 'principal trails in Oklahoma.'
Issued folded in accompanying index (38 p. ; 17 cm.) : Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Oklahoma. San Francisco and Los Angeles via Tulsa, Okla., the oil capitol of the world. U.S. Highway no. 66 ... Bottom margin signed in red pencil by "L. Hollister, 1817 W 7 St [?]
Panel art: Color drawing of The Mayo Hotel.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2011).
Oklahoma - Maps - 1927 - Road maps

Running title: Junior auto road atlas of the western United States. Pages 50 and 51.
Incomplete maps on verso (each 28 x 22 cm.):
- Rand McNally junior auto road map : Texas
- Rand McNally junior auto road map : Arkansas
- Rand McNally junior auto road map : Oklahoma

Uniform titles: Junior auto trails -- Auto trails.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 123.6 (PrCt)

Oklahoma - Maps - 1927 - Road maps

Running title: Junior auto road atlas of the western United States. Pages 50 and 51.
Incomplete maps on verso (each 28 x 22 cm.):
- Rand McNally junior auto road map : Texas
- Rand McNally junior auto road map : Arkansas

Uniform titles: Junior auto trails -- Auto trails.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 123.6 (PrCt)
61382 Oklahoma - Maps - 1928 - Railroads
Oklahoma - Maps - 1928 - Road maps
Rand McNally standard map of Oklahoma.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [1928].
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
Plate no.: 7R27.
Includes key to railroads numbered 6-175 and A (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Oklahoma railroads.
Continuation inset (5 x 21 cm.): Western portion of Oklahoma.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Oklahoma. 1 map : col. ; 46 x 64 cm. Plate no.: 3N24. Includes key to 17 named 'principal trails in Oklahoma.'
Issued folded in accompanying index (40 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Oklahoma. San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1928.
Handstamp on title page: Register of Copyrights.
Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.
'1-30-28' -- in ms. on title page.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 703 (PrCt)

61383 Oklahoma - Maps - 1928 - Railroads
Oklahoma - Maps - 1928 - Road maps
Rand McNally standard map of Oklahoma.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [1928].
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
Plate no.: 7R27.
Includes key to railroads numbered 6-175 and A (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Oklahoma railroads.
Continuation inset (5 x 21 cm.): Western portion of Oklahoma.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Oklahoma. 1 map : col. ; 46 x 64 cm. Plate no.: 3N24. Includes key to 17 named 'principal trails in Oklahoma.'
Issued folded in accompanying index (40 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Oklahoma. San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1928.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 704 (PrCt)

61384 Oklahoma - Maps - 1928 - Railroads
Oklahoma - Maps - 1928 - Road maps
Rand McNally standard map of Oklahoma.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [1928].
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
Plate no.: 7R27.
Includes key to railroads numbered 6-175 and A (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Oklahoma railroads.
Continuation inset (5 x 21 cm.): Western portion of Oklahoma.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Oklahoma. 1 map : col. ; 46 x 64 cm. Plate no.: 3N24. Includes key to 17 named 'principal trails in Oklahoma.'
Issued folded in accompanying index (40 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Oklahoma. San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1928.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 705 (PrCt)

61385 Oklahoma - Maps - 1928 - Road maps
Arkansas - Maps - 1928 - Road maps
1 map : col. ; 43 x 58 cm.
Plate no.: J-26
Inset (9 x 15 cm.): Western Oklahoma. Map on verso (43 x 58 cm.): Rand McNally official 1928 auto road map : Arkansas. Uniform title: Auto trails.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 123.7 (PrCt)

61386 Oklahoma Maps - 1928 - Road maps
Missouri - Maps - 1928 - Road maps
Langwith's motor trails map : Oklahoma : standard size. Minneapolis, Minn. Langwith Inc., [1928?].
Authors: Langwith Inc. (Minneapolis, Minn.) -- Langwith, A. L. (Alfred Logan) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 39 x 55 cm., on sheet trimmed to 40

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
x 56 cm.
"Copyright by A.L. Langwith, Minneapolis ...
Date from RMcN AE 122 ms. index.
Imperfect; sheet trimmed on two sides.
Plate no. Series S 21-396
Inset (7 x 13 cm.): [Oklahoma panhandle]
Incomplete map on verso (trimmed to 39 x 49 cm.): ... Missouri : standard size.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 122.13 (PrCt)

1928 - Road maps
Oklahoma. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1928].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 0, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 35 (PrCt)

61391

Oklahoma - Maps - 1928 - Road maps
Oklahoma. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1928].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- High Test Oil Corporation -- Shaffer Oil and Refining Company
-- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 0, DUP 7.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 35 (PrCt)

61387

Oklahoma - Maps - 1928 - Road maps
Oklahoma. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1928].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 0, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 47 (PrCt)

61389

Oklahoma - Maps - 1928 - Road maps
Oklahoma. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1928].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 0, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 97 (PrCt)

61390

Oklahoma - Maps - 1928 - Road maps
Highway map and guide of Oklahoma ... /
copyright by Mid-West Map Company. Aurora,
Mo. Mid-West Map Company, [1928]?
Authors: Mid-West Map Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 40 x 53 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Highway map & guide of Oklahoma

Date from RMcN AE 122 ms. index.
Inset (8 x 17 cm.): Western part of state
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 122.12 (PrCt)

Oklahoma - Maps - 1929 - Road maps
Magnolia road map of Oklahoma ... Magnolia Petroleum Company. Dallas, Texas : Magnolia Petroleum Company, [1928].
Authors: Magnolia Petroleum Company -- General Drafting Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 57 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Magnolia road map of Oklahoma and northeastern Texas.
"Copyright, General Drafting Co. Inc., 6 Church St. New York"
Date from RMcN AE 122 ms. index.
Map on verso (27 x 43 cm.): Principal highways of the southwest with particular reference to New Mexico, Oklahoma, Texas, Arkansas and Louisiana.
Panel art: Couple in car by Magnolia gasoline pump.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 122.15 (PrCt)

61392

Oklahoma - Maps - 1929 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Air trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
39 p. : 3 maps (2 folded) ; 24 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally standard indexed map with air trails : Oklahoma
Uniform title: Air trails
Folded map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back to back, col. : each 47 x 65 cm., folded to 25 x 11 cm., inside back cover, scale 1:817,300): Rand McNally standard map of Oklahoma. Plate no. 7R28. Includes key to railroads. -- Rand McNally standard map of Oklahoma with air trails. Plate nos. "12N28" and "7R28".
Both folding maps include insets of the Oklahoma panhandle (5 x 22 cm.).
Accompanying index includes "airport directory", "aids to navigation", and "elements of practical air navigation" (p. 28-39).
Index also includes map (15 x 20 cm., on p. 39).

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (October 2010).

RMcN Air Trails 4C 40 (PrCt)

61393 Oklahoma Maps - 1929 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Firestone Tire and Rubber Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Firestone official road map : Oklahoma.
Date from RMcN AE 122 ms. index.
Plate no. C-142 J.C.
Inset (8 x 14 cm.): Oklahoma [panhandle] insert Map on verso (28 x 43 cm.): Firestone official road map : United States.
Panel art: Cars racing away from city skyline.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 122.14 (PrCt)

61394 Oklahoma - Maps - 1929 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 120 (PrCt)

61395 Oklahoma - Maps - 1929 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Oklahoma. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1929].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Firestone Tire and Rubber Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 152 (PrCt)

61396 Oklahoma - Maps - 1929 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- High Test Oil Corporation -- Shaffer Oil and Refining Company -- Deep Rock Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 2.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 234 (PrCt)

61397 Oklahoma - Maps - 1929 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Marland Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 216 (PrCt)

61398 Oklahoma - Maps - 1930-1939 - Railroads<<>>Oklahoma - Maps - 1930-1939 - Aeronautical charts<<>>Aeronautical charts
Oklahoma - Maps - 1930-1939<<>>Road maps<<>>Railroads - Maps<<>>Aeronautical charts
Rand McNally standard map of Oklahoma.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [193-?].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company. Shippers guide -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
Plate nos. "No.1:35 S", " C", and "8N29."
Includes key to railroads numbered 6-150 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Oklahoma railroads.
Map on verso (68 x 63 cm.): Rand McNally standard map of Oklahoma with air trails.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 123.1X (PrCt)

61399 Oklahoma - Maps - 1930-1939 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
MWM highway map : Oklahoma / compliments of Hotel Plankinton, Milwaukee, Wisconsin. Aurora, Mo. Mid West Map Company, [193-?].
Authors: Mid-West Map Company -- Hotel Plankinton (Milwaukee, Wis.) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 37 x 50 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Highway map & guide of Oklahoma "This map compiled, engraved and printed by Mid-West Map Company, Aurora, Mo."
Date from RMcN AE 119 ms. index.
Inset (6 x 19 cm.): Western section of Oklahoma Panel art: Car on rural road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
Rand McNally & Company, 1930.

Authors: McNally & Company, 1930.

compliments of Eason Oil Co.


Authors: Eason Oil Company (Enid, Okla.) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 37 x 58 cm.
Personalization of the state highways system, July 1, 1930.

"A.R. Losh - State Highway Engineer."
"Drawn by Gertrude Bracht, supervision of M.R. Kester."

Maps on verso (11 x 10 cm. and smaller):

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

RMcN AE 122.16 (PrCt)

Oklahoma - Maps - 1930 - Road maps


Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- Langwith Inc. (Minneapolis, Minn.) -- Langwith, A. L. (Alfred Logan) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 38 x 57 cm.
"1930 edition"

Panel title.
Added title: Langwith's motor trails map:
Oklahoma: standard size.
Plate no: S 13-196.

Inset (7 x 13 cm.): [Oklahoma panhandle]
Map on verso (27 x 22 cm.): Langwith's map of central United States showing U.S. highways and connecting roads.

Panel art: Couple in convertible pulling into Phillips gas station

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 122.17 (PrCt)

Oklahoma - Maps - 1930 - Road maps


Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 53 x 68 cm.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 123.9 (PrCt)

Oklahoma - Maps - 1931 - Railroads


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Pocket maps -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

39 p. : 16 maps (2 folded) ; 24 cm.

Cover title: Rand McNally pocket maps:
Oklahoma: counties, cities, towns, auto roads, railroads, city maps, hotels, 1930 census
Uniform title: Pocket maps
"50c" -- printed on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Pocket 4C 211 (PrCt)

61412 Oklahoma - Maps - 1931 - Road maps<<>>Great Plains - Maps - 1931 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 45 x 68 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 123 ms. index.
Plate no. M-30-P
Inset (10 x 16 cm.): Western Oklahoma
Maps on verso (33 x 53 cm. and smaller): Cities Service road map of south central states -- [Southern Texas] -- Tulsa -- Oklahoma City -- Bartlesville -- Guthrie -- Ponca City -- Ardmore -- Okmulgee.
Panel art: Oil field.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 123.12 (PrCt)

61413 Oklahoma - Maps - 1931 - Road maps<<>>Middle West - Maps - 1931 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Be square trails: Oklahoma. Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1931?].
Authors: Barnsdall Oil Co. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 35 x 53 cm., on sheet 74 x 55 cm., folded to 19 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Barnsdall auto road map of Oklahoma.
Plate no. M-30-P
Inset (13 x 8 cm): Western Oklahoma
Map on verso (52 x 71 cm. or smaller): Barnsdall auto road map of central United States.
Identifies "points where Barnsdall products may be obtained" in the Middle West.
Panel art: Three people in a car overlooking bluffs.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 302 (PrCt)

61414 Oklahoma - Maps - 1931 - Road maps<<>>Middle West - Maps - 1931 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Skelly Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 37 x 57 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Rand McNally senior 1931 auto road map of Oklahoma.
Plate no. M-30
Inset (7 x 14 cm.): Western Oklahoma.
Maps on verso (29 x 44 cm and smaller): Auto road map of north central United States -- Tulsa -- Muskogee -- Oklahoma City -- Bartlesville.
Panel art: Outlines of cars, Skelly logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 123.14 (PrCt)

61415 Oklahoma - Maps - 1931 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map.
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 479 (PrCt)

61416 Oklahoma - Maps - 1931 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Deep Rock Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map.
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 495 (PrCt)

61417 Oklahoma - Maps - 1931 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 565 (PrCt)

61418 Oklahoma - Maps - 1931 - Road maps  
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Sinclair Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 596 (PrCt)

61419 Oklahoma - Maps - 1931 - Road maps  
Oklahoma : Parco motor trails map ... Minneapolis, Minn. Langwith Inc., 1931.
Authors: Producers and Refiners Corporation -- Langwith Inc. (Minneapolis, Minn.) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 57 cm.
"1931 edition."
Panel title.
Added title: Langwith's motor trails map : Oklahoma
Inset (7 x 13 cm.): [Oklahoma panhandle]
Map on verso (28 x 43 cm.): Langwith's maps of United States.
Panel art: Quinocistadores looking at map; ocean and ship in background.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 119.13X (PrCt)

61420 Oklahoma - Maps - 1931 - Road maps  
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 65 cm.
Plate no. M-1110
Uniform title: Auto trails.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 123.10 (PrCt)

61421 Oklahoma - Maps - 1931 - Road maps  
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 68 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 123.11 (PrCt)

61422 Oklahoma - Maps - 1932 - Road maps  
Authors: H.F. Wilcox Oil and Gas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Rand McNally senior 1932 auto road map of Oklahoma.
Plate no. 18. N30 M.
Inset (9 x 14 cm.): Western Oklahoma.
Map on verso (28 x 44 cm.): Wilcox road map of the central-western states.
Panel art: Cars in front of Wilcox station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 123.16 (PrCt)

61423 Oklahoma - Maps - 1932 - Road maps  
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 45 x 68 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Cities Service road map of Oklahoma
Plate no. N-30-P
Inset (10 x 16 cm.): Western Oklahoma.
Maps on verso (33 x 53 cm. and smaller): Cities Service road map of United States -- Tulsa -- Oklahoma City -- Bartlesville -- Guthrie -- Ponca City -- Ardmore -- Okmulgee.
Panel art: Cities Service swordsman.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 123.18 (PrCt)

61424 Oklahoma - Maps - 1932 - Road maps  
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
61432 Oklahoma - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 45 x 68 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Cities Service road map of Oklahoma
Plate no. O-30-P.
Inset (10 x 16 cm.): Western Oklahoma
Maps on verso (33 x 53 cm. and smaller): Cities Service road map of United States -- Tulsa -- Oklahoma City -- Bartlesville -- Guthrie -- Ponca City -- Ardmore -- Okmulgee.
Panel art: Line drawing of car on country road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 123.20 (PrCt)

61433 Oklahoma - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Dixie road map of Oklahoma ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, 1933.
Authors: Dixie Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Dixie auto road map of Oklahoma
Plate no. 18, O 30 M.
Inset (9 x 14 cm.): Western Oklahoma.
Map on verso (31 x 47 cm.): Dixie auto road map of United States.
Panel art: Dixie gas station with cars.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 123.34 (PrCt)

61434 Oklahoma - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Barnsdall Oil Co. -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 934 (PrCt)

61435 Oklahoma - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Oklahoma. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1933].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- `'=Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 810 (PrCt)

61436 Oklahoma - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 899 (PrCt)

61437 Oklahoma - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil Company -- Lee, Robert E., fl. 1933 -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Cover: License plate motif.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Panel art: Shell logo, license plates, woman driving convertible car, dog, signed by artist "Robert E. Lee."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 934 (PrCt)

61438 Oklahoma - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Tide Water Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
61441 Oklahoma - Maps - 1934 - Road maps


Gousha Clients 1013 (PrCt)

61444 Oklahoma - Maps - 1934 - Road maps


Gousha Clients 1013 (PrCt)
Panel title.
Cover (3 panel, R,G): Outline map of North America, logo.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

**Gousha Clients 1049 (PrCt)**

61445 Oklahoma - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Deep Rock Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (3 panel, R,B,Y): Line drawing of sedan speeding uphill in yellow slash.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

**Gousha Clients 1071 (PrCt)**

61446 Oklahoma - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

*Johnston road map: Oklahoma. Chicago: H.M. Gousha Co., [1934].*
Authors: H. M. Gousha Company -- Johnson Oil Refining Co. -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (3 panel, O,BL): Three logos, line drawings of oil wells, refinery, gas station.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

**Gousha Clients 1088 (PrCt)**

61447 Oklahoma - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (3 panel, R,B,L): Six cars speeding towards service station, logo.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

**Gousha Clients 1112 (PrCt)**

61448 Oklahoma - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

*Shell road map: Oklahoma. Chicago: H.M. Gousha Co., [1934].*
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (3 panel, R,Y): Diagonal "Shell" on red stripe, logo.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

**Gousha Clients 1154 (PrCt)**

61449 Oklahoma - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (3 panel, R,B,P): Geese flying over hills, sedan passing lake.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

**Gousha Clients 1188 (PrCt)**

61450 Oklahoma - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Tide Water Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (1 panel, O,BL): "Tydol trails thru...[photo woman, attendant, gas pump] Ask the man at the pump!"
Plate no. H-242-JC.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

**Gousha Clients 1215 (PrCt)**

61451 Oklahoma - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

Authors: Marathon Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company.
Junior auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Rand McNally senior 1934 auto road map of Oklahoma.
Plate no. P.30
Inset (9 x 14 cm.): Western Oklahoma.
Map on verso (28 x 44 cm.): Rand McNally junior 1934 auto road map of United States
Uniform title: Junior auto trails
Panel art: Marathon runner.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 123.24 (PrCt)

61452 Oklahoma Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Authors: Oklahoma. State Highway Commission -- Wilson, Chas. L. -- Bracht, Gertrude -- Kester, M. R. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 69 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: State of Oklahoma, Department of Highways : map showing condition of improvement of the state highway system ... February, 1934.
"Chas. L. Wilson - State Highway Engineer."
"Drawn by Gertrude Bracht, supervision of M.R. Kester."
Maps on verso (10 x 8 cm.): Oklahoma City -- Ardmore -- Shawnee -- Tulsa -- El Reno -- Okmulgee -- Muskogee -- Lawton -- Enid -- Norman -- Clinton -- Ada -- McAlester.
Panel art: Oklahoma state seal.
Panel stamped "received May 6, 1934".*
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
RMcN AE 122.21 (PrCt)

61453 Oklahoma - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 37 x 57 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell official road map : Oklahoma Date from R McNAE 122 ms. index.
Plate no. 2H.-242-J.C.
Inset (6 x 13 cm.): [Oklahoma panhandle]
Map on verso (28 x 44 cm.): Shell official road map : United States
Panel art: Shell logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 122.22 (PrCt)

61454 Oklahoma - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Barr, fl. 1934 -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 64 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair 1934 official road map : Oklahoma.
Plate no. P. 30
Inset (9 x 15 cm.): Western Oklahoma.
Map on verso (31 x 48 cm.): Sinclair recreational map : United States.
Panel art: Boy with toy dinosaur waving at car, Sinclair gas station in background; signed "Barr" [?]
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 123.25 (PrCt)

61455 Oklahoma - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
[Texaco road map of Oklahoma]. [Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, 1934?].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; on sheet trimmed to 21 x 42 cm.
Title and imprint supplied by cataloger.
Imperfect; editor's copy of a Texaco road map trimmed on all sides to outline a single U.S. state. Editor's notes in margin.
Date from previous binding marked "Points of Interest" and dated 1934.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 189.34 (PrCt)

61456 Oklahoma Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Authors: Oklahoma. State Highway Commission -- Wilson, Chas L. -- Bracht, Gertrude -- Kester, M. R. -- Brink, John G. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 39 x 69 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: State of Oklahoma, Department of Highways : map showing condition of improvement of the state highway system and landing fields ... April, 1935.
"Chas. L. Wilson - State Highway Engineer."
"Drawn by Gertrude Bracht, supervision of M.R. Kester."
Maps on verso (10 x 8 cm.): Oklahoma City -- Ardmore -- Shawnee -- Tulsa -- El Reno -- Okmulgee -- Muskogee -- Lawton -- Enid -- Norman -- Clinton -- Ada -- McAlester.
Panel art: Oklahoma state seal.
Stamp and signature: "Received May 6, 1935 :
Brink"
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
RMcN AE 122.23 (PrCt)

61457 Oklahoma - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"Tourist edition."
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of car, Cities Service logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1291 (PrCt)

61458 Oklahoma - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Travel Oklahoma with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1935?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1338 (PrCt)

61459 Oklahoma - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Oklahoma road map ... / compliments of Deep Rock Oil Companies. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1935?].
Authors: Deep Rock Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Gas pump and globe with "gasoline, Deep-Rock, motor oils" logo; line of cars on curving road.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1359 (PrCt)

61460 Oklahoma - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Authors: Derby Oil Company (Wichita, Kan.) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 37 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Rand McNally auto road map of Oklahoma.
Date from RMcN AE 123 ms. index.
Plate no. Q. 30
Inset (8 x 14 cm.): Western Oklahoma.
Map on verso (28 x 44 cm.): Rand McNally official road map : United States.
Panel art: Car on riverside road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 123.30 (PrCt)

61461 Oklahoma - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
The Narrowest road through the smallest village leads to Chevrolet service ... road map of Oklahoma. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1935].
Authors: General Motors Corporation. Chevrolet Motor Division -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chevrolet Automobiles SEE General Motors Corporation. Chevrolet Motor Division
1 map : col. ; 37 x 57 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Chevrolet auto road map of Oklahoma.
Date from RMcN AE 123 ms. index.
Plate no. Q. 3565
Inset (8 x 13 cm.): Western Oklahoma.
Maps on verso (28 x 42 cm. and smaller): Chevrolet auto road map of United States -- Enid -- Muskogee -- Oklahoma City -- Tulsa.
Panel art: Chevrolet automobile sales and service dealer.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 123.31 (PrCt)

61462 Oklahoma - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Travel Oklahoma with the Independent. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1935?].
Authors: Globe Oil & Refining Companies -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Globe gas station attendant; slogans "we are home owned" and "keep rollin' with Globe."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1380 (PrCt)

61463 Oklahoma - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Tide Water
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (3 panel, O.B): Profile of woman driver, scarf blowing in wind.
Plate no. [I]-242-JC.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1248 (PrCt)

Oklahoma - Maps - 1935 - Road maps

Authors: Shell Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 37 x 57 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell official road map : Oklahoma
Plate no. Q.30
Inset (9 x 14 cm.): Western Oklahoma.
Map on verso (28 x 44 cm.): Shell official road map : United States
Panel art: Shell logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 123.29 (PrCt)

Oklahoma - Maps - 1935 - Road maps

N.A.C. road map of Oklahoma ... / prepared by Engineering Department, National Automobile Club . Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1935?].
Authors: National Automobile Club -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: National Automobile Club logo, list of district offices.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1411 (PrCt)

Oklahoma - Maps - 1935 - Road maps

Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1511 (PrCt)
1935.
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M.
Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 37 x 57 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Standard Oil Company (Indiana)
:1935 official road map : Oklahoma
Plate no. I-242-J.C.
Inset (6 x 13 cm): [Oklahoma panhandle].
Maps on verso (28 x 44 cm. and smaller):
Standard Oil Company (Indiana) : 1935 official
road map : United States -- Muskogee
--Oklahoma City -- Okmulgee -- Tulsa.
Panel art: Saluting Standard attendant.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 122.24 (PrCt)

61471 Oklahoma - Maps - 1935 - Road
maps<<<<Road maps
Oklahoma : Mobilgas ... Socony-Vacuum ... :
1935 road map : Magnolia Petroleum Company.
New York : General Drafting Company, 1935.
Authors: Magnolia Petroleum Company --
Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- General Drafting
Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry
Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 57 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Magnolia road map of Oklahoma and
northeastern Texas.
Insets (6 x 6 cm. each): Oklahoma City -- Tulsa.
Map on verso (27 x 43 cm.): Principal highways
of the southwest with particular reference to New
Mexico, Oklahoma, Texas, Arkansas and
Louisiana.
Panel art: Mobilgas logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 119.12X (PrCt)

61472 Oklahoma - Maps - 1936 - Road
maps<<<<Oklahoma City (Okla.) - Maps - 1936
- Road maps<<<<Tulsa (Okla.) - Maps - 1936
- Road maps<<<<Road maps
Oklahoma info-map : Gulf. Kansas City, Mo.
Gallup Map and Supply Co., 1936.
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Gallup Map
Company -- American Colortype Company --
Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 37 x 57 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Gulf Refining Company 1936 official
road map : Oklahoma.
"Litho. in U.S.A. by American Colortype
Company, Clifton, N.J."
Inset (5 x 12 cm.): Oklahoma panhandle.
Maps on verso (21 x 34 cm. and smaller): Gulf
mileage map of the United States -- Oklahoma
City -- Tulsa -- Muskogee -- Okmulgee.
Panel art: Gulf sign over cars on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 119.11X (PrCt)

61473 Oklahoma - Maps - 1936 - Road
maps<<<<Oklahoma road map. Chicago : H.M.
Gousha Co., 1936.
Authors: BarnsdaIl Oil Co. -- H.M. Gousha
Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry
Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: BarnsdaIl Oil Co. logo and slogan "be
square to your motor with BarnsdaIl dependable
products".
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry
Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1546 (PrCt)

61474 Oklahoma - Maps - 1936 - Road
maps<<<<Road maps
Oklahoma 1936 road map / Cities Service.
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1936?].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M.
Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Cities Service logo and "serves a
nation" slogan.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry
Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1582 (PrCt)

61475 Oklahoma - Maps - 1936 - Road
maps<<<<Road maps
Travel Oklahoma with Conoco ... Conoco Travel
Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1936?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco
Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M.
Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America,
Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry
Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1626 (PrCt)

61476 Oklahoma - Maps - 1936 - Road
maps<<<<Road maps
Travel Oklahoma with Conoco : every Conoco
station is a branch of the Conoco Travel Bureau.
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1936].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco
Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 57 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Conoco ... official road map:

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Oklahoma
Date from RMcN AE 158 ms. index.
Plate no. 3-J-7
Inset (6 x 13 cm.): [Oklahoma Panhandle]
Maps on verso (14 x 21 cm. and smaller):
Oklahoma City -- Tulsa -- Ardmore -- Enid --
McAlester -- Muskogee -- Okmulgee -- Ponca
City -- Wichita Falls -- Fort Smith.
Panel art: Conoco logo over outline of North
America.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 158.37 (PrCt)

61480 Oklahoma - Maps - 1936 - Road
maps<<>>Road maps
Oklahoma info-map : Gulf. Kansas City, Mo.
Gallup Map & Supply Co., 1936.
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Gallup Map
Company -- American Colortype Company --
Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 37 x 57 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Gulf ... 1936 official road map:
Oklahoma.
"Litho. in U.S.A. by American Colortype
Company, Clifton, N.J."
Inset (5 x 12 cm.): Oklahoma Panhandle.
Maps on verso (22 x 35 cm. and smaller): Gulf
mileage map of the United States -- Oklahoma
City -- Tulsa -- Muskogee -- Okmulgee.
Panel art: Gulf sign over cars on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 161.20 (PrCt)

61481 Oklahoma - Maps - 1936 - Road
maps<<>>Road maps
Oklahoma 1936 highway map : Phillips 66 /
compliments of Phillips Petroleum Company.
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M.
Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Airplane, car, and boat, Phillips 66
logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry
Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 1657 (PrCt)

61482 Oklahoma - Maps - 1936 - Road
maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M.
Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Phillips 66 ... 1936 official road map:
Oklahoma.
**Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)**

Plate nos. "342-J" and "12-J"
Inset (6 x 13 cm.): [Oklahoma Panhandle]
Map on verso (29 x 44 cm.): Phillips 66 ... 1936
official road map : United States.
Panel art: Plane, car and boat under Phillips 66
logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 162.51 (PrCt)**

61483 **Oklahoma - Maps - 1936 - Road maps**

1936 Road map : Oklahoma / Shell. Chicago :
H.M. Gousha Co., 1936.
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha
Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry
Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with
confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry
Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

**Gousha Clients 1732 (PrCt)**

61487 **Oklahoma - Maps - 1936 - Road maps**

Standard Oil road map : Oklahoma. Chicago :
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand
McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry
Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: 1936 Oklahoma road map ... / a
presentation of Standard Oil Company (Indiana)
Plate no. R.3623
Inset (9 x 15 cm.): Western Oklahoma.
Maps on verso (31 x 47 cm. and smaller): Rand
McNally road map of United States -- Enid --
Muskogee -- Oklahoma City -- Tulsa.
Panel art: Sovereign logo, attendant, woman
driving.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 120.4 (PrCt)**

61484 **Oklahoma - Maps - 1936 - Road maps**

1936 road map : Oklahoma / Shell ... Chicago :
H.M. Gousha Company, 1936.
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha
Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry
Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell official road map : Oklahoma.
Plate nos. "342-J" and "12-J"
Map on verso (28 x 44 cm.): Shell official road
map : United States.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 163.33B (PrCt)**

61485 **Oklahoma - Maps - 1936 - Road maps**

Oklahoma : Sinclair road map ... Chicago :
Rand McNally & Company, [1936].
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally
and Company -- Helck, Peter, 1893-1988 -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair road map : Oklahoma.
Date from RMcN AE 120 ms. index.
Plate no. R.3623
Inset (9 x 15 cm.): Western Oklahoma.
Map on verso (31 x 48 cm.): Sinclair recreational
map : United States.
Panel art: View of Sinclair service station, signed
"Helck."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 120.1 (PrCt)**

61488 **Oklahoma - Maps - 1936 - Road maps**

Guiding you through Oklahoma ... Sovereign
Service ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company,
[1936].
Authors: Sovereign Service -- Rand McNally
and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry
Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Rand McNally road map of
Oklahoma.
Date from RMcN AE 120 ms. index.
Plate no. R.3623
Inset (9 x 15 cm.): Western Oklahoma.
Maps on verso (31 x 47 cm. and smaller): Rand
McNally road map of United States -- Muskogee --
Oklahoma City -- Tulsa.
Panel art: Sovereign logo, attendant, woman
driving.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 120.2 (PrCt)**

Request and cite items by
the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
United States road map -- Okmulgee -- Ponca
City -- Shawnee -- Tulsa -- Ardmore -- Enid --
Muskogee -- Oklahoma City.
Panel art: Standard crown logo over cars.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 123.32 (PrCt)

61491 Oklahoma - Maps - 1936 - Road
maps<TT>Tydo</TT>l trails thru Oklahoma ... Chicago : H.M.
Gousha Company, 1936.
Authors: Tide Water Oil Company -- H.M.
Gousha Company -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 64 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Cartoon mechanic and license plate
with slogan "wherever you go, go on Tydol and
Ve'edol", says the little engineer.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry
Library).
Gousha Clients 1794 (PrCt)

61492 Oklahoma - Maps - 1937 - Road
maps<br>1937 Oklahoma road map. Chicago : H.M.
Gousha Co., 1937.
Authors: Barnsdall Oil Co. -- H.M. Gousha
Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry
Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Barnsdall Oil Co. logo and slogan "be
square dependable products by Barnsdall,
America's first refiner".
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry
Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1814 (PrCt)

61493 Oklahoma - Maps - 1937 - Road maps<br>Travel Oklahoma with Conoco ... Conoco Travel
Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1937?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco
Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M.
Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America,
Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry
Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1902 (PrCt)

61494 Oklahoma - Maps - 1937 - Road
maps<br>Travel Oklahoma with Conoco : every Conoco
station is a branch of the Conoco Travel Bureau.
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1937?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco
Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.
Oklahoma - Maps - 1937 - Road maps

61496 **Oklahoma - Maps - 1937 - Road maps**

*Oklahoma road map ... / Johnson Oil Refining Company ... Chicago, Illinois*. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1937?].

Authors: Johnson Oil Refining Co. -- H.M. Gousha Company.

1 map : col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Panel art: Johnson Winged 70 gasoline logo and outline map of the midwestern states.

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

**Gousha Clients 1935 (PrCt)**

61501 **Oklahoma - Maps - 1937 - Road maps**

*Swinging through Oklahoma ... Sovereign Service ...*. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1937].

Authors: Sovereign Service -- Rand McNally and Company.

1 map : col.; 42 x 65 cm.

Panel title.

Panel art: Sovereign logo, attendant, woman driving.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**Rand McNally AE 120.9 (PrCt)**
Gousha Clients 2009 (PrCt)

61502 Oklahoma - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Highway map : Oklahoma ... / compliments of Standard Oil Company of Indiana. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1937?].
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) official road map : Oklahoma.
Plate no. "342-J.C." and "3-K-9".
Inset (6 x 13 cm): [Oklahoma panhandle]
Maps on verso (28 x 44 cm. and smaller):
Standard Oil Company (Indiana) official road map : United States -- Muskogee -- Oklahoma City -- Okmulgee -- Tulsa.
Panel art: Standard service sign over cars at gas pumps.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "1937".
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 169.40A.1 (PrCt)

61503 Oklahoma - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Highway map : Oklahoma ... / compliments of Standard Oil Company of Indiana. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1937?].
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) official road map : Oklahoma.
Plate no. "342-J.C." and "9-K".
Inset (6 x 13 cm): [Oklahoma panhandle]
Maps on verso (28 x 44 cm. and smaller):
Standard Oil Company (Indiana) official road map : United States -- Muskogee -- Oklahoma City -- Okmulgee -- Tulsa.
Panel art: Standard service sign over cars at gas pumps.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "1937".
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 169.40A.2 (PrCt)

61504 Oklahoma - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Highway map : Oklahoma ... / compliments of Standard Oil Company of Indiana. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1937].
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) official road map : Oklahoma.
Date from RMcN AE 119 ms. index.
Plate no. 342-J.C.
Inset (6 x 13 cm): [Oklahoma panhandle]
Maps on verso (28 x 44 cm. and smaller):
Standard Oil Company (Indiana) official road map : United States -- Muskogee -- Oklahoma City -- Okmulgee -- Tulsa.
Panel art: Standard service sign over cars at gas pumps.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 119.9X (PrCt)

61505 Oklahoma - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Tydol gasoline and Veedol motor oil logos, and slogan "travel in the best circles."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3006 (PrCt)

61506 Oklahoma - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 37 x 57 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Gulf road map of Oklahoma.
Date from RMcN AE 120 ms. index.
Plate no: S.3623
Inset (9 x 15 cm.): Western Oklahoma.
Maps on verso (42 x 58 cm. and smaller): Road map of Texas, Oklahoma, Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi -- Oklahoma City and vicinity.
Panel art: Gulf sign over cars on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 120.8 (PrCt)
1 map : col. ; 72 x 68 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco road map : Texas, Oklahoma.
Date from RMcN AE 120 ms. index.
Includes table of "State and federal gasoline taxes as of July 12th, 1937."
Plate no. S.3024
Panel art: Texaco logo above U.S. outline.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 120.6 (PrCt) 61508

Oklahoma - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Texaco touring map : Oklahoma, Texas and old Mexico ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1937].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 72 x 68 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco road map : Texas, Oklahoma.
Date from RMcN AE 120 ms. index.
Includes table of "State and federal gasoline taxes as of Jan, 1st, 1937."
Plate no. S.3024
Panel art: Texaco logo above U.S. outline.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 120.11 (PrCt) 61511

Oklahoma - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Texaco touring map : Oklahoma, Texas and old Mexico ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1937].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 72 x 68 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco road map : Texas, Oklahoma.
Date from RMcN AE 120 ms. index.
Includes table of "State and federal gasoline taxes as of Aug 26th, 1937."
Plate no. S.3024
Panel art: Texaco logo and U.S. outline.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 120.13 (PrCt) 61512

Oklahoma - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Texaco touring map : Oklahoma, Texas and old Mexico ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1937].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 72 x 68 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco road map : Texas, Oklahoma.
Date from RMcN AE 120 ms. index.
Includes table of "State and federal gasoline taxes as of Dec 1st, 1937."
Plate no. S.3024
Panel art: Texaco logo and U.S. outline.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 120.14 (PrCt)
Oklahoma - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
1 map : col. ; 42 x 64 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Cities Service invites you to tour Oklahoma.
Plate nos. "342-J.C." and "9-K"
Maps on verso (28 x 43 cm. and smaller): Cities Service territorial road map [of the western U.S.] -- Tulsa -- Bartlesville -- Oklahoma City -- Okmulgee -- Muskogee.
Panel art: Cities Service sign, car and outline of the United States.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jun 3 -1937 .... "
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 157.31 (PrCt)

Oklahoma - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: car driving through hills, Cities Service sign.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3062 (PrCt)

Oklahoma - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Oklahoma road map / Cities Service ahead. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1938?]. Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: car driving through hills, Cities Service sign.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3031 (PrCt)
Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Conoco ... official road map of Oklahoma
Date from RMcN AE 159 ms. index.
Plate nos. "342-J.C.-11-L" and "4382"
Maps on verso (14 x 21 cm. and smaller):
Oklahoma City -- Tulsa -- Ardmore -- Enid -- McAlester -- Muskogee -- Okmulgee -- Ponca City -- Wichita Falls -- Fort Smith.
Panel art: Conoco logo over outline of North America.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 16 1938 ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 159.28 (PrCt)

Oklahoma - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Oklahoma official road map ... compliments of Deep Rock Oil Companies. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1938].
Authors: Deep Rock Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 64 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Road map : 14th edition : Oklahoma.
Date from RMcN AE 120 ms. index.
Plate no. T.3623
Inset (9 x 15 cm.): Western Oklahoma.
Maps on verso (31 x 47 cm. and smaller): Road map :14th edition : United States -- Enid -- Muskogee -- Oklahoma City -- Tulsa.
Panel art: Deep-Rock sign in front of rural trail and river.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 120.16 (PrCt)

Oklahoma - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Travel Oklahoma with the Independent. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1938?].
Authors: Globe Oil & Refining Companies -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Globe gas station attendant; slogans"we are home owned" and "keep rollin' with Globe."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3148 (PrCt)

Oklahoma - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Road map : Oklahoma and United States.
Oklahoma official road map ... compliments of Deep Rock Oil Companies. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1938].
Authors: Deep Rock Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 48 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Diamond Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation motor trails map : Oklahoma.
Date from RMcN AE 160 ms. index.
Plate no. 342-J.C. 11-L
Maps on verso (29 x 44 cm. and smaller):
Legend : United States mileage and driving time along main transcontinental highways -- Tulsa -- Oklahoma City -- Muskogee -- Okmulgee -- Enid -- Ardmore.
Panel art: Diamond, 760 Motor Oil, and D-X logos; line drawings of cartoon figures.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Oct 12 1938 ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 160.15 (PrCt)

Oklahoma - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: car, Phillips 66 tanker truck on road, Phillips 66 sign, and slogan "there's a Phillips station ahead."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3198 (PrCt)

Oklahoma - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
Oklahoma.
Date from RMcN AE 120 ms. index.
Plate no. T.3623
Inset (9 x 15 cm.): Western Oklahoma.
Maps on verso (31 x 47 cm. and smaller):
Sovereign service road map: United States --
Enid -- Muskogee -- Oklahoma City -- Tulsa.
Panel art: Sovereign logo, attendant, woman
driving.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 120.17 (PrCt)

61531 Oklahoma - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Highway map: Oklahoma ... / compliments of
Standard Oil Company of Indiana. Chicago : H.M.
Gousha Co., [1938?].
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M.
Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: cars, gas pumps, and "Standard
Service" sign
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3294 (PrCt)

61532 Oklahoma - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Tydol trails thru Oklahoma. Chicago : H.M.
Gousha Co., 1938.
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company --
H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Tydol gasoline sign, profiles of three
cars, and slogan "stop at this sign for safe
motoring."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3320 (PrCt)

61533 Oklahoma - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Tydol trails thru Oklahoma ... Chicago : H.M.
Gousha Company, 1938.
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company --
H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 37 x 57 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: 1938 Tydol trails: Oklahoma.
Plate nos. "337-J. 9-L." and "4382."
Inset (6 x 13 cm.): [Oklahoma Panhandle]
Maps on verso (28 x 44 cm. and smaller): United
States -- Muskogee -- Tulsa.
Panel art: Tydol sign and cars.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul
22 1938 Rand McNally & Co. ...
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 171.21A (PrCt)

Oklahoma - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
- Southern States - Maps - 1938 -
Road maps
- Oklahoma City Region (Okla.) -
- Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Oklahoma info-map: Gulf. Chicago: Rand
McNally & Company, [1938].
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 54 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Gulf: Oklahoma info-map
Date from RMcN AE 120 ms. index.
Plate no. T.3623
Inset (9 x 15 cm.): Western Oklahoma.
Maps on verso (42 x 68 cm. and smaller): Road
map of Texas, Oklahoma, Arkansas, Louisa,n,
Mississippi -- Oklahoma City and vicinity.
Panel art: Gulf sign over cars on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 120.15 (PrCt)

61535 Oklahoma - Maps - 1939 - Indians - Oklahoma Territory - Maps - 1939 - Indians -
Oklahoma - Maps - 1939 - Indians -
Indians of North America - Maps
An Illustrated map of the Oklahoma country: or the
Indian Territory west of Arkansas, covering the
period from its formation to the opening of its
several red men's nations and reservations for
the purpose of white settlement. Tulsa, Okla.
V. Lackey, 1939.
Authors: Lackey, Vinson -- Edward E. Ayer
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map; 31 x 60 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:1,267,200]
Ayer p133.L14 1939 (NLO)

61536 Oklahoma - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Great Plains - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Texaco touring map: Oklahoma ... Chicago: Rand
McNally & Company, [1939].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map; 39 x 67 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Oklahoma.
Date from RMcN AE 120 ms. index.
Includes table of "State and federal gasoline taxes -- as of December 2nd, 1939."
Plate no. (3) T.3835
Inets (10 x 8 cm.): Oklahoma City -- Enid -- Muskogee -- Tulsa.
Panel art: Texaco logo and U.S. outline.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 120.26 (PrCt)

61537 Oklahoma - Maps - 1939 - Road maps<>>>Great Plains - Maps - 1939 - Road maps<>>>Road maps
Texaco touring map : Oklahoma with sectional map of adjoining states ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1939].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 39 x 67 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Oklahoma.
Date from RMcN AE 120 ms. index.
Includes table of "State and federal gasoline taxes -- as of July 1st, 1939."
Plate no. U.3835
Insets (10 x 8 cm.): Oklahoma City -- Enid -- Muskogee -- Tulsa.
Panel art: Texaco logo and U.S. outline.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 120.27 (PrCt)

61540 Oklahoma - Maps - 1939 - Road maps<>>>Road maps
Travel Oklahoma with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1939?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
 Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3421 (PrCt)

61541 Oklahoma - Maps - 1939 - Road maps<>>>Road maps
Travel Oklahoma with Conoco : every Conoco station is a branch of the Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1939].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Conoco ... official road map of Oklahoma
Inset (7 x 13 cm.): [Oklahoma Panhandle]
Date from RMcN AE 159 ms. index.
Plate no. 342-J.C.-11-M
Maps on verso (14 x 21 cm. and smaller): Oklahoma City -- Tulsa -- Ardmore -- Enid -- McAlester -- Muskogee -- Okmulgee -- Ponca City -- Wichita Falls -- Fort Smith.
Panel art: Conoco logo over outline of North America.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Aug 17 1939 ... "
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 159.28A (PrCt)

61542 Oklahoma - Maps - 1939 - Road maps<>>>Road maps
Oklahoma road map ... / compliments of Deep Rock Oil Companies. Chicago : Rand McNally &
Oklahoma - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

Panel title.
1 map : col. ; 42 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 120 ms. index.
Plate no. U.3623
Inset (9 x 15 cm.): Western Oklahoma.
Panel art: Deep-Rock logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 120.21 (PrCt)

Oklahoma - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

Panel title.
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Globe gas station attendant;
slogans "we are home owned" and "keep rollin' with Globe."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3444 (PrCt)

Oklahoma - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

Panel title.
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation."
Panel art: photograph of gas station attendant and slogan "smiling service, 'all the way'."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3475 (PrCt)

Oklahoma - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

Panel title.
1 map : col. ; 42 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title from map: En-Ar-Co road map of Oklahoma.
Date from RMcN AE 120 ms. index.
Plate no. U.3623
Inset (9 x 15 cm.): Western Oklahoma.
Maps on verso (30 x 47 cm. and smaller): En-Ar-Co road map of United States -- Enid -- Muskogee -- Oklahoma City -- Tulsa.
Panel art: En-Ar-Co White Rose dealer sign, station, red car.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 120.23 (PrCt)

Oklahoma - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

Panel title.
1 map : col. ; 42 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
"Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation."
Panel art: photograph of gas station attendant and slogan "smiling service, 'all the way'."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3510 (PrCt)

Oklahoma - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

Panel title.
1 map : col. ; 42 x 65 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 120 ms. index.
Plate no. U.3623
Inset (9 x 15 cm.): Western Oklahoma.
Map on verso (30 x 47 cm.): Rand McNally road map : United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 120.24 (PrCt)

Oklahoma - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

Panel title.
1 map : col. ; 42 x 65 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 120 ms. index.
Plate no. U.3623
Inset (9 x 15 cm.): Western Oklahoma.
Map on verso (30 x 47 cm.): Rand McNally road map : United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 120.25 (PrCt)

Oklahoma - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

Panel title.
1 map : col. ; 42 x 65 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 120 ms. index.
Plate no. U.3623
Inset (9 x 15 cm.): Western Oklahoma.
Map on verso (30 x 47 cm.): Rand McNally road map : United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 120.26 (PrCt)
Gousha Company, [1939].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha
Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell official road map of Oklahoma.
Date from RMcN AE 165 ms. index.
Plate nos. "342-J.C. 11-M" and "11-M-1939-1"
Map on verso (29 x 44 cm.): Legend : United States mileage and driving time along main transcontinental highways.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Aug 10 1939 ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).  
RMcN AE 165.31 (PrCt)

61550 Oklahoma - Maps - 1939 - Road maps>>>Road maps
Oklahoma : Sinclair road map ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1939].
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Tomaso, Rico, 1898-1985 -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 64 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair road map : Oklahoma.
Date from RMcN AE 120 ms. index.
Plate no. U.3623
Inset (9 x 15 cm.): Western Oklahoma.
Map on verso (27 x 43 cm.): Sinclair recreational map: United States.
Panel art: View of Sinclair service station and attendant talking to couple in convertible, signed "Rico Tomaso."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 120.22 (PrCt)

61551 Oklahoma - Maps - 1939 - Road maps>>>Road maps
Tour Oklahoma with Skelly. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1939.
Authors: Skelly Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Skelly sign and car.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3672 (PrCt)

61552 Oklahoma - Maps - 1939 - Road maps>>>Road maps
Swinging through Oklahoma ... Sovereign Service ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1939].
Authors: Sovereign Service -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 64 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Gulf : Oklahoma info-map
Date from RMcN AE 120 ms. index.
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.  
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Plate no. U.3623
Inset (9 x 15 cm.): Western Oklahoma.
Maps on verso (43 x 58 cm. and smaller): Road map of Texas, Oklahoma, Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi -- Oklahoma City and vicinity.
Panel art: Gulf sign over cars on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 120.25 (PrCt)

61556 Oklahoma - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Great Plains - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Texaco touring map : Oklahoma with sectional map of adjoining states ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1940].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 39 x 67 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Oklahoma.
Date from RMcN AE 120 ms. index.
Includes table of "State and federal gasoline taxes -- as of 29th April, 1940."
Plate no. 3835
Insets (10 x 8 cm.): Oklahoma City -- Enid -- Muskogee -- Tulsa.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 120.30 (PrCt)

61557 Oklahoma - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Great Plains - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Texaco touring map : Oklahoma with sectional map of adjoining states ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1940].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 39 x 67 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Oklahoma.
Date from RMcN AE 120 ms. index.
Includes table of "State and federal gasoline taxes -- as of 2nd Sept., 1940."
Plate no. 3835
Insets (10 x 8 cm.): Oklahoma City -- Enid -- Muskogee -- Tulsa.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 120.31 (PrCt)

61558 Oklahoma - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Oklahoma road map ... / Bareco Oil Company, formerly Barnsdall Refining Corp. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1940.
Authors: Bareco Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3696 (PrCt)

61559 Oklahoma - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Oklahoma road map / Cities Service. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1940?].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: road with cars, Cities Service sign and gas station attendant; slogan "helpful service wherever you go!"
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3736 (PrCt)

61560 Oklahoma - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Travel Oklahoma with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1940?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3779 (PrCt)

61561 Oklahoma - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Highway map of Oklahoma ... Johnson Oil Refining Company ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1940].
Authors: Johnson Oil Refining Co. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 42 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Highway map of Oklahoma.
Date from RMcN AE 120 ms. index.
Plate no. V. 3623.
Inset map (9 x 15 cm.): Western Oklahoma.
Maps on verso (31 x 47 cm.): Johnson highway map of United States -- Enid -- Muskogee --
Oklahoma City -- Tulsa.
Panel art: Johnson winged logo over car near water.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 120.36 (PrCt)**

61562  **Oklahoma - Maps - 1940 - Road maps**

Highway map of Oklahoma / ... Johnson Oil Refining Company ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1940].
Authors: Johnson Oil Refining Co. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm., folded to 23 x 13 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Johnson highway map of Oklahoma.
Plate no. V. 3623.
Inset map (9 x 15 cm.): Western Oklahoma.
Maps on verso (31 x 47 cm. and smaller): Johnson map of United States -- Enid -- Muskogee -- Oklahoma City -- Tulsa.
Panel art: Johnson winged hourglass logo over car near water.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
**RMcN Clients 1554 (PrCt)**

61563  **Oklahoma - Maps - 1940 - Road maps**

Road map of Oklahoma and United States. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1940].
Authors: Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation."
Panel art: photograph of gas station attendant and slogan "smiling service, 'all the way.'"
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
**Gousha Clients 3816 (PrCt)**

61564  **Oklahoma - Maps - 1940 - Road maps**

Authors: National Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: The National Refining Company road map of Oklahoma.
Date from RMcN AE 120 ms. index.
Plate no. V.3623
Inset (9 x 15 cm.): Western Oklahoma

61565  **Oklahoma - Maps - 1940 - Road maps**

Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: winding road, Phillips 66 sign, and slogan "there's a Phillips station ahead."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
**Gousha Clients 3844 (PrCt)**

61566  **Oklahoma - Maps - 1940 - Road maps**

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 65 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 120 ms. index.
Plate no. V.3623
Inset (9 x 15 cm.): Western Oklahoma.
Map on verso (31 x 47 cm.): Rand McNally road map : United States
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 120.33 (PrCt)**

61567  **Oklahoma - Maps - 1940 - Road maps**

Shell map of Oklahoma. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1940].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: Oklahoma.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
**Gousha Clients 3897 (PrCt)**

61568  **Oklahoma - Maps - 1940 - Road maps**

Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
61569 Oklahoma - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Tour Oklahoma with Skelly. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1940.
Authors: Skelly Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Skelly sign and car.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3935 (PrCt)

61570 Oklahoma - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Highway map : Oklahoma ... / compliments of Standard Oil Company of Indiana. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1940?].
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: cars, gas pumps, and "Standard Service" sign.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3986 (PrCt)

61571 Oklahoma - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Tydol trails thru Oklahoma / issued by Tide Water Associated Oil Company ... Tulsa. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1940.
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: drawing of a wagon train and slogan "follow the trails of the pioneers in your modern motor car."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4013 (PrCt)

61572 Oklahoma - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Gulf : Oklahoma info-map
Date from RMcN AE 120 ms. index.
Plate no. V.3623
Inset (9 x 15 cm.): Western Oklahoma.
Maps on verso (42 x 58 cm. and 21 x 18 cm.): Road map of Texas, Oklahoma, Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi -- Oklahoma City and vicinity.
Panel art: Gulf sign over car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Gousha Clients 3986 (PrCt)
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 695 (PrCt)

61575 Oklahoma - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Texaco touring map : Oklahoma with sectional map of adjoining states... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1941].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 39 x 67 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Oklahoma.
Date from RMcN AE 120 ms. index.
Includes table of "State and federal gasoline taxes -- as of 2d May., 1941."
Plate no. W.3835
Insets (10 x 8 cm.): Oklahoma City -- Enid -- Muskogee -- Tulsa.
Maps on verso (50 x 50 cm. and smaller): Texaco sectional trip map [of the Great Plains] -- Chicago -- Southern Texas -- Kansas City -- Minneapolis-St. Paul.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 120.40 (PrCt)

61576 Oklahoma - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Oklahoma with sectional map of adjoining states ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1941].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 39 x 67 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Oklahoma.
Date from RMcN AE 120 ms. index.
Includes table of "State and federal gasoline taxes -- as of 2nd September, 1941."
Plate no. W.3635
Insets (10 x 8 cm.): Oklahoma City -- Enid -- Muskogee -- Tulsa.
Maps on verso (50 x 50 cm. and smaller): Texaco sectional trip map [of the Great Plains] -- Chicago -- Southern Texas -- Kansas City -- Minneapolis-St. Paul.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 120.41 (PrCt)

61577 Oklahoma - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Oklahoma road map ... / Bareco Oil Company, formerly Barnsdall Refining Corp. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1941].
Authors: Bareco Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: "B Square" logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4038 (PrCt)

61578 Oklahoma - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Oklahoma road map / Cities Service. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1941].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: car, Cities Service sign and infant dressed as a gas station attendant; slogan "start every trip at your Cities Service dealer's."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4083 (PrCt)

61579 Oklahoma - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Travel Oklahoma with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1941].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4120 (PrCt)

61580 Oklahoma - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Travel Oklahoma with the Independent. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1941].
Authors: Globe Oil & Refining Companies -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : folded to 22 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Dated "'41" on title panel.
Panel art: Globe gas station attendant; slogans "we are home owned" and "keep rollin' with Globe."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4140 (PrCt)

61581 Oklahoma - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Highway map of Oklahoma ... Johnson Oil Refining Company ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1941].
Authors: Johnson Oil Refining Co. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 64 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Johnson highway map of Oklahoma.
Date from RMcN AE 120 ms. index.
Plate no. W.3623.
Inset map (9 x 15 cm.): Western Oklahoma.
Map on verso (31 x 47 cm.): Johnson highway map of United States.
Panel art: Johnson winged logo over car near water.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 120.42 (PrCt)

61582 Oklahoma - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
D-X road map of Oklahoma and United States.
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1941].
Authors: Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation."
Panel art: D-X sign and Diamond gas station facade.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4160 (PrCt)

61583 Oklahoma - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: road, Phillips 66 sign, and slogan "there's a Phillips station ahead."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4195 (PrCt)

61584 Oklahoma - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Oklahoma official road map : Phillips 66 ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, 1941.
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 37 x 57 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no: 342-J C-11-O
Inset (6 x 13 cm.): [Oklahoma panhandle]
Map on verso (28 x 43 cm.): Phillips Petroleum Company official road map : United States.
Panel art: tree-lined road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 119.8X (PrCt)

61585 Oklahoma - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 65 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 120 ms. index.
Plate no. W.3623
Inset (9 x 15 cm.): Western Oklahoma.
Map on verso (31 x 47 cm.): Rand McNally road map : United States
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 120.38 (PrCt)

61586 Oklahoma - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Oklahoma : Sinclair H-C gasoline road map.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1941].
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair road map : Oklahoma.
Date from RMcN AE 120 ms. index.
Plate no. W.3623
Inset (9 x 15 cm.): Western Oklahoma.
Map on verso (31 x 48 cm.): Sinclair recreational map : United States.
Panel art: Sinclair sign over couple in car.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 120.39 (PrCt)

61587 Oklahoma - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Authors: Skelly Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 29 x 46 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Skelly sign and gas station attendant.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4276 (PrCt)

61588 Oklahoma - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Emphasized road map : Oklahoma.
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1941.
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Emphasized road map : Oklahoma.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 131.5X (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Tour Oklahoma with Skelly. Chicago: H.M. Gousha Company, 1941.
Authors: Skelly Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Library
1 map: col.; 41 x 64 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Skelly 1941 official road map of Oklahoma.
Plate no. 342-J C-11-O
Inset (7 x 14 cm.): [Oklahoma panhandle].
Maps on verso (29 x 44 cm and smaller): United States mileage and driving time -- Oklahoma City -- Tulsa -- Okmulgee -- Muskogee.
Panel art: Skelly sign, attendant with gas pump.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 119.7X (PrCt)

Oklahoma - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Highway map: Oklahoma / compliments of Standard Oil Company of Indiana. Chicago: H.M. Gousha Co., [1941?].
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: cars, gas pumps, and "Standard Service" sign.
Forms part of H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4309 (PrCt)

Oklahoma - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: airplane, car and Tydol flying "A" gasoline logo.
Forms part of H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4309 (PrCt)

Oklahoma - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Travel Oklahoma with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago: H.M. Gousha Co., [1942?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Back panel art: circus elephant with slogan "mileage you'll never forget Conoco Nth Motor..."
States recreational map.
Panel art: Sinclair H-C gasoline pump.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 119.5 (PrCt)

61602 Oklahoma - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Tour Oklahoma with Skelly: see America now / courtesy of Skelly Oil Company, U.S.A. Chicago: H.M. Gousha Co., 1942. Authors: Skelly Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Skelly sign, stars and profiles of cars.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4607 (PrCt)

61603 Oklahoma - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: cars, gas pumps, "Standard Service" sign, and statement "help national defense, conserve paper ...".
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4633 (PrCt)

61604 Oklahoma - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: statue of minuteman with caption "buy war bonds and stamps", Tydol gasoline logo, Veedol motor oil logo, and statement "Oil is ammunition, use it wisely."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4656 (PrCt)

61605 Oklahoma - Maps - 1943 - Road maps
Oklahoma with sectional map of adjoining states:

61606 Oklahoma - Maps - 1944 - Road maps
1 map : col. ; 42 x 64 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 119 ms. index.
Plate no. Z. 3623-1
Map on verso (31 x 47 cm.): Rand McNally road map: United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 119.8 (PrCt)

61607 Oklahoma - Maps - 1944 - Road maps
Southern States - Maps - 1944 - Road maps
Oklahoma City Region (Okla.) - Maps - 1944 - Road maps
1 map : col. ; 40 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Gulf: Oklahoma info-map
Date from RMcN AE 119 ms. index.
Plate no. Z.3623
Inset (9 x 15 cm.): Western Oklahoma.
Maps on verso (42 x 58 cm. and smaller): Road map of Texas, Oklahoma, Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi -- Oklahoma City and vicinity.
Panel art: Gulf sign over car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 119.9 (PrCt)

61608 Oklahoma - Maps - 1945 - Road maps

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
61609  Oklahoma - Maps - 1945 - Road maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 64 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 119 ms. index.
Plate no. 453623
Map on verso (31 x 47 cm.): Rand McNally road map : United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 119.11 (PrCt)

61610  Oklahoma - Maps - 1946 - Road maps

Oklahoma road map ... / Cities Service Oils ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1946].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"Revised edition."
Panel title.
Panel art: rural road scene, Cities Service Oils logo, and slogan "start every trip at your Cities Service dealer's."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4750 (PrCt)

61611  Oklahoma - Maps - 1946 - Road maps

Travel Oklahoma with Conoco ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1946].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4785 (PrCt)

61612  Oklahoma - Maps - 1946 - Road maps

Authors: Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation."
Panel art: D-X sign and Diamond gas station facade.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4810 (PrCt)

61613  Oklahoma - Maps - 1946 - Road maps

Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: road, Phillips 66 sign, and slogan "there's a Phillips station ahead."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4837 (PrCt)

61614  Oklahoma - Maps - 1946 - Road maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 65 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 119 ms. index.
Plate no. 463623V
Inset (9 x 15 cm.): Western Oklahoma.
Map on verso (31 x 47 cm.): Rand McNally road map : United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 119.19 (PrCt)

61615  Oklahoma - Maps - 1946 - Road maps

Tour Oklahoma with Skelly : see America now / courtesy of Skelly Oil Company, U.S.A. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1946.
Authors: Skelly Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Skelly sign, stars and profiles of cars.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

61616 **Oklahoma - Maps - 1946 - Road maps**


Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Panel art: gas station attendant and man in car.

Forms part of the H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

**Gousha Clients 4931 (PrCt)**

61619 **Oklahoma - Maps - 1946 - Road maps**

*Turner Turnpike (Okla.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps Oklahoma : Sinclair ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1946].*

Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

1 map : col. ; 42 x 65 cm

Panel title.

Added title: Sinclair : Oklahoma.

Date from RMcN AE 119 ms. index.

Plate no. 4-463623 V-13

Inset (9 x 15 cm.): Western Oklahoma.

Maps on verso (33 x 47 cm. and smaller): Sinclair : United States -- Tulsa -- Oklahoma City -- Turner Turnpike Okla.

Panel art: Couple in car speaking with Sinclair attendant in front of gas station.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 119.22 (PrCt)**

61620 **Oklahoma - Maps - 1947 - Road maps**

*Oklahoma road map ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1947?].*

Authors: Bareco Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 10 cm.

Panel title.

Panel art: "B Square" logo.

Forms part of the H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

**Gousha Clients 5007 (PrCt)**

61621 **Oklahoma - Maps - 1947 - Road maps**

*Oklahoma / Cities Service. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1947?].*

Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Panel art: Cities Service gas station, various cartoon images, and slogan "Cities Service dealers help make every trip a treat."

Forms part of the H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

**Gousha Clients 5060 (PrCt)**

61622 **Oklahoma - Maps - 1947 - Road maps**

*Travel Oklahoma with Conoco ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1947?].*

Authors: Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

1 map : col. ; 42 x 65 cm

Panel title.

Added title: Conoco : Oklahoma.

Date from RMcN AE 119 ms. index.

Plate no. 4-463623 V-13

Inset (9 x 15 cm.): Western Oklahoma.

Maps on verso (33 x 47 cm. and smaller): Conoco : United States -- Tulsa -- Oklahoma City -- Turner Turnpike Okla.

Panel art: Couple in car speaking with Conoco attendant in front of gas station.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 119.21 (PrCt)**

*Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.*

*For more information refer to the title page of this volume.*
Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "U", indicating 1947 publication.
Panel art: family standing in front of car and statement "for long trips ask ... about Touraide."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5103 (PrCt)

Oklahoma - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Road map of Oklahoma and United States : D-X.
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1947?].
Authors: Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)/
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "U", indicating 1947 publication.
D-X was the trademark of Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation.
Panel art: D-X sign and and slogan "the sign of friendly service."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5132 (PrCt)

Oklahoma - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)/
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "U", indicating 1947 publication.
Panel art: couple in a convertible driving towards a Phillips gas station, Phillips 66 logo, and slogan "for cleanliness and service there's a Phillips 66 station ahead."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5152 (PrCt)

Oklahoma - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)/
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "U", indicating 1947 publication.
Panel art: gas station attendant talking to man in car.
56155 Oklahoma - Maps - 1947 - Road maps...
Road map of Oklahoma and United States / D-X the sign of friendly service. Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948?].
Authors: Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
D-X was the trademark of Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation.
Panel art: D-X sign.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5398 (PrCt)

61635 Oklahoma - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 65 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 121 ms. index.
Plate no. 8-463623V-3
Inset (9 x 15 cm.): Western Oklahoma.
Map on verso (31 x 47 cm.): Rand McNally road map : United States
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 121.30 (PrCt)

61636 Oklahoma - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Shell map of Oklahoma. Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5479 (PrCt)

61637 Oklahoma - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Tour Oklahoma with Skelly / courtesy of Skelly Oil Company, U.S.A. Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948?].
Authors: Skelly Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
Panel art: Skelly sign, car and group of people on beach.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5517 (PrCt)

61638 Oklahoma - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Highway map : Oklahoma / compliments of Standard Oil Company (Indiana). Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948?].
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5529 (PrCt)

61639 Oklahoma - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Road map : Oklahoma / compliments of Tide Water Associated Oil Company, New York, San Francisco, Tulsa. Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948?].
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
Panel art: gas station attendant talking to man in car, Tydol Flying "A" gasoline sign, Veedol motor oil logo, and slogan "at this sign ... everything that's good for your car:"
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5556 (PrCt)

61640 Oklahoma - Maps - 1949 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 65 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 121 ms. index.
Plate no. 9-463623V-6
Inset (9 x 15 cm.): Western Oklahoma.
Map on verso (31 x 47 cm.): Rand McNally road map : United States
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Oklahoma - Maps - 1949 - Road maps>>>Southern States - Maps - 1949 - Road maps>>>Oklahoma City Region (Okla.) - Maps - 1949 - Road maps>>>Road maps
1 map : col. ; 42 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Gulf : Oklahoma.info-map
Date from RMcN AE 121 ms. index.
Plate no. 9-463623V-5
Inset (9 x 15 cm.): Western Oklahoma.
Maps on verso (43 x 58 cm. and 21 x 19 cm.):
Road map of Texas, Oklahoma, Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi -- Oklahoma City.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection.
RMcN AE 121.1 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Pocket maps -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
30 p. : 2 col. maps on 1 sheet (folded) ; 24 cm.
"1950 edition."
Cover title: Rand McNally pocket maps : Oklahoma : complete indexed reference map ... [and] highway map
Uniform title: Pocket maps
Folded map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back to back, col. ; 47 x 64 cm. and 43 x 65 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of Oklahoma. Plate no. 90123. Includes key to railroads and inset of Oklahoma Panhandle (8 x 30 cm.) -- Rand McNally road map : Oklahoma. Plate no. 0-463623V-8. Includes inset of Oklahoma Panhandle (9 x 15 cm.)
Cover art: Cars on road alongside passenger train.
"75¢" -- printed on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Pocket 4C 213 (PrCt)

Oklahoma - Maps - 1950 - Road maps>>>Kansas - Maps - 1950 - Road maps>>>Kansas City Region (Kan. and Mo.) - Maps - 1950 - Road maps>>>Oklahoma City
Road map of Oklahoma : Bell dealers lead the parade. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1951?].
Authors: Bell Oil and Gas Co. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 65 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Rand McNally road map : Oklahoma "Bell Oil and Gas Co., refiners, Tulsa, Grandfield, Ardmore."
Plate no. 1-463623V-11
Inset (9 x 15 cm): Western Oklahoma.
Map on verso (32 x 47 cm.): Rand McNally road map : United States
Panel art: illustration of a car on a mountain road
Oklahoma - Maps - 1951 - Road maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 65 cm.

Plate no. 1-463623V-10.
Inset (9 x 15 cm.): Western Oklahoma.
Map on verso (31 x 48 cm.): Rand McNally road map : United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 305 (PrCt)

Oklahoma - Maps - 1952 - Indexes

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
10 p. ; 24 cm.

“1952 edition.”
Imperfect; lacking 2 maps on 1 folded sheet issued inside back cover.
Cover title: Rand McNally Oklahoma pocket map : reference map ... [and] detailed highway map
Uniform title: Pocket maps "2 maps in one, $1" -- front cover.
Cover art: Schematic road sign labeled "reference map ....
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Pocket 4C 216 (PrCt)
2 maps in one. $1 -- front cover.
Cover art: Schematic road sign labeled "reference map ... ."
Handstamp on title page: Register of Copyrights, Library of Congress ... certificate no. 219203.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN AE 121.6 (PrCt)

61653 Oklahoma - Maps - 1952 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 65 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 121 ms. index.
Plate no. 2-463623V-11
Inset (9 x 15 cm.): Western Oklahoma.
Map on verso (31 x 48 cm.): Rand McNally road map : United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

61654 Oklahoma - Maps - 1953 - Road maps
1 map : col. ; 42 x 65 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Rand McNally road map : Oklahoma.
Plate no. 3-463623V-12.
Inset (9 x 14 cm.): Western Oklahoma.
Map on verso (33 x 47 cm.): Rand McNally road map : United States.
Panel art: Illustration of mountain scene and Dezol motor oil can.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4630 (PrCt)

61655 Oklahoma - Maps - 1954 - Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Oklahoma.
Date from RMcN AE 119 ms. index.
Plate no. 4-463623V-15.
Inset (9 x 15 cm.): Western Oklahoma.
Maps on verso (37 x 58 cm. and smaller):
Kansas -- Kansas City -- Oklahoma City.
Panel art: Gulf sign over car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Panel art: Gulf sign over cars on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 119.2X (PrCt)

Oklahoma - Maps - 1956 - Road
maps<<>>Kansas - Maps - 1956 - Road
maps<<>>Kansas City Region (Kan. and Mo.)
- Maps - 1956 - Road maps<<>>Oklahoma City
Region (Okla.) - Maps - 1956 - Road
maps<<>>Road maps
Oklahoma, Kansas tourgide map : Gulf. Chicago
: Rand McNally & Company, [1956].
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally
and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Oklahoma.
Date from RMcN AE 119 ms. index.
Plate no. 6-463623V-17.
Inset (9 x 15 cm.): Western Oklahoma.
Maps on verso (37 x 58 cm. and smaller):
Kansas -- Kansas City and vicinity -- Oklahoma
City and vicinity.
Panel art: Gulf sign over cars on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 119.5X (PrCt)

Oklahoma - Maps - 1956 - Road
maps<<>>Kansas - Maps - 1956 - Road
maps<<>>Kansas City Region (Kan. and Mo.)
- Maps - 1956 - Road maps<<>>Oklahoma City
Region (Okla.) - Maps - 1956 - Road
maps<<>>Road maps
Oklahoma, Kansas tourgide map : Gulf. Chicago
: Rand McNally & Company, [1956].
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally
and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Oklahoma.
Date from RMcN AE 119 ms. index.
Plate no. 6-463623V-15.
Inset (9 x 15 cm.): Western Oklahoma.
Maps on verso (33 x 47 cm. and smaller):
Sinclair : United States -- Tulsa -- Oklahoma City --
Turner Turnpike.
Panel art: America's scenic wonders, family in
car.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 119.4X (PrCt)

Oklahoma - Maps - 1956 - Road
maps<<>>Kansas - Maps - 1956 - Road
maps<<>>Kansas City Region (Kan. and Mo.)
- Maps - 1956 - Road maps<<>>Oklahoma City
Region (Okla.) - Maps - 1956 - Road
maps<<>>Road maps
Oklahoma, Kansas tourgide map : Gulf. Chicago
: Rand McNally & Company, [1956].
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally
and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Oklahoma.
Date from RMcN AE 119 ms. index.
Plate no. 6-463623V-17.
Inset (9 x 15 cm.): Western Oklahoma.
Maps on verso (37 x 58 cm. and smaller):
Kansas -- Kansas City and vicinity -- Oklahoma
City and vicinity.
Panel art: Gulf sign over cars on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 119.6X (PrCt)

Oklahoma - Maps - 1956 - Road
maps<<>>Road maps
Rand McNally road map : Oklahoma. Chicago
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 65 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 119 ms. index.
Plate no. 6-463623V-15
Inset (9 x 15 cm.): Western Oklahoma.
Map on verso (33 x 47 cm.): Rand McNally road
map : United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 119.3X (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Maps - 1962-1963 - Road maps
Rand McNally Oklahoma pocket map. San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1962 [i.e. 1963?]. Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Pocket maps -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) 28 p. : 2 col. maps on 1 sheet (folded) ; 24 cm. Cover title: Rand McNally Oklahoma pocket reference map ... [and] detailed highway map Uniform title: Pocket maps Folded map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back to back, col. ; 46 x 64 cm. and 43 x 71 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of Oklahoma. Includes key to railroads and inset of Oklahoma Panhandle (8 x 30 cm.) -- Oklahoma : Rand McNally road map. "Copyright © 1963 [I]" Plate no. 3-5642-16. Includes inset maps of Enid and Muskogee (each 9 x 8 cm.). "2 maps" -- front cover. "$1.50" -- printed on front cover. Cover art: stylized and labeled map symbols (e.g. "elevations", "points of interest", "air facilities", etc.) Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library). Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).

61664

Oklahoma - Maps - 1966 - Road maps

RMcN Clients 2803 (PrCt)

61662

Oklahoma - Maps - 1962

61665

Oklahoma - Maps - 1967 - Road maps

RMcN Stock 79 (PrCt)

61663

Oklahoma - Maps - 1962 - Road maps
Rand McNally Oklahoma road map. San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, [19627].

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
(Okla. and Tex.)-Road maps
1 map : col. ; 44 x 66 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm. Includes blank title panel (for overprinting?). Plate no. 6719
Insets (each 18 x 21 cm.): Oklahoma City and vicinity -- Tulsa and vicinity.
Maps on verso (44 x 23 cm. and smaller):
Northeastern Oklahoma recreation area -- Eufaula Res. rec. area -- Lake Texoma rec. area.
Forms part of a collection of stock editions of Rand McNally road maps, some apparently issued as sales samples and / or printer's proofs for prospective commercial clients.
Uniform series title (established by cataloger): Stock road maps
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (April 2010).
RMcN Stock 80 (PrCt)

1 map : col. ; 44 x 66 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm. Includes blank title panel (for overprinting?). Plate no. 696719-2
Insets (each 18 x 21 cm.): Oklahoma City and vicinity -- Tulsa and vicinity.
Maps on verso (44 x 23 cm. and smaller):
Northeastern Oklahoma recreation area -- Eufaula Res. rec. area -- Lake Texoma rec. area.
Forms part of a collection of stock editions of Rand McNally road maps, some apparently issued as sales samples and / or printer's proofs for prospective commercial clients.
Uniform series title (established by cataloger): Stock road maps
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (April 2010).
RMcN Stock 82 (PrCt)

61668 Oklahoma - Maps - 1970 - Road maps-Oklahoma - Maps - 1925 - Road maps
1 map : col. ; 39 x 83 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm. "Revised March 16, 1970."
Directory of the "State Highway Commission" on back panel.
Verso includes reduced reproduction of 1925 map published by the state of Oklahoma, with supplied facsimile title (17 x 22 cm.): Oklahoma state highway system, 1925 / M.E. Trapp, Governor ; Cyrus S. Avery, Commissioner ; F.J. Gentry, Commissioner ; Roy Johnson, Commissioner ; E.B. Guthrey, Secretary ; J.M. Page, State Highway Engineer. Original map title unknown.
Other maps on verso (14 x 17 cm. and smaller):
Muskogee -- Lawton -- Oklahoma City area -- Tulsa -- Norman -- Enid.
Panel art: color aerial photograph of highway interchange.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

**61669**

**Oklahoma - Maps - 1970 - Road maps**

*Oklahoma : when you travel remember Kerr-McGee knows how everything goes.*


1 map : col. ; 44 x 66 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Plate no. 70 6719-3

Insets (each 18 x 21 cm.): Oklahoma City and vicinity : Tulsa and vicinity.

Maps on verso (37 x 23 cm. and smaller):

Northeastern Oklahoma recreation area -- Bartlesville -- Eufaula Res. rec. area -- Muskogee -- Lake Texoma rec. area.

Panel art: Color illustration of sail boats at sunset; Deep Rock gas sign.


Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

**RMcN Clients 1896 (PrCt)**

---

**61670**

**Oklahoma - Maps - 1973 - Road maps**

Oklahoma City Region (Okla.) - Maps - 1973 - Road maps


Authors: Oklahoma. Dept of Highways -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 39 x 83 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.

Panel title.


Maps on verso (29 x 23 cm. and 14 x 14 cm.): Oklahoma City -- Tulsa.

Panel art: photograph of Indian in traditional dress, "American Indian exposition, Anadarko".

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

**RMcN Clients 1897 (PrCt)**

---

**61671**

**Oklahoma - Maps - 1973 - Road maps**

Oklahoma City Region (Okla.) - Maps - 1973 - Road maps


Authors: Oklahoma. Dept of Highways -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 39 x 83 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.

Panel title.


Maps on verso (29 x 23 cm. and 14 x 14 cm.): Oklahoma City -- Tulsa.

Panel art: photograph of Indian in traditional dress, "American Indian exposition, Anadarko".

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

**RMcN Clients 1898 (PrCt)**

---

**61672**

**Oklahoma - Maps - 1974 - Road maps**


1 map : col. ; 44 x 66 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.

"1974 Edition."

Panel title.

Added title: Oklahoma.

Plate no. 746746-7

Insets (each 18 x 21 cm.): Oklahoma City and vicinity -- Tulsa and vicinity.

Maps on verso (37 x 23 cm. and smaller):

Northeastern Oklahoma recreation area -- Eufaula Res. rec. area -- Muskogee -- Lake Texoma rec. area.

Panel art: road signs.

Forms part of a collection of stock editions of Rand McNally road maps, some apparently issued as sales samples and / or printer's proofs for prospective commercial clients.

Uniform series title (established by cataloger):

Stock road maps

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (April 2010).

**RMcN Stock 83 (PrCt)**

---

**61673**

**Oklahoma - Maps - 1975 - Road maps**

Oklahoma City Region (Okla.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps


1 map : col. ; 39 x 82 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Oklahoma : 1975 official state highway map.

Directory of "State Highway Commission" on back panel.


Insets (5 x 7 cm. each): Lawton -- Enid --
Oklahoma - Maps - 1975 - Road maps

61676
Oklahoma - Maps - 1975 - Road maps

61675
Oklahoma - Maps - 1975 - Road maps

61678
Oklahoma - Tourism - 1995
Travel Vertical File G4020 1995 .O3 (PrCt)

61679 Oktibbeha County (Miss.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners<<>Counties - Maps<<>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960-
1st ed.
214 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
'Deluxe edition.'
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).
'3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.' Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).
Includes indexes.
Series: Family maps
ISBN 1420303740
Local History Ref F347.O4 B69 2006 (NLO)

61680 Öland (Sweden) - Maps - 1650<<>Eland (Sweden) SEE Oland (Sweden)
Eland. [Paris? s.n., ca. 1650?].
Authors: Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:X37
1 map ; 14 x 17 cm., on sheet 36 x 22 cm.
Unsigned map without imprint.
One of seven sheets apparently issued as a part of an unidentified isolario or island book (Paris?, ca. 1650?).
Oriented with north to upper right.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map1F G5702.B3A 1650 .B3 sheet 6 of 7 (PrCt)

61681 Olaus, Magnus, Archbishop of Uppsala, 1490-1557
[Notes on Olaus Magnus]. [Chicago, 198-?].
Authors: Karrow, Robert W.
1 file folder ; 25 x 30 cm.
Bibliographical notes, photocopies of maps, and drafts used in the preparation of the chapter on Olaus Magnus in: Karrow, Mapmakers of the sixteenth century and their maps (1993).
Vert 3127 (PrCt)

61682 Olaus, Magnus, Archbishop of Uppsala, 1490-1557
Authors: Lindroth, Sten -- Dictionary of scientific biography (1970-1980)
p. 197 ; 29 cm.
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3126, no. 5.
Ref Q141 .D5, v. 10, p. 197 (PrCt)

61683 Olaus, Magnus, Archbishop of Uppsala, 1490-1557. Carta marina (1539)
Olaus Magnus und seine Karte des Nordens. 1886.
Authors: Brenner, Oskar, 1854-1920
Historisk tidsskrift (Oslo), 2d ser., 5 (1886): 401-5.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

61684 Olaus, Magnus, Archbishop of Uppsala, 1490-1557. Carta marina (1539)
Authors: Brenner, Oskar, 1854-1920 -- Acta cartographica (1973) -- Forhandlinger i Videnskapskesskapet i Kristiania (1886)
p. 47-68 ; 25 cm.
Map Ref GA101 .A2, v. 16, p. 47-68 (PrCt)

61685 Olaus, Magnus, Archbishop of Uppsala, 1490-1557. Carta marina (1539)
The 'Carta Marina' of Olaus Magnus. [Leiden : E.J. Brill, 1951].
Authors: Granlund, John, 1901-
p. 35-43
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3126, no. 1.
Ref Q141 .I6, v. 9, p. 35-43 (PrCt)

61686 Olaus, Magnus, Archbishop of Uppsala, 1490-1557. Carta marina (1539)
A Note on Olaus Magnus' map. [Leiden : E.J. Brill, 1952].
Authors: Granlund, John, 1901-1982 -- Imago mundi (1951) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
p. 82
In: Imago mundi 9 (1952): 82.
Map Ref folio GA1 .I6, v. 9, p. 82 (PrCt)

61687 Olaus, Magnus, Archbishop of Uppsala, 1490-1557. Carta marina (1539)
Authors: Knauer, Elfriede Regina
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

61688 Olaus, Magnus, Archbishop of Uppsala,
1490-1557. Carta marina (1539)
Authors: Lynam, Edward -- Tall Tree Library Publications, no. 12 -- George H. Beans Library. Publications, no. 12 SEE Tall Tree Library Publications. Publications -- Tall Tree Library Publications SEE ALSO Tall Tree Library

61693
Olaus, Magnus, Archbishop of Uppsala, 1490-1557 Scania - Cartography
En kort historik över Olaus Magnus Gothus och Nordens geografi från 4:e århundradet f. Kr. till 1500-talet samt orienterande förklaringar till Carta Marina. Stockholm, [19--?].
Authors: Abelli, Bror
25 p.
Cited in Imago Mundi annual bibliography.

Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

61692
Olaus, Magnus, Archbishop of Uppsala,

1490-1557 Scania - Historical geography
Arctic regions - Historical geography
Iceland - Historical geography
Olaus Magnus och hans framställning af Nordens geografi : studier i geografiens historia. Uppsala : Almqvist & Wiksells, 1895.
Authors: Ahlenius, Karl Jakob Mauritz, 1866-1906 x, 433, [1] p. : 1 illus., 2 maps ; 23 cm.
Akademisk afhandling--Upsala.
References: OCLC 6429782

Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

61694
Old Fort Niagara (N.Y.) - Maps - 1727 - Pictorial works - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Navy Hall opposite [Fort] Niagara ; Queenston or landing near Niagara. [19--].
2 views ; on sheet 30 x 24 cm.

61695
Old Fort Niagara (N.Y.) - Maps - 1757 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Plan du Fort Niagara; cette place a dte commencee le 14 Janvier, 1757, et tine le 12 October, 1757 avec 80 travailleurs par jours, par Mr. de Pouchot, capitaine au regiment de Bearn. [19--].
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

15832. h -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1757 manuscript.
folio Ayer 136 .H91 1907 ser. 1, v. 3, pl. 3-4 (PrCt)

61696 Old Fort Niagara (N.Y.) - Maps - 1759 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
A Colored plan of Fort Niagara, with its environs and attack made thereon in the month of July, 1759'. [19--].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1759 manuscript.
folio Ayer 136 .H91 1907 ser. 1, v. 3, pl. 2 (PrCt)

61697 Old Fort Niagara (N.Y.) - Maps - 1766 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
A Plan of Fort Niagara, shewing 'a scheme to inclose the present publick buildings at Niagara, and to prevent the expense of levling the old works, 1766'. [19--].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1766 manuscript.
folio Ayer 136 .H91 1909 ser. 2, v. 1, pl. 18 (PrCt)

61698 Old Fort Niagara (N.Y.) - Maps - 1768 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
A Colored plan of Fort Niagara, with a design for contracting the same, by John Montresor, engineer, agreeable to the order he received from the Hon. M. Gen. Gage, commander-in-chief. June 1768; signed by the engineer. [19--].

-- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1768 manuscript.
folio Ayer 136 .H91 1907 ser. 1, v. 3, pl. 5 (PrCt)

61699 Old Fort Niagara (N.Y.) - Maps - 1769 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
A Colored 'elevation, plan and section of the new drawbridge built at Niagara, 1769;' drawn by Capt. Thomas Sowers, engineer. [19--].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1769 manuscript.
folio Ayer 136 .H91 1907 ser. 1, v. 3, pl. 6 (PrCt)

61700 Old Fort Niagara (N.Y.) - Maps - 1770 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
A Colored 'section and elevation of stone redoubt', being one of those built in Fort Niagara in 1770. [19--].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1770 manuscript.
folio Ayer 136 .H91 1909 ser. 1, v. 3, pl. 7 (PrCt)

61701 Old Fort Niagara (N.Y.) - Maps - 1773 - Niagara Falls Region (N.Y. and Ont.) - Maps - 1773 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
A Colored 'plan of [Fort] Niagara, with an explanation of its present state;' drawn by Francis Pfister, at Niagara, 28 September, 1773 ... with a plan of one of the stone redoubts at Niagara, built in 1770 ... and a 'sketch of the communication between Lake Ontario and Lake Erie'. [19--].

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1773 manuscript.
Includes two insets: 'Plan of Fort Erie' and 'Sketch of the Comunication between Lake Ontario & Erie'
folio Ayer 136 .H91 1907 ser. 1, v. 1, pl. 11 (PrCt)

1 leaflet (4 p.) : photos, map ; fold. to 24 x 11 cm.


Old Spanish fort and museum on "Singing River"
(Pascagoula, Miss.) SEE Old Spanish Fort Site
(Pascagoula, Miss.) - 1970
Old Spanish fort and museum on "Singing River"
Pascagoula, Miss. Pascagoula, Miss. Jackson County Historical Society, [ca. 1970].
Authors: Jackson County Historical Society (Miss.).
1 leaflet (4-fold) : col. map, photos ; 23 x 10 cm.


Old Town (Chicago, Ill.) - Historical geography
- Maps - 2001
Our Old Town : the history of a neighborhood.
Authors: Baugher, Shirley -- Old Town Triangle Association -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
158 p. : ill., map, ports. ; 24 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 151-152) and index.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
ISBN 0967229618
Local History Ref F548.68.O4 B38 2001 (NLO)

Old Town (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1988
Pictorial maps
Old Town (Chicago, Ill.) - 1988
Pictorial maps
Authors: Ingenious Replica Scenery -- Hamlet Ltd. -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 89 x 59 cm.
Pictorial advertising map, with names and phone numbers of places of business, seven paragraphs on 'history.'
'Our Town Posters distributed by Hamlet Ltd., custom framing.'

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
map6F G4104.C6:2O4 1988 I5 (PrCt)

Oldenburg (Germany) - Maps - 1680
Oldenburg comitatus. Amsterdam, [ca. 1680].
Authors: Aveele, Jan van den, 1655-1722 -- Schenk & Valck, Amsterdam -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:244
1 map : hand col. ; 35 x 46 cm.

Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
VAULT oversize Sack map2C G5700 1740 .S2, no. II:244 (PrCt)

Oldenburg (Germany : Landkreis) - Maps - 1804
Karte von dem Herzogthum Oldenburg ...
Nordlicher Theil ... 1803. 1804 [i.e. 1816?].
[General atlas of modern geography ... ]
[1775-1816] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 66 x 55 cm.
In: Faden, William [and others]. [General atlas of modern geography : a collection of large scale maps and charts of all parts of the world] ([London, etc. : W. Faden, etc., 1775-1816]) v. 1, pl. [51].

Verso handstamped '36.'
oversize Ayer 135 .G32 1775 v. 1, pl. 51 (PrCt)

Oldenburg (Germany : Landkreis) - Maps - 1804
Authors: Mentz, C. F., 1765-1832 -- Wessel -- Huner -- Behrens, C. Behrens, C. -- Heumann -- Wöbken -- Tischbein, Georg Heinrich, 1755-1848 -- Baur, Hans -- Knollmann, Wilhelm -- Niedersächsisches Landesverwaltungsamt, Landesvermessung

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1 map ; 66 x 55 cm.  
Facsimile of original published Oldenburg, 1804.  
'Reproduktion, Druck und Vertrieb:  
Niedersachsisches Landesverwaltungsamt - Landesvermessung - Hannover.'  
Scale [ca. 1:633,333].  
9105240BLC  
LC Card Number: 88693946  
map6F G6323.O5 1804 .M4 1987 (NLO)  

61709  
Oldenburg (Germany : Landkreis) - Maps - 1856<<>>Schrenck, Albert Philibert, 1800-1877. Karte Von dem Herzogthume Oldenburg  
Karte von dem Herzogthume Oldenburg.  
Hannover : Niedersächsisches Landesverwaltungsamt, Landesvermessung, 1887.  
Landesvermessung  
1 map ; 76 x 49 cm. +1 pamphlet (12 p. ; 21 cm.)  
Facsimile of original published Oldenburg, 1856.  
Scale 1:200,000.  
'Reproduktion, Druck und Vertrieb:  
Niedersachsisches Landesverwaltungsamt - Landesvermessung - Hannover.'  
9105240CLC.  
LC Card Number: 88693947  
map6F G6323.O5 1856 .S3 1987 (NLO)  

61710  
Oldenburg (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1620  
Aldenbvrgvm Holtsatiae.  
[Collectanea : s.n. ; ca. 1620].  
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 view : hand col. ; 10 x 23 cm. on sheet 41 x 54 cm.  
View derived from an anonymus ca. 1560 woodcut; see R.A. Skelton's Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.  
On same sheet with: Brunopolis vvlgo Brvnsvicvm, Bravnschwic vrbs maxima ... -- Lynvebvrgvm, nobilis Saxoniea vrbs, Salinis celeberrima -- Brema.  
Latin letterpress text on verso under titles:  
Brvnsvicvm -- Lvnebvrgvm -- Brema -- Oldenbvrgvm.  
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 1, pl. 23 (PrCt)  

61711  
Oldenburger Münsterland (Germany) - Maps - Bibliography -  
Catalogs<>Niedersächsisches Staatsarchiv (Oldenburg, Germany) - Map collections - Catalogs  
Authors: Schaer, Friedrich-Wilhelm -- Niedersächsisches Staatsarchiv (Oldenburg, Germany)  
52 p., p. 241-288 : ill., maps ; 24 cm.  
Originally published in two separate parts in the Jahrbuch für das Oldenburger Münsterland in 1975-76 and 1978.  
Includes bibliographical references and indexes.  
Formerly Z6027.G28 S3  
LC Card Number: 80494962  
Map Ref Z6027.G28 S3 (NLO)  

61712  
Authors: Texas. General Land Office -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps  
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.  
Size of original: 23 x 26 in. Scale 1:133,320.  
Originally compiled 1888.  
Microfiche 583, no. 1088 (PrCt)  

61713  
Olinda (Brazil) - Maps - 1671 - Pictorial works  
Olinda de Phernambuca.  
[London : John Ogilby, 1671].  
Authors: Ogilby, John, 1600-1676 -- Ogilby, John, 1600-1676. America : being the latest, and most accurate description of the New World ... (1671) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 view ; 28 x 35 cm.  
Includes references A-M.  
View of many ships in foreground.  
In: Ogilby, John. America : being the latest, and most accurate description of the New World ... (London : Printed by the author, 1671) following
Oliver County (N.D.) - Maps - 1917 - Landowners<>>>Counties - Maps<>>>Landowners - Maps
Standard atlas of Oliver County, North Dakota : including a plat book of the villages, cities and townships of the county : map of the state, United States and world, patrons directory, reference business directory and departments devoted to general information, analysis of the system of U.S. land surveys, digest of the system of civil government, etc. etc. / compiled and published by Geo. A. Ogle & Co. ; assisted in record work and platting by Frank J.V. Kiebert. Chicago : Geo. A. Ogle & Co., 1917.
Authors: Geo. A. Ogle & Co. -- Kiebert, Frank J. V. -- Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (51, xxiii p.) : 30 hand col. maps (chiefly col., some folded), ill., ports. ; 46 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:36,206]. Scale of maps chiefly 1 3/4 in. to 1 mile.
Maps of North Dakota, U.S. and world by George F. Cram.
Includes supplement (p. i-xxiii): Analysis of the system of United States land surveys; Digest of the system of civil government; General information regarding banking and business methods; Ancient, medieval and modern history chronologically arranged.
Includes advertisements, patrons directory and index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 4974.
Baskes oversize G4173.O4G46 1917 .O3 (NLO)

Olmstead County (Minn.) - Maps - 1983 - Landowners<>>>Counties - Maps<>>>Landowners - Maps
Atlas of Olmsted County, Minnesota.
Authors: Title Atlas Co. (Minneapolis, Minn.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 23 maps ; 338 x 261 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Olmsted County (Minn.) - Maps - 1878 - Landowners<>>>Olmstead County (Minn.)
SEE Olmsted County (Minn.)<>>>Counties - Maps<>>>Landowners - Maps
Plat book of Olmsted County, Minnesota : drawn from actual surveys and the county records.
1 atlas (42 p.) : col. maps (some on double plates) ; 46 cm.
'By Geo. E. Warner & C.M. Foote, surveyors and draughtsmen.'
Includes patron's directory.
Scales differ; scale of township maps [1:31,680]. Library buckram.
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005; includes CHS ownership markings.
CHS Coll., Atlas no. 111
LC Card Number: map54001036
oversize G4143.O4G46 1878 .W3 (NLO)

Olmsted County (Minn.) - Maps - 1981 - Landowners<>>>Counties - Maps<>>>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Olmsted County (Minn.). Soil & Water Conservation District -- Maloney, Art -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (40 p.) : 19 maps (1 col.) ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
Includes index to owners, and business and government directory.
Scale [1:50,688], 1 1/4 in. = 1 mile.
Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Former owner's inscription: Art Maloney, 524 Maple Lane Ave., Spring Valley, Mn.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 83675811

Olmsted County (Minn.) - Maps - 1983 - Landowners<>>>Counties - Maps<>>>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Title Atlas Co. (Minneapolis, Minn.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (various pagings) : ill., 23 maps, ports. ; 34 cm.
Cover title: Pictorial atlas, Olmsted County, Minnesota
Includes indexes to small tract owners; rural directory includes brief biographical sketches of landowners.
Advertisements interspersed.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Los Angeles Olympic Organizing Committee -- Times Mirror Company -- H.M. Gousha Company Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 51 x 88 cm., folded to 27 x 15 cm. No edition statement.
"Manufactured under license from the Los Angeles Olympic Organizing Committee."
"© 1983, the H.M. Gousha Company ... San Jose, Calif. ... a subsidiary of the Times Mirror Company"
Panel title.
Plate no. OB-5-1533-S
Inset (16 x 17 cm.): [Ventura-Oxnard region]
Verso includes 18 maps of scattered competition venues (archery, baseball, basketball, etc., each 9 x 7 cm.), venue distance chart, and descriptive text (English, French, German, Japanese, and Spanish).
Panel art: Three-star logo and Olympic rings, "© 1980 L.A. Olympic Committee"
Scale not given.
Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Company Collection (Newberry Library).
References: Cf. OCLC 15281845
map4C G4364.L8E63 1984 .G6 (PrCt)

McDonald's salutes the Games of the XXIIIrd Olympiad, [Los Angeles?] : McDonald's, [1984?], c1983.
Authors: McDonald's Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Los Angeles Olympic Organizing Committee -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library) -- L.A.O.O.C see Los Angeles Olympic Organizing Committee
1 booklet (19 p.) : 19 col. maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
No edition statement.
"© 1983 McDonald's Corporation"
Olympic pictograms (on maps) and three-star logo (on cover) copyrighted by Los Angeles Olympic Organizing Committee.
Text describing athletic competitions accompanied by H.M. Gousha maps of venues scattered throughout the Los Angeles region.
Includes regional road map (26 x 39 cm.) and 18 maps of competition venues (archery, basketball, boxing, etc., each 9 x 12 cm.)
Includes numbered directory of "McDonald's restaurants of southern California" (p. 18-19) keyed to regional map (p. 10-11).
Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Company Collection (Newberry Library).
References: OCLC 17945660
map4C G4364.L8E63 1984 .G6 (PrCt)

Authors: Atlanta Committee for the Olympic Games -- Olympic Games (26th : 1996 : Atlanta, Ga.) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 brochure : col. map ; on sheet 23 x 39 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
"TM, © 1992, ACOG"
Added title: Centennial Olympic Games calendar of events
Map on verso (20 cm. in diam. ) : Olympic Ring
Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Company Collection (Newberry Library).
Panel art: discus thrower, flags
Issued as one of five items in folded plastic case with cover title: The Official commemorative map collection : Atlanta 1996
Duplicate copy: Gousha map4C 95.83 [copy 2 of 2, item e]
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34, Range 7 (May 2010).
ISBN 0671558218
Gousha map4C 95.83 [copy 1 of 2, item e](PrCt)


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Olympic Games (28th : 2004 : Athens, Greece)
2 maps : col. ; 24 x 27 cm., folded in cover 6 x 9 cm.
Cover title.
Maps and legends in Modern Greek.
Shows rail and bus routes to Olympic Games venues.
Contents: Olympiakes Leophoreiakes Grammes yia tous theatres. -- Diktuo Meson Etatheres Trochias.
Gift 2010, Katherine Stotis.
map1F G6813 .A8P1 2004 .O5 (Pr Ct)

Authors: United States. Forest Service -- S. C. R. -- C. R. S.
1 map : col. ; on sheet 36 x 26 cm. fold. to 19 x 9 cm.
Scale ca. [1:313,000].
Pictorial map.
'Olympia, Wash. July, 1935 C.R.S.'
Inset: State of Washington key map.
On verso, panel title, 5 panels of descriptive text.
'Washington Guide no. 18.'
Shows roads and trails with mileage, campgrounds, shelters, ranger stations, fire lookouts, commercial resorts.
Annotated in ink with roman numeral I at top of sheet.
map1F G4282 .O36P2 1935 U5, no. 2 (Pr Ct)

VIII Olympic Winter Games map / Union Oil Service, Squaw Valley, California. Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [1959?].
Authors: Union Oil Company of California -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 43 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: VIII Olympic Winter Games area road map of Squaw Valley-Lake Tahoe, Calif. region.
Plate no. 5933.
Map on verso (22 x 29 cm., showing relief with
contour lines and spot heights): VIII Olympic Winter Games area: Squaw Valley-Lake Tahoe, Calif.
Panel art: Illustration of skier at gas station and 76 Union logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4502 (PrCt)

61732

Olympus, Mount (Greece) - Pictorial works - 1552<<>>Woodcuts
[View of Mount Olympus, Greece]. [Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552].
Authors: Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552. Cosmographiae uniueralis ... (1552) -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : woodcut ; 8 x 7 cm., on sheet 32 x 21 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Added letterpress title in adjacent margin:
Olympus mosi.
In: Münster, Sebastian. Cosmographiae uniueralis ... (Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552), p. 931.
Possibly an inaccurate view, since some of the woodcuts in this volume were used for more than one place.
VAULT folio Ayer 7 .M8 1552, p. 931 (PrCt)

61733

Omaha (Neb.) - Maps - 1854
Omaha City, Nebraska Territory. St. Louis : E. Robyn lithogr., [1854].
1 map ; 70 x 62 cm.
'A.D. Jones and C.H. Downs were employed to make the survey'--William E. Broadfield, Stories of Omaha (Omaha, 1898) p. 38.
Scale [ca. 1:4,460].
Includes a 6-line note on sales of lots and improvements in the town.
ICN74
map6F 4194.04 (PrCt)

61734

Omaha (Neb.) - Maps - 1965 - Road
maps<--->Council Bluffs (Iowa) - Maps - 1965 - Road maps<--->Boys Town (Neb.) - Maps - 1965<--->Road maps
Authors: Mobil Oil Company -- Socony Mobil Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col ; 43 x 32 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Omaha, Nebr.-Council Bluffs, Iowa street map.
"Mobil Oil Company, a division of Socony Mobil Oil Company ... New York ..." -- Back panel.
Plate nos. "655415" and "5-66-056".
Inset (6 x 10 cm.): Boys Town.
Maps on verso (14 x 15 cm. and smaller):
Lincoln, Nebr. -- Fremont, Nebr. -- Grand Island, Nebr. -- Hastings, Nebr. -- North Platte, Nebr.
Panel art: Gas station attendant holding a copy of the Mobil Travel Guide and talking with couple in car.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3218 (PrCt)

61735

Omaha (Neb.) - Maps - 1968 - Road
maps<--->Council Bluffs (Iowa) - Maps - 1968 - Road maps<--->Omaha Region (Neb.) - Maps - 1968 - Road maps<--->Boys Town (Neb.) - Maps - 1968<--->Road maps
Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col ; 70 x 66 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Standard Omaha, Council Bluffs street map.
"This map published by Tempo Designs, Inc. ... Lincolnwood, Illinois 60646"
Plate no. 6811.
Insets (15 x 18 cm. and smaller): Downtown Omaha -- Omaha and vicinity -- Boys Town.
Panel art: Standard flaming torch sign and slogan "as you travel, ask us"; outline of Nebraska.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4102 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

"Effective April, 1969."
"This map published by Tempo Designs, Inc. ... Lincolnwood, Illinois 60646".
Plate no. 696811-1.
Insets (15 x 18 cm. and smaller): Downtown Omaha -- Omaha and vicinity -- Boys Town.
Panel art: Standard flaming torch sign and slogan "as you travel, ask us"; outline of Nebraska.
Includes two Library of Congress copyright stamps.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 79 x 60 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Street map of Omaha, Council Bluffs.
Plate no. 716811-3.
Insets (17 x 19 cm. and smaller): Downtown Omaha -- Boys Town -- Omaha and vicinity.
Panel art: Gray and red illustration of a Phillips 66 service station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

Omaha, Council Bluffs / Phillips 66, the performance company. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Co., 1975.
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 69 x 66 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Added title: Phillips 66 street map of Omaha, Council Bluffs.
Plate no. 746811-6.
Insets (15 x 18 cm. and smaller): Downtown Omaha -- Boys Town -- Omaha and vicinity.
Panel art: color photograph of downtown Indianapolis, Standard flaming torch logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

Authors: Standard Oil Company -- Amoco Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 69 x 66 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Added title: Omaha, Council Bluffs street map.
Plate no. 746811-6.
Insets (17 x 18 cm. and smaller): Downtown Omaha -- Boys Town -- Omaha and vicinity.
Panel art: Standard flaming torch logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

Authors: Standard Oil Company -- Amoco Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 69 x 66 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Plate no. 766811-7.
Insets (15 x 18 cm. and smaller): Downtown Omaha -- Boys Town -- Omaha and vicinity.
Panel art: color photograph of downtown Omaha, Boys Town, Boystown, Carter Lake, Council Bluffs, La Vista, Papillion, Ralston ... / this map was prepared for visitors ...

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
by: the City of Omaha and the Greater Omaha Chamber of Commerce. [Chicago?]: Rand McNally & Co., [1979?].
Authors: Omaha (Neb.) -- Greater Omaha Chamber of Commerce -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 69 x 65 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Omaha, Council Bluffs street map.
Plate no. 796811-10.
Insets (15 x 18 cm. and smaller): Boys Town (campus map) -- Omaha and vicinity -- Downtown Omaha.
Panel art: Color aerial photo of downtown Omaha.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN Clients 790 (PrCt)

Omaha (Neb.) - Maps - 1986 - Road maps<>Council Bluffs (Iowa) - Maps - 1986 - Road maps<>Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map (87 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
$9.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN StrFdr 1986 .O57 (PrCt)

Omaha (Neb.) - Maps - 1996 - Road maps<>Council Bluffs (Iowa) - Maps - 1996 - Road maps<>Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (49, 30 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Date on cover: 2002.
$14.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528993089
RMcN StrFdr 2002 .O57 (PrCt)

Omaha (Neb.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps<>Council Bluffs (Iowa) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps<>Road maps
1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
"4th edition" --front cover.
$16.95
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528955950
RMcN StrFdr 2004 .O57 (PrCt)

Omaha (Neb.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps<>Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. EasyFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; fold. to 24 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Uniform title: EasyFinder Laminated.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528955969
RMcN Road Map 2004 OmaNE (PrCt)
61748 **Omaha (Neb.) - Pictorial works - 1868**

*Bird's eye view of the city of Omaha, Nebraska, 1868.* Ithaca, N.Y. Historic Urban Plans, [197-].

Authors: Ruger, Albert -- Chicago Lithographing Co. -- Historic Urban Plans (Firm)

1 birds-eye view : col. ; 39 x 49 cm. Facsimile of original published 1868.

References: 1-19

368

map4F G4194.04A3 1868 R8 197- (PrCt)

61751 **Oneida County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1758 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles>>New York (State) - Maps - 1758 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles>>New York (State) - History - French and Indian War, 1755-1763 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles**

*A Colored plan of the 'course of the Wood Creek from the Mowhock river at the Onoida, or great carrying place, to the Onoida Lake; representing the forts built on the carrying place by General Shirley, and afterwards destroyed by Major-General Webb;' drawn about 1758. [19-].*


1 map Photostatic reproduction of 1758 manuscript.


folio Ayer 136 .H91 1907 ser. 1, v. 2, pl. 48 (PrCt)

61750 **Oneida County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1756 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles>>New York (State) - Maps - 1756 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles>>New York (State) - History - French and Indian War, 1755-1763 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles**

*A Colored plan of the forts at the Onoida, or great carrying place, in the province of New York in America, built by Major General Charles Craven, by order of General Shirley, commander-in-chief in North America, and destroyed by Major-General Webb, 31 August, 1756, before they were finished; also of Genl. Webb's entrenchment and breastwork, which he quitted 1 September, 1756, and retreated to the German Flatts'. [19-].*


1 map Electrostatic copy of ca. 1796 ed. published in Albany; reproduced from original in private collection.

Scale [ca. 1:130,000]. Wheat and Brun 369.
Oneida County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1839

1 map : hand col. ; 52 x 40 cm.
In Burr, David H. and Simeon De Witt. An Atlas of the State of New York : containing a map of the State and of the several counties (New York: David H. Burr, 1829; republished Ithaca: Stone and Clark, 1839) pl. [28]. Map dated 1829 and 1839; engraved 'No. 29.'
Case oversize G 10851 .13 pl. 28 (PrCt)

Oneida County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1852

Landowners and Townships of Oneida County, New York : containing a complete map of the county; with the last lands and townships added since the last survey of 1850. New York: D. G. Beers & Co., c1874.
Size of original: 2 parts, 33.5 x 63.5 in. each.
Microfiche 583, no. 525 (PrCt)

Oneida County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1874

Landowners and Townships of Oneida County, New York. : containing a complete map of the county; with the last lands and townships added since the last survey of 1850. New York: Stone and Clark, 1874.
Authors: D.G. Beers & Co. -- Worley & Bracher -- Bourquin, F. (Frederick), b. 1808
1 atlas (139 p., col. maps) ; 43 cm.
Engraved by Worley & Bracher; printed by Fred. Bourquin.
Versos of maps are blank.
Scales vary.
'Business notices' accompany town maps.
Phillips 02241.
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 1761
oversize G 10851 .08 (NLO)

Oneida County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1907

Landowners and Townships of Oneida County, New York : containing a complete map of the county; with the last lands and townships added since the last survey of 1850. New York: Century Map Company, 1907.
Authors: Century Map Company
1 atlas (73, [141]-180 p.) : hand col. maps ; 56 cm.
Includes town maps, farm records and business directory.
Advertisements on front paste-down.
Scales differ.
LC Card Number: map08000009
oversize G3803.O2G46 1907 .C4 (NLO)

Oneida County (Wis.) - Maps - 1800-1899

Landowners and Townships of Oneida County, Wisconsin : containing a complete map of the county; with the last lands and townships added since the last survey of 1850. New York: Century Map Company, 1907.
Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960- -- Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)
Oneida County (Wis.) - Maps - 1957 - Landowners - Counties - Maps


Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (65 p.) : 36 maps (chiefly col.) ; 28 cm.

Cover title.

Copyright date from p. 3.

Includes business directory and index to landowners.

Scale [1:50,688]. 1 1/4 in. = 1 mile.

Shows public lands.

"Oneida County lakes": p. 63-65.

"Oneida County trout streams": p. 65.

Advertisements on covers and interspersed.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

LC Card Number: 90675135


Oneida Reservation (New York) - Maps - 1798 - New York (State) - Maps - 1798 - Indian reservations - Indian reservations

A Map of the Oneida Reservation, including the lands leased to Peter Smith / [Simeon DeWitt] ; Fairman, scr. Alby. [Albany : s.n., 1861].

Authors: New York (State). Commissioners of Indian Affairs -- DeWitt, Simeon, 1756-1834 -- Fairman, engraver, Albany -- New York (State).

Commissioners of Indian Affairs. Proceedings of the Commissioners of Indian Affairs, appointed by law for the extinguishment of Indian titles in the state of New York (1861) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 38 cm.


'The Map of the Oneida Reservation, page 241, is from a plate belonging to the Albany Institute, and we believe never before published. It was prepared by the Surveyor-General, Simeon DeWitt, and engraved on copper by Fairman, an Albany artist.' -- p. ix.

Digital reproduction of another copy of the map available on the Harvard University Map Collection website (accessed October 2013) : http://ids.lib.harvard.edu(ids/view/8608857?buttons=y

folio Ayer 242 .A3 N7a 1861, opp. p. 241 (PrCt)

Onondaga County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1839 - Counties - Maps


Authors: Burr, David H., 1803-1875 -- De Witt, Simeon, 1756-1834 -- Stone and Clark -- Rawdon, Clark & Co. -- Rawdon, Wright & Co. --
Burr, David H., 1803-1875. An Atlas of the State of New York ... (1839)
1 map : hand col. ; 44 x 30 cm.
In Burr, David H. and Simeon De Witt. An Atlas of the State of New York : containing a map of the State and of the several counties (New York: David H. Burr, 1829; republished Ithaca: Stone and Clark, 1839) pl. [38]. Map dated 1829 and 1839; engraved 'No. 39.'
Case oversize G 10851 .13 pl. 38 (PrCt)

Onondaga County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1852 - Landowners<<<Counties - Maps<<<Landowners - Maps
Authors: Sweet, Homer De Lois, 1826

Onondaga County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1859 - Landowners<<<Counties - Maps<<<Landowners - Maps
Authors: French, J. H. (John Homer), 1824

Onondaga County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1860 - Landowners<<<Counties - Maps<<<Landowners - Maps
Size of original: 2 parts, 32 x 61 in. each.

Onondaga County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1869 - Landowners<<<Counties - Maps<<<Landowners - Maps
Authors: Sweet, Homer De Lois, 1826-1893 -- Walker Bros. & Co., Pub. -- Wehle, Martin
1 atlas ([49] leaves : maps (some folded) ; 41 x 36 cm.
No. 96 of 300 copies.
'No. 19 of a series.'
Cf. Phillips 2243.
79-43552

Onondaga County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1874 - Landowners<<<Counties - Maps<<<Landowners - Maps

Onondaga County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1889 - Landowners<<<Counties - Maps<<<Landowners - Maps
Authors: Sweet, Homer De Lois, 1826-1893 -- Clarke, H. Wadsworth -- Burdeen, C. W. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 2 parts, 27 x 46 in. each.

Microfiche 583, no. 528 (PrCt)

Onondaga County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1890 - Landowners<<<Counties - Maps<<<Landowners - Maps
Authors: Titus, C. O. -- Dawson, L. G. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 2 parts, 32 x 61 in. each.

Microfiche 583, no. 529 (PrCt)

Onondaga County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1890 - Landowners<<<Counties - Maps<<<Landowners - Maps
Authors: Titus, C. O. -- Dawson, L. G. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 2 parts, 32 x 61 in. each.

Microfiche 583, no. 530 (PrCt)

Onondaga County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1890 - Landowners<<<Counties - Maps<<<Landowners - Maps
Authors: Titus, C. O. -- Dawson, L. G. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 2 parts, 32 x 61 in. each.

Microfiche 583, no. 531 (PrCt)

Onondaga County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1890 - Landowners<<<Counties - Maps<<<Landowners - Maps
Authors: Titus, C. O. -- Dawson, L. G. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 2 parts, 32 x 61 in. each.

Microfiche 583, no. 532 (PrCt)

Onondaga County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1890 - Landowners<<<Counties - Maps<<<Landowners - Maps
Authors: Titus, C. O. -- Dawson, L. G. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 2 parts, 32 x 61 in. each.

Microfiche 583, no. 533 (PrCt)

Onondaga County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1890 - Landowners<<<Counties - Maps<<<Landowners - Maps
Authors: Titus, C. O. -- Dawson, L. G. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 2 parts, 32 x 61 in. each.

Microfiche 583, no. 534 (PrCt)
In Burr, David H. and Simeon De Witt. An Atlas of New York ... (1839)

61771

Ontario County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners - Maps

61772

Ontario County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1839 - Yates County (N.Y.) - Maps - Counties - Maps

61773

Ontario County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1852 - Landowners - Maps

61774

Ontario County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1859 - Landowners - Maps

61775

Ontario County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1874 - Landowners - Maps

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Facsimile of original published Philadelphia: Pomeroy, Whitman & Co. 1874; facsimile printed by Gates-Chili News, Rochester, N.Y.; 'no. 156 of 300 copies.' 'Engd. by Worely & Bracher. Printed by F. Bourquin.' Scales differ. Versos of maps are blank. 'New York State map has been eliminated, and 4 prints have been added'-- p. [i]. Includes business directories. Cf. Phillips 4928. 73-3390 LC Card Number 86675544

Ontario, Lake - Maps - 1600-1699 - Indians - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Carte du Lac Ontario ... 1726

1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 17th-century manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France BSH B 4044-51 (PrCt)

Ontario, Lake (N.Y. and Ont.) - Maps - 1600-1699 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Carte de la route entre les villages St. Jacques et la Conception et le lac Ontario. [19--].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 17th-century manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France BSH B 4044-65 (PrCt)

Fort Frontenac: the first century, 1663-1763 / compiled and drawn by Graham Mac Donald. [Canada? The Author?, 197?].
Authors: MacDonald, Graham, 1944- 1 map : col. ; 49 x 52 cm.
Scale 1:250,000 ; (W 78° - W 76°/N 44°20' - N 43°).
Shows eastern Lake Ontario, with numerous historical notes. Removed from the Helen H. Tanner Papers.
map4F G3312 .05S1 1970 .M3 (PrCt)

Ontario, Lake (N.Y. and Ont.) - Maps - 1600-1699 - Iroquois Indians - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Carte du Lac Ontario ... 1726.

1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1726 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France ASH 127-2-6 (PrCt)

Ontario, Lake (N.Y. and Ont.) - Maps - 1755 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Carte du Lac Ontario ... 1726. [19--].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1726 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France ASH 127-2-6 (PrCt)
map - Facsimiles
A Colored chart of the south coast of 'Lake Ontario, between Oswego and Niagara, and from thence up the river to the upper end of the carrying place: taken by George Dember, acting engineer. [19-].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1755 manuscript.
folio Ayer 136 .H91 1907 ser. 1, v. 1, pl. 8 (PrCt)

61786 Ontario - Maps - 1800
A Map of the Province of Upper Canada describing all the new settlements, townships, &c. with the countries adjacent ... 1800 [i.e. 1816]?
1 map : hand col. ; 56 x 84 cm.
In: Faden, William [and others]. [General atlas of modern geography : a collection of large scale maps and charts of all parts of the world] ((London, etc. : W. Faden, etc., 1775-1816)) v. 2, pl. [31].
Verso handstamped '25.'
Imprint on map: London: published by W. Faden ... April 12th, 1800.
oversize Ayer 135 .G32 1775 v. 2, pl. [31] (PrCt)

61787 Ontario - Maps - 1813
A Map of the located districts in the Province of Upper Canada : describing all the new settlements, townships, & c. with the adjacent frontiers. London : W. Faden, 1813.
Authors: Chewett, William, 1753-1849 -- Cooper -- Faden, William, 1749-1836 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 83 x 118 cm. fold. to 21 cm. in slipcase (22 cm.)
'Comp. and corr. from the latest surveys in the Surveyor General's Office by William Chewett ... under the direction of Francis Gore ... by William Faden.'
Engraved by Cooper.
Scale: 1:760,320 ; about 12 British statute miles to the inch.
Ayer 133 .F14 1813 (NLO)

61788 Ontario - Maps - 1813
A Map of the located districts in the Province of Upper Canada ... 1813 [i.e. 1816]?
1 map : hand col. ; 81 x 111 cm.
In: Faden, William [and others]. [General atlas of modern geography : a collection of large scale maps and charts of all parts of the world] ((London, etc. : W. Faden, etc., 1775-1816)) v. 2,
Ontario - Maps - 1821 - Townships


Authors: Lamond, Robert -- Glasgow Lithography -- Canadian Heritage Publications

1 map : folded

In Lamond, Robert. A Narrative of the rise & progress of emigration from the counties of Lanark & Renfrow ... (Ottawa, Canada: Canadian Heritage Publications, 1978).

Facsimile ed. of original published 1821.

79-46563.

F1032.L35 1978 [map] (PrCt)

Ontario - Maps - 1834 - Great Lakes Region (North America) - Maps - 1834 - Northeastern States - Maps - 1834

Canada and part of the United States. Aberdeen : John Mathison, [1834].

Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 28 x 44 cm.

In Mathison, John & Everett D. Graff

Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 28 x 44 cm.

Graff 2712 opp. t.p. (PrCt)


Authors: Arrowsmith, John, 1790-1873 -- Arrowsmith, John, 1790-1873. The London atlas of universal geography ... [1837] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 62 x 49 cm.

Engraved no. "41" at upper right.

In: Arrowsmith, John. [The London atlas of universal geography : exhibiting the physical & political divisions of the various countries of the world, constructed from original materials] [London : J. Arrowsmith, 1837], map 41.

Baskes oversize G1019 .A778 1837, map 41 (NLO)

Ontario - Maps - 1847 - Superior, Lake - Maps - 1847

Canada West, formerly Upper Canada.


Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Burroughs, H. N. -- Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868. A New universal atlas containing maps of the various empires, kingdoms, states, and republics of the world ... (1847)

1 map ; hand col. : 28 x 38 cm.

Inset (10 x 20 cm.): Lake Superior.

In: Mitchell, S. Augustus. A New universal atlas containing maps of the various empires, kingdoms, states, and republics of the world ... (Philadelphia : S. Augustus Mitchell, 1847) pl. '4.

oversize G 10 .579 pl. 4 (PrCt)


A Compendium of southern Ontario rail lines, 1850-1894. 1894.

Authors: Rideau Graphics -- Cook, John, active 1894 -- Cook, Jo Anne -- Brown & Martin

1 map ; 60 x 91 cm.

Includes key to abbreviations of rail line names, with dates of construction and mergers.

4357

map6F G3462.S6P3 1984 .R5 (PrCt)

Ontario - Maps - 1850 - Toronto Region (Ontario) - Maps - 1850 - Niagara Falls Region (N.Y. and Ont.) - Maps - 1850

Canada West, formerly Upper Canada.

Philadelphia : Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co., 1850 [i.e. 1852].


New universal atlas ... (1852)

1 map ; hand col. ; 28 x 38 cm.

Entered according to act of Congress in ... 1850 by Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co., ....


Insets (7 x 8 cm. and 10 x 13 cm.): The City of Toronto and its environs -- Vicinity of the falls of Niagara.

In: Mitchell, S. Augustus. New universal atlas ... (Philadelphia : Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co., 1852) pl. '4'.

oversize G1019 .N49 1852 pl. 4 (PrCt)

Ontario - Maps - 1851 - Kingston (Ontario) - Maps - 1851 - Pictorial works - Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.) - Pictorial works - 1851


Tallis's illustrated atlas, and modern history of the world ... (1851)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

1 map : hand col. ; 22 x 30 cm.
In: Martin, Robert Montgomery. Tallis's illustrated atlas, and modern history of the world ... (London ; New York : J. Tallis, 1851) pl. [64b].
folio G1019 .M197 1851 pl. [64b] (PrCt)

Authors: Hector, James, Sir, 1834-1907 -- Palliser, John, 1807-1887 -- Arrowsmith, John, 1790-1873 -- British North American Exploring Expedition -- Palliser, John, 1807-1887. Exploration -- British North America : papers relative to the exploration by Captain Palliser of that portion of British North America which lies between the northern branch of the river Saskatchewan and the frontier of the United States ... (1859) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
2 maps and 2 geological sections : hand col. ; on sheet 33 x 19 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
In Palliser, John. Exploration -- British North America : papers relative to the exploration by Captain Palliser of that portion of British North America which lies between the northern branch of the river Saskatchewan and the frontier of the United States ... (London : Printed by George Edward Eyre and William Spottiswoode ... for Her Majesty's Stationery Office, 1859) map [5] Numbered 'Sh. 1' and 'Sh. 2'.
VAULT folio Ayer 169.3 .P2 1859 map [5] (PrCt)

Authors: Hector, James, Sir, 1834-1907 -- Palliser, John, 1807-1887 -- Arrowsmith, John, 1790-1873 -- British North American Exploring Expedition -- Palliser, John, 1807-1887. Exploration -- British North America : papers relative to the exploration by Captain Palliser of that portion of British North America which lies between the northern branch of the river Saskatchewan and the frontier of the United States ... (1859) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
2 maps and 2 geological sections : hand col. ; on sheet 33 x 19 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
In Palliser, John. Exploration -- British North America : papers relative to the exploration by Captain Palliser of that portion of British North America which lies between the northern branch of the river Saskatchewan and the frontier of the United States ... (London : Printed by George Edward Eyre and William Spottiswoode ... for Her Majesty's Stationery Office, 1859) map [5] Numbered 'Sh. 1' and 'Sh. 2'.
VAULT folio Ayer 169.3 .P2 1859 map [5] (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
61805 Ontario - Maps - 1884 - Railroads - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1884)
1 map: col.; 12 x 20 cm.
Title in right margin.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1884) opposite p. 946
H 668 .703 (1884) opp. p. 946 (PrCt)

61806 Ontario - Maps - 1885 - Railroads - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1885)
1 map: col.; 12 x 20 cm.
Title in right margin.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1885) opposite p. 916
H 668 .703 (1885) opp. p. 916 (PrCt)

61807 Ontario - Maps - 1887 - Railroads - Maps
Railroad and county map of Ontario. Chicago: Geo. F. Cram, [1887].
Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928. Cram's standard American atlas of the world (1887) 1 map: col.; 34 x 55 cm.
Keyed to town and railroad index on p. 206-209.
Case oversize G1019 .G455 1887, p. 210-211 (PrCt)

61808 Ontario - Maps - 1888 - Railroads - Maps
Rand McNally & Co.'s Ontario no. 1 [Chicago: Rand, McNally & Co., 1888].
Title in upper margin.
In Rand, McNally & Co.'s improved indexed business atlas and shipper's guide ... (Chicago: Rand McNally, 1888) p. 56-57.
Keyed to index of towns and railroads on p. 54-55, 58-59, 62, and 64-65.
Uniform atlas title: Commercial atlas.
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .C7 1888, p. 56-57 (PrCt)

61809 Ontario - Maps - 1888 - Railroads<<>>Railroads - Maps
Map of the eastern part of the province of Ontario. [Chicago : Rand, McNally & Co., 1888].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company. Rand, McNally & Co.'s improved indexed business atlas and shipper's guide ... (1888) -- Rand McNally and Company. Commercial atlas (1888)
1 map : col. ; 31 x 48 cm.
Added title in upper margin: Rand, McNally & Co.'s Ontario no. 2.
In Rand, McNally & Co.'s improved indexed business atlas and shipper's guide ... (Chicago: Rand McNally, 1888) p. 60-61.
Keyed to index of towns and railroads on p. 54-55, 58-59, 62, and 64-65.
Uniform atlas title: Commercial atlas.
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .C7 1888, p. 60-61 (PrCt)

61810 Ontario - Maps - 1888 - Railroads<<>>Railroads - Maps
Northwestern part of Ontario. [Chicago : Rand, McNally & Co., 1888].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company. Rand, McNally & Co.'s improved indexed business atlas and shipper's guide ... (1888) -- Rand McNally and Company. Commercial atlas (1888)
1 map : col. ; 23 x 30 cm.
Added title in upper margin: Rand, McNally & Co.'s Ontario no. 3.
In Rand, McNally & Co.'s improved indexed business atlas and shipper's guide ... (Chicago: Rand McNally, 1888) p. 63.
Keyed to index of towns and railroads on p. 54-55, 58-59, 62, and 64-65.
Uniform atlas title: Commercial atlas.
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .C7 1888, p. 63 (PrCt)

1 map : col. ; 48 x 66 cm.
Handstamps on cover and title page: Library of Congress copyright April 16 1894 ...
No. '18667 Z2' [?] in pencil on title page.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
map 4F G3461.P3 1894 .R3 (PrCt)

61812 Ontario - Maps - 1910-1919
Authors: William Collins Sons and Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- William Collins Sons and Co. The Collegiate atlas ... [191-?]
1 map : col. ; 23 x 29 cm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .C625 1910z, [plate 27 B] (PrCt)

61813 Ontario - Maps - 1911 - Railroads<<>>Railroads - Maps
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm. fold. in covers 17 x 11 cm.
Cover title Condition: Paper covers, fine.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection and the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library). Previous location: McNally's vault B 25 AMcN III PC 1080 (PrCt)

61814 Ontario - Maps - 1913 - Railroads<<>>Ottawa Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1913 - Railroads<<>>Toronto Region (Ont.) - Maps -
1913 - Railroads<>Saint Marys River Region (Mich. and Ont.) - Maps - 1913 - Railroads<>Railroads - Maps


1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.

'Rand, McNally & Co.'s new business atlas map of Ontario. Copyright, 1892 ... ' -- at bottom left.

Includes key to railroads numbered 1-186 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Ontario railroads.

Insets (13 x 41 cm. or smaller): Ottawa and environs -- Toronto and environs -- Western portion of Ontario -- River St. Mary and environs.

Issued folded in accompanying index (49 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally & Co.'s indexed county and railroad pocket map and shippers' guide of Ontario. Chicago and New York: Rand, McNally & Co., c1913.

Uniform title: Shippers guide.

'Copyrighted by Rand McNally & Co. May 13, 1913' -- ink inscription on p. [5].

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

map3C G3461.P3 1913 .R3 (PrCt)

---


1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.

'Rand, McNally & Co.'s new business atlas map of Ontario. Copyright, 1892 ... ' -- at bottom left.

Includes key to railroads numbered 1-186 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Ontario railroads.

Insets (13 x 41 cm. or smaller): Ottawa and environs -- Toronto and environs -- Western portion of Ontario -- River St. Mary and environs.

Issued folded in accompanying index (49 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally & Co.'s indexed county and railroad pocket map and shippers' guide of Ontario. Chicago and New York: Rand, McNally & Co., c1914.

Uniform title: Shippers guide.


Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

map3C G3461.P3 1914 .R3 (PrCt)
Ontario - Maps - 1920 - Railroads

61818 Ottawa Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1920 - Railroads


1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.

Includes key to railroads numbered 1-191 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Ontario railroads.

Plate no.: 240E

Includes key to railroads numbered 1-191 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Ontario railroads.

Plate no.: 240E

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

*Rand McNally standard map of Ontario.*


1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.

'The Rand McNally new commercial atlas map of Ontario.' -- beneath added title: Ontario railroads.

Plate no.: 240G

Includes key to railroads numbered 1-191 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Ontario railroads.

Inserts (13 x 41 cm. or smaller): Ottawa and environs -- Toronto and environs -- Western portion of Ontario -- River St. Mary and environs. Issued folded in accompanying index (52 p. ; 17 cm.).: Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Ontario. Chicago ; New York: Rand, McNally & Co., c1923.

Uniform title: Shippers guide.

Handstamp on cover: Register of copyrights.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).


*Rand McNally standard map of Ontario.*

Chicago : Rand, McNally & Co., [1923].


1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.

'The Rand McNally new commercial atlas map of Ontario.' -- beneath added title: Ontario railroads.

Plate no.: 240H

Includes key to railroads numbered 1-191 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Ontario railroads.

Inserts (13 x 41 cm. or smaller): Ottawa and environs -- Toronto and environs -- Western portion of Ontario -- River St. Mary and environs. Issued folded in accompanying index (52 p. ; 17 cm.).: Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Ontario. Chicago ; New York: Rand, McNally & Co., c1923.

Uniform title: Shippers guide.

Handstamp on cover: Register of copyrights.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

61824 **Ontario - Maps - 1923 - Road maps>>Québec (Province) - Maps - 1923 - Road maps>>Road maps**


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : 53 x 68 on sheet 56 x 72 cm.

Keyed to 22 named road signs.

Scale. [ca. 1:780,000].


Uniform title: Auto trails.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

61825 **Ontario - Maps - 1923 - Road maps>>Québec (Province) - Maps - 1923 - Road maps>>Road maps**


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : 53 x 68 on sheet 56 x 72 cm.

Keyed to 22 named road signs.

Scale. [ca. 1:780,000].


Uniform title: Auto trails.


Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

61826 **Ontario - Maps - 1923 - Road maps>>Québec (Province) - Maps - 1923 - Road maps>>Road maps**


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : 53 x 68 on sheet 56 x 72 cm.

Keyed to 22 named road signs.

Scale. [ca. 1:780,000].


Uniform title: Auto trails.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Ontario - Maps - 1924 - Road maps<<>>Québec (Province) - Maps - 1924 - Road maps


1 map: col.; 53 x 69 on sheet 57 x 72 cm. Keyed to 22 named road signs.

Scale. [ca. 1:780,000].


Cover title: Rand McNally official auto trails map: Ontario, Quebec. Canadian district.

Cover handstamped "Register of copyrights, Library of Congress ... ." and dated "published 6/30/23" in ms.

Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.

Uniform title: Auto trails

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 195.6 (PrCt)


1 map: col.; 47 x 64 cm.

Includes key to railroads numbered 1-191 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Ontario railroads.

Plate no.: 9R24

 Insets (13 x 41 cm. or smaller): Ottawa and environs -- Toronto and environs -- Western portion of Ontario -- River St. Mary and environs. Issued folded in accompanying index (51 p.; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Ontario. San Francisco; Chicago; New York: Rand, McNally & Co., c1925.

Uniform title: Shippers guide.

Ontario - Maps - 1925 - Road maps
1 map : col. ; 53 x 67 on sheet 64 x 71 cm. Keyed to 5 named road signs. Scale. [ca. 1:790,000].
Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto trails map : Ontario, Quebec (Chicago and New York: Rand McNally, 1925). 64 p. : maps, ill. ; 20 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally official auto trails map : Ontario and Quebec.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 178 (PrCt)

Ontario - Maps - 1926 - Road maps
1 map : col. ; 63 x 80 on sheet 73 x 88 cm. Scale. [ca. 1:780,000].
Plate no. H-32.
Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto road map : Ontario, Quebec (Chicago and New York: Rand McNally, 1926). 64 p. : maps, ill. ; 20 cm.
In ms. on title page: "1. col. 2 shelf." Title page handstamped "Register of copyrights, Library of Congress ...", dated "6-3-26" in ms.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 227 (PrCt)

Ontario - Maps - 1927 - Road maps
1 map : col. ; 28 x 44 cm. Running title at top: Junior auto road atlas of the eastern United States and Canada. Pages 22 and 23.
Date from RMcN AE 195 ms. index.
Plate no. I-15.
Uniform titles: Junior auto trails -- Auto trails.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Ontario - Maps - 1927 - Road maps >>> Québec (Province) - Maps - 1927 - Road maps >>> Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 63 x 80 on sheet 73 x 88 cm.
Scale: [ca. 1:869,000].
Plate no. I-32.
Scale: [ca. 1:894,000]. Includes insets of the Montreal region and eastern Quebec.
Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto road map of Ontario, Quebec (Chicago and New York: Rand McNally, 1927). 64 p. : maps, ill. ; 190 cm.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).

Ontario - Maps - 1928 - Road maps >>> Road maps
Map no. 20 : automobile roads in Ontario ... Gulf. Chicago: H.M. Gousha Co., [1927].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Gulf Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Title from map proper: Gulf Refining Co. official road map no. 20 : Ontario (Plate no. A).
On verso: Gulf Refining Co. official road map: Quebec (Plate no. A).
Cover (1 panel, O,B): Roadster with couple speeding uphill, Supreme Motor Oil logo.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
Includes key to railroads numbered 1-191 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Ontario railroads.
Plate nos.: 9R24 -- 10RR26
Insets (13 x 41 cm. or smaller): Ottawa and environs -- Toronto and environs -- Western portion of Ontario -- River St. Mary and environs. Lightly marked in pencil.
Issued folded in accompanying index (51 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Ontario. San Francisco; Chicago; New York: Rand, McNally & Co., c1928.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Ontario - Maps - 1928 - Road maps <<< Québec (Province) - Maps - 1928 - Road maps <<< Montréal Region (Québec) - Maps - 1928 - Road maps <<< New York (State) - Maps - 1928 - Road maps <<< New England - Maps - 1928 - Road maps <<< Road maps
1 map : col. ; 63 x 80 cm.
Plate no. J-46.
Continuation inset (4 x 15 cm.): Insert main route to Sault Ste. Marie.
Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto road map of Ontario, Quebec ... (Chicago; New York: Rand McNally & Company, 1928). 48 p. : maps, ill. ; 19 cm.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails.
Handstamp on title page: Register of Copyrights.
Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.
"6'-10-28' in ms. on title page.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
maps>>Québec (Province) - Maps - 1928 - Road maps>>Montreal Region (Québec) - Maps - 1928 - Road maps>>New York (State) - Maps - 1928 - Road maps>>New England - Maps - 1928 - Road maps>>Road maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 63 x 80 cm.
Plate no. J-46.
Continuation inset (4 x 15 cm.): Insert main route to Sault Ste. Marie.
Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto road map of Ontario, Quebec ... (Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, 1928). 48 p. : maps, ill. ; 19 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally official auto road map : Ontario, Quebec.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 416 (PrtC)

Ontario - Maps - 1928 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Gulf Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 58 (PrtC)

Ontario - Maps - 1929 - Road maps
1 map : col. ; 64 x 82 cm.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 maps : col. ; 28 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
"No. 20" and "1929" at head of title.
Plate nos. C-113 J C
Insets (8 x 13 cm. and 15 x 9 cm.): Sault Ste. Marie district -- Nipissing district.
Maps on verso (20 x 28 cm. and 9 x 19 cm.): Gulf Refining Co. official road map : Quebec -- Northern Quebec insert.
Panel art: Car on rural road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 197.5 (PrCt)

61846 Ontario - Maps - 1930 - Road maps<>>Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Gulf Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 174 (PrCt)

61845 Ontario - Maps - 1930 - Road maps<>>Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1930 - Road maps<>>Northeastern States - Maps - 1930 - Road maps<>>Road maps
1 map : col. ; 57 x 92 cm., on sheet trimmed to 59 x 95 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Road map of the Province of Ontario 1930-31 / compiled and drawn by D. Barclay ; A. Hay ... chief draughtsman.
"Copyright Canada 1926. U.S.A. 1926."
"Lithographed by Rolph-Clark-Stone, Limited, Toronto, Can."
Maps on verso (trimmed to 29 x 47 cm. and smaller): Main highway routes leading from Manitoba, Quebec, and the United States of America through the Province of Ontario -- City of Stratford -- City of Ottawa -- City of Kingston -- City of Owen Sound -- City of Galt -- City of Belleville -- City of Brantford -- City of St. Catharines -- City of Welland -- City of Chatham -- City of Sarnia -- City of Toronto -- City of London -- City of Hamilton -- City of Peterboro -- City of Niagara Falls -- City of Windsor & vicinity -- City of Guelph -- City of Kitchener.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 197.14 (PrCt)

Ontario - Maps - 1930 - Road maps<>>Great Lakes Region (North America) - Maps - 1930 - Road maps<>>Middle West - Maps - 1930 - Road maps<>>Trans-Canada Highway - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Imperial Oil Ltd. highways map of Ontario & adjacent states. [Toronto?] : published by Imperial Oil, Limited ... c1930.
Authors: Imperial Oil Limited -- Thomson, A. R., fl. 1930 -- Rolph-Clark-Stone Limited -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 57 x 89 cm.
Panel title.
"Copyright, 1930 by Imperial Oil, Ltd" -- at bottom left.
"Lithographed in Canada by Rolph Clark Stone Ltd., Toronto."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 197.13 (PrCt)

Ontario - Maps - 1930 - Road maps<>>Nipigon Forest Reserve (Ont.) - Maps - 1930 - Road maps<>>Lake Superior International Highway - Maps - 1930 - Road maps<>>Great Lakes Region (North America) - Maps - 1930 - Road maps<>>Road maps
Lake Superior International Highway. [Port Arthur, Ont.? Chamber of Commerce?], [ca. 1930?].
Authors: Chamber of Commerce (Port Arthur, Ont.) -- Chamber of Commerce (Fort William, Ont.) -- Fort William Tourist Bureau (Ont.) -- Stuart-Taylor Co. -- Long, J.A., fl. 1925 -- Rand...
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Port Arthur Chamber of Commerce (Ont.) SEE Chamber of Commerce (Port Arthur, Ont.) -- Tourist Bureau (Fort William, Ont.) SEE Fort William Tourist Bureau (Ont.)

1 map : col. ; 55 x 44 cm., fold. to 23 x 10 cm.
Panel title.

*Write Chamber of Commerce, Port Arthur ... [and] Tourist Bureau, Fort William, Canada.

Added title: Lake Superior International Highway : from Duluth to Port William- Port Arthur through the beautiful arrowhead country of Minnesota, along the "deep sea water" to the land of the Nipigon, Canada ...

Map on verso (20 x 18 cm.): Highways of the land of the Nipigon, Canada.

Panel art: Coastal highway scene, signed "J.A. Long, Stewart-Taylor Co."

Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Accession no. McNally 94121900NL

Road map4C G3461 .P2 1930 .C5 (PrCt)

Ontario - Maps - 1930 - Road maps<<>>Québec (Province) - Maps - 1930 - Road maps<<>>Montréal Region (Québec) - Maps - 1930 - Road maps<<>>Road maps Rand McNally official 1930 auto road map : Ontario, eastern Michigan, western New York.


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 63 x 79 cm.
Imperfect; lacking accompanying index.
Plate no. L-1150
On verso: Rand McNally official 1930 auto road map : Quebec ... . 1 map : col. ; 63 x 79 cm. Plate no. L 1155.

Insets (26 x 31 cm. and 8 x 13 cm.): Montreal and vicinity -- Eastern Quebec.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 446 (PrCt)

Ontario - Maps - 1930 - Road maps<<>>Québec (Province) - Maps - 1930 - Road maps<<>>Montréal Region (Québec) - Maps - 1930 - Road maps<<>>Road maps Rand McNally official 1930 auto road map : Ontario, eastern Michigan, western New York.


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 63 x 79 cm.
Imperfect; lacking accompanying index.
Plate no. L-1150
On verso: Rand McNally official 1930 auto road map : Quebec ... . 1 map : col. ; 63 x 79 cm. Plate no. L 1155.

Insets (26 x 31 cm. and 8 x 13 cm.): Montreal and vicinity -- Eastern Quebec.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 447 (PrCt)

Ontario - Maps - 1930 - Road maps<<>>Québec (Province) - Maps - 1930 - Road maps<<>>Montréal Region (Québec) - Maps - 1930 - Road maps<<>>Road maps Rand McNally official 1930 auto road map : Ontario, eastern Michigan, western New York.


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 63 x 79 cm.
Imperfect; lacking accompanying index.
Plate no. L-1150
On verso: Rand McNally official 1930 auto road map : Quebec ... . 1 map : col. ; 63 x 79 cm. Plate no. L 1155.

Insets (26 x 31 cm. and 8 x 13 cm.): Montreal and vicinity -- Eastern Quebec.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 448 (PrCt)
Ontario, eastern Michigan, western New York.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 63 x 79 cm.
Imperfect; lacking accompanying index.
Plate no. L-1150
On verso: Rand McNally official 1930 auto road map : Quebec ... . 1 map : col. ; 63 x 79 cm. Plate no. L 1155.
Insets (26 x 31 cm. and 8 x 13 cm.): Montreal and vicinity -- Eastern Quebec.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 449 (PrCt)

Ontario - Maps - 1930 - Road maps<<<Québec (Province) - Maps - 1930 - Road maps<<<Montreal Region (Québec) - Maps - 1930 - Road maps<<<Road maps Rand McNally official 1930 auto road map : Ontario, eastern Michigan, western New York.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 63 x 79 cm.
Plate no. L-1150
On verso: Rand McNally official 1930 auto road map : Quebec ... . 1 map : col. ; 63 x 79 cm. Plate no. L 1155.
Insets (26 x 31 cm. and 8 x 13 cm.): Montreal and vicinity -- Eastern Quebec.
Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto road map of Ontario, Quebec ... . (Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, 1930). 47 p. : maps, ill. ; 19 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally official auto road map : Ontario, Quebec.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 469 (PrCt)

Ontario - Maps - 1930 - Road maps<<<Québec (Province) - Maps - 1930 - Road maps<<<Montreal Region (Québec) - Maps - 1930 - Road maps<<<Road maps Rand McNally official 1930 auto road map : Ontario, eastern Michigan, western New York.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 63 x 80 cm.
Plate no. L-1150.
Inset (3 x 15 cm.): Insert : main route to Sault Ste. Marie.
Uniform title: Auto trails.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 195.15 (PrCt)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 61858 | **Ontario - Maps - 1930 - Road maps** | *Rand McNally junior auto road map of Ontario.*
Authors: Rand McNally and Company, [1930].
1 folded map
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 195 ms. index.
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

| 61859 | **Ontario - Maps - 1931 - Road maps** | *Québec (Province) - Maps - 1931 - Road maps - Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1931 - Road maps* |
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company
1 folded map
Panel title.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

| 61860 | **Ontario - Maps - 1931 - Road maps** | *Québec (Province) - Maps - 1931 - Road maps* |
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company
1 folded map
Panel title.

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

| 61862 | **Ontario - Maps - 1931 - Road maps** | *1931-32 official government road map of Ontario ... prepared and published by Ontario Department of Highways.*
Authors: Ontario. Dept. of Highways
1 map : col. ; 57 x 92 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Road map of the southern portion of the Province of Ontario 1931-32 / compiled and drawn by D. Barclay ; A. Hay ... chief draughtsman.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Ontario - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 45 x 69 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Cities Service road map of Ontario.
Date from RMcN AE 195 ms. index.
Plate no. N-40-P.
Inset (8 x 23 cm.): Inset showing main routes to Sault Ste. Marie.
Maps on verso (33 x 54 cm. and smaller): Cities Service road map of United States -- Brantford -- Hamilton -- London -- St. Catherines -- Toronto -- Montreal -- Chatham -- Kingston -- Ottawa -- Stratford -- Windsor.
Panel art: Cities Service swordman.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 195.19 (PrCt)

Ontario - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 45 x 69 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Cities Service road map of Ontario.
Date from RMcN AE 195 ms. index.
Plate no. O-40-P.
Inset (8 x 23 cm.): Inset showing main routes to Sault Ste. Marie.
Maps on verso (33 x 54 cm. and smaller): Cities Service road map of United States -- Brantford -- Hamilton -- London -- St. Catherines -- Toronto -- Montreal -- Chatham -- Kingston -- Ottawa -- Stratford -- Windsor.
Panel art: Car on country road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 195.21 (PrCt)
Ontario - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Shell road map : Ontario. [Toronto?] : H. M. Gousha Company, [1934].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Official road map : Province of Ontario = Carte routière officielle : Province d'Ontario
Date from RMcN AE 197. Index.
Plate no. H-213-J.C.
Inset (20 x 14 cm.): Northern Ontario : Nipissing District
Maps on verso (20 x 48 cm and smaller): Shell territorial road map [of northeastern U.S.] = Carte routière territoriale -- Shell official road map
Niagara Falls and vicinity -- Muskoka Lakes, Ontario
Panel art: Shell logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 197.42 (PrCt)

61872 Ontario - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (3 panel, R,Y): Diagonal "Shell" on red stripe, logo.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1155 (PrCt)

61873 Ontario - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 45 x 69 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Cities Service road map of Ontario.
Date from RMcN AE 195 ms. index.
Plate nos. "C.S.O. 1934" and "P.3426" and "P.3440"
Insets (12 x 22 cm. or smaller): Inset showing main routes to Sault Ste. Marie -- Nipissing inset -- Northeastern Quebec.
Map on verso (28 x 44 cm.): Gulf Refining Co. 1934 official road map : Maritime Provinces.
Panel art: Gulf logo and men looking at map while child looks at gas attendant servicing car.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 195.24 (PrCt)
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Cities Service logo and "serves a nation" slogan.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1583 (PrCt)

Ontario - Maps - 1936 - Road maps Other titles:
Ontario and Quebec Province. - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Ontario and Quebec info-map / Gulf. [New York?]
: American Colortype Company, [1936].
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- American Colortype Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 37 x 57 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Gulf ... official road map : Ontario.
"Copyright American Colortype Co., N.Y."
Date from RMcN AE 161 ms. in "Copyright American Colortype Co., N.Y."
Inset: Gulf sign over cars on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
R McN AE 163.34B (PrCt)

Ontario - Maps - 1936 - Road maps Other titles:
Ontario and Quebec Province. - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Ontario and Quebec info-map / Gulf. [New York?]
: American Colortype Company, [1936].
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- American Colortype Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 37 x 57 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Gulf ... official road map : Ontario.
"Copyright American Colortype Co., N.Y."
Date from RMcN AE 161 ms. in "Copyright American Colortype Co., N.Y."
Inset: Gulf sign over cars on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
R McN AE 163.34B (PrCt)

Ontario - Maps - 1936 - Road maps Other titles:
Ontario and Quebec Province. - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Ontario and Quebec info-map / Gulf. [New York?]
: American Colortype Company, [1936].
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- American Colortype Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 37 x 57 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Gulf ... official road map : Ontario.
"Copyright American Colortype Co., N.Y."
Date from RMcN AE 161 ms. in "Copyright American Colortype Co., N.Y."
Inset: Gulf sign over cars on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
R McN AE 163.34B (PrCt)

Ontario - Maps - 1936 - Road maps Other titles:
Ontario and Quebec Province. - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Ontario and Quebec info-map / Gulf. [New York?]
: American Colortype Company, [1936].
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- American Colortype Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 37 x 57 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Gulf ... official road map : Ontario.
"Copyright American Colortype Co., N.Y."
Date from RMcN AE 161 ms. in "Copyright American Colortype Co., N.Y."
Inset: Gulf sign over cars on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
R McN AE 163.34B (PrCt)

Ontario - Maps - 1936 - Road maps Other titles:
Ontario and Quebec Province. - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Ontario and Quebec info-map / Gulf. [New York?]
: American Colortype Company, [1936].
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- American Colortype Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 37 x 57 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Gulf ... official road map : Ontario.
"Copyright American Colortype Co., N.Y."
Date from RMcN AE 161 ms. in "Copyright American Colortype Co., N.Y."
Inset: Gulf sign over cars on road.
Parts of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
R McN AE 167.1A (PrCt)

Ontario - Maps - 1936 - Road maps Other titles:
Ontario and Quebec Province. - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Ontario and Quebec info-map / Gulf. [New York?]
: American Colortype Company, [1936].
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- American Colortype Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 37 x 57 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Gulf ... official road map : Ontario.
"Copyright American Colortype Co., N.Y."
Date from RMcN AE 161 ms. in "Copyright American Colortype Co., N.Y."
Inset: Gulf sign over cars on road.
Parts of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
R McN AE 167.1A (PrCt)

Ontario - Maps - 1936 - Road maps Other titles:
Ontario and Quebec Province. - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Ontario and Quebec info-map / Gulf. [New York?]
: American Colortype Company, [1936].
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- American Colortype Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 37 x 57 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Gulf ... official road map : Ontario.
"Copyright American Colortype Co., N.Y."
Date from RMcN AE 161 ms. in "Copyright American Colortype Co., N.Y."
Inset: Gulf sign over cars on road.
Parts of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
R McN AE 167.1A (PrCt)

Ontario - Maps - 1936 - Road maps Other titles:
Ontario and Quebec Province. - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Ontario and Quebec info-map / Gulf. [New York?]
: American Colortype Company, [1936].
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- American Colortype Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 37 x 57 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Gulf ... official road map : Ontario.
"Copyright American Colortype Co., N.Y."
Date from RMcN AE 161 ms. in "Copyright American Colortype Co., N.Y."
Inset: Gulf sign over cars on road.
Parts of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
R McN AE 167.1A (PrCt)

Ontario - Maps - 1936 - Road maps Other titles:
Ontario and Quebec Province. - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Ontario and Quebec info-map / Gulf. [New York?]
: American Colortype Company, [1936].
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- American Colortype Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 37 x 57 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Gulf ... official road map : Ontario.
"Copyright American Colortype Co., N.Y."
Date from RMcN AE 161 ms. in "Copyright American Colortype Co., N.Y."
Inset: Gulf sign over cars on road.
Parts of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
R McN AE 167.1A (PrCt)

Ontario - Maps - 1936 - Road maps Other titles:
Ontario and Quebec Province. - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Ontario and Quebec info-map / Gulf. [New York?]
: American Colortype Company, [1936].
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- American Colortype Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 37 x 57 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Gulf ... official road map : Ontario.
"Copyright American Colortype Co., N.Y."
Date from RMcN AE 161 ms. in "Copyright American Colortype Co., N.Y."
Inset: Gulf sign over cars on road.
Parts of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
R McN AE 167.1A (PrCt)

Ontario - Maps - 1936 - Road maps Other titles:
Ontario and Quebec Province. - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Ontario and Quebec info-map / Gulf. [New York?]
: American Colortype Company, [1936].
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- American Colortype Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 37 x 57 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Gulf ... official road map : Ontario.
"Copyright American Colortype Co., N.Y."
Date from RMcN AE 161 ms. in "Copyright American Colortype Co., N.Y."
Inset: Gulf sign over cars on road.
Parts of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
R McN AE 167.1A (PrCt)
Added title: Cities Service invites you to tour Ontario.
Plate nos. "11-K" and "358-J.C."
Panel art: Cities Service sign, car and outline of the United States.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jun 3 -1937 ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 157.32 (PrCt)

Ontario - Maps - 1937 - Road maps<<<Northeastern States - Maps - 1937 - Road maps<<<Road maps
Ontario info- map : Gulf ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [1937].
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 42 x 68 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Gulf : Ontario road map
Date from RMcN AE 196 ms. index.
Plate no. : S.3724
Inset (17 x 17 cm): Northeastern Ontario.
Maps on verso (42 x 58 cm. 21 x 19cm.): Road map of Quebec, NewYork, Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island, Maritime provinces -- Montreal and vicinity.
Panel art: Gulf sign towering above a gulf station and busy street.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 196.5 (PrCt)

Ontario - Maps - 1937 - Road maps<<<Québec (Province) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps<<<Proofs (Printing) - 1937 - Specimens<<<Road maps
Shell map of Ontario and Quebec. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1937?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 32 x 49 cm., folded to 19 x 10 cm.
Plate no. "K-257-S."
Printers proof (?), verso blank.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 2064 (PrCt)

Ontario - Maps - 1937 - Road maps<<<Road maps
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Map of United States, car, Cities Service sign and "serves a nation" slogan.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1855 (PrCt)

Ontario - Maps - 1937 - Road maps<<<Road maps
Ontario map / Cities Service. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1937?].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"Printed in Canada."
Panel art: Map of United States, car, Cities Service sign and "serves a nation" slogan.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1856 (PrCt)

Ontario - Maps - 1937 - Road maps<<<Road maps
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"Printed in U.S.A."
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "travel with confidence ... you can be sure of Shell."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 2062 (PrCt)

Ontario - Maps - 1937 - Road maps<<<Road maps
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"Printed in Canada."
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "travel with confidence ... you can be sure of Shell."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 2063 (PrCt)

- 1937 Road maps
Authors: T. Eaton Co. -- Erickson, active 1937 -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 48 x 72 cm., folded to 26 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"Printed in Canada."
Inset (9 x 15 cm.): Section of the city of Toronto.
Panel art: Illustrations of "Toronto's skyline from Lake Ontario."
Handstamped "Received from Erickson Oct 1-1937, Rand McNally & Co. by CH."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 5065 (PrCt)

61894 Ontario - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Canada, Western - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Muskoka (Ont. : District) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Road maps
Shell road map: Ontario ... Chicago: H. M. Gousha Company, [1938].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H. M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 43 x 48 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell official road map ... Ontario.
Date from RMcN AE 164 ms. index.
Plate nos. "358-J" and "L-1-1938-1."
Maps on verso (21 x 48 cm and smaller): Shell official road map: western Canada -- Northern Ontario, western Quebec -- Muskoka Lakes.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 15 1938 ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 164.59 (PrCt)

61895 Ontario - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Northeastern States - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Montréal (Québec) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Road maps
Ontario info-map: Gulf ... Chicago: Rand McNally & Co., [1938].
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: 42 x 68 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Gulf: Ontario info-map
Date from RMcN AE 195 ms. index.
Plate no.: T-3724.
Insets (17 x 17 cm): Northeastern Ontario.
Maps on verso (42 x 58 cm. and smaller): Road map of Quebec, New York, Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island, Maritime provinces -- Montreal and vicinity.
Panel art: Gulf sign towering above a gulf station and busy street.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 195.32 (PrCt)

61896 Ontario - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Ontario road map / Cities Service ahead.
Chicago: H. M. Gousha Co., [1938?].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H. M. Gousha Company -- H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"Printed in Canada."
Panel art: car driving through hills, Cities Service sign.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3083 (PrCt)

61897 Ontario - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Ontario road map / Cities Service ahead.
Chicago: H. M. Gousha Co., [1938?].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H. M. Gousha Company -- H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"Printed in U.S.A."
Panel art: car driving through hills, Cities Service sign.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3084 (PrCt)

61898 Ontario - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Ontario road map: Cities Service ... Chicago: H. M. Gousha Company, [1938].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H. M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 43 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Cities Service invites you to tour Ontario.
Date from RMcN AE 156 ms. index.
Plate no. 358-J.C.
Map on verso (28 x 44 cm.): Cities Service road map of the United States.
Panel art: Cities Service sign, car on winding road.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 18 1938 ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

(RmCN AE 156.31 (PrCt)

61999 Ontario - Maps - 1938 - Road maps Road maps
Shell road map : Ontario. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1938?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"Printed in Canada."
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "travel with confidence ... you can be sure of Shell."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3567 (PrCt)

61900 Ontario - Maps - 1938 - Road maps Road maps
Shell road map : Ontario. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1938?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"Printed in U.S.A."
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "travel with confidence ... you can be sure of Shell."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3568 (PrCt)

61901 Ontario - Maps - 1939 - Road maps Canada - Maps - 1939 - Road maps Road maps
Ontario road map / Cities Service. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1939?].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"Tourist edition."
Panel title.
Panel art: road leading to a Cities Service gas station and sign; slogan "buy at this sign."
Map on verso: Official road map : Canada "Lithographed in Canada."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3569 (PrCt)

61902 Ontario - Maps - 1939 - Road maps Canada - Map - Western - Maps - 1939 - Road maps Muskoka (Ont. : District) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps Road maps
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 48 x 64 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell official road map of ... Ontario.
Date from RmCN AE 165 ms. index.
Plate nos. "358-J.C. M-1" and "M-1-1939-1"
Maps on verso (21 x 48 cm. and smaller): Shell official road map : western Canada -- Northern Ontario, western Quebec -- Muskoka Lakes.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 17 1939 ... by R.S."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RmCN AE 165.39 (PrCt)

61903 Ontario - Maps - 1939 - Road maps Road maps
Shell road map : Ontario. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1939?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"Lithographed in Canada."
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "travel with confidence ... you can be sure of Shell."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3567 (PrCt)

61904 Ontario - Maps - 1939 - Road maps Road maps
Shell road map : Ontario. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1939?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"Lithographed in U.S.A."
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "travel with confidence ... you can be sure of Shell."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3568 (PrCt)

61905 Ontario - Maps - 1939 - Road maps United States - Maps - 1939 - Road maps Road maps
Ontario road map / Cities Service. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1939?].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 23 x 11 cm.
"Tourist edition."
Panel title.
Panel art: road leading to a Cities Service gas station and sign; slogan "buy at this sign."
Map on verso: United States mileage and driving time along main transcontinental highways. "Lithographed in U.S.A."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3379 (PrCt)

Ontario - Maps - 1940 - Road maps Quebec (Province) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Ontario, Quebec info-map : Gulf. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1940].
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 68 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Gulf : Ontario info-map.
Date from RMcN AE 195 ms. index.
Plate no. V.3724.
Inset (17 x 17 cm.): Northeastern Ontario.
Maps on verso (38 x 58 cm. and smaller): Gulf : Quebec info-map -- Northeastern Quebec -- Montreal and vicinity.
Panel art: Gulf sign with car in background.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 195.38 (PrCt)

Ontario - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Ontario road map / Cities Service. [Chicago?] : H.M. Gousha Co., [1940].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"Lithographed in Canada."
Panel art: road with cars, Cities Service sign and gas station attendant; slogan "helpful service wherever you go!"
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3737 (PrCt)

Ontario - Maps - 1940 - Road maps<br>Ontario, Quebec info-map : Gulf. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1940].
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: Ontario.
"Lithographed in Canada."
Panel art: Shell logo and slogans "travel with confidence" and "you can be sure of Shell."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3899 (PrCt)

Ontario - Maps - 1941 - Road maps Maritime Provinces - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Road map of Ontario and Maritime Provinces / compliments of Canadian Tire Corp'n, Toronto, Canada ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1941].
Authors: Canadian Tire Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)-- CTC (Firm) SEE Canadian Tire Corporation -- C.T.C. (Firm) SEE Canadian Tire Corporation
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Canadian Tire Corporation logo and slogans "everything for your car" and "save safely!"
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4052 (PrCt)

Ontario - Maps - 1941 - Road maps Quebec (Province) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Ontario, Quebec info-map : Gulf. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1941].
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: Ontario.
"Lithographed in Canada."
Panel art: Shell logo and slogans "travel with confidence" and "you can be sure of Shell."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3738 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

61913 Ontario - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Ontario road map / Cities Service. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1941?].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: car, Cities Service sign and infant dressed as a gas station attendant; slogan "start every trip at your Cities Service dealer's."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4084 (PrCt)

61914 Ontario - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Ontario road map / Cities Service. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1941?].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Cities Service invites you to tour Ontario.
Plate no. 358-J.C.-12-O.
Inset (9 x 12 cm.): Northern Ontario, western Quebec.
Map on verso (31 x 47 cm.): Cities Service official road map : United States.
Panel art: Car passing a Cities Service sign; slogan "start every trip at your Cities Service dealer's."
Handstamped "1941," "Copyrighted," and "Received from [blank] Aug 1-1941, Rand McNally & Co. Blazed Trails Dept. by [blank]."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 5048 (PrCt)

61915 Ontario - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Shell map of Ontario. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1941?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: Ontario.
"Lithographed in U.S.A."
Panel art: Shell logo and slogans "travel with confidence" and "you can be sure of Shell."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4245 (PrCt)

61916 Ontario - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Shell map of Ontario. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1941?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: Ontario.
"Lithographed in U.S.A."
Panel art: Shell logo and slogans "travel with confidence" and "you can be sure of Shell."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4246 (PrCt)

61917 Ontario - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Shell map of Ontario. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1941?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell official road map of Ontario = Shell carte routiere officielle de Ontario.
Plate nos. "358-J.C.-12-O" and "12-O-1941-1."
Maps on verso (21 x 48 cm. and smaller): Shell official road map of western Canada -- Northern Ontario, western Quebec -- Muskoka Lakes.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogans "travel with confidence" and "you can be sure of Shell."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 5127 (PrCt)

61918 Ontario - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Shell map of Ontario. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1942?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Formed part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 5040 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1 map : col ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title. Panel art: rural road scene, Cities Service Oils logo, and slogan "start every trip at your Cities Service dealer's."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4756 (PrCt)

Ontario - Maps - 1942 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
1 map : col ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title. At head of panel title: Ontario.
"Lithographed in Canada."
Panel art: Shell logo and slogans "travel with confidence" and "you can be sure of Shell."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4576 (PrCt)

Ontario - Maps - 1945 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
1 map : col ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title. At head of panel title: Ontario.
"Lithographed in Canada."
Panel art: Shell logo and slogans "travel with confidence" and "you can be sure of Shell."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4710 (PrCt)

Ontario - Maps - 1946 - Road maps<<>>Canada, Western - Maps - 1946 - Road maps<<>>Muskoka (Ont. : District) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
1 map : col ; 47 x 64 cm.
Panel title. Added title: Shell official road map of ... Ontario.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4898 (PrCt)

Ontario - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Cities Service gas station, various cartoon images, and slogan "Cities Service dealers help make every trip a treat."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5061 (PrCt)

Ontario - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Shell map of Ontario. Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5480 (PrCt)

Ontario - Maps - 1949 - Road maps
Ontario, Quebec info - map : Gulf ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [1949].
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 42 x 68 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Gulf : Ontario Quebec info-map.
Date from RMcN AE 196 ms. index.
Plate no. : 9-423724-6
Insets (9 x 14 cm. and 11 x 17 cm.): Main route to Sault Ste. Marie -- Around Lake Superior.
Maps on verso (38 x 58 cm. 14 x 25 cm. 21 x 19 cm): Gulf : Quebec info-map - Northeastern Quebec -- Montreal and vicinity.
Panel art: Gulf sign over car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 196.7 (PrCt)

Ontario - Maps - 1950 - Road maps
Ontario - Maps - 1950 - Road maps
Ontario / Cities Service. Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948?].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
Panel art: Cities Service gas station, various cartoon images, and slogan "Cities Service dealers help make every trip a treat."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5338 (PrCt)
Road maps
Ontario, Quebec info-map : Gulf ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1950].
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 42 x 68 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Gulf : Ontario, info-map
Date from RMcN AE 196 ms. index.
Plate no. : 0-423724-9.
Insets (9 x 14 cm. and 11 x 17 cm.): Main route to Sault Ste. Marie -- Around Lake Superior.
Maps on verso (38 x 58 cm. and smaller): Gulf : Quebec info-map -- Northeastern Quebec -- Montreal and vicinity.
Panel art: Gulf sign over car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 196.15 (PrCt)

61934
Ontario - Maps - 1952 - Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair : Ontario.
Date from RMcN AE 196 ms. index.
Plate no. 5208.
Insets (6 x 11 cm. and smaller) : Around Lake Superior -- Toronto -- Ottawa.
Maps on verso (42 x 60 cm. and 20 x 33 cm.): Sinclair : Quebec -- Northwestern Ontario, western Quebec.
Panel art: Sinclair sign and gas station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 196.20 (PrCt)

61935
Ontario - Maps - 1953 - Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair Ontario
Plate no. 3-5208-1.
Insets (6 x 11 cm. and smaller): Around Lake Superior -- Toronto -- Ottawa.
Maps on verso (43 x 46 cm. and 20 x 33 cm.): Sinclair : Quebec -- Northwestern Ontario, western Quebec.
Panel art: Color illustration of a couple looking over a road map while a Sinclair attendant services their car.
Ms. annotation (blue ink): "International Copyright Registration #103857."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2721 (PrCt)

61936
Ontario - Maps - 1956 - Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 42 x 68 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Ontario.
Date from RMcN AE 196 ms. index.
Plate no. : 1-423724-12.
Insets (9 x 14 cm. and 11 x 17 cm.): Main route to Sault Ste. Marie -- Around Lake Superior.
Maps on verso (38 x 58 cm. and smaller): Quebec -- Northeastern Quebec -- Montreal and vicinity.
Panel art: Gulf sign.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1 map: col.; 43 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair: Ontario.
Date from RMcN AE 196 ms. index.
Plate no. 6-5208-4.
Insets (6 x 11 cm. and smaller): Around Lake Superior -- Toronto -- Ottawa.
Maps on verso (43 x 46 cm. and smaller): Sinclair: Quebec -- Northwestern Ontario, western Quebec -- Gaspé Peninsula.
Panel art: Family in car and tourist scenes.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 196.10X (PrCt)

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 48 x 77 cm., folded to 21 x 10 cm
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of eastern Ontario, western Quebec.
Plate no. 6-4510-18
Inset (11 x 32 cm.): Central Ontario.
Map on verso (55 x 78 cm.): Texaco touring map of eastern Quebec, Maritime Provinces.
Panel art: Texaco gas station on hilly rural road and slogan "tour with Texaco".
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 196.8X (PrCt)

61938 Ontario - Maps - 1956 - Road maps Québec (Province) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps Ontario, Quebec tourguide map: Gulf ... Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1956].
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 42 x 68 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Ontario.
Date from RMcN AE 196 ms. index.
Plate no.: 6-423724-21.
Inset (9 x 14 cm. and 11 x 17 cm.): Main route to Sault Ste. Marie -- Around Lake Superior.
Maps on verso (38 x 58 cm. and smaller): Quebec -- Northeastern Quebec -- Montreal and vicinity.
Panel art: Gulf sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 196.9X (PrCt)

61940 Ontario - Maps - 1956 - Road maps Québec (Province) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps Ontario, Quebec tourguide map: Gulf ... Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1956].
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 42 x 68 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Ontario.
Date from RMcN AE 196 ms. index.
Plate no.: 6-423724-22.
Inset (9 x 14 cm. and 11 x 17 cm.): Main route to Sault Ste. Marie -- Around Lake Superior.
Maps on verso (38 x 58 cm. and smaller): Quebec -- Northeastern Quebec -- Montreal and vicinity.
Panel art: Gulf sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 196.8X (PrCt)

Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 42 x 64 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair Ontario.
Plate no.: 7-5208-5.
Inset (6 x 11 cm. and smaller): Around Lake Superior -- Toronto -- Ottawa.
Maps on verso (42 x 46 cm. and smaller): Sinclair Quebec -- Northeastern Ontario, western Quebec -- Gaspé Peninsula.
Panel art: Sinclair logo, gas station, and motto.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 196.7X (PrCt)

61939 Ontario - Maps - 1956 - Road
"see America's scenic wonders with Sinclair ..."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
**RMcN Clients 2772 (PrCt)**

**61942**
**Ontario - Maps - 1961 - Road maps**
Authors: Imperial Oil Limited -- General Drafting Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 54 x 60 cm., folded to 22 x 11 cm. Panel title.
Logo at head of title: Imperial Esso Dealer.
Added title: Happy motoring in northern Ontario / Imperial Oil Limited
Plate no. A4
Insets (40 x 21 cm. and smaller): Downtown Toronto -- Connections to James Bay -- [Southwestern Ontario continuation].
Maps on verso (60 x 84 and smaller): Happy motoring in southern Ontario. 1961 -- Downtown Ottawa -- Downtown Hamilton -- Downtown London -- Downtown Windsor -- [Eastern Ontario continuation].
Panel art: Color illustration of family camping.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
**RMcN Clients 712 (PrCt)**

**61943**
**Ontario - Maps - 1964 - Road maps**
**Toronto (Ont.) - Maps - 1964 - Road maps**
**Esso Ontario.** [S.l.] : General Drafting Co., c1964.
Authors: Imperial Oil Limited -- General Drafting Company -- Arnold, Glen, fl. ca. 1964 -- Clarence Thruway Service (Clarence, N.Y.) -- Rahn, Walter F. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 54 x 60 cm., folded to 22 x 11 cm. Panel title.
Added title: Esso happy motoring in northern Ontario, 1964 / Imperial Oil Limited
Insets (40 x 21 cm. and smaller): Downtown Toronto -- Connections to James Bay -- [Southwestern Ontario continuation].
Panel art: Illustration of boats at harbor by "Canadian artist Glen Arnold"; Esso logo.
Handstamp on back panel : Walter F. Rahn, Clarence Thruway Service, NYS Thruway, Clarence, N.Y.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
**RMcN Clients 728 (PrCt)**

**61944**
**Ontario - Maps - 1965 - Road maps**
**Shell : Ontario.** [Chicago?] : The H.M. Gousha Company, [1965?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 75 cm., folded to 21 x 10 cm. Panel title.
Plate no. 7-MM-562-J.
 Insets (9 x 23 cm. and smaller): North Bay area = Region de North Bay, Sault Ste. Marie -- London -- Windsor -- Toronto-- Central Toronto -- Map key of Canada = Carte cle du Canada.
Panel art: Shell logo and color photo of people boating on a lake.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
**RMcN Clients 2449 (PrCt)**

**61945**
**Ontario - Maps - 1966 - Road maps**
**Québec (Province) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps**
**Ontario, Quebec / Atlantic.** [Chicago?]: Rand McNally & Co., c1966.
Authors: Atlantic Richfield Co. -- Atlantic Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Atlantic Richfield Co. SEE ALSO Atlantic Refining Company -- Atlantic Refining Company SEE ALSO Atlantic Richfield Co. -- ARCO Oil Company SEE Atlantic Refining Company
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm. Panel title.
"Keeps your car on the go. Atlantic Richfield Company" -- title panel.
Added title: Atlantic Ontario
Plate no. 6-5203-19
Insets (6 x 11 cm. and smaller): Around Lake Superior -- Toronto -- Ottawa.
Maps on verso (43 x 47 cm. and smaller): Atlantic Quebec -- Northeastern Ontario, western Quebec -- Gaspé Peninsula.
Panel art: Atlantic gas station sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
**RMcN Clients 248 (PrCt)**

**61946**
**Ontario - Maps - 1966 - Road maps**
**Québec (Province) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps**
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright
Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 36 x 54 cm., folded to 19 x 9 cm. Panel title.

Added title: Ontario
Plate no. 656047-5.

Insets (8 x 13 cm. and smaller): Around Lake Superior -- Toronto -- Ottawa.
Maps on verso (36 x 43 cm. and smaller):
Panel art: Illustration of road and Gulf service station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1134 (PrCt)

61947 Ontario - Maps - 1966 - Road maps
Authors: Ontario. Dept. of Highways -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 40 x 66 cm., folded to 20 x 12 cm. Panel title.


Maps on verso (61 x 94 cm. and smaller):
Panel art: color photo of car on road in autumn.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1902 (PrCt)

61948 Ontario - Maps - 1966 - Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally

and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm. Panel title.

Added title: Sinclair Ontario.
Plate no. 6-5203-19

Insets (8 x 8 cm. and smaller): Toronto -- Ottawa -- [Northwestern Ontario]
Maps on verso (26 x 60 cm. and smaller): Sinclair northern Ontario -- Hamilton -- Muskoka Lakes Area -- London -- Detroit, Mich., Windsor, Ont. Panel art: Sinclair logo, car in front of a Sinclair gas station, 3 travel scenes, and motto "drive with care and buy Sinclair".
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2827 (PrCt)

61949 Ontario - Maps - 1966 - Road maps
Authors: Imperial Oil Limited -- General Drafting Company -- Csakany, Gabriel S. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 54 x 60 cm., folded to 22 x 11 cm. Panel title.

Added title: Happy motoring in northern Ontario, 1966 / Imperial Oil Limited
Insets (40 x 21 cm. and smaller): Downtown Toronto -- Connections to James Bay -- [Southwestern Ontario continuation].
Maps on verso (60 x 84 and smaller): Happy motoring in southern Ontario, 1966 -- Downtown Ottawa -- Downtown Hamilton -- Downtown London -- Downtown Windsor -- [Eastern Ontario continuation].

Panel art: Illustration of 4 men rowing a canoe by "Canadian artist Gabriel S. Csakany"; Esso logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 729 (PrCt)

61950 Ontario - Maps - 1967 - Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 36 x 54 cm., folded to 19 x 10 cm. Panel title.

Added title: Ontario
Plate no. 676047-7.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Insets (8 x 13 cm. and smaller): Around Lake Superior -- Toronto -- Ottawa.
Maps on verso (36 x 54 cm. and smaller):
Quebec [Province] -- Ontario (northeastern section), Quebec (western section) --
Quebec [City].
Panel art: Illustration of road and Gulf service station.
F44260 [and] F44259.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

Ontario - Maps - 1967 - Road maps
Ontario : CITGO : discover America by car.
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Ontario
Insets (8 x 11 cm. and smaller): Around Lake Superior -- Toronto -- Ottawa.
Plate no. 7-5208-19
Maps on verso (26 x 65 cm. and smaller):
Northern Ontario -- Hamilton -- London --
Muskoka lakes area, Ontario -- Detroit, Mich.,
Windsor, Ont.
Panel art: illustration of woman, car, and CITGO gas station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

Ontario - Maps - 1967 - Road maps
Ontario : Mobil travel map.
Authors: Mobil Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 42 x 64 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. 7-5208-19.
Insets (8 x 10 cm. or smaller): Around Lake Superior -- Toronto -- Ottawa.
Maps on verso (26 x 60 cm. and smaller):
Northern Ontario -- Hamilton -- Muskoka Lakes Area -- London -- Detroit, Mich.,
Windsor, Ont.
Panel art: nine Mobil winged horse logos.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

Ontario - Maps - 1967 - Road maps
Authors: Ontario. Dept. of Highways -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 40 x 66 cm., folded to 21 x 12 cm.
Panel title.
Maps on verso (61 x 93 cm. and smaller):
Province of Ontario : southern portion, 1967 -- Sudbury -- North Bay -- Pembroke -- Ottawa --
-- Sarnia -- Windsor -- Oakville -- St. Catharines
-- Oshawa -- Lindsay -- Trenton -- Peterborough
-- Belleville -- Chatham -- Pelee Is. -- Woodstock
-- Brantford -- Welland -- Niagara Falls
-- Burlington [and] Hamilton -- Metropolitan Toronto.
Panel art: color photo of car under a bridge.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

1 map : col. ; 36 x 54 cm., folded to 19 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Ontario.
Plate no. 5860478.
Insets (8 x 13 cm. and smaller): Around Lake Superior -- Toronto -- Ottawa.
Maps on verso (36 x 43 cm. and smaller):
Quebec -- Ontario (northeastern section),
Quebec (western section) -- [Montreal and Ville de Laval region] -- [Quebec region] --
Baie-Comeau, Havre St. Pierre.
Panel art: Sinclair logo, abstracted traffic signs.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2847 (PrCt)

61959 
Ontario - Maps - 1969 - Road maps<<->Québec Province) - Maps - 1969 - Road maps<<->Road maps
Ontario and Quebec / Marathon. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Company, c1969.
Authors: Marathon Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 65 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm. Panel title.
Added title: Ontario.
Plate no. 9-5208-21.
Includes insets of Toronto, Ottawa and Lake Superior region (8 x 8 cm. and smaller).
Maps on verso (43 x 60 cm. and smaller):
Quebec -- Northeastern Ontario, western Quebec -- Gaspé Peninsula.
Both sides handstamped: Register of Copyrights.
Library of Congress. Washington, D.C. ...; recto numbered "certificate no, F50873"; verso numbered "certificate no, F50874"
Forms part of a collection of stock editions of Rand McNally road maps, some apparently issued as sales samples and / or printer's proofs for prospective commercial clients.
Uniform series title (established by cataloger):
Stock road maps
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (April 2010).
RMcN Stock 5 (PrCt)

61956 
Authors: Dean, W. G. (William G.), 1921 -- Matthews, Geoffrey J. -- University of Toronto.
Dept. of Geography -- University of Toronto Press -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([24] p., 113 plates (col. maps)) ; 46 cm.
[1st ed.]
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

61957 
Authors: Dean, W. G. (William G.), 1921 -- Matthews, Geoffrey J. -- University of Toronto.
Dept. of Geography -- University of Toronto Press
1 atlas ([24] p., 113 plates (col. maps)) ; 46 cm.
[1st ed.]
oversize G 10826 .3 (NLO)

61960 
Ontario - Maps - 1969 - Road maps<<->Québec (Province) - Maps - 1969 - Road maps<<->Road maps
Authors: Marathon Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 65 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm. Panel title.
Added title: Ontario.
Plate no. 9-5208-21.
Insets (8 x 11 cm. or smaller): Around Lake Superior -- Toronto -- Ottawa.
Maps on verso (42 x 46 cm. and smaller):
Quebec -- Northeastern Ontario, western Quebec -- Gaspé Peninsula.
Panel art: Marathon sign with directional signs to points of interest.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Form part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4287 (PrCt)

61961 Ontario - Maps - 1970 - Road maps<> Québec (Province) - Maps - 1970 - Road maps<> Road maps
RMcN Clients 152 (PrCt)

61962 Ontario - Maps - 1970 - Road maps<> Québec (Province) - Maps - 1970 - Road maps<> Road maps
RMcN Clients 1318 (PrCt)

61965 Ontario - Maps - 1974 - Road maps<> Road maps
"Rand McNally & Co. lithographed in U.S.A."
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Panel art: road signs.
Forms part of a collection of stock editions of Rand McNally road maps, some apparently issued as sales samples and / or printer's proofs for prospective commercial clients.
Uniform series title (established by cataloger):
Stock road maps
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (April 2010).

**Ontario - Maps - 1976 - Road maps**
**Québec (Province) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps**
**Road maps**
Authors: Texaco, inc. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 36 x 54 cm., folded to 19 x 10 cm
"1976 Edition"
Panel title.
Added title: Ontario
Plate no. 766047
Inset maps (8 x 13 cm. and smaller): Around Lake Superior -- Toronto -- Ottawa.
Map on verso (36 x 43 cm. and smaller): Quebec -- Ontario (northeastern section), Quebec (western section) -- Baie-Comeau, Havre St. Pierre -- Quebec [City].
Panel art: Color photos of American monuments with illustration of a red, white, and blue ribbon.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

**Ontario - Maps - 1976 - Administrative and political divisions**
Authors: Hancocks, Elizabeth
7 leaves : all maps ; 28 cm.
Outline maps of Ontario counties and townships; some are signed 'Elizabeth Hancocks.'
Caption title.
*folio G3460 .T6 (NLO)*

**Ontario - Maps - 1978 - Road maps**
Authors: General Motors Corporation -- Rolph-McNally Limited -- Rolph-Clark-Stone Limited -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 34 x 67 cm., folded to 19 x 11 cm.
"1978 edition."
Panel title.
Added title: Northern Ontario.
General Motors Corporation (GM) logo and advertisement featured on interior panel.
Inset maps (17 x 27 cm. and smaller): [Toronto region] -- Thunder Bay -- Hamilton -- Waterloo ...
Kitchener -- Kingston -- London -- Hull ... Ottawa -- Peterborough -- St. Catharines -- Windsor.
Maps on verso (52 x 77 cm. and 19 x 9 cm.): Southern Ontario -- Niagara frontier.
Panel art: Color photograph of trees along a waterfront.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

**Ontario - Maps - 1978 - Road maps**
**Indians - Language and languages - Ontario - Maps - 1995**
**Language and languages - Indians of North America - Canada - Maps**
*First nations: languages of origin in Ontario.* 1996.
Authors: Ontario Adjustment and Training Board
1 map
Gift 1995, Ontario Adjustment and Training Board.
*temp map6F G3461.E3 1996 .O5 (PrCt)*

**Ontario - Maps - 1978 - Administrative and political divisions**
Authors: Winearls, Joan -- Papers of the Bibliographical Society of Canada (1973)
Pp. 76-81 ; 28 cm.
Also a photocopy filed as Vert 3006.
*Z 008.0896, v. 12, p. 76-81 (PrCt)*

**Ontario - Maps - 1978 - Road maps**
Authors: Winearls, Joan -- Papers of the Bibliographical Society of Canada (1973)
P. 76-81 ; 28 cm.
Also in the Library's copy of the Papers: Z 008.0896, v. 12, p. 76-81.
*Vert 3006 (PrCt)*

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
61973 **Ontario - Maps - Bibliography - Union lists**

*Map collections - Ontario - Bibliography - Union lists*

*Union list of atlases in Ontario universities / compiled by Kate Donkin and Rita Finch.* Toronto : Council of Ontario Universities, 1976.

Authors: Donkin, Kate -- Finch, Rita

253 p. : map ; 28 cm.

Includes indexes.

LC Card Number: 77357380

**Map Ref folio Z6028 .D68 (NLO)**

61974 **Ontario - Maps - Collections**

*Ontario - Historical geography - Maps*

*Ontario's history in maps / R. Louis Gentilcore, C. Grant Head ; with a cartobibliographical essay by Joan Winearls.* Toronto ; Buffalo : University of Toronto Press, c1984.

Authors: Gentilcore, R. Louis, 1924- -- Head, C. Grant, 1939- -- Winearls, Joan -- University of Toronto Press -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

xvii, 284 p. : 240 maps (chiefly col.) ; 32 x 42 cm.

"Published for the Ontario Historical Studies Series."

Series: Ontario historical studies series,

"Sources for early maps of Ontario": p. 276-282.

Includes bibliographical references.

ISBN 0802034004

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)**

61975 **Ontario - Maps - Collections**

*Ontario - Historical geography - Maps - Counties - Maps*

*Historical atlases*

*Ontario’s history in maps / R. Louis Gentilcore, C. Grant Head ; with a cartobibliographical essay by Joan Winearls.* Toronto ; Buffalo : University of Toronto Press, c1984.

Authors: Gentilcore, R. Louis, 1924- -- Head, C. Grant, 1939- -- Winearls, Joan -- University of Toronto Press

xvii, 284 p. : 240 maps (chiefly col.) ; 32 x 42 cm.

"Published for the Ontario Historical Studies Series."

Series: Ontario historical studies series,

"Sources for early maps of Ontario": p. 276-282.

Includes bibliographical references.

ISBN 0802034004

**folio G1146.S1 G46 1984 (NLO)**

61976 **Ontario - Maps - Exhibitions**


Authors: Royal Ontario Museum -- Ontario Dept. of Public Records and Archives -- Association of Canadian Map Libraries.

Conference (5th : 1971 : Toronto, Ont. -- Macdonald Ophthalmic Foundation

iv, 15 p. : maps ; 28 cm.

lower case g 10826 .884 (NLO)

61977 **Ontario - Maps - Exhibitions - Catalogs**

*Cartography - Ontario - Exhibitions - Catalogs*

*Royal Ontario Museum - Map collections - Exhibitions - Catalogs*


Authors: MacDonald, Alexander E. -- Royal Ontario Museum. Canadiana Dept.

32 p. : maps (1 col.) ; 24 cm.

**4A 18529 (NLO)**

61978 **Ontario (Ont. - County) - Maps - 1877 - Landowners - Maps - 1877 - Counties - Maps**

*Landowners - Maps*

*Illustrated historical atlas of the County of Ontario, Ont. compiled, drawn and published from personal examinations and surveys by J.H. Beers & Co.* [Port Elgin, Ont. -- Ross Cumming ; Owen Sound, Ont. : Richardson, Bond & Wright, 1972].

Authors: J.H. Beers & Co. -- Gorrell, Craig & Co. Lith. (Toronto, Ont. -- Cumming, Ross, 1919- -- Richardson, Bond & Wright (Owen Sound, Ont.)

1 atlas (76 p. : ill. ; maps ; 46 cm.


Cover title: Historical atlas of Ontario County, Ontario; illustrated.

Includes 'Historical sketch of the county of Ontario.'

'Gorrell, Craig & Co. Lith. Toronto.'

Cf. Phillips 10420.

LC Card Number: 74178034

**map6C 42 (NLO)**

61979 **Ontario, Southern - History**

*Southern Ontario, hub of the roads to discovery. 1975.*

Authors: Shaw, R. P. -- Bailey, James A. -- Shaw Photogrammetric Services Ltd., Ottawa

1 map : col. ; 65 x 86 cm.

'Map no. 2. Provincial Historical Series.'Scale 1:920,700.

Includes text.

76-24119

**M1198**

map6F G3461.S6S1 1975 S5 (PrCt)

61980 **Operation Overlord - Maps**

*1944 - Normandy (France) - History - World War, 1939-1945 - Maps - World War, 1939-1945 - Campaigns - France - Normandy - Maps*


---

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Bibliographical foot-notes.
W 01 .O605 (NLO)

61982 Opuzen (Croatia) - Maps - 1689
Authors: Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718 --> Padoani, Domenico, fl. 1689 --> Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718. Citta, fortezze, isole, e porti principale dell' Europa ... (1689)
1 map ; 13 x 17 cm.
In: Coronelli, Vincenzo. Citta, fortezze, isole, e porti principale dell' Europa, in piani, et in elutazione, descrite, e publicate ad uso dell' Academia cosmografica degli argonauti ([Venice] : Domenico Padoani, 1689) pl. [51]. Engraved plate '103.' One of four plates printed on same sheet, opening [51].
VAULT folio Ayer 135 .C8 1689 pl. 51 (PrCt)

61983 Oradea (Romania) - Pictorial works - 1620 -->Varadinum (Romania) SEE Oradea (Romania) -->Grosswardein (Romania) SEE Oradea (Romania)
Varadinvm. [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 --> Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 --> Civitates orbis terrarum -- Hoefnagel, Joris, 1542-1601 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : hand col. ; 31 x 43 cm.
Added title at left bottom : Varadinvm, vulgo Gros Wardein, Transiluaniae oppidum ....
Derived from view by Joris Hoefnagel; see R.A. Skelton's Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.
Includes references A-E.
Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Varadinvm.
In: Braun, Georg and Franz Hogenberg. Civitates orbis terrarum [Cologne: Pieter van Brachel?, ca. 1620] v. 6, plate 40
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 6, pl. 40 (PrCt)

61984 Oran (Algeria) - Maps - 1724 -->Oran (Algeria) - Maps - 1724 - Pictorial works
Nette aftekening der stad Oran &c. gelegen in Barbaryen. Amsterdam, 1732.
Authors: Schryver, Cornelis, Capt. -- R. & J. Ottens -- Gephart, Christiaan -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:Y21 1 map ; 21 x 54 cm. and 1 view 13 x 54 cm.
References: A-Z.
3093
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G8244.O7 1724 S3 (PrCt)

61985 Oran (Algeria) - Maps - 1909 - Road maps -->Ayer, Edward Everett, 1841-1927 - Travel - Maps -->Road maps
Département d'Oran : Carte des voies de communication / dressée par ordre de M. C.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Authors: Algeria. Service cartographique -- Jourdan, Adolphe -- Calléja, N. -- Algeria. Direction de l'agriculture, du commerce et de la colonisation. Service cartographique SEE Algeria. Service cartographique
1 map : col. ; 66 x 103 cm., sectioned, backed with linen and fold. to 18 x 11 cm.
Scale 1:400,000.
Shows four classes of roads and projected roads. Label on front cover has names of "J. Forest, Éditeur" and Touring-Club de France. Annotated in ink and colored pencil by Edward E. Ayer, to document his automobile trip in 1909 or 1910; front cover endorsed: Edward E. Ayer, 2 Bank St., Chicago, USA.
Forms part of Record Group No. 2, Subgroup 15 (Board of Trustees, Personal Papers), Newberry Library Archives.
Another group of Ayer's annotated road maps is cataloged as Map4C G5696 .P2 1909 .A9.
Case Archives 02/15/02, Box 9, Folder 85 (PrCt)

61986 Orange County (Calif.) - Maps - 1889 - Landowners<<>Counties - Maps<<>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Finley, S. H. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map : on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 2 parts, 25.5 x 56 in. and 27 x 56 in. Scale 1:47,520
Originally published 1889.
Microfiche 583, no. 32 (PrCt)

61987 Orange County (Calif.) - Maps - 1900 - Landowners<<>Counties - Maps<<>Landowners - Maps
[Orange County (Calif.) - 1900: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche]. [Washington, D.C.] : LC G&M Division, [1900?].
Authors: George, A. L. -- Blunt, N. B. -- Stoll & Thayer Co. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map : on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 28.5 x 26 in. each. Scale 1:185,000. Originally published Los Angeles: Stoll & Thayer Co., 1900.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps: Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 25 (PrCt)

61988 Orange County (Calif.) - Maps - 1940-1949 - Road maps<<>Santa Ana (Calif.) - Maps - 1940-1949 - Road maps<<>Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1940-1949 - Road maps<<>Road maps<<>Counties - Maps
Map, city of Santa Ana and Orange County, California / presented by First National Bank, Santa Ana, California. San Francisco, Calif. Rand McNally & Company, [194-?].
Authors: First National Bank (Santa Ana, Calif.) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 59 x 44 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: First National Bank map of Orange County street map
Plate no. 4-R 37
Inset (13 x 11 cm. .): Index map ... of Orange County.
Maps on verso (45 x 29 cm. and smaller): City of Santa Ana -- Official highway map : southern California -- Los Angeles and vicinity.
Chicago listed as place of publication for southern California map.
Panel art: Drawing of "bank building, Fourth at Main, owned by bank".
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 761 (PrCt)

61989 Orange County (Calif.) - Maps - 1962 - Road maps<<>Road maps<<>Counties - Maps
Enco Orange County street map. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Company, [1962?].
Authors: Enco Oil Company -- Humble Oil and Refining Company (Incorporated in Tex.) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 88 x 60 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added titles: Orange County street map (northern section) -- Orange County street map (southern section)
"Humble Oil & Refining Co." - back panel
Plate no. 626107
Insets (12 x 17 cm. and 13 x 18 cm.): La Habra Heights -- Laguna Beach.
Panel art: Color illustrations of California attractions; Enco logo.
The Enco brand is short for "Energy Company."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 740 (PrCt)

61990 Orange County (Calif.) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps<<>Road maps<<>Counties - Maps
Microfiche 583, no. 25 (PrCt)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 88 x 60 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm. Panel title.
Added titles: Northwest Orange County street map (northern section) -- Northwest Orange County street map (southern section).
Issued for the Union Oil Company of California.
Plate no. 676107-5.
Insets (12 x 17 cm. and 13 x 18 cm.): La Habra Heights -- Laguna Beach.
Panel art: 76 Union logo above gas station.
Includes two certificate no. handstamps from the Register of Copyrights, Library of Congress, Washington, D.C.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4514 (PrCt)

Orange County (Calif.) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps<<Road maps<<Counties - Maps
Orange County street map / issued by Orange County Automobile Club ... [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Co., c1967. Authors: Orange County Automobile Club (Calif.) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Orange County Insurance Agency (Santa Ana, Calif.) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 90 x 59 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm. Panel title.
"Copyright © 1967 by Rand McNally & Co."
"Insurance at reduced rates to club members ... Orange County Insurance Agency ... Santa Ana, California ... " -- Advertisement on title panel.
Added titles: Northwest Orange County street map (northern section) -- Northwest Orange County street map (southern section).
Insets (13 x 18 cm. and 12 x 17 cm.): Laguna Beach -- La Habra Heights.
Plate no. 676107-5.
Panel art: Orange County Automobile Club logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1909 (PrCt)

Orange County (Calif.) - Maps - 1967 - Road maps<<Road maps<<Counties - Maps
1 map : both sides, col. ; 88 x 60 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm. Panel title.
Added titles: Street map of northwest Orange County (northern section) -- Street map of northwest Orange County (southern section).
Issued for the Union Oil Company of California.
Plate no. 696107-6.
Insets (12 x 17 cm. and 13 x 18 cm.): La Habra Heights -- Laguna Beach.
Panel art: Illustration of road and Gulf service station.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Includes two Library of Congress copyright handstamps with certificate numbers.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1241 (PrCt)

61995 Orange County (Calif.) - Maps - 1970 - Road maps
County Maps - Maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 39 x 60 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added titles: Street map of northwest Orange County (northern section) -- Street map of northwest Orange County (southern section).
Plate no. 706107-8.
Insets (12 x 17 cm. and 13 x 18 cm.): La Habra Heights -- Laguna Beach.
Panel art: Illustration of road and Gulf service station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
R McN Clients 1283 (PrCt)

61996 Orange County (Calif.) - Maps - 1970 - Road maps
Road maps
1 map : both sides, col. ; 90 x 60 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added titles: Street map of northwest Orange County (northern section) -- Street map of northwest Orange County (southern section).
Plate no. 706107-9.
Insets (13 x 18 cm. and 12 x 17 cm.): Laguna Beach -- La Habra Heights.
Panel art: Gray and red illustration of a Phillips 66 service station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
R McN Clients 2018 (PrCt)

61997 Orange County (Calif.) - Maps - 1971 - Road maps
Road maps
1 map : both sides, col. ; 90 x 60 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added titles: Street map of northwest Orange County (northern section) -- Street map of northwest Orange County (southern section).
Plate no. 706107-9.
Insets (13 x 18 cm. and 12 x 17 cm.): Laguna Beach -- La Habra Heights.
Panel art: Gray and red illustration of a Phillips 66 service station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
R McN Clients 2497 (PrCt)
Orange County (Calif.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps
Preferred call number: RMcN StrFdr 1976 .O67a (PrCt)

62000
Orange County (Calif.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps
Preferred call number: RMcN StrFdr 1976 .O67a (PrCt)

62001
Orange County (Calif.) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps
Preferred call number: RMcN StrFdr 1976 .O67a (PrCt)

62002
Orange County (Calif.) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps
Preferred call number: RMcN StrFdr 1976 .O67a (PrCt)

62003
Orange County (Calif.) - Maps - 1977 - Road maps
Preferred call number: RMcN StrFdr 1976 .O67a (PrCt)

62004
Orange County (Calif.) - Maps - 1996 - Road maps
Preferred call number: RMcN StrFdr 1976 .O67a (PrCt)

62005
Orange County (Calif.) - Maps - 1996 - Road maps
Preferred call number: RMcN StrFdr 1976 .O67a (PrCt)
Orange County (Calif.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps
1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 22 x 30 cm.
$19.95
Uniform title: Street guide
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-99933-8
RMcN StrFdr 2004 .O67 (PrCt)

Orange County (Calif.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps
Orange County street guide. [Skokie, Ill.]: Rand McNally, 2005.
1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 22 x 30 cm.
$19.95
Uniform title: Street guide
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-85579-4
RMcN StrFdr 2007 .O67 (PrCt)
62011 Orange County (Calif.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps - Counties - Maps
Authors: Thomas Bros. Maps -- Thomas Bros.
StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm. "3rd edition" -- front cover.
Cover title: Easy-to-read Orange County street guide.
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
19.95" -- back cover
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528864432
RMcN StrFdr 2007 .O67 (PrCt)

62012 Orange County (Calif.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps - Counties - Maps
Authors: Thomas Bros. Maps -- Thomas Bros.
StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm. "51st edition" -- front cover
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
19.95" -- back cover
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528869500
RMcN StrFdr 2008 .O67 (PrCt)

62013 Orange County (Calif.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps - Counties - Maps
Authors: Thomas Bros. Maps -- Thomas Bros.
StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 22 x 30 cm. "1981" -- back cover
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528867121
RMcN StrFdr 2008 .O67a (PrCt)

62014 Orange County (Calif.) - Maps - 2009 - Road maps - Counties - Maps
Authors: Thomas Bros. Maps -- Thomas Bros.
StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm. "1983?" -- front cover.
Cover title: Easy-to-read Orange County street guide.
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
19.95" -- back cover
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528870475
RMcN StrFdr 2009 .O67a (PrCt)

62015 Orange County (Calif.) - Maps - 2009 - Road maps - Counties - Maps
Orange County street guide. Chicago : Rand McNally, c2009.
Authors: Thomas Bros. Maps -- Thomas Bros.
StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 22 x 30 cm. "1980" -- front cover
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
19.95" -- back cover
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 052887327X
RMcN StrFdr 2009 .O67 (PrCt)

62016 Orange County (Fla.) - Maps - 1890 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps
Orange County (Fla.) - 1890: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche. [Washington, D.C.]: LC G&M Division, [1983?].
Authors: Fries, J. O. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm. Size of original: 6 parts; 2 are 19 x 18.5 in. each and 4 are 19 x 17 in. each. Scale 1:63,360. Originally published 1890.
Microfiche 583, no. 81 (PrCt)

62017 Orange County (Fla.) - Maps - 1981 - Landowners - Counties -
Maps>>Landowners - Maps


Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (42 p.) : maps (1 col.) ; 36 cm.

Cover title.
Includes index to owners.
Scale [42,240]. 1 1/2 in. = 1 mile.
Advertisements on covers.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 84675611


Orange County (Ind.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners>>Landowners - Maps

Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960- -- Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)
182 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
1st ed.
'Deluxe edition.'
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).

3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.

Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).

Includes indexes.
ISBN 1420301101

Local History Ref F532.O63 B69 2005 (NLO)

Orange County (N.C.) - Maps - 1891 - Landowners>>Landowners - Maps


Authors: Tate, George W. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.

Size of original: 46.5 x 34 in. Scale 1:42,240.
Originally published Bingham School, N.C.: George W. Tate, 1891.

Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps: Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division.

Microfiche 583, no. 590 (PrCt)

Orange County (N.Y.)- 1819>>>>Rockland County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1819>>>>Counties - Maps

1 map : hand col. ; 41 x 50 cm.

In Burr, David H. and Simeon De Witt. An Atlas of the State of New York : containing a map of the State and of the several counties (New York: David H. Burr, 1829; republished Ithaca: Stone and Clark, 1839) pl. [7]. Map dated 1829 and 1839; engraved 'No. 8.'

Case oversize G 10851 .13 pl. 7 (PrCt)

Orange County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners>>Landowners - Maps


Authors: De Witt, Simeon, 1756-1834; engraved 'No. 8.'

Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps: Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.

Size of original: 9 x 11.5 in. Originally published [180-].

Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps: Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.

Size of original: 19 x 23 in. Scale 1:63,360.

Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps: Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps

Microfiche 583, no. 535 (PrCt)
62023 Orange County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1851<>Counties - Maps

Authors: Or. Co. Gen. Soc.
map4F G 3803.O5G46 1851 .S5 197- (PrCt)

62024 Orange County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1851 - Landowners<>Counties - Maps<>Landowners - Maps

Authors: Sidney, J. C. -- Brown, Newell S. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Microfiche 583, no. 537 (PrCt)

62025 Orange County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1851 - Landowners<>Newburgh (N.Y.) - Maps - 1851<>Counties - Maps<>Landowners - Maps

Map of Orange County New York. [197-?].
Authors: Sidney, J. C. -- Brown, Newell S. -- Smith, Robert Pearsall, 1827-1898 -- Orange County Genealogical Society 1 map ; 109 x 145 cm., on 4 sheets each 79 x 61 cm.
Facsimile of the 1851 edition. Includes 5 illustrations, 'Description' and inset: Plan of Newburgh. 78-42181 M1039
map4F G3803.O5G46 1851 S5 197- (PrCt)

62026 Orange County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1859 - Landowners<>Counties - Maps<>Landowners - Maps

Size of original: 2 parts, 31.5 x 60 in. each. Scale 1:50,688. Originally published Philadelphia: Corey & Bachman, 1859.
Microfiche 583, no. 538 (PrCt)

62027 Orange County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1863<>Counties - Maps

Farm map of the town of Warwick. Or.Co.Gen.Soc., [197-?].
Authors: Or-Co.Gen.Soc.
map4F G 3803.O5:3W3 1863 .H8 197- (PrCt)

62028 Orange County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1864<>Counties - Maps

Farm map of the town of New Windsor and part of Cornwall. Or.Co.Gen.Soc., [197-?].
Authors: Or-Co.Gen.Soc.
map6F G 3803.O5:3N5 1864 .H8 197- (PrCt)

62029 Orange County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1864<>Counties - Maps

Farm map of the town of Newburgh. Or. Co. Gen. Soc., [197-?].
Authors: Or. Co. Gen. Soc.
map4F G 3803.O5:3N4 1864 .H8 197- (PrCt)

62030 Orange County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1864<>Counties - Maps

Farm map of the towns of Hamptonburgh and Blooming Grove. Or. Co. Gen. Soc., [197-?].
Authors: Or. Co. Gen. Soc.
map4F G 3803.O5:3H3 1864 .H8 1977- (PrCt)

62031 Orange County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1873<>Counties - Maps

Property map of Cornwall, Orange Co. Or. Co. Gen. Soc., [197-?].
Authors: Or. Co. Gen. Soc.
map4F G 3804.C62 1873 .K5 197- (PrCt)

62032 Orange County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1875<>Counties - Maps

County atlas of Orange, New York / from actual surveys by and under the direction of F. W. Beers. [S.I. Orange County Genealogical Society, 197-?].
Authors: Beers, F. W. (Frederick W.) -- A. Baskin & Burr (Chicago, Ill.) -- Orange County Genealogical Society -- Baskin (A.) & Burr, Chicago, Ill. SEE A. Baskin & Burr (Chicago, Ill.) 1 atlas ([37] leaves : maps) ; 28 cm.
Orange County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1895 - Road maps<>Counties - Maps

Colton's Road map of the counties of Orange and Rockland, state of New York. New York : G. W. &
C. B. Colton & Co., 1895, c1891.
Authors: G.W. & C.B. Colton & Co. -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 56 x 66 cm. fold. in covers 16 x 10 cm.
Adv. (4 p.) for "Colton's road maps" tipped inside front cover, with label of "Wilbur & Hastings stationers...New York."
Grey cloth covers.
Shows railroads, "common roads," saw and grist mills, and school houses.
Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library).
map3C G3803.05P2 1895 C6 (PrCt)

62034 Orange County (Tex.) - Maps - 1880 - Landowners<<Counties - Maps<<Landowners - Maps
Authors: Texas. General Land Office -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 13.5 x 17.5 in.
Scale 1:133,320.
Originally compiled 1880.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Microfiche 583, no. 1089 (PrCt)

62035 Orange County (Tex.) - Maps - 1895 - Landowners<<Counties - Maps<<Landowners - Maps
Authors: Texas. General Land Office -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: Photocopy (positive) 34 x 36 in.
Originally compiled 1895.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Microfiche 583, no. 1090 (PrCt)

62036 Orange County (Va.) - Maps - 1860-1869 - Landowners<<Counties - Maps<<Landowners - Maps
Authors: Confederate States of America. Army -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: Photocopy (negative), 12 parts, 17.5 x 21.5 in. each. Scale 1:80,000. Originally compiled [186-?].
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Microfiche 583, no. 1316 (PrCt)

62037 Orange County (Va.) - Maps - 1860-1869 - Landowners<<Counties - Maps<<Landowners - Maps
Authors: Hoffman, Jacob Paul -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: Photocopy (negative), 14.5 x 23.5 in. Scale 1:155,000. Originally compiled [186-?].
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Microfiche 583, no. 1318 (PrCt)

Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: Manuscript, 16 x 30 in. Scale 1:80,000. Originally compiled [186-?].
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Microfiche 583, no. 1316 (PrCt)

62039 Orange County (Va.) - Maps - 1863 - Landowners - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<Manuscript maps - Facsimiles<<Counties - Maps<<Landowners - Maps
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Panel title.
"Every Conoco station is a branch of the Conoco Travel Bureau" and "Distributed by Conoco Travel Bureau, Denver, Colorado" -- back cover.
Cover art: B&W photo of cabin beside a waterfall.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 569 (PrCt)

62053 Oregon - Historical geography - Maps - 1850 - Willamette River Valley (Or.) - Historical geography - Maps - 1850
Mapping an American frontier: Oregon in 1850.
1975.
Authors: Bowen, William Adrian, 1941- -- University of Wisconsin--Madison. Cartographic Laboratory -- Association of American Geographers. Map supplement no. 18
6 maps: col.; on sheet 107 x 76 cm.
Scales vary.
Relief shown by shading.
The study area is the Willamette River Valley.
map6F G4290 1850 .B6 (PrCt)

62054 Oregon - Historical geography - Maps - 1973
Authors: Farmer, Judith A. -- Karnes, Daniel B. -- Babich, G. Thomas -- Porterfield, Thompson P. -- Holmes, Kenneth L. -- Historical Cartographic Publications (Portland, Or.)
1 atlas ([5], 53, [5] p.: 21 col. maps); 31 x 48 cm.
Bibliography: p. [54-55].
72-9433
ICN74
map6C 65 (NLO)

62055 Oregon - Historical geography - Maps - Oregon - Maps - Collections, 1819-1890 - Historical atlases
Authors: Oregon Genealogical Society
33 leaves: ill., maps: 29 cm.
Subtitle on cover: Boundary changes during territorial days and formation and changes of county boundaries.
Also includes maps of trails, Indian tribes, pioneer settlements, etc.
To Collection Services for cataloging, Sept. 2010 (PrCt)


62057 Oregon - Maps - 1843-1941 - Administrative and political divisions
Authors: Oregon Historical Society

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
11 maps on 1 sheet; 20 x 19 cm. and 8 x 10 cm. on sheet 43 x 31 cm.
Scales [ca. 1:7,100,000] and [ca. 1:8,400,000].
'Maps show original 4 districts or counties established in the Oregon country by the provisional government; subsequent additions and boundary changes under territory and state government.'
91073102NL
map2F G4291.F7 1948 O7 (NLO)

62058 Oregon - Maps - 1846<>>California - Maps - 1845<>>Clyman, James, 1792-1881 - Travel - 1845 - Maps
Map 2: Clyman's route from Oregon to California. [San Francisco : California Historical Society, 1928].
Authors: Clyman, James, 1792-1881 -- Clyman, James, 1792-1881. James Clyman, American frontiersman, 1792-1881 (1928) -- Camp, Charles Lewis, 1893-1975 -- California Historical Society
1 map; 22 x 12 cm.
Anonymous map without imprint.
References: Graff 769 (sold as Newberry duplicate).
Digital image available by website subscription to the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
F 941 .142 no. 3, opposite p. 152 (PrCt)

Authors: Wilkes, George, 1817-1885 -- Wilkes, George, 1817-1885. The History of Oregon, geographical and political ... (1845) -- Coyler, William H. -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map; 21 x 28 cm., folded to 19 x 11 cm.
Identifies 'boundary between GB & US.' at right center.

Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Graff 4657 opposite title page (PrCt)

62060 Oregon - Maps - 1846<>>Washington (State) - Maps - 1846<>>Missions - United States - Maps - 1846
Authors: American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions. Maps and illustrations of the missions (1846) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map; 20 x 13 cm.
Ayer 136 .A5 1846 pl. 32 (PrCt)

Ethnographical map of Oregon from Hale's Ethnology of the American Exploring Expedition.
SEE W. Endicott & Co. 1 map; 21 x 26 cm.
Ayer 2 .A52t, v. 2, following p. clxxxviii (PrCt)

Map of the Oregon Territory from the best authorities / Edwd. Yeager sc. [S.l. s.n., 1849].
Authors: Yeager, E. (Edward) -- United States Exploring Expedition (1838-1842) -- Wilkes, Charles, 1798-1877 -- Wilkes, Charles, 1798-1877. Western America, including California and Oregon ... (1849) -- Lea & Blanchard -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map; 21 x 32 cm., on sheet folded to 23 x 15 cm.
In Wilkes, Charles. Western America, including
California and Oregon, with maps of those regions, and of 'the Sacramento Valley' (Philadelphia: Lea and Blanchard, 1849) between p. 80-81.
Inset (19 x 8 cm.): Columbia River reduced from a survey made by the U.S. Ex. Ex. 1841
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copy: Ayer 138 .M6 1849a inside front cover

Graff 4656 between p. 80-81 (PrCt)


Map of the Oregon Territory from the best authorities / Edwd. Yeager sc. [Philadelphia? s.n., 1849].
1 map ; 20 x 32 cm., folded to 13 x 8 cm.
Inset (19 x 8 cm.): Columbia River reduced from a survey made by the U.S. Ex. Ex. 1841
In: Mitchell, S. Augustus. Description of Oregon and California: embracing an account of the gold regions ... with a large and accurate map of Oregon and California ... (Philadelphia: Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co., 1849) inside front cover.
Duplicate copy: Graff 4656 between p. 80-81 (PrCt)

Ayer 138 .M6 1849a inside front cover (PrCt)

1 map ; 70 x 60 cm.
Detached from Pacific Railroad Reports, v. 11, pt. 2, no. 21.
Scale 1:760,320.
Wheat 882.
Uniform title: Pacific Railroad Reports
map 6F G4051.P3 1853 .US v. 11, pt. 2, no. 21 (PrCt)


Diagram of Oregon. [186-?].
1 ms. map : hand col.; 46 x 60 cm., on sheet folded to 29 x 18 cm.
In Williams, Loren L. Journal v. 4, inside front cover.
Forms part of Williams's manuscript journals, chronicling his life in Oregon between 1851-1880. Possibly based on earlier work by the U.S. General Land Office; shows extent of township surveys; relief shown with hachures. Pen-and-ink and watercolor.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.

VAULT folio Graff 4683 v. 4, inside front cover (PrCt)


1 map ; 53 x 89 cm.
Scale 1:300,000
Coordinates: (W 121°00'--W 117°30'/N 46°45'--N 45°15').
Relief shown by form lines at 100-foot intervals. Shows approximate location of military road constructed 1859 to 1862; also shows farms, camps, trails, bridges, vegetation types, rapids, rock outcrops, landings, and locations of battles.
"Senate Ex. Doc. No. 43 -- 47th Cong. 3d. Sess."

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Also issued as part of the U.S. Serial Set, 43rd Congress, 3rd session. Senate Ex. Doc. 91 (Serial 1149).
Duplicate copies: G 931.6 -- Govt. 1149
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western America at the Newberry Library.
References: Wheat, Mapping the Transmississippi West, v. 5, part 1, p. 85-95 and part 2, p. 389, no. 1077

map8F Graff 2932, map 2 (PrCt)


Authors: Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884 -- Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884
Johnson's new illustrated family atlas of the world ... (1869) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
2 maps : hand col. ; 39 x 27 cm. and 39 x 28 cm., on sheet 46 x 68 cm.
"Entered according to act of Congress in the year 1865, by A.J. Johnson in the Clerk's Office of the District Court of the United States for the Southern District of New York."
Inset (7 x 7 cm.): Nth. eastern part of Minnesota. In: Johnson, Alvin Jewett. Johnson's new illustrated family atlas of the world ... (New York : A.J. Johnson, publisher, 1869), [plate 35]
Sheet corners numbered 69 and 70.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1019 .J5 1869, [plate 35] (PrCt)


[Map of western Oregon showing railroads, projected railroads, wagon roads, and Oregon and California railroad lands], [S.I.? s.n.? , 1877?]. Authors: Oregon and California Railroad Company
1 map ; 22 x 41 cm. fold. to 29 cm.
Scale 1:1,267,200; 20 miles to the inch.

folio G 10943 .55 (NLO)

62069 Oregon - Maps - 1882

1 map ; 59 x 69 cm.
Cover title: County and township map of Oregon. Published by J.K. Gill & Co., Portland, Oregon, 1882
'Showing all surveys made previous to January 1st 1882. Compiled by Robt. A. Habersham, civil engineer.'
Scale 1:950,400; 15 miles to the inch.

Ayer p133 .H11 1882 (NLO)

62070 Oregon - Maps - 1882

Authors: Habersham, Robert A. -- J.K. Gill & Co. -- L.M. Snyder & Co. -- Terry, James -- Howes, Wright -- Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 32 x 48 cm. fold in covers 18 x 11 cm. + index (14, [6] p.)
Cover title.
Map proper titled 'Rand McNally & Co.'s Oregon.' Condition: Small tear at one fold, else fine
Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection.
Previous location: B-36

AMcN III PC 2950 (PrCt)

62071 Oregon - Maps - 1882<> Washington (State) - Maps - 1882

Authors: Habersham, Robert A. -- J.K. Gill & Co. -- L.M. Snyder & Co. -- Terry, James -- Howes, Wright -- Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 88 x 70 cm. fold in cloth covers 17 x 11 cm.
Cover title: County and township map of Oregon and Washington.
'Showing all surveys made previous to January 1st, 1882.'
Inscription inside back cover: James Terry, American Museum of Nat. History, Central Park, New York City.
Condition: small burn hole in map, otherwise very fine.
Forms part of the Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Gift 1976, Wright Howes.

map3C G4290 1882 .H3 (PrCt)

62072 Oregon - Maps - 1883

Oregon. Chicago : Geo. F. Cram, [1883].
Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928. Cram's unrivaled family atlas of the world (1883)
1 map : col. ; 23 x 29 cm.

folio G1019 .G463 1883b, p. 80 (PrCt)

62073 Oregon - Maps - 1883 - Railroads<> Railroads - Maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1883)
1 map : col. ; 17 x 12 cm.
Title in right margin.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalog Entry</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Place of Publication</th>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
Oregon - Maps - 1894 - Railroads - Maps

1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm.
Title in upper margin.

*Rand, McNally & Co.'s new business atlas map of Oregon. Copyright, 1891 ... ' -- at bottom left.

Issued folded in accompanying index (23 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand, McNally & Co.'s indexed county and township pocket map and shippers' guide of Oregon. Chicago and New York: Rand, McNally & Co., c1894.

Handstamp on title page: Library of Congress copyright Jun. 4 1894 ....

No. '24040 Z2' [?] in pencil on title page.

Uniform title: Shippers guide.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

map4F G4291.P3 1894 .R3 (PrCt)

---

Oregon - Maps - 1900-1960 - Topographic maps - Maps

Authors: Geological Survey (U.S.)

ca. 235 maps : col. ; on sheets 45 x 33 cm. fold. to 18 x 27 cm.

Scale 1:62,500.

Dates of publication vary.

Moffat lists 48 maps before 1940.

Coverage is not complete at this scale; see index map in box 162.

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisles 42 and 43 (July 2012).

Reference: Moffat, Riley. Map index to topographic quadrangles of the United States, 1882-1940 (Santa Cruz, Calif.: Western Association of Map Libraries, 1986)


map6C G3700 19--.U5, box 162 (PrCt)

---

Oregon - Maps - 1900-1960 - Topographic maps - Maps

Authors: Geological Survey (U.S.)

1 map : col. ; on sheet 45 x 33 cm. fold. to 18 x 27 cm.

Scale 1:125,000.

Doses of publication vary.

Moffat lists 41 maps before 1940.

Coverage is not complete at this scale; see index map in box 162.

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisles 42 and 43 (July 2012).

Reference: Moffat, Riley. Map index to topographic quadrangles of the United States, 1882-1940 (Santa Cruz, Calif.: Western Association of Map Libraries, 1986)


map6C G3700 19--.U5, box 162 (PrCt)

---

Oregon - Maps - 1906 - Railroads - Maps


1 map : col. ; 48 x 64 cm.

*Rand, McNally & Co.'s new business atlas map of Oregon. Copyright, 1906 ... ' -- at bottom left.

Includes key to railroads numbered 2-27 (with...
gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Oregon. Railroads.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Signature of 'S.N. Foster' on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 707 (PrCt)


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Plate no.: 107A
Includes key to railroads numbered 1-145 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Oregon railroads.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Copyrighted by R. McN & Co Jan 7th 1916 CJW''-- in ms. on title page verso.
'11-1 Envelope 13''-- in ms. on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 712 (PrCt)

62095
Oregon - Maps - 1919 - Railroads - Indexes<<>>Railroads - Maps
43 p. ; 17 cm.
Imperfect; lacking folded map.
Editor's copy; many entries marked in pencil.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 714 (PrCt)

62096
Oregon - Maps - 1919 - Railroads<<>>Oregon - Maps - 1919 - Road maps<<>>Road maps<<>>Railroads - Maps
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
Plate no.: 107D.
Includes key to railroads numbered 1-145 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Oregon railroads.
On verso: Oregon automobile road map. 1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm. Plate no.: 638D. 'National Highways Association roads used by permission.' Issued folded in accompanying index (43 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand-McNally indexed pocket map and shippers' guide of Oregon. Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Co., c1919.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Copyright June 6/19'-- in ms. on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 713 (PrCt)

62097
Oregon - Maps - 1920-1929 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Edward W. Pulver Map Company (Seattle, Wash.) -- Edw. W. Pulver Map Company (Seattle, Wash.) SEE Edward W. Pulver Map Company (Seattle, Wash.) -- Pulver (Edward W.) Map Company, Seattle, Wash. SEE Edward W. Pulver Map Company (Seattle, Wash.)
1 map ; 24 x35 cm., folded to 9 x 21 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Pulvers auto road map : Oregon
Title panel includes "Compliments of" printed within blank borders.
"Tourists' directory" on verso.
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).
Accession no. 2002100101

Road map4C G4291.P2 192- .P8 (PrCt)

62098
Authors: Oregon Auto Camp Association -- Ambrose, C. A. -- Carlson Printing Co. (Portland, Or.)
6 maps ; 51 x 5 cm. or smaller, on sheet 23 x 59 cm., folded to 23 x 12 cm.
Panel title.
"C.A. Ambrose, Secy., 615 Couch Blg., Portland, Oregon."
"Carlson Printing Co., Portland, Ore."
Comprised of 6 strip maps printed in 8 sections. Contents: Roosevelt Highway [between Astoria, Or. and Crescent City, Calif.] -- Map of Portland -- Pacific Highway [in 3 sections between Portland, Or. and the California border] -- Famous Columbia River Highway [between Portland and Baker City, Or.] -- [Road map of highway between Seattle and Portland] -- [Road map of highway between Sacramento and the northern California border].
Includes auto camp directory, distance table, and advertisements.
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).
Accession no. 2002100101

Road map4C G4291.P2 192- .O7 (PrCt)

62099
Oregon - Maps - 1920 - Railroads<<>>Oregon - Maps - 1920 - Road maps<<>>Road maps<<>>Railroads - Maps
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
Plate no.: 107F.
Includes key to railroads numbered 1-145 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Oregon railroads.
On verso: Oregon automobile road map. 1 map : col. ; 46 x 64 cm. Plate no.: 638E. 'National Highways Association roads used by permission.' Issued folded in accompanying index (46 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Oregon. Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Co., c1920.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Handstamp on front cover: Register of Copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.
'2-16-20' -- in ms. on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 715 (PrCt)

Oregon - Maps - 1920 - Railroads Oregon - Maps - 1920 - Road maps
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
Plate no.: 107F.
Includes key to railroads numbered 1-145 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Oregon railroads.
On verso: Oregon automobile road map. 1 map : col. ; 46 x 64 cm. Plate no.: 638E. 'National Highways Association roads used by permission.' Issued folded in accompanying index (46 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Oregon. Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Co., c1920.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 716 (PrCt)

Oregon - Maps - 1921 - Railroads Oregon - Maps - 1921 - Road maps
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
'The Rand McNally new commercial atlas map of Oregon' -- Beneath scale bar.
Plate no.: 107F.
Includes key to railroads numbered 1-145 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Oregon railroads.
On verso: Oregon automobile road map. 1 map : col. ; 46 x 64 cm. Plate no.: 638E. 'National Highways Association roads used by permission.' Issued folded in accompanying index (38 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Oregon. Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Co., c1921.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 717 (PrCt)

Oregon - Maps - 1922 - Railroads Oregon - Maps - 1922 - Road maps
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
'The Rand McNally new commercial atlas map of Oregon' -- Beneath scale bar.
Plate no.: 107F.
Includes key to railroads numbered 1-145 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Oregon railroads.
On verso: Oregon automobile road map. 1 map : col. ; 46 x 64 cm. Plate no.: 638E. 'National Highways Association roads used by permission.' Issued folded in accompanying index (38 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Oregon. Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Co., c1921.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Handstamp on front cover: Register of Copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.
'3-26-21' -- in ms. on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 718 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
'The Rand McNally new commercial atlas map of Oregon' -- Beneath scale bar.
Plate no.: 107G.
Includes key to railroads numbered 1-145 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Oregon railroads.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Oregon. 1 map : col. ; 46 x 64 cm. Plate no.: 1046G.
Issued folded in accompanying index (37 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Oregon. Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Co., c1922.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Handstamp on front cover: Register of Copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.
'9-29-22' -- in ms. on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 719 (PrCt)

62104 Oregon - Maps - 1923 - Railroads -> Oregon - Maps - 1923 - Road maps -> Railroads

1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
'The Rand McNally new commercial atlas map of Oregon' -- Beneath scale bar.
Plate no.: 107H.
Includes key to railroads numbered 1-145 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Oregon railroads.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Oregon. 1 map : col. ; 46 x 64 cm. Plate no.: 1046J.
Issued folded in accompanying index (37 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Oregon. Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Co., c1923.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Handstamp on front cover: Register of Copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.
'6-12-23' -- in ms. on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 720 (PrCt)

62105 Oregon - Maps - 1924 - Railroads -> Oregon - Maps - 1924 - Road maps -> Road

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 81 x 63 on sheet 88 x 73 cm. Keyed to 9 named road signs.
Scale. [ca. 1:1,152,000].
Plate no. F-21-A.
On verso: Rand McNally official 1924 auto trails map : British Columbia. Keyed to 16 named road signs. Scale [ca. 1:1,078,000].
Cover handstamped "Register of copyrights, Library of Congress ... ." and dated "6/2/24" in ms.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B, BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Auto Trails 6F 133 (PrCt)
Oregon - Maps - 1924 - Road maps


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 81 x 63 on sheet 88 x 73 cm.
Keyed to 9 named road signs.
Scale. [ca. 1:1,152,000].
Plate no. F-21-A.

On verso: Rand McNally official 1924 auto trails map : British Columbia. Keyed to 16 named road signs. Scale [ca. 1:1,078,000].


Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.

Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).

(RMcn Auto Trails 4C 115 (PrCt)

Oregon - Maps - 1925 - Railroads


1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
Plate no.: 8R24.
Includes key to railroads numbered 1-150 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Oregon railroads.

On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Oregon. 1 map : col. ; 46 x 64 cm. Plate no.: 2N24. Includes key to 7 named 'principal trails in Oregon.'

Issued folded in accompanying index (40 p. : 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Oregon. San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1925.

Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Handstamp on front cover: Register of Copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.

'3-25-25' -- in ms. on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

RMcn Shippers Guide 4C 722 (PrCt)

Oregon - Maps - 1924 - Road maps


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 80 x 63 on sheet 88 x 73 cm.
Keyed to 9 named road signs.
Scale. [ca. 1:1,078,000].
Plate no. G-29-A.

On verso: Rand McNally official 1925 auto trails map : British Columbia. Keyed to 14 named road signs. Scale [ca. 1:1,102,000].


Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.

Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).

(RMcn Auto Trails 4C 172 (PrCt)

Oregon - Maps - 1925 - Road maps


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 80 x 62 on sheet 88 x 73 cm.
Keyed to 9 named road signs.
Scale. [ca. 1:1,078,000].
Plate no. G-29-A.

On verso: Rand McNally official 1925 auto trails map : British Columbia. Keyed to 14 named road signs. Scale [ca. 1:1,102,000].


Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.

Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
**Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalog Entry</th>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Physical Details</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Oregon - Maps - 1925 - Road maps - Washington (State) - Maps - 1925 - Road maps - British Columbia - Maps - 1925 - Road maps</td>
<td>62113</td>
<td>Oregon - Maps - 1925 - Road maps - Washington (State) - Maps - 1925 - Road maps - Portland Region (Or.) - Maps - 1925 - Road maps - California - Maps - 1925 - Road maps</td>
<td>Auto touring map of Oregon, Washington and California / issued by Honeyman Hardware Co., Park at Glisan Street, Portland, Oregon [Portland, Or. Honeyman Hardware Co., 1925. Authors: Honeyman Hardware Co. (Portland, Or.) -- Oregon. State Highway Dept. 1 map: col.; 43 x 52 cm. on sheet 85 x 54 cm., folded to 22 x 9 cm. Panel title. Added title: Copy of state highway department's map of the state of Oregon showing main travelled automobile routes, 1925. Ancillary map (28 x 42 cm.): [Road map of Washington State]. Maps on verso (21 x 25 cm. and 42 x 18 cm.): Map showing main travelled streets and highways leading out of Portland, Oregon -- [Road map of California]. Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011). Accession no. 200210010</td>
<td>Road map4C G4291.P2 1925 .H6 (PrCt)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 723 (Pr.Ct)

62115 Oregon - Maps - 1926 - Road maps<<>>Portland (Or.) - Maps - 1926 - Road maps<<>>Northwest, Pacific - Maps - 1926 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Road map of Oregon, 1926 / compiled and published by the Oregon State Highway Commission ... ; Roy A. Klein, State Highway Engineer, [Portland?] : Oregon State Highway Commission, 1926.
Authors: Oregon State Highway Commission -- Klein, Roy A. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 44 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: State Highway Department's map of the state of Oregon showing main traveled automobile roads, 1926.
Maps on verso (21 x 18 cm. each): Map showing most direct highway connections through the city of Portland -- [Pacific Northwest]
Panel art: Road, cabin, mountain scenery.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
RMcN AE 124.9 (Pr.Ct)

62116 Oregon - Maps - 1926 - Road maps<<>>Washington (State) - Maps - 1926 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 80 x 62 on sheet 88 x 72 cm.
Keyed to 9 named road signs.
Scale. [ca. 1:1,078,000].
Plate no. I-30.
Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto road map: Washington, Oregon ... (Chicago and New York: Rand McNally, 1927). 52 p. : maps, ill. ; 19 cm.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 323 (Pr.Ct)

62117 Oregon - Maps - 1927 - Road maps<<>>California - Maps - 1927 - Road maps<<>>Nevada - Maps - 1927 - Road maps<<>>Washington (State) - Maps - 1927 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
1 map : col. ; 28 x 43 cm.
Running title at top: Junior auto road atlas of the western United States. Pages 28 and 29.
Plate no. I-42
Partial maps on verso (22 x 28 cm. and 28 x 22 cm.): [Northern California and Nevada]. Page 30 -- [Western Washington]. Page 27.
Uniform title: Junior auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 286 (Pr.Ct)

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call number</th>
<th>Title / Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
maps>Road maps
Authors: Tourist Map Publishing Co. (Portland, Or.) -- Ehmann, Frederick -- Hotel Underwood (Underwood, Wash.)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 41 cm. fold. to 22 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Below title: Compliments of Hotel Underwood, Mrs. C.W. Cordier, Mgr.
Includes road mileages, red overprinting locating advertisers.
Includes inset: In and out of Portland.
On verso: Legend, four columns of advertisers, untitled road map of the entire state with large date '1928' (31 x 41 cm.).
Printed on salmon-colored paper.
map2F G4291 .P2 1928 T5 (PrCt)

Oregon - Maps - 1928 - Road maps
Highway map and guide of Oregon ... Authorized Guide & Map Service of Oregon ... Aurora, Mo. Mid-West Map Company, [1928].
Authors: Mid-West Map Company -- Authorized Guide & Map Service -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 33 x 48 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 124 ms. index.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 124.12 (PrCt)

Oregon - Maps - 1928 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; col. ; 43 x 58 cm.
Plate no. J-43.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 148.7 (PrCt)

Oregon - Maps - 1928 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; col. ; 43 x 58 cm.
Plate no. J-43.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 149.7 (PrCt)

39 p. : 3 maps (2 folded) ; 24 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally standard indexed map with air trails : Oregon Uniform title: Air trails
Folded map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back

Oregon - Maps - 1930-1939 - Road maps

Oregon - Maps - 1930-1939 - Road maps

Oregon - Maps - 1930-1939 - Road maps

Oregon - Maps - 1930-1939 - Road maps

Oregon - Maps - 1930-1939 - Road maps

Oregon - Maps - 1930-1939 - Road maps

Oregon - Maps - 1930-1939 - Road maps

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
62134 Oregon - Maps - 1930 - Road maps


Authors: Oregon State Highway Commission -- Wagner's Restaurant (Corvallis, Or.) -- American Automobile Association -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 42 x 57 cm.

Panel title.

"Look for the AAA sign" -- title panel.

Added title: State Highway Department's map of the state of Oregon showing main traveled automobile roads, 1930

Maps on verso (19 x 17 cm. each): Map showing most direct highway connections through the city of Portland -- Pacific Northwest.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

RMcN AE 124.15 (PrCt)

62135 Oregon - Maps - 1930 - Road maps


Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 folded map

Panel title.

Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 295 (PrCt)

62136 Oregon - Maps - 1930 - Road maps

Oregon. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1930].

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 folded map

Panel title.

Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 344 (PrCt)

62137 Oregon - Maps - 1930 - Road maps


1 map : col. ; 28 x 43 cm.

Date from RMcN AE 148 ms. index.

Plate no. L-1147

Uniform title: Junior auto trails

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

RMcN AE 148.8 (PrCt)

62138 Oregon - Maps - 1931


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Pocket maps -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

38 p. : 13 maps (2 folded) ; 24 cm.

Cover title: Rand McNally pocket maps : Oregon : counties, cities, towns, auto roads, railroads, city maps, hotels, 1930 census

Uniform title: Pocket maps

Folded map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back to back, col. ; 47 x 64 cm. and 68 x 53 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of Oregon. Plate nos. "No.1:36S" and "7R30". Includes key to railroads. -- Rand McNally official 1931 auto road map : Washington, Oregon. Plate no. M-1145.

Index includes maps of Astoria, Baker, Corvallis, Eugene, Klamath Falls, La Grande, Medford, Oregon City, Portland, Pendleton, and Salem (p. 31-38).

Cover art: Cars on road alongside passenger train.

"50¢" -- printed on front cover.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).

RMcN Pocket 4C 219 (PrCt)

62139 Oregon - Maps - 1931

Road map of Oregon, 1931 / compiled and published by the Oregon State Highway Commission ... ; Roy A. Klein, State Highway Engineer. [Portland?] : Oregon State Highway Commission, 1931.

Authors: Oregon State Highway Commission -- Klein, Roy A. -- Brink, John G. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 43 x 56 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: State Highway Department's map of the state of Oregon showing main traveled automobile roads, 1931

Maps on verso (20 x 17 cm. each): [Pacific Northwest] -- Map showing most direct highway

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
62140 Oregon - Maps - 1931 - Road maps

Authors: Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Buehler -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Conoco 1931 official road map : Oregon
Plate no. E-100-J.C.
Maps on verso (28 x 44 cm. and smaller):
Conoco 1931 official road map : United States -- Portland.
Panel art: Mountainous landscape, car and house on the beach; signed "Buehler."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 124.30 (PrCt)

62141 Oregon - Maps - 1931 - Road maps

Official highway map : state of Oregon ... / published ... by Oregon State Motor Ass'n.
Portland, Ore. Oregon State Motor Ass'n., 1931.
Authors: Oregon State Motor Association -- American Automobile Association -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 42 x 56 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: State of Oregon / Map Department, Oregon State Motor Association, 1931.
Map on verso (20 x 17 cm.): General route map of Portland Oregon.
Panel art: AAA logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 124.31 (PrCt)

62142 Oregon - Maps - 1931 - Road maps

See Oregon and the entire Pacific west : this map shows highways ... / issued ... by Standard Oil Company of California. San Francisco : Rand McNally & Company, 1931.
Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 29 x 44 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: 1931 road map of Oregon ...
Plate no. M-1246.
Maps on verso (21 x 14 cm. each): Mileage chart of the western United States -- Portland.
Panel art: Woman in car reading map.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 148.12 (PrCt)

62143 Oregon - Maps - 1931 - Road maps

Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 29 x 44 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: 1931 road map of Oregon
Plate no. M-1246.
Maps on verso (21 x 14 cm. and 21 x 9 cm.): Mileage chart of the Western United States -- Portland.
Panel art: color illustration of a woman holding a road map behind a steering wheel, "Standard Products" logo.
Editor's copy; ms. annotations in colored pencil.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3112 (PrCt)
train. "50¢" -- printed on front cover.
Handstamp on title page: Register of Copyrights, Library of Congress ... 1-4-32.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).

RMcN Pocket 4C 220 (PrCt)

Oregon - Maps - 1932 - Road maps <<>> Northwest, Pacific - Maps - 1932 - Road maps <<>> Portland (Or.) - Maps - 1932 - Road maps <<>> Road maps
Oregon road map, 1932 / compiled and published by Oregon State Highway Commission ... ; R.H. Baldock, State Highway Engineer ...
Authors: Oregon State Highway Commission -- Baldock, R. H. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 57 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: State Highway Department's map of the state of Oregon showing main traveled automobile roads, 1932
Maps on verso (19 x 17 cm. each): [Pacific Northwest] -- Map showing most direct highway connections through the city of Portland .
Panel art: Father and son fishing, car and forest in background.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 124.32 (PrCt)

Oregon - Maps - 1932 - Road maps <<>> West (U.S.) - Maps - 1932 - Road maps <<>> Road maps
Authors: Union Oil Company of California -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 57 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Union automobile road map of Oregon.
Date from RMcN AE 148 ms. index.
Plate no. F-200-J
Maps on verso (22 x 29 cm. and 29 x 22 cm.):
- Conoco pictorial map of the United States -- Crater Lake National Park.
Panel art: Outline of U.S with compass rose and Conoco logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 124.33 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
automobile roads, 1933
Maps on verso (19 x 17 cm. each): [Pacific Northwest] -- Map showing most direct highway connections through the city of Portland.
Panel art: Father and son fishing, car and forest in background.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 124.34 (PrCt)

62151 Oregon - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Oregon. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1933].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company - 'Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 844 (PrCt)

62152 Oregon - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil Company -- Lee, Robert E., fl. 1933 -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Cover: License plate motif.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 0, DUP 0.
Panel art: Shell logo, license plates, woman driving convertible car, dog, signed by artist "Robert E. Lee."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 936 (PrCt)

62153 Oregon - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil Company -- Lee, Robert E., fl. 1933 -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Panel art: "Standard Oil Products" logo.
Maps on verso (21 x 29 cm. and smaller): Official road map : British Columbia -- Pacific Coast strip
Oregon, Washington ... General gasoline road map : General Petroleum Corporation of California, a Socony Vacuum Company. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1933].
Authors: General Petroleum Corporation of California -- Socony-Vacuum Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Official road map : Oregon, Washington ...
Date from RMcN AE 149 ms. index.
Plate no. O
Panel art: Three winged horses over two cars.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 149.16 (PrCt)

Oregon - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- Bowen, Ralph W., fl. 1933 -- Padgitt, E. V., fl. 1933 -- Brink, John G. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 53 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title
Added title: 1933 road map of Oregon.
Plate no. O-1246.
Maps on verso (45 x 29 cm. and smaller): 1933 road map of Western United States -- Portland -- Salem -- Eugene -- [Mileage chart of the United States].
Panel art: "Standard Oil Products" logo.
Editor's copy.
Accompanied by 2 typewritten letters by Rand McNally employees. The first, from "Ralph W. Bowen, Map Division", is dated January 31, 1934 and addressed to "Mr. H. B. Clow, Jr." regards changes to subsequent editions; the second,
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

from "[E.V.?] Padgitt, Road Map Department", is dated "February 5, 1934" and addressed to map editor "Mr. Brink." Also accompanied by suggested correction to Western U.S. map "from Standard Oil Company.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 3120 (PrCt)

62156 Oregon - Maps - 1933 - Road maps<<>>West (U.S.) - Maps - 1933 - Road maps<<>>Road maps

Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 29 x 44 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: 1933 road map of Oregon...
Plate no. O-1246.
Maps on verso (45 x 29 cm. and smaller): 1933 road map of western United States ... -- Portland -- Salem -- Eugene.
Panel art: Standard Oil logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 148.16 (PrCt)

62157 Oregon - Maps - 1934 - Road maps<<>>Northwest, Pacific - Maps - 1934 - Road maps<<>>Portland (Or.) - Maps - 1934 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Oregon road map, 1934 / compiled and published by Oregon State Highway Commission ... ; R.H. Baldock, State Highway Engineer ... [Portland?] : Oregon State Highway Commission, 1934.

Authors: Oregon State Highway Commission -- Baldock, R.H. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 57 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: State Highway Department's map of the state of Oregon showing main traveled automobile roads, 1934
Maps on verso (19 x 17 cm. each): [Pacific Northwest] -- Map showing most direct highway connections through the city of Portland.
Panel art: Car on road in forest.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
RMcN AE 124.35 (PrCt)

62158 Oregon - Maps - 1934 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Travel Oregon with Conoco. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1934].

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (3 panel,R,G): Outline map of North America, logo.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1156 (PrCt)

62159 Oregon - Maps - 1934 - Road maps<<>>Road maps

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (3 panel,R,Y): Diagonal "Shell" on red stripe, logo.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1156 (PrCt)

62160 Oregon - Maps - 1934 - Road maps<<>>Road maps

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; on sheet trimmed to 37 x 51 cm.
Imperfect; editor's copy of a map trimmed on all sides to outline Oregon (Washington trimmed away).
Date from previous binding marked "Points of Interest" and dated 1934.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 189.35 (PrCt)

62161 Oregon - Maps - 1934 - Road maps<<>>Washington (State) - Maps - 1934 - Road maps<<>>British Columbia - Maps - 1934 - Road maps<<>>California - Maps - 1934 - Road maps<<>>Pacific Coast (North America) - Maps - 1934 - Road maps<<>>Road maps<<>>Strip maps

Authors: General Petroleum Corporation of California -- Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 52 x 43 cm.
Panel title.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Added title: Official road map : Oregon, Washington ...
Date from RMcN AE 148 ms. index.
Maps on verso (21 x 29 cm. and smaller): Official road map : British Columbia. [Plate no.] L-1-3455
-- Pacific Coast strip map : Vancouver B.C. to Agua Caliente, Mexico [in 3 sections]. [Plate no.]
P.3448 -- Seattle -- Portland.
Panel art: Winged horse logos.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 148.19 (PrCt)

62164 Oregon - Maps - 1934 - Road maps<<<<>West (U.S.) - Maps - 1934 - Road maps<<<<>Crater Lake National Park (Or.) - Maps - 1934<<<<>Road maps
1 map : col ; 43 x 52 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title
Added title: 1934 road map of Oregon.
Plate no. P.187.
Panel art: slogans "Standard gasoline unsurpassed" and "safe driving brings no regrets."
Editor's copy; lightly annotated in black ink.
Accompanied by a typewritten list of "Oregon auto road corrections", handstamped with date "Aug 3 1934"; includes penciled notes "OK W. Can. H.O. 8/30/34", "OK Oregon senior AWK 8-6-34", and "OK on 1935 Wash. & Oregon. Texaco, summer edition, Murison [?]". Handstamp on back panel: "Received Aug 3 1934"
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3129 (PrCt)

62163 Oregon - Maps - 1934 - Road maps<<<<>West (U.S.) - Maps - 1934 - Road maps<<<<>Crater Lake National Park (Or.) - Maps - 1934 - Road maps<<<<>Road maps
Road map of Oregon : Standard gasoline unsurpassed ... San Francisco : Rand McNally & Company, 1934.
Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col ; 43 x 52 cm.
Added titles: Road map of Oregon : Let the chevron be your guide ... -- 1934 road map of Oregon ...
Plate no. P-187
Maps on verso (45 x 29 cm. and smaller): 1934 road map of western United States ... -- U.S. mileage map -- Portland -- Crater Lake National Park -- Eugene -- Salem.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
 Oregon - Maps - 1935 - Road maps

62166 **Oregon - Maps - 1935 - Road maps**

*Travel Oregon with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau.* Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1935?].

Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

**Gousha Clients 1339 (PrCt)**

62167 **Oregon - Maps - 1935 - Road maps**


Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Standard Oil Company of California -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.


Plate no. I-282-S.

Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

**Gousha Clients 1227 (PrCt)**

62168 **Oregon - Maps - 1935 - Road maps**

*N.A.C. road map of Oregon ... / prepared by Engineering Department, National Automobile Club.* Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1935?].

Authors: National Automobile Club -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Panel art: National Automobile Club logo, list of district offices.

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

**Gousha Clients 1412 (PrCt)**

62169 **Oregon - Maps - 1935 - Road maps**


Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

**Gousha Clients 1480 (PrCt)**

62170 **Oregon - Maps - 1936 - Road maps**


Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 42 x 52 cm.

Panel title.


Plate nos. "282-S.C." and "J-1".

Maps on verso (27 x 44 cm. and smaller): 1936 road map : United States ... -- Crater Lake National Park -- Portland -- Eugene -- Salem.

Panel art: woman driving car.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 169.19 (PrCt)**

62171 **Oregon - Maps - 1936 - Road maps**

*Pacific Coast (North America) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps*

*Strip maps* 1936 road map : Oregon : Shell ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, 1936.

Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Shell official road map : Oregon.

Plate nos. "200 - J.C." and "12-I."

Maps on verso (28 x 44 cm. and smaller): Shell official road map : United States -- Pacific Coast

strip map : Vancouver B.C. to Agua Caliente, Mexico [in three sections].

Panel art: Shell logo.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 163.35B (PrCt)**

62172 **Oregon - Maps - 1936 - Road maps**

*Portland Region (Or.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps*

*Columbia River Highway (Or.) - Maps - 1936 - Crater Lake National Park (Or.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps*

*Strip maps* Travel Oregon with Conoco: every Conoco station is a branch of the Conoco Travel Bureau.

Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1936].

Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Panel art: Conoco logo.

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

**Gousha Clients 1480 (PrCt)**
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 57 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Conoco ... official road map : Oregon
Date from RMcN AE 158 ms. index.
Plate no. 12-J.
Maps on verso (21 x 28 cm. and smaller):
Portland and vicinity -- Columbia River Highway :
Bridal Veil Bridge to the Dalles [strip map in 3 sections] -- Crater Lake National Park
Panel art: Conoco logo over outline of North America.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 158.38 (PrCt)

62173 Oregon - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Travel Oregon with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co. , [1936?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1627 (PrCt)

62174 Oregon - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1734 (PrCt)

62175 Oregon - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: woman driving car and slogan "for all your motoring needs drive to Standard Stations, Inc., and Standard Oil dealers."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1765 (PrCt)

62176 Oregon - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Oregon, Washington highways / presented by your smiling Associated dealer. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co. , [1936?].
Authors: Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: drawing of Associated Oil Co. gas station attendant.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1530 (PrCt)

62177 Oregon - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Oregon ... Standard Oil road map ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, 1937.
Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 52 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: 1937 road map : Oregon / prepared exclusively for Standard Oil Company of California
Plate nos. "282-S.C." and "10-K"
Panel art: Standard gasoline-crown logo. Handstamped "copyrighted" and "1937".
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 169.41A (PrCt)

62178 Oregon - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Travel Oregon with Conoco ... every Conoco station is a branch of the Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1937].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 57 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Conoco ... official road map : Oregon
Date from RMcN AE 158 ms. index.
Plate nos. "200-J.C." and "10-K"
Maps on verso (21 x 28 cm. and smaller):
Portland and vicinity -- Columbia River Highway :
Bridal Veil Bridge to the Dalles [strip map in 3 sections] -- Crater Lake National Park (Or.)
Pan...

Panel art: Mobilgas winged horse logo. Panel art: Conoco logo over outline of North America.

Panel art: Smiling Associated Dealer logo "Tide Water Associated Oil Company" on map.
62185 Oregon - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Portland Region (Or.) - Maps - 1938
Columbia River Highway (Or.) - Maps - 1938
Crater Lake National Park (Or.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Road maps
Strip maps
Travel Oregon with Conoco: every Conoco station is a branch of the Conoco Travel Bureau.
Chicago: H.M. Gousha Company, [1938].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Conoco ... official road map of Oregon
Date from RMcN AE 159 ms. index.
Plate nos. "300-J. 10-L" and "5382"
Maps on verso (21 x 28 cm. and smaller):
Portland and vicinity -- Columbia River Highway:
Bridal Veil Bridge to the Dalles [strip map in 3 sections] -- Crater Lake National Park
Panel art: Conoco logo over outline of North America.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 16 1938 ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 159.29 (PrCt)

62186 Oregon - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Travel Oregon with Conoco: Conoco Travel Bureau.
Chicago: H.M. Gousha Co., [1938].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3126 (PrCt)

62187 Oregon - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

62188 Oregon - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Standard Stations, Inc. gas station and logo, and slogan "at your service from Canada to Mexico, Standard Stations, Inc. & authorized distributors."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3281 (PrCt)

62189 Oregon - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Oregon: Standard Oil road map ... Chicago: H.M. Gousha Company, [1938].
Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 42 x 52 cm.
Panel title.
Plate nos. "282-S.C." and "11-L"
Maps on verso (27 x 44 cm. and smaller): 1938 road map: United States -- Portland.
Panel art: Standard gas station and crown logo.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Aug 1 1938".
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 168.34 (PrCt)

62190 Oregon - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Standard Oil Company of California - Maps - 1938
Oregon: Standard Stations road map / ... Standard Stations Inc. & authorized distributors.
Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- Standard Stations, Inc. -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 42 x 52 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate nos. "282-S.C." and "11-L"
Panel art: Color illustration of car at Standard...
service station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 5014 (PrCt)

62191 Oregon - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
<->Washington (State) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
<->California - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
<->Nevada - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
California, Nevada, Oregon, Washington:
Sinclair road map. Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1938].
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
1 map: col.; 61 x 47 cm. on sheet 68 x 50 cm.
Plate nos. "300-J.C. 10-M" and "10-M 1939-1" Maps on verso (29 x 44 cm. and smaller).
Legend: United States mileage and driving time along main transcontinental highways -- Crater Lake National Park -- Mt. Hood Loop Highway.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Aug 25 1939 ... "
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 165.32 (PrCt)

62192 Oregon - Maps - 1939 - Electric Lines
<->Electric Lines - Oregon - Maps - 1939<->Washington (State) - Maps - 1939 - Electric Lines
<->Electric Lines - Washington (State) - Maps - 1939<->Oregon - Maps - 1939 - Hydroelectric power plants
<->Hydroelectric power plants - Oregon - Maps - 1939<->Washington (State) - Maps - 1939 - Hydroelectric power plants
<->Hydroelectric power plants - Washington (State) - Maps - 1939<->Pacific Power and Light Company - Maps - 1939
Territory served by Pacific Power & Light Company and subsidiary / Philip B. Lundstrom.
[Portland, Or. Pacific Power and Light Company, 1940].
Authors: Pacific Power and Light Company -- Lundstrom, Philip B.
1 map; on sheet 15 x 23 cm.
Detached from Pacific Power and Light Company, Annual report (Portland, 1940).
Shows electric transmission lines, steam and hydroelectric plants, and communities served in Oregon and Washington.
map1F G4241 .N4 1939 P3 (PrCt)

62193 Oregon - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
<->Crater Lake National Park (Or.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
<->Mount Hood Loop Highway (Or.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Shell road map: Oregon ..., Chicago: H.M. Gousha Company, [1939].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map; col.; 43 x 53 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell official road map of Oregon.
Date from RMcN AE 165 ms. index.
Plate nos. "300-J.C. 10-M" and "10-M 1939-1" Maps on verso (29 x 44 cm. and smaller).
Legend: United States mileage and driving time along main transcontinental highways -- Crater Lake National Park -- Mt. Hood Loop Highway.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Aug 25 1939 ... "
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 165.32 (PrCt)

62194 Oregon - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
<->Crater Lake National Park (Or.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
<->Mount Hood Loop Highway (Or.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map; col.; 43 x 53 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell official road map of Oregon.
Plate nos. "300-J.C. 10-M" and "10-M 1939-1" Maps on verso (29 x 44 cm. and smaller).
United States -- Crater Lake National Park -- Mt. Hood Loop Highway.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 5008 (PrCt)

62195 Oregon - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
<->Portland (Or.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
<->West (U.S.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Texaco touring map: Oregon with sectional map of adjoining states ..., Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1939].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map; col.; 44 x 56 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Oregon.
Date from RMcN AE 125 ms. index.
Includes table of "State and federal gasoline taxes as of July 1st, 1939."
Plate no. U. 3836
Insets (19 x 11 cm. and smaller): Portland -- Circle tour -- Medford -- Crater Lake -- Corvallis -- Eugene -- Pendleton -- Salem.
Maps on verso (68 x 50 cm. and 8 x 6 cm.): Texaco sectional trip map [of the western U.S.] -- San Francisco, Oakland and vicinity.
Panel art: Texaco logo and U.S. outline.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Travel Oregon with Conoco ... Conoco Travel
maps

Texaco touring map : Oregon with sectional map of adjoining states ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1939].

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 44 x 56 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Texaco touring map of Oregon.

Date from RMcN AE 125 ms. index.

Includes table of "State and federal gasoline taxes as of 30th October, 1939."

Plate no. U. 3836

 Insets (19 x 11 cm. and smaller): Portland -- Circle tour -- Medford -- Crater Lake -- Corvallis -- Eugene -- Pendleton -- Salem.

Maps on verso (68 x 50 cm. and 8 x 6 cm.):

Texaco sectional trip map [of the western U.S.] -- San Francisco, Oakland and vicinity.

Panel art: Texaco sign.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 125.6 (PrCt)

Oregon - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
62196

Oregon - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
62197

Oregon - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
62198

Oregon - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
62200

Oregon - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
62201

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3681 (PrCt)

62202 Oregon - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Travel Oregon with Conoco ... Conoco Travel
Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1940?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco
Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M.
Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America,
Conoco logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Gousha Clients 3780 (PrCt)

62203 Oregon - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Road map : Oregon, Washington : Mobilgas :
General Petroleum Corporation (a
Socony-Vacuum Company). Chicago : Rand
McNally & Company, [1939].
Authors: General Petroleum Corporation of
California -- Socony-Vacuum Oil Company --
Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 57 x 47 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Road map of Oregon, Washington / published by General Petroleum Corp. (California) a Socony-Vacuum Company.
Date from RMcN AE 125 ms. index.
Plate no. U.3683
Maps on verso (21 x 28 cm. and smaller): Official
road map : British Columbia -- Mt. Rainer
National Park -- Spokane -- Road map of western
United States -- Crater Lake Nat'l. Park --
Portland -- Everett -- Seattle -- Tacoma -- Salem.
Panel art: Mobilgas and Gargoyle Mobiloil logos.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 125.4 (PrCt)

62204 Oregon - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Shell map of Oregon. Chicago : H.M. Gousha
Co., [1940?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha
Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry
Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: Oregon.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with
confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry
Library).
Gousha Clients 3780 (PrCt)

62205 Oregon - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Road map : Oregon : Standard oil road map ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., c1940.
Authors: Standard Oil Company of California --
H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Standard station, gasoline logo, and
slogan "At your service from Canada to Mexico,
Standard Stations, Inc., Standard oil dealers".
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry
Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3965 (PrCt)

62206 Oregon - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Road map : Oregon, Washington : Mobilgas :
General Petroleum Corporation (a
Socony-Vacuum Company). Chicago : Rand
McNally & Company, [1940].
Authors: General Petroleum Corporation of
California -- Socony-Vacuum Oil Company --
Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 57 x 47 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Road map of Oregon, Washington / published by General Petroleum Corp. (California) a Socony-Vacuum Company.
Date from RMcN AE 125 ms. index.
Plate no. V.3683
Maps on verso (21 x 28 cm. and smaller): Official
road map : British Columbia -- Mt. Rainer
National Park -- Spokane -- Road map of western
United States -- Crater Lake Nat'l. Park --
Portland -- Everett -- Seattle -- Tacoma -- Salem.
Panel art: Mobilgas and Gargoyle Mobiloil logos.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 125.7 (PrCt)

62207 Oregon - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Texaco touring map : Oregon with sectional map of adjoining states ... Chicago : Rand McNally &
Company, [1940].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and
Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry
Library)
1 map : col. ; 44 x 57 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Oregon.
Date from RMcN AE 125 ms. index.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Includes table of "State and federal gasoline taxes as of 2nd July, 1940."
Plate no. V. 3836
Insets (19 x 11 cm. and smaller): Portland --
Circle tour -- Medford -- Crater Lake -- Corvallis --
Eugene -- Pendleton -- Salem.
Maps on verso (68 x 51 cm. and 8 x 6 cm.):
Texaco sectional trip map [of the western U.S.] --
San Francisco, Oakland and vicinity.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 125.8 (PrCt)

62208 Oregon - Maps - 1940 - Road maps - West (U.S.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Texaco touring map : Oregon with sectional map of adjoining states ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1940].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 44 x 57 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Oregon.
Date from RMcN AE 125 ms. index.
Includes table of "State and federal gasoline taxes as of 2nd Sept., 1940."
Plate no. V. 3836
Insets (19 x 11 cm. and smaller): Portland --
Circle tour -- Medford -- Crater Lake -- Corvallis --
Eugene -- Pendleton -- Salem.
Maps on verso (68 x 51 cm. and 8 x 6 cm.):
Texaco sectional trip map [of the western U.S.] --
San Francisco, Oakland and vicinity.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 125.9 (PrCt)

62209 Oregon - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Travel Oregon with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co. , [1941?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Back panel plate number: 1411.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4121 (PrCt)

62210 Oregon - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Travel Oregon with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co. , [1941?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Back panel plate number: 6412.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4122 (PrCt)

62211 Oregon - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Shell map of Oregon. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1941?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: Oregon.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4247 (PrCt)

62212 Oregon - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Oregon : Standard Oil road map ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., c1941.
Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Standard station, gasoline logo, and slogan "At your service from Canada to Mexico, Standard Stations Inc., authorized distributors, Standard dealers."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4287 (PrCt)

62213 Oregon - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Oregon : Standard Oil road map ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., c1941.
Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Standard station, gasoline logo, and slogan "At your service from Canada to Mexico, Standard Stations Inc., authorized distributors, Standard dealers."
Editor's copy (?): red ink markings on United States road map on verso.
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Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
62214 Oregon - Maps - 1941 - Road maps>West (U.S.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps>Texaco touring map: Oregon with sectional map of adjoining states ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1941].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 44 x 57 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Oregon.
Date from RMcN AE 126 ms. index.
Includes table of "State and federal gasoline taxes as of 28th Dec., 1940."
Plate no. W. 3836
Insets (19 x 11 cm. and smaller): Portland -- Circle tour -- Medford -- Crater Lake -- Corvallis -- Eugene -- Pendleton -- Salem.
Maps on verso (68 x 51 cm. and 8 x 6 cm.): Texaco sectional trip map [of the western U.S.] -- San Francisco, Oakland and vicinity.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 125.10 (PrCt)

62215 Oregon - Maps - 1942 - Road maps>Travel Oregon with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago: H.M. Gousha Co., [1942?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Back panel art: circus elephant with slogan "mileage you'll never forget Conoco Nth Motor oil."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4449 (PrCt)

62216 Oregon - Maps - 1942 - Road maps>Shell map of Oregon. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1942?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: Oregon.
Panel art: Shell logo, statement "all points of military interest have been removed voluntarily from this map and index" and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4577 (PrCt)

Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Standard station; slogan "At your service from Canada to Mexico."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4619 (PrCt)

62218 Oregon - Maps - 1942 - Road maps>Oregon with sectional map of adjoining states: Texaco ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1942].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 45 x 59 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Oregon.
Date from RMcN AE 126 ms. index.
Includes table of "State and federal gasoline taxes as of 2nd January, 1942."
Plate no. X.3836
Maps on verso (69 x 52 cm. and 9 x 7 cm.): Texaco sectional trip map [of the western U.S.] -- San Francisco, Oakland.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 126.1 (PrCt)

62219 Oregon - Maps - 1943 - Road maps>West (U.S.) - Maps - 1943 - Road maps>Texaco sectional map of adjoining states: Texaco ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1943].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 45 x 59 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Oregon.
Date from RMcN AE 126 ms. index.
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 74 x 51 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Washington, Oregon.
Date from RMcN AE 125 ms. index.
Includes table of "Gasoline taxes as of 16th Nov., 1946."
Plate no. 6-4400-6
Inset (16 x 9 cm.): Ferry tolls and schedules :
Seattle, Vancouver, Victoria and vicinity.
Map on verso (56 x 68 cm.): Texaco touring map of Idaho, Montana, Wyoming
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 125.14 (PrCt)

62228 Oregon - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Travel Oregon with Conoco ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1947?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "U", indicating 1947 publication.
Panel art: family standing in front of car and statement "for long trips ask ... about Touraide."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5104 (PrCt)

62229 Oregon - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Authors: Richfield Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "U", indicating 1947 publication.
Panel art: color photo of flowers and trees at lakeside.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5161 (PrCt)

62230 Oregon - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Oregon points of interest and touring map ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., c1947.
Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- Chevron Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Logan, Maurice, 1886-1977 -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: couple in mountain landscape signed "Maurice Logan"; Standard Oil Company of California logos for "RPM motor oil" and "Chevron supreme" gas.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Oregon - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 74 x 51 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Washington, Oregon.
Date from RMcN AE 125 ms. index.
Includes table of "Gasoline taxes as of 2nd Feb., 1947."
Plate no. 7-4400-8
Inset (16 x 9 cm.): Ferry tolls and schedules : Seattle, Vancouver, Victoria and vicinity.
Map on verso (56 x 68 cm.): Texaco touring map of Idaho, Montana, Wyoming
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Oregon - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
29 p. : 2 col. maps on 1 sheet (folded) ; 24 cm.
"1948 edition."
Cover title: Rand McNally pocket maps : Oregon : complete indexed reference map ... [and] highway map.
Uniform title: Pocket maps
Folded map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back to back, col. ; 46 x 64 cm. and 56 x 47 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of Oregon. Plate nos. "7890123" and "PM 36". Includes key to railroads. -- Rand McNally road map : Washington, Oregon. Plate no. 6-463683-2.
Cover art: Cars on road alongside passenger train.
"50¢" -- printed on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Oregon - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Travel Oregon with Conoco ... Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
Panel art: color photo of coastline.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Oregon - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Oregon : Richfield travel guide. Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948?].
Authors: Richfield Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
Panel art: color photo of coastline.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Oregon - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Oregon points of interest and touring map ... Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., c1948.
Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- Chevron Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([1], 15 p.) : 8 col. maps ; 23 x 21 cm., printed on front cover.
folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Cover title. "Prepared exclusively for Standard of California"
-- Page 2
Imprint from p. 2.
Text and maps printed back-to-back on 4 sheets (each 23 x 40 cm.), stapled and folded to 23 x 11.
Panel art: landscape with mountains; logos for "RPM motor oil" and "Chevron supreme" gas.
Includes index map at front.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 5296 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Pocket maps -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
29 p. : 2 col. maps on 1 sheet (folded) ; 24 cm.
"1949 edition."
Cover title: Rand McNally pocket maps : Oregon: complete indexed reference map ... [and] highway map
Uniform title: Pocket maps
Map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back to back, col. ; 48 x 64 cm. and 56 x 47 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of Oregon. Plate no. 890123.
Includes key to railroads. -- Rand McNally road map : Washington, Oregon. Plate no. 9-463683-4.
Cover art: Cars on road alongside passenger train.
"75¢" -- printed on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Pocket 4C 222 (PrCt)

62240 Oregon - Maps - 1950 - Road maps<<>>United States Highway 99 - Oregon - Maps - 1950<<>>Road maps
Authors: Oregon U.S. 99 Highway Association?.
1 map : col. ; 39 x 17 cm. fold. to 23 x 11 cm.
Cover title.
Advertising surrounding map and on verso.
"The hotels listed in this folder have made it possible for our Association to publish this map for your convenience;" the "association" is not named, but is probably the Oregon U.S. 99 Highway Association; cf. OCLC 261224588.
Cover photograph shows what appears to be a 1948 Studebaker.
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).
Acquisition #2008100251.
Road map 4C G4291.P2 1950 .O7 (PrCt)
maps>>Washington (State) - Maps - 1950 - Road maps>>Northwestern States - Maps - 1950 - Road maps>>Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 50 x 72 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Washington, Oregon.
Date from RMcN AE 127 ms. index.
Includes table of "Gasoline taxes as of 2nd Jan. 1952."
Plate no. 1-4400-23
Inset (16 x 9 cm.): Ferry tolls and schedules: Seattle, Vancouver, Victoria and vicinity.
Map on verso (56 x 67 cm.): Texaco touring map of Idaho, Montana, Wyoming.
Panel art: Texaco station on country road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 127.4 (PrCt)

Oregon - Maps - 1951 - Road maps>>Washington (State) - Maps - 1951 - Road maps>>Northwestern States - Maps - 1951 - Road maps>>Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 45 x 59 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Washington, Oregon.
Date from RMcN AE 127 ms. index.
Includes table of "Gasoline taxes as of 2nd Jan. 1952."
Plate no. 0-4400-20
Inset (16 x 9 cm.): Ferry tolls and schedules: Seattle, Vancouver, Victoria and vicinity.
Map on verso (56 x 67 cm.): Texaco touring map of Idaho, Montana, Wyoming.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 127.1 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
28 p. : 2 col. maps on 1 sheet (folded) ; 24 cm.
"1952 edition."
Cover title: Rand McNally Oregon pocket map: reference map ... [and] detailed highway map
Uniform title: Pocket maps
Folded map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back to back, col. ; 47 x 64 cm. and 43 x 53 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of Oregon. Plate no. 5432.
Includes key to railroads. -- Rand McNally road
map : Oregon. Plate no. 533845(A)V.
"2 maps in one, $1" -- front cover.
Cover art: Schematic road sign labeled
"reference map ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Pocket 4C 224 (PrCt)

28 p. : 2 col. maps on 1 sheet (folded) ; 24 cm.
"1952 edition."
Cover title: Rand McNally Oregon pocket map: reference map ... [and] detailed highway map
Uniform title: Pocket maps
Folded map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back to back, col. ; 47 x 64 cm. and 56 x 47 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of Oregon. Plate no. 543210. Includes key to railroads. -- Rand McNally road map : Washington, Oregon. Plate no. 2-463683-7.
"2 maps in one, $1" -- front cover.
Cover art: Schematic road sign labeled
"reference map ... ."
Forms part of a collection of stock editions of Rand McNally road maps, some apparently issued as sales samples and / or printer's proofs for prospective commercial clients.
Uniform series title (established by cataloger): Stock road maps
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (April 2010).
RMcN Stock 159 (PrCt)

62247 Oregon - Maps - 1953 - Road maps - Washington (State) - Maps - 1953 - Road maps - Dummies (Bookselling) - 1953 - Specimens - Road maps
1 map : col. ; 43 x 53 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm. Includes blank title panel (for overprinting?).
Plate no. 6-533845(A)V-3.
Map on verso (43 x 64 cm.): Rand McNally road map : Washington.
Forms part of a collection of stock editions of Rand McNally road maps, some apparently issued as sales samples and / or printer's proofs for prospective commercial clients.
Uniform series title (established by cataloger): Stock road maps
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (April 2010).
RMcN Stock 160 (PrCt)
62250 Oregon - Maps - 1956 - Road maps\<>>\Washington (State)\> - Maps - 1956 - Road maps\<>>\Road maps
Authors: Ohio Oil Company -- Marathon Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 53 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm. Panel title.
Added title: Rand McNally road map : Oregon.
Plate no. 6-533845(A)-V-3.
Map on verso (43 x 65 cm.): Rand McNally road map : Washington.
Handstamped "Feb. 17, 1956" on title panel.
Panel art: Marathon sign with marathon runner logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4262 (PrCt)

62251 Oregon - Maps - 1956 - Road maps\<>>\Washington (State)\> - Maps - 1956 - Road maps\<>>\Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 53 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 146 ms. index.
Plate no. 6-533845(A)-V-3.
Map on verso (42 x 65 cm.): Rand McNally road map : Washington.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 146.4X (PrCt)

62252 Oregon - Maps - 1957 - Road maps\<>>\Portland (Or.)\> - Maps - 1957 - Road maps\<>>\Crater Lake National Park (Or.) - Maps - 1957 - Road maps\<>>\Mount Hood Loop Highway (Or.) - Maps - 1957 - Road maps\<>>\Road maps
Oregon : tour with Texaco. Chicago : San Jose : The H.M. Gousha Company, [1957?].
Authors: Texas Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm. Panel title.
Added title: Touring map of Oregon.
Plate no. 7-EE-518-J-2.
Inset (17 x 13 cm.): Enlarged map of the Portland district.
Maps on verso (22 x 37 cm. and smaller):
Touring map of the United States -- Portland -- Vancouver ... -- Salem ... -- Crater Lake National Park ... -- Mt. Hood Loop Highway ... -- Eugene ... -- Klamath Falls ...
Title panel handstamped "Mar 22 1958."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection.
(RNewberry Library).
RMcN Clients 3794 (PrCt)

62253 Oregon - Maps - 1958 - Road maps\<>>\Road maps
Authors: Oregon State Highway Commission -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 44 x 57 cm., folded to 24 x 11 cm. Panel title.
"State printing." -- verso.
Added title: Official highway map of Oregon Dated "2-58" beneath added title.
Maps on verso (21 x 19 cm. and smaller):
Panel art: color illustration of the Oregon Capitol Building.
Handstamp: Received from [blank] Apr 20 1958, Rand McNally & Co., Cartog. Creative by [blank].
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1904 (PrCt)

62254 Oregon - Maps - 1960 - Road maps\<>>\Road maps
Authors: Oregon State Highway Commission -- Oregon. State Highway Dept. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 45 x 59 cm., folded to 24 x 11 cm. Panel title.
Added title: Official highway map of Oregon / compiled and published by Oregon State Highway Department, Salem, Oregon.
Dated "60" beneath added title.
Maps on verso (30 x 18 cm. and smaller):
Panel art: color illustration of a mountain lake.
Handstamp: Received from [blank] [Date illegible], Rand McNally & Co., Cartog. Creative by [blank].
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Clients 1905 (PrCt)

62255 Oregon - Maps - 1960 - Road maps\<>>\Road maps
Authors: Oregon State Highway Commission -- Oregon. State Highway Dept. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 45 x 59 cm., folded to 24 x 11 cm. Panel title.
"State printing." -- verso.
Added title: Official highway map of Oregon Dated "2-58" beneath added title.
Maps on verso (21 x 19 cm. and smaller):
Panel art: color illustration of the Oregon Capitol Building.
Handstamp: Received from [blank] Apr 20 1958, Rand McNally & Co., Cartog. Creative by [blank].
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1903 (PrCt)
Oregon - Maps - 1964 - Road maps

Crater Lake National Park (Or.) - Maps - 1964 - Road maps
Mount Hood Loop Highway (Or.) - Maps - 1964 - Road maps
Road maps

Authors: Texaco, inc. -- H.M. Gousha Company
-- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 43 x 65cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.
"1964 edition."

Panel title.
Added title: Touring map of Oregon.
Plate no. 8-LL-518-J-2.
Inset (17 x 13 cm.): Enlarged map of the Portland district.

Identifies Texaco gas station locations.
Maps on verso (22 x 37 cm. and smaller):

Panel art: Texaco sign; illustrations of car passing rural and urban gas stations.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Clients 3818 (PrCt)

Oregon - Maps - 1965-1979 - Road maps

General highway map ... Oregon. 1965-1979.
Authors: Oregon. Division of Highways
132 maps : part col. ; 38 x 43 cm.
79-44784
M1326

map6C G429.1 P2 1965 O7 (PrCt)

Oregon - Maps - 1966 - Road maps

Washington (State) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps
Dummies (Bookselling) - 1966 - Specimens
Road maps
1 map : col. ; 42 x 54 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Includes blank title panel (for overprinting?).
Plate no. 665646-15.
Map on verso (42 x 64 cm.).: Washington : Rand McNally road map.

RMcN Clients 4955 (PrCt)
Forms part of a collection of stock editions of Rand McNally road maps, some apparently issued as sales samples and / or printer's proofs for prospective commercial clients.

Uniform series title (established by cataloger):
Stock road maps

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (April 2010).
RMcN Stock 162 (PrCt)

---


Forms part of a collection of stock editions of Rand McNally road maps, some apparently issued as sales samples and / or printer's proofs for prospective commercial clients.

Uniform series title (established by cataloger):
Stock road maps

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (April 2010).
RMcN Stock 164 (PrCt)

---

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
maps>>>Nautical charts
Authors: Union Oil Company of California -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
4 maps : col. ; 44 x 25 cm. or smaller, on sheet folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"Copyright © 1969 the Union Oil Company of California."
Contents: Columbia River-Portland areas -- Astoria-Mouth of Columbia River area -- Rogue River area -- Cape Blanco-Yaquina Head areas.
Locations of Union Oil dealers, launching sites, and boat service locations keyed to directory in margin.
Panel art: boat docked at 76 Union service station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4611 (PrCt)

Authors: Loy, William G. -- Allan, Stuart -- Patton, Clyde P. (Clyde Perry), 1923- -- University of Oregon
1 atlas (vii, 215 p. : col. ill., col. maps) ; 31 x 39 cm.
Includes bibliographies.
Contents: Human geography -- Economic systems -- Natural environment -- Facts, figures, and place names.
'University of Oregon books.'
LC Card Number 76013964
78-34383
ISBN 0871140764
folio G1490 .L6 1976 (NLO)

Authors: Preston, Ralph N. -- Western Guide Publishers (Corvallis, Or.)
27 maps ; on 6 sheets each 45 x 58 cm.
Title from envelope in which issued.
Printed on both sides of sheets.
Entered for copyright by R.N. Preston.
Maps locate deposits of gold, silver, gems, and minerals.
Ayer 21651
ICN75
map2F 4291.H1 (PrCt)

Authors: Oregon. State Highway Division -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 76 cm., folded to 21 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
"Compiled and published by Oregon Department of Transportation, State Highway Division, Salem, Oregon."
Dated "1-76" in lower right corner.
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1907 (PrCt)


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Thus sheweth the land from Orfordness and Thorpness; [Nautical chart of the Walberswick Region, England]. [London : Mount and Davidson, 1790].

Authors: Mount & Davidson (Firm), fl. 1789-1800

-- English Pilot. Part 1 (1790) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

2 maps : woodcuts ; 7 x 21 cm. and 10 x 20 cm., on sheet 49 x 31 cm.

Title of second map supplied by cataloger.

Woodcut maps printed beneath letterpress text (p. 5): To sail between Orford-Ness and Burnham.

Oriented with north at right.

Printed on same sheet with 10 coastal profiles.

In: The English pilot for the southern navigation : describing the sea-coasts, capes, headlands, bays, roads, harbours, rivers and ports : together with the soundings, sands, rocks and dangers, on the coasts of England, Scotland, Ireland, Holland, Flanders, Spain, Portugal, to the Streight’s-Mouth; with the coasts of Barbary, and off to the Canary, Madeira, Cape de Verde and Western-Islands (London : Printed for Mount and Davidson, on Tower-Hill, 1790), [plates 3-4].


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1793 .E55 1790, [plates 3-4] (PrCt)

Orientation

Sacred directions, orientation, and the top of the map. 1971.

Authors: Gordon, B. L.


Vert 952 (PrCt)

Orientation-Assyro-Babylonian cartography

The Orientation of Babylonian maps. [Cambridge, Eng. Heffers Printers, 1936].

Authors: Meek, Theophile James, 1881-1966 -- Antiquity

Pp. 223-226 : maps


Vert 1399 (PrCt)

Orissa (India) -1778-Ganjam (India : District) - Maps - 1778

To Edward Cotsford Esq. this map made by him of the Itchapour district in the Cicacole circar circa 1778 [i.e. 1816]?


[General atlas of modern geography ... ] [1775-1816] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : 62 x 60 cm.

... [Inscribed by ... Dalrymple.']

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>62285</th>
<th>Orkney (Scotland) - Maps - 1740-1749</th>
<th>62287</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
62289 Orkney (Scotland) - Maps - 1757 - Coasts -
Nautical charts-
Shapinsay Sound (Scotland) - Maps - 1757 - Nautical charts
Dear Sound (Scotland) - Maps - 1757 - Nautical charts
Hoy Sound (Scotland) - Maps - 1757 - Nautical charts
Nautical charts - Orkney (Scotland) - 1757 - Coasts -
Nautical charts - Shapinsay Sound (Scotland) -
1757 - Nautical charts - Dear Sound (Scotland) - 1757 -
Nautical charts - Hoy Sound (Scotland) - 1757

Carte des principaux ports des Isles Orcades ... :
copiée sur celle du Pilote costier de la Grande Bretagne de Greenville Collins ... [Paris? : Jacques Nicolas Bellin?, 1757?].
1 map ; 44 x 55 cm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1811.P5 C614 1757, [plate 19] (PrCt)

62290 Orkney (Scotland) - Maps - 1840

Map of the Orkney Islands. [Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, 1840].
Authors: Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846 -- Lea & Blanchard -- Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (1840) 1 map ; 7 x 6 cm.
Keyed to dozens of references in bottom margin.
In: Murray, Hugh. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, successors to Carey & Co., for George W. Gorton, 1840) v. 1, p. 430.
Wax engraving.

G 11 .607 v. 1, p. 430 (PrCt)

62291 Orkney (Scotland) - Maps - 1900<<Shetland (Scotland) - Maps - 1900

Authors: Baddeley, Mountford John Byrde, 1843-1906 -- John Bartholomew & Co. -- A. Dulau & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
viii, 2, 64, 7 p., [9] leaves of plates (chiefly folded) : 10 col. maps ; 17 cm.
4th ed.
Cover title: Orkney and Shetland
Errata slip tipped in facing p. [62].
"Orkney and Shetland advertisements": 7 p. at end.
Includes index.
Series: Thorough guide series
Publisher's red cloth binding.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G153 .T56 Orkney, Shetland (1900) (NLO)

62292 Orlando (Fla.) - Maps - 1990 - Road maps-
Orlando Region (Fla.) - Maps - 1990 - Road maps-

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (143 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title: Orlando & vicinity StreetFinder.
$14.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528917749

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

62298 Orlando (Fla.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps<<>>Orlando Region (Fla.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps<<>>Orange County (Fla.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps<<>>Seminole County (Fla.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps<<>>Osceola County (Fla.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps<<>>Road maps<<>>Counties - Maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- NAVTEQ (Firm) -- Rand McNally and Company.
Street guide -- Rand McNally and Company.
StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title: Orlando street guide : including Orange and Seminole counties and portions of Osceola county
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-96906-4
RMcN StrFdr 1996 .O8 (PrCt)

62302 Orléanais (France) - Maps - 1650 Gouvernement general d'Orleans ... [Paris] : chez l'auteur; chez Pierre Mariette, 1650 [i.e. 1659].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Peyrounin, A. -- Mariette, Pierre, 1603-1657 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (1658 [i.e. 1659])
1 map : hand col. ; 39 x 51 cm.
In: Sanson, Nicolas. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (Paris : Pierre Mariette, 1658 [i.e. 1659?]) v. 1, pl. [42]
VAULT Case oversize G1015 .S35 1658 v. 1, pl. [42] (PrCt)

62303 Orléanais (France) - Maps - 1653 Dioecese de l'évesché d'Orleans. Paris : chez Pierre Mariette, 1653 [i.e. 1659?].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Somer, J. -- Mariette, Pierre, 1603-1657 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (1658 [i.e. 1659])
1 map : hand col. ; 41 x 51 cm.
In: Sanson, Nicolas. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (Paris : Pierre Mariette, 1658 [i.e. 1659?]) v. 1, pl. [43]
VAULT Case oversize G1015 .S35 1658 v. 1, pl. [43] (PrCt)

62304 Orléanais (France) - Maps - 1693<<<>(France) - Maps - 1693 Gouvernement d'Orleans et la generalité ... Paris, 1693.
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). Ill:G134
1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 69 cm.
2704
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack mapéF G5832.07 1693 S2 (PrCt)

62305 Orléanais (France) - Maps - 1695 Gouvernement d'Orleans, et la generalité divisée en ses elections ... Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : Chez H. Jaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], [1695?].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. Atlas nouveau : contenant toutes les parties du monde (1692 [i.e. 1695])

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Maps - 1710

Aurelianensis praefectura generalis ...
Amstddam, [ca. 1710].
1 map : hand col.; 46 x 58 cm.
Koeman, Valck [14].
5053
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G5833.O7 1710 V3 (PrCt)

Orléanais (France) - Maps - 1710<<>>France, Western - Maps - 1710

Gouvernement general du pays Orleans.
Amstddoomi : F. de Witt [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher, 1710?].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Visscher, Elizabeth, fl. 1702-1726 -- Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702. Atlas minor ... [1710?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 45 x 58 cm.
Covers west central France.
In: Visscher, Nicolaes. Atlas minor ... (Amstelndami [Amsterdam] : ex officina Nicolai Visscher [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher], [1710?] map [77].
Manuscript '79' in upper right.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .V8 1710 map [77] (PrCt)

Orléanais (France) - Maps - 1718

Carte de la Beauce de Gatinois de la Sologne ...
Paris, 1718.
Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Académie des sciences (France) -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G132
1 map : hand col.; 47 x 60 cm.
2705
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G5832.O7 1718 L5 (PrCt)

Orléanais (France) - Maps - 1718

Carte de la Beauce du Gatinois de la Sologne et pays voisins compris dans la generalité d'Orleans / par Guillaume Delisle ... A Paris : chez l'auteur le Sr. De l'Isle sur le Quay de l'Horloge ..., 6 Mars 1718.
Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726. [Collection of maps of the world] [1732? -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 50 x 62 cm.
Title in top margin.
Imprint at lower left.
In composite atlas without title page: L'Isle, Guillaume de. [Collection of maps of the world. Paris : s.n., 1732?], [plate 24].
Number "24" in ms. on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

VAULT Baskes oversize G1015 .L57 1700, [plate 24] (PrCt)

62313 Orléanais (France) - Maps - 1720<>Loire River Valley (France) - Maps - 1720
1 map : hand col. ; 41 x 56 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:875,000]. Relief shown pictorially.
Baskes oversize G1015 .A77 1798, [ptie 1], [plate 63] (NLO)

62314 Orléanais (France) - Maps - 1741
1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 59 cm.
In: L'Isle, Guillaume de. Atlas nouveau, contenant toutes les parties du monde ... (Amsterdam : J. Covens & C. Mortier, [1741?]v. 1, pl. [22].
oversize Ayer 135 .L695 1741 v. 1, pl. [22] (PrCt)

62315 Orléanais (France) - Maps - 1753<>Loire River Valley (France) - Maps - 1753
Gouvernement général d'Orléanais, où se trouvent l'Orléanais propre, le Blaisois, le Gatinois, et la Beauce ... / par le Sr. Robert de Vaugondy fils ... ; Moreau inv. [et?] fecit. [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy], 1753. Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Didier, 1723-1786 -- Moreau, Jean Michel, 1741-1814 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1790?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 58 cm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1757, [plate 30] (PrCt)

62316 Orléanais (France) - Maps - 1753<>Loire River Valley (France) - Maps - 1753
Gouvernement général d'Orléanais, où se trouvent l'Orléanais propre, le Blaisois, le Gatinois, et la Beauce ... / par le Sr. Robert de Vaugondy fils ... ; Moreau inv. [et?] fecit. [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy], 1753. Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Didier, 1723-1786 -- Moreau, Jean Michel, 1741-1814 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1790?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 58 cm.
In: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles. Atlas universel / par M. Robert ... et par M. Robert de Vaugondy son fils ... (A Paris : Chez De la Marche, géographe, rue du Foin St. Jacques, Collège de Me. Gervais, 1757, [i.e. 1790?]), [plate 30]. "30" -- oversize letterpress number stamped on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1790, [plate 30] (PrCt)
62324  Orléans (France) - Maps - 1620
Avrelia Franciae civilitas ad ligeri. flv. sita.
[Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 --
Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 --
Civitates orbis terrarum -- Münster, Sebastian,
1489-1552 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 view : woodcut ; 35 x 44 cm.
Derived from a 1575 woodcut by Sebastian
Münster; see R.A. Skelton’s Introduction to the
1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.
Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Avrelia.
In: Braun, Georg and Franz Hogenberg. Civitates
orbis terrarum [Cologne: Pieter von Brachel?, ca.
1620] v. 3, plate 6
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 3, pl. 6
(PrCt)

62325  Orléans (France) - Pictorial works - 1620
Orleæs. [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 --
Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 --
Civitates orbis terrarum -- Hoefnagel, Joris,
1542-1601 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 view : hand col. ; 17 x 47 cm.
Derived from a drawing by Joris Hoefnagel; see
R.A. Skelton’s Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed.
of Civitates orbis terrarum.
On same sheet with: Bovgres.
Latin letterpress text on verso under titles: Avrelia
-- Bovgres, vulgo, Latine Bitvirges.
In: Braun, Georg and Franz Hogenberg. Civitates
orbis terrarum [Cologne: Pieter von Brachel?, ca.
1620] v. 2, plate 10
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 2, pl. 10
(PrCt)

62326  Orne (France) - Maps - 1718<>Calvados
(France) - Maps - 1718<>Sarthe (France) -
Maps - 1718
Le Diocese de Sees ... situez en Normandie ...
Paris, 1718.
Authors: La Salle -- Jaillot, Bernard Jean
Hyacinthe, 1673-1739 -- Jenvilers -- Johan
Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
III:G155
1 map ; 60 x 49 cm.
2686

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map
Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G5833.B25:3O7 1718 .L3 (PrCt)

62327  Orne (France) - Maps - 1896<>Orne
(France) - Geography - 1896
Géographie du département de l’Orne / par
Adolphe Joanne. Paris : Librairie Hachette et
cie., 1896.
Authors: Joanne, Adolphe Laurent, 1813-1881 --
Dufrénoy (Firm) -- Lahure, A. (Alexis), 1849-1929
-- Hachette (Firm) -- Bowdoin College. Library
-- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
folded) ; 19 cm.
5e éd.
Cover title: Géographie de l’Orne
Map by Dufrénoy.
Printed by Lahure.
Former owner: Bowdoin College Library.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes DC611.O75 .J63 1896 (NLO)

62328  Orosius, Paulus<>Jordanes, 6th
cent.<<<Isidore, of Seville, Saint, d.
636<<<Bede, the Venerable, Saint,
673-735<<<Middle Ages -
Historiography<<<Historical
geography<<<Europe - Historical geography -
Maps - To 814
History and geography in late antiquity.
Cambridge, UK; New York : Cambridge
Authors: Merrills, A. H. (Andrew H.), 1975-
xiv, 386 p. ; 24 cm.
Based on the author’s thesis (doctoral).
Includes bibliographical references (p. 332-372)
and index.
Series: Cambridge studies in medieval life and
thought ; 4th ser., 64.
ISBN 0521846013 (hbk.)
D56 .M49 2005 (NLO)

62329  Országos Széchényi Könyvtár -
Catalogs<<<Latin literature, Medieval and
modern - Budapest (Hungary) - Catalogs
Catalogus librorum sedecimo saeculo
impressorum, qui in Bibliotheca Nationali
Hungariae Széchénynian asservantur: Editiones
non Hungarice et extra Hungariam impressae =
Az Országos Széchényi Könyvtár 16. századi
nyomtatványainak katalógusa, comp. Elisabetha
Soltész, Catharina Velencez, Agnes W. Salgó.
Budapest : Bibliotheca Nationalis Hungariae
Széchényniana, 1990.
Authors: Országos Széchényi Könyvtár --
Newberry Library. John M. Wing Foundation
3 v. (lxiv, 3257) p. ; 25 cm.
Spine title: Catalogus librorum xvi. saec.
Includes indexes (v. 3).
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at
the Newberry Library.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

ISBN 9632002784 (set)
Wing Z1014 .O77 1990 (NLO)

62330 Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598
XXV. Abramo Ortelio. [Vatican City : Biblioteca apostolica vaticana, 1948].
p. 62-66 ; 43 cm.
Duplicate copy (reduced photocopies): Vert 3151, no. 4.
oversize Ayer 135.5 A44 1948, p. 62-66 (PrCt)

62331 Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598
Abraham Ortelius. [Cambridge, Eng. ; New York : At the University Press, 1911].
Authors: Beazley, C. Raymond (Charles Raymond), 1868-1955 -- Encyclopaedia Britannica, 11th ed.
p. 331-332 ; 30 cm.
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3151, no. 5.
Ref AE5 .E36, v. 20, p. 331-332 (PrCt)

62332 Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598
p. 77-113 ; 25 cm.
Map Ref GA101 .A2, v. 1, p. 77-113 (PrCt)

62333 Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598
Authors: Hulst, Félix van, 1799-1872
28 p. : port. ; 22 cm.
Photocopies.
2d ed., Extrait de la Revue de Liege.
Vert 3151, no. 6 (PrCt)

62334 Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598
[Notes on Abraham Ortelius]. [Chicago, 198-?].
Authors: Karrow, Robert W.
1 file folder ; 25 x 30 cm.
Bibliographical notes, photocopies of maps, and drafts used in the preparation of the chapter on Abraham Ortelius in: Karrow, Mapmakers of the sixteenth century and their maps (1993).
Vert 3153 (PrCt)

62335 Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598
Authors: Pedersen, Olaf -- Dictionary of scientific biography (1970-1980)
p. 238-240 ; 29 cm.
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3151, no. 3.
Ref Q141 .D5, v. 10, p. 238-240 (PrCt)

62336 Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598
Abraham Ortelius. [Nieuwkoop : B. de Graaf, 1975].
Authors: Rouzet, Anne -- Rouzet, Anne.
Dictionnaire des imprimeurs, libraires et éditeurs des XVe et XVIe siècles dans les limites géographiques de la Belgique actuelle (1975) -- Newberry Library. John M. Wing Foundation
p. 165-166 ; 29 cm.
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3151, no. 2.
Ref CT1053 .A52, v. 24, p. 428-433 (PrCt)

62337 Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598
Authors: Tiele, Pieter Anton, 1834-1882 -- Bibliographische adversaria (1876-1877) ; 17 cm.
Bibliographische adversaria 3: 83-121.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

62338 Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598
Abraham Ortelius. [Bruxelles : H. Thiry-Van Buggenhoudt, 1866-].
Authors: Wauwermans, Henri Emmanuel, 1825-1902 -- Académie royale des sciences, des lettres et des beaux-arts de Belgique. Biographie nationale (1866-) columns 291-332 ; 28 cm.
Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598 - Bibliography


Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598 - Cartography - Belgium - Antwerp - History - 1500-1599 - Cartographers - Belgium - Biography


Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598 - Cartography - History - 1500-1599


Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598. Catalogus Cartographorum, 1570

To the reader. 1570. Authors: Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598 -- Bagrow, Leo 4p.; 28cm. English translation of preface. T.S. BHC 1863 Vert 1431 (PrCt)


Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598. Chinae olim Sinarum regionis nova discriptio (1584) - Barbuda, Luiz Jorge de, ca.1564-ca.1613 - Georgius, Ludovicus, ca.1564-ca.1613 SEE Barbuda, Luiz Jorge de, ca.1564-ca.1613


Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598 - Cartography - Belgium - Biography


Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598 - Cartography - Belgium - Theatrum orbis terrarum - Cartographers - Belgium - Biography - Cartography - Antwerp (Belgium) - History - 1500-1599 - Antwerp (Belgium) - Intellectual life - 1500-1599

Ref CT1163 .A2, v. 16, columns 291-332 (PrCt)
characteristics and development of a sample of on verso map texts / Marcel Peter René van den Broecke. Utrecht : Koninklijk Nederlands Aardrijkskundig Genootschap ; Faculteit Geowetenschappen Universiteit Utrecht, 2009.
Authors: Broecke, M. P. R. van den -- Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598.

62348 Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598 Planit, Christophe, ca. 1520-1589
Ortelius et Planit. [Amsterdam : Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, 1567-1981].
Map Ref GA101 .A2, v. 1, p. 114-120 (PrCt)

Authors: Lingenberg, Heinz -- Nordost-Archiv (1973) p. 3-13 : 3 maps ; 21 cm.
Vert 3152, no. 3 (PrCt)

62350 Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598. Theatrum orbis terrarum
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3152, no. 8. Govt. LC 1.17, v. 27, p. 316-331 (PrCt)

62351 Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598. Theatrum orbis terrarum (1570)<><>Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1-1622.
Civitates orbis terrarum (1573-1617)<><>Waghenaer, Lucas Janszoon, 1534 or 5-1606. Spieghel der Zeevaerdt (1583)
The First atlases. 1968.
Authors: Alonso, Patricia A. G. p. 108-121

62352 Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598. Theatrum Orbis Terrarum (1584). Selections - Slides
Authors: Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598 -- Hermon Dunlap Smith Center for the History of Cartography
6 slides : col. + 1 booklet (14 p. ; 16 cm.). (The Newberry Library slide set ; no. 2). Title from accompanying booklet.
Slides taken from the 1584 Antwerp edition of the Theatrum.
Case GA201 N49 no.2 (NLO)

62353 Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598. Theatrum orbis terrarum - Bibliography<<>Atlases, Dutch - Bibliography
Authors: Broecke, M. P. R. van den 308 p. : ill., maps ; 25 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 303-304) and indexes.
LC Card Number: 97139140 ISBN 9061943086
Map Ref GA311 1570.O7 B76 1996 (NLO)

62354 Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598. Theatrum orbis terrarum - Bibliography<<>Atlases, Dutch - Bibliography
Authors: Broecke, M. P. R. van den
708 p. : ill., maps, ports. ; 25 cm.
2nd rev. ed.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [703]-708) and indexes.
Previous ed.: 1996.
ISBN 9789061943808 ; 9061943809
Map Ref GA311 1570 .07 B76 2011 (NLO)

The Fuzzy editions of Ortelius' Theatrum orbis terrarum atlas. [199-?].
Authors: Broecke, M. P. R. van den
18 p. ; 28 cm.
Xerox copy of unpublished paper.
BHC 1709
Vert 1292 (PrCt)

62356 Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598. Theatrum orbis terrarum (German ed., 1572)
The First German Ortelius. [London : Henry Stevens, 1937].
Authors: Bagrow, Leo -- Imago mundi (1937) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
p. 74
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3152, no. 4.
Map Ref folio GA1 .I6, v. 2, p. 74 (PrCt)

62357 Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598. Theatrum orbis terrarum (German ed., 1572)
Authors: Kratzsch, Konrad -- Marginalien: Zeitschrift für Buchkunst und Bibliophilie (1976) p. 43-50 : ill. ; 21 cm.
Vert 3152, no. 5 (PrCt)

62358 Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598. Theatrum orbis terrarum (Italian eds.)
Authors: Clercq, Charles de -- Gutenberg Jahrbuch (1978) -- Clercq, Carlo de SEE Clercq Charles de -- De Clercq, Charles SEE Clercq, Charles de -- Newberry Library. John M. Wing Foundation
p. 158-167 ; 28 cm.
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3152, no. 1.
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.
Wing folio Z 3112 .371 1978, p. 158-167 (PrCt)

Osceola County (Iowa) - Maps - 1966-1967 - Landowners

Maps

Landowners - Counties


Osceola County (Mich.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners

Maps - Facsimiles


Osaka (Japan) - Pictorial works - 1670 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

Facsimiles


Osceola County (Mich.) - Maps - 1930 - Landowners

Maps - Counties

Plat book of Osceola County, Michigan.

Rockford, Ill. W.W. Hixson & Co., [ca. 1930].

Authors: W.W. Hixson & Co. -- Caldwell, Bob -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas ([28] p.) : 14 maps ; 32 cm.

Cover title: Osceola County atlas : township plats showing land ownership in Osceola County, Iowa. Advertisements on cover and interspersed.

Scale not given.

Folded, col. map laid in: Osceola County, Iowa.-- Harlan, Iowa : Published by R.C. Booth Enterprises, 1967.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.


Osceola County (Mich.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners

Maps - Counties

Maps - Facsimiles

The Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Includes indexes.
Series: Family maps
ISBN 1420304577 ; 9781420304572
Local History Ref F572.O73 B69 2007 (NLO)

Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Oscoda County Board of Commissioners -- Putnam, Leon -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (24 p.) : 18 maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
"Sponsored by Oscoda County Board of Commissioners as a public service."
Scale [1:50,688], Township maps of scale 1 1/4 in. to 1 mile. Advertisements on covers.
Includes index to owners and local government directory.
Stamped on cover: Leon Putnam, Register of Deeds, Iosco County, Tawas City, Michigan.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G4113.O7G46 1971 .R58 (NLO)

62370 Osher Map Library - Map Collections
The Cartographic collections, University of Southern Maine. 1993.
Authors: University of Southern Maine -- Osher Map Library
16 p. : maps, ill. ; 28 cm.
BHC 1774
Vert 1354 (PrCt)

62371 Oshkosh (Wis.) - Maps - 1950
The City of Oshkosh, Wis. & environs. [Oshkosh, Wis.? City Planning Commission?, 1950].
Authors: Oshkosh (Wis.). City Planning Commission -- Chicago Historical Society
1 map ; 24.5 x 17 inches [September, 1950]
Mounted on tissue paper with text on verso.
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.

CHS Coll., Map no. 6 (PrCt)

62372 Oshkosh (Wis.) - Maps - 1950
The City of Oshkosh, Wis. & environs. A base map prepared by the City Planning Commission. [Oshkosh, Wis.? City Planning Commission?, 1950].
Authors: Oshkosh (Wis.). City Planning Commission -- Chicago Historical Society
1 map ; on 2 sheets each 24 x 34 inches [April, 1950]
Mounted on linen.
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.

CHS Coll., Map no. 7 (PrCt)

62373 Osley, Arthur Sidney. Mercator
Mercator and the lettering of maps. 1969.
Authors: Standard, Paul, 1900- p. 58-62
Z 983 .719, v. 196, p. 58-62 (PrCt)

62374 Oslo (Norway) - Maps - 1840 - Pictorial works
Christiania. [Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, 1840].
Authors: Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846 -- Lea & Blanchard -- Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (1840)
1 view ; 4 x 7 cm.
In: Murray, Hugh. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, successors to Carey & Co., for George W. Gorton, 1840) v. 1, p. 491.
Wax engraving.
G 11.607 v. 1, p. 491 (PrCt)

62375 Oslofjorden (Norway) - Maps - 1728 - Nautical charts
Tallinn (Estonia) - Maps - 1728 - Harbors - Nautical charts
Tallinn (Estonia) - Maps - 1728 - Harbors
Tallinn (Estonia) - Maps - 1728 - Nautical charts
Gdansk, Gulf of (Poland and Russia) - Maps - 1728 - Nautical charts
Gdansk, Gulf of (Poland and Russia)

Nautical charts
A Draught of the Sound or Fuer to Dram and Christiania ; A Draught of the harbour of Revel ; The Coast from Rose head to Dantzick and Koningsberg. [London : J. Knapton et al., 1728].
Authors: Harris, John, 1667?-1719 -- Parker, Samuel, active 1719-1751 -- Knapton, James, -1738 -- Harris, John, 1667?-1719. Atlas maritimus & commercialis ... (1728) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
3 maps ; 50 x 28 cm. and smaller on sheet 54 x 64 cm.
In: [Harris, John et al.] Atlas maritimus & commercialis ... (London : Printed for James and John Knapton [et al.], 1728) plate '16.'
oversize Ayer 135 .A83 1728 pl. 16 (PrCt)

62376 Oslofjorden (Norway) - Maps - 1740 - Coasts - Nautical charts
Oslo fjorden (Norway) SEE
Oslofjorden (Norway)
Nautical charts
A New and exact map of part of the coast of Norway beginning at Long Sound wjth the East & N.E. coast thereof; also the Soen Water, Dram, and Christiana Rivers ... [London : William Mount and Thomas Page, 1740].
Authors: Mount, William, d. 1769 -- Page, Thomas, d. 1762 -- Crowe, Benjamin, fl. ca. 1740 -- English Pilot. Part 2 (1740) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map; 58 x 98 cm., on composite sheet 61 x 104 cm.
Printed for Benyan. Crowe.'

Insets (13 x 54 cm. and 8 x 6 cm.): [Noter Söen and Kimôen] -- [Northern continuation].
Oriented with north to left.
In: The English pilot : The second part : Describing the sea-coasts ... in the whole northern navigation ... the north coast of England and Scotland ... the sea-coast of Flanders ... Norway ... Russia ... and Nova Zambla, as far as the Tartarian Sea ... The sea-coasts of Sweden ... in the Baltic-Sea (London : William Mount and Thomas Page, 1740), [plate 15].
Printed from 2 plates on 2 sheets joined to form 1 composite sheet.
Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger): English Pilot. Part 2 (1740)
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskets oversize G1793 .E552 1740, [plate 15] (PrCt)

62377

Osaljorden (Norway) - Maps - 1749 - Coasts - Nautical charts
A New and exact map of part of the coast of Norway beginning at Long Sound w[ith] the East & N.E. coast thereof; also the Soen Water, Dram, and Christiana Rivers ... [London : W. and J. Mount, and T. Page, 1749].

1 map; 58 x 97 cm.
Printed for Benyan. Crowe.'

Inset (13 x 51 cm.): [Noter Söen and Kimôen].
Oriented with north to left.
In: The English pilot. The second part. Describing the sea-coasts ... in the whole northern navigation ... Describing the north coast of England and Scotland, ... Orkney, Shetland, Lewis, Faro, Iceland, ... Flanders, Zeeland, ... Tartarian Sea, ... Greenland, Trinity-Island, Cherry Island, Hope-Island, ... Sweden, East-Finland, Lolland, Prussia, Pomerania, &c. with ... the Baltic-Sea (London : W. and J. Mount, and T. Page, 1749) following p. 36.
oversize Ayer 135 .E55 1749 following p. 36 (PrCt)

62378

Osnabruck (Germany) - Gebietseinheiten - Maps - 1680 - Osnabruck (Germany) - Maps - 1680 - Pictorial works
Osnabrugensis episcopatus. Amsterdam, [ca. 1680].
Authors: Gigas, Johann Michael, ca. 1582-1637?

--- Schenk & Valck, Amsterdam -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:222
1 map : hand col. ; 35 x 45 cm.
Insets: Districticus Reckenbergensis -- Osnabrugge.
2460
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2
no. II:222 (PrCt)

62379

Osnabrück (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1552 - Osnaburg (Germany) SEE Osnabrück (Germany) - Woodcuts
[View of Osnabrück, Germany]. [Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552].

Authors: Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552. Cosmographiae universalis ... (1552) -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : woodcut ; 7 x 7 cm., on sheet 32 x 21 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Added letterpress title above woodcut: Osnabrugum.
In: Münster, Sebastian. Cosmographiae universalis ... (Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552), p. 749.
Possibly an inaccurate view, since some of the woodcuts in this volume were used for more than one town.

VAULT folio Ayer 7 .M8 1552, p. 749 (PrCt)

62380

Osservatorio ximeniano di Firenze - Map collections - Catalogs
Osservatorio ximeniano SEE Osservatorio ximeniano di Firenze
Authors: Barsanti, Danilo, 1949-- -- Osservatorio ximeniano di Firenze -- Florence. Osservatorio Ximeniano SEE Osservatorio ximeniano di Firenze
xx, 137 p., 32 p. of plates ; ill., maps (some col.) ; 30 cm.
1. ed.
Includes bibliographical references and indexes.
Series: Inventari e cataloghi toscani ; 41
Formerly folio Z6028 .F655 1992
LC Card Number: 94118955
ISBN 8870753107
Map Ref folio Z6028 .F655 1992 (NLO)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

62381 Ostend (Belgium) - History - Siege, 1706 - Maps
Plan of the investiture of Ostend surrendred, 6 July, 1706. [London? Knapton, ca. 1740?].
1 map ; 36 x 47 cm.
Title in bottom margin.
'For Mr. Tindal's continuation of Mr. Rapin's history of England.'
Includes references 1-23 and a-h.
Identifies armies with the names of commanding officers.
Oriented with north at upper right.

62382 Ostend (Belgium) - History - Siege, 1706 - Maps
Plan of the investiture of Ostend surrendred, 6 July, 1706. [London : s.n., ca. 1785?].
1 map ; 36 x 47 cm.
Title in bottom margin.
'For Mr. Tindal's continuation of Mr. Rapin's history of England.'
Includes references 1-23 and a-h.
Identifies armies with the names of commanding officers.
Oriented with north at upper right.

62383 Ostend (Belgium) - History - Siege, 1601-1604 - Maps - 1657
Ostende. [Cambridge : John Field, 1657].
Authors: Vere, Francis, Sir, 1560-1609. The commentaries of Sr. Francis Vere (1657) 1 view ; 22 x 30 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:8,800].
At upper right: Pag. 118.
Includes list of references, 1-3, 7-49.
In: Vere, Francis, Sir. 1-3, 7-49.
Duplicate copy: Case folio DH196 .V5 1657 Case folio F 4614 .937, after p. 118 (PrCt)

62384 Ostend (Belgium) - History - Siege, 1706-1714 - Maps
1 map ; 52 x 79 cm.
Phillips 7962 no. [30].
3112
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6014.O8 1706 F7 (PrCt)

62385 Ostend (Belgium) - Maps - 1620-1720
Ostend (Belgium) - History - Siege, 1601-1604 - Maps Ostenda. [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
1 map ; 52 x 79 cm.
Phillips 7962 no. [30].

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 6, pl. 11 (PrCt)

62386 Ostend (Belgium) - Maps - 1695 - Fortification
Ostende, ville forte et port de mer du comte de Flandre. [Paris : De Fer, 1695].
1 map ; 19 x 25 cm.
In: Fer, Nicolas de. Description des principales villes; avec leurs fortifications ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, 1695) pt. 3, map [36].
Manuscript (3) at upper right.
Case folio U 26. 293 pt. 3, map [36] (PrCt)

62387 Ostend (Belgium) - Maps - 1713 - Fortification
Ostende, ville forte, et port de mer, du comte de Flandre. [Paris : De Fer, 1713?].
1 map ; 19 x 25 cm.
In: Fer, Nicolas de. Description des principales villes; avec leurs fortifications ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, 1695-1696) pt. 3, map [36].
Manuscript (3) at upper right.
Case folio U 26. 293 pt. 3, map [36] (PrCt)
Östergötlands Län (Sweden) - Maps - 1923

Östergötland : utgiven av Svenska turistföreningen med 64 illustrationer, 4 kartor och 3 stadplanser. Stockholm : Wahlström & Widstrand, 1923.

Authors: Nordén, Arthur -- Svenska turistföreningen -- Kartografiska institutet, AB -- Wahlström & Widstrand (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

62388

Map collections

Includes bibliographical references (p. 396-414 p. : 221 ill. (88 col.) ; 23 x 25 cm.

"Denna bok är författad av Arthur Nordén"--t.p. verso.

Maps by Kartografiska institutet.

"Varje medlem av Svenska turistföreningen erhaller 10% rabat . . . ."--Slip tipped in to t.p.

"Pris 5 Kr."--Back cover.

Includes index.

Series: Svenska turistföreningens resehandböcker ; 23.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G153 .S94 [no.] 23 (1923) (NLO)

62389

Österreichische Akademie der Wissenschaften. Woldan Collection - Exhibitions

Cartographic rarities of the 'Woldan Collection'.

1995.


Catalog accompanying an exhibition at the Int. Conf. on the Hist. of Cartog.(16th), Vienna, 1995. map, ills.

Vert 2016 (PrCt)

62390

Österreichische Nationalbibliothek - Catalogs


Authors: Wawrik, Franz, 1940- -- Zeilinger, Elizabeth -- Österreichische Nationalbibliothek

414 p. : 221 ill. (88 col.) ; 23 x 25 cm.

Includes bibliographical references (p. 396-402) and indexes.


GA831 .A96 1989 (NLO)

62391

Österreichische Nationalbibliothek. Kartensammlung - Exhibitions


Authors: Österreichische Nationalbibliothek -- International Conference on the History of Cartography (16th : 1995 : Vienna)

12p; 30cm.

Paper distributed at Int. Conf. on Hist. of Cartog., 18th, Vienna, 1995.

Vert 2003 (PrCt)

62392

Österreichische Nationalbibliothek. Kartensammlung - History


BHC 2472

Vert 2018 (PrCt)

62393

Österreichische Nationalbibliothek - Map collections

See Österreichische Nationalbibliothek: Aus der Kartensammlung der Österreichischen Nationalbibliothek. [Berlin : Verlag Ernst Wasmuth AG, 1933].

Authors: Mzik, Hans von, 1876-1961 -- Atlantis : Länder, Völker, Reisen

Pp. 370-380


Not at Newberry Library (Dec. 2009) (PrCt)

62394

Österreichische Nationalbibliothek. Schoner Collection


Authors: Wawrik, Franz, 1940- -- International Conference on the History of Cartography (9th : 1981 : Pisa, Italy, etc.)

1 leaf.

Abstract of paper presented at IX Int. Conf. on Hist. of Cart., Italy, 1981.

Vert 551, no.3 (PrCt)

62395

Österreichische Nationalbibliothek. Kartensammlung - History


Authors: Michaelis, Laurentio, d. 1584

1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 49 cm.

Latin letterpress text on verso (fol. 45 (crossed out and replaced with "39" in pencil) sig. Zzz): Frisiae Orientalis ...

Engraving attributed to Antonie Wierix.

In: Jode, Gerard de. Speculum orbis terrarvm (1593)

1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 49 cm.

Latin letterpress text on verso (fol. 45 (crossed out and replaced with "39" in pencil) sig. Zzz): Frisiae Orientalis ...

Engraving attributed to Antonie Wierix.

In: Jode, Gerard de. Speculum orbis terrarvm (1593)

Vert 2016 (PrCt)

62396

Österreichische Nationalbibliothek - History


Authors: Michaelis, Laurentio, d. 1584

1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 49 cm.

Latin letterpress text on verso (fol. 45 (crossed out and replaced with "39" in pencil) sig. Zzz): Frisiae Orientalis ...

Engraving attributed to Antonie Wierix.

In: Jode, Gerard de. Speculum orbis terrarvm (1593)

Vert 2016 (PrCt)
Names, Geographical-Aurich (Germany : Landkreis) - Maps - 1696 - Names, Geographical-Aurich (Germany : Landkreis) - Maps - 1696 - Names, Geographical-Ostfriesland (Germany) - Maps - 1692-Ostfriesland (Germany) - Maps - 1692-Gazetteers

Oost-Frisé, ou le comté d'Emden subdivisé en ses principales ... Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : H. Jaillot [i.e. P. Mortier], 1692 [i.e. 1696].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 - Mortier, Pierre -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. [Atlas nouveau contenant toutes les parties du monde ... ] (1696) 1 map : hand col ; 55 x 42 cm. Accompanied, on the previous leaf by: Table alphabetique des noms de villes ... d'Oost Frise ou comté d'Emden.

Case oversize G 1007 .S19 1692 pl. [50]

62399 Ostia (Extinct City), Battle of, Italy, 1557 - Maps
Il Vero disegno de tutti li forti che si sono fatti dintorno ad Ostia si dalli imperiali come da guelli della chiesa. [Rome? s.n., ca. 1557].
Authors: Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 286 x 318 mm. (neat line), 292 x 323 mm. (plate mark)
Date of publication inferred from similar map dated 1557; see Novacco 2F 124.
Details Ostia region at the mouth of the Tigris River; fortifications and armed forces shown pictorially.
Manuscript '134' in upper left.
m7
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Novacco 2F 123 (PrCt)

62400 Ostia (Extinct City), Battle of, Italy, 1557 - Maps
Il Vero disegno del sito di Hostia e di porto con li forti fatti dal campo di sua santita et dell' imperiali quali si resero adi XXIII Gennaro M.D.L.VII. [Rome? s.n., ca. 1557].
Authors: Lange, Otto, 1879-1944 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 255 x 388 mm. (neat line), 262 x 393 mm. (plate mark)
Details Ostia region at the mouth of the Tigris River; fortifications and armed forces shown pictorially.
Manuscript 'Nord 121.115' and '97' at bottom left; 'K.43597.658' on verso at bottom right.
Almagià, Monumenta cartographica vaticana II (1948) p. 92.
Bella and Bella, Cartografia rara ... dalla collezione Franco Novacco (1986) p.100, no.92.
Tooley 426.
Ex Lange.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Novacco 2F 124 (PrCt)

62398 Ostfriesland (Germany) - Maps - 1745-Aurich (Germany) - Maps - 1745-Emden (Germany) - Maps - 1745-Dollart (Germany and Netherlands) - Maps - 1745

Tabula Frisiae Orientalis olim ubbonis emmii ... Nuremberg : Homann Erben, [ca. 1745].
Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Homann Erben (Firm) -- Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724. Atlas novus terrarum orbis [ca. 1745] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 56 cm.
In: Homann, Johann Baptist. Atlas novus terrarum orbis (Nuremberg : [Homann Erben, ca. 1745]), [plate 86].

Insets: Emden -- Aurich -- Facies Dollarti ... . Map dated 1730.
Manuscript 'No. 88' and '90' on verso.

Oversize Ayer 135 .H7 1730, [plate 86] (PrCt)

62401 Ostia (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1620

Ostia. [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : hand col. ; 30 x 50 cm.

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Derived from an anonymous Italian print dated 1557; see R.A. Skelton’s Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum; cf. Tooley no. 426; cf. Novacco 2F 124. Includes references 1-11.

Latin letterpress text on verso under title:
Vtrivsqve Ostiae portvs, Horatii Tigrini de mariis, descriptio.

In: Braun, Georg and Franz Hogenberg. Civitates orbis terrarum [Cologne: Pieter von Brachel?, ca. 1620] v. 4, pl. 53

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 4, pl. 3 (PrCt)

62405 Oswego County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1839<<>>Counties - Maps
1 map : hand col.; 35 x 42 cm.
In Burr, David H. and Simeon De Witt. An Atlas of the State of New York : containing a map of the State and of the several counties (New York: David H. Burr, 1829; republished Ithaca: Stone and Clark, 1839) pl. [30]. Map dated 1829 and 1839; engraved ‘No. 31.’

Case oversize G 10851 .13 pl. 30 (PrCt)

62406 Oswego County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1854 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps

Microfiche 583, no. 540 (PrCt)

62407 Oswego County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1867 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Stone, C. K. -- Wehle, Martin 1 atlas ; 41 cm.


Cf. Phillips 2246.

oversize G1253 .O7 S7 1867a (NLO)

62408 Oswego (N.Y.) - Maps - 1727 - Facsimiles - Manuscripts
A Colored 'view of Oswegatchee, on the River St. Laurence, July, 1765'. [19-].
Authors: Hulbert, Archer Butler, 1873-1933 -- Hulbert, Archer Butler, 1873-1933. The Crown Collection of photographs of American maps --

British Library. Crown 121:78.2 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1765 manuscript.

62409 Oswegatchie (N.Y.) - Maps - 1765 - Facsimiles - Manuscripts
A Colored 'view of Oswegatchee, on the River St. Laurence, July, 1765'. [19-].
Authors: Hulbert, Archer Butler, 1873-1933 -- Hulbert, Archer Butler, 1873-1933. The Crown Collection of photographs of American maps --

British Library. Crown 121:78.2 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1765 manuscript.
Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township). Includes indexes.

Series: Family maps
ISBN 1420304240

Local History Ref F782.O8 B69 2006 (NLO)

Oterschaden, Johannes, fl. 1580-1613— Celestial globes— History— Celestial charts— History— Astronomy— Charts, diagrams, etc.
Vert 203 no.10 (PrCt)

Otsego County (N.Y.)—Maps—1740-1850—Landowners—Counties—Maps—Landowners—Maps
[Otsego County (N.Y.)—1740-1850: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfilm].
Authors: Peet, Annie Olmstead--Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfilm 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 21 x 25.5 in. Shows land ownership ca. 1740-ca. 1850; original copyrighted 1963.
Forms part of a microfilm series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Microfiche 583, no. 541 (PrCt)

62415 Otsego County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1839<<>>Counties - Maps
1 map : hand col. ; 42 x 41 cm.
In Burr, David H. and Simeon De Witt. An Atlas of the State of New York : containing a map of the State and of the several counties (New York: David H. Burr, 1829; republished Ithaca: Stone and Clark, 1839) pl. [31]. Map dated 1829 and 1839; engraved 'No. 32.'
Case oversize G 10851 .13 pl. 31 (PrCt)

62416 Otsego County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1856 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
1 map : on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Microfiche 583, no. 542 (PrCt)

62417 Otsego County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1868 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
'By and under the direction of F.W. Beers, assisted by F.S. Fulmer & others.'
Cf. Phillips 2247.
OCLC 76468885.
folio G1253.O8 B4 1981 (NLO)

Family maps of Ottawa County, Michigan : with homesteads, roads, waterways, towns, cemeteries, railroads, and more / by Gregory A.
Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960-- Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)
218 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
1st ed.
'Deluxe edition.'
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).
'3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.'
Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).
Includes indexes.
Series: Family maps
ISBN 1420307827 ; 9781420307825
Local History Ref F572.O8 B69 2007 (NLO)

Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Ottawa County 4-H Council (Mich.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (64 p.) : ill., 27 maps (some col.) ; 28 cm. 13th ed.
Cover title.
"Sponsored by Ottawa County 4-H Council"--Cover.
Includes township and business directories and index to landowners.
Copyright date from p. 5.
Scale [1:50,688]. 1 1/4 in. = 1 mile.
Shows trails and public lands.
Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Includes Ottawa County general soil, city and village maps.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 96675645

Authors: Lane, Kit -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1 atlas (192 p. : ill., 210 maps) ; 28 cm.
Contents: Population and settlement -- County organization and evolution of the townships -- County seat -- Historical maps -- Rivers and lakes -- Railroads -- Gazetteer of place names of Ottawa County : present day and historic -- Bibliography -- Ottawa County in fiction -- Ottawa County in poetry -- Index.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 157-164) and index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
ISBN 187770346X (pbk.) ; 9781877703461 (pbk.)

Baskes folio F572.O8 088 1999 (NLO)

62421 Ottawa County (Ohio) - Maps - 1865 - Landowners<< Counties - Maps<< Landowners - Maps
Authors: Nunan, Philip -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division.
1Atlas (192 p. : ill., 210 maps) ; 45 cm.
Size of original: 3 parts, 51 x 20.5 in. each. Scale: 1:42,000. Originally published 1865. Only covers part of the county.
Microfiche 583, no. 648 (PrCt)

62424 Ottawa (Ill.) - Historical geography
Authors: Conzen, Michael P. -- Coberly, Brian W. 117 leaves : ill. ; 28 cm.
Series: Studies on the Illinois & Michigan Canal Corridor, no. 1
Bibliography: p. 112-117.

folio F549.089 F63 1987 (NLO)

62425 Ottawa - Maps - 1876 - Pictorial works
Bird's eye view of the city of Ottawa ... [detail]. 1876.
Authors: Brosius, Herman -- Public Archives of Canada
1 view ; 30 x 87 cm.
Partial reproduction of original published 1876; issued on a poster for a Public Archives of Canada exhibit.

map4F G3464.O8A3 1876.B7 1976 (PrCt)

62426 Ottawa (Ont.) - Maps - 1856<<>>Road maps<< Quebec (Ont.) - Maps - 1856 - Pictorial works
Authors: Austin, W. -- Ellis, J., lithographer, Toronto -- Historic Urban Plans (Firm)
1 map ; 52 x 71 cm.
Scale 1:6,336 or '8 chains to the inch.' Facsimile of original published Ottawa, 1856; reproduced...from the original in the Library of Congress. This is number 61 of an edition limited to 500 copies.' Oriented with north toward the upper right. Reproduced from a larger map which included Carleton and Russell Counties.
'Lithographed by J. Ellis, Toronto.' Includes view: Rideau Falls.
73-7369
ICN73

map4F 3464.08 1856.B7 1976 (PrCt)

62427 Ottawa (Ont.) - Maps - 1933 - Road maps<< Quebec (Quebec) - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Ottawa & Quebec. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1933].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil Company -- Lee, Robert E., fl. 1933 -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Cover: License plate motif.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Panel art: Shell logo, license plates, woman driving convertible car, dog, signed by artist "Robert E. Lee."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 937 (PrCt)

Ottawa (Ont.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Ottawa Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps - Québec (Québec) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps - Québec Region (Québec) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps - Road maps

Shell road map : metropolitan Ottawa and Quebec / Shell. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1936].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo, license plates, woman driving convertible car, dog, signed by artist "Robert E. Lee."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 1735 (PrCt)

Ottawa (Ont.) - Maps - 1973 - Road maps
Ottawa Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1973 - Road maps - Road maps

Authors: Esso Standard Oil Company -- Imperial Oil Limited -- Esso Touring Service -- Rolph-McNally Limited -- Rolph-Clark-Stone Limited -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Esso Travel Service SEE Esso Touring Service
1 map : col. ; 44 x 56 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Ottawa and vicinity = Ottawa et environs.
Esso logos on map and back panel.
"Free travel service ... ask your Imperial Esso Dealer for a request card. Esso Travel Service."
© Copyright Rolph Clark Stone Ltd., Toronto, 1973."
Maps on verso (21 x 27 cm. and 21 x 18 cm.): Ottawa district map -- Ottawa downtown.
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 2357 (PrCt)

Ottawa (Ont.) - Maps - 1995 - Road maps
Ottawa Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1995 - Road maps

StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (86 p.) : col. maps ; 22 cm.
Cover title.
$6.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0886407605

RMcN StrFdr 1995 .087 (PrCt)

Ottawa Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1857 <Wall maps>

Authors: Canada. Crown Land Dept. -- Cauchon, Joseph, 1816-1885
1 map : 100 x 143 cm.
'Joseph Cauchon, Commissioner of Crown Lands.'
'March 17th 1857.'
Scale [1:253,440]; 4 miles to the inch.
maproll G 1082 .1262 (NLO)

RMcN Clients 1888 (PrCt)

Ottawa (Ont.) - Maps - 1979 - Road maps
Hull (Québec) - Maps - 1979 - Road maps
Ottawa Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1979 - Road maps - Hull Region (Québec) - Maps - 1979 - Road maps

Authors: Rolph-McNally Limited -- National Map Service -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 67 x 93 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"1979 Edition"
Panel title.
Added title: Ottawa-Hull environs.
© Copyright Rolph-McNally Limited, Toronto, Canada
Map on verso (21 x 27 cm.): Ottawa : district map = Ottawa : carte des environs.
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 2357 (PrCt)

Ottawa (Ont.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Quebec Region (Québec) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Ottawa (Ont.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Québec (Québec) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Ottawa Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Quebec Region (Québec) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Shell road map : metropolitan Ottawa and Quebec ... [Chicago?] : H. M. Gousha

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Company, [1936?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 27 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell : metropolitan Ottawa and vicinity.
Plate no. J-249-S.
Inset (27 x 43 cm.): Shell : carte métropolitain : ville de Québec
Maps on verso (21 x 28 cm. each): Downtown Ottawa -- Quartier des affaires de Québec --
Shell official road map : Rideau Lakes District.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 18 1938 ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 164.62 (PrCt)

Ottawa Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Ottawa Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Ottawa Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Québec Region (Québec) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Québec Region (Québec) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Québec Region (Québec) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Road maps
Shell road map : metropolitan Ottawa and Quebec. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1937?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"Printed in Canada."
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "travel with confidence ... you can be sure of Shell."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3255 (PrCt)

Ottawa Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Ottawa Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Québec Region (Québec) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Québec Region (Québec) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Road maps
Shell road map : metropolitan Ottawa and Quebec. [Chicago?] : H.M. Gousha Co., [1939?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"Lithographed in Canada."
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "travel with confidence ... you can be sure of Shell."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3570 (PrCt)

Ottawa Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Québec Region (Québec) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Road maps
Shell road map : metropolitan Ottawa and Quebec. [Chicago?] : H. M. Gousha Company, [1938?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 27 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
"Printed in Canada."
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "travel with confidence ... you can be sure of Shell."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 164.62 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Added title: Shell : metropolitan Ottawa and vicinity.
Date from RMcN AE 165 ms. index.
Plate no. 249-S. M-1-1939-1
Inset (27 x 43 cm.): Shell : carte métropolitain : ville de Québec
Maps on verso (21 x 28 cm. each): Downtown Ottawa -- Quartier des affaires de Québec -- Shell official road map : Rideau Lakes District.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 17 1939 ... by R.S."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 165.53 (PrCt)

62439 Ottawa Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
- 1940 - Road maps
Shell map of metropolitan Ottawa and Quebec.
[Chicago?] : H.M. Gousha Co., [1940].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 28 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: Ottawa, Quebec.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogans "travel with confidence" and "you can be sure of Shell.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3901 (PrCt)

62440 Ottawa Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1945 - Road maps
- 1945 - Road maps
Shell map of metropolitan Ottawa and Quebec.
[Chicago?] : H.M. Gousha Co., [1945].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: Ottawa, Quebec.
"Lithographed in Canada."
Panel art: Shell logo and slogans "travel with confidence" and "you can be sure of Shell.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4711 (PrCt)

62441 Ottawa Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
- 1946 - Road maps
Shell map of metropolitan Ottawa and Quebec.
[Chicago?] : H.M. Gousha Co., [1946].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4900 (PrCt)

**62444**

Ottawa Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps

*Shell metropolitan map of Ottawa. [Chicago?] : H.M. Gousha Co., [1947?].*

Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: Ottawa.
Plate no. includes letter "U", indicating 1947 publication.
"Lithographed in Canada."
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

**Gousha Clients 5203 (PrCt)**

**62445**

Ottawa Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps

*Shell metropolitan map of Ottawa. [Chicago ; San Jose?] : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948?].*

Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

**Gousha Clients 5483 (PrCt)**

**62446**


Bibliography of computer mapping (1970) -- Carleton University. Dept. of Geography
1 atlas (71 l. : maps) ; 28 cm.
2d ed.
'Bibliography of computer mapping, compiled by Karole Kidd': p. 45-68.
LC Card Number: 74167333

**5A 5645 (NLO)**

**62447**


*De Atlas Van Halma, een verzameling van Reinier Ottens en stadhouder Willem V. 1991.*

Authors: Aardoom, L. -- Heijbroek, Jan Frederik

**BHC 1504 Vert 1096 (PrCt)**

**62448**

Otter Tail County (Minn.) - Maps - 1884 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps

*Plat book of Otter Tail County, MN 1884. [1993?].*

1 atlas (maps, 76, [42]p.)
Reprint of map first published in 1884. 'Copyright O-1993' appears on adhesive label on half-title page. Reproduced as a bound atlas (76, [42]p.). Includes index to personal names appearing on map.


**62449**

Otter Tail County (Minn.) - Maps - 1884 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps

*Plat book of Otter Tail County, MN 1884. 1990.*

1 atlas (maps, 76 p.)
Reprint of map first published in 1884. Reproduced as a bound atlas (76 p.); not indexed.


**62450**

Öttingen I. Bay (Germany) - Maps - 1745 - Nördlingen Region (Germany) - Maps - Öttingen I. Bay (Germany) - Maps - 1745 - Pictorial works

*Mappa geographica comitatus Oettingensis in
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **circolo suevico siti** ... Nuremberg : Homann Erben, [ca. 1745].
Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Homann Erben (Firm) -- Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724. Atlas novus terrarum orbis [ca. 1745] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 57 x 51 cm.
Added title above upper margin: Carte du comte d'Ottingue, situé dans le cercle de Suabe ... .
In: Homann, Johann Baptist. Atlas novus terrarum orbis (Nuremberg : [Homann Erben, ca. 1745]), [plate 70].
Map dated 1744.
Inset (7 x 17 cm.): Prosp. von Ottingen.
Manuscript 'No. 70' and '72' on verso.
**oversize Ayer 135 .H7 1730, [plate 70] (PrCt)** |
| **62451 Ötztal Alps (Austria and Italy) - Maps - 1933>>>Stubay Alps (Austria) - Maps - 1933 Ötztal und Stubai. Leipzig : Bibliographisches Institut, 1933.
Authors: Meyers Reisebücher -- Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 10 maps
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)** |
| **62452 Ouachita Parish (La.) - Maps - 1797 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles>>>Bastrop, Felipe Enrique Nero, Baron De, 1759-1827 - Land Grants>>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles>>>Counties - Maps
Luisiana, año 1797. Pueblo de Ouachitta. [19--].
Authors: Archivo General de Indias. 86-7-17 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1797 manuscript.
Identifies 'Concessn. de Mr. le Baron de Bastrop, 144 leguas planas:.'
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
**MapPhoto Spain AGI 86-7-17 (PrCt)** |
| **62453 Ouachita Parish (La.) - Maps - 1858 - Landowners>>>Counties - Maps
Authors: Marshall, William Everard -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 39 x 40.5 in. Scale 1:65,000.
Originally published Monroe, La.: William Everard Marshall, 1858.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
**Microfiche 583, no. 260 (PrCt)** |
| **62454 Ouachita Parish (La.) - Maps - 1860 - Landowners>>>Counties - Maps
Authors: McCarren, Landry & Powell -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 30 x 40 in. Scale 1:70,000.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
**Microfiche 583, no. 261 (PrCt)** |
| **62455 Ouachita River (Ark. and La.) - Maps - 1804 Map of the Washita river in Louisiana from the Hot Springs to the confluence of the Red River with the Mississippi. Laid down from the Journal & survey of Wm. Dunbar in the year 1804 ...
1 map ; 23 x 88 cm. fold. to 23 x 15 cm.
Scale: 1:506,880.
**Ayer 133.5 .K53 (NLO)** |
| **62456 Ouachita River Valley (Ark. and La.) - Maps - 1700-1799 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles>>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
[Map of the Ouachita River Valley (Ark. and La.)]. [19--].
Authors: Archives nationales (France). K1232 no.46 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 18th-century manuscripts:
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 17th and early 18th century maps of the Ouachita River Valley:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
**Microfiche 583, no. 309 (PrCt)** |

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
62457
**Oudenaarde, Battle of, Oudenaarde, Belgium, 1708**
*Environs d'Oudenaarde avec le plan de la bataille, donnée le 11 juillet 1708. Paris : Le Rouge, 1745 [i.e. 1748?].*
Authors: Le Rouge, Georges-Louis -- Le Rouge, Georges-Louis. Recueil contenant des cartes nouvelles ... (1742 [i.e. 1748?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 48 x 57 cm.
Oversize Ayer 135 .L6 1742 pl. 25 (PrCt)

62458
**Oudenaarde, Battle of, Oudenaarde, Belgium, 1708**
*Plan of the battle of Oudenard fought July 11th 1708. [London? Knapton, ca. 1740?].*
1 map ; 37 x 48 cm. on sheet trimmed to 40 x 51 cm.
Title in bottom margin.
Text trimmed from bottom margin: For Mr. Tindal's continuation of Mr. Rapin's History of England.
Includes references A-U.

62459
**Oudenaarde, Battle of, Oudenaarde, Belgium, 1708**
*Plan of the battle of Oudenard fought July 11th 1708. [London : s.n. , ca. 1785?].*
1 map ; 37 x 48 cm.
Title in bottom margin.
'For Mr. Tindal's continuation of Mr. Rapin's history of England.'
Includes references A-U.

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Collection (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 30, sheet 7
1 ms. map : hand col. ; 506 x 706 mm.
Map of Ouidah (previously Iuda, Juda, or Whydah) in Benin (previously Dahomey), part of the native kingdom of Ardrah, a region important in the slave trade. Combines fortification plans of Fort Saint Louis (French) and Fort William (English) with pictorial drawings of three adjacent native villages, a military chieftain with two attendants, and a wooded site identified as 'Bois ou les Negres font leurs fetiches.' Includes notes B-H detailing current and proposed fortification at Fort Saint Louis.
Scale [ca. 1:900]. 'Echelle de 60 toises' [= 130 mm.]
Sheet 7 of 117 in the Cartes Marines Manuscript Map Collection, detailing French colonial interests worldwide, ca. 1640-ca. 1726. Oriented with north to upper left. Pen-and-ink and watercolor (green, red, yellow); mounted on cloth.
Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 112 Ayer ms map proj 00 Digital image available as part of the Newberry Library’s Great Lakes Digital Collection via the CARLI Digital Collections website (accessed Nov. 2010):
http://collections.carli.illinois.edu/u?/nby_grlakes, 811

VAULT drawer Ayer MS map 30 sheet 7 (NLO)

62465
Ouray County ( Colo. ) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners - Counts - Maps - Landowners - Maps
Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960- -- Araphox Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)
242 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
1st ed.
'Deluxe edition.'
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov). '3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.' Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).
Includes indexes.
Series: Family maps
ISBN 1420307649 ; 9781420307641
Local History Ref F782.O9 B69 2007 (NLO)

62466
Ouirthe, Battle of, 1794 - Maps - 1839 - Maastricht (Netherlands) - History - Siege, 1793 - Maps - 1839 - Juliers, Battle of SEE Ouirthe, Battle of the, 1794
Authors: Bielaerds, J.-B. -- Jomini, Antoine Henri, baron de, 1779-1869. Atlas pour servir à l'intelligence de l'Histoire critique et militaire des guerres de la révolution (1839) -- Petit, J.-B.
1 map : hond col. ; 33 x 43 cm.
Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 112 Ayer ms map proj 00 Digital image available as part of the Newberry Library’s Great Lakes Digital Collection via the CARLI Digital Collections website (accessed Nov. 2010):
http://collections.carli.illinois.edu/u?/nby_grlakes, 811

VAULT drawer Ayer MS map 30 sheet 8 (NLO)
Outagamie County (Wis.) - Maps - 1859-1885 - Landowners
- Appleton (Wis.) - Maps - 1872 - Landowners
- Appleton (Wis.) - Maps - 1860 - Lumbering
- Appleton (Wis.) - Maps - 1860-1868 - Counties - Maps

Collection forms part of the Newberry Library Archives, Record Group 02/09/30. Range of dates based on sheet 1 (1859) and sheet 10 (1885); sheets 2-5, 7, 11 and 12 not dated. Sheets 1, 5-9, 11 and 12 show landownership, primarily the holdings of the W.L. Newberry estate. Margins of sheet 3 (ms. map of Appleton region [ca.1860?], ink and pencil on paper) list 'Total Value [sic] of Timber,' arranged by township subsections, tree species and [projected?] cordage and market prices. Sheet 12 is a trimmed portion of John Stephens' Map of the city of Appleton Wisconsin (Philadelphia: Stranahan Brothers & H.J. Toudy & Co., 1872); identified by incomplete author and title statements appearing on another copy of the map at the State Historical Society of Wisconsin. See Newberry Library Archives inventory (unpublished) for additional maps from Record Groups 02/09/30 and 04/07/51 (plats of Chicago, Milwaukee and Green Bay). Note Geographic coordinates listed based on sheet 12.

map4F G4124.A6A 1885 N4 (NLO)

Outagamie County (Wis.) - Maps - 1975 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners


Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (42 p.): ill., 22 maps; 28 cm.

Cover title.

Scale [1:50,688], 1 1/4 in. to 1 mile. Includes business and government directories, and index to owners.

Advertisements on covers and interspersed. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G4123.O8G46 1975 .R58 (NLO)

Overijssel (Netherlands) - Maps - 1634

De Heerlycheyt van Over-Yssel... [Amsterdam] : C. I. Visscher, [1634?].

Authors: Visscher, Claes Jansz., 1586 or 7-1652 -- Goos, Abraham -- Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map; 37 x 48 cm.

Oriented with north at right. Forms part of the Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library).


Visscher 77 (PrCt)

Overijssel (Netherlands) - Maps - 1680

Transisalania provincia vulgo Over-Yssel... Amsterdam, [ca. 1680].


1 map; hand col.; 45 x 54 cm.

In: Danckerts, Justus. Atlas (Amsterdam : J. Danckers, [ca. 1680]) pl. [51]. Ms. no. '53' in upper right.

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .D18 A pl. 51 (PrCt)

Overijssel (Netherlands) - Maps - 1682

Transisalania provincia; vulgo Over-Yssel... Amsterdam : C. Allard, [1682?]?

Authors: Have, Nicolaas ten, d. ca. 1650 -- Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Allard, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709. Atlas minor sive tabulæ geographicæ ... [1682?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map; col.; 44 x 56 cm.

In: Allard, Carel. Atlas minor sive tabulæ geographicæ proecipuorum regnorum regionum, insularum, provinciarum, etc. (Amsterdam : C. Allard, 1682?) pl. 80.

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .A4 A pl. 80 (PrCt)

Overijssel (Netherlands) - Maps - 1695-1701

De seigneurie d'Over-Yssel subdivisée en trois parties Sallant, Twente et Drente. Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : H. Jaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], [1695?].

Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. Atlas nouveau : contenant toutes les parties du monde (1692 [i.e.
1695?) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : hand col. ; 54 x 42 cm.
In counterfeit edition of: Sanson, Nicolas. Atlas nouveau contenant toutes les parties du monde (Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : H. Jaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], 1692 [i.e. 1695?]) pl. [49].
Map dated 1692.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .S19 1692 pl. [49] (Pr Ct)

62476
Overijssel (Netherlands) - Maps - 1710
Transsilania provincia vulgo Over-Yssel. [Amsterdam] : Nicolaum Visscher [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher, 1710?].
Authors: Ten-Have, Nicholas, 17th cent. -- Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Visscher, Elisabeth, fl. 1702-1726 -- Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702. Atlas minor ... [1710?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 44 x 55 cm.
In: Visscher, Nicolaes. Atlas minor ... (Amstelaeedami [Amsterdam] : ex officina Nicolai Visscher [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher], [1710?]]) map [44].
Manuscript '46' in upper right.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .V8 1700 map [44] (Pr Ct)

62477
Overijssel (Netherlands) - Maps - 1720
Transsilania provincia vulgo Over-Yssel. Amsterdam, [ca. 1720].
Authors: Have, Nicolaas ten, d. ca. 1650 -- Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Schenk, Pieter, ca. 1698-1775 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:Ma49
1 map : 44 x 56 cm.
3399
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6003.O8 1720 S3a (Pr Ct)

62478
Overijssel (Netherlands) - Maps - 1720
Novissima comitatus Zutphaniae ... Amsterdam, [ca. 1720].
Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Schenk, Pieter, ca. 1698-1775 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:Ma45
1 map : 44 x 54 cm.
3405
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6003.O8 1720 S3b (Pr Ct)

62479
Overijssel (Netherlands) - Maps - 1725
Transsilania provincia vulgo Over-Yssel. Amsterdam, [ca. 1725].
Authors: Have, Nicolaas ten, d. ca. 1650 -- Wit, Frederik de -- Cövens et Mortier -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:Ma48
1 map : hand col. ; 44 x 53 cm.
3413
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6003.O8 1725 C6b (Pr Ct)

62480
Overijssel (Netherlands) - Maps - 1725
Comitatus Zutphaniae ... Amsterdam, [ca. 1725].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Cövens et Mortier --
A New pocket companion for Oxford, or, Guide through the university : containing an accurate description of the public edifices, the buildings in each of the colleges, the gardens, statues, pictures, hieroglyphics, and all other curiosities in the university : with an historical account of the foundation of the several colleges and their present state: to which are added, descriptions of the buildings, tapestry, paintings, sculptures, temples, gardens, &c. at Blenheim and Nuneham, the seats of His Grace the Duke of Marlborough and Earl Harcourt. Oxford : Printed for J. Cooke, 1812.

Map by Vincent Woodthorpe.

A Plan of the University and City of Oxford (Newberry Library)

A Pictorial and descriptive guide to Oxford and district : with key plan of the colleges, large plan of the city, and two district maps : sixty illustrations. London : Ward, Lock and Co., [1931?].


2nd ed.

Cover title: Ward Lock & Co.'s illustrated guide-books, Oxford and district

Spine title: Oxford

Maps by John Bartholomew & Son.

Printed by Butler & Tanner.

Includes index.


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Former owner’s inscription: E.M. Cleather.
August 1905.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .L58 Oxford (1904) (NLO)

62492 Oxford (England) - Maps - 1910
Authors: Alden, Edward C. (Edward Cox) -- Alden
& Co. (Oxford, Eng.) -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 3 maps
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

62493 Oxford (England) - Maps - 1929-1930
University of Oxford - Maps -
1929-1930
Alden's Oxford guide : with notes on the district
and rivers, key-plan of the University and city and
numerous illustrations. Oxford : Alden, [1929 or
1930].
Authors: Alden, Edward C. (Edward Cox) -- Alden
& Co. (Oxford, Eng.)
158 p. : ill. ; 16 cm.
Cover title: Alden’s guide to Oxford.
Includes index.
DA670.O98 A5 1929 (NLO)

62494 Oxford (England) - Maps -
1937-1938
University of Oxford - Maps -
1937-1938
A Pictorial and descriptive guide to Oxford and
district : with key plan of the colleges, large plan
of the city, and two district maps. London : Ward,
Lock & Co., [1937 or 1938].
Authors: Ward, Lock and Company, ltd. -- Ward
Lock guides -- John Bartholomew and Son --
Butler & Tanner Ltd. -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. (various pagings, [28] leaves of plates (4
folded)) : ill., 4 folded col. maps ; 18 cm.
3rd ed.
Publication date from binder’s instructions.
Cover title: Oxford and district
Maps by John Bartholomew & Son.
Printed by Butler & Tanner.
'Sixty illustrations'
Series title from cover.
Includes index, advertisements and business
directories.
Map of city detached.
Series: Ward Lock & Co’s illustrated guide books ;
Ward Lock guides.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 45049588
Baskes G153 .W3 Oxford (1937) (NLO)

62495 Oxford (England) - Maps -
1944-1945
Oxford (England) - Historical
graphy - Maps - 1944-1945
University of Oxford - Maps - 1944-1945
University
of Oxford - Historical geography - Maps -
1944-1945
Oxford as it was and as it is to-day / by
Christopher Hobhouse. London : Batsford, B.T.
Batsford, 1944-45 [i.e. 1945?]..
Authors: Hobhouse, Christopher, d. 1940 --
British cities series -- Batsford, Brian Cook -- B.T.
Batsford Ltd. -- Dixon, Phyllis Rydan -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Cook,
Brian, bookjacket designer SEE Batsford, Brian
Cook
x, 120 p., [92] p. of plates : ill. (2 col.), 2 maps ;
22 cm.
3rd ed.
"First published September 1939 ... third edition,
Book jacket designed by Brian Cook.
Maps on lining papers.
Includes index.
Series: Batsfords’ city series -- British cities
series.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Owner’s inscription: Phyllis Rydan Dixon, Oxford,
June ’48.
Baskes DA630 .B68 Oxford (1945) (NLO)

62496 Oxford (England) - Maps - 1950
University of Oxford - Maps - 1950
Guide to Oxford and district : with large plan of
the city, map of the district, and numerous
Authors: Ward, Lock and Company, ltd. -- Ward
Lock guides -- John Bartholomew and Son --
Butler & Tanner Ltd. -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
8, 168, viii p., [10] leaves of plates (2 folded) : ill.,
2 folded col. maps ; 18 cm.
4th ed.
Publication date from binder’s instructions.
Cover title: Oxford and district
Maps by John Bartholomew & Son.
Printed by Butler & Tanner.
Series title from cover.
Includes index, advertisements and business
directories.
Series: Ward Lock’s illustrated guide books ;
Ward Lock guides.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.

62497 Oxford (England) - Maps -
1995
Cambridge (England) - Maps - 1995
Oxford and Cambridge / Geoffrey Tyack ; maps
by John Flower ; plans by Hilary Wright. London ;
Authors: Tyack, Geoffrey -- Blue guide -- Flower,
John, 1929- -- Wright, Hilary -- RJS Associates --
Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- W.W. Norton &
Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
253 p. : ill., 9 maps (chiefly folded), plans ; 20 cm.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Anglie castrum locus amoenissimus ... .

On same sheet with: Vindesorivm celeberrimum

Of Civitates orbis terrarum. Derived from a drawing by Joris Hoefnagel; see

1 view : hand col. ; 17 x 48 cm.

1542

Civitates orbis terrarum

Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539

Authors: Braun, Ge

Tamesis ... 

Oxonivm nobile Anglie oppidum, septentrionalum

Tamesis ... / De

Pictorial works - 1657

Oxonium nobile Anglie oppidum, septentrionalem Tamesis ... / Depingeb. Georg. Hoefnagle. [Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657].

Authors: Hoefnagel, Jacob, 1573?-approximately 1632 -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664 -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Illustriorvm principumque urbi

On same sheet with: Vindesorivm celeberrimum Anglie castrum locus amoenissimus ... .

In: Jansson, Jan. Illustriorvm principumque urbi

septentrio
donale Europae tabulae [1657] -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Theatrum urbi

um (1657)

1 view : hand col. ; 17 x 48 cm. on sheet 49 x 58 cm.

On same sheet with: Vindesorivm celeberrimum Anglie castrum locus amoenissimus ... .

In: Jansson, Jan. Illustriorvm principumque urbi

septentrio
donale Europae tabulae, v. 1, [plate 6].

Issued in volume 1 of 8 in Jansson's townbook atlases, collectively known as the Theatrum urbi

um (Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657).

Latin letterpress text on verso under title:

Oxonium

References: Krog, Peter van der. Koeman's

Atlantes Neerlandici, vol. IV-1 (2010), p. 281 and


Case oversize G 117 .452, v. 1, [plate 6] (PrCt)

62500 Oxford (England) - Pictorial works - 1657

Oxonium nobile Anglie oppidum,

septentrionalem Tamesis ... / Depingeb. Georg. Hoefnagle. [Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657].

Authors: Hoefnagel, Jacob, 1573?-approximately 1632 -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664 -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Illustriorvm principumque urbi

septentrio
donale Europae tabulae [1657] -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Theatrum urbi

um (1657)

1 view : hand col. ; 17 x 48 cm. on sheet 49 x 58 cm.

On same sheet with: Vindesorivm celeberrimum Anglie castrum locus amoenissimus ... .

In: Jansson, Jan. Illustriorvm principumque urbi

septentrio
donale Europae tabulae, v. 1, [plate 6].

Issued in volume 1 of 8 in Jansson's townbook atlases, collectively known as the Theatrum urbi

um (Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657).

Latin letterpress text on verso under title:

Oxonium

References: Krog, Peter van der. Koeman's

Atlantes Neerlandici, vol. IV-1 (2010), p. 281 and


Case oversize G 117 .452, v. 1, [plate 6] (PrCt)

62501 Oxford (England) - Tourism - 1990


Authors: Oxford Classic Tour

1 p : col. photos, map ; 30 cm

Travel Vertical File G5754 .09 1990 .09 (PrCt)

62502 Oxford (Ont. : County) - Maps - 1852<---Counties - Maps

Map of the county of Oxford / drawn by T. S. Shenston, census commissioner, from rough drafts furnished by the enumerators. Buffalo : Lith. of Hall & Mooney, 1852.

Authors: Shenston, Thomas S., 1822-1895 -- Hall & Mooney -- Shenston, Thomas S., 1822-1895.

The Oxford gazetteer (1852)

1 map ; 50 x 54 cm. fold. to 21 x 13 cm.


Case F1059.098 S54, opposite p. 216 (PrCt)

62503 Oxford (Ont. : County) - Maps - 1876 - Landowners<---Brant (Ont. : County) - Maps - 1875 - Landowners<---Counties - Maps<---Landowners - Maps

Illustrated historical atlas of the counties of

4th ed.

'Maps ... revised for this edition by RJS Associates'--T.p. verso.

Includes bibliographical references (p. 28) and indexes.

Series: Blue guide

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

ISBN 0393313442 (US) ; 0393313441 (US : label) ; 9780393313444 (US : label) ; 0713639040 (UK) ; 9780713639049 (UK)


62498 Oxford (England) - Maps - Collections, 1576-1728


4 maps ; on 15 sheets in portofolio 58 cm.

Facsimiles of 4 maps originally published between 1588-1728.

Contents: Sheets 1-8. Celeberrimae Oxoniensis academiae aeviarvm et collegiorum ... / Radulpho Agaso avtore Año Dñi 1578 ; Avgvstinvs Ryther Anglvs delinavit 1588 (81 x 117 cm. ; scale ca. 1:1,600) -- Sheets 9-12. Oxonia antiqua instaurata ... / delineatio olim a Radulpho Agas impressa Ao. Di. 1578 hunc denuo aeri incisa Ao. Di. MDCCXXVIII [Engraved by Robert Whittlesey, 1728] ... (64 x 95 cm. ; scale ca. 1:2,500) -- Sheet 13. Oxforde / W. Hollar Bohem. fecit. 1643 (24 x 32 cm.) -- Sheets 14-15. Nova & accuratissima celeberrimae universitatis civitatisque Oxoniensis scenographia / Dav. Loggan delin. et sculp. From 'Oxonia illustrata,' 1675 (40 x 53 cm. ; scale ca. 1:3,325).

Title and sketch map of Oxford mounted on inside of cover.


oversize F 45968 .6 v. 38 (NLO)

62499 Oxford (England) - Pictorial works - 1620

Oxonivm nobile Anglie oppidum, septentri

Tamesis ... / De...
Oxford and Brant ... [Owen Sound, Ont.? Ross Cumming?, 1972].
Authors: Tiller, Kate. Oxfordshire Record Society, 2010.
Tiller and Giles
An Historical atlas of Oxfordshire / edited by Kate Tiller, Kate -- Darkes, Giles -- Oxfordshire Record Society, 2010. Authors: Tiller, Kate -- Darkes, Giles -- Oxfordshire Record Society
1 atlas (xii, 192 p. : maps) ; 29 cm.
Series: ORS ; v. 67 -- Oxfordshire Record Society (Series) ; v. 67.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 168-[176]) and index.
ISBN 9780902509634 (pbk.) ; 0902509632 (pbk.) ; 9780902509689 (hdbk.) ; 0902509683 (hdbk.)
DA670.O9 A3 v.67 (NLO)

Oxfordshire (England) - Historical geography
- Maps - 0600-1500
- Historical atlasses
12 p., 5 fold. maps ; 29 cm.
References: Phillips 8197; OCLC 1836570.
LC Card Number: 35008578
folio G 104564.78 (NLO)

Oxfordshire (England) - Historical geography
- Maps - 2010
- Historical atlasses
1 atlas (xii, 192 p. : maps) ; 29 cm.
Series: ORS ; v. 67 -- Oxfordshire Record Society (Series) ; v. 67.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 168-[176]) and index.
ISBN 9780902509634 (pbk.) ; 0902509632 (pbk.) ; 9780902509689 (hdbk.) ; 0902509683 (hdbk.)
DA670.O9 A3 v.67 (NLO)

Oxfordshire (England) - Maps - 1610
- Historical geography
Oxfordshire described with ye citie and the armes of the colledges of yt. famous Vniuersity ao.1605. [London] : Thomas Bassett ... and Ric. Chiswell, 1610 [i.e. 1676]. Authors: Speed, John, 15527-1629 -- Bassett, Thomas -- Chiswell, Richard -- Speed, John, 1552?-1629. The Theatre of the Empire of Great-Britain ... (1676) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 37 x 52 cm. on sheet 42 x 55 cm.
Dated 'Anno 1610' at lower left.
Inset (13 x 16 cm.): [Oxford]. Includes coats-of-arms. Letterpress text on verso (p. 45-46) under the following heading: Oxfordshire.
In: Speed, John. The Theatre of the Empire of Great-Britain ... (London : Printed for T. Bassett and R. Chiswell, 1676) map [24].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .S7 1676 map [24] (PrCt)
jurisdictions, &c.: to which is prefixed a copious travelling guide ... forming a complete itinerary: also, a list of the fairs, and an index table shewing at one view the distances of all the towns from London and from each other / by George Alexander Cooke; illustrated with a map of the county. London: Printed for C. Cooke, No. 17, Paternoster Row, by Brimmer and Co., Water Lane, Fleet Street: And sold by all the booksellers in the United Kingdom, [ca. 1810].


Includes index.

Bound with 3 other titles.

Illustrated bookplate of Ruth Dean; written in ms.: Of Sanders, High St., Oxford, for 3/-, Spring '30.

Duplicate copy (bound with 2 other titles and shelved separately; includes bookplate of Alfred Mead Raymond): Baskes DA670.O9 C66 1810 Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes DA670.L5 C66 1822 (NLO)

62510 Oxfordshire (England) - Maps - 1820 - Geology


(PrCt)

62511 Oxfordshire (England) - Maps - 1894


Cover title: Murray's hand-book, Oxfordshire

Spine title: Hand-book, Oxfordshire


Maps engraved by J. Bartholomew.

"With maps and plans."

Folded map in pocket.

Includes bibliographical references and index.

Series: [Murray's handbooks for travellers] -- Murray's handbooks for travellers.

Bookseller's label: Foyle's, Charing Cross, London.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray's handbooks for travellers, 342

LC Card Number: 03005376

Baskes G153 .M97 no. 342 (1894) (NLO)

62512 Oxfordshire (England) - Maps - 1923 - Guidebooks


Authors: Little guides -- Brabant, Frederick Gaspard, 1855- -- Grib, Frederick Landseer Maur, 1876-1938 -- Macmillan & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. : 4 maps 12mo;C:EmeryWalker

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

62513 Oxfordshire (England) - Maps - 1927 - Guidebooks


Authors: Highways & byways series -- Evans, Herbert Arthur, 1846- -- Griggs, Frederick Landseer Maur, 1876-1938 -- Macmillan & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. : 4 maps 12mo;C:EmeryWalker

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

62514 Oxfordshire (England) - Maps - 1933


5th ed. rev.

Series: Little guides.

Maps by John Bartholomew and Son.

Printed by Jarrold and Sons.

Map inside front cover.

Includes index.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

LC Card Number: 33014311

Baskes G153 .L58 Oxfordshire (1933) (NLO)

62515 Oxfordshire (England) - Museums - 1991

15 cm.

15 cm.

15 cm.

15 cm.

15 cm.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
62521 Pacific Area - Exhibitions - Catalogs
Pacific Ocean - Exhibitions - Catalogs
Authors: Overell, Richard -- Spennemann, Dirk R.
-- Monash University. Library
ii, 42 p. : ill. : 30 cm.
Introduction by Prof. Dirk H. R. Spennemann.
Lists 98 items, 1578-1933.
To Collection Services for cataloging, Oct. 2007 (PrCt)

62522 Pacific Area - Maps - 1974 (Provisional Heading)
Descriptive atlas of Pacific islands. NewZealand : Reed, 1974.
Authors: Kennedy, T F -- Petro -- Forsdyke -- Reed -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 67 maps ; 240 x 190 mm.
3rd ed.
C:JPetro&LForsdyke;[Alexander, Guide to atlases 6411
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

62523 Pacific Area - Pictorial maps - 1943
Ethnology - Pacific Area - Pictorial maps - 1943
Pictorial maps - Pacific Area - Maps - 1943
Ethnology
Mural painting and decoration, American - California - San Francisco
Golden Gate International Exposition (1939-1940 : San Francisco, Calif.)
Map projection - Van Der Grinten - 1943
Van Der Grinten projection (Cartography)
Pictorial maps
Dept. of Geography
6 maps : col. ; 60 x 96 cm. and 49 x 64 cm. in portfolio 66 x 51 x 4 cm. + booklet [20] p. ; 30 cm.
Reproductions of six mural-maps originally exhibited at the San Francisco International Exposition of 1939 and now the property of Pacific House.
Accompanying booklet (map9C G9231.A5 1943 C6) contains detailed descriptions of map decorations.

62524 Pacific Coast (B.C.) - Maps - 1774-1792
Pacific Coast (Alaska) - Maps - 1774-1792
Sutil (Ship) - Voyages, 1791-1792 - Map
Mexicana (Ship) - Voyages, 1791-1792 - Maps
Continuación de los reconocimientos hechos en la costa N.O. de América por los buques de S.M. en varias campañas desde 1774 a 1792 / Cardano scul. ; Morata esc. [Madrid : Imprenta Royal, 1802].
Authors: Cardero, José, b. 1767 or 8 -- Cardano, José María -- Morata, Juan -- Imprenta Real (Spain) -- Espinosa y Tello, Josef, 1763-1815.
Atlas para el viaje de las goletas Sutil y Mexicana al reconocimiento del estrecho de Juan de Fuca en 1792, publicado en 1802 -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western America (Newberry Library)
1 map : 34 x 45 cm.
Probably based on the work of José Cardero, the official cartographer and artist of the voyage.
At head of title: Número 3.
Shows coastal features from Vancouver Island to Unalaska.
Scale [ca. 1:6,500,000]; (W 1680--W 1270/N 440). -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western America (Newberry Library)
Relief shown pictorially.
Prime meridian: Cádiz.
Relief shown by hachures.
In Espinosa y Tello, Josef. Atlas para el viaje de las goletas Sutil y Mexicana al reconocimiento del estrecho de Juan de Fuca en 1792, publicado en 1802 [Madrid : Imprenta Royal, 1802] map 3.
Duplicate copy: VAULT Ayer 114 .E7 1802
Cf. OCLC 48431896
VAULT folio Graff 1262 map 3 (PrCt)

62525 Pacific Coast (Calif.) - Maps - 1579
The Discovery of Humboldt Bay : from Dudley's coast line of Drake's reconnaissance, June 1579 / George Davidson, 1890. 1890.
1 map : on sheet 25 x 20 cm.
In: The discovery of Humboldt Bay / George Davidson [1897?], map 1.
Photographic copy, including Davidson's signature.
Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved with Ayer MS transcripts, 3rd floor stacks (2009)
Ayer MS 218, map 1 (PrCt)

62526 Pacific Coast (Calif.) - Maps - 1603
The Discovery of Humboldt Bay : the coast line from Vizcaino's exploration, January 1603 / George Davidson, 1890. 1890.
Authors: Vizcaino, Sebastián, 1550?-1615 -- Davidson, George, 1825-1911 -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library. Manuscript. Ayer MS 218
1 map : on sheet 25 x 20 cm.
In: The discovery of Humboldt Bay / George Davidson [1897?], map 2.
Photographic copy, including Davidson's signature.
Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved with Ayer MS transcripts, 3rd floor stacks (2009)
Ayer MS 218, map 2 (PrCt)

62527 Pacific Coast (Calif.) - Maps - 1852 - Nautical charts
San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1852 - Nautical charts
Pacific Coast (Calif.) - 1852
Nautical charts
San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - 1852
Nautical charts
Series of charts with sailing directions.
1 v. : 6 maps ; 29cm.
3d ed.
Includes nautical charts.
Case folio G 941.74 (NLO)

62528 Pacific Coast (Calif.) - Maps - 1970 - Harbors
Carquinez Strait (Calif.) - Maps - 1970
Long Beach (Calif.) - Maps - 1970
Suisun Bay (Calif.) - Maps - 1970
Mission Bay (Calif.) - Maps - 1970
San Pablo (Calif.) - Maps - 1970
San Pedro (Los Angeles, Calif.) - Maps - 1970
Santa Monica (Calif.) - Maps - 1970
Suisun Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1970
Sacramento Delta area
San Pablo Bay areas

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1970 - Harbors - Nautical charts
Nautical charts - Morro Bay (Calif.) - 1970 - Union Oil Company of California - Maps - 1970 - Road maps

Authors: Union Oil Company of California -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
5 maps : col. ; 44 x 66 cm. or smaller, on sheet folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title: "Copyright © 1969 the Union Oil Company of California."
Contents: San Diego and Mission Bay areas -- Santa Monica Bay area -- San Pedro and Long Beach areas -- Balboa and Newport Bay areas -- Santa Barbara areas -- Ventura areas - Morro Bay area. Locations of Union Oil dealers, launching sites, and boat service locations keyed to directory in margin.
Panel art: boat docked at 76 Union service station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4591 (PrCt)

62530 Pacific Coast (Central America) - Maps - 1500
- Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Pacific Coast (South America) - Maps - 1500 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Nautical charts - Pacific Coast (South America) - 1500 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Nautical charts [Portolan chart of the Pacific coast from Mexico to Northern Chile]. [Washington : Library of Congress, Geography and Map Division, 2010].
Authors: Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. Vellum 10
1 map ; 35 x 14 cm.
Photocopy of a manuscript chart (ca. 1500, Spanish?) in the Library of Congress; call number Vellum 10.
Accompanied by descriptive paragraph and location diagram.
map1F G4801 .P5 1500 .P6 2010 (PrCt)

62531 Pacific Coast Highway - Maps - 1930 - Pacific States - Maps - 1930 - Road maps - Road maps - Strip maps
The Pacific Highway from San Diego, Calif. to Vancouver, B. C. / compiled by Touring Bureau, Automobile Club of Southern California. Los Angeles, Calif. Automobile Club of Southern California, [1930?].
Authors: Automobile Club of Southern California -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (111 p. : maps) ; 25 x 10 cm.
Cover title: Pacific Highway
Plate no. 10M-30-6
See unpublished typescript of exhibition captions compiled by James Akerman [Vert 1713, no. 2, part 1, p. 77]
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).
Accession no. McNally 94121900NL
Road map4C G4231 .P2 1930 .A9 (PrCt)

Authors: Colnett, James, 1755?-1806 -- Combe, William, 1742-1823 -- Colnett, James, 1755?-1806. Voyage for whaling and discovery round C. Horn into the Pacific Oceans (1794) -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS 3047 map 9
1 map ; 208 x 195 mm.
Forms part of British naval officer James Colnett's 1794 manuscript Voyage for whaling and discovery round C. Horn into the Pacific Oceans (Ayer MS 3047 p. [253]), the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection and the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library).
Text compiled by William Combe from Captain Colnett's notes and published as A Voyage to the south Atlantic and round cape Horn into the Pacific Ocean ... (London : Printed for the author by W. Bennett, 1798) [folio Graff 812]; cf. Dict.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Pacific Coast (Mexico) - Maps - 1757-1757>>Pacific Coast (Calif.) - Maps - 1757-1757>>Baja California (Mexico : Peninsula) - Maps - 1757 - Coasts
Carta de la Mar del Sur, ó Mar Pacifico, entre el equador, y 39 1/2 de latitud septentrional hallada por el Almirante Jorge Anson en el galeon de Philipinas, que apresó / Joseph Gonzáilez. sculp. Mh. [Madrid : s.n., 1757].
Authors: González, Joseph, fl. 1757 -- Anson, George Anson, Baron, 1697-1762 -- Venegas, Miguel, 1680-1764. Noticia de la California, y de su conquista temporal, y espiritual hasta el tiempo presente ... (1757) -- Burriel, Andrés Marcos, 1719-1762 -- Jesuits -- Viuda de Manuel Fernandez, fl. 1757 -- Catholic Church. Supremo Consejo de la Inquisicion -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library) -- Gonzalez, Joseph, fl. 1757 SEE González, Joseph, fl. 1757 1 map : 23 x 22 cm., on sheet folded to 19 x 15 cm.
At head of title: Viaje de Ansón Lib. 3. Cap. 8. pag 305. Mapa 33.
Added title from oversize lettering: Parte de California.
Shows Pacific coast of Mexico and California between Puerta del Marques (near Acapulco, Mexico) to Punta de Las Reyes (near latter-day Fort Bragg, California). In Venegas, Miguel. Noticia de la California, y de su conquista temporal, y espiritual hasta el tiempo presente ... (Madrid : En la imprenta de la viuda de Manuel Fernandez, y del Supremo Consejo de la Inquisicion, 1757) v. 3, between p. 236-237.
The accompanying 3-volume text of 'Noticia de la California' is attributed to Andrés Marcos Burriel. Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library. Volume 1 and all maps lacking in Newberry's duplicate copy: F 941 .94
VAULT Graff 4470 v. 3, between p. 236-237 (PrCt)

Pacific Coast (North America) - Maps - 1769 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Plano de la costa del sur correjido hasta la Canal de Santa Barbara en el año 1769. [19-].
Authors: Archivo General de Indias. 104-3-3 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1769 manuscript. Includes 5 insets of bays and harbors.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto Spain AGI 104-3-3 (two copies) (PrCt)

Pacific Coast (North America) - Maps - 1769 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles>>Nautical charts - Pacific Coast (North America) - Maps - 1769 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles>>Nautical charts
Coasta de la California, 1769. [19-].
Authors: Instituto Hidrográfico de la Marina (Spain). S.H.M. Atlas Ms.I, #44 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map
Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1769 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto Spain S.H.M. Atlas, Ms.II,22 (PrCt)
Photostatic reproduction of 1769 manuscript. Shows sea routes taken by explorers. Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**MapPhoto Spain S.H.M. Atlas Ms.I, #44 (PrCt)**

62538 **Pacific Coast (North America) - Maps - 1775 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles**

*Carta reducida de las costas y mares septentrionales de California, construida bajo las observaciones y demarcaciones hechas por Don Juan Francisco de la Bodega y Quadra comandante de la Goleta, Sonora y por el piloto Don Francisco Antonio Maurelle ... [19--].*


**MapPhoto Spain AGI Carpeta de Mapas 16 (PrCt)**

62540 **Pacific Coast (North America) - Maps - 1775 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles**

*Carta reducida de las costas y mares septentrionales de California construida bajo las observaciones y demarcaciones hechas por el comandante de la expedicion el theniente de navio Don Bruno de Ezeta en el viege de los descubrimientos de dichas costas y mares que de orden del excmo. sor. virrey Don Antonio María Bucareli y Ursúa hicieron el año de 1775. [19--].*

Authors: Hezeta, Bruno de, 1751-1807 -- Bucareli y Ursúa, Antonio María, frey, 1717-1779 -- Archivo General de Indias. Carpeta de Mapas 7 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map


**MapPhoto Spain AGI Carpeta de Mapas 7 (PrCt)**

62541 **Pacific Coast (North America) - Maps - 1778 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles**

*［Map of the northwest coast of North America］ 56°-63° N.L. [19--].*

Authors: Cook, James, 1728-1779 -- Biblioteca Nacional (Spain). Min. For. Aff. -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map

Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1778 manuscript. Possibly derived from Capt. James Cook's expedition map. Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**MapPhoto Spain BN Min. For. Aff. (PrCt)**

62542 **Pacific Coast (North America) - Maps - 1779 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles**

*Carta reducida de las costas y mares septentrionales de Californias, formada hasta el grado 58 de latitud por las observaciones hechas por el theniente de navio Don Juan Francisco de la Bodega y Quadra, y el Alférez de fragata Don Francisco Antonio Maurelle ... [19--].*

Authors: Bodega y Cuadra, Juan de la, 1743-1794 -- Mourelle de la Rúa, Francisco...
Antonio, 1750-1820 -- Archivo General de Indias. Carpeta de Mapas 1 (two parts) -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map Photostatic reproduction of 1779 manuscript. Torres Lanzas, Pedro. Relación descriptiva de los mapas, planos, & de México y Florida existentes en el Archivo General de Indias (Sevilla, 1900) v. 2, 359, 37-38. Wagner, H.R. The Cartography of the northwest coast of America to the year 1800 (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1937) v. 2, 660, 344-345. Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library). MapPhoto Spain AGI Carpeta de Mapas 1 (two Parts) (PrCt) 62543 Pacific Coast (North America) - Maps - 1779 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles Manifesto maps - Facsimiles Carta reducida que comprende las costas septentrionales des las Californias ... 36 y el 61 de Latitud ... [19--]. Authors: Pantoja y Arriaga, Juan -- Instituto Hidrográfico de la Marina (Spain). S.H.M. Atlas, Ms.II, 18 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map Photostatic reproduction of 1779 manuscript. Cf. Wagner, H.R. The Cartography of the northwest coast of America to the year 1800 (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1937) no. 669. Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library). MapPhoto Spain S.H.M. Atlas, Ms.II, 18 (PrCt) 62545 Pacific Coast (North America) - Maps - 1790-1795 A Chart shewing part of the coast of N.W. America with the tracks of His Majesty’s Sloop Discovery and Armed Tender Chatham / commanded by George Vancouver Esqr. and prepared from the foregoing surveys under his immediate inspection by Lieut. Edwd. Roberts in which the continental shore has been correctly traced and determined from lat. 29°54’N. and long. 244°33’E. to Cape Douglas in lat. 58°52’N and longd. 207°20’E. during the Summers of 1792, 1793, and 1794; Warner sculp. London : J. Edwards ; G. Robinson, 1798. Authors: Vancouver, George, 1757-1798 -- Roberts, Edward, fl. 1798 -- Warner, John, fl. 1787-1810 -- Edwards, James, 1757-1816 -- Robinson, G. G. (George G.) -- Vancouver, George, 1757-1798 A Voyage of discovery to the North Pacific Ocean : and round the world ... performed in the years 1790, 1791, 1792, 1793, 1794, and 1795 (1798) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 75 x 57 cm. Scale [1:6,800,000]; (W 155°--W 115°/N 63°--N 28°) Relief shown pictorially and by hachures; depths by soundings. In atlas (issued without title page) accompanying Vancouver, George. A Voyage of discovery to the North Pacific Ocean : and round the world ... performed in the years 1790, 1791, 1792, 1793, 1794, and 1795 (London : Printed for G.G. and J. Robinson, Paternoster-row; and J. Edwards,

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Pall-mall, 1798) plate 14.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
http://www.davidrumsey.com/rumsey/Size0/D002 0/00200029.jpg
Cf. OCLC 78787580
VAULT oversize Graff 4456 plate 14 (PrCt)

A Voyage of discovery to the North Pacific Ocean : and round the world : in which the coast of north-west America has been carefully examined and accurately surveyed / undertaken by His Majesty's command, principally with a view to ascertain the existence of any navigable communication between the North Pacific and North Atlantic oceans ; and performed in the years 1790, 1791, 1792, 1793, 1794, and 1795, in the Discovery sloop of war, and armed tender Chatham, under the command of Captain George Vancouver. London : Printed for G.G. and J. Robinson, Paternoster-row; and J. Edwards, Pall-mall, 1798.
Edited by John Vancouver.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Maps also cataloged separately.
Duplicate copy: VAULT Ayer folio G420 .V22 1798
References: Phillips 197; Howes, W. U.S.iana (2nd ed.), V23; Sabin 98443; Streeter Americana. VI, 3497
LC Card Number: 01-9573
VAULT oversize Graff 4456 (NLO)

Authors: Vancouver, George, 1757-1798 -- Henry, Pierre François, 1759-1833 -- Gooch, William, 1770 or 71-1792 -- Roberts, Edward, fl. 1798 -- Tardieu, Jean-Baptiste Pierre, 1746-1816 -- Didot -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([3 p.], 18, 8 leaves of plates (some folded)) : ill., 9 maps (8 folded) ; 20 cm.
Forms v.6 of: Voyage de découvertes, à l'océan Pacifique du Nord, et autour du monde, translated from: Voyage of discovery to the North Pacific Ocean and round the world.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
References: Sabin 98442; Howes, V23
LC Card Number: 01 84675539
Baskes G1107.P3 V23 1801 (NLO)

62548 Pacific Coast (North America) - Maps - 1791-1792<<>>Northwest Coast of North America - Maps - 1791-1792<<>>Juan de Fuca, Strait of (B.C. and Wash.)<<>>British Columbia - Maps - 1791-1792 -
Atlas para el viaje de las goletas Sutil y Mexicana al reconocimiento del estrecho de Juan de Fuca en 1792, publicado en 1802. [Madrid: Imprenta Royal, 1802].

Authors: Espinosa y Tello, Josef, 1763-1815 -- Cardero, José, b. 1767 or 8 -- Cardano, José Maria -- Morata, Juan -- Martínez de Palacios, Gerónimo -- Vizcaíno, Sebastián, 1550?-1615 -- Pantoja y Arriaga, Juan -- Malaspina, Alessandro, 1754-1809 -- Expedición Malaspina (1789-1794) -- Alcalá-Galiano, Dionisio, 1760-1805 -- Valdés Flores Bazán y Peón, Cayetano, 1767-1835 -- Navarrete, Martín Fernández de, 1765-1844 -- Imprenta Real (Spain) -- Espinosa y Tello, Josef, 1763-1815.

Relacion del viaje hecho por las goletas Sutil y Mexicana en el año de 1792, para reconocer el estrecho de Fuca ... (1802) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (2 p.l., 17 pl. (part. fold. ; incl. 9 maps) ; 32 cm.

Includes maps variously credited to J.M. Cardano, J. Cardero, J. Espinosa y Tello, A. Malaspina, the Malaspina Expedition, G. Martínez de Palacios, J. Morata, J. Pantoja y Arriaga, and C. Valdés Flores Bazán y Peón. Palau 82854 dates the atlas 1802, and lists it under J. Espinosa y Tello.

Contains also 8 ill. (incl. 3 ports., 2 folded panoramic views).

Issued with accompanying text: Espinosa y Tello, Josef. Relacion del viaje hecho por las goletas Sutil y Mexicana en el año de 1792, para reconocer el estrecho de Fuca ... (Madrid: Imprenta Royal, 1802). [8] l., clxviii, 185 p. : fold. table ; 22 cm.

Text variously ascribed to Dionisio Alcalá-Galiano, Cayetano Valdés Flores Bazán y Peón, and Martín Fernández de Navarrette.

Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.

Maps also cataloged separately.

Duplicate copy (atlas and text): VAULT folio Graff 1262


http://www.davidrumsey.com/rumsey/Size0/D0008/00080051.jpg

Cf. OCLC 48426064


Phillips 1221

Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 1287

LC Card Number: z 01-15656

VAULT Ayer 114 .E7 1802 (NLO)
Phillips 1221
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 1287
LC Card Number: z 01-15656
VAULT folio Graff 1262 (NLO)

Relacion del viage hecho por las goletas Sutil y Mexicana en el año de 1792 para reconocer el estrecho de Fuca : con una introduccion en que se da noticia de las expediciones ejecutadas anteriormente por los espanoles en busca del paso del noroeste de la America / [por José Espinosa y Tello]. Madrid : J. Porrúa Turanzas, 1958.
Authors: Espinosa y Tello, Josef, 1763-1815 -- Cardero, José, b. 1767 or 8 -- Cardano, José Maria -- Morata, Juan -- Martínez de Palacios, Gerónimo -- Vizcaíno, Sebastián, 1550?-1615 -- Pantoja y Arriaga, Juan -- Malaspina, Alessandro, 1754-1809 -- Expedición Malaspina (1789-1794) -- Alcalá-Galiano, Dionisio, 1760-1805 -- Valdés Flores Bazán y Peón, Cayetano, 1767-1835 -- Navarrete, Martín Fernández de, 1765-1844 -- Imprenta Real (Spain) -- Espinosa y Tello, Josef, 1763-1815.
Atlas para el viage de las goletas Sutil y Mexicana al reconocimiento del estrecho de Juan de Fuca en 1792, publicado en 1802.---[Madrid : Imprenta Royal, 1802].

62552 Pacific Coast (North America) - Maps - 1791-1792<<<<Sutil (Ship) - Voyages, 1791-1792 - Map<<<<Mexicana (Ship) - Voyages, 1791-1792 - Maps
Carta esférica de los reconocimientos hechos en la costa N.O. de América en 1791 y 92. por las goletas Sutil y Mexicana, y otros buques de S.M. / Cardano lo grabó. [Madrid : Imprenta Royal, 1802].
Authors: Cardero, José, b. 1767 or 8 -- Cardano, José Maria -- Imprenta Real (Spain) -- Espinosa y Tello, Josef, 1763-1815.
Atlas para el viage de las goletas Sutil y Mexicana al reconocimiento del estrecho de Juan de Fuca en 1792, publicado en 1802 -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)

62551 Pacific Coast (North America) - Maps - 1791-1792<<<<Sutil (Ship) - Voyages, 1791-1792 - Map<<<<Mexicana (Ship) - Voyages, 1791-1792 - Maps
Carta esférica de los reconocimientos hechos en 1792 en la costa N.O. de América en 1791 y 92. por las goletas Sutil y Mexicana, y otros buques de S.M. / Cardano lo grabó ; Morata lo escribió. [Madrid : Imprenta Royal, 1802].
Authors: Cardero, José, b. 1767 or 8 -- Cardano, José Maria -- Morata, Juan -- Imprenta Real (Spain) -- Espinosa y Tello, Josef, 1763-1815.
Atlas para el viage de las goletas Sutil y Mexicana al reconocimiento del estrecho de Juan de Fuca en 1792, publicado en 1802 -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)

62553 Pacific Coast (North America) - Maps - 1791 -
Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Carte general de quanta asta hoy se ha descubierto, y examinado por los españoles en la costa septemtional de California ... 1791.
[19--].
Authors: Bodega y Cuadra, Juan de la, 1743-1794 -- Instituto Hidrográfico de la Marina (Spain). S.H.M. Atlas, Ms.II, 12 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1791 manuscript.
Includes notes on previous coastal explorations.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto Spain S.H.M. Atlas, Ms.II, 12 (PrCt)

62554 Pacific Coast (North America) - Maps - 1792 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Carta de las costas reconocidas al norueste de la California. [19--].
Authors: Instituto Hidrográfico de la Marina (Spain). S.H.M. Atlas, Ms.II, 19 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1792 manuscript.
 Cf. Wagner, H.R. The Cartography of the northwest coast of America to the year 1800 (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1937), no. 814
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto Spain S.H.M. Atlas, Ms.II,19 (PrCt)

62555 Pacific Coast (North America) - Maps - 1792 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Map of the Pacific coast of North and South America. [19--].
Authors: Macía, Pablo Juan de -- Archivo General de Indias. 101-7-15 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1792 manuscript.
Shows some Pacific routes.
Torres Lanzas, Pedro. Relación descriptiva de los mapas, planos, etc. de la audiencia y capitanía general de Guatemala (Guatemala, San Salvador, Honduras, Nicaragua y Costa Rica) existentes en el Archivo General de Indias (Madrid, 1903): 269,161-162
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto Spain AGI 101-7-15 (PrCt)

62556 Pacific Coast (North America) - Maps - 1798 - La Pérouse, Jean-François de Galaup, comte de, 1741-1788 - Expedition, 1785-1788 - Maps
A Chart of the north-west coast of America.
Authors: Stockdale, John, 1749?-1814 -- La Pérouse, Jean-François de Galaup, comte de, 1741-1788. The Voyage of La Pérouse round the world, in the years 1785, 1786, 1787, and 1788 ... (1798) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 18 x 10 cm.
‘Published July 20th, 1798 by J. Stockdale.’ Details route of La Pérouse’s expedition.
In La Pérouse, Jean-François de Galaup, comte de. The Voyage of La Pérouse round the world, in the years 1785, 1786, 1787, and 1788 ... (London : J. Stockdale, 1798) v. 1, between p. 104-105.
Duplicate copy: Ayer 123.L17 1798a Graff 2397 v. 1, between p. 104-105 (PrCt)

SEE Monterey (Calif.)
The Coasts of Guatemala and Mexico from Panama to Cape Mendocino, with the principal harbours in California / John Arrowsmith. London : Smith Elder & Co., 1839.
Authors: Arrowsmith, John, 1790-1873 -- Beechey, Frederick William, 1796-1856 -- Hall, John, Captain, 19th cent. -- Smith, Elder, and Co. -- Forbes, Alexander, 1778-1862. California : a history of Upper & Lower California : from their first discovery to the present time ... (1839) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 49 cm., folded to 21 x 14 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:16,000,000].
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copy: Ayer 160.5 .C15 F7 1839
Coasts

62558 Pacific Coast (North America) - Maps - 1844
Northwest Coast of North America and adjacent territories compiled from the best authorities under the direction of Robert Greenhow to accompany his Memoir on the Northwest coast published by order of the Senate of the United States / drawn by David H. Burr. [Washington, D.C. Blair and Rives, printers, 1840].
Authors: Burr, David H., 1803-1875 -- Greenhow, Robert, 1800-1854 -- Blair & Rives -- United States. Congress. Senate
1 map ; 39 x 53 cm.
Accompanies Greenhow's Memoir, historical and political, on the northwest coast of North America, and the adjacent territories, in U.S. 26th Cong., 1st sess. Senate ; Doc. 174, opp. p. 21 (Serial Set 357).
Inset: The North Pacific ocean and the adjacent coasts and islands.
Shows most of North America, from Veracruz, Mex. in the southeast to James Bay in the northeast, and from Hawaii in the southwest to the Aleutians in the northwest.
Includes "Fac-simile of a medal struck at Boston in 1787 on the occasion of the departure of the vessels Columbia and Washington for the North West Coast of America..."
Koep: 357 (26-1) S.doc. 174, map 1.
Govt. 357, doc. 174 (PrCt)

62559 Pacific Coast (North America) - Maps - 1844
Exploration du territoire de L'Orégon, des Californies et de la Mer Vermeille, exécutée pendant les années 1840, 1841 et 1842, par M. Duflot de Mofras ... ouvrage pub. par ordre du roi... Paris : A. Bertrand, 1844.
2 v. : 8 pl. (incl. fronts.) tables ; 24 cm. + oversize atlas (3 p., 26 [i.e. 27] illus. on 18 pl. (part fold.; incl. 21 maps, plans) 53 x 36 cm.
An historical and descriptive account of the Pacific coast of North America issued with oversize atlas.
Maps variously credited to C. Avril, A. Bertrand, Binetoue, M. Duflot de Mofras, J.M. Hacq, S. Jacobs, Lemercier, and Muller.
Map contents (88 x 56 cm. and smaller): Carte de la côte de l'Amérique sur l'océan Pacifique septentrional ... [detached from oversize atlas and filed as VAULT drawer Graff 1169 Atlas, map 1 (PrCt)] -- Carte de l'Océan Pacifique au nord de l'équateur -- Isthme de Tehuantepec -- Plan du port del Manzanillo -- Plan du port d'Acapulco -- Plan de Mazatlan -- Plan de San Blas -- Plan du port de Guaymas ... -- Plan de la Baie de la Paz et du port de Pichilingue -- Plan de l'embochoure du Rio Colorado ... -- Plan du port de S. Diego ... de la Californie -- Mouillage de
San Pedro -- Moulage de la mission de Sta. Bárbara -- Plan du port et de la Baie de Monte-Rey ... -- Baie de la Trinidad -- Port de San Francisco dans la haute Californie -- Entrée du port de San Francisco ... -- Carte détaillée du mouillage du Fort Ross, et du port de la Bodega ou Romanzoff ... -- Carte du Rio Columbia ... -- Port du Quadra ou de la Découverte -- Plan du Port Nutka, Cala de los Amigos -- Plan du Port Mulgave -- Plan du port de la Nouvelle Archangez dans l'île de Sitka ... -- Vue de la mission de Saint Louis Roi de France dans la Nouvelle Californie -- Plan géométrique de la mission de Saint Louis Roi de France.


In printed paper wrappers.

Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.

Duplicate copy: VAULT oversize Ayer 160.5 .O6 D7 1844

Phillips 1457.

LC Card Number: rc 98-344

VAULT oversize Graff 1169 (NLO)

62561 Pacific Coast (North America) - Maps - 1847 - Ecclesiastical geography

Carte de la province ecclésiastique de l'Orégon.


Removed from Notice sur le territoire et sur la mission de l'Orégon : suivie de Quelques lettres des Soeurs de Notre-Dame établies à Saint Paul du Wallamette (Bruxelles [Brussels] : Bureau de publication de la Bibliothèque d'Éducation, 1847), where it was laid in.

The 'Notice' (p. [7]-65) is printed in abridged form in P.J. de Smet's Missions de l'Orégon (Ghent, 1848), where it is stated to be 'tirée de l'Almanach catholique des États-Unis.'

Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.

Map filed in Vault Graff Broadside Box 1; book shelved in the 3rd floor Graff stacks (June 2007).

VAULT Graff 3044 [map] (PrCt)

62562 Pacific Coast (North America) - Maps - 1852 - Nautical charts


Contents: Introduction -- Charts (Unbound) -- Hydrographic notes.

Includes English translation of accompanying text; Hydrographic notes accompanying the atlas of the northwest coasts of America, the Aleutian Islands and several other places in the North Pacific Ocean / by Captain of 1st Rank Teben'kov. St. Petersburg, 1852: p. 1-109.

Title of original text: Gidrograticheskia zamiechania k Atlas sieverozapadnykh beregov Ameriki (St. Petersburg, 1852).

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
For Newberry copy of the original atlas (lacking accompanying Cyrillic text) see VAULT oversize Graft 5016. Cf. Phillips 1229. LC Card Number: 82-141752 ISBN 0919642551 (pbk.)

62563 **Pacific Coast (North America) - Maps - 1852**

- Nautical charts
- Alaska - Maps - 1852
- Nautical charts - Pacific Coast (Russia) - Maps - 1852
- Nautical charts - Pacific Coast (North America) - 1852
- Nautical charts - Alaska - 1852
- Nautical charts - Pacific Coast (Russia) - 1852
- North Pacific Ocean - Maps - 1852
- Nautical charts - North Pacific Ocean - Maps - 1852
- Teben'kov, Mikhail Dmitrievich, d. 1872. Atlas sieverozapadnykh beregov Ameriki (1852)
- Nautical charts

Atlas of the northwest coasts of America : from Bering Strait to Cape Corrientes and the Aleutian Islands with several sheets on the northeast coast of Asia / compiled by M.D. Teben'kov and published in 1852, with Hydrographic notes ; translated and edited by R.A. Pierce. Kingston, Ont. Limestone Press, 1981. 39 maps ; on 20 sheets each 44 x 57 cm. + index map + text (xvi, 109 p.; 27 cm.)

Facsimile of Teben'kov, Mikhail Dmitrievich. Atlas sieverozapadnykh beregov Ameriki (St. Petersburg, 1852).

Title from accompanying text, in case. Includes English translation of accompanying text: Hydrographic notes accompanying the atlas of the northwest coasts of America, the Aleutian Islands and several other places in the North Pacific Ocean / by Captain of 1st Rank Teben'kov. St. Petersburg, 1852: p. 1-109.

Title of original text: Gidrograficheskiia zamiechaniia k atlasu sieverozapadnykh beregov Ameriki. Twenty 'individual sheets, slightly reduced, printed back to back, folded in a durable container, accompanied by the Hydrographic Notes'--P. xiv.

Contents: Introduction -- Charts (Unbound) -- Hydrographic notes.

Series statements: Alaska history ; no. 21 -- Maps of Russian America ; 1.

Scales differ.

Includes glossary.

Reproduced from a copy in the Bancroft Library, University of California, Berkeley; and prints made from negatives supplied by the Alaska Historical Library, Juneau.

Text separately shelved as Ayer folio G1106.P5 T4 1981

For Newberry copy of the original atlas (lacking accompanying Cyrillic text) see VAULT oversize Graft 5016. Cf. Phillips 1229. LC Card Number: 82-141752 ISBN 0919642551 (pbk.)

62564 **Pacific Coast (North America) - Maps - 1852**

- Nautical charts
- Alaska - Maps - 1852
- Nautical charts - Pacific Coast (Russia) - Maps - 1852
- Nautical charts - Pacific Coast (North America) - 1852
- Nautical charts - Alaska - 1852
- Nautical charts - Pacific Coast (Russia) - 1852
- North Pacific Ocean - Maps - 1852
- Nautical charts - North Pacific Ocean - Maps - 1852
- Nautical charts - Bering Strait to Cape Corrientes and the Aleutian Islands with several sheets on the northeast coast of Asia / compiled by M.D. Teben'kov and published in 1852, with Hydrographic notes ; translated and edited by R.A. Pierce. Kingston, Ont. Limestone Press, 1981. 39 maps ; on 20 sheets each 44 x 57 cm. + index map + text (xvi, 109 p.; 27 cm.)

Facsimile of Teben'kov, Mikhail Dmitrievich. Atlas sieverozapadnykh beregov Ameriki (1852) -- Nautical charts

Atlas sieverozapadnykh beregov Ameriki ot Beringova proliva do mysya Korinteses i ostrovoev Aleutskikh s prisovokupleniem niektorých miest sieverovostochnago berega Azii / sostavil kapitan 1-go ranga Tebienkov. [Saint Petersburg, Russia : s.n.], 1852. Authors: Teben'kov, Mikhail Dmitrievich, d. 1872. Atlas sieverozapadnykh beregov Ameriki (St. Petersburg, 1852).

Lacking accompanying text: Gidrograficheskiiia zamiechaniia k atlasu sieverozapadnykh beregov Ameriki, ostrovoev Aleutskikh i niektorých druhikh miest Sievernago Tikhago okeana. Kapitana I ranga Tebienkov.


Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of
Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Howes, T 83
Wickersham, 5921
Phillips, Alaska, p. 47
Streeter Sale VI, 3523
VAULT oversize Graff 5016 (NLO)

62565 Pacific Coast (North America) - Maps - 1930-1939 - Pictorial maps - Pacific Coast (North America) - 1930-1939 - West (U.S.) - Maps - 1930-1939 - Road maps - Road maps - Pictorial maps
[Pictorial map of the U.S. Pacific coast]. [S.l. s.n., 193-?].
Authors: Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map ; 26 x 15 cm.
Anonymous and untitled map without imprint.
Closely trimmed on all sides.
Inset (8 x 6 cm.): [Road map of the western U.S.]
Previously bound with a collection of pictorial maps in binders labeled "Points of Interest."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 190.18 (PrCt)

62566 Pacific Coast (South America) - Maps - 1789-1794 - Nautical charts - Pacific Coast (South America) - 1789-1794 - Pacific Ocean - Maps - 1789-1794 - Nautical charts - Pacific Ocean - 1789-1794 - Malaspina, Alessandro, 1754-1809 - Nautical charts
Authors: Malaspina, Alessandro, 1754-1809 -- Expedición Malaspina (1789-1794) -- Hakluyt Society -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library).
2 v. : 50 maps ; 254 x 182 mm.
V1,IIIII:8(M25);V2,2003,IIII:11(M25)
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

62567 Pacific Coast (South America) - Maps - 1789-1794 - Nautical charts - Pacific Coast (South America) - 1789-1794 - Pacific Ocean - Maps - 1789-1794 - Nautical charts - Pacific Ocean - 1789-1794 - Malaspina, Alessandro, 1754-1809 - Nautical charts
1 v. : 14 maps ; 253 x 184 mm.

62568 Pacific Coast (U.S.) - Maps - 1741-1794 - Explorations - Pacific Coast (B.C.) - Maps - 1741-1794 - Explorations - Northwest Coast of North America - Maps - 1741-1794 - Explorations
Authors: Beals, H. K. (Herbert Kyle), 1934 -- Allan Cartography (Firm) -- Pike's Peak Lithographing Company -- Oregon Historical Society.
1 map : col. ; 107 x 52 cm. on sheet 112 x 89 cm. + text (1 leaf ; 49 x 64 cm.).
Scale 1:35,000,000. Transverse Mercator projection.
Shows the routes of ten exploring expeditions conducted in the eighteenth century; briefly discussed in accompanying text.
With 15 inset maps: 5 maps show extent of geographical knowledge from 1542 through 1794, 10 maps show individual routes of eighteenth century expeditions.
Shows Pacific coast of North America from the Alaskan Peninsula to southern California.
91052403PL map6F G3351.S12 1990 B4 (NLO)

Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 atlas (14 p. : col. maps) ; 23 x 20 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Cover title.
Maps of the coast include vignettes of scenic features and points of interest along main routes.
Cover art: Standard Oil station and highway sign. Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received Aug 1 1938 Rand McNally & Co. ..."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 168.77 (PrCt)

62570 Pacific Coast (U.S.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps - United States Highway 97 - Maps -
1938 - United States Highway 99 - Maps -
1938 - United States Highway 101 - Maps -
1938 - Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- H.M. Gousha Co., 1938.
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (14 p.) : 7 col. maps ; 23 x 21 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Standard Oil gas station and slogan "at your service from Canada to Mexico, Standard Stations Inc., Standard Oil Dealers."
Includes United States road map at front, followed by 6 maps covering routes between Vancouver B.C. and the California-Mexico border.
Includes Standard Oil Company of California customer survey on business reply postcard (laid in).
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3285 (PrCt)

62571 Pacific Coast (U.S.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
United States Highway 97 - Maps -
United States Highway 99 - Maps -
United States Highway 101 - Maps -
Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (14 p.) : 7 col. maps ; 23 x 21 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Standard Oil gas station and slogan "at your service from Canada to Mexico, Standard Stations Inc., Standard Oil Dealers."
Includes United States road map at front, followed by 6 maps covering routes between Vancouver B.C. and the California-Mexico border.
Includes Standard Oil Company of California customer survey on business reply postcard (laid in).
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3285 (PrCt)

62573 Pacific Coast (U.S.) - Maps - 1967 - Nautical charts
Nautical charts - Pacific Coast
Authors: Mobil Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
5 maps : col. ; folded to 23 x 12 cm.
Collective title supplied by cataloger.
All panel titles begin: Boating guide ...
All sheets "Copyright © 1964 by Rand McNally & Co."
"Union Oil Company of California" -- At bottom of all title panels.
Includes maps covering the Hawaiian Islands, Los Angeles, Long Beach, Newport Beach, Puget Sound, San Diego, and San Francisco bay.
Panel art: 76 Union logo on compass rose.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4504-4508 (PrCt)

62572 Pacific Coast (U.S.) - Maps - 1965 - Nautical charts
Nautical charts - Pacific Coast
Hawaii - Maps -
1965 - Nautical charts - Hawaii -
1965 - Los Angeles (Calif.) - Maps -
Nautical charts - Los Angeles (Calif.) -
1965 - Long Beach (Calif.) -
1965 - Nautical charts - Long Beach (Calif.) -
1965 - Newport Beach (Calif.) -
1965 - Nautical charts - Newport Beach (Calif.) -
1965 - Puget Sound Region (Wash.) - Maps -
1965 - Nautical charts - Puget Sound Region (Wash.) -
1965 - San Diego Region (Calif.) - Maps -
1965 - Nautical charts - San Diego Region (Calif.) -
1965 - San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps -
1965 - Nautical charts - San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) -
Nautical charts
Authors: Union Oil Company of California -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
5 maps : col. ; folded to 23 x 12 cm.
Collective title supplied by cataloger.
All panel titles begin: Boating guide ...
All sheets "Copyright © 1964 by Rand McNally & Co."
"Union Oil Company of California" -- At bottom of all title panels.
Includes maps covering the Hawaiian Islands, Los Angeles, Long Beach, Newport Beach, Puget Sound, San Diego, and San Francisco bay.
Panel art: 76 Union logo on compass rose.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3286 (PrCt)
San Pedro and Anaheim Bays -- San Diego Bay, Mission Bay. Includes pictorial vignettes of lighthouses, lightships and other aids to navigation. Panel art: Illustration of a wooden eagle on a ship's prow; Mobil logo. Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN Clients 4076 (PrCt)

62574 Pacific Islands - Maps - 1798

*Le Isole della società e di Noel delineate sulle ultime osservazioni del Capitan Cook*. Rome: Calcolafia camerale, 1798 [i.e. 1801].

Authors: Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824 -- Cook, James, 1728-1779 -- Calcolafia camerale (Rome, Italy) -- Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824. Nuovo atlanlte geografico universale delineate sulle ultime osservazioni (1792-1801) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 43 cm.

In: Cassini, Giovanni Maria. Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineate sulle ultime osservazioni (Rome : Presso la Calcogr. camerale, 1792-1801) v. 3 pl. 37.

Map dated 1798.

Insets: Isola di Noel, 11 x 11 cm. oversize Ayer 135.C33 1792 v. 3 pl. 37 (PrCt)

62575 Pacific Ocean - Discovery and Exploration - 1790-1795


Authors: Stanley, William A. -- International Conference on the History of Cartography (8th : 1979 : Berlin)


Paper prepared for Int. Conf. on Hist. of Cartog. (8th), Berlin, 1979.

Vert 1806 (PrCt)

62576 Pacific Ocean - Discovery and Exploration, French

*Nautical charts, French

French contributions to the discovery of the Pacific [and commentaries].* 1981.

Authors: Taillemite, Etienne -- Watt, James -- Morzer Bruyns, W.F.J., 1913-


BHC 1405

Vert 994 (PrCt)

62577 Pacific Ocean - Explorations - Exhibitions - 1768-1842

*Exhibition on Pacific basin exploration opens.* Authors: Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division


Vert 2038 (PrCt)

---

62578 Pacific Ocean - Maps - 1525 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

*Manuscript maps - Facsimiles Tab. moderna alterius hemisphaerii / [attributed to Lorenz Fries].* [S.l. s.n., 2012].

Authors: Fries, Lorenz, ca. 1490-1531 -- Muller, Frederik, active 1972-. Tabula moderna alterius hemisphaerii : the oldest surviving map of the Pacific? (2012)

1 map ; 35 x 48 cm.

Facsimile of previously unrecorded manuscript map of the Pacific Ocean, acquired by bookseller Frederik Muller in 2009. Attributed by Muller to be an unsigned manuscript compiled, but not published, by Lorenz Fries for Johann Huttich's edition of Ptolemy's Geographia (Strasbourg : J. Grüninger and A. Koberger, 1525).

Text on verso: Tab. mo. alterivs hemisphaerii ...


Issued folded to 21 x 30 cm. Duplicate copy of map laid in the journal.

map4F G9230 1525 .F7 2012 (PrCt)

62579 Pacific Ocean - Maps - 1589-1588

*America - Maps - 1589-1588*. Magellan, Ferdinand, d. 1521

*Maris Pacifici, (quod vulgò Mar del Zur) cum regionibus circumiacentibus, insulisque in eodem passim sparsis, novissima descriptio. [London : John Norton]. 1589 [i.e. 1606].


1 map ; 35 x 47 cm.

Includes dedication to "Nicolao Roccxio" in cartouche at lower left.

Includes notes on Magellan's 1519-1522 circumnavigation of the Earth and illustration of his ship Victoria. Printed no. 6 and English letterpress text on verso beginning: The peaceable or the south sea, called by the Spaniards Mar Del Svr. This sea albeit unkownen ... .

In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatrum orbis terrarum ... (London : J. Norton, 1606), [plate 6].

Digital image of a duplicate or variant edition available on Marcel P.R. van den Broecke's Cartographica Neerlandica website (accessed May 2012):


---

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Vault Oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1606, [plate 6] (PrCt)

62580 Pacific Ocean - Maps - 1700-1799 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
[Map of the Pacific Ocean bounded by Kamchatka, the northern Pacific coast, and sailing routes from Acapulco to Manila]. [19--.].
Authors: Archivo General de Indias. 107-1-17 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 18th-century manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France ASH 173-2 (PrCt)

Magnam Mare del Zur cum Insula California = De Grote Zuyd-Zee en 't Eylantd California. [Amsterdam] : Gedruckt 'tAmsterdam by L. Renard, [1715].
Authors: Renard, Louis -- Renard, Louis. Atlas de la navigation et du commerce qui se fait dans toutes les parties du monde ... (1715) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 50 x 56 cm.
In: Renard, Louis. Atlas de la navigation et du commerce qui se fait dans toutes les parties du monde ... (Amsterdam : Chez Louis Renard, 1715), "Fol. 22."
Scale [ca. 1:22,000,000].
Shows California as an island.
References: McLaughlin, Mapping of California as an island, no. 188; Koeman IV, Ren1 (22) [state 1].
Oversize Ayer 135 .R3 1715 no. 22 (PrCt)

Authors: Bougainville, Louis-Antoine de, comte, 1729-1811 -- Dunmore, J. -- Hakluyt Society -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 6 maps ; 253 x 180 mm.
tr&ed:JohnDunmore;SeriesIII,V9
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

62586 Pacific Ocean - Maps - 1772-1779 - Cook, James, 1728-1779 - Travel - Maps - Hearne, Samuel, 1740-1792 - Travel - Maps
A Map of the discoveries made by Capt. Cook & Clerke in the years 1778 & 1779...also Mr. Hearm's discoveries...in 1772. Philadelphia : M. Carey, 1796.
Authors: Scott, J. T. (Joseph T.) -- Guthrie, William, 1708-1770 -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839. Carey's General atlas ... (1796) - Carey, Mathew. Carey's General atlas ... (Philadelphia : M. Carey, 1796) pl. 44 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Cabinet du règne de Louis XVI, 1788. 44v. ; 26 cm.

[Map showing the Pacific Ocean routes of the merchant ship Rattler between the coasts of Peru and Mexico]. 1794.

Authors: Colnett, James, 1755-1806 -- Combe, William, 1742-1823 -- Colnett, James, 1755?-1806. Voyage for whaling and discovery round C. Horn into the Pacific Oceans (1794) -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS 3047 map 6 1 ms. map : 208 x 195 mm.


Scale [ca. 1:22,000,000].

Prime meridian: Greenwich.

Pen-and-ink and wash (gray).

For printed edition of Colnett's text and maps (published 1798), see folio Graff 812. Ayer ms map proj 97

VAULT Ayer MS 3047 map 6 (NLO)
discovering the coast of North America showing Nootka Sound, comprising likewise the Pelew and other new discovered islands situated in the Pacific Ocean / engrav'd by J. Lodge, Jrn., Islington. [London : s.n., 1793?]. Authors: Lodge, John, fl. 1785-1823 -- Bankes, Thomas, b. 1744. A New and authentic system of universal geography, antient and modern : including all the late important discoveries made by the English ... [1793?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 41 x 33 cm. Scale [ca. 1:45,000,000 at equator]. In: Bankes, Thomas. A New and authentic system of universal geography, antient and modern : including all the late important discoveries made by the English ... (London : Printed for C. Cooke ... [et al., 1793?]), between p. [4-5]. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library. Digital version of another copy available on National Library of Australia website (accessed September 2011): http://nla.gov.au/nla.map-i870


62592 Pacific Ocean - Maps - 1793<<>>Oceania - Maps - 1793<<>>Islands of the Pacific - Maps - 1793<<>>Clerke, Charles, 1741-1779<<>>Gore, John, d. 1790<<>>Atlasses, British - 1793 A Voyage to the Pacific Ocean : undertaken by command of His Majesty, for making discoveries in the Northern Hemisphere : performed under the direction of Captains Cook, Clerke, and Gore : in the years 1776, 1777, 1778, 1779, and 1780 : being a copious, comprehensive, and satisfactory abridgement of the voyage / written by Captain James Cooke ... and Captain James King ... ; illustrated with cuts. London : Printed for Champante and Whitrow ... and M. Watson ..., 1793. Authors: Cook, James, 1728-1779 -- King, James, 1750-1784 -- Champante and Whitrow -- Watson, M. -- Presbyterian Theological Seminary, Chicago -- Lane Theological Seminary -- McCormick Theological Seminary -- McCormick Theological Seminary Collection (Newberry Library) 4 v. : front. (port.), ill., maps ; 22 cm. Half t.p.: Cook's voyage to the Pacific Ocean. Originally published in 1784. Includes index (Vol. 4) Bookplate: Lane Seminary Library. Bookplate: Library of Lane Seminary Affiliated with The Presbyterian Theological Seminary, Chicago. Forms part of the McCormick Theological Seminary Collection at the Newberry Library. References: BM v. 43, Column 511 G420.C66 1793 (NLO)


62595 Pacific Ocean - Maps - 1798<<>>Atlasses, British - 1798 The Voyage of La Pérouse round the world, in the years 1785, 1786, 1787, and 1788, with the nautical tables. Arranged by M. L. A. Milet Mureau ... To which is prefixed, narrative of an interesting voyage from Manila to St. Blaise. And annexed, travels over the continent, with the dispatches of La Pérouse in 1787 and 1788, by...
3 v. : front. (port.), plates (part fold.), fold. maps, tables ; 22 cm.
Includes maps and views variously credited to J. Allen, Bernizet, J. Dadley, J.B.B. de Lesseps, F.A. Mourelle de la Rúa, Neele, the ship Princessa, and Sansom.
Maps and selected views separately cataloged in duplicate copy: Graff 2397
LC Card Number: a 22-649
Ayer 123 .L17 1798a

62597 Pacific Ocean - Maps - 1798<<>>Atlases, British - 1798

The Voyage of La Pérouse round the world, in the years 1785, 1786, 1787, and 1788, with the nautical tables. Arranged by M. L. A. Milet Mureau ... To which is prefixed, narrative of an interesting voyage from Manila to St. Blaise. And annexed, travels over the continent, with the dispatches of La Pérouse in 1787 and 1788, by M. de Lesseps. Tr. from the French. Illustrated with fifty-one plates. London: Printed for J. Stockdale, 1798.
2 v. : fronts. (v. 1, port.) plates, maps (3 fold.) ; 22 cm.
Includes maps and views variously credited to J. Allen, Bernizet, J. Dadley, J.B.B. de Lesseps, F.A. Mourelle de la Rúa, Neele, the ship Princessa, and Sansom.
Maps and selected views also cataloged separately.
Duplicate copy: Ayer 123 .L17 1798a
LC Card Number: a 22-649
Graff 2397 (NLO)

62600 Pacific Ocean - Maps - 1798<<>>Atlases, French - 1798

Authors: La Pérouse, Jean-François de Galaup, comte de, 1741-1788 -- Millet-Mureau, L. A. (Louis Antoine), 1756-1825 -- Stockdale, John, 1749?-1814 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
2 v. : 12 maps ; 215 x 143 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
LC Card Number: a 22-649
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

62601 Pacific Ocean - Maps - 1798<<>>Atlases, British - 1798

In the years 1785, 1786, 1787 and 1788, pub. conformably to the decree of the Natinal Assembly ... and ed. by M.L.A. Milet-Mureau ... Tr. from the French. London: J. Johnson, 1798.
3 v. : front. (port.), plates (part fold.), fold. maps, tables ; 22 cm.
Bookplate of Edwin Stanton Fickes.
Ayer 123 .L17 1798b (NLO)

62598 Pacific Ocean - Maps - 1798<<>>Atlases, British - 1798

Authors: La Pérouse, Jean-François de Galaup, comte de, 1741-1788 -- Neele -- Robinson -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 30 maps ; 425 x 385 mm.
Engravings by Neele.
Phillips 693
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)
Authors: Brué, Adrien Hubert, 1786-1832 -- Desray, Jacques -- Goujon, Jean, fl. ca. 1793-1826 -- Brué, Adrien Hubert, 1786-1832.
Grand atlas universel, ou collection de cartes encyprotypes, générales et détaillées des cinq parties du monde ... (1816) -- Charles X, King of France, 1757-1836
1 map : hand col. ; 94 x 144 cm. on 4 sheets
Title from top left sheet.
In: Brué, Adrien Hubert. Grand atlas universel, ou collection de cartes encyprotypes, générales et détaillées des cinq parties du monde ... (Paris : Chez Desray, 1816), plates [22-25].
Case oversize G1019 .B866 1816, plates [22-25] (PrCt)

62605 Pacific Ocean - Maps - 1817<<>>Atlases, French - 1817<<>>La Pérouse, Jean-François de Galaup, comte de, 1741-1788
Authors: Labillardiere, J. J. H. de -- Dabo -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ; 52 cm.
Ayer 123 .L17 L11 1817 (NLO)

62606 Pacific Ocean - Maps - 1823
Authors: Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Hall, Sidney -- Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823. A New general atlas constructed from the latest authorities ... (1823) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 20 x 24 cm.
In: Arrowsmith, Aaron. A New and elegant general atlas comprising all the new discoveries, to the present time ... (Philadelphia [etc.] : J. Conrad & Co., 1823) pl. 32.
Ayer 135 .A65 1804 pl. 32 (PrCt)

62607 Pacific Ocean - Maps - 1825
Authors: Morse, Sidney E. (Sidney Edwards), 1794-1871 -- N. & S.S. Jocelyn (Firm) -- Morse, Sidney E. (Sidney Edwards), 1794-1871. A New universal atlas of the world, on an approved plan ... (1825)
1 map : hand col. ; 19 x 24 cm.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

H.S. Tanner'
Ayer 135 .R29 plate [32] (PrCt)


Voyage autour du monde : exécuté par ordre du roi, sur la corvette de Sa Majesté, la Coquille, pendant les années 1822, 1823, 1824 et 1825. Hydrographie, Atlas / sous le ministère de S.E.M. le marquis de Clermont-Tonnerre, et publié sous les auspices de ... M. le cte. de Chabrol ... par L.I. Duperrey ... commandant de l'expédition. Paris : Arthus Bertrand, libraire-éditeur, rue Hautefeuille, no. 23, 1827 [i.e. 1828?].

Map no. 33 dated 1828.
Maps by various hydrographers, including Bérard, de Blois, de Blosseville, Gyrvy, and Lottin.
Maps engraved by Ambroise Tardieu, Hacq, and Arnoul.
Title page engraved by Abel Malo.
Relief shown by shading and hachures.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G2861.P5 D87 1827 (NLO)


1 map ; hand col. ; 20 x 28 cm.
'Entered according to act of Congress, in the year 1831, by William C. Woodbridge, in ... Connecticut.'
In: Woodbridge, William C. Modern atlas, on a new plan ... (Hartford, Conn. : Oliver D. Cooke & Co., 1833) map [10].
Case folio G 10 .978 map [10] (PrCt)


1 map ; hand col. ; 20 x 27 cm.
'Entered according to act of Congress, in the year 1831, by William C. Woodbridge, in ... Connecticut.'
Inset (17 x 12 cm.): Enlarged map of New Granada, Peru & Upper Peru.
Case folio G 10 .979 map [12] (PrCt)

Authors: Arrowsmith, John, 1790-1873 -- Arrowsmith, John, 1790-1873. The London atlas of universal geography ... [1837] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; hand col. ; 50 x 60 cm.
Engraved no. "38" at lower right.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
62613 Pacific Ocean - Maps - 1837 - Nautical charts

62614 Pacific Ocean - Maps - 1840 - Islands of the Pacific - Maps - 1840 - Polynesia - Maps - 1840

62615 Pacific Ocean - Maps - 1841

62616 Pacific Ocean - Maps - 1843 - Islands of the Pacific - Maps - 1843 - Polynesia - Maps - 1843

62617 Pacific Ocean - Maps - 1846 - Oceania - Maps - 1846

62618 Pacific Ocean - Maps - 1851

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
62619  
**Pacific Ocean - Maps - 1872**

*Oceania - Maps - 1872*
*Islands of the Pacific - Maps - 1872*

*Oceania, or the islands in the Pacific Ocean, on Mercator's projection, comprising Polynesia, Malaysia and Australasia, compiled from the British Admiralty charts, the surveys of the U. States Exploring Expedition and Lieut. Raper's table of maritime positions / by J. Hugh Johnson, F.R.G.S. ; engraved by A. Fullarton & Co.*


The Royal illustrated atlas of modern geography [1872?]  
1 map : col. ; 41 x 50 cm.


Printed plate no. "LXXI" in upper corners and A. Fullarton and Co., [1872?], plate [71].

**Case oversize G1019 .A38 1872, plate [71]**

(Pr Ct)

62620  
**Pacific Ocean - Maps - 1875**

*La Pérouse, Jean-François de Galaup, comte de, 1741-1788*


xix, 161 p. illus., map., port. 26 cm.

Translated from the fourteenth edition of the F. Valentin abridgment, Tours, 1875,' of Voyage de Lapérouse autour du monde.

Uniform title: Voyage de Lapérouse autour du monde. English

Includes bibliographical references.

LC Card Number: 68013887

ISBN 087022445X

**Ayer 5A 11 (NLO)**

62621  
**Pacific Ocean - Maps - 1885**

*Oceania - Maps - 1885*
*Islands of the Pacific - Maps - 1885*

*Oceania and Pacific Ocean from Admiralty surveys / by J. Bartholomew, F.R.G.S.*

Edinburgh : A. & C. Black, [1885].

Authors: Bartholomew, John, 1831-1893 -- Great Britain. Admiralty -- Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- Adam and Charles Black (Firm). Black's general atlas of the world ... (1885)

1 map : col. ; 40 x 54 cm.

In: Adam and Charles Black. Black's general atlas of the world : embracing the latest discoveries, new boundaries, and other changes, accompanied by introductory letterpress and index (Edinburgh : Adam and Charles Black, 1885), plate 54.

**oversize G1019 .B63 1885, plate 54 (Pr Ct)**

62622  
**Pacific Ocean - Maps - 1894**


1 map : col. ; 55 x 63 cm., folded to 22 x 13 cm.  
"Hydrographic Office. U.S. Navy"--Printed seal at head of title (8 mm in diameter).

"Reproduced with the consent of the Navy Department."

Shows the strategic importance of the Hawaiian Islands in relation to South Pacific island territories claimed by England, France, and Germany, illustrated with great circle routes connecting Japan and southeastern Asia to Nicaragua, and eastern Australia and New Zealand to Washington State.

Also shows the Americas, most of Australia, and parts of Asia and Greenland.

Scale approximately 1:37,200,000.

Coordinates: (E 120°--W 30°/N 73°--S 60°).

Scale estimated along the equator.

Relief shown by hachures and spot heights. Prime meridian: Greenwich.

Mercator projection.

Oversize "1" stamped on verso.
In: United States. Congress. Senate. Committee on Foreign Relations. Report of the Committee on foreign relations, United States Senate, with accompanying testimony and executive documents transmitted to Congress from January 1, 1893, to March 10, 1894 ... (Washington : Government Printing Office, 1894), volume 1, [map 1 of 9].

Also issued in U.S. Serial Set, 53rd Congress, 2nd session, 1893-1894, Senate Report 227 (Serial Set 3180) [Newberry copy shelved as Govt. 3180].

Also available online via Baylor University's Texas Collection website:
http://contentdm.baylor.edu/cdm/ref/collection/tx-maps/id/60

Ayer 1720 .US 1894, v. 1, [map 1 of 9] (NLO)


*The Pacific Ocean.* London : Edward Stanford Ltd., [192-?]. Authors: Edward Stanford Ltd.
1 map : col. ; 49 x 64 cm.
Scale 1:37,566,325.
Projection: Mollweide’s homolographic (equal area) proj.
Relief and depths shown by gradient tints.
Shows 'International boundaries ... mandates ... wireless ... British consular stations,' etc.
Shows areas where mandates were conferred and political divisions.
Series: London atlas series
map G 1016 .84 (NLO)

62626 Pacific Ocean - Maps - 1942<<>Islands of the Pacific - Maps - 1942<<>South Pacific Ocean - Maps - 1942<<>Oceania - Maps - 1942<<>World War, 1939-1945 - Maps

*Captain Bryan's Pacific war atlas : containing 75 detailed maps of Pacific areas and of the world, also complete index of 5000 place names / by Edwin H. Bryan, Jr.* Honolulu : Tongg Pub. Co., 1942.
1 atlas ([40] p.) : 22 maps (some col.) ; 31 cm.
Cover title.
"Twenty-five pages of maps are presented of regions which are, or may appear, in the war news"--Preface, p. [1].
Map of the Pacific area on cover.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 10188
LC Card Number: map43000052
Baskes folio G2860 .B7 1942 (NLO)

62627 Pacific Ocean - Maps - 1943<<>Islands of the Pacific - Maps - 1943<<>Map projection - Sanson-Flamsteed equal area - 1943<<>Sanson-Flamsteed equal area projection (Cartography)<<>Wall maps

Authors: A.J. Nystrom and Company -- Western

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Shade Cloth Co. (Chicago, Ill.) -- William Volker & Company -- Southern Illinois University at Carbondale -- Volker (William) & Co. SEE William Volker & Company
1 map : col., mounted cloth and wooden rollers ; 101 x 153 cm.
"Equatorial scale, 1:14,572,000 or 230 miles to the inch."
"Sanson-Flamsteed equal area projection."
Shipping routes and distances shown in red; includes table of flying distances in miles.
"Map no. PO 21."
Plate no. 9676543
Spring-loaded roller at top includes label of "Western Shade Cloth Co., Chicago and branches" and "Wm. Volker & Company, Kansas City and branches". Lightly marked by hand with blackboard chalk.
Gift of Southern Illinois University, 2011.
map4C G9231 1943 .N9 (PrCt)

Hammond's war map : including individual maps of the Pacific Ocean, Japan, Hawaii, the world, Philippines, East Indies, French Indo China, Burma, Thailand, British Malaya : including air distances. [New York : C.S. Hammond & Co., ca. 1943?]. Authors: C.S. Hammond & Company -- Perret, fl. ca. 1943
7 maps : back to back, col. ; 48 x 65 cm. and smaller, on sheet 52 x 69 cm. fold. to 26 x 18 cm. Panel title.
Maps "Copyright by C.S. Hammond & Co., N.Y."
Contents: The Pacific Ocean -- Commonwealth of the Philippines -- East India Islands -- Hawaii -- Burma, Thailand, French Indo-China and British Malaya -- Japan -- The world.
Does not show military sites or troop movements.
Panel art: Artillery guns firing, military planes flying; signed "Perret."
Scales vary.
map4C G9231 .S7 1945 .H3 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 44 cm. Panel title.
Added title: Rand McNally map of the Western Pacific.
Dated "10-'44" at bottom right.
Includes notes about Pacific battles
Continuation inset (14 x 8 cm.): Map of Burma.
Maps on verso (28 x 43 cm. and smaller): Rand McNally popular map of Europe -- Outline map of Japan -- Taiwan (Formosa) and Ryukyu Islands -- Hokkaido (Yezo) and Chishima (Kuril Is.) -- Rand McNally popular map of Japan -- Rand McNally map of Philippine Islands.
Panel art: Airplanes bombing islands.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 191.8 (PrCt)

Canadian Pacific : trans-Pacific air routes. [Montréal? Canadian Pacific Railway Company?, 1949?]. Authors: Canadian Pacific Railway Company 1 map : col. ; 15 x 23 cm. Shows routes from San Francisco to Sydney and from Hong Kong to San Francisco; drawn on the background of the Earth's horizon.
Roughly bounded by Hong Kong, Vancouver, Sydney and the Canton Island.
5A 7267 (1948 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

1 map : col. ; 43 x 58 cm.
Table in right margin: Information and reservations.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN map4F G9231.P62 1966 P3 (PrCt)

1 map : col. ; 43 x 59 cm.
Shows distance in miles between many Pacific destinations.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
62633 Pacific Ocean - Maps - Exhibitions - Catalogs - 1783-1899
United States scientific geographical exploration of the Pacific basin 1783-1899. 1961.
Authors: Friis, Herman Ralph, 1905-1989 -- United States. National Archives and Records Administration
Exhibit prepared for the Tenth Pacific Science Congress, Honolulu, Aug. 21-Sept. 6, 1961.
BHC 1327
Vert 934 (PrCt)

62634 Pacific Ocean - Maps - Exhibitions->Princeton University. Library. Department of Rare Books and Special Collections - Exhibitions
Strait through : Magellan to Cook and the Pacific : an illustrated history / by John Delaney.
Authors: Delaney, John M. (John Macklin) -- Princeton University. Library. Department of Rare Books and Special Collections
Companion volume to exhibition of historic maps and rare books held in main gallery of Firestone Library, 19 July 2010 through 3 January 2011.
"High resolution images of the maps shown here can be found in the online catalog of the Princeton University Library."--T.p. verso.
"European exploration of the Pacific Ocean : from Magellan to Cook": table on folded leaf at end.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 201-205).
folio G477 .D35 2010 (NLO)

62635 Pacific Ocean - Ocean Travel - Maps - 1839-1840 - Manuscripts->Fly (Ship)->Manuscript maps
Track chart of H.M.S. Fly between the 21 September 1839 and 20th March 1840. [1840?].
Authors: Fly (Ship) -- Locke, Commandant -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map (manuscript) ; 40 x 32 cm.
Title from note on verso.
Northerly voyage from Valparaiso to Guaymas in black in and pencil; southerly in blue ink.
Siteings dated.
Scale ca. 1:19,000,000 at the equator.
The H.M.S. Fly, commanded by 'Commandant Locke,' aided the U.S. ship Relief outside Valparaiso (April 13, 1839); see Wilkes, Charles. Narrative of the United States exploring expedition v. 5 p. 158 (Philadelphia: Lea & Blanchard, 1945).
Fitzgerald polar map 10 (PrCt)

62636 Pacific railroads - Explorations and surveys - History - 1853-1860->Explorers - West
Authors: McDermott, Paul D. -- Grim, Ronald E. -- Mobley, Philip, 1955- -- Northern Pacific Railway Company
vi, 210 p. : ill. (chiefly col.), col. maps, ports. ; 27 x 28 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 191-201) and indexes.
LC Card Number: 2010005033
ISBN 9780878425600 (cloth : alk. paper) ; 0878425608 (cloth : alk. paper)
folio F593 .M4745 2010 (NLO)

1 map ; 19 x 23 cm.
Scale 1:7,300,000.
At upper right: Indians.
1 map : col. : on sheet 87 x 68 cm.

Keyed to 85 named road signs.

Scale [ca. 1:1,300,000].

Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto trails map:

Cover title: Rand McNally official auto trails map:

Cover handstamped "Register of copyrights, Library of Congress ... " and dated "9/15/21" in ms.

Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.

Uniform title: Auto trails

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN Auto Trails 6F 67 (PrCt)

62643

Pacific States - Maps - 1923 - Road maps

Rand McNally official 1923 auto trails map :

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).

RMcN Auto Trails 4C 73 (PrCt)

62644

Pacific States - Maps - 1924 - Road maps

Rand McNally official 1924 auto trails map :

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).

RMcN Auto Trails 4C 73 (PrCt)

62645

Pacific States - Maps - 1925 - Road maps

Rand McNally official 1925 auto trails map :

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).

RMcN Auto Trails 4C 73 (PrCt)

62646

Pacific States - Maps - 1926 - Road maps

Rand McNally official 1926 auto trails map :

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).

RMcN Auto Trails 4C 73 (PrCt)

62647

 Pacific States - Maps - 1927 - Road maps

Rand McNally official 1927 auto trails map :

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).

RMcN Auto Trails 4C 73 (PrCt)

62648

Pacific States - Maps - 1928 - Road maps

Rand McNally official 1928 auto trails map :

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).

RMcN Auto Trails 4C 73 (PrCt)
Authors: Chamber of Commerce (Longview, Wash.) -- Hotel Monticello (Longview, Wash.) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 84 x 60 cm., folded in covers to 19 x 11 cm. with accomp. text ([8] p. ; ill. ; 19 cm.).

Cover title: Where shall we go? Motor trails map / provided by the Chamber of Commerce, Longview, Washington.

"Longview" and the "Hotel Monticello" prominently highlighted on map.

Issued in covers with promotional text about Longview.

Uniform title: Auto trails.

Back cover includes advertising for the "Hotel Monticello, Longview, Washington."

Panel art: [Map of Longview on the Columbia River, 9 x 7 cm.]

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 1344 (PrCt)

62646

Pacific States - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

American maps


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 84 x 60 on sheet 87 x 68 cm.

Keyed to 10 named road signs and 76 listed highways.

Scale [ca. 1:1,221,000].


Cover dated "4/26/23" in ms.

Cover art (1 panel, O.B.BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.

Uniform title: Auto trails

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN Auto Trails 6F 68 (PrCt)

62647

Pacific States - Maps - 1939 - Road maps


Authors: Richfield Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (28 p.) ; ill., 20 col. maps ; 24 cm.

Cover title.


Cover art: Color illustration of cars on a mountain road.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 2282 (PrCt)

62644

Pacific States - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

Idaho - Maps - 1923 - Road maps


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 84 x 60 on sheet 87 x 68 cm.

Keyed to 10 named road signs and 76 listed highways.

Scale [ca. 1:1,221,000].


Cover dated "4/26/23" in ms.

Cover art (1 panel, O.B.BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.

Uniform title: Auto trails

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Gousha Clients 3636 (PrCt)

62647

Pacific States - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

West (U.S.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps


Authors: Richfield Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas ([1], 14, [1] p.): 7 col. maps ; 23 x 21 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Cover title.

Text and maps printed back-to-back on 4 sheets (each 23 x 40 cm.), stapled and folded to 23 x 11.

Panel art: Standard Oil gas station and slogan "at your service from Canada to Mexico, Standard Stations, Inc., Standard Oil dealers."

Includes United States road map at front, followed by 4 maps covering routes between Vancouver, B.C. and the California-Mexico border.

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 3636 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

62648 Pacific States - Maps - 1939 - Road maps<<>>West (U.S.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Rio Grande Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (16 p.) : 10 col. maps ; 21 x 39 cm. and smaller, folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Cover title.
16 pages printed on 2 sheets (each 24 x 40 cm.), stapled and folded to 23 x 11.
Cover art: car, woman in Latin American costume and slogan "viva! Rio Grande!"
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3521 (PrCt)

Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([1], 14, [1] p.) : 7 col. maps ; 23 x 21 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Cover title.
Text and maps printed back-to-back on 4 sheets (each 23 x 40 cm.), stapled and folded to 23 x 11;
pagination includes front and back covers.
Panel art: Standard Oil gas station and slogan "at your service from Canada to Mexico, Standard Stations, Inc., Standard Oil dealers."
Includes United States road map at front, followed by 4 maps covering routes between Vancouver, B.C. and the California-Mexico border.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3971 (PrCt)

Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([1], 14, [1] p.) : 7 col. maps ; 23 x 21 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Cover title.
Text and maps printed back-to-back on 4 sheets (each 23 x 40 cm.), stapled and folded to 23 x 11;
pagination includes front and back covers.
Panel art: Standard Oil gas station and slogan "at your service from Canada to Mexico, Standard Stations, Inc., Standard Oil dealers."
Includes United States road map at front, followed by 4 maps covering routes between Vancouver, B.C. and the California-Mexico border.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3972 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
wagon-road from Platte River via Omaha
Reserve and Dakota City to Running Water River [sht. 2, 66 x 59 cm.] -- Map of the Fort Ridgely & South Pass Road ... [sht. 3, 45 x 80 cm.] -- Preliminary map of the Central Division Ft. Kearney South Pass & Honey Lake wagon-road [sht. 4, 51 x 86 cm.] -- Map no. 1 of the El Paso & Fort Yuma Wagon Road [sht. 5, 55 x 90 cm.] -- Map no. 2 of the El Paso & Fort Yuma Wagon Road [sht. 6, 53 x 88 cm.] Duplicate copies: Graff 558, Graff 559, Govt. 984, and Ayer 128 U5 1859.
Cf. Wheat v. 4, p. 150-163.
5215, 5216, 5217, 5218, 5219, 5220, 5221, and 5222
map6F G4051.P2 1857 U5 (PrCt)

62659 Pacific Wagon Roads - Maps - 1859<<<Montana - Maps - 1859 - Road maps<<<Idaho - Maps - 1859 - Road maps<<<Road maps
Authors: Kolecki, Theodore
1 map
Shows mostly Montana and part of Idaho.
Fragile and folded.
temp map6F G4052.F6P25 1859 .K6 (PrCt)

62660 Packe, Christopher, 1686-1749. New philosophico chorographical chart of East Kent (1743)
Mapping, the body and desire: Christopher Packe's chorography of Kent. 1999.
Authors: Charlesworth, Michael, Dr. p. 109-124 and 282-284

62661 Paderborn (Germany : Kreis) - Maps - 1799
Plan of the quarters of an army in the Bishopric of Paderborn. [London : J. Carpenter, 1799].
Authors: British military library, or, Journal -- J. Carpenter and Co., publisher, London
1 map : hand col. ; 24 x 31 cm. fold. to 21 x 26 cm.
In British military library, or, Journal no. 9 (June 1799), opposite p. 332.
Accompanied by "Explanation of the annexed plan of the quarters of an army in the Bishopric of Paderborn," p. 331-334; the situation is apparently hypothetical.
Shows area from Lipstadt on the west to Carlshaven on the east, and from Stadtbberg on the south to Blomberg on the north.
Case U 007 .131, v. 1, opposite p. 332 (PrCt)

62662 Padova (Italy) - Maps - 1791<<<Ferrara - (Italy) - Maps - 1791
Lo Stato Veneto da terra diviso nelle sue province, terza parte che comprende il polesine e porzioni del Bresciano Veronese Vicentino
Padovano e del Dogado. Rome : Calcografia camerale, 1792.
Authors: Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824 -- Calcografia camerale (Rome, Italy) -- Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824. Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (1792-1801) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 43 cm.
In: Cassini, Giovanni Maria. Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (Rome : Presso la Calcografia camerale, 1792-1801) v. 1 pl. 35.
Map dated 1791.
oversize Ayer 135 .C33 1792 v. 1 pl. 35 (PrCt)

62663 Padua (Italy) - Maps - 1570
Padoa. [S.l. s.n., ca. 1570?]
Authors: De Landau, Horace, barone, 1824-1903 -- Finaly, Madame, d. 1938 -- Franco Novacco
Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 375 x 545 mm. (neat line), 414 x 547 mm. (plate mark)
Relief shown pictorially.
References 1-156 in bottom margin.
Verso includes manuscript ‘112 Padova’ and binding stub.
Bella and Bella, Cartografia rara ... dalla collezione Franco Novacco (1986) p. 101, no. 93.
Ex De Landau; ex Finaly.
f34
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Novacco 4F 237 (PrCt)

62664 Padua (Italy) - Maps - 1620<<<Patavium (Italy) SEE Padua (Italy)
Patavium nobilissima et litterarum studiis Florentissima Italiae civitas. [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 39 x 49 cm.
Includes references 1-80.
Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Patavium.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 6, pl. 55 (PrCt)

62665 Padua (Italy) - Maps - Bibliography<<<Verona (Italy) - Maps - Bibliography<<<Newberry Library - Map Collections - Bibliography - Catalogs
Books possibly containing maps of: Padua; Verona. [1980?].
Authors: Amodeo, Anthony J.
4 leaves ; 28 cm.
Padua (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1552<<>Woodcuts

[View of Padua, Italy]. [Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552].

Authors: Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552.

Cosmographiae universalis ... (1552) -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579

-- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 view : woodcut ; 7 x 10 cm., on sheet 32 x 21 cm.

Title supplied by cataloger.

Added letterpress title above woodcut: Patauium

In: Münster, Sebastian.

Cosmographiae universalis ... (Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552), p. 182.

Possibly an inaccurate view, since some of the woodcuts in this volume were used for more than one town.

VAULT folio Ayer 7 .M8 1552, p. 182 (PrCt)

Padua (Italy) - Maps - 1588<<>Apulia (Italy) SEE Puglia (Italy)<<>lapygia SEE Puglia (Italy)

Patarini territorii corographia / lac. Castaldo avct. ; Apvliae qvae olim lapygia nova corographia / Jacobo Castaldo auctore. [Antwerp : Christophe Plantin, 1588].

Authors: Gastaldi, Giacomo, approximately 1500-approximately 1565 -- Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598 -- Plantin, Christophe, approximately 1520-1589 -- Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598.

Theatro de la tierra universal (1588) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

2 maps : hand col. ; 31 x 21 cm. and 31 x 21 cm., on sheet 46 x 62 cm.

Map of Padua oriented with north at right.

In: Ortelius, Abraham.

Theatro orbis terrarum ... (London : J. Norton, 1606), [plate 78].

Printed no. 78 and English letterpress text on verso beginning: The liberties of Padva. The territories of Padua ...


VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1606, [plate 78] (PrCt)

Padua (Italy) - Maps - 1606<<>Treviso (Italy) - Maps - 1606


Theatro orbis terrarum ... (1606) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Pinadello, Io. SEE Pinadello, Giovanni, 1560-1632

2 maps : hand col. ; 31 x 23 cm. and 31 x 24 cm., on sheet 45 x 55 cm.

Map of Padua oriented with north at right.

In: Ortelius, Abraham.

Theatro orbis terrarum ... (London : J. Norton, 1606), [plate 78].

Printed no. 78 and English letterpress text on verso beginning: The liberties of Padva. The territories of Padua ...


VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1606, [plate 78] (PrCt)

Padua (Italy) - Maps - 1720 - Ecclesiastical geography - Padua (Italy) - Province - Maps - 1720<<>Veneto (Italy) - Maps - 1720 - Ecclesiastical geography - Veneto (Italy) - Maps - 1720

Diocesi Padovana con tutta la sua estensione ne vicini territori / di D. Paolo Bartolomeo Clarici.

Padova [Padua : s.n.], 1720.

Authors: Clarici, Paolo Bartolommeo, 1664.

Printed from 3 plates on 3 sheets.

Arrigoni and Bertarelli, Carte geografiche dell’Italia (1930) p. 165, no. 1504.

Ex Papadopoli.

Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1606, [plate 78] (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

1 map : 70 x 137 cm.
Printed from 3 plates on 3 sheets.
Includes dedication to ‘Cardinal Giorgio Cornaro, Vescovo di Padova.’
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**Sack map** 4F G6713.V4E423 1720 .C5 (PrCt)

---

**62671** Padua (Italy : Province) - Maps - 1776


Authors: Clarici, Paolo Bartolommeo, 1664-1703; Remondini, Giuseppe Antonio, 1747-1811 -- Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (1784 [i.e. 1807?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 64 cm.
In: Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (Venice : par P. Santini, rue Ste. Justine, chez M. Remondini, 1784 [i.e. 1807?]), v. 2, no. "P. II. 12"
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes oversize G1015 .S4 1807, v. 2, no. 12 (PrCt)**

---

**62672** Pagano, Matheo, fl. 1538-1562 - Maps - Bibliography

*Matheo Pagano, a Venetian cartographer of the 16th century : a descriptive list of his maps.*
Authors: Bagrow, Leo -- Tall Tree Library Publications, no. 15 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

Series: [Tall Tree Library Publications, no. 15].

**Ayer 132 .P13 B14 1940 (NLO)**

---

**62673** Pagano, Matheo, fl. 1538-1562 - Tuto el co[n]tado di Zara e Sebenico (ca. 1550)

*Su un’antica carta della Dalmazia.* 1933.
Authors: Almagià, Roberto, 1884-1962 -- Archivio storico per la Dalmazia
Pp. 532-535 : map ; 28 cm.
Photocopy from Archivio storico per la Dalmazia
Represents the unique copy of Pagano's map of Zara and Sebenico in Leiden University Library.

**Vert 85, no. 5 (PrCt)**

---

**62674** Page County (Iowa) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners<<>Counties - Maps<<>Landowners - Maps

Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960- -- Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)
184 p. : maps ; 28 cm.

1st ed.
'Deluxe edition.'
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).

3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.
Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).
Includes indexes.
Series: Family maps
ISBN 1420307517 ; 9781420307511 ; 1420307525 ; 9781420307528

**Local History Ref F627.P2 B69 2007 (NLO)**

---

**62675** Page County (Va.) - Maps - 1866-1875 - Landowners<<>Counties - Maps<<>Landowners - Maps

*Atlas of Page County, Va., containing maps of townships of the county ... Mason City, Iowa : Anderson Publishing Co., 1920.*
Authors: Anderson Publishing Company
1 atlas (35 p., col. maps, diagrs.) ; 45 cm.
Phillips 13812

**oversize F 91265 .054 (NLO)**

---

**62676** Page County (Va.) - Maps - 1866-1875 - Landowners<<>Counties - Maps<<>Landowners - Maps

1 map : on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.

**Microfiche 583, no. 1345 (PrCt)**

---

**62677** Pahang (Malaysia) - Maps - 1703 - Coasts - Nautical charts<<>Nautical charts - Pahang (Malaysia) - Maps - 1703 - Coasts<<>Tioman Island (Pahang) - Maps - 1703 - Coasts - Nautical charts<<>Nautical charts - Tioman Island (Pahang) - Maps - 1703 - Coasts<<>Nautical charts

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

A Draught of the bay or harbour of Pulo Tymoan. [Amsterdam : Theatrum Orbis Terrarum Ltd., 1970].
Authors: Thornton, John, 1641-1708 -- English Pilot. Part 3 (1703) -- Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, Ltd.
1 map ; 8 x 9 cm.
Accompanied by Instructions to sail in the South Moussons from Pulo Tymoan ... as far ... as Amoye in China.
Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger): English Pilot. Part 3 (1703)
Map Ref oversize G1025 .T37 ser. 5, v. 3, p. 75 (PrCt)

Authors: Euskal Museoa Bilbao -- Museo Arqueológico, Ethnográfico e Historíco Vasco (Bilbao, Spain) SEE Euskal Museoa Bilbao
Map Ref Z6028 .M84 1994 (NLO)

62682 Pajarito Plateau (N.M.) - Maps - 1900 - Archaeology<<>>Archaeology - Pajarito Plateau (N.M.) - Maps - 1900 Archaeological map of Pajarito Park Territory of New Mexico : New Mexico Normal University expedition of 1900 / Edgar L. Hewett, archaeologist, K.M. Chapman, draftsman.
[Washington : G.P.O., 1903].
1 map ; on sheet 57 x 64 cm.
In United States. Dept. of the Interior, Annual reports of the Department of the Interior for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1903 : miscellaneous reports, Part III, Governor of New Mexico. (U.S. 57th Cong., 2d Sess., 1902-03. H. Doc. 5, Ser. 4462, at end, no. 3) [Govt. 4462].
Scale 1:63,360 or '1 mile to the inch.' The Norris Peters Co. photo-litho, Washington, D.C.'
For associated reports, see pp. 429-433 in Govt. 4462, and Hewett's 'Archaeology of Pajarito Park, New Mexico,' American anthropologist, n.s. 6, no.
Pakistan - Maps - 1897<br>North-West Frontier Province (Pakistan) - Maps - 1897<br>India - Maps - 1897<br>North-West Frontier Province (India) SEE North-West Frontier Province (Pakistan)<br>Philip's special large-scale map of the North Western Frontier. [London] : George Philip & Son, 1897.<br>Authors: George Philip & Son<br>1 map : col. ; 50 x 69 cm. fold. to 20 cm.<br>Scale of original ca. 1:4,000,000.<br>Shows international and administrative boundaries, railways, canals in northwestern India (later Pakistan).<br>Relief shown as shading.<br>Projection: conic proj.<br>Insets (13 x 17 cm. and 24 x 26 cm.): Overland routes to India -- A Military map of the Indian empire [scale ca. 1:15,000,000]<br>Eames G 1069 .68 (NLO)

Pakistan - Maps - 1990 - Guidebooks<br>Pakistan. Chico, Calif. Moon Publications, 1990.<br>Authors: Moon travel handbooks<br>Form part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.<br>Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (Pr Ct)

Le Palais (France) - History - Siege, 1761 - Maps - 1761-1763 - Fortification<br>[Plan of Le Palais and fortifications on Belle-Ile-en-Mer during siege or occupation by British forces, 1761-1763]. [Washington, D.C. Library of Congress, 197-?].<br>Authors: Faden, William, 1749-1836 -- Faden map collection<br>1 map ; on 4 sheets each 46 x 63 cm.<br>Photostatic reproduction of anonymous and untitled manuscript; no. 14 of the Faden Map Collection at the Library of Congress.<br>Scale of original ca. 1:4,800.<br>Relief shown by hachures.<br>Listed erroneously in William Faden's Catalogue of a curious and valuable collection of original maps and plans as 'The siege of Belle Isle' under heading 'Canada, &c.'<br>OCLC 5564600.<br>map2F G5834.L45R4 1761 P5 197- (Pr Ct)

Le Palais (France) - Maps - 1695 - Fortification<br>Bourg ou ville et Palais de Bell'Isle ... [Paris : De Fer, 1695].<br>Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes -- avec leurs fortifications ... (1695-1696)<br>1 map : 22 x 29 cm.<br>In: Fer, Nicolas de. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes; avec leurs fortifications ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, 1695-1696) pt. 3, map [43].<br>Manuscript ('10') at upper right.<br>Case folio U 26. 293 pt. 3, map [43] (Pr Ct)

Le Palais (France) - Maps - 1713 - Fortification<br>Bourg ou ville et Palais de Bell'Isle ... Paris : De Fer, [1713?].<br>Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Gournay, C. -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Introduction à la fortification ... [1713?]<br>1 map ; 22 x 30 cm.<br>In: Fer, Nicolas de. Introduction à la fortification ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, [1713?]) map [13].<br>For later state of this map, with engraved plate number, see Case folio U 26.292.<br>For earlier version of this map, engraved on different plate, see Case folio U 26.293.<br>Case oversize U 26.2919 map [13] (Pr Ct)

Palamós Region (Spain) - Maps - 1696<br>Gerona Region (Spain) - 1696<br>Les Environs de Palamos et de Girone ... [Paris : De Fer, 1696].<br>Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes -- avec leurs fortifications ... (1695-1696)<br>1 map ; 22 x 28 cm.<br>In: Fer, Nicolas de. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes; avec leurs fortifications ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, 1695-1696) pt. 7, map [130].<br>Manuscript ('6') at upper right.<br>Case folio U 26. 293 pt. 7, map [130] (Pr Ct)

Palamós Region (Spain) - Maps - 1713<br>Gerona Region (Spain) - 1713<br>Les Environs de Palamos et de Girone ... [Paris : De Fer, 1713?].<br>Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Inselin, C. -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Introduction à la fortification ... [1713?]<br>1 map ; 20 x 28 cm.<br>In: Fer, Nicolas de. Introduction à la fortification ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, [1713?]) map [157].<br>For later state of this map, with engraved plate number, see Case folio U 26.292.<br>For earlier version of this map, engraved on different plate, see Case folio U 26.293.<br>Case oversize U 26.2919 map [157] (Pr Ct)

Palamós (Spain) - Maps - 1696 - Fortification<br>Palamos ville de Catalogne ... [Paris : De Fer, 1696].<br>Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes -- avec leurs fortifications ... (1695-1696)<br>1 map ; 22 x 27 cm.<br>In: Fer, Nicolas de. Les forces de l'Europe, ou,
Description des principales villes; avec leurs fortifications ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, 1695-1696) pt. 7, map [131].
Manuscript ‘(7)’ at upper right.
Case folio U 26. 293 pt. 7, map [131] (PrCt)

62691 Palamós (Spain) - Maps - 1713 - Fortification
Palamós ville de Catalogne ... [Paris : De Fer, 1713?]
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Introduction à la fortification ... [1713?] 1 map ; 18 x 31 cm.
In: Fer, Nicolas de. Introduction à la fortification ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, [1713?]) map [158]. For later state of this map, with engraved plate number, see Case folio U 26 .292. For earlier version of this map, engraved on different plate, see Case folio U 26 .293.
Case oversize Ayer 135 .K6 1570 (PrCt)

Palaestina. London : Laurie & Whittle, MDCCCLXVII [1767, i.e. 1799].
Authors: Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d’, 1697-1782 -- Laurie & Whittle -- Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d’, 1697-1782. A Complete body of ancient geography ... (1799) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; hand col. ; 34 x 41 cm.
Insets (17 x 11 cm. and smaller): The Tribes -- Jerusalem -- Places laid down by distances given on a scale reduced to a third.
oversize Ayer 135 .K6 1773 pl. [43] (PrCt)

62693 Palatinate (Germany) - Maps - 1570<<>>Württemberg (Germany) - Maps - 1570
Palatinats Bavariae descriptio / Erhardo Reynch Tirolense avctore ; Wirtenbergensis dvcatvs vera descriptio. Tvbingae edita. 1588
Printed no. 59 and Spanish letterpress text on verso beginning: Nortgoia, o Palatinato de Bavaria. La otra parte de Bavaria ... .
VAULT Case oversize G 1007 .64, [plate 30] (PrCt)

62694 Palatinate (Germany) - Maps - 1588<<>>Strasbourg Region (France) - Maps - 1588<<>>Bas-Rhin (France) - Maps - 1588<<>>Ill River Valley (France) - Maps - 1588
Palatinavs Bavariae descriptio / Erhardo Reynch Tirolense avctore ; Argentoratensis agri descriptio / Ex tabula Daniolis Spekel. [Antwerp : Christophe Plantin, 1588].
In: Ortelsius, Abraham. Theatro de la tierra vuniversal (Antwerp : Christophe Plantin, 1588), [plate 59].
Printed no. 59 and Spanish letterpress text on verso beginning: Nortgoia, o Palatinato de Bavaria. La otra parte de Bavaria ... .
References: Karrow, Mapmakers of the sixteenth century (1993), p. 7 and 452; Broecke, Ortelius atlas maps (1996), p. 159
VAULT Case oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1588, [plate 59] (PrCt)

62695 Palatinate (Germany) - Maps - 1606<<>>Strasbourg Region (France) - Maps - 1606<<>>Bas-Rhin (France) - Maps - 1606<<>>Ill River Valley (France) - Maps - 1606
Palatinats Bavariae descriptio / Erhardo Reynch Tirolense avctore ; Argentoratensis agri descriptio / Ex tabula Daniolis Spekel. [London : John Norton, 1606].
Authors: Reich, Erhard, 16th cent. -- Specklin, Daniel, 1536-1589 -- Ortelsius, Abraham,
Palatinate (Germany) - Maps - 1652

Palatinatus Rheni nova, et accurata descriptio.
Authors: Visscher, Claes Jansz., 1586 or 7-1652.

Forms part of the Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Palatinate (Germany) - Maps - 1700

Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Jaillot.

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:182

Palatinate (Germany) - Maps - 1741

Palatinat du Rhein, Alsace, et partie de Souabe, de Franconie, &c / par N. Sanson d'Abbeuille, geogr. du roy, 1741. [Paris : Sanson], 1741.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize Sack map 8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:182 (PrCt)
Authors: Salaba, Marie -- Fachhochschule Karlsruhe
51 p. : ill. (some col.), facsims., maps ; 24 cm. + 1 facsimile map (1 sheet ; 45 x 59 cm. folded to 23 x 15 cm.)
Facsimile of third leaf of Peter Dewarat’s 1796 map ‘Kriegstheater der teutschen und französischen Graenzlanden zwischen dem Rhein und der Mosel’ (reduced to 70% of actual size) in back pocket.
ISBN 3890636128
GA201 .K36 v.13 (NLO)

62704 Palatinate (Germany) - Maps - 1964
Authors: Harms, Heinrich, 1861-1933 -- Paul List Verlag -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 56 maps ; 326 x 246 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (Pr.Ct)

Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag -- Karl Thiemig AG -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
143 p. : 2 maps (some col., some folded) ; 17 cm.
Map on inside front cover.
Folded map in pocket.
Includes index.
Series: Grieben-Reiseführer ; Bd. 138
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 138 (1965) (NLO)

Authors: Hellwig, Fritz -- Reiniger, Wolfgang -- Stopp, Klaus -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 117 maps ; 300 x 308 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (Pr.Ct)

62707 Palatinate (III) - Maps - 1819 - Indian land transfers<<>>Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1819 - Indian land transfers<<>>Indians - Palatinate (III) - Maps - 1819 - Indian land transfers<<>>Indian land transfers - Palatine (III) - Maps - 1819<<<<Indian land transfers - Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1819<<<<Indians - Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1819 - Indian land transfers<<>>Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1819 - Boundaries<<<<Indians of North America - Maps The Old Indian treaty boundary line through the township of Palatine in Cook County, Illinois : (and some other items of interest). [Palatine, Ill.]

62703 Palatinate (Germany) - Maps - 1963-Pfalzatlas. Speyer : Im Eigenverlag der Gesellschaft, 1963-.
Palazzo ducale (Venezia) - Tavole geografiche

Le Mappe geografiche del Palazzo Ducale di Venezia. [Venezia : A spese della R. Deputazione, 1943].
Authors: Gallo, Rodolfo -- Archivio veneto (1943)
p. 47-113 ; 24 cm.
In: Archivio veneto 5th ser., 32/33 (1943):

Palazzo ducale (Venice, Italy) - Pictorial works

Palatii senatorii apvd Venetos conflagrato anno M D LXXVII. [Cologne : s.n.], 1578 [i.e. ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Hoefnagel, Joris, 1542-1601 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection
1 view : hand col. ; 34 x 24 cm.
Based on original drawing by Joris Hoefnagel; see R.A. Skelton's Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.
On same sheet with: Avgvsti apvd Venetos templi D: Marci accvratissima effigvratio.
In: Minerva, o sia uovo giornale de'letterati d'Italia (1762) 3 v. 33 ; 16 cm.
In: Minerva, o sia uovo giornale de'letterati d'Italia (1762) 9 (Nov. 1762): 27-33.
A 55 .58, no. 9, p. 27-33

Palazzo ducale (Venice, Italy) - Pictorial works

Palazzo ducale (Venezia) - Tavole geografiche

Monumenti per servire alla storia del Palazzo ducale di Venezia. Venice : M. Visentini, 1868.
Authors: Lorenzi, Giovanni Battista, d. 1805
[6], 627 p. : ill. ; folio
Not at Newberry Library (Jan. 2013)
left; see Nagler, Die Monogrammisten, v. 4, p. 738, no. 2341.
Architectural elevation of the Farnese Palace in Rome.
Coat of arms of Pope Paul III located in center between second and third level of facade. Infinity symbol used in place of ‘M’ in date.
Bernard Quaritch (Firm). The ‘Speculum Romanae magnificentiæ’ of Antonio Laferri : a monument of the Renaissance ... (London : [Strangeways and sons, 1925?]), p. 28, no. 329.
Descriptive catalogue of engravings from the University of Chicago Library's Speculum romanae magnificentiæ (Chicago: University of Chicago Library's Speculum romanæ magnificentiae des Antonio Lafreri' in Collectanea variae doctrinae Leoni S. Olschki ... (Munich: J. Rosenthal, 1921) p. 162, no. 102a.

**Palazzo Grassi in Bologna quale esisteva nel secolo XVIII, e che in gran parte ancora si conserva / Bramati inc. [Milano : Presso P.E. Giusti, 1819-1852].**


1 view (aquatint) : hand col. ; 22 x 29 cm.
In Litta, Pompeo, Famiglie celebri di Italia (Milano: Presso P.E. Giusti, 1819-1852), v. 13, fol. [101].

"Bramati" could be either Antonio or Giuseppe, both of whom worked on Litta's book.

**Case oversize E 6835 .5, v. 13, fol. [101] (PrCt)**

---

**Palazzo Grassi in Bologna quale esisteva nel secolo XVIII, e che in gran parte ancora si conserva / Bramati inc. [Milano : Presso P.E. Giusti, 1819-1852].**


1 view (aquatint) : hand col. ; 22 x 29 cm.
In Litta, Pompeo, Famiglie celebri di Italia (Milano: Presso P.E. Giusti, 1819-1852), v. 13, fol. [101].

"Bramati" could be either Antonio or Giuseppe, both of whom worked on Litta's book.

**Case oversize E 6835 .5, v. 13, fol. [101] (PrCt)**

---

**62715 Palazzo Farnese (Rome, Italy) - Pictorial works - 1602**

*Palatii Farnesii Romae non procul a reliquis Theatri Pompei.* ... Rome : Formis Claudii Ducheti Romae 1585 ; Ioannes Orlandi formis, 1602.

Authors: Duchetti, Claudio, fl. 1554-1585 -- Orlandi, Giovanni, fl. 1590-1640 -- C.E. Rappaport (Firm) -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

1 view ; 390 x 484 mm. (plate mark), on sheet 414 x 553 mm.
View of the Farnese Palace courtyard in Rome; includes 2 sculptures later removed from the courtyard.

Manuscript '39' in pencil on verso.

Huelslen, Christian. ‘Das Speculum romanae magnificantiae des Antonio Laferri’ in Collectanea variae doctrinae Leoni S. Olschki ... (Munich: J. Rosenthal, 1921) p. 163, no. 103d.


 Cf. Descriptive catalogue of engravings from the University of Chicago Library's Speculum romanae magnificentiæ (Chicago: University of Chicago Library's Speculum romanæ magnificentiae des Antonio Lafreri' in Collectanea variae doctrinae Leoni S. Olschki ... (Munich: J. Rosenthal, 1921) p. 162, no. 102a.

Ex Rappaport.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**Novacco 4F 261 (PrCt)**

---

**62718 Palenque Site (Mexico) - Maps - 1832 - Manuscripts**

*Map of the ruins at Palenque, Mexico.* [ca. 1832].

Authors: Waldeck, Frédéric de, 1766--1781 -- Edward E. Ayer Art Collection (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library.

1 ms. map ; 306 x 308 mm., on sheet 308 x 490 mm.
One of two ms. maps of Palenque by Frédéric de Waldeck, who led an expedition to the ruins between 1832 and 1834. This smaller version is less finished and includes a continuation inset, a mostly blank cartouche, and survey notes in the right margin.

Scale [1:2,000]. '2 metres par millimètre.' Relief shown by hachures and shading. Verso includes numbers 1A, 137, 176, and 262. Pen-and-ink and wash.

Additional Waldeck materials at the Newberry Library include letters, journals, original Indian
pictorial documents owned by Waldeck, drawings and other maps.
Forms part of both the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection and the Edward E. Ayer Art Collection (Newberry Library).

Authors: Maioc, Horatio, fl. 1580
Duchetti, 1580.

Bonafatius fecit
Palermo citta principalissima nella Sicilia ... /
Palermo (Italy)

177 (NLO)
VAULT oversize Ayer Art Waldeck box D-5 no. 176 (NLO)

62719 Palenque Site (Mexico) - Maps - 1832 - Manuscripts<<>Manuscript maps
Palenque : plan rectifié des huit edfices [sic]. [ca. 1832].
Authors: Waldeck, Frédéric de, 1766-1875 -- Edward E. Ayer Art Collection (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library Map Collection.

Manuscript map. Ayer Art Waldeck box D-5 no. 177
1 ms. map ; 319 x 493 mm., on sheet 332 x 509 mm.

One of two ms. maps of Palenque by Frédéric de Waldeck, who led an expedition to the ruins between 1832 and 1834. This larger version is more finished, drawn at a greater scale, and includes a title in pencil, a key to buildings, and a minute depiction of the surrounding jungle, and an elevation drawing (30 x 263 mm.).

Scale indeterminable.
Relief shown by shading.
Includes Waldeck’s handstamp.
Verso includes includes numbers 2, 2B, 11, 177, and 261.
Pen-and-ink and wash.
Additional Waldeck materials at the Newberry Library include letters, journals, original Indian pictorial documents owned by Waldeck, drawings, and other maps.
Forms part of both the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection and the Edward E. Ayer Art Collection (Newberry Library).

Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 262.
Butler, R.L. Check list of mss. in the Ayer Coll., 1269.


Ayer ms map proj 95

VAULT oversize Ayer Art Waldeck box D-5 no. 177 (NLO)

62720 Palermo (Italy) - Maps - 1580
Palermo citta principalissima nella Sicilia ... /

Authors: Maioc, Horatio, fl. 1580 -- Duchetti, Claudio, fl. 1554-1585 -- Bonafacio, Natale, 1538-1592 -- Colonna, Marco Antonio, 1535-1584 -- De Landau, Horace, barone, 1824-1903 -- Finaly, Madame, d. 1938 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 375 x 545 mm. (neat line), 414 x 547 mm. (plate mark)

Title beneath dedication at upper left: All'Illmo. et Ecclmo. Sor. Marcantonio Colonna viceré di Sicilia.

References 1-128 in bottom margin.
Relief shown pictorially.
Nine-line poem in praise of Colonna at upper right.

Very similar to Maioc’s map of Palermo (Rome, 1581); see Novacco 4F 238.5.
Ex De Landau; ex Finaly.

Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

References: F. Borroni Salvadori, Carte, piante e stampe storiche delle raccolte Laferriane della Biblioteca nazionale di Firenze (1980) p. XLIII; Bella and Bella, Cartografia rara ... dalla collezione Franco Novacco (1986) p. 103, no. 95, state 2; Tooley 431.

f35
Novacco 4F 238 (PrCt)

62721 Palermo (Italy) - Maps - 1581

Authors: Cartaro, Mario, ca. 1540-1620 -- Sotheby’s (Firm) -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 405 x 542 mm. (neat line), on sheet 418 x 549 mm.

Title from oversize and uppercase lettering at top; authors name from cartouche at left.
Cartouche at left: Panormvs vrbs felix et conca avrea.

Cartouche at right: Prima seddes corona regis et regni capvlt. Romae anno 1581.

References 1-162 in bottom margin.
Relief shown pictorially.
Damaged with some loss of detail along fold lines at lower left; subsequently repaired with blank patches.

Very similar to Maiocc's map of Palermo (Rome: Claudio Duchetti, 1580); see Novacco 4F 238.

Acquired 14 Dec. 2000 in Sotheby’s sale no. L00720 (London, Bond Street); see The Travel sale: books, maps, atlases ... and topographical pictures (London: Sotheby’s, 2000) lot no. 306; see Map Info File for Novacco 2F 29.5.

Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

f35.5
Novacco 4F 238.5 (PrCt)
Palermo (Italy) - Maps - 1620

Palermo. [Cologne: s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Duchetti, Claudio, fl. 1554-1585 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 33 x 50 cm.
Derived from a 1580 print by Claudio Duchetti; see R.A. Skelton’s Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum; cf. Tooley no. 431; cf. Novacco 4F 238.
Oriented with north at lower right.
Added title: Panormvs corona regis, et urbium sicularum maxima, emporium celebratissimum.
Bottom margin includes numerous references.
Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Panormvs.

Palermo (Italy) - Maps - 1632

Palermo. [Franckfurt am Mayn: Wolfgang Hoffmann in Verlegung Friderici Hulsiij, 1632].
Authors: Breithaupt, Johann Friedrich, b. ca. 1590 -- Breithaupt, Johann Friedrich, b. ca. 1590. Die drey vnd zwanzigste Schifffahrt Etgentliche vnnd auszführliche Beschreibung der Reyse ... nach der weiterberümbten Christlichen Helden Insel Malta (1630) -- Hoffmann, Wolfgang, fl. 1624-1647 -- Hulsius, Friedrich van, b. 1580 -- Hulsius, Levinus, d. 1606. [Sammlung von sechs und zwanzig Schifffenarten] (1608-1650)
1 map ; 11.7 x 16.8 cm.
In Breithaupt, Johann Friedrich. Die drey vnd zwanzigstige Schifffahrt Etgentliche vnnd auszführliche Beschreibung der Reyse ... nach der weiterberümbten Christlichen Helden Insel Malta (Franckfurt am Mayn: Wolfgang Hoffmann in Verlegung Friderici Hulsiij, 1632), opp. p. 36. In upper right corner: Pag: 37.

Palermo (Italy) - Maps - 1689

Authors: Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718 -- Padoani, Domenico, fl. 1689 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718. Citta, fortezze, isole, e porti principale dell’ Europa ... (1689)
1 map ; 13 x 17 cm.
In: Coronelli, Vincenzo. Citta, fortezze, isole, e porti principale dell’ Europa, in pianti, et in eluatione, descritte, e publicate ad uso dell’ Academia cosmografica degli argonauti ([Venice] : Domenico Padoani, 1689) pl. [2]. Engraved plate '327.' One of four maps included as part of opening [2].

Palermo (Italy) - Maps - Facsimiles

Authors: Barbera Azzarello, Cesare -- Lussografica.
636 p. : chiefly views (some col.), maps ; 25 x 33 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 627-636) and indexes.
ISBN 978882432065 ; 8882432068

Palermo (Italy) - Maps - Facsimiles

De Haven en stad Palermo aen de noord cust van I. Sicilia. Amsterdam, [ca. 1720].
Authors: Keulen, Gerard van -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : hand col. ; 13 x 15 cm.
Inset on Van Keulen’s Nieuwe afteekenning van het eyland en koninkryk Sicilia. 3049
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map6F G6760 1720 .K4 inset 2 (PrCt)

Palestine - Description and travel -

1533-1534---Egypt - Description and travel -
1533-1534---Israel - Description and travel -
1533-1534---Middle East - Description and travel -
1533-1534
Authors: Affagart, Greffin, 16th cent. -- Chavanon, Jules, 1866-1913
xxvii, 245 p. : ill. ; 25 cm.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalog Entry</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>62732</td>
<td>Palestine - Historical geography - Maps - 0070 - Israel - Historical geography - Maps - 0070&lt;br&gt;Canaan, subsequent to its conquest by the Israelites, and its division among the tribes. Philadelphia : M. Carey and Sons, 1821. Authors: Lavoisne, C. V. -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Kneass, William, 1780-1840 -- Lavoisne, C. V. A Complete genealogical, historical, chronological, and geographical atlas ... (1821) &lt;br&gt;1 map : hand col. ; 25 x 23 cm.&lt;br&gt;In: Lavoisne, C. V. A Complete genealogical, historical, chronological, and geographical atlas ... (Philadelphia : M. Carey and Sons, 1821) pl. [3B]. The second of two Palestine maps on printed plate 'No. 8.' &lt;br&gt;Added title: Geographical and historical maps, illustrative of sacred history. &lt;br&gt;Historical map showing Palestine to ca. 70 A.D. &lt;br&gt;Inset: Plan of the city of Jerusalem, 9 x 8 cm. &lt;br&gt;Case oversize G1030 .L4 1821 pl. 3B (PrCt)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62733</td>
<td>Palestine - Historical geography - Maps - 0070 - Israel - Historical geography - Maps - 0070&lt;br&gt;Canaan, with part of Egypt, during the residence of the Israelites in the desert. Philadelphia : M. Carey and Sons, 1821. Authors: Lavoisne, C. V. -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Kneass, William, 1780-1840 -- Lavoisne, C. V. A Complete genealogical, historical, chronological, and geographical atlas ... (1821) &lt;br&gt;1 map : hand col. ; 25 x 23 cm.&lt;br&gt;In: Lavoisne, C. V. A Complete genealogical, historical, chronological, and geographical atlas ... (Philadelphia : M. Carey and Sons, 1821) pl. [3A]. The first of two Palestine maps on printed plate 'No. 8.' &lt;br&gt;Added title: Geographical and historical maps, illustrative of sacred history. &lt;br&gt;Historical map showing Palestine to ca. 70 A.D. &lt;br&gt;Inset: Form of the camp of the Israelites, 8 x 8 cm. &lt;br&gt;Case oversize G1030 .L4 1821 pl. 3A (PrCt)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Call Number</td>
<td>Title</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62736</td>
<td>Palestine - Historical geography - Maps - 0070 - Manuscripts&lt;&lt;&gt;&gt;Israel - Historical geography - Maps - 0070</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
of the world ... (1855-1856)
1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 29 cm.
In: Colton, George Woolworth. Colton's atlas of
the world : illustrating physical and political
graphy (New York ; London : J.H. Colton ;
Trübner, 1855-1856) v. 2, pl. [35]. Inset map, 12
x 11 cm.: Arabia Petraea. Printed plate 'No. 26.'
Historical map.
oversize G 10 .185 v.2, pl. 35 (PrCt)

62741 Palestine - Historical geography - Maps -
1857 <> Israel - Historical geography - Maps -
1857 <> Sinaï (Egypt) - Historical
geography - Maps - 1857
Palestine. New York : J.H. Colton and Company,
1857.
Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins),
1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George
Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth
(George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's
general atlas ... (1857)
1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 29 cm.
In: Colton, George Woolworth. Colton's general
atlas : containing one hundred and seventy steel
plate maps and plans, on one hundred imperial
folio sheets (New York ; London : J.H. Colton ;
Trübner, 1857), pl. [85]. Inset map, 12 x 11 cm.: 
Arabia Petraea. Printed plate 'No. 91.' Map
copyrighted 1855.
Historical map.
oversize G 10 .188 pl. 85 (PrCt)

62742 Palestine - Historical geography - Maps -
1861 <> Israel - Maps - 1861
Palestine or the Holy Land / by Keith Johnston,
F.R.S.E. : engraved & printed by W. & A.K.
Johnston, Edinburgh. Edinburgh & London :
William Blackwood & Sons, [1861].
Authors: Johnston, Alexander Keith, 1804-1871 --
W. & A.K. Johnston Limited -- William Blackwood
and Sons -- Johnston, Alexander Keith,
1804-1871. The Royal atlas of modern
graphy ... (1861)
1 map : col. ; 56 x 43 cm.
Partly hand colored.
Running title: Keith Johnston's general atlas.
In: Johnston, Alexander Keith. The Royal atlas of
modern geography : exhibiting, in a series of 
entirely original and authentic maps ...
(Edinburgh and London : William Blackwood and
Sons, 1861), map 30.
oversize G 10 .456, map 30 (PrCt)

62743 Palestine - Historical geography - Maps - 1932
Atlas de géographie générale de la Palestine,
historique, politique et économique / dressé par
le Commandant Z. Khanzadian. Paris : les
Editions géographiques Khanzadian, 1932.
Authors: Khanzadian, Zadig, 1886-
56 p. : 135 maps, part col. ; 57 x 40 cm.
Alternate title: Atlas de géographie économique
de la S.D.N.
Not at Newberry Library (Dec. 2009) (PrCt)

62744 Palestine - Historical geography - Maps -
1943 <> Israel - Historical geography - Maps -
1943 <> Atlases, Israel, - 1943 (Provisional
Heading) <> Israeli Atlases SEE Atlases, Israel
Atlas ha-Tanakh, 30 parashiyot : hartsa'ah,
mapot, mar'e mekomot, luah khronologi. TelAviv,
1943.
Authors: Szapiro, J -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 v. : 30 maps ; 248 x 345 mm.
OCLC 19142648.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

62745 Palestine - Historical geography - Maps -
1956 <> Israel - Historical geography - Maps -
1956 <> Atlases, Israel, - 1956 (Provisional
Heading)
Atlas history (in Hebrew). Tel Aviv : Steinmatzky,
1956.
Authors: C.S. Hammond & Company -- Braver,
Moshe -- Steinmatzky -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 37 maps ; 310 x 238 mm.
Edited by Moshe Braver
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

62746 Palestine - Historical geography - Maps -
1958 <> Israel - Historical geography - Maps -
1958 <> Atlases, Israel, - 1958 (Provisional
Heading)
Atlas history shel am Israel. TelAviv, 1958.
Authors: Szapiro, J -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 v. : 71 maps ; 285 x 222 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

62747 Palestine - Historical geography - Maps -
1966 <> Israel - Historical geography - Maps -
1966 <> Atlases, Israel, - 1966 (Provisional
Heading)
Atlas history shel am Israel. TelAviv, 1966.
Authors: Szapiro, J -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 v. : 77 maps ; 315 x 224 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

62748 Palestine - Historical geography - Maps -
1976 <> Israel - Historical geography - Maps -
1976 <> Arab-Israeli conflict - Historical
graphy - Maps - 1976 <> Terrorism - Palestine -
Maps - 1976 <> Terrorism - Israel -
Maps - 1976 <> Arab-Israeli conflict - Maps -
1976 <> Jewish-Arab relations - Maps -
1976 <> Cartography and politics - Palestine -
Maps - 1976 <> Cartography and politics -
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Jews of Arab lands : their history in maps.
Authors: Gilbert, Martin, 1936-
1 v. ; 21 cm.
G2206 S1 G55 1976 (NLO)

Authors: Karta (Firm)
63 p. : col. maps ; 24 cm.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)
[History and geography of Israel (in Korean)].
Authors: Lee, Byung Yel -- Jordan Press -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 75 maps ; 225 x 153 mm.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

62751 Palestine - Historical geography - Maps - 1992
Palestine - Historical geography - Maps - 1992
- Ethnology - Israel - Historical geography - Maps - 1992 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Barnavi, Eli -- Schocken -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 130 maps ; 298 x 240 mm.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

62752 Palestine - Historical geography - Maps - 1993
- Arab-Israeli conflict - Historical geography - Maps - 1993
- Arab-Israeli conflict - Historical geography - Maps - 1993
Palestine - Maps - 1993
- Arab-Israeli conflict - Maps - 1993
Palestine - Israel - Maps - 1993
Palestine - Israel - Maps - 1993
Atlas of the Arab-Israeli conflict / Martin Gilbert.
Authors: Gilbert, Martin, 1936-- Bicknell, Terry --
Aspden, Tim -- Oxford University Press -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (146 p.) : 146 maps ; 26 cm.
6th ed.
Uniform title: Arab-Israeli conflict
Maps by Terry Bicknell and Tim Aspden.
"First published in Great Britain by the Orion Publishing Group Limited"--T.p. verso.
Scales differ.
Publisher description and contributor biographical information on Library of Congress website
(associated September 2009):
http://www.loc.gov/catdir/enhancements/fy0640/9
3021921-d.html --
http://www.loc.gov/catdir/enhancements/fy0726/9
3021921-b.html
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 93021921
ISBN 0195210425 ; 9780195210422 ;
019521062X (pbk.) ; 9780195210620 (pbk.)
Baskes G2236.S1 G52 1993 (NLO)

62753 Palestine - Historical geography - Maps - 2005
- Arab-Israeli conflict - Historical geography - Maps - 2005
- Arab-Israeli conflict - Historical geography - Maps - 2005
Terrorism - Palestine - Maps - 2005
- Terrorism - Israel - Maps - 2005
- Arab-Israeli conflict - Maps - 2005
- Jewish-Arab relations - Maps - 2005
- Cartography and politics - Palestine - Maps - 2005
- Cartography and politics - Israel - Maps - 2005
Historical atlases>>>Political geography - Maps - 2005
Israel's story in maps. Jerusalem : Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Israel Information Center, Information and Internet Division, 2005.
Authors: Israel. Merkaz ha-hasbarah -- Israel.
Misrad ha-huts. Lishkah le-hasbarah -- Israel.
Ministry of Foreign Affairs SEE Israel.
Misrad ha-huts
1 atlas (64 p.) : col. ill. col. maps ; 17 x 24 cm.
Cover title.
Summary: Includes maps outlining the history of
Palestine, Israel and the surrounding region from
ancient times to 2005. Also contains graphs
comparing statistics about Israel with those of
other countries in the region.
Scales differ.
G2236.S1 I87 2005 (NLO)
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l'intelligence de l'Histoire critique et militaire des guerres de la révolution (1839) -- Petit, J.-B.
1 map ; 34 x 23 cm.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scale 1:2,000,000.
At upper right: Pl. XXXV.

62755
Palestine - History, Ancient - Maps -
1726 <<>> Israel - History, Ancient - Maps - 1726 <<>> Bible - Geography - Maps -
1726 <<>> Historical atlases
A Map of the journeys of the Israelites ... and of ye. land of Canaan showing the divisions of the Twelve Tribes ... [London : H. Moll et al, 1726].
Authors: Moll, Herman, -1732 -- Moll, Herman, -1732. Thirty two new and accurate maps of the geography of the ancients ... (1726)
1 map ; 22 x 15 cm.
In: Moll, Herman. Thirty two new and accurate maps of the geography of the ancients, as contained in the Greek and Latin classicks ... (London : H. Moll ; T. Bowles ; J. Bowles, 1726) pl. '31.

62756
Palestine - History, Ancient - Maps -
1786 <<>> Israel - History, Ancient - Maps -
1786 <<>> Jerusalem - History, Ancient - Maps -
1786 <<>> Jerusalem - Maps - 1786 <<>> Bible - Geography - Maps - 1786
Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Didier, 1723-1786 -- Boudet, Antoine, 1715?-1787 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1790?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 43 cm.
"Supplement à l'Atlas de M. Robert de Vaugondi."
Insets (22 x 14 cm. and smaller): La Judée sous la domination des Turcs -- Plan de Jérusalem moderne sous la domination des Turcs -- Plan de Jérusalem du temps de N. S. J. C.
In: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles. Atlas universel / par M. Robert ... et par M. Robert de Vaugondy son fils ... (A Paris : Chez De La Marche, géographe, rue du Foin St. Jacques, Collège de Me. Gervais, 1757, [i.e. 1790?]), [plate 109]. "109" -- oversize letterpress number stamped on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G 1015 .R598 1790, [plate 109] (PrCt)

62757
Palestine - History, Ancient - Maps -
1842 <<>> Israel - History, Ancient - Maps -
1842 <<>> Syria - History, Ancient - Maps -
1842 <<>> Sinai (Egypt) - History, Ancient - Maps - 1843
Ancient Syria. London : Chapman and Hall, 1843 [i.e.1844].
1 map : hand col. ; 38 x 31 cm.
Inset (20 x 17 cm.): Part of Arabia including Mount Sinai and the wanderings of the Jews.
oversize Ayer 135 .S67 1844 v. 1, pl. [84] (PrCt)

62758
Palestine - History, Ancient - Maps -
1851 <<>> Israel - History, Ancient - Maps -
1851 <<>> Nazareth (Israel) - Maps - 1851 - Pictorial works
Authors: Rapkin, J. -- Tallis, John, 1817-1876 -- Warren, H., fl. 1851 -- Allen, John Baylis, 1803-1876 -- Martin, Robert Montgomery, 1803?-1868. Tallis's illustrated atlas, and modern history of the world ... (1851)
1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 22 cm.
Inset views (8 x 6 cm. and smaller): Tomb of Absalom -- Syrian sheep -- Church of the Holy Sepulchre -- Ancient cedars of Lebanon -- Nazareth.
In: Martin, Robert Montgomery. Tallis's illustrated atlas, and modern history of the world ... (London : New York : J. Tallis, 1851) pl. [38a].
folio G1019 .M197 1851 pl. [38a] (PrCt)

62759
Palestine - History, Ancient - Maps -
1859 <<>> Israel - History, Ancient - Maps -
1859 <<>> Lebanon - History, Ancient - Maps - 1859 <<>> Historical atlases
Map of Palestine. [New York : Sidney E. Morse and Samuel Breese, 1859].
1 map : col. ; 37 x 30 cm.
Inset (10 x 10 cm.): Northern part of Mt. Lebanon.
In: Morse, Sidney E. The Cerographic Bible atlas
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Palestine - History, Ancient - Maps - 1860
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Palestine - History, Ancient - Maps - 1860
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Palestine - History, Ancient - Maps - 1974
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Palestine - Maps

---

Palestine - Maps
Palestina, Pubblicazione no. 1.
Series: Fondo italiano per lo studio della
8 p. : folding map ; 36 cm.
Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
---
Almagià, Monumenta cartographica vaticana II (1948) p. 113, no. 63.
Tooley 433.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
i23a

Novacco 2F 229 (PrCt)

Palestine - Maps - 1548<<<Israel - Maps - 1548
Authors: Salamanca, Antonio, d. 1562 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 220 x 491 mm. (neat line), on sheet 261 x 508 mm.
Oriented with north at left.
Includes Biblical references.
Relief shown pictorially.
Duplicate copy with variant watermark: Novacco 2F 229.
Degrees of latitude trimmed from right and left sides.
Almagià, Monumenta cartographica vaticana II (1948) p. 113, no. 63.
Tooley 433.
Ex Hoepli.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
i23

Novacco 2F 228 (PrCt)

Palestine - Maps - 1557<<<Israel - Maps - 1557
Authors: Della Gatta, Giovanni Francesco, fl. 1557 -- Wissenburg, Wolfgang, 1496-1575 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Gatta, Giovanni Francesco de la, fl. 1557 SEE Della Gatta, Giovanni Francesco, fl.
Palestine - Maps - 1557


Authors: Della Gatta, Giovanni Francesco, fl. 1557 -- Wissenburg, Wolfgang, 1496-1575 -- Hoepli, Ulrico, 1847-1935 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

1 map : hand col. ; 357 x 510 mm. (neat line), on sheet remargined to 439 x 565 mm.

Derived from 1537 map by Wolfgang Wissenburg; see Karrow 82/1.4.

Includes alphabetical list of Biblical sites.

Relief shown pictorially.


Almagià, Monumenta cartographica vaticana II (1948) p. 112, no. 61.


Bella and Bella, Cartografia rara ... dalla collezione Franco Novacco (1986) p. 104, no. 96.

Tooley 434.


Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

i24a

Novacco 4F 384.5 (PrCt)


Authors: Bertelli, Ferando -- Cartaro, Mario, ca. 1540-1620 -- Wissenburg, Wolfgang, 1496-1575 -- Finaly, Madame, d. 1938 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

1 map : hand col. ; 352 x 479 mm. (neat line), on sheet 374 x 495 mm.

Derived from 1537 map by Wolfgang Wissenburg; see Karrow 82/1.5.

Monogram of Mario Cartaro (AVK) below cartouche at upper left; see Nagler, Die Monogrammisten, v. 1, p. 631, no. 1456.

Includes alphabetical list of Biblical sites.

Relief shown pictorially.

Plate crack at lower left (11 mm.)

Remnants of binding stub on verso.

Almagià, Monumenta cartographica vaticana II (1948) p. 112, no. 61.

Bella and Bella, Cartografia rara ... dalla collezione Franco Novacco (1986) p. 104, no. 96.


Tooley 435.

Ex Finaly.

Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

i25

Novacco 2F 230 (PrCt)

Palestine - Maps - 1566


Authors: Furlani, Paolo -- Gastaldi, Giacomo, approximately 1500-approximately 1565 -- Lange, Otto, 1879-1944 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

1 map : 246 x 326 mm. (neat line), 268 x 348 mm. (plate mark)

Possibly derived from a map by Giacomo Gastaldi; see Almagià, Monumenta cartographica vaticana II (1948) p. 111, no. 60.

Relief shown pictorially.

Offset image of several ships on verso.

Very similar to Novacco 2F 227 and VAULT oversize Ayer 135. L2 1575 AI pl. [19] but printed from a different plate.


Woodward 56.

Bella and Bella, Cartografia rara ... dalla collezione Franco Novacco (1986) p. 135, no. 127.


Tooley 436.

Ex Lange.
Palestine - Maps - 1566>>Israel - Maps - 1566>>Syria - Maps - 1566
Authors: Forlani, Paolo -- Gastaldi, Giacomo, approximately 1500-1550-1566 -- Lange, Otto, 1879-1944 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 247 x 328 mm. (neat line), 266 x 344 mm. (plate mark)
Possibly derived from a map by Giacomo Gastaldi; see Almagià, Monumenta cartographica vaticana II (1948) p. 111, no. 60.
Relief shown pictorially.
Ms. 'No. 119' at upper center and 'Syria 185,455' on verso.
Very similar to Novacco 2F 226, but printed from a different plate.
Woodward 57.

Duplicate copy: VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .L2 1575 AI, plate [19] (PrCt)

Palestine - Maps - 1569>>Israel - Maps - 1569
Authors: Zaltieri, Bolognino, fl. 1560-1566 -- Bellasy, Johann Jakob von, fl. 1560-1586 -- Cerro, Josephus, 16th cent. -- Francis Roux-Devillas (Firm) -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Jocobo, Johann, 16th cent. SEE Bellasy, Johann Jakob von, fl. 1560-1586
1 map ; 287 x 536 mm. (neat line), 290 x 541 mm. (plate mark)
Includes dedications to 'Io: Iocodo Salisbvrgrn., Archiepiscopo' (i.e. Johan Jakob von Bellasy, archbishop of Salzburg) and 'Iosephvs Cerrvs.'
Oriented with north at left.
Relief shown pictorially.
Manuscript 'oriens' in upper margin, 'occidens' in lower margin; some towns embellished in ms.
Remnants of binding stub and ms. '111' on verso.
Plate crack at bottom left (13 mm.)
For later edition of the map printed by Donato Rasciottci in 1597, see Novacco 4F 382.
Bella and Bella, Cartografia rara ... dalla collezione Franco Novacco (1986) p. 105, no. 97.
Tooley 437.
Ex Roux-Devillas.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Palestine - Maps - 1570>>Israel - Maps - 1570
Authors: Camocio, Giovanni Francesco, 16th cent. -- Salamanca, Antonio, d. 1562 -- Ludwig Rosenthal's Antiquariat -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; hand col. ; 249 x 481 mm. (neat line), 278 x 497 mm. (plate mark)
Derived from Antonio Salamanca's 1548 map of Israel per apices sev pv[n]cta, divisvs.
Palestine; see Almagià, Monumenta cartographica vaticana II (1948) p. 113, no. 63.
Oriented with north at left.
Includes Biblical references.
Relief shown pictorially.
Margins include manuscript annotations and a variant graticule also added in ms.; remnants of binding stub and ms. annotations on verso.
Tooley 439.
Ex Rosenthal.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

62779
Palestine - Maps - 1570<<>>Israel - Maps - 1570<<>>Middle East - Maps - 1570
Palestinae sive totivs terrae promissionis nova descriptio / auctore Tillmann Stella Sigenens. [Antwerp : Aegid. Coppenium Diesth], 1562 [i.e. 1570].
Authors: Stella, Tilemann, 1525-1589 -- Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598 -- Diesth, Aegid. Coppenius (Aegidius Coppenius) -- Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598. Theatrvm orbis terrarvm (1570) 1 map ; 33 x 45 cm.
Oriented with north at upper right.
In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatrvm orbis terrarvm (Antwerp : A.C. Diesth, 1570), [plate 51].
Printed no. 51 and Latin letterpress text on verso beginning: Palaestina vel Terra Sancta.
Palaestina, olim Chanaan dicta, Idumeam, Iudeam ....
VAULT Case oversize G 1007 .64, [plate 51] (PrCt)

62780
Palestine - Maps - 1590<<>>Israel - Maps - 1590
Totivs Terre Promissionis a dlan vsqve Bersabee verissima et amplissima descriptio. [Siena] : Matteo Florimi formis, [ca. 1590?].
Authors: Florimi, Matteo -- Finaly, Madame, d. 1938 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 432 x 648 mm. (neat line), on composite sheet 490 x 680 mm.
Oriented with north at left.
Includes Biblical references.
Relief shown pictorially.
Printed from 2 plates on 2 sheets.
Coloring consists of red dots on towns.
Remnants of binding stub and manuscript ‘9’ on verso.
Almagià, Monumenta cartographica vaticana II (1948) p. 112-113, no. 62, pl. XXXIX.
Ex Finaly.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

62781
Palestine - Maps - 1593<<>>Israel - Maps - 1593
Theatrum Terra Sanctae. Cologne : Birckmann, 1593.
Authors: Adrichem, Christiaan van, 1533-1585 1 v.
MeurerAdr2 folio sc1994 (NLO)

62782
Authors: Jode, Gerard de, 1509-1591 -- Wierix, Antonie, -1604 -- Jode, Gerard de, 1509-1591.
Specvlvm orbis terrarvm (1593) 1 map : hand col. ; 34 x 50 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Oriented with north at lower left.
Shows regions of the 12 tribes of Israel.
Latin letterpress text on verso (fol. 14, sig. O): "Palestinae vel Terrae Sanctae tab. II ... Engraving attributed to Antonie Wierix.
In: Jode, Gerard de. Specvlvm orbis terrarvm (Antwerp : A. Coninx, 1593), map [14].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .J9 1593, map [14] (PrCt)

62783
Palestine - Maps - 1597<<>>Israel - Maps - 1597
Authors: Zaltieri, Bolognino, fl. 1555-1576 -- Rasciociotti, Donato -- Bellasy, Johann Jakob von, fl. 1560-1586 -- Cerro, Josephus, 16th cent. -- Gilhofer & Ranschburg (Vienna, Austria) -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library
1 map : hand col. ; 286 x 534 mm. (neat line), 289 x 538 mm. (plate mark)
Includes dedications to ‘lo: locodo Salisbvrgrn., Archiepiscopo’ (i.e. Johan Jakob von Bellasy, archbishop of Salzburg) and ‘losexual Cervvs.’
Oriented with north at left.
Relief shown pictorially.
Plate crack at bottom left (40 mm.).

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
For 1566 edition of the map (lacking Rascicotti's imprint) see Novacco 4F 381.


Cl. Bella and Bella, Cartografia rara ... dalla collezione Franco Novacco (1986) p. 105, no. 97.


Cl. Tooley 437

Ex Gilhofer.

Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Novacco 4F 382 (PrCt)

62784

Palestine - Maps - 1600<>Israel - Maps - 1600<>Woodcuts

Beschreibung dess Heiligen Landes. [Magdeburg : Andreas Duncker, ca. 1600].

Authors: Bünting, Heinrich, 1545-1606 -- Duncker, Andreas, d. 1629 -- Twissck, Pieter Jansz 1565-1636. Bybelsch naam ende chronyk-boeck 1632

1 map : woodcut ; 26 x 37 cm.

The map was laid in our copy of Twissck, Pieter Jansz. Bybelsch naam- ende chronyk-boeck (Hoorn : Sacharias Cornelis, 1632) [Case folio BS428.D8 T95 1632] at p. 47 and has a contemporary ms. note “Ad. p. 47,” although the map was not issued in this book.

Letterpress outside map proper provides title, names of cardinal directions, signature Miiij.


Digital image of very similar map (apparently printed from the same woodblock and type, although the registration of the type is better on our copy) on the Hebrew University website (accessed Nov. 2010) : http://bit.ly/9GjP2m

map2F G7500 1600 .B8 (PrCt)

62785

Palestine - Maps - 1625<>Israel - Maps - 1625


Authors: Purchas, Samuel, 1577?-1626 -- Hondius, Jodocus, 1563-1612 -- Purchas, Samuel, 1577?-1626. Purchas his pilgrimes (1625) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : copper engraving ; 14.3 x 18.3 cm. on sheet 32 x 21 cm.


Letterpress above map: Hondivs his Map of Terra Sancta.


VAULT Ayer 110 .P9 1625, v. 2, p. 1204 (PrCt)

62786

Palestine - Maps - 1626<>Israel - Maps - 1626


Authors: Hondius, Jodocus, 1563-1612 -- Purchas, Samuel, 1577?-1626. Purchas his pilgrimes (1625) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : copper engraving ; 14.3 x 18.3 cm. on sheet 32 x 21 cm.


Letterpress above map: Hondivs his Map of Terra Sancta.


VAULT Ayer 110 .P9 1626, p. 91 (PrCt)

62787

Palestine - Maps - 1642<>Israel - Maps - 1642<>Woodcuts

Diese Caerte van des H. Landts beschrijvinge, hoe het gestelt is geweest, als de Kinderen van Israel daer in gewoont hebben, behoord to staen, na de kopere Caerte van Europa, Asia ende Africa, in't begin sel van't Boeck. [Amsterdam : Theunis Jacobsz, 1642].

Authors: Bünting, Heinrich, 1545-1606 -- Bünting, Heinrich, 1545-1606. Itinerarium Sacrae Scripturae, dat is, Het Reysboeck der Heyligher Schrift (1642) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : woodcut ; 16 x 25 cm.


Title in letterpress in upper border.

Digital image of a very similar map (though from a different woodblock and with a different letterpress title) available on Hebrew University website (accessed Nov. 2010) : http://bit.ly/95NOYz

Baskes BS630 .B79128 1642, before p. 1 (PrCt)

62788

Palestine - Maps - 1650<>Israel - Maps - 1650 (Provisional Heading)


Authors: Fuller, Thomas

1 v.

Case f G 61001.31 (NLO)

62789

Palestine - Maps - 1650<>Israel - Maps - 1650 (Provisional Heading)

Pisgah-sight of Palestine. London : J. Williams,
Palestine - Maps - 1701<<>>Israel - Maps - 1701
Canaan, Palestine or the Holy Land &c. divided into the twelve tribes of Israel. [London : T. Childe, 1701].
Authors: Moll, Herman, -1732 -- Childe, Timothy -- Moll, Herman, -1732. A System of geography -- or, A new & accurate description of the earth 1701
1 map ; 21 x 17 cm.
Case folio G 117 .58 pt. 2, p. 16 (PrCt)

Palestine - Maps - 1703<<>>Israel - Maps - 1703<<>>Canaan SEE Palestine AND Israel
The Land of Canaan divided into 12 tribes. [London : s.n., 1703].
Authors: Seller, John, fl. 1658-1698 -- Seller, John, fl. 1658-1698. A New system of geography : designed in a most plain and easie method ... (1703)
1 map ; 12 x 13 cm.
Anonymous map in Seller, John. A New system of geography : designed in a most plain and easie method ... (London : Jeremiah Seller : Charles Price ; John Senex, 1703) map [33].
Oriented with north at upper right.
Manuscript 'oo' in lower right.
Case 3A 1704 map [33] (PrCt)

Palestine - Maps - 1709<<>>Israel - Maps - 1709
Authors: Bonfrère, Jacques, 17th cent. -- Halma, François, 1653-1722
1 map ; 21 x 66 cm. on two sheets 27 x 42 cm. In Bible. O.T. Greek. Septuagint. 1709. Vetus Testamentum...summa cura eddidt Lambertus Bos (Franquerae : Franciscus Halma, 1709), opp. p. 300.
At upper edge of each sheet: Pag. 300.

Case C 309 .3615, opp. p. 300 (PrCt)

Authors: Sanson, Guillaume -- Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724. Kleiner Atlas scholasticus von sechs und zwantzig charten [1734 or later] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Sansomy, Guillaume, 1633-1703 SEE Sanson, Guillaume -- Sanson, Guillaume, 1633-1703 SEE Sanson, Guillaume, 1633-1703
1 map ; hand col. ; 47 x 54 cm.
Inset (9 x 8 cm.): Populi Isräelitici ex Aegypto per desertum in Terram Promissionis Canaan ...
Includes hand col. vignette of Moses holding the Ten Commandments behind burning bush on mountaintop (26 x 27 cm.)
In: Homann, Johann Baptist. Kleiner Atlas scholasticus von sechs und zwantzig charten (Leipzig ; Nuremberg : Johann Friedrich Gleditsch ; Johann Baptista Homann, [1734 or later]), [plate 26].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .H7 1734, [plate 26] (PrCt)

Palestine - Maps - 1740<<>>Israel - Maps - 1740<<>>Bible - Geography - Maps - 1740 Palæstinae accurata descriptio geographica ita adornata ... [Augsburg] : M. Seuttero, [ca. 1740?].
Authors: Eichler, Gottfried, 1715-1770 -- Lotter, Tobias Conrad, 1717-1777 -- Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756 -- Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756. [A Collection of Seutter maps] [1726-1773]
1 map ; hand col. ; 48 x 56 cm.
'Tob. Conr. Lotter scalps Aug. V.' 'G. Eichler, del.'
Inset (10 x 7 cm.): Israelitarum ex Aegyto in terram Canaan peregrinatio et desertum in Terram Promissionis Canaan ... Forms part of a made-to-order composite atlas chiefly comprised of undated maps issued ca. 1734-ca. 1744.
Case oversize G 1007 .81 pl. [92] (PrCt)

Palestine - Maps - 1740<<>>Israel - Maps - 1740<<>>Bible - Geography - Maps - 1740 Palæstinae accurata descriptio geographica ita adornata ... [Augsburg] : M. Seuttero, [ca. 1740?].
Authors: Eichler, Gottfried, 1715-1770 -- Lotter, Tobias Conrad, 1717-1777 -- Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756 -- Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756. [A Collection of Seutter maps] [1726-1773]
1 map ; hand col. ; 48 x 56 cm.
'Tob. Conr. Lotter scalps Aug. V.' 'G. Eichler, del.'
Inset (10 x 7 cm.): Israelitarum ex Aegyto in terram Canaan peregrinatio et desertum in Terram Promissionis Canaan ... Forms part of a made-to-order composite atlas chiefly comprised of undated maps issued ca. 1734-ca. 1744.
Case oversize G 1007 .81 pl. [92] (PrCt)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Twelve tribes of Israel**                                          | 1740  | **Regio Canaan seu Terra Promissionis, Postea Iudaea vei Palaestina nominata, hodie Terra Sancta vocata : quae olim XII tribus hoc autem aevi in VI provincias distincta est / iuxta recentissimas et accuratissimas descriptiones adornata per Matth. Seutter, Sac. Caes. Maj. Geographo Augusta.** | [Augsburg : Seutter, 1740?]*
| **Middle East**                                                     |       | **Authors: Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756 -- Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756. Atlas novus sive tabulae geographicae totius orbis faciem, partes, imperia, regna et provincias exhibentes (Augsburg : [Seutter], 1740?) --** | [Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)] |
| **Palestine**                                                       |       | **Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.** | [Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)] |
| **VAULT Baskes oversize G1015 .S48 1740, plate [48]**               |       |                                              | [Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)] |
| **1745**                                                           |       | **Palestine - Maps**                         | [Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)] |
| **Israel - Maps**                                                  |       | **1745**                                     | [Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)] |
| **Iudaea seu Palaestina ob sacratissima Redemptoris vestigia hodie dicta terra sancta** | 1745  | **Nuremberg : Homann Erben, [ca. 1745].**    | [Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)] |
| **1 map : hand col. ; 55 x 57 cm.**                                 |       |                                              | [Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)] |
| **In: Homann, Johann Baptist. Atlas novus terrarum orbis (Nuremberg : [Homann Erben, ca. 1745]), [plate 176].** | 1745   |                                              | [Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)] |
| **Manuscript '180' on verso.**                                      |       |                                              | [Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)] |
| **overseize Ayer 135 .H7 1730, [plate 176]**                        |       |                                              | [Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)] |
| **1747***                                                          |       | **Palestine - Maps**                         | [Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)] |
| **Israel - Maps**                                                  |       | **1747**                                     | [Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)] |
| **An Accurate map of the Holy Land. London : W. Innys et al, 1747.** | 1747   | **Authors: Bowen, Emanuel, -1767 -- Innys, William, d. 1756 -- Bowen, Emanuel, -1767. A Complete system of geography ... (1747) 1 map ; 31 x 22 cm.** | [Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)] |
| **In: Bowen, Emanuel. A Complete system of geography : being a description of ... the known world (London : Printed for William Innys, etc., 1747) v. 2, pl. [34].** | 1747   |                                              | [Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)] |
| **Case oversize G114 .B68 1747 v. 2, pl. 34**                       |       |                                              | [Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)] |
| **1750***                                                          |       | **Palestine - Maps**                         | [Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)] |
| **Israel - Maps**                                                  |       | **1750**                                     | [Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)] |
| **Twelve tribes of Israel - Maps - 1750**                          | 1750  | **Palestina in XII tribvs divisa, cvm terris** | [Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)] |
| **1750***                                                          |       | **Middle East - Maps**                      | [Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)] |
| **Twelve tribes of Israel - Maps - 1750**                          | 1750  | **Palestina in XII tribvs divisa, cvm terris** | [Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)] |

*Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.*
La Judée ou Terre Sainte, divisée en ses douze tribus .... / par le Sr. Vaugondy ... [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy], 1750. Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1790?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 58 cm. Inset (24 x 24 cm.): Carte de la terre de Canaan ou Terre Promise, à Abraham, et à sa postérité ... In: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles. Atlas universel / par M. Robert ... et par M. Robert de Vaugondy son fils ... (A Paris : Chez La Marche, géographe, rue du Foin St. Jacques, Collège de Me. Gervais, 1757, [i.e. 1790?]), [plate 2]. Oversize number "2" stamped on verso. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library. Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1790, [plate 2] (PrCt)


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Stackhouse, Thomas, 1756-1836 -- Stackhouse, Thomas, 1756-1836. An Universal atlas : being a set of maps, to illustrate ancient and modern geography ... (1782) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 36 cm.
Inset (9 x 8 cm.): Plan of the city of Jerusalem.
In: Stackhouse, Thomas. A New universal atlas : consisting of a complete set of maps ... (London : Printed for the proprietor, Mrs. Stackhouse ... and sold by T. Longman [and 7 others], 1785), plate 39.
Engraved "39" at upper right.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .S82 1785, plate 39 (PrCt)

Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Didier, 1723-1786 -- Delamarche, Charles François, 1740-1817 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Sanson, Guillaume -- Haye, G. de la -- Lattré, Jean -- Lattré, Jean. Atlas geographique : contenant la mappemonde et les quatre parties avec les différents états (1784) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 67 cm.
"G. Delahaye sculptis"
Scale [ca. 1:720,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
Inset: Monarchie des Hébreux.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Palestine - Maps - 1800 - Ancient
Divisions<<>>Israel - Maps - 1800 - Ancient

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Divisions
La Guidea ovvero terra sancta divisa nele sue
dodici tribu. Rome : Calcografia camerale, 1798
[i.e. 1801].
Authors: Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria),
1745-ca. 1824 -- Calcografia camerale (Rome,
Italy) -- Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria),
1745-ca. 1824. Nuovo atlante geografico
universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni
(1792-1801) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 33 cm.
In: Cassini, Giovanni Maria. Nuovo atlante
geografico universale delineato sulle ultime
osservazioni (Rome : Presso la Calcogr.
camerale, 1792-1801) v. 3 pl. 44.
Map dated 1800.
oversize Ayer 135 .C33 1792 v. 3 pl. 44 (PrCt)

---

Palestine - Maps - 1823<<<<Israel - Maps -
1823<<<<Lebanon - Maps - 1823
Authors: Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Hall,
Sidney -- Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823. A New
general atlas constructed from the latest
authorities ... (1823) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : 24 x 19 cm.
In: Arrowsmith, Aaron. A New general atlas
constructed from the latest authorities ...
Exhibiting the boundaries and divisions, also the
chains of mountains and other geographical
features of all the known countries in the world
(Edinburgh ; London : A. Constable & Co., 1823),
pl. 37.
folio Ayer 135 .A65 1823 pl. 37 (PrCt)

---

Palestine - Maps - 1826
Palestine. Philadelphia : A. Finley, [1826].
Authors: Finley, A. (Anthony) -- Young & Delleker
-- Finley, A. (Anthony). A New general atlas,
comprising a complete set of maps, representing
the grand divisions of the globe ... (1826)
1 map : hand col. ; 28 x 21 cm.
In: Finley, Anthony. A New general atlas,
comprising a complete set of maps, representing
the grand divisions of the globe ... (Philadelphia :
Finley, 1826) pl. 56.
Case folio G1019 .F5 1826 pl. 56 (PrCt)

---

Palestine - Maps - 1833<<<<Israel - Maps -
1833
Palestine / Young & Delleker sc. Philada.
[Philadelphia] : A. Finley, [1833].
Authors: Young & Delleker -- Finley, A. (Anthony)
-- Finley, A. (Anthony). A New general atlas ...
(1833) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry
Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 28 x 21 cm.
In: Finley, Anthony. A New general atlas :
comprising a complete set of maps, representing
the grand divisions of the globe ... (Philadelphia :
Anthony Finley, 1833), plate 57.
oversize Ayer 135 .S67 1833, plate 57 (PrCt)

---

Palestine - Maps - 1836-1845<<<<Israel - Maps -
1836-1845<<<<Jerusalem Region - Maps -
1836-1845
Palestine & adjacent countries. [Philadelphia :
Carey & Hart, 1845].
Authors: Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 --
Carey & Hart -- Tanner, Henry Schenck,
1786-1858. A New universal atlas ... (1845)
1 map : hand col. ; 37 x 29 cm.
'Entered according to the Act of Congress in the
year 1836 by H.S. Tanner ...'
Inset (9 x 13 cm.): Environs of Jerusalem.
In: Tanner, Henry Schenck. A New universal
atlas ... (Philadelphia : Carey & Hart, 1845) map
'71.'
Case oversize G1019 .T2 1845 map 71 (PrCt)

---

Palestine - Maps - 1840<<<<Israel - Maps -
1840
Map of Palestine. [Philadelphia : Lea and
Blanchard, 1840].
Authors: Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846 -- Lea &
Blanchard -- Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846. The
Encyclopaedia of geography ... (1840)
1 map ; 18 x 11 cm.
Keyed to dozens of references on p.250.
In: Murray, Hugh. The Encyclopaedia of
groundy ... (Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard,
successors to Carey & Co., for George W.
Gorton, 1840) v. 2, p. 251.
Wax engraving.
G 11 .607 v. 2. p. 251 (PrCt)

---

Palestine - Maps - 1843<<<<Israel - Maps -
1843<<<<Jerusalem - Maps - 1843
Palestine with the Hauran and the adjacent
districts. London : Chapman and Hall, 1843
[i.e.1844].
Authors: Hughes, William, 1817-1876 --
Robinson, Edward, 1794-1863 -- Burckhardt,
John Lewis, 1784-1817 -- Jacotin, Pierre,
1765-1827 -- Chapman and Hall -- J. & C. Walker
(Firm) -- Society for the Diffusion of Useful
Knowledge (Great Britain) -- Society for the
Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (Great Britain).
Maps of the Society for the Diffusion of Useful
Knowledge (1844) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 38 x 30 cm.
'Robinson, Burckhardt, Jacotin, &c.'
Inset (11 x 8 cm.): (Modern) plan of Jerusalem.
In: Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge.
Maps of the Society for the Diffusion of Useful
Knowledge (London : Chapman and Hall, 1844)
v. 1, plate [87].
oversize Ayer 135 .S67 1844 v. 1. pl. [87]
(PrCt)

---

Palestine - Maps - 1843<<<<Israel - Maps -
1843
Sheet corner numbered 57.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .F5 1833, plate 57 (PrCt)
Palestine - Maps - 1858 - Hebrew language

Baskes DS107 .C58 1856 (NLO)

62829

Palestine - Maps - 1858 - Hebrew language


Authors: Blücher, Ephraim Israel

1 map : 46 x 36 cm.

Inset: [Location map, eastern Mediterranean-Red Sea area].

Imprint from another map by Blücher listed in Laor, Maps of the Holy Land (1986), no. 113.

Reference: British Library Map Catalogue on CD-ROM, Maps 720.(20.).

According to the donor, this map was given by the maker, Rabbi Blücher, to the Rabbi of Rakovnik (now in Czech Republic), who in turn gave it to Mrs. Emil Loebel, the great aunt of Jarmilla Pleska of Rakovnik, who gave it to the donor. Accompanied by three photographs (see Info. file) of the old synagogue in Rakovnik, now a cultural center (the Rabas Gallery).


Case oversize G1019 .A38 1872, plate [53] (PrCt)

62830


Authors: Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884 -- Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884

Johnson's new illustrated family atlas of the world ... (1867) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 35 x 26 cm.

"Entered according to act of Congress in the year 1867, by A.J. Johnson in the Clerk's Office of the District Court of the United States for the Southern District of New York."

Inset (13 x 10 cm.): Peninsula of Mount Sinai.

In: Johnson, Alvin Jewett. Johnson's new illustrated family atlas of the world ... (New York : A.J. Johnson, publisher, 1869), [plate 52] Number 103 at upper right.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1019 .J5 1869, [plate 52] (PrCt)

62831


Authors: Burt, W. C. -- D. Appleton and Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 25 maps ; 231 x 171 mm.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

62832

Palestine - Maps - 1872 - Israel - Maps -

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

1872 - Middle East - Maps -
1872 - Twelve tribes of Israel - Maps -

Authors: Johnson, John Hugh, fl. 1854-1870 -- Edward Stanford Ltd. -- A. Fullarton & Co. -- A. Fullarton & Co. The Royal illustrated atlas of modern geography [1872?] 1 map : col. ; 52 x 39 cm.


Regions of the twelve tribes of Israel prominently identified.

Printed plate no. "LIII" printed at right corners and pasted on verso.

Case oversize G1019 .A38 1872, plate [53] (PrCt)

62833


Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm)

1 v. : 62 plates

1st ed.


G 61.068 (NLO)

62834


Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Dulau & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 18 maps, 43 city plans, 10 views

1st ed.


Includes advertising dated 1884 and priced in marks.

Condition: Good.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

62835


Palestine - Japan. Chicago : Cram, [1883].

Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928. Cram's unrivaled family atlas of the world (1883)

62836


Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm)

62839


Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

62840


Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Dulau & Co. -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

62841

Palestine - Maps - 1887-< Israel - Maps - 1887-< Syria - Maps - 1894


Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher, 1832-1990, no. E255.

62842

Palestine - Maps - 1887-< Israel - Maps - 1887-< Syria - Maps - 1894


Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher, 1832-1990, no. E255.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

62843 62846
Palestine - Maps - 1895<<>>Israel - Maps - 1895<<>>Syria - Maps - 1895<<>>Middle East - Maps - 1895
Palaestina und Syrien. Leipzig : Bibliographisches Institut, 1895.
Authors: Meyers Reisebücher -- Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 21 maps
3rd ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Palestine - Maps - 1900<<>>Israel - Maps - 1900<<>>Syria - Maps - 1900
Authors: Palastina-Pilgerverein zu Brixen -- Palastina Pilgerverein -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 4 maps
(Brixen, StTirol)
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

62844 62847
Palestine - Maps - 1898<<>>Israel - Maps - 1898<<>>Syria - Maps - 1898
Palaestina and Syria. Leipzig : London ; New York : K. Baedeker ; Dulau ; Scribner's, 1898.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Dulau & Co. -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 20 maps, 48 city plans, 1 view
3rd ed.
A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbüber, 1832-1900, no. E256.
Includes advertising dated 1904 and priced in dollars.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Palaestina und Syrien. Leipzig : Bibliographisches Institut, 1904.
Authors: Meyers Reisebücher -- Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 25 maps
4th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1905.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

62845 62848
Palestine - Maps - 1898<<>>Israel - Maps - 1898<<>>Syria - Maps - 1898
Palestine and Syria. Leipzig : London : K. Baedeker ; Dulau ; Scribner's, 1898.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Dulau & Co. -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 20 maps, 48 city plans, 1 view
3rd ed.
A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbüber, 1832-1900, no. E256.
Includes advertising dated 1904 and priced in dollars.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Authors: Macmillan & Co. -- Macmillan guide -- Edward Stanford Ltd. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
3rd ed.
Series: Macmillan’s guides.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .M33 Palestine, Syria (1905) (NLO)

62849
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm)
1 v. : 73 plates
4th ed.
A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbüber, 1832-1900, no. E257.
G 61.069 (NLO)

62850
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Dulau & Co. -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 20 maps, 52 city plans, 1 view
4th ed.
Ins: Turkish Zeal.
A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbüber, 1832-1900, no. E257.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Includes advertising dated 1906 and priced in marks.
Condition: Fair.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

62851 Palestine - Maps - 1907>>Israel - Maps - 1907
Authors: Meistermann, Barnabas -- John Bartholomew & Co. -- Burns & Oates -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 133 maps ; 169 x 110 mm.
C:JBartholomew
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Authors: William Collins Sons and Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- William Collins Sons and Co. The Collegiate atlas ... [191-?]
1 map : col. ; 30 x 22 cm.
Insets (3 x 4 cm. and 6 x 7 cm.): The Temple -- Jerusalem.
Printed plate number repeated on thumb index at right.
"Palestine" in oversize manuscript lettering on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .C625 1910z, [plate] 26
(PrCt)

62853 Palestine - Maps - 1912>>Israel - Maps - 1912
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm)
1 v. : 78 plates
5th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1919.
Condition: Fair.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

62855 Palestine - Maps - 1912>>Israel - Maps - 1912
Palestine and Syria. Leipzig ; London ; New York : K. Baedeker ; T. Fisher Unwin ; Scribner's, 1912.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- T. Fisher Unwin (Firm) -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 21 maps, 56 city plans, 1 view
5th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1922 and priced in shillings.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

62856 Palestine - Maps - 1913>>Israel - Maps - 1913
Durch's Heilige Land. Trier : Mosella Verlag, 1913.
Authors: Meistermann, Barnabas -- Mosella Verlag -- Durch -- Schaar -- Dathe -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 133 maps ; 174 x 112 mm.
Includes maps by Schaar and Dathe.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

62857 Palestine - Maps - 1913>>Israel - Maps - 1913
Palaestina und Syrien. Leipzig : Bibliographisches Institut, 1913.
Authors: Meyers Reisebücher -- Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 27 maps
5th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

62858 Palestine - Maps - 1918>>Israel - Maps - 1918
Authors: Palestine pocket guide-books -- Egypt.
1 v. : 21 maps, 56 city plans, 1 view
4th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1919.
Condition: Fair.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)
Palestine - Maps - 1918<<>>Israel - Maps - 1918

Authors: Palestine pocket guide-books -- Egypt.
Maslahat al-Misahah -- Survey of Egypt -- Palestine news -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 4 maps
No. 2 in a series.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Palestine - Maps - 1918<<>>Syria - Maps - 1918<<>>Middle East - Maps - 1918

Authors: Palestine pocket guide-books -- Egypt.
Maslahat al-Misahah -- Survey of Egypt -- Palestine news -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 5 maps
No. 3 in a series.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Palestine - Maps - 1922 - Geography<<>>Israel - Maps - 1922 - Geography (Provisional Heading)

Eretz Israel (Land of Israel, in Hebrew). Vienna : Menorah, 1922.
Authors: Klein, Shmuel -- Menorah -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 2 maps ; 228 x 155 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Palestine - Maps - 1923<<>>Israel - Maps - 1923

Authors: Meistermann, Barnabas -- Hausermann, A. -- Burns Oates & Washbourne -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 141 maps ; 168 x 110 mm.
C:AHausermann
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)


Middle East - Maps - 1924-1925

vii, 520 p., [10] leaves of plates (some folded) : ill., 10 maps (some col., some folded) ; 18 cm.
New ed., rev. / by Harry Charles Luke ; with an appendix on the historical interest of the sites and monuments of Palestine by J. Garstang
"Reprinted 1925."
Map in pocket.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Series: Cook’s traveller’s handbooks -- Cook’s handbooks.
2 copies.
Former owners' stamps on copy 1: St. Mary’s Seminary Library, Perryville, Missouri -- Ex Libris Congregationis Missionis ad usum C.L. Souvay.
Copy 2 imperfect; lacking 3 maps.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .C66 Palestine (1925) [copies 1 and 2] (NLO)


Authors: Thomas Cook Ltd. -- Cook’s handbooks -- Simpkin and Marshall -- Elston, Roy -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 10 maps
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)


La Palestine : la Syrie centrale, la Méditerranée orientale ... Paris : Bonne Presse, 1932.
Authors: Notre-Dame de France (Monastery : Jerusalem) -- Bonne Presse -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 75 maps
5th ed.
"Par des professeurs de Notre-Dame de France à Jérusalem."
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)


Cover title: Cook's traveller's handbook Palestine and Syria
Printed by Turnbull & Spears.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Map in pocket.
Series: Cook's traveller's handbooks -- Cook's handbooks.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 30013673

Palestine (PrCt)

Baskes G153 .C66 Palestine (1929) (NLO)

Palestine - Maps - 1941<<>>Israel - Maps - 1941

Authors: Steinmatzky's guides -- Vilnay, Zev, 1900-1988 -- Steinmatzky -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 48 maps
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Palestine - Maps - 1944<<>>Israel - Maps - 1944

Authors: Hoade, Eugene -- Kh. Kh. -- Kh., Kh. -- Franciscan Press -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Maps by Kh. Kh.
Includes index.
Three inscriptions dated: 25 November, 1944.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes DS103 .H57 1944 (NLO)

Palestine - Maps - 1948<<>>Israel - Maps - 1948

Authors: Steinmatzky's guides -- Vilnay, Zev, 1900-1988 -- Steinmatzky -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 28 maps
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Palestine - Maps - 1956<<>>Israel - Maps - 1956

Authors: Finbert, Elian J., 1896- -- Hachette (Firm) -- Hachette world guides -- Imprimerie Michard -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Maps printed by Michard.
Map and publisher's advertisements on endpapers.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [107]-111) and index.
Series: Hachette world guides
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
In English and Hebrew.
Formerly Z6027.175 H3 1984
Map Ref Z6027.175 H3 1984 (NLO)

62882 Palestine - Maps - Bibliography<<>>Israel - Maps - Bibliography
Authors: Tishby, Ariel
168 p. : ill., maps (chiefly col.) ; 28 cm.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
ISBN 0847824128
folio GA1321 .H65 2001 (NLO)

Authors: Laor, Eran -- Klein, Shoshana -- Bet ha-sefarim ha-le'umi veha-universita'i bi-Yerushalayim
xix, 201 p. : ill., maps (some col.), ports. ; 26 x 31 cm.
Describes 1,185 maps; many illustrations.
Includes indexes.
Based on the Eran Laor Collection at the Jewish National and University Library, Jerusalem.
Formerly folio Z6027.P15 L36 1986
LC Card Number: 86015298
ISBN 084511705X
Map Ref folio Z6027.P15 L36 1986 (NLO)

Hebrew University. Jewish National and University Library SEE Bet ha-sefarim ha-le'umi veha-universita'i bi-Yerushalayim<<>>Hebrew University Library (Jerusalem) SEE Bet ha-sefarim ha-le'umi veha-universita'i bi-Yerushalayim<<>>Jewish National and University Library (Jerusalem) SEE Bet ha-sefarim ha-le'umi veha-universita'i bi-Yerushalayim
Holy Land maps from the Eran Laor Cartographic Collection. [2007-].
Authors: Bet ha-sefarim ha-le'umi veha-universita'i bi-Yerushalayim -- Laor, Eran -- Jerusalem. Hebrew University. Jewish National and University Library SEE Bet ha-sefarim ha-le'umi veha-universita'i bi-Yerushalayim -- Hebrew University Library (Jerusalem) SEE Bet ha-sefarim ha-le'umi veha-universita'i bi-Yerushalayim -- Jewish National and University Library (Jerusalem) SEE Bet ha-sefarim ha-le'umi veha-universita'i bi-Yerushalayim
Internet database (ca. 1,000 digital map reproductions)
Over 1,000 digital map reproductions mounted on the website of the Bet ha-sefarim ha-le'umi veha-universita'i bi-Yerushalayim (Jewish National and University Library in Jerusalem) (accessed Jan. 2007):
http://www.jnul.huji.ac.il/dl/maps/pal/html/
http://www.jnul.huji.ac.il/dl/maps/pal/html/(PrCl)

62885 Palestine - Maps - Collections<<>>Israel - Maps - Collections
Authors: Ran, Nachman -- Studio Editions -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 132 p. : ill. (chiefly col.), facsims., maps, ports. ; 34 cm.
Includes bibliographical references.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
ISBN 1851703160 ; 9781851703166
Baskes folio DS108.9 .J68 1989 (NLO)

62886 Palestine - Maps - Collections<<>>Israel - Maps - Collections<<>>Palestine - Pictorial works - Collections<<>>Israel - Pictorial works - Collections
2nd ed., enl.
'595 illustrations.'
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: LC 374; HT 153
Baskes folio DS108.5 .V5 1965 (NLO)

62887 Palestine - Maps - Exhibitions - Catalogs<<>>Israel - Maps - Exhibitions -

Contents: Samaria and plain of Esdraelon / by M. E. Rogers -- Esdraelon and Nazareth / by Rev. Canon Tristam -- Galilee -- Caesarea, Philippi and the highlands of Galilee / by Selah Merril -- Acre, the key of Palestine -- Mount Carmel and the River Kishon / by M. E. Rogers. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Illustrations on lining papers. LC Card Number: 77355235

Baskes folio DS110.G2 P53 1975 (NLO)


Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Fuchs, F. -- Russell, E., 19th cent. -- Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928. Cram's unrivaled family atlas of the world (1883) 1 view : col. ; 18 x 31 cm. Bottom margin includes references 1-235, rivers a-z and "&", and mountains A-Z.

In: Cram, George Franklin. Cram's unrivaled family atlas of the world (Chicago : Geo.F. Cram, c1883), p. 113.

folio G1019 .G463 1883b, p. 113 (PrCt)

62892 Palestine - Pictorial works - 1880 <> Israel - Pictorial works - 1880 [Notes on Vincenzo Paletino]. [Chicago, 198-?].

Authors: Karrow, Robert W. 1 file folder : 25 x 30 cm. Bibliographical notes, photocopies of maps, correspondence, and drafts used in the preparation of the chapter on Vincenzo Paletino in: Karrow, Mapmakers of the sixteenth century and their maps (1993).

Vert 3155 (PrCt)

62893 Palestine, Vinko, 1508-ca. 1571 <> Palestine, Vinko, 1508-ca. 1571 [Map of Spain] (1551) <> Palestine, Vincenzo, 1508-ca. 1571 SEE Paletin, Vinko, 1508-ca. 1571 <> Paletin Korculanin, Vinko, 1508-ca. 1571 SEE Paletin, Vinko, 1508-ca. 1571 <> Korculanin, Vinko Paletin, 1508-ca. 1571 SEE Paletin, Vinko, 1508-ca. 1571 <> Paletino da Corzula, Vicenzo, 1508-ca. 1571 SEE Paletin, Vinko, 1508-ca. 1571 <<> Paletino da Corzula, Vicente, 1508-ca. 1571 SEE Paletin, Vinko, 1508-ca. 1571


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

p. 259-267 : map ; 26 cm.  
Vert 3154, no. 1 (PrCt)

62894 Pallada (Ship) - Voyages  
Authors: Goncharov, Ivan Aleksandrovich, 1812-1891 -- Goetz, Klaus -- St. Martin's Press -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) xx, 649 p. : ill. ; 22 cm.  
1st ed.  
Translation of: Fregat 'Pallads'; translated by Klaus Goetze.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.  
ISBN 0312005997  
Baskes G490 .G6313 1987 (NLO)

62895 Palm Beach County (Fla.) - Maps - 1985 - Road maps Road maps Counties - Maps  
Cover title: StreetFinder : Palm Beach County.  
$9.95  
Uniform title: StreetFinder.  
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).  
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).  
ISBN 0528850679  
RMcN StrFdr 1985 .P33 (PrCt)

62896 Palm Beach County (Fla.) - Maps - 1989 - Road maps Road maps Counties - Maps  
Palm Beach County business user's street atlas and directory. Skokie, Ill. Rand McNally , 1989.  
Loose-leaf.  
$49.95  
Uniform title: StreetFinder.  
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).  
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).  
ISBN 0-528-20129-8  
RMcN StrFdr 1989 .P33 (PrCt)

62897 Palm Beach County (Fla.) - Maps - 1990 - Road maps Road maps Counties - Maps  
Revised."  
$12.95  
On p. 110: Copyright certificate #TX 3-800-310.  
Uniform title: StreetFinder.  
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).  
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).  
ISBN 0-528-91764-1  
RMcN StrFdr 1990 .P33 (PrCt)

62898 Palm Beach County (Fla.) - Maps - 1992 - Road maps Road maps Counties - Maps  
$15.95  
On p. 112: Copyright certificate #TX 3-422-091.  
Uniform title: StreetFinder.  
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).  
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).  
ISBN 0-528-91159-7  
RMcN StrFdr 1992 .P33 (PrCt)

62899 Palm Beach County (Fla.) - Maps - 1994 - Road maps Road maps Counties - Maps  
New larger scale."  
$15.95  
Uniform title: StreetFinder.  
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).  
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).  
ISBN 0-528-91300-X  
RMcN StrFdr 1994 .P33 (PrCt)

62900 Palm Beach County (Fla.) - Maps - 1996 - Road maps Road maps Counties - Maps  
Palm Beach County StreetFinder. [Skokie, Ill.] : Rand McNally , 1996.  
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) 1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm.  
"New updated edition" --front cover.  
$15.95

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.  
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
62901 **Palm Beach County (Fla.) - Maps - 1999 - Road maps - Counties - Maps**
$16.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN StrFdr 1999 .P33 (PrCt)

62902 **Palm Beach County (Fla.) - Maps - 2002 - Road maps - Counties - Maps**
$19.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-99088-8
RMcN StrFdr 2002 .P33 (PrCt)

62903 **Palm Beach County (Fla.) - Maps - 2003 - Road maps - Counties - Maps**
$19.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-99690-8
RMcN StrFdr 2003 .P33 (PrCt)

62904 **Palm Beach County (Fla.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps - Counties - Maps**
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-99892-7
RMcN StrFdr 2004 .P33 (PrCt)

62905 **Palm Beach County (Fla.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps - Counties - Maps**
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528854690
RMcN StrFdr 2005 .P33 (PrCt)

62906 **Palm Beach County (Fla.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps - Counties - Maps**
$19.95
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528855468
RMcN StrFdr 2006 .P33 (PrCt)

62907 **Palm Beach County (Fla.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps - Counties - Maps**

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Palm Beach County (Fla.) - Maps - 2009 - Road maps

Palm Beach County (Fla.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps

Palm Beach County (Fla.) - Maps - 1955 - Road maps - Landowners

Palm Beach County (Fla.) - Maps - 1955 - Road maps - Landowners

Palm Springs (Calif.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps

Palm Springs, Desert Cities EasyFinder : Local street detail

Palmanova (Italy) - Maps - 1572-1657

Palma. Venetis. Veneti, i.e. Cologne or Amsterdam? s.n., between 1572-1657.

Palma. Venetis. Veneti, i.e. Cologne or Amsterdam? s.n., between 1572-1657.

Palma. Venetis. Veneti, i.e. Cologne or Amsterdam? s.n., between 1572-1657.
G 117.452 v. 8, p. folio 65 (hand col.)
37
Novacco 2F 126 (PrCt)

62913 Palmanova (Italy) - Maps - 1620 - Fortification
Nova Palmae ciuitas in patria Foroiuliensi ad maris Adriatici ... [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 --
Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 --
Civitates orbis terrarum -- Edward E. Ayer
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; hand col.; 36 x 47 cm.
Anonymous map.
Added title in uppercase lettering at top: Palma. Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Novae
Palmae civitatis ... .
In: Braun, Georg and Franz Hogenberg. Civitates
orbis terrarum [Cologne: Pieter von Brachel?, ca. 1620] v. 5, plate 68
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 5, pl. 68 (PrCt)

62914 Palo Alto, Battle of, Tex., 1846 -
Maps<<>>Mexican War, 1846-1848 - Maps
Battle ground of Palo Alto, May 8th 1846. [New
York : s.n., 1907].
Authors: Jarvis, Nathan S. -- Jarvis, Nathan S. An
Army surgeon’s notes of frontier service, 1833-48
(1906-1907) -- Journal of the Military Service
Institution of the United States -- Everett D. Graff
Collection of Western Americana (Newberry
Library)
1 map ; 12 x 10 cm.
Anonymous map in Jarvis, Nathan S. Types and
traditions of the old army. An army surgeon’s
notes of frontier service--Mexican War. [New
York : s.n., 1907]. Forms part of reprint of article
issued in Journal of the Military Service Institution
of the United States v. 40 (July-August 1907) p. [8].
Shows disposition of U.S. and Mexican forces.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of
Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Graff 2200 p. [8] (PrCt)

62915 Palo Alto County (Iowa) - Maps - 1908 -
Landowners<<>>Counties -
Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
Standard atlas of Palo Alto County, Iowa :
including a plat book of the villages, cities, and
townships of the county, map of the state ...
patrons directory. Chicago : Ogle, 1908.
Authors: Geo. A. Ogle & Co.
1 atlas (79, xxii p. : ill., maps) ; 30 cm.
oversize F 91266 .642 (NLO)

62916 Palo Pinto County (Tex.) - Maps - 1879 -
Landowners<<>>Counties -
Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
[Palo Pinto County (Tex.) - 1879: LC G&M land
ownership maps on microfiche]. [Washington,
D.C.] : LC G&M Division, [1983?].
Authors: Texas. General Land Office -- Library of
Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC
G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 21 x 16.5 in. Scale 1:133,320.
Originally compiled 1879.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing
19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map
Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
[Washington, D.C. : Library of Congress,
Geography and Map Division, 1983?].
Microfiche 583, no. 1091 (PrCt)

62917 Palo Pinto County (Tex.) - Maps - 1880-1889 -
Landowners<<>>Counties -
Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
[Palo Pinto County (Tex.) - 188-: LC G&M land
ownership maps on microfiche]. [Washington,
D.C.] : LC G&M Division, [1983?].
Authors: Texas & Pacific Railway. Land Dept. --
Library of Congress. Geography and Map
Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 21 x 17.5 in. Scale 1:133,320.
Originally published Marshall, Tex.: Texas &
Pacific Railway, [188-?].
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing
19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map
Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
[Washington, D.C. : Library of Congress,
Geography and Map Division, 1983?].
Microfiche 583, no. 1092 (PrCt)

62918 Palo Pinto County (Tex.) - Maps - 1898 -
Landowners<<>>Counties -
Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
[Palo Pinto County (Tex.) - 1898: LC G&M land
ownership maps on microfiche]. [Washington,
D.C.] : LC G&M Division, [1983?].
Authors: Pressler, Herman -- Davis, Grady W. --
Texas. General Land Office -- Library of
Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC
G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: Blueprint, 43 x 36 in. Scale
1:66,660. Originally compiled Austin, Tex.: U.S.
General Land Office, 1898.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing
19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map
Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
[Washington, D.C. : Library of Congress,
Geography and Map Division, 1983?].
Microfiche 583, no. 1093 (PrCt)

62919 Pan American Highway System - Maps - 1950 -
Pictorial maps<<>>America - Maps - 1950 -
Road maps<<>>America - Maps - 1950 -
Pictorial maps<<>>Western Hemisphere -
Maps - 1950 - Road maps<<>>Western
Hemisphere - Maps - 1950 - Pictorial
maps<<>>Pictorial maps - America -
1950<<>>Pictorial maps - Western
Pan American Canal (Panama) - Maps
1905<>Panama Canal (Panama) - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1905<>Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. - Panama Canal (Panama) - 1905<>Darien (Panama and Colombia) - Maps - 1905<>Panama, Isthmus of (Panama) - Maps - 1905<>Panama - Maps - 1905 - Canals<>Saint Marys River (Mich. and Ont.) - Maps - 1905
[Panama Canal maps and elevation profiles] / Board of Consulting Engineers, Panama Canal. [Balboa Heights, Panama?] : Board of Consulting Engineers, Panama Canal, 1905.
31 sheets : col. maps, elevation profiles, and diagrams ; 88 x 169 cm or smaller, folded to 29 x 22 cm.

Previously owned by the Free Library of Philadelphia.


References: Cf. OCLC 10877177 (single map at variant scale); Cf. OCLC 84715685 (set of 31 maps).

Panama Canal (Panama) - Maps - 1912 - Guidebooks
Pictures of the Panama Canal. Philadelphia : Lippincott, 1912.
Authors: Pennell, Joseph, 1857-1926 -- J.B. Lippincott & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.
1st ed.
28lithos
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Panama Canal (Panama) - Maps - 1912 - Relief models - Panama Canal (Panama) - 1912 - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. - Panama Canal (Panama) - 1912
Gray's aero view of the Panama Canal / copyrighted 1912 by C. P. Gray, map maker.
New York : C.P. Gray, mapmaker, 130 Fulton Street, 1912.
Authors: Gray, C. P. -- Hamburg-American Line
1 map : col. ; 11 x 34 cm., in covers 12 x 35 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:110,000].
Coordinates: (W 80°15'--79°50'/N 9°30'--N 8°50').
Relief shown by shading and embossing.
Inset location map (2 x 3 cm.): Index map.
Below map, on facing opening, "Profile of Panama Canal," "Construction data," table of important dates in "The World's greatest engineering feat."
Cover title: Gray's aero view of the Panama Canal Zone, compliments of the Hamburg-American Line.
On back cover, advertisement for "Hamburg-American Line Cruises."

Panama Canal (Panama) - Maps - 1912 - Relief models - Panama Canal (Panama) - 1912 - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. - Panama Canal (Panama) -
Panama, Isthmus of (Panama) - Maps - 1698

A Map of the Isthmus of Darien, & Bay of Panama. [London, 1698].
Authors: Moll, Herman, -1732 -- Dampier, William, 1652-1715

1 map : 108 x 155 mm., fold. to 18 x 11 cm.
In Dampier's A New Voyage round the world.
Insets: The North sea coast of the Isthmus of America to the west of Portobel. -- The South sea coast of the Isthmus of America to the west of Panama.
In upper right margin: Place these between the introduction & chap. 1.
VAULT Ayer 118 D2 1698, v. 1, front (PrCt)

52933

Panama - Maps - 1671 - Manuscripts -

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Panama - Maps - 1700

Panama - Maps - 1700
A New map of ye Isthmus of Darien in America, the Bay of Panama, the gulph of Vallona or St. Michael, with its islands adjacent. [London : s.n., 1721].
Authors: Senex, John, -1740 -- Senex, John, -1740. A New general atlas : containing a geographical and historical account of all the empires, kingdoms, and other dominions of the world ... (1721) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: hand col. ; 28 x 47 cm., on sheet 63 x 54 cm.
On same sheet with: A Draft of the Golden & adjacent islands with part of ye Isthmus of Darien as it was taken by Capt. Ienefer where ye Scots West-India Company was setteled In: Senex, John. A New general atlas : containing a geographical and historical account of all the empires, kingdoms, and other dominions of the world ... (London : Daniel Browne [and 8 others], 1721), v. 2, between p. 254-255.

Panama - Maps - 1700

Panama - Maps - 1700
A New map of ye Isthmus of Darien in America, the bay of Panama, the gulph of Vallona or St. Michael, with its islands adjacent. [London : s.n., 1721].
Authors: Senex, John, -1740 -- Senex, John, -1740. A New general atlas : containing a geographical and historical account of all the empires, kingdoms, and other dominions of the world ... (London : Daniel Browne [and 8 others], 1721), v. 2, between p. 254-255.
a geographical and historical account of all the empires, kingdoms, and other dominions of the world ... (London : Daniel Browne [and 8 others], 1721), v. 2, between p. 254-255.

oversize Ayer 135 .S5 1721 v. 2, between p. 254-255 (PrCt)

62938  Panama - Maps - 1760 - Coasts - Nautical charts

Panama - Maps - 1760 - Coasts - Nautical charts - Panama - Maps - 1760 - Coasts - Caledonia Bay (Panama) - Maps - 1760 - Nautical charts - Nautical charts - Caledonia Bay (Panama) - Maps - 1760

Panama - Maps - 1760 - Coasts - Nautical charts

An Exact draught of the Gulf of Darien & the coast to Porto Bello with Panama in ... Caledonia. [London] : W. Mount and T. Page, [1760].


1 map ; 43 x 54 cm.

Inset (24 x 25 cm.): The South settlement in Caledonia.


Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger):

English Pilot. Part 4 (1760)

Ayer oversize G1106.P5 E5 1760 following p. 58 (PrCt)

62939  Panama - Maps - 1769

Kaart van de landengte van Panama / volgens de Spaansche aftekeninge opgemacht. [Amsterdam : Isaak Tirion, 1769].

Authors: Tirion, Isaak -- Tirion, Isaak. Nieuwe en beknopte hand-atlas ... (1748 [i.e. 1769?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 25 x 29 cm.

Verso numbered "N 103" in manuscript.

In: Tirion, Isaak. Nieuwe en beknopte hand-atlas ... (Amsterdam : Isaak Tirion, 1744 [i.e. 1769?]), plate [100].

oversize Ayer 135 .T55 1744, plate [100] (PrCt)

62940  Panama - Maps - 1777

Carta rappresentante l'Istmo di Darien o' Sia di Panama. [Livorno : G.T. Masi, 1777].

Authors: Terreni, Giuseppe Maria, 1739-1811 -- Masi, G. T. -- Masi, G. T. Atlante dell' America, contenente le migliori carte geografiche ... (1777) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 23 x 20 cm.

In: Masi, G. T. Atlante dell' America, contenente le migliori carte geografiche ... (Livorno : Gio. Tommaso Masi, e Comp., 1777) pl. [31].

VAULT folio Ayer 135 .A75 1777 pl. [31] (PrCt)

62941  Panama - Maps - 1851

Panama - Maps - 1851

1851 - Central America - Maps - 1851 - Panama, Isthmus of (Panama) - Maps - 1851 - Chagres (Panama) - Maps - 1851 - Pictorial works

Isthmus of Panama. London & New York : John Tallis & Company , [1851].

Authors: Rapkin, J. -- Tallis, John, 1817-1876 -- Warren, H., fl. 1851 -- Wrightson, J., fl. 1851 -- Martin, Robert Montgomery, 1803?-1868. Tallis's illustrated atlas, and modern history of the world ... (1851)

1 map : hand col. ; 22 x 30 cm.

Inset views: The Fort at Chagres (9 x 12 cm.) -- Gold seekers on their way over the Cordilleras (9 x 12 cm.).

In: Martin, Robert Montgomery. Tallis's illustrated atlas, and modern history of the world ... (London ; New York : J. Tallis, 1851) pl. [69].

folio G1019 .M197 1851 pl. [69] (PrCt)

62942  Panama - Maps - 1855

Railroads

Panama - Maps - Railroads - Panama Railroad Co. - Maps - 1855

Map showing the line of the Panama Rail-Road. [New York : Harper & Bros., 1855].

Authors: Tomes, Robert, 1817-1882 -- Panama Railroad Co. -- Harper & Brothers -- Tomes, Robert, 1817-1882. Panama in 1855 : an account of the Panama rail-road ... (1855)

1 map ; 8 x 8 cm.

Scale [ca. 1:805,000]

Coordinates: (W 80°01'25"--W 79°29'40"/N 9°23'20"--N 8°51'30"

Forms part of a travel memoir describing a trip organized in 1855 by the Panama Railroad Co. Board of Directors to promote the newly completed railway.

In: Tomes, Robert. Panama in 1855 : an account of the Panama rail-road, of the cities of Panama and Aspinwall, with sketches of life and character on the Isthmus (New York : Harper & Bros., 1855) [p. 67].

Digital image of another copy available on the Internet Archive (accessed August 2013):

http://archive.org/stream/panamin185500tomericha#page/67/mode/1up

G 981 .88 [p. 67] (PrCt)

62943  Panama - Maps - 1912

Panama - Maps - 1912 - Panama Canal (Panama) - Maps - 1912 - Canal Zone - Maps - 1912


Authors: Collins, John Owen, 1879 -- Collins, John Owen. Panama in 1855 : an account of the Panama rail-road ... (1855) -- Warren, H., fl. 1851 -- Wrightson, J., fl. 1851 -- Martin, Robert Montgomery, 1803?-1868. Tallis's illustrated atlas, and modern history of the world ... (1851)

1 map : hand col. ; 22 x 30 cm.

Inset views: The Fort at Chagres (9 x 12 cm.) -- Gold seekers on their way over the Cordilleras (9 x 12 cm.).

In: Martin, Robert Montgomery. Tallis's illustrated atlas, and modern history of the world ... (London ; New York : J. Tallis, 1851) pl. [69].

folio G1019 .M197 1851 pl. [69] (PrCt)

62943  Panama - Maps - 1912

Panama - Maps - 1912

Panama Canal (Panama) - Maps - 1912


Authors: Collins, John Owen, 1879 -- Collins, John Owen. Panama in 1855 : an account of the Panama rail-road ... (1855) -- Warren, H., fl. 1851 -- Wrightson, J., fl. 1851 -- Martin, Robert Montgomery, 1803?-1868. Tallis's illustrated atlas, and modern history of the world ... (1851)

1 map : hand col. ; 22 x 30 cm.

Inset views: The Fort at Chagres (9 x 12 cm.) -- Gold seekers on their way over the Cordilleras (9 x 12 cm.).

In: Martin, Robert Montgomery. Tallis's illustrated atlas, and modern history of the world ... (London ; New York : J. Tallis, 1851) pl. [69].

folio G1019 .M197 1851 pl. [69] (PrCt)
Panama - Maps - 1928
Ethnology
Panama - Maps - 1928
Indians
Panama - Maps - 1928
Panama - History
Indians of Central America - Maps
Mapa del Istmo de Panama indicativo de los lugares en que habitanaban diversos jefes indigenas al tiempo de la conquista del territorio, según las cronicas y documentos de la epoca. 1928.
Authors: Alba C., M. M. (Manuel María)
1 map
Detached from Alba C., Manuel Maria. Etnologia segun las cronicas y documentos de la epoca, lugares en que habitaban diversos jefes indigenas al tiempo de la conquista del territorio, 1928.
Panel art: Various pictorial vignettes; Esso logo and Panama state seal.
Map on verso (59 x 83 cm. and smaller): Mapa Interamericana - Panama / Esso Standard Oil (Central America). Plate no. 647
1 map : col. ; 30 x 61 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. 666403-2
Insets (14 x 26 cm. and smaller): Panama -- Colon -- Zona del Canal.
Map on verso (42 x 59 cm.): Central America.
Panel art: Texaco sign; illustrations of car passing rural and urban gas stations.
In English and Spanish.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3859 (PrCt)

Panama - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Central America - Maps - 1947
Pan American Highway System - Maps - 1947
Panama Canal (Panama) - Maps - 1947
Road maps
Esso Mapa de la Republica de Panama / obsequio de Esso Standard Oil. New York, N.Y. General Drafting Co., Inc., [1947?].
Authors: Esso Standard Oil (Central America) -- General Drafting Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 50 x 83 cm., folded to 22 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Mapa de la Republica de Panama / Esso Standard Oil (Central America). S.A.
Plate no. 647
Maps on verso (59 x 83 cm. and smaller): Mapa de la America Central y Panama -- La Carretera Interamericana -- La Zona del Canal.
Panel art: Various pictorial vignettes; Esso logo and Panama state seal.
Handstamps: "Jun 3 1949" and "Please return to Blazed Trails Dept."
Editor's copy; slight manuscript annotations in blue pencil.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 710 (PrCt)

Panama - Maps - 1968 - Road maps
Panama (Panama) - Maps - 1968
Road maps
Panama Canal (Panama) - Maps - 1968
Canal Zone - Maps - 1968
Colón (Panama) - Maps - 1968
Central America - Maps - 1968
Road maps
Authors: Texaco, inc. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 30 x 61 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. 686403-4
Insets (14 x 26 cm. and smaller): Panama [City] -- Colon -- Zona del Canal.
Map on verso (42 x 59 cm.): Central America.
Panel art: color photo of "Esclusas de Gatun."
In English and Spanish.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Panama - Maps - 1969 - Road maps
Authors: Texaco, inc. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 30 x 61 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm. "1976 Edition."
Panel title.
Plate no. 766403-10
Insets (14 x 26 cm. and 9 x 9 cm.): Panama [City] -- Colon.
Map on verso (42 x 59 cm.): Central America.
Panel art: color photos of stone ruins, native women, and the Bridge of the Americas.
In English and Spanish.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
R McN Clients 3991 (PrCt)

Panama - Maps - 1973 - Road maps
Authors: Texaco, inc. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 30 x 61 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm. "1976 Edition."
Panel title.
Plate no. 696403-5
Insets (14 x 26 cm. and smaller): Panama [City] -- Colon -- Zona del Canal de Panama.
Map on verso (42 x 59 cm.): Central America.
Panel art: color photo of "Esclusas de Gatún."
In English and Spanish.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
R McN Clients 3909 (PrCt)

Delineacion hydrographica de la Ensenada de Panguil en la Isla de Mindanao. 1755.
Authors: Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS 1328 map
1 ms. map : hand col. ; 337 x 257 mm.
Forms part of an unsigned 1755 manuscript report summarizing 1754 campaigns led by Pedro Alcántara Pérez against the Moros in the Visayan Islands: Compendio de los sucesos, que con grande gloria de Dios...se consiguieron contra los Mahometanos Enemigos (Ayer MS 1328).
Shows the Panguil Bay region on the island of Mindanao (Philippines). Identifies fresh water sources, villages, and anchorages; records soundings between Lupagan and Iligan. Letters A-Y keyed to descriptive notes on p. [89]-[92] of the report. Includes pictorial inset map (51 x 59 mm.): Pueblo de Yligan, cavecera del corregimiento.
Scale not determined. 'Escala de sinco leguas de à 20 por grado.' Bar scale = 77 mm.
Pen-and-ink and watercolor (green, red, yellow, blue); folded and bound opposite p. [96].
Forms part of both the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection and the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library).
Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 212.
Quirino, C. Philippine cartography (1963 ed.), p. 94.
Ayer ms map proj 97
VAULT Ayer MS 1328 map (NLO)

Pannartz, Arnold, -approximately 1478
Authors: Pallmann, Heinrich, 1849-1922 -- Allgemeine deutsche Biographie (1967-1971) p. 121-122 ; 24 cm.
Reprint of volume originally published in 1887.
Ref CT1053 .A52, v. 25, p. 121-122 (PrCt)

Pannonhalmi Főapátsági Könyvtár - Map collections - Exhibitions -

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

1 map : on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 1094 (PrCl)

62960
Panoramas - Exhibitions>>>Pictorial works - Exhibitions>>>Photography, Panoramic - Exhibitions>>>Pictorial works SEE ALSO Panoramas>>>Panoramas SEE ALSO Pictorial works
Introduction by Scott B. Wilcox.
ISBN 0862941253
N8213 .H9 1988 (NLO)

62962
Panoramas - Exhibitions>>>Pictorial works - Exhibitions>>>Photography, Panoramic - Exhibitions>>>Views SEE Pictorial works
Authors: Belgrave, Roland -- Bernard J. Shapero Rare Books (Firm) 205 p. : ill. (some folded) ; 12 x 30 cm.
An exhibition of rare and early panoramic photographs. This collection shows some of the earliest photographic city views, such as Rio de Janeiro, Singapore and Shanghai ... and shipping scenes from around the world such as Brazil, Canton and Naples ... The collection ranges in date from the early 1950s [i.e. 1850s] with the view of Rangoon by Linneaus Tripe ... to the 1920s and 30s in the one-plate panoramas taken of Canton by the Afong Studio. --P. 4.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 204-205).
folio TR661 .V56 2007 (NLO)

62961
Panoramas - Specimens - 1866-1870>>>Toy theaters - Specimens - 1866-1870>>>United States - History - Civil War, 1861-1865 - Pictorial works 1866-1870
Authors: Milton Bradley & Co. -- Samuel Bowles and Company
1 boxed panorama : all hand-col. ill. (lithograph) ; 14 x 21 x 6 cm.
Title from box lid.
Cardboard box covered in textured black printed paper, containing a continuous roll of paper (11 x 395 cm.), on which are printed 22 hand-colored lithograph scenes of the Civil War, from the first shots fired at Fort Sumter in Charleston Harbor on April 12, 1861, to the evacuation of the Confederate capital of Richmond, Virginia by rebel troops on April 9, 1865. The roll is mounted on spindles arranged at each end of the box, and can be moved horizontally across a window cut into the box by means of a winding key inserted into the top of either spindle. Face of the box surrounding cut-out window is covered with a colored lithograph illustration.
Box forms a miniature theater when colored illustrated lid is removed.
Issued with the following accompanying materials: 1 poster (41 x 28 cm.) printed in blue by Samuel Bowles & Co. of Springfield, Mass; 1 booklet (8 p.; 23 cm.), entitled "Myriopticon lecture"; 1 sheet of tickets (13 x 19 cm. uncut); 1 winding key.
Imperfect: poster, booklet, tickets, winding key, and original box lid wanting. For additional information consult the Special Collections Info File.
Winding key or crank, to be inserted into a mortise on top of each roller for scrolling in either direction, has been replaced in the Newberry copy by two wooden knobs.
Purchased from Eric Rudd.
Digital image of one scene available on University of Virginia website (accessed September 2010):
http://www2.lib.virginia.edu/exhibits/mellon/lrg_html/myriopticon_still.html
VAULT Case oversize E468.7 .M96 1890 (NLO)

62963
Pantograph>>>Geometry, Projective - 1751<<<Geometrical drawing - 1751<<<Mechanical drawing - 1751<<<Surveying - 1751<<<River surveys - 1751<<<Vienna (Austria) - Maps - 1751
Spine title: Marinonii ichnographia.
Author named in privilege.
Frontispiece engraved by Franz Mayr; title vignette (a plan of the city of Vienna, Austria) engraved by Johann Christoph Winkler; engraved ill. in margins and text.
Pagination error: p.78 paged 68.
Includes bibliographical references.
"Additiones & correctiones": p. [295]-[296].
Issued on ordinary paper (watermarked 'CCC') and fine paper (watermarked with a hat (?)).
References: Riccardi, P. Bib. matematica, I.ii. 119.

Case folio TA562 .M35 1751 (NLO)

62963 Pánuco River (Mexico) - Maps - 1891 -
Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc.<>>>Tampico Region (Tamaulipas, Mexico) - Maps - 1891 -
Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc.<>>>Tampico Region (Tamaulipas, Mexico) - 1891<>>>Railroads - Maps

Entrance to Panuco river: comparative cross-sections. [Tampico, Mexico? Mexican Central Railway Co.,? 1891?].
Authors: Mexican Central Railway Co. -- Blodgett, R. H.
In Mexican Central Railway Co. Eleventh annual report of the board of directors ... 1890 (Boston: R.H. Blodgett & Co., 1891) following p. 22.
5A 7267 (1890 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

62964 Paoli Massacre, 1777<>>>United States -
History - Revolution, 1775-1783 - Maps

British camp at Trudruffin from the 18th to the 21st of September 1777, with the attack made by Major General Grey against the rebels near White Horse Tavern on the 20th of September.
[London]: W. Faden, 1778.
Authors: Faden, William, 1749-1836 -- Clinton, Henry, 1738?-1795
1 map : hand col. ; 26 x 41 cm.
Detached from Faden, William. [Atlas of battle plans, ca.1793] no. 18. The atlas was previously owned by British general Sir Henry Clinton.
Scale [ca. 1:32,000].
Relief shown by hachures.
Includes list of 'references.'
map4F 3701.S3.18 (PrCt)

62965 Papa (Hungary) - Maps - 1689 - Pictorial works

Authors: Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718 -- Padoani, Domenico, fl. 1689 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718. Citta, fortezze, isole, e porti principale dell' Europa ... (1689)
1 map ; 13 x 18 cm.
In: Coronelli, Vincenzo. Citta, fortezze, isole, e porti principale dell' Europa, in pianti, et in eluatione, descritte, e publicate ad uso dell' Academia cosmografica degli argonauti ([Venice] : Domenico Padoani, 1689) pl. [42]. Engraved plate '374.' One of four plates printed on same sheet, opening [42].
VAULT folio Ayer 135 .C8 1689 pl. 42 (PrCt)

62966 Papa (Hungary) - Pictorial works - 1617

Papa. Inferioris Hungariae oppidvm. [Cologne : s.n.], 1617 [i.e. ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Ferdinandy, Filips, fl. 1566 -- Hoefnagel, Joris, 1542-1610 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : hand col. ; 32 x 45 cm.
Derived from drawing by Filips Ferdinandy and communicated by Joris Hoefnagel; see R.A. Skelton's Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.
Includes references A-I and K.
View of men being impaled by Turks (?) in foreground.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 6, pl. 35 (PrCt)

62967 Papal States (Italy) - Maps - 1796 -
Landowners<>>>Naples (Kingdom) - Maps - 1796 -
Landowners<>>>Colonna family -
Landowners - Maps - 1796<>>>Landowners -
Maps

Carta geografica de' feudi della famiglia Colonna nell' epoca del 1796 nello stato Ecclesiastico e nel regno di Napoli / Ge. Pezze inc. [Milano: Presso P.E. Giusti, 1819-1852].
Authors: Pezze, Giuseppe, fl. 1826--Pompeo, 1781-1852. Famiglie celebri di Italia (1819-1852) -- Giusti, P. E.
1 map : 31 x 46 cm.
In Litta, Pompeo. Famiglie celebri di Italia (Milano: Presso P.E. Giusti, 1819-1852), v. 2, fol. 53
Case oversize E 6835 .5, v. 2, fol. [53] (PrCt)

62968 Papal States - Maps - 1700-1750<>>>Tuscany (Italy) - Maps - 1700-1750

Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Delamarche, Charles François, 1740-1817. Atlas général : contenant le détail des quatre parties du monde [1798?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 42 x 55 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:860,000].
Relief shown pictorially.

Baskets oversize G1015 .A77 1798, [ptie 2], [plate 16] (NLO)

62969  
Papal States - Maps - 1740<>>>Tuscany (Italy) - Maps - 1740
Authors: Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756 -- Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756. Atlas novus sive tabulæ geographicæ totius orbis faciæm, partes, imperia, regna et provincias exhibentes [1740?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 57 cm.
"Cum gratia et privil. S.R.I. Vicariatus, in partibus Rheni, Sueviae, et juris Franconici."
Scale [ca. 1:860,000].
In: Seutter, Matthaeus. Atlas novus sive tabulæ geographicæ totius orbis faciæm, partes, imperia, regna et provincias exhibentes (Augsburg : [Seutter], [1740?]), plate [19]
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

VAULT Baskes oversize G1015 .S48 1740, plate [19] (NLO)

62970  
Nouvelle carte de l'Etat de l'Eglise / dressée sur celle du P. Boscovich divisée en trois feuilles, qui peuvent être jointes ensemble ... À Venise [Venice] : P. Santini ; Chez Mr. Remondini, 1776.
Authors: Boscovich, Ruggero Giuseppe, 1711-1787 -- Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d', 1697-1782 -- Remondini, Guiseppe Antonio, 1747-1811 -- Santini, P. Atlas universal dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (1784 [i.e. 1807?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 120 x 61 cm. on 3 sheets
Printed from 3 plates on 3 sheets.
Title and imprint from cartouche on southern sheet.

Insets on northern sheet (22 x 16 cm. and 7 x 6 cm.).: Géographie ancienne des regions où s’est formé l’Etat de l'Eglise par le Sr. d'Anville -- [Western continuation of Bologne Légation].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskets oversize G1015 .S4 1807, v. 2, no. 20-22 (PrCt)

62971  
Papal States - Maps - 1820<>>>Italy, Northern - Maps - 1820<>>>Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1820<>>>Italy, Northern - Maps - 1820 - Postal service<>>>Postal service - Italy, Northern - Maps - 1820
Authors: Bordiga, Giovanni Battista, 1799- -- Bordiga, Giovanni Battista, 1799-. Italia postale (1820)
1 map : 98 x 95 cm. fold. to 24 x 18 cm. in original slip case (24 cm.)
Engraved (and published?) by G.B. Bordiga.
'Scale: 20: 1/200000.del terreno.'
Inset (7 x 9 cm.): Roma.
Accompanied by another map and a table of population and historical statistics (each 48 x 46 cm. fold. to 24 x 18 cm.): Italia postale -- Tavola delle popolazioni e delle distanze assoripmissive poste in miglia romane moderne.

G 103566 .6 (NLO)

62972  
Papal States - Maps - Collections, 1400-1799<>>>Italy, Northern - Maps - Collections, 1400-1799<>>>Cartography - Papal States - History<>>>Cartography - Italy, Northern - History
Authors: Almagià, Roberto, 1884-1962 -- Biblioteca apostolica vatica
62 p. : 80 plates of maps (part fold.) ; 42 cm.
map6C 31 (NLO)

62973  
Paper - Analysis<>>>Ink - Analysis
Authors: Woodward, David, 1942-2004
Offprint from Library trends 36, no. 1 (Summer 1987): 85-107 [Z 007.516 vol. 36].
Woodward has pioneered the use of beta-radiography and particle induced x-ray emission in the study of maps with quite interesting results. For instance,
beta-radiography makes it possible to reproduce watermarks with a clarity and precision never before possible.

Vert 2155 (PrCt)

62974 Paper>>Watermarks

Series: University of Kansas. The annual public lectures on books and bibliography, 7 -- University of Kansas publications. Library series. no. 11.
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.
Wing Z 3054 .845 (NLO)


Weg der tausend jahrigen Wanderung der Papiermacherei von China nach dem Abendlande : die Jahreszahlen zeigen erste urkundliche Erwähnung der Papiermacherei am betreffenden Orte an -- ausser in Chinesisch-Turkestan ... [Leipzig : Insel-Verlag, 1934 or 1936].
Authors: Carter, Thomas Francis, 1882-1925 -- E. B. -- Renker, Armin, 1881- -- Renker's Das Buch vom Papier (Leipzig, 1934 or 1936). Based on Paper's thousand year journey from China to Europe [map] in T.F. Carter's The invention of printing in China (New York, 1925). Newberry copies of Renker and Carter books in Wing Collection. Scale [ca. 1:30,000,000]. 90
map1F G5671.M5 193- C3 (NLO)

62976 Pappenheim Region (Bavaria, Germany) - Maps - 1745>>Bellenberg Region (Germany) - Maps - 1745>>Pappenheim (Bavaria, Germany) - Maps - 1745 - Pictorial works

Nova comitatus Pappenheimensis tabula cumfinitimis diversorum ... [Nuremberg : Homann Erben, ca. 1745].


Authors: Eggink, H. -- Versluys, W. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 atlas (28 p.) : ill., 11 maps (some folded, some col.) ; 31 cm. Text on front and back inside cover. Includes index. Relief shown by shading. Scales differ. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G2440 .E2 1956 (NLO)

62978 Paradise - Maps - 1625

VAULT Ayer 110 .P9 1625, v. 2, p. 1436 (PrCt)

62979 Paraguay - Maps - 1642>>South America - Maps - 1642

Paraguay, ó prov. de rio de la Plata ... Amsterdam, [ca. 1642].
Authors: Janssonius van Waesberge, Johannes, fl. 1642-1681 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). Ill:C4 1 map ; 35 x 46 cm. Phillips 5937 v. 2, no. 116. 2609 Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G5380 1642 .W3 (PrCt)

62980 Paraguay - Maps - 1703>>Uruguay - Maps - 1703>>South America - Maps - 1703

Paraguay. [London : s.n., 1703].
Authors: Seller, John, fl. 1658-1698 -- Seller,...
John, fl. 1658-1698. A New system of geography: designed in a most plain and easie method ... (1703)
1 map ; 11 x 13 cm.
Anonymous map in Seller, John. A New system of geography: designed in a most plain and easie method ... (London : Jeremiah Seller ; Charles Price ; John Senex, 1703) map [50]. Covers much of South America between 10-40° S.

Case 3A 1704 map [50] (PrCt)

Paraguay - Maps - 1756<<>>South America - Maps - 1756<<>>Jesuits
Authors: Charlevoix, Pierre-François-Xavier de, 1682-1761 -- Bellin, Jacques Nicolas, 1703-1772 -- Lozano, Pedro, 1697-1752 -- Quiroga, José, 1707?-1784 -- Cardiel, José, 1704-1781 -- Didot, François, 1689-1757 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
3 v. : ill., 7 maps and plans (part fold.) ; 26 x 21 cm.
Maps by J.N. Bellin.
'Pieces justificatives' in Spanish and French, in each vol.
References: Sabin 12129; A.E. Nordenskiöld Collection 392.
LC Card Number: 03021886
Ayer 1300.5 .P2 C47 1756 (NLO)

Authors: Azara, Félix de, 1746-1821 -- Schuller, Rodolfo R., 1873-1932 -- Barreiro y Ramos, Talleres A. -- Biblioteca Nacional (Uruguay) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
Facsimile of 1790 manuscript atlas held by the Biblioteca Nacional (Uruguay).
'Compuesta por Félix de Azara ... en la Asunción del Paraguay, año de MDCCXC.'
'Bibliografía, prólogo y anotaciones por Rodolfo E. Schuller.'
Bibliography: p. [li]-lx.
Series: Anales del Museo Nacional de Montevideo; Sección Histórico-Filosófica ; t. 1. OCLC 11546382.
Ayer 1269. P2 A99 1904 (NLO)

Paraguay - Maps - 1969
Authors: United States. Central Intelligence Agency -- Magnus, Albert R.
1 map : col. ; 37 x 35 cm.
Scale 1:3,000,000; (W 63°--W 54°/S 19°--S 28°).
Relief shown by shading and spot heights.
In lower left margin: 59898 4-69.
Includes location map, area comparison map, and 3 ancillary maps: Polulation. -- Vegetation. -- Economic activity.
map4F G3200 1967 .U5, Paraguay (PrCt)

Paraguay River - Maps - 1901
Mapa del rio alto Paraguay desde Corumba hasta la Laguna Gaiba ... [La Paz, Bolivia? H. Bolland?], 1901.
Authors: Bolland, H., fl. 1901
1 map : col. ; 49 x 19 cm. fold. to 31 x 24 cm.
No scale given.
One of 11 folded plates bound without title page in composite atlas with spine title: Maps of Bolivia [Various places: various publishers, 1901-1906]
folio G 10997 .55 (NLO)

Paramaribo Region (Suriname) - Maps - 1724 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts<<<>Nautical charts - Paramaribo Region (Suriname) -
**Maps - 1724 - Manuscripts**

*Carte de la riviere de Surinam : depuis la Vegie jusques en dedans du bourg de Paramaribo et de la maniere qu'on doit entrer marque par les brasses de cinq pieds de France, les chiffres rouge marquent la quantite des pieds. 1724.*

Authors: Olivier, Francois, fl. 1724 -- Cartes Marines Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 30, sheet 59

1 ms. map : hand col. ; 491 x 685 mm.

Nautical chart and map of Paramaribo region in Surinam; identifies Fort de Cotica and includes drawings of 7 ships at the entrance of the Suriname River.

Scale [ca. 1:195,000]. 'Echelle de 4 lieues francoises' [= 114 mm.]

Oriented with north at bottom.

Depths shown with soundings.

Pen-and-ink and watercolor (green, grey, yellow, brown, red); mounted on cloth.

Sheet 59 of 117 in the Cartes Marines Manuscript Map Collection, detailing French colonial interests worldwide, ca. 1640-ca. 1726.

Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 173 Ayer ms map proj 00

Digital image available as part of the Newberry Library's Great Lakes Digital Collection via the CARLI Digital Collections website (accessed Nov. 2010):

http://collections.carli.illinois.edu/u/?nby_grlakes, 960

VAULT drawer Ayer MS map 30 sheet 59 (NLO)

---

**Paramaribo (Suriname) - Pictorial works - 1791**

*Plan of the town of Paramaribo / T. Conder sculpsit.* London : Published ... by J. Johnson, 1791.

Authors: Conder, Thomas, 1746 or 1747 -- Stedman, John Gabriel, 1744-1797. Narrative, of a five years' expedition, against the revolted Negroes of Surinam (1796) -- Johnson, Joseph, 1738-1809 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 18 x 14 cm.

In J. G. Stedman, Narrative, of a five years' expedition, against the revolted Negroes of Surinam (London: J. Johnson, 1796), v. 1, before p. 287.


Ayer 1300.5 .G6 S81 1796, v.1, before p. 287 (PrCl)

---

**Paramaribo (Suriname) - Pictorial works - 1794**

*View of the town of Paramaribo, with the road & shipping from the opposite shore.* London : Published ... by J. Johnson, 1794.

Authors: Stedman, John Gabriel, 1744-1797 -- Stedman, John Gabriel, 1744-1797. Narrative, of a five years’ expedition, against the revolted Negroes of Surinam (1796) -- Johnson, Joseph, 1738-1809 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 view : hand col. ; 16 x 42 cm.

In J. G. Stedman, Narrative, of a five years' expedition, against the revolted Negroes of Surinam (London: J. Johnson, 1796), opp. p.
62992 Parco nazionale del Gran Paradiso (Italy) - Maps - 1963


62995 Paris (France) - Historical geography - Maps - 1705 [Historical maps of Paris, Roman era to 18th century]. Paris, 1705. Authors: La Mare, Nicolas de, 1639-1723 --
Mark Twain’s map of Paris

62998

Paris (France) - History - Siege, 1870-1871 - Maps - 1870<>>Wit and humor in cartography<>>Humorous maps SEE Wit and humor in cartography<>>Maps - Humor SEE Wit and humor in cartography<>>Cartography, Humorous SEE Wit and humor in cartography

Mark Twain’s map of Paris. [New York : Sheldon & Co., 1870].

Authors: Twain, Mark, 1835-1910 -- Galaxy -- Sheldon & Company (New York, N.Y.)

1 map ; on sheet 28 x 44 cm.

Photocopy from The Galaxy 10, no. 5 (November 1870): 724-25 [A 5.35].

Burlesque map of Paris, purporting to show the military situation of the city during the German siege. All lettering on the map is reversed, about which Twain comments ‘By an unimportant oversight I have engraved the map so that it reads wrong end first, except to left-handed people.’ His accompanying note describes the incredible popularity of the map and his great difficulties in making it (‘I never had so much trouble with anything in my life as I did with this map’), and concludes with ‘official commendations.’

map1F G5834 .P3A6 1870 T8 2006 (PrCt)

62996

Paris (France) - History - Pictorial works - 1958<>>Paris (France) - Historical geography - Maps - 1958<>>Paris (France) - Maps - 1958<>>Historical atlases


Authors: Laffont, Robert, 1916- -- Doubleday and Company, inc. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

292 p. : ill. (some col.), ports., maps ; 31 cm.


Translation of: Histoire de Paris et des parisiens. Illustrations on lining papers. Includes index.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

LC Card Number: 58011089

Baskes folio DC707 .H513 1958 (NLO)

62997

Paris (France) - History - Siege, 1870-1871 - Maps - 1870<>>Wit and humor in cartography

Mark Twain’s map of Paris. 2006.

Authors: Twain, Mark, 1835-1910 -- Galaxy -- Sheldon & Company (New York, N.Y.)

1 map ; on sheet 28 x 44 cm.

Photocopy from The Galaxy 10, no. 5 (November 1870): 724-25 [A 5.35].

Burlesque map of Paris, purporting to show the military situation of the city during the German siege. All lettering on the map is reversed, about which Twain comments ‘By an unimportant oversight I have engraved the map so that it reads wrong end first, except to left-handed people.’ His accompanying note describes the incredible popularity of the map and his great difficulties in making it (‘I never had so much trouble with anything in my life as I did with this map’), and concludes with ‘official commendations.’

map1F G5834 .P3A6 1870 T8 2006 (PrCt)

62998

Paris (France) - History - Siege, 1870-1871 - Maps - 1870<>>Wit and humor in cartography<>>Humorous maps SEE Wit and humor in cartography<>>Maps - Humor SEE Wit and humor in cartography<>>Cartography, Humorous SEE Wit and humor in cartography

Mark Twain’s map of Paris. [New York : Sheldon & Co., 1870].

Authors: Twain, Mark, 1835-1910 -- Galaxy -- Sheldon & Company (New York, N.Y.)

1 map ; on sheet 23 x 32 cm. + text  (p. 724-725)

In The Galaxy 10, no. 5 (November 1870): 724-25.

Burlesque map of Paris, purporting to show the military situation of the city during the German siege. All lettering on the map is reversed, about which Twain comments ‘By an unimportant oversight I have engraved the map so that it reads wrong end first, except to left-handed people.’ His accompanying note describes the incredible popularity of the map and his great difficulties in making it (‘I never had so much trouble with anything in my life as I did with this map’), and concludes with ‘official commendations.’

A 5.35, v. 10 (PrCt)

62999

Paris (France) - Maps - 0056


Atlas des anciens plans de Paris (1880) -- France. Imprimerie impériale

1 map ; 31 x 40 cm.

In: Alphand, Adolphe. Atlas des anciens plans de Paris (1880), plans,
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

v. 1, pl. II.
Descriptive text in Alphand's accompanying Table analytique, pp. 18 & 29.
Case oversize F 3997 .408, plans, v.1, no. 2 (PrCt)

63001 Paris (France) - Maps - 1180-1223
Case oversize F 3997 .408, plans, v.1, no. 1 (PrCt)

63003 Paris (France) - Maps - 1200-1699
Plan archéologique de Paris du XIIIe au XVIIe siècle / restitué par Adolphe Berty ; A. Berty rest. et del. ; J. Sulpis sculps. ; Martin et Fontet scrisps. [Paris : Imprimerie nationale, 1880].
Authors: Berty, Adolphe, 1818-1867. -- Sulpis, J. -- Martin et Fontet -- Alphand, A. (Adolphe), 1817-1891. Atlas des anciens plans de Paris (1880) -- France. Imprimerie impériale 1 map ; 52 x 46 cm. (plate mark)
At top: "Système du plan" with text.
At bottom: "Paroisses" and "Censives," each with numbered list.
Descriptive text in Alphand's accompanying Table analytique, pp. 18-19.
Title in Table analytique: Plan archéologique de Paris, du XIIIe au XVIIe siècle, restitué par Adolphe Berty (parties détachées).
Case oversize F 3997 .408, plans, v.1, no. 6 (PrCt)

63004 Paris (France) - Maps - 1285-1314
Authors: Lenoir, Albert -- Géraud, Hercule,
Paris (France) - Maps - 1285-1314
Authors: Lenoir, Albert -- Thierry frères (Firm) -- Géraud, Hercule, 1812-1844. Paris sous Philippe-le-Bel (1837) -- Imprimerie de Crapelet (Paris, France) 1 map ; 23 x 19 cm.
Facsimile of map originally published in Géraud's Paris sous Philippe-le-Bel (Paris, 1837). In lower margin: réduction de 1/5e.
In upper right corner: "A. Quartier d'outre Grand Pont," list 1-16; "B. La Cité," list 1-18; "C. Quartier d'outre Petit Pont," list 1-3.
Descriptive text in Alphand's accompanying Table analytique, pp. 18 & [29].
Case oversize F 3997 .408, plans, v.1, no. 4 (PrCt)

Paris (France) - Maps - 1285-1314
Plan de la ville de Paris sous Philippe-le-Bel / dressé par Albert Lenoir architecte d'après le travail de H. Géraud ; lith. de Thierry frères, Cité Bergères à Paris. [Paris : Imprimerie de Crapelet*, 1837].
Authors: Lenoir, Albert -- Thierry frères (Firm) -- Géraud, Hercule, 1812-1844. Paris sous Philippe-le-Bel (1837) -- Imprimerie de Crapelet (Paris, France) 1 map ; 23 x 19 cm.
Facsimile of map originally published in Géraud's Paris sous Philippe-le-Bel (Paris, 1837). In lower margin: réduction de 1/5e.
In upper right corner: "A. Quartier d'outre Grand Pont," points 1-16; "B. La Cité," points 1-18; "C. Quartier d'outre Petit Pont," points 1-3.
folio F 3997 .33, at end (PrCt)

Paris (France) - Maps - 1380
Imprimerie impériale -- Lebel, E., fl. 1880-1885
SEE Lebel
1 map ; 58 x 70 cm.
Descriptive text in Alphand's accompanying Table analytique, p. 18.
Case oversize F 3997 .408, plans, v.1, no. 5 (PrCt)

Paris (France) - Maps - 1540
La Ville cite, université de Paris. [Paris : Imprimerie nationale, 1880].
Authors: Dujardin, P. -- Chardon, Ch. -- Alphand, A. (Adolphe), 1817-1891. Atlas des anciens plans de Paris (1880) -- France. Imprimerie impériale 1 map ; 79 x 93 cm. on two sheets
Facsimilie of a gouache painting (ca. 1540; called the "Grande Gouache") of a tapestry map (called the "Tapisserie-pourtrait," ca. 1530).
Descriptive text in Alphand's accompanying Table analytique, pp. 19-20.
Case oversize F 3997 .408, plans, v.1, no. 9 (PrCt)

Paris (France) - Maps - 1540
Paris la tres fameuse ville ... [Paris : Imprimerie nationale, 1880].
Authors: Gaignières, François-Roger de, 1642-1715 -- Dujardin, P. -- Chardon, Ch. -- Alphand, A. (Adolphe), 1817-1891. Atlas des anciens plans de Paris (1880) -- France. Imprimerie impériale 1 map ; 46 x 59 cm.
Facsimile of Gaignières' original map (1690) which in turn was copied from the "Tapisserie-pourtrait", ca. 1530.
Descriptive text in Alphand's accompanying Table analytique, p. 20.
Case oversize F 3997 .408, plans, v.1, no. 9 ter (PrCt)
63010 Paris (France) - Maps - 1550
Lutetia Parisiorum urbs, toto orbe seleberrima notissimaque caput regni Franciæ / HR MD.
[Paris : Imprimerie nationale, 1880].
Atlas des anciens plans de Paris (1880) -- France. Imprimerie impériale
1 map (line photoengraving) ; 25 x 35 cm.
In: Alphand, Adolphe. Atlas des anciens plans de Paris (1880), plans, v.1, pl. VII.
Facsimile of original published Paris: Truschet & Hoyau, 1839
1 map ; 72 x 55 cm. on 8 sheets
Facsimile of original published Paris: Truschet & Hoyau, 1839

63013 Paris (France) - Maps - 1550->Paris (France) - Maps - 1500-1599 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles->Pont-Neuf (Paris, France) - Pictorial works - 1578->Paris (France) - Pictorial works - Collections,1400-1787->Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Authors: Société de l'histoire de Paris et de l'Ile-de-France (France) -- Truchet, Olivier -- Hoyau, Germain -- Hoffbauer, 1839-1922 -- Sieber, Louis -- Cousin, Jules -- Champion, H. -- Universitätsbibliothek Basel -- Richet, Docteur -- Moniteur -- Talleyrand et de Valençay, Duc de -- Eudes -- Goupil & Cie. -- Dujardin frères -- Heligou. Dujardin (Paris, France) SEE Dujardin frères
2 maps and 4 views ; various sizes, in binding 72 x 55 cm.
'Document' nos. 1, 3, 6, and 13 issued separately
by the Société de l'histoire de Paris et de l'Ile-de-France (France) and bound at the Newberry in one volume; some plates dated 1876-1877, others not dated.
The Truchet and Hoyau facsimile also cataloged separately.
oversize F 3997 .668 [no. 1, 3, 6, and 13] (NLO)

63011 Paris (France) - Maps - 1550
Icy est le vray pourtraict naturel de la ville, cite, universite & Faubourgz de Paris ...
Authors: Truschet, Olivier -- Hoyau, Germain -- Editions Seefeld -- Universitätsbibliothek Basel -- Howard Mayer Brown Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 95 x 134 cm. on 2 sheets.
Facsimile of original published Paris: Truchet & Hoyau, 1550; reproduced from unique copy in the University of Basel library.
Forms part of the Howard Mayer Brown Collection at the Newberry Library.
Gift 93.
sc map6F G5834.P3 1550 TT 1980 (NLO)

63012 Paris (France) - Maps - 1550
Authors: Truchet, Olivier -- Hoyau, Germain -- Hoffbauer, 1839-1922 -- Sieber, Louis -- Cousin, Jules -- Champion, H. -- Universitätsbibliothek Basel -- Société de l'histoire de Paris et de l'Ile-de-France (France)
1 map ; 72 x 55 cm. on 8 sheets
Facsimile of original published Paris: Truchet & Hoyau, 1550.
'Reproduit en fac-similé d'après l'exemplaire unique de la Bibliothèque de Bâle, par m. F. Hoffbauer, sous la direction de mm. Louis Sieber ... et Jules Cousin ...'
Series: Société de l'histoire de Paris et de l'Ile-de-France (France). [Documents. 1-2]
oversize F 3997 .668 [no. 1] (NLO)

63014 Paris (France) - Maps - 1552
La Ville cite universite de Paris / [Jacques Androuet du Cerceau]. [Paris : Imprimerie nationale, 1880].
oversize F 3997 .668 [no. 1, 3, 6, and 13] (NLO)
1 map; 65 x 79 cm. on two sheets
In: Alphand, Adolphe. Atlas des anciens plans de
Paris (Paris : Imprimerie nationale, 1880), plans, v. 1, pl. XI.
Facsimile of map originally published ca. 1555.
At bottom: three cartouches with Latin text; left, "Non modo Francigene haec est Regia gentis at eius ...;" center, "En tibi studiose graphica et linearis pictura urbis ...;" right, "In bene turbare parens haec ceusit apum alueus in quo ..."
Descriptive text in Alphand's accompanying Table analytique, p. 20.
Reference: Boutier, Plans de Paris (2002), no. 7c, who gives the date of situation as ca. 1552, and also attributes it to Androuet du Cerceau.
Case oversize F 3997 .408, plans, v. 1, no. 11 (PrCt)

Paris (France) - Maps - 1552 - Pictorial maps

Lutetia Parisiorum urbs, toto orbe celeberrima notissimaque caput regni Franciae / HR MD [Hans Rudolf Manuel Deutsch]. [Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552].
Authors: Manuel, Hans Rudolf, 1525-1571 -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552.
Cosmographiae uniuersalis ... (1552) -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: woodcut; 26 x 36 cm., on sheet 32 x 40 cm.
Letterpress title above woodcut view with letterpress place names.
Letterpress 87 and text on verso: Civitas Parisièsis delineata ...
Buildings shown pictorially.
In: Münster, Sebastian. Cosmographiae uniuersalis ... (Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552), p. [88-89].
VAULT folio Ayer 7 .M8 1552, p. [88-89] (PrCt)

Paris (France) - Maps - 1557

Lutetia, vulgari nomine Paris, urbs Galliae maxima ... [Paris : Imprimerie nationale, 1880].
1 map; 32 x 47 cm.
Facsimile of map originally published ca. 1553.
At bottom, three cartouches: in left and center cartouches, an untitled poem of 78 & 30 lines, respectively, beginning, "Gentilz lecteurs amateurs d'escripture ..."; in right cartouche: "Icy est le vray pourtraict naturel de la ville ..."
Descriptive text in Alphand's accompanying Table analytique, p. 20.
Reference: Boutier, Plans de Paris (2002), no. 7c, who gives the date of situation as ca. 1553.
Case oversize F 3997 .408, plans, v. 1, no. 10 (PrCt)

63016 Paris (France) - Maps - 1553

La Ville cite universite de Paris / a Paris, par
Olivier Truschet, & Germain Hoyau, demourans en la Rue de Montorgueil, au Chef saint Denys. [Paris : Imprimerie nationale, 1880].
1 map; 64 x 88 cm.
Facsimile of map originally published in vol. 1 of Braun & Hogenberg's Civitates orbis terrarum (1572).
Descriptive text in Alphand's accompanying Table analytique, p. 19 & [29]-30.
Title in Table analytique: Plan de Georges Braun,
dit aux trois personnages (1530?)
Poem and privilege in lower right corner.
Reference: Boutier, Plans de Paris (2002), no. 15, who gives the date of situation as ca. 1530.
Digital image available on Hebrew University website (accessed March 2010):
http://historic-cities.huji.ac.il/france/paris/maps/braun_hogenberg_I_7_b.jpg
Case oversize F 3997 .408, plans, v.1, no. 8 (PrCt)

Paris (France) - Maps - 1573
Lvtaea, vulgi nominem Paris, vrbs Galliae maxima ... [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620];
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 33 x 47 cm.
Derived from a woodcut by Sebastian Münster; see R.A. Skelton’s Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.
Latin letterpress text on verso under added title: Lvtetia Parisiorvm.
In: Braun, Georg and Franz Hogenberg. Civitates orbis terrarum [Cologne: Pieter von Brachel?, ca. 1620], v. 1, plate 7
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 1, pl. 7 (PrCt)

Paris (France) - Maps - 1575
La Ville, cite, universite, de Paris / Cruche. [Paris : Imprimerie nationale, 1880].
1 map ; 40 x 54 cm.
Facsimile of map originally published in Belleforest's Cosmographie universelle de tout le monde ... (1575).
Four cartouches: upper left, "Description des principales eglises, ruës & places de la ville de Paris ..." and items A-Z & a-o; lower left, p-z, 2-28; center right, 29-42; lower right, 43-84.
In upper margin, letterpress text from Belleforest edition: La ville, cité, université, & faux-bourgs de Paris; Cette ville se doit mettré aps le fueil. 174.
Descriptive text in Alphand's accompanying Table analytique, p. 21.
Case oversize F 3997 .408, plans, v.1, no. 12 (PrCt)

Paris (France) - Maps - 1593
La Nobilitissima et grande citta di Parigi. [Siena?] : Matteo Florimi formis, [ca. 1590].
Authors: Florimi, Matteo -- De Landau, Horace, barone, 1824-1903 -- Finaly, Madame, d. 1938 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 405 x 495 mm. (neat line), 407 x 503 mm. (plate)
Relief shown pictorially.
Includes references 1-71 at right and untitled map of France at lower left (98 x 136 mm.)
Ex De Landau; ex Finaly.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
c19
Novacco 4F 139 (PrCt)

Paris (France) - Maps - 1609
Carte ou description nouvelle de la ville cite universite et faubours de Paris 1609 / Francois Quesnel, inventeur ; VLJ seculp. [Paris : Imprimerie nationale, 1880].
Authors: Quesnel, Francois, d. 1619 -- Vallet, Pierre, fl. 1600 -- Thielment (councilor to Henry IV of France, 1609) -- Dujardin, P. -- Chardon, Ch. -- Alphand, A. (Adolphe), 1817-1891. Atlas des anciens plans de Paris (1880) -- France
1 map ; 88 x 89 cm. on two sheets
Six cartouches with text: At top; title; at upper left: "Sur la devise de Paris, un dieu, un roi ...." beneath, dedication "Au roy ..." dated 2 May 1605; upper right, "Sur la devise de Paris, une foy, une loy ...;" center right, "L'Antiquite de la ville de Paris ..."; at bottom; extract of 1608 privilege signed by the king's councillor Thielment.
Artist's portrait at bottom, surrounded by text: "Francoys Quesnel paintcre de Paris æt 64 1609."
Scale at bottom graduated in "pas de lauteur."
Descriptive text in Alphand's accompanying Table analytique, p. 21.
Case oversize F 3997 .408, plans, v.1, no. 13
63023  Paris (France) - Maps - 1609<<>>Henry IV, King of France, 1553-1610 - Portraits
Portrait de la ville cite et universite de Paris avec les faubours dicelle, dedie au roy / facit par Vassalieu dit Nicolay, topographe et ingenieur ordinaire de cartelliere de France . [Paris : Imprimerie nationale, 1880].

63026  Paris (France) - Maps - 1618 - Pictorial works
Authors: Visscher, Claes Jansz., 1586 or 7-1652 -- Historic Urban Plans (Firm) 1 map ; eye view ; 49 x 72 cm.
In: Alphand, Adolphe. Atlas des anciens plans de Paris (1880), plans, v. 1, pl. XV.

63027  Paris (France) - Maps - 1618 - Pictorial works
Authors: Visscher, Claes Jansz., 1586 or 7-1652 -- Historic Urban Plans (Firm) 1 birds-eye view ; 50 x 74 cm., plate mark 58.4 x 86 cm.
Facsimile (copper engraving) of orignal published 1618.
References: 1-304.

63028  Paris (France) - Maps - 1635<<>>Louis XIII, King of France, 1601-1643 - Portraits<<>>Anne, Queen, consort of Louis XIII, King of France, 1601-1666 - Portraits
Le Plan de la ville, cite, universite faubourgs de Paris avec la description de son antique / [Melchior Tavernier]. [Paris : Imprimerie nationale, 1880].
Authors: Tavernier, Melchior, d. 1641 -- Dujardin, P. -- Chardon, Ch. -- Alphand, A. (Adolphe), 1817-1891. Atlas des anciens plans de Paris (1880) -- France. Imprimerie impériale -- Anne of Austria SEE Anne, Queen, consort of Louis XIII,
King of France, 1601-1666
1 map; 55 x 72 cm.
In: Alphand, Adolphe. Atlas des anciens plans de
Paris (Paris : Imprimerie nationale, 1880), plans,
v. 1, pl. XVI.
Eight vignettes of costumed figures above map:
1st depicts King Louis XIII; 8th depicts Queen
Anne; others depict gentlemen, merchants,
villagers, peasants, bourgeoisie, ladies.
Carouches at lower left and right each enclose a
sestet.
In lower margin: Paris en 1630, fac-similé du plan
de Melchior Tavernier, héliogre. P. Dujardin, imp.
Ch. Chardon ainé.
Descriptive text in Alphand's accompanying
Table analytique, p. 22.
58a, who gives 1625 as the date of first
publication and gives the 1635 edition as the
source of this facsimile.
Case oversize F 3997 .408, plans, v.1, no. 16
(PrCt)

63029 Paris (France) - Maps - 1648
Plan général de la ville citée universite isles et
faubourgs de Paris, dédié a messieurs les
gouverneur prevost des marchands et eschevins
de la dite ville / par leurs tres humble et tres
affection serviteur Jean Boisseau, enlumineur
du roy pour les cartes geographiques. [Paris :
Imprimerie nationale, 1880].
Authors: Boisseau, Jean, fl. 1637-1658 --
Dujardin, P. -- Chardon, Ch. -- Alphand, A.
(Adolphe), 1817-1891. Atlas des anciens plans
de Paris (1880) -- France. Imprimerie impériale
1 map; 75 x 75 cm. (on two sheets)
In: Alphand, Adolphe. Atlas des anciens plans de
Paris (Paris : Imprimerie nationale, 1880), plans,
v. 1, pl. XVII bis & XVII ter.
Dedication in cartouche at upper right begins "A
messieurs le gouverneur et eschevins de Paris."
Along left and right are coats of arms, with six on
each side.
In lower margin: Paris en 1654, fac-similé du plan
de Jean Boisseau, héliog. Dujardin, imp. Ch.
Chardon ainé, réduction de ¼.
Descriptive text in Alphand's accompanying
Table analytique, p. 22.
76, who gives the date of situation as 1648.
Case oversize F 3997 .408, plans, v.1, no. 17
(2-3) (PrCt)

63030 Paris (France) - Maps - 1652
Plan de la ville cite universite isles et
faubourgs de Paris avec le project de la
nouvelle closture ou nouvelles fortifications
dicelle divisée ... / J Boisseau . [Paris :
Imprimerie nationale, 1880].
Authors: Boisseau, Jean, fl. 1637-1658 --
L'Hospital, Francois de, maréchal de France,
17th cent. -- Dujardin, P. -- Chardon, Ch. --
Alphand, A. (Adolphe), 1817-1891. Atlas des
anciens plans de Paris (1880) -- France.
Imprimerie impériale
1 map; 53 x 40 cm.
In: Alphand, Adolphe. Atlas des anciens plans de
Paris (Paris : Imprimerie nationale, 1880), plans,
v. 1, pl. XVII.
Includes keys to "noms des quartiers" A-T and
"esglises et chappelles" A-X and lists of
"conseillers de la ville" and other officials.
At upper right: dedication, "Dedie a monseigneur
monseigneur messire Francois de l'Hospital
comte de Rozoy,..." and imprint, "A Paris chez
Jean Boisseau enlumineur du roy pour les cartes
géographiques sur le pont aux changes a la
Fontaine Royale de louvance, 1650."
Outside of map at left and right are lists, originally
in letterpress, of "colonelles de la ville."
Below map are "Departement de colonels de la
ville de Paris, pour la garde des portes," originally
in letterpress.
In lower margin: Paris de 1649 a 1652, fac-similé
du plan de Jean-Boisseau dit plan des colonelles,
Descriptive text in Alphand's accompanying
Table analytique, p. 22 & 30-31.
79A, who gives the 1652 edition as the source of this
facsimile.
Case oversize F 3997 .408, plans, v.1, no. 17,
sht. 1 (PrCt)

63031 Paris (France) - Maps - 1652
Lutetia = Paris / par son tres humble tres
obeissant et tres obligé serviteur Jacques
Gomboust ingenieur du roy. [Paris : Imprimerie
nationale, 1880].
Authors: Gomboust, Jacques, b. 1616 -- Petit,
Pierre, 1617-1687 -- Dujardin, P. -- Chardon, Ch.
-- Alphand, A. (Adolphe), 1817-1891. Atlas des
anciens plans de Paris (1880) -- France.
Imprimerie impériale
1 map; 99 x 108 cm. (on four sheets)
In: Alphand, Adolphe. Atlas des anciens plans de
Paris (Paris : Imprimerie nationale, 1880), plans,
v. 1, pl. XVIII.
Facsimile of map originally published: A Paris rue
neuve S. Honore pres S. Roch a l'Hostel du S.
Esprit, et au Palais en la Galerie des prisonniers,
[1652].
Surrounding text on left, bottom, & right begins:
"De l'antiquité, grandeur, richesses,
gouvernement, &c. de la ville de Paris. Par
P[ierre] P[etit]."
Corner cartouches contain views: upper left,
"Paris veu de Montmartre;" upper right, "Gallerie
du Louvre;" lower left and right, 14 views with title
"Maisons royales et remarquables aux environs
de Paris."
In lower margin: Paris en 1652, fac-similé du plan
de Jacques Gomboust, héliog. Dujardin, imp. Ch.
Chardon ainé, réduction de ¼.
Descriptive text in Alphand's accompanying
Paris (France) - Maps - 1652
Authors: Gomboust, Jacques, b. 1616 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 1 map (in 11 plates) ; 513 x 360 mm.
Facsimile of original published 1653.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Paris (France) - Maps - 1652
Authors: Gomboust, Jacques, b. 1616 -- St.
1 map ; 124 x 135 cm. on 9 sheets each 57 x 74 cm. + 10 accompanying sheets (title page, index map, marginal text, views and ornaments)
1858 facsimile of map originally published Paris : M. de St. Amour and M. Heince, 1652.
"... [A]vec le texte, les vues et les ornemens qui accompagnent quelques exemplaires, augmenté d'une feuille d'assemblage pour faciliter les recherches, gravé en fac-simile par Lebel, et publié par la Société des Bibliophiles François.'
Portfolio label (printed): Plan de Paris par Gomboust.
Issued in portfolio 77 x 59 cm.
'Imprimé avec les caracteres de la Société des Bibliophiles français, par Ch. Lahure et Cie., rue de Vaugirard, 9.'
Marginal text on map, headed by title 'De l'antiquite, grandeur, richesses, gouvernement, &c. de la ville de Paris. Par P.P. [Pierre Petit].'
Index map: Feuille d'assemblage du plan de Paris de Gomboust gravé en fac-simile par E. Lebel et publié par la société des Bibliophiles 1856 [sic]. Imprimé...par F. Chardon ainé, 30, r.
Hautefeuille, Paris.
Sheet [13]: Liste par ordre d'anciennete des membres actuels de la Societe des bibliophiles francais.
Facsimile issued with accompanying text [not held by Newberry Library]: Notice sur le plan de Paris de Jacques Gomboust publie pour la premiere fois en 1652 reproduit par la Societe des bibliophiles francais en 1858. (Paris: Techener, 1858 -- 2 p.l. lxxv, 96p.);
preface by Adrien Victor Le Roux de Lincy.
910925NL01
sc map9C G5834 .P3 1652 .G6 1858 (NLO)

Paris (France) - Maps - 1676
Plan de Paris leve par les ordres du roy et par les soins de messieurs les prevosts des marchans et eschevins en l'annee 1676 / par Sr. Bullet architecte du roy et de la ville, sous la coudoute de Monsieur Blondel marechal de camp aux armées du roy, directeur de l'Academie Royale d' Architecture et maître de mathematique de monseigneur le dauphin ; de la Boisserre fec. [Paris : Imprimerie nationale, 1880].
1 map ; 85 x 86 cm. (on two sheets)
Title in top margin: Paris.
Full title in upper right cartouche, with facades of gates of St. Antoine & St. Martin.
At upper left, cartouche with facades of gates of St. Bernard & St. Denis.
Note at lower left: Achevé d'imprimer pour la premier fois le 8e Aoust 1676.
In lower margin: Paris de 1670 a 1676, fac-simile
imp Ch. Chardon aîné, réduction de ½.
Descriptive text in Alphand's accompanying Table analytique, pp. 23 & 35-37.
Reference: Boutier, Plans de Paris (2002), no. 115B.
Case oversize F 3997 .408, plans, v.1, no. 18 (PrCt)

Paris (France) - Maps - 1682
Lutetiae. Parisiorum universae Galliae Metropolis novissima & accuratis delineatio. Amsterdam : C. Allard, [1682].
Authors: Ram, Johannes de, 1648-1693 -- Allard, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709 -- Allard, Carel, 1648-ca.
1709. Atlas minor sive tabulae geographicae ... [1682?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 48 x 59 cm.
In: Allard, Carel. Atlas minor sive tabulæ geographicæ proecipuum regnum regionum, insularum, provinciarum, etc. (Amsterdam : C. Allard, 1682?) pl. 34.

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .A4 A pl. 34 (PrCt)

63036 Paris (France) - Maps - 1698
Authors: Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718 -- Padoani, Domenico, fl. 1689 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718. Citta, fortezze, isole, e porti principale dell' Europa ... (1689) 1 map ; 28 x 45 cm.

VAULT folio Ayer 135 .C8 1689 pl. 16 (PrCt)

63037 Paris (France) - Maps - 1694
Plan de la ville, cité, université et faubourgs de Paris ... Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : N. de Fer [i.e. P. Mortier], 1694 [i.e. 1696].
Authors: Rochefort, Albert Jouvin de -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. [Atlas nouveau contenant toutes les parties du monde ... ] (1696) 1 map : hand col. ; 54 x 70 cm.
Multiple references on the left and right margins. Includes views of public buildings.
In: Sanson, Nicolas. [Atlas nouveau contenant toutes les parties du monde ... ] (Amsterdam : Pierre Mortier, 1696) v. 1, map [16].
Forms part of atlas published by P. Mortier in Amsterdam; chiefly comprised of maps bearing the counterfeit imprint of H. Jaillot in Paris.

Case oversize G 1007 .78 v. 1, map [16] (PrCt)

63038 Paris (France) - Maps - 1695
Paris. [Paris : De Fer, 1695].
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes -- avec leurs fortifications ... (1695-1696) 1 map ; 22 x 29 cm.
In: Fer, Nicolas de, Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes; avec leurs fortifications ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, 1695-1696) pt. 5, map [78].

Manuscript \( '11 ' \) at upper right.

Case folio U 26. 293 pt. 5, map [78] (PrCt)

63039 Paris (France) - Maps - 1714
Description de la ville et des faubourgs de Paris en vingt planches : dont chacune représente un des vingt quartiers suivant la division qui en a esté faite par la declaration du Roy du 12. decembre 1702 rendué en execution de l'Edit du mois de decembre 1701 : avec un détail exact de toutes les abbaies & églises, des convents, communautez, colleges, edifices publics, principaux palais & hôtels, des places, rués, fontaines, maisons, lanternes, & de tout ce qu'il y a de plus remarquable dans chaque quartier / dressée & gravée sous les ordres de M. D'Argenson ... A Paris : Par Jean de la Caille, imprimeur de la Police, 1714.
Authors: La Caille, Jean de, d. 1720 -- Argenson, Marc-René de Voyer d', 1652-1721 -- Loon, H. V. (Herman van) -- Desbruslins, F. -- Boudan, L. -- Lucas, Claude, 18th cent. -- Boudan, N. -- Scotin, Jean-Baptiste, b. 1678 -- Inselin, C. -- Desmarets, Nicolas, 1614-1721 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Caille, Jean de la, d. 1720 SEE La Caille, Jean de, d. 1720 -- LaCaille, Jean de, d. 1720 see La Caille, Jean de, d. 1720

1 atlas ([90] p.) : 23 maps (6 folded) ; 51 cm.

"Dediee a Monseigneur Desmaretz, Ministre d'Etat, Controleur General des Finances."
Scale [ca. 1:9745]. "Echelle de onze cents pas geometrique ou deux mil deux cents pas communs chacun de deux pieds et demi." Only first map has a scale.
Title vignette; initials; head and tail pieces.
Street indexes for each map include the number of houses and lanterns on each street.
Handwritten index of maps pasted to inside back cover.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 8491

Baskes oversize G1844.P3 L3 1714 (NLO)

63040 Paris (France) - Maps - 1716
Plan de la ville et faubourgs de Paris / dressé sur les observations astronomiques de l'Academia Royale des Sciences et sur les operations geom. de Guillaume Delisle ... ; Derozier sculp. A Paris : chez l'auteur sur le Quai de l'Orloge ..., Juin 1716.
Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1725 -- Académie royale des sciences (France) -- Desrosiers, F. -- L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726. [Collection of maps of the world] [1732?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 60 cm.
In composite atlas without title page: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Académie royale des sciences (France) -- Desrosiers, F. -- L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726. [Collection of maps of the world] [1732?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 60 cm.
In composite atlas without title page: L'Isle, Guillaume de. [Collection of maps of the world. Paris : s.n., 1732?], [plate 11].
Margins include extensive street index.
Number "11" in ms. on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

VAULT Baskes oversize G1015 .L57 1700, [plate 11] (PrCt)

63041 Paris (France) - Maps - 1723
Plan de la ville, cité, et université de Paris. [Paris

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

63042  
Paris (France) - Maps - 1738
Metropolitan Area (France) - Maps - 1738
Ile-de-France (France) - Maps - 1738
Paris (France) - Pictorial works - 1738
Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1738
Engravings

Authors: Roussel, Claude, fl. 1683-1716 -- Roussel, Veuve, fl. 1738 -- Orléans, Louis Philippe, duc d', 1725-1785
1 map : hand col. ; 71 x 94 cm., on composite sheet 82 x 131 cm.
Title from cartouche at bottom left. Several copperplate erasures evident in the imprint at bottom of title cartouche. Added title from oversize lettering in top margin: "Dédié à son. Altesse Royale Monseigneur le duc d'Orléans ... "
Inset (19 x 21 cm.) : Petite carte des environs de Paris / se vend à Paris chez Claude Roussel graveur ... 1738
Margins include extensive indexes, 2 views of the city, and 35 views of churches, palaces, and other prominent buildings (9 x 11 cm. or smaller). Apparently printed from 4 plates on 4 sheets; trimmed and joined to separately printed indexes at left and right. One of several later editions of the map first published by Claude Roussel in 1713; cf. Tooley's dictionary of mapmakers (1999-2004), v. Q-Z, p. 79-80.
map6F G5834.P3 1738 .R6 (PrCt)

63043  
Paris (France) - Maps - 1739
Indexes- Paris (France) - Pictorial works - 1739 - Indexes
Authors: Bretez, Louis, d. 1738 -- Turgot, Michel-Etienne, 1690-1751 -- Lucas, Claude, 18th cent. -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). Ill.:Y7
1 map ; 60 x 79 cm.
Issued to accompany 20-sheet map by Louis Bretez and Michel Etienne Turgot: Plan de Paris, commence l'année 1734 ... ([Paris], 1739).
Cf. OCLC 22936796.
3064
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map6F G5834.P3 1739 B7 (PrCt)

63044  
Paris (France) - Maps - 1739
Paris (France) - Pictorial works - 1739
Plan de Paris. [Paris : s.n., 1739?].
Authors: Bretez, Louis, d. 1738 -- Turgot, Michel-Etienne, 1690-1751 -- Lucas, Claude, 18th cent. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 20 sheets ; 560 x 455 mm. + index map engraved by Claude Lucas.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

63045  
Paris (France) - Maps - 1739
Paris (France) - Pictorial works - 1739
Wall maps
Authors: Bretez, Louis, d. 1738 -- Turgot, Michel-Etienne, 1690-1751 -- Lucas, Claude, 18th cent. -- Aubin -- Newberry Library. John M. Wing Foundation
1 map ; approx. 244 x 310 cm. on 20 sheets, in binding 49 cm. + index map at front
Bound as an atlas (64 x 49 cm.) without title page.
Title and imprint from sheets [19-20].
Scale [ca. 1:1800.]
Relief shown pictorially.
Newberry duplicate of index map only: Sack map6F G5834 .P3 1739 B7.
Complete digital reproduction on Harvard University website (Nov. 2007): http://pds.lib.harvard.edu/pds/view/7289023
OCLC 22936796.
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.
VAULT Wing oversize ZP 739 .B844 (NLO)
Title from cartouche located on plate no. 16.  
Running title: Atlas national de la ville de Paris 
Atlas du Plan général de la ville de Paris levé 
géométriquement ... Dessiné et gravé par les 
cens. Bartholomé et Mathieu l'An IV ... se trouve 
à Paris chez l'Auteur ...--Index map. 
'Parachèvé en 1791. Dessiné et gravé par les 
cens. P.T. Bartholomé et A.J. Mathieu. Ecrit par 
Bellanger,'--plate no. 16.  
Scale [ca. 1:2,000]. 
Relief shown pictorially. 
Includes detailed index: 'Table par ordre 
alphabetique des rues, cus-de-sacs, halles, 
Includes table of distances of the principal 
monuments used for the survey on which this 
map is based, and 'Plan des opérations 
trigonometriques de la ville de Paris' which 
shows the survey lines, pl. 70-71. 
'Verniquet' signature stamped on verso of several 
leaves. 
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at 
the Newberry Library. 
Baskes oversize G1844.P3 V47 1791 (NLO)
Authors: Stockdale, John, 1749?-1814 -- Stockdale, John, 1749?-1814. A Geographical, historical, and political description of the empire of Germany, Holland, the Netherlands, Switzerland, Prussia, Italy, Sicily, Corsica, and Sardinia ... (1800) 1 map ; 23 x 26 cm. Includes 'References' 1-78. In: Stockdale, John. A Geographical, historical, and political description of the empire of Germany, Holland, the Netherlands, Switzerland, Prussia, Italy, Sicily, Corsica, and Sardinia ... (London : Printed for John Stockdale, 1800), plate 21, opposite p. 289. M263

**63062**

*Paris (France) - Maps - 1801 - Road maps***


Authors: Jean, Pierre, d. 1821? -- Dezauche, Jean Claude, active 1770-1824 -- L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726. Atlas géographique des quatre parties du monde [1801?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; hand col. ; 54 x 82 cm. Scale [ca. 1:11,800]. Includes index to streets and "renvois et lieu des seances des 12 mairies."

Hand colored in outline to show 12 mairies.


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Digital version of another copy available online via HathiTrust Digital Library (accessed June 2012):

http://catalog.hathitrust.org/api/volumes/oclc/26087229.html

**Baskes G1844.P3 M35 1808 (NLO)**

**63064**


Authors: Bonnisel, J. 1 map ; hand col. ; 73 x 91 cm. folded to 24 x 14 cm. Scale: 1 inch to 266 1/2 meters. Surrounded by 29 views of buildings and monuments. Cover-title: Nouveau plan de Paris. Includes index to streets, squares, bridges, etc. map4C G5834 .P3 1814 B6 (PrCt)

**63065**

*Paris (France) - Maps - 1814 Picture of Paris : being a complete guide to all the public buildings, places of amusement, and curiosities in that metropolis : accompanied with six descriptive routes from the coast to Paris : with full directions to strangers on their first arrival in that capital : embellished with maps and views / by Louis Tronchet.* London ; Paris : Sherwood, Neely and Jones ; M. Galignani, no. 17, Vivenne Street, near the Palais Royal, 1814.


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes DC708 .T76 1814 (NLO)**
Paris (France) - Maps - 1823

Collection (Newberry Library)
2e éd., considérablement augm. en texte en en planches.
Half title: Histoire physique, civile et morale de Paris : atlas
Maps engraved by Berthe, Giraldon-Bovinet, and Hacq.
Includes index.
Digital version of another copy available online via Münchener Digitalisierungszentrum Digitale Bibliothek (accessed August 2013):
http://www.mdz-nbn-resolving.de/urn/resolver.pl?urn=urn:nbn:de:bvb:12-bsb10807470-0
Laid in: Nomenclature des rues, boulevards, avenues et autres voies publiques indiquées sur le plan de Paris (36 p.).
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Cf. Phillips 4030
Baskes G1844,P3 D86 1823 (NLO)

Paris (France) - Maps - 1824

Authors: Girard, Xavier, fl. 1820-1841 -- Vicq -- Pellicer, A. (Alphonse) -- Goujon, Jean, fl. ca. 1793-1826 -- Artaia & Co. -- Simon Schropp'sche Hof-Landkartenhandlung -- Gardner, Jas. -- Betailli (firm, Milan, Italy) -- Molini (Firm)
1 map : hand col. ; 52 x 74 cm. sectioned into 21 panels (22 x 15 cm. ea.) and mounted onto cloth.
Paste-on panel label (octagon, 7 x 9 cm.) on verso: 'J. Goujon marchand du cartes geographiques des postes royales' with title 'Plan de Paris.'
Above border: 'La circonférence de Paris est de 23,753 metres...'
Various street and civic indexes in margins.
Gift 93.
map6F G5834.P3 1824 .G5 (NLO)

Paris (France) - Maps - 1834

Western division of Paris ; Eastern division of Paris. Containing the Quartiers. London : Chapman & Hall, 1834 [i.e.1844].
1 map : hand col. ; 39 x 52 cm., on composite sheet 41 x 57 cm.
'Drawn by W.B. Clarke. Archt.'
'Engraved by J. Shury.'
Printed on 2 sheets with separate titles; sheets trimmed and joined.
Bottom margin includes elevation drawings of prominent buildings.
oversize Ayer 135 .S67 1844 v. 2, pl. [196-197] (PrCt)

Paris (France) - Maps - 1839

4 v. + atlas
7th ed.
F 3997 .242 (NLO)

Paris (France) - Maps - 1845 - Pictorial works

Authors: Arnout, Jules -- Imprimerie Lemercier et cie -- Hauser -- Historic Urban Plans (Firm)
2 birds-eye views : 30 x 46 cm. and 30 x 45 cm. on 2 sheets 45 x 57 cm. and 44 x 56 cm.
OCLC 8350861.
467 and 470


Each plate is accompanied by guard sheet. Includes indexes.

Full text of another copy (but not the maps) available online via HathiTrust Digital Library (accessed April 2013): http://hdl.handle.net/2027/nyp.33433069356289

Baskes DC708.G34 1830 (NLO)

Nouveau plan routier de la ville de Paris ... Paris, 1853.

Authors: Charpentier, active 1853 -- Danlos -- Caillot

1 map; 50 x 63 cm.

Added title: Nouveau plan routier de la ville de Paris ... .

Includes "Nomenclature alphabetique de toutes les rues ... ."

85-90703

4279

map4F G5834.P3 1853 C5 (PrCt)

Histoire physique, civile et morale de Paris
Plan garanti complet ou le guide dans Paris

Paris (France)

Baskes DC708 .G35 1860 (NLO)

AJ

http://books.google.com/books?id=aloQAAAAYA

on Google Books (accessed November 2011):


1 atlas (vii, 64 p., [5] folded leaves of plates) : 5 maps (chiefly hand col.) ; 22 x 28 cm.

Half title: Histoire physique, civile et morale de Paris : atlas
Maps by Ambroise Tardieu, Couché fils, and Hacq.

One map dated: 1838.

Includes index.

Scales differ.

Armoirial stamp: Bibliothèque du 10e Régt. d'infanterie.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).

Baskes folio G1844.P3 D86 1858 (NLO)

Paris (France) - Maps - 1860


Authors: A. and W. Galignani and Co. -- Bonaparte, Erhard R. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

ix, 612, xii p., [23] leaves of plates : ill., 3 folded maps ; 17 cm.

Not issued with separate folded map.

Map engraved by Eberhard R. Bonaparte.

Each plate is accompanied by guard sheet.

Includes index.


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Full text of another copy (but not maps) available on Google Books (accessed November 2011):

http://books.google.com/books?id=aloQAAAAYA AJ

Baskes DC708 .G35 1860 (NLO)

Paris (France) - Maps - 1860

Plan garanti complet ou le guide dans Paris.

Paris , 1860.

Authors: Lallemand -- Dépôt de la guerre (France)
1 map : hand col. ; 60 x 88 cm.

Added title: Nouveau plan de Paris, ou guide des estrangers.

Added title: Nouveau Paris fortifié 1860.

Includes 'Legende des rues, place et passages' and 2 inset views.
85-80729
4278

map6F G5834.P3 1860 L3 (PrCt)

Paris (France) - Maps - 1860


Authors: Bradshaw, George, 1801-1853 -- Van Wyck, Tunis B.
1 map : 33 x 40 cm.


References' in margins.

Inscribed on verso: Tunis B. Van Wyck ...

Chicago, Ills.
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map4F G5834.P3 1861 B7 (PrCt)

Paris (France) - Maps - 1861


Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 2 maps, 14 city plans
3rd ed.

Includes advertising dated 1860 and priced in thalers.

Condition: Good.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Paris (France) - Maps - 1864

Plan de Paris, ou guide des Parisiens.

Added title: Nouveau plan de Paris, ou guide des Parisiens.

Addenda: 'Legende des rues, place et passages' and 2 inset views.
Condition: Excellent.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

63081 Paris (France) - Maps - 1867
Authors: Joanne, Adolphe Laurent, 1813-1881 -- Collection des guides-Joanne -- Guides diamant -- Thiollet, Auguste -- LeFèvre, F. -- Monrocq frères éditeurs -- Hachette (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) viii, 392, 16 p. : ill. ; 14 cm. + 1 folded map. ‘127 gravures et 1 plan de Paris.’ Map by Augte. Thiollet, engraved by F. Lefèvre and printed by Monrocq; folded in pocket.
Publisher’s catalog: 16 p. at end.
Includes index.
Series: Collection des guides Joanne. Guides diamant -- Guides diamant.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library. Baskes G153 .G847 Paris (1867) (NLO)

63085 Paris (France) - Maps - 1870 - Guidebooks
Authors: John Murray (Firm) -- Murray’s handbooks for travellers 1 v.
4th ed.
Lister, W.B.C. A Bibliography of Murray’s handbooks for travellers and biographies of authors, editors, revisers and principal contributors (Dereham: Dereham Books, 1993) no. 259. G 397.59 (NLO)

63082 Paris (France) - Maps - 1867<<>>France, Northern - Maps - 1867
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) 1 v. : 2 maps, 26 city plans 2nd ed.

63086 Paris (France) - Maps - 1870 - Guidebooks
Authors: John Murray (Firm) -- Murray’s handbooks for travellers -- Marett, Charles, 1817-1901 -- Pentland, Joseph Barclay, 1797-1873 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v.
4th ed.
Lister, W.B.C. A Bibliography of Murray’s handbooks for travellers and biographies of authors, editors, revisers and principal contributors (Dereham: Dereham Books, 1993) no. 259.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

63083 Paris (France) - Maps - 1867<<>>France, Northern - Maps - 1867
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. : 2 maps, 20 city plans 2nd ed.
Includes advertising dated 1867 and priced in thalers.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

63087 Paris (France) - Maps - 1872<<>>Boulogne (France) - Maps - 1872 - Harbors<<>>Cherbourg (France) - Maps - 1872 - Harbors<<>>Brest (France) - Maps - 1872 - Harbors<<>>Le Havre (France) - Maps - 1872 - Harbors<<>>Toulon (France) - Maps - 1872 - Harbors<<>>Marseille (France) - Maps - 1872 - Harbors<<>>Marseilles (France) SEE Marseille (France)
Authors: Bartholomew, John, 1831-1893 -- Swanston, George H. -- A. Fullarton & Co. -- A. Fullarton & Co. The Royal illustrated atlas of modern geography [1872?] 7 maps : col. ; 23 x 30 cm. and smaller, on sheet 48 x 32 cm.
Boulogne -- Cherbourg -- Brest -- Le Havre -- Toulon harbour -- Marseilles.
Printed plate no. "XLV" at upper right.
Case oversize G1019 .A38 1872, plate [45]

63088 Paris (France) - Maps - 1872 France, Northern - Maps - 1872

Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 2 maps, 21 city plans
3rd ed.
Includes advertising dated 1873 and priced in shillings.
Condition: Fair.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

63089 Paris (France) - Maps - 1874 France, Northern - Maps - 1874

Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 3 maps, 9 city plans
4th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1874 and priced in shillings.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

63090 Paris (France) - Maps - 1876 France, Northern - Maps - 1876

Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 2 maps, 12 city plans
5th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1877 and priced in marks.
Condition: Worn.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

63091 Paris (France) - Maps - 1878 France, Northern - Maps - 1878

Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 11 maps, 18 city plans
6th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1878 and priced in marks.
Condition: Fair.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)


Handbook for visitors to Paris : containing a description of the most remarkable objects, in the city and its environs, with general advice and information for English travellers in that metropolis, and on the way to it. London : Paris : John Murray ; Galignani ; Boyveau ; Nilsson ; A. Hautecoeur, 1878.
Authors: John Murray (Firm) -- Murray's handbooks for travellers -- Pierotti, E. -- Grasse -- Cooper, James Davis, 1823-1904 -- Weller, Edward, -1884 -- A. and W. Galignani (Firm) -- Boyveau (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
New ed.
Cover title: Murray's hand-book, Paris
Spine title: Hand-book for Paris
Maps by E. Pierotti, Grasse, J.D. Cooper, and Edward Weller.
"Furnished with a concise and practical description of the Exposition universelle of 1878, and a coloured plan of it, also clue map and plans of Paris."
Series: [Murray's handbooks for travellers] -- Murray's handbooks for travellers.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray's handbooks for travellers, 264
Baskes G153 .M97 no. 264 (1878) (NLO)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 38 maps
2nd ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

63094 Paris (France) - Maps - 1881
Authors: Joanne, Paul, 1847-1922 -- Diamond guide -- Thiollet, Auguste -- LeFèvre, F. -- Hachette (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
16, lxviii, 378, 84 p. : ill., 2 folded maps ; 15 cm.
New ed. / with 152 illustrations and 3 maps.
Cover title: Diamond guide for the stranger in Paris
Spine title: Guides diamant : Paris
Maps by Augte. Thiollet and F. LeFèvre.
Imperfect: missing folded map from pocket.
Advertisements: 16 p. at beginning, 84 p. at end.
Includes index.
Series: Collection of diamond guides -- Diamond guide.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G84713 Paris (1881) (NLO)

Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm)
1 v. : 40 plates
7th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1882 and priced in marks.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm)
1 v. : 40 plates
10th ed.
G 397 .05073 (NLO)

63097 Paris (France) - Maps - 1881 Ile-de-France (France) - Maps - 1881 Paris and environs, with routes from London. Leipzig ; London : K. Baedeker ; Dulau, 1881.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Dulau & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 10 maps, 30 city plans
7th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1882 and priced in marks.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

63098 Paris (France) - Maps - 1884 Ile-de-France (France) - Maps - 1884 Paris and environs. Leipzig ; London : K. Baedeker, 1884.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm)
1 v. : 40 plates
8th ed.
G 397. 0509 (NLO)

63099 Paris (France) - Maps - 1884 Ile-de-France (France) - Maps - 1884 Paris and environs, with routes from London. Leipzig ; London : K. Baedeker ; Dulau, 1884.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Dulau & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 10 maps, 30 city plans
8th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1884 and priced in marks.
Condition: Fair.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

63100 Paris (France) - Maps - 1886
Galignian's illustrated Paris guide for 1886 : revised and verified by personal inspection. Paris ; London ; New York : Galignani Library ; Simpkin, Marshall and Co. ; G.P. Putnam's Sons, [1886?].
Authors: Galignani Library -- Bonaparte, Erhard R. -- Simpkin, Marshall and Co. -- G.P. Putnam's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Cover title: Galignani's Paris guide
Incomplete; issued with 4 maps, but this copy lacks loose folding map from pocket inside back cover.
Map engraved by Erhard R. Bonaparte.
Each plate is accompanied by guard sheet.
"5 fcs." -- On cover.
Includes index.
Red cloth binding with gold-stamped cover title.
Galignani's Paris guide. 
Formerly issued under title: Galignani's new Paris guide. 
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library. 

Baskes DC708 .G35 1886 (NLO)

63104 Paris (France) - Maps - 1887
Authors: Joanne, Paul, 1847-1922 -- Diamond guide -- Guides diamant -- Thuillier, Louis -- Holmes, Burton, b. 1870 -- Dufrénoy (Firm) -- Imprimerie Lemercier et cie -- Hachette (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 12, Ixxxii, 366, 100 p. : ill., 37 maps and plans (some folded, some col.) ; 15 cm. 
New ed. / with 82 illustrations and 37 maps. 
Cover title: Diamond guide for the stranger in Paris. 
Maps by L. Thuillier; printed by Dufre?noy and Lemercier. 
Folded col. map in pocket. 
Advertisements: 12 p. at beginning, 100 p. at end, and pasted to inside front cover. 
Includes index. 
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library. 
Baskes G153 .G84713 Paris (1887) (NLO)

63105 Paris (France) - Maps - 1888
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher, 1832-1990, no. E103. 
G 397. 06 (NLO)

63106 Paris (France) - Maps - 1888
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher, 1832-1990, no. E103. 
Includes advertising dated 1890 and priced in marks. 
Condition: Fair. 
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. 
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

63107 Paris (France) - Maps - 1889 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Bartholomew, John -- Walker, J. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. : 16 maps ; 150 x 108 mm. 
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. 
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

63108 Paris (France) - Maps - 1889

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. 
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Paris (France) - Maps - 1898

1 v. in 2 (336, [74], 72, xxiv p. : ill.) ; 15 cm.
Map (50 x 67 cm.) bound separately?
G 397 .19 (NLO)

Paris (France) - Maps - 1898

Lee's guide to Paris and every-day French conversation : especially compiled for American tourists / by Max Maury. Chicago : Laird & Lee, c1899.
Authors: Maury, Max -- Laird & Lee, Publishers -- Lee -- Exposition universelle internationale de 1900 (Paris, France) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Tourist’s ed.
At head of title: Exposition - 1900.
Publisher’s illustrated binding.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes DC708 .M37 1899 (NLO)

63122 Paris (France) - Maps - 1900
Paris-atlas / texte par Fernand Bournon ; 28 cartes dont 24 en couleurs, 595 reproductions photographiques, 32 dessins. Paris : Librairie Larousse, [1900].
Authors: Bournon, Fernand, 1857-1909 -- Larousse (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Librairie Larousse SEE Larousse (Firm)
[6], 239 p., [24] leaves of plates (1 folded) ; ill., 28 maps (chiefly col.) ; 32 cm.
Includes index.
Publisher’s green cloth binding.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Baskes folio DC707 .B67 1900 (NLO)

63123 Paris (France) - Maps - 1900
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 14 maps, 33 city plans
15th ed.
Includes advertising priced in dollars.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Baskes G153 .B55 Paris (1901) (NLO)

63124 Paris (France) - Maps - 1900
Paris (France) - Maps - 1900
Paris and environs, with routes from London.
Leipzig : K. Baedeker, 1900.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 12 maps, 36 city plans
14th ed.
Includes advertising priced in dollars.
Condition: Poor.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Baskes DC707 .L45 1901 (NLO)

63125 Paris (France) - Maps - 1900
Paris Metropolitan Area (France) - Maps - 1900
Paris and environs, with routes from London.
Leipzig : K. Baedeker, 1900.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 12 maps, 36 city plans
14th ed.
Includes advertising priced in dollars.
Condition: Poor.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Baskes DC707 .L45 1901 (NLO)

63128 Paris (France) - Maps - 1902-1918
Grands magasins aux Galeries Lafayette guide of
Leipzig : K. Baedeker, 1900.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 12 maps, 36 city plans
14th ed.
Includes advertising priced in dollars.
Condition: Poor.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Baskes DC707 .L45 1901 (NLO)
Paris. [Paris? s.n., between 1902 and 1918].
Authors: Galeries Lafayette -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
54 p., [1] folded leaf of plates : ill., 2 maps (1 col., 1 folded) ; 18 cm.

"Establishment known as selling fine novelties at the lowest prices in Paris."

Date based on the presence of Cuban embassy (became independent in 1902) and Austro-Hungarian embassy (ended in 1918).

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Paris (France) - Maps - 1902 - Guidebooks
How to see Paris. London : H. Gaze, 1902.
Authors: Gaze, Henry -- Gaze, W. E. -- John Bartholomew & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.
28th ed.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Paris (France) - Maps - 1903-1906 - Road maps
Paris (France) - Maps - 1903-1906 - Bicycle trails
Paris (France) - Maps - 1903-1906
Ayer, Edward Everett, 1841-1927 - Travel - Maps
Authors: Cartes Taride (Firm) -- Binetoue, P. -- Union vélocipédique de France -- Imprimerie Monroq -- Papeterie-Librerie Lionnet -- Ayer, Edward Everett, 1841-1927
3 maps ; col. ; 60 x 82 cm., folded to 18 x 12 cm.
Scale 1:100,000.

"Dressée avec le concours du personnel consulaire de l'Union Vélocipédique de France."

Sheets numbered by Newberry to fit in sequence of Edward Ayer's road maps.


"P. Binetoue, del."

Sheet [37] has label of Papeterie-Librerie Lionnet.

Formerly the property of Edward E. Ayer; sht. [38] has pencilled note in his hand on front cover.

map4C G5696.P2 1902 A9, shts. 36-38 (PrCt)

Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Ollendorff, Paul -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 13 maps, 32 city plans
15th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1904 and priced in marks.
Condition: Good.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Paris (France) - Maps - 1904
Paris Metropolitan Area (France) - Maps - 1904 - Ile-de-France (France) - Maps - 1904 Paris and environs, with routes from London.
Leipzig ; London ; New York : K. Baedeker ; Dulau ; Scribner's, 1904.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Dulau & Co. -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 13 maps, 38 city plans
15th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1904 and priced in marks.
Condition: Good.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Paris (France) - Maps - 1904
Paris Metropolitan Area (France) - Maps - 1904 - Ile-de-France (France) - Maps - 1904 Paris and environs, with routes from London.
Leipzig ; London ; New York : K. Baedeker ; Dulau ; Scribner's, 1904.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Dulau & Co. -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 13 maps, 38 city plans
15th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1905 and priced in marks.
Condition: Good.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
63142 Paris (France) - Maps - 1907<>Paris Metropolitan Area (France) - Maps - 1907<>Ile-de-France (France) - Maps - 1907 Paris and environs, with routes from London. Leipzig ; London ; New York : K. Baedeker ; T. Fisher Unwin ; Scribner's, 1907.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- T. Fisher Unwin (Firm) -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 14 maps, 38 city plans
16th ed.
A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher, 1832-1900, no. E110.
Includes advertising dated 1909 and priced in marks.
Condition: Fair.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Authors: Andriveau-Goujon, J. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 8 maps ; 330 x 206 mm.
Plan 608 x 770.
8 joined segments.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Authors: Thomas Nelson & Sons -- John Bartholomew & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Cover title: Polytechnic guide to Paris Maps and plan by John Bartholomew & Co.
Former Ownership History: Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes DC708 .N45 1908 (NLO)

xii, 334 p. : ill., 10 maps, facsim. ; 20 cm.
Includes index.
LC Card Number: w 09000151 G 397 .14 (NLO)

xi, 334, 30 p. : ill. (some col.), 10 maps ; 22 cm. Includes index.
Publisher's blue cloth binding with gold stamping. Some illustrations accompanied by guard sheet with descriptive letterpress.
A selection of books published by Methuen and Co. ...'--p.[1]-[30] at end.
Owner's inscription: Charles Jared Ingenall, Paris, September, 1913.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes DC707 .C142 1909b (NLO)

Authors: Lucas, E. V. (Edward Verrall), 1868-1938 -- Dexter, Walter -- Macmillan & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Includes index.
LC Card Number: 09024643
Baskes DC707 .L9 1909 (NLO)

Authors: Mayer, Frédéric -- Société anonyme de publications anglo-américaines -- Kneeland, W. A. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
2 v. : ill., maps ; 16 cm.
Cover title: Express guide to Paris & environs Editor: Frédéric Mayer.
Includes indexes.
1909 edition included manuscript annotations and signature of former owner W.A. Kneeland of Winchester, Massachusetts.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes DC708 .E97 (NLO)
63149  Paris (France) - Maps - 1909 - Administrative and political divisions
Atlas municipal des vingt arrondissements de la ville de Paris / dressé sous l'administration de M. J. de Selves ... sous la direction de M. Bouvard ... par les soins de M. J. M. Petit. [Paris? s.n.], 1909.
Direction administrative de la voie publique et des eaux et égouts -- Paris (France). Conseil municipal -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Selves, J. de SEE De Selves, J.
1 atlas (16 folded leaves of plates) : 16 folded maps ; 67 cm.
Running title: Atlas administratif de la Ville de Paris
On maps: Gravé chez L. Wuhrer.
Scale: 1:5000
Title in architectural border.
At head of plates: (Préfecture de la Seine) Ville de Paris (Service du Plan de Paris).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: OCLC 78760324
Baskes oversize G1844.P3 S44 1909 (NLO)

63150  Paris (France) - Maps - 1910
Paris in a week : on an entirely new plan, giving a detailed programme and outline map for each day's excursion ... 49 illustrations, 53 special plans and a general map of Paris. Paris ; London : Hachette & Co., 1910.
Authors: Joanne guide books -- Hachette (Firm) -- Thuillier, Louis -- Hermann, L., active 1906-1939 -- Dufrénoy (Firm) -- Brodard, Paul -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Imperfect: lacking folded map of Paris from end pocket.
Maps by L. Thuillier, L. Hermann, printed by Dufrénoy.
Printed by Paul Brodard.
'3 f. 50'--Cover.
Maps of omnibus routes and tramways printed with gazetteer on verso.
Advertisements, in French: 16 p. at beginning, 152 p. at end and endpapers.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 13015775
Baskes G153 .C6513 Paris (1910) (NLO)

63151  Paris (France) - Maps - 1910
Paris Metropolitan Area (France) - Maps - 1910
Paris and environs, with routes from London.

63152  Paris (France) - Maps - 1910<br>Paris Metropolitan Area (France) - Maps - 1910<br>Ile-de-France (France) - Maps - 1910
Paris and environs, with routes from London.
Leipzig ; London ; New York : K. Baedeker ; T. Fisher Unwin ; Scribner's, 1910.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- T. Fisher Unwin (Firm) -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 14 maps, 41 city plans
17th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1910 and priced in marks.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

63153  Paris (France) - Maps - 1910<br>Paris Metropolitan Area (France) - Maps - 1910<br>Ile-de-France (France) - Maps - 1910
Guide to Paris and its environs : with plan of the city, map of the environs, plans of the Bois de Boulogne, Versailles, the Louvre galleries, the English Channel, Calais, Boulogne, etc. London ; New York ; Ward, Lock and Co. ; George Edmund Platt, [ca. 1910].
Cover title: Paris
Several maps engraved by John Bartholomew & Co.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .W3 Paris (1910) (NLO)

63154  Paris (France) - Maps - 1911
Paris (France) - Maps - 1911
Paris and environs, with routes from London.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Subways - Métropolitain de Paris - Maps - 1911
Authors: Collection des guides-Joanne -- Hermann, L., active 1906-1939 -- Thuillier, Louis -- Dufrénoy (Firm) -- Hachette (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
16, xl, 104, 152 : ill. (some col.), 54 maps and plans (some col., 1 folded) ; 16 cm.
Cover title: Paris en 8 jours
Maps by L. Hermann and L. Thuillier; printed by Dufre?noy.
Folded col. map in pocket: Le Métropolitain de Paris.
Advertisements: 16 p. at beginning, 152 p. at end, and endpapers.
Includes index.
Series: Collection des guides-Joanne
Laid in: publisher's advertisements on 2 folded leaves.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .C65 Paris (1911) (NLO)

Paris (France) - Maps - 1911 - Subways - Métropolitain de Paris - Maps - 1911 - Railroads - Maps
Authors: Joanne's Reisebücher -- Thuillier, Louis -- Hermann, L., active 1906-1939 -- Bolzé, R. -- Brodard, Paul -- Dufrénoy (Firm) -- Hachette (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
16, lii, 142, 152 p., [19] leaves of plates (some folded) : ill. (some col.), 59 maps and plans (some folded, some col.) ; 16 cm.
Cover title: Paris : in 8 Tagen : und Umgebung
Series: Joanne's Reisebücher
Maps by L. Thuillier, L. Hermann, R. Bolzé, printed by Dufrénoy.
Printed by Paul Brodard.
Maps of Omnibuslinien and Strassenbahnen printed with gazetteer on verso.
Folded col. map in end pocket: Le Métropolitain de Paris.
Includes index.
*Preis: 4 M, Prix: 5 fr.* -- Cover.
Advertisements, in French: 16 p. at beginning, 152 p. at end, and endpapers.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .C6515 Paris (1911) (NLO)

Paris (France) - Maps - 1911 - Metropolitan Area (France) - Maps - 1911 - Ile-de-France (France) - Maps - 1911
Ward Lock guides -- John Bartholomew & Co. -- Butler & Tanner Ltd. -- Allen, Ted -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
192 p., [18], 48 p. of plates : ill., 7 col. maps (chiefly folded), plans : 17 cm.
Cover title: Ward Lock & Co's Paris
Spine title: Paris
Maps by John Bartholomew & Co.
Printed by Butler & Tanner.
Includes index.
Former owner: Ted Allen.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .W3 Paris (1911) (NLO)

Paris (France) - Maps - 1911 - Metropolitan Area (France) - Maps - 1911 - Ile-de-France (France) - Maps - 1911
Authors: Woerl, Leo, 1843-1918 -- Woerl's Reisbücherverlag -- Woerl's Reisehandbücher -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Forward dated 1911.
Includes index.
Series: Woerl's Reisehandbücher.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .W64 Paris (1911) (NLO)
Paris (France) - Maps - 1914

Paris Metropolitan Area (France) - Maps - 1914

Ile-de-France (France) - Maps - 1914


Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Ollendorff, Paul

Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 16 maps, 39 city plans

18th ed.


Includes advertising dated 1919 and priced in marks.

Condition: Excellent.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

---

Paris (France) - Maps - 1916 - Road maps

Paris (France) - Maps - 1916 - Subways

Métropolitain de Paris - Maps - 1916

Road maps - Railroads - Maps


1 atlas (64 pages, 25 unnumbered folded leaves of plates) : 25 color maps ; 14 cm

Cover title.

Maps engraved by L. Guilmin.

Folded map at end: Plan de Paris, Métropolitain et Nord-Sud; printed by F. Champenois.

Includes index.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G1844.P3 H33 1915 (NLO)

---

Paris (France) - Maps - 1918 - Château de Versailles (Versailles, France) - Maps - 1918 - Exposition internationale de 1900 (Paris, France) - Maps

Paris in a week : and a day in Versailles : 49 illustrations, 46 plans, 12 coloured, and a general map of Paris. Paris ; London : Hachette, [1918].

Authors: Joanne guide books -- Hermann, L., active 1906-1939 -- Thuillier, Louis -- Dufrénoy (Firm) -- Hachette (Firm) -- Lee, William H., fl. 1899 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

150 p. : ill., 47 maps and plans (some col., 1 folded) ; 16 cm. + 1 folded col. map in pocket.

Ed. of 1914 with practical information rev. in 1918.

Maps by L. Hermann and L. Thuillier; printed by Dufrénoy.

Includes index.


Series: Joanne guide-books. English series

Owner's signature: Maeterlinck.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

LC Card Number: 52052839

Baskes G153 .C6513 Paris (1918) (NLO)
Paris (France) - Maps - 1920

Metropolitan Area (France) - Maps - 1920

Ile-de-France (France) - Maps - 1920


"105 plans et cartes."


Map on endpaper.

Series: Guides bleus

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G153 .G84 Paris (1920) (NLO)

---

Paris (France) - Maps - 1921


New and rev. ed.


"With specially engraved map, plans, and vocabulary of French phrases."

"(First issued in 1878)."

Includes index.

Stamp: Cook's Paris Tours. Publisher's illustrated, paper-covered boards.

Series: Cook's traveller's handbooks -- Cook's handbooks

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G153 .C66 Paris (1921) (NLO)

---

Paris (France) - Maps - 1921


Map on endpaper.

Includes index. Includes bibliographical references (p. [lxv]) and index.

Series: Guides bleus

Bookseller's label: Brentano's ... Paris.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G153 .G84 Paris (1921) (NLO)

Maps by R. Bolzé, Paul Gruyer and John Bartholomew & Son, printed by Dufrénoy.
Appendix (53 p. at end) has cover-title: Appendix : cabs, omnibuses, tramways, underground railways & river steamers and plans of Paris with street index.
Map on endpaper.
Includes bibliographical references (p. xxiv)

Series: The blue guides -- Blue guide.

Owner's inscription: Elizabeth Coddington ...

June 1922.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copy: G 397 .585
LC Card Number: 22004197

Baskes G153 .B58 Paris (1921) (NLO)

63184 Paris (France) - Maps - 1922<<>>Versailles (France) - Maps - 1922
Paris in eight days : and a day in Versailles / by Paul Joanne. Paris : Librairie Hachette, 1922.
Authors: Joanne, Paul, 1847-1922 -- Hermann, L., active 1906-1939 -- Illustrated guides (Paris, France) -- Hachette (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
ixi, 148 p. : ill., 54 maps and plans (some folded, some col.) ; 16 cm.
Cover title: Paris in a week
Maps by L. Hermann.
Folded col. map in pocket.
Includes index.
Series: The illustrated guides -- Illustrated guide books -- Illustrated guides (Paris, France)
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .J45 Paris (1922) (NLO)

63185 Paris (France) - Maps - 1923<<>>Paris Metropolitan Area (France) - Maps - 1923<<>>Ile-de-France (France) - Maps - 1923
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 17 maps, 41 c.
19th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1923 and priced in marks.
Condition: Fair.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Authors: Ward, Lock and Company, ltd. -- Ward, Lock & Co.'s tourist handbooks -- Ward Lock guides -- John Bartholomew and Son -- Butler & Tanner Ltd. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
224 p., [16], 48 p. of plates : ill., 8 maps (col., folded), plan ; 17 cm.
Cover title: Paris and environs

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Maps by John Bartholomew and Son.
Printed by Butler & Tanner.
Series: Ward, Lock and Co.'s tourist handbooks
-- Ward Lock guides.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Digital version of another copy available online via HathiTrust Digital Library (accessed September 2012):
http://catalog.hathitrust.org/api/volumes/oclc/2422042.html
Baskes G153 .W3 Paris (1923) (NLO)

63187 Paris (France) - Maps - 1924
viii, 232 p. : 24 col. maps ; 17 cm.
Maps by J.G. Bartholomew.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 73-74) and index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number 24022813
Baskes DC708 .P38 1924 (NLO)

63188 Paris (France) - Maps - 1924 - Guidebooks
Authors: Laughlin, Clara E. (Clara Elizabeth), 1873-1941 -- Houghton, Mifflin and Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.
1st ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

63189 Paris (France) - Maps - 1924 - Road maps
Paris (France) - Maps - 1924 - Pictorial maps
Métropolitain de Paris - Maps - 1924
Subways - Subways - Paris (France) - Maps - 1924
Pictorial maps - Paris
Maps - 1924 - Road maps
Pictorial maps
Authors: Leconte, J. -- Dufrénoy, E. -- Dufrénoy (Firm) -- Joly, L. -- Leconte, J. Paris monumental

2 maps on 1 sheet : both sides, color ; 40 x 54 cm and 38 x 56 cm, sheet 43 x 59 cm, folded in cover 13 x 9 cm + 1 guidebook (144 pages : map ; 13 cm)
Cover title: Plan commode de Paris : rues & monuments, autobus & tramways, Métropolitain
"Plan commode, nouvelle édition"--Title page of guidebook.
"1-24"--Lower right corner.
"Plan commode de Paris ..." shows streets, subways, and administrative divisions; "Paris monumental" is a pictorial map depicting monuments, buildings, and tourist attractions in Paris.
Scale approximately 1:22,500
Scale approximately 1:16,800
Coordinates: (E 2°14'49"--E 2°25'06"N 48°54'07"--N 48°48'56"),
Coordinates: (E 2°15'52"--E 2°24'02"N 48°53'27"--N 48°49'19"),
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G5834.P3 1924 .L43 (NLO)

63190 Paris (France) - Maps - 1924 - Pictorial maps
Paris Metropolitan Area (France) - Maps - 1924
Ile-de-France (France) - Maps - 1924
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm)
1 v. : 66 plates
19th ed.
G 397. 063 (NLO)

63191 Paris (France) - Maps - 1924 - Pictorial maps
Paris Metropolitan Area (France) - Maps - 1924
Ile-de-France (France) - Maps - 1924
Paris and environs, with routes from London.
Leipzig ; London ; New York : K. Baedeker ; George Allen & Unwin ; Scribner's, 1924.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- George Allen & Unwin -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 66 plates
19th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1927.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

63192 Paris (France) - Maps - 1924 - Pictorial maps
Paris Metropolitan Area (France) - Maps - 1924
Ile-de-France (France) - Maps - 1924
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
Paris and environs, with routes from London.
Leipzig ; London ; New York : K. Baedeker ;
George Allen & Unwin ; Scriber's, 1924.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- George Allen &
Unwin -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 66 plates
19th ed.
A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher,
1832-1900, no. E113.
Includes advertising dated 1929 and priced in
shillings.
Condition: Fair.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

63193 Paris (France) - Maps - 1924
Paris
Metropolitan Area (France) - Maps -
1924
Ile-de-France (France) - Maps - 1924
Paris and environs, with routes from London.
Leipzig ; London ; New York : K. Baedeker ;
George Allen & Unwin ; Scriber's, 1924.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- George Allen &
Unwin -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 66 plates
19th ed.
A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher,
1832-1900, no. E113.
Includes advertising dated 1930 and priced in
shillings.
Condition: Fair.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

63194 Paris (France) - Maps - 1924
Paris
Metropolitan Area (France) - Maps -
1924
Ile-de-France (France) - Maps - 1924
Paris & ses environs. Leipzig : K. Baedeker,
1924.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 16 maps, 41 city plans
19th ed.
A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher,
1832-1900, no. F162.
Includes advertising dated 1924.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

63195 Paris (France) - Maps - 1924
Paris
Metropolitan Area (France) - Maps -
1924
Ile-de-France (France) - Maps - 1924
Paris and environs, with routes from London.
Leipzig ; London ; New York : K. Baedeker ; T.
Fisher Unwin ; Scriber's, 1924.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- T. Fisher Unwin
(Firm) -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 66 plates
19th ed.
A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher,
1832-1900, no. E113.
Includes advertising dated 1924 and priced in
shillings.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

63196 Paris (France) - Maps - 1924
Paris
Metropolitan Area (France) - Maps -
1924
Ile-de-France (France) - Maps - 1924
Paris : Sèvres, Versailles, Saint-Germain,
Saint-Denis, Chantilly, Vincennes, Fontainbleau /
publié sous la direction de Marcel Monmarché ;
avec une introduction par G. Lenôtre. Paris :
Hachette, 1924.
Authors: Monmarché, Marcel, 1872-1945 -- Leca,
Philippe -- Huisman, Georges Maurice, 1889- --
Lenotre, G., 1855-1935 -- Thuillier, Louis --
Bolzé, R. -- Guides bleus -- Hachette (Firm) --
Wolfenden, John Hulton -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
ci, 466 p. : 99 maps and plans (some folded,
some col.) ; 17 cm.
"Cette nouvelle édition ... a été révisée ... par ...
Ph. Leca et G. Huisman"--Pref.
Cover title: Paris et ses environs
Accompanied by 'Appendice: plan de Paris' (64
p. : folded col. maps ; 16 cm.), which may be
detached from the main volume.
Maps by L. Thuillier and R. Bolzé.
Includes index.
Map on endpaper.
Series: Guides bleus
Bookplate of John Hulton Wolfenden.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G84 Paris (1924) (NLO)

63197 Paris (France) - Maps - 1924
Paris
Metropolitan Area (France) - Maps -
1924
Ile-de-France (France) - Maps - 1924
Paris and its environs : 60 maps and plans / ed.
by Findlay Muirhead and Marcel Monmarche.
London ; Paris : Macmillan & Co. ; Librairie
Hachette, 1924.
Authors: Muirhead, Findlay, 1860 --
Hachette (Firm)
Imprimerie Lapina
Monmarché, Marcel, 1872 --
Huisman, Georges Ma
Lenotre, G., 1855 --
Bolzé, R. -- Guides bleus -- Hachette (Firm) --
Wolfenden, John Hulton -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
cii, 466 p. : 99 maps and plans (some folded,
some col.) ; 17 cm.
"Cette nouvelle édition ... a été révisée ... par ...
Ph. Leca et G. Huisman"--Pref.
Cover title: Paris et ses environs
Accompanied by 'Appendice: plan de Paris' (64
p. : folded col. maps ; 16 cm.), which may be
detached from the main volume.
Maps by L. Thuillier and R. Bolzé.
Includes index.
Map on endpaper.
Series: Guides bleus
Bookplate of John Hulton Wolfenden.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G84 Paris (1924) (NLO)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Bolzé, R. 
Monmarché, Marcel, 1872 
Librairie Hachette, 1927. 

Monmarché 
Paris and its environs : 64 maps and plans / 
1927<<>>Ile 
Metropolitan Ar 
Paris (France) 
Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 21 (1926) (NLO) 

LC Card Number: 43044400 
the Newberry Library. 
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at 

One map on inside front cover; folded map at end loose. 
Includes index. 
Series: Grieben Reiseführer ; Bd. 21 

v, 432, 55 p., [52] leaves of plates : 64 maps 
and plans (some folded, some col.) ; 16 cm. 
2nd ed. 

Spine title: Muirhead’s Paris and its environs 
Maps by R. Bolzé, Paul Gruyer, and John 
Bartholomew & Son, printed by Dufrénoy and 
L’Institut Cartographique de Paris. 
Appendix, 55 p. at end, has cover title: Appendix 
: cabs, omnibuses, tramways, underground 
railways & river steamers, and plans of Paris with 
street index. 
Map and text on endpapers. 
Includes bibliographical references (p. xxii) and 
index. 
Dust jacket. 
Series: The blue guides -- Blue guide. 
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at 
the Newberry Library. 
Duplicate copy: G 397 .5851 
Baskes G153 .B58 Paris (1927) (NLO) 

63202 

Paris (France) - Maps - 1928 

Paris : kleine Ausgabe. Berlin : Grieben-Verlag 
: A. Goldschmidt, 1928. 
Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag 
-- Kraatz, Leopold -- Goldschmidt, Albert -- 
Kraatz, Leopold -- Roger S. Baskes Collection 
(Newberry Library) 
(some col., some folded) ; 16 cm. 
17. Aufl. [17th ed.] 
'Mit 4 Karten.' 
Map inside front cover. 
Maps lithographed by Leopold Kraatz. 
Advertisements: v p. at end. 
Includes index. 
Series: Grieben-Reiseführer ; Bd. 212 

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at 
the Newberry Library. 
Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 212 (1928) (NLO) 

63203 

Paris (France) - Maps - 1928 

Paris / by Sisley Huddleston ; with thirty 
illustrations and two maps. London : Methuen 
& Co., 1928. 
Authors: Little guides -- Huddleston, Sisley, 

Maps by R. Bolzé, Paul Gruyer, and John 
Bartholomew & Son -- Dufrénoy (Firm) -- 

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)
-- Bristow, Leslie Beaconsfield -- Bristow, Leslie Beaconsfield -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
i. 238 p., 31 leaves of plates : ill., 1 map ; 16 cm.
"All the illustrations are from photographs by
Yvon of Paris" -- P. x.
Issued with 2 maps, but this copy lacking folded map.
Map inside front cover.
Includes index.
Series: Little guides.
Armorial bookplate: Leslie Beaconsfield Bristow.
Eastbourne, Sussex.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the
Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .L58 Paris (1928) (NLO)

63204 Paris (France) - Maps - 1928
The Familiar guide to Paris / by John N. Ware ;
with fifty illustrations and a map. New York :
Authors: Ware, John N. (John Nottingham), b.
1882 -- Robert M. McBride & Company -- Charles
E. Lauriat Co. -- Lauriat (Charles E.) Co. SEE
Charles E. Lauriat Co.
v, 310 p., [28] leaves of plates : ill., map ; 18 cm.
Map on front lining-paper.
Includes index.
Bookseller's label: Chas. E. Lauriat Co.,
importers & booksellers, 385 Wash'n St. Boston.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the
Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 28016236
Baskes DC708 .W37 1928 (NLO)

63205 Paris (France) - Maps - 1928

63206 Paris (France) - Maps - 1928 - Road maps

63207 Paris (France) - Maps - 1929

63208 Paris (France) - Maps - 1929
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 214 (1929) (NLO)

Paris (France) - Maps - 1930<->Métropolitain de Paris - Maps - 1930<->Road maps
Authors: Paul Mellottée, éditeur -- Guides Conty (Firm) -- Lauga Bucareli, J. Rey -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Mellottée (Paul), publishers, Paris SEE Paul Mellottée, éditeur
1 atlas (155 p., [41] p. of plates) : 21 col. maps (1 folded) ; 16 cm.
Folded metro map of Paris metro tipped in at end.
Includes index.
Series: Plans Mellottée-Conty
Scales differ.
Former owner’s inscription: J. Rey Lauga Bucareli 17o. 53 Mexico D.F. Octobre 1931 France.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G1844.P3 P38 1930 (NLO)

Paris (France) - Maps - 1930<->Ile-de-France (France) - Maps - 1930 Paris und Umgebung. Berlin : Griebenegro-Verlag, 1930.
Authors: Griebnen-Reliefführer -- Griebnen-Verlag -- Kraatz, Leopold -- Goldschmidt, Albert -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
294, 16 p., [9] folded leaves of plates : 12 maps (some col., some folded), 7 plans ; 16 cm.
19. Aufl. [19th ed.]
'Mit 12 Karten und 7 Grundrissen.'
Maps lithographed by Leopold Kraatz.
Imperfect: folded map at end missing.
Advertisements: 16 p. at end.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Series: Griebnen-Reliefführer ; Bd. 21

Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 21 (1930) (NLO)

Paris (France) - Maps - 1930<->Road maps
Authors: C.S. Hammond & Company -- French Line -- Shaw, Frances Wells, 1872-1937
1 map : col. ; 36 x 44 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:23,000].
Selected buildings shown pictorially.
Shows subways, location of French Line headquarters.
"Copyright C.S. Hammond & Co., N.Y."
In lower left corner, table of "translations" from French to English.

In top margin: From covered pier to covered pier. Via the longest gang plank in the world. Removed from the Francis Wells Shaw Papers [Newberry Library Midwest MS ShawF].

map2F G5834 .P3E635 1930 .H3 (PrCt)

Paris (France) - Maps - 1930<->Versailles (France) - Maps - 1930
Paris in eight days and one day in Versailles.
Authors: Illustrated guides (Paris, France) -- Hachette (Firm) -- Hermann, L., active 1906-1939 -- Renaucourt, Henry de -- Dufrénoy (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Cover title: Paris in a week
"68 illustrations after the original drawings of Henry de Renaucourt, 42 plans."
Maps by L. Hermann and Imp. Dufrénoy.
Includes index.
Maps on lining papers.
Series: The illustrated guide-books -- Illustrated guides (Paris, France).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G153 .I45 Paris (1930) (NLO)

Paris (France) - Maps - 1931
vii, 238 p. : ill., 24 col. maps ; 17 cm.
"First published 1924 ... further revised 1931"--T.p. verso.
Title on dust jacket (colored and illustrated): Handy atlas & guide, Paris for everyman Maps by John Bartholomew and Son.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes DC708 .P38 1931 (NLO)

Paris (France) - Maps - 1931<->Paris Metropolitan Area (France) - Maps - 1931<->Ile-de-France (France) - Maps - 1931 Paris and its environs / by George Harvey. London : Richards, 1931.
Authors: Harvey, George -- Harvey’s guide-books -- Wootton, G. H. -- W. & S. Richards (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- W. and S. Richards (Firm) SEE W. & S. Richards (Firm) -- Richards (W. & S.), firm SEE W. & S. Richards (Firm)
Spine title: Harvey’s Paris
One folded map signed: G.H. Wootton del.
Series: Harvey’s guide-books -- Harvey’s
guidebooks.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .H39 Paris (1931) (NLO)

63215 Paris (France) - Maps - 1931<>Paris Metropolitan Area (France) - Maps - 1931<>Ile-de-France (France) - Maps - 1931 Paris & ses environs. Leipzig ; Paris : K. Baedeker ; Depôt Général pour la France ; Messageries Hachette, 1931.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Depôt Général pour la France -- Messageries Hachette (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 16 maps, 42 city plans
20th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1931.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 19 maps, 44 city plans
20th ed.
In 5 parts.
Includes advertising dated 1931 and priced in marks.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 19 maps, 44 city plans
20th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1931 and priced in marks.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

63218 Paris (France) - Maps - 1932
Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag -- Kraatz, Leopold -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
[21st ed.?]
'Mit 4 Karten und 1 Grundriss.'
Imperfect: Folded map at end missing.
Map on inside front cover.
Maps lithographed by Leopold Kraatz.
Advertisements: 16 p. at end.
Includes index.
Series: Grieben-Reiseführer ; Bd. 212
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 212 (1932) (NLO)

63219 Paris (France) - Maps - 1932<>Paris Metropolitan Area (France) - Maps - 1932<>Ile-de-France (France) - Maps - 1932 Paris and environs, with routes from London. Leipzig ; London ; New York : K. Baedeker ; George Allen & Unwin ; Scribner’s, 1932.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- George Allen & Unwin -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 68 plates
20th ed.
Includes 1937 supplement.
Includes advertising dated 1937.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

63220 Paris (France) - Maps - 1933<>Paris (France) - Maps - 1933 - Road maps<>Paris (France) - Maps - 1933 - Bus lines<>Métropolitain de Paris - Maps - 1933<>Paris (France) - Maps - 1933 - Subways<>Subways - Paris (France) - Maps - 1933<>Bus lines - Paris (France) - 1933<>Road maps
1 atlas (144 pages, 2 unnumbered pages, 27 unnumbered folded leaves of plates) : 28 folded color maps ; 14 cm

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Cover title: Plan de Paris par arrondissement : nomenclature des rues avec la station du métro la plus proche, Bois de Boulogne : avec répertoires.

Maps engraved by L. Guilmin, printed by Dufrénoy.

Two maps on folded sheet at end: Plan de Paris, Métropolitain -- Plan des lignes d’autobus de Paris.

Includes index.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G1844.P3 E34 1933 (NLO)

63223 Paris (France) - Maps - 1936-1941
Road maps

Authors: Editions A. Leconte -- Guilmin, L. -- Librairie Caffin -- Imprimerie Buttner-Thierry -- Gaston Mailet et cie -- Stenerson, Douglas C. -- Caffin Librairie SEE Librairie Caffin

1 atlas (182 pages, 27 unnumbered folded leaves of plates) : 27 folded color maps ; 15 cm


"6540-1-41"--Page 182; printed in 1941.

Place of distribution and bookseller from cover.

One map printed by Imprimerie Buttner-Thierry. Includes indexes.

Scales differ.


G1844.P3 E34 1941 (NLO)

63226 Paris (France) - Maps - 1939

63227 Paris (France) - Maps - 1940


"Plan de Paris" shows streets, subways, and administrative divisions; "Nouveau Paris monumental" is a pictorial map depicting monuments, buildings, and tourist attractions in Paris.

Accompanied by index and guidebook: Guide indicateur des rues de Paris.

Scale: 1:17,500.

Scale approximately 1:12,400.

G5834.P3 1944 .E35 (NLO)

63231 Paris (France) - Maps - 1945<>Château de Versailles (Versailles, France) - Maps - 1945<>Versailles (France) - Maps - 1945 Paris in eight days and one day in Versailles.


Authors: Blue guide -- Hachette (Firm) -- Dufrénoy (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)


[6th ed.]

Edition statement from half title page verso.

One map printed by Dufrénoy.

"39 illustrations after the original drawings of Henry de Renaucourt, 39 plans."

Includes index.

Series: The Blue guides -- Blue guide.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G153 .B58 Paris (1945) (NLO)


Authors: Dufrénoy (Firm) -- Girard et Barrère -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas ([4], 115 p., [23] folded p. of plates) : 23 col. maps ; 19 cm.

Folded map pasted to inside front cover, dated: 1945.

"Corrections de l'index alphabétique ...": xii p.

Tipped in.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G1844.P3 D84 1945 (NLO)


1 atlas (176 pages, 27 unnumbered folded leaves of plates) : 28 folded color maps ; 15 cm


Two maps on one folded sheet at end: Plan de Paris : divisé en 20 arrondissements et 80 quartiers / dressé par A. Leconte -- Nouveau plan de la banlieue parisienne.

Maps printed by Gaston Maillet et cie.

Includes indexes.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Cf. Phillips 8504

Baskes G1844.P3 E34 1948 (NLO)

63234 Paris (France) - Maps - 1949<>Château de Versailles (Versailles, France) - Maps - 1949<>Versailles (France) - Maps - 1949<>Versailles Palace (Versailles, France) SEE Château de Versailles (Versailles, France)

Paris in a week : and a day at Versailles / by G. Langham.


Authors: Langham, G. -- Blue guide -- Hachette (Firm) -- Imprimerie Créété -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)


7th ed.

Spine title: Paris and Versailles

Printed by Créété.

Map and publisher's advertisement on endpapers.


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

LC Card Number: 49054869

Baskes G153 .G8413 Paris (1949) (NLO)

63235 Paris (France) - Maps - 1950

Paris / brought up to date by Georges Monmarché.


Authors: Monmarché, Georges, 1884-- -- Blue guide -- Guides bleus -- Nagel travel guide series -- Nagel Publishers -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

475, [12] p. : 58 maps and plans (some folded, some col.) ; 17 cm.


Includes advertising supplement, [12] p. at end:
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Practical information, supplement to Paris.
Includes index.
Maps on endpapers.
Series: Les guides bleus. English series --
Nagel's guide books -- Guides bleus --
Nagel travel guide series.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copy: DC708 .P27 1950
LC Card Number: 51001112

**Paris (France) - Maps - 1950**

**Paris (France) - Maps - 1978 - Local transit**

**Om ni reser till Paris.** Malmö : Allhem, [1950].
Authors: Hommerberg, Sigge, 1913- -- Allhem (Firm) -- Editions Blondel la Rougery -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Maps by Blondel la Rougery.
Includes index.
Laid in: 1978 transit map of Paris; Swedish 'Miniguide' to Paris.
Series: [Serien Om Ni reser]
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: a 51002397
Baskes DC708 .H6 1950 (NLO)

**Paris (France) - Maps - 1951**

Authors: Muirhead, Findlay, 1860-1935 -- Blue guide -- Muirhead, L. Russell (Litellus Russell), 1896- -- Ernest Benn Ltd.
1 v. : 40 map plates
1st ed.
G 397.586 (NLO)

**Paris (France) - Maps - 1951**

**Paris (France) - Maps - 1951 - Road maps**

**Paris (France) - Maps - 1951 - Pictorial maps**

2 maps on 1 sheet : both sides, color ; 54 x 71 cm and 49 x 67 cm, sheet 54 x 76 cm, folded in cover 15 x 10 cm + 1 index (180 pages : folded color map ; 15 cm)
Cover title: Plan commode de Paris : rues et monuments, Métropolitain, autobus.
"Dépôt légal: 2e trimestre 1951"--Index, page 180.
"Plan de Paris" shows streets, subways, and administrative divisions; "Nouveau Paris monumental" is a pictorial map depicting monuments, buildings, and tourist attractions in Paris.
Scale 1:17,500
Coordinates: (E 2°14'54"--E 2°25'08"/N 48°54'07"--N 48°54'55")
Accompanied by index and guidebook: Guide indicateur des rues de Paris; map of the Paris Métropolitain pasted to inside front cover.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G5834.P3 1951 .E35 (NLO)

**Paris (France) - Maps - 1952-1953**

**Road maps**

Authors: Guides verts Michelin -- Guide du Pneu Michelin -- Michelin green guides -- Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Cover title.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 2) and index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G86 Paris (1953) (NLO)

**Paris (France) - Maps - 1952**

**Paris Metropolitan Area (France) - Maps - 1952**

**Ile-de-France (France) - Maps - 1952**

Authors: Nagels Reiseführer -- Mathieu, René -- Poisson, Georges, 1924- -- Hébarre, Jean-Louis -- Nagel Publishers -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
xxxii, 408, 64 p., [1] folded leaf of plates : 74 maps and plans (some col., some folded) ; 16 cm.
'Von René Mathieu ... und Georges Poisson ... Die deutsche Ausgabe wurde von Jean-Louis Hébarre.'--T.p. verso.
Spine title: Nagels Paris und Umgebung '9 Schwarz-weiss-Pläne, 1 Orientierungsplan, 1 dreifarbig der Stadtplan (48 Seiten), 14 dreifarbig Pläne, 1 Metroplan, 1 Plan des Autobusnetzes.'
Transit map on endpapers.
Maps: 64 p. at end.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Includes index.
Series: Nagel's Reiseführer
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes G153 .N34 Paris (1952) (NLO)**

63241


Authors: Nagel travel guide series -- Nagel Publishers - Mathieu, René -- Poisson, Georges, 1924-- -- Palmer, Marie-Rose -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

xvi, 366, 64 p. : 48 maps (mostly col.) ; 16 cm.

'Cover title: Nagel's Paris and its environs travel guide

'General map, plan of Paris (48 pages, three colours), 14 other plans in colours, plan of the Métro, plan of bus routes.'

'The text of this guide has been written by Mr. René Mathieu of the Touring Club of France, in collaboration with Mr. George Poisson, Attaché des Musées de la Ville de Paris. The English version has been made by Marie-Rose Palmer.'

-- T.p. verso.

Maps on lining papers.
Includes index.
Series: Nagel travel guide series
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes G153 .N34 Paris (1953) (NLO)**

63242

**Paris (France) - Maps - 1955**


Authors: George, André, 1890-1978 -- Mahn, Berthold -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

243 p. : ill., 2 folded maps ; 23 cm.

"Ouvrage orné de 202 héliogravures."

Series: Collection "Les beaux pays" ; 129 -- Beaix pays ; 129.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes DC737 .G46 1955 (NLO)**

63243


Authors: Cartes Taride (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

8 unnumbered pages, 240, a-p. 241-304 pages, 62 unnumbered pages of plates : 100 maps (some color) ; 14 cm

At head of title: Modèle déposé.

Cover title: Paris par arrondissement "Dépôt légal no 399 - 1re trimestre 1958"--Page p, third sequence.

Includes indexes.

Map on front lining papers and folded map pasted to inside back cover.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes DC708 .P53 1958 (NLO)**

63244


Maps printed by Imprimerie Crété.
Folded map at end: Plan de Paris : divisé en 20 arrondissements et 80 quartier / dessiné par A. Leconte.
Includes indexes.

Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes G1844.P3 E34 1959 (NLO)**

63245

**Paris (France) - Maps - 1960<>Versailles (France) - Maps - 1960<>Château de Versailles (Versailles, France) - Maps - 1960**


Authors: Muirhead, L. Russell (Litellus Russell), 1896-- -- Braid, Herbert -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)


2nd ed.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Spine title: Muirhead's Paris
'With 40 maps and plans.'
Maps by E.A. Chambers and John Bartholomew & Son.
Map of town of Versailles printed with plan of palace on reverse.
Includes bibliographical references (p. xlii) and index.
Maps on endpapers.
Series: The blue guides -- Blue guide.
Owner's inscription: Herbert Braid.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

63246 Paris (France) - Maps - 1962
Authors: Ward, Lock and Company, ltd. -- Red guide -- John Bartholomew and Son -- Chilty, Giles A. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
15th. ed.
One map engraved by John Bartholomew & Son. Includes index.
Series: The red tourist guide -- Blue guide.
Former owner’s inscription: Giles A Chilty, Easter, 1963.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

63247 Paris (France) - Maps - 1962-1968
Authors: Cartes Taride (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
8 unnumbered pages, 240, xxxi, 1 unnumbered page, 241-304 pages, 64 unnumbered pages of plates : 100 maps (some color) ; 14 cm
At head of title: Modèle déposé. Cover title: Paris par arrondissements "Dépôt légal no 498 - 3e trimestre 1962": 1 unnumbered page, fourth sequence.
Imperfect: lacking folded map pasted to inside back cover.
Includes indexes.
Map on front lining papers.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes DC708 P53 1962 (NLO)

Authors: Steinberg, Saul -- New Yorker 1 map ; col. ; 30 x 22 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Cover of New Yorker magazine for 12 October 1963.
Gift of Robert Karrow, 2006.
map1F G5834.P3A6 1963 S7 (PrCt)

63249 Paris (France) - Maps - 1964-1964 Road maps
Paris and principal sights near by / Michelin.
Stoke-on-Trent : Michelin Tyre Co., c1964.
Authors: Michelin green guides -- Michelin Tyre Company -- Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
145 p. : ill. (some col.), 85 col. maps, col. plans ; 27 x 12 cm.
6th ed.
Cover title.
At head of title: English edition.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 10) and index.
Series: Michelin green guides -- Michelin green guides.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .M53 Paris (1964) (NLO)

Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag -- Karl Thiemig AG -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
232 p. : 5 maps (some col., some folded) ; 17 cm.
Map inside front cover.
Folded map in pocket.
Includes index.
Series: Grieben-Reiseführer ; Bd. 267
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 267 (1966) (NLO)

63251 Paris (France) - Maps - 1968
Authors: Muirhead, Findlay, 1860-1935 -- Blue guide -- Rossiter, Stuart -- Ernest Benn Ltd. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 40 map plates 3rd ed.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
63252 Paris (France) - Maps - 1969
Metropolitan Area (France) - Maps - 1969
Ile-de-France (France) - Maps - 1969
Authors: Michelin guides -- Michelin green guides
-- Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskets
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 2 maps ; 20 cm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

63253 Paris (France) - Maps - 1970
Metropolitan Area (France) - Maps - 1970
Ile-de-France (France) - Maps - 1970
Authors: Michelin guides -- Michelin green guides
-- Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskets
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 3 maps ; 20 cm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

63254 Paris (France) - Maps - 1971
Authors: Denaës, Raymond -- Éditions de l'Indispensable -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)
Cover title: Indispensable Paris par arrondissement
Folded map pasted to inside back cover.
Includes indexes.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskets DC708 .D46 1971 (NLO)

63255 Paris (France) - Maps - 1972 - Jigsaw puzzle maps - Subways - Paris (France) - 1972 - Jigsaw puzzle maps - Paris (France) - 1972 - Subways - Paris (France) - Maps - 1972 - Subways - Jigsaw puzzle maps
Authors: Redon, Georges -- Gameophiles Unlimited, Inc. -- Régie Autonome des Transports Parisiens
1 puzzle map (500 pieces) : col.
Map designed by Georges Redon.
Propritée de la Régie Autonome des Transports

63256 Paris (France) - Maps - 1972
Metropolitan Area (France) - Maps - 1972
Ile-de-France (France) - Maps - 1972
Authors: Michelin guides -- Michelin green guides
-- Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskets
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 3 maps ; 20 cm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

63257 Paris (France) - Maps - 1972
Road maps
Authors: Michelin green guides -- Michelin Tyre Company -- Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)
177 p. : ill. (some col.), 57 col. maps, col. plans ; 26 cm.
1st ed.
"English edition."
Cover title.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 26) and index.
Series: [Michelin green guides] -- Michelin green guides.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection at the Newberry Library.

63258 Paris (France) - Maps - 1973
France (France) - Maps - 1973 - Road maps
Métropolitain de Paris - Maps - 1973
Paris (France) - Maps - 1973 - Subways
Paris (France) - Maps - 1973 - Road maps
Authors: Cartes Taride (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)
8 unnumbered pages, 288 pages, 80 unnumbered pages of plates (2 folded) : 246 maps (some color) ; 14 cm.
At head of title: Modèle déposé.
Cover title: Plan-guide, répertoire des rues : Paris par arrondissement
"Dépôt légal no 701 - 2e trimestre 1973"--Page 128.
Folded map pasted to inside back cover.
Includes indexes.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskets DC708 .P53 1973 (NLO)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

1. Paris (France) - Maps - 1973 - Ile-de-France (France) - Maps - 1973

Authors: Michelin guides -- Michelin green guides -- Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 5 maps ; 20 cm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

2. Paris (France) - Maps - 1973 - Road maps

Authors: Pneu Michelin (Firm)
191 p. : maps (col.) ; 26 x 12 cm.
1st ed.
Cover title.
At head of title: 11.
Text in English, French, German, and Spanish.
LC Card Number: 75509263 78643422
ISBN 2061705006
G1844.P3 M4 1973 (NLO)

3. Paris (France) - Maps - 1974 - Road maps

Authors: Denaës, Raymond -- Editions de l'Indispensable -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
160 pages, 248 unnumbered pages, 2 unnumbered folded pages of plates : maps (some color) ; 14 cm.
Cover title: Indispensable Paris par arrondissement
"Dépôt légal 2e trimestre 1974."
Two maps on one folded sheet pasted to inside back cover.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes DC708 .D46 1974 (NLO)

4. Paris (France) - Maps - 1974 - Bus lines

**Régie autonome des transports parisiens - Maps - 1974- Road maps**

Authors: Denaës, Raymond -- Editions de l'Indispensable -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
178 p. : ill. (some col.), 73 col. maps, col. plans ; 26 x 12 cm.
2nd ed.
Cover title.
At head of title: English edition.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 26) and index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

5. Paris (France) - Maps - 1977 - Road maps

Authors: Cartes Taride (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
[8], 288 [i.e. 300] p., [98] p. of plates (2 folded) : 292 maps (some col.) ; 14 cm.
At head of title: Modèle déposé.
"Dépôt légal no 767 - 2e trimestre 1977"--P. [127].
Folded map pasted to inside back cover.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes DC708 .P53 1977 (NLO)

Authors: Michelin guides -- Michelin green guides -- Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 5 maps ; 20 cm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Authors: Guides verts Michelin -- Michelin green guides -- Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
240 p. : ill. (some col.), 90 col. maps, col. plans ; 26 x 12 cm.
3e éd.
Cover title.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 10) and index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
ISBN 2060035104 ; 9782060035109

Authors: Michelin guides -- Michelin green guides -- Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 5 maps ; 20 cm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Authors: Michelin guides -- Michelin green guides -- Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 5 maps ; 20 cm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Authors: Michelin green guides -- Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.
4th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Authors: Michelin guides -- Michelin green guides -- Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 5 maps ; 20 cm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Authors: Michelin green guides -- Tourist guide -- Michelin Tyre Company -- Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
178 p. : ill. (some col.), 65 col. maps, col. plans ; 26 x 12 cm.
"1981-82"
Cover title.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 11) and index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
ISBN 2060135419 ; 9782060135410

1 atlas (179, [29], 63 p., [79] p. of plates) : ill., 40 folded col. maps ; 15 cm.
Cover title: Plan de Paris par arrondissement et communes de banlieue : avec la station du métro la plus proche : nomenclature des rues, autobus : avec répertoires

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1985<<>>Ile Metropolit
Paris (France) (PrCt)
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

1 atlas : 74 maps ; 206 x 114 mm.
Collection (Newberry Library)

Authors: Pneu Michelin

1984<<>>Ile
Metropolitan Area (France)
Paris (France)

Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 5 maps ; 20 cm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

1985<<>>Road maps
Authors: Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 74 maps ; 206 x 114 mm.
Michelin no. 11
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

1985<<>>Ile de France (France) - Maps - 1985

63277 Paris (France) - Maps - 1985<<>>Paris Metropolitan Area (France) - Maps - 1985<<>>Ile-de-France (France) - Maps - 1985<<>>Road maps

Authors: Michelin guides -- Michelin green guides -- Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 5 maps ; 20 cm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Authors: Michelin guides -- Michelin green guides -- Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 5 maps ; 20 cm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Authors: Mehling, Franz N. -- Paukert, Maria -- Pollmann, Bernhard, 1954- -- Babel Translations (Firm) -- Prentice-Hall, Inc. -- Phaidon Press -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
259 p. : ill., 6 maps and plans (2 col.) ; 20 cm.
"Originally published as Knaurs Kulturführer in Farbe, Paris und Ile de France."--T.p. verso.
Includes index.

Place of publication and publisher from cover.
"D.L.: 1er trimestre 1982"--P. [29], second sequence.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1844.P3 E34 1982 (NLO)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Series: Phaidon art and architecture guide -- Phaidon architecture guide.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 86030416
ISBN 0136501362 ; 9780136501367
Baskes DC708 .K5313 1987 (NLO)

63285 Paris (France) - Maps - 1989
Authors: Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 43 maps
13th ed.
Michelin#11
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

63286 Paris (France) - Maps - 1989
Authors: Denaës, Raymond -- Éditions de l’Indispensable -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
158 pages, 194 unnumbered pages, 2 unnumbered folded pages of plates : 67 maps (some color) ; 14 cm
Cover title: Paris par arrondissement : plans de la proche banlieue
Two maps on one folded sheet pasted to inside back cover.
Includes indexes.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes DC708 .D46 1989 (NLO)

63287 Paris (France) - Maps - 1989
Authors: Denaës, Raymond -- Éditions de l’Indispensable -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
158 pages, 194 unnumbered pages, 2 unnumbered folded pages of plates : 67 maps (some color) ; 14 cm
Cover title: Paris par arrondissement : plans de la proche banlieue
Two maps on one folded sheet pasted to inside back cover.
Includes indexes.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes DC708 .D46 1989 (NLO)

63288 Paris (France) - Maps - 1989 (Provisional)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Heading
Authors: Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 49 maps ; 312 x 245 mm.
1st ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

63291 Paris (France) - Maps - 1990<<>>Road maps
Authors: Guides verts Michelin -- Guide de tourisme -- Michelin green guides -- Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
226 p. : ill. (chiefly col.), 61 col. maps, col. plans ; 26 x 12 cm.
1re éd.
Cover title.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 21) and index.
Map on back cover.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
ISBN 206003521X ; 9782060035215

Authors: Éditions Coutarel -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; on sheet 63 x 78 cm, folded to 16 x 12 cm.
Panel title.
Includes lists of bus lines and auto exit routes and index of Métro stations.
Map on back panel: Plan du Métro.
Insets: [Streets around Place de Colombie] -- RER -- Disneyland Paris, Stade de France, Chateau de Versailles.
City center map ("Monuments centre de Paris") with descriptive index ("Monuments de Paris") and street index on verso.
Scale 1:15,000
Coordinates: (E 2°15'06"--E 2°25'00"/N 48°54'07"--N 48°48'55").
French, English, German, and Italian.
Additional availability: Éditions Coutarel, 10 bis, rue Re?mont, 78000 Versailles, France
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G5834.P3 1990z .E35 (NLO)

63292 Paris (France) - Maps - 1990<<>>Road maps
Authors: Michelin green guides -- Michelin Tyre PLC -- Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
262 p. : ill. (chiefly col.), 80 col. maps, col. plans ; 27 x 12 cm.
1st ed.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 13) and index.
Map on back cover.
Series: [Michelin green guides] -- Michelin green guides.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G5834.P3 1990 .P53 (NLO)

63293 Paris (France) - Maps - 1991
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 43 maps
14th ed.
Michelin#11
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

63294 Paris (France) - Maps - 1991>>>Architecture
- Paris (France) - Maps - 1991>>>Buildings
SEE ALSO Architecture>>>Buildings
SEE ALSO Subdivision - Buildings Under Names of Individual Exhibitions and Corporate Bodies; and Names of Individual Buildings
Authors: White, Norval, 1926--Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
xlvii, 446 p. : ill., 25 maps ; 24 cm.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 90045141
ISBN 0684192934 ; 9780684192932
Baskes DC708 .M49 1991 (NLO)

63295 Paris (France) - Maps - 1992
Paris up close : district by district, street by street / written by Vivienne Menkes-Ivry ; maps created by Richard David Creative. Lincolnwood, Ill.
Authors: Menkis-Ivry, Vivienne -- Richard David Creative (Firm) -- Passport Books -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- David (Richard) Creative, firm SEE Richard David Creative (Firm)
158 p. : ill., 57 col. maps ; 21 cm.
Includes isometric maps and indexes.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
ISBN 0844294527 (pbk) ; 9780844294520 (pbk.)
Baskes DC708 .M465 1992 (NLO)

63296 Paris (France) - Maps - 1992>>>Road maps
Authors: Michelin green guides -- Tourist guide -- Michelin Tyre PLC -- Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
266 p. : ill. (chiefly col.), 58 col. maps, col. plans ; 26 x 12 cm.
2nd ed.
Cover title.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 14) and index.
Map on back cover.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

63299 Paris (France) - Maps - 1994>>>Paris Metropolitan Area (France) - Maps - 1994>>>Ile-de-France (France) - Maps - 1994
Authors: Michelin guides -- Michelin green guides -- Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 20 maps ; 20 cm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

63300 Paris (France) - Maps - 1995
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Automobile
1 atlas in 3 v. (72 p. and 31 (i.e. 33) maps (part double) on 115 leaves) ; 75 cm.
Reproductions of early printed maps and historical-thematic maps covering the 12th-18th centuries, but originally published in the 16th-19th centuries.
Includes maps by Belleforest, Berty, Blondel, Boisseau, Braun, Bretez, Bullet, Cerceau, Deharme, Delagrive, Delamare, Dulaure, Fer, Gaignieres, Géraud, Gomboust, Hogenberg, Hoyau, Jaillot, La Caille, Legrand, Lenoir, Mérian, Münster, Quesnel, Robert de Vaugondy, Rochefort, Roussel, Tavernier, Truchet, Turgot, Vassalieu, and Verniquet.
"Cet atlas a été publié sous la direction de m. Alphand ... avec le concours de mm. L. Michaux ... L.-M. Tisserand ... [etc.]"
Some maps also cataloged separately.
References: Phillips 3011.
LC Card Number: 33015408
Case oversize F 3997 .408 (NLO)

63310 Paris (France) - Maps - Collections, 1180-2008 - Facsimiles - Paris (France) - Pictorial works - Collections, 1668-2000
Authors: Sinclair, George, 1946--BD&L (Firm) -- Workman Publishing Company
1 atlas (1 v. (unpaged)) : 16 col. views, 8 col. maps ; 36 cm.
"Includes frameable maps and views"--Cover.
Scales differ.
LC Card Number: 2009000629
ISBN 9781579127985 ; 1579127983
Case folio G1844.24.PS1 S55 2009 (NLO)

63311 Paris (France) - Maps - Subways - Collections - Méetropolitain de Paris - Maps - Collections - Subways - Paris (France) - Maps - Collections - Paris Metropolitan Area (France) - Maps - Subways - Collections - Ile-de-France (France) - Maps - Subways - Collections - Subways - Paris Metropolitan Area (France) - Maps - Collections - Subways - Ile-de-France (France) - Maps - Collections - Subways - Paris Metropolitan Area (France) - History - Paris underground : the maps, stations, and design of the Métro / Mark Ovenden. New York, N.Y. Penguin Books, 2009.
Authors: Ovenden, Mark, 1963--Penguin (Firm) 176 p. : ill. (some col.), maps ; 24 x 28 cm.
Cover title.
Uniform title: Paris Métro style
"Illustrated with more than 1,000 full-color maps, diagrams and photographs of the iconic Paris subway system Paris Underground is the essential graphic history of the Metro."-- Book jacket.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 176) and index.
ISBN 9788889190555 ; 8889190558

63316 Paris, Matthew, 1200-1259
Authors: Lewis, Suzanne
From her The Art of Matthew Paris in the 'Chronica Majora' (Berkeley Univ. of Calif. Press, 1987). Chap. 6. maps. [folio ND 3399 P 35148 1987]
Vert 1964 (PrCt)

63317 Paris, Matthew, 1200-1259
The Matthew Paris maps. [London : Royal Geographical Society, 1933].
Authors: Mitchell, J. Barr -- Geographical journal p. 27-34
In Geographical journal 81 (1933): 27-34.
G 007 .33, v. 81, p. 27-34 (PrCt)

63318 Paris, Matthew, 1200-1259
Cartography. 1958.
Authors: Vaughan, Richard, 1927-
BHC 2430
Vert 1981 (PrCt)

63319 Paris, Matthew, 1200-1259
E 5 .P2153, p. 235-250 (PrCt)

63320 Paris, Matthew, 1200-1259
Authors: Sansone, Salvatore -- Istituto storico italiano per il Medio Evo x, 198 p., [87] p. of plates : ill. (some color), maps ; 26 cm.
At head of title: Istituto storico italiano per il Medio Evo. Includes bibliographical references (p. [151]-178 Series: Nuovi studi storici, 84. ISBN 9788889190555 ; 8889190558 DA677 .S26 2009 (NLO)

63315 Paris, Matthew, 1200-1259

63321 Paris Metropolitan Area (France) - Maps -
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Paris Metropolitan Area (France) - Maps - 1698
Les Environs de Paris, ou sont la provosté, vicomté et le presidial de Paris ... Paris, 1698.
1 map : hand col.; 74 x 107 cm. + 5 index sheets and 2 views, on sheets 56 x 96 cm. and smaller Cf. Rochat & Le Moel, Catalogue général des cartes ... [en les Archives Nationales, Paris] (Paris, 1978) no. 913. 2758 rev
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map6F G5832.P35 1698 N6 (PrCt)

Paris Metropolitan Area (France) - Maps - 1700
Agri Parisiensis tabula particularis ... Nuremberg. [ca. 1700].
Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G172
1 map : hand col.; 53 x 47 cm.
Added title: Particulir carte des landes ... gegend umb Paris ... . 2751
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G5832.P35 1700 .H6 (PrCt)

Paris Metropolitan Area (France) - Maps - 1706
Carte particulier des environs de Paris ... Paris, 1706.
Authors: Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?--1712 -- Viuier, F. -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G180
1 map : hand col.; 65 x 100 cm. 2760
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map6F G5832.P35 1706 J3 (PrCt)

Paris Metropolitan Area (France) - Maps - 1711
Carte de la provosté et vicomté de Paris ... Paris, 1711.
Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Académie des sciences (France) -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G179
1 map : hand col.; 48 x 63 cm. 2759
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G5832.P35 1711 L5 (PrCt)

Paris Metropolitan Area (France) - Maps - 1713
A Map of the provostship and vicounty of Paris : drawn from a great number of particular memoirs...
made according to the observations of the Royal Academy of Sciences / by G. Delisle ... [London] : Sold by John Senex ..., 1713.
Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Senex, John, -1740 -- Senex, John, -1740. The Universal geographer ... [1764?] -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 63 cm.
Scale [1:250,000].
Relief shown pictorially and by hachures. Prime meridian: London.
Covers the Paris region and environs. Shows boundaries, rivers, roads, forests and settlements.
In: Senex, John. The Universal geographer ... (London : Printed for Robert Sayer, [1764?]), plate [16]. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .S45 1764, plate [16] (NLO)

63329 Paris Metropolitan Area (France) - Maps - 1717<|>Ile-de-France (France) - Maps - 1717 La Prevost et l'eslection de Paris. Paris, 1717. Authors: Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?--1712 -- Cordier, Louis, -1711 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G182
1 map : hand col. ; 44 x 64 cm. 2762
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G5832.P35 1717 J3 (PrCt)

1 map : hand col. ; 44 x 60 cm. Added title: Nova territorii Parisiensis tabula ... . 2755
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G5832.P35 1725 L5 (PrCt)

63331 Paris Metropolitan Area (France) - Maps - 1725<|>Ile-de-France (France) - Maps - 1725 Le Plan de Paris, ses faubourgs et ses environs. Amsterdam, [ca. 1725]. Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Covens et Mortier -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:Y16
1 map ; 53 x 75 cm. Added title: Platte grond van Parys, zyn voorburgen en omleggend plaatse. References A-Z. 3065
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G5834.P3 1725 L5 (PrCt)

63332 Paris Metropolitan Area (France) - Maps - 1725<|>Ile-de-France (France) - Maps - 1725<|>Centre (France) - Maps - 1725 La Generalité de Paris divisée en ses vingtdeux elections ... Paris, 1725. Authors: Jaillot, Bernard Jean Hyacinthe, 1673-1739 -- Delahaye, Jean-Baptiste-Henri, d. ca. 1755 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G177
1 map : hand col. ; 123 x 97 cm. 2757
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map6F G5832.P35 1725 J3 (PrCt)

63333 Paris Metropolitan Area (France) - Maps - 1728<|>Ile-de-France (France) - Maps - 1728 L'archevêché de Paris divisé en ses troisarchidiaconez ... Paris, 1728. Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G184
1 map : hand col. ; 79 x 92 cm. 2764
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map6F G5832.P35 1728 F4 (PrCt)

63334 Paris Metropolitan Area (France) - Maps - 1753<|>Ile-de-France (France) - Maps - 1753 Environs de Paris / par le Sr. Robert ... [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy], 1753. Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1758?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1757, [plate 32] (PrCt)

63335 Paris Metropolitan Area (France) - Maps - 1753<|>Ile-de-France (France) - Maps - 1753 Environs de Paris / par le Sr. Robert ... [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy], 1753. Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1758?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's atlas of the world ... (1855-1856)
1 map ; 29 x 36 cm.
oversize G 10 .185 v.2, pl. 17 (PrCt)

63343 Paris Metropolitan Area (France) - Maps - 1857<<>>Ile-de-France (France) - Maps - 1857
Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's general atlas ... (1857)
1 map ; 29 x 36 cm.
In: Colton, George Woolworth. Colton's general atlas : containing one hundred and seventy steel plate maps and plans, on one hundred imperial folio sheets (New York ; London : J.H. Colton ; Trübner, 1857), pl. [67]. Printed plate 'No. 73.'
Map copyrighted 1855.
oversize G 10 .188 pl. 67 (PrCt)

63344 Paris Metropolitan Area (France) - Maps - 1872 - Fortification<<>>Ile-de-France (France) - Maps - 1861 -
Fortification<<>>Franco-Prussian War, 1870-1871 - Maps
Paris and its environs, showing the fortifications.
London : W. Mackenzie, [1872].
Authors: Hozier, Henry Montague, 1842-1907 -- Walker, Robert, fl. 1872 -- Mackenzie, William, publisher
1 map ; 29 x 42 cm.
628
map2F G5831.S567 1872 H6 2:183 (PrCt)

63345 Paris Metropolitan Area (France) - Maps - 1894 - Bicycle trails<<>>Ile-de-France (France) - Maps - 1894 - Bicycle trails<<>>Bicycle trails - Paris Metropolitan Area (France) - Maps - 1894<<>>Bicycle trails - Ile-de-France (France) - Maps - 1894
Authors: Andriveau-Goujon, E. (Eugène), 1832-1897 -- Erhard Schièble, Georges, 1821-1880 -- Barrère, Henry -- Touring-Club de France
1 map : col. ; 104 x 135 cm., on 4 sheets each fold. to 17 x 11 cm.
Scale 1:50,000.
Incomplete: lacking 'nord-est' sheet.
Sectioned and mounted on cloth.
Printed advertising label for 'E. Andriveau-Goujon, geographe, éditeur' [7 x 10 cm., octagon] pasted on verso of each sheet.
Gift 1992?
map3C G5834.P3 A1 1894 .E7 (NLO)

63346 Paris Metropolitan Area (France) - Maps - 1894<<>>Ile-de-France (France) - Maps - 1894<<>>Wall maps
Environs de Paris dans un rayon de 30 kilomètres / le trait dessiné par Antoine ; le figuré du terrain par Calmelet ; gravé par Ch. Cornélis.
Paris : Maison Andriveau-Goujon, H. Barrère, éditeur ; Reproduit sur cuivre et imp. par Erhard, 1894.
Authors: Andriveau-Goujon, E. (Eugène), 1832-1897 -- Antoine, Louis -- Calmelet, H. (Hedwig), 1814- -- Cornélis, Ch. -- Erhard (Firm) -- Barrère, Henry -- Galignani Library -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand colored, dissected and mounted on linen ; 76 x 101 cm, folded in cover 22 x 13 cm
Scale approximately 1:66,667
Coordinates: (E 1°53'E 2°46'N 49°05'N 48°38').
Relief shown by hachures.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

63347 Paris Metropolitan Area (France) - Maps - 1920 - Road maps<<>>Paris (France) - Maps - 1920 - Road maps<<>>Ile-de-France (France) - Maps - 1920 - Road maps<<>>Belgium - Maps - 1920 - Road maps<<>>World War, 1914-1918 - Maps - Battlefields<<>>World War, 1914-1918 - Maps - Automobile travel - Europe - Guidebooks - 1920<<>>Road maps
Authors: Thomas Cook Ltd. -- Daniel, L., Firm, Printers, Lille -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
55 p. : ill., 11 maps (col.) ; 19 cm.
Cover title: How to see Paris and the battlefields : organized by Thos. Cook & Son, Paris : season 1920
Caption title: Programme of automobile visits through the battlefields of northern France and Belgium and in Paris and environs
Printed by L. Daniel.
Stamp: Thos. Cook & Son, Verdun.

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes D528 .H29 1920 (NLO)

Case D528 .H59 1922 (NLO)

Baskes N6851.V5 E5813 1925 (NLO)

Baskes G153 .G84 Paris Environs (1936) (NLO)

Baskes G153 .G84 Paris (1952) (NLO)

63352 Paris Metropolitan Area (France) - Maps - 1959 - Ile-de-France (France) - Maps - 1959 - Road maps Environ de Paris. Paris : Services de tourisme Michelin, 1959. Authors: Guides verts Michelin -- Guide du Pneu Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Michelin -- Michelin green guides -- Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
210 p. : ill. (some col.), 108 maps and plans (chiefly col.) ; 26 x 12 cm.
7e éd.
Cover title.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 26) and index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G86 Île-de-France (1959) (NLO) 63353

Paris Metropolitan Area (France) - Maps - 1971<<>><Ille-de-France (France) - Maps - 1971<<>><Road maps
Authors: Guides verts Michelin -- Michelin green guides -- Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
216 p. : ill. (some col.), genealogical table, 117 col. maps, plans (chiefly col.) ; 26 x 12 cm.
16e éd.
Cover title.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 36) and index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G86 Île-de-France (1971) (NLO) 63354

Paris Metropolitan Area (France) - Maps - 1979<<>><Ille-de-France (France) - Maps - 1979<<>><Road maps
Authors: Guides verts Michelin -- Guide de tourisme -- Michelin green guides -- Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
193 p. : ill. (some col.), genealogical table, 75 col. maps, plans (chiefly col.) ; 26 x 12 cm.
19e éd.
Cover title.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 9) and index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G86 Île-de-France (1979) (NLO) 63355

Paris Metropolitan Area (France) - Maps - 1984<<>><Ille-de-France (France) - Maps - 1984<<>><Road maps
Authors: Guides verts Michelin -- Michelin green guides -- Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
185 p : ill. (some col.), genealogical table, 64 col. maps, col. plans ; 26 x 12 cm.
21e éd.
Cover title.
Map on back cover.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 9) and index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
ISBN 2060033624 ; 9782060033624

Paris Metropolitan Area (France) - Maps - 1989<<>><Ille-de-France (France) - Maps - 1989<<>><Road maps<<>><Paris Metropolitan Area (France) SEE ALSO Ille-de-France (France)<<>><Ille-de-France (France) SEE ALSO Paris Metropolitan Area (France)
Authors: Michelin green guides -- Michelin Tyre PLC -- Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
220 p. : ill. (chiefly col.), col. genealogical table, 54 col. maps and plans ; 26 x 12 cm.
1st ed.
Cover title.
Includes index.
Map on back cover.
Series: [Michelin green guides] -- Michelin green guides.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
ISBN 2060134110 ; 9782060134116 ; 2060155517 ; 9782060155517

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

63358  
Paris Metropolitan Area (France) - Pictorial works - 1698-1920 - Ile-de-France (France) - Pictorial works - 1698 
Authors: Nolin, Jean Baptiste, 1648-1708 -- Bocquet, Nicolas -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G173 1 view ; 16 x 61 cm.
Accompanies Nolin's Les environs de Paris, ou sont la prevoste... (Paris, 1698). View from the northwest; indexed. 5146
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map6F G5832.P35 1698 N6 sht. 3 (PrCt)

63359  
Paris Metropolitan Area (France) - Pictorial works - 1698-1920 - Ile-de-France (France) - Pictorial works - 1698 
Vue de la ville de Paris de Mont Louis entre le menil Montant et Charonne. Paris, 1698.
Authors: Nolin, Jean Baptiste, 1648-1708 -- Bocquet, Nicolas -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G173 1 view ; 17 x 77 cm. on sheet 56 x 96 cm.
Accompanies Nolin’s Les environs de Paris, ou sont la prevoste... (Paris, 1698). View from east; indexed. 2754 rev
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map6F G5832.P35 1698 N6 sht. 2 (PrCt)

63360  
Authors: United States. National Archives and Records Administration -- Rhoads, James Berton 11 p. ; 28 cm.
Bibliography: p. 11.
Series: Preliminary inventories / National Archives of the United States ; 68 -- National Archives publication ; no. 54-18 lower case g 10 .9212 no. 2 (NLO)

63361  

63362  
Topographic map of the Golden Grizzly Project...Park County, Montana. 1981.
Authors: Lyons, Robert Emmett Lawrence -- Christian, Spring, Sielbach & Associates -- North American Cartographic Information Society -- Golden Grizzly Project (Park County, Mont.) 1 map temp map4F G4253.P3C22 1981 .L9 (PrCt)

63363  
Parke County (Ind.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners - Counties - Map - 1872 
1st ed. 'Deluxe edition.'
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).
'3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.' Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township). Includes indexes.
Series: Family maps ISBN 1420304283
Local History Ref F532.P2 B69 2006 (NLO)

63364  
Parke County (Ind.) - Maps - 1872 - Mines and mineral resources - Mines and mineral resources - Parke County (Ind.) - Maps - 1872 - Railroads - Parke County (Ind.) - Maps - 1872 - Landowners - Geology - Indiana - Maps - 1872 - Counties - Railroads - Maps - Landowners -
Parke County (Ind.) - Maps - 1874 - Landowners - Maps

Three sections of indexes of the Parke County, Indiana atlas of 1874: which was compiled from the 1870 census. Terre Haute, Ind. M.V.
Thomson, 1969.
Authors: Andreas, A. T. (Alfred Theodore), 1839-1900 -- Thomson, Mary V. 115 leaves ; 28 cm.

Does not include maps; typescript of indexes originally issued in Atlas map of Parke County, Indiana (Chicago: A.T. Andreas, 1874).

Added title: Parke County, Indiana atlas of 1874: indexes -- Indexes of the Parke County, Indiana atlas of 1874.

Copies of the original atlas held by the University of Chicago, University of Notre Dame, and Indiana Historical Society (May 2003, OCLC).

Parke Co

Parke County Inc. website (accessed May 2013): http://www.coveredbridges.com"

Includes business directory and indexes.
Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Parke County Inc.

Parke County Convention & Visitors Bureau.
P.O. Box 165, Rockville, IN 47872. Email: pci@ticz.com

"Park County Incorporated, P.O. Box 165, Rockville, IN 47872. Email: pci@ticz.com - www.coveredbridges.com" -- Back panel.

Scale [ca. 1:102,000] Coordinates: (W 87°26'15"/N 39°36'34")

Includes indexes to bridges, lodging, camping and points of interest, key to covered bridge routes, and color photographs.

Text, color photographs, and Parke County schedule of events for 2008-2010 on verso.
A variant and digital version of this map, designed by Lunar Cow, is available on the Park County Inc. website (accessed May 2013):
http://www.coveredbridges.com/index.php/imap
References: Cf. OCLC 351894879 (2004 ed.)
Gift 2013, James R. Akerman.

Parke County (Ind.) - Maps - 1987 - Landowners - Maps

Parke County, Indiana : including a plat book of the villages, towns and townships of the county ... patrons directory, reference business directory ... Geo. A. Ogle & Co. Ogle, 1908.

Authors: Geo. A. Ogle & Co.
85, xxii p. : ill., maps (some col.), ports. ; 46 cm.

Parke County Convention & Visitors Bureau.

"Park County Incorporated, P.O. Box 165, Rockville, IN 47872. Email: pci@ticz.com - www.coveredbridges.com" -- Back panel.

Scale [ca. 1:102,000] Coordinates: (W 87°26'15"/N 39°36'34")

Includes indexes to bridges, lodging, camping and points of interest, key to covered bridge routes, and color photographs.

Text, color photographs, and Parke County schedule of events for 2008-2010 on verso.
A variant and digital version of this map, designed by Lunar Cow, is available on the Park County Inc. website (accessed May 2013):
http://www.coveredbridges.com/index.php/imap
References: Cf. OCLC 351894879 (2004 ed.)
Gift 2013, James R. Akerman.

Parke County (Ind.) - Maps - 1989 - Landowners - Maps


Authors: Pressler, Herman -- Newton, Jno. C. -- Texas. General Land Office -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
63370 Parker County (Tex.) - Maps - 1889 - Landowners<><>Counties - Maps<><>Landowners - Maps

Microfiche 583, no. 1095 (PrCt)

63371 Parkersburg (W.V.) - Tourism - 1980

63372 Parkyns, George Isham, 1749-1820 - Biography

Govt. LC I.17, v. 30, p. 170-182 (PrCt)

63373 Parma (Italy), Battle of, 1734<><>Polish Succession, War of The, 1733-1738

References: A-Q.
On same sheet with: Prospect des koniglichen Lust Schlosses Colorno.

3138 Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Sack map4F G6714.P4 1734 H6 (PrCt)

63374 Parma (Italy), Battle of, 1734<><>Polish Succession, War of The, 1733-1738
Plan de la bataille de Parme, gagnée le 29 Juin 1734. Amsterdam, 1734.

Sack map2F G6714.P4 1734 L4 (PrCt)

63375 Parma (Italy) - Maps - 1567
Parma. [Venice : Bolognino Zaltieri], 1567 [i.e. 1569]. Authors: Ballino, Giulio, d. ca. 1592 -- Ballino, Giulio, d. ca. 1592. De’ disegni delle più illustri città, et fortezze del mondo ... (1569) -- Zaltieri, Bolognino, fl. 1555-1576 1 map : 17 x 26 cm. Title from uppercase and oversize lettering above the town. Added title in bottom margin: Il Uero disegno e ritrato di Parma ... nell’ anno del signore MDLXVII. Letterpress text on verso. In: Ballino, Giulio. De’ disegni delle più illustri città, et fortezze del mondo ... (Venice: Bolognino Zaltieri, 1569), plate [31]. Oriented with north at left. Relief shown pictorially.

VAULT Case folio G 117 .06, plate [31] (PrCt)

63376 Parma (Italy) - Maps - 1567
1 map : 164 x 252 mm. (neat line), 180 x 257 mm. (plate mark) Title from uppercase and oversize lettering above the town. Added title in bottom margin: Il Uero disegno e
ritrato di Parma ... nell’ anno del signore MDLXVII.
Oriented with north at left.
Relief shown pictorially.
Manuscript ‘253’ at lower left and ‘254’ at upper right.
Verso blank.
Also issued (with letterpress text on verso) in Ballino, Giulio. De’ disegni delle piu illustri città, et fortezze del mondo (Venice: B. Zattieri, 1569) [Case folio G 117.06 pl. [31]].
Tooley 443.
Ex De Landau; ex Finaly.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**Novacco 2F 49 (PrCt)**

**63377**

**Parma (Italy) - Maps - 1590**

[La] Nobilissima citta di Parma / Ambrosius Bram f.; Marcelli Clodij for. [Rome]? : Marcelli Clodij for., [ca. 1590].
Authors: Brambilla, Ambrosio, fl. 1581-1602; Clodius, Marcus, fl. 1589 -- De Landau, Horace, barone, 1824-1903 -- Finaly, Madame, d. 1938 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 322 x 447 mm. (neat line), remargined to 373 x 484 mm.
Upper left corner partly torn away and replaced with paper patch; portions of title replaced in manuscript.
Relief shown pictorially.
Oriented to with north at left.
Manuscript ‘277’ (?) at bottom left.
References 1-79 in bottom margin.
Tooley 443.
Ex De Landau; ex Finaly.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
For ca. 1600 derivative published by Matteo Florimi in Siena, see Bella and Bella, Cartografia rara ... dalla collezione Franco Novacco (1986) p. 106, no. 98.

**Novacco 2F 127 (PrCt)**

**63378**

**Parma (Italy) - Maps - 1767 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles**

1765 Parma (Italy) - Buildings, Structures, Etc. - Maps - 1767 Manuscript maps - Facsimiles

Authors: Sardi, Gian Pietro -- Coriani, Gian Paolo -- Miani Ulhuohian, Franca -- Capelli, Gianni -- PPS -- Zingografica Felsinea -- Grafiche STEP -- Cartiera Cordenons -- Legatoria Pedrelli -- Archivio storico comunale (Parma, Italy)
1 atlas (97 p.) : col. maps, facsims. ; 63 cm.
Facsimile of 1767 manuscript atlas of Parma held by the Archivio Storico Comunale (Parma, Italy). General map includes index to 28 numbered sheets of city sections. Sectional maps accompanied by lists of building owners on 196 numbered city blocks; names derived from 1765 census of Parma.
Cover title: Atlante Sardi : Parma MDCLXVII. Edited by Gian Paolo Coriani; prefacses by Franca Miani Ulhuohian and Gianni Capelli in Italian, English, French and German. Printed by Zincografica Felsinea and Grafiche STEP; paper by Cartiera Cordenons; portfolio design by Legatoria Pedrelli.
Scales [ca. 1:820] and [ca. 1:833.3]
Includes bibliographical references. 49092002NL


**63379**

**Parma (Italy) - Maps - 1840 Parma (Italy) - Maps - 1840 - Pictorial works Parma. [London : Chapman and Hall], 1840 [i.e.1844].
Authors: Chapman and Hall -- Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (Great Britain) -- Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (Great Britain). Maps of the Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (1844) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 32 x 38 cm.
Inset view (4 x 38 cm.): Panoramic view of Parma from the gate of St. Barnaba.
oversize Ayer 135 .S67 1844 v. 2, pl. [199] (PrCt)

**63380**

**Parma (Italy : Province) - Maps - 1725 Parma (Italy : Province) - Maps - 1725 Duché de Parma et de Piacenza. Amsterdam, [ca. 1725].
Authors: Côvens et Mortier -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:150
1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 48 cm.
2199
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**Sack map4F G6713.E5:3P3 1725 C6 (PrCt)**

**63381**

**
Authors: Nolin, Jean Baptiste, 1648-1708 -- Locato, Omberto -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:151
1 map : hand col.; 31 x 43 cm.
Cf. Phillips 5985 [135].
2232
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6713.E5:3P3 1740 N6 (PrCt)

63382 Parma (Italy : Province) - Maps - 1745<<>>Piacenza (Italy : Province) - Maps - 1745<<>>Parma (Italy) - Maps - 1745<<>>Piacenza (Italy) - Maps - 1745 Status Parmensis sive ducatus Parmensis et Placentinus una cum ditione buxetana et valle tarae novissime exhibitus ... [Nuremberg : Homann Erben, ca. 1745].
Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Homann Erben (Firm) -- Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724. Atlas novus terrarum orbis [ca. 1745] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 47 x 55 cm.
In: Homann, Johann Baptist. Atlas novus terrarum orbis (Nuremberg : [Homann Erben, ca. 1745]), [plate 40].
Map dated 1731.
Insets: Ichnographia urbis Parmae -- Ichnographia urbis Placentiae.
Manuscript ‘No. 40’ and ‘41’ on verso.
oversize Ayer 135 .H7 1730, [plate 40] (PrCt)

63383 Parma (Italy : Province) - Maps - 1779<<>>Modena (Italy : Province) - Maps - 1779 Carte des etats de Parme, et de Modène ... À Venise [Venice] : par P. Santini ; chez Mr. Remondini, 1779.
Authors: Santini, P. -- Remondini, Guiseppe Antonio, 1747-1811 -- Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes [1784 [i.e. 1807?]]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 46 x 61 cm.
In: Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (Venice : par P. Santini, rue Ste. Justine, chez M. Remondini, 1784 [i.e. 1807?]), v. 2, no. "P. II. 5" Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .S4 1807, v. 2, no. 5 (PrCt)

63384 Parnaiba (Piauí, Brazil) - Maps - 1671 - Pictorial works<<>>Parnaiba River (Brazil) - Maps - 1671 - Mouth - Pictorial works Ostuim Flumines Paraybae. [London : John Ogilby, 1671].
Authors: Ogilby, John, 1600-1676 -- Ogilby, John, 1600-1676. America : being the latest, and most accurate description of the New World ... (1671) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view ; 29 x 35 cm.
Includes references A-C.
In: Ogilby, John. America : being the latest, and most accurate description of the New World ... (London : Printed by the author, 1671) following p. 508.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O3 1671 following p. 508 (PrCt)

63385 Parthenon (Nashville, Tenn.) - Pictorial works - 1944<<>>Nashville (Tenn.) - Pictorial works - 1944<<>>Thomas, John W., 1830-1906<<>>Railroads - Maps
Authors: Nashville, Chattanooga, and St. Louis Railway
1 view : col.; 12 x 20 cm.
5A 7267 (1943 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

Authors: Browne, Malcolm W.
BHC 1152
Vert 764 (PrCt)

Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Cordier, Robert (Engraver) -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G191
1 map : hand col.; 40 x 54 cm. Added title: Evesché de Boulogne. 1786 rev Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G5833.N65:3P3 1656 S2 (PrCt)

63388 Pas-De-Calais (France) - Maps - 1700 Tabula comitats Artesiae. [Amsterdam] : Frederico de Wit, [ca. 1700?].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Wit, Frederik de. Atlas [ca. 1700?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 46 x 55 cm. Oriented with north at upper left.

63389 Pas-Des-Calais (France) - Maps - 1708 Carte particuliere des environs d’Arthois du...
Boulenois et d'une partie de la Picardie.
Brussels, 1708.
Authors: Fricx, Eugène-Henri, d. 1733 -- Harrewijn, Jacobus, 1660-1727 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G187 1 map ; 40 x 54 cm.
Phillips 7962 no. [14].
2767
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G5833.P3 1708 F7 (PrCt)

Pas-de-Calais (France) - Maps - 1709 - Kent (England) - Maps - 1709 - Picardy (France) - Maps - 1709
Printed on 2 sheets from 2 plates with separate titles.
Title in upper margin; bottom margin of northern half trimmed away.
Assembled above 'Les Costes du Boulenois et de la Picardie,' whose title has been trimmed away.
Forms part of Fricz's 24-sheet map of Belgium and northern France, issued as an atlas and in separately titled sheets.
Remnants of binding stub on verso.
For variant states of both plates see Sack Map4F G6010 1706 .F7 sheet 7 and 13.
Cf. Koeman v. 2, p. 109, Fri 1, no. 7 and 13.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G5833.P3 1709 .F7 (PrCt)

Pas-de-Calais (France) - Maps - 1711 - Artois (France) - Maps - 1711
Carte d'Artois et des environs ou lon voit le ressort du Conseil Provincial d'Artois / par Guillaume Del'Isle ... ; Derosier sculp. A Paris : chez l'auteur sur le Quai de l'Horloge ..., Juill. 1711.
Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Desrosiers, F. -- L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726. [Collection of maps of the world] [1732?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; hand col.; 49 x 63 cm.
Title in top margin.
In composite atlas without title page: L'Isle, Guillaume de. [Collection of maps of the world. Paris : s.n., 1732?], [plate 31].
Number "31" in ms. on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

VAULT Baskes oversize G1015 .L57 1700, [plate 31] (PrCt)

Pas-de-Calais (France) - Maps - 1812 - Fortification Boulogne-sur-Mer Region (France) - Maps - 1812 - Fortification The Bay of Boulogne and St. John's Road, with all the batteries and new works. London : I. Luffman, 1812 [i.e. 1816?].
Authors: Luffman, J. (John), 1756-1846 -- Luffman, J. (John). 1756-1846. Select plans of cities, harbours, forts, &c ... [1816?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col.; 18 x 24 cm.
Inset (4 cm. x 8 cm.): [Strait of Dover].
In: Luffman, John. Select plans of cities, harbours, forts, &c ... (London: Dover), plate [21].
folio Ayer 135 L94 1816 pl. [21] (PrCt)

Pasadena (Calif.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps - Altadena (Calif.) - Maps - 1937 - South Pasadena (Calif.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps - Pasadena (Calif.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Map of the city of Pasadena : also showing Altadena, So. Pasadena and San Marino / by Mary Hall Atwood. Pasadena : Pasadena Chamber of Commerce and Civic Association, c1937.
Authors: Atwood, Mary Hall, 1894-1950 1 map : col.; 33 x 35 cm. fold. to 22 x 10 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:35,000].
Panel title: Map of the city of Pasadena including street index and what to see in Pasadena.
Shows public schools, points of interest.
Printed in green ink.
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).
Acc. # 2008100251.
Road map4C G4364 .P4P2 1937 .A8 (PrCt)

Pasadena (Calif.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps - Altadena (Calif.) - Maps - 1939 - South Pasadena (Calif.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps - San Gabriel (Calif.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Pasadena map and street index : visitors guide : where to go, what to see, how to get there / copyright Login Printing and Binding Co. Pasadena : Pasadena First National Bank, 1939.
Authors: Login Printing and Binding Co. -- Pasadena First National Bank 1 map ; 44 x 36 cm. fold. to 24 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Scale [ca. 1:30,000].
Includes Altadena, parts of San Marino, South Pasadena, and San Gabriel.
In left and right margins, "Pasadena guide," with descriptions and photographs.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Advertisements for the bank, list of other local attractions, and table of distances to Pasadena on verso.

Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).

Acc. # 2008100251.

Road maps

63396
Pasadena (Calif.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps

Shell map of Pasadena, Altadena, South Pasadena, San Marino, San Gabriel, Alhambra, Monterey Park. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1941?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: Pasadena.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3902 (PrCt)

63397
Pasadena (Calif.) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps

Shell map of Pasadena, Altadena, South Pasadena, San Marino, San Gabriel, Alhambra, Monterey Park. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1942?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: Pasadena.
Panel art: Shell logo, statement "all points of military interest have been removed voluntarily from this map and index" and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4248 (PrCt)

63398
Pasadena (Calif.) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps

Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "U", indicating 1947 publication.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5204 (PrCt)

63400
Pasadena (Calif.) - Pictorial works - 1893

Pictorial works - 1893
Authors: Pierce, B. W. -- Wood & Church -- Historic Urban Plans (Firm)
1 birds-eye view ; 37 x 55 cm.
Facsimile of original published 1893.
Vignettes of buildings in margins.
References: 1-60.
380
mapF G4364 P37A3 1893 P5 1972 (PrCt)

63401
Pascagoula River (Miss.) - Maps - 1726 - Mouth - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

Facsimiles - 1726 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Pascagoula River (Miss.) - Maps - 1726 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Pascagoula River (Miss.) - Maps - 1726 - Manuscripts -

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Photostatic reproduction of 1784 manuscript.

63408 Passau (Germany) - Maps - Bibliography
Bibliography>>>Abtei Passau (Germany) - Maps - Bibliography
Passau (Germany) - Maps - Collections
Formerly folio Z6027.G3 H38 1986 ISBN 3922016677
Map Ref folio Z6027.G3 H38 1986 (NLO)

63409 Passau (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1576
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 3, pl. 46

63410 Patagonia (Argentina and Chile) - Maps - 1492-1520 - Explorations
Explorations>>>Magellan, Strait of - Maps - 1492-1520 - Explorations (Provisional Heading)
1st ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
References: OCLC 11389171.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

63411 Patagonia (Argentina and Chile) - Maps - 1855<<<South Orkney Islands - Maps - 1855<<<South Georgia Islands - Maps - 1855<<<Falkland Islands - Maps - 1855
oversize G 10 .185 v.1, pl. 58 (PrCt)

oversize G 10 .188 pl. 60 (PrCt)

63413 Patagonia (Argentina and Chile) - Maps - 1859<<<South Orkney Islands - Maps - 1859<<<South Georgia Islands - Maps - 1859<<<Falkland Islands - Maps - 1859

---

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
West India islands (New York : J.H. Colton and Co., 1859), pl. [58]. Insets, 12 x 15 cm. and smaller: South Orkney or Powell's Group -- Falkland Islands -- South Georgia Island. Printed plate 'No. 63.' Map copyrighted 1855.

**Case oversize G1100 .C6 1859 pl. 58 (PrCt)**

63414 **Patagonia (Argentina and Chile) - Maps -** 1914<--Río Negro (Argentina) - Maps - 1914<--Chubut (Argentina) - Maps - 1914


Authors: Willis, Bailey, 1857-1949 -- Argentina. Minister of Public Works -- Scribner & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (2 v.) : 32 maps

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

63415 **Patagonia (Argentina and Chile) - Maps -** 1914<--Río Negro (Argentina) - Maps - 1914<--Chubut (Argentina) - Maps - 1914

_Northern Patagonia : character and resources._ New York : Scribner Press, 1914.--


464 p. : maps (part fold.) ; 25 cm.

At head of title: Ministry of Public Works, Bureau of Railways, Argentine Republic. Includes index.

Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 1876.

_Cf. OCLC 45602012_.

G 995 .05 (NLO)


**Case folio G 117 .108, folio XLVII (PrCt)**

63419 **Patmos Island (Greece) - Maps -** 1574<--Palmos Island (Greece) SEE

_Patmos Island (Greece) Isola di Patmos / N.B F._ [Venice? Giovanni Francesco Camocio?, 1574?].

Authors: Beatrix, Nicolas, 1507?-1570? -- N. B. F., 1507?-1570? -- Camocio, Giovanni Francesco, 16th cent. -- Camocio, Giovanni Francesco, 16th cent. [Isole famose porti, fortezze, et terre maritime sottoposte alla Ser.ma Sig.ria di Venetia ad altri principi christiani, et al Sig.or Turco [1574?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : 21 x 16 cm.

Monogram of Nicolas Beatrixt (NB F) at bottom right; see Nagler, Die Monogrammisten, v. 4, p. 738-739, no. 2341. Relief shown pictorially. Oriented with north at right.

In atlas lacking title page: Camocio, Giovanni Francesco. [Isole famose porti, fortezze, et terre maritime sottoposte alla Ser.ma Sig.ria di Venetia ad altri principi christiani, et al Sig.or Turco, nouame[n]te poste in luce [Venice? : Alla libraria del segno di S. Marco? ; G.F. Camocio?, 1574?], [plate 36].

Manuscript no. 36 at lower right.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

VAULT Baskes folio G1955 .C3 1574, [plate 36] (PrCt)

63417 **Paterson, Daniel, 1738-1825**

_Paterson's roads : Daniel Paterson, his maps and his itineraries, 1738-1825 / by Sir Herbert George Fordham._ [London : Bibliographical Society, 1925].

Authors: Fordham, Herbert George, Sir, 1854-1929 -- Newberry Library. John M. Wing Foundation

p. 331-356 : ill.s, map ; 22 cm.


Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.

_Wing Z 007 .5, 4th ser., 5, p. 331-356 (PrCt)_

63418 **Patmos Island (Greece) - Maps -** 1528<--Woodcuts [Map of Patmos in the Dodekanesos Islands of the Aegean Seal. [Venice : Nicolò Zoppino, 1528].

Authors: Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530 -- Zoppino, Nicolò, fl. 1508-1544 -- Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530. Libro di Benedetto Bordon: nel qual si ragiona de tutte l'isole del mondo ... (1528)

1 map : woodcut ; within printed borders 8 x 14 cm., on sheet 31 x 21 cm.

Title supplied by cataloger.

Church of "S. Ioane de Palmosa" identified at bottom center of the island.

In: Bordon, Benedetto. Libro di Benedetto Bordon: nel qual si ragiona de tutte l'isole del mondo ... (Venice : Nicolò Zoppino, 1528), folio XLVII.

**Case folio G 117 .108, folio XLVII (PrCt)**

63420 **Patras (Greece) - Maps -** 1689 - Pictorial works


Authors: Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1700 -- Padoani, Domenico, fl. 1689 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718. Citta, fortezze, isole, e porti principale dell'Europa ... (1689)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
see Map Information File.
A view of the 1525 Battle of Pavia, in which Holy Roman Emperor Charles V defeated Francis I, King of France.
Manuscript '240' at lower left and upper right.
Ex Olschki.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
f40

Novacco 2F 50 (PrCt)

63427 Pavia (Italy) - History - Siege, 1525
Stadt Pavia. [Basel? s.n., 1525?].
Authors: Froben, Hieronymus, 1501-1563 -- Newberry Library. John M. Wing Foundation
1 map : hand col. ; on sheet 22 x 31 cm.
Anonymous woodcut map of the battle and city of Pavia, Italy. Possibly compiled by a Swiss infantryman engaged in the siege on the Imperial side.
Title from prominent lettering.
Not drawn to scale.
Some damage with loss of text and image.
Text in German.
One of twelve copies used as binding material for a 1529 religious tract printed in Basel by Hieronymus Froben. Acquired (1996?) by the bookseller Konrad Meuschel of Bad Honnef am Rhein, Germany.
For dealer's descriptions (including bibliographic references) and reference correspondence from cartographic historian Peter M. Barber, see the Newberry Library Map Information File.
Filed in vault flats, Wing Misc. Box 2.
97071907NL / 98
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.
VAULT Case Wing oversize G6714.P45 1525 S8 (NLO)

63428 Pavia (Italy) - Maps - 1590
Pavia. [Siena?] : Matteus Florimus for., [ca. 1590].
Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 369 x 542 mm. (neat line), 414 x 544 mm. (plate mark)
Monogram of Raffaello Schiaminossi (SRAF) at lower right; see Nagler, Die Monogrammisten, v. 4, p. 1013, no. 3538.
References 1-125 in bottom margin.
Relief shown pictorially.
Binding stub, manuscript '84', and handstamp 'L.A. de Vries' on verso.
Ex De Landau; ex Finaly.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
f41
Novacco 4F 240 (PrCt)

63429 Pavia (Italy) - Maps - 1600
Antiqvissima ac celeberrimae regiaeq. civitatis Papiae icon / Ioannes Mavis Romanvs incidebat A. D. MDC. [Rome? Ludovicus Curtius?], 1600.
Authors: Maggi, Giovanni, 1566-1618 -- Curtius, Ludovicus, fl. 1600 -- Achillio, Joannes Dominico, fl. 1600 -- Hoepli, Ulrico, 1847-1935 -- Franco
Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 434 x 811 mm. (neat line), on composite sheet 530 x 829 mm.
References 1-120 and 4 lines of text in bottom margin: Ludovicus Curtius Io. Dominico Achillio S. D. ... .
Printed from 2 plates on 2 sheets.
Relief shown pictorially.
In pencil below title: Pavia Ticinum.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
f42
Novacco 4F 241 (PrCt)

63430 Pavia (Italy) - Maps - 1855 - Real property
Authors: Valeriani, Enrico -- Zaffignani, Giovanni -- Signori, Mario -- Erba, Luisa -- Gangemi editore
144 p. : ill. (some col.) ; 36 cm.
At head of title: Regione Lombardia, Comune di Pavia, Università degli studi di Pavia, Archivio di Stato di Milano.
City plan of Pavia in 1855 divided into 15 plates inserted in pocket.
Includes bibliographical references.
To Collection Services for cataloging, Sept. 2004 (PrCt)

63431 Pavia (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1552<->Woodcuts
[View of Pavia, Italy]. [Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552].
Authors: Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552. Cosmographiae uniuersalis ... (1552) -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : woodcut ; 11 x 18 cm., on sheet 32 x 21 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Added title from center of view: Papia
Possibly an inaccurate view, since some of the woodcuts in this volume were used for more than one town.
VAULT folio Ayer 7 .M8 1552, p. 181 (PrCt)
63432  **Pavia (Italy : Province) - History - 1268-1492 - Maps**<br>Authors: Hopkins, Griffith Morgan<br>1 atlas (99 p.) : all col. maps ; 46 cm.<br>Cover title: Atlas of Pawtucket, R. I.<br>Scales vary.<br>Phillips 2567.<br>**Case oversize G1244.P38 H66 (NLO)**

63436  **Paxoi Island (Greece) - Maps - 1528**<br>SEE Paxoi Island (Greece)<br>**Woodcuts**<br>**Map of Paxoi Island in the Adriatic Sea.** [Venice : Nicolò Zoppino, 1528].
Authors: Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530 -- Zoppino, Nicolò, fl. 1508-1544 -- Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530. Libro di Benedetto Bordon: nel qual si ragiona de tutte l'isole del mondo ... (1528)
1 map : woodcut ; within printed borders 8 x 14 cm., on sheet 31 x 21 cm.<br>Title supplied by cataloger.<br>Paxoi Island is identified as Paccu.<br>In: Bordon, Benedetto. Libro di Benedetto Bordon: nel qual si ragiona de tutte l'isole del mondo ... (Venice : Nicolò Zoppino, 1528), folio XXXV.<br>References: Karrow, Mapmakers of the 16th cent. (1993), p. 91.<br>**Case folio G 117 .108, folio XXXV (PrCt)**

63437  **Pays-De-La-Loire (France) - Maps - 1711**<br>SEE Pays-De-La-Loire (France)<br>**Touraine (France)**<br>**Maps - 1711 La Generalité de Tours divisée en ses seize elections.** Paris, 1711.<br>Authors: Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G96-97
1 map : 84 x 72 cm. on 2 sheets each 48 x 75 cm.<br>Added titles: Les Elections du chateau du Loire, de la Fleche ... -- Les Elections de Tours, d'Amboise, de Louches ... .
2717 rev
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
**Sack map4F G5833.P35 1711 J3 (PrCt)**

63438  **Pays-De-La-Loire (France) - Maps - 1721**<br>SEE Pays-De-La-Loire (France)<br>**Centre (France)**<br>**Maps - 1721 Le Gouvernement general d'Orleans.** Paris, 1721.<br>Authors: Jaillot, Bernard Jean Hyacinthe, 1673-1739 -- Delahaye, Jean-Baptiste-Henri, d. ca. 1755 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G129
1 map : hand col. ; 52 x 76 cm.
2709
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
**Sack map4F G5833.P35 1721 J3 (PrCt)**

63439  **Pays-De-La-Loire (France) - Maps - 1725**<br>SEE Pays-De-La-Loire (France)<br>**Centre (France)**<br>**Maps - 1725 Gouvernement general du pays Orleans.** Amsterdam, [ca. 1725].

Location of new mine [operated by the St. Joseph Lead Company in Pea Ridge, Missouri]. [St. Louis, Mo.? Missouri Pacific Railroad Company?, 1959?].

Authors: Missouri Pacific Railroad Company -- St. Joseph Lead Company -- Saint Joseph Lead Company SEE St. Joseph Lead Company
1 map ; 6 x 5 cm.
Title expanded by cataloger.
5A 7267 (1958 vol. [2]) (PrCt)


Authors: McElfresh Map Co. -- McElfresh, Earl B. -- Bearss, Edwin C.
1 map : col. ; 42 x 53 cm.
Col. printed reproduction of watercolor original (20th-century painting).
This map was drawn in general conformity with the Pea Ridge historical base map prepared by Edwin C. Bearss for the National Park Service.' Shows land use, vegetation cover, and farmers' names as in 1862. Does not show military locations.

map4F G4002.P4G4 1862 M3 (PrCt)

63443 Peak District (England) - Maps - 1882

The Peak District of Derbyshire and neighbouring counties / by M.J.B. Baddeley ; with maps, general and sectional (adapted from the Ordnance Survey) by Bartholomew. London : Dulau & Co., 1882.

Cover title: Baddeley's Peak District of Derbyshire
Imperfect: lacking general map; photograph laid in: Sherwood Foresters' war memorial, Crich. no. 2
Index map on lining paper.
"Advertisement section": xii p. at end.
Includes index.
Series: Thorough guide series ; 4
Publisher's red cloth binding.
Former owner: Rev. F. Dobson Shearman.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G153 .T56 Peak District (1882) (NLO)
Peak District (England) - Maps - 1884
The Peak District of Derbyshire and neighbouring counties / by M.J.B. Baddeley; with maps, general and sectional (adapted from the Ordnance Survey) by Bartholomew. London: Dulau & Co., 1884.
Cover title: Peak Index map on front lining paper.
"Thorough guide advertiser"--48 p. at end. Includes index.
Series: Thorough guide series ; 4.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .T56 Peak District (1884) (NLO)

Peak District (England) - Maps - 1887
The Peak District of Derbyshire and neighbouring counties / by M.J.B. Baddeley; with maps, general and sectional (adapted from the Ordnance Survey) by Bartholomew. London: Dulau & Co., 1887.
Printed by J.S. Levin.
Map on front lining paper.
Advertisements, 64 p. at end.
Series: Thorough guide series ; 4.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .T56 Peak District (1887) (NLO)

Peak District (England) - Maps - 1891
The Peak District of Derbyshire and neighbouring counties / by M.J.B. Baddeley; eight maps, general and sectional (adapted from the Ordnance Survey) by Bartholomew. London: Dulau & Co., 1891.
Imperfect: issued with 8 maps, but this copy lacks general map.
"John Bartholomew & Co."--On maps.
Index map on lining paper.
"Thorough guide advertiser": 92 p. at end. Includes index.
Series: Thorough guide series ; 4
Publisher's red cloth binding.
Owner's inscription: Duncan Williams, 49 Clovelly Mansions, Grays Inn Road, W.C.
Newspaper clipping laid in: The Roman Wall: examples of vandalism
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .T56 Peak District (1891) (NLO)

Peak District (England) - Maps - 1899
[The Peak District of Derbyshire and neighbouring counties / by M.J.B. Baddeley; ten maps, general and sectional (adapted from the Ordnance Survey) by Bartholomew]. [London: Dulau & Co., 1899].
Newberry copy lacks t.p.; title and publication information from OCLC record.
Imperfect: general map wanting
Index map on lining paper.
"Thorough guide advertiser": 100 p. at end. Includes index.
Series: Thorough guide series ; 4
Publisher's red cloth binding.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .T56 Peak District (1899) (NLO)

Peak District (England) - Maps - 1903
The Peak District of Derbyshire and neighboring counties / by M.J.B. Baddeley; ten maps, general and sectional (adapted from the Ordnance Survey) by Bartholomew. London: Dulau & Co., 1903.
Index map on lining paper.
"Thorough guide advertiser": 92 p. at end. Includes index.
Series: Thorough guide series ; 4
Publisher's red cloth binding.
Former owner: E.D. Spencer.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
the Newberry Library.

Baskes G153 .T56 Peak District (1903) (NLO)

63449 Peak District (England) - Maps - 1908

The Peak District of Derbyshire and the neighbourhood / by M.J.B. Baddeley ; with maps, general and sectional (adapted from the Ordnance Survey) by Bartholomew. London ; New York : Thomas Nelson, 1908.


1 v. (various pagings) : 9 col. maps (chiefly folded) ; 17 cm.

9th ed., rev. and enl. / by Ernest A. Baker.

Index map on lining paper.

"Thorough guide advertiser": 48 p. at end.

Includes index.

Publisher’s red cloth binding.

Series: Thorough guide series ; 4

Former owner: W. Higgs.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G153 .T56 Peak District (1908) (NLO)

63450 Peak District (England) - Maps - 1913

The Peak District of Derbyshire and the neighbourhood / by M.J.B. Baddeley ; with maps, general and sectional (adapted from the Ordnance Survey) by Bartholomew. London ; New York : Thomas Nelson, 1913.


1 v. (various pagings) : 9 col. maps (chiefly folded) ; 17 cm.

10th ed., rev. and enl. / by Ernest A. Baker.

"John Bartholomew & Co."--On maps.

Index map on lining paper.

At head of title: Thorough guide series.

Advertisement facing t.p. also identifies series as "Baddeley's guides."

Includes index.

Series: Thorough guide series

Publisher’s red cloth binding.


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G153 .T56 Peak District (1913) (NLO)

63451 Peak District (England) - Maps - 1935


Authors: Baddeley, Mountford John Byrde, 1843-1906 -- Ward, Lock and Company, ltd. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)


11th ed., re-written.

"With eight maps and plans."

Publisher’s note tipped in: The publishers regret that owing to the Control of Maps Order and other exigencies ..., it is not at present possible to include the customary complete set of maps and plans ...

The index maps and maps of the High Peak, Derbyshire Dales, Buxton, and Matlock have been omitted.

Includes index.

Previous 10 editions published as part of Thorough guide series.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G153 .T56 Peak District (1935) (NLO)


Authors: Peale, A. C. (Albert Charles), 1849-1914 -- Geological and Geographical Survey of the Territories (U.S.) -- Philadelphia Press -- Merrill, Marlene


Text taken from letters written by Albert Peale, a mineralogist with the Hayden Survey of Yellowstone (also known as the Geological and Geographical Survey of the Territories), to his hometown newspaper, the Philadelphia Press. Includes bibliographical references (p. [83]-85).


LC Card Number: 2005004653

ISBN 9780803287877 (pbk. : alk. paper) ; 0803287879 (pbk. : alk. paper)

F722 .P38 2005 (NLO)

Pearl Harbor (Hawaii), Attack on, 1941 - Maps - Pearl Harbor (Hawaii) - Maps - World War, 1939-1945 - Maps Pearl Harbor and military environs, Oahu, Territory of Hawaii, December 7, 1941 . Olean,
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Authors: McElfresh Map Co. -- McElfresh, Earl B.
1 map : col. ; 41 x 46 cm., folded to 22 x 10 cm. Col. printed reproduction of watercolor original (21st-century painting).
Panel title.
Title in lower margin: Pearl Harbor & military environs, Oahu, Territory of Hawaii, December 7th, 1941
Does not show military action.
Scale 1:62,000.
Relief shown by hachures.
Text and col. ill. on verso.
Series: American battlefields watercolor map series
OCLC 55940456
Holzheimer 2005072801
LC Card Number: 2004632083
ISBN 1885294204
map 4C G 4382.P4S1 2001 .M3 (PrCt)

63454 Pearl Harbor (Hawaii) - Maps - 1893-1894 - Nautical charts - Pearl City Region (Hawaii) - Maps - 1893-1894 - Nautical charts - Pearl Harbor (Hawaii) - 1893-1894
1 map : col. ; 19 x 25 cm., folded to 22 x 13 cm. Anonymous map without imprint.
Title from center of sheet.
The figures in Pearl Harbor give depth in fathoms."
Scale approximately 1:81,500.
Oversize "8" stamped at upper right.
In: United States. Congress. Senate. Committee on Foreign Relations. Report of the Committee on foreign relations, United States Senate, with accompanying testimony and executive documents transmitted to Congress from January 1, 1893, to March 10, 1894 ... (Washington : Government Printing Office, 1894), volume 1, [map 8 of 9].
Also issued in U.S. Serial Set. 53rd Congress, 2nd session, 1893-1894, Senate Report 227 (Serial Set 3180) [Newberry copy shelved as Govt. 3180].
Ayer 1720 .US 1894, v. 1, [map 8 of 9] (PrCt)

63456 Pearl River Valley (Miss. and La.) - Maps - 1732 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Carte de la Rivière aux Perles depuis Boukoufoua jusqu'a son embouchure qui est à là passe a Dion vis a vis isle aux Oyes leveé à l'estime le 14 juillet 1732 par Monsieur Regis Du Roulet, officier dans la colonie. [19-].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1732 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France BSH C 4040-41 (PrCt)

63457 Pearl River Valley (Miss. and La.) - Maps - 1750 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Carte du cours de la rivière aux Perle depuis son embouchure qui est au Lac Pontchartrain jusqu’a Boukoufoua leveé en 1732 par Mr. Regis qui a estimé les distances de sa route et les airs de vents avec une boussole de 4 a 5 pouces ... a Paris ce 25 Aout 1750. [19-].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1750 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France BSH C 4040-42 (PrCt)
Peary, Robert Edwin, 1856-1920. Eskimo cartography - Greenland
Authors: Van Stone, James W. p. 9-11 : ill., maps, port.
Four Eskimo wooden maps are illustrated.
Vert 97 (PrCl)

Pease, Edwin R. Complete guide to the gold districts of Kansas and Nebraska containing valuable information with regard to routes, distances, etc. (1849)
A Rare gold district guide : a note by Douglas C. McMurtrie accompanied by a facsimile reproduction of the Pease & Cole 'Complete guide to the gold districts of Kansas & Nebraska' issued with a folding map, at Chicago, in 1859.
Chicago : John Calhoun Club, 1936.
Includes facsimile of guide and map of: Complete guide to the gold districts of Kansas & Nebraska, containing valuable information with regard to routes, distances, etc., etc. By Pease & Cole. Chicago, Ill., W. H. Rand, printer, 1859.
'Fifty copies printed for the John Calhoun Club in August, 1936.'--Verso t.p.
LC Card Number: 37-9175
Ayer 138 .K16 P36 1859 1936 (NLO)

Pecos (N.M.) - Pictorial works - 1848
Forms part of U.S. Serial Set 517 in series: 30th Congress, 1st session ; Ex. doc. no. 41 -- Ex. doc. (United States. Congress. House) ; 30th Congress, 1st session, no. 41.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library. Duplicate copies: Govt. 517 and Ayer 128.3 U5h 1848
Graff 1249 between p. 446-447 (PrCl)

Pecos (N.M.) - Pictorial works - 1848
Authors: C.B. Graham's Lith. -- United States. Army. Corps of Topographical Engineers. Notes of a military reconnaissance : from Fort Leavenworth, in Missouri, to San Diego, in California, including parts of the Arkansas, Del Norte, and Gila rivers / by Lieut. Col. W.H. Emory : made in 1846-7, with the advanced guard of the "Army of the West" ... (Washington : Wendell and Van Benthuysen, printers, 1848). Forms part of U.S. Serial Set 517 in series: 30th Congress, 1st session ; Ex. doc. no. 41 -- Ex. doc. (United States. Congress. House) ; 30th Congress, 1st session, no. 41. Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library. Duplicate copies: Govt. 517 and Ayer 128.3 U5h 1848
Graff 1249 following p. 30 (PrCl)

Pecos (N.M.) - Pictorial works - 1848
Authors: C.B. Graham's Lith. -- United States. Army. Corps of Topographical Engineers. Notes

63463 Pecos River (N.M. and Tex.) - Maps - 1942

1 atlas : 34 maps ; 510 x 460 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
References: Phillips 11174 Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

63464 Peekskill (N.Y.) - Maps - 1780 - Military operations - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

Manuscript maps - Facsimiles Du camp de Pisk-kill et de la position de l'armée française ... 1782, et celle de ... Washington en 1780. [19--].
Authors: France. Service hydrographique.
Bibliothèque. 2847-8 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1780 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France BSH 2847-8 (PrCt)

63465 Peel (Ont. : County) - Maps - 1877 - Landowners - Maps

Illustrated historical atlas of the county of Peel, Ont. [Port Elgin, Ont. Ross Cumming, 1971].
7A 57 (NLO)


Shell Landkarten = Shell river maps / design, Prof. Werner Peiner; text, Kasimir Edschmid; trans. by E. L. W. Williams. [Berlin: Gebrauchsgraphik, 1935].
Authors: Peiner, Werner, 1897-1984 -- Edschmid, Kasimir, 1890-1966 -- Deutsche Shell AG -- Shell Oil Company -- Williams, E. L. W. -- Deutsche Shell AG SEE ALSO Shell Oil Company -- Shell Oil Company SEE ALSO Deutsche Shell AG
p. 12-17 : 5 maps ; 31 cm.
In Gebrauchsgraphik = International advertising art 7 (July 1935): 12-17 [Wing folio W 917 .004]. Discusses and illustrates pictorial road maps of the courses of the rivers Elbe, Lahn, Tauber, Mosel, and Neckar produced for the Shell Oil Company.
Vert 2232, no. 3 (PrCt)

63467 Pelagonesi (Greece) - Maps - 1689 - Pictorial works

Authors: Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718 -- Padoani, Domenico, fl. 1689 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718. Citta, fortezze, isole, e porti principale dell' Europa ... (1689) 1 map ; 13 x 17 cm.
In: Coronelli, Vincenzo. Citta, fortezze, isole, e porti principale dell' Europa, in pianti, et in eluatione, descritte, e publicate ad uso dell' Academia cosomografica degli argonauti ([Venice: Domenico Padoani, 1689]) pl. [74]. Engraved plate '199.' One of four plates printed on the same sheet, opening [74].
VAULT folio Ayer 135 .C8 1689 pl. 74 (PrCt)

63468 Pelham, Peter, ca. 1697-1751 - Gridley, Richard, 1711-1796. Plan of the City and Fortress of Louisburg, 1746.
Peter Pelham (c. 1697-1751): sometime

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Peloponnesos (Greece) - Maps - 1682
Pictorial works
Maps
1700
A New map of the so. & mid. parts of antient Greece viz Epirus, Hellas, or Graecia Propria, and Peloponnesus, together with the adjoyning islands / Sutton Nicholls sculp. [Oxford : s.n., 1700].
Authors: Nicholls, Sutton -- William, Duke of Gloucester, 1689-1700 -- Wells, Edward, 1667-1727. A New sett of maps both of antient and present geography ... (1700) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 34 x 47 cm.
"Dedicated to his highness William Duke of Gloucester."
In: Wells, Edward. A New sett of maps both of antient and present geography ... (1700), plate [20].
oversize Ayer 135 .W4 1700, plate [20] (PrCt)

Peloponnesus (Greece) - History - Ancient - Maps - 1829

Peloponnesus (Greece) - History - Ancient - Maps - 1829

Pictorial works
Maps
1700
A New map of the so. & mid. parts of antient Greece viz Epirus, Hellas, or Graecia Propria, and Peloponnesus, together with the adjoyning islands / Sutton Nicholls sculp. [Oxford : s.n., 1700].
Authors: Nicholls, Sutton -- William, Duke of Gloucester, 1689-1700 -- Wells, Edward, 1667-1727. A New sett of maps both of antient and present geography ... (1700) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 34 x 47 cm.
"Dedicated to his highness William Duke of Gloucester."
In: Wells, Edward. A New sett of maps both of antient and present geography ... (1700), plate [20].
oversize Ayer 135 .W4 1700, plate [20] (PrCt)

Peloponnese (Greece: Peninsula) - Maps - 1569

Authors: Duchetti, Claudio, fl. 1554-1585 -- Forlani, Paolo -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 310 x 228 mm. (neat line), 330 x 248 mm. (plate mark)
Title transcription and attribution to Forlani from Woodward 90.
Title on map: Peloponnese n. Morea.
Imprint from note to reader at lower left.
Relief shown pictorially.
Duplicate copies: Novacco 2F 192 and Novacco 2F 194 (colored).
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Peloponnesus (Greece: Peninsula) - Maps - 1570

Peloponnese (Greece: Peninsula) - Maps - 1570

Authors: Duchetti, Claudio, fl. 1554-1585 -- Forlani, Paolo -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 310 x 228 mm. (neat line), 330 x 248 mm. (plate mark)
Title transcription and attribution to Forlani from Woodward 90.
Title on map: Peloponnese n. Morea.
Imprint from note to reader at lower left.
Relief shown pictorially.
Duplicate copies: Novacco 2F 192 and Novacco 2F 194 (colored).
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Peloponnesus (Greece: Peninsula) - Maps - 1585

Peloponnese (Greece: Peninsula) - Maps - 1585

Authors: Forlani, Paolo -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 310 x 228 mm. (neat line), 330 x 248 mm. (plate mark)
Title transcription and attribution to Forlani from Woodward 90.
Title on map: Peloponnesvs n. Morea.
Imprint from note to reader at lower left.
Relief shown pictorially.
Duplicate copies: Novacco 2F 192 and Novacco 2F 194 (colored).
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Peloponnese (Greece: Peninsula) - Maps - 1590

Peloponnese (Greece: Peninsula) - Maps - 1590

Authors: Forlani, Paolo -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 310 x 228 mm. (neat line), 330 x 248 mm. (plate mark)
Title transcription and attribution to Forlani from Woodward 90.
Title on map: Peloponnese n. Morea.
Imprint from note to reader at lower left.
Relief shown pictorially.
Duplicate copies: Novacco 2F 192 and Novacco 2F 194 (colored).
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Peloponnese (Greece: Peninsula) - Maps - 1595

Peloponnese (Greece: Peninsula) - Maps - 1595

Authors: Forlani, Paolo -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 310 x 228 mm. (neat line), 330 x 248 mm. (plate mark)
Title transcription and attribution to Forlani from Woodward 90.
Title on map: Peloponnese n. Morea.
Imprint from note to reader at lower left.
Relief shown pictorially.
Duplicate copies: Novacco 2F 192 and Novacco 2F 194 (colored).
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Peloponnese (Greece: Peninsula) - Maps - 1600

Authors: Forlani, Paolo -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 310 x 228 mm. (neat line), 330 x 248 mm. (plate mark)
Title transcription and attribution to Forlani from Woodward 90.
Title on map: Peloponnese n. Morea.
Imprint from note to reader at lower left.
Relief shown pictorially.
Duplicate copies: Novacco 2F 192 and Novacco 2F 194 (colored).
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Peloponnese (Greece: Peninsula) - Maps - 1605

Authors: Forlani, Paolo -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 310 x 228 mm. (neat line), 330 x 248 mm. (plate mark)
Title transcription and attribution to Forlani from Woodward 90.
Title on map: Peloponnese n. Morea.
Imprint from note to reader at lower left.
Relief shown pictorially.
Duplicate copies: Novacco 2F 192 and Novacco 2F 194 (colored).
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
References: Woodward 90; F. Borroni Salvadori, Carte, piante e stampe storiche delle raccolte
Lafreriane della Biblioteca nazionale di Firenze (1980) p. 38, no. 105; Tooley 400; C.G.
m15

Novacco 2F 194 (PrCt)

63481 Peloponnesus (Greece : Peninsula) - Maps - 1625
Authors: Duchetti, Claudio, fl. 1554-1585 -- Forlani, Paolo -- Lange, Otto, 1879-1944 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 316 x 230 mm. (neat line), 335 x 250 mm. (plate mark)
Title transcription and attribution to Forlani from Woodward 90.
Title on map: Peloponnesvs n[ominato] Morea.
Imprint from note to reader at lower left.
Relief shown pictorially.
Duplicate copies: Novacco 2F 193 and Novacco 2F 194 (colored).
Ex Lange.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
References: Woodward 90; F. Borroni Salvadori, Carte, piante e stampe storiche delle raccolte
Lafreriane della Biblioteca nazionale di Firenze (1980) p. 38, no. 105; Tooley 400; C.G.
b129
Novacco 2F 192 (PrCt)

63480 Peloponnesus (Greece : Peninsula) - Maps - 1570
Morea peninsula. [S.l. s.n., ca. 1570].
Authors: Gilhofer & Ranschburg (Vienna, Austria) -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; on sheet remargined to 370 x 438 mm.
Title from cartouche at lower left; remainder of cartouche text apparently erased from plate.
Relief shown pictorially.
Binding stub on verso.
Ex Gilhofer
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
b129
Novacco 2F 195 (PrCt)

63482 Peloponnesus (Greece : Peninsula) - Maps - 1625
Authors: Purchas, Samuel, 1577?-1626 -- Hondius, Jodocus, 1563-1612 -- Purchas,
Samuel, 1577?-1626. Purchas his pilgrimes (1625) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : copper engraving ; 12.2 x 15.9 cm. on sheet 32 x 21 cm.
Letterpress above map: Hondivs his Map of Morea.
VAULT Ayer 110 .P9 1625, v. 2, p. 1836 (PrCt)

63483 Peloponnesus (Greece : Peninsula) - Maps - 1680
Peloponnesvs hodie Morea... Amsterdam, [ca. 1680].
1 map : hand col. ; 45 x 54 cm.
In: Danckerts, Justus. Atlas (Amsterdam : J. Danckers, [ca. 1680]) pl. [37]. Ms. no. '38' in upper right.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .D18 A pl. 37 (PrCt)

63484 Peloponnesus (Greece : Peninsula) - Maps - 1689
La Moree el les isles de Zante, Cefalonie, Ste. Maure, Cerigo, &c. Paris, [ca. 1689].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:E10
1 map : 54 x 81 cm.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
References: Cf. Phillips 3448 v.8 no. 30. 2623
Sack map4F G6812.P4 1689 S2 (PrCt)
Peloponnesus (Greece : Peninsula) - Maps - 1692 - Names, Geographical
Peloponnesus (Greece : Peninsula) - Maps - 1692
La Morée et les îles de Zante, Cesalonie ...
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. [Atlas nouveau contenant toutes les parties du monde ... ] (1696) 1 map : hand col. ; 54 x 82 cm. Accompanied, on the previous leaf, by: Table alphabetique de noms de villes, ... de la Morée et isles voisines. Table dated 1696. In: Sanson, Nicolas. [Atlas nouveau contenant toutes les parties du monde ... ] (Amsterdam : Pierre Mortier, 1696) v. 2, map [21]. Forms part of atlas published by P. Mortier in Amsterdam; chiefly comprised of maps bearing the counterfeit imprint of H. Jaillot in Paris. Case oversize G 1007 .781 v. 2, map [21] (PrCt)

Peloponnesus (Greece : Peninsula) - Maps - 1695 - Levkas Island (Greece) - Maps - 1695 - Zakynthos (Greece) - Maps - 1695 - Kefallì Enia (Greece) - Maps - 1695 - Kythera Island (Greece) - Maps - 1695
La Morée et les îles de Zante, Cesalonie, Ste. Maure, Cerigo ... Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : Chez H. Jaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], [1695?]. Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. Atlas nouveau : contenant toutes les parties du monde (1695 [i.e. 1695?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 54 x 82 cm. In counterfeit edition of: Sanson, Nicolas. Atlas nouveau : contenant toutes les parties du monde (Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : H. Jaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], 1692 [i.e. 1695?]) pl. [93]. Map dated 1692. VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .S19 1692 pl. [93] (PrCt)

Peloponnesus (Greece : Peninsula) - Maps - 1700

Peloponnesus (Greece : Peninsula) - Maps - 1703 - Greece - Maps - 1703

Peloponnesus (Greece : Peninsula) - Maps - 1740

Peloponnesus (Greece : Peninsula) - Maps - 1745 - Peloponnesus (Greece : Peninsula) - Historical geography - Maps - 1745

Peloponnesus (Greece : Peninsula) - Maps - 1753 - Nautical charts - Peloponnesus (Greece : Peninsula) - 1753 - Cephalonia Island (Greece) - Maps - 1753 - Nautical charts
Cephalonia Island (Greece) -
1771 - Nautical charts

Zakynthos (Greece) - Maps - 1753 -
Nautical charts

Kythera Island (Greece) - Maps - 1753 -
Nautical charts

A Chart of the south part of Cephalonia, with the islands of Zante, and the coast of Morea from C. Chiarese, to C. Sapienza ; A Chart of the south coast of Morea from Venetica to C. S. Angelo with ye islands of Serigo, Serigoto and part of Candia. [London : W. and J. Mount, T. and T. Page, 1753].

Authors: Gascoyne, Joel, b. 1650 -- W. and J. Mount, T. and T. Page (Firm), fl. ca. 1753-1755 -- English Pilot. Part 3 (1753) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

2 maps ; 40 x 24 cm. and 40 x 28 cm., on sheet 46 x 58 cm.

J. Gas. sculp.' at lower left.

In: The English pilot. Part III. Describing the sea-coasts, capes, head-lands, bays, roads, harbours, rivers and ports ... in the whole Mediterranean Sea ... (London : Printed for W. and J. Mount, T. and T. Page, on Tower-Hill, 1753) following p. 60.

Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger):

English Pilot. Part 3 (1753)

oversize Ayer 135 .E55 1753 following p. 60 (PrCr)

Peloponnesus (Greece : Peninsula) - Maps -
1771 - Nautical charts

Peloponnesus (Greece : Peninsula) -
1771 - Nautical charts

Cephalonia Island (Greece) - Maps -
1771 - Nautical charts

Zakynthos (Greece) - Maps - 1771 -
Nautical charts

Kythera Island (Greece) - Maps - 1771 -
Nautical charts

Zakynthos (Greece) - Maps - 1771 -
Nautical charts

Kythera Island (Greece) -
1771 - Nautical charts

Zante (Greece) SEE

Serigo Island (Greece) SEE Kythera Island (Greece)

Nautical charts

A Chart of the south part of Cephalonia, with the islands of Zante, and the coast of Morea from C. Chiarese, to C. Sapienza / J. Gas. sculp. ; A Chart of the south coast of Morea from Venetica to C. S. Angelo with ye islands of Serigo, Serigoto and part of Candia. [London : J. Mount and T. Page, 1771].

Authors: Gascoyne, Joel, b. 1650 -- Mount, John, d. 1786 -- Page, Thomas, d. 1781 -- English Pilot. Part 3 (1771) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

2 maps ; 40 x 24 cm. and 40 x 28 cm., on sheet 47 x 58 cm.

In: The English pilot : Part III : Describing the sea-coasts ... in the whole Mediterranean Sea

(London : Printed for J. Mount, and T. Page, on Tower-Hill, 1771), [plate 44]

Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger):

English Pilot. Part 3 (1771)

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Basks oversize G1956.P5 E5 1771, [plate 44] (PrCr)

Peloponnesus (Greece : Peninsula) - Maps -
1829 - Greece - Maps - 1829 - Crete (Greece) - Maps - 1829 - Turkey - Maps - 1829 - Acropolis (Athens, Greece) -
Pictorial works - 1829

Turkey III. Containing the southern part of Greece and Candia. London : Chapman and Hall, 1829 [i.e.1844].

Authors: Chapman and Hall -- J. & C. Walker (Firm) -- Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (Great Britain) -- Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (Great Britain).

Maps of the Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (1844) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; hand col. ; 27 x 38 cm.

Covers the Peloponnesus and Crete; does not include Turkey.

Inset view (9 x 17 cm.): Acropolis of Athens.


Related maps issued in same atlas: Turkey I. Containing the northern provinces -- Turkey II. Containing the northern part of Greece.

oversize Ayer 135 .S67 1844 v. 1, pl. [80] (PrCr)

Peloponnesus (Greece : Peninsula) - Maps -
1829 - Greece - Maps - 1829 - Crete (Greece) - Maps - 1829 - Turkey - Maps - 1829 - Acropolis (Athens, Greece) -
Pictorial works - 1829 - Candia SEE Crete (Greece)

Turkey III. Containing the southern part of Greece and Candia. London : Baldwin & Cradock, 1829.

Authors: J. & C. Walker (Firm) -- Baldwin & Cradock -- Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (Great Britain) -- Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (Great Britain).

A Series of maps, modern and ancient (1829-1831) 1 map ; hand col. ; 27 x 36 cm.

Covers the Peloponnesus and Crete; does not include Turkey.

Inset view (9 x 17 cm.): Acropolis of Athens.


Issued, with another map, in paper cover with letterpress text at bottom: No. 1 containing: Ancient Greece, the southern part. Part of
Turkey, containing southern Greece and Candia. Oversize G 1001 .82 fascicle 1, map [2] (PrCt)


63499 Pembrokeshire (Wales) - Maps - 1610 Pembroke (Wales) - Maps - 1610 Pembroke described and the situations both of Penbrooke and St. Davids ... London] : John Sudbury and George Humbell [i.e. J. Legate and W. Humble], 1610 [i.e. 1646]. Authors: Speed, John, 1552?--1629 -- Hondius, Jodocus, 1563-1612 -- Sudbury, John -- Humble, George, d. 1640 -- Legate, John, d. 1658 -- Humble, William, 1612-1686 -- Speed, John, 1552?-1629. A Prospect of the most famous parts of the world ... together with ... Great Brittaines empire (1646) 1 map ; 37 x 50 cm. on sheet 42 x 54 cm. Insets (11 x 14 cm. each): Penbrooke -- Saint Davids. Includes coats-of-arms. Letterpress text on verso (p. 101-102) under the following heading: Pembroke-shire. In: Speed, John. A Prospect of the most famous parts of the world ... together with ... Great Brittaines empire (London : Printed by John Legatt, for William Humble, 1646) map [71]. Case oversize G 117 .82 map [71] (PrCt)

63500 Pembrokeshire (Wales) - Maps - 1676 Pembroke (Wales) - Maps - 1676 Pembroke described and the situations both of Penbrooke and St. Davids ... [London] : Thomas Bassett ... and Rich[ar]d Chiswell, [1676]. Authors: Speed, John, 1552?-1629 -- Hondius, Jodocus, 1563-1612 -- Bassett, Thomas -- Chiswell, Richard -- Speed, John, 1552?-1629. The Theatre of the Empire of Great-Britain ...
(1676) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 37 x 50 cm. on sheet 42 x 55 cm.
Insets (11 x 14 cm. each): Penbrooke -- Saint Davids.
Includes coats-of-arms.
Letterpress text on verso (p. 101-102) under the following heading: Pembroke.
In: Speed, John. The Theatre of the Empire of Great-Britain ... (London : Printed for T. Bassett and R. Chiswell, 1676) map [50].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .S7 1676 map [50] (PrCt)

63504 Pennant, Thomas, 1726-1798. Map of Scotland, the Hebrides and Part of England Adapted to Mr. Pennant's Tours, 1777<->>Paton, George, 1721-1807<->>Cartography - Scotland - History - 1777
Pennant's map of Scotland 1777 : a study in sources, and an introduction to George Paton's role in the history of Scottish cartography. 1975.
Authors: Walters, Gwyn -- International Conference on the History of Cartography (6th : 1975 : Greenwich)
15 p. ; 30 cm.
Vert 1249 (PrCt)

63505 Pennsylvania - 1901 - Counties
Authors: Miller, Herman P. -- Pennsylvania. General Assembly
1 v. ; 33 cm.
Phillips 2458.

A Plan of the boundary lines between the province of Maryland and the three lower counties ... Philadelphia, 1768.
Authors: Smither, James -- Mason, Charles 1728-1786 -- Kennedy, Robert, pr. -- Dawkins, Henry, d. 1786? -- Dixon, Jeremiah, d. 1777
2 maps ; 66 x 38 cm. and 50 x 65 cm.
Added title: A Plan of the west line or parallel of latitude ...
Wheat & Brun 497-98.
504a
map4F G3791.F2 1768 S6 (PrCt)

Authors: Pennsylvania Turnpike Commission -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 booklet, [12] p. ; ill., 2 col. maps ; 24 x 21, Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

A Plan of part of the provinces of Pennsylvania and East & West New Jersey, shewing the operations of the Royal Army ... from the landing at Elk River in 1777, to the embarkation at Navisink in 1778. London : Willm. Faden, 1784.


1 map : hand col. ; 23 x 73 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:292,000], Relief shown by hachures.

The atlas was previously owned by British general Sir Henry Clinton.

Map4F 3701.S3.16 (PrCt)

Pennsylvania - Maps - 1681


1 map : col. ; 42 x 52 cm., on sheet 67 x 59 cm. in portfolio 70 x 62 cm.
Facsimile of original published London : Sold by John Thornton and by John Seller, [1681]; printed by the Meriden Gravure Co. 'from the original in the John Carter Brown Library, 1943.'

Scale [ca. 1:450,000], Printed text, giving an account of Pennsylvania, pasted along the lower margin.
The first separate map of Pennsylvania, issued by Penn for the promotion of interest in his new colony; either Thornton or Seller may have been responsible for its compilation.


From note accompanying map: conceived and issued by William Penn.

Oversize Ayer 133.5 .P41 1681 1943 (NLO)


A Map of the province of Pennsylvania ... countyes of Chester, Philadelphia, and Bucks, 1687. [19--].

Authors: Holme, Thomas, d. 1695 -- British Library. Add. Ms. 5414, art.28 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map

Photostatic reproduction of 1687 manuscript. MapPhoto England BL Add. Ms. 5414, art.28 (PrCt)


A Map of the province of Pennsylvania, containing the three countyes of Chester, Philadelphia, and Bucks, as far as yet surveyed and laid out, &c., with names of the owners. By Thomas Holme, surveyor-general. 1687. [19--].

Authors: Holme, Thomas, d. 1695 -- British Library. Add. Ms. 5414, art. 23 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map

Photostatic reproduction of 1687 manuscript.

Inset: The City of Philadelphia.

MapPhoto England BL Add. Ms. 5414, art. 23 (PrCt)


A Map of the improved part of the Province of Pensilvania in America. [Harrisburg, Pa.? State Printer?, 1894?].


1 map : col. ; 86 x 145 cm.
Facsimile published ca. 1894, but derived from 1845 facsimile of map first published as A Mapp of ye improved part of Pensilvania in America : divided into countyes, townships and lots (London: [Robert Greene and John Thornton?, 1687?]). The 1687 map was based on surveys by Thomas Holme and dedicated to William Penn by John Harris; cf. OCLC 5786470.

Fac-simile of Holmes - map of the Province of Pennsylvania, with the names of the original purchasers from William Penn, begun in 1681: reproduced from the original in the Philadelphia Library by the anastatic process ... Published at the Anastatic Printing Office ... by Lloyd P. Smith. Philadelphia, 1845.
Scale [1:63,360] '1 mile to an inch.'
Title from oversize lettering at top.
Added title: A Map of the Province of
Pennsylvania, containing the three counties of
Chester, Philadelphia and Bucks.
Shows names and property lines of settlers.
Inset: The City of Philadelphia.
Detached from Pennsylvania archives. Appendix
3d ser., v. 1-10.
Ayer p133 .P41 189- no. 13 (NLO)

63520 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1687 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Manuscript maps - Facsimiles Map of Pennsylvania and New Jersey, with part of Long Island; drawn on vellum. [19-].
Add. Ms. 5414, art.28 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1687 manuscript.

63521 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1699 - Land grants - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Manuscript maps - Facsimiles [Survey of land] laied out to the London Land Compe. 5000 acres of land in Gilberts bounded as per this draft in Scholkil and Perqueaming Creek. [Harrisburg, Pa.? State Printer?, 1894?].
1 map : col. ; on sheet 46 x 36 cm.
Redrawn facsimile of [ca. 1699?] manuscript.
No scale given.
Detached from Pennsylvania archives. Appendix 3d ser., v. 1-10.
Ayer p133 .P41 189- no. 23 (NLO)

63522 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1699 - Land grants - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Manuscript maps - Facsimiles [Survey of a tract of 5000 acres of land belonging to the London Land Company] Surveyed 19th of ye 6th moth. 1709 by virtue of the proprietary warrant dated 17th August 1699 ... Thos. Fairman, survr. [Harrisburg, Pa.? State Printer?, 1894?].
1 map : on sheet 39 x 24 cm.
Redrawn facsimile of 1699 manuscript.
Scale 1:31,680; 160 perches to an inch.
Detached from Pennsylvania archives. Appendix 3d ser., v. 1-10.
Ayer p133 .P41 189- no. 4 (NLO)

63523 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1699 - Land grants - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Manuscript maps - Facsimiles [Survey of a tract of 5000 acres of land belonging to the London Land Company]. [Harrsiburg, Pa.? State Printer?, 1894?].
1 map : col. ; on sheet 39 x 24 cm.
Redrawn facsimile of [ca. 1699?] manuscript.
Scale 1:31,680; 160 perches to an inch.
Detached from Pennsylvania archives. Appendix 3d ser., v. 1-10.
Ayer p133 .P41 189- no. 5 (NLO)

A Mapp of ye improved part of Pensilvania in America, divided into countyes, townships, and lots. [197-?].
Authors: Holme, Thomas, d. 1695 -- Willdey, George -- Harris, John, active 1680-1739 or 1740 -- Faden, William, 1749-1836 -- Faden map collection
1 map ; 39 x 53 cm.
Photocopy of second issue of the map, published London: Sold by Geo. Willdey, [1715?]; reproduced from original in the Faden collection (no. 8) at the Library of Congress.
First published [London] : Sold by P. Lea at ye Atlas and Hercules in Cheapside, [1687?]
'Surveyed by Tho: Holme.'
Dedication to William Penn signed 'Ino. Harris.'
Scale [ca. 1:170,000].
Inset (7 x 17 cm.): The City of Philadelphia, two miles in length and one in breadth.
Series: Faden collection ; 8
Shows names and property lines of settlers.
Includes indexes to property ownership in Chester, Bucks, and Philadelphia counties.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Pennsylvania - Maps - 1754 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

Captain Snow's sketch. [197-?].
Authors: Snow, Captain -- Faden, William, 1749-1836 -- Faden map collection
1 map ; 21 x 34 cm.
Photocopy of 1754 manuscript in the Faden collection (no. 4) at the Library of Congress.
Relief shown pictorially.
Shows location of forts, western Pennsylvania, northern Virginia, northern Maryland, Maryland-Pennsylvania boundary line, and 'Road to Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, & ca.'
Includes historical notes.
Series: Faden collection ; 1
LC Maps of North America, 1750-1789 ; 1301 Available through the Library of Congress website as a raster image (January 2005):
http://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g3820.ct000366
Cf. OCLC 5564592
map2F G3820 1754 .S6 197- (PrCt)

63529

Pennsylvania - Maps - 1756 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

A 'Mapp of Pensilvania;' drawn about 1756 with a plan of Philadelphia. [19-].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1756 manuscript.
folio Ayer 136 .H91 1909 ser. 2, v. 1, pl. 28 (PrCt)
Pennsylvania - Maps - 1770

... Map of the province of Pennsylvania ... [Harrisburg, Pa.? State Printer?, 1894?].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1765 manuscript.
MapPhoto England BL Add. Ms. 15563b (PrCt)

Pennsylvania - Maps - 1770

A Map of the country between Will’s Creek and Lake Erie showing the designe of the French for erecting forte southward of the lake; drawn before the erection of Fort Duquione [Pittsburgh]. [19--].
Authors: British Library, Add. Ms. 15563b -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Title forms part of dedication to John Penn, Lt. Governor of Pennsylvania.
‘Henry Dawkins, sculpt.’
Scale 1:633,600; 10 miles to an inch.
Detached from Pennsylvania archives. Appendix to 3d ser., v. 1-10.
Ayer p133 .P41 189- no. 19 (NLO)

Pennsylvania - Maps - 1770-1779

La Pensilvanie en trois feuilles, traduite des meilleures cartes angilaises ... = A Map of Pennsylvania exhibiting not only the improved parts of that province ... [Harrisburg, Pa.? State Printer?, 1894?].
1 map: col.; 62 x 129 cm.
‘Laid down ... chiefly from the late map of W. Scull published in 1770; and humbly inscribed to the Honourable Thomas Penn and Richard Penn, Esquires ...’
Scale [ca. 1:375,000].
‘Scale: English miles 69 1/2 to a degree.’ Detached from Pennsylvania archives. Appendix to 3d ser., v. 1-10.
Ayer p133 .P41 189- no. 20 (NLO)

Pennsylvania - Maps - 1775

A Map of Pennsylvania exhibiting not only the improved parts of that province, but also its extensive frontiers: ... London, 1777.
Authors: Scull, William, fl. 1765 -- Faden, William, 1749-1836 -- Robert Sayer and John Bennett (Firm) -- Faden, William, 1749-1836. The North American atlas, selected from the most authentic maps, charts, plans, &c. hitherto published (1777)
1 map: hand col.; 66 x 132 cm.
In: Faden, William. The North American atlas, selected from the most authentic maps, charts, plans, &c. hitherto published (London : Printed for William Faden ..., 1777), pl. [22].
map7C 4 pl. 22 (PrCt)

Pennsylvania - Maps - 1775

A Map of Pennsylvania exhibiting not only the improved parts of the province, but also its extensive frontiers ... London : R. Sayer & J. Bennett, 1775.
Authors: Scull, William, fl. 1765 -- Jefferys, Thomas, -1771 -- Robert Sayer and John Bennett (Firm) -- Jefferys, Thomas, d. 1771. The American atlas -- or, A geographical description of the whole continent of America 1775 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: hand col.; 67 x 132 cm.
In: Jefferys, Thomas. The American atlas; or, A geographical description of the whole continent of America exhibiting not only the improved parts of the province, but also its extensive frontiers (London: R. Sayer & J. Bennett, 1775), pl. [22].
map7C 4 pl. 22 (PrCt)
63536 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1775

63539 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1785 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Manuscript maps - Facsimiles [Map of south central Pennsylvania], 1984. Authors: Husbands, Hermon, 1724-1795 -- Pennsylvania Historical and Museum Commission. Bureau of Archives and History. Manuscript map 1 map ; 41 x 101 cm. on 2 sheets each 42 x 57 cm. Photostat of ca. 1785 manuscript in the Roads and Turnpike File, Pennsylvania Bureau of Archives and History, Harrisburg. 84-69863 4191 map2F G3820 1785 .H8 1984 (PrCt)

63540 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1788

63541 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1792
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

63542 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1794
Authors: Harrison, William, 1774- -- Stockdale, John, 1749?-1814 -- Morse, Jedidiah, 1761-1826 -- Morse, Jedidiah, 1761-1826. The American geography -- or, A view of the present situation of the United States of America 1794 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 17 x 22 cm.
In: Morse, Jedidiah. The American geography; or, A view of the present situation of the United States of America ... (London : J. Stockdale, 1794) opposite p. 419.
Ayer 109.5 .M7 1794 opp. p. 419 (PrCt)

63543 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1795
Authors: Scott, J. T. (Joseph T.) -- Francis & Robert Bailey (Firm) -- Scott, J. T. (Joseph T.)
The United States gazetteer ... (1795)
1 map ; 14 x 18 cm
Anonymous map without imprint.
In: Scott, Joseph T. The United States gazetteer ... (Philadelphia : Printed by F. and R. Bailey, 1795), opposite column PED-PEN.
Bar scale of 50 miles = 33 mm.
'Meridian of Philada.'
Duplicate copy: Case 5A 277
Case G 833 .8 opposite column PED-PEN (PrCt)

63544 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1796
The State of Pennsylvania, reduced with permission from Reading Howells map. Philadelphia : M. Carey, 1796.
Authors: Lewis, Samuel, 1753 or 1754-1822 -- Howell, Reading, 1743-1827 -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Smither, James -- Guthrie, William, 1708-1770 -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839.
Carey's General atlas ... (1796)
1 map ; 28 x 45 cm.
In: Carey, Mathew. Carey's General atlas ... (Philadelphia : M. Carey, 1796) pl. [32].
Case folio G1019.C25 1796 pl. 32 (PrCt)

63545 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1796
The State of Pennsylvania from the latest surveys. New York : John Reid, [1796].
Authors: Winterbotham, William, 1763-1829 -- Martin, David, fl. 1796-1797 -- Reid, John, 1764?-1828 -- Winterbotham, William, 1763-1829. The American atlas containing the following maps ... (1796)
1 map ; 30 x 44 cm.
Townships all named.
In: Winterbotham, William. The American atlas containing the following maps ... (New York : John Reid, 1796) map [12].
Case oversize G 1083 .03 map [12] (PrCt)

This map of part of the northern boundary of Pennsylvania is humbly inscribed to the Supreme Executive Council of that Commonwealth by their humble servt. Benjn. Ellicott. [S.l. s.n., 18--].
Authors: Ellicott, Benjamin -- Pennsylvania.
Supreme Executive Council 1 map ; 109 x 87 cm. fold. to 31 cm.
19th-century (?) facsimile reproduction of ca. 1800 manuscript map detailing the northeastern Pennsylvania border with New York, including the Allegheny River and Lake Chautauqua.
Possibly issued to accompany Colonial records of Pennsylvania (1831-40) [F854.6721] or Pennsylvania archives (1852-1935) [F854.67]. No scale given.
folio G 10854 .26 (NLO)

63547 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1804
Authors: Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823. A New and elegant general atlas comprising all the new discoveries, to the present time ... (1804) -- John Conrad & Co. -- Lewis, Samuel, 1753 or 1754-1822 -- Fairman, D. -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 20 x 24 cm.
In: Arrowsmith, Aaron. A New and elegant general atlas comprising all the new discoveries, to the present time ... (Philadelphia [etc.] : J. Conrad & Co. [and others], 1804) pl. 43.
Ayer 135 .A65 1804 pl. 43 (PrCt)

63548 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1804
The State of Pennsylvania reduced with permission from Reading Howells's map. Philadelphia : Mathew Carey, 1804.
Authors: Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Lewis, Samuel, 1753 or 1754-1822 -- Smither, James -- Howell, Reading, 1743-1827 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839. Carey's General atlas ... (1804) -- Smither, James, 1741-1797 SEE Smither, James 1 map ; 28 x 45 cm.
In: Carey, Mathew. Carey's General atlas ... (Philadelphia : Published by Mathew Carey, April 24th, 1804) pl. 33.
oversize Ayer 135 .C27 1804 pl. 33 (PrCt)

63549 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1805
Authors: Barker, W. (William), fl. 1795-1803 -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839. Carey's American pocket atlas ... (1805)
1 map ; 14 x 18 cm.
In: Carey, Mathew. Carey's American pocket atlas ... (Philadelphia : M. Carey, 1805) pl. [10].

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Pennsylvania and New Jersey Maps (PrCt) oversize (Newberry Library). Forms part of the William B. Greenlee Collection "No. 18." I. Lea, 1822), [map 13].

American atlas -- comprising a complete set of maps, representing the grand divisions of the globe ... (1823) 1 map : hand col. ; 19 x 25 cm. Inset (7 cm. in dia.): Philadelphia and its vicinity. In: Morse, Sidney E. An Atlas of the United States, on an approved plan ... (1823) 1 map : hand col. ; 19 x 25 cm.

Case folio G 1083 .587 pl. [5] (PrCt)


Ayer 135 .C27 1805 pl. 10 (PrCt)


Ayer 135 .C27 1814 pl. 17 (PrCt)


oversize Greenlee 4891 .C27 1822 [map 13] (PrCt)


Case folio G 1083 .587 pl. [5] (PrCt)

63554 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1823<<<>>New Jersey - Maps - 1823 Map of Pennsylvania and New Jersey. Philadelphia : H.S. Tanner, 1823 [i.e. 1826?]. Authors: Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858. A New American atlas containing maps of the several states of the North American union ... (1823, [i.e. 1826?]) 1 map : hand col. ; 50 x 68 cm. Running title in upper margin: America atlas. In: Tanner, Henry Schenck. A New American atlas containing maps of the several states of the North American union ... (Philadelphia : H.S. Tanner, 1823, [i.e. 1826?]) map [10].

Case oversize G1200 .T3 1823 map [10] (PrCt)


63556 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1826 Pennsylvania. Philadelphia : A. Finley, [1826]. Authors: Finley, A. (Anthony) -- Young & Delleker -- Finley, A. (Anthony). A New general atlas, comprising a complete set of maps, representing the grand divisions of the globe ... (1826) 1 map : hand col. ; 21 x 27 cm. In: Finley, Anthony. A New general atlas, comprising a complete set of maps, representing the grand divisions of the globe ... (Philadelphia : A. Finley, 1826) pl. 15.

Case folio G1019 .F5 1826 pl. 15 (PrCt)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Notes</th>
<th>Notes on Call Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>63563</td>
<td>Pennsylvania - Maps - 1840&gt;&gt;&gt;Transportation&gt;&gt;&gt;Transportation - Maps - 1840&gt;&gt;&gt;Pennsylvania Canal (Pa.) - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1840&gt;&gt;&gt;Altitudes - Charts, charts, diagrams, etc. - Pennsylvania Canal (Pa.) - 1840</td>
<td>1840</td>
<td>Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Carey &amp; Hart -- Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858. A New universal atlas ... (1845)</td>
<td>A New map of Pennsylvania : with its canals, rail-roads &amp; distances from place to place along the stage roads. (Philadelphia : Carey &amp; Hart, 1845). Authors: Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Carey &amp; Hart -- Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858. A New universal atlas ... (1845) 1 map : hand col. ; 26 x 34 cm. 'Entered according to act of Congress, in the year 1840, by H. S. Tanner .... ' Inset (5 x 25 cm.): Profile of the Pennsylvania Canal [and] Columbia Rail Road. In: Tanner, Henry Schenck. A New universal atlas ... (Philadelphia : Carey &amp; Hart, 1845) map '13.' Case oversize G1019 .T2 1845 map 13 (PrCt)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1802-1887 -- Bradford, T. G. (Thomas Gamaliel),
1802-1887. A Comprehensive atlas ... (1835, [i.e.
1841?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry
Library)
1 map : col. ; 19 x 25 cm.
In: Bradford, Thomas Gamaliel. A
Comprehensive atlas : geographical, historical &
commercial (Boston : Wilkins & Carter, 1835, [i.e.

Pennsylvania - Maps - 1845
The Tourist's pocket map of Pennsylvania,
exhibiting its internal improvements, roads,
distances, etc. Philadelphia : S. Augustus
Mitchell, 1845.
Authors: Young, J. H. (James Hamilton) --
Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus),
1792-1868 -- Andrew McNally III Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 36 cm. fold. in covers 13
x 8 cm.
Table of population inside front cover.
Cover title: Mitchell's Map of Pennsylvania
Condition: Embossed brown morocco with
gold-stamped title. Tiny losses at two folds on
map. Fine Forms part of the Andrew McNally III
Collection. Previous location: B-30
AMcN III PC 2860 (PrCt)

Pennsylvania - Maps - 1845
Hunt, 1847.
Authors: Burrowes, Thomas H. -- Hunt, U. --
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 60 maps ; 200 x 121 mm.
2nd ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

Pennsylvania - Maps - 1845
- Pennsylvania - Maps - 1847
Philadelphia
Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1847
The Tourist's pocket map of Pennsylvania,
exhibiting its internal improvements, road
distances etc. Philadelphia : S. Augustus
Mitchell, 1847.
Authors: Young, J. H. (James Hamilton) --
Haines, D. -- Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel
Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Edward E. Ayer
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 29 x 37 cm.
'D. Haines, engr.'
Scale: about 23 miles to an inch.
Insets on enlarged scale: Profile of the
Pennsylvania Canal -- Lehigh and Schuylkill coal
regions -- Vicinity of Philadelphia.
Ayer pl133 .Y73 1847 (NLO)

Pennsylvania - Maps - 1847
Pennsylvania Canal (Pa.) - Maps - 1847 - Altitudes - Charts,
diagrams, etc. - Pennsylvania-Philadelphia
Railroad - Maps - 1847 - Altitudes - Charts,
diagrams, etc. - Pennsylvania Canal (Pa.) -
Maps - 1847 - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams,
etc. - Columbia-Philadelphia Railroad (Pa.) -
Maps - 1847
A New map of Pennsylvania with its canals,
rail-roads &c. Philada. S. Augustus Mitchell,
1847.
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel
Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Burroughs, H. N. --
Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus),
1792-1868. A New universal atlas containing
maps of the various empires, kingdoms, states,
and republics of the world ... (1847)
1 map : hand col. : 25 x 34 cm.
Inset (4 x 26 cm.): Profile of the Pennsylvania
Canal [and] Columbia Rail Road.
In: Mitchell, S. Augustus. A New universal atlas
containing maps of the various empires,
kingdoms, states, and republics of the world ...
(Philadelphia : S. Augustus Mitchell, 1847) pl.
'13.
oversize G 10 .579 pl. 13 (PrCt)

Pennsylvania - Maps - 1850
Pennsylvania Canal (Pa.) - Maps - 1850 - Altitudes - Charts,
diagrams, etc. - Columbia-Philadelphia
Railroad - Maps - 1850 - Altitudes - Charts,
diagrams, etc. - Pennsylvania Canal (Pa.) -
Maps - 1850 - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams,
etc. - Columbia-Philadelphia Railroad (Pa.) -
Maps - 1850
A New map of Pennsylvania with its canals,
rail-roads &c. Philadelphia : Thomas,
Cowperthwait & Co., 1850 [i.e. 1852].
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel
Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Thomas, Cowperthwait
& Co. -- Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
New universal atlas ... (1852)
1 map : hand col. ; 37 x 30 cm.
Entered according to act of Congress in ... 1850
by Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co. ... .
Later edition of map previously published by S.A.
Mitchell.
Inset (4 x 26 cm.): Profile of the Pennsylvania
Canal [and] Columbia Railroad.
In: Mitchell, S. Augustus. New universal atlas ...
(Philadelphia : Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co.,
1852) pl. '13.

oversize G1019 .N49 1852 pl. 13 (PrCt)

Pennsylvania - Maps - 1852
County maps - Pennsylvania - Maps - 1852
Railroads - Pennsylvania - Maps - 1852

New county map of the state of Pennsylvania and
adjoining states : showing the route of the central
& other rail roads &c &c / reduced from the large
state map by J.W. Otley ; engraved on stone by
Friend & Aub, 80, Walnut St. 2d. door down
below 4th. Philadelphia : Published by R.L.
Barnes, N.E. corner 7th & Market Streets, 1852.
Authors: Otley, J. W. -- Barnes, Rufus L. -- Friend
& Aub -- Bowen, Eli, 1824-. The Pictorial
sketch-book of Pennsylvania (1852) -- Hazard,
Wills P. (Wills Pope), 1825-1913 -- Chicago
Historical Society -- Nebenzahl, Kenneth, 1927-
1 map : hand col. ; 65 x 94 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:644,000]
Coordinates: (W 80°55'--W 74°01' ; N 42°25'--N
39°43')
Detached from: Bowen, Eli. The Pictorial
sketch-book of Pennsylvania, Or, its scenery,
internal improvements, resources, and
agriculture, popularly described (Philadelphia :
Wills P. Hazard, 178 Chestnut Street, 1852).
[F153 .B78].
2 copies.
Copy 1 mounted on cloth and detached from
book handstamped "deaccessioned by Chicago
Historical Society"; copy 2, with variant coloring
and without accompanying book, gift of Kenneth
Nebenzahl (2012?).

493
map6F G3820 1852 .08 [copies 1 and 2] (PrCt)

Pennsylvania - Maps - 1855
Pennsylvania. New York : J.H. Colton and
Company, 1855.
Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins),
1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George
Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth
(George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's atlas
of the world ... (1855-1856)
1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 28 cm.
In: Colton, George Woolworth. Colton's atlas of
the world : illustrating physical and political
geography (New York ; London : J.H. Colton ;
Trübner, 1855-1856) v. 1, pl. [16].

oversize G 10 .185 v.1, pl. 16 (PrCt)

Pennsylvania - Maps - 1855
Railroads - Pennsylvania - Maps - 1855
Coal mines and mining - Pennsylvania - Maps -
1855
Pittsburgh and Steubenville Rail Road Company - Maps - 1855
Pittsburgh and Steubenville Rail Road Company - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc.
- 1855
Pittsburgh and Steubenville Rail Road Company - Maps - 1855

Map and profile of the Pittsburgh and
Steubenville Railroad. Pittsburgh. [Pittsburgh] :
Wm. Schuchman & Bro. Lith. [1855].
Authors: Wm. Schuchman & Bro. Lith. --
Schuchman, William, b. 1823 or 4 -- Pittsburgh
and Steubenville Rail Road Company
1 map : col. ; 32 x 88 cm., folded to 18 x 12 cm.
Scale [1:316,800]; 5 miles to 1 in.
'The figures in red ... indicate ... elevation of the
coil.'
Relief shown by cross section with vertical scale:
1000 ft. to 1 in.
Bound with: Map of the Pittsburg [!] &
Steubenville rail road & connecting lines [ca.
1860?]

H 668 .68 (NLO)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

CHS Coll., Map no. 523 (PrCt)

63575 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1857
Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's general atlas ... (1857)
1 map : hand col. ; 28 x 36 cm.
Case oversize G1100 .C6 1859 pl. 16 (PrCt)

63576 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1859
Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's atlas of America ... (1859) -- Johnson & Browning 1 map : hand col. ; 29 x 36 cm.
In: Colton George Woolworth. Colton's atlas of America, illustrating the physical and political geography of North and South America and the West India islands (New York ; J.H. Colton and Co., 1859), pl. [16]. Printed plate 'No. 20.' Map copyrighted 1855.
Case oversize G1100 .C6 1859 pl. 16 (PrCt)

CHS Coll., Map no. 109 (PrCt)

63577 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1864 New Jersey - Maps - 1864
Authors: Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884 -- Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884. Johnson's new illustrated family atlas of the world ... (1869) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 40 x 56 cm.
"Entered according to act of Congress in the year 1864, by A.J. Johnson in the Clerk's Office of the District Court of the United States for the Southern District of New York."
In: Johnson, Alvin Jewett. Johnson's new illustrated family atlas of the world ... (New York : A.J. Johnson, publisher, 1869), [plate 17] Sheet corners numbered 35 and 36. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1019 .J5 1869, [plate 17] (PrCt)

Atlas of the oil region of Pennsylvania / from actual surveys under the direction of F.W. Beers ; assisted by Beach Nichols ... [et al.]. [Meadville, Pa. Group 4/Printing, 1894].
LC Card Number: 85675578 oversize G1260 .B4 1984 (NLO)

Iron railroad, canal and coal map of Pennsylvania, &c. [Philadelphia : s.n.?], 1867.

63580 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1872
Authors: Walling, Henry Francis, 1825-1888 -- Gray, Omando Willis -- Stedman, Brown & Lyon -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 atlas (iii, 5-110 (i.e. 114), [33] p. : 25 maps (part double), plans (part double), and diagr.) ; 446 x 362 mm. Classified advertising directory: [33] p. at end. Phillips 2453 LeGear L2995 Ristow 429 Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

63581 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1872 - Counties - Maps
1872 historical topographical atlas of the state of Pennsylvania : with descriptions and county histories, with maps of all counties and major cities, historical, scientific and statistical, together with a map of the United States and territories.
63582 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1872< Counties - Maps
[New topographical atlas of the state of Pennsylvania; with descriptions historical, scientific and statistical, together with a map of the United States and territories, by Henry F. Walling and O.W. Gray]. [Philadelphia : Stedman, Brown & Lyon, 1872].
Authors: Walling, Henry Francis, 1825-1888 -- Gray, Omando Willis -- Stedman, Brown & Lyon -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 31 x 48 cm.
Imperfect: t.-p. and several pages wanting; unbound, loose leaves filed in case.
Classified advertising directory: [33] p. at end.
Phillips 2453.
LeGear L2995
Ristow 429
oversize Ayer 135 .W21 .1872 (NLO)

Genealogical map of the counties. 1933.
Authors: Pennsylvania. Dept. of Internal Affairs
15 maps : col. ; on sheet 28 x 41 cm.
Includes list of dates of organization of counties, dates and descriptions of Indian treaties and purchases.
M1290
map2F G3821.F7S1 1933 P4 (PrCt)

63584 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1878 - Railroads< Railroads - Maps
Rand, McNally & Co.'s Pennsylvania. [Chicago : Rand, McNally & Co., 1878].
1 map : col. ; 31 x 48 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
map2F G3821.P3 1878 .R3 (PrCt)

63585 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1883
Pennsylvania. Chicago : Geo. F. Cram, [1883].
Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841--1928 -- Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928. Cram's unrivaled family atlas of the world (1883)
1 map : col. ; 28 x 39 cm.
folio G1019 .G463 1883b, p. 38-39 (PrCt)

63586 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1883 - Railroads< Railroads - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1883)
1 map : col. ; 12 x 18 cm.
Title in right margin.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1883) opposite p. 241
H 668 .703 (1883) opp. p. 241 (PrCt)

Map of the Lehigh Valley Rail Road and leased lines with their connections. 1884. [Philadelphia : Allen, Lane, & Scott's Printing House], 1884 [i.e. 1887].
Authors: Sayre, Robert H. (Robert Heysham), 1824-1907 -- Lehigh Valley Railroad Company -- Allen, Lane & Scott
1 map : col. ; 28 x 47 cm.
"Entered according to the act of Congress in 1871 by Robert H. Sayre."
Detached from Lehigh Valley Railroad Company. Thirty-second annual report of the board of directors of the Lehigh Valley Railroad Company to the stockholders, January 18th, 1887 (Philadelphia : Allen, Lane, & Scott's Printing...
Pennsylvania - Maps - 1888 - Railroads

Authors: Rand McNally and Company. Rand, McNally & Co.'s improved indexed business atlas and shipper's guide ... (1888) -- Rand McNally and Company. Commercial atlas (1888)
1 map : col.; 30 x 49 cm.
Title in upper margin.
In Rand, McNally & Co.'s improved indexed business atlas and shipper's guide ... (Chicago: Rand McNally, 1888) p. 232-233.
Uniform atlas title: Commercial atlas.
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .C7 1888, p. 232-233 (Pr Ct)

Pennsylvania - Maps - 1888 - Railroads

Rand, McNally & Co.'s northeastern Pennsylvania. [Chicago : Rand, McNally & Co., 1888].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company. Rand, McNally & Co.'s improved indexed business atlas and shipper's guide ... (1888) -- Rand McNally and Company. Commercial atlas (1888)
1 map : col.; 31 x 49 cm.
Title in upper margin.
In Rand, McNally & Co.'s improved indexed business atlas and shipper's guide ... (Chicago: Rand McNally, 1888) p. 236-237.
Uniform atlas title: Commercial atlas.
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .C7 1888, p. 236-237 (Pr Ct)

Pennsylvania - Maps - 1888 - Railroads

Authors: Rand McNally and Company. Rand, McNally & Co.'s improved indexed business atlas and shipper's guide ... (1888) -- Rand McNally and Company. Commercial atlas (1888)
1 map : col.; 31 x 49 cm.
Title in upper margin.
In Rand, McNally & Co.'s improved indexed business atlas and shipper's guide ... (Chicago: Rand McNally, 1888) p. 240-241.
Uniform atlas title: Commercial atlas.
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .C7 1888, p. 240-241 (Pr Ct)
Pennsylvania - Maps - 1890 - Railroads

Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1890)
1 map : col. ; 19 x 26 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1890) between p. 672-673
H 668 .703 (1890) bet. p. 672-673 (PrCt)

Pennsylvania - Maps - 1890 - Railroads

Pennsylvania. [Chicago ; New York : George F. Cram ; W.M. Goldthwaite, ca. 1890?].
Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- George F. Cram Company. Cram's bankers' and brokers' railroad atlas [1890?] -- Goldthwaite, Wm. M. (William M.)
1 map : col. ; 39 x 55 cm.
Anonymous map without imprint.
Pages "44" and "45". Top margin identifies "New Jersey, page 48", "New York, page 26", "Ohio, page 76", "West Virginia, page 60", and "Maryland, page 64" as adjacent geographical coverage in the atlas.
Scale approximately 1:920,000.
"Scale of [40] miles" = 7 cm.
Coordinates: (W 80°31'00"--W 74°41'00"/N 42°16'00"--N 39°43'00").
Includes printed paste-on "explanation" at top, a railroad directory in 4 sections (each approximately 8 x 6 cm), keyed to dozens of colored railways on map.
Prime meridians: Greenwich and Washington, D.C.
In: George F. Cram Company. Cram's bankers' and brokers' railroad atlas (Chicago : George F. Cram ; New York : W.M. Goldthwaite), [1890?]).
Pages 44-45.
oversize G 10 .19, pages 44-45 (NLO)

Pennsylvania - Maps - 1890 - Railroads

Railroad map of Pennsylvania / drawn and compiled by J. Sutton Wall, chief draughtsman. [Harrisburg, Pa. : Department of Internal Affairs, 1890].
1 map : col. ; 152 x 96 cm. fold. to 25 x 15 cm.
"E.K. Meyers State Printer."
"Julius Bien & Co. Lith."
Scale [ca. 1:380,000]. 6 miles = 1 inch.
Shows drainage, cities and towns, and railroad system.

Pennsylvania - Maps - 1890 - Railroads

Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1891)
1 map : col. ; 19 x 25 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1891) between p. 112-113
H 668 .703 (1891) bet. p. 112-113 (PrCt)

Pennsylvania - Maps - 1891 - Railroads

Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1892)
1 map : col. ; 19 x 25 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1892) between p. 864-865
H 668 .703 (1892) bet. p. 864-865 (PrCt)

Pennsylvania - Maps - 1892 - Railroads

Authors: Lesley, J. P. (J. Peter), 1819-1903 -- Geological Survey of Pennsylvania -- Bien, Julius, 1826-1909 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 6 maps ; 225 x 146 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Pennsylvania - Maps - 1893 - Railroads

Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1893)
1 map : col. ; 20 x 26 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1893) between p. xvi-[1] to p. xvi-[1]
H 668 .703 (1893) bet. p. xvi-[1] (PrCt)
United States - section 16.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United
States (New York, 1896) between p. xxii-[1]
H 668 .703 (1896) bet. p. xxii-[1] (PrCt)

63615 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1897 -
Railroads - New York (State) - Maps - 1897 -
Railroads - Pennsylvania - Maps - 1897 -
Coal mines and mining - Coal mines and mining -
Pennsylvania - Maps - 1897 -
Pittsburgh, Bessemer and Lake Erie Railroad - Maps - 1897 -
Roads in the Pittsburgh, Bessemer and Lake Erie Railroad -
Maps of the Pittsburgh, Bessemer and Lake Erie R.R. and connections. [New York : s.n., 1897].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1897) -- Pittsburgh, Bessemer and Lake Erie Railroad
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.
Identifies coal mining region in Pennsylvania. Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1897) between p. xvii-[1]
H 668 .703 (1897) p. 839 (PrCt)

63616 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1897 -
Railroads - Ohio - Maps - 1897 -
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1897)
1 map ; col. ; 20 x 26 cm.
Title in upper margin. Added title in upper margin: Railroad map of the United States - section 16.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1897) between p. xvi-[1]
H 668 .703 (1897) bet. p. xvi-[1] (PrCt)

63617 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1898 - Bicycle trails - Bicycle trails - Pennsylvania - Maps - 1898 -
Pennsylvania - Maps - 1898 -
Cycling - Cycling - Pennsylvania - Maps - 1898 -
Road maps - Williamsport Region (Pa.) - Bicycle trails - Bicycle trails - Williamsport Region (Pa.) - Maps -
Williamsport Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1898 -
Williamsport Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1898 -
Williamsport Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1898 -
Road maps - Sunbury Region (Pa.) - Bicycle trails - Sunbury Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1898 -
Sunbury Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1898 -
Cycling - Cycling - Sunbury Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1898 -
Road maps - No. 30. Williamsport and north of Sunbury.
Authors: League of American Wheelmen.
Pennsylvania Division -- Randall, W. West --
1 map ; 21 x 18 cm.
"Copyright, 1898, by Carl Hering, for Pa. Div. L.A.W."
Cycling map covering parts of Lycoming, Northumberland, Snyder, and Union Counties in northeastern Pennsylvania; margin includes key to roads (clay, gravel, cinder, shale, plank, etc.)
Scale [ca. 1:200,000]
Coordinates: (W 77°10'--W 76°34'--N 41°25'--N 40°53').
map4C G3821.P2 1898 .H4, p. 76-77 (PrCt)

Pennsylvania - Maps - 1898 - Bicycle trails - Bicycle trails - Pennsylvania - Maps - 1898 -
Pennsylvania - Maps - 1898 -
Cycling - Cycling - Pennsylvania - Maps - 1898 -
Road maps - Road maps
Road book of Pennsylvania, eastern section, 1898 / compiled by W. West Randall, chairman, and Carl Hering, of the Road Book Committee of the Pennsylvania Division, L.A.W. ; from reports furnished by members throughout the state.
Authors: League of American Wheelmen. Pennsylvania Division -- Randall, W. West --
Hering, Carl, 1860-1926
1 atlas (104 p.) : 35 maps (part double) ; 20 cm.
Cover title: Pennsylvania road book, 1898, eastern section
"Copyrighted 1898, by Carl Hering, for the Pennsylvania Division, L.A.W."
"Copyright, 1898, Carl Hering for Pa. Div. L.A.W."
"On most maps. Includes descriptions of routes and charts with distances between towns and points, grade of road, material of road, and general instructions. Includes indexes to maps and towns. Coordinates: (W 78°35'--W 74°35'--N 42°00'--N 39°30'). Scales differ.
On title page verso: "The rights of wheelmen. An act defining the rights and regulating the use of bicycles and tricycles ... Approved the 23rd day of April, A.D. 1889 ... "
"Price, to members of Pennsylvania Division, 25c., to members of other divisions, 35c., and no copies sold to non-league members."
Advertisement on verso of front cover lists officers of the Pennsylvania Division, L.A.W.; advertisement for League memorabilia on inside of back cover.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
63619 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1898 - Bicycle trails

Road book of Pennsylvania : western section, 1898 / compiled by W. West Randall, chairman, and Carl Hering of the Road Book Committee of the Pennsylvania Division, L.A.W. from reports furnished by members throughout the state.

Authors: League of American Wheelmen.
Adjutant-Generals Office SEE United States. Adjutant-Generals Office
84 p. : maps ; 23 cm.
"Copyrighted 1898, by Carl Hering, for the Pennsylvania Division, L.A.W."
On title page verso: "The rights of wheelmen. An act defining the rights and regulating the use of bicycles and tricycles ... Approved the 23rd day of April, A.D. 1889 ..."
Ms. inscription on title page: "War Dept. Compliments of Committee."
Front endpaper stamped "General Staff Map Collection ...", "War Dept., A.G.O. Military Information. Map Section", "cancelled", etc.

63620 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1898 - Railroads

Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1898)
1 map : col. ; 20 x 26 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Added title in upper margin: Railroad map of the United States - section 4 - 1898.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1898) between p. xvi-[1]
H 668 .703 (1898) bet. p. xvi-[1] (PrCt)

63622 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1899 - Railroads

Road book of Pennsylvania : western section, 1899 / compiled by W. West Randall, chairman, and Carl Hering of the Road Book Committee of the Pennsylvania Division, L.A.W. from reports furnished by members throughout the state.

Authors: League of American Wheelmen.
Adjutant-Generals Office SEE United States. Adjutant-Generals Office
84 p. : maps ; 23 cm.
"Copyrighted 1899, by Carl Hering, for the Pennsylvania Division, L.A.W."
On title page verso: "The rights of wheelmen. An act defining the rights and regulating the use of bicycles and tricycles ... Approved the 23rd day of April, A.D. 1889 ..."
Ms. inscription on title page: "War Dept. Compliments of Committee."
Front endpaper stamped "General Staff Map Collection ...", "War Dept., A.G.O. Military Information. Map Section", "cancelled", etc.

63623 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1900-1960 - Topographic maps

Authors: Geological Survey (U.S.)
ca. 101 maps : col. ; on sheets 45 x 33 cm. fold. to 18 x 27 cm.
Scale 1:62,500.
Dates of publication vary.
Moffat lists 222 maps before 1940.
Coverage is not complete at this scale; see index map in box 169.
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisles 42 and 43 (July 2012).
Reference: Moffat, Riley. Map index to topographic quadrangles of the United States, 1882-1940 (Santa Cruz, Calif.: Western Association of Map Libraries, 1986)
map6C G3700 19- .U5, box 169 (PrCt)

63624 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1900-1960 - Topographic maps

Topographic maps of the United States, 7.5 minute series (topographic) . Washington, D.C. The Survey, [ca. 1900-ca.1960].
Authors: Geological Survey (U.S.)
ca. 974 maps : col. ; on sheets 54 x 44 cm. fold. to 17 x 28 cm.
Map of the northern anthracite coal fields of Pennsylvania showing the location of the New York, Ontario & Western Railway ... between Forest City and Scranton. New York : Wynkoop Hallenbeck Crawford Co., [1900?].
Authors: New York, Ontario, and Western Railway Co. -- Wynkoop Hallenbeck Crawford Co.
1 map ; 21 x 64 cm.
Detached from New York, Ontario, and Western Railway Co. Twenty-first annual report of the president and officers ... with statement of accounts ... 1900 (New York: Wynkoop Hallenbeck Crawford Co., [1900?]?)  [5A 7267 (1899-1900 vol.) at end].
map4C G3820 1903 .S3 (PrCt)

Map of the Pittsburgh, Bessemer and Lake Erie R.R. and connections. [New York : s.n., 1900].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1900) -- Pittsburgh, Bessemer and Lake Erie Railroad
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.
Identifies coal mining region in Pennsylvania.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1901) p. 67
H 668 .703 (1901) p. 67 (PrCt)

Scarborough's map of Pennsylvania showing all counties ... Boston, Mass. Scarborough Company, c1903.
Authors: Scarborough Company -- Akerman, James R.
1 map : col. ; 86 x 127 cm., fold. to 27 x 12 cm.
Inset (19 x 14 cm.): Philadelphia and vicinity.
map4C G3820 1903 .S3 (PrCt)

1 map : col. ; both sides ; 64 x 94 cm., on sheet 71 x 53 cm.
Title from eastern half of the map (on recto); western half of the map printed on verso.
Added title in upper margin: Rand, McNally & Co.'s Pennsylvania.
‘Rand, McNally & Co. new business atlas map of Pennsylvania‘ -- at top right.
Includes key to railroads numbered 6-213 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Pennsylvania. Railroads.
Issued folded in accompanying index (199 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand, McNally & Co.'s indexed county and railroad pocket map and shippers' guide of Pennsylvania. Chicago and New York : Rand, McNally & Co., c1903.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Handstamp in left margin: E.Y. Horder, stationery and office supplies, 41 State Street and 149 Washington St., Chicago [?].
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 728 (PrCt)
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 731 (PrCt)

63635 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1913 - Railroads<>Railroads - Maps
1 map : col. ; 64 x 94 cm.
'Rand, McNally & Co.'s new business atlas map of Pennsylvania. Copyright, 1903 ... ' -- at bottom left.
Includes key to railroads numbered 1-205 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Pennsylvania railroads.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
'Copyrighted by: Rand McNally & Co. April 30, 1913' -- in ms. on p. [5].
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 732 (PrCt)

63636 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1914 - Railroads<>Railroads - Maps
1 map : col. ; 64 x 94 cm.
'Rand, McNally & Co.'s new business atlas map of Pennsylvania. Copyright, 1903 ... ' -- at bottom left.
Includes key to railroads numbered 1-205 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Pennsylvania railroads.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
'Copyrighted R. McN & Co January 26th 1914' -- in ms. on title page verso.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 733 (PrCt)

Authors: Atlantic Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 29 x 34 cm., folded in covers to 16 x 8 cm.
Cover title: Automobile road map of Pennsylvania and Delaware.
Handstamped on cover: "Not to be given out for general use".
Handstamped on map verso: "Vault copy. Not to be given out for general use".
Handwritten on map verso: "Copyrighted by N.Y. office 5/13/15" with initialed signature CJW [?].
Advertising inside cover: "Atlantic Service; it covers both states like a brooding hen".
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 155 (PrCt)

1 map : col. ; 64 x 94 cm.
Plate no.: 246A.
Includes key to railroads numbered 1-205 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Pennsylvania railroads.
On verso: Pennsylvania automobile road map. 1 map ; 38 x 64 cm.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
'Jan 7th 1916 CJW' -- in ms. on title page verso.
'11-1 Env. 14 Copyright 1916' -- typed label pasted on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 734 (PrCt)

63639 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1919 - Railroads - Indexes<>Railroads - Maps
Pennsylvania - Maps - 1920 - Railroads - Maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Shippers guide -- Rand McNally Collection

150 p. ; 17 cm.
Imperfect; lacking folded map.
Editor's copy; many entries marked in pencil.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 735 (PrCt)

Pennsylvania - Maps - 1920 - Railroads - Maps


150 p. ; 17 cm.
Imperfect; lacking folded map. Cf. RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 736 (PrCt)
Editor's copy; many entries marked in pencil.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 737 (PrCt)

Pennsylvania - Maps - 1922 - Railroads - Maps


150 p. ; 17 cm.
Imperfect; lacking folded map. Cf. RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 738 (PrCt)
Editor's copy; many entries marked in pencil.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 739 (PrCt)

Pennsylvania - Maps - 1922 - Railroads - Maps


150 p. ; 17 cm.
Imperfect; lacking folded map. Cf. RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 740 (PrCt)
Editor's copy; many entries marked in pencil.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 741 (PrCt)
Rand McNally standard map of Pennsylvania.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [1923].
1 map : col. ; 64 x 93 cm.
The Rand McNally new commercial atlas map of Pennsylvania' -- at top right.
Plate nos.: 246H, 142H.
Includes key to railroads numbered 1-205 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Pennsylvania railroads. On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Pennsylvania. 1 map : col. ; 64 x 93 cm. Plate no.: 1009H. Issued folded in accompanying index (132 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Pennsylvania. Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, [1923].
'3/24/23' -- in ms. on front cover.
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 740 (PrCt)

Rand McNally standard map of Pennsylvania.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1924].
1 map : col. ; 64 x 93 cm.
The Rand McNally new commercial atlas map of Pennsylvania' -- at top right.
Plate no.: 9R23.
Includes key to railroads numbered 1-205 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Pennsylvania railroads. On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Pennsylvania. 1 map : col. ; 64 x 93 cm. Plate no.: 1009H. Issued folded in accompanying index (132 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Pennsylvania. Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1924.
'2/19/24' -- in ms. on front cover.
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 740 (PrCt)

Rand McNally standard map of Pennsylvania.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1924].
1 map : col. ; 64 x 93 cm.
The Rand McNally new commercial atlas map of Pennsylvania' -- at top right.
Plate no.: 9R23.
Includes key to railroads numbered 1-205 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Pennsylvania railroads. On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Pennsylvania. 1 map : col. ; 64 x 93 cm. Plate no.: 1009H. Issued folded in accompanying index (132 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Pennsylvania. Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1924.
'4/28/24' -- in ms. on front cover.
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 741 (PrCt)
Pennsylvania.
Issued folded in accompanying index (136 p.; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Pennsylvania. San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1925.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Handstamp on front cover: Register of Copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.
'2/21/25' -- in ms. on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 743 (PrCt)

Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection and the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library). Previous location: B-19 AMcN III PC 2370 (PrCt)

Authors: American Automobile Association -- Dayton Automobile Club -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : col.; 57 x 90 cm.
Panel title. Added title: Pennsylvania, New Jersey with connections to adjacent states. Date from RMcN AE 129 ms. index. Imperfect; sheet trimmed on all sides; separated into two pieces.
Maps on verso (21 x 18 cm. and smaller): Philadelphia and environs -- Pittsburgh -- Newark.
Panel art: Car on country road framed by tree.
Stamp on title panel: Dayton Automobile Club.
Dayton, Ohio.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 129.12 (PrCt)

Keyed to 45 named road signs.
Scale. [ca. 1:614,000].
Plate no. G-6.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Auto Trails 6F 134 (PrCt)

Keyed to 45 named road signs.
Scale. [ca. 1:614,000].
Plate no. G-6.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 168 (PrCt)

Keyed to 45 named road signs.
Scale. [ca. 1:614,000].
Plate no. G-6.

In ms. on first page: "1.cl. 3 shelf."
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 203 (PrCt)

63655 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1926 -
Road maps - Pennsylvania - Maps - 1926 -
Road maps - Railroads -
Maps
Rand McNally standard map of Pennsylvania.
Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1926].
1 map: col.; 63 x 95 cm.
Plate no.: 9R25.
Includes key to railroads numbered 1-205 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title:
Pennsylvania railroads.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Pennsylvania. 1 map: col.; 63 x 95 cm. Includes key to 11 named 'principal trails and highways in Pennsylvania'.
Issued folded in accompanying index (140 p.; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Pennsylvania. San Francisco; Chicago; New York: Rand McNally & Company, c1926.
Unified title: Shippers guide.
'5-17-26' -- in ms. on title page
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 744 (PrCt)

63654 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1926 -
Road maps -
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 62 x 80 on sheet 73 x 88 cm.
Keyed to 5 named road signs.
Scale. [ca. 1:634,000].
Plate no. H-8.
Title page handstamped "Register of copyrights, Library of Congress ..."and dated "4-14-26" in ms.

63656 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1927 -
Road maps -
Map no. 4: automobile roads in Pennsylvania ... / Gulf Refining Company ... Chicago: H.M. Gousha Company, [1927?].
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company
1 map: col.; 28 x 43 cm. fold. to 23 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Gulf Refining Co. official road map no. 4: Pennsylvania.
Plate no. A
Maps on verso (21 x 14 cm. each): Pittsburgh -- Philadelphia.
Panel art: Car on road.
See unpunished typescript of exhibition captions compiled by James Akerman [Vert 1713, no. 2, part 1, p. 52]
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).
Road map4C G3821.P2 1927 .A4 (PrCt)

63657 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1927 -
Road maps -
Map no. 4: automobile roads in Pennsylvania ... / Gulf Refining Company ... Chicago: H.M. Gousha Company, [1927?].
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company
1 map: col.; 28 x 43 cm. fold. to 23 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Gulf Refining Co. official road map no. 4: Pennsylvania.
Plate no. A
Maps on verso (21 x 14 cm. each): Pittsburgh -- Philadelphia.
Panel art: Car on road.
See unpunished typescript of exhibition captions compiled by James Akerman [Vert 1713, no. 2, part 1, p. 52]
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).
Road map4C G3821 .P2 1927 .G8 (PrCt)
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maps<<>>Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1927
-Road maps<<>>New England - Maps - 1927 -
Road maps<<>>Road maps
Rand McNally junior auto road map
Pennsylvania. Chicago : Rand McNally & Co.,
[1927].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally and Company. Junior auto trails -- Rand
McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 28 x 43 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 128 ms. index.
Plate no. I-9
Running title: Junior auto road atlas of the
eastern United States and Canada. Pages 28
and 29.
Partial maps on verso (22 x 28 cm. each): Rand
McNally junior auto road map : Delaware,
Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia -- [New
England]. Pages 30 and 27.
Uniform titles: Junior auto trails -- Auto trails.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 128.5.1 (PrCt)

63660
Pennsylvania - Maps - 1927 - Road
maps<<>>Road maps
Map no. 4 : automobile roads in Pennsylvania ...
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Gulf Oil
Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry
Library)
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Title from map proper: Gulf Refining Co. official
road map no. 4 : Pennsylvania (Plate no. A).
On verso, insets of Pittsburgh and Philadelphia.
Cover (1 panel, O.B): Roadster with couple
speeding uphill, Gulf gasoline logo.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry
Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5 (PrCt)

63661
Pennsylvania - Maps - 1927 - Road
maps<<>>Road maps
Rand McNally official 1927 auto road map
Pennsylvania. Chicago : Rand McNally & Co.,
1927.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 63 x 80 on sheet 73 x 88 cm.
Scale. [ca. 1:644,000].
Plate no. I-6.
Includes insert showing main routes to New York
City.
Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying
index: Rand McNally official auto road map of
Pennsylvania (Chicago and New York: Rand
McNally, 1927). 64 p. : maps, ill. ; 19 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally official auto road map:
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1928].
1 map : col. ; 63 x 95 cm.
Plate no.: 7R27.
Includes key to railroads numbered 1-205 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Pennsylvania railroads.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Pennsylvania. 1 map : col. ; 63 x 95 cm. Includes key to 11 named 'principal trails and highways in Pennsylvania'.
Issued folded in accompanying index (144 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Pennsylvania. San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, 1928.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 748 (PrCt)

Rand McNally standard map of Pennsylvania.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1928].
1 map : col. ; 63 x 95 cm.
Plate no.: 7R27.
Includes key to railroads numbered 1-205 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Pennsylvania railroads.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Pennsylvania. 1 map : col. ; 63 x 95 cm. Includes key to 11 named 'principal trails and highways in Pennsylvania'.
Issued folded in accompanying index (144 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Pennsylvania. San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, 1928.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 745 (PrCt)

Pennsylvania - Maps - 1928 - Road maps<<>>New York Region - Maps - 1928 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
1 map : col. ; 63 x 80 cm.
Inset (12 x 11 cm.): Insert showing main routes to New York City.
Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto road map of Pennsylvania ... (Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, 1928). 60 p. : maps, ill. ; 19 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally official auto road map : Pennsylvania.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 388 (PrCt)

Pennsylvania - Maps - 1928 - Road maps<<>>New York Region - Maps - 1928 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
1 map : col. ; 63 x 80 cm.
Inset (12 x 11 cm.): Insert showing main routes to New York City.
Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto road map of Pennsylvania ... (Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, 1928). 60 p. : maps, ill. ; 19 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally official auto road map : Pennsylvania.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 388 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

New York City.
Cover title: Rand McNally official auto road map : Pennsylvania.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails.
Editor's copy: many entries marked in colored pencil or trimmed away.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 389 (PrCt)

Pennsylvania - Maps - 1928 - Road maps

1 map : col. ; 63 x 80 cm.
Inset (12 x 11 cm.): Insert showing main routes to New York City.
Cover title: Rand McNally official auto road map : Pennsylvania.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails.
Editor's copy (?): 1 map marked in colored pencil.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 390 (PrCt)

Pennsylvania - Maps - 1928 - Road maps

"Pure Oil" pathfinder for Pennsylvania (Pittsburgh) ... the Pure Oil Co. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1928].
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 28 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 129 ms. index.
Panel art: Pure Oil attendant within compass logo; map of unidentified place.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 129.13 (PrCt)

Pennsylvania - Maps - 1928 - Road maps

Highway map and guide of Pennsylvania ... Authorized Guide & Map Service of Pennsylvania ... Aurora, Mo. Mid-West Map Company, [1928].
Authors: Mid-West Map Company -- Authorized Guide & Map Service -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 31 x 52 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 129 ms. index.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 129.13 (PrCt)


112 p. : map ; 24 cm.
Imperfect; issued with 3 maps, but this copy lacking 2 maps on 1 folded sheet inside back cover.
Cover title: Rand McNally standard indexed map with air trails : Pennsylvania
Uniform title: Air trails
Index includes "airport directory", "aids to
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navigation", and "elements of practical air navigation" by William E. Johnson, (p. 100-112).
Index also includes map (15 x 20 cm., on p. 100-101): Rand McNally airway map : United
States. Includes "key to [commercial] air lines."
Cover art: Airplane flying above passenger train.
"50c" -- printed on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
For variant edition (?) of the folding maps missing here, see RMcN Air Trails 4C 45.
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (October 2010).
RMcN Air Trails 4C 44 (PrCt)

112 p. : 3 maps (2 folded) ; 24 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally standard indexed map with air trails : Pennsylvania
Uniform title: Air trails
Folded map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back to back, col. ; each 64 x 94 cm., folded to 25 x 11 cm., inside back cover, scale 1:538,600): Rand McNally standard map of Pennsylvania. Plate no. 7R28. Includes key to railroads. -- Rand McNally standard map of Pennsylvania with air trails. Plate nos. "12N28" and "7R28".
Accompanying index includes "airport directory", "aids to navigation", and "elements of practical air navigation" by William E. Johnson (p. 100-112).
Index also includes map (15 x 20 cm., on p. 100-101): Rand McNally airway map : United States. Includes "key to [commercial] air lines."
Cover art: Airplane flying above passenger train. "50c" -- printed on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (October 2010).
RMcN Air Trails 4C 43 (PrCt)

Authors: Public Service Commission of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania -- J. W. Clement Co. -- Matthews-Northrup Company -- John V. Bergen Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. : 81 x 133 cm.
Insets: Pittsburgh and vicinity [13 x 16 cm.] and Philadelphia and vicinity [17 x 21 cm.]
Includes index to railway companies.
2 mimeograph leaves pasted to left margin of map contain 'notes' with railway information 'not shown on this map.'
Bears several hand stamps on verso and recto from Army Map Service Library.
93.
RMcN Air Trails 4C 44 (PrCt)

Authors: American Automobile Association -- Pennsylvania State Publicity Bureau (Harrisburg, Pa.) -- Pennsylvania State Chamber of Commerce -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col ; 56 x 84 cm.
Panel title: Pennsylvania is accessible for the motorist ...
"Write for your copy of Pennslyvania tours, maps, and complete data [from] State Publicity Bureau, State Chamber of Commerce, Harrisburg, Penna."
Date from RMcN AE 129 ms. index.
Panel art: "Tour Pennsylvania" sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 129.18 (PrCt)

1 map : col. ; 62 x 79 cm.
Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto road map of Pennsylvania and New Jersey ... (Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, 1929). 71 p. : maps, ill. ; 19 cm.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails.
'5-8-29' in ms. on title page.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
63678 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1929 - Road maps


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 64 x 81 cm.

Plate no. K-7


Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road

Uniform title: Auto trails

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).

RMcN Auto Trails 4C 426 (PrCt)

63679 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1929 - Road maps


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 64 x 81 cm.

Plate no. K-7


Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road

Uniform title: Auto trails

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).

RMcN Auto Trails 4C 427 (PrCt)

63680 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1929 - Road maps


1 map : col. ; 28 x 43 cm., on sheet folded to 23 x 10 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Rand McNally junior auto road map
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of Pennsylvania.
Uniform title: Junior auto trails
Plate no. K-31
Map on verso (44 x 59 cm.): Amoco road map : northeastern United States
Panel art: color illustration of couple in convertible car at service station.
Handstamp: "Wm. H. Heckert's Son, C. W. Heckert prop., general merchandiser, Bakerstown, PA."
Editor's copy with manuscript annotations on verso.
Accompanied by typewritten letter dated "June 5, 1929" and addressed to Rand McNally editor "[John W.] Brink" recommending changes to subsequent editions; signed "Ensminger" and initialed by three other persons.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2859 (PrCt)

63681 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1929 - Road maps\(\rightarrow\)Pittsburgh Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1929 - Road maps\(\rightarrow\)Philadelphia Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1929 - Road maps\(\rightarrow\)Road maps
Tourist map of Pennsylvania state highways
1929 / ... Samuel Eckels, chief engineer.
Authors: Pennsylvania. Dept. of Highways -- Eckels, Samuel, fl. 1930 -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 51 x 80 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Tourist map of Pennsylvania showing the state highway system and main connecting roads issued ... March, 1929.
Maps on verso (17 x 26 cm. and smaller):
Panel art: Pennsylvania state seal.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 128.6 (PrCt)

63682 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1929 - Road maps\(\rightarrow\)Pittsburgh Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1929 - Road maps\(\rightarrow\)Philadelphia Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1929 - Road maps\(\rightarrow\)Road maps
Texaco road map : Pennsylvania.
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 67 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco road map : 1929 : Pennsylvania
"1929" printed in tiny font.
Maps on verso (22 x 19 cm. and smaller):
Panel art: Texaco attendant showing couple in car directions on a map.
Pasted back-to-back to RMcN AE 128.11.2.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 128.11.1 (PrCt)

63683 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1929 - Road maps\(\rightarrow\)Road maps
Automobile roads in Pennsylvania ... Gulf ... Chicago, Ill. H.M. Gousha Company, 1929.
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 37 x 57 cm.
Panel title.
"No. 4" and "1929" at head of title.
Added title: Gulf Refining Co. : 1929 official road map no. 4 : Pennsylvania.
Plate no. C-103-J.
Maps on verso (25 x 21 cm. and smaller):
Panel art: Car beneath "That Good Gulf Gasoline" slogan.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 129.14 (PrCt)

63684 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1929 - Road maps\(\rightarrow\)Road maps
Pennsylvania.
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1929].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Firestone Tire and Rubber Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 153 (PrCt)

63685 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1929 - Road maps\(\rightarrow\)Road maps
Pennsylvania.
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., '1929.
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Independent Oil Men of America -- Abshire Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
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Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 187 (PrCt)

63686 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1929 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Larkin Co. -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 0, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 198 (PrCt)

63687 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1930-1939 - Railroads
Pennsylvania - Maps - 1930-1939 - Aeronautical charts
Rand McNally standard map of Pennsylvania.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [193-?].
1 map : col. ; 63 x 95 cm.
Plate nos. "No.1:37 SS", "C", and "7R29."
Includes key to railroads numbered 1-205 and A (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Pennsylvania railroads.
Map on verso (63 x 95 cm.): Rand McNally standard map of Pennsylvania with air trails.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Plate nos. "1:37 SS", "A", "7R29" and "1N30"[?].
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
For variant edition (?) of the index missing here, see RMcN Air Trails 4C 44.
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (October 2010).

RMcN Air Trails 4C 45 (PrCt)

63690 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Crystal Cave Park (Kutztown, Pa.)
Access roads - Maps - 1930-39
All roads lead to Crystal Cave of Pennsylvania.
[S.l. s.n., 1930?].
Authors: Crystal Cave Park (Kutztown, Pa.) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 14 x 19 cm.
Title from bottom margin.
Date from RMcN AE 129 ms. index.
Insets (10 x 10 cm. and 7 cm. in diam.): [Map of the Kutztown region] -- Reading.
Photos of the cave on verso.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 129.20 (PrCt)

63691 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Indexes
New Jersey - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Indexes
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
71 p. : maps, ill. ; 20 cm.
Imperfect; lacking folded map.
Cover title: Rand McNally official auto road map: Pennsylvania, New Jersey
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).

RMcN Auto Trails 4C 487 (PrCt)

63692 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
New Jersey - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Delaware - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Rand McNally and Company. Air trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 94 cm., folded to 25 x 11 cm.
Imperfect; issued folded into accompanying index lacking with this copy.
Uniform title: Air trails
Plate nos. "1:37 SS", "C", and "7R29". Includes key to railroads.
Scale 1:538,600
Map on verso (64 x 94 cm.): Rand McNally standard map of Pennsylvania with air trails.
Plate nos. "1:37 SS", "A", "7R29" and "1N30"[?].
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
For variant edition (?) of the index missing here, see RMcN Air Trails 4C 44.
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (October 2010).

RMcN AE 129.20 (PrCt)
Pennsylvania, 1930.
Authors: Esso Standard Oil Company -- General Drafting Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Standard Oil Company of Pennsylvania SEE Esso Standard Oil Company 1 map : col ; 40 x 54 cm.
"Copyright ... General Drafting Co. ... New York."
Panel title.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 129.19 (PrCt)

Pennsylvania - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Road map : Pennsylvania : Gulf ... Chicago, Ill. H.M. Gousha Company, 1930.
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 37 x 57 cm.
Panel title.
"No. 4" and "1930" at head of title.
Added title: Gulf Refining Co. : 1930 official road map no. 4 : Pennsylvania.
Plate no. C-103-J.
Maps on verso (25 x 21 cm. and smaller):
Panel art: Couple in car talking to attendant, Gulf logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 129.15 (PrCt)

Pennsylvania - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 296 (PrCt)

Pennsylvania - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Pure Oil pathfinder for Pennsylvania ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1930].
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 48 x 66 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 128 ms. index.
Plate no. L-1029
Maps on verso (17 x 19 cm. and smaller):
Panel art: Pure Oil attendant at pump with car.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 128.10 (PrCt)

Pennsylvania - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 67 cm.
"1930" printed in tiny font.
Pasted back-to-back to RMcN AE 128.11.1. Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 128.11.2 (PrCt)


1 map : col. ; 50 x 80 cm. Panel title.

At head of title: Commonwealth of Pennsylvania.

Added title: Tourist map of Pennsylvania showing the state highway system and main connecting roads issued ... May 1930.

"Copyright 1930 Bureau of Publications ... "

Elevation profiles on verso (each 7 x 52 cm.):

Profile of Wm. Penn Highway, U.S. 22 -- Profile of Lincoln Highway, U.S. 30

Maps on verso (16 x 17 cm. and smaller):


Panel art: Pennsylvania state seal.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 129.21 (PrCt)

63707 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1931 - Road maps>>>New England - Maps - 1931 - Road maps


Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Kendall Refining Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 folded map

Panel title.

Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).

Gousha Clients 523 (PrCt)


Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 38 x 57 cm. Panel title.

Added title: Atlantic auto road map of Pennsylvania, New Jersey.

Plate no. M-32.

Maps on verso (28 x 44 cm. and 22 x 9 cm.):

Atlantic auto road map north-eastern states -- Atlantic auto road map of Delaware.
Panel art: Gas pump globe with "Atlantic Gasoline" and "White Flash" logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN AE 128.15 (PrCt)

63712 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 0, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 518 (PrCt)

63714 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Sinclair Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 3.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 480 (PrCt)

63715 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
Tourist map of Pennsylvania state highways 1931 / ... Samuel Eckels, chief engineer.
1 map : col. ; 50 x 80 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Tourist map of Pennsylvania showing the state highway system and main connecting roads issued ... May 1931.
Gousha Clients 597 (PrCt)
63716 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 68 cm.
Plate no. M-1026.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 128.14 (PrCt)

63717 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 68 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 128.14 (PrCt)

127 p. : 28 maps (2 folded) ; 24 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally pocket maps: Pennsylvania : counties, cities, towns, auto roads, railroads, city maps, hotels, 1930 census
Uniform title: Pocket maps
Cover art: Cars on road alongside passenger train.
"50c" -- printed on front cover.
Handstamp on title page: Register of Copyrights, Library of Congress ... 1-4-32.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Pocket 4C 227 (PrCt)

63719 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1932 Petroleum industry and trade - Pictorial maps
When nature stored Pennsylvania grade crude oil from which the world's finest motor oils are made / Clarence P. Hornung. [S.I. s.n.], 1932.
Authors: Hornung, Clarence Pearson -- Pennsylvania Grade Crude Oil Association -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 11 x 24 cm.
"Copyright 1932 by Pennsylvania Grade Crude Oil Association."
Includes logo of the Association.
Trimmed from unidentified magazine (?); verso includes advertisement for "Six cylinders ... ". Previously bound with a collection of pictorial maps in binders labeled "Points of Interest."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 190.65 (PrCt)
1 map : col. ; 52 x 77 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Explore Pennsylvania: know its historic shrines, enjoy its scenic beauty, visit its caverns and other points of interest.
"Copyright 1932, Division of Publications, Department of Property and Supplies, Commonwealth of Pennsylvania."
"This map was prepared by the Greater Pennsylvania Council with the assistance of the State Department of Forests and Waters, Highways, and Public Instruction."
Panel art: Pennsylvania state seal.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 129.28 (PrCt)

Pennsylvania - Maps - 1932 - Road maps
Tourist map of Pennsylvania state highways, 1932 ... / Samuel Eckels, chief engineer.
Authors: Pennsylvania. Dept. of Highways -- Eckels, Samuel, fl. 1930 -- Brink, John G. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col ; 50 x 82 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, Department of Highways, Harrisburg
Added title: Tourist map of Pennsylvania ... / issued for free distribution by the Pennsylvania Department of Highways, May 1932
Editor's copy; ms. annotations identify bridge locations, and differentiate toll bridges and ferries.
"Toll bridges & ferries" and "reced. ... Brink" in ms. on title panel.
Filed with a group of related U.S. state maps identifying bridges along major highways, ca. 1927-ca. 1939 (in RMcN AE folders 172 and 173), many associated with Rand McNally cartographer John G. Brink.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 172.37 (PrCt)

Pennsylvania - Maps - 1932 - Road maps
Tourist map of Pennsylvania state highways, 1932 ... / Samuel Eckels, chief engineer.
Authors: Pennsylvania. Dept. of Highways -- Eckels, Samuel, fl. 1930 -- Brink, John G. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col ; 52 x 77 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, Department of Highways, Harrisburg
Added title: Tourist map of Pennsylvania ... / issued for free distribution by the Pennsylvania Department of Highways, May 1932
Editor's copy; ms. annotations identify bridge locations, and differentiate toll bridges and ferries.
"Toll bridges & ferries" and "reced. ... Brink" in ms. on title panel.
Filed with a group of related U.S. state maps identifying bridges along major highways, ca. 1927-ca. 1939 (in RMcN AE folders 172 and 173), many associated with Rand McNally cartographer John G. Brink.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 172.37 (PrCt)

Pennsylvania - Maps - 1932 - Road maps
Tourist map of Pennsylvania state highways, 1932 ... / Samuel Eckels, chief engineer.
Authors: Pennsylvania. Dept. of Highways -- Eckels, Samuel, fl. 1930 -- Brink, John G. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col ; 50 x 82 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Explore Pennsylvania: know its historic shrines, enjoy its scenic beauty, visit its caverns and other points of interest.
"Copyright 1932, Division of Publications, Department of Property and Supplies, Commonwealth of Pennsylvania."
"This map was prepared by the Greater Pennsylvania Council with the assistance of the State Department of Forests and Waters, Highways, and Public Instruction."
Panel art: Pennsylvania state seal.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 129.28 (PrCt)

Pennsylvania - Maps - 1932 - Road maps
Tourist map of Pennsylvania state highways, 1932 ... / Samuel Eckels, chief engineer.
Authors: Pennsylvania. Dept. of Highways -- Eckels, Samuel, fl. 1930 -- Brink, John G. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col ; 50 x 82 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, Department of Highways, Harrisburg
Added title: Tourist map of Pennsylvania ... / issued for free distribution by the Pennsylvania Department of Highways, May 1932
Editor's copy; ms. annotations identify bridge locations, and differentiate toll bridges and ferries.
"Toll bridges & ferries" and "reced. ... Brink" in ms. on title panel.
Filed with a group of related U.S. state maps identifying bridges along major highways, ca. 1927-ca. 1939 (in RMcN AE folders 172 and 173), many associated with Rand McNally cartographer John G. Brink.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 172.37 (PrCt)
Pennsylvania - Maps - 1932 - Road maps
Pennsylvania, New Jersey - Maps - 1932 - Road maps
East (U.S.) - Maps - 1932 - Road maps
Road maps

Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 34 x 53 cm.
Panel title.
Maps on verso (35 x 26 cm. and smaller):
Eastern United States -- Philadelphia -- Pittsburgh.
Panel art: Couple in car at Tydol gas station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 791 (PrCt)

Pennsylvania - Maps - 1932 - Road maps
Pennsylvania, New Jersey - Maps - 1932 - Road maps

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Tide Water Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 51 x 80 cm.
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 791 (PrCt)

Pennsylvania - Maps - 1932 - Road maps
Pennsylvania, New Jersey - Maps - 1932 - Road maps

Authors: Producers and Refiners Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company. Junior auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Rand McNally senior 1932 auto road map of Pennsylvania, New Jersey
Plate no. 18. N32 M.
Map on verso (28 x 44 cm.): Rand McNally junior auto road map of United States.
Uniform title: Junior auto trails.
Panel art: Parco logo above cityscape and row of cars.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 128.16 (PrCt)

Pennsylvania - Maps - 1932 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Freedom Oil Co. (Freedom, Pa.) -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 0, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 669 (PrCt)

Pennsylvania - Maps - 1932 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Freedom Oil Co. (Freedom, Pa.) -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 0, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 669 (PrCt)

Pennsylvania - Maps - 1932 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Freedom Oil Co. (Freedom, Pa.) -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 0, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 669 (PrCt)

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Freedom Oil Co. (Freedom, Pa.) -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 0, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 669 (PrCt)

Pennsylvania - Maps - 1932 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Freedom Oil Co. (Freedom, Pa.) -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 0, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 669 (PrCt)

Pennsylvania - Maps - 1932 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Freedom Oil Co. (Freedom, Pa.) -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 0, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 669 (PrCt)

Pennsylvania - Maps - 1932 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Freedom Oil Co. (Freedom, Pa.) -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 0, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 669 (PrCt)

Pennsylvania - Maps - 1932 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Freedom Oil Co. (Freedom, Pa.) -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 0, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 669 (PrCt)
maps<<>>Road maps

Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 42 x 68 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. N-32-P.
Maps on verso (33 x 53 cm. and smaller): Cities Service road map of United States -- Pittsburgh -- Erie -- Philadelphia & vicinity -- Harrisburg.
Panel art: Cities Service swordsman.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 128.21 (PrCt)

63735 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1932 - Road maps
*Travel Pennsylvania with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau.* Chicago, Ill. H.M. Gousha Company, [1932].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 38 x 57 cm.
Panel title.
 Added title: Conoco official road map : Pennsylvania.
 Date from RMcN AE 129 ms. index.
 Plate no. F-103-I.C.
 Maps on verso (22 x 29 cm. and smaller): Conoco pictorial map of the United States -- Philadelphia -- Pittsburgh.
 Panel art: Conoco logo over U.S. outline.
 Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 129.26 (PrCt)

63736 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1932 - Road maps
*Say Fleet-Wing that's all : 1932 road map of Pennsylvania : Fleetwing Oil Corporation.*
Authors: Fleet-Wing Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 44 x 68 cm.
Panel title.
 Added title: Fleet-Wing auto road map : Pennsylvania.
 Plate no. 18. N32 M
 Map on verso (35 x 54 cm.): Fleet-Wing road map of United States
 Panel art: Fleet-Wing logo with flying bird.
 Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 128.17 (PrCt)

63737 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1932 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 649 (PrCt)

63738 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1932 - Road maps
*Tourist map of Pennsylvania state highways 1932 / ... Samuel Eckels, chief engineer.*
1 map : col. ; 50 x 81 cm.
Panel title.
 Added title: Tourist map of Pennsylvania showing the state highway system and main connecting roads ... May, 1932.
 Plate no. N
 Panel art: Pennsylvania state seal.
 Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 128.23 (PrCt)
Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 50 x 81 cm., folded to 21 x 9 cm.
Panel title.
Relief shown with shading and hachures.
Plate no. N.
Maps on verso (15 x 21 cm. and smaller):
Panel art: Pennsylvania state crest.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1951 (PrCt)

Pennsylvania - Maps - 1932 - Road maps
Authors: Pennsylvania. Dept. of Highways -- Sourbeer, F. M. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 32 x 54 cm., on sheet 79 x 59 cm.
"Week ending May 26 1932."
"Detours are indicated on the above map in red ..."
Bottom margin includes notes on detours and "oiling schedule."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 129.27 (PrCt)

Pennsylvania - Maps - 1932 - Road maps
Texaco road map ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, 1932.
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 68 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: 1932 Texaco road map : Pennsylvania
Plate no. A 2. 296
Maps on verso (18 x 17 cm. and smaller):
Panel art: Texaco compass logo with U.S. outline.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 128.18 (PrCt)

63740 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1933 - Road maps<>><><New England - Maps - 1933 - Road maps<>><><Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Kendall Refining Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 879 (PrCt)

63741 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1933 - Road maps<>><><New Jersey - Maps - 1933 - Road maps<>><><Road maps
Atlantic road map ... Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Delaware ... Chester, Vt. National Survey Company, [1933?].
Authors: Atlantic Refining Company -- National Survey Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 68 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Atlantic road map of Pennsylvania.
Date from RMcN AE 129 ms. index.
Maps on verso (55 x 29 cm. and 55 x 23 cm.): Atlantic road map of New Jersey -- Atlantic road map of Delaware.
Panel art: White Flash Atlantic gasoline logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 129.31 (PrCt)

63742 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1933 - Road maps<>><><New Jersey - Maps - 1933 - Road maps<>><><Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Sterling Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 973 (PrCt)

63743 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1933 - Road maps<>><><New Jersey - Maps - 1933 - Road maps<>><><Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Tide Water Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 871 (PrCt)

63750 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1933 - Road maps

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
Panel art: Richfield golden archer.
Scranton -- Philadelphia
Richfield golden trails in eastern United States
Maps on verso (35 x 25 cm. and smaller):
Date from RMcN AE 128 ms. index.
Panel title.
1 map : col. ; 45 x 68 cm.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 938 (PrCt)

63751 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1933 - Road maps

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
Panel art: Shell logo, license plates, woman driving convertible car, dog, signed by artist "Robert E. Lee."

Date from RMcN AE 128 ms. index.
Plate no. O-1029
Maps on verso (28 x 44 cm. and smaller): Pure Oil pathfinder for United States -- Pittsburgh -- Philadelphia.
Panel art: Car on road beneath Pure logo, near Century of Progress road sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 128.26 (PrCt)

63752 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1933 - Road maps

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Panel art: Richfield golden archer.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 128.27 (PrCt)

63753 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1933 - Road maps

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Panel art: Richfield golden archer.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 128.28 (PrCt)

63754 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1933 - Road maps

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Panel art: Dinosaur, ship, train, plane, N.B.C. radio's Sinclair Minstrels, gas station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 128.28 (PrCt)

63755 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Panel art: Dinosaur, ship, train, plane, N.B.C. radio's Sinclair Minstrels, gas station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 128.28 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 1091 (PrCt)


1 map : col. ; 54 x 84 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 129 ms. index.
Plate no. P. 3002-G
Inset (18 x 8 cm.): These routes avoid all city traffic: use the New Castle-Pennsville Ferry...
Panel art: AAA logo over cars on road.
"6-18-34 Meier" -- manuscript note at bottom right.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMCN AE 129.34 (PrCt)


1 map : col. ; 53 x 68 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Atlantic auto road map of Pennsylvania.
Date from RMcN AE 128 ms. index.
Plate no. P. 3415
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMCN AE 128.34 (PrCt)

63758 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1934 - Road maps New Jersey - Maps - 1934 - Road maps Amoco road map : Pennsylvania, New Jersey ...

American Oil Co. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1934].


1 map : col. ; 42 x 64 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Amoco road map of Pennsylvania, New Jersey.
Date from RMcN AE 128 ms. index.
Plate no. P. 3461.
Maps on verso (28 x 43 cm. and smaller): Amoco auto road map of United States -- Pittsburgh -- Philadelphia.
Panel art: Amoco logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMCN AE 128.37 (PrCt)


Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

1 map : col. ; 38 x 59 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Gulf Refining Co. 1934 official road map : Pennsylvania, New Jersey.
Map on verso (38 x 59 cm.): Gulf Refining Co. 1934 official road map : United States.
Both maps printed in 3 sections with intervening text.
Panel art: Gulf station with 2 attendants servicing a car.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMCN AE 128.38 (PrCt)


Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Sterling Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

1 map : folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (3 panel, R,G): Outline map showing "Pennsylvania grade crude oil field," Sterling refineries.
Plate no. H-103-JC.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 1197 (PrCt)

63761 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1934 - Road maps New Jersey - Maps - 1934 - Road maps Amoco road map : Pennsylvania, New Jersey ...

American Oil Co. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1934].


1 map : col. ; 42 x 64 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Amoco road map of Pennsylvania, New Jersey.
Date from RMcN AE 128 ms. index.
Plate no. P. 3461.
Maps on verso (28 x 43 cm. and smaller): Amoco auto road map of United States -- Pittsburgh -- Philadelphia.
Panel art: Amoco logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMCN AE 128.37 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
63768 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1934 - Road
maps

Pictorial maps

Road map and historical guide : Pennsylvania ... Sunoco ... Sun Oil Company. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1934].

Authors: Sunoco (Firm) -- Sun Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 39 x 54 cm.
Panel title.

Added title: Sunoco auto road map of Pennsylvania

Date from RMcN AE 128 ms. index.

Insets (24 x 27 cm. and smaller): Philadelphia & vicinity -- Pittsburgh -- Harrisburg.

Map on verso (44 x 67 cm.): Historical, pictorial points of interest map of Pennsylvania / prepared exclusively for Sun Oil Company.

Plate no. L-4. 4-P

Panel art: Car surrounded by historical scenes.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 128.50 (PrCt)

63770 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1934 - Road
maps

Pictorial maps

Road map and historical guide : Pennsylvania ... Sunoco ... Sun Oil Company. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1934].

Authors: Sunoco (Firm) -- Sun Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 45 x 68 cm.
Panel title.

"C.S.O. 1934"

Plate no. P-32-P.

Maps on verso (34 x 54 cm. and smaller): Cities Service road map of United States -- Pittsburgh -- Erie -- Philadelphia -- Harrisburg.

Panel art: Line drawing of car on country road.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 128.30 (PrCt)

63769 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1934 - Road
maps

Pictorial maps


Authors: Esso Standard Oil Company -- General Drafting Company -- Meier, fl. 1934 -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col ; 41 x 65 cm.
Panel title.


"Copyright, General Drafting Co., Inc.... New York City."

Insets (5 x 5 cm. each): Erie -- Johnstown -- Altoona -- Gettysburg -- York -- Harrisburg -- Lancaster -- Reading -- Allentown -- Bethlehem -- Wilkes-Barre -- Scranton.

Maps on verso (26 x 34 cm. and 34 x 26 cm.): Pittsburgh and vicinity -- Philadelphia and vicinity.

Panel art: Esso logo.

"6-18-34 Meier" -- manuscript note at bottom right.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 129.32 (PrCt)

63771 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1934 - Road
maps

Pictorial maps


Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 37 x 58 cm.
Panel title.

"C.S.O. 1934"

Plate no. P 3432.

Panel art: Gulf logo and men looking at map while child looks at gas attendant servicing car.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 128.32 (PrCt)

63772 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1934 - Road
maps

Pictorial maps

Travel Pennsylvania with Conoco. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1934].

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Continental
Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (3 panel, R,G): Outline map of North
America, logo.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry
Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1051 (PrCt)

Pennsylvania - Maps - 1934 - Road
maps>>>Road maps
Shell road map : Pennsylvania. Chicago : H.M.
Gousha Co., [1934].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil
Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry
Library)
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (3 panel, R,Y): Diagonal "Shell" on red
stripe, logo.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry
Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1157 (PrCt)

Pennsylvania - Maps - 1934 - Road
maps>>>Road maps
Pennsylvania road map ... Keystone. Chicago : H.M.
Gousha Co., 1934.
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- United
Refining Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (1 panel, R,B): Keystone logo.
Plate no. H-103-JC.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry
Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1220 (PrCt)

Pennsylvania - Maps - 1934 - Road
maps>>>Road maps
Pure Oil pathfinder : Pennsylvania ... eleventh
edition. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company,
[1934].
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and
Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry
Library)
1 map ; col. ; 47 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Pure Oil pathfinder for Pennsylvania
Date from RMcN AE 128 ms. index.
Plate no. P.1029
Maps on verso (28 x 44 cm. and smaller): Pure
Oil pathfinder for United States -- Pittsburgh --
Philadelphia.
Panel art: Pure logo over of the eastern United
States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 128.31 (PrCt)

Pennsylvania - Maps - 1934 - Road
maps>>>Road maps
In Pennsylvania ride with Richfield. Chicago : Rand
McNally & Company, [1934].
Authors: Richfield Oil Corporation -- Rand
McNally and Company -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Richfield golden trails in
Pennsylvania.
Date from RMcN AE 128 ms. index.
Plate no. P-32-P
Maps on verso (32 x 24 cm. and smaller): Richfield
golden trails in eastern United States --
Philadelphia -- Downtown Philadelphia --
Harrisburg -- Pittsburgh -- Downtown Pittsburgh
-- Allentown -- Bethlehem -- Gettysburg --
Scranton -- Reading.
Panel art: Richfield eagles.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 128.33 (PrCt)

Pennsylvania - Maps - 1934 - Road
maps>>>Road maps
Sinclair : Pennsylvania : 1934 Sinclair road map
... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, 1934.
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally
and Company -- Barr, fl. 1934 -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 64 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair 1934 official road map :
Pennsylvania.
Plate no. P. 3461
Map on verso (31 x 48 cm.): Sinclair recreational
map : United States.
Panel art: Boy with toy dinosaur waving at car,
Sinclair gas station in background; signed "Barr"
[?]
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 128.40 (PrCt)

Pennsylvania - Maps - 1934 - Road
maps>>>Road maps
Pennsylvania 1934 road map : Mobilgas ... :
Vacuum Oil Company, Inc., a Socony-Vacuum
Oil Company. New York : General Drafting
Company, 1934.
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company --
General Drafting Company -- Meier, fl. 1934 --
Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) --
Mobilgas SEE Socony-Vacuum Oil Company
1 map : col. ; 40 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: 1934 Mobilgas road map of

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Pennsylvania ...
Maps on verso (17 x 23 cm. each): Pittsburgh and vicinity -- Philadelphia and Camden.
Panel art: Mobilgas logo.
"6-18-34 Meier" -- manuscript note at bottom right.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 129.33 (PrCr)

63779 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Texaco road map: Pennsylvania: 1934 ...
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 53 x 68 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. 296
Maps on verso (18 x 17 cm. and smaller):
Panel art: Texaco compass logo with U.S. outline.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 128.29 (PrCr)

63780 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
[Texaco road map of Pennsylvania]. [Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, 1934?].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; on sheet trimmed to 35 x 59 cm.
Title and imprint supplied by cataloger.
Imperfect; editor's copy of a Texaco road map trimmed on all sides to outline a single U.S. state.
Date from previous binding marked "Points of Interest" and dated 1934.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 189.36 (PrCr)

63781 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
1935 road map of Pennsylvania, West Virginia, Virginia and Maryland, Virginia: Fleet-Wing.
Authors: Fleet-Wing Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 46 x 71 cm. on sheet 56 x 74 cm.
Added title: Fleet-Wing auto road map of Pennsylvania. Plate no. Q.3432.
Verso includes insets of four cites, western Virginia, and: Fleet-Wing auto road map of Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 13.49 (PrCr)

63782 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Authors: Fleet-Wing Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 46 x 71 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Fleet-Wing auto road map of Pennsylvania.
Plate no. Q.3432
Map on verso (35 x 54 cm and smaller):
Fleet-Wing auto road map of Delaware, Maryland, Virginia -- Allentown -- Huntington -- Wheeling -- Pittsburgh.
Panel art: Fleet-Wing logo with flying bird.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 128.47 (PrCr)

63783 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
New Jersey - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Ohio - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Authors: Amoco Oil Company -- American Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 42 x 64 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Amoco road map of Pennsylvania, New Jersey.
Date from RMcN AE 117.60 ms. index.
Plate no. Q.3432.
Maps on verso (28 x 38 cm. and smaller): Amoco road map of Ohio -- Cleveland -- Pittsburgh -- Philadelphia.
Panel art: Amoco logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 107.60 (PrCr)
Pennsylvania - Maps - 1935 - Road maps

63785

**Pennsylvania - Maps - 1935 - Road maps**

1 map : col. ; 42 x 64 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Amoco road map of Pennsylvania, New Jersey.

Date from RMcN AE 128 ms. index.

Plate no. Q. 3432.

Maps on verso (28 x 28 cm. and smaller): Amoco auto road map of Ohio -- Pittsburgh -- Philadelphia.

Panel art: Amoco logo.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 128.46 (PrCt)**

63788

**Pennsylvania - Maps - 1935 - Road maps**

1 map : col. ; 46 x 71 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Fleet-Wing auto road map of Pennsylvania.

Plate no. Q.3432


Panel art: Fleet-Wing logo with flying bird.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 102A.57 (PrCt)**

63787

**Pennsylvania - Maps - 1935 - Road maps**

1 map : col. ; 42 x 64 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Amoco road map of Pennsylvania, New Jersey.

Date from RMcN AE 128 ms. index.

Plate no. Q. 3432.

Maps on verso (28 x 28 cm. and smaller): Amoco auto road map of Ohio -- Pittsburgh -- Philadelphia.

Panel art: Amoco logo.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 128.45 (PrCt)**

63786

**Pennsylvania - Maps - 1935 - Road maps**

1 map : col. ; 53 x 68 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Atlantic auto road map of Pennsylvania.

Date from RMcN AE 128 ms. index.

Plate no. Q. 3415


Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 128.45 (PrCt)**

63789

**Pennsylvania - Maps - 1935 - Road maps**

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Panel art: Bulldog with can of Freedom motor oil.

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

**Gousha Clients 1367 (PrCt)**

63787

**Pennsylvania - Maps - 1935 - Road maps**

1 map : col. ; 46 x 71 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Fleet-Wing auto road map of Pennsylvania.

Plate no. Q.3432


Panel art: Fleet-Wing logo with flying bird.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 102A.57 (PrCt)**
Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 45 x 69 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sunoco auto road map of Pennsylvania
Date from RMcN AE 128 ms. index.
Plate no. Q. 3475
Maps on verso (35 x 53 cm. and smaller):
Historical, pictorial points of interest map : Pennsylvania / prepared exclusively for Sun Oil Company -- Pittsburgh -- Philadelphia and vicinity -- Harrisburg.
Panel art: Car driving toward fort.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 128.51 (PrCt)

63791 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Pictorial maps - Pennsylvania - Maps - 1935 - Pictorial maps
Authors: Sunoco (Firm) -- Sun Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 45 x 68 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sunoco auto road map of Pennsylvania
Incorrectly (?) dated “1936” on RMcN AE 132 ms. index.
Plate no. Q.3475
Maps on verso (30 x 53 cm. and smaller): Historical-pictorial map of Pennsylvania -- Pittsburgh -- Philadelphia and vicinity -- Harrisburg.
Panel art: Car driving towards a fort.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 132.25 (PrCt)

63792 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Pictorial maps - Pennsylvania - Maps - 1935 - Pictorial maps
Road map & historical guide : Pennsylvania ... Sunoco ... Sun Oil Company. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1935].
Authors: Sunoco (Firm) -- Sun Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 45 x 69 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sunoco auto road map of Pennsylvania.
Date from RMcN AE 194 ms. index.
Plate no. Q. 3475.
Maps on verso (35 x 54 cm. and smaller):
Historical, pictorial, points of interest map of Pennsylvania --- Pittsburgh -- Philadelphia -- Harrisburg.
RMcN AE 194.32 (PrCt)

63793 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Cities Service road map of Pennsylvania.
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover : Line drawing of car, Cities Service logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1294 (PrCt)

63794 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Cities Service road map of Pennsylvania.
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
“Tourist edition.”
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of car, Cities Service logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1295 (PrCt)

63795 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Travel Pennsylvania with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1935].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1340 (PrCt)

63796 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Pennsylvania - Maps - 1935 - Road maps

N.A.C. road map of Pennsylvania ... / prepared by Engineering Department, National Automobile Club. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1935?].
Authors: National Automobile Club -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: National Automobile Club logo, list of district offices.
Forms part of H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1413 (PrCt)

Pennsylvania - Maps - 1935 - Road maps

Authors: Republic Oil Co. -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Republic Oil Co. logo.
Forms part of H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1450 (PrCt)

Pennsylvania - Maps - 1935 - Road maps

Authors: Richfield Oil Corporation -- Air Adventures of Jimmie Allen (Radio program) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: airplane with "Jimmie Allen" radio show logo flying over Richfield gas station.
Forms part of H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1457 (PrCt)

Pennsylvania - Maps - 1935 - Road maps

Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1481 (PrCt)

Pennsylvania - Maps - 1935 - Road maps

Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Allen, J. E., fl. 1935 -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)/
1 map: col.; 42 x 64 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. Q.3432
Map on verso (31 x 48 cm.): Sinclair recreational map : United States.
Panel art: Dinosaurs; signed "J.E. Allen 35"
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 128.42 (PrCt)

Pennsylvania - Maps - 1935 - Road maps

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 53 x 68 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco road map : Pennsylvania. Includes table of "State and federal gasoline taxes -- as of June 1st, 1935."
Plate no. Q.296.
Maps on verso (17 x 17 cm. and smaller):
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 170.6 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
63804 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1935 - Road maps

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 68 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco road map : Pennsylvania.
Date from RMcN AE 128 ms. index.
Plate no. 296
Maps on verso (18 x 17 cm. and smaller):
Downtown Philadelphia -- Allentown -- Erie --
Gettysburg -- Harrisburg -- Reading -- Scranton --
Chester -- Johnstown -- Williamsport -- Pittsburgh
-- Downtown Pittsburgh -- Philadelphia.
Panel art: Texaco compass logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

63805 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1935 - Road maps

*Pennsylvania road map. Vitalized Keystone gasoline / compliments of Emblem Oil Co.*
Authors: United Refining Company -- Emblem Oil Co. Marketing Division -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Keystone Gasoline logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

63806 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1935 - Road maps

*United States - Maps - 1935 - Road maps*

63807 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1935 - Road maps

Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Pure Oil pathfinder for Pennsylvania.
Date from RMcN AE 128 ms. index.
Plate no. Q-1029
Map on verso (43 x 47 cm.): Pathfinder road map of Pure-Oil-Land showing through highways and Pure Oil producing, refining and transportation operations.
Panel art: Pure Oil logo, eastern U.S. map, car and gas station in foreground.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

63808 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Authors: Kendall Refining Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: "Kendall Purple Gasoline" pump, globe, and gas station.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

63809 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

*Petroleum industry and trade*
Pennsylvania - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

63810 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

63812 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

63813 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

63814 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
63815 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1936 - Road
maps<<>>Ohio - Maps - 1936 - Road
maps<<>>New Jersey - Maps - 1936 - Road
maps<<>>Road maps
Pennsylvania, Ohio, New Jersey ... Amoco ...
American Oil Co., Chicago : Rand McNally &
Company, [1936].
Authors: Amoco Oil Company -- American Oil
Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 45 x 68 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Road map of Pennsylvania.
Date from RMcN AE 128 ms. index.
Plate no. R.3613
Maps on verso (29 x 33 cm. and smaller): Amoco
auto road map of Ohio -- Cleveland -- Amoco
auto road map of New Jersey -- Pittsburgh --
Philadelphia and vicinity.
Panel art: Amoco logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 128.2X (PrCt)

63816 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1936 - Road
maps<<>>Ohio - Maps - 1936 - Road
maps<<>>New Jersey - Maps - 1936 - Road
maps<<>>Road maps
Pennsylvania, Ohio, New Jersey : American
Amoco gas ... American Oil Co., Chicago : Rand
McNally & Company, [1936].
Authors: Amoco Oil Company -- American Oil
Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 44 x 68 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Road map of Pennsylvania.
Date from RMcN AE 128 ms. index.
Plate no. R.3613
Maps on verso (29 x 33 cm. and smaller): Amoco
auto road map of Ohio -- Cleveland -- Amoco
auto road map of New Jersey -- Pittsburgh --
Philadelphia and vicinity.
Panel art: Amoco logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 128.2X (PrCt)

63817 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1936 - Road
maps<<>>Ohio - Maps - 1936 - Road
maps<<>>Road maps
Tydol trails thru Pennsylvania ... Chicago : H.M.
Gousha Company, 1936.
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company --
H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 39 x 64 cm.
Panel title.
Plate nos. "303-J" and "J-3."
Maps on verso (28 x 31 cm. and smaller): 1936
Tydol trails : Ohio -- Pittsburgh -- Philadelphia
and vicinity.
Panel art: Cartoon of Tydol "Little Engineer";
automobile license plate.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 171.20B (PrCt)
Pennsylvania - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Panel title.
Added title: Cities Service invites you to tour Pennsylvania.
Plate no. 325 - S.C. - J-4
Maps on verso (29 x 44 cm. and smaller): Cities Service invites you to tour United States -- Philadelphia -- Pittsburgh.
Panel art: Cities Service logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 157.28A (PrCt)

63823
Pennsylvania - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Panel title.
Added title: Pure Oil pathfinder for Pennsylvania
Date from RMcN AE 161 ms. index.
"Litho. in U.S.A. by American Colortype Company, Clifton, N.J."
Maps on verso (22 x 35 cm. and smaller): Gulf mileage map of the United States -- Philadelphia ... [and] Camden -- Pittsburgh.
Panel art: Gulf sign over cars on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 161.22 (PrCt)

63825
Pennsylvania - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Panel title.
Added title: Pure Oil pathfinder for Pennsylvania
Date from RMcN AE 128 ms. index.
Plate no. R. 3613
Maps on verso (22 x 24 cm. and smaller):
Philadelphia -- Allentown -- Scranton --
Bethlehem -- Harrisburg -- Reading -- Wilkes
Barre -- Pittsburgh.
Panel art: Pure Oil logo and gas station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 128.3X (PrCt)

63826 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Pennsylvania : Pure Oil pathfinder ... Chicago :
Rand McNally & Company, [1936].
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and
Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry
Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Pure Oil pathfinder for Pennsylvania
Date from RMcN AE 132 ms. index.
Plate no. R.3613.
Maps on verso (21 x 24 cm. and smaller):
Philadelphia -- Allentown -- Scranton --
Bethlehem -- Harrisburg -- Reading -- Wilkes
Barre -- Pittsburgh.
Panel art: Car and attendants in front of gas
station; Pure Oil logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 132.3 (PrCt)

63827 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
1936 road map : Pennsylvania / Republic Oil
Company, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. Chicago :
H.M. Gousha Co., 1936.
Authors: Republic Oil Co. -- H.M. Gousha
Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry
Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Republic Oil Co. logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection
(Newberry Library).
Gousha Clients 1689 (PrCt)

63828 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
In Pennsylvania you can save $3.50 ... ride with
Richfield . Chicago : Rand McNally & Company,
[1936].
Authors: Richfield Oil Corporation -- Rand
McNally and Company -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Richfield : Ride with Richfield in
Pennsylvania.
Date from RMcN AE 132 ms. index.
Plate no. R.3613.
Map on verso (31 x 47 cm.): Ride with Richfield
in United States.
Panel art: Laughing elderly Scotsman.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 132.6 (PrCt)

63829 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
1936 Road map : Pennsylvania / Shell. Chicago :
H.M. Gousha Co., 1936.
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha
Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry
Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with
confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry
Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1736 (PrCt)

63830 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Pennsylvania : Sinclair road map ... Chicago :
Rand McNally & Company, [1936].
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally
and Company -- Helck, Peter, 1893-1988 -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair road map : Pennsylvania.
Date from RMcN AE 128 ms. index.
Plate no. R. 3613
Map on verso (31 x 48 cm.): Sinclair recreational
map : United States.
Panel art: View of Sinclair service station, signed
"Helck."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 128.4X (PrCt)

63831 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Pennsylvania : Sinclair road map ... Chicago :
Rand McNally & Company, [1936].
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally
and Company -- Helck, Peter, 1893-1988 -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair road map : Pennsylvania.
Date from RMcN AE 132 ms. index.
Plate no. R.3613.
Map on verso (31 x 48 cm.): Sinclair recreational
map : United States.
Panel art: Sinclair service station in small town;
signed "Helck."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 132.2 (PrCt)

63832 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Pennsylvania : Texaco road map ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1936].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 53 x 68 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco road map : Pennsylvania.
Date from RMcN AE 132 ms. index.
Includes table of "State and federal gasoline taxes -- as of April 1st, 1936."
Plate no. R.296
Insets (9 x 9 cm. each): Pittsburgh, Cleveland.
Maps on verso (18 x 17 cm. and smaller):
Panel art: Texaco compass logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 132.1 (PrCt)

63833 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Pennsylvania : Texaco road map ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1936].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 53 x 68 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco road map : Pennsylvania.
Date from RMcN AE 132 ms. index.
Includes table of "State and federal gasoline taxes -- as of July 1st, 1936."
Plate no. R.296
Insets (9 x 9 cm. each): Pittsburgh, Cleveland.
Maps on verso (18 x 17 cm. and smaller):
Panel art: Texaco compass logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 132.24 (PrCt)

63834 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Authors: Tide Water Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Cartoon mechanic and license plate with slogan "wherever you go, go on Tydol and Veedol; says the little engineer."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

63835 Gousha Clients 1795 (PrCt)
Pennsylvania - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
West Virginia - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Authors: Freedom Oil Co. (Freedom, Pa.) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 42 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Freedom road map of Pennsylvania.
Plate no. R.3613
Maps on verso (31 x 47 cm. and smaller):
Freedom road map of United States -- Cleveland -- Philadelphia -- Pittsburgh -- Northern West Virginia -- Freedom road map of West Virginia.
Panel art: Freedom bulldog (mascot), over car.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1672 (PrCt)

63836 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
West Virginia - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Authors: Pennzoil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

63837 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
East (U.S.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Pennsylvania ... Mobilgas ... : Socony-Vacuum Oil Company Incorporated. New York : General Drafting Co., 1937.
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- General Drafting Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 51 x 70 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Motoring in Pennsylvania ... Maps on verso (44 x 34 cm. and smaller):
Principal highway routes of the eastern United States -- Pittsburgh -- Philadelphia.
Panel art: Mobilgas sign.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "1937".
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 169.43A (PrCt)

63838 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
New England - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Pennsylvania - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Authors: Freedom Oil Co. (Freedom, Pa.) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 53 x 68 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Freedom road map of Pennsylvania.
Plate no. R.296
Maps on verso (31 x 47 cm. and smaller):
Freedom road map of United States -- Cleveland -- Philadelphia -- Pittsburgh -- Northern West Virginia -- Freedom road map of West Virginia.
Panel art: Freedom bulldog (mascot), over car.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Authors: Kendall Refining Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: "Kendall Purple Gasoline" pump, globe, and gas station.
Forms part of H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1943 (PrCt)

1 map : col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Sterling gas station attendant handing a road map to a man in a car.
Forms part of H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 2015 (PrCt)

1 map : col.; 53 x 68 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Atlantic auto road map of Pennsylvania.
Date from RMcN AE 132 ms. index.
Plate no. S.3415
Panel art: Atlantic White Flash logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 132.17 (PrCt)

Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; 40 x 64 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Cities Service invites you to tour Pennsylvania.
Panel art: Cities Service sign, car and outline of the United States.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jun 3-1937 ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 157.33 (PrCt)

1 map : col.; 42 x 64 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Rand McNally road map of Pennsylvania.
Date from RMcN AE 132 ms. index.
Plate no. S.3613
Map on verso (42 x 47 cm.): Fleet-Wing auto road map of northeastern United States
Panel art: Fleet-Wing logo with flying bird.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 132.18 (PrCt)

1 map : col.; 42 x 64 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Road map of Pennsylvania.
Date from RMcN AE 132 ms. index.
Plate no. S.3613
Maps on verso (42 x 58 cm. and 21 x 29 cm.): Gulf road map of Ontario, Michigan, Illinois, Indiana, Ohio, Pennsylvania, New Jersey, New York, New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island, Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia, Kentucky -- Main interstate routes between Pennsylvania and New Jersey.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Panel art: Gulf sign over station and road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 132.15 (PrCt)

63844 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1937 - Road
maps<<>>Northeastern States - Maps - 1937 -
Road maps<<>>Road maps
Road map of Pennsylvania ... Wolverine-Empire
Refining Company ... Chicago : Rand McNally &
Company, [1937].
Authors: Wolverine-Empire Refining Co. (Oil City,
Pa.) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 64 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Wolverine-Empire road map of
Pennsylvania.
Date from RMcN AE 128 ms. index.
Plate no. S. 3613
Map on verso (43 x 48 cm.): Wolverine Empire
road map of northeastern United States.
Panel art: Cars at gas station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 128.8X (PrCt)

63845 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1937 - Road
maps<<>>Northeastern States - Maps - 1937 -
Road maps<<>>Road maps
Road map of Pennsylvania ... Wolverine-Empire
Refining Company ... Chicago : Rand McNally &
Company, [1937].
Authors: Wolverine-Empire Refining Co. (Oil City,
Pa.) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 64 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Wolverine-Empire road map of
Pennsylvania.
Date from RMcN AE 132 ms. index.
Plate no. S. 3613
Map on verso (43 x 48 cm.): Wolverine Empire
road map of northeastern United States.
Panel art: Cars at gas station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 132.20 (PrCt)

63846 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1937 - Road
maps<<>>Ohio - Maps - 1937 - Road
maps<<>>New Jersey - Maps - 1937 - Road
maps<<>>Road maps
Pennsylvania, Ohio, New Jersey : American
Amoco gas ... American Oil Co. Chicago : Rand
McNally & Company, [1937].
Authors: Amoco Oil Company -- American Oil
Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 44 x 68 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Road map of Pennsylvania.
Date from RMcN AE 132 ms. index.
Plate no. S.3613
Maps on verso (29 x 33 cm. and smaller): Amoco
road map of Ohio -- Cleveland -- Amoco road
map of New Jersey -- Pittsburgh -- Philadelphia
and vicinity.
Panel art: Amoco logo over wooded lake and
beach scenes.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 132.16 (PrCt)

63847 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1937 - Road
maps<<>>Pennsylvania - Maps - 1937 -
Pictorial maps<<>>Pictorial maps
Road map & historical guide : Pennsylvania ...
compliments of your Sunoco dealer. Chicago :
Rand McNally & Company, [1937].
Authors: Sunoco (Firm) -- Sun Oil Company --
Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 45 x 68 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sunoco auto road map of
Pennsylvania
Date from RMcN AE 132 ms. index.
Plate no. S.3739
Maps on verso (30 x 53 cm. and smaller): Sunoco
historical pictorial Pennsylvania --
Pittsburgh -- Philadelphia and vicinity --
Harrisburg.
Panel art: Sunoco compass logo and pictures of
Pennsylvania monuments.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 132.26 (PrCt)

63848 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1937 - Road
maps<<>>Philadelphia Region (Pa.) - Maps -
1937 - Road maps<<>>Pittsburgh Region (Pa.) -
Maps - 1937 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Travel Pennsylvania with Conoco : every Conoco
station is a branch of the Conoco Travel Bureau.
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1937].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco
Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 36 x 57 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Conoco official road map:
Pennsylvania
Date from RMcN AE 158 ms. index.
Plate nos. "303-J.C." and "11-K"
Maps on verso (29 x 21 cm. and smaller):
Philadelphia and vicinity -- Pittsburgh -- Allentown
-- Erie -- Reading -- York -- Harrisburg --
Lancaster.
Panel art: Conoco logo over outline of North
America.
Handstamped "1937" and "copyrighted".
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Pennsylvania - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Philadelphia Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Pittsburgh Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: Esso Standard Oil Company -- General Drafting Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 54 x 78 cm., folded to 21 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Insets (5 x 5 cm. each): Erie -- Johnstown -- Altoona -- Gettysburg -- Harrisburg -- Lancaster -- Reading -- Allentown -- Bethlehem -- Wilkes-Barre -- Scranton.
Maps on verso (26 x 34 cm. each): Philadelphia and vicinity -- Pittsburgh and vicinity.
Panel art: Esso logo and slogan "buy at the Esso sign."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 5166 (PrCt)

Pennsylvania - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Ohio - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Authors: Esso Standard Oil Company -- General Drafting Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 54 x 78 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Happy motoring in Pennsylvania
Insets (5 x 5 cm. each): Erie -- Johnstown -- Altoona -- Gettysburg -- Harrisburg -- Lancaster -- Reading -- Allentown -- Bethlehem -- Wilkes-Barre -- Scranton.
Maps on verso (26 x 34 cm. and 34 x 26 cm.): Pittsburgh -- Main roads of eastern Ohio.
Panel art: Esso logo.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "1937."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 169.42A (PrCt)

Pennsylvania - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Map of United States, car, Cities Service sign and "serves a nation" slogan.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1857 (PrCt)

Pennsylvania - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Travel Pennsylvania with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1937?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1904 (PrCt)

Pennsylvania - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 64 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Pure Oil pathfinder for Pennsylvania
Date from RMcN AE 128 ms. index.
Plate no. S. 3613
Map on verso (21 x 49 cm.): Pure Oil pathfinder for United States.
Panel art: Pure Oil sign over gas station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 128.5X (PrCt)

Pennsylvania - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 64 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Pure Oil pathfinder for Pennsylvania
Date from RMcN AE 132 ms. index.
Plate no. S.3613.
Map on verso (20 x 47 cm.): Pure Oil pathfinder
for United States.
Panel art: Pure Oil sign in front of station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 132.14 (PrCt)**

63855 **Pennsylvania - Maps - 1937 - Road maps**

> Authors: Republic Oil Co. -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
> 1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
> Panel title.
> Panel art: Republic Oil Co. logo.
> Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
> Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
**Gousha Clients 1980 (PrCt)**

63856 **Pennsylvania - Maps - 1937 - Road maps**

> Pennsylvania : Richfield ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1937].
> Authors: Richfield Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
> 1 map : col. ; 42 x 64 cm.
> Panel title.
> Added title: Ride with Richfield in Pennsylvania.
> Date from RMcN AE 128 ms. index.
> Plate no. S. 3613
> Map on verso (31 x 47 cm. and 12 x 18 cm.):
> Ride with Richfield in United States -- Important places of interest in Pennsylvania.
> Panel art: Pennsylvania mushrooms.
> Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 128.6X (PrCt)**

63857 **Pennsylvania - Maps - 1937 - Road maps**

> Pennsylvania : Richfield ... Pennsylvania is famous for [mushrooms] ... ride with Richfield. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1937].
> Authors: Richfield Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
> 1 map : col. ; 42 x 64 cm.
> Panel title.
> Added title: Ride with Richfield in Pennsylvania.
> Date from RMcN AE 132 ms. index.
> Plate no. S.3613.
> Maps on verso (30 x 47 cm. and 12 x 18 cm.):
> Ride with Richfield in United States -- Important places of interest in Pennsylvania.
> Panel art: Mushrooms.
> Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 132.19 (PrCt)**

63858 **Pennsylvania - Maps - 1937 - Road maps**

> Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
> 1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
> Panel title.
Pennsylvania - Maps - 1937 - Road maps

Philadelphia.
Inset (11 x 14 cm. each): Pittsburgh

Plate no. T.3837

Added title: Texaco touring map of Pennsylvania.
Date from RMcN AE 128 ms. index.
Panel title.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Gousha Clients 3007 (PrCt)

63862

Pennsylvania - Maps - 1937 - Road maps

Freedom 1937 road map : Pennsylvania and United States...


Authors: Freedom Oil Co. (Freedom, Pa.) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 42 x 64 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Freedom road map of Pennsylvania.
Plate no. S.3613

Maps on verso (31 x 47 cm. and smaller):
Freedom road map of United States -- Cleveland -- Philadelphia -- Pittsburgh -- Northern West Virginia -- Freedom road map of West Virginia.

Panel art: Freedom bulldog (mascot), over car.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 132.21 (PrCt)

63863

Pennsylvania - Maps - 1937 - Road maps


Authors: Pennzoil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 1952 (PrCt)

63866

Pennsylvania - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Texaco touring map : Pennsylvania ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1938].

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 38 x 67 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Texaco touring map of Pennsylvania.
Date from RMcN AE 132 ms. index.
Includes table of "State and federal gasoline taxes as of March 15th, 1938."
Plate no. T.3837

Insets (11 x 14 cm. each): Pittsburgh -- Philadelphia.

RMcN AE 132.32 (PrCt)

63865

Pennsylvania - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Texaco touring map : Pennsylvania ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1938].

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 38 x 67 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Texaco touring map of Pennsylvania.
Date from RMcN AE 132 ms. index.
Includes table of "State and federal gasoline taxes as of March 15th, 1938."
Plate no. T.3837

Insets (11 x 14 cm. each): Pittsburgh -- Philadelphia.

RMcN AE 132.33 (PrCt)

63867

Pennsylvania - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1938

Maps on verso (50 x 50 cm. and smaller): Texaco sectional trip map [of the eastern U.S.] -- Chicago and vicinity -- New York and vicinity -- Maritime Provinces -- Cleveland and vicinity.
Panel art: U.S. outline, Texaco logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 128.18X (PrCt)
- Road maps

 Pennsylvannia ... Mobilgas ... : Socony-Vacuum Oil Company Incorporated. New York : General Drafting Co., 1938.
 Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- General Drafting Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
 1 map : col. ; 51 x 70 cm.
 Panel title.
 Added title: Motoring in Pennsylvania ...
 Maps on verso (44 x 34 cm. and smaller):
 Principal highways of the Middle Atlantic States -- Pittsburgh -- Philadelphia.
 Panel art: Mobilgas sign.
 Handstamped "copyrighted 1938" and "received ... Jul 18 1938 Rand McNally & Co. ... ."
 Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
 RMCN AE 168.37 (PrCt)

 63868 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

 Philadelphia Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

 Authors: Atlantic Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
 1 map : col. ; 53 x 68 cm.
 Panel title.
 Added title: Atlantic auto road map of Pennsylvania.
 Date from RMCN AE 128 ms. index.
 Plate no. T. 3415
 Panel art: Atlantic White Flash logo.
 Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
 RMCN AE 128.11X (PrCt)

 63869 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

 Philadelphia Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

 Authors: Atlantic Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
 1 map : col. ; 53 x 68 cm.
 Panel title.
 Added title: Atlantic auto road map of Pennsylvania.
 Date from RMCN AE 132 ms. index.
 Plate no. T.3415
 Panel art: Atlantic White Flash logo.
 Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
 RMCN AE 132.31 (PrCt)

 63870 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1938- Road maps

 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1938- Road maps

 Pennsylvania, New Jersey and United States ... / compliments of your Sterling independent dealer. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1938].
 Authors: Sterling Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
 1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
 Panel title.
 Panel art: Sterling gasoline logo, map of Pennsylvania oil fields and derricks, slogans "from the heart of the world's richest oil fields ..." and "more miles per gallon and per minute."
 Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
 Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
 Gousha Clients 3299 (PrCt)

 63871 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

 Northeastern States - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

 Shell road map : Pennsylvania ... Chicago : H. M. Gousha Company, [1938].
 Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
 1 map : col. ; 48 x 64 cm.
 Panel title.
 Added title: Shell official road map of Pennsylvania.
 Date from RMCN AE 164 ms. index.
 Plate nos. "303-J.C." and "12-L 1938-1"
 Maps on verso (28 x 43 cm. and 21 x 19 cm.):
 Panel art: Shell logo.
 Handstamped "copyrighted" and "1938".
 Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
 RMCN AE 164.33 (PrCt)
Date from RMcN AE 128 ms. index.
Plate no. T.3613
Map on verso (35 x 54 cm.): Fleet-Wing auto road map of the northeastern United States.
Panel art: Fleet-Wing logo with flying bird.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 128.12X (PrCt)

63873 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
<<>> Northeastern States - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Authors: Fleet-Wing Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 42 x 64 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 132 ms. index.
Plate no. T.3613
Map on verso (42 x 47 cm.): Fleet-Wing auto road map of northeastern United States.
Panel art: Fleet-Wing logo with flying bird.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 132.27 (PrCt)

63874 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
<<>> Northeastern States - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Pennsylvania info-map : Gulf ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1938].
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 42 x 64 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Gulf : Pennsylvania info-map.
Date from RMcN AE 128 ms. index.
Plate no. T.3613
Maps on verso (42 x 58 cm. and 21 x 19 cm.): Road map of Ontario, Michigan, Illinois, Indiana, Ohio, Pennsylvania, New Jersey, New York, New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island, Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia, Kentucky -- Main interstate routes between Pennsylvania and New Jersey.
Panel art: Gulf sign over cars on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 128.13X (PrCt)

63875 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
<<>> Ohio - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
<<>> New Jersey - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
<<>> Road maps
Pennsylvania, Ohio, New Jersey ... Amoco ...
American Oil Co. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1938].
1 map : col. ; 45 x 68 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Road map of Pennsylvania.
Date from RMcN AE 128 ms. index.
Plate no. T.3613
Maps on verso (29 x 33 cm. and smaller): Amoco auto road map of Ohio -- Cleveland -- Amoco auto road map of New Jersey -- Pittsburgh -- Philadelphia and vicinity.
Panel art: Amoco logo and attendant.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 128.10X (PrCt)

63876 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
<<>> Ohio - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
<<>> New Jersey - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Road maps
1 map : col. ; 44 x 68 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Road map of Pennsylvania.
Date from RMcN AE 132 ms. index.
Plate no. T.3613
Maps on verso (29 x 33 cm. and smaller): Amoco road map of Ohio -- Cleveland -- Amoco road map of New Jersey -- Pittsburgh -- Philadelphia and vicinity.
Panel art: Amoco logo above station attendant.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 132.34 (PrCt)

63877 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
<<>> Ohio - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: Kendall Refining Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: "Kendall Purple Gasoline" pump, globe, and gas station.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3152 (PrCt)

63878 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
<<>> Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1938 -

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.


Pennsylvania - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Authors: Esso Standard Oil Company -- General Drafting Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 54 x 78 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Happy motoring in Pennsylvania...
Insets (5 x 5 cm. each): Erie--Johnstown--Altoona--Gettysburg--Harrisburg-- Lancaster--Reading--Allentown--Bethlehem--Wilkes-Barre--Scranton.
Maps on verso (26 x 34 cm. each): Pittsburgh--Eastern Ohio.
Panel art: Esso logo.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received... Jul 18 1938 Rand McNally & Co. ... ".
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 168.36 (PrCt)

63886 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Travel Pennsylvania with Conoco... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago: H.M. Gousha Co., [1938?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3127 (PrCt)

63887 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Pennsylvania: Pure Oil pathfinder... Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1938].
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 42 x 64 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Pennsylvania: Pure.
Date from RMcN AE 128 ms. index.
Plate no. T.3613
Map on verso (21 x 49 cm.): United States
Panel art: Pure Oil sign over gas station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 128.14X (PrCt)

63888 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Pennsylvania: Pure Oil pathfinder... Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1938].
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 42 x 64 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Pennsylvania / compliments of your friendly neighbor the Pure Oil dealer.
Date from RMcN AE 132 ms. index.
Plate no. T.3613.
Map on verso (20 x 47 cm.): United States / compliments of your friendly neighbor the Pure Oil dealer.
Panel art: Pure Oil sign in front of station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 132.30 (PrCt)

63889 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Pennsylvania - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 42 x 64 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 128 ms. index.
Plate no. T.3613
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 128.35 (PrCt)

Pennsylvania - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Pennsylvania: Richfield ... Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1938].
Authors: Richfield Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 42 x 64 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 128 ms. index.
Plate no. T.3613
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 128.15X (PrCt)

Pennsylvania - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Authors: Richfield Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 42 x 64 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 128 ms. index.
Plate no. T.3613
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 128.35 (PrCt)

Pennsylvania - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Tydol gasoline sign, profiles of three
63897 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
  Tydol trails thru Pennsylvania ... Chicago: H.M. Gousha Company, 1938.
  Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally
  Collection (Newberry Library)
  1 map : col. ; 39 x 64 cm.
  Panel title.
  Plate no. 303-J.C. 11-L.
  Maps on verso (28 x 44 cm. and smaller): United States -- Pittsburgh and vicinity -- Philadelphia
  and vicinity.
  Panel art: Tydol sign and cars.
  Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 22 1938 Rand McNally & Co. ..."
  Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
  RMcN AE 171.22A (PrCt)

63898 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
  McNally & Company, [1938].
  Authors: Freedom Oil Co. (Freedom, Pa.) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally
  Collection (Newberry Library)
  1 map : col. ; 42 x 65 cm.
  Panel title.
  Added title: Freedom road map of Pennsylvania.
  Plate no. T.3613
  Maps on verso (31 x 47 cm. and smaller): Freedom road map of United States -- Cleveland
  -- Philadelphia and vicinity -- Pittsburgh -- Northern West Virginia -- Freedom road map of
  West Virginia.
  Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
  RMcN AE 132.36 (PrCt)

63900 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
  Texaco touring map : Pennsylvania with sectional map of adjoining states ... Chicago: Rand
  McNally & Company, [1939].
  Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry
  Library)
  1 map : col. ; 38 x 67 cm.
  Panel title.
  Added title: Texaco touring map of Pennsylvania.
  Date from R McN AE 132 ms. index.
  Includes table of "State and federal gasoline taxes -- as of June 15th, 1939."
  Plate no. U.3837
  Insets (11 x 14 cm. each): Pittsburgh -- Philadelphia.
  Maps on verso (50 x 50 cm. and smaller): Texaco sectional trip map [of the eastern U.S.] -- New
  York and vicinity -- Cleveland and vicinity.
  Panel art: U.S. outline, Texaco logo.
  Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
  RMcN AE 132.42 (PrCt)

63901 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
  New Jersey ... Atlantic White Flash : Atlantic road map. Chicago: Rand McNally &
  Company, [1939].
  Authors: Atlantic Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally
  Collection (Newberry Library)
  1 map : col. ; 53 x 68 cm.
  Panel title.
  Added title: Atlantic auto road map of Pennsylvania.
  Date from R McN AE 132 ms. index.
  Includes table of "State and federal gasoline taxes -- as of September 1st, 1939."
  Plate no. U.3837
  Insets (11 x 14 cm. each): Pittsburgh -- Philadelphia.
  Maps on verso (50 x 50 cm. and smaller): Texaco sectional trip map [of the eastern U.S.] -- New
  York and vicinity -- Cleveland and vicinity.
  Panel art: U.S. outline, Texaco logo.
  Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
  RMcN AE 132.43 (PrCt)

63903 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
  Philadelphia Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
  Pennsylvania ... Atlantic White Flash : Atlantic road map. Chicago: Rand McNally &
  Company, [1939].
  Authors: Atlantic Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally
  Collection (Newberry Library)
  1 map : col. ; 53 x 68 cm.
  Panel title.
  Added title: Atlantic auto road map of Pennsylvania.
  Date from R McN AE 132 ms. index.
  Includes table of "State and federal gasoline taxes -- as of June 15th, 1939."
  Plate no. U.3837
  Insets (11 x 14 cm. each): Pittsburgh -- Philadelphia.
  Maps on verso (50 x 50 cm. and smaller): Texaco sectional trip map [of the eastern U.S.] -- New
  York and vicinity -- Cleveland and vicinity.
  Panel art: U.S. outline, Texaco logo.
  Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
  RMcN AE 132.44 (PrCt)
Pennsylvania - Maps - 1939 - Road maps <<>> Road maps
Pennsylvania road map / Cities Service. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1939?].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: road leading to a Cities Service gas station and sign; slogan "buy at this sign."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3380 (PrCt)

63911 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1939 - Road maps <<>> Road maps
Authors: Fleet-Wing Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 64 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Rand McNally road map : Pennsylvania
Date from RMcN AE 132 ms. index.
Plate no. U.3613
Map on verso (30 x 47 cm.): Fleet-Wing road map of United States -- Erie -- Philadelphia -- Pittsburgh -- Scranton.
Panel art: Fleet-Wing logo with flying bird.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 132.48 (PrCt)

Pennsylvania - Maps - 1939 - Road maps <<>> Road maps
Travel Pennsylvania with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1939?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3423 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Pennsylvania - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3520 (PrCt)

Pennsylvania - Maps - 1940 - Road maps

Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Tomasio, Rico, 1898-1985 -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 42 x 64 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair road map: Pennsylvania
Date from RMcN AE 132 ms. index.
Plate no. U.3613
Map on verso (28 x 43 cm.): Sinclair recreational map: United States
Panel art: Couple in car in front of Sinclair station; signed "Rico Tomasio."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 132.47 (PrCt)

Pennsylvania - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Tydol gasoline and Veedol motor oil signs; profiles of stylized cars.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3673 (PrCt)

Pennsylvania - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

Authors: Pennzoil Company -- New York World's Fair (1939-1940) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
© N.Y.W.F. -- back panel.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3489 (PrCt)
63920 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1940 - Road maps - Manuscripts
Philadelphia Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps - Manuscripts
Road maps
Road map of southeastern Pennsylvania.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [ca. 1940]. Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Sunoco (Firm) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Original artwork for a printed map, mounted on backing sheet.
Scale [ca. 1:323,850].
Coverage extends from Laurys Sta., Pa. on the north to Canton, N.J. on the south and from Lititz, Pa. on the west to Princeton, N.J. on the east.
MS notations in lower left corner: #3788# B Sunoco 46144.
Panel art: Amoco logo over map of eastern U.S.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Panel title.
Added title: Atlantic auto road map of Pennsylvania.
Date from RMcN AE 132 ms. index.
Plate no. V.3415
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 132.58 (PrCt)

63921 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
New Jersey - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
New York World's Fair (1939-1940) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Road map of Pennsylvania, New Jersey and plan of New York World's Fair ... / compliments of your Sterling independent dealer. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1940]?
Authors: Sterling Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- New York World's Fair (1939-1940) -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Sterling gasoline logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3994 (PrCt)

63922 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
New Jersey - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Philadelphia Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Road maps
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1940].
Authors: Atlantic Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 68 cm.

63923 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Ohio - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
New Jersey - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: Amoco Oil Company -- American Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 44 x 68 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Road map of Pennsylvania.
Date from RMcN AE 132 ms. index.
Plate no. V.3613
Maps on verso (29 x 33 cm. and smaller): Road map of Ohio -- Cleveland and vicinity -- Road map of New Jersey -- Pittsburgh and vicinity -- Philadelphia and vicinity.
Panel art: Amoco logo over map of eastern U.S.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 132.51 (PrCt)

63924 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Ohio - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: Kendall Refining Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: "Kendall Polly Power Gas" globe, and gas station.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3800 (PrCt)

63925 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Pennsylvania - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Fishes - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Authors: Richfield Oil Corporation -- Rand...
63926 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Pictorial maps - Pennsylvania - Maps - 1940 - Pittsburgh Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps - Road maps - Pictorial maps
Authors: Sunoco (Firm) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 52 x 71 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Auto road map of Pennsylvania
Date from RMcN AE 132 ms. index.
Plate no. V.3871
Insets (15 x 8 cm. and smaller): Harrisburg -- Allentown, Bethlehem -- Wilkes Barre -- Williamsport -- Scranton.
Maps on verso (30 x 53 cm. and smaller):
Historical-scenic map of Pennsylvania -- Auto road map of metropolitan Pittsburgh -- Auto road map of metropolitan Philadelphia.
Panel art: Sunoco logo and vignettes of Pennsylvania tourist sites.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 132.53 (PrCt)

63927 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1940 - Road maps - Philadelphia Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps - Road maps - Pictorial maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 64 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair road map : Pennsylvania
Date from RMcN AE 132 ms. index.
Plate no. V.3613
Maps on verso (35 x 47 cm. and 20 x 28 cm.):

63928 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1940 - Road maps - Philadelphia Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps - Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 65 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Road map : Sinclair Pennsylvania.
Plate no. V.3613
Maps on verso (36 x 47 cm. and 20 x 28 cm.):
Road map : Sinclair Philadelphia and vicinity -- Pittsburgh, Pa.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2658 (PrCt)

63929 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1940 - Road maps - Road maps
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: road with cars, Cities Service sign and gas station attendant; slogan "helpful service wherever you go!"
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3739 (PrCt)

63930 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1940 - Road maps - Road maps
Travel Pennsylvania with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1940].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3781 (PrCt)

63931 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
maps<<>><>Road maps
Authors: Fleet-Wing Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 64 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Rand McNally road map : Pennsylvania
Date from RMcN AE 132 ms. index.
Plate no. V.3613
Map on verso (30 x 47 cm.): Fleet-Wing road map of United States -- Erie -- Philadelphia -- Pittsburgh -- Scranton.
Panel art: Fleet-Wing logo with flying bird.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 132.52 (PrCt)

63932 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1940 - Road maps<<>><>Road maps
Pennsylvania info-map : Gulf ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1940].
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 78 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Eastern Pennsylvania
Date from RMcN AE 132 ms. index.
Plate no. V.4043
Map on verso (63 x 43 cm): Western Pennsylvania.
Panel art: Gulf sign over car and road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 132.57 (PrCt)

63933 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1940 - Road maps<<>><>Road maps
Authors: National Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: The National Refining Company road map of Pennsylvania.
Date from RMcN AE 132 ms. index.
Plate no. V.3613
Maps on verso (31 x 47 cm. and smaller): The National Refining Company road map of United States -- Erie -- Philadelphia -- Pittsburgh -- Scranton.
Panel art: National sign over rural road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 132.50 (PrCt)

63934 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1940 - Road maps<<>><>Road maps
Pennsylvania ... the Pure Oil pathfinder ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1940].
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 64 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 132 ms. index.
Plate no. V.3613.
Map on verso (20 x 47 cm.): United States
Panel art: Pure compass rose logo with cartoon figures.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 132.54 (PrCt)

63935 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1940 - Road maps<<>><>Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 64 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 132 ms. index.
Plate no. V.3613
Map on verso (31 x 47 cm.): Rand McNally road map : United States
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 132.59 (PrCt)

63936 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1940 - Road maps<<>><>Road maps
Authors: Republic Oil Co. -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Republic Oil Co. logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3852 (PrCt)

63937 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1940 - Road maps<<>><>Road maps
Shell map of Pennsylvania. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1940].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: Pennsylvania.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
63938 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3903 (PrCt)

63939 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1940 - Wildlife-related recreation
Authors: Chidley, Herb -- Duquesne Brewing Company of Pittsburgh -- Inland Lithograph Company -- Flannery, J. Rogers -- General Drafting Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 70 cm., folded to 23 x 12 cm.
Panel title.
Date pencilled on panel title.
Shows primary game animals in each county, tied to a 'Key to Map' and graded as being 'good' or 'average' hunting areas.
Streams and rivers are color-coded to show that they are stocked with either trout or bass.
'[Copyright] Inland Lithograph Company, Chicago.'
'Sold by J. Rogers Flannery Jr. and Associates, Pittsburgh, Penna.'
Includes portraits of specific game animals and fish species along the left and right borders and part of the top border, and a banner across the top stating 'with compliments of Duquesne Brewing Co. of Pittsburgh.'
map6F G3821 .E63 1940 C5 (PrCt)

63940 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Texaco touring map : Pennsylvania with sectional map of adjoining states ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1941].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 67 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Pennsylvania.
Date from RMcN AE 132 ms. index.
Includes table of "State and federal gasoline taxes as of 28th Dec., 1940."
Plate no. W.3837
Insets (11 x 14 cm. each): Pittsburgh -- Philadelphia.
Maps on verso (50 x 50 cm. and smaller): Texaco sectional trip map [of the eastern U.S.] -- New York and vicinity -- Cleveland and vicinity.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 132.64 (PrCt)

63941 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Texaco touring map : Pennsylvania with sectional map of adjoining states ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1941].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 67 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Pennsylvania.
Date from RMcN AE 132 ms. index.
Includes table of "State and federal gasoline taxes as of 2nd May, 1941."
Plate no. W.3837
Insets (11 x 14 cm. each): Pittsburgh -- Philadelphia.
Maps on verso (50 x 50 cm. and smaller): Texaco sectional trip map [of the eastern U.S.] -- New York and vicinity -- Cleveland and vicinity.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 132.65 (PrCt)

63942 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Pennsylvania with sectional map of adjoining states : Texaco ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1941].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 67 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Pennsylvania.
Date from RMcN AE 132 ms. index.
Includes table of "State and federal gasoline taxes as of 2nd September, 1941."
Plate no. W.3837
Insets (11 x 14 cm. each): Pittsburgh -- Philadelphia.
Maps on verso (50 x 50 cm. and smaller): Texaco sectional trip map [of the eastern U.S.] -- New York and vicinity -- Cleveland and vicinity.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 132.66 (PrCt)
Pennsylvania - Maps - 1941 - Road maps

63943 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1941 - Road maps

*New Jersey - Maps - 1941 - Road maps*

*Philadelphia Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps*

*Road maps*

*Atlantic: Pennsylvania, New Jersey road map.*

*Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1941].*

*Authors: Atlantic Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)*

*1 map: col.; 50 x 65 cm.*

*Panel title.*

*Added title: Atlantic auto road map of Pennsylvania*

*Date from RMcN AE 132 ms. index.*

*Plate no. W.3415*


*Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).*

*RMcN AE 132.66 (PrCt)*

63946 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1941 - Road maps

*New Jersey - Maps - 1941 - Road maps*

*Pictorial maps*

*Pictorial maps*

*Pennsylvania - Maps - 1941 - Pittsburgh Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps*

*Philadelphia Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps*

*Road maps*

*Pictorial maps*


*Authors: Sunoco (Firm) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)*

*1 map: col.; 52 x 71 cm.*

*Date from RMcN AE 132 ms. index.*

*Plate no. W.3871*

*Insets (15 x 8 cm. and smaller): Harrisburg -- Allentown, Bethlehem -- Wilkes Barre -- Williamsport -- Scranton.*

*Maps on verso (30 x 53 cm. and smaller): Sunoco historical-scenic map of Pennsylvania -- Metropolitan Pittsburgh -- Metropolitan Philadelphia.*

*Panel art: Car on road, Sunoco logo, vignettes of Pennsylvania tourist sites.*

*Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).*

*RMcN AE 132.70 (PrCt)*

63947 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1941 - Road maps

*Philadelphia Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps*

*Pennsylvania, metropolitan Philadelphia ... Sinclair H-C gasoline road map. Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1941].*

*Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)*

*1 map: col.; 42 x 64 cm.*

*Panel title.*

*Added title: Sinclair road map: Pennsylvania*

*Date from RMcN AE 132 ms. index.*

*Plate no. W.3613*

*Maps on verso (35 x 47 cm. and 20 x 28 cm.): Sinclair road map: Philadelphia and vicinity -- Pittsburgh.*

*Panel art: Sinclair H-C sign over car on road.*

*Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).*

*RMcN AE 132.63 (PrCt)*

63948 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1941 - Road maps

*Road maps*

*Pennsylvania road map / Cities Service. Chicago: H.M. Gousha Co., [1941]?.*
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.
Panel art: car, Cities Service sign and infant dressed as a gas station attendant; slogan "start every trip at your Cities Service dealer's."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4085 (PrCt)

Pennsylvania - Maps - 1941 - Road maps

63949 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Pennsylvania info-map : Gulf ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1941].
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 78 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Eastern Pennsylvania
Date from RMcN AE 132 ms. index.
Plate no. W.4043
Map on verso (63 x 43 cm): Western Pennsylvania.
Panel art: Gulf sign over car and road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 132.62 (PrCt)

63950 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Road map of Pennsylvania ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1941].
Authors: Pennzoil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: car on road beneath ad for "amazing, new Pennzip 'Z' gasoline"and slogan "sound your 'Z' for pennzip and Pennzoil."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4249 (PrCt)

63951 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Pennsylvania ... the Pure Oil pathfinder ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1941].
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 64 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 132 ms. index.
Plate no. W.3613.
Map on verso (20 x 47 cm.): United States
Panel art: Pure compass rose logo with cartoon figures.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 132.68 (PrCt)

63952 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Pennsylvania - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 64 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 132 ms. index.
Plate no. W.3613
Map on verso (31 x 47 cm.): Rand McNally road map : United States
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 132.71 (PrCt)

63953 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Shell map of Pennsylvania. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1941].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: Pennsylvania.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4336 (PrCt)

63954 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: airplane, car and Tydol flying "A" gasoline logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4336 (PrCt)

63955 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
New Jersey - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Ohio - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Pennsylvania, Ohio, New Jersey ... Amoco ... American Oil Company. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1942].
Authors: Amoco Oil Company -- American Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
Panel art: woman's face and slogan "put more zip into your trip, get a thrilling filling of Kendall Polly Power Gas".
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4477 (PrCt)

Authors: Richfield Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 64 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Ride with Richfield in Pennsylvania.
Date from RMcN AE 130 ms. index.
Plate no. X. 3613
Maps on verso (21 x 36 cm. and smaller): Principal fish of Pennsylvania -- Ride with Richfield in northeastern United States -- What to see in Pennsylvania.
Panel art: Richfield eagle in air with U.S. military planes.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 130.7 (PrCt)

Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 64 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 130 ms. index.
Plate no. X. 3613
Map on verso (35 x 47 cm.): Sinclair : Philadelphia and vicinity.
Panel art: Sinclair gas pump.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 130.8 (PrCt)

Authors: Richfield Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 52 x 71 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Pennsylvania.
"Copyright 1942 by Rand McNally & Company".
Plate no. X. 3871
Insets (15 x 8 cm. and smaller): Harrisburg -- Allentown -- Bethlehem -- Wilkes-Barre -- Williamsport -- Scranton.
Maps on verso (29 x 35 cm. and smaller): Metropolitan Pittsburgh -- Metropolitan Philadelphia -- Sunoco historical-pictorial map of Pennsylvania.
Panel art: Sunoco serviceman standing in front of Sunoco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 130.12 (PrCt)

63964 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1942 - Road maps>>>Road maps Pennsylvania road map / Cities Service Oils ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1942]?
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: rural road scene, Cities Service Oils logo, and slogan "start every trip at your Cities Service dealer's."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4397 (PrCt)

63965 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1942 - Road maps>>>Road maps Pennsylvania with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1942]?
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Back panel art: circus elephant with slogan "mileage you'll never forget Conoco Nth Motor oil."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4450 (PrCt)

63966 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1942 - Road maps Pennsylvania : Richfield ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1942].
Authors: Sunoco (Firm) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 52 x 71 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Pennsylvania.
"Copyright 1942 by Rand McNally & Company".
Plate no. X. 3871
Insets (15 x 8 cm. and smaller): Harrisburg -- Allentown -- Bethlehem -- Wilkes-Barre -- Williamsport -- Scranton.
Maps on verso (29 x 35 cm. and smaller): Metropolitan Pittsburgh -- Metropolitan Philadelphia -- Sunoco historical-pictorial map of Pennsylvania.
Panel art: Sunoco serviceman standing in front of Sunoco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 130.12 (PrCt)
Pennsylvania info-map : Gulf ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1942?].
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 77 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Gulf : eastern Pennsylvania.
Date from RMcN AE 130 ms. index.
Plate no. S. 4043
Map on verso (63 x 43 cm.): Western Pennsylvania.
Panel art: Gulf sign over car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 130.9 (PrCt)

63970 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Road map : Pennsylvania : Marathon ... Ohio Oil Company ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [1942].
Authors: Marathon Oil Company -- Ohio Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 64 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Road map of Pennsylvania.
Date from RMcN AE 130 ms. index.
Plate no. x. 3613
Map on verso (31 x 47 cm.): Marathon road map of United States.
Panel art: Marathon sign, oil ration stamp and man attending car at gas station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 130.4 (PrCt)

63968 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Pennsylvania : Pure Oil pathfinder road map ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1942].
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Pennsylvania
Date from RMcN AE 130 ms. index.
Plate no. X. 3613
Map on verso (20 x 45 cm.): United States
Panel art: Pure Oil logo and road sign with cardinal directions.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 130.6 (PrCt)

63972 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1945 - Road maps
Roads for carefree motoring in Pennsylvania : Richfield ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1945?].
Authors: Richfield Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Ride with Richfield in Pennsylvania.
Plate no. 453613

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Maps on verso (21 x 36 cm. and smaller):
Principal fish of Pennsylvania -- Ride with Richfield in northeastern United States -- What to see in Pennsylvania.
Panel art: Richfield service station attendant holding a gas nozzle and gesturing towards a car passing a house.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2292 (PrCt)

1 map : col. ; 42 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Ride with Richfield in Pennsylvania.
Date from RMcN AE 130 ms. index.
Plate no. 453613V
Maps on verso (42 x 47 cm. and 21 x 28 cm.): Ride with Richfield in eastern & central United States -- What to see in Pennsylvania.
Panel art: Richfield serviceman in front of car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 130.21 (PrCt)

1 map : col. ; 42 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 130 ms. index.
Plate no. 453613V.
Maps on verso (15 x 15 cm. and smaller): Philadelphia -- Pittsburgh -- Pennsylvania [pictorial map].
Panel art: Sinclair serviceman standing in front of car and billboard on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 130.22 (PrCt)

1 map : col. ; 78 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Gulf : eastern Pennsylvania.
Date from RMcN AE 130 ms. index.
Plate no. 454043
Map on verso (63 x 43 cm.): Western Pennsylvania.
Panel art: Gulf sign over car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 130.19 (PrCt)
Form part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 130.37 (PrCt)

63984 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Ohio - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
New Jersey - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: American Oil Company -- Amoco Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 44 x 68 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Road map of Pennsylvania : Amoco.
Date from RMcN AE 95 ms. index.
Plate no. 6-423653-1
Insets (17 x 17 cm each): Pittsburgh and vicinity -- Philadelphia and vicinity.
Maps on verso (68 x 42 cm. or smaller): Road map of Ohio -- Road map of New Jersey -- Cleveland, Ohio and vicinity.
Panel art: Amoco logo and outline of eastern U.S.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 95.24 (PrCt)

63985 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Ohio - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
New Jersey - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: Amoco Oil Company -- American Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 44 x 68 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Road map of Pennsylvania.
Date from RMcN AE 130 ms. index.
Plate no. 6-423666-1
Insets (each 17 x 17 cm.): Pittsburgh and vicinity -- Philadelphia and vicinity.
Maps on verso (45 x 42 cm. and smaller): Road maps of Ohio -- Road map of New Jersey -- Cleveland.
Panel art: Amoco logo over the eastern United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 130.27 (PrCt)

63986 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Pennsylvania - Maps - 1946 - Pictorial maps
Pictorial maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 130 ms. index.
Plate no. 6-465366V-1
Maps on verso (15 x 15 cm. and smaller): Philadelphia -- Pittsburgh -- Pennsylvania [pictorial map].
Panel art: Sinclair serviceman standing in front of car and billboard on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 130.31 (PrCt)

63987 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Pennsylvania - Maps - 1946 - Pictorial maps
Pictorial maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 130 ms. index.
Plate no. 6-453636V-2
Maps on verso (15 x 15 cm. and smaller): Philadelphia -- Pittsburgh -- Pennsylvania [pictorial map].
Panel art: Sinclair serviceman standing in front of car and billboard on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 130.38 (PrCt)

63988 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Pittsburgh Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Philadelphia Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1946 - Pictorial maps
Pictorial maps
Authors: Sunoco (Firm) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 55 x 71 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Pennsylvania.
"Copyright 1946 by Rand McNally & Company".
Plate no. 463871
Inset (10 x 17 cm.): Allentown, Bethlehem.
Maps on verso (23 x 27 cm. and smaller):
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Pennsylvania - Maps - 1946 - Road maps

Panel art: Car driving through a rural town.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

63989

Pennsylvania - Maps - 1946 - Road maps

Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

63990

Pennsylvania - Maps - 1946 - Road maps

Panel art: Gulf sign over car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

63991

Pennsylvania - Maps - 1946 - Road maps

Panel art: Cities Service gas station, various cartoon images, and slogan "Cities Service dealers help make every trip a treat."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

63992

Pennsylvania - Maps - 1946 - Road maps

Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

63993

Pennsylvania - Maps - 1946 - Road maps

Panel art: Sterling gasoline sign and gas pump.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

63994

Pennsylvania - Maps - 1946 - Road maps

Panel art: Cities Service gas station, various cartoon images, and slogan "Cities Service dealers help make every trip a treat."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

63995

Pennsylvania - Maps - 1946 - Road maps

Panel art: Road scene with gas station, car, and "Tydol flying 'A' gasoline" sign.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

63996
maps<<>>Road maps
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1946?].
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: gas station, giant holding "flying 'A" logo and pushing a car, and slogan "with the giant power of Tydol flying 'A' gasoline."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4993 (PrCt)

Pennsylvania - Maps - 1947 - Road maps<<>>Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1947 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Pennsylvania, Maryland, Virginia and West Virginia ... Socony-Vacuum Oil Company.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1947].
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 46 x 81 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Pennsylvania : Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc.
Date from RMcN AE 130 ms. index.
Plate number 7-4609-3.
Maps on verso (35 x 55 cm. and smaller): Socony-Vacuum Oil Co. Incorporated : Middle Atlantic States -- Philadelphia and vicinity -- Pittsburgh -- Allentown ... Bethlehem -- Erie -- Scranton.
Panel art: Mobiloil logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 130.49 (PrCt)

Pennsylvania - Maps - 1947 - Road maps<<>>New Jersey - Maps - 1947 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Atlantic Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 50 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Atlantic auto road map of Pennsylvania
Date from RMcN AE 130 ms. index.
Plate no. 7-423415-4
Maps on verso (34 x 24 cm. and smaller): Atlantic auto road map of New Jersey -- Allentown -- Bethlehem -- Altoona -- Harrisburg -- New York -- Philadelphia -- Pittsburgh -- Newark -- Scranton.
Panel art: Atlantic serviceman waving to couple in car.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 130.57 (PrCt)

Pennsylvania - Maps - 1947 - Road maps<<>>Philadelphia Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Atlantic Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 50 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Philadelphia Region (Pa.) auto road map
Date from RMcN AE 130 ms. index.
Plate number 7-423415-3
Maps on verso (34 x 24 cm. and smaller): Atlantic auto road map of New Jersey -- Allentown [and] Bethlehem -- Philadelphia -- Altoona -- Harrisburg -- New York -- Pittsburgh -- Newark -- Scranton.
Panel art: Atlantic serviceman waving at family in car.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 95.34 (PrCt)

Pennsylvania - Maps - 1947 - Road maps<<>>New Jersey - Maps - 1947 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Atlantic Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 50 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Philadelphia Region (Pa.) auto road map
Date from RMcN AE 130 ms. index.
Plate number 7-423415-3
Maps on verso (34 x 24 cm. and smaller): Atlantic auto road map of New Jersey -- Allentown -- Bethlehem -- Altoona -- Harrisburg -- New York -- Philadelphia -- Pittsburgh -- Newark -- Scranton.
Panel art: Atlantic serviceman waving to couple in car.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 130.59 (PrCt)
Added title: Atlantic auto road map of Pennsylvania.
Date from RMcN AE 95 ms. index.
Plate no. 7-423415-4
Maps on verso (34 x 24 cm. and smaller): Atlantic auto road map of New Jersey -- Allentown [and] Bethlehem -- Philadelphia -- Altoona -- Harrisburg -- New York -- Pittsburgh -- Newark -- Scranton.
Panel art: Atlantic serviceman waving at family in car.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 95.40 (PrCt)

Pennsylvania - Maps - 1947 - Road maps

Pennsylvania, New Jersey : points of interest and touring map ... / the California Oil Company.
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1947?].
Authors: California Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: couple in convertible (man driving, woman reading map); “Calso supreme” gas logo
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5011 (PrCt)

Pennsylvania - Maps - 1947 - Road maps

Pennsylvania, northeastern United States : Pure Oil trip map ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1947].
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 64 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Pennsylvania
Date from RMcN AE 130 ms. index.
Plate no. 7-453613V-1
Maps on verso (42 x 47 cm. and 21 x 28 cm.): Ride with Richfield in eastern & central United States -- What to see in Pennsylvania.
Panel art: Richfield serviceman in front of car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 130.50 (PrCt)

Pennsylvania - Maps - 1947 - Road maps

Authors: Kendall Refining Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter “U”, indicating 1947 publication.
Panel art: woman's face and slogan "get a thrilling filling Now! Polly Power".
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5115 (PrCt)
Pennsylvania - Maps - 1947 Road maps

Sunoco road map and historical scenic guide: Pennsylvania ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1947].
Authors: Sunoco (Firm) -- Sun Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; 38 x 34 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Pennsylvania
Date from RMcN AE 130 ms. index.
Plate no. 7-463871-3.
Inset (10 x 17 cm.): Allentown, Bethlehem.
Maps on verso (31 x 54 cm. and smaller):
Sunoco historical-pictorial map of Pennsylvania -- Metropolitan Pittsburgh -- Metropolitan Philadelphia -- Harrisburg -- Scranton -- Wilkes-Barre -- Williamsport.
Panel art: Car on a rural road leading into village.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 130.47 (PrCt)

Pennsylvania - Maps - 1947 Road maps

Plate no. 7-453613V-1.
Maps on verso (31 x 47 cm. and smaller): Amoco auto road map of United States -- Philadelphia -- Pittsburgh.
Panel art: Amoco logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 128.48 (PrCt)

64010 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1947 Road maps

Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Cities Service gas station, various cartoon images, and slogan "Cities Service dealers help make every trip a treat."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5062 (PrCt)

64011 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1947 Road maps

Travel Pennsylvania with Conoco ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1947?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "U", indicating 1947 publication.
Panel art: family standing in front of car and statement "for long trips ask ... about Touraid." Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5105 (PrCt)

64012 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1947 Road maps

Pennsylvania info-map : Gulf ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1947].
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; 78 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Gulf : eastern Pennsylvania.
Date from RMcN AE 130 ms. index.
Plate no. 7-4043-9
Map on verso (63 x 43 cm.): Western Pennsylvania.
Panel art: Gulf sign over car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 130.64 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Relief shown with hypsometric tints and shading. Series: [Denoyer-Geppert physical-political series] ; Map J 137 r
Printed on 2 sheets mounted together on a single cloth backing.
Gift of Southern Illinois University at Carbondale, 2011.
maproll G3820 1948 .D4 (PrCt)

Cover title: Rand McNally pocket maps : Pennsylvania : complete indexed reference map ... [and] highway map.
Uniform title: Pocket maps
Folded map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back to back, col. ; 64 x 95 cm and 43 x 65 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of Pennsylvania. Plate nos. "8" and "PM 37". Includes key to railroads. -- Pennsylvania : Rand McNally road map. Plate no. 8-453613V-2.
Cover art: Cars on road alongside passenger train.
"50c" -- printed on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Pocket 4C 228 (PrCt)

Pennsylvania, Delaware and the Chesapeake Bay country : Mobilgas. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1948].
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 81 cm. on sheet 58 x 84 cm.
Added title: Pennsylvania, Delaware and the Chesapeake Bay area: Mobiloil.
Verso includes maps of eight cities and:
Socony-Vacuum Oil Co. incorporated: Delaware and the Chesapeake Bay area. Plate no.

64022 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1948 - Road maps>>>Delaware - Maps - 1948 - Road maps>>>Chesapeake Bay Region (Md. and Va.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Pennsylvania, Delaware and the Chesapeake Bay area : Mobilgas ... Socony-Vacuum Oil Company ... Chicago : Rand McNally and Company, [1948].
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 46 x 81 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Pennsylvania : Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc.
Date from RMcN AE 130 ms. index.
Plate no. 8-4609-5
Maps on verso (44 x 27 cm. and smaller): Socony-Vacuum Oil Co. incorporated : Delaware and the Chesapeake Bay area -- Pittsburgh -- Harrisburg -- Scranton -- Wilkes-Barre -- Philadelphia -- Allentown, Bethlehem -- Altoona -- Erie.
Panel art: Mobilgas logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 130.78 (PrCt)

Authors: Atlantic Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 50 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Atlantic auto road map of Pennsylvania
Date from RMcN AE 130 ms. index.
Plate no. 8-423415-5
Maps on verso (34 x 24 cm. and smaller): Atlantic auto road map of New Jersey -- Allentown, Bethlehem -- Altoona -- Harrisburg -- New York -- Philadelphia -- Pittsburgh -- Newark -- Scranton.
Panel art: Atlantic men servicing a couple's car at the pump.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 130.77 (PrCt)

Pennsylvania - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Atlantic Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 50 x 65 cm.

Panel title.
Added title: Atlantic auto road map of Pennsylvania
Date from RMcN AE 130 ms. index.
Plate no. 8-423415-6
Maps on verso (34 x 24 cm. and smaller): Atlantic auto road map of New Jersey -- Allentown, Bethlehem -- Altoona -- Harrisburg -- New York -- Philadelphia -- Pittsburgh -- Newark -- Scranton.
Panel art: Atlantic men servicing a couple's car at the pump.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 130.79 (PrCt)

64025 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1948 - Road maps<<<>>New Jersey - Maps - 1948 - Road maps <<<>>Road maps
Authors: Atlantic Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 50 x 65 cm.

Panel title.
Added title: Atlantic auto road map of Pennsylvania
Date from RMcN AE 95 ms. index.
Plate no. 8-423415-6
Maps on verso (34 x 24 cm. and smaller): Atlantic auto road map of New Jersey -- Allentown, Bethlehem -- Altoona -- Harrisburg -- New York -- Philadelphia -- Pittsburgh -- Newark -- Scranton.
Panel art: Couple in car at Atlantic service station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 95.57 (PrCt)

64027 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1948 - Road maps<<<>>Northeastern States - Maps - 1948 - Road maps <<<>>Road maps
Pennsylvania and northeastern United States ... trip map / compliments of your Pure Oil dealer . Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1948].
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 65 cm.

Panel title.
Added title: Pennsylvania
Date from RMcN AE 130 ms. index.
Plate no. 8-453613V-2
Map on verso (43 x 48 cm.): [Northeastern United States]
Panel art: Pure Oil sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 130.86 (PrCt)

Roads for carefree motoring in Pennsylvania : Richfield ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1948].
Authors: Richfield Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 64 cm.

Panel title.
Added title: Ride with Richfield in Pennsylvania.
Date from RMcN AE 130 ms. index.
Plate no. 8-453613V-2
Maps on verso (42 x 47 cm. and 21 x 28 cm.): Ride with Richfield in eastern & central United States -- What to see in Pennsylvania.
Panel art: Richfield serviceman in front of car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 130.74 (PrCt)

Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 64 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 130 ms. index.
Plate no. 8-453613V-6
Maps on verso (25 x 34 cm. and smaller):
Panel art: Bird and rabbit near Sinclair signpost and cars on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

64032 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Pennsylvania / Cities Service. Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948?].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
Panel art: Cities Service gas station, various cartoon images, and slogan "Cities Service dealers help make every trip a treat."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5339 (PrCt)

64033 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Travel Pennsylvania with Conoco ... Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
Panel art: family standing in front of car and statement "for long trips ask ... about Touraide."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5375 (PrCt)

64034 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Pennsylvania info-map : Gulf ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1948].
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 78 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Gulf : eastern Pennsylvania.
Date from RMcN AE 130 ms. index.
Plate no. 8-4043-12
Map on verso (63 x 43 cm.): Western Pennsylvania.
Panel art: Gulf sign over car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

64035 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Road map of Pennsylvania : Pennzip! gasoline. Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948?].
Authors: Pennzoil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Pennsylvania - Maps - 1948 - Road maps


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 46 x 65 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 130 ms. index.
Plate no. 9
Map on verso (44 x 27 cm. and smaller): Rand McNally road map : United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Basic County - Maps - 1949 - Road maps

Basic County, Virginia : Rand McNally road map. Plate no. 25


Panoramic view of Virginia. Plate no. 25

Coverage: Plate no. 25 includes Va. and Wash. D.C.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).


Wilkes-Barre -- Williamsport.
Panel art: Couple near car overlooking rural valley.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 131.12 (PrCt)

64046 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1949 - Road maps


Authors: Amoco Oil Company -- American Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 64 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Amoco road map of Pennsylvania.
Date from RMcN AE 131 ms. index.
Plate no. 9-453613V-3
Maps on verso (31 x 47 cm. and smaller): Amoco road map of United States -- Philadelphia -- Pittsburgh.
Panel art: Amoco logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 131.10 (PrCt)

64047 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1949 - Road maps

Authors: Crown Central Petroleum Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 131 ms. index.
Plate no. 9-453613V-3
Maps on verso (31 x 47 cm. and smaller): Crown road map of United States -- Philadelphia -- Pittsburgh.
Panel art: Crown serviceman giving thumbs-up.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 131.1 (PrCt)

64048 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1949 - Road maps

Pennsylvania info-map : Gulf ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1949].
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 78 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Gulf : eastern Pennsylvania.
Date from RMcN AE 131 ms. index.
Plate no. 9-4043-15
Map on verso (63 x 43 cm.): Western Pennsylvania.
Panel art: Gulf sign over car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 131.11 (PrCt)

64049 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1949 - Road maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 64 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 131 ms. index.
Plate no. 9-453613V-3
Map on verso (31 x 47 cm.): Rand McNally road map : United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 131.5 (PrCt)

64050 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1950 - Road maps

Pennsylvania, Delaware and the Chesapeake Bay area : Mobilgas ... Socony-Vacuum Oil Company ... Chicago : Rand McNally and Company, [1950].
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 46 x 81 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Pennsylvania : Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc.
Date from RMcN AE 131 ms. index.
Plate no. 0-4609-9
Maps on verso (44 x 27 cm. and smaller): Socony-Vacuum Oil Co. incorporated : Delaware and the Chesapeake Bay area -- Pittsburgh -- Harrisburg -- Scranton -- Wilkes-Barre -- Philadelphia -- Allentown, Bethlehem -- Altoona -- Erie.
Panel art: Mobilgas logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 131.17 (PrCt)

64051 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1950 - Road maps

Authors: Sunoco (Firm) -- Sun Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 55 x 70 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sunoco : Pennsylvania
Date from RMcN AE 131 ms. index.
Plate no. 0-46387-1
"Copyright 1950 by Rand McNally & Company"
Inset (10 x 17 cm.): Allentown, Bethlehem.
Maps on verso (31 x 54 cm. and smaller):
Sunoco historical-pictorial map of Pennsylvania -- Metropolitan Pittsburgh -- Metropolitan Philadelphia -- Harrisburg -- Scranton -- Wilkes-Barre -- Williamsport.
Panel art: Couple near car overlooking rural valley.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 131.16 (PrCt)

64054 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1950 - Road maps

Pennsylvania info-map : Gulf ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1950].
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 78 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Gulf : eastern Pennsylvania.
Date from RMcN AE 131 ms. index.
Plate no. 0-4043-23
Map on verso (63 x 43 cm.): Western Pennsylvania.
Panel art: Gulf sign over car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 131.18 (PrCt)

64055 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1951 - Road maps

Pennsylvania : make it Amoco all the way! ... / compliments of American Oil Co. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1950].
1 map : col. ; 42 x 64 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Amoco road map of Pennsylvania.
Date from RMcN AE 131 ms. index.
Plate no. 0-453613V-6
Maps on verso (31 x 47 cm. and smaller): Amoco road map of United States -- Philadelphia -- Pittsburgh.
Panel art: Amoco logo over highway leading to city.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 131.15 (PrCt)

64056 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1951 - Road maps

1 map : col. ; 42 x 64 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 131 ms. index.
Plate no. 0-453613V-5
Panel art: Crown serviceman giving thumbs-up.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 131.14 (PrCt)

64057 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1951 - Road maps

1 map : col. ; 50 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Pennsylvania : Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc.
Date from RMcN AE 131 ms. index.
Plate no. 1-4609-10
Maps on verso (43 x 25 cm. and smaller): Socony-Vacuum Oil Co. incorporated : Delaware and the Chesapeake Bay area -- Allentown -- Erie -- Reading -- Scranton -- Pittsburgh -- Philadelphia.
Panel art: Mobilgas logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 131.22 (PrCt)
Southern Florida. Panel art: Cars moving along highway in the mountains.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 131.26 (PrCt)**


Authors: Richfield Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 42 x 64 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Ride with Richfield in Pennsylvania.
Date from RMcN AE 131 ms. index.
Plate no. 1-453613V-7
Maps on verso (42 x 47 cm. and 21 x 28 cm.):
Ride with Richfield in eastern & central United States -- What to see in Pennsylvania.
Panel art: Richfield sign over rural setting.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 131.28 (PrCt)**


Authors: Sunoco (Firm) -- Sun Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 55 x 70 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sunoco : Pennsylvania.
Date from RMcN AE 131 ms. index.
Plate no. 1-463871-10
"Copyright 1951 by Rand McNally & Company"
Inset (10 x 17 cm.): Allentown, Bethlehem.
Maps on verso (31 x 53 cm. and smaller):
Sunoco historical-pictorial map of Pennsylvania -- Metropolitan Pittsburgh -- Metropolitan Philadelphia -- Harrisburg -- Scranton -- Wilkes-Barre -- Williamsport.
Panel art: Couple near car overlooking rural valley.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 131.31 (PrCt)**


Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 42 x 64 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 131 ms. index.
Plate no. 1-453613V-7
Maps on verso (25 x 34 cm. and smaller):
Panel art: Sinclair serviceman pumping gas into car.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 131.21 (PrCt)**


Authors: Sunoco (Firm) -- Sun Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 55 x 70 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sunoco : Pennsylvania.
Date from RMcN AE 131 ms. index.
Plate no. 1-463871-10
"Copyright 1951 by Rand McNally & Company"
64062 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1951 - Road maps

Panel title.
Added title: Eastern Pennsylvania.
Date from RMcN AE 131 ms. index.
Plate no. 514043
Map on verso (63 x 43 cm.): Western Pennsylvania.
Panel art: Gulf sign over cars on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 131.27 (PrCt)

64065 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1951 - Road maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 64 cm.
Plate no. 1-453613V-7
Map on verso (31 x 48 cm.): Rand McNally road map : United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 131.25 (PrCt)


Panel title.
Added title: Eastern Pennsylvania.
Date from RMcN AE 131 ms. index.
Plate no. 514043
Map on verso (63 x 43 cm.): Western Pennsylvania.
Panel art: Gulf sign over cars on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 131.27 (PrCt)

64067 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1952 - Railroads

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 64 cm.
Panorama of Reading's new Morrisville Branch ... to serve Fairless Works of U.S. Steel at Morrisville, Pa. [Philadelphia? Reading Company?, 1952].
Authors: Reading Company -- United States Steel Corporation
1 map : col ; 15 x 23 cm.
In Reading Company. 54th annual report ...
5A 7267 (1951 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

[Map showing the Bear Run Branch adjacent to the anthracite coal region near Frackville, Pennsylvania on the Reading Company railroad]. [Philadelphia? Reading Company?, 1952].
Authors: Reading Company
1 map : col ; 12 x 14 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
In Reading Company. 54th annual report ...
5A 7267 (1951 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

64069 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1952 - Road maps - East (U.S.) - Maps - 1952 - Road maps - Road maps
Authors: Atlantic Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 50 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Atlantic auto road map of Pennsylvania
Date from RMcN AE 131 ms. index.
Plate no. 2-423415-13
Panel art: Atlantic serviceman cleaning windshield.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
R McN AE 131.39 (PrCt)

Authors: Richfield Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 64 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Ride with Richfield in Pennsylvania.
Date from RMcN AE 131 ms. index.
Plate no. 2-453613V-8
Maps on verso (42 x 47 cm. and 21 x 28 cm.): Ride with Richfield in eastern & central United States -- What to see in Pennsylvania.
Panel art: Richfield sign over rural setting.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
R McN AE 131.41 (PrCt)

64071 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1952 - Road maps - Philadelphia Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1952 - Road maps - Road maps
Authors: Amoco Oil Company -- American Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 64 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Amoco road map of Pennsylvania.
Date from RMcN AE 131 ms. index.
Plate no. 2-453613V-8
Panel art: Amoco serviceman showing couple directions on a map.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
R McN AE 131.37 (PrCt)

Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 78 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Eastern Pennsylvania.
Date from RMcN AE 131 ms. index.
Plate no. 2-494043-1
Map on verso (63 x 43 cm.): Western Pennsylvania.
Panel art: Gulf sign over cars on road.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Amoco gas station.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

PMcN Clients 2925 (PrCt)

Pennsylvania - Maps - 1953 - Road maps

Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 86 x 78 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Eastern Pennsylvania -- Western Pennsylvania.
Plate nos. "3-494043-5" and "3-494044-5". Inset (7 x 6 cm.) : [Location map].
Panel art: Car silhouettes below Gulf sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
PMcN Clients 1024 (PrCt)

Pennsylvania - Maps - 1954 - Road maps

Philadelphia Region (Pa.). Maps - 1954 - Road maps

Pennsylvania ... Amoco ... / compliments of American Oil Co. ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1954].
Authors: Amoco Oil Company -- American Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 64 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Amoco road map of Pennsylvania.
Date from PMcN AE 131 ms. index.
Plate no. 543613V
Maps on verso (32 x 32 cm. and smaller): Amoco road map of metropolitan Philadelphia -- Altona -- Allentown-Bethlehem -- Erie -- Harrisburg -- Johnstown -- Reading -- Scranton -- Wilkes-Barre.
Amoco road map of metropolitan Pittsburgh -- Pittsburgh : Golden Triangle.
Panel art: Bird's-eye view of busy Amoco station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
PMcN AE 131.2X (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Date from RMcN AE 131 ms. index.
Plate no. 543613V-1.
Panel art: Bird's-eye view of busy Amoco station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 131.3X (PrCt)

64079 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1954 - Road maps
Pure Oil dealers welcome you to Pennsylvania ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1954].
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 64 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Pennsylvania : Rand McNally road map.
Date from RMcN AE 131 ms. index.
Plate no. 543613V-1.
Map on verso (32 x 47 cm.): Rand McNally road map : United States
Panel art: Pure Oil sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 131.7X (PrCt)

64080 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1954 - Road maps
Authors: Richfield Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 64 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Ride with Richfield in Pennsylvania.
Date from RMcN AE 131 ms. index.
Plate no. 543613V
Panel art: Richfield eagle.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 131.8X (PrCt)

64081 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1954 - Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 64 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 131 ms. index.
Plate no. 543613V
Panel art: Sinclair station attendant helping a couple in a car read a map.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 131.9X (PrCt)

64082 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1954 - Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 64 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 131 ms. index.
Plate no. 543613V-1
Panel art: Sinclair station attendant helping a couple in a car read a map.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 131.10X (PrCt)

64083 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1954 - Road maps
Miracle fold road map : Pennsylvania ... Mobilgas ... Socony-Vacuum Oil Company ... Chicago : Rand McNally and Company, [1954].
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Foldex Limited -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 77 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Pennsylvania : Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc.
Date from RMcN AE 131 ms. index.
Plate no. 4-4609-16
Panel art: Mobilgas logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 131.12X (PrCt)

64084 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1954 - Road maps
Miracle fold road map : Pennsylvania ... Mobilgas...
... Socony-Vacuum Oil Corporation ... Chicago:
Rand McNally and Company, [1954].
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Foldex Limited -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 77 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Pennsylvania : Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc.
 Date from RMcN AE 131 ms. index.
Plate no. 4-4609-17
Maps on verso (32 x 25 cm. and smaller):
Panel art: Mobilgas logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 131.13X (PrCt)

64085 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1954 - Road maps

Pennsylvania : Rand McNally road map.
[Chicago?]: Rand McNally & Company, [1954?].
1 map : col. ; 42 x 646 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Includes blank title panel (for overprinting?)
Plate no. 543613V
Map on verso (33 x 474 cm.): United States.
Forms part of a collection of stock editions of Rand McNally road maps, some apparently issued as sales samples and / or printer's proofs for prospective commercial clients.
Uniform series title (established by cataloger): Stock road maps
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (April 2010).
RMcN Stock 42 (PrCt)

64086 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1956 - Railroads

The Territory served by Reading. [Philadelphia? Reading Company?, 1956?].
Authors: Reading Company
1 map : col. ; 31 x 46 cm.
Title in bottom margin.
Outline map of the northeastern states; highlights rail lines in Pennsylvania.
5A 7267 (1955 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

64087 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1956 - Road maps

Pennsylvania tovguide map : Gulf ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1956].
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 78 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Eastern Pennsylvania.
 Date from RMcN AE 131 ms. index.
Plate no. 6-494043-14
Map on verso (63 x 43 cm.): Western Pennsylvania.
Panel art: Gulf sign over cars on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 131.21X (PrCt)

64088 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1956 - Road maps

Pennsylvania tovguide map : Gulf ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1956].
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 78 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Eastern Pennsylvania.
 Date from RMcN AE 131 ms. index.
Plate no. 6-494043-14
Map on verso (63 x 43 cm.): Western Pennsylvania.
Panel art: Gulf sign over cars on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 131.22X (PrCt)

64089 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1956 - Road maps

Pennsylvania tovguide map : Gulf ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1956].
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 78 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Eastern Pennsylvania.
 Date from RMcN AE 131 ms. index.
Plate no. 6-494043-15
Map on verso (63 x 43 cm.): Western Pennsylvania.
Panel art: Gulf sign over cars on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 131.23X (PrCt)

64090 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1956 - Road maps

Pennsylvania tovguide map : Gulf ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1956].
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
64091 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1956 - Road maps
Pennsylvania tourguide map : Gulf ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1956].
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 78 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Eastern Pennsylvania.
Date from RMcN AE 131 ms. index.
Plate no. 6-494043-17
Map on verso (63 x 43 cm.): Western Pennsylvania.
Panel art: Gulf sign over cars on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 131.24X (PrCt)

64092 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1956 - Road maps
Pure Oil dealers welcome you to Pennsylvania ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1956].
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 51 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Eastern Pennsylvania.
Date from RMcN AE 131 ms. index.
Plate no. 6-494043-17
Map on verso (63 x 43 cm.): Western Pennsylvania.
Panel art: Gulf sign over cars on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 131.25X (PrCt)

64093 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1956 - Road maps
Pennsylvania : Richfield ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1956].
Authors: Richfield Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 51 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Richfield : Pennsylvania [eastern half]
Date from RMcN AE 131 ms. index.
Plate no. 5607.
Insets (8 x 18 cm. and 15 x 15 cm.): Allentown-Bethlehem -- Philadelphia Pa. Map on verso (47 x 43 cm. and smaller): [Western Pennsylvania] -- Pittsburgh -- Erie -- Harrisburg -- Reading -- Scranton.
Panel art: Richfield sign over rural setting.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 131.30X (PrCt)

64094 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1956 - Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Sinclair Auto Tour Service -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 51 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair : Pennsylvania [eastern half]
Date from RMcN AE 131 ms. index.
Plate no. 5607.
Insets (8 x 18 cm. and 15 x 15 cm.): Allentown-Bethlehem -- Philadelphia Pa. Map on verso (47 x 43 cm. and smaller): [Western Pennsylvania] -- Pittsburgh -- Erie -- Harrisburg -- Reading -- Scranton.
Panel art: Mountain; lighthouse; desert; beach; family in car.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 131.29X (PrCt)

64095 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1956 - Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Sinclair Auto Tour Service -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 51 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair : Pennsylvania [eastern half]
Date from RMcN AE 131 ms. index.
Plate no. 5607.
Insets (8 x 18 cm. and 15 x 15 cm.): Allentown-Bethlehem -- Philadelphia Pa. Map on verso (47 x 43 cm. and smaller): [Western Pennsylvania] -- Pittsburgh -- Erie -- Harrisburg -- Reading -- Scranton.
Panel art: Mountain; lighthouse; desert; beach; family in car.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 131.30X (PrCt)
Maps and Geography - Pennsylvania

Maps

Panel art: Color photo of highway bridge.

Inset (20 x 45 cm.): [Map of the northeastern United States; highlights rail lines in Pennsylvania.] In Reading Company. 59th annual report ... December 31, 1956 [Philadelphia?: Reading Company?, 1957?] p. [29]

1 map : col. ; 25 x 45 cm., folded to 22 x 10 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Pennsylvania : Socony Mobil Oil Co., Inc.

Date from RMcN AE 131 ms. index.

Plate no. 6-4609-20

Maps on verso (32 x 25 cm. and smaller):

Panel art: Mobilgas logo.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 131.31X (PrCt)


Reading Company. [Philadelphia? Reading Company?, 1957?].

Authors: Reading Company

1 map : col. ; on sheet 31 x 23 cm.

Outline map of the northeastern U.S.; highlights rail lines in Pennsylvania.

In Reading Company. 59th annual report ... December 31, 1956 [Philadelphia?: Reading Company?, 1957?] p. [29]

5A 7267 (1956 vol. [2]) (PrCt)


Welcome to the world's greatest highway : Penna Turnpike. [Harrisburg, Pa. Pennsylvania Turnpike Commission, 1957].

Authors: Pennsylvania Turnpike Commission -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 25 x 45 cm., folded to 22 x 10 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Pennsylvania Turnpike system.

"Printed 6-15-57."

"Pennsylvania Turnpike Commission, Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, operators of Pennsylvania Turnpike System ..."

Inset (20 x 45 cm.): [Map of the northeastern United States].

Panel art: Color photo of highway bridge.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 4957 (PrCt)


Pennsylvania's major highways & historic properties. [S.I. s.n., 1959?].

Authors: Chicago Historical Society

1 map : col. ; 9 x 16 inches

Text on verso.

Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.

CHS Coll., Map no. 104 (PrCt)


Pennsylvania / Mobil. [New York?] : Rand McNally & Company, [1960?].

Authors: Mobil Oil Company -- Socony Mobil Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 63 x 83 cm., folded to 22 x 13 cm.

Panel title.

"Mobil Oil Company, a division of Socony Mobil Oil Company ... New York ..." -- Back panel.

Plate no. 0-5902-2.

Maps on verso (39 x 41 cm. and smaller):

Panel art: Color illustration of Mobil logo above gas station.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 4086 (PrCt)

64101 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1960 - Road maps<>Road maps


1 map : col. ; 56 x 89 cm., folded to 20 x 10 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Official map of Pennsylvania.

"Copyright 1960, Bureau of Publications, Department of Property and Supplies, Commonwealth of Pennsylvania."

Pennsylvania - Maps - 1962-1963


Rand McNally Pennsylvania pocket map. San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1962 [i.e. 1963?].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Pocket maps -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
130 p. : 2 col. maps on 1 sheet (folded) ; 24 cm. Cover title: Rand McNally Pennsylvania pocket reference map ... [and] detailed highway map
Uniform title: Pocket maps
Folded map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back to back, col. ; 63 x 95 cm. and 52 x 86 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of Pennsylvania. Includes key to railroads. -- Pennsylvania : Rand McNally road map. Plate no. 2-5606-19. Includes inset maps of Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Erie, Harrisburg, Reading, Scranton, and Allentown-Bethlehem (15 x 15 cm. and smaller).
"2 maps" -- front cover.
"$1.50" -- printed on front cover.
Cover art: stylized and labeled map symbols (e.g. "elevations", "points of interest", "air facilities", etc.)
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

Pennsylvania - Maps - 1963 - Road maps

*Pennsylvania - Maps - 1963 - Road maps* - *New Jersey - Maps - 1963 - Road maps* - *Road maps*

Authors: Atlantic Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 44 x 77 cm
Panel title.
Added title: Pennsylvania Plate no. 636064-4
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Panel art: Man at Atlantic gas station pump.
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

Pennsylvania - Maps - 1964 - Road maps

Authors: Boy Scouts of America -- Atlantic Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 21 x 56 cm., folded to 20 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
"The Atlantic Refining Company, Philadelphia." -- back panel
Covers central Pennsylvania and the regions around Valley Forge State Park and Philadelphia.
"Map courtesy Boy Scouts of America" on verso

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.


Authors: American Automobile Association -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 63 x 92 cm.

Panel title.

"Issued annually in the spring. 1967-1968 edition."

Plate no. 5145G.


Panel art: color illustration of car on road beneath AAA logo.

Includes manuscript outline (in blue marker) of route from Harrisburg to New York City.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 82 (PrCt)


Authors: Atlantic Richfield Co. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 42 x 78 cm.

Panel title.

Plate no. 666064-7.

Includes index to fishes and fishing locations.

Panel art: Fish on line superimposed over blue profile map of Pennsylvania.

Verso includes descriptions and illustrations of fishing; rods and reels; lines, leaders and rigging; flies, lures, plugs and baits; accessory equipment.


Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 265 (PrCt)


1 map : col. ; 44 x 76 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Includes blank title panel (for overprinting?).

Plate no. 676605-2

Maps on verso (22 x 34 cm. and smaller): Metropolitan Philadelphia -- Metropolitan Pittsburgh --Allentown-Bethlehem -- Erie -- Harrisburg -- Reading -- Scranton.


Forms part of a collection of stock editions of Rand McNally road maps, some apparently issued as sales samples and / or printer's proofs for prospective commercial clients.

Uniform series title (established by cataloger): Stock road maps

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (April 2010).

RMcN Stock 44 (PrCt)


1 map : col. ; 44 x 76 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Includes blank title panel (for overprinting?).

Plate no. 686605-2

Maps on verso (22 x 34 cm. and smaller): Metropolitan Philadelphia -- Metropolitan Pittsburgh --Allentown-Bethlehem -- Erie -- Harrisburg -- Reading -- Scranton.


Forms part of a collection of stock editions of Rand McNally road maps, some apparently issued as sales samples and / or printer's proofs for prospective commercial clients.

Uniform series title (established by cataloger): Stock road maps

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (April 2010).

RMcN Stock 45 (PrCt)

64115 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1970 - Administrative and political divisions


Authors: Pennsylvania. Dept. of Transportation
Pennsylvania - Maps - 1970 - Road maps

1 map : col. ; 56 x 89 cm., folded to 22 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

Pennsylvania - Maps - 1973 - Road maps

1 map : col. ; 57 x 89 cm., folded to 22 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

Pennsylvania - Maps - 1972 - Road maps

1 map : col. ; 57 x 89 cm., folded to 22 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
Hershey -- Philadelphia -- Lancaster --
Williamsport -- Allentown-Bethlehem -- Hazleton --
Pottsville -- York -- Stroudsburg-East
Stroudsburg -- Easton -- Lebanon -- Chester.
Panel art: Color photo of cars on a mountain highway.
"Sample fold" typewritten on adhesive label on front panel.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

**Pennsylvania - Maps - 1974 - Road maps**
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company.
Stock road maps -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 44 x 76 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"1974 Edition."
Panel title.
Added title: Pennsylvania.
Plate no. 746605-9
Maps on verso (22 x 34 cm. and smaller):
Metropolitan Philadelphia -- Metropolitan Pittsburgh -- Allentown-Bethlehem -- Scranton --
Harrisburg -- Erie -- Reading.
Forms part of a collection of stock editions of
Rand McNally road maps, some apparently
issued as sales samples and / or printer's proofs
for prospective commercial clients.
Uniform series title (established by cataloger):
Stock road maps
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (April 2010).

**Pennsylvania - Maps - 1975 - Administrative and political divisions**
Authors: Pennsylvania. Dept. of Community Affairs
1 map ; 52 x 77 cm.
Revision dated June 75.

**Pennsylvania - Maps - 1975 - Counties - Maps**
Authors: Rizza, Paul F. -- Hughes, James C. -- Smith, Allen R. -- Atlas Publishing Inc. (Berlin, Conn.) -- Slippery Rock State College. Dept. of Geography
1 atlas (108 p. : chiefly maps ; 28 x 37 cm.) + transparent reference map overlay.

**Pennsylvania - Maps - 1976 - Road maps**

Bibliography: p. 108.
'Counties, SMA's and major cities': overlay map inserted.
LC Card Number: 76354052
19275
ICN76
map5C 50 (PrCt)

**Pennsylvania - Maps - 1975 - Road maps**
*Pennsylvania - Maps - 1975 - Transportation - Road maps* 
1 map : col. ; 55 x 87 cm., folded to 22 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Official map of Pennsylvania issued for 1975 / prepared by Department of Transportation in cooperation with Department of Environmental Resources, Pennsylvania Game Commission, Pennsylvania Fish Commission, Harrisburg.
"Copyright 1975, Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, Department of Property and Supplies."
"Copies of this map supplied free ... contact ... Travel Development Bureau, Pennsylvania Department of Commerce, Harrisburg, Pa. ..."
Panel art: Color photo of Independence Hall in Philadelphia.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. 
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)


Panel title.
Added title: Pennsylvania.
Plate no. 766605-112
Maps on verso (22 x 34 cm. and smaller): Metropolitan Philadelphia -- Metropolitan Pittsburgh --Allentown-Bethlehem -- Erie -- Harrisburg -- Reading -- Scranton.
Panel art: road signs.
Forms part of a collection of stock editions of Rand McNally road maps, some apparently issued as sales samples and / or printer's proofs for prospective commercial clients.
Uniform series title (established by cataloger): Stock road maps
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (April 2010).
RMcN Stock 46 (PrCt)

64124 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1977 - Road maps
Pennsylvania Turnpike (Pa.) - Maps - 1977 - Road maps
Penna Turnpike. Convent Station, N.J. General Drafting Co., Inc., c1977.
Authors: Pennsylvania Turnpike Commission -- General Drafting Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : col. ; 17 x 29 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm. Panel title.
Insets (10 x 9 cm.): Wilkes-Barre-Scranton area interchanges -- Pittsburgh area interchanges -- Harrisburg area interchanges -- Philadelphia area interchanges.
Map on verso (9 x 29 cm.): [Map of northeastern United States].
Panel art: 3 color photos of vehicles on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4958 (PrCt)

64125 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1989
LC Card Number: 88675272

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
ISBN 0877226180
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

64126 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1989 Counties - Maps
Authors: Cuff, David J. -- Zelinski, Wilbur -- Willis, A. J. -- Temple University Press

64127 Pennsylvania - Maps - 1996 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Simon and Schuster, inc. -- Gibson, Mark E. -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library) 1 atlas (96 p. : col. maps) : 28 cm.
"A Simon & Schuster company."
"U.S. $7.95 / Can. $10.95" -- front cover.
Cover art: color photo of covered bridge near Doa Run in Chester County, Pa. by Mark E. Gibson.
Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Company Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34, Range 7 (May 2010).
ISBN 0671536001
Gousha map6C 95.5 (PrCt)

64128 Pennsylvania - Maps - 2001 - Language and dialect - Pennsylvania German
Authors: Seifert, Lester Wilhelm Julius, 1915-1996 -- Louden, Mark Laurence -- Martin,
Pennsylvania - Maps - 2006 - Road maps


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. EasyFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; fold. to 24 x 11 cm.

Panel title.


Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

ISBN 052899218X

RMcN Road Map 2006 Penns (PrCt)

Pennsylvania - Maps - Bibliography


Authors: Moak, Jefferson M.

vii, 161 leaves ; 28 cm.

Includes index.

Formerly lower case folio g 10854 .585

LC Card Number: 80114167

Map Ref folio Z6027.U52 P4 1976a (NLO)

Pennsylvania - Maps - Bibliography - 1900

*Check list of maps pertaining to Pennsylvania up to 1900.* [Harrisburg? Pennsylvania Historical Survey?, 1936?].


At head of title: Commonwealth of Pennsylvania; Historical survey, authority, Works Division of S.E.R.B., supervision, Department of Public Instruction.

Photocopy of mimeographed original in the William L. Clements Library, University of Michigan.

Formerly 6A 1310

Map Ref folio Z6027.P4 P4 1936a (NLO)

Pennsylvania - Maps - Bibliography

*Pennsylvania - Canals - Maps - Bibliography.*

*Canals - Pennsylvania - Maps - Bibliography.*

*Pennsylvania Historical and Museum Commission. Division of Archives and Manuscripts - Map collections - Catalogs.*


Keyed to the descriptive index: Pennsylvania Board of Canal Commissioners' records.

Harrisburg, 1959.

LC Card Number: 68066180

lower case folio g 10854 .672 (NLO)

Pennsylvania - Maps - Bibliography

*Pennsylvania. Division of Archives and Manuscripts - Map Collections - Catalogs.*


Authors: Simonetti, Martha L. -- Kent, Donald H. -- Whipkey, Harry E. -- Pennsylvania Historical and Museum Commission. Division of Archives and Manuscripts.

178 p. ; 24 cm.

Formerly Z6027.U5 P46 1976

LC Card Number: 77623410

Map Ref Z6027.U5 P46 1976 (NLO)
Pennsylvania - Maps:

64135 Pennsylvania - Maps - Bibliography

Pennsylvania State University Libraries - Map collections - Bibliography


Authors: Miller, Ruby M. -- Pennsylvania State University. Libraries -- Pennsylvania State University. Libraries

xii, 682 p. : maps ; 28 cm.

Series: Bibliographical series, no. 5 -- Bibliographical series (Pennsylvania State University Libraries) ; no. 5.

LC Card Number: 74163597

64136 Pennsylvania - Maps - Exhibitions - Catalogs

Historical Society of Pennsylvania - Map collections - Exhibitions - Catalogs


Authors: Historical Society of Pennsylvania -- Parker, Peter J. [16] p. : ill. ; 22 x 30 cm.

Introd. by Peter J. Parker.

Duplicate copy (photocopy): Vert 1515

Formerly folio Z6028 .H58 1977

BHC 1950

Map Ref folio Z6028 .H58 1977 (NLO)

64137 Pennsylvania - Pictorial works - Bibliography - Cities and towns

Cities and towns - Pennsylvania - Pictorial works - Bibliography

Panoramic views : cities and towns of Pennsylvania. [1971].

Authors: Myers, Harold L. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division

[6] leaves ; 28 cm.

Photocopy of typescript in L.C. G.&M. Div.

Vert 470 (PrCt)

64138 Pennsylvania Railroad - Maps - 1876 - Railroads - Maps

General map of the Pennsylvania Railroad and Its connections. Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [1876].

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Pennsylvania Railroad -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 33 x 68 cm.

With German text in top and bottom margins (4 lines) -- Condition: Laid on linen, small stain, v. fine. Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection. Previous location: McNally's vault B

AMcN III PC 1040 (PrCt)

64139 Pennsylvania State University. Libraries - Map Collections


A brief description of the map collections.

Vert 194 (PrCt)

64140 Pennsylvania - Surveys, Proposed

Suggestions regarding the production of a correct geographical and historical map of Pennsylvania. [18--?].

7 p.

Photocopy of original, undated pamphlet [F 854 .664].

BHC 1941

Vert 1505 (PrCt)

64141 Pennsylvania Turnpike (Pa.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps

Road maps - Pennsylvania Turnpike (Pa.) - Maps - 1941 - Pictorial maps


Authors: General Drafting Company -- Pennsylvania Turnpike Commission -- Akerman, James R.

1 map : col. ; 19 x 55 cm., folded to 21 x 14 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: America's greatest highway.

Inset (6 x 6 cm.) : Typical traffic interchange. Panel art: Color photo of entrance to Rays Hill tunnel.

Gift 2013, James R. Akerman.

map4C G3822 .P43 1941 .G4 (PrCt)

64142 Pennsylvania Turnpike (Pa.) - Maps - 1965-1976


13 maps : col. ; various sizes, folded to 24 x 10 cm. and smaller

Collective title supplied by cataloger; panel titles vary.

Most sheets include edition or copyright dates.

All sheets except RMcN Clients 1963 compiled by Rand McNally & Co.
Library of Congress register of copyright stamp on two sheets.
RMcN Clients 1968 and 1969 are duplicates, but vary by machine-folding.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1957-1969 (PrCt)

64147 Penobscot Expedition, 1779<>Penebscot Bay (Me.) - Maps - 1779<>Penebscot River (Me.) - Maps - 1779

... This chart of Penobscot (representing the situation of about 700 of his Majesty's troops under the command of Brigr. General Francis McLean and three of his Majesty's sloops of war commanded by Captn. Henry Mowat Senr. Officer, when besieged by more than 3300 rebels July 1779 commanded by Brigr. Genl. Lobell, and seventeen vessels of war commanded by Commodore Saltonstall). London, 1781.

Authors: Calef, John, 1725-1812 -- Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Kearsley, George, d. 1790 -- Sackville, George Germain, Viscount, 1716-1785

1 map ; 39 x 47 cm.

In Calef, John. The Siege of Penobscot by the rebels (London: G. Kearsley [etc.], 1781).

Dedication at start of title: To the right honourable Lord George Germaine, one of his Majesty's principal secretarties of state &c. Dedicatory title ends 'inscribed by ... John Calef agent for the inhabitants of the district of Penobscot.'

Scale [ca. 1:9,500].

Relief shown by hachures; soundings in fathoms. Oriented with north at upper right.


Inset: Chart of Penobscot River (20 x 47 cm).

Includes references A-I, K-X.

ICN73

Case F 8325 .81 [map] (PrCt)

64148 Penobscot River (Me.) - Maps - 1779 - Manuscripts - Facsimilies<>Penobscot Bay (Me.) - Maps - 1779 - Manuscripts - Facsimilies

Plan de la riviere de Penobscot et de Magabagaduce ... le 6 Octobre 1779. [19--].

Authors: France. Service hydrographique.

Archives. 135-3-13 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map

Photostatic reproduction of 1779 manuscript.

Includes inset of the northern part of Penobscot River.

Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

MapPhoto France ASH 135-3-13 (PrCt)

64149 Penobscot River Valley (Me.) - Maps - 1764 - Manuscripts - Facsimilies<>Penobscot Bay (Me.) - Maps - 1764 - Manuscripts - Facsimilies

Map of the Penobscot River and Bay. 


1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.

Size of original: 2 parts, 30.5 x 60.5 in. each.


Microfiche 583, no. 272 (PrCt)


64151 Peñón de Vélez de la Gomera (Spain) - Maps - 1569<<<>>Peñón de Vélez de la Gomera (Spain) - History - Siege, 1564 - Maps Il Uero et natural sito della villa di Velez de Gomera, et l'in espugnabile forte et castello chiamato il Pignon situato in Africa di Barbaria ... [Venice : Bolognino Zaltieri, 1569]. Authors: Ballino, Giulio, d. ca. 1592 -- Ballino, Giulio, d. ca. 1592. De' disegni delle piu illustri città, et fortezze del mondo ... (1569) -- Zaltieri, Bolognino, fl. 1555-1576 1 map ; 17 x 29 cm. Title in upper margin. Added title in uppercase lettering: Il Pignon. View of of the 1564 siege of Peñón de Vélez de la Gomera off the coast of Morocco, a latter-day territory of Spain. In: Ballino, Giulio. De' disegni delle piu illustri città, et fortezze del mondo ... (Venice: Bolognino Zaltieri, 1569), plate [51]. VAULT Case folio G 117 .06, plate [51] (PrCt)


64153 Pensacola Bay (Fla.) - Maps - 1693 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<<>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles Nueva demarcacion de la Bahia de Sa Maria de Galve (antes Pensacola) por orden del exmo. sor. Conde de Galve & Virrey de la España; hizo d año de 1693 D. Carlos de Siguenza y Gongora cosmographer del Roy ño Sor y su cathedralico jubilado de mathematicas en la Academia Mexicana. [19--]. Authors: Siguenza y Gongora, Carlos de -- Archivo General de Indias. 61-6-21(1) -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map Photostatic reproduction of 1693 manuscript. Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library). MapPhoto Spain AGI 61-6-21(1) (PrCt)

64154 Pensacola Bay (Fla.) - Maps - 1698 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<<>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles Mapa de la Bahia de Santa Maria de Galve ó Panzaca. [19--]. Authors: Archivo General de Indias. 61-6-22(2) -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
64157 Pensacola Bay (Fla.) - Maps - 1700-1799 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Plano del puerto de Panzacola situado su boca en la latitude N. de 30 grados 14 minutas, y longitud 288 grados 4 minutas. [19--].
Authors: Spain. Ministerio de la Guerra. LM 8a-1a-a,127 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 18th-century manuscript. 
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library). 
MapPhoto Spain Guerra LM 8a-1a-a,127 (PrCt)

64158 Pensacola Bay (Fla.) - Maps - 1700-1799 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Plano que comprende el lago de Movila hasta la Bahia de Panzacola. [19--].
Authors: Instituto Hidrográfico de la Marina (Spain). S.H.M. 9a-4a,109 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 18th-century manuscript. 
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library). 
MapPhoto France BN Ge DD 2987-8812 (PrCt)

64159 Pensacola Bay (Fla.) - Maps - 1700-1799 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Nautical charts - Pensacola Bay (Fla.) - Maps - Facsimiles - Nautical charts - Portolan of Pensacola with inscription 'Barra Canale de la entrada de la Bahia de Panzacola'. [19--].
Authors: Biblioteca Nacional (Spain). Min. For. Aff. -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 18th-century manuscript. 
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library). 
MapPhoto France BN Min. For. Aff. (PrCt)
Port de Sancta Maria de Galle ou de Pensacola ... latitude de 30d 10m ... longitude de 285d 24m. [19-].
Authors: Bibliothèque nationale (France). Ge DD 2987-8812 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map Photostatic reproduction of 1719 manuscript. Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France BN Ge DD 2987-8812 (PrCt) 64163 Pensacola Bay (Fla.) - Maps - 1739 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles Facsimiles Plano de la Bahia de Pansacola en el Seno Mexicano. [19-].
Authors: Spain. Ministerio de la Guerra. LM 8a-1a-15 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map Photostatic reproduction of 1739 manuscript. Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto Spain Guerra LM 8a-1a-14 (PrCt) 64164 Pensacola Bay (Fla.) - Maps - 1744 Plan de la Baye de Pansacola. Paris, 1744.
Graff 650 v. 3, opp. p. 480 (PrCt) 64165 Pensacola Bay (Fla.) - Maps - 1756 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles Facsimiles Plano de la baia y puerto de Sta Maria de Gable, y del Presidio Uamonado Pansacola citado ... [19-].
Authors: Lopez de la Camaza, Augustin -- Spain. Ministerio de la Guerra. LM 8a-1a-19 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map Photostatic reproduction of 1756 manuscript. Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto Spain Guerra LM 8a-1a-19 (PrCt) 64166 Pensacola Bay (Fla.) - Maps - 1761 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles Facsimiles Plano del puerto de Pansacola. [19-].
Authors: Porlie, Joseph, fl. 1761 -- Tetis (Ship) -- Spain. Ministerio de la Guerra. LM 8a-1a-14 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map Photostatic reproduction of 1761 manuscript. ‘Estando en este puerto ... Julio de año 61, la fragta. de S.M. Nombda. la Tetis de mando del Capptn. de fragta. Dn. Joseph Porlie y el Paqubt. ...
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto Spain Guerra LM 8a-1a-14 (PrCt) 64167 Pensacola Bay (Fla.) - Maps - 1765 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles Facsimiles Chart of Pensacola Bay. [19-].
Authors: Puente, Juan Jose Elixio de la -- Spain. Ministerio de la Guerra. LM 8a-1a-20 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Photostatic reproduction of 1768 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

MapPhoto Spain Guerra LM 8a-1a-a,20 (PrCt)

64170 Pensacola Bay (Fla.) - Maps - 1774 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Santa Rosa Island (Fla.) - Maps - 1774 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Plan de la Bahia de Pensacola...
Authors: Michel, Juan
Plan de Pensacolle...
Authors: Escribano, Viuda, 18th cent.

MapPhoto France ASH 138-9-11 (PrCt)

64171 Pensacola Bay (Fla.) - Maps - 1777 - Nautical charts
Pensacola Bay (Fla.) - Maps - 1777
Plano del porto, e degli stabilimenti di Pensacola.
[Livorno : G.T. Masi , 1777].
Authors: Pazzi, Giuseppe -- Vanni, Violante, fl. 1763 -- Masi, G. T. -- Masi, G. T. Atlante dell' America, contenente le migliori carte geografiche ...
(1777) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 18 x 26 cm.
In: Masi, G. T. Atlante dell' America, contenente le migliori carte geografiche ...
(Livorno : Gio. Tommaso Masi, e Comp., 1777) pl. [14].
VAULT folio Ayer 135 .A75 1777 pl. [14] (PrCt)

64172 Pensacola (Fla.) - History - Siege, 1781 - Maps
Vista de Panzacola y su baia, tomado por los Españoles año de 1781. Madrid : Viuda de M. Escribano, [1781?].
Authors: Escribano, Viuda, 18th cent. -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 22 x 37 cm., folded in slipcase to 30 cm.
Steel engraving lettered in manuscript.
Scale not given.
Ayer 133 .V834 1781 (NLO)

64173 Pensacola (Fla.) - Maps - 1699 - Harbors - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Carte de l'entrée du port et rade de Pensacola ...
Faite par ordre de M. de Serigny. [19-].
Authors: Serigny, M. de, fl. 1719-1720 -- France.
Service hydrographique. Archives. 138-9-7 no. 1
-- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1699 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

MapPhoto France ASH 138-9-7 no. 1 (PrCt)

64174 Pensacola (Fla.) - Maps - 1699 - Harbors - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Carte de l'entrée du port et rade de Pensacola ...
Faite par ordre de M. de Serigny. [19-].
Authors: Serigny, M. de, fl. 1719-1720 -- France.
Service hydrographique. Archives. 138-9-7 no. 2
-- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1699 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

MapPhoto France ASH 138-9-7 no. 2 (PrCt)

64175 Pensacola (Fla.) - Maps - 1700-1799 - Harbors - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Plan de Pensacola...
Authors: France. Service hydrographique.
Archives. 138-9-13 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 18th century manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

MapPhoto France ASH 138-9-13 (PrCt)

64176 Pensacola (Fla.) - Maps - 1719 - Fortification - Manuscripts
Plan de Pensacolle...
1 ms. map : hand col. ; 171 x 227 mm.
Map of the Pensacola, Florida region illustrating the capture of Forts Pensacola and Santa Rosa by French forces in 1719. Keyed to 11 references, including the forts, Spanish ships, and an anchorage.
No. 3 of 23 maps and drawings detached and bound together, from: Dumont de Montigny. Memoire de Lxx Dxx Officiere Ingenieur, contenant les evenemens qui se sont passés à la Louisiane depuis 1715 jusqu'a present [1747].
Ayer MS 257.
Scale [ca. 1:533,000]. 'Echelle de 2 lieues' [= 17 mm.]
Note on verso: No. 3, page 57.
Pen-and-ink and watercolor (green, yellow, red).
Forms part of both the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection and the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library).
Ms. memoire adapted by Jean Baptiste Le Mascrier and published as Dumont de Montigny, Memoires historiques sur la Louisiane. Paris: C.J.B. Bauche, 1753.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)


64177 Pensacola (Fla.) - Maps - 1719 - Harbors - Manuscripts - Facsimiles Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Carte du port et rade de Pensacole ... le 15 May 1719. [19--]. Authors: Bibliothèque nationale (France). Estampes Vd. 19 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1719 manuscript. Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

MapPhoto France BN Estampes Vd. 19 (PrCt)

64178 Pensacola (Fla.) - Maps - 1719 - Harbors - Manuscripts - Facsimiles Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Plan de la rade de Pensacole levé par Monsieur de Vienne. [19--]. Authors: Liebout, François -- Vienne, Monsieur de -- Bibliothèque nationale (France). Estampes Vd. 22 (10) -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map
Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1719 manuscript. Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

MapPhoto France BN Estampes Vd. 22 (10) (PrCt)

64179 Pensacola (Fla.) - Maps - 1719 - Harbors - Manuscripts - Facsimiles Pensacola (Fla.) - Maps - 1719 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Plan de Pensacole et des forts espagnols pris par l'escadre de Mr. de Chamelin, le 9. de Septembre 1719. [19--]. Authors: Chamelin, Mr. de, fl. 1719 -- Dumont de Montigny -- France. Service hydrographique. Archives. 138-9-6 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1719 manuscript. Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

MapPhoto France ASH 138-9-6 (PrCt)

64180 Pensacola (Fla.) - Maps - 1720 - Harbors - Manuscripts - Facsimiles Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Photostatic reproduction of 1720 manuscript.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
From the Colonial Office Library, London
folio Ayer 136 .H91 1914 ser. 3, v. 2, pl. 63-65 (PrCt)

Pensacola (Fla.) - Maps - 1765 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Plan of the new town of Pensacola. By Elias Durnford. [19--].
Authors: Durnford, Elias -- Hulbert, Archer Butler, 1873-1933 -- Hulbert, Archer Butler, 1873-1933.
Library. C.O. Cat. No.13 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1765 manuscript.
From the Colonial Office Library, London
folio Ayer 136 .H91 1914 ser. 3, v. 2, pl. 66-68 (PrCt)

Pensacola (Fla.) - Maps - 1767 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
A Plan of the town of Pensacola, 1767. [197-].
Authors: Faden, William, 1749-1836 -- Faden map collection
1 map ; 16 x 27 cm.
Photocopy of unsigned manuscript cadastral map compiled in 1767; reproduced from original in the Faden collection (no. 44) at the Library of Congress.
Scale of original 1:9,600; 800 ft. to an in.
Relief shown by hachures.
Series: Faden map collection ; 44
LC Maps of North America, 1750-1789, no. 1657
LC Luso-Hispanic World no. 893
Available through the Library of Congress website as a raster image (February 2005):
http://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g3934p.ar165700
Cf. OCLC 5564633
map2F G3934.P4 1767 P6 197- (PrCt)

Pensacola (Fla.) - Maps - 1769 - Harbors - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Pensacola. Donné par M. le Chv. de Noyan. [19--].
Authors: Noyan, Chevalier de, fl. 1769 -- France.
Service hydrographique. Archives. 138-9-10 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1769 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France ASH 138-9-10 (PrCt)

Pensacola (Fla.) - Maps - 1781 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Plan de la ville de Panzacola, Fuerte Jorde, y fortificaciones adyacentes ultimamente construidas por la nacion Britanica, atacadas por las fuerzas Españols; al mando del Mariscl; de campo Dn. Bernardo de Galvez, y rendidas el 8 de Mayo de 1781. [19--].
Authors: Gálvez, Bernardo de, 1746-1786 -- France. Ministère de la guerre. Archives historiques. 7C 224 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1781 manuscript.
Original ms. forms part of the Guerre Etat-Major archives.
Photocopy forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France Guerre Etat Major 7C 224 (PrCt)

Pensacola (Fla.) - Maps - 1781 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Plano de la villa de Pansacola en WE Florida del Fuerte Jorge y de las fortificaciones adyacentes ultimamente construidas por la defensa y seguridad de dicha plaza por la nacion Britanica, y atacada por las fuerzas españols d1 mando del mariscal de campo dN Bernardo de Galves: Vendida en 8 de Mayo de 1781. [19--].
Authors: Navas, Francisco de -- Gálvez, Bernardo de, 1746-1786 -- Archivo General de Indias. 80-1-18 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1781 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Variant or duplicate copy: MapPhoto Sp Guerra LM 8a-1a-a,13
MapPhoto Spain AGI 80-1-18 (PrCt)

Pensacola (Fla.) - Maps - 1781 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Plano de la villa Pansacola, Fuerte Jorge y fortificaciones adyacentes ultimamente construidas por la nacion Britanica, atacadas las fuerzas españolas al mando del mariscal de campo. dN. Bernardo de Galves, y rendidas el 8 de Mayo de 1781. [19--].
Authors: Navas, Francisco de -- Gálvez, Bernardo de, 1746-1786 -- Spain. Ministerio de la Guerra. LM 8a-1a-a,13 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
64190 Pensacola (Fla.) - Maps - 1787 - Harbors - Manuscripts - Facsimiles Manuscipos - Facsimiles
Plano de la entrada de la Bahia de Santa Maria de Galvez de Panzacola. Nueva Orleans y Mayo 10 de 1787 [19-].
Authors: Guillemand, Gilberto -- Archivo General de Indias. 86-6-2 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1787 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Map
64191 Pensacola (Fla.) - Maps - 1799 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles Manuscipos - Facsimiles
Plano de la plaza de Panzacola. [1913].
Manuscript map. Ayer MS 1911 map 4
1 photostat : map ; on sheet 127 x 171 mm.
Forms part of: Collection of photostatic reproductions of selected documents from the Papeles procedentes de la isla de Cuba in the Archivo General de Indias (Ayer MS 1819 v. 3, pl. 158), the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection, and the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library).
Ayer ms map pro 97
Ayer MS 1911 map 4 (NLO)
64192 Pensacola (Fla.) - Maps - 1999 - Road maps Escambia County (Fla.) - Maps - 1999 - Road maps Santa Rosa County (Fla.) - Maps - 1999 - Road maps Counties - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (176 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-97878-0
RMcN StrFdr 1999 .P45 (PrCt)
64193 Pensacola (Fla.) - Maps - 2003 - Road maps Escambia County (Fla.) - Maps - 2003 - Road maps Santa Rosa County (Fla.) - Maps - 2003 - Road maps Counties - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (149, 26 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Date on cover: 2003.
$17.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-99213-9
RMcN StrFdr 2003 .P45 (PrCt)
64194 Pensacola (Fla.) - Maps - 2003 - Road maps Escambia County (Fla.) - Maps - 2003 - Road maps Santa Rosa County (Fla.) - Maps - 2003 - Road maps Counties - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (2-149, 2-26 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Cover not dated.
$17.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-99213-9
RMcN StrFdr 2003 .P45A1 (PrCt)
64195 Pensacola (Fla.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps Escambia County (Fla.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps Santa Rosa County (Fla.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps Counties - Maps
Pensacola street guide. Chicago, Ill. Rand McNally, 2006 [i.e. 2005].
1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
"2nd edition" -- front cover.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

"© 2006", but received by the Newberry Library in 2005.
$17.95
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528855166
RMcN StrFdr 2006 .P45 (PrClt)

64196 Pensacola (Fla.) - Pictorial works - 1768<<>><Pensacola (Fla.) - Maps - 1768<<>><Pensacola Bay (Fla.) - Maps - 1768
A North view of Pensacola, on the Island of Santa Rosa ; Plan of the harbour and settlement of Pensacola. [London? R. Sayer & T. Jefferys?, 1768?].
Authors: Serres, Dominic, 1719-1793 -- Jefferys, Thomas, -1771 -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Chicago Historical Society
1 view and 1 map ; 15 x 26 cm. and 19 x 27 cm.
Printed from 2 plates on 1 sheet.
Phillips, List of maps of America, p. 690.
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.
CHS Coll., Map no. 459 (PrClt)

64197 Pensacola (Fla.) - Pictorial works - 1885
Authors: Norris and Wellge -- Beck & Pauli, Milwaukee -- Historic Urban Plans (Firm)
1 birds-eye view : col. ; 26 x 52 cm.
Facsimile of original published 1885.
Vignettes of buildings in bottom margin.
451
map6F G3924.PA43 1885 W4 1975 (PrClt)

Authors: Allen, D. B. -- Matthews, Crane & Co. -- Library of Congress, Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 in. Scale 1:42,240.
Microfiche 583, no. 128 (PrClt)

64199 Peoria County (Ill.) - Maps - 1873 - Landowners<<>><Countsies - Maps<<>><Landowners - Maps
Authors: Andreas, A. T. (Alfred Theodore), 1839-1900
3 p. l., 8-196 p. inc. 25 col. maps, illus., ports. 45 x 36 cm.
Folded leaf numbered as p. [186]-[189].
Includes advertising matter.
Phillips 12438.
folio F 89669 .05 (NLO)

64200 Peoria County (Ill.) - Maps - 1873 - Landowners<<>><Countsies - Maps<<>><Landowners - Maps
Authors: Andreas, A. T. (Alfred Theodore), 1839-1900 -- Unigraphic (Evansville, Ind.)
196, 29 p. : ill., maps, ports. ; 36 cm.
Reprint of the 1873 ed. published by A.T. Andreas, Chicago.
Includes index.
74-14091
ICN 79
folio G1408.P3 A5 1873a (NLO)

64201 Peoria County (Ill.) - Maps - 1942 - Landowners<<>><Countsies - Maps<<>><Landowners - Maps
Authors: W.W. Hixson & Co. -- East, Ernest E. (Ernest Edward), 1885-1960 -- Danzer, Gerald A.
1 atlas (39 p., [1] folded leaf of plates) : maps ; 21 x 28 cm.
Cover title.
Cadastral maps showing landowners.
"The short historical sketches of the various townships appearing in this Atlas were compiled by Ernest Edward East ... "--P. [1]
Scale of township maps ca. 1:51,000.
Folded map of Peoria County (46 x 32 cm.) passed to inside of back cover.
Advertisements on cover.
Gift, Gerald A. Danzer, 2010
G4103.P3G46 1942 .H5 (NLO)

64202 Peoria County (Ill.) - Maps - 1953 - Landowners<<>><Countsies - Maps<<>><Landowners - Maps
Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Peoria County Rural Youth (Ill.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (56 p.) : 21 maps ; 22 x 28 cm.
Cover title.
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of each volume.
'Sponsored by Peoria County Rural Youth.'
Scale [ca. 1:50,688]. 1 1/4 in. to 1 mile.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G4103.P3G46 1953 .R58 (NLO)

64203 Peoria County (Ill.) - Maps - 1995 - Landowners<<<Peoria County (Ill.) - Maps - 1995 - Road maps<<<Counties - Maps
Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Peoria County Farm Bureau (Ill.)
1 atlas (40 p.) : ill., maps (some col.) ; 28 cm. 10th ed.
Cover title.
Scale [ca. 1:50,688]. 1 1/4 in. = 1 mile.
Includes highway map, business directory, advertisements, and indexes.
LC Card Number: 95675665
folio G4103.P3G46 1995 .R58 (NLO)

A Map of the village of Peoria. [Washington : Printed by Gales & Seaton, 1821].
1 map ; on sheet 39 x 33 cm.
Accompanies report of Edward Coles, "Register of the land office at Edwardsville," dated Nov. 10, 1820, who writes (p. 6), "As neither the old or new village of Peoria were ever formally laid out, it is impossible to have of them an accurate map. I have, however, sketched off one, founded on the testimony received in support of the claims, and from the information obtained from the most intelligent of the former inhabitants of the place; and, though I am aware of its inaccuracy, I am induced to forward it along with the report ... ."
Scale [ca. 1:2,175].
Typographic map printed from movable type.
Gives names of property owners, claim numbers, some dimensions and areas; also shows location of Fort Clarke.
Koepp 43 (16-2) S.doc. 76, map 1.
Govt. 43, S. Doc. 76, at end (PrCt)

Standard atlas of Peoria City and County, Illinois : including a plat book of the villages, cities and townships of the county ... Chicago : Ogle, 1896.
Authors: Huebinger, M. (Melchior) -- Geo. A. Ogle & Co.
147, xxii p. : ill., maps, plates, ports. ; 45 cm. Edited by Melchior Huebinger.
Includes index.
folio F 89669 .642 (NLO)

64206 Peoria (Ill.) - Maps - 1900 - Landowners<<<Wall maps<<<Counties - Maps<<<Landowners - Maps
Authors: Globe Map & Atlas Publishers -- Danzer, Gerald A.
1 map ; 91 x 121 cm.
Scale ca. [1:6,400].
Shows landowners’ names in outlying areas.
Inset (27 x 49 cm.): [Continuation to the south].
maproll G4104 .P4 1900 .G5 (PrCt)

64207 Peoria (Ill.) - Maps - 1920<<<Peoria County (Ill.) - Maps - 1920<<<Counties - Maps
Authors: Huebinger, M. (Melchior) -- Huebinger Publishing Co. -- Emerson Bindery Co.
1 atlas (60 p.) : col. maps (some folded) ; 64 cm. Maps predominantly at scale [1:3,600] 1 in. to 300 ft.
Includes indexes.
Binder’s label: The improved Emerson binder ... The Emerson Bindery Co., Chicago.
oversize G1409.P4 1920 .H9 (NLO)


1 view; 16 x 21 cm., on sheet 28 x 21 cm.

Title supplied by cataloger.

Accompanied by short description of the city and its importance to the railroad.

In Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad. Fifth annual report 1947 [Minneapolis, Minnesota?: Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad?, 1948?] inside back cover.

temp map6F G41024.45 1970 U5 p. 34 (NLO)


2 maps: col.; each 63 x 93 cm.

Scale 1:24,000. Sheet 2 has overprinting for forested areas.

BHC 2657 Vert 2184 (PrCt)


Authors: Stilgoe, John R.


BHC 2657 Vert 2184 (PrCt)


Titles: Guide du Pneu Michelin -- Guide du Pneu Michelin -- Michelin green guides -- Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

195 p.: ill. (some col.), 80 col. maps, col. plans; 26 x 12 cm.

2e éd.

Cover title.

Includes bibliographical references (p. 195) and index.


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

BHC 2657 Vert 2184 (PrCt)


Authors: Guides verts Michelin -- Guide du Pneu...
Alexandria.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Vol. 1 first issued in 1797 under title: The voyage of Nearchus from the Indus to the Euphrates; v. 2 first issued in two parts, 1800-05, under title: The Periplus of the Erythrean Sea.
Errata: v. 1, p. [580].
LC Card Number: 25018222
Eames folio G 004 .938 (NLO)

---

64220 Periplus Maris Erythraei - Sri Lanka - Description and travel, Greek - Indian Ocean - Geography, Ancient - Periplus of the Erythrian Sea SEE Periplus Maris Erythraei
The Factual description of a sea route to India and Ceylon by a Greek master mariner from Roman Egypt / by Ananda Abeydeera.
Bremerhaven : Deutsches Schiffahrtsmuseum, 1996.
p. 187-216 : 14 maps, ill. ; 24 cm.
Vert 1717, no. 3 (PrCt)

64221 Pernambuco (Brazil) - Maps - 1682 - Alagoas (Brazil) - Maps - Pernambuco, Brazil (State) SEE Pernambuco (Brazil)
Prefecturae Paranaembuche pars Borealis una cum Prefectura de Ilamaraca. Amsterdum : C. Allard, [1682?].
Authors: Allard, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709 -- Allard, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709. Atlas minor sive tabulae geographicae ... [1682?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 54 cm.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .A4 A pl. 103 (PrCt)

64222 Perpignan (France), Battle of, 1642
Plan de la ville et citadelle de Perpignan capital du Conte de Roussillon. Paris : Beaulieu, 1694.
Authors: Beaulieu, Sébastien de Pontault, ca. 1612-1674 -- Beaulieu, Sébastien de Pontault, ca. 1612-1674. Les Glorieuses conquestes de Louis le Grand [1694?]
1 map : 41 x 49 cm.
Case oversize G 10307 .08 pl. 2 (PrCt)

64223 Perpignan (France) - History - Siege, 1542 -
Maps
Plan of the siege of Perpignan / E.V. 1542. [S.I. s.n.], 1542.
Authors: Vico, Enea, 1523-1567 -- Hoepli, Ulrico, 1847-1935 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 224 x 332 mm. (neat line), on sheet 225 x 337 mm.
Relief and armies shown pictorially. Mounted on paper board bearing 15 lines of Italian notes in pencil.
Tooley 445.
Ex Hoepli.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
c20
Novacco 2F 26 (PrCt)

64224 Perpignan (France) - History - Siege, 1569 - Maps - Pyrénées-Orientales (France) - Maps - 1569
[Map of Perpignan]. [Venice : Bolognino Zaltieri, 1569].
Authors: Ballino, Giulio, d. ca. 1592 -- Ballino, Giulio, d. ca. 1592. De' disegni delle piu illustri città, et fortezze del mondo ... (1569) -- Zaltieri, Bolognino, fl. 1555-1576
1 map ; 22 x 29 cm.
View from the east of a a siege in progress (in 1569?)
Letterpress text on verso.
In: Ballino, Giulio. De' disegni delle piu illustri città, et fortezze del mondo ... (Venice: Bolognino Zaltieri, 1569), plate [13]
VAULT Case folio G 117 .06, plate [13] (PrCt)

64225 Perpignan (France) - Maps - 1689
Authors: Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1720 -- Padoani, Domenico, fl. 1689 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718. Citta, fortezze, isole, e porti principale dell' Europa ... (1689)
1 map ; 13 x 17 cm.
In: Coronelli, Vincenzo. Citta, fortezze, isole, e porti principale dell' Europa, in pianiti, et in eluatione, descritte, e publicate ad uso dell' Academia cosmografica degli argonauti (Venice : Domenico Padoani, 1689) pl. [20]. One of four plates printed on same sheet, opening [20].
VAULT folio Ayer 135 .C8 1689 pl. 20 (PrCt)

64226 Perpignan (France) - Maps - 1695 - Fortification
Periplus vilae forte capitale de comte de Roussillon ... [Paris : De Fer, 1695].
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes -- avec leurs fortifications ... (1695-1696)
1 map ; 23 x 28 cm.
In: Fer, Nicolas de. Des forces de l’Europe, ou, Description des principales villes; avec leurs fortifications ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, 1695-1696) pt. 6, map [116].
Manuscript ‘(16)’ at upper right.

Case folio U 26. 293 pt. 6, map [116] (PrCt)

64227 Perry County (Ill.) - Maps - 1713 - Fortification
Perpignan ville forte capitale du comté de Roussillon ... (Paris : De Fer, 1713?).
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Introduction à la fortification ... [1713]?
1 map ; 21 x 27 cm.
In: Fer, Nicolas de. Introduction à la fortification ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, [1713?]?) map [151].
For later state of this map, with engraved plate number, see Case folio U 26 .292.
For earlier version of this map, engraved on different plate, see Case folio U 26 .293.
Case oversize U 26. 2919 map [151] (PrCl)

64228 Perry County (Ill.) - Maps - 1902 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps
Authors: Geo. A. Ogle & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (61 p., xxii p.) : ill., ports., 29 col. maps, diagrs. ; 46 cm.
Includes index.
Scale varies.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 12448
Baskes oversize G1408.P4 G3 1902 (NLO)

64229 Perry County (Ill.) - Maps - 1952 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps
Plat book, Perry County, Illinois. Rockford, Ill. ; [Pekin, Ill.] : General Map Company ; Distributed by Perry County Farm Bureau, c1952.
Authors: General Map Company -- Perry County Farm Bureau (Ill.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (15 p.) : 14 maps ; 22 x 29 cm.
Cover title.
Scale [1:63,360].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

64230 Perry County (Ill.) - Maps - 1971 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps
Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Perry County Farm Bureau (Ill.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (28 p.) : 14 maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
"Sponsored by Perry County Farm Bureau." Includes index to owners.
Scale [1:50,688]. 1 1/4 in. = 1 mile.
Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

64231 Perry County (Ill.) - Maps - 1975 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps
Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Perry County Farm Bureau (Ill.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (28 p.) : 12 maps ; 28 cm.
Rev. 1979.
Cover title.
"Sponsored by Perry County Farm Bureau." Includes index to owners.
Scale [1:50,688]. 1 1/4 in. = 1 mile.
Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 81675678

64232 Perry County (Ind.) - Maps - 1861 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps
1861 atlas by townships from the Map of Perry County, Indiana : complete new index to landowners ... Knightstown, Ind. Bookmark, 1975.
Authors: P. O’Beirne & Co. Map of Perry County, Indiana -- Bookmark (Firm) -- Tell City Historical Society -- Bierne (P.O.) & Co. SEE P. O’Beirne & Co. -- O’Bierne (P.) & Co. SEE P. O’Beirne & Co. 1 atlas (33 p. : ill., maps) ; 43 cm.
Additional contents: [Map of Perry County map from 1876 state atlas by Baskin, Forster & Co.] -- [1964 Perry County Indiana highway map].
"Sponsored by the Tell City Historical Society." Includes index.
Duplicate copy of facsimile: oversize G1403.P3 O3 1861a
oversize G1403.P3 B6 1975 (NLO)

64233 Perry County (Ind.) - Maps - 1867 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps
1867 - Landowners<<>>Perry County (Ind.) - Maps - 1864 - Road maps<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
1861 atlas by townships from the Map of Perry County, Indiana : complete new index to landowners ... Knightstown, Ind. Bookmark, 1975.
Authors: P. O’Beirne & Co. Map of Perry County, Indiana -- Bookmark (Firm) -- Tell City Historical Society -- Bierne (P.O.) & Co. SEE P. O’Beirne & Co. -- O’Bierne (P.) & Co. SEE P. O’Beirne & Co. 1 atlas (33 p. : ill., maps) ; 43 cm.
Additional contents: [Map of Perry County map from 1876 state atlas by Baskin, Forster & Co.] -- [1964 Perry County Indiana highway map].
"Sponsored by the Tell City Historical Society." Includes index.
Duplicate copy of facsimile: oversize G1403.P3 O3 1861a
oversize G1403.P3 B6 1975 (NLO)
Maps - 1964 - Road maps
Wall maps - Road maps - Counties - Maps

Authors: P. O'Beirne & Co. Map of Perry County, Indiana -- O'Beirne, Patrick (Bookmark (Firm)) -- Tell City Historical Society -- O'Beirne (P.) & Co.
SEE P. O'Beirne & Co. -- Beirne (P.O.) & Co.
SEE P. O'Beirne & Co.
1 atlas (33 p. : ill., maps) ; 43 cm.
Reduced photoreprint of wall map: Map of Perry County, Indiana (New York: P. O'Beirne & Co., 1861)
Cover title: 1861 Perry County, Indiana atlas.
Additional contents: [Map of Perry County map from 1876 state atlas by Baskin, Forster & Co.] -- [1964 Perry County Indiana highway map].
"Sponsored by the Tell City Historical Society." Includes new index.
Duplicate copy of facsimile: oversize G1403.P3
B6 1975
77-32663
70

oversize G1403.P3 O3 1861a (NLO)

64234

Perry County (Ind.) - Maps - 1871-1872 - Mines and mineral resources
Mines and mineral resources - Perry County (Ind.) - Maps - 1871-1872 - Perry County (Ind.) - Maps - 1871-1872 - Landowners - Counties - Maps

Map of Perry County Indiana. Indianapolis, Ind. Braden & Burford. [1872?].
1 map ; on sheet 62 x 88 cm.
Identifies coal and iron ore sites, saw mills, and a few landowners.
'... 3d. and 4th. annual reports ... .'
Detached from Annual report of the Geological Survey of Indiana, made during the year ...
(Indianapolis, 1872?).
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.
CHS Coll., Map no. 371 (PrCt)

64235

Perry County (Ind.) - Maps - 1974
Landowners - Counties - Maps

Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Perry County (Ind.), Soil and Water Conservation District -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (40 p.) ; ill., 16 maps ; 28 cm. + 1 map (71 x 52 cm. folded in pocket 27 x 19 cm.)
Cover title.

64238

Perry County (Ohio) - Maps - 1859
Landowners - Counties - Maps

' Sponsored by Perry County Soil & Water Conservation District.'
Scale [1:150,688], 1 1/4 in. to 1 mile.
Folded county map of scale [ca. 1:63,360].
Includes business directory and index to owners.
Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 75332593

64236

Perry County (Miss.) - Maps - 1800-1899
Landowners - Counties - Maps

Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960- -- Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)
242 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
1st ed.
'Deluxe edition.'
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management
(www.glorecords.blm.gov).
'3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.'
Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).
Includes indexes.
Series: Family maps
ISBN 1420303805
Local History Ref F347.P4 B69 2006 (NLO)

64237

Perry County (Ohio) - Maps - 1800-1899
Landowners - Counties - Maps

Authors: Kocher, L. Richard -- Woolkoch Pub. (Columbus, Ohio)
2 v. : maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
Information extracted from the original handwritten land tract books retained by the State of Ohio Auditor's Land Office in Columbus, Ohio.
Includes index.
LC Card Number: 94213302
folio F497.P4 K64 1994 (NLO)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Persac, Marie Adrain, ca. 1823-1873
[Biographical information and contemporary clippings about Persac and his Chart of the lower Mississippi River, 1858]. [1857-1893].
8 leaves
BHC 304
Vert 555 (PrCt)

A Large draught of the Gulf of Persia from Muscatt to Buzzaro. London [i.e. Amsterdam : Theatrum Orbis Terrarum Ltd., 1970].
Authors: Thornton, John, 1641-1708 -- English Pilot. Part 3 (1703) -- Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, Ltd.
1 map ; 44 x 55 cm.
Inset (25 x 18 cm.): The Harbor of Muscatt.
Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger): English Pilot. Part 3 (1703)
Map Ref oversize G1025 .T37 ser. 5, v. 3, following p. 34 (PrCt)

Persian Gulf - Maps - 1748 - Nautical charts
Authors: W. and J. Mount, and T. Page (Firm), fl. 1748-1755 -- English Pilot. Part 3 (1748) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 44 x 55 cm.
In: The English pilot. The third book, Describing the sea-coasts ... shewing ... the East-Indies, and all over the Oriental Ocean ... (London : W. and J. Mount and T. Page, 1748) following p. 28.
Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger): English Pilot. Part 3 (1748)
oversize Ayer 135 .E55 1748 following p. 28 (PrCt)

Persian Gulf - Maps - 1758
Golfe Persique. [Paris , ca. 1776].
Authors: Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d', 1697-1782 -- Acadamie nationale des sciences, belles-lettres et arts de Bordeaux -- Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d', 1697-1782. [Atlas, ca. 1776]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 28 x 43 cm.
oversize Ayer 135 .A6 1727 pl. 20 (PrCt)

Persepolis (Iran) - Pictorial works - 1797
Persepolis / A. Bell Prin. Wal. sculptor fecit. [Edinburgh : s.n., 1797].
Authors: Bell, Andrew, 1726-1809 -- Encyclopaedia Britannica (1797) -- Encyclopaedia Britannica, inc.
1 view ; 12 x 17 cm., on sheet 27 x 20 cm.
In Encyclopaedia Britannica; or, A dictionary of arts, sciences, and miscellaneous literature (Edinburgh : A. Bell and C. Macfarquhar, 1797) v. 14, opposite p. 256.
Engraved 'Plate CCCLXXXIX'; upper margin includes illustrations of insects and a bird.
folio A 21 .2583 v. 14, opposite p. 256 (PrCt)

Persian Gulf - Maps - 1758
1 reference to this entry in the Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015).


Authors: Couto, Dejanirah -- Bacqué-Grammont, Jean-Louis -- Taliqani, Mahmud -- Biedermann, Zoltán -- Brepols (Firm)

1 atlas (490 p.) : maps (some col.) ; 28 cm.

'Édité par Dejanirah Couto, Jean-Louis Bacqué-Grammont & Mahmoud Taliqani ; avec des contributions de Patrick Gautier Dalché & Elio Brancaforte.'

Text in French, English and Persian.

Includes index.

Series: Terrarum orbis ; 6

Scales differ.

ISBN 9782503522845 (hd.bd.) ; 250352284X (hd.bd.)

folio G2207.P4 A8 2006 (NLO)


Authors: Sahab, Abbas -- Mu'assasah-i Jughrafiya'i va Kartugrafi-i Sah'ab -- Sahab Geographic & Drafting Institute (Tehran, Iran)

SEE Mu'assasah-i Jughrafiya'i va Kartugrafi-i Sah'ab


Edited by A. Sahab.

Persian and English.

Added t.p. in Persian.

Consists largely of facsimiles of maps.


13514

ICN75

map 5C 31 (NLO)

64248 Personal equation - Longitude - Telegraphic determination - Technique - Equation, Personal SEE

Personal equation

Personal equation in astronomy. 1945.

Authors: Duncombe, Raynor L.

p. 2-13, 63-76, 110-121


Ayer Modern MS Karrow, box 4, folder 42, no. 2 (PrCt)

64249 Perspective

Perspective. 1972.

Authors: Gioseffi, Decio

From Ency. World Art 11: 183-221: illus., bibl.. Xerox copy.

BHC 1951

Vert 658 (PrCt)

64250 Perspective Maps - Bibliography

Perspective maps: bibliog. for Mr. Eugene Derdyne. [198-?].

Authors: Karrow, Robert W.

2 ms. leaves ; 28 cm.

Not dated.

BHC 1931

Vert 1497 (PrCt)


Plan of Perth Amboy from an actual survey. [197-?].

Authors: Grant, James, fl. ca. 1760-1784 -- Hills, John, surveyor

1 map ; 23 x 21 cm.

Photocopy of colored 177-? manuscript forming part of Hills, John. A Collection of plan's ... in the province of New Jersey (1776-1792) no. 1; reproduced from original in the Library of Congress.

Attributed to Grant in the table of contents.

Scale [ca. 1:11,800].

Relief shown by shading.

Phillips 1339 no. 1.

map 2F 3810.2 no. 1 (PrCt)

- Maps - 1780 - Pictorial works
- Fort Moultrie, Battle of, S.C., 1776 - Pictorial works
- United States - History - Revolution, 1775-1783 - Maps
  [Plan d'Amboy. Vues de la rade de Charles-Town et de Fort Sullivan, mai 1780]. [197-?].
  Authors: Rochambeau, Jean-Baptiste-Donatien de Vimeur, comte de, 1725-1807 -- Library of Congress.
  Rochambeau map collection
  1 map and 2 views ; on sheet 31 x 46 cm.
  Photocopy of anonymous print originally published [s.l.: s.n., 1780?]; original forms part of the Rochambeau collection (no. 19) at the Library of Congress.
  Title from Philip Lee Phillips’ List of maps of America, p. 692
  Contents: Plan d'Amboy -- Fort-Sullivan -- Charles-Town.
  The view of Charleston Harbor concerns the assault on Fort Sullivan during the siege of Charleston, 1780.
  Scale [ca. 1:25,600].
  Relief shown by hachures.
  LC Maps of North America, 1750-1789; 1250.
  Available through the Library of Congress website as a raster image (January 2005):
  http://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g3814p.ar125000
  Cf. OCLC 5565265
  map2F G3814.P4 1780 P5 197- (PrCt)

64256

Perth (Ont. : County) - Maps - Collections, 1800-1899
- Counties - Maps
  Authors: Coleman, Thelma. The Canada Company -- Anderson, James. The Canada Company -- Perth County Historical Board -- Cumming Publishers
  maps ; various sizes
  Includes index.
  Bibliography: p. 312.
  ISBN 0889880298
  folio F1058 .C65 [maps] (PrCt)

64255

Perthshire (Scotland) - Maps - 1909
- Scotland - Maps - 1909
  Includes plates made with three color, halftone process; each plate is accompanied by guard sheet with descriptive letterpress.
  Original publisher’s illustrated binding.
  Series: [Black’s beautiful books] -- [The 7s 6d series] -- Black’s beautiful books ; v. 180 -- 7s 6d series (Adam and Charles Black (Firm))
  Series statements and numbering from publisher’s advertisements and Inman.
  Inscription: Mr. David Middleton. Presented by the teachers and pupils of the junior fourth and senior second classes of Simcoe Street School, Niagara Falls, Canada, in recognition of many kindnesses. December 22nd, 1910.
  Formerly owned by Julie Baskes.
  Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
  References: Inman, Colin. The A&C Black colour books, 180


VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1588, [plate 8] (PrCt)


Ayer 1300.5 .P4 S73 1881 (NLO)

64262 Peru - Maps - 1624 - Coasts <<>> Isla Mazorca (Peru) - Pictorial works - 1624 <<>> Islas de Huaru (Peru) - Pictorial works - 1624
Landtafel der See-cust vom der Mittag seitte[n] des Calao de Lima, bis an die Nord-seitte der Bay hinder Insul Piscatores. [Franckfort am Mayn: In Verlegung der Hulsischen Erben, 1630].
Authors: Decker, Adolf, fl. 1620. Die Zwy und Zwantzgiste Schiffart, das ist, Historische Eyygentliche Beschreibung der Gewaltigen Mächtigen Schiffahrt so unter dem Admiral Iacob l'Hermite im 1623, 1624, 1625 und 1626 Jahr umb die gantzen Welt beschehen (1630) -- Hulsius Erben -- Hulsius, Levinus, d. 1606.
[Sammlung von sechs und zwanzig Schiffahrten] (1608-1650)
1 map ; 9.2 x 10.7 cm.
In upper left corner: Num: V zum 50. blatt.
Below map, a view (7.4 x 10.7 cm.): Entwerfung der Ree oder schiffländung hinder der Insul Piscatores.
VAULT Ayer 110 .H9 1608, v. 3, pt. 22, p. 50 (PrCt)

64263 Peru - Maps - 1656 <<>> Amazon River Valley - Maps - 1656 <<>> Valleys - Brazil SEE ALSO Amazon River Valley <<>> Valleys - Colombia SEE ALSO Amazon River Valley <<>> Valleys - Peru SEE ALSO Amazon River Valley
Le Perou et le cours de la Riviere Amazon ... Paris : chez Pierre Mariette, 1656 [i.e.1659?].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Somer, J. -- Mariette, Pierre, 1603-1657 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (1658 [i.e. 1659?])
1 map : hand col. ; 39 x 53 cm.
Covers western South America between latitude 1° N and 25° S.
In: Sanson, Nicolas. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (Paris : Pierre Mariette, 1658 [i.e. 1659?]) v. 1, pl. [101]
VAULT Case oversize G1015 .S35 1658 v. 1, pl. [101] (PrCt)

64264 Peru - Maps - 1671
Peru. [London : John Ogilby, 1671].
Authors: Ogilby, John, 1600-1676 -- Ogilby, John, 1600-1676. America : being the latest, and most accurate description of the New World ... (1671) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 28 x 35 cm.
Covers the coasts of Peru, Ecuador and Chile between latitude 2° N - 25° S. Engraved wind rose incorrectly oriented with fleur-de-lis pointing eastward.
In: Ogilby, John. America : being the latest, and most accurate description of the New World ... (London : Printed by the author, 1671) following p. 412.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O3 1671 following p. 412 (PrCt)

64265 Peru - Maps - 1700
Peruv. Amstelodami [Amsterdam] : Guilijelmus Blaeuw [i.e. Frederik de Wit, ca. 1700?].
Authors: Blaeu, Willem Janszoon, 1571-1638 -- Wit, Frederik de -- Wit, Frederik de. Atlas [ca. 1700?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 47 cm.
Oriented with north at left.
In: Wit, Frederik de. Atlas (Amsterdam : bij Frederick de Wit in de Calverstraet bij den Dam inde Witte Paskaert. [ca. 1700?]) no. [147].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .W8 A no. [147] (PrCt)

64266 Peru - Maps - 1701 <<>> Amazon River Valley - Maps - 1701 <<>> Galapagos Islands - Maps - 1701
Peru and the Amazones country. [London : T. Childe, 1701].
Authors: Moll, Herman, -1732 -- Childe, Timothy -- Moll, Herman, -1732. A System of geography -- or, A new & accurate description of the earth 1701
1 map ; 16 x 18 cm.
Inset (4 x 5 cm.): The Gallapagos Islands.
Case folio G 117 .58 pt. 2, p. 209 (PrCt)

64267 Peru - Maps - 1703
Peru. [London : s.n. , 1703].
Authors: Seller, John, fl. 1658-1698 -- Seller, John, fl. 1658-1698. A New system of geography : designed in a most plain and easie method ... (1703)
1 map ; 11 x 13 cm.
Anonymous map in Seller, John. A New system of geography : designed in a most plain and easie method ... (London : Jeremiah Seller ; Charles Price ; John Senex, 1703) map [51].
Case 3A 1704 map [51] (PrCt)

64268 Peru - Maps - 1747 <<>> Amazon River Valley - Maps - 1747
Authors: Bowen, Emanuel, -1767 -- Innys, William, d. 1756 -- Bowen, Emanuel, -1767. A Complete system of geography ... (1747)
1 map ; 34 x 41 cm.
In: Bowen, Emanuel. A Complete system of geography : being a description of ... the known...
geographical American atlas (1822) -- William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 33 x 31 cm.
Engraved title within neatline.
Added letterpress title in uppercase and oversize lettering, top margin: Geographical, historical and statistical map of Peru
In: H.C. Carey and I. Lea (Firm). A Complete historical, chronological, and geographical American atlas ... (Philadelphia : H.C. Carey and I. Lea, 1822), [map 45].
"No. 50." -- In letterpress at upper right.
Forms part of the William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library).

oversize Greenlee 4891 .C27 1822 [map 45]
(Pr Ct)

64277
Peru - Maps - 1827
1 map : hand col. ; 32 x 30 cm.
Engraved title within neatline.
Added letterpress title in uppercase and oversize lettering, top margin: Geographical, historical and statistical map of Peru
In: H.C. Carey and I. Lea (Firm). A Complete historical, chronological, and geographical American atlas ... (Philadelphia ; London ; Leipzig ; Paris : H.C. Carey & I. Lea ; John Miller ; Bossange Freres, 1827) pl. [45]. Sheet 'No. 50.'

oversize Ayer 135 .C268 1827 pl. 45 (Pr Ct)

64278
Peru - Maps - 1834<<>>Bolivia - Maps - 1834
Authors: Arrowsmith, John, 1790-1873 -- Arrowsmith, John, 1790-1873. The London atlas of universal geography ... [1837] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 52 x 59 cm.
Engraved no. "48" at lower right.
In: Arrowsmith, John. [The London atlas of universal geography : exhibiting the physical & political divisions of the various countries of the world, constructed from original materials] [London : J. Arrowsmith, 1837], map 48.

Baskes oversize G1019 .A778 1837, map 48 (NLO)

64279
Peru - Maps - 1845<<>>Bolivia - Maps - 1845
Peru and Bolivia. [Philadelphia : Carey & Hart, 1845].
Authors: Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Carey & Hart -- Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858. A New universal atlas ... (1845)
1 map : hand col. ; 31 x 35 cm.
In: Tanner, Henry Schenck. A New universal atlas ... (Philadelphia : Carey & Hart, 1845) map '41'.

Case oversize G1019 .T2 1845 map 41 (Pr Ct)

64280
Peru - Maps - 1847<<>>Bolivia - Maps - 1847
Peru and Bolivia. [Philadelphia : S. Augustus Mitchell, 1847].
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustine), 1792-1868 -- Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868. A New universal atlas containing maps of the various empires, kingdoms, states, and republics of the world ... (1847)
1 map ; hand col. : 30 x 35 cm.
In: Mitchell, S. Augustus. A New universal atlas containing maps of the various empires, kingdoms, states, and republics of the world ... (Philadelphia : S. Augustus Mitchell, 1847) pl. [42].
Printed plate no. '41' lined out and replaced with manuscript '42'.

oversize G 10 .579 pl. [42] (Pr Ct)

64281
Peru - Maps - 1850<<>>Bolivia - Maps - 1850
Peru and Bolivia. [Philadelphia : Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co., 1850 [i.e. 1852].
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustine), 1792-1868 -- Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co. -- Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustine), 1792-1868. Mitchell, S. Augustus. New universal atlas ... (1852)
1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 35 cm.
Entered according to act of Congress in ... 1850 by Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co. ...' Later edition of map previously published by S.A. Mitchell.
In: Mitchell, S. Augustus. New universal atlas ... (Philadelphia : Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co., 1852) pl. '43.'

oversize G1019 .N49 1852 pl. 43 (Pr Ct)

64282
Peru - Maps - 1851<<>>Bolivia - Maps - 1851<<>>Tarija (Bolivia) - Maps - 1851 - Pictorial works<<>>Potosí (Bolivia) - Maps - 1851 - Pictorial works<<>>Lima (Peru) - Maps - 1851 - Pictorial works
Authors: Rapkin, J. -- Tallis, John, 1817-1876 -- Winkles, Henry, 1800-ca. 1860 -- Kernot, J. H., fl. 1851 -- Martin, Robert Montgomery, 1803?-1868. Tallis's illustrated atlas, and modern history of the world ... (1851)
1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 22 cm.
Inset views (10 x 11 cm. and smaller): Swimming couriers of Peru -- Tarija -- Potosi -- Lima.
In: Martin, Robert Montgomery. Tallis's illustrated atlas, and modern history of the world ... (London ; New York : J. Tallis, 1851) pl. [71].

folio G1019 .M197 1851 pl. [71] (Pr Ct)

64283
Peru - Maps - 1855<<>>Bolivia - Maps - 1855<<>>Lima (Peru) - Maps - 1855<<>>South America - Maps - 1855

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's atlas of the world ... (1855-1856)
1 map : hand col. ; 29 x 36 cm.
oversize G 10 .185 v.1, pl. 55 (PrCt)

64284 Peru - Maps - 1903<>Peru - Pictorial works - 1903
Authors: Cisneros, Carlos B. -- Librería é imprenta Gil (Lima, Peru) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 20 maps ; 357 x 290 mm.
Phillips 2772.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

64285 Peru - Maps - 1904<>Peru - Pictorial works - 1904
Atlas del Perú, político, minero, agrícola, industrial y comercial (con las últimas demarcaciones territoriales) y texto descriptivo de cada departamento. Lima : Librería é imprenta Gil [1904?].
Authors: Cisneros, Carlos B. -- Librería é imprenta Gil (Lima, Peru) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Gil librería é imprenta (Lima, Peru) SEE Librería é imprenta Gil (Lima, Peru)
1 atlas (57 p. : ill., 20 maps (part fold.)) ; 36 x 29 cm.
'Illustrado con 123 vistas.'
Phillips 2772.
31924
folio Ayer 135 .C57 1904 (NLO)

Industrial and archaeological map of southern Peru. Lima, Peru : Cusco Centennial, 1934.
Authors: Corry, T. A. -- Cusco (Peru).
Commission on Propaganda -- Cusco Centennial -- Instituto Geográfico Militar (Peru)
1 map ; 58 x 41 cm.
Scale 1:1,000,000.
M1001
map4F G5312.S6E15 1934 C6 (PrCt)

64287 Peru - Maps - 1947 - Road maps<>Road maps
Authors: Corporación Nacional de Turismo (Peru) -- Gamio, Luis M. -- Gamio Mena, Eduardo -- Instituto Geográfico Militar (Peru) -- General Drafting Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 75 x 54 cm.
Scale ca. 1:3,000,000.
Inset: [Map of the Americas, showing major highways(?)].
In lower right corner: Cartografía CNT No. 87 - Dibujo Eduardo Gamio Mena.
With rubber stamp "Please return to Compilation Dept. File, General Drafting Co., Inc., 21 West St. New York 6, N.Y. Rec'd with Grimes letter of 8-22-47."
Forms part of the General Drafting Collection (Newberry Library).
map6F G5352 .C7P2 1947 .C6 (PrCt)

64288 Peru - Maps - 1952 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Lopez Dominovich, A -- Lascano -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 30 maps ; 273 x 190 mm.
17th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Guía de la Carretera Panamericana del Perú. Lima : [s.n.?], 1956.
Authors: Lozada Uribe, Mario, 1908 -- Campbell, Eila M. J. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 15 maps
Previous owner: Eila J. Campbell
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Authors: Peru. Instituto Nacional de Planificación
738 p. : ill., col. maps ; 58 cm.
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Perugia (Italy : Province) - Maps - 1584-1588
Pervsini agri; exactissima nouissimaque descriptio / auctore Egnatio Dante. [Antwerp : Christophe Plantin, 1584 [i.e. 1588].
1 map : hand col. ; 32 x 45 cm.
In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatro de la tierra vniversal (Antwerp : Christophe Plantin, 1588), [plate 73].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1606, [plate 82] (PrCt)

Perugia (Italy : Province) - Maps - 1650-1660
Authors: Spada, Valerio, 1613-1688 -- Negroponte, Giovanni Battista, 17th cent. -- Leo S. Olschki (Firm) -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 318 x 457 mm. (neat line), 362 x 463 mm. (plate mark)
Valerio Spada's name appears at end of dedication underneath neat line: Illmo. & reumo. sigr. mio pron. colmo. ... . Dedicatee not identified; coat-of-arms at bottom right includes a cardinal's hat.
Manuscript '16' at upper right; remnants of binding stub on verso.
Arrigoni and Bertarelli, Carte geografiche dell'Italia (1930) p. 228, no. 2070. 
Almagià, Monumenta Italia cartographica (1929) p. 45.
Ex Olshki.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
d50
Novacco 4F 326 (PrCt)

Perugia (Italy : Province) - Maps - 1725
Territore de Peruse &c. Amsterdam, [ca. 1725].
Authors: Cövens et Mortier -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:211
1 map : hand col. ; 37 x 48 cm.
2118
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6713.U5:3P4 1725 C6 (PrCt)

Perugia (Italy : Province) - Maps - 1819
Authors: Pezze, Giuseppe, fl. 1826-1836 -- Litta, Pompeo, 1781-1852. Famiglie celebri di Italia (1819-1852) -- Giusti, P. E.
1 map : hand col. ; 24 x 24 cm. on sheet
In Litta, Pompeo, Famiglie celebri di Italia (Milano: Presso P.E. Giusti, 1819-1852), v. 9, fol. [120]
Case oversize E 6835 .5, v. 9, fol. [120] (PrCt)

Pesaro E Urbino (Italy) - Maps - 1680-1688
Ducato di Urbino. Amsterdam, [ca. 1680].
Authors: Schenk & Valck, Amsterdam -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
I:213
1 map : hand col. ; 35 x 46 cm.
2203
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Sack map4F G6713.M3:3P4 1680 S3 (PrCt)

64303 Pesaro e Urbino (Italy : Province) - Maps - 1800-1899

Carta topografica della provincia di Pesaro e Urbino. Pesaro, Italy : Stab: Tipo-Litog: Federici, [18--?]. Authors: Federici (Firm)
1 map ; 62 x 48 cm. fold. to 18 x 13 cm. in slip case.
Scale: 1:150,000.
Bonaparte 4722 (NLO)

64304 Pesaro (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1620

Pisavrum vulgo Pezaro. [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620]. Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Hoefnagel, Joris, 1542-1601 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : hand col. ; 27 x 39 cm.
Derived from a drawing by Joris Hoefnagel; see R.A. Skelton's Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.
Added title at top in uppercase lettering: Pezaro.
Latin letterpress text on verso under title:
Pisavrm.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 3, pl. 50 (PrCt)

64305 Pesaro World Map, ca. 1505

The Pesaro world map. [1976 or later]. Authors: Dike, Margaret S. -- Dike, Oswald Ashton Wentworth -- Brancati, A.
5 leaves ; 29 cm.
Includes references dated to 1976..
BHC 1194
Vert 819 (PrCt)

64306 Peter I Island (Antarctica) - Maps - 1929

1 map ; 62 x 81 cm.
Monogram 'ER' [?] in lower right.
Scale 1:50,000.
Fitzgerald polar map 234 (PrCt)

64307 Peterborough (Ont. : County) - Maps - 1825-1875 - Landowners<<>>Newcastle, Ont. (District) - Maps - 1848 - Landowners<<>>Colborne, Ont. (District) - Maps - 1848 - Landowners<<>>Peterborough (Ont.) - Maps - 1875 -

Landowners<<>>Ashburnham (Ont.) - Maps - 1875 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
1 atlas (127 p. : ill., maps, ports.) ; 46 cm.
Edited by A.O.C. Cole; sponsored by the Peterborough Historical Society, et al.
Bibliography : p. 126.
Includes rural dictionary.
79-41894.
oversize G1148.P42 I5 1975 (NLO)

64308 Petermann, August Heinrich, 1822-1878
BHC 2552
Vert 2092 (PrCt)

64309 Peters, Arno<<>>Gall-Peters Projection
Authors: Spicer, Andi
BHC 1086
Vert 649 (PrCt)

64310 Petersburg (Va.), Battle of, 1781<<>>United States - History - Revolution, 1775-1783 - Maps
Sketch of the skirmish at Petersburg, between the royal army under the command of Major Genl. Phillips, and the American army commanded by Major Genl. Stewben, in which the latter were defeated, April 25th, 1781 / by I. Hills. London : Wm. Faden, 1783.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
of battle plans] (ca. 1783) -- Clinton, Henry, 1738?-1795
1 map : hand col. ; 27 x 36 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:13,500].
Oriented with north toward the left.
Relief shown by hachures.
Detached from: Faden, William, [Atlas of battle plans, ca. 1783], no. 27.
The atlas was previously owned by British general Sir Henry Clinton.

64311  Petit Goâve (Haiti) - Maps - 1725 - Fortification
- Manuscripts - Port-De-Paix (Haiti) - Maps - 1725 - Fortification
- Manuscripts - Port-De-Paix (Haiti) - Maps - 1725 - Nautical charts
- Manuscripts - Port-De-Paix (Haiti) - Maps - 1725 - Manuscript maps
<< Nautical charts
Plan du Petit Gouave dans l'état ou il est ce 15 avril, 1725 : Plan du Port de Paix ou l'on voit la situation de la fortresse ... 1725.
Authors: Cartes Marines Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 30, sheet 72
2 ms. maps : hand col. ; 293 x 358 mm. and 293 x 361 mm., on sheet 561 x 803 mm
Plan of Petit Goâve includes references A-I and 3 fortification profiles. Plan of Port-De-Paix includes references A-G, and is accompanied, on the same sheet, by 2 profiles within neat line 167 x 502 mm.; oriented with north at bottom.
Scale [ca. 1:835]. 'Échelle du plan de 60 toises' [= 140 mm.]
Scale [ca. 1:10,500]. 'Échelle de 500 toises' [= 93 mm.]
Sheet 72 of 117 in the Cartes Marines Manuscript Map Collection, detailing French colonial interests worldwide, ca. 1640-ca. 1726. Relief shown with shading; depths shown with soundings.
Pen-and-ink and watercolor (grey, green, red, yellow); mounted on cloth. Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 179 Ayer ms map proj 01
Digital image available as part of the Newberry Library's Great Lakes Digital Collection via the CARLI Digital Collections website (accessed Nov. 2010):
http://collections.carli.illinois.edu/u/?nby_grlakes, 952
VAULT drawer Ayer MS map 30 sheet 72 (NLO)

64312  Petrinja (Croatia) - Maps - 1617
Petrina in ditione Christianorum. [Cologne : s.n.], 1617 [i.e. ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Hoefnagel, Joris, 1542-1601 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 37 x 28 cm.
Derived from 1617 drawing by Joris Hoefnagel; see R.A. Skelton’s Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 6, pl. 36 (PrCt)

64313  Petrinja (Croatia) - Pictorial works - 1597
Petrina in ditione Turcarum. [Cologne : s.n.], 1597 [i.e. ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Hoefnagel, Joris, 1542-1601 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : hand col. ; 37 x 22 cm.
Derived from 1597 drawing by Joris Hoefnagel; see R.A. Skelton’s Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.
On same sheet with: Petrina in ditione Christianorum.
Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Petrina.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 6, pl. 36 (PrCt)

64314  Petropavlovsk-Kamchatski (Russia) - Maps - 1785 - Pictorial works
Authors: Cook, James, 1728-1779 -- Webber, John, 1751-1793 -- Pouncy, Benjamin Thomas, d. 1799 -- Cook, James, 1728-1779. A Voyage to the Pacific Ocean ... (1785) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 22 x 50 cm.
In: Cook, James. A Voyage to the Pacific Ocean : undertaken by the command of His Majesty for making discoveries in the northern hemisphere ... in the years 1776, 1777, 1778, 1779 and 1780 (London : Printed by H. Hughes, for G. Nicol ... and T. Cadell, 1785) v. 10, pl. [59]. Engraved plate no. '74.'
oversize Ayer 118 .C7 v. 10 Atlas, pl. 59 (PrCt)

64315  Petropavlovsk-Kamchatski (Russia) - Maps - 1785 - Pictorial works

Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960- -- Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)

271 p. : maps ; 28 cm.

1st ed.

'Deluxe edition.'

Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).

'3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.'

Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).

Includes indexes.

ISBN 1420301136

Local History Ref F472.P5 B69 2005 (NLO)


Authors: Warner & Foote -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps

1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.

Size of original: 6 parts; 2 are 21.5 x 26.5 in. each and 4 are 19.5 x 26.5 in. each. Scale: 1:31,680. Originally published Sedalia, Mo. and Philadelphia: Warner & Foote, 1876.


Microfiche 583, no. 405 (PrCt)


Authors: North West Publishing Co

1 atlas (55 p.) : ill., 34 col. maps ; 48 cm.

Includes "Patrons’ directory of Pettis County, Missouri" listing business information and addresses (p. 52-55).

Scales differ.

oversize G1438.P45 N67 1896 (NLO)


p. 473-479 ; 29 cm.


Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3069, no. 1.

Ref Q141 .D5, v. 15, p. 473-479 (PrCt)


Authors: König, Erich

Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)
64322 Peutinger, Konrad, 1465-1546 or 1547<<>Nicholas, of Cusa, Cardinal, 1401-1464
Authors: König, Erich, 1881- -- Festschrift Georg von Hertling zum siebzigsten Geburtstage p. 337-341
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

64323 Peutinger table
Un Exemplaire de la Tabula itineraria ou Tabula Peutingeriana édition Moretus 1598, conservé a Mons. 1971.
Wing Z 007 .762, v. 1, p. 201-216 (PrCt)

64324 Peutinger table
La Première édition de la table de Peutinger. [Bruxelles : La Société, 1884].
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

64325 Peutinger table<<>Cartography - Netherlands - History - 300
De Wegen door het land der Bataven of de Kaart van Peutinger. [Amsterdam : Koninklijk Nederlandsch Aardrijkskundig Genootschap, 1937].
Authors: Schoo, Jan 1897- -- Tijdschrift van het Koninklijk Nederlandsch Aardrijkskundig Genootschap Pp. 649-700
Not at Newberry Library (Dec. 2009) (PrCt)

64326 Peutinger table<<>Peutinger, Konrad, 1465-1546 or 1547<<>Rome - History, Ancient - Maps - 300 - Road maps - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>Peutinger table - Facsimiles<<>Peutingeriana manuscript maps - Facsimiles<<>Roads, Roman - Maps<<>Road maps
Vert 1665, no. 3 (PrCt)

64327 Peutinger table<<>Peutinger, Konrad, 1465-1546 or 1547<<>Rome - History, Ancient - Maps - 300 - Road maps - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>Peutinger table - Facsimiles<<>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles<<>Roads, Roman - Maps<<>Road maps
Rome’s world : the Peutinger map reconsidered / Richard J.A. Talbert ; in association with Tom Elliott ; assisted by Nora Harris ... [et al. ; with a contribution by Martin Steinmann. Cambridge ; New York : Cambridge University Press, 2010.
Authors: Talbert, Richard J. A., 1947- -- Elliott, Tom -- Harris, Nora -- Peutinger table -- Peutinger, Konrad, 1465-1546 or 1547 -- Castorius. xviii, 357 p. : ill., maps ; 27 cm. Contents: The surviving copy: history, publication, scholarship -- The surviving copy: the material object and its paleography -- The design and character of the map -- Recovery of the original map from the surviving copy -- Conclusion: the map’s place in classical and medieval cartography. Includes bibliographical references (p. 333-345) and index. LC Card Number: 2009023313 ISBN 9780521764803 (hardback) ; 0521764807 (hardback) GA304.Z53 T35 2010 (NLO)

64328 Peutinger table - Study and teaching - 1715
Das 'Verkaufsinsinrat' der Tabula Peutingeriana aus dem Jahr 1715 : Ein kleiner Beitrag zur Wissenschaftsgeschichte. [Hildesheim, Ger., 2007].
Vert 1665, no. 2 (PrCt)

64329 Pfalzfeld (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1620
Opp: Palatinum ad Mosellam flv. vulgo Pfaltz auff der Müsel. [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 --
Phalsbourg (France) - Maps - 1695 - Fortification
Phalsbourg : place fortifiée de nôtre temps située auce frontieres d'Alsace et de Loraine ... [Paris : De Fer, 1695]
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Ferr, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes -- avec leurs fortifications ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, 1695-1696) pt. 4, map [67].
Manuscript (10'') at upper right.
Case folio U 26. 293 pt. 4, map [67] (PrCt)

Phalsbourg (France) - Maps - 1713 - Fortification

Phalsbourg : place fortifié de nôtre temps située auce frontieres d'Alsace et de Loraine ... [Paris : De Fer, [1713?]].
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Loisel, L. -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Introduction à la fortification ... [1713?] 1 map ; 20 x 29 cm.
In: Fer, Nicolas de. Introduction à la fortification ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, [1713?]) map [36].
For later state of this map, with engraved plate number, see Case folio U 26 .292.
For earlier version of this map, engraved on different plate, see Case folio U 26 .293.
Case oversize U 26 .2919 map [36] (PrCt)

Pharos Lighthouse (Alexandria, Egypt) - Pictorial works - 1552<=<>Alexandria (Egypt) - Pictorial works - 1552<=<>Woodcuts
[View of the Pharos Lighthouse of Alexandria, Egypt], [Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552].
Authors: Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552. Cosmographiae universalis ... (1552) -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 view : woodcut ; 8 x 10 cm., on sheet 32 x 21 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Added letterpress title above woodcut: Alexandria Aegypti.
In: Münster, Sebastian. Cosmographiae universalis ... (Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552), p. 1138.
VAULT folio Ayer 7 .M8 1552, p. 1138 (PrCt)

 Phelps County (Mo.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners<=<>Counts - Maps<=<>Landowners - Maps
1st ed.
'Deluxe edition.'
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).
'3 maps per township: homesteads & other land

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.’
Includes maps showing county location within
state, surrounding counties, congressional
townships within the county, cities and towns
within the county, and county cemeteries. There
is also an index of surnames for county patents
(with parcel-counts for each surname), and a
surname/township index (with parcel-counts for
each surname by township).
Includes indexes.
Series: Family maps
ISBN 1420307096 ; 9781420307092
Local History Ref F472.P55 B69 2007 (NLO)

64337 Phelps County (Neb.) - Maps - 1908 -
Landowners<>>>Counties -
Maps<>>>Landowners - Maps
Map of Phelps county Nebraska 1908.
Authors: Billing, P. O. -- Arnold, W. H. -- Progress
Printing Company, Holdredge, Neb.
1 map : col. ; 64 x 59 cm.
Scale 1:67,000.
Detached from Arnold, W.H. Complete directory
of Phelps County Nebraska (Kearney, Neb.,
1909) [F 92467.046]
5004
map6F G4193.P5G46 1908 B5 (PrCt)

64338 Philadelphia County (Pa.) - Maps - 1843 -
Landowners<>>>Counties -
Maps<>>>Landowners - Maps
[Philadelphia County (Pa.) - 1843: LC G&M land
ownership maps on microfiche]. [Washington,
D.C.] : LC G&M Division, [1883?].
Authors: Ellet, Charles, Jr. -- Kennedy, D. H. --
Library of Congress. Geography and Map
Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 34.5 x 59.5 in. Scale: 1:25,344.
Originally published Philadelphia, Charles Ellet,
Jr., 1843.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing
19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map
Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
[Washington, D.C. : Library of Congress,
Geography and Map Division, 1983?].
Microfiche 583, no. 784 (PrCt)

64339 Philadelphia (Pa.) - History - Revolution, 1779 -
Maps<>>>Pennsylvania - History -
Revolution, 1779 - Maps<>>>United States -
History - Revolution, 1775-1873 - Maps
A Plan of the city and environs of Philadelphia,
with the works and encampments of His
Majesty’s forces under the command of
Lieutenant General Sir William Howe. London :
Wm. Faden, 1779.
Authors: Faden, William, 1749-1836 -- Faden,
1783) -- Clinton, Henry, 1738?-1795
1 map : hand col. ; 52 x 48 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:21,000].
Philadelphia was in British hands from
September 1777 to June 1778.
Oriented with north at upper left.
Relief shown by hachures.
In upper margin: References to the public
buildings.
Detached from: Faden, William, [Atlas of battle
plans, ca. 1783], no. 20.
The atlas was previously owned by British
general Sir Henry Clinton.
map4F 3701.S3.20 (PrCt)

64340 Philadelphia (Pa.) - Map industry and trade -
1850-1900<>>>Map industry and trade -
Philadelphia (Pa.) - 1850-1900
Partial list of mapmakers located at site of
Independence Mall and Independence National
Historic Park 1850-1900. [197-?].
Authors: Moak, Jefferson M.
4 p. : 28 cm.
Xerox copy of typescript.
BHC 1868
Vert 1436, no. 1 (PrCt)

64341 Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1683
A Portraiture of the city of Philadelphia in the
province of Pennsylvania in America. London :
Sold by John Thornton and Andrew Sowle, 1683.
Authors: Holme, Thomas, d. 1695 -- Penn,
William, 1644-1718 -- Thornton, John, 1641-1708
-- Sowle, Andrew, 1628-1695 -- Edward E. Ayer
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 30 x 45 cm.
In Penn, William. A Letter from William Penn,
proprietary and governour of Pennsylvania in
America, to the committee of the Free society of
traders of that province, residing in London
(London: A. Sowle, 1683).
Scale [ca. 1:8,800].
A small location map occupies a cartouche at the
bottom.
VAULT Ayer 150.5 P4 P4 1683 [map] (PrCt)

64342 Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1683
A Portraiture of the city of Philadelphia in the
province of Pennsylvania in America. Ithaca, N.Y.
Authors: Holme, Thomas, d. 1695 -- Sowle,
Andrew, 1628-1695 -- Historic Urban Plans
(Firm)
1 map ; 30 x 45 cm.
Facsimile of original published London: Andrew
Sowle, [ca. 1683]: ‘number 189 of an edition
limited to 500 copies.’
Scale [ca 1:8,800].
A small location map occupies a cartouche at the
bottom.
map2F 3824.P5.1 (PrCt)

64343 Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1684
Afteykeninge van de stadt Philadelphia in de
provinsie [sic] van Penn-Sylvania in America na
de copie tot London. London : Jacob Claus,
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

1684.
Authors: Droogenham, Gerardus -- Holme, Thomas, d. 1695 -- Claus, Jacob, fl. 1684 -- Penn, William, 1644-1718 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 20 x 32 cm.
In Penn, William. Missive ... Geschreven aan de Commissarissen van de Vrye Societeyt der Handelaars. 2nd ed. (Amsterdam: Jacob Claus, 1684).
Scale [ca. 1:9,600].
A redrawing, with some changes, of Thomas Holmes' map of 1683. Includes a small location map, key to locations, and note on lots.

VAULT Ayer 150.5 P4 P4m 1684 [map] (PrCt)

Authors: Pollock, William Wilson -- Myers, Albert Cook -- Pennsylvania Magazine of History and Biography
1 map ; 44 x 28 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:4,000]
Shows names of property owners
F 83.008 v. 59, opp. p. 208 (PrCt)

Authors: Daly, John Edward, 1934- -- Weinberg, Allen -- Philadelphia (Pa.) : Dept. of Records 1 atlas ([6], 100 p. : chiefly maps) ; 29 cm. [2d ed.]
Gift '77.
folio G1264.P5 D3 1966 (NLO)

1 map : col. ; on sheet 36 x 28 cm. Facsimile of 1709 manuscript map bearing the following endorsements: By virtue of the propietary warrant to me directed bearing date the 17th day of August 1699 I certify ... that upon the 22nd day of August anno 1709 I did survey & lay out unto John Haddon, Joseph Grove & Abitt Wilkeson an island in the River Delaware ... next above the mouth of the Scholkill [] ... Thos. Fairman, surv. A true copy of the original remaining in the Surveyor General's Office at Philadelphia certified ... 1764. By order of the Surveyor Genrl. Jesse Lukens.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Land owned by the London Map Company prominently labelled.
Scale: '40 perche per inch'
Detached from Pennsylvania archives. Appendix to 3d ser.. v. 1-10.
Ayer p133 .P41 189- no. 10 (NLO)

Authors: Scull, Nicholas, 1686?--1761? -- Heap, George, fl. 1715-1760 -- Hebert, L., fl. 1752
1 map ; 34 x 30 cm. [1st ed.?]
'By N. Scull and G. Heap.'
'L. Hebert sculpt.'
Rural buildings shown pictorially with occupants' names.
Gives table of 'The distances of particular places in this map from the Court house.' Includes text, distance table, and ground-level view of the Statehouse (later Independence Hall).
Scale [ca. 1:65,000]
First state of the 1st ed. (differing from Newberry's copy?) available on the Library of Congress website as a raster image (July 2006): http://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g3824p.ct000294
Cf. LC Card Number: 98690000
Case G 10854 .8 (NLO)

64348 Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1762 To the mayor, recorder, aldermen, Common Council, and freemen of Philadelphia this plan of the improved part of the city ... Ithaca, N.Y. Historic Urban Plans, 1969.
Authors: Scull, Nicholas, 1686?-1761? -- Biddle, Mary -- Clarkson, Matthew, 1735-1800 -- Holme,
Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1762

To the mayor, recorder, aldermen, Common Council, and freemen of Philadelphia this plan of the improved part of the city ... [19--?].
Authors: Scull, Nicholas, 1686?-1761? -- Biddle, Mary -- Clarkson, Matthew, 1735-1800 -- Holme, Thomas, d. 1695 -- Eastburn, Benjamin
1 map ; 49 x 66 cm.
Photocopy of original published Philadelphia:
Matthew Clarkson and Mary Biddle, 1762; reproduced from original in the Library of Congress.
Scale [ca 1:4,900]. Oriented with north at right.
Insets: Plan of the city ... as publish'd by Thos. Holmes -- A Subsequent plan, drawn by Benjn: Eastburn [sic]. Includes 'references.'
70-856

map4F G3824.P5 1762 S3 1969 (PrCt)

Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1777

Authors: Scull, Nicholas, 1686?-1761? -- Heap, George, fl. 1715-1760 -- Faden, William, 1749-1836 -- Faden map collection -- Historic Urban Plans (Firm)
1 map ; 64 x 46 cm.
Facsimile of original published London: William Faden, 1777; 'reproduced from original in the Library of Congress. ... [N]umber 15 of an edition limited to 500 copies.'
Scale [ca 1:43,000]. Shows individual houses outside the city with names of owners; island between Hog and Mud Islands is not named.
Includes 'A Table of the distances of the most remarkable places on this plan beginning at the Court House' and 'Elevation of the State House.'

map4F G3824.P5 1777 S3 1969 (PrCt)

Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1794

Authors: Folie, A. P. -- Scot, Robert, fl. 1781-1820, engr. -- Allardice, Samuel, d. 1798, engr. -- Mifflin, Thomas, 1744-1800 -- Historic Urban Plans (Firm)
1 map ; 55 x 55 cm., reduced from 64 x 64 cm.
Facsimile of original published Philadelphia, 1794; reproduced from original in the Historical Society of Pennsylvania.
'[...][N]umber 151 of an edition limited to 500 copies.'
Scale [ca 1:8,050]. Oriented with north toward the right.
Includes 'references' 1-64.
73-7369.

map4F G3824.P5 1794 F6 1973 (PrCt)
To the citizens of Philadelphia, this new plan of the city and its environs ... Philadelphia, Pa. C.P. Harrison, 1811.

Authors: Paxton, John Adems -- Strickland, William, 1787-1854 -- Harrison, William, 1774-- 1854 -- Harrison, Charles Peter, 1783-1854

1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 50 cm.

'Printed [by] C.P. Harrison, January 1, 1811.'

Detached from Paxton, John Adems. The Stranger's guide: an alphabetical list of ... the city and suburbs of Philadelphia (Philadelphia, 1811).

Scale [ca. 1:12,000].

Oriented with north at right.

Locations are keyed to an alphabetical list of 'streets, roads, lanes, avenues, courts, wharves, ship yards, public buildings, manufactories, places of amusement, &c.' in the Stranger's guide, p. 24-56.

44-536

map4F 3824.P5.4 (PrCt)

Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1828

Plan von Philadelphia / Carl Metzeroth sc. [Weimar? s.n., 1828].


1 map ; 37 x 42 cm., folded to 21 x 14 cm.

Includes English-language references I-XIV in 'explanation', and references to the 'northern districts' and 'southern districts.'

'Scale of [3,000] feet' = 62 mm.


Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.

Graff 279 v. 1, between p. 214-215 (PrCt)

Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1840

Philadelphia. [London] : Chapman & Hall, 1840 [i.e.1844].

Authors: Chapman and Hall -- Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (Great Britain) -- Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (Great Britain). Maps of the Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (1844) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 38 x 30 cm.

Inset views (each 5 x 8 cm.) : The United States Bank -- The Exchange.


oversize Ayer 135.S67 1844 v. 2, pl. [201]
Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1845
Philadelphia. [Philadelphia : Carey & Hart], 1845.
Authors: Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Carey & Hart -- Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858. A New universal atlas ... (1845) 1 map : hand col. ; 37 x 31 cm. 'Entered according to act of Congress in the year 1836 by Henry S. Tanner ....' In: Tanner, Henry Schenck. A New universal atlas ... (Philadelphia : S. Augustus Mitchell, 1847) pl. '14.'
Case oversize G1019 .T2 1845 map 14 (PrCt)

Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1846
Philadelphia. [Philadelphia : S. Augustus Mitchell], 1846 [i.e. 1847].
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Burroughs, H. N. -- Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868. A New universal atlas containing maps of the various empires, kingdoms, states, and republics of the world ... (1847) 1 map ; hand col. : 38 x 30 cm. Includes numerous references. In: Mitchell, S. Augustus. A New universal atlas containing maps of the various empires, kingdoms, states, and republics of the world ... (Philadelphia : S. Augustus Mitchell, 1847) pl. '14.'
Oversize G 10 .579 pl. 14 (PrCt)

Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1846 - Election Districts
Philadelphia. 1846.
Authors: Burroughs, H. N. 1 map : col. ; 41 x 34 cm. Includes index 1-125 and list of wards A-JJ. M1160
map2F G3824.P5F7 1846 B8 (PrCt)

Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1852
Authors: Traubel, Morris H. -- Friend, Norman M., b. ca. 1815 -- Duval, Peter S., 1804 or 1805-1886 -- McElroy, Archibald, Philadelphia, pub. 1 map ; 44 x 36 cm. M1163
map2F G3824.P5 1850 T7 (PrCt)

Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1859
map4F G3824.P5A3 1855 A8 1970 (PrCt)
Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1864 Girard College - Maps - 1864 - Pictorial works

Plan of the city of Philadelphia as now consolidated: showing the boundaries of the wards. [Philadelphia] : Lindsay & Blakiston, [1864].

Authors: Lindsay & Blakiston -- T. Sinclair's Lith.

1 map : col. ; 52 x 45 cm.

"Printed by T. Sinclair."


Scale: [ca. 1:34,500].


Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1875-1876 - Real property

City atlas of Philadelphia by wards : complete in 7 volumes : from official records, private plans and actual surveys, based upon plans deposited in the Department of Surveys / surveyed & published under the direction of G.M. Hopkins ...


Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (v. 2 of 7) : 24 hand col. maps ; 45 cm.

Incomplete; issued in 7 vols., but this copy includes v. 2 only (Feb. 2009)

"Engraved by Edward Busch ... "; "assists. surveyors, H.W. Hopkins, Geo. W. Bromley";


G.M. Hopkins & Co. --Vol. 1, cover.

Scale: [1:2400-1:4800]. Scale of ward maps varies from 1 in. to 200 ft. to 1 in. to 400 ft.

Contents: v. 1. 22nd ward -- v. 2. 21st & 28th wards -- v. 3. 23rd ward -- v. 4. 25th ward -- v. 5. 1st, 26th & 30th wards -- v. 6. 2nd to 20th inclusive & 29th & 31st wards -- v. 7. 24th & 27th wards.

Pasted to inside front cover of vol. 2: publisher's advertisement for this work, enumerating contents of each vol.; facsimiles of two ms. notes written by surveyors for the atlas and dated 1875, vouching for the correctness of their measurements.

Includes business notices and index.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Cf. Phillips 2523

Baskes oversize G3824.P5G46 1875 .H6 (NLO)

Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1876 - Docks

Diagram showing the principal points of interest on the water frontage of the port of Philadelphia / S.C. Smith del., 307 Walnut St., Philada. Phila.


1 map ; 25 x 16 cm.

Scale: [ca. 1:90,500]

Coordinates: (W 75°13'49"--W 75°03'17"/N 40°01'18"--N 39°52'30")

Identifies wharves, docks, railroads, and other businesses along Philadelphia's waterfront.


Digital version of another copy available on the Internet Archive (accessed April 2013):

http://archive.org/stream/officialguideboo00west#page/n6/mode/1up

600

map4F G3824.P5 1876 .W4 no. 3 (NLO)

Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1876 - Railroads


1 map ; col. ; 43 x 36 cm., folded to 22 x 13 cm.

"Copyrighted in the year 1876, by Rand, McNally & Co."

Scale: [ca. 1:39,700]

Approximate coordinates: (W 75°10'12"/N 39°57'12").


Digital version of another copy available on the Internet Archive (accessed April 2013):

http://archive.org/stream/officialguideboo00west#page/n6/mode/1up

600

map4F G3824.P5 1876 .W4 no. 3 (NLO)

Railway map of Philadelphia: to accompany Westcott's guide book to Philadelphia.

[Philadelphia]: Porter & Coates, [1876], c1875.
1 map: col.; 59 x 63 cm.
"Copyright, 1875, by Porter & Coates."
Printed by "Thos. Hunter, lith., Phila."
Scale [ca. 1:16,700]
Approximate coordinates: (W 75°14'09"--W 75°06'35"/N 40°00'20"--N 39°54'21")
Shows several railroads leading into the city and outlines the grounds of Philadelphia's Centennial Exhibition of 1876.
Includes "symbols representing the various street car lines" and "references" 1-27 for prominent buildings and railroad depots.
Damaged with minor loss of detail; missing triangular section next to margin at left center (approx. 6 x 6 x 8 cm.)
Digital version of another copy available on the Internet Archive (accessed April 2013):
http://archive.org/stream/officialguideboo00west#page/n556/mode/1up
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map6F G3824.P5P3 1876 .W4 (NLO)

Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1877 - Landowners - Philadelphia Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1877 - Landowners - Philadelphia County (Pa.) - Maps - 1877 - Landowners - Counties -

Maps - Landowners - Maps
Authors: G.M. Hopkins & Co. -- Hopkins, Griffith Morgan -- Lord, James J. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (72 p.): ill., 40 maps; 46 cm.
Owner's inscription: James J. Lord.
Laid in: Sales receipt from G.M. Hopkins to James J. Lord, dated May 31, 1877, and two copies of an engraved portrait of James J. Lord.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Scales differ.
Phillips 2524
Baskes oversize G3824.P5G46 1877 .H6 (NLO)
1 map: hand colored; 47 x 71 cm.
Title devised by cataloger.
Cadastral map identifying landowners and subdivisions in Philadelphia's 27th ward, near the junction of the West Chester and Philadelphia Railroad, the Philadelphia, Wilmington, and Baltimore Rail Road, and the "Chester Branch" of the Philadelphia & Reading Railroad Company.
Building footprints color-coded as "brick or stone", "frame", and "stables & sheds".
Scale 1:4,800. 400 ft. to the in.
Oriented with north at upper right.
"Plate, 1."

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G3823.D4P3 1882 .H6, plate 1 (NLO)

64374 Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1884
New map of the city of Philadelphia, from the latest city surveys. [Philadelphia : J.L. Smith, 1884, c1883].
Authors: Smith, J. L.
1 map : hand col. ; 75 x 58 cm. fold. in cover 17 x 10 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:21,250].
Cover title: New map of Philadelphia.
Street directory printed inside front cover.
map3C 3 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company. Rand, McNally & Co.'s improved indexed business atlas and shipper's guide ... (1888) -- Rand McNally and Company. Commercial atlas (1888)
1 map : col. ; 32 x 23 cm.
Added title in upper margin: Rand, McNally & Co.'s Pennsylvania.
In Rand McNally & Co.'s improved indexed business atlas and shipper's guide ... (Chicago: Rand McNally, 1888) p. 231.
Uniform atlas title: Commercial atlas.
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .C7 1888, p. 231 (PrCt)

64376 Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1891 - Philadelphia Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1891
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm., folded to 14 x 6 cm.
Includes key to piers on the Delaware River, north of Market Street (no. 1-111) and south of Market Street (no. 1-73)
Inset (28 x 24 cm.): Philadelphia and vicinity. Detached from missing covers.
Adhesive label on verso: C.A. Hurst, stationer, ... New York.

"Remainder (?) 3/2/54" - ms. note on verso.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
map3C G3824 .P5 1891 .R3 (PrCt)

64377 Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1892 - Wall maps
New map of the city of Philadelphia from the latest city surveys. 1892. Philadelphia : J.L. Smith, c1892.
Authors: Smith, J. L. -- J.L. Smith Co.
1 map ; 101 x 72 cm., folded to 28 x 20 cm.
Caption title.
Scale 1:21,118; 3 inches to the mile.
G 10854 .82 (NLO)

Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1906) -- Keystone Telephone Company
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1906) p. 1307
H 668 .703 (1906) p. 1307 (PrCt)

Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1907) -- Keystone Telephone Company
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1907) p. 1477
H 668 .703 (1907) p. 1477 (PrCt)

64380 Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1908 - Road maps - Road maps
Central Philadelphia showing subway and Wanamaker Store. [Philadelphia : John Wanamaker?, 1908].
1 map : col. ; 23 x 39 cm., folded to 13 x 9 cm.
Left margin includes references 1-71; photos of

64375}
Philadelphia (Pa.) - Nets - 1925 - Real property
Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1925 - Fire risk assessment
1 atlas ([80] leaves) : 39 col. maps ; 59 cm.
Cover title: Atlas of Philadelphia (North Phila.) Lehigh Ave. to Wingohocking St., wards 25, 33, 37, 38, 43 & 45, from actual surveys and official plans
Scale: [ 1:1,800]; scale of most maps 150 feet to an inch.
Includes index.
Laid in: [Map of Philadelphia city block at intersection of N. 5th St. and 66th Ave.] / Kaplan Realty (Philadelphia, Pa.) [ca. 1930?]?
1 map : blueprint ; on sheet 37 x 25 cm.
Ownership stamps: Kaplan & Bro.
Ownership inscription: Property of Geo. R. Reinhart, Jr., John B. Ferguson, Herman Kaplan.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 77372765
Baskes oversize G3804.P5G36 1925 .B75 (NLO)

64389 Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1927 - Road maps
[Map no. 6 : automobile roads of Philadelphia].
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1927].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Gulf Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Missing (?) April 2011.
Gousha Clients 7 (PrCt)

64390 Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1928 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Gulf Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 45 (PrCt)

64391 Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1929 - Road maps
Authors: Gray Line (Firm) -- Crowley, J. L., fl. 1929 -- Gray Line (Firm). Souvenir of Philadelphia (1929)
1 map : 18 x 26 cm.
"Book and contents copyrighted, 1929, by J.L. Crowley. Published annually." -- title page of booklet.
map4C G3824.P5P2 1929 .G7 (PrCt)

64392 Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1929 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Gulf Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 162 (PrCt)

64393 Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Gulf Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 358 (PrCt)

64394 Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Gulf Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 519 (PrCt)

Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 0, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 566 (PrCt)

Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
Authors: Atlantic Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
4 maps : col. ; folded to 19 x 9 cm.
Panel titles.
Tentatively dated 1938-1951.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Panel art: solid colors (blue, red and white).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 176 -179 (PrCt)

Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Authors: Atlantic Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 28 x 51 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Central Philadelphia featuring points of interest, parks and principal buildings.
Date from RMcN AE 130 ms. index.
Plate no. 6-4423682-2
Map on verso (50 x 64 cm.): Philadelphia : metropolitan and suburban : Atlantic
Panel art: Atlantic service man standing at pump waving at family in car.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 130.24 (PrCt)

Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Central Philadelphia featuring points of interest, parks and principal buildings.
Date from RMcN AE 130 ms. index.
Plate no. 6-423682-3
Map on verso (50 x 64 cm.): Atlantic auto road map of Philadelphia and environs
Panel art: Atlantic service man standing at pump waving at family in car.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 130.41 (PrCt)

64401 Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps

Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1947].
Authors: Atlantic Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 28 x 51 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Central Philadelphia featuring points of interest, parks and principal buildings.
Date from RMcN AE 130 ms. index.
Plate no. 7-423682-4
Map on verso (50 x 64 cm.): Atlantic auto road map of Philadelphia and environs
Panel art: Atlantic serviceman standing at pump waving at family in car.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 130.58 (PrCt)

64402 Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps

Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1947].
Authors: Atlantic Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 28 x 51 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Central Philadelphia featuring points of interest, parks and principal buildings.
Date from RMcN AE 130 ms. index.
Plate no. 7-463882-3
Map on verso (50 x 64 cm.): Atlantic auto road map of Philadelphia and environs
Panel art: Atlantic serviceman standing at pump waving at family in car.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 130.60 (PrCt)

64403 Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1949 - Road maps

Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1949].
Authors: Atlantic Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 28 x 51 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Central Philadelphia featuring points of interest, parks and principal buildings.
Date from RMcN AE 131 ms. index.
Plate no. 9-483882-1
Map on verso (50 x 64 cm.): Atlantic auto road map of Philadelphia and environs
Panel art: Atlantic serviceman talking to woman in convertible.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 131.7 (PrCt)

64404 Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1950 - Road maps

Philadelphia : Texaco ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1950].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 79 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Philadelphia (northern section) street map.
Date from RMcN AE 131 ms. index.
Plate no. 504909
Maps on verso (46 x 69 cm. and 19 x 23 cm.): Philadelphia (southern section) street map -- Central Philadelphia.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 131.1X (PrCt)

64405 Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1951 - Road maps

Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1951].
Authors: Atlantic Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 28 x 51 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Central Philadelphia featuring points of interest, parks and principal buildings.
Date from RMcN AE 131 ms. index.
Plate no. 1-483882-5
Map on verso (44 x 65 cm.): Atlantic auto road map of Philadelphia and vicinity
Panel art: Cars moving along highway in the mountains.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 131.23 (PrCt)

64406 Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1951 - Road maps

Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 47 cm.
Panel title.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Added title: Sinclair : Downtown Philadelphia.
Date from RMcN AE 131 ms. index.
Plate no. 1-473682V-1
Maps on verso (41 x 64 cm. and smaller): Sinclair : Philadelphia and vicinity.
Panel art: Sinclair serviceman pumping gas into car.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 131.24 (PrCt)

64407 Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1952 - Road maps
Authors: Atlantic Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 28 x 51 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Central Philadelphia featuring points of interest, parks and principal buildings.
Date from RMcN AE 131 ms. index.
Plate no. 2-483882-6
Map on verso (44 x 64 cm.): Atlantic auto road map of Philadelphia and vicinity.
Panel art: Atlantic serviceman cleaning windshield.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 131.38 (PrCt)

64408 Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1952 - Road maps
Philadelphia ... tour with Texaco ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1952].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 78 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Philadelphia (northern section) street map.
Date from RMcN AE 131 ms. index.
Plate no. 524909
Maps on verso (46 x 69 cm. and 19 x 23 cm.): Philadelphia (southern section) street map -- Central Philadelphia.
Panel art: Texaco station off of highway.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 131.44 (PrCt)

64409 Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1954 - Road maps
Authors: Atlantic Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 28 x 51 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Atlantic street map : central Philadelphia.
Date from RMcN AE 131 ms. index.
Plate no. 4-513682V-3
Map on verso (42 x 69 cm.): Atlantic road map : metropolitan Philadelphia.
Panel art: Atlantic flag in front of station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 131.5X (PrCt)

64410 Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1954 - Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 28 x 51 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 131 ms. index.
Plate no. 4-513682V-3
Map on verso (42 x 68 cm.): Sinclair : metropolitan Philadelphia.
Panel art: Sinclair station attendant helping a couple in a car read a map.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 131.11X (PrCt)

64411 Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1955 - Road maps
Philadelphia ... tour with Texaco. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1955?].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 79 cm., folded to 21 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Philadelphia (northern section) street map.
Plate no. 554909.
Maps on verso (46 x 69 cm. and 19 x 23 cm.): Philadelphia (southern section) street map -- Central Philadelphia.
Panel art: Texaco gas station on hilly rural road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Clients 3756 (PrCt)

64412 Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps
Authors: Atlantic Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 28 x 51 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Atlantic street map : central Philadelphia.
Date from RMcN AE 131 ms. index.
Plate no. 4-513682V-3
Map on verso (42 x 69 cm.): Atlantic road map : metropolitan Philadelphia.
Panel art: Atlantic flag in front of station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 131.5X (PrCt)
Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps

Philadelphia...tour with Texaco...Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1956].

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 47 x 79 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Philadelphia (northern section) street map.

Date from RMcN AE 131 ms. index.

Plate no. 6-6554909-2

Maps on verso (46 x 69 cm. and 19 x 23 cm.): Philadelphia (northern section) street map -- Central Philadelphia.

Panel art: Illustration of cars on a city road with Texaco gas station behind car, attendant at pump.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 131.32X (PrCt)

Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1964-1966 - Road maps

Philadelphia...tour with Texaco...Chicago: Rand McNally & Co., c1966.

Authors: Texaco, inc. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office

1 map : col. ; 47 x 79 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Texaco street map of Philadelphia (northern section).

Date from RMcN AE 131 ms. index.

Plate no. 6-604909-2

Maps on verso (46 x 69 cm. and 15 x 19 cm.): Texaco street map of Philadelphia (northern section) -- Central Philadelphia.

Panel art: Illustration of cars on city road with skyscrapers; slogan "trust your car to the man who wears the [Texaco] star."

Handstamped with Library of Congress certificate nos. F43297 and F43298.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).


RMcN Clients 3783 (PrCt)

Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1959 - Road maps

Philadelphia...Atlantic.[Chicago]: Rand McNally & Company, [1959?].

Authors: Atlantic Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 47 x 79 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Atlantic: Philadelphia (northern section).

Date from RMcN AE 131 ms. index.

Plate no. 9-574909-2.

Maps on verso (46 x 68 cm. and 20 x 24 cm.): Atlantic: Philadelphia (southern section) -- Central Philadelphia (including downtown area).

Panel art: Atlantic gas station attendants servicing car at pump; can of Atlantic premium motor oil; Atlantic "Imperial" logo.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011). 

RMcN Clients 219 (PrCt)
Authors: Texaco, inc. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 79 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco street map of Philadelphia (northern section).
Plate no. 6760490 9-7.
Maps on verso (46 x 69 cm. and 15 x 19 cm.): Texaco street map of Philadelphia (southern section) -- Central Philadelphia.
Panel art: Illustration of cars on a city road with skyscrapers; slogan "trust your car to the man who wears the [Texaco] star."
Includes 2 Library of Congress copyright handstamps.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3982 (PrCt)

Authors: Texaco, inc. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 94 x 69 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added titles: Philadelphia street map (northern section) -- Philadelphia street map (southern section).
Plate no. 69 604909-9.
Inset (15 x19 cm.): Central Philadelphia.
Panel art: City street scene including bus and convertible car in foreground.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (April 2010).
RMcN Clients 3913 (PrCt)

Authors: American Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 79 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Philadelphia street map (northern section).
"Effective April, 1970" -- Back panel.
Plate no. 70604909-10
Maps on verso (47 x 69 cm. and 16 x 19 cm.): Philadelphia street map (southern section) -- Central Philadelphia.
Panel art: Outline of Pennsylvania, "American" gas sign with slogan "As you travel, ask us."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (April 2010).
RMcN Clients 2961 (PrCt)

1 map : col. ; 47 x 79 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"1974 Edition."
Panel title.
Added title: Philadelphia street map (northern section).
Plate no. 73604909-12
Maps on verso (47 x 69 cm. and 16 x 19 cm.): Philadelphia street map (southern section) -- Central Philadelphia.
Panel art: road signs.
Forms part of a collection of stock editions of Rand McNally road maps, some apparently issued as sales samples and/or printer's proofs for prospective commercial clients.
Uniform series title (established by cataloger): Stock road maps
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (April 2010).
RMcN Stock 47 (PrCt)

Authors: American Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (88 p.) : col. maps ; 34 cm.
3d ed.
"No. 2550A"--[P. 1].
OCLC 4617194.
folio G1258.P5 H3 1975 (NLO)

Authors: American Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 79 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Philadelphia street map (northern section).
"Effective April, 1970" -- Back panel.
Plate no. 70604909-10
Maps on verso (47 x 69 cm. and 16 x 19 cm.): Philadelphia street map (southern section) -- Central Philadelphia.
Panel art: Outline of Pennsylvania, "American" gas sign with slogan "As you travel, ask us."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (April 2010).
RMcN Clients 2961 (PrCt)
Authors: Amoco Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 79 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"1975 edition."
Panel title.
Added title: Philadelphia street map (northern section).
Identifies Amoco service station locations.
Plate no. 73604909-12.
Maps on verso (47 x 69 cm. and 15 x 19 cm.):
Philadelphia street map (southern section) -- Central Philadelphia.
Panel art: "Amoco" gas logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2990 (PrCt)
Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps
Authors: Amoco Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 79 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"1975 edition."
Panel title.
Added title: Philadelphia street map (northern section).
Identifies Amoco service station locations.
Plate no. 73604909-12.
Maps on verso (47 x 69 cm. and 15 x 19 cm.):
Philadelphia street map (southern section) -- Central Philadelphia.
Panel art: "Amoco" gas logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2991 (PrCt)
Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps
Authors: Amoco Oil Company -- Tempo Designs, Inc. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 79 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"1976 edition."
Dated "5/76" at bottom right.
Panel title.
Added title: Philadelphia street map (northern section).
"This map published by Tempo Designs, Inc., ... Chicago, Illinois."
"Copyright © by Rand McNally & Co."
Plate no. 76604909-13.
Maps on verso (47 x 55 cm. and 47 x 55 cm.):
Philadelphia street map (southern section) -- Philadelphia and vicinity.
Identifies Amoco gas station locations.
Panel art: Color illustration of Independence Hall and Amoco logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4828 (PrCt)
Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps
1 map : col. ; 47 x 79 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"1976 Edition."
Panel title.
Added title: Philadelphia street map (northern section).
Plate no. 76604909-13
Maps on verso (47 x 69 cm. and 16 x 19 cm.):
Philadelphia street map (southern section) -- Central Philadelphia.
Panel art: road signs.
Forms part of a collection of stock editions of Rand McNally road maps, some apparently issued as sales samples and/or printer's proofs for prospective commercial clients.
Uniform series title (established by cataloger): Stock road maps
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (April 2010).
RMcN Stock 48 (PrCt)
Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1979-1980 - Road maps
Map of Philadelphia / Keystone Automobile Club.
1 atlas (A-J, 7754-8433, 98 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
$14.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-95526-8
RMcN StrFdr 2004 .P5 (PrCt)

Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps
Philadelphia Region (Pa.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps
Delaware County (Pa.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps
Chester County (Pa.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps
Montgomery County (Pa.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps
New Castle County (Pa.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps
Counties - Maps
1 atlas (A-L, 6995-8433, 155 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm. + 1 CD-ROM
$35.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-95520-9
RMcN StrFdr 2004 .P5A1 (PrCt)

Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps
Philadelphia Region (Pa.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps
Chester County (Pa.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps
Delaware County (Pa.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps
Counties - Maps
1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
$19.95
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528869515
RMcN StrFdr 2009 .P5 (PrCt)

Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 2009 - Road maps
Philadelphia Region (Pa.) - Maps - 2009 - Road maps
Bucks County (Pa.) - Maps - 2009 - Road maps
Chester County (Pa.) - Maps - 2009 - Road maps
Delaware County (Pa.) - Maps - 2009 - Road maps
Montgomery County (Pa.) - Maps - 2009 - Road maps
Counties - Maps
1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
"4th edition" -- front cover
Cover title: Greater Philadelphia street guide : Philadelphia, Bucks, Chester, Delaware, Montgomery
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder. "$29.95" -- back cover
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528855670
RMcN StrFdr 2009 .P5a (PrCt)


64441 Philadelphia (Pa.) - Pictorial works - 1875


Authors: Davis, Theodore R. -- Harper's Weekly (New York) -- Harper & Brothers -- Historic Urban Plans (Firm)

1 birds-eye view : col. ; 44 x 70 cm.

Facsimile of original published 1875.

Includes references.
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map4F G3824.P5A3 1875 P3 1976 (PrCt)

64442 Philadelphia (Pa.) - Pictorial works - 1876


Authors: Davis, Theodore R. -- Harper's Weekly (New York) -- Harper & Brothers -- Historic Urban Plans (Firm)

1 view ; 50 x 76 cm.


'Supplement to Harper's Weekly, May 27, 1876.'

Includes 7 views of buildings.

M1157

map4F G3824.P5A3 1876 D3 1968 (PrCt)

64443 Philadelphia (Pa.) - Pictorial works - 1896


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library)

48 p. : all photographs ; 17 x 23 cm.

Condition: Original paper covers worn, sewing broken. Fair. Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection. Previous location: B-16

AMcN III PC 3110 (PrCt)


Authors: Snyder, Martin P. -- Praeger (Westport, Conn.)

304 p. : ill., maps, views ; 29 cm.

Bibliographical 'notes': p. 284-300.

Indexed.

23899

ICN76
Philadelphia (Pa.) - Pictorial works - Lectures

Authors: Post, Jeremiah Benjamin, 1937-
[6] leaves ; 28 cm.

BHC 1967

Vert 1526 (PrCt)

Philadelphia Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1777 - Landowners

Authors: Scull, Nicholas, 1686?-1761? -- Heap, George, fl. 1715-1760 -- Faden, William, 1749-1836 -- Faden, William, 1749-1836. The North American atlas, selected from the most authentic maps, charts, plans, &c. hitherto published (1777)
1 map ; 62 x 45 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:43,000].
River soundings in fathoms.
Shows houses outside the city with landowners' names and fortifications on Port Island.
Includes a table of distances and 'Elevation of the State House.'
In: Faden, William. The North American atlas, selected from the most authentic maps, charts, plans, &c. hitherto published (London : Printed for William Faden ..., 1777), pl. [23].

map7C 4, pl. 23 (PrCt)


Authors: Lotter, Matthäus Albrecht, 1741-1810 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. map ; 59 x 45 cm. fold. to 26 cm.
Shows names of landowners in outlying areas.
Scale [ca. 1:42,000]
Listed as map no. [99] in the compilation of 18th century maps made in Germany by T.C. Lotter and others with the title: 'Atlas géographique'. [Nurnberg] 1778.--cf. Phillips 3517.

VAULT Ayer 133 .L88 1777 (NLO)

Philadelphia Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1777 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
A Colored 'survey of the city of Philadelphia and its environs, comprehending the neck formed by the rivers of Delaware and Schuylkill, together with Provincie, Carpenter's and Mud Islands, and the several batteries and works constructed thereon,' by John Montresor, engineer, 1777.

Four small sheets, dated Philadelphia, 15th December, 1777, and signed by John Montresor, chief engineer. [19–].

1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1777 manuscript.
folio Ayer 136 .H91 1907 ser. 1, v. 5, pl. 27-28

(PrCt)

Plano de la circumbalacion de la cuidad de Filadelfia. [19–].

Authors: Campo, Jossef del -- Instituto Hidrográfico de la Marina (Spain). S.H.M. 9a-2a,122 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of manuscript compiled ca. 1780.
Inset: Plano de la Bahia Delaware y entrada de Filadelfia.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

MapPhoto Spain S.H.M. 9a-2a,122 (PrCt)

Road from Philadelphia to Washington / W. Harrison Junr. sc. [Philadelphia : Mathew Carey, 1804].

Authors: Harrison, William, 1774- -- Shallus, Francis -- Draper, J. (John) -- Moore, S. S. -- Jones, T. W. -- Moore, S. S. Traveller's directory or, A pocket companion, shewing the course of the main road from Philadelphia to New York (1804) -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839
1 map in 23 segments ; on 13 sheets, each 21 x 13 cm
Title from segments 1-2.
Running title, segments 1-14: Road from Philadelphia to Washington.
Segment 23 title: Washington City.
Segments 1-14 engraved by William Harrison, Jr.; 15-20 engraved by Francis Shallus; 21-23 engraved by John Draper.
Compiled from surveys by S.S. Moore and T.W. Jones.
Strip map in 23 segments printed from 13 copperplates on 13 leaves.
Shows route from Philadelphia to Washington through Gray's Ferry (mile 4), Chester, Marcus Hook, Wilmington, Newport, Christiana, Elk Town, Charlestown, Havre de Grace, Joppa, Baltimore, Vansville, Bladensburg, and Georgetown (mile 142).
Identifies landowners, farms, taverns and other buildings along the roads.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scale approximately 1:63,360
Coordinates: (W 77°10'--W 75°15'/N 39°55'--N 38°50').
Orientation varies from segment to segment.
In: Moore, S. S. Traveller's directory : or, A pocket companion, shewing the course of the main road from Philadelphia to New York (Philadelphia : Printed for Mathew Carey, 1804), [map 2].
Engraved map plates unchanged from first edition of 1802.
Segments 1-4 form part of the Newberry Library's Mapping Movement and in American History and Culture website, detailing miles 4-27, including Gray's Ferry at the Schuylkill River, Chester and Marcus Hook in Pennsylvania, and Brandywine in Delaware; segments 16 x 6 cm or smaller on double-page spread 21 x 25 cm, coordinates (W 75°32°08'--W 75°11'43'/N 39°57°03'--N 39°48°09'), with varying orientations.
References: Phillips 1328.
Also available online via the David Rumsey Map Collection website:
http://www.davidrumsey.com/luna/servlet/view/search?q=traveller%27s%20directory%20moore%20carey%20LIMIT:RUMSEY~8~1&sort=Pub_Dat e,Pub_List_No_InitialSo
G 833 .587 [map 2] (NLO)

64452
Map no. 6 : automobile roads of Philadelphia and vicinity ... / Gulf Refining Company ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [ca. 1925?].
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Gulf Refining Company SEE Gulf Oil Corporation
1 map : col. ; 29 x 44 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Gulf Refining Co. map no. 6
Maps on verso (each 21 x 15 cm.): Philadelphia -- New York, N.Y.
Both city maps identify "Gulf Refining Service Stations".
Panel art: Car driving uphill beneath Gulf logo and slogan "that good Gulf gasoline."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library), Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 821 (PrCt)

64453
Philadelphia Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1929 - Road maps<><><>Road maps
Automobile roads of Philadelphia and vicinity ... Gulf ... Chicago, Ill. H.M. Gousha Company, 1929.
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 28 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
"No. 6" and "1929" at head of title.
Added title: Gulf Refining Co. : 1929 official road map no. 6 : Philadelphia and vicinity.
Plate no. C-113-J.C.
Maps on verso (21 x 14 cm. each): Philadelphia Penna. -- New York and vicinity,
Panel art: Gulf logo over car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 129.16 (PrCt)

64454
Philadelphia Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1930 - Road maps<><><>Philadelphia Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1930 - Local transit<><><>Local transit -
Philadelphia Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Philadelphia Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Philadelphia Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Philadelphia Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps

Philadelphia Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps

Philadelphia Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps

Philadelphia Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps

Philadelphia Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps

Philadelphia Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Philadelphia Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Valley Forge National Historical Park (Pa.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

64465
Philadelphia Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Valley Forge National Historical Park (Pa.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

64468
Philadelphia Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps

64466
Philadelphia Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Valley Forge National Historical Park (Pa.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

64467
Philadelphia Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Valley Forge National Historical Park (Pa.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

Gousha Clients 527 (PrCt)
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 3572 (PrCt)
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 3257 (PrCt)
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Philadelphia Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps

Map of metropolitan Philadelphia ... American Oil Company ... Amoco. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1946].
Authors: American Oil Company -- Amoco Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 37 x 57 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Amoco road map of Philadelphia and vicinity.
Date from RMcN AE 130 ms. index.
Plate no. 6-423684-3.
Map on verso (27 x 42 cm.): Downtown Philadelphia featuring points of interest, parks and principal buildings.
Panel art: Amoco logo under a building.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).

Philadelphia Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps

Authors: American Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 37 x 57 cm., on sheet folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: American Amoco gas road map of Philadelphia and vicinity.
Date from RMcN AE 130 ms. index.
Plate no. 6-423684-3.
Map on verso (27 x 42 cm.): Downtown Philadelphia.
Panel art: illustration of Independence Hall over "American Amoco Gas" logo and slogan "from Maine to Florida".
Editor's copy (?); many downtown buildings circled in blue ink.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

Philadelphia Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps

Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 41 x 64 cm., folded to 17 x 9 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair Philadelphia and vicinity Plate no. 7-423684-1.
Map on verso (48 x 47 cm.): Downtown Philadelphia.
Panel art: Illustration of service attendant and car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

Philadelphia Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps

Metropolitan Philadelphia info-map : Gulf ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1948].
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 37 x 57 cm.
Philadelphia Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1949 - Road maps
Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1949 - Road maps

Map of metropolitan Philadelphia / compliments of American Oil Company ... Amoco ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1949].
Authors: American Oil Company -- Amoco Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 37 x 57 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Amoco road map of Philadelphia and vicinity.
Date from RMcN AE 131 ms. index.
Plate no. 9-423684-4
Map on verso (27 x 43 cm.): Downtown Philadelphia.
Panel art: Independence Hall over the Amoco logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 131.3 (PrCt)

Philadelphia Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1951 - Road maps
Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1951 - Road maps

Metropolitan Philadelphia info-map : Gulf ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1951].
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 68 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Gulf : Metropolitan Philadelphia info-map
Date from RMcN AE 131 ms. index.
Plate no. 9-423684-4
Map on verso (27 x 43 cm.): Downtown Philadelphia.
Panel art: Illustration of Independence Hall.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 988 (PrCt)

Philadelphia Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1951 - Road maps
Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1951 - Road maps

Metropolitan Philadelphia info-map / Gulf.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1949?].
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 37 x 57 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Gulf metropolitan Philadelphia info-map
Date from RMcN AE 131 ms. index.
Plate no. 9-423684-4
Map on verso (27 x 43 cm.): Downtown Philadelphia.
Panel art: Gulf logo over Independence Hall.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 988 (PrCt)
and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 68 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. 513863
Map on verso (28 x 51 cm.): Central Philadelphia.
Panel art: Colonial era street scene.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1020 (PrCt)

64482 Philadelphia Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1951 - Road maps<><>Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1951 - Road maps<><>Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 41 x 64 cm., folded to 17 x 9 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair Philadelphia and vicinity.
Plate no. 1-423684-6
Map on verso (48 x 47 cm.): Sinclair downtown Philadelphia.
Panel art: Illustration of a Sinclair service attendant refuelling a car.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2704 (PrCt)

64483 Philadelphia Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1952 - Road maps<><>Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1952 - Road maps<><>Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 68 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 131 ms. index.
Plate no. 2-513863-2
Map on verso (28 x 51 cm.): Sinclair : central Philadelphia.
Panel art: Sinclair sign over station and rural setting.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 131.43 (PrCt)

64484 Philadelphia Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1954 - Road maps<><>Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1954 - Road maps<><>Road maps
Map of metropolitan Philadelphia / compliments of American Oil Company ... Amoco ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1954].
Authors: American Oil Company -- Amoco Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 69 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Amoco road map of metropolitan Philadelphia.
Date from RMcN AE 131 ms. index.
Plate no. 4-513863-4
Map on verso (28 x 51 cm.): Central Philadelphia.
Panel art: Independence Hall over the Amoco logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 131.17X (PrCt)
Philadelphia Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps
Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps
Metropolitan Philadelphia tourguide map : Gulf ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1956].
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 69 cm.
Panel art: Colonial era street scene.
Identifies Hertz office locations.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1409 (PrCt)

Philadelphia Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1959 - Road maps
Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1959 - Road maps
Hertz Corporation - Maps - 1959 - Automobile leasing and renting - Maps - 1959 - Road maps
Hertz Rent a Car map of Philadelphia and surrounding area. [Chicago] : Rand McNally & Company, [1959?].
Authors: Hertz Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 26 x 34 cm., folded to 22 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Philadelphia and vicinity
Plate no. R.L. 59 S 45
Inset (13 x 17 cm.): Central Philadelphia
Identifies Hertz office locations.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2931 (PrCt)

Philadelphia Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps
Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 55 x 68 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Philadelphia and vicinity
Plate no. 676501
Map on verso (28 x 51 cm.): Central Philadelphia.
Handstamp: "May 17 1960."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1135 (PrCt)

Philadelphia Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1967-1968 - Road maps
Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1967-1968 - Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 26 x 34 cm., folded to 22 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Philadelphia and vicinity
"Copyright, W.H. Wilton, Inc."
Plate no. R.L. 59 S 45
Includes illustration of car with "1960" on the front license plate.
Inset (13 x 17 cm.): Central Philadelphia
Identifies Hertz office locations.
Panel art: Car on highway ramp; cityscape in the background.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1135 (PrCt)
1 map : col. ; 55 x 68 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Plate title.
Added title: Philadelphia and vicinity
Plate no. 686501-3
Map on verso (28 x 51 cm.): Central Philadelphia.
Panel art: Colonial era street scene.
Includes two Library of Congress copyright handstamps with certificate numbers.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
**RMcN Clients 1209 (PrCt)**

64493 Philadelphia Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1968 - Road maps
Authors: American Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 79 cm., on sheet folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Philadelphia street map (northern section).
Plate no. 68604909-8.
Maps on verso (47 x 69 cm. and 16 x 19 cm.):
Philadelphia street map (southern section) --
Central Philadelphia.
Panel art: Outline of Pennsylvania and
"American" gas sign.
Map bears two Library of Congress copyright handstamps.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
**RMcN Clients 2946 (PrCt)**

64494 Philadelphia Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1969 - Road maps
Authors: American Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 55 x 68 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Philadelphia and vicinity
Plate no. 696501-4
Map on verso (28 x 51 cm.): Central Philadelphia.
Panel art: Colonial era street scene.
Includes two Library of Congress copyright handstamps with certificate numbers.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
**RMcN Clients 1243 (PrCt)**

64495 Philadelphia Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1971 - Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 55 x 68 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Philadelphia and vicinity
Plate no. 716501-6
Map on verso (28 x 51 cm.): Central Philadelphia.
Panel art: Colonial era street scene.
Includes two Library of Congress copyright handstamps with certificate numbers.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
**RMcN Clients 1319 (PrCt)**

64496 Philadelphia Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1972 - Road maps
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 79 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.
"1972 edition."
Panel title.
Added titles: Philadelphia street map (northern section).
Plate no.72604909-11.
Maps on verso (47 x 69 cm. and 15 x 19 cm.):
Philadelphia street map (southern section) --
Central Philadelphia.
Panel art: Shell logo and color illustration of Independence Hall.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
**RMcN Clients 2498 (PrCt)**

64497 Philadelphia Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps
Philadelphia Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1976 - Electric utilities
Philadelphia Electric Company system :
Authors: Philadelphia Electric Company -- Conowingo Power Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 55 x 68 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Philadelphia and vicinity
Plate no. 716501-6
Map on verso (28 x 51 cm.): Central Philadelphia.
Panel art: Colonial era street scene.
Includes two Library of Congress copyright handstamps with certificate numbers.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
**RMcN Clients 1319 (PrCt)**
Philadelphia Region (Pa.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps
Philadelphia County (Pa.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps
Bucks County (Pa.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps
Chester County (Pa.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps
Delaware County (Pa.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps
Montgomery County (Pa.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps
Counties - Maps
Philadelphia 5-county: Philadelphia, Bucks, Chester, Delaware, Montgomery street guide.
Northeastern Pennsylvania - History - Revolution, 1775-1783 - Maps
Pennsylvania - History - Revolution, 1775-1783 - Maps
United States - History - Revolution, 1775-1783 - Maps
Philadelphia at sunset. [Philadelphia: Lea and Blanchard, 1840].
Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846 -- Lea & Blanchard -- Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (1840)
1 view ; 3 x 6 cm.
In: Murray, Hugh. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, successors to Carey & Co., for George W. Gorton, 1840) v. 2, p. 570.
Wax engraving.
G 11 .607 v. 2, p. 570 (PrCt)

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
comité de Hainaut. [Paris : De Fer, 1695].
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes -- avec leurs fortifications ... (1695-1696)
1 map ; 23 x 29 cm.
In: Fer, Nicolas de. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes; avec leurs fortifications ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, 1695-1696) pt. 6, map [104].
Manuscript ('4') at upper right.
Case folio U 26. 293 pt. 6, map [104] (PrCt)

64503 Philippeville (Belgium) - Maps - 1710 - Fortifications
Plan de Philippe-Ville dans le Comté de Hainaut. Brussels, 1710.
Authors: Fricx, Eugène-Henri, d. 1733 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
III:U58
1 map ; 29 x 39 cm.
References A-V.
Phillips 7962 no. [67].
3129
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map 4F G6014.P5 1710 F7 (PrCt)

64504 Philippeville (Belgium) - Maps - 1713 - Fortification
Philippe-ville place forte des Pays Bas dans le comté de Hainaut ... [Paris : De Fer, 1713?].
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Introduction à la fortification ... [1713]?
1 map ; 17 x 23 cm.
In: Fer, Nicolas de. Introduction à la fortification ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, [1713?]) map [68].
For later state of this map, with engraved plate number, see Case folio U 26 .292.
For earlier version of this map, engraved on different plate, see Case folio U 26 .293.
Case oversize U 26 .2919 map [68] (PrCt)

64505 Philippines - Geography - 1904<=>Geography - 1904<=>Philippines - Maps - 1904<=>Atlasles - 1904
Authors: Roddy, H. Justin (Henry Justin), 1856-1943 -- Gibbs, David -- American Book Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 261 x 212 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

[Mapa en que señala el primer surgidero en las Islas Filipinas, de las españoles que fueron en la expedición de Miguel Lopez de Legazpi y el primer asiento que en ellas hicieron]. [between 1898 and 1908].
Ayer MS 1391 map -- Archivo General de Indias. Manuscript. 67-6-29
1 ms. map : hand col. ; on sheet 311 x 212 mm.
Tracing made between 1898 and 1908 from 1565 manuscript map attributed to naval pilot Pierres Pli, a Frenchman hanged in 1565 while in the service of the Spanish. Accompanies ms. transcription of Pli's journal of the Philippine expedition led by colonial governor Miguel Lopez de Legaspi: Relacion de la navegacion que se a fecho del puerto de la Navidad a estas islas ... Pierres Pli piloto frances.
Journal and map form part of: Robertson, James Alexander. Transcripts of selected documents relevant to the history of the Philippines between 1493 and 1843 (Ayer MS 1391).
Title from Torres Lanzas, Pedro. Relacion descriptiva de los mapas, planos, etc., de Filipinas existenes en el Archivo General de Indias (Madrid: W.E. Retana, 1897) p. 6, no. 4.
Tracing related to variant manuscript map forming part of an atlas compiled by pilots Jaymez Martinez Fortún and Diego Martin in 1565, and held by the Archivo General de Indias, no. 1-1-1/23. Map reproduced in The Philippine Islands / ed. by Emma Helen Blair and James Alexander Robertson (Cleveland: The Arthur H. Clark Company, 1903-1908) v. 3, p. [47]
Scale [ca. 1:2,550,000].
Pen-and-ink, watercolor wash (green), and colored pencil (blue) on tracing paper; detached from v. 1, p. 29.
Pli's original journal and map in the Archivo General de Indias, Seville, no. 67-6-29.
Forms part of both the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection and the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library).
Missing July 2011; October 2013.
Ayer ms map proj 97
VAULT drawer Ayer MS 1391 map (NLO)

64507 Philippines - Maps - 1734
Carta hydrographica y chorographica de las Yslas Filipinas ... [Manila? International Association of Historians of Asia?, 1964].
Authors: Murillo Velarde, Pedro, 1696-1753 -- Bagay, Nicolás de la Cruz, fl. 1734-1761 -- Suarez, Francisco -- Abella, Domingo -- Quirino, Carlos -- International Association of Historians of

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Asia. Philippines Chapter -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 108 x 69 cm. + accomp. notes on sheet 49 x 32 cm.
Ayer p133.5 .M97 1964 (NLO)

Mapa de las yslas Filipinas / Hecho por el Pe. Pedro Murillo Velarde ... le esculpio Nics. d[e] la Cruz Bagay Mana. Año 1744. Manila : Nics. d[e] la Cruz Bagay, 1744.
Authors: Murillo Velarde, Pedro, 1696-1753 -- Murillo Velarde, Pedro, 1696-1753. Historia de la provincia de Filipinas de la Compania de Jesus (1749) -- Bagay, Nicolás de la Cruz, fl. 1734-1761 -- Edward E. Ayer Art Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 50 x 32 cm. Detached from: Murillo Velarde, Pedro. Historia de la provincia de Filipinas de la Compania de Jesus : segunda parte... (Manila: Nicolás de la Cruz Bagay, 1749) [VAULT folio Ayer 2058 M97 1749].
VAULT oversize Ayer 2058 .M97 1749 [map] (PrCt)

Authors: Rodríguez, Manuel, 18th cent. -- Maldonado de Puga, Juan Manuel. Religiosa hospitalidad por los hijos... (1742) -- Puerta, Joseph de la 1 map ; 125 x 158 mm.
In Maldonado de Puga, Juan Manuel, Religiosa hospitalidad por los hijos del pradoso coripheo patriaracha y padre de pobres S. Ivan d. Dios, en su provincia de S. Raphael de las Islas Philipinas (Granada: Joseph de la Puerta, 1742), opp. p. 238.
'Manl: Rodirgz. escupst.'
In upper right margin: 'P. 239' and preceding this, faintly, as if partially erased, 'To: 70:.'
VAULT Ayer BX3058.3 .M35 1742, opp. p. 238 (PrCt)

64511 Philippines - Maps - 1749 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<<<>Nautical charts - Philippines - Maps - 1749 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<<<>Anson, George Anson, Baron, 1697-1762 - Voyages, 1740-1744 - Manuscripts<<<<>Nuestra Senora de Cobadonga (Ship) - Voyages - Manuscripts<<<<>Nautical charts (Tracing of A Chart of the channel in the Philippine Islands through which the Manila... (Newberry Library)
Philippines - Maps - 1749 - Nautical charts

Nautical charts - Philippines - Maps - 1749 - Anson, George Anson, Baron, 1697-1762 - Voyages, 1740-1744 - Nuestra Senora de Cobadonga (Ship) - Voyages - Nautical charts

A Chart of the channel in the Philippine islands through which the Manila galeon passes together with the adjacent islands. [London : s.n., 1749].

1 ms. map ; 735 x 544 mm
Scale [ca. 1:1,420,000].
Pen-and-ink (black, red); tracing paper mounted on cloth.
Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Shows the Philippines as far south as the islands of Cebu and Negros. 'The track of the Manila galeon' shown in red through the San Bernadino Strait, the Sibuyan Sea, and the Verde Island Passage to Manila (where Anson captured the Nuestra Señora de Cobadonga in 1743).
Ayer ms map proj 94
VAULT drawer Ayer MS map 314 (NLO)

64512

64514


Authors: Bellin, Jacques Nicolas, 1703-1772 -- Bellin, Jacques Nicolas, 1703-1772. Remarque sur la carte reduite des Isles Philippines... (1752) 1 map : hand col.; 88 x 55 cm. 'Dressée au Dépost des Cartes, Plans, et Journaux de la Marine. Par ordre de M. Rouillé, Ministre et Secrétaire d'Etat ayant le Department de la Marine.' Scale ca.1:2,600,000.
Relief shown pictorially.
Includes a paragraph titled 'Remarque.' The rhumb lines were printed from a separate plate in a greenish-brown ink. Accompanied by Bellin, Jacques Nicolas. Remarque sur la carte reduite des Isles Philippines... (Paris, 1752). 7 p.; 25 cm. [Vert
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

209).
73-8377
ICN73
map6F 8060 (PrCi)

64515 Philippines - Maps - 1846
Philippines : histoire, geographie. Paris :
Bertrand, 1846 .
Authors: Mallat de Bassilien, Jean B. -- Bertrand -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
2 v. + atlas ; 51 cm.
References: Phillips 3223
oversize Ayer 2064 .M25 1846 (NLO)

64516 Philippines - Maps - 1852<>>Philippines -
Maps - 1852 - Cities and towns<<>>Cities and
towns - Philippines - Maps - 1852
Islas Filipinas. Madrid : [s.n.], 1852.
Authors: Coello, Francisco, 1822-1898 -- Madoz, Pascual, 1806-1870 -- Morata, Antonio -- Desbuissons, E., b. 1827 -- Noguera, Juan -- Raynaud -- Leclercq, Ch. -- Bacot -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 200 x 102 cm., on 3 sheets each 82 x 118 cm., folded in covers 18 x 12 cm.
'Este mapa ha sido en escala mayor por el Señor D. Antonio Morata ; La publicacion ha sido hecha con ligeras adiciones, por D. Francisco Coello ; Notas estadisticas y historicas escritas por D. Pascual Madoz.'
'Grabado en Madrid bajo la direccion de D. Juan Noguera. El contorno y la topografia por Desbuissons y Raynaud, la letra por Bacot'--Primera hoja.
'Grabado en Madrid bajo la direccion del autor. El contorno por Leclercq, la topografia por Desbuissons, la letra por Bacot'--Segunda hoja and posesiones sheet.

64517 Philippines - Maps - 1867 - Nautical
carts<<<>>Nautical charts - Philippines - 1867<<<>>Nautical charts
Carta general del Archipiélaglo Filipino, levantada
en 1792 y 93 por las corbetas Descubierta y Atrevida. Corregida hasta 1861. Madrid :
[Dirección de Hidrografía?], 1862 [i.e. 1867].
Authors: Spain. Dirección de Hidrografía -- Oyarvide, Andrés de -- Lorenca, J. de -- Leclercq, Ch. -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 70 x 104 cm. on 2 sheets
'Corregida y adicionada en 1867.'
'J. de la construyó y delineó; C. Leclercq la grabó.'
'Hoja 59 [y] 60.'
Ayer p133 .C67 1852 (NLO)

64518 Philippines - Maps - 1892
3a ed.
"Corregida y aumentada."
"Corregida, aumentada e ilustrada con mapas"--Cover.
"Libreria de Bref"--Cover.
"Lit. H. Miralles, Bailen 59, Barcelona."--On maps.
Includes index.
Former owner's stamp: C. Hanford Kendall, C.E. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes DS655 .B37 1892 (NLO)
64519 Philippines - Maps - 1898 - Nautical charts
Nautical charts - Philippines - 1898
Wall maps
Philippine Islands between St. Bernardino & Mindoro Straits, with adjacent islands, from Spanish surveys to 1873... Washington : U.S. Hydrographic Office, 1898.
Authors: United States. Hydrographic Office
1 map ; on composite sheet 261 x 139 cm., mounted on rollers
At head of title: China Sea
One of seven maps (various sizes) on composite sheet with collective title: [Map of China Sea, Philippine Islands, and Sulu Archipelago, formed by combination of charts 1715, 1726-30. Issued by the Hydrographic Office in June and July 1898]
Scale: naut. m. = 0.1 in.
First issued separately, in June 1898, as chart 1729 of the Hydrographic Office.
maproll G 10681 .915 (NLO)

64520 Philippines - Maps - 1899
Authors: Verea, F. G. -- Fisher, F. C. -- Chofre -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 7 maps
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

64521 Philippines - Maps - 1899
Philippines - Maps - 1899 Nautical charts - Philippines - 1899
Nautical charts Carta general (en dos hojas) del Archipiélago Filipino ... [Washington, D.C.?] : Issued by the War Department, Adjutant General's Office, Military Information Division, 1899.
1 map : col. ; 123 x 93 cm.
'Levantada principalmente por la Comisión Hidrografía al mando del capitán de navio d. Claudio Montero y Gay hasta el año 1870 con adiciones hasta 1875. Publicada por la Dirección de Hidrografía. Madrid, 1875'
The two leaves have been mounted together on a single sheet.
Scale not given.
Inscribed 'compliments of H. J. [?] Boutell.'
Ayer p133 .U52 1899 (NLO)

64522 Philippines - Maps - 1900
2 prelim. leaves, 3-24 p. : 30 maps ; 38 cm.
Series: U.S. and Coast and Geodetic Survey special publication no. 3.
Also issued in U.S. 56th Congress, 1st session, 1899-1900. Senate document 138 (Serial Set 3885).
Phillips 03225.
Govt 11J6:3 (NLO)

64523 Philippines - Maps - 1900
2 prelim. leaves, 3-24 p. : 30 maps ; 38 cm.
Series: U.S. and Coast and Geodetic Survey special publication no. 3.
Also issued in U.S. 56th Congress, 1st session, 1899-1900. Senate document 138 (Serial Set 3885).
Phillips 03225.
oversize Ayer 135 .M2 1900 (NLO)

64524 Philippines - Maps - 1902
Manila (Philippines) - Maps - 1902
Authors: United States. Bureau of Insular Affairs -- United States. War Department -- Graham, Andrew B.
1 map ; 166 x 105 cm.
Scale 1:1,267,200; 1 in. equal 20 miles.
Inset: City of Manila.
Table: Area and population.
maproll G 106811 .91 (NLO)

64525 Philippines - Maps - 1902
Manila Region (Philippines) - Maps - 1902
Authors: United States. Bureau of Insular Affairs

---

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Philippines - Maps - 1904 - Manila (Philippines) - Maps - 1904 - Manila (Philippines) - Maps - 1904 - Wall maps
Map of the Philippine Islands compiled from the latest official data in the Second (Military Information) Division, Office of the Chief of Staff, War Department, Washington, U.S.A.
Adjudant-General's Office, Military Information Division, 1904.
1 map : col. ; 236 x 150 cm. on 4 sheets
Scale 1:760,320; about 12 miles to an inch.
Insets (74 x 56 cm. and 7 x 14 cm.): Manila -- [Map of Ligitan group].
Ayer p133 .U52 1904 (NLO)

Authors: Philippines. Bureau of Mines -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 111 x 59 cm. fold. to 22 x 14 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:1,267,200].
Insets: Sulu Archipelago; Paragua.
'To accompany annual report of the Bureau, 1904.'
Ayer p133 .U53 1902 (NLO)
archipelagoes ... (1908)
1 map : col. ; 32 x 16 cm.
Detached from: Guillemand, Francis Henry Hill.
Australasia : Malaysia and the Pacific
archipelagoes .... Forms part of v.10 (in 2 vols.)
of Stanford's compendium of geography and travel (New Issue) (London : E. Stanford, 1908)
v. 2, opp. p. 27 (G 11 .83 v. 10, [pt. 2], opp. p. 27).
Scale 1:6,969,600 or 'English miles, 110 to 1 inch.'
map2F G8950 1908 .S7, no. 4 (PrCt)

64532 Philippines - Maps - 1908
Authors: Edward Stanford Ltd. -- Guillemand, F. H. H. (Francis Henry Hill), 1852-1933 -- Guillemand, F. H. H. (Francis Henry Hill), 1852-1933. Australasia : Malaysia and the Pacific
archipelagoes ... (1908)
1 map : col. ; 17 x 47 cm.
Detached from: Guillemand, Francis Henry Hill.
Australasia : Malaysia and the Pacific
archipelagoes .... Forms part of v.10 (in 2 vols.)
of Stanford's compendium of geography and travel (New Issue) (London : E. Stanford, 1908)
v. 2, opp. p. 97 (G 11 .83 v. 10, [pt. 2], opp. p. 97).
Scale ca. 1:11,250,000.
Shows location of governors, residents, assistant residents, and controleurs or post-holders.
map2F G8950 1908 .S7, no. 5 (PrCt)

64533 Philippines - Maps - 1908 Wall maps
Map of the Philippine Islands.
Yonkers-on-Hudson, N.Y. World Book Co., 1908.
Authors: Hodgson, Caspar W. -- Briesemeister, A. -- World Book Company (Yonkers, N.Y.) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 144 x 104 cm., folded to 19 x 27 cm.
'Compiled from original sources by Caspar W. Hodgson ; drawn and engraved by A. Briesemeister.'
Scale 1:1,115,000.
Coordinates: (E 117°, - E 127°/N 19° - N 4° 45°)
Relief shown by shading.
Inset maps: Sibutu and neighboring islands, Babuyan, and Batan Islands.
Ayer 133 .H64 1908 (NLO)

64534 Philippines - Maps - 1928 Map projection - Polyconic - 1928
Authors: U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey -- Forbes, W. Cameron (William Cameron), 1870-1959. The Philippine Islands (1928) -- Houghton, Mifflin and Company
1 map : col. ; 50 x 32 cm., folded to 14 x 18 cm.
"Polyconic projection."

Issued as loose and folded pocket map in:
This copy removed and filed in mylar sleeve tipped inside back cover of v. 1.
F 6811 .31 map (PrCt)

64535 Philippines - Maps - 1933 - Nautical charts
Authors: U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey -- U.S.C. & G.S. (Series) no. 4200 (1933) -- Fred Wild Company (Chicago, Ill.) -- Wild (Fred) Co., Chicago SEE Fred Wild Company (Chicago, Ill.) 1 map : col. ; 121 x 82 cm.
Scale not given.
Coordinates: E 116°--E 128°/N 21°--N 5°
Series: U.S. C. & G. S. (Series) ; no. 4200
Mounted by Fred Wild Company, Chicago.
References: OCLC 51598996
5013 map6F G8061.P5 1933 .U5 (PrCt)

Philippines. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1951?].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 97 x 187 cm. on sheet 135 x 196 cm.
At head of title: Ranally physical-political
Scale 1 : 1,200,000
Insets (43 x 34 cm. and 24 x 15 cm.): Western Pacific Region -- [Batan and Babuyan Islands]
Plate nos.: 1N51 -- RB650
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
artifacts cage RMcN maproll 8 : 3. 2 (PrCt)

Socony-Vacuum Oil Company Philippines ... :

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Standard-Vacuum Oil Company.
Philippines Division -- Miller, Chas. W., fl. 1951 -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 81 x 47 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Pleasant motoring in Luzon :
Philippine road map 1951.
Plate no. 5073.
Insets (17 x 19 cm.): Manila and vicinity -- Batanes -- Baguio -- Lingayen.
Maps on verso (61 x 56 cm. and smaller):
Pleasant motoring in Visayas, Mindanao :
Philippine road map 1951 -- Palawan -- Southwestern Sulu archipelago.
Panel art: View of Mobilgas station; color photos of Bridal Veil Falls in Baguio and of "rustic view" by Chas. W. Miller.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 182.23 (PrCt)

Philippines - Maps - 1951 - Road maps
Philippines - Maps - 1952 - Road maps
Philippines - Maps - 1954 - Road maps

LC Card Number: 53062032
Ayer folio PL5506 .P58 1952 (NLO)

Philippines - Maps - 1952 - Road maps
- Luzon (Philippines) - Maps - 1952 - Road maps
- Mindanao Island (Philippines) - Maps - 1952 - Road maps
- Visayan Islands (Philippines) - Maps - 1952 - Road maps

Authors: Standard-Vacuum Oil Company.
Philippines Division -- Rand McNally and Company -- Certeza; color photo collage by Chas. W. Miller;
Mobilgas and Mobileil logos.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Clients 3280 (PrCt)

Philippines - Maps - 1952 - Language and languages
- Language and languages - Philippines - Maps - 1952
- Philippine languages - Dialects - Maps - 1952

Notes on the dialect geography of the Philippines

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Philippines Division -- Rand McNally and Company -- Certeza, M. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map, both sides: col.; 142 x 56 cm., folded to 21 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added titles: Pleasant motoring in Luzon -- Pleasant motoring in Visayas, Mindanao.
Plate no. 3-5073-3.
Insets (19 x 19 cm. or smaller): Manila and vicinity -- Manila to San Fernando -- Batanes -- Baguio -- Palawan -- Southwestern Sulu Archipelago.
Panel art: color illustrations of Manila Cathedral ruins and Manila's shopping center by M. Certeza; Mobilgas and Mobiloil logos.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Clients 3282 (PrCt)

Authors: Standard-Vacuum Oil Company.
Philippines Division -- Rand McNally and Company -- Certeza, M. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map, both sides: col.; 142 x 56 cm., folded to 21 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added titles: Pleasant motoring in Luzon -- Pleasant motoring in Visayas, Mindanao.
Plate no. 4-5073-4.
Insets (19 x 19 cm. or smaller): Manila, Quezon City and vicinity -- Manila to San Fernando -- Batanes -- Baguio -- Palawan -- Southwestern Sulu Archipelago.
Panel art: color illustrations of Manila Legislative Building and sail boat by M. Certeza; Mobilgas and Mobiloil logos.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Clients 3283 (PrCt)

Authors: Standard-Vacuum Oil Company.
Philippines Division -- Rand McNally and Company -- Certeza, M. -- Miller, Chas. W., fl. 1951 -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map, both sides: col.; 132 x 56 cm., folded to 21 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added titles: Pleasant motoring in Luzon -- Pleasant motoring in Visayas, Mindanao.
Plate no. 5-5073-5.
Insets (19 x 19 cm. or smaller): Manila, Quezon City and vicinity -- Manila to San Fernando -- Batanes -- Baguio -- Palawan -- Southwestern Sulu Archipelago.
Panel art: color photo of woman with hay bale by Chas. W. Miller; illustration of city streets by M. Certeza; Mobilgas and Mobiloil logos.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Clients 3284 (PrCt)

Authors: Standard-Vacuum Oil Company.
Philippines Division -- Rand McNally and Company -- Certeza, M. -- Miller, Chas. W., fl. 1951 -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map, both sides: col.; 132 x 56 cm., folded to 21 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added titles: Pleasant motoring in Luzon -- Pleasant motoring in Visayas, Mindanao.
Plate no. 6-5073-6.
Insets (18 x 19 cm. or smaller): Manila, Quezon City and vicinity -- Manila to San Fernando -- Batanes -- Baguio -- Palawan -- Southwestern Sulu Archipelago.
Panel art: color illustration of "Dewey Boulevard, Manila" by M. Certeza; photo of rural road by Chas. M. Miller; Mobilgas and Mobiloil logos.
Two copies; RMcN Clients 3286 handstamped "Oct 19 1956"
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Clients 3285-3286 (PrCt)

64545 Philippines - Maps - 1958 - Road maps<>>Luzon (Philippines) - Maps - 1958 - Road maps<>>Mindanao Island (Philippines) - Maps - 1958 - Road maps<>>Wall maps<>>Visayan Islands (Philippines) - Maps - 1958 - Road maps<>>Road maps Philippine road map / Standard-Vacuum Oil Company Philippines. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally...
64546 Philippines - Maps - 1959
Authors: Hendry, Robert S. -- Doran, Lawrence R. -- Malay, Armando -- Phil-Asian Publishers -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (viii, 228 p. illus., col. maps) ; 49 cm.
Associate editors: Lawrence R. Doran [and] Armando Malay.
Includes a brief history of each Province.
oversize Ayer 135 H498 1959 (NLO)

Authors: Standard-Vacuum Oil Company, Philippines Division -- Rand McNally and Company -- Certeza, M. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map, both sides : col. ; 121 x 55 cm., folded to 21 x 11 cm.
27th edition
Panel title.
Added titles: Pleasant motoring in Luzon -- Pleasant motoring in Visayas, Mindanao.
Plate no. 0-585073-1
Insets (17 x 19 cm. or smaller): Manila, Quezon City and vicinity -- Batanes -- Manila to San Fernando -- Baguio -- Palawan -- Southwestern Sulu Archipelago.
Three copies; RMcN Clients 3293 and 3294 are editor's copies and include manuscript annotations.
Panel art: color illustration of a rural road by M. Certeza; Mobilgas and Mobiloil logos.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Clients 4085 (PrCt)
temp map6F G8061.J1 1988 .H8 (PrCt)

64551 Philippines - Maps - Bibliography - Catalogs>>>Asia - Maps - Bibliography - Catalogs>>>National Library (Philippines) - Map collections - Catalogs
Authors: National Library (Philippines). Filipiniana Division -- Maloles, Leticia R. -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
36 p.; 28 cm.
No more published?
Photocopy.
Series: TNL Research guide series ; no. 1.
Formerly Ayer folio Z6027.P55 M35
LC Card Number: 73151166
Map Ref folio Z6027.P55 M35 (NLO)

64552 Philippines - Maps - Bibliography>>>Newberry Library - Map collections - Bibliography - Catalogs
Typescript, not published.
Page [10] includes section on maps listing 6 items.
Duplicate copy (not cataloged June 2006):
Bibliographic guides and indexes to Newberry collections, 3rd floor Reference Center.
Vert 1420 (PrCt)

64553 Philippsburg (Germany) - History - Siege, 1734<>>>Polish Succession, War of The, 1733-1738
La Veritable description du siège de Philippsbourg par les Francais. Amsterdam, 1734.
Authors: Leth, Hendrik de, 1692-1759 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
III:U34
1 map; 42 x 48 cm.
References: A-H.
3127
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6299.P5 1734 L3 (PrCt)

64554 Philippsburg (Germany) - History - Siege, 1734<>>>Polish Succession, War of The, 1733-1738
Plan de Philippsbourg & de ses environs assiёgez par les troupes de France. Amsterdam, [ca. 1734].
Authors: R. & J. Ottens -- Sassen, Joost van, d. 1755 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
III:U35
1 map; 42 x 45 cm.
References: A-M.
3128
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6299.P5 1734 O8 (PrCt)

64555 Philippsburg (Germany) - Maps - 1695 - Fortification
Philisbourg : ville tres forte situee au de la du Rhein ... [Paris : De Fer, 1695].
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes -- avec leurs fortifications ... (1695-1696)
1 map ; 17 x 24 cm.
In: Fer, Nicolas de. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes; avec leurs fortifications ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, 1695-1696) pt. 4, map [69].
Manuscript '(12)’ at upper right.
Case folio U 26. 293 pt. 4, map [69] (PrCt)

64556 Philippsburg (Germany) - Maps - 1713 - Fortification
Philisbourg : ville tres forte situee au de la du Rhein ... [Paris : De Fer, 1713?].
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Introduction à la fortification ... [1713?]
1 map ; 17 x 25 cm.
In: Fer, Nicolas de. Introduction à la fortification ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, [1713?]) map [98].
For later state of this map, with engraved plate number, see Case folio U 26 .292.
For earlier version of this map, engraved on different plate, see Case folio U 26 .293.
Case oversize U 26 .2919 map [98] (PrCt)

64557 Philippsburg (Germany) - Maps - 1734 - Fortifications<>>>Polish Succession, War of The, 1733-1738
Authors: Homann Erben (Firm) -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
III:U33
1 map : hand col.; 59 x 49 cm.
3126
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6299.P5 1734 H6 (PrCt)

64558 Philippsburg (Saint Martin) - Maps - 1822 - Pictorial works - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<>>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
View of Philippsburg. [198-].
Authors: Fahlberg, Samuel, 1758-1838 -- Netherlands (Kingdom 1815-). Rijksarchief, The Hague
1 map : col.; 21 x 49 cm.
Facsimile of 1822 manuscript in Rijksarchief, The Hague (MIKO 319).
In lower left hand corner: Reproduction Caribbean Archives No. 9.
5087
map4F G5072.S25:4P5 1822 F3 198- (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
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Phoenix (Ariz.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: cityscape.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3611 (PrCt)

Phoenix (Ariz.) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Authors: Union Oil Company of California -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 33 x 50 cm. on sheet 36 x 53 cm.
Added title: Phoenix street map. Plate no. 474605.
Verso includes pictorial views and an inset of downtown Phoenix. Plate no. 7-4606-1.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 4.46 (PrCt)

Phoenix (Ariz.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Authors: Union Oil Company of California -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 33 x 50 cm. on sheet 36 x 53 cm.
Added title: Phoenix street map. Plate no. 474605.
Verso includes pictorial views and an inset of downtown Phoenix. Plate no. 7-4606-1.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 4.46 (PrCt)

Phoenix (Ariz.) - Maps - 1947 - Pictorial maps
Authors: Phoenix National Bank of Arizona -- Avey, George M. -- Rand McNally and Company
1 map : col. : 52 x 41 cm. on sheet 52 x 72 cm, fold. to 25 x 11 cm.
Shows location of Valley National Bank offices.
Includes list of points of interest and ancillary map: State of Arizona (1 map : col. ; 30 x 23 cm.).
On verso: Map of Greater Phoenix and surrounding area, published by Valley National Bank...copyright by Rand McNally & Company (1 map : col. ; 68 x 41 cm.) and street index. Plate no. 534826.
Title on outside when folded: Street map of greater Phoenix: Valley of the sun, a pictorial guide of Phoenix and central Arizona.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
map4F G4331 .A5 1947 A9 (PrCt)
Phoenix (Ariz.) - Maps - 1952 - Road maps
Authors: Union Oil Company of California -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 68 x 51 cm. on sheet 71 x 54 cm.
Added title: Phoenix street map. Plate no. 524605.
Verso includes pictorial views and insets of downtown Phoenix (Plate no. 524605) and Sunnyslope (Plate no. 525051).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 4.7A (PrCt)

Phoenix (Ariz.) - Maps - 1953 - Road maps
Authors: Union Oil Company of California -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 68 x 51 cm. on sheet 71 x 54 cm.
Added title: Phoenix street map. Plate no. 524605.
Verso includes pictorial views and insets of downtown Phoenix (Plate no. 524605) and Sunnyslope (Plate no. 525051).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 4.16A (PrCt)

Phoenix (Ariz.) - Maps - 1949 - Road maps
Phoenix city map : Valley of the sun, a pictorial guide of Phoenix and central Arizona / prepared and distributed by the Valley National Bank ... [Phoenix, Ariz.?] : published by Valley National Bank, [1949?].
1 map : col. ; 68 x 41 cm., folded to 24 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Map of greater Phoenix and surrounding area.
"Copyright by Rand McNally & Company, San Francisco."
Identifies Valley National Bank locations.
Plate no. 4926.
Handstamped "Jan 17, 1950" on title panel.
Panel art: Color illustration of flying bird and cityscape.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4657 (PrCt)

Phoenix (Ariz.) - Maps - 1951 - Road maps
Phoenix city map : Valley of the sun, a pictorial guide of Phoenix and central Arizona / prepared and distributed by the Valley National Bank ... [Phoenix, Ariz.?] : published by Valley National Bank, [1953?].
1 map : col. ; 68 x 41 cm., folded to 24 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Map of greater Phoenix and surrounding area.
"Copyright by Rand McNally & Company, San Francisco."
Identifies Valley National Bank locations.
Plate no. 534826.
Panel art: Color illustration of flying bird and cityscape.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4658 (PrCt)

Phoenix (Ariz.) - Maps - 1953 - Road maps
1 map : col. ; 68 x 41 cm., folded to 24 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Map of greater Phoenix and surrounding area.
"Copyright by Rand McNally & Company, San Francisco."
Identifies Valley National Bank locations.
Plate no. 534826.
Panel art: Color illustration of flying bird and cityscape.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4658 (PrCt)
maps
Authors: Union Oil Company of California -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress.
Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col ; 68 x 51 cm., folded to 18 x 9 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Phoenix street map.
Plate no. 534605.
Maps on verso (23 x 35 cm. and 16 x 24 cm.):
Sunnyslope and vicinity -- Downtown Phoenix.
Panel art: Illustration of busy city intersection with 76 Union logo and "Price 25c"
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4468 (PrCt)
F45908.

Phoenix (Ariz.) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps
Authors: Union Oil Company of California -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress.
Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 68 x 51 cm., folded to 18 x 9 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Phoenix street map.
Plate no. 6-554605-1.
Maps on verso (23 x 35 cm. and 16 x 24 cm.):
Sunnyslope and vicinity -- Downtown Phoenix.
Panel art: Illustration of cars at Union gas station with 76 Union logo.
Handstamped "Apr 11, 1956" on title panel.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4495 (PrCt)
64579

Phoenix (Ariz.) - Maps - 1965 - Road maps
Authors: Union Oil Company of California -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress.
Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 95 x 85 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Greater Phoenix street map.
Issued for the Union Oil Company of California.
Plate no. 664826VN-2.
Insets (17 x 19 cm. and 20 x 31 cm.):
Youngstown-Sun City and vicinity -- State of Arizona -- [8 recommended auto trip maps to Payson, Tucson-Nogales, Grand Canyon, White Mountains-Coronado Trail, Apache Trail, Montezuma Castle and Well, Petrified Forest-Painted Desert, and Lake Mead Recreation Area.]
Panel art: Illustration of construction workers and Valley National Bank building.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4515 (PrCt)
F45908.

Phoenix (Ariz.) - Maps - 1967 - Road maps
Authors: Union Oil Company of California -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress.
Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 95 x 85 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Greater Phoenix street map.
Issued for the Union Oil Company of California.
Plate no. 674826VN-3.
Insets (17 x 19 cm. and 20 x 31 cm.):
Youngtown-Sun City and vicinity -- State of Arizona -- [8 recommended auto trip maps to Payson, Tucson-Nogales, Grand Canyon, White Mountains-Coronado Trail, Apache Trail, Montezuma Castle and Well, Petrified Forest-Painted Desert, and Lake Mead Recreation Area.]
Panel art: Illustration of construction workers and Valley National Bank building.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Phoenix (Ariz.) - Maps - 1968 - Road maps - Phoenix Region (Ariz.) - Maps - 1968 - Road maps - Road maps
1 map : both sides, col. ; 94 x 85 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Street map of greater Phoenix.
No plate number.
Insets (20 x 19 cm.): Youngtown, Sun City and vicinity.
Panel art: Illustration of Gulf service station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
64584
Phoenix (Ariz.) - Maps - 1970 - Road maps - Phoenix Region (Ariz.) - Maps - 1970 - Road maps - Road maps
1 map : both sides, col. ; 89 x 112 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Street map of greater Phoenix.
No plate number.
Insets (20 x 19 cm.): Youngtown, Sun City and vicinity.
Panel art: Illustration of Gulf service station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
64585
Phoenix (Ariz.) - Maps - 1971 - Road maps - Phoenix Region (Ariz.) - Maps - 1971 - Road maps - Wall maps - Road maps
1 map : both sides, col. ; 88 x 111 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added titles: Street map of greater Phoenix.
Plate no. 714826VN-7.
Inset (20 x 19 cm.): Youngtown-Sun City and vicinity.
Panel art: Gray and red illustration of a Phillips 66 service station.
Bears two Library of Congress copyright handstamps.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
64586
Authors: Realty Executives (Phoenix, Ariz.) -- Realtor (Firm : Phoenix, Ariz.) -- International Realty Consultants, Inc.
1 map : both sides, col. ; 88 x 111 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"1974 edition."
Includes "Realtor" logo.
"Ask about our ... affiliation with International Realty Consultants, Inc."
Panel title.
Added title: Phoenix street map.
Keyed to directory of Realty Executives office locations.
Plate no. 7 4 4826VN-10.
Insets (20 x 19 cm. and 15 x 16 cm.):
Youngtown-Sun City and vicinity -- Downtown Phoenix.
Panel art: blank Realty Executives and Realtor logos.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2089 (PrCt)

64587 Phoenix (Ariz.) - Maps - 1975-1979 - Road maps
Authors: Arizona Automobile Association.
Plate no. 74 4826VN-10
 Insets (20 x 21 cm.): Youngtown-Sun City and vicinity.
South side of city continued on verso.
Inset on verso (15 x 16 cm.): Downtown Phoenix.
Panel art: road signs.
Forms part of a collection of stock editions of Rand McNally road maps, some apparently issued as sales samples and / or printer’s proofs for prospective commercial clients.
Uniform series title (established by cataloger): Stock road maps
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (April 2010).
RMcN Stock 175 (PrCt)

64590 Phoenix (Ariz.) - Maps - 1993 - Road maps
Phoenix : Valley of the Sun street guide. [Chicago? Rand McNally?, 1993?].
Authors: Wide World of Maps, Inc. -- Rand McNally and Company.
Panel art: illustration of phoenix, a mythological bird; combined Arizona Automobile Association and American Automobile Association logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 78-80 (PrCt)

64588 Phoenix (Ariz.) - Maps - 1976-1979 - Road maps
Tucson (Ariz.) - Maps - 1976-1979 - Road maps
Phoenix Region (Ariz.) - Maps - 1976-1979 - Road maps
Tucson Region (Ariz.) - Maps - 1976-1979 - Road maps
3 maps : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Collective title supplied by cataloger; derived from panel titles.
Includes 1975, 1976, and 1979 editions; 1979 ed. copyrighted by the Salt River Project.
Panel art: illustration of the phoenix, a mythological bird; combined Arizona Automobile Association and American Automobile Association logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 80(PrCt)

64591 Phoenix (Ariz.) - Maps - 1995 - Road maps
64589 Phoenix (Ariz.) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps
1 map : both sides, col. ; 89 x 112 cm., on sheet 46 x 115 cm., folded to 22 x 11 cm.
“1976 Edition”
Panel title.
Added title: Phoenix street map
Plate no. 74 4826VN-10
Inset (20 x 21 cm.): Youngtown-Sun City and vicinity.
South side of city continued on verso.
Inset on verso (15 x 16 cm.): Downtown Phoenix.
Panel art: road signs.
Forms part of a collection of stock editions of Rand McNally road maps, some apparently issued as sales samples and / or printer’s proofs for prospective commercial clients.
Uniform series title (established by cataloger): Stock road maps
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 29-32 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1 map : col. ; fold. to 24 x 11 cm.

Panel title.
Uniform title: EasyFinder
Laminated.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
ISBN 0528994537
RMcN Road Map 1995 PhoAZ (PrCt)

64592 Phoenix (Ariz.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps<<<Phoenix Region (Ariz.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps<<<Road maps

1 atlas (A-H, 101-112, 244-1167 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm. +1 CD-ROM.
$24.95
Uniform titles: StreetFinder -- Street guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528999427
RMcN StrFdr 2004 .P53 (PrCt)

64593 Phoenix (Ariz.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps<<<Phoenix Region (Ariz.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps<<<Road maps

1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm. +1 CD-ROM.
$24.95
Uniform titles: StreetFinder -- Street guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528853880
RMcN StrFdr 2005 .P53 (PrCt)

64594 Phoenix (Ariz.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps<<<Road maps

Phoenix EasyFinder : Local street detail.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. EasyFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; fold. to 24 x 11 cm.

Panel title.
Uniform title: EasyFinder
Laminated.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
ISBN 0528997149
RMcN Road Map 2005 PhoAZ (PrCt)

64595 Phoenix (Ariz.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps<<<Phoenix Region (Ariz.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps<<<Maricopa County (Ariz.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps<<<Counties - Maps

Phoenix street guide : Chicago, Ill. Rand McNally, 2006 [i.e. 2005].
1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm. +1 CD-ROM.
Dated 2006, but received by the Newberry Library in 2005.
Cover title: Phoenix street guide : including Maricopa County.
$24.95
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528855379
RMcN StrFdr 2006 .P53 (PrCt)

64596 Phoenix (Ariz.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps<<<Phoenix Region (Ariz.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps<<<Road maps

Phoenix streetatlases. Chicago, Ill. Rand McNally, 2006 [i.e. 2005].
1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 21 x 16 cm.
"1st edition" --back cover.
"© 2006", but received by the Newberry Library in 2005.
$9.95
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528858203
RMcN StrFdr 2006 .P53a (PrCt)

64597 Phoenix (Ariz.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps<<<Phoenix Region (Ariz.) - Maps -
StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title: Phoenix street guide : including Maricopa County.
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
$24.95 -- back cover
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528999206
RMcN StrFdr 2007 .P53 (PrCt)

Phoenix (Ariz.) - Pictorial works - 1885
Bird's eye view of Phoenix, Arizona ... Ithaca, N.Y. Historic Urban Plans, [187-].
Authors: Dyer, C. J. -- Byrnes, (W.) & Co. -- Schmidt Label & Lithography -- Historic Urban Plans (Firm)
1 birds-eye view : col. ; 26 x 47 cm.
Facsimile of original published 1885.
Vignettes of buildings in corners.
References: 1-29.
433
map4F G4334.P5A3 1885 D9 197- (PrCt)

Phoenix Region (Ariz.) - Maps - 1960 - Road maps
Hertz Corporation - Maps - 1960- Automobile leasing and renting - Maps - 1960- Road maps
Hertz Rent a Car map of Phoenix and vicinity. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Company, [1960?].
Authors: Hertz Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- W.H. Wilton, inc. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 21 x 26 cm., folded to 22 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Phoenix and vicinity StreetFinder.
"Copyright, W.H. Wilton, Inc."
Includes illustration of car with "1960" on the front license plate.
Map on verso (17 x 16 cm.): Central Phoenix.
[Plate no.] R.L. 60 S 51.
Identifies Hertz office locations.
Panel art: Car on highway ramp; cityscape in the background.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1407 (PrCt)

Phoenix Region (Ariz.) - Maps - 1972 - Road maps
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 88 x 112 cm., on sheet 46 x 115 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.
"1972 edition."
Panel title.
Added title: Phoenix street map.
Plate no.72 4826VN-8.
Insets (20 x 20 cm. and 14 x 16 cm.):
Youngtown-Sun City and vicinity -- Downtown Phoenix.
Panel art: Shell logo and color illustration of a Phoenix "highway panorama".
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2499 (PrCt)

Phoenix Region (Ariz.) - Maps - 2003 - Road maps
StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (1,120 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Date on cover: 2003.
$21.95
Uniform titles: StreetFinder -- Street guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN StrFdr 2003 .P53 (PrCt)
Photocopying

Photocopying rare maps and atlases. 1976.
Authors: Ehrenberg, Ralph E., 1937-.
BHC 1715
Vert 1298 (PrCt)

Photocopying

Authors: Ehrenberg, Ralph E., 1937-.
Offprint from Special Libraries 64 no. 1 (Jan. 1973).
Vert 490 (PrCt)

Photocopying

Authors: Hunt, Jacqui -- Smith, Roger
In Cartographic Journal 22 (June 1985), 50-53.
BHC 1391
Vert 992 (PrCt)

Photocopying

Authors: LaHood, Charles G.
Vert 490 (PrCt)

Photocopying

Photoduplication SEE Photocopying

Photocopying rare maps and atlases. 1976.
Authors: Ehrenberg, Ralph E., 1937-
p. 31-42
The most thorough treatment of the subject, but digitization is rapidly changing this picture.
Z990.A18, v. 1, p. 31-42 (PrCt)

Photoduplication

Newberry Library - Map Collections

Cataloging of maps - Data processing

Some notes on miniaturization and a final consideration of automation. 1969.
Authors: Motteler, Lee S.
17, 2 leaves.
Xerox copy of typed report dated June 1, 1969.
Vert 154 (PrCt)

Photogrammetry - United States

History of photogrammetry in the United States. [ca. 1952?].
Authors: Landen, David
p. 854-898 : ill. ; 28 cm.
Photocopies of article in unidentified issue of Photogrammetric engineering [ca. 1952?):
854-898. illus.
Includes references dated to 1952
BHC 1585
Vert 1172 (PrCt)

Photographic Surveying

American Cartography

Authors: United States. Dept. of the Army -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
176 p. : ill. ; 24 cm.
Cover title.
Includes index.
Series: Department of the Army technical manual ; TM5-244.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes GA109 .US5 1954 (NLO)

Photolithography - History

1850-1870

Map printing - Photolithographs

History - 1850-1870

On the invention of photolithography as applied to map making. [Washington, D.C. Washington Map Society, 2003].
Authors: Mumford, Ian -- Portolan (2003-2004)
p. 10-21 : ill., map ; 28 cm.
folio GA101 .P67, no. 58, p. 10-21 (PrCt)

Photomaps

Production of photomaps. 1969.
Authors: Zuylen, Ir. L. Van
Vert 2169 (PrCt)

Photomaps

Economic Maps - Sweden

Further developments in producing photo maps as a basis for the economic map of Sweden.
Authors: Johansson, O.
11 p. ; ill.
Mimeographed.
Vert 65 (PrCt)

Photography - Maps - 2005

Atlases - 2005

Geography - 2005

1 atlas (xii, 323 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
'Abridgment of 21st edition.'
'Distributed by John Wiley & Sons, Inc.'
Includes index.
Paperback binding.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Piacenza (Italy) - Maps - 1600

**La Nobilissima citta di Piacenza.** Rome: Henricus van Schoel stampa in Roma con licenza dé superiori, [ca. 1600].

Authors: Schoel, Hendrik van, fl. 1557-1602 -- De Landau, Horace, barone, 1824-1903 -- Finaly, Madame, d. 1938 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 337 x 510 mm. (neat line), remargined to 372 x 544 mm.
Blank cartouche at lower left; cartouche at lower right blank except for School's imprint.
Relief shown pictorially.
Lacks key to numbered places.
Plate cracked at lower right.
Ex De Landau; ex Finaly.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Another copy reproduced in Bella and Bella, Cartografia rara ... dalla collezione Franco Novacco (1986) p. 109, no. 101.
For earlier, undated state of same plate bearing the imprint of Giovanni Orlandi, see Novacco 4F 243.
For similar map issued by Matteo Florimi, see Novacco 2F 125.
f44
Novacco 4F 244 (PrCt)

Piacenza (Italy) - Maps - 1600

**La Nobilissima citta di Piacenza.** Rome: Henricus van Schoel stampa in Roma con licenza dé superiori, [ca. 1600].

Authors: Schoel, Hendrik van, fl. 1557-1602 -- De Landau, Horace, barone, 1824-1903 -- Finaly, Madame, d. 1938 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 337 x 510 mm. (neat line), remargined to 372 x 544 mm.
Blank cartouche at lower left; cartouche at lower right blank except for School's imprint.
Relief shown pictorially.
Lacks key to numbered places.
Plate cracked at lower right.
Ex De Landau; ex Finaly.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Another copy reproduced in Bella and Bella, Cartografia rara ... dalla collezione Franco Novacco (1986) p. 109, no. 101.
For earlier, undated state of same plate bearing the imprint of Giovanni Orlandi, see Novacco 4F 243.
For similar map issued by Matteo Florimi, see Novacco 2F 125.
f44
Novacco 4F 244 (PrCt)

Piacenza (Italy) - Historical geography - Maps - 1819

**Il Vicariato Imperiale denominato il Marchesato dello Stato Pallavicino / Ge. Pezze inc.** [Milano: Presso P.E. Giusti, 1819-1852].

Authors: Pezze, Giuseppe, fl. 1826-1836 -- Litta, Pompeo, 1781-1852. Famiglie celebri di Italia (1819-1852) -- Giusti, P. E.
1 map : hand col.; 54 x 40 cm.
In Litta, Pompeo. Famiglie celebri di Italia (Milano: Presso P.E. Giusti, 1819-1852), v. 7, at end.
Case oversize E 6835 .5, v. 7, at end (PrCt)

Pianosa (Italy) - Maps - 1528

[Map of the island of Pianosa, Italy]. [Venice: Nicolò Zoppino, 1528].

Authors: Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530 -- Zoppino, Nicolò. fl. 1508-1544 -- Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530. Libro di Benedetto Bordon: nel qual si ragiona de tutte l’isole del mondo ... (Venice: Nicolò Zoppino, 1528), folio XXII.

Title supplied by cataloger.
In: Bordon, Benedetto. Libro di Benedetto Bordon: nel qual si ragiona de tutte l’isole del mondo ... (Milano: Presso P.E. Giusti, 1819-1852), v. 15, at end.
Case oversize E 6835.5, v. 15, at end (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Case folio G 117 .108, folio XXII (PrCt)

64621 Piatt County (Ill.) - Maps - 1910 - Landowners
Landowners - Counties - Maps - Piatt County - Maps
[Standard atlas of Piatt County, Illinois]. [Chicago : Ogle, 1910].
Authors: Geo. A. Ogle & Co.
1 atlas (73, xxi p. : ill., maps) ; 45 x 39 cm.
Imperfect: t.p. wanting.
Patrons' directory: p. 63-64.

64622 Piatt County (Ill.) - Maps - 1967 - Landowners
Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Piatt County Board of Supervisors (Ill.) -- Majors Realty Co. (Decatur, Ill.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (26 p.) ; 16 maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
'Sponsored by Piatt County Board of Supervisors.'
Includes index to owners.
Scale [1:50,688].
Township maps of scale 1 1/4 in. to 1 mile.
Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G4103.P5G46 1967 .R58 (NLO)

64623 Piazza Armenia (Italy) - Maps - 1689 - Pictorial works
Piazza citta opulentissima cvre della Sicilia.
Venice : Dom. Padouani, 1689.
Authors: Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718 -- Padoani, Domenico, fl. 1689 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718. Citta, fortezze, isole, e porti principale dell' Europa ... (1689) 1 map ; 42 x 36 cm.
VAULT folio Ayer 135 .C8 1689 pl. 5 (PrCt)

64624 Piazza dell' Esquilino Obelisk (Rome, Italy) - Pictorial works - 1589-<>Santa Maria Maggiore (Church : Rome, Italy) - Pictorial works - 1589-<>Augustus, Emperor of Rome, 63 B.C.-14 A.D. - Monuments - Pictorial works - 1589-<>Obelisks - Rome (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1589
[View of the Egyptian obelisk of Emperor Augustus in the Piazza dell'Esquilino, Rome].

64625 Piazza Di Campidoglio (Rome, Italy) - Pictorial works - 1569-<>Musei Capitolini (Rome, Italy) - Pictorial works - 1569-<>Capitoline Hill (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1569
Authors: Du Pérac, Etienne, d. 1604 -- Michelangelo Buonarroti, 1475-1564 -- De Landau, Horace, barone, 1824-1903 -- Finaly, Madame, d. 1918 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Novacco 4F 275 (PrCt)

64626 Piazza San Giovanni in Laterano (Rome, Italy) - Pictorial works - 1590-<>Basilica Di San Giovanni In Laterano (Rome, Italy) - Pictorial works - 1590-<>Sixtus V, Pope,

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Piazza San Marco (Venice, Italy) - Pictorial works - 1599


Authors: Rasciotti, Donato -- Sotheby's (Firm) -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 view ; 382 x 510 mm. (neat line), on composite sheet 648 x 590 mm.

Engraved view of St. Mark's Square looking toward the Basilica di San Marco.

Date from 4 columns of letterpress text attached at bottom; includes references A-H preceded by dedication: Al l'illvstrissim et eccellentissimo Henri Monsieur de Rohan, prencipe di Leon ... in Venetia il di 15 Settembre 1599 ... .

Mounted on backing paper.

Acquired 14 Dec. 2000 in Sotheby's sale no. L00720 (London, Bond Street); see The Travel sale: books, maps, atlases ... an

forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

64630 Piazza San Marco (Venice, Italy) - Pictorial works - 1600 - Manuscripts

[View of St. Mark's Square from the Piazzetta in Venice]. [ca. 1600?].

Authors: Sadeler, Justus, fl. ca. 1600 -- Rasciotti, Donato -- De Landau, Horace, barone, 1824-1903 -- Finaly, Madame, d. 1938 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 view ; 302 x 412 mm.

Anonymous manuscript drawing.

According to Juergen Shulz, this manuscript is derived from a German print in turn derived from a print by Justus Sadeler or Donato Rasciotti; see undated note pencilled in the Novacco checklist (typescript, 1967).

Pen-and-ink and wash on blue paper.

Ex De Landau; ex Finaly.

Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

e2-10

Novacco 4F 292 (PrCt)

64629 Piazza San Marco (Venice, Italy) - Pictorial works - 1571

Basilica di San Marco (Venice, Italy) - Pictorial works - 1571 - Cyprian War, 1570-1571 - Parades - Pictorial works - Processions - Venice (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1571

Processione generale fatta in Vinegia, alla publicazione della lega, l'anno M. D. LXXI. [Venice? s.n., 1571?].

Authors: Morosini, Count -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 view ; 187 x 227 mm. (plate mark)

Shows ceremonial procession to and from St. Mark's Square and Cathedral in Venice; the procession marked the formation of the Holy League between Venice, Spain, and the Pope.

Ex Morosini.

Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

e2-8

Novacco 2F 147 (PrCt)

64628 Piazza San Marco (Venice, Italy) - Pictorial works - 1585


Authors: Pozoseratus, Ludovic -- Rasciotti, Donato -- De Landau, Horace, barone, 1824-1903 -- Finaly, Madame, d. 1938 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 view ; 312 x 428 mm. (plate mark)

Ludovic Pozoseratus's name and date of publication from dedication at bottom: Illmo. ac gensoriss V. Io: Baptiztae Mauroceno D. Marci Procure ... .

Donato Rasciotti's imprint at bottom right.

View of St. Mark's Square from the Piazzetta in Venice.

Ex De Landau; ex Finaly.

Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

e2-10

Novacco 4F 292.5 (PrCt)

64627 Piazza San Marco (Venice, Italy) - Pictorial works - 1571 - Basilica di San Marco (Venice, Italy) - Pictorial works - 1571 - Cyprian War, 1570-1571 - Parades - Pictorial works - Processions - Venice (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1571

Processione generale fatta in Vinegia, alla publicazione della lega, l'anno M. D. LXXI. [Venice? s.n., 1571?].

Authors: Morosini, Count -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 view ; 187 x 227 mm. (plate mark)

Shows ceremonial procession to and from St. Mark's Square and Cathedral in Venice; the procession marked the formation of the Holy League between Venice, Spain, and the Pope.

Ex Morosini.

Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

e37

Novacco 2F 141 (PrCt)

64629 Piazza San Marco (Venice, Italy) - Pictorial works - 1599


Authors: Rasciotti, Donato -- Sotheby's (Firm) -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 view ; 382 x 510 mm. (neat line), on composite sheet 648 x 590 mm.

Engraved view of St. Mark's Square looking toward the Basilica di San Marco.

Date from 4 columns of letterpress text attached at bottom; includes references A-H preceded by dedication: Al l'illvstrissim et eccellentissimo Henri Monsieur de Rohan, prencipe di Leon ... in Venetia il di 15 Settembre 1599 ... .

Mounted on backing paper.

Acquired 14 Dec. 2000 in Sotheby's sale no. L00720 (London, Bond Street); see The Travel sale: books, maps, atlases ... and topographical pictures (London: Sotheby's, 2000) lot no. 344; see Map Info File for Novacco 2F 29.5.

Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

e2-10

Novacco 4F 292.5 (PrCt)

64628 Piazza San Marco (Venice, Italy) - Pictorial works - 1585


Authors: Pozoseratus, Ludovic -- Rasciotti, Donato -- De Landau, Horace, barone, 1824-1903 -- Finaly, Madame, d. 1938 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 view ; 312 x 428 mm. (plate mark)

Ludovic Pozoseratus's name and date of publication from dedication at bottom: Illmo. ac gensoriss V. Io: Baptiztae Mauroceno D. Marci Procure ... .

Donato Rasciotti's imprint at bottom right.

View of St. Mark's Square from the Piazzetta in Venice.

Ex De Landau; ex Finaly.

Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

e2-10

Novacco 4F 292.5 (PrCt)
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

64631

Piazza San Marco (Venice, Italy) - Pictorial works - 1793<<>>Venice (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1793<<>>St. Mark's Square (Venice, Italy) SEE Piazza San Marco (Venice, Italy) A View from the Column of St. Mark to the Dalmatian Wharf in the city of Venice ; A View from the Column of St. Theodore to the entrance of the great canal in the city of Venice. [London : s.n., 1793?].

Authors: Bankes, Thomas, b. 1744 -- Bankes, Thomas, b. 1744. A New and authentic system of universal geography, antient and modern : including all the late important discoveries made by the English ... [1793?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

2 views ; each 13 x 18 cm., on sheet 40 x 24 cm. "Engraved for Bankes's new system of geography published by royal authority."

In: Bankes, Thomas. A New and authentic system of universal geography, antient and modern : including all the late important discoveries made by the English ... (London : Printed for C. Cooke ... [et al., 1793?]), following p. 898.

Engraved number "30" at bottom right.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

64632

Piazza San Pietro (Vatican City) - Pictorial works - 1567<<>>Basilica di San Pietro in Vaticano - Pictorial works - 1567<<>>Pius V, Pope, 1504-1572 [View of Pope Pius V leading a crowd in prayer in Saint Peter's Square], Romae [Rome] ; ex typis Antonij Lafreri seguani, [1567?].

Authors: Lafréry, Antoine, 1512 -- Antonij Lafreri seguani, [1567?].


Authors: Cavalieri, Giovanni Battista de, G.B. Cavalleri?], M. D. LXXV [1575].

Shows Pope Gregory XIII in procession on Christmas Eve of 1574, the beginning of the jubilee year of 1575; construction of the dome of Saint Peter's Basilica shown as incomplete.

Bottom margin includes references 1-6 and 10 lines of text: En tibi ponimus ob oculos, Christiane lector, cum sua germana topographia, solennem ilam ... . Romae V. calend. Febr. anno jobilei M. D. LXV.

Ex Rappaport.

Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

64633

Plazza San Pietro (Vatican City) - Pictorial works - 1575<<>>Basilica di San Pietro in Vaticano - Pictorial works - 1575<<>>Gregory XIII, Pope, 1502-1585 - Portraits - 1575<<>>Holy Year, 1575 - Rome (Italy) - Pictorial works<<>>Indulgences - Rome (Italy) - Holy Year, 1575 - Pictorial works


Authors: Cavalieri, Giovanni Battista de, G.B. Cavalleri?], M. D. LXXV [1575].

Shows Pope Gregory XIII in procession on Christmas Eve of 1574, the beginning of the jubilee year of 1575; construction of the dome of Saint Peter's Basilica shown as incomplete.

Bottom margin includes references 1-6 and 10 lines of text: En tibi ponimus ob oculos, Christiane lector, cum sua germana topographia, solennem ilam ... . Romae V. calend. Febr. anno jobilei M. D. LXV.

Ex Rappaport.

Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

64634

Plazza San Pietro (Vatican City) - Pictorial works - 1594<<>>Basilica di San Pietro in Vaticano - Pictorial works - 1594<<>>Obelisks - Rome (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1594 [View of Saint Peter's Basilica, the Vatican Palace, and an obelisk on St. Peter's Square in Rome] / Nicolaus van Aelst Bruxellensis ded. [Rome : Nicolas van Aelst?, 1594?].

Authors: Aelst, Nicolas van, ca. 1527-1613 -- Ludwig Rosenthal's Antiquariat -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 view ; 389 x 522 mm. (neat line), 391 x 523 mm. (plate mark)

Nicolas van Aelst's name appears beneath dedication: Imo. & reverendissimo dominio ac dno. meo Antonio Facchineto Cardinali ... . The basilica's dome is complete (finished in 1593), but the church's new facade (begun in 1606) is not shown.

Ex Rosenthal.

Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

64635

Picardy (France) - Maps - 1559

Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Description de la haute et basse Picardye. [Paris: Bibliothèque nationale, 1990?].
Authors: Jolivet, Jean, fl. 1544-1560 -- Truschet, Olivier -- Bibliothèque nationale (France) Rés.
Gé. D.7678
1 map ; 18 x 25 cm.
Letterpress note to reader at upper right (15 lines) concludes: A Paris par Olivier Truchet, Rue Montorgueil, au bon Pasteur. Avec privilege du Roy.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1560, [plate 27] (PrCt)

64638 Picardy (France) - Maps - 1611<<>>Woodcuts Picardia. [Rouen: David Geuffroy, 1611?].
Authors: Desrues, François, ca. 1575-1633 -- Geuffroy, David
1 map : woodcut ; 83 x 122 mm.
In Des Rues, François. Description contenant toutes les singularitez de plus celebres villes et places remarquables du royaume de France (Rouen: David Geuffroy, [1611?]), p. 106.
Title in cartouche at lower left.
Case DC24 .D47 [map] (PrCt)

64639 Picardy (France) - Maps - 1651<<>>Artois (France) - Maps - 1651
Gouvernement general de la Picardie, Artois, Boulenois, et pays reconquis, & c. Paris : chez Pierre Mariette, 1651 [i.e. 1659?].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Somer, J. -- Mariette, Pierre, 1603-1657 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (1658 [i.e. 1659?])
1 map : hand col. ; 38 x 52 cm.
In: Sanson, Nicolas. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (Paris : Pierre Mariette, 1658 [i.e. 1659?]) v. 1, pl. [36]
VAULT Case oversize G1015 .S35 1658 v. 1, pl. [36] (PrCt)

64640 Picardy (France) - Maps - 1663
Nova Picardiae tabula. Amsterdam : Blaeu, 1663.
1 map : hand col. ; 37 x 53 cm.
In: Blaeu, Joan. Le Grand atlas; ov, Cosmographie Blaviane ... [Amsterdam: J. Blaeu, 1663], v. 7, [no. 235].
References: Koeman, Bl 58, v. 7, no. [363].
Facsimile of same map: oversize Ayer 135 .B63 1663 .B6 1725. 5061

64641 Picardy (France) - Maps - 1663
Nova Picardiae tabula. Amsterdam : [Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, 1667].
Authors: Blaeu, Joan, 1596-1673 -- Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, Ltd. -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 37 x 53 cm.
Available on Marcel P.R. van den Broecke's Cartographica Neerlandica website (accessed June 2012):
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1606, [plate 27] (PrCt)

64642 Picardy (France) - Maps - 1692-<>Nord-Pas-De-Calais (France) - Maps - 1692
Le Gouvernement general de Picardie ... Paris, 1692. Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?--1712 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). Ill.:G190 1 map ; 52 x 79 cm. Date 1696 in legend. 2785 Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map6F G5833.P5 1692 S2 (PrCt)

64643 Picardy (France) - Maps - 1694
Sack map4F G5833.P5 1694 .6 (PrCt)

64644 Picardy (France) - Maps - 1695
Le Gouvernement general de Picardie ou sont le pays reconquis ... Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : H. Jaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], 1695?]. Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?--1712 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. Atlas nouveau : contenant toutes les parties du monde (1692 [i.e. 1695?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 53 x 79 cm. In counterfeit edition of: Sanson, Nicolas. Atlas nouveau : contenant toutes les parties du monde (Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : H. Jaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], 1692 [i.e. 1695?]) pl. [16]. Added title, upper margin: Le gouvernement general de Picardie ou sont compris scavoir, le pays reconquis ... . Map dated 1692. VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .S19 1692 pl. [16] (PrCt)

64645 Picardy (France) - Maps - 1696 - Names,
Geographical Names, Geographical - Picardy (France) - Maps - 1696<>Gazetteers Le Gouvernement general de Picardie ou sont le pays reconquis ... Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : H. Jaillot [i.e. P. Mortier], 1696. Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?--1712 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. [Atlas nouveau contenant toutes les parties du monde ...] (1696) 1 map : hand col. ; 52 x 79 cm. Added title, upper margin: Le Gouvernement general de Picardie ou sont compris scavoir, le pays reconquis ... 1692. Accompanied, on the previous leaf, by: Table alphabetique de noms de villes, villages ... de Picardi. In: Sanson, Nicolas. [Atlas nouveau contenant toutes les parties du monde ...] (Amsterdam : Pierre Mortier, 1696) v. 1, map [13]. Forms part of atlas published by P. Mortier in Amsterdam; chiefly comprised of maps bearing the counterfeit imprint of H. Jaillot in Paris. Case oversize G 1007 .78 v. 1, map [13] (PrCt)

64646 Picardy (France) - Maps - 1698
Veromandui le Vermandois. Paris, 1698. Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Cordier, Robert (Engraver) -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). Ill.:G224 1 map ; 34 x 37 cm. Added title: Evesché de Noyon où sont les comté et pairrie ... . Pastoureau, Sans. VI [81]. 5066 Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G5833.P5 1698 S2 (PrCt)

64647 Picardy (France) - Maps - 1700

64648 Picardy (France) - Maps - 1710<>Ardennes (France) - Maps - 1710<>Seine-Maritime (France) - Maps - 1710
La Picardie subdivisee en pays reconquis, Boulonois, Ponthieu, Amienois, Santerre, Vermandois ... Paris, 1710. Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). Ill.:G203 1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 58 cm. 5108 Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
64649 **Picardy (France) - Maps - 1710**

*Praefectura Piccardiae; eaque partita in comitatus* ... Amsterdam, [ca. 1710].
Authors: Valck, G. (Gerard), 1651 or 2-1726 -- Valck, Leonard, 1675-1746 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). Ill:G211
1 map: hand col.; 46 x 58 cm.
Koeman, Valck [60].
Phillips 4276, no. 49.

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**Sack map4F G5833.P5 1710 V3 (PrCt)**

64650 **Picardy (France) - Maps - 1710**

Authors: Fricx, Eugène, 1660 -- Harrewijn, Jacobus, 1660-1727 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). Ill:X58
1 map: 40 x 108 cm. on composite sheet 45 x 112 cm.

Printed on 2 sheets from 2 plates with separate titles; trimmed and joined to form composite map. Titles in upper margin.

Forms part of Fricx's 24-sheet map of Belgium and northern France, issued as an atlas and in separately titled sheets.

Remnants of binding stubs on verso.
For variant or duplicate copies of both plates see Sack Map4F G6010 1706 .F7 sheets 19 and 20.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**Sack map4F G5833.P5 1710 .F7 (PrCt)**

64651 **Picardy (France) - Maps - 1712**

*Partie meridionale de Picardie...* Paris, 1712.
Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675 -- Lesperon -- Académie des sciences (France) -- Desrosiers, F. -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). Ill:G202
1 map: hand col.; 46 x 60 cm.

South extension of Sack map4F oG5833.N65 1711 L5.
Phillips 4257, v. 5, no. 9.

5107
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**Sack map4F G5833.P5 1712 L5 (PrCt)**

64652 **Picardy (France) - Maps - 1712**

*Partie meridionale de Picardie...* Paris, 1712.
Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Lesperon -- Académie des sciences (France) -- Desrosiers, F. -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). Ill:G202
1 map: hand col.; 46 x 60 cm.

South extension of Sack map4F oG5833.N65 1711 L5.
Phillips 4257, v. 5, no. 9.

5107
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**Sack map4F G5833.P5 1712 L5 (PrCt)**

64653 **Picardy (France) - Maps - 1717**

*Gouvernement general de Picardie qui comprend la generalite d'Amiens...* Paris, 1717.
Authors: Jaillot, Bernard Jean Hyacinthe, 1673-1739 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). Ill:G165, Ill:G206, Ill:G207, and Ill:G210
1 map: hand col.; 78 x 104 cm. on 4 sheets each 39 x 54 cm. or smaller

Individual sheet titles: Partie de la Picardie, de l'Artois et de la Flandres -- Partie de la Flandre, et du Haynaut -- Les Elections de d'Amiens, d'Abbeville, de Dourens -- L'Election de St. Quentin partie de celle de Perone ... .
Cf. Pastoureau, Jaillot II C [158-161].

2677 rev
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**Sack map4F G5833.P5 1717 J3 (PrCt)**

64654 **Picardy (France) - Maps - 1723**

*Parth meridionale Picardie dressée sur les operations geometriques des Mr. Lesperon presidt. de lel de mondior et sur plusieurs autres memoires / par Guillaume Del'Isle...* ; des Rosiers fec. A Paris : chez l'auteur sur le Quai de l'Horloge .... 11 Juill. 1712.
Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Desrosiers, F. -- Lesperon -- L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726. [Collection of maps of the world] [1732?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: hand col.; 48 x 63 cm.

Title in upper margin.
In composite atlas without title page: L'Isle, Guillaume de. [Collection of maps of the world. Paris : s.n., 1732?], [plate 13].

Number "13" in ms. on verso.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**VAULT Baskes oversize G1015 .L57 1700, [plate 13] (PrCt)**

64655 **Picardy (France) - Maps - 1724**

*La Generalité de Soissons divisée en sept elections* (France)
Authors: Vaillant, Jean Hyacinthe de, 1723-1739 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**Sack map4F G5833.P5 1723 J3 (PrCt)**

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1724  
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Somer, J. -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Delamarche, Charles François, 1740-1817. Atlas général : contenant le détail des quatre parties du monde [1798?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map : hand col. ; 38 x 52 cm.  
Scale [ca. 1:525,000].  
Relief shown pictorially.  
In composite world atlas possibly compiled and published by Charles François Delamarche: Atlas nouveau, gérénal : contenant le détail des quatre parties du monde ... [1741?] -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1758?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 60 cm.  
In: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles. Atlas universel (Paris : Chez les auteurs, quay de l'Horloge du Palais, Boudet libraire imprimeur du roi, rue St. Jacques, 1757 [i.e. 1758?]), [plate 26].  
"Picardie" -- oversize letterpress title stamped on verso.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.  
Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1757, [plate 26] (PrCt)

---

64658  
Picardy (France) - Maps - 1753<<<Artois (France) - Maps - 1753<<<Flanders - Maps - 1753  
*Gouvernement général de Picardie et Artois qui comprend le Comté d'Artois ... / par le Sr. Robert ... [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy], 1753.*  
Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1758?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 60 cm.  
In: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles. Atlas universel (Paris : Chez les auteurs, quay de l'Horloge du Palais, Boudet libraire imprimeur du roi, rue St. Jacques, 1757 [i.e. 1758?]), [plate 26].  
"Picardie" -- oversize letterpress title stamped on verso.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.  
Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1757, [plate 26] (PrCt)

---

64659  
Picardy (France) - Maps - 1753<<<Artois (France) - Maps - 1753<<<Flanders - Maps - 1753  
Authors: Desnos, Louis-Charles, 1725-1805 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 v. : 28 maps ; 300 x 227 mm.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.  
Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1790, [plate 26] (PrCt)

---

64660  
Picardy (France) - Maps - 1766<<<Artois (France) - Maps - 1766 (Provisional Heading)  
Authors: Desnos, Louis-Charles, 1725-1805 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 v. : 28 maps ; 300 x 227 mm.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.  
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Authors: Demangeon, Albert, 1872-1940 -- Armand Colin (Firm) -- Acadia University -- Harvard University. Library -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
496 p., [XX] leaves plates (some folded) : ill., 13 maps (some col., some folded), plan ; 25 cm. Harvard University library binding with spine title "La Picardie."
Includes bibliographical references (p. [457]-484). Embossed stamp: Acadia University.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes DC611.P588 D46 1905 (NLO)

64662 Picardy (France) - Maps - 1993<<>>Nord-Pas-de-Calais (France) - Maps - 1993<<>>Flanders - Maps - 1993<<>>Paris Metropolitan Area (France) - Maps - 1993<<>>Île-de-France (France) - Maps - 1993<<>>Road maps
Flanders, Picardy and the Paris region / Michelin.
Harrow, Middlesex : Michelin Tyre Public Limited Company, c1993.
Authors: Michelin green guides -- Michelin Tyre PLC -- Pneu Michelín (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
296 p. : ill. (chiefly col.), genealogical table, 52 col. maps, col. plans ; 26 x 12 cm.
1st ed.
Cover title.
Includes index.
Series: [Michelin green guides] -- Michelin green guides.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 95171716
ISBN 2061344011 ; 9782061344019

64663 Pickaway County (Ohio) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps
Section maps with entrymen on lands east of the Scioto River in Pickaway Co., Ohio / L. Richard Kocher. [Columbus, Ohio : Woolkoch Pub.], 1993.
Authors: Kocher, L. Richard -- Ohio. Auditor of State's Land Office -- Woolkoch Pub. (Columbus, Ohio)
1 v. (various pagings) : maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
Information extracted from the original handwritten land tract books retained by the State of Ohio Auditor's Land Office in Columbus, Ohio
Includes index.
LC Card Number: 94123377
folio F497.P5 K63 1993 (NLO)

64664 Pickaway County (Ohio) - Maps - 1858 - Landowners - Counties -
Maps - Landowners - Maps
Authors: Kellogg & Randall -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Originally published Philadelphia: Kellogg & Randall, 1858.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 663 (PrCt)

64665 Pickaway Plains (Ohio) - Antiquities - 1934 - Manuscripts - Manuscript maps
Map of the ancient Shawanoese Towns on the Pickaway Plains : Map #4 / O. C. George.
Canonsburg, Pa., 1934.
Authors: George, Orion C., fl. 1933-1934 -- Mayer, Brantz, 1809-1879. Tah-gah-jute, or Logan, and Captain Michael Cresap (1851)
1 manuscript map : col. ; 6.8 x 4.8 cm. on sheet 22 x 14 cm.
In Mayer, Brantz, Tah-gah-jute, or Logan, and Captain Michael Cresap (Baltimore : Printed for the Maryland Historical Society by John Murphy & Co., 1851), at end.
Case F517 .M48 1851, at end, map 4 (PrCt)

64666 Picolata (Fla.) - Maps - 1765 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Atlantic Coast (Fla.) - Maps - 1765 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Plan of Fort Picolata on St. John's River, distant from St. Augustine seven leagues. By James Moncrief. [19--].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1765 manuscript.
folio Ayer 136 .H91 1914 ser. 3, v. 1, pl. 58 (PrCt)

64667 Pictorial maps - Cartographic curiosities - Cartography in art - Maps - Miscellanea - Specimens
Pictorial maps / Nigel Holmes. New York :
64670 Pictorial works - Germany, Southern - 1570-1579 - Map projection - Equidistant cylindrical - 1570-1579 - Equidistant cylindrical projection (Cartography) - Schweickher, Heinrich, 1526-1579

Equidistant cylindrical projection as a blend of 'cosmographic' and perspective mapping on a 16th century map. 1981.
Authors: Stochdorph, Otto -- International Conference on the History of Cartography (9th : 1981 : Pisa, Italy, etc.) 1 leaf.

64671 Pictorial works - Exhibitions - Pictorial works - 1800-1899 - Exhibitions - Landscape painting - 1800-1899 - Exhibitions - Kunst- und Ausstellungshalle der Bundesrepublik Deutschland - Exhibitions

Authors: Plessen, Marie-Louise -- Giersch, Ulrich, 1954- -- Kunst- und Ausstellungshalle der Bundesrepublik Deutschland 367 p. : ill. (some col.) ; 21 x 30 cm.
Exhibition 28 May-10 October 1993 at Kunst- und Ausstellungshalle der Bundesrepublik Deutschland in Bonn.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 346-[355]) and index.
Gift of Eric Rudd, 2005.
ISBN 3878774087
folio ND2880 .S43 1993 (NLO)


1 portfolio : ill. (some col.) ; 24 cm.
'Essays, Merry Foresta, curator ; Mark Klett, photographer.'
'Published in conjunction with an exhibition held at the National Museum of American Art, Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D.C., April 15-Aug. 21, 1994.'
Portfolio contains one book (25 p. : ill. ; 23 cm.) and two accordion fold panoramic photographs of Washington, D.C. (23 x 132 cm. folds to 23 x 18 cm.) with images on each side.
LC Card Number: 94070420
ISBN 9780964030503
F195 .K64 1994 (NLO)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
d52
Novacco 2F 161 (PrCt)

64677
Piedmont (Italy) - Maps - 1553
El Piamonte. [Venice : s.n.], 1553.
Authors: G., fl. 1553 -- De Landau, Horace, barone, 1824-1903 -- Finaly, Madame, d. 1938 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 453 x 345 mm. (neat line), 503 x 361 mm. (plate mark)
Uppercase ‘G’ (mapmaker’s initial?) engraved in all four corners.
Title in upper margin.
Imprint in cartouche at upper left incomplete (?): Cvm privilegio. 1553.
Almagià, Monumenta Italia cartographica (1929) Tav. XVII.
Tooley 447.
Ex De Landau; ex Finaly.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
d53
Novacco 4F 298 (PrCt)

64678
Piedmont (Italy) - Maps - 1556
Liguria (Italy) - Maps - 1556
Authors: Gastaldi, Giacomo, approximately 1500-approximately 1565 -- Licinius, Fabius, 1521-1565 -- Giolito de’ Ferrari, Giovanni, approximately 1554-approximately 1591 -- [Italian assembled-to-order atlas] [ca. 1575?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 368 x 490 mm. (neat line)
In: [Italian assembled-to-order atlas] [Venice?: s.n., ca. 1575?], plate [9]
Very similar to 2 maps engraved on different plates: Novacco 4F 314 and Novacco 4F 315.
Almagià, Monumenta Italia cartographica (1929) p. 27.
Almagià, Monumenta cartographica vaticana II (1948) p. 25, plate 7.
Karrow 30/76.1.
64679 Piedmont (Italy) - Maps - 1561<>Liguria (Italy) - Maps - 1561
Descritione del Piamonte, Monferra, et la maggior parte della Riviera di Genova ... / Opera dello eccle. Iacomo Gastaldo Piamontase cosmographo. [Venice? s.n.,] M.D. LXI [1561].
Authors: Gastaldi, Giacomo, approximately 1500-approximately 1565 -- Forlani, Paolo -- Hoepli, Ulrico, 1847-1935 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 366 x 483 mm. (neat line), on sheet remargined to 451 x 525 mm.
For attribution to Paolo Forlani see Woodward 8.01.
Manuscript ‘45’ and binding stub on verso.
Very similar to 2 maps engraved on different plates: Novacco 4F 315 and VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .L2 1575 Al pl. [9].
Karrow 30/76.2.
Almagià, Monumenta Italia cartographica (1929) p. 27.
Cf. Bella and Bella, Cartografia rara ... dalla collezione Franco Novacco (1986) p. 111, no. 103.
Tooley 449.
Ex Hoepli.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

64680 Piedmont (Italy) - Maps - 1564<>Liguria (Italy) - Maps - 1564
Regionis subalpinae vulgo Piamonte appellatae, aeneis nostris formis excussa. [Rome? s.n., 1564?].
Authors: Lafréry, Antoine, 1512-1577 -- Hoepli, Ulrico, 1847-1935 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 509 x 397 mm. (neat line), on sheet remargined to 634 x 493 mm.
Anonymous map attributed to Antoine Lafréry; see Almagià, Monumenta Italia cartographica (1929) p. 17 and plate XVIII.
Manuscript ‘40’, ‘54’ and binding stub on verso.
Bella and Bella, Cartografia rara ... dalla collezione Franco Novacco (1986) p. 110, no. 102.
Tooley 446.
Ex Hoepli.

64681 Piedmont (Italy) - Maps - 1566<>Liguria (Italy) - Maps - 1566
Authors: Gastaldi, Giacomo, approximately 1500-approximately 1565 -- Forlani, Paolo -- Camocio, Giovanni Francesco, 16th cent. -- Lange, Otto, 1879-1944 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 386 x 503 mm. (plate mark)
For attribution to Paolo Forlani see Woodward 8.01.
Binding stub on verso.
Very similar to 2 maps engraved on different plates: Novacco 4F 314 and VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .L2 1575 Al pl. [9].
Almagià, Monumenta Italia cartographica (1929) p. 27.
Bella and Bella, Cartografia rara ... dalla collezione Franco Novacco (1986) p. 111, no. 103.
Tooley 450.
Cf. Karrow 30/76.2.
Ex Lange.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

64682 Piedmont (Italy) - Maps - 1567<>Liguria (Italy) - Maps - 1567
Authors: Forlani, Paolo -- Orefici, Andrea de gli, 16th cent. -- Francis Roux-Devillas (Firm) -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 347 x 486 mm. (neat line), on sheet 364 x 503 mm.
Dedication at upper right: Al molto magco. et eccellte. dottore il sigor. Andrea de gli Orefici, compadre et sigor. mio ... Paolo Furlani Veronese. Essendomi uenuta occasione d'intagliare la descrittione del Piamonte ... . Oriented with north at left.
Woodard 70.
Almagià, Monumenta Italia cartographica (1929) p. 17.
Arrigoni and Bertarelli, Carte geografiche dell'Italia (1930) p. 350, no. 3051.

Ex Roux-Devillas.

Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Duplicate copy: Novacco 2F 163.

Novacco 2F 162 (PrCt)

64685 Piedmont (Italy) - Maps - 1588
Pedemontaneae vicinorvmque regionvm / avctore Iacobo Castaldo descr. [Antwerp : Christophe Plantin, 1588].

Authors: Gastaldi, Giacomo, approximately 1500-approximately 1565 -- Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598 -- Plantin, Christophe, approximately 1520-1589 -- Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598.

Theatro de la tierra universal (1588) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 48 cm.

In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatro de la tierra universal (Antwerp : Christophe Plantin, 1588), [plate 69].

Printed no. 69 and Spanish letterpress text on verso beginning: La Region de Piamonte. La region de los Taurinos ...


VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .J9 1588, [plate 69] (PrCt)

64686 Piedmont (Italy) - Maps - 1593
Pedemontaneae totius prope Italie fertilissimae regionis una cum suis finitimis elegantissimo descriptio / Ioannes à Deutecum, Lucas à Deutecum, fecerunt]. [Antwerp : s.n., 1593?].

Authors: Doetecum, Jan van -- Doetechum, Lucas van, 16th cent. -- Jode, Gerard de, 1509-1591 -- Wierix, Antonie, -- 1604 -- Jode, Gerard de, 1509-1591.

Specvlvm orbis terrarvm (1593)

1 map : hand col. ; 34 x 24 cm., on sheet 42 x 55 cm.

Printed from same plate on same sheet as another map: Bitvrigvm provinciae quaе Berry vulgo dictur chorographica descriptio / Ioannes à Deutecum, Lucas à Deutecum, fecerunt Latin letterpress text on verso: Bitvrigvm regio sev dvcats ... Engraving attributed to Antonie Wierix.

In: Jode, Gerard de. Specvlvm orbis terrarvm (Antwerp : A. Coninx, 1593), map [24 A].

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .J9 1593, map [24 A] (PrCt)

64687 Piedmont (Italy) - Maps - 1600<<>>Monferrato (Italy) - Maps - 1600<<>>Liguria (Italy) - Maps - 1600

Disseguo particolare del Piemonte et Monferrato e suoi confini / Disegnata da Fabritio Stechi di Casal Monferato et intagliata in Venetia da
Piedmont (Italy) - Maps - 1606
Pedemontanae vicinorvmque regionvm / avctore Iacabo Castaldo descrip. [London : John Norton, 1606].
1 map : hand col. ; 37 x 49 cm.
In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatrum orbis terrarum ... (London : J. Norton, 1606), [plate 77].
Printed no. 77 and English letterpress text on verso beginning: The dukedome of Piemont. That province which was formerly called ... . Digital image of a duplicate or variant edition available on Marcel P.R. van den Broecke's Cartographica Neerlandica website (accessed July 2012):
References: Karrow, Mapmakers of the sixteenth century (1993), p. 7 and 229; Broecke, Orteliusiae ... (1996), p. 175

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1606, [plate 77]

Piedmont (Italy) - Maps - 1606
<Piedmont (Italy) - Maps - 1606>

Piedmont (Italy) - Maps - 1606
Montisferrati ducatus. Amsterdam, [ca. 1680].
Authors: Hondius, Hendrik, 1597-1651 -- Schenk & Valck, Amsterdam -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
1:127
1 map : hand col. ; 35 x 46 cm.
Cf. Koeman Me 31A [231].
2104
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6713.P5 1680 H6 (PrCt)

Piedmont (Italy) - Maps - 1680
Principatus Pedemontii. Amstelodami, [ca. 1680].
Authors: Schenk & Valck, Amsterdam -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
I:123
1 map : hand col. ; 40 x 51 cm.
Covers northwestern Italy.
Cf. Koeman Me 50A [479].
2041
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6712.N61 1680 S3 (PrCt)

Piedmont (Italy) - Maps - 1680
Piemonte et Monferrato. Amsterdam, [ca. 1680].
Authors: Schenk & Valck, Amsterdam -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
I:126
1 map : hand col. ; 40 x 49 cm.
2060
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6713.P5 1680 S3 (PrCt)

Piedmont (Italy) - Maps - 1680
Liguria (Italy) - Maps - 1610
Authors: Rosaccio, Aloys -- Medici, Antonio, 17th cent. -- Finaly, Madame, d. 1938 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : 395 x 493 mm. (neat line), 400 x 499 mm. (plate mark)
Title supplied by cataloger.
Note to reader: Alouigi Rosaccio, a’lettori. Nel presente disegno di geografia, benigni lettori, trouarette il Piamonte ... .
Dedication beneath portrait of Antonio Medici: All ilmo. & eccmo. sig. Don Antonio Medici ... con l'occasione del motivo della guerra del Piemo[n]te ... Alouigi Rosacio.
'Les montagnes de Savoie' and 'La mer de Gênoa' labelled in manuscript.
Binding stub and manuscript ‘f 1’ on verso.
Ex Finaly.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
References: Almagià, Monumenta Italia cartographica (1929) p. 27.
D58
Novacco 4F 316 (PrCt)

64690

Piedmont (Italy) - Maps - 1680
Lombardy (Italy) - Maps - 1680
Status et ducatus Mediolanensis reipublicae Genuensis et ducatus Parmensis et Montisferrati novissima descriptio / per F. de Wit. Amstelodami, [ca. 1680?].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de ... (1600), [plate 77].

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
64694 Piedmont (Italy) - Maps - 1682
*Pedemontium et reliquea ditiones Italiae.*
Amsterdam, 1682.
Authors: Blaeu, Joan, 1596-1673 -- Borgonio, Giovanni Tommaso, 1620-1683 -- Broen, Joannes de, 1649-1730 -- Johan Gabriel Sack
Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:106
1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 59 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:555,000].
Koeman B1 75 [951].
2033
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
*Sack map4F G6713.P5 1682 B6 (PrCt)*

64695 Piedmont (Italy) - Maps - 1692<<>>Liguria (Italy) - Maps - 1692
*Partie du Duché de Milan ... Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : H. Jaillot [i.e. P. Mortier], 1692 [i.e. 1696].*
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. [Atlas nouveau contenant toutes les parties du monde ... ] (1696)
1 map : hand col. ; 50 x 70 cm.
In: Sanson, Nicolas. [Atlas nouveau contenant toutes les parties du monde ... ] (Amsterdam : Pierre Mortier, 1696) v. 2, map [13].
Forms part of atlas published by P. Mortier in Amsterdam; chiefly comprised of maps bearing the counterfeit imprint of H. Jaillot in Paris.
*Case oversize G 1007 .78 v. 2, map [13] (PrCt)*

64696 Piedmont (Italy) - Maps - 1695<<>>Liguria (Italy) - Maps - 1695
*Partie du Duché de Milan, la principauté de Piémont, le Montferrat et la republique de Genes.*
Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : H. Jaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], [1695?].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. Atlas nouveau : contenant toutes les parties du monde (1692 [i.e. 1695?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 51 x 71 cm.
In counterfeit edition of: Sanson, Nicolas. Atlas nouveau : contenant toutes les parties du monde (Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : H. Jaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], 1692 [i.e. 1695?]) pl. [34].
Map dated 1692.
*VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .S19 1692 pl. [34] (PrCt)*

Authors: Blaeu, Joan, 1596-1673 -- Blaeu, Willem Janszoon, 1571-1638 -- Moetjens, A. -- Bottega d’Erasmo
4 in 3 v. : ill., fascims., geneal. tables, maps, ports. ; 50 cm.
Uniform title: Theatrum statum Regiae Celsitudinis Ducis. French. 1964
Translation by Jacques Bernard of Theatrum statum Regiae Celsitudinis Ducis.
Contents: [v.1] Texte de tome 1: Contenant le Piemont, la ville de Turin et les lieux voisins. -- Texte de tome 2: Contenant la Savoye et les autres lieux de ladomination du même prince. -- [v.2] Planches ... contenant le Piémont... [v.3] Planches ... contenant la Savoye.
*oversize DG613 .B5413 1964 (NLO)*

64698 Piedmont (Italy) - Maps - 1700<<>>Savoy (France and Italy) - Maps - 1700<<>>Spanish Succession, War of, 1701-1714 - Maps
*Theatre de la guerre en Piemont en Savoye & dans le Dauphiné.* [Amsterdam? Pierre Mortier?, ca. 1700?]
Authors: Mortier, Pierre -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Johan Gabriel Sack
Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:U13
1 map ; 51 x 58 cm.
Anonymous map without imprint, possibly detached from a counterfeit edition of A.H. Jaillot's Atlas nouveau (Paris [i.e. Amsterdam]: Jaillot [i.e. Pierre Mortier, 1696 or later])
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
*Sack map4F G6713.P5 1700 .M6 (PrCt)*

64699 Piedmont (Italy) - Maps - 1703<<>>Valle D'Aosta (Italy) - Maps - 1703
*Estate du duc de Savoye.* Paris, [1703?].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- L'Huilier, Joannes -- Johan Gabriel Sack
Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:130
1 map ; hand col. ; 52 x 41 cm.
Three lines in cartouche and 2 below (including date) partly visible in ghost print.
2069
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
*Sack map4F G6713.P5 1703 S2 (PrCt)*

64700 Piedmont (Italy) - Maps - 1705
*Principauté de Piémont, seigneurie de Vercell, duché ou Val d'Aoust ... / dressée sur les memoires du Sr. Bourgoin par N. de Fer.* Paris :
Chez le Sr. de Fer, 1705.
1 map : hand col. ; 96 x 80 cm.
Title from cartouche at top center.
Added titles at bottom: Le Comte de Nice, le Marquisat de Salusse et Principauté de Monaco ... -- Principauté d'Oneglia, Marquisat de Final et partie du Piemont ... .
Includes dedication to 'Monseigneur le Dauphin.'
Printed from 4 plates on 4 sheets.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map6F G6713.P5 1705 .F4 (PrCt)

64701 Piedmont (Italy) - Maps - 1705<>Savoy (France and Italy) - Maps - 1705
Le Duché de Milan et les etats du Duc de Savoye ... / N. de Fer ; Jacqueline Panouse sculpst.
Paris : Chez Danet gendre l'auteur ..., 1705.
1 map : 45 x 65
Inset (23 x 27 cm.): Les Vallees de Perouse de Pragelas de St. Martin ...
Bottom margin includes engraved initials 'N. G.' [?].
Includes dedication to 'Monseigneur le Dauphin.'
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6713.P5 1705 .F4 (PrCt)

64702 Piedmont (Italy) - Maps - 1707
1 map : hand col. ; 94 x 63 cm. on 2 sheets each 47 x 62 cm.
Added title: Partie meridionale du Piemont et du Montferrat.
Covers northwestern Italy.
Inset: Environs de Nice et de Ville-franche.
3032 rev
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6712.N61 1707 L5 (PrCt)

64703 Piedmont (Italy) - Maps - 1707
Carte du Piemonte et du Monferrat dressée sur les plusieurs cartes, manuscrites, ou imprimées ...
par Guillaume Del'Isle ... ; gravé par Lièbaux le fils. A Paris : chez l'auteur sur le Quai de l'Horloge ..., Avril 1707.
Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Liebaux, Henri, d. 1752 -- L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726. [Collection of maps of the world] [1732?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 63 cm.
Two lines of text erased beneath engraver's imprint at upper left.
In composite atlas without title page: L'Isle, Guillaume de. [Collection of maps of the world. Paris : s.n., 1732?], [plate 45].
Number "45" in ms. on verso.
Continued southward on adjacent sheet: Partie meridionale du Piemont et du Monferrat [plate 46].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
VAULT Baskes oversize G1015 .L5 1700, [plate 45] (PrCt)

64704 Piedmont (Italy) - Maps - 1707
Piedmont (Italy) - Maps - 1707
Partie meridionale du Piemont et du Monferrat / par Guillaume Del'Isle ... Paris : chez l'auteur ..., 1707.
Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Desrosiers, F. -- Renard, Louis -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:L11
1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 62
Title in upper margin.
Inset map (8 x 13 cm.): Environs de Nice et de Ville-france.
Apparently a later state of a map published in earlier edition(s); includes the partly erased imprints of 'Desrosiers sc.' and 'chez Louis Renard.'
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6713.P5 1707 .L5 (PrCt)
Piedmont (Italy) - Maps - 1710

Authors: Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. -- Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. Atlas curieux -- oder, Neuer und compendieuser atlas 1710 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 15 x 27 cm.
In: Bodenehr, Gabriel. Atlas curieux; oder, Neuer und compendieuser atlas ... ([Augsburg : Gabriel Bodenehr, 1710?]) pl. [45]. Engraved plate no. '46.'
Ayer 135 .B6 pl. 45 (PrCt)

Piedmont (Italy) - Maps - 1710

Authors: Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. -- Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. Atlas curieux -- oder, Neuer und compendieuser atlas 1710 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 15 x 19 cm.
In: Bodenehr, Gabriel. Atlas curieux; oder, Neuer und compendieuser atlas ... ([Augsburg : Gabriel Bodenehr, 1710?]) pl. [16]. Engraved plate no. '17.'
Ayer 135 .B6 pl. 16 (PrCt)

Piedmont (Italy) - Maps - 1710

Regiae celsitudinis Sabaudiaeque status, consistens in Sabaudiae ac Montisferrati ducatus, Pedemontii principatum, nec non Nicaeensem comitatum, cum adjacentibus et finitimis regionibus ... Amst : Bat [Amsterdam] : Nicolaum Visscher [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher, 1710?].
Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Visscher, Elisabeth, fl. 1702-1726 -- Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702. Atlas minor ... [1710?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 57 x 48 cm.
Verso includes letterpress index.
In: Visscher, Nicolaes. Atlas minor ... (Amstelaeadami [Amsterdam] : ex officina Nicolai Visscher [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher], [1710?]}) map [89].
Manuscript '91' at bottom right.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .V8 1700 map [89] (PrCt)
64713 Piedmont (Italy) - Maps - 1785>>Monferrato (Italy) - Maps - 1785
Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675--1726. Atlas géographique des quatre parties du monde [1785?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 63 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:267,500].
Relief shown pictorially.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .L565 1785, [plate 21] (NLO)

64714 Piedmont (Italy) - Maps - 1789>>Monferrato (Italy) - Maps - 1789
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 63 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:266,500].
Relief shown pictorially.
Baskes oversize G1015 .L565 1801, [plate 21] (NLO)
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

64716 Piedmont (Italy) - Maps - 1801<><>Monferrato (Italy) - Maps - 1801<><>Villefranche-sur-Mer Region (France) - Maps - 1801 - Harbors<><>Nice Region (France) - Maps - 1801 - Harbors


Authors: Remondini, Neg., fl. 1806.

Monferrat...

Carte qui contient la principauté de Piémont, le Montferrat ... A Venise [Venice] : Au Neg. Remondini, 1806.

Authors: Remondini, Neg., fl. 1806 -- Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (1784 [i.e. 1807]?) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 62 x 45 cm.

In: Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (Venice : par P. Santini, rue Ste. Justine, chez M. Remondini, 1784 [i.e. 1807?] ), v. 2, no. "P. II. 3" Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .S4 1807, v. 2, no. 3 (PrCt)

64717 Piedmont (Italy) - Maps - 1806

Carte qui contient la principauté de Piémont, le Monferrat ... A Venise [Venice] : Au Neg. Remondini, 1806.

Authors: Remondini, Neg., fl. 1806 -- Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (1784 [i.e. 1807?]?) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 62 x 45 cm.

In: Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (Venice : par P. Santini, rue Ste. Justine, chez M. Remondini, 1784 [i.e. 1807?] ), v. 2, no. "P. II. 3" Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .S4 1807, v. 2, no. 3 (PrCt)

64718 Piedmont (Italy) - Maps - 1831<><>Savoy (France and Italy) - Maps - 1831<><>Sardinia (Italy) - Maps - 1831

Kingdom of Sardinia. Edinburgh : D. Lizards, [1831?]

Authors: Lizards, Daniel, 1760-1812 -- Hamilton, John, fl. 1831 -- Lizards, Daniel, 1760-1812. The Edinburgh geographical and historical atlas ... [1831?]?

1 map : hand col. ; 39 x 50 cm.

Inset (12 x 9 cm.): Sardinia.

In: Lizards, Daniel. The Edinburgh geographical and historical atlas ... (Edinburgh [etc.] : John Hamilton [and others, 1831?]) pl. [34]. Engraved plate no. 'XXXIX.

oversize G 10 .514 pl. [34] (PrCt)

64719 Piedmont (Italy) - Maps - 1847<><>Savoy (France and Italy) - Maps - 1847<><>Sardinia (Italy) - Maps - 1847

Kingdom of Sardinia. [Philadelphia : S. Augustus Mitchell, 1847]. Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868. A New universal atlas containing maps of the various empires, kingdoms, states, and republics of the world ... (1847) 1 map ; hand col. : 29 x 37 cm.

Inset (9 x 11 cm.): Island of Sardinia.

In: Mitchell, S. Augustus. A New universal atlas containing maps of the various empires, kingdoms, states, and republics of the world ... (Philadelphia : S. Augustus Mitchell, 1847) pl. [55]. Printed plate no. '54' lined out and replaced with manuscript '55.

oversize G 10 .579 pl. [55] (PrCt)

64720 Piedmont (Italy) - Maps - 1850<><>Savoy (France and Italy) - Maps - 1850<><>Sardinia (Italy) - Maps - 1850

Kingdom of Sardinia. [Philadelphia] : Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co. 1850 [i.e. 1852]. Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co. -- Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868. Mitchell, S. Augustus. New universal atlas ... (1852) 1 map ; hand col. ; 30 x 38 cm.

Entered according to act of Congress in ... 1850 by Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co. ... Later edition of map previously published by S.A. Mitchell.

Inset (19 x 11 cm.): Island of Sardinia.

In: Mitchell, S. Augustus. New universal atlas ... (Philadelphia : Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co., 1852) pl. '60.

oversize G1019 .N49 1852 pl. 60 (PrCt)

64721 Piedmont (Italy) - Maps - 1923<><>Lombardy (Italy) - Maps - 1923<><>Ticino (Switzerland) - Maps - 1923


Authors: Touring club italiano -- Guida d'Italia del T.C.I. -- Bertarelli, L. V. (Luigi Vittorio), 1859-1926 -- Antonio Vallardi (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

2 v. : 29 col. maps and plans (some col., some folded) ; 16 cm.

3a ed.

Maps by Antonio Vallardi.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Maps on lining papers.
Includes indexes.
Series: Guida d’Italia del T.C.I.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes DG416.C742 P5 1923 (NLO)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Edition</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Piedmont (Italy) - Maps - 1940</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pierce County (Wash.) - Maps - 1890 - Landowners - Counties - Maps</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Baskes DG416.C742 P5 1940 [copies 1 and 2] (NLO)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pierce County (Wash.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps - Counties - Maps</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Baskes DG416.C742 P5 1923</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cover dated 2004; "©2003" -- title page. $21.95
RMcN StrFdr 2004 .P537 (PrCt)

RMcN StrFdr 2006 .P537 (PrCt)

RMcN StrFdr 2008 .P537 (PrCt)
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Pigafetta, Antonio, approximately 1480-approximately 1534
Una ipotesi sulla fine di Antonio Pigafetta. [Roma : Società geografica italiana, 1933].
Pp. 488-497
In Bollettino della R. Società geografica italiana ser. 6, 10 (1933): 488-497.
Not at Newberry Library (Dec. 2009) (PrCt)

Pigafetta, Filippo, 1533-1604
Authors: Pigafetta, Filippo, 1533-1604 -- Da Schio, Alvise -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
349 p. : ill., maps ; 31 cm.
Originally published 1591?
Includes indexes.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio DT51 .P55 1984 (NLO)

Pike County (Ark.) - Maps - 1800-1899
Landowners-Counties Maps-Counties - Maps

Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960- -- Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)
324 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
1st ed.
'Deluxe edition.'
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).
3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.'
Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).
Includes indexes.
Series: Family maps
ISBN 1420307762 ; 9781420307764
Local History Ref F332.P55 B69 2007 (NLO)

Pike County (Ala.) - Maps - 1800-1899
Landowners-Counties - Maps-Counties - Maps

Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960- -- Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)
324 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
1st ed.
'Deluxe edition.'
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).
3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.'
Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).
Includes indexes.
Series: Family maps
ISBN 1420303384
Local History Ref F417.P5 B69 2006 (NLO)

Pike County (Ill.) - Maps - 1860
Landowners-Counties - Maps-Counties - Maps

Authors: Holmes & Arnold -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.

Microfiche 583, no. 129 (PrCt)

64738 Pike County (Ill.) - Maps - 1872 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Andreas, Lyter & Co.
1 atlas (109 p., 112-138 numbered leaves : illus., maps (part col.)) ; 45 cm.
Pages 65-111 printed on one side of leaf only.
folio F 8967 .05 (NLO)

64739 Pike County (Ill.) - Maps - 1912 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Geo. A. Ogle & Co.
1 atlas (121, xxiii p. : ill., maps) ; 45 cm.
Phillips 4587.
Atlasses in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 1585.
F 8967 .64 (NLO)

64740 Pike County (Ill.) - Maps - 1978 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Pike County Farm Bureau (Pike County, Ill.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (58 p.) : 28 maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
'Sponsored by Pike County Farm Bureau.' Includes index to owners.
Scale [ca. 1:50,000] 1 1/4 in. to 1 mile.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 81675680

Map of Pike and Dubois Counties, Indiana. Indianapolis, Ind. Braden & Burford, [1872?].
1 map ; on sheet 69 x 93 cm.
Identifies coal, iron ore, sandstone and limestone sites, springs, railroads, and a few landowners.
'... 3d. and 4th. annual reports .... '
Detached from Annual report of the Geological Survey of Indiana, made during the year ... (Indiana, 1872?).
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.
2 copies.
CHS Coll., Map no. 372 and 373 (PrCt)

64742 Pike County (Ind.) - Maps - 1920-1929 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
1 atlas ([12] leaves) : 12 maps (1 folded) ; 22 x 28 cm.
Cover title.
Imperfect: lacking original cover, replaced with brown paper cover with handwritten title: Pike Co., Ind.
"Pike County, Ind."--On all maps.
Scale [ca. 1:50,000] Coordinates: (W 87°28'--W 87°04'/N 38°33'--N 38°14').
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G4093.P4G46 1920z .H5 (NLO)

64743 Pike County (Ind.) - Maps - 1973 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Pike County (Ind.). Board of Commissioners -- Pike County (Ind.). Auditor -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (28 p.) : 12 maps ; 28 cm.
"Rev. 1973."
Cover title.
'Sponsored by Pike County Board of Commissioners ... Pike County Auditor."
"Commissioners edition"--Cover.
Scale [1:50,000]. 1 1/4 in. = 1 mile.
Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Includes index to owners and business directory.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
64744  Pike County (Ind.) - Maps - 1983 - Landowners<>>Counties - Maps<>>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (26 p.) : 12 maps (1 col.) ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
Advertisements on cover and interspersed.
Includes index to owners and business directory.
Scale [1:50,688]. 1 1/4 in. = 1 mile.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 83675226

64745  Pike County (Miss.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners<>>Counties - Maps<>>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960- -- Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)
177 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
1st ed.
'Deluxe edition.'
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).
'3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.'
Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).
Includes indexes.
ISBN 1420301411
Local History Ref F347.P6 B69 2005 (NLO)

64746  Pike County (Mo.) - Maps - 1899 - Landowners<>>Counties - Maps<>>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Geo. A. Ogle & Co.
1 atlas (88, xxii p.) : maps ; 44 cm.
oversize F 88469 .642 (NLO)

64747  Pike County (Pa.) - Maps - 1856 - Landowners<>>Counties - Maps<>>Landowners - Maps
[Pike County (Pa.) - 1856: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche], [Washington, D.C. : LC G&M Division, [1893?].
Authors: Cross, John T. -- Vinten, Charles -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 785 (Pr.Ct)

64748  Pike County (Pa.) - Maps - 1872 - Landowners<>>Counties - Maps<>>Landowners - Maps
[Pike County (Pa.) - 1872: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche], [Washington, D.C. : LC G&M Division, [1893?].
Authors: Beers, F. W. (Frederick W.) -- F.W. Beers & Co. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 786 (Pr.Ct)

Authors: Pikes Peak Auto Highway (Colo.) -- Standley, Harry L. (Harry Landis), 1881-1951
1 leaflet (3-fold) : photo ; 16 x 10 cm.
Cover photo by Standley.

64750  Pikes Peak (Colo.) - Motels - 1950
Authors: Colorado Motor Court Association -- Colorado Springs Chamber of Commerce
[16 p. : map ; 24 x 9 cm.
Originally accompanied by the Touraide prepared

**Travel Vertical File G4312 .P5E635 1950 .C6 (PrCt)**

64751  **Pikes Peak (Colo.) - Pictorial works - 1859 - Map printing - Wood engravings - Maps - 1859 - Wood engravings**


The Illustrated miners' hand-book and guide to Pike's Peak ... (1859) -- Parker & Huyett -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library) -- Saint Louis, Alton and Chicago Railroad SEE St. Louis, Alton and Chicago Railroad

1 view : wood engraving ; 7 x 11 cm.

In guidebook attributed to Nathan H. Parker and D.H. Huyett (see L. Hafen, Pike's Peak gold rush guidebooks of 1859 (1941), p. 261): The Illustrated miners' hand-book and guide to Pike's Peak, with a new and reliable map, showing all the routes, and the gold regions of western Kansas and Nebraska ... (Saint Louis : Parker & Huyett, 1859), frontispiece.

Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.


**VAULT Graff 3191, frontispiece (PrCt)**

64752  **Pikes Peak (Colo.) - Tourism - 1950**

*Your guide through the Pikes Peak region : Colorado Springs and Manitou Springs at the foot of Pikes Peak. [Colorado Springs?], [1950?].* 15 p. : photos, illus., maps ; 22 cm.


**Travel Vertical File G4312 .P5 1950 .Y6 (PrCt)**

64753  **Pikes Peak (Colo.) - Tourism - 1950**


Issue for "Week of July 16-22."


64754  **Pilar (N.M.) - Maps - 1768 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles**

Plano del presidio de Nuestra Señora del Pilar del paso del Rio del Norte dependiente dela gobernacion del Nuevo Mexico y situado en 33 grados y 6 minutos de latitud boreal y en 2610 y 40’ de longitud contados desde el meridiano de Tenerife. Drawn by Josheph de Urrutia. [19--].

Authors: Urrutia, José de, 1728-1800 -- British Library. Add. Ms. 17662 n -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map

Photostatic reproduction of 1768 manuscript.

**MapPhoto England BL Add. Ms. 17662 n (PrCt)**

64755  **Pilgrims and pilgrimages - Palestine - 1678 - Middle East - Description and travel - 1678 - Middle East - Maps - 1678 - Palestine - Maps - 1678**

*Der christliche Ulysses; oder, Weit-versuchte Cavallier fürgestellt in der denckwürdigen Bereisung so wol dess Heiligen Landes als vieler ander morgenlandischer Provintzen ... welche ... Christoph Harant ... im Jahr 1598 rhühmlich vollenbracht ... anfangs ... in böhmischer Sprache ... geschrieben. Folgends hernach aber dessen ... Bruder ... Johann Georg Harant u.im Jahr 1638 ... geteutschet, und nunmehro endlich ... Christoph Wilhelm Harant ... zum Druck befördert. Nürnberg : Gedruckt bey Wolfgang Moritz Endler, 1678.*

Authors: Harant z Polzic a Bazdruzic, Krystof, 1564-1621 -- Harant z Polzic a Bazdruzic, Krystof Vilém, 1617

Cited in Imago Mundi annual bibliography.

**Case G 61008 .386 (NLO)**

64756  **Pilot guides**


Cited in Imago Mundi annual bibliography.

**Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)**

64757  **Pilot guides - 1250 - Compasso da navegare (ca. 1250) - Compasso de navegare (ca. 1250) - See Compasso da navegare (ca. 1250)**

Pilot guides - 1977 Mediterranean Sea - Maps - 1290 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

*Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)*

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Pilot guides - Mediterranean Sea - 1528
Authors: Antoniszoon, Cornelis, b. ca. 1499 -- Norman, Robert, fl. 1590
69 leaves ; 22 cm.
Series: The English Experience, v. 827
ISBN 9022108279
VK653 .G37 1995
Pima County (Ariz.) - Arizona - Maps - 1890 - Tohono O'odham Indians
1 map ; 14 x 19 cm.
'Figures indicate population, when houses are not mentioned.'
At upper right: Indians.
Duplicate copies: Govt. I 12.5 v. 10 and folio Graff 4396
Ayer folio E98.C3 U5 1894 opp. p. 143 (PrCt)
with blank mailing address on folding panel. "Here is your pictorial folder of Pennsylvania's Grand Canyon from the Chamber of Commerce at Wellsboro, Penna."


**Pine Grove Furnace State Park (Pa.) - Description and travel - 1994**


1 sheet : photos, col. map ; fold to 14 x 9 cm


**Pine Ridge Indian Reservation (S.D.) - 1950**


**Pine Creek Gorge Natural Area (Pa.) - Description and travel - 1937 - Pine Creek Gorge Natural Area (Pa.) - Maps - 1937 - Pennsylvania - Maps - 1937 - Road maps - Pennsylvania Route 660 (Pa.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps - New York (State) - Maps - 1935 - Road maps - Pennsylvania's Grand Canyon SEE Pine Creek Gorge Natural Area (Pa.) - Grand Canyon (Pa.) SEE Pine Creek Gorge Natural Area (Pa.)**


Cover title. Brochure designed as a postal mailer; printed for more information refer to the title page of this volume.
RMcN StrFdr 1985 .P575 (PrCt)

64768
Pinellas County (Fla.) - Maps - 1988 - Road maps - Counties - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (unpaginated) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
$29.95
Inside rear cover: Copyright certificate #TX 2-476-293.
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN StrFdr 1988 .P575 (PrCt)

64769
Pinellas County (Fla.) - Maps - 1990 - Road maps - Counties - Maps
StreetFinder St. Petersburg/Clearwater & vicinity. Pinellas County (Fla.)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (102 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
$12.95
On p. 102: Copyright certificate #TX 2-853-442.
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN StrFdr 1990 .P575 (PrCt)

64770
Pinellas County (Fla.) - Maps - 1992 - Road maps - Counties - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (104 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
$15.95
On p. 104: Copyright certificate #TX 3-422-088.
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-91160-0
RMcN StrFdr 1992 .P575 (PrCt)

64771
Pinellas County (Fla.) - Maps - 1994 - Road maps - Counties - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (120 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
$15.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-91294-1
RMcN StrFdr 1994 .P575 (PrCt)

64772
Pinellas County (Fla.) - Maps - 1996 - Road maps - Counties - Maps
StreetFinder. Pinellas County StreetFinder. Skokie, Ill. Rand McNally, 1996.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (112 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
$15.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-96912-9
RMcN StrFdr 1996 .P575 (PrCt)

64773
Pinerolo (Italy) - Maps - 1695 - Fortification
Pignerol, ville forte d'Italia en Piemont ... [Paris : De Fer, 1695].
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes -- avec leurs fortifications ... (1695-1696) pt. 2, map [18].
In: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes; avec leurs fortifications ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, 1695-1696) pt. 2, map [18].
Manuscript '(9)' at upper right.
Case folio U 26. 293 pt. 2, map [18] (PrCt)

64774
Pinerolo (Italy) - Maps - 1713 - Fortification
Pignerol, ville forte d'Italie en Piemont ... [Paris : De Fer, [1713?]].
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Introduction à la fortification ... (1713?) pt. 1 map ; 19 x 27 cm.
In: Fer, Nicolas de. Introduction à la fortification ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, [1713?]) map [131].
For later state of this map, engraved plate number, see Case folio U 26 .292.
For earlier version of this map, engraved on different plate, see Case folio U 26 .293.
Case oversize U 26 .2919 map [131] (PrCt)

64775
Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826 - Biography
Authors: Sitwell, Oswald Francis George p. 470-479 : port.
Bibliography p. 478-479.
An analysis of Pinkerton's Modern geography (1802).
G 007 .33, v. 138, p. 470-479 (PrCt)
Valentino Cai / a cura di Lucia Tosi
vedutismo dal XV al XIX secolo : la raccolta di
Collections, 1400-1400
Pisa (Italy)

Pisa (Italy)
Ayer GA311 1513 .P3 M35 2000 (NLO)
ISBN 0820321575
Includes bibliography references (p. 197-216) and index.

Pisa (Italy) - Maps - 1625
Pisa / Achille Soli pitore fecit. Siena : Matteo Florimi formis, [ca. 1625].
Authors: Soli, Achille, fl. ca. 1625 -- Florimi, Matteo -- De Landau, Horace, barone, 1824-1903
-- Finaly, Madame, d. 1938 -- Franco Novacco
Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 396 x 526 mm. (neat line), remargined to 438 x 571 mm.
Date from Tooley's Dictionary of mapmakers (1979).
References 1-97 at upper right.
Relief shown pictorially.
Ex De Landau; ex Finaly.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

64793 Piri Reis, d. 1554?
World maps - Early works to 1800
The Piri Reis map of 1513 / Gregory C. McIntosh ; with a foreword by Norman J.W. Thrower.
Authors: McIntosh, Gregory C. -- Thrower, Norman Joseph William -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
xiv, 230 p. : ill. ; 24 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 197-216) and index.
ISBN 0820321575
Ayer GA311 1513 .P3 M35 2000 (NLO)

64794 Pisa (Italy) - Maps - 1625
Pisa / Achille Soli pitore fecit. Siena : Matteo Florimi formis, [ca. 1625].
Authors: Soli, Achille, fl. ca. 1625 -- Florimi, Matteo -- De Landau, Horace, barone, 1824-1903
-- Finaly, Madame, d. 1938 -- Franco Novacco
Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 396 x 526 mm. (neat line), remargined to 438 x 571 mm.
Date from Tooley's Dictionary of mapmakers (1979).
References 1-97 at upper right.
Relief shown pictorially.
Ex De Landau; ex Finaly.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

64795 Pisa (Italy) - Maps - 1980
Authors: Azienda di Promozione Turistica
1 map : col. ; 39 x 40 cm. on sheet 59 x 40. fold.
to 20 x 10 cm
Legend on verso in Russian, Italian, French, English, German.

64796 Pisa (Italy) - Maps - Collections, 1400-1899
Pisa (Italy) - Pictorial works - Collections, 1400-1899
Cai, Valentino - Map collections - Catalogs
Pisa e il suo territorio : tra cartografia e vedutismo dal XV al XIX secolo : la raccolta di Valentino Cai / a cura di Lucia Tosi. Pisa :
PLUS-Pisa University Press, c2006.
Authors: Tosi, Lucia -- Cai, Valentino
2 v. : ill. (some col., some folded), maps ; 33 cm.
Nuova edizione, aggiornata e ampliata.
Added title page title: Raccolta de Valentino Cai
Contents: t. 1. Dalle origini agli incisori pisani del primo Ottocento -- t. 2. Illustratori di Pisa e viaggiatori : iconografia di una città nel XIX secolo.
Includes bibliographical references (v. 2, p. [265]-272) and indexes.
Series: Studi pisani ; 7
ISBN 8884924103 ; 9788884924100
folio NE962.P53 P57 2006 (NLO)

64797 Piscataqua River (N.H. and Me.) - Maps - 1700
- Manuscripts - Facsimiles
A Survey of Piscataqua River. By J.B. [19-].
Authors: J. B., 18th cent. -- J.B., 18th cent. -- Hulbert, Archer Butler, 1873-1933 -- Hulbert, Archer Butler, 1873-1933.
Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1700 manuscript.
folio Ayer 136 .H91 1914 ser. 3, v. 4, pl. 214-215 (PrCt)

64798 Piscataqua River (N.H. and Me.) - Maps - 1708
- Manuscripts - Facsimiles
A Map of Piscataqua River in New England, 1708. [19-].
Authors: Hulbert, Archer Butler, 1873-1933 -- Hulbert, Archer Butler, 1873-1933.
Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1708 manuscript.
folio Ayer 136 .H91 1914 ser. 3, v. 4, pl. 217-218 (PrCt)

64799 Piscataqua River (N.H. and Me.) - Maps - 1750
- Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Piscataqua River, in New England, by J.S. [19-].
Authors: Hulbert, Archer Butler, 1873-1933 -- Hulbert, Archer Butler, 1873-1933.
The Crown Collection of photographs of American maps -- British
folio Ayer 136 .H91 1914 ser. 3, v. 4, pl. 217-218 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

1 map
Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1750 manuscript.
folio Ayer 136 .H91 1907 ser. 1, v. 1, pl. 23 (PrCt)

Authors: S., J. -- Americanus, I. S. -- James II, King of Great Britain, 1633-1701, ded. -- Map Library (British Library). Mss. (K.Top. CXX.27)
1 map : col. ; 46 x 69 cm.
"[B]y J: S: Americanus."
Facsimile of 1680 manuscript; reproduced from the original in the British Library (K.Top. CXX.27).
Added title in lower margin: Map of New Hampshire, c.1680.
Oriented with north to upper right; relief shown pictorially.
Shows area from York, Me. to Exeter, N.H.
Includes acrostic dedicatory poem to James, Duke of York, and references, A-I, K-R.
ICN78
map4F G 3722.P5 1680 S 1975 (PrCt)

64801 Piscataquis County (Me.) - Maps - 1858 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Walling, Henry Francis, 1825-1888 -- Easton, L. H. -- Lee & Marsh -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 2 parts, 52.5 x 27 in. each. Scale 1:63,360. Originally published New York: Lee & Marsh, 1858.
Microfiche 583, no. 273 (PrCt)

64802 Piscataquis County (Me.) - Maps - 1882 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
Old maps of Piscataquis County, Maine in 1882. Fryeburg : Saco Valley, 1889.
Authors: George N. Colby & Co. (Houlton, Me.) -- Saco Valley Printing
1 v. ; 28 cm.
Facsimile reprint of original published 1882.
folio G1218 .P5 O5 1989 (NLO)

64803 Pistoia (Italy : Province) - Maps - 1899 - Bicycle trails<<>>Bicycle trails - Pistoia (Italy : Province) - Maps - 1899
Authors: Touring club italiano -- Bertarelli, L. V. (Luigi Vittorio), 1859-1926 -- Istituto geografico militare (Italy) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
2 maps : col. ; on sheet 23 x 62 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.
'Redazione e disegno di Luigi Vittorio Bertarelli.'
'Pubblicato col concorso dell' I. G. M. di Firenze.'
Cover title.
'Verificato sul terreno nel Giugno 1899.'
Scale 1:100,000
Scale 1:125,000
Relief shown by hachures.
Series: Planimetrie e profil ciclistici. Anno V ; 43
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Phillips 6715
Baskes G6711.E63 1899 .T6 no. 43 (NLO)

64804 Pistoia (Italy : Province) - Maps - 1899 - Bicycle trails<<>>Modena (Italy : Province) - Maps - 1899 - Bicycle trails<<>>Bicycle trails - Pistoia (Italy : Province) - Maps - 1899
Authors: Touring club italiano -- Bertarelli, L. V. (Luigi Vittorio), 1859-1926 -- Istituto geografico militare (Italy) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
2 maps : col. ; on sheet 23 x 90 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.
'Redazione e disegno di Luigi Vittorio Bertarelli.'
'Pubblicato col concorso dell' I. G. M. di Firenze.'
Cover title.
'Verificato sul terreno nel Giugno 1899.'
Scale 1:100,000
Scale 1:125,000
Relief shown by hachures.
Series: Planimetrie e profil ciclistici. Anno V ; 43
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Phillips 6715
Baskes G6711.E63 1899 .T6 no. 44 (NLO)

Authors: Kocowski, Bronislaw -- Biblioteka Uniwersytecka we Wroclawiu.
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Bibliotekoznawstwo (1962)
p. 75-112 : ill. ; 26 cm.
Photocopies from: Bibliotekoznawstwo 3 (1962):
75-112.
This volume also comprises Zeszyty naukowe
(Uniwersytet Wrocławski), Ser. A., no. 38.
Vert 3097, no. 3 (PrCt)

64806 Pitkin County (Colo.) - Maps - 1884 -
Landowners<<> Counties - Maps<<> Landowners - Maps
[Pitkin County (Colo.) - 1884: LC G&M land
ownership maps on microfiche]. [Washington,
D.C.] : LC G&M Division, [1883?].
Authors: Vickery, G. C. -- The Aspen Times --
Library of Congress. Geography and Map
Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 18 x 26.5 in.. Scale 1:126,720
Originally published [Aspen, Colo.]: The Aspen Times,
1884.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing
19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map
Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
[Washington, D.C. : Library of Congress,
Geography and Map Division, 1983?].
Microfiche 583, no. 55 (PrCt)

64807 Pitt County (N.C.) - Maps - Collections,
1704-1910<<> Counties - Maps
Sketches of Pitt County : a brief history of the
county, 1704-1910 : illustrations and maps.
Authors: King, Henry T. (Henry Thomas), b.
1861 -- Edwards & Broughton Printing Company
263 p. : ill., maps, ports.
microfiches. (Genealogy and local history ;
LH13630).
Preservation copy.
Series: Genealogy and local history ; LH13630.
Microfiche 4780 (NLO)

64808 Pitt, Moses, fl. 1654-1696. English atlas
'The English Atlas' of Moses Pitt, 1680-83.
[1940].
Authors: Taylor, E. G. R. (Eva Germaine
Rimington), 1879-1966
p. 292-299 : 22 cm.
Photocopies from Geographical Journal v. 95, no.
4 (April 1940): 292-299.
BHC 2320
Vert 1872 (PrCt)

64809 Pittsburgh (Pa.) - Maps - 1758 - Fortification -
Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
A 'Plan of the fort for 220 men, built in December,
1758, within 400 yards of Fort du Quesne', and
on the Monongahela River. [19-].
Authors: Hulbert, Archer Butler, 1873-1933 --
Hulbert, Archer Butler, 1873-1933. The Crown
Collection of photographs of American maps --
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1758 manuscript.
In: Hulbert, Archer Butler. The Crown Collection
of photographs of American maps. Series 1
(Cleveland, Ohio: Arthur H. Clark Co., 1907).
folio Ayer 136 .H91 1907 ser. 1, v. 2, pl. 23
(PrCt)

64810 Pittsburgh (Pa.) - Maps - 1759<<> Fort
Duquesne (Pittsburgh, Pa.) - Maps - 1759
Sketch of Fort DuQuesne, now Pittsburgh. 1759.
Authors: London Magazine
1 map
Detached from London Magazine (January
1759).
temp map1F G824.P6 1759 .L6 (PrCt)

64811 Pittsburgh (Pa.) - Maps - 1811
Map of Pittsburgh. Pittsburgh : Cramer, Spear,
& Eichbaum, 1811.
Authors: Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813 -- Cramer,
Zadok, 1773-1813. The Navigator : containing
directions for navigating the Monongahela,
Allegheny, Ohio, and Mississippi rivers ... (1811)
1 map ; 9 x 14 cm.
In: Cramer, Zadok. The Navigator : containing
directions for navigating the Monongahela,
Allegheny, Ohio, and Mississippi rivers ...
(Pittsburgh : Cramer, Spear & Eichbaum, 1811)
pl. [1], opp. p. x.
Case G 875 .1906 pl. 1 (PrCt)

64812 Pittsburgh (Pa.) - Maps - 1817
Map of Pittsburgh. [Pittsburgh : Cramer, Spear,
& Eichbaum, 1817].
Authors: Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813 -- Cramer,
Spear, and Eichbaum -- Cramer, Zadok,
1773-1813. The Navigator : containing directions
for navigating the Monongahela, Allegheny, Ohio,
and Mississippi rivers (1817)
1 map : wood engraving ; 14 x 9 cm.
Anonymous map without imprint in: Cramer,
Zadok. The Navigator : containing directions for
navigating the Monongahela, Allegheny, Ohio,
and Mississippi rivers (1817)
pl. [1], opposite p. x.
Digital image of another copy available via the
University of Missouri Digital Library (accessed
June 2013):
http://digital.library.umsystem.edu/cgi/t/text/text-id
x?c=umlib;idno=umlc000008
Case G 875 .191, opposite p. x (PrCt)

64813 Pittsburgh (Pa.) - Maps - 1817 -
Manuscripts<<>Manuscript maps
[Map of Pittsburgh, 1817]. 1817.
Authors: Fordham, Elias Pym -- Edward E. Ayer
Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) --
Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection (Newberry
Library) -- Newberry Library. Manuscript map.
Ayer MS 289 map 1
1 ms. map ; on sheet 97 x 154 mm.
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Pasted onto p. 19 of Elias Pym Fordham's ms.:

Extracts from letters written, on a journey to the western parts of the United States, and during a residence in Illinois Territory, by an English farmer. 1817-1818. (Ayer MS 289).

Shows and names main streets. Letters A-H correspond to key written below map on backing page: Fort Duquesne, Fort Pitt, City Hotel, Bakewell's glass works, O'Hara's brewhouse, shipyard, and 'Col. Killbuck's island, a chief of the Six Nations.' See Fordham's letter of June 17, 1817 to an unnamed correspondent, p. 18.

Scale indeterminable.
Limited relief shown pictorially.
Pen-and-ink.
Forms part of both the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection and the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library).


Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 255.

Ayer ms proj 95
VAULT Ayer MS 289 map 1 (NLO)

64814 Pittsburgh (Pa.) - Maps - 1818
Authors: Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813 -- Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813. The Navigator : containing directions for navigating the Monongahela, Allegheny, Ohio, and Mississippi rivers ... (1818) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 14 x 9 cm.
Ayer 138 .C6 1818 pl. 1 (PrCt)

64815 Pittsburgh (Pa.) - Maps - 1824
Authors: Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813 -- Cramer, Zadok, 1773-1813. The Navigator : containing directions for navigating the Ohio and Mississippi rivers ... (1824) 1 map ; 14 x 9 cm.
In: Cramer, Zadok. The Navigator : containing directions for navigating the Ohio and Mississippi rivers ... (Pittsburgh : Cramer & Spear, 1824) pl. [1], p. 11.
Case G 875 .192 pl. 1 (PrCt)

64816 Pittsburgh (Pa.) - Maps - 1828 Pittsburgh Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1828 Pittsburgh (Pa.) SEE Pittsburgh (Pa.)
Plan von Pittsburg und umgebung. [Weimar? s.n., 1828].
Scale of 980 yards = 46 mm.
Relief shown with hachures.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Graff 279 v. 2, between p. 200-201 (PrCt)

64817 Pittsburgh (Pa.) - Maps - 1829 - Pictorial works
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- N. & G. Guilford (Firm) -- M'Calla, John -- Childs, Cephas Grier, 1793-1871 -- Lehman, George, d. 1870 -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1829) 1 view ; 7 x 11 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River, and of the Mississippi from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico ... (Cincinnati : N. & G. Guilford, 1829) pl. [1], opp. p. 5.
Case G 894 .2 pl. 1 (PrCt)

64818 Pittsburgh (Pa.) - Maps - 1832
Pittsburgh. [Philadelphia : H.S. Tanner, 1832].
Authors: Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1863. View of the valley of the Mississippi, or, The emigrant's and traveller's guide to the West ... (1832) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 9 x 16 cm.
Anonymous map without imprint.
In: Baird, Robert, 1798-1863. View of the valley of the Mississippi, or, The emigrant's and traveller's guide to the West ... (Philadelphia : H.S. Tanner, 1832), between p. 100-101.
"Page 101" -- at upper right.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Graff 141, between p. 100-101 (PrCt)

64819 Pittsburgh (Pa.) - Maps - 1832 - Pictorial works
Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- N. & G. Guilford (Firm) -- Childs, Cephas Grier, 1793-1871 -- Lehman, George, d. 1870 -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1832) -- Edward E. Ayer...
64820 Pittsburgh (Pa.) - Maps - 1834

Pittsburgh. [Philadelphia : H. S. Tanner, 1834].
Authors: Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Baird, Robert, 1798-1863. View of the valley of the Mississippi, or, The emigrant's and traveller's guide to the West ... (1834) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 9 x 16 cm.
Anonymous map without imprint.
In: Baird, Robert. View of the valley of the Mississippi, or, The emigrant's and traveller's guide to the West ... (Philadelphia : H. S. Tanner, 1834), between p. 114-115.
"Page 101" [--] at upper right.
Duplicate copies: G 875 .065 -- Graff 5279

64821 Pittsburgh (Pa.) - Maps - 1834 - Pictorial works

Authors: Cumings, Samuel -- N. & G. Guilford (Firm) -- Childs, Cephas Grier, 1793-1871 -- Lehman, George, d. 1870 -- Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot ... (1834)
1 view ; 7 x 10 cm.
In: Cumings, Samuel. The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River, and of the Mississippi, from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico ... (Cincinnati : N. and G. Guilford and Co., 1834) pl. [1], opp. p. [5].
Case G 875 .202 pl. 1 (PrCt)

64822 Pittsburgh (Pa.) - Maps - 1851 - Road maps

Map of Pittsburgh, Allegheny, Birmingham, and Manchester. [Pittsburgh] : Lith. by Schuchman & Haunlein, [1851?].
Authors: Schuchman & Haunlein -- Craig, Neville B., 1787-1863 -- Craig, Neville B., 1787-1863. The History of Pittsburgh : with a brief notice of its facilities of communication, and other advantages for commercial and manufacturing purposes (1851) -- Mellor, John H., fl. 1851 -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 14 x 18 cm., folded to 19 x 11 cm.
Includes key to 127 Pittsburgh streets.
In Craig, Neville B. The History of Pittsburgh : with a brief notice of its facilities of communication, and other advantages for commercial and manufacturing purposes (Pittsburgh : John H. Mellor, 1851) opposite title page.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Lacking in duplicate copy of text, F 8548 .2 (April 2008).
Graff 902 opposite title page (PrCt)

64823 Pittsburgh (PA.) - Maps - 1927 - Road maps

Map no. 7 : automobile roads of Pittsburgh and vicinity ... Gulf. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1927].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Gulf Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Title from map proper: Gulf Refining Co. official road map no. 7 : Pittsburgh and vicinity [Scale ca. 1:510,000] (Plate no. A).
On verso: Pittsburgh and vicinity [Scale ca. 1:210,000] (Plate no. A).
Cover (1 panel, O,B): Roadster with couple speeding uphill, Gulf gasoline logo.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 0, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 8 (PrCt)

64824 Pittsburgh (PA.) - Maps - 1928 - Road maps

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Gulf Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 46 (PrCt)

64825 Pittsburgh (Pa.) - Maps - 1930 - Road maps

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Gulf Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 359 (PrCt)

64826 Pittsburgh (Pa.) - Maps - 1931 - Road maps

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Gulf Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Library
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 520 (PrCt)
Pittsburgh (Pa.) - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Gulf Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (1 panel, O,BL): Man consulting map.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1080 (PrCt)
Pittsburgh (Pa.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
North Park (Allegheny County, Pa.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Pittsburgh info-map with sight-seeing tour / Gulf.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1938?].
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 43 x 61 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. (2) T.3894
Added title: Gulf Pittsburgh info map.
Maps on verso (42 x 52 cm. and smaller): Gulf metropolitan Pittsburgh info-map -- Gulf North Park roads and groves info-map -- Gulf South Park roads and groves info-map.
Panel art: Illustration of skyscraper and factory.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 929 (PrCt)
Pittsburgh (Pa.) - Maps - 1945 - Road maps
Pittsburgh Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1945 - Road maps
Pittsburgh info-map with sight-seeing tour : Gulf.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1945].
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 43 x 61 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Gulf : Pittsburgh info-map featuring sightseeing tour, points of interest, parks and principal buildings.
Date from RMcN AE 130 ms. index.
Plate no. 453894.
Maps on verso (42 x 52 cm. and smaller): Gulf : metropolitan Pittsburgh info-map -- Gulf : North Park roads and groves info-map -- Gulf : South Park roads and groves info-map.
Panel art: Industrial scene with skyscraper, smoke and smokestacks.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 130.18 (PrCt)
Pittsburgh (Pa.) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Pittsburgh Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
North Park (Allegheny County, Pa.) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
South Park (Allegheny County, Pa.) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Pittsburgh info-map with sight-seeing tour : Gulf.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1947].
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 65 x 64 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Gulf : Pittsburgh info-map featuring sightseeing tour, points of interest, parks and principal buildings.
Date from RMcN AE 130 ms. index.
Plate no. 473894.
Panel art: Industrial scene with skyscraper, smoke and smokestacks.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 130.52 (PrCt)
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 131.35 (PrCt)

64834 Pittsburgh (Pa.) - Maps - 1952 - Road maps
Pittsburgh Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1952 - Road maps
North Park (Allegheny County, Pa.) - Maps - 1952 - Road maps
South Park (Allegheny County, Pa.) - Maps - 1952 - Road maps

Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 64 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. 2-473894-4
Maps on verso (42 x 52 cm. and smaller):
Metropolitan Pittsburgh -- North Park roads and groves -- South Park roads and groves --
Pittsburgh Golden Triangle.
Panel art: Illustration of skyscraper and factory.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1023 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
64843  Pittsburgh (Pa.) - Maps - 1967 - Road maps
- Pittsburgh Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1967 - Road maps
- South Park (Allegheny County, Pa.) - Maps - 1967 - Road maps
   Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
   1 map: col.; 63 x 68 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
   Panel title.
   Added title: Pittsburgh
   Plate no. 7-553894-17
   Maps on verso (42 x 52 cm. and smaller): Metropolitan Pittsburgh -- North Park roads and groves -- Pittsburgh Golden Triangle -- South Park roads and groves.
   Panel art: Birds-eye view of downtown Pittsburgh.
   Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
   For same map with variant panel art see RMcN 1166.
   Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

64845  Pittsburgh (Pa.) - Maps - 1969 - Road maps
- Pittsburgh Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1969 - Road maps
- North Park (Allegheny County, Pa.) - Maps - 1969 - Road maps
   Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
   1 map: col.; 63 x 68 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
   Panel title.
   Added title: Pittsburgh
   Plate no. 7-553894-17
   Maps on verso (42 x 52 cm. and smaller): Metropolitan Pittsburgh -- North Park roads and groves -- Pittsburgh Golden Triangle -- South Park roads and groves.
   Panel art: Birds-eye view of downtown Pittsburgh.
   Includes three Library of Congress copyright handstamps with certificate numbers.
   Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
   For same map with variant panel art see RMcN 1166.
   Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
Pittsburgh (Pa.) - Maps - 1970 - Road maps

Pittsburgh Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1968 - Road maps

North Park (Allegheny County, Pa.) - Maps - 1970 - Road maps

South Park (Allegheny County, Pa.) - Maps - 1970 - Road maps


Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 63 x 68 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Pittsburgh street map.

Plate no. 706715-2.

Inset (14 x 26 cm.): Pittsburgh : the Golden Triangle.

Maps on verso (63 x 60 cm. and smaller): Pittsburgh and vicinity -- North Park -- South Park.

Panel art: "Amoco" gas logo.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 1287 (PrCt)

Pittsburgh (Pa.) - Maps - 1971 - Road maps

Pittsburgh Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1971 - Road maps

North Park (Allegheny County, Pa.) - Maps - 1971 - Road maps

South Park (Allegheny County, Pa.) - Maps - 1971 - Road maps


Authors: Texaco, inc. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 67 x 56 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Pittsburgh street map.

Plate no. 716715-3.

Inset (14 x 25 cm.): Pittsburgh : the Golden Triangle.

Maps on verso (63 x 59 cm. and smaller): Pittsburgh and vicinity -- North Park -- South Park.

Library of Congress copyright handstamps on recto and verso.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN Clients 3938 (PrCt)

Pittsburgh (Pa.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps

Pittsburgh Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps

North Park (Allegheny County, Pa.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps

South Park (Allegheny County, Pa.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps


Authors: Amoco Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Tempo Designs, Inc. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 63 x 68 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.

"1975 edition."

Added title: Pittsburgh street map.

Plate no. 756715-7.

Also bears imprint of Tempo Designs, Inc. of Chicago, Illinois.

Inset (14 x 26 cm.): Pittsburgh : the Golden Triangle.

Maps on verso (63 x 60 cm. and smaller): Pittsburgh and vicinity -- North Park -- South Park.

Panel art: "Amoco" gas logo.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 2992 (PrCt)

Pittsburgh (Pa.) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps

Pittsburgh Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps

North Park (Allegheny County, Pa.) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps

South Park (Allegheny County, Pa.) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps


Authors: Amoco Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Tempo Designs, Inc. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 63 x 68 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.

"1976 edition."

Also dated "5/76."

Panel title.

Added title: Pittsburgh street map.

Also bears imprint of Tempo Designs, Inc. of
Chicago, Illinois.
Plate no. 766715-8.
Inset (14 x 26 cm.): Pittsburgh : the Golden Triangle.
Maps on verso (63 x 60 cm. and smaller):
Pittsburgh and vicinity -- North Park -- South Park.
Panel art: "Amoco" gas logo, color aerial photo of Pittsburgh.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3005 (PrCt)

64851 Pittsburgh (Pa.) - Maps - 2003 - Road maps
Pittsburgh Region (Pa.) - Maps - 2003 - Road maps
Allegheny County (Pa.) - Maps - 2003 - Road maps
Beaver County (Pa.) - Maps - 2003 - Road maps
Washington County (Pa.) - Maps - 2003 - Road maps
Westmoreland County (Pa.) - Maps - 2003 - Road maps
Road maps - Counties - Maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company.
Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (4,451-6,110, 92 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm. + 1 CD-ROM
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-99915-X
RMcN StrFdr 2004.P6 (PrCt)

64852 Pittsburgh (Pa.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps
Pittsburgh Region (Pa.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps
Allegheny County (Pa.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps
Beaver County (Pa.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps
Washington County (Pa.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps
Westmoreland County (Pa.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps
Road maps - Counties - Maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company.
Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (4,451-6,110, 92 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm. + 1 CD-ROM
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-99915-X
RMcN StrFdr 2004.P6 (PrCt)

64853 Pittsburgh (Pa.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps
Pittsburgh Region (Pa.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps
Allegheny County (Pa.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps
Beaver County (Pa.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps
Washington County (Pa.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps
Westmoreland County (Pa.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps
Road maps - Counties - Maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company.
Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm. + 1 CD-ROM
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-85412-7
RMcN StrFdr 2005.P6 (PrCt)

64854 Pittsburgh (Pa.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps
Pittsburgh Region (Pa.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps
Allegheny County (Pa.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps
Beaver County (Pa.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps
Washington County (Pa.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps
Westmoreland County (Pa.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps
Road maps - Counties - Maps

Pittsburgh street guide. Chicago : Rand McNally, 2006 [i.e. 2005].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company.
Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm. + 1 CD-ROM
Dated 2006, but received by the Newberry Library in 2005.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Pittsburgh Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1753 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

A Map of the Country between Wills Creek and Lake Erie, showing the designs of the French for erecting forts southward of the lake; drawn before the erection of Fort Duquesne [by G. Washington, 1753?]. [19--].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of anonymous manuscript compiled ca. 1753, possibly by George Washington.
Duplicate or variant copy: MapPhoto Eng BL Add.Ms. 15563 b
folio Ayer 136 .H91 1909 ser. 2, v. 3, pl. 31


1 map ; 9 x 10 cm.
Accompanying text includes key to numbered sites on the map, including Forts Detroit, Pitt, and Loudon.
Duplicate copy: Ayer 406 .B78 1781
F 02 .005 v. 6, p. 159 (PrCt)


[Railroad and canal map of the Pittsburgh region]. [Pittsburgh] : Schuchman & Haunlein lith., [1851?].
Authors: Schuchman & Haunlein -- Craig, Neville B., 1787-1863 -- Craig, Neville B., 1787-1863. The History of Pittsburgh : with a brief notice of its facilities of communication, and other advantages for commercial and manufacturing purposes (1851) -- Mellor, John H., fl. 1851 -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 14 x 18 cm., folded to 19 x 11 cm.
In Craig, Neville B. The History of Pittsburgh : with a brief notice of its facilities of communication, and other advantages for commercial and manufacturing purposes (Pittsburgh : John H. Mellor, 1851) opposite p. [15]. Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of...
Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Lacking in duplicate copy of text, F 8548 .2 (April 2008).
Graff 902 opposite p. [15] (PrCt)

64864 Pittsburgh Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1898 - Road maps - United Traction Company - Maps - 1898 - Railroads - Maps
Map of the United Traction Company system, Pittsburgh, Pa. [New York : s.n., 1898].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1898) -- United Traction Company
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1898) p. 1107
H 668 .703 (1898) p. 1107 (PrCt)

64865 Pittsburgh Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1929 - Road maps
Automobile roads: Pittsburgh and vicinity ... Gulf ... Chicago, Ill. H.M. Gousha Company, 1929.
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 28 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
"No. 7" and "1929" at head of title.
Added title: Gulf Refining Co. : 1929 official road map no. 7 : Pittsburgh and vicinity.
Plate no. C-114-J.C.
Map on verso (21 x 28 cm.): Pittsburgh and vicinity.
Panel art: Gulf logo over car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 129.17 (PrCt)

64866 Pittsburgh Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Metropolitan Pittsburgh info-map: Gulf ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1936].
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 52 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Gulf road map of metropolitan Pittsburgh and vicinity.
Date from RMcN AE 132 ms. index.
Plate no. R.3692
Map on verso (23 x 42 cm.): Downtown Pittsburgh featuring points of interest, parks and principal buildings.
Panel art: Gulf sign over service station and road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 132.23 (PrCt)

64867 Pittsburgh Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Metropolitan Pittsburgh info-map: Gulf ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1937].
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 52 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Gulf road map of metropolitan Pittsburgh and vicinity.
Date from RMcN AE 132 ms. index.
Plate no. S.3692
Map on verso (23 x 42 cm.): Downtown Pittsburgh featuring points of interest, parks and principal buildings.
Panel art: Gulf sign over service station and road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 132.23 (PrCt)

64868 Pittsburgh Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Map of metropolitan Pittsburgh ... American Oil Company ... Amoco. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1946].
Authors: American Oil Company -- Amoco Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 52 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Road map of Pittsburgh and vicinity : Amoco.
Date from RMcN AE 130 ms. index.
Plate no. 6-3692-1.
Map on verso (24 x 43 cm.): Downtown Pittsburgh featuring points of interest, parks and principal buildings.
Panel art: Amoco logo under a building.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 130.25 (PrCt)

64869 Pittsburgh Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Authors: American Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 52 cm., on sheet folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Road map of Pittsburgh and vicinity.
Plate no. 6-3692-1.
Map on verso (28 x 43 cm.): Downtown Pittsburgh.
Panel art: illustration of Cathedral of Learning over "American Amoco Gas" logo and slogan "from Maine to Florida".
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Pittsburgh Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1949 - Road maps

Map of metropolitan Pittsburgh / compliments of American Oil Company ... Amoco ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1949].
Authors: American Oil Company -- Amoco Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 52 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Road map of Pittsburgh and vicinity : Amoco.

Date from RMcN AE 131 ms. index.
Plate no. 9-3692-2
Map on verso (24 x 43 cm.): Downtown Pittsburgh.
Panel art: Building over the Amoco logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Pittsburgh Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1951 - Road maps

Map of metropolitan Pittsburgh / compliments of American Oil Company ... Amoco ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1951].
Authors: American Oil Company -- Amoco Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 52 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Road map of Pittsburgh and vicinity : Amoco.

Date from RMcN AE 131 ms. index.
Plate no. 1-3692-5
Map on verso (24 x 43 cm.): Downtown Pittsburgh.
Panel art: Building over the Amoco logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Pittsburgh Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1952 - Road maps

Map of metropolitan Pittsburgh / compliments of American Oil Company ... Amoco ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1952].
Authors: American Oil Company -- Amoco Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 52 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Road map of Pittsburgh and vicinity : Amoco.

Date from RMcN AE 131 ms. index.
Plate no. 2-3692-6
Map on verso (24 x 42 cm.): Downtown Pittsburgh.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Map on verso (42 x 68 cm.): Texaco touring map of metropolitan Philadelphia.
Panel art: Texaco gas station on hilly rural road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

64876 Pittsburgh Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps
Pittsburgh (Pa.) - Maps - 1956 - North Park (Allegheny County, Pa.) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps
Hertz Rent a Car map of Pittsburgh and vicinity. [Chicago] : Rand McNally & Company, [1959].
Authors: Hertz Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map ; 26 x 34 cm., folded to 22 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Pittsburgh and vicinity.
Plate no. R.L. 59 S 25
Includes illustration of car with "1960" on the front license plate.
Inset (8 x 15 cm.): Downtown Pittsburgh.
Identifies Hertz office locations.
Panel art: Car on highway ramp; cityscape in the background.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 3757 (PrCt)

64877 Pittsburgh Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1959 - Road maps
Pittsburgh (Pa.) - Maps - 1959 - Road maps
Hertz Corporation - Maps - 1959 - Automobile leasing and renting - Maps - 1959 - Road maps
Hertz Rent a Car map of Pittsburgh and surrounding area. [Chicago] : Rand McNally & Company, [1959].
Authors: Hertz Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; col. ; 42 x 52 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Road map of Pittsburgh and vicinity: Amoco.
Date from RMcN AE 131 ms. index.
Plate no. 6-3692-10.
Map on verso (24 x 43 cm. and smaller):
Downtown Pittsburgh -- North Park -- South Park.
Panel art: Photo view of bridge in Pittsburgh;
Amoco logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 131.18X (PrCt)

64878 Pittsburgh Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1959 - Road maps
Pittsburgh (Pa.) - Maps - 1959 - Road maps
Hertz Corporation - Maps - 1959 - Automobile leasing and renting - Maps - 1959 - Road maps
Hertz Rent a Car map of Pittsburgh and vicinity. [Chicago] : Rand McNally & Company, [1959].
Authors: Hertz Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map ; 26 x 34 cm., folded to 22 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Pittsburgh and vicinity.
Includes illustration of car.
Plate no. R.L. 59 S 25
Inset (8 x 15 cm.): Downtown Pittsburgh.
Identifies Hertz office locations.
Panel art: Hertz logo above car with "1959" on front license plate.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 1410 (PrCt)

64880 Pittsburgh Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1964 - Road maps
Pittsburgh (Pa.) - Maps - 1964 - Road maps
Authors: Sunoco (Firm) -- Sun Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map ; col. ; 42 x 52 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
"64-65" -- Title panel.
Added title: Sunoco road map : Pittsburgh and vicinity.
Plate no. 4-3692-25
Maps on verso (43 x 48 cm. and 8 x 11 cm.):
Pittsburgh street map -- Golden Triangle.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Panel art: Illustration of Sunoco sign and gas station; slogan "stop at Sunoco ... go with confidence."

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

**RMcN Clients 3362 (PrCt)**

64881 Pittsburgh Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps

Pittsburgh Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps


Authors: Texaco, inc. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 42 x 52 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.

Panel title.

Plate no. 6-3692-28.

Maps on verso (43 x 48 cm. and 8 x 11 cm.):

- Pittsburgh street map -- Golden Triangle.

Panel art: Illustration of cars on a city road with skyscrapers; slogan "trust your car to the man who wears the [Texaco] star."


Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).


**RMcN Clients 3866 (PrCt)**

64882 Pittsburgh Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1968 - Road maps

Pittsburgh Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1968 - Road maps


1 map : col. ; 63 x 67 cm., on sheet folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Pittsburgh street map.

Also bears imprint of Tempo Designs, Inc. of Lincolnwood, Illinois.

Plate no. 6715.

Inset (14 x 26 cm.): Pittsburgh : the Golden Triangle.

Maps on verso (63 x 59 cm. and smaller):

- Pittsburgh and vicinity -- North Park -- South Park.


Includes two Library of Congress copyright handstamps.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

**RMcN Clients 2947 (PrCt)**

64883 Pittsburgh Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps

Pittsburgh Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps

- North Park (Allegheny County, Pa.) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps

- South Park (Allegheny County, Pa.) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps

- Pittsburgh (Pa.) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps


1 map : col. ; 63 x 60 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.

"1976 Edition. 5/76"

Panel title.

Added title: Pittsburgh and vicinity

Plate no. 766712-8

Insets (each 17 x 18 cm.):

- North Park -- South Park.

Maps on verso (63 x 68 cm. and 14 x 25 cm.):

- Pittsburgh street map -- Pittsburgh-the Golden Triangle

Panel art: road signs.

Forms part of a collection of stock editions of Rand McNally road maps, some apparently issued as sales samples and / or printer's proofs for prospective commercial clients.

Uniform series title (established by cataloger):

Stock road maps

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (April 2010).

**RMcN Stock 49 (PrCt)**

64884 Pittsburgh Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1979 - Road maps

Pittsburgh Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1979 - Road maps

- North Park (Allegheny County, Pa.) - Maps - 1979 - Road maps

- South Park (Allegheny County, Pa.) - Maps - 1979 - Road maps

- Pittsburgh (Pa.) - Maps - 1979 - Road maps

Rand McNally map of Pittsburgh : including Baldwin, Bellevue, Brentwood ... [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Co., [1979?].

Authors: Mobil Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 63 x 60 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Plate no. 796712-11.

Insets (17 x 18 cm. and 17 x 18 cm.):

- North Park -- South Park.

Maps on verso (63 x 68 cm. and 14 x 25 cm.):

- Pittsburgh -- Pittsburgh : the Golden Triangle.

Panel art: Illustrations of trees, cars on expressway, canoeing, golfing, and unidentified bridge.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

**RMcN Clients 1824 (PrCt)**

64885 Pittsburgh Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1993 - Road maps

Pittsburgh Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1993 - Road maps

- North Park (Allegheny County, Pa.) - Maps - 1993 - Road maps

- South Park (Allegheny County, Pa.) - Maps - 1993 - Road maps

- Pittsburgh (Pa.) - Maps - 1993 - Road maps

Rand McNally map of Pittsburgh : including Baldwin, Bellevue, Brentwood ... [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Co., [1993?].

Authors: Mobil Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 63 x 60 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Plate no. 796712-11.

Insets (17 x 18 cm. and 17 x 18 cm.):

- North Park -- South Park.

Maps on verso (63 x 68 cm. and 14 x 25 cm.):

- Pittsburgh -- Pittsburgh : the Golden Triangle.

Panel art: Illustrations of trees, cars on expressway, canoeing, golfing, and unidentified bridge.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
Pittsford (Vt.) - 1783 - Landowners - Maps - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps

Authors: Baldwin -- Toliou, T. -- Fasset, A. -- Hart, Charles, fl. 1870 -- Pittsford Historical Society
1 map ; on sheet 36 x 49 cm.
Facsimile of original published New York, 1783.
'Taken from Baldwin's original draught of said township by T. Toliou and A. Fasset. W.P. Winslow del.'

Authors: Pezzana, Angelo, 1772--1862 -- Da Rio, Niccolò, conte, 1765-1845 -- Kraus, Hans Peter, 1907- -- Tipografia Volpi-cominiana -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Stamperia Carmignani SEE Tipografia Volpi-cominiana
Text of two letters, dated Feb. 1806 and April 1807 respectively, written by Angelo Pezzana, curator at the Biblioteca di Parma, to Niccolò da Rio, [editor?] of the Giornale della letteraturu Italiana, refuting assertions by Padre Domenico Maria Pellegrini, librarian of the Zeniana Collection [?], which appeared in vols. 10 and 12 of the Giornale, that--after the 'Tavola Peutingeriana'--the oldest geographical text was the planisphere of Father Mauro Camaldolese of 1459. Pezzana proves that the 'mappamundi' by Domenico and Francisco Pizigani of 1367, held in Parma, predates Camaldolese's work.
Includes bibliographical footnotes.
Modern marbled paper boards and buff endpapers; ms. spine title, 'Pezzana. L’antichità del mappamondo de’ Pizigano. 1807.'
In Italian.
Bookplate with monogram ('HPK') of Hans Peter Kraus.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes GA893.3.A1 P49 1807 (NLO)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Library. [Nautical chart], 1424<<<<Nautical charts
Authors: Marcondes de Souza, Thomaz Oscar -- Pizzigano, Zuane -- Minnesota. University. Library. James Ford Bell Collection
p. 291-319 : 3 maps
Offprint from: Revista de História 26 (1956):
[291]-312, 3 fold. maps ; 23 cm.
Cover title.
"Separata do no. 26 da Revista de Historia."
4A 15536 (NLO)

64895 Pizzigano, Zuane. [Nautical chart], 1424<<<<Nautical charts<<<<Cartography - America - History - 1425<<<<Nautical charts
The North Atlantic nautical chart of 1424. 1953.
Authors: Cortesão, Armando, 1891-1977 -- Pizzigano, Zuane
p. 1-13
BHC 1625
Vert 1211 (PrCt)

64896 Pizzigano, Zuane. [Nautical Chart], 1424<<<<Newfoundland and Labrador - Discovery and Exploration<<<<Nova Scotia - Discovery and Exploration<<<<James Ford Bell Library. [Nautical chart], 1424<<<<Nautical charts<<<<Newfoundland SEE Newfoundland and Labrador
Authors: Silva, Manuel Luciano da -- Pizzigano, Zuane
15 p. ; 28 cm : maps, ill.
BHC 2300
Vert 1766 (PrCt)

64897 Placentia Bay (N.L.) - Maps - 1692<<<<Placentia Bay (N.L.), Battle of - Maps - 1692
Grande Baye de Plaisance. [The Hague : s.n., 1703].
Authors: Lahontan, Louis Armand de Lom d'Arce, baron de, 1666-1716 -- Lahontan, Louis Armand de Lom d'Arce, baron de, 1666-1716. Nouveaux voyages de Mr. le baron de Lahontan, dans l'Amerique Septentrionale [first issue] ... (1703) -- Frères l'Honoré -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 19 x 14 cm., on sheet folded to 14 x 7 cm.
Anonymous map without imprint.
Details the 1692 Battle of Placentia Bay; includes references A-I, L-Q and RRRR.
Oriented with north at left.
Binder's instructions at upper right: "Tom. prem. Pag. 242."
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Graff 2365, v. 1, opposite p. 242 (PrCt)

64898 Placentia Bay (N.L.) - Maps - 1692<<<<Placentia Bay (N.L.), Battle of - Maps - 1692
The Great Bay of Placentia. [London : s.n., 1703].
Authors: Moll, Herman, 1729-1782 -- Lahontan, Louis Armand de Lom d'Arce, baron de, 1666-1716 --
Placentia Bay (N.L.) - Maps - 1708 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

Plan du port de Placentia, présenté à S.A.R. le prince de Danemarck, par Michel de Monsegur, 1708. [19--].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1708 manuscript.
folio 136. H91 1909 ser. 2, v. 4, pl. 25 (PrCt)

Significant details for maps:
64900 Placentia Bay (N.L.) - Maps - 1708 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
64901 Placentia Bay (N.L.) - Maps - 1715 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Manuscript maps

Authors: Lahontan, Louis Armand de Lom d’Arce, baron de, 1666-1716. New voyages to North-America...

Turn of the page:
Lahontan, Louis Armand de Lom d’Arce, baron de, 1666-1716. New voyages to North-America... (1703) -- Bonwicke, Henry, d. 1706 -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map; 17 x 11 cm.
Anonymous map engraved by Herman Moll.
Relief shown pictorially.
Oriented with north at left.
Details the 1692 Battle of Placentia Bay; includes references A-I, L-Q and RRRR.
Binder's instructions at top: "Vol. I. p. 184"

Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Digital image available as part of the Newberry Library's Great Lakes Digital Collection via the CARLI Digital Collections website (accessed Nov. 2007):
Duplicate copy: VAULT Ayer 123. L16n 1703 Graff 2364, v. 1, opposite p. 184 (PrCt)
64902 Placentia Bay (N.L.) - Maps - 1725 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles>>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
A Colored 'Plan of the fort and castle of Placentia, with its settlement, harbour, roads, capes and outbatteries, stretching from Point Vert as far as the Harbour of Little Placentia, 1725'.
[19--].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1725 manuscript.
folio Ayer 136 .H91 1909 ser. 2, v. 4, pl. 25-26 (PrCt)

64903 Placentia Bay (N.L.) - Maps - 1725 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles>>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
A Colored 'New and exact plan of the fort and castle of Placentia with its settlement, harbour, roads, capes and outbatteries, stretching from Point Vert as far as the harbour of Little Placentia'. [19--].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1725 manuscript.
folio Ayer 136 .H91 1909 ser. 2, v. 4, pl. 27-28 (PrCt)

64904 Placentia Bay (N.L.) - Maps - 1733
Authors: Popple, Henry, d. 1743
1 map ; 9 x 16 cm.
Inset on facsimile of Popple, Henry. Map of the British Empire in America... (London, 1733).
map4F 3300 sht. 8 (PrCt)

64905 Placentia Bay (N.L.) - Maps - 1744
1 map ; 20 x 29 cm.
‘Dressée sur les manuscrits du Dépôt des Cartes, Plans et Journaux de la Marine.’
Scale [ca. 1:58,200]. Relief shown by hachures; soundings in fathoms. Numbered 2 in lower left margin.
Graff 650 v. 1, opp. p. 419 (PrCt)

64906 Placerville (Calif.) - Pictorial works - 1888
Authors: Roethe, L. -- Elliott, W. W. -- Weekly Observer -- Historic Urban Plans (Firm)
1 birds-eye view ; 31 x 60 cm.
Facsimile of original published 1888.
Vignetres of buildings in margins.
References: 1-30.
437
map4F G4364.P55A3 1888 R6 1969 (PrCt)

64907 Plancius, Petrus, 1552-1622
...Petrus Plancius, theoloog en geograaf, 1552-1622. Amsterdam : P. N. van Kampen & zoon n. v. 1946.
Authors: Keuning, Johannes, 1881-1957
3 p. l., 3-187 p. incl. front. (port.) illus. (incl. maps facsim.) plates, port., diagrs. 231/2 cm.
‘Ter verantwoording’: p. 182-185.
E 5 .P703 (NLO)

64908 Plancius, Petrus, 1552-1622. Nova et exacta terrarum orbis tabula ... (1592)
A Plaine and full description of Petrus Plancius his universall map: serving both for sea and land, and by him lately put forth in the yeere of our Lord 1592 ... [London] : Imprinted at London by Richard Bishop, 1636.
Authors: Blundeville, Thomas, fl. 1561 -- Bishop, Richard, fl. 1631-1653 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Photograph. [S.I. : s.n., between 1950 and 2000]. 1 v. ; 18 cm.
Photographic reproduction of a portion of the fourth of eight treatises contained in Thomas Blundeville’s His exercises, printed in London by Richard Bishop in 1636. Separate t.p. with imprint. Title vignette; ornamental woodcut initials; head- and tail-pieces; roman, italic, and gothic type. Preceded by t.p. only for another of the eight treatises in Blundeville’s collection, His exercises: A very briefe and most plaine description of Mr. Blagrave his astrolabe, which he calleth the mathematicall ieweell : together with divers uses thereof, most necessary for sea-men / written by Mr. Blundevill. London : Printed by Richard Bishop, 1636.
See Shirley 183.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes GA311 1592.P6 B68 1636 (NLO)

64909 Plancius, Petrus, 1552-1622. Orbis terrarum
   typus (1592) Cartography - Scandinavia - History
   The Representation of the north of Europe in the world map of Petrus Plancius of 1592. [Leiden : E.J. Brill , 1952].
Authors: Enckell, Carl Johan Alexis, 1876-1959 -- Imago mundi (1952) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
p. 55-69
Map Ref folio GA1 .I6, v. 8, p. 55-69 (PrCt)

64910 Plane-table - Handbooks, Manuals, Etc.
   A Treatise on the plane-table and its use in topographical surveying. 1880.
Authors: Hergesheimer, E. (Edwin) -- U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey
p. 172-200
BHC 317
Govt. 1942, p. 172-200 (PrCt)

64911 Plane-Table - Handbooks, Manuals, Etc. - 1721
   A New plotting-table for taking plans and maps, in surveying : invented in the year 1721 / by
   Henry Beighton, F.R.S. 1741.
Authors: Beighton, Henry, 1686 or 7-1743
Pp. 747-761 : ills., tables ; 28 cm.
Beighton states that he used this instrument in making his map of Warwickshire published in 1728.
Vert 763 (PrCt)

64912 Plane-Table - Handbooks, manuals, etc. - 1721
   A New plotting-table for taking plans and maps, in surveying : invented in the year 1721 / by
   Henry Beighton, F.R.S. 1741.
Authors: Beighton, Henry, 1686 or 7-1743
Pp. 747-761 : ills., tables ; 28 cm.
Beighton states that he used this instrument in making his map of Warwickshire published in 1728.
Vert 763 (PrCt)

64913 Plane-Table - Handbooks, manuals, etc. - 1952 Surveying - Handbooks, manuals, etc. - 1952 Cartography - Handbooks, manuals, etc. - 1952
Authors: Low, Julian William, 1904-
365 p. : ill. ; 19 cm.
Gift, Robert W. Karrow, 2010.
To Collection Services for cataloging, Jan. 2011 (PrCt)

Authors: Denucé, Jean, 1878-1944 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
2 v. : ports., fold., map, facsims ; 24 cm.
Series: Maatschappij der Antwerpse bibliotheken ; Uitgave nr. 27.
Duplicate copy: Y 971 .5 v. 27-28.
Ayer 132 .P71 D41 1912 (NLO)

64915 Platte County (Mo.) - Maps - 1907 - Landowners- Counties - Maps Landowners - Maps
   Standard atlas of Platte County, Missouri, including a plat book of the villages, cities and townships of the county. Map of the state, United States and world ... Chicago : Ogle, 1907.
Authors: Geo. A. Ogle & Co.
1 atlas (77, 22 p.: col. maps, ill.) ; 46 cm.
oversize F 8847 .642 (NLO)

64916 Platte County (Neb.) - Maps - 1914 - Landowners- Counties - Maps Landowners - Maps
   Plat book of Platte County, Nebraska : compiled from county records and actual surveys. Chicago : I.B. Goodwin, [1914].
Authors: Goodwin, I. B. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (50 [i.e. 48] p.) : 20 col. maps (some folded) ; 43 cm.
Publication date from cover.
Imperfect; issued with 21 maps, but missing State Map of Nebraska and State Census (p. 47-50).
Includes advertisements and directories of farmers.
Scale [ca. 1:36,206]. Scale of maps chiefly 1 3/4 in. to 1 mile.
Error in pagination: skips p. 6-7.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G4193.P7G46 1914 .G66 (NLO)

Authors: Anderson Publishing Company -- Geographical Publishing Co. -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (2 v. in 1 : 40, 122, xxi p., ill., 90 maps (some col.)) : 42 cm.
Cover title: Atlas of Platte County and the world.
Scale not given.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Phillips 15552.
Baskes oversize G4193.P7G46 1923 .A53 (NLO)

64918 Platteville (Colo.) - Maps - 1871 - Real property
<<>>Colorado - Maps - 1871
Platteville, Colorado. Chicago, 1871.
Authors: Platte River Land Co. -- Land Owner -- Baker & Co. (Chicago, Ill.) -- J.M. Wing & Co.
2 maps : 43 x 43 cm. and 43 x 18 cm., on sheet 59 x 65 cm.
Detached from The Land Owner 3 (Chicago: J.M. Wing and Co., 1871) bet. p. 200-201. [Case Wing +H94.005].
Smaller map details central Colorado towns, railroads, and rivers.
Descriptive text about Platteville at bottom of sheet.
Wood engraving.
5194
map6F G3704.A1 1869 L3 sht. 2 (PrCt)

64919 Playfair, John, 1748-1819 - Book Collection
John Playfair and his books.
Authors: Dean, Dennis R.
BHC 1222
Vert 847 (PrCt)

64920 Pleasant Hill (Ky.) - 1970
Authors: Shakertown at Pleasant Hill, Ky., Inc. 1 sheet : col. photos, map ; fold. to 23 x 11 cm

64921 Pleasant Hill (Ky.) - Maps - 1968 - Pictorial maps
<<>>Pictorial maps - Pleasant Hill (Ky.) - 1968<<>>Shakertown at Pleasant Hill (Ky.)
SEE Pleasant Hill (Ky.).<<>>Pictorial maps Shakertown at Pleasant Hill, Kentucky / del. et sculp. Fritz Kreidel 1968. [S.l. s.n.], 1968 [or later].
Authors: Kreidel, Fritz. 1900-1973 -- Middleton, R. Hunter (Robert Hunter), 1898-1985
1 map : col. ; 39 x 63 cm.
"A pictorial map of Shakertown drawn and cut in wood by Franz Kreidel and copyrighted by him in 1968" -- bottom margin
Includes key to 24 numbered buildings and their dates of construction between 1809-1859.

Scale not given.
Forms part of the R. Hunter Middleton papers (Newberry Library) [Wing Modern MS Middleton].
References: OCLC 8924961
map4F G3954 .P642A5 1968 .K7 (PrCt)

64922 Plön (Germany) - Maps - 1593<<>>Plön (Germany - Pictorial works - 1593
Urbs Holsatiae Plona. [Cologne : s.n.], 1593 [i.e. ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Rantzau, Henrik, 1526-1598 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 35 x 49 cm.
Title from center of sheet.
Other title: Urbis Holsatiae Plona
"Henrici Ranzovii producis Cinbrici opera et impensis delineatum ... 1593 ... "--In cartouche at top center.
Forwarded to Braun and Hogenberg by Henrik Rantzau; see R.A. Skelton's Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.
Relief and buildings shown pictorially.
Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Plona.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 5, pl. 36 (PrCt)

64923 Plön (Germany) - Maps - 1593<<>>Plön (Germany - Pictorial works - 1593
Urbs Holsatiae Plona. [Amsterdam : Jan Jansson], 1593 [i.e. 1657].
Authors: Jansson, Jan, 1588--1610 and Henricus Rantzovius, [1598--1605].
In: Jansson, Jan. Illustriorvm principumque urbium septentrionalium Europae tabulae [1657] -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Theatrum urbium (1657)
1 map : hand col. ; 35 x 49 cm.
Title from center of sheet.
Other title: Urbis Holsatiae Plona
"Henrici Ranzovii producis Cinbrici opera et impensis delineatum ... 1593 ... "--In cartouche at top center.
Relief and buildings shown pictorially.
Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Plona.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 5, pl. 36 (PrCt)

64924 Plumas County (Calif.) - Maps - 1892 -
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Landowners<<>>Counties -
Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Keddie, Arthur W. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 2 sheets, 25.5 x 68 in. each.
Scale 1:95,040. Originally published Quincy, Calif.: Arthur W. Keddie, 1892.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps: Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 319 (PrCt)

64928
Plymouth County (Mass.) - Maps - 1879 - Landowners<<>>Counties -
Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
The Old maps of southern Plymouth County, Mass., in 1879. Fryeburg, Me. Saco Valley Printing, c1986.
1 atlas (40 p.) : maps ; 28 cm.
Shows "...the names and locations of most of the buildings in that part of the country."
Relief shown by hachures.
Includes index.
Cover title.
Caption title: The old maps of southern Plymouth County, Massachusetts in 1879.

64929
1 map ; 45 x 56 cm.
Includes dedication to "Arthur, Earle of Torrington ... by Ct. G. Collins."
Inset (20 x 15 cm.): Salcombe.
In: Collins, Greenville. Great Britain's coasting-pilot ... (London : Printed by Freeman Collins, and are to be sold by Richard Mount, 1693), part 1, [plate 8]
Engraved no. 16 at upper left; ms. no. 8 (mostly trimmed away) on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1811. P5 C6 1693, part 1, [plate 8] (PrCt)

64930
Plymouth (England) - Maps - 1749 - Nautical charts<<>>Plymouth Region (England) - Maps

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
- 1749 - Coasts - Nautical charts - Salcombe (England) - Maps - 1749
- Nautical charts - Plymouth (England) - 1749
- Nautical charts - Plymouth Region (England) - 1749
- Nautical charts - Salcombe (England) - 1749
- Nautical charts - Plymouth (England) - 1749
- Nautical charts - Plymouth Region (England) - 1749

Authors: Collins, Greenville, fl. 1669-1698 -- Torrington, Arthur Herbert, Earl of, 1647-1716 -- Collins, Greenville, fl. 1669-1698. Great Britain’s coasting-pilot ... (1749) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 45 x 56 cm

Includes dedication to "Arthur, Earle of Torrington ... by Ct. G. Collins."

Inset (20 x 15 cm.): Salcombe.

In: Collins, Greenville. Great Britain’s coasting-pilot ... (London : Printed by William and John Mount and Thomas Page, 1749), [plate 9]. Engraved no. 16 at upper left.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.


Baskes oversize G1811.P5 C6 1749, [plate 9] (PrCt)


Authors: Collins, Greenville, fl. 1669-1698 -- Bellin, Jacques Nicolas, 1703-1772 -- Collins, Greenville, fl. 1669-1698. Cartes et plans de plusieurs parties des côtes d'Angleterre, d'Ecosse et d'Irlande [1757?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 44 x 55 cm.

Inset (20 x 15 cm.): Salcombe.


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.


Plymouth Sound (England) - Maps - 1748 - Nautical charts - Plymouth Sound (England) - Maps - 1748


Authors: W. and J. Mount, and T. Page (Firm), fl. 1748-1755 -- English Pilot. Part 3 (1748) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 45 x 55 cm.

In: The English pilot. The third book, Describing the sea-coasts ... shewing ... the East-Indies, and all over the Oriental Ocean ... (London : W. and J. Mount and T. Page, 1748) following p. 8.

Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger): English Pilot. Part 3 (1748)
64936  Plymouth Sound (England) - Maps - 1828
Plymouth und umgebungen. [Weimar? s.n., 1828].
Reise Sr. Hoheit des herzog Bernhard zu Sachsen-Weiur-Eisenach durch Nord-Amerika in den Jahren 1825 und 1826 (1828) -- Hoffmann, Wilhelm, fl. 1828 -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 16 x 19 cm., on sheet folded to 24 x 13 cm.
Graff 279 v. 1, between p. 26-27 (PrCt)

64937  Plymouth Sound - Maps - 1809 - Nautical charts
Nautical charts - Plymouth Sound - Maps - 1809
Trigonometrical survey of Plymouth Sound. 1809 [i.e. 1816?].
1 map : hand col. ; 76 x 63 cm.
Imprint on map: London...1809...HEATHER
Verso handstamped '13.'
oversize Ayer 135 .G32 1775 v. 1, pl. 17 (PrCt)

64938  Pneu Michelin (Firm)<><>Guidebooks - History<><>Michelin & Cie. SEE Pneu Michelin (Firm)<><>Road maps
Michelin maps and guides. 1967.
Authors: Facetti, Germano -- Penrose annual (1967) -- Newberry Library. John M. Wing Foundation
p. 40-52 : ill., maps
In: Penrose annual. vol. 60 (1967), p. 40-52. ill., maps
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.
Wing Z 304 .7, v. 60, p. 40-52 (PrCt)

64939  Po River Delta (Italy) - Maps - 1703<><>Venice (Italy : Province) - Maps - 1703
Authors: Nolin, Jean Baptiste, 1648-1708 -- Leonard, Jean, 18th cent. -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:102
1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 60 cm.
Covers northeastern Italy.
2057
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6712.N59 1703 N6 (PrCt)

64940  Po River (Italy) - Maps - 1745<><>Italy, Northern - Maps - 1745
Le Cours du Po du Tanaro, Dorla, Sessla, Tessin, Adda, Oglio, et traversants le Piemont, Monferrat, Milanois, Mantouan, Parmesan, et Ferrarais. Paris : Le Rouge, 1745 [i.e. 1748?].
Authors: Le Rouge, Georges-Louis -- Le Rouge, Georges-Louis. Recueil contenant des cartes nouvelles ... (1742 [i.e. 1748?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 114 cm. on 2 sheets.
Title in upper margin.
Title begins on western sheet; ends on eastern sheet with 'Milanais, Mantouan, Parmesan, et Ferrarais.'
In: Le Rouge, Georges-Louis. Recueil contenant des cartes nouvelles ... (Paris : chez le Sr. Le Rouge, 1742 [i.e. 1748?]) . Manuscript '100' and '101' on versos.
oversize Ayer 135 .L6 1742 pl. 100-101 (PrCt)

64941  Po River Valley (Italy) - Maps - 1730
Le Cours du Po ... Amsterdam, [ca. 1730].
Authors: Placide de Sainte Hélène, père, 1648-1734 -- R. & J. Ottens -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:96-100
1 map : hand col. ; 39 x 238 cm., on 5 sheets each 53 x 64 cm.
Title from cartouche on sheet 5.
Sheets 2-5 bear extended individual titles in upper margin, all beginning ' Le Cours du Po ... '. Added title, upper margin of sheet 1: La Source du Po et les passages de France in Piemont.
2219
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6712.N6:2P6 1730 P6 (PrCt)

64942  Po River Valley (Italy) - Maps - 1735
Le Cours du Po. Amsterdam : Jean Cóvens et Corneille Mortier, 1735 [i.e. 1741?].
Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675 -- Corneille Mortier, 1735 [ie. 1741?].
Le Cours du Po ... (PrCt) -- Louis. Recueil contenant des cartes nouvelles ... (Paris : chez le Sr. Le Rouge, 1742 [i.e. 1748?]) . Manuscript '100' and '101' on versos.
oversize Ayer 135 .E55 1748 following p. 8 (PrCt)
In: L’Isle, Guillaume de. Atlas nouveau, contenant toutes les parties du monde ...
(Amsterdam : J. Covens & C. Mortier, [1741?]) v. 2, pl. [16-20].

oversize Ayer 135 .L695 1741 v. 2, pl. [16-20] (PrCt)

64943 Pocahontas County (Iowa) - Maps - 1985 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
1985 plat maps of Pocahontas County, Iowa : with township plats corrected to June 17, 1985.
Authors: R.C. Booth Enterprises -- Pocahontas Record-Democrat -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (36 p.) : 19 maps ; 29 cm.
Cover title: 1986-87 Pocahontas County farm atlas
Published by the Pocahontas Record-Democrat -- Cover.
Covers included in pagination.
Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Includes index to owners and tenants.
Scale not given.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.


64944 Pocahontas County (W. Va.) - Maps - 1825 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
[Pocahontas County (W. Va.) - 1825: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche],
Authors: Boye, H. -- Library of Congress.
Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: Photocopy (negative) in 4 parts, 24.5 x 16 in. each. Scale 1:92,000. Originally compiled 1825.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 1405 (PrCt)

64945 Podillia (Ukraine) - Maps - 1730
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Beauplan, Guillaume Le Vasseur, sieur de, b. ca. 1600 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Delamarche, Charles François, 1740-1817. Atlas général : contenant le détail des quatre parties du monde [1798?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Le Vasseur, Guillaume, sieur de Beauplan, b. ca. 1600 SEE Beauplan, Guillaume Le Vasseur, sieur de, b. ca. 1600 -- Vasseur, Guillaume Le, sieur de Beauplan, b. ca. 1600 SEE Beauplan, Guillaume Le Vasseur, sieur de, b. ca. 1600
1 map : hand col. ; 33 x 52 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:875,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
In composite world atlas possibly compiled and published by Charles François Delamarche: Atlas général : contenant le détail des quatre parties du monde [Paris? : s.n., 1798?], [plie 1], [plate 54].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Basks oversize G1015 .A77 1798, [plie 1], [plate 54] (NLO)

64946 Podillia (Ukraine) - Maps - 1750
Ukrainiae pars, quae Podolia Palatinatus vulgo dictur / per Guil. le Vasseur de Beauplan S. R. Mitis. Poloniae architectum militarem etc.
Amstelodami [Amsterdam] : Apud I. Covens et C. Mortier, [ca. 1750?].
Authors: Beauplan, Guillaume Le Vasseur, sieur de, b. ca. 1600 -- Covens et Mortier -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:P19
1 map : hand col. ; 43 x 52 cm.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Sack map4F G7102.P6 1750 .B4 (PrCt)

64947 Point-Aux-Trembles (Québec) - Maps - 1761 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>>Boucherville Islands (Québec) - Maps - 1761 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Parish of the Ecureuils. 1882.
Authors: William L. Clements Library
1 map ; 38 x 54 cm.
Photostat of 1761 manuscript in the William L. Clements Library, Ann Arbor.
Added title: Parish of Point aux Trembles.
Added title: Parish of St. Antoine.
4313
map4F G3454.P5 1761 P3 1982 (PrCt)

64948 Point Pleasant, Battle of, W. Va., 1774 - Maps - 1934 - Manuscripts<<>>Manuscript maps
Authors: George, Orion C., fl. 1933-1934 -- Mayer, Brantz, 1809-1879. Tah-gah-jute, or Logan, and Captain Michael Cresap (1851)
1 manuscript map : col. ; 6.8 x 4.8 cm. on sheet

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Poitiers (France) - Pictorial works - 1561 - Mont Henri (France) - Pictorial works - 1561 - Montherri (France) SEE Mont Henri (France)

Pictavia vulgo Poictiers. [Cologne : s.n., M.D. LXI [1561, i.e. ca. 1620].

Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Hoefnagel, Joris, 1542-1601 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 view : hand col.; 20 x 49 cm.

Inset views (16 x 25 cm. and 16 x 24 cm.): La Pierre leuee demie lieue de Poictiers [large stone famous for its grafitti] -- Prospectus Montis Henrici vulgo Montherri.

Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Pictavivm Pottiars.


VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 5, pl. 18 (PrCt)

Poitiers (France) - History - Siege, 1569 - Maps - 1569 - Poitiers (France) - Maps - 1569 - History - Wars of The Huguenots, 1562 - 1598 - Maps

Vero disegno della nobilissima citta di Poitiers ... Con il tremendo asseido ... di Luglio di questo anno MDLXIX. [S.l. s.n.], 1569.

Authors: Hoepli, Ulrico, 1847-1935 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map; on sheet 533 x 351 mm.

Title forms part of 15 lines of descriptive notes in bottom margin; includes references A-H, J, L, M, O-T, V, X-Z and 1-27.

Relief and armies shown pictorially.

Ex Hoepli.

Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

c21

Novacco 2F 51 (PrCt)

Poitiers (France) - Maps - 1611 - Pictorial works - Woodcuts

Poitiers. [Rouen : David Geuffroy, 1611?].

Authors: Desrues, François, ca. 1575-1633 -- Geuffroy, David

1 view: woodcut; 48 x 66 mm.

In Des Rues, François. Description contenant toutes les singularitez de plus celebres villes et places remarquables du royaume de France (Rouen: David Geuffroy, [1611?]), p. 231.

View encosed in oval within a rectangular frame with fleurs-de-lys in corners.

Title from letterpress above view.

Case DC24 .D47 [map] (PrCt)
Poitou-Charentes (France) - Maps - 1707 — Vendée (France) - Maps - 1707

La Province de Poitou et le pays d'Aunis. Paris, 1707.

Authors: Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?—1712 — Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G117
1 map : hand col.; 46 x 72 cm.
Added title: La Generalité de Poitiers ... .
2730 rev
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G5833.P65 1707 J3 (PrCt)

Poitou-Charentes (France) - Maps - 1714 — Vendée (France) - Maps - 1714

Le Poitou et le pays d'Aunis. Paris, [ca. 1714].

1 map : hand col.; 38 x 65 cm.
Phillips 5962 [26].
2728 rev
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G5833.P65 1714 F4 (PrCt)

Poitou (France) - Maps - 1579-1588


1 map : hand col.; 35 x 49 cm.
Added title in oversize lettering at top: Poictov. Printed no. 23 and English letterpress text on verso beginning: Poictov. Amongst the people of Aquitaine ... .
In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatrum orbis terrarum ... (London : J. Norton, 1606), [plate 23].
Digital image of a duplicate or variant edition available on Marcel P.R. van den Broecke's Cartographica Neerlandica website (accessed June 2012):
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1588, [plate 21] (PrCt)

Poitou (France) - Maps - 1588 - Coasts - Nautical charts

The Sea coasts of the landes of Poyctou and Bordeaux ... betweene Picqueler & the Riuer of Bordeaux called the Garonne. [Amsterdam : Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, 1666].

Authors: Waghenaer, Lucas Janszoon, 1534 or 5 — Bry, Theodor de, 1528-1606 — The Mariners mirrour (1588) -- Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, Ltd.
1 map ; 32 x 49 cm.
Includes coastal profiles.
Oriented with north at upper left.
Text on verso (p. 9) under heading: A perfect description of the sea coasts of Picqueler, Rochell, Brovage ... .
Nautical charts::<Nautical charts - Poitou (France) - 1588 - Coasts::<Nautical charts Die Zee Cvste van tLandt van Poictou ende Brodeaux tusschen Picqueliers ende de Riviare van Bordeaux ... [Leiden : F. Raphelengius ; C. Claesz, 1588].

Authors: Waghenaer, Lucas Janszoon, 1534 or 5-1606 -- Raphelengius, Franciscus, 1539-1597 -- Claesz, Cornelis, ca. 1546-1609 -- Waghenaer, Lucas Janszoon, 1534 or 5-1606. Speculum nauticum super navigazione maris Occidentalis confectum, continens omnes oras maritimas Galliae, Hispании et praeципuarum partium Angliae (1588) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 33 x 50 cm.

Includes coastal profiles. Oriented with north at upper left. Descriptive text on verso (p. 9).


VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .W13 1588 map [9] (PrCt)

64962 Poitou (France) - Maps - 1611::<Woodcuts Poitou. [Rouen : David Geuffroy, 1611?].

Authors: Desrues, Francois, ca. 1575-1633 -- Geuffroy, David

1 map : woodcut ; 85 x 124 mm.

In Des Rues, Francois. Description contenant toutes les singularitez de plus celebres villes et places remarquables du royaume de France (Rouen : David Geuffroy, [1611?]), p. 219. Title in cartouche at lower left.

Case DC24 .D47 [map] (PrCt)

64963 Poitou (France) - Maps - 1753::<Aunis (France) - Maps - 1753::<Saintonge (France) - Maps - 1753::<Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1753::<Engravings Gouvernemens généraux du Poitou, du Pays d'Aunis et de Saintonge-Angoumois / par le Sr. Robert de Vaugondy fils ... ; Elisabeth Haussard. [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy], 1753.

Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Didier, 1723-1786 -- Groux, Charles Jacques -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1790?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 58 cm.

In: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles. Atlas universel / par M. Robert ... et par M. Robert de Vaugondy son fils ... (A Paris : Chez De la Marche, géographe, rue du Foin St. Jacques, Collège de Me. Gervais, 1757, [i.e. 1790?]), [plate 37]. "37" -- oversize letterpress number stamped on verso.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library. For earlier version of the map, on different plate with engraver's name "Groux," see Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1790, [plate 37] (PrCt)

Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1757, [plate 37] (PrCt)

64965 Le Poivre, Pierre, 1546-1626::<Cartography - Kortrijk (Belgium) - History Een van de oudste grondplannen van Kortrijk. De kaart van P. Leipoivre, 1580. 1580. 

Authors: Pottelberge, J. Van p. 357-366, ill. Cited in Imago Mundi annual bibliography.

Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)


Authors: Beaulan, Guillaume Le Vasseur, sieur de, b. ca. 1600 -- Covens et Mortier -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

III:P18 -- Vasseur Beaulan, Guillaume, sieur de, d. 1670 SEE Beaulan, Guillaume Le Vasseur, sieur de, d. 1670 -- LeVasseur Beaulan, Guillaume, sieur de, d. 1670 SEE Beaulan, Guillaume Le Vasseur, sieur de, d. 1670

1 map : hand col. ; 43 x 51 cm.

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Sack map4F G7102.P62 1750 .B4 (PrCt)

64967 Poland - Boundaries - 1998

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
This continental divide can be felt on a bus; Poland's border makes a continental divide in identity / by Peter Ford. Boston, Mass. Christian Science Monitor, 1998.
Authors: Ford, Peter
2 p : col photos, maps

Travel Vertical File G6521 .F2 1998 .F6 (PrCt)

Poland - Geography - 1956
Accompanied by a 20-p. booklet, entitled 'Table of colours used in the geomorphological map of Poland. Table of geomorphological forms and signs used in the geomorphological map of Poland', for use with M. Klimaszewski's article 'The principles of the geomorphological survey of Poland'; and four folded colored maps: 'The stages and phases of the last glaciation in Poland', 'Detailed land use map (samples)', 'Hydrographical map of Poland', and 'Detailed geomorphological map of Poland.'

Contents: National plan of geographical research in Poland / Stanislaw Leszczycyki -- The Polish university system of geographical training / Jerzy Kondracki, Stanislaw Leszczycyki -- Contribution of geography to the planning in Poland / Jerzy Kostrowicki, Stanislaw Leszczycyki -- Detailed survey of land utilization in Poland / Kazimierz Dzewoński -- The principles of the geomorphological survey of Poland; The detailed hydrographical map of Poland / Mieczyslaw Klimaszewski -- Natural regions of Poland / Jerzy Kondracki -- The distribution and genetic types of Polish lakes / Stefan Majdanowski -- The problem of the last glaciation in Poland / Rajmund Galon -- Slope research studies in Poland; The action of rivers during the glacial epoch and the stratigraphic significance of fossil erosion surfaces in Quaternary deposits / Alfred Jahn.
Articles include bibliographical references.
Series: Przegląd geograficzny = Polish geographical review ; v. 28 Supplement.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

64969
Poland - Historical geography - Maps - 1844
Authors: Lelewel, Joachim, 1786-1861 -- Librairie Polonaise -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 16 maps
Phillips 9145
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

64970
Poland - Historical geography - Maps - 1977
Authors: Czapinski, Wladyslaw -- Ladogórski, Tadeusz -- Panstwowe Przedsiebiorstwo Wydawnictw Kartograficznych [vi],54, 55 p. : ill., col. maps ; 32 cm.
4th ed.
Edited by Wladyslaw Czapinski and Tadeusz Ladogórski.
Formerly folio G1951.S1 P35 1977
79-44893.
Map Ref folio G1951.S1 P35 1977 (NLO)

64971
Poland - Historical geography - Maps - 1986
Authors: Czapinski, Wladyslaw -- Ladogórski, Tadeusz -- Panstwowe Przedsiebiorstwo Wydawnictw Kartograficznych 54, 56 p. : col., maps ; 31 cm.
1st English ed.
Includes index.
Formerly folio G1951.S1 P313 1981
ISBN 8370000169
Map Ref folio G1951.S1 P313 1981 (NLO)

64972
Poland - Historical geography - Maps - 1987
Authors: Pogonowski, Iwo, 1921- -- Hippocrene Books (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (321 p.) : ill., 187 maps ; 29 cm.
Color coats of arms of Polish towns on lining papers.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 261-262) and index.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1 map : woodcut ; 8 x 14 cm., on sheet 32 x 21 cm.

Title supplied by cataloger.

Place name "Poland" appears at bottom left above "Cracow."

Added letterpress title above woodcut: Regni Polonici contracta descriptio ...

Covers Poland, western Belarus and western Ukraine.

In: Münter, Sebastian. Cosmographiae universalis ... (Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552), p. 886.


VAULT folio Ayer 7 .M8 1552, p. 886 (PrCt)

Poland - Maps - 1562<<<Baltic States - Maps - 1562<<<<<Scandinavia - Maps - 1562<<<<Russia, Western - Maps - 1562<<<<Europe, Eastern - Maps - 1562

Il Designo de geografia moderna del regno di Polonia, e parte del ducado di Moscouia, con parte della Scandia, e parte de Sueuia con molte regioni, in quelli. Et la prouincia di Vstiuga ... / Giacomo Castaldi piamotese cosmografo in Venea. MDLXII ; ... Fabio Licinio f. Venice : Fabio Licinio, 1562.

Authors: Gastaldi, Giacomo, approximately 1500-approximately 1565 -- Licinius, Fabius, 1521-1565 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)


Poloniae vasta regio est, quae Schlesiae ad occidentem proximat ... . 

Incomplete; lacking northern half.

The complete map covers area roughly bounded by 48°-66° north and 16°-38° east.

Duplicate copy, complete: Novacco 2F 96.

Karrow 30/96.

Tooley 453.

b134,5

Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Novacco 2F 97 (PrCt)

Poland - Maps - 1570
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64984 Poland - Maps - 1585<<>>Silesia - Maps - 1585
Polonia et Silesia / per Gerardum Mercatorem.
[Duisburg, 1585-1595].
Authors: Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594 --
Lopez-Majano, Jadwiga.
1 map : hand col. ; 33 x 44 cm.
Detached from a Latin edition of Mercator’s atlas.
References: Karrow, Mapmakers of the Sixteenth century, 56/116; Krogt, New Koeman, 1900:1A1:001 (v. 1, p. 592).
Piece lost in lower left margin (2x6cm.)
Digital image available on website of Antiquariaat het Bisschopshof (accessed Nov. 2009):
http://www.bisschopshof.nl/nl/collectie/image_exp ort/22506.jpg

64985 Poland - Maps -1588
Poloniae finitimurumque locorum descriptio / auctore Wenceslao Godreccio Polono. [Antwerp : Christoph Plantin, 1588].
1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 48 cm.
In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatro de la tierra vuniversal (Antwerp : Christopho Plantin, 1588), [plate 86].
Printed no. 86 and Spanish letterpress text on verso beginning: El Reyno de Polonia. Polonia, que assi se llania ....
Digital image of another copy available on Marcel P.R. van den Broecke's Cartographica Neerlandica website (accessed April 2012):
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .J9 1593, map [42] (PrCt)

64986 Poland - Maps - 1593<<>>Sigismund III, King of Poland and Sweden, 1566-1632 - Portraits - 1593
Poloniae amnssimi regni typvs geographivs. [Antwerp : s.n., 1593?].
Authors: Jode, Gerard de, 1509-1591 -- Sigismund III, King of Poland and Sweden, 1566-1632 -- Wierix, Antonie, -1604 -- Jode, Gerard de, 1509-1591. Specvvlvm orbis terrarvm (1593)
1 map : hand col. ; 38 x 49 cm.
Latin letterpress text on verso (fol. 10, sig. li):
Poloniae regnvm ... Engraving attributed to Antonie Wierix.
In: Jode, Gerard de. Specvvlvm orbis terrarvm (Antwerp : A. Coninx, 1593), map [42].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .J9 1593, map [42] (PrCt)

64987 Poland - Maps - 1606
Authors: Grodecki, Waclaw, ca. 1535-1591 -- Pograbiski, Andrzezej, d. 1602 -- Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598 -- Norton, John, -1612 -- Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598. Theatrum orbis terrarum ... (1606) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Pograbio, Andrezej, d. 1602
1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 47 cm.
In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatrum orbis terrarum ... (London : J. Norton, 1606), [plate 98].
Printed no. 98 and English letterpress text on verso beginning: The Kingdom of Poland.
Polonia or Poland, so named ....
Digital image of another copy available on Marcel P.R. van den Broecke's Cartographica Neerlandica website (accessed August 2012):
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .J9 1593, map [42] (PrCt)

64988 Poland - Maps - 1625<<>>Silesia - Maps - 1625
Authors: Purchas, Samuel, 1577?-1626 -- Hondius, Jodocus, 1563-1612 -- Purchas, Samuel, 1577?-1626. Purchas his pilgrimes (1625) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : copper engraving ; 12.8 x 16.4 cm. on sheet 32 x 21 cm.
Letterpress above map: Hondivs his Map of Polonia.
VAULT Ayer 110 .P9 1625, v. 3, p. 630 (PrCt)

64989 Poland - Maps - 1626<<>>Europe, Eastern Maps - 1626
A Newe mape of Poland done into English. [London] : G. Humble [i.e. J. Legate and W. Humble], 1626 [i.e. 1646].
Authors: Speed, John, 1552-1629 -- Gryp, Dirck -- Humble, George, d. 1640 -- Legate, John, d. 1658 -- Humble, William, 1612-1686 -- Speed, John, 1552-1629. A Prospect of the most famous parts of the world ... together with ...
Great Brittaines empire (1646)
1 map ; 36 x 44 cm. on sheet 42 x 54 cm.
Insets (3 x 8 cm. each): Cracovia -- Dantzick --
Posna -- Crossen -- Sandomiria -- Breslaw.
Margins include portraits of natives in local
Costume. Letterpress text on verso (p. 3[1]-32) under the
following heading: The Description of Poland.
In: Speed, John. A Prospect of the most famous
parts of the world ... together with ... Great
Brittaines empire (London : Printed by John
Legatt, for William Humble, 1646) map [16].

Case oversize G 117 .82 map [16] (PrCt)

Poland - Maps - 1630<<>>Silesia - Maps -
1630<<>>Kraków (Poland) - Pictorial works -
1630<<>>Gdansk (Poland) - Pictorial works -
1630

Haec tabula nova Poloniae et Silesiae ... [Amsterdam : Nicolaij Iohannis Visscher, 1630].
Authors: Visscher, Claes Jansz., 1586 or 1652--Goos, Abraham -- Visscher Map Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 38 x 46 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Margins include vignettes of natives in local
Costume and city views (5 x 18 cm. and smaller): Cracovia, Dantzick, Posna, Crossen, Sandomiria
and Breslaw.
Remnants of binding stub and manuscript ‘119’
on verso.
Forms part of the Visscher Map Collection
(Newberry Library).
‘The British Museum [Maps C3 c9] possesses an
undated edition inserted in a copy of the
Mercator-Hondius Atlas, 1623.’--Campbell, Tony.
Claes Jansz. Visscher : a hundred maps
described (1968), p. 20, no. 69.
Koeman, C. Atlantes Neerlandici (1967-1985), v. 3, p. 177, no. 56.
Holstein, F. W. H. Dutch and Flemish etchings,
engravings, and woodcuts, ca. 1450-1700
(1949-), no. (258).
Visscher 83 (PrCt)

Poland - Maps - 1634<<>>Silesia - Maps -
1634

Polonia regnum, et Silesia ducatus / Guijelms
Blaeu excudit. [Amsterdam : Blaeu, 1634-1672].
Authors: Blaeu, Willem Janszoon, 1571-1638--
Lopez-Majano, Jadwiga
1 map : hand col. ; 40 x 50 cm.
Reference: Krogt, Koeman's Atlantes neerlandici,
v. 2, p. 505, [1900:2].
Digital image available on the Rare Maps website
(accessed Nov. 2009) :
http://www.raremaps.com/maps/medium/15027.jpg
map4F G6520 1634 .B6 (PrCt)

Poland - Maps - 1655

Estats de la couronne de Pologne ... [Paris : P.
Mariette], 1655 [i.e.1659?].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Somer,
J. -- Mariette, Pierre, 1603-1657 -- Sanson,
Nicolas, 1600-1667. Cartes generales de toutes
les parties du monde ... (1658 [i.e. 1659?])
1 map : hand col. ; 42 x 57 cm.
In: Sanson, Nicolas. Cartes generales de toutes
les parties du monde ... (Paris : Pierre Mariette,
1658 [i.e. 1659?]) v. 1, pl. [74]
VAULT Case oversize G1015 .S35 1658 v. 1,
pl. [74] (PrCt)

Poland - Maps - 1655<<>>Lithuania - Maps -
1655<<>>Belarus - Maps - 1655<<>>Ukraine -
Maps - 1655

Estats de la couronne de Pologne : ou sont les
royaumes de Pologne, duches et provinces de
Prusse, Calavie, Mazovie, Russe noire, &c.,
duches de Lithuanie, Volhynie, Podolie, &c., de
l'Ukranie, &c. / par N. Sanson d'Abbeville,
geographe ordinaire du roy ; Johannes Somer Pruthenus sculp. A Paris : Chés le Sr. Robert,
geoq. du roi, quai de l'Horloge, 1737.
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Somer,
J. -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766--
Delamarche, Charles Francois, 1740-1817. Atlas
général : contenant le détail des quatre parties du
monde [1798?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 42 x 56 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:2,950,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
Reprint of Sanson's 1655 map of Poland. Cf.
Malinowski, H. Malinowski collection, 386.
In composite world atlas possibly compiled and
published by Charles Francois Delamarche: Atlas
général : contenant le détail des quatre parties du
monde [Paris? : s.n., 1798?], [ptie 1], [plate 45].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .A77 1798, [ptie 1],
[plate 45] (NLO)

Poland - Maps - 1659<<>>Lithuania - Maps -
1659

Regni Poloniae Magnique, Ducatus Lituaniae.
Amsterdam : G.J. Valck, 1659.
Authors: Cellarius, Andreas -- Keere, Pieter van
den, 1571-ca. 1646 -- Valck, G. (Gerard), 1651 or
2-1726 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry
Library)
1 v. : 21 maps ; 133 x 78 mm.
Malinowski705
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

Poland - Maps - 1676<<>>Europe, Eastern
Maps - 1676

A Newe mape of Poland done into English.
[London] : Thomas Bassett ... and Richard
Chiswell, [1676].
Authors: Speed, John, 1552?-1629 -- Gryp, Dirck -- Bassett, Thomas -- Chiswell, Richard -- Speed, John, 1552?-1629. The Theatre of the Empire of Great-Britain ... (1676) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 36 x 44 cm. on sheet 42 x 56 cm.
Insets (3 x 8 cm. each): Cracovia -- Dantzick -- Posna -- Crossen -- Sandominia -- Breslaw.
Margins include portraits of natives in local costume.
Letterpress text on verso (p. 31-32) under the following heading: The Description of Poland.
In: Speed, John. The Theatre of the Empire of Great-Britain ... (London : Printed for T. Bassett and R. Chiswell, 1676) map [84].

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .D18 1676 map [84] (PrCt)

64996

Poland - Maps - 1680<<>>Europe, Eastern - Maps - 1680
Regni Poloniae et ducatus Lithvaniae, Voliniae, Podoliae, Vcraniae, Prvssiae et Cvrlandiae descriptio. Amsterdam, [ca. 1680].
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 54 cm.
In: Danckerts, Justus. Atlas (Amsterdam : J. Danckers, [ca. 1680]) pl. [34]. Ms. no. '35' in upper right.

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .D18 A pl. 34 (PrCt)

64997

Poland - Maps - 1680<<>>Lithuania - Maps - 1680
Regni Poloniae et ducatus Lithvaniae, Voliniae, Podoliae, Vcraniae, Prvssiae et Cvrlandiae descriptio emendata. Amsterdam : Justus Danckerts, [ca. 1680].
1 map : 48 x 56 cm.
In: Danckerts, Justus. Atlas (Amsterdam : J. Danckers, [ca. 1680]) pl. [19]. Ms. no. '20' in upper right.

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .D18 pl. 19 (PrCt)

64998

Poland - Maps - 1688<<>>Ukraine - Maps - 1688<<>>Europe, Eastern - Maps - 1688
Regni Poloniae et ducatus Lithuaniac Voliniae, Podoliae Vcraniae Prusiae et Cvrlandiae novissima et correctissima descriptio / per F. de Witt. [Amsterdam : Frederik de Wit, 1688?].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Wit, Frederik de. [Atlas] [1688?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.
"Cum privilegio D.D. ordinum Hollandiae Westfrisiaeq[ue]"
Scale [ca. 1:3,000,000]
Relief shown pictorially.

Illustrated hand colored title cartouche; sea decorated with ships.
In: Wit, Frederik de. [Atlas] (Amsterdam : Frederik de Wit [1688?]).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .W47 1688, [plate 14] (NLO)

65000

Poland - Maps - 1697<<>>Lithuania - Maps - 1697
Auctior et correctior tabula chorographica Regni Poloniae : vicinurumque regionum, ubi itinera, quae Seren. Rex Sueciæ Carolus Gustavus : una cum exercitibus suis ab initio usque ad finem belli fecit, numeris denotantur / per supr. castr. metat. loc. E.I. Dahlberg ; L. Cordier sculp. [S.I. s.n., 197-?].
Authors: Dahlergher, Erik Jönsson, greve, 1625-1703 -- Cordier, Louis, -1711 -- Lopez-Majano, Jadwiga
1 map : col. ; 32 x 41 cm.
Facsimile of map originally published in Pufendorf, Samuel, Freiherr von, De rebus a Carolo Gustavo gestis (Nuremberg, 1696-1697).
Scale [ca. 1:1,730,000].
Digital image of another copy on the Harvard University Library website (acessed April 2009) : http://ids.lib.harvard.edu/ids/view/8834470?button
map4F G6520 1696 .D3 197- (PrCt)

65001

Poland - Maps - 1700<<>>Europe, Eastern - Maps - 1700
Regni Poloniae et ducatus Lithvaniae, Volhyniae, Podoliae, Ucraniae, Prusiae, Livoniae exactissima descriptio. Amstelodami
[Amsterdam : Frederik de Wit, ca. 1700?].
Authors: La Feuille, Jacques de, 1668-1719 -- Wit, Frederik de -- Wit, Frederik de. Atlas [ca. 1700?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 51 x 60 cm.
In: Wit, Frederik de. Atlas (Amsterdam : bij Frederick de Wit in de Calverstraet bij den Dam inde Witte Paskaert. [ca. 1700?]!) no. [72].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .W8 A no. [72]
(PrCt)

65002 Poland - Maps - 1701
Poland. [London : T. Childe, 1701].
Authors: Moll, Herman, -1732 -- Childe, Timothy -- Moll, Herman, -1732. A System of geography -- or, A new & accurate description of the earth 1701
1 map ; 18 x 18 cm.
Case folio G 117 .58 pt. 1, p. 363 (PrCt)

65003 Poland - Maps - 1703
Poland. [London : s.n., 1703].
Authors: Seller, John, fl. 1658-1698 -- Seller, John, fl. 1658-1698. A New system of geography : designed in a most plain and easie method ... (1703)
1 map ; 11 x 13 cm.
Anonymous map in Seller, John. A New system of geography : designed in a most plain and easie method ... (London : Jeremiah Seller ; Charles Price ; John Senex, 1703) map [23].
Manuscript ‘ee’ in lower right.
Case 3A 1704 map [24] (PrCt)

65004 Poland - Maps - 1710
Regnum Borussiae. Norimbergae [i.e. Amsterdam] : Ioh. Baptista Homanno [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher, 1710?].
Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Visscher, Elizabeth, fl. 1702-1726 -- Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702. Atlas minor ... [1710?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 47 x 56 cm.
Dedication: Gloriosa auspicisii serenissimi e potentissimi Prince Friderici III ... inauguratum die 18 Ian A, 1701.
In: Visscher, Nicolaes. Atlas minor ...
(Amstelaedami [Amsterdam] : ex officina Nicolai Visscher [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher], [1710?]) map [10].
Manuscript ‘13’ at upper right.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .V8 1700 map [10]
(PrCt)

65005 Poland - Maps - 1710<<>>Europe, Eastern -1710
Compendiosa Poloniae Repraesentatio Polen mitt Angraenzenden Landern. Augsburg : Gabriel Bodenehr, 1710.
Authors: Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. -- Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. Atlas curieux -- oder, Neuer und compendieuer atlas 1710 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 12 x 20 cm.
In: Bodenehr, Gabriel. Atlas curieux; oder, Neuer und compendieuer atlas ... ([Augsburg : Gabriel Bodenehr, 1710?]) pl. [93]. Engraved plate no. ‘96.’
Ayer 135 .B6 pl. 93 (PrCt)

65006 Poland - Maps - 1719<<>>Europe, Eastern - Maps - 1719
Poland and other countries belonging to that crowne according to the newest observation, 1719 / revised by I. Senex. [London : s.n.], 1719.
Authors: Senex, John, -1740 -- Cathcart, Charles, Lord, 1686-1740 -- Senex, John, -1740. A New general atlas : containing a geographical and historical account of all the empires, kingdoms, and other dominions of the world ... (1721) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 46 x 53 cm.
Includes dedication to "Collonel Charles Cathcart."
In: Senex, John. A New general atlas : containing a geographical and historical account of all the empires, kingdoms, and other dominions of the world ... (London : Daniel Browne [and 8 others], 1721), v. 1, between p. 40-41.
oversize Ayer 135 .S5 1721 v. 1, between p. 40-41 (PrCt)

65007 Poland - Maps - 1730
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766
1 map ; 40 x 53 cm.
Includes many annotations in ink.
Ms note in bottom margin: Au travers de Palatinats de Cracovie, de Sendomir, de Lublin...il faut graver en grandes lettres PROWINCYA MALOPOLSKA. Au travers du Grand Duché de Lithuanie il faut graver en grandes lettres PROWINCYA W. WIKIEGO. Gift of Jadwiga Lopez-Majano, 2009.
map4F G6520 1730 .S2 (PrCt)

65008 Poland - Maps - 1730-1739<<>>Wielkopolska (Poland) - Maps - 1730-1739
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Peyrounin, A. -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Delamarche, Charles Francois, 1740-1817. Atlas général : contenant le détail des quatre parties du monde [1798?] -- Roger S. M.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 40 x 54 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:875,000].
Relief shown pictorially.

Baskes oversize G1015 .A77 1798, [plate 1], [plate 47] (NLO)

65009 Poland - Maps - 1732<<>>Europe, Eastern - Maps - 1732<<>>Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1732<<>>Engravings
La Pologne dressée sur ce qu'en ont donné Starovolsk, Beauplan, Hartnoch, et autres auteur, rectifiee par les observations d'Hevelius etc. / par Guillaume Del'Isle ... A Paris : chez l'auteur sur le Quai de l'Horloge ..., [ca. 1732?].
Number "62" in ms. on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

VAULT Baskes oversize G1015 .L57 1700, [plate 62] (PrCr)

65010 Poland - Maps - 1733
Nieuwe kaart vant' Koninkryk Poolsen verdeelt in zyn byzondere Waywoodschappen : na de nieuweste stelling int' ligt gebracht / J. Keyser getek. en gesned. 1733. te Amsterdam : door Isaak Tirion, 1733.
Authors: Tirion, Isaak -- Keizer, Jacob, fl. 1706-1750 -- Tirion, Isaak. Nieuwe en beknopte hand-atlas ... (1748 [i.e. 1769?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 28 x 34 cm. Numbered "No 8" in manuscript at upper right. In: Tirion, Isaak. Nieuwe en beknopte hand-atlas ... (Amsterdam : Isaak Tirion, 1744 [i.e. 1769?]), plate [8].
oversize Ayer 135 .T55 1744, plate [8] (PrCr)

65011 Poland - Maps - 1734<<>>Lithuania - Maps - 1745<<>>Europe, Eastern - Maps - 1734 Regni Poloniae magnique ducat. Lithuaniae / nova et exacta tabula ad mentem Starovollog descripta à Iohanne Bapt. Homanno ...
Noribergae [Nuremberg : Homann, 1734 or later].

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .H7 1734, [plate 23] (PrCr)

Scale [ca. 1:3,000,000]. In: Seutter, Matthaeus. Atlas novus sive tabulae geographicae totius orbis faciem, partes, imperia, regna et provincias exhibentes (Augsburg : [Seutter], 1740?), plate [40]. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

VAULT Baskes oversize G1015 .S48 1740, plate [40] (NLO)

65013 Poland - Maps - 1740<<>>Europe, Eastern - Maps - 1740 Poloniae regnum ut et magni ducatus Lithuaniae ... [Augsburg] : Matth. Seutteri, [ca. 1740?].

Case oversize G 1007 .81 pl. [79] (PrCr)

56017 Poland - Maps - 1747<>Lithuania - Maps - 1747
Authors: Bowen, Emanuel, -1767 -- Innys, William, d. 1756 -- Bowen, Emanuel, -1767. A Complete system of geography ... (1747) 1 map ; 34 x 42 cm.
In: Bowen, Emanuel. A Complete system of geography: being a description of ... the known world (London : Printed for William Innys, etc., 1747) v. 1, pl. [26].
Case oversize G114 .B68 1747 v. 1, pl. 26 (PrCt)

56018 Poland - Maps - 1752
Le Royaume de Pologne divisé en ses duchés et provinces ... / par le Sr. Robert de Vaugondy ... [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy], 1752.
Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1758?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col.; 47 x 53 cm.
In: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles. Atlas universel (Paris : Chez les auteurs, quay de l’Horloge du Palais, Boudet libraire imprimeur du roi, rué St. Jacques, 1757 [i.e. 1758?]), [plate 73].
"Pologne" -- oversize letterpress title stamped on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1757, [plate 73] (PrCt)

56019 Poland - Maps - 1752
Le Royaume de Pologne divisé en ses duchés et provinces ... / par le Sr. Robert de Vaugondy ... [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy], 1752.
Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1758?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col.; 47 x 53 cm.
In: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles. Atlas universel (Paris : Chez les auteurs, quay de l’Horloge du Palais, Boudet libraire imprimeur du roi, rué St. Jacques, 1757 [i.e. 1758?]), [plate 73].
"Pologne" -- oversize letterpress number stamped on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1757, [plate 74] (PrCt)

56016 Poland - Maps - 1745<>Lithuania - Maps - 1745
Le Royaume de Pologne, le grand duché de Lithuanie ... Paris : Le Rouge, 1745 [i.e. 1748?].
Authors: Le Rouge, Georges-Louis -- Le Rouge, Georges-Louis. Recueil contenant des cartes nouvelles ... (1742 [i.e. 1748?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col.; 48 x 61 cm.
In: Le Rouge, Georges-Louis. Recueil contenant des cartes nouvelles ... (Paris : chez le Sr. Le Rouge, 1742 [i.e. 1748?]).
Manuscript '14' on verso.
Duplicate copy in Seutter, Matthaeus. [A
Poland: corrected from the observations communicated to the Royal Society at London and the Royal Academy at Paris / by John Senex.
[London]: Printed For T. Bowles ..., John Bowles and Son ..., & Robt. Sayer ..., [between 1754 and 1763].
Authors: Senex, John, -1740 -- Bowles, Thomas, -1767 -- John Bowles and Son -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Senex, John, -1740. The Universal geographer ... [1764?]. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 64 x 93 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:1,900,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
Prime meridian: London.
Covers Poland and the region from the Oder River to the east of the Dnieper River.
Two sheet mounted together as one.
Illustrated title cartouche
Shows boundaries, rivers, roads, forests and settlements.
In: Senex, John. The Universal geographer ... (London : Printed for Robert Sayer, [1764?]), plate [24].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .S45 1764, plate [24] (NLO)

65021 Poland - Maps - 1766<<>>Lithuania - Maps - 1766
Map of the kingdom of Poland and the grand duchy of Lithuania / from Tob. Mayer of the Cosmographical Society of Nuremburg. [London : John Bowles ; Carington Bowles, 1766 or earlier].
1 map : hand col. ; 44 x 52 cm.
In a composite atlas bound together without title page: Bowles, John. [Bowles’s universal atlas]. [London : John Bowles ; Carington Bowles, 1711-1766], map [19].
Manuscript plate number 19 added in ink at upper right by previous owner.
Case oversize G1015 .B68 1766 map [19] (PrCt)

65022  Poland - Maps - 1766<<>>Lithuania - Maps - 1766<<>>Europe, Eastern - Maps - 1766
A New and accurate map of Poland, Lithuania &c ... / by Eman. Bowen. [London : s.n., 1766].
Authors: Bowen, Emanuel, -1767 -- Bowen, Emanuel, -1767. The Maps and charts to The modern part of the universal history (1766) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 33 x 41 cm.
In: Bowen, Emanuel. The Maps and charts to The modern part of the universal history / [with maps by Emanuel Bowen and Thomas Kitchin] (London : Printed for T. Osborne [et al.], 1766), [plate 7].
Manuscript nos. "VII" and "7" at upper right.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .M3 1766, [plate 7] (NLO)

65023 Poland - Maps - 1772
Woiewodztwa Plockie, Brzeskie-Kujawskie, Inowrocławskie, Chelmierskie, Poznańskie y Nowe Woiewodztwo Gnieźnienskie złożone z Czesći Polnocnej Woiewództwa Kaliskiego = Les Palatinats de Plock, de Brzesc, d’Inowroclaw, de Culm, de Posnanie et le Vouveau Platinat de Gniezno formé de la partie septentrionale de celui de Kalisz ; Perrier sculp. ; Bourgoin sc. [Paris : s.l., 1772].
1 map : hand col. ; 32 x 51 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:700,000].
At upper right: No. 9.
map4F G6030 1772 .R5 (PrCt)

A Map of the Kingdom of Poland and Grand Duchy of Lithuania including Samogitia and Curland ... 1799 [i.e. 1817?].
1 map : hand col. ; 52 x 58 cm.
'Second edition.'
'This map is reduced from the map of Rizzi Zannoni published at Paris in 1772 ...'
Imprint on map: London ... W. Faden ... 1799.
Includes inset of Warsaw, 6 x 9 cm.
Verso handstamped '26.'
oversize G 10 .282 pl. 31 (PrCt)

65025  Poland - Maps - 1772<<>>Lithuania - Maps - 1772<<>>Europe, Eastern - Maps - 1772
The Kingdom of Poland and great duchy of Lithuania with all their divisions. London : Robert Sayer, 1772 [i.e. 1773].
Authors: Kitchin, Thomas, 1718-1784 -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Kitchin, Thomas, 1718-1784. A General atlas describing the whole universe ... (1773) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 64 cm.
In: Kitchin, Thomas. A General atlas describing the whole universe ... (London : Robert Sayer, 1773); verso handstamped '20.
Bound with: Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d'. A Complete body of ancient geography ... (London : R. Laurie and J. Whittle, 1799).
oversize Ayer 135 .K6 1773 pl. 20 (PrCt)

References: Shirley, R. Maps in the atlases of the Newberry Library.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Poland - Maps - 1772</ref> Lithuania - Maps - 1772</ref> Warsaw (Poland) - Maps - 1772</ref> Pictorial works

Carte de la Pologne : divisée par provinces et palatinats et subdivisée e par districts : construite d'après quantité d'arpentages, d'observations et de mesures prises sur les lieux : dédiée à Son Altesse le prince prusse-vindes Joseph Alexandre Jablonowski, palatin de Nowogrod ... / par ... J.A.B. Rizzi Zannoni ... [Paris? s.n.], 1772.


Scale [ca. 1:700,000].
Issued with engraved dedication, general map, plan of Warsaw, and 22 hand colored sectional maps.
Sectional maps engraved by Bourgoin, Perrier, and André; "Plan de Varsovie" by Arrivet, Chalmandrier, and André; dedication engraved by Beaublé.
Map of Warsaw keyed to references 1-82; includes Vue de Varsovie du côté de Viscule; marginal illustrations show 17 buildings. Engraved t.p. with allegorical figures, numbered 21 and bound between maps 20 and 22. Sectional maps each have title in Polish and French; maps 22-24 also list some place names in Turkish.

"Explication des signes" on map no. 22. Shows Polish lands at their greatest extent, prior to the three partitions of Poland in 1772, 1793, and 1795; also shows Lithuania.--Cf. Shirley. Microfiche jackets contain 4' x 5' photographic negatives of the original map in the collections of the American Geographical Society, Golda Mier Library, University of Wisconsin--Milwaukee. The photographs were made at the Newberry Library in 1985, when the map was loaned for the exhibition 'Monarchs, Ministers & Maps.'
References: Shirley, R. Maps in the atlases of the British Library, T.Riz-3a; Phillips 9159; A.E. Nordensköld Collection in the Helsinki University Library, 243

map3C G6520 1772 .R5 (PrCt)

Poland - Maps - 1772</ref> Slovakia - Maps - 1772</ref> Hungary - Maps - 1772

Czescia Czech, Morawiy, y Austriy = Carte des frontieres de Pologne, de Hongrie et d'Allemagne contenant le Palatinat de Cracovie, la Starostie de Zips, les comtes de Presbourg, de Nitra, de Trentschin, de Thürös, de Arva, de Liptó, de Barsch, de Zolyom, de Neograd, de Hont, de Goemoer et d'Abau-vár, la Silesie Autrichienne avec une partie de la Boheme, de la Moravie, et de l'Autriche / Perrier sculp.; Bourgoin sc. [Paris : s.l., 1772].


map 1 map : hand col. ; 31 x 51 cm.

Scale [ca. 1:700,000].

At upper right: No. 17.


Baskes oversize G1015 .H66 1776, [plate 25] (PrCt)

65029 Poland - Maps - 1773
Mappa geographica regni Poloniae ex novissimis ... / revocata a Tob. Mayero ... Norimb. [Nuremberg] : Homannianos Heredes, A. MDCCLXXIII [1773].

Authors: Mayer, Tobias, 1723-1762 -- Homann Erben (Firm) -- Homann Erben (Firm). Major atlas scholasticus ex triginta sex generalibus et specialibus mappis Homannianis ... [1776?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 43 x 51 cm.

Added title in top margin: Carte des etats de la couronne de Pologne ...


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .H66 1776, [plate 25] (PrCt)

65030 Poland - Maps - 1773/Lituania - Maps - 1773/Europe, Eastern - Maps - 1773

Le Royaume de Pologne, le grand duché de Lithuanie ... Paris : [G.-L. Le Rouge?], 1773.

Authors: Le Rouge, Georges-Louis -- Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756. [A Collection of Seutter maps] [1726-1773]

1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 55 cm.

'Par le Sr. Le Rouge ...'

'Avec la démembrement du traité du 5. auost 1772.'

Forms part of a made-to-order composite atlas chiefly comprised of undated maps issued ca. 1734-ca. 1744.


Case oversize G 1007 .81 pl. [80] (PrCt)

65031 Poland - Maps - 1776

Carte de la Pologne Autrichienne contient la Russie Rouge ... / dressée sur l'exemplaire des Heritiers Homan 1775. À Venise [Venice] : par P. Santini ; chez Mr. Remondini, 1776.

Authors: Homann Erben (Firm) -- Santini, P. -- Remondini, Giuseppe Antonio, 1747-1811 -- Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (1784 [i.e. 1807?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 43 x 57 cm.

In: Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (Venice : par P. Santini, rue Ste. Justine, chez M. Remondini, 1784 [i.e. 1807?]), v. 1, no. "P.I. 47"

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .S4 1807, v. 1, no. 47 (PrCt)

65032 Poland - Maps - 1776-1814//Baltic states - Maps - 1776

Regnum Borussiae gloriosius auspicys serenissimi regius Frederici III ... / a loh. Baptista Homanno. Norimbergae [Nuremberg : Homann, 1776?].

Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Homann Erben (Firm) -- Homann Erben (Firm). Major atlas scholasticus ex triginta sex generalibus et specialibus mappis Homannianis ... [1776?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 56 cm.

Added title in top margin: Carte des etats de la couronne de Pologne ...


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .H66 1776, [plate 25] (PrCt)


Poland, with its divisions before the late partition. London : R. Sayer and J. Bennett, 1778.

Authors: Dunn, Samuel, -1794 -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Robert Sayer and John Bennett (Firm) -- Dunn, Samuel, -1794. A New atlas of the mundane system ... (1778) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 29 x 43 cm.

In: Dunn, Samuel. A New atlas of the mundane system ... (London : R. Sayer and J. Bennett,
65036 Poland - Maps - 1782


In: Stackhouse, Thomas. An Universal atlas : consisting of a complete set of maps ... (1785) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 37 x 42 cm.
In: Stackhouse, Thomas. A New universal atlas : consisting of a complete set of maps .. (1785) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 40 cm.
Hand stamped with oversize "16" at upper right.

Baskes oversize G1015 .A739 1784, plate [19] (NLO)

65037 Poland - Maps - 1783

Authors: Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Stackhouse, Thomas, 1756-1836 -- Stackhouse, Thomas, 1756-1836. A New universal atlas : consisting of a complete set of maps ... (1785) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 40 cm.
In: Stackhouse, Thomas. A New universal atlas : consisting of a complete set of maps ... (London : Printed for the proprietor, Mrs. Stackhouse ... and sold by T. Longman [and 7 others], 1785), plate 16.
Engraved oversize "16" at upper right.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .S82 1785, plate 16 (PrCt)

65038 Poland - Maps - 1786

Reyeno de Polonia dividido en sus estados y palatinatos / por Don Tomas Lopez, Geógrafo de los Dominios se S. M. Madrid, 1786.
Authors: Lopez, Tomás, 1730-1802 -- Lopez-Majano, Jadwiga
1 map : hand col. ; 44 x 51 cm.
In lower left margin: Se hallará este estamado (accessed November 2009):
http://www.igeo.pt/servicos/cdi/cartoteca/normal/0026.jpg
map4F G6520 1786 .L6 (PrCt)

65039 Poland - Maps - 1787

A New map of the kingdom of Poland with its dismembered provinces. London : printed for Robert Sayer, January 1st. 1787.
Authors: Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Kitchin, Thomas, 1718-1784. A General atlas, describing the whole universe : being a complete collection of the most approved maps extant ... [1788?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
In: Kitchin, Thomas. A General atlas, describing the whole universe : being a complete collection of the most approved maps extant ... (London : Printed for Robert Sayer, [1788?]), no. 20.
Stamped "20" on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .K57 1788, [plate 20] (NLO)

65042 Poland - Maps - 1794<<>>Prussia (Germany) - Maps - 1794
A New map of the Kingdom of Poland, with its dismembered provinces and the Kingdm. of Prussia. London : Laurie & Whittle, No. 53 Fleet Street, 12th May 1794.
Authors: Laurie & Whittle -- Kitchin, Thomas, 1718-1784. A General atlas describing the whole universe ... (1795) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 64 cm.
In: Kitchin, Thomas. A General atlas describing the whole universe ... (London : Printed and published by Robert Laurie and James Whittle, no. 53 Fleet Street, 1795), [plate 22].
Number "22" stamped on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .K57 1795, [plate 22] (NLO)

65043 Poland - Maps - 1796
Poland, shewing the claims of Russia, Prussia & Austria, until the late depredations, the extent of which cannot as yet be ascertained. Philadelphia : M. Carey, 1796.
Authors: Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Guthrie, William, 1708-1770 -- Barker, W. (William), fl. 1795-1803 -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839. Carey's General atlas ... (1796)
1 map ; 30 x 36 cm.
In: Carey, Mathew. Carey's General atlas ... (Philadelphia : M. Carey, 1796) pl. [18].
Case folio G1019.C25 1796 pl. 18 (PrCr)

65044 Poland - Maps - 1796
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 61 cm.
Includes key to hand coloring: Indication des démembrements effectués tant en 1773 qu'en 1795.
Scale [ca. 1:2,600,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .D86 1795 [plate 12] (NLO)
the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .L565 1801, [plate 17]
(NLO)

65045 **Poland - Maps - 1797**

*La Polonia divisa nelle sue antiche province e delineata sulle ultime osservazioni, foglio terzo.*

Rome: Calcolografia camerali, 1797.

Authors: Cassinii, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824 -- Calcolografia camerali (Rome, Italy) -- Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824. Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (1792-1801) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col.; 30 x 43 cm.

In: Cassini, Giovanni Maria. Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (Rome : Presso la Calcogr. camerali, 1792-1801) v. 2 pl. 68.

Map dated 1797.

**oversize Ayer 135 .C33 1792 v. 2 pl. 68 (PrCt)**

65046 **Poland - Maps - 1797<<>>Belarus - Maps - 1797<<>>Ukraine - Maps - 1797<<>>Byelarus SEE Belarus<<>>White Russia SEE Belarus<<>>Belorussia SEE Belarus<<>>Bielorussia SEE Belarus<<>>Byelorussia SEE

*La Polonia divisa nelle sue antiche province e delineata sulle ultime osservazioni, foglio quarto.*

Rome: Calcolografia camerali, 1797.

Authors: Cassinii, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824 -- Calcolografia camerali (Rome, Italy) -- Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824. Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (1792-1801) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col.; 30 x 43 cm.

In: Cassini, Giovanni Maria. Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (Rome : Presso la Calcogr. camerali, 1792-1801) v. 2 pl. 70.

Map dated 1797.

**oversize Ayer 135 .C33 1792 v. 2 pl. 70 (PrCt)**

65047 **Poland - Maps - 1797<<>>Lithuania - Maps - 1797<<>>Prussia (Germany) - Maps - 1797***

*Poland, Lithuania and Prussia / A. Bell Prin. Wal. sculptor fecit.* [Edinburgh : s.n., 1797].

Authors: Bell, Andrew, 1726-1809 -- Encyclopaedia Britannica (1797) -- Encyclopaedia Britannica, inc.

1 map ; 16 x 20 cm.

In Encyclopaedia britannica; or, A dictionary of arts, sciences, and miscellaneous literature (Edinburgh : A. Bell and C. Macfarquhar, 1797) v. 15, opposite p. 272.

Engraved 'Plate CCCCX.'

**folios A 21 .2583 v. 15, opposite p. 272 (PrCt)**

65050 **Poland - Maps - 1798<<>>Lithuania - Maps - 1798<<>>Prussia (Germany) - Maps - 1798 Poland, Lithuania and Prussia / Vallance sc. [Philadelphia : s.n., 1798].

Authors: Vallance, J. (John), 1770-1823 -- Encyclopaedia Britannica (1798) -- Encyclopaedia Britannica, inc.

1 map ; 16 x 20 cm.

In American edition of the Encyclopaedia Britannica, issued as: Encyclopaedia; or, A dictionary of arts, sciences, and miscellaneous literature ... (Philadelphia : Thomas Dobson, 1798) v. 15, opposite p. 272.

Engraved 'Plate CCCCX.'

**A 2 .254 v. 15, opposite p. 272 (PrCt)**

65051 **Poland - Maps - 1799<<>>Prussia (Germany) - Maps - 1799 A New map of the Kingdom of Poland, with its dismembered provinces and the Kingdom of Prussia ... London : Laurie & Whittle, 12th May 1799.
Authors: Laurie & Whittle -- Laurie & Whittle. A New and elegant imperial sheet atlas comprehending general and particular maps of every part of the world ... [1801?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 63 cm.
In Robert Laurie and James Whittle. A New and elegant imperial sheet atlas comprehending general and particular maps of every part of the world ... (London : printed and published by R. Laurie and J. Whittle, 1800 [i.e. 1801?]) no. 32. Stamped "32" on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .S4 1807, v. 1, no. 46 (PrCt)

65055 Poland - Maps - 1811<<>>Europe, Eastern - Maps - 1811<<>>Lithuania - Maps - 1811
A New map of Poland and the Grand Duchy of Lithuania, shewing their dismemberment and divisions between Austria, Russia and Prussia, in 1772, 1793 & 1795. London : J. Cary, 1811.
Authors: Cary, John, approximately 1754-1835 -- Cary, John, approximately 1754-1835. Cary's New universal atlas ... (1811 [i.e. 1812?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 44 x 50 cm.
In: Cary, John. Cary's New universal atlas, comprehending general and particular maps of every part of the world ... (London: Printed for J. Cary, 1811 [i.e. 1812?]) pl. [32]. Printed paste-on no. 35.
oversize Ayer 135 .C3 1811 pl. 32 (PrCt)

65056 Poland - Maps - 1813
Authors: Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Neele, George -- Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824. Neele's general atlas : consisting of a complete set of maps compiled from the best authorities ... (1814 [i.e. 1815]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 22 x 27 cm.
In: Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Neele, George. Neele's general atlas : consisting of a complete set of maps compiled from the best authorities ... (1814 [i.e. 1815]) -- [London : Printed for J. Cary, 1811 [i.e. 1812?]) pl. [32].
Engraved no. XV at bottom right.
Baskes folio G1019 .N4 1814, [plate 22] (PrCt)

65057 Poland - Maps - 1814
Poland. 1995.
Authors: Cadell & Davies -- Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme, and Brown -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826 -- Hebert, Lewis, fl. 1809-1838 -- Neele, 1 map
1995 facsimile. 'Published July 13th 1814....'
request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
for more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Ramsay and Co. for J. Thomson and Co.; Baldwin, Cradock and Joy; John Cumming, 1821 [i.e. 1822?], v. 1, map 32.

Engraved 'No. 32' at upper right.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1821, v. 1, map 32 (NLO)**

### Poland - Maps - 1829

*Poland.* [Edinburgh]: Drawn and engraved for Thomson’s New General Atlas, [1829?].

Authors: Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas: consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (1829) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col.; 48 x 59 cm.

In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas: consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (Edinburgh; London; Dublin: Printed by H. & J. Pillans, for John Thomson; Baldwin & Cradock; John Cumming, 1829), map 32.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Engraved no. ‘32’ at upper right.

**Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1829 map 32 (NLO)**

### Poland - Maps - 1830

*Mapa general de Polonia: antes de su desmembramiento / taller de Estruc.* Barcelona: [J. Torner, 1830-1834].

Authors: Torner, J -- Estruc y Jordan, Doménic, 1786-1851 -- Lopez-Majano, Jadwiga

1 map : hand col.; 26 x 32 cm.


**map4F G6520 1830 .E8 (PrCt)**

### Poland - Maps - 1830<<>>Russia - Maps - 1830

*Reino de Polonia ò sea la parte unida ala Rusia por el repartimiento de 1795 que conserva el nombre de aquel antiguo reino / R. Alabern lo g[ra]badlo.* Barcelona: [J. Torner, 1830-1834].

Authors: Torner, J. -- Alabern i Moles, Ramón -- Lopez-Majano, Jadwiga

1 map : hand col.; 25 x 32 cm.


**map4F G6520 1830 .E8a (PrCt)**

### Poland - Maps - 1831

*Poland (Polska) divided into eight palatinates or woiwodies.* London: Chapman and Hall, 1831 [i.e.1844].

Authors: Chapman and Hall -- J. & C. Walker

(Firm) -- Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (Great Britain) -- Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (Great Britain).

Maps of the Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (1844) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col.; 37 x 31 cm.


**oversize Ayer 135 .S67 1844 v. 1, pl. [59] (PrCt)**

### Poland - Maps - 1831<<>>Lithuania - Maps - 1831

*Poland and Lithuania.* Edinburgh: [D. Lizars, [1831?]].

Authors: Lizars, Daniel, 1760-1812 -- Hamilton, John, fl. 1831 -- Lizars, Daniel, 1760-1812. The Edinburgh geographical and historical atlas ... [1831?]

1 map : hand col.; 39 x 48 cm.

In: Lizars, Daniel. The Edinburgh geographical and historical atlas ... (Edinburgh [etc.]: John Hamilton [and others, 1831?] pl. [16].

Engraved plate no. ‘XX.

**oversize G 10 .514 pl. [16] (PrCt)**

### Poland - Maps - 1840

*Poland previous to its partition in 1795, between Russian, Austria & Prussia: shewing also its present extent or territory.* London: Mr. Bull, [ca. 1840].

Authors: Starling, Thomas -- Bull and Churton -- Bull, Mr., fl. ca. 1840 -- Perkins and Bacon -- Starling, Thomas. The Royal cabinet atlas ... [ca. 1840]

1 map : hand col.; 8 x 14 cm.

In: Starling, Thomas. The Royal cabinet atlas ... (London: Bull and Churton, [ca. 1840]) 'Pl. XLIV' [i.e. 24].

**map3C 5 map [24] (PrCt)**


*Mapa Polska (taktyczna) [microform].* [Santa Cruz, Calif. Western Association of Map Libraries, 1988].

Authors: Wojskowy Instytut Geograficzny (Poland) -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division -- Western Association of Map Libraries


Running title on fiche: LC G&M Poland 1:100,000.
Added titles: Mapa Polska (taktyczna) -- Poland. Scale [ca. 1:28,700] at 12x magnification. Relief shown by hachures, contour lines, and spot heights. Sheets are numbered 'PAS' and 'SLUP,' and were issued in quadrangles of 15 minutes latitude by 30 minutes longitude. Many sheets issued in several editions; see index map (Local History G6520 s100 .W6 Index). For specific dates of all sheets, see checklist filed in Map Information File.

Microfiche 1195 (NLO)

65074 Poland - Maps - 1934
Authors: Wojskowy Instytut Geograficzny (Poland) -- International Geographical Congress (14th : 1934 : Warsaw) 1 map : col. ; 88 x 88 cm. fold. in covers 33 x 28 cm. Scale 1:100,000. Relief shown by hypsometric tints. Includes insets: Warszawa i okolice. -- Zagłebie Węglowe. -- Wybrzeże Polskie. On cover: "Offerte aux membres du congres international de geographie Varsovie 1934."

map5C G6520 1934 .W6 (PrCt)


Baskes DK4037 .S84 1927 (NLO)

65076 Poland - Maps - 1939
Authors: Montfort, Annie de -- Montfort, Henri de, 1889-1965 -- Guides bleus -- Strowski, Fortunat, 1866-1952 -- Hachette (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) civ, 604 p. : 22 maps and plans (some col., 1 folded) ; 17 cm. Includes index. 'Indications bibliographiques et

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
cartographiques'--P. [c]-civ.
Map on endpaper.
Series: Guides bleus
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 41039126
Baskes G153 .G84 Pologne (1939) (NLO)

65077 Poland - Maps - 1943
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 3 maps, 6 city plans
1st ed.
Includes advertising dated 1943 and priced in marks.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

65078 Poland - Maps - 1943
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 3 maps, 6 city plans
1st ed.
Includes advertising dated 1943 and priced in marks.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

65079 Poland - Maps - 1943
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 3 maps, 6 city plans
1st ed.
Malinowski 7.
Includes advertising dated 1943 and priced in marks.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

65080 Poland - Maps - 1943
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 3 maps, 6 city plans
1st ed.
Includes advertising dated 1943 and priced in marks.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

65081 Poland - Maps - 1947 - Boundaries - Poland - Maps - 1947 - Annexation
Authors: Zaremba, Józef -- Główny Urzad Planowania Przestrzennego.
1 atlas ([5] p., 35 maps (part col.)) ; 30 x 42 cm.
Added title: Atlas of recovered territories of Poland.
Polish, Russian, English and French.
Scale of most maps 1:2,000,000.
'Objasnienia, 'Explanations,' etc. (4 pamphlets, 15 or 16 p. each 24 cm.) laid in.
LC Card Number: map50000207
oversize H 3155 .992 (NLO)

65082 Poland - Maps - 1959 - Road maps - Poland - Maps - 1959 - Cities and towns - Poland - Maps - 1959 - Road maps
Authors: Panstwowe Przedsiębiorstwo Wydawnictw Kartograficznych -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (155 p.) : 75 col. maps ; 23 cm.
Edition: Wyd. 2.
Scale 1:500,000
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: map60000261
Baskes G1951.P2 P3 1959 (NLO)

65083 Poland - Maps - 1964
Authors: Nagel travel guide series -- Wagret, Paul -- Harrison, Helga S. B. -- McGraw-Hill, inc. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Cover title: Nagel's Poland travel guide
'25 pages of black-and-white plans, 1 large plan in colour, 1 large map in colour.'
'This guide has been prepared by a group of Polish university teachers, under the general supervision of Paul Wagret, agrégé of the
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

University. English version by Helga S.B. Harrison. -- T.p. verso
Map on lining papers.
Includes index.
Series: Nagel travel guide series
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Poland - Maps - 1967
Authors: United States. Central Intelligence Agency -- Magnus, Albert R.
1 map: col.; on sheet 56 x 47 cm.
Scale 1:2,000,000.
Relief shown by shading and spot heights.
In lower left margin: 56667 12-67.
"The U.S. government does not recognize as final the de facto western limit of Polish administration. Names and the representation of some other boundaries are not necessarily authoritative."
map4F G3200 1967 .US, Poland (PrCt)

Poland - Maps - 1968
One map by M. Czajkowska.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Includes index.
LC Card Number: 68018174
Baskes DK4037 .A77 1968 (NLO)

Poland - Maps - 1980 - Administrative and political divisions
Authors: Panstwowe Przedsiębiorstwo Wydawnictw Kartograficznych -- Poland.
Eugeniusz Romer State Cartographical Publishing House SEE Panstwowe Przedsiębiorstwo Wydawnictw Kartograficznych -- Poland.
Eugeniusz Romer State Cartographical Publishing House SEE Przedsiębiorstwo Wydawnictw Kartograficznych -- Poland.
Przedsiębiorstwo Wydawnictw Kartograficznych -- Poland.

Poland - Maps - Bibliography
Authors: Rastawiecki, Edward, baron, 1805--1974
1 atlas (215 p.) : col. ill., 50 col. maps ; 24 cm.
"Redaktor atlasu Janusz Lopatto."--T.p. verso.
Scale 1:500,000.
Color map on front end papers.
Includes indexes.
Photocopy map of Kluczbork tipped in before p. 96.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 8273
Baskes G1951.P2 P325 1985 (NLO)

Poland - Maps - 1500-1800
Introduction also in English.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 147-148) and index.
Maps on lining papers
Series: Studia i materiały z historii kartografii ; 16
Formerly folio Z6027.P77 S938 1997
LC Card Number: 99173481
ISBN 8370092187 ; 9788370092184
Map Ref folio Z6027.P77 S938 1997 (NLO)

65092

Poland - Maps - Bibliography -
Catalogs<<>>Biblioteka Jagiellonska - Map collections - Bibliography - Catalogs
Authors: Bzinkowska, Jadwiga -- Biblioteka Jagiellonska -- Biblioteka Narodowa (Poland).
Zaklad Zbiorow Kartograficznych
151 p. : maps ; 21 cm. + 26 facsimile maps
Includes bibliographical references and indexes.
Series: Studia i materiały z historii kartografii ; 13
Formerly Z6027.P77 B53 1993
LC Card Number: 94208386
ISBN 8370090877
Map Ref Z6027.P77 B53 1993 (NLO)

65093

Poland - Maps - Bibliography -
Catalogs<<>>Muzeum poczty i telekomunikacji Wroclaw - Map collections - Catalogs
Authors: Lipinska, Lucyna -- Muzeum poczty i telekomunikacji Wroclaw
Includes bibliographical references (p. [49] and index.
Series: Katalogi zbiorów Muzeum Poczty i Telekomunikacji we Wroclawiu. Ser. D ; t. 1, zeszyt 1
Errata slip tipped in.
Formerly Z6027.P77 L45 1984
Map Ref Z6027.P77 L45 1984 (NLO)

65091

Poland - Maps - Bibliography - Catalogs -
1815-1915<<>>Biblioteka Narodowa (Poland) - Map collections - Bibliography - Catalogs
Authors: Szaniawska, Lucyna -- Biblioteka Narodowa (Poland)
163 p., [41] p. of plates : maps (some col.) ; 30 cm.

65094

Poland - Maps - Bibliography<<>>Malinowski, Halina W. - Map collections - Bibliography
Authors: Malinowski, Halina W. -- Map Collectors’ Circle -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
7 v. in 5 : ill., facsim., maps ; 25 cm.
Bibliography: v. 3, p. 138-142.
65097  
**Poland - Maps - Collections, 1655-1786**  
WARSAW (POLAND) - MAPS - HISTORICAL GEOGRAPHY - MAPS - 1657  
Authors: Bonne, Rigobert, 1727-1794 -- Dahlberg, Erik Jönsson -- Perelle, N. -- Perrier, fl. 1760-1824 -- Macquet 5 maps  
Photocopies of maps originally published between 1655-1786.  
Gilt 1995, Donald Wojciechowski.  

65098  
**Poland - Population - Maps - 1910-1940**  
GERMANY - POPULATION - MAPS - 1910-1940  
POLES - MAPS - 1910-1940  
GERMANY - MAPS - 1910-1940  
ETHNOLOGY - ETHNOLOGY - MAPS - 1910-1940  
ETHNOLOGY - ETHNOLOGY - GERMANY - MAPS - 1910-1940  
TREATY OF VERSAILLES (1919)  
Poland before September 1st, 1939. [S.l. s.n., 1940?].  
Authors: Spett, Jakob  
2 maps : col. ; 24 x 32 cm. & 13 x 13 cm. on sheet 41 x 36 cm.  
First-named map is a reduced facsimile of a map originally published in 1910 and annotated to show the boundaries between Germany and Poland according to the Treaty of Versailles. ‘These maps prove clearly that the claims put forward by the Germans regarding the German character of the Polish provinces recently annexed, are disproved by their own official documents.’  
**map2F G6521.A2 1910 S6 1940 (PrCt)**

65099  
**Poland - Road maps - 1998**  
HIGHWAYS SEE Roads  
ROADWAYS SEE Roads  
ROADSSEE Thoroughfares SEE  
ROADSSEE Transportation SEE ALSO Roads  
ROADSSEE Road maps  
Authors: Ford, Peter  
2 p. : col. photo and maps  

65100  
**Poland - Surveys - 1500-1599**  
Authors: Golaski, Janusz -- International Conference on the History of Cartography (5th : 1973 : Warsaw)  
Abstract of paper presented at the 5th Conference o...

Vert 200 (PrCt)

**65101**  
Polar regions - Bibliography -  
Card catalogs - Polar regions - Maps -  
Bibliography - Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library) -  
Card catalogs - Newberry Library - Map collections - Bibliography - Catalogs  
The Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection of polar books, maps, and art at the Newberry Library: a catalogue / compiled by David C. White and Patrick Morris ; edited by Robert W. Karrow, Jr.  
xx, 227 p., 16 p. of plates : ill. (some col.) ; 26 cm.  
Includes bibliographical references (p. xvii-xx) and index.

Duplicate copies: Z6005.P7 G47 2000 -- Ref Z6005.P7 G47 2000b  
LC Card Number: 00011085  
ISBN 0911028706 ; 0911028684 (pbk.)  
Map Ref Z6005.P7 G47 2000c (NLO)

**65102**  
Polar regions - Map Collections - United States. National Archives. Center For Polar Archives  
The Center for Polar Archives. Washington, D.C.  
National Archives, 1970.  
Authors: United States. National Archives and Records Administration  
6 p. ; 22cm.  
(General information leaflet no. 11).  
Reviews the history and holdings of the Center.

Vert 180 (PrCt)

**65103**  
Polar regions - Maps - 1786  
Carte des deux regions polaires jusqu au 45e degré de latitude / Grave par Blanchard. [Paris : Buffon, 1808].  
Authors: Blanchard, Auguste, fl. 1808- -- Buffon, Georges Louis Leclerc, comte de, 1707-1788- -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)  
2 maps ; 20 cm. in diam. each on sheet 33 x 50 cm.  
In upper right: T. 4. P. 145  

Fitzgerald polar map 9 (PrCt)

**65104**  
Polar regions - Maps - 1795 - World maps -  
1795- -- Cook, James, 1728-1779- -- Phipps, Constantine John, 1744-1792  
The World in three sections describing the polar regions to the tropics : with all the tracks of Lord Mulgrave and Captain Cook towards the north and south poles and the torrid zone or tropical regions with the new discoveries in the South Sea. [London : s.n., 1795].  
Authors: Guthrie, William, 1708-1770- -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)  
3 maps ; on 1 sheet 26 x 44 cm.  
Offprinting, upper right: Guthrie’s universal geography.

Contents: The South pole to the Tropic of Capricorn in which are traced the several attempts of Capt. Cook to discover a southern continent... [14 cm. dia.] -- The North pole to the Tropic of Cancer, describing the track of the Honble. Capt. Phipps, now Lord Mulgrave... [14 cm. dia.] -- Torrid zones or tropical regions of the world, in which are laid down, the new discoveries in the Pacific Ocean or South Sea [6 x 41 cm.]

Fitzgerald polar map 8 (PrCt)

**65105**  
Polar regions - Maps - 1808  
Löwenberg, Julius, 1800  
[8], 152 p. : 8 maps, 19 cm.  
Series: Das Wissen der Gegenwart; Deutsche Universal-Bibliothek für Gebildete ; Bd. 58  
Includes index.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G625 .L6 1886 (NLO)

**65106**  
Polar regions - Maps - 1886  
Pasch, Thomas, 1785-1868  
The Polar regions. [London] : George Philip & Son, Ltd. ; The London Geographical Institute,
[1913].
Authors: George Philip & Son -- London
Geographical Institute -- Philip, George,
1870-1937. Philip's mercantile marine atlas : a
series of 35 plates ... with ... distances between
ports ... (1913)
2 maps : col. ; each 33 cm. in diam., on sheet 53
x 76 cm.
Identifies trade routes and distances, e.g.
"Liverpool to New York 3043 [nautical miles]."
Insets (17 x 17 cm. and smaller): The Bering
Strait and lower Yukon -- [Greenland] --
[Spitzbergen and Franz Josef Land] -- [Weddell
Sea] -- [Ross Sea].
In: Philip, George. Philip's mercantile marine
atlas : a series .of 35 plates ... with ... distances
between ports ... (London ; Liverpool : G. Philip &
Son, ltd. ; The London Geographical Institute ;
Philip, Son & Nephew, 1913), plate 21.
oversize H 7001 .68, plate 21 (PrCt)

65108
Polar regions - Maps - 1943 - Aeronautical
charts - Aeronautical charts - Polar regions
- Maps - 1943 - World maps - 1943 -
Aeronautical charts - Aeronautical charts -
Maps - 1943 - Map projection - Azimuthal
equidistant polar projection -
1943 - Azimuthal equidistant polar
projection (Cartography) - Wall
maps - Aeronautical charts
Co., 1943.
Authors: Trewartha, Glenn Thomas, 1896--
Nordensköld, A. E. (Adolf Erik), 1832-1901 --
A.J. Nystrom and Company -- Concordia
University (River Forest, Ill.)
2 maps on one sheet : col., mounted on cloth and
spring-loaded rollers ; on sheet 105 x 158 cm.
"Edition 1943."
Limit of polar regions "after Nordenskjöld."
Scale 1:26,000,000; 425 miles to the inch.
Azimuthal equidistant polar projection.
Includes "The atmosphere in which we fly" with
text and ill.; table, "Examples of long distance
flying" and inset map of Antarctica (50 x 50 cm.).
"Map no. WP96."
Gift of Concordia University, River Forest, 2006.
maproll G3201.P6 1943 .T7 (PrCt)

65109
Polar regions - Maps - 1948 - Aeronautical
charts - Aeronautical charts - Polar regions
- 1948 - Aeronautical charts
Polar guide. Shreveport, La. Air Training
Command, 1948.
Authors: United States. Air Force. Air Training
Command -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 v. (various pagings) : ill., maps (2 folded, col.) ;
28 cm.
Rev. ed.
2 folded maps in pockets at end.
"Restricted."
Includes index.

Forms part of the Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection
at the Newberry Library.
References: Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection of
Polar books, maps, and art, 712
Fitzgerald folio UG632.45 .P65 1948 (NLO)

65110
Polar regions - Maps - 1950 - Aeronautical
charts - Aeronautical charts - Polar regions
- Maps - 1950 - World maps - 1950 -
Aeronautical charts - Aeronautical charts -
Maps - 1950 - Map projection - Azimuthal
equidistant polar projection -
1950 - Azimuthal equidistant polar
projection (Cartography) - Wall
maps - Aeronautical charts
Polar aeronautical world / edited by Glenn T.
Trewartha, professor of geography, University of
Authors: Trewartha, Glenn Thomas, 1896--
Nordensköld, A. E. (Adolf Erik), 1832-1901 --
A.J. Nystrom and Company -- Southern Illinois
University at Carbondale
2 maps on one sheet : col., mounted on cloth and
wooden rollers ; on sheet 114 x 159 cm.
"Edition 1950."
Limit of polar regions "after Nordenskjöld."
"Latitude scale 1:26,000,000 or 425 miles to the
inch."
"Azimuthal equidistant polar projection."
Includes "The atmosphere in which we fly" with
text and ill.; world diagram, "The great wind belts
of the earth" and inset map of Antarctica (50 x 50
cm.)
"Map no. WP96."
Lightly marked by hand with blackboard chalk.
Gift of Southern Illinois University, 2011.
References: OCLC 26166692
maproll G3201.P6 1950 .T7 (PrCt)

65111
Polar regions - Maps - 1978
Authors: National Foreign Assessment Center
(U.S.) -- Central Intelligence Agency
col. maps ; 37 cm.
GC 78-10040'.
Includes index.
79-44207.
78-602630.
folio G1054 .U5 1978 (NLO)

65112
Polar regions - Maps - 1978
Authors: United States. Central Intelligence
Agency -- United States. Government Printing
Office -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry
Library)
1 atlas : 38 maps ; 370 x 250 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

65113
Polder Maps - Dutch cartography - History

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Political geography - Maps -
1952 - Cartography and politics - Maps -
1952 - World politics - Maps -
1952 - Geopolitics - Maps -
1952 - World maps - 1952 - International relations - international relations - Maps -
1952 - United States - Maps - 1952 - Foreign relations - Treaties - Treaties - Maps -
1952 - Cold War - Maps -
1952 - Map projection - North Polar Azimuthal Equidistant - Maps - 1952
The U.S. commitment: a Fortune map / executed by Richard Edes Harrison as a supplement to the January 1952 Fortune to help you see where and how and for how much your government has pledged America's future around the world. New York: Time, Inc., 1952. c1952.
Authors: Harrison, Richard Edes -- Fortune (1952) -- Time, inc. -- Frisby, active 1985
1 map : col. ; 50 x 53 cm.
Panel title (on verso).
Added title at bottom of map: A Fortune map. "Copyright 1952 Time Inc."
Identifies United States military bases, and countries receiving U.S. military supplies, Economic Cooperation Act (or Marshall Plan) assistance, and Point Four Program assistance. Colored to distinguish levels of U.S. treaty commitments to other countries, Communist "Iron-curtain" countries, and neutral countries in November 1951.
Scale [ca. 1:53,600,000]. North Polar Azimuthal Equidistant projection.
Insets (each 9 x 10 cm.): NATO -- Rio -- Pacific pacts.
Verso includes bibliography of related Fortune magazine articles published in 1951.
Issued folded to 25 x 16 cm. Gift, Frisby, active 1985.
maph F G3201.F5 1952 .H37 (NLO)

65119 Political geography - Maps -
2005 - Atlases -
2005 - Geography - 2005
1 atlas (xii, 137 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
'Abridgment of 21st edition.'
'Distributed by John Wiley & Sons, Inc.'
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Includes index.
Paperback binding.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0471706949

Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 50 x 59 in. Scale 1:63,360.
Originally published 1883.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing
19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 82 (PrCt)

65121 Polk County (Fla.) - Maps - 2002 - Road maps-<->Road maps-<->Counties - Maps Polk County StreetFinder. Skokie, Ill. Rand McNally, 2002.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (161, 38 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Date on cover: 2002.
$19.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-97372-X
RMcN StrFdr 2002 .P662 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (161, 2-36 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
$19.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528998935
RMcN StrFdr 2004 .P662 (PrCt)

65123 Polk County (Fla.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps-<->Road maps-<->Counties - Maps Polk County StreetFinder. [Skokie, Ill.] : Rand McNally, 2004.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
*2nd edition* -- front cover.
$19.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528998935
RMcN StrFdr 2004 .P662a (PrCt)

65124 Polk County (Fla.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps-<->Road maps-<->Counties - Maps Polk County street guide. Chicago, Ill. Rand McNally, 2006 [i.e.2005].
1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
*3rd edition* -- front cover.
"© 2006", but received by the Newberry Library in 2005.
$19.95
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528855549
RMcN StrFdr 2006 .P662 (PrCt)

65125 Polk County (Fla.) - Maps - 2009 - Road maps-<->Highlands County (Fla.) - Maps - 2009 - Road maps-<->Counties - Maps Polk County street guide. Chicago : Rand McNally, c2009.
1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
*4th edition* -- front cover.
Cover title: Polk county street guide : including portions of Highlands County
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
*© 2009* -- back cover
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528868152
RMcN StrFdr 2009 .P662 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 50 x 59 in. Scale 1:63,360.
Originally published 1872.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing
1872: LC G&M land ownership maps
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 65126 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of each catalog entry.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

D.C.] : LC G&M Division, [1983?].
Authors: McVicker, Geo. A. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 6 parts; 4 are 21.5 x 29 in. each and 2 are 23 x 29 in. each. Scale 1:32,000.
Originally published 1872.
Microfiche 583, no. 201 (PrCt)

65127 Polk County (Iowa) - Maps - 1885 -
Landowners<<<Counties -
Maps<<<Landowners - Maps
[Polk County (Iowa) - 1885: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche], [Washington, D.C.] : LC G&M Division, [1983?].
Authors: Warner & Foote -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 6 parts; 2 are 26.5 x 15 in. each; 2 are 25.5 x 15 in. each, 1 is 26 x 17.5 in. and 1 is 25.5 x 17.5 in. Scale 1:36,205. Originally published Minneapolis and Philadelphia: Warner & Foote, 1885.
Microfiche 583, no. 202 (PrCt)

65128 Polk County (Iowa) - Maps - 1895 -
Landowners<<<Counties -
Maps<<<Landowners - Maps
[Polk County (Iowa) - 1895: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche], [Washington, D.C.] : LC G&M Division, [1983?].
Authors: Iowa Engraving Co. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 39x5 x 36.5 in. Scale 1:45,000. Originally published Des Moines, Iowa: Iowa Engraving Co., 1895.
Microfiche 583, no. 203 (PrCt)

65129 Polk County (Minn.) - 1915 -
Landowners<<<Counties -
Maps<<<Landowners - Maps
Authors: Farmer (Saint Paul, Minn.) -- Webb Publishing Co.
1 atlas ; 41 cm.
oversize G1428 P6 A8 1915 (NLO)

65130 Polk County (Neb.) - Maps - 1906 -
Landowners<<<Counties -
Maps<<<Landowners - Maps
Authors: Brown-Scoville Publishing Company 18-74 p. : ill., ports, maps ; 48 cm. 67-2816
ICN 68
7A 1 (NLO)

65132 Polk County (Tex.) - Maps - 1879 -
Landowners<<<Counties -
Maps<<<Landowners - Maps
Authors: Texas. General Land Office -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Microfiche 583, no. 1098 (PrCt)

65133 Polk County (Wis.) - Maps - 1986 -
Landowners<<<Counties -
Maps<<<Landowners - Maps

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Polk County 4-H Leaders Federation (Ohio) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (94 p.) : 40 maps (1 col.) ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
"Sponsored by Polk County 4-H Leaders Federation, Inc."
Includes index to owners, business directory, and tables of trout streams and lakes.
Scale [1:50,688], 1 1/4 in. to 1 mile.
Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 86675395

65134 Polk Street Viaduct (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1888
Bridges - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1888
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1888 - Bridges
Polk St. Viaduct, Chicago, Ill. 1888. [Chicago : Bureau of Engineering, 1889].
Authors: Chicago (Ill.). Bureau of Engineering -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 31 x 64 cm.
Scale ca. 1:420.
Cross-section above map.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
map4F G4104 .C6P24 1888 C6, no. 1 (PrCt)

Authors: Morrison, Paul G. (Paul Guerrant), 1896- -- Bibliographical Society of the University of Virginia
82 leaves ; 28 cm.
Addenda & corrigenda: leaf [83]; errata: leaf [84].
Ref Z2002 .P77 1926 Index (NLO)

65136 Polloc (Philippines) - Maps - 1862 - Manuscripts - Polloc (Philippines) - Maps - 1862 - Pictorial works - Manuscripts - Manuscript maps
Plano de Pollok. 1862.
Authors: Burriel, Juan Nepomuceno -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library.
Manuscript map. Ayer MS 1306 map 21
1 ms. map : hand col., cloth ; 193 x 303 mm. on sheet 224 x 323 mm.
Shows town of Polloc in Polloc Harbor in the Philippine province of Cotabato. Identifies prominent features and buildings, including fort, marina, pier, military barracks and hospitals.
Forms part of colonel Juan Nepomuceno Burriel's manuscript Itinerario de la escursion hecha á Mindanao y Joló (Ayer MS 1306), describing the Spanish army expedition of 1862.
Scale 1:10,000. 'Escala 1/10,000.'
Pen-and-ink (black, blue, green, red) and pencil. Relief shown by form lines. Bound between leaves 194-195.
Accompanied on 3 previous leaves by 3 views dated January, 1863: Vista de la entrada del Rio de Mindanao, tomada desde Pollok -- Vista del puerto de Pollok, tomada desde la parte s[ud] del pueblo -- Vista de Pollok por la parte n[orte]. As on the map, the views identify prominent features and structures.
Forms part of both the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection and the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library).
Lietz, P.S. Calendar of Philippine documents Ayer Coll., 306
Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 297
Butler, R.L. Check list mss. Ayer Coll., 1306
Quirino, C. Philippine cartography (1963 ed.), p. 112
Blair & Robertson. Philippine Islands (1903 ed.), v. 53 p. 400
Ayer ms map proj 94
VAULT Ayer MS 1306 map 21 (NLO)

65137 Polná (Jihomoravský kraj, Czech Republic) - Pictorial works - 1617
Polna vulgo Polm insign. Bohemiae civitas ... [Cologne : s.n.], 1617 [i.e. ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Hoefnagel, Joris, 1542-1601 -- Hoefnagel, Jacob, 1573?-approximately 1632 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : hand col. ; 31 x 48 cm.
Derived from view by Joris Hoefnagel; redrawn in 1617 by Jacob Hoefnagel; see R.A. Skelton's Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.
Includes references A-F.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 6, pl. 27 (PrCt)
65138 Polo, Marco, 1254-1323?  
La Figura e l'opera di Marco Polo secondo recenti studi. Roma [Rome] : Istituto italiano per il Medio ed Estremo Oriente, 1938.  
Authors: Almagià, Roberto, 1884-1962 -- Istituto italiano per il Medio ed Estremo Oriente -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)  
38 p., 1 leaf ; 24 cm.  
Ayer 6 .P77 A44 1938 (NLO)

65139 Polo, Marco, 1254-1323?  
Viaggi di Marco Polo, illustrati e commentati dal conte Gio. Batista Baldelli, preceduti dalla Storia delle relazioni vicendevoli dell'Europa e dell'Asia ... con un atlatle di due gran carte geografiche ... [Florence : G. Paganì, 1827].  
Authors: Polo, Marco, 1254-1323? -- Pagani, G. -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)  
4 v. ; 26 cm. + 1 atlas (2 fold. maps) ; 46 cm.  
Cover-title.  
Ayer 6 .P77 1827 (NLO)

65140 Polo, Marco, 1254-1323?  
Cartography - Asia - History - 1300<<>>Rossi, Marcian F. - Map collections  
The Maps from the home archives of the descendants of Marco Polo. 1948.  
Authors: Bagrow, Leo  
p. 3-13 : ill. (6 maps) ; 30 cm.  
On maps in the possession of Marcian F. Rossi.  
Map Ref folio GA1 .I6, v. 5, p. 3-13 (PrCt)

65141 Polo, Marco, 1254-1323?  
Cartography - Asia - History - 1300<<>>Rossi, Marcian F. - Map collections  
The Mystery of the 'Marco Polo' maps : an introduction to a privately-held collection of cartographic materials relating to the Polo family. 2007.  
Authors: Olshin, Benjamin B.  
On maps in the possession of Marcian F. Rossi and his descendants.  

65142 Polo, Marco, 1254-1323? - Map Collections <<>>Rossi Family - Map Collections  
Authors: Rossi, Louis C.-- Bagrow, Leo  
1 page letter dated 24 April 1984 from Louis A. Rossi to the Newberry Library, offering maps and manuscripts related to Marco Polo.  
These maps and manuscripts have been in the Rossi family for over 400 years as explained by Leo Bagrow.'  
Accompanied by 1 page list of documents for sale, photocopies of some of these, and a copy of Leo Bagrow's 'The Maps from the home archives of the descendants of a friend of Marco Polo' in Imago Mundi 5 (1948): 3-13, maps.  
Vert 557 (PrCt)

65143 Poloponnesus (Greece) - Maps - 1680  
Poloponnesus hodie Moreae regnum, distincte divisum, in omnes suas provincias. Amsterdam : Justus Danckerts, [ca. 1680].  
1 map ; 49 x 57 cm.  
In: Danckerts, Justus. Atlas (Amsterdam : J. Danckers, [ca. 1680]) pl. [22]. Ms. no. '23' in upper right.  
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .D18 pl. 22 (PrCt)

65144 Polynesia - Maps - 1806<<>>Islands of the Pacific - Maps - 1806<<>>Oceania - Maps - 1806  
Polynesia. [London] : Cadell and Davies [et al], 1806 [i.e. 1807].  
Authors: Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826 -- Lowry, fl. 1802-1807 -- Cadell & Davies -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826. Modern geography ... (1807)  
1 map ; 20 x 24 cm.  
Published Dec. 1st, 1806 ... .'  
folio G 11 .693 v. 2, opp. p. 665 (PrCt)

65145 Polynesia - Maps - 1813<<>>Islands of the Pacific - Maps - 1813<<>>Oceania - Maps - 1813  
Polynesia. London : Cadell & Davies [et al], 1813 [i.e. 1815].  
Authors: Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826 -- Hebert, Lewis, fl. 1809-1838 -- Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Cadell & Davies -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826. A Modern atlas : from the latest and best authorities ... (1815) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 68 cm.  
Drawn under the direction of Mr. Pinkerton by L. Hebert.'  
Running title in upper margin: Pinkerton's modern atlas.  
oversize Ayer 135 .P6 1815 pl. [39] (PrCt)

65146 Polynesia - Maps - 1818<<>>Islands of the Pacific - Maps - 1818<<>>Oceania - Maps - 1818  
Polynesia. London : Cadell & Davies [et al], 1818 [i.e. 1815].  
oversize Ayer 135 .P6 1818 pl. [39] (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Authors: Lowry, Joseph Wilson, 1803-1879 -- Harper & Brothers -- Chapman and Hall -- Lowry, Joseph Wilson, 1803-1879. Lowry's Universal atlas constructed and engraved from the most recent authorities (1853)
1 map : col. ; 28 x 43 cm.
In: Lowry, Joseph Wilson. Lowry's Universal atlas constructed and engraved from the most recent authorities (New York : Harper and Brothers, 1853) pl. [47].
Printed plate nos. 'A', '69' and '70'.
folio G 10 .525 pl. [47] (PrCt)

1 map : hand colored ; 19 x 24 cm
Shows the Gilbert Islands [i.e. Kiribati], Ellice Islands [i.e. Tuvalu], Fiji, Samoan Islands, Phoenix Islands, Society Islands, Cook Islands, and other islands comprising "amerikanisches Polynesien."
Hand colored to show United States territorial claims.
Includes historical notes.
Scale 1:18,000,000.
Coordinates: (E 170°--W 148°/N 10°--S 21°).
Relief shown by hachures.
Prime meridians: Paris and Greenwich
"Petermanns geogr. Mitth."
"Jahrgang 1859. Tafel 8."
Issued to accompany journal article: Behm, Ernst. "Das Amerikanische Polynesien und die politischen Verha¨¨ltnisse in den u¨brigen Theilen des Grossen Oceans im J. 1859" in Petermanns geographische Mitteilungen, [Band 5], 1859, pages 173-194.
Available online with further description via the Basement Geographer website: http://basementgeographer.com/karte-von-amerikanischen-polynesien-1859/
In: Mittheilungen aus Justus Perthes' geographischer Ansatt über wichtige neue Erforschungen auf dem Gesammtgebiete der Geographie / von Dr. A. Petermann (Gotha : Justus Perthes, 1859), [Band 5], Tafel 8, following page 208
G 007 .67, v. 5, Tafel 8, following page 208 (NLO)

Polynesi. London & Liverpool : George Philip & Son, [1866].
Authors: Hughes, William, 1817-1876 -- Thomson, John Turnbull, 1821-1884 -- Hughes,
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
65152 Pomerania (Poland and Germany) - Historical geography - Maps - 1984

Historischer atlas von Pommern. Neue folge.
Authors: Historische Kommission für Pommern -- Engel, Franz, 1908-1967 -- Böhlau-Verlag
8 portfolios : col. maps (fold.) ; 34 x 29 cm. 
Erläuterungen (24 cm.) inserted in each portfolio.
First portfolio issued, containing Karte 1-2, called 'Lieferung 1.'
Maps accompanying first portfolio shelved as map4F oG6522.P58S1 1959 H5.
Scale of most maps 1:350,000.
Includes bibliographical references.
Series: Veröffentlichungen der Historischen Kommission für Pommern. Reihe 3
S2291 ICN76 map5C 48 (NLO)

65153 Pomerania (Poland and Germany) - Maps - 1552<<<<Woodcuts

[Map of Pomerania]. [Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552].
Authors: Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552. Cosmographiae uniuersalis ... (1552) -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : woodcut ; 17 x 38 cm., on sheet 32 x 40 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Added letterpress title above woodcut: Tabula Pomeraniae secundum omnes principatus ....
Added title within woodcut: Mare Pomeraniae.
Note at bottom right: Pomerella ultra citráq[ue]
Vistulam, olim inferioris Pomeraniae principum haereditaria fuit tertia[e]m, etiam[ae] longe post
Christianismum. Post obtitu[m] autem[ae] eorum[m] principum, parte Poloni & ordo Prussie, partem
Marchiones occupauerunt
Nine ducal coats-of-arms above map.
In: Münster, Sebastian. Cosmographiae uniuersalis ... (Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552), p. 768-769.
VAULT folio Ayer 7 .M8 1552, p. 768-769 (PrCt)

65154 Pomerania (Poland and Germany) - Maps - 1588 - Coasts - Nautical charts<<<<Nautical charts - Pomerania (Poland and Germany) - Maps - 1588 - Coasts<<<<Gdansk (Poland : Voivodeship) - Maps - 1588 - Coasts - Nautical charts<<<<Gdansk (Poland : Voivodeship) - Maps - 1588 - Coasts - Nautical charts

The Sea carde of the coastes of the dutchie of Pomerland in their trewe situation. [Amsterdam :
Pomerania (Poland and Germany) - Maps - 1588 - Coasts - Nautical charts - Pomerania (Poland and Germany) - Maps - 1588 - Coasts - Gdansk (Poland: Voivodeship) - Maps - 1588 - Coasts - Baltic Sea - Maps - 1588 - Nautical charts - Baltic Sea - 1588 - Nautical charts

Caerte van de Zee custe vant Landt te Pomere[n] ... = Orae maritimae Ducatus Pomeranae accuratissima descriptio. [Leiden: F. Raphelengius; C. Claezs, 1588].

Authors: Waghenaer, Lucas Janszoon, 1534 or 5-1606 -- Waghenaer, Lucas Janszoon, 1534 or 5-1606. The Mariners mirrour (1588) -- Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, Ltd.

1 map ; 33 x 50 cm.

Includes coastal profile.

Oriented with north at lower left.

Text on verso (p. XVII) under heading: An exact description of the coastes of Pomerland ... .


Pomerania, Wandalicae regionis, typ. ; Livoniae 1588<<>>Oswiecim Region (Poland) (Poland : Voivodeship) Slaskie (Poland) - States 1588<<>>Livonia 1588<<>>Livonia (PrCt) ... , 1588) map [41].

Francoys van Ravelengien, voor Cornelis Claess Galliae, Hispaniae et praecipuarum partium confectum, continens omnes oras m

accuratissima descriptio [... = Orae maritimae Ducatus Pomeranae Caerte van de Zee cust e vant Landt te Pomere[n]. [Leiden : F. Raphelengius ; C. Claezs, 1588].

Authors: Waghenaer, Lucas Janszoon, 1534 or 5-1606 -- Doetecam, Jan van -- Raphelengius, Franciscus, 1539-1597 -- Claezs, Cornelis, ca. 1546-1609 -- Waghenaer, Lucas Janszoon, 1534 or 5-1606. Speculum nauticum super navigatione maris Occidentalis confectum, continens omnes oras maritimas Galliae, Hispaniae et praecipuarum partium Angliae (1588) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 33 x 51 cm.

Includes coastal profiles.

Oriented with north at lower left.

Descriptive text on verso (p. 40).


VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .W13 1588 map [41] (PrCt)

Pomerania (Poland and Germany) - Maps - 1593

Pomeraniae vtriusq., continentis praeter Wolgaftensem seu Barthiesem Stetinensem, ducatus Rugram insulam, provincias ex Vandalico solo captas tÿpus geographi ... = Orae maritimae Ducatus Pomeranae accuratissima descriptio. [Leiden : F. Raphelengius ; C. Claezs, 1588].

Authors: Boeckel, Pieter, ca. 1530 -- Doetecam, Jan van -- Raphelengius, Franciscus, 1539-1597 -- Claezs, Cornelis, ca. 1546-1609 -- Waghenaer, Lucas Janszoon, 1534 or 5-1606. Speculum nauticum super navigatione maris Occidentalis confectum, continens omnes oras maritimas Galliae, Hispaniae et praecipuarum partium Angliae (1588) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 33 x 51 cm.

Includes coastal profiles.

Oriented with north at lower left.

Descriptive text on verso (p. 40).


VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .W13 1588 map [41] (PrCt)

Pomerania (Poland and Germany) - Maps - 1593

Pomeraniae vtriusq., continentis praeter Wolgaftensem seu Barthiesem Stetinensem, ducatus Rugram insulam, provincias ex Vandalico solo captas tÿpus geographi ... = Orae maritimae Ducatus Pomeranae accuratissima descriptio. [Leiden : F. Raphelengius ; C. Claezs, 1588].

Authors: Boeckel, Pieter, ca. 1530 -- Doetecam, Jan van -- Raphelengius, Franciscus, 1539-1597 -- Claezs, Cornelis, ca. 1546-1609 -- Waghenaer, Lucas Janszoon, 1534 or 5-1606. Speculum nauticum super navigatione maris Occidentalis confectum, continens omnes oras maritimas Galliae, Hispaniae et praecipuarum partium Angliae (1588) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 33 x 51 cm.

Includes coastal profiles.

Oriented with north at lower left.

Descriptive text on verso (p. 40).


VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .W13 1588 map [41] (PrCt)

Pomerania (Poland and Germany) - Maps - 1593

Pomeraniae vtriusq., continentis praeter Wolgaftensem seu Barthiesem Stetinensem, ducatus Rugram insulam, provincias ex Vandalico solo captas tÿpus geographi ... = Orae maritimae Ducatus Pomeranae accuratissima descriptio. [Leiden : F. Raphelengius ; C. Claezs, 1588].

Authors: Boeckel, Pieter, ca. 1530 -- Doetecam, Jan van -- Raphelengius, Franciscus, 1539-1597 -- Claezs, Cornelis, ca. 1546-1609 -- Waghenaer, Lucas Janszoon, 1534 or 5-1606. Speculum nauticum super navigatione maris Occidentalis confectum, continens omnes oras maritimas Galliae, Hispaniae et praecipuarum partium Angliae (1588) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 33 x 51 cm.

Includes coastal profiles.

Oriented with north at lower left.

Descriptive text on verso (p. 40).


VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .W13 1588 map [41] (PrCt)
1606
3 maps : hand col. ; 21 x 49 cm. and smaller, on sheet 45 x 56 cm.
Map of Pomerania derived from earlier works by Sebastian Münster and Petrus Artopäeus; see Karrow.
In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatrum orbis terrarum ... (London : J. Norton, 1606), [plate 100].
Printed no. 100 and English letterpress text on verso beginning: Livonia. Livonia, (as Lewenclay writeth) extendeth ... .
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B48 1680 pl. 21 (PrCt)

56159
Pomerania (Poland and Germany) / Maps - 1654
Hertzogthumb. Pommern, duché de Pomerania ... [Paris : P. Mariette], 1654 [i.e. 1659?].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Mariette, Pierre, 1603-1657 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (1658 [i.e. 1659?])
1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 48 cm.
In: Sanson, Nicolas. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (Paris : Pierre Mariette, 1658 [i.e. 1659?]) v. 1, pl. [69].
VAULT Case oversize G1015 .S35 1658 v. 1, pl. [69] (PrCt)

56160
Pomerania (Poland and Germany) / Maps - 1662
Pomeraniae dvcats tabvla. Amsterdam, [1662].
Authors: Lubin, Eilhard, 1565-1621 -- Rogiers, Salomon -- Blaeu, Willem Janszoon, 1571-1638
Scale [ca. 1:900,000].
Title on verso: Descripcion del dvqvado de Pomerania.
Includes coat of arms.
Gift.
ICN73
map4F 6140 (PrCt)

65161
Pomerania (Poland and Germany) - Maps - 1689
The Dukedom of Pomerania divided into its principal parts ... London : Berry , 1689.
Authors: Berry, William, fl. 1669-1708 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Berry, William, fl. 1669-1708. [A Collection of maps of the world] [1680-1689] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 49 x 84 cm.
Added title: The Dukedom of Pomerania which is comprehended into the circle of Upper Saxony... .
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B48 1680 pl. 21 (PrCt)

65162
Pomerania (Poland and Germany) - Maps - 1692<c>-c c-Mecklenburg (Germany : Region) - Maps - 1692
Le Duché de Pomerania ... [Amsterdam], 1692.
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632-1712 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:298
1 map : hand col. ; 50 x 85 cm.
Copy of plate published by Jaillot.
Dated 1691 in upper margin.
State 1 of the map.
State 2: Case+G 1007.781 v. no. [8].
State 3: Sack map4F oG6522.P6 1692 .S2 1725. 2537 rev
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:298 (PrCt)

65163
Pomerania (Poland and Germany) - Maps - 1695<=-c c-Mecklenburg (Germany : Region) - Maps - 1695
Le Duché de Pomeranie divisé en ses principales parties ... Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : Chez H. Jaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], [1695?].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. Atlas nouveau : contenant toutes les parties du monde (1692 [i.e. 1695?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 51 x 86 cm.
Pomerania (Poland and Germany) - Maps - 1696

*Important note: This entry includes information from multiple catalog entries. Please refer to the catalog entries for details.*

**65164 Pomerania (Poland and Germany) - Maps - 1696**

*Le Duché de Pomerania ... Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : H. Jaillot [i.e. P. Mortier], 1696.*

Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667.

[Atlas nouveau contenant toutes les parties du monde ... ] (1696)

1 map : hand col. ; 50 x 85 cm.

In: Sanson, Nicolas. [Atlas nouveau contenant toutes les parties du monde ... ] (Amsterdam : Pierre Mortier, 1696) v. 2, map [8].

Forms part of atlas published by P. Mortier in Amsterdam; chiefly comprised of maps bearing the counterfeit imprint of H. Jaillot in Paris.

State 2 of the map.

State 1: Sack *map8C oG5700 1740 .S2 no. II:298.


Pastoureau, Jaillot I E, v. II f. [90].

4244 rev

Case oversize G 1007 .781 v. 2, map [8] (PrCt)

**65165 Pomerania (Poland and Germany) - Maps - 1696 Names, Geographical<<>>Names, Geographical - Pomerania (Poland and Germany) - Maps - 1696<><<>Gazetteers**

*Le Duché de Pomeraine divisé en ses principales parties ... Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : H. Jaillot [i.e. P. Mortier], 1696.*

Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667.

[Atlas nouveau contenant toutes les parties du monde ... ] (1696)

1 map : hand col. ; 51 x 86 cm.

Added title, upper margin: Le Duché de Pomeraine, compris sous le cercle de Haute Saxe ....

Accompanied, on the previous leaf, by: Table alphabetique des noms de ... Pomeranie.

In: Sanson, Nicolas. [Atlas nouveau contenant toutes les parties du monde ... ] (Amsterdam : Pierre Mortier, 1696) v. 2, map [8].

Forms part of atlas published by P. Mortier in Amsterdam; chiefly comprised of maps bearing the counterfeit imprint of H. Jaillot in Paris.

Case oversize G 1007 .781 v. 2, map [8] (PrCt)

**65166 Pomerania (Poland and Germany) - Maps - 1700**

*Le Duché de Pomeranie comprise sous le cercle de Haute Saxe ... Paris : Jaillot, 1700 [i.e. 1737]?

Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Cordier, Robert (Engraver) -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712. [Atlas français] (1700 [i.e. 1737]?) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 44 x 64 cm.

In: Jaillot, Alexis Hubert. [Atlas français] (Paris : Jaillot, 1700 [i.e. 1737]?) pl. [17].

Map dated 1700.

Manuscript title 'Duché de Pomeranie' and no. '16' on verso.

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .W8 A no. [45] (PrCt)

**65167 Pomerania (Poland and Germany) - Maps - 1700**

*Ducatus Pomeraniae tabula generalis ... Amstelodami [Amsterdam] : Frederici de Wit, [ca. 1700?].

Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Wit, Frederik de. Atlas [ca. 1700?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 50 x 58 cm.

In: Wit, Frederik de. Atlas (Amsterdam : bij Frederick de Wit in de Calverstraet bij den Dam ende Witte Paskaert. [ca. 1700?] no. [45].

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .W8 A no. [45] (PrCt)

**65168 Pomerania (Poland and Germany) - Maps - 1700<><<>Mecklenburg (Germany : Region) - Maps - 1700**

*Le Duché de Pomeranie ... Paris, 1700.*

Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Cordier, Louis, -1711 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:299

1 map : hand col. ; 44 x 63 cm.

2538

Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:299 (PrCt)

**65169 Pomerania (Poland and Germany) - Maps - 1705<><<>Mecklenburg (Germany : Region) - Maps - 1705**

*Tabula Marchionatus Brandenburgici et ducatus Pomeraniae ... Nuremberg, [ca. 1705].

Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1652-1724 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:294

1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 54 cm.

Phillips 5959 v. 2 [80].

2532

Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by
Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:294 (PrCt)

65173 Pomerania (Poland and Germany) - Maps - 1725.<><>Mecklenburg (Germany: Region) - Maps - 1725

Ducatus Pomeraniae tabula generalis ... Amsterdam, [ca. 1725].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Côvens et Mortier -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:300
1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 57 cm.
2539
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:300 (PrCt)

65174 Pomerania (Poland and Germany) - Maps - 1730.<><>Mecklenburg (Germany: Region) - Maps - 1730

Ducatus Pomeraniae novissima tabula ... Nuremberg, [ca. 1730].
Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:301
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 56 cm.
2540
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:301 (PrCt)

65175 Pomerania (Poland and Germany) - Maps - 1734

1 map : hand col. ; 50 x 85 cm.
2541
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:302 (PrCt)

65172 Pomerania (Poland and Germany) - Maps - 1725.<><>Mecklenburg (Germany: Region) - Maps - 1725

Le Duché de Pomerania ... Amsterdam, [ca. 1725].
Authors: Côvens et Mortier -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:121
1 map : hand col. ; 50 x 85 cm.
Copy of plate published by Jaillot.
State 3 of the map.
State 1: Sack *map8C oG5700 1740 .S2 no. II:298.
State 2: Case+G 1007.781 v. 2 no. [8].
4245
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:298 (PrCt)
In composite world atlas possibly compiled and published by Charles François Delamarque: Atlas général : contenant le détail des quatre parties du monde [Paris? : s.n., 1798?], [ptie 1], [plate 89].

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes oversize G1015 .A77 1798, [ptie 1], [plate 89] (NLO)**

---

**Pomerania (Poland and Germany) - Maps - 1740 - Brandenburg (Germany : Region) - Maps - 1740**

Marchionatus Brandenburgensis ducatus Pomeraniae et ducatus Mecklenburgicus ...

[Augsburg] : Matthaeum Seutter, [ca. 1740?].

Authors: Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756 -- Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756. [A Collection of Seutter maps] [1726-1773]

1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 57 cm.

Forms part of a made-to-order composite atlas chiefly comprised of undated maps issued ca. 1734-ca. 1744.

In: Seutter, Matthaeus. [A Collection of Seutter maps] [Augsburg and Paris]: M. Seutter et al., 1726-1773) plate [65].

**Case oversize G 1007 .81 pl. [65] (PrCt)**

---

**Pomerania (Poland and Germany) - Maps - 1745**

_Ducatus Pomeraniae novissima tabula in anteriorem et interiorem divisa ..._ Nuremberg : Homann Erben, [ca. 1745].

Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Homann Erben (Firm) -- Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724. Atlas novus terrarum orbis [ca. 1745] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 55 cm.

In: Homann, Johann Baptist. Atlas novus terrarum orbis (Nuremberg : [Homann Erben, ca. 1745]), [plate 149].

Manuscript '151' on verso.

_oversize Ayer 135 .H7 1730, [plate 149] (PrCt)**

---

**Pomerania (Poland and Germany) - Maps - 1816**

_The Two Pomeranias_. London : I. Luffman, [1816?].

Authors: Luffman, J. (John), 1756-1846 -- Luffman, J. (John), 1756-1846. Select plans of cities, harbours, forts, &c ... [1816?]. -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 17 x 24 cm.

In: Luffman, John. Select plans of cities, harbours, forts, &c ... (London: Luffman, [1816?]), plate [47].

_folio Ayer 135 .L94 1816 pl. [47] (PrCt)**

---

**Pomerania (Poland and Germany) - Maps - Collections, 1550-1809 - Rugen (Germany) - Maps - Collections, 1550-1809**


Authors: Hess, Gerhard, 1929-- -- Ernst-Moritz-Arndt-Universität Gießen

20 plates (19 maps) : part col. ; in portfolio 40 x 30 cm. + text (25 p. ; 30 cm.)

Facsimiles of maps originally published 1550-1809.

Text in German, Russian, and English.

ISBN 0528956132

RMcN Road Map 2005 PomCA (PrCt)

---

**Pompeii (Extinct city) - Maps - 1832 - Archaeology - Pompeii (Extinct city) - Maps - 1832 - Vesuvius (Italy) - Maps - 1832 - Pictorial works**

_Pompeii_. [London] : Chapman & Hall, 1832 [i.e.1844].

Authors: Clarke, W. B. -- Nicholson, T. E. -- Chapman and Hall -- Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (Great Britain) -- Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (Great Britain).

Maps of the Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (1844) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; fold. to 24 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Uniform title: _EasyFinder_

Laminated.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

ISBN 0528956132

RMcN Road Map 2005 PomCA (PrCt)

---

**Pompeii (Extinct City) - Maps - 1840 - Pictorial works**

_Escape to the principal street of Pompeii._ [Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, 1840].
Authors: Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846 -- Lea & Blanchard -- Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (1840) 1 view ; 3 x 7 cm.
In: Murray, Hugh. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, successors to Carey & Co., for George W. Gorton, 1840) v. 2, p. 47.
Wax engraving.
G 11 .607 v. 2, p. 47 (PrCt)

65186  

Pondicherry (India) - Maps - 1710 - Fortification - Manuscripts<<>>Compagnie Des Indes Orientales - Manuscripts<<>>Manuscript maps
Carte generale des villes, forts et dependances de Pondicherry : sur la cote de Coromandel avec les nouvelles acquisitions fait depuis M.DCC.VII. [ca. 1710] .
Authors: Compagnie des Indes -- Cartes Marines Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library.
Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 30, sheet 24 1 ms. map : hand col.; 486 x 754 mm. Map of Pondicherry with 9 lines of text describing land transactions involving the Compagnie des Indes; includes references A-Y.
Scale [ca. 1:11,300]. 'Echelle de 500 toises' [= 86 mm.]
Oriented with north at right.
Relief shown pictorially and with shading; river depths shown with soundings.
Pen-and-ink and watercolor (green, red, brown, yellow); mounted on cloth.
Sheet 24 of 117 in the Cartes Marines Manuscript Map Collection, detailing French colonial interests worldwide, ca. 1640-ca. 1726. Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library). References Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 85 Ayer ms map proj 00
Digital image available as part of the Newberry Library's Great Lakes Digital Collection via the CARLI Digital Collections website (accessed Nov. 2010): http://collections.carli.illinois.edu/u?/nby_grlakes, 830 VAULT drawer Ayer MS map 30 sheet 24 (NLO)

65187  

Pont-Saint-Esprit (France) - Maps - 1696 - Fortification
Le St. Esprit ville du bas Languedoc ... [Paris : De Fer, 1696].
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes -- avec leurs fortifications ... (1695-1696) 1 map 21 x 27 cm.
In: Fer, Nicolas de. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes; avec leurs fortifications ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, 1695-1696) pt. 8, map [154] Manuscript '5' at upper right.
Case folio U 26. 293 pt. 8, map [154] (PrCt)

65188  

Pont-Saint-Esprit (France) - Maps - 1713 - Fortification
Le St. Esprit ville du bas Languedoc ... [Paris : De Fer, [1713].
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Introduction à la fortification ... [1713]
65193 Ponta Delgada (Azores) - Maps - 1890 - Faial Island (Azores) - Pictorial works - 1890
Authors: Bensaude & Co. -- Chambers and Sons (London)
1 map and 1 view : col. : 17 x 33 cm. and 10 x 34 cm. on sheet 41 x 45 cm.
Contents: Ponta Delgada, St. Michael's, Azores [map]. Scale [ca. 1:18,520]. -- [View of mole at Fayal from mainland].
Below view: Chambers and Sons, 22 Wilson St. Finsbury, London.
On verso: Chart of the island of St. Michael's, Azores.
map 2F G9134 .P6 1890 .B4 (PrCt)

65194 Pontchartrain, Lake (La.) - Maps - 1721 - Landowners - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - New Orleans Region (La.) - Maps - 1721 - Landowners - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Map showing part of Lake Pontchartrain. [19--].
Authors: Bibliothèque nationale (France). Ge DD 2987-8821 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map Photostatic reproduction of 1723 manuscript. Shows land divisions.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France BN Ge DD 2987-8821 (PrCt)

65195 Ponte di Rialto (Venice, Italy) - Pictorial works - 1570
[View of the Rialto Bridge in Venice]. [Venice? s.n., 1570?].
Authors: Morosini, Count -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view ; 341 x 465 mm. (neat line), on sheet 356 x 486 mm.
Blank cartouches at top and bottom. Backed with heavy paper. Ex Morosini.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
e2-7
Novacco 2F 146 (PrCt)

65196 Ponte Santa Trinita (Florence, Italy) - Pictorial works - 1750 - Florence (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1750
Firenze : Ponte a Santa Trinita = Florence : Pont de la Trinité. [Florence? s.n., ca. 1980].
Authors: Lopez-Majano, Jadwiga
1 view ; 16 x 23 cm.
Facsimile reprint of anonymous engraving without imprint; source of original unknown.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

map2F G6714 .F52P67 1750 .F5 1980 (PrCt)

65197 Ponte Vedra (Spain ; Provincia) - Maps - 1710<<--Vigo (Spain) - Maps - 1710
Authors: Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. -- Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. Atlas curieux -- oder, Neuer und compendieusier atlas 1710 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 16 x 21 cm.
In: Bodenehr, Gabriel, Atlas curieux; oder, Neuer und compendieusier atlas ... ([Augsburg : Gabriel Bodenehr, 1710(?)]) pl. [8]. Inset, 3 cm. in diam.: Advigos port Galliciae, 1702. Engraved plate no. 'g.'
Ayer 135 .B6 pl. 8 (PrCt)

65198 Pontine Islands (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1797<<--Ponza Islands (Italy) - Maps - 1797
Island of Ponza / A. Bell Prin. Wal. sculptor fecit. [Edinburgh : s.n., 1797].
Authors: Bell, Andrew, 1726-1809 -- Encyclopaedia Britannica (1797) -- Encyclopaedia Britannica, inc.
2 views and 1 map; 8 x 17 cm. and smaller, on sheet 27 x 21 cm.
Lettered sites keyed to text in accompanying article.
Map oriented with north to right.
In Encyclopaedia britannica; or, A dictionary of arts, sciences, and miscellaneous literature (Edinburgh : A. Bell and C. Macfarquhar, 1797) v. 15, opposite p. 370.
Engraved 'Plate CCCCXXII'
folio A 21 .2585 v. 15, opposite p. 370 (PrCt)

Authors: Jackson, William Henry, 1843-1942 -- Union Pacific Railway Company -- American Pioneer Trails Association -- Shell Oil Company
1 map : col. ; 22 x 73 cm.
'This pictographic map is made available through the generous cooperation of the Union Pacific.' With red overprinting at western terminus:
Greetings, Shell Sacramento Division.
temp map4F G4051.P8 1860 J3 1960 (PrCt)

65200 Poole Brothers - History
Authors: Google Answers (Web log)
Printout of anonymous posts made by two contributors to the Google Answers website
http://answers.google.com/answers/threadview/id/148934.html
Vert 2207, no. 2 (PrCt)

65201 Poole, George A.<<--Poole Brothers - History
George A. Poole passes away. 1918.
Authors: Inland Printer 62, no. 1 (October 1918) p. 85 : portrait
Photocopy of obituary in Inland Printer 62, no. 1 (October 1918): 85, portrait [Wing Z 007 .41, v. 62].
Co-founder of Poole Bros. printing company, Chicago.
Vert 2207, no. 1 (PrCt)

Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960- -- Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)
318 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
1st ed.
'Deluxe edition.'
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).
'3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.' Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).
Includes indexes.
Series: Family maps
ISBN 1420301691
Local History Ref F417.P75 B687 2006 (NLO)

65203 Pope County (Minn.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners<<--Counties - Maps<<--Landowners - Maps
Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960- -- Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)
230 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
1st ed.
'Deluxe edition.'
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).
'3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.' Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).
Includes indexes.
Series: Family maps
ISBN 1420301691
Local History Ref F417.P75 B687 2006 (NLO)
Bureau of Land Management
(www.glorecords.blm.gov).
'3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.'
Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).
Includes indexes.
Series: Family maps
ISBN 1420303481
Local History Ref F612,P8 B69 2006 (NLO)

65204 Pope County (Minn.) - Maps - 1910 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps
*Standard atlas of Pope County, Minnesota.*
Authors: Geo. A. Ogle & Co.
1 atlas (79, xxii p.) : ill., maps, ports. ; 46 cm.
Patrons' reference directory: p. 75-76.
Scale of township maps [ca. 1:31,680].
Coordinates: (W 95°46´/N 45°48´).
Scale [ca. 1:44,000].
Phillips 3815.
67-2529
ICN 68
7A 2 (NLO)

65205 Pope County (Minn.) - Maps - 1963 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps
*Atlas of Pope County, Minnesota: containing plats of each township, a county road map, a rural directory of farmers, a farm numbering system and other features / compiled and published by the Thomas O. Nelson Co.*
Authors: Thomas O. Nelson Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([90] p.) : ill., 23 maps, ports. ; 34 cm.
Cover title: Atlas, Pope County, Minnesota
"The contents ... is believed to be accurate from data of record on the 18th day of October, 1963."
Includes indexes to owners, directories, and pictorial section.
Scale [ca. 1:44,000]
Coordinates: (W 95°46´--W 95°07´/N 45°48´--N 45°22´).
Advertisements interspersed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G4143,P7G46 1963 .N4 (NLO)

*Missouri River at mouth of Poplar River, Dawson Co., Mont.* [S.I. s.n., 1898].
Authors: Missouri. Railroad and Warehouse Commissioners -- Coues, Elliott, 1842-1899 -- Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.) -- Larpenteur, Charles, 1807-1872. Forty years a fur trader on the upper Missouri ... (1898) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map ; on sheet 23 x 16 cm.
Partial facsimile reproduction of unidentified map adapted by Elliott Coues 'From Mo. R. Comm. Sheet LXII, 1894.'
Identifies 'Poplar Cr. Agency', 'Indian school farm', the Fort Peck Indian Reservation, and the Great Northern Railway in latter-day Roosevelt County, Montana; modified by Coues to show location of 'Larpenteur 1860-61' and 'A.F. Co. 1860-61.'
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Graff 2404 v. 2, between p. 318-319 (Pr.Ct)

1 map : col. ; 20 x 17 cm.
Shows extent of Popoloca Indian region (ca. 1519-1540) in portions of the Mexican states of Tlaxcala, Veracruz, Puebla, Oaxaca, and Guerrero.
Scale [ca. 1:1400,000].
Forms part of León's manuscript Notes and other related papers pertaining to Los Popolocas (Ayer MS 1118 box 3) in the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library).
Ayer ms map proj 98

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1 map : col. ; 20 x 16 cm.
Shows extent of Popoloca Indian region (ca. 1850) in portions of the Mexican states of Tlaxcala, Veracruz, Puebla, Oaxaca, and Guerrero. Also identifies Popoloca language sites (ca. 1905).
Forms part of León's manuscript Notes and other related papers pertaining to Los Popolocas (Ayer MS 1118 box 3) and the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library).
Scale [ca. 1:1,400,000]
Prime meridian: [Mexico City].
Ayer ms map proj 98
VAULT Ayer MS 1118 map 2 (NLO)

1 map : col. ; 20 x 16 cm.
Shows extent of Popoloca Indian region (ca. 1850) in portions of the Mexican states of Tlaxcala, Veracruz, Puebla, Oaxaca, and Guerrero. Also identifies Popoloca language sites (ca. 1905).
Forms part of León's manuscript Notes and other related papers pertaining to Los Popolocas (Ayer MS 1118 box 3) and the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library).
Scale [ca. 1:1,400,000]
Prime meridian: [Mexico City].
Ayer ms map proj 98
VAULT Ayer MS 1118 map 2 (NLO)

Authors: Woods, Robert -- Shelton, Nicola -- University of Liverpool Press
ISBN 0853235325 ; 9780853235323 ; 0853235422 (PBK.) ; 9780853235422 (PBK.)
folio HB1413 .W66 1997 (NLO)

65211  Population - Historical geography - Maps -

368 p. : ill. ; 21 cm.
Includes index.
Bibliography: p. 357-361.
79-44029
ISBN 0871964023
HB851 .M32 (NLO)

Authors: McEvedy, Colin -- Jones, Richard -- Jones, R. -- Penguin (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 107 maps ; 197 x 128 mm.
Includes maps illustrating history.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Authors: Dutton, Geoffrey, 1944 -- Harvard University. Laboratory for Computer Graphics and Spatial Analysis
[18] leaves : ill., maps ; 28 cm.
OCLC 5920762
Newberry accession no. 42015
BHC 1359
Vert 966 (PrCt)

Authors: Friis, Herman Ralph, 1905-1989 -- United States. National Archives and Records Administration
52 p. ; 28 cm.
BHC 1316
Vert 923 (PrCt)

65215  Porec (Porec, Croatia) - Pictorial works - 1620 Parens, siue Parentium vulgo, Parenzo Histrie opp. [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Reuwich, Erhard, fl. 1483-1486 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : hand col. ; 16 x 24 cm.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Plan du Port au Prince : situé entre les quartiers du Cul de Sac et du Troubourdet de St. Dominique. [ca. 1710].
Authors: Cartes Marines Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 30, sheet 74
1 ms. map : hand col. ; 444 x 704 mm.
Nautical chart of the Bay of Port-au-Prince, showing several small islands immediately offshore (later lost to landfill?); depths shows with soundings. Includes references A-E.
Scale [ca. 1:3,530]. 'Echelle de 200 pas géométriques' [= 92 mm.]
Sheet 74 of 117 in the Cartes Marines Manuscript Map Collection, detailing French colonial interests worldwide, ca. 1640-ca. 1726.
Pen-and-ink and watercolor (green, grey, red, yellow); mounted on cloth.
Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 94 Ayer ms map proj 01
Digital image available as part of the Newberry Library's Great Lakes Digital Collection via the CARLI Digital Collections website (accessed Nov. 2010): http://collections.carli.illinois.edu/u?/nby_grlakes, 950
VAULT drawer Ayer MS map 30 sheet 74 (NLO)

Port-Au-Prince (Haiti) - Maps - 1710 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts<<->>Santo Domingo (Dominican Republic) - Maps - 1710 - Manuscripts<<->>Nautical charts - Port-Au-Prince (Haiti) - Maps - 1710 - Manuscripts<<->>Manuscript maps

Carte du Port au Prince : situé dans la Partie de l'Ouest, entre les quartiers du Cul de Sacq, du Troubourdet et à pres de 7 lieües a nord de Leoganne, et une et demy au sud du Cul de Sacq ; Plan de la ville et forts St. Domingue. [ca. 1710].
Authors: Cartes Marines Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 30, sheet 75
2 ms. maps : hand col. ; 354 x 362 mm. and 355 x 484 mm., on sheet 563 x 746 mm.
Map of Port-au-Prince identifies 'habitation du Sr. Fortin' and 'habitation du Sr. Morel'; includes references A-F. Map of Santo Domingo (previously named Saint-Domingue) includes references A-Y.
Scale [ca. 1:14,600]. 'Echelle de 1500 toises' [= 200 mm.]
Scale [ca. 1:23,000]. 'Echelle de 1500 toises faisant demy lieüe' [= 127 mm.]
Sheet 75 of 117 in the Cartes Marines
Manuscript Map Collection, detailing French colonial interests worldwide, ca. 1640-ca. 1726. Relief shown with shading and pictorially; depths shown with soundings. Pen-and-ink and watercolor (green, brown, red, yellow); mounted on cloth.
Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 84 and 93
Ayer ms map proj 01
Digital image available as part of the Newberry Library's Great Lakes Digital Collection via the CARLI Digital Collections website (accessed Nov. 2010):
http://collections.carli.illinois.edu/u?/nby_grlakes, 951
VAULT drawer Ayer MS map 30 sheet 75 (NLO)

56221
Port Etches (Alaska) - Maps - 1779 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<>>Hinchinbrook Island (Alaska) - Maps - 1779 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Plano del Puerto de Santiago situado en la latitud norte de 60°14’ y en longitud de 45°20’ al oeste del Puerto de San Blas ... posesion las fragatas de Su Magestad Católica por Julio de 1779. [19--].
Authors: Comacho, Josef -- Archivo General de Indias. Carpeta de Mapas 12 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1779 manuscript possibly compiled by Josef Comacho.
Torres Lanzas, Pedro. Relación descriptiva de los mapas, planos, & de México y Floridas existentes en el Archivo General de Indias (Sevilla, 1900) v. 2: 357, 35.
Wagner, H.R. The Cartography of the northwest coast of America to the year 1800 (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1937) v. 2, 665, 345
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto Spain AGI Carpeta de Mapas 12 (PrCt)

56222
Port-Louis (France) - Maps - 1695 - Fortification
Le Port Louis, autrefois Blavet, est une ville considérable de Bretagne ... [Paris : De Fer, 1695].
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Ferr, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes -- avec leurs fortifications ... (1695-1696)
1 map ; 23 x 29 cm.
In: Fer, Nicolas de, Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes; avec leurs fortifications ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, 1695-1696) pt. 6, map [113].
Manuscript '13' at upper right.
Case folio U 26. 293 pt. 6, map [113] (PrCt)

56223
Port-Louis (France) - Maps - 1713 - Fortification
Le Port Louis, autrefois Blavet, est une ville considérable de Bretagne ... Paris : De Fer, [1713?].
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Inselin, C. -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Introduction à la fortification ... [1713?]
1 map ; 17 x 24 cm.
In: Fer, Nicolas de. Introduction à la fortification ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, [1713?]) map [16].
Map dated 1705.
For later state of this map, with engraved plate number, see Case folio U 26 .292.
For earlier version of this map, engraved on different plate, see Case folio U 26 .293.
Case oversize U 26 .2919 map [16] (PrCt)

56224
Port Louis (Mauritius) - Maps - 1715 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts<>>Port Louis (Mauritius) - Maps - 1715 - Fortification - Manuscripts<>>Mascarene Islands - Maps - 1715 - Manuscripts<>>Nautical charts - Port Louis (Mauritius) - Maps - 1715 - Manuscripts<>>Manuscript maps
Carle particuliere du Port Louis : au nord ouëst de l'Isle de France et de ses environs avec les fortifications proposeé pour sa defense et sureté. [ca. 1715].
Authors: Cartes Marines Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 30, sheet 18
1 ms. map : hand col. ; 450 x 692 mm.
Map and nautical chart of the Port Louis region on Mauritius (formerly Isle de France or Maurice) in the Mascarene Islands. Locations of two proposed batteries, to include a total 16 cannons, marked on either side of the entrance to the port with the letter A.
Scale [ca. 1:43,400], 'Echelle dune lieue' [= 128 mm.]
Oriented with north at bottom.
Depths shown with soundings; relief shown pictorially.
Pen-and-ink and watercolor (green, brown, grey, yellow, red); mounted on cloth.
Sheet 18 of 117 in the Cartes Marines Manuscript Map Collection, detailing French colonial interests worldwide, ca. 1640-ca. 1726.
Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 105.
Ayer ms map proj 00
Digital image available as part of the Newberry Library's Great Lakes Digital Collection via the CARLI Digital Collections website (accessed Nov. 2010):

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
65225

**Port Mulgrave (Alaska) - Maps 1791**

*Plano del puerto de Mulgrave trabajado á bordo de la corvetas Descubierta y Atrevida de la Marina Real, año 1791 / Cardano lo grabó : Morato lo escribió.* [Madrid : Imprenta Royal, 1802].

Authors: Malaspina, Alessandro, 1754-1809 -- Espinosa y Tello, Josef, 1763-1815 -- Expedición Malaspina (1789-1794) -- Cardano, José María -- Morato, Juan -- Imprenta Royal (Spain) -- Espinosa y Tello, Josef, 1763-1815.

Atlas para el viaje de las goletas Sutil y Mexicana al reconocimiento del estrecho de Juan de Fuca en 1792, publicado en 1802 -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 18 x 26 cm.

Scale [ca. 1:37,000]

Relief shown by hachures; soundings in brazas.

In Espinosa y Tello, Josef. Atlas para el viaje de las goletas Sutil y Mexicana al reconocimiento del estrecho de Juan de Fuca en 1792, published in 1802 -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 18 x 26 cm.

Scale [ca. 1:37,000]


http://www.davidrumsey.com/rumsey/Size0/D008/00080049.jpg

Cf. OCLC 48431903

Wagner, H.R. Cartog. of the NW coast, 791

VAULT folio Graff 1262 map 8 (PrCt)

65226

**Port Orford Region (Or.) - Maps 1857 - Manuscripts**

*Curry County (Or.) - Maps 1857 - Manuscripts*  


1 ms. map : hand col. ; on sheet 40 x 25 cm., folded to 18 x 25 cm.

Unsigned manuscript map derived from U.S. General Land Office survey plat.

In Williams, Loren L. Journal v. 1, between p. [29-30]

Forms part of Williams's manuscript journals, chronicling his life in Oregon between 1851-1880. Pen-and-ink, pencil, and watercolor.

Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.

VAULT folio Graff 4683 v. 1, between p. [29-30] (PrCt)

65227

**Port Richmond (Philadelphia, Pa.) - Pictorial works**

*1946 - Railroads - Reading Company - Pictorial works - 1946 - Railroads - Maps*  

*Port Richmond. [Philadelphia? Reading Company?, 1946?]*

Authors: Reading Company

1 view : col. ; 29 x 23 cm.

Colored photograph of docks and railroad yards.


5A 7267 (1945 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

65228

**Port Royal Ferry, Battle of, Port Royal Ferry, S.C., 1862 - Maps**

*United States - History - Civil War, 1861-1865 - Maps*  

*Action at Port Royal Ferry, January 1, 1862. [S.l. s.n., 1900].*

Authors: Stevens, Hazard, 1842-1918 -- Stevens, Hazard, 1842-1918. The Life of Isaac Ingalls Stevens (1900) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 15 x 10 cm.


'Scale 1 inch = 2 miles.'

Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.

Graff 3974 v. 2, between p. 358-359 (PrCt)

65229

**Port Royal (Jamaica) - Maps 1689 - Nautical charts**

*Nautical charts - Port Royal (Jamaica) - Maps 1689 - Nautical charts*  

*A Draught of the haven of Port Royal in Jamaica, Lat. 17 deg. 50 min. [Amsterdam : Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, 1697].*


1 map ; 18 x 16 cm. on sheet 50 x 30 cm.

In facsimile reprint of: Thornton, John and William Fisher. The English pilot. The fourth book. Describing the sea-coasts ... from the River Amazons to New-Found-Land; with all the West India navigation ... London, 1689 (Amsterdam: Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, 1865) part 2, p. 45.


Map Ref oversize G1025 .T37 ser. 4, inside back cover.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
36 cm.
Series: Heritage collection: illustrated atlas from Unigraphic.
References (1921 atlas): Cf. Phillips 12885
folio G1403.P5 C6 1979 (NLO)

65238  Porter County (Ind.) - Maps - 1912 -
Landowners - Maps
Northern portions of Porter County, Indiana.
[Chicago? W. D. Jones?], 1912.
Authors: Jones, W. D., fl. 1912 -- Chicago Historical Society
1 map ; 12 x 19.25 inches
Identifies landowners.
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.

CHS Coll., Map no. 367 (PrCt)

65239  Porter County (Ind.) - Maps - 1972 - Road maps - Counties - Maps
Road map of Porter County Indiana / compiled from county surveyor's records and data August 1960 by William S. Tanke, county surveyor.
Authors: Tanke, William S., 1926-2008 -- Porter County (Ind.). County Surveyor -- Porter County (Ind.). Plan Commission -- Centre Mark Co. -- Logility Transportation (Des Plaines, Ill.)
1 map : col. ; 61 x 29 cm.
"Revised October 1972."
Section 29 in Portage Twp. circled in red ink.
On verso, rubber stamp: Recieved 3/4/77 Centre Mark Co.

map2F G4093 .P5P2 1972 .T3 (PrCt)

65240  Portland (England) - Maps - 1758 - Nautical charts - Portland (England) - Maps - 1758 -
Harbors - Nautical charts - Woodcuts
Authors: W. and J. Mount, T. Page and Son (Firm), fl. 1755-1762 -- English Pilot. Part 1 (1758) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : woodcut ;14 x 21 cm. on sheet 48 x 31 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Printed beneath letterpress text (p. 27): Directions from the Isle of Wight to Portland. Oriented with north at left.
In: The English pilot, for the southern navigation ... on the coast of England, Scotland, Ireland, Holland, Flanders, Spain, Portugal, to the Streight's-Mouth; with the coasts of Barbary, and off to the Canary, Madeira, Cape de Verde and Western-Islands (London : Printed for W. and J. Mount, T. Page and Son, on Tower-Hill, 1758), [plate 6].
Baskes oversize G1793 .E55 1758, [plate 6] (PrCt)

65241  Portland (England) - Maps - 1790 - Nautical charts - Portland (England) - Maps - 1790 -
Harbors - Nautical charts - Woodcuts
Authors: Mount & Davidson (Firm), fl. 1789-1800 -- English Pilot. Part 1 (1790) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : woodcut ;13 x 17 cm., on sheet 49 x 31 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Woodcut map printed beneath letterpress text (p. 27): Directions from the Isle of Wight to Portland. Oriented with north at left.
In: The English pilot for the southern navigation: describing the sea-coasts, capes, headlands, bays, roads, harbours, rivers and ports: together with the soundings, sands, rocks and dangers, on the coasts of England, Scotland, Ireland, Holland, Flanders, Spain, Portugal, to the Streight's-Mouth; with the coasts of Barbary, and off to the Canary, Madeira, Cape de Verde and Western-Islands (London : Printed for Mount and Davidson, on Tower-Hill, 1790), [plate 9].
Baskes oversize G1793 .E55 1790, [plate 9] (PrCt)

65242  Portland (Me.) - Maps - 1872 -
Harbors - Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1872 -
Authors: Bartholomew, John, 1831-1893 -- A. Fullarton & Co. -- A. Fullarton & Co. The Royal illustrated atlas of modern geography [1872?]
6 maps : col. ;23 x 29 cm. and smaller, on sheet 48 x 32 cm.
Collective title in upper margin.
Contents: Portland harbour -- Boston harbour and vicinity -- Hudson River -- New York harbour

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

Printed plate no. "LX" at upper right.

**Case oversize G1019 .A38 1872, plate [60] (PrCt)**

---

**Portland (Me.) - Maps - 1882**

Portland, Me., from the latest surveys ... Boston : J. Mayer & Co., 1882.


1 map ; 41 x 54 cm.

Scale 1:7,920; 40 rods to 1 inch.


Previously formed part of a map collection or composite atlas with binder's title: Miscellaneous maps of the U.S.; this collection was dispersed at some unknown date; the Newberry card catalog describes individual maps with collective call number G 1083 .575; location of these maps unknown (June 2007).

G 1083 .575 (NLO)

---

**Portland (Me.) - Maps - 1882**

Portland, Me. from the latest surveys. 1882.

Authors: Rusell, Benjamin B.

1 map ; col. ; 41 x 54 cm.

map4F G 3734.P8 1882 .R8 (PrCt)

---


*Birds eye view showing Portland R.R. Co. system and connecting lines.* [Portland, Me. Osher Map Library?, 2005?].

Authors: Walker Lith. & Pub. Co. -- Portland Railway Company (Portland, Or.) -- Osher Map Library -- Smith Center for Cartographic Education -- University of Southern Maine

1 view : col. ill. ; 52 x 39 cm., on sheet 82 x 51 cm.


Reproduced on exhibition poster issued by the Osher Map Library at the University of Southern Maine: The Changing peninsula : two centuries of Portland maps and city views / Osher Map Library and Smith Center for Cartographic Education. October 1, 2005-July 31, 2006.

www.usm.maine.edu/maps/exhibit13

Covers region around Portland in southern Maine.

Not drawn to scale.

Approximate coordinates: (W 70°41'00"--W 69°47'00"/N 43°56'00"--N 43°29'00")

Inset view (19 x 10 cm.): [Southern continuation of region between Biddeford and Portsmouth, Maine]

References: Cf. OCLC 64282127 (1909 edition)

map4F G3734.P8A3 1909 .W3 2005 (PrCt)

---


*To and across the White Mountains via Portland & Ogdensburg Railroad. Only route through the Notch.* New York : American Bank Note Co., 142 Broadway. [1879?].


1 sheet : ill., table, 2 maps ; 38 x 54 cm.

Panel title.

"879" (i.e. August 1879?) -- bottom of title panel.

Includes timetable "to take effect June 28, 1880" Advertising brochure printed on both sides and issued folded to 19 x 9 cm.


Coordinates: (W 79°00'--W 69°10'/N 45°45'--N 41°15'). 1 map ; 17 x 25 cm. -- Portland & Ogdensburg Railroad, through the White Mountains / F.J. Ilsley del. New York : American Bank Note Co., [1879?]. Scale [ca. 1:187,000].

Coordinates: (W 71°45'--W 69°00'/N 43°52'--N 43°56'). Relief shown with contours. 1 map ; 41 x 54 cm.

This copy previously tipped into and removed from: Eaton, John S. Guide to the Boston and Maine Rail Road, the White Mountains, and all principal points in the New England states / by John S. Eaton. For the year 1870. [Boston : J.E. Farwell & Co., printers, 37 Congress Street, 1870]. [G 84 .25, opposite title page].
65247  Portland (Or.) - Maps - 1831 - Real property [Map of Portland, Oregon]. [Charlestown and Boston : W. Wheildon ; R.P. & C. Williams, 1831]. Authors: Kelley, Hall J. (Hall Jackson), 1790-1874 -- Howe, Jonathan, 1781-1856 -- Lincoln & Edmans -- R.P. & C. Williams (Firm) -- Wheildon, William W. (William Willder), 1805-1892 -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library) 1 folded map 11 x 9 cm., on page 23 x 14 cm. Anonymous and untitled cadastral map in Kelley, Hall J. A General circular to all persons of good character, who wish to emigrate to the Oregon Territory ... (Charlestown and Boston : W. Wheildon ; R.P. & C. Williams, 1831) p. [28] 'Scale. 400 rods to 1 inch.' Printed beneath a list of real estate agents. The General circular forms part of an appendix to Kelley, Hall J. A Geographical sketch of that part of North America, called Oregon ... . 2nd ed. (Boston and Charlestown : Printed and published by J. Howe ; sold by Lincoln & Edmans ... R.P. & C. Williams ... W.W. Wheildon, [1831?]) Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library. Duplicate copy: Graff 2286 [map] (PrCt) Graff 2288 [map of 2] (PrCt)

65248  Portland (Or.) - Maps - 1831 - Real property [Map of Portland, Oregon]. [Charlestown and Boston : W. Wheildon ; R.P. & C. Williams, 1831]. Authors: Kelley, Hall J. (Hall Jackson), 1790-1874 -- Wheildon, William W. (William Willder), 1805-1892 -- R.P. & C. Williams (Firm) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library) 1 folded map 11 x 9 cm., on page 23 x 14 cm. Anonymous and untitled cadastral map in Kelley, Hall J. A General circular to all persons of good character, who wish to emigrate to the Oregon Territory ... (Charlestown and Boston : W. Wheildon ; R.P. & C. Williams, 1831) p. [28] 'Scale. 400 rods to 1 inch.' Printed beneath a list of real estate agents. Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library. Duplicate copy: Graff 2286 [map] (PrCt) Graff 2288 [map] (PrCt) Graff 2286 [map of 2] (PrCt)


Portland (Or.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
65254 Portland Region (Or.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
**Gousha Clients 1738 (PrCt)**

65255 Portland (Or.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
65257 Portland (Or.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 43 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell street map of Portland.
Plate no. 12-K.
Inset (5 x 6 cm.): Portland system of street directions.
Maps on verso (35 x 28 cm. and 8 x 59 cm.): Metropolitan Portland and vicinity -- Columbia River Highway: Bridal Veil Bridge to the Dalles.
Panel art: Shell logo and motto "tour with confidence."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
**RMcN Clients 4993 (PrCt)**

15 1938 ... "
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 164.51 (PrCt)**

65256 Portland (Or.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
65258 Portland (Or.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: 1938 street map of Portland / prepared for Standard Oil Company of California.
Plate no. L-3.
Map on verso (27 x 28 cm.). Six interesting trips in Portland.
Panel art: View of city street.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Aug 1 1938 Rand McNally & Co."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 168.54 (PrCt)**

65257 Portland (Or.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
65258 Portland (Or.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
1939 Street guide and metropolitan map of Portland / Shell. Chicago : The H.M. Gousha Company, [1939].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 42 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell street map of Portland.
Plate no. 10-M 1939-1.
Maps on verso (35 x 28 cm. and 8 x 59 cm.): Metropolitan Portland and vicinity -- Columbia River Highway: Bridal Veil Bridge to the Dalles.
Panel art: Shell logo and motto "tour with confidence."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
**RMcN Clients 2430 (PrCt)**

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Panel art: cityscape.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3613 (PrCt)

65260 Portland (Or.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3904 (PrCt)

65261 Portland (Or.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3953 (PrCt)

65262 Portland (Or.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4250 (PrCt)

65263 Portland (Or.) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4289 (PrCt)

65264 Portland (Or.) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4580 (PrCt)

65265 Portland (Or.) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4620 (PrCt)

65266 Portland / Richfield travel guide
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4800 (PrCt)
Portland (Or.) - Maps - 1943 - Road maps
---Northwestern States - Maps - 1943 - Road maps
---Crater Lake National Park (Or.) - Maps - 1943 - Road maps

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 51 x 56 cm., folded to 9 x 18 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Portland street map
Title panel dated "43"
Plate no. Y.4002
Maps on verso (50 x 44 cm. and smaller): Texaco map of Northwestern United States -- Downtown Portland -- Circle tour, Wash., Oreg. -- Crater Lake National Park Oreg. -- Puget Sound ferry routes.
Panel art: Texaco sign
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 3656 (PrCt)

Portland (Or.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
---Portland Region (Or.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
---Columbia River Highway (Or.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Shell map of Portland and vicinity. Chicago : H. M. Gousha Company, [1946].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H. M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 42 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell street map of Portland.
Date from RMcN AE 166 ms. index
Plate no. T-5-1946-2
Inset (5 x 6 cm.): Portland system of street directions.
Maps on verso (34 x 28 cm and 8 x 59 cm.):
Metropolitan Portland and vicinity -- Columbia River Highway : Bridal Veil Bridge to the Dalles.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Handstamped "received ... Apr 29 1947 Rand McNally & Co. Blazed Trails Dept. ...."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 166.55 (PrCt)

Portland (Or.) - Maps - 1945 - Road maps
---Vancouver (Wash.) - Maps - 1945 - Road maps

Authors: Union Oil Company of California -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 52 x 56 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Portland street map.
Date from RMcN AE 126 ms. index
Plate no. 454002
Maps on verso (25 x 25 cm. each): Downtown Portland -- Vancouver.
Panel art: Cartoon of motorists in car at pump with Union "Minute Men."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 126.12 (PrCt)
65271 Portland (Or.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps

Authors: Richfield Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: oblique view of a cityscape.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5022 (PrCt)

65275 Portland (Or.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides ; 53 x 60 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Portland street map.
Date from RMcN AE 125 ms. index.
Plate no. 464002
West side of the city continued on verso (52 x 25 cm.)
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 125.18 (PrCt)

65279 Portland (Or.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps

Shell map of Portland and vicinity. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1946?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title:Portland.
Panel art:Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4902 (PrCt)

65283 Portland (Or.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps

Panel title.
Panel art: oblique view of a cityscape.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4903 (PrCt)

65276 Portland (Or.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps

Shell map of Portland and vicinity. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1946?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art:Shell logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4903 (PrCt)

65277 Portland (Or.) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps

Panel title.
Panel art: oblique view of a cityscape.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5022 (PrCt)

65278 Portland (Or.) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps

Authors: Richfield Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Gousha Co., [1947?].
Authors: Richfield Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "U", indicating 1947 publication.
Panel art: oblique view of a cityscape.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5162 (PrCt)

65279 Portland (Or.) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps

Authors: Union Oil Company of California -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 52 x 56 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Portland street map.
Date from RMcN AE 125 ms. index.
Plate no. 474002
Maps on verso (25 x 25 cm. each): Downtown Portland -- Vancouver.
Panel art: Cartoon of motorists in car at pump with Union "Minute Men."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 125.23 (PrCt)

65280 Portland (Or.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps

Shell map of Portland and vicinity. Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5485 (PrCt)

65281 Portland (Or.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps

Signal city map : Portland. Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948?].
Authors: Signal Oil and Gas Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
Panel art: aerial photo of Portland; Signal gasoline logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5506 (PrCt)
"Copyright by Rand McNally & Company."

Panel art: Illustration of busy city intersection with
76 Union logo and "Price 25c"

15952.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).

RMcN Clients 4471 (PrCt)

65285 Portland (Or.) - Maps - 1954 - Road maps

Portland (Oregon) ... tour with Texaco. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1954?].

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office
-- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 71 x 43 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Portland street map (eastern section).

Plate no. 544002V

Map on verso (60 x 25 cm.): Portland street map (western section).

Panel art: Texaco gas station on hilly rural road.

17836.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (1202).
RMcN Clients 3736 (PrCt)

65286 Portland (Or.) - Maps - 1954 - Road maps

Portland (Oregon) ... tour with Texaco. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1954?].

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office
-- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 77 x 43 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Portland street map (eastern section).

Plate no. 544002V

Map on verso (60 x 25 cm.): Portland street map (western section).

Panel art: Texaco gas station on hilly rural road.

17836.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4491 (PrCt)

65287 Portland (Or.) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps

Portland (Oregon) ... tour with Texaco. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1956?].

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office
-- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 78 x 43 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Portland street map (eastern section).

Plate no. 8-554002V-3.

Map on verso (61 x 25 cm.): Portland street map (western section).

Panel art: 3 illustrations (car driving through mountains, city scene, and a Union 76 gas station).

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4500 (PrCt)

65288 Portland (Or.) - Maps - 1957 - Road maps

Portland city map. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1957?].

Authors: Union Oil Company of California -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 78 x 43 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Portland street map (eastern section).

Issued for the Union Oil Company of California.

Plate no. 7-554002V-2.

Map on verso (61 x 25 cm.): Portland street map (western section).

Panel art: 3 illustrations (car driving through mountains, city scene, and a Union 76 gas station).

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4491 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

65290  
**Portland (Or.) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps**<---->**Portland Region (Or.) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps**<---->**Road maps**  
Authors: Union Oil Company of California -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress.  
Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map : both sides, col. ; 88 x 98 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.  
Panel title.  
Added title: Portland street map.  
Plate no. 696636-2.  
Insets (19 x 22 cm. and 20 x 33 cm.): Portland and vicinity -- Vancouver.  
Panel art: 76 Union sign and slogan "When you're looking for someone to look after you, look up to 76."  
Includes two Library of Congress Copyright Office handstamps and certificate nos.  
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).  
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).  
**RMcN Clients 4583 (PrCt)**

65291  
**Portland (Or.) - Maps - 1968 - Road maps**<---->**Portland Region (Or.) - Maps - 1968 - Road maps**<---->**Road maps**  
Authors: Union Oil Company of California -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress.  
Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map : both sides, col. ; 88 x 113 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.  
Panel title.  
Added title: Portland street map.  
Plate no. 696636-1.  
Insets (19 x 22 cm. and 20 x 33 cm.): Portland and vicinity -- Vancouver.  
Panel art: 76 Union sign against night sky.  
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).  
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).  
**RMcN Clients 4516 (PrCt)**

65292  
**Portland (Or.) - Maps - 1969 - Road maps**<---->**Portland Region (Or.) - Maps - 1969 - Road maps**<---->**Road maps**  
Authors: Union Oil Company of California -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress.  
Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map : both sides, col. ; 88 x 113 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.  
Panel title.  
Added title: Portland street map.  
Plate no. 696636-2.  
Insets (19 x 22 cm. and 20 x 33 cm.): Portland and vicinity -- Vancouver.  
Panel art: 76 Union sign and slogan "When you're looking for someone to look after you, look up to 76."  
Includes two Library of Congress Copyright Office handstamps and certificate nos.  
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).  
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).  
**RMcN Clients 1245 (PrCt)**

65293  
**Portland (Or.) - Maps - 1969 - Road maps**<---->**Vancouver (Wash.) - Maps - 1969 - Road maps**<---->**Wall maps**  
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress.  
Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map : both sides, col. ; 87 x 113 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.  
Panel title.  
Added title: Portland street map.  
Plate no. 696636-2.  
Insets (20 x 33 cm. and 19 x 22 cm.): Vancouver, Wash. -- Portland and vicinity.  
Panel art: Illustration of Gulf service station.  
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).  
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).  
**RMcN Clients 1245 (PrCt)**

65294  
**Portland (Or.) - Maps - 1970 - Road maps**<---->**Portland Region (Or.) - Maps - 1970 - Road maps**<---->**Wall maps**  
Authors: Union Oil Company of California -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress.  
Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map : both sides, col. ; 88 x 113 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.  
Panel title.  
Added title: Portland street map.  
Plate no. 706636-3.  
Insets (20 x 33 cm. and 19 x 22 cm.): Vancouver -- Portland and vicinity.  
Panel art: 76 logo and slogan "Drive in. Get in the spirit of 76."  
**RMcN Clients 4565 (PrCt)**

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.  
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 4597 (PrCt)

65295 Portland (Or.) - Maps - 1971 - Road maps

1 map : both sides, col. ; 88 x 111 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added titles: Street map of Portland.
Plate nos. "706636 and "716637-4". Inset (20 x 33 cm. and 19 x 22 cm.): Vancouver, Wash. -- Portland and vicinity.
Panel art: Gray and red illustration of a Phillips 66 service station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 2020 (PrCt)

65296 Portland (Or.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps

1 map : both sides, col. ; 60 x 53 cm., folded to 16 x 9 cm.
"1975 edition"
Panel title.
Panel art: Mobil winged horse logos.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 1687 (PrCt)

65297 Portland (Or.) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps

1 map : both sides, col. ; 88 x 112 cm., on sheet 46 x 115 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"1976 Edition"
Panel title.
Added title: Portland street map
Plate no. 756636-7
Inset (20 x 33 cm.): Vancouver, Wash.

South side of city continued on verso.
Inset on verso (19 x 22 cm.): Portland and vicinity.
Panel art: road signs.
Forms part of a collection of stock editions of Rand McNally road maps, some apparently issued as sales samples and / or printer's proofs for prospective commercial clients.
Uniform series title (established by cataloger): Stock road maps
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (April 2010).

RMcN Stock 169 (PrCt)

65298 Portland (Or.) - Maps - 1978 - Road maps

1 map : both sides, col. ; 88 x 113 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Portland street map.
Issued for the Union Oil Company of California.
Plate no. 786636-9.
Insets (20 x 33 cm. and 19 x 22 cm.): Vancouver -- Portland and vicinity.
Panel art: Two stylized and multi-colored directional arrows; 76 logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 4614 (PrCt)

65299 Portland (Or.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps

1 atlas (A-H, 384-902 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm. +1 CD-ROM.
Accompanied by CD-ROM disc with title: 2004

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
street guide: Portland Metro Area.
Cover dated 2004; "©2003" -- title page.
$29.95
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528997955
RMcN StrFdr 2004 .P679 (PrCt)

65301 Portland (Or.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps---->Portland Region (Or.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps---->Clackamas County (Or.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps---->Columbia County (Or.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps---->Multnomah County (Or.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps---->Washington County (Or.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps---->Yamhill County (Or.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps---->Clark County (Or.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps---->Road maps---->Counties - Maps
Portland street guide . Chicago, Ill. Rand McNally, 2006 [i.e. 2005].
StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm. +1 CD-ROM.
Dated 2006, but received by the Newberry Library in 2005.
Cover dated 2006; "©2005" -- title page.
$24.95
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528857142
RMcN StrFdr 2006 .P679 (PrCt)

65302 Portland (Or.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps---->Portland Region (Or.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps---->Clackamas County (Or.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps---->Columbia County (Or.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps---->Multnomah County (Or.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps---->Washington County (Or.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps---->Yamhill County (Or.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps---->Clark County (Or.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps---->Road maps---->Counties - Maps
StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm. Cover title.
Cover dated 2007; "©2006" -- title page.
On cover: Free interactive CD details inside [CD not included].
$24.95
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-85581-6
RMcN StrFdr 2007 .P679 (PrCt)
1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Cover dated 2008; "©2007" -- title page.
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder. "$24.95" -- back cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528866656
RMcN StrFdr 2008 .P679 (PrCt)
Authors: Cunningham, J. H. -- Cunningham & Banks (Portland, Ore.) -- Oregon Historical Society
1 map : col. ; 53 x 52 cm.
Facsimile of original published Portland, Or.: Cunningham & Banks, 1896.
Scale [ca. 1:110,000]
Added title: Cyclists’ road map of Portland district, 1896.
Hand stamp on original map: ‘Compiled by J.H. Cunningham ...’
‘Information for wheelmen’, ‘pointers’, and advertising in margins.
Inset ‘Plan of Vancouver barracks’ [14 x 9 cm.] includes text describing ferry service between Oregon and Washington.
Seal of Oregon Historical Society in lower right margin.
91052404PL
map4F G4292.P6E63 1896 C8 1973 (NLO)

Portland (Or.) - Pictorial works - 1890 Portland, Oregon, 1890. 1967.
Authors: Clohessy & Strengle -- Oregon Historical Society
1 birds-eye view : col. ; 29 x 55 cm.
Facsimile of original published 1890.
Vignettes of buildings surround map.
References: 1-130.
379
map4F G4294.P6A3 1890 C55 1967 (PrCt)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Southern Pacific Railroad Company -- Peninsular Railway Co. (Calif.) -- San Jose Railroads (Calif.) -- Pacific Electric Railway Company
3 maps : col. ; 25 cm. x 38 cm. and smaller, on sheet 28 cm. x 77 cm.
‘Copyright by Southern Pacific Co.’ at lower right.
In Southern Pacific Railroad Company.
Twenty-ninth annual report of the Southern Pacific Company ... 1913 [San Francisco? : Southern Pacific Co., 1913?] at end.
5A 7267 (1913 vol. [2]) (PrCt)
65305

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Portland Eugene and Eastern Railway -- Southern Pacific Railroad Company -- Peninsular Railway Co. (Calif.) -- San Jose Railroads (Calif.) -- Pacific Electric Railway Company

3 maps : col. ; 25 cm. x 38 cm. and smaller, on sheet 28 cm. x 75 cm.

Copyright by Southern Pacific Co.' at lower right.

In Southern Pacific Railroad Company. Thirtieth annual report of the Southern Pacific Company ... 1914 [San Francisco?: Southern Pacific Co.?, 1914?] at end.

5A 7267 (1914 vol. [2]) (PrCt)


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Southern Pacific Railroad Company -- Peninsular Railway Co. (Calif.) -- San Jose Railroads (Calif.) -- Pacific Electric Railway Company

3 maps : col. ; 25 cm. x 38 cm. and smaller, on sheet 28 cm. x 75 cm.

Copyright by Southern Pacific Co.' --at lower right.

'13' --at bottom center.


5A 7267 (1916 vol. [3]) (PrCt)


Southern Pacific Co. electric lines in northern Oregon, 1917 ; Southern Pacific Co. (west div.) electric lines, Peninsular Ry. Co., San Jose Railroads, San Francisco Bay Territory, 1917 ; Visalia Electric Railroad lines in Tulare County California, 1917 ; Pacific Electric Railway System in southern California, 1917. Chicago and New York : Rand McNally & Co., 1917 [i.e. 1918?].

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Southern Pacific Railroad Company -- Peninsular Railway Co. (Calif.) -- San Jose Railroads (Calif.) -- Visalia Electric Railroad Company -- Pacific Electric Railway Company

4 maps : col. ; 25 cm. x 38 cm. and smaller, on sheet 28 cm. x 85 cm.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Southern Pacific Railroad Company -- Peninsular Railway Co. (Calif.) -- San Jose Railroads (Calif.) -- Visalia Electric Railroad Company -- Pacific Electric Railway Company
4 maps : col. ; 25 cm. x 38 cm. and smaller, on sheet 28 cm. x 85 cm.
'Copyright by Southern Pacific Co.' --at lower right.
'13' --at bottom center.
In Southern Pacific Railroad Company.
Thirty-sixth annual report ... December 31, 1919 [San Francisco?: Southern Pacific Co.?, 1920?] opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1919 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

65313  Portland Region (Or.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps<<>>Portland (Or.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps<<>>Road maps Street guide and metropolitan map of Portland and vicinity. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1937?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 2069 (PrCt)

65314  Portland Region (Or.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps<<>>Portland (Or.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps<<>>Road maps Street guide and metropolitan map of Portland and vicinity / Shell. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1938?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3258 (PrCt)

65315  Portland Region (Or.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps<<>>Portland (Or.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps<<>>Road maps Street guide and metropolitan map of Portland and vicinity / Shell. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1939?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3573 (PrCt)

Authors: Union Oil Company of California -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 78 x 45 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Portland street map (eastern section).
Plate no. 6-554002V-1.
Map on verso (61 x 25 cm.): Portland street map (western section).
Panel art: Illustration of cars at Union gas station with 76 Union logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Clients 4486 (PrCt)

Portland Region (Or.) - Maps - 2003 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map (160 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
New updated edition. $15.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder. Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-91369-7
RMcN StrFdr 1995 .P679 (PrCt)

Portland Region (Or.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps
Williamette River Valley (Or.) SEE Willamette River Valley (Or.)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. EasyFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; fold. to 24 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
ISBN 0528955829
RMcN Road Map 2004 PorOR (PrCt)

Porto (Portugal) - Maps - 1800-1899 -
LCCN: 2002-621178

Porto Cálvo (Brazil) - Maps - 1671 - Pictorial works
Obsidio et expugnatio Portus Calvi. [London : John Ogilby, 1671].
Authors: Ogilby, John, 1600-1676 -- Ogilby, John, 1600-1676. America : being the latest, and most accurate description of the New World ... (1671) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view ; 29 x 35 cm.
Includes references A-D. In: Ogilby, John. America : being the latest, and most accurate description of the New World ... (London : Printed by the author, 1671) following p. 554.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O3 1671 following p. 554 (PrCt)
Fortification

Plano de Oporto y sus inmediaciones. [Lisbon?] : Revista militar, [18-?].
Authors: Revista militar (Lisbon, Portugal) -- William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : ; 46 x 60 cm.
Upper right corner: Revista militar.
Scale: about 300 brazas per inch.
Folded into oversize box (45 x 33 cm.) with binder's title: Greenlee broadsides.
Forms part of the William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library).

oversize Greenlee 4892 .P71 18-- (NLO)

65324

Porto (Portugal) - Maps - 1833<<>>Porto Region (Portugal) - Maps - 1833<<>>Porto (Portugal) - Maps - 1833 - Pictorial works
Oporto (Porto). [London] : Chapman & Hall, 1833 [i.e.1844].
1 map : hand col. ; 31 x 38 cm.
'Drawn by W.B. Clarke Archt.'
'Engraved by J. Henshall.'
'Printed by J. Henshall.'
Inset (9 x 13 cm.): The Environs of Oporto.
Inset view (7 x 39 cm.): View of Oporto from Torre de Marca.
In: Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge.

oversize Ayer 135 .S67 1844 v. 2, pl. [195] (PrCt)

65325

Porto (Portugal) - Maps - 1840 - Pictorial works
Oporto. [Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, 1840].
Authors: Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846 -- Lea & Blanchard -- Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (1840)
1 view ; 5 x 10 cm.
In: Murray, Hugh. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, successors to Carey & Co., for George W. Gorton, 1840) v. 1, p. 596.
Wax engraving.
G 11 .607 v. 1, p. 596 (PrCt)

65326

Porto Santo Island (Madeira Islands) - Maps - 1528<<>>Woodcuts
Porto Santo. [Venice : Niccolò Zoppino, 1528].
Authors: Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530 -- Zoppino, Niccolò, fl. 1508-1544 -- Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530. Libro di Benedetto Bordon : nel qual si ragiona de tutte l'isole del mondo ... (1528)
1 map : woodcut ; 8 x 14 cm., on sheet 31 x 21 cm.
In: Bordon, Benedetto. Libro di Benedetto Bordon : nel qual si ragiona de tutte l'isole del mondo ... (Venice : Niccolò Zoppino, 1528), folio XVI.
Case folio G 117 .108, folio XVI (PrCt)

66327

Portobelo (Panama) - Maps - 1733 - Harbors
Authors: Popple, Henry, d. 1743
1 map ; 16 x 16 cm.
Inset on facsimile of Popple, Henry. Map of the British Empire in America... (London, 1733).
map4F 3300 sht. 20 (PrCt)

65328

Portobelo Region (Panama) - Maps - 1777 - Coasts
Plano di Porto Bello. [Livorno : G.T. Masi, 1777].
Authors: Vanni, Violante, fl. 1763 -- Pazzi, Giuseppe -- Masi, G. T. -- Masi, G. T. Atlante dell' America, contenente le migliori carte geografiche ... (1777) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 20 x 26 cm.
In: Masi, G. T. Atlante dell' America, contenente le migliori carte geografiche ... (Livorno : Gio. Tommaso Masi, e Comp., 1777) pl. [32].
VAULT folio Ayer 135 .A75 1777 pl. [32] (PrCt)

65329

Portola (Calif.) - Pictorial works - 1960 - Railroad Stations
Railroad Stations... 1959<<>>Western Pacific Railroad Company - Pictorial works - 1960 - Railroad Stations... 1960<<>>Railroad Stations - Western Pacific Railroad Company - Pictorial works - 1960<<>>California Zephyr (Express train) - Pictorial works - 1960<<>>Railroads - Maps
In late afternoon the eastbound California Zephyr stops at Portola. [San Francisco? Western Pacific Railroad Company?, 1960?].
Authors: Western Pacific Railroad Company
1 view ; 13 x 16 cm.
Caption title.
In Western Pacific Railroad Company.
SA 7267 (1959 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

65330

Portsmouth (England) - Maps - Bibliography - 1801
Authors: Hodson, D. (Donald)
xxviii, 169 p. : maps ; 31 cm.
Maps on endpapers.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Series: Portsmouth record series ; 4
Formerly folio Z6027.G7 H63
ISBN 0901559318
Map Ref folio Z6027.G7 H63 (NLO)

1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 18th-century manuscript.

1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 18th-century manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France ASH 135-4-2 (PrCt)

1 view : hand col. ; 28 x 62 cm.
Anonymous engraved view without imprint.
In: Des Barres, Joseph F. W. The Atlantic Neptune; published for the uses of the Royal Navy of Great Britain ([London, ca. 1774-1784], no. 107. 2 copies.
mapF 3320 [no. 107, copies 1 and 2] (PrCt)

Aerial photograph.

1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 18th-century manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France ASH 136-7-4 (PrCt)

1 atlas ([9] p., 110 col. maps) ; 49 cm.
Issued by the board under its earlier name: Junta das Missões Geográficas e de Investigações Coloniais. Phillips 9189.
LC Card Number: map50000462
Forms part of the William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library).
oversize Greenlee 4891 .P85 1948 (NLO)

65337 **Portugal - Manuscript maps - Bibliography - Catalogs - 1600-1799** - Portugal - Maps -
Country: Portugal
Region: -


VAULT Case oversize G 1007 .64, [plate 8] (PrCt)

Portugal - Maps - 1560-1588

Portvgalliae qu[a]e olim Lusitania, nouissima & exactissima descriptio / Auctore Vernando Aluaro Secco. [Antwerp : Christophe Plantin], M. CCC. LX [1560, i.e. 1588].


1 map : 34 x 51 cm.

In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatro de la tierra universal (1588) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col.; 34 x 51 cm.

In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatro de la tierra universal (1588) -- [plate 16].

Includes dedication to "Gvidoni Asconio Sfortiae" by "Achilles Statius" dated "anno M. CCCCC. LX [1560]".

Printed no. 16 and Spanish letterpress text on verso beginning: Portvgal. Portvgal impriomoiam es llamada Lusitania ... .


VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1588, [plate 16] (PrCt)

Portugal - Maps - 1560-1606

Portvgalliae qu[a]e olim Lusitania, nouissima & exactissima descriptio / Auctore Vernando Aluaro Secco. [London : John Norton], M. CCC. LX [1560, i.e. 1606].


1 map : hand col.; 34 x 51 cm.

Includes dedication to "Gvidoni Asconio Sfortiae" by "Achilles Statius" dated "anno M. CCCCC. LX [1560]".

Oriented with north at right.

Printed no. 17 and English letterpress text on verso beginning: The Kingdome of Portvgale.
Portugal is improperly called Lusitania ...
In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatrum orbis terrarum ... (London : J. Norton, 1606), [plate 17].

Digital image of a duplicate or variant edition available on Marcel P.R. van den Broecke’s Cartographica Neerlandica website (accessed June 2012):


VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1606, [plate 17] (PrCt)

65342 Portugal - Maps - 1561
[Portugal] / Michaelis Tramezini formis ... ;
Authors: Seco, Fernando Alvares -- Tramezzo,
Michele, d. 1579 -- Re, Sebastiano di, fl.
1550-1560 -- Sforza, Guido Ascanio, 1518-1564
-- Leo S. Olschki (Firm) -- Franco Novacco Map
Collection (Newberry Library).

1 map : hand col., 331 x 665 mm. (neat line), on sheet remargined to 442 x 704 mm.


Infinity symbol used in place of ‘M’ in date.

Names of publisher and engraver from lower left.

Oriented with north at right.

Manuscript “17” on verso at upper left.

Ex Olschki.

Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Duplicate copy, uncolored: Novacco 4F 195.

Novacco 4F 196 (PrCt)

65343 Portugal - Maps - 1561
[Portugal] / Michaelis Tramezini formis ... ;
Authors: Seco, Fernando Alvares -- Tramezzo,
Michele, d. 1579 -- Re, Sebastiano di, fl.
1550-1560 -- Sforza, Guido Ascanio, 1518-1564
-- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

1 map ; 331 x 665 mm. (neat line), on sheet remargined to 439 x 753 mm.


Infinity symbol used in place of ‘M’ in date.

Names of publisher and engraver from lower left.

Oriented with north at right.

Karrow 67/1.

Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map

Collection (Newberry Library).

Duplicate copy, hand colored: Novacco 4F 196.
b135

Novacco 4F 195 (PrCt)

65344 Portugal - Maps - 1568<<<<Andalusia (Spain)
- Maps - 1568
Regno de Portogallo et Andalvzia. [Venice, 1568?].
Authors: Forlani, Paolo -- Franco Novacco Map
Collection (Newberry Library).

1 map ; 234 x 313 mm. (neat line), 248 x 326 mm. (plate mark)

Attributed to Paolo de Forlani; Woodward 75.

Verso bears offset title ‘Francia.’

Manuscript “15” [?] in lower left.

Not in Tooley.

m16

Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map
Collection (Newberry Library).

Novacco 2F 98 (PrCt)

65345 Portugal - Maps - 1588 - Coasts - Nautical charts<<<<Nautical charts - Portugal - 1588 - Coasts<<<<Nautical charts
The Sea coastes of Portugal betwene Camino & Montego ... 
[Amsterdam : Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, 1666].
Authors: Waghenaer, Lucas Janszoon, 1534 or
1568--Andalusia (Spain)
5-1606 -- Bry, Theodor de, 1528-1598 --
Waghenae, Lucas Janszoon, 1534 or 5-1606.
The Mariniers mirrour (1588) -- Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, Ltd.

1 map ; 31 x 50 cm.

Shows coast between ‘Camino’ (Caminha) and ‘Capo de Montego’ (Cabo Mondego).
Includes coastal profiles.
Oriented with north at left.

Text on verso (p. 16) under heading: A perfect description of the sea costes of the north part of Portugal ...

London 1588 (Amsterdam : Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, 1966) map [16]

Map Ref oversize G1025 .T37 ser. 3, v. 2, map [16] (PrCt)

65346 Portugal - Maps - 1588 - Coasts - Nautical charts<<<<Nautical charts - Portugal - 1588 - Coasts<<<<Nautical charts
Die Zee Caerte van Portugal; tusschen Camino en Montego ... = Ora maritima Portugalliae inter Caminum et Montegum ...
[Leiden : F. Raphelengius ; C. Claesz, 1588].
Authors: Waghenaer, Lucas Janszoon, 1534 or
5-1606 -- Raphelengius, Francis cus, 1539-1597
-- Claesz, Cornelis, ca. 1546-1609 -- Waghenae, Lucas Janszoon, 1534 or 5-1606.

Speculum nauticum super navigatione maris Occidentalis confectum, continens omnes oras maritimas Galliae, Hispaniae et praecipuarum partium

Collection (Newberry Library).

Digital image of a duplicate or variant edition available on Marcel P.R. van den Broecke’s Cartographica Neerlandica website (accessed June 2012):


VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1606, [plate 17] (PrCt)
Angliae (1588) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map ; 32 x 51 cm.
Includes coastal profiles.
Orienced with north at left.
Descriptive text on verso (p. 16).
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .W13 1588 map [16]
(PrCt)

Portugal - Maps - 1590 - Nautical charts
Portugalliae quae olim Lusitania / Fernando Alvaro Secco autore recens descriptio : ioannes a Doetecum, Lucas a Doetechum, fecerunt.
[Antwerp?] : Gerard de Iode excud., [1593?].
Authors: Seco, Fernando Alvares -- Doetecam, Jan van
1 map ; 33 x 51 cm.
'ioannes a Doetecu [ecit]'
Added title: Chartae maritimae Portogalliae.
Letterpress title: Carte marine de Portugal....
Scale [ca. 1:336,000].
Relief shown pictorially; soundings in fathoms.
Orienced with north to the left.
From a French edition of Waghenaer, Lucas Janszoon. Spieghel der zeevaerdt (Amsterdam, 1588) map [16].
Greenle
map2F 6691 .P5 (PrCt)

Portugal - Maps - 1593
Portugalliae quae olim Lusitania / Fernando Alvaro Secco autore recens descriptio : ioannes a Deutecum, Lucas a Deutecum, fecerunt.
[Antwerp?] : Gerard de Iode excud., [1593?].
1 map ; hand col. ; 31 x 53 cm.
Orienced with north at upper right.
Latin letterpress text on verso (fol. 31, sig. HH): Lusitania ...
Engraving attributed to Antonie Wierix.
In: Jode, Gerard de. Speculum orbis terrarvm (Antwerp : A. Coninx, 1593), map [31].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .J9 1593, map [31]
(PrCt)

Portugal - Maps - 1598
Portugalliae quae olim Lusitania, nouissima and exactissima descriptio. Antwerp, 1598.
Authors: Seco, Fernandez Alvare -- Sforza, Guido Ascanio, 1518-1564 -- Estao, Aquiles, 1524-1581 -- Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598
1 map ; hand col. ; 34 x 52 cm.
Auctore Fermundo Aluaro Secco. Cum priviliegio.'
From Ortelius, Abraham. Theatre de l'univers (Antwerp, 1598) no.17.
Scale ca. 1:1,200,000.
Orienced with north at right.
Dedication: [To] Guidoni Ascanio Sforiae...[by]
Achilles Statius...M.CCCCC.LX.
Greenlee
ICN73
map4F G6690 1598 .S4 (PrCt)

Portugal - Maps - 1653
Les Estats de la couronne de Portugal en Espagne. Paris : chez Pierre Mariette, 1653 [i.e.1659?].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Somer, J. -- Mariette, Pierre, 1603-1657 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (1658 [i.e. 1659?])
1 map ; hand col. ; 40 x 42 cm.
In: Sanson, Nicolas. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (Paris : Pierre Mariette, 1658 [i.e. 1659?]) v. 1, pl. [80]
VAULT Case oversize G1015 .S35 1658 v. 1, pl. [80] (PrCt)

Portugal - Maps - 1654
Parte meridional do Reyno de Portugal. Paris : em casa do autor, 1654 [i.e.1659?].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Mariette, Pierre, 1603-1657 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (1658 [i.e. 1659?])
1 map ; hand col. ; 40 x 51 cm.
In: Sanson, Nicolas. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (Paris : Pierre Mariette, 1658 [i.e. 1659?]) v. 1, pl. [82]
VAULT Case oversize G1015 .S35 1658 v. 1, pl. [82] (PrCt)

Portugal - Maps - 1654
Parte septenrional do Reyno de Portugal. Paris : em casa do autor, 1654 [i.e.1659?].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Mariette, Pierre, 1603-1657 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (1658 [i.e. 1659?])
1 map ; hand col. ; 40 x 51 cm.
Dedication at upper left : Ao muito alto, e muito poderoso principe., e senhor Dom Ioam IIII, Rey de Portugal ... .
In: Sanson, Nicolas. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (Paris : Pierre Mariette, 1658 [i.e. 1659?]) v. 1, pl. [81]
VAULT Case oversize G1015 .S35 1658 v. 1, pl. [81] (PrCt)
Novissima regnorum Portu̇galliae et Algarblae descriptio. Amsterdam : Justus Danckerts, [ca. 1680].
1 map ; 41 x 52 cm.
In: Danckerts, Justus. Atlas (Amsterdam : J. Danckers, [ca. 1680]) pl. [6]. Ms. no. '7' in upper right.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .D18 pl. 6 (PrCt)

Novissima regnorum Portu̇galliae et Algarblae descriptio. Amsterdam : C. Allard, [1682?].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Allard, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709 -- Allard, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709.
Atlas minor sive tabulæ geographicæ ... [1682?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; col. ; 57 x 47 cm.
In: Allard, Carel. Atlas minor sive tabulæ geographicæ proecipuorum regnorum regionum, insularum, provinicarum, etc. (Amsterdam : C. Allard, 1682?) pl. 27.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .S19 1692 pl. [86] (PrCt)

Regnorum Portu̇galliae et Algarblae. Paris, [ca. 1698].
Authors: Placide de Sainte Hélène, père, 1648-1734 -- Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Schenk, Pieter, ca. 1698-1775 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:11
1 map ; hand col. ; 66 x48 cm.
Inset: Les Environs de la ville de Porto.
Koeman v. 3 p. 183 no. 215.
2160
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6690 1698 .P6 (PrCt)

Portug芦́l - Maps - 1698
Portugalli Pie - Maps - 1698
Portuguese Maps - 1698
Portuguese Maps - 1698
Portugal - Maps - 1704
Portugalliae et Algarbiae. Nuremberg, [1704?].
Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:10
1 map : hand col. ; 62 x 45 cm.
Includes text: Décriture du royaume de Portugal.
2168
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6690 1704 .N6 (PrCt)

Portugal - Maps - 1710
Novissima regnorum Portugalliae et Algarbiae descriptio / emendata a F. de Wit. Amstelodami [Amsterdam] : ex officina Petri Mortier, [ca. 1710?].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Mortier, Pierre -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:R9
1 map : hand col. ; 57 x 47 cm.
Remnants of binding stub on verso.
Cf. Koeman v. 3, p. 215, no. [100].
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6690 1710 .H6 (PrCt)

Portugal - Maps - 1710
Regnorum Portugalliae et Algarbiae tabula novissima, accuratissime composita.
[Amsterdam] : Nicolaum Visscher [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher, 1710?].
Authors: Placide de Sainte Hélène, père, 1648-1734 -- Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Visscher, Elizabeth, fl. 1702-1726 -- Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702. Atlas minor ... [1710?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 66 x 49 cm.
Inset (6 x 9 cm.): Les Environs de la ville de Porto prez l'embouc. de la Doüere.
In: Visscher, Nicolaes. Atlas minor ... (Amstelaeami [Amsterdam] : ex officina Nicolai Visscher [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher], [1710?] map [83].
Manuscript '85' at lower right.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .V8 1700 map [83] (PrCt)

Portugal - Maps - 1720
Portugalliae et Algarbiae regna. Amsterdam, [ca. 1720].
Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Schenk, Pieter, ca. 1698-1775 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:12
1 map : hand col. ; 45 x 55 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:1,500,000].
Cf. Koeman Vis [214].
2028
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6690 1720 .V5 (PrCt)

Portugal - Maps - 1725
Novissima regnorum Portugalliae et Algarbiae descriptio. Amsterdam, [ca. 1725].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Covens et Mortier -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:13
1 map : hand col. ; 56 x 47 cm.
Cf. Koeman Wit [100].
2116
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6690 1725 .W5 (PrCt)
of Portugal, 1604-1656 SEE John IV, King of Portugal, 1604-1656
1 map : hand col. ; 40 x 51 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:875,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
In composite world atlas possibly compiled and published by Charles François Delamarche: Atlas général : contenant le détail des quatre parties du monde [Paris? : s.n., 1798?], [ptie 2], [plate 7].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .A77 1798, [ptie 2], [plate 7] (NLO)

Portugal - Maps - 1740
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600--1667 -- Somer, J. -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Delamarche, Charles François, 1740-1817. Atlas général : contenant le détail des quatre parties du monde [1798?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 41 x 42 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:1,650,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
In composite world atlas possibly compiled and published by Charles François Delamarche: Atlas général : contenant le détail des quatre parties du monde [Paris? : s.n., 1798?], [ptie 2], [plate 7].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .A77 1798, [ptie 2], [plate 7] (NLO)

Portugal - Maps - 1740 Brazil - Maps - 1740
Portugalliae et Algarbiae regna cum consinibus Hispaniae ... [Augsburg] : Matthaei Seutteri, [ca. 1740?]?
Authors: Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756 -- Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756: [A Collection of Seutter maps] [1726-1773]
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 55 cm.
Inset (20 x 20 cm.): Brasiliae regnum America meridio ...
Forms part of a made-to-order composite atlas chiefly comprised of undated maps issued ca. 1734-ca. 1744.
Case oversize G 1007 .81 pl. [37] (PrCt)

Portugal - Maps - 1745
Regnum Portugaliae divisum in quinque provincias maiiores ... Nuremberg : Homann Erben, [ca. 1745].
1 map : hand col. ; 57 x 44 cm.
Bottom margin: Edita primum per I.B.Nolin, nunc recusa per H. H. 1736 ... 
In: Homann, Johann Baptist. Atlas novus terrarum orbis [Nuremberg : Homann Erben, ca. 1745]). [plate 3].
Manuscript 'No. 3' and '4' on verso.
overize Ayer 135 .H7 1730, [plate 3] (PrCt)

Portugal - Maps - 1747
Authors: Bowen, Emanuel, -1767 -- Innys, William, d. 1756 -- Bowen, Emanuel, -1767. A Complete system of geography ... (1747)
1 map : 31 x 21 cm.
In: Bowen, Emanuel. A Complete system of geography: being a description of ... the known world (London : Printed for William Innys, etc., 1747) v. 1, pl. [9].
Case oversize G114 .B68 1747 v. 1, pl. 9 (PrCt)

Portugal - Maps - 1751

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Partie septentrionale du royaume de Portugal / par le Sr. Robert ... [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy], 1751.
Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1790?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 50 cm.
In: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles. Atlas universel (Paris : Chez les auteurs, quay de l’Horloge du Palais, Boudet libraire imprimeur du roi, rue St. Jacques, 1757 [i.e. 1758?]), [plate 81].
"Portugal Septenral." -- oversize letterpress title stamped on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskets oversize G1015 .R598 1757, [plate 81] (PrCt)

65374 Portugal - Maps - 1751
Partie méridionale du royaume de Portugal / par le Sr. Robert ... [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy], 1751.
Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1758?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 50 cm.
In: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles. Atlas universel (Paris : Chez les auteurs, quay de l’Horloge du Palais, Boudet libraire imprimeur du roi, rue St. Jacques, 1757 [i.e. 1758?]), [plate 81].
"Portugal Meridale." -- oversize letterpress title stamped on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskets oversize G1015 .R598 1757, [plate 81] (PrCt)

65375 Portugal - Maps - 1751
Partie septentrionale du Royaume de Portugal / par le Sr. Robert ... [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy], 1751.
Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1790?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 51 cm.
In: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles. Atlas universel / par M. Robert ... et par M. Robert de Vaugondy son fils ... (A Paris : Chez De La Marche, géographe, rue du Foin St. Jacques, Collège de Me. Gervais, 1757, [i.e. 1790?]), [plate 81].
"Portugal Septenal." and "81" -- oversize letterpress title and number stamped on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newbery Library.
Baskets oversize G1015 .R598 1790, [plate 81] (PrCt)

65376 Portugal - Maps - 1751
Partie méridionale du Royaume de Portugal / par le Sr. Robert ... [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy], 1751.
Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1790?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 50 cm.
In: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles. Atlas universel / par M. Robert ... et par M. Robert de Vaugondy son fils ... (A Paris : Chez De La Marche, géographe, rue du Foin St. Jacques, Collège de Me. Gervais, 1757, [i.e. 1790?]), [plate 82].
"Portugal Meridale." and "82" -- oversize letterpress title and number stamped on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskets oversize G1015 .R598 1790, [plate 82] (PrCt)

A Sea chart of part of the coasts of Gallisia and Portugal ... London : Sold by R. Mount at the Postern on Great Tower Hill, [1758].
Authors: Mount, Richard, d. 1722 -- English Pilot. Part 1 (1758) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 22 x 109 cm. on sheet 48 x 58 cm.
Printed in two panels; northern half printed above southern half.
Oriented with north at left.
Insets (8 x 21 cm. and 9 x 16 cm.): Port a Port Island; with the coasts of Barbary, and off to the Canary, Madeira, Cape de Verde and Western-Islands (London : Printed for W. and J. Mount, T. Page and Son, on Tower-Hill, 1758), [plate 19].
Baskets oversize G1793 .E55 1758, [plate 19] (PrCt)

A Compleat set of new charts on thirty-eight large plates, containing an accurate survey of the coast of Portugal and the Mediterranean Sea, in which are included seventy five charts of the principal...
65381  Portugal - Maps - 1766

A New and accurate map of Portugal ... / by Eman. Bowen. [London : s.n., 1766].

Authors: Bowen, Emanuel, -1767 -- Bowen, Emanuel, -1767. The Maps and charts to The modern part of the universal history (1766) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 31 x 21 cm.

In: Bowen, Emanuel. The Maps and charts to The modern part of the universal history / [with maps by Emanuel Bowen and Thomas Kitchin] (London : Printed for T. Osborne [et al.], 1766), [plate 15].

Manuscript nos. “XV” at upper right and “15” on verso.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .M3 1766, [plate 15] (NLO)

65382  Portugal - Maps - 1766 - Coasts - Nautical charts

Portugal - Maps - 1766 - Coasts - Nautical charts

A Chart of the coast of Portugal and part of Spain from Cape Finistere to the straits of Gibraltar = Carte des costes de Portugal et de partie d’Espagne depuis le Cap de Finisterre jusques au détroit de Gibraltar. [Dublin : Jane Grierson, 1766].

Authors: Grierson, Jane, fl. 1766 -- English Pilot. Part 1 (1766) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 57 x 86 cm.

Oriented with north at left.

Insets (25 x 32 cm. and 18 x 27 cm.): Carte des ports de Lisbonne de Setuval et de leurs environs -- Carte de la rade de Cadis & des environs.

In: The English pilot. Part 1, describing the coasts ... in the southern navigation upon the coasts of England, Scotland, Ireland, Holland, Flanders, Spain, Portugal ... (Dublin: Jane Grierson, 1766) between p. 50-51.


Ayer 135 .E55 1766 bet. p. 50-51 (PrCt)

65383  Portugal - Maps - 1778

Mapa general del reyno de Portugal: comprehende sus provincias, corregimientos, oidorias, proveedurias, concejos, cotos, &c ... Madrid : [T. López de Vargas Machuca?], 1778.

Authors: López de Vargas Machuca, Tomás, 1731-1802 -- William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 147 x 86 cm.

Scale [ca. 1:788,976]; about 3 Spanish leagues to the inch.

Filed flat in 4th floor map case, following 'Ayer p133 ... ' (March 2006).

Forms part of the William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library).

Greenlee p4891 .L86 1778 (NLO)

65384  Portugal - Maps - 1790 - Coasts - Nautical charts

Portugal - Maps - 1790 - Coasts - Nautical charts

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

[English or Spanish]
Coasts - Nautical charts - Spain - Maps - 1790 - Coasts - Lisbon Region (Portugal) - Maps - 1790 - Nautical charts - Lisbon Region (Portugal) - Maps - 1790 - Wall maps - Nautical charts - Strip maps

A New sea chart of the coast of Portugal and part of Spain, from Cape Finistere to the Burlings, and from the Burlings to Cape St. Vincent... London: Sold by J. Mount & T. Page on Tower Hill, [1790].

Authors: Mount, John, d. 1786 -- Page, Thomas, d. 1781 -- English Pilot. Part 1 (1790) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map; 22 x 102 cm.
Oriented with north at left.
Printed in two panels; northern half printed above southern half.

In: The English pilot for the southern navigation: describing the sea-coasts, capes, headlands, bays, roads, harbours, rivers and ports: together with the soundings, sands, rocks and dangers, on the coasts of England, Scotland, Ireland, Holland, Flanders, Spain, Portugal, to the Streight's-Mouth; with the coasts of Barbary, and off to the Canary, Madeira, Cape de Verde and Western-Islands (London: Printed for Mount and Davidson, on Tower-Hill, 1790), [plate 22].

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1793 .E55 1790, [plate 22] (PrCr)

---

Portugal - Maps - 1794

1 map: hand col.; 49 x 34 cm.
Engraved by F. Ramberg.
Scale not given.
Forms part of the William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library).
Greenlee p4891 .S71 1791 (NLO)

---

Portugal - Maps - 1794
La parte meridionale del regno di Portogallo diviso nelle sue provincie e delineato sulle ultime osservazioni. Rome: Calcofra cameral, 1797.

Authors: Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824 -- Calcofra cameral (Rome, Italy) -- Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824. Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (1792-1801) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: hand col.; 30 x 43 cm.
In: Cassini, Giovanni Maria. Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (Rome: Presso la Calcofra cameral, 1792-1801) v. 2 pl. 4.
Map dated 1794.
oversize Ayer 135 .C33 1792 v. 2 pl. 4 (PrCr)

---

Portugal - Maps - 1794
The Kingdoms of Portugal and Algarve from Zannoni's map, by J. Lodge, geographer. London: Laurie & Whittle, 1794.

Authors: Lodge, John, d. 1786 -- Rizzi-Zannoni, Giovanni Antonio, 1736-1814 -- Kitchin, Thomas, 1718-1784 -- Laurie & Whittle -- William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: 57 x 41 cm.
Scale: 20 British miles to the inch.
Included as no. 22 in T. Kitchin's A new universal atlas. 1798.
Forms part of the William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library).
Greenlee 4691 .L82 1794 (NLO)

---

Portugal - Maps - 1794
The Kingdoms of Portugal and Algarve from Zannoni's map / by J. Lodge geographer. London: Laurie & Whittle, 12th May, 1794.
Zannoni's map / by J. Lodge geographer. The Kingdoms of Portugal and Algarve from Zannoni's map, by J. Lodge, geographer. London: Laurie & Whittle. A New and elegant imperial atlas comprehending general and particular maps of every part of the world ... [1801?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: hand col.; 57 x 40 cm.
In Robert Baskes Collection (Newberry Library).
world ... (London : printed and published by R. Laurie and J. Whittle, 1800 [i.e. 1801?]) no. 15. Stamped "15" on verso.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .R63 1801 no. 15 (NLO)

---

Portugal - Maps - 1797

Chorographical map of the Kingdom of Portugal divided into its grand provinces. London : W. Faden, 1797 [i.e. 1817?].

Authors: Faden, William, 1749-1836 -- Faden, William, 1749-1836. [General atlas] [1817?]

1 map : hand col. ; 71 x 48 cm.

Added title in upper margin: Mappa corografica do Reino de Portugal.


Map dated 1797; verso handstamped '20.'

oversize G 10 .282 pl. 21 (PrCt)

---

Portugal - Maps - 1797

Chorographical map of the kingdom of Portugal divided into its grand provinces. 1797 [i.e. 1816?].


1 map : hand col. ; 70 x 48 cm.

Added title, upper margin: Mappa corografica do reino de Portugal.

In: Faden, William [and others]. [General atlas of modern geography : a collection of large scale maps and charts of all parts of the world] ([London, etc. : W. Faden, etc., 1775-1816]) v. 1, pl. [65].

Imprint on map: London ... W. Faden ... 1797.

Verso handstamped '45.'

oversize Ayer 135 .G32 1775 v. 1, pl. 65 (PrCt)

---

Portugal - Maps - 1807

Partie septentrionale du Royaume de Portugal / par le Sr. Bellin ... À Venise [Venice] : par François Santini ; chez Mr. Remondini, [1807?].

Authors: Bellin, Jacques Nicolas, 1703-1772 -- Santini, Francesco -- Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (1784 [i.e. 1807?]) -- Remondini, Giuseppe Antonio, 1747-1811 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 52 cm.


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .S4 1807, v. 1, no. 5 (PrCt)

---

Portugal - Maps - 1807

Partie meridionale du Royaume de Portugal / par

le Sr. Bellin ... À Venise [Venice] : par François Santini ; chez Mr. Remondini, [1807?].

Authors: Bellin, Jacques Nicolas, 1703-1772 -- Santini, Francesco -- Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (1784 [i.e. 1807?]) -- Remondini, Giuseppe Antonio, 1747-1811 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 52 cm.


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .S4 1807, v. 1, no. 5 (PrCt)

---

Portugal - Maps - 1811

A New map of the kingdom of Portugal divided into its provinces, from the latest authorities . London : J. Cary, 1811.

Authors: Cary, John, approximately 1754-1835 -- Cary, John, approximately 1754-1835. Cary's New universal atlas ... (1811 [i.e. 1812?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 44 x 50 cm.

In: Cary, John. Cary's New universal atlas, containing distinct maps of all the principal states and kingdoms throughout the world (London: Printed for J. Cary, 1811 [i.e. 1812?]) pl. [17].

Printed paste-on no. 20.

oversize Ayer 135 .C3 1811 pl. 17 (PrCt)

---

Portugal - Maps - 1811 - Road maps


Authors: Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Jones, Edward, fl. 1807

1 map : hand col. ; 57 x 129 cm.

Scale ca, 1:440,000.

Oriented with north at left.

Shows the distances from town to town in leagues and in 'the hours a foot courier is in travelling.'

73-8751

IGN73

map4F 6691.P2 (PrCt)

---

Portugal - Maps - 1813


Authors: Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Neele, George -- Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824. Neele's general atlas : consisting of a complete set of maps compiled from the best authorities ... (1814 [i.e. 1815]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 28 x 21 cm.

In: Neele, Samuel John and George. Neele's general atlas : consisting of a complete set of maps compiled from the best authorities, and...
including all the new discoveries (London: [Samuel and George Neele]; Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme, and Brown; Cadell & Davies, 1814 [i.e. 1815]), [plate 36]. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library. Engraved no. XXI at top right.

Baskes folio G1019 .N4 1814, [plate 36] (PrCt)

65397

Portugal - Maps - 1813

Portugal. London: Cadell & Davies [et al], 1813 [i.e. 1815].

Authors: Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826 -- Hebert, Lewis, fl. 1809-1838 -- Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Cadell & Davies -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826. A Modern atlas: from the latest and best authorities ... (1815) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map: hand col.; 66 x 46 cm. Drawn under the direction of Mr. Pinkerton by L. Hebert. Running title in upper margin: Pinkerton's modern atlas.


Case oversize Ayer 135 .P6 1815 pl. [24] (PrCt)

65398

Portugal - Maps - 1818

Portugal / drawn under the direction of Mr. Pinkerton by L. Hebert; Neele sculp. 352 Strand. Philada. [Philadelphia]: Published by Dobson, [1818].

Authors: Hebert, Lewis, fl. 1809-1838 -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826 -- Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Dobson, Thomas, 1751-1823 -- Dobson and Son -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826. A Modern atlas: from the latest and best authorities exhibiting the various divisions of the world ... (1818) 1 map: hand col.; 66 x 47 cm.

Running title: Pinkerton's modern atlas.

In: Pinkerton, John. A Modern atlas: from the latest and best authorities exhibiting the various divisions of the world ... (Philadelphia: Thomas Dobson & Son, 1818), plate [23]

Case oversize G1019 .P56 1818, plate [23] (PrCt)

65399

Portugal - Maps - 1823


Authors: Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Hall, Sidney -- Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823. A New general atlas constructed from the latest authorities ... (1823) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map: 24 x 20 cm.

In: Arrowsmith, Aaron. A New general atlas constructed from the latest authorities ... Exhibiting the boundaries and divisions, also the chains of mountains and other geographical features of all the known countries in the world (Edinburgh; London: A. Constable & Co., 1823), pl. 28.

Case oversize Ayer 135 .A65 1823 pl. 28 (PrCt)

65400

Portugal - Maps - 1825

Portugal. [Philadelphia; New York etc. Samuel F. Bradford and Murray, Fairman and Co., Peter A. Mesier etc., 1825].


Ayer 135 .R29 plate [16] (PrCt)

65401

Portugal - Maps - 1831

Portugal. London: Chapman and Hall, 1831 [i.e.1844].


'Lapie, Lopez, Lamotte, Antillón,'


Case oversize Ayer 135 .S67 1844 v. 1, pl. [51] (PrCt)

65402

Portugal - Maps - 1840

Portugal. London: Mr. Bull, [ca. 1840].

Authors: Starling, Thomas -- Bull and Churton -- Bull, Mr., fl. ca. 1840 -- Starling, Thomas. The Royal cabinet atlas ... [ca. 1840] 1 map: hand col.; 14 x 8 cm.

In: Starling, Thomas. The Royal cabinet atlas ... (London: Bull and Churton, [ca. 1840]) 'Pl. XXIV' [i.e. 15].

map3C 5 map [15] (PrCt)

65403

Portugal - Maps - 1862-1904 - Topographic

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
maps<<Topographic maps
Portugal. [19--?].
Authors: Portugal. Direcção geral dos trabalhos geodesicos e topographicos
1 map : col. ; on 37 sheets, 50 x 80 cm.
Scale 1:100,000.
Facsimiles of original sheets published 1862-1904.
Engravers' names listed at lower right of each sheet.
4157
map6F G6690 s100 .P6 (PrCt)

65407 Portugal - Maps - 1903<<Portugal - Maps - 1903 - Colonies
Atlas geografico Ibero-Americano, Portugal ... Barcelona : A. Martin, [1903?].
Authors: Barbosa de Bettencourt, J. -- Chías y Carbó, Benito -- Sociedad de Geographia de Lisboa
Obra premiada na Exposição de cartographia nacional realizada na Sociedad de geographia de Lisboa no anno de 1903.'
Includes indexes.
Cf. OCLC 3884298.
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 2374. 181639
ICN 35-6738
folio G 1041.07 (NLO)

65408 Portugal - Maps - 1909-1914 - Names, Geographical<<Names, Geographical - Portugal - 1909-1914<<Gazetteers
Authors: Ávila e de Bolama, Antonio José de Ávila, 2. Marquez de, 1842-1917 -- Academia Real das Sciencias de Lisboa -- William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library)
3 v. : ill., maps ; 27 cm.
Contents: t. 1. Notícias relativas a trinta das suas folhas. - t. 2. Notícias relativas a vinte e cinco das suas folhas. - t. 3. Notícias relativas a vinte e quatro das suas folhas.
OCLC 991255.
Forms part of the William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library).
Greenlee 4525 A95 1909 (NLO)

65409 Portugal - Maps - 1917 - Road maps<<Road maps
Carta itineraria de Portugal, da Vacuum Oil Company, especial para automoveis. [Lisbon : Vacuum Oil Company?, 1917].
Authors: Vacuum Oil Company, inc. -- William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library)
4 maps ; folded to 19 cm.
Forms part of the William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library).
Greenlee 3A 46 (NLO)

65410 Portugal - Maps - 1936<<Portugal - Maps - 1936 - Colonies
Authors: Soares, Joaõ -- Livraria Sá da Costa

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Portugal - Maps - 1941
Authors: Girão, Aristides de Amorim, 1895-1960 -- Instituto Geográfico e Cadastral (Portugal) -- William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library)
2 p.l., xxv numb. l., 1l. xxv pl. (maps, part col.) 43 cm.
Phillips 9190.
Forms part of the William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library).
*oversize Greenlee 4891 A52 1941 (NLO)*

Portugal - Maps - 1949-1963 - Topographic maps
Authors: Instituto Geográfico e Cadastral (Portugal) -- William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library)
maps : col. ; on sheets 58 x 76 cm. or smaller. Incomplete topographic map series; number of sheets variously dated 1948-1963; Newberry holdings (as of May 2006): 5-D, 9-B, 9-C, 16-A, 34-C Complete series presumably comprised of dozens of sheets.
Scale 1:50,000.
Coordinates: (W 9°30´--W 6°10´/N 42°10´--N 36°55´).
Projection: Bonne proj.
Relief shown by contours, form lines, and spot heights.
Includes various issues of some sheets.
Forms part of the William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library).
*Greenlee 4892 .P85 1958 (NLO)*

Portugal - Maps - 1956
*Madeira (Madeira Islands) - Maps - 1956*
Authors: Parisot, Magdelaine, 1909- -- Langham, G., 1884- -- Hachette world guides -- Hachette (Firm) -- Imprimerie Michaud -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
"This edition prepared by Magdelaine Parisot, has been adapted under the direction of G. Langham"--Half t.p. verso.
Maps by Imprimerie Michaud.
Map on front endpapers. Includes bibliography references (p. [cxvi]-cxvii) and index.
Series: Hachette world guides.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 56058656
*Baskes G153 .H33 Portugal (1956) (NLO)*

Portugal - Maps - 1957
Authors: Nagels Reiseführer -- Warne, O. H. (Osmund Hornby), 1891- -- Wille, Hansjürgen, 1902- -- Klau, Barbara -- Nagel Publishers -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Spine title: Nagels Portugal '1 zusammenlegbare Karte von Lissabon, 1 zusammenlegbare Karte von Portugal, 3 Stadtplänen in Schwarz-Weiss.' Map on endpapers.
Includes index.
Series: Nagels Reiseführer
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
*Baskes G153 .N342 Portugal (1957) (NLO)*

Portugal - Maps - 1958
Authors: Girão, Aristides de Amorim, 1895-1960 -- William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 40 map plates ; 43 cm.
2nd ed.
Phillips 9191.
Forms part of the William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library).
*oversize Greenlee 4891 A52 1958 (NLO)*

Portugal - Maps - 1968
Authors: United States. Central Intelligence Agency -- Magnus, Albert R.
1 map : col. ; on sheet 55 x 44 cm.
Scale 1:1,500,000.
Relief shown by shading and spot heights.
In lower left margin: 56225 5 68.
Includes 3 ancillary maps: Population -- Economic Activity -- Vegetation.
*map4F G3200 1967 .U5, Portugal (PrCt)*

Portugal - Maps - 1970
*Madeira (Madeira Islands) - Maps - 1970*
Authors: Parisot, Magdelaine, 1909- -- Langham, G., 1884- -- Hachette world guides -- Hachette (Firm) -- Imprimerie Michaud -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
"This edition prepared by Magdelaine Parisot, has been adapted under the direction of G. Langham"--Half t.p. verso.
Maps by Imprimerie Michaud.
Map on front endpapers. Includes bibliography references (p. [cxvi]-cxvii) and index.
Series: Hachette world guides.
Includes 3 ancillary maps: Population -- Economic Activity -- Vegetation.
*map4F G3200 1967 .U5, Portugal (PrCt)*
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Portugal - Maps - 1970<>>>Madeira (Madeira Islands) - Maps - 1970<>>>Road maps
Authors: Michelin green guides -- Michelin Tyre Company -- Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
146 p. : ill. (some col.), 40 col. maps, col. plans, ports.; 26 x 12 cm.
English ed.
Cover title.
"The Michelin Tourist Department present Portugal ..."--Inside front cover.
Includes bibliographical references (inside back cover) and index.
Series: Michelin green guides -- Michelin green guides.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

ISBN 2060155738 (pbk) ; 9782060155739 (pbk)

65421 Portugal - Maps - 1991
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Baedeker Stuttgart -- Automobile Association (Great Britain) -- Jarrold and Sons -- Prentice-Hall, inc. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 60 plates
2nd ed.
Issued in partnership with the Automobile Association (tall format); cf. A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher, 1832-1990, p. 277.
Cover price: $18.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

65422 Portugal - Maps - 1991
Authors: Penguin guides -- Tucker, A. -- Viking Press -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 19 maps
2nd ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

65423 Portugal - Maps - 1995
Authors: Evans, David, 1965- -- Mohammadi, Kamin -- Cadogan guides -- Thames Cartographic Services -- Globe Pequot Press -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
xii, 468 p. : ill., 15 maps ; 21 cm.
3rd ed. / [updated by Kamin Mohammadi]
"Maps ... drawn by Thames Cartographic Ltd."--T.p. verso.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 450-451) and index.
Color maps on inside covers.
Series: Cadogan guides
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 95000803
ISBN 0947754911 ; 9780947754914

Portugal, Madeira, the Azores / Michelin. Watford, Herts. Michelin Tyre PLC Tourism Department, 1997, c1995.
Authors: Michelin green guides -- Michelin Tyre

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
PLC -- Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
271 p. : ill. (chiefly col.), 61 col. maps, col. plans ;
26 x 12 cm.
1st ed.
Cover title.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 246) and
index.
Map on back cover.
Series: [Michelin green guides] -- Michelin green
guides.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.

Portugal - Maps - 2008 - Cities and towns -
History Cities and towns - Portugal -
Historical geography - Maps -
2008 Historical atlases
Portugalliae civitates : perspectivas cartográficas
militares. Lisbon : Instituto Geográfico do
Exército, 2008.
Authors: Dias, Maria Helena -- Instituto
Geográfico do Exército (Portugal)
128 p. : col. maps : 23 x 33 cm.
For 30 cities and towns in Portugal, color
reproductions of details from four cartographic
sources are provided: 1) the military topographic
map of 1911-1932, 2) the Instituto Geográfico do
Exército topographic map begun in 1993, 3) an
18th or early 19th cent. map, and 4) modern
aerial photography.
Includes Bibliographical references, p. 126-127.
To Collection Services for cataloging, July
2009 (PrCt)

Portugal. Treaties, etc. Spain, 1494 June
7 Demarcation line of Alexander
VI America - Discovery and
exploration Bull of demarcation SEE
Demarcation line of Alexander VI Line of
demarcation of Alexander VI SEE
Demarcation line of Alexander VI Papal
line of demarcation SEE Demarcation line of
Alexander VI
The Diplomacy concerning the discovery of
Tall Tree Library, 1946.
Authors: Nunn, George E. (George Emra), b.
1882 -- Tall Tree Library Publications, no. 20
28 p. : maps ; 24 cm..
"One hundred copies printed."
Series: Tall Tree Library Publications, no. 20.
Ayer 107.5 .N8 1948 (NLO)

Portuguese cartography - Exhibitions
Cartography - Portugal -
History - Exhibitions
Relatorio da Exposição de cartographia nacional
/ por Ernesto de Vasconcellos. Lisboa [Lisbon] :
Typographia Universal, 1905.
Authors: Vasconcellos, Ernesto J. de C. e
(Ernesto Julio de Carvalho), 1852-1930 --

Sociadade de Geographia de Lisboa
16 p. ; 25 cm.
At head of title: Sociadade de Geographia de
Lisboa.
LC Card Number: 22005934
GA1011 .C3 (NLO)

Portuguese cartography - History -
1400-1499 Cartography - History -
1400-1499
Portuguese policy and its influence on fiftenth
century cartography. [New York : American
Geographical Society, 1933].
Authors: Kimble, George Herbert Tinley, 1908- --
Geographical review
p. 653-659
In: Geographical review 23 (1933): 653-659.
G 007 .333, v. 23, p. 653-659 (PrCt)

Portuguese cartography - History -
1500-1699 Discoveries in geography -
Portugal Portuguese - History -
1500-1699 Portugal - History - Pictorial
works - 1500-1699
Encompassing the globe : Portugal and the world
in the 16th & 17th centuries / edited by Jay A.
Levenson ; with contributions by Diogo Ramada
Curto and Jack Turner. Washington, D.C. Arthur
M. Sackler Gallery, Smithsonian Institution,
c2007.
Authors: Levenson, Jay A. -- Curto, Diogo
Ramada -- Turner, Jack, 1968-- -- Arthur M.
Sackler Gallery (Smithsonian Institution) --
National Museum of African Art (U.S.)
386 p. : ill. (chiefly col.) ; 31 cm.
Published on the occasion of the exhibition, June
24-September 16, 2007, organized by the Arthur
M. Sackler Gallery in partnership with the
Includes reproductions of some 37 maps and
views.
Contents: Portugal and the world / Jay A.
Levenson -- Portuguese navigations / Diogo
Ramada Curto -- Spices and Christians / Jack
Turner -- Portugal -- Africa -- Brazil -- Indian
Ocean China -- Japan.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 379-382)
and index.
Gift of Wilson G. Duprey, 2011.
ISBN 9780934686044
To Collection Services for cataloging, Feb.
2011 (PrCt)

Portuguese cartography - History -
1550-1650 Navigation, Portuguese -
1550-1650
Some second thoughts on the tragic history of
the sea, 1550-1650. 1978.
Authors: Boxer, C. R. (Charles Ralph),
1904-2000
Text of talk given to Hakluyt Society, with annual
BHC 1089
Vert 702 (PrCt)

65431 Posey County (Ind.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners<>Counties - Maps<>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Boy, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960-
Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)
208 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
1st ed.
'Deluxe edition.'
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).
'3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.'
Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each township).
Includes indexes.
ISBN 1420302493
Local History Ref F532.P85 B69 2006 (NLO)

65432 Posey County (Ind.) - Maps - 1900 - Landowners<>Counties - Maps<>Landowners - Maps
Illustrated atlas of Posey County, Indiana.
Evansville, Ind. Keller & Fuller, 1900.
Authors: Keller & Fuller -- John V. Bergen Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : ill., col. maps, ports. ; 46 cm.
Cover title: Atlas of Posey County, Indiana, 1900.
Includes biographical sketches.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the John V. Bergen Collection (Newberry Library).
References: Phillips 1622
oversize G1403.P6 K4 1900 (NLO)

65433 Posey County (Ind.) - Maps - 1900 - Landowners<>Counties - Maps<>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Keller & Fuller -- Unigraphic (Evansville, Ind.)
1 atlas (49, [34] p.) : ill., maps ; 36 cm.
Reprint of the 1900 ed. published by Keller & Fuller, Evansville, Ind.
References: Cf. Phillips 1622
79-46809
folio G1403.P6 K4 1900a (NLO)

65434 Posey County (Ind.) - Maps - 1920-1929 -

Landowners<>Counties - Maps<>Landowners - Maps
Authors: W.W. Hixson & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (17 leaves) : 17 maps ; 22 x 28 cm.
Cover title.
"Posey Co., Ind." handwritten and stamped on cover.
"Posey Co., Ind."--On all maps.
Scale not given.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

65435 Posey County (Ind.) - Maps - 1973 - Landowners<>Counties - Maps<>Landowners - Maps
Rockford, Ill. ; [Mount Vernon, Ind.] : Rockford Map Publishers ; Distributed by Posey County Farm Bureau, 1973, c1971.
Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Posey County Farm Bureau (Ind.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (36 p.) : 20 maps ; 30 cm.
Cover title.
Includes index to owners and business directory.
"Rev. 1973."
Scale [1:50,688]. 1 1/4 in. = 1 mi.
Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

65436 Posey County (Ind.) - Maps - 1975 - Landowners<>Counties - Maps<>Landowners - Maps
Rockford, Ill. ; Mount Vernon, Ind. Rockford Map Publishers ; Distributed by People’s Bank & Trust Co., 1975, c1968.
Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- People’s Bank & Trust Co. (Mount Vernon, Ind.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (36 p.) : 20 maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
Includes index to owners and business directory.
"Rev. 1975."
Scale [1:50,688]. 1 1/4 in. = 1 mi.
Advertisements on cover and interspersed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

65437 Posey County (Ind.) - Maps - 1982 - Landowners<>Counties - Maps<>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Roger S.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Postal service - Chicago (Ill.) -
History->Names, Geographical - Chicago (Ill.)--Chicago Post Office -
History->United States. Post Office Dept. -
History->Postmarks - Chicago (Ill.)--Gazetteers
Authors: Piszkiewicz, Leonard
"A history of the operations of the U.S. Post Office Department as reflected in the operation of the Chicago Post Office, from its inception in 1831 until the mid-1950s, and the application of postal markings by the Chicago Post Office to the mail."
Includes bibliographical references (p. 559-561) and index.
LC Card Number: 2006927651
ISBN 0971260893 ; 9780971260894
folio HE6376.C4 P57 2006 (NLO)

Postal service - Chicago (Ill.) -
History->Names, Geographical - Chicago (Ill.)--Gazetteers
Authors: Karlen, Harvey M. -- Cabeen, Richard McP.
vii, 191 p. : ill., facsims., maps ; 27 cm.
OCLC 200594
5A 5652 (NLO)

65440

Postal service - Chicago (Ill.) -
History->Names, Geographical - Chicago (Ill.)--World's Columbian Exposition (1893 : Chicago, Ill.)--Miscellaneous--Gazetteers
Authors: Karlen, Harvey M. vi, 282 p. : ill., maps ; 29 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 268-273) and index.
2005092304 on order (NLO)

65441

Postal service - Chicago (Ill.) -
History->Names, Geographical - Chicago Region (Ill.)--Names, Geographical -
Chicago (Ill.)--Gazetteers
Authors: Karlen, Harvey M. x, 384 p. : ill. ; 29 cm.
Includes bibliographic references (p. 357-362) and index.
Maps on lining papers.
Formerly folio HE6376.C4 K37 1992
ISBN 0916675041
Map Ref folio HE6376.C4 K37 1992 (NLO)

65442

Authors: Lücke, C. F. -- Opitz, Carl Albert, 1847-1924 -- Lederer, Paul -- Lücke, C. F. Atlas der Briefmarken-Geographie -- Haus Neuerburg (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
78 maps : col. ; 52 x 50 mm. and 45 x 58 mm., in box 70 x 105 mm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Maps of countries with postal service that have issued postage stamps.
Maps either issued separately or more likely trimmed and detached from one or more editions of Lückes Atlas der Briefmarken-Geographie, edited by C. Opitz and P. Lederer. Four editions were published in Leipzig by C.F. Lücke between 1917 and 1922. Shows extent of boundaries in 1919 in the
In German.
In a printed red paper cigarette box for Overstolz Zigaretten, a brand of Haus Neuerburg.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1046.P8 L83 1920 (NLO)

Postel, Guillaume, 1510-1581
Guillaume Postel cartographe. Paris, 1895.
Authors: Secret, François
1561<<>>Ruscelli, Girolamo, d. ca. 1565
active 2nd century.

In Guillaume Postel, 1581
Baskes G1046.P8 L83 1920 (NLO)

Potam River (in four sheets) : sheet no. 4, from Indian Head to Georgetown, [Washington, D.C.?] : United States Coast Survey, 1890.
1 map ; 97 x 55 cm.
"From a trigonometrical survey under the direction of A.D. Bache, superintendent of the Survey of the Coast of the United States ; triangulation by A.D. Bache ... [et al.] ; topography by A.M. Harrison ... [et al.]"
Scale 1:40,000.
Relief shown by hachures; depths shown by contours and soundings.
Nautical chart covering Potomac River in the vicinity of Washington D.C.
Also shows building and built-up areas in Washington, Georgetown, and Alexandria.
Insets: Potomac river, diagram of charts --

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Continuation to Occoquan.

Ayer p133 .US6 1890 (NLO)

65451 Potosi (Bolivia) - Maps - 1671 - Pictorial works

Potosi. [London : John Ogilby, 1671].
Authors: Ogilby, John, 1600-1676 -- Ogilby, John, 1600-1676. America : being the latest, and most accurate description of the New World ... (1671) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view ; 28 x 36 cm.
View of windmill in foreground.
In: Ogilby, John. America : being the latest, and most accurate description of the New World ... (London : Printed by the author, 1671) following p. 462.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O3 1671 following p. 462 (PrCt)

65452 Potosi (Bolivia) - Maps - 1777 - Pictorial works

Authors: Terreni, Giuseppe Maria, 1739-1811 -- Masi, G. T. -- Masi, G. T. Atlante dell' America, contenente le migliori carte geografiche ... (1777) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view ; 25 x 18 cm.
In: Masi, G. T. Atlante dell' America, contenente le migliori carte geografiche ... (Livorno : Gio. Tommaso Masi, e Comp., 1777) pl. [41].
VAULT folio Ayer 135 .A75 1777 pl. [41] (PrCt)

65453 Potsdam (Germany) - Maps - 1928---Potsdam Region (Germany) - Maps - 1928

Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag -- Goldschmidt, Albert -- Kraatz, Leopold -- Robinson, Francis U. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
45. Aufl. [45th ed.]
Cover title: Potsdam und Umgebung 1928 'Mit 3 Karten.'
Maps lithographed by Leopold Kraatz.
Map inside front cover.
Includes index.
Series: Griebens Reiseführer ; Bd. 10
Includes manuscript notes of former owner Francis U. Robinson.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 10 (1928) (NLO)

65454 Potsdam (N.Y.) - Maps - 1853

Plan of Racquetteville, St. Lawrence Co. N.Y.
Albany, 1853.
Authors: Orr, Nathaniel, fl. 1844-1860 -- Hough, Franklin Benjamin, 1822-1885
1 map ; 12 x 11 cm.

Includes views of depot and dam.
M1055
F 85171.4 opp. p. 440 (PrCt)

65455 Pottawattamie County (Iowa) - Maps - 1877 - Landowners - Manuscripts---Counties - Maps---Landowners - Maps

[Manuscript plat book of Pottawattamie County, Iowa]. [ca. 1877].
1 atlas ([69] leaves) : maps (some col.) ; 44 cm.
Letter mounted on lining papers from J.D. Edmundson to Eldin Lougee, dated December 31, 1907, credits mapmaker D.M. Wyland.
Twenty-four leaves have original General Land Office survey data in pen and colored inks.
Additional leaves have five partial townships along the Missouri River drawn in and plats of Council Bluffs & vicinity, Avoca, Meredith's addition to Avoca and Walnut.
Scale [1:31,680], '40 chains to an inch.'
Former owners: James Depew Edmundson and Eldin H. Lougee, both of Council Bluffs, Iowa.
Cover label: J.D. Edmundson.
For more information, including biographical information on Wyland, Edmundson, and Lougee, a partial map of Iowa showing the location of the county, and details of the item, consult the Special Collections information file.
VAULT Case MS oversize 5320 (NLO)

65456 Pottawattamie County (Iowa) - Maps - 1885 - Landowners---Counties - Maps---Landowners - Maps

Authors: Allen, C. R., fl. 1880-1885
3-127 p. : ill., maps ; 44 cm.
Includes business directories and illustrations of selected businesses, churches, homes and schools.
Phillips 1692.
IGN 68
7A 15 (NLO)

65457 Potter County (Pa.) - Maps - 1856 - Landowners---Counties - Maps---Landowners - Maps

Authors: Ross, S. -- Library of Congress.
Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 27.5 x 21 in. Scale: 1:114,000.
Originally published 1856.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 786 (PrCr)

65458  
Potter County (Pa.) - Maps - 1893 - Landowners-<>-Counties - Maps-<>-Landowne-

65459  
Poulu (France) - Maps - 1746 - Manuscripts-<>-Austrian Succession, War of, 1740-1748 - Campaigns - France - Brittany - Maps - 1746 - Manuscripts-<>-Manuscript maps

65461  
Powder horn maps
Authors: Du Mont, John Sanderson, 1919-x, 107 p. : ill. (some col.) ; 24 x 26 cm.
1st ed.
Limited first ed. of fifteen hundred copies numbered and signed by the author of which this is copy number 56. Bibliography: p. 106. Includes index.
NK6020 .D85 (NLO)

65462  
Powder horn maps-<>-Larkin, Lee A.
Authors: Historic Deerfield, Inc.
Pp. 62-64 : 9 col. ills ; 27 cm.
In Historic Deerfield 9, no. 1 (Summer 2008): 62-64.
Photographs showing master horner Lee A. Larkin of Waynesburg, Pa. at work on a powder horn.
Vert 636, no. 2 (PrCr)

65463  
Powell, John Wesley, 1834-1902 - Bibliography
Authors: Thomas, Marcia L., 1950-xxi, 256 p. : port. ; 25 cm.
Includes bibliographical references and indexes. Series: Bibliographies and indexes in American history ; no. 49

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Powell, John Wesley, 1834-1902 - Biography
John Wesley Powell: Soldier, explorer, scientist.
1976.
Authors: Geological Survey (U.S.)
23 p. : ill., map ; 24 cm.
BHC 220
Vert 532 (PrCt)

Powell, John Wesley,
1834-1902 - Cartography - West (U.S.) - History - 1867-1879
John Wesley Powell and the great surveys: a problem in historiography.
1963.
Authors: Bartlett, Richard A.
p. 48-57, 232-234
Photocopy of chapter from: Robert G. Ferris, ed.,
The American west: An Appraisal (Santa Fe:
Museum of New Mexico Press, 1963), p. 48-57,
232-234.
Ayer Modern MS Karrow, box 3, folder 26, no. 1 (PrCt)

Power of Maps (Exhibition)
In a trove of old maps, a world of communication and of persuasion.
Authors: Wilford, John Noble
BHC 1772
Vert 1352 (PrCt)

Allegheny Power System.
Chicago : Rand McNally and Company, [197-?].
How to find your way to a profitable plant location (197-?)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 55 cm. fold. to 21 x 18 cm.
In Allegheny Power System, How to find your way to a profitable plant location (folder).
Three small location maps on verso.
Press proofs; printed two-up on sheet 89 x 59 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN map 6F G 3706.N3 197- A5 (PrCt)

Poweshiek County (Iowa) - Maps - 1972 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps
Poweshiek County, Iowa : atlas & directory.
Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Poweshiek County Farm Bureau (Iowa) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (46 p.) : ill., 18 maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
'Sponsored by Poweshiek County Farm Bureau.'
Scale [1:50688]. 1 1/4 in. to 1 mile.
Includes business directory and index to owners.
'Farm Bureau creed'--P. 20.
Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G4153.P8G46 1972 .R58 (NLO)

Powhatan County (Va.) - Maps - 1864 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps
1 map : on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: Blueprint, 17 x 20.5 in. Scale 1:80,000. Originally compiled 1864.
Microfiche 583, no. 1323 (PrCt)

Poznan (Poland) - Maps - 1620
Posnania : elegans Poloniae in finibus Silesiae ciuitas. [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1590-1664. Theatrum urbium civitates orbis terrarum -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 20 x 46 cm.
On same sheet with: Crosno.
Latin letterpress text on verso under titles: Posnania -- Crossno.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 6, pl. 46 (PrCt)

Poznan (Poland) - Maps - 1657
Posnania : elegans Poloniae in finibus Silesiae ciuitas. [Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657].
Authors: Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664 -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Illustriorvm principipumque urbs septentrionalium Europae tabulae [1657] -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Theatrum orbium (1657)
1 map : hand col. ; 20 x 46 cm.
On same sheet with: Crosno.
Latin letterpress text on verso under title:
Posania.
In: Jansson, Jan. Illustriovrm principumque urbium septentrionalium Europae tabulae, v. 1, [plate 43].
Issued in volume 1 of 8 in Jansson's townbook atlases, collectively known as the Theatrum urbium (Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657).

Case oversize G 117 .452, v. 1, [plate 43] (PrCt)

Poznan (Poland) - Maps - 1830 - Topographic maps
Cartography - Poznan (Poland) - History - 1830
Evaluation of the topographic maps of 1830 for mapping landscape changes in Poznan surroundings. 1983.
Authors: Jankowska, Maria -- International Conference on the History of Cartography (10th : 1983 : Dublin)
Summary of paper presented at Int. Conf. on the Hist. of Cartog.(8th) Dublin, 1983.
Vert 1087 (PrCt)

Poznan (Poland) - Maps - 1940-<><>Gniezno (Poland) - Maps - 1940-<><>Gniezno (Poland) SEE Gniezno (Poland) -<><>Gnezen (Poland) SEE Gniezno (Poland) -<><>Gnizen (Poland) SEE Gniezno (Poland)
Authors: Woerl, Leo, 1843-1918 -- Woerl's Reisebücherverlag -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
74 p., [1] leaf of plates : ill., 2 maps (1 col., 1 folded), plans ; 16 cm.
Edition: 5. Aufl.
Forward dated 1940.
Cover title: Posen mit Gnesen
Includes index.
Series: Woerl's Reisehandbücher.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .W64 Posen (1940) (NLO)

Pozzuoli (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1620-<><>Grotta del cane (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1632-<><>Puteoli (Italy) SEE Pozzuoli (Italy)
Pvteoli. [Francfort am Mayn : Wolfgang Hoffmann in Verlegung Friderici Hulsij, 1632].
Authors: Breithaupt, Johann Friedrich, b. ca. 1590 -- Breithaupt, Johann Friedrich, b. ca. 1590.
The drey vnd zwantzigste Schiffahrt Eygentliche vnnd ausführliche Beschreibung der Reyse ... nach der weitberümbten Christlichen Helden Insel Malta (1630) -- Hoffmann, Wolfgang, fl. 1824-1647 -- Hulsij, Friedrich van, b. 1580 -- Hulsius, Levinus, d. 1606. [Sammlung von sechs und zwanzig Schiffahrten] (1608-1650)
1 view ; 8.5 x 11.5 cm.
In Breithaupt, Johann Friedrich, Die drey vnd zwantzigste Schiffahrt Eygentliche vnnd ausführliche Beschreibung der Reyse ... nach der weitberümbten Christlichen Helden Insel Malta (Franckfurt am Mayn: Wolfgang Hoffmann in Verlegung Friderici Hulsij, 1632), opp. p. 202.
Below this, a view (7.9 x 11.6 cm.) of 'Anthrum lethale, Grotta de li cani.'
Prague (Czech Republic) - Maps - 1928

**Prag (Praha) und Umgebung. Berlin.** Griebens Reiseführer ; Bd. 26

- Grieben Verlag, 1928.
- Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag
- Maps lithographed by Leopold Kraatz.
- Includes index.
- Series: Grieben-Reiseführer ; Bd. 26
- Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G153 .W64 Prag (1929) (NLO)

---

Prague (Czech Republic) - Maps - 1987


- Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Baedeker Stuttgart -- Automobile Association (Great Britain) -- Jarrold and Sons -- Prentice-Hall, inc. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
- 1 v. : 17 plates
- 1st ed.
- Issued in partnership with the Automobile Association (short format); cf. A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher, 1832-1990, p. 277.
- Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

---

Prague (Czech Republic) - Maps - 1994


- Authors: Eyewitness travel guides -- Soukup, V. -- Dorling Kindersley, Inc. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
- 1 v.
- Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

---

Prague (Czech Republic) - Maps - 1995


- Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Automobile Association (Great Britain) -- Macmillan Travel --

---

**Succession, War of, 1740-1748**

*Kriegs-expeditions-carte von Bohmen II. Blat, in welcher die Kriegs-operationen von Prag und Eger ... 1743 = Carte des expéditions de la guerre en Bohème II Feuille représentant les operations de la guerre devant d'Egra et de Prague ... 1743.* [Nuremberg : Homann Erben, ca. 1745].

- Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Homann Erben (Firm) -- Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724. Atlas novus terrarum orbis (ca. 1745) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
- Palaeograph: Imperfect: folded map at end missing.
- Maps by Dietrich Reimer.
- 'Mit drei Karten und drei Grundrissen.'
- At head of title: Vorstellung der Strasse und Örter, welcher die Kriegsoperationen von Prag und Eger und den stürmischen Opera seen in Prag und Umgebung ... Operations de la guerre devant d'Egra et de Prague ... 1743 = Carte des expeditions de la guerre en Bohème II Feuille ....operations de la guerre en Bohême II Feuille.'
- Maps lithographed by Leopold Kraatz.
- At head of title: Grosse Führer der Hauptstadt. 'Mit 3 Karten, 1 Grundrisse und 14 Abbildungen.' Maps lithographed by Leopold Kraatz.
- 'Sucher,' for use with map, in pocket.
- Includes index.
- Series: Grieben Reiseführer ; Bd. 26
- Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 26 (1941) (NLO)

---

Prague (Czech Republic) - Maps - 1994 - Guidebooks


- Authors: Eyewitness travel guides -- Soukup, V. -- Dorling Kindersley, Inc. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
- 1 v.
- Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

---

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Prague (Czech Republic) - Maps - 2010 - Tourist maps

Title: City map : Prague. Prague Heritage Reservation, national cultural monuments, important buildings and monuments, basic information for tourists. [Prague?] : Grand Princ, a.s., 2010.
Authors: Jaros, Milan, fl. 2010 -- Turecký, David -- Grand Princ (Firm) -- Prague Information Service -- Barabanova, Yelena

1 map : col. 27 x 30 cm., on sheet 42 x 30 cm.
Panel title.
"Published by Grand Princ, a.s. Photo David Turecký. Graphic design © Milan Jaros. © Text Prague Information Service." -- back panel. Issued folded to 21 x 11 cm.
Gift 2011, Yelena Barabanova.

map2F G6514.P7 2010 .J3 (PrCt)

Prague (Czech Republic) - Maps - 2011 - Road maps

Authors: Barabanova, Yelena
1 map (in 2 color photographs) ; each 9 x 15 cm. Color prints of photos taken in September 2011 by Yelena Barabanova of metal relief map of pedestrian zone in Prague (Czech Republic) at the intersection of Nadrazni and Bozdechova Streets.
Map forms the top of a sewer or utilities manhole cover.

map1F G6514.P7P2 2001 .P7 2011 (PrCt)

Prague (Czech Republic) - Pictorial works - 1620

Title: Praha, Bohemiae metropolis accuratissime expressa. [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Caper, Johannes, fl. 1562 -- Petrie, Michael, fl. 1562 -- Edward E.

Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : hand col.; 18 x 47 cm. on sheet 41 x 54 cm.
View derived from a 1562 woodcut by Johannes Caper and Michael Petrie; see R.A. Skelton's Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum. Added title in uppercase: Praga.
On same sheet with: Egra vrbs a fluuiuo, cui adiacet, dicfa, olim imperio Romano, hodie verò Bohemia regno ... . Latin letterpress text on verso under titles: Praha -- Egra.

map6C G6514.P7 1606 .U5 2006 (PrCt)

Prague (Czech Republic) - Pictorial works - 1665

Authors: Univerzita Karlova -- Novotná, Eva -- Univerzity Karlovy v Praze SEE Univerzita Karlova -- Univerzita Karlova v Praze SEE Univerzita Karlova -- Karlova universita SEE Univerzita Karlova -- Charles University of Prague SEE Univerzita Karlova -- Prague (Czech Republic). Charles University SEE Univerzita Karlova -- Universita Karlova v Praze SEE Univerzita Karlova
7 maps and 1 view : col.; on sheets 57 x 89 cm. or smaller, folded in portfolio 42 x 30 cm.
Title and imprint from portfolio. Contents of reduced fansimile maps: Nobilibus amplissimis prudentissimis primatibus consibilus senatoribus metropolitaniae triurbis Praeae / dedicat ... Aeg. Sadeler M.D. VI [1606 view of Prague on portfolio] -- Staré Mesto / [Samuel Globic z Bluciny, 1650 manuscript] -- Estats de la couronne de Boheme ... / par le Sr. Sanson ... 1692 -- Pragae metropolis regni Bohemiae cum adiacentibus terris ... / Matth. Seutter ... [1735?] -- Praga celeberrima et maxima totius Bohemiae ... / M. Seutter ... [1740] -- Belagerung der Königl. Haupt-Stadt Prag ... / P.B. Werner ... 1742 -- Situations-Plan von Prag ... / Johann Lotth ... [1850] -- Special-Karte des Prager Kreises ... / Eduard Schmidt ... 1856.
References: OCLC 698817434
Gift 2013, Eva Novotná.

map6C G6514.P7 1606 .U5 2006 (PrCt)
Prague (Czech Republic) - Pictorial works - 1620

*Praga regni Bohemiae metropolis.* [Cologne: s.n., ca. 1620.]
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Hoefnagel, Joris, 1542-1601 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library).

1 view ; 4 x 6 cm.
Based on original drawing by Joris Hoefnagel; see R.A. Skelton’s Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum. On same sheet with: *Palativm Imperatorvm Praeae qvod vvlgo Ratzin appelvatr.*

Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Praga.

In: Braun, Georg and Franz Hogenberg. *Civitates orbis terrarum.* Vol. 1, plate 29

Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

G 51 .607 v. 2, p. 102 (PrCt)

Prague (Czech Republic) - Pictorial works - 1694

Authors: Longhi, Giuseppe, fl. 1670-1680 -- Bevilacqua, Eugenia -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

1 view ; 364 x 997 mm. (neat line), on composite sheet 610 x 1,117 mm.
Engraved view assembled with letterpress text (94 lines in 4 columns).

Added letterpress title: Breve descrizione, e fondazione della citta di Praga.

Letterpress imprint below text: In Bologna, Nella Stamperia del Longhi. Con licenza de’ Superiori. View and text each printed on 2 sheets; 4 sheets subsequently assembled as 1 composite sheet. Ex Bevilacqua (perhaps geographer Eugenia Bevilacqua?).

Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

17

Novacco 4F 185 (PrCt)

Prague (Czech Republic) - Pictorial works - 1840

*Prague.* [Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, 1840.]
Authors: Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846 -- Lea & Blanchard -- Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (1840)

1 view ; 4 x 6 cm.

In: Murray, Hugh. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, successors to Carey & Co., for George W. Gorton, 1840) v. 2, p. 102.

Wax engraving.

G 11 .607 v. 2, p. 102 (PrCt)

Prague - Description and travel - 1985


Authors: Echikson, William

2 p : photo


Travel Vertical File G6514 .P7E644 1985 .E2 (PrCt)

Prairie Avenue (Chicago, Ill.) - Postcards - Collections

- Postcards<--Prairie Avenue (Chicago, Ill.) - Pictorial works - Collections<-->Prairie Avenue (Chicago, Ill.) - Postcards - Collections<-->Postcards - Prairie Avenue (Chicago, Ill.) - Collections<-->Postcards - Chicago (Ill.) - Collections<-->Prairie Avenue (Chicago, Ill.) - Photography - Collections<-->Prairie Avenue (Chicago, Ill.) - Photography - Collections<-->Pictorial works - Prairie Avenue (Chicago, Ill.) - Collections<-->Pictorial works - Chicago (Ill.) - Collections<-->Photography - Prairie Avenue (Chicago, Ill.) - Collections<-->Photography - Chicago (Ill.) - Collections


Authors: Arcadia Publishing -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
15 postcards : b&w ; 11 x 15 cm.
Title from card.

Series: Postcards of America.

LC Card Number: 2008922529
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection.
Anonymous view without imprint.
"Copyright secured."
Accompanied by descriptive text (p. [96]-98).
The 9-part series was published in Saint Louis between 1841-1842 by the artist John Caspar Wild at the Republican Printing Office, and printed by Chambers and Knapp.
Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library).
Duplicate copy (facsimile reprint): Ayer 160.5 .M76 W66 1948
VAULT folio Ayer 160.5 .M76 W66 1841, plate XXIV, between p. [96]-97 (PrCt)

65510
The Leader Publishing Co., 1927?].
1 map ; 15 x 20 cm.
Outlines road network in western Canada and the northwestern U.S., including parts of Saskatchewan, Alberta, Montana, Idaho, North Dakota and South Dakota; identifies "tourist camp" sites.
Issued as part of a brochure (24 p. : ill. ; 23 x 11 cm.) : Regina-<Y>stone Highway Association.
Brochure includes bank statistics for 1926 (p. 6) and four distance tables (p. 20-23).
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).
Accession no. 2002100101

65511
Road map4C G3471.P2 1927 .R4 (PrCt)
Prairie Provinces - Maps - 1930 - Road maps-<>-Middle West - Maps - 1930 - Road maps-<>-Trans-Canada Highway - Maps - 1930<>-Canadian Rockies (B.C. and Alta.) Maps - 1930 - Road maps<>Road maps Imperial Oil Ltd. highways map of Prairie Provinces & adjacent states. [Toronto?] : published by Imperial Oil, Limited ... c1930.
Authors: Imperial Oil Limited -- Thomson, A. R., fl. 1930 -- Rolph-Clark-Stone Limited -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 56 x 88 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Highways map of Prairie Provinces & adjacent states / prepared for Imperial Oil Ltd. under the supervision of A.R. Thomson, chief cartographer.
"Copyright, 1930 by Imperial Oil, Ltd" -- at bottom left.
"Lithographed in Canada by Rolph Clark Stone Ltd., Toronto."
Map includes Imperial Oil gasoline pump images. Maps on verso (11 x 42 cm. and smaller): Map showing proposed routes of Trans-Canada Highway -- [Index map to Canadian road map series issued by Imperial Oil, Ltd.] -- Winnipeg -- Yorkton -- Brandon -- Weyburn -- Regina -- N. Battleford -- Saskatoon -- Prince Albert -- Moose Jaw -- Fort William -- Fargo -- Port Arthur -- Winona -- Minneapolis -- Rochester -- St. Paul -- Eau Claire -- Duluth -- La Crosse -- Great Falls -- Map of the Canadian Rockies showing Rocky Mountains Park, Yoho Park and Kootenay Park. Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 197.24 (PrCt)

65512
Authors: Weir, Thomas R. -- Matthews, Geoffrey J. -- Oxford University Press
1 atlas [2], 31 [i.e. 32] leaves : col. maps ; 39 x 55 cm.
'Editor, Thomas R. Weir. Cartographer, Geoffrey Matthews.'
Maps dated 1969. 'This atlas is limited to five hundred numbered copies for world-wide distribution of which this is number 29.'
Unnumbered leaf of text inserted before map

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
characters as the one shown here.' -- Inscription by Custer at top of sheet.
Accompanied by excerpt from George Catlin letter describing the use of the prayer sticks (4 leaves).
Gift of Dorothy V. Jones.

map4F G4201.G6 183- M3, no. 15 (PrCt)

65519 Prezsky hrad - Pictorial works - 1620<->Prague (Czech Republic) - Pictorial works - 1620<->Prague Castle (Czech Republic) SEE Prezsky hrad
Palatium imperatorvm Pragae qvod vvglo Ratzin appellatv. [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Hoefnagel, Joris, 1542-1601 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : hand col. ; 15 x 49 cm.
On same sheet with: Praga regni Bohemiae metropolis.
Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Praga.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 5, pl. 49 (PrCt)

65520 Preble County (Ohio) - Maps - 1871 - Landowners<->Counties - Maps<->Landowners - Maps
Versos of most pages blank.
Two col. fold. maps inserted.
Indexed by: Scott, Beulah Mohart. Atlas of Preble County Ohio [index]. [Ohio : B.M. Scott], 1970. 50 leaves ; 29 cm. [folio F 89272 .5 Index]
LC Card Number: map01000014
folio F 89272 .5 (NLO)

65521 Preble County (Ohio) - Maps - 1887 - Landowners<->Counties - Maps<->Landowners - Maps
Authors: Griffing, B. N. -- Griffing, Gordon & Co. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 8 parts; 4 are 14 x 25 in. each., 2 are 15 x 25 in. each, and 2 are 16 x 25 in. each.
Microfiche 583, no. 665 (PrCt)

65522 Preble County (Ohio) - Maps - 1897 - Landowners<->Counties - Maps<->Landowners - Maps
Authors: Robinson, F. B. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 69 x 49 in. Scale: 1:23,760.
Originally published 1897.
Microfiche 583, no. 666 (PrCt)

65523 Prehistoric cartography - Europe<->Cartography - Europe - History, Ancient
A Prehistoric preoccupation with place : the emergence of 'maps' in European rock art. 1981.
Authors: Delano-Smith, Catherine -- International Conference on the History of Cartography (9th : 1981 : Pisa, Italy, etc.)
1 leaf.
Abstract of paper presented at IX Int. Conf. on Hist. of Cart., Italy. 1981.
Vert 550, no.12 (PrCt)

65524 Prescott (Ariz.) - Pictorial works - 1885
Authors: Dyer, C. J. -- Historic Urban Plans (Firm)
1 birds-eye view ; 40 x 68 cm.
Facsimile of original published 1885.
Vignettes of buildings in corners of map.
References: 1-18.
458 map4F G4334.P7A3 1885 D9 1972 (PrCt)

Atlas of the Presidents / by Donald E. Cooke ; illustrated maps by Dwight Dobbins ; pictures of

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.  
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Cooke, Donald Ewin, 1916- -- Dobbins, Dwight -- C. S. Hammond & Company
[Rev. ed.]
Series: Profile series -- Profile series (Hammond)
Brief profiles of America’s thirty-six presidents giving the vital statistics of their presidential careers and highlights of their accomplishments in office. Includes a section on constitutional law pertaining to the Presidency.
Includes index.
LC Card Number: 68002369
E176.1 .C79 1967 (NLO)

Includes bibliographical references (p. 151-158) and index.
Includes maps showing degrees of support in each county for every candidate obtaining at least 2 percent of the popular vote. Allows for longitudinal analysis of electoral patterns for every county, state, region and section of the country. Each election illustrated by a centerpiece spread containing the following: a map depicting the winning candidate and party in each county and indicating whether victory was by majority or plurality, a map showing the electoral college vote, individual maps for each major candidate illustrating the level of support obtained in every county, pie charts presenting popular and electoral vote percentages. Also includes historical overviews of and essays about the electoral and political party history surrounding presidential elections and analyzes data sources and the history of election of each election.
LC Card Number: 2006042406 ; 2006049280
ISBN 1568029551 (alk. paper) ; 9781568029559 (alk. paper)
Ref G1201.F9 H5 2006 (NLO)

map1F G3701.F9 1920 .R3 (Pr Ct)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Henry, Bill -- Johns-Manville Co. -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
6 maps : col. ; on sheet 50 x 68 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Cover title.
Includes advertisement for Johns-Manville products and note: This specially prepared Rand McNally map is offered by Johns-Manville on its radio program 'Bill Henry and the News' as a public service.
Also includes information on the electoral college and a 'Tally sheet.'
Contents: 1948 Electoral representation of states.
-- How the country voted in 1944. -- Transfers of territory in Eastern Asia. -- Transfers of territory in Europe resulting from World War II. -- A Polar map of international relations. -- De facto partition of Palestine.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
map4F G3701.F9 1948 R3 (PrCt)

65530 Presidio County (Tex.) - Maps - 1891 - Landowners
Maps - Countys - Landowners - Maps
Authors: Stakemann, M. -- Texas & Pacific Railway. Land Dept. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 21 x 16 in. Originally published Dallas, Tex.: Texas & Pacific Railway, 1891.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps: Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
65533 Presidio de Nuestra Señora de Loreto Site (Mex.) - Maps - 1721-1722
Nuestra Señora de Loreto, Presidio de (Tex.) SEE Presidio de Nuestra Señora de Loreto Site (Tex.)<<>>Loreto, Presidio de Nuestra Señora de (Tex.) SEE Presidio de Nuestra Señora de Loreto Site (Tex.)
Presidio de N. S. de Loreto en la Bahia del Espiritu Santo de la Provincia de Texas, Nuevo Reyno de Philippinas, que demarcó, y dejó aviertas las zanjas de toda la fortificacion el Marqués de San Miguel de Aguayo ... / Sylverio F. [Mexico City : Juan Francisco de Ortega Bonilla, 1722].
Authors: Aguayo, José de Azlor y Virtu de Vera, marqués de, 1677-1734 -- Sylverio de Sotomayor, Francisco, 1699-ca.1763 -- Peña, Juan Antonio de la. Derrotero de la expedicion en la provincia de los Texas (1722) -- Ortega y Bonilla, Juan de, 18th cent.
1 map ; 28 x 39 cm. fold. to 29 x 17 cm.
Title from letterpress text on verso.
In: Peña, Juan Antonio de la. Derrotero de la expedicion en la provincia de los Texas (1722) -- Ortega y Bonilla, Juan de, 18th cent.
Digital image available by website subscription to American West : sources from the Everett D. Graft Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library, Chicago (produced by Adam Matthew Digital; accessed July 2010): http://www.americanwest.amdigital.co.uk/Content}s/image-viewer.aspx?imageid=68754
VAULT folio Graff 3242, facing fol. 27v

65531 Presidio County (Tex.) - Maps - 1894 - Landowners
Maps - Countys - Landowners - Maps
Microfiche 583, no. 1100 (PrCt)

583, no. 1026 (PrCt)
Presidio de Nuestra Señora del Pilar de Los Adaes Site (La.) - Maps - 1722

Presidio de Nuestra Señora del Pilar de Los Adaes Site (La.) SEE Presidio de Nuestra Señora del Pilar de Los Adaes Site (La.)

Plan del Presidio de Nuestra Señora del Pilar de Los Adaes Site (La.)

Plano del Presidio de Nuestra Señora del Pilar de Los Adaes, capital de la Provincia de los Tejas situado en 32 grados y 15 minutos de latitud boreal, y en 185° y 52° de longitud respecto del meridiano de Tenerife. Drawn by Joseph de Urrutia. [19--].

Authors: Urrutia, José de, 1728-1800 -- British Library. Add. Ms. 17662 u -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map

Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1768 manuscript.

Inset profile: Perfil cortado sobre ... .

MapPhoto England BL Add. Ms. 17662 u (PrCt)
from their Catalogo de ilustraciones v.1 (1979) p. 78 no. 190.
Pen-and-ink (black) and watercolor (black, grey).
Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**Presidio of San Francisco (Calif.) - Maps - 1796 - Facsimiles<>San Francisco (Calif.) - Maps - 1796 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles**

Plano que manifiesta el nuevo proyecto del Precidio de Sn. Francisco para alojar las tropas de su guarnicion. [1908?].
Authors: Córdova, Alberto de -- Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 306 -- Irving B. Richman Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Archivo General de la Nación (Mexico)
1 ms. map : hand col., cloth; 325 x 470 mm.
Precidio de Sn. Francisco 24 de Julio de 1796.'
Tracing of 1796 manuscript by Alberto de Córdova made by Irving B. Richman (1908?).
Original in the Archivo General de la Nación in Mexico City. See their Catalogo de ilustraciones v. 1 (1979) p. 77 no. 188.
Scale [ca. 1:471]; 'Escala de cincuenta varas.' Includes 'Explicacion' with references 1-14.
Pen-and-ink and watercolor.
Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Ayer ms map proj 94

**Presidio of San Francisco (Calif.) - Pictorial works - 1842-1843 - Facsimiles<>San Francisco (Calif.) - Pictorial works - 1842-1843 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles**

The Military barracks of St. Francisco in California. [San Francisco : Grabhorn Press, 1945].
1 view ; 16 x 26 cm.
Photo-reproduction of 1842-1843 manuscript view.
Issued in: Edelhjerta, Emanuel Sundels. A Sojourn in California by the King's Orphan : the travels and sketches of G.M. Waseurtz af Sandels, a Swedish gentleman who visited California in 1842-1843 / edited with an introduction by Helen Putnam Van Sicklen (San Francisco: Printed at the Grabhorn Press for the Book Club of California in arrangement with the
Original manuscript held by the Bancroft Library.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copy: folio Graff 4548 folio Graff 4549 between p. 60-61 (PrCt)

65542 Presov (Czech Republic) - Maps - 1689 - Pictorial works

65543 Presque Isle (Ohio) - Pictorial works - 1955 - Railroads<Presque Isle (Ohio) - Pictorial works - 1955 - Coal mines and mining<Coal mines and mining<Presque Isle (Ohio) - Pictorial works - 1955<Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company - Pictorial works - 1955<Railroads - Maps

65544 Prester John (Legendary Character)Geographical myths<Cartography - Africa - History
Authors: Galliers, Richard J. vi, 95 p. : maps (part fold.) ; 29 cm. Thesis (M.A.) Xerox copy of original typescript. Bibliography: p. 93-95. 5A 8676 (NLO)

65545 Preveza, Battle of, Greece, 1538 - Maps<Preveza Region (Greece) - Maps - 1538<Arta, Gulf of (Greece) - Maps - 1538 La Dimostrazione del lvogo ... il Golfo dell' Artha ... [Venice? s.n., 1538?]. Authors: Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 293 x 428 mm. (neat line), 299 x 435 mm. (plate mark) Details defeat of the fleet of Emperor Charles V by the Turks in 1538. Duplicate copy (colored): Novacco 2F 023. Tooey 290. Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library). m11 Novacco 2F 22 (PrCt)

65546 Preveza, Battle of, Greece, 1538 - Maps<Preveza Region (Greece) - Maps - 1538<Arta, Gulf of (Greece) - Maps - 1538 La Dimostrazione del lvogo ... il Golfo dell' Artha ... [Venice? s.n., 1538?]. Authors: Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 291 x 422 mm. (neat line), on sheet remargined to 444 x 489 mm. Details defeat of the fleet of Emperor Charles V by the Turks in 1538. Duplicate copy (uncolored): Novacco 2F 022. Binding stub and manuscript '67' on verso. Tooey 290. Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library). m12 Novacco 2F 23 (PrCt)


65548 Preveza Region (Greece) - Maps - 1574<Preveza (Greece) - Maps - 1574<Prevesa (Greece) SEE Preveza (Greece)
**Collo della Prevesa. [Venice] : Appresso Gioan Franco. Camocio co. privilo., [1574?].**

Authors: Camocio, Giovanni Francesco, 16th cent. -- Camocio, Giovanni Francesco, 16th cent. [Isole famose porti, fortezze, e terre maritime sottoposte alla Ser.ma Sig.ria di Venetia ad altri principi christiani, et al Sig.or Turco] [1574?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 16 x 21 cm.

Relief shown pictorially.

Oriented with north at lower left.

In atlas lacking title page: Camocio, Giovanni Francesco. [Isole famose porti, fortezze, e terre maritime sottoposte alla Ser.ma Sig.ria di Venetia ad altri principi christiani, et al Sig.or Turco, nouame[n]te poste in luce] [Venice ? : Alla libraria del segno di S. Marco ? ; G.F. Camocio ?, 1574 ?].

[plate 22].

Manuscript no. 22 at upper right.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**VAULT Baskes folio G1955 .C3 1574, [plate 22] (PrCt)***

---

**Pribilof Islands (Alaska) - Bibliography - Catalogs<>Pribilof Islands (Alaska) - Maps - Bibliography - Catalogs<>Pribilof Islands (Alaska) - Pictorial works - Bibliography - Catalogs<>Pribilof Islands (Alaska) - Maps - 2009**

Pribilof Islands, Alaska : guide to photographs and illustrations / John A. Lindsay, Gina Rappaport, and Betty A. Lindsay. Seattle, Wash.


xii, 506 p. : ill. (some col.), col. maps ; 29 cm.

"August 2009."

Limited ed. of 150.

Series: NOAA technical memorandum NOS ORR ; 20

LC Card Number: 2010443946

ISBN 9781603190015 ; 1603190015

**Baskes folio G4123.P8 G46 1968 .R58 (NLO)***

---


Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960-- Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)

382 p. : maps ; 28 cm.

1st ed.

'Deluxe edition.'

Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).

'3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.'

Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).

Includes indexes.

Series: Family maps

ISBN 1420306340 ; 9781420306347

**Local History Ref F587.P9 B69 2007 (NLO)***

---


Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Burcaw, Walter -- Ocker, Arlene -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (48 p.) : 36 maps ; 22 x 28 cm.

Cover title.

Includes index to owners and government directory.

Scale [1:50,688]. 1 1/4 in. = 1 mile.

On back cover: General highway map, Price County, Wisconsin.

Former owner: Walter Burcaw.

Former owner: Arlene Ocker.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes folio G4123.P8 G46 1968 .R58 (NLO)***

---

**Price, William, fl. 1725-1769. A South east view of ... Boston<>Burgis, William, fl. 1722-1736 The Burgis-Price view of Boston. 1907.**

Authors: Edmonds, John Henry, 1873- - The Burgis-Price view of Boston. 1907.

p. 245-262

In Colonial Society of Massachusetts, Boston. Publications. vol. 11 (1907), p. 245-262

F 844 .19, v. 11, p. 245-262 (PrCt)

---

**Price, William, fl. 1725-1769 - Biography William Price of Boston: mapmaker, merchant and churchman. 1955.**

Authors: Waite, Emma Forbes p. 52-56, iv, ill.

In Old time New England 46 (1955): 52-56, iv, ill.

F 0284 .83, v. 46, p. 52-56 (PrCt)

---

**Primorskii krai (Russia) - Maps - 1943-1945 - Topographic maps<>Manchuria (China) - Maps - 1943-1945 - Topographic maps<>Spassk-Dal'niiy Region (Russia) - 1943-1945 - Topographic**

---

*Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.*

*For more information refer to the title page of this volume.*
Prince Edward County (Va.) - Maps - 1879 -

Landowners- Counties -
Maps- Landowners - Maps
[Prince Edward County (Va.) - 1879: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche.
Authors: Jacob, R. -- Prince Edward County (Va.) Board of Supervisors -- Library of Congress.
Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map : on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 2 parts, 24.5 x 15.5 in. each.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps: Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 1327 (PrCl)

Prince Edward Island - Description and travel - 1970-1979 -
Camping - Directories -
1970-1979 - Camping - Prince Edward Island - Directories - 1970-1979 -
Prince Edward Island - Maps - 1970-1979 - Road maps -

Camp sites, trailer parks, picnic grounds in Prince Edward Island. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1977?].
Authors: Prince Edward Island. Dept. of the Environment and Tourism -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 booklet (16 p.) : ill., folded map; 21 cm.
Cover title.
Includes untitled map of Prince Edward Island between p. 8-9 on sheet 21 x 34 cm.
Bottom margin of map includes directory of 84 campgrounds.
Cover art: silhouetted color photo of a woman at a campsite.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2087 (PrCt)

Prince Edward Island - Maps - 1775 -
Landowners - Counties -
Maps - Landowners - Maps
A Map of the Island of St. John in the Gulf of St. Lawrence ... [London : Sayer and Bennett], 1775.
Authors: Holland, Samuel, 1728-1801 -- Jefferys, Thomas, -1771 -- Robert Sayer and John Bennett (Firm) -- Jefferys, Thomas, d. 1771. The American atlas -- or, A geographical description of the whole continent of America 1775 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 35 x 69 cm.
Oriented with north at upper left.
Inset: (14 x 18 cm.): Gulf of St. Laurence. Includes coastal soundings.
In: Jefferys, Thomas. The American atlas; or, A
geographical description of the whole continent of America ... (London : R. Sayer and J. Bennett, 1775); verso handstamped '11.

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .J46 1775 pl. 11 (PrCt)

A Map of the Island of St. John in the Gulf of St. Lawrence ... London : Robt. Sayer & J. Bennett, 1775 [i.e. 1776].
Authors: Holland, Samuel, 1728-1801 -- Jefferys, Thomas, d. 1771. The American atlas, or, A geographical description of the whole continent of America ... (1776) -- Robert Sayer and John Bennett (Firm) -- Jefferys, Thomas, d. 1771. The American atlas, or, A geographical description of the whole continent of America ... (1776)
1 map : hand col.; 35 x 69 cm.
Oriented with north at upper left.
Inset: (14 x 18 cm.): Gulf of St. Laurence.
Includes coastal soundings.
In: Jefferys, Thomas. The American atlas, or, A geographical description of the whole continent of America ... (London : R. Sayer and J. Bennett, 1776); pl. [11] verso handstamped '12.'

Case oversize G1100 .J44 1776 pl. 11 (PrCt)

65559 Prince Edward Island - Maps - 1775 - Landowners<<>Landowners - Maps
A Map of the Island of St. John in the Gulf of St. Lawrence ... [London : Sayer and Bennett], 1775 [i.e. 1783?].
Authors: Holland, Samuel, 1728-1801 -- Jefferys, Thomas, d. 1771. The American atlas -- A geographical description of the whole continent of America 1782 i.e. 1783 -- Robert Sayer and John Bennett (Firm) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 35 x 69 cm.
Oriented with north at upper left.
Inset: (14 x 18 cm.): Gulf of St. Laurence.
Includes coastal soundings.
In: Jefferys, Thomas. The American atlas; or, A geographical description of the whole continent of America (London : R. Sayer and J. Bennett, 1782 [i.e. 1783?]); verso handstamped '11.'

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .J46 1782 pl. 11 (PrCt)

65560 Prince Edward Island - Maps - 1775<<>Saint Lawrence, Gulf of - Maps - 1775 - Nautical charts<<>Saint Lawrence, Gulf of - Maps - 1775<<>Nautical charts
A Plan of the island of St. John with the divisions of the counties, parishes ... likewise the soundings round the coast ... [London? W. Faden, 1777?]; verso handstamped '29.'

Imprint on map: Published by W. Faden ... Jany.1st, 1789 ... Inset: Gulf of St. Laurence.
oversize Ayer 135 .G32 1775 v. 2, pl. [36] (PrCt)

65562 Prince Edward Island - Maps - 1789<<>Saint Lawrence, Gulf of - Maps - 1789
The Island of St. John ... exhibiting all the new settlements. 1789 [i.e. 1816].
1 map : hand col.; 35 x 69 cm.
Inset: Faden, William. The North American atlas, selected from the most authentic maps, charts, plans, &c. hitherto published (1777)

map7C 4, pl. 7 (PrCt)

A Plan of the island of St. John with the divisions of the counties, parishes ... likewise the soundings round the coast ... / surveyed by Capt. Holland, 1775. [London : W. Faden, 1777].

Scale [ca. 1:253,440]; about 4 miles to an inch. Inset (16 x 20 cm.): Gulf of St. Laurence.
In: Faden, William. The North American atlas, selected from the most authentic maps, charts, plans, &c. hitherto published (London : Printed for William Faden ..., 1777), pl. [7].

'Surveyed by Capt. Holland, 1775.'
Scale [ca. 1:253,440]; about 4 miles to an inch. Inset (16 x 20 cm.): Gulf of St. Laurence.
Ayer 133 .H65 1775 (NLO)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Laurence divided into counties and parishes and the lots as granted by the government ... improved from the late survey of Captain Holland.

London : Laurie & Whittle, 53, Fleet Street, 12th May 1794.

Authors: Holland, Samuel, 1728-1801 -- Laurie & Whittle -- Laurie & Whittle. The North American pilot for Newfoundland, Labrador, the Gulf and River St. Laurence ... (1794) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 36 x 69 cm.
Includes "A list of lots and proprietors names". Oriented with north at upper left.
Inset (14 x 19 cm.): Gulf of St. Laurence.
In: Robert Laurie and James Whittle. The North American pilot for Newfoundland, Labrador, the Gulf and River St. Laurence ... (London : Printed and published by Robert Laurie and James Whittle ... successors to the late Mr. Robert Sayer, 1794), map 13.
Printed plate no. "XIII" at upper right ; "13" on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1186.P5 .C6 1794, map 13 (PrCt)

Illustrated historical atlas of Prince Edward Island: commemorative centennial issue.
xvii, 162, [26] p. illus., maps, ports. 46 cm.
Compiled with the assistance of the Prince Edward Island 1973 Centennial Commission and the Prince Edward Island Heritage Foundation.
Cf. Phillips 10426.
74-12121.
oversize G1135 .M4 1973 (NLO)

65565 Prince Edward Island - Maps - 1929 - Road maps<<>Road maps
Authors: Canada. Dept. of the Interior -- Canada. Natural Resources Intelligence Service -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; col. ; 39 x 63 cm.
At head of title: Department of the Interior, Canada ...

"Scale= 5 miles to 1 inch."
Inset (6 x 16 cm.): [Routes to Prince Edward Island].
"Natural Resources Intelligence Service ... " -- beneath bar scale.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 197.6 (PrCt)

65566 Prince Edward Island - Maps - 1964 - Road maps<<>Road maps
Authors: Prince Edward Island. Travel Bureau -- Logility Transportation (Des Plaines, Ill.)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 58 cm.
Cover title.
Scale ca. 1:365,000.
Inset location map.
Index to towns across top of map.
On verso, table of mileages, travel information, color photos.
Heavily annotated by Logility Transportation, including latitude and longitude grid.
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Sept. 2010).
Road map4C G3426 .P2 1964 .P7 (PrCt)

65567 Prince George County (Va.) - Maps - 1863 - Landowners<<>Counties - Maps<<>Landowners - Maps
[Prince George County (Va.) - 1863: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche].
Authors: Campbell, Albert H. (Albert Henry), 1826-1899 -- Confederate States of America.
Army -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: Blueprint, 17 x 21 in. Scale 1:240,000. Originally compiled 1863.
Microfiche 583, no. 1330 (PrCt)

65568 Prince George County (Va.) - Maps - 1863 - Landowners<<>Counties - Maps<<>Landowners - Maps
[Prince George County (Va.) - 1863: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche].
Prince George County (Va.) - Maps - 1864 - Landowners - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Counties - Maps

Prince George's County (Md.) - Maps - 1861 - Landowners - Counties - Maps

Prince George's County (Md.) - Maps - 1878 - Landowners - Counties - Maps

Prince George's County (Md.) - Maps - 1878 - Washington Region - Maps - 1878 - Landowners - Counties - Maps
1878 - Landowners<>Counties - Maps<>Landowners - Maps
1 atlas (48 p. : 48 maps) ; 28 cm. Facsimile reprint of the Prince George’s County, Maryland portion of the 1878 ed. of Atlas of fifteen miles around Washington, including the county of Prince George, Maryland published by G.M. Hopkins, Philadelphia.
Cover title: Atlas of fifteen miles around Washington, including the county of Prince George, Maryland.
Includes index.
Cf. Phillips 1791.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 76362731
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

65575 Prince George’s County (Md.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps<>Road maps<>Counties - Maps
1 map : col. ; 55 x 31 cm.
temp map4F G3843.A 1964-1985 M3 map 16 (PrCt)

65576 Prince of Wales Fort (Man.) - Pictorial works - 1777<>Fort Prince of Wales (Man.) SEE Prince of Wales Fort (Man.)
A North west view of Prince of Wales’s Fort in Hudson’s Bay / by Samuel Hearne, 1777 ; J. Saunders sculpt. London : Caddell & Davies, Strand, 1795. Authors: Saunders, J., fl. 1795 -- Hearne, Samuel, 1745-1792. A Journey from Prince of Wales’s Fort in Hudson’s Bay, to the Northern Ocean. Undertaken ... in the years 1769, 1770, 1771, & 1772 (1795) -- Cadell & Davies -- Strahan, Andrew, d. 1831 -- Cadell, T. (Thomas), 1742-1802 -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 view ; 22 x 35 cm., folded to 30 x 23 cm. Shows fort near Churchill, Manitoba. In Hearne, Samuel. A Journey from Prince of Wales’s Fort in Hudson’s Bay, to the Northern Ocean. Undertaken ... in the years 1769, 1770, 1771, & 1772 (London : A. Strahan and T. Cadell, 1795), ‘Plate I’, opposite p. [1] Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
folio Graff 1840 opp. p. [1] (PrCt)

1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm. Size of original: Manuscript, 25 x 17.5 in. Scale 1:126,720. Originally compiled [186-?]. Only covers part of the county.
Microfiche 583, no. 1255 (PrCt)

1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm. Size of original: Manuscript, 24.5 x 14 in. Scale 1:126,720. Originally compiled 1864. Only covers part of the county.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps: Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 1255 (PrCt)

65579 Prince William Sound (Alaska) - Maps - 1700-1799 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
65580 Prince William Sound (Alaska) - Maps - 1785 - Pictorial works
Authors: Cook, James, 1728-1779 -- Webber, John, 1751-1793 -- Byrne, W. -- Cook, James, 1728-1779. A Voyage to the Pacific Ocean ... (1785) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 22 x 38 cm.
In: Cook, James. A Voyage to the Pacific Ocean : undertaken by the command of His Majesty for making discoveries in the northern hemisphere ... in the years 1776, 1777, 1778, 1779 and 1780 (London : Printed by H. Hughs, for G. Nicol ... and T. Cadell, 1785) v. 10, pl. [34]. Engraved plate no. '45.'
oversize Ayer 118 .C7 v. 10 Atlas, pl. 34 (PrCt)

65581 Prince William Sound (Alaska) - Maps - 1785 - Pictorial works
Authors: Cook, James, 1728-1779 -- Webber, John, 1751-1793 -- Ellis, W. -- Cook, James, 1728-1779. A Voyage to the Pacific Ocean ... (1785) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 22 x 38 cm.
In atlas accompanying: Cook, James. A Voyage to the Pacific Ocean ... for making discoveries in the Northern Hemisphere ... in the years 1776, 1777, 1778, 1779, and 1780 (London : Printed by H. Hughs for G. Nicol and T. Cadell) Atlas pl. [34]. Engraved plate no. '45.'
oversize Ayer 118 .C7 1785c Atlas pl. [34] (PrCt)

65582 Princeton (N.J.) - Maps - 2011 - Tourist maps - Pictorial maps
Authors: Resort Maps (Firm) -- Bamrick, Brian -- Fink, Daniel
1 map : col. ; 37 x 37 cm., on sheet 56 x 44 cm. Imprint at bottom of key: Published by Resort Maps, P.O. Box 147, Ship Bottom, N.J. ... BrianBamrick@resortmaps.com ... Extensive local advertising in margins. Not drawn to scale.
"This map is cataloged in the Library of Congress, Harvard Map Collection and American Geographical Society Library for historical reference."
Map on verso (29 x 46 cm.): [Downtown] Princeton New Jersey
Gift 2011, Daniel Fink.
map4F G3814.P9E635 2011 .R4 (PrCt)

65583 Princepice (Sao Tome and Principe) - Pictorial works - 1603 - Pictorial works - 1603
Isola del Principe. [Bergum, Netherlands : Frederik Muller, rare books, 2008].
Authors: Hulsius, Levinus, d. 1606 -- Hulsius, Levinus, d. 1606. Sechste Theil, kurzte Warhafftige Relation vnd beschreibung der wunderbarsten vier Schiffarten (1603)
1 view ; 17 x 13 cm.
In facsimile of work originally published Nuremberg, 1603: Hulsius, Levinus. Sechste Theil, kurzte Warhafftige Relation vnd beschreibung der wunderbarsten vier Schiffarten ... (Bergum, Netherlands : Frederik Muller, 2008), plate 14.
Digital image available on Gallica website of Bibliothèque National (accessed Sept. 2010) : http://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/btv1b20000211.ite m.112
Case G419 .H85 1603a, plate 14 (PrCt)

65584 Print dealers - Directories - Map dealers - Directories - Maps - Collectors and directories - Directories - Map industry and trade - Directories
viii, 268 p. : ill. ; 22 cm.
1st ed.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 12-16) and indexes.
LC Card Number: 87211657
ISBN 0946653259
Ref Z286.M3 S5 1987 (NLO)

65585 Printers - Brasov (Romania) - 1500-1599 - Watermarks - Brasov (Romania) - 1500-1599 - Brasso (Romania) SEE Brasov (Romania) - Kronstadt (Romania) SEE Brasov (Romania) - Coroana (Romania) SEE Brasov (Romania)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
John M. Wing Foundation
p. 11-17 : ill. ; 28 cm.
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3102, no. 7.
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the
Newberry Library.
Wing folio Z 3112 .371 1969, p. 11-17 (PrCt)

65586 Printing - Austria - History - To 1873 - Map printing - Austria - History - To 1873
Typographie, lithographie, xylographie und kupferstech-kunst. [Vienna : Willhelm Braunmüller, 1873].
Authors: Sieger, Eduard -- Vienna International Exhibition (1873) -- Exner, Wilhelm Franz, 1840-.
Beiträge zur geschichte der gewerbe und erfindungen Oesterreichs von der mitte des XVIII jahrhunderts bis zur gegenwart (1873) -- Krokar, James Paul, 1948-
p. [503]-511 ; 22 x 28 cm.
Photocopies from: Exner, Wilhelm Franz (ed).
Beiträge zur geschichte der gewerbe und erfindungen Oesterreichs von der mitte des XVIII.
Photocopies from original held by the University of California, Los Angeles.
References: OCLC 12749540
Gift 2012, James Krokar
Vert 857, no. 2 (PrCt)

65587 Printing - Dictionaries - Map printing - Dictionaries - Graphic arts - Dictionaries - Prints - Dictionaries
Authors: Allen, Edward Monington, 1899-295 p. ; 21 cm.
[1st ed.]
Formerly Wing Z 005 .027
LC Card Number: 63016540
Map Ref Z118 .A55 1963 (NLO)

65588 Printing - Germany - History - Koberger family
Authors: Hase, Oskar von, 1846-1921
2d ed.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

65589 Printing - Germany - Landshut - History - Printing - Germany - Ingolstadt - History - Apian family
Authors: Schottenloher, Karl, 1878-1954 -- Newberry Library. John M. Wing Foundation
91 p., 19 leaves of plates ; 29 cm.
Contents: Literatur.--Vorwort.--Johann Weyssenburger, der erste Landshuter buchdrucker, 1513-1533.--Georg Apianus,
...buchdrucker, formschneider und visierer in Landshut, 1531-1548.--Martin Apianus, 1548-1580.--Verzeichnis der Landshuter fruhdrucke, 1513-1580.--Anhang: Die Apianus-druckerei in Ingolstadt, 1526-1540.
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the
Newberry Library.
Wing folio Z 3235 .317 v. 21 (NLO)

65590 Printing - History - Italy - Names, Geographical - Names, Geographical - Italy - Gazetteers
... Giunte e correzioni al Lexicon typographicum Italiae. 1939.
Authors: Fumagalli, Giuseppe, 1863-1939 -- Newberry Library. John M. Wing Foundation
p. 81-109 and 183-222
In La Bibliofilia... 1939. v.40, p. 81-109 and 183-222.
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the
Newberry Library.
Wing folio Z 007 .05 v .40, p. 81-109 and 183-222 (PrCt)

65591 Printing - History - Italy - Names, Geographical - Names, Geographical - Italy - Gazetteers
Authors: Fumagalli, Giuseppe, 1863-1939 -- Newberry Library. John M. Wing Foundation
xlvi, 737 p. illus., ports., facsims. 25 cm.
Originally published in 1905.
Photoreprint completed with three supplements and a cummulative index in 1966.
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the
Newberry Library.
Wing Z 3235 .318 (NLO)

65592 Printing - History - Italy - Names, Geographical - Names, Geographical - Italy - Gazetteers
Lexicon typographicum Italiae. Dictionnaire géographique d'Italie pour servir à l'histoire de l'imprimerie dans ce pays ... Florence : L. S. Olschki, 1905-1949.
Authors: Fumagalli, Giuseppe, 1863-1939 -- Newberry Library. John M. Wing Foundation
xlvii, 587 p. : ill., facsims. ; 25 cm.
Shelved with two supplements, 1939 and 1949
[Wing Z 3235 .317 suppl. and Wing Z 3235 .317 suppl. 2]
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the
Newberry Library.
Wing Z 3235 .317 (NLO)

65593 Printing - Italy - Milan - History - Incunabula - Bibliography - Milan (Italy) - Bio-bibliography - 1745
Bibliotheca scriptorum mediolanensis : seu Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Acta, et elogia virorum omnigena eruditione illustrium, qui in metropoli Insubiae, oppidisque circumjacentibus orti sunt; additis literarum monumentis post eorumdem obitum relictis, aut ab alismemoriae traditis. Praemittitur clarissimi viri Josephi Antonii Saxii ... Historia historico-typographica mediolanensis ab anno MCDLXV. ad annum MD. nunc primum edita; una cum indicibus necessarioris locupletissimis ... Mediolani in aedibus palatinis, 1745.

Authors: Argelati, Filippo, 1685-1755 -- Sassi, Giuseppe Antonio, 1675-1751

2 v. in 4 : ill., ports.

Paged continuously.

"Historia historico-typographica mediolanensis," by J.A. Sassi, published also separately.


oversize Z 93557 .04 (NLO)

65595

Printing>>>Map printing>>>Graphic arts>>>Prints

A Handbook of graphic reproduction processes: a technical guide including the print making processes ... = Handbuch der Druckgraphik ... = Manuel de la gravure ... Teufen, Switzerland: A. Niggli, [1962].

Authors: Brunner, Felix, 1929- -- Flocon, Albert -- Stephenson, Dennis Qu.

379 p. : ill. ; 21 x 23 cm.

An excellent guide, very well illustrated.

Title and text in English, German and French.

French version edited by Albert Flocon; English version edited by Dennis Qu. Stephenson.

Includes index.


Formerly Wing Z 41285 .125

LC Card Number: 62052897 62013981

Map Ref NE850 .B78 1962 (NLO)

65596

Printing>>>Map printing>>>Graphic arts>>>Prints


Authors: Ivins, William Mills, 1881-1961 -- Metropolitan Museum of Art (New York, N.Y.)

3 p.l., 3-164 p. : ill. ; 26 cm.

Concerned with fine arts prints, but directly applicable to maps. A classic introduction to the characteristics of the various techniques, well-illustrated by enlarged photographs.

At head of title: The Metropolitan museum of art.

Formerly Wing Z 41285 .447

LC Card Number: 43015347


Map Ref NE850 .I95 1943 (NLO)

65597

Printing>>>Map printing>>>Graphic arts>>>Prints


Authors: Wilder, F. L.

192 p. : 105 plates, ill., facsims. ; 26 cm.

Series: The How to identify series

Formerly Wing Z 4121 .975

LC Card Number: 76442792

ISBN 0713515341

Map Ref NE850 .W54 1963 (NLO)

65598

Printing presses - History - 1941

The Origin of the printing and roller press. 1941.

Authors: Meier, Henry -- Newberry Library. John M. Wing Foundation

p. 8-55, 164-205, 338-374, 496-527 : ill.


Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.

Wing Z 41211 .715, v. 28, 8-55 + (PrCt)
Printing - Transylvania (Romania) - History - 1500-1599<<>>Honter, Johannes, 1498-1549
Authors: Karadja, Constantin I., 1889-1950 -- Gutenberg Jahrbuch (1941) -- Newberry Library.
John M. Wing Foundation
p. 196-207 ; 28 cm.
In: Gutenberg Jahrbuch (1941), p. 196-207.
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3102, no. 9.
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.
Wing folio Z 3112 .371 1941, p. 196-207 (PrCt)

A Chart of the history of printing in America / compiled and designed by R.T. Aitchinson.
Authors: Aitchinson, Robert T. -- McCormick-Armstrong Co. -- DaBoll, Raymond F.
1 map : col. ; 38 x 57 cm.
Includes longer notes, in text boxes, on Stephen Daye, Benjamin Franklin, and Isaiah Thomas.
Removed from the Raymond F. DaBoll Papers, the Newberry Library.
map4F G3701 .P97 1932 .A5 (PrCt)

Prints, American - Bibliography
A selected bibliography of books and monographs on American historical prints, printmakers, and print conservation. 1977.
Authors: Newman, Ewell L.
3p. 28cm.
BHC 1018
Vert 583 (PrCt)

Prints - Handbooks, manuals, etc.
Authors: Saff, Donald -- Sacilotto, Deli
436 p.
Very good photographs of artists engaged in the various printmaking processes.
folio NE850.S23 (NLO)

Prints - Handbooks, manuals, etc.<>>Map printing - Handbooks, manuals, etc.
Authors: Gascoigne, Bamber
[208] p. in various pagings ; ill. (some col.) ; 26 cm.
Includes bibliography and index.
Leisurely perusal of pictures and captions alone will be instructive.
LC Card Number: 86050519
ISBN 050023454X

Tech Serv NE850 .G37 1986 (NLO)

Prints - Handbooks, manuals, etc.<>>Map printing - Handbooks, manuals, etc.
Authors: Gascoigne, Bamber
1 v. (various pagings), [16] p. of plates : ill. (some col.) ; 25 cm.
2nd ed. 'Rev. pbk. ed.'
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Leisurely perusal of pictures and captions alone will be instructive.
LC Card Number: 2003112372
ISBN 0500284806 ; 9780500284803
Ref NE850 .G37 2004 (NLO)

Prisciani, Pellegrino, ca.1435-1518
Pellegrino Prisciani e la sua vocazione cartografica. 1988.
Authors: Bacchi, Teresa
p. 187-191 ; 19 cm.
Vert 2260 (PrCt)

Professions - United States - Statistics - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1890-1898<<>>Ethnology - United States - Statistics - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1890-1898<<>>Immigrants - United States - Statistics - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1890-1898<<>>Aliens - United States - Statistics - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1890-1898<<>>United States - Statistics - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1890-1898
Distribution of those engaged in certain selected occupations, by color and nationality : 1890. [Washington, D.C. Goverment Printing Office, 1898].
Authors: Gannett, Henry, 1846-1914 -- United States. Census Office. 11th census, 1890 -- Julius Bien & Co. -- Gannett, Henry, 1846-1914.
1 chart : col. ; on sheet 53 x 41 cm.
"Julius Bien & Co. lith. N.Y."
Color-coded chart showing relative proportion of United States workers classed as "native white, native parents", "native white, foreign parents", "foreign white, numbered", and "colored" in 32 occupational categories, including servants, salesmen, physicians, "all occupations", and many others.
"Foreign whites" coded 1-9 as Irish, "English, Welsh, and Scotch", German, Scandinavian, Canadian, French, Italian, "Slavs, etc.", and "other foreign" ethnic groups.


Number 272 on "list of illustrations" (p. 7).

Digital image of another copy available on the David Rumsey Map Collection website (accessed January 2014):

http://www.davidrumsey.com/luna/servlet/s/1471

oversize Govt. I 12.2 : At6 plate 43 (PrCt)


Authors: Carroll, Curtis [1] p. ; 28 cm.


Vert 38, no. 4 (PrCt)

65608  Project 400<>North America - Discovery and Exploration<>Behaim, Martin, 1459-1507<>Maps, Physical A Brief description of Project 400 for a proposed historical museum. [19-?]?

Authors: Charitable Research Foundation -- May, Ernest N. 67 p. ; 29 cm. + 3-fold brochure and 2 p. letter. Includes letter from E.N. May.

BHC 1126

Vert 738 (PrCt)


Authors: Baratier, Edouard -- Duby, Georges -- Hildesheimer, Ernst -- Armand Colin (Firm) 1 atlas (208 p. illus. geneal. tables, maps (part fold.), part col.) plans ; 34 cm.

Bibliography: p. [19]-[23]


Issued in portfolio.

folio G 103901.07 (NLO)

65610  Provence-Alpes-Côte d'Azur (France) - Maps - Exhibitions - Catalogs<>Provence (France) - Maps - Exhibitions - Catalogs<>Aix-En-Provence (France) - Maps - Exhibitions - Catalogs<>Marseille (France) - Maps - Exhibitions - Catalogs<>Nice (France) - Maps - Exhibitions - Catalogs<>Provence-Alpes-Côte d'Azur (France) - Maps - Bibliography<>Provence (France) - Maps - Bibliography<>Aix-En-Provence (France) - Maps - Bibliography<>Marseille (France) - Maps - Bibliography<>Nice (France) - Maps - Bibliography


Authors: Pognon, Edmond, 1911--2007 -- France. Comité des travaux historiques et scientifiques 20 leaves ; 29 cm.

At head of title: Comité des travaux historiques et scientifiques. 90e Congrès national des sociétés savantes.

Lists 20 maps of Provence (1594-1788), 8 of Aix (1575-1779), 14 of Marseille (1572-after 1800), and 11 of Nice (1543-1764).

Photocopy, possibly from: Bulletin de la Section de Géographie, Comité des Travaux Historiques et Scientifiques 77 (1964).

LC Card Number: 67093387

lower case g 103974.7 (NLO)


Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Automobile Association (Great Britain) -- Macmillan Travel -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. : 7 maps, 32 city plans 3rd ed.

Edition statement on cover: 2e.

Issued in partnership with the Automobile Association (short format); cf. A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher, 1832-1990, p. 277.

Cover price: $17.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)


Authors: Baratier, Edouard -- Armand Colin (Firm) 208 p. : illus. geneal. tables, maps (part fold., part col.) plans ; in portfolio 34 cm.

By E. Baratier et al.


Bibliography: p. [19]-[23].

OCLC 285776.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

71-492
folio G 103901.07 (NLO)

65613 Provence (France) - Maps - 1593
Comitatvs Venayscinensis nova descriptio. [Antwerp : s.n., 1593?].
Authors: Jode, Gerard de, 1509-1591 -- Wierix, Antoine, -1604 -- Jode, Gerard de, 1509-1591.
Specvlvm orbis terrarvm (1593)
1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 24 cm., on sheet 42 x 55 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Plate slightly trimmed at left.
Latin letterpress text on verso (fol. 33, sig. KK):
Gvipscoa Provincia, et comitats Venayscinensis ...
Engraving attributed to Antonie Wierix.
In: Jode, Gerard de. Specvlvm orbis terrarvm (Antwerp : A. Coninx, 1593), map [33].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1593, map [33] (PrCt)

65614 Provence (France) - Maps - 1594-1606
Provinciae. Regionis Galliae, vera exactissimaq. descriptio / Petro Ioanne Bompario auctore. [London : John Norton, 1594 [i.e. 1606].
1 map : hand col. ; 34 x 50 cm.
Printed no. 28 and English letterpress text on verso beginning: Provence. That portion of France which ancient writers call Narbonensem ... .
In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatrum orbis terrarvm ... (London : J. Norton, 1606), [plate 28].
Digital image of a duplicate or variant edition available on Marcel P.R. van den Broecke's Cartographica Neerlandica website (accessed June 2012):
http://www.orteliusmaps.com/book/or147.html
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1606, [plate 28] (PrCt)

65615 Provence (France) - Maps - 1652
Comté, et gouvernement de Provence avec les pays circonvoisins ... [Paris : P. Mariette], 1652 [i.e. 1659?].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Cordier, Robert (Engraver) -- Mariette, Pierre, 1603-1657 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (1658 [i.e. 1659?])
1 map : hand col. ; 31 x 46 cm.
In: Sanson, Nicolas. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (Paris : Pierre Mariette, 1658 [i.e. 1659?]) v. 1, pl. [51]

65616 Provence (France) - Maps - 1683
Comté et gouvernement general de Provence ... Paris, [ca. 1683].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G41
1 map ; 47 x 58 cm.
Phillips 3448 v. 2 no. 62. 2639
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G5833.P75 1683 W5 (PrCt)

65617 Provence (France) - Maps - 1692 - Names, Geographical Names, Geographical - Provence (France) - Maps - 1692 - Gazetteers
Le Gouvernement general de Provence, divisé en ses viguieres ... Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : Hubert Jaillot [i.e. P. Mortier], 1692 [i.e. 1696].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632-1712 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. [Atlas nouveau contenant toutes les parties du monde ... ] (1696)
1 map : hand col. ; 54 x 83 cm.
Title repeated in upper margin.
Accompanied, on the previous leaf, by: Table alphabeticqlie de noms de villes, villages ... de Provence.
In: Sanson, Nicolas. [Atlas nouveau contenant toutes les parties du monde ... ] (Amsterdam : Pierre Mortier, 1696) v. 2, map [1].
Forms part of atlas published by P. Mortier in Amsterdam; chiefly comprised of maps bearing the counterfeit imprint of H. Jaillot in Paris.
Case oversize G 1007 .78 v. 2, map [1] (PrCt)

65618 Provence (France) - Maps - 1694 <> Rhone River (France) - Mouth - Maps - 1694
Le Comté et gouvernement de Provence ... Paris, 1694.
Authors: Nolin, Jean Baptiste, 1648--1708 -- Du Tralage, Jean Nicolas, d. 1699 -- Bompar, Pierre-Jean de -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G38
1 map ; 4 x 83 cm.
Inset: Les Embouchures du Rhosne ... . 2636
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G5833.P75 1694 N6 (PrCt)

65619 Provence (France) - Maps - 1695 <> Comtat Venaissin (France) - Maps - 1695
Le Gouvernement general de Provence divisé en ses viguieres, et terres adjacentes ... Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : Hubert Jaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], [1695?]
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. Atlas nouveau : contenant toutes les parties du monde (1692 [i.e.
Guillaume Sanson is noted to have occupied the Coimbra [1798?]. Map dated 1692.

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .S19 1692 pl. [24] (PrCt)

65620 Provence (France) - Maps - 1696

Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). Ill:G42 1 map ; 54 x 83 cm. 2640
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map6F G5833.P75 1696 S2 (PrCt)

65621 Provence (France) - Maps - 1700

Comté et gouvernement de Provence. [Amsterdam : Frederik de Wit, ca. 1700?].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Wit, Frederik de -- Wit, Frederik de. Atlas [ca. 1700?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; hand col. ; 41 x 52 cm. In: Wit, Frederik de. Atlas (Amsterdam : bij Frederik de Wit in de Calverstraet bij den Dam inde Witte Paskaert. [ca. 1700?]) no. [24].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .W8 A no. [24] (PrCt)

65622 Provence (France) - Maps - 1700

Provincia supremarum Galliae praefecturarum ... Amsterdam, [ca. 1700].
Authors: Valck, G. (Gerard), 1651 or 2-1726 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). Ill:G39 1 map ; 48 x 58 cm. Koeman v. 3 p. 138 [35]. 2637
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G5833.P75 1700 V3 (PrCt)

65623 Provence (France) - Maps - 1707

Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Sanson, Guillaume -- Cordier, Robert (Engraver) -- Delamarche, Charles François, 1740-1817. Atlas général : contenant le détail des quatre parties du monde [1798?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; hand col. ; 30 x 45 cm. Guillaume Sanson is noted to have occupied the Comté et gouvernement de Provence.
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
65627 Provence (France) - Maps - 1715
Carte de Provence et des terres adjacentes.
Paris, 1715.
Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Desrosiers, F. -- Académie des sciences (France) -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G37
1 map ; 44 x 58 cm.
2635
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G5833.P75 1715 L5 (PrCt)

65628 Provence (France) - Maps - 1715
Carte de Provence et des terres adjacentes / par Guillaume DelIsle ... ; Derozier sc. A Paris : chez l'auteur sur le Quay de l'Horloge ..., Octobre 1715.
Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Desrosiers, F. -- L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726. [Collection of maps of the world] [1732?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Desrozier, F. SEE Desrosiers, F. -- Derozier, F.
SEE Desrosiers, F. -- Derozier, F. SEE Desrosiers, F. -- Des Rosiers, F. SEE Desrosiers, F.
1 map ; hand col. ; 47 x 60 cm.
Title and imprint in top margin.
In composite atlas without title page: L'Isle, Guillaume de. [Collection of maps of the world. Paris : s.n., 1732?], [plate 22].
Number "22" in ms. on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
VAULT Baskes oversize G1015 .L57 1700, [plate 22] (PrCt)

65629 Provence (France) - Maps - 1730
La Provence divisée en ses vigueries et terres adjacentes. Amsterdam, [ca. 1730].
Authors: Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?--1712 -- R. & J. Ottens -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G40
1 map ; 45 x 60 cm.
Added title: Nova Provinciae tabula ... .
2638
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G5833.P75 1730 J3 (PrCt)

65630 Provence (France) - Maps - 1741
Carte de Provence et des terres adjacentes. Amsterdam : Jean Covens et Corneille Mortier, [1741?].
Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Covens et Mortier -- L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726. Atlas nouveau, contenant toutes les parties du monde ... [1741?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; hand col. ; 46 x 59 cm.
Title in upper margin.

65631 Provence (France) - Maps - 1745
Praefectura generalis & comitatus Provinciae una cum terris adjacentibus ... [Nuremberg : Homann Erben, ca. 1745].
1 map ; hand col. ; 46 x 56 cm.
Added title above upper margin: Le comté et gouvernement de Provence, avec les terres adjacentes, divisé en diocèses ... .
In: Homann, Johann Baptist. Atlas novus terrarum orbis (Nuremberg : [Homann Erben, ca. 1745]). [plate 13].
Manuscript 'No. 13' and '14' on verso.
oversize Ayer 135 .H7 1730, [plate 13] (PrCt)

65632 Provence (France) - Maps - 1747
La Provence suivant les nouvelles observations ... Paris : Le Rouge, 1747 [i.e. 1748?].
Authors: Le Rouge, Georges-Louis -- Le Rouge, Georges-Louis. Recueil contenant des cartes nouvelles ... (1742 [i.e. 1748?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; hand col. ; 48 x 56 cm.
In: Le Rouge, Georges-Louis. Recueil contenant des cartes nouvelles ... (Paris : chez le Sr. Le Rouge, 1742 [i.e. 1748?]).
Manuscript '66' on verso.
oversize Ayer 135 .L6 1742 pl. 66 (PrCt)

65633 Provence (France) - Maps - 1754
Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1754 Engravings
Gouvernement général de Provence, divisé en ses vigueries ... / par le Sr. Robert de Vaugondy fils ; Groux. [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy], 1754. Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Didier, 1723-1786 -- Groux, Charles Jacques -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1790?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; hand col. ; 47 x 54 cm.
In: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles. Atlas universel / par M. Robert ... et par M. Robert de Vaugondy son fils ... (A Paris : Chez De la Marche, géographe, rue du Foin St. Jacques, Collège de Me. Gervais, 1757, [i.e. 1790?]). [plate 49].
"49" -- oversize letterpress number stamped on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
For earlier version of the map, on different plate

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Provence (France) - Maps - 1911


Map: hand col. ; 20.5 x 18 cm.

Includes bibliographical references and index.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

[New ed. / revisée par Robert Doré.]

Maps by A.J. Labatut, L. Hermann.

Folded col. map in pocket; map on endpaper.

Includes bibliographical references (p. [li]-lx) and index.

Series: Guides bleus

Bookseller's label: Hachette, 30f.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

ISBN 2102402526 : 9782012402522

Baskes G153 .G84 Provence (1925) (NLO)

Provence (France) - Maps - 1925


Authors: Monmarché, Marcel, 1872-1945--Doré, Robert, 1890--Hermann, L., active 1906-1939--Labatut, A. J. -- Guides bleus -- Hachette (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

cviii, 500 p. : 82 maps and plans (some folded, some col.) ; 16 cm.


Authors: Michelin guides -- Michelin green guides -- Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Includes bibliographical references (p. 28) and index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G86 Provence (1976) (NLO)

Authors: Michelin green guides -- Tourist guide -- Michelin Tyre PLC -- Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
139 p. : ill. (some col.), 54 col. maps, col. plans, ports. : 26 x 12 cm.
3rd ed.
Cover title.
Includes index.
Series statement from publisher's advertisement, inside back cover.
Map on back cover.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
ISBN 2060136423 (pbk.) ; 9782060136424 (pbk.)

Authors: Eyewitness travel guides -- Dorling Kindersley, Inc. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (Pr Ct)

Authors: Guides verts Michelin -- Guide de tourisme -- Michelin green guides -- Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1re éd.
Cover title.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 205) and index.
Map on back cover.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
ISBN 2060036216 ; 9782060036212

Authors: Guides verts Michelin -- Guide de tourisme -- Michelin green guides -- Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
174 p. : ill. (some col.), 68 col. maps, col. plans, ports. : 26 x 12 cm. 1982 [éd.]
Includes bibliographical references (p. 7) and index.
Map on back cover.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
ISBN 2060036313 ; 9782060036311

Authors: Michelin green guides -- Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 56 maps
2nd ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

65652 Provence (France) - Maps - 1991<<>>Provence-Alpes-Côte d'Azur
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

(Provence) - Maps - 1991

Authors: Michelin green guides -- Michelin Tyre PLC -- Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
222 p. : ill. (chiefly col.), 70 col. maps, col. plans, ports. (some col.) ; 26 x 12 cm.
2nd ed.
Cover title.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 201) and index.
Maps on back cover.
Series: Michelin green guides -- Michelin green guides.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
ISBN 2067013750 ; 9782067013759

65653

Provence (France) - Maps - 1993

Authors: Insight guides -- APA Publications (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 11 maps
2nd ed.
No. 193 in a series.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

65654

Provence (France) - Maps - 1996

Provence-Alpes-Côte d'Azur (France) - Maps - 1996

Provence / Michelin. Watford, Herts. Michelin Tyre PLC, Tourism Department, c1996.
Authors: Michelin green guides -- Michelin Tyre PLC -- Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
311 p. : ill. (chiefly col.), 75 col. maps, col. plans, ports. (some col.) ; 24 cm.
3rd ed.
Cover title.
"This guide is designed to be used with Michelin maps 80, 83, 84, 114, 245 and 246, and the Michelin Red Guide France to hotels and restaurants"--Back cover.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 278) and index.
Maps on back cover.
Series: Michelin green guides -- Michelin green guides.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
ISBN 2061375030 (pbk.) ; 9782061375037 (pbk.)

65655

Provence (France) - Maps - 1997

Riviera (France) - Maps - 1997

Authors: Williams, Roger, 1947- -- DK Publishing, Inc. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
264 p. : col. ill., col. maps ; 23 cm.
Maps on lining papers.
Includes index.
Series: Eyewitness travel guides
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
ISBN 1564588602 (pbk.) ; 9781564588609 (pbk.)

65656

Provence (France) - Maps - 1998

Provence-Alpes-Côte d'Azur (France) - Maps - 1998

Authors: Michelin green guides -- Tourist guide -- Michelin Tyre PLC -- Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
329 p. : ill. (chiefly col.), 63 col. maps, col. plans, ports. (some col.) ; 24 cm.
3rd ed.
Cover title.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 296) and index.
Series: Michelin green guide to Provence -- Tourist guide -- Michelin green guides.
Map on back cover.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
ISBN 2061375030 ; 9782061375037

65657

Providence County (R.I.) - Maps - 1851

Landowners-<->Counties - Maps-<->Landowners - Maps

Authors: Walling, Henry Francis, 1825-1888 -- Brown, G. C. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map : on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 2 sheets, 38.5 x 25.5 in. and 38.5 x 26.5 in. Originally published 1851.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Microfiche 583, no. 830 (PrCt)

65658

Providence County (R.I.) - Maps - 1895


New topographical atlas of surveys, Providence County, Rhode Island ... Philadelphia : Everts & Richards, 1895.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Authors: Everts and Richards
214 p. : maps ; 58 cm.
Lacking title page and p. 209-212.
Phillips 2563.
80-56207

oversize G1238.P7 E9 1895 (NLO)

65659 Providence (R.I.) - Maps - 1650-1770 -
Landowners<->Counties -
Maps<->Landowners - Maps
Maps of Providence, R.I., 1650-1765-1770.
Authors: Chace, Henry Richmond, 1838- --
Osterberg, Nelson E. [18] l. : 6 maps ; 25 x 31 cm.
Contents: Owners of home lots in the Providence Plantations, 1650 -- Highways in the town of Providence, R.I., 1765 -- Owner of houses in the compact part of Providence, 1770.
OCLC 9497838.
296576
NL 15-2142
F 8457 .16 (NLO)

65660 Providence (R.I.) - Maps - 1823
Map of the town of Providence from actual survey. 1953.
Authors: Anthony, Daniel -- Rhode Island Historical Society
1 map : 60 x 89 cm.
Facsimile of original published 1823.
Inset view: Hope College and University Hall.
M229

map6F G3774.P9 1823 A5 1953 (PrCt)

65661 Providence (R.I.) - Maps - 1857
Map of the city of Providence Rhode Island...
Authors: Walling, Henry Francis, 1825-1888 --
Baker, F. A. 1 map : hand col. ; 144 x 154 cm., folded to 37 x 27 cm.
"New York: Engraved, printed, colored and mounted at H. F. Walling & Co.'s map establishment [sic]."
Scale 1:4,200 or '350 feet to an inch.'
Sectioned, mounted on muslin and in portfolio 39 x 28 cm.
Relief shown by hachures.
Ten views of prominent buildings have been pasted down above and below map.
38081

ICN78

map5C G3774.P9 1857 .W3 (PrCt)

65662 Providence (R.I.) - Maps - 1875 -
Landowners<->Counties -
Maps<->Landowners - Maps
City atlas of Providence, Rhode Island by wards / surveyed and published by G.M. Hopkins ;
assistant surveyors : H.W. Hopkins, Geo. W. Bromley ; engraved by Edward Busch.
1 atlas : hand col. maps ; 45 x 37 cm.
Shows names of landowners.
Includes "business notices."
"From official records, private plans and actual surveys, based upon plans deposited in the Department of Surveys."
Contents: v.1. 1st, 2nd & 3rd wards and part of East Providence -- v. 2. 5th, 6th, 8th & 9th wards and parts of Johnston & Cranston -- v. 3. 4th, 7th & 10th wards.
Bookplate: Rhode Island Historical Society.
Presented by Brown & Sharpe ... 1907
Stamp: No longer property of Rhode Island State Library.
Phillips 2568.
38079

ICN78

oversize G1239.P9 H6 1875 (NLO)

65663 Providence (R.I.) - Maps - 1927 - Road maps<->Road maps
Map of the city of Providence Rhode Island.
Authors: Sampson, Murdock & Co. -- Sampson, Murdock & Co. Providence street directory : also a complete list of streets in Cranston, East Providence, Pawtucket and Central Falls ... (1927) -- Bennett, Albert A. (Albert Arnold), 1888-1971
1 map ; 41 x 44 cm., folded to 11 x 6 cm. + street directory (197 p. ; 14 cm.)
Issued in: Providence street directory : also a complete list of streets in Cranston, East Providence, Pawtucket and Central Falls ... (Providence, R.I. : Sampson & Murdock Co., c1927) inside back cover.
Cover title: Providence at a glance
Handstamp on front cover: Albert A. Bennett, Brown University, Providence, R.I.
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).

Road map4C G3774.P9P2 1927 .S3 (PrCt)

65664 Providence (R.I.) - Pictorial works -
1835<->First Baptist Church (Providence, R.I.) - Pictorial works -
1835<->Unitarian Church (Providence, R.I.) - Pictorial works -
1835
Authors: American Magazine of Useful Knowledge
4 views ; 10 x 15 cm. or smaller

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Prussia (Germany) - Historical geography - Maps - 1866


Authors: Schade, Theodor, d. 1882 -- Flemming, C. (Carl), 1806-1878.

Former owner’s signature: A. Rosenthal.
Maps by E. Biedermann and C. Gräf.
Scale 1:3,500,000.
Relief shown by hachures.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1911.S1 L44 1866 (NLO)

Prussia (Germany) - History - Maps - 1876


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Eschenhorst, J. Petermann’s planet, v. 1, p. 553

Baskes folio G1910 .S33 1876 (NLO)

Prussia (Germany) - History - Maps - 1897

History, Military - Maps - 1897

The Battles of Frederick the Great : abstracted from Thomas Carlyle’s biography of Frederick the Great / edited by Cyril Ransome. London : Edward Arnold, [1892].

Editor’s preface signed: C.R., Leeds, July 1, 1892.

Uniform title: History of Frederick II of Prussia, called Frederick the Great. Selections


Red leather prize binding; gold-stamped coat of arms (motto: Dieu et mon droit) and text: Schola Regia Gippesvicensis; blind-stamped decoration; dentelles.

Written in ms. on bookplate of Schola Regia Gippesvicensis: Midsummer exam, 1893, 2nd prize for German awarded to Scott.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1910 .S33 1876 (NLO)

Prussia (Germany) - History - Maps - 1876

History - Maps


Authors: Mortensen, Hans, 1894-1964 -- Mortensen, Gertrud -- Wenskus, Reinhard -- Jäger, Helmut, 1923- -- Steiner, F.

15 portfolios : ill., col. maps (part fold.) ; 64 x 57 cm.

Includes bibliographies.

Issued in parts.

Scale of principal maps 1:300,000.

Beginning with Lfg. 5: Herausgegeben von Hans Mortensen, Gertrud Mortensen, Reinhard Wenskus, und Helmut Jäger.

Accompanying texts (‘Erläuterungen’) inserted within portfolios or bound as separate volumes as MapC 122.

Newberry holdings (map portfolios): Lfg.1-Lfg.15

Newberry holdings (accompanying texts [MapC 122]): Lfg.4-Lfg.5, [Lfg.7], [Lfg.10]-[Lfg.11], Lfg.12, 1 booklet

LC Card Number 74653156

Cont.

ICN76

map8C 11 (NLO)

Prussia (Germany) - Maps - 1552

Woodcuts
**Prussia (Germany) - Maps - 1584-1588**
Prussiae regionis Samatiae Evropae nobiliss. vera et nova descriptio / auctore Gasparo Hennebergo Erlichensi Pastore Mulhausensi ... 1584. [Antwerp : Christophe Plantin], 1584 [i.e. 1588].
1 map : hand col. ; 35 x 41 cm.
In: Münster, Sebastian. Cosmographiae univeralis ... (Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552), p. 776.
References: Mickwitz and Miekkavaara, A.E. Nordenskiöld collection in the Helsinki University Library (1979-1995), v. 2, p. 82.
VAULT folio Ayer 7 .M8 1552, p. 776. (PrCt)


**Prussia (Germany) - Maps - 1606**
Authors: Henneberger, Caspar, 1529-1600 -- Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598 -- Norton, John, -1612 -- Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598. Theatrum orbis terrarum ... (1606) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 35 x 44 cm.
In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatrum orbis terrarum ... (London : J. Norton, 1606), [plate 99].
Printed no. 99 and English letterpress text on verso beginning: Sprvsia. Cromer in his description of Poland ... .


**Prussia (Germany) - Maps - 1625**
Authors: Purchas, Samuel, 1577?-1626 -- Hondius, Jodocus, 1563-1612 -- Purchas, Samuel, 1577?-1626. Purchas his pilgrimes (1625) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : copper engraving ; 13.6 x 18.1 cm. on sheet 32 x 21 cm.
Letterpress above map: Hondivs his Map of Borvssia, or Prvssia.
VAULT Ayer 110 .P9 1625, v. 3, p. 626 (PrCt)

**Prussia (Germany) - Maps - 1630<<>>Königsberg (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1630<<>>Kaliningrad (Kaliningradskaia oblast, Russia) - Pictorial works - 1630**
Tabula Prussiae eximâ curâ conscripta. [Amsterdam]: Nicolaum Iohannidem Piscatorem, 1630.
Authors: Henneberger, Caspar, 1529-1600 -- Visscher, Claes Jansz., 1586 or 7-1652 -- Goos, Abraham -- Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Henneberch, Caspar Erlichensem,
1529-1600 SEE Henneberger, Caspar, 1529-1600 -- Erlichensem, Caspar Henneberch, 1529-1600 SEE Henneberger, Caspar, 1529-1600
1 map : hand col. ; 43 x 53 cm.
Inset view (7 x 19 cm.) with references 1-13: Konigsberg.
Remnants of binding stub and manuscript '94' on verso.
Forms part of the Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Visscher 84 (PrCt)

65682 Prussia (Germany) - Maps - 1659
La Prusse duche divisee en royale et ducale.
Paris : chez l'auteur, 1659.
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Somer, J. -- Mariette, Pierre, 1603-1657 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (1658 [i.e. 1659?])
1 map : hand col. ; 38 x 51 cm.
Includes key to military districts.
In: Sanson, Nicolas. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (1658 [i.e. 1659?]) see en royale et ducale
1 map ; 38 x 51 cm.

65683 Prussia (Germany) - Maps - 1682
Magnae Prussiae ducatus tabula. Amsterdam, [1682?].
Authors: Visscher, Claes Jansz., 1586 or 7-1652 -- Allard, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709 -- Allard, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709. Atlas minor sive tabulae geographicae ... [1682?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 43 x 53 cm.
In: Allard, Carel. Atlas minor sive tabulae geographicae proecipuorum regnorum regionum, insularum, provinrarum, etc. (Amsterdam : C. Allard, 1682?) pl. [12].
Cf. Koeman, Visscher [216].
Copy 1 of state 1.
Copy 2 of state 1: Ayer +*135 W8 no. [44].
Ca. 1720 state of same plate: Sack map4F oG6522.P8 1680 V5 state 1720.
4298
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .A4 A pl. [12] (PrCt)

65684 Prussia (Germany) - Maps - 1700
Magnae Prussiae ducatus tabula. [Amsterdam : Frederik de Wit, ca. 1700?].
Authors: Visscher, Claes Jansz., 1586 or 7-1652 -- Allard, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709 -- Wit, Frederik de de Wit, Frederik de. Atlas [ca. 1700?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 43 x 53 cm.
Koeman, Visscher [216].
Copy 2 of state 1.
Copy 1 of state 1: Ayer +*135 A4 A no. [12].
Ca. 1720 state of same plate: Sack map4F oG6522.P8 1680 V5 state 1720.
4299
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .W8 A no. [44] (PrCt)

Includes bibliography.
To Collection Services for cataloging, Jan 2011 (PrCt)

65686 Prussia (Germany) - Maps - 1720
Magnae Prussiae ducatus tabula. Amsterdam, [ca. 1720].
Authors: Visscher, Claes Jansz., 1586 or 7-1652 -- Schenk, Pieter, ca. 1698-1775 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:O10
1 map ; 43 x 53 cm.
Ca. 1720 state of the plate.
Copy 1 of state 1 (ca. 1680): Ayer +*135 A4 A no. [12].
Copy 2 of state 1: Ayer +*135 W8 no. [44].
3286
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6522.P8 1680 V5 state 1720 (PrCt)

65687 Prussia (Germany) - Maps - 1725
Regni Prussiae et Prussiae Polonicae. Amsterdam , [ca. 1725].
Authors: Cóvens et Mortier -- Wit, Frederik de de Wit, Frederik de de Wit, Frederik de. Atlas [ca. 1700?] -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:O11
1 map ; 44 x 32 cm.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
3285
Sack map4F G6522.P8 1725 C6 (PrCt)
65688  **Prussia (Germany) - Maps - 1731**
Le Royme. de Prusse : erigé par l'empereur Leopold en faveur de Frederic Ir, de ce nom electeur et marquis de Brandebourg couronné en janvier en 1701 : et la Prusse royale, qui appartient à la couronne de Pologne ... / par le Sr. Sanson d'Abbeville, geogr. ordre. de S.M. ; Somer sculp. A Paris : Ches le Sr. Robert, geog. ord. du roi, quai de l'Horloge, 1731.
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Somer, J. -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Delamarche, Charles François, 1740-1817. Atlas général : contenant le détail des quatre parties du monde [1798?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 38 x 52 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:875,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
In composite world atlas possibly compiled and published by Charles François Delamarche: Atlas général : contenant le détail des quatre parties du monde [Paris? : s.n., 1798?], [ptie 1], [plate 44].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
**Baskes oversize G1015 .A77 1798, [ptie 1], [plate 44] (NLO)**

65689  **Prussia (Germany) - Maps - 1740**
Borussiae regnum : sub fortissimo tutamine et justissimo regimine serenissimi ac potentissimi principis Frederici Wilhemi, cum adjacentib. regionibus / mappa geographica delineatum cura et sumtibus Matth. Seuteri ... Aug. [Augsburg : Seutter, 1740?].
Authors: Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756 -- Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756. Atlas novus sive tabulæ geographicae totius orbi faciem, partes, imperia, regna et provincias exhibentes [1740?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 55 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:740,000].
Inset: Principatus neocomensis Neufchatel ad Borussiae regem.
In: Seutter, Matthaeus. Atlas novus sive tabulæ geographicae totius orbis faciem, partes, imperia, regna et provincias exhibentes (Augsburg : [Seutter]. 1740?)], plate [41].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
**VAULT Baskes oversize G1015 .S48 1740, plate [41] (NLO)**

65690  **Prussia (Germany) - Maps - 1740<->Neuchâtel (Switzerland) - Maps - 1740**
Borussiae regnum su fortissimo tutamine et justissimo regimine ... [Augsburg] : Matth. Seuteri, [ca. 1740?].
Authors: Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756 -- Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756. [A Collection of Seutter maps] [1726-1773]
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 56 cm.
Inset (13 x 11 cm.): Principatus neocomensis seu Neuvechatel ad Borussiae regem.
Forms part of a made-to-order composite atlas chiefly comprised of undated maps issued ca. 1734-ca. 1744.
**Case oversize G 1007 .81 pl. [82] (PrCt)**

65691  **Prussia (Germany) - Maps - 1742**
Le Royaume de Prusse ... Paris : Le Rouge, 1742 [i.e. 1748?].
Authors: Le Rouge, Georges-Louis -- Le Rouge, Georges-Louis. Recueil contenant des cartes nouvelles ... (1742 [i.e. 1748?]?) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 54 cm.
In: Le Rouge, Georges-Louis. Recueil contenant des cartes nouvelles ... (Paris : chez le Sr. Le Rouge, 1742 [i.e. 1748?]?) .
Manuscript "77" on verso.
**oversize Ayer 135 .L6 1742 pl. 77 (PrCt)**

65692  **Prussia (Germany) - Maps - 1745<->Prusy Królewskie (Poland) - Maps - 1745**
Regnum Borussiae gloriosus auspiciis serenissimi & potentissimi ... Nuremberg : Homann Erben, [ca. 1745].
Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Homann Erben (Firm) -- Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724. Atlas novus terrarum orbis [ca. 1745] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 56 cm.
In: Homann, Johann Baptist. Atlas novus terrarum orbis (Nuremberg : [Homann Erben, ca. 1745]), [plate 152].
Manuscript "154" and "156" on verso.
**oversize Ayer 135 .H7 1730, [plate 152] (PrCt)**

65693  **Prussia (Germany) - Maps - 1751**
La Prusse divisée en Prusse royale, et Prusse ducale : laquelle a été érigée en royaume par l'Empereur Leopold en faveur de Frederic I, Elect. de Brandenbourg couronné en Janvier 1701 / par le Sr. Robert ... [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy], 1751.
Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1758?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 60 cm.
In: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles. Atlas universel (Paris : Chez les auteurs, quay de l'Horloge du Palais, Boudet libraire imprimeur du roi, rué St. Jacques, 1757 [i.e. 1758?]), [plate 74].
"Prusse" -- oversize letterpress title stamped on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
**Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1757, [plate 74]**
(PrCt)

65694  Prussia (Germany) - Maps - 1751
La Prusse divisée en Prusse royale, et Prusse ducale : laquelle a été érigée en royaume par l'Empereur Leopold en faveur de Frédéric I, Elect. de Brandenbourg couronné en Janvier 1701 / par le Sr. Robert ... [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy], 1751.
Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1790?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 60 cm.
In: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles. Atlas universel / par M. Robert ... et par M. Robert de Vaugondy son fils ... (A Paris : Chez De la Marche, géographe, rue du Foin St. Jacques, Collège de Me. Gervais, 1757, [i.e. 1790?]), [plate 75].
"Prusse" and "75" -- oversize letterpress title and number stamped on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .S4 1807, v. 1, no. 49 (PrCt)

65697  Prussia (Germany) - Maps - 1788<<<Holy Roman Empire - Maps - 1788<<<Prussia (Germany) - Historical geography - Maps - 1788
Authors: Mentelle, E. (Edme), 1730 -- Tardieu, P. F. (Pierre François), 1757-1822 -- Volland, Calixte, fl. 1787-1808 -- Mirabeau, Honoré-Gabriel de Riquetti, comte de, 1749-. De la monarchie prussienne, sous Frédéric le Grand -- Lejay, fl. 1788 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([20] leaves of plates) : 10 folded maps ; 44 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Cover title: Prussia
Without title page, as issued? Statements of responsibility and publisher statement from maps.
Publisher statement on paper label pasted over portion of text in each map cartouche; original text reads: Pour l’ouvrage intitulé, De la monarchie prussienne.
Probably a reissue of the 10 maps included in Atlas de la monarchie prussienne (ESTC T83508), issued to accompany Mirabeau's De la monarchie prussienne, sous Frédéric le Grand and originally published: Londres [i.e. Paris?] : s.n., 1788.
Uniform title: Atlas de la monarchie prussienne.
Selections
Street number "20" in publisher's statement corrected in ms. to "19"; contents listed in ms. on front flyleaf.
Scales differ.
Modern quarter bound marbled papers and green cloth over boards; green paper label with gold stamped cover title: Prussia.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Cf. Phillips 4037
Baskes oversize G1111.S5 M46 1788 (NLO)

65696  Prussia (Germany) - Maps - 1776
Carte de la Prusse occidentale où sont tracées les provinces cédées par la Pologne au roi de Prusse / suivant l'exemplaire Homarian de l'an 1775. A Venise [Venice] : par P. Santini, 1776.
Authors: Homann Erben (Firm) -- Santini, P. -- Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (1784 [i.e. 1807?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 43 x 64 cm.
In: Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (Venice : par P. Santini, rue Ste. Justine, chez M. Remondini, 1784 [i.e. 1807?]), v. 1, no. "P.I. 49"
65698  Prussia (Germany) - Maps - 1788<<<Holy Roman Empire - Maps - 1788<<<Prussia (Germany) - Historical geography - Maps - 1788
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Historical geography - Maps - 1788
Authors: Mentelle, E. (Edme), 1730-1815 -- Tardieu, P. F. (Pierre François), 1757-1822 -- Volland, Calixte, fl. 1787-1808 -- Mirabeau, Honoré-Gabriel de Riquetti, comte de, 1749-. De la monarchie prussienne, sous Frédéric le Grand -- Lejay, fl. 1788 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 10 maps ; 430 x 295 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

65699 Prussia (Germany) - Maps - 1794
The Kingdom of Prussia, and its newly incorporated province of Polish Prussia ... / by John Roberts, geographer. London : Laurie & Whittle, 12th May, 1794.
Authors: Roberts, John, 1768 -- Laurie & Whittle -- Laurie & Whittle. A New and elegant imperial sheet atlas comprehending general and particular maps of every part of the world ... [1801?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 45 x 61 cm.
In Robert Laurie and James Whittle. A New and elegant imperial sheet atlas comprehending general and particular maps of every part of the world ... (London : printed and published by R. Laurie and J. Whittle, 1800 [i.e. 1801?] no. 30. Stamped "30" on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .S4 1807, v. 1, no. 48 (PrCt)

65702 Prussia (Germany) - Maps - 1810
Prussian dominions. London : Cadell & Davies [et al], 1810 [i.e. 1815].
Authors: Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826 -- Hebert, Lewis, fl. 1809-1838 -- Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Cadell & Davies -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826. A Modern atlas : from the latest and best authorities ... (1815) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 68 cm.
Drawn under the direction of Mr. Pinkerton by L. Herbert.' Running title in upper margin: Pinkerton's modern atlas.
oversize Ayer 135 .P6 1815 pl. [16] (PrCt)

65703 Prussia (Germany) - Maps - 1811
A New map of the kingdom of Prussia, with its divisions into provinces and governments, from the latest authorities. London : J. Cary, 1811.
Authors: Cary, John, approximately 1754-1835 -- =Cary, John, approximately 1754-1835. Cary's New universal atlas ... (1811 [i.e. 1812?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 44 x 50 cm.
In: Cary, John. Cary's New universal atlas, containing distinct maps of all the principal states and kingdoms throughout the world (London: Printed for J. Cary, 1811 [i.e. 1812?]) pl. [33].
Printed paste-on no. 36.
oversize Ayer 135 .C3 1811 pl. 33 (PrCt)

65704 Prussia (Germany) - Maps - 1815
Authors: Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1817?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 50 x 58 cm.
Printed paste-on label 'No. 31' at upper right.
In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (Edinburgh ; London ; Dublin : George Ramsay

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Prussia (Germany) - Maps - 1815

Authors: Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1821?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 20 x 25 cm.
In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (Edinburgh ; London ; Dublin : John Thomson and Company ; Baldwin, Craddock, and Joy ; John Cumming, 1817, [i.e. 1821?]) map 31.
Printed paste-on label 'No. 31' on verso.

oversize Ayer 135.T4 1817 map 31 (PrCt)

Prussia (Germany) - Maps - 1818

Prussian dominions / drawn under the direction of Mr. Pinkerton by L. Hebert ; Neele sculpt. 352 Strand. Philada. [Philadelphia] : Published by Dobson, [1818].
Authors: Hebert, Lewis, fl. 1809-1838 -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826 -- Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Dobson, Thomas, 1751-1823 -- Thomas Dobson and Son -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826. A Modern atlas : from the latest and best authorities exhibiting the various divisions of the world ... (1818) 1 map ; hand col. ; 49 x 68 cm.
Running title: Pinkerton's modern atlas
In: Pinkerton, John. A Modern atlas : from the latest and best authorities exhibiting the various divisions of the world ... (Philadelphia : Thomas Dobson & Son, 1818), plate [15]

Case oversize G1019 .P56 1818, plate [15] (PrCt)

Prussia (Germany) - Maps - 1822

Prussian dominions. [Edinburgh] : Drawn and engraved for Thomson's New general atlas, [1822?].
Authors: Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1822?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; hand col. ; 50 x 58 cm.
In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (Edinburgh ; London ; Dublin : Printed by G. Ramsay and Co. for J. Thomson and Co. ; Baldwin, Craddock and Joy ; John Cumming, 1821 [i.e. 1822?]), v. 1, map 31.
Engraved 'No. 31' at upper right.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1821, v. 1, map 31 (NLO)

Prussia (Germany) - Maps - 1823

Authors: Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Hall, Sidney -- Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823. A New general atlas constructed from the latest authorities ... (1823) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 20 x 25 cm.
In: Arrowsmith, Aaron. A New general atlas constructed from the latest authorities ... Exhibiting the boundaries and divisions, also the chains of mountains and other geographical features of all the known countries in the world (Edinburgh ; London : A. Constable & Co., 1823), pl. 26. Inset, Neufchatel and Valangin.

folio Ayer 135 .A65 1823 pl. 26 (PrCt)

Prussia (Germany) - Maps - 1825

Prussia. [Philadelphia ; New York etc. Samuel F. Bradford and Murray, Fairman and Co., Peter A. Mesier etc., 1825?].

Ayer 135 .R29 plate [20] (PrCt)

Prussia (Germany) - Maps - 1826

Prussia. Philadelphia : A. Finley, [1826].
Authors: Finley, A. (Anthony) -- Young & Delleker -- Finley, A. (Anthony). A New general atlas, comprising a complete set of maps, representing the grand divisions of the globe ... (1826) 1 map ; hand col. ; 21 x 28 cm.
In: Finley, Anthony. A New general atlas, comprising a complete set of maps, representing the grand divisions of the globe ... (Philadelphia ; New York etc. ; Samuel F. Bradford and Murray, Fairman and Co., Peter A. Mesier etc., 1805-1825), pl. 43.

Case folio G1019 .F5 1826 pl. 43 (PrCt)

Prussia (Germany) - Maps - 1828


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

1 atlas (46 leaves) : 22 col. maps ; 59 cm. + commentary (viii, 216 p. ; 24 cm.)

Facsimile reprint of original published: Berlin : S. Schropp, 1828.

Series: Publikationen der Historischen Kommission zu Berlin. Reihe 'Kartenwerk zur preussischen Geschichte' ; Ltg. 3

Includes bibliographical references.

ISBN 3920597486

oversize G1918.P7F7 D67 1990 (NLO)

65712 Prussia (Germany) - Maps - 1829


Authors: Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (1829) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newbury Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 50 x 58 cm.


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newbury Library.

Engraved no. "31" at upper right.

Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1829 map 31 (NLO)

65713 Prussia (Germany) - Maps - 1833


Authors: Young & Delleker -- Finley, A. (Anthony) -- Finley, A. (Anthony). A New general atlas ... (1833) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newbury Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 21 x 28 cm.

In: Finley, Anthony. A New general atlas : comprising a complete set of maps, representing the grand divisions of the globe ... (Philadelphia : Anthony Finley, 1833), plate 44.

Sheet corner numbered 44.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newbury Library.

Baskes folio G1019 .F5 1833, plate 44 (PrCt)

65714 Prussia (Germany) - Maps - 1834


Authors: Arrowsmith, John, 1790-1873 -- Arrowsmith, John, 1790-1873. The London atlas of universal geography ... [1837] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newbury Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 63 cm.

Engraved no. "13" at lower right.

In: Arrowsmith, John. [The London atlas of universal geography : exhibiting the physical & political divisions of the various countries of the world, constructed from original materials] [London : J. Arrowsmith, 1837], map 13.

Baskes oversize G1019 .A778 1837, map 13 (NLO)

65715 Prussia (Germany) - Maps - 1836


Authors: Russo, Giosuè, 1781-1840 -- Russo, Vincenzo, fl. 1834-1836 -- Russo, Luigi, fl. 1834-1836 -- Galanti, Luigi. Atlante di geografia moderna ... (1834-1836 [i.e. 1847?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newbury Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 32 x 42 cm.

Inset (9 x 12 cm.): Pianta di Berlino

In: Galanti, Luigi. Atlante di geografia moderna : in 30 carte (Naples : [Luigi Galanti], 1834-1836 [i.e. 1847?]), plate 14

Engraved no. 14 at upper right.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newbury Library.

Baskes oversize G1019 .G23 1836, plate 14 (PrCt)

65716 Prussia (Germany) - Maps - 1840

Prussia States. London : Mr. Bull, [ca. 1840].

Authors: Starling, Thomas -- Bull and Churton -- Bull, Mr., fl. ca. 1840 -- Starling, Thomas. The Royal cabinet atlas ... [ca. 1840]

1 map : hand col. ; 8 x 14 cm.

In: Starling, Thomas. The Royal cabinet atlas ... (London : Bull and Churton, [ca. 1840]) 'Pl. XLVI' [i.e. 25].

map3C 5 map [25] (PrCt)

65717 Prussia (Germany) - Maps - 1842

De Peyster, J. Watts (John Watts), 1821-1907<<>>DePeyster, J. Watts (John Watts), 1821-1907 SEE De Peyster, J. Watts (John Watts), 1821-1907

DePeyster, J. Watts (John Watts), 1821-1907<<>>Peyster, J. Watts (John Watts) de, 1821-1907 SEE De Peyster, J. Watts (John Watts), 1821-1907

De Peyster, J. Watts (John Watts), 1821-1907 -- Peyster, J. Watts (John Watts) de, 1821-1907


Authors: Berghaus, Heinrich Karl Wilhelm, 1797-1884 -- De Peyster, J. Watts (John Watts), 1821-1907 -- Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Wainwright, William P. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newbury Library)

DePeyster, J. Watts (John Watts), 1821-1907

DePeyster, J. Watts (John Watts), 1821-1907 SEE De Peyster, J. Watts (John Watts), 1821-1907

De Peyster, J. Watts (John Watts), 1821-1907 -- Peyster, J. Watts (John Watts) de, 1821-1907


Authors: Berghaus, Heinrich Karl Wilhelm, 1797-1884 -- De Peyster, J. Watts (John Watts), 1821-1907 -- Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Wainwright, William P. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newbury Library)

DePeyster, J. Watts (John Watts), 1821-1907

DePeyster, J. Watts (John Watts), 1821-1907 SEE De Peyster, J. Watts (John Watts), 1821-1907

De Peyster, J. Watts (John Watts), 1821-1907 -- Peyster, J. Watts (John Watts) de, 1821-1907

1821-1907 SEE De Peyster, J. Watts (John Watts), 1821-1907
1 atlas ([4] p., 10 folded leaves of plates) : 10 folded hand col. maps ; 25 cm.
Cover title: Geographisch-Statistischer Atlas der Preußischen Monarchie in zehn illuminierten Karten von H. Berghaus
Publisher's printed paper label on cover with title: Geographisch-Statistischer Atlas der Preußischen Monarchie in zehn illuminierten Karten von H. Berghaus
"Gezeichnet und gestochen in der geographischen Kunst - Schule zu Potsdam."
Printed sheets of biographical information on J. Watts de Peyster pasted in.
Scales differ.
Owner's inscription: Presented with Merry Christmas by her dear, old friend Col. Wm. P. Wainwright...
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1910 .B47 1842 (NLO)

65718 Prussia (Germany) - Maps - 1845
Prussia. [New York : H.S. Tanner, 1845].
Authors: Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858. A New general atlas, comprising a complete set of maps ... (1845)
1 map ; hand col. ; 21 x 27 cm.
Several lines of manuscript notes on verso.
In: Tanner, Henry Schenck. A New general atlas, comprising a complete set of maps ... (New York : Tanner's Geographical Establishment, 1845) map '14'.
oversize G 10 .622 map 14 (PrCt)

65719 Prussia (Germany) - Maps - 1845<>>Berlin Region (Germany) - Maps - 1845
Prussia. [Philadelphia : Carey & Hart, 1845].
Authors: Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Carey & Hart -- Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858. A New universal atlas ... (1845)
1 map ; hand col. ; 28 x 36 cm.
Inset (10 x 12 cm.) : Environ of Berlin.
In: Tanner, Henry Schenck. A New universal atlas ... (Philadelphia : Carey & Hart, 1845) map '53.'
Case oversize G1019 .T2 1845 map 53 (PrCt)

65720 Prussia (Germany) - Maps - 1847<>>Berlin Region (Germany) - Maps - 1847
Prussia. [Philadelphia : S. Augustus Mitchell, 1847].
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868. A New universal atlas containing maps of the various empires, kingdoms, states, and republics of the world ... (1847)
1 map ; hand col. ; 27 x 21 cm.
Inset (10 x 12 cm.) : Environ of Berlin.
In: Mitchell, S. Augustus. A New universal atlas containing maps of the various empires, kingdoms, states, and republics of the world ... (Philadelphia : S. Augustus Mitchell, 1847) pl. [54].
Printed plate no. '53' lined out and replaced with manuscript '54'.
oversize G 10 .579 pl. [54] (PrCt)

65721 Prussia (Germany) - Maps - 1850<>>Berlin Region (Germany) - Maps - 1850
Prussia. [Philadelphia] : Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co. -- 1850 [i.e. 1852].
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co. -- Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868. A New universal atlas ... (1852)
1 map ; hand col. ; 28 x 36 cm.
Entered according to act of Congress in ... 1850 by Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co. ...

Inset (10 x 12 cm.) : Environ of Berlin.
In: Mitchell, S. Augustus. New universal atlas ... (Philadelphia : Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co., 1852) pl. '54'.
oversize G1019 .N49 1852 pl. 54 (PrCt)

65722 Prussia (Germany) - Maps - 1851<>>Europe, Central - Maps - 1851<>>Berlin (Germany) - Maps - 1851 - Pictorial works
Authors: Rapkin, J. -- Tallis, John, 1817-1876 -- Salmon, John Francis, ca. 1814-ca. 1875 -- Fisher, S. -- Martin, Robert Montgomery, 1803?-1868. Tallis's illustrated atlas, and modern history of the world ... (1851)
1 map ; hand col. ; 22 x 30 cm.
Inset views (7 x 9 cm. and smaller): French church, Berlin -- The Royal Palace ... -- Berlin -- Brandenburg Gate.
In: Martin, Robert Montgomery. Tallis's illustrated atlas, and modern history of the world ... (London : New York : J. Tallis, 1851) pl. [17].
folio G1019 .M197 1851 pl. [17] (PrCt)

65723 Prussia (Germany) - Maps - 1861<>>Berlin Region (Germany) - Maps - 1861<>>Potsdam Region (Germany) - Maps - 1861
Edinburgh & Liverpool : George Philip & Son, [1866].
Authors: Bartholomew, John, 1831-1914.

Johnson's new illustrated family atlas of the world : containing, in a series of entirely original and authentic maps ... (Paris ; Leipzig ; Neuchâtel, [1861])
1 atlas (12 p., XII leaves of plates) : col. coats of arms, geneal. table, 12 col. maps ; 24 x 36 cm.
Maps : Durchlichtungsdruck: Berliner Lithographisches Institut.
Authors: Mück, Ida.

Prussia (Germany) - Maps - 1866
Prussia and the North German Confederation / by J. Bartholomew. F.R.G.S.
London & Liverpool : George Philip & Son, [1866].
Authors: Bartholomew, John, 1831-1914.

Hughes, William, 1817-1876. Grand atlas universel : ou collection de cartes nouvelles ... (1866) -- George Philip & Son
1 map : col. ; 52 x 65 cm.
Scale: 1 : 1,750,000
No. "18" printed on verso.
oversize G 10 .42, plate 18 (PrCt)

Prussia (Germany) - Maps - 1866
Authors: Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884.

Johnson’s new illustrated family atlas of the world ... (1869) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 54 x 39 cm.
"Entered according to act of Congress in the year 1866, by A.J. Johnson in the Clerk’s Office of the District Court of the United States for the Southern District of New York."
Inset (15 x 10 cm.): North eastern Prussia.
In: Johnson, Alvin Jewett. Johnson’s new illustrated family atlas of the world ... (New York : A.J. Johnson, publisher, 1869), [plate 45]
Sheet corners numbered 89 and 90.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1019 .J5 1869, [plate 45] (PrCt)

Prussia (Germany) - Maps - 1872
Oder River Valley - Maps - 1872
Rügen Island (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1872
Oldenburg (Germany) - Maps - 1872

Prussia according to Weiland, Stieler &c. / compiled by J. Hugh Johnson F.R.G.S.
Authors: Johnson, John Hugh, fl. 1854-1870 -- Weiland, C. F. (Carl Ferdinand), 1847 -- Stieler, Adolf, 1775-1836 -- A. Fullarton & Co. -- A. Fullarton & Co. The Royal illustrated atlas of modern geography [1872?]
1 map : col. ; 40 x 52 cm.
Insets (23 x 16 cm. or smaller): The Lower course & estuary of the river Oder, with the island of Rugen &c. on an enlarged scale -- Prussian naval station in Oldenburg -- Principality of Neuchâtel -- Principality of Hohenzollern.
Insets include printed paste-on numbers 1 - 4.
Printed plate no. "XVI" at upper right and on verso.
Case oversize G1019 .A38 1872, plate [16] (PrCt)

Prussia (Germany) - Maps - 1911
Prussia (Germany) - Historical geography - Maps - 1911
Historical atlases

Authors: Mück, Ida -- Berliner Lithographisches Institut -- Gea Verlag -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Mueck, Ida SEE Mück, Ida
1 atlas ([8] p., XII leaves of plates) : ill., 12 col. maps ; 24 x 36 cm.
On maps: Durchlichtungsdruck: Berliner Lithographisches Institut.
Some maps partially cut out to show acquisition of territory by overlays.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1911.S1 M83 1911 (NLO)

Prussia (Germany) - Maps - 1915
Prussia (Germany) - Historical geography - Maps - 1915
Historical atlases

Authors: Mück, Ida -- Berliner Lithographisches Institut -- Gea Verlag -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([12] p., XII leaves of plates) : col. coats of arms, geneal. table, 12 col. maps ; 23 x 36 cm.
Edition: Jubiläums-Aufl.
Cover title: Preussen-Atlas : Jubiläums-Ausgabe
65727

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
zur 500 jährigen Hohenzollernherrschaft in 
Bransenburg-Preussen 
On maps: Durchlichtungsdruck: Berliner 
Lithographisches Institut. 
Some maps partially cut out to show acquisition 
of territory by overlays. 
Coat of arms hand colored. 
Previously published by Gea Verlag under title: 
Atlas zur territorialen Entwicklung Preussens mit 
geschichtlichen Erläuterungen und einer 
Abbildung des Königlich Preussischen grossen 
Wappenschildes. 
Scales differ. 
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at 
the Newberry Library. 
Baskes folio G1911.S1 M83 1915 (NLO)

65729 Prussia (Germany) - Maps - 1934<->Gdansk 
(Poland) - Maps - 1934<->Klaipeda 
(Lithuania : District) - Maps - 1934 
Ostpreussen, Danzig, Memelgebiet. Leipzig : 
Bibliographisches Institut, 1934. 
Authors: Meyers Reisebücher -- 
Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Roger S. 
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 
1 v. : 27 maps 
2nd ed. 
Hauenstein, W. Wegweiser durch Meyers 
Reisebücher, 1862-1936 : Bibliographie 
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. 
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) 
(PrCt)

65730 Prussia (Germany) - Maps - 1941 
Ostpreussen : mit Angaben für Autofahrer. Berlin : 
Grieben-Verlag, 1941. 
Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag 
-- Kraatz, Leopold -- Roger S. Baskes Collection 
(Newberry Library) 
130, x p., [2] folded leaves of plates : ill., 7 maps 
(some col., some folded) ; 16 cm. 
[2nd ed.?] 
'Mit 7 Karten und Plänen und 10 Abbildungen.' 
Maps lithographed by Leopold Kraatz. 
Advertisements: x p. at end. 
Includes index. 
Series: Grieben-Reiseführer ; Bd. 54 
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at 
the Newberry Library. 
Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 54 (1941) (NLO)

65731 Prussia (Germany) - Maps - 1988 - Cities and 
towns<->Cities and towns - Prussia 
(Germany) - Maps - 1988 
Authors: Barran, Fritz R. -- Rautenberg, G. 
223 p. : maps ; 31 cm. 
ISBN 3792103745 
folio G1918 .E2 B37 1988 (NLO)

65732 Prusssia - Maps - 1860<->Scandinavia - 
Maps - 1860 

65735 Psara Island (Greece) - Maps -
Wing Z 008 .08, v. 19, p. 193-197 (PrCt)

65744 Ptolemy, active 2nd century. Cartography - Islands
Atoll-Inseln nach Ptolemäus. [Gotha, 1933].
Authors: Cabos, Hans-Victor -- Petermanns geographische Mitteilungen -- Peterm. Mitt. SEE
Petermanns geographische Mitteilungen p. 129
In Petermanns geographische Mitteilungen 79 (1933): 129.
G 007 .67, v. 79, p. 129 (PrCt)

65745 Ptolemy, active 2nd century. - Cartometry - Greece - Cartometry
Paper prepared for Int. Conf. on Hist. of Cartog. (16th), Vienna, 1995.
Vert 2011, no. 1 (PrCt)

65746 Ptolemy, active 2nd century. - Cartometry - Macedonia - Cartometry
Identification of unidentified historical sites in Macedonia with the aid of a comparison of Ptolemy's and present-day coordinates. 2003.

65747 Ptolemy, active 2nd century. - Danube River Valley - Maps - 100-199
Authors: Malir, Josef E. -- Sborník II. sjezdu ceskoslovenských geografů v Bratislave 1933 = Comptes rendus du IIe congrès des géographes tchécoslovaques Bratislava 1933
Pp. 67-74
In Sborník II. sjezdu ceskoslovenských geografů v Bratislave 1933 = Comptes rendus du IIe congrès des géographes tchécoslovaques Bratislava 1933 (Bratislava: Ceskoslovenští geografové, 1933), pp. 67-74.
Not at Newberry Library (June 2012) (PrCt)

65748 Ptolemy, active 2nd century. - France - History, Ancient - Maps
La Carte de Gaule de Ptolémée [I]. [Bordeaux, 1933].
Authors: Berthelot, André, 1862-1938 -- Revue des études anciennes
Pp. 293-302, 425-435

Not at Newberry Library (Dec. 2009) (PrCt)

65749 Ptolemy, active 2nd century. Geographia
The Origin of Ptolemy's geographia. 1945.
Authors: Bagrow, Leo
BHC 1051
Vert 617 (PrCt)

65750 Ptolemy, active 2nd century. Geographia
Authors: Dilke, Oswald Ashton Wentworth -- Dilke, Margaret S.
From Geographical Magazine (October 1985): 544-549, maps, ill..
BHC 1224
Vert 849 (PrCt)

65751 Ptolemy, active 2nd century. Geographia
The original Ptolemy. 1977.
Authors: Dilke, Oswald Ashton Wentworth -- International Conference on the History of Cartography (7th : 1977 : Washington)
4 p.; 30 cm.
Vert 1524, no. 2 (PrCt)

65752 Ptolemy, active 2nd century. Geographia
The Parallels on the Ptolemaic maps. 1941.
Authors: Diller, Aubrey, 1903-1985 p. [1], 4-7 : 28 cm.
Vert 1524, no. 2 (PrCt)

65753 Ptolemy, active 2nd century. Geographia
La Géographie de Ptolémée en Occident (IVe-XVe siècle) / Patrick Gautier Dalché.
Authors: Gautier Dalché, Patrick 442 p. : ill. (chiefly col.), maps ; 28 cm.
"Ouvrage publié avec le concours de l'Equipe associée 4116 du C.N.R.S. 'Savoirs et pratiques du Moyen Âge à l'ère moderne' et de l'École pratique des hautes études."
Includes bibliographical references (p. [341]-385) and indexes.
Series: Terrarvm orbis ; 9.
ISBN 9782503531649 (hdc.) ; 2503531644 (hdc.)
folio G87.P93 G38 2009 (NLO)

65754 Ptolemy, active 2nd century. Geographia

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Greek manuscript of the first third of the 15th-century, possibly written in Florence; does not include maps.

Uniform title: Geographia

Exhibited at the Newberry Library as part of Ptolemy's geography and Renaissance mapmakers (November 3, 2007-February 16, 2008).

VAULT oversize Ayer MS 743 (PrCt)

65760 Ptolemy, active 2nd century. Geographia (1465-1470) - Manuscripts - Facsimiles Geographia - 1465-1470 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Atlases, Turkish - 1465-1470 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles - Turkish Atlases SEE Atlases, Turkish


English version of Arabic title and imprint by Rev. Camille Zaidan, Washington, D.C.

Facsimile ed. of a 15th-century Turkish ms. in Arabic of Ptolemy's Geographia (Aya Sofia MS 2610), the first Arabic translation of his work, made ca. 1465-1470 by Georgios Amirutzus (also known as Georgios Trapezuntos) for Mohammed II (1430-1481); cf. History of cartography / Leo Bagrow ; revised and enlarged by R.A. Skelton. Cambridge, Mass. : Harvard University Press, 1964, p. 209-210, 228.


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Phillips 5910.

Wolf 2233

Baskes oversize G1005 14-- .G46 1932 (NLO)
65761 Ptolemy, active 2nd century. Geographia (1477)
Authors: Gamba, Bartolommeo, 1776-1841 -- Newberry Library. John M. Wing Foundation
L p. : ill. ; 23 cm.
The date 1762 given in the colophon in the Bologna Ptolemy is in error.
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.
Wing Z 3135 .B635 (NLO)

65762 Ptolemy, active 2nd century. Geographia (1478) Lettering - Maps Map printing - Engravings
The Lettering of the Rome Ptolemy of 1478. [London : Royal Geographical Society, 1943].
Authors: Hinks, Arthur R. (Arthur Robert), 1873-1945 -- Geographical journal (1943)
p. 188-190 ; 24 cm.
In: Geographical journal 101 (1943): 188-190.

65763 Ptolemy, active 2nd century. Geographia (15--?) - Manuscripts - Facsimiles Atlases, Polish - 1500-1599 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles (Provisional Heading) Polish Atlases SEE Atlases, Polish
Authors: Ptolemy, active 2nd century -- Modelski-Strzelecka, B. -- Campbell, Eila M. J. -- Academie Polonaise -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 13 maps ; 395 x 297 mm.
OCLC 171944.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

65764 Ptolemy, active 2nd century. Geographia (1513) Waldseemüller, Martin, 1470-1521?
Authors: Sanz, Carlos, 1903-1979 -- Revista de archivos, bibliotecas y museos (1957)
Vert 3197, no. 3 (PrCt)

65765 Ptolemy, active 2nd century. Geographia (1522) Cartography - History - Africa
Authors: Fischer, Joseph, 1858-1944 -- Mitteilungen der Geographischen gesellschaft in Wien (1941)
p. 1-7 : 2 maps ; 28 cm.
Vert 3198, no. 2 (PrCt)

65766 Ptolemy, active 2nd century. Geographia (Amsterdam, 1618)
Preface to Ptolemy's ancient geography by P. Bertius translated from the Latin by C.W. Amerasinghe. [19--?].
Authors: Bertius, Petrus, 1565-1629 -- Amerasinghe, C. W.
21 p. ; 30 cm.
BHC 1065
Vert 632 (PrCt)

65767 Ptolemy, active 2nd century. Geographia (Basel, 1540-1552)
Bibliographische Notizen zu Sebastian Münsters Baseler Ausgaben der 'Geographia universalis' des Ptolemaeus. [1973].
Authors: Horch, Hans, 1925- p. 257-266, illus.
'Sonderdruck aus dem Gutenberg-Jahrbuch 1973.'
Vert 291 (PrCt)

65768 Ptolemy, active 2nd century. Geographia - Bibliography
Authors: Armstrong, Charles E. -- Bulletin of the New York Public Library (1962)
p. [104]-114 ; 27 cm.
Duplicate copy (accompanied by 'Additional copies according to third census,' (1 p., ms.) and Excel spreadsheet analyzing which institutions have which editions ([4]p. ; 22 x 53 cm.)): Vert 306.
Z 79 .N47, v. 66, p. [104]-114 (PrCt)

65769 Ptolemy, active 2nd century. Geographia - Bibliography
Authors: Winsor, Justin, 1831-1897 Harvard University Library, Bibliographical Contributions, no. 18.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)
Ptolemy, active 2nd century. Geographia - Bibliography - Catalogs
Stevens, Henry Newton, 1855-1930 - Map collections - Bibliography - Catalogs
Ayer, Edward Everett, 1841-1927 - Map collections - Bibliography - Catalogs
Newberry Library - Map collections - Bibliography - Catalogs - Atlases, British - 1908

Ptolemy's geography: an account of the origin and scope of the Henry Stevens Collection of the various editions, 1475-1730, now the property of Edward E. Ayer of Chicago: with a set of bibliographical bookplates specially prepared for each volume: also notes on some important variations both cartographical and typographical recently discovered in the Ulm edition of 1482 / by Henry N. Stevens. London: Privately printed [by Charles Whittingham & Co.], 1908.


'Twenty copies only.'
VAULT Ayer 6 .P9 S6 1908 (NLO)

Ptolemy, active 2nd century. Geographia - Bibliography - Catalogs
Newberry Library - Map collections - Bibliography - Catalogs - Atlases, British - 1908
Ptolemy's Geography (98 leaves) in the Topkapi Sarayi Müzesi, made for Adolph Deissman sometime in the 1920s and sold by him to the Ayer Collection of the Newberry Library in 1937 (see Info. file). The photographs are mounted on linen sheets, 77 of them back-to-back.


Bibliography: p. [65]-269.
Uniform title: Geographia. 37639
ICN60-2506
OCLC 3655682.

LC Card Number: 63036666
Ayer 6 .P9 S15 1959 (NLO)

Ptolemy, active 2nd century. Geographia (ca. 11415) - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Ayer Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library) - 1415 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Geography - 1415 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles

[Codex Seragliensis 44. Ptolemaeus Geographia] . [Istanbul : Topkapi Sarayi Müzesi, 192-?].
[178] photographs: negative prints; 24 x 18 cm., in box 27 x 21 cm.
Title from box.
Uniform title: Geographia.
Photographs of ca. 1415 Latin manuscript of Ptolemy's Geography (98 leaves) in the Topkapi Library, Istanbul (Codex Seragliensis 44), made for Adolph Deissman sometime in the 1920s and sold by him to the Ayer Collection of the Newberry Library in 1937 (see Info. file).
The photographs are mounted on linen sheets, 77 of them back-to-back.
The manuscript contains the world map and 25...
regional maps (leaves 52v - 98v), lacking the 12th map of Asia (Taprobane). Also included are photographs of the front and back covers, with titles in Latin ("Cosmographia et geographia") and Arabic. Fischer (see below) attributes the MS to Francesco di Lapacino.


VAULT Ayer MS 743a (NLO)


[244] photographs : negative prints ; 24 x 18 cm., in box 27 x 21 cm.

Title from box.

Uniform title: Geographia.

Photographs of a manuscript of Ptolemy's Geographiky yphigisis (122 leaves) in the Topkapi Library, Istanbul (Codex Seragliensis 57), made for Adolph Deissman sometime in the 1920s and sold by him to the Ayer Collection of the Newberry Library in 1937 (see Info. file). The photographs are mounted back-to-back on linen sheets. The manuscript contains the world map and 26 regional maps (leaves 73v - 120r). Diller (see below) speculated that Seragliensis 57 may have been made for the personal use of the Byzantine grammarian and theologian Maximos Planoudes.


A digital copy (in color) of the world map is available on the University of Bern website (accessed June 2010):
http://www.ptolemaios.unibe.ch/Weltkarte.jpg

VAULT Ayer MS 743b (NLO)

65776 Ptolemy, active 2nd century. Geographia (ca. 1450) - Manuscripts - Geography - 1450 - Manuscripts - Latin (Medieval and modern) - 1450 Cosmographia [and other tracts by various authors]. [Italy, ca. 1450].

Authors: Ptolemy, active 2nd century -- D'Angelo, Jacopo -- Ptolemy, active 2nd century. Geography -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library. Ayer MS 740 [267] p. : ill., diagrams ; 29 cm. Latin manuscript produced in Italy ca. 1450; derived from the translation by Jacopo D'Angelo; does not include maps.

Uniform title: Geographia

References: Saenger, Catalogue of the pre-1500 western manuscript books at the Newberry Library, p. 221-222; De Ricci 1:548 (no. 36); Butler, Checklist of manuscripts in the Edward E. Ayer Collection, p. 89 Stored in VAULT locker (July 2010).

VAULT folio Ayer MS 740 (PrCt)

65777 Ptolemy, active 2nd century. Geography - Cartography - Italy - History - 0100-0199

Italy in Ptolemy's manual of geography. 1981.

Authors: Dilke, Oswald Ashton Wentworth -- Dilke, Margaret S. -- International Conference on the History of Cartography (9th : 1981 : Pisa, Italy, etc.)

[1] leaf

Abstract of paper presented at IX Int. Conf. on Hist. of Cart., Italy, 1981.

Vert 547, no.3 (PrCt)

65778 Ptolemy, active 2nd century. Geography - Congresses - Names, Geographical - Europe - Congresses - Names, Geographical - Celtic - Congresses


Authors: Parsons, David N., 1966-- -- Sims-Williams, Patrick ix, 188 p. : maps ; 25 cm.

Includes bibliographical references.

ISBN 0952747839 ; 9780952747833

D905 .P86 2000 (NLO)

65779 Ptolemy, active 2nd century. Geography.

English. Selections - Geography, Ancient Ptolemy's Geography : an annotated translation

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Ptolemy, active 2nd century. Geographia - Exhibitions

Authors: Meine, Karl-Heinz -- Stadtbibliothek Ulm

Bibliography: p. 113-120.
Series: Veröffentlichungen der Stadtbibliothek Ulm ; Bd. 2 -- Stadtbibliothek Ulm.

ISBN 3874371956
G78.G32 U56 (NLO)

Ptolemy, active 2nd century. Geographia - Exhibitions - Catalogs

Authors: Newberry Library -- Kenneth Nebenzahl, Jr., lectures in the history of cartography -- Hermon Dunlap Smith Center for the History of Cartography -- Festival of Maps (2007-2008 : Chicago, Ill.)

Promotional flyer for concurrent exhibitions held at the Newberry Library November 3, 2007-February 16, 2008; includes brief exhibit descriptions and schedule of exhibition-related public programs.
Organized to coincide with the 16th series of Kenneth Nebenzahl, Jr., Lectures in the History of Cartography (2008); two of several map exhibitions forming part of the Festival of Maps held in Chicago during 2007-2008.
Vert 304 no. 2 (PrCt)


20 p. : maps, ill. ; 28 cm.
Forms special double issue of Mapline, nos. 106-107 (Summer 2008): [1]-20
Organized to coincide with the 16th series of Kenneth Nebenzahl, Jr., Lectures in the History of Cartography (2008); one of the map exhibitions forming part of the Festival of Maps held in Chicago during 2007-2008.
This copy bound with printouts of related material from Newberry exhibit website: Exhibit website <http://www.newberry.org/exhibits/Ptolemy.html> -- Exhibit object list
<http://www.newberry.org/exhibits/pтолеmy-edkit.html> -- Teacher exhibit overview
http://www.newberry.org/exhibits/edkits/PtolemyOverview.pdf> -- Index Map of the Regional Maps in the Ptolemaic canon
<http://www.newberry.org/exhibits/edkits/Index+Pprint.pdf> -- Reading Historic Maps: Map Analysis Sheet <
http://www.newberry.org/exhibits/edkits/MapAnalysisForm.pdf> -- Teacher's notes and activities : Ptolemy transparency no. 1 <
http://www.newberry.org/exhibits/edkits/Ptolemy1.pdf> -- Teacher's notes and activities : Ptolemy transparency no. 2 <
http://www.newberry.org/exhibits/edkits/Ptolemy2.pdf> -- Teacher's notes and activities : Ptolemy transparency no. 3 <
http://www.newberry.org/exhibits/edkits/Ptolemy3.pdf> -- Teacher's notes and activities : Ptolemy transparency no. 4 <

This copy bound with a copy of: Ptolemy's geography and Renaissance mapmakers [object list] [2007].
Duplicate copy (catalog only): Map Ref folio GA101 .M3, nos. 106-107 (Summer 2008)
Duplicate copy (website printouts only): Vert 304 Map Ref folio Z881.C525 N48 2008 (NLO)

65784 Ptolemy, active 2nd century. Geographia - Exhibitions - Catalogs - Newberry Library - Exhibitions - Cartography - Study and teaching - Outlines, syllabi, etc. - Festival of Maps (2007-2008 : Chicago, Ill.)

Authors: Akerman, James R. -- Karrow, Robert W. -- Hanf, Susan -- Newberry Library -- Kenneth Nebenzahl, Jr., lectures in the history of cartography -- Hermon Dunlap Smith Center for the History of Cartography -- Festival of Maps
List of 38 items exhibited at the Newberry Library. Curated by Robert W. Karrow, Jr., James R. Akerman and Susan Hanf.
Organized to coincide with the 16th series of Kenneth Nebenzahl, Jr., Lectures in the History of Cartography (2008); one of the map exhibitions forming part of the Festival of Maps held in Chicago during 2007-2008.
Printout of list available on Newberry Library website (accessed May 2009):
Vert 304 no. 1 (PrCt)

65785 Ptolemy, active 2nd century. Geographia (Florence, 1482) - Berlinghieri, Francesco, 1440-1501
A Set of printed, illuminated maps to accompany Berlinghieri's edition of Ptolemy, 1482. 1979.
Authors: Kish, George, 1914- -- International Conference on the History of Cartography (8th : 1979 : Berlin)
10 p. ; 30 cm.
Paper prepared for Int. Conf. on Hist. of Cartog. (8th), Berlin, 1979; also an abstract of the paper.
Vert 1137 (PrCt)

65786 Ptolemy, active 2nd century. Geographia - Geographical Positions
Authors: Kubitschek, Wilhelm, 1858-1936 -- Anzeiger (Akademie der Wissenschaften in Wien. Philosophisch-historische Klasse)
Pp. 75-87
Not at Newberry Library (Dec. 2009) (PrCt)

65787 Ptolemy, active 2nd century. Geographia - Geographical Positions
Geographia - Cartography - History - 1400-1600
Authors: Shalev, Zur 1967 -- Burnett, Charles (Charles S. F.)
"The essays presented in this volume were first delivered in a colloquium held at the Warburg Institute in June 2003"--p.ix.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Series: Warburg Institute colloquia ; 17.
ISBN 0854811524 ; 9780854811526
G87.P9 P86 2011 (NLO)

65788 Ptolemy, active 2nd century. Geographia - Manuscripts
Authors: Fischer, Joseph, 1858-1944 [1], 224-230 p. ; 23 cm.
NL order no. 42337.
To Collection Services for cataloging, Jan. 2011 (PrCt)

65789 Ptolemy, active 2nd century. Geographia - Manuscripts - Codex Ebnerianus
Authors: Fischer, Joseph, 1858-1944 -- Mitteilungen der Geographischen gesellschaft in Vienna.
Ptolemy, active 2nd century. Geographia - Manuscripts

65790

Ptolemy, active 2nd century. Geographia - Manuscripts

65791

Ptolemy, active 2nd century. Geographia - Manuscripts

65792

Ptolemy, active 2nd century. Geographia - Manuscripts

65793

Ptolemy, active 2nd century. Geographia - Manuscripts

65794

Ptolemy, active 2nd century. Geographia - Manuscripts

65795

Ptolemy, active 2nd century. Geographia - Manuscripts

65796

Ptolemy, active 2nd century. Geographia - Manuscripts

65797

Ptolemy, active 2nd century. Geographia - Manuscripts

65798

Ptolemy, active 2nd century. Geographia - Manuscripts
131 p. : ill., maps (some col.) ; 25 cm. Includes bibliographical references and index. Colored maps on lining papers. ISBN 9783534237579 (hd.bd.) ; 3534237579 (hd.bd.)

GA873.1.P77 G47 2010 (NLO)

65800
Ptolemy, active 2nd century. Geographia - Study and teaching. Geographia - Study and teaching - Outlines, syllabi, etc. - Festival of Maps (2007-2008 : Chicago, Ill.) - Newberry Library - Exhibitions


Issued to accompany Newberry Library exhibition.


Vert 304 no. 3 (PrCt)

65801
Ptolemy, active 2nd century. Geographia (Ulm, 1482). Selections - Slides

Authors: Ptolemy, active 2nd century -- Hermon Dunlap Smith Center for the History of Cartography

6 slides : col. + 1 booklet (12 p. ; 16 cm.). Title from accompanying booklet. (The Newberry Library slide set ; no. 1)

Contents: The world -- Britain and Ireland -- The Iberian Peninsula -- Italy -- The Near East -- Africa.

Case GA201 N49 no.1 (NLO)

65803
Ptolemy, active 2nd century. Geographia (Venice, 1548)
The Venetian Ptolemy of 1548. 1993.

Authors: Fahy, Conor


BHC 2486

Vert 2031 (PrCt)

65803

Explanatio super cosmographia Ptolomaei [manuscript], 1497 March 20-1506 May 25. 1497-1506.

Authors: Bernardus Albingaunensis -- Ptolemy, active 2nd century -- Pratt, W. -- Stevens, Henry, 1819-1886 -- Stevens, Henry Newton, 1855-1930

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Place of production from colophon on recto of leaf [77]: 'Hoc exigu[m] opus edidit donus Bernardus Alb[ni]gauensis, monachus ceruariae professo: existens in eremitorio Duie Marie Magdalene: apud Monte[m] Rubru[m]: a Genue Ligurie regionis ...'

First line of text is author's dedication to Bernardo Salvago of Genoa (verso of leaf [1]).

Text in black and red; large and small ornamental capitals in black and gold; part of text in two columns, with numerous elaborate astronomical charts, tables, and diagrams in red, black, and gold; marginal notes and alphabetical and numerical references in red and black.

Contemporary foliations in upper and lower corners of rectos are irregular; some leaves may be misbound or missing.

Early 19th-century Italian tree calf, with gold-stamped spine ornaments; in newer dark brown leather box by W. Pratt, elaborately tooled in blind and gold; center panel of lozenges within concentric rectangular borders; gold-stamped corner fleurons; gold-stamped spine title.


Memorial bookplate of Edward E. Ayer and the Henry Stevens Ptolemy Collection: 'Begun in 1848 and since his death in 1886 continued by his son Henry Newton Stevens until acquired in 1898 by Edward E. Ayer.'

Bookplate in red and black; woodcut vignette; illustrated woodcut compartmentalized borders in the Holbein style, containing corner monograms of Cl[audius] Pt[olemy]; and three previous owners of ms., and binder's name, 'W. Pratt'; added ms. title: 'Bernardus Albingaunensis. Explanatio super cosmographer Ptolemei 1497-1502.'

From the Visconti-Pallavicini collection; cf. leaf [4] at end; also De Ricci.

New ed.

Uniform title: Tetrabiblos. English

LC Card Number: 39004769


Authors: Rand McNally and Company


Uniform title: Shippers guide.

Duplicate copy: VAULT Ayer 114 .E7 1802

Includes key to railroads numbered 1-140 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Puebla, Tlaxcala & Veracruz railroads ... .

Issued folded in accompanying index (24 p. ; 17 cm.): Puebla, Tlaxcala and Veracruz, México : indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide ... = Mapa de bolsillo ... . San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1925.

Uniform title: Shippers guide.

Handstamp on front cover: Register of copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.

'8/10/25' -- manuscript date on cover.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

(map3C G4551.P3 1925 .R3 (PrCt)

65811 Pueblo County (Colo.) - Maps - 1888 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps


LC G&M Division land ownership maps on microfiche

1 map : col. ; 64 x 47 cm.

Plate no.: 6N24.

Includes key to railroads numbered 1-140 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Puebla, Tlaxcala & Veracruz railroads ... .

Issued folded in accompanying index (24 p. ; 17 cm.): Puebla, Tlaxcala and Veracruz, México : indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide ... = Mapa de bolsillo ... . San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1925.

Uniform title: Shippers guide.

Handstamp on front cover: Register of copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.

'8/10/25' -- manuscript date on cover.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

(map3C G4551.P3 1925 .R3 (PrCt)


Puebla, Tlaxcala and Veracruz, México : indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide ... = Mapa de bolsillo ... . San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1925.


(map3C G4551.P3 1925 .R3a Index (PrCt)


(map3C G4551.P3 1925 .R3 (PrCt)

65812 Pueblo of Laguna, New Mexico - Pictorial works - 1853 - Manuscripts - Allegheny River (Pa. and N.Y.) - Pictorial works - 1853 - Manuscripts - Fort Mackinac (Mackinac Island, Mich.) - Pictorial works - 1853 - Manuscripts - Porcupine Islands (Lake
Unpublished inventory available in the library, illustrations for Schoo

he would use when he was employed in

sketched and painted many of the Indian scenes

Eastman served at Fort

U.S. army officer, topographical draftsman, and

scene

Eastman visited in 1853; another view of this

watercolor drawing of a Newport, R.I., mill which

depiction entitled 'Nadowaqua.' There is also one

and the Porcupine Islands on Lake Superior

Rock on the Alleghany River near

Fort Mackinac on Mackinac Island, Inscription

three buffalo and buffalo hunt scenes; views of

Mexico painted from sketches by R.H. Kern;

Indian tribe

Schoolcraft's government

submitted in Oct., 1853, for use in Volume IV of

Eleven watercolor drawings, ten of which were

Title supplied by cataloger.

1 box (11 ms. drawings) : watercolor ; 32 x 40
cm.

For more information, consult the Special
Collections Information File.

Forms part of Edward E. Ayer Art Collection
(Newberry Library)

‘Pueblo of Laguna, New Mexico / drawn by Capt.
Eastman from a sketch by R.H. Kern (1853)’

exhibited at the Newberry Library as part of

Mapping Manifest Destiny : Chicago and the

American West (November 3, 2007-February 16,
2008).

VAULT oversize Ayer Art Eastman (NLO)

Puerto de Alcalá (Madrid, Spain) - Pictorial works

- 1862<<>>Alcalá, Puerta de (Madrid, Spain) SEE Puerta de Alcalá (Madrid, Spain)

Puerto de Alcalá / J. Cebrian dibo. y lito. ; lit. J. Donon. [Madrid, ca. 1880].

Authors: Cebrian, J. -- Donon, J. (Julio), fl.
1850-1864 -- Amador de los Ríos, José,
1818-1878 -- Lopez-Majano, Jadwiga
1 view ; 22 x 28 cm.

Facsimile of original lithograph in José Amador
de los Ríos, Historia de la villa y corte de Madrid
(Madrid: Lopez de la Hoya, 1862-1867).

Puerto Deseado (Argentina) - Pictorial works

- 1603<<>>Isla Pingüino (Argentina) SEE Puerto Deseado (Argentina)

Port Desire (Argentina) SEE Puerto Deseado (Argentina)

Port Desire. [Bergum, Netherlands : Frederik
Muller, rare books, 2008].

Authors: Hulsius, Levinus, d. 1606 -- Hulsius,
Levinus, d. 1606. Sechste Theil, kurzete
Warhaftige Relation vnd beschreibung der
wunderbarsten vier Schiffarten (1603)
1 view ; 16 x 13 cm.

In facsimile of work originally published
Nuremberg, 1603: Hulsius, Levinus. Sechste
Theil, kurzete Warhaftige Relation vnd
beschreibung der wunderbarsten vier Schiffarten ...
(Bergum, Netherlands : Frederik Muller, 2008),
plate 11.
Shows ships offshore, workmen ashore using
forge, fishing; in foreground, "Insola Pingüiin" and
soldiers attacked by natives.

Digital image available on Gallica website of
Bibliothèque National (accessed Sept. 2010) :
http://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/btv1b20000211.item m.15

Case G419 .H85 1603a, plate 11 (PrCt)

Puerto Real (Honduras) - Maps - 1971 -
Harbors - Nautical charts<<>>Nautical charts
- Puerto Real (Honduras) - Maps - 1971 -
Harbors<<>>Nautical charts

Authors: Kapp, Kit S.
1 map : hand col. ; 51 x 77 cm.
Scale [ca.1:5,230].
Relief shown by contours; soundings in feet.
Mercator projection.
Includes profile and list: Port Royal, the historical names.
73-7390
ICN73
map4F 4834.P8P55 (PrCt)

65816 Puerto Rico - Maps - 1783 - Coasts - Nautical charts
Nautical charts - Puerto Rico -
Maps - 1783 - Coasts - Hispaniola - Maps -
1783 - Coasts - Nautical charts -
Coasts - Cabo Beata (Dominican Republic) -
Maps - 1783 - Coasts -
Coasts - Heneago (Dominican Republic) -
Maps - 1783 - Coasts -
Nautical charts -
Nautical charts -
Nautical charts -
Nautical charts -
Nautical charts -
Nautical charts -
Nautical charts -
Nautical charts -
Maps - 1783 - Coasts -
2 maps : hand col. ; 22 x 59 cm. and 26 x 59 cm.,
on sheet 54 x 70 cm.
Added title in upper margin: West India Islands.
Printed paste-on label 'No. 63' at upper right.
In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas :
consisting of a series of geographical designs ...
(Edinburgh ; London ; Dublin : George Ramsay
for John Thomson and Company [et al, 1817?]),
map 63.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Digital image of another copy available on the
David Rumsey Map Collection website (accessed
Feb. 2010):
http://www.davidrumsey.com/luna/servlet/detail/R
UMSEY-8-1-28389-1120818
Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1817, map 63
(NLO)

65818 Puerto Rico - Maps - 1815
Virgin Islands - Maps - 1815
Haiti - Maps - 1815
Dominican Republic - Maps - 1815

A Draught of the west end of the island of Porto Rico and the island of Zachee. [London : Messrs.
Mount & Page, 1783].
Authors: Messrs. Mount & Page (Firm), fl.
1781-1784 -- English Pilot. Part 4 (1783) --
Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 34 x 43 cm.
Shows the westernmost tip of Puerto Rico.
Insets (25 x 15 cm. and smaller): A Draught of
the island of Beata, on the south side of
Hispaniola. -- The West end of the Island of
Heneago -- Platform Bay on the south side of
Cape Nicholas -- A Draught of Sam Bay on the
south side of Hispaniola.
Island of Heneago not identified in modern
sources.
In: The English pilot. : Describing the West-India
navigation, from Hudson's Bay to the River
Amazonas ... (London : Printed for Messrs.
Mount and Page, Tower-Hill, 1783) following p.
42.
Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger):
English Pilot. Part 4 (1783)
oversize Ayer 135 .E55 1783 following p. 42
(PrCt)

65819 Puerto Rico - Maps - 1822
Virgin Islands - Maps - 1822

Porto Rico and Virgin Islands. Philadelphia : H.C.
Carey and I. Lea, 1822.
Authors: H.C. Carey & I. Lea (Firm) -- Lucas,
Fielding, Jr., 1781-1854 -- Kneass, William,
1780-1840 -- H.C. Carey & I. Lea (Firm). A
Complete historical, chronological, and
geographical American atlas (1822) -- William B.
Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 25 x 42 cm.
Engraved title within neatline.
Added letterpress title in uppercase and oversize
lettering, top margin: Geographical, statistical,
and historical map of Porto Rico and the Virgin
Islands
In: H.C. Carey and I. Lea (Firm). A Complete
historical, chronological, and geographical
American atlas ... (Philadelphia : H.C. Carey and
geographical designs ... [1817?] -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
2 maps : hand col. ; 22 x 59 cm. and 26 x 59 cm.,
on sheet 54 x 70 cm.
Added title in upper margin: West India Islands.
Printed paste-on label 'No. 63' at upper right.
In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas :
consisting of a series of geographical designs ...
(Edinburgh ; London ; Dublin : George Ramsay
for John Thomson and Company [et al, 1817?]),
map 63.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Digital image of another copy available on the
David Rumsey Map Collection website (accessed
Feb. 2010):
http://www.davidrumsey.com/luna/servlet/detail/R
UMSEY-8-1-28389-1120818
Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1817, map 63
(NLO)

65817 Puerto Rico - Maps - 1815
Virgin Islands - Maps - 1815
Haiti - Maps - 1815
Dominican Republic - Maps - 1815

Porto Rico and Virgin Isles ; Haiti, Hispaniola or
Edinburgh : Drawn & engraved for Thomson's
New general atlas, Feby.1815.
Authors: J. & G. Menzies -- Thomson, John, 19th
cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New
general atlas : consisting of a series of
geographical designs ... [1817?] -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
2 maps : hand col. ; 22 x 59 cm. and 26 x 59 cm.,
on sheet 54 x 70 cm.
Added title in upper margin: West India Islands.
Printed paste-on label 'No. 63' at upper right.
In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas :
consisting of a series of geographical designs ...
(Edinburgh ; London ; Dublin : George Ramsay
for John Thomson and Company [et al, 1817?]),
map 63.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Digital image of another copy available on the
David Rumsey Map Collection website (accessed
Feb. 2010):
http://www.davidrumsey.com/luna/servlet/detail/R
UMSEY-8-1-28389-1120818
Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1817, map 63
(NLO)
Puerto Rico - Maps - 1822
Porto Rico and Virgin Isles ; Haiti, Hispaniola or St. Domingo. [Edinburgh] : Drawn and engraved for Thomson's New general atlas, [1822?].
Authors: Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1822?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 53 x 69 cm.
Added title in upper margin: West India Islands.
In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (Edinburgh ; London ; Dublin : Printed by H. & J. Pillans, for John Thomson ; Baldwin & Cradock ; John Cumming, 1829), map 63.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1821, v. 2, map 63 (NLO)

Puerto Rico - Maps - 1827
1 map ; 25 x 42 cm.
Engraved title within neatline.
Added letterpress title in uppercase and oversize lettering, top margin: Geographical, statistical, and historical map of Porto Rico and the Virgin Islands
In: H.C. Carey and I. Lea (Firm). A Complete historical, chronological, and geographical American atlas ... (Philadelphia ; London ; Leipzig ; Paris : H.C. Carey & I. Lea ; John Miller ; Bossange Freres, 1827) pl. [38]. Sheet 'No. 43.'
oversize Ayer 135 .C268 1827 pl. 38 (PrCt)

Puerto Rico - Maps - 1829
Porto Rico and Virgin Isles ; Haiti, Hispaniola or St. Domingo. [Edinburgh] : Drawn and engraved for Thomson's New general atlas, [1829?].
Authors: Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (Edinburgh ; London ; Dublin : Printed by H. & J. Pillans, for John Thomson ; Baldwin & Cradock ; John Cumming, 1829) 2 maps : hand col. ; 22 x 59 cm. and 26 x 59 cm., on sheet 53 x 69 cm.
Earlier imprint erased from plate.
Added title in upper margin: West India Islands.
In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (Edinburgh ; London ; Dublin : Printed by H. & J. Pillans, for John Thomson ; Baldwin & Cradock ; John Cumming, 1829), map 63.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1821 map 63 (NLO)

Puerto Rico - Maps - 1822
Porto Rico and Virgin Isles ; Haiti, Hispaniola or St. Domingo. [Edinburgh] : Drawn and engraved for Thomson's New general atlas, [1822?].
Authors: Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1822?] -- Photograph Collection (PrCt)
7 maps : hand col. ; 17 x 28 cm.

Puerto Rico - Maps - 1822
Porto Rico and Virgin Isles ; Haiti, Hispaniola or St. Domingo. [Edinburgh] : Drawn and engraved for Thomson's New general atlas, [1822?].
Authors: Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (1829) -- Photograph Collection (PrCt)
2 maps : hand col. ; 22 x 59 cm. and 26 x 59 cm., on sheet 54 x 74 cm.

Puerto Rico - Maps - 1829
Porto Rico and Virgin Isles ; Haiti, Hispaniola or St. Domingo. [Edinburgh] : Drawn and engraved for Thomson's New general atlas, [1829?].
Authors: Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (1829) -- Photograph Collection (PrCt)
2 maps : hand col. ; 22 x 59 cm. and 26 x 59 cm., on sheet 54 x 74 cm.

Puerto Rico - Maps - 1829
Porto Rico and Virgin Isles ; Haiti, Hispaniola or St. Domingo. [Edinburgh] : Drawn and engraved for Thomson's New general atlas, [1829?].
Authors: Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (1829) -- Photograph Collection (PrCt)
2 maps : hand col. ; 22 x 59 cm. and 26 x 59 cm., on sheet 54 x 74 cm.

Puerto Rico - Maps - 1827
1 map ; 25 x 42 cm.
Engraved title within neatline.
Added letterpress title in uppercase and oversize lettering, top margin: Geographical, statistical, and historical map of Porto Rico and the Virgin Islands
In: H.C. Carey and I. Lea (Firm). A Complete historical, chronological, and geographical American atlas ... (Philadelphia ; London ; Leipzig ; Paris : H.C. Carey & I. Lea ; John Miller ; Bossange Freres, 1827) pl. [38]. Sheet 'No. 43.'
oversize Ayer 135 .C268 1827 pl. 38 (PrCt)
Puerto Rico - Maps - 1965 - Road maps

Panel title.
"Copyright (propiedad del autor), General Drafting Co., Inc., 21 West Street, New York..."

Issued folded to 21 x 10 cm.

Forms part of the General Drafting Collection (Newberry Library).

map4F G4971.P2 1942 .G4 (PrCt)

Puerto Rico - Maps - 1966 - Road maps

Panel title.

Issued folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 2805 (PrCt)

Puerto Rico - Maps - 1967 - Road maps

Panel title.

Issued folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 4117 (PrCt)
Authors: Mobil Oil Corporation -- Mobil Oil Caribe
1 map : col. ; 26 x 65 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Puerto Rico / Mobil Oil Caribe, Inc.
"Mobil Oil Caribe Inc., San Juan, P.R." -- Back panel.
Plate no. 666105-5.
Insets (15 x 20 cm. and smaller): Mayagüez -- Arecibo -- Bayamón -- Caguas -- Aguadilla.
Maps on verso (42 x 69 cm. and 20 x 17 cm.).
Street map of San Juan and vicinity = Plano de San Juan y alrededores -- Ponce.
Panel art: nine Mobil winged horse logos.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4141 (PrCt)

Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 26 x 65 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. 676105-6.
Insets (16 x 20 cm. and smaller): Mayagüez -- Arecibo -- Bayamón -- Caguas -- Aguadilla.
Maps on verso (42 x 70 cm. and 20 x 20 cm.).
San Juan y alrededores (and vicinity) -- Ponce.
Panel art: Illustration Gulf service station; color birds-eye photo of San Juan (?).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1154 (PrCt)

Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Sinclair Caribbean Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 26 x 65 cm., on sheet 46 x 84 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Mapa turista de Puerto Rico = Touring map of Puerto Rico.
Plate no. 686105-7
Insets (16 x 20 cm. and smaller): Mayagüez -- Arecibo -- Bayamón -- Caguas -- Aguadilla.
Maps on verso (42 x 70 cm. and 20 x 20 cm.).
Plano de San Juan y alrededores = Street map of San Juan and vicinity -- Ponce.
Panel art: Sinclair logo, car in front of a Sinclair gas station, 3 travel scenes, and motto "drive with care and buy Sinclair".
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2837 (PrCt)
65833 *Puerto Rico - Maps - 1968 - Road maps*<<>>San Juan (P.R.) - Maps - 1968 - Road maps<<>>San Juan Region (P.R.) - Maps - 1968 - Road maps<<>>Ponce (P.R.) - Maps - 1968 - Road maps<<>>Mayagüez (P.R.) - Maps - 1968 - Road maps<<>>Arecibo (P.R.) - Maps - 1968 - Road maps<<>>Bayamón (P.R.) - Maps - 1968 - Road maps<<>>Caguas (P.R.) - Maps - 1968 - Road maps<<>>Road maps

Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Sinclair Caribbean Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 26 x 65 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Mapa turista de Puerto Rico = Touring map of Puerto Rico.
Plate no. 686105-7.
Insets (16 x 20 cm. and smaller): Mayagüez -- Arecibo -- Bayamón -- Caguas -- Aguadilla.
Maps on verso (42 x 70 cm. and 20 x 20 cm.):
Plano de San Juan y alrededores = Street map of San Juan and vicinity -- Ponce.
Panel art: Sinclair logo, abstracted traffic signs.
Duplicate copy bears handstamp: "Dec 2-1968" in black ink.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2848-2849 (PrCt)

65835 *Puerto Rico - Maps - 1972 - Road maps*<<>>Mayagüez (P.R.) - Maps - 1972 - Road maps<<>>Caguas (P.R.) - Maps - 1972 - Road maps<<>>Aguadilla (P.R.) - Maps - 1972 - Road maps<<>>Arecibo (P.R.) - Maps - 1972 - Road maps<<>>Ponce (P.R.) - Maps - 1972 - Road maps<<>>San Juan (P.R.) - Maps - 1972 - Road maps<<>>Carolina (P.R. : Municipio) - Maps - 1972 - Road maps<<>>Road maps

Authors: Texaco, inc -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 81 x 32 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. 726105-10
Insets (15 x 20 cm. and smaller): Mayagüez -- Caguas -- Aguadilla -- Arecibo -- Ponce.
Map on verso (55 x 91 cm. and 9 x 12 cm.):
Plano de San Juan y alrededores = Texaco street map of San Juan and vicinity. -- Carolina.
Panel art: color photo of El Morro lighthouse, San Juan; state seal.
In English and Spanish.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3946 (PrCt)


Authors: Texaco, inc -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 26 x 65 cm., on sheet 65 x 93 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. 696108-8
Insets (15 x 20 cm. and smaller): Mayagüez -- Caguas -- Aguadilla -- Arecibo -- Ponce.
Maps on verso (42 x 69 cm. and 20 x 17 cm.):
Plano de San Juan y alrededores = Texaco street map of San Juan and vicinity. -- Carolina.
Panel art: color photo of "El Morro lighthouse, San Juan."
In English and Spanish.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3910 (PrCt)

65836 *Puerto Rico - Maps - 1972 - Road maps*<<>>San Juan (P.R.) - Maps - 1972 - Road maps<<>>San Juan Region (P.R.) - Maps - 1972 - Road maps<<>>Ponce (P.R.) - Maps - 1972 - Road maps<<>>Road maps<<>>Mayagüez (P.R.) - Maps - 1972 - Road maps<<>>Arecibo (P.R.) - Maps - 1972 - Road maps<<>>Caguas (P.R.) - Maps - 1972 - Road maps<<>>Aguadilla (P.R.) - Maps - 1972 - Road maps<<>>Road maps

Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 32 x 81 cm., on sheet 65 x 94 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"1972 edition"
Panel title.
Added title: Mapa turista Puerto Rico = Touring map of Puerto Rico
Plate no. 726105-11.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Road map Puerto Rico : mapa oficial de transportacion = official transportation map / Gobierno de Puerto Rico, Departamento de Transportacion y Obras Publicas. San Jose, Calif. H.M. Gousha Company ... a subsidiary of the Times Mirror Company, 1979.
1 map : col. ; 14 x 75 cm., on sheet 56 x 95 cm. "1979 Edition."
Panel title.
"Preparado en cooperacion con la Administracion Federal de Carreteras, Departamento de Transportacion Federal."
Plate no. AB-1-556-J
"Lithographed in U.S.A. Litografiado en E.A.U."
Insets (21 x 23 cm. or smaller): Arecibo -- Caguas -- Carolina -- Mayagüez -- Ruta de lanchas.
Map on verso (54 x 94 cm.): San Juan Both sides include color photos.
Panel art: color photo of curving highway; state seal.
Issued folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Company Collection (Newberry Library).
map6F G4971 .P2 1979 .P8 (PrCt)

65840 Puerto Rico - Maps - 1979 - Road maps - San Juan (P.R.) - Maps - 1979 - Road maps - San Juan Region (P.R.) - Maps - 1979 - Road maps - Ponce (P.R.) - Maps - 1979 - Road maps - Mayagüez (P.R.) - Maps - 1979 - Road maps - Arecibo (P.R.) - Maps - 1979 - Road maps - Caguas (P.R.) - Maps - 1979 - Road maps - Carolina (P.R.) - Maps - 1979 - Road maps - Culebra Island (P.R.) - Maps - 1979 - Road maps - Vieques Island (P.R.) - Maps - 1979 - Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Puerto Rico - Maps - Bibliography - Catalogs


Puerto Rico : mapa oficial de transportacion = official transportation map. San Juan, Puerto Rico : Autoridad de Carreteras y Transportacion ; Departamento de Transportacion y Obras Publicas, c1995.

Authors: Puerto Rico, Highway and Transportation Authority -- Puerto Rico, Dept. of Transportation and Public Works -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Macmillan & Co. -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library) -- Puerto Rico, Autoridad de Carreteras y Transportacion SEE Puerto Rico, Highway and Transportation Authority -- Puerto Rico, Departamento de Transportación y Obras Públicas SEE Puerto Rico, Dept. of Transportation and Public Works 1 map : col. ; 25 x 95 cm., on sheet 64 x 107 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.

Panel title.

"Preparado por H.M. Gousha, Macmillan Publishing, USA."

"Litografiado en E.A.U. Lithographed in U.S.A."

Insets (28 x 21 cm. and smaller): Mayagüez -- Ponce -- Caguas -- Arecibo -- Aguadilla -- La Isla de Puerto Rico [location map of the Caribbean region].

Map on verso (56 x 92 cm.): San Juan y alrededores = San Juan and vicinity.

Both sides include color photos.

Panel art: color photo of the San Antonio and Esteves bridges.

Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Company Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 1342 (PrCt)

65842 Puerto Rico - Maps - Bibliography - Catalogs

65843 Puget Sound Region (Wash.) - Maps - 1929 - Ferries - Puget Sound Region (Wash.) - Maps - 1929 - Road maps - Ferries - Access roads - Puget Sound Region (Wash.) - Maps - 1929 - Road maps


Authors: Puget Sound Navigation Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : col. ; 25 x 21 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Black Ball Ferries to Ferryland. Shows roads; relief shown with hachures.

Date from RMcN AE 147 ms. index.

Maps and text on verso (14 x 8 cm. or smaller): Olympic Peninsula -- Victoria, Vancouver Island, San Juan Islands -- Bremerton Navy Yard -- Whidby Island -- Pacific Highway and Black Ball connections.

Panel Art: Ferry at dock unloading truck.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 147.18 (PrCt)

65844 Puget Sound Region (Wash.) - Maps - 1940


Authors: Kroll Map Company, inc. -- Pearson, Carl R. 1 map : col. ; 81 x 49 cm., folded in covers to 22 x 11 cm.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

Authors: General Petroleum Corporation -- Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- General Petroleum Corporation.
Cruising guide -- Rand McNally Collection

San Quintin, Mexico.
Panel art: Mobilgas marine station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 175.4 (PrCt)

Puget Sound Region (Wash.) - Maps - 1966 - Nautical charts - Washington (State) - Maps - 1966 - Nautical charts

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Puget Sound Region (Wash.) - Maps - 1966
- Nautical charts - Washington (State) - Maps - 1966
- Nautical charts - Puget Sound Region (Wash.) - Maps - 1966
- Nautical charts - Union Oil Company of California - Maps - 1966
Authors: Union Oil Company of California -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress.
Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 57 x 45 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Map on verso (22 x 32 cm.): [Seattle and vicinity]. Locations of Union Oil dealers, launching sites, and boat service locations keyed to directory in margin.
Panel art: compass rose with 76 Union logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4528 (PrCt)

Puget Sound Region (Wash.) - Maps - 1966
- Pacific States - Nautical charts - Columbia River - Maps - 1966
- Pacific States - Nautical charts - Pictorial maps - Columbia River - Maps - 1967
- Pacific States - Nautical charts - Pacific Coast (North America) - Maps - 1967
- Pacific States - Nautical charts - Pictorial maps - Pacific Coast (North America) - Maps - 1967
- Pacific States - Nautical charts - Pictorial maps - Puget Sound (Wash.) - Maps - 1967
- Pacific States - Pictorial maps - Puget Sound (Wash.) - Maps - 1967
- Pictorial maps - Pacific States - Maps - 1966
- Pictorial maps - Puget Sound (Wash.) - Maps - 1966
Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 81 x 56 cm.
"1966 edition"
Panel title.
Added title: Coastwise cruising guide : Puget Sound area and Columbia River
"Copyright © 1966 by Rand McNally & Co."
Uniform title: Cruising chart.
Plate no. 1-M7F65-166.
Insets (15 x 19 cm. each): Elliot Bay and Lake Washington Ship Canal -- Columbia River Extension.
Map on verso (162 x 20 cm.): Coastwise cruising guide : Ketchikan, Alaska to San Quintin, Mexico
Panel art: Buoy, lighthouse, and Texaco Waterways Service logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (October 2010).
RMcN Cruising 44 (PrCt)

Puget Sound (Wash.) - Maps - 1967
- Nautical charts - Pictorial maps - Columbia River - Maps - 1967
- Nautical charts - Elliott Bay (Wash.) - Maps - 1967
- Pacific States - Nautical charts - Pacific Coast (North America) - Maps - 1967
- Pacific States - Pictorial maps - Pacific Coast (North America) - Maps - 1967
- Pacific States - Pictorial maps - Puget Sound (Wash.) - Maps - 1967
- Pictorial maps - Pacific States - Maps - 1966
- Pictorial maps - Puget Sound (Wash.) - Maps - 1966
Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 81 x 56 cm.
"1966 edition"
Panel title.
Added title: Coastwise cruising guide : Puget Sound area and Columbia River
"Copyright © 1966 by Rand McNally & Co."
Uniform title: Cruising chart.
Plate no. 1-M7F65-166.
Insets (15 x 19 cm. each): Elliot Bay and Lake Washington Ship Canal -- Columbia River Extension.
Map on verso (162 x 20 cm.): Coastwise cruising guide : Ketchikan, Alaska to San Quintin, Mexico
Panel art: Buoy, lighthouse, and Texaco Waterways Service logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (October 2010).
RMcN Cruising 44 (PrCt)
Texaco cruising chart no. 7 : the Pacific Coast featuring Puget Sound and the Columbia River.


1 map : col. ; 81 x 56 cm.

"1968 edition"

Panel title.

Added title: Coastwise cruising guide : Puget Sound area and Columbia River

"Copyright © 1968 by Rand McNally & Co."

Uniform title: Cruising chart.

Plate no. 3-M7F65-168.

Insets (15 x 19 cm. each): Elliot Bay and Lake Washington ship canal -- Columbia River extension.

Map on verso (162 x 20 cm.): Coastwise cruising guide : Ketchikan, Alaska to San Quintin, Mexico

Panel art: Photo of boats in harbor and Texaco logo.

Handstamp: Register of Copyrights, Library of Congress, Washington, D.C. certificate no. 976950

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (October 2010).

RMcN Cruising 57 (PrCt)

---


Texaco cruising chart no. 7 : the Pacific Coast featuring Puget Sound and the Columbia River.


1 map : col. ; 81 x 56 cm.

"1969 edition"

Panel title.

Added title: Coastwise cruising guide : Puget Sound area and Columbia River

"Copyright © 1969 by Rand McNally & Co."

Uniform title: Cruising chart.

Plate no. 5-M7F65-168.

Insets (15 x 19 cm. each): Elliot Bay and Lake Washington Ship Canal -- Columbia River extension.

Map on verso (162 x 20 cm.): Coastwise cruising guide : Ketchikan, Alaska to San Quintin, Mexico

Panel art: Photo of boats in harbor and Texaco logo.

Handstamp: Register of Copyrights, Library of Congress, Washington, D.C. certificate no. 976950

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (October 2010).

RMcN Cruising 58 (PrCt)
Panel title.
Added title: Coastwise cruising guide: Puget Sound area and Columbia River
"Copyright © 1969 by Rand McNally & Co."
Uniform title: Cruising chart.
Plate no. 4-M7F65-169.
Insets (15 x 19 cm. each): Elliot Bay and Lake Washington Ship Canal -- Columbia River Extension.
Map on verso (162 x 20 cm.): Coastwise cruising guide: Ketchikan, Alaska to San Quintin, Mexico
Panel art: Photo of boats in harbor and Texaco logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (October 2010).
RMcN Cruising 77 (PrCt)

Texaco cruising chart no. 7: the Pacific Coast featuring Puget Sound and the Columbia River.
Authors: Texaco, Inc. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Texaco, Inc. Cruising chart -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 81 x 56 cm.
"1971 edition"
Panel title.
Added title: Coastwise cruising guide: Puget Sound area and Columbia River
"Copyright © 1970 by Rand McNally & Co."
Uniform title: Cruising chart.
Plate no. 6-M7F65-171.
Insets (15 x 19 cm. each): Elliot Bay and Lake Washington Ship Canal -- Columbia River Extension.
Map on verso (162 x 20 cm.): Coastwise cruising guide: Ketchikan, Alaska to San Quintin, Mexico
Panel art: Photo of boats in harbor and Texaco logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (October 2010).
RMcN Cruising 87 (PrCt)
42nd Street, 1973.
1 map : col. ; 81 x 56 cm.
"1973 edition"
Panel title.
Added title: Coastwise cruising guide : Puget Sound area and Columbia River
"Copyright © 1973 by Rand McNally & Co."
Uniform title: Cruising chart.
Plate no. 8-M7F65-173.
Insets (15 x 19 cm. each): Elliot Bay and Lake Washington Ship Canal -- Columbia River Extension.
Map on verso (162 x 20 cm.): Coastwise cruising guide : Ketchikan, Alaska to San Quintin, Mexico Panel art: Photo of boats in harbor and Texaco logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (October 2010).
RMcN Cruising 123 (PrCt)

Texaco cruising chart no. 7 : the Pacific coast featuring Puget Sound and the Columbia River.
Authors: Texaco, inc. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Texaco, inc. Cruising chart -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 81 x 56 cm.
"1976 edition"
Panel title.
Added title: Coastwise cruising guide : Puget Sound area and Columbia River
"Copyright © 1976 by Rand McNally & Co."
Uniform title: Cruising chart.
Plate no. 11-M7F65-176.
Insets (15 x 19 cm. each): Elliot Bay and Lake Washington Ship Canal -- Columbia River Extension.
Map on verso (162 x 20 cm.): Coastwise cruising guide : Ketchikan, Alaska to San Quintin, Mexico Panel art: Photo of boats in harbor and Texaco logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (October 2010).
RMcN Cruising 138 (PrCt)

65860 Puglia (Italy) - Maps - 1567

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

Authors: Gastaldi, Giacomo, approximately 1500-approximately 1565 -- Bertelli, Ferando -- Lange, Otto, 1879-1944 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 213 x 356 mm. (neat line), 225 x 372 mm. (plate mark)


Almagià, Monumenta cartographica vaticana II (1948) p. 38, 39.

Almagià, Monumenta Italia cartographica (1929) p. 32 and plate XXXVI (2).


Bella and Bella, Cartografia rara ... dalla collezione Franco Novacco (1986) p. 115, no. 107.

Tooley 114.

Ex Lange.

Forms part of the Novacco Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

d64

Novacco 2F 173 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

65862 Puglia (Italy) - Maps - 1680


Authors: Touring club italiano -- Bertarelli, L. V. (Luigi Vittorio). 1859-1926 -- Antonio Vallardi (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

499 p., [17] leaves of plates (some folded) ; 21 cm. 2a ed.

Includes bibliographical references (p. 327-334) and indexes.

Maps by Antonio Vallardi.

Maps on lining papers.

Series: Guida d'Italia del T.C.I.

Dust jacket.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes DG416.C742 P83 1940 (NLO)
Pulaski County (Ark.) - Maps - 1898 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Merrick, George A. -- Rumbough, G. P. C. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 4 parts, 20 x 23.5 in. each.. Scale 1:42,500. Originally published 1898.
Microfiche 583, no. 10 (PrCt)

Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Pulaski-Alexander Farm Bureau (Ill.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (32 p.) : 19 maps ; 28 cm.
"Rev. 1978."
Cover title.
"Sponsored by Pulaski-Alexander Farm Bureau."
Includes indexes to owners.
Scale [ca. 1:50,688]. 1 1/4 in. = 1 mile.
Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 81675688

Pulaski County (Va.) - Maps - 1890 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
[Pulaski County (Va.) - 1890: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche. [Washington, D.C.]: LC G&M Division, [1983?].
Authors: Boyd, Chas. R., fl. 1890-1899 -- Smith, J. L. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Microfiche 583, no. 10 (PrCt)

Pulaski County (Va.) - Maps - 1978 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Pulaski County Farm Bureau (Va.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library). 1 atlas (32 p.) : 19 maps ; 28 cm.
"Rev. 1978."
Cover title.
"Sponsored by Pulaski County Farm Bureau."
Includes indexes to owners.
Scale [ca. 1:82,400]. 1 in. = 1 mile.
Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 77627408
Local History Ref F417.P98 B69 2005 (NLO)

Microfiche 583, no. 1368 (PrCt)

65872 Pullman Cars - Pictorial works - 1877<><>Chicago and North Western Railway Company - Pictorial works - 1877

These palatial Pullman hotel cars are run by no road except the Chicago & North-Western Railway between Chicago and Omaha. Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., 1877.

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Chicago and North Western Railway Company -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library)

1 broadside : col. ; 54 x 34 cm.

Most of surface is taken up with a large woodcut view of dining car interior; letterpress and surrounding rules printed in red. Condition: V. fine

Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection.

Cataloged as AMcN III PC 550, but not at Newberry Library; framed and mounted in Sandy McNally's office (March 2011).

AMcN III PC 550 (PrCt)

65873 Pullman (Chicago, Ill.) - Historical geography - Maps - 1885-1913

Pullman industrial complex. [Chicago?], 1976.

Authors: Historic American Engineering Record -- U.S. Office of Archaeology and Historic Preservation. Pullman Recording Project -- Curley, Patrick -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)

7 maps and 1 birds-eye view : blueprints ; on 7 sheets 90 x 59 cm. each

Based on maps and other sources variously dated 1885, 1886, 1901, and 1913.

4046

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

map6F G4104.C6:2P8 1885 .H5 (PrCt)

65874 Pullman (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1886 - Fire risk assessment<><>Fire risk assessment - Maps - Pullman (Chicago, Ill.) - 1886

Raschers map of Pullman Cook Co. III. [Chicago : Rascher Insurance Map Publishing Company, 1886?].

Authors: Rascher Insurance Map Publishing Company -- Rascher, Charles -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)

4 maps : col. ; on sheets 67 x 45 and 67 x 88 cm. Title from p. 1.

Pages 1-7 dated 'April '86' and 'May '86' and detached from a Rascher atlas with running title: Chicago suburbs vol. 2.

Scale [1:960]. '80 feet to one inch.'

Sheets include ms. annotation in pencil.

Cf. OCLC 50261940.

548

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Pullman map6F G4104.C6:2P8 1886 .R3 (PrCt)

65875 Pullman (Chicago, Ill.) - Pictorial works - 1893<><>Pictorial works - Pullman (Chicago, Ill.) - 1893


Authors: Koopman, Henry R. -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)


Introduction signed: The author, H.R.K.

Photographs by the author.

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Case F549.P97 K56 1893 (NLO)

65876 Pultusk (Poland) - Pictorial works - 1657<><>Poltowsko (Poland) SEE Pultusk (Poland)


[Warsaw : Spóldzielcze zrzeszenie wytworców rekodziela lud. i artyst., 1987].

Authors: Dahlbergh, Erik Jönsson, greve, 1625-1703 -- Pufendorf, Samuel, Freiherr von, 1632-1694 -- Lopez-Majano, Jadwiga

1 print ; 11 x 35 cm. on sheet 30 x 42 cm.

Facsimile reprint of engraving in Pufendorf's De rebus a Carolo Gustavo Sveciae rege gestis commentariorum libri septum (Nuremberg, 1696). Imprint from label on verso.


Cf. digital image on ArtInfo website (accessed November 2009) which shows a view of Bromberg (Bydgoszcz) below this one:

http://www.artinfo.pl/files/rara_avis/61_aukcja/zdj_ecia_d/373.jpg

map2F G6524 .P93A3 1657 .D3 1893 (PrCt)

65877 Puná Island (Ecuador) - Maps - 1603<><>Isla de Puná (Ecuador) SEE Puná Island (Ecuador)<><>Isla Puná (Ecuador) SEE Puná Island (Ecuador)

Insula Pvana. [Bergum, Netherlands : Frederik Muller, rare books, 2008].

Authors: Hulsius, Levinus, d. 1606 -- Hulsius, Levinus, d. 1606. Sechste Theil, kurtze Warhafttige Relation vnd beschreibung der wunderbarsten vier Schifffarten (1603)

1 map ; 16 x 13 cm.

In facsimile of work originally published Nuremberg, 1603: Hulsius, Levinus. Sechste Theil, kurtze Warhafttige Relation vnd beschreibung der wunderbarsten vier Schifffarten ... (Bergum, Netherlands : Frederik Muller, 2008), plate 13.

Shows town and boats burning on the island, fighting between soldiers and natives on island

Puná Island (Ecuador) - Maps - 1603<><>Isla de Puná (Ecuador) SEE Puná Island (Ecuador)<><>Isla Puná (Ecuador) SEE Puná Island (Ecuador)
and on mainland.

Digital image available on Gallica website of Bibliothèque National (accessed Sept. 2010): http://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/nt1b20000211.item.f9

Case G419 .H85 1603a, plate 13 (PrCt)


Authors: Aitchison, C. U. (Charles Umpherston), Sir, 1832-1896 -- India. Foreign and Political Dept.

1 map ; 112 x 150 cm. fold. to 31 x 22 cm. Reprinted from Aitchison's collection of treaties.

Scale: 16 miles to the inch.

tolio G 1069 .71 (NLO)

65879 Punjab (India) - Maps - 1839<<>>Jammu and Kashmir (India) - Maps - 1839

The Panjub with part of Afghanistan, Kashmeer, Sinde &c. [London] : Chapman and Hall, 1839 [i.e.1844].

Authors: Chapman and Hall -- J. & C. Walker (Firm) -- Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (Great Britain) -- Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (Great Britain).

Maps of the Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (1844) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 38 x 30 cm.

Title in upper margin.


oversize Ayer 135 .S67 1844 v. 1, pl. [95] (PrCt)

65880 Pure Oil Company - Maps - 1930-1939 - Petroleum industry and trade<<>>Pictorial maps - Pure Oil Company - 1930-1939 - Petroleum industry and trade - Pictorial maps - United States - Maps - 1930-1939 - Petroleum industry and trade - Pictorial maps

A Pictorial map showing operations, properties, transportation facilities, telegraph communication, & marketing territories of the Pure Oil Company, U.S.A. / G.H. Bodeen. Chicago : drawn and lithographed by Rand McNally & Co., [193-?].

Authors: Bodeen, George H. -- Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 56 x 44 cm.

Previously bound with a collection of pictorial maps in binders labeled "Points of Interest." Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 190.42 (PrCt)

65882 Pure Oil Company - Maps - 1930-1939 - Pictorial maps<<>>Pictorial maps - Pure Oil Company - 1930-1939<<>>United States - Maps - 1930-1939 - Petroleum industry and trade - Pictorial maps<<>>Pictorial maps - United States - 1930-1939 - Petroleum industry and trade<<>>Road maps<<>>Pictorial maps

A Pictorial map showing operations, properties, transportation facilities, telegraph communication, & marketing territories of the Pure Oil Company, U.S.A. / G.H. Bodeen. Chicago : drawn and lithographed by Rand McNally & Co., [193-?].

Authors: Bodeen, George H. -- Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 56 x 44 cm.

Previously bound with a collection of pictorial maps in binders labeled "Points of Interest." Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 194.2X (PrCt)

65883 Purmerend (Netherlands) - Maps - 1622 - Polder maps<<>>Polder maps - Purmerend (Netherlands) - 1622<<>>Purmerend (Netherlands) SEE Purmerend (Netherlands)


1 map ; 19 x 30 cm. on sheet 48 x 58 cm. Cadastral map detailing polders. Oriented with north at upper right.

Printed on same sheet with a table of surveying data printed from separately engraved copperplate (18 x 13 cm.): Groodte van alle de Kavels gelegen inde Purmer ... bi Mr. Klaes Huijberssz. Bonefatius, efi. Mr. Sijmon Willemsse.
Boonacker, gesworen landt-meeters, inde maent Maj ao. 1623.
Remnants of binding stub on verso.
Forms part of the Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Koeman, C. Atlantes Neerlandici (1967-1985), v. 3, p. 159, Vis 2, no. 34 and p. 177, no. 58.
Hollstein, F. W. H. Dutch and Flemish etchings, engravings, and woodcuts, ca. 1450-1700 (1949-), no. (228).
Visscher 85 (PrCt)

Pursell, Henry D. A Map of the United States of N. America, 1785
Cartography - Jeffersonian States - History - 1785
The Jeffersonian states. 1918.
Authors: Phillips, Philip Lee, 1857-1924 p. 343-344, map
From Daughters of the American Revolution magazine 52 (1918): 343-344, map.
Vert 409, no. 2 (PrCt)

Pusan (Korea) - Maps - 1797-1804 - Harbors - Nautical charts
Okinawa Island (Japan) - Maps - 1797-1804 - Nautical charts
Uchiura Bay (Hokkaido, Japan) - Maps - 1797-1804 - Nautical charts
Pusan (Korea) - 1797-1804 - Harbors - Nautical charts - Pusan (Korea)
Nautical charts - Naha-shi (Japan) - 1797-1804 - Harbors - Nautical charts
Uchiura Bay (Hokkaido, Japan) - Maps - 1797-1804 - Harbors - Nautical charts
Thosan (Korea) SEE Pusan (Korea)
Posan (Korea) SEE Pusan (Korea)
Fuzan (Korea) SEE Pusan (Korea)
Husan (Korea) SEE Pusan (Korea)
Lieuvechieux Island, Great SEE Okinawa Island (Japan)
Uchiura-Wan (Hokkaido, Japan) SEE Uchiura Bay (Hokkaido, Japan)
Volcano Bay (Japan) SEE Uchiura Bay (Hokkaido, Japan)
Nautical charts
Sketch of Thosan Harbor, on the S.E. coast of Corea ; The sketch of Napachan Roads, in the island of Lieuchieux ; Plan of Endermo Harbor in the island of Matsvay / by Capt. W.R. Broughton, 1797 ; Neels sculp., 352 Strand. London : Cadell & Davies, Strand, May 1st 1804.
A Voyage of discovery to the north Pacific Ocean ... (1804) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
3 maps ; 24 x 24 cm. and smaller, on sheet 28 x 43 cm., folded to 28 x 22 cm.
In: Broughton, William Robert. A Voyage of discovery to the north Pacific Ocean ... the coast of Asia ... the island of the Insu ... coasts of Japan, the Lieuchieux ... isles, as well as the coast of Corea ... Performed in His Majesty's sloop Providence and her tender, in the years 1795, 1796, 1797, 1798 (London : Printed for T. Cadell and W. Davies, 1804), between p. 96-97. "Page 96" at upper right.
Soundings in fathoms.
References: Graff 416 (sold as Newberry duplicate).
folio Ayer 125.1 1795 .B7, between p. 96-97 (PrCt)

Putnam County (Ind.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners - Counties - Maps
Putnam County (Ind.) - Maps - Landowners - Maps
Family maps of Putnam County, Indiana : with homesteads, roads, waterways, towns, cemeteries, railroads, and more. Norman, Okla.
1st ed.
'Deluxe edition.'
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).
'3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.' Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).
Includes indexes.
ISBN 1420300598
Local History Ref F532.P9 B69 2005 (NLO)

Putnam County (Ind.) - Maps - 1864 - Landowners - Counties - Maps
Putnam County (Ind.) - Maps - Landowners - Maps
Authors: Lake, D. J. -- Warner, A. -- Cowles & Titus -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 4 parts, 23 x 25.5 in. each. Scale 1:42,240. Originally published Philadelphia:

**Microfiche 583, no. 164 (PrCr)**

**65889** Putnam County (Ind.) - Maps - 1879 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps


Authors: J. H. Beers & Co. -- Chicago Historical Society

1 atlas (60, [12] p.) : ill., maps (some col.), ports. ; 46 cm.

Incomplete ; lacks p. 21-22.

Library buckram.

Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005; includes CHS ownership markings.


**65892** Putnam County (Ohio) - Maps - 1880 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps

*History of Putnam County, Ohio : illustrated, containing outline map, fifteen farm maps and a history of the county; lithographic views of buildings--public and private; portraits of prominent men; general statistics; miscellaneous matters, &c.* [Evansville, Ind.] : Unigraphic, 1976.

Authors: Hardesty, Hiram H., 1834-1898 -- Unigraphic (Evansville, Ind.) -- Hardesty, Hiram H., 1834-1898 SEE ALSO H.H. Hardesty (Firm) 308 p. in various pagings : ill., maps ; 36 cm.

Reprint of the 1880 ed. published by H.H. Hardesty, Chicago.

In same volume with reprint of Seitz, Daniel W. The Putnam County Atlas ... (Ottawa, Ohio: Seitz and Talbot, 1895.) Includes index.

Cover title: Combination 1880 history and 1895 atlas, Putman County, Ohio.

80-21577 folio G1403.P8 B4 1879a (NLO)

**65893** Putnam County (Ohio) - Maps - 1895 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps

*The Putnam County atlas ...* [Evansville, Ind.]: Boyd, Gregory A. & Co., 1895.

1 atlas (60, [16] p.) : ill., maps (some col.), ports. ; 36 cm.

Reprint of the 1895 ed. published by H.H. Hardesty (Firm) 360 p. in various pagings : ill., maps ; 36 cm.

Reprint of the 1880 ed. published by H.H. Hardesty, Chicago.

‘3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.’ Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township). Includes indexes.

Series: Family maps ISBN 1420308815 ; 9781420308815

Local History Ref folio F497.P96 B69 2008 (NLO)

**65891** Putnam County (Ohio) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps


Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960- -- Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)

182 p. : maps ; 28 cm.

1st ed.

'Deluxe edition.'

Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).

Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township). Includes indexes.

Series: Family mapsISBN 1420308815 ; 9781420308815

Local History Ref folio F497.P96 B69 2008 (NLO)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Unigraphic, 1976.
Authors: Seitz, Daniel W., 1850-- Talbot, Oliver C., 1868-- Unigraphic (Evansville, Ind.)
1 atlas (134 p.) : maps, ports., views ; 36 cm.
In same volume with reprint of History of Putman County Ohio (Chicago: H.H. Hardey & Co., 1880).
Includes index.
Cover title: Combination 1880 history and 1895 atlas, Putman County, Ohio.
M1357
folio G1398.P9 H3 1880a (NLO)

65894
Putsch, Johann, 1516-1542
[Notes on Johann Putsch]. [Chicago, 198-?].
Authors: Karrow, Robert W.
1 file folder ; 25 x 30 cm.
Bibliographical notes, photocopies of maps, correspondence, and drafts used in the preparation of the chapter on Johann Putsch in: Karrow, Mapmakers of the sixteenth century and their maps (1993).
Vert 3156 (PrCt)

65895
Putte, Bernard van den, 1528-1580
Bernard van den Putte. [Nieuwkoop : B. de Graaf, 1975].
Authors: Rouzet, Anne -- Rouzet, Anne.
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3132, no. 9.
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.
Wing folio Z 32465 .759, p. 180-181 (PrCt)

65896
Puy-de-Dôme (France) - Maps - 1593
Liminae topographia. [Antwerp : s.n., 1593?].
Authors: Jode, Gerard de, 1509-1591 -- Wierix, Antonie, -1604 -- Jode, Gerard de, 1509-1591.
Specvlvm orbis terrarvm (1593)
1 map : hand col. ; 35 x 20 cm., on sheet 42 x 55 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Printed from same plate on same sheet as another map: Boloniensivm ditionis et Caletensivm exacta descript[io]
Latin letterpress text on verso (fol. 26, sig. CC): Veromandvorvm tracts, et Sabavdiae ...
Engraving attributed to Antonie Wierix.
In: Jode, Gerard de. Specvlvm orbis terrarvm (Antwerp : A. Coninx, 1593), map [26].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .J9 1593, map [26] (PrCt)

65897
Puyallup Indian Reservation (Wash.) - Maps - 1891 - Landowners
Map of the Puyallup Indian Reservation Washington. 1891.
Authors: Eells, Edwin -- United States. Congress. Senate
1 map : col. ; on sheet 71 x 54 cm.
Detached from ... Report of the Puyallup Indian Commission in U.S. 52nd Congress, 1st session, 1891-1892. Senate Executive Document 34, opposite p. 45 [Serial Set 2892].
Color coding explained on p. 45 of accompanying text.
2734
map4F G4282.P85 1891 E3 (PrCt)

65898
Puyallup River (Wash.) - Mouth - Maps - 1898-1898 - Tacoma (Wash.) - Maps - 1898 - Harbors
Mouth of the Puyallup River Washington. 1898.
Authors: Clapp, J. M. -- Taylor, Harry, 1863-1930
1 map : col. ; 49 x 84 cm.
2736
map4F G4282.P86 1898 C6 (PrCt)

65899
Pylos (Greece) - Maps - 1689
Authors: Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718 -- Padoani, Domenico, fl. 1689 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718.
Pylos (Greece). 1 map ; 27 x 44 cm.
2736
map4F G4282.P86 1898 C6 (PrCt)

65900
Pylos (Greece) - Maps - 1689 - Pictorial works
Authors: Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718 -- Padoani, Domenico, fl. 1689 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718.
Pylos (Greece). 1 map ; 14 x 17 cm.
2736
map4F G4282.P86 1898 C6 (PrCt)
Pyramid, (Utah) - Pictorial works - 1961 - Railroads - Microwave communication systems - Denver and Rio Grande Western Railroad Company - Pictorial works - 1961 - Microwave communication systems - Microwave communication systems - Pyramid, (Utah) - Pictorial works - 1961 - Railroads - Radio - Pyramid, (Utah) - Pictorial works - 1961 - Railroads - Maps

Eastbound freight train passing Pyramid, Utah, microwave relay station. [Denver : Denver and Rio Grande Western Railroad Company, 1961?]. Authors: Denver and Rio Grande Western Railroad Company
1 view : col. ; 25 x 23 cm.

Caption title.
Color photograph.

5A 7267 (1960 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Pyramiids of Giza (Egypt) - Pictorial works - 1552 - Abu Sir Site (Jizah, Egypt) - Pictorial works - 1552 - Giza Pyramids (Egypt) SEE Pyramis of Giza (Egypt) SEE Pyramids of Giza (Egypt) SEE Pyramids of Giza (Egypt) - Woodcuts

[View of the Giza pyramids in Egypt]. [Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552].
Authors: Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552. Cosmographiae univerialis ... (1552) -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : woodcut ; 16 x 10 cm., on sheet 32 x 21 cm.

Title supplied by cataloger.
Added letterpress title above woodcut: Pyramides Aegypti.
In: Münster, Sebastian. Cosmographiae univerialis ... (Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552), p. 1134.

VAULT folio Ayer 7.M8 1552, p. 1134 (PrCt)

Pyramiids of Giza (Egypt) - Pictorial works - 1793 - Jizah (Egypt) - Pictorial works - 1793 - Pyramids of Jizah (Egypt) see Pyramids of Giza (Egypt) SEE Jizah (Egypt)

The Egyptian pyramids with a view of part of the Nile &c. [London : s.n., 1793?].
Authors: Bankes, Thomas, b. 1744 -- Bankes, Thomas, b. 1744. A New and authentic system of universal geography, antient and modern : including all the late important discoveries made by the English ... [1793?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view ; 16 x 28 cm., on sheet 40 x 24 cm.
Anonymous view.

*Engraved for Bankes's new system of geography. Published by royal authority."
In: Bankes, Thomas. A New and authentic system of universal geography, antient and modern : including all the late important discoveries made by the English ... (London : Printed for C. Cooke ... [et al., 1793?]), between p. 386-387.
Engraved number "64" at bottom right.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G115 .B36 1793, between p. 386-387 (PrCt)

Pyramius, Christophorus, fl. 16th cent. [Notes on Christophorus Pyramius]. [Chicago, 198-?].
Authors: Karrow, Robert W.
1 file folder ; 25 x 30 cm.
Bibliographical notes, photocopies, correspondence, and drafts used in the preparation of the chapter on Christophorus Pyramius in: Karrow, Mapmakers of the sixteenth century and their maps (1993).

Vert 3158 (PrCt)

Pyramius, Christophorus, fl. 16th cent. - Piramus, Christophorus SEE Pyramius, Christophorus fl. 16th cent. - Piramus, Christophorus SEE Pyramius, Christophorus fl. 16th cent. - Kegel, Christoph SEE Pyramius, Christophorus, fl. 16th cent.

Die 'Germania' des Christophorus Pyramius (1547), die älteste Wandkarte von Deutschland. [Berlin : Karl Kerhof, 1942].
Authors: Herrmann, Albert, 1886-1945 -- Forschungen und Fortschritte (1942) -- Jacobson, Ilse
p. 251-253 ; 30 cm.
Accompanied by partial English translation by Ilse Jacobson (4 p. : typescript ; 28 cm.).

Vert 3157 (PrCt)

Pyrénées-Atlantiques (France) - Maps - Bibliography - Catalogs - France - Maps - Bibliography - Catalogs - Archives départementales des Pyrénées-Atlantiques - Map collections - Catalogs

Authors: Pinzuti, Dominique -- Archives départementales des Pyrénées-Atlantiques 105 p., 10 leaves of plates : ill. (some col.) ; 24 cm.
At head of title: Archives des Pyrénées-Atlantiques.
Errata slip inserted.
Includes index.
Formerly Z6028 .A73 1975

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
65907 Pyrenees - History - Revolution, 1789-1799 - Maps - 1839
Carte des Pyrénées occidentales pour l'intelligence des guerres de la Révolution pendant les années 1793, 1794, et 1795 / Bielaerds, ft. [Paris : Libraire Militaire de Petit, 1839].
Relief shown by hachures.
Inset: Croquis particuliére de la route de Bayonne à Vittoria.
Case oversize F 393 .457, pl. 2 bis (PrCt)

65908 Pyrenees - History - Revolution, 1789-1799 - Maps - 1839
Carte militaire des Pyrénées orientales pour l'intelligence des operationes de 1793 à 1795 / Bielaerds, ft. [Paris] : Libraire Militaire de Petit, [1839].
Relief shown by hachures.
Inset: Croquis de la Cerdagne.
Case oversize F 393 .457, pl. 3 (PrCt)

65909 Pyrenees - Maps - 1691 - Names, Geographical
Les Monts Pyrénées, ou sont remarqués les passages ... Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : H. Jaillot [i.e. P. Mortier], 1691 [i.e. 1696].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:74
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
Relief shown by hachures.
Inset: Croquis particuliere de la route de Bayonne à Vittoria.
Case oversize F 393 .457, pl. 2 bis (PrCt)

65910 Pyrenees - Maps - 1695
Les Monts Pyrénéas, ou sont remarqués les passages de France en Espagne ... Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : Chez H. Jaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], [1695?].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:74
1 map : hand col. ; 78 x 55 cm.
In counterfeit edition of: Sanson, Nicolas. Atlas contenant toutes les parties du monde ... ] (Amsterdam : Pierre Mortier, 1696) v. 2, map [10].
Forms part of atlas published by P. Mortier in Amsterdam; chiefly comprised of maps bearing the counterfeit imprint of H. Jaillot in Paris.
Case oversize G 1007 .78 v. 2, map [10] (PrCt)

65911 Pyrenees - Maps - 1700 - France - Maps - 1700
Les Monts Pyrénéas out sont remarqués les passages de France en Espagne. Amsterdam, [ca. 1700].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:74
1 map : hand col. ; 52 x 85 cm.
Covers southwestern France and northeastern Spain.
3036
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map6F G5832.S61 1700 S2 (PrCt)

65912 Pyrenees - Maps - 1809
Map of the Pyrenees and the adjacent provinces. London : A. Arrowsmith, 1809.
Authors: Roussel, Joseph -- La Blottière, 1673-1739 -- Torfino de San Miguel, Vincente, ca. 1732-1795 -- Lópe de Vargas Machuca, Tomás, 1731-1802 -- Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Tofiño de San Miguel, Vincente, ca. 1732-1795 SEE Torfino de San Miguel, Vincente, ca. 1732-1795
1 map : hand col. ; 99 x 215 cm. in 2 sections, fold. in slipcase 26 x 18 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:207,500].
Oriented with north towards the lower right.
Relief shown by hachures.
Inset: [Mouth of the Ebro].
Dedication: To ... the Prince of Wales ... A. Arrowsmith.
73-8388
ICN74
Pyrenees - Maps - 1877

3e éd.
"Avec 9 cartes."
Advertisements: 12 p. at beginning, 112 p. at end.
Includes index.
Series: Collection des guides Joanne -- Guides diamant
Former owners: E.H. Foster; Flo Paddock.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G847 Pyrenees (1877) (NLO)

Pyrenees - Maps - 1888

Authors: Joanne, Paul, 1847-1922 -- Joanne, Adolphe Laurent, 1813-1881 -- Guides diamant -- Thuillier, Louis -- Hachette (Firm)
1 v. : 9 map plates
G 39745.47 (NLO)

Pyrenees - Maps - 1890

2 v. : ill., 15 maps (some folded, some col.) ; 18 cm.
Cover title: France : Pyrénéees
Contents: I. Partie occidentale -- II. Partie orientale.
Continuous pagination.
Series: Collection des guides-Joanne
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .C65 Pyrenees (1890) (NLO)
some col.): 16 cm.
Imperfect: missing folded map from pocket.
Maps by L. Hermann, F. Schrader.
Map on endpaper.
Includes bibliographical references (p. xlii) and index.
Series: Guides bleus
Bookseller’s label: Librairie Hachette, Paris, 35f.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G84 Pyrenees (1925) (NLO)

65920 Pyrenees - Maps - 1928
Authors: Monmarché, Marcel, 1872-1945 -- Doré, Robert, 1890- -- Schrader, Franz, 1844-1924 -- Guides bleus -- Hermann, L., active 1906-1939 -- Lourde-Rocheblanc -- Hachette (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
lxxx, 517 p. : ill., 62 maps and plans (some col., some folded) ; 17 cm.
[Nouv. éd. / refondu et révisé par Robert Doré ; introd. générale par Franz Schrader.]
Maps by L. Hermann and F. Schrader.
Map on endpaper; folded map in pocket.
Includes bibliographical references (p. xliii-xliv) and index.
Series: Guides bleus
Bookseller’s label: Hachette, 40.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G84 Pyrenees (1928) (NLO)

65921 Pyrenees - Maps - 1933
Authors: Prégent, Paul, 1889- -- Schrader, Franz, 1844-1924 -- Doré, Robert, 1890- -- Guides bleus -- Hermann, L., active 1906-1939 -- Hachette (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
lxix, 511 p. : 53 maps and plans (some col., 1 folded), plans ; 17 cm.
[Nouv. éd. / révisée par Paul Prégent ; introd. générale par Fr. Schrader ; aperçu artistique par R. Doré.]
Includes bibliographical references (p. xliii-xliv) and index.
Map on endpaper.
Series: Guides bleus
Bookseller’s label: Hachette, 50f.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Maps by L. Hermann.
Baskes G153 .G84 Pyrenees (1933) (NLO)

65922 Pyrenees - Maps - 1963<>Hautes-Pyrénées (France) - Maps - 1963<>Pyrénées-Atlantiques (France) - Maps - 1963<>Road maps
Authors: Michelin green guides -- Michelin Tyre Company -- Dickens Press -- Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
194 p. : ill. (some col.), 131 col. maps, col. plans ; 26 x 12 cm.
2nd ed.
"English edition."
Cover title.
"Michelin’s Tourist Service presents the second edition in English of its Guide Pyrenees ..."--P. 2.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 15) and index.
Series: Michelin green guides.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 65003422

65923 Pyrenees - Maps - 1966<>Hautes-Pyrénées (France) - Maps - 1966<>Pyrénées-Atlantiques (France) - Maps - 1966<>Road maps
Authors: Guides verts Michelin -- Michelin green guides -- Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- French and European Publications -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
194 p. : ill. (some col.), 142 maps (chiefly col.), col. plans ; 26 cm.
20e éd.
Cover title.
Distributor’s label pasted to cover: French and European Publications, Inc. ... New York, N.Y.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 15) and index.
Series: Les guides verts Michelin -- Guides verts Michelin.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Authors: Guides verts Michelin -- Michelin green guides -- Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
191 p. : ill. (some col.), 120 col. maps, col. plans ; 26 x 12 cm.
21e éd.
Cover title.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 15) and index.
Series: Les guides verts Michelin -- Guides verts Michelin.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

65925 Pyrenees - Maps - 1972<>Gascony (France) - Maps - 1972<>Gascogne (France) SEE
Gascony (France)
Authors: Fauvel, Jean Jacques -- Parisot, Magdelaine, 1909- -- Perrin, Christiane -- Guides bleus -- Hachette (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
814 p. : 53 maps and plans (some folded, some col.) ; 17 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 92)-99 and index.
Map on endpaper.
Series: Guides verts Michelin
Includes bibliographical references (p. 29) and index.
Series: Guides verts Michelin
Former owner's signature: George Leonard.
Map on back cover.
Series: Guides verts Michelin
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Pyrenees - Maps - 1974-1986

Hautes-Pyrénées (France) - Maps - 1974
Pyrénées-Atlantiques (France) - Maps - 1974
Authors: Michelin green guides -- Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
169 p. : ill. (some col.), 114 col. maps, col. plans ; 26 x 12 cm.
23e éd.
Cover title.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 29) and index.
Series: Michelin green guides
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G8 Pyrénées (1972) (NLO)


Aquitaine Basin (France) - Maps - 1992
Pays Basque (France) - Maps - 1992
Authors: Michelin green guides -- Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
3e éd.
Cover title.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 207) and index.
Maps on back cover.
Series: Michelin green guides
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.


Midi-Pyrénées (France) - Maps - 1994
Roussillon (France : Province) - Maps - 1994
Authors: Michelin green guides -- Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
189 p. : ill. (chiefly col.), 40 col. maps, col. plans ; 26 x 12 cm.
4e éd.
Cover title.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 163) and index.
Maps on back cover.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
ISBN 2060368049 ; 9782060368047

Pyrenees - Maps - 1996 - Languedoc (France) - Maps - 1996 - Tarn River Valley (France) - Maps - 1996 - Road maps
Authors: Michelin green guides -- Michelin Tyre PLC -- Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
389 p. : ill. (chiefly col.), 79 col. maps, col. plans ; 24 x 12 cm.
1st ed.
Cover title.
Maps on back cover.
"This guide is designed to be used with Michelin maps 76, 79, 80, 83, 86, 235, 239, and 240 and the Michelin Red Guide France to hotels and restaurants ..." --Back cover.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 334) and index.
Series: Michelin green guide to Pyrénées-Langedoc-Tarn Gorges -- Michelin green guides.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
ISBN 2061366015 ; 9782061366011

Pyrenees - Maps - 1997 - Aquitaine Basin (France) - Maps - 1997 - Pays Basque (France) - Maps - 1997 - Road maps
Authors: Guides verts Michelin -- Guide de tourisme -- Michelin green guides -- Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
340 p. : ill. (chiefly col.), 60 col. maps, col. plans ; 24 cm.
5e éd.
Cover title.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 307-308) and index.
Map on back cover.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
ISBN 2060367050 ; 9782060367057

Quad Cities (Ill. and Iowa) - Maps - 1970 - Road maps<br>Quad Cities (Ill. and Iowa) - Maps - 1970 - Proofs (Printing) - 1970 - Specimens - Road maps
The Greater Quad-City area. [Chicago?] : published by Quad-City Development Group, c1970.
Authors: Quad-City Development Group -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 69 x 88 cm., folded to 24 x 13 cm.
Panel title.
"Prepared by Rand McNally."
"Copyright © 1970 by Quad-City Development Group."
Plate nos. "R2-W" and "6527".
Panel art: Compass rose and Quad-City Development Group logo.
Printer's proof (?); verso blank.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2259 (PrCt)

Ruins of Anteopolis. [Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, 1840].
Authors: Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846 -- Lea & Blanchard -- Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (1840)
1 view ; 4 x 7 cm.
Wax engraving.
G 11 .607 v. 2. p. 562 (PrCt)

Quad Cities (Ill. and Iowa) - Maps - 1973 - Road maps - Proofs (Printing) - 1973 -
Quartermaster’s map - Cartography - England - 1644


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Photostatic reproduction of 1759 manuscript.
folio Ayer 136 .H91 1909 ser. 2, v. 2, pl. 6-7 (PrCt)

65943 Québec Campaign, 1759 - Maps>>>Québec Region (Québec) - Maps - 1769>>>Saint Lawrence River Valley - Maps - 1769>>>United States - History - French and Indian War, 1755-1763 - Maps
Québec, de hoofdstad van Kanada; aan de Riviere van St. Laurens door de Engelschen belegerd en by verdrag bemagtiad, in't jaar 1759. [Amsterdam? Isaak Tirion?, 1769?].
Authors: Tirion, Isaak -- Tirion, Isaak. Nieuwe en beknopte hand-atlas ... (1748 [i.e. 1769?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 33 x 43 cm.
Keyed to references a-i, k-m, "n,n", "o,o,o", p-r, v and z.
Inset (5 x 9 cm.): De Rivier boven Quebek. North oriented to upper right.
Verso numbered "N 113" in manuscript.
In: Tirion, Isaak. Nieuwe en beknopte hand-atlas ... (Amsterdam : Isaak Tirion, 1744 [i.e. 1769?]), plate [110].
oversize Ayer 135 .T55 1744, plate [110] (PrCt)

65944 Québec (Province) - Fire risk assessment - Maps - History>>>Fire risk assessment - Québec (Province) - Maps - History
Authors: Lépine, Pierre, 1944- -- Cartologica p. [2]-3
Vert 468 (PrCt)

65945 Québec (Province) - Historical geography - Maps - 1971>>>Historical atlases
Series: Histoire économique et sociale du Canada français.
G1141.G1 L4 1971 (NLO)

65946 Québec (Province) - History - Siege, 1690 - Maps
Québec, ville de l'Amerique septentrionale ... assiegée par les Anglois ... Paris : De Fer, [1713?].
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Loon, H. V. (Herman van) -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720.
Introduction à la fortification ... [1713?]
1 map ; 21 x 30 cm.
In: Fer, Nicolas de. Introduction à la fortification
... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, [1713?]) map [176].
Map dated 1705.
For later state of this map, with engraved plate number, see Case folio U 26 .292.
For earlier version of this map, engraved on different plate, see Case folio U 26 .293.
Case oversize U 26 .2919 map [176] (PrCt)

65947 Québec (Province) - History - Siege, 1690 - Maps
Québec, ville de l'Amerique septentrionale ... assiegée par les Anglois. [Paris : De Fer, 1695].
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes -- avec leurs fortifications ... (1695-1696)
1 map ; 21 x 30 cm.
In: Fer, Nicolas de. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes; avec leurs fortifications ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, 1695-1696) pt. 5, map [100].
Manuscript '(23)' at upper right.
Case folio U 26. 293 pt. 5, map [100] (PrCt)

65948 Québec (Province) - Maps - 1709 - Landowners - Manuscripts - Facsimiles>>>Québec (Québec) - Maps - 1709 - Pictorial works<<<Manuscript maps - Facsimiles>>>Counties - Maps<<<Landowners - Maps
Carte du gouvernement de Quebec: levée en l'année 1709 par les ordres de Pontchartrain...
Québec : La Société de Généalogie de Québec, [1974].
Authors: Catalogne, Gédéon de, 1662-1695 -- Couagne, Jean-Baptiste de, 1687-1740 -- Gallienne, Gerard -- Ministère des Affaires Culturelles du Quebec -- Société de Généalogie de Québec
1 map : col. ; 68 x 122 cm. + text ([15]p. ; 28 cm.)
Redrawing of 1709 manuscript in Ministère des Affaires Culturelles du Quebec.
Scale ca. 1:78,000.
Shows landholdings on both sides of the St. Lawrence from Ancienne Lorette to St. Joachim ; landowners are listed alphabetically on map and by lot no. in accompanying text.
37026
ICN78
map4F G3451.G46 1709 C3 (PrCt)

65949 Québec (Province) - Maps - 1709 - Landowners - Manuscripts - Facsimiles>>>Québec (Québec) - Maps - 1709 - Pictorial works<<<Manuscript maps - Facsimiles>>>Counties - Maps<<<Landowners - Maps
Carte du gouvernement de Quebec: levée en l'année 1709 par les ordres de Pontchartrain...
Québec : La Société de Généalogie de Québec, [1967].
Authors: Catalogne, Gédéon de, 1662-1729 -- Couagne, Jean-Baptiste de, 1687-1740 -- Gallienne, Gerard -- Ministère des Affaires Culturelles du Quebec.
Scale ca. 1:78,000.
Shows landholdings on both sides of the St. Lawrence from Ancienne Lorette to St. Joachim ; landowners are listed alphabetically on map and by lot no. in accompanying text.
37026
ICN78
map4F G3451.G46 1709 C3 (PrCt)
A New map of the province of Quebec, according to the royal proclamation, of ...1763 / By Captain Carver ... ; Printed for Robt. Sayer and John Bennett, map and print-sellers ... London : Robert Sayer and John Bennett, 1776.

In: Jefferys, Thomas. The American atlas; or, A geographical description of the whole continent of America ... (1776); pl. [19] verso handstamped '20.'

Case oversize G1100 .J44 1776 pl. [19] (PrCt)

 Québec (Province) - Maps - 1776<---Montréal Region (Québec) - Maps - 1776<---Québec (Québec) - Maps - 1776

A New Map of the Province of Quebec, according to the royal proclamation of ...1763 ... London : Robt. Sayer and John Bennett, 1776 [i.e. 1783?].

Authors: Carver, Jonathan, 1710-1780 -- Jefferys, Thomas, d. 1771. The American atlas -- or, A geographical description of the whole continent of America 1782 i. e. 1783 -- Robert Sayer and John Bennett (Firm) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 65 cm.

Scale [ca. 1:2,200,000].

Insets (24 x 16 cm. and smaller): A Particular survey of the Isles of Montreal -- Plan of Montreal or Villemarie -- The City of Quebec -- Course of the river St. Laurence from la Valterie to Quebec.

In: Jefferys, Thomas. The American atlas; or, A geographical description of the whole continent of America (London : R. Sayer and J. Bennett, 1782 [i.e. 1783?]); verso handstamped '19.'

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .J46 1782 pl. 19 (PrCt)

Québec (Province) - Maps - 1786 - Coasts - Nautical charts<---Nautical charts - Québec (Province) - 1786 - Coasts<---Esquiman Channel (N.L. and Québec) - Maps - 1786 - Nautical charts<---Nautical charts - Esquiman Channel (N.L. and Québec) - 1786<---Mecatina Bay (Québec) - Maps - 1786 - Nautical charts<---Nautical charts - Mecatina Bay (Québec) - 1786<---Saint Augustin Bay (Québec) - Maps - 1786 - Nautical charts<---Nautical charts - Saint Augustin Bay (Québec) - 1786<---Cumberland Bay (Québec) - Maps - 1786 - Nautical charts<---Nautical charts - Cumberland Bay (Québec) - 1786<---Havre de Mécatina (Québec) SEE Mecatina Bay (Québec)<---Gros Mécatina (Québec) SEE Mecatina Bay (Québec)<---Great Mécatina (Québec) SEE Mecatina Bay (Québec)<---Havre Augustin (Québec) SEE Saint Augustin Bay (Québec)<---St. Augustin Harbour (Québec) SEE Saint Augustin Bay (Québec)<---Cumberland Harbour (Québec) SEE Cumberland Bay (Québec)<---Havre Cumberland (Québec) SEE Cumberland Bay (Québec)<---Nautical charts

A Chart of part of the coast of Labrador, from Grand Point to Shecatica / surveyed by Michael Lane in 1768 and engraved by Thomas Jefferys ... London : Published by permission of the Right Honourable the Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty; printed for Robert Sayer, 53 Fleet Street, 1 Augt. 1786.
Authors: Lane, Michael, fl. 1768-1784 -- Jefferys, Thomas, -1771 -- Great Britain. Admiralty -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Laurie & Whittle.

The North American pilot for Newfoundland, Labrador, the Gulf and River St. Laurence ... (1794) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : 50 x 52 cm.

Oriented with north at upper right.

Insets (17 x 21 cm. and smaller): Plan of Mecatina Harbour -- Plan of St. Augustine -- Plan of Cumberland Harbour.

In: Robert Laurie and James Whittle. The North American pilot for Newfoundland, Labrador, the Gulf and River St. Laurence ... (London : Printed and published by Robert Laurie and James Whittle ... successors to the late Mr. Robert Sayer, 1794), map 19.

Printed plate no. "XIX" at upper right ; "19" on verso.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1186.P5 .C6 1794, map 19 (PrCt)

65954 Québec (Province) - Maps - 1802<> New Brunswick - Maps - 1802<> Maine - Maps - 1802

A New Map of the Province of Lower Canada ... 1802 [i.e. 1816?].


1 map : hand col. ; 56 x 84 cm.

In: Faden, William [and others]. [General atlas of modern geography : a collection of large scale maps and charts of all parts of the world] ([London, etc. : W. Faden, etc., 1775-1816]) v. 2, pl. [32].

Verso handstamped '26.'

Imprint on map: London: published by Willm. Faden ... August 12th, 1802.

oversize Ayer 135 .G32 1775 v. 2, pl. [32] (PrCt)

65955 Québec (Province) - Maps - 1815<> Saint Lawrence River Valley - Maps - 1815 - Nautical charts<> Nautical charts - Saint Lawrence River Valley - 1815<> Québec (Québec) - Maps - 1815<> Québec (Québec) - Pictorial works - 1815<> Montréal (Québec) - Maps - 1815<> Trois-Rivières (Québec) - Maps - 1815<> Three Rivers (Québec) SEE Trois-Rivières (Québec)<> Gaspé Peninsula (Québec) - Maps - 1815<> Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1816<> Wall maps<> Nautical charts<> Engravings

To His Royal Highness George Augustus Frederick, Prince of Wales ... this topographical map of the Province of Lower Canada, shewing its division into districts, counties, seigniories, & townships ... / dedicated by ... Joseph Bouchette, His Majesty's Surveyor General of the Province & Lieut. Colonel C.M. ; Engraved by J. Walker & Sons, 47 Bernard Street, Russell Square, London. London : W. Faden, Geographer to His Majesty ... Charing Cross, Augst. 12th, 1815.


1 map on 10 sheets : hand col., sectioned and mounted on cloth ; 139 x 327 cm., folded to 25 x 34 cm. + 2 separate maps

Truncated title (following long dedication): ... This topographical map of the Province of Lower Canada shewing its divisions in districts, counties, seigniories, & townships ...

Scale [ca. 1:168,000]

Oriented with north at upper right.

Relief shown by hachures.

Covers southern Québec, much of the Saint Lawrence River Valley, and northern sections of New York, Vermont, New Hampshire, and Maine; roughly bounded by Lake Saint Francis, the mouth of the Saguenay River, the confluence of the Saint John and Tobique Rivers, and Lake Mégantic on the Chaudière River.

Finely detailed engraving; identifies rural landowners, survey sections, ferrys, bridges, saw mills, iron works, convents, chapels, and telegraphs.

Insets (38 x 66 cm. or smaller): City of Quebec -- [View of Quebec City] -- Town of Montreal -- Town of Three Rivers -- The Pillars and Goose.Id. [view] -- The Pilgrims taken from ... Brandy Pots [view] -- Pillier Boissé open with Goose Id. [view] -- The Brandy Pots [view] -- Id. of Bic [view].

Accompanied by 2 separate maps (34 x 41 cm. and 40 x 48 cm.): A Map of part of the Province of Lower Canada, exhibiting the Eastern Townships, adjoining the frontier of the United States [1815?] [sheet 11] -- Plan of the District of Gaspé / by Joseph Bouchette, Surveyor General; J. Walker sculpt. ([London] : W. Faden, 1815) [sheet 12].

These three loose maps were issued to accompany: Bouchette, Joseph. A Topographical description of the province of Lower Canada: with remarks upon Upper Canada: and on the relative connexion of both provinces with the United States of America / by Joseph Bouchette;

"A large map on 12 sheets in case" cf. Sabin and Morgan.
Loose maps shelved in original slipcase (36 x 27 cm.)

Duplicate copy of book (but not loose maps): G 827 .11


Authors: Arrowsmith, John, 1790-1873 -- Arrowsmith, John, 1790-1873. The London atlas of universal geography ... [1837] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 59 x 48 cm.
Inset (22 x 20 cm.): [Newfoundland]. Engraved no. "42" at upper right.
In: Arrowsmith, John. [The London atlas of universal geography : exhibiting the physical & political divisions of the various countries of the world, constructed from original materials] [London : J. Arrowsmith, 1837], map 42.

Baskes oversize G1019 .A778 1837, map 42 (NLO)


Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Burroughs, H. N. -- Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868. A New universal atlas containing maps of the various empires, kingdoms, states, and republics of the world ... (1847)
1 map : hand col. ; 28 x 36 cm.
Inset (14 x 15 cm.): Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, &c. Includes 23 references.
In: Mitchell, S. Augustus. A New universal atlas


Canada East, formerly Lower Canada. Philadelphia : Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co., 1850 [i.e. 1852].

Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co. -- Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868. Mitchell, S. Augustus. New universal atlas ... (1852)
1 map : hand col. ; 28 x 36 cm.
Entered according to act of Congress in ... 1850 by Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co. ...


Inset (14 x 15 cm.): Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, &c. Includes 16 references.

65959 Québec (Province) Maps - 1851<<<New Brunswick Maps - 1851<<<Québec (Québec) Maps - 1851 - Pictorial works


Authors: Rapkin, J. -- Tallis, John, 1817-1876 -- Warren, H., fl. 1851 -- Allen, John Baylis, 1803-1876 -- Martin, Robert Montgomery, 1803?-1868. Tallis's illustrated atlas, and modern history of the world ... (1851)
1 map : hand col. ; 22 x 30 cm.
Inset views (10 x 15 cm. and smaller): Quebec -- South American Indians -- [Official state seal].

In: Martin, Robert Montgomery. Tallis's illustrated atlas, and modern history of the world ... (London ; New York : J. Tallis, 1851) pl. [64].

Wheatley G1019 .N49 1852 pl. 3 (PrCt)

65960 Québec (Province) Maps - 1853<<<New Brunswick Maps - 1853<<<Canada East


Authors: Rapkin, J. -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 22 cm.
Condition: Glazed, in black wooden frame. Fine. Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection.
Previous location: McNally's vault B1
AMCn III PC 700 (PrCt)

65961 Québec (Province) Maps - 1857 - Administrative and political divisions

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Map of lower Canada : shewing the proposed land agencies and the townships distinct from the seignories. Toronto : Crown Land Office, 1857.
Authors: Bouchette, Joseph, 1774-1841 -- Matthews, George, ca. 1816-1864 -- Canada. Crown Land Dept. -- Cauchon, Joseph, 1816-1885
1 map ; 53 x 148 cm.
At head of title: No. 1.
'G. Matthews, lithographer, Montreal.'
'Joseph Cauchon, commissioner.'
Dated 12th March, 1857.
Scale [ca. 1:900,000]; about 14 miles to the inch.
map G 1082 .124 III (NLO)

Quèbec (Province) - Maps - 1857<<>>Gaspé Region (Québec) - Maps - 1857<<>>Bonaventure Region (Québec) - Maps - 1857
1 map ; 69 x 122 cm.
'Reduced and compiled from original surveys by G.G. Dunlieve, surveyor & draftsman, Crown Land Department.'
'Joseph Cauchon Commissioner.'
'17th March 1857.'
At head of title: No. 3.
'Maclear & Co. Lith. Toronto.'
Scale [1:253,440]; 4 miles to the inch.
Includes'References.'
map G 1082 .124 I (NLO)

Quèbec (Province) - Maps - 1857<<>>New Brunswick - Maps - 1857Montréal Region (Québec) - Maps - 1857
Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's atlas of America ... (1859)
1 map ; hand col. ; 29 x 36 cm.
In: Colton George Woolworth. Colton's atlas of America, illustrating the physical and political geography of North and South America and the West India islands (New York : J.H. Colton and Co., 1859), pl. [4]. Inset map, 9 x 11 cm.: Vicinity of Montreal. Printed plate 'No. 5.' Map copyrighted 1855.
Case oversize G1100 .C6 1859 pl. 4 (PrCt)

Quebec (Province) - Maps - 1878 - Railroads<<>>Railroads - Maps
Rand, McNally & Co.'s Quebec. [Chicago : Rand, McNally & Co., 1878].
1 map : col. ; 39 x 55 cm.
"Entered according to act of Congress in the year 1867, by A.J. Johnson in the Clerk's Office of the District Court of the United States for the Southern District of New York."
In: Johnson, Alvin Jewett. Johnson's new illustrated family atlas of the world ... (New York : A.J. Johnson, publisher, 1869), [plate 9]
Sheet corners numbered 19 and 20.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1019 .J5 1869, [plate 9] (PrCt)

Quebec (Province) - Maps - 1883 - Railroads<<>>Railroads - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States
map2F G3451.P3 1878 .R3 (PrCt)
Québec (Province) - Maps - 1884 - Railroads
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1884)
1 map : col. ; 13 x 20 cm.
Title in right margin.
Includes northeastern continuation inset (7 x 7 cm.).
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1884) opposite p. 951
H 668 .703 (1884) opp. p. 951 (PrCt)

65968 Québec (Province) - Maps - 1885 - Railroads
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1885)
1 map : col. ; 12 x 20 cm.
Title in right margin.
Includes northeastern continuation inset (7 x 7 cm.).
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1885) opposite p. 919
H 668 .703 (1885) opp. p. 919 (PrCt)

65969 Québec (Province) - Maps - 1887 - Railroads
Map of Quebec. For Poor's manual of railroads for 1887. Chicago: Rand, McNally & Co., 1887.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1887)
1 map : col. ; 13 x 20 cm.
Title in right margin.
Includes northeastern continuation inset (7 x 7 cm.).
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1887) opposite p. 66
H 668 .703 (1887) opp. p. 66 (PrCt)

65970 Québec (Province) - Maps - 1888 - Railroads
Québec and Lake St. John Railway. Map. [Chicago : Cram, 1888].
Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928. Cram's standard American atlas of the world (1888)
1 map : col. ; 31 x 48 cm.
Includes key to railroads numbered 2-48 (with gaps in numbering) beneath numbered title: Quebec Railroads.
Continuation insets (18 x 40 cm. and 20 x 11 cm.): North eastern portion of Quebec -- Western portion of Quebec.
Issued folded in accompanying index (24 p. ; 17 cm.).: Rand, McNally & Co.'s indexed district map and shippers' guide of Quebec. Chicago New York: Rand, McNally & Co., c1895.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
map3C G3451.P3 1895 .R3 (PrCt)

65973 Québec (Province) - Maps - 1902 - Railroads
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1902) -- Quebec and Lake St. John Railway
1 map : 9 x 4 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1902) p. 817
Also numbered '52' at bottom left.
H 668 .703 (1902) p. 817 (PrCt)

65971 Québec (Province) - Maps - 1888 - Railroads
Rand, McNally & Co.’s Quebec. [Chicago : Rand, McNally & Co., 1888].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company. Rand, McNally & Co.’s improved indexed business atlas and shipper’s guide ... (1888) -- Rand McNally
1 map : col. ; 31 x 48 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Continuation inset (14 x 27 cm.): Gulf of St. Lawrence.
In Rand, McNally & Co.'s improved indexed business atlas and shipper’s guide ... (Chicago: Rand McNally, 1888) p. 68-69.
Keyed to index of towns and railroads on p.66-67, and 70-72.
Uniform atlas title: Commercial atlas.
Issued folded in accompanying index (24 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally & Co.'s new business atlas map of Quebec. Copyright, 1892 ... -- at bottom right.
Includes key to railroads numbered 2-48 (with gaps in numbering) beneath numbered title: Quebec Railroads.
Continuation insets (18 x 40 cm. and 20 x 11 cm.): North eastern portion of Quebec -- Western portion of Quebec.
Issued folded in accompanying index (24 p. ; 17 cm.).: Rand, McNally & Co.’s indexed district map and shippers’ guide of Quebec. Chicago New York: Rand, McNally & Co., c1895.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
oversize RMcn atlas .C7 1888, p. 68-69 (PrCt)

65972 Québec (Province) - Maps - 1895 - Railroads
Rand, McNally & Co.’s indexed atlas of the world map of Quebec. Chicago : Rand, McNally & Co., 1895, c1892.
Keyed to index of towns and railroads on p.66-67, and 70-72.
Uniform atlas title: Commercial atlas.
Issued folded in accompanying index (24 p. ; 17 cm.).: Rand, McNally & Co.'s indexed district map and shippers' guide of Quebec. Chicago New York: Rand, McNally & Co., c1895.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
oversize RMcn atlas .C7 1888, p. 68-69 (PrCt)
Quebec (Province) - Maps - 1920 - Montreal Region (Quebec) - Maps - 1920 - Quebec Region (Québec) - Maps - 1920 - Road maps

Authors: Canada. Dept. of the Interior -- Chalifour, J. E., fl. 1920 -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 69 x 50 cm.
"Department of the Interior, Canada ... 1920. Standard topographical map. Sheet II." -- top margin.
"J.E. Chalifour, Chief Geographer."
"Scale 1/500,000 = 7.89 miles to 1 inch."
Issued as part of a topographic map series; cf. OCLC 61566921.
In manuscript at bottom right: "Blazed Trails Dept."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 197.3 (PrCt)

Québec (Province) - Maps - 1920 - Railroads - Indexes - Railroads - Maps
[Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Quebec]. [Chicago : Rand, McNally & Co., 1920].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
43 p. ; 17 cm.
Imperfect; lacking title page and folded map. Editor's copy; many index entries marked in pencil.
Uniform title: Shippers guide. Index title and imprint derived from complete copy; see Map3C G3451.P3 1920 .R3 (PrCt)
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
map3C G3451.P3 1920 .R3c Index (PrCt)
Québec (Province) - Maps - 1920 - Railroads

1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
Plate no.: 239E
Includes key to railroads numbered 7-141 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Quebec railroads.
Continuation insets (18 x 41 cm. and 21 x 12 cm.): North eastern portion of Quebec -- Western portion of Quebec.
Issued folded in accompanying index (43 p. ; 17 cm.): [Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Quebec. Chicago ; New York : Rand, McNally & Co., c1920.]
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Index imperfect; lacking title page.
Index title and imprint derived from complete copy; see Map3C G3451.P3 1920 .R3 (PrCt)
Editor's copy; many index entries trimmed away and / or marked in red pencil.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
map3C G3451.P3 1920 .R3a (PrCt)

Québec (Province) - Maps - 1920 - Road maps

Good roads map of the province of Quebec and eastern Ontario / compiled and drawn by Ewing & Tremblay, engineers & surveyors, 14 Phillips Square, Montreal. [Montréal? Ewing & Tremblay?], 1922.
Authors: Ewing & Tremblay (Montreal, Quebec) -- Ewing, James, fl. 1922
1 map ; 47 x 66 cm., folded inside covers to 20 x 10 cm.
"Copyrighted, Canada, 1922. By James Ewing."
Includes untitled inset map of the Gaspé Peninsula (Québec) - Maps - 1922 - Road maps - Gaspé Peninsula (Québec) - Maps - 1922 - Road maps
Québec (Province) - Maps - 1923 - Railroads - Maps

1 map : col. ; 48 x 65 cm.
'The Rand McNally new commercial atlas map of Quebec ...' - below title.
Plate no.: 239H
Includes key to railroads numbered 7-141 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Quebec railroads
Continuation insets (18 x 41 cm. and 21 x 12 cm.): North eastern portion of Quebec -- Western portion of Quebec.
Issued folded in accompanying index (43 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Quebec. Chicago ; New York : Rand, McNally & Co., c1923.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Handstamp on cover: Register of copyrights.
Library of Congress. Washington D.C. '6/12/23' -- manuscript date on cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Québec (Province) - Maps - 1925 - Railroads - Maps

1 map : col. ; 48 x 65 cm.
'The Rand McNally new commercial atlas map of Quebec ...' - below title.
Plate no.: 10R24
Includes key to railroads numbered 7-141 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Quebec railroads
Continuation insets (18 x 41 cm. and 21 x 12 cm.): North eastern portion of Quebec -- Western portion of Quebec.
Issued folded in accompanying index (41 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Quebec. San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand, McNally & Co., c1925.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Québec (Province) - Maps - 1924 - Railroads - Maps

1 map : col. ; 48 x 65 cm.
At head of title: Enseignement primaire et secondaire
Cover title: Atlas-géographie de la province de Québec et du Canada
Maps by A. Barbeau.
"Cours supérieur, 5ème et 6ème année. Approuvé par le Comité catholique du Conseil de l'instruction publique, le 10 mai 1922. Adopté par la Commission scolaire de Montréal."
Series: L'École canadienne : collection publiée pour l'enseignement primaire, secondaire
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G1140 .A85 1924 (NLO)
Plate no.: 10R24
Includes key to railroads numbered 7-141 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Quebec railroads
Continuation insets (18 x 41 cm. and 21 x 12 cm.): North eastern portion of Quebec -- Western portion of Quebec.
Issued folded in accompanying index (41 p.; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists’ and shippers’ guide of Quebec. San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand, McNally & Co., c1925.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
'8/5/25' -- manuscript date on cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
map3C G3451.P3 1925 .R3a (PrCt)

Québec (Province) - Maps - 1925 - Road maps
Authors: George A. McNamée -- Royal Automobile Club of Canada -- Quebec Provincial Motor League -- Canadian Automobile Association -- McNamée (George A.), firm SEE George A. Mcnamée
342 p.: ill., maps (some folded); 24 cm.
9th annual ed.
Cover title: Official Quebec automobile tour book, 1925
Title page on p. 13.
"Under the exclusive official auspices of the Royal Automobile Club of Canada, Quebec Provincial Motor League and endorsement of the Canadian Automobile Association."
Includes indexes.
Advertisements throughout work.
Primarily in English with some text also in French.
Case GV1024 .Q84 1925 (NLO)

Québec (Province) - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Québec : réseau des grandes routes / Ministère de la Voirie = Québec : main highway system / Roads Department. [Québec?]: Québec Ministère de la Voirie, 1930.
Authors: Québec (Province). Roads Dept. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map; 20 x 47 cm.
Dated "Juin 1930 June."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 197.15 (PrCt)

Québec (Province) - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
1 map; 20 x 47 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 1930 ms. index.
Plate no. L-1156.
Inset (10 x 18 cm.): Inset: north east Québec. Uniform titles: Junior auto trails -- Auto trails.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 195.12 (PrCt)

Inset (11 x 18 cm.): North east Québec.
Uniform titles: Junior auto trails -- Auto trails.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 195.10 (PrCt)
Québec (Province) - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Carte routière et touristique de la Province de Québec = Highway and tourist map of the Province of Québec [Québec? Province]. Tourist Bureau, Dept. of Highways and Mines?, 1930.
"For information ... write to the Provincial Tourist Bureau, Department of Highways and Mines ... " -- top margin.
Inset maps (23 x 23 cm. and 25 x 26 cm.):
District of Québec = District of Québec -- District of Montreal = District of Montreal.
Strip maps on verso (27 x 18 cm. and smaller):
City maps on verso (7 x 9 cm. and smaller):
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 197.16 (PrCt)

Québec (Province) - Maps - 1932 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil Company -- Lee, Robert E., fl. 1933 -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library) 1 folded map Panel title.
Cover: License plate motif.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 0, DUP 0.
Panel art: Shell logo, license plates, couple in convertible car (woman driving), dog, signed by artist "Robert E. Lee."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 718 (PrCt)

Québec (Province) - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil Company -- Lee, Robert E., fl. 1933 -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library) 1 folded map Panel title.
Cover: License plate motif.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 0, DUP 0.
Panel art: Shell logo, license plates, couple in convertible car (woman driving), dog, signed by artist "Robert E. Lee."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 718 (PrCt)
**Québec (Province) - Maps - 1934 - Road maps**

*Shell road map : Quebec*. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1934].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of the H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
**Gousha Clients 1159 (PrCt)**

**Québec (Province) - Maps - 1935 - Road maps**

*Shell road map : Quebec / Shell*. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1935?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "travel with confidence ... you can be sure of Shell."
Forms part of the H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
**Gousha Clients 1739 (PrCt)**

**Québec (Province) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps**

*Shell road map : Quebec / Shell*. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1936?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 42 x 64 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell official road map ... Quebec.
Plate nos. "359-J" and "J-1".
Inset (20 x 41 cm): Northern Quebec ...
Maps on verso (28 x 43 cm. and 18 x 43 cm): Shell : Maritime Provinces ... -- Shell official road map : eastern Canada.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**Rand McNally AE 163.37B (PrCt)**

**Québec (Province) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps**

Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 42 x 64 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Cities Service invites you to tour Quebec.
Plate nos. "359-J.C." and "11-K"
Inset (20 x 41 cm.): Gaspé : northern Quebec.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Maps on verso (28 x 43 and smaller): Cities Service invites you to tour Maritime Provinces -- Québec -- Montreal.
Panel art: Cities Service sign, car and outline of the United States.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jun 3 -1937 ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 157.34 (PrCt)

66010 Québec (Province) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Map of United States, car, Cities Service sign and "serves a nation" slogan.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1858 (PrCt)

66011 Québec (Province) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Shell road map : Québec. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1937?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"Printed in Canada."
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "travel with confidence ... you can be sure of Shell."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 2070 (PrCt)

66012 Québec (Province) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Shell road map : Quebec. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1937?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"Printed in U.S.A."
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "travel with confidence ... you can be sure of Shell."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 2071 (PrCt)

66013 Québec (Province) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Gaspé Peninsula (Québec) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Shell road map : Quebec ... Chicago : H. M. Gousha Company, [1938].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 64 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell official road map ... Québec.
Plate nos. "359-J.C." and "L-1-1938-1"
Inset (20 x 41 cm.): Gaspé Northern Quebec ... Maps on verso (28 x 43 cm. and 18 x 43 cm.): Shell : Maritime Provinces ... Shell official road map : eastern Canada.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 15 1938 ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 164.60 (PrCt)

66014 Québec (Province) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Quebec road map / Cities Service ahead. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1938?].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"Printed in Canada."
Panel art: car driving through hills, Cities Service sign.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3086 (PrCt)

66015 Québec (Province) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Quebec road map / Cities Service ahead. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1938?].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"Printed in U.S.A."
Panel art: car driving through hills, Cities Service sign.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3087 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"Printed in Canada."
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "travel with confidence ... you can be sure of Shell."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3259 (PrCt)

66017 Québec (Province) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Shell road map : Quebec. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1938?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"Printed in U.S.A."
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "travel with confidence ... you can be sure of Shell."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3260 (PrCt)

66018 Québec (Province) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

Quebec road map / Cities Service. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1939?].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"Tourist edition."
Panel title.
Map on verso: Official road map : Canada
Panel art: road leading to a Cities Service gas station and sign; slogan "buy at this sign."
"Lithographed in Canada."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3381 (PrCt)

66019 Québec (Province) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

Gaspé Peninsula (Québec) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Shell road map : Quebec ... Chicago : H. M. Gousha Company, [1939].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 64 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell official road map of ... Québec.
Date from RMcN AE 165 ms. index.
Plate nos. "359-J.C.M-1" and "M-1-1939-1"
Inset (20 x 41 cm.): Gaspé, northern Québec.
Maps on verso (27 x 43 cm. and smaller): Shell official road map : Maritime Provinces -- Shell official road map : eastern Canada.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 17 1939 ... by R.S."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 165.40 (PrCt)

66020 Québec (Province) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

Shell road map : Quebec. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1939?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"Lithographed in Canada."
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "travel with confidence ... you can be sure of Shell."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3374 (PrCt)

66021 Québec (Province) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

Quebec road map / Cities Service. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1939?].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"Lithographed in U.S.A."
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "travel with confidence ... you can be sure of Shell."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3375 (PrCt)

66022 Québec (Province) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

Gaspé Peninsula (Québec) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Quebec road map / Cities Service. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1939?].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 64 cm.
"Tourist edition."
Panel title.
Panel art: road leading to a Cities Service gas station and sign; slogan "buy at this sign."
Map on verso: United States mileage and driving along main transcontinental highways
"Lithographed in U.S.A."
Quebec (Province) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Shell map of Quebec. [Chicago?]: H.M. Gousha Company, [1940?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company.

1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"Lithographed in U.S.A."
Panel art: Shell logo and slogans "travel with confidence" and "you can be sure of Shell."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3905 (PrCt)

Quebec (Province) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Quebec official road map : Maritime Provinces = Shell carte routière officielle de l'Acadie.
Gaspé Peninsula (Québec) = Gaspé, northern Québec.
Added title: Cities Service invites you to tour Quebec.
"Lithographed in U.S.A."
Panel art: road with cars, Cities Service sign and gas station attendant; slogan "helpful service wherever you go!"
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3740 (PrCt)

Quebec (Province) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Quebec road map / Cities Service. [Chicago?] : H.M. Gousha Company, [1941].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company.

1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"Lithographed in U.S.A."
Panel art: road with cars, Cities Service sign and gas station attendant; slogan "helpful service wherever you go!"
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3742 (PrCt)
Shell map of Quebec. Chicago : H. M. Gousha Company, [1946].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 64 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell official road map of ... Québec. Date from RMcN AE 166 ms. index.
Plate nos. "359-J.C.-T-6" and "T-6 1946-2" Inset (20 x 41 cm.): Gaspé, northern Québec. Maps on verso (27 x 43 cm. and smaller): Shell Maritime Provinces -- Shell official road map of eastern Canada.
Panel art: Shell logo. Handstamped "received ... Apr 29 1947 Rand McNally & Co. Blazed Trails Dept. ... ." Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 166.32 (PrCt)

Québec (Province) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Quebec road map ... / Cities Service Oils ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1946?].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"Revised edition."
Panel title.
Panel art: rural road scene, Cities Service Oils logo, and slogan "start every trip at your Cities Service dealer's."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4753 (PrCt)

Québec (Province) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Shell map of Quebec. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1946?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4904 (PrCt)

Québec (Province) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Quebec / Cities Service. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1947?].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
Panel art: Cities Service gas station, various cartoon images, and slogan "Cities Service dealers help make every trip a treat."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5063 (PrCt)

Québec (Province) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Quebec / Cities Service. Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948?].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5487 (PrCt)

Québec (Province) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Shell map of Quebec, eastern Canada and Maritime Provinces. Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: Quebec. Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5340 (PrCt)
Québec (Province) - Maps - 1967 - Road maps
Gaspé Peninsula (Québec) - Maps - 1967 - Road maps
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 71 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.
"1967 edition."
Panel title.
Added title: Shell : Québec.
Plate no. 12-OO-558-J.
Inset (5 x 10 cm.): Chibougamau area = Région de Chibougamau.
Maps on verso (32 x 46 cm. and smaller):
Péninsule de Gaspé = Gaspé Peninsula -- Québec -- Sherbrooke -- Laurentian section = Section les Laurentides -- Montréal métropolitain = Metropolitan Montréal -- Ottawa -- Trois-Rivières -- Shawinigan -- Chicoutimi.
Panel art: Shell logo and color photo of Gaspe Coast at Perce Rock.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2454 (PrCt)

Québec (Province) - Maps - 1967 - Road maps
Maritime Provinces - Maps - 1967 - Road maps
Expo 67 (Montréal, Québec) - Access routes - Maps - 1967
Newfoundland and Labrador - Maps - 1967 - Road maps
Authors: Mobil Oil Corporation -- Expo 67 (Montréal, Québec) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 46 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. 7-5207-20.
Expo 67 prominently identified on map.
Insets (20 x 33 cm. and 8 x 13 cm.): Northeastern Ontario, western Quebec -- Gaspé Peninsula.
Maps on verso (43 x 47 cm. and smaller):
Panel art: illustration of woman, car, and CITGO gas station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 426 (PrCt)
Québec (Province) - Maps - 1968 - Road maps
Quebec, including Maritime Provinces : with maps of Montreal, Quebec City, Laurentian Playground, Chibougamau, Halifax, Saint John, Newfoundland / [Sunoco]. Toronto : Rolph Clark Stone Ltd., c1968.
Authors: Sunoco (Firm) -- Sun Oil Company -- Rolph-Clark-Stone Limited -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 55 x 37 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Québec
Parallel text in English and French.
Insets (26 x 17 cm. and smaller): Laurentian Playground -- Saint John -- Quebec [city] -- Halifax -- Senterre to St.-Félicien ... .
Maps on verso (43 x 50 cm. and 18 x 18 cm.):
Atlantic Provinces -- Newfoundland.
Panel art: Gas station attendant wearing a Sunoco hat.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

Québec (Province) - Maps - 1968 - Road maps
Quebec, including Maritime Provinces : with maps of Montreal, Quebec City, Laurentian Playground, Chibougamau, Halifax, Saint John, Newfoundland / [Sunoco]. Toronto : Rolph Clark Stone Ltd., c1968.
Authors: Sunoco (Firm) -- Sun Oil Company -- Rolph-Clark-Stone Limited -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 55 x 37 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Québec
Parallel text in English and French.
Insets (26 x 17 cm. and smaller): Laurentian Playground -- Saint John -- Quebec [city] -- Halifax -- Senterre to St.-Félicien ... .
Maps on verso (43 x 50 cm. and 18 x 18 cm.):
Atlantic Provinces -- Newfoundland.
Panel art: Gas station attendant wearing a Sunoco hat.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

Authors: Texaco, inc. -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Times Mirror Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 71 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Québec.
Dated "1968" in legend.
"© The H.M. Gousha Company, a subsidiary of the Times Mirror Company."
"Lithographed in Canada."
Plate no. 12-PP-558-J.
English and French.
Inset (5 x 10 cm.): Chibougamau area.
Maps on verso (43 x 46 cm. or smaller):
Metropolitan district of Montréal -- Laurentian section -- Chicoutimi -- Montréal central -- Gaspé Peninsula -- Québec [city] -- Central Québec -- Sherbrooke.
Panel art: Color illustrations of cityscape and outdoor activities.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

Québec (Province) - Maps - 1974 - Road maps
Stock road maps -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 60 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"© Copyright Rolph Clark Stone Ltd., Toronto 1974."
"Rand McNally & Co. lithographed in U.S.A."
Added title: Québec.
Maps on verso (43 x 50 cm. and 19 x 19 cm.):
Atlantic Provinces -- Newfoundland.
Panel art: road signs.
Forms part of a collection of stock editions of Rand McNally road maps, some apparently issued as sales samples and / or printer's proofs for prospective commercial clients.
Uniform series title (established by cataloger):
Stock road maps
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (April 2010).

Québec (Province) - Maps - 1978 - Road maps
Québec : carte détaillée de la province = Québec : detailed provincial map / Rolph-McNally.
Authors: Rolph-McNally Limited --
Rolph-Clark-Stone Limited -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 52 x 72 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"1978 edition."
Panel title.
Added title: Québec.
© Copyright Rolph Clark Stone, Ltd., Toronto.
Inset (9 x 21 cm.): De Senneterre à Saint-Félicien et au Lac du Saint-Jean.
Maps on verso (32 x 49 cm. and smaller):
Québec [and New Brunswick] -- Chicoutimi -- Hull ...
... [and] Ottawa -- Québec -- Rimouski --
Sherbrooke -- Trois Rivieres -- Montréal.
Panel art: Color photo of a car on a seaside road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2344 (PrCt)

Québec (Province) - Maps - 1978 - Road maps
New Brunswick - Maps - 1978 - Road maps
Prince Edward Island - Maps - 1978 - Road maps
Authors: General Motors Corporation --
Rolph-McNally Limited -- Rolph-Clark-Stone Limited -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 52 x 72 cm., folded to 19 x 11 cm.
"1978 edition."
Panel title.
"GM Service" -- Logo on back panel.
"Copyright Rolph-Clark-Stone Ltd., Toronto."
"Compiled, reproduced and lithographed in Canada."
Inset (9 x 21 cm.): De Senneterre à Saint-Félicien et au Lac du Saint-John.
Maps on verso (32 x 49 cm. and smaller):
[Northeastern Québec, New Brunswick, and Prince Edward Island] -- Montréal -- Chicoutimi --
Hull ... [and] Ottawa -- Québec -- Rimouski -- Sherbrooke -- Trois Rivières.
Panel art: Color photo of a wooded coastline.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2261 (PrCt)

Québec (Province) - Maps - 1978 - Road maps
New Brunswick - Maps - 1978 - Road maps
Prince Edward Island - Maps - 1978 - Road maps
Authors: General Motors Corporation --
Rolph-McNally Limited -- Rolph-Clark-Stone Limited -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 52 x 72 cm., folded to 19 x 11 cm.
"1978 edition."
Panel title.
"GM Service" -- Logo on back panel.
"Copyright Rolph-Clark-Stone Ltd., Toronto."
"Compiled, reproduced and lithographed in Canada."
Inset (9 x 21 cm.): De Senneterre à Saint-Félicien et au Lac du Saint-John.
Maps on verso (32 x 49 cm. and smaller):
[Northeastern Québec, New Brunswick, and Prince Edward Island] -- Montréal -- Chicoutimi --
Hull ... [and] Ottawa -- Québec -- Rimouski -- Sherbrooke -- Trois Rivières.
Panel art: Color photo of a wooded coastline.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2261 (PrCt)

Québec (Province) - Maps - 1978 - Road maps
New Brunswick - Maps - 1978 - Road maps
Prince Edward Island - Maps - 1978 - Road maps
Authors: General Motors Corporation --
Rolph-McNally Limited -- Rolph-Clark-Stone Limited -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 52 x 72 cm., folded to 19 x 11 cm.
"1978 edition."
Panel title.
"GM Service" -- Logo on back panel.
"Copyright Rolph-Clark-Stone Ltd., Toronto."
"Compiled, reproduced and lithographed in Canada."
Inset (9 x 21 cm.): De Senneterre à Saint-Félicien et au Lac du Saint-John.
Maps on verso (32 x 49 cm. and smaller):
[Northeastern Québec, New Brunswick, and Prince Edward Island] -- Montréal -- Chicoutimi --
Hull ... [and] Ottawa -- Québec -- Rimouski -- Sherbrooke -- Trois Rivières.
Panel art: Color photo of a wooded coastline.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2261 (PrCt)
 formas part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Described and reproduced in Buissert, David.
Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 110
Photographic transparency available in Spec.
Coll. Image Index.
Ayer ms map proj 03
Digital image available as part of the Newberry Library's Great Lakes Digital Collection via the CARLI Digital Collections website (accessed Nov. 2010):
http://collections.carli.illinois.edu/u?/nby_grlakes, 1087
VAULT drawer Ayer MS map 30 sheet 106 (NLO)

Québec (Québec), Battle of, 1690 - Maps
Ataque de Quebec. [The Hague : s.n., 1703].
Authors: Lahontan, Louis Armand de Lom d'Arce, baron de, 1666-1716 -- Lahontan, Louis Armand de Lom d'Arce, baron de, 1666-1716. Nouveaux voyages de Mr. le baron de Lahontan, dans l'Amerique Septentrionale [first issue] ... (1703) -- Fréres l'Honoré -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 11 x 17 cm., on sheet folded to 16 x 8 cm.
Anonymous map without imprint.
Details the 1690 Battle of Québec; includes references A-I and L-Q.
Oriented with north at upper right.
Binder's instructions at upper right: "Tom. prem. Pag. 211."
In: Lahontan, Louis Armand de Lom d'Arce, baron de. Nouveaux voyages de Mr. le baron de Lahontan, dans l'Amerique Septentrionale [first issue] ... (La Haye [The Hague] : Chez les frères l'Honoré, 1703), v. 1, opposite p. 211.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Graff 2365, v. 1, opposite p. 211 (PrCt)

Québec (Québec), Battle of, 1690 - Maps
Profil de la ville de Quebec et de ses environs attaquée par les Anglois en lannée 1691 [i.e. 1690]. [The Hague : s.n., 1703].
Authors: Lahontan, Louis Armand de Lom d'Arce, baron de, 1666-1716 -- Lahontan, Louis Armand de Lom d'Arce, baron de, 1666-1716. Nouveaux voyages de Mr. le baron de Lahontan dans l'Amerique Septentrionale [second printing] ... (1703) -- Fréres l'Honoré -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 9 x 14 cm.
Anonymous map without imprint.
Details the 1690 Battle of Québec; includes references A-I and L-T, V, and X-Z.
Oriented with north at upper right.
Binder's instructions at upper left: "Tome 1er Pag 14"
At upper right: "La lettre 20. Page 209. explique cette attaque."
Graff 2366, v. 1, between p. 14-15 (PrCt)

Québec (Québec), Battle of, 1690 - Maps
The Attack of Quebec. [London : s.n., 1703].
Authors: Moll, Herman, -1732 -- Lahontan, Louis Armand de Lom d'Arce, baron de, 1666-1716 -- Lahontan, Louis Armand de Lom d'Arce, baron de, 1666-1716. New voyages to North-America ... (1703) -- Bonwicke, Henry, d. 1706 -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 11 x 17 cm.
Anonymous map engraved by Herman Moll.
Details the 1690 Battle of Québec; includes references A-I and L-Q.
Oriented with north at upper right.
Binder's instructions in top margin: "Vol. I. p. 160."
Digital image available as part of the Newberry Library's Great Lakes Digital Collection via the CARLI Digital Collections website (accessed Nov. 2007):

Québec (Québec), Battle of, 1759 - Maps
Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Map of 1759 battle near city of Quebec.
Authors: Faden, William, 1749-1836 -- Faden map collection
1 map ; 41 x 42 cm.
Reduced photostatic reproduction of unsigned manuscript compiled in 1759; forms part of the Faden Map Collection at the Library of Congress.
map2F 3454.Q4.3 (PrCt)
Manuscripts - Facsimiles

**Manuscript maps - Facsimiles**

Plan of the battle of the 28th of April 1760 fought on the Heights of Abraham near Quebec. [Washington, D.C. Library of Congress, 197-?].

Authors: Faden, William, 1749-1836 -- Faden map collection

1 map ; 37 x 55 cm.

Reduced photostatic reproduction of unsigned manuscript forming part of the Faden Map Collection at the Library of Congress.

Includes references A-H and N-S.

map2F 3454.Q4 (PrCt)

66061 Québec (Québec) - History - Siege, 1775-1776

**United States - History - Revolution, 1775-1783 - Maps**

Plan of the city and environs of Quebec, with its siege and blockade by the Americans, from the 8th of December 1775 to the 13th of May 1776. London, 1776.


1 map : hand col. ; 45 x 62 cm.

Scale ca. 1:7,000.

Relief shown by hachures.

Detached from: Faden, William, [Atlas of battle plans, ca. 1783], no. 4.

The atlas was previously owned by British general Sir Henry Clinton.

map4F 3701.S3.4 (PrCt)

66062 Québec (Québec) - Maps - 1663 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

**Manuscript maps - Facsimiles**

Plan de la ville de Quebec. [ca. 1850].


1 ms. map ; 460 x 337 mm.

Envoyé par le Baron Dubois d'Avaugour, le 4 aoust 1663.

Tracing made ca. 1850 by historian Pierre Margry from 1663 manuscript by Pierre Dubois Davaugour, governor of Canada.

Shows existing and proposed fortifications in the city of Quebec; identifies Jesuit, Urseline, and hospitaler buildings, the governor's residence, the windmill, and a church. Map key describes locations A-F and L.

Buildings and cliffs shown pictorially.


Scale [ca. 1:3,190], 'Echelle de cent toise.' Pen-and-ink.


Ayer ms map proj 97

VAULT drawer Ayer MS 43 map (NLO)

66063 Québec (Québec) - Maps - 1700-1799 - Harbors - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

**Manuscript maps - Facsimiles**

A Chart of the 'Bassin et Rade de Quebec en Canada, dressé syr les meilleures observations;' drawn by J.D. Barbier du Bocage. [19-?].


1 map

Photostatic reproduction of 18th-century manuscript.


66064 Québec (Québec) - Maps - 1700-1799 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

**Manuscript maps - Facsimiles**

'Plan of the town of Quebeck, in Canada, enlarged from Bellin's plan, with additions', drawn (and signed) by Pat. Mackellar, Engr. Ordn. [19-?].


1 map

Photostatic reproduction of 18th-century manuscript.


66065 Québec (Québec) - Maps - 1700 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

**Manuscript maps - Facsimiles**

'A Plan of Quebec, the capital town of Canada, or New France, in North America', drawn about
Québec (Québec) - Maps - 1715 - Fortification - Manuscripts

Plan de la ville de Kebec. [ca. 1715].
Authors: Cartes Marines Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 30, sheet 105
1 ms. map : hand col. ; 503 x 697 mm., on sheet 564 x 734 mm.
Plan of the city of Québec detailing existing and proposed fortifications; keyed to references A-I, K-T, V, X and 1-9.
Scale [ca. 1:2,320]. 'Echelle de 150 toises' [= 126 mm.]
Inset profile (71 x 236 mm.): Profil du projet: pris sur la ligne AB relativ au plan de 1715.
Sheet 105 of 115 (i.e. 117; includes sheets 71A and 106A) numbered leaves in the Cartes Marines Manuscript Map Collection, detailing French colonial interests worldwide, ca. 1640-ca. 1726.
Relief shown with shading.
Pen-and-ink and watercolor (green, red, brown, yellow); mounted on cloth.
Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 110
Photographic transparency available in Spec. Coll. Image Index.
Ayer ms map proj 03
Digital image available as part of the Newberry Library's Great Lakes Digital Collection via the CARLI Digital Collections website (accessed Nov. 2010): http://collections.carli.illinois.edu/u?/nby_grlakes, 1065
VAULT drawer Ayer MS map 30 sheet 105 (NLO)
Facsimile 'number 176 of an edition limited to 500 copies.'
Scale [ca. 1:3,400].
Oriented with north at right.
Relief shown with hachures.
Includes references A-I, K, M-R.
73-7369
ICN73
map2F 3454.Q4.4 (PrCt)

Québec (Québec) - Maps - 1759 - Fortification
- Manuscripts - Facsimiles

Québec Campaign, 1759 - Manuscript maps

 Québec City - History - French and
Indian War, 1755-1763 - Manuscripts -
Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles

Plan de la ville de Québec. [Washington, D.C.
Library of Congress, 197?-].
Authors: Faden, William, 1749-1836 -- Faden
map collection
1 map ; 49 x 58 cm. on 2 sheets
Reduced photostatic reproduction of unsigned
manuscript compiled ca. 1759; no. 18 of the
Faden Map Collection at the Library of Congress.
Scale of original [ca. 1:3,000].
Includes references A-I, K, T, V, X, ZZZ, 22, and
3-17.
Oriented with north at right.
map2F 3454.Q4.2 (PrCt)

Québec (Québec) - Maps - 1759 - Manuscripts
- Facsimiles - Québec Campaign, 1759 -
Manuscript maps

Plan de la ville de Québec, 1759, [19--].
Authors: Symes, Lt. Colonel -- Hulbert, Archer
Butler, 1873-1933 -- Hulbert, Archer Butler,
1873-1933. The Crown Collection of photographs of
American maps -- British Library. Crown
E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1759 manuscript;
endorsed 'Lt. Col. Symes.'
Duplicate copy: Ayer 136 H91 1909 Ser.2 Vol.2
Pl.18-19.
In: Hulbert, Archer Butler. The Crown Collection
of photographs of American maps. Series 2
[Harrow, Engand: Fleming, 1909-1912].
folio Ayer 136 .H91 1909 ser. 2, v. 2, pl. 16-17
(PrCt)

Québec (Québec) - Maps - 1760 - Manuscripts
- Facsimiles - Québec Campaign, 1759 -
Maps - Manuscripts -
Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles

Plan of the battle and situation of the British and
French Armies on the Heights of Abraham, the
28th April, 1760'. [19--].
Authors: Hulbert, Archer Butler, 1873-1933 --
Hulbert, Archer Butler, 1873-1933. The Crown
Collection of photographs of American maps --
British Library. Crown 119:27 (Plan 2) --
Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1760 manuscript.
In: Hulbert, Archer Butler. The Crown Collection
of photographs of American maps. Series 2
[Harrow, Engand: Fleming, 1909-1912].
(PrCt)

Québec (Québec) - Maps - 1760 - Manuscripts
- Facsimiles - Québec Campaign, 1759 -
Maps - Manuscripts -
Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles

Plan of Quebec and the Heights of Abraham,
shewing in particular the French encampment of
the 28th April, their batteries and approaches
also the encampments of the garrison at their
alarm posts, and new works erected by them
during siege. [19--].
Authors: Hulbert, Archer Butler, 1873-1933 --
Hulbert, Archer Butler, 1873-1933. The Crown
Collection of photographs of American maps --
British Library. Crown 119:27 (Plan 3) --
Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
Québec (Québec) - Maps - 1760

Québec Campaign, 1759 - Maps
A Plan of the city of Quebec, the capital of Canada, as it surrender’d 18 Septembr. 1759 to the British fleet and army, commanded by Vice Adml. Saunders & Brigadr. Genl. Townsend.
Authors: Faden, William, 1749
London, 1760.
1 map ; 34 x 49 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:3,400].
Oriented with north at right.
Relief shown with hachures.
Includes references A-I, K, M-R.
F 80.45 pt. 1, opp. p. 5

Québec (Québec) - Maps - 1771
A Plan of the city of Quebec 1771. [London? J. Stockdale?, 1792?].
Authors: Andrews, John, 1736
London, 1771.
1 map ; 17 x 23 cm.
Case folio G 13 .036 pl. 40

Québec (Québec) - Maps - 1776 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Québec (Québec) - History - Siege, 1775-1776 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Plan of the city and environs of Quebec, with its siege and blockade by the Americans from the 8th of December, 1775 to the 13th of May, 1776. [Washington, D.C. Library of Congress, 197-?].
Authors: Faden, William, 1749-1836 -- Faden map collection
1 map ; 40 x 54 cm.
Reduced photostatic reproduction of unsigned manuscript compiled in 1776; no. 20 of the Faden Map Collection at the Library of Congress.
Scale of original [ca. 1:6,900].
Includes references A-I, K and L.
map2F 3454.Q4.5

Québec (Québec) - Maps - 1777
Plano della città di Quebec. [Livorno : G.T. Masi, 1777].
Authors: Rossi, D. Veremondo, fl. 1763 -- Masi, G. T. -- Masi, G. T. Atlante dell' America, contenente le migliori carte geografiche ... (1777) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 19 x 24 cm.
Includes references 'a-z' and '&.' In upper margin.
In: Masi, G. T. Atlante dell' America, contenente le migliore carte geografiche ... (Livorno : Gio. Tommaso Masi, e Comp., 1777) pl. [8].
VAULT folio Ayer 135 .A75 1777 pl. [8]
66090 Québec (Québec) - Maps - 1813
Authors: Stout, James D. -- Smyth, David
William, Sir, 1764-1837 -- Prior & Dunning -- Chicago Historical Society
1 map : hand col. ; 18 x 20 cm.
\'Jas. D. Stout sc?\'
Includes references A-I, M-V, Y-Z, and 1-6.
Probably detached from Smyth, David William. A Gazetteer of the Province of Upper Canada ... (New York : Prior and Dunning, 1813); cf. OCLC 9792647.
Mounted on linen.
Phillips, Maps of America, p. 736
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.
CHS Coll., Map no. 610 (PrCt)

66091 Québec (Québec) - Maps - 1828 - Fortification
Lage von Quebec. [Weimar? s.n., 1828].
Reise Sr. Hoheit des herzogs Bernhard zu Sachsen-Weimar-Eisenach durch Nord-Amerika in den Jahren 1825 und 1826 (1828) -- Hoffmann, Wilhelm, fl. 1828 -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map : 8 x 11 cm., on sheet 24 x 14 cm.
\'Zu Seite 153\'
Includes references a-n.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Graff 279 v. 1, between p. [152]-153 (PrCt)

66092 Québec (Québec) - Maps - 1830
City of Quebec, 1830. [198-].
Authors: J. & C. Walker (Firm)
1 map
198- facsimile. Original published 1830.
Accession no. 85-78083.
\text{temp map}4F G3454.Q3 1830 .W3 198- .A7 (PrCt)

66093 Québec (Québec) - Maps - 1854 - Pictorial works
Quebec vue prise de Beauport. Quebec and Paris, 1854.
Authors: Clerget, Hubert -- Morin, Pierre-Louis -- Massard Editeur. Paris -- Cremazie, J. & O. -- Villain, printer, Paris
1 view ; 42 x 70 cm.
map4F G3454.Q3A3 1854 .C5 (PrCt)

66094 Québec (Québec) - Maps - 1920-1929 - Road maps
Outline plan of the cities of Quebec and Levis : showing the main arteries from the Quebec Automobile Club 69 Buade Street. [Québec, Québec : Quebec Automobile Club], 1927-7.
Authors: Québec Automobile Club
1 map : 20 x 27 cm., on sheet 54 x 34 cm., folded to 18 x 12 cm.
Cover title: How to see Quebec City. City map published by Quebec Automobile Club free information bureau ...
Suggested tourist itineraries at bottom; advertisements on verso.
map2F G3454.Q3P2 1925 .08 (PrCt)

66095 Québec (Québec) - Maps - 1970 - Road maps
Citée de Québec = Québec Region (Québec) - Maps - 1970 - Road maps
Cité de Québec = Quebec City / Gulf. Toronto : Rolph Clark Stone Ltd., c1970.
Authors: Gulf Oil Canada -- Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rolph-Clark-Style Limited -- Rolph-McNally Limited -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 44 x 93 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Québec et environs = Québec and vicinity.
"Gulf Oil Canada Limitée Limited".
"Rolph-McNally Limited, Toronto, Canada".
"Compiled, reproduced and lithographed in Canada".
Inset (22 x 18 cm.): Quebec : centre de la ville ...
Panel art: "Auburn 852 Speedster" car.
RMcN Clients 1288 (PrCt)

66096 Québec (Québec) - Maps - Bibliography - Union lists<<>>Map collections - Canada - Catalogs - Union lists<<>>Public Archives of Canada - Map collections - Catalogs
Includes descriptions of 315 maps held by the Public Archives of Canada; 388 maps "held in
different archival repositories at Quebec"; and b & w photos of approximately 75 maps (mostly manuscripts.) Includes index.
Map Ref folio Z6028 .V56 (NLO)

**Québec (Québec) - Maps**

- **66097**
  - **Authors:** Université Laval . Cartothèque -- Cartologica no.8 (November 1970) p. 2-4
  - **From:** Cartologica no.8 (November 1970): 2-4.
  - **Lists:** 23 map photostats acquired by the Université Laval from the National Archives of Canada, Ottawa.
  - **Vert 464 (PrCt)**

- **66098**
  - **Manuscripts** - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles Quebec comme il se voit du côté de l'est. [198-].
  - **Authors:** Franquelin, Jean Baptiste Louis -- France. Service hydrographique. Bibliothèque. B 4040-6 bis
  - **1 map ; 9 x 17 cm.**
  - **Photographic reproduction of inset on 1685 manuscript map.**
  - **Gift of Yolande Dembowski, 1989.**
  - **MapPhoto France BSH B 4040-6 bis, inset (PrCt)**

- **66099**
  - **Manuscripts** - Manuscript maps Vue de la ville de Quebec en Canada, Nouvelle France, capitale de l'Amerique septentrionale : avec eveché du St. Siege, veüe du côté du nord ou de la Riviere de Saint Charles. [ca. 1721].
  - **Authors:** Cartes Marines Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 30, sheet 106 A
  - **1 ms. view : hand col. ; 143 x 677 mm., on sheet 305 x 738 mm.**
  - **View of the city of Québec; keyed to references A-I and K-M.**
  - **Not drawn to scale.**
  - **Sheet 106A of 115 (i.e. 117; includes sheets 71A and 106A) numbered leaves in the Cartes Marines Manuscript Map Collection, detailing French colonial interests worldwide, ca. 1640-ca. 1726.**
  - **Pen-and-ink and watercolor (green, brown, red, blue); mounted on cloth.**
  - **Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library).**
  - **Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 110 Photographic transparency available in Spec. Coll. Image Index.**
  - **Ayer ms map proj 03**
  - **Digital image available as part of the Newberry Library’s Great Lakes Digital Collection via the CARLI Digital Collections website (accessed Nov. 2010):**
    - http://collections.carli.illinois.edu/u?/nby_grlakes, 1067
    - **VAULT drawer Ayer MS map 30 sheet 106 A (NLO)**

- **Québec (Québec) - Pictorial works - 1740**
  - **Vue prise de la Citadelle de Quebec.** [198-].
  - **Authors:** Bartlett, William Henry
  - **temp map4F G3454.Q3A3 1740 .B3 198-.A7 (PrCt)**

- **Québec (Québec) - Pictorial works - 1860**
  - **The Prince of Wales landing at Quebec.** [198-].
  - **Authors:** Andrews, George Henry -- Illustrated London News
  - **temp map4F G3454.Q3A3 1860 .A5 198-.A7 (PrCt)**

- **Québec (Québec) - Siege, 1775-1776 Quebec (Québec) - Maps - 1776**
  - **Plan of the city and environs of Quebec, with its siege and blockade by the Americans from the 8th of December 1775 to the 13th of May 1776.**
  - **London : Wm. Faden, 1776.**
  - **Authors:** Faden, William, 1749-1836 -- Faden, William, 1749-1836. The North American atlas, selected from the most authentic maps, charts, plans, &c. hitherto published (1777)
  - **1 map : hand col. ; 45 x 62 cm.**
  - **Scale ca. 1:7,000].**
  - **Relief shown by hachures.**
  - **Includes 11 references.**
  - **In: Faden, William. The North American atlas, selected from the most authentic maps, charts, plans, &c. hitherto published (London : Printed for William Faden ...., 1777), pl. [4].**
  - **map7C 4, pl. 4 (PrCt)**

- **Québec (Québec) - Maps - 1613 Lévis (Québec) - Maps - 1613 Saint Lawrence River - Maps - 1613 - Nautical charts - Saint Lawrence River - 1613 Nautical charts Quebec.** [Paris : s.n., 1613].
  - **Authors:** Champlain, Samuel de, 1567-1635 -- Champlain, Samuel de, 1567-1635. Les Voyages du sieur de Champlain Xaintongeois, Capitaine Ordinaire pour le Roy en la Marine (1613) --
Berjon, Jean, d. 1617 -- Edward E. Ayer
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 15 x 25 cm., on sheet 17 x 27 cm., folded to 17 x 16 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:58,800]. Bar scale of 2,000 "pas cominuens" [?] = 5 cm.
Approximate coordinates: (W 71°14'50"--W 71°07'35"/N 46°5'14"--N 46°46'05"
Relief, a few buildings, and fishing scenes shown pictorially; river depths shown with soundings. Oriented with north at right.
Details the Saint Lawrence River region around the newly settled village of Québec and the latter-day site of Lévis.
VAULT Ayer 121 .C6 1613, between p. 176-177 (PrCt)

Québec Region (Québec) - Maps - 1663 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Saint Lawrence River Valley - Maps - 1663 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
La Véritable plan de Quebec fait en 1663. [19--]. Authors: France. Service hydrographique. Archives. 127-7-3 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1663 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France ASH 127-7-3 (PrCt)

Québec Region (Québec) - Maps - 1744 - Saint Lawrence River - Maps - 1744 Plan du Bassin de Quebec et de ses environs
Paris, 1744.
1 map ; 20 x 29 cm.
In Charlevoix, Pierre-François-Xavier de. Histoire et description generale de la Nouvelle France
(Paris: P.-F. Giffart, 1744) v. 3, opposite p. 70. Scale [ca. 1:33,600]. Relief shown by hachures. Oriented with north toward the upper right. Includes key to 7 locations in Quebec City. Numbered 13 in lower left margin.
Graff 650 v. 3, opp. p. 70 (PrCt)

Québec Region (Québec) - Maps - 1926 - Environ of Quebec ; City of Quebec. [New York : Association of Edison Illuminating Companies, 1926].
Authors: Association of Edison Illuminating Companies -- Association of Edison Illuminating Companies. A Hand book to Quebec ... [1926] 2 maps ; each 18 x 24 cm., on sheet 40 x 27 cm. In Association of Edison Illuminating Companies. A Hand book to Quebec : especially compiled for the use of those who attend the Forty-Second Annual Meeting of the Association of Edison Illuminating Companies at Quebec , September 27 to October 1, 1929 (New York : Association of Edison Illuminating Companies, [1926]) p. [26-27]. 44 p. : maps, ill. ; 28 cm.
map4C G3454.Q3 1926 .A8 (PrCt)

Québec Region (Québec) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps - Shell metropolitan map of Quebec. [Chicago ; San Jose?] : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm. Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5488 (PrCt)

Quedlinburg (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1620
Qvedelinvrga, antiquissimvm Saxoniae oppid. [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : hand col. ; 14 x 41 cm. Anonymous view.
On same sheet with: Halberstadivm vrbs Saxoniae tam Politica institutione ...
Latin letterpress text on verso under titles: Halberstadivm -- Qvedelinvrga.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 3, pl. 41
Microfiche 583, no. 544 (PrCt)

66120 Queens (N.S. : County) - Maps - 1864 - Landowners - Landowners - Maps
Topographical township map of Queens County... [Halifax, N.S. Nova Scotia Department of Lands and Forests, 1981].
Authors: Church, A. F. (Ambrose Finson), 1836-1920 -- Church, Harold A.
1 map ; on 2 sheets 90 x 168 cm. or smaller. Facsimile of map originally published 1864; reproduced from original in Department of Lands and Forests, Halifax, N. S.
Scale ca. 1:63,360.
Shows landowners in towns as well as rural areas; includes business directories, town insets. Includes inset of Nova Scotia.
M292
map6F G3421.G46 1864 .C5 Queens (PrCt)

66121 Queens (New York, N.Y.) - Maps - 1864
Authors: Graham, Augustine
1 map ; on sheet 43 x 61 cm. 'Copy of an ancient map...now on file in the Sec. of State's office, Albany.' Facsimile of 1694 map issued in and detached from Riker, James. Annals of Newtown (New York, N.Y.) opposite p. 124 [4A 7515].
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map4F G3804.N45 1694 .G7 1852 (PrCt)

Authors: Riker, James, 1822-1889
1 map ; 47 x 43 cm. Detached from Riker, James. Annals of Newtown (New York, 1852) opposite p. [112] [4A 7515].
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map4F G3804.N45G46 1852 .R5 (PrCt)

Map of Queensland to accompany the Railway Commissioners report 1898. Shewing the several railway systems & branch lines, the principal railway stations & town and artesian bores, also the distribution of stock and the location of the mineral and agricultural areas throughout the colony ... Brisbane : [Queensland Railways Dept.?], 1898.
Authors: Queensland. Railways Dept.
1 map ; 65 x 44 cm, fold. to 27 cm. Scale 1:3,899,077; 100 miles to 1 5/8 inches. Insets: Map of the railway systems of Australia; Diagram showing mileage of railways.
G 10215 .72 (NLO)

Authors: Queensland Railways Traveltrain
1 booklet (14 p) : photos (some col.), map ; 20 cm
Includes 2 boarding passes, 2 "Two Island Cruise tickets", and 1 "Great Adventures Outer Reef & Island cruises" coaster, laid in.

Authors: Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.)
1 leaflet (4-fold) : col. photos ; fold. to 30 cm
Travel Vertical File G9001 .P3 1988 .G7 (PrCt)

66126 Queirôs, Pedro Fernandes De, D.1615 - Biography
Pedro Fernandes de Queirôs, the last great Portuguese navigator. 1961.
Authors: Kelly, Celsus
From Congresso Internacional de História das Descobrimentos, Actas 3 (1961): 289-315..
BHC 1526
Vert 1117 (PrCt)

66127 Quemada Site (Mexico) - Maps - 1834 - Archaeology
Situation of the Ruinen einer alten Mexicanischen Stadt bekannt unter dem Namen von los Edificios de la Quemada. 1855.
Authors: Berghes, Carl de, 1792-
Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library) -- Ayer Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library)
Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS 1045 map 2
1 ms. map ; 189 x 327 mm. Aufgenommen in Gemeinschaft mit Hr. Jos: Burkart 1830, und durch speziellere Vermessungen & Untersuchungen ergänzt in den Jahren 1833 & 1834 von C. de Berghes. 'Tabl: II' of 20 in Carl de Berghes's manuscript Beschreibung de Ueberreste Aztekischer Niederlassungen auf ihrer Wanderung nach dem Thale von Mexico durch den gegenwärtigen Freistaat von Zacatecas (Münsterpumpe bei Stolberg, 1855). Shows Indian ruins at the Quemada Site northeast of Villanueva in the Mexican state of Zacatecas; letters A-X keyed to individual ruins referred to in the text.
Scale [ca. 1:4,010]. '600 Schritte, der Schritt = 1

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Le Quesnoy (France) - Maps - 1712 - Fortifications

66131

Authors: Frizx, Eugène-Henri, d. 1733 -- Devel, Pieter -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). Ill:U65
1 map ; 18 x 24 cm.
Phillips 7962 no. [59].
3124
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map2F G5834.Q4 1712 F7 (PrCt)

Le Quesnoy (France) - Maps - 1713 - Fortification

66128

Le Quenoy ville forte du comte de Hainaut ... [Paris] : De Fer, [1713?].
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Gourmay, C. -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Introduction à la fortification ... [1713?]
1 map ; 20 x 25 cm.
In: Fer, Nicolas de. Introduction à la fortification ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, [1713?]) map [69].
For later state of this map, with engraved plate number, see Case folio U 26 .292.
For earlier version of this map, engraved on different plate, see Case folio U 26 .293.

Case oversize U 26 .2919 map [69] (PrCt)

Le Quesnoy (France) - History - Siege, 1712 - Le Quesnoy Region (France) - Maps - 1712 - Spanish Succession, War of, 1701-1714 - Maps

66129

Plan de la situation et du siege du Quesnoy. Brussels, [ca. 1712].
1 map ; 18 x 34 cm.
References: A-Z, 1-44.
Phillips 7962 no. [60].
3123
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map2F G5834.Q4A1 1712 F7 (PrCt)

Le Quesnoy (France) - Maps - 1695 - Fortification

66130

Le Quenoy, ville forte du comte de Hainaut ... [Paris : De Fer, 1695].
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes -- avec leurs fortifications ... (1695-1696)
1 map ; 19 x 25 cm.
In: Fer, Nicolas de. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes; avec leurs fortifications ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer,
1695-1696) pt. 3, map [45].
Manuscript ('12') at upper right.
Case folio U 26. 293 pt. 3, map [45] (PrCt)

Quiberon Expedition, France, 1795 - Maps - Quiberon Region (France) - Maps - 1816 - Brittany (France) - Maps - 1816

66134

1 map ; 18 x 23 cm.
In British military library, or, Journal no. 6 (March 1799), opposite p. 240.
In lower margin: Military Journal No. 6.
Includes references, A-Y.
Accompanied by "French and English accounts of the descent at Quiberon, accompanied by an engraved plan drawn on the spot," p. 239-240; text keyed to references on the map, a-m.
Case U 007.131, v. 1, opposite p. 240 (PrCt)

Quiberon Expedition, France, 1795 - Maps - Quiberon Region (France) - History - 1795 - Maps

66133

1 map ; 18 x 23 cm.
In British military library, or, Journal no. 6 (March 1799), opposite p. 240.
In lower margin: Military Journal No. 6.
Includes references, A-Y.
Accompanied by "French and English accounts of the descent at Quiberon, accompanied by an engraved plan drawn on the spot," p. 239-240; text keyed to references on the map, a-m.
Case U 007.131, v. 1, opposite p. 240 (PrCt)
Quintero (Chile) - Maps - 1646
Porto di Quintero. [Rome : F. Cavalli, 1646].
Authors: Ovalle, Alonso de, 1601-1651 -- Jesuits -- Cavalli, Francisco, fl. 1646 -- Ovalle, Alonso de, 1601-1651. Historica relatione del reyno de Chile ... (1646)
1 map ; 133 x 182 mm.
In: Ovalle, Alonso de. Historica relatione del reyno de Chile (Roma, F. Cauallo, 1646), separately paginated woodcuts at end, p. 3 [i.e. 385].
Woodcut; title from letterpress in right margin.
Oriented with north to left.
Scale not indicated.
For the same map in an Italian edition of the book, see Case F 996 .653, p. [471].
VAULT Ayer 1300.5 C5 O96 1646, p. [471] (PrCt)

Quintero Bay (Chile) - Maps - 1646
Puerto de Quintero. [Rome : F. Cavalli, 1646].
Authors: Ovalle, Alonso de, 1601-1651 -- Jesuits -- Cavalli, Francisco, fl. 1646 -- Ovalle, Alonso de, 1601-1651. Historica relation del reyno de Chile, y delas missions, y ministerios que exercita en el la Compañia de iesvs (1646) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 133 x 182 mm.
In: Ovalle, Alonso de. Historica relation del reyno de Chile, y delas missions, y ministerios que exercita en el la Compañia de Iesvs (1646) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 20 x 26 cm.
Leve au pas en 1741 par Mr. de Morainville, Ingr. du Roy,'
Ayer 8.9 M2 L14 1751a bet. p. 32-33 (PrCt)

Quintero Bay (Chile) - Maps - 1646
Puerto de Quintero. [Rome : F. Cavalli, 1646].
Authors: Ovalle, Alonso de, 1601-1651 -- Jesuits -- Cavalli, Francisco, fl. 1646 -- Ovalle, Alonso de, 1601-1651. Historica relaciön del reyno de Chile, y delas missions, y ministerios que exercita en el la Compañia de lesvs (1646) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 133 x 182 mm.
In: Ovalle, Alonso de. Historica relaciön del reyno de Chile, y delas missions, y ministerios que exercita en el la Compañia de lesvs ... (Rome : F. Cavalli, 1646), separately paginated woodcuts at end, p. 3 [i.e. 471].
Woodcut; title from letterpress in right margin.
Oriented with north to left.
Scale not indicated.
For the same map in an Italian language edition of the book, see Case F 996 .653.
VAULT Ayer 1300.5 C5 O96 1646, p. [471] (PrCt)

Quinto Bay (Chile) - Maps - 1646
Puerto de Quintero. [Rome : F. Cavalli, 1646].
Authors: Ovalle, Alonso de, 1601-1651 -- Jesuits -- Cavalli, Francisco, fl. 1646 -- Ovalle, Alonso de, 1601-1651. Historica relacón del reyno de Chile, y delas missions, y ministerios que exercita en el la Compañia de lesvs (1646) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 133 x 182 mm.
In: Ovalle, Alonso de. Historica relacón del reyno de Chile, y delas missions, y ministerios que exercita en el la Compañia de Iesvs ... (Rome : F. Cavalli, 1646).
1 map : hand col. ; 28 x 43 cm. on sheet 57 x 48 cm.
Added title: Disegno del non men' improviso, che felice passaggio... 
On same sheet with plan of Battle of Guastalla. 3096
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6714.G8 1734 H6 (PrCt)

Quito (Ecuador) - Maps - 1741
Plan de Quito : capitale de la province de même nom ... [Paris : Imprimerie royale, 1751].
Authors: Morainville, fl. 1741 -- La Condamine, Charles-Marie de, 1701-1774 -- Maldonado, Pedro (Pedro Vicente), 1704-1748 -- Imprimerie royale (France) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 20 x 26 cm.
Leve au pas en 1741 par Mr. de Morainville, Ingr. du Roy,'
Ayer 8.9 M2 L14 1751a bet. p. 32-33 (PrCt)

Quito (Ecuador) - Maps - 1777
Plano della città e contorni di S. Francesco di Quito ... [Livorno : G.T. Masi, 1777].
Authors: Rossi, D. Veremondo, fl. 1777 -- Masi, G. T. -- Masi, G. T. Atlante dell' America, contenente le megliori carte geografiche ... (1777) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 18 x 27 cm.
Includes 55 references in upper margin.
In: Masi, G. T. Atlante dell' America, contenente le megliori carte geografiche ... (Livorno : Gio. Tommaso Masi, e Comp., 1777) pl. [37].
VAULT folio Ayer 135 .A75 1777 pl. [37] (PrCt)

Quito (Ecuador) - Maps - 1858
1 map ; 25 x 40 cm.
Detached from Villavicencio, Manuel, Geografia de la republica del Ecuador (New York: Robert Craighead, 1858), facing p. 282 [Ayer 1269 E3 V72 1858].
Scale 2 cm. = 100 tocasas (toosas?).
Includes references A-Z, I-V, a.
Stamps of John Crerar Library and Newberry
66142 Quito Region (Ecuador) - Maps - 1751 - Surveys<><>Ecuador - Maps - 1751 - Surveys<><>Surveys - Quito Region (Ecuador) - Maps - 1751<><>Surveys - Ecuador - Maps - 1751

Carte de la province de Quito au Perou. [Paris : Imprimerie royale, 1751].
Authors: Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d', 1697-1782 -- La Condamine, Charles-Marie de, 1701-1774 -- Maldonado, Pedro (Pedro Vicente), 1704-1748 -- Imprimerie royale (France) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 58 x 34 cm. Dresée sur les observations astronomiques, mesures géographiques, journaux de route et memoires de la Mr. de La Condamine, et sur ceux de Don Pedro Maldonado.' In La Condamine, Charles-Marie de. Journal du voyage fait par ordre du Roi, a l'equateur, servant ... la mesure de trois premiers degrés du méridien (Paris: Imprimerie royale, 1751) following p. xxxvi.

Ayer 8.9 M2 L14 1751a following p. xxxvi (PrCt)

66143 Rabelais, François, 1495-1553.

Authors: Conley, Tom 27 leaves. Xerox copy of typescript, with cover letter: maps. BHC 1469 Vert 1064 (PrCt)


Racine County 1800-1840 : lines are Indian trails. [Racine, Wis.] : Nicholson Wildlife Center, 1975.
Authors: Pietikivitch, Alvin J. -- Nicholson Wildlife Center 1 map ; 36 x 86 cm. 'A Bicentennial map of Racine County for the benefit of the Nicholson Wildlife Center.' Shows names of settlers.

map4F G4123.R2S1 1840 P5 1975 (PrCt)

66145 Racine County (Wis.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners<><>Counties - Maps<><>Landowners - Maps

Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960-

Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov). '3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.' Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each township). Includes indexes. Series: Family maps ISBN 1420304631 ; 9781420304633 ; 9781420304626 ; 1420304623

Local History Ref F587.R2 B69 2006 (NLO)


Microfiche 583, no. 1434 (PrCt)


**Microfiche 583, no. 1435 (PrCt)**

66149  
**Racine County (Wis.) - Maps - 1908 - Landowners->Kenosha County (Wis.) - Maps - 1908 - Landowners->Burlington (Iowa) - Maps - 1908->Counties - Maps->Landowners - Maps**


66148  
**Racine County (Wis.) - Maps - 1908 - Landowners->Kenosha County (Wis.) - Maps - 1908 - Landowners->Burlington (Iowa) - Maps - 1908->Counties - Maps->Landowners - Maps**


66150  
**Racine County (Wis.) - Maps - 1908 - Landowners->Kenosha County (Wis.) - Maps - 1908 - Landowners->Counties - Maps->Landowners - Maps**


66151  

66152  
**Racine (Wis.) - Maps - 1840-1849 - Harbors - Manuscripts - Facsimiles->Manuscript maps - Facsimiles**

[Racine, Wis. harbor, ca. 1840s]. Racine, 1844. Authors: Racine, Wis. City Engineer -- Pietkivitch, Alvin J. 1 map ; on 5 sheets 28 x 44 cm. Photocopy of tracing. 'Traced from original copy -- Early Racine Harbor about 1840-1850. 1848(c) A. J. Pietkivitch, Racine, Wisconsin, 53404.' 'Scale 100 feet to 1 inch.' Original tracing was on sheet 62 x 63 cm.; this...
photocopy does not include an inscription at lower right reading 'Catalog #020'.
map1F G4124.R3 1856 R3 1894 (PrCt)

66153  Radnorshire (Wales) - Maps - 1610

Radnorshire (Wales) - Maps - 1610
The Countie of Radnor described and the shyretownes sittuatione. [London] : Tho. Bassett ... and Ric. Chiswell, 1610 [i.e. 1676].
Authors: Speed, John, 1552?-1629 -- Hondius, Jodocus, 1563-1612 -- Bassett, Thomas -- Chiswell, Richard -- Speed, John, 1552?-1629. The Theatre of the Empire of Great-Britain ... (1676) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 37 x 50 cm. on sheet 42 x 55 cm.
Inset (12 x 13 cm.): Radnor.
Letterpress text on verso (p. 111-112) under the following heading: Radnor-Shire.
In: Speed, John. The Theatre of the Empire of Great-Britain ... (London : Printed for T. Bassett and R. Chiswell, 1676) map [55].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .S7 1676 map [55] (PrCt)

66158  Radnorshire (Wales) - Maps - 1610

Radnorshire (Wales) - Maps - 1610
The Countie of Radnor described and the shyretownes sittuatione. [London] : John Sudbury & George Humble [i.e. J. Legate and W. Humble], 1610 [i.e. 1646].
Authors: Speed, John, 1552?-1629 -- Saxton, Christopher, b. 1542?--1629 -- Hondius, Jodocus, 1563-1612 -- Sudbury, John -- Humble, George, d. 1640 -- Legate, John, d. 1658 -- Humble, William, 1612-1686 -- Speed, John, 1552?-1629. A Prospect of the most famous parts of the world ... together with ... Great Brittaines empire (1646)
1 map ; 37 x 50 cm. on sheet 42 x 54 cm.
Inset (12 x 13 cm.): Radnor.
Letterpress text on verso (p. 111-112) under the following heading: Radnor-Shire.
In: Speed, John. A Prospect of the most famous parts of the world ... together with ... Great Brittaines empire (London : Printed by John Legatt, for William Humble, 1646) map [76].
Case oversize G 117 .82 map [76] (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

66160

Raitea (French Polynesia) - Pictorial works - 1793 <<> Ulietea (French Polynesia) SEE Raitea (French Polynesia)

A View of the new discover'd island of Ulietea, with some of its inhabitants ... [London : s.n., 1793?].

Authors: Bankes, Thomas, b. 1744 -- Bankes, Thomas, b. 1744. A New and authentic system of universal geography, antient and modern: including all the late important discoveries made by the English ... [1793?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 view ; 16 x 27 cm., on sheet 40 x 24 cm.

Anonymous view.

"Engraved for Bankes's new system of geography published by royal authority."

In: Bankes, Thomas. A New and authentic system of universal geography, antient and modern: including all the late important discoveries made by the English ... [London : Printed for G. Cooke ... [et al., 1793?]], opposite p. 73.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G115 .B36 1793, opposite p. 73 (PrCl)

66161


Authors: Henry, Robert Selph, 1889- -- Mississippi Valley Historical Review (1945) p. 171-194 : 2 maps ; 24 cm.

Cover title.

"Reprinted from the Mississippi Valley Historical Review, volume XXXII, no. 2, September, 1945."

Place of publication and publisher from back cover.

Includes bibliographical references.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

LC Card Number: a 45004419

Baskes HE1063 .H46 1945 (NLO)

66162


Authors: Florida East Coast Railway -- Florida East Coast Hotel Company -- Flagler System Hotels -- Akerman, James R.

31 p. : ill., 8 maps (1 col.) ; 23 x 20 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Cover title.

Full page advertisement for the 1936-37 season at the Flagler System Hotels and Florida East Coast Hotel Company on p. 31.

Contents of pictorial maps (23 x 18 cm. or smaller): Florida East Coast Railway: Flagler system, the St. Augustine route -- Map of St. Augustine and environs -- Map of Daytona Beach and Ormond -- Along the Indian River [between New Smyrna and Melbourne] -- Along the Indian River [between Vero Beach and Jupiter] -- Map of West Palm Beach and Palm Beach -- [Map of the region between Fort Lauderdale and Hollywood] -- Map of greater Miami.

Photograph on p. 27 (13 x 19 cm.): Aerial view of Miami, looking east toward Biscayne Bay. Map scales differ.

Summary coordinates (all maps): (W 83°41'00"--W 77°17'00"/N 30°49'00"--N 22°58'00"").

Cover art: Colored illustration of people at waterside bar or restaurant.

Selected maps also cataloged separately.

Gift 2013, James R. Akerman.

map4C G3931.P3 1936 .F5 (NLO)

66163

Railroad travel - Northwestern States - 1911 <<> Northwestern States - Description and travel - 1911 <<> Middle West - Maps - 1911 - Railroads <<> Northwestern States -

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Distance Map Co., 1902.
Authors: Commercial Rate & Distance Map Co. -- Allen, John M. -- John V. Bergen Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 47 x 61 cm.
Added title: Commercial rate & distance map.
'Compiled from the latest tariffs, showing first five competitive class rates.'
Continuation inset: [Missouri Bootheel, 8 x 9 cm.]
Includes coded numeric list of 'Railroads and express companies' and coded alphabetic list 'Key to rates.'
Cities and towns indexed in left, right and bottom margins.
Hand stamped beneath title: Library of Congress.
Two copies received. Mar. 3, 1902. Copyright entry.
92.
sc map4F G4161.P3 1902 C6 (NLO)

Railroads - Historical geography - Maps - Collections - Railroads - Maps - Historical atlases
Authors: Westwood, J. N. -- Firefly Books
1 atlas (399 p. : ill. (chiefly col.), col. maps) ; 34 cm.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Summary: A history of railroad development on every continent. The Historical Atlas of World Railroads charts the rise, fall and revival of railroads over the past 200 years, from the earliest experiments with wooden rails and horse-drawn wagons, through the rail-building boom of the steam age, to the onset of the modern high-speed lines, diesel-electric locomotives and electric tilting trains of today. This comprehensive analysis and history covers:
* The development of passenger and freight coaches and locomotives
* How railroads and their infrastructures are built and operated
* The development of rail types
* The construction of tunnels and bridges
* The latest advances in signaling technology, safety systems and freight-handling techniques and equipment. 400 maps and photographs chart the railroad networks that span the world.
ISBN 9781554075232 (bound) ; 1554075238 (bound)
folio TF15 .W48 2009 (NLO)

Authors: Nock, O. S. (Oswald Stevens), 1905- -- Rand McNally and Company -- Mayflower Books -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (223 p.) : col. ill., 78 col. maps, ports. ; 35 cm.
Maps by Rand McNally & Company.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 218-219) and index.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
ISBN 083179500X ; 9780831795009
Baskes folio G1046.P3 N75 1978 (NLO)

Authors: Middleton, William D. -- Smerk, George M. -- Diehl, Roberta L.
xii, 1281 p. ; ill., maps ; 29 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 1220-1223) and index.
LC Card Number: 2007297216
ISBN 9780253349163 (hbk.) ; 0253349168 (hbk.)
Ref TF22 .E53 2007 (NLO)

Authors: Modelski, Andrew M., 1929- -- Proceedings of the American Congress on Surveying and Mapping, 32nd annual meeting p. 199-210 ; 22 cm.
Detached from: Proceedings of the American Congress on Surveying and Mapping, 32nd annual meeting.
Vert 273, no. 1 (PrCl)

Authors: Modelski, Andrew M., 1929- -- Library of Congress -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (xxi, 186 p.) : 92 maps (some col.), ill., ;
29 x 37 cm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
References: 37 Imago 116; HT 681; PP 92; Wolf 575
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Authors: Modelski, Andrew M., 1929- -- Library of Congress
1 atlas (xxi, 186 p.) : ill., maps (some col.) ; 29 x 37 cm.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Formerly folio G1106.P3 M6 1984
LC Card Number: 82675134
ISBN 0 844403962
Map Ref folio G1106.P3 M6 1984 (NLO)

66176 Railroads - United States - Pictorial works - 1876<br/>Pennsylvania Railroad - Pictorial works - 1876<br/>Railroads - Maps - The Pennsylvania Railroad is the great trunk line and fast mail route of the United States. The scenery on the Pennsylvania Railroad and its branches is the most varied and beautiful in the United States. [Chicago : Rand McNally and Company, 1876].
8 views ; 13 x 19 cm. and smaller, on sheet 36 x 72 cm.
Wood engravings signed by J.W. Launderbach, Jas. Hamilton, and the monogram "F.S. [?]".
Contents: Interior of sleeping car -- Interior of parlor car -- Interior of passenger car -- Sample track and track tank -- Block-signal station -- West Jersey Railroad : moonlight on the beach at Cape May -- Pennsylvania Railroad : horse-shoe curve, Allegheny Mountains -- Moonlight on the Susquehanna.
Not drawn to scale.
Coordinates (from map on verso): (W 125°--W 68°/N 46°--N 29°).
Map on verso: General map of the Pennsylvania Railroad and its connections (Chicago : Rand, McNally & Co.; [1876])
On sheet issued folded to 21 x 12 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
map4F G3701.P3 1876 .R3 (NLO)

Authors: Texas & Pacific Railway. Land Dept. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 19 x 15.5 in. Scale 1:133,320.
Originally published Marshall, Tex.: Texas & Pacific Railway, [187-?]
Microform 583, no. 1101 (PrCt)

Authors: Texas. General Land Office -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 11 x 11 in. Scale 1:133,320.
Originally compiled 1880.
Microform 583, no. 1102 (PrCt)

Authors: Maxcy, John W. -- Texas. General Land Office -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)


Microfiche 583, no. 1103 (PrCt)

66180 Rainy Lake (Minn. and Ont.) - Maps - 1859
Authors: Arrowsmith, John, 1790-1873 -- Palliser, John, 1807-1887 -- British North American Exploring Expedition -- Palliser, John, 1807-1887. Exploration -- British North America : papers relative to the exploration by Captain Palliser of that portion of British North America which lies between the northern branch of the river Saskatchewan and the frontier of the United States ... (1859) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 29 x 18 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Text at upper left: 'The country is composed of granite, presenting smoothed & rounded knolls and ridges ....' Identifies 'camp [of] 28th June', 'rapids = to about 10 ft. of rise', 'series of falls rise [to] 73 ft.', and 'very large lake'; expedition 'route' shown with dotted line.
Oriented with north at upper right.

66181 Raisz, Erwin Josephus, 1893-1968
Vert 117 (PrCt)

66182 Raisz, Erwin Josephus, 1893-1968
Erwin Josephus Raisz - celebrating 100 years. 1993.
Authors: Yeshian, Jeanne B.

66183 Rajasthan (India) - Maps - 1988 - Guidebooks
Rajasthan. [London?] : Harrap Columbus, [1988?].
Authors: Temps de Pose -- Toutain, Pierre, 1951- -- Busquet, Gérard -- Harrap Columbus (Firm) -- Insight guides -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.
PhotoToutain
Cf. OCLC 27050263.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

66184 Rajasthan (India) - Maps - 1989 - Guidebooks
Authors: Discovery guides -- Naylors, K. -- Haag, M. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 26 maps
1st ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

66185 Rajasthan (India) - Maps - 1991
Authors: Insight guides -- Israel, Samuel -- Sinclair, Toby -- Grewal, Bikram -- Hoefer, Hans -- APA Publications (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 26 maps
1st ed.
Ed:SIIsrael&TSinclair
OCLC 24987102.
No. 250 in a series.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

66186 Raleigh (N.C.) - Maps - 1994 - Road maps
Wake County (N.C) - Maps - 1994 - Road maps
Counties - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (112 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
New edition."
$14.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library), Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-91319-0
RMcN StrFdr 1994 .R33 (PrCt)

66187 Raleigh (N.C.) - Maps - 2000 - Road maps
Wake County (N.C) - Maps - 2000 -

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (265 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
New digital 2000-2001 edition.$15.95
Uniform title: Streetguide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-99434-4
RMcN StrFdr 2004 .R33 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (217, 62 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Date on cover: 2002/03.
$17.95
Uniform title: Streetguide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN StrFdr 2002 .R33 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (A-J, 1442-3730, 68 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm. +1 CD-ROM.
$24.95
Uniform title: Streetfinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-85569-7
RMcN StrFdr 2006 .R33 (PrCt)

66192 Raleigh (N.C.) - Pictorial works - 1872
Authors: Dry, Camille N. -- Historic Urban Plans (Firm)
1 birds eye view ; 60 x 59 cm.
Facsimile of original published 1872.
References: 1-47.
mapF G3904.R2A3 1872 D7 1975 (PrCt)

66193 Raleigh, Walter, Sir, 1552?-1618 - Exhibitions
Hakluyt, Richard, 1552?-1616 - Exhibitions
British Library. Dept. of Printed Books - Exhibitions
Sir Walter Raleigh and Richard Hakluyt, an exhibition held in the King's Library, British Museum, July-September 1952, [1952].
Authors: British Museum. Dept. of Printed Books.
King's Library
34 p. ; 33 cm.
Mimeograph.
Cited in Imago Mundi annual bibliography.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

66194 Ramillies (Belgium), Battle of, 1706 - Maps
Dopf, General, 18th cent.
Plan of the situation where the battle of Ramillies was fought May ye 23d. 1706. [London? Knaptan, ca. 1740?].
'Designed upon the spot by G.L. Mosburger, officer in General Dopf's regiment of Dragoons.' Title in bottom margin.
'For Mr. Tindal's continuation of Mr. Rapin's history of England.' Includes references A-T.
Oriented with north at lower right.
Oversize Ayer 135 .T5 1732 map [59] (PrCt)

66196 Ramillies (Belgium), Battle of, 1706 - Maps
Spanish Succession, War of, 1701-1714 - Maps
Plan de la situation où la Bataille de Ramillies. Brussels, [1706?].
Authors: Fricx, Eugène-Henri, d. 1733 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
III:U19
1 map ; 32 x 46 cm.
References A-S.
Letterpress text in French.
Phillips 7962 no. [28].
3147 rev
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6014.R3 1706 F7 (PrCt)

66197 Ramsau am Dachstein (Austria) - Maps
Authors: Lossen, W. -- Köhler & Co. -- Köhler, Günther, Prof. Dr -- Verkehrsverein -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library).
Advertisements: p. 66-80.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes DB879.R36 L67 1948 (NLO)

66198 Ramsden Barrington (England) - Maps
Estate Plans - Manuscripts
Facsimiles
Estate Plans - Essex (England) - 1615 - Manuscripts
Facsimiles
Fitch, Sir William, d.1602 - Homes and Haunts - Estate Plans - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Maps - Facsimiles
A Trew and perfect geometrical ground plot of the manor of Ramsden Barrington in the parish of Ramsden Bellowes in the county of Essex beeing the inheirantance of Sir William Fitch, knight of the perish of Barking in the foresaid county... [Chelmsford : Essex Record Office, 198-].

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Authors: Pope, Thomas, fl.1612-1618 -- Essex Record Office
1 map; 28 x 90 cm. in 2 sheets 37 x 49 cm. and smaller
Photographs of original map in the Essex Record Office (D/DDLPr P2).
Title from cartouche; alternate title across top of map: The Manner of Ramsdon Barrington in the county of Essex.
Across bottom of map: Performed by Thomas Pope Srwayer in December Anno Domyni 1615.
There are 10 2x2 color slides of this map (identified as 'Ramsden Bellhouse' among the Hilda Marchant Research Photographs [Map4C G5751.G46 16-- M3 198-].

map2F G5753 .E7:2R3 1615 P6 198- (PrCt)

66199 Ramsey County (Minn.) - Maps - 1867 -
Landowners-<---Counties -
Maps-<---Landowners - Maps
Authors: Bennett, L. G. (Lyman G.) -- Shober, Charles -- Minnesota Geological Survey
1 map; 114 x 80 cm. on 2 sheets
Photocopy of original published [Chicago?: s.n., 1867].
Scale [ca. 1:42,300].
Shows names of many property owners.
Includes views of 17 buildings and view: St. Paul, Minn. 1867.

map6F G4143.R2G46 1867.B4 (PrCt)

66200 Ramsey County (Minn.) - Maps - 1883 -
Landowners-<---Washington County (Minn.) -
Maps - 1886 - Landowners-<---Anoka County (Minn.) -
Maps - 1886 - Landowners-<---Dakota County (Minn.) -
Maps - 1886 - Landowners-<---Hennepin County (Minn.) -
Maps - 1886 - Landowners-<---Saint Croix County (Minn.) -
Maps - 1886 - Landowners-<---Pierce County (Minn.) -
Maps - 1886 - Landowners-<---St. Croix County (Minn.) SEE Saint Croix County (Minn.)<---Counties - Maps-<---Landowners - Maps
Authors: Warner & Foote -- Bourquin, F. (Frederick), b. 1808 -- Bracher, Wm. (William) -- Minnesota Geological Survey
1 map; 150 x 134 cm. on 4 sheets.
Photocopy of original published Minneapolis: Warner and Foote, 1886.
Scale 1:36,205 or '1 3/4 inches to the mile.'
Shows names of many property owners.
Defective copy, upper portion missing with partial loss of title.

map6F G4143.R2 1886 W3 (PrCt)

66201 Ramsey County (Minn.) - Maps - 1885 -
Landowners-<---Counties -
Maps-<---Landowners - Maps
[ Ramsey County (Minn.) - 1885: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche, [Washington, D.C.]: LC G&M Division, [1983?]].
Authors: Curtice, D. L. -- Potts, H. S. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 4 sheets; 1 is 31 x 34 in., 1 is 31 x 20 in., and 2 are 35 x 27 in. each. Scale: 1:17,300. Originally published [c1885].
Microfiche 583, no. 380 (PrCt)

66202 Ramsey County (Minn.) - Maps - 1887 -
Landowners-<---Counties -
Maps-<---Landowners - Maps
[ Ramsey County (Minn.) - 1887: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche, [Washington, D.C.]: LC G&M Division, [1983?]].
Authors: C.M. Foote & Co. (Minneapolis, Minn.) -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Microfiche 583, no. 381 (PrCt)

66203 Ramsey County (Minn.) - Maps - 1890 -
Landowners-<---Hennepin County (Minn.) -
Maps - 1890 - Landowners-<---Anoka County (Minn.) -
Maps - 1890 - Landowners-<---Wright County (Minn.) -
Maps - 1890 - Landowners-<---Carver County (Minn.) -
Maps - 1890 - Landowners-<---Scott County (Minn.) -
Maps - 1890 - Landowners-<---Dakota County (Minn.) -
Maps - 1890 - Landowners-<---Washington County (Minn.) -
Maps - 1890 - Landowners-<---Counties -
Maps-<---Landowners - Maps
Map of Ramsey and Hennepin counties : with adjacent portions of Anoka, Wright, Carver, Scott, Washington, and parts of Dakota County (Minn.).

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
66206 **Ramusio, Giovanni Battista, 1485-1557.**
*Navigationi et viaggi*
*Introduction [to Ramusio's 'Navigationi et viaggi']*
Pp. v-xiv ; 28 cm.

Vert 2305, no. 1 (PrCt)

66207 **Ramusio, Giovanni Battista, 1485-1557.**
*Navigationi et viaggi - Sources*; **Ramusio, Giovanni Battista, 1485-1557. Navigationi et viaggi - Tables of contents*

66208 **Ramusio, Giovanni Battista, 1485-1557.**
*Navigationi et viaggi - Sources*; **Ramusio, Giovanni Battista, 1485-1557. Navigationi et viaggi - Tables of contents* SEE SUBDIVISION Tables of contents under titles of individual works and under types of publications
The Contents and sources of Ramusio's 'Navigationi'. Amsterdam : Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, 1970.
Vert 2305, no. 2 (PrCt)


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
SEE Sacramento (Calif.)

Rancho del paso Rio de los Americanos . [San Francisco? B.F. Sterrett?, 1862].
1 map : hand col. ; 31 x 46 cm., folded to 22 x 12 cm.
Map of the Rancho Rio de los Americanos on the American River Valley, site of Sutter's Fort ('Nueva Helvetia') and later the site of Sacramento, California.
In Catlin, Amos P. Rancho 'Rio de los Americanos,' granted to William A. Leidesdorff by Governor Micheltorena; finally confirmed to the executors of Joseph L. Folsom, deceased.
Surveyed by Surveyor General John C. Hays, and approved by the U.S. District court for the northern district of California, 25th June, 1862.
Statement of the title, and proceedings under it to the confirmation ... by A.P. Catlin, of counsel for claimants ([San Francisco] : B.F. Sterrett, [1862]) opposite p. [1]
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library
Graff 629 opp. p. [1] (PrCt)

66210 Rand McNally and Company
Authors: McNally, Andrew, 1909-28 p. ; 23 cm.
BHC 1798
Vert 1367 (PrCt)

66211 Rand McNally and Company
Authors: Publishers weekly (1903)
p. 916 ; 25 cm.
"Tired of the unreasonable demands of their printers, Rand, McNally & Co. are contemplating removing their book and map printing plants from Chicago."
Z 983 .719, v. 64, pt. 2, p. 916 (PrCt)

A Piece taken from Rand, McNally & Co.'s Railroad junction point and county map. New York : Rand McNally & Co., [189?-].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; on sheet 26 x 21 cm.
Advertisement, showing detail of area around St. Louis.
On verso, under heading 'A Map that Maps Intelligibly,' are testimonials from users of the series.
map1F G4164.S4P3 1890 R3 (PrCt)

1 sheet : map ; 55 x 81 cm.
Prospectus for atlas with the "New business atlas map of Iowa" (c1902) reproduced as an example. Designed to fold to the size of the Business atlas, producing a four-page advertisement, with the front page reproducing at full size the cover of the atlas; back page shows example of corrections made by Rand McNally in one year.
Uniform title: Commercial atlas.
Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection. map4F G4151.P3 1902 .R3 (PrCt)

If it's specialty printing for the travel industry ... it's probably from Rand McNally: maps and map folders, tickets, travel literature, guides, timetables, brochures for railroads, airlines, business, ship lines and for motoring. Chicago, New York, San Francisco : Rand McNally, c1965.
1 brochure : 4 maps ; on sheet 43 x 65 cm., folded to 23 x 13 cm.
Panel title.
Advertising brochure with map printing examples on both sides (43 x 65 cm. and smaller): United States : Rand McNally road map -- North America -- Railroad map of the United States -- Airways map of the United States.
Includes insets of Alaska, Aleutian Islands, Honolulu, and Hawaiian Islands (9 x 12 cm. and smaller.). Plate no. 5-4915V-24.
Forms part of a collection of stock editions of Rand McNally road maps, some apparently...

66216  **Rand McNally and Company - Archives**<br>**Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)**<br>**Newberry Library. Archives - Catalogs**<br>**Road maps**<br>**Newberry acquisitions : the collections of Rand McNally and Company. 1989.** Authors: Mapline no. 54 (June 1989) p. 7-9 : maps, ill. ; 28 cm.<br>In: Mapline 54 (June 1989): 7-9<br>**Map Ref folio GA101 .M3, no. 54 (June 1989) (PrCt)**


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Blazed trails (Map series) SEE Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails<<>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><<
Blueprint of simple sketch showing dimensions of lot, outline of buildings. Condition: Chipped with loss of upper right corner, not affecting map detail. Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection. Previous location: McNally's vault B 15

AMcN III PC 1290 (PrCt)

Authors: Roadmaps-L (Online discussion list) -- Bloomberg Businessweek [5] leaves ; 28 cm.
Printouts of messages posted to Roadmaps-L by four correspondents (May 31-June 1, 2014; [3] leaves).
Title supplied by cataloger.

Vert 1669, no. 5 (PrCt)

Chicago ; New York ; San Francisco : Rand McNally & Company, [1924?].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Goode, J. Paul, 1862-1932 -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
[8] p. : col. maps ; on sheet 28 x 89 cm., folded to 28 x 22 cm.
"List price $4.00."
Includes color reproduction of front cover and samples of maps and the index.
Plate no. 30EB25(P)5-24
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Accession no. 2002100101
Vert 2013, no. 3 (PrCt)

History of Rand McNally auto trails / by John G. Brink. 1908-1926. [19--?].
Authors: Brink, John G. -- Karrow, Robert W.
50 p. ; 22 cm.
Xerox copy of undated typescript.
With ms. notes by R. Karrow on Brink genealogy.
BHC 2196
Vert 1669, no. 1 (PrCt)

66229 Rand McNally and Company - History - 1979 The Early days [of Rand McNally & Co.]. [1979?].
Authors: McQueen, Peter
17, [10] p. ; 28 cm.
Photocopy of typescript.
Includes list of 'Maps 1876-1900.'

BHC 1823
Vert 1392 (PrCt)

66230 Rand McNally and Company - History<> Publishers and publishing - Chicago (Ill.) History [Notes on the history of Rand McNally and Company / compiled by Bruce Grant]. [1956].
Authors: Grant, Bruce -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
ca. 250 leaves in various pagings : loose-leaf 3-ring binder ; 29 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Photocopy. [Chicago : Newberry Library, 199-] 30 cm.
Section heading on p. [1]: Chicago in 1856.
Unpublished history (without title page) compiled on the centennial anniversary of the company's founding. Includes notes on the biography and genealogy of William Henry Rand and Andrew McNally, railroad job printing, publishing history of selected maps, atlases, directories, and textbooks, prominent employees, Board of Directors' meetings, and much else besides.
Map Ref folio Z232.R29 G73 1956 (NLO)

Authors: Severson-Tris, Mary A. -- Special Libraries (1978) p. 94-99
Vert 484 (PrCt)

66232 Rand McNally and Company<>Map industry and trade - Chicago (Ill.) - History<> Chicago (Ill.) - Map industry and trade - History<> Publishers and publishing - Chicago (Ill.) - History Rand McNally and Company, printers, publishers, cartographers : a study in nineteenth-century mass marketing / by Cynthia
Authors: Peters, Cynthia H.
78 leaves ; 28 cm.
Photocopy.
Title from cover leaf.
Photocopy of "Master's paper submitted in partial fulfillment of the Master of Arts degree requirement, Graduate Library School, University of Chicago, Illinois. 10 November 1981."
Includes bibliographical references (leaves 69-78) and selected inventory of the archives held in Rand McNally's headquarters in Skokie, Illinois (previous to their donation to the Newberry Library).
Duplicate copies: Wing folio Z232.R29 P47 1981a -- Vert 1516
Map Ref folio Z232.R29 P47 1981ab (NLO)

66233 Rand McNally and Company<<>><Map industry and trade - United States<<>><United States - Map industry and trade
Authors: Peters, Cynthia H. -- Conzen, Michael P. -- Chicago Historical Society -- Chicago Map Society
p. 64-72
GA421.C48 1984, p. 64-72 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
ca. 250 items ; various sizes, mounted on 47 sheets each 58 x 40 cm., and filed in 2 folders
Title supplied by cataloger.
Comprised of miscellaneous design elements used in road maps compiled by Rand McNally ca. 1930-ca. 1950, including numbered highway shields, assorted road signs, oil company logos, pictorial vignettes, stock lettering, sample typefaces, map proof correction forms, and map symbols, borders, legends, compass roses, banners, bar scales, and cartouches.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 176 [2 folders] (PrCt)

66235 Rand McNally and Company - Maps -

Collections, 1920-1940
[Historical maps from miscellaneous Rand McNally publications]. [Chicago : Rand McNally, ca.1920-ca.1940].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library)
Unpaginated maps
Scrapbook containing historical maps clipped from various books published by Rand McNally & Co. Condition: Many of the maps, mounted with rubber cement, are now loose. Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection. Previous location: B-33
AMcN III PC 1800 (PrCt)

How important are free road maps to your customers and service station operators? [Chicago? Rand McNally & Company, ca. 1960?].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Stock road maps - Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
[1], 1-8, [9-10] p. : ill. ; 11 x 24 cm.
Cover title.
Advertising booklet issued to promote sales of road maps.
Includes "Nation-wide survey conducted for Rand McNally proves free road maps considered a vital service" (p. 1); "Automobile owners survey" with 12 questions and summary answers (p. 2-5); and "Service station operators survey" with 10 questions and summary answers (p. 6-9).
Does not include maps.
"90801" -- back cover.
Forms part of a collection of stock editions of Rand McNally road maps, some apparently issued as sales samples and / or printer's proofs for prospective commercial clients.
Uniform series title (established by cataloger): Stock road maps
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Panel art: folded road map displaying idealized title panel; road map detail (of Atlanta region) in background.
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (April 2010).
RMcN Stock 216 (PrCt)

Rand McNally and Company. New York to Chicago (1907) - Dedications<<>><Road maps To a national highway : Chicago-New York.
When a road along this route will no longer be necessary, this book is respectfully dedicated / Gardner S. Chapin. [Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Co., 1907].
Authors: Chapin, Gardner S. -- Rand McNally and Company. New York to Chicago (1907) --

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library)

1 sheet ; 23 x 15 cm.


Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection at the Newberry Library.

Case GV1024 .N49 1907, following title page (PrCt)

66238 Rand McNally and Company. New York to Chicago (1907) Road maps


Authors: Chapin, Gardner S. -- Rand McNally and Company, New York to Chicago (1907) -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library) 1 sheet ; 23 x 15 cm.


Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection at the Newberry Library.

Case GV1024 .N49 1907, instructions (PrCt)


At head of title: Photo-auto guide. A series of photographic reproductions of all turns and intersecting cross roads, with arrows pointing to the right road. Giving distances between the turning points, and outline maps of the entire route : New York to Chicago

Uniform title: Photo auto guide

"Copyright 1907 by G.S. Chapin, Chicago." -- Title page verso.

Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection at the Newberry Library.

Case GV1024 .N49 1907, title page (PrCt)


Authors: Oden, Gloria

p. 161-163


This poem alludes to the following map (or a variant edition): Rand McNally cosmopolitan world on Mercator's projection (New York : Chicago ; San Francisco : Rand McNally & Company, [ca. 1955?] [Map5C G3200 1955 .R3 (PrCt)]

See accompanying printouts of 2007-2008 email correspondence between Adele Haft and Gloria Oden [Vert 1757]

Vert 1757 no. 2 (PrCt)
were centrally located in a large facility in Skokie, Illinois. The collection includes paper documents, photographs, photographic negatives, slides, films, newspaper and magazine clippings, ledgers, framed paper documents, tickets, books, awards, lithographic stones, engravings, badges, ticket punches, banners, scrapbooks, artwork, and a number of printing artifacts. Paper documents include financial documents, non-photographic images, contracts, government-issued documents, correspondence and memoranda, marketing items such as advertisements, sell sheets, press releases, reviews, catalogs, pamphlets, price lists, and order forms, production materials, artwork, type specimen books, greeting cards, stationery, and booklets. Photographic materials include color and black and white photographs, negatives, and slides, and scrapbooks.

Biographical and historical notes: In 1856, William H. Rand established a printing office above Keen and Lee’s Bookstore at 148 Lake Street in Chicago, Illinois. In 1858, he hired Andrew McNally and shortly after, they became partners and formed Rand McNally and Company. Rand McNally has since become a prolific publisher operating in a variety of areas. They established themselves as a household name in the United States and became known around the world for their cartographic products, producing not only the maps, globes, and atlases which have become their trademark, but also a variety of trade books (in particular juvenile books), educational texts and materials, financial publications, periodicals, and a wide range of miscellaneous job printing work, including many railroad tickets and coupons. Among the firm’s most popular publications were the Western Railway Guide, the Business Atlas, innumerable pocket and road maps, the Globe Library series of books, the Handy Guide series, textbooks, Goode’s Atlas, Kon-Tiki by Thor Heyerdahl, the New International Atlas, the juvenile Elf Books series, and several Marguerite Henry books, including Misty of Chincoteague. During their period of growth and expansion in the twentieth century, Rand McNally acquired a few smaller printing companies, including the W.B. Conkey Co. in 1949, a Canadian publisher (which became Rolph McNally), and a ticket and coupon printing company in Chicago. The McNally family was the majority owner of the company for nearly 100 years, from 1899 until 1997, at which time the family decided to divest its majority stake. Since then the company has been owned by two or three different entities, most recently by Patriarch Partners. Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.

Wing Modern MS Rand McNally (NLO)
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.

Wing folio Z250 .R36 1959 (NLO)

66247 Rand McNally and Company - Type and type-founding - Specimens
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Newberry Library. John M. Wing Foundation
26 p.; 23 cm.
Cover title.
Added title: Rand McNally and Company, Ossining plant.
Type and type-founding specimens.
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.

Wing Z250 .T97 1949 (NLO)

66248 Rand McNally and Company - United States - Road maps - History - 1920-1929<br>5 copies; filed with 10 smaller copies (each 13 x 10 cm.)
Forms part of the Rand McNally archives (Newberry Library).
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.

Wing Modern MS Rand McNally, series 5, box 12, folder 156 (PrCl)

Authors: Holloway, Marguerite
x, 372 p.; ill., maps; 25 cm.
1st ed.
Contents: Prologue: Big Rock -- In Which Reuben Skye Rose-Redwood and J.R. Lemuel Morrison Set Out To Find the Imagined City -- In Which John Randel Jr. Affixes the City to the Island -- In Which Rose-Redwood Surveys the 1811 Grid and Morrison Surveys Today's -- In Which Randel Keeps Seeking the Most Eligible Routes -- In Which Mannahatta Lifts Off -- In Which Is Described "The Ingenuity of the New" -- Epilogue: Randel's Rock.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 329-352) and index.

LC Card Number: 2012044735
ISBN 9780393071252 (hbk.) ; 0393071251 (hbk.)
TA533.R37 H65 2013(NLO)

Authors: Amiery, notary, 18th cent. -- Saucier, François, 18th cent. -- Amiery, notary, 18th cent. -- Newberry Library.
Manuscript map. map4F G4103 .R3G46 1774 .C7
1 ms. map; on sheet 33 x 60 cm.
Attestation at upper right signed by François Saucier (a relative of the architect of Fort de Chartres, also named François) and Amiery (probably a notary).
Land ownership map of French long lots on the eastern coast of the Mississippi River, probably in or near Kaskaskia or Prairie du Rocher in latter-day Randolph County, Illinois. Includes

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
notes detailing properties owned by François, Henry, and Jean Baptiste Saucier, their widowed mother 'Madame Barbe La Croix', François and Antoine Paturel, and Messieurs de La Loere, Deverger, de Kelerec, and Descloseaux. For genealogical notes about the Saucier family, see Belting, Natalia Maree. Kaskaskia under the French regime (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1948) p. 29.

Scale not determined. Pen-and-ink.

Accompanied by an anonymous manuscript copy of the map with English translation of French glosses; drawn in 2005 (?) on sheet 33 x 56 cm. McNally 2005042208

map4F G4103 .R3G46 1774 .C7 (NLO) 66254

Randolph County (Ill.) - Maps - 1919 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps


Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960-- Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)

302 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
1st ed.
'Deluxe edition.'

Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).

'3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.'

Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).

Includes indexes.

Series: Family maps
ISBN 1420309587 ; 9781420309584
Local History Ref F547.R2 B69 2008 (NLO)

Randolph County (Ill.) - Maps - 1919 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps


Authors: Geo. A. Ogle & Co. 1 atlas (101, supp. xxii p.) : ill., ports., col. maps (part double) ; 45 cm.

folio F 896741 .642 (NLO) 66255

Randolph County (Ill.) - Maps - 1919 - Topographic maps<<>>Wall maps<<>>Topographic maps


1 map : col. ; 82 x 106 cm.

Scale 1:62,500; (W 90°13'--W 89°35'/N 38°14'--N 37°47').

Relief shown by contours and spot heights. "A. Hoen & Co., Baltimore, Md."

Legend and "explanation of topographic map" in lower margin. Rubber stamp at lower right: Map and Geography Library, Western Illinois University.

Forms part of the John V. Bergen Collection (Newberry Library).

maproll G4103 .R3 1919 .J5 (PrCt) 66256

Randolph County (Ill.) - Maps - 1951 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps


Authors: General Map Company -- Randolph County Farm Bureau (Ill.) -- Randolph County Rural Youth (Ill.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (37 p.) : 14 maps ; 22 x 29 cm.

Cover title.

'Sponsored by Randolph County Farm Bureau and Rural Youth.'

Advertisements on covers and interspersed. Scale not given.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.


Randolph County (Ill.) - Maps - 1965 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps


Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. Agricultural Experiment Station. Randolph County soil association map (1961) -- Randolph County Farm Bureau (Ill.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (53 p.) : ill., 24 maps ; 28 cm. + map (40 x 54 cm. folded to 27 x 20 cm.)

Cover title.

'Sponsored by Randolph County Farm Bureau.'

Scale [1:50688]. 1 1/4 in. to 1 mile.

Includes business and government directories, and index to owners.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

Authors: University of Oxford
1 leaflet (3-fold) : ill., map ; fold. to 21 x 11 cm

Rankin County (Miss.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners-<->Counties -
Maps-<->Landowners - Maps
Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960--
Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)
372 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
1st ed.
'Deluxe edition.'
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).
'3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.' Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).
Includes indexes.
Series: Family maps
ISBN 1420304100
Local History Ref F347.R3 B69 2006 (NLO)

Raphael, 1483-1520-<->Sanzio, Raffaello, 1483-1520 SEE Raphael, 1483-1520-<->Raffaello Sanzio, 1483-1520
SEE Raphael, 1483-1520-<->Santi, Raffaello, 1483-1520 SEE Raphael, 1483-1520
Authors: Fischel, Oskar, 1870-1939 -- Rackham, Bernard, 1876-
Transated from the German by Bernard Rackham.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

Rapid City (S.D.) - Maps - 1932 - Real property-<->Rapid City (S.D.) - Maps - 1932 - Road maps-<->Road maps
Authors: Rapid City (S.D.). Office of the City Engineer -- Chicago Historical Society
1 map ; 35 x 53 cm.
Printed cadastral map bearing manuscript and typewritten additions tracing Highways 14, 16,
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)


Microfiche 583, no. 1242 (PrCt)

66276 Rappahannock County (Va.) - Maps - 1866-1875 - Landowners - Counties - Maps

[Location: Rappahannock County (Va.) - 1866-1875: LC G&M Division land ownership maps on microfiche].


1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.

Size of original: 32.5 x 25 in. Scale 1:63,360.

Originally compiled 1866-1875.


Microfiche 583, no. 1335 (PrCt)

66277 Rare books - Providence (R.I.) - Bibliography - Catalogs - America - Bibliography - Catalogs


The 1st edition of the Catalogue was published, 1865-71 (3 parts in 4 vols.) The present is the 2d edition of pt. I-II (originally published 1865-66) enlarged and illustrated with reproductions of title-pages, maps, portraits, printers’ devices, etc.

“One hundred copies printed for private circulation.”

Contains some titles of desiderata (i.e. books catalogued with a view to intended purchase, but never obtained).

Also issued with same dates under title:

Bibliographical notices of rare and curious books relating to America ... in the library of the late John Carter Brown ...

Under the provisions of the will of John Nicholas Brown, the collection was transferred in 1901 to Brown university.

Duplicate copy: lower case g 80 .1251.

Ayer 290 .B94 1875 (NLO)

66278 Rastatt, Battle of, Rastatt, Germany, 1796 - Maps - 1839

Carte militaire pour l'intelligence des affaires de Rastadt et d'Ettingen le 5 et 9 Juillet 1796. [Paris : Libraire Militaire de Petit, 1839].

Authors: Jomini, Antoine Henri, baron de, 1779-1869. Atlas pour servir à l'intelligence de l'Histoire critique et militaire des guerres de la révolution (1839) -- Petit, J.-B.

1 map : hand col. ; 26 x 36 cm.


Relief shown by hachures.

Positions of French and Austrian troops indicated by colors.

Scale "2 lieues de 25 au degré" = 8.65 cm.

At upper right: Pl. XIV.

Case oversize F 393 .457, pl. 14 (PrCt)


Engraving and printing maps, plans, etc. : Rathburne & Burges' patent. [1912?].

Authors: Great Britain. Patent Office 5 leaves ; 28 cm.

Photocopy of 1617 patent.

From unidentified British Patent Office text printed [1912?]

BHC 1344

Vert 951 (PrCt)

66280 Ratzeburg (Germany) - Maps - 1695 - Fortification Ratzeburg, ville d'Allemagne ... [Paris : De Fer, 1695].

Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646

1720. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes ... avec leurs fortifications ... (1695-1696)

1 map ; 23 x 29 cm.

In: Fer, Nicolas de. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes; avec leurs fortifications ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, 1695-1696) pt. 6, map [111].

Manuscript '(11)' at upper right.

Case folio U 26.293 pt. 6, map [111] (PrCt)

66281 Ratzeburg (Germany) - Maps - 1713 - Fortification Ratzeburg ville d'Allemagne ... [Paris : De Fer, 1713?].

Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes -- avec leurs fortifications ... (1713?)

1 map ; 18 x 24 cm.

In: Fer, Nicolas de. Introduction à la fortification ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, [1713?]) map [120].

For later state of this map, with engraved plate number, see Case folio U 26 .292.
Raubenspurgum. 

In: Jansson, Jan. Urbium totius Germaniae

Ravensburg (Germany) - Woodcuts 

[View of Ravensburg, Germany]. [Amsterdam : Heinrich Petri, 1552].

Authors: Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552. Cosmographiae universalis ... (Amsterdam : Heinrich Petri, 1552). -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 view : woodcut ; 19 x 45 cm.

Title supplied by cataloger.

Added letterpress title above woodcut: Rauenspurgum.

In: Münster, Sebastian. Cosmographiae universalis ... (Amsterdam : Heinrich Petri, 1552), p. 558

Possibly an inaccurate view, since some of the woodcuts in this volume were used for more than one town.

VAULT folio Ayer 7 .M8 1552, p. 558 (PrCt)

Ré Island (France) - History - Seige, 1625 - Maps

Obsidio arcis Sancti Martini in insula a Rete, anno M.DC.XXV = Le siege de la citadelle de Saint Martin dans l'Isle de Ré l'an 1625 / Jac Callot fe[c]. [Paris : s.n., 1629].

Authors: Callot, Jacques, 1592-1635 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 1,136 x 1,328 mm. (neat line) on 6 sheets 792 x 468 mm. and smaller Printed from 10 plates: 1 title plate, 3 text plates (including references ‘+’ and ‘-1-46, in Latin and French), and 6 plates comprising the map. Armies, ships, and relief shown pictorially. Apparently issued to accompany Callot's view of the siege of La Rochelle (Novacco 4F 112). Not in Pastoureau.

Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

g18 Novacco 4F 113 (PrCt)

Ré Island (France) - Maps - 1696 - Fortification

L'isle de Ré de basse marée. [Paris : De Fer, 1696].

Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes -- avec leurs fortifications ... (1695-1696) pt. 8, map [157] Manuscript '(8)' at upper right.

Case folio U 26. 293 pt. 8, map [157] (PrCt)

Ré Island (France) - Maps - 1713 - Fortification

L'isle de Ré de basse marée ... [Paris : De Fer, 1713?].

Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Inselin, C. -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Introduction à la fortification ... (1713?) pt. 8, map [157] Manuscript '(8)' at upper right.

Case folio U 26. 293 pt. 8, map [157] (PrCt)

Ré Island (France) - Maps - 1793 - Coasts


Reading (England) - Maps - 1752

Authors: Rocque, John, -1762 -- Margary, Harry 1 map ; 16 x 17 cm.
Facsimile of inset on sheet 3 of Rocque, John. A Topographical map of the county of Berks, originally published London, 1752-1761. Scale [ca.1:11,000]. On same sheet: A short account of the antiquity of Reading. 73-2764

map4C 123 pl. 19 (PrCt)


Case F159.R2 A87 1915 (NLO)

Reading (Pa.) - Maps - 2009 - Road maps - Reading Region (Pa.) - Maps - 2009 - Road maps - Road maps


RMcN StrFdr 2009 .R42 (PrCt)


Map Ref folio Z6027.A5 R43 1997 (NLO)
66307 Real Palacio (Madrid, Spain) - Pictorial works - 1862
Authors: Letre, E. de -- Lit. Heraldica -- Amador de los Rios, José, 1818-1878 -- Lopez-Majano, Jadwiga
1 print ; 18 x 28 cm.
Facade of original lithograph in José Amador de los Rios, Historia de la villa y corte de Madrid (Madrid: Lopez de la Hoya, 1862-1867).
map2F G6564 .M2:2R47 1862 .L4 1980 (PrCt)

66308 Real property - Cartography - Austria
Vom Grundsteuerkataster zur Digitalen Kastastralmappe. 1995.
Authors: Blaschitz, Friedrich -- Eich- und Vermessungsmagazin
p. 18-22 : maps
BHC 2471
Vert 2018 (PrCt)

Authors: Conzen, Michael P. -- Akerman, James R. -- Thackery, David T. -- Illinois. Board of Higher Education
67 p. ; 23 cm.
Includes bibliographical references.
Duplicate copy: Local History Ref GA421 .C66 1991 (NLO)
ISBN 0963224301
Map Ref GA421 .C66 1991 (NLO)

Authors: Gaetjens, Stuart
92 p. ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
"June 1991."
Series: Public administration series--bibliography ; P 3107
Formerly folio Z6027.U52 I34 1991
LC Card Number: 91211770
ISBN 0792008278
Map Ref folio Z6027.U52 I34 1991 (NLO)

Authors: Conzen, Michael P. -- Akerman, James R. -- Thackery, David T. -- Illinois. Board of Higher Education
67 p. ; 23 cm.
Includes bibliographical references.
ISBN 0963224301
Local History Ref GA421 .C66 1991 (NLO)

Authors: Heermans, Anna A. -- Cogswell, Charlotte B. -- E.P. Dutton (Firm) -- Hamand, E. C. -- Hamand, E. C. -- Mrs. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
[24] leaves : ill. ; 31 cm.
No more published.
Title page in double line border.
Inscription: Mr. & Mrs. E.C. Hamand[?]. For Papa & Mama to puzzle out for their little ones.
Christmas 1883.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio F2 .H44 1875 (NLO)

66313 Recife (Brazil) - History - Siege, 1630 - Maps - Brazil - Northeast - Maps - Pernambuco (Brazil) SEE Recife (Brazil) - Pharnambuci (Brazil) SEE Recife (Brazil)
Hanc tabulam continens laetam Pharnambuci ... [Amsterdam] : Nicolaus Ioannis Piscator, [1630?].
Authors: Visscher, Claes Jansz., 1586 or 7-1652 -- Lonck, Hendrick C. -- Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 37 x 47 cm.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Details the Dutch capture of Recife (previously known as Pernambuco) in 1630.
Lacks (separately printed?) key to locations A-E and 1-12.
Inset map of northeastern Brazil (16 x 32 cm.).
Het Noorder deel van Brasilien ... = La Partie septentrionale de Brasil ... .
Includes dedication to ‘D. Henrico C. Lonq.’
Forms part of the Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Remnants of binding stub on verso.
Hollstein, F. W. H. Dutch and Flemish etchings, engravings, and woodcuts, ca. 1450-1700 (1949-), no. (70).
Visscher 81 (PrCt)

66316
Reclus, Elisée, 1830-1905
Anarchism - Maps - History - 1800-1899
Anarchism - Maps - 1800-1899
Geography - History - 1800-1899
Political geography - History - 1800-1899
Cartography and politics - History - 1800-1899
Il Mondo senza la mappa: Élisée Reclus e i geografi anarchici / Federico Ferretti. [Milan, Italy]
Authors: Ferretti, Federico -- Reclus, Elisée, 1830-1905
248 p. : ill., map, ports. ; 20 cm.
1. ed. italiana.
Table of contents available on Library of Congress website (accessed Sept. 2010):
Includes bibliographical references (p. 231-246).
Series: Collana classici dell’anarchismo -- Classici dell’anarchismo.
LC Card Number: 2008363109
G69.R32 F47 2007 (NLO)

66317
Reclus, Elisée, 1830-1905
Globes - 1800-1899
Authors: Dunbar, Gary S.
p. 57-66 : ill.
G 007 .8, v. 90, p. 57-66 (PrCt)

66318
Reconstruction (U.S. History, 1865-1877)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 28 maps ; 27 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .A595 1921 (PrCt)

66319
Red Cloud Agency (Wyo.) - Pictorial works - 1876
Indians - Red Cloud Agency (Wyo.) - Pictorial works - 1876 - United States.
Office of Indian Affairs. Red Cloud Agency SEE Red Cloud Agency (Wyo.) -- Red Cloud Agency (U.S.) SEE Red Cloud Agency (Wyo.) -- Railroads - Maps SEE Indians of North America - Maps
Red Cloud Agency and Waukapominee butes [/]. [Chicago? Sears Bros.,? , 1876].
Authors: Sears Brothers (Firm : Chicago, Ill.) -- Curley, Edwin A. Glittering gold. The true story of the Black Hills (1876) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 view : wood engraving ; 9 x 14 cm.
In Curley, Edwin A. Glittering gold. The true story of the Black Hills. Illustrated with accurate colored maps and engravings ... (Chicago :
published by the author, 1876) p. [88]
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Graff 953 p. [88] (PrCt)

66320  Red Lake County (Minn.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners<<<Counties - Maps<<<Landowners - Maps
Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960--
Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)
194 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
1st ed.
'Deluxe edition.'
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).
'3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.'
Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).
Includes indexes.
Series: Family maps
ISBN 1420304089
Local History Ref F612.R25 B69 2006 (NLO)

Authors: Cannons, Charles -- Geo. A. Ogle & Co. -- Geo. A. Ogle & Co. Standard county atlas including a plat book of the villages, cities, and townships ... [of Red Lake and Pennington Counties, Minnesota] (1911) -- Minnesota Genealogical Society
1 atlas (69 p. : maps) ; 28 cm.
Includes facsimile reprint of Standard county atlas including a plat book of the villages, cities, and townships ... [of Red Lake and Pennington Counties, Minnesota] (Chicago : Geo. A. Ogle & Co., 1911).
folio G1428.R3 G42 1911, Index (NLO)

66322  Red River County (Tex.) - Maps - 1870-1879 - Landowners<<<Counties - Maps<<<Landowners - Maps
Authors: Texas & Pacific Railway. Land Dept. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Microfiche 583, no. 1104 (PrCt)

66323  Red River County (Tex.) - Maps - 1879 - Landowners<<<Counties - Maps<<<Landowners - Maps
Authors: Texas. General Land Office -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 23.5 x 19.5 in. Scale 1:133,320. Originally compiled 1879.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Microfiche 583, no. 1105 (PrCt)

[Mapa de la provincia donde habita la Nacion Casdudacho (Texas) Santa Maria de Galve]. [19--].
Authors: Teran, Domingo -- Archivo General de Indias. 61-6-2 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1691 manuscript.
Title from Torres Lanzas, Pedro. Relación descriptiva de los mapas, planos, & de México y Floridas existentes en el Archivo General de Indias (Sevilla, 1900) v.1 no. 90, 69-70.
The first map of this part of the Red River made by Domingo Teran in November and December 1691.
‘Nacion Casdudacho’ refers to Caddo Indians;
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalog Entry</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 66325         | **Red River (Tex.-La.) - Maps - 1700-1799 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles**<br>**Manuscript maps - Facsimiles**<br>*Cours de la rivière Rouge relevée avec la boussole.* [19-].<br>Authors: France. Service hydrographique.<br>Bibliothèque. C 4040-44 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)<br>1 map<br>Photostatic reproduction of 18th-century manuscript.<br>Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).<br>**MapPhoto France BSH C 4040-44 (PrCt)**<br>**66329** | Red Sea - Maps - 1765 - Nautical charts<br>**Nautical charts - Red Sea - 1765**<br>**Assab Region (Eritrea) - Maps - 1765**<br>**Jiddah (Saudi Arabia) - Maps - 1765**<br>**Sawakin (Sudan) - Maps - 1765**<br>**Mits'iba (Eritrea) - Maps - 1765**<br>**Al Babo Region (Eritrea) SEE Assab Region (Eritrea)**<br>**Giddah (Saudi Arabia)**<br>**SEE Jiddah (Saudi Arabia)**<br>**Suakem (Sudan) SEE Sawakin (Sudan)**<br>**Matzua et Arkiko (Eritrea) SEE Mits'iba (Eritrea)**<br>**Nautical charts**<br>*Golfe Arabique ou Mer Rouge / par le Sr. d'Anville...* [Paris : s.n., ca. 1765].<br>Authors: Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d', 1697-1782 -- Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d', 1697-1782. [Atlas général] [ca. 1786?]. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)<br>1 map on composite sheet ; 66 x 49 cm.<br>"Quelques dénominations de lieu tirées de l'Antiquités ont été soulignées en omettant celles que donne carte de l'ancienne Egypte."<br>Upper right margin: P 276 l.<br>Insets (16 x 16 cm. and smaller): Al Babo (ou la porte) et ses environs -- Porte de Giddah -- Suakem -- Matzua et Arkiko.<br>Printed from 2 plates.<br>In composite atlas without title page: Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d'. [Atlas général][Paris : s.n., ca. 1786?], [plate 33].<br>Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.<br>Baskets oversize G1019 .A598 1786, [plate 33] (PrCt)<br>**66330** | Red Sea - Maps - 1804 - Nautical charts<br>**Suez (Egypt) - Maps - 1804**<br>**Harbors - Suez (Egypt) - Maps - 1804**<br>**Pictorial works - Suez (Egypt) - Maps - 1804**<br>**Jidda (Saudi Arabia) - Maps - 1804**<br>**Harbors - Jidda (Saudi Arabia) - Maps - 1804**<br>**Pictorial works - Tor (Egypt) - Maps - 1804 - Harbors - Madia Gûbâl (Egypt) - Maps - 1804**<br>Nautical charts<br>*Madia Tiran (Egypt and Saudi Arabia) - Maps - 1804 - Nautical charts - Aden (Yemen) - Maps - 1804 - Harbors - Aden (Yemen) - Maps - 1804 - Harbors - Aden (Yemen)*<br>**PrCt** | Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.<br>For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

A New chart of the Red Sea or Arabian Gulf ... 1804 [i.e. 1816?].
1 map : hand col. ; 148 x 60 cm. on 2 sheets
Title from southern sheet.
Dedication on northern sheet: To ... Marquis Wellesley ... this chart ...
In: Faden, William [and others]. [General atlas of modern geography : a collection of large scale maps and charts of all parts of the world] ([London, etc. : W. Faden, etc., 1775-1816]) v. 2, pl. [4-5].
Imprint on map: Published by W. Faden ... June 13th 1804.
Insets: The Straits of Jubal -- Road and harbor of Juddah -- A Plan of Suez Harbor -- Tor Harbor -- Plan of Aden-back-bay -- Plan of Mocha Road -- The Narrow Strait of Babelmandel.
Also includes various coastal profiles.
Versos handstamped '3'.

oversize Ayer 135.G32 1775 v. 2, pl. [4-5] (PrCt)

66331

Red Willow County (Neb.) - Maps - 1905 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps
Standard atlas of Red Willow County, Nebraska. Chicago : Ogle, 1905.
Authors: Geo. A. Ogle & Co.
46 cm.
Phillips 15560.

oversize F 924736.642 (NLO)

66332

Redwood County (Minn.) - Maps - 1898 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps
1 map : on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 8 parts, 28.5 x 15.5 in. each.

66336

Reference books -
Bibliography - Geography - Bibliography - Cartography - Bibliography - Names, Geographical - Bibliography - Gazetteers
Guide to reference books / edited by Eugene P. Sheehy ; with the assistance of Rita G. Keckeisen ... [et al.] ; science, technology, and medicine compiled by Richard J. Dionne ... [et
al.]. Chicago : American Library Association, 
1986.
Authors: Sheehy, Eugene P. (Eugene Paul), 
1922-- Keckeissen, Rita G. -- Dionne, Richard J. 
xiv, 1560 p. ; 28 cm.
10th ed.
Includes sections on 'Geography' (p. 936-972), 
'History and Area Studies' (p. 973-1131), and 
'Gazetteers' and 'Geographical Names and 
Terms' (p. 944-957).
Ref Z1035.1 .S43 1986 (NLO)

66337 Refugio County (Tex.) - Maps - 1879 - 
Landowners<><>Counties - 
Maps<><>Landowners - Maps [Refugio County (Tex.) - 1879: LC G&M land 
ownership maps on microfiche], [Washington, 
D.C. : LC G&M Division, 1983?].
Authors: Texas. General Land Office -- Library of 
Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC 
G&M Division land ownership maps 
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 19 x 27.5 in. Scale 1:133,320.
Originally compiled 1879.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 
19th and early 20th century landownership maps: 
Library of Congress. Geography and Map 
Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 
[Washington, D.C. : Library of Congress, 
Geography and Map Division, 1983?].
Microfiche 583, no. 1106 (PrCt)

66338 Regensburg (Germany) - Maps - 1792 
1792?].
Authors: Andrews, John, 1736-1809 -- Andrews, 
John, 1736-1809. A Collection of plans of the 
most capital cities of ... Europe and ... the world 
[1792?] -- Stockdale, John, 1749?-1814 
1 map ; 16 x 22 cm.
In: Andrews, John. A Collection of plans of the 
most capital cities of every empire, kingdom, 
republic and electorate in Europe and some 
remarkable cities in the other three parts of the 
world ([London? : J. Stockdale?, 1792?]) pl. 23 -- 
cf. Philips 3291.
Case folio G 13 .036 pl. 23 (PrCt)

66339 Regensburg (Germany) - Maps - 1800 
Authors: Stockdale, John, 1749?-1814 -- 
Stockdale, John, 1749?-1814. A Geographical, 
historical, and political description of the empire 
of Germany, Holland, the Netherlands, 
Switzerland, Prussia, Italy, Sicily, Corsica, and 
Sardinia ... (1800) 
1 map ; 17 x 24 cm.
Includes 'References' 1-36, A. 
In: Stockdale, John. A Geographical, historical, 
and political description of the empire of 
Germany, Holland, the Netherlands, Switzerland, 
Prussia, Italy, Sicily, Corsica, and Sardinia ... 
(London : Printed for John Stockdale, 1800), plate 
22, opposite p. 307.
M264 folio G 30 .333 pl. 22, opp. p. 307 (PrCt)

66340 Regensburg (Germany) - Maps - 1980 - 
Guidebooks Regensburg. Freiburg [im Breisgau] : K. 
Baedeker, 1980.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) 
1 v.
4th ed.
A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reiseführerbücher, 
1832-1990, no. K574.
DD 901.R4 R44 1980 (NLO)

66341 Regensburg (Germany) - Pictorial works - 
1552 - Bridges<><>Bridges - Regensburg 
(Germany) - Pictorial works - 
1552<><>Woodcuts [View of a bridge on the Danube River at 
Regensburg, Germany]. [Basel : Heinrich Petri, 
1552].
Authors: Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- 
Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552. Cosmographiae 
universalis ... (1552) -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 
-- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 
1 view : woodcut ; 5 x 6 cm., on sheet 32 x 21 
cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
In: Münster, Sebastian. Cosmographiae 
universalis ... (Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552), p. 
637.
Possibly an inaccurate view, since some of the 
woodcuts in this volume were used for more than 
one town. 
VAULT folio Ayer 7 .M8 1552, p. 637 (PrCt)

66342 Regensburg (Germany) - Pictorial works - 
1618-1623 Ratisbona. [Amsterdam : Van Hoeve], 1594 [i.e. 
1980].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541 -- 
Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- 
Civitates orbis terrarum -- Hoefnagel, Jacob, 
1573?-approximately 1632 -- Brueghel, Pieter, 
16th cent. -- Van Hoeve (Firm : Amsterdam) 
1 view ; 36 x 50 cm.
Facsimile of view published Cologne: Pieter 
Brueghel, ca. 1618-23; facsimile issued in Braun, 
Georg and Franz Hogenberg. Civitates orbis 
terrarum, 1572-1618 (Amsterdam: Van Hoeve, 
Derived from 1594 drawing by Jacob Hoefnagel. 
Includes references A-I and K-O.
Latin letterpress text on verso under title: 
Ratispona. 
Original view lacking in ca. 1620 edition of the 
 atlas held by the Newberry Library [VAULT 
oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573] 
Map Ref oversize G1028 .B73 1980 v. 5, pl. 51 
(PrCt)

66343 Reggio di Calabria (Italy : Province) - Maps -
1897 - Bicycle trails<>Bicycle trails -
Reggio di Calabria (Italy : Province) - Maps -
1897

Gioia Tauro-Pizzo Calabria. Milano [Milan] :
Touring club ciclistico italiano, [1897].
Authors: Touring club italiano -- Bertarelli, L. V.
(Luigi Vittorio), 1859-1926 -- Istituto geografico
militare (Italy) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
2 maps : col. ; on sheet 23 x 99 cm., folded to
23 x 10 cm.
'Redazione e disegno di Luigi Vittorio Bertarelli.'
'Pubblicato col Concorso del R. Ist. G. Mil.,
Firenze.'
Cover title.
'Verificato sul terreno nel Maggio 1897.'
Scale 1:100,000
Scale 1:125,000
Relief shown by hachures.
Series: Planimetrie e profili ciclistici ; 27
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Phillips 6715
Baskes G6711.E63 1897 .T6 no. 27 (NLO)

66346
Reggio Emilia (Italy) - Maps - 1600
Reggio di Lombardia / Iustus Sadeler offert. et D.
[S.l. Justus Sadeler?, ca. 1600].
Authors: Sadeler, Justus, fl. ca. 1600 -- De
Landau, Horace, barone, 1824-1903 -- Finaly,
Madame, d. 1938 -- Franco Novacco Map
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 396 x 526 mm. (neat line), 438 x 571
mm. (plate mark)
Sadler's name appears after dedication: Illustribus
DD Hieronymo et Prospero Ferretis Regiensibus.
Relief shown pictorially.
References 1-72 in bottom margin.
Ex De Landau; ex Finaly.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map
Collection (Newberry Library).
147
Novacco 2F 128 (PrCt)

66347
Reggio Emilia (Italy) - Maps - Exhibitions - Catalogs<>Reggio Emilia (Italy) - Maps - Exhibitions - Catalogs
Paesaggi di provincia : cartografia e sintassi del
territorio reggiano / a cura di Franco Farinelli ed
Authors: Farinelli, Franco -- Cavazza, Elisabetta
-- Reggio Emilia (Italy : Province). Biennale del
paesaggio
208 p. ; ill. (col.), maps (col.) ; 28 cm.
Catalog of an exhibition held at Palazzo Magnani,
Reggio Emilia, Nov. 11-Dec. 8, 2006.
At head of title: Provincia di Reggio Emilia [sic],
Biennale del paesaggio.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 206-208).
LC Card Number: 2007399818
ISBN 978889431856 ; 8889431857
folio DG975.R32 P34 2006 (NLO)

66348
Reich, Erhard, 16th cent.
[Notes on Erhard Reich]. [Chicago, 198-?].
Authors: Karrow, Robert W.
1 file folder ; 25 x 30 cm.
Bibliographical notes used in the preparation of
the chapter on Erhard Reich in: Karrow,
Mapmakers of the sixteenth century and their
maps (1993).
Vert 3160 (PrCt)
66349  Reich, Erhard, 16th cent.——Reych, Erhardus SEE Reich, Erhard, 16th cent.  
Rehard Reich, ein Neumarkter Bürger, Steinmetz, Baumeister and Kartoqraph. [Kallmünz : M. Lassleben, 1970].  
Vert 3159 (PrCt)

66350  Reigersberg (Austria)- Catholic church buildings - 1970  
Augustiner- Chorherrenstift : Reigersberg am Inn. Linz, Austria : Landesverlag, [ca. 1970s].  
Authors: Landesverlag  
1 booklet (27 p) : photos (some col.) ; 17 cm  
Travel Vertical File G6494 .R435E42 1970 .L3 (PrCt)

66351  Reigersberg (Austria) - Catholic church buildings - 1970  
Authors: Vees, Joh.  
1 leaflet (2-fold) : col. photos, map ; fold. to 21 x 21 cm  

66352  Reilly, Franz J. J. von. Schauplatz der fünf Theile der Welt (1789-1806)——Cartography - Bern (Switzerland : Canton) - History  
Authors: Dürst, Arthur -- Reilly, Franz J. J. von. -- Dorfpresse Gattikon  
Includes bibliographical references (p. 19).  
ISBN 3905480042 ; 9783905480047  
G1898.B4 R45 1982 (NLO)

66353  Reims (France) - Maps - 1695 - Pictorial works  
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Historic Urban Plans (Firm)  
1 birds-eye view ; 37 x 50 cm.  
Facsimile of original published 1695.  
466  
map4F G5834.R4A3 1695 W5 1972 (PrCt)

66354  Reims (France) - Maps - 1910 - Postal service——Postal service - Reims (France) — Maps - 1910——Rheims (France) SEE Reims (France)  
1 map : col. ; 46 x 38 cm., folded to 15 x 11 cm. + index (35 p. ; 16 cm.)  
'Système planimetric M. Guyenro -- Reproduction interdite.'  
'Imp. Léon Monrocq -- Paris, 3, r. Suger.' Marked by previous owner with numbers keyed to manuscript list (in 3 leaves) of mail boxes (?) pasted at front of volume.  
map3C G5834.R4 1910 .M5 (PrCt)

66355  Reims (France) - Maps - 1920——World War, 1914-1918 - Maps - Battlefields——World War, 1914-1918 - Roads——Route maps  
Rheims and the battles for its possession. Clermont-Ferrand, France ; Milltown, N.J. ; Newark, N.J. Michelin & cie ; Michelin Tire Co. ; Essex Press, c1920.  
Authors: Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Illustrated Michelin guides to the battle-fields (1914-1918) -- Essex Press (Newark, N.J.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
176 p. : ill., 18 maps and plans (1 col.) ; 22 cm. Spine title: Rheims  
Series: Michelin illustrated guides to the battlefields (1914-1918) -- Illustrated Michelin guides to the battle-fields (1914-1918)  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.  
Digital reproduction of another copy available on the Internet Archive website (accessed July 2009):  
http://www.archive.org/details/rheimsbattlesfor00  
Baskes DC801.R36 R54 1920 (NLO)

66356  Reims (France) - Maps - 1924  
Authors: Guides diamant -- Hermann, L., active 1906-1939 -- Dufrénoy (Firm) -- Hachette (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
4, 64,144 p., [2] folded leaves of plates : ill., 4 maps (some col.) ; 16 cm.  
"2 plans, 2 cartes, 13 gravures." Plan of Reims by L. Hermann and Imp. Dufrénoy. Advertisements: 4 p. at beginning, 144 p. at end, and on lining papers.  
Series: Guides diamant  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.  
Baskes G153.G847 Reims (1924) (NL O)

66357  Reinickendorf (Berlin, Germany) - Maps - 1980  
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baedeker G153 .G847 Reims (1924) (NLO)
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 7 plates
1st ed.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

66358 Reisch, Gregor, d. 1525. Margarita philosophica
The 'Margarita philosophica' of Gregorius Reisch:
Authors: Ferguson, John -- The Library (1929) -- Newberry Library. John M. Wing Foundation
p. 194-216 ;
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.
Wing Z 007 .5, 4th ser., v. 10, p. 194-216 (PrCt)

66359 Reisterstown (Md.) - 1800 - Landowners
Road maps - Reisterstown (Md.) - 1800.
Maps - Road maps - Counties - Landowners - Maps
Early patents and roads in Reisterstown, Md.
1976.
Authors: Horvath, George J. -- Brown, Michael J. 1 map ; 25 x 42 cm.
Includes legend A-H.
M1286
map1F G3844.R4G46 1976 H6 (PrCt)

66360 Relief models
Three-dimensional maps : an annotated list of references relating to the construction and use of
terrain models / compiled by Walter W. Ristow. Washington : [For sale by the Superintendent of
Documents, U.S. Govt. Print. Off.], 1964 [i.e. 1965].
and Map Division
x, 38 p. ; 27 cm.
2d ed., rev. and enl.
Formerly lower case g 10 .918
Map Ref Z6026.R4 U6 1965 (NLO)

66361 Relief models - Congresses
Authors: Corvisier, André -- Colloque international sur les plans-reliefs au passé et au présent (1990 : Hôtel national des invalides)
223 p. : ill. ; 25 cm.
ISBN 271813996X
To Collection Services for cataloging, Aug. 2005 (PrCt)

66362 Relief models - Conservation and restoration
Howell, Edwin E. (Edwin Eugene), 1845-1911 -- Science Hall (Madison, Wis.) - Map collections
University of Wisconsin--Madison - Map collections
Renewing the landscape. Madison, Wis.
Authors: Opsal, Erik -- Cartographic Laboratory
p. 22-23 : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Describes a project to clean the 18 plaster relief
models in Science Hall, four of them by E. E. Howell.
Vert 608, no. 2 (PrCt)

66363 Relief models - France - 1668-1699
Musée Des Plans-Reliefs (France)
Maps and models in the reign of Louis XIV. 1987.
Authors: Rothrock, George A. -- Proceedings of the Annual Meeting of the Western Society for
BHC 1108
Vert 720 (PrCt)

66364 Relief models - France - 1668-1836
Musée Des Plans-Reliefs (France)
Authors: Warmoes, Isabelle -- Musée des plans-reliefs (France)
71 p. : col. ill. : 21 cm.
Introductory essay and catalog of the more than 100 scale models of fortified cities and towns in the
Musée des plans-reliefs.
Series: Guides thématiques.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 69) and index.
ISBN 2858222460
To Collection Services for cataloging, Jan. 2008 (PrCt)

66365 Relief models - France
Musée des Plans-Reliefs (France)
Authors: Musée des plans-reliefs (France) -- Caisse nationale des monuments historiques et des sites (France)
115 p. : ill. (some col.), maps (some col.) ; 27 cm.
'Décombe 1986,'
Includes bibliographical references.
Series: Monuments historiques ; no 148
Formerly NA2790 .P53 1986
Map Ref NA2790 .P53 1986 (NLO)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
exhibition of relief models.
The exhibition was visited by attendees of the
22nd International Conference on the History of
Cartography held in Bern, 8-13 July 2007.
Vert 2297, no. 2 (PrCt)

66375 Relief models - United States -
1938<<>>United States - Relief models -
1938<<>>Babson College
Vast relief map matches earth’s curvature.
Authors: Popular Mechanics Press
1 p. : ill. : Photocopy of article in Popular Mechanics 70, no.
One paragraph and photo on the construction of
the relief map of the United States, begun in
Vert 2234 (PrCt)

66376 Relief representation - 1956<<>>Landforms -
Maps - 1956<<>>Block diagrams -
1956<<>>Cartography - Methodology -
1956Atlases, French - 1956
Relief form atlas. Paris : Institut géographique
national, 1956.
Authors: Institut géographique national (France)
-- Campbell, Eila M. J. -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (v, 179 p.) : ill., 70 maps (chiefly col.) ; 33
cm.
Simultaneously published in French under title:
Atlas des formes du relief.
Contents: Streams and valleys -- Cuestas -- Fold
reliefs -- Fault reliefs -- Volcanoes --
Unconformity of the drainage-pattern to the
structure -- “Piedmont” landscapes -- Multicyclic
reliefs on hard rocks -- Landscape developed on
crystalline basements -- Limestone landscapes --
Glaciers and glaciated landscapes -- Dry and
dry-seasonal climatic landscapes -- Shoreline
topography -- Small scale index maps.
Two-color 3D glasses for viewing anaglyphs, in
pocket.
Scales differ.
Owner’s inscription: Eila M.J. Campbell, Paris,
1957.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1046.C2 15713 1956 (NLO)

66377 Relief representation - 1964
Moraines and dunes on small-scale maps. 1964.
Authors: Pietkiewicz, Stanislaw, 1894- --
Geographia Polonica (1964)
p. 257-259 : maps
From: Geographia Polonica 2 (1964): 257-259,
maps.
BHC 1970
Vert 1529 (PrCt)

66378 Relief representation - Chile<<>>Cartography -
Chile<<>>Chile - Geomorhology
La Cartografía de los procesos morfogenéticos
actuales en Chile transicional. Santiago : Instituto
de Geografía, Facultad de Filosofía y Educación,
Universidad de Chile, 1965.
Authors: Araya, José Francisco -- Universidad de
Chile. Instituto de Geología -- Campbell, Eila M.
J. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry
Library)
Includes bibliographical references (p. 21-23).
Abstract in Spanish, English and French; text in
Spanish.
Ownership stamp of Prof. E[ila] M. J. Campbell of
Birkbeck College.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes GB432.C5 A73 1965 (NLO)

66379 Relief Representation - Exhibitions
Geländedarstellung von der
Maulwurfshügelmanier zum digitalen
geländehöhenmodell. 1995.
Authors: Bundesamt für Eich- und
Vermessungswesen -- International Conference
on the History of Cartography (16th : 1995 :
Vienna)
48p.; 30cm.
Catalog of an exhibition on the occasion of the
Int. Conf. on the Hist. of Cartog., 16th, Vienna,
1995.
Vert 1996 (PrCt)

66380 Relief representation - Handbooks, manuals,
etc.
Cartographic terrain representation, Chaper 9:
shading and shadows . 1976.
Authors: Imhof, Eduard, 1895-1986 -- Wisconsin
no.1 (1976).
52 p. : maps, ill. ; 28 cm.
BHC 1416
Vert 1016 (PrCt)

66381 Relief representation - History -
1500-1799<<>>Cartography - Poland - History -
1500-1799
Development of the relief representation on large
scale primitives in Poland. [1979?].
Authors: Golaski, Janusz -- International
Conference on the History of Cartography (8th :
1979 : Berlin)
Abstract of paper read at Int'l Conf. on Hist. of
Vert 954 (PrCt)

66382 Relief Representation - Maps -
1974<<>>Digital mapping - Maps - 1974
Automated relief representation : a comparison of
different display methods. Washington :
Authors: Brassel, Kurt E. -- Little, James --
Peucker, Thomas K. -- Morrison, Joel L. --
Map supplement no. 17
6 maps (part col.) on sheet 46 x 54 cm.
66385

Religious representation - Switzerland
Rock representation in topographic maps of Switzerland. 1995.
Paper read at Int. Conf. on Hist. of Cartog. (16th), Vienna, 1995.
Vert 2008 (PrCt)

66386

Religious - Maps - 1993
The state of religion atlas / Joanne O'Brien and Martin Palmer ; consultant editor, David Barrett.
"A Pluto project."
"A Touchstone book."
Includes bibliographical references.
Scale not given.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 93026796
ISBN 0671793764 ; 9780671793760
Baskes G1046.E4 O2 1993 (NLO)

66387

Remote sensing images - 1992
Authors: Estes, J. E. -- Senger, Leslie W. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library).
340 p. : ill., maps ; 29 cm.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
ISBN 047124595X
Baskes folio G70.4 .R45 1974 (NLO)
Remote sensing images - Abstracts - Periodicals - Cartography - Abstracts - Cartography - Periodicals - Astronautics in earth sciences - Abstracts - Periodicals
Authors: Geo Abstracts -- University of East Anglia
Section G of Geographical abstracts.
Frequency: 6 no. a year
Continues in part: Geo abstracts. D: Social geography and cartography
Continued by: Geo abstracts. G: Remote sensing, photogrammetry, and cartography
Formerly 4S 522
LC Card Number: 74647279
QE33.2.R4 G44 (NLO)

Rendsburg-Eckernförde (Germany) - Maps - 1620 - Rendsburg-Eckernförde (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1620
Rendsburga, uenus tum Holsatiae oppidum Eidora fluuo circundatum. [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Rantzau, Henrik, 1526-1598 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 17 x 48 cm.
Forwarded to Braun and Hogenberg by Henrik Rantzau; see R.A. Skelton's Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.
Added title at top in uppercase lettering: Reinholdsbrgva.

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 4, pl. 35 (PrCt)

Rendsburg-Eckernförde (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1657
Reinholdsbrgva. [Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657].
Authors: Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664 -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Illustriorvm principumque urbium septentrioinalium Europae tabulae [1657] -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Theatrum urbium (1657)
1 view : hand col. ; 17 x 48 cm.
On same sheet with: Crempa.
Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Reinholdsbrgva.
In: Jansson, Jan. Illustriorvm principumque urbium septentrioinalium Europae tabulae, v. 1, [plate 30]
Issued in volume1 of 8 in Jansson's townbook atlases, collectively known as the Theatrum urbium (Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657).
Case oversize G 117 .452, v. 1, [plate 30] (PrCt)

Reneia (Greece) - Maps - 1689 - Delos (Greece) - Maps - 1689
Authors: Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718 -- Padoani, Domenico, fl. 1689 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718. Citta, fortezze, isole, e porti principale dell' Europa ... (1689)
1 map ; 13 x 17 cm.
In: Coronelli, Vincenzo. Citta, fortezze, isole, e porti principale dell' Europa, in pianti, et in elutione, descritte, e publicate ad uso dell' Academia cosmografica degli argonauti ([Venice] : Domenico Padoani, 1689) pl. [74]. Engraved plate '225.' One of four plates printed on the same sheet, opening [74].
VAULT folio Ayer 135 .C8 1689 pl. 74 (PrCt)

Renfrewshire (Scotland) - Maps - Bibliography - Cartography - Renfrewshire (Scotland) - History
Authors: Moore, John N. -- Renfrewshire Local History Forum
53 p. ; 30 cm.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Includes bibliographical references (p. 51-53).
ISBN 0952919559 : 9780952919551
folio GA813.6.A1 M66 1999 (NLO)

66396 Renhold (England) - Real property
The Pre-enclosure map of Renhold, 1781.
[Bedford, 1929].
Authors: Fowler, G. Herbert (George Herbert), 1861-1940
p.17-19
In: Bedfordshire Historical Record Society.
Caption title.
'This essay is published simultaneously with the map, for which it forms the explanatory text.'
Map is bound separately.
folio F 45903 .085, v. 2, pt. 2, p.17-19 (PrCt)

66397 Rennell, James, 1742-1830  A Bengal atlas (1780-1781)<<>Cartography - India - History - 1780-1781
Authors: Cook, Andrew S.
From India Office Library & Records Report (1976), 5-42. maps, ills.
BHC 1149
Vert 761, no. 1 (PrCt)

66398 Rennell, James, 1742-1830. Bengal atlas<><>Cartography - Bengal (India) - History<><>Cartography - India - History
Authors: Cook, Andrew S. -- Great Britain.
Foreign and Commonwealth Office -- India Office Library and Records. Report for the year ended ... -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
p. 5-42 p. : ill., maps ; 25 cm.
Cover title.
"India Office Library & Records Report, 1976, pages 5-42."
Includes bibliographical references.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskets GA1133.6.R46 C66 1978 (NLO)

66399 Rennell, James, 1742-1830 - Maps - Bibliography
Authors: Cook, Andrew S.
p. 515-517
In Geog. jour., v. 144 (1978): 515-517
G 007 .33, v. 144, p. 515-517 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. EasyFinder
1 map : col. ; 47 x 53 cm. on sheet 69 x 58 cm.
Uniform title: EasyFinder
Added title: Street map of Reno and Sparks [plate no. 9152].
On verso: Reno Stead adn vicinity. -- Virginia City. -- Reno south to Washoe Lake. -- Carson City [plate no. 9151].
$2.50
Panel art: Blue, white, cut-out MAP.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Missing January 2013.
ISBN 0-528-96515-8
RMcN Road Map 1991 R45 (PrCt)

1 atlas (A-F, 5774-8069 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Cover not dated.
"1st edition" -- front cover.
$19.95.
Uniform titles: Street guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-86373-8
RMcN StrFdr 2007 .R4 (PrCt)

66402 Reno (Nev.) - Pictorial works - 1890
Birds eye view of Reno, Nevada. [197-].
Authors: Crocker & Co. (New York, N.Y.) -- Powning, C. C.
1 birds-eye view : col. ; 28 x 59 cm.
Facsimile of original published 1890.
References: 1-58.
388
map4F G4354.R4A3 1890 P6 197- (PrCt)

Authors: Bleecker, John R., 1713-1800 -- Van Rensselaer, Stephen, II, 18th cent. -- Van
1 map : 38 x 54 cm.
'Surveyed and laid down by Jno. R. Bleecker, surveyor, 1767.'
'From the original in possession of Genl. Stephen Van Rensselaer [sic].'
'Copied from the original by D. Vaughan.'
'Engraved and printed by J.E. Gavit.'
Derived from 1767 map compiled under the direction of Stephen Van Rensselaer II, the father of Stephen Van Rensselaer III; both men were patroons of Renselaerwijk, a manor comprised of some 1,152 square miles in latter-day Rensselaer and Albany counties, New York. Keyed to 281 family and tennant names numbered in the bottom margin.
Scale [1:158,400]. 'Reduced to 200 chains to an inch.'
Relief shown pictorially.
Duplicate copy: Ayer 150.5 N7 D6 1849 v. 3, between p. 916-917.
OCLC 24407343.
Digital image on the Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute website (accessed Nov. 2007):
http://www.lib.rpi.edu/Archives/renselaerwyck/map2F G3803.R4G46 1767 B6 1850 (NLO)

66404 Rensselaer County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1839 - Counties - Maps
1 map : hand col. ; 44 x 30 cm.
In Burr, David H. and Simeon De Witt. An Atlas of the State of New York : containing a map of the State and of the several counties (New York: David H. Burr, 1829; republished Ithaca: Stone and Clark, 1839) pl. [13]. Map dated 1829 and 1839; engraved 'No. 14.'
Case oversize G 10851 .13 pl. 13 (PrCt)

66405 Rensselaer County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1854 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps
Authors: Rogerson, A. E. (Andrew E.) -- Balch, E. A. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 58.5 x 40 in. Scale 1:42,240.
Originally published Troy, N.Y.: E. A. Balch, 1854.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Microfiche 583, no. 545 (PrCt)

66406 Rensselaer County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1861 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps
Authors: Lake, D. J. -- Beers, S. N. -- Smith, Gallup & Co. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Microfiche 583, no. 546 (PrCt)

66407 Renville County (Minn.) Maps - 1926 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Plat book, Renville County, Minnesota : containing an outline map of the county, 27 township plats showing the names of owners, roads, trunk highways, state aid roads ... and an abstract of the traffic regulation laws of the state. Olivia, Minn. E.L. Chamberlain, c1926.
1 map : 38 x 54 cm.
'Surveyed and laid down by Jno. R. Bleecker, surveyor, 1767.'
'From the original in possession of Genl. Stephen Van Rensselaer [sic].'
'Copied from the original by D. Vaughan.'
'Engraved and printed by J.E. Gavit.'
Derived from 1767 map compiled under the direction of Stephen Van Rensselaer II, the father of Stephen Van Rensselaer III; both men were patroons of Renselaerwijk, a manor comprised of some 1,152 square miles in latter-day Rensselaer and Albany counties, New York. Keyed to 281 family and tennant names numbered in the bottom margin.
Scale [1:158,400]. 'Reduced to 200 chains to an inch.'
Relief shown pictorially.
Duplicate copy: Ayer 150.5 N7 D6 1849 v. 3, between p. 916-917.
OCLC 24407343.
Digital image on the Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute website (accessed Nov. 2007):
http://www.lib.rpi.edu/Archives/renselaerwyck/map2F G3803.R4G46 1767 B6 1850 (NLO)

66408 Renville County (Minn.) - Maps - 1955 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps
Atlas of Renville County, Minnesota : containing plats of each township, a county road map, a rural directory of farmers, a farm numbering system and other features / compiled and published by the Thomas O. Nelson Co. Fergus Falls, Minn. Thomas O. Nelson Co., [1955].
1 map : 38 x 54 cm.
'Surveyed and laid down by Jno. R. Bleecker, surveyor, 1767.'
'From the original in possession of Genl. Stephen Van Rensselaer [sic].'
'Copied from the original by D. Vaughan.'
'Engraved and printed by J.E. Gavit.'
Derived from 1767 map compiled under the direction of Stephen Van Rensselaer II, the father of Stephen Van Rensselaer III; both men were patroons of Renselaerwijk, a manor comprised of some 1,152 square miles in latter-day Rensselaer and Albany counties, New York. Keyed to 281 family and tennant names numbered in the bottom margin.
Scale [1:158,400]. 'Reduced to 200 chains to an inch.'
Relief shown pictorially.
Duplicate copy: Ayer 150.5 N7 D6 1849 v. 3, between p. 916-917.
OCLC 24407343.
Digital image on the Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute website (accessed Nov. 2007):
http://www.lib.rpi.edu/Archives/renselaerwyck/map2F G3803.R4G46 1767 B6 1850 (NLO)
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Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

May E. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Nott, E. B., Mrs. SEE Nott, May E. 1 atlas ([8], 30, [22], 147 p.) : 32 maps ; 34 cm. Cover title: Atlas, Renville County, Minnesota "The contents of this atlas have been compiled from information procured from available sources, and is believed to be accurate from data of record on the 1st day of June, 1955." Scale [ca. 1:45,000]. With: Atlas of the state of Minnesota / by the Thomas O. Nelson Co. -- Fergus Falls, Minn., c1954. [Baskes folio G4143.R5G46 1955 .N4 no. 2] Owner’s inscription: Mrs. E.B. Nott (Mrs. May E. Nott), Buffalo Lake, Minn. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library. Baskes folio G4143.R5G46 1955 .N4 no. 1 (NLO)


66413 Restigouche River (N.B. and Quebec) - Maps - 1760 - Mouth - Nautical charts - Restigouche River (N.B. and Quebec) - 1760 - Mouth<<<Nautical charts Restigouche River (N.B. and Quebec)<<<Nautical charts A Plan of Ristigouche Harbour, in Chaleur Bay / surveyed in 1760, by the King’s ship Norwich. London : Laurie & Whittle, 53, Fleet Street, 12th May 1794. Authors: Laurie & Whittle -- Norwich (Ship) -- Laurie & Whittle. The North American pilot for Newfoundland, Labradore, the Gulf and River St. Laurence ... (1794) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 34 x 52 cm. In: Robert Laurie and James Whittle. The North American pilot for Newfoundland, Labradore, the Gulf and River St. Laurence ... (London : Printed and published by Robert Laurie and James Whittle ... successors to the late Mr. Robert Sayer, 1794), map 15. Printed plate no. “XV” at upper right ; “15” at lower right. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library. Baskes oversize G1186.P5 .C6 1794, map 15 (PrCt)


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
porti principale dell' Europa, in pianti, et in elutione, descritte, e publicate ad usó dell' Academy cosmografica degli argonauti ([Venice] : Domenico Padoani, 1689) pl. [70]. Engraved plate '158.' One of four plates printed on the same sheet, opening [70].

VAULT folio Ayer 135 .C8 1689 pl. 70 (PrCt)

66415

Rethymnon (Crete) - Maps - 1689<>>>Almyros, Gulf of (Crete) - Maps - 1689


Authors: Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1727 -- Padoani, Domenico, fl. 1689 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1727. Citta, fortezze, isole, e porti principale dell' Europa ... (1689) 1 map ; 13 x 17 cm. In: Coronelli, Vincenzo. Citta, fortezze, isole, e porti principale dell' Europa, in pianti, et in elutione, descritte, e publicate ad usó dell' Academy cosmografica degli argonauti ([Venice] : Domenico Padoani, 1689) pl. [70]. Engraved plate '14.' One of four plates printed on the same sheet, opening [70].

VAULT folio Ayer 135 .C8 1689 pl. 70 (PrCt)

66416


Greenlee 4891 .B71 1780 [map 21] (PrCt)

66417

Reunion - Maps - 1816<>>>Bourbon (Island) SEE Reunion

Bourbon. London : I. Luffman, [1816?].

Authors: Luffman, J. (John), 1756-1846 -- Luffman, J. (John), 1756-1846. Select plans of cities, harbours, forts, &c ... [1816?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 18 x 22 cm. In: Luffman, John. Select plans of cities, harbours, forts, &c ... (London: Luffman, [1816?]), plate [38].

folio Ayer 135 .L94 1816 pl. [38] (PrCt)

Revillagigedo Islands (Mexico) - Maps - 1793-1794 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts<>>>Nautical charts - Mexico - Revillagigedo Islands (Mexico) - Maps - 1793-1794 - Manuscripts<>>>Revillagigedo Islands (Mexico) - Maps - 1793-1794 - Pictorial works - Manuscripts<>>>Nautical charts Isles of Socoro, St. Berto, and, Rocka Partida. 1794.

Authors: Colnett, James, 1755?-1806 -- Combe, William, 1742-1823 -- Colnett, James, 1755?-1806. Voyage for whaling and discovery round C. Horn into the Pacific Oceans (1794) -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS 3047 map 7 1 ms. map ; 172 x 247 mm. Shows Revillagigedo Islands (twentieth century possession of Mexico); includes soundings. Forms part of British naval officer James Colnett's 1794 manuscript Voyage for whaling and discovery round C. Horn into the Pacific Oceans (Ayer MS 3047 p. [287]), the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection and the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library). Text compiled by William Combe from Captain Colnett's notes and published as A Voyage to the south Atlantic and round cape Horn into the Pacific Ocean ... (London : Printed for the author by W. Bennett, 1798) [folio Graft 812]; cf. Dict. Nat. Biog., under Combe. Scale ca. [1:545,000]. Relief shown by shading and hachures. Prime meridian: Greenwich. Pen-and-ink and wash (gray). Accompanied, on p. [263], [277], and [279], by island views. For printed edition of Colnett's text and maps (published 1798), see folio Graft 812. Ayer ms map proj 97

VAULT Ayer MS 3047 map 7 (NLO)

(1969) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
p. 73-76 : 30 cm.
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3206, no. 8.
Map Ref folio GA1 .I6, v. 23, p. 73-76 (PrCt)

66425 Rheinberg (Germany) - History - Siege, 1633 -
Maps<>Rheinberg (Germany) - Maps - 1633 -
Fortification<>Rheinberg (Germany) -
Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1633 -
Fortification<>Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. - Rheinberg (Germany) - 1633 -
Fortification<>Frederick Henry, Prince of Orange, 1584-1647

*Obsidio Rheinbercae ad vivum expressa ...*
Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1618-1679 --
Visscher, Claes Jansz., 1586 or 7-1652 --
Manteau, Petri, fl. 1633 -- Culeburgh, J.R., fl. 1633 -- Frederick Henry, Prince of Orange, 1584-1647 -- Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 47 x 56 cm.
Ex mandato Excellentissimi Frederici Henrici Nassovii Principis.'
Details the 1633 siege and fortifications of Rheinberg.
Includes references 1-20.
Oriented with north at left.
Inset map (14 x 23 cm.): Perfecte gelegenheitstussche Rynberck en Maestrich.
Elevation profile of fortifications at bottom right (5 x 13 cm.): Profyl der Leger Rontom dese Stadt ...
Remnants of binding stub on verso.
Forms part of the Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Duplicate copy (uncolored): Visscher 096.
Hollstein, F. W. H. Dutch and Flemish etchings, engravings, and woodcuts, ca. 1450-1700 (1949-), no. (75).
Visscher 97 (PrCt)

66427 Rheinfelden (Switzerland) - Pictorial works -
1552<>Woodcuts

*View of Rheinfelden, Switzerland.* [Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552].
Authors: Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 --
Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552. Cosmographiae uniusulalis ... (1552) -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 --
Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : woodcut ; 6 x 8 cm., on sheet 32 x 21 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Added letterpress title above woodcut: De comitatu Rheinfeldensi
In: Münster, Sebastian. Cosmographiae uniusulalis ... (Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552), p. 397.
Possibly an inaccurate view, since some of the woodcuts in this volume were used for more than one town.
VAULT folio Ayer 7 .M8 1552, p. 397 (PrCt)

66428 Rheingau (Germany) - Description and travel -
1985

Authors: Hill, Leonard
Pp. 32-37 ; col. photos ; 29 cm.
From: Discovery 13, no. 11 (Nov. 1985):
Travel Vertical File G6372 .R5E635 1985 .H5 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
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Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1540<<>Alsace (France) - Maps - 1540<<>Württemberg (Germany) - Maps - 1540<<>Württemberg-Baden (Germany) - Maps - 1540<<>Woodcuts

Alsatia et Brisiaia II. Rheni et VII. Nova tabvla. Continet haec tabula praesidivm. Ea regio, quam ... .


Letterpress no. 36 and text on verso: Hvnorvm praesidivm. Ea regio, quam ... .

Forms part of an incomplete copy of Sebastian Münster's 1540 edition of Ptolemy's Geography (lacking intervening pages of text between maps). Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.


References: Karrow, Mapmakers of the 16th cent., p. 424; Shirley, T.Ptol-8a

VAULT Baskes folio G1005 1540, [plate 35] (PrCt)

Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1540<><><>Hesse-Kassel (Electorate) - Maps - 1540<><><>Rhineland-Palatinate (Germany) - Maps - 1540<><><>Woodcuts

Tertia Rheni nova tabvla. [Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1540].


Letterpress no. 37 and text on verso: Hvnorvm praesidivm. Ea regio, quam ... .

Forms part of an incomplete copy of Sebastian Münster's 1540 edition of Ptolemy's Geography (lacking intervening pages of text between maps). Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.


References: Karrow, Mapmakers of the 16th cent., p. 424; Shirley, T.Ptol-8a

VAULT Baskes folio G1005 1540, [plate 37] (PrCt)
Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1540\hyp\hyperlink{Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1540\ hyp\ Rhine-Westphalia (Germany) - Maps - 1540\ hyp\ North Brabant (Netherlands) - Maps - 1540\ hyp\ Netherlands - Maps - 1540\ hyp\ Woodcuts}{Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1540\ hyp\ Rhine-Westphalia (Germany) - Maps - 1540\ hyp\ North Brabant (Netherlands) - Maps - 1540\ hyp\ Netherlands - Maps - 1540\ hyp\ Woodcuts}

**Woodcuts**

*Bræbantia V. Rheni et X. Nova tabvla.* [Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1540].

Authors: Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552. Cosmographiae universals... (1552) -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. woodcut ; 9 x 14 cm., on sheet 32 x 40 cm.

Title supplied by cataloger.

Added letterpress title above woodcut: Descriptio lineae occiduae Rheni ab inferiori Alsatia usq3. ad Magunciaum.

Oriented with north at right.

In: Münster, Sebastian. Cosmographiae universals... (Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552), p. 461.

References: Mickwitz and Miekkavaara, A.E.


VAULT folio Ayer 7 .M8 1552, p. 428 (PrCt)

**Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1552\hyp\hyperlink{Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1552\ hyp\ Alsace (France) - Maps - 1552\ hyp\ Palatinate (Germany) - Maps - 1552\ hyp\ Baden (Germany) - Maps - 1552\ hyp\ Woodcuts}{Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1552\ hyp\ Alsace (France) - Maps - 1552\ hyp\ Palatinate (Germany) - Maps - 1552\ hyp\ Baden (Germany) - Maps - 1552\ hyp\ Woodcuts}

**Woodcuts**

*Map of the Rhine River Valley between Strasbourg, France and Bingen, Germany.*

[Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552].

Authors: Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552. Cosmographiae universals... (1552) -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. woodcut ; 9 x 14 cm., on sheet 32 x 40 cm.

Title supplied by cataloger.

Added letterpress title above woodcut: Descriptio lineae occiduae Rheni ab inferiori Alsatia usq3. ad Magunciaum.

Oriented with north at right.

In: Münster, Sebastian. Cosmographiae universals... (Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552), p. 461.

References: Mickwitz and Miekkavaara, A.E.


VAULT folio Ayer 7 .M8 1552, p. 461 (PrCt)

**Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1555\hyp\hyperlink{Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1555\ hyp\ Vopel, Kaspar, 1511-ca. 1561. Recens et Germana bicorns ac vvidi Rheni omnium Germaniae ammonium celeberrimi descriptio (1555)\ hyp\ Wall maps}{Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1555\ hyp\ Vopel, Kaspar, 1511-ca. 1561. Recens et Germana bicorns ac vvidi Rheni omnium Germaniae ammonium celeberrimi descriptio (1555)\ hyp\ Wall maps}

**Wall maps**


Authors: Vopel, Kaspar, 1511-ca. 1561 -- Seifert, Edeltraud Korschinek, 1922 -- Müller & Schindler -- Herzog August Bibliothek

1 map : col. ; 38 x 150 cm. + text (14 p. ; 29 cm.)

Facsimile of original published Cologne, 1555; reproduced from original in the Herzog August Bibliothek, Wolfenbuttel.

Issued with 14-page commentary by Edeltraud Korschinek Seifert.

map8F G5702.R5 1555 .V6 1982 (PrCt)

**Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1558\hyp\hyperlink{Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1558\ hyp\ Wall maps}{Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1558\ hyp\ Wall maps}

**Wall maps**

*Recens et Germana bicorns ac vvidi Rheni omnium Germaniae ammonium celeberrimi descriptio.* Hamburg : Karl Giese, [1903].

Authors: Vopel, Kaspar, 1511-ca. 1561 -- Giese, Karl

1 map in 2 sheets ; overall size 151 x 38 cm.

Photolithographic facsimile of the 1558 ed.

Not at Newberry Library (Aug. 2012) (PrCt)

**Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1569**

*Tractus Rhenanus multos olim Romanus ... [Antwerp] : Gerardus de Iode excudebat, Anno Dno. 1569.*

Authors: Jode, Gerard de, 1509-1591 -- Wierix, Karl

1 map in 2 sheets ; overall size 151 x 38 cm.

Photolithographic facsimile of the 1569 ed.

Not at Newberry Library (Aug. 2012) (PrCt)
Antonie, -1604 -- Jode, Gerard de, 1509-1591.
Speculum orbis terrarum (1593)
1 map : hand col. ; 31 x 43 cm.
Title from cartouche at upper left.
Latin letterpress text on verso (fol. 33, sig. LII):
Tractvs Rheni, tabula I ...
Engraving attributed to Antonie Wierix.
In: Jode, Gerard de. Speculum orbis terrarum
(Antwerp : A. Coninx, 1593), map [66].
The first of three adjacent maps of the Rhine River Valley; see maps [66-67].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .J9 1593, map [65] (PrCr)

66447 Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1569
Ausrasria, recentiorrib. seculis dicta ... [Antwerp : Gerardus de Iode excudebat, Anno Dno 1569].
Authors: Jode, Gerard de, 1509-1591 -- Wierix, Antonie, -1604 -- Jode, Gerard de, 1509-1591.
Speculum orbis terrarum (1593)
1 map : hand col. ; 31 x 43 cm.
Title from cartouche at upper left.
Latin letterpress text on verso (fol. 34, sig. Mmm):
Tractvs Rheni, tabula II ...
Engraving attributed to Antonie Wierix.
In: Jode, Gerard de. Speculum orbis terrarum
(Antwerp : A. Coninx, 1593), map [69].
The second of three adjacent maps of the Rhine River Valley; see maps [65] and [67].
Imprint from map [65].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .J9 1593, map [66] (PrCr)

66448 Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1569
Inferioris Germaniae pars. [Antwerp] : excudebat
Gerardus de Iode, Anno Dno 1569].
Authors: Jode, Gerard de, 1509-1591 -- Wierix, Antonie, -1604 -- Jode, Gerard de, 1509-1591.
Speculum orbis terrarum (1593)
1 map : hand col. ; 31 x 43 cm.
Title from cartouche at upper right.
Note to the reader beneath title: Habes in hanc tabella, amice lector, bonam inferioris Germaniae parte ...
Latin letterpress text on verso (fol. 35, sig. Nnn):
Tractvs Rheni, tabula III ...
Engraving attributed to Antonie Wierix.
In: Jode, Gerard de. Speculum orbis terrarum
(Antwerp : A. Coninx, 1593), map [67].
The third of three adjacent maps of the Rhine River Valley; see maps [65-66]
Date from map [65].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .J9 1593, map [67] (PrCr)

66449 Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1632
Totius Rheni, ab eius capitisibus ad oceanum[m]
usque Germanicum in quem se exonerat
novissima descriptio / Auctore Henrico Hondio ;
Amstelodami sumptibus Henrici Hondij ; Petrus Kaerius caelavit. Amsterdam : Hondius, 1632.
Authors: Hondius, Hendrik, 1597-1651 -- Keere, Pieter van den, 1571-ca. 1646 -- Mercator,
Gerhard, 1512-1594 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 223 x 993 mm.
Printed as 2 panels, one atop top the other, from 1 plate onto 1 sheet; subsequently trimmed and
joined together as 1 continuous panel.
Oriented with north at lower right.
Verso blank.
Newberry duplicate (untrimmed, uncolored, with Dutch text on verso) in Gerardi Mercatoris [et] l.
Hondii Atlas (Amsterdam: Hondius, 1633) after p. 185 [Ayer *+135 M5 1633].
Koeman v. 2, Me 35, [294].
114
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Novacco 2F 68 (PrCr)

66450 Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1680
Totius Fluminis Rheni novissima descriptio.
Amsterdam : Justus Danckerts, [ca. 1680].
Authors: Danckerts, Justus, 1635-1701 --
Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
2 maps ; each 22 x 51 cm.
In: Danckerts, Justus. Atlas (Amsterdam : J.
Danckers, [ca. 1680]) pl. [14]. Ms. no. '15' in upper right.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .D18 pl. 14 (PrCr)

66451 Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1680
Totius fluminis Rheni novissima descriptio.
Amsterdam, [ca. 1680].
Authors: Danckerts, Justus, 1635-1701 --
Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 22 x 102 cm.
In: Danckerts, Justus. Atlas (Amsterdam : J.
Danckers, [ca. 1680]) pl. [10]. Ms. no. '11' in upper right.
Printed in 2 sections, each 22 x 51 cm., on sheet
54 x 63 cm.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .D18 A pl. 10 (PrCr)

66452 Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1682
Tabula geographic a qua pars septentrio nalis sive
inferior Rheni, Mosae, et Mosellae. Amsterdam : C.
Allard, [1682?].
Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 --
Allard, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709 --
Allard, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709. Atlas minor sive tabulae geographicae ...
[1682?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col ; 46 x 55 cm.
In: Allard, Carel. Atlas (Amsterdam : J.
Danckers, [ca. 1680]) pl. [10]. Ms. no. '11' in upper right.
Covers the lower Rhine River valley.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .A4 A pl. 50 (PrCr)

66453 Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1688<<>>Rhine
River - Maps - 1688<<>>Wall maps<<>>Strip maps
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
66454   Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1689
The course of the river Rhine from its fountain to its running in to the sea... London : Berry, 1689. Authors: Berry, William. [A Collection of maps of the world] [1680-1689] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 91 x 58 cm.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B48 1680 pl. 14 (PrCt)

66455   Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1695
La Haute Alsace divisée en balliages et seigneuries. Paris, 1695. Authors: Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:140-143
4 maps : hand col. ; each 41 x 56 cm. (neatline) on 4 separate sheets
Added sheet titles: La Basse Alsace divisée en balliages et seigneuries. -- Le Duché de Deux Ponts, les comtés de Bitsche... -- Du Haut Rhin ou sont l'archevésché...de Treves... . 2382
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:140-143 (PrCt)

66456   Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1695
Carte des pais qui sont situéz entre la Moselle, la Saare, le Rhein, et la Basse Alsace contenant ... Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : Ches le Sr. Jaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], [1695?]. Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. Atlas nouveau : contenant toutes les parties du monde (1692 [i.e. 1695?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 91 x 58 cm.
Added title, upper margin: Cart des pais situëz entre la Moselle, la Saare ... .
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .S19 1692 pl. [72] (PrCt)

66457   Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1695
Le Cercle eslectoral du Rhein subdivisé entous les estats ... Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : Chez H. Jaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], [1695?]. Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. Atlas nouveau : contenant toutes les parties du monde (1692 [i.e. 1695?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 78 x 54 cm.
Added title, upper margin: Le Cercle eslectoral du Rhein, ou sont les archeveschés ... .
In counterfeit edition of: Sanson, Nicolas. Atlas nouveau : contenant toutes les parties du monde (Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : H. Jaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], 1692 [i.e. 1695?]) pl. [74]. Map dated 1692.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .S19 1692 pl. [74] (PrCt)

66458   Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1695
Le Cours de la Riviere du Rhein depuis sa source jusques a son emboucheure ou sont distingués tous les estats, et souverainetës qui sont dessus et aux environs. Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : Hubert Jaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], [1695?]. Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. Atlas nouveau : contenant toutes les parties du monde (1692 [i.e. 1695?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 84 x 56 cm.
In counterfeit edition of: Sanson, Nicolas. Atlas nouveau : contenant toutes les parties du monde (Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : H. Jaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], 1692 [i.e. 1695?]) pl. [70]. Map dated 1692.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .S19 1692 pl. [70] (PrCt)

66459   Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1696
Accuratissima Rheni superioris Mosae et Mosellae tabula ... Amsterdam, [ca. 1696]. Authors: Danckerts, Theodore, 1663-ca. 1727 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:328
1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 57 cm.
Covers the upper Rhine River valley.
Koeman Dan 4 (50).
2567
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:328 (PrCt)**

66460 **Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1696**
*Accuratissimia Rheni inferioris Mosae et Mosellae tabula ...* Amsterdam, [ca. 1696].
Authors: Danckerts, Theodore, 1663-ca. 1727 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:329
1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 57 cm.
Covers the lower Rhine River valley.
Koeman Dan 4 (51).
2568
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:329 (PrCt)**

66461 **Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1696**
*Le Cours de la riviere du Rhein ...* Paris, 1696.
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Le Tellier, fl. 1737-1743 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:323
1 map : hand col. ; 84 x 56 cm.
2563
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:323 (PrCt)**

66462 **Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1696 - Names, Geographical***Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1696 - Cities and towns***Cities and towns - Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1696***Gazetteers

*Le Cours de la riviere du Rhein ...* Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : H. Jaillot [i.e. P. Mortier], 1696.
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. [Atlas nouveau contenant toutes les parties du monde ... ] (1696)
1 map : hand col. ; 85 x 56cm.
Accompanied, 2 leaves previous, by 5 city plans (22 x 33 cm, or smaller) on 1 sheet with collective title: Pour la carte du Rhein [map 32].
Also accompanied, on the previous leaf, by: Table alphabétique des noms de villes ... du Rhein.
In: Sanson, Nicolas. [Atlas nouveau contenant toutes les parties du monde ... ] (Amsterdam : Pierre Mortier, 1696) v. 1, map [33].
Forms part of atlas published by P. Mortier in Amsterdam; chiefly comprised of maps bearing the counterfeit imprint of H. Jaillot in Paris.

**Case oversize G 1007 .781 v. 1, map [33] (PrCt)**

66463 **Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1698**
*Tabula geographica qua pars meridionalis sive superior Rheni, Mosae et Mosellae ...* Amsterdam, [ca. 1698].
Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:326
1 map : hand col. ; 43 x 54 cm.
Covers the upper Rhine River valley.
Place name key printed by letterpress on verso.
Koeman v. 3 p. 183 [220].
2565
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:326 (PrCt)**

66464 **Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1698**
*Tabula geographica qua pars septentrionalis sive inferior Rheni, Mosae et Mosellae ...* Amsterdam, [ca. 1698].
Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:327
1 map : hand col. ; 44 x 55 cm.
Covers the lower Rhine River valley.
Place name key printed by letterpress on verso.
Koeman v. 3 p. 183 [224].
2566
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:327 (PrCt)**
VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2
no. II:327 (PrCt)

Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1700
Totius fluminis Rheni novissima descriptio.
Amsterdam : Frederik de Wit, [ca. 1700?].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Wit, Frederik de.
Atlas [ca. 1700?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 22 x 104 cm. in 2 sections on
sheet 54 x 64 cm.
Printed in two panels, the southern half above the
northern half.
Oriented with north at lower right.
In: Wit, Frederik de. Atlas (Amsterdam : bij
Frederick de Wit in de Calverstraet bij den Dam
inde Witte Paskaert. [ca. 1700?]) no. [38].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .W8 A no. [38]
(PrCt)

Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1702
La Partie occidentale de l'Allemagne ... le long du
Authors: Nolin, Jean Baptiste, 1648-1708 --
Cantel, Pierre Joseph, 1645-1684 -- Johan
Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
II:324-325
1 map : hand col. ; 80 x 52 cm. on 2 sheets 53 x
70 cm.
Added titles: Theatre de la guerre en Allemagne
et dans le Pays Bas -- Partie occidentale de la
haute Allemagne vers la Rhine.
Inset: Les environs des Sources du Rhine.
2564
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly
17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by
Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound
in one volume. Without title page for the collector Johan
Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map
Collection (Newberry Library).
VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2
no. II:324-325 (PrCt)

Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1702
Theatrum belli Rhenani auspicatis militiae
primitii ... Nuremberg : Homann Erben, 1702.
Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 --
Homann Erben (Firm) -- Homann, Johann
Baptist, 1663-1724. Atlas novus terrarum orbis
[ca. 1745] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 53 x 46 cm.
Inset (10 x 13 cm.): Fluviorum Rheni Mosae. ac
Mosellae novissimae exhibito ...
In: Homann, Johann Baptist. Atlas novus
terraearum orbis (Nuremberg : [Homann Erben, ca.
1745]), [plate 93].
Map dated 1702.
Manuscript 'No. 95' and '97' on verso.
oversize Ayer 135 .H7 1730, [plate 93] (PrCt)

Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1702
Theatrum belli Rhenani auspicatis militiae
primitii potentiissimi Roman. et Hunga. regis
Iosephi I. Pii Felicis Augusti landavio gloriose
expugnato apertum in Septemb. Anno MDCCII ...
/a loan. Baptista Homann ... Norimbergae
[Nuremberg : Homann], MDCCII [1702].
Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 --
Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724. Kleinier
Atlas scholasticus von sechs und zwantzigt
charten [1734 or later] -- Edward E. Ayer
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 54 x 47 cm.
Inset view at upper right (4 x 9 cm.): Landaw
[Landau]
In: Homann, Johann Baptist. Kleinier Atlas
scholasticus von sechs und zwantzigt charten
(Leipzig : Nuremberg : Johann Friedrich
Gleditsch ; Johann Baptist Homann, [1734 or
later]). [plate 17].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .H7 1734, [plate 17]
(PrCt)

Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1702
Moselle
Theatrum belli Rhenani ... nova tabula
repraesentatu. Nuremberg, 1702.
Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 --
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
II:335
1 map : hand col. ; 55 x 47 cm.
Inset: Fluviorum Rheni Mosae ...
2571
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly
17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by
Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound
together without title page for the collector Johan
Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map
Collection (Newberry Library).
VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2
no. II:335 (PrCt)

Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1704
Map printing - Engravings - Maps -
1704-Engravings
Le Cours de Rhin depuis Strasbourg jusqu'a
Worms et les pays adjacens / par Guillaume
Del'Isle ... A Paris : chez l'auteur sur le Quai de l
Horloge ..., [1704?].
Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de. [Collection of maps of the world]
[1732?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
Title and imprint in top margin.
Engraved text within top and bottom margins
erased from copperplate (including engraver's name?).
In composite atlas without title page: L'Isle,
Guillaume de. [Collection of maps of the world.
Paris : s.n., 1732?], [plate 40].
Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1704

66471

Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1704

Le Cours de Rhin depuis Worms jusqua Bonne et les pays adjacents / par Guillaume Del'Ise ... A Paris : chez l'auteur sur le Quai de l'Horloge, 1704.

Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726. [Collection of maps of the world] [1732?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 63 cm.

Title and imprint in top margin.

Imprint partly erased in bottom margin of copperplate.

In composite atlas without title page: L'Isle, Guillaume de. [Collection of maps of the world]. Paris : s.n. , 1732?[, [plate 41].

Number "41" in ms. on verso.

Continued southward on adjacent sheets: Le Cours de Rhin au dessus de Strasbourg... [plate 42].

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

VAULT Baskes oversize G1015 .L57 1700, [plate 41] (PrCt)

66472

Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1704

Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1704

Le Cours de Rhin depuis Strasbourg jusqua Worms et les pays adjacens [plate 40] -- Le Cours de Rhin depuis Worms jusqua Bonne ... [plate 41].

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

VAULT Baskes oversize G1015 .L57 1700, [plate 40] (PrCt)

66473

Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1710

Totius Rheni tractus ... delineavit. Amsterdam , [ca. 1710].

Authors: Valck, G. (Gerard), 1651 or 2-1726 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:322

2 maps : hand col. ; 48 x 29 cm. each on sheet 63 x 53 cm.

Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:322 (PrCt)

66474

Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1710

Le Cours de la Riviere du Rhein depuis sa source jusques a son emboucheure ... / par le Sr. Sanson. Amsterdam : chez Pierre Schenk, [ca. 1710].

Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Schenk, Peter, 1660-1718 or 9 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:X60

1 map : hand col.; 43 x 56 cm.

Added title in upper margin: Table geographique dans la quelle fort distinctement, est montré la partie septentrionale ou inferieure du Rhein, Meuse & Moselle ... .

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

References: Koeman v. 3, p. 120, no. (54).

Sack map4F G5702.R5 1710 .S2 (PrCt)

66475

Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1710

Le Cours de la guerre sur le Rhein, Moeussele, Mayn, & le Neckr / sur les memoires du Sr. Sanson. Amsterdam : chez Pierre Mortier, [ca. 1710].

Authors: Sanson, Guillaume -- Moulart-Sanson, Pierre, d. 1730 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:U6

1 map : hand col.; 50 x 57 cm.

Details the 1702-1704 locations of campaigns in Germany during the War of Spanish Succession; does not show troop movements.

Koeman v. 3, p. 13, Mor 1, no. (62).

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Sack map4F G5702.R5 1710 .S3 (PrCt)

66476

Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1713

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1717-1720

**Le Cours du Rhin depuis Spire jusqu'à Mayence ... Paris, 1717-1720.**

Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Starckem, P. -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:331-334

4 maps : hand col. ; 46 x 50 cm. and 32 x 49 cm.

Added titles: Le Cours du Rhin depuis Strasbourg jusqu'à Spire ... -- Le Cours du Rhin depuis Brisach jusqu'a Strasbourg ... -- Le Cours du Rhin depuis Basle jusqu'a Brisach ... .

Covers the upper Rhine River valley.

Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:331-334 (PrCt)**

---

Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1720

**Totius fluminis Rheni novissima descriptio. Amsterdæm, [ca. 1720].**

Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Schenk, Pieter, ca. 1698-1775 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:330

2 maps : hand col. ; 22 x 100 cm. each on sheet 53 x 62cm.

Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:330 (PrCt)**

---

Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1730-

**Le Cours de la Riviere du Rhein depuis sa source jusques a son emboucheure ou sont distingues tous les estats et souverainetes ... / par le Sr. Sanson ... ; presenté a Monseigneur le Dauphin. Amsterdam : Chez Jean Covens et Corneille Mortier, [ca. 1730?].**

Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Covens et Mortier -- Louis, Dauphin of France, 1661-1711 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). Ill:X61

1 map : hand col. ; 84 x 55 cm. , on composite sheet 88 x 60 cm.

Printed on 2 sheets from 2 plates.

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

References: Koeman v. 2, p. 68, C & M 10, no. (7).

**Sack map6F G5702.R5 1730 .S2 (PrCt)**

---

Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1740-

**Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1740<>Polish Succession, War of, 1733-1738<>Alsace (France) - Maps - 1740<>Baden-Württemberg (Germany) - Maps - 1740<>Strasbourg (France) - Maps - 1740<>Heidelberg (Germany) - Maps - 1740<>Mainz (Rhineländ-Palatinatine, Germany) - Maps - 1740<>Mannheim (Germany) - Maps - 1740<>Heilsbronn (Germany) - Maps - 1740<>Freiburg im Breisgau (Germany) - Maps - 1740<>Breisach am Rhein (Germany) - Maps - 1740<>Neuf-Brisach (France) - Maps - 1740<>Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1740<>Mannheim (Germany) - Maps - 1740<>Philippsburg (Germany) - History - Siege, 1734 - Pictorial works<>Philippsburg (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1740 Grand theatre de la guerre sur les frontieres de France & d'Allemagne ou carte nouvelle du cours du Rhin ... / par Guillaume de l'Isle. Amsterdam : chez Regner & Iosué Ottens, [ca. 1740?].**

Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675--

**J. Ottens -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). Ill:U11**

1 map : hand col. ; 138 x 123 cm.

Title from cartouche in upper right.

Added title in upper left margin: Théatre de la guerre ou carte nouvelle du cours du Rhin depuis Worms jus qu'a Bonne ... .

Covers Rhine river valley south of Bonn and surrounding regions; does not show troop movements.

Insets (11 x 27 cm. and smaller): Strasbourg -- Heidelberg -- Mayence -- Manheim -- Hailbron -- Hunique -- Fribourg -- Brisach -- New Brisach -- Fort Louis -- Landau -- Rhinfels -- Coblenz -- Siege de Philippsburg [view].

Details the locations of campaigns in Rhine River valley south of Bonn and surrounding regions during the War of Spanish Succession; does not show troop movements.

Printed from 6 plates on 6 sheets.


Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Le Cours du Rhin dressé sur les nouvelles observations. Paris : Le Rouge, 1744 [i.e. 1748?].
Authors: Le Rouge, Georges-Louis -- Le Rouge, Georges-Louis. Recueil contenant des cartes nouvelles ... (1742 [i.e. 1748?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 97 x 62 cm. on 2 sheets.
Title from northern sheet, plate '72'
Added title in upper margin on plate '72': Théâtre de la guerre sur le Rhin, sur la Meuse, sur la Moselle, et sur le Neckre.
In: Le Rouge, Georges-Louis. Recueil contenant des cartes nouvelles ... (Paris : chez le Sr. Le Rouge, 1742 [i.e. 1748?]) .
Manuscript '72' and '73' on versos.

oversize Ayer 135 .L6 1742 pl. 72-73 (PrCt)

66483
Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1745
Carte topographique du cours du Rhin de Philisbourg à Mayence contenant partie de l'eventé de Spirt et de Worms . Paris : Le Rouge, 1745 [i.e. 1748?].
Authors: Le Rouge, Georges-Louis -- Le Rouge, Georges-Louis. Recueil contenant des cartes nouvelles ... (1742 [i.e. 1748?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 49 x 126 cm. on 2 sheets.
Title in upper margin, southern sheet.
Additional title in upper margin, northern sheet:
Partie de l'electorat de Mayence et du Landgraviat de Darmst.
Oriented with north at right.
In: Le Rouge, Georges-Louis. Recueil contenant des cartes nouvelles ... (Paris : chez le Sr. Le Rouge, 1742 [i.e. 1748?]) .
Manuscript '86' and '87' on versos.

oversize Ayer 135 .L6 1742 pl. 86-87 (PrCt)

66484
Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1745
Le Cours du Rhin de Bâle à Hert près Philisbourg en 5. feulfes contenant L'Alsace et partie du Brisgau ... Paris : Le Rouge, 1745 [i.e. 1748?].
Authors: Le Rouge, Georges-Louis -- Le Rouge, Georges-Louis. Recueil contenant des cartes nouvelles ... (1742 [i.e. 1748?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; hand col. ; 71 x 255 cm. on 5 sheets.
Title and imprint on northwesternmost sheet, plate '64'.
Sheets bear engraved numbers 1-5.
Covers the Rhine Valley River from Basel north through Strasbourg to Rastatt.
Includes two insets on plate '60' (5 x 16 cm. and 5 x 7 cm.): Cette Partie tient sur la Ligne A.B. -- Environs de Basle.
In: Le Rouge, Georges-Louis. Recueil contenant des cartes nouvelles ... (Paris : chez le Sr. Le Rouge, 1742 [i.e. 1748?]) .
Manuscript '60' through '64' on versos.

oversize Ayer 135 .L6 1742 pl. 60-64 (PrCt)
Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1831 - Rhineland (Germany) - Maps - 1831
Authors: Lizars, Daniel, 1760-1812 -- Hamilton, John, fl. 1831 -- Lizars, Daniel, 1760-1812. The Edinburgh geographical and historical atlas ... [1831?]
1 map : hand col. ; 39 x 48 cm.
In: Lizars, Daniel. The Edinburgh geographical and historical atlas ... (Edinburgh [etc.] : John Hamilton [and others, 1831 ?] pl. [19].
Engraved plate no. 'XXIII.
oversize G 10 .514 pl. [19] (PrCt)

Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1837 - Pictorial maps - Rhine River Valley - 1837 - Rhine River Valley - Pictorial works
Authors: Delkeskamp, Friedrich Wilhelm, 1794-1872 -- Borniger & Collin
1 fold. map. 283 x 25 cm. fold. in portfolio 28 cm.
At head of title: Original-Ausgabe Eigenthum des Verfassers.
Title also in French.
Fine engraving; relief shown pictorially; vignettes of prominent buildings and landmarks in margins. Not drawn to scale.
G 104776 .222 (NLO)

Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1845
Topographical panorama of the Rhine from Schaffhausen to the North Sea : laid down on a large scale, with special maps of the greater part of Holland and Belgium as also of the environs of the Lake of Constance, of the Mosells, Ahr, Nahe & . & . & . and 27 accurate plans of towns / drawn by U. Hendschel ; engraved by W. Haase ; together with an historical introduction by Edward Duller, and explanatory notices for travellers on the most interesting towns of the above countries. Frankfurt on the Maine : Published by Charles Jugel, 1845.
Authors: Hendschel, U. -- Duller, Eduard, 1809-1853 -- Haase, W., fl. 1845 -- Howe, H., fl. 1845 -- Jügel, Carl, 1783-1869 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Jugel, Charles, 1783-1869 SEE Jügel, Carl, 1783-1869
1 atlas (91 p., 20 leaves of plates (chiefly folded)) : 22 maps (chiefly folded, some hand col.) ; 24 cm.
Introduction translated by H. Howe.
Subscription price and contents on inside front cover, publisher's advertisements on inside back cover.
Publisher's red cloth binding; gold stamping; ribbon tie.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1797 .R5 C1 1845 (NLO)

Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1846 - Basel Region (Switzerland) - Maps - 1846 - Düsseldorf Region (Germany) - Maps - 1846
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 1 map, 8 city plans
1st ed.
Biedermeier cover design.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1847 - Pictorial maps


Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1850 - Language and languages

Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1850

Ethnology

Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1850

Language and languages

Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1850

Ethnology - Rheine Valley - Maps - 1850

France - Maps - 1850

Language and languages - France - Maps - 1850

Ethnology - France - Maps - 1850

Uebersichtskarte der länder vom Rhein bis Paris mit angabe der sprachgränze ... Berlin : [H. Kiepert?], 1850. Authors: Kiepert, Heinrich, 1818-1899 1 map ; 43 x 53 cm. (folded to 4to) Scale: 'Deutsche geograph. meilen, 15 = 1 grad.' Bonaparte 9374 (NLO)

Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1856

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 15 maps, 13 city plans
2nd ed.
Includes advertising dated 1864 and priced in thalers.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

66501 Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1874
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 21 maps, 18 city plans
18th ed.
A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher, 1832-1990, no. D017.
G 4775.06 (NLO)

66498 Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1864
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 12 maps, 13 city plans
13th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1864 and priced in thalers.
Condition: Worn.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

66499 Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1868-1990
Germany, Northern - Maps - 1868 Rheine und Northern Germany. Koblenz: K. Baedeker; Williams & Norgate; Haar & Steinert, 1868.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Williams & Norgate -- Haar & Steinert (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 18 maps, 31 city plans
3rd ed.
Includes advertising dated 1868 and priced in thalers.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

66500 Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1870-1990
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 23 maps, 35 city plans
4th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1870 and priced in thalers.
Condition: Fair.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

66504 Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1876
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 21 maps, 19 city plans
19th ed.
Condition: Fair.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

66505 Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1879-1990
Rhine Province (Germany) - Maps - 1879 Rhine und Northern Germany. Leipzig: Bibliographisches Institut, 1879.
Authors: Heyl, Ferdinand, 1830-1897 -- Meyers Reisebücher -- Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 40 maps
4th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1879

66506

Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1879

Rhine River Valley - Pictorial works - 1879

Rhineland (Germany) - Maps - 1879

Rhine Province (Germany) - Maps - 1879

*Neuestes Rhein-Panorama von Mainz bis Coeln.*

Frankfurt a. M. G. Blümlein & Co., [ca. 1885].

Authors: G. Blümlein & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Blümlein (G.) & Co. SEE G. Blümlein & Co.

1 view : col. ; 92 x 16 cm., folded in cover 12 x 19 cm. + accompanying text (16 p. ; 19 cm.)

Cover title.

Aerial view of the Rhine River Valley, folded accordion-style, with inset engravings of buildings and monuments.

Relief shown pictorially.

Descriptive text in German, English, and French in parallel columns.

No scale given.

Publisher's red cloth binding.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskets G5702.R5A35 1885 .G25 (NLO)

66510

Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1886


Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag -- Stromer, Th. -- Korbgeweit, C. -- Goldschmidt, Albert -- Kraatz, Leopold -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

vii, 292, 24 p., [13] leaves of plates (some folded) : 12 maps (some col., some folded), 1 plan ; 17 cm.


'Mit Karten und Plänen.'

Maps by Leopold Kraatz and C. Korbgeweit.

Folded map in pocket.

Advertisements: 24 p. at end.

Includes index.

Series: Griebens Reise-Bibliothek ; Bd. 29

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskets G153 .G75 Bd. 29 (1886) (NLO)

66511

Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1886


Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 31 maps, 23 city plans

23rd ed.

A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher, 1832-1900, no. D022.

Includes advertising dated 1887 and priced in marks.

Condition: Good.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

66512

Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1887

*Rheinlande.* Leipzig : Bibliographisches Institut, 1887.

Authors: Hey'l, Ferdinand, 1830-1897 -- Meyers Reisebücher -- Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 30 maps

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
5th ed.
17 Jahrgang 1886/87
Hauenstein, W. Wegweiser durch Meyers
Reisebücher, 1862-1936 : Bibliographie
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

66516 Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1892
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 41 maps, 22 city plans
26th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1892 and priced in marks.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

66517 Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1894
Authors: Paterson, William -- Paterson's guide-books -- Oliphant, Anderson & Ferrier --
Espy, Georgia -- Rump, H. W. -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Cover title: Paterson's guide to the Rhine
Spine title: Paterson's Rhine
Half title: Paterson's guide to the Rhine provinces
Publication date on description of Aachen Cathedral (p. 16) which indicates the next showing of relics will occur in 1895.
Includes index.
Series: Paterson's tourists' guide books -- Paterson's tourists' guide books.
Former owner's inscription: Georgia Espy, Fort Madison, Iowa, from H.W. Rump, May 23, 1907.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 41037784
Baskes DD801.R74 P38 1895 (NLO)

66518 Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1895
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 46 maps, 24 city plans
27th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1896 and priced in marks.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

66519 Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1898
Kleiner Führer für die Rhein-Reise von Köln bis Frankfurt. Berlin : A. Goldschmidt, 1898.
Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag --
Goldschmidt, Albert -- Kraatz, Leopold -- Grack & Aron -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Spine title: Rhein-Reise
'Nach der einundzwanzigsten Auflage des grösseren Reise-Handbuchs 'Der Rhein'.
'Mit vier Karten.'
Maps lithographed by Leopold Kraatz and Grack & Aron.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1898

A Guide to the Rhine: describing a summer tour from Düsseldorf to Mainz, including visits to the valleys of the Nahe, Lahn, Moselle, Ahr, the Siebengebirge, etc. / by G. Hölscher ; with many interesting notes from legendary and historical sources, maps, four town-plans, and numerous illustrations ; translated by Andrew Mitchell.

Cologne: Hoursch & Bechstedt, [ca. 1905].
Authors: Hölscher, Georg, 1863-1928 -- Mitchell, Andrew, fl. ca. 1905-1920 -- Hoursch und Bechstedt -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

VIII, IV, 115 p. : ill., 14 maps ; 17 cm.
2. ed.
Uniform title: Buch von Rhein. English
Includes index.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1906
1 v. : 13 maps
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1906-1909 - Road maps
Authors: Cartes Taride (Firm) -- Binet, P. -- Imprimerie Monrocq -- Brentano's (Firm) -- Ayer, Edward Everett, 1841-1927 -- Taride (A.) SEE Cartes Taride (Firm)
3 maps ; col. ; 48 x 62 cm. and smaller; fold. to 17 x 12 cm. and smaller.
Scale 1:350,000.
Numbered consecutively with their Carte routière de France.
"P. Binet, del."
Two sheets stamped "Brentano's...Paris."
Formerly the property of Edward E. Ayer.
map4C G5696.P2 1902 A9, shts. 26-28 (PrCt)

Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1908
The Rhine, its valley & history / by H.J. Mackinder, with illustrations in colour after Mrs. James Jardine, two folding maps, and others in the text. London : Chatto & Windus, 1908.
'The Edinburgh Geographical Institute, J.G. Bartholomew.'--On maps.
'Painted by Effie Jardine.'--Cover.
Includes index.
Publisher's advertisement p. [1]-4 at end.
The design on the side of the binding is reproduced after the Nuremberg Chronicle, Vo.1 folio ccclxxxv: 'Franconia germanie superioris provinci.*'--T.p. verso.
Publisher's red cloth binding with gold stamping.
Owner's inscription: To my own darling Mother I give this book hoping that it may awaken a pleasant memory of the past in recalling the road which runs beside the Rhine, along which we passed all too rapidly but a short time ago. From her devoted son, Colin, Xmas 1910.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes DD801.R74 1908 (NLO)

Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1908-1909>Rhine Province (Germany) - Maps - 1908
Rheinlande. Leipzig : Bibliographisches Institut, 1908.
Authors: Meyers Reisebücher -- Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 57 maps
12th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1909>Black Forest (Germany) - Maps - 1909>Vosges Mountains (France) - Maps - 1909
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 67 maps, 62 city plans
31st ed.
Includes advertising dated 1910 and priced in marks.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1910
A Guide to the Rhine : describing a summer tour from Düsseldorf to Mainz, including visits to the valleys of the Nahe, Lahn, Moselle, Ahr, the Siebengebirge, etc. / by G. Hölscher ; with many interesting notes from legendary and historical sources, maps, four town-plans, and numerous illustrations : translated by Andrew Mitchell.
Cologne : Horsch & Bechstedt, [ca. 1910].
Authors: Hölscher, Georg, 1863-1928 -- Mitchell, Andrew, fl. ca. 1905-1920 -- Hoursch und Bechstedt -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
IV, 97 p., [1] folded leaf of plates : 12 maps (1 col., 1 folded) ; 17 cm.
4. ed.
Uniform title: Buch von Rhein. English
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes DD801.R74 .H6513 1910 (NLO)
**Bords du Rhin.** Leipzig ; Paris : K. Baedeker ; Paul Ollendorff, 1910.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Ollendorff, Paul -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 63 maps, 63 city plans
18th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1910 and priced in dollars.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

**Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1910-1911**

Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag -- Goldschmidt, Albert -- Kraatz, Leopold -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

Spine title: Rhein-Reise, kleiner Führer
'Nach der siebenundzwanzigsten Auflage des grösseren Reiseführers 'Der Rhein'.
'Mit sieben Karten.'
Maps lithographed by Leopold Kraatz.
Advertisements: 4 p. at end.
Includes index.
Series: Grieben's guide books ; Bd. 75
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 75 (1910-1911) (NLO)

**Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1910-1911**

Authors: Grieben's guide books -- Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag -- Goldschmidt, Albert -- Williams & Norgate -- Kraatz, Leopold -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

'With 7 maps.'
Maps lithographed by Leopold Kraatz.
Folded map in pocket.
Includes index.
Series: Grieben's guide books ; vol. 129
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
2 copies.
LC Card Number: 44029876
Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 129 (1910-1911) [copies 1 and 2] (NLO)

**Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1911**

Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm)
1 v. : 128 plates
17th ed.
G 4775.065 (NLO)

**Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1911-1912**

*Black Forest (Germany) - Maps - 1911-1913*

*Kleiner Führer für die Rhein-Route von Köln bis Frankfurt.* Berlin : A. Goldschmidt, 1911.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- T. Fisher Unwin (Firm) -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 69 maps, 59 city plans
17th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1911 and priced in dollars.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

**Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1911-1912**

*Vosges Mountains (France) - Maps - 1911-1912*

*Kleiner Führer für die Rheinroute von Köln bis Frankfurt.* Berlin : A. Goldschmidt, 1911.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- T. Fisher Unwin (Firm) -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 69 maps, 59 city plans
17th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1911 and priced in dollars.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

**Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1911-1912**

*Rhine including Black Forest and Vosges Mountains (France).* Berlin : A. Goldschmidt, 1911.
Authors: A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher, 1832-1990, no. E017a.
Includes advertising dated 1911 and priced in dollars.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

**Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1911-1913**

*Rheinlande.* Leipzig : Bibliographisches Institut, 1911.
Authors: Meyers Reisebücher -- Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 58 maps
13th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

**Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1912-1913**


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1912<<>>>Black Forest (Germany) - Maps - 1912
vi, 296, 64 p., [5] folded leaves of plates: 5 maps (some col., some folded); 18 cm.
Issued with 6 maps, but this copy imperfect; lacking 1 map.
Cover title: Cook's traveller's handbook, the Rhine and Black Forest
Spine title: Rhine and Black Forest
Maps by W. & A.K. Johnston
Includes index.

Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1912<<>>>Black Forest (Germany) - Maps - 1912
Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1912<<>>>Vosges Mountains (France) - Maps - 1912
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.: 70 maps, 66 city plans
32nd ed.
Includes advertising dated 1914 and priced in marks.
Condition: Good.

Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1919
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Ollendorff, Paul -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
v.: 63 maps, 63 city plans
18th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1919 and priced in marks.
Condition: Good.

Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1919<<>>>Black Forest (Germany) - Maps - 1919<<>>>Vosges Mountains (France) - Maps - 1919
Another copy available online via HathiTrust Digital Library (accessed June 2011): http://catalog.hathitrust.org/api/volumes/oclc/12684740.html
Series: Cook's traveller's handbooks -- Cook's handbooks.
Former owner's signature: Charlotte Neale.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1919
A Guide to the Rhine; visits to the Siebengebirge and the valleys of the Nahe, Lahn, Moselle, Ahr etc. / by G. Hölscher; translated by Andrew Mitchell. Cologne: Hoursch & Bechstedt, [ca. 1915].
Authors: Hölscher, Georg, 1863-1928 -- Mitchell, Andrew, fl. ca. 1905-1920 -- Hoursch und Bechstedt -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
v. 108 p., [9] leaves of plates (some folded): 13 maps (some col., some folded); 17 cm.
5th, rev. and enl. ed.
Uniform title: Buch von Rhein. English
Includes index.
Additional map of the Rhine laid in.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1919
A Guide to the Rhine: describing a summer tour from Düsseldorf to Mainz, including visits to the Siebengebirge and the valleys of the Nahe, Lahn, Moselle, Ahr etc. / by G. Hölscher; with many interesting notes from legendary and historical sources, maps, coloured town-plans, and numerous illustrations; translated by Andrew Mitchell. Cologne: Hoursch & Bechstedt, [ca. 1915].
Authors: Hölscher, Georg, 1863-1928 -- Mitchell, Andrew, fl. ca. 1905-1920 -- Hoursch und Bechstedt -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
5th, rev. and enl. ed.
Uniform title: Buch von Rhein. English
Includes index.

Raymond E. Horn, Douglas W. Hart, and James S. Tien (eds.). (PrCt)
Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1929
Authors: Griebens Reiseführer -- Griebens Verlag -- Goldschmidt, Albert -- Kraatz, Leopold -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
34. Aufl. [34th ed.]
Cover title: Rhein-Reise, kleine Ausgabe 'Mit 8 Karten und Plänen.'
Maps lithographed by Leopold Kraatz.
'Sucher,' for use with map, in pocket.
Advertisements: 23 p. at end.
Includes index.
Series: Griebens Reiseführer ; Bd. 75
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 75 (1929) (NLO)

Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1931
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 52 maps, 56 city plans
34th ed.
No spine.
Includes advertising dated 1931 and priced in marks.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCtl)

Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1931
Black Forest (Germany) - Maps - 1931
248 p., [18] leaves of plates (some folded) : 18 maps (col., some folded) ; 17 cm.
Cover title: Traveller's handbook to the Rhine and Black Forest
Printed by Turnbull & Spears.
Includes index.
Series: Cook's traveller's handbooks -- Cook's handbooks.
Includes publisher's original dust jacket.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 32029082
Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1931
Düsseldorf Region (Germany) - Maps - 1931
Mannheim Region (Germany) - Maps - 1931

Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag
Goldschmidt, Albert -- Reimer, Dietrich, 1818-1899 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
35. Aufl. [35th ed.]
'Mit 22 Karten und 2 Grundrissen.'
Maps by Dietrich Reimer.
'Sucher,' for use with map, in pocket.
Advertisements: 38 p. at end.
Includes index.
Series: Grieben-Reiseführer ; Bd. 29
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1939
Black Forest (Germany) - Maps - 1939
Authors: Guides bleus -- Monmarché, Marcel, 1872-1945 -- Hermann, L., active 1906-1939 -- Hachette (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 44 maps ; 16 cm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1950
Pictorial maps
Rhine River Valley - Pictorial maps
1950
Pictorial maps - Rhine River Valley
Maps - 1950
Wall maps

Relief panorama of the Rhine from Mainz to Köln. Köln-Ehrenfeld [Cologne]: Hoursch & Bechtstedt, [ca. 1950].
Authors: Hoursch und Bechtstedt -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : col. ; 131 x 18 cm., folded into cover 21 x 13 cm.
Cover title.
Title on map: Relief-Panorama des Rheines
Map text in German; descriptive text accompanying inset views in English.
Includes color inset views of points of interest; views of Rolandseck and the Mouse Tower in Bingen in top and bottom margins.
"Nr. 1 E"--Cover.
Scale not given.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1956
Black Forest (Germany) - Maps - 1956
Authors: Legros, Jacques, 1914-- Guides bleus -- Legros, Jacques, 1914-- Hachette (Firm) -- W. & G. Foyle Ltd. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Foyle (Firm) SEE W. & G. Foyle Ltd. -- Foyle (W. & G.), firm SEE W. & G. Foyle Ltd.

Other useful titles:
The Rhine panorama and guide : von Mainz-Köln / translated freely from the original German by Dorothy Hill ; cartography and copyright, Wilhelm Stollfuss Publisher Bonn, Institute of Cartography. [Bonn] : Stollfuss-Verlag-Bonn, [ca. 1950].
Authors: Wilhelm Stollfuss Verlag.
Kartographisches Institut -- Hill, Dorothy, 20th cent. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Stollfuss (Wilhelm )Verlag.
Kartographisches Institut SEE Wilhelm Stollfuss Verlag. Kartographisches Institut
1 view : col. ; 140 x 15 cm., folded into cover 26 x 13 cm.
Cover title.
Title on sheet: Course of the Rhine from Mainz to Ko?ln
Includes color illustrations and descriptive text on tourist attractions, which notes damage sustained during World War II.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Relief shown pictorially and by rock drawings.
Scale not given.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1956

Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag
-- Karl Thiemig AG -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
189 p. : 2 maps ; 17 cm.
Folded map in pocket.
Includes index.
Series: Grieben-Reiseführer ; Bd. 75
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 75 (1956) copies 1 and 2 (NLO)

Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1958

Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag
-- Karl Thiemig AG -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
180 p. : 2 maps (some col., some folded) ; 17 cm.
Map inside front cover.
Folded map in pocket.
Includes index.
Series: Grieben-Reiseführer ; Bd. 195
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 195 (1958) copies 1 and 2 (NLO)

Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1965

Authors: Stillger, Margarete -- Guides bleus -- Hachette (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
693 p. : 48 maps (some folded col.) ; 16 cm.
Map on endpaper.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [92]-96) and index.
Series: Guides bleus
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G84 Rhin (1965) (NLO)

Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1984

Authors: Behr, Hans-Joachim, 1930- -- Heyen, Franz Josef, 1928- -- Janssen, Wilhelm -- Schwann
12 maps : col. ; various sizes on sheets 35 x 45 cm., in portfolio + accompanying text (16p.)
1st ed.
Reduced facsimiles (color photography) of manuscript maps dated 1536-1806 in various German libraries, as noted on verso of each sheet.
ISBN 3590342153
map6C G5702.R54 1536 S3 1984 (NLO)
66572
Rhine River Valley - Pictorial works - 1869 - Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1869 - Pictorial maps
The Rhine and its environs from Schaffhausen to the North-Sea : to be used on steamboats and railways : description of the principal towns, villages, their curiosities, castles, and railways, plans of the principal cities, illustrations of the monuments and ruins worth seeing. Mayence [Mainz] : David Kapp, publisher and bookseller, 1869.
Authors: Kapp, David -- Gottsleben, J. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view in 16 segments ; 174 x 19 cm., folded in cover 19 x 11 cm. + accompanying text (24 p.; 20 cm.)
Bird's-eye view of the Rhine River Valley, folded accordion-style and bound with descriptive text.
Relief shown pictorially.
In original paper-covered boards.
Scale not given.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G5702.R5A35 1869 .K37 (NLO)

66574
Rhineland (Germany) - Historical geography - Maps - 1982-2006 - Historical atlases
Authors: Irsigler, Franz -- Strasser, Rudolf -- Löffler, Günter -- Gesellschaft für Rheinische Geschichtskunde -- Landschaftsverband Rheinland -- Habelt, R.
1 atlas (<10 > leaves of plates ) : col. maps (some folded) ; 64 cm.
"Im Auftrag der Gesellschaft für Rheinische Geschichtskunde in Verbindung mit dem Landschaftsverband Rheinland herausgegeben von Franz Irsigler."
'Redaktion, Günter Löffler.'
Issued in parts in case, and with accompanying texts (as numbered 'Beihefts'), shelved as folio G1922.R5 G4 1982, Beiheft no. 1 - <ongoing>
1997 atlas, edited by Franz Irsigler and Rudolf Strasser.
Includes bibliographies.
Scales differ.
Series: Publikationen der Gesellschaft für Rheinische Geschichtskunde ; n.F., 1 a
LC Card Number: 86-133641 /MAP
ISBN 3792706156 (1. Lfg.)
oversize G1922.R5 G4 1982 (NLO)

66575
Stätten Nationalsozialistischer Zwangsherrschaft

Foltz. Mainz : Verlag v. J. Halenza, [187-?].
Authors: Foltz, F. (Friedrich) -- Halenza, Joseph -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view in 13 segments ; hand col. ; 168 x 24 cm., folded in cover 20 x 30 cm.
Cover title: Halenza's Photo-Rhein-Panorama von Mainz bis Cöl
Hand-colored bird's-eye view of the Rhine River Valley, folded accordion-style, with inset engravings of buildings and monuments.
Relief shown pictorially.
Publisher's red cloth binding with gold-stamped cover title.
Scale not given.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G5702.R5A35 1870z .F65 (NLO)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Authors: Kraus, Stefan -- Rummel, Walter -- Habelt-Verlag
81 p. : ill., maps ; 30 cm.

Geschichtlicher Atlas der Rheinlande, Beihet V/13'--Cover.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 51-61).
Series: Publikationen der Gesellschaft fuer Rheinische Geschichtskunde; n.F., 12, Abt. 1b
ISBN 9783774935211 ; 3774935211
Rhineland (Germany) - Maps - 1545<<Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1545<<Lower Austria (Austria) - Maps - 1545<<Map printing - Etchings - Maps - 1545<<Etchings
Dvcatvs Ivraemontis comita Svntgoviae landgraviat. Edelsassiae ; Marcha Boiorvm Marcha orientalis qvae et Avstria. [Vienna: Oesterreichische Nationalbibliothek ; Lichtdruck Jaffe, 1988].
Authors: Lazius, Wolfgang, 1514-1565 -- Oesterreichische Nationalbibliothek -- Lichtdruck Jaffe
2 maps ; 23 x 22 cm. and 23 x 20 cm. on sheet remargined to 410 x 550 mm.
Maps separated by central column bearing royal portraits; upper margin includes coats-of-arms and other vignettes.
Karrow 49/4 and 49/5.
Cl. Lazius, Wolfgang. Typi chorographici prouin: Austriae (Vienna: Michael Zimmermann, 1561); reprinted Amsterdam: Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, 1972. [Map 6C 34].
Ex Bagrow.
Newberry copy of original: Novacco 4F 178 (PrCt).

Rhineland (Germany) - Maps - 1682
Electoratus et Patalginatis Rheni episcopatum Spirensis et Wormacensis ducatuum Bipeqontii et Simmerae et comitatum Sponheinensis Veldensis Leiningensis Bircofledensis et Rhenograzierum etc. Amsterdam : C. Allard, [1682?].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Allard, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709 -- Allard, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709.
Atlas minor sive tabulae geographicae ... [1682?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 46 x 58 cm.
In: Allard, Carel. Atlas minor sive tabulae geographicae proecipuorum regnorum regionum, insularum, provinicularum, etc. (Amsterdam : C. Allard, 1682?) pl. 51.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .A4 A pl. 51 (PrCt).

Rhineland (Germany) - Maps - 1682
Archiepiscopatus et electoratus Coloniensis... Amsterdam : C. Allard, [1682?].
Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes. 1649-1702 -- Allard, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709 -- Allard, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709.
Atlas minor sive tabulae geographicae ... [1682?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 57 x 44 cm.
In: Allard, Carel. Atlas minor sive tabulae geographicae proecipuorum regnorum regionum, insularum, provinicularum, etc. (Amsterdam : C. Allard, 1682?) pl. 51.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .A4 A pl. 54 (PrCt).

Rhineland (Germany) - Maps - 1682
Hesse (Germany) - Maps - 1682
Archiepiscopatus Moguntini et adjacentium regionum. Amsterdam : C. Allard, [1682?].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Allard, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709 -- Allard, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709.
Atlas minor sive tabulae geographicae ... [1682?]
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

-- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 48 x 59 cm.
In: Allard, Carel. Atlas sive tabulæ geographicæ proecipuorum regnorum regionum, insularum, provininarum, etc. (Amsterdam : C. Allard, 1682?) pl. 52.
**VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .A4 A pl. 52 (PrCt)**

66581

**Rhineland (Germany) - Maps - 1689**
The Circle and electorat of the Rhine subdivided into all the states that its composed of ...
London : Berry, 1689.
Authors: Berry, William, fl. 1669-1708 -- Berry, William, fl. 1669-1708. [A Collection of maps of the world] [1680-1689] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 77 x 54 cm.
Added title: The circle and elector of the Rhine... .
**VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B48 1680 pl. 15 (PrCt)**

66582

**Rhineland (Germany) - Maps - 1689**
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III: H35
1 map : 78 x 55 cm.
Title above map dated 1685; cf. Pastoreau, Jaillot I-C, f. 47.
3222
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
**Sack map4F G6390 1689 .S2 (PrCt)**

66583

**Rhineland (Germany) - Maps - 1698**
Juliacensis, Cliviensis et Montensis ducatus, nec non Coloniensis archiepiscopatus ... Amsterdam, [ca. 1698].
Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III: H42
1 map : hand col. ; 44 x 52 cm.
Inset (18 x 18 cm.) continues map.
State 1 of the map.
State 2, copy 1: Sack map4F oG6390 1698 .V5 state 2 copy 1.
State 2, copy 2: Sack *map8C oG5700 1740 .S2 no. II:227.
Koeman v. 3, p. 182, no. [186].
3229
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
**Sack map4F G6390 1698 .V5 state 1 (PrCt)**

66584

**Rhineland (Germany) - Maps - 1700**
Archiepiscopatus et electoratus Coloniensis ... Nuremberg : Homann Erben, [ca. 1745].
Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Homann Erben (Firm) -- Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724. Atlas novus terrarum orbis [ca. 1745] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 56 cm.
Map dated 1700.
In: Homann, Johann Baptist. Atlas novus terrarum orbis (Nuremberg : [Homann Erben, ca. 1745]), [plate 63].
Manuscript 'No. 63' and '64' on verso.
Duplicate copy: Sack map4F oG6390 1700 .H6a copy 1
4255
**VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .H7 1730, [plate 63] (PrCt)**

66585

**Rhineland (Germany) - Maps - 1700**
Archiepiscopatus et Electoratus Coloniensis ... Nuremberg, [ca. 1700].
Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III: H43
1 map : hand col ; 45 x 56 cm.
Copy 1 of 2.
Copy 2 in Johann Baptist Homann. Atlas novus terrarum orbis (Nuremberg, [ca. 1745]) [Ayer +135 H7 1730 no. 63].
3230
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
**Sack map4F G6390 1700 .H6a copy 1 (PrCt)**

66586

**Rhineland (Germany) - Maps - 1700**
Electoratus et Palatinatus Rheni ... Amsterdam, [ca. 1700].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Mortier, Pierre -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III: H38
1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 58 cm.
State 2 of the map.
State 3: Sack *map8C oG5700 1740 .S2 no. II:179.
3225
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
**Sack map4F G6390 1680 .W5 state 2 (PrCt)**

66587

**Rhineland (Germany) - Maps - 1700**
Circulus electorum Rheini sive Rhenanus inferior ... Amstelodami [Amsterdam] : F. de Wit, [ca. 1700?].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Wit, Frederik de. Atlas [ca. 1700?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 56 x 49 cm.
In: Wit, Frederik de. Atlas (Amsterdam : bij Frederick de Wit in de Calverstraet bij den Dam inde Witte Paskaert. [ca. 1700?]) no. [40].
**VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .W8 A no. [40] (PrCt)**

66588

**Rhineland (Germany) - Maps - 1700**
Electoratus et Palatinatus Rheni, episcopatum Spirensis et Wormacensis ... Amstelodami [Amsterdam] : F. de Wit, [ca. 1700?].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Wit, Frederik de. Atlas [ca. 1700?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

66595 Rhineland (Germany) - Maps - 1725 Carte particuliere des pays qui sont situez entre le Rhein ... Amsterdam, [ca. 1725]. Authors: Cövens et Mortier -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:U71 1 map : hand col. ; 139 x 101 cm. on 4 sheets, joined Added title: Theatre de la guerre dans les pays qui sont situes entre le Rhin, la Sarre, la Moselle et la Basse Alsace. 4878 Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). Sack map8F G6390 1725 .C6 (PrCt)

66596 Rhineland (Germany) - Maps - 1725 Electoratus et Palatinatus Rheni ... Amsterdam, [ca. 1725]. Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Cövens et Mortier -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:179 1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 58 cm. State 3 of the map. State 2 : Sack map4F oG6390 1680 .W5 state 2. 2417rev Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack. Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:179 (PrCt)

66597 Rhineland (Germany) - Maps - 1734 Rhine Valley - Maps - 1734 Le Cercle eselectoral du Rhein subdivisé en tous les estats qui le scomposent ... Paris : Jaillot, 1734 [i.e. 1737?]. Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Cordier, Robert (Engraver) -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712. [Atlas français] (1700 [i.e. 1737?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 64 x 45 cm. In: Jaillot, Alexis Hubert. [Atlas français] (Paris : Jaillot, 1700 [i.e. 1737?]) pl. [19]. Map dated 1734. Manuscript title 'Cercle du Haut Rhin' and no. '20' on verso. VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .J25 1700 pl. [19] (PrCt)


66601 Rhineland (Germany) - Maps - 1740-- North Rhine-Westphalia (Germany) - Maps - 1740 Mappa geographica, continens archeiepiscopatum et electoratum Coloniensem cum conterminis Ducatibus Iuliacensi et Montensi, nec non Comitatu Mursano / cura et suntuibus Matth. Seutteri, S.C.M. Geogr. Aug. Vind. [Augsburg : Seutter, 1740?]. Authors: Seutter, Matthæus, 1678-1756 -- Seutter, Matthæus, 1678-1756. Atlas novus sive tabulæ geographicae totius orbis faciæm, partes,
imperia, regna et provincias exhibentes [1740?] --
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 56 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:300,000].
In: Seutter, Matthaeus. Atlas novus sive tabulae geographicæ totius orbis faciæm, partes, imperia, regna et provincias exhibentes (Augsburg : [Seutter], [1740?]), plate [28]
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
VAULT Baskes oversize G1015 .S48 1740, plate [28] (NLO)

66602 Rhineland (Germany) - Maps - 1745
S. R. I. circulus Rhenanus inferior sive electorum Rheni ... Nuremberg : Homann Erben, [ca. 1745].
Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Homann Erben (Firm) -- Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724. Atlas novus terrarum orbis [ca. 1745] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 56 x 47 cm.
In: Homann, Johann Baptist. Atlas novus terrarum orbis (Nuremberg : [Homann Erben, ca. 1745]), [plate 89].
Manuscript 'No. 91' and '93' on verso.
oversize Ayer 135 .H7 1730, [plate 89] (PrCt)

66603 Rhineland (Germany) - Maps - 1745
Cursus Rheni à Basilea usque ad Bonnam ... Nuremberg : Homann Erben, [ca. 1745].
1 map : hand col. ; 133 x 59 cm. on 3 adjacent sheets.
In: Homann, Johann Baptist. Atlas novus terrarum orbis (Nuremberg : [Homann Erben, ca. 1745]). [plate 94-96].
Sheet subtitles: ... sectio I. seu inferior -- ... sectio II. seu media -- ...sectio III. seu superior.
Manuscript numbers 96, 98, 97, 99, 98, 100 on versos.
oversize Ayer 135 .H7 1730, [plate 94-96] (PrCt)

66604 Rhineland (Germany) - Maps - 1745
Land charte zum Schaü Platz des Kriegs der Röm Kaiserl Maje und der hohen Wirten am Rhein ... Nuremberg : Homann Erben, ca. 1745].
Authors: Riegel, Christoph -- Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Homann Erben (Firm) -- Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724. Atlas novus terrarum orbis [ca. 1745] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 56 cm.
In: Homann, Johann Baptist. Atlas novus terrarum orbis (Nuremberg : [Homann Erben, ca. 1745]), [plate 91].
Manuscript 'No. 93' and '95' on verso.
oversize Ayer 135 .H7 1730, [plate 91] (PrCt)

66605 Rhineland (Germany) - Maps - 1745
"Les 4 Electeurs" -- oversize letterpress title stamped on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1757, [plate 64] (PrCt)

66607 Rhineland (Germany) - Maps - 1753
Carte des cercles du haut et du bas Rhin où se trouvent dans le premier, le Duché de Deux-Ponts ... / par le Sr. Robert de Vaugondy ... [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy], 1753.
Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1758?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 50 cm.
In: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles. Atlas universel (Paris : Chez les auteurs, quay de l'Horloge du Palais, Boudet libraire imprimeur du roi, ruë St. Jacques, 1757 [i.e. 1758?]). [plate 64].
"Les 4 Electeurs" -- oversize letterpress title stamped on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1757, [plate 64] (PrCt)
Rhineland (Germany) - Maps - 1769 Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1769
Nieuwe kaart van de Opper en Neder Rynse Kreits nevens het Hertogdom Lotharingen. te Amsterdam : by Isaak Tirion, [1769?].
Authors: Tirion, Isaak. Isaak, Tirion, Isaak. Nieuwe en beknopte hand-atlas ... (1748 [i.e. 1769?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 34 cm.
Verso numbered "No 24" in manuscript.
In: Tirion, Isaak. Isaak, Tirion, Isaak. Nieuwe en beknopte hand-atlas ... (Amsterdam : Isaak Tirion, 1744 [i.e. 1769?]), plate [24].
oversize Ayer 135 .T55 1744, plate [24] (PrCt)

Rhineland (Germany) - Maps - 1797
Authors: Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824 -- Calcofarga camerale (Rome, Italy) -- Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824. Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (1792-1801) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 43 cm.
In: Cassini, Giovanni Maria. Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (Rome : Presso la Calcofarga camerale, 1792-1801) v. 2 pl. 42.
Map dated 1797.
oversize Ayer 135 .C33 1792 v. 2 pl. 42 (PrCt)

Rhineland (Germany) - Maps - 1801-1828
Manuscripts - Facsimiles Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Landesvermessungsamt -- Nordrhein-Westfalen (Germany). Landesvermessungsamt -- Hesse (Germany). Landesvermessungsamt -- Deutsche Staatsbibliothek
maps : col. ; various sizes + index map
Facsimiles of manuscripts variously dated 1801-1828; reproduced from originals in the Staatsbibliothek, Berlin.
Index map shows coverage complete in 375 sheets.
506 and 506a
map4F G6390 1828 .T7 1965 (PrCt)

Rhineland (Germany) - Maps - 1811
Authors: Cary, John, approximately 1754-1835 -- Cary, John, approximately 1754-1835. Cary's New universal atlas ... (1811 [i.e. 1812?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 44 x 50 cm.
In: Cary, John. Cary's New universal atlas, containing distinct maps of all the principal states and kingdoms throughout the world (London: Printed for J. Cary, 1811 [i.e. 1812?]) pl. [24].
Printed paste-on no. 27.
oversize Ayer 135 .C3 1811 pl. 24 (PrCt)

Rhineland (Germany) - Maps - 1821
Geography - Geology - Rhineland (Germany) - Historical atlases
Authors: Negendank, Jörg F. W. -- Richter, Gerold -- Rheinland-Verlag
48 p. : maps ; 30 cm.
Series: Publikationen der Gesellschaft für Rheinische Geschichtskunde ; n.F., 12, Abt. 1b
Includes bibliographical references (p. 47-48).
LC Card Number: 87168343
ISBN 379276156
folio G1922.R5 G4 1982, Beieht, I/1-5 (NLO)

Rhineland (Germany) - Maps - 2007
Castles - Historical atlases
Authors: Frankewitz, Stefan -- Habelt-Verlag
71 p. : map ; 30 cm.
'Schichtlicher Atlas der Rheinlande, Beieht IV/12'--Cover.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 25-35).
Series: Publikationen der Gesellschaft für Rheinische Geschichtskunde ; n.F., 12, Abt. 1b
ISBN 9783774935198 ; 377493519X

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.


Authors: Friedrich, Reinhard -- Päffgen, Bernd

107 p. : ill., maps, plans ; 30 cm.

'Geschichtlicher Atlas der Rheinlande, Beihet IV/1'--Cover.

Includes bibliographical references (p. 34-45).

Series: Publikationen der Gesellschaft für Rheinische Geschichtskunde ; n.F., 12, Abt. 1b

ISBN 9783774943434 ; 3774943437

Rheinische Geschichtskunde ; n.F., 12, Abt. 1b


40). 40).

Rheinische Geschichtskunde ; n.F., 12, Abt. 1b

ISBN 97837749335587 ; 3774935580

folio GR1922.R5 G4 1982 Beihet IV/13 (NLO)

Rhineland (Germany) - Maps - Romans - Archaeology - Romans - Rhineland (Germany) - Archaeology - Maps - Rhineland (Germany) - Historical geography - Maps - 2007 - Historical atlases


Authors: Beyer-Rothoff, Brigitte -- Luik, Martin -- Loscheider, Robert -- Habelt-Verlag

78 p. : ill., maps, plans ; 30 cm.

'Geschichtlicher Atlas der Rheinlande, Beihet III/3-4'--Cover.

Includes bibliographical references (p. 36-54).

Series: Publikationen der Gesellschaft für Rheinische Geschichtskunde ; n.F., 12, Abt. 1b

ISBN 9783774934320 ; 3774934320

folio GR1922.R5 G4 1982, Beihet III/3-4 (NLO)

Rhineland-Palatinate (Germany) - History - 1796 - Maps - 1839 - Hesse (Germany) - History - 1796 - Maps - 1839 - Rheinland-Pfalz (Germany) SEE Rheinland-Palatinate (Germany)


Authors: Bielaerds, J.-B. -- Jomini, Antoine Henri, baron de, 1779-1869. Atlas pour servir à l'intelligence de l'Histoire critique et militaire des guerres de la révolution (1839) -- Petit, J.-B.

1 map : hand col. ; 39 x 60 cm.

In Antoine Henri Jomini, Atlas pour servir à
l'intelligence de l'Histoire critique et militaire des guerres de la révolution (Paris: J.-B. Petit, 1839), pl. 5.

Relief shown by hachures.

Positions of French and Austrian troops indicated by colors.

At lower left, "Explication," a-s.

At upper right: Pl. V.

Case oversize F 393 .457, pl. 5 (PrCt)

66620

Rhineland-Palatinate (Germany) - Maps - 1593

Palatinats Rheni, & circu[m]iacentes regiones, Alsatica, Wite[n]bergica, Zweibruckseils. [Antwerp: s.n., 1593?].

Authors: Jode, Gerard de, 1509-ca. 1678 -- Wierix, Antoine, -1604 -- Jode, Gerard de, 1509-1591.

Speculum orbis terrarum (1593) 1 map : hand col.; 32 x 41 cm.

Latin letterpress text on verso (fol. 31, sig. Iii): Palatinatvs Rheni ...

Engraving attributed to Antonie Wierix.

In: Jode, Gerard de. Speculum orbis terrarum (Antwerp: A. Coninx, 1593), map [63].

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .J9 1593, map [63] (PrCt)

66621

Rhineland-Palatinate (Germany) - Maps - 1593

Trevirensis episcopatvs exactissimo descriptio / per Ioannem a Scilde ; Ioannes à Doetinckum fecit. [Antwerp: s.n., 1593?].

Authors: Schille, Hans van, fl. 1533-1586 -- Doetecam, Jan van -- Jode, Gerard de, 1509-1591 -- Wierix, Antoine, -- Jode, Gerard de, 1509-1591.

Speculum orbis terrarum (1593) 1 map : hand col.; 33 x 24 cm.

Latin letterpress text on verso: Treverensis episcopatvs ...

Engraving attributed to Antonie Wierix.

In: Jode, Gerard de. Speculum orbis terrarum (Antwerp: A. Coninx, 1593), map [53 A].

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .J9 1593, map [53 A] (PrCt)

66622

Rhineland-Palatinate (Germany) - Maps - 1648

Palatinat du Rhein, Alsace, et partie de Souabe de Franconie &c. (Paris: P. Mariette, 1648 [i.e. 1659?).

Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Cordier, Robert (Engraver) -- Mariette, Pierre, 1603-1657 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667.

Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (1658 [i.e. 1659?]) 1 map : hand col.; 37 x 47 cm.

In: Sanson, Nicolas. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (Paris: Pierre Mariette, 1658 [i.e. 1659?]) v. 1, pl. [55].

VAULT Case oversize G1015 .S35 1658 v. 1, pl. [55] (PrCt)

66623

Rhineland-Palatinate (Germany) - Maps - 1682

Archiepiscopatus et electoratus Trevirensis ... Amsterdam : C. Allard, [1682?].

Authors: Wt, Frederik de -- Allard, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709 -- Allard, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709.

Atlas minor sive tabulae geographicæ ... [1682?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : col.; 47 x 58 cm.

In: Allard, Carel. Atlas minor sive tabulae geographicæ proecipuorum regnorum regionum, insularum, provinciarum, etc. (Amsterdam : C. Allard, 1682?) pl. 53.

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .A4 A pl. 53 (PrCt)

66624

Rhineland-Palatinate (Germany) - Maps - 1692

Names, Geographical<<<Rhineland-Palatinate (Germany) - Maps - 1692

Partie orientale du palatinat et eslectorat du Rhein ... Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : H. Jaillot [i.e. P. Mortier], 1692 [i.e.1696].

Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. [Atlas nouveau contenant toutes les parties du monde ... ] (1696) 1 map : hand col.; 40 x 53 cm.

Accompanied, 2 leaves previous, by 4 city plans (11 x 16 cm. each) on 1 sheet with collective title: Pour la carte orientale du Palatinat du Rhein [map 20].

Individual map titles: Plan de la ville de Spire -- Plan de la ville et citadelle Manheim -- Plan de la ville de Vorms -- Plan de la ville de Frankendal.

Also accompanied, on the previous leaf, by: Table alphabetique des noms de villes ... sur ... partie orientale ... du Palatinat du Rhein. Table dated 1696.

In: Sanson, Nicolas. [Atlas nouveau contenant toutes les parties du monde ... ] (Amsterdam : Pierre Mortier, 1696) v. 1, map [21].

Forms part of atlas published by P. Mortier in Amsterdam; chiefly comprised of maps bearing the counterfeit imprint of H. Jaillot in Paris.

Case oversize G 1007 .781 v. 1, map [21] (PrCt)

66625

Rhineland-Palatinate (Germany) - Maps - 1692

Names, Geographical<<<Rhineland-Palatinate (Germany) - Maps - 1692

Gazetteers

Case oversize F 393 .457, pl. 5 (PrCt)
66626 Rhineland-Palatinate (Germany) - Maps - 1695
Partie occidentale du temporel de l'archevéché et eslectorat, de Treves ... Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : Chez H. Jaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], [1695?].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. Atlas nouveau : contenant toutes les parties du monde (1692 [i.e. 1695?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 54 x 41 cm.
In counterfeit edition of: Sanson, Nicolas. Atlas nouveau : contenant toutes les parties du monde (Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : H. Jaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], 1692 [i.e. 1695?]) pl. [55].
Map dated 1692.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .S19 1692 pl. [55] (PrCt)

66627 Rhineland-Palatinate (Germany) - Maps - 1695
Partie occidentale du palatinat et eslectorat de Rhein le duché de Simmeren, les comtés de Spanheim, et de Veldentz a la maison Palatine ... Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : Chez H. Jaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], [1695?].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. Atlas nouveau : contenant toutes les parties du monde (1692 [i.e. 1695?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 40 x 53 cm.
In counterfeit edition of: Sanson, Nicolas. Atlas nouveau : contenant toutes les parties du monde (Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : H. Jaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], 1692 [i.e. 1695?]) pl. [59].
Map dated 1692.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .S19 1692 pl. [59] (PrCt)

66628 Rhineland-Palatinate (Germany) - Maps - 1695
Partie orientale du temporel de l'archevéché et eslectorat de Treves ... Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : Chez H. Jaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], [1695?].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. Atlas nouveau : contenant toutes les parties du monde (1692 [i.e. 1695?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 41 x 53 cm.
In counterfeit edition of: Sanson, Nicolas. Atlas nouveau : contenant toutes les parties du monde (Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : H. Jaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], 1692 [i.e. 1695?]) pl. [56].
Map dated 1692.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .S19 1692 pl. [56] (PrCt)

66629 Rhineland-Palatinate (Germany) - Maps - 1695
Le Palatinat et electorat du Rhein avec les pâis voisins ... Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : H. Iaillot [i.e. P. Mortier], 1695 [i.e. 1696].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Goeree, Jan, 1670-1731 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. Atlas nouveau : contenant toutes les parties du monde (1692 [i.e. 1695?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 89 x 59 cm.
Added title, upper margin: Le Palatinat et electorat du Rhein.
In: Sanson, Nicolas. [Atlas nouveau contenant toutes les parties du monde ... ] (Amsterdam : Pierre Mortier, 1696) v. 1, map [34].
Forms part of atlas published by P. Mortier in Amsterdam; chiefly comprised of maps bearing the counterfeit imprint of H. Jaillot in Paris.
Case oversize G 1007 .781 v. 1, map [34] (PrCt)

66630 Rhineland-Palatinate (Germany) - Maps - 1695
Hesse (Germany) - Maps - 1695
Parle occidentale du temporel de l'archevéché et eslectorat de Mayence et le haut et bas comté de Catzenellenboge ... Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : Chez H. Jaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], [1695?].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. Atlas nouveau : contenant toutes les parties du monde (1692 [i.e. 1695?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 40 x 53 cm.
In counterfeit edition of: Sanson, Nicolas. Atlas nouveau : contenant toutes les parties du monde (Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : H. Jaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], 1692 [i.e. 1695?]) pl. [57].
Map dated 1692.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .S19 1692 pl. [57] (PrCt)

66631 Rhineland-Palatinate (Germany) - Maps - 1695
Hesse (Germany) - Maps - 1695
... Partie orientale du temporel de l'archevéché et eslectorat de Mayence et le haut et bas comté de Catzenellenboge ... Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : Chez H. Jaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], [1695?].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. Atlas nouveau : contenant toutes les parties du monde (1692 [i.e. 1695?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 40 x 53 cm.
In counterfeit edition of: Sanson, Nicolas. Atlas nouveau : contenant toutes les parties du monde (Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : H. Jaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], 1692 [i.e. 1695?]) pl. [57].
Map dated 1692.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .S19 1692 pl. [57] (PrCt)
Rhineland-Palatinate (Germany) - Maps - 1695

Partie orientale du Palatinat et eslectorat du Rhein. les evesches de Spire, de Wormes et le comte de Linange. Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : Chez H. Jaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], [1695?].

Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. Atlas nouveau : contenant toutes les parties du monde (1692 [i.e. 1695?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 40 x 53 cm.

In counterfeit edition of: Sanson, Nicolas. Atlas nouveau : contenant toutes les parties du monde (Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : H. Jaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], 1692 [i.e. 1695?]) pl. [60].

Map dated 1692.

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .S19 1692 pl. [60] (PrCt)

Rhineland-Palatinate (Germany) - Maps - 1695

Le Palatinat et electorat du Rhein avec les pâis voisins ... Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : Chez H. Jaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], [1695?].

Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. Atlas nouveau : contenant toutes les parties du monde (1692 [i.e. 1695?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 88 x 59 cm.

Added title, upper margin: Le Palatinat et electorat du Rhein par ....

In counterfeit edition of: Sanson, Nicolas. Atlas nouveau : contenant toutes les parties du monde (Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : H. Jaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], 1692 [i.e. 1695?]) pl. [71].

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .S19 1692 pl. [71] (PrCt)

Rhineland-Palatinate (Germany) - Maps - 1695

Military Campaigns

Téatre de la Guerre sur le Rhein ... Amsterdam : Pierre Mortier, [1696].

Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. [Atlas nouveau contenant toutes les parties du monde ... ] (1696) 1 map : hand col. ; 94 x 57 cm.

In: Sanson, Nicolas. [Atlas nouveau contenant toutes les parties du monde ... ] (Amsterdam : Pierre Mortier, 1696) v. 1, map [35].

Incomplete: section missing at upper left

Forms part of atlas published by P. Mortier in Amsterdam; chiefly comprised of maps bearing the counterfeit imprint of H. Jaillot in Paris.

Case oversize G 1007 .781 v. 1, map [35] (PrCt)
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:343 (PrCt)**

66639 **Rhineland-Palatinate (Germany) - Maps - 1700<T> Trier Region (Germany) - Maps - 1700**

*Archiepiscopatus et electoratus Trevirensis novissima delineatio exacte divisa in omnes suas praefecturas. Amsterdam [i.e. Amsterdam]: Frederici de Wit, [ca. 1700?].*


1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 58 cm.

In: Wit, Frederik de. Atlas [Amsterdam : bij Frederick de Wit in de Calverstraet bij den Dam inde Witte Paskaer. [ca. 1700?]) no. [58].

**VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .W8 A no. [58] (PrCt)**

66640 **Rhineland-Palatinate (Germany) - Maps - 1710**

*Palatinatus Rheni tabula exquisitissima... Amsterdam, [ca. 1710].*

Authors: Schenk, Peter, 1660-1718 or 9 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

II:181

1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 56 cm.

Koeman v. 3 p. 120 [56].

2419

Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:181 (PrCt)**

66641 **Rhineland-Palatinate (Germany) - Maps - 1710>Hesse (Germany) - Maps - 1710**

*Moguntini archiepiscopat' et electoratus nec non comitatuum Utriusque, Cattimeliboci, Verthemensis, & Erpachiensi... Amst. Bat. [i.e. Amsterdam] : ex officina Nicolai Visscher, [Amsterdami, fl. 1702-1726] -- Visscher, Elisabeth, 1649-1702.*


1 map : hand col. ; 45 x 57 cm.

In: Visscher, Nicolaes. Atlas minor ... (Amstelaedami [Amsterdam] : ex officina Nicolai Visscher [i.e. Elisabeth Visscher], [1710?]) map [35].

Manuscript "37" in upper right.

**VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .V8 1700 map [35] (PrCt)**

66642 **Rhineland-Palatinate (Germany) - Maps - 1710>Trier Region (Germany) - Maps -**

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1710
Trier. mit dero Gegend auft 2 Stunden. Augsburg
: Gabriel Bodenehr, 1710.
Authors: Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. --
Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. Atlas curieux
-- oder, Neuer und compendieuser atlas 1710 --
Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 14 x 22 cm.
In: Bodenehr, Gabriel. Atlas curieux; oder, Neuer
und compendieuser atlas ... ([Augsburg : Gabriel
Bodenehr, 1710?]) pl. [86]. Engraved plate no.
'89.'
Ayer 135 .B6 pl. 86 (PrCt)

66643 Rhineland-Palatinate (Germany) - Maps -
1710<>Trier Region (Germany) - Maps -
1710
Archiepiscopatus ac electoratus Trevisensis dito,
in ejusdem praefecturas et alia subjacentes
ditiones ... Amst. Bat. [i.e. Amsterdam] :
Nicolaum Visscher [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher,
1710?].
Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 --
Gouwen, Gilliam van der -- Visscher, Elizabeth,
Atlas minor ... [1710?] -- Edward E. Ayer
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 57 cm.
In: Visscher, Nicolaes. Atlas minor ...
(Amstelaedam [Amsterdam] : ex officina Nicolai
Visscher [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher], [1710?]) map
[36].
Manuscript '38' in upper right.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .V8 1700 map [36]
(PrCt)

66644 Rhineland-Palatinate (Germany) - Maps - 1716
Exactissima Palatinatus ad Rhenum tabula...
Nuremberg, [ca. 1716].
Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 --
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry
Library). II:180
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 57 cm.
Phillips 5966 [94].
2418
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly
17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by
Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound
together without title page for the collector Johan
Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map
Collection (Newberry Library).
VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2
no. II:180 (PrCt)

66645 Rhineland-Palatinate (Germany) - Maps - 1720
Archiepiscopatus ac electoratus Trevisensis dito ...
Amsterdam, [ca. 1720].
Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 --
Schenk, Pieter, ca. 1698-1775 -- Gouwen,
Gilliam van der -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map
Collection (Newberry Library). II:189
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 56 cm.

2428
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly
17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by
Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound
without title page for the collector Johan
Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map
Collection (Newberry Library).
VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2
no. II:189 (PrCt)

66646 Rhineland-Palatinate (Germany) - Maps - 1720
Tabula geographica archi-episcopatum
Trevirensis et Coloniensis ... Amsterdam, [ca.
1720].
Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 --
Schenk, Pieter, ca. 1698-1775 -- Johan Gabriel
Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:190
1 map : hand col. ; 44 x 56 cm.
2429
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly
17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by
Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound
without title page for the collector Johan
Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map
Collection (Newberry Library).
VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2
no. II:190 (PrCt)

66647 Rhineland-Palatinate (Germany) - Maps - 1725
Archiepiscopatus et electoratus Trevisensis ...
Amsterdam, [ca. 1725].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Cövens et Mortier --
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry
Library). II:188
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 58 cm.
2427
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly
17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by
Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound
together without title page for the collector Johan
Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map
Collection (Newberry Library).
VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2
no. II:188 (PrCt)

66648 Rhineland-Palatinate (Germany) - Maps -
1740<>Hesse (Germany) - Maps - 1740
Archiepiscopatus et Electoratus Moguntinus, ut
et Comitatus Uterq. Catimelibocens. Wertheimensis
Erpacens. aliae[que] insertae et confines
Regiones / accuratissime delineatae per
[Augsburg : Seutter, 1740?].
Authors: Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756 --
Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756. Atlas novus sive
tabulae geographicae totius orbis faciem, partes,
imperia, regna et provincias exhibentes [1740?]
-- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 56 cm.
"Cum gratia et privil. S.R.I. Vicariatus, in partibus

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Rheni, Suevae, et juris Franconici."
Scale [ca. 1:355,000].
In: Seutter, Matthaeus. Atlas novus sive tabulae geographiae totius orbis faciem, partes, imperia, regna et provincias exibentibus (Augsburg : [Seutter], 1740?), plate [26]
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

VAULT Baskes oversize G1015 .S48 1740, plate [26] (NLO)

66649 Rhineland-Palatinate (Germany) - Maps - 1745

*Exactissima* Palatinatus ad Rhenum tabula, in qua episcopatus ... Nuremberg : Homann Erben, [ca. 1745].
Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Homann Erben (Firm) -- Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724. Atlas novus terrarum orbis [ca. 1745] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 56 cm.
In: Homann, Johann Baptist. Atlas novus terrarum orbis (Nuremberg : [Homann Erben, ca. 1745]), [plate 90].
Manuscript 'No. 92' and '94' on verso.

oversize Ayer 135 .H7 1730, [plate 90] (PrCt)

66650 Rhineland-Palatinate (Germany) - Maps - 1776

*S. R. I. circulus Rhenanus Inferior sive electorum Rheni complectens tres archiepiscopatus .../a Joh. Baptista Homanno. Norimbergae*
[Nuremberg] : Homannianus Hereditbus, [1776?].
Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Homann Erben (Firm) -- Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724. Atlas novus terrarum orbis (Nuremberg : [Homann Erben, ca. 1745]), [plate 90].
Manuscript '(15)' at upper right.

Case oversize U 26 .2919 pt. 3, map [48] (PrCt)

66651 Rhineland-Palatinate (Germany) - Maps - 1797

- Manuscripts - Facsimiles

Manuscript maps - Facsimiles

*Schmitt'sche Karte von Südwestdeutschland vom 1797 Jahre. 1777.*
Authors: Schmitt, Johann Heinrich von, 1744-1805 -- Rheinland-Pfalz.
Landesvermessungsamt
6 maps : col. ; 43 x 65 cm.
Facsimiles of 6 sheets of 1797 manuscript map complete in 198 sheets; compiled by the Quartermaster General Staff.

Complete map shows southwestern Germany.

Index map on each sheet.
Scale [ca. 1:57,600].

310 map4F G6390 1797 .S3 1977 (PrCt)

Rhinelander (Wisc.) - Maps - 1986 - Pictorial maps

*Rhinelander / Paul & Sardi Nadon 86.* [Wisconsin?] : Front Page Poster Promotions, [1986?].
Authors: Nadon, Paul -- Nadon, Sardi -- Front Page Poster Promotions -- Brady, John H.
1 map : col. ; 44 x 59 cm.
© Front Page Poster Promotions.'
Gift 2008, John H. Brady.

map4F G4124.R5A5 1986 .N3 (PrCt)

Rhine Island, Battle of, 1778 - Maps

*Map of part of Rhode Island shewing the positions of the American & British armies at the siege of Newport and the subsequent action on the 29th of August 1778.* Philadelphia, 1832.

© Front Page Poster Promotions.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Record ID</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>66662</td>
<td>Rhode Island - Maps - 1781 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles&lt;br&gt;&lt;br&gt;Plan de Rhode Island occupée par l'armée française avec ordres de Mr. le Cte. de Rochambeau et de L'Escadre française commandée par Mr. Deslouche, avec les Isles et passes qui sont autour entre le Continent. [19--]. Authors: Berthier, 18th cent. -- Rochambeau, Jean-Baptiste-Donatien de Vimeur, comte de, 1725-1807 -- Deslouche, Mr., 18th cent. -- France. Ministère de la guerre. Archives historiques. L.I.D. 140 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1781 manuscript. Original ms. forms part of the Guerre Etat-Major archives. Photocopy forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Rhode Island - Maps - 1794


Authors: Mutlow, I., fl. 1794-1795 -- Stockdale, John, 1749?-1814 -- Morse, Jedidiah, 1761-1826 -- Morse, Jedidiah, 1761-1826. The American geography -- or, A view of the present situation of the United States of America 1794 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 22 x 18 cm.

In: Morse, Jedidiah. The American geography; or, A view of the present situation of the United States of America ... (London : J. Stockdale, 1794) opposite p. 338.

Ayer 109.5 .M7 1794 opp. p. 338 (PrCt)

Rhode Island - Maps - 1795

A Map of the state of Rhode Island. 1969.

Authors: Harris, Caleb -- Harris, Harding -- Carter & Wilkinson -- Rhode Island Historical Society

1 map ; 55 x 42 cm.

Facsimile of original published Providence, 1795.

M1266 map2F G3770 1795 .H3 1969 (PrCt)

Rhode Island - Maps - 1795

Rhode Island. [Philadelphia : F. and R. Bailey, 1795].

Authors: Scott, J. T. (Joseph T.) -- Francis & Robert Bailey (Firm) -- Scott, J. T. (Joseph T.)

The United States gazetteer ... (1795)

1 map ; 17 x 15 cm

Anonymous map without imprint.

In: Scott, Joseph T. The United States gazetteer ... (Philadelphia : Printed by F. and R. Bailey, 1795), opposite column RHO-RHO.

Bar scale of 10 miles = 34 mm.

'Lon. E. from Philada.'

Duplicate copy: Case 5A 277

Case G 833 .8 opposite column RHO-RHO (PrCt)

Rhode Island - Maps - 1796

The State of Rhode Island compiled from the surveys and observations of Caleb Harris.

Philadelphia : M. Carey, 1796.

Authors: Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Harris, Caleb -- Harris, Harding -- Smither, James -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839. Carey's General atlas ... (1796)

1 map ; 34 x 23 cm.

In: Carey, Mathew. Carey's General atlas ... (Philadelphia : Published by Mathew Carey, April 24th, 1804) pl. 29.

oversize Ayer 135 .C27 1804 pl. 29 (PrCt)

Rhode Island - Maps - 1796 - Administrative and political divisions

The State of Rhode Island. New York : John Reid, 1796.

Authors: Winterbotham, William, 1763-1829 -- Tanner, Benjamin, 1775-1846 -- Reid, John, 1764?-1828 -- Winterbotham, William, 1763-1829. The American atlas containing the following maps ... (1796)

1 map ; 43 x 33 cm.

Townships all named.

In: Winterbotham, William. The American atlas containing the following maps ... (New York : John Reid, 1796) map [8]

Case oversize G 1083 .03 map [8] (PrCt)

Rhode Island - Maps - 1801

Rhode Island. [Philadelphia : M. Carey, 1801].

Authors: Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Barker, W. (William), fl. 1795-1803 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839. Carey's American pocket atlas ... (1801)

1 map ; 18 x 14 cm.

In: Carey, Mathew. Carey's American pocket atlas ... (Philadelphia : Printed by H. Sweitzer, for M. Carey, 1801) pl. [5].

Ayer 135 .C27 1801 pl. 5 (PrCt)

Rhode Island - Maps - 1804


Authors: Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823. A New and elegant general atlas comprising all the new discoveries, to the present time ... (1804) -- John Conrad & Co. -- Lewis, Samuel, 1753 or 1754-1822 -- Lawson, Alexander, 1773-1846 -- Brown, F. -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 24 x 20 cm.

In: Arrowsmith, Aaron. A New and elegant general atlas comprising all the new discoveries, to the present time ... (Philadelphia [etc.] : J. Conrad & Co. [and others], 1804) pl. 39.

Ayer 135 .A65 1804 pl. 39 (PrCt)

Rhode Island - Maps - 1804


Authors: Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Harris, Harding -- Harris, Caleb -- Smither, James -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839. Carey's General atlas ... (1804)

1 map ; 33 x 23 cm.

In: Carey, Mathew. Carey's General atlas ... (Philadelphia : Published by Mathew Carey, April 24th, 1804) pl. 29.

oversize Ayer 135 .C27 1804 pl. 29 (PrCt)

Rhode Island - Maps - 1805


Authors: Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Barker, W. (William), fl. 1795-1803 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839. Carey's American pocket atlas ... (1805)

1 map ; 14 x 18 cm.

In: Carey, Mathew. Carey's American pocket atlas ... (Philadelphia : M. Carey, 1805) pl. [6].

Ayer 135 .C27 1805 pl. 6 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
66672 Rhode Island - Maps - 1814
Authors: Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Barker, W., (William), fl. 1795-1803 -- Johnson & Warner -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839. A Complete atlas, being a collection of maps of the world and quarters ... (1814)
1 map : hand col. ; 18 x 14 cm.
In: Carey, Mathew. A General atlas, being a collection of maps of the world and quarters ... (Philadelphia : Published by M. Carey, and Johnson & Warner, 1814) pl. [13].
Ayer 135 .C27 1814 pl. 13 (PrCt)

66673 Rhode Island - Maps - 1822
1 map : hand col. ; 28 x 20 cm.
Engraved title within neatline.
Added letterpress title in uppercase and oversize lettering, top margin: Geographical, statistical, and historical map of Rhode Island
oversize Greenlee 4891 .C27 1822 [map 8] (PrCt)

66674 Rhode Island - Maps - 1826
Rhode Island. Philadelphia : A. Finley, [1826].
Authors: Finley, A. (Anthony) -- Young & Delleker -- Finley, A. (Anthony). A New general atlas, comprising a complete set of maps, representing the grand divisions of the globe ... (1826)
1 map : hand col. ; 28 x 21 cm.
In: Finley, Anthony. A New general atlas : comprising a complete set of maps, representing the grand divisions of the globe ... (Philadelphia : Anthony Finley, 1833), plate 11.
Sheet corner numbered 11.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .F5 1826, plate 11 (PrCt)

66675 Rhode Island - Maps - 1827
1 map : hand col. ; 28 x 20 cm.
Engraved title within neatline.
Added letterpress title in uppercase and oversize lettering, top margin: Geographical, statistical, and historical map of Rhode Island
In: H.C. Carey and I. Lea (Firm). A Complete historical, chronological, and geographical American atlas ... (Philadelphia ; London ; Leipzig ; Paris : H.C. Carey & I. Lea ; John Miller ; Bossange Freres, 1827) pl. [8]. Sheet 'No. 13.'
oversize Ayer 135 .C268 1827 pl. 8 (PrCt)

66676 Rhode Island - Maps - 1829
Rhode Island. Philadelphia : Finely, [1829].
Authors: Finley, A. (Anthony) -- Young & Delleker -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 29 x 22 cm.
'By A. Finley. Young & Delleker sc.'
From the author's A new general atlas ... 1829, plate no. 11.
In upper right margin: 11.
Scale [ca. 1:380,160]; about 6 miles to an inch.
Relief shown by hachures.
Meridians: Greenwich and Washington.
Ayer p133 .F45 1829 (NLO)

66677 Rhode Island - Maps - 1833
Rhode Island / Young & Delleker sc. Philada. [Philadelphia] : A. Finley, [1833].
Authors: Young & Delleker -- Finley, A. (Anthony) -- Finley, A. (Anthony). A New general atlas ... (1833) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 28 x 21 cm.
In: Finley, Anthony. A New general atlas : comprising a complete set of maps, representing the grand divisions of the globe ... (Philadelphia : Anthony Finley, 1833), plate 11.
Sheet corner numbered 11.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .F5 1833, plate 11 (PrCt)

66678 Rhode Island - Maps - 1845
Rhode Island. [New York : H.S. Tanner, 1845].
Authors: Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858. A New general atlas, comprising a complete set of maps ... (1845)
1 map : hand col. ; 27 x 21 cm.
In: Tanner, Henry Schenck. A New general atlas, comprising a complete set of maps ... (New York : Tanner's Geographical Establishment, 1845) map '38'.
oversize G 10 .622 map 38 (PrCt)

Map of the state of Rhode Island and Providence Plantations ... Philadelphia : D.G. Beers & Co., 1871.
Authors: D.G. Beers & Co.
Keyed to index of towns and railroads on p.112 and 114-115.

Uniform atlas title: Commercial atlas.

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

oversize RMcN atlas .C7 1888, p. 113 (PrCt)

66686 Rhode Island - Maps - 1889 - Railroads<->Providence (R.I.) - Maps - 1889 - Railroads<->Railroads - Maps
1 map : col. ; 31 x 22 cm.
Inset map (10 x 9 cm.) : City of Providence
Issued folded in accompanying index (14 p. ; 17 cm.) : Rand, McNally & Co.’s indexed county and railroad pocket map and shippers’ guide of Rhode Island. Chicago and New York : Rand, McNally & Co., 1889.

Uniform title: Shippers guide.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).

map2F G3771.P3 1889 .R3 (PrCt)

66687 Rhode Island - Maps - 1889 - Railroads<->Providence (R.I.) - Maps - 1889 - Railroads<->Railroads - Maps
1 map : col. ; 31 x 22 cm.

Copyright, 1888 ;’ -- at bottom left.

Inset (10 x 9 cm.) : City of Providence.


Uniform title: Shippers guide.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 749 (PrCt)

66688 Rhode Island - Maps - 1891 - Topographic maps<->Names, Geographical - Rhode Island - 1891<->Counties - Maps<->Gazetteers
Authors: Geological Survey (U.S.) -- U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey -- Rhode Island.
Commission on a Contour Topographical Map of the State -- Thompson, J. C. -- Geo. H. Walker & Co. -- Hoyt, David W. -- Ellis, John W. -- Upton, Winslow

1 atlas (22 leaves : 12 col. maps) ; 53 x 44 cm.

‘By the United States Geological Survey in cooperation with the state.’

Scale 1:62,500.

‘Triangulation and topography by the U.S. Geological and the U.S. Coast & Geodetic Surveys; surveyed 1885-1888.’

Scale 1:62,500

Indexed.

Phillips 5053.

38077

IC78

oversize G1235 .U5 1891 (NLO)

1 map : col. ; 30 x 48 cm. fold in covers 17 x 11 cm. + index (13, [1] p.)

Cover title.


Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection and the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Previous location: B-36

AMcN III PC 2310 (PrCt)

1 map : col. ; 30 x 48 cm.

Title in upper margin.

‘Rand, McNally & Co.’s new business atlas map of Connecticut and Rhode Island. Copyright, 1888 ;’ -- at bottom right.

Issued folded in accompanying index (13 p. ; 17 cm.) : Rand, McNally & Co.’s indexed county and township pocket map and shippers’ guide of Rhode Island. Chicago and New York : Rand, McNally & Co., c1893.

Uniform title: Shippers guide.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).

map2F G3771.P3 1893 .R3 (PrCt)

66691 Rhode Island - Maps - 1900-1960 - Topographic maps<->Topographic maps
Rhode Island, 7.5 minute series (topographic).

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1 map : col. ; 63 x 47 cm.
Plate no.: 599D.
Inset (10 x 11 cm.): Block Island.
Includes key to railroads numbered 20-119 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Rhode Island railroads.
On verso: Rhode Island automobile road map. 1 map : col. ; 63 x 47 cm. Plate no.: 652C. 'National Highways Association roads used by permission.' Issued folded in accompanying index (19 p.; 17 cm.): Rand-McNally indexed pocket map and shippers' guide of Rhode Island. Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Co., c1919.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Copyright June 6/19. -- in ms. on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 755 (PrCt)

1 map : col., mounted on cloth ; 49 x 39 cm.
Handstamp on verso: Map and Geography Library. Western Illinois University.
On wooden rollers.
Forms part of the John V. Bergen Collection (Newberry Library).
map6C G3700 19--.U5, box 172 (PrCt)

Authors: C.A. Pabodie & Son -- Geological Survey (U.S.) -- Potter, W. K. -- Pabodie (C.A.) & Son SEE C.A. Pabodie & Son
1 map : col. ; 87 x 68 cm., folded in covers to 15 x 10 cm.
Cover title: Rhode map of Rhode Island revised from the U.S. Geological Survey
Keyed to 27 numbered "drives" briefly described in left margin.
Inset (10 x 9 cm.): Block Island, Newport County Paste-on label on front cover: W.K. Potter. Providence. Blank book. Inks. XXV
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).
Road map4C G3771.P2 1913 .P3 (PrCt)

1 map : col. ; 63 x 47 cm.
Plate no.: 599D.
Inset (10 x 11 cm.): Block Island.
Includes key to railroads numbered 20-119 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Rhode Island railroads.
On verso: Rhode Island automobile road map. 1 map : col. ; 63 x 47 cm. Plate no.: 652C. 'National Highways Association roads used by permission.' Issued folded in accompanying index (19 p.; 17 cm.): Rand-McNally indexed pocket map and shippers' guide of Rhode Island. Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Co., c1919.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Copyright June 6/19. -- in ms. on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 755 (PrCt)
1 map : col. ; 63 x 47 cm.
Plate no.: 599E.
Inset (10 x 11 cm.): Block Island.
Includes key to railroads numbered 20-119 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Rhode Island railroads.
On verso: Rhode Island automobile road map. 1 map : col. ; 63 x 47 cm. Inset (9 x 7 cm.) : Newport. Plate no.: 652C. 'National Highways Association roads used by permission.'
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Handstamp on front cover: Register of Copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.
'Feby. 6/20' -- in ms. on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 757 (PrCt)

1921 Rhode Island - Maps - 1921 - Road maps
Rhode Island - Maps - 1921 - Railroads - Maps
Rand McNally standard map of Rhode Island.
[Chicago]: Rand McNally & Co., [1921].
1 map : col. ; 63 x 47 cm.
The Rand McNally new commercial atlas map of Rhode Island -- at top right.
Plate no.: 599F.
Inset (10 x 11 cm.): Block Island.
Includes key to railroads numbered 20-119 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Rhode Island railroads.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Rhode Island. 1 map : col. ; 63 x 47 cm. Plate no.: 1015F.
Issued folded in accompanying index (15 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Rhode Island. Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1921.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Handstamp on front cover: Register of Copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.
Dated 'Pub. 4-1-21' and '4-2-21' in ms. on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 759 (PrCt)

Rhode Island - Maps - 1922 - Railroads<<>>Block Island (R.I.) - Maps - 1922 - Railroads - Maps
Rand McNally standard map of Rhode Island.
[Chicago]: Rand McNally & Co., [1922].
1 map : col. ; 63 x 47 cm.
The Rand McNally new commercial atlas map of Rhode Island -- at top right.
Plate no.: 599G.
Inset (10 x 11 cm.): Block Island.
Includes key to railroads numbered 20-119 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Rhode Island railroads.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Rhode Island. 1 map : col. ; 63 x 47 cm. Plate no.: 1015H.
Issued folded in accompanying index (15 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Rhode Island. Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1922.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Handstamp on front cover: Register of Copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.
'Feb. 6/20' -- in ms. on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 758 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Rhode Island - Maps - 1923 - Railroads\(\Rightarrow\)Block Island (R.I.) - Maps - 1923\(\Rightarrow\)Rhode Island - Maps - 1923 - Road maps\(\Rightarrow\)Road maps\(\Rightarrow\)Railroads - Maps

Rand McNally standard map of Rhode Island.

Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [1923].


1 map : col. ; 63 x 47 cm.

'The Rand McNally new commercial atlas map of Rhode Island' -- at top right.

Plate no.: 9R24.

Inset (10 x 11 cm.): Block Island.

Includes key to railroads numbered 20-119 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Rhode Island railroads.

On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Rhode Island. 1 map : col. ; 63 x 47 cm. Plate no.: 1015H.

Issued folded in accompanying index (15 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Rhode Island. Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1924.

Uniform title: Shippers guide.

Handstamp on front cover: Register of Copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 762 (PrCt)

Rhode Island - Maps - 1925 - Railroads\(\Rightarrow\)Block Island (R.I.) - Maps - 1925\(\Rightarrow\)Rhode Island - Maps - 1925 - Road maps\(\Rightarrow\)Road maps\(\Rightarrow\)Railroads - Maps

Rand McNally standard map of Rhode Island.


1 map : col. ; 63 x 47 cm.

Plate no.: 8R24.

Inset (10 x 11 cm.): Block Island.

Includes key to railroads numbered 20-119 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Rhode Island railroads.

On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Rhode Island. 1 map : col. ; 63 x 47 cm. Plate no.: 2N24.

Issued folded in accompanying index (17 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Rhode Island. San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1925.

Uniform title: Shippers guide.

Handstamp on front cover: Register of Copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.

'/3/26/25' -- in ms. on front cover.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 763 (PrCt)
Rhode Island - Maps - 1930 - Road maps

Rhode Island - Maps - 1930 - Road maps

Rhode Island - Maps - 1931 - Road maps

Rhode Island - Maps - 1931 - Road maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Pocket maps -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

Cover title: Rand McNally pocket maps: Rhode Island: counties, cities, towns, auto roads, railroads, city maps, hotels, 1930 census

Uniform title: Pocket maps

Folded map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet: back to back, col. ; 64 x 47 cm. and 53 x 68 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of Rhode Island. Plate nos. "No.1.38S" and "7R30". Includes key to railroads and inset map of Block Island (10 x 11 cm.) -- Rand McNally official 1931 auto road map: Massachusetts, Connecticut, & Rhode Island. Plate no. M-1010.

Index includes maps of Providence and Woonsocket (p. 14-16).

Cover art: Cars on road alongside passenger train.

"50c" -- printed on front cover.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).

RMcN Pocket 4C 233 (PrCt)

Rhode Island - Maps - 1932 - Road maps

Rhode Island - Maps - 1932 - Road maps

State of Rhode Island highway map. 1932 / issued by State Board of Public Roads ... New York: General Drafting Co. Inc., 1932.

Authors: Rhode Island. State Board of Public Roads -- General Drafting Company -- Rhode Island. Board of Public Roads SEE Rhode Island. State Board of Public Roads

1 map : col. ; 58 x 45 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: 1932 highway map of Rhode Island: showing the state highway system and principal connecting roads

Insets (5 x 6 cm. and 8 x 8 cm.): Providence R.I -- Block Island.

Maps on verso (19 cm. in diam. and 24 x 19 cm. or smaller): [Providence] -- Woonsocket -- Westerly -- Providence [Region] -- Newport.

Panel art: Rhode Island state emblem and photo of State House.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 192.16 (PrCt)

Rhode Island - Maps - 1933 - Road maps - Pictorial maps

Newport and the historic island of Rhode Island. On the scenic route to Sakonnet, Cape Cod and New England's greatest seaside resorts. Bristol, R.I: Mount Hope Bridge Corporation, c1923.

Authors: Mount Hope Bridge Corp. (Bristol, R.I.) -- Haley, John W. -- Hetherington, H. W. -- J. C. Hall Company (Providence, R.I.) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Hall (J.C.) Company, Providence, R.I. SEE J. C. Hall Company, Providence, R.I.

1 map : col. ; 43 x 64 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Mount Hope Bridge: Bristol, Rhode Island ... / arranged by John W. Haley, R.I. historian; designed by H.W. Hetherington; lithographed by the J. C. Hall Company, Prov. R.I.

"This folder copyrighted in 1933 by Mount Hope Bridge Corporation, Bristol, R.I."

Maps on verso (31 x 43 cm. or smaller): Newport's famous ten mile drive along the ocean front, showing the locations of the beautiful summer residences of many prominent people -- [Road map of New England] -- [Road map of Rhode Island]

Panel art: Illustration of Indian gesturing towards the Mount Hope Bridge, with an inset image of the "ancient treadmill ferry."

Previously bound with a collection of pictorial maps in binders labeled "Points of Interest."

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 90.17 (PrCt)
Added title: 1934 highway map of Rhode Island:
Panel title.
1 map : John G. c1934.
Providence, R.I. Providence Lithograph Co., State of Rhode Island highway map, 1934 /
Maps Road maps<<>>Providence Region (R.I.) maps<<>>Providence (R.I.)
Rhode Island RMcN AE 90.19 (PrCt)
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4935 (PrCt)

Rhode Island - Maps - 1933 - Road maps<<<>>Providence (R.I.) - Maps - 1933 - Road maps<<<>>Providence Region (R.I.) - Maps - 1933 - Road maps<<<>>Road maps State of Rhode Island highway map, 1933 / issued by State Board of Public Roads ...
Rutherford, N.J. George S. Lee & Co., Inc., recreation maps, 1933.
1 map : col. ; 57 x 45 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: 1933 highway map of Rhode Island : showing the state highway system and principal connecting roads
Insets (5 x 6 cm. and 8 x 8 cm.): Providence R.I -- Block Island.
Maps on verso (16 cm. in diam. and 24 x 19 cm. or smaller): Providence civic center -- Providence metropolitan area -- City of Woonsocket -- Town of Westerly -- City of Newport.
Panel art: Rhode Island state emblem and photo of State House.
Handstamped "Received May 6 1935."
Signed "Brink" in ms. beneath stamp.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 189.37 (PrCt)

Rhode Island - Maps - 1965 - Road maps<<<>>Providence (R.I.) - Maps - 1965 - Road maps<<<>>Road maps Rhode Island ... official highway map.
Providence, R.I. Federated Lithographers-Printers, Inc., [1965?].
Authors: Rhode Island Development Council -- Rhode Island. Dept. of Public Works -- Federated Lithographers-Printers -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 84 x 57 cm., folded to 22 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"Prepared and issued by Rhode Island Development Council ... in co-operation with Department of Public Works ..." -- back panel.
Added title: Rhode Island highway map.
Plate no. FLP65.
Insets (13 x 10 cm. and 8 x 9 cm.): New Shoreham -- Chart key.
Maps on verso (27 x 43 cm. and smaller): Central Providence -- Newport -- Westerly -- Cranston, Warwick -- Woonsocket -- Pawtucket, Central Falls.
Panel art: Color photograph of the Rhode Island capitol building.
Handstamp: Received from [blank], May (?) 1965,
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Possibly an inaccurate view, since some of the woodcuts in this volume were used for more than one town.

VAULT folio Ayer 7 .M8 1552, p. 991 (PrCt)

66726 Rhodes (Greece : Island) - History - Siege, 1522 - Maps—Rhodes (Greece : Island) - Maps - 1522

Die schroer belegerung der Insel undn Stat Rodis Anno 1522. [Munich : H. Schmidt, [1930?]].
Authors: Beham, Hans Sebald, 1500-1550 -- Newberry Library. John M. Wing Foundation
1 view ; 29 x 40 cm.
Facsimile of view originally published Nuremberg, 1522, in the collections of the Staatlichen Museen, Berlin.
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.
Wing oversize facsimile ZX 5471 .001, no. 289 (PrCt)

66727 Rhodes (Greece : Island) - Maps - 1522-1574—Rhodi Island (Greece) SEE
Rhodes (Greece : Island)
Rhodi insula et citta memorabile, et piu di tutte le altre nobile ... lo anno 1522 ... [Venice?]
Giovanni Francesco Camocio?], 1522 [i.e. 1574?].
Authors: Camocio, Giovanni Francesco, 16th cent. -- Camocio, Giovanni Francesco, 16th cent. [Isole famose porti, fortezze, et terre maritime sottoposte alla Ser.ma Sig.ria di Venetia ad altri principi christiani, et al Sig.or Turco] [1574?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 20 x 16 cm.
Naval ships and relief shown pictorially.
In atlas lacking title page: Camocio, Giovanni Francesco. [Isole famose porti, fortezze, et terre maritime sottoposte alla Ser.ma Sig.ria di Venetia ad altri principi christiani, et al Sig.or Turco, nouame[n]te poste in luce] [Venice? : Alla libraría del segno di S. Marco? ; G.F. Camocio?, 1574?], [plate 41].
Manuscript no. 41 at lower right.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
VAULT Baskes folio G1955 .C3 1574, [plate 41] (PrCt)

66728 Rhodes (Greece : Island) - Maps - 1565
Rhodus insula Carpatij maris, olim Ophiusa ... [Venice? s.n., ca. 1565].
Authors: Lange, Otto, 1879-1944 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 267 x 202 mm. (neat line), 269 x 204 mm. (plate mark)
Possibly by the same engraver as an anonymous map of Corfu, also without imprint: Corcyra, ante Scheria dicta, insula ist in mari ionio ... [Novacco 2F 189]. See F. Borroni Salvadori, Carte, piante e stampe storiche delle raccolte Lafreriane della Biblioteca nazionale di Firenze (1980) p. 40, no. 112.
In uppercase and oversize lettering at center: Rhodvs.
Relief shown pictorially.
Bella and Bella, Cartografia rara ... dalla collezione Franco Novacco (1986) p. 116, no. 108.
Tooley 463.
Ex Lange.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
b137 Novacco 2F 201 (PrCt)

66729 Rhodes (Greece : Island) - Maps - 1570
Rhodus insula Carpatij maris, olim Ophiusa ... [Venice? : Claudio Duchsfo formis, 1570].
Authors: Duchetti, Claudio, fl. 1554-1585 -- Forlani, Paolo -- C.E. Rappaport (Firm) -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 289 x 206 mm. (neat line), 293 x 210 mm. (plate mark)
In uppercase and oversize lettering at center: Rhodvs.
Relief shown pictorially.
Illegible three word phrase, beginning with the letter 'N', written in manuscript below plate mark.
Woodward 91.
Tooley 465.
Ex Rappaport.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
b139 Novacco 2F 202 (PrCt)

66730 Rhodes (Greece : Island) - Maps - 1570
Rhod. [s.l. s.n.], 1570.
Authors: Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; hand col. ; 262 x 179 mm. (neat line), 264 x 181 mm. (plate mark)
Title in uppercase lettering along the northern coast of the island.
Relief shown pictorially.
Binding stub on verso.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
b138 Novacco 2F 55 (PrCt)

66731 Rhodes (Greece : Island) - Maps - 1970—Dodekanesos (Greece) - Maps - 1970—Rhodes (Greece : Island) - Pictorial works - 1970—Dodekanesos (Greece) -
Pictorial works - 1970


66733 Rhodes (Greece) - Maps - 1570 Rhodvs. [S.I. s.n., ca. 1570?]. Authors: C.E. Rappaport (Firm) -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 195 x 260 mm. (neat line), on sheet remargined to 258 x 304 mm. Relief shown pictorially. Ex Rappaport. Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library). b140 Novacco 2F 197 (PrCt)

66734 Rhodes (Greece) - Maps - 1570 - Military operations Rodi. [S.I. s.n., ca. 1570?]. Authors: Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 203 x 260 mm. (plate mark), on sheet 291 x 356 mm. Details naval and military actions between Christian and Turkish forces on Rhodes. Relief shown pictorially. Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library). m14 Novacco 2F 200 (PrCt)

66735 Rhodes (Greece) - Maps - 1574<>Rodii Citta (Greece) SEE Rhodes (Greece) Rodi citta. [Venice? Giovanni Francesco Camocio?, 1574?]. Authors: Camocio, Giovanni Francesco, 16th cent. -- Camocio, Giovanni Francesco, 16th cent. [Isole famose porti, fortezze, e terre maritime sottoposte alla Ser.ma Sig.ria di Venetia ad altri principi cristiani, et al Sig.or Turco] [1574?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 16 x 20 cm. Naval ships and city shown pictorially. Oriented with north at right. In atlas lacking title page: Camocio, Giovanni Francesco. [Isole famose porti, fortezze, e terre maritime sottoposte alla Ser.ma Sig.ria di Venetia ad altri principi cristiani, et al Sig.or Turco, nouame[n]te poste in luce] [Venice? : Alla libraria del segno di S. Marco? ; G.F. Camocio?, 1574?], [plate 42]. Manuscript no. 42 at upper right. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library. VAULT Baskes folio G1955 .C3 1574, [plate 42] (PrCt)


66737 Rhodes (Greece) - Pictorial works - 1538 Rodes. [France? s.n., 1538 or later]. Authors: Ludwig Rosenthal's Antiquariat -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library) 1 view ; on sheet 246 x 404 mm. Title in uppercase at center left. Place of publication and date derived from watermark; see C. M. Briquet, Les Filigranes (1968 ed.) v. 4, no. 9863. Tower in foreground adjacent to labelled banner: Tunis Sancti Nicolai. View from the sea.
Manuscript note at top: Doy à prestre Henry?
un gram et demy argent
Verso includes 2 lines of illegible manuscript
notes.
Ex Rosenthal.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map
Collection (Newberry Library).
b136
Novacco 2F 196 (PrCt)

66738  Rhôn (Germany) - Maps - 1912
Die Rhôn : praktischer Reiseführer. Berlin : A.
Goldschmidt, 1912.
Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag
-- Hosfeld, Oskar -- Kraeft, Leopold
-- Goldschmidt, Albert -- Schneider -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
(folded) ; 16 cm.
'Bearbeitet von Prof. Dr. Hosfeld.'
'Mit zwei Karten.'
Laid in: map from Schneider Rhönführer. Map at
end loose.
Maps lithographed by Leopold Kraatz.
Includes index.
Series: Grieben's Reiseführer ; Bd. 162
Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 162 (1912) (NLO)

66739 Rhôn (Germany) - Maps - 1955<->Hassberge
(Germany) - Maps - 1955
Die Rhôn und die Hassberge. München [Munich]
: K. Thiemig, [1955].
Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag
-- Karl Thiemig AG -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
125 p. : 2 maps (some col., some folded) ; 17 cm.
Map inside front cover.
Folded map in pocket.
Includes index.
Series: Grieben-Reiseführer ; Bd. 162
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 162 (1955) (NLO)

66740 Rhôn-Alpes (France) - Maps - 1706
La Bresse, le Bugey, le Valromay, la principauté
Authors: Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?--1712
-- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry
Library). III:G47
1 map ; 62 x 44 cm.
2645
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map
Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G5833.R6 1706 J3 (PrCt)

66741 Rhôn-Alpes (France) - Maps - 1923<->Provence-Alpes-Côte d'Azur
(France) - Maps - 1923<->Rhône River Valley
(Switzerland and France) - Maps -
1923<->Cévennes Mountains (France) -
Maps - 1923
Vallée du Rhône, Cévennes : Lyonnais, Velay,
Vivarais, Gorges du Tarn : 33 cartes et 31 plans /
publié sous la direction de Marcel Monmarché.
Authors: Monmarché, Marcel, 1872-1945
-- Paillon, Maurice, b. 1855 -- Hermann, L., active
1906-1939 -- Thuillier, Louis -- Bonnesseur, Ch.
-- Rabin, A. -- Guides bleus -- Hachette (Firm) --
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
lx, 541 p. : 64 maps and plans (some col., some
folded) ; 16 cm.
Rev. / par Maurice Paillon.
Maps by L. Hermann, L. Thuillier, Ch.
Bonneisseur, A. Rabin.
 Imperfect: missing 1 (of 2) folded maps from
pocket.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [x]-x) and
index.
Map on endpaper.
Dust jacket.
Series: Guides bleus
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G84 Rhône (1923) (NLO)

66742 Rhône-Alpes (France) - Maps -
1927<->Provence-Alpes-Côte d'Azur
(France) - Maps - 1927<->Rhône River Valley
(Switzerland and France) - Maps -
1927<->Cévennes Mountains (France) -
Maps - 1927
Vallée du Rhône, Cévennes : Lyonnais, Velay,
Vivarais, Gorges du Tarn / publié sous la
direction de Marcel Monmarché. Paris : Hachette,
1927.
Authors: Monmarché, Marcel, 1872-1945
-- Paillon, Maurice, b. 1855 -- Hermann, L., active
1906-1939 -- Thuillier, Louis -- Guides bleus --
Hachette (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
lxxi, 563 p. : 66 maps and plans (some col., some
folded) ; 16 cm.
[Nouv. éd.] / refondue par Maurice Paillon
'Changements et nouveautés ... 1929 ' : 3 p.
inserted after p. [liv] ; 1929 printing.
'33 cartes et 33 plans.'
Maps by L. Hermann, L. Thuillier.
Map on endpaper, folded col. map in pocket.
Includes indexes.
Series: Guides bleusVallée du Rhône, Cévennes,
Gorges du Tarn
Bookseller's label: Librairie Hachette, Paris, 40f.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G84 Rhône (1927) (NLO)

66743 Rhône (France) - Maps - 1659<->Loire
(France) - Maps - 1659
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667
-- Mariette, Pierre, 1603-1657 -- Johan Gabriel
Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G77
1 map : hand col. ; 35 x 52 cm.
Added titles: Partie du dioecese et archevesche
de Lyon -- Eslectons de Roanne et de

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
From Geographical journal 131 (1965): [447]-462. 2 plates.

Vert 224 (PrCt)


Authors: Harvey, P. D. A. -- Ricardus, de Bello, fl. 1276-1312

xxii, 434 p. : ill. (some col.), maps ; 26 cm.

The map is attributed to Richard of Bello.


LC Card Number: 2007405082
ISBN 0712347607 ; 9780712347600

GA304.R5 H47 2006 (NLO)

Vert 1428 (PrCt)


Authors: Moir, A. L. -- Hereford Cathedral

4 p. : maps ; 22 cm.

BHC 1860

Vert 1428 (PrCt)

66752 Ricci, Matteo, 1552-1610


Authors: Spence, Jonathan D. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

xiv, 350 p. : map ; 20 cm.


Includes bibliographical references (p. 319-337) and index.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes BV3427.R46 S66 1985 (NLO)

66753 Ricci, Matteo, 1552-1610 - Bibliography

Bibliography: the Imago Mundi of Matteo Ricci. [Chicago, 1974?].

Authors: Foss, Theodore Nicholas

11 leaves ; 28 cm.

Xerox copy of typescript.

BHC 1307

Vert 914 (PrCt)

66754 Ricci, Matteo, 1552-1610 - Exhibitions - Cartography - China - Exhibitions - Jesuit cartography


Authors: Mignini, Filippo -- Bennewitz, Beate -- Museum für Ostasiatische Kunst (Berlin, Germany)

199 p. : ill. (some col.) ; 27 cm.

'Herausgegeben von Filippo Mignini.' German translation by Beate Bennewitz, Heike Herzog, Reinhard Sauer.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Catalog of an exhibition of Chinese art, maps, manuscripts, clothing, bronzes, porcelain, ceramics, and navigational instruments dating from the 14th-20th centuries, relating to the Jesuit Father Matteo Ricci, mounted at the Museum für Ostasiatische Kunst in Berlin, Germany, between June 9 and Aug. 27, 2005. Ricci was assigned to the Jesuit mission in China, where he lived and worked in Nanking and Peking for 27 years between 1583 and his death in 1610. He translated Christopher Clavius' works on geometry and trigonometry into Chinese, and in 1584 and 1600 published the first maps of China ever available to the West. He introduced trigonometric and astronomical instruments to the Chinese, and wrote books on the astrolabe, the sphere, measures and isoperimetrics. But especially important was his Chinese version of the first six books of Euclid's Elements, entitled A first textbook of geometry, written in collaboration with one of his pupils.


Includes bibliographical references (p. 187-189).


66757 Rice County (Minn.) - Maps - 1900 - Landowners - Indexes - Maps
Authors: North West Publishing Co. -- Dalby, John -- Minnesota Genealogical Society
1 v. ; 28 cm.
Edited by John Dalby
folio G1428 R6 N635 1900 (NLO)

66758 Rice County (Minn.) - Maps - 1976 - Landowners - Counties - Maps
Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Rice County Farmers Union (Minn.) -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (44 p.) : 15 maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
"Sponsored by Rice County Farmers Union."
Includes index to owner's and business directory.
"Rev. 1976."
Scale [1:50,688]. 1 1/4 in. = 1 mi.
Coordinates: (W 93°33'--W 93°01'/N 44°35'--N 44°10').
Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

66759 Richard, of Wallingford, 1292-1336 - Astronomical instruments - Medieval
Authors: Henwood, George -- Wallingford Museum
40 p. : illus. ; 21 cm.
Includes discussion of his astrolabe, "Great clock," and "Rectangulus."
To Collection Services for cataloging, April 2011 (PrCt)

66760 Richardson County (Neb.) - Maps - 1913 - Landowners - Counties - Maps
Standard atlas of Richardson County, Nebraska, including a plat book of the villages, cities and townships of the county. Map of the State, United States and World ... Chicago : Geo. A. Ogle & Co., 1913.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Scale [1:50,688]. 1 1/4 in. to 1 mile. Advertisements on covers and interspersed. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection at the Newberry Library.


### Richland County (Ill.) - Maps - 1980 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps


**Authors:** Rockford Map Publishers -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)


**LC Card Number:** 81675685


### Richland County (Ohio) - Maps - 1856 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps

**[Richland County (Ohio) - 1856: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche], [Washington, D.C.]: LC G&M Division, [1893?].**


**Microfiche 583, no. 668 (PrCr)**

### Richland County (Ohio) - Maps - 1873 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps

**Atlas map of Richland County, Ohio. Chicago: Andreas, 1873.**

**Authors:** Andreas, A. T. (Alfred Theodore), 1839-1900

1 atlas ; 46 cm. Phillips 2411.

**oversize G 10892 .035 (NLO)**

### Richland County (Ohio) - Maps - 1873 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps

**Atlas map of Richland County, Ohio. Evansville, Ind. Unigraphic, 1977.**

**Authors:** Andreas, A. T. (Alfred Theodore), 1839-1900 -- Dewalt, John -- Henney, Mary Jane -- Unigraphic (Evansville, Ind.)


**folio G1398.R5 A5 1873a, no. 1 (NLO)**

### Richland County (Ohio) - Maps - 1896 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps

**The County of Richland, Ohio : an imperial atlas and art folio including chronological chart, statistical tables and description of surveys. Evansville, Ind. Unigraphic, 1977.**

**Authors:** Rerick Brothers (Richmond, Ind.) -- Unigraphic (Evansville, Ind.)


78-41810

**folio G1398.R5 A5 1873a no. 2 (NLO)**

### Richland County (S.C.) - Maps - 1750 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>>Wateree River Valley (S.C.) - Maps - 1750 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>>South Carolina - Maps - 1750 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles

**Sketch map of the rivers Santee, Congaree, Wateree, Saludee, &c., with the road to the Cuttauboes [ca. 1750?].**

**[19-].**


**folio Ayer 136 .H91 1914 ser. 3, v. 1, pl. 25-26 (PrCr)**

### Richland County (S.C.) - Maps - 1825 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps

**Richland District, South Carolina. [Baltimore : F. Lucas Jr.], 1825.**


1 map ; 47 x 60 cm.
Surveyed by Marmaduke Coate, 1820. Improved for Mills’ atlas, 1825.’
In: Mills, Robert. Atlas of the state of South Carolina ... (Baltimore : F. Lucas, Jr., [1825]) pl. [24].

oversize Ayer 135 .M6 1825 pl. [24] (PrCt)

Richland County (S.C.) - Maps - 1897 - Landowners

Authors: Brasswell, M. L. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 33 x 35 in. Scale 1:63,360.
Originally published 1897.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps: Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps

Microfiche 583, no. 842 (PrCt)

Richland County (Wisc.) - Maps - 1919 - Landowners

Standard atlas of Richland County, Wisconsin : including a plat book of the villages, cities and townships of the county : map of the state, United States and world, patrons directory, reference business directory and departments devoted to general information, analysis of the system of U.S. land surveys, digest of the system of civil government, etc., etc. / compiled and published by Geo. A. Ogle & Co. Chicago : Geo. A. Ogle & Co., 1919.
Authors: Geo. A. Ogle & Co. -- George F. Cram Company -- Orton, Joan J. -- Wolfe, Steve A. -- Kuykendall, Boyd -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (61, xxii p.) : ill., 40 hand col. maps (some folded), ports. : 45 cm.
Township maps of scale 2 in. to 1 mile.
Imperfect: lacking map of Twin Bluffs; map of Westford Township damaged.
Includes patrons directory, indexes, and advertisements.
Includes supplement (p. i-xxii): Analysis of the system of United States land surveys ; Digest of the system of civil government ; General information on banking and business methods ; Chronological arrangement of ancient, medieval and modern history.
Scales differ.
Illustrated bookplate of Joan J. Orton.

Owner’s inscription: Steve A. Wolfe, February 6, 1921.
Former owner: Boyd Kuykendall.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G4123.5G46 1919 .O3 (NLO)

Richland County (Wis.) - Maps - 1977 - Landowners

Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Richland County 4-H Leaders Development Committee (Wis.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (36 p.) : 18 maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
Scale of township maps [ca. 1:50,688]
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G4123.5G46 1977 .R58 (NLO)

Richland Parish (La.) - Maps - 1860 - Landowners

Authors: McCerren, Landry & Powell -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 40.5 x 30 in. Scale 1:75,000.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps: Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps

Microfiche 583, no. 251 (PrCt)

Richmond County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1668-1712 - Staten Island (New York, N.Y.) - Maps - 1668-1712 - Landowners

Authors: Skene, Frederick -- Burrus, C. D. -- McAroy, Everard -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: Blueprint, 2 parts, 40.5 x 25.5 in. each. Scale 1:18,000. Shows land ownership

Baskes oversize G4123.5G46 1919 .O3 (NLO)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

between 1668-1712. Compiled 1907; copied 1914.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 547 (PrCt)

[Richmond County (N.Y.) - 1780-1783: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche].
Authors: Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: Photocopy (positive) 22 x 16.5 in.
Scale:1:39,000. Originally compiled 1780-1783.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 548 (PrCt)

[Richmond County (N.Y.) - 1850: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche].
Authors: Sidney, J. C. -- Dripps, M. (Matthew) -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 27.5 x 39 in. Scale:1:26,000.
Originally published New York: M. Dripps, 1850.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 549 (PrCt)

[Richmond County (N.Y.) - 1859: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche].
Authors: Walling, Henry Francis, 1825-1888 -- Fox, D. A., fl. 1859 -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 55 x 55 in. Scale:1:15,840.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 550 (PrCt)

[Richmond County (N.Y.) - 1860: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche].
Authors: Higginson, J. H. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 17 x 18 in. Scale:1:63,360.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 551 (PrCt)

[Richmond County (N.Y.) - 1884: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche].
Authors: G.W. & C.B. Colton & Co. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 26 x 32.5 in. Scale:1:32,000.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 552 (PrCt)

[Richmond County (N.Y.) - 1887: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche].
Authors: J.B. Beers & Co. -- Library of Congress.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 2 sheets, 23.5 x 28.5 in. and 22.5 x 28.5 in. Scale:1:18,000. Originally published 1887.
Microfiche 583, no. 553 (PrCt)

Authors: J.B. Beers & Co. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 4 parts; 2 are 38.5 x 29 in. each, and 2 are 38.5 x 27.5. Scale:1:18,000. Originally published New York: J. B. Beers & Co., 1887.
Microfiche 583, no. 554 (PrCt)

66787 Richmond (N.S. : County) - Maps - 1864 - Landowners<>Landowners - Maps Topographical township map of Richmond County... [Halifax, N.S. Nova Scotia Department of Lands and Forests, 1981].
Authors: Church, A. F. (Ambrose Finson), 1836-1920 -- Church, Harold A. -- Canada Bank Note Co. (Montréal, Québec)
1 map : on 2 sheets 90 x 168 cm. or smaller.
Facsimile of map originally published 1864; reproduced from original in Department of Lands and Forests, Halifax, N. S.
Scale ca. 1:63,360.
Shows landowners in towns as well as rural areas; includes business directories, town insets. Includes inset of Nova Scotia.
M293 map6F G3421.G46 1864 .C5 Richmond (PrCt)

66788 Richmond Region (Va.) - Maps - 1862<>Peninsular Campaign, 1862 - Maps<>United States - History - Civil War, 1861-1865 - Maps Johnson's map of the vicinity of Richmond, and Peninsular Campaign in Virginia ... / compiled from the official maps of the War Department.

Authors: Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884 -- United States. War Department -- Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884 Johnson's new illustrated family atlas of the world ... (1869) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 45 x 67 cm.
"Entered according to act of Congress in the year 1862, by A.J. Johnson in the Clerk's Office of the District Court of the United States for the Southern District of New York."
Identifies battle sites and Union army movements.
In: Johnson, Alvin Jewett. Johnson's new illustrated family atlas of the world ... (New York : A.J. Johnson, publisher, 1869), [plate 21]
Sheet corners numbered 42 and 43.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library. 
Baskes oversize G1019 .J5 1869, [plate 21] (PrCt)

Authors: Hughes, W. C., 19th cent. -- Herline & Hensel
1 map ; 54 x 63 cm. fold. to 31 cm.
Scale 1:91,238; 9 miles to 1/4 inches. Mutilated: part of title wanting.
folio G 10834 .4 (NLO)

Authors: Byrd, William, 1674--1744 -- Historic Urban Plans (Firm) -- Library of Congress
1 map ; 23 x 28 cm.
Facsimile of 1737 manuscript in the Library of Congress.
75-10843 M1150 map1F G3884 .R5G46 1737 E9 1974 (PrCt)

Authors: Latrobe, Benjamin Henry, 1764--1820 -- Historic Urban Plans (Firm) -- Library of Congress
1 map : col. ; 33 x 50 cm.
Facsimile of 1798 manuscript in the Library of Congress.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4566 (PrCt)

66799 Richmond (Va.) - Maps - 1969 - Road maps<<>>Richmond Region (Va.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps<<>> Road maps
Richmond street and vicinity maps / Texaco.
Authors: Texaco, inc. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 80 x 75 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Richmond street map
Plate no. 66802
Insets (15 x 16 cm. and 27 x 18 cm.): Downtown Richmond -- Richmond, Petersburg and vicinity.
Panel art: Gulf logo with 2 vertical stripes.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1320 (PrCt)

66801 Richmond (Va.) - Maps - 1971 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 80 x 75 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Richmond street map
Plate no. 716426E-6
Insets (15 x 16 cm. and 27 x 18 cm.): Downtown Richmond -- Richmond, Petersburg and vicinity.
Panel art: Gulf logo with 2 vertical stripes.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3915 (PrCt)

66802 Richmond (Va.) - Maps - 1973-1974 - Road maps<<>>Richmond Region (Va.) - Maps - 1973-1974 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Richmond 1973 / Amoco Oil Company.
[Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Co., 1973 [i.e. 1974?].
Authors: Amoco Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Tempo Designs, Inc. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 81 x 75 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"1973 edition."
Also bears the imprint of Tempo Designs, Inc. of Chicago, Illinois.
Panel title.
Added title: Richmond street map
Plate no. 736426E-8
Insets (27 x 18 cm. and 16 x 16 cm.): Richmond, Petersburg, and vicinity -- Downtown Richmond.
Panel art: "American" gas logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2974 (PrCt)

66803 Richmond (Va.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps<<>>Richmond Region (N.Y.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Richmond / American Automobile Association.
Authors: American Automobile Association -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ;70 x 65 cm., on sheet 84 x 46 cm.
"1975 edition."
Panel title.
Added title: Richmond street map.
"Copyright © Rand McNally & Co .... ."
Plate no. 756426E-10.
Insets (16 x 16 cm. and 27 x 18 cm.): Downtown Richmond -- Richmond, Petersburg and vicinity.
Panel art: abstract street grid in red.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 75 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Chicago, Illinois."

Also bears imprint of Tempo Designs, Inc. of Chicago, Illinois. 

"Copyright © by Rand McNally & Co." Plate no. 756426E-10.

Insets (27 x 18 cm. and 16 x 16 cm.): Richmond, Petersburg and vicinity -- Downtown Richmond.

Panel art: Color illustration of "John Marshall house; equestrian George Washington" and Amoco logo.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011). 

RMcN Clients 4848 (PrCt)

66807 Richmond (Va.) - Maps - 1986 - Road maps<<>>Road maps


1 atlas (97 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.

$8.95

Uniform title: StreetFinder.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

ISBN 0-528-85085-7

RMcN StrFdr 1986 .R53 (PrCt)

66808 Richmond (Va.) - Maps - 1996 - Road maps<<>>Road maps


1 map : col. ; 76 x 62 cm. fold. to 32 x 23 cm.

New map innovation."

Laminated.

$9.95

Uniform title: StreetFinder.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

ISBN 0-528-97157-3

RMcN StrFdr 1996 .R53 (PrCt)

66809 Richmond (Va.) - Maps - 2001 - Road maps<<>>Henrico County (Va.) - Maps - 2001 - Road maps<<>>Chesterfield County (Va.) - Maps - 2001 - Road maps<<>>Road maps<<>>Counties - Maps

"Copyright © by Rand McNally & Co." Plate no. 756426E-10.

Insets (27 x 18 cm. and 16 x 16 cm.): Richmond, Petersburg and vicinity -- Downtown Richmond.

Panel art: Color illustration of "John Marshall house; equestrian George Washington" and Amoco logo.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011). 

RMcN Clients 4848 (PrCt)

66807 Richmond (Va.) - Maps - 1986 - Road maps<<>>Road maps


1 atlas (97 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.

$8.95

Uniform title: StreetFinder.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

ISBN 0-528-85085-7

RMcN StrFdr 1986 .R53 (PrCt)

66808 Richmond (Va.) - Maps - 1996 - Road maps<<>>Road maps


1 map : col. ; 76 x 62 cm. fold. to 32 x 23 cm.

New map innovation."

Laminated.

$9.95

Uniform title: StreetFinder.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

ISBN 0-528-97157-3

RMcN StrFdr 1996 .R53 (PrCt)

66809 Richmond (Va.) - Maps - 2001 - Road maps<<>>Henrico County (Va.) - Maps - 2001 - Road maps<<>>Chesterfield County (Va.) - Maps - 2001 - Road maps<<>>Road maps<<>>Counties - Maps

"Copyright © by Rand McNally & Co." Plate no. 756426E-10.

Insets (27 x 18 cm. and 16 x 16 cm.): Richmond, Petersburg and vicinity -- Downtown Richmond.

Panel art: Color illustration of "John Marshall house; equestrian George Washington" and Amoco logo.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011). 

RMcN Clients 4848 (PrCt)
Richmond (Va.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps

Richmond Region (Va.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps

Henrico County (Va.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps

Chesterfield County (Va.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps

Counties - Maps


1 atlas (various pagings.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.

"2nd edition" -- front cover.

$17.95

StreetFinder

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

ISBN 0528994867

RMcN StrFdr 2005 .R53 (PrCt)

Richmond (Va.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. EasyFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; fold. to 24 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Uniform title: EasyFinder Laminated.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

ISBN 0528994883

RMcN Road Map 2005 RicVA (PrCt)

Richmond (Va.) - Maps - 2009 - Road maps

Richmond Region (Va.) - Maps - 2009 - Road maps

Charles City County (Va.) - Maps - 2009 - Road maps

Chesterfield County (Va.) - Maps - 2009 - Road maps

Henrico County (Va.) (Va.) - Maps - 2009 - Road maps

King William County (Va.) - Maps - 2009 - Road maps

Prince George County (Va.) - Maps - 2009 - Road maps

Counties - Maps


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- NAVTEQ (Firm) -- Rand McNally and Company.

Street guide -- Rand McNally and Company.

StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (various pagings.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.

"3rd edition" -- front cover.

Cover title: Greater Richmond street guide : including Charles City, Chesterfield. Hanover, Henrico, King William and Prince George Counties

Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.

"$17.95" -- back cover

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

ISBN 0528874152

RMcN StrFdr 2009 .R53 (PrCt)


Authors: Passfield, Robert W. -- Fitzhenry & Whiteside -- Parks Canada

184 p. : ill. (some col.), maps ; 22 cm.

Issued also in French under title: Construction du canal Rideau.


LC Card Number: 82191880

ISBN 0889027064 ; 9780889027060

HE401.R5 P37 1982 (NLO)


Draft of the land [Ridgefield, Conn.], 1737-8. [1738?].

Authors: Main, H. P. -- Edward E. Ayer

Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 194

1 ms. map ; on sheet 313 x 553 mm.

Note on verso: This is the first map of the town of Ridgefield, Conn. and is to be given to the Conn. Historical Society, Hartford, Ct. May 23d, 1881. [Signed] H.P. [?] Main [?].

Shows various boundary and survey lines in the town of Ridgefield and Fairfield County, Conn. Identifies oblong tracts forming part of Ridgefield before being ceded as a portion of western Connecticut lands ceded to the state of New York in 1731. Lacking key to lettered sites on map.

Scale not given.

Pen-and-ink on paper backed by heavy paper.

Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 194. Ayer ms map proj 98.

VAULT drawer Ayer MS map 194 (NLO)
66815 Riga, Gulf of (Latvia and Estonia) - Maps - 1588 - Nautical charts
   Riga, Gulf of (Latvia and Estonia) - Maps - 1588 - Nautical charts
   Baltic Sea - Maps - 1588 - Nautical charts
   The Sea card of the sea coastes of Lyffland...
   about the great inham of the Ryghish...
   [Amsterdam : Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, 1966].
   Authors: Wagenaer, Lucas Janszoon, 1534 or 1546.
   London 1588 (Amsterdam : Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, 1966) map [36]
   Map Ref. oversize G1025 .T37 ser. 3, v. 2, map 613

66816 Riga, Gulf of (Latvia and Estonia) - Maps - 1588 - Nautical charts
   Riga, Gulf of (Latvia and Estonia) - Maps - 1588 - Nautical charts
   Baltic Sea - Maps - 1588 - Nautical charts
   Zee Caerte vande Custe van[ ]Lijffland begrepen
   Rontsom[m]e de grooten Ingham vand Rijgsche
   zee ...
   = Orae maritimarum Livoniae, ab
   compectentis Rigani maris sinum magn[u][m].
   [Leiden : F. Raphelengius ; C. Claesz, 1588].
   Authors: Waghaenaer, Lucas Janszoon, 1534 or 1546 -- Doetecam, Jan van -- Raphelengius, Franciscus, 1539-1597 -- Claesz, Cornelis, ca. 1546-1609 -- Waghaenaer, Lucas Janszoon, 1534 or 5-1606. Speculum nauticum super navigatione maris Occidentalis confectum, continens omnes oras maritimas Galliae, Hispaniae et praecipuarum partium Angliae (1588) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
   1 map ; 33 x 51 cm.
   Includes coastal profiles.
   Oriented with north at lower left.
   Descriptive text on verso (p. 37).
   In: Waghaenaer, Lucas Janszoon. Speculum nauticum super navigatione maris Occidentalis confectum, continens omnes oras maritimas Galliae, Hispaniae et praecipuarum partium Angliae (Leiden : Inde Plantijnsche druckerye by Francoys van Ravelengien, voor Cornelis Claess .... , 1588) map [38].
   Vault oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 3, pl. 43 (PrCt)

66817 Riga (Latvia) - Pictorial works - 1552 - Woodcuts
   Riga. [Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552].
   Authors: Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552. Cosmographiae universalis ... (1552) -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
   1 view : woodcut ; 10 x 16 cm., on sheet 32 x 21 cm.
   Title banner and 2 coats-of-arms at top of woodcut.
   Principal buildings identified.
   In: Münster, Sebastian. Cosmographiae universalis ... (Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552), p. 788.
   Vault oversize Ayer 7 .M8 1552, p. 788 (PrCt)

66818 Riga (Latvia) - Pictorial works - 1620
   Riga, per commode ad Duna. amnem sita...
   [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
   Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
   1 view : hand col. ; 17 x 41 cm.
   Derived from a 1550 woodcut by Sebastian Münster; see R.A. Skelton's Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.
   Added title at top: Riga die haupttstatt in Linsslant.
   On same sheet with: Mons Regivs, Prvssiae sive Borvssiae ... .
   Latin letterpress text on verso under titles: Mons Regivs -- Riga.
   Vault oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 3, pl. 43 (PrCt)

66819 Riga (Latvia) - Pictorial works - 1657
   Riga. [Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657].
   Authors: Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664 -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Illustriorvm principumque urbiub septentrionalium Europae tabulae [1657] -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Theatrurn urbium (1657)
   1 view : hand col. ; 40 x 50 cm.
   Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Riga.
   In: Jansson, Jan. Illustriorvm principumque urbiub septentrionalium Europae tabulae, v. 1, [plate 34].
   Issued in volume 1 of 8 in Jansson's townbook atlases, collectively known as the Theatrurn urbium (Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657).
   Case oversize G 117 .452, v. 1, [plate 34] (PrCt)

66820 Riga (Latvia) - Pictorial works - 1657
   Authors: Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552. Cosmographiae universalis ... (1552) -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
   1 view : woodcut ; 10 x 16 cm., on sheet 32 x 21 cm.
   Title banner and 2 coats-of-arms at top of woodcut.
   Principal buildings identified.
   In: Münster, Sebastian. Cosmographiae universalis ... (Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552), p. 788.
   Vault oversize Ayer 7 .M8 1552, p. 788 (PrCt)
Riga, percommode ad Duna. amnem sita ...
[Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657].

Authors: Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664 -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Illustratorium principiumque urbiwm septentrionalium Europae tabulae [1657] -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Theatrum urbiwm (1657)
1 view : hand col. ; 16 x 41 cm.
Added title at top: Riga die hauptstatt in Linsslant.
On same sheet with: Mons Regivs; Prvssiae sive Borvssiae ... .
Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Riga.
In: Jansson, Jan. Illustriorvm principiumque urbiwm septentrionalium Europae tabulae, v. 1, [plate 35].
Issued in volume 1 of 8 in Jansson's townbook atlases, collectively known as the Theatrum urbiwm (Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657).
References: Krogt, Peter van der. Koeman's urbium (Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657).

doctoris in Genn. 1657.

Authors: Vries, Dirk de, 1938- [1], 8 leaves ; 30 cm.
BHC 1590
Vert 1177 (PrCt)

123 p. : ill. (some col.) ; 24 x 21 cm.
Catalogue of an exhibition held at the Museum te 's-Gravenhage, from 15 June to 10 September 1989, in conjunction with the 13th International Conference on the History of Cartography. Includes bibliographical references.
ISBN 9061943779
GA193.6 .K33 1989 (NLO)

66825 Rijksuniversiteit Te Leiden. Vossius Map Collection - Vossius, Isaac, 1618-1689 - Map collections
The Vossius map collection. 1981.
1 leaf.
Abstract of paper presented at IX Int. Conf. on Hist. of Cart., Italy, 1981.
Vert 551, no.1 (PrCt)

Authors: Rijksuniversiteit te Gent. Bibliotheek -- Milis-Prroost, Greta -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
9, 463 p. ; 25 cm.
Includes index.
Series: Rijksuniversiteit te Gent. Centrale bibliotheek. Bijdragen tot de bibliotheekwetenschap ; 3
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copy: 5A 2437
Baskets Z6028 .G5 (NLO)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
66827

Rijnland (Netherlands) - Maps - 1615


Authors: Balthasar, Floris, 1562 or 3-1616 -- Berckenrode, Balthasar Florisz. van, 1591 or 2-1645 -- Fockema Andreae, S. J. (Sybrandus Johannes), 1904-1968 -- Nijhoff, Martinus, 1894-1953 -- Rijnland (Netherlands).

Hoogheemraadschap -- Berckenrode, Floris Balthasar van, 1562 or 3-1616 SEE Balthasar, Floris, 1562 or 3-1616
10 p., 3 leaves : diagr., ill. (coats of arms) + 1 map 168 x 163 cm. on 20 sheets each 42 x 54 cm.

Facsimile of original published Delft, 1615.

Much of the engraving was done by Balthasar Floriszoon van Berckenrode, son of Floris Balthasar.

Scale [ca. 1:25,000].

In portfolio.

Includes bibliographical footnotes.

10 p., 3 leaves : diagr., ill. (coats of arms) + 1 map 168 x 163 cm. on 20 sheets each 42 x 54 cm.

xii, 171 p. ; 25 cm.

Includes index.

Map Ref Z6028 .U87 (NLO)

66828

Rijnland (Netherlands) - Maps - 1682<<>>Hoogheemraadschap Amstelland (Netherlands) - Maps - 1682<<>>Amstelland (Netherlands) SEE Hoogheemraadschap Amstelland (Netherlands)

Rhenolandia, Amstelandia et circumjacentia aliquor territoria. Amsterdam : C. Allard, [1682?].

Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1648 -- Frederik de Wit, ca. 1700?.

In: Allard, Carel. Atlas minor sive tabulae geographicae proecipuorum regnorum regionum, insularum, provincialium, etc. (Amsterdam : C. Allard, 1682?) pl. 75.

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .A4 A pl. 75 (PrCt)

66829

Rijnland (Netherlands) - Maps - 1700<<>>Hoogheemraadschap Amstelland (Netherlands) - Maps - 1700

Rhenolandia, Amstelandia et circumjacentia aliquor territoria, cum aegeribus omnibus ... [Amsterdam : Frederik de Wit, ca. 1700?].

Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Hude, Johannes, 17th cent. -- Wit, Frederik de -- Wit, Frederik de Atlas [ca. 1700?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 45 x 55 cm.

Dedication at upper right to 'D. Johanni Hudde.' Oriented with north at upper right.


VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .W8 A no. [117] (PrCt)

66830

Rijnland (Netherlands) - Maps - 1745<<>>Holland (Netherlands : Province) - Maps - 1745

Nieuwe kaart van het Hoogheemraadschap van Rijnland, als mede van Amstelland en het Waterschap van Woerden ... te Amst. [Amsterdam] : by Is. Tirion, 1745.

Authors: Tirion, Isaak -- Tirion, Isaak. Nieuwe en beknopte hand-atlas ... (1748 [i.e. 1769?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 33 x 36 cm.

Verso numbered "N 48" in manuscript.

In: Tirion, Isaak. Nieuwe en beknopte hand-atlas ... (Amsterdam : Isaak Tirion, 1744 [i.e. 1769?]), plate [48].

oversize Ayer 135 .T55 1744, plate [48] (PrCt)

66831

Rimini (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1620

Arminvm Validvm et Myntvm Romandi olae opp. [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].

Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 view : hand col. ; 31 x 46 cm.

Anonymous view.

Added title at top in uppercase lettering : Rimini. Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Arminvm.


VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 4, plate 48 (PrCt)

66832

Ringgold County (Iowa) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps


Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960- -- Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)

208 p. : maps ; 28 cm.

1st ed.

'Deluxe edition.'

Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).

‘3 maps per township: homesteads & other land

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.’ Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surname for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).
Includes indexes.
Series: Family maps
ISBN 142030786X ; 9781420307863
Local History Ref F627.R5 B69 2007 (NLO)

66833 Ringgold County (Iowa) - Maps - 1977

Landowners<->Counties - Maps<->Landowners - Maps
Authors: Directory Service Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (36 p.) : 19 maps ; 25 cm.
Cover title.
Scale not given.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

66834 Ringmann, Matthias, 1481 or 2-1510

Authors: Schmidt, Charles, 1812-1895 -- Mémoires de la Société d'archéologie lorraine et du Musée historique lorrain (1875) p. 165-233 ; 22 cm.
Not at Newberry Library (Jan, 2013) (PrtC)

66835 Ringo Japanese Restaurant (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 2000

Ringo Japanese Restaurant, 2507 N. Lincoln Ave., Chicago, IL 60614. Phone: (773) 248-5788. [Chicago? s.n., ca. 2000].
Authors: Ringo Japanese Restaurant (Chicago, Ill.) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 3 x 5 cm., on paper wrapper 4 x 23 cm.
Printed on paper wrapper for chopsticks.
Location map bounded by Diversey Parkway, Fullerton Ave., Ashland Ave., and Halsted St.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

66836 Ringrose, Basil, d. 1686. South Sea Waggoner, 1682<->Nautical charts - Pacific Coast (America) - 1682 - Manuscripts -

Facsimiles<->Nautical charts - West Indies - 1682 - Manuscripts -
Facsimiles<->Cartography - Pacific Coast (America) - History<->Cartography - West Indies - History<->Pilot guides - Pacific Coast (America) - 1682 - Manuscripts -
Facsimiles<->Pilot guides - West Indies - 1682 - Manuscripts -
Facsimiles<->Manuscript maps -
Facsimiles<->Nautical charts -

Authors: Ringrose, Basil, d. 1686 -- Howse, Derek -- Thrower, Norman Joseph William -- Cimolina, Tony A. -- Quinn, David B. -- University of California Press -- National Maritime Museum (Great Britain) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (xii, 314 p.) : ill., 133 maps (some col.) ; 32 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [289]-290), index, and chronology.
Scale not given.
LC Card Number: 86675377
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. ISBN 0520054105 (alk. paper)
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrtC)

66837 Ringrose, Basil, d. 1686. South Sea Waggoner, 1682<->Nautical charts - Pacific Coast (America) - 1682 - Manuscripts -
Facsimiles<->Nautical charts - West Indies - 1682 - Manuscripts -
Facsimiles<->Cartography - Pacific Coast (America) - History<->Cartography - West Indies - History<->Pilot guides - Pacific Coast (America) - 1682 - Manuscripts -
Facsimiles<->Pilot guides - West Indies - 1682 - Manuscripts -
Facsimiles<->Manuscript maps -
Facsimiles<->Nautical charts -

Authors: Ringrose, Basil, d. 1686 -- Howse, Derek -- Thrower, Norman Joseph William -- Cimolina, Tony A. -- Quinn, David B. -- University of California Press -- National Maritime Museum (Great Britain) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (xii, 314 p.) : ill., 133 maps (some col.) ; 32 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [289]-290), index, and chronology.
Scale not given.
LC Card Number: 86675377
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. ISBN 0520054105 (alk. paper)
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrtC)
1 atlas (xii, 314 p.) : ill., 133 maps (some col.) ; 32 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [289]-290), index, and chronology.
Scale not given.
LC Card Number: 86675377
ISBN 0520054105 (alk. paper)
folio G1106.P5 R5 1992 (NLO)

66838 Ringrose, Basil, d. 1686. South Sea Waggoner, 1682<<><>><>Nautical charts - Pacific Coast (America) - History<<><>><>Nautical charts - West Indies - History<<><>><>Cartography - Pacific Coast (America) - History<<><><><>Cartography - West Indies - History<<><>><>Pilot guides - Pacific Coast (America) - 1682<<><><><>Pilot guides - West Indies - 1682<<><><><>Nautical charts
Authors: Howse, Derek
p. 10-22 ; maps
BHC 1796
Vert 1365 (PrCt)

66839 Ringrose, Basil, d. 1686. South Sea Waggoner, 1682<<><>><>Nautical charts - Pacific Coast (America) - History<<><>><>Nautical charts - West Indies - History<<><>><>Cartography - Pacific Coast (America) - History<<><><><>Cartography - West Indies - History<<><>><>Pilot guides - Pacific Coast (America) - 1682<<><><><>Pilot guides - West Indies - 1682<<><><><>Nautical charts
Authors: Thrower, Norman Joseph William -- Howse, Derek -- International Conference on the History of Cartography (10th : 1983 : Dublin)
Paper read at 10th Int. Conf. on the Hist. of Cartog. [10th] Dublin, 1983.
Vert 1878 (PrCt)

66840 Ringrose, Basil, d. 1686. South Sea Waggoner, 1682<<><>><>Nautical charts - Pacific Coast (America) - History<<><>><>Nautical charts - West Indies - History<<><>><>Cartography - Pacific Coast (America) - History<<><><><>Cartography - West Indies - History<<><>><>Pilot guides - Pacific Coast (America) - 1682<<><><><>Pilot guides - West Indies - 1682<<><><><>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles<<><><><>Nautical charts
A Buccaneer's atlas : the South Sea Waggoner of Basil Ringrose : an address, October 24, 1982
/ by Norman J.W. Thrower. [Fullerton, Calif.] :
Patrons of the Library, California State University, Fullerton, c1984.
Authors: Thrower, Norman Joseph William -- Ringrose, Basil, d. 1686
13 p. : 2 maps ; 25 cm.
"This keepsake is the text of a talk ... based on research by Professor Thrower and Commander Howse for a book, A Buccaneer's Atlas: The South Sea Waggoner of Basil Ringrose"--P. 3.
"1,000 copies have been printed"--Colophon.
Series: Library lecture series ; no. 5 -- Library lecture series (California State University, Fullerton. University Library) ; no. 5.
GA108 .T57 1984 (NLO)

66841 Rio de Janeiro (Brazil) - Maps - 1929
1 map : col. ; 57 x 89 cm. fold. in covers 16 x 10 cm.
Scale ca. 1:23,500.
In lower right corner: A Duarte 1928.
Relief shown by contours.
map3C G5404.R6 1929 D8 (PrCt)

66842 Rio de Janeiro (Brazil) - Maps - 1965<<><>Rio de Janeiro (Brazil) - Historical geography - Maps - 1965
Authors: Barreiros, Eduardo Canabrava -- Instituto Histórico e Geográfico Brasileiro, Rio de Janeiro
28 p. : ill., 22 maps (chiefly col.) ; 49 x 34 cm.
Cover title.
Bibliography: p. 28.
Phillips 18316.
16868
ICN76
map6C 87 (NLO)

66843 Rio de Janeiro (Brazil) - Maps - Bibliography
Authors: Adonias, Isa
Cited in Imago Mundi annual bibliography.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

66844 Rio de Janeiro (Brazil) - Maps - Fortification - Collections, 1555-1800<<><>Fortification - Rio de Janeiro (Brazil) - Maps - Collections, 1555-1800
Authors: Ferrez, Gilberto -- Brazil. Servício de Documentação Geral da Marinha -- William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library)
66845 Rio de Janeiro (Brazil : State) - Maps - 1705 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts

Nautical charts - Rio de Janeiro (Brazil : State) - Maps - 1705 - Manuscripts

Carte de la cote du Brazil depuis Rio Janeiro jusqu'au Cap Negre. [ca. 1705].
Authors: Cartes Marines Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 30, sheet 54
1 ms. map : hand col. ; 465 x 659 mm.
Coastal chart showing the region between the town of Rio de Janeiro west and south to Ponta de Juatinga (formerly Cap Negre), in the region later forming the Brazilian state of Rio de Janeiro. Includes key to lettered locations A-I, K-T, V-Z, and e. Forts and the town of Angra dos Reis (formerly Ville Grande) shown pictorially.
Scale [ca. 1:327,000].
[A]vec l'explication du plan de l'Isle Grande laquelle est situee par 23d 12' sud ... Il seroit [i.e. servir?i] inutile d'ecrire une plu... laquelle est situee par 23d 12' sud ... Il seroit [i.e. servir?] inutile d'ecrire une plu
Blank title cartouche at bottom left.
Place names in Portuguese.
Relief shown pictorially.
Pen-and-ink and watercolor (green, gray, red, blue); sectioned into 9 panels and mounted on cloth.
VAULT MS map4F G5404.R6 1800 .M3 (NLO)

66848 Rio de la Plata Delta (Argentina and Uruguay) - Maps - 1710 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts

Embouchure de Rio de la Plata. [ca. 1710].
Authors: Cartes Marines Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 30, sheet 54
1 ms. map : hand col. ; 512 x 739 mm.
Sheets 54 of 117 in the Cartes Marines Manuscript Map Collection, detailing French colonial interests worldwide, ca. 1640-ca. 1726. Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 86
Ayer ms map proj 00
Digital image available as part of the Newberry Library's Great Lakes Digital Collection via the CARLI Digital Collections website (accessed Nov. 2010):
http://collections.carli.illinois.edu/u?/nby_grlakes, 860
VAULT drawer Ayer MS map 30 sheet 54 (NLO)

66846 Rio de Janeiro (Brazil) - Tourism - 1988

1 booklet (46 p) : col photos, maps ; 16 x 9 cm

66847 Rio de Janeiro Region (Brazil) - Maps - 1800 - Manuscripts

Guanabara Bay (Brazil) - Maps - 1800 - Manuscripts

Manuscripts

Paraquvaria vulgo Paragvay. [London : John Ogilby, 1671].
Authors: Ogilby, John, 1600-1676 -- Ogilby, John, 1600-1676. America : being the latest, and most accurate description of the New World ... (1671)
-- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map ; 28 x 36 cm.
Shows central South America between latitude 15-40° S.
In: Ogilby, John. America : being the latest, and most accurate description of the New World ... (London : Printed by the author, 1671) following p. 474.

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O3 1671 following p. 474 (PrCt)

Le Paraguay ou les RRPP de la Compagnie de Jesus ont repandu leurs missions. [Paris, ca. 1776].
1 map ; 28 x 28 cm.

oversize Ayer 135 .A6 1727 pl. 29 (PrCt)

Chart of the river La Plata, from its mouth up to Buenos-Ayres. 1808 [i.e. 18167].
1 map : hand col. ; 58 x 41 cm.
'Revised and corrected in 1794 ... .
'Published by W. Faden ... London ... Jan. 1st, 1805. Third edition corrected August 12th 1808.' In: Faden, William [and others]. [General atlas of modern geography : a collection of large scale maps and charts of all parts of the world] ((London, etc. : W. Faden, etc., 1775-1816)) v. 2, pl. [53]. Handstamped '37'
In: Faden, William [and others]. [General atlas of modern geography : a collection of large scale maps and charts of all parts of the world] ((London, etc. : W. Faden, etc., 1775-1816)) v. 2, pl. [53]. Handstamped '37'

Inset: Plan of the Harbour of Maldonado ... 1789 -- Plan of the Harbour of Monte-Vide-o ... 1789. Includes 2 coastal profiles.
oversize Ayer 135 .G32 1775 v. 2, pl. [53]

66852 Rio de la Plata (Uruguay and Argentina) - Maps - 1868 - Nautical charts<<<<Nautical charts - Rio de la Plata (Uruguay and Argentina) - 1868<<<<Nautical charts
Carta del Rio de La Plata segun la publicada por el Deposito Hidrografico de Madrid en 1865. Madrid : [Direccion de Hidrografia?], 1868.
Authors: Spain.Direccion de Hidrografia -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 48 x 62 cm.
Insets: Profiles of coast lines.
Ayer p133 :S73 1868 (NLO)

66853 Rio de la Plata Watershed (Argentina and Uruguay) - Maps - 1701<<<<South America - Maps - 1701
The Great province of Rio de la Plata. [London : T. Childe, 1701].
Authors: Moll, Herman, -1732 -- Childe, Timothy -- Moll, Herman, -1732. A System of geography -- or, A new & accurate description of the earth 1701
1 map ; 16 x 18 cm.
Covers South America between 10-40°S.
Case folio G 117 .58 pt. 2, p. 206 (PrCt)

66854 Rio Grande County (Colo.) - Maps - 1875 Preliminary map of the San Juan Country. [ca. 1875].
Authors: Hayden, F. V. (Ferdinand Vanderveer), 1829-1887 -- Wilson, A. D. -- Geological and Geographical Survey of the Territories (U.S.)
1 map

temp map6F G4313.R5 1875 .U5 (PrCt)

66855 Rio Grande Do Norte (Brazil : State) - Maps - 1662<<<<Paraiba (Brazil) - Maps - 1662 Praefecturae de Paraiba, et Río Grande. Amsterdam : C. Allard, [1682?].
Authors: Allard, Carel, 1648-1709 -- Allard, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709. Atlas minor sive tabulae geographicæ proecipuorum regnorum regionum, insularum, provinciarum, etc. (Amsterdam : C. Allard, 1682?) pl. 102. Later state of Blaeu plate listed by Koeman Vol. 1, p. 227, plate [619].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .A4 A pl. 102 (PrCt)

Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Indians of North America - Maps

Carte de la rivière des Cheraquis ou Grande Rivière, avec les tribus Chaouanos, Alibamons, Talapouches, Abecas, etc. [19--].
Authors: France. Service hydrographique.
Bibliothèque. C 4044-55 -- Louis C. Karpinski
Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 18th-century manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map
Collection (Newberry Library).

MapPhoto France BSH C 4044-55 (Pr.Ct)

66857
[Sketched map of the Rio Bravo and neighboring countries, showing 'nations avec lesquelles le Sr. de la Harpe a fait alliance en 1719 ... ']. [19--].
Authors: Bénard de La Harpe, Jean Baptiste, 1683-1765 -- Bibliothèque nationale (France). Ge DD 2987-8797 -- Louis C. Karpinski
Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- De La Harpe, Jean Baptiste Bénard, 1683-1765 SEE Bénard de La Harpe, Jean Baptiste, 1683-1765 -- Harpe, Jean Baptiste Bénard de La, 1683-1765 SEE Bénard de La Harpe, Jean Baptiste, 1683-1765
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1719 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France BN Ge DD 2987-8797 (Pr.Ct)

66858
Mapa del Rio Grande desde su desembocadura en el golfo hasta San Vicente, Presidio Antiguo / Mandado formar por el primer miembro de la Comisión Pesquisidora de la Frontera del Norte ... ; M. J. Martínez, ingeniero topográfico.
Monterey [Mexico : s.n.], Diciembre de 1873.
Authors: Martínez, M. J., fl. 1873 -- México.
Comisión Pesquisidora de la Frontera del Norte -- García Cubas, Antonio, 1832-1912 -- Nigra de San Martín, Santiago -- México. Comisión Pesquisidora de la Frontera del Norte. Informe de la Comisión Pesquisidora de la Frontera del Norte al ejecutivo de la union sobre depredaciones de los indios y otros males que sufre la frontera mexicana (1874) -- Díaz de Leon y White (Firm : Mexico City, Mexico) -- Guajardo, Gabrio -- G. -- -- Edward E. Ayer Collection
(Newberry Library) -- San Martín, Santiago Nigra de SEE Nigra de San Martín, Santiago
1 map : hand col., mounted on cloth ; 82 x 72 cm., folded to 25 x 13 cm.
In: México. Comisión Pesquisidora de la Frontera del Norte. Informe de la Comisión Pesquisidora de la Frontera del Norte al ejecutivo de la union sobre depredaciones de los indios y otros males que sufre la frontera mexicana (México : Impr. de Díaz de Leon y White, 1874), at end.
Partly based on earlier maps by Antonio García Cubas and Santiago Nigra de San Martin.
Includes key to 57 rancho landowners on both sides of the Rio Grande Valley, all downstream from the Big Bend region.
Scale 1:800,000.
Verso handstamped with initials of previous owner (Gabrio [?] Guajardo): G. G.
folio Ayer 655.53 .M37 1874 [map 2 of 3 at end] (Pr.Ct)

66859
Rand McNally, c2008.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- NAVTEQ (Firm) -- Rand McNally and Company.
Street guide -- Rand McNally and Company.
StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
"1st edition" -- front cover.
Cover title: Rio Grande Valley street guide : including Brownsville, Harlingen, and McAllen
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder. "$19.95" -- back cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528866869
RMcN StrFrdr 2008 .R54 (Pr.Ct)

66860
Rio Verde Region (Mexico) - Maps - 1984 - Archaeology - Archaeology - Rio Verde Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Region (Mexico) - Maps - 1984
Authors: Michalet, Dominique -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 59 x 63 cm.
Series: Etudes Mesoaméricaines, v. 9. 504
Ayer folio F1219.1 R56 M52 1984, in pocket (PrCt)

66864 Ripley County (Ind.) - Pictorial works - 1837<<>>Fountains Abbey (England) - Maps - 1837
The Tourist's guide : being a concise history and description of Ripon, Studley Royal, Fountains Abbey, Markenfield, Bramham Rocks, Hackfall, and Newby Hall : intended as a companion to persons visiting those places. Ripon ; London ; Harrogate : Printed and sold by John Lewis Linney ; Simpkin and Marshall ; Pickersgill Palliser, 1837.
Baskes DA890.E3 B53 1840 (NLO)

66865 Ristow, Walter William, 1908-2006 - Bibliography
Authors: Ehrenberg, Ralph E., 1937- -- Ristow, Walter William, 1908-2006
p. 12-15 ; 28 cm.
Source unknown; from the files of the Atlas of Historical County Boundaries Project, the Newberry Library.

**Ristow, Walter William, 1908-**. *A La carte* (1972)

Authors: Kinney, John M. p. 560

66870

66871

**Riverdale (Ill.) - Maps - 1874 - Real property**

**Riverdale (Ill.) - Maps - 1874**

*Map of Riverdale and surroundings, Cook County, Ills. Chicago : R.W. Dobson, 1874.*
Authors: Dobson, Robert W. -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 77 x 47 cm.
Shows area from 115th St. to Sibley Blvd. and Halsted St. to Beaubien Forest Preserve.
Newberry duplicate (photocopy): sc map4F oG4104.R45 1874 .D6 197-. Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**Fitzgerald polar map4F G4104.R45 1874 .D6 (NLO)**

**Rivals Castello (Rivalta di Torino, Italy) - Pictorial works - 1819**

Authors: Citterio, F. -- Litta, Pompeo 1781-1852.
Famiglia celebri di Italia 1819-1852 -- Giusti, P. E.
1 view (aquatint) ; 26 x 36 cm.
In Litta, Pompeo, Famiglia celebri di Italia (Milano: Presso P.E. Giusti, 1819-1852), v. 11, fol. [166].
View of Trana Castello on facing page.

**Case oversize E 6835 .5, v. 11, fol. [166] (PrCt)**

**River Clyde (N.W.T.) - Maps - 1821**

*Plan of the inlet called the River Clyde : west coast of Baffins Bay. 1820.* / J. Walker sculpt.

In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1821?].
Authors: Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1817?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 chart ; 24 x 34 cm., on sheet 54 x 37 cm.
Anonymous table on same sheet with A Table of the snow line or lower limit of congelation at different latitudes, from Humboldt.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1817, p. xxiii (NLO)**

**River Raisin, Battle of the, Monroe, Mich., 1813 - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles**

**River Raisin, Battle of the, Monroe, Mich., 1813 - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles**

**Ohio - Maps - 1813 - Road maps**

**Facsimiles**

**Ohio - Maps - 1813 - Road maps**

Authors: Rowe, Robert W., 1924-2000 -- Atlas of Historical County Boundaries Project (Newberry Library)

1 map : photocopy ; on sheet 33 x 22 cm.
Shows route from Georgetown, Kentucky to River Raisin, south of Detroit.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Southern District of New York."
In: Johnson, Alvin Jewett. Johnson’s new 
illustrated family atlas of the world ... (New York : 
A.J. Johnson, publisher, 1869), [plate 1]
Sheet corners numbered 2 and 3.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at 
the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1019 .J5 1869, [plate 1] 
(PrCt)

66886 Riverside (Calif.) - Description and travel - 
1970<<⟩⟩Riverside (Calif.) - Maps - 1970 - 
Road maps⟩⟩Riverside (Calif.) region - 
Maps - 1970 - Road maps⟩⟩Road maps 
Visitor’s guide to beautiful Riverside, California / prepared ... by the Convention and Visitors 
Bureau, Riverside Chamber of Commerce. 
Riverside, Calif. Convention and Visitors Bureau , 
[ca. 1970?]. 
Authors: Riverside Chamber of Commerce -- 
Riverside (Calif.). Convention and Visitors 
Bureau 
1 brochure: 2 maps ; 23 x 41 cm., folded to 23 x 
10 cm. 
Panel title. 
"Mail to: P.O. Box 1176, Riverside, Ca. 92502 
Panel art: Photographs of Riverside in 
bell-shaped frames. 
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 
Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011). 
Road map4C G4364 .R7P2 195- .R5 (PrCt)

66887 Riverside County (Calif.) - Maps - 2004 - Road 
maps⟩⟩⟩Orange County (Calif.) - Maps - 
2004 - Road maps⟩⟩⟩Road maps⟩⟩⟩Counties - Maps 
Riverside & Orange counties street guide. 
Authors: Thomas Bros. Maps -- Thomas Bros. 
Maps. Street guide -- Rand McNally and 
Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Street 
guide -- Rand McNally and Company. 
StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection 
(Newberry Library) 
2 atlases in 1 v. (various pagings) : col. maps ; 22 
x 30 cm. 
Cover dated 2004; "©2003" -- title page. 
Cover title. 
Includes two county atlases with separate title 
pages: Riverside County street guide -- Orange 
County street guide. 
$29.95 
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder. 
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection 
(Newberry Library). 
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011). 
ISBN 05289994900 
RMcN StrFdr 2004 .R58b (PrCt)

66888 Riverside County (Calif.) - Maps - 2004 - Road 
maps⟩⟩⟩Road maps⟩⟩⟩Counties - Maps 
Riverside County street guide. [Skokie, Ill.] : 
Authors: Thomas Bros. Maps -- Thomas Bros. 
Maps. Street guide -- Rand McNally and 
Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Street 
guide -- Rand McNally and Company. 
StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection 
(Newberry Library) 
1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 22 x 30 cm. 
Cover dated 2004; "©2003" -- title page. 
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder. 
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection 
(Newberry Library). 
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011). 
ISBN 0-528-99928-1 
RMcN StrFdr 2004 .R58 (PrCt)

66889 Riverside County (Calif.) - Maps - 2004 - Road 
maps⟩⟩⟩San Diego County (Calif.) - Maps - 
2004 - Road maps⟩⟩⟩Imperial County (Calif.) 
- Maps - 2004 - Road maps⟩⟩⟩Road maps⟩⟩⟩Counties - Maps 
Riverside & San Diego counties : including 
portions of Imperial county street guide. [Skokie, 
Authors: Thomas Bros. Maps -- Thomas Bros. 
Maps. Street guide -- Rand McNally and 
Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Street 
guide -- Rand McNally and Company. 
StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection 
(Newberry Library) 
2 atlases in 1 v. (various pagings) : col. maps ; 22 
x 30 cm. 
Cover dated 2004; "©2003" -- title page. 
Cover title. 
Includes two county atlases with separate title 
pages: Riverside County street guide -- San 
Diego County : including portions of Imperial 
County street guide. 
$29.95 
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder. 
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection 
(Newberry Library). 
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011). 
ISBN 0528999311 
RMcN StrFdr 2004 .R58a (PrCt)

66890 Riverside County (Calif.) - Maps - 2005 - Road 
maps⟩⟩⟩Orange County (Calif.) - Maps - 
2005 - Road maps⟩⟩⟩Road maps⟩⟩⟩Counties - Maps 
Riverside & Orange counties street guide. 
Authors: Thomas Bros. Maps -- Thomas Bros. 
Maps. Street guide -- Rand McNally and 
Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Street 
guide -- Rand McNally and Company. 
StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection 
(Newberry Library) 
2 atlases in 1 v. (various pagings) : col. maps ; 22 
x 30 cm. 
Cover title. 
Includes two county atlases with separate title 
pages: Riverside County street guide -- Orange 
County street guide. 
$29.95 
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder. 
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection 
(Newberry Library). 
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011). 
ISBN 05289994900 
RMcN StrFdr 2004 .R58b (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

pages: Riverside County street guide -- Orange County street guide.
Cover dated 2005; "©2004" -- title page.
$29.95
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528956159
RMcN StrFdr 2005 .R58 (PrCt)

66891 Riverside County (Calif.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps<<>>Road maps<<>>Counties - Maps Riverside County street guide. [Skokie, Ill.]: Rand McNally, 2005.
StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 22 x 30 cm.
Cover dated 2005; "©2004" -- title page
$19.95
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528954806
RMcN StrFdr 2005 .R58 (PrCt)

66892 Riverside County (Calif.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps<<>>San Diego County (Calif.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps<<>>Imperial County (Calif.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps<<>>Counties - Maps Riverside & San Diego counties, including portions of Imperial County street guide . [Skokie, Ill.]: Rand McNally, 2005.
StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
2 atlases in 1 v. (various pagings) : col. maps ; 22 x 30 cm.
Cover dated 2006, but received by the Newberry Library in 2005.
$19.95
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 052885514X
RMcN StrFdr 2006 .R58a (PrCt)

StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 22 x 30 cm.
Cover dated 2006, but received by the Newberry Library in 2005.
$19.95
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528857177
RMcN StrFdr 2006 .R58a (PrCt)

66895 Riverside County (Calif.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps<<>>San Diego County (Calif.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps<<>>Imperial County (Calif.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps<<>>Road maps<<>>Counties - Maps Riverside & San Diego counties street guide : including portions of Imperial County. Chicago, Ill. Rand McNally, 2006, c2005.
StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

66893 Riverside County (Calif.) - Maps - 2006 - Road
2 atlases in 1 v. (various pagings) : col. maps ; 22 x 30 cm.
Cover dated 2006, but received by the Newberry Library in 2005.
Cover title.
Includes two county atlases with separate title pages: Riverside County street guide -- San Diego County street guide.
$29.95
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 052885755X
RMcN StrFdr 2006 .R58 (PrCt)

66896 Riverside County (Calif.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps<<>>Orange County (Calif.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps<<>>Road maps<<>>Counties - Maps
Riverside & Orange counties street guide.
2 atlases in 1 v. (various pagings) : col. maps ; 22 x 30 cm.
Cover title.
Includes two county atlases with separate title pages: Riverside County street guide -- Orange County street guide.
$29.95.
On cover: 1,275 new streets & updates.
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-85941-2
RMcN StrFdr 2007 .R58 (PrCt)

66897 Riverside County (Calif.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps<<>>Riverside Region (Calif.)- Maps - 2007 - Road maps<<>>Road maps<<>>Counties - Maps
1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 22 x 30 cm.
Cover dated 2008; "©2007" -- title page
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder. "$19.95" -- back cover
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

66900 Riverside County (Calif.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps<<>>Orange County (Calif.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps<<>>Road maps<<>>Counties - Maps
Riverside & Orange counties street guide.
Chicago : Rand McNally, [2008].
1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Cover dated 2008; "©2007" -- title page
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder. "$19.95" -- back cover
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528866796
RMcN StrFdr 2007 .R58b (PrCt)
StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
2 atlases in 1 v. (various pagings) : col. maps ; 22 x 30 cm.
Cover title.
Cover dated 2008.
Includes two county atlases with separate title pages: Riverside County street guide (c2007) -- Orange County street guide (c2008).
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder. "$29.95" -- back cover
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528867199
RMcN StrFdr 2008 .R58 (PrCt)

1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 22 x 30 cm.
Cover dated 2009; "©2008" -- title page
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder. "$19.95" -- back cover
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528870432
RMcN StrFdr 2009 .R58a (PrCt)

66904 Riverside County (Calif.) - Maps - 2009 - Road maps<<>>San Diego County (Calif.).- Maps - 2009 - Road maps<<>>Imperial County (Calif.).- Maps - 2009 - Road maps<<>>Road maps<<>>Counties - Maps Riverside & San Diego counties including: portions of Imperial County street guide . Chicago : Rand McNally, [2008].
2 atlases in 1 v. (various pagings) : col. maps ; 22 x 30 cm.
Cover title.
Cover dated 2009.
Includes two county atlases with separate title pages: Riverside County street guide (c2007) -- San Diego County street guide (c2008).
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder. "$29.95" -- back cover
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528870432
RMcN StrFdr 2009 .R58a (PrCt)

1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title: Easy-to-read Riverside County street guide
Cover dated 2009; "©2008" -- title page
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder. "$19.95" -- back cover
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528872923
RMcN StrFdr 2009 .R58b (PrCt)

66905 Riverside County (Calif.) - Travel and description - 1940

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Riverside County. Riverside, Cal. Riverside County Chamber of Commerce, 1940.
Authors: Riverside County Chamber of Commerce
1 booklet (19 p) : photos ; fold. to 23 x 11 cm
Gift, J. Ackerman, 2009.
Travel Vertical File G4363 .R5E635 1940 .R5 (PrCt)

66906
Riverside (Ill.) - Historic buildings - 1993
2 p : maps ; 28 cm.

66907
Riverside (Ill.) - Maps - 1869 - Parks - Riverside (Ill.) - Maps - 1869
Sectional view of the Grand Boulevard to connect Riverside with Chicago. Chicago, 1869.
1 map : col. ; 25 x 57 cm.
Detached from The Land Owner 1 (Chicago: J.M. Wing and Co., 1869) bet. p. 60-61 [Case Wing +H94.005].
Wood engraving.
5179
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
map4F G3704.A1 1869 L3 sht. 1 (PrCt)

66908
Riverside (Ill.) - Maps - 1869 - Real property - Riverside (Ill.) - Maps - 1869
General plan of Riverside. 1975.
Authors: Olmsted, Vaux and Co., New York -- Chicago Lithographing Co. -- Burnham, Keith Webster -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 36 x 50 cm.
Facsimile of original published 1869; decorative border dated 1975.
Scale: [ca. 1:9,250] not ‘400 feet to an inch.’
2014
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
map2F G4104.R5 1869 O4 1975 (PrCt)

66909
Riverside (Ill.) - Maps - 1871 - Real property - Riverside (Ill.) - Maps - 1871
Plan of Cushman’s Riverside subdivision.
Chicago, 1871.
Authors: Nicholl, T. F. -- Land Owner -- Baker & Co. (Chicago, Ill.) -- J.M. Wing & Co. -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 39 x 53 cm.
Detached from The Land Owner 3 (Chicago: J.M. Wing and Co., 1871) bet. p. 42-43 [Case Wing +H94.005].
Show area bounded by Cermak, Harlem, and 26th Sts.; and Des Plaines River.
Inset location map: Plan showing position of property [11 x 13 cm.].
Wood engraving.
5191
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
map4F G3704.A1 1869 L3 sht. 13 (PrCt)

66910
Authors: Owens, P., fl. ca. 1930? -- Mission Inn -- Parker Map Co. (Los Angeles, Calif.) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Mission Inn (Riverside, Calif.) SEE Mission Inn 1 map ; 21 x 28 cm.
Artist's name illegible.
RMcN AE 190.12 (PrCt)

66911
Riviera (France) - Maps - 1887 - Riviera (Italy) - Maps - 1887 - Mediterranean Coast (Corsica, France) - Maps - 1887 - Corsica (France) - Maps - 1887 - Monaco - Maps - 1887
Authors: Joanne, Paul, 1847-1922 -- Collection des guides-Joanne -- Guides diamant -- Thullier, Louis -- Imprimerie de Chardon -- Imprimerie Lemercier et cie -- Hachette (Firm) -- Lanée -- Young, S. J. -- Bowdoin College. Library -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
27, [4], vii., [1], 389, 104 p. : ill., 7 maps (chiefly folded col.) ; 15 cm.
Spine title: Guides diamant : stations d’hiver ‘5 cartes, 2 plans et 46 gravures.’
Maps by L. Thuillier; printed by Lemercier and Chardon.
Advertisements: 27 p. at beginning, 104 p. at end.
Includes index.
Bookseller's stamp: Lanée, Editeur-Géographe ...
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Paris.
Owner's inscription: S.J. Young, 1889, Paris.
Owner's stamp and label: Bowdoin College Library.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G847 Mediterranee (1887) (NLO)

66912

Riviera (France) - Maps - 1890<Riviera
(Italy) - Maps - 1890-Provence (France) -
Maps - 1890-Dauphiné (France) -
Maps - 1890-Marseille Region (France) - Maps -
1890<Pisa Region (Italy) - Maps - 1890
A Handbook for travellers on the Riviera :
comprising Provence and Dauphiné, and the
coast line from Marseilles to Genoa : with maps
and plans. London : John Murray, 1890.
Authors: John Murray (Firm) -- Murray's
handbooks for travellers -- Weller, Edward, -1884
-- Weller, F. S. -- Rauter, Frank -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
"Murray's handbook advertiser, 1898 ...",
56 p. at end.
Edition statement from Lister.
Cover title: Murray's hand-book, the Riviera,
Provence & Dauphine?
Spine title: Murray's hand-book for the Riviera,
&c.
Other title: Half-title: A handbook for travellers in
France : Provence, the Riviera, &c.
Maps by Edward Weller and F.S. Weller.
"Extracted from Murray's handbooks to France,
Part II, and North Italy."
Includes index.
Addenda tipped in after p. xii.
Publisher's advertisements on endpapers and
"Murray's handbook advertiser, 1889-90": 52 p.
at end.
Series: [Murray's handbooks for travellers] --
Murray's handbooks for travellers.
Bookseller's label: Harrison & Sons, 59 Pall Mall,
S.W.
Former owner's inscription: Frank Rauter, Feb.,
1, '92.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray's handbooks
for travellers, 172b
Baskes G153 .M97 no. 172 (1890) (NLO)

66913

Riviera (France) - Maps - 1892<Riviera
(Italy) - Maps - 1892
The Riviera, or, The coast from Marseilles to
Lehgnor : including the interior towns to Carrara,
Lucca, Pisa, and Pistoia, with thirteen maps and
nine plans / C.B. Black. London : Adam &
Charles Black, 1892.
Authors: Adam and Charles Black (Firm) --
Black's guide books -- Black, C. B. (Charles
Bertram), d. 1906 -- Bartholomew, John,
1805-1861 -- John Bartholomew & Co. -- Earle,
Caroline C. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
xiv, 154, [6], 8 p., [23] leaves of plates (some
folded) : ill., 24 maps (some col., some folded) ;
18 cm.
8th ed.
Maps by J. Bartholomew.
Map on lining papers.
Includes index.
Series: Black's guide books.
Series statement from publisher advertisements.
Owner's inscription: Caroline C. Earle, Nice, Nov.
2 1893.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .B55 Riviera (1892) (NLO)

66914

Riviera (France) - Maps - 1892<Riviera
(Italy) - Maps - 1892-Provence (France) -
Maps - 1892-Dauphiné (France) - Maps -
1892>Marseille Region (France) - Maps -
1892<Pisa Region (Italy) - Maps - 1892
A Handbook for travellers on the Riviera, from
Marseilles to Pisa : with outlines of the routes
thither, and some introductory information on the
climate and the choice of winter stations for
invalids : with maps, and plans of towns. London
; Paris ; John Murray ; Galignani and Co. ;
Boyveau, 1892.
Authors: Pullen, H. W. (Henry William),
1836-1903 -- John Murray (Firm) -- Murray's
handbooks for travellers -- Bartholomew, John,
1831-1893 -- Weller, Edward, -1884 -- Weller, F.
S. -- A. and W. Galignani (Firm) -- Boyveau
(Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry
Library)
: 16 maps (chiefly col.) : 17 cm.
[2nd ed.]
Edition statement from Lister.
Cover title: Murray's hand-book, the Riviera,
Provence & Dauphine?
Spine title: Murray's hand-book for the Riviera,
&c.
Edited by H.W. Pullen. Cf. Lister.
Maps by J. Bartholomew, Edward Weller, and
F.S. Weller.
Includes index.
Publisher's advertisements on endpapers and
"Murray's handbook advertiser, 1897-1898 ...",
56 p. at end.
Series: [Murray's handbooks for travellers] --
Murray's handbooks for travellers.
Bookseller's label: Harrison & Sons, 59 Pall Mall,
S.W.
Former owner's inscription: Caroline C. Earle, Nice, Nov.
2 1893.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray's handbooks
for travellers, 173
Baskes G153 .M97 no. 173 (1892) (NLO)

66915

Riviera (France) - Maps - 1893<Riviera
(Italy) - Maps - 1893
Die Riviera von Livorno bis Marseille : grosse
Ausgabe mit Karten und Illustrationen, mit
statistischen Angaben über die klimatischen und
meteorologischen Verhältnisse / neu bearbeitet
von Selmar Franck. Berlin : Albert Goldschmidt,
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

1893.
Authors: Franck, Selmar -- Griebens-Reiseführer
-- Goldschmidt, Albert -- Kraatz, Leopold -- Roger
S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
xxi, 256, 24 p., [17] leaves of plates (some
folded) : ill., 7 maps (chiefly col.) ; 17 cm.
Maps lithographed by Leopold Kraatz.
Advertisements: 24 p. at end.
Includes index.
Series: Griebens Reisebücher ; Bd. 87 --
Griebens Reisebücher ; Bd. 87.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 87 (1893) (NLO)

Riviera (France) - Maps - 1894<<>>>France,
Southern - Maps - 1894
Sud-est de la France. Leipzig ; Paris : K.
Baedeker ; Paul Ollendorff, 1894.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Ollendorff, Paul
-- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 14 maps, 13 city plans, 1 view
5th ed.
A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher,
Includes advertising dated 1896 and priced in
marks.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

Riviera (France) - Maps - 1894<<>>>France,
Southern - Maps - 1901
Sud-ouest de la France. Leipzig ; Paris : K.
Baedeker ; Paul Ollendorff, 1894.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Ollendorff, Paul
-- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 9 maps, 14 city plans
5th ed.
A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher,
Includes advertising dated 1896 and priced in
marks.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

Riviera (France) - Maps - 1895<<>>>Provence-Alpes-Côte d'Azur
(France) - Maps - 1897<<>>>Riviera (France) -
Historical geography - Maps -
1895<<>>>Provence-Alpes-Côte d'Azur
(France) - Historical geography - Maps -
1897<<>>>Historical atlases
The Riviera, ancient and modern / by Charles
Lenthéric ; translated by Charles West. New York :
G. P. Putnam, 1895.
Authors: Lenthéric, Charles -- G.P. Putnam &
Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry
Library)
folded), 1 folded col. plan ; 22 cm.
Translation of: Provence maritime, ancienne et
moderne.
Contents: The coast and the Aurelian way -- The
rocky coast, Cassis and La Ciotat -- Tauroentum,
a vanished Greco-Roman city -- The Saracens --
Six-Fours, Hyeres, Toulon -- The mountain chain
of the Moors and the adjacent coast -- The
lagoon of the Argens, and the post of Fréjus --
The Esteral, Cannes, the Lenins -- Nice, Antibes,
Climiez -- Menton, Turbie, Monaco --
Appendices: 1. Results of excavations at
Tauroentum ; 2. Restoration of the inscription on
the trophy of Augustus at Turbie.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes DC611.P966 L6313 1895 (NLO)
Riviera (France) - Maps - 1896<<>>>Riviera
(Italy) - Maps - 1896
The Riviera, or, The coast from Marseilles to
Leghorn : including the interior towns of Carrara,
Lucca, Pisa, and Pistoia, with fifteen maps and
nine plans / C.B. Black. London : Adam &
Charles Black, 1896.
Authors: Adam and Charles Black (Firm) --
Black's guide books -- Black, C. B. (Charles
Bertram), d. 1906 -- Bartholomew, John,
1805-1861 -- John Bartholomew & Co. -- Roger
S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
xiv, 172, 6 p., [25] leaves of plates (some folded)
: ill., 27 maps (some col., some folded) ; 18 cm.
9th ed.
Cover title: Riviera and Florence
Maps by J. Bartholomew.
Maps on lining papers.
Includes index.
Issued and bound with: Florence and environs / C.B. Black. 2nd ed. [Baskes G153 .B55 Riviera
(1896) no. 2]
Series: Black's guide books.
Series statement from publisher advertisements.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .B55 Riviera (1896) no. 1 (NLO)

Riviera (France) - Maps - 1898<<>>>France,
Southern - Maps - 1898
Riviera, das suedoestliche Frankreich. Leipzig :
K. Baedeker, 1898.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 20 maps, 24 city plans
1st ed.
A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher,
1832-1990, no. D349.
Includes advertising dated 1898 and priced in
marks.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)
Leipzig : Bibliographisches Institut, 1899.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Paul Ollendorff, 1901.
-- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 55 maps
3rd ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Leipzig : Bibliographisches Institut, 1901.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Ollendorff, Paul -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 19 maps, 18 city plans, 1 view
6th ed.
A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher, 1832-1900, no. F186.
Includes advertising dated 1902 and priced in marks.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Leipzig : Bibliographisches Institut, 1904.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Ollendorff, Paul -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 54 maps
5th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1903 and priced in marks.
Condition: Fair.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 27 maps, 31 city plans
3rd ed.
Includes advertising dated 1902 and priced in marks.
A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher, 1832-1900, no. D351.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)
Includes advertising dated 1922.
Condition: Fair.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)


Riviera, Suedfrankreich, Korsica, Algerien.
Leipzig : Bibliographisches Institut, 1910.
Authors: Meyers Reisebücher -- Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 57 maps
8th ed.
315.Jahrgang,1910/1911
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Riviera (France) - Maps - 1912<<>>France, Southern - Maps - 1912

Sud-ouest de la France. Leipzig ; Paris : K. Baedeker ; Paul Ollendorff, 1912.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Ollendorff, Paul -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 15 maps, 34 city plans, 1 view
9th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1912 and priced in marks.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Riviera (France) - Maps - 1912<<>>Riviera (Italy) - Maps - 1912<<>>Pyrenees - Maps - 1912

Authors: Thomas Cook Ltd. -- Cook's traveller's handbooks -- Cook's handbooks -- W. & A.K. Johnston Limited -- Simpkin, Marshall, Hamilton, Kent & Co. Ltd. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
304, 64 p., [3] folded leaves of plates : 3 maps (col., folded) ; 17 cm.
Cover title: Cook's traveller's handbook, Riviera and Pyrenees
Spine title: Riviera and Pyrenees
Includes index.
Series: Cook's traveller's handbooks -- Cook's handbooks.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .C66 Riviera, Pyrenees (1912) (NLO)

Riviera (France) - Maps - 1913<<>>France, Southern - Maps - 1913

Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 37 maps, 47 city plans
5th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1926 and priced in marks.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Riviera (France) - Maps - 1913<<>>Riviera (Italy) - Maps - 1913

Authors: Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- Black's guide books -- Black, C. B. (Charles Bertram), d. 1906 -- Bartholomew, John, 1805-1861 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
xvi, 7, 190 p., [32] leaves of plates (some folded) : ill., 26 maps (some col., some folded) ; 18 cm.
15th ed.
Maps by J. Bartholomew.
Maps on lining papers.
Includes index.
Series statement from publisher advertisements.
Series: Black's guide books.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .B55 Riviera (1913) (NLO)

Riviera (France) - Maps - 1913<<>>Riviera (Italy) - Maps - 1913<<>>France, Southern - Maps - 1913<<>>Corsica (France) - Maps - 1913<<>>Algeria - Maps - 1913<<>>Mediterranean Region - Maps - 1913

Riviera, Suedfrankreich, Korsica, Algerien.
Leipzig : Bibliographisches Institut, 1913.
Authors: Meyers Reisebücher -- Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 68 maps
9th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Riviera (France) - Maps - 1913

Authors: Fonné, E. -- Tourrier, G. -- Guides Pol (Firm) -- Collection des Guides Pol -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
2nd ed., completely re-edited and enl.
In English edition -- Cover.
Form part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes DG975.R6 L4 1913 (NLO)

Riviera (France) - Maps - 1920

Provençale-Côte d'Azur (France) - Maps - 1920

Authors: Fonné, E. -- Tourrier, G. -- Guides Pol (Firm) -- Collection des Guides Pol -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
A-D, 376, 64 p., [9] leaves of plates (7 folded) ; 17 cm.
Includes index.
Form part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes DC608.3 .G9513 1921 (NLO)

Riviera (France) - Maps - 1925

Authors: Fonné, E. -- Tourrier, G. -- Guides Pol (Firm) -- Collection des Guides Pol -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
2nd ed., completely re-edited and enl.
"English edition" -- Cover.
Form part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes DC608.3 .G9513 1921 (NLO)

Riviera (France) - Maps - 1926

Authors: Meyers Reisebücher
Includes index.
Translation of: Guide pratique de la Côte d'Azur.
Series: Pol's guides -- Collection des Guides Pol.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes DC608.3 .G9513 1921 (NLO)
Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 28 maps
10th ed.
Hauenstein, W. Wegweiser durch Meyers Reisebücher, 1862-1936 : Bibliographie
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

66947 Riviera (France) - Maps - 1927<>Riviera (Italy) - Maps - 1927
The Traveller's handbook to the Rivieras of France and Italy : including Rhone Valley,
Basses and Maritime Alps, and Corsica / by Roy Elston ; with maps and plans. London : Simpkin,
Authors: Elston, Roy -- Thomas Cook Ltd. --
Cook's traveller's handbooks -- Cook's
handbooks -- W. & A.K. Johnston Limited --
Simpkin, Marshall, Hamilton, Kent & Co. Ltd. --
Turnbull & Spears -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
Cover title: Cook's traveller's handbook, Rivieras of France & Italy
Spine title: Rivieras of France & Italy
Printed by Turnbull & Spears.
Includes index.
Series: Cook's traveller's handbooks -- Cook's
handbooks.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G66 Rivieras (1927) (NLO)

66948 Riviera (France) - Maps - 1928<>Riviera (Italy) - Maps - 1928
Die Riviera. Berlin : Grieben-Verlag ; A.
Goldschmidt, 1928.
Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag
-- Goldschmidt, Albert -- Kraatz, Leopold -- Roger
S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
(some col., some folded) ; 16 cm.
'Mit 18 Karten.'
Maps lithographed by Leopold Kraatz.
Map on inside front cover.
Advertisements: 30 p. at end.
Includes index.
Folded map at end loose.
Series: Grieben's Reiseführer ; Bd. 79
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 79 (1928) (NLO)

66949 Riviera (France) - Maps - 1930<>France,
Southern - Maps - 1930
Riviera, sudostöstliche Frankreich, Korsika.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 43 maps, 47 city plans
6th ed.
A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher,
Includes advertising dated 1930 and priced in
marks.
Condition: Fair.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

66950 Riviera (France) - Maps - 1931<>France,
Southern - Maps - 1931<>Corsica (France) -
Maps - 1931
Riviera. Leipzig ; London ; New York : K.
Baedeker, 1931.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm)
1 v. : 82 plates
1st ed.
A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher,
G 39 .0606 (NLO)

66951 Riviera (France) - Maps - 1931<>France,
Southern - Maps - 1931<>Corsica (France) -
Maps - 1931
Riviera, South-Eastern France and Corsica.
Leipzig ; London ; New York : K. Baedeker ;
George Allen & Unwin ; Scribner's, 1931.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- George Allen &
Unwin -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 82 plates
1st ed.
A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher,
Includes advertising dated 1931 and priced in
shillings.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

66952 Riviera (France) - Maps - 1931<>France,
Southern - Maps - 1931<>Corsica (France) -
Maps - 1931
Riviera, South-Eastern France and Corsica.
Leipzig ; London ; New York : K. Baedeker ;
George Allen & Unwin ; Scribner's, 1931.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- George Allen &
Unwin -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 82 plates
1st ed.
A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher,
Includes advertising dated 1931 and priced in
shillings.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

66953 **Riviera (France) - Maps - 1931**

*Riviera. Leipzig: Bibliographisches Institut, 1931.*

Authors: Meyers Reisebücher -- Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 37 maps ; 16 cm.

11th ed.


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

66954 **Riviera (France) - Maps - 1932**


Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag -- Goldschmidt, Albert -- Kraatz, Leopold -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)


15. Aufl. [15th ed.]

Cover title: Riviera 1932

'Mit 18 Karten.'

Maps lithographed by Leopold Kraatz.

Map on inside front cover.

Advertisements: 36 p. at end.

Includes index.

Series: Grieben-Reiseführer ; Bd. 79

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 79 (1932) (NLO)

66955 **Riviera (France) - Maps - 1936**

*La Côte d'Azur de Marseille à San Remo. Paris : Librairie Hachette, 1936.*

Authors: Guides illustrés (Paris, France) -- Guides bleus illustrés -- Monmarché, Marcel, 1872-1945 -- Hermann, L., active 1906-1939 -- Dufrénoy (Firm) -- Hachette (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

240 p. : ill., 36 maps (some folded, some col.) ; 16 cm.

Maps by L. Hermann, printed by Dufrénoy.

Map on endpaper.

Includes index.

Series: Guides bleus illustrés

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G153 .G845 Cote d'Azur (1936) (NLO)

66956 **Riviera (France) - Maps - 1951**

*La Côte d'Azur de Marseille à Menton / [cette édition a été établie par Georges Monmarché]. Paris : Librairie Hachette, 1951.*

Authors: Guides illustrés (Paris, France) -- Guides bleus illustrés -- Monmarché, Georges, 1900- -- Hachette (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

xxviii, 313 : ill., 29 maps (some folded col.) ; 17 cm.

[Nouvelle éd., entièrement refondue]

Maps on endpapers.

Includes index.

Series: Guides bleus illustrés

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G153 .G845 Côte d'Azur (1951) (NLO)

66957 **Riviera (France) - Maps - 1952**


Authors: C. Tinling & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Tinling (C.) & Co.

SEE C. Tinling & Co.


Cover title: Riviera

Printed by C. Tinling & Co.

Includes index.


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G153 .W3 Riviera (1952) (NLO)

66958 **Riviera (France) - Maps - 1954**


Authors: Guides verts Michelin -- Guide du Pneu Michelin -- Michelin green guides -- Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

154 p. : ill., 83 maps (chiefly col.), plans (some col.), ports. ; 26 x 12 cm.

"1954-55."

Cover title.

Includes bibliographical references (p. 24) and index.


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G153 .G68 Côte d'Azur (1954) (NLO)

66959 **Riviera (France) - Maps - 1961**


Authors: Nagels Reiseführer -- Wagret, Paul -- Stübel, Erna -- Nagel Publishers -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
### Riviera (France) - Maps

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalog Entry</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.**

**For more information refer to the title page of this volume.**
"Explication des signes" at upper left.
At upper right: Pl. XXVI.
Case oversize F 393 .457, pl. 26 (PrCt)

66971 
**Rizzi Zannoni, Giovanni Antonio, 1736-1814.**
Atlante marittimo delle due Sicilie (1792)
L’atlas maritime du Royaume des Deux Siciles.
[Warsaw, 1973].
Authors: Manzi, Elio
Abstract of paper presented at the 5th
International Conference on the History of
Vert 201, no. 8 (PrCt)

66972 
**Road maps - 1600-1799</>Road maps**
Early English and American road books. 1927.
Authors: Karpinski, Louis Charles, 1878-1956
From Dearborn Independent (Dec. 10, 1927): 12,
26, maps.
BHC 1522
Vert 1113 (PrCt)

66973 
**Road maps - Bibliography - 1501-1969</>Road maps**
Bibliographie der Strassenkarte. Anlässl. d. 85.
Zsstellig. v. weit mehr als 4600 Kartenobjekten.
Mit e. Einf. vers. v. Rudolf Kinauer. Bonn-Bad
Authors: Bonacker, Wilhelm
xxv, 242 p. 25 cm.
More than 4,600 brief descriptions of road maps,
from the Etzlaub Romweg map of 1501 through
the 1960s, in geographical order.
LC Card Number: 73362195
ISBN 3781204908
Map Ref Z6026.R6 B65 (NLO)

66974 
**Road maps - Collections, 1950-1960</>United States - Maps -
Collections, 1950-1960 - Road maps</>Esso Standard Oil Company - Map collections -
1950-1960</>Esso Touring Service - Map collections -
1950-1960</>General Drafting Company - Map collections -
1950-1960</>Road maps**
Esso map library / [General Drafting Company].
[Convent Station, N.J. General Drafting
Authors: General Drafting Company -- Esso
Standard Oil Company -- Esso Touring Service --
General Drafting Collection (Newberry Library)
61 maps : col. ; fold. to 23 x 11 cm. or 18 x 13
cm. in box 17 x 25 x 24 cm. + envelope with
information about Esso Touring Service
Title from front panel of box.
Many maps have rubber stamps reading "Esso
Map Library - Return this map to proper pocket
immediately after use" or "Esso Touring Service,
Foreign Department, 15 West 51st Street, New
York 19, New York."
Some maps present in more than one edition.
Contents (from printed tabs on guide cards):
Northeast U.S., Southeast U.S., Northwest U.S.,
Central & Western U.S. -- New York, New
England -- New York City-Long Island -- New
Jersey, Pennsylvania -- Del., Md., Va., W. Va.,
Washington D.C. -- Tennessee, Kentucky, North
Carolina, South Carolina, Arkansas, La.,
Mississippi -- Texas, Mexico -- Quebec, Ontario,
Newfoundland-Labrador, Maritime Provinces --
Alberta, Brit. Columbia, Manitoba, Sask., W.
Ontario -- South America, Chile, Peru -- Cuba,
Haiti, Dominican Republic, Puerto Rico --
Caribbean, Aruba -- Guatemala, Salvador,
Honduras -- Nicaragua, Costa Rica, Panama --
Brazil -- Colombia, Venezuela, Uruguay --
Western Europe, Switzerland, Belgium -- Esso
Touring Service.
Forms part of the General Drafting Collection
(Newberry Library).
map3C G3201 .P2 1950 .G4 (PrCt)

66975 
**Road maps - Collectors and collecting - Periodicals</>Roads - Maps - Collectors and collecting - Periodicals</>Maps - Collectors and collecting - Periodicals**
The Baseline. [Poughkeepsie, N.Y. S. DeOrsey,
[1981?-1985?].
Authors: DeOrsey, Stan -- De Orsey, Stan SEE
DeOrsey, Stan
v. : ill. ; 28 cm.
Uniform title: Baseline (Poughkeepsie, N.Y.)
"A newsletter for road map collectors."
Edited by: Stan DeOrsey ... Poughkeepsie, N.Y.
Quarterly publication; began in 1981?; ceased
with issue for Oct. 1985?
Issued irregularly between March 1984-Oct.
1985.
Typewritten.
Incomplete holdings at Newberry Library (as of
1985)
folio GA101 .B37 (NLO)

66976 
**Road maps - Europe - History</>Road maps - Japan - History</>Pilgrims and
pilgrimages - Maps - History</>Road maps**
Weg van de kaart : een beschouwing over de
kaart van de weg, gevolgd door een toespraak bij
zijn afscheid als gewoon hoogleraar in de
kartografie aan de Rijksuniversiteit te Utrecht op
1 oktober 1981. Amsterdam : Nico Israel :
Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, 1981.
Authors: Koeman, C. (Cornelis), 1918--
Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, Ltd. -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
33 p. : maps ; 22 cm.
Lecture given by Cornelis Koeman upon his
retirement as university professor of cartography
at the State University of Utrecht (Rijksuniversiteit
te Utrecht), October 1, 1981.
Includes bibliographical references.
Back cover included in pagination.
In Dutch.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
Concerning manuscript atlases of the routes from Paris to Lyon and Bayonne, part of the same series as an atlas at the Newberry Library (VAULT Case MS 5312).

Vert 2298, nos. 1-2 (PrCt)

Road maps - Great Britain - Bibliography - 1850
Road-books and itineraries bibliographically considered / by Sir Herbert George Fordham. [London : Bibliographical Society, 1913].
Authors: Fordham, Herbert George, Sir, 1854-1929 -- Newberry Library. John M. Wing Foundation
p. 29-68 ; 21 cm.
In Transactions of the Bibliographical Society 13 (Oct. 1913): 29-68.
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.
Wing Z 008 .102, v. 13, p. 29-68 (PrCt)

Road maps - Hungary
Postal service - Hungary
Postal service - Hungary - Road maps
Régi úttérképek és az első magyar posta-térkép (=Alte Straßenkarten und die erste ungarische Postkarte). 1933.
Authors: Borbély, Andor, 1896-
Különlenyomat a Magyar Posta
11p. : pl.
In Különlenyomat a Magyar Posta (1933), Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

Road maps - Illinois
- 1917-1992
-IIllinois - Road maps - 1917-1992
-Illinois. Highway Dept. Official Highway Map
Road maps
Authors: Peddicord, Ron
From Illinois GIS & Mapnotes 11, no. 2 (Summer, 1993): 2-12, maps.
BHC 1759
Vert 1341, no. 1 (PrCt)

Road maps - Illinois
- 1926-1981
-Cover art
Road maps - Cover art - Illinois - 1926-1981
-Cartography in art - Road maps - Illinois - 1926-1981 - Cover art
Standard Oil Company (Indiana) - Road map cover art SEE Road maps - Cover art
-Cartography in art SEE ALSO Road maps - Cover art
Road maps
Maps in art
Authors: Schmiedeler, Tom -- Perucca, Kirk -- Akerman, James R. -- Great Lakes geographer (1996)
p. 69-87 : ill. ; 28 cm. + letter (1 leaf)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Includes MS letter (undated) from Tom Schmiedeler to Jim Akerman.
Vert 1341, no. 3 (PrCt)

66984 Road maps - Illinois - 1933-2004 - Bibliography
American Automobile Association - Maps - Bibliography
Chicago Motor Club - Maps - AAA Chicago Motor Club
SEE Chicago Motor Club
Cartobibliographies SEE Maps - Bibliography
Road maps
Authors: Rice, Tom W., 1956-13 leaves ; 28 cm.
Spread-sheet catalog of maps of Illinois (some including Indiana) in his private collection, dating from 1933 to 2004, most published by the American Automobile Association and the Chicago Motor Club.
Vert 1341, no. 2 (PrCt)

66985 Road maps - Mechanical aids - Reading - Mechanical aids - Road maps
Marks globular road map.
Authors: Marks, C. A. -- Maks Globular Road Map Co.
3 p. ; 28 cm.
Printout of photograph of an "electric, magnifying map-reader" patented Jan. 23, 1940 by C. A. Marks of Elkhart, Ind.
The device was offered for sale by RM Auctions on the Live Auctioneers website (accessed July 2010):
http://www.liveauctioneers.com/item/546373
Vert 38, no. 2 (PrCt)

A Silent pilot. 1904.
Authors: Agricultural advertising (1904) -- Delaware, Lackawanna and Western Railroad Company
p. 96
Photocopy from Agricultural advertising 11, no.8 (Aug. 1904), p. 96 [Case H 711 .0012 v. 11].
Describes set of maps of the northeast, "invaluable to automobile tourists and travelers" published by the Lackawanna Railroad.
BHC 323
Vert 565, no. 1 (PrCt)

66987 Road maps - Technological innovations - Intelligent Transportation Systems - Road maps
The Road not taken. 1989.
Authors: Petchenik, Barbara Bartz
BHC 1993
Vert 1499 (PrCt)

Authors: Weber, Vicky -- Newberry Seminar in the Humanities
[1], 47 p. : 3 ill. ; 28 cm.
Undergraduate paper prepared for the Newberry Seminar in the Humanities, Fall 2010.
Contents: The Road map as rhetoric. -- A Brief contextual history of promotional mapping. -- The Rhetorical features of Exxon maps. -- Conclusions. -- Appendix : Map list. -- Bibliography.
Vert 565, no. 2 (PrCt)

66989 Road maps - United States - History - Bibliography - Road maps
Road map bibliography.
Authors: Road Map Collectors Association
2 p. ; 28 cm.
Includes 4 books, 1 master's thesis, and 19 articles published between 1934 and 1996 by various authors.
Printout (dated September 4, 2003) of bibliography published on the website of the Road Map Collectors Association:
http://www.roadmaps.org/stories/biblio.html
Vert 2227, no. 1 (PrCt)

66990 Road maps - United States - Study and teaching - Outlines, syllabi, etc. - United States - Historical geography - Maps - Study and teaching - Outlines, syllabi, etc. - Cartography - Study and teaching - Outlines, syllabi, etc. - Newberry Library - Exhibitions - United States - Maps - Collections - Road maps - Paper trails (Exhibit) - Road maps - Historical atlases
Authors: Danzer, Gerald A. -- Akerman, James R. -- Herman Dunlap Smith Center for the History of Cartography
96 p. : ill., maps ; 28 cm.
Developmental ed.
Added title: Geographic literacy via American highway maps.
"Paper Trails presents twenty discovery lessons for middle school social studies courses which utilize highway maps to introduce geographic

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
66993 Roads, Roman - Maps - 1927<<>>Romance - History - Ancient Maps - 1927<<>>Road maps
1 map ; 36 x 43 cm.
Detached from: Cuntz, Otto, ed. Itineraria

66994 Roads, Roman-<>><><>Travelers - Rome - History<<>>Rome - Geography<<>>Rome - Historical geography
Travel and geography in the Roman Empire / edited by Colin Adams and Ray Laurence.
"Five of the chapters included in this volume were originally given as papers at the Society for the Promotion of Roman Studies, Roman Archaeology conference at Durham in April 1999" -- p. x.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 177-195) and index.
ISBN 0415230349.
To Collection Services for cataloging, 30 June 2010 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

1:160,000. Originally compiled [186-?].
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Microfiche 583, no. 1337 (PrCt)

Size of original: Blueprint, 21 x 22.5 in. Scale 1:80,000. Originally compiled 1864.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Microfiche 583, no. 1338 (PrCt)

Size of original: Manuscript, 43 x 22 in. Scale 1:80,000. Originally compiled 1865-1885.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Microfiche 583, no. 1223 (PrCt)

67000 Roatan Island (Honduras) - Maps - 1775 <=> Providence Island (Colombia) - Maps - 1775 <=> Santa Catalina Island (Colombia) - Maps - 1775 <=> New Port Royal (Honduras) - Maps - 1775 - Harbors Ruatan or Rattan, surveyed by lieutenant Henry Barnsley ... London : Robt. Sayer, 1775 [i.e. 1780].
Authors: Barnsley, Lieutenant, later Captain, Henry (fl.1742-1767) -- Jefferys, Thomas, -1771 -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Robert Sayer and John Bennett (Firm) -- Jefferys, Thomas, d. 1771. The West-India atlas ... (1780) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 44 x 60 cm.
Map dated 1775.
Engraved Roman numeral 'I' at upper right. Insets (each approx. 21 x 20 cm.): Old Providence and Sta. Catalina ... -- New Port-Royal Harbour as surveyed by ... . In: Jefferys, Thomas. The West-India atlas ... or, A compendious description of the West-Indies (London : R. Sayer and J. Bennett, 1780) pl. [25]. VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .J46 1780 pl. [25] (PrCt)

67001 Roatán Island (Honduras) - Maps - 1782 - Fortification - Manuscripts <=> New Port Royal (Honduras) - Maps - 1782 - Fortification - Manuscripts <=> Manuscript maps Plano ó cocris de la Ysla, su puerta y baterias. 1782.
Authors: Cozar, Prudencio de -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS 1074 map 1 ms. map ; 146 x 206 mm. on sheet 146 x 295 mm. Shows the number and placement of cannon in New Port Royal and Roatán Island (Honduras). Explicacion at bottom keyed to numbers 1-16. Forms part of a manuscript journal by Spanish adjutant Prudencio de Cozar, describing the capture of Roatan Island (Honduras) during March 1782 from English forces: Diario de lo ocurrido en la toma y destruccion de la isla Roatan pr. las armas españolas, al mando del mariscal de campo dni. Matias de Galvez, precidte. y capn. g[ene]ral. del reyno de
Photos (positive & negative photostats) of gores of other historic globes; 2) 25 large-format (ca. 12 x 15 inches) photographs of the 18-inch globe at Chartres; 3) 118 color photos (5 x 7 inches) of the globe; 4) 37 35mm. slides of the globe; 5) 15 folders of notes, correspondence, photocopies, etc. relating to the project.

map7C G3201.B71 1751 .R6 1967 (PrCt) 67005

Robert de Vaugondy, Didier, 1723-1786. Globe terrestre (1751)<<Globes - 1751 - Photographs


Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Didier, 1723-1786 -- Magnus, Albert R. -- Pompadour, Jeanne Antoinette Poisson, marquise de, 1721-1764 -- Musée des beaux-arts de Chartres -- Muse´e des beaux-arts SEE Musée des beaux-arts de Chartres

25 large-format (ca. 12 x 15 inches) photographs, 118 color photos (5 x 7 inches), 37 slides (35 mm.) ; in box 43 x 53 x 8 cm.

These photographs are of the globe in the Musée des Beaux-Arts, Chartres, one of a pair made for the Marquise de Pompadour.


Digital image of the globe available on the website of the Musée des Beaux-Arts (accessed Nov. 2010) :

Another copy of the same globe, now at the University of Heidelberg, is presented digitally and in greater detail at :
http://www.iwr.uni-heidelberg.de/groups/ngg/Globus1751/

map7C G3201.B71 1751 .R6 1967 (PrCt) 67006

Robert de Vaugondy, Didier, 1723-1786 - Bibliography


Authors: Pedley, Mary Sponberg

251 p. : ill. (some col.), maps ; 31 cm.

The catalog of Robert de Vaugondy maps (p. 129-end) lists 500 items.

Includes bibliographical references (p. 125-126) and index.

Formerly folio GA863.R62 P43 1992

LC Card Number: gb 92355579

ISBN 0906430127

Map Ref folio GA863.R62 P43 1992 (NLO)
ICN73
map4F 4872.R6 (PrCt)

Arthur Robinson : an academic family tree.
Authors: Castner, Henry W. -- North American Cartographic Information Society -- NACIS SEE North American Cartographic Information Society 1 broadside ; 41 x 56 cm.
Circular chart with names color-coded to show Robinson's MA and PhD students, and their MA and PhD students.
At left, 'Author's note' explaining methodology and indicating that 'Robbie's 'family tree' has at least 199 names spread over 56 years.'
Duplicate copy: Vert 797
map2F G9991.GA198 2005 C3 (PrCt)

Arthur Robinson : an academic family tree.
Authors: Castner, Henry W. -- North American Cartographic Information Society -- Cartographic perspectives 1 broadside ; 41 x 56 cm. fold. to 21 x 28 cm.
Circular chart with names color-coded to show Robinson's MA and PhD students, and their MA and PhD students.
At left, 'Author's note' explaining methodology and indicating that 'Robbie's 'family tree' has at least 199 names spread over 56 years.'
Duplicate copy: Map2F G9991.GA198 2005 C3 (PrCt)
Vert 797 (PrCt)

67015 Robinson, Arthur Howard, 1915-2004 - Obituaries
Authors: Olson, Judy M. P. 133 : port. ; 28 cm.
In Cartography and Geographic Information Science 32, no. 2 (April 2005): 133.
folio GA 101 .C37 v. 32 (PrCt)

Authors: Morrison, Joel L. p. 232-238 : port. ; 28 cm.
G 007 .08, v. 98 (PrCt)

67017 Robinson Crusoe Island (Juan Fernández Islands) - Maps - 1687 - Manuscripts -
Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
A Description of Juan Fernandez Island; drawn by Wm. Hack. [19-].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1687 manuscript.

67018 Robinson Crusoe Island (Juan Fernández Islands) - Pictorial works - 1630 - Juan Fernández Islands SEE ALSO Robinson Crusoe Island (Juan Fernández Islands)
Die Insul Ioan Fernando, hinder dem königreich Chyli. [Franckfort am Mayn : In Verlegung der Hulsischen Erben, 1630].
Authors: Decker, Adolf, fl. 1620. Die Zwey und Zwäntzigste Schiffart, das ist, Historische Eygentliche Beschreibung der Gewaltigen Mächtigen Schiffahrt so under dem Admiral Iacob l'Hermite im 1623, 1624, 1625 und 1626 Jahr umb die gantzen Welt beschehen (1630) -- Hulsius Erben -- Hulsius, Levinus, d. 1606. [Sammlung von sechs und zwanzig Schiffahrten] (1608-1650) 1 view ; 6.1 x 10.9 cm.
In Decker, Adolf, Die Zwey und Zwäntzigste Schiffart, das ist, Historische Eygentliche Beschreibung der Gewaltigen Mächtigen Schiffahrt so unter dem Admiral Iacob l'Hermite im 1623, 1624, 1625 und 1626 Jahr umb die gantzen Welt beschehen (Franckfort am Mayn: in Verlegung der Hulsischen Erben, 1630), opp. p. 34.

67019 Robinson projection (Cartography)
Authors: Grossman, Ronald P. From Chicago Tribune (June 21, 1989) Tempo, p.1,5. ills..
BHC 2020 Vert 663 (PrCt)

67020 Robinson projection (Cartography) - Robinson, Arthur Howard, 1915-2004
National Geographic adopts new world map. 1988.
Authors: National Geographic Society (U.S.) 6 leaves: photo; 30cm.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
between the northern branch of the river Saskatchewan and the frontier of the United States... (1859) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 geological section and 1 map : hand col. ; on sheet 33 x 19 cm.

In Palliser, John. Exploration -- British North America : papers relative to the exploration by Captain Palliser of that portion of British North America which lies between the northern branch of the river Saskatchewan and the frontier of the United States... (London: Printed by George Edward Eyre and William Spottiswoode... for Her Majesty's Stationery Office, 1859) map [8]


Geological 'Section from Lake Winnipeg to Coteau des Prairies' at bottom.

Numbered 'Sh. 7' and 'Sh. 8'.

VAULT folio Ayer 169.3 .P2 1859 map [8] (PrCt)

---

67025

Rochefort (France) - Maps - 1696 - Fortification

Rochefort ville ... de la province de Saintonge. [Paris: De Fer, 1696].

Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes -- avec leurs fortifications... (1695-1696)

1 map 21 x 27 cm.

In: Fer, Nicolas de. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes; avec leurs fortifications... (Paris: Nicolas de Fer, 1695-1696) pt. 8, map [156] Manuscript '(7)' at upper right.

Case folio U 26. 293 pt. 8, map [156] (PrCt)

---

67026

Rochefort (France) - Maps - 1713 - Fortification

Rochefort ville ... de la province de Saintonge... (Paris: De Fer, 1713?).

Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Introduction à la fortification... [1713?]

1 map ; 16 x 26 cm.

In: Fer, Nicolas de. Introduction à la fortification... (Paris: Nicolas de Fer, [1713?]) map [18].

For later state of this map, with engraved plate number, see Case folio U 26.292.

For earlier version of this map, engraved on different plate, see Case folio U 26.293.

Case oversize U 26.2919 map [18] (PrCt)

---

67027

Rochefort (France) - Pictorial works - 1793---->Brest (France) - Pictorial works - 1793

View of the port & magazine of Rochefort, in the province of Aunis, in the kingdom of France; The Town & harbour of Rochelle, capital of the province of Aunis, in the kingdom of France;...
Tookey sculp. [London : s.n., 1793?].
Authors: Tookey, fl. ca. 1793 -- Bankes, Thomas, b. 1744. A New and authentic system of universal geography, antient and modern: including all the late important discoveries made by the English ... [1793?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

2 views ; each 12 x 18 cm., on sheet 40 x 24 cm. "Engraved for Bankes's new system of geography published by royal authority." In: Bankes, Thomas. A New and authentic system of universal geography, antient and modern: including all the late important discoveries made by the English ... (London : Printed for C. Cooke ... [et al., 1793?]), opposite p. 857.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G115 .B36 1793, opposite p. 857 (PrCt)

67028

La Rochelle (France) - History - Siege, 1627-1628 - Maps--->La Rochelle (France) - Pictorial works - 1628
Plan de la ville et des environs de La Rochelle : ensemble des forts, redoutes et lignes de communication digne et palissades que le Roy y a fait faire l'environner / desseigné par ... le Sr. du Carlo ingenieur et geographe ordinaire de S. Mte. ao. 1628 ; Achevé de graver le 29me. May l'an 1628 par Melchior Tavernier, graveur et imprimeur ... [Paris] : Melchior Tavernier, 1628.
Authors: Carlo, Sieur du -- Tavernier, Melchior, d. 1641 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; on sheet 523 x 720 mm. or smaller
Incomplete: comprised of 9 sections trimmed from a map probably issued in 2 or more sheets; mounted on a backing sheet.
Mounted sections (in varying sizes and shapes) include title cartouche, portions of the map proper, inset view 'Perspective de la Rochelle comme elle se voit du Fort de Bonnegraine' (60 x 86 mm.), and bar scale.
Not in Pastoureau.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

G19

Novacco 6F 17 (PrCt)

67029

La Rochelle (France) - History - Siege, 1627-1628 - Maps--->Wall maps
Authors: Callot, Jacques, 1592-1635 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 1,120 x 1,338 mm. (neat line) on 6 sheets 781 x 470 mm. and smaller
Printed from 10 plates: 1 title plate, 3 plates with references A-I, L-T, V-Z, 'S', and 1-107 (Latin and French), and 6 plates comprising the map. Armies, ships, and relief shown pictorially. Probably issued to accompany Callot's view of the siege of Ré Island (Novacco 4F 113).
Not in Pastoureau.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Duplicate copy (incomplete, lacking title and text; poor condition; hand colored; to be sold?):
MapRoll G5834.L3 1628 C3

PrCt

67030

La Rochelle (France) - History - Siege, 1627-1628 - Maps--->Ré Island (France) - Maps - 1627 - Coasts--->La Rochelle Region (France) - Maps - 1627
Pariculiere kaerte van de kusten van Poitou Aunis en Rochel ... = Carte particuliere des costes de Poitou, Aunis, et de La Rochelle ... [Amsterdam] : C. J. Visscher, 1627.
Authors: Visscher, Claes Jansz., 1586 or 7-1652 -- Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 37 x 53 cm. Oriented with north at upper right.
Details the English landing on the Ile de Ré in support of the Huguenots in 1627. Includes key to locations A and B. Inset fortification maps (each 10 x 11 cm.): Fort de St. Martin ... -- Shans van la Preè. Top border trimmed. Remnants of binding stub and manuscript '48' on verso.
Forms part of the Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library).


Visscher 82 (PrCt)

67031

La Rochelle (France) - Maps - 1620
Rochella mvtntissimvm Galliae opp. [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1590 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 31 x 34 cm.
Anonymous map; see R.A. Skelton's Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum. Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Rochella.

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 2, pl. 11
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

67032 La Rochelle (France) - Maps - 1696 - Fortification
La Rochelle ville considerable, port sur la Mer Oceane ... [Paris : De Fer, 1696].
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes -- avec leurs fortifications ... (1695-1696)
1 map 21 x 27 cm.
In: Fer, Nicolas de. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes; avec leurs fortifications ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, 1695-1696) pt. 8, map [155] Manuscript '(6)' at upper right.
Case folio U 26. 293 pt. 8, map [155] (PrCt)

67033 La Rochelle (France) - Maps - 1713 - Fortification
La Rochelle ville considerable, port sur la Mer Oceane ... [Paris : De Fer, [1713]].
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Loon, H. V. (Herman van) -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Introduction à la fortification ... [1713?]
1 map ; 15 x 25 cm.
In: Fer, Nicolas de. Introduction à la fortification ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, [1713?]) map [17].
Map dated 1705.
For later state of this map, with engraved plate number, see Case folio U 26 .292.
For earlier version of this map, engraved on different plate, see Case folio U 26 .293.
Case oversize U 26.2919 map [17] (PrCt)

67034 La Rochelle (France) - Maps - 1914
Authors: Collection des guides-Joanne -- Hermann, L., active 1906-1939 -- Dufrénoy (Firm) -- Hachette (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
4, 64, 144 p. : ill., 10 maps and plans (1 col.) ; 16 cm.
Cover title: La Rochelle : Châtelaillon, Rochefort, Fouras, Îles de Ré, d'Aix et d'Oleron
Map by of La Rochelle by L. Hermann, printed by Dufrénoy.
Advertisements: 4 p. at beginning, 144 p. at end, and endpapers.
Publisher's advertisement on back cover.
Series: Collection des guides-Joanne
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .C65 La Rochelle (1914) (NLO)

67035 Rochester (Minn.) - Tourism - 1959
1 booklet (67 p) : illus, photos ; 22 x 14 cm
Travel Vertical File G4144 .R7E635 1959 .R6 (PrCt)

67036 Rochester (Minn.) - Tourism - 1959
Authors: Williams Printing
1 booklet (47 p) : ills (some col.), photos, maps ; 22 x 14 cm
Travel Vertical File G4144 .R7E635 1959 .W5 (PrCt)

67037 Rochester (N.Y.) - Maps - 1870
Authors: Rochester Directory -- Drew, C. C. -- Chicago Historical Society
1 map ; col. 29 x 20 inches
Mounted on linen.
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.
CHS Coll., Map no. 155 (PrCt)

67038 Rochester (N.Y.) - Maps - 1915 - Election Districts
[Rochester, New York ward maps]. [Rochester, N.Y. Monroe County Board of Elections?, 1915?].
Authors: Monroe County (N.Y.). Board of Elections -- Danzer, Gerald A.
128 maps : 23 x 16 cm.
Title on paper wrapper: Maps of Rochester; original wrapper replaced with photocopy.
Scale not indicated.
Each map shows a separate election district within a ward.
Gift of Gerald Danzer.
map4C G3804.R6F7 1915 M6 (PrCt)

67039 Rochester (N.Y.) - Maps - 1995 - Road maps
Monroe County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1995 - Road maps<<<Road maps<<<Counties - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (79 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
New edition."
$12.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-91367-0
RMcN StrFdr 1995 .R63 (PrCt)

67040 Rochester (N.Y.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps
Rochester Region (N.Y.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps<<<Road maps
"$12.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-91367-0
RMcN StrFdr 1995 .R63 (PrCt)
1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
"4th edition" -- front cover.
$16.95
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 052899459X
RMcN StrFdr 2005 .R63 (PrCt)

67041 Rochester (N.Y.) - Pictorial works - 1853
Rochester. From the West, 1853. Ithaca, N.Y.
1 birds-eye-view ; 41 x 78 cm.
Facsimile of original published New York, 1853.
439
map4F G3804.R6A3 1853 H5 1973 (PrCt)

67042 Rochester Region (N.Y.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Citograph of Rochester ... Standard Oil of New York, division of Socony-Vacuum Oil Company, Inc. New York City : General Drafting Co., Inc., [1938?].
Authors: Standard Oil Company of New York -- Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- General Drafting Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 16 x 14 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Socony citigraph of Rochester.
Panel art: Socony sign.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "1937"
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 169.58A (PrCt)

67043 Rochester Region (N.Y.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Citograph of Rochester ... / Standard Oil of New York, division of Socony-Vacuum Oil Company, Inc. New York : General Drafting Co., [1937?].
Authors: Standard Oil Company of New York -- Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- General Drafting Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col ; 14 x 16 cm., folded to 17 x 9 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Socony citigraph of Rochester.
Handstamped "1937" and "copyrighted."
Panel art: "Socony. Socony-Vacuum" gas sign and slogan "travel the route of friendly service."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3024 (PrCt)

67044 Rochester Region (N.Y.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Citograph of Rochester ... Standard Oil of New York, division of Socony-Vacuum Oil Company, Inc. New York City : General Drafting Co., Inc., [1938?].
Authors: Standard Oil Company of New York -- Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- General Drafting Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 16 x 14 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Socony citigraph of Rochester.
Panel art: Socony sign.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Aug 11 1938 Rand McNally & Co. ..."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 168.63 (PrCt)

67045 Rochester Region (N.Y.) - Maps - 1959 - Road maps
Hertz Rent a Car map of Rochester and vicinity. [Chicago] : Rand McNally & Company, [1959?].
Authors: Hertz Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 35 x 26 cm., folded to 22 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Touring map of metropolitan Rochester.
Plate no. R.L. 59 S 86
Map on verso (15 x 18 cm.): Downtown Rochester.
Identifies Hertz office locations.
Panel art: Car on highway ramp; cityscape in the background.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1413 (PrCt)

67046 Rochester Region (N.Y.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps
Authors: Mobil Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 30 cm., folded to 16 x 9 cm. "1975 edition"
Panel title.
Added title: Rochester and vicinity.
Maps on verso (43 x 28 cm. and smaller):
Buffalo-Niagara Falls and vicinity -- Downtown Rochester
Niagara Falls -- Downtown Buffalo.
Panel art: Mobil winged horse logos.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Advertisements interspersed.
Scale [ca. 1:34,000].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G4143.R7G46 1980 .T5 (NLO)

67052 Rock County (Wis.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps
Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960-
-- Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)
314 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
1st ed.
'Deluxe edition.'
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).
'3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.'
Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).
Includes indexes.
Series: Family maps
ISBN 1420305247 ; 9781420305241
Local History Ref F587.R6 B69 2007 (NLO)

67053 Rock County (Wis.) - Maps - 1873 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps
Combination atlas map of Rock county, Wisconsin / compiled, drawn and published from personal examinations and surveys, by Everts, Baskin and Stewart. Chicago : Everts, Baskin & Stewart, 1873.
Authors: Everts, Baskin, and Stewart
1 atlas (92 (i.e. 93) numbered leaves (2 fold.), 93-105 p. : 25 col. maps, ill.) ; 44 x 36 cm.
LC Card Number: map44000111
oversize F 90276 .278 (NLO)

67054 Rock County (Wis.) - Maps - 1900 - Counties - Maps - Map of Rock Co. Wisconsin. [Chicago and New York : Rand, McNally & Co., ca. 1900?].
1 map : col. ; 31 x 39 cm.
Places of publication and publisher from undated cover with title: Rand-McNally pocket map of Rock County Wisconsin.
Does not show landownership.
Issued folded to 15 x 8 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
map2F G4123.R6 1900 .R3 (PrCt)

67055 Rock County (Wis.) - Maps - 1900 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps
Authors: W.W. Hixson & Co.
1 map : hand col. ; 95 x 118 cm.
Shows landownership.
Issued as a wall map; subsequently separated into 2 sheets.
temp map6F G4123.R6 1900 H5 (PrCt)

67056 Rock County (Wis.) - Maps - 1900 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps
Authors: W.W. Hixson & Co. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps.
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 4 parts, 20 x 23.5 in. each. Scale 1:42,000. Originally published Rockford, Ill.: W.W. Hixson, 1900.
Microfiche 583, no. 1436 (PrCt)

67057 Rock County (Wis.) - Maps - 1977 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps
Authors: Derr Map Studio -- Rock County (Wis.). Board of supervisors -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (33 p.) : 22 maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
Includes index to farm owners.
Scale not given.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

67058 Rock Creek Park (Washington, D.C.) - Maps - 1955 - Pictorial maps - Rock Creek Valley (Md. and Washington, D.C.) - Maps - 1955 - Pictorial maps - Rock Creek Park (Washington, D.C.) -
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

1955<>Pictorial maps - Rock Creek Valley (Md. and Washington, D.C.) -
1955<>Pictorial maps
Authors: DaBoll, Raymond F. -- Shooteck, Robert, 1910- -- Kraft, Stephen.
1 map : col. ; 41 x 55 cm. fold. to 22 x 14 cm.
Scale not indicated. Illustrated with 9 vignettes of structures and scenes, and 17 outlines of leaves. Removed from the Raymond F. DaBoll Papers, The Newberry Library.
map2F G3852 .R6 1955 .D3 (PrCt)

67059 Rock Island County (Ill.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners<>Counties - Maps<>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960- -- Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)
228 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
1st ed. 'Deluxe edition.'
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.gloreords.blm.gov). '3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.' Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).
Includes indexes.
Series: Family maps
ISBN 1420300849
Local History Ref F547.R6 B69 2005 (NLO)

67060 Rock Island County (Ill.) - Maps - 1894 - Landowners<>Counties - Maps<>Landowners - Maps
Authors: North West Publishing Co. -- Balliet & Volk (Firm) -- Bourquin, F. (Frederick), b. 1808
1 atlas (74 p. col. maps) ; 45 x 38 cm.
Engraved by Balliet and Volk; printed by F. Bourquin.
oversize F 896754 .634 (NLO)

67061 Rock Island County (Ill.) - Maps - 1905 - Landowners<>Counties - Maps<>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Iowa Publishing Co. (Davenport, Iowa) -- Bookmark (Firm) -- Blackhawk Genealogical Society
166 p. : ill., maps. ; 43 cm.
oversize G1408.R6 I5 1976 (NLO)

67062 Rock Island County (Ill.) - Maps - 1976 - Landowners<>Counties - Maps<>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Iowa Publishing Co. (Davenport, Iowa) -- Bookmark (Firm) -- Blackhawk Genealogical Society
157 p. : ill., maps. ; 43 cm.
oversize G1408.R6 I5 1976 (NLO)

67063 Rock Island County (Ill.) - Maps - 1977 - Landowners<>Counties - Maps<>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Universal Publishing (West Des Moines, Iowa) -- Danzer, Gerald A.
1 atlas (52 p.) : maps ; 26 cm.

67064 Rock Island County (Ill.) - Maps - 1977 - Landowners<>Counties - Maps<>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Directory Service Company -- Danzer, Gerald A.
1 atlas (72 pages) : maps ; 25 cm.
Cover title. Publisher and place of publication from back

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Hepburn, 1883. [Chicago?] : Geo. T. Hepburn, 1883.
Authors: Hepburn, George T. -- Ferguson, Duncan, 1810-1882 -- Rand McNally and Company
1 map : col. ; 120 x 112 cm.
Scale 1:3,960.
Detailed plan of city showing wards by color and number as well as numbered lots and some owners' names.
maproll G4104 .R7 1883 .H4 (PrCt)

Authors: Gelenian, Marc -- Seeger Map Co. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 113 x 94 cm., folded to 25 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"Cartography by: Marc Gelenian."
Verso includes northern and eastern continuations of main map and 3 insets (25 x 24 cm. or smaller): Western Winnebago County -- Greater Rockford area map -- Freeport.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
ISBN 0-528-92337-4
RMcN Clients 5112 (PrCt)

Authors: Chace, J. -- Smith & Coffin -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 24 x 27 in. Scale: 1:50,688.
Originally published 1876. Only covers part of the county.
Microfiche 583, no. 432 (PrCt)

Reproduced from Town and city atlas of the State of New Hampshire published in 1892 by D.H. Hurd.
folio G1223.R6 04 1984 (NLO)

Authors: Hotchkiss, Jedediah, 1828-1899 -- Michie, Peter Smith, 1839-1901 -- United States. Army. Corps of Engineers -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 33 x 33 in. Scale 1:84,480.
Originally compiled January 1866.
The Library also owns an original of this map (Map6F G3883 .R7 1875 .H6 [PrCt]).
Microfiche 583, no. 1344 (PrCt)

67076 Rockingham County (Va.) - Maps - 1866 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps Map of Rockingham County, Virginia / prepared under the direction of Brevet Brig. Gen. P.S. Michie ... by Jed. Hotchkiss, top. eng. ...
Rockingham County (Va.) - Maps - 1885 - Landowners - Maps
Authors: D.J. Lake & Company -- Lake, D. J. -- Lathrop, J. M. (James M.) -- Griffig, B. N. -- Harrisonburg-Rockingham Historical Society
1 atlas (55 p. : maps (some fold.)) ; 37 cm.
Reprint of the 1885 ed. published by D. J. Lake & Company, Philadelphia
References: Cf. Phillips 2614
folio G1293.R7 L3 1982 (NLO)

Authors: Foard, Glenn, 1953- -- Hall, David -- Partida, Tracey=Northamptonshire Record Society
1 atlas (312 p. : ill. (some col.), maps (some col.)) ; 30 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 308-310) and index.
Series: Northamptonshire Record Society ; v. 44 -- Publications of the Northamptonshire Record Society ; v. 44.
ISBN 9001275670 ; 9780901275677
folio DA670.N69 N9 v.44 (NLO)

Rockland County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1854 - Landowners - Maps
Authors: O'Connor, R. F. -- Library of Congress.
Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 2 sheets, 27 x 39 in. each.
Microfiche 583, no. 555 (PrCt)

Rockland County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1859 - Landowners - Counts - Maps - Landowners - Maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 2 parts, 31.5 x 60 in. each. Scale 1:50,688. Originally published Philadelphia: Corey & Bachman, 1859.
Microfiche 583, no. 538 (PrCt)

Rockland County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1876 - Landowners - Counts - Maps - Landowners - Maps
Cover title: New historical atlas of Rockland County, New York.
Cf. Phillips 2251. 77-34316
folio G1253.R6 D3 1876a (NLO)

Rockome Gardens (Arcola, Ill.) - Maps - 1971 - Pictorial maps - Pictorial maps - Rockome Gardens (Arcola, Ill.) - Description and travel - 1971 - Road maps - Pictorial maps
Rockome Gardens. Arcola, Ill. Yoder Studios, 1971?
Authors: Rockome Gardens (Arcola, Ill.) -- Yoder Studios, 1971?
67085

Rockwall County (Tex.) - Maps - 1880 - Landowners-<->Counties - Maps-<->Landowners - Maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 20 x 16.5 in. Scale 1:66,660.
Originally compiled 1880.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps: Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 1110 (PrCt)

67086

Rockwell County (Tex.) - Maps - 1878 - Landowners-<->Counties - Maps-<->Landowners - Maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 20 x 16.5 in. Scale 1:66,660.
Originally compiled 1880.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps: Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 1033 (PrCt)

67087

Rockwood Museum (New Castle County, Del.) - 1980
Authors: Rockwood Museum (New Castle County, Del.)
1 leaflet : map, col photo ; 23 x 10 cm.

67088

Rocky Mountain National Park ( Colo.) - Maps - 1934 - Road maps-<->Road maps
Authors: United States. National Park Service -- Geological Survey (U.S.)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 43 cm. on sheet 74 x 64 cm. fold. to 25 x 13 cm.
Scale ca. [1:84,000].
Relief shown by hachures and spot heights. Auxiliary maps: Map showing all routes to Rocky Mountain National Park. -- Automobile routes [U.S., between 97th and 115th meridians]. Below map, table of 'Principal hotels, showing miles from post office, capacity, and rates for room and board.'
Microfiche 583, no. 1109 (PrCt)
On verso, title panel, 14 panels of descriptive text and mileage tables.

67089 Rocky Mountains - Discovery and Exploration - 1754-1755 - Henday, Anthony
Authors: Hyam, Grace
From Archivist (Ottawa) 14, no.2 (March-April 1978): 8-9. map.
BHC 1395
Vert 996 (PrCt)

Plano geografico, de la tierra descubierta ... del Nuevo Mexico ... [19-].
Authors: Miera y Pacheco, Bernardo de -- Spain. Ministerio de la Guerra. LM 8a-1a-a,40 - Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 18th-century manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Sketch of the quartz mining region of the Rocky Mountains. Including the adjacent country with principal roads, streams & towns by S.W. Burt & E.L. Berthoud ... Denver City. : Rocky Mountain News Printing Co., 1860.
Authors: Burt, S. W. (Silas Wright), 1830-1912 -- Berthoud, Edward L. -- Mendel, Edward, 1827-1884 -- Rocky Mountain News Printing Co. (Denver, Colo.) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map : 53 x 69 cm.
'Lith. of Edw. Mendel, Chicago.'
No scale given. The distance on the map between 105° W. Long. and 105°30' W. Long., at 40° N. Lat., is 12 13/16 in.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.

Maps - 1986 - Pictorial maps
The Rockies, the high plains and the intermountain West. Medford : Raven Maps & Images, 1986.
Authors: Dynamics Graphics, Inc. -- Raven Maps & Images
1 view : col. ; 47 x 162 cm.
'Published by Raven Maps & Images, Inc. ...'
Oblique view; relief shown by shading and 3-D computer perspective.
Not drawn to scale.
Accompanied by 1p. description from publisher [filed in Newberry Library Map Information File]. 92070301NL
map8F G4221.A3 1986.D9 (NLO)

67093 Rocky Mountains - Maps - 1993
Authors: Insight guides -- APA Publications (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 8 maps
3rd ed.
No. 172 in a series.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

67094 Rocky Mountains - Pictorial works - 1853 - Montana - Pictorial works - 1853 - Pacific railroads - Explorations and surveys - Pictorial works - 1853 - Railroads - Maps
Main chain of the Rocky Mountains, as seen from the east ... from north of the Marias Pass ... New York: Sarony, Major & Knapp, 1853.
Authors: Sohon, Gustav, 1825-1900 -- Stanley, John Mix, 1814-1872 -- Sarony, Major & Knapp Lith. -- United States Pacific Railroad Expeditions and Surveys -- Pacific Railroad Reports, v. 12, pt. 1, pl. 52 -- United States. Congress 1 panorama : col. ; 16 x 54 cm.
Detached from Pacific Railroad Reports, v. 12, pt. 1, pl. 52.
Uniform title: Pacific Railroad Reports
map2F G4051.P3 1853.U5 v. 12, pt. 1, pl. 52 (PrCt)

67095 Rocky Mountains Region - Maps - 1837
Map of the sources of the Colorado & Big Salt Lake ... Philadelphia, 1837.
Authors: Bonneville, Benjamin Louis Eulalie de, ca. 1795-1878 -- Stiles, Samuel, 1796-1861 -- Irving, Washington, 1783-1859 -- Cary, Lea, & Blanchard -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 40 x 38 cm.
In Irving, Washington. The Rocky mountains; or, Scenes, incidents, and adventures in the far West; digested from the journal of Capt. B. L. E. Bonneville ... (Philadelphia: Cary, Lea, & Blanchard, 1837) v. 1, opposite t.p.
Facsimile copy issued 1958 in Wheat v. 2,

M298

Graff 2160 v. 1, opp. t. p. (PrCt)


Authors: Roberts, Kenneth Lewis, 1885-1957 -- Danzer, Gerald A.

1 ms. map ; on sheet 252 x 192 mm. in frame 43 x 38 cm.

Pencil, in Roberts' hand, although unsigned; permanently laminated in plastic.

The house on the estate was built in 1938.


Missing June 2010.

map6C G3734.K44G46 1940 .R6 (PrCt)

67097 Rocky Reach Dam (Wash.) - Pictorial works - 1961 - Railroads - Rocky Reach Reservoir (Wash.) - Pictorial works - 1961 - Railroads - Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.) - Pictorial works - 1961 - Railroads - Maps Completed in eastern Washington in 1960 was a 24-mile relocation of the Wenatchee-Oroville branch along the pool area of Rocky Reach Dam ...

[St. Paul, Minn.? Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.?), 1961?].

Authors: Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.)

1 view ; 15 x 18 cm.

Caption title.

Aerial photograph.


5A 7267 (1960 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

67098 Rocky Springs Trail (Miss.) - Description and travel - 1987 Rocky Springs Area / Natchez Trace Parkway . [Tupelo, Miss.? U.S. National Park Service?], 1987 .

Authors: Phelps, Dawson A.

1 leaflet (2 p.) : map

"Excerpted from the study, 'Rocky Springs,' by Dawson A. Phelps."


67099 Rocque, John, d. 1762

John Rocque : engraver, surveyor, cartographer and map-seller. 1948.

Authors: Varley, John

p. 83-91

Photocopies from Imago Mundi 5 (1948): 83-91.

BHC 2396

Vert 1947 (PrCt)

67100 Rocque, John, d. 1762<<>>Ireland - Pictorial works - 1755-1760<<>>Estate Maps, Irish - 1755-1760<<>>Cartouches, Ornamental (Decorative arts)

Cartouches and vignettes on the Kildare Estate maps of John Rocque. 1971.

Authors: Horner, Arnold


BHC 1392

Vert 993 (PrCt)


Four manuscript maps recently acquired by the British Museum. 1973.

Authors: Cobbe, Hugh -- Journal of the Society of Archivists p. 646-652 : map, view


Describes anonymous maps of the manors of Sherbourne, Dorset, and Gunton, Suffolk; James Chadwick's 'Mapp of an estate in the parish of Farmbrough,' and John Rocque's survey of the manor of Woodstock (near Athy) in Co. Kildare.

F 0245 .838, v. 4, p. 646-652 (PrCt)

67102 Rocque, John, d. 1762. Survey of Kilkea (1760)<<>>Robin Halwas Limited - Catalogs - Kildare (Ireland : County) - Maps - 1760 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles

John Rocque’s survey of the Kildare estates, Manor of Kilkea, 1760 : a rediscovered atlas ornamented by Hugh Douglas Hamilton. London : Robin Halwas Ltd, [2005?].


Sales catalog for John Rocque's manuscript atlas "A survey of Kilkea."

Includes bibliographical references (p. 31-32).

Series: List ; XVIII -- Robin Halwas ; XVIII -- List (Robin Halwas Limited) ; 18.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes GA830.K5 R63 2005 (NLO)

67103 Rodrigues, Francisco, fl. 1511-1518. O Livro de Francisco Rodrigues (ca. 1513)

Francisco Rodrigues' atlas of ca. 1513. 1949.

Authors: Winter, Heinrich, 1878-1967 -- Imago
Cook County Assessor's Office, Jefferson Park in Chicago, 1931

Park, Lakeview, the Near North Side, and Real estate tax assessment maps of Rogers Park, Lakeview (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1931

Real property - Tax assessment Lakeview (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1931

Real property - Tax assessment Near North Side (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1931

Real property - Tax assessment Jefferson Park (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1931

Real property - Rogers Park (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1931

Real property - Lakeview (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1931

Real property - Near North Side (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1931

Real property - Jefferson Park (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1931

Real property - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1931

Real estate tax assessment maps of Rogers Park, Lakeview, the Near North Side, and Jefferson Park in Chicago, 1931. [Chicago : Cook County Assessor's Office, 1931?].

Authors: Cook County (Ill.). Assessor's Office -- Cook County (Ill.). Assessor's Office. Cook County, Illinois, real estate assessment list for the year 1931 -- Jacobs, J.L. (Jacob Louis), 1885- -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library) 58 maps ; 18 x 17 cm. and smaller

Collective title supplied by cataloger. Added title at head of each map: Land value map.

Map counts by neighborhood name: Rogers Park 6, Lakeview 13, Near North Side 8, Jefferson 31. In: Cook County (Ill.). Assessor's Office. Cook County, Illinois, real estate assessment list for the year 1931. J.L. Jacobs, Cook County Assessor ([Chicago : Cook County Assessor's Office, 1931?]), v. 1.

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library). folio H 81896 .197, [1931 ed.], v. 1 [maps] (PrCt)


Authors: Bosse, David C. In The American Magazine (Spring-Summer 1986): 45-61, maps, ill.

BHC 1076 Vert 642, no. 2 (PrCt)

Rogue River (Or.) - Maps - 1857 - Mouth - Manuscripts Curry County (Or.) - Maps - 1857 - Manuscripts

Counties - Maps [Township map of the region around the mouth of the Rogue River in Oregon]. [1857?].


In Williams, Loren L. Journal v. 1, between p. [31-32]

Forms part of Williams's manuscript journals, chronicling his life in Oregon between 1851-1880. Pen-and-ink, pencil, and watercolor. Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library. VAULT folio Graff 4683 v. 1, between p. [31-32] (PrCt)

Rolph-McNally Limited Clark Copp Co. Map industry and trade - Canada - 1900-1999


Authors: Bur, Justin -- Roadmaps-L (Online)
Roman cartography - History, Ancient - Greek cartography - History, Ancient - Classical geography - Cartography, Roman SEE Roman cartography - Cartography, Greek SEE Greek cartography


Series: Aspects of Greek and Roman life (Ithaca, N.Y.)

Formerly GA213.D44 1985

LC Card Number: 84072221

ISBN 0801418011

Map Ref GA213.D44 1985 (NLO)

67116

Roman Forum (Rome, Italy) - Pictorial works - 1697

Prospectvs Fori Romani, edificiorvm ruinus celeberrimi : vulgo Campo Vaccino. [Utrecht : F. Halma and P. van der Aa, 1697].

Authors: Cruyl, Lieven de, ca. 1640-1720 -- Graevius, Joannes Georgius, 1632-1703 -- Halma, Fransisco, 1653-1722 -- Aa, Pieter van der, 1659-1733 -- Cruylio, Livino, ca. 1640-1720 -- SEE Cruyl, Lieven de, ca. 1640-1720 -- De Cruyl, Lieven, ca. 1640-1720 SEE Cruyl, Lieven de, ca. 1640-1720

1 view : 21 x 32 cm. on sheet 39 x 45 cm. Anonymous view of the Roman Forum appearing as part of Lieven Cruyl's Descriptio faciei variorum locorum ... Vrbis Romae ..., forming 'tab. [plate] 6' in volume 4 of J.G. Graevius's Thesaurus antiquitatum Romanarvm ... (Utrecht: F. Halma and P. v.d. Aa, 1697). Inset views in bottom margin (each 8 x 13 cm.): Templov dedicatvm S. Lvcvae Evangelistae ... -- Templov S. Mariae Novae, et S. Franciscae ...

folio F 0236 .36, v. 4, plate 6 (PrCt)
From Surveying and Mapping 22 (1962):
233-244.
Vert 242 (Pr.Ct)

67119 Roman Theater (Verona, Italy) - Pictorial works - 1549-1552<<>>Teatro Romano (Verona, Italy) SEE Roman Theater (Verona, Italy)<<>>Theatra Veronense (Verona, Italy) SEE Roman Theatre (Verona, Italy)<<>>Woodcuts
Theatra Veronense. 1549 / R. M. D. [Rudolf Manuel Deutsch] ; C. S. [Christoph Stimmer]. [Basel : Heinrich Petri], 1549 [i.e. 1552].
Authors: Manuel, Hans Rudolf, 1525-1571 -- Stimmer, Christoph, 16th cent. -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552. Cosmographiae uniuersalis ... (1552)
-- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : woodcut ; 21 x 36 cm., on sheet 32 x 40 cm.
Added letterpress title in top margin: Figura theatri Veronensis, quum adhuc integrum & perfectum esset. Hodie runiae eius extant
VAULT folio Ayer 7 .M8 1552, p. 184-185 (Pr.Ct)

67120 Romania - Manuscript maps
O veche harta manuscrita a regiunilor romanesti = [Une vieille carte manuscrite des régions roumaines]. [Chisinau, 1933].
Authors: Lepsi, Iosif -- Arhivele Basarabiei : revista de istorie si geografie a Moldovie dintre Prut si Nistru
6 p. : pl.
In Arhivele Basarabiei : revista de istorie si geografie a Moldovie dintre Prut si Nistru (1933).
Not at Newberry Library (Dec. 2009) (Pr.Ct)

67121 Romania - Maps - 1584-1588<<>>Bulgaria - Maps - 1584-1588
Romaniae (quaee olim Thracia dicta) vicinorvmq[ve] regionvm, vti Bvgiariae, Walachiae, Syrfiae, etc. descriptio / auctore Iacobo Castaldo. [Antwerp : Christophe Plantin], [M] [D] LXXXIII [1584, i.e. 1588].
Authors: Gastaldi, Giacomo, approximately 1500-approximately 1565 -- Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598 -- Ornitor, John, -1612 -- Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598. Theatrum orbis terrarum ... (1606) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 35 x 49 cm.
In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatrum orbis terrarum ... (London : J. Norton, 1606), [plate 101].
Printed no. 101 and English letterpress text on verso beginning: Romania, anciently called Thracia. That country which now they call Romania ... .
Digital image of another copy available on Marcel P.R. van den Broecke's Cartographica
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1588, [plate 89] (Pr.Ct)

67122 Romania - Maps - 1584-1606<<>>Bulgaria - Maps - 1584-1606
Romaniae (quaee olim Thracia dicta) vicinorvmq[ve] regionvm, vti Bvgiariae, Walachiae, Syrfiae, etc. descriptio / auctore Iacobo Castaldo. [London : John Norton], [M] [D] LXXXIII [1584, i.e. 1606].
Authors: Gastaldi, Giacomo, approximately 1500-approximately 1565 -- Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598 -- Ornitor, John, -1612 -- Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598. Theatrum orbis terrarum ... (1606) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 35 x 49 cm.
In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatrum orbis terrarum ... (London : J. Norton, 1606), [plate 101].
Printed no. 101 and English letterpress text on verso beginning: Romania, anciently called Thracia. That country which now they call Romania ... .
Digital image of another copy available on Marcel P.R. van den Broecke's Cartographica
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1606, [plate 101] (Pr.Ct)

67123 Romania - Maps - 1778<<>>Moldova - Maps - 1788<<>>Ukraine - Maps - 1788
La Bessarabia e parte della Moldavia e della Vallachia con le Provincie Constanitesti della Polonia e della Russia. Rome : Calcografia camerale, 1792.
Authors: Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824 -- Calcografia camerale (Rome, Italy) -- Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824. Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (1792-1801) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 43 cm.
In: Cassini, Giovanni Maria. Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (Rome : Presso la Calcogr. camerale, 1792-1801) v. 1 pl. 46.
Map dated 1788.
oversize Ayer 135 .C33 1792 v. 1 pl. 46 (Pr.Ct)

From Surveying and Mapping 22 (1962):
233-244.
Vert 242 (Pr.Ct)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
67125

**Romania - Maps - 1925**


Authors: Sigerus, Emil -- Kulturamt des Verbandes der Deutschen in Grossromänien -- Geographische Institut der Flemming-Wiskott -- Rüdiger Verlag -- Holmström, Sven -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)


Cover title: Sigerus Românién : ein Reisehandbuch

Spine title: Românién

"Auslieferung für Grossromânién, W. Krafft, Hermannstadt, für Deutschland, Carl Fr. Fleischer, Leipzig."

Maps by Geographische Institut der Flemming-Wiskott.

Map in pocket at end.

Advertisements on front lining papers and xvi p. at end.

Includes index.

Bookplate: Svensk Uppslagsboks Bibliotek, Sven Holmström.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes DR209 .S54 1925 (NLO)**

67126

**Romania - Maps - 1971**


Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag -- Karl Thiemig AG -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

172 p. : 7 maps (some col., some folded) ; 17 cm.

Map inside front cover.

Folded map in pocket.

Includes index.

Series: Grieben-Reiseführer : Bd. 289

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

2 copies; folded map in copy 2 annotated.

LC Card Number: 72325389

**Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 289 (1971) copies 1-2 (NLO)**

67127

**Romans-sur-Isere (France) - Maps - 1620**

*Roms Delineatvs vvlo Davline in Gallia Oppidi[m].* [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].

Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 32 x 22 cm.

Derived from a 1575 woodcut by Sebastian Münster; see R.A. Skelton’s Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.

Added title at top: Romans.

On same sheet with: Gratianopolis, acvsianov colonia, Galliae Narnbonensis, ad Isaram fluv. ... .

Latin letterpress text on verso under titles: Gratianopolis -- Romanvm opp.


**VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 3, pl. 9 (PrCt)**

67128

**Rome - Historical Cartography - Rome - History, Ancient - Germanic Invasions, 3rd-6th centuries**


Authors: Goffart, Walter A.

From Nottingham Medieval Studies 32 (1988): 50-64. map.

BHC 2012

**Vert 655 (PrCt)**

67129


Parergon, sive, Veteris geographiae aliquot tabvlae (1606) -- Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598.

Theatrum orbis terrarum ... (1606) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 34 x 49 cm.

In: Ortelius, Abraham. "Parergon, sive, Veteris geographiae aliquot tabvlae", part of the historical atlas section of Ortelius’s Theatrum orbis terrarum ... (London : J. Norton, 1606), [plate 122].

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Signature "vij" and English letterpress text on verso beginning: The Romane world, or the Romane Empire. Ammianus Marcellinus thus writeth in his ... .

Second state of plate; see Broecke.

"Cartographic sources: Ortelius' own two sheet map of the Roman Empire, which appeared in 1571." -- From Marcel P. R. van den Broecke's Cartographica Neerlandica website, which includes a digital image of another copy of the map (accessed August 2012); see http://www.orteliusmaps.com/book/ort187.html


VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1606, [plate 122] (PrCt)


Authors: William Collins Sons and Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- William Collins Sons and Co. The Collegiate atlas ... [191?-]

1 map : col. ; 22 x 29 cm.

In: William Collins Sons and Co. The Collegiate atlas : consisting of forty-four maps of modern geography, embracing all the latest discoveries and changes in boundaries and eighteen maps of historical geography, with copious index (Glasgow, London, and Edinburgh: William Collins, Sons, & Company, [191?-]), [plate 50].

Printed plate number "50" mostly worn away from thumb index at right.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1019 .C625 1910z, [plate] 37 (PrCt)

67132 Rome - History, Ancient - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1721<<<>World maps - History - 1721<<<>World history - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1721


1 diagram ; 482 mm. in diam. (extent of print), 493 x 483 mm. (plate mark)

Circular historical diagram of the Roman empire, Italy, and German-speaking countries to 1700; this complex graphic timeline is keyed to and radiates from a small map at center (142 mm. in diam.).

Probably issued to accompany Girolamo Andrea Martignoni's text describing his innovative visual method for charting history.

Titles of Italian and French editions of the book:
Spiegazione della carta istorica dell'Italia, e di una parte della Germania dalla nascita di Gesu' Cristo fino all'anno MDCC. -- Explication de la carte historique de la France et de l'Angleterre depuis la naissance de Jesus-Christ jusqu'à l'an MDCC ... .

Though the diagram is dated 1718, both editions of the book were published Rome: Antonio de Rossi, 1721.


Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

124 Novacco 4F 197 (PrCt)

67133 Rome - History, Ancient - Civil War, 49-45 B.C. - Maps - 1887<<<>Rome - History, Ancient - Maps - 1887<<<>Caesar, Julius<<<>Historical atlases


Authors: Stoffel, Eugène Georges Henri Céleste, baron, 1823-1907 -- Erhard Schièble (Firm) -- Delaune, E -- Martin, A. -- Guillot, E. -- Caesar, Julius. De bello civili (1887) -- Imprimerie

Authors: Lavoisne, C. V. -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- M. Carey & Son -- Gros, C. -- Yeager, Joseph, approximately 1792-1859 -- Lavoisne, C. V. A Complete genealogical, historical, chronological and geographical atlas ... (1820)
1 map : hand col. ; 27 x 37 cm.
In: Lavoisne, C. V. A Complete genealogical, historical, chronological and geographical atlas ... (Philadelphia : Published by M. Carey and Son ; printed by T.H. Palmer ..., 1820) map [5]. Printed plate 'No. 18.'
Added title: Geographical, and historical map of the Roman Empire.
Historical map of the Roman Empire to 476 A.D. oversize F 006 .48 pl. 5 (PrCt)

67139 Rome - History, Ancient - Maps - 1625
Authors: Hondius, Jodocus, 1563--1612 -- Purchas, Samuel, 1577?-1626. Purchas his pilgrimes (1625) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : copper engraving ; 14.2 x 18.7 cm. on page 32 x 22 cm.
Letterpress above map: Hondius his map of the Roman Empire.
VAULT Ayer 110 .P9 1625, v. 1, p. 74 (PrCt)

67140 Rome - History, Ancient - Maps - 1626<>Rome Empire SEE Rome<>Rome (City : Italy) SEE Rome (Italy)
Authors: Speed, John, 1552?-1629 -- Bassett, Thomas -- Chiswell, Richard -- Speed, John, 1552?-1629. The Theatre of the Empire of Great-Britain ... (1676) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 35 x 45 cm. on sheet 42 x 56 cm.
Insets (3 x 7 cm. each): Rome -- Genva -- Iervsalem -- Venice -- Constantinople -- Alexandria.
Margins include portraits of natives in local costume.
Letterpress text on verso (p. 13-14) under the following heading: The description of Roman Empire.
In: Speed, John. The Theatre of the Empire of Great-Britain ... (London : Printed for T. Bassett and R. Chiswell, 1676) map [75].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .S7 1676 map [75] (PrCt)

Romani Imperii qua occidens est descriptio geographica / N. Sanson ... Paris : ... par Melchior Tauer... et a present chez Pierre Mariette, 1637.
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Tavernier, Melchior, d. 1641 -- Mariette, Pierre, 1603-1657 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. [Assembled-to-order atlas of historical maps of Europe] (1658?) -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). IV:A4
1 map ; 39 x 52 cm.
In Sanson, Nicolas. [Assembled-to-order atlas of historical maps of Europe] [Paris : N. Sanson and P. Mariette?, 1658?] no. [4].
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Duplicate copy: VAULT Case oversized G1015 S5 1658 v. 1, pl. [110]
Sack map4G G5701.S1 1658 .S3 no. [4] (PrCt)

Romani Imperii qua orientis est descriptio geographica / auct. N. Sanson ... Paris : par Melchior Tauer... et a present chez Pierre Mariette ... 1637.
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Tavernier, Melchior, d. 1641 -- Mariette, Pierre, 1603-1657 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. [Assembled-to-order atlas of historical maps of Europe] (1658?) -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). IV:A5
1 map ; 40 x 56 cm.
In Sanson, Nicolas. [Assembled-to-order atlas of historical maps of Europe] [Paris : N. Sanson and P. Mariette?, 1658?] no. [5].
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Duplicate copy: VAULT Case oversized G1015 S3 1658 v. 1, pl. [111]
Sack map6C G5701.S1 1658 .S3 no. [5] (PrCt)

Romani Imperii qua occidens est descriptio geographica / Paris : chez Pierre Mariette, 1637 [i.e.1659?].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Tavernier, Melchior, d. 1641 -- Mariette, Pierre, 1603-1657 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (1658 [i.e. 1659?])
1 map : hand col. ; 39 x 52 cm.
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
In: Sanson, Nicolas. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (Paris : Pierre Mariette, 1658 [i.e. 1659?]) v. 1, pl. [110]  
VAULT Case oversize G1015 .S35 1658 v. 1, pl. [110] (PrCt)

67144

Rome - History, Ancient - Maps - 1637
Middle East - History, Ancient - Maps - 1637<<>>Latin Orient - History, Ancient - Maps - 1637
Romani Imperii qua oris est descriptio geographic. Paris : M. Taurernier ; chez Pierre Mariette, 1637 [i.e.1659]?
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Tavernier, Melchior, d. 1641 -- Mariette, Pierre, 1603-1657 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667.  
Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (1658 [i.e. 1659?])  
1 map : hand col. ; 39 x 52 cm.
In: Sanson, Nicolas. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (Paris : Pierre Mariette, 1658 [i.e. 1659?]) v. 1, pl. [111]  
VAULT Case oversize G1015 .S35 1658 v. 1, pl. [111] (PrCt)

67145

Rome - History, Ancient - Maps - 1655<<>>Caesar, Julius
The Commentaries of C. Julius Caesar : of his warres in Gallia, and the civil warres betwixt him and Pompей / translated into English with many excellent and judicious observations thereupon ; as also The art of our modern training, or, Tactick practise, by Clement Edmonds Esquire ...  
London : Printed by R. Daniel, and are to be sold by Henry Twyford in Vine-Court Middle Temple, Nathaniel Ekins at the Gunne in St. Paul's Church-Yard, and John Place at Furnivalls Inne Gate in Holburn, 1655.
'Revised, corrected, and enlarged.'  
Added engraved t.p.: Observations upon Caesar's commentaries / by Clement Edmundes. 'Observations upon Caesars Commentaries of the civil warres betwixt him and Pompey,' by Clement Edmonds and 'A continuation of the warres in Gallia, beginning where Caesar left, and deducing the history to the time of the civil warres,' written by Hirtius Pansa (i.e. Aulus Hirtius) have separate dated title pages; new pagination begins with 'Observations'; register is continuous; 'The manner of our modern training' (caption title) has separate pagination.  
Bookplate of Lionel Copley, esq., Contemporary leather binding, repaired.  
References: Wing (2nd ed., 1994), C199; ESTC (RLIN), R017666  
Case folio PA6235 .A2 1655 (NLO)

67146

Rome - History, Ancient - Maps - 1666<<>>Caesarius, Julius
Authors: Caesar, Julius -- Hirtius, Aulus -- Marliani, R. -- Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598 -- Zunner, Johann David, fl. ca. 1653-1705 -- Tattiaeu, Johan -- Le Pla, Joban -- Pieres, Harold F. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
Text of De bello Gallico in Latin and Greek in parallel columns. Includes the supplementary commentaries, here ascribed to Hirtius.  
The Notae have special t.p., dated 1606: In C. Julii Caesaris commentarios notae, adnotationes, commentarii Rhellicani, Hotmani, Brantii. Nomenclator geographicus praeterea duplex; è quibus alter R. Ciacconii, Hotmani, Bruti, M. Marliani ... potissimum è Thesauro geographico Abrahami Ortelii' -- Columns 71-84 at end. 'Joseph Justi Scaligeri ... Notitia Galliae'--Columns 85-104 at end. Includes indexes.  
Newspaper clipping pasted inside front cover: 'The emperor's life of Caesar; Ms. annotations in pencil on back endpaper.  
Owner's inscriptions: Johan Tattiaeu; Joban Le Pla; Harold F. Pieres, November 1920, Oxford.  
Added engraved t.p.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
Shows the eastern Roman Empire in 400 A.D.; shows boundaries, forests, and settlements in southeastern Europe, part of the Middle East and South Asia and northwestern Africa. Ferro meridian.

Relief shown pictorially.

Inset map: Supplimentum Theatro Historico (showing Eastern Hemisphere).

In: Senex, John. The Universal geographer ... (London : Printed for Robert Sayer, [1764?]), plate [30].

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .S45 1764, plate [30] (NLO)

---


Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675--1725; Senex, John, -1740 -- Senex, John, -1740. The Universal geographer ... [1764?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794

1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 64 cm.

Scale [1:8,500,000].

Scale given in Roman miles, Greek stadia, Gallic leuca, and Persiangae (Persian?) units.

Shows the western Roman Empire in 400 A.D.; covers western Europe and north Africa. Ferro meridian.

Relief shown pictorially.

Shows boundaries, forests, settlements, with notes.

Inset map: Supplimentum Theatro Historico (showing Western Hemisphere).

In: Senex, John. The Universal geographer ... (London : Printed for Robert Sayer, [1764?]), plate [31].

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .S45 1764, plate [31] (NLO)
67151 Rome - History, Ancient - Maps - 1726
Authors: Moll, Herman, -1732 -- Moll, Herman, -1732. Thirty two new and accurate maps of the geography of the ancients ... (1726)
1 map ; 15 x 31 cm.
In: Moll, Herman. Thirty two new and accurate maps of the geography of the ancients, as contained in the Greek and Latin classics ... (London : H. Moll ; T. Bowles ; J. Bowles, 1726) pl. '28.
Case G 1002 .586 pl. 28 (PrCt)

67152 Rome - History, Ancient - Maps - 1726
Authors: Moll, Herman, -1732 -- Moll, Herman, -1732. Thirty two new and accurate maps of the geography of the ancients ... (1726)
1 map ; 15 x 25 cm.
In: Moll, Herman. Thirty two new and accurate maps of the geography of the ancients, as contained in the Greek and Latin classics ... (London : H. Moll ; T. Bowles ; J. Bowles, 1726) pl. '26.
Case G 1002 .586 pl. 26 (PrCt)

67153 Rome - History, Ancient - Maps - 1726
Typus regionum per quas grassatum est bellum civile inter Pompeium et Caesarum. [London : H. Moll et al, 1726].
Authors: Moll, Herman, -1732 -- Moll, Herman, -1732. Thirty two new and accurate maps of the geography of the ancients ... (1726)
1 map ; 15 x 25 cm.
In: Moll, Herman. Thirty two new and accurate maps of the geography of the ancients, as contained in the Greek and Latin classics ... (London : H. Moll ; T. Bowles ; J. Bowles, 1726) pl. '27.
Case G 1002 .586 pl. 27 (PrCt)

67154 Rome - History, Ancient - Maps - 1726
Italia ad iustinum ; Grecia ad iustini historiam ; Orbis tabula ad iustinum. [London : H. Moll et al, 1726].
Authors: Moll, Herman, -1732 -- Moll, Herman, -1732. Thirty two new and accurate maps of the geography of the ancients ... (1726)
3 maps ; 9 x 26 cm. and smaller, on sheet 19 x 29 cm.
In: Moll, Herman. Thirty two new and accurate maps of the geography of the ancients, as contained in the Greek and Latin classics ... (London : H. Moll ; T. Bowles ; J. Bowles, 1726) pl. '29.
Case G 1002 .586 pl. 29 (PrCt)

67155 Rome - History, Ancient - Maps - 1742
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Delamarche, Charles François, 1740-1817. Atlas général : contenant le détail des quatre parties du monde [1798?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 50 cm, on sheet 55 x 74 cm.
Title from cartouche.
Added title in upper right corner: Imperium Romanum
Imprint date precedes place of publication in cartouche.
Scale [ca. 1:8,500,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
Includes table of political divisions.
Latin and French.
References: M.S. Pedley, Bel et utile, 37
Baskes oversize G1015 .A77 1798, [ptie 2], [plate 67] (NLO)

67156 Rome - History, Ancient - Maps - 1742
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Delamarche, Charles François, 1740-1817. Atlas général : contenant le détail des quatre parties du monde [1798?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 65 cm.
Title from cartouche.
Added title in upper left corner: Imperium Romanum
Imprint date precedes place of publication in
Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles. Atlas universel / par M. Robert ... et par M. Robert de Vaugondy son fils ... (A Paris : Chez De La Marche, géographe, rue du Foin St. Jacques, Collège de Me. Gervais, 1757, [i.e. 1790?]), [plate 4]. "Imperium Romanum" and "4" -- oversize letterpress title stamped on verso. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1790, [plate 4] (PrCt)***

**67159**


*Orbis Romani pars occidentalis.* London : Laurie & Whittle, MDCCLXIII [1763, i.e. 1799].

Authors: Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d', 1697-1782 -- Laurie & Whittle -- Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d', 1697-1782. A Complete body of ancient geography ... (1799) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 66 x 53 cm.

In: Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d'. A Complete body of ancient geography ... (London : R. Laurie and J. Whittle, 1799).


Verso handstamped '2.

Bound with: Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d'. A Complete body of ancient geography ... (London : R. Laurie and J. Whittle, 1799).

**oversize Ayer 135 .K6 1773 pl. [37] (PrCt)**

**67160**


*Orbis Romani pars occidentalis auspiciis serenissimi principis Ludovici Philippi aurelianorum ducis ... / auctore G. de la Haye.* [Paris : s.n.], M DCC LXIII [1763].


1 map : hand col. ; 68 x 56 cm.

In composite atlas without title page: Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d'. [Atlas général] [Paris : s.n., ca. 1786?], [plate 45].

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes oversize G1019 .A598 1786, [plate 45] (PrCt)**

**67161**

Roman Empire ca. 210 B.C. and Hanno's expedition of 218-209 B.C.
oversee Ayer 135 .A6 1727 pl. 13 (PrCr)

Rome - History, Ancient - Maps - 1779
Romani Imperii, occidentis scilicet et orientis, tabula geographica / ex Schoedis Sansoniussen desumpta ... ; autore D. Robert de Vaugondy geographo. Venetiis [Venice] : apud P. Santini ; chez Mr. Remondini, 1779.
Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Santini, P. -- Remondini, Giuseppe Antonio, 1747-1811 -- Santini, P. Atlas universal dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (1784 [i.e. 1807?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 65 cm.
Inset (10 x 17 cm.): Fortunatae Insulae.
In: Santini, P. Atlas universal dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (Venice : par P. Santini, rue Ste. Justine, chez M. Remondini, 1784 [i.e. 1807?]), v. 2, no. "P. II. 55"
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .S4 1807, v. 2, no. 55 (PrCr)

Rome - History, Ancient - Maps - 1780
1780 Europe - History, Ancient - Maps - 1780 Europe - Historical geography - Maps - 1780
Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Dezauche, Jean Claude, active 1770-1824 -- L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726. Atlas géographique des quatre parties du monde [1785?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 63 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:8,500,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
Inset: Supplementum theatro historico.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .L565 1785, [plate 35] (NLO)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.


Authors: L’Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Desrosiers, F. -- Dezauche, Jean Claude, active 1770-1824 -- L’Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726.

Atlas géographique des quatre parties du monde (Paris : Chez Dezauche, [1801?]), [plate 35].

1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 65 cm.

Relief shown pictorially.

Inset: Supplementum theatro historico.


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .L565 1801, [plate 35]

(NLO)

67167


Authors: L’Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Buache, Philippe, 1700-1773 -- Desrosiers, F. -- Dezauche, Jean Claude, active 1770-1824 -- L’Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726.

Atlas géographique des quatre parties du monde (Paris : Chez Dezauche, [1801?]), [plate 36].

1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 65 cm.

Relief shown pictorially.

Inset: Supplementum theatro historico.


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .L565 1801, [plate 36]

(NLO)

67169

Rome - History, Ancient - Maps - 1804 - Caesar, Julius


Authors: Caesar, Julius -- Hirtius, Aulus. Bellum Alexandrinum (1804) -- Godouin, Jean, 1620-1700 -- Poyntell, William, 1756-1811 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)


Partial contents: De bello Gallico -- De bello Civili -- A. Hirtii Commentariorum de bello Alexandrinvo liber -- A. Hirtii Commentariorum de bello Africano liber unus -- A. Hirtii Commentariorum de bello Hispaniensii liber -- Fragmenta. Includes the supplementary commentaries
ascribed to Hirtius and others.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 05030706
Baskes PA6235 .A2 1804 (NLO)

67170  Rome - History, Ancient - Maps - 1819
3rd ed.
Includes index.
Shaw & Shoemaker 47490.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes PA6235 .A2 1819 (NLO)

67171  Rome - History, Ancient - Maps - 1827
Rome - Historical geography - Maps
- 1827
Rome - Maps - 1827
Mediterranean Region - History, Ancient - Maps - 1827
Mediterranean Region - Historical geography - Maps - 1827
Europe - History, Ancient - Maps - 1827
Europe - Historical geography - Maps - 1827
Authors: Thackara, James, 1767-1848 -- Finley, A. (Anthony) -- Finley, A. (Anthony). Atlas classica, or, Select maps of ancient geography (1831) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 29 x 42 cm.
In: Finley, Anthony. Atlas classica, or, Select maps of ancient geography : both sacred and profane (Philadelphia : Anthony Finley, 1831), [plate 5].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .F5 1833, [plate 5] (PrCt)

Rome - History, Ancient - Maps - 1836
Pinnock’s improved edition of Dr. Goldsmith’s abridgement of the History of Rome : to which is prefixed, an introduction to the study of Roman history, and a variety of valuable information added throughout the work, on the manners, institutions, and antiquities of the Romans : with numerous biographical and historical notes : a dictionary explaining the most difficult words, at the beginning, and questions for examination at the end of each section. London : Whittaker & Co., 1836.
14th ed. / corr. and enl. by W.C. Taylor.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
"With several engravings from Montfaucon and other authorities."
Maps engraved by Alfred Adlard and S. Hall. Includes questions for the student.
Publisher’s advertisements: 24 p. at end.
Former owner’s signature: Miss Sophia Sheard.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes DG210 .G65 1836 (NLO)
Relief shown by hachures. Second volume includes general maps of Gaul, plans of battles and views of battle sites engraved by Erhard Schiebèl. Maps to the first volume (30 cm.) bound in with Maps to the second volume. Former owner Charles S. Faulkner, Keene N.H. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1033 .H57 1865 (NLO)


1 map : hand col. ; 40 x 55 cm. "Entered according to act of Congress in the year 1869, by A.J. Johnson in the Clerk's Office of the District Court of the United States for the Southern District of New York."

Insets (13 x 13 cm. and 16 x 12 cm.): Graecia -- Italia.

In: Johnson, Alvin Jewett. Johnson's new illustrated family atlas of the world ... (New York : A.J. Johnson, publisher, 1869), [plate 57] Sheet corners numbered 112 and 113. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1019 .J5 1869, [plate 57] (PrCt)


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio DG77 .C597 1982 (NLO)


Authors: Cornell, Tim -- Lovell Johns Ltd. -- Matthews, John (John Frederick) -- Facts on File, Inc. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (240 p. : ill. (some col.), 62 maps (some col.)) ; 31 cm. Partial contents: Early Italy and the Roman Republic -- From Republic to Empire -- Provinces of the Empire -- The Empire in decline -- Special features -- List of maps -- Abbreviations of praenomina.

Includes bibliographical references (p. 228-230) and index. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

LC Card Number: 81031900

Baskes DG210 .M85 1901 (NLO)
la ville de Rome jusques aux extrémitéz de son empire. Où se voit la grandeur & la puissance incomparable des Romains; ensemble l'éclaircissement de l'itinéraire d'Antonin & de la carte de Peutinger. Par Nicolas Bergier ... Bruxelles : J. Leonard, 1736.

Authors: Bergier, Nicolas, 1567-1623 -- Antoninus, Augustus -- Peutinger table -- Peutinger, Konrad, 1465-1546 or 1547 -- Castorius

2 v. in 1 (front., plates, ports., fold. maps, plans) ; 29 cm.

'Nouv. éd. revue avec soin, et enrichie des cartes et des figures.'

'Tabvla itinaria ex ... Peutingerorum bibliotheca': folded map at end.


G 112 .09 (NLO)

67182 Rome - History, Ancient - Maps - 300 - Road maps - Manuscripts - Facsimiles Peutinger table - Facsimiles Manuscript maps - Facsimiles Road maps

Table de Peutinger. Paris : Hachette, 1869.

Authors: Desjardins, Ernest, 1823-1886 -- Peutinger table -- Peutinger, Konrad, 1465-1546 or 1547 -- Castorius -- Hachette (Firm) -- John Crerar Library -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 18 maps ; 540 x 383 mm.

Preious owner: John Crerar Library, University of Chicago.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

67183 Rome - History, Ancient - Maps - 300 - Road maps - Manuscripts - Facsimiles Peutinger table - Facsimiles Manuscript maps - Facsimiles Road maps Historical atlases


Authors: Miller, Konrad, 1844-1933 -- Peutinger table -- Peutinger, Konrad, 1465-1546 or 1547 -- Castorius -- Maier, O. -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

126, ii p. + 1 map 31 x 457 cm. fold. to 31 x 21 cm.

Uniform title: Peutinger table.

Attributed by Miller to Castorius, on the authority of Ravennas. Original now in the Vienna Nationalbibliothek.

Cover dated l888.

"Litteratur": p. [123]-126.

LC Card Number: 41030405

Ayer 133 .P5 M5 1887 (NLO)

67184 Rome - History, Ancient - Maps - 300 - Road maps - Manuscripts - Facsimiles Peutinger table - Facsimiles Manuscript maps - Facsimiles Road maps Historical atlases


Authors: Miller, Konrad, 1844-1933 -- Peutinger table -- Peutinger, Konrad, 1465-1546 or 1547 -- Castorius -- Strecker und Schröder -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
Ayer 133 .P5 M5 1916 (NLO)

67185

Rome - History, Ancient - Maps - 300 - Road maps - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Peutinger table - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles - Wall maps - Road maps


Uniform title: Peutinger table.

Folded color map (facsimile on sheet 23 x 369 cm.) has title: Tabula quae dicitur Peutingeriana. Stamp: Professor E.M.J. Campbell, Department of Geography, Birkbeck College, W.C. 1. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Phillips 255

LC Card Number: map64000307

Baskes G1026.P4 M5 1962 (NLO)

67186

Rome - History, Ancient - Maps - 300 - Road maps - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Peutinger table - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles - Road maps - Historical atlases


Authors: Miller, Konrad, 1844-1933 -- Peutinger table -- Peutinger, Konrad, 1465-1546 or 1547 -- Castorius -- Campbell, Eila M. J. -- F.A. Brockhaus (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

16 p. : 1 folded map (on 7 leaves) ; 24 x 28 cm. Edition: 2. unveränderte Aufl.

Uniform title: Peutinger table.

In double columns.

Ayer 133 .P5 M5 1929 (NLO)

67187

Rome - History, Ancient - Maps - 300 - Road maps - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Peutinger table - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles - Road maps

The Peutingerian table. [Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, 1840].

Authors: Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846 -- Peutinger table -- Peutinger, Konrad, 1465-1546 or 1547 -- Castorius -- Lea & Blanchard -- Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (1840)

1 map ; 11 x 17 cm.

Keyed to dozens of references on p. 51.

In: Murray, Hugh. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, successors to Carey & Co., for George W. Gorton, 1840) v. 1, p. 50.

Wax engraving.

G 11 .607 v. 1, p. 50 (PrCt)

67188

Rome - History, Ancient - Maps - 300 - Road maps - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Peutinger table - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles - Road maps


Authors: Scheyb, Franz C. von -- Peutinger table -- Peutinger, Konrad, 1465-1546 or 1547 -- Castorius -- Mannert, C. -- Libr. Hannover -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 12 maps ; 400 x 315 mm. Revised 1753 edition.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

67189

Rome (Italy) - Guidebooks - 1905

Rome adn [sic] the environs : with the plan of Rome and a map of the environs and 32 engravings. Milan : Fratelli Treves, 1905.

Authors: Guide Treves -- Treves's handbooks -- Fratelli Treves (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

[10], 352 p., [36] leaves of plates : ill., plans ; 16 cm.

Imperfect: lacking folded map.

New ed., carefully rev., corr. and enl.

On cover: Guide Treves.


Includes indexes.

Series: Treves’s handbooks : Italy -- Guide Treves.

Published also in Italian as: Roma e dintorni.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G153 .G83 Rome (1905) (NLO)

67190

Rome (Italy) - History, Ancient - Maps - 1825 - Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1825

Romeae antiquae ichnographia / A. De Romanis
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>67191</strong> Rome (Italy) - History, Ancient - Maps - 1830</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authors: Clarke, W. B. -- J. &amp; C. Walker (Firm) -- Baldwin &amp; Craddock -- Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (Great Britain) -- Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (Great Britain). A Series of maps, modern and ancient (1829-1831) 1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 38 cm. 'By W.B. Clarke, archt.' Elevation drawing at bottom (2 x 31 cm.): A Comparison of few of the principal ancient buildings in Rome.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>oversize G 1001 .82 fascicule 9, map [1] (PrCt)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| **67192** Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1551 |
| Roma. [Highmount, N.Y. J. H. Aronson, 1984]. |

| **67193** Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1552 - Archaeology -<->Archaeology - Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1552 |
| Novacco 4F 246 (PrCt) |

| **67194** Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1552 - Archaeology -<->Archaeology - Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1552<->Rome (Italy) - Historical geography - Maps - 1552<->Woodcuts |
| Figura areae ciuitatis Romanae atque portarum eius ... / H. H. [Heinrich Holzmüller]. [Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552]. |

| **67195** Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1554-2006 - Archaeology -<->Archaeology - Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1554-2006<->Palladio, Andrea, 1508-1580 Palladio's Rome : a translation of Andrea Palladio's two guidebooks to Rome / by Vaughan... |

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Palladio, Andrea, 1508-1580 -- Hart, Vaughan, 1960- -- Hicks, Peter, 1964- -- Yale University Press -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
ixii, 285 p. : ill. (some col.), 6 maps (chiefly col.), plans, ports. ; 22 cm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
ISBN 9780300151473 (pbk.) ; 300151470 (pbk.)
Baskes NA1120.P33 2009 (NLO)

Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1555

Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1557

Anton. Lafreri, 1557.
Authors: Lafréry, Antoine, 1512-1577 -- Beatrizet, Nicolas, 1507?-1570? -- N. B., 1507?-1570? -- Gilhofer & Ranschburg (Vienna, Austria) -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 351 x 471 mm. (neat line), remargined to 441 x 515 mm.
Monogram of Niccolò Beatrizet (NB) at lower right; see Nagler, Die Monogrammisten, v. 4, p. 730-734, no. 2322.
An. [M] D LVII.’ Infinity symbol used in place of ‘M’ in date.
Relief shown pictorially.
Binding stub and manuscript ‘204’ on verso.
Bernard Quaritch (Firm), The ‘Speculum Romanae magnificentiae’ of Antonio Lafreri ... with a description of a Bertelli collection of maps [London, 1925?], p. 6, no. 5.
C. Huelsen, Saggio di Bibliografia Ragionata delle Piante ... di Roma (1933) p. 49-50, no. 25.
Bella and Bella, Cartografia rara ... dalla collezione Franco Novacco (1986) p. 119, no. 111.
Tooley 472.
Ex Gilhofer.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
e6

Novacco 4F 248 (PrCt)

Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1557

Anton. Lafreri, 1557.
Authors: Lafréry, Antoine, 1512-1577 -- Beatrizet, Nicolas, 1507?-1570? -- N. B., 1507?-1570? -- Gilhofer & Ranschburg (Vienna, Austria) -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 351 x 471 mm. (neat line), remargined to 441 x 515 mm.
Monogram of Niccolò Beatrizet (NB) at lower right; see Nagler, Die Monogrammisten, v. 4, p. 730-734, no. 2322.
An. [M] D LVII.’ Infinity symbol used in place of ‘M’ in date.
Relief shown pictorially.
Binding stub and manuscript ‘204’ on verso.
Bernard Quaritch (Firm), The ‘Speculum Romanae magnificentiae’ of Antonio Lafreri ... with a description of a Bertelli collection of maps [London, 1925?], p. 6, no. 5.
C. Huelsen, Saggio di Bibliografia Ragionata delle Piante ... di Roma (1933) p. 49-50, no. 25.
Bella and Bella, Cartografia rara ... dalla collezione Franco Novacco (1986) p. 119, no. 111.
Tooley 472.
Ex Gilhofer.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
e6

Novacco 4F 248 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Romanae magnificentiae of Antonio Lafreri ... with a description of a Bertelli collection of maps [London, 1925?]. p. 6, no. 6.

C. Huelsen, Saggio di Bibliografia Ragionata delle Piante...di Roma (1933) p. 51, no. 29.


A. Frutaz, Le Piante di Roma (1962), v. 1, p. 23, 175, no. CXVI; v. 2, plate 228.


Ex Rappaport.

Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Novacco 4F 249 (PrCt)

Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1557

Roma con li forti / [Sebastianus a regibus Clodiensis in aere incidibat ; An. M. D. LVII. Con gratia et privilegio]. [Rome? s.n., 1557?].

Authors: Re, Sebastiano di, fl. 1550-1560 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 1 sheet 334 x 472 mm.

Sheet trimmed at bottom, resulting in loss of Sebastian Ré’s engraved signature at lower left and date at lower right.

Title from uppercase aand oversize lettering at top.

Added title: Recens rursus post omnes omnium description. vrb. Romae topographia ... . Relief shown pictorially.


C. S. Scarafoni, Le Piante di Roma (1939), p. 84-85, no. 149.


Bella and Bella, Cartografia rara ... dalla collezione Franco Novacco (1986) p. 120, no. 112.

Tooley 487.

Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Novacco 2F 130 (PrCt)

Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1560<><>Bufalini, Leonardo, 16th cent.

Roma. [197-?].


Piane...di Roma, 1 -- Ehrle, Franz, 1845-1934 -- Bufalino, Leonardo, 16th cent. SEE Bufalini, Leonardo, 16th cent.

1 map ; 120 x 122 cm. on 24 sheets.


With historical notes by Franz Ehrle (62 p. ; 35 cm.)

Frutaz, no.109.

81-57262

4083

map6C G6714.R7 1560 B8 197- (PrCt)

Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1561

Roma / ... Io. Antonij Dosij Floren. manu delineatis ... ; Sebastianus a Regibus Clodiensis in aere incidebat. Romae [Rome : Sebastiano Re?], 1561.

Authors: Dosio, Giovanni Antonio, 1533-ca. 1609 -- Re, Sebastiano di, fl. 1550-1560 -- De Landau, Horace, barone, 1824-1903 -- Finaly, Madame, d. 1938 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 351 x 549 mm. (neat line), remargined to 522 x 644 mm.

Authorship statement from dedication at lower left, beginning: Gab. Palaeotio pontificis stlitibus ivdican dis dvodecimviro integerrimo ... . 'Romae calendar Ianuarij [M] D LXI.' Infinity symbol used in place of 'M' in date.

References A-S (except J) and 1-50 at bottom.

Relief shown pictorially.

Oriented with south at top.

C. Huelsen, Saggio di Bibliografia Ragionata delle Piante... di Roma (1933) p. 51-52, no. 30.


Bella and Bella, Cartografia rara ... dalla collezione Franco Novacco (1986) p. 121, no. 113.

Tooley 488

Ex De Landau; ex Finaly.

Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Novacco 4F 250 (PrCt)

Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1567 - Archaeology<><>Archaeology - Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1567

Roma. In Venetia [Venice] : alla libraria dalla Colona in merzaria [i.e. Bolognino Zaltieri], M.D. LXVII [1567, i.e. 1569].

Authors: Ballino, Giulio, d. ca. 1592 -- Ballino, Giulio, d. ca. 1592. De’ disegni delle piu illustri città, et fortezze del mondo ... (1569) -- Zaltieri, Bolognino, fil. 1555-1576

1 map ; 19 x 26 cm.

Title from oversize lettering at top.

Added title at bottom right: Il Uero sito di Roma ...

Oriented with north at right.

Letterpress text on verso.

Identifies many ancient sites.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
In: Ballino, Giulio. De' disegni delle piu illustri città, et fortezze del mondo ... (Venice: Bolognino Zaltieri, 1569), plate [9]
VAULT Case folio G 117 .06, plate [9] (PrCt)

67203 Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1570 - Archaeology

Vsbris Romae sitvs cvm iis qvae adhvc conspicvntr ... Romae [Rome, i.e. Cologne: s.n.], M.D. LXX [1570, i.e. ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Ligorio, Pirro, ca. 1513-1583 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 39 x 59 cm.
Derived from 1552 and 1570 prints by Pirro Ligorio; see R.A. Skelton’s Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.
Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Roma.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 2, pl. 49 (PrCt)

67204 Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1574 - Archaeology

Vsbris Romae scioographia ex antiquis monvmentis acvratissse delineata / Stephanus du Perac Parisiensis. Romae [Rome] : Laurentius della Vacherie, M.D. LXXIII [i.e. between 1574-1614?].
Authors: Du Pérac, Etienne, d. 1604 -- Vacherie, M.D. LXX [1570, i.e. ca. 1620].
Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 1,024 x 1,558 mm. (neat line) on 8 sheets
Authorship statement and date of imprint below dedication at lower right: Karolo IX Galliarvm regi Christianissimo ... Romae kal. April M D LXXIII.
Title from oversize and uppercase lettering in upper margin.
Apparently a restrike by Lorenzo Vaccaria from 1574 plates previously bearing the imprint of Francisco Villamena; see C. Huelsen, Saggio di Bibliografia Ragionata delle Piante ... di Roma (1933) p. 28, 32-33, 60-61, no. 57.
Relief shown pictorially.
Manuscript 'Fmr. Annunzio [?] 1851' at upper right, sheet 4 recto; 'St. Duperc's plan von Rom 1574 (non Christi-geburt)' on sheet 3 verso.
Repaired sewing marks on versos of some sheets.
Accompanied by 4 letterpress legend-sheets (119 x 396 mm. and smaller). These include 157 references, text with heading 'Laurentius Vacarius lector', handstamp 'F.A.', and dedication to Pope Gregory XIII.
Tooley 495.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

67205 Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1577 - Archaeology

Nova urbis Romae descriptio. [197-?].
1 map ; 77 x 101 cm., on 9 sheets, 30 x 39 cm. and smaller.
Added title: Roma prima di Sisto V.
Facsimile of original published in Rome, 1577.
With historical notes by Franz Ehrle (70 p. ; 35 cm.)
Includes references 1-120.
Frutaz, 127.
81-57263
4086
map6C G6714.R7 1577 .P4 197- (PrCt)

67206 Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1582 - Archaeology

Antiqvae vsbris perfecta imago / Ambrosius Braun[billa fecri. [Rome] : Nicolai van Aelst formis, [1582?].
Authors: Brambilla, Ambrosio, fl. 1581-1602 -- Aelst, Nicolas van, ca. 1527-1613 -- Reiss & Sohn -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 374 x 549 mm. (neat line), on sheet 425 x 581 mm.
References 1-90 in bottom margin.
Relief shown pictorially.
Oriented with north at left.
Edges and center of sheet repaired with backing on verso.
A variant state of this plate was published by Calisto Ferrante (Rome, [1582?]); see Novacco 4F 253.
C. Huelsen, Saggio di Bibliografia Ragionata delle Piante...di Roma (1933) p. 106, no. 40a.
Tooley 495.
Purchased at Reiss & Sohn auction, 26 April 2002 (item 3307).
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
antiquitatum Romanarum (Utrecht: François Halma, 1694) v. 1, opposite column 32.
Cf. Karrow 51/11 and 51/11.3
Cf. C. S. Scarafoni, Le Piante di Roma (1939), p. 29, no. 22
Cf. C. Huelsen, Saggio di Bibliografia Ragionata delle Piante ... di Roma (1933) p. 54-55, no. 38.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

67211 Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1593
Recens provt hodie iacet almea vrbis Romae cvm omnibus viis aedificiisqve prospectvs acvratissime delineatvs / Antonivs Tempesta Florentins invent delineavit et incidit anno MDXCIII. Romae [Rome] : Antonius Tempesta Florentins, MDXCIII [1593].
Authors: Tempesta, Antonio, 1555-1630 -- Almagià, Roberto, 1884-1962 -- Franco Novacco
Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; approximately 1,034 x 2,440 mm. (neat line) on 12 remargined sheets
Title in bottom margin.
Imprint on sheet 12.
Dedication to 'Iacobo Bosio' (Iacomo Bosio) on sheet 1.
Relief shown pictorially.
Oriented with north at left.
Some loss of detail at edges replaced in manuscript; sheets repaired with numerous small backing patches; manuscript 'Rom' appears as part of otherwise illegible scrawl on verso of sheet 5.
Ex Rappaport.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

67212 Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1602
Anteiqvae vrbis imago acvratissime ex vetvsteis monvmnteis formata. [Rome : Istituto di studi romani, 1962].
Authors: Ligorio, Pirro, ca. 1513-1583 -- Orlandi, Giovanni, fl. 1590-1640 -- Frutaz, Amato Pietro
1 map ; 61 x 47 cm., on [6] pages
Reduced facsimile of original published Rome: Giovanni Orlandi, 1602.
Relief shown pictorially.
Cf. Karrow 51/11.7.

67213 Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1603
Authors: Vaccario, Andrea, fl. 1600-1620 -- C.E. Rappaport (Firm) -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; approximately 963 x 1,531 mm. on 4 composite sheets
Title on sheet 1; imprint on sheet 4.
Relief shown pictorially.
Oriented with north at left.
Printed from an undetermined number of plates on multiple sheets.
Mounted on backing sheets detached from a binding; manuscript numbers '120' on sheet 3 recto and '122' on sheet 4 recto; sheet versos variously numbered '115', '117', '119', and '121'.
A later edition of this map was published in Rome by Gottfried de Scaihi in 1630; cf. C. Huelsen, Saggio di Bibliografia Ragionata delle Piante ... di Roma (1933) p. 79-80, no. 98 and Frutaz, Le Piante di Roma (1962), v. 1, p. 209, no. CXLVIII; v. 3, plate 323-331.
Ex Rappaport.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

67214 Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1620
Roma. [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Camocio, Giovanni Francesco, 16th cent. -- Edward E. Ayer
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; hand col. ; 32 x 47 cm.
Map derived from a 1569 print by Giovanni Francesco Camocio; see R.A. Skelton's Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.
Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Roma.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135.B8 1573, v. 1, pl. 45 (PrCt)

67215 Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1620
Anteiqvae vrbis imago acvratissime ex vetvsteis monvmnteis formata. [Rome : Istituto di studi romani, 1962].
Authors: Ligorio, Pirro, ca. 1513-1583 -- Orlandi, Giovanni, fl. 1590-1640 -- Frutaz, Amato Pietro
1 map ; 61 x 47 cm., on [6] pages
Reduced facsimile of original published Rome: Giovanni Orlandi, 1602.
Relief shown pictorially.
Cf. C. Huelsen, Saggio di Bibliografia Ragionata delle Piante...di Roma (1933) p. 31-32, 52-53, no. 35.
Cf. Karrow 51/11.7.
Antiqua vrbis Romae imago accuratiss ... descripta a Pyrrho Ligorio Romano ... [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].

Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Ligorio, Pirro, ca. 1513-1583 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 60 x 50 cm. on 2 sheets, each 41 x 54 cm.

Derived from a 1561 print by Pirro Ligorio; see R.A. Skelton’s Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.

Bottom margin includes numerous references. Latin letterpress text on under verso titles: Lectori -- Roma Triumphans Andreae Flviiii antivqii... -- Roma.

In: Braun, Georg and Franz Hogenberg. Civitates orbis terrarum. [Cologne: Pieter von Brachel?, ca. 1578]. 206 p., 1 map ; 127 x 128 cm., on 4 sheets, 47 x 91 cm.

Facsimile of plan originally published 1625; relief shown pictorially.

Edited by Stefano Borsi.

Series: Fonti e immagini. Architettura e città ; 2. Includes bibliographical references (p. 41).


67219 Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1650 - Archaeology

Romana antiqua trimphatrix abantiquis monumentis et rerum gestarum. Rome, [ca. 1650].

Authors: Lauro, Giacomo, fl. 1600-1642 -- Rossi, Giacomo Giovanni de -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:Y34

1 map ; 38 x 51 cm.

Shows the city as it was ca. 200 A.D.

Includes 20 vignettes, descriptive text in margins, and references 1-279.

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

3085

Sack map4F G6714.R7S2 1650 .R6 (PrCt)

67220 Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1667 - Pictorial works


Authors: Covens et Mortier -- Historic Urban Plans (Firm)

1 birds-eye view ; 52 x 71 cm.

Facsimile of original published Amsterdam, 1667.


473

map4F G6714.R7A3 1667 C6 1966 (PrCt)

67221 Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1676

Nuova pianta et alzata della città di Roma... [197-?].

Authors: Falda, Giovanni Battista, 1648-1678 -- Rossi, Giacomo Giovanni de -- Vatican, Biblioteca Vaticana. Piante...di Roma, 5 -- Ehrle, Franz, 1845-1934

1 map ; 127 x 128 cm., on 4 sheets, 70 x 47 cm. and 70 x 91 cm.

Added title: Roma al tempo di Clemente X.

Facsimile of original published Rome, 1676.

Includes 9 views of buildings and references 1-473.

With historical notes by Franz Ehrle (10 p. ; 34 cm.)

Includes references, 1-120.

Frutaz, 158.

81-55245

4086

map6C G6714.R7 1676 F3 197- (PrCt)

67222 Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1682

Novissima et accuratissima delineatio Romae veteris et novae... Amsterdam : C. Allard, [1682?].

Authors: Ram, Johannes de, 1648-1693 -- Allard, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709 -- Allard, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709. Atlas minor sive tabulae geographicae...
Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1689
Authors: Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718 -- Padoani, Domenico, fl. 1689 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718. Citta, fortezze, isole, e porti principale dell' Europa ... (1689) 1 map ; 27 x 44 cm.


VAULT folio Ayer 135 .C8 1689 pl. 1 (PrCt)

Beschryving van oud en niew Rome, verdeelt in die deelen: waar in de gansche gelegenheit dezer magtige stad, van de grondlegginge af, tot onder de regeringe der keizere, en vervolgens der paauzen, ten aanzien van hare wyken, tempelen, raadhoven, kerken, paleizen, en andere pragtige, zoo gemeene als byzondere, gebouwen -- / In 't fransch beschreven door Francois Desseine ... Uit het fransch en latyn vertaalt ... Amsterdam : Gedrukt by F. Halma, 1704.


Vol. 2-3 have title: Beschryving van 't niew of hedendagsh Rome, eerste-[tweede] deel ... in 't nederduitsch overgebragt door W.V.R. ....

Most of the illustrations and plates, and all of the maps, are repeated (selected) from Graevius, J.G. Thesaurus antiquitatum Romanarum. 1694-99.

Each volume has also added t.p., engraved, made up from engraved added title-pages from the Graevius work, with appropriate alterations in the lettering.

Two pages between p. 22 and 23 are numbered "22 and "23.


Aside from the engravings by Bartolus, most of the engravings were designed by Jan Goeree and Lievin Cruyl, and engraved by various hands. Issued with Kennett, Basil. De aaloudheden van Rome ... 1704.

Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.

Wing oversize ZP 746 H194 (NLO)
Pictorial works - 1721 - Vatican Palace (Vatican City) - Pictorial works - 1721 - Trajan's Column (Rome, Italy) - Pictorial works - 1721 - Pyramid of Cestius (Rome, Italy) - Pictorial works - 1721

A New map of Rome shewing its antient and present situation ... / I. Senex recognt.; I. Harris sculp. [London : s.n., 1721].

Authors: Senex, John, -1740 -- Harris, John, active 1680-1739 or 1740 -- Queensberry, Charles Douglas, Duke of, 1698-1778 -- Senex, John, -1740. A New general atlas : containing a geographical and historical account of all the empires, kingdoms, and other dominions of the world ... (1721) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 48 x 48 cm.
Includes dedication to the "Duke of Queensbury and Dover."
Includes references 1-252.
Inset views (10 x 14 cm. and smaller): The Ruins of ye Amphitheatres of Vespian ~ St. Peter's Church & ye Popes Palace -- Trajans Pillar -- The Sepulcher of Caius Cestus.
In: Senex, John. A New general atlas : containing a geographical and historical account of all the empires, kingdoms, and other dominions of the world ... (London : Daniel Browne [and 8 others], 1721), v. 1, between p. 168-169.

oversize Ayer 135 .S 1721 v. 1, between p. 168-169 (PrCt)

67229

Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1730

Recentis Romae ichnographia et hypsographia sive planta et facies magnificientiam qva svb Alexandro VII P.M. vrbs ipsa directa excvita et decorata est. Amsterdam : Chez Jean Covens & Corneille Mortier, [ca. 1730?].

1 map ; 65 x 86 cm., on composite sheet 71 x 92 cm.
Anonymous map attributed to Giovanni Battista Falda by the Boston Public Library.
Title in upper margin.
Includes references 1-254.
Includes 7 inset views (4 x 7 cm. and smaller) of Roman churches at bottom center.
Printed on 2 sheets from 2 plates.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Digital reproduction of another copy of the map on the website of the Norman B. Leventhal Map Center, Boston Public Library (accessed April 23, 2008):
http://maps.bpl.org/search_advanced/?maid=394
Sack map6F G6714.R7 1730 .F3 (PrCt)

67228

Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1748


Authors: Nolli, Giambattista, ca. 1692-1756 -- Piranesi, Giovanni Battista, 1720-1778 -- Nolli, Carlo, d. ca. 1770 -- Aronson, Joseph H. -- Ceen, Allan
1 map ; 44 x 55 cm.
Facsimile of original published 1748.
In Nolli, Giovanni Battista. Pianta grande, p. 33-34.
Includes references 1-170.

Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1748 - Wall maps

The New plan of Rome / Giambattista Nolli ; this precise high-resolution digital reconstruction as a single sheet was assembled and edited at the University of Oregon by James Tice ... and Erik Steiner ; technical expertise was provided by Mark Brenneman. [Eugene, Or. ; Medford, Or.] : Univ. of Oregon, InfoGraphics Lab ; map available from Raven Maps & Images, 2006 .
Authors: Nolli, Giambattista, ca. 1692-1756 -- Nolli, Giambattista, ca. 1692-1756. Alla santita di nostro signore Papa Benedetto XIV, la nuova topografia di Roma (1748) -- Tice, James -- Steiner, Erik B. -- Brenneman, Mark -- University of Oregon. Dept. of Architecture -- University of Oregon. InfoGraphics Lab -- Raven Maps & Images
1 map ; 104 x 127 cm.
Facsimile -- "The Nuova Pianta di Roma was originally printed on twelve plates with overlapping coverage."
Oriented with north to the upper right.
Includes decorative border, cartouche, and ill. Original: Nolli, Giambattista, ca. 1692-1756. Alla santita di nostro signore Papa Benedetto XIV, la nuova topografia di Roma.
Scale [ca. 1:4,550] ; [E 12°26'-E 12°34' / N 41°56'-N 41°41'].
Digital image of this map and a detailed account of this map and its history available on University of Oregon website (accessed July 2009): http://nolli.uoregon.edu
Gift of James Tice, 2009.
map9F G6714 .R7 1748 .N6 2006 (PrCt)

67230

Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1748 - Wall maps


Authors: Nolli, Giambattista, ca. 1692-1756 -- Pozzi, Stefano, 1699-1765 -- Pozzi, Rocco, d. ca. 1780 -- Campana, Pietro, 1725 or 1727- ca.1765 -- Nolli, Carlo, d. ca. 1770 -- Aronson, Joseph H. -- Ceen, Allan -- Nolli, Giovanni Battista, ca.1692-1756 SEE Nolli, Giambattista, ca. 1692-1756
1 map ; 199 x 165 cm., on 12 sheets 56 x 82 cm. + t.p. and note to reader (1 sh.), index (4 shs.), and accompanying booklet (8 p. : maps ; 56 cm.),
all in paper jacket
Added title: Nuova pianta di Roma.
Added title: Rome 1748: the pianta grande di Roma...Nolli.
Facsimile of original published 1748; with historical notes by Allan Ceen.
Frutaz, 169a
Reproduced as part of an interactive website by the University of Oregon (accessed April 2014): http://nolli.uoregon.edu/
Acc. no. 84-70863
ISBN 0961334827.
map4F G6714.R7 1748 N6 1984 (PrCt)

67232
Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1781
Nuova pianta di Roma in prospettiva / dedicata a ... il D. Abondio Rezzonico Senator de Roma dall'... il Cav. Giuseppe Vasi; si vende dal medesimo autore per Paoli Otto. [Rome? Paoli Otto?]. 1781.
Authors: Vasi, Giuseppe, 1710-1782 -- Otto, Paoli, fl. 1781 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map; 641 x 897 mm. (neat line) on 2 sheets
Title in bottom margin.
References 1-217 at bottom right.
Relief shown pictorially.
Oriented with north at left.
C. Huelsen, Saggio di Bibliografia Ragionata delle Piante ... di Roma (1933) p. 93, no. 127.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
l25
Novacco 4F 258 (PrCt)

67233
Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1792
A Plan of the city of Rome. [London? J. Stockdale?, 1792?].
Authors: Andrews, John, 1736-1809 -- Andrews, John, 1736-1809. A Collection of plans of the most capital cities of ... Europe and ... the world [1792?] -- Stockdale, John, 1749?-1814
1 map; 23 x 25 cm.
Case folio G 13 .036 pl. 7 (PrCt)

67234
Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1800
Authors: Stockdale, John, 1749?-1814 -- Stockdale, John, 1749?-1814. A Geographical, historical, and political description of the empire of Germany, Holland, the Netherlands, Switzerland, Prussia, Italy, Sicily, Corsica, and Sardinia ... (1800)
1 map; 24 x 26 cm.
Includes references A, B, D, E, and 1-189.
In: Stockdale, John. A Geographical, historical, and political description of the empire of Germany, Holland, the Netherlands, Switzerland, Prussia, Italy, Sicily, Corsica, and Sardinia ... (London : Printed for John Stockdale, 1800), plate 23, opposite p. 314.
M265
folio G 30 .333 pl. 23, opp. p. 314 (PrCt)

67235
Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1818
Nuova pianta di Roma moderna estratta dalla...
67238 Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1830

Plan of ancient Rome. London : Chapman & Hall, 1830 [i.e.1844].
Authors: Clarke, W. B. -- J. & C. Walker (Firm) -- Chapman and Hall -- Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (Great Britain) -- Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (Great Britain).
Maps of the Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (1844) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 29 x 39 cm.
By W.B. Clarke, Archt.
'Engraved by J. & C. Walker.'
Bottom margin includes elevation drawings of ancient ruins.

67239 Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1840 - Pictorial works

Rome. [Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, 1840].
Authors: Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846 -- Lea & Blanchard -- Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (1840) 1 view ; 4 x 9 cm.
In: Murray, Hugh. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, successors to Carey & Co., for George W. Gorton, 1840) v. 2, p. 29.
Wax engraving.
G 11 .607 v. 2. p. 29 (PrCt)

67240 Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1850 - Archaeology

Pianta topografica di Roma antica con i principali monumenti ideati nel loro primitivo stato secondo le viste scoperte e con i frammenti della marmorea pianta capitoline disposti nel suo d'intorno. [Rome? L. Canini?] ; MDCCCL [1850].
Authors: Canina, Luigi, 1795-1856
1 map ; 96 x 139 cm.
'Delineata dal commendatore L. Canina nell'anno MDCCCXXXII ed accresciuta delle ulteriori scoperte fatte sino a tutto l'anno MDCCCL.'
F 0236 .138 (NLO)

67241 Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1858-1860 - Campagna di Roma (Italy) - Maps - 1858

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

8th ed. / carefully rev. on the spot to the latest period, and considerably enl.
Cover title: Murray's hand-book, Rome & its environs
Spine title: Hand book, central Italy, Rome
Issued with 3 (?) maps, but this copy incomplete; lacking folded map in pocket.
Series: [Murray's handbooks for travellers] -- Murray's handbooks for travellers.
Includes bibliographical references (p. xxxvii-xlii) and index.
Edited by J.B. Pentland. Cf. Lister.
Maps engraved by J. & C. Walker.
"With a large plan of Rome, and a map of the environs."
Publisher's advertisements on endpapers and "Murray's handbook advertiser, 1866", 80 p. at end.
Laid in: Plan of modern Rome.
Bookseller's label: Edward Goodban, Florence.
Former owner's inscription: Osmond, Hotel de l'Europe.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray's handbooks for travellers, 139
Baskes G153 .M97 no. 139 (1867) (NLO)

Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1870
Authors: Wittmer, Michael -- Molitor, Wilhelm -- Heyberger, Jose -- Molitor, Wilhelm. Alphabetisch geordnetes Verzeichniss zu den 4 Detailplänen der II. Auflage des Führers durch Rom (1870) -- Pustet, Friedrich -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Edition: 2., verm. u. verb. illustrierte Aufl.
"Mit grosser topograph. Karte, 4 neuen Detail-Stadtplänen, Spezialkarten der nächsten Umgebung, Tivolis u. Albanos, Plänen des alten Roms, des Forum Rom., des Vatikans etc."
Maps designed by J. Heyberger.
Titles and text of maps in Italian.
Includes, with separate t.p. and paging (xxiii p.): Alphabetisch geordnetes Verzeichniss zu den 4 Detailplänen der II. Auflage des Führers durch Rom / von Molitor und Wittmer. Includes indexes. Illegible inscription, dated 1879, on flyleaf.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes DG804 .R66 1870 (NLO)

Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1875-1877
A Handbook of Rome and its environs. London ; Paris ; Milan ; Turin ; Florence ; Rome ; Naples : John Murray ; A. & W. Galignani and Co. ; Xavier and Boyveau ; Artaria ; Maggi ; Goodban ; Spithöver ; Piale ; Monaldini ; Dorant ; Detken and Rocholi, 1869.
Authors: Pentland, Joseph Barclay, 1797-1873 -- John Murray (Firm) -- Murray's handbooks for travellers -- J. & C. Walker (Firm) -- A. and W. Galignani (Firm) -- Xavier & Boyveau (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
9th ed. / carefully rev. on the spot to the latest period.
Cover title: Murray's hand-book, Rome & its environs
Spine title: Hand-book for Rome
"With a large plan of Rome, a map of the environs, etc."
Issued with 3 (?) maps, but this copy imperfect; lacking folded map in pocket.
Maps engraved by J. & C. Walker.
Includes bibliographical references (p. xxxvii-xlii) and index.
Publisher's advertisements on endpapers and "Murray's handbook advertiser, 1870", 66 p. at end.
Series: [Murray's handbooks for travellers] -- Murray's handbooks for travellers.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray's handbooks for travellers, 140
Baskes G153 .M97 no. 140 (1869) (NLO)

Rome Region (Italy) - Maps - 1869-1877
A Handbook of Rome and its environs. London ; Paris ; Milan ; Turin ; Florence ; Rome ; Naples : John Murray ; A. & W. Galignani and Co. ; Xavier and Boyveau ; Artaria ; Maggi ; Goodban ; Spithöver ; Piale ; Monaldini ; Dorant ; Detken and Rocholi, 1869.
64, 11, 528, 76 p., [15] leaves of plates (11 folded) : ill., 11 maps, plans ; 18 cm.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1881

Authors: Strutt, Arthur John, 1819-1888 -- John Murray (Firm) -- Murray's handbooks for travellers -- Weller, Edward, -1884 -- J. & C. Walker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 57 maps
13th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1881.
Lister, W.B.C. A Bibliography of Murray's handbooks for travellers and biographies of authors, editors, revisers and principal contributors (Dereham: Dereham Books, 1993) no. 144.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1881

Rome Region (Italy) - Maps - 1881

Campagna di Roma (Italy) - Maps - 1881

A Handbook of Rome and its environs. London ; Paris ; Milan ; Turin ; Florence ; Rome ; Naples : John Murray ; Galignani ; Boyveau ; Sacchi ; Maggi ; Loescher ; Goodban ; Spithöver ; Piale ; Monaldini ; British Library (Dorant), 1881.
13th ed. / carefully rev. on the spot.
Cover title: Murray's hand-book, Rome & its environs
Spine title: Hand-book for Rome
Folded map in pocket.
"With more than 50 plans and maps of the city and environs."
Includes bibliographical references (p. 26-31, second sequence) and index.
Publisher's advertisements on endpapers and "Handbook advertiser, 1881-82", 72 p. at end.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1882

Rome Region (Italy) - Maps - 1882

Rambles in Rome : an archaeological and historical guide to the museums, galleries, villas, churches, and antiquities of Rome and the
Authors: Forbes, S. Russell -- Thomas Nelson & Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
"With maps, plans, and illustrations."
Folded col. map in pocket.
"Visitor's Roman directory": p. [314]-324.
Includes index.
Publisher’s green cloth binding.
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 32032167
Baskes DG804 .F6 1882 (NLO)

Authors: Forbes, S. Russell -- Thomas Nelson & Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Thomas Nelson & Sons SEE ALSO Thomas Nelson (Firm)
xxvii, 370 p. : ill., 19 maps and plans ; 19 cm.
6th ed., rev. and enl., embracing all the recent excavations and discoveries, with maps, plans, and illustrations.
Folded map in pocket at end.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copy: 3A 3318
Baskes DG804 .F6 1892 (NLO)

Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1892

A Handbook of Rome and its environs. London ; Paris ; Milan ; Turin ; Rome ; Naples : John Murray ; Galignani ; Boyveau ; Sacchi ; Maggi ; Loescher ; Spithöver ; Piale ; Furchheim, 1888.
14th ed. / carefully rev. on the spot.
Cover title: Murray's hand-book, Rome & its environs
Map on 4 folded sheets in pocket.
"With more than fifty plans and maps of the city and environs."
Includes bibliographical references (p. 20-22, second sequence) and index.
Publisher’s advertisements on endpapers and "Murray's handbook advertiser, 1888-89", 50 p. at end.
Series: [Murray’s handbooks for travellers] -- Murray’s handbooks for travellers.
Former owner’s inscription: E Bostian[?], Nov. 13th, '89.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray’s handbooks for travellers, 145
Baskes G153 .M97 no. 145 (1888) (NLO)

Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1893-1901

Authors: Lanciani, Rodolfo Amedeo, 1847-1929 -- Quasar (Firm) -- Hoepli, Ulrico, 1847-1935
1 atlas (12 p., 46 folded leaves of plates) : 46 col. maps ; 33 cm.
Original issued in fascicles, each plate 57 x 87 cm., at scale 1:1,000.
Shows ancient and medieval place names, monuments, streets, etc. on a modern base map.
Includes indexes.
Issued in portfolio.
Intro. by Filippo Coarelli.
OCLC 25703712.
ISBN 8870970132

Authors: Forbes, S. Russell -- Thomas Nelson & Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Thomas Nelson & Sons SEE ALSO Thomas Nelson (Firm)
xxvii, 370 p. : ill., 19 maps and plans ; 19 cm.
6th ed., rev. and enl., embracing all the recent excavations and discoveries, with maps, plans, and illustrations.
Folded map in pocket at end.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copy: 3A 3318
Baskes DG804 .F6 1892 (NLO)

Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1892

A Handbook of Rome and its environs. London ; Paris ; Milan ; Turin ; Rome ; Naples : John Murray ; Galignani ; Boyveau ; Sacchi ; Maggi ; Loescher ; Spithöver ; Piale ; Furchheim, 1888.
14th ed. / carefully rev. on the spot.
Cover title: Murray's hand-book, Rome & its environs
Map on 4 folded sheets in pocket.
"With more than fifty plans and maps of the city and environs."
Includes bibliographical references (p. 20-22, second sequence) and index.
Publisher’s advertisements on endpapers and "Murray's handbook advertiser, 1888-89", 50 p. at end.
Series: [Murray’s handbooks for travellers] -- Murray’s handbooks for travellers.
Former owner’s inscription: E Bostian[?], Nov. 13th, '89.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray’s handbooks for travellers, 145
Baskes G153 .M97 no. 145 (1888) (NLO)
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library. References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray's handbooks for travellers, 147 LC Card Number: 04030500 Baskes G153 .M97 no. 147 (1899) (NLO)

67261 Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1900 Pianta topografica della citta di Roma. Firenze [Florence : Stab. P. Smorti e Ci., ca. 1900?]. Authors: P. & G. Pineider (Florence, Italy) -- Smorti, P. -- Fuller, Henry Blake, 1857-1929 -- Pineider (P. & G.) SEE P. & G. Pineider (Florence, Italy) 1 map ; 27 x 36 cm. 'P. e G. Pineider editori ... Firenze.' Includes references 1-100. Possibly detached from a guidebook. Forms part of the Henry Blake Fuller papers (Newberry Library). map2F G6714.R7 1900 P5 (PrCt)


Folded col. map in pocket.
Includes index.
Publisher's green cloth binding.
Owner's inscription: March 31st, 1909, M. Alice Weir, Phila.; ms. annotations on lining papers and several pages throughout.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes DG804 .F6 1907 (NLO)**

Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1908

Authors: Young, N. -- Stanford, Edward, 1827-1904 -- John Murray (Firm) -- Murray's handbooks for travellers -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 96 maps
17th ed.
Lister, W.B.C. A Bibliography of Murray's handbooks for travellers and biographies of authors, editors, revisers and principal contributors (Dereham: Dereham Books, 1993) no. 148.

G 36.6 (NLO)

**Baskes DG806 .H3 1923 (NLO)**

Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1924

Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag -- Goldschmidt, Albert -- Kraatz, Leopold -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
'Mit 3 Karten und 3 Grundrissen.' Imperfect: Folded map at end torn out. Another folded map (torn) laid in.
Series: Griebens Reiseführer ; Bd. 172
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes G153 .W64 Rom (1911) (NLO)**

Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1912

Authors: Bianchi, Vittorio Emanuele -- Paravia (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Includes indexes.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes DG804 .B53 1912 (NLO)**

Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1923

Authors: Hare, Augustus J. C. (Augustus John Cuthbert), 1834-1903 -- Baddeley, Welbore St. Clair, 1856- -- Tuckett, F. F. -- E.P. Dutton (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
21st ed. / by St. Clair Baddeley ; illus. by A.J.C. Hare, F.F. Tuckett, and others
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes DG806 .H3 1924 (NLO)**

Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1927

A Wanderer in Rome / by E.V. Lucas ; with sixteen illustrations in colour and a map by Harry Morley. London : Methuen, 1927.
Authors: Lucas, E. V. (Edward Verrall), 1868-1938 -- Morley, Harry -- Methuen & Co. -- Collins, Dorothy E. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
xx, 246 p., [48] leaves of plates : ill. (some col.), map ; 20 cm.
2nd ed.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Map on lining paper.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes DG806 .L8 1927 (NLO)

67274 Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1928 - Guidebooks
So you're going to Rome. London : Methuen, 1928.
Authors: Laughlin, Clara E. (Clara Elizabeth), 1873-1941 -- Methuen & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.
Edition: B1
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (Pr Ct)

67275 Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1929
Authors: Grieben's guide books -- Grieben-Verlag -- Goldschmidt, Albert -- Kraatz, Leopold -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
197, iii p., [6] leaves of plates (5 folded) : 8 maps (chiefly col., some folded), plans ; 16 cm.
2nd ed.
"With 7 maps and 11 ground-plans."
Maps lithographed by Leopold Kraatz.
Map pasted to inside back cover.
"Searcher," for use with map, in pocket.
Includes index.
Advertisements: iii p. at end.
Series: Grieben's guide books ; v. 191.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 191 (1929) (NLO)

67276 Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1929<<>>Rome Region (Italy) - Maps - 1929
A Handbook to Rome and its environs : with three section plans showing every street and building of importance, key plan, map of Italy, plans of St. Peter's and the Vatican, the Forum, the Palatine, St. John Lateran, and the Baths of Caracalla, and a map of the environs of Rome. New York : Robert M. McBride, 1929.
Title on dust jacket: Rome and environs
Maps by John Bartholomew & Son; Ward, Lock & Co.; and the Istituto Geografico De Agostini.
Includes index.
Series: Twentieth century guides.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes DG804 .H36 1929 (NLO)

67277 Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1930<<>>Italy, Central - Maps - 1930
Rome and Central Italy. Leipzig ; London ; New York : K. Baedeker ; George Allen & Unwin ; Scribner's, 1930.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- George Allen & Unwin -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 28 maps, 62 city plans
16th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1930 and priced in shillings.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (Pr Ct)

67278 Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1930<<>>Italy, Central - Maps - 1930
Rome and Central Italy. Leipzig ; London ; New York : K. Baedeker ; George Allen & Unwin ; Scribner's, 1930.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- George Allen & Unwin -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 28 maps, 62 city plans
16th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1930 and priced in shillings.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (Pr Ct)

67279 Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1930<<>>Italy, Central - Maps - 1930
Rome and Central Italy. Leipzig ; London ; New York : K. Baedeker ; George Allen & Unwin ; Scribner's, 1930.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- George Allen & Unwin -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 28 maps, 62 city plans
16th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1930 and priced in shillings.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (Pr Ct)
1933.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 6 maps, 22 city plans
1st ed.
Includes advertising dated 1933 and priced in marks.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

67281 Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1933<<>>Rome Region (Italy) - Maps - 1933
Rom und umgebung. Leipzig : Bibliographisches Institut, 1933.
Authors: Meyers Reisebücher -- Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 21 maps
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

67282 Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1934<<>>Rome Region (Italy) - Maps - 1934
Authors: Touring club italiano -- Guida d'Italia del T.C.I. -- Bertarelli, L. V. (Luigi Vittorio), 1859-1926 -- Antonio Vallardi (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
734, 23 p. [26] leaves of plates (some folded) : ill, 80 maps and plans (some col., some folded) ; 16 cm.
3a ed.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [604]-612) and indexes.
Maps by Antonio Vallardi.
Maps on lining papers.
Series: Guida d’Italia del T.C.I.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes DG416.C742 R6 1934 (NLO)

67283 Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1937<<>>Rome Region (Italy) - Maps - 1937
Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag -- Kraatz, Leopold -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
'Mit 10 Karten, 7 Grundrissen und 12 Abbildungen.'
Maps lithographed by Leopold Kraatz.
Map inside front cover.
'Sucher,' for use with map, in pocket.
Advertisements: vi p. at end.
Includes index.
Series: Grieben Rom und Umgebung : Mittlere Ausgabe (Italy)
Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 172 (1937) (NLO)

67284 Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1945
A Soldier's guide -- Rome. [Rome : Information and Education Section, MTOUSA, 1945?].
Authors: United States. Army. Mediterranean Theater of Operations. Information and Education Section -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
96 p. : ill., 1 map ; 17 cm.
Cover title.
On map: Prepared by I&E Section, MTOUSA.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes DG804 .S65 1945 (NLO)

67285 Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1950
Authors: Venturini, E. -- Frangini, Gasparo -- Casa editrice Lozzi -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Lozzi (Firm) SEE Casa editrice Lozzi -- Editrice Lozzi SEE Casa editrice Lozzi
xiii, 285 pages, x pages of plates : illustrations, plans (some color) ; 16 cm + 1 map : color ; 56 x 47 cm.
11a edizione interamente riveduta ed aggiornata.
Accompanied by folded map by Gasparo Frangini pasted to inside back cover.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Includes index.
Baskes DG804 .V46 1950 (NLO)

67286 Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1950 - Pictorial maps<<>>Pictorial maps - Rome (Italy) - 1950<<>>Pictorial maps
Authors: Trabacchi, Augusto -- Panetto & Petrelli (Spoleto, Italy) -- Gigli, Mauro
1 map : col. ; 66 x 96 cm.
'A. Trabacchi, dis.'
'Arti Grafiche Panetto & Petrelli - Spoleto.'
Added title in lower left corner: Pianta panoramica di Roma con circa 500 monumenti. Monuments shown pictorially.
Not drawn to scale.
Relief shown by hachures.
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

On verso: Pianta stradale di Roma.
Index to major buildings and monuments and transportation information on verso.
Text in Italian, English, French and Spanish.
Cf. OCLC 18996982
map6F G6714 .R7A5 1950 .T7 (PrCt)

67287 Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1950>Rome Region (Italy) - Maps - 1950
Authors: Nagel travel guide series -- Nagel Publishers -- Touring club italiano -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
x, 83 p. : ill., folded col. map ; 16 cm.
Cover title: Nagel's Rome and its environs travel guide
Folded color map signed: Uff. cartogr. del T.C.I.
Series statement from inside back cover.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .N34 Rome (1950) (NLO)

67288 Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1952>Rome Region (Italy) - Maps - 1952
Authors: Pisani, Saverio -- Guide Verdesi -- Enrico Verdesi (Publisher) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Verdesi (Enrico), publishers, Rome SEE Enrico Verdesi (Publisher)
xxiii, 251 p. : ill., 6 maps (1 col.), plans ; 16 cm. 1952 ed.
At head of title: A week in Rome.
Several maps by C.G.
"With 64 illustrations, 7 maps and 1 plan of the city."
Folded map pasted inside back cover.
Includes index.
Series: Guide Verdesi.
Series statement from cover.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes DG804 .P57 1952 (NLO)

67289 Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1956>Rome, Central - Maps - 1956
Rome and Central Italy : with a complete atlas and 54 other maps and plans / edited by L. Russell Muirhead. London ; Chicago : E. Benn ; Distributed in the U.S.A by Rand McNally, 1956.
Ixxvi, 562, 12 p., [12] folded leaves of plates : 67 maps and plans (some col., some folded) ; 17 cm.
Spine title: Muirhead's Rome and Central Italy
Maps by John Bartholomew & Son and the Drawing Office, St. Alban's.
Maps on lining papers.
Includes bibliographical references (p. xlv-xlvi) and indexes.
Series: The blue guides -- Blue guide.
Owner's label: J.F. Pitcairn.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copy: G 35 .603
LC Card Number: 56003390

67290 Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1962>Rome Region (Italy) - Maps - 1962
Authors: Touring club italiano -- Guida d'Italia del T.C.I. -- Antonio Vallardi (Firm) -- Bertarelli, L. V. (Luigi Vittorio), 1859-1926 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
763 p., [25] leaves of plates (some folded) : ill., 100 maps and plans (some col., some folded) ; 16 cm.
6a ed.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 697-704) and indexes.
Maps by Antonio Vallardi.
Maps on lining papers.
Folded map in pocket.
Dust jacket.
LC Card Number: 64032506
Series: Guida d'Italia del T.C.I.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes DG416.C742 R6 1962 (NLO)

67291 Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1963>Rome Region (Italy) - Maps - 1963
Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag -- Karl Thiemig AG -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
223 p. : 5 maps (in pocket), 5 plans 17 cm.
Map inside front cover.
Folded map in pocket.
Includes index.
Series: Grieben-Reiseführer, Bd. 172
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 172 (1963) (NLO)

67292 Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1964>Rome, Central - Maps - 1964
Authors: Muirhead, Findlay, 1860-1935 -- Blue guide -- Rossiter, Stuart -- Ernest Benn Ltd.
1 v. : 66 map plates
2nd ed.
G 35.759 (NLO)
67293 **Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1965**

Authors: Hommerberg, Sigge, 1913- -- Allhem (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
314 p. : ill., 17 maps and plans (some col.,some folded) ; 21 cm.
[5th ed.?]
Includes index.
Series: [Serien Om Ni reser]
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
**Baskes DG804 .M67 1965 (NLO)**

67294 **Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1965**, **Rome Region (Italy) - Maps - 1965**

Authors: Touring club italiano -- Guida d’Italia del T.C.I. -- Antonio Vallardi (Firm) -- Bertarelli, L. V. (Luigi Vittorio), 1859-1926 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
763 p., [25] leaves of plates (some folded) : ill., 100 maps and plans (some col., some folded) ; 16 cm.
6a ed.
Maps by Antonio Vallardi.
Maps on lining papers.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 697-704) and indexes.
Series: Guida d’Italia del T.C.I.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
**Baskes DG416.C742 R6 1965 (NLO)**

67295 **Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1969**

Authors: Organismos Touristikon Ekdoxéon -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
419 p. : ill., 19 maps (1 col.), plans ; 21 cm.
Edition: Prote ekd.
Title, edition statement, and publication information romanized from the Greek.
Folded maps laid in.
Includes index.
Series: Touristikoi odegoi Europes.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
**Baskes DG804 .R67 1969 (NLO)**

67296 **Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1970**

Maps by Charles Green.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 558-561) and indexes.
Series: Companion guides
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
**Baskes DG804 .M37 1970 (NLO)**

67297 **Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1971**, **Rome Region (Italy) - Maps - 1971**

Authors: Muirhead, Findlay, 1860-1935 -- Blue guide -- Rossiter, Stuart -- Flower, John, 1929- -- Ernest Benn Ltd. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 41 map plates
1st ed.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) (PrCt)**

67298 **Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1979**, **Rome Region (Italy) - Maps - 1979**

Authors: Muirhead, Findlay, 1860-1935 -- Blue guide -- Macadam, Alta -- Flower, John, 1929- -- Ernest Benn Ltd. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 41 map plates
2nd ed.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) (PrCt)**

67299 **Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1987**

Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Baedeker Stuttgart -- Automobile Association (Great Britain) -- Jarrold and Sons -- Prentice-Hall, inc. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 11 plates
3rd ed.
Issued in partnership with the Automobile Association (short format); cf. A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher, 1832-1990, p. 277.
Cover price: $12.95.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)**

67300 **Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1994**

Authors: Nelles guides -- Nelles Verlag -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 10 maps
1st ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
67301 Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1995>Road maps
Authors: Michelin green guides -- Michelin Tyre PLC -- Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1st ed.
Cover title.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 267) and index.
Map on back cover.
Series: [Michelin green guides] -- Michelin green guides.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
ISBN 2061539017 ; 9782061539019

67302 Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1998>Road maps
Authors: Michelin green guides -- Tourist guide -- Michelin Tyre PLC -- Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
2nd ed.
Cover title.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 292-293) and index.
Series: Michelien green guide to Rome -- Tourist guide -- Michelien green guides.
Map on back cover.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
ISBN 2061539025 (pbk.) ; 9782061539026 (pbk.)

67303 Rome (Italy) - Maps - Bibliography
Authors: Hülsen, Christian, 1858-1935 -- Hueslen, Christian, 1858-1935
122 p.; 25 cm.
"Le pag. 1 a 99 sono estratte dall'Archivio della R. Società romana di storia patria, vol. XXXVIII (1918)."
lower case g 10366 .424 (NLO)

67304 Rome (Italy) - Maps - Bibliography - Catalogs

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

67305 Rome (Italy) - Maps - Bibliography
Newberry Library - Map Collections - Bibliography - Catalogs
Authors: Apulost, Luca
1 leaf, xerox of ms.; 28 cm.
BHC 1475
Vert 1070 (PrCt)

67306 Rome (Italy) - Maps - Collections, 0200-1962>Rome (Italy) - Pictorial works - Collections, 0200-1962
Authors: Frutaz, Amato Pietro -- Istituto di studi romani
3 v.: plates (part col.) maps (part fold., part col.); 38 cm.
Includes 684 facsimile reproductions of antiquarian views and maps of Rome.
Contents: v. 1. Testo--v. 2. Tavole dal secolo III d. C. all' anno 1625.--v. 3. Tavole dall' anno 1630 all' anno 1662.
6A 915 (NLO)

67307 Rome (Italy) - Maps - Collections, 1550-1950>Rome (Italy) - Pictorial works - Collections, 1469-1985
Authors: Sinclair, George, 1946-- BD&L (Firm) -- Workman Publishing Company
1 atlas (1 v. (unpaged)): 16 col. views, 8 col. maps; 36 cm.
"Includes frameable maps and views"--Cover. Scales differ.
ISBN 9781579127992 ; 1579127991
Case folio G1989.24.R7S1 S55 2009 (NLO)

67308 Rome (Italy) - Maps - Collections>Rome (Italy) - Maps - Bibliography
Authors: Carettoni, Gianfilippo -- Colini, Antonio M. -- Cozza, Luca -- Gatti, Guglielmo -- Danesi, M.

La Libreria dello Stato, 1939.
Authors: Scaccia-Scarafoni, Camillo -- Istituto nazionale di archeologia e storia dell'arte (Italy) -- Scarafoni, Camillo Scaccia SEE Scaraffoni, Camillo
221 p. on 111 leaves : ill.; 23 x 36 cm.
Photocopy.
At head of title: R. Istituto di archeologia e storia dell'arte.
Formerly folio Z6027.172 S22
Map Ref folio Z6027.172 S22 (NLO)

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
67318 Rome (Italy : Province) -1560 Lazio (Italy) - Maps - 1560

Paese di Roma. [Rome? s.n.], 1560.
Authors: Finaly, Madame, d. 1938 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 320 x 446 mm. (neat line), 323 x 449 mm. (plate mark)
Anonymous map; date beneath papal coat-of-arms of Pius IV at lower right.
Oriented with north at right.
Manuscript "126" at bottom right.
Tooley 475.
Ex Finaly.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Novacco 2F 166 (PrCt)

---

67319 Rome (Italy : Province) -1563 Lazio (Italy) - Maps - 1563

Authors: Bertelli, Ferando -- Forlani, Paolo -- Gilhofer & Ranschburg (Vienna, Austria) -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 313 x 462 mm. (neat line), 328 x 466 mm. (plate mark)
Binding stub on verso.
Almagià, Monumenta Italia cartographica (1929) p. 21.
Almagià, Monumenta cartographica vaticana II (1948) p. 93-94.
Bella and Bella, Cartografia rara ... dalla collezione Franco Novacco (1986) p. 80, no. 72.
Woodward 23.
Tooley 480.
Duplicate copy: Novacco 4F 327

---

67321 Rome (Italy : Province) -1564 Lazio (Italy) - Maps - 1564

La Descrittione della campagna di Roma ... Roma [Rome] : Claudii Duchetti formis, M.D. LXIII [1564].
Authors: Duchetti, Claudio, fl. 1554-1585 -- Forlani, Paolo -- Lange, Otto, 1879-1944 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 316 x 470 mm. (neat line), 329 x 482 mm. (plate mark)
Attributed to Paolo Forlani in Woodward 33.02.
Manuscript "12" at lower right; remnants of binding stub on verso.
Almagià, Monumenta cartographica vaticana II (1948) p. 93.
For an earlier [?] state of the plate, lacking Cludio Duchetti's imprint, see Novacco 4F 329 and Novacco 4F 330.
Tooley 482.
Ex Lange.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Novacco 4F 328 (PrCt)

---

67322 Rome (Italy : Province) -1564 Lazio (Italy) - Maps - 1564

La Descrittione della campagna di Roma ... Roma [Rome : s.n.], M.D. LXIII [1564].
Authors: Forlani, Paolo -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 318 x 470 mm. (neat line), on sheet remargined to 450 x 488 mm.
Attributed to Paolo Forlani in Woodward 33.01.
Manuscript "52" [?] and remnants of binding stub on verso.
For a later [?] state of the plate, bearing Claudio Duchetti's imprint, see Novacco 4F 328.
Almagià, Monumenta Italia cartographica (1929) p. 21.

---

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

(1948) p. 93.
Tooley 481.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

e3a
Novacco 4F 329 (PrCt)

67326 Rome (Italy : Province) -1564<<>>Lazio (Italy)
- Maps - 1564
La Descrittione della campagna di Roma ... Roma [Roma] : s.n. ; M.D. LXIII [1564].
Authors: Forlani, Paolo -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 317 x 469 mm. (neat line), on sheet 325 x 478 mm.
Attributed to Paolo Forlani in Woodward 33.01.
For a later (?) state of the plate, bearing Claudio Duchetti's imprint, see Novacco 4F 328.
Almagià, Monumenta Italia cartographica (1929) p. 21.
Almagià, Monumenta cartographica vaticana II (1948) p. 93.
Tooley 481.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

67324 Rome (Italy : Province) - Shopping centers - 1990<<>>Rome - Maps - 1990
Authors: La Rinascente (Rome, Italy)
1 sheet : col. photos, maps ; fold. to 20 x 10 cm
Text in Italian, English, French, German, and Spanish.

Travel Vertical File G6714 .R7Q44 1990 .R5
(PrCt)

67325 Rome - Maps - 1626
A New mappe of the Romane Empire newly described. [London] : G. Humble [i.e J. Legate and W. Humble], 1626 [i.e. 1646].
Authors: Speed, John, 1552?-1629 -- Humble, George, d. 1640 -- Legate, John, d. 1658 -- Humble, William, 1612-1686 -- Speed, John, 1552?-1629. A Prospect of the most famous parts of the world ... together with ... Great Britaines empire (1646)
1 map ; 35 x 44 cm. on sheet 42 x 54 cm.
Insets (3 x 7 cm. each): Rome -- Genva -- Ierusalem -- Venice -- Constantinople -- Alexandria.
Margins include portraits of natives in local costume.
Letterpress text on verso (p. 13-14) under the following heading: The description of Roman Empire.
In: Speed, John. A Prospect of the most famous parts of the world ... together with ... Great Britaines empire (London : Printed by John Legatt, for William Humble, 1646) map [7].
Case oversize G 117 .82 map [7] (PrCt)

67327 Roosevelt Hotel (New York, N. Y) - Advertising - Illustrations - 1930-1939<<>>Road maps - 1930-1939
All roads lead to the Roosevelt [Hotel, in New York City]. [New York? Roosevelt Hotel?, 193-?].
Authors: Roosevelt Hotel (New York, N.Y.)=Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 illustration ; 13 x 11 cm.
Title expanded by cataloger.
Incomplete; apparently a panel trimmed from a hotel advertisement.
Shows car, airplane, train, ship, and zeppelin approaching the hotel.
Mounted on backing sheet; verso includes descriptive text obscured by backing.
Previously bound with a collection of pictorial maps in binders labeled "Points of Interest."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 190.43 B (PrCt)

67328 Roosevelt International Bridge (N.Y. and Ont.) - Description and travel - 1937<<>>Cornwall Region (Ont.) - Description and travel - 1937<<>>Massena Region (N.Y.) - Description and travel - 1937<<>>Montreal Region (Quebec) - Description and travel - 1937<<>>Cornwall Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1937 - Road Maps<<>>Massena Region (N.Y.) - Maps - 1937 - Road Maps<<>>Montreal Region (Quebec) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps<<>>Roosevelt International Bridge (N.Y. and Ont.) - Access routes - Maps - 1937<<>>Road maps
1 booklet (16 p.) : ill., maps ; 23 cm.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Rosas, ville forte du pais de Lampourdan, dans la province de Catalogne ... [Paris : De Fer, 1695]. Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes -- avec leurs fortifications ... (1695-1696) pt. 6, map [119]. Manuscript '(19)' at upper right. Case folio U 26.293 pt. 6, map [119] (PrCt)


Description and travel - 1995
Authors: Rosebud Sioux Tribe of the Rosebud Indian Reservation, South Dakota
1 leaflet (3-fold) : photos, map ; 22 x 10 cm.
Includes Wacipi calendar.
Travel Vertical File G4182 .R6 1995 R6 (PrCt)

67340
Rosebud Indian Reservation (S.D.) - Fishing - 1980<>Todd County (S.D.) - Maps - 1980 - Fishing
Fishing guide : Rosebud Reservation. Rosebud, S.D. Department of Game, Fish and Parks, [ca. 1980s].
Authors: South Dakota. Dept. of Game, Fish and Parks
1 sheet : ill, photo, map ; fold to 22 x 14 cm

67341
Rosebud Sioux Indian Reservation : hunting regulations and ownership map. Rosebud, S.D. Department of Natural Resources, [ca. 1970?].
Authors: South Dakota. Dept. of Natural Resource Development
1 sheet : photos, col. map ; fold to 22 x 14 cm.

67342
Newest and latest quarter-sectional map of the Rosebud Reservation, Gregory County, South Dakota : with President's proclamation, how to read corner stones and other information. Kansas City [Mo.?] : Burd & Fletcher Printing Co., 1904.
Authors: Cobb, A. H. -- Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919 -- Burd & Fletcher Printing Co.
1 map ; 66 x 57 cm. fold. in covers 20 x 12 cm. + text (8 p.).
Lithographed inscription in lower left corner:
Copyright [?] by A. H. Cobb, June 20, 1904.
Scale ca. [1:85,000].
Cover title; title on map proper: Cobb's latest map of the Rosebud Reservation, South Dakota.
Shows school sections, school indemnity lands, and Indian allotments; seven classes of land indicated.
Caption title on p. [2]: Opening of Sioux Indian lands of the Rosebud Reservation, South Dakota : By the President of the United States of America : A Proclamation.

67336
Authors: Title Atlas Co. (Minneapolis, Minn.) -- Geo. A. Ogle & Co. Standard atlas of Roseau County, Minnesota (1913) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (2 v.) : ill., 105 maps, ports. ; 33 cm.
Cover title Atlas, Roseau County, Minnesota Volume 2 has cover title: Pictorial section, Roseau County, Minnesota.
Includes index to owners and directory.
Scale [ca. 1:44,000].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

67337
Roseau County (Minn.) - Maps - 1967 - Landowners<>Counties - Maps<>Landowners - Maps
Atlas of Roseau County, Minnesota : containing a map for each township, a county map, a rural directory for each township, a rural directory for the county, and other features / compiled and published by the K.R. Thompson Co. Moorehead, Minn. K.R. Thompson Co., c1967.
Authors: K.R. Thompson Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (108 p.) : 62 maps (2 col.) ; 33 cm.
Imperfect: p. 9-10 and p. 37-38 cut, text and map portions missing.
Advertisements interspersed.
Includes township map index.
Includes index to owners: "Rural directory, arranged alphabetically for the entire county"--P. 85-94.
Scale not given.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

67338
Rosebud Casino (Rosebud Indian Reservation, S.D.)
Rosebud Casino : place your bets at our place! [South Dakota] : Rosebud Casino, [1996?].
Authors: Rosebud Casino
1 leaflet (3-fold) : col. photos, map ; 22 x 10 cm.
Travel Vertical File G4182 .R6E63 1996 R6 (PrCt)

67339
Rosebud Indian Reservation (S.D.) -

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
At head of title: Read preface.
Accompanying text shelved as: map3C G4182 .R6G46 1904 .C6 (PrCt)
Acc. no. 96121712NL
map4F G4182 .R6G46 1904 .C6 (PrCt)

67347 Roseport (Minn.) - Pictorial works - 1960 - Railroads - Saint Paul Region (Minn.) - Pictorial works - 1960 - Railroads - Chicago Great Western Railroad Company - Pictorial works - 1960 - Railroads - Maps
Roseport area. [Chicago? Chicago Great Western Railroad Company?, 1960?]
Authors: Chicago Great Western Railroad Company
1 view ; 15 x 21 cm.
Aerial photograph 'showing growth of Roseport industrial district served exclusively by Chicago Great Western near St. Paul-Minneapolis, Minnesota ... '
5A 7267 (1959 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

67348 Roseville (Calif.) - Pictorial works - 1953 - Railroad yards - Southern Pacific Railroad Company - Pictorial works - 1953 - Railroad yards - Railroads - Maps
Authors: Southern Pacific Railroad Company
3 views ; on sheet 25 x 21 cm.
Aerial photographs of the Roseville (Calif.) yard, the 'classification tracks,' and the 'departure yard.'
5A 7267 (1952 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

67349 Rosita (Colo.) - Pictorial works - 1881
Rosita [Colorado]. [London : s.n., 1881].
1 view ; 10 x 12 cm.
Anonymous view without imprint.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library. Duplicate copy: Ayer 4A 984
Graff 1831, p. 84 (PrCt)

67350 Roskilde (Denmark) - 2008 - Lejre (Denmark) - 2008 - Roskilde (Denmark) - Maps - 2008
Authors: Roskilde Lejre Turistråd

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Ross Island (Ross Sea, Antarctica) - Maps - 1913
Hut Point Peninsula, Ross Island. [London]: Harrison & Sons Ltd., [1921].
1 map : 33 x 25 cm.
"As in the case of Map IX, this map is published partly because it was the headquarter district of the Discovery Expedition. It was surveyed by plane table in the early spring of 1912 on its own triangulation. It may be taken as an instance of what may be done with a plane table even in severe weather, the temperature averaging 10° F., during that time with some winds strong enough to blow the table over." -- Report, p. 75-76.
Scale 1:50,000.
Shows heights in feet, soundings in fathoms.
For additional comments on the map see Report, p. 75-76.
Fitzgerald folio G850 1910 .D43 1923, map X (PrCt)

Ross Island (Ross Sea, Antarctica) - Maps - 1913
Map of Ross Island - west coast. [London]: Harrison & Sons Ltd., [1921].
1 map : col. ; 60 x 46 cm.
"The basis of this map is the small unfinished triangulation carried out by Lieutenant Evans in the spring of 1911." -- Report, p. 68.
Scale 1:100,000.
"Projection: Rectangular.'
Shows heights in feet, soundings in fathoms.
'Blue arrows show direction of ice movement.'
Inset: Summit of Erebus, Dec. 1912 [16 x 17 cm.].
In: Frank Debenham, Report on the maps and surveys (London: Harrison & Sons, 1923), map
Ross Island (Ross Sea, Antarctica) - Maps - 1913
Map of Erebus Bay, Ross Island. [London] : Harrison & Sons Ltd., [1921].
Authors: Evans, Edgar, 1876-1912 -- Debenham, Frank, 1883-1965. Report on the maps and surveys (1923) -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 36 x 31 cm.
'Scale 1:3,000,000 along meridians.'
'Only the routes taken by Shakleton, Scott, and Amundsen... under the superintendence of Rear Admiral K. St. B. Collins... Hydrographer.'
'Small corrections.'
Shows routes of Shackleton, Scott, and Amundsen.
For additional comments on the map see Report, pp. 68-70.  
Fitzgerald folio G850 1910 .D43 1923, map II (PrCt)

Ross Sea (Antarctica) - Maps - 1913
1 map : col. ; 58 x 92 cm.
'Scale 1:50,000.'
'Wheat heights in feet, sounding in fathoms.'
'Projection polar equidistant.'
'Scale 1:3,000,000 along meridians.'
'Small corrections.'
Shows heights in feet, soundings in fathoms.
For comments on the map see Report, pp. 76-78.
Fitzgerald folio G850 1910 .D43 1923, map I (PrCt)

Ross Sea (Antarctica) - Maps - 1913<<>>King Edward VII Land (Antarctica) - Maps - 1913
The Great Ice Barrier & King Edward Land. [London] : Harrison & Sons Ltd., [1921].
1 map : col. ; 43 x 98 cm.
Scale 1:1,000,000.
'Projection -- conical, with standard 78°.'
Shows heights in feet, soundings in fathoms.
Red, blue, and back lines show the face of the barrier in 1841, 1902, and 1913.
Inset: Junction of Barrier with Ross Id. [22 x 24 cm.]
For comments on the map see Report, pp. 48-59.
Fitzgerald folio G850 1910 .D43 1923, map V (PrCt)

Ross Sea (Antarctica) - Maps - 1957
Ross Sea to South Pole from the latest information in the Hydrographic Department to 1957. London : Admiralty, 1957.
Authors: Great Britain. Hydrographic Office -- Collins, K. St. B. -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 47 x 64 cm.
Added title: Antarctica.
'Published at the Admiralty 29th March 1957, under the superintendence of Rear Admiral K. St. B. Collins... Hydrographer.'
'Small corrections.'
Shows routes of Shackleton, Scott, and Amundsen.
Upper right: 98.57.
Scale 1:4,000,000 at 90° S.
Fitzgerald polar map 291 (PrCt)

Ross Sea (Antarctica) - Maps - 1961
Authors: Great Britain. Hydrographic Office -- Collins, K. St. B. -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 47 x 64 cm.
Added title: Antarctica.
'Published at the Admiralty 29th March 1957, under the superintendence of Rear Admiral K. St. B. Collins... Hydrographer. New editions 28th April 1961.'
'Crown copyright 1961.'
'Only the routes taken by Shackleton, Scott, and Amundsen... and by the Commonwealth Trans-Antarctic Expedition are shown on this map.'
'Natural scale 1/4,000,000 (at lat. 90°.).'
Fitzgerald polar map 292 (PrCt)
under the superintendence of Vice-Admiral Sir Archibald Day ... Hydrographer. New editions 1st Feb. 1957, 10th March 1961.'
'Crown copyright 1961.'
Printing proof with paste-on notice: 'Note: In addition to any coloured areas shown on this chart, corrections have been made as follows ... '
'Natural scale 1 / 2,750,000 (at lat. 68°00').'
In upper right: 73.61.
Fitzgerald polar map 293 (PrCt)

Series: [George H. Beans Library. Publications. no. 1].
folio Ayer 133 .R5 N9 1928 (NLO)

67363 Rosselli, Francesco Di Lorenzo, 1445-1513
p. 27-34 ; 30 cm.
In: Imago mundi 8 (1952): 27-34.
Map Ref folio GA1 .I6, v. 8, p. 27-34 (PrCt)

67364 Rosselli, Francesco di Lorenzo, 1445-1513<<Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530
Authors: Crinò, Sebastiano, b. 1877 -- La Bibliofilia (1939) -- Newberry Library. John M. Wing Foundation
p. 381-405 : 8 maps ; 30 cm.
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.
Wing folio Z 007 .05, v. 41, p. 381-405 (PrCt)

67365 Rossie (N.Y.) - Maps - 1853 - Lead Mines and Mining<<Lead Mines and Mining - Rossie (N.Y.) - Maps - 1853
Section showing the relative position of the great lead veins at Coal Hill, St. Lawrence Co. 1853. Authors: Orr, Nathaniel, fl. 1844-1860 -- Hough, Franklin Benjamin, 1822-1885 1 map; 11 x 17 cm.
M1056 F 85171.4 p. 459 (PrCt)

67366 Røst Island (Norway) - Maps - 1650<<Rusten Island (Norway) SEE Røst Island (Norway)
Les Isles de Rusten. [Paris? s.n., ca. 1650?]. Authors: Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:X32 1 map; 14 x 17 cm., on sheet 34 x 21 cm. Unsigned map without imprint. One of seven sheets apparently issued as a part of an unidentified isolario or island book (Paris?, ca. 1650?). Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map1F G5702.B3A 1650 .B3 sheet 2 of 7 (PrCt)

67367 Rostock (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1620
Wismaria, natura loci populi frequentia, et aedificiis in ducatu Megapolensi ... [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620]. Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Weigel, Hans, 1549-ca. 1578 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view: hand col. ; 14 x 22 cm. on sheet 41 x 54 cm. Signed: [1650].
According to R.A. Skelton’s Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum, the titles of two of four views on this sheet were transposed; ‘Wismaria’ is a view of Rostock, and ‘Rostochivm’ is a view of Wismar. View derived from a ca. 1560 woodcut by Hans Weigel; cf. Skelton.
On same sheet with: Wittenburga, Saxoniae oppid. vniuersali litterarum studio celebre -- Civitas Francfordiensis in marchionatu Brandeburgensi ... -- Rostochivm, Megapolensis ducatus vrbs nominis celebritate ... Latin letterpress text on verso under titles: Wittenburga -- Fransfirdua ad Oderam -- Wismaria --Rostochivm.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 1, pl. 27

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

67368  Rostock (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1620
Rostociuvm vrbs Vandalica Anseatica et megapolitana. [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Rantzau, Henrik, 1526-1598 -- Lindebergii, Petri, 16th cent. -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 view : hand col.; 35 x 49 cm.
Possibly forwarded to Braun and Hogenberg by Henrik Rantzau; see R.A. Skelton's Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum. Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Topographia vrbs Rostochii descriptio d. Petri Lindebergii r.
In: Braun, Georg and Franz Hogenberg. Civitates orbis terrarum [Cologne: Pieter van Brachel?, ca. 1620] v. 5, plate 47
Vault oversize Ayer 135.B8 1573, v. 5, pl. 47 (PrCt)

67369  Rostovskaia oblast (Russia) - Maps - 1540<<>>Russia, Southern - Maps - 1540<<>>Kazakhstan - Maps - 1540<<>>Woodcuts
Tabvla Asiae II. [Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1540].
Authors: Ptolemy, active 2nd century -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Ptolemy, active 2nd century. Geographia (1540) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: hand col. woodcut; 24 x 30 cm., mounted on backing sheet 31 x 38 cm.
Letterpress title above woodcut map with letterpress place names.
References: Karrow, Robert W.
1 file folder: 25 x 30 cm.
Bibliographical notes, photocopies of maps, and drafts used in the preparation of the chapter on Sebastian Rotenhan in: Karrow, Mapmakers of the sixteenth century and their maps (1993).
Vault 3162 (PrCt)

67370  Rotenhan, Sebastian von, 1478-1532
XXVIII. Sebastianio Rotenhan. [Vatican City: Biblioteca apostolica vaticana, 1948].

1 file folder: 25 x 30 cm.
Duplicate copy (reduced photocopies): Vert 3161, no.4.

67371  Rotenhan, Sebastian Von, 1478-1532
Opera geographica Sebastiani a Rotenhan. [Meisenheim ; Leipzig : Hain ; Hirzel, 1961].
Vert 3161, no. 3 (PrCt)

67372  Rotenhan, Sebastian Von, 1478-1532
Vert 203 no.6 (PrCt)

67373  Rotenhan, Sebastian von, 1478-1532
Authors: Eyring, Ludwig Salomo
64 p.
Not at Newberry Library (Dec. 2012) (PrCt)

67374  Rotenhan, Sebastian von, 1478-1532
[Notes on Sebastian Rotenhan]. [Chicago, 198-?].
Authors: Karrow, Robert W.
1 file folder: 25 x 30 cm.
Bibliographical notes, photocopies of maps, and drafts used in the preparation of the chapter on Sebastian Rotenhan in: Karrow, Mapmakers of the sixteenth century and their maps (1993).
Vert 3162 (PrCt)

67375  Rotenhan, Sebastian von, 1478-1532
Das Francken Landt (1533)
Authors: Brod, Walter Michael, 1912-- -- Mainfränkisches Jahrbuch für Geschichte und Kunst (1959) p. 121-142: maps; 22 cm.
Vert 3161, no. 1 (PrCt)

67376  Rotenhan, Sebastian von, 1478-1532.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Rothenburg ob der Tauber (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1620
Rotenbvrvgvm ad Tubarum, elegans Franconiae oppidum ... [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : hand col. ; 10 x 46 cm. on sheet 41 x 54 cm.
Anonymous view.
Added title in uppercase lettering: Rotenbvrvg.
On same sheet with: Typvs ac sitvs civitatis Trevirensis antiquissimae et praecipvae mediomatricvm
Kartographie des Fürstentums K lớnmbach gegen die Oberen pfalz gelengen
81 p., [1] folded leaf of plates : 5 maps (some col., some folded) ; 16 cm.
6. Aufl. [6th ed.]
'Mit 5 Karten.'
Maps lithographed by Dietrich Reimer.
Map on inside front cover.
Includes index.
Series: Griebens Reiseführer ; Bd. 149
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 149 (1927) (NLO)

Rothenburg ob der Tauber (Germany) - Maps - 1927<<<Dinkelsbühl (Germany) - Maps - 1927
Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag -- Goldschmidt, Albert -- Reimer, Dietrich, 1818-1899 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
81 p., [1] folded leaf of plates : 5 maps (some col., some folded) ; 16 cm.
6. Aufl. [6th ed.]
'Mit 5 Karten.'
Maps lithographed by Dietrich Reimer.
Map on inside front cover.
Includes index.
Series: Griebens Reiseführer ; Bd. 149
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 149 (1914) (NLO)

Rothenburg ob der Tauber (Germany) - Maps - 1936<<<Dinkelsbühl (Germany) - Maps - 1936
Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag -- Kraatz, Leopold -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
88 p., [1] folded leaf of plates : ill. 5 maps (some col., some folded) ; 16 cm.
8. Aufl. [8th ed.]
'Mit 5 Karten und 6 Abbildungen.'
Maps lithographed by Leopold Kraatz.
Map on inside front cover.
Includes index.
Series: Griebens Reiseführer ; Bd. 149
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 149 (1936) (NLO)

Rothenburg Region (Germany)<<Middle Franconia (Germany) - Maps - 1710<<<Schnaittach Region (Germany) - Maps - 1710
Authors: Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. -- Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. Atlas curieux -- oder, Neuer und compendieuser atlas 1710 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 14 x 22 cm.
In: Bodenehr, Gabriel. Atlas curieux ; oder, Neuer und compendieuser atlas ... [(Augsburg : Gabriel Bodenehr, 1710?) pl. [81]. Engraved plate no. '84.'
Ayer 135 .B6 pl. 81 (PrCt)

Rothenburg ob der Tauber (Germany) - Maps - 1914
Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag -- Kraatz, Leopold -- Goldschmidt, Albert -- Kraatz, Leopold -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
43 p., [1] folded leaf of plates : 1 col. map (folded) ; 16 cm.
2. neubearb. Aufl. [2nd ed.]
'Mit Plan von Rothenburg.'
Map lithographed by Leopold Kraatz.
Includes index.
Series: Griebens Reiseführer ; Bd. 149
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 149 (1914) (NLO)
Rotterdam (Netherlands) - Maps - 1840 - Pictorial works

Rotterdam. [Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, 1840].
Authors: Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846 -- Lea & Blanchard -- Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (1840) 1 view ; 3 x 7 cm.
In: Murray, Hugh. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, successors to Carey & Co., for George W. Gorton, 1840) v. 1, p. 513.
Wax engraving.

G 11 .607 v. 1, p. 513 (PrCt)

Rotterdam (Netherlands) - Maps - 1903- Rotterdam Region (Netherlands) - Maps - 1903

Edition: 3. Aufl.
Forward dated 1903.
Includes index.
Series: Woerl's Reisehandbücher.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G153 .W64 Rotterdam (1903) (NLO)

Rotterdam (Netherlands) - Pictorial works - 1620

Roterodamvm Hollandiae opp. [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 view : hand col. ; 19 x 49 cm.
Anonymous view.
Addded title at top in uppercase lettering: Rotterdam.
On same sheet with: Govda Hollandiae opp. ad Jsalam ....
Latin letterpress text on verso under titles: Roterodamvm -- Govda.

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 3, pl. 31 (PrCt)
Rotterdam (Netherlands) - Pictorial works - Collections, 1600-1799

Authors: Renting, R. A. D. -- Elmar -- Gemeentelijke Archiefdienst Rotterdam
..."[C]ollectie prenten ... die het Gemeente-Archief van Rotterdam uit de 17e en vooral 18e eeuw bezit ...'
74-16498
ICN '75
7Q 533 (NLO)

Rotterdam Region (Netherlands) - Maps - 1873 Constance, Lake, Region - Maps - 1873 Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1873
Rhine from Rotterdam to Constance. Koblenz ; London ; Edinburgh : K. Baedeker ; Williams & Norgate, 1873.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Williams & Norgate -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 15 maps, 16 city plans
5th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1873 and priced in shillings.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Rotterdam Region (Netherlands) - Maps - 1878 Constance, Lake, Region - Maps - 1878 Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1878
Rhine from Rotterdam to Constance. Leipzig ; London : K. Baedeker ; Dulau, 1878.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Dulau & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 21 maps, 19 city plans
6th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1878 and priced in marks.
Condition: Fair.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Rotterdam Region (Netherlands) - Maps - 1882 Constance, Lake, Region - Maps - 1882 Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1882
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 28 maps, 21 city plans
8th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1882 and priced in marks.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Rotterdam Region (Netherlands) - Maps - 1884 Constance, Lake, Region - Maps - 1884 Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1884
Rhine from Rotterdam to Constance. Leipzig ; London : K. Baedeker ; Dulau, 1884.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Dulau & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 29 maps, 21 city plans
8th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1884 and priced in marks.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)
9th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1884 and priced in marks.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

67396 Rotterdam Region (Netherlands) - Maps - 1886<<>>Constance, Lake, Region - Maps - 1886<<>>Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1886
The Rhine from Rotterdam to Constance. Leipzig ; London : K. Baedeker, 1886.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm)
1 v. : 52 plates
10th ed.
G 4775.062 (NLO)

67397 Rotterdam Region (Netherlands) - Maps - 1886<<>>Constance, Lake, Region - Maps - 1886<<>>Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1886
Rhine from Rotterdam to Constance. Leipzig ; London : K. Baedeker ; Dulau, 1886.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Dulau & Co.
-- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 30 maps, 22 city plans
10th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1886 and priced in marks.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

67398 Rotterdam Region (Netherlands) - Maps - 1889<<>>Constance, Lake, Region - Maps - 1889<<>>Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1889
Rhine from Rotterdam to Constance. Leipzig ; London : K. Baedeker ; Dulau, 1889.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Dulau & Co.
-- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 36 maps, 22 city plans
11th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1889 and priced in marks.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

67399 Rotterdam Region (Netherlands) - Maps - 1889<<>>Constance, Lake, Region - Maps - 1889<<>>Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1889
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 36 maps, 22 city plans
11th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1891 and priced in marks.
Condition: Fair.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

67400 Rotterdam Region (Netherlands) - Maps - 1892<<>>Constance, Lake, Region - Maps - 1892<<>>Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1892
The Rhine from Rotterdam to Constance. Leipzig ; London : K. Baedeker, 1892.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Dulau & Co.
-- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 60 plates
12th ed.
G 4775.0622 (NLO)

67401 Rotterdam Region (Netherlands) - Maps - 1892<<>>Constance, Lake, Region - Maps - 1892<<>>Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1892
Rhine from Rotterdam to Constance. Leipzig ; London : K. Baedeker ; Dulau, 1892.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Dulau & Co.
-- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 39 maps, 21 city plans
12th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1893 and priced in marks.
Condition: Fair.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

67402 Rotterdam Region (Netherlands) - Maps - 1896<<>>Constance, Lake, Region - Maps - 1896<<>>Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1896
Rhine from Rotterdam to Constance. Leipzig ; K. Baedeker, 1896.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 44 maps, 24 city plans
13th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1896 and priced in marks.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

67403 Rotterdam Region (Netherlands) - Maps - 1900<<>>Constance, Lake, Region - Maps - 1900<<>>Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1900
Rhine from Rotterdam to Constance. Leipzig ; K. Baedeker, 1896.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Dulau & Co.
-- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 45 maps, 25 city plans
14th ed.
A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher, 1832-1900, no. E014.
Includes advertising dated 1902 and priced in marks.
Condition: Fair.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

67404 Rotterdam Region (Netherlands) - Maps - 1903
Constance, Lake, Region - Maps - 1903
Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1903
Rhine from Rotterdam to Constance. Leipzig ; London ; New York : K. Baedeker ; Dulau ; Scribner's, 1903.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Dulau & Co.
-- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 45 maps, 26 city plans
15th ed.
A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher, 1832-1900, no. E015.
Includes advertising dated 1904 and priced in marks.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

67405 Rotterdam Region (Netherlands) - Maps - 1906
Constance, Lake, Region - Maps - 1906
Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1906
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm)
1 v. : 81 plates
16th ed.
G 4775.064 (NLO)

67406 Rotterdam Region (Netherlands) - Maps - 1906
Constance, Lake, Region - Maps - 1906
Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1906
Rhine from Rotterdam to Constance. Leipzig ; London ; New York : K. Baedeker ; Dulau ; Scribner's, 1906.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Dulau & Co.
-- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 52 maps, 29 city plans
16th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1906 and priced in marks.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

67407 Rotterdam Region (Netherlands) - Maps - 1906
Constance, Lake, Region - Maps - 1906
Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1906
Rhine from Rotterdam to Constance. Leipzig ; London ; New York : K. Baedeker ; Dulau ; Scribner's, 1906.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Dulau & Co.
-- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 52 maps, 29 city plans
16th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1906 and priced in marks.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

67408 Rotterdam Region (Netherlands) - Maps - 1906
Constance, Lake, Region - Maps - 1906
Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1906
Rhine from Rotterdam to Constance. Leipzig ; London ; New York : K. Baedeker ; Dulau ; Scribner's, 1906.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Dulau & Co.
-- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 52 maps, 29 city plans
16th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1907 and priced in dollars.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

67409 Rottweil (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1552
Woodcuts
[View of Rottweil, Germany]. [Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552].
Authors: Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552. Cosmographiae universalis ... (1552) -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : woodcut ; 6 x 7 cm., on sheet 32 x 21 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
In: Münster, Sebastian. Cosmographiae universalis ... (Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552), p. 591.
Added letterpress title from adjacent p. 590: Rotuiula.
Possibly an inaccurate view, since some of the woodcuts in this volume were used for more than one town.
VAULT folio Ayer 7 .M8 1552, p. 591 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Rottweil (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1694
Authors: Beaulieu, Sébastien de Pontault, ca. 1612-1674 -- Cochin, Nicolas, 1610-1686 -- Beaulieu, Sébastien de Pontault, ca. 1612-1674. 
Les Glorieuses conquistes de Louis le Grand [1694?]
1 map : 41 x 50 cm. 
In: Beaulieu, Sébastien de Pontault. Les Glorieuses conquistes de Louis le Grand (Paris : Chez le sieur de Beaulieu, [1694?]), pl. 4. Cf. Pastoureau, p. 39, l[17].

Case oversize G 10307 .08 pl. 4 (PrCt)

Rotz, Jean - Nautical charts - 1500-1599
Jean Rotz: *his neglected treatise on nautical science.* 1929. 
Cover title. 
Includes bibliographical references. 
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection at the Newberry Library. 

Baskets GA359 .T39 1900z (NLO)

Rotz, Jean - Nautical Instruments - 1611 - Pictorial works

La Ville de Rouen. [Rouen : David Geuffroy, 1611?]. 
Authors: Desrues, François, ca. 1575-1633 -- Geuffroy, David 
1 view : woodcut ; 45 x 65 mm. 
In Des Rues, François. Description contenant toutes les singularitez de plus celebres villes et places remarquables du royaume de France (Rouen: David Geuffroy, [1611?]), p. 177. 
View enclosed in oval within a rectangular frame with fleurs-de-lis in corners. 
Title from letterpress above view. 

Case DC24 .D47 [map] (PrCt)

Rouen (France) - Maps - 1620

*Rhotomagvs, Galliae Lugdunensis ad Sequanam flu. opp. vulgo Rouen.* [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620]. 
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 
1 map : hand col. ; 31 x 38 cm. 
Derived from a 1575 woodcut by Sebastian Münster; see R.A. Skelton’s Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum. 
Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Rhotomagvs. 

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 3, pl. 7 (PrCt)

Rouen (France) - Maps - 1695 - Fortification

Rouen, est une des premières villes du royaume de France ... [Paris : De Fer, 1695]. 
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Ferr, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Les forces de l’Europe, ou, Description des principales villes -- avec leurs fortifications ... (1695-1696) 
1 map ; 23 x 29 cm. 
In: Ferr, Nicolas de. Les forces de l’Europe, ou, Description des principales villes; avec leurs fortifications ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, 1695-1696) pt. 6, map [112]. 
Manuscript ('12') at upper right. 

Case folio U 26.293 pt. 6, map [112] (PrCt)

Rouen (France) - Maps - 1713 - Fortification

Rouen, est une des premières villes du royaume de France ... [Paris : De Fer, [1713?]]. 
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Loon, H. V. (Herman van) -- Ferr, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Introduction à la fortification ... [1713?] 
1 map ; 19 x 29 cm. 
In: Fer, Nicolas de. Introduction à la fortification ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, [1713?]?)] map [9]. 
For later state of this map, with engraved plate number, see Case folio U 26.292. 
For earlier version of this map, engraved on different plate, see Case folio U 26.293.

Case oversize U 26.2919 map [9] (PrCt)

Rouen (France) - Maps - Bibliography

Bibliography of Rouen (France) - Pictorial works - Bibliography <>> Gomboust, Jacques, fl. 1655. Description des antiquitez et singvlaritez de la ville de Rouen (1655) 
Authors: Adeline, Jules, 1845--1909 
Series: Société rouennaise de bibliophiles. [Publication 9]. 
Facsimile of the Gomboust plan meant to accompany this work lacking in Newberry copy (July 2008). 
Y 7608 .84 v. 9 (NLO)

Rouen (France) - Pictorial works - 1620

*Rhotomagvs, vulgo Roan, Normandiae metropolis.* 

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. 
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Roussillon (France : Province) - Maps - 1660
Sardones, evesché de Elné, ou de Perpignan, comté de Roussillon ; ou sott. les vegerie de Perpignan, souvage. de Vall-Spir, vegurie. de Villefranca de Conflent, souvage. de Capsir : tout ce coté de Roussillon et partie de celuy de Cerdañé sont a p[resent]nt reunis a la France / par le Sr. Sanson d'Abbeville, geogr. ordre. de S. Mté., 1660 ; L. Cordier sc. [Paris : Sanson], 1660.
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Cordier, Louis, -1711 -- Delamarche, Charles François, 1740-1817. Atlas général : contenant le détail des quatre parties du monde [1798?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 39 x 50 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:240,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
Baskes oversize G1015 .A77 1798, [ptie 1], [plate 74] (NLO)
67422

Roussillon (France : Province) - Maps - 1660
Le Roussillon ... Paris, [ca. 1725].
Baskes oversize G1015 .A77 1798, [ptie 1], [plate 74] (NLO)
67423

Route 66 Association of Missouri - Periodicals - United States Highway 66 - Periodicals - Cartography - United States Highway 66
Show me Route 66. St. Louis, Mo. Route 66 Association of Missouri, 1996.
Authors: Route 66 Association of Missouri --
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Powell, James R. -- Nies, Jay -- Walsh, Tim
24 p. ; maps, ill. ; 28 cm.
Single issue (Vol. 8, no. 1 (Winter 1996)) of quarterly magazine which began publication with vol. 1, no. 1 (May 1990); no other issues held by Newberry.
OCLC 56611605.
BHC 2654
Vert 2181 (PrCt)

67425 Rouvres-en-Plaines (France) - Maps - 1707 - Real property
Rouvres-en-Plaines (France) - Historical geography - Maps - 1707
Côte-d'Or (France) - Maps - 1707
Real property
Côte-d'Or (France) - Real property - Rouvres-en-Plaines (France) - Maps - 1707
Real property
Côte-d'Or (France) - Maps - 1707
Plan de la distribution generale des terres de Rouvres / Fait par Feugueray, arpenteur à Dijon : Desse direacit. [Paris? s.n., 1838?].
Authors: Feugueray -- Desse -- Bulletin de la Société d'encouragement pour l'industrie nationale [1838?] -- Danzer, Gerald A.
1 map : hand col. ; 55 x 38 cm.
"Suivant son Procès Verbal du 24 Aoust 1707."
"Bulletin de la Societe d'Encouragement no. XXXVI."
"Pl. XXXII"
Possibly detached from: Bulletin de la Société d'encouragement pour l'industrie nationale, volume 36 [Paris, 1838?].
Historical or facsimile map showing numbered property divisions, irrigation, and roads as they appeared in 1707 around the village of Rouvres-en-Plaines in Côte-d'Or Département in the Ouche River Valley southeast of Dijon in France.
Approximate coordinates: (E 5°05'51"--E 5°10'43"/N 47°15'45"--N 47°12'45")
Scale [ca. 1:15,500].
Oriented with north at upper right.
Issued folded to 24 x 17 cm.
Gift 2013, Gerald A. Danzer.
Digital image of another copy available on the French language Wikipedia website (accessed December 2013):
http://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fichier:Rouvres_apr%C3%A8s_remembrement.jpg
map4F G5834.R68G46 1707 .F4 1838 (PrCt)

67426 Rouvigo (Italy : Province) - Maps - 1600-1800 - Exhibitions - Catalogs
Rouvigo (Italy : Province) - History - 1600-1800 - Exhibitions - Catalogs - Biblioteca comunale di Adria - Map collections - Exhibitions - Catalogs - Polesine (Italy : Province) SEE Rouvigo (Italy : Province)
Il Polesine nella cartografia a stampa, dal cinquecento all'ottocento / Mihran Tchaprassian.
At head of title: Mostra della stampe antica, Adria 2008.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 159-163) and index.
Catalog of an exhibition of maps mounted at the Biblioteca comunale di Adria.
Gift of the author, 2009
DG975.R87 T33 2008 (NLO)

67427 Rovigo (Italy : Province) - Maps - 1680 - Polesino di Rovigo. Amsterdam, [ca. 1680].
Authors: Schenk & Valck, Amsterdam -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
I:170
1 map : hand col. ; 35 x 46 cm.
2062
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6713.V4:3R6 1680 S3 (PrCt)

67428 Rovigo (Italy : Province) - Pictorial works - 1787 - Po River Delta (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1787
Topografia del Polesine di Rovigo / Tratta in parte da pubblici. catastici de recenti estimi, ch'esistono negli archivi di Rovig, Lendinara, e Badia; ed il rimanente rilevato per commissione ... da Domco. Marchetti ... e di Alvise Milanovich tente. collo. ingegnere direttore l'anno 1786 ... ; Giovanni Pasquali scrisse ; Antonius Sandi incidit, Theodorus Viero direxit . [Venice? Teodoro Viero?, 1787?].
Authors: Marchetti, Domenico, fl. ca. 1787 -- Milanovich, Alvise, fl. ca. 1787 -- Pasquali, Giovanni Battista -- Sandi, Antonius, fl. ca. 1787 -- Viero, Teodoro, 1740-ca.1819 -- Papadopoli, Nicolò, conte, 1841-1922 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map ; 1,305 x 2,479 mm. (neat line) on 10 sheets
Includes various dated notes, including the following on sheet 1: Chiavica del nuovo scola selva formata nel 1787.
Inset view and map (200 x 339 mm. and 260 x 339 mm.): Prospetto della città di Rovigo e sua pianta. Includes references 1-17 and 1-37.
Includes elevations and plans of various canal and river sections (116 x 245 mm. and smaller):
Li sei principali sostegni nella provincia del Polesine.
Printed from 10 plates on 10 sheets.
Another edition was published in by Artaria Co. of Vienna; cf. Arrigoni and Bertarelli, Carte geografiche dell'Italia (1930) p. 167, no. 1524.
Manuscript "29" on verso of sheet 1. Ex Papadopoli.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map...
67429 Rovinj (Croatia) - Maps - 1753 - Harbors - Nautical charts - Rovinj (Croatia) - 1753 - Harbors - Nautical charts - Woodcuts

The Road of Rovigno. [London : W. and J. Mount, T. and T. Page, 1753].
Authors: W. and J. Mount, T. and T. Page (Firm), fl. ca. 1753-1755 -- English Pilot. Part 3 (1753) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : woodcut ; 14 x 23 cm.
Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger): English Pilot. Part 3 (1753)
oversize Ayer 135 .E55 1753 p. 49 (PrCt)

67430 Rovinj (Croatia) - Maps - 1771 - Harbors - Nautical charts - Rovinj (Croatia) - 1771 - Harbors - Nautical charts - Woodcuts

The Road of Rovigno. [London : J. Mount and T. Page, 1771].
Authors: Mount, John, d. 1786 -- Page, Thomas, d. 1781 -- English Pilot. Part 3 (1771) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : woodcut ; 13 x 21 cm. on sheet 47 x 30 cm.
Woodcut map printed beneath letterpress text (p. 49): A Description of the sea-coast in the Adriatick-Sea.
In: The English pilot : Part III: Describing the sea-coasts ... in the whole Mediterranean Sea (London : Printed for J. Mount, and T. Page, on Tower-Hill, 1771), [plate 38]
Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger): English Pilot. Part 3 (1771)
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversized G1956.P5 E5 1771, [plate 38] (PrCt)

67431 Rowan County (N.C.) - Maps - 1750-1830 - Landowners - Maps - Landowners - Maps

Early landowners of Rowan County, North Carolina. 1995.
Authors: Klutz, James W. -- Rendleman, David A.
1 map ; on 6 sheets
Compiled by James W. Klutz; partly based on research undertaken ca. 1950 by David A. Rendleman.
Shows land ownership ca. 1750-ca. 1830; deed book and page no. shown where known.
Accompanied by 9 p. index to personal names.
85102435NL
temp map6F G3903.R8G46 1995 .K6 (PrCt)

67432 Rowland, William W., 1879-

[Biographical information on "Brownie" (William W. Rowland)].
1 p.
Information culled from various Ancestry.com files.
Vert 842, no. 2 (PrCt)

67433 Rowland, William W., 1879-Milwaukee Journal Tour Club-Brownie (Director of Tour Club) SEE Rowland, William W., 1879- With 'Brownie,' readers were always in for a ride / by Tom Heinen. [Milwaukee : Milwaukee Journal, 1995].
Authors: Heinen, Tom
Vert 842, no. 1 (PrCt)

67434 Roy, William, 1726-1790 - Map Collections

Authors: Walters, Gwyn -- Harley, J. B. (John Brian)
Reprinted from Gwyn Walters and Brian Harley, Mathematical instruments and library in the Christie's sale of 1790 (1977).
BHC 1362
Vert 969 (PrCt)

Plan of the base measured on Hounslow Heath. 1887.
Authors: Bartlett, Alan -- International Map Collectors' Society
In IMCoS Map Fair & Exhibition 1987, p.36-38: map..
BHC 1252
Vert 870 (PrCt)

67436 Royal Geographical Society (Great Britain)

Authors: Crone, G. R. (Gerald Roe)
Vert 387 (PrCt)

67437 Royal Geographical Society (Great Britain) - Bibliography - Maps - Bibliography - Catalogs

Authors: Bliss, Richard, b. 1842 -- Royal Geographical Society (Great Britain) -- Journal of the Royal Geographical Society of London -- Proceedings of the Royal Geographical Society

Information culled from various Ancestry.com files.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

43 p.; 25 cm.

Caption title (p. [3]) signed: By Richard Bliss.
"Includes all the maps and plans published in the first and second series of the Proceedings, the Journal and the Supplementary papers of the Royal Geographical Society, and in Ocean highways and the Geographical magazine," comprising 992 titles, followed by a "reference list" of (a) personal names (b) expeditions, etc. (c) vessels.
Bibliographical contributions, no. 17 -- Bibliographical contributions (Harvard University. Library); no. 17.
Republished from the Bulletin of Harvard University, no. 39-34, 1885-86.
LC Card Number: 02020634
Z 79 .H27 no. 17 (NLO)


Title from printed label pasted on front cover; signed H.J.G. Lloyd.
Manuscript plans and maps signed by Henry J.G. Lloyd and initialed by L.K.S. (apparently an instructor); variously dated September 1880-May 1881.

Bound volume submitted by Lloyd as a Royal Engineer cadet at the Royal Military College in Sandhurst, Berkshire, England. Contains 9 leaves of plans, elevations and profiles of the following types of fortification: bastion, redan, lunette, redoubt, parapet, fort, battery, and bridgehead. The plans are followed by 7 ms. topographic maps (mounted on 5 leaves) of areas and natural features within College grounds.

Contents: Sketch in the R.M. College grounds -- Sketch of Saddleback -- Defense of a post -- Contoured sketch near Barossa -- Windsorsridge...
Rügen (Germany) - Maps - 1682
Rugia insula ac ducatus accuratissime descripta.
Amsterdam : C. Allard, [1682?].
1 map : col. ; 37 x 49 cm.
In: Allard, Carel. Atlas minor sive tabulæ geographicæ proecipuorum regnorum regionum, insularum, provincarum, etc. (Amsterdam : C. Allard, 1682?) pl. 45.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .A4 A pl. 45 (PrCt)

Rügen (Germany) - Maps - 1682
Nieuwe aftekening van het eyeland Rügen en de Straalsund. Amsterdam, [ca. 1682].
Authors: Keulen, Gerard van -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:304
1 map : hand col. ; 52 x 62 cm.
Koeman v. p. 390 [225].
Inset: De Stad Straalsund.
2543
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:303 (PrCt)

Rügen (Germany) - Maps - 1716
Insulae et principatus Rugiae ... Nuremberg, [ca. 1716].
Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:305
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 56 cm.
Phillips 5966 [79].
2544
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:305 (PrCt)

Rügen (Germany) - Maps - 1725
Rugia insula ac ducatus accuratissimé descripta.
Amsterdam, [ca. 1725].
Authors: Lubin, Eilhard, 1565-1621 -- Wit, Frederik de -- Côvens et Mortier -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:303
1 map : hand col. ; 44 x 48 cm.
Coats of arms in right and left margins.
2542
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:303 (PrCt)
67451 Rügen Island (Germany) - Description and travel - 1909
Authors: Volckmann, Erwin -- Ahrens, R. A.
"Vierte neu bearbeitete Auflage von R. A. Ahrens."
Series: Volckmanns Illustrierte Führer für Land- und Seereisen ; Band 2.
To Collection Services for cataloging, July 2009 (PrCt)

67452 Rügen Island (Germany) - Maps - 1650<->Rugge Island (Germany) SEE Rügen Island (Germany)
L’Isle de Rugge. [Paris? s.n., ca. 1650?].
Authors: Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map1F G5702.B3A 1650 .B3 sheet 1 of 7 (PrCt)

67453 Rügen Island (Germany) - Maps - 1813<->Pomerania (Poland and Germany) - Maps - 1813<->Stralsund (Germany) - Maps - 1803
Swedish Pomerania, with the island of Rugen.
London : W. Faden, 1813 [i.e. 1817?].
oversize G 10 .282 pl. 34 (PrCt)

67454 Rügen Island (Germany) - Maps - 1909
Authors: Volckmann, Erwin -- J.G. Tiedemann Nachf. -- Volckmann, Erwin, Rügen (1909) 1 map : col. ; on sheet 55 x49 cm. fold. to 15 x 11 cm.
Detached from Volckmann, Erwin, Rügen (Rostock: Volckmann, 1909)
Scale 1:100,000.
map4F G6197 .R8 1909 .V6 (PrCt)

67455 Rügen Island (Germany) - Maps - 1920-1921
Includes index.
Series: Grieben's Reiseführer ; Bd. 12
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 12 (1920-1921) (NLO)

67456 Ruhr (Germany : Region) - Maps - 1959
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

67457 Ruhr (Germany : Region) - Maps - 1959
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

67458 Rumsey, David, 1944- - Map collections
Authors: Drake, Monica Pp. 3-4 ; 28 cm. In Fronteras [Center for Greater Southwestern Studies and the History of Cartography, University of Texas at Arlington] 11, no. 2 (Fall 2002): 3-4.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Vert 1103, no. 2 (PrCt)

67459 Rumsey, David, 1944- - Map collections<<>=Maps as historical sources<<>=Geographic information systems<<>=GIS SEE Geographic information systems<<>=United States - Maps - Collections, 1731-2002<<>=Rumsey, David, 1944- - Map collections

147 p. : ill. (some col.), maps (some col.) ; 24 x 33 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 128-147).
Rumsey's collection, digitization, and GIS projects are summarized in an afterword, 'The Brick, the mortar, the pixel,' pp. 124-127.
Related URL (table of contents, Nov. 2004):
http://www.loc.gov/catdir/toc/ecip0413/2004001067.html
ISBN1589480449
folio GA197.R86 R86 2004 (NLO)

67460 Rumsey, David, 1944- - University of California, Berkeley. East Asiatic Library - Map collections<<>=Cartography - Japan - Maps - Collections

In vintage maps, a Japan bygone floats lyrically online. 2003.
Authors: Lew, Julie
1 p. : 3 col. maps ; 24 x 33 cm.
Vert 1103, no. 3 (PrCt)

67461 Runnels County (Tex.) - Maps - 1879 - Landowners<<>=Counties - Maps<<>=Landowners - Maps

Authors: Pressler, Herman -- Davis, Grady W. -- Texas. General Land Office -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 21.5  x 17 in. Scale 1:133,320.
Originally published Ballinger, Tex.: J.N. Winters & Co., [1899-?]
Microfiche 583, no. 1112 (PrCt)


Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960- -- Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)
190 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
1st ed.
'Deluxe edition.'
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).
'3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.'
Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).
Includes indexes.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

ISBN 1420301527
Local History Ref F532.R95 B69 2005 (NLO)

67465 Rush County (Ind.) - Maps - 1856 -
Landowners<<>>Counties -
Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Condit, Hayden & Wright -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 4 parts, 27 x 20 in. each. Scale 1:32,500. Originally published 1856.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps: Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 166 (PrCt)

67466 Rush County (Ind.) - Maps - 1867 -
Landowners<<>>Counties -
Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 6 parts, 4 are 29 x 26.5 in. each and 2 are 20 x 26.5 in. each. Scale 1:50,688. Originally published Philadelphia: C. O. Titus, 1867.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps: Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 167 (PrCt)

67467 Rush County (Ind.) - Maps - 1879 -
Landowners<<>>Counties -
Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
Authors: J. H. Beers & Co. -- Chicago Historical Society
1 atlas ([5], 6-78, [9] p.) : ill., hand col. maps, ports. : 45 cm.
Imperfect; lacks 17-20, 31-34, 49-50, 63-64; 35-36 is half torn away.
Scales differ.
Includes directories, brief history of Rush County, and brief biographies and portraits of early Rush County residents.
Library buckram.

Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005; includes CHS ownership markings.
CHS Coll., Atlas no. 105
LeGear. Atlases of the United States, 4566
LC Card Number: 2005632777
oversize G4093.R8G46 1879.B4 (NLO)

67468 Rush County (Tex.) - Maps - 1895 -
Landowners<<>>Counties -
Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Pressler, Chas. W. -- Texas. General Land Office -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: Blueprint, 44.5 x 32.5 in. Scale 1:66,660. Originally compiled Austin, Tex.: U.S. General Land Office, 1895.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps: Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 1114 (PrCt)

67469 Rush County (Wis.) - Maps - 1800-1899 -
Landowners<<>>Counties -
Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan).
332 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
1st ed.
'Deluxe edition.'
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).
3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.
Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).
Includes indexes.
Series: Family maps
ISBN 1420306340 : 9781420306347
Local History Ref F587.R8G46 1879.B4 (NLO)

67470 Rush County (Wis.) - Maps - 1971 -
Landowners<<>>Counties -
Maps - Landowners - Maps
Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (56 p.) : 34 maps ; 27 x 29 cm.
Cover title.
Scale [1:42,240].
Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G4123.R8 G46 1971 .R58 (NLO)

67471 Russia - Description and travel - 1500-1599
Pavli Iovii De legatione Moscovitarvm liber.
[Antverpiae : Ioannis Steelsij, 1557].
Authors: Giovio, Paolo, 1483...
First Italian edition.
Woodcut map of "Moscovia" by Giacomo Gastaldi (Karrow, Mapmakers of the 16th Century 30/68); the six woodcuts represent the Russian tartars, Muscovite soldiers, and people in teams and on skis.
First Italian edition.
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.
Wing ZP 535 .P34 (NLO)

67472 Russia - Description and travel - 1500-1599 - Mineral waters
Hungary - Russia - Maps - 1557
Authors: Herberstein, Sigmund, Freiherr von, 1546-1566. Rerum moscoviticarum commentarij (1557) leaves 163-179 ; 16 cm.
Case G 54004 .398, leaves 163-179 (PrCt)

67473 Russia - Description and travel - 1549 - Herberstein, Sigmund, Freiherr von, 1486-1566. Rerum Moscoviticarum commentarii
[Antverpiae : Ioannis Steelsij, 1557]
Notes upon Russia : being a translation of the earliest account of that country, entitled Rerum Moscoviticarum commentarii / by the Baron Sigismund von Herberstein ; translated and edited, with notes and an introduction, by R.H. Major.
Authors: Herberstein, Sigmund, Freiherr von, 1486-1566 -- Major, Richard Henry, 1818-1891 2 v. : ill., plates, folded maps ; 23 cm.
Series: Works issued by the Hakluyt Society ; no. 10, 12.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Reprinted New York: Burt Franklin, 1963?
G 12 .383 v. 10, 12 (NLO)

67474 Russia - Description and travel -
1550 - Russia - Maps - 1550 - Map printing - Woodcuts - Maps - 1550
Authors: Herberstein, Sigmund, Freiherr von, 1486-1566 -- Gastaldi, Giacomo, approximately 1500-approximately 1565. Moscova (1550) -- Pedrezzano, Giovanni Battista, active 16th century -- Newberry Library. John M. Wing Foundation
90 leaves : plates, fold. map ; 21 cm.
Author's coat of arms on t.-p.; initials. Numerous errors in foliation.
Translated by F. Corvino?
Woodcut map of "Moscovia" by Giacomo Gastaldi (Karrow, Mapmakers of the 16th Century 30/68); the six woodcuts represent the Russian tartars, Muscovite soldiers, and people in teams and on skis.
First Italian edition.
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.
Wing ZP 535 .P34 (NLO)

67475 Russia - Description and travel - Early works to 1800
Rerum Moscoviticarvm commentarii. [Vienna : Egydius Aquila, 1549].
Authors: Herberstein, Sigmund, Freiherr von, 1486-1566 xii, xxix, xxxvii numb. l. : 1 illus. (coat of arms) 4 col. plates on 2 l., port., map ; 30 cm.
References: Karrow, Mapmakers of the 16th Century, 40/4.2.
NORTH AMERICAN LOCATIONS: MH, MWiW-C.
Not at Newberry Library (Sept. 2012) (PrCt)

67476 Russia - Description and travel - Early works to 1800 - Moscow (Russia) - Description and travel - Early works to 1800 - Moscow (Russia) - Geography - Early works to 1800 - Russia - Maps - 1556 - Moscow (Russia) - Maps - 1556 - Woodcuts
[Vienna : G. B. Pedrezzano, 1550].
Authors: Herberstein, Sigmund, Freiherr von, 1486-1566 -- Major, Richard Henry, 1818-1891 2 v. : ill., plates, folded maps ; 23 cm.
Series: Works issued by the Hakluyt Society ; no. 10, 12.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Reprinted New York: Burt Franklin, 1963?
G 12 .383 v. 10, 12 (NLO)
1 map : hand col. ; 40 x 46 cm.
In: Sanson, Nicolas. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (Paris : Pierre Mariette, 1658 [i.e. 1659?]) v. 1, pl. [114]
VAULT Case oversize G1015 .S35 1658 v. 1, pl. [114] (PrCt)

67482 Russia - Historical geography - Maps - 1801-1917<>Russia - Maps - 1960
Authors: C.S. Hammond & Company -- Magnus, Albert R.
1 map : col. ; 24 x 42 cm.
Color coded to show "the Russian Empire in 1900," "areas lost to Japan in 1905," "Russian spheres of influence," and "settled areas of the Russian Empire.
Includes list of ethnic groups, with populations, and map showing "comparative sizes of the Russian Empire and the United States."
map2F G7001 .S5 1960 .H3 (PrCt)

Authors: Minard, Charles Joseph, 1781-1870 -- Regnier et Dourdet (firm) -- Tufte, Edward R., 1942-
1 map : col. ; 24 x 52 cm.
Facsimile of original published Paris: Regnier et Dourdet, 1869.
Two columns of text below map, titled 'Napoleon's march to Moscow, The War of 1812,' taken from Tufte's Visual display of quantitative information (1983).
Gift of George Ritzlin.
map2F G7001 .S5 1869 M5 1983 (PrCt)

67484 Russia - Historical geography - Maps - 1845<<>>Russia - Maps - 1845<>Historical atlases
Authors: Akhmatov, I. (Ivan), fl. 1940-1949 -- Karamzin, Nikolai Mikhailovich, 1766-1826 -- Einerling, I. -- Vekshin -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Edition: Novoe izd., tschachelno peresmotriennoe
Authors: Gilbert, Martin, 1936-- -- Banks, Arthur -- Macmillan & Co.
1 atlas ([13], 146 [i.e. 182], [28] p.) ; 146 maps ; 25 cm.
[1st American ed.]
'Cartographic consultant: Arthur Banks.'
21608
ICN76
map4C 81 (NLO)

67491 Russia - Historical geography - Maps - 1978<>Historical atlases
Authors: Gilbert, Martin, 1936-- -- Banks, Arthur -- Routledge & Kegan Paul -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (90 p.) : chiefly maps ; 26 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [92]-[95]) and index.
"First published in 1972 by Weidenfeld & Nicolson as part of the Russian history atlas."
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 78040734
ISBN 0710089625 ; 9780710089620
Baskes G2111.51 G52 1978 (NLO)

67492 Russia - Historical geography - Maps - 1984<>Historical atlases
Authors: Gilbert, Martin, 1936-- -- Banks, Arthur -- Dorset Press -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([13], 146, [29] p.) : 146 maps ; 24 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [148]-[152]) and index.
Originally published in Great Britain in 1972 as : Russian history atlas.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 72080174
ISBN 0880290188 ; 9780880290180
Baskes G2111.51 G52 1984 (NLO)

Authors: Thiers, Adolphe, 1797-1877 -- George, H. B. (Hereford Brooke), 1838-1910 -- Oxford University Press -- Randall, Hilda -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
xix, 312 p. : 6 folded maps (some col.) ; 20 cm.
"Extracted from Thiers, 'Histoire du consulat et de l'empire,' vol. XIV."
Includes bibliographical references (p. [xviii]-xix) and indexes.
Former owner: Hilda Randall.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Online version of another copy (lacking maps) available via the HathiTrust Digital Library (accessed Feb. 2011):
http://babel.hathitrust.org/cgi/pt?id=uc1.b3449100
Baskes DC235 .T4 1904 (NLO)

67494 Russia - History - To 1533<>Russia - Maps - 1600
[29], 445, [56] p. : ill., geneal. tables, maps ; 34 cm.
Case folio G 54004 .738 (NLO)

Shows area between Warsaw on the west, Kuibyshev on the east, Lake Onega on the north, and Ankara on the south
Lines represent "Beginning of Soviet winter offensive 1943," "German offensive -- summer 1941," and "Line of farthest German advance 1942."
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.
Wing ZP 983 .S171, no. 440, p. 66 (PrCt)

67496 Russia - Maps - 1551<>Woodcuts
Authors: Herberstein, Sigmund, Freiherr von, 1486-1566 -- Herberstein, Sigmund, Freiherr von, 1486-1566. Rerum moscouiticarum commentarij (1551)
1 map : woodcut ; 259 x 378 mm.
References: Karrow, Mapmakers of the 16th Century 40/4.5.
Not at Newberry Library (Dec. 2012) (PrCt)

67497 Russia - Maps - 1552<>Woodcuts

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
[Map of Russia]. [Basel: Heinrich Petri, 1552].
Authors: Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552. Cosmographiae uniaversalis ... (1552) -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : woodcut ; 18 x 16 cm., on sheet 32 x 21 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.

67498
Russia - Maps - 1562-1570<<<>Caspian Sea Region - Maps - 1562-1570<<<>Kazakhstan - Maps - 1562-1570
In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatrvm orbis terrarvm (Antwerp: A.C. Diesth, 1570), [plate 46]. Includes pictorial vignettes with accompanying notes.

67500
Russia - Maps - 1562-1606<<<>Caspian Sea Region - Maps - 1562-1606<<<>Kazakhstan - Maps - 1562-1606
Rvssiae, Moscoviae et Tartariae descriptio / auctore Antonio lenkensono Anglo, edita Londini anno 1563 & dedicata illusriss. D. Henrico Sÿdneo Walliae presidi. [London: John Norton], 1562 [i.e. 1606].
Includes pictorial vignettes with accompanying notes.

67499
Russia - Maps - 1562-1588<<<>Caspian Sea Region - Maps - 1562-1588<<<>Kazakhstan - Maps - 1562-1588
Rvssiae, Moscoviae et Tartariae descriptio / auctore Antonio lenkensono Anglo, edita Londini anno 1563 & dedicata illusriss. D. Henrico

67501
Russia - Maps - 1562<<<>Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1562<<<>Engravings

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Authors: Gastaldi, Giacomo, approximately 1500-approximately 1565 -- Forlani, Paolo -- Hoepli, Ulrico, 1847-1935 -- Franco Novacco
Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 244 x 354 mm. (neat line), 273 x 378 mm. (plate mark)
Engraving attributed to Paolo Forlani; see Woodward 16.
Relief shown pictorially.
Tooley 499.
For etched edition of the map printed from a different plate (Venice: Ferando Bertelli, 1566) see Novacco 2F 215.
Ex Hoepli.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
b141
Novacco 2F 215 (PrCt)

67502
Russia - Maps - 1566-Russian, Northern - Maps - 1568 - Facsimiles
Noua descrizione de la Moscowia / per l’eccete. M. Giacomo Gastaldo Piamontese cosmographo. Venetia [Venice : Paolo Forlani], M. D. L XII IIII [1566].
Authors: Gastaldi, Giacomo, approximately 1562 -- Forlani, Paolo -- Hoepli, Ulrico, 1847-1935 -- Franco Novacco
Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 245 x 347 mm. (neat line), 268 x 366 mm. (plate mark)
Engraving attributed to Paolo Forlani; see Woodward 16.
Relief shown pictorially.
Tooley 499.
For etched edition of the map printed from a different plate (Venice: Paolo Forlani, 1562) see Novacco 2F 216.
Ex Hoepli.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
b141
Novacco 2F 216 (PrCt)

67504
Russia - Maps - 1593
Moschoviae maximi amplissimiqve dvcavts chorographica descriptio / authore Anthonio Iankinsono Anglo ; Ioannes à Deutecum, Tartaros, eorvmqve hordas comprehendentivm / ex Antonii lenkesonii et Sigismvndi Liberi Baronis ab Herberstein itineraris, nova descriptio ; Ionannes à deutecum Lucas à deutecum fecit. [Moscow : Pinakotheke, 2010].
Authors: Jenkinson, Anthony, 1529-1611 -- Herberstein, Sigmund, Freiherr von, 1486-1566 -- Doetecam, Jan van -- Doetechum, Lucas van, 16th cent. -- Fomenko, I. K. (Igor Konstantinovich). Novoe opisanie severnych regionov, vklucaja Moskoviju.... Jan i Lukas Dutekumy ... (2010) -- Gosudarstvennyi istoricheskii muzei (Moscow, Russia) -- Pinakotheke -- Duprey, Wilson G. -- State Historical Museum (Moscow, Russia) SEE Gosudarstvennyi istoricheskii muzei (Moscow, Russia) -- Formenko, Igor Konstantinovich) SEE Fomenko, I. K. (Igor Konstantinovich) 1 map ; 50 x 97 cm. on 6 sheets each 28 x 36 cm.
Photocopy of full-size 2010 facsimile of ca. 1568 map.
The original map, probably published in Amsterdam about 1568, is known in a single copy in the Gosudarstvennyi Istoricheskii Muzei (i.e. State Historical Museum in Moscow). Photocopied map accompanied by English text (p. 31-52) from: Fomenko, I. K. (editor). Novoe opisanie severnych regionov, vklucaja Moskoviju.... Jan i Lukas Dutekumy (1562-1572) : itogovaja karta Moskovii XVI veka iz sobranija GIM = A new description of the northern regions including Muscovy.... Jan and Lucas Duetcum (1562-1572) : 16th century summary map of Muscovy from the collection of the State Historical Museum (Moscow: Pinakotheke, 2010). Scale [ca. 1:8,300,000].
References: Karrow, Mapmakers of the 16th century, 43/1.1; Cf. OCLC 743488905 (facsimile edition)
map1F G7000 1568 .J4 2010 (PrCt)
1 map : hand col.; 31 x 24 cm., on sheet 42 x 55 cm.
On same sheet with another map printed from the same copperplate: Livoniae provinciae ac eius coninium verus typus
Latin letterpress text on verso: Moscovia ...
Engraving attributed to Antonie Wierix.
In: Jode, Gerard de. Specvlvm orbis terrarvm (Antwerp : A. Coninx, 1593), map [41 A].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .J9 1593, map [41 A] (PrCt)

67505 Russia - Maps - 1625
Russia cum confinis / [Jodocus Hondius].
[London : Printed by W. Stansby for H. Fetherstone, 1625].
Authors: Purchas, Samuel, 1577?-1626 -- Hondius, Jodocus, 1563-1612 -- Purchas, Samuel, 1577?-1626. Purchas his pilgrimes (1625) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : copper engraving; 12.8 x 17.5 cm. on sheet 32 x 21 cm.
Letterpress above map: Hondivs his Map of Russia.
VAULT Ayer 110 .P9 1625, v. 3, p. 200 (PrCt)

Authors: Purchas, Samuel, 1577?-1626 -- Hondius, Jodocus, 1563-1612 -- Purchas, Samuel, 1577?-1626. Purchas his pilgrimes (1625) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : copper engraving; 12.3 x 16.3 cm. on sheet 32 x 21 cm.
Letterpress above map: Hondivs his Map of Muscouia.
VAULT Ayer 110 .P9 1625, v. 3, p. 778 (PrCt)

67507 Russia - Maps - 1651 Moscow (Russia) - Maps - 1651 Moscovia SEE Russia - Pictorial works - 1651 Moscovia SEE Russia - Pictorial works - 1651
Authors: Visscher, Claes Jansz., 1586 or 7-1652 -- Visscher, Nicolaes, 1618-1679 -- Gerritsz., Hessel, 1581?-1632 -- Borrisowits, Foedor, fl. 1651 -- Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 41 x 52 cm.
Includes portrait of natives in local costume above caption: Habitus Russorum.
Insets (12 x 14 cm. and smaller): Celeberrima Russorum
 Latin letterpress text on verso: Moscovia ...
Engraving attributed to Antonie Wierix.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
new & accurate description of the earth ...
Case folio G 117 .58 pt. 2, p. 40 (PrCl)

67522 Russia - Maps - 1703
Muscovia or Russia. [London : s.n., 1703].
Authors: Seller, John, fl. 1658-1698 -- Seller, John, fl. 1658-1698. A New system of geography : designed in a most plain and easie method ...
(1703)
1 map ; 11 x 13 cm.
Anonymous map in Seller, John. A New system of geography : designed in a most plain and easie method ... (London : Jeremiah Seller ; Charles Price ; John Senex, 1703) map [22].
Manuscript ‘cc’ in lower right.
Case 3A 1704 map [22] (PrCl)

67523 Russia - Maps - 1706
1 map on 2 sheets : hand col. ; 97 x 64 cm., sheets 55 x 74 cm.
Cartouche signed: N[icholas]. G[uérard]. s[culp].
"A Son Excellence Monseigneur André Artémonidès de Matueof, ministre d’Etat de Sa Majesté csariénne l’empereur des Russes, son lieutenant g[e]n[ér]al en la principauté de Jaroslavie ... Par son tres humble et tres obeisst. serviteur, De l’Isle."
Scale [ca. 1:2,500,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
In composite world atlas possibly compiled and published by Charles François Delamarche: Atlas général : contenant le détail des quatre parties du monde [Paris? : s.n., 1798?], [ptie 1], [plate 40-41].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .L57 1700, [plate 76] (PrCl)

67526 Russia - Maps - 1706 Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1706 Engravings
Carte de Tartarie dressée sur les relations de plusieurs voyageurs ... / par Guillaume de l’Isle ... ; N. Guerard inv. fecit ; des Rosiers sc. A Paris : Chez l’auteur ..., 1706.
Authors: L’Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Guérard, Nicolas, ca. 1648-1719 -- Desrosiers, F. -- Renard, Louis -- L’Isle, Guillaume de,
1675-1726. [Collection of maps of the world] [1732?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 64 cm.
Imprint of Louis Renard of Amsterdam incompletely erased from copperplate beneath cartouche.
In composite atlas without title page: L’Isle, Guillaume de. [Collection of maps of the world. Paris : s.n., 1732?], [plate76].
Number "76" in ms. on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
VAULT Baskes oversize G1015 .L57 1700, [plate 76] (PrCl)

67525 Russia - Maps - 1706 Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1706 Engravings
Carte de Tartarie dressée sur les relations de plusieurs voyageurs ... / par Guillaume de l’Isle ... ; N. Guerard inv. fecit ; des Rosiers sc. A Paris : Chez l’auteur ..., 1706.
Authors: L’Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Guérard, Nicolas, ca. 1648-1719 -- Desrosiers, F. -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:P8
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 62 cm.
Copperplate erasure at bottom left.
Remnants of binding stub on verso.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G7000 1706 .L5 (PrCl)

67524 Russia - Maps - 1706 Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1706 Engravings
Carte de Tartarie : dressée sur les relations de plusieurs voyageurs de differentes nations ... / par Guillaume Del’Isle ... ; des Rosiers sc. ; N. Guerard ... fecit. A Paris : chez l’auteur sur le Quai de l’Horloge a l’Aigle d’Or ..., 1706.
Authors: L’Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Desrosiers, F. -- Guérard, Nicolas, ca. 1648-1719 -- Renard, Louis -- L’Isle, Guillaume de,
1675-1726. [Collection of maps of the world] [1732?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 64 cm.
Imprint of Louis Renard of Amsterdam incompletely erased from copperplate beneath cartouche.
In composite atlas without title page: L’Isle, Guillaume de. [Collection of maps of the world. Paris : s.n., 1732?], [plate76].
Number "76" in ms. on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
VAULT Baskes oversize G1015 .L57 1700, [plate 76] (PrCl)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**VAULT Baskes oversize G1015 .L57 1700, [plates 63-64] (PrCt)**

**Russia - Maps - 1708**

*Carte de Moscovie.* Paris : [Jaillot], 1706 [i.e. 1737?].
Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Liebaux, Henri, d. 1752 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712. [Atlas français] (1700 [i.e. 1737?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 97 x 64 cm. on 2 adjacent sheets
In: Jaillot, Alexis Hubert. [Atlas français] (Paris : Jaillot, 1700 [i.e. 1737?]) pl. [4-5]. Map dated 1708.
Manuscript titles ‘Partie septentrionale de la Moscovie’ and ‘Partie meridionale de la Moscovie’; versos numbered ‘4’ and ‘5’.
**VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .V8 1700 map [8] (PrCt)**

**Russia - Maps - 1710**

1 map : hand col. ; 44 x 54 cm.
In: Visscher, Nicolaes. Atlas minor ... (Amstelaedami [Amsterdam] : ex officina Nicolai Visscher [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher], [1710?]) map [6].
Manuscript ‘9’ at upper right.

**Russia - Maps - 1710 - 1710**

*Nouvelle carte geographique de grand royaume de Moscovie representant la partie meridionale &c. Amsteldam [Amsterdam] : Nicolas Visscher [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher, 1710?].
Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Visscher, Elizabeth, fl. 1702-1726 -- Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702. Atlas minor ... [1710?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 69 cm.
In: Visscher, Nicolaes. Atlas minor ... (Amstelaedami [Amsterdam] : ex officina Nicolai Visscher [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher], [1710?]) map [7].
Manuscript ‘10’ at upper right.

**Russia - Maps - 1710 - 1710**

*Nouvelle carte geographique de grand royaume de Moscovie representant la partie meridionale &c. Amsteldam [Amsterdam] : Nicolas Visscher [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher, 1710?].
Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Visscher, Elizabeth, fl. 1702-1726 -- Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702. Atlas minor ... [1710?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 70 cm.
Title in upper margin.
In: Visscher, Nicolaes. Atlas minor ... (Amstelaedami [Amsterdam] : ex officina Nicolai Visscher [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher], [1710?]) map [8].
Manuscript ‘11’ on verso.
**VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .V8 1700 map [8] (PrCt)**

**Russia - Maps - 1710**

*La Russie Blanche ou Muscovie ... / par le Sr Sanson ... ; dedié aux Roy par ... Hubert Iaillot ; Cordier sculp. ; S. F. A Paris : Chez H. Iaillot, 1717.
1 map ; 45 x 63 cm.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
**Sack map6F G7000 1717 .S2 (PrCt)**

**Russia - Maps - 1720**

*Generalis totius Imperii Moscovitici novissima tabula ...* Norimberga [Nuremberg : Iohannis Baptistae Homanni, ca. 1720?].
Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:P2
1 map ; 48 x 57 cm.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
**Sack map4F G7000 1720 .H6 (PrCt)**

**Russia - Maps - 1721**

*Moscow in Europe from the latest observations / by I. Senex. [London : s.n., 1721].
Authors: Senex, John, -1740 -- Ketelbey, Abel, 1675/6-1744 -- Senex, John, -1740. A New general atlas : containing a geographical and historical account of all the empires, kingdoms, and other dominions of the world ... (1721) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; hand col. ; 57 x 48 cm.
Dedication: Humbly inscrib’d to Abel Ketelbey of the Inner Temple Esq. by I. Senex.
In: Senex, John. A New general atlas : containing a geographical and historical account of all the empires, kingdoms, and other dominions of the world ... (London : Daniel Browne [and 8 others].

---

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

67534 Russia - Maps - 1722

Les Estats du Czar ou Empereur de Russes en Europe et en Asie ... / dressé sur les memoires de N. Witzen, Ewart Esbrand, le P. Avril et autres par N. de Fer. A Amsterdam : Chez I. F. Benard, 1722.


Title in upper margin.

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Sack map4F G7000 1722 .F4 (PrCt)

67535 Russia - Maps - 1730


Authors: Strahlenberg, Philipp Johann van 1713-1773.

1 map ; 46 x 65 cm.

Includes key to 'Route de Moscow a Pekim ... que Adam Brand a tenű etant envoyé de sa Majesté Czarienne a la Chine en 1692 et 1694 ...'.

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Sack map4F G7000 1730 .C3 (PrCt)

67536 Russia - Maps - 1730

Ethnology

Carte nouvelle de tout l'empire de la Grande Russie dans l'estat ou il s'est trouvé à la mort de Pierre le Grand. A Amsterdam [Amsterdam : nunc apud Petrum Schenk Junior, 1733].

Authors: Peter I, Emperor of Russia, 1672-ca. 1725 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Title in upper margin.

Does not show troop movements.

For a larger version of this map see Sack Map4F G7000 1733 .S3 (PrCt)

Sack map6F G7000 1733 .S3 (PrCt)

67537 Russia - Maps - 1732

Nieuwe kaart van Tartarie na de alderlaatste ondekkings int licht gebracht / J. Keyser get. en gesn. 1732. Amsterdam : door Isaak Tirion, 1732.

Authors: Tirion, Isaak -- Keizer, Jacob, fl. 1706-1750 -- Tirion, Isaak. Nieuwe en beknopte hand-atlas ... (1748 [i.e. 1769?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; hand col. ; 28 x 35 cm.

Verso numbered "N 85" in manuscript.

In: Tirion, Isaak. Nieuwe en beknopte hand-atlas ... (Amsterdam : Isaak Tirion, 1744 [i.e. 1769?]), plate [83].

oversize Ayer 135 .T55 1744, plate [83] (PrCt)

67538 Russia Maps - 1733-1737

Turkey Maps - 1733-1737

Poland Maps - 1733-1737

Europe, Eastern Maps - 1733-1737

Russo-Turkish War, 1736-1739 - Maps


Authors: Schenk, Pieter, ca. 1698-1775 -- Schenk, Pieter, III, 1728-1803 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Title in upper margin.

Does not show troop movements.

For a smaller version of this map see Sack Map4F G7000 1733 .S3 (PrCt)

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Sack map6F G7000 1733 .S3 (PrCt)

67539 Russia Maps - 1733

Poland Maps - 1733

Europe, Eastern Maps - 1733

Russo-Turkish War, 1736-1739 - Maps


Authors: Schenk, Pieter, ca. 1698-1775 -- Schenk, Pieter, III, 1728-1803 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Title in upper margin.

Does not show troop movements.

For a larger version of this map see Sack Map6F G7000 1733 .S3 (PrCt)

Sack map4F G7000 1733 .S3 (PrCt)

67540 Russia - Maps - 1734

Generalis totius Imperii Russorum novissima tabula magnam orbis terrarum ... / ex conatibus Johannis Baptistae Homanni ... Norimbergae [Nuremberg : Homann, 1734 or later].


1 map ; hand col. ; 47 x 54 cm.

In: Homann, Johann Baptist. Kleiner Atlas scholasticus von sechs und zwantzig charten (Leipzig ; Nuremberg : Johann Friedrich Gleditsch ; Johann Baptist Homann, [1734 or...
Russia - Maps - 1734
Nieuwe kaart van Muskovie of Rusland : na de laatste ondekking int licht gebracht / J. Keyser fecit 1734. te Amsterdam : by Isaak Tirion, 1734.
Authors: Tirion, Isaak -- Keizer, Jacob, fl. 1706-1750 -- Tirion, Isaak. Nieuwe en beknopte hand-atlas ... (1748 [i.e. 1769?]!) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 27 x 34 cm.
In: Tirion, Isaak. Nieuwe en beknopte hand-atlas ... (Amsterdam : Isaak Tirion, 1744 [i.e. 1769?]), plate [9].

oversize Ayer 135 .T55 1744, plate [9] (PrCt)

Russia - Maps - 1735
Imperii Russici sive Muscoviae ... / ex tabula Spectatmi. Domini N. Witsen ... ; pro maiori parte excerptus per F. de Wit. Amst. [Amsterdam] : ex Officina I. Co. 1641-1717 -- Covens et C. Mortier, [ca. 1735?].
1 map : 45 x 56 cm.
For variant edition issued without Covens et Mortier imprint, see Sack Map4F G7000 1700 .W5.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G7000 1735 .W5 (PrCt)

Authors: Hase, Johann Matthias, 1684-1742 -- Homann Erben (Firm) -- Hase, Johann Matthias, 1684-1742. Imperii Russici et Tatariae universae tam majoris et Asiaticae, quam minoris et Europaeae tabula (1738 [i.e. 1739]) -- Anna, Empress of Russia, 1693-1740 -- Schneider, Ruprecht Adam -- Homann Erben (Firm).
First ed., second issue with map dated 1739.
Accompanying text color coded legend to map's national, regional and ethnic borders: p. [43]-[44]. "Catalogus aller Homännischen Charten und Atlantium"--Engraved publisher's catalog: p. [46]-[47] at the end.
Signatures: A-L².
Contemporary half calf with speckled paper over boards.
Former owner: L.W. Weissenberg.
VAULT Case folio G7000 1739 .H37 (NLO)

Russia - Maps - 1739
Authors: Hase, Johann Matthias, 1684-1742 -- Homann Erben (Firm) -- Homann Erben (Firm). Major atlas scholastici ex triginta sex generalibus et specialibus mappis Homannianis ... [1776?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 46 x 53 cm. Title from cartouche at bottom left.
Added title from cartouche at upper left: Carte generale d'Empire de Russie et de Tartarie grande et petite en Europe et Asie. "Notati etiam in hac mappa extant limites ... ao. 1739 initam" -- bottom margin.
In: Homann Erben (Firm). Major atlas scholastici ex triginta sex generalibus et specialibus mappis Homannianis ... [Nuremberg : Homannianis Heredibus, 1776?], [plate 31]
Ms. number "30" on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at...
the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .H66 1776, [plate 31]

(PrCt)

67545 Russia - Maps - 1740

Mappae imperii Moscovitici pars septentrionalis .

[Augsburg] : Matth. Seutter, [ca. 1740?].

Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756 -- Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756. [A Collection of Seutter maps] [1726-1773]

1 map : hand col.; 49 x 56 cm.

'Adornata per Guillielmum de L'Isle ... '

Forms part of a made-to-order composite atlas chiefly comprised of undated maps issued ca. 1734-ca. 1744.


Case oversize G 1007 .81 pl. [84] (PrCt)

67546 Russia - Maps - 1740

Imperii Moscovitici pars Australis in lucem. .

[Augsburg] : Matthaeum Seutter, [ca. 1740?].

Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756 -- Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756. [A Collection of Seutter maps] [1726-1773]

1 map : hand col.; 49 x 56 cm.

'Edita per Guillielmum de L'Isle ... '

Title above neatline.

Forms part of a made-to-order composite atlas chiefly comprised of undated maps issued ca. 1734-ca. 1744.


Case oversize G 1007 .81 pl. [85] (PrCt)

67547 Russia - Maps - 1740


[Augsburg : Seutter, 1740?].

Authors: Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756 -- L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756. Atlas novus sive tabulae geographicae totius orbis faciemi, partes, imperia, regna et provincias exhibentes [1740?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col.; 48 x 56 cm.

Imperfect: torn at upper right, portion of title missing.

Scale [ca. 1:2,600,000].

In: Seutter, Matthaeus. Atlas novus sive tabulae geographicae totius orbis faciemi, partes, imperia, regna et provincias exhibentes (Augsburg : [Seutter], 1740?)], plate [44]

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

VAULT Baskes oversize G1015 .S48 1740, plate [44] (NLO)

67548 Russia - Maps - 1740 - Asia - Maps - 1740

Spatioississim num imperium Russiae magnae juxta recentissimas observationes ... .

[Augsburg] : Matthaei Seutteri, [ca. 1740?].

Authors: Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756 -- Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756. [A Collection of Seutter maps] [1726-1773]

1 map : hand col.; 49 x 56 cm.

Forms part of a made-to-order composite atlas chiefly comprised of undated maps issued ca. 1734-ca. 1744.


Case oversize G 1007 .81 pl. [83] (PrCt)

67549 Russia - Maps - 1740 - Coasts - Nautical charts

Nautical charts - Russia - 1740 - Coasts - Norway - Maps - 1740 - Coasts - Nautical charts - Norway - 1740 - Coasts - Svalbard (Norway) - Maps - 1740 - Coasts - Nautical charts - Svalbard (Norway) - 1740 - Coasts - Arkhangelskii Region (Russia) - Maps - 1740 - Nautical charts - Arkhangelskii Region (Russia) - 1740 - Northern Dvina River (Russia) - Maps - 1740 - Mouth - Nautical charts


Authors: Moll, Herman, -1732 -- Mount, William, d. 1769 -- Page, Thomas, d. 1762 -- English Pilot. Part 2 (1740) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 47 x 57 cm.

Inset (17 x 17 cm.): The Islands of Podesemsko.

In: The English pilot : The second part : Describing the sea coasts ... in the whole northern navigation ... the north coast of England and Scotland ... the sea-coast of Flanders ... Norway ... Russia ... and Nova Zembla, as far as the Tartarian Sea ... The sea-coasts of Sweden ... in the Baltick-Sea ... (London : William Mount and Thomas Page, 1740), [plate 4].


Baskes oversize G1793 .E552 1740, [plate 2] (PrCt)

67550 Russia - Maps - 1740 (Provisional Heading)


Authors: Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 10 maps ; 213 x 345 mm.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Maps of European Russia at scale of ca. 1:450,000; maps of Siberia at scale of ca. 1:3,750,000; and Mappa generalis totius Imperii Russici at a scale of ca. 1:9,000,000.

Relief shown pictorially.

Signatures: A-D².

Includes list and description of maps; a transliteration schedule from Russian to Latin and Russian to French; a dictionary of geographical terms in Russian, Latin and French; and engraved list of map symbols, in Latin and French.

Text in Latin and French in parallel columns; place names on maps in transliterated Russian. Head-pieces. No. 3 of 3 items bound together.

Engraved bookplate with two crowns pasted over armorial bookplate.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).

References: Phillips 3109 and 4060; Nord 65; Bargrow, L. Hist. of Russian cartography, v.2, p. 175, 190; Bib. im. Saltykova-Shchedrina. Russica, 1058

Baskes oversize G7064.S2 1753 .J66 (NLO)

Russia - Maps - 1745<<>>Russia - Maps - 1745 - Geography - Tables

Imperii Russici et tatariae universae ... Nuremberg : Homann Erben, [ca. 1745].


1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 53 cm.


Manuscript '167' and '168' on versos.

oversize Ayer 135 .H7 1730, [plate 164] (Pr.Ct)

Russia - Maps - 1745


Authors: Bowen, Emanuel, -1767 -- Innys, William, d. 1756 -- Bowen, Emanuel, -1767. A Complete system of geography ... (1747)

1 map ; 34 x 45 cm.

In: Bowen, Emanuel. A Complete system of geography : being a description of ... the known

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
world (London : Printed for William Innys, etc., 1747) v. 2, pl. [37].
Case oversize G114 .B68 1747 v. 2, pl. 37 (PrCt)

67557 Russia - Maps - 1748<Korea - Maps - 1748>China - Maps - 1748
A New & accurate map of the whole Russian Empire as contain'd both in Europe and Asia. ... [London, 1748].
Authors: Bowen, Emanuel, -1767 -- Harris, John, 1667?-1719 -- Woodward, Thomas, d. 1751? -- Harris, John, 1667?-1719. Navigantium atque itinerarium bibliotheca. Or, A complete collection of voyages and travels (1744-1748) 1 map ; 34 x 45 cm.
Covers northern China only.

A New generall chart of the coast of ye Northern Ocean ... [London : W. and J. Mount, and T. Page, 1749].
1 map; 47 x 56 cm.
Inset (17 x 17 cm.): The Islands of Podesemsko.
In: The English pilot. The second part. Describing the sea-coasts ... in the whole northern navigation ... Describing the north coast of England and Scotland, ... Orkney, Shetland, Lewis, Farro, Iceland, ... Flanders, Zeeland, Holland, Germany, Denmark, Norway, Finland, Lapland, Russia, ... Waigatgs, and Nova Zembla, ... Tartarian Sea, ... Greenland, Trinity-Island, Cherry Island, Hope-Island, ... Sweden, East-Finland, Lyfland, Prussia, Pomerania, &c. with ... the Baltick-Sea (London : W. and J. Mount, and T. Page, 1749) opposite p. 5.
oversize Ayer 135 .E55 1749 opp. p. 5 (PrCt)

67559 Russia - Maps - 1750
Partie occidentale de l'empire de Russie, où se trouve distinguée la Russie Européenne ... / dressée d'apres les cartes de l'Atlas Russian par le Sr. Robert de Vaugondy fils ... ; Gobin fecit. [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy], 1750.
Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Didier, 1723-1786 -- Gobin, Jean-Baptiste -- Robert de Vaugondy, Giles, 1688-1766. Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1758?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 58 cm.
In: Robert de Vaugondy, Giles. Atlas universel (Paris : Chez les auteurs, quay de l'Horloge du Palais, Boudet libraire imprimeur du roi, rué St. Jacques, 1757 [i.e. 1758?]), [plate 93].
"Russie Occidente." -- oversize letterpress title stamped on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1757, [plate 93] (PrCt)

67560 Russia - Maps - 1750
Partie occidentale de l'empire de Russie, où se trouve distinguée la Russie Européenne ... / dressée d'apres les cartes de l'Atlas Russian par le Sr. Robert de Vaugondy, y fils ... ; Gobin fecit. [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy], 1750.
Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Didier, 1723-1786 -- Gobin, Jean-Baptiste -- Robert de Vaugondy, Giles, 1688-1766. Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1758?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 58 cm.
In: Robert de Vaugondy, Giles. Atlas universel / par M. Robert ... et par M. Robert de Vaugondy son fils ... (A Paris : Chez De la Marche, géographe, rue du Foin St. Jacques, Collège de Me. Gervais, 1757, [i.e. 1790?]), [plate 93].
"93" -- oversize letterpress number stamped on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1790, [plate 93] (PrCt)

67561 Russia - Maps - 1750
Partie orientale de l'empire de Russie en Asie, où se trouvent les provinces ... / dressée d'apres les cartes de l'Atlas Russian par le Sr. Robert de Vaugondy, y fils ... [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy], 1750.
Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Didier, 1723-1786 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Giles, 1688-1766. Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1758?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 58 cm.
In: Robert de Vaugondy, Giles. Atlas universel / par M. Robert ... et par M. Robert de Vaugondy son fils ... (A Paris : Chez De la Marche, géographe, rue du Foin St. Jacques, Collège de Me. Gervais, 1757, [i.e. 1790?]), [plate 93].
"93" -- oversize letterpress number stamped on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1790, [plate 93] (PrCt)
the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1757, [plate 94] (PrCt)

67562 Russia - Maps - 1750

Partie orientale de l'empire de Russie en Asie, où se trouvent les provinces ... / dressée d'apres les cartes de l'Atlas Russien par le Sr. Robert de Vaugondy, fils ... [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy], 1750.

Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Didier, 1723-1786 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1790?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 58 cm.

In: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles. Atlas universel / par M. Robert ... et par M. Robert de Vaugondy son fils ... (A Paris : Chez De la Marche, géographe, rue du Foin St. Jacques, Collège de Me. Gervais, 1757, [i.e. 1790?]), [plate 94].

"Russie Meride. d'Europe" and "23" -- oversize letterpress title and number stamped on verso.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1790, [plate 94] (PrCt)

67563 Russia - Maps - 1752

Partie méridionale de la Russie Européenne ... d'après le détail de l'Atlas Russien / par le Sr. Robert de Vaugondy fils ... [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy], 1752.

Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Didier, 1723-1786 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1758?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 60 cm.

In: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles. Atlas universel / par M. Robert ... et par M. Robert de Vaugondy son fils ... (A Paris : Chez De la Marche, géographe, rue du Foin St. Jacques, Collège de Me. Gervais, 1757, [i.e. 1790?]), [plate 23].

"Russie Meride. d'Europe" -- oversize letterpress title stamped on verso.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1757, [plate 23] (PrCt)

67564 Russia - Maps - 1752

Partie septentrionale de la Russie Européenne ... d'après le détail de l'Atlas Russien / par le Sr. Robert de Vaugondy fils ... [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy], 1752.

Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Didier, 1723-1786 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1758?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 60 cm.

In: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles. Atlas universel / par M. Robert ... et par M. Robert de Vaugondy son fils ... (A Paris : Chez De la Marche, géographe, rue du Foin St. Jacques, Collège de Me. Gervais, 1757, [i.e. 1790?]), [plate 22].

"Russie Meride. d'Europe" and "22" -- oversize letterpress title and number stamped on verso.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1790, [plate 22] (PrCt)

67565 Russia - Maps - 1753

Partie septentrionale de la Russie Européenne ... d'après le détail de l'Atlas Russien / par le Sr. Robert de Vaugondy fils ... [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy], 1753.

Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Didier, 1723-1786 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1758?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 59 cm.


"Russie Septele. d'Europe" -- oversize letterpress title stamped on verso.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1757, [plate 22] (PrCt)

67566 Russia - Maps - 1753

Partie septentrionale de la Russie Européenne ... d'après le détail de l'Atlas Russien / par le Sr. Robert de Vaugondy fils ... [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy], 1753.

Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Didier, 1723-1786 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1790?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 59 cm.


"22" -- oversize letterpress number stamped on verso.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1757, [plate 21] (PrCt)

67567 Russia - Maps - 1754-1763


Authors: Senex, John, -1740 -- Bowles, Thomas, -1767 -- John Bowles and Son -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Senex, John, -1740. The Universal geographer ... [1764?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map on 2 sheets : hand col. ; 96 x 64 cm.

Scale [1:2,300,000].

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Covers Russia west of the Ural Mountains, divided into regions and duchies.
Relief shown pictorially.
Prime meridian: London.
Two sheet mounted together as one.
Decorative title cartouche.
Shows boundaries, rivers, roads, forests and settlements.
In: Senex, John. The Universal geographer ... (London : Printed for Robert Sayer, [1764?]!), plate [23].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .S45 1764, plate [23] (NLO)

67568 Russia - Maps - 1766

The Russian Empire in Europe : from the Sr. D'Anville of the Royal Academy of Belles Lettres and of the Academy of Sciences at Petersburg / by J. Bayly, geogr. London : Printed for T. Bowles in St. Pauls Church Yard, [1766 or earlier?.
Authors: Bayly, J. -- Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d', 1697-1782 -- Académie royale des sciences (France) -- Imperatorskaia akademiia nauk (Russia) -- Bowles, Thomas, -1767 -- Bowles, John, 1701-1779. Bowles's universal atlas [1711-1766]
1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 56 cm.
In a composite atlas bound together without title page: Bowles, John. [Bowles's universal atlas]. [London : John Bowles ; Carrington Bowles, 1711-1766], map [25].
Manuscript plate number 25 added in ink at upper right by previous owner.

Case oversize G1015 .B68 1766 map [25] (PrCt)

67569 Russia - Maps - 1766

The Russian empire in Asia : from the Sr. D'Anville of the Royal Academy of Belles lettres and of the Academy of Sciences at Petersburg / by I. Bayly, geogr. London : Printed for T. Bowles in St. Pauls Church Yard, [1766 or earlier?].
Authors: Bayly, J. -- Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d', 1697-1782 -- Académie royale des sciences (France) -- Imperatorskaia akademiia nauk (Russia) -- Bowles, Thomas, -1767 -- Bowles, John, 1701-1779. Bowles's universal atlas [1711-1766]
1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 53 cm.
In a composite atlas bound together without title page: Bowles, John. [Bowles's universal atlas]. [London : John Bowles ; Carrington Bowles, 1711-1766], map [26].
Manuscript plate number 2[6] added in ink at upper right by previous owner.

Case oversize G1015 .B68 1766 map [26] (PrCt)

67570 Russia - Maps - 1766

A New & accurate map of Moscovy, or Russia in

Europe ... / by Eman. Bowen. [London : s.n., 1766].
Authors: Bowen, Emanuel, -1767 -- Bowen, Emanuel, -1767. The Maps and charts to The modern part of the universal history (1766) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 31 x 21 cm.
In: Bowen, Emanuel. The Maps and charts to The modern part of the universal history / [with maps by Emanuel Bowen and Thomas Kitchin] (London : Printed for T. Osborne [et al.], 1766), [plate 4].
Manuscript no. "IV" at upper right.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .M3 1766, [plate 4] (NLO)

67571 Russia - Maps - 1766<<>>Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1769<<>>Engravings

Carte de Tartarie dressée sur les relations de plusieurs voyageurs de différentes nations et sur quelques observations qui ont été faites dans ce païs la / par Guillaume de l'Isle ... ; N. Guerard inve. fecit : des Rosiers sc. A Paris : Chez Dezauche, 1766.
Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de., 1675-1726 -- Guérand, Nicolas, ca. 1648-1719 -- Desrosiers, F. -- Dezauche, Jean Claude, active 1770-1824 -- Buache, Philippe, 1700-1773 -- Lopez-Majano, Jadwiga
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 62 cm.
Cuoperplate erasure at bottom left.
In lower left corner: Ph. Buache P. G. de R. .... Scale [ca. 1:10,700,000].

map4F G7000 1766 .L5 (PrCt)

67572 Russia - Maps - 1770<<>>Russia - Historical geography - Maps - 1770

Memoirs of Russia, historical, political, and military, from the year MDCCXXVII, to MDCCXLIV. A period comprehending many remarkable events. In particular the wars of Russia with Turky and Sweden ... Tr. from the original manuscript of General Manstein ... Never before published ... London : Printed for T. Becket and P.A. De Hondt, 1770.
Authors: Manstein, Cristof Hermann, 1711-1757 -- Hume, David, 1711-1776 -- Kitchin, Thomas, 1718-1784 -- Becket, Thomas -- De Hondt, P. A. (Peter Abraham)
vi, 424, [8] p. : folded frontispiece, maps and plans (folded) ; 27 cm.
Edited by David Hume.
Maps engraved by Thomas Kitchin.
LC Card Number: 05013892
Case F 5438 .548 (NLO)

67573 Russia - Maps - 1770<<>>Russia - Historical geography - Maps - 1770

Authors: Manstein, Cristof Hermann, 1711-1757
-- Hume, David, 1711-1776 -- Kitchin, Thomas,
1718-1784 -- Becket, Thomas -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 10 maps ; 267 x 218 mm.
Edited by David Hume
Maps engraved by Thomas Kitchin.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

67576 Russia - Maps - 1772
Authors: Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Anville,
Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d', 1697-1782 -- Kitchin, Thomas, 1718-1784 --
Rollofsen, J. J. -- Bruyset, Jean Marie,
1749-1817 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 v. : 7 maps ; 203 x 132 mm.
Maps engraved by J.J. Rolffsen.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

67579 Russia - Maps - 1780
Carte de Moscovie / dressée par Guillaume de L'Isle, premier géographe du royaume de Son Excellence Monseigneur André Artémionidés de Mauutof, ministre d'Etat de Sa Majesté czarienne l'empereur des Russes, son lieutenant général en la principauté de Jaroslavie, et son ambassadeur plénipotentiaire au provê du roya viz chrétien, et auprès des États généraux des Provinces Unies ; par son tres humble et tres obeisst. serviteur de L'Isle ; Ph. Buache
successeur des srs. de L'Isle et Buache rue des
Russia - Maps - 1780

Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Buache, Philippe, 1700-1773 -- Liebax, Henri, d. 1752 -- Dezauche, Jean Claude, active 1770-1824 -- L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726.

Atlas géographique des quatre parties du monde [1785?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map on 2 sheets : hand col. ; 99 x 66 cm., sheets 55 x 76 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:2,600,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.


67582

Russia - Maps - 1780

Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Buache, Philippe, 1700-1773 -- Liebax, Henri, d. 1752 -- Dezauche, Jean Claude, active 1770-1824 -- L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726.

Atlas géographique des quatre parties du monde [1785?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map on 2 sheets : hand col. ; 49 x 64 cm.
The upper half of a two-sheet map originally published in 1708.
Scale [ca. 1:2,500,000].

map4F G7000 1708 .L5 1780 (PrCt)

67583

Russia - Maps - 1782

Authors: Stockhouse, Thomas, 1756-1836 -- Stockhouse, Thomas, 1756-1836.

An Universal atlas : being a set of maps, to illustrate ancient and modern geography ... (1782) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 39 x 37 cm.
In: Stockhouse, Thomas. An Universal atlas : being a set of maps, to illustrate ancient and modern geography ... (London : Printed for the author, and sold by Ashby and Neele ... [et al]. 1782 [i.e. 1783?]), plate 15.
Hand stamped with oversize "15" at upper right.

oversize Ayer 135 .S77 1782, plate 15 (PrCt)

67584

Russia - Maps - 1782


Duplicate copy: Ayer 124 R8 C8 1780.

Case folio G 65.19 (NLO)

67581

Russia - Maps - 1780

Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Dezauche, Jean Claude, active 1770-1824 -- Buache, Philippe, 1700-1773 -- Lopez-Majano, Jadwiga

1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 64 cm.
The upper half of a two-sheet map originally published in 1708.
Scale [ca. 1:2,500,000].

map4F G7000 1708 .L5 1780 (PrCt)
eastern and western sheet untitled.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes oversize G1015 .S4 1807, v. 1, no. 53 [A-C] (PrCt)**

**67585**

**Russia - Maps - 1783**


In: Stackhouse, Thomas. A New universal atlas : consisting of a complete set of maps ... (London : Printed for the proprietor, Mrs. Stackhouse ... and sold by T. Longman [and 7 others], 1785), plate 15. Engraved oversize "15" at upper right. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes oversize G1015 .S82 1785, plate 15 (PrCt)**

**67586**

**Russia - Maps - 1785**

*Partie occidentale de l'empire de Russie : extrait de l'Atlas Russien et d'autres cartes / projetée et assujettie aux observations astronomiques posterieures, par Mr. Bonne, géographe du Roi. A Paris : Chés Lattré graveur ... avec privelège du Roi, 1785.*


**Baskes oversize G1019 .A739 1784, plate [22B] (NLO)**

**67587**

**Russia - Maps - 1785**

*Partie orientale de l'empire de Russie : extrait de l'Atlas Russien et d'autres cartes / projetée et assujettie aux observations astronomiques posterieures, par Mr. Bonne, géographe du Roi. A Paris : Chés Lattré graveur ... avec privelège du Roi, 1785.*


**Baskes oversize G1019 .A739 1784, plate [22A] (NLO)**

**67589**

**Russia - Maps - 1786**

*Tatariae maioris sive Asiaticae tabula quae praesertum complectitur Tatarium Russicum ... 1786.*


**67590**

**Russia - Maps - 1787-1798**

Gervais, [after 1786].
1 map : 45 x 59 cm.
Imprint date from M.S. Pedley, Bel et utile, 73(2)
Cartouche signed: Gobin sculp.
Scale [ca. 1:7,750,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .A77 1798, [ptie 1], [plate 39] (NLO)

67593

Russia - Maps - 1793
The Russian Empire in Europe & Asia : with northern discoveries between Asia & North America / by Thos. Bowen, geogr. [London : s.n., 1793?].
Authors: Bowen, Thomas, -1790 -- Bankes, Thomas. b. 1744. A New and authentic system of universal geography, antient and modern : including all the late important discoveries made by the English ... [1793?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 30 x 42 cm.
"Engraved for Bankes's new system of universal geography, published by royal authority."
Scale [ca. 1:20,000,000].
Prime meridian: London.
Relief shown pictorially.
In: Bankes, Thomas. A New and authentic system of universal geography, antient and modern : including all the late important discoveries made by the English ... (London : Printed for C. Cooke ... [et al., 1793?]), after p.668.
Engraved no. "44" at bottom right.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G115 .B36 1793, after p.668 (NLO)

67594

Russia - Maps - 1794
Russia, divided into its governments / by Samuel Dunn. London : Laurie & Whittle, 1794.
Authors: Dunn, Samuel, -1794 -- Laurie & Whittle -- Dunn, Samuel, -1794. A New atlas of the mundane system ... (1800) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 29 x 43 cm, on sheet 47 x 57 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:12,000,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
Prime meridian: Ferro.
In: Dunn, Samuel. A New atlas of the mundane system, or, Of geography and cosmography ... (London : Printed for Robert Sayer and Co., [1789?]), [plate 11].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .D86 1789 [plate 11] (NLO)
Robert Sayer), 1800), [plate 11]
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .D86 1800 [plate 11] (NLO)

67596 Russia - Maps - 1794
The European part of the Russian Empire / from the maps published by the Imperial Academy at St. Petersburg; with the new discoveries of Captn. Cook. London : Laurie & Whittle, No. 53 Fleet Street, 12th May 1794.
Authors: Laurie & Whittle -- Imperatorskaïa akademiia nauk (Russia) -- Cook, James, 1728-1779 -- Laurie & Whittle. A New and elegant imperial sheet atlas comprehending general and particular maps of every part of the world ... [1801?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 46 x 65 cm.
In Robert Laurie and James Whittle. A New and elegant imperial sheet atlas comprehending general and particular maps of every part of the world ... (London : printed and published by R. Laurie and J. Whittle, 1800 [i.e. 1801?]) no. 36. Stamped "36" on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .R63 1801 no. 36 (NLO)

67597 Russia - Maps - 1794
Authors: Russia. Imp. Cabinet -- Vilbrekht, A. M. -- Savinkov -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 17 maps; 375 x 280 mm.
Edited by A.M. Vilbrekht.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

67600 Russia - Maps - 1795
Russia - Maps - 1795
Russia - Maps - 1795
Russia - Maps - 1795
Russia - Maps - 1795

References: Phillips 9280; Postnikov 80
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)
1745-ca. 1824. Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (1792-1801) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 43 x 30 cm.
In: Cassini, Giovanni Maria. Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (Rome : Presso la Calcogr. camerale, 1792-1801) v. 2
oversize Ayer 135 .C33 1792 v. 2 pl. 60 (PrCt)

67601 Russia - Maps - 1796
The Russian empire in Europe and Asia.
Philadelphia : M. Carey, 1796.
Authors: Barker, W. (William), fl. 1795-1803 -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Guthrie, William, 1708-1770 -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839. Carey's General atlas ... (1796) 1 map ; 28 x 40 cm.
In: Carey, Mathew. Carey's General atlas ... (Philadelphia : Mathew Carey, 1802 [i.e. 1804]) v. 16, opposite p. 554.
Case folio G1019.C25 1796 pl. 5 (PrCt)

67602 Russia - Maps - 1796
Authors: Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824 -- Calcografia camerale (Rome, Italy) -- Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824. Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (1792-1801) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 43 x 30 cm.
oversize Ayer 135 .C33 1792 v. 2 pl. 63 (PrCt)

67603 Russia - Maps - 1796<>>>Finland - Maps - 1796
I Governi di Olonechoi, Carelia, Bielozero, Ed' Ingria nell' impero della Russia in Europa con la Lapponia. Rome : Calcografia camerale, 1797.
Authors: Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824 -- Calcografia camerale (Rome, Italy) -- Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824. Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (1792-1801) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 43 x 30 cm.
oversize Ayer 135 .C33 1792 v. 2 pl. 61 (PrCt)

67604 Russia - Maps - 1797
Russia or Moscovy / A. Bell Prin. Wal. sculptor fecit. [Edinburgh : s.n., 1797].
Authors: Bell, Andrew, 1726-1809 -- Encyclopaedia Britannica (1797) -- Encyclopaedia Britannica, inc. 1 map ; 17 x 21 cm.
In Encyclopaedia britannica; or, A dictionary of arts, sciences, and miscellaneous literature (Edinburgh : A. Bell and C. Macfarquhar, 1797) v. 16, opposite p. 554. Engraved 'Plate CCCCXLIII.'
folio A 21 .2583 v. 16, opposite p. 554 (PrCt)

67605 Russia - Maps - 1798
Russia or Moscovy / Scot & Allardice. [Philadelphia : s.n., 1798].
Authors: Scot, Robert, 1744?-1823 -- Allardice, S. (Samuel) -- Scot & Allardice -- Encyclopaedia or, A dictionary of arts sciences and miscellaneous literature 1798 -- Encyclopaedia Britannica (1798) 1 map ; 17 x 21 cm.
In an American edition of the Encyclopaedia Britannica, issued as: Encyclopaedia; or, A dictionary of arts, sciences, and miscellaneous literature ... (Philadelphia : Thomas Dobson, 1798) v. 16, opposite p. 554. Engraved 'Plate CCCCXLIII.'
A 2 .254 v. 16, opposite p. 554 (PrCt)

67606 Russia - Maps - 1800 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Russia. Imp. Cabinet -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. : 45 maps ; 215 x 271 mm. Postnikov,80
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

67607 Russia - Maps - 1802
The Russian empire in Europe and Asia.
Philadelphia : Mathew Carey, 1802 [i.e. 1804].
Authors: Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Barker, W. (William), fl. 1795-1803 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 28 x 40 cm.
In: Carey, Mathew. Carey's General atlas ... (Philadelphia : Published by Mathew Carey, April 24th, 1804) pl. [5].
oversize Ayer 135 .C27 1804 pl. 5 (PrCt)

67608 Russia - Maps - 1802
Russia in Europe. [London] : Cadell and Davies [et al], 1802 [i.e. 1807].
Authors: Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826 -- Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Lowry, fl. 1802-1807 -- Cadell & Davies -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826. Modern geography ... (1807) 1 map ; 25 x 20 cm. Arrowsmith direxit.'
'From Arrowsmith's map of Russia in Europe.'

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
'Published March 1st, 1802 ...


folio G 11.693 v. 1, opp. p. 325 (PrCt)

67609 Russia - Maps - 1803 (Provisional Heading)
Travels through southern Russian Empire.
London: Longman & Rees, 1803.
G 54004 .65 (NLO)

67610 Russia - Maps - 1804 - Topographic maps
Podrobnaya karta Rossisskoi Imperii : iz bliz liezhashchikh zagranichnykh vladenii / sochinena, gravirovana, i pechatana pri sobstvennom Ego Imperatorskago Velichestva Depo Kart. [Saint Petersburg, Russia] : Depot Kart, [1804].

67611 Russia - Maps - 1807
Partie septentriionale de la Russie Européenne ... d'après le détail de l'Atlas Russien ... / par le Sr. Robert de Vaugondy fils. À Venise [Venice] : Chez Francois Santini ... ; Chez Mr. Remondini, [1807?]. Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Didier, 1723-1786 -- Santini, Francesco -- Remondini, Giuseppe Antonio, 1747-1811 -- Santini, P. Atlas universal dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (1784 [i.e. 1807?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 57 cm. In: Santini, P. Atlas universal dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (Venise : par P. Santini, rue Ste. Justine, chez M. Remondini, 1784 [i.e. 1807?]), v. 1, no. "P.I. 52" Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library. Baskes oversize G1015 .S4 1807, v. 1, no. 52 (PrCt)

67612 Russia - Maps - 1807

67613 Russia - Maps - 1807
Partie orientale de l'Empire de Russie en Asie ... / dressée d'apres les cartes de l'Atlas Russien / par le Sr. Robert de Vaugondy. À Venise [Venice] : par P. Santini ; Chez Mr. Remondini, [1807?]. Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Santini, P. -- Remondini, Giuseppe Antonio, 1747-1811 -- Santini, P. Atlas universal dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (1784 [i.e. 1807?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 45 x 56 cm. In: Santini, P. Atlas universal dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (Venise : par P. Santini, rue Ste. Justine, chez M. Remondini,
1784 [i.e. 1807?]), v. 2, no. "P. II. 33"
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Russias oversize G1015 .S4 1807, v. 2, no. 33 (PrCt)**

**67614 Russia - Maps - 1807<<<Dnieper River Valley - Maps - 1807<<<Ukraine - Maps - 1807**
*Partie méridionale de la Russie Européenne ... d'après le détail de l'Atlas Russien ... À Venise [Venice] : Chez Francois Santini ... ; Chez Mr. Remondini, [1807]?
Authors: Santini, Francesco -- Remondini, Giuseppe Antonio, 1747-1811 -- Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (1784 [i.e. 1807?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 46 x 58 cm.
Inset (15 x 21 cm): Developpement de la Nouvelle Servie.
In: Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (Venice : par P. Santini, rue Ste. Justine, chez M. Remondini, 1784 [i.e. 1807?]), v. 1, no. "P.I. 53"
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes oversize G1015 .S4 1807, v. 1, no. 53 (PrCt)**

**67615 Russia - Maps - 1811**
*A New map of the Russian Empire divided into its governments, from the latest authorities. London : J. Cary, 1811.*
Authors: Cary, John, approximately 1754-1835 -- Cary, John, approximately 1754-1835. Cary's New universal atlas ... (1811 [i.e. 1812?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 44 x 99 cm. on 2 sheets
In: Cary, John. Cary's New universal atlas, containing distinct maps of all the principal states and kingdoms throughout the world (London: Printed for J. Cary, 1811 [i.e. 1812?]) pl. [34].
Map formed from two prints pasted together to form one opening in the atlas. Printed paste-on nos. 37-38.

**oversize Ayer 135 .C3 1811 pl. 34 (PrCt)**

**67616 Russia - Maps - 1811**
*Russia in Europe. London : Cadell & Davies [et al], 1811 [i.e. 1815].*
Authors: Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826 -- Hebert, Lewis, fl. 1809-1838 -- Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Cadell & Davies -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826. A Modern atlas : from the latest and best authorities ... (1815) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 59 x 49 cm.
Drawn under the direction of Mr. Pinkerton by L. Herbert.*
Running title in upper margin: Pinkerton's modern atlas.

**oversize Ayer 135 .P6 1815 pl. [14] (PrCt)**

**67617 Russia - Maps - 1812**
Authors: Danilov, Ivan, fl. 1812-1813 -- Mollo, Tranquillo, 1767-1837 -- Danielow, Jwan, fl. 1812-1813 SEE Danilov, Ivan, fl. 1812-1813 1 map ; on 12 sheets fold. to 22 x 12 cm. Title in German and French.
Scale not given.

**Holabird G 1054 .218 (NLO)**

**67618 Russia - Maps - 1812**
Authors: Danilov, Ivan, fl. 1812-1813 -- Mollo, Tranquillo, 1767-1837 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 14 maps ; 440 x 522 mm.
Title in German and French.
Scale not given.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)**

*Atlas des plans, légendes et tableaux d'organisation de l'Histoire militaire de la campagne de Russie en 1812 / par le colonel Boutourlin. [Paris : Anselin et Pochard, 1824].*
Cover title.
Published to accompany: Histoire militaire de la...
Includes tables showing the composition of various French and Russian Army corps.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Armorial bookplate of Bloomfield (motto: Fortes fortuna juvat).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G2111.S5 B87 1824 (NLO)

67620 Russia - Maps - 1813
Russian Empire / N.R. Hewitt, sc. 10 Broad Str.
Russia
(NR)
Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1817, map 36
http://www.davidrumsey.com/luna/servlet/detail/R

67623 Russia - Maps - 1814
Authors: Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Neele, George -- Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824. Neele's general atlas : consisting of a complete set of maps compiled from the best authorities ... (1814 [i.e. 1815]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 22 x 28 cm.
In: Neele, Samuel John and George. Neele's general atlas : consisting of a complete set of maps compiled from the best authorities, and including all the new discoveries (London : [Samuel and George Neele] ; Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme, and Brown ; Cadell & Davies, 1814 [i.e. 1815]), [plate 19].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Engraved no. XIII at bottom right.

Baskes folio G1019 .N4 1814, [plate 19] (PrCt)

67621 Russia - Maps - 1814
Russian Empire / N.R. Hewitt, sc. 10 Broad Str.
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 60 cm.
In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (Edinburgh ; London ; Dublin : John Thomson and Company ; Baldwin, Craddock, and Joy ; John Cumming, 1817, [i.e. 1821?]) map 36.
Printed paste-on label 'No. 36' on verso.

Baskes oversize Ayer 135 .T4 1817 map 36 (PrCt)

67624 Russia - Maps - 1815
European Russia / Engd. by J. Moffat Edinr.
Authors: Moffat, John -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1817?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 58 x 48 cm.
Printed paste-on label 'No. 33' at upper left.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Russia - Maps - 1815

Authors: Moffat, John -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1821?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 58 x 48 cm.
In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (Edinburgh ; London ; Dublin : John Thomson and Company ; Baldwin, Craddock, and Joy ; John Cumming, 1817, [i.e. 1821?]) map 33. Printed paste-on label 'No. 33' on verso.

Case oversize G1019 .T4 1817, map 33 (NLO)

Russia - Maps - 1818

Russia in Europe / drawn under the direction of Mr. Pinkerton by L. Hebert ; Neele sculpt. 352 Strand. Philada. [Philadelphia] : Published by Dobson, [1818].
Authors: Hebert, Lewis, fl. 1809-1838 -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826 -- Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826. A Modern atlas : from the latest and best authorities exhibiting the various divisions of the world ... (1818)
1 map : hand col. ; 59 x 48 cm. Running title: Pinkerton’s modern atlas
In: Pinkerton, John. A Modern atlas : from the latest and best authorities exhibiting the various divisions of the world ... (Philadelphia : Thomas Dobson & Son, 1818), plate [14]

Case oversize G1019 .P56 1818, plate [14] (PrCt)

Russia - Maps - 1818 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Russia -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 17 maps ; 358 x 254 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Russia - Maps - 1819 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Russia -- Vsevolosky -- Langlois, Hyacinthe -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 13 maps ; 260 x 205 mm.
Moscow:Vsevolosky:C.DepotImperial
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

Russia - Maps - 1820

Authors: Lavoisne, C. V. -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- M. Carey & Son -- Palmer, Thomas H., 1782-1861 -- Lavoisne, C. V. A Complete genealogical, historical, chronological and geographical atlas ... (Philadelphia : Published by M. Carey and Son ; printed by T.H. Palmer ...), 1820) map [19].
Printed plate 'No. 57.'
Added title: Geographical and statistical map of Russia.

oversize F 006 .48 pl. 19 (PrCt)

Russia - Maps - 1821

Russia - Historical geography - Maps - 1821

Authors: Lavoisne, C. V. -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Lavoisne, C. V. A Complete genealogical, historical, chronological, and geographical atlas ... (Philadelphia : M. Carey and Sons, 1821) pl. [19]. Printed plate 'No. 57.'
Added title: Geographical and statistical map of Russia.

Case oversize G1030 .L4 1821 pl. 19 (PrCt)

Russia - Maps - 1822


Case oversize G1019 .P56 1821, plate [14] (PrCt)
Russia - Maps - 1825

Russia - Maps - 1825

North part of Russia in Europe. [Philadelphia ; New York etc. : Samuel F. Bradford and Murray, Fairman and Co., Peter A. Mesier etc., 1825?].


1 map ; 23 x 38 cm.


Ayer 135 .R29 plate [12] (PrCt)

Russia - Maps - 1825

Russia - Maps - 1825


Authors: Hewitt, N. R. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (1829) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; hand col. ; 47 x 61 cm.


Ayer 135 .R29 plate [10] (PrCt)

Russia - Maps - 1829


Authors: Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 --
comprising a complete set of maps, representing the grand divisions of the globe ... (Philadelphia : Anthony Finley, 1833), plate 37.
Sheet corner numbered 37.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1019 .F5 1833, plate 37 (PrCt)

Russia - Maps - 1833
Russia in Asia / Young & Delleker sc. Philada.
[Philadelphia] : A. Finley, [1833].
Authors: Young & Delleker -- Finley, A. (Anthony)
-- Finley, A. (Anthony). A New general atlas ... (1833) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 21 x 28 cm.
In: Finley, Anthony. A New general atlas : consisting a complete set of maps, representing the grand divisions of the globe ... (Philadelphia : Anthony Finley, 1833), plate 53.
Sheet corner numbered 53.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1019 .F5 1833, plate 53 (PrCt)

Russia - Maps - 1834
Geograficheskii atlas Rossisskoi Imperii : tsarstva Polskago i Velikago kniazhestva Finlandskago : raspolozhennyy po guberniam, na 83 listakh : s oznacheniem v onykh gorodov, miestechek, sel, dereven i vsiek primiechatelnieishikh miest, pochtovychkh i dolshikh proiezzhikh dorog, stantsii i razstolaniia mezdu onymy, i prochimi seleniiami v verstakh : s generalnoiu kartoi i tablitsieiu razstolaniia verst po pochtovym dorogam mekhdu znatnieishimi gorodami na dvukh iazykakh / sochinen po novieishim i dostoviernym sviedeniiam v polzu obuchaiushchikhsia Rossiiskoi teografii, i dlia sostavleniia dorozhnikov puteshestvennikam, - sluzhashchim pri glavnom sbable Ego Imperatorskago Velichestva v Voenno-topograficheskem Depo, chinovnikom 6go. klasa Pladyshevym ; nachat 1820go. okonchen 1827go. vnov inspravlen v 1834m. godu = Atlas géographique de l' empire de Russie : du royaume de Pologne et du grand duché de Finlande : divisé en gouvernements, avec l'indication des villes, bourgs, grands et petits villages, et des endroits les plus remarquables, ainsi que des routes de poste et grands chemins praticables, des stations et de la distance en versters entre eux et autres endroits habités, expliqué en deux langues : avec une carte générale, et un tableau de la distance en versters entre les principales villes situées sur les chemins de poste, en 83 feuilles / composé d'après les plus nouveaux et authentiques renseignemens à l'usage de ceux qui désirent de connaître la géographie de la Russie, et de former des itinéraires pour les voyageurs, par le fontainier dela 6e. classe Pladscheff, employé au Dépôt Topographique militaire, dans l'etat-major de la Majesté Imperiale ; commencé
en 1820 et terminé en 1827, revû et corrigé en 1834. [Saint Petersburg] :
Voennoo-topograficheskoe Depo, 1834.
Authors: Piadyshev, V. P. (Vasilii Petrovich) --
Ivanov, M., fl. 1820-1834 -- Faleelev, fl.
1820-1834 -- Eremin, fl. 1820-1834 -- Finagenov, fl.
1820-1834 -- Shkatov, fl. 1820-1834 -- Frolov, fl.
1820-1834) -- Russia.
Voennoo-topograficheskoe Depo -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Russia.
Topographical Depot SEE Russia.
Voennoo-topograficheskoe Depo
1 atlas (83 leaves in various foliations) : 60 hand
col. maps ; 44 x 53 cm.
Russian and French; Cyrillic title omitted in this
record.
Some maps in German, and Polish.
Parallel title: Atlas géographique de l' empire de
Russia
Modern Russian equivalent: Geograficheskii atlas
Rossiiskoi Imperii
Lettering on maps engraved by M. Ivanov,
Faleelev, Eremin, Finagenov, Shkatov, and
Frolov.
Engraved title page.
Scales differ.
Relief shown by hachures.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
References: Postnikov, A.V. Russia in maps, p.
96; Tooley’s dictionary of mapmakers (Rev. ed.),
v.3, p. 471; Cf. Phillips 4062

Baskes oversize G2141.F7 P53 1834 (NLO)

67644 Russia - Maps - 1834
Russia Europea / Giosuè Russo dis. ; L. Russo
scr. ; Vincenzo Russo inc. [Naples : Luigi
Galanti?], 1834.
Authors: Russo, Giosuè, 1781-1840 -- Russo,
Luigi, fl. 1834-1836 -- Russo, Vincenzo, fl.
1834-1836 -- Galanti, Luigi. Atlante di geografia
moderna ... (1834-1836 [i.e. 1847?]) -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 42 x 32 cm.
In: Galanti, Luigi. Atlante di geografia moderna :
in 30 carte (Naples : [Luigi Galanti], 1834-1836
[i.e. 1847?]), plate 16
Engraved no. 16 at upper right.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1019 .G23 1836, plate 16
(PrCt)

67646 Russia - Maps - 1835Arctic regions -
Maps - 1835
Russia Asiatica 1835/ Giosuè Russo del. ;
Vincenzo Russo inc. ; Luigi Russo ser. [Naples :
Luigi Galanti?], 1835.
Authors: Russo, Giosuè, 1781-1840 -- Russo,
Vincenzo, fl. 1834-1836 -- Russo, Luigi, fl.
1834-1836 -- Galanti, Luigi. Atlante di geografia
moderna ... (1834-1836 [i.e. 1847?]) -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 33 x 41 cm.
Added title: Mondo glaciale : Oceano Glaciale
Artico
In: Galanti, Luigi. Atlante di geografia moderna :
in 30 carte (Naples : [Luigi Galanti], 1834-1836
[i.e. 1847?]), plate 20
Engraved no. 20 at upper right.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1019 .G23 1836, plate 20
(PrCt)

67645 Russia - Maps - 1834-1840
Russia in Europe II[X]. London : Chapman and
Hall, 1834-1840 [i.e.1844].
Authors: Piadyshev, V. P. (Vasilii Petrovich)) --
Litke, F. P. (Fedor Petrovich), graf, 1797-1882 --
Fallon, Ludwig August, 1776-1828 -- Monteith,
William, 1790-1864 -- Chapman and Hall --
Baldwin & Cradock -- J. & C. Walker (Firm) --
Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge

67647 Russia - Maps - 1836
Russia Europea meridionalis / Giosuè Russo
del. ; Vincenzo Russo inc. ; Luigi Russo scr.
Russia - Maps - 1840

Map of Russia in Europe. [Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, 1840].
Authors: Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846 -- Lea & Blanchard -- Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (1840)
1 map ; 11 x 17 cm.
Keyed to dozens of references on p.145.
In: Murray, Hugh. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, successors to Carey & Co., for George W. Gorton, 1840) v. 2, p. 144.
Wax engraving.
G 11 .607 v. 2, p. 144 (PrCt)

Russia - Maps - 1841

Russian Empire. London : Mr. Bull, [ca. 1840].
Authors: Starling, Thomas -- Bull and Churton -- Bull, Mr., fl. ca. 1840 -- Starling, Thomas. The Royal cabinet atlas ... [ca. 1840]
1 map ; hand col. ; 8 x 14 cm.
In: Starling, Thomas. The Royal cabinet atlas ... (London : Bull and Churton, [ca. 1840]) 'Pl. XLVIII' [i.e. 26].
map3C 5 map [26] (PrCt)

Russia - Maps - 1841 - Finland - Maps - 1841

Russia in Europe and Poland / drawn & engraved by J. Archer, Pentonville, London. London : Grattan & Gilbert, [1841?].
Authors: Archer, Joshua, fl. 1833-1866 -- Grattan & Gilbert -- Mudie, Robert, 1777-1842. Gilbert's modern atlas of the earth ... (1841) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 28 x 22 cm.
Running title at bottom left: Gilbert's modern atlas
In: Mudie, Robert. Gilbert's modern atlas of the earth ... (London : Grattan and Gilbert, [1841?]), [plate 12].
Baskes folio G1019 .M83 1841, [plate 12] (PrCt)

Russia - Maps - 1845

Russia in Europe. [Philadelphia : Carey & Hart, 1845].
Authors: Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Carey & Hart -- Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858. A New universal atlas ... (1845)
1 map : hand col. ; 28 x 24 cm.
In: Tanner, Henry Schenck. A New universal atlas ... (Philadelphia : Carey & Hart, 1845) map '60.'
Case oversize G1019 .T2 1845 map 60 (PrCt)

Russia - Maps - 1845

Russia in Europe. [New York : H.S. Tanner, 1845].
Authors: Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858. A New general atlas, comprising a complete set of maps ... (1845)
1 map : hand col. ; 27 x 21 cm.
In: Tanner, Henry Schenck. A New general atlas, comprising a complete set of maps ... (New York : Tanner's Geographical Establishment, 1845) map '16'.
oversize G 10 .622 map 16 (PrCt)

Russia - Maps - 1847 - Administrative and political divisions

Russia in Europe. [Philadelphia : S. Augustus Mitchell, 1847].
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868. A New universal atlas containing maps of the various empires, kingdoms, states, and republics of the world ... (1847)
1 map ; hand col. : 27 x 23 cm.
Includes list of provincial governments 1-54.
In: Mitchell, S. Augustus. A New universal atlas containing maps of the various empires, kingdoms, states, and republics of the world ... (Philadelphia : S. Augustus Mitchell, 1847) pl. [61].
Printed plate no. '60' lined out and replaced with manuscript '61.
oversize G 10 .579 pl. [61] (PrCt)

Russia - Maps - 1850 - Administrative and political divisions

Administrative and geographical divisions
In: Mitchell, S. Augustus. A New universal atlas containing maps of the various empires, kingdoms, states, and republics of the world ... (Philadelphia : S. Augustus Mitchell, 1858) pl. [92].
In: Mitchell, S. Augustus. New universal atlas ... (Philadelphia : Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co., 1852) pl. '55.'
oversize G1019 .N49 1852 pl. 55 (PrCt)
Ethnology


Authors: Keppen, Petr, 1793-1864 -- Russkoe geograficheskoe obshchestvo -- Keppen, Petr, 1793-1864. Ob Etnograficheskoj kartie evropeiskoi Rossii (1852) -- Russische geographische Gesellschaft SEE Russkoe geograficheskoe obshchestvo -- Russian Geographical Society SEE Russia geograficheskoe obshchestvo -- Rossiiskaia akademiia nauk. Russkoe geograficheskoe obshchestvo SEE Russkoe geograficheskoe obshchestvo -- Geograficheskoe obshchestvo Rossiiskoi Federatsii SEE Russkoe geograficheskoe obshchestvo

1 map : hand col., dissected and mounted on linen ; 106 x 101 cm., on sheet 111 x 107 cm., folded to 28 x 18 cm.

In Russian, with keys in Russian and German. Areas occupied by Russians, Belorussians, and Ukrainians blank, but other ethnicities are shown by color shading and outlining. Cf. Postnikov. Scale [ca. 1:2,800,000]. Relief shown by hachures. Shelved with accompanying text: Keppen, Petr. Ob Etnograficheskoj kartie evropeiskoi Rossii (Saint Petersburg : Tipografiia imperatorskoi akademii nauk, 1852). 40 p., [1] folded leaf of plates : chart ; 25 cm.

No. 1 of 5 titles housed together in 1 slipcase. CATALOGED AND CONSERVED AS PART OF THE ANN IDA GANNON INITIATIVE AT THE NEWBERRY LIBRARY. 2010

References: Postnikov, A.V. Russia in maps, p. 144-145, 147; Collins, V. Cat. Libr. Bonaparte, 1872

Bonaparte 1872 (NLO)

Russia - Maps - 1853

Russia in Europe. London [i.e. New York] : Chapman and Hall [i.e. Harper & Brothers, 1853].

Authors: Lowry, Joseph Wilson, 1803-1879 -- Harper & Brothers -- Chapman and Hall -- Lowry, Joseph Wilson, 1803-1879. Lowry’s Universal atlas constructed and engraved from the most recent authorities (1853)

1 map : col. ; 28 x 21 cm.

In: Lowry, Joseph Wilson. Lowry’s Universal atlas constructed and engraved from the most recent authorities (New York : Harper and Brothers, 1853) pl. [28].

Printed plate nos. ‘B’, ‘41’ and ‘45.

folio G 10 .525 pl. [28] (PrCt)

Russia - Maps - 1858 - Surveys


Authors: Blaramberg, Iogann, 1800 -- Petermanns geographische Mitteilungen (1858) 1 map : col. ; 25 X 20 cm. on sheet 27 x 22 cm.


G 007 .67, v. 4 (1858), Taf. 9, after p. 266 (PrCt)

Russia - Maps - 1858 - Surveys

Russia - Maps - 1858 - Russia in Europe


1 map : col. ; 25 X 20 cm. on sheet 27 x 22 cm.


G 007 .67, v. 4 (1858), Taf. 8, after p. 266 (PrCt)

Russia - Maps - 1861


Authors: Johnston, Alexander Keith, 1804-1871 -- W. & A.K. Johnston Limited -- William Blackwood and Sons -- Johnston, Alexander Keith, 1804-1871. The Royal atlas of modern geography ... (1861)

1 map : col. ; 56 x 43 cm.

Partly hand colored.

67660  
**Russia - Maps - 1861<>Ukraine - Maps - 1861<>Poland - Maps - 1861**  
*South-west Russia : showing the extent of the Kingdom of Poland previous to its partition in 1772 / by Keith Johnston, F.R.S.E. ; engraved & printed by W. & A.K. Johnston, Edinburgh.*


Authors: Johnston, Alexander Keith, 1804-1871 -- W. & A.K. Johnston Limited -- William Blackwood and Sons -- Johnston, Alexander Keith, 1804-1871. The Royal atlas of modern geography ... (1861)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 56 cm.
Partly hand colored.
Running title: Keith Johnston's general atlas.
In: Johnston, Alexander Keith. The Royal atlas of modern geography : exhibiting, in a series of entirely original and authentic maps ...
(Edinburgh and London : William Blackwood and Sons, 1861), map 27.
*oversize G 10 .456, map 27 (PrCt)*

67661  
**Russia - Maps - 1862 - Ethnology<>Ethnology - Russia - Maps - 1862**  
*Carte ethnographie de l'empire de Russie, par R. d'Erckert ... dessinée par H. Kiepert ... Berlin : C. Monecke, [1862].*

Authors: Erckert, R. von (Roderich), 1821-1893 -- Erckert, R. von (Roderich), 1821-1900. Tableau ethnographique et statistique de l'empire de Russie d'après les documents les plus récents et notamment ceux de l'année 1859 ... -- Kiepert, Heinrich, 1818-1899 -- Monecke, C., 19th cent.
1 map : 39 x 68 cm. fold. to 18 x 12 cm. in case
Scale not given.
Accompanied by statistical chart (on sheet 53 x 83 cm.): Tableau ethnographique et statistique de l'empire de Russie d'après les documents les plus récents et notamment ceux de l'année 1859 ...

*Bonaparte 3272 (NLO)*

67662  
**Russia - Maps - 1866**  
*Russia in Europe / by J. Bartholomew, F.R.G.S. London & Liverpool : George Philip & Son, [1866].*

Authors: Bartholomew, John, 1831-1893 -- Hughes, William, 1817-1876. Grand atlas universel : ou collection de cartes nouvelles ... (1866) -- George Philip & Son
1 map : col. ; 59 x 49 cm.
No. "21" printed on verso.
*oversize G 10 .42, plate 21 (PrCt)*

67663  
**Russia - Maps - 1866<>Asia, Central - Maps - 1866**  
(1) Russia in Asia. (Siberia) ; (2) Turkestan & Transcaucasia / by J. Bartholomew, F.R.G.S. London & Liverpool : George Philip & Son, [1866].

Authors: Bartholomew, John, 1831-1893 -- Hughes, William, 1817-1876. Grand atlas universel : ou collection de cartes nouvelles ... (1866) -- George Philip & Son
2 maps : col. ; 30 x 51 cm. and 29 x 53 cm., on sheet 70 x 55 cm.
In: Hughes, William. Grand atlas universel : ou collection de cartes nouvelles ... (Paris ; Leipzig ; London : J. Rothschild ; G. Philip and Son, 1866), plate 36.
No. "36" printed on verso.
*oversize G 10.42, plate 36 (PrCt)*

67664  
**Russia - Maps - 1867**  

Authors: Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884 -- Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884. Johnson's new illustrated family atlas of the world ... (1869) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 53 x 39 cm.
"Entered according to act of Congress in the year 1867, by A.J. Johnson in the Clerk's Office of the District Court of the United States for the Southern District of New York."
In: Johnson, Alvin Jewett. Johnson's new illustrated family atlas of the world ... (New York : A.J. Johnson, publisher, 1869), [plate 49]
Sheet corners numbered 97 and 98.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
*Baskes oversize G1019 .J5 1869, [plate 49] (PrCt)*

67665  
**Russia - Maps - 1868<>Poland - Maps - 1868<>Finland - Maps - 1868**  
*Russia, Poland & Finland. London : Murray, 1868.*

Authors: Michell, Thomas, 1836-1899 -- John Murray (Firm) -- Murray's handbooks for travellers -- Weller, Edward, -1884 -- J. & C. Walker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 5 maps
2nd ed.
Includes advertising dated 1875.
Lister, W.B.C. A Bibliography of Murray's handbooks for travellers and biographies of authors, editors, revisers and principal contributors (Dereham: Dereham Books, 1993) no. 90.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
*Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)*

67666  
**Russia - Maps - 1868<>Poland - Maps - 1868<>Finland - Maps - 1868**  
*Handbook for travellers in Russia, Poland, and Finland : with map and plans. London ; Paris ; St.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Michell, Thomas, 1836-1899 -- John Murray (Firm) -- Murray's handbooks for travellers -- Weller, Edward, --1884 -- J. & C. Walker (Firm) -- A. and W. Galignani (Firm) -- A. Xavier (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

Russian empire according to Kiepert & others / by G.H. Swantston Edinr.

Series: [Murray's handbooks for travellers] -- Murray's handbooks for travellers.
Bookseller's label: A. Webster and Larkin, Stationers, 60 Piccadilly, London.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray's handbooks for travellers and biographies of authors, editors, revisers and principal contributors (Dereham: Dereham Books, 1993) no. 91.

Russian empire according to Kiepert & others / by G.H. Swantston Edinr.

Lister, W.B.C. A Bibliography of Murray's handbooks for travellers and biographies of authors, editors, revisers and principal contributors (Dereham: Dereham Books, 1993) no. 91.

Authors: Weller, Edward, -1884 -- John Murray (Firm). Handbook for travellers in Russia, Poland and Finland... (1875)
1 map : col.; 63 x 50 cm., folded to 10 x 14 cm.
In: John Murray (Firm). Handbook for travellers in Russia, Poland and Finland : including the Crimea, Caucasus, Siberia, and Central Asia (London [etc.]: John Murray [et al.], 1875), at end.
G 54 .6, at end (PrCt)

Handbook for travellers in Russia, Poland and Finland : including the Crimea, Caucasus, Siberia, and Central Asia. London [etc.]: John Murray [et al.], 1875.
Authors: Michell, Thomas, 1836-1899 -- John Murray (Firm) -- Weller, Edward, -1884 -- Murray's handbooks for travellers vii p., 520 p.: ill., 5 folded maps, 1 plan; 18 cm.
3rd ed. rev.
Lister, W.B.C. A Bibliography of Murray's handbooks for travellers and biographies of authors, editors, revisers and principal contributors (Dereham: Dereham Books, 1993) no. 91.
G 54 .6 (NLO)

Russian empire according to Kiepert & others / by G.H. Swantston Edinr.

Lister, W.B.C. A Bibliography of Murray's handbooks for travellers and biographies of authors, editors, revisers and principal contributors (Dereham: Dereham Books, 1993) no. 91.

Podrobný atlas of Russian geography.
Russia - Maps - 1883
Russia. Chicago : Geo. F. Cram, [1883].
Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Allyin, Alexander Afinogenovich, 1832-1899 SEE Ilyin, Alexander Afinogenovich, 1832-1899
1 atlas : 12 maps ; 260 x 350 mm.
nd:C:AlexanderAllyin
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Russia - Maps - 1888
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 9 maps, 15 city plans
2nd ed.
Includes advertising dated 1888 and priced in marks.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Russia - Maps - 1888
European Russia. [Chicago : Rand, McNally & Co., 1888].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company. Rand, McNally & Co.'s improved indexed business atlas and shipper's guide ... (1888) -- Rand McNally and Company. Commercial atlas (1888) 1 map : col. ; 47 x 31 cm.
Added title in right margin: Rand, McNally & Co.'s Russia.
In Rand, McNally & Co.'s improved indexed business atlas and shipper's guide ... (Chicago: Rand McNally, 1888) p. 584-585.
Uniform atlas title: Commercial atlas.
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcn atlas .C7 1888, p. 584-585 (PrCt)

Handbook for travellers in Russia, Poland, and Finland : including the Crimea, Caucasus, Siberia, and Central Asia : with maps and plans. London ; Paris ; St. Petersburg ; John Murray ; Galignani ; Boyiveau ; L. Watkins, 1888.
Authors: Michell, Thomas, 1836-1899 -- John Murray (Firm) -- Murray's handbooks for travellers -- Weller, Edward, -1884 -- Ruddiman Johnston & Co. -- Walker & Boutall -- A. and W. Galignani (Firm) -- Boyiveau (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Cover title: Murray's hand-book, Russia, Poland, Finland
Spine title: Hand-book, Russia, Poland, Finland
Preface signed: T. Michell.
Folded map in pocket.
Includes index.
Publisher's advertisements on endpapers and
"Murray's handbook advertiser, 1887-88", 48 p. at end.
Series: [Murray's handbooks for travellers] -- Murray's handbooks for travellers.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray's handbooks for travellers, 92
LC Card Number: 22018243
Baskes G153 .M97 no. 92 (1888) (NLO)

Russia, Poland & Finland, Crimea, Caucasus. London : Murray, 1888.
Authors: Michell, Thomas, 1836-1899 -- John Murray (Firm) -- Murray's handbooks for travellers -- Weller, Edward, -1884 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 6 maps
4th ed.
noEndmap
Lister, W.B.C. A Bibliography of Murray's handbooks for travellers and biographies of authors, editors, revisers and principal contributors (Dereham: Dereham Books, 1993) no. 92.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

67681 Russia - Maps - 1892
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 11 maps, 16 city plans
3rd ed.
Includes advertising dated 1892 and priced in marks.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Handbook for travellers in Russia, Poland, and Finland : including the Crimea, Caucasus, Siberia, and Central Asia : with maps and plans. London ; Paris ; St. Petersburg : John Murray ; Galignani ; Boyveau ; L. Watkins, 1893.
Authors: Michell, Thomas, 1836-1899 -- Michell, John, 1836-1921 -- John Murray (Firm) -- Murray's handbooks for travellers -- Weller, Edward, -1884 -- Ruddiman Johnston & Co. -- A. and W. Galignani (Firm) -- Boyveau (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
x, 84, 500, 64 p., [5] leaves of plates (3 folded) : 5 maps (some col.), plans ; 18 cm.
5th ed., thoroughly rev.
Cover title: Murray's hand-book, Russia, Poland, Finland
Spine title: Hand-book, Russia, Poland, Finland
Revised by Thomas Michell and John Michell. Cf. Lister.
Maps engraved by Edward Weller and Ruddiman Johnston & Co.
Folded map in pocket.
Includes index.
Publisher's advertisements on endpapers and "Murray's handbook advertiser, 1895-1896 ... ", 64 p. at end.
Series: [Murray's handbooks for travellers] -- Murray's handbooks for travellers.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray's handbooks for travellers, 93
Baskes G153 .M97 no. 93 (1893) (NLO)

67683 Russia - Maps - 1897
Russie. Leipzig ; Paris : K. Baedeker ; Paul Ollendorff, 1897.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Ollendorff, Paul -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 14 maps, 22 city plans
2nd ed.
A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher, 1832-1990, no. F211.
Includes advertising dated 1900 and priced in marks.
Condition: Fair.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

67684 Russia - Maps - 1897
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 14 maps, 22 city plans
4th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1897 and priced in marks.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

67685 Russia - Maps - 1899 (Provisional Heading)
Russia: complete geographical survey. StPetersburg : Devriena, 1899.
Authors: Russia -- Semyonov -- Lamanski -- Devriena -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
11 v. : 127 maps ; 230 x 167 mm.
(1899-1914);ed:VP Semyonov;Postnikov186
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Russia - Maps - 1901

Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S.
Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 19 maps, 32 city plans
5th ed.
A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher, 1832-1900, no. D461.
Includes advertising dated 1901 and priced in marks.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Russia - Maps - 1902

Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S.
Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 19 maps, 32 city plans
3rd ed.
A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher, 1832-1900, no. F212.
Includes advertising dated 1902 and priced in marks.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Russia - Maps - 1904

Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S.
Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 20 maps, 51 city plans
6th ed.
A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher, 1832-1900, no. D462.
Includes advertising dated 1908 and priced in marks.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Russia - Maps - 1910-1919

Authors: William Collins Sons and Co. -- Roger S.
Baskets Collection (Newberry Library) -- William Collins Sons and Co. The Collegiate atlas ... [191-?]
1 map : col. ; 29 x 24 cm.
Printed plate number repeated on thumb index at right.
"Russia" in oversize manuscript lettering on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskets folio G1019.C625 1910z, [plate] 19 (PrCt)

Russia - Maps - 1912

Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S.
Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 40 maps, 78 city plans
7th ed.
A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher, 1832-1900, no. D463.
Includes advertising dated 1912 and priced in marks.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Russia - Maps - 1914-1915

Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Charles Scribner's Sons
lxiv, 590 p. : fold. front., illus., maps (part fold.), plans (part fold.) ; 17 cm.
[1st English ed.?]
"With 40 maps and 78 plans."
Bibliography: p. lxii-lxiv.
A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher, 1832-1900, no. E244.
G 54.064 (NLO)

Russia - Maps - 1914-1915

Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- T. Fisher Unwin (Firm) -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S.
Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 40 maps, 78 city plans
1st ed.
A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher, 1832-1900, no. E244.
Includes advertising dated 1914 and priced in marks.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Russia - Maps - 1928

Authors: Vsesoiuznoe obshchestvo kulturnoi

---

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
sviazi s zagranitsei (Soviet Union) -- USSR.
Society for cultural relations of the Soviet Union
with foreign countries -- Radó, Sándor, 1899--
International Publishers -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 24 maps
1st ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

67694 Russia - Maps - 1929
Deutscher Verlag, 1929, c1928.
Authors: Radó, Sándor, 1899-- Neuer
Deutscher Verlag -- Vneshtorgisdat -- Roger
S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 2 maps
1st ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

67695 Russia - Maps - 1932
Pocket guide to Soviet Union. Moscow :
Vneshtorgisdat, 1932.
Authors: Inturist (Firm) -- Vneshtorgisdat -- Roger
S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 2 maps
1st ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

67696 Russia - Maps - 1951 - Aeronautical
Charts - Aeronautical Charts - Russia -
Maps - 1951 - Cloth maps -
Specimens - Aeronautical charts
Louis] : U.S. Aeronautical Chart and Information
Center, 1951.
Authors: U.S. Aeronautical Chart and Information
Center
2 maps : col. ; each 92 x 92 cm., on sheet 107 x
100 cm.
On verso: Lake Balkhash (CL203).
Printed on silk.
304rev
map1F G7001.P6 1951 U5 (PrCt)

67697 Russia - Maps - 1954 - Climate - Russia -
Maps - 1954 - Weather - Russia - Maps -
1954 - Wall maps
Klimaticheskaya karta SSSR / otvetstvennii
redaktor P. E. Tretyakova ; slechad'nuyu
nagrueku sostavidi professor E. S. Rubinstein.
Moscow : Glavnoe upravlenie geodezii i
kartografii MVD SSSR, 1954.
Authors: Rubinstein, E. S. -- Tretyakova, P. E. --
Soviet Union. Glavnoe upravlenie geodezii i
kartografii -- Institut metodov obuchenii
(Akademiia pedagogicheskikh nauk RSFSR) --
Southern Illinois University at Carbondale --
Glavnoe upravlenie geodezii i kartografii MVD
SSSR SEE Soviet Union. Glavnoe upravlenie
geodezii i kartografii
1 map : col., mounted on linen ; 119 x 175 cm. on
wooden rollers
Scale 1:5,000,000.
"Karta odobrena Institut metodov obuchenii
Akademiia pedagogicheskikh nauk RSFSR." With
label of Denoyer-Geppert Co. in lower
margin.
Gift of Southern Illinois University, 2011.
maproll G7001.C8 1954 .T7 (PrCt)

67698 Russia - Maps - 1957 - Language and
languages
Russia - Language and languages
Atlas russkikh narodnykh govorov tsentral'nykh
oblastei k vostoku ot Moskvy : vstupitel'nye stat'i,
spravochnyye materialy i kommentarii k kartam.
Moskva [Moscow] : Izd-vo Akademii nauk SSSR,
1957.
Authors: Avanesov, R. I. (Ruben Ivanovich),
1902-- Institut izazykoznaniia (Akademiia nauk
SSSR)
1100 p. ; 27 cm. + atlas (271 maps; 37 x 50 cm.)
oversize X 868 .022 (NLO)

67699 Russia - Maps - 1959 -
Volcanoes - Volcanoes - Russia - Maps -
1959 (Provisional Heading)
Atlas of volcanoes of Soviet Union. Moscow :
Akademiia nauk, 1959.
Authors: Soviet Union. Glavnoe upravlenie
geodezii i kartografii -- Akademiia nauk SSSR --
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 31 maps ; 295 x 373 mm.
auth: AESviatlovsky
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

67700 Russia - Maps - 1960 -
Economics - Economics - Russia - Maps -
1960
Economic atlas of the Soviet Union. Ann Arbor,
Authors: Kish, George, 1914-- Bellaire, Betty --
Matley, Ian M. -- University of Michigan. Press --
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (96 p. : 66 col. maps) ; 27 cm.
Bibliography: p. 88-89.
Compiled 'with the assistance of Ian M. Matley
and Betty Bellaire'; cartography by Bellaire.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)
Authors: Kish, George, 1914- -- Bellaire, Betty -- Matley, Ian M. -- University of Michigan. Press
1 atlas (96 p. : 66 col. maps) ; 27 cm.
Bibliography: p. 88-89.
Compiled with the assistance of Ian M. Matley and Betty Bellaire; cartography by Bellaire.
H 3154 .4655 (NLO)

67706 Russia - Maps - 1963 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Soviet Union. Glavnoe upravlenie geodezii i kartografii -- Koeman, C. (Cornelis), 1918- -- Uzbek Akademia nauk -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 39 maps ; 338 x 238 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

Authors: Milner-Gulland, R. R. -- Dejevsky, Nikolai J. -- Facts on File, Inc. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
240 p. : ill. (chiefly col.), 44 col. maps, plans (some col.), ports. (some col.) ; 31 cm.
Maps on lining papers.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 225-227) and index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library,
Baskes folio DK32 .M55 1991 (NLO)

67707 Russia - Maps - 1992
Authors: Fodor's travel guides -- Billy, C. -- Fodor's Travel Publications, Inc. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 11 maps
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

67708 Russia - Name
Ukraine - Name
Rus (The Slavic word)
Authors: Simpson, G. W. (George Wilfrid) -- Elsdon C. Smith Onomastics Collection
24 p. : port. ; 21 cm.
Added title page: Nazvy "Rus," "Rosia,"
"Ukraina" ta ikhnia istorychna osnova
In English; added t.p. in Ukrainian

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
... Accompanied, on the previous leaf, by: Table alphabeticque des noms de villes, bourgs, &c. ... de la Russie Blanche.


Case oversize G 1007 .78 v. 1, map [11] (PrCt)

67715 Russia, Western - Maps - 1710<<>>Finland - Maps - 1710
Russlands oder Moskoviens Nord-West Theil...

Augsburg : Gabriel Bodenehr, 1710.

Authors: Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. -- Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. Atlas curieux -- oder, Neuer und compendieus atlas 1710 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 15 x 21 cm.

In: Bodenehr, Gabriel. Atlas curieux; oder, Neuer und compendieus atlas ... ([Augsburg : Gabriel Bodenehr, 1710?]) pl. [99]. Engraved plate no. '102.'

Ayer 135 .B6 pl. 99 (PrCt)

67716 Russia, Western - Maps - 1741
Carte de Moscovie. Amsterdam : Jean Covens et Corneille Mortier, [1741?].

Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Covens et Mortier -- L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726. Atlas nouveau, contenant toutes les parties du monde ... [1741?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 95 x 60 cm. on 2 sheets.

Title from northern sheet; repeated in upper margin.

Added title, upper margin of southern sheet; Partie meridionale de Moscovie.

In: L'Isle, Guillaume de. Atlas nouveau, contenant toutes les parties du monde ... (Amsterdam : J. Covens & C. Mortier, [1741?]) v. 1, pl. [11-12].

oversize Ayer 135 .L695 1741 v. 1, pl. [11-12] (PrCt)

67717 Russia, Western - Maps - 1741<<>>Russia - Maps - 1741<<>>Russia - History, Ancient - Maps - 1741

Authors: Sanson, N. (Nicolas), 1626-1648 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Delamarche, Charles François, 1740-1817. Atlas général : contenant le détail des quatre parties du monde [1798?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 39 x 46 cm.

Scale [ca. 1:7,000,000]. Relief shown pictorially.

Latin and French.


Baskes oversize G1015 .A77 1798, [ptie 2], [plate 66] (NLO)

67718 Russia, Western - Maps - 1747
A New & accurate map of Moscovy, or Russia in Europe, with its aquisitions. London : W. Innys et al, 1747.

Authors: Bowen, Emanuel, -1767 -- Innys, William, d. 1756 -- Bowen, Emanuel, -1767. A Complete system of geography ... (1747) 1 map ; 31 x 21 cm.

In: Bowen, Emanuel. A Complete system of geography : being a description of ... the known world (London : Printed for William Innys, etc., 1747) v. 1, pl. [25].

Case oversize G114 .B68 1747 v. 1, pl. 25 (PrCt)

67719 Russia, Western - Maps - 1804

Authors: Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823. A New and elegant general atlas comprising all the new discoveries, to the present time ... (1804) -- John Conrad & Co. -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 24 x 20 cm.

In: Arrowsmith, Aaron. A New and elegant general atlas comprising all the new discoveries, to the present time ... (Philadelphia [etc.] : J. Conrad & Co. [and others], 1804) pl. 10

Ayer 135 .A65 1804 pl. 10 (PrCt)

67720 Russia, Western - Maps - 1808
The Russian dominions in Europe drawn from the latest maps printed ... London : W. Faden, 1808 [i.e. 1817?].

Authors: Faden, William, 1749-1836 -- Nantiat, Jasper -- Faden, William, 1749-1836. [General atlas] [1817?] 1 map : hand col. ; 105 x 91 cm. on two sheets


oversize G 10 .282 pl. 39 and 40 (PrCt)

67721 Russia, Western - Maps - 1808
The Russian dominions in Europe drawn from the latest maps ... 1808 [i.e. 1816?].


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
modern geography ... ][1775-1816] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : hand col. ; 106 x 184 cm. on 2 sheets
In: Faden, William [and others]. [General atlas of modern geography : a collection of large scale maps and charts of all parts of the world] (London, etc.: W. Faden, etc., 1775-1816) v. 1, pl. [29-30].
Imprint on map: London ... W. Faden ... 1808. Versos handstamped '25.'
oversize Ayer 135 .G32 1775 v. 1, pl. 29-30 (PrCt)

67722 Russia, Western - Maps - 1814
Northern part of Russia, or Muscovy in Europe.
Philadelphia: M. Carey, and Johnson & Warner, 1814.
Authors: Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Bower, J. (John) -- Johnson & Warner -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839. A General atlas, being a collection of maps of the world and quarters ... (1814)
1 map : hand col. ; 18 x 20 cm.
In: Carey, Mathew. A General atlas, being a collection of maps of the world and quarters ...(Philadelphia : Published by M. Carey, and Johnson & Warner, 1814) pl. [35].
Ayer 135 .C27 1814 pl. 35 (PrCt)

67723 Russia, Western - Maps - 1814
Southern part of Russia or Muscovy in Europe.
Philadelphia: M. Carey, and Johnson & Warner, 1814.
Authors: Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Johnson & Warner -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839. A General atlas, being a collection of maps of the world and quarters ... (1814)
1 map : hand col. ; 18 x 21 cm.
In: Carey, Mathew. A General atlas, being a collection of maps of the world and quarters ...(Philadelphia : Published by M. Carey, and Johnson & Warner, 1814) pl. [36].
Ayer 135 .C27 1814 pl. 36 (PrCt)

67724 Russia, Western - Maps - 1823
Authors: Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Hall, Sidney -- Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823. A New general atlas constructed from the latest authorities ... (1823) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 20 x 25 cm.
In: Arrowsmith, Aaron. A New general atlas constructed from the latest authorities ... Exhibiting the boundaries and divisions, also the chains of mountains and other geographical features of all the known countries in the world (Edinburgh ; London : A. Constable & Co., 1823), pl. 19.
folio Ayer 135 .A65 1823 pl. 19 (PrCt)

67725 Russia, Western - Maps - 1823
Authors: Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Hall, Sidney -- Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823. A New general atlas constructed from the latest authorities ... (1823) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 20 x 24 cm.
In: Arrowsmith, Aaron. A New general atlas constructed from the latest authorities ... Exhibiting the boundaries and divisions, also the chains of mountains and other geographical features of all the known countries in the world (Edinburgh ; London : A. Constable & Co., 1823), pl. 20.
folio Ayer 135 .A65 1823 pl. 20 (PrCt)

Case folio G1019 .F5 1826 pl. 36 (PrCt)

1 map : hand col. ; 23 x 18 cm.
Case G1019 .B95 1840 pl. 11 (PrCt)

67728 Russia, Western - Maps - 1851<<>>Europe, Eastern - Maps - 1851
Authors: Rapkin, J. -- Tallis, John, 1817-1876 -- Wray, A. H., fl. 1851 -- Fleming, T., fl. 1851 -- Martin, Robert Montgomery, 1803?-1868. Tallis's illustrated atlas, and modern history of the world ... (1851)
1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 22 cm.
Includes inset view (2 x 6 cm.): The Neoskoi Prospect, St. Petersburg.
In: Martin, Robert Montgomery. Tallis's illustrated atlas, and modern history of the world ... (London ; New York : J. Tallis, 1851) pl. [12].
folio G1019 .M197 1851 pl. [12] (PrCt)

67729 Russia, Western - Maps - 1855
Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins),...

oversize G 10 .185 v.2, pl. 30 (PrCt)

67730 Russia, Western - Maps - 1857

oversize G 10 .188 pl. 80 (PrCt)

67731 Russian-American Telegraph Exploring Expedition<<>>Kennicott, Robert, 1835-1866 - Expedition, 1865-1866
The Sale of Alaska and the international expedition to effect telegraph link between North America and Europe via Siberia. 2002.
Authors: Postnikov, A. V. (Alekseei Vladimirovich) -- Postnikov, Alexei See Postnikov, A. V. (Alekseei Vladimirovich) -- Black, Lydia
Inscribed by the author.

Vert 1288, no. 2 (PrCt)

67732 Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905 - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

folio RMcN atlas .R8 1904 (PrCt)

67733 Russo-Japanese War, 1904-1905 - Maps
Authors: W. & A.K. Johnston Limited 1 map ; 52 x 81 cm. fold. to 23 cm. Scale 1:5,632,000; 200 miles to 2 1/4 inches. Includes insets.

G 1067 .45 (NLO)

Authors: Great Britain. Committee of Imperial Defence 94 maps : most col. ; fold to 24 x 15 cm., in portfolios Maps issued to accompany Official history (naval and military) of the Russo-Japanese war...Prepared by the Historical section of the Committee of imperial defence (London: Printed for H.M. Stationery off., by Harrison and sons, 1910-1920), 3 vols. 'Charts and strategical maps' numbered I-XVI; 'Plans' numbered 1-78. Another set of the maps accompanying vol. 1 is part of the Baskes Collection (Baskes Map4C G7801 .S5 1910 G8). F 5466 .361 [map portfolios] (PrCt)

Authors: Great Britain. Committee of Imperial Defence -- Great Britain. Ordnance Survey -- W. & A.K. Johnston Limited -- Weller & Graham -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 25 maps : most col. ; fold to 315 x 238 mm. Portfolio of maps issued to accompany volume one of Official history (naval and military) of the Russo-Japanese war...Prepared by the Historical section of the Committee of imperial defence (London: Printed for H.M. Stationery off., by Harrison and sons, 1910). Volume one covers the period to 24 August 1904. 'Charts and strategical maps' numbered I-VII; 'Plans' numbered 1-18. Fifteen sheets have imprint of the Ordnance Survey, 1910, at lower right; nine have the imprint of W. & A.K. Johnston Limited; and one of Weller & Graham, lithographers, London. Another set of these maps is with the Newberry copy of the Official history (F 5466 .361, v.1, maps). Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Baskes map4C G7801 .S5 1910 G8 (PrCt)


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.


Authors: Speed, John, 1552?-1629 -- Humble, George, d. 1640 -- Legate, John, d. 1658 -- Humble, William, 1612-1686 -- Speed, John, 1552?-1629. A Prospect of the most famous parts of the world ... together with ... Great Brittaines empire (1646) 1 map ; 37 x 31 cm. on sheet 42 x 54 cm. Insets (12 x 15 cm. each): Oakham -- Stanford
Includes coats-of-arms.
Letterpress text on verso (p. 59-60) under the following heading: Rutland-shire.
In: Speed, John. A Prospect of the most famous parts of the world ... together with ... GreatBrittaines empire (London : Printed by JohnLegatt, for William Humble, 1646) map [52].

Case oversize G 117 .82 map [52] (PrCt)


Letterpress text on verso (p. 59-60) under the following heading: The Description of Rutland-shire.
In: Speed, John. The Theatre of the Empire of Great-Britain ... (London : Printed for T. Bassett and R. Chiswell, 1676) map [31].

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .S7 1676 map [31] (PrCt)


67744 Rutlandshire (England) SEE Rutland (England)


67746 Ruysch, Johannes, d. 1533. Universalior cogniti orbis tabvla ... (1507-1508) The Ruysch map of the world (1507-1508). 1951. Authors: Swan, Bradford F. (Bradford Fuller) In Bibliographical Society of America v. 45 (1951): 219-236. Z 008 .085 v. 45 (PrCt)

Ryukyu Islands - Maps - 1754

- Taiwan - Maps - 1754
- Kyushu Region (Japan) - Maps - 1754
- East China Sea - Maps - 1754
- Nautical charts

- East China Sea - Lieu Kieou SEE
- Ryukyu Islands - Likeou SEE Ryukyu Islands
- Nansei Shoto SEE Ryukyu Islands
- Likeoo SEE Ryukyu Islands
- Loo Choo Islands SEE Ryukyu Islands
- Loochoo Islands SEE Ryukyu Islands
- Lieuchieux Islands SEE Ryukyu Islands
- Riukiu-Inseln SEE Ryukyu Islands
- Madjicosemah Islands SEE Ryukyu Islands
- Formosa SEE

Taiwan

Nautical charts


Authors: Buache, Philippe, 1700-1773 -- Gaubil, Antoine, 1689-1759 -- Académie des sciences (France) -- Buache, Philippe, 1700-1773.

Considerations geographiques et physiques sur les nouvelles decouvertes au nord de la Grand Mer, appelee vulgairement la Mer du Sud ... (1753-[1755]) -- Imprimerie de Ballard (Firm) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col.; 33 x 22 cm., on sheet folded to 16 x 23 cm.

Details the East China Sea, Taiwan, the Ryukyu Islands, and Kyushu.

In Buache, Philippe. Considerations geographiques et physiques sur les nouvelles decouvertes au nord de la Grand Mer, appelee vulgairement la Mer du Sud ... (Paris : [Imprimerie de Ballard], 1753-[1755]) opposite p. 133.

At upper right: XIe. carte pour la 3e. partie des Considérations & c. Pag. 132.

Duplicate copy (without engraved page no.).: VAULT Ayer 135.B86 1753

Graff 460 opposite p. 133 (PrCt)

Ryukyu Islands - Maps - 1856

- United States Naval Expedition to Japan (1852-1854) - Maps - 1856
- Loo Choo Islands SEE Ryukyu Islands
- Lew Chew Islands SEE Ryukyu Islands


Authors: United States Naval Expedition to Japan (1852-1854) -- Perry, Matthew Calbraith, 1794-1858 -- Perry, Matthew Calbraith, 1794-1858. Narrative of the expedition of an American squadron to the China Seas and Japan : performed in the years 1852, 1853, and 1854 / compiled ... by Francis L. Hawks (New York : D. Appleton and Co. ; London : Trübner & Co., 1856), opposite page 187.

Scale ca. [1:4,000,000].

Case DS809.P45 1856, opposite page 187 (PrCt)

Ryukyu Islands - Pictorial works - 1797-1804 - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams
Includes references 1
Details the 1629 siege of s' Hertogenbosch.
1 map : hand col.; 42 x 56 cm.

Authors: Visscher, Claes Jansz., 1586 or 1575
Frederic Henri Prince d' Orange ...
Ville de Bol's Hertogenbosch belegert door sijn excellentie
Henry, Prince of Orange, 1584-1647

's-Hertogenbosch (Netherlands) - History - Siege, 1629 - Maps<br>'s-Hertogenbosch (Netherlands) - Maps - 1629<br>Frederick Henry, Prince of Orange, 1584-1647
s'Hertogenbosch belegerd door sijn excellente
Frederick Hendrick Prince van Orangien ... = La Ville de Bol-Duc assiegeé par son excellce.
Frederic Henri Prince d' Orange ...

Authors: Visscher, Claes Jansz., 1586 or 1575
Frederic Hendrick Prince van Orangien ...

Authors: Visscher, Claes Jansz., 1586 or 1575
Frederic Hendrick Prince van Orangien ...

Edition: His Majesty's sloop Providence and her tender, in the years
1795, 1796, 1797, 1798 (London : Printed for T.
Cadell and W. Davies, 1804), between p.

*Page 232* at upper right.
Complete digital reproduction of another copy of
Broughton's book available on Harvard University
website (accessed Feb. 2012):
http://pds.lib.harvard.edu/pds/view/12329001

References: Graff 416 (sold as Newberry
duplicate).

Folio Ayer 125.1 1795 .B7, between p. 232-233
(PrCt)

's-Hertogenbosch (Netherlands) - Maps - 1620
Hadriannus Barlandvs Bvscvmdvcts Brabantiae
opp. ludo litterario et pugnaci populo ... 
[Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].

Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541
Hogenberg, Franz, approximately 1539-1590 -
Civitates orbis terrarum -- Deventer, Jacob van, 
d. 1575 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col.; 34 x 47 cm.
Derived from a drawing by Jacob van Deventer;
see R.A. Skelton's Introduction to the 1980 facs.
ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.
Added title at top in uppercase lettering:
Tshertogenbosch.

Latin letterpress text on verso under title:
Bvscvmdvcvm.

In: Braun, Georg and Franz Hogenberg. Civitates
orbis terrarum [Cologne: Pieter von Brachel?], ca. 
1620) v. 4, plate 12
67757 Saarbrücken (Germany) - Maps - 1927
Führer durch Saarbrücken. Saarbruecken : Saarbrücker Druckerei und Verlag, 1927.
Authors: Saarbrücker Druckerei und Verlag -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 3 maps
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

67758 Saarburg (Rhineland-Palatinate, Germany) - Pictorial works - 1620
Chorographica descriptio ciuitatis Sarburgensis ...
(Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620).
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : hand col. ; 14 x 39 cm.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 5, pl. 26 (PrCt)

67760 Saaremaa Island (Estonia) - Maps - 1588 - Coasts - Nautical charts
Ossel ... beginning from Dagheroo ...
[Amsterdam : Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, 1966].
Map Ref oversize G1025 .T37 ser. 3, v. 2, map [37] (PrCt)

67755 's-Hertogenbosch (Netherlands) - Pictorial works - 1620
Buscumducis (Netherlands) SEE 's-Hertogenbosch (Netherlands) <> Hertogenbosch (Netherlands) SEE 's-Hertogenbosch (Netherlands)
BvsCumducis oppidum ludo literario ...
(Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620).
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Guicciardini, Lodovico, 1521-1589 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : hand col. ; 10 x 47 cm. on sheet 41 x 54 cm.
Added title: t s Hertogenbosch.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 5, pl. 26 (PrCt)

67759 Saaremaa Island (Estonia) - Maps - 1588 - Coasts - Nautical charts
Ossel Island (Estonia) SEE Saaremaa Island (Estonia)
In: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : hand col. ; 14 x 39 cm.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 5, pl. 26 (PrCt)
5-1606 -- Doetecam, Jan van -- Raphelengius, 
Franciscus, 1539-1597 -- Claesz, Cornelis, ca. 
1546-1609 -- Wagenaer, Lucas Janszoon, 1534 
or 5-1606. Speculum nauticum super navigatione 
maris Occidentalis confectum, continens omnes 
ors maritimas Galliae, Hispaniae et 
praecipuarum partium Angliae (1588) -- Edward 
E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 
1 map ; 32 x 51 cm. 
Includes coastal profiles. 
Oriented with north at lower left. 
Descriptive text on verso (p. 38). 
In: Wagenaer, Lucas Janszoon. Speculum 
nauticum super navigatione maris Occidentalis 
confectum, continens omnes oras maritimas 
Galliae, Hispaniae et praecipuarum partium 
Angliae (Leiden : Inde Plantinsche druckerye by 
Francoys van Ravelengyen, voor Cornelis Claess 
..., 1588) map [39]. 

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .W13 1588 map [39] (PrCt)

67761 
Saarland (Germany) - Maps - 
1745<<>>Rhineland-Palatinate (Germany) - 
Maps - 1745 
Mosellae Fluminis tabula specialis in qua 
archiepiscopatus ... Nuremberg : Homann 
Erben, [ca. 1745]. 
Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- 
Homann Erben (Firm) -- Homann, Johann 
Baptist, 1663-1724. Atlas novus terrarum orbis 
[ca. 1745] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection 
(Newberry Library) 
1 map ; hand col. ; 48 x 56 cm. 
In: Homann, Johann Baptist. Atlas novus 
terrarum orbis (Nuremberg : [Homann Erben, ca. 
1745]). [plate 64]. 
Manuscript 'No. 64' and '65' on verso. 
oversize Ayer 135 .H7 1730, [plate 64] (PrCt)

67762 
Saarlouis (Germany) - Maps - 1695 - 
Fortification 
Saar-Louis est une ville forte, nouvellement 
bastie par le Roy ... [Paris : De Fer, 1695]. 
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de. 1646-1720 -- Fer, 
Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Les forces de l'Europe, 
ou, Description des principales villes -- avec leurs 
fortifications ... (1695-1696) 
1 map ; 19 x 25 cm. 
In: Fer, Nicolas de. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, 
Description des principales villes; avec leurs 
fortifications ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, 
1695-1696) pt. 3, map [46]. 
Manuscript '13' at upper right. 
Case folio U 26. 293 pt. 3, map [46] (PrCt)

67763 
Saarlouis (Germany) - Maps - 1713 - 
Fortification 
Saar-Louis est une ville forte, nouvellement 
bastie par le Roy ... Paris : De Fer, [1713?]. 
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Gournay, 
C. -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Introduction à la 
fortification ... [1713?] 
1 map ;18 x 28 cm. 
In: Fer, Nicolas de. Introduction à la fortification 
... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, [1713?]) map [37]. 
For later state of this map, with engraved plate 
number, see Case folio U 26 .292. 
For earlier version of this map, engraved on 
different plate, see Case folio U 26 .293. 
Case oversize U 26 .2919 map [37] (PrCt)

67764 
Sabac (Yugoslavia) - Maps - 1689 - Pictorial 
works 
Authors: Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718 -- 
Padouani, Domenico, fl. 1689 -- Edward E. Ayer 
Collection (Newberry Library) -- Coronelli, 
Vincenzo, 1650-1718. Citta, fortezze, isole, e 
porti principale dell' Europa ... (1689) 
1 map ; 13 x 17 cm. 
In: Coronelli, Vincenzo. Citta, fortezze, isole, e 
porti principale dell' Europa, in pianti, et in 
eluazione, descritte, e publicate ad uso dell' 
Academia cosmografica degli argonauti ([Venice : 
Domenico Padouani, 1689]) pl. [41]. Engraved 
plate '390.' One of four plates printed on same 
sheet, opening [41]. 

VAULT folio Ayer 135 .C8 1689 pl. 41 (PrCt)

67765 
Sabastiyyah (Israel) - Pictorial works - 
1552<<>>Woodcuts 
[View of unidentified town in Sabastiyyah, Israel]. 
[Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552]. 
Authors: Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- 
Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552. Cosmographiae 
uniuersalis ... (1552) -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 
-- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 
1 view : woodcut ; 6 x 7 cm., on sheet 32 x 21 
cm. 
Title supplied by cataloger. 
Added letterpress title above woodcut: Samaria. 
In: Münster, Sebastian. Cosmographiae 
uniuersalis ... (Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552), p. 
1020. 
Possibly an inaccurate view, since some of the 
woodcuts in this volume were used for more than 
one town. 

VAULT folio Ayer 7 .M8 1552, p. 1020 (PrCt)

67766 
Sabine County (Tex.) - Maps - 1879 - 
Landowners<<>>Counties - 
Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps 
[Sabine County (Tex.) - 1879: LC G&M land 
ownership maps on microfiche], [Washington, 
D.C.] : LC G&M Division, [1983?]. 
Authors: Texas. General Land Office -- Library of 
Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC 
G&M Division land ownership maps 
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm. 
Size of original: 20 x 15 in. Scale 1:133,320. 
Originally compiled 1879. 
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 
19th and early 20th century landownership maps: 
Library of Congress. Geography and Map 
Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Sabine County (Tex.) - Maps - 1896 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
[Sabine County (Tex.) - 1896: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche].

73770 Sac County (Iowa) - Maps - 1970 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
Authors: R.C. Booth Enterprises -- Odebolt Chronicle (Sac City, Iowa) -- Lake View Resort (Lakeview, Iowa) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([48] p.) : 16 maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title: Sac County atlas & register
Published by the Odebolt Chronicle and Lake View Resort.---Cover.
Includes directory.
Scale not given.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Sable Island (N.S.) - Maps - 1794
The Island of Sable lies in latitude 44°.6 N. and longitude 66°.26 west from London / T. Jefferys sculp.
London: Published ... by Laurie & Whittle, 53 Fleet Street, 12th May, 1794.
Authors: Jefferys, Thomas, -1771 -- Laurie & Whittle -- Laurie & Whittle. The North American pilot for Newfoundland, Labrador, the Gulf and River St. Laurence ... (1794) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 21 x 34 cm.
In: Robert Laurie and James Whittle. The North American pilot for Newfoundland, Labrador, the Gulf and River St. Laurence ... (London: Printed and published by Robert Laurie and James Whittle ... successors to the late Mr. Robert Sayer, 1794), map 8.
Printed plate no. "VIII" at upper right ; "8" at lower right.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1186.P5 .C6 1794, map 8 (PrCt)

Sable Island (N.S.) - Maps - 1967 - Topographic maps<<>>Topographic maps
Authors: Canada. Surveys and Mapping Branch. National topographic system, 1:50,000 series
1 map : col. ; 56 x 81 cm.
Scale 1:50,000.
'Transverse Mercator projection.'
'Contour interval 25 feet.'
Shows vegetation cover.
73-10126
map4F 3422.S15 (PrCt)
References: Bosse, David, 'Johann Gabriel Sack and his maps' in Mapline 26 (June 1982): 1-4 [Map Ref folio GA101 .M3 no. 26]

Vert 1852, no. 2 (PrCt)

67773 Sack, Johann Gabriel, 1691-1751 - Map collections - Johann Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library) - Newberry Library - Map collections
Johann Gabriel Sack and his maps. 1982.
Authors: Bosse, David C. - Johann Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library)
p. 1-4 ; 28 cm.
Photocopy from Mapline no. 26 (June 1982) p. 1-4 [Map Ref folio GA101 .M3 no. 26]
Vert 1852, no. 3 (PrCt)

67774 Sack, Johann Gabriel, 1691-1751 - Map collections - Johann Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library) - Newberry Library - Map collections
Företal till katalogen över de Bergshammar Map and Chart Collection / Einar Bratt. [Stockholm : Bratt], 1964.
Authors: Bratt, Einar Olof, 1866-1975 - Johann Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Sack, Johann Gabriel, 1691-1751
7 p. ; 33 cm.
Photocopy of typescript introduction to unpublished checklist: [Sack Map Collection catalog, 1964]. 120 leaves : 33 cm.
Describes collection of ca. 1390 maps collected by Swedish nobleman Johann Gabriel Sack (1691-1751) and purchased by the Newberry Library in 1968.
Most maps published in France, the Netherlands, and Germany, between 1690-1750.
Geographical coverage is strongest for western Europe.
Maps all cataloged separately.
References: Bosse, David, 'Johann Gabriel Sack and his maps' in Mapline 26 (June 1982): 1-4 [Map Ref folio GA101 .M3 no. 26]
Vert 1852, no. 1 (PrCt)

67775 Sack, Johann Gabriel, 1691-1751 - Map collections - Johann Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library) - Newberry Library - Map collections
The Sack Collection of European maps. [1968 or 1969?].
Authors: Wells, James M. -- Johann Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 p. ; 28 cm.
Notes by the Newberry Library’s Wing Collection curator, summarizing his inspection of the collection while in Stockholm, market values, etc.
The collection was purchased by the Newberry in 1968.
Vert 1852, no. 4 (PrCt)

Sketch Map of Saco River and Winter Harbour. Anno 1699. [19-].
1 map Photostatic reproduction of 1699 manuscript.

67777 Sacramento (Calif.) - Maps - 1850
1 map ; 50 x 53 cm. reduced from ca. 60 x 64 cm.
Facsimile of original published New York: W. Endicott & Co., 1850; '... number 46 of an edition limited to 500 copies', reproduced from original in the Library of Congress.
Based on 1848 and 1849 surveys.
Oriented with north at left.
Scale [ca. 1:8,800].
Relief shown by hachures.
Includes a statement of accuracy signed by 6 persons.
73-7369
ICN73
map4F 4364.S2 (PrCt)

Authors: Union Oil Company of California -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 33 x 50 cm. on sheet 36 x 53 cm.
Added title: Sacramento street map. Plate no. W. 4122.
Verso includes pictorial views and inset of downtown Sacramento (plate no. W.4141).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 9.14X (PrCt)

Authors: Union Oil Company of California -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally
67780 Sacramento (Calif.) - Maps - 1945 - Road maps

Authors: Union Oil Company of California -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 50 cm. on sheet 71 x 54 cm.
Added title: Sacramento street map. Plate no. 454503.
Verso includes pictorial views and map of downtown Sacramento (plate no. 454141).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 9.19 (PrCt)

67781 Sacramento (Calif.) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps

Shell map of Sacramento. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1947?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1947 publication.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5206 (PrCt)

67782 Sacramento (Calif.) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps

Authors: Union Oil Company of California -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 50 cm. on sheet 71 x 53 cm.
Added title: Sacramento street map. Plate no. 474503.
Verso includes pictorial views and map of downtown Sacramento (plate no. 7-464141-1).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 9.37 (PrCt)

67783 Sacramento (Calif.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps

Shell map of Sacramento. Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5489 (PrCt)
the Arcade, Arden, and Carmichael districts
(plate no. 515048).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 10.17 (PrCt)

67787 Sacramento (Calif.) - Maps - 1952 - Road maps
Sacramento city map : Union Oil Company.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1952].
Authors: Union Oil Company of California -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 50 cm. on sheet 71 x 54 cm.
Added title: Sacramento street map. Plate no. 524503.
Verso includes pictorial views and maps of
downtown Sacramento (plate no. 524141) and
the Arcade, Arden, and Carmichael districts
(plate no. 525048).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 10.22 (PrCt)

67788 Sacramento (Calif.) - Maps - 1953 - Road maps
Sacramento city map / Union Oil Company.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1953?].
Authors: Union Oil Company of California -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress.
Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 50 cm., folded to 18 x 9 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sacramento street map.
Plate no. 534503.
Maps on verso (36 x 27 cm. and 16 x 24 cm.):
Arcade, Arden, Carmichael districts -- Downtown
Sacramento.
Panel art: Illustration of busy city intersection with
76 Union logo and "Price 25c"
Handstamp: Register of Copyrights, Library of
Congress, Washington, D.C., certificate no. 15918.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4469 (PrCt)

67789 Sacramento (Calif.) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps
Sacramento ... tour with Texaco. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1956?].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 79 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sacramento street map.
Plate no. 6-554503-1.
Maps on verso (33 x 24 cm. and 16 x 24 cm.):
Arcade, Arden, Carmichael districts -- Downtown
Sacramento.
Panel art: Texaco gas station on hilly rural road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN Clients 3786 (PrCt)

67790 Sacramento (Calif.) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps
Sacramento Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps
Street map of Sacramento / National Automobile Club ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1956?!].
Authors: National Automobile Club -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 43 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"Copyright by Rand McNally & Company."
Added title: Sacramento street map.
Plate no. 6-554503-1.
Inset (17 x 15 cm.): Bryte, Broderick, West
Sacramento.
Maps on verso (33 x 24 cm. and 16 x 24 cm.):
Arcade, Arden, Carmichael -- Downtown
Sacramento.
Panel art: National Automobile Club logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1748 (PrCt)

67791 Sacramento (Calif.) - Maps - 1957 - Road maps
Sacramento Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1957 - Road maps
Street map of Sacramento / National Automobile Club ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1957?!].
Authors: Union Oil Company of California -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 43 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sacramento street map.
Issued for the Union Oil Company of California.
Plate no. 574503.
Inset (16 x 15 cm.): Bryte, Broderick, west
Sacramento districts.
Maps on verso (33 x 24 cm. and 16 x 24 cm.):
Arcade, Arden, Carmichael districts -- Downtown
Sacramento.
Panel art: 3 illustrations (car driving through
mountains, city scene, and a Union 76 gas
station).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4492 (PrCt)
Authors: Union Oil Company of California -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 58 x 43 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Greater Sacramento street map (eastern section).
Issued for the Union Oil Company of California.
Plate no. 8-5728-1.
Inset (18 x 21 cm.): Folsom and vicinity.
Maps on verso (68 x 43 cm. and 16 x 15 cm.): Greater Sacramento street map (western section) -- Bryte, Broderick, west Sacramento districts.
Panel art: 3 illustrations (car driving through mountains, city scene, and a Union 76 gas station).
Handstamped "Apr 16, 1958" on title panel.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4501 (PrCt)

Sacramento (Calif.) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps
1 map : both sides, col. ; 109 x 112 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added titles: Street map of greater Sacramento (eastern section) -- Street map of greater Sacramento (western section).
Plate no. 665728-2
Inset (8 x 8 cm.): [Map of the Sacramento and Stockton regions].
Panel art: Mobil winged horse logos.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4121 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1212 (PrCt)

67797 Sacramento (Calif.) - Maps - 1969 - Road maps
Sacramento Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1969 - Road maps
Wall maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 109 x 113 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Street map of greater Sacramento (eastern section).
Plate no. 715728-7.
Map on verso (108 x 57 cm.): Street map of greater Sacramento (western section).
Panel art: Gray and red illustration of a Phillips 66 service station.
Bears two Library of Congress copyright handstamps.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2120 (PrCt)

67800 Sacramento (Calif.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps
Authors: Mobil Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 83 x 53 cm., folded to 16 x 9 cm.
"1975 edition"
Panel title.
Panel art: Mobil winged horse logos.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1669 (PrCt)

67801 Sacramento (Calif.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps
Sacramento Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps
Wall maps
1 map : col. ; 54 x 43 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.
"1975 Edition"
Panel title.
Added title: Phillips 66 street map of greater Sacramento (eastern section).
Plate no. 735728-9.
Maps on verso (108 x 43 cm. and 22 x 12 cm.): Phillips 66 street map of greater Sacramento (western section) -- [Western continuation].
Panel art: illustration of goose flying over mountain landscape.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2069 (PrCt)

67798 Sacramento (Calif.) - Maps - 1970 - Road maps
Sacramento Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1970 - Road maps
Wall maps
1 map : col. ; 71 x 57 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Street map of greater Sacramento (eastern section).
Plate no. 695728-5.
Panel art: Illustration of road and Gulf service station.
Includes two Library of Congress copyright handstamps with certificate numbers.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1246 (PrCt)

67799 Sacramento (Calif.) - Maps - 1971 - Road maps
Sacramento Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1971 - Road maps
Wall maps
1 map : both sides, col. ; 72 x 57 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Street map of greater Sacramento (eastern section).
Plate no. 705728-6.
Map on verso (108 x 57 cm.): Street map of greater Sacramento (western section).
Panel art: Gray and red illustration of a Phillips 66 service station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2002 (PrCt)

67802 Sacramento (Calif.) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps
Sacramento Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps
Wall maps
1 map : both sides, col. ; 95 x 53 cm., folded to 27 x 12 cm.
"1976 Edition"
Panel title.
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Sacramento (Calif.) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps

Authors: Mobil Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 55 x 43 cm., on sheet 112 x 46 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"1976 edition"
Panel title.
Added title: Sacramento (eastern section).
Plate no. 735728-9.
Maps on verso (108 x 43 cm. and 22 x 12 cm.):
Sacramento (western section) -- [Sacramento harbor and turning basin].
Panel art: Illustrations of trees, cars on expressway, canoeing, golfing, and unidentified bridge.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1805 (PrCt)

Sacramento County (Calif.) - Maps - 1885 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps
[Sacramento County (Calif.) - 1885: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche].
Authors: Shepherd, Fred. A. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 6 parts; 4 are 20 x 25.5 in. each and 2 are 22 x 25.5 in. each. Scale 1:47,520.
Originally published 1885.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 34 (PrCt)

Sacramento County (Calif.) - Maps - 2003 - Road maps - Placer County (Calif.) - Maps - 2003 - Road maps - El Dorado County (Calif.) - Maps - 2003 - Road maps - Counties - Maps
1 atlas (161-575 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Date on cover: 2003.
$24.95

References: A - X.
417
map4F G4364.S2A3 1850 C6 1968 (PrCt)

Sacramento (Coahuila, Mexico) - Maps - 1768 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Plano del presidio de Santa Rosa Maria del Sacramento dependiente de la governacion de Coaguila y situado en la altura de 28 grados y 15 minutos de latitud boreal y 268° y 49' longitud contados desde el meridiano de Tenerife. Drawn by Joseph de Urrutia. [19--].
Authors: Urrutia, José de, 1728-1800 -- British Library. Add. Ms. 17662 p -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1768 manuscript.
MapPhoto England BL Add. Ms. 17662 p (PrCt)

Sacramento City, Ca. from the foot of J street.
Authors: Cooper, George Victor -- W. Endicott & Co. -- Stringer & Townsend -- Historic Urban Plans (Firm)
1 birds-eye view : col. ; 39 x 59 cm.
Facsimile of original published 1850.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Sacramento County (Calif.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps - Solano County (Calif.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps - El Dorado County (Calif.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps - Yolo County (Calif.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps - Counties - Maps


StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

2 atlases in 1 v. (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm. +1 CD-ROM.

Cover title.

Includes two county atlases with separate title pages: Sacramento County : including portions of Placer, El Dorado, & Yolo counties street guide -- Solano County : including portions of Yolo County street guide.


$33.95

Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

ISBN 0528999567

Sacramento County (Calif.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps - Placer County (Calif.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps - El Dorado County (Calif.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps - Yolo County (Calif.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps - Counties - Maps

Sacramento County, including portions of Placer, El Dorado, and Yolo counties street guide. [Skokie, Ill.] : Rand McNally, 2005.


StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (various pagings.) : col. maps ; 28 cm. +1 CD-ROM.


$24.95

Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

ISBN 0528999577

RMcN StrFdr 2004 .S23 (PrCt)

RMcN StrFdr 2004 .S23a (PrCt)

RMcN StrFdr 2005 .S23 (PrCt)
Sacramento County (Calif.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps
Solano County (Calif.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps
Placer County (Calif.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps
El Dorado County (Calif.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps
Yolo County (Calif.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps

Sacramento County street guide : including portions of Placer, El Dorado, & Yolo counties. Chicago, Ill. Rand McNally, 2006, [i.e.2005].
StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
2 atlases in 1 v. (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm. +1 CD-ROM.
Dated 2006, but received by the Newberry Library in 2005.
Cover title.
Includes two county atlases with separate title pages: Sacramento County street guide: including portions of Placer, El Dorado, & Yolo counties.
G67814

Sacramento County (Calif.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps
Placer County (Calif.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps
El Dorado County (Calif.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps
Yolo County (Calif.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps

Sacramento County street guide : including portions of Placer, El Dorado, & Yolo counties. Chicago, Ill. Rand McNally, 2006, [i.e.2005].
StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
2 atlases in 1 v. (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm. +1 CD-ROM.
Dated 2006, but received by the Newberry Library in 2005.
Cover title.
Includes two county atlases with separate title pages: Sacramento County street guide: including portions of Placer, El Dorado, & Yolo counties.
G67815

Sacramento County (Calif.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps
Placer County (Calif.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps
El Dorado County (Calif.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps
Yolo County (Calif.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps

Sacramento County street guide. Chicago, Ill. Rand McNally, 2006, [i.e.2007].
StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (various pagings.) : col. maps ; 28 cm. +1 CD-ROM.
Dated 2006, but received by the Newberry Library in 2007.
Cover title: Sacramento street guide: including portions of Placer, El Dorado, and Yolo Counties.
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder. "$24.95" -- back cover
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528859773

Acting as a helpful assistant, I understand that the text was extracted from a catalog entry for a collection of maps. The catalog entry provides detailed information about the maps, including their title, authors, format, and publication details. It is clear from the text that the maps are part of the Rand McNally Collection and are shelved in the Newberry Library. The entry includes details about the physical characteristics of the maps, such as the number of atlases, the format of the maps (col. maps), and the presence of CD-ROMs. The dates of the maps range from 2005 to 2007, indicating a period of active publication for these maps. The maps cover various counties in California, including Sacramento, Placer, El Dorado, and Yolo. Each entry includes a cover title and a back cover price, along with a back cover note that forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library). The catalog entry also notes the date of receipt by the Newberry Library and the ISBN for each volume.
2 atlases in 1 v. (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
Includes two county atlases with separate title pages: Sacramento County street guide -- Solano County street guide.
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
"$29.95" -- back cover
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528874330
RMcN StrFdr 2009 .S23a (PrCt)

Sacramento County (Calif.) - Maps - 2009 - Road maps<->Placer County (Calif.) - Maps - 2009 - Road maps<->El Dorado County (Calif.) - Maps - 2009 - Road maps<->Yolo County (Calif.) - Maps - 2009 - Road maps<->Counties - Maps
1 atlas (various pagings.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
"40th edition" -- front cover
Cover title: Sacramento street guide : including portions of Placer, El Dorado, and Yolo Counties.
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
"$24.95" -- back cover
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528874330
RMcN StrFdr 2009 .S23 (PrCt)
Shows drainage, land ownership, settlements, etc.
'By Cadwalader Ringgold, Commander, U.S. Navy; assisted by Edwin Cullberg, Lieut. of the Hydrotechnic Corps, Swedish Navy, and T.A. Emmet, civil engineer, 1850...Projected, constructed & drawn by Fred D. Stuart, hydrographer, late of the U.S. Ex. Ex.; assisted by A.H. Campbell, civil engineer.'
At lower left: Sheet no. 4.
Inset maps: Part of the River Sacramento showing the location of the cities of Sacramento and Boston. Scale [ca. 1:18,000] -- Confluence of the Sacramento River and its middle & west forks. Scale [ca. 1:23,000].
Inset views: View of Sacramento City from the west bank -- Mark for entering the second section of the middle fork of the Sacramento River -- Marks for entering the Sacramento and its forks at their confluence.

Case folio G 941 .74, map 5 (PrCt)
67823
Authors: Northern Pacific Railway Company -- Safeway Stores, Inc.
1 view; 16 x 29 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Oriented with north at bottom left.
5A 7267 (1958 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

67824
Microfiche 583, no. 274 (PrCt)
67825 Saginaw Bay (Mich.) - Maps - 1857-
Triangulation<>Triangulation - Saginaw Bay (Mich.) - Maps - 1857
Survey of the N. & N.W. Lakes showing the progress of the survey in Saginaw Bay, 1857 / Captain G.G. Meade, T.E. Supdt. ; observations of longitude, latitude, and magnetic variation by Lt. C.N. Turnbull, T.E. in 1856 & 1957 ; main triangulation by Lt. O. Poe in 1857. [Saginaw County (Mich.)] Maps<<Landowners
Authors: Pettibone, D.C. : LC G&M Division, [1983?].
Ownership maps on microfiche [Saginaw County (Mich.)]
Removed from Helen H. Tanner Papers.
Scale [ca. 1:126,000].
2/25/77.
County MS map
MS notes in hand of H. H. Tanner 'Saginaw #01011.
the State Archives of Michigan, RG 59
Photocopy; reproduced from ca. 1 map : 61 x 53 cm.
Maps of different parties in different seasons.
Reference: Koepp 945 (35-1) H.exdoc. 2, map 15.
map4F G4112 .S2B5 1857 .J5 (PrCt)
3 atlases in 1 v. (ca. 650 p. in various pagings : ill., maps, ports.) ; 36 cm.
Spine title.
Includes index for each atlas compiled by the Indexing Committee of the Saginaw Genealogical Society (1976).
folio G1413.S2 A8 1992 (NLO)
Authors: Beers, F. W. (Frederick W.) -- Unigraphic (Evansville, Ind.) -- Saginaw Genealogical Society
1 atlas (132 p. : 64 maps, views) ; 36 cm.
Scales vary.
Verso of most leaves blank.
Includes index compiled in 1976 by the Saginaw Genealogical Society. 65 p. ; 36 cm.
29235
ICN 77
67827 Saginaw County (Mich.) - Maps - 1858 - Landowners<<Counties - Maps<<Landowners - Maps
Authors: Pettibone, Darwin A., 1827-1894 -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 38 x 49 in. Scale: 1:100,000.
Originally published Bridgeport Center, Mich.: D. A. Pettibone, 1858.
Microfiche 583, no. 353 (PrCt)
[43x169]67830

Index to the Atlas of Saginaw County, Michigan originally published by Imperial Publishing Company, Saginaw, Michigan, 1896 -- Unigraphic (Evansville, Ind.)
1 map (141, 27 leaves of plates : ill., maps, ports.) ; 36 cm.
Versos of most leaves blank.
Includes historical chapters.
Scales vary.
Includes index compiled in 1976 by the Saginaw Genealogical Society. [2], 65 p. ; 36 cm.
Cf. Phillips 4762.

67833

Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Cooperative Extension Service of Saginaw County (Mich.).
Home Economics Extension Council -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (54 p.) : 27 maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
Other title: Saginaw County, Michigan, biennial atlas & plat book
"Sponsored by Saginaw County home economics extension council of the cooperative extension service, Saginaw Michigan."
Includes index to owners and business directory.
Advertisements on covers and interpersed.
Scale [1:50,688], 1 1/4 in. = 1 mile.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G4113.S2G46 1971 .R58 (NLO)

67834

Saginaw (Mich.) - Maps - 1870
Authors: Land Owner -- Baker & Co. (Chicago, Ill.) -- J.M. Wing & Co.
1 map : col. ; 53 x 39 cm.
"Its railroads, fair grounds, dockage, real estate and general features."
Detached from The Land Owner 2 (Chicago: J.M. Wing and Co., 1870) bet. p. 238-239. [Case Wing +H94.005].
Wood engraving.
5189
map4F G3704.A1 1869 L3 sht. 11 (PrCl)

67835

Saguenay River (Québec) - Maps - 1744
Authors: Bellin, Jacques Nicolas, 1703-1772 -- Heuillard, Guillaume d', d. ca. 1770 -- Charlevoix, Pierre-François-Xavier de, 1682-1761 -- Giffart, Pierre François, b. 1677 -- Charlevoix, Pierre-François-Xavier de, 1682-1761. Histoire et description generale de la Nouvelle France

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
67838  **Saint Anns Bay (N.S.) - Maps - 1715 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts**

**Nautical charts**

*Plan du haure Ste. Anne apresent Port Dauphin.*

[ca. 1715].

Authors: Cartes Marines Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 30, sheet 97

1 ms. map : hand col. ; 435 x 636 mm., on sheet 562 x 719 mm.

Nautical chart of Saint Anns Bay on Cape Breton Island; keyed to references A-G.

Scale [ca. 1:7,440]. 'Echelle de 1250 toises pour une demi lieüë' [= 168 mm.]

Sheet 97 of 115 (i.e. 117; includes sheets 71A and 106A) numbered leaves in the Cartes Marines Manuscript Map Collection, detailing French colonial interests worldwide, ca. 1640-ca. 1726.

Oriented with north at bottom left.

Depths shown with soundings; relief shown with shading.

Pen-and-ink and watercolor (green, brown, yellow; mounted on cloth.

Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 114

Photographic transparency available in Spec. Coll. Image Index.

Ayer ms map proj 03

Digital image available as part of the Newberry Library's Great Lakes Digital Collection via the CARLI Digital Collections website (accessed Nov. 2010):

http://collections.carli.illinois.edu/u?/nby_grlakes, 1079

VAULT drawer Ayer MS map 30 sheet 97 (NLO)

67840  **Saint Anns Bay (N.S.) - Maps - 1790 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles**

**Manuscript maps - Facsimiles**

*Plano de la Bahia de Sta. Ana en la Ysla Real, dominio de las Provincias Unidas de America.*

[Madrid : Servicio Geográfico del Ejército, 1949].

Authors: Spain. Ministerio de la Guerra.

P-b-10-43 -- Cartografía de ultramar (1949) 1 map ; 23 x 29 cm.

In Cartografía de ultramar (Madrid, Impr. de Servicio Geográfico del Ejército, 1949- ), v. 2, pl. 16.

Reproduction of original manuscript in Servicio Histórico del Ejército, Madrid, where it has the shelfmark P - b - 10 - 43.

A description of and complete list of toponyms for this map are in the accompanying text volume.
Saint Augustine Bay (Madagascar) - Maps - 1670 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts

Saint Augustine Bay (Madagascar) - Maps - 1670 - Manuscripts

Carte de Saint Augustin dans l'isle de Saint Laurent. [ca. 1670].
Authors: Cartes Marines Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 30, sheet 14
1 ms. map: hand col.; 316 x 293 mm.
Nautical chart of Saint Augustine Bay, on the southwest coast of Madagascar; includes references A-I, L-Q, and a-d.
Scale [ca. 1:175,000]. ‘Echelle de dix Mille’ [= 106 mm.]
Depths shown with soundings; relief shown pictorially.
Pen-and-ink and watercolor (green, brown, yellow); mounted on cloth.
Sheet 14 of 117 in the Cartes Marines Manuscript Map Collection, detailing French colonial interests worldwide, ca. 1640-ca. 1726.
Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 39 Ayer ms map proj 00
Digital image available as part of the Newberry Library's Great Lakes Digital Collection via the CARLI Digital Collections website (accessed Nov. 2010):
http://collections.carli.illinois.edu/u?/nby_grlakes, 804
VAULT drawer Ayer MS map 30 sheet 14 (NLO)

Saint Augustine (Fla.), Battle of, 1585-1586-1596-1597 - Voyage, 1586-1587-1589-1591-1596 - West Indies Expedition, 1585-1586
S. Avgvstini pars est terrae Florida sub latitudine 30 grad ora vero maritima humilior est ... [Liedien : Hondius?, 1588].
Authors: Boazio, Baptista -- Hondius, Jodocus, 1563-1612 -- Bigges, Walter, d. 1586 -- Raphelengius, Franciscus, 1539-1597 -- Drake, Francis, Sir, 1540-1596 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 40 x 54 cm.
Attributed to Baptista Boazio; engraving attributed to Jodocus Hondius.
Added title at left: Opividm S. Augustini ligneus aedibus constructum ...
Letterpress paste-on at bottom includes references A-I and K-P under letterpress title: S. Avgvstini.
Shows English forces led by Francis Drake

Saint Augustine (Fla.), Battle of, 1585-1586-1587-1589-1591-1596-1597 - Voyage, 1586-1587-1589-1591-1596 - West Indies Expedition, 1585-1586
S. Avgvstini pars est terrae Florida sub latitudine 30 grad ora vero maritima humilior est ... [Liedien : Hondius?, 1588].
Authors: Boazio, Baptista -- Hondius, Jodocus, 1563-1612 -- Bigges, Walter, d. 1586 -- Raphelengius, Franciscus, 1539-1597 -- Drake, Francis, Sir, 1540-1596 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 40 x 54 cm.
Attributed to Baptista Boazio; engraving attributed to Jodocus Hondius.
Added title at left: Opividm S. Augustini ligneus aedibus constructum ...
Letterpress paste-on at bottom includes references A-I and K-P under letterpress title: S. Avgvstini.
Shows English forces led by Francis Drake

67844 Saint Augustine (Fla.) - Maps - 1595 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

Mapa del pueblo, fuerte y caño de San Agustin de la Florida y del pueblo y caño de San Sebastian. [19--].
Map Photo Spain AGI Patronato 1-1-1-19-29 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 16th-century manuscript.
Torres Lanzas, Pedro. Relación descriptiva de los mapas, planos, & de México y Floridas existentes en el Archivo General de Indias (Sevilla, 1900) 2, 17-18
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
existentes en el Archivo General de Indias (Sevilla, 1900): 43,41.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto Spain AGI 140-7-37 (1) (PrCt)

67845 Saint Augustine (Fla.) - Maps - 1595 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Plano del fuerte de San Agustin de la Florida.
[19--].
Authors: Archivo General de Indias. 140-7-37 (2) -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1595 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto Spain AGI 140-7-37 (2) (PrCt)

67846 Saint Augustine (Fla.) - Maps - 1671 - Pictorial works
Pagus Hispanorum in Florida. [London : John Ogilby, 1671].
Authors: Ogilby, John, 1600-1676 -- Ogilby, John, 1600-1676. America : being the latest, and most accurate description of the New World ... (1671) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view ; 27 x 36 cm.
View of unidentified settlement and fort, possibly Saint Augustine, Florida.
In: Ogilby, John. America : being the latest, and most accurate description of the New World ... (London : Printed by the author, 1671) following p. 218.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O3 1671 following p. 218 (PrCt)

67847 Saint Augustine (Fla.) - Maps - 1700-1799 - Harbors - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Plan du port et fort de Saint Augustin de la Floride. [19--].
Authors: France. Service hydrographique. Archives. 138-4-2 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 18th-century manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France ASH 138-4-2 (PrCt)

67848 Saint Augustine (Fla.) - Maps - 1700-1799 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Plan du port et du fort de St.Augustin de la Florida. [19--].
Authors: Bibliothèque nationale (France).

67849 Saint Augustine (Fla.) - Maps - 1700-1799 - Manuscripts
Rio de Santo Agotin na costa da Florida em altura de 30 graos. [17--?].
Authors: Gunther, Charles Frederick, 1837-1920 -- Chicago Historical Society
1 ms. map ; hand col. ; 17 x 28 cm. on sheet trimmed to 22 x 29 cm.
Anonymous and undated; oriented with north at right.
Mounted on backing sheet 25 x 36 cm. Embossed 'Charles F. Gunther Memorial, Chicago Historical Society.'
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.
CHS Coll., Map no. 446 (PrCt)

67850 Saint Augustine (Fla.) - Maps - 1733 - Harbors - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Plan del puerto de Gvaliqvini, rio de S. Francisco de Pupo, situado en la orilla del norte del Rio Sn. Juan, sieta ceguas del presidio de Sn. Agustin de la Florida. [19--].
Authors: Arredondo, Antonio de -- Spain. Ministerio de la Guerra. LM 8a-1a,43 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1737 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto Spain Guerra LM 8a-1a,43 (PrCt)

67851 Saint Augustine (Fla.) - Maps - 1737 - Harbors - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Plano de la entrada de Gvaliqvini, rio de Sn. Simon situado a 31 grados y 17 min. de latitud septentrional. [19--].
Authors: Margary, 1972.
1 map ; 8 x 8 cm.
Inset on facsimile of Popple, Henry. Map of the British Empire in America... (London, 1733).
map4F 3300 sht. 12 (PrCt)

67852 Saint Augustine (Fla.) - Maps - 1738 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Plano y perfil del nuevo fortin de Sn. Francisco de Pupo, situado en la orilla del norte del Rio Sn. Juan, sieta ceguas del presidio de Sn. Agustin de la Florida. [19--].
Authors: Ruiz de Olano, Pedro -- Spain. Ministerio de la Guerra. LM 8a-1a-a,26 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1738 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto Spain AGI 140-7-37 (1) (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

MapPhoto Spain Guerra LM 8a-1a-a,26 (PrCt)

67853 **Saint Augustine (Fla.) - Maps - 1763 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles**

*Manuscript maps - Facsimiles*  
*Sketch of the Castle of St. Augustin, with MS. notes [1763]. [19--].*  

1 map

Photostatic reproduction of 1763 manuscript.  
From the Colonial Office Library, London  
[London: Colonial Office C.O. Cat. No.6, 1914-1916]  
**folio Ayer 136 .H91 1914 ser. 3, v. 1, pl. 53 (PrCt)**

MapPhoto Spain S.H.M. 9a-1a,51 (2) (PrCt)

67854 **Saint Augustine (Fla.) - Maps - 1763 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles**

*Manuscript maps - Facsimiles*  
*Plano del presidio de Sn. Augustin de la Florida ... 1763. [19--].*  
Authors: Castello, Pablo -- Instituto Hidrográfico de la Marina (Spain). S.H.M. 9a-1a,51 (2) -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map

Photostatic reproduction of 1763 manuscript.  
Inset: Plano de lo revante del Canal é Ysla de Sta. Anastasia.  
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

MapPhoto Spain S.H.M. 9a-1a,51 (2) (PrCt)

67855 **Saint Augustine (Fla.) - Maps - 1763 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles**

*Manuscript maps - Facsimiles*  
*Plano del castillo del presidio de Sn. Agustin de la Florida ... en 21 Julio de 1763 ... [19--].*  
Authors: Castello, Pablo -- Spain. Ministerio de la Guerra. LM 8a-1a-a,23 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map

Photostatic reproduction of 1763 manuscript.  
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

MapPhoto Spain Guerra LM 8a-1a-a,23 (PrCt)

67856 **Saint Augustine (Fla.) - Maps - 1764**

*Florida - Maps - 1764*  
*A New & accurate plan of the town of St. Augustine ... to which has been added a ... map of East Florida. [Ithaca, N.Y. Historic Urban Plans (firm), 197-].*  
Authors: Solis, John de -- Historic Urban Plans (firm)

2 maps : col. ; 18 x 46 cm. and 17 x 23 cm. on sheet 37 x 46 cm.  
Facsimile of original published 1764.

MapPhoto Spain Guerra LM 8a-1a-a,23 (PrCt)

67857 **Saint Augustine (Fla.) - Maps - 1765 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles**

*Atlantic Coast (Fla.) - Maps - 1765 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles*  
*City of St. Augustine and environs [ca. 1765]. [197-].*  
Authors: Moncrief, James, 1744-1793 -- Brasier, William -- William L. Clements Library  
1 map ; 51 x 83 cm., reduced from 75 x 119 cm., on 2 sheets each 53 x 46 cm.  
Photocopy of colored manuscript compiled ca. 1765; reproduced from original in the Clements Library (Gage Papers; Brun 643).

Attributed to Moncrief in letter from Douglas W. Marshall of the Clements Library (6 May 1974), stating that it may have been drawn by William Brasier from Moncrief's survey.

Scale [ca. 1:7,000] not ‘400 feet to an inch.’ Oriented with north at right.

**ICN78**

map2F G3934.S2 1765 .C5 (PrCt)

67858 **Saint Augustine (Fla.) - Maps - 1765 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles**

*United States - History - French and Indian War, 1755-1763 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles*  
*Sketch showing the King's froun at St. Augustine. By W. Brasier; [1765]. [19--].*  

1 map

Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1765 manuscript.  
From the Colonial Office Library, London  
**folio Ayer 136 .H91 1914 ser. 3, v. 2, pl. 76-78 (PrCt)**

67859 **Saint Augustine (Fla.) - Maps - 1769**

*St. Augustine, the capital of East Florida. London, 1769.*  
Authors: Jefferys, Thomas, -1771 -- Stork, William -- Nicoll, William, bookseller -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 39 cm.  
Scale [ca. 1:4,800]. Oriented with north toward the right. Shows individual houses and gardens; six buildings are named.

Ayer 150.5 F6 S8 1769 opp. p. 7 (PrCt)

67860 **Saint Augustine (Fla.) - Maps - 1769 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles**

*Manuscript*  
*Sketch of the Castle of St. Augustin, with MS. notes [ca. 1765]. [Ithaca, N.Y. Historic Urban Plans (firm), 197-].  
Authors: Moncrief, James, 1744-1793 -- Brasier, William -- William L. Clements Library  
1 map ; 51 x 83 cm., reduced from 75 x 119 cm., on 2 sheets each 53 x 46 cm.  
Photocopy of colored manuscript compiled ca. 1765; reproduced from original in the Clements Library (Gage Papers; Brun 643).

Attributed to Moncrief in letter from Douglas W. Marshall of the Clements Library (6 May 1974), stating that it may have been drawn by William Brasier from Moncrief's survey.

Scale [ca. 1:7,000] not ‘400 feet to an inch.’ Oriented with north at right.

**ICN78**

map2F G3934.S2 1765 .C5 (PrCt)
maps - Facsimiles

Plano del presidio de Sn. Augustin de la Florida ...

Authors: Puente, Juan Jose Elixio de la --
Instituto Hidrografico de la Marina (Spain).
S.H.M. 9a-1a,50 (1,2) -- Louis C. Karpinski Map
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1769 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map
Collection (Newberry Library).

MapPhoto Spain S.H.M. 9a-1a,50 (1,2) (Pr.Ct)

67861

Saint Augustine (Fla.) - Maps - 1779 -
Manuscripts - Facsimiles

Plano de la ciudad, y fuerte de Sn. Agustín de la Florida, sus inmediaciones y plano de ataque.
Havana, 13 de marzo de 1779. [19.-].
Authors: Archivo General de Indias.
Papeles de Cuba 1291 (1) -- Louis C. Karpinski Map
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1779 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map
Collection (Newberry Library).

MapPhoto Spain AGI Papeles de Cuba 1291 (1) (Pr.Ct)

67862

Saint Augustine (Fla.) - Maps - 1783 -
Manuscripts - Facsimiles

A Plan of St. Augustine [sic] in East Floreda [sic]:
from a survey in 1783. [197-].
Authors: Purcell, John, fl. 1783
1 map ; 37 x 46 cm.
Photocopy of manuscript compiled 1783; location
of original unknown.
Scale [ca. 1:4,500].
Oriented with north at right.
Includes ‘references’ A-I, K-O, a-g.
Gift
ICN78

map2F G3924.S2 1783 P8 (Pr.Ct)

67863

Saint Augustine (Fla.) - Maps - 1788

Plan of the city of St. Augustine. 1962.
Authors: Roque, Mariano de la -- Tanner, Helen
Hornbeck -- Helen H. Tanner Papers (Newberry
Library) -- De la Rocque, Mariano SEE Roque,
Mariano de la -- LaRocque, Mariano de SEE
Roque, Mariano de la
2 maps ; 32 x 54 cm.
‘Based on a map by Mariano LaRocque and his accompanying description, dated April 25, 1788.’
Keyed to 57 references.
Scale ca. 1:2,400.
A reduced copy of this map appears as the front
end paper in Tanner’s “Zéspedes in East Florida,
1784-1790” (Coral Gables, Fl. : University of
Miami Press, c1963) [Ayer F314 .Z47 .T36
1963].
Sheet 1 of this pair is the final published version
of the map; sheet 2 consists of map outlines only,
without title, numbers, or references.
Removed from the Helen H. Tanner Papers.

map4F G3934.S2 1788 .R6 1962 .T3 (Pr.Ct)

Saint Augustine (Fla.) - Maps - 1885

Bloomfield’s illustrated historical guide, embracing an account of the antiquities of St.
Augustine, Florida (with map): to which is added
a condensed guide of the St. John’s, Ocklawaha,
Halifax, and Indian rivers: distance tables to
points on the above-mentioned rivers, and
principal cities north, east, and west. St.
Augustine, Fla. Max Bloomfield, 1885, c1882.
Authors: Bloomfield, Max -- Rand McNally and
Company -- Young, Karl -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
104 p., [2] folded leaves of plates : ill., 2 maps (1
col.) ; 19 cm.
Cover title: Bloomfield’s illustrated historical guide to St. Augustine and Florida
"Every tourist in Florida should procure a copy.
No book published containing such a complete
account."
Includes bibliographical references.
Former owner’s signature: Karl Young.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Full text of another copy (but not the maps)
available online via Google Books (accessed
August 2013):
http://books.google.com/books?id=6IEVAAAAYA
AJ
LC Card Number: 03028228

Baskes F319.S2 B56 1885 (NLO)

67865

Saint Augustine (Fla.) - Maps - 1936 -
Railroads - Pictorial maps

Saint Augustine (Fla.) - Maps - 1936 - Tourist
maps

Florida East Coast Railway - Maps -
1936 - Pictorial maps

Saint Augustine (Fla.) - 1936 -
Railroads - Pictorial maps - Florida East
Coast Railway - 1936 - Tourist maps -
Saint Augustine (Fla.) - 1936 -
Railroads

Map of St. Augustine and environs. [Saint
Augustine, Fla.? Florida East Coast Railway,
1936?].
Authors: Florida East Coast Railway -- Florida
East Coast Railway. Florida east coast [1936?]
1 map : col. ; 13 x 18 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:45,200]
Coordinates: (W 81°20'30"--W 81°16'34"/N
29°55'19"--N 29°52'21")
Oriented with north at left.
Pictorial map showing the route and depot of the
Florida East Coast Railway, Hotel Ponce de
Leon, shrimp fleet, a casino on Vilano Beach,
and more.
In: Florida East Coast Railway. Florida east coast
([Saint Augustine, Fla.? : Florida East Coast
Railway, 1936?]), p. 9.
Saint Augustine ( Fla.) - Maps - 1950 - Road maps - Pictorial maps
Pictorial maps - Saint Augustine (Fla.) - 1950 - Road maps - Saint Augustine (Fla.) - SEE Saint Augustine Region (Fla.) - Road maps - Pictorial maps
Historical map of St. Augustine / E. W. [Saint Augustine, Fla.? St. Augustine Historical Society, ca. 1950?].
Authors: St. Augustine Historical Society and Institute of Science -- E. W. -- W., E. -- Saint Augustine Historical Society and Institute of Science SEE St. Augustine Historical Society and Institute of Science.
Panel title: While in St. Augustine ... visit the oldest house in the oldest city in the United States ... property of the St. Augustine Historical Society and Institute of Science.
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 stacks, aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).
Road map 4C G3934.S2P2 1950 .S3 (PrCt)

Saint Augustine (Fla.) - Pictorial works - 1764 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
A Colored 'view of the Governor's house at St. Augustine, in East Florida, Nov., 1764'; [19--].
1 view
Photostatic reproduction of 1764 manuscript.
folio Ayer 136 .H91 1919 ser. 2, v. 1, pl. 35 (PrCt)

Saint Augustine (Fla.) - Pictorial works - 1764 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
A Colored 'view of the Governor's house in St. Augustine, Nov. 1764'. [19--].
1 view
Photostatic reproduction of 1764 manuscript.
folio Ayer 136 .H91 1919 ser. 2, v. 1, pl. 36 (PrCt)

Saint Augustine Region (Fla.) - Maps - 1700-1799 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Plano del fuerte de San Agustin de la Florida y sus contornos: en el qual se demuestran los parajes que han ocupado los Ingleses, Battarias de cañones y morteros conque han atacado el referido fuerte y plaza por espacio de 27 dias, contados desde el 24 de Junio hasta el 20 de julio (ambos inclusive) de este año de 1740. San Agustin de la Florida 8 de Agosto de 1740. [19--].
Authors: Ruiz de Olano, Pedro -- Archivo General de Indias. 87-3-12 (1) -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1740 manuscript.
Torres Lanzas, Pedro. Relación descriptiva de los mapas, planos, & de México y Floridas existentes en el Archivo General de Indias (Sevilla, 1900) v. 1: 137,102-103
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
MapPhoto Spain AGI 87-3-12 (1) (PrCt)

67872 Saint Augustine Region (Fla.) - Maps - 1740 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Oglethorpe, James Edward, 1696-1785

A Plan of the coast of East Florida from Fort William to Anastasia Island; with a bird's-eye view of the town of St. Augustine, to shew the attack and capture of the place by the English forces under General Oglethorpe in 1740; unfinished. [19--].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1740 manuscript.

67873 Saint Augustine Region (Fla.) - Maps - 1759 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
United States - History - French and Indian War, 1755-1763

A Colored 'sketch [plan] of the city and environs of St. Augustine;' drawn by W. Brasier. [19--].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1759 manuscript.
folio Ayer 136 .H91 1907 ser. 1, v. 2, pl. 5 (PrCt)

67874 Saint Augustine Region (Fla.) - Maps - 1763 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

Plano de lo revtante del Canal é Ysla de Sta. Anastasia ... [19--].
Authors: Castello, Pablo -- Instituto Hidrográfico de la Marina (Spain). S.H.M. 9a-1a,51(2) -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1763 manuscript.
Inset: Plano del presidio de Sn. Augustin de Florida ... . Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto Spain S.H.M. 9a-1a,51(2) (PrCt)

67875 Saint Augustine Region (Fla.) - Maps - 1765 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

Sketch of the city and environs of St. Augustine [ca. 1765]. [19--].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1765 manuscript.
folio Ayer 136 .H91 1914 ser. 3, v. 2, pl. 81 (PrCt)

67876 Saint Augustine Region (Fla.) - Maps - 1766 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

A Colored plan of St. Augustin inlet and town, with its environs, surveyed in the year 1766, by W.G. de Brahm, surveyor-general. [19--].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1766 manuscript.

67877 Saint Augustine Region (Fla.) - Maps - 1777 - Nautical charts

Authors: Pazzi, Giuseppe -- Vanni, Violante, fl. 1763 -- Masi, G. T. -- Masi, G. T. Atlante dell’ America, contenele megiiori carte geografiche ... (1777) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 20 x 29 cm.
In: Masi, G. T. Atlante dell’ America, contenele megiiori carte geografiche ... (Livorno : Gio. Tommaso Masi, e Comp., 1777) pl. [15].
VAULT folio Ayer 135 .A75 1777 pl. [15] (PrCt)

67878 Saint Augustine Region (Fla.) - Maps - 1779 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

Plano del Presidio de Sn. Agustin de la Florida que poseen a la sason los ingleses. Havana, 15 de marzo de 1779. [19--].
Saint-Augustine Region (Fla.) - Maps - 1785 - Landowners - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

Saint John's County (Fla.) - Maps - 1785 - Landowners - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

Duval County (Fla.) - Maps - 1785 - Landowners - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps

Spanish map of part of east Florida. [19-].


1 map

Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1785 manuscript.


Saint-Barthélemy - Maps - 1792 - Saint Martin (West Indies) - Maps - 1792 - Gustavia (Saint-Barthélemy) - Maps - 1792 - Anguilla - Maps - 1792 - Leeward Islands (West Indies) - Maps - 1792


Authors: Fahlberg, Samuel, 1758-1834 -- Åkerland, Erik,1754-1832 -- Kungl. Svenska vetenskapsakademien

1 map ; 53 x 63 cm.

Inset: Speciale-charta öfver Inloppet och Hamnen Carenage samt Staden Gustavia [20 x 33 cm.] See Newberry Library Map Information File. 94072603NL

sc map4F G5030 1792 .F3 (NLO)

Saint-Barthélemy - Maps - 1801 - Administrative and political divisions

Charta öfver ön St. Barthelemy : Konungen af Sverige den IV. Adolph i underdanighet tilegnad. [Stockholm? s.n.], 1798 [i.e. 1801].

Authors: Fahlberg, Samuel, 1758-1834 -- Akrel, Fredrik, 1748-1804

1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 69 cm.

Engraver's imprint slightly obscured.

Shows building locations and names of provinces.

Includes table of cadastral statistics.

Probably detached from an atlas; originally folded to 47 x 25 cm. Paste-on stub at left margin.

'52' in ms. on verso, upper right.

See Newberry Library Map Information File for SC map4F G5030 1792 .F3.

Accession no. 94072604NL

67879

67880

67881

67882

Saint-Catherine (Monastery : Mount Sinai) - Maps - 1980 - Description and Travel


Authors: Galey, John -- Forsyth, George -- Weitzmann, Kurt -- Doubleday and Company, inc. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v.

Edition: A1

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

67883

67884

Saint Charles County (Mo.) - Maps - 1875 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps

Illustrated atlas map of St. Charles County, Mo. / Carefully compiled from personal examinations and surveys. [S.I.] : W.R. Brink & Co., 1875.

Authors: W.R. Brink & Co. -- Brink, Wesley Raymon

1 atlas (67 p. : ill., maps) ; 44 cm.

References: Phillips 15245.
Saint Charles (Mo.) - Pictorial works - 1841 SEE Saint Charles (Mo.)
View of St. Charles, Missouri. [Saint Louis, Mo.: John Caspar Wild, 1841].
1 view; 12 x 19 cm.
"Entered according to act of Congress by J.C. Wild in the year 1841 in the Office of the Clerk of the District Court of Mo."
Accompanied by descriptive text (p. 36-38).
The 9-part series was published in Saint Louis between 1841-1842 by the artist John Caspar Wild at the Republican Printing Office, and printed by Chambers and Knapp.
Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library).
Duplicate copies: folio Graff 4127 -- Ayer 160.5 .M76 W66 1948 (facsimile reprint)
VAULT folio Ayer 160.5 .M76 W66 1841, plate VII, between p. 34-35 (PrCt)

Saint Clair County (Ill.) - Maps - 1863 - Landowners - Counties - Maps
Authors: Holmes, J. W., fl. 1876 -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 26 x 26 in. Scale 1:74,000.
Originally published Vienna, Ill.: Guy Beauman, 1899.
Microfiche 583, no. 131 (PrCt)

Saint Clair County (Ill.) - Maps - 1901 - Landowners - Counties - Maps
[Saint Clair County (Ill.) - 1901: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche]. [Washington, D.C.]: LC G&M Division, [1983?].
Authors: Geo. A. Ogle & Co.
1 atlas (101, supp. xxii p.) : ill., ports., col. maps (part double) ; 45 cm.
oversize F 89676 .642 (NLO)

Saint Clair County (Ill.) - Maps - 1914 - Topographic maps
1 map : col. ; 86 x 85 cm.
Scale 1:62,500; (W 90°16'--W 89°42'/N 38°39'--N 38°13').
Relief shown by contours and spot heights.
Paper label in lower left corner: This map including a plat book ... (1901) -- Whipporwill Publications -- Marissa Historical and Genealogical Society
106, 16, 141, 9 p. : ill., maps ; 35 cm.
Spine title.
Facsimile reprints of 2 atlases (bound together):
Each atlas includes a name index paged separately.
folio G1408.S2 W3 1984 (NLO)

Saint Clair County (Ill.) - Maps - 1874-1901 - Landowners - Counties - Maps
1 map : col. ; 86 x 85 cm.
Scale 1:62,500; (W 90°16'--W 89°42'/N 38°39'--N 38°13').
Relief shown by contours and spot heights.
Landowners<<>>Counties -
Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
Combination atlas map of St. Clair County, Michigan ... Philadelphia : Everts & Stewart, 1876.
Authors: Everts & Stewart
1 atlas (54 p. ill., maps (some col.)) ; 45 cm.
oversize F 90178 .188 (NLO)

1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 18th-century manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France BSH B 4044-70 (PrCt)

1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 18th-century manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France BSH B 4044-71 (PrCt)

Authors: Allen, James, 1806-1846 -- Schoolcraft, Henry Rowe, 1793-1864 -- Schoolcraft, Henry Rowe, 1793-1864. Narrative of an expedition through the upper Mississipi to Itasca Lake ... (1834) -- Harper & Brothers -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 46 x 23 cm.
In: Schoolcraft, Henry Rowe. Narrative of an expedition through the upper Mississipi to Itasca Lake ... (New York : Harper, 1834), opposite p. [120].
Shows route from the Mississippi River to Lake Superior via the Saint Croix and Bois Brule rivers. Scale [ca. 1:522,500], Relief shown by hachures.
Prime meridian: Greenwich.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Graff 3698, opp. p. [120] (PrCt)

67988 Saint Croix (V.I.) - Maps - 1799
Charte over den Danske oe St. Croix i Amerika førtaediget i claret 1794, og udgivet i claret 1799. [2003].
Authors: Oxholm, Peter Lotharius, 1753-1827 -- Angelo, Teodor Gottfred Nicolas, 1767-1816
1 map ; on sheet 66 x 173 cm.
Photocopy of original published Copenhagen: Peter Oxholm, 1799.
map4F G5012.S2 1799 O9 2003 (PrCt)

67989 Saint Croix (V.I.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps - Pictorial maps
Saint Thomas (V.I.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps - Pictorial maps
Saint Croix (V.I.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps - Pictorial maps
Saint Thomas (V.I.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps - Advertising maps - 1975 - Road maps - Pictorial maps
Authors: Derdeyn, Eugene -- Creative Sales Corp. -- National Car Rental (Firm)
2 maps : back to back, col. ; on sheet 28 x 43 cm.
Pictorial road maps by Eugene Derdyn published for National Car Rental.
Insets: Frederiksted -- Christiansted -- Downtown Charlotte Amalie.
temp map1F G5010 1975 .D4 (PrCt)

67990 Saint Eustatius (Netherlands Antilles) - Maps - 1700-1799 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Plan de l'Isle de St. Eustache. [19-].
Authors: Nicolas, 18th cent. -- Bibliothèque nationale (France). Portef. 106-83 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 18th-century manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France BN Portef. 106-83 (PrCt)

Authors: Broke, Horatio George -- Weller, F. S. -- Broke, Horatio George. With sack and stock in Alaska (1891) -- Longmans, Green, and Co. -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 15 x 10 cm., on sheet folded to 19 x 12 cm.
Details route of mountaineering expedition.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Graff 407 [map 2 of 2] (PrCt)

1 map : col. ; 10 x 15 cm., on sheet folded to 19 x 12 cm.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Graff 407 [map 1 of 2] (PrCt)

67993 Saint Francois County (Mo.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps
224 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
1st ed.
'Deluxe edition.'
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Saint George's Channel (Ireland and Wales) - Maps - 1693 - Nautical chartsSaint George's Channel (Ireland and Wales) - 1693 - Nautical charts

A Correct chart of St. George's Channel and the Somers' Islands. Written in French by Mr. Rapin de Thoyras. Translated into English with additional notes, by N. Tindal (London : James, John and Paul Knapton, 1732-1747) v. [6] map [21].


Authors: Morris, Lewis, 1700-1765 -- Bartholomew, John -- Hall, S. -- Lewis Morris Publications
1 v. ; 22 cm.
Cf. Phillips 3999.

folio G1822 S17 M67 1987 (NLO)


Authors: Morris, Lewis, 1700-1765 -- Bartholomew, John -- Hall, S. -- Lewis Morris Publications -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 24 maps ; 211 x 300 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)


Authors: Morris, Lewis, 1700-1765 -- Hill,

pl. [9].
Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger):
English Pilot. Part 1 [1702?]
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .E55 1690 [pt. 1], pl. [9] (PrCt)
Nathaniel, 1708-1768 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 25 maps
Included maps engraved by Nathaniel Hill.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

67917 Saint George's Channel (Ireland and Wales) - Maps - 1749 - Nautical charts - Saint George's Channel (Ireland and Wales) - 1749 - Nautical charts

Saint George's Channel. [London : s.n., 1749].
1 map ; 44 x 58 cm.
Nautical chart without imprint.
Title from oversize lettering at center.
Includes dedication "to Sr. Richard Rooth Knt., late Governer of the near Kinsale ... presented by Capt. Greenville Collins".
Oriented with north at right.
In: Collins, Greenville. Great Britain's coasting-pilot ... (London : Printed by William and John Mount and Thomas Page, 1749), [plate 18].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.


A Correct chart of St. George's Channel and the Irish Sea ... for Mr. Tindal's continuation of Mr. Rapin's history. [London : s.n., ca. 1785?].
1 map ; 45 x 36 cm.

67921 Saint George's Channel (Ireland and Wales) - Maps - 1801 - British Isles - Maps - 1801 Plans St. George & Bristol Channels. Shrewsbury : L. Morris, 1798 [i.e. 1801].
Authors: Morris, Lewis, 1700-1765 -- Simpkins -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. : 31 maps ; 313 x 232 mm. 2nd ed. Ed:WmMorris Phillips 2889
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)


A New and correct chart of St. George's Channel. London, 1804.
Authors: Heather, W. (William), 1764-1812 1 map : hand col. ; 76 x 185 cm. on 3 sheets.
Saint George’s (Grenada) - Maps - 1740-1749 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles

[Map of fortifications at Saint George’s, Grenada]. [19-].
Authors: Bibliothèque nationale (France). Ge D 8063 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of ca. 174?-? manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Map

Photo France BN Ge D 8063 (PrCt)

Saint George’s (Grenada) - Maps - 1760 - Grenada - Maps - 1760
Authors: Caylus, Charles, chevalier de, 1698-1750 -- Jefferys, Thomas, -1771
1 map ; 32 x 24 cm.
In Jefferys, Thomas. Natural and civil history of the French dominions in North and South America (London, 1760) pt. 2, opposite p. 156.

‘By Mr. de Caylus, Engineer General of the French islands.’
Scale [ca. 1:3,650].
Relief shown by hachures; soundings in fathoms.
Inset: The Isle of Grenada.

F 80.45 pt. 2, opp. p. 156 (PrCt)

Saint George (Utah) - Maps - 1872
Sketch of St. George, Utah ... 1872.
Authors: U.S. Geographical Surveys West of the One Hundredth Meridian -- Wheeler, George M. (George Montague), 1842-1905. Report upon United States Geographical Surveys West of the One Hundredth Meridian (1875-1889) 1 map ; 11 x 10 cm. on sheet 30 x 40 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:37,600].

Govt. W 8.5:2 pl. 6, opp. p. 491 (PrCt)

Saint Helena - Maps - 1703
The Island of Saint Hellena / by John Seller. [London : s.n., 1703].
Authors: Seller, John, fl. 1658-1698 -- Seller, John, fl. 1658-1698. A New system of geography : designed in a most plain and easie method ... (1703)
1 map ; 11 x 13 cm.
In Seller, John. A New system of geography : designed in a most plain and easie method ... (London : Jeremiah Seller ; Charles Price ; John Senex, 1703) map [63].

Oriented with north at bottom left.

Case 3A 1704 map [63] (PrCt)

Saint Helena - Maps - 1703 - Trindade Island (Brazil) - Maps - 1703 - Coasts - Nautical charts - Trindade Island (Brazil) - Maps - 1703 - Coasts
A New mapp of the Island of Saint Hellena. London [i.e. Amsterdam : Theatrum Orbis Terrarum Ltd., 1970].
Inset (7 x 10 cm.): A Draught of the Island of Trinidada taken by Capt. Edm Halley in the year 1700 ...
Oriented with north at bottom left.
Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger): English Pilot. Part 3 (1703)

Map Ref oversize G1025 .T37 ser. 5, v. 3, following p. 18 (PrCt)

Saint Helena - Maps - 1720 - Manuscripts
Carte de l’isle Sainte Helene aux Anglois. [ca. 1720].
Authors: Cartes Marines Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 30, sheet 9 1 ms. map : hand col. ; 484 x 681 mm.
Map of the island of Saint Helena, a British colony and port of call in the South Atlantic Ocean.
Scale not determined. ‘Echelle dune lieue a vingt au degré’ [= 115 mm.] Relief shown pictorially.
Oriented with north at lower left.
Pen-and-ink and watercolor (green, brown, yellow, red); mounted on cloth.
Sheet 9 of 117 in the Cartes Marines Manuscript Map Collection, detailing French colonial interests worldwide, ca. 1640-ca. 1726.
Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 139 Ayer ms map proj 00 Digital image available as part of the Newberry Library’s Great Lakes Digital Collection via the CARLI Digital Collections website (accessed Nov. 2010):
http://collections.carli.illinois.edu/u?/nby_grlakes, 810
VAULT drawer Ayer MS map 30 sheet 9 (NLO)
67929 Saint Helena - Pictorial works - 1597
Die Insel S. Helena. [Frankfurt am Main : Hartmann Palthenium in Verlegung der Hulsichen, 1625].
Authors: Hulsius, Levinus, d. 1606. Erste Schifffart In die Orientalische Indien (1625) -- Parthenius, Hartmann, fl. 1615-1631 -- Hulsius Erben -- Hulsius, Levinus, d. 1606. [Sammlung von sechs und zwanzig Schifffahrten] (1645-1655) 1 map ; 6.0 x 13.9 cm. on sheet 20 x 15 cm.
In Hulsius, Levinus, Erste Schifffart In die Orientalische Indien (Frankfurt am Main : durch Hartmann Palthenium in Verlegung der Hulsischen, 1625), opp. p. 59.
Shows the Dutch fleet in front of the island in May 1597; the letters A-E on the map do not seem to be keyed to the text.
In upper right corner: 68.
VAULT Ayer 110 .H9 1608, v. 1, pt. 1, p. 59 (PrCt)

67930 Saint Helens, Mount (Wash.) - Pictorial works - 1860 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
St. Helens, Mount (Wash.) SEE Saint Helens, Mount (Wash.) SEESaint Helens, Mount (Wash.)
Mt. St. Helens from Mollalle Prairie. 1861.
Authors: Williams, Loren L., 1828-1881 -- Williams, Loren L., 1828-1881. Journal (1851-1880) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library) 1 ms. view : hand col. ; 8 x 19 cm., on sheet 31 x 19 cm.
Unsigned manuscript view in Williams, Loren L. Journal v. 2, p. 191.
Forms part of Williams's manuscript journals, chronicling his life in Oregon between 1851-1880.
Pen-and-ink and watercolor.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
VAULT folio Graff 4683 v. 2, p. 191 (PrCt)

[Sketch map of St. James's Square in London]. [ca. 1790?].
1 ms. map ; on sheet 19 x 24 cm.
Anonymous, untitled, and undated manuscript; buildings surrounding the square are named.
Oversize letters 'B O' in ms. on verso.
Pen-and-ink.
map1F 5754.L7:S23 (PrCt)

67932 Saint-Jean (Québec) - Maps - 1720 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Richelieu River (N.Y. and Vt.-Québec) - Maps - 1720 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Chambly (Québec) - Maps - 1720 - Fortification - Manuscripts
Carte depuis la prairie de la Magdalaine jusques à la rivière de Chambly où est marqué le chemin de la prairie à Jean où mouille la barque du Lac Champlain; drawn about 1720. [19--].
Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1720 manuscript.

67933 Saint-Jean (Québec) - Maps - 1791 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Chambly (Québec) - Maps - 1791 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Fort Chambly (Chambly, Québec) - Maps - 1791 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
A colored 'Plan and sections of the new works proposed at St. John's;' drawn by Captain Gother Mann, Quebec, 7th May, 1791. [19--].
Authors: Mann, Gother, 1747 -- Mann, Quebec, 7th May, 1791. [19--].
Photostatic reproduction of 1791 manuscript.

67934 Saint John (N.B.) - Maps - 1763 - Harbors - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
A Colored plan of St. John's Harbor. [19--].
Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1763 manuscript.

67935 Saint John (N.B.) - Maps - 1875 - Landowners
Landowners - Facsimiles
Manuscripts
Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Maps - 1875 - Landowners<<>>Counties -
Maps<<Landowners - Maps
Atlas of Saint John City and county New
Brunswick. Belleville, Ontario : Mika Publishing
Authors: Roe, Frederick B., 1845-1905 -- George
N. Colby & Co. (Houlton, Me.) -- Roe & Colby --
Worley & Bracher -- Bourquin, F. (Frederick), b.
1808 -- Mika Publishing Company, Belleville,
Facsimile of original published St. John, N.B.:
Roe & Colby, 1875; in same volume with reprint
of Atlas of York County New Brunswick, originally
published Fredericton, N.B.: H. E. Halfpenny,
1878.
Facsimile title: Historical atlas of York County,
N.B. and St. John, N.B. (city and county).
Cl. Phillips 10396.
M1367
oversize G1133.Y6 H5 1973 (NLO)

Saint John (N.B.) - Pictorial works - 1882
The City of St. John, New Brunswick. 1883.
Authors: Bailey (O.H.) and Co., Boston --
Non-Entity Press
1 birds-eye view ; 43 x 76 cm.
Facsimile of original published Boston, 1882;
reproduced from original in the Provincial
Archives, Fredericton, N.B.
Includes 18 views of buildings and references
1-132.
85-71466
4126
map6F G3434.S25A3 1882 B3 1983 (PrCt)

Saint John River (Me. and N.B.) - Maps - 1785
- Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<New
Brunswick - Maps - 1785 - Postal service -
Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<Postal service -
New Brunswick - Maps - 1785 - Manuscripts -
Facsimiles<<Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
A Colored map of the post route between the
River St. Lawrence and the Bay of Fundy. [19--].
Authors: Peachey, James, d. 1797 -- British
Library. Crown 119:59.2C -- Edward E. Ayer
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1785 manuscript.
MapPhoto England BL Crown 119:59.2C
(PrCt)

Saint John River Valley (Me. and N.B.) - Maps
- 1784 - Landowners - Manuscripts -
Facsimiles<<Manuscript maps - Facsimiles<<Counties -
Maps<<Landowners - Maps
Plan of the River St. John, wherein is delineated
the several allotments of land granted and lais out
to be granted [to] loyal emigrants and disbanded
corps; done under the orders and directions of
H.E. Governor Parr, by Charles Morris, S. Gen.,
1784. [19--].
Authors: Morris, Charles, fl. 1749-1765 -- Parr,
John, 1725-1791 -- Hulbert, Archer Butler,
1873-1933 -- Hulbert, Archer Butler, 1873-1933.
The Crown Collection of photographs of
-- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1784 manuscript.
In: Hulbert, Archer Butler. The Crown Collection
of photographs of American maps. Series 2
[Harlow, Engand: Fleming, 1909-1912].
(PrCt)

Saint John River Valley (Me. and N.B.) - Maps
- 1812 - Landowners - Manuscripts -
Facsimiles<<Manuscript maps -
Facsimiles<<Counties -
Maps<<Landowners - Maps
Survey of the great and important river of St.
John, &c.: and of the British settlements of New
Brunswick ... [19--].
Authors: Tatham, William, 1752--1819 --
Campbell, Robert, fl. 1784 -- Morris, Charles, fl.
1749-1765 -- U.S. National Archives. RG 76
1 map ; 68 x 56 cm., on 2 sheets each 46 x 61
cm.
Photocopy of 1812 manuscript in the National
Archives, Washington (RG 76).
'Taken from the surveys of Captain Robert
Campbell of the 40th Co. St. John's loyalists,
made in 1784, 1785, 1786 and 1787, and from
various other surveys and notes made by and
under Charles Morris Esqr., surveyor general ... .'
Scale [ca. 1:250,000] or 'miles, four [to 1] inch.'
Shows river valley from St. John to ca. 35 miles
beyond Fredericton.
Gift 1976.
ICN78
map2F G3432.S2 1812 T3 (PrCt)

Saint John County (Fla.) - Maps - 1765
- Coasts - Manuscripts -
Facsimiles<<Atlantic Coast (Fla.) - Maps -
1765 - Manuscripts -
Facsimiles<<Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Sketch of part of the coast of East Florida from
St. Augustine to the Bay of Musquitos. By James
Moncrief, engineer.
Authors: Moncrief, James, 1744-1793 -- Hulbert,
Archer Butler, 1873-1933 -- Hulbert, Archer
Butler, 1873-1933. The Crown Collection
of photographs of American maps -- Great Britain.
Colonial Office. Library. C.O. Cat. No.14 --
Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1765 manuscript.
In: Hulbert, Archer Butler. The Crown Collection
of photographs of American maps : series III.
From the Colonial Office Library, London
folio Ayer 136.H91 1914 ser. 3, v.  2, pl. 69-70
(PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

67941 Saint Johns River Valley (Fla.) - Maps - 1881
A New and accurate detail map (nearly eight feet in length) of the St. Johns River, Florida, for the use of tourist travelers. New York: Leve & Alden's Tourist Publication Dept., 1881.
Authors: Taylor, Frank H. (Frank Hamilton), 1846-1927 -- Leve & Alden, publishers, New York
1 map ; 233 x 33 cm., folded to 23 x 17 cm.
'Second edition.'
Scale: 1:8,125 13/16 of a mile to the inch.
G 10872 .864 (NLO)

67942 Saint Joseph Bay (Fla.) - Maps - 1718
Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Plan de la Baye de St. Joseph tire par Jean Béranger ce 1e. May 1718. [19--].
Authors: Béranger, Jean -- Bibliothèque nationale (France). Ge DD 2987-8809 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1718 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France ASH 138

67948 Saint Joseph County (Ind.) - Maps - 1875
Road maps
Sectional map of St. Joseph County, Ind. [Chicago : Higgins, Belden & Company, 1875].

67946 Saint Joseph County (Ind.) - Maps - 1863
Landowners - Counties
Authors: Stokes, M. W. -- Library of Congress.
Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 6 parts; 3 are 25.5 x 23 in. each and 3 are 26.5 x 23 in. each. Scale 1:28,160.
Originally published South Bend, Ind.: M. W. Stokes, 1863.
Microfiche 583, no. 168 (PrCt)

67947 Saint Joseph County (Ind.) - Maps - 1875
Landowners - Counties
Authors: Higgins, Belden & Company
1 atlas (105 p. : ill., maps) ; 45 cm.
Error in paging : p. 5-6 omitted in numbering.
Digital version of another copy available on the St. Joseph County Public Library website: http://www2.sjcl.org/1875Atlas/slideshow/?browsesection=View+the+1875+Atlas+as+a+slideshow
oversize F 8958 .434 (NLO)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Saint Joseph County (Ind.) - Maps - 1895 - Landowners - Maps

Standard atlas of St. Joseph County, Indiana : including a plat book of the villages, cities and townships of the county, map of the state, United States and world, farmers directory, reference business directory and departments devoted to general information, analysis of civil governments, etc. etc. / compiled ... by Geo. A. Ogle & Co. Chicago : G.A. Ogle, 1895.
Authors: Geo. A. Ogle & Co.
1 atlas (80, viii p.) : chiefly col. maps ; 46 cm.
Scales vary.

digital version of another copy available on the St. Joseph County Public Library website:
oversize F 8958 .434, following title page

Saint Joseph County (Ind.) - Maps - 1908 - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Baker & Co. (Indianapolis, Ind.) -- Chicago Historical Society
1 map : col. ; 14 x 14 inches
Hand-stamped 'Baker & Co., Indianapolis.'
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.

CHS Coll., Map no. 363 (PrCt)

Saint Joseph County (Ind.) - Maps - 1929 - Landowners - Maps

Authors: Thrift Press (Rockford, Ill.)
1 atlas (62 p.) : maps (part col.) ; 47 cm.
Compiled from surveys and the public records of St. Joseph County, Indiana.'
Includes index.
oversize G1403.S2 T57 1929 (NLO)

Saint Joseph County (Mich.) - Maps - 1858 - Landowners - Maps

Standard atlas of St. Joseph County, Michigan ...
Saint Joseph (Mo.) - Maps - 1859 - Ferries - Saint Joseph (Mo.) - Steam Ferry (Mo.) - Maps - 1859 - Map printing - Wood engravings - Maps - 1859 - Saint Joseph and Bellemont Steam Ferry (Mo.) SEE St. Joseph and Bellemont Steam Ferry (Mo.) Wood engravings

St. Joseph and Bellemont Steam Ferry. [St. Louis : s.n., 1859].

Saint Joseph (Mo.) - Maps - 1886


Saint Joseph (Mo.) - Maps - 1892


Saint Kitts and Nevis - Maps - 1775

St. Christophers, or St. Kitts, surveyed by ... London : Robt. Sayer, 1775 [i.e. 1780].

Chicago : Brock & Company, 1930.

Authors: St. Joseph and Bellemont Steam Ferry (Mo.) -- Parker, Nathan H. (Nathan Howe). The Illustrated miners' hand-book and guide to Pike's Peak ... (1859) -- Huyett, D. H. -- Parker & Huyett -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library) -- Saint Joseph and Bellemont Steam Ferry (Mo.) SEE St. Joseph and Bellemont Steam Ferry (Mo.) Wood engravings

1 view : wood engraving ; 6 x 8 cm.

In guidebook attributed to Nathan H. Parker and D.H. Huyett (see L. Hafen, Pike's Peak gold rush guidebooks of 1859 (1941), p. 261): The Illustrated miners' hand-book and guide to Pike's Peak, with a new and reliable map, showing all the routes, and the gold regions of western Kansas and Nebraska ... (Saint Louis : Parker & Huyett, 1859), at end.


1 view ; on sheet 13 x 22 cm.

In The Hannibal and St. Joseph Railroad Company have received by grant from Congress over 600,000 acres of the choicest farming and woodlands ... (St. Joseph, Mo. : Hannibal and St. Joseph Railroad Office, 1860) between pages 30-31.

Saint Kitts and Nevis - Maps - 1775

St. Christophers, or St. Kitts, surveyed by ... London : Robt. Sayer, 1775 [i.e. 1780].

Authors: Ravell, Anthony, fl. 1770 -- Jefferys, Thomas, -1771 -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Robert Sayer and John Bennett (Firm) -- Jefferys, Thomas, d. 1771. The West-India atlas ... (1780) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 45 x 60 cm.

Map dated 1775.

Engraved Roman numeral 'IV' at upper right. Inset (22 x 18 cm.): Nevis, by Thomas Jefferys.
Includes one coastal profile.
In: Jefferys, Thomas. The West-India atlas : or, A compendious description of the West-Indies (London : R. Sayer and J. Bennett, 1780) pl. [27].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .J46 1780 pl. [27] (PrCt)

67965 Saint Kitts and Nevis - Maps - 1822
St. Christophers ; St. Lucia ; Nevis. [Edinburgh] : Drawn & engraved for Thomson's New general atlas, [1822?].
Authors: Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1822?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 3 maps : hand col. ; 48 x 57 cm. or smaller, on sheet 53 x 69 cm.
Added title in upper margin: West India Islands.
In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (Edinburgh ; London ; Dublin : John Thomson and Company ; Baldwin, Craddock, and Joy ; John Cumming, 1817, [i.e. 1821?]) map 64. Printed paste-on label 'No. 64' on verso.
oversize Ayer 135 .T4 1817 map 64 (PrCt)

67966 Saint Kitts and Nevis - Maps - 1829
St. Christophers ; St. Lucia ; Nevis. [Edinburgh] : Drawn & engraved for Thomson's New general atlas, [1829?].
Authors: Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1829?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 3 maps : hand col. ; 48 x 59 cm. or smaller, on sheet 53 x 74 cm.
Added title in upper margin: West India Islands.
In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (Edinburgh ; London ; Dublin : Printed by G. Ramsay and Co. for J. Thomson and Co. ; Baldwin, Cradock and Joy ; John Cumming, 1821 [i.e. 1822?]), v. 2, map 64. Engraved 'No. 64' at upper right.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1821, v. 2, map 64 (NLO)

67967 Saint Kitts and Nevis - Maps - 1829
Bibliography
Authors: Tooley, R. V. (Ronald Vere), 1898-1986

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Saint Kitts - Maps - 1699 - Fortification - Manuscripts

Isle de St. Christophe. 1699.

Authors: Cartes Marines Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 30, sheet 67

1 ms. map : hand col.; 490 x 685 mm.

Map of the island of Saint Kitts showing three divisions: the central part belonging to England, and the two ends to France. Includes key to lettered locations A, BB, C-E, FF, G-I, and K. Also includes inset map (245 x 318 mm.) of fort (later the site of Fort Thomas?) on the cape west of Basseterre: Plan du Nouvueau projet de fortification pour lisle St. Christophle...du fort proposé le 25 Mars 1699.

Scale [ca. 1:69,400].

‘Echelle de mille’ appears above bar scale of ‘5000 Angloises’ (i.e. 5 English miles); bar scale = 116 mm.

Relief shown pictorially and with shading.

Pen-and-ink and watercolor (green, grey, yellow, brown, red); mounted on cloth.

Sheet 67 of 117 in the Cartes Marines Manuscript Map Collection, detailing French colonial interests worldwide, ca. 1640-ca. 1726. Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 67 Ayer ms map proj 00

Digital image available as part of the Newberry Library's Great Lakes Digital Collection via the CARLI Digital Collections website (accessed Nov. 2010):

http://collections.carli.illinois.edu/u?/nby_grlakes, 926

VAULT drawer Ayer MS map 30 sheet 67 (NLO)

Saint Lawrence County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1839 - Counties - Maps

Map of the County of St. Lawrence. New York : Stone and Clark, 1839.


1 map : hand col.; 52 x 64 cm.

In Burr, David H. and Simeon De Witt. An Atlas of the State and of the several counties (New York: Rawdon, Clark & Co., 1839). Map dated 1829 and 1839. Includes continuation inset, 9 x 23 cm.: Southeast corner of the county....

67968

67971

67969

67970

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Saint Lawrence County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1853 - Geology

Section from geographical map of St. Lawrence County. 1853.

Authors: Orr, Nathaniel, fl. 1844-1860 -- Hough, Franklin Benjamin, 1822-1885

1 map ; 11 x 17 cm.


M1057
F 85171.4 opp. p. 464 (PrCt)

Saint Lawrence County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1853

Map of the county of St. Lawrence. 1853.

Authors: Hough, Franklin Benjamin, 1822-1885 -- Pelletier, F.

1 map ; 35 x 50 cm.


M1052
map6G G3803.S2 1853 H6 (PrCt)

Saint Lawrence County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1858 - Landowners


1 map

'Published 1897. Copyrighted 1896.' Mounted on cloth with rollers.

Accession no. 96090504NL Holzheimer.
maproll G3803.S2G46 1897 .B6 (PrCt)

Saint Lawrence, Gulf of - 1720 - Nautical charts

Carte generale du Golfe St. Laurent, isles adjacentes avec l'entree du fleuve du m-emme nom. [ca. 1720].

Authors: Chadenat, Charles -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 145.

1 ms. map : hand col. ; on sheet 394 x 535 mm. Anonymous coastal chart covering most of the Gulf of Saint Lawrence, but most detailed for Cape Breton Island.

Scale [ca. 1:2,530,000]. 'Echelle de quarant[e] lieues' [= 88 mm.]. Relief shown pictorially.

In pencil at lower left: Chadenat 1901. fr. 100. Pen-and-ink and watercolor (green, grey, yellow, red); sectioned and mounted on cloth; ms. '18' in blue crayon on cloth backing.

Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library).


VAULT oversize Ayer MS map 145 (NLO)

Saint Lawrence, Gulf of - Maps - 1715 - Nautical charts


Authors: Beers, S. N. -- Beers, D. G. (Daniel G.)

-- Stone & Stewart -- Wehle, Martin

92 p. ; ill., maps (1 fold.) ; 41 cm.


No. 35 of a series.

This book is no. 33 of 300 copies.

Phillips 2252.

79-43558

ICN 79 oversize G1253.S2 B4 1865a (NLO)
Digital image available as part of the Newberry Library's Great Lakes Digital Collection via the CARLI Digital Collections website (accessed Nov. 2010):
http://collections.carli.illinois.edu/u?/nby_grlakes, 1069
VAULT drawer Ayer MS map 30 sheet 100 (NLO)

Saint Lawrence, Gulf of - Maps - 1715 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts
Carte depuis la petite Baye des Rochers jusqu'a la voyageuse Baye St. Louis, costa de Labrador. [1715].
Authors: Beauvilliers, sieur de, d. 1730
Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 30, sheet 101
1 ms. map : hand col. ; 471 x 660 mm., on sheet 560 x 725 mm.
Coastal chart of the Strait of Belle Isle and the Gulf of Saint Lawrence in southeastern Québec and southern Labrador, ranging between ‘Riviere de Moulagamiou’ (i.e. Coacoachay Bay?) to the pointe de Belsamont (i.e. the Aguanus River?) eastward past the Mecatina island groups, Eskimo Bay on the Saint Paul River, then into Labrador through Forteau Bay and past St. Lewis Sound. Most detailed in the Bradore Bay region; identifies Indian villages and the estate of the estate of Augustin Le Gardeur de Courtemanche, colonial ambassador and commandant.
Scale [ca. 1:375,000]. ‘Echelle de 10 lieües’ [= 148 mm.]
Sheet 101 of 115 (i.e. 117; includes sheets 71A and 106A) numbered leaves in the Cartes Marines Manuscript Map Collection, detailing French colonial interests worldwide, ca. 1640-ca. 1726.
Relief shown pictorially and depths shown with soundings (Bradore Bay only).
Pen-and-ink and watercolor (green, grey, yellow, brown, red); mounted on cloth.
Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 101
Photographic transparency available in Spec. Coll. Image Index.
Ayer ms map proj 03

Digital image available as part of the Newberry Library’s Great Lakes Digital Collection via the CARLI Digital Collections website (accessed Nov. 2010):
http://collections.carli.illinois.edu/u?/nby_grlakes, 1078
VAULT drawer Ayer MS map 30 sheet 101

67980

Saint Lawrence, Gulf of - Maps - 1715 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts
Carte depuis la Riviere des Hommes jusqu’a la petite Baye des Rochers, Coste de Labrador ; Carte de puis la Riviere des Equimaux jusqu’a la pointe de Belsamont. [1715].
Authors: Beauvilliers, sieur de, d. 1730 -- Beauvilliers, sieur de, d. 1730 -- Cartes Marines Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library.
Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 30, sheet 100
2 ms. maps : hand col. ; 425 x 599 mm. and 224 x 516 mm., on sheet 561 x 703 mm.
Coastal charts of the Gulf of Saint Lawrence covering portions of southeastern Saguenay County in Québec. The first chart ranges roughly 180 miles from the region around the ‘R. des Hommes’ (i.e. the Aghanus River?) eastward past the Natashquan River, the Saint Mary islands, the Mecatina island groups, and Ha Ha Bay, to ‘petite Baye des Rochers’ (i.e. Saint Augustin Bay?). The second chart ranges about 30 miles from Eskimo Bay on the Saint Paul River eastward past the Ile a Bois to ‘Pte. de Belsamont’ (i.e. L’Anse-au-Clair?), but is most detailed in the Bradore Bay region, with drawings of Indian villages and the estate of Augustin Le Gardeur de Courtemanche, colonial ambassador and commandant on the Labrador coast.
Scale [ca. 1:375,000]. ‘Echelle de 5 lieües’ [= 74 mm.]
Scale [ca. 1:275,000]. ‘Echelle de 10 lieües’ [= 202 mm.]
Sheet 100 of 115 (i.e. 117; includes sheets 71A and 106A) numbered leaves in the Cartes Marines Manuscript Map Collection, detailing French colonial interests worldwide, ca. 1640-ca. 1726.
Relief shown pictorially on Bradore Bay.
Pen-and-ink and watercolor (green, grey, yellow, brown, red); mounted on cloth.
Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 99 and 100
Photographic transparency available in Spec. Coll. Image Index.
Ayer ms map proj 03

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Saint Lawrence, Gulf of - Maps - 1715 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts
Carte de la côte de Labrador depuis les îles de Maingan jusqu'au détroit de Belleisle. 1715.
1 ms. map : hand col. ; in 2 sections (240 x 686 mm. and 260 x 309 mm.), on sheet 560 x 721 mm.
Title and scale from largest section; date from second section.
Scale [ca. 1:1,260,000]. 'Echelle de 20 lieues françaises' [= 88 mm.]
Strip map detailing the Gulf of Saint Lawrence coast between southeastern Québec and southern Labrador.
The first section spans the region bounded by the mouth of the Saint John River (opposite Anticosti Island) eastward past Longue-Pointe (or Migan) to the Forteau Bay region in the Strait of Belle Isle. Identifies the estates of 'Bisson', 'Jollet', and 'Sr. de Courtemanche', and old Fort Pontchartrain; includes Indian place names. The second section (scale ca. 1:1,160,000) continues past the Strait to the east and north as far as 'Grande Riviere de Quessesakiou' (i.e. St. Lewis Sound?) in Labrador: Nouvelle decouverte fait par Constantin depuis la Riviere des François, qui est a dix lieues ... de Monsieur de Courtemanche ... 1715.
Augustin Le Gardeur de Courtemanche, colonial ambassador and commandant on the Labrador coast, hired trader and officer Pierre Constantin in 1700 to explore the coast and establish a trading post on the St. Paul River; see the Dictionary of Canadian Biography.
Inset map (258 x 371 mm. ; scale ca. 1:172,000): Partie de la cote de Labrador en la Nouvelle France ... depuis le Petit Havre jusque a la Forte Eaux. Shows the Bradore Bay region ('Baye de Phelipeaux') and locates the Courtemanche estate.
Sheet 99 of 115 (i.e. 117; includes sheets 71A and 106A) numbered leaves in the Cartes Marines Manuscript Map Collection, detailing French colonial interests worldwide, ca. 1640-ca. 1726.
Relief shown with shading.
Pen-and-ink and watercolor (green, brown, yellow, red); mounted on cloth.
Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 96, 97 and 102
Photographic transparency available in Spec. Coll. Image Index.
Ayer ms map proj 03
Digital image available as part of the Newberry Library's Great Lakes Digital Collection via the CARLI Digital Collections website (accessed Nov. 2010):
http://collections.carli.illinois.edu/u?/nby_grlakes, 1071
VAULT drawer Ayer MS map 30 sheet 99 (NLO)

Saint Lawrence, Gulf of - Maps - 1725 - Maps - Manuscripts
Carte du Golfe St. Laurent. [ca. 1725].
Authors: Chadenat, Charles -- Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 177 -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 ms. map : hand col. ; 440 x 627 mm., fold. to 232 x 163 mm.
Unsigned coastal chart of the Gulf of Saint Lawrence and the region bounded by the town of Québec, northern Maine, Nova Scotia, Newfoundland and southeastern Labrador; mountains shown pictorially.
Scale [ca. 1:1,410,000]. 'Echelle [de] 40 lieues' [= 79 mm.]
Pen-and-ink and watercolor (green, red, yellow); sectioned, mounted on cloth and folded in covers.
In pencil at lower right: Chadenat 1901. 100 fr. Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 177 Ayer ms map proj 03
VAULT Ayer MS map 177 (NLO)

Saint Lawrence, Gulf of - Maps - 1775
A Chart of the gulf of St. Laurence, composed from a great number of actual surveys and other materials, regulated and connected by astronomical observations. London : R. Sayer & J. Bennett, 1775.
Authors: Jefferys, Thomas, -1771 -- Robert Sayer and John Bennett (Firm) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 56 x 48 cm. fold. to 18 cm.
Scale 1:1,312,441; about 6 nautic leagues to an inch.
Ayer 133 .C48 1775 (NLO)
from a great number of actual surveys...

1777.

Authors: Faden, William, 1749-1836 -- Robert Sayer and John Bennett (Firm) -- Faden, William, 1749-1836. The North American atlas, selected from the most authentic maps, charts, plans, &c. hitherto published (1777) 1 map ; 56 x 48 cm.

In: Faden, William. The North American atlas, selected from the most authentic maps, charts, plans, &c. hitherto published (London : Printed for William Faden ... , 1777), pl. [5].

mapC 4, pl. 5 (PrCt)

67988

Saint Lawrence, Gulf of - Maps - 1777<<>>Saint Lawrence River Valley - Maps - 1777

Carta rappresentante il Golfo del Fiume S. Lorenzo. [Livorno : G.T. Masi, 1777]. Authors: Scacciati, Andrea -- Pazzi, Giuseppe -- Masi, G. T. -- Masi, G. T. Atlante dell’ America, contenente le migliori carte geografiche ... (1777) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 22 x 18 cm.

In: Masi, G. T. Atlante dell’ America, contenente le migliori carte geografiche ... (Livorno : Gio. Tommaso Masi, e Comp., 1777) pl. [9].

VAULT folio Ayer 135 .A75 1777 pl. [9] (PrCt)

67989

Saint Lawrence, Gulf of - Maps - 1784 - Newfoundland and Labrador - Maps - 1784 - Nautical charts<<>>Newfoundland and Labrador - Maps - 1784 - Nautical charts<<>>Saint Lawrence, Gulf of 1784<<>>Saint Lawrence River Valley - Maps - 1784


Authors: Cook, James, 1728-1779 -- Lane, Michael, fl. 1768-1784 -- France. Dépôt des cartes et plans de la marine -- Cook, James, 1728-1779. Le Pilote de Terre-neuve ... (1784) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 85 x 58 cm.


VAULT Ayer oversize G1186.P5 C6 1784 pl. 2 (PrCt)

67990

Saint Lawrence, Gulf of - Maps - 1786 - Nautical charts<<>>Nautical charts - Saint Lawrence, Gulf of - 1786<<>>Nautical charts A Chart of the Gulf of St. Laurence ... London : Robert Sayer, No. 53, in Fleet Street, 1 August 1786.

Authors: Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Laurie & Whittle. The North American pilot for Newfoundland, Labrador, the Gulf and River St. Laurence ... (1794) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection

67991

Saint Lawrence, Gulf of - Maps - 1794 - Newfoundland and Labrador - Maps - 1794 - Nautical charts

Le Recueil de plans des côtes, de la capitale de l’île de Terre-Neuve, ... (1794) -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Laurie & Whittle. The North American pilot for Newfoundland, Labrador, the Gulf and River St. Laurence ... (1794) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection

67992

Saint Lawrence, Gulf of - Maps - 1794 - Newfoundland and Labrador - Maps - 1794 - Nautical charts

Le Recueil de plans des côtes, de la capitale de l’île de Terre-Neuve, ... (1794) -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Laurie & Whittle. The North American pilot for Newfoundland, Labrador, the Gulf and River St. Laurence ... (1794) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection

67993

Saint Lawrence, Gulf of - Maps - 1794 - Newfoundland and Labrador - Maps - 1794 - Nautical charts

Le Recueil de plans des côtes, de la capitale de l’île de Terre-Neuve, ... (1794) -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Laurie & Whittle. The North American pilot for Newfoundland, Labrador, the Gulf and River St. Laurence ... (1794) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection

67994


Authors: Jefferys, Thomas, -1771 -- Holland, Samuel, 1728-1801 -- Bellingan, Captain, fl. 1756 -- Robert Sayer and John Bennett (Firm) -- Jefferys, Thomas, d. 1771. The American atlas -- or, A geographical description of the whole continent of America 1775 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 60 x 49 cm.

In: Jefferys, Thomas. The American atlas; or, A geographical description of the whole continent of America ... (London : R. Sayer and J. Bennett, 1775); verso handstamped ‘10.’

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .J46 1775 pl. 10 (PrCt)

67985

Saint Lawrence, Gulf of - Maps - 1775 - Nautical charts - Saint Lawrence, Gulf Of - 1775<<>>Nautical charts A Chart of the Gulf of St. Laurence ... London : Robt. Sayer & Jno. Bennett, 1775 [i.e. 1783?].

Authors: Jefferys, Thomas, d. 1771. The American atlas -- or, A geographical description of the whole continent of America 1782 i. e. 1783 -- Robert Sayer and John Bennett (Firm) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 55 x 48 cm.

In: Jefferys, Thomas. The American atlas; or, A geographical description of the whole continent of America (London : R. Sayer and J. Bennett, 1782 [i.e. 1783?]); verso handstamped ‘10.’

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .J46 1782 pl. 10 (PrCt)

67986

Saint Lawrence, Gulf of - Maps - 1775 - Nautical charts - Saint Lawrence, Gulf Of - 1775<<>>Nautical charts A Chart of the Gulf of St. Laurence ... London : Robt. Sayer & Jno. Bennett, 1775 [i.e. 1776].

Authors: Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Jefferys, Thomas, -1771. The American atlas; or, A geographical description of the whole continent of America ... (1776) -- Robert Sayer and John Bennett (Firm) -- Jefferys, Thomas, d. 1771. The American atlas; or, A geographical description of the whole continent of America ... (1776) 1 map : hand col. ; 55 x 48 cm.

In: Jefferys, Thomas. The American atlas; or, A geographical description of the whole continent of America ... (London : R. Sayer and J. Bennett, 1776); pl. [10] verso handstamped ‘11.’

Case oversize G1100 .J44 1776 pl. 10 (PrCt)

67987

Saint Lawrence, Gulf of - Maps - 1775 - Nautical charts - Saint Lawrence, Gulf Of - 1775<<>>Nautical charts A Chart of the Gulf of St. Laurence, composed from a great number of actual surveys... London, 1777.

Authors: Faden, William, 1749-1836 -- Robert Sayer and John Bennett (Firm) -- Faden, William, 1749-1836. The North American atlas, selected from the most authentic maps, charts, plans, &c. hitherto published (1777) 1 map ; 56 x 48 cm.

In: Faden, William. The North American atlas, selected from the most authentic maps, charts, plans, &c. hitherto published (London : Printed for William Faden ... , 1777), pl. [5].

mapC 4, pl. 5 (PrCt)
Saint Lawrence River - Maps - 1600-1699 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

La Salle, Robert Cavelier, sieur de, 1643-1687

Manuscript maps - Facsimiles

[Map of the St. Lawrence River showing 'Habitation'... de M. de la Salle ... J. [19-].

Authors: La Salle, Robert Cavelier, sieur de, 1643-1687 -- France. Service hydrographique.

Archives. 127-2-7 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map

Photostatic reproduction of 17th-century manuscript.

Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

MapPhoto France ASH 127-2-7 (PrCt)

67995

Saint Lawrence River - Maps - 1685 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

Jolliet, Louis, 1645-1700

Manuscript maps - Facsimiles

Carte du fleuve St. Laurent dressée sur les mémoires et observations du Sr. Jolliet en 46 voyages. Par J.B. Louis Franquelin. 1685. [19-].

Authors: Franquelin, Jean Baptiste Louis -- Jolliet, Louis, 1645-1700 -- France. Service hydrographique.

Archives. 126-1-3 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map

Photostatic reproduction of 1685 manuscript.

Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

MapPhoto France ASH 126-1-3 (PrCt)

67996

Saint Lawrence River - Maps - 1699 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

Carte de la Rivière de Canada ... 1699. [19-].

Authors: Vion, Blaize, fl. 1697-1699 -- France. Service hydrographique.

Archives. 126-1-7 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map

Photostatic reproduction of 1699 manuscript.

Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

MapPhoto France ASH 126-1-7 (PrCt)

67997

Saint Lawrence River - Maps - 1700-1799 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

A Colored map of le Fleuve St. Laurent, depuis Mont Réal jusques à l'embouchure du Lac d'Ontario; drawn by J.D. Barbier du Bocage.

Authors: Arquivo Nacional da Torre do Tombo (Portugal). Biblioteca National, Lisbon -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map

Photostatic reproduction of 16th-century manuscript.

Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

MapPhoto Portugal AN Biblioteca National, Lisbon (PrCt)

67994

Saint Lawrence River - Maps - 1500-1599 - Mouth - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

[Portolan chart of the mouth of the Saint Lawrence River]. [19-].

Authors: Arquivo Nacional da Torre do Tombo (Portugal). Biblioteca National, Lisbon -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map

Photostatic reproduction of 16th-century manuscript.

Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

MapPhoto Portugal AN Biblioteca National, Lisbon (PrCt)

67997

Saint Lawrence River - Maps - 1500-1599 - Mouth - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

[Portolan chart of the mouth of the Saint Lawrence River]. [19-].

Authors: Arquivo Nacional da Torre do Tombo (Portugal). Biblioteca National, Lisbon -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map

Photostatic reproduction of 16th-century manuscript.

Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

MapPhoto Portugal AN Biblioteca National, Lisbon (PrCt)

67993

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Saint Lawrence River - Maps - 1700-1799 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles

Carte de fleuve St. Laurens, depuis Gaspé jusque à Quebec, dressée sur meilleures observations faites en differens tems; drawn by J.D. Barbier du Bocage. [19--].

1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 18th-century manuscript.
folio Ayer 136 .H91 1909 ser. 2, v. 2, pl. 36-37 (PrCt)

Saint Lawrence River - Maps - 1735 - 1799 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles

Plan de le Traverse et du Cap Tourmente, in the river St. Lawrence: drawn about 1735. [19--].

1 map
Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1735 manuscript.
folio Ayer 136 .H91 1909 ser. 2, v. 2, pl. 45 (PrCt)
jusqu'au Fort Frontenac. 1740. [19--].
Authors: France. Service hydrographique. Archives. 124-2-8 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1740 manuscript. Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France ASH 124-2-8 (PrCt)

Saint Lawrence River - Maps - 1760 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Plan of the River Saint Lawrence from Montreal to the parish Berthier on the south side of the river, and Sorel on the south, being part of a survey to be continued to Quebec by order of his excellency Major General Amherst General and commander in chief of all his majesties forces in the North America by John Montresor, sub engine & lieut., Samuel Holland, capt. and Ashley Eagan. [19--].
1 map ; on 20 sheets + index map
Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1760-1762 manuscript. Scale of original: 2000 feet to an inch
Third part of the so-called 'Murray map' of the St. Lawrence River; the other parts (Crown 119:24, 119:25, and 119:26) are not held by the Newberry; see accompanying index map.
Includes inset maps of the Chaudière River (by Frederick Haldimand) and Trois-Rivières.
Ms. variant of this map is held in Board of Ordnance records at the Public Archives of Canada --Information provided by Gordon Shields of Queen's University in Kingston, Ont. (1979).
MapPhoto England BL Crown 119:26 (PrCt)

Saint Lawrence River - Maps - 1760 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Plan of that part of Canada and the river St. Lawrence which lies between Dechambdeaux and Pointe du Lac, on the north shore, Loptinie in and St. Thérèse, on the south, in which the town of Trois Rivières, and all the villages, habitations, and cultivated country in that extent are accurately laid down; the whole from a survey carried on under the direction of the Hon. Brigadier-General Murray, Governour of Quebec, etc. The tract of country contained in this plan was surveyed by the following of ficers:-- from Pointe du Lac to Cape Magdelaine, on both shores, by Capt. Holland, of the Royal American Regiment; from Cape Magdelaine to Batischant river, on both shores, by Lieut. Fuser, of the Royal American Regiment; from Batischant river to Dechambdeaux, on both shores, by Lieut. Peach, of the 47th Regiment. [19--].
1 map ; on 20 sheets + index map
Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1760-1762 manuscript. Scale of original: 2000 feet to an inch
Third part of the so-called 'Murray map' of the St. Lawrence River; the other parts (Crown 119:24, 119:25, and 119:27) are not held by the Newberry; see accompanying index map.
Includes inset maps of the Chaudière River (by Frederick Haldimand) and Trois-Rivières.
Ms. variant of this map is held in Board of Ordnance records at the Public Archives of Canada --Information provided by Gordon Shields of Queen's University in Kingston, Ont. (1979).
MapPhoto England BL Crown 119:26 (PrCt)
68011
Saint Lawrence River - Maps - 1771
An Exact chart of the River St. Lawrence ...
London : Robt. Sayer, 1771 [i.e. 1773].
Authors: Jefferys, Thomas, -1771 -- Kitchin, Thomas, 1718-1784 -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Kitchin, Thomas, 1718-1784. A General atlas describing the whole universe ... (1773) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; on sheet 66 x 98 cm. Diagonal strip map in 2 sections, the first section covering the Gulf of Saint Lawrence as far as Quebec, and the second section continuing south from Quebec to Lake Ontario.
Includes coastal profiles: A View of the lands from Cape Torment to the Butt -- The Mountains of Our Lady or Notre Dame.
In: Kitchin, Thomas. A General atlas describing the whole universe ... (London : Robert Sayer, 1773); verso handstamped '32. Bound with: Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d'. A Complete body of ancient geography ... (London : R. Laurie and J. Whittle, 1799).
oversize Ayer 135 .K6 1773 pl. 32 (PrCt)

68010
Saint Lawrence River - Maps - 1760 - Historical geography - Maps - 1763 (New France) -- Saint Lawrence River -- Saint-Lawrence River -- Plains of Abraham -- Battle of The, Quebec, 1759 -- Quebec (Quebec) -- Battle of The, Quebec, 1759 -- Quebec (Quebec) -- Plains of Abraham, Battle of The, Quebec, 1759.
An Authentic plan of the River St. Laurence from Stillery to the Falls of Montmorenci, with the operations of the siege of Quebec under the command of Vice-Adml. Saunders & Major Genl. Wolfe, down to the 5. Sepr. 1759. [London : Printed for T. Jefferys, 1760].
Authors: Jefferys, Thomas, -1771 -- Pitt, William, 1st earl of Chatham, 1708-1778, ded. -- Jefferys, Thomas, d. 1771. The Natural and civil history of the French dominions in North and South America (1760)
1 map : 33 x 49 cm. In Jefferys, Thomas, The Natural and civil history of the French dominions in North and South America (London: Printed for T. Jefferys, 1760), pt. 1, opp. p. 131. 'Drawn by a captain in His Majesties Navy.' Scale [ca. 1:34,000]. Relief shown by hachures. Oriented with north at upper right. Includes a key to the location of the batteries. Includes key to 16 locations and profile of the fortifications.
Insets: Part of the upper River of St. Laurence -- A View of the action gained by the English Sepr. 13. 1759 near Quebec (12 x 15 cm.)
Dedication: To ... William Pitt esqr .... Thos. Jefferys.
F 80 .45 pt. 1, opp. p. 131 (PrCt)
A Map of the River St. Laurence: reduced from the actual surveys of Samuel Holland esqr. Surveyor General of the Northern District of America; and assistants: surveyed agreeable to the orders and instructions of the right honorable the Lords Commissioners for Trade and Plantations. August, 1773, this map reduced and copied by Samuel Lewis. [19-].


1 map

Photostatic reproduction of 1773 manuscript.

MapPhoto

A Continuation of the River from

Saint Lawrence River

An Exact chart of the River St. Laurence, from Fort Frontenac to the Island of Anticosti ...

London : Robt. Sayer, 1775 [i.e. 1783?].

Authors: Jefferys, Thomas, -1771 -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Jeffrey, Thomas, d. 1771. The American atlas -- or, A geographical description of the whole continent of America 1782 i. e. 1783 -- Robert Sayer and John Bennett (Firm) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 60 x 95 cm.

Insets (38 x 48 cm. and smaller): The Seven Islands -- A Continuation of the River from Quebec to Lake Ontario -- St. Nicholas ... -- A View of the Lands from Cape Torment ... -- The Traverse or passage from Cape Torment ... -- The Road of Tadousac.

In: Jefferys, Thomas. The American atlas, or, A geographical description of the whole continent of America ... (London : R. Sayer and J. Bennett, 1776); pl. [9] verso handstamped '10.'

Case oversize G1100 .J44 1776 pl. 9 (PrCt)

Saint Lawrence River - Maps - 1775 - Nautical charts<<<<Nautical charts - Saint Lawrence River - 1775 >>>Nautical charts

An Exact chart of the River St. Laurence, from Fort Frontenac to the Island of Anticosti ...

London : Robt. Sayer, 1775 [i.e. 1783?].

Authors: Jefferys, Thomas, -1771 -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Jeffrey, Thomas, d. 1771. The American atlas -- or, A geographical description of the whole continent of America 1782 i. e. 1783 -- Robert Sayer and John Bennett (Firm) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 60 x 95 cm.

Insets (38 x 48 cm. and smaller): The Seven Islands -- A Continuation of the River from Quebec to Lake Ontario -- St. Nicholas ... -- A View of the Lands from Cape Torment ... -- The Traverse or passage from Cape Torment ... -- The Road of Tadousac.

In: Jefferys, Thomas. The American atlas, or, A geographical description of the whole continent of America ... (London : R. Sayer and J. Bennett, 1776); pl. [9] verso handstamped '9.'

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .J46 1782 pl. 9 (PrCt)

Saint Lawrence River - Maps - 1775 - Nautical charts<<<<Nautical charts - Saint Lawrence River - 1775 >>>Nautical charts

An Exact chart of the River St. Laurence, from Fort Frontenac to the Island of Anticosti ...

London : Robt. Sayer, 1775 [i.e. 1783?].

Authors: Jefferys, Thomas, -1771 -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Jeffrey, Thomas, d. 1771. The American atlas -- or, A geographical description of the whole continent of America 1782 i. e. 1783 -- Robert Sayer and John Bennett (Firm) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 60 x 95 cm.

Insets (38 x 48 cm. and smaller): The Seven Islands -- A Continuation of the River from Quebec to Lake Ontario -- St. Nicholas ... -- A View of the Lands from Cape Torment ... -- The Traverse or passage from Cape Torment ... -- The Road of Tadousac.

In: Jefferys, Thomas. The American atlas, or, A geographical description of the whole continent of America ... (London : R. Sayer and J. Bennett, 1776); pl. [9] verso handstamped '9.'

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .J46 1782 pl. 9 (PrCt)

Saint Lawrence River - Maps - 1775 - Nautical charts<<<<Nautical charts - Saint Lawrence River - 1775 >>>Nautical charts

An Exact chart of the River St. Laurence, from Fort Frontenac to the Island of Anticosti ...

London : Robt. Sayer, 1775 [i.e. 1783?].

Authors: Jefferys, Thomas, -1771 -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Jeffrey, Thomas, d. 1771. The American atlas -- or, A geographical description of the whole continent of America 1782 i. e. 1783 -- Robert Sayer and John Bennett (Firm) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 60 x 95 cm.

Insets (38 x 48 cm. and smaller): The Seven Islands -- A Continuation of the River from Quebec to Lake Ontario -- St. Nicholas ... -- A View of the Lands from Cape Torment ... -- The Traverse or passage from Cape Torment ... -- The Road of Tadousac.

In: Jefferys, Thomas. The American atlas, or, A geographical description of the whole continent of America ... (London : R. Sayer and J. Bennett, 1776); pl. [9] verso handstamped '9.'

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .J46 1782 pl. 9 (PrCt)

Saint Lawrence River - Maps - 1775 - Nautical charts<<<<Nautical charts - Saint Lawrence River - 1775 >>>Nautical charts

An Exact chart of the River St. Laurence, from Fort Frontenac to the Island of Anticosti ...

London : Robt. Sayer, 1775 [i.e. 1783?].

Authors: Jefferys, Thomas, -1771 -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Jeffrey, Thomas, d. 1771. The American atlas -- or, A geographical description of the whole continent of America 1782 i. e. 1783 -- Robert Sayer and John Bennett (Firm) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 60 x 95 cm.

Insets (38 x 48 cm. and smaller): The Seven Islands -- A Continuation of the River from Quebec to Lake Ontario -- St. Nicholas ... -- A View of the Lands from Cape Torment ... -- The Traverse or passage from Cape Torment ... -- The Road of Tadousac.

In: Jefferys, Thomas. The American atlas, or, A geographical description of the whole continent of America ... (London : R. Sayer and J. Bennett, 1776); pl. [9] verso handstamped '9.'

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .J46 1782 pl. 9 (PrCt)

Saint Lawrence River - Maps - 1775 - Nautical charts<<<<Nautical charts - Saint Lawrence River - 1775 >>>Nautical charts

An Exact chart of the River St. Laurence, from Fort Frontenac to the Island of Anticosti ...

London : Robt. Sayer, 1775 [i.e. 1783?].

Authors: Jefferys, Thomas, -1771 -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Jeffrey, Thomas, d. 1771. The American atlas -- or, A geographical description of the whole continent of America 1782 i. e. 1783 -- Robert Sayer and John Bennett (Firm) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 60 x 95 cm.

Insets (38 x 48 cm. and smaller): The Seven Islands -- A Continuation of the River from Quebec to Lake Ontario -- St. Nicholas ... -- A View of the Lands from Cape Torment ... -- The Traverse or passage from Cape Torment ... -- The Road of Tadousac.

In: Jefferys, Thomas. The American atlas, or, A geographical description of the whole continent of America ... (London : R. Sayer and J. Bennett, 1776); pl. [9] verso handstamped '9.'

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .J46 1782 pl. 9 (PrCt)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Entry ID</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>68017</td>
<td>Saint Lawrence River - Maps - 1794 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>A New chart of the St. Laurence, from the Island of Anticosti to the Falls of Richelieu ... / taken by order of Charles Saunders ... Vice-Admiral of the Blue ... ; engraved by Thomas Jefferys ... ; published by command of the Right Honourable the Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty. London : Laurie &amp; Whittle, 53 Fleet Street, 12th May 1794. Authors: Jefferys, Thomas, -1771 -- Saunders, Charles, Sir, 1713?-1775 -- Great Britain. Admiralty -- Desjardins, fl. 1777 -- Laurie &amp; Whittle. The North American pilot for Newfoundland, Labrador, the Gulf and River St. Lawrence ... (1794) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : 84 x 232 cm., on 3 composite sheets Title from bottom right. Insets (42 x 113 cm. and smaller): [Chart of the Québec City region] -- [Chart of the Saint Lawrence River from Richelieu Falls to the Kamouraska Islands] -- Havre St. Nicholas / by Desjardins, Pilot of Quebec -- [Bay of the Seven Islands] -- [Parokett Islands and Migan Island] -- [Migan Harbor] -- Pointe aux Allouettes or Larks Point -- [Chart of the Saint Lawrence River from Coudre Island to Green Island] -- [Gaspee Bay]. Includes coastal profiles. In: Robert Laurie and James Whittle. The North American pilot for Newfoundland, Labrador, the Gulf and River St. Lawrence ... (London : Printed and published by Robert Laurie and James Whittle ... successors to the late Mr. Robert Sayer, 1794), maps 20-22. Printed from 12 plates on 12 sheets joined to form 3 composite and adjacent sheets, consecutively numbered XX-XXII (on rectos) and 20-22 (on versos). Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library. <strong>Baskes oversize G1186.P5 .C6 1794, maps 20-22 (PrCi)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68021</td>
<td>Saint Lawrence River - Pictorial works - 1857</td>
<td>Includes coastal profiles. Printed from 2 plates on 2 sheets joined to form composite sheet; stamped &quot;32&quot; on verso. In: Kitchin, Thomas. A General atlas, describing the whole universe : being a complete collection of the most approved maps extant ... (London : Printed for Robert Sayer, [1788?]), no. 32. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library. <strong>Baskes oversize G1015 .K57 1788, [plate 32] (NLO)</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
III Collection (Newberry Library)
56, 4 p. : fold. chart ; 20 cm
Panorama proper (347 x 19 cm.) shows landmarks on both sides of watercourse.
Condition: Another copy in paper covers; panorama torn at several folds, mended once with cellophane tape, dog-eared. Fair. Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection. Previous location: B-26
AMcN III PC 1870 (PrCt)

68022
Saint Lawrence River Valley - Maps - 1600-1699 - Indians - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Champlain, Lake - Maps - 1600-1699 - Indians - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Indians - Saint Lawrence River Valley - Maps - 1600-1699 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Indians - Champlain, Lake - Maps - 1600-1699 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Indians - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Indians of North America - Maps
Lac Champlain, Nouvelle Angleterre. [19--].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 17th century manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France BSH B 4044-45 (PrCt)

68023
Saint Lawrence River Valley - Maps - 1689 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Québec (Québec) - Maps - 1689 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Carte de la comte de St.Laurens. 1689. [19--].
Authors: Villeneuve, Sr. de -- France. Service hydrographique. Archives. 127-6-4 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1689 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France ASH 127-6-4 (PrCt)

68024
Saint Lawrence River Valley - Maps - 1689 - Nautical charts
Saint Lawrence, Gulf of - Maps - 1689 - Nautical charts
Saint Lawrence, Gulf of - Maps - 1689 - Nautical charts
A New & exact draught of the river Canada ... [Amsterdam] : John Thornton [i.e. Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, 1687].
1 map ; 44 x 73 cm.
Aproved by the Honbl. Sr. Will. Phipps, at his expedition to Quebeck. Humbly dedicated, adn presented to their majesties King William, and Queen Mary.'
Map Ref oversize G1025 .T37 ser. 4, v. 1, pl. [3] (PrCt)

68025
Saint Lawrence River Valley - Maps - 1691 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1691 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
New England - Maps - 1691 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
A New and exact draught of the River Canada (the St. Lawrence), approved of by the Hon. Sir Will. Phipps, in his last year's expedition to Quebec (1691); by Geo. Harwar. [19--].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1691 manuscript.

68026
Saint Lawrence River Valley - Maps - 1724 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts
New York (State) - Maps - 1724 - Manuscripts - Nautical charts - Saint Lawrence River Valley - Maps - 1724 - Manuscripts - Nautical charts
Carte du fleuve de St. Laurent depuis le Lac Ontario jusqu'a la Pointe aux Vaches. 1724.
Authors: Cartes Marines Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 30, sheet 103
1 ms. map : hand col. ; 368 x 698 mm., on sheet 562 x 735 mm.
Covers the Saint Lawrence River valley from the eastern coast of Lake Ontario to the mouth of the Saguenay River. Includes untitled inset map of eastern New York ranging from the Montréal region south through Lake Champlain and the Hudson River valley to western Long Island (scale ca. 1:1,050,000 ; 699 x 191 mm.). Primary map continues eastward on adjacent sheet:
Carte du fleuve de Saint Laurent depuis la Pointe aux Vaches jusqu’a son embouchure (Ayer MS map 30, sheet 104).

Scale [ca. 1:829,000]. ‘Echelle de 20 lieües’ [= 134 mm.]

Sheet 103 of 115 (i.e. 117; includes sheets 71A and 106A) numbered leaves in the Cartes Marines Manuscript Map Collection, detailing French colonial interests worldwide, ca. 1640-ca. 1726.

Oriented with north at upper right.

Depths shown with soundings.

Pen-and-ink and watercolor (green, brown, yellow); mounted on cloth.

Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 168

Photographic transparency available in Spec. Coll. Image Index.

Ayer ms map proj 03

Digital image available as part of the Newberry Library’s Great Lakes Digital Collection via the CARLI Digital Collections website (accessed Nov. 2010):
http://collections.carli.illinois.edu/u?/nby_grlakes, 1074

VAULT drawer Ayer MS map 30 sheet 103 (NLO)

68028

Saint Lawrence River Valley - Maps - 1756 - Coasts - Manuscripts

Saint Lawrence, Gulf of - Maps - 1724 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts

Saint Lawrence River Valley - Maps - 1724 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts

Saint Lawrence, Gulf of - Maps - 1724 - Manuscripts

Manuscript maps

Nautical charts

Gazetteers

Plan du detroit de Belle Isle et du Golphe St. Laurent pour la coste du nord. 1756.

Authors: Dampierre, chevalier de, fl. 1756

Rabby, cartographer -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 219

1 ms. map : hand col. ; on sheet 640 x 1,429 mm. ‘Seulment tiré d'apres celui de Rabby par le chevalier Dampierre.’

Details northern coasts of Newfoundland and the Saint Lawrence River as far west as Anticosti Island. Continued by a separate untitled chart, drawn at a reduced scale, covering the river west to the city of Quebec (Ayer MS map 218). Includes many Indian place names.

Scale [ca. 1:525,000]. [Bar scale of 30 lieues = 255 mm.]

Pen-and-ink and wash (grey, green).


Ayer ms map proj 98

map8F Ayer MS map 219 (NLO)

68029

Saint Lawrence River Valley - Maps - 1756 - Coasts - Nautical charts - Manuscripts

Nautical charts - Saint Lawrence River - Maps - 1756 - Manuscripts

Nautical charts - Saint Lawrence River Valley - Maps - 1756 - Manuscripts

Manuscript maps

Nautical charts

Saint Lawrence River Valley - Maps - 1756 - Coasts - Nautical charts - Manuscripts

Nautical charts - Saint Lawrence River - Maps - 1756 - Coasts - Manuscripts

Manuscript maps

Nautical charts

[Continuation of Plan du detroit de Belle Isle et du Golphe St. Laurent]. [1756?].

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Dampierre, chevalier de, fl. 1756 -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 218
1 ms. map : hand col. ; 522 x 927 mm
Untitled continuation, drawn at a reduced scale, of Chevalier de Dampierre’s 1756 chart of the Strait of Belle Isle, northern Newfoundland, and the river [8F drawer Ayer MS map 219]. Shows the Saint Lawrence River Valley between the western tip of Anticosti Island and the city of Quebec.
Scale [ca. 1:568,000.] ‘Echelle de vingt lieues marines’ [= 162 mm.]
Pen-and-ink and wash (green, gray).
Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 218.
Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Ayer ms map proj 98
map8F Ayer MS map 218 (NLO)

68033 Saint Lawrence River Valley - Maps - 1817 - Quebec (Quebec) - Maps - 1770 - Pictorial works - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Trois-Rivières (Québec) - Maps - 1770 - Pictorial works - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Carte tres particuliere de la Riviere de Saint Laurent avec ses environs ... commençants aux Isles de Richiulie et finissant au Cap Oies. [19-].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1770 manuscript.
Insets: Veue de la ville de Quebeque -- Veue de la ville de Trois Rivières.
MapPhoto England BL Crown 119:22 (PrCt)

68034 Saint Lawrence River Valley - Maps - 1850 - Great Lakes Region (North America) - Maps - 1850
Western & central parts of the Valley of the St. Lawrence. London : Day & Son, 1850.
1 map ; 28 x 49 cm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Digital image of another copy available on the David Rumsey Map Collection website (accessed Feb. 2010):
http://www.davidrumsey.com/luna/servlet/detail/RUMSEY~8~1~28381~1120810 Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1817, map 55 (NLO)

68035 Saint Lawrence River Valley - Pictorial works - 1857
Authors: Hunter, William S. -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library)
56, 4 p. : fold. chart ; 20 cm

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Saint Louis Arsenal (Mo.) - Pictorial works - 1841
U.S. Arsenal, Saint Louis, Mo. SEE Saint Louis Arsenal (Mo.) SEE United States Arsenal, Saint Louis, Mo. SEE Saint Louis Arsenal (Mo.) SEE St. Louis Arsenal (Mo.) SEE Saint Louis Arsenal (Mo.) SEE United States. Saint Louis Arsenal, Mo. SEE Saint Louis Arsenal (Mo.)

View of the U.S. Arsenal. In the vicinity of St. Louis. [Saint Louis, Mo. John Caspar Wild, 1841].


1 view ; 12 x 19 cm.

Anonymous view without imprint.
"Copyright secured according to act of Congress."


Accompanied by descriptive text (p. [67]-68).
The 9-part series was published in Saint Louis between 1841-1842 by the artist John Caspar Wild at the Republican Printing Office, and printed by Chambers and Knapp.

Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library).
Duplicate copies: folio Graff 4127 -- Ayer 160.5 .M76 W66 1948 (facsimile reprint)

VAULT folio Ayer 160.5 .M76 W66 1841, plate XV, opposite p. [67] (PrCt)

Anonymous and untitled manuscript; title supplied by cataloger.
Possibly compiled by or associated with Charles Fisher Howe, who pursued mining interests in Duluth, Minnesota.
Covers region between Vermilion Lake and Saganaga Lake; townships outlined and numbered in red; geographic details and townships sections in black.
Oriented with north at upper right.
Drawn on linen with pen-and-ink and wash (blue).

map3C G4143.S2P3 1900 .M3 (PrCt)


Authors: Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps

1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 8 parts, 18 x 34 in. each. Scale: 1:32,000. Originally compiled [1856-1865?]
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps

Microfiche 583, no. 407 (PrCt)


Authors: Waagner, Gustavus -- Schaerff & Bro. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps

1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps

Microfiche 583, no. 406 (PrCt)

Saint Louis County (Minn.) - Maps - 1900 - Railroads - Manuscripts<<<Lake County (Minn.) - Maps - 1900 - Railroads - Manuscripts<<<Duluth & Iron Range Railroad Company - Maps - 1900 - Manuscripts<<<Manuscript maps<<<Saint Louis County (Minn.) SEE Saint Louis County (Minn.) SEE Railroads - Maps [Map of portions of Saint Louis and Lake Counties, Minnesota showing proposed extension to the Duluth & Iron Range Railroad]. [ca. 1900?].

Authors: Howe, Charles Fisher, 1857-1934 -- Duluth & Iron Range Railroad Company -- Barnard family -- Howe family -- Howe-Barnard family papers (Newberry Library)
1 ms. map : col., cloth ; on sheet 19 x 80 cm., folded to 19 x 12 cm.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
68043 **Saint Louis (Mo.) - Maps - 1840**

*The St. Louis directory for the years 1840-1: containing the names of the inhabitants, their occupations, and the numbers of their places of business and dwellings, with a sketch of the city of St. Louis, also the names of the city, township, county & state officers, and the names and officers of the various literary, scientific, benevolent, religious, & public institutions; with a variety of other interesting matter* / by Charles Keemle.

St. Louis : Riverside Press, 1840.

Map of the city on endpapers.

"Third edition"--P. [iii].

"Advertising directory"--Sequence of 34 pages at front.

"Sketch of St. Louis"--P. v-x.

"Table showing the old & new standard value of gold coins"--P. [85-86].

F474.S23 K34 1970z (NLO)

68044 **Saint Louis (Mo.) - Maps - 1846**

*Map of the city of St. Louis, Mo. St. Louis, 1846.*

Authors: Hutawa, Edward -- Hutawa, Julius -- Skillman, William D. -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 13 x 25 cm.

In Skillman, William D. *The Western metropolis; or, St. Louis in 1846* (St. Louis: W.D. Skillman, 1846).

'Engd. by Edw. & Jul. Hutawa ... for the Western Metropolis or St. Louis in 1846.'

Scale [ca. 1:33,000].

Oriented with north at upper right.

Includes 85 references, keyed to the map by numbers.

Ayer 160.5 M8 S62 1846 [map] (PrCt)

68045 **Saint Louis (Mo.) - Maps - 1855<<>>Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1855**


Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's atlas of the world ... (1855-1856) -- Chicago Region

from the original in the Library of Congress. This is number 69 of an edition limited to 500 copies.'

'Survey ... completed 1823 ... revised and corrected in June 1835.'

Scale 1:3,600 or '300 ft. to the inch.'

Oriented with north at upper right.

Includes 'references' and description of the city limits.

73-7369

ICN73

map4F 4164.S4 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Map Collection (Newberry Library)
2 maps on 1 sheet : hand col. ; each 28 x 18 cm.
In: Colton, George Woolworth. Colton's atlas of the world : illustrating physical and political geography (New York ; London : J.H. Colton ; Trübner, 1855-1856) v. 1, pl. [40]. Printed plate 'No. 45.'
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

oversize G 10.185 v.1, pl. 40 (PrCt)

68049 Saint Louis (Mo.) - Maps - 1887 <=> Road maps
Campbell's revised guide map of St. Louis. St. Louis [Mo.] : R.A. Campbell, c1882, c1887.
Authors: Campbell, R. A. (Robert Allen), 1836 or 1837-- -- A. Gast Bank Note & Litho. Company -- Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company -- Gast (A.) Bank Note & Litho. Company SEE A. Gast Bank Note & Litho. Company 1 map : hand col. ; 52 x 84 cm., folded to 15 x 9 cm. in original covers
"Copyright 1882 & 1883 & 1884 & 1887."
Printed by "A. Gast Bank Note & Litho. Co., St. Louis & N.Y."
Margins include street index and local advertisements.
"Showing boundaries, streets, wards, street railways, parks, etc., etc. : with street directory."--Front cover.
Scale approximately 1:24,600.
Coordinates: (W 90°19'13"/N 38°31'59")
Oriented with north at right.
Insets (20 x 19 cm. and 8 x 11 cm.): Section of Campbell's map showing business center of St. Louis -- [Northeastern continuation, including Broadway, Florissant Avenue, and Columbia Bottom Road].
Forms part of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company archives; separated from CB&Q box 48, folder 389
References: OCLC 26530829
map3C G4164.S4 1887.C3 (PrCt)

68050 Saint Louis (Mo.) - Maps - 1932 - Road maps
St. Louis & Vicinity. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1932].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Automobile Club of Missouri -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 617 (PrCt)

68048 Saint Louis (Mo.) - Maps - 1872
Map of the city of St. Louis, Missouri. [St. Louis] : Published by Theodore Schrader, no. 7 Chestnut St., [1872?].
Authors: Schrader, Theodore
1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 51 cm.
Undated map possibly reduced from variant maps of the same title published by Theodore Schrader in 1872; cf. Checklist of printed maps of the Middle West to 1900, nos. 9-1636 and 9-1637.
Oriented with north at right.
Shows ward boundaries.
map2F G4164.S4 1872 S3 (PrCt)

68046 Saint Louis (Mo.) - Maps - 1857 <=> Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1857
Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's general atlas ... (1857) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
2 maps : hand col. ; ea. 28 x 18 cm.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

oversize G 10.188 pl. 42 (PrCt)

68047 Saint Louis (Mo.) - Maps - 1859 <=> Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1859
Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's atlas of America ... (1859) -- Johnson & Browning -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
2 maps : hand col. ; ea. 29 x 18 cm.
In: Colton, George Woolworth. Colton's atlas of America, illustrating the physical and political geography of North and South America and the West India islands (New York : J.H. Colton and Co., 1859), pl. [40]. Printed plate 'No. 45.' Map copyrighted 1855.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Case oversize G1100.C6 1859 pl. 40 (PrCt)

68048 Saint Louis (Mo.) - Maps - 1872
Map of the city of St. Louis, Missouri. [St. Louis] : Published by Theodore Schrader, no. 7 Chestnut St., [1872?].
Authors: Schrader, Theodore
1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 51 cm.
Undated map possibly reduced from variant maps of the same title published by Theodore Schrader in 1872; cf. Checklist of printed maps of the Middle West to 1900, nos. 9-1636 and 9-1637.
Oriented with north at right.
Shows ward boundaries.
map2F G4164.S4 1872 S3 (PrCt)
Panel art: car on road, Phillips 66 sign, and slogan "there's a Phillips station ahead."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 1971 (PrCt)

68059 Saint Louis (Mo.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps<<<Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps<<<Road maps
Travel St. Louis and vicinity with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1938].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3128 (PrCt)

68060 Saint Louis (Mo.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps<<<Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps<<<Road maps
Saint Louis and vicinity road map ... / Automobile Club of Missouri, general offices 3917 Lindell Boulevard, St. Louis. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1939].
Authors: Automobile Club of Missouri -- American Automobile Association -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: aerial view of St. Louis, Automobile Club of Missouri logo and slogan "drive with peace of mind."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3345 (PrCt)

68061 Saint Louis (Mo.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps<<<Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps<<<Road maps
Travel St. Louis and vicinity with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1939].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3424 (PrCt)

68062 Saint Louis (Mo.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps<<<Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps<<<Road maps
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: winding road, Phillips 66 sign, and slogan "there's a Phillips station ahead."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3511 (PrCt)

68063 Saint Louis (Mo.) - Maps - 1940-1949<<<Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1940-1949
Map of greater St. Louis. St. Louis : H.E. Gross, [194-?].
Authors: Gross, Henry Emmett -- Isaac C. Cook Co. (Saint Louis, Mo.) -- Chicago Historical Society -- Cook (Isaac C.) Co. SEE Isaac C. Cook Co. (Saint Louis, Mo.)
1 map ; 28.25 x 40 inches
In original printed covers (22 x 12 cm.) with paste-on label: Isaac C. Cook Co., real estate ... St. Louis ...
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.
CHS Coll., Map no. 236 (PrCt)

68064 Saint Louis (Mo.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps<<<Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps<<<Road maps
Travel St. Louis and vicinity with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1940].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3782 (PrCt)

68065 Saint Louis (Mo.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps<<<Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps<<<Road maps
St. Louis and vicinity official road map / Phillips 66. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1940.
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: winding road, Phillips 66 sign, and slogan "there's a Phillips station ahead."
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: couple in a convertible driving towards
"there's a Phillips station ahead."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4836 (PrCt)

68073 Saint Louis (Mo.) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps<>Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps<>Road maps
Saint Louis and vicinity / Automobile Club of Missouri, 3917 Lindell Boulevard, St. Louis 8 Missouri. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1947?].
Authors: Automobile Club of Missouri -- American Automobile Association -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: sculpture of "Apotheosis of St. Louis" by Charles Henry Niehaus; Automobile Club of Missouri and American Automobile Association logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5000 (PrCt)

68074 Saint Louis (Mo.) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps<>Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps<>Road maps
Travel St. Louis and vicinity with Conoco ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1947?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "U", indicating 1947 publication.
Panel art: family standing in front of car and statement "for long trips ask ... about Touraide."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5106 (PrCt)

68075 Saint Louis (Mo.) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps<>Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps<>Road maps
St. Louis and vicinity ... / compliments of Phillips Petroleum Company, Bartlesville, Oklahoma.
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1947?].
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "U", indicating 1947 publication.
Panel art: couple in a convertible driving towards a Phillips gas station, Phillips 66 logo, and slogan "for cleanliness and service there's a Phillips 66 station ahead."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5153 (PrCt)

68076 Saint Louis (Mo.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps<>Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps<>Road maps
St. Louis and vicinity ... / compliments of Phillips Petroleum Company, Bartlesville, Oklahoma.
Chicago : San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948?].
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
Panel art: couple in a convertible driving towards a Phillips gas station, Phillips 66 logo, and slogan "for cleanliness and service there's a Phillips 66 station ahead."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5427 (PrCt)

68077 Saint Louis (Mo.) - Maps - 1959 - Road maps<>Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1959 - Road maps<>Road maps
St. Louis, Kansas City and vicinity / Sinclair oils. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Company, [1959?].
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 53 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair St. Louis and vicinity.
Plate no. 9-423518-15.
Map on verso (42 x 56 cm.): Sinclair Kansas City and vicinity.
Panel art: Sinclair logo, gas station, and motto "see America's scenic wonders with Sinclair ..." Handstamp: "Apr 16 1959" in red ink.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2794 (PrCt)

68078 Saint Louis (Mo.) - Maps - 1963 - Road maps<>Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1963 - Road maps<>Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company -- American Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand...
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col ; 70 x 59 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added titles: Saint Louis street map -- Hazelwood to Kirkwood area.
Plate no. 636058E-3.
Inset (21 x 25 cm.): St. Louis and vicinity.
Panel art: Standard flaming torch sign and slogan "as you travel, ask us";
watercolor-style illustration of American landmarks.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3202 (PrCt)

Western suburbs continued on verso with added
Plate no. 646058E
Added title: St. Louis street map.
Co. ... St. Louis, Mo."
Distributed by S.G. Adams Printing & Stationery Co. (Saint Louis, Mo.)
Authors: S.G. Adams Printing and Stationery Co.
(Saint Louis, Mo.) -- Rand McNally and Company
-- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col.; 70 x 58 cm., on sheet 74 x 46 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"Distributed by S.G. Adams Printing & Stationery Co. ... St. Louis, Mo."
Added title: St. Louis street map.
Plate no. 646058E-4
Western suburbs continued on verso with added
title: Hazelwood to Kirkwood area.
Inset on verso (21 x 25 cm.): St. Louis and vicinity.
Panel art: traffic light.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1 (PrCt)

68079 Saint Louis (Mo.) - Maps - 1964 - Road maps
Authors: S.G. Adams Printing and Stationery Co.
(Saint Louis, Mo.) -- Rand McNally and Company
-- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col.; 70 x 58 cm., on sheet 74 x 46 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"Distributed by S.G. Adams Printing & Stationery Co. ... St. Louis, Mo."
Added title: St. Louis street map.
Plate no. 646058E-4
Western suburbs continued on verso with added
title: Hazelwood to Kirkwood area.
Inset on verso (21 x 25 cm.): St. Louis and vicinity.
Panel art: traffic light.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1 (PrCt)

68080 Saint Louis (Mo.) - Maps - 1964 - Road maps
Authors: S.G. Adams Printing and Stationery Co.
(Saint Louis, Mo.) -- Rand McNally and Company
-- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col.; 70 x 58 cm., on sheet 74 x 46 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"Distributed by S.G. Adams Printing & Stationery Co. ... St. Louis, Mo."
Added title: St. Louis street map.
Plate no. 646058E-4
Western suburbs continued on verso with added
title: Hazelwood to Kirkwood Area.
Inset on verso (21 x 25 cm.): St. Louis and vicinity.
Panel art: traffic light.
Forms part of a collection of stock editions of Rand McNally road maps, some apparently
issued as sales samples and / or printer's proofs for prospective commercial clients.
Uniform series title (established by cataloger):
Stock road maps
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (April 2010).
RMcN Stock 146 (PrCt)

68081 Saint Louis (Mo.) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company. Stock road maps
-- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; 70 x 43 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Includes blank title panel (for overprinting?).
Plate no. 6-6058E-6
Western suburbs continued on verso with added
title: Hazelwood to Kirkwood Area.
Inset on verso (21 x 25 cm.): St. Louis and vicinity.
Handstamped: "Register of Copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington, D.C. ..."; includes
certificate nos. F43200 and F43202.
Forms part of a collection of stock editions of Rand McNally road maps, some apparently
issued as sales samples and / or printer's proofs for prospective commercial clients.
Uniform series title (established by cataloger):
Stock road maps
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (April 2010).
RMcN Stock 145 (PrCt)
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. 
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Panel title.
Added title: St. Louis street map.
"Copyright © by Rand McNally & Co. ..."
Prominent "Quaker State De Luxe" motor oil advertisement on back panel, with text "Quaker State Oil Refining Corporation."
"Layout specially prepared for Tempo Designs by Rand McNally and Company."
Keyed to directory of dozens of Standard gas stations.
Plate no. 756058EW-14.
Map on verso (46 x 61 cm.): St. Louis & vicinity.
Panel art: Standard flaming torch logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Stock 147 (PrCt)

Saint Louis (Mo.) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps
1 map : both sides, col. ; 70 x 58 cm., on sheet 74 x 46 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"1976 Edition."
Panel title.
Added title: St. Louis street map.
Plate no. 756058E-14
Western suburbs continued on verso with added title: Hazelwood to Kirkwood Area.
Inset on verso (21 x 25 cm.): St. Louis and vicinity.
Panel art: road signs.
Forms part of a collection of stock editions of Rand McNally road maps, some apparently issued as sales samples and/or printer's proofs for prospective commercial clients.
Uniform series title (established by cataloger):
Stock road maps
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (April 2010).
RMcN Stock 147 (PrCt)

Saint Louis (Mo.) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps
1 map : col. ; 74 x 60 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"1976 edition."
Panel title.
Added title: St. Louis street map.
"Copyright © by Rand McNally & Co."
Plate no. 756058EW-14.
Map on verso (46 x 61 cm.): St. Louis and vicinity.
Identifies Standard gas station locations.
Panel art: Color illustration of "Jefferson National Expansion Memorial National Historic Site" and Standard logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3252 (PrCt)

Saint Louis (Mo.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps
Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps
Saint Louis County (Mo.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps
Amaps
Saint Charles County (Mo.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (2-109, 2-106 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
$17.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN StrFdr 2004 .S257 (PrCt)

Saint Louis (Mo.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps
Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps
Saint Louis County (Mo.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (various pagings.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
$17.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528994077
RMcN StrFdr 2005 .S257 (PrCt)
Saint Louis (Mo.) - Pictorial works - 1842--Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Pictorial works - 1842--Wall maps
Panorama of St. Louis and vicinity / published, drawn and lithographed by J.C. Wild, St. Louis, Mo. [1842]. [Saint Louis, Mo. Joseph Garnier, 1948].
Facsimile reprint of 4-sheet view originally published in: Wild, J.C. The Valley of the Mississippi : illustrated in a series of views / edited by Lewis Foulk Thomas, nos. 8 and 9 (February and March 1842), plates [XXVIII-XXXI]. Artist's imprint from bottom margin of "west" sheet; title from bottom margin of "north" and "east" sheets.
References in bottom margin include 1-3 on west sheet; 1-10 on north sheet; 1-5 on east sheet; and 1-8 on south sheet.
Accompanied by descriptive text (p. [126]-145); page [126] notes that the view was taken from "the observatory of the Planters’ House."
The 9-part series was originally published in Saint Louis between 1841-1842 by the artist John Caspar Wild at the Republican Printing Office, and printed by Chambers and Knapp. Reprinted Saint Louis, Mo. : Joseph Garnier, 1948; reproduced from original held by the State Historical Society of Missouri, Columbia. Reprint forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library).
Newberry holds 2 incomplete copies of the 1841-1842 edition of Wild's Valley of the Mississippi; neither includes the panorama of Saint Louis: VAULT folio Ayer 160.5 .M76 W66 1841 (lacking nos. 8-9) -- folio Graff 4127 (lacking nos. 5-9),
Ayer 160.5 .M76 W66 1948, plates [XXVIII-XXXI] (PrCt)

Saint Louis (Mo.) - Pictorial works - 1853
View of St. Louis from Bloody Island. [Cincinnati : J.A. & U.P. James, 1853].
Authors: Massey, S. L. (Stephen L.) -- J.A. & U.P. James (Firm) -- Massey, S. L. (Stephen L.)
James' travelers companion : being a complete guide through the West and South, to the Gulf of Mexico and the Pacific ... (1853) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library) 1 view ; 3 x 7 cm.
Anonymous wood engraving without imprint.
In: Massey, S.L. James' travelers companion : being a complete guide through the West and South, to the Gulf of Mexico and the Pacific ... (Cincinnati : J.A. & U.P. James, 1853), p. 25.
Graff 946, p. 25 (PrCt)

Saint Louis (Mo.) - Pictorial works - 1874
Authors: Parsons & Atwater -- Currier & Ives -- Historic Urban Plans (Firm) 1 birds-eye view: col. ; 44 x 70 cm.
Facsimile of original published 1874. Includes references.
453
map4F G4164.S4A3 1874 P3 1976 (PrCt)

Saint Louis (Mo.) - Pictorial works - 1875--Saint Louis (Mo.) - Maps - 1875
Authors: Dry Camille N. -- Compton, Richard J. -- Western Engraving Co. (St. Louis, Mo.) -- Compton & Company -- Hagen, Harry M. 1 atlas (215 p., 110 plates : ill., 110 maps) ; 54 x 35 cm.
Reprint of original published St. Louis: Compton & Co., 1876. Includes index.
80-47359.
oversize F474.S2 C66 1875a (NLO)

Saint Louis (Mo.) - Pictorial works - 1875--Saint Louis (Mo.) - Maps - 1875
Case oversize F474.S2 C66 (NLO)
Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1834
Illinois - Maps - 1834 - Lead mines and mining
Illinois - Maps - 1834 - Lead mines and mining
Wisconsin - Maps - 1846 - Lead mines and mining
Wisconsin - Maps - 1846 - Lead mines and mining
Lexington Region (Ky.) - Maps - 1846
Lexington Region (Ky.) - Maps - 1846
Nashville Region (Tenn.) - Maps - 1846

Environ of St. Louis ; Lead Region ; Environ of
Lexington ; Environ of Nashville / J. Knight sc.
[Philadelphia : H. S. Tanner, 1834].
Authors: Knight, J. (Jonathan), 1787-1858 --
Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 --
Baird, Robert, 1798-1863. View of the valley of
the Mississippi, or, The emigrant's and traveller's
guide to the West ... (1834) -- Edward E. Ayer
Collection (Newberry Library)
4 maps; each 8 x 7 cm., on sheet 18 x 15 cm.
In: Baird, Robert. View of the valley of
the Mississippi, or, The emigrant's and traveller's
guide to the West ... (Philadelphia : H. S. Tanner,
1834), between p. 244-245.
"Page 228" [!] -- at upper right.
Duplicate copies: G 875 .065 -- Graff 5279
Ayer 138 .B2 1834, between p. 244-245 (PrCt)

Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps -
Illinois - Maps - 1834 - Lead mines and mining
Wisconsin - Maps - 1846 - Lead mines and mining
Lexington Region (Ky.) - Maps - 1846
Nashville Region (Tenn.) - Maps - 1846

Umgebung von St. Louis ; Blei District ;
Umgebung von Lexington ; Umgebung von
Nashville. [Stuttgart : Hoffmann'sche
Verlags-Buchhandlung, 1846].
Authors: Bromme, Traugott, 1802-1866 --
Knight, J. (Jonathan), 1787-1858 --
Bromme, Traugott, 1802-1866. Rathgeber für auswanderungslustige
Wie und wohin sollen wir auswandern ... (1846) --
Hoffmann'sche Verlags-Buchhandlung --
Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana
(Newberry Library)
4 maps on 1 sheet; each 8 x 7 cm., sheet folded
to 21 x 11 cm.
Running title in top right margin: Bromme's kl.
Atlas no.
Based on English-language maps engraved by
Jonathan Knight and originally issued in: Baird,
Robert. View of the valley of the Mississippi, or,
The emigrant's and traveller's guide to the West...
(Philadelphia : H. S. Tanner, 1832), between p.
228-229; see Graff 141.
Scale [ca. 1:1,240,000]
Coordinates, Saint Louis region: (W 90°42'00"-W
89°47'00"/N 38°58'00"-N 38°14'00")
Coordinates, lead district: (W 90°42'00"-W
89°13'00"/N 43°25'00"-N 42°20'00")
Coordinates, Lexington region: (W 84°56'55"-W
84°04'36"/N 38°20'45"-N 37°40'40")
Coordinates, Nashville region: (W 87°08'00"-W
86°21'00"/N 36°32'00"-N 35°49'00")
In: Bromme, Traugott. Rathgeber für

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1933 - Road maps - Pictorial maps
Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1933 - Road maps - United States - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Access routes - Maps - 1933 - Road maps - Pictorial maps

St. Louis and main routes thru central United States: Chain of Rocks route: for local and through traffic crossing the Mississippi River at St. Louis ... Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1933].

Authors: Chain of Rocks Bridge (Saint Louis, Mo.) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 28 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Chain of Rocks Bridge [pictorial] map of St. Louis and vicinity ...
Date from RMcN AE 194 ms. index.
Plate no. O-189.
Map on verso (28 x 65 cm.): Auto road map of central United States: showing motor routes to Chain of Rocks Bridge, St. Louis
Panel art: Image of steamboat passing under Chain of Rocks Bridge; includes text by John R. Scott, president of the bridge corporation.
Previously bound with a collection of pictorial maps in binders labeled "Points of Interest."

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 194.15 (PrCt)
Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

Travel St. Louis and vicinity with Conoco.
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1934].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (3 panel, R, G): Outline map of North America, logo.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1053 (PrCt)

Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1935 - Road maps

Shell road map : metropolitan St. Louis. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1934].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (3 panel, R, Y): Diagonal "Shell" on red stripe, logo.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 0, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1160 (PrCt)

Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1935 - Road maps

Authors: Shell Oil Company -- American Legion -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 53 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell : metropolitan St. Louis and vicinity
Plate no. Q.3518
Map on verso (43 x 28 cm.): Downtown St. Louis.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 71.32 (PrCt)

Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1935 - Road maps

Travel St. Louis and vicinity with Conoco: every Conoco station is a branch of the Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1936].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 43 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Conoco ... official road map : St. Louis and vicinity.
Date from RMcN AE 158 ms. index.
Plate no. J-2
Map on verso (43 x 28 cm.): Downtown St. Louis.
Panel art: Conoco logo over outline of North America.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 158.4 (PrCt)
68118  Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
1936 road map : metropolitan St. Louis : Shell ... Chicago : H. M. Gousha Company, 1936.
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell : metropolitan St. Louis and vicinity.
Plate no. J-2
Map on verso (43 x 28 cm.): Downtown St. Louis
Panel art: Shell logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 163.16A (PrCt)

68119  Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: 1936 St Louis and vicinity road map.
Plate no. R.3518
Map on verso (43 x 28 cm.): Downtown St. Louis
Panel art: Shell logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 69.9 (PrCt)

68120  Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: 1936 St. Louis and vicinity road map ...
... Standard Oil Company (Indiana).
Date from RMcN AE 71 ms. index.
Plate no. R.3518
Map on verso (43 x 28 cm.): Downtown St. Louis
Panel art: Compass with Standard Oil crown logo over cars on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 71.34 (PrCt)

68121  Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Travel St. Louis and vicinity with Conoco : every Conoco station is a branch of the Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1937].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Conoco ... official road map : St. Louis and vicinity.
Date from RMcN AE 158 ms. index.
Plate no. 11-K
Map on verso (53 x 27 cm.): Downtown St. Louis.
Panel art: Conoco logo over outline of North America.
Handstamped "1937" and "copyrighted".
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 158.6A (PrCt)

68122  Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Shell road map : metropolitan St. Louis. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1937?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 2072 (PrCt)

68123  Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) road map : St. Louis and vicinity.
Date from RMcN AE 69 ms. index.
Plate no. S.3815
Map on verso (43 x 28 cm.): Downtown St. Louis
Panel art: Compass with Standard Oil crown logo over cars on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 69.17 (PrCt)

68124  Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

maps>>Saint Louis (Mo.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps>>Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) road map : St. Louis and vicinity.
Date from RMcN AE 71 ms. index.
Plate no. S.3815
Map on verso (43 x 28 cm.): Downtown St. Louis.
Panel art: Standard service sign over cars and gas pumps.
Handstamped "Feb 22 1937."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 71.13X (PrCt)

68127
Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps>>Saint Louis (Mo.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps>>Road maps
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: car, Phillips 66 tanker truck on road, Phillips 66 sign, and slogan "there's a Phillips station ahead."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3199 (PrCt)

68128
Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps>>Saint Louis (Mo.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps>>Road maps
Shell road map : metropolitan St. Louis ... Chicago : H. M. Gousha Company, [1938].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell : metropolitan St. Louis and vicinity.
Date from RMcN AE 164 ms. index.
Plate no.12-L 1938-1
Map on verso (43 x 28 cm.): Downtown St. Louis.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 15 1938 .... "
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 164.52 (PrCt)

68129
Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps>>Saint Louis (Mo.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps>>Road maps
Shell road map : metropolitan St. Louis. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1938?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3261 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

Travel St. Louis and vicinity with Conoco: every Conoco station is a branch of the Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago: H.M. Gousha Company, [1939].

Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map: col.; 43 x 58 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Conoco ... official road map: St. Louis and vicinity.

Date from RMcN AE 159 ms. index.

Plate no. 10-M

Map on verso (43 x 27 cm.): Downtown St. Louis.

Panel art: Conoco logo over outline of North America.

Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Aug 17 1939 ... ."

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 159.43A (PrCt)

Request and cite items by complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Saint Louis (Mo.) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Highway map : St. Louis ... Standard Oil Company (Indiana). Chicago : Rand McNally & Company , [1942].
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 52 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) road map : St. Louis and vicinity.
Date from RMcN AE 72 ms. index.
Plate no. X.3518
Map on verso (43 x 28 cm.): Downtown St. Louis featuring points of interest, parks and principal buildings.
Panel art: Standard Service sign over cars and gas pumps.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 72.2 (PrCt)
68148 **Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1950 - Road maps**

*Highway map: St. Louis / compliments of Standard Oil Company (Indiana).* Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1950?].

Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col.; 42 x 53 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm. Panel title.

Added title: Road map: St. Louis and vicinity.

Plate no. 0-423518-5.

Map on verso (43 x 28 cm.): Map of downtown St. Louis showing two designated city routes leading to McKinley Bridge.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

**RMcN Clients 3168 (PrCt)**

68149 **Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1951 - Road maps**

*Highway map: St. Louis / compliments of Standard Oil Company (Indiana).* Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1951].

Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col.; 42 x 53 cm. Panel title.

Added title: St. Louis and Vicinity.

Plate no. 1-423518-6.

Map on verso (43 x 28 cm.): Downtown St. Louis featuring points of interest, parks, and principal buildings.

Panel art: Standard service sign over car, attendant, and gas pumps.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 73.13 (PrCt)**

68150 **Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1952 - Road maps**

*Highway map: St. Louis / compliments of Standard Oil Company (Indiana).* Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1952].

Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col.; 42 x 53 cm. Panel title.

Added title: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) road map: St. Louis and vicinity.

Date from RMcN AE 73 ms. index.

Plate no. 2-423518-7.

Map on verso (43 x 28 cm.): Downtown St. Louis featuring points of interest, parks, and principal buildings.

Panel art: Standard service sign over car, attendant, and gas pumps.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 73.20 (PrCt)**

68151 **Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1952 - Road maps**


Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col.; 53 x 42 cm. Panel title.

Added title: St. Louis and Vicinity.

Date from RMcN AE 73 ms. index.

Plate no. 2-423518-7.

Map on verso (44 x 28 cm.): Downtown St. Louis.

Panel art: Statue of St. Louis on horseback.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 73.23 (PrCt)**

68152 **Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1954 - Road maps**


Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col.; 43 x 53 cm. Panel title.

Added title: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) road map: Highway map: St. Louis and vicinity.

Date from RMcN AE 73 ms. index.

Plate no. 2-423518-7.

Map on verso (43 x 28 cm.): Downtown St. Louis featuring points of interest, parks, and principal buildings.

Panel art: Standard service sign over car, attendant, and gas pumps.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 73.20 (PrCt)**

68153 **Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1954 - Road maps**


Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col.; 43 x 53 cm. Panel title.

Added title: Texaco touring map of St. Louis and...
Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1954 - Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 72.1X (PrCt)

Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps
Highway map: St. Louis ... Standard Oil Company. Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1955].
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 72.11X (PrCt)

Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1955 - Road maps
Highway map: St. Louis ... Standard Oil Company. Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1955].
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 72.10X (PrCt)

Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps
Highway map: St. Louis ... Standard Oil Company. Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1955].
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 72.20X (PrCt)
- Maps - 1956 - Road maps

Metropolitan St. Louis and Kansas City ...

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 53 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of St. Louis and vicinity.
Dated "April 1956" at upper left.
Plate no. 6-423518-12.
Map on verso (43 x 56 cm.): Texaco touring map of Kansas City and vicinity
Panel art: Texaco sign and station by side of road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 72.21X (PrCt)

68160 Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps

Metropolitan St. Louis and Kansas City ... tour with Texaco. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1956?].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 53 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of St. Louis and vicinity.
Plate no. 6-423518-12.
Map on verso (42 x 55 cm.): Texaco touring map of Kansas City and vicinity.
Panel art: Texaco gas station on hilly rural road.
Title panel handstamped "Apr 9 1956."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Clients 3785 (PrCt)

68161 Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1958 - Railroads

Chicago and North Western Railway Company - Maps - 1958

St. Louis gateway. [Chicago? Chicago and North Western Railway Company?, 1958?].
Authors: Chicago and North Western Railway Company
1 map ; 13 x 11 cm.
Summary route map of Chicago and North Western Railway lines in the Saint Louis region.
In Chicago and North Western Railway Company. Annual report, 1957 [Chicago?:
5A 7267 (1957 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

68162 Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1959 - Road maps

Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 53 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: St. Louis and vicinity.
Plate no. 9-423518-14.
Map on verso (43 x 28 cm): Downtown St. Louis.
Panel art: Standard flaming torch sign and illustration of gas station attendant helping a woman in a car read a map; slogan "as you travel, ask us."
Handstamp: "Apr 24 1959."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3186 (PrCt)

68163 Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1960 - Road maps

Hertz Corporation - Maps - 1960

Hertz Rent a Car map of St. Louis and vicinity. [Chicago? : Rand McNally & Company, [1960?].
Authors: Hertz Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- W.H. Wilton, inc. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 33 x 44 cm., folded to 22 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Saint Louis and vicinity.
"Copyright, W.H. Wilton, Inc."
Plate no. R.L. 60 S 45
Includes illustration of car with "1960" on the front license plate.
Map on verso (38 x 25 cm.): Downtown St. Louis.
Identifies Hertz office locations.
Panel art: Car on highway ramp; cityscape in the background.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1414 (PrCt)

68164 Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1972 - Road maps

Authors: Shell Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 70 x 59 cm., on sheet 74 x 46 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.
"1972 edition."
Panel title.
Added titles: St. Louis street map -- Hazlewood to Kirkwood area.
Plate no.726058E-11.
Insets (21 x 25 cm.): St. Louis and vicinity.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1998 - Road maps

Saint Louis County (Mo.) - Maps - 1998 - Road maps

Counties - Maps


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (216 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.

$15.95

Uniform title: StreetFinder.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

ISBN 0-528-97230-8

RMcN StrFrd 1998 .S257 (PrCt)

Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 2001 - Road maps

Saint Louis County (Mo.) - Maps - 2001 - Road maps

Counties - Maps


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (216 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.

$17.95

Uniform title: StreetFinder.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

ISBN 0-528-94571-8

RMcN StrFrd 2001 .S257 (PrCt)

Saint Lucia - Maps - 1700-1799 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

Manuscript maps - Facsimiles

Plan de l'isle Ste. Lucie ou Ste. Alousie. [ca. 1724].

Authors: Cartes Marines Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 30, sheet 64

1 ms. map : hand col. ; 508 x 355 mm. on sheet 563 x 748 mm.

Map of the island of Saint Lucia with an inset (314 x 384 mm.) of the port of Castries (previously known as Petit Carenage): Partie de l'isle Ste. Lucie. Includes six lines of text describing the failed 1723 invasion by ships under the command of Captain Nathaniel Uring, British deputy-governor of the island, acting under orders from John, Duke of Montagu. British forces left after negotiating terms with the French colonial governor-general of Martinique, Jacques-Charles Bochart de Champigny. Keyed to locations A-I and K-N; includes drawings of three ships.

Scale [ca. 1:177,000], 'Echelle de 3 lieuës marines' [= 94 mm.]

Oriented with north at lower right.

Pen-and-ink and watercolor (green, grey, brown, yellow, red); mounted on cloth.

Sheet 64 of 117 in the Cartes Marines Manuscript Map Collection, detailing French colonial interests worldwide, ca. 1640-ca. 1726.

Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 174


Ayer ms map proj 00

Digital image available as part of the Newberry Library's Great Lakes Digital Collection via the CARLI Digital Collections website (accessed Nov. 2010):

http://collections.carli.illinois.edu/u?/nby_grlakes, 928

VAULT drawer Ayer MS map 30 sheet 64 (NLO)

Saint Lucia - Maps - 1775<<>>Castries (Saint Lucia) - Maps - 1775 - Nautical charts

Nautical charts

St. Lucia, done from surveys and observations ... London : Robt. Sayer, 1775 [i.e. 1780].

Authors: Jefferys, Thomas, -1771 -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Robert Sayer and John Bennett (Firm) -- Jefferys, Thomas, d. 1771.

The West-India atlas ... (1780) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : 59 x 45 cm.

Engraved Roman numeral 'IX' at upper right.

Inset (15 x 18 cm.): Plan of the Carenage.

In: Jefferys, Thomas. The West-India atlas : or, A compendious description of the West-Indies

Panel art: Shell logo and color illustration of Saint Louis skyline, "Gateway to the West" Arch.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 2501 (PrCt)

Saint Lucia - Maps - 1724 - Manuscripts

Castries (Saint Lucia) - Maps - 1724 - Manuscripts

Montagu, Duke of, 1690-

Bochart de Champigny, Jacques-Charles, Marquis de, d. 1754

Uring, Nathaniel

Manuscript maps

Engraved Roman numeral 'IX' at upper right.

Inset (15 x 18 cm.): Plan of the Carenage.

In: Jefferys, Thomas. The West-India atlas : or, A compendious description of the West-Indies

Panel art: Shell logo and color illustration of Saint Louis skyline, "Gateway to the West" Arch.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 2501 (PrCt)

Saint Lucia - Maps - 1775<<>>Castries (Saint Lucia) - Maps - 1775 - Nautical charts

Nautical charts

St. Lucia, done from surveys and observations ... London : Robt. Sayer, 1775 [i.e. 1780].

Authors: Jefferys, Thomas, -1771 -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Robert Sayer and John Bennett (Firm) -- Jefferys, Thomas, d. 1771.

The West-India atlas ... (1780) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : 59 x 45 cm.

Engraved Roman numeral 'IX' at upper right.

Inset (15 x 18 cm.): Plan of the Carenage.

In: Jefferys, Thomas. The West-India atlas : or, A compendious description of the West-Indies

Panel art: Shell logo and color illustration of Saint Louis skyline, "Gateway to the West" Arch.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 2501 (PrCt)
Saint Lucia - Maps - 1778 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

Carte de la partie de l'Isle de Ste. Lucie de puis l'ance du Choc jusqu' au Matrigot des Roseaux. [19--].
1 map -- Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1778 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
For photostat of similar manuscript see MapPhoto Fr BN Portef. 106-79.

MapPhoto France BN Ge C 2815 (PrCt)

Saint Malo (France) - Maps - 1758 - Harbors - Nautical charts

In: Fer, Nicolas de. Introduction à la fortification ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, [1713?]) map [14].
For later state of this map, with engraved plate number, see Case folio U 26 .292.
For earlier version of this map, engraved on different plate, see Case folio U 26 .293.

Case oversize U 26 .2919 map [14] (PrCt)

Saint-Malo (France) - Maps - 1758 - Harbors - Nautical charts

1 map ; 15 x 23 cm. on sheet 48 x 31 cm.
Engraved map printed beneath letterpress text (p. 37): Directions for the coast of France. Oriented with north at bottom.
In: The English pilot, for the southern navigation ... on the coast of England, Scotland, Ireland, Holland, Flanders, Spain, Portugal, to the Streight's-Mouth; with the coasts of Barbary, and off to the Canary, Madeira, Cape de Verde and Western-Islands (London : Printed for W. and J. Mount, T. Page and Son, on Tower-Hill, 1758), [plate 8].

Baskes oversize G1793 .E55 1758, [plate 8] (PrCt)

Saint-Malo (France) - Maps - 1766 - Harbors - Nautical charts

The Haven of St. Malo. [Dublin : Jane Grierson, 1766].
1 map ; 16 x 23 cm.
In: The English pilot. Part 1, describing the coasts ... in the southern navigation upon the coasts of England, Scotland, Ireland, Holland, Flanders, Spain, Portugal ... (Dublin: Jane Grierson, 1766) p. 37.
Running title: Directions for the coast of France.

 oversize Ayer 135 .E55 1766 p. 37 (PrCt)

Saint-Malo (France) - Maps - 1790 - Harbors - Nautical charts

The Haven of St. Malo. [London : Mount and Davidson, 1790].
Authors: Mount & Davidson (Firm), fl. 1789-1800 -- English Pilot. Part 1 (1790) -- Roger S. Baskes
Saint Martin (West Indies) - Maps - Collections, 1579-1950
Saint Martin (West Indies) - Pictorial works - Collections, 1579-1950
Dominicans - Missions - Saint Martin (West Indies) - Pictorial works - Collections, 1579-1950
Saint Martin (West Indies) - Pictorial works - Collections, 1579-1950
Ecclesiastical geography - Saint Martin (West Indies) - Pictorial works - Collections, 1579-1950
Authors: Coomans, Henry E. -- Coomans-Eustatia, Maritza -- Lo-Sin-Sjoe, Cees -- Leven, Johan van ‘t -- Stichting Libri Antilliani -- Dominicans
119 p. : ill., col. maps ; 20 x 22 cm.
Includes facsimiles of 10 maps of St. Martin, dating from 1579 (A. Ortelius) to 1883 (J. Dornseiffen); includes 68 old photoprints and postcards from the early 20th century, many from the Archives of the Dominican Friars in Nijmegen, Netherlands.
In Dutch and English.
OCLC 57663068
F2103 .C66 2000 (NLO)

Saint Mary’s County (Md.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps -- Road maps -- Counties -- Maps
Authors: Maryland. Dept. of Transportation
1 map : col. ; 43 x 43 cm.
temp map4F G3843.A 1964-1985 M3 map 18 (PrCt)

Saint Marys River (Ga. and Fla.) - Maps - 1803 -- Okefenokee Swamp (Ga. and Fla.) - Maps - 1803 -- Okefenokee Swamp (Ga. and Fla.) SEE Okefenokee Swamp (Ga. and Fla.)
Authors: Ellicott, Andrew, 1754-1820 -- De Krafft, Charles -- Lawson, Alexander, 1773-1846 -- Budd and Bartram -- Dobson, Thomas, 1751-1823 -- Ellicott, Andrew, 1754-1820. The Journal of Andrew Ellicott ; late commissioner on behalf of the United States ... for determining the boundary between the United States and the possessions of His Catholic Majesty in America (1803) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 32 x 12 cm., folded to 26 x 22 cm.
Anonymous map without title or imprint; title supplied by cataloger.
Scale not given.
Circled area next to ‘Okefenokee Swamp’ notes
that 'the source of the St. Marys is supposed to be within this dotted line' (38 mm. in diam.) Plate 'No. 8.'
Inset of survey angles (8 x 7 cm.): Fig. F.
In Ellicott, Andrew. The Journal of Andrew Ellicott: late commissioner on behalf of the United States ... for determining the boundary between the United States and the possessions of His Catholic Majesty in America (Philadelphia: Printed by Budd & Bartram, for Thomas Dobson, 1803) Appendix, following p. 142.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copy: G 875 .26 folio Graff 1230 Appendix, following p. 142 (PrCt)

68188 Saint Marys River (Mich. and Ont.) - Maps - 1744
1 map ; 22 x 16 cm.

A Survey of St. Mary's River. 1886. Authors: Bayfield, H.W., Lt.
1 map
Facsimile of original published 1825. 92-030503

1 map ; 25 x 51 cm.
Facsimile of original published 1828.

68191 Saint Marys River Region (Mich. and Ont.) - Maps - 1761 Wall maps
Plan of the St. Maurice Territory. Toronto: Crown Land Departement [sic], 1856. Authors: Canada. Crown Land Dept. -- Cauchon, Joseph, 1816-1885 -- Matthews, George, ca. 1816-1864
1 map ; 125 x 144 cm.
'Joseph Couchon Comr. Crown Lands.'
'G. Matthews, Lithographer Montreal.'
'4th April, 1856.' Scale [1:253,440]; 4 miles to the inch.
maproll G 1082 .1266 (NLO)

68193 Saint Michael (Alaska) - Maps - 1926 - Harbors
1 map ; 46 x 44 cm.
Added title, within neat line: Norton Sound--south shore.
Added title, above neat line in upper margin: Plans in Alaska.
'Published at the Admiralty, 10th Aug. 1900, under the superintendence of Rear Admiral W. J. L. Wharton...Hydrographer.'
'New edition July 1909.'
Bonaparte G 38 .07 (NLO)

Saint-Omer (France) - Maps - 1695 - Fortification
St. Omer. Ville forte des Pais bas dans le comté d'Artois ... [Paris : De Fer, 1695].
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes -- avec leurs fortifications ... (1695-1696)
1 map ; 23 x 29 cm.
In: Fer, Nicolas de. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes; avec leurs fortifications ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, 1695-1696) pt. 6, map [102].
Manuscript '(2)' at upper right.
Case folio U 26. 293 pt. 6, map [102] (PrCt)

Saint-Omer (France) - Maps - 1713 - Fortification
St. Omer ville forte des Pais Bas dans le comté d'Artois ... [Paris : De Fer, 1713?].
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646
1 map ; 18 x 24 cm.
In: Fer, Nicolas de. Introduction à la fortification ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, [1713?]) map [60].
For later state of this map, with engraved plate number, see Case folio U 26 .292.
For earlier version of this map, engraved on different plate, see Case folio U 26 .293.
Case oversize U 26 .2919 map [60] (PrCt)

Saint-Omer (Pas-de-Calais, France) - Maps - 1620
S. Avdomarifanvm S. Aulmer, Omer, jccius portus ... [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Deventer, Jacob van, d. 1575 -- Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 34 x 38 cm.
Derived from a drawing by Jacob van Deventer; see R.A. Skelton's Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.
Includes references 1-19.
Latin letterpress text on verso under title: S. Avdomari.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 4, pl. 8 (PrCt)

Saint Paul (Minn.) - 1970
Authors: Saint Paul Area Chamber of Commerce 1 leaflet (5-fold) : col. map and photos ; 23 x 10 cm.
Visitor brochure on restaurants, night clubs, music, sports, outdoor recreation, shopping and arts.
Saint Paul (Minn.) - 1990
Authors: Adguide Promotions
1 leaflet (7-fold) : col. map, photos ; 17 x 9 cm.
Travel Vertical File G4144 .S4E635a 1970 .S3 (PrCt)

Saint Paul (Minn.) - 2001<>Tourism 2001
Authors: Karlen, Neal
1 p. : map and photos
From: New York times ( 19).

Saint Paul (Minn.) - City planning - 1970
Capital Centre. Saint Paul, Minn. Office of Public Information, Housing and Redevelopment Authority of the City of Saint Paul, Minn. [ca. 1970].
Authors: Housing and Redevelopment Authority of the City of Saint Paul, Minn. -- Saint Paul (Minn.). Housing and Redevelopment Authority SEE Housing and Redevelopment Authority of the City of Saint Paul, Minn.
1 booklet (12 p.) : ills, maps ; 20 x 20 cm. + booklet (8 p.) in pocket
Travel Vertical File G4144 .S4G45 1970 .H6 (PrCt)

Map showing the projected I. C. R. C. railway system of Saint Paul, prepared & published by the Saint Paul Board of Trade, J. O. Wheelsup, prest., Ocean Dogge, secy. [Minneapolis?, 1871].
Authors: Wheelsup, J. O. -- Dogge, Ocean -- St. Paul Board of Trade -- St. Paul & London Inter-Continental Double Track Railway -- St. Paul Press (Minn.) (1871) -- Minnesota Historical Society -- Saint Paul & London Inter-Continental Double Track Railway SEE St. Paul & London Inter-Continental Double Track Railway SEE St. Paul Board of Trade -- Saint Paul Press (Minn.). Board of Trade SEE St. Paul Board of Trade -- Saint Paul Press (Minn.) (1871) SEE St. Paul Press (Minn.) (1871)
1 map ; 16 x 24 cm.
Added title at top of map: St. Paul in the year 1900.
"Other projections will be evolved as these gents put their heads together."
Photograph of map in unidentified (Minneapolis?) newspaper, from collections of the Minnesota Historical Society, lampooning a map published in the St. Paul Press (1 January 1871); see Checklist of printed maps of the Middle West to 1900, entry 7-1579.
Shows a huge St. Paul as "Head of navigation" and railroad center of North America, with a connection across the Atlantic via the "St. Paul & London Inter-Continental Double Track Ry."
Block of text in the Atlantic gives details of the project, including that "the Mississippi River is not to be allowed to run north of St. Paul, to which point it is to be filled up and covered to a cranberry marsh."
Title block reproduced in Mapline 13 (March 1979), p. 3.
Missing August 2014.
map1F G4144 .S4P3 1871 .W5 (PrCt)

Authors: Hopkins, Griffith Morgan -- MacCormack, Walter S.
1 atlas ([1], 23 fold. plates : maps) ; 43 cm.
Phillips 2035.
78-37141
oversize G1429 .S4 H6 1886 (NLO)

Saint Paul (Minn.) - Maps - 1931 - Pictorial maps<--Pictorial maps - Saint Paul (Minn.) - 1931<--Road maps<--Pictorial maps
Authors: Burbank, Richard H. -- Saint Paul Association of Commerce (Saint Paul, Minn.) -- Manship, Paul -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 40 x 52 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Map of the city of Saint Paul ...
"Designer - Richard H. Burbank - cartographer."
Inset (6 x 13 cm.): Saint Paul as seen by the visitor as he came up the river in 1851.
Panel art: Paul Manship's "Indian Boy" -- Cochran Park.
Previously bound with a collection of pictorial maps in binders labeled "Points of Interest." Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

68207 Saint Paul (Minn.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; fold. to 24 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Uniform title: EasyFinder

68208 Saint Paul (Minn.) - Pictorial works - 1853 - Pacific railroads - Explorations and surveys - Maps - 1853 - Railroads - Maps

Saint Paul. 1853.
Authors: Stanley, John Mix, 1814-1872 -- Sarony, Major & Knapp Lith. -- United States Pacific Railroad Expeditions and Surveys -- Pacific Railroad Reports, v. 12, pt. 1, pl. 1 -- United States. Congress
1 view : col. ; 16 x 24 cm.
In Pacific Railroad Reports, v. 12, pt. 1, pl. 1, opposite p. 35 (Serial Set 1054).
Uniform title: Pacific Railroad Reports
Govt. 1054 pt. 1, pl. 1, opp. p. 35 (PrCt)

68209 Saint Paul (Minn.) - Pictorial works - 1860

Authors: Stanley, John Mix, 1814-1872 -- Sarony, Major & Knapp Lith. -- Williams, Loren L., 1828-1881. Journal (1851-1880) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 view : col. ; 15 x 23 cm.
Printed view detached from unidentified source, trimmed, and pasted into: Williams, Loren L. Journal v. 2, p. 240.
Forms part of Williams's manuscript journals, chronicling his life in Oregon between 1851-1880.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
VAULT folio Graff 4683 v. 2, p. 240 (PrCt)

68210 Saint Paul (Minn.) - Pictorial works - 1867

Authors: Chicago Lithographing Co. -- Historic Urban Plans (Firm)
1 birds-eye view ; col. ; 52 x 71 cm.
Facsimile of original published 1867.
415
map6F G4144.S4A3 1867 .C45 1975 (PrCt)

68211 Saint Paul (Minn.) - Saint Paul Area Chamber of Commerce - 1970

Authors: Saint Paul Convention and Visitors Bureau
1 booklet : photos : four-fold col. map
Tips and recommendations for visitors on interest - history, architecture and parks.
Travel Vertical File G4144 .S4E635 1970 .S3 (PrCt)

Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 62 x 43 cm., folded to 23 x 12 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: St. Petersburg.
Plate no. 66584630V-8.
Insets (11 x 16 cm. and 8 x 6 cm.): Tampa-St. Petersburg Beach -- Pass-a-Grille Beach.
Map on verso (61 x 43 cm.): Tampa.
Panel art: Pure Oil Co. sign and Firebird gas logo; motto "Discover America best by car."
Bears two Library of Congress copyright handstamps.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library), Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2246 (PrCt)

Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Union Oil Company of California -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 63 x 43 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: St. Petersburg street map.
Plate no. 68584630V-10.
Insets (11 x 16 cm. and 8 x 6 cm.): Tampa, St. Petersburg and vicinity -- St. Petersburg beach (Pass-A-Grille beach).
Map on verso (61 x 43 cm.): Tampa street map.
Panel art: Illustration of cars on interstate highway with overpass; Pure logo.
Includes two certificate no. handstamps from the Register of Copyrights, Library of Congress, Washington, D.C.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4567 (PrCt)

68214 Saint Petersburg (Fla.) - Maps - 1971 - Road maps
Tampa (Fla.) - Maps - 1971 - Road maps
Saint Petersburg Region (Fla.) - Maps - 1971

Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 63 x 43 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Street map of St. Petersburg.
Plate no. 74584630V-16.
 Insets (11 x 16 cm. and 6 x 7 cm.): Tampa-St. Petersburg and vicinity -- [Clearwater] -- St. Petersburg Beach (Pass-a-Grille Beach).
 Map on verso (60 x 43 cm.): Phillips 66 street map of Tampa.
Panel art: Illustration of goose flying over mountain landscape.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2022 (PrCt)

68215 Saint Petersburg (Fla.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps
Saint Petersburg Region (Fla.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps
Tampa (Fla.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps
Tampa Region (Fla.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps
Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 70 x 58 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.
"1975 Edition"
Panel title.
Added title: Phillips 66 street map of St. Petersburg.
Plate no. 74584630V-16.
 Insets (11 x 16 cm. and 6 x 7 cm.): Tampa-St.Petersburg and vicinity -- [Clearwater].
 Map on verso (60 x 43 cm.): Phillips 66 street map of Tampa.
Panel art: Illustration of goose flying over mountain landscape.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2071 (PrCt)

68216 Saint Petersburg (Fla.) - Maps - 2003 - Road maps
Pinellas County (Fla.) - Maps - 2003
Road maps
Counts - Maps
St. Petersburg, Pinellas County StreetFinder.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map (143, 50 p. ) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Date on cover: 2003.
$19.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 A Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-99894-3
RMcN StrFdr 2004 .P575 (PrCt)

68217 Saint Petersburg (Fla.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps
Saint Petersburg Region (Fla.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps
Pinellas County (Fla.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps
Road maps
Counts - Maps
St. Petersburg, Pinellas County StreetFinder.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map (2-143, 2-50 p. ) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
$19.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 A Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-99894-3
RMcN StrFdr 2004 .P575 (PrCt)

68218 Saint Petersburg (Fla.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. EasyFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; fold. to 24 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Uniform title: EasyFinder Laminate.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
ISBN 0528854852
RMcN Road Map 2005 StPFL (PrCt)

68219 Saint Petersburg (Fla.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps
Saint Petersburg Region (Fla.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps
Pinellas County (Fla.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps
Counts - Maps
St. Petersburg, Pinellas County street guide.
[Skokie, Ill.]: Rand McNally , 2005.
1 atlas (143, 50 p. ) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Date on cover: 2005.
$19.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 A Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-99692-4
RMcN StrFdr 2005 .P575 (PrCt)

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)
Saint Petersburg (Fla.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps
Maps - 2006 - Road maps
Pinellas County (Fla.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps
Road maps - Counties - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- NAVTEQ (Firm) -- Rand McNally and Company.
Street guide -- Rand McNally and Company.
StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Dated 2006, but received by the Newberry Library in 2005.
$19.95
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528854836
RMcN StrFdr 2006 .P575 (PrCt)

Saint Petersburg (Fla.) Maps - 2007 - Road maps
Clearwater (Fla.) Maps - 2007 - Road maps
Pinellas County (Fla.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps
Road maps - Counties - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- NAVTEQ (Firm) -- Rand McNally and Company.
Street guide -- Rand McNally and Company.
StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title: St. Petersburg/Clearwater : including Pinella County street guide
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
"$19.95" -- back cover
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528859536
RMcN StrFdr 2007 .P575 (PrCt)

Saint Petersburg (Russia) - Description and travel - 1843
Russia - Description and travel - 1843
Authors: Kohl, J. G. (Johann Georg), 1808-1878 -- Carey & Hart -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
2 v. (vi, [9]-208 p.) ; 23 cm.
Does not include maps.
Bound with four other works with spine title: Kohl's travels.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
OCLC 6301820.
Baskes DB25 .K792 no. 2 (NLO)

Saint Petersburg (Russia) - Guidebooks - 1910
Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag
Wernekinck, A. -- Kraatz, Leopold -- Goldschmidt, Albert -- Resner, F. -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Imperfect; this copy lacking 2 folded maps and plans.
Former Ownership History:
Includes index.
Series: Grieben-Reiseführer ; Bd. 27.
Former owner: [F. Resner].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 27 (1910) (NLO)

Saint Petersburg (Russia) - Maps - 1720
Nova ac verissima urbis St. Petersburg ... delineatio. Amsterdam, [ca. 1720].
Authors: Ottens, Aaltje Fredericks, ca.1665-1725 -- Keizer, Jacob. Amsterdam, 1706-1750 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:Y22
2 maps ; 32 x 59 cm. and 16 x 59 cm. on sheet 52 x 62 cm.
Added title: Afbeelding van de nieuwe Russiche hoofd-residentie en zee stad St. Petersburg.
References: A-W, a-d.
3092
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G7004.S2 1720 O8 (PrCt)
Saint Petersburg (Russia) - Maps - 1812
St. Petersburg (Russia) SEE Saint Petersburg (Russia)

Saint Petersburg (Russia) - Maps - 1834
St. Petersburg. London: Chapman & Hall, 1834

Saint Petersburg (Russia) - Maps - 1840
Saint Petersburg

Saint Petersburg (Russia) - Maps - 1875
Handbook map of St. Petersburg / Edwd. Weller

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Saint Petersburg (Russia) - Maps - Collections

68239
Saint Petersburg (Russia) - Maps - Collections

68240
Saint Pierre and Miquelon - Maps - 1732 - Nautical charts


1 atlas (xiii, [1], 54, [1] p.) : ill., maps (some folded, some col.) ; 40 x 48 cm.
Includes reproductions of historical maps of Saint Petersburg from 1656 to 1914.
"Redaktzionnaia kollegia, S.V. Kalesnik (predsedatel), A.G. Durov (zam. predsedatelia?) ..."--T.p. verso.
Newberry holdings (Jan. 2012): ch. 1 with 32 maps
No more published?
Publisher's illustrated blue cloth binding.
Scales differ.
Armorial stamp (motto: Pro deo et pro rege).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: map58000321
Baskes oversize G2144.S2 L46 1957 (NLO)

Saint Petersburg, by Capt. William Tav...Miquelon (France) SEE Saint Pierre and Miquelon

1 map ; 31 x 25 cm.
Accompanying letterpress text printed above engraved map: A Description of the Island of St. Peters, by Capt. William Taverner.
Running title (p. 18): A Description of Newfoundland
Oriented with north at bottom right.
In: The English pilot : the fourth book : describing the West-India navigation, from Hudson's-Bay to

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
the river Amazones ... (London : Printed for Thomas Page and William Mount, at the Postern on Tower-Hill, 1732), [plate 13].

Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger):
English Pilot. Part 4 (1732)

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1106.P5 E5 1732, [plate 13] (PrCt)


Authors: Taverner, William, Captain -- W. and J. Mount, T. Page and Son (Firm), fl. 1755-1762 -- English Pilot. Part 4 (1760) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 31 x 25 cm.

Accompanying letterpress text printed above engraved map: A Description of the Island of St. Peters, by Capt. William Taverner.

Oriented with north at lower right.


Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger):
English Pilot. Part 4 (1760)

Ayer oversize G1106.P5 E5 1760 p. 18 (PrCt)


1 map ; 30 x 24 cm. on sheet 47 x 30 cm.

Accompanying letterpress text printed above engraved map: A Description of the Island of St. Peters, by Capt. William Taverner.

Oriented with north at lower right.


Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger):
English Pilot. Part 4 (1783)

oversize Ayer 135 .E55 1783 p. 18 (PrCt)

68243 Saint-Pierre-D'Albigny (France) -1693 - Pictorial works<<>>>Chateau de Miolans (Saint-Pierre-D'Albigny, France) - Maps - 1693 - Pictorial works Veüe du chateau de Miolans en Savoie ... [Paris] : De Fer, 1693.

Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes -- avec leurs fortifications ... (1695-1696)

1 view ; 13 x 19 cm.

In: Fer, Nicolas de. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes; avec leurs fortifications ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, 1695-1696) pt. 2, map [32].

Manuscript '(23)' at upper right.

Case folio U 26. 293 pt. 2, map [32] (PrCt)

68244 Saint-Pierre-D’Albigny (France) -1713 - Pictorial works<<>>>Chateau de Miolans (Saint-Pierre-D'Albigny, France) - Maps - 1713 - Pictorial works Veüe du chateau de Miolans en Savoie ... [Paris] : De Fer, [1713?].

Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Introduction à la fortification ... [1713?]

1 view ; 12 x 19 cm.

In: Fer, Nicolas de. Introduction à la fortification ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, [1713?]) map [138].

For earlier version of this map, engraved on different plate, see Case folio U 26 .293.

Case oversize U 26 .2919 map [138] (PrCt)

68245 Saint-Quentin, Battle of, Saint-Quentin, Aisne, France, 1557 - Pictorial works S. Quarintino : Gallorum strages die x Augusti expugnatio vrbis die xxvii eiusdem. MDLVII. [Rome? s.n., 1557?].

Authors: Hoepli, Ulrico, 1847--1918 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 view ; 341 x 449 mm. (plate mark), on sheet 368 x 493 mm.

Anonymous view of the 1557 battle of Saint-Quentin.

Relief shown pictorially.

Includes chronograms dedicated to Philip II of Spain.

In pencil on verso: Ans. 43,598.


Bella and Bella, Cartografia rara ... dalla collezione Franco Novacco (1986) p. 128, no. 120.

Tooley 506.

Ex Hoepli.

Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Duplicate copy: Novacco 2F 029.5; see Map Info File.

Novacco 2F 29 (PrCt)
Saint-Quentin, Battle of, Saint-Quentin, Aisne, France, 1557 - Pictorial works
S. Qvintano : Gallorum strages die x Augusti expugnatio vrbis die xxvii eiusdem. MDLVII.
[Toome? s.n., 1557?].
Authors: Sotheby's (Firm) -- Franco Novacco
Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view ; on sheet 342 x 449 mm.
Anonymous view of the 1557 battle of Saint-Quentin.
Relief shown pictorially.
Includes chronograms dedicated to Philip II of Spain.
Trimmed to plate mark and mounted on paper board.
Bella and Bella, Cartografia rara ... dalla collezione Franco Novacco (1986) p. 128, no. 120.
Tooley 506.
Acquired 14 Dec. 2000 in Sotheby's sale no. L00720 (London, Bond Street); see The Travel sale: books, maps, atlases ... and topographical pictures (London: Sotheby's, 2000) lot no. 336; see Map Info File.
Duplicate copy: Novacco 2F 029.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
c24.5
00122001NL
Novacco 2F 29.5 (PrCt)

Saint Regis Mohawk Indian Reservation (N.Y.) - Maps - 1890
Saint Lawrence County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1890
Franklin County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1890
Indians - Franklin County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1890
Landowners - St. Regis Band of Mohawk Indians of New York - New York (State) - Maps - 1890
Landowners - Saint Lawrence County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1890
Landowners - Franklin County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1890
Landowners - St. Regis Mohawk Indian Reservation (N.Y.) SEE Saint Regis Mohawk Indian Reservation (N.Y.)
Saint Regis Band of Mohawk Indians of New York SEE St. Regis Band of Mohawk Indians of New York
Lawrence County (N.Y.) SEE Saint Lawrence County (N.Y.)
Reservation of the St. Regis Indians : St. Lawrence & Franklin counties, New York ... located and platted by Henry B. Carrington ...
1 map ; 24 x 32 cm.
Includes names of land owners.
At upper left: Eleventh census of the United States.
At upper right: Indians.
Duplicate copies: Govt. I 12.5 v. 10 and folio Graff 4396
Ayer folio E98.C3 U5 1894 opp. p. 471 (PrCt)

Saint Simons Island (Ga. : Island) - Maps - 1700-1799 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Plan du fort proposé dans l'Isle de St. Simon pour la deffeonce de l'entrée du havre de Jenkins Sound. [19--].
Authors: British Library. Crown 122:72 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 18th-century manuscript.
MapPhoto England BL Crown 122:72 (PrCt)

Saint Simons Island (Ga. : Island) - Maps - 1700-1799 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Plan d'une batterie et d'une redoute avec un corps de garde in St. Simon [19--].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 18th-century manuscript.
MapPhoto England BL Crown 122:73 (PrCt)

Saint Simons Island (Ga. : Island) - Maps - 1700-1799 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Plan d'une batterie et d'une redoute avec un corps de garde in St. Simon's Island [19--].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 18th-century manuscript.
MapPhoto England BL Crown 122:74 (PrCt)
Saint Simons Island (Ga.) - Maps - 1861 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles

St. Simon’s Island, Georgia. [Charleston] : =South Carolina Historical Society, 1975. Authors: South Carolina Historical Society 1 map : col. ; on sheet 39 x 62 cm.
Facsimile of ca. 1861 manuscript in the collections of the Society.
Scale [ca. 1:47,200]. Oriented with north at right.
76-25448
ICN78
map2F G3922.S2 1861 S2 1975 (PrCt)

Saint Thomas (V.I.) - Maps - 1764

Carte de l’Isle St. Thomas. [198-]. Authors: Bellin, Jacques Nicolas, 1703-1772 1 map
198- facsimile. Originally published 1764.
temp map4F G5012.S4 1764 .B4 198-.H5 (PrCt)

Saint Thomas (V.I.) - Maps - 1979 - Road maps - Pictorial maps - Saint Thomas (V.I.) - Maps - 1979 - Road maps - Advertising maps - 1979 - Road maps - Pictorial maps

Pictorial road map by Eugene Derdeyn published for Moran Real Estate.
Inset: Downtown Charlotte Amalie.
temp map1F G5012.S4 1979 .D4 (PrCt)

Saint Vincent - Maps - 1775

St. Vincent, from an actual survey ... London : Robt. Sayer, 1775 [i.e. 1780]. Authors: Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Jefferys, Thomas, -1771 -- Robert Sayer and John Bennett (Firm) -- Jefferys, Thomas, d. 1771. The West-India atlas ... (1780) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : 59 x 45 cm.
Engraved Roman numeral ‘XI’ at upper right.
In: Jefferys, Thomas. The West-India atlas : or, A compendious description of the West-Indies

Saint Vincent - Maps - 1814<<>>Barbados - Maps - 1814

Added title in upper margin: West India islands. Printed paste-on label ‘No. 67’ at upper right.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1817, map 67 (NLO)

Saint Vincent - Maps - 1821<<>>Barbados - Maps - 1821

St. Vincent ; Barbadoes / Engraved by Kirkwood & Son Edinburgh. [Edinburgh : s.n., 1821?]. Authors: Kirkwood & Sons -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1821?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 2 maps : hand col. ; 47 x 28 cm. and 47 x 29 cm., on sheet 53 x 71 cm.
Added title in upper margin: West India Islands. In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (Edinburgh ; London ; Dublin : John Thomson & Co. (Edinburgh), & Son Edinburgh & Company ; Baldwin, Craddock, and Joy ; John Cumming, 1817, [i.e. 1821?]), map 67.
Printed paste-on label ‘No. 67’ on verso.
oversize Ayer 135 .T4 1817 map 67 (PrCt)

Saint Vincent - Maps - 1822<<>>Barbados - Maps - 1822

St. Vincent ; Barbadoes. [Edinburgh] : Drawn & engraved for Thomson’s New general atlas, [1822?]. Authors: Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (Edinburgh ; London ; Dublin : John Thomson and Company ; Baldwin, Craddock, and Joy ; John Cumming, 1817, [i.e. 1821?]), map 67.
In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ...
Sainte Genevieve County (Mo.) - Maps - 1861 - Geology

Sainte Genevieve County (Mo.) - Maps - 1861 - Geological cross sections - 1861

Sainte Genevieve County (Mo.) - 1861 - Counties - Maps

Geological map of Ste. Genevieve County ... 1861.
Authors: Shumard, Benjamin Franklin, 1820-1869 -- Kershaw, James Martine -- Missouri. Bureau of Geology and Mines
1 map : hand col. ; 23 x 22 cm.
MMC 9-1511
89-103783
5159
map1F G4161.C5 1861 M5 sht. 5 (PrCt)

Sainte-Marguerite, Ile de (France) - Maps - 1793 - Napoule, Gulf of (France) - Maps - 1793

Authors: Faden, William, 1749-1836 -- Faden, William, 1749-1836. Le Petit Neptune français -- or, French coasting pilot for the coast of Flanders Channel Bay of Biscay and Mediterranean 1793
1 map ; 19 x 26 cm.
In: Faden, William. Le Petit Neptune français; or, French coasting pilot, for the coast of Flanders, Channel, Bay of Biscay, and Mediterranean ... (London : W. Faden, 1793). 'Plate 32.'
map4C 123 pl. 32 (PrCt)

Sainte-Marguerite, Ile (France) - Maps - 1689 - Saint- Homorat, Ile (France) - Maps - 1689 - Lerins, Iles de (France) - Maps - 1689

Authors: Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650--1718 -- Padoani, Domenico, fl. 1689 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718. Città, fortezze, isole, e porti principale dell' Europa ... (1689)
1 map ; 27 x 45 cm.
VAULT folio Ayer 135 .C8 1689 pl. 23 (PrCt)

Saintes (France) - Pictorial works - 1560

En ce pourtrait de la ville et cité de Saintes ...
[Colonge : s.n.], 1560 [i.e. ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Hoefnagel, Joris, 1542-1601 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : hand col. ; 36 x 46 cm.
Derived from a 1560 drawing by Joris Hoefnagel;

Local History Ref F472.S33 B69 2005 (NLO)
see R.A. Skelton’s Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum. 
Added title at top in uppercase lettering: Saintes. 
Includes lettered references. 
Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Xaintes. 
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 5, pl. 17 (PrCt)
Authors: Everts & Stewart -- Gloucester County Historical Society (N.J.)
123 p. (9 fold.) : 33 maps, ports., views ; 36 x 28 cm.
Contents: [Facsimile of original atlas (Philadelphia: Everts & Stewart, 1876)] -- History of Salem County -- History of cities, villages, & townships of Salem County -- History of Gloucester County -- History of cities, villages, and townships of Gloucester County -- Business directories.
Cf. Phillips 2159.
21604
ICN76
map5C 53 (PrCt)

2 maps : col. ; 44 x 53 cm. and 22 x 26 cm., on sheet 47 x 82 cm.
Scale of county map [ca. 1:95,800].
Coordinates:(W 75°45'00"--W 74°59'00"/N 39°52'00"--N 39°15'00"). Oriented with north at upper left.
Scale of city map [ca. 1:15,800]. Coordinates: (W 75°28'03"/N 39°34'11")
Inset (14 x 7 cm.): Index map : state of New Jersey.
In: Survey Map Company. Atlas of the state of New Jersey / ... compiled ... by Survey Map Company ... ; A.L. Westgard, Chief Engineer (New York : Survey Map Co., c1905), map 40.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G3811.P2 1905 .S97, map 40 (PrCt)

Authors: Roach, Marilyn K. [12 p. : 11 maps ; 22 cm.]
Cover title.
map3C G3764 .S2 1692 .R6 (PrCt)

Authors: Upham, Charles Wentworth -- Upham, O.W.H. -- Boynton, George W., -1884
1 map
Detached from Upham, Charles Wentworth. Salem witchcraft : with an account of Salem village (Boston: Wiggin and Lunt, 1867) v. 1, following p. xvi. Accompanied by photocopies of 'index to the map,' 9p.
temp map2F G3764 .S2S1 1866 .U6 (PrCt)

Authors: Perley, Sidney, 1858-1928 -- Freeman, William W. K. -- Phillips, James Duncan, 1876-1 map ; 51 x 64 cm.
4024
map4F G3764.S2G46 1700 P4 (PrCt)

68276 Salem (Mass.) - Maps - 1705 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles Salem Fort in the province of the Massachusetts Bay in America ... by J. Redknap. November, 1705. [19--].
Photostatic reproduction of 1705 manuscript.
Salerno (Italy) - Maps - 1840 - Pictorial works

Salerno. [Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, 1840].
Authors: Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846 -- Lea & Blanchard -- Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (1840) 1 view ; 4 x 7 cm.
In: Murray, Hugh. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, successors to Carey & Co., for George W. Gorton, 1840) v. 2, p. 47.
Wax engraving.
G 11 .607 v. 2. p. 47 (PrCt)

Salerno (Italy : Province) - Maps - 1725

Principalité Citerieure. Amsterdam , [ca. 1725].
Authors: Blaeu, Willem Janszoon, 1571-1638 -- Covens et Mortier -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:229
1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 48 cm.
2133
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6713.C4:3S3 1725 B6 (PrCt)


Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960- -- Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)
281 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
1st ed.
'Deluxe edition.'
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).
'3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.'
Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).
Includes indexes.
Series: Family maps
ISBN 1420301756
Local History Ref F417.S23 B69 2005 (NLO)

Saline County (Ill.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps

Saline County (Ill.) - Maps - 1908 - Landowners<>Counties - Maps<>Landowners - Maps
Standard atlas of Saline County, Illinois : including a plat book of the villages, cities and townships of the county; map of the state, United States and world; patrons directory, reference business directory ... [Harrisburg, Ill.] : Saline County Genealogical Society, [1908].
Authors: Geo. A. Ogle & Co. -- Schmook, Rebecca -- Saline County Genealogical Society (Ill.)
Maps reprinted from original edition published: Chicago, Ill. : A. Ogle & Co., 1908; other material transcribed, typed and indexed by Rebecca Schmook.
folio F547.S24 S73 1900 (NLO)

Saline County (Ill.) - Maps - 1975 - Landowners<>Counties - Maps<>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Saline County Farm Bureau (Ill.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (28 p.) : 15 maps ; 28 cm.
Rev. 1975.
Cover title.
"Sponsored by Saline County Farm Bureau."
Includes index to owners and business directory. Scale [1:50,688], 1 1/4 in. to 1 mile.
Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G4103.S3G46 1975 .R58 (NLO)

Saline County (Kan.) - Maps - 1972 - Landowners<>Counties - Maps<>Landowners - Maps
Authors: American Atlas Company (McPherson, Kan.)
ii, 174 p. : ill., 33 p. of maps. ports. ; 37 cm.
Scale of township maps [ca. 1:42,240] or 1 1/2 inches to the mile.
Includes historical and biographical sketches.
73-6371 ICN74 map5C 14 (NLO)

Saline County (Mo.) - Maps - 1871 - Landowners<>Counties - Maps<>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Alexander, M. J. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 42 x 35.5 in. Scale: 1:65,000.
Originally published 1871.
Microfiche 583, no. 408 (PrCt)

Authors: Rayco Publishers (Rayville, Mo.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (60 p.) : 28 maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
Advertisements on cover and interspersed.
Scale not given.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G4163.S5G46 1979 .R3 (NLO)

Saline County (Neb.) - Maps - 1900 - Landowners<>Counties - Maps<>Landowners - Maps
1900 Saline County, NE plat book and index of landowners. [S.I. s.n.], 2000 .
Authors: North West Publishing Co. Plat book of Saline County, Nebraska (1900) -- Busing, Brenda -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry
1 atlas (60 p.) : 32 maps ; 29 cm.
Reproduction of Plat book of Saline County, Nebraska, compiled from county records and actual surveys ([Philadelphia?] : North West Publishing Company, 1900).
Cover title: Plat book of Jefferson county, Nebraska ...
Indexed by Brenda Busing.
Scale: [1:31680]
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G4193.S2G46 1900 .B8 (NLO)

Saline County (Neb.) - Maps - 1918 - Landowners<<>Counties - Maps<<>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Anderson Publishing Company
1 atlas (35, [16] p.) : col. maps ; 45 cm.
Scales vary.
Phillips 4903.
oversize F 92477 .054 (NLO)

Official auto trails map of Salisbury, N.C. and vicinity / issued by Rowan Oil Company, incorporated, Salisbury, N.C. ... [S.l.] : Rowan Oil Company, incorporated, [192?-].
1 map ; 22 x 29 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title. Apparently derived from Rand McNally Auto Trails maps, but without attribution.
Uniform title: Auto trails.
Panel art: Rowan Oil Company logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2333 (PrCt)

La Salle County (Ill.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners<<>Counties - Maps<<>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960- -- Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)
508 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
1st ed.

La Salle County (Ill.) - Maps - 1895 - Landowners<<>Counties - Maps<<>Landowners - Maps
[La Salle County (Ill.) - 1895: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche]. [Washington, D.C.]: LC G&M Division, [1983?].
Authors: Maierhofer & Briel -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC

"Deluxe edition."
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents purchased in the past, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).
"3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads."
Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).
Includes indexes.
Series: Family maps
ISBN 1420308599 ; 9781420308594
Local History Ref F547.L3 B69 2008 (NLO)

La Salle County (Ill.) - Maps - 1876 - Landowners<<>Counties - Maps<<>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Warner & Beers
1 atlas (115, [5]-93 p.) : ill., maps (double), ports. ; 48 cm.
Phillips 1544.
oversize G1408.L15 W37 1876 (NLO)

La Salle County (Ill.) - Maps - 1892 - Landowners<<>Counties - Maps<<>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Alden, Ogle & Company -- Anundsen Publishing Company (Decorah, Iowa) -- LaSalle County Genealogy Guild
1 atlas (1 v. (various pagings)) : maps ; 35 cm.
Facsimile reprint of original 'compiled & published by Alden, Ogle & Co.' (Chicago, 1892); reproduced by the LaSalle County Genealogy Guild.
Cover title: 1892 plat book LaSalle County, Illinois
Includes index and historical directory of La Salle County, Illinois.
Scales differ.
G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Microfiche 583, no. 121 (PrCl)

68296 La Salle County (Ill.) - Maps - 1906 - Landowners - Maps - Landowners - Maps
Authors: Geo. A. Ogle & Co. -- Klag, Jeremiah J. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (123, xxii p.) : ill., 62 col. maps ; 45 cm. Cadastral maps of townships, scale 1:31,680 or 1 inch to 2 miles.
Owner's inscription: Jeremiah J. Klag. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Phillips 12334.
Baskes oversize G4108.L.15 O3 1906 (NLO)

68297 La Salle County (Ill.) - Maps - 1947 - Landowners - La Salle County (Ill.) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps - Counties - Maps
Authors: Globe Map & Atlas Publishers -- Danzer, Gerald A.
1 atlas ([35] leaves (1 folded)) : maps ; 22 x 28 cm.
Cover title.
Folded index map (55 x 36 cm.) copyrighted 1947 and pasted inside front cover.
Scale of atlas maps [ca. 1:53,000]. Cadastral maps showing landowners. Includes county highway map.
Gift, Gerald A. Danzer, 2010

68298 La Salle County (Ill.) - Maps - 1950 - Landowners - Counties - Maps
Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- La Salle County Rural Youth Organization (Ill.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (84 p.) : 35 maps (1 fold.) ; 28 cm. Imperfect: all after p. 78 missing.
Scale [1:50,688]. 1 1/4 in. to 1 mile.
Cover title. 'Sponsored by the La Salle County County Rural Youth Organization.'
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G4103.L15G46 1950 .R58 (NLO)

68300 La Salle County (Ill.) - Maps - 1959 - Road maps - La Salle County (Ill.) SEE La Salle County (Ill.) - Wall maps - Road maps - Counties - Maps
General highway map : La Salle County Illinois. [Springfield, Ill.? Illinois Division of Highways?, 1959?].
Authors: Illinois. Division of Highways. Bureau of Research and Planning -- Chicago Historical Society
1 map ; 161 x 89 cm.
Several state and federal government agencies noted as map sources and collaborators.
Blueline print.
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.
Previously shelved as CHS Coll., Map no. 1166, Rolls maproll G4103.L3P2 1959 I4 (PrCl)

68301 La Salle County (Ill.) - Maps - 1962 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps
1 atlas (78 p.) : 34 maps ; 28 cm. 1962 ed.
Cover title.
Includes directories.
Scale not given.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.


68302 La Salle County (Ill.) - Maps - 1974 -
Landowners<>>>Counties -
Maps<>>>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- La Salle County Farm Bureau (III.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (70 p.) : maps ; 28 cm.
'Sponsored by La Salle County Farm Bureau.'
Scale [1:50,688] Scale of township maps: 1 1/4 in. to 1 mile.
Includes an index to owners.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

68303 La Salle County (Ill.) - Maps - 1985-1986 -
Landowners<>>>Counties -
Maps<>>>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Town & Country Publishing Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (80 p.) : ill., 49 maps ; 29 cm.
Cover title.
Scales differ.
Includes index.
Annotated in ink.
Laid in: 1987 map of crop hail insurance rates, with annotations.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

68304 La Salle County (Tex.) - Maps - 1895 -
Landowners<>>>Counties -
Maps<>>>Landowners - Maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: Blueprint, 46 x 40.5 in. Scale 1:66,660. Originally compiled 1895.
Microfiche 583, no. 1044 (PrCt)

68305 Salt Lake City Region (Utah) - Maps - 1994 -
Road maps<>>>Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (112 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
New edition.
$12.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-91315-8
RMcN StrFdr 1994 .S258 (PrCt)

68306 Salt Lake City Region (Utah) - Maps - 2003 -
Road maps<>>>Road maps
1 atlas (231, 62 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Date on cover: 2003.
$24.95
Uniform title: Street guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN StrFdr 2003 .S258 copy 1 (PrCt)

68307 Salt Lake City (Utah) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps<>>>Road maps
Street guide of Salt Lake City / Shell. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1939?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3577 (PrCt)

68308 Salt Lake City (Utah) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps<>>>Salt Lake City Region (Utah) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps<>>>Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: cityscape.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3616 (PrCt)

68309 Salt Lake City (Utah) - Maps - 1940-1949 - Road maps
Street map of Salt Lake City. [Salt Lake City] : Salt Lake City Corporation, [194-?].
Authors: Salt Lake City Corporation
1 map : col. ; 32 x 41 cm., fold. to 22 x 10 cm.
Panel title: Salt Lake City street and vicinity maps.
Scale [ca. 1:38,000].
Relief shown by hachures and spot height.
Includes street index and tourist information, with reference to 1940 census.
Ancillary map on verso: Downtown Salt Lake City, featuring points of interest and principal buildings.

68310 Salt Lake City (Utah) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Shell map of Salt Lake City. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1940?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: Salt Lake City.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3908 (PrCt)

68311 Salt Lake City (Utah) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Salt Lake City street and vicinity maps. At your service from Canada to Mexico : Standard Stations and Standard Oil dealers. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., c1940.
Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: cityscape.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3954 (PrCt)

68312 Salt Lake City (Utah) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Shell map of Salt Lake City. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1942?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha

Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: Salt Lake City.
Panel art: Shell logo, statement "all points of military interest have been removed voluntarily from this map and index" and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4583 (PrCt)

68313 Salt Lake City (Utah) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Shell map of Salt Lake City. Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5491 (PrCt)

68314 Salt Lake City (Utah) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Salt Lake City street and vicinity maps ... Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948?].
Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- Chevron Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Street map of Salt Lake City prepared for Standard of California
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
Panel art: Salt Lake Temple; logos for "RPM motor oil" and "Chevron supreme" gas.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5299 (PrCt)

68315 Salt Lake City (Utah) - Maps - 1954 - Road maps
Salt Lake City and Ogden, Provo : tour with Texaco ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1954].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Salt Lake City (Utah) - Maps - 1954 - Road maps
Salt Lake City and Ogden, Provo ... tour with Texaco. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1954?].
1 map : col. ; 58 x 43 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Salt Lake City street map.
Plate no. 545214
Maps on verso (43 x 33 cm and smaller): Central Utah -- Ogden street map -- Provo street map.
Panel art: Texaco gas station on hilly rural road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN 3739 (PrCt)

Salt Lake City (Utah) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps
Salt Lake City and Ogden, Provo : tour with Texaco. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1956].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 58 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Salt Lake City street map.
Plate no. 565214
Maps on verso (43 x 33 cm and smaller): Central Utah -- Ogden street map -- Provo street map.
Panel art: Texaco gas station on hilly rural road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN 37373 (PrCt)
Salt Lake City (Utah) - Maps - 1957 - Road maps
Salt Lake City Region (Utah) - Maps - 1957 - Road maps
Added title: Salt Lake City street map. 
Issued for the Union Oil Company of California. 
Plate no. 7-605214-7. 
Maps on verso (43 x 33 cm. and smaller): Central Utah -- Ogden street map -- Provo street map. 
Panel art: 76 Union logo above gas station. 
Includes three certificate no. handstamps from the Register of Copyrights, Library of Congress, Washington, D.C. 
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library). 
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011). 
RMcN Clients 4537 (PrCt)

Salt Lake City (Utah) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps
Salt Lake City Region (Utah) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps
Added title: Salt Lake City street map. 
Issued for the Union Oil Company of California. 
Plate no. 6-605214-6. 
Maps on verso (43 x 33 cm. and smaller): Texaco touring map of central Utah -- Texaco street map of Ogden -- Texaco street map of Provo. 
Panel art: Illustration of cars on a city road with skyscrapers; slogan "trust your car to the man who wears the [Texaco] star." 
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library). 
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011). 
RMcN Clients 1213 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Panel title.
Added title: Salt Lake City street map
Plate no. 9-605214-9.
Maps on verso (43 x 32 cm. and smaller): Central Utah -- Ogden street map -- Provo street map.
Panel art: City street scene including bus and convertible car in foreground.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Clients 2895 (PrCt)

68326 Salt Lake City (Utah) - Maps - 1971 - Road maps<<>>Salt Lake City Region (Utah) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps<<>>Ogden (Utah) - Maps - 1971 - Road maps<<>>Provo (Utah) - Maps - 1971 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 58 x 43 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Street map of Salt Lake City.
Plate no. 71-605214-11.
Maps on verso (43 x 33 cm. and smaller): Street map of central Utah -- Street map of Ogden -- Street map of Provo.
Panel art: Gray and red illustration of a Phillips 66 service station.
Bears four Library of Congress copyright handstamps.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2072 (PrCt)

68329 Salt Lake City (Utah) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps<<>>Ogden (Utah) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps<<>>Provo (Utah) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps<<>>Salt Lake City Region (Utah) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Salt Lake City, Ogden, Provo street map / Amoco Oil Company. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Co., 1976.
Authors: Amoco Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Tempo Designs, Inc. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 58 x 43 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"1976 edition."
Also dated "5/76."
Panel title.
Added title: Salt Lake City street map.
Plate no. 74-605214-15.
Also bears imprint of Tempo Designs, Inc. of Chicago, Illinois.
Maps on verso (43 x 33 cm. and smaller): Central Utah -- Ogden street map -- Provo street map.
Panel art: "Amoco" gas logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3006 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

68330 Salt Lake City (Utah) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps<--->Salt Lake City Region (Utah) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps<--->Utah - Maps - 1976 - Road maps<--->Road maps


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Digital image of another copy available on the Google Books website (accessed April 2009):
http://books.google.com/books?id=m2o6AAAMAAJ&vq=eventide&pg=PA486-IA1&ci=0,133,993,1312&source=bookclip

Graff 246 v. 2, frontispiece (PrCt)

68335 Salt Lake City (Utah) - Pictorial works - 1870
1 map ; 46 x 61 cm. reduced from 74 x 89 cm. Facsimile of original published Chicago: Chicago Lithographing Co., 1870.
Perspective view, scale varies. Forty-six buildings identified. Includes 8 vignettes of buildings.
31 p. : 12 col. views ; 11 x 17 cm.
With twelve illustrations from photographs by C.E. Savage.'
Partial contents, selected views (9 x 31 cm. and smaller): Salt Lake City and Valley : looking north -- Salt Lake Hotel : Wahsatch Mountains in the distance -- Bench part of Salt Lake City (from Council House, East Temple Street -- Mormon Tabernacle -- City Hall : Salt Lake City.
OCLC 4994503
Disbound and pasted into: Williams, Loren L. Journal v. 4, opening [42] et passim.
Forms part of Williams's manuscript journals, chronicling his life in Oregon between 1851-1880. Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
VAULT folio Graff 4683 v. 4, opening [42] et passim (PrCt)

68338 Salt Lake County (Utah) - Maps - 1890 - Landowners--Counties - Maps--Landowners - Maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Microfiche 583, no. 1179 (PrCt)

1 map ; on sheet trimmed to 23 x 40 cm. "Copyrighted."
"... [S]hows the location of the various irrigation projects ..."
Imperfect: trimmed closely on all sides. Mounted on backing sheet; backing obscures

Authors: Bond & Chandler -- Sorenson, John P. -- Hollister, Ovando James, 1834-1892. The Resources and attractions of Utah (1882) -- Zeehandelaar, A. -- Tribune Printing and Publishing Co. (Salt Lake City, Utah) -- Bond and Chandler, wood engravers, Chicago SEE Bond & Chandler -- Salt Lake Tribune Printing and Publishing Co. SEE Tribune Printing and Publishing Co. (Salt Lake City, Utah)
1 view : wood engraving, mounted on cloth ; 22 x 40 cm., folded to 22 x 14 cm.
"Copyrighted in the year 1878, by John P. Sorenson."
In: Hollister, Ovando James. The Resources and attractions of Utah (Salt Lake City : published by A. Zeehandelaar, secretary and special agent for Utah at Denver exposition ; Tribune Printing and Publishing Co., 1882), inside front cover.
This copy of the book bound with two other works in one volume with binder's title: Geography of Utah.
G 935 .33, [pt. 1], inside front cover (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Salvador (Brazil) - Pictorial works - 1671
La Ciudad de S. Salvador capital del Brasil. [S.I. s.n., 1671 or later?].
Authors: Montanus, Arnoldus, 1625-1683 -- Meurs, Jacob van, 1619-1680 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view ; hand col. ; on sheet 333 x 458 mm., remargined to 401 x 528 mm.
Anonymous and undated bird's eye view.
Added title in lower margin: La Ciudad de S. Salvador, capital del Brasil Portuguesa, la playa de Todos Los Santos en la America.
Lettered locations in view not accompanied by explanatory key.
Related to view 'Urbs Salvador' issued in an edition of Montanus, Arnoldus. De Nieuwe en onbekende weereeld: of Beschryving van America ... (Amsterdam: J. van Meurs, 1671 or later).
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Salvador (Brazil) - Pictorial works - 1777<<<Salvador (Brazil) - Pictorial works - 1629<<<All Saints Bay (Brazil) - Maps - 1629<<<San Salvador (Brazil) SEE Salvador (Brazil)<<<São Salvador (Brazil) SEE Salvador (Brazil)<<<Bahia de Todos os Santos (Brazil) SEE All Saints Bay (Brazil)
S. Salvador. [Franckfurt am Mayn : bey Wolfgang Hoffmann In Verlegung der Hulsischen Erben, 1629].
Authors: Furck, Sebastian, 1589-1666 -- Heyn, Piet, 1578-1629. Die ein vnd zwanzigstige Schifffahrt, oder, Gründliche vnd vmbstädtliche fernere Beschreibung der vollkommensten Landschafft Brasilien Americae (1629) -- Hoffmann, Wolfgang, fl. 1624-1647 -- Hulsius Erben -- Hulsius, Levinus, d. 1606. [Sammlung von sechs und zwanzig Schiffahrten] (1608-1650) 1 view ; 19 x 36 cm. fold. to 18 x 13 cm.
In Heyn, Piet, Die ein vnd zwanzigstige Schifffahrt, oder, Gründliche vnd vmbstädtliche fernere Beschreibung der vollkommensten Landschafft Brasilien Americae (Franckfurt am Mayn: bey Wolfgang Hoffmann In Verlegung der Hulsischen Erben, 1629), opp. p. 122.
Handwritten in brown ink at upper right: f° 122.
Keyed to 'Erklärung der Ziffer' (1-22, a-b) on facing page.
Inset of area around Salvador and Bahia de todos os Santos at lower left.
In mirror writing, lower right corner of inset: Sebast. Fürck fec.

Salvador (Brazil) - Historical geography - Maps - 1830-1839
Marchesato di Saluzzo : per conquista nel 1588. [Milano : Presso P.E. Giusti, 1819-1852].
Authors: Litta, Pompeo, 1781-1852. Famiglie celebri di Italia (1819-1852) -- Giusti, P. E.
1 map ; hand col. ; 59 x 42 cm. (plate mark) on sheet 64 x 46 cm.
In Litta, Pompeo, Famiglie celebri di Italia (Milano: Presso P.E. Giusti, 1819-1852), v. 10, fol. [203-204].
At upper right: Tav. XX.
Relief shown by form lines.
Two colored coats of arms at upper left.
Case oversize E 6835 .5, v. 10, fol. [203-204] (PrCt)
68345 *Salvador (Brazil) - Pictorial works - 1671*

*Urbs Salvador.* [London : John Ogilby, 1671].
Authors: Ogilby, John, 1600-1676 -- Ogilby, John, 1600-1676. America : being the latest, and most accurate description of the New World ... (1671) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view ; 29 x 35 cm.
Includes references A-O.
Includes several ships in foreground.
In: Ogilby, John. America : being the latest, and most accurate description of the New World ... (London : Printed by the author, 1671) following p. 518.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O3 1671 following p. 518 (PrCt)

68346 *Salzburg (Austria : Land) - Maps - 1570<<>>Salzburg (Austria) - Pictorial works - 1570*

Authors: Secsnagel, Marcus, b. ca. 1520 -- Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Diesth, Aegid. Coppenius (Aegidius Coppenius) -- Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598. Theatrvm orbis terrarvm (1570) -- Secznagel, Marcus, b. ca. 1520 SEE Secznagel, Marcus, b. ca. 1520 -- Zecsnagel, Marcus, b. ca. 1520 SEE Secznagel, Marcus, b. ca. 1520
1 map ; 33 x 43 cm.
In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatro de la tierra universal (1588) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; hand col. ; 33 x 43 cm.
Oriented with north at right.
In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatre de la tierra universal (Antwerp : Christophe Plantin, 1588), [plate 57].
Inset city view (22 x 28 cm.) : Vrbs Salzburgensis genvina descriptio.
Printed no. 57 and Spanish letterpress text on verso beginning: El obispado Salsbvrgense.
Francisco Irenico ...
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1588, [plate 57] (PrCt)

68348 *Salzburg (Austria : Land) - Maps - 1593*

*Saltzbgrensis episcopatvs seu luunauiensis diaeeseos chorographia accuratissima elaborata / ab Marco Setznagel Saltzburgensis ; Ioannes à Deutecum, Lucas à Deutecum fecerunt.* [Antwerp] : Gerardus de Iode exudebat, [1593?].
Authors: Secsnagel, Marcus, ca.1520-1580 -- Doetecam, Jan van -- Doetechum, Lucas van, 16th cent. -- Jode, Gerard de, 1509-1591 -- Wierix, Antonie, -1604 -- Jode, Gerard de, 1509-1591. Specvlvm orbis terrarvm (1593) -- Setznagel, Marco, ca.1520-1580 SEE Secznagel, Marcus, ca.1520-1580 -- Seczsncagel, Marcus, ca.1520-1580 SEE Secznagel, Marcus, ca.1520-1580
1 map ; hand col. ; 29 x 25 cm.
Oriented with north at bottom.
Latin letterpress text on verso (fol. 21, sig. Yy): Saltzbgrens et Treverensis episcopatvs ...
Engraving attributed to Antonie Wierix.
In: Jode, Gerard de. Specvlvm orbis terrarvm (Antwerp : A. Coninx, 1593), map [53].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .J9 1593, map [53] (PrCt)

68349 *Salzburg (Austria : Land) - Maps - 1606*

*Salzbgrensis ivrisdicionis, locorumque vicinorum vera descripto / autore Marco Secznagel Salisburgense.* [London : John Norton, 1606].
Authors: Secsnagel, Marcus, b. ca. 1520 -- Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598 -- Norton, John, -1612 -- Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598. Theatrvm orbis terrarvm ... (1606) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; hand col. ; 35 x 42 cm.
Oriented with north at right.
In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatrum orbis terrarum ... (London : J. Norton, 1606), [plate 64].
Printed no. 64 and English letterpress text on verso beginning: The Bishopricke of Salzburg.
Francis Irenicus faith, that of ... .

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1606, [plate 64] (PrCt)

68350
Salzburg (Austria : Land) - Maps - 1724
S. R. I. principatus et archiepiscopatus Salisburgensis. Nuremberg, [ca. 1724].
Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:98
1 map : hand col.; 47 x 57 cm.
Phillips 4257 v. 2, no. 114.
Inset: Austria Salisburgensis.

2342
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1606, [plate 64] (PrCt)

68351
Salzburg (Austria : Land) - Maps - 1743<<>>Salzburg (Austria : Province) SEE Salzburg (Austria : Land)
L'Archeveché de Salzbourg ... Paris : Le Rouge, 1743 [i.e. 1748?].
Authors: Le Rouge, Georges-Louis -- Le Rouge, Georges-Louis. Recueil contenant des cartes nouvelles ... (1742 [i.e. 1748?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : hand col.; 48 x 57 cm.
In: Le Rouge, Georges-Louis. Recueil contenant des cartes nouvelles ... (Paris : chez le Sr. Le Rouge, 1742 [i.e. 1748?]).
Manuscript '82' on verso.

oversize Ayer 135 .L6 1742 pl. 82 (PrCt)

68352
Salzburg (Austria : Land) - Pictorial works - 1700<<>>Salzburg (Austria) - Pictorial works - 1700
Prospectus elegantiores splendidissimae archiepiscopalis urbis Salisburgensis...
Nuremberg, [ca. 1700].
Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:99

11 views; on sheet 53 x 62 cm.
Includes 1 panoramic view from north and 10 views of buildings.
Phillips 4257 v. 2 no. 114.
Inset: Austria Salisburgensis.

2349
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:99 (PrCt)

68353
Salzburg (Austria) - Maps - 1745<<>>Krems an der Donau Region (Austria) - Maps - 1745<<>>Austria - Maps - 1745 - Ecclesiastical geography<<>>Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1745 - Ecclesiastical geography<<>>Ecclesiastical geography - Austria - Maps - 1745<<>>Ecclesiastical geography - Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1745 S. R. I. principatus et. archiepiscopatus Salisburgensis cum subjectis, insertis, ac finitimis regionibus ... Nuremberg : Homann Erben, [ca. 1745].
Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Homann Erben (Firm) -- Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724. Atlas novus terrarum orbis [ca. 1745] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 48 x 57 cm.
In: Homann, Johann Baptist. Atlas novus terrarum orbis (Nuremberg : [Homann Erben, ca. 1745]), [plate 102].
Insets: Hierarchia Salisburgensis -- Austria Salisburgensis.
Manuscript 'No. 104' and '106' on verso.

oversize Ayer 135 .H7 1730, [plate 102] (PrCt)

68354
Salzburg (Austria) - Maps - 1840 - Pictorial works
Saltzburg. [Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, 1840].
Authors: Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846 -- Lea & Blanchard -- Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (1840) 1 view; 3 x 6 cm.
Wax engraving.

G 11.607 v. 2, p. 99 (PrCt)

68355
Salzburg (Austria) - Maps - 1911<<>>Salzburg Region (Austria) - Maps - 1911<<>>Gaisberg (Austria) - Pictorial works - 1911
Illustrierter Führer durch Salzburg und Umgebung : mit Hallein, Golling, Berchtesgaden und Königssee / herausgegeben von Leo Woelr;
Salzburg (Austria) - Pictorial works - 1620

*Vrbis Salisvrgensis genuina descriptio.* [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].

Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Secsnagel, Marcus, ca. 1520-1580 -- Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 view : hand col.; 10 x 22 cm. on sheet 41 x 54 cm.

View derived from a print by Marcus Secznagel issued in Abraham Ortelius’s Theatrum orbis terrarum (1570); see R.A. Skelton’s Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum. Added title in uppercase lettering: Saltzbvgm. On same sheet with: Nvrnberga florentissimum insulare, vndique aqua Acromi lacus magnifico templo ... -- Lindola, oppidum imperij insulare, vndique aqua Acromi lacus circumfusum.

Latin letterpress text on verso under titles: Nvrnberga -- Vlma -- Saltzbvgym -- Lindoia.

Vrbs vrbis Salisvrgensis genvina desc


VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 1, pl. 31 (PrCt)

Salzburg (Austria) - Pictorial works - 1620

*Recens, et accvratissima vrbis Salisvrgensis delineatio.* [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].

Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Hoefnagel, Joris, 1542-1601 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 view : hand col.; 32 x 51 cm.

Derived from a drawing by Joris Hoefnagel; see R.A. Skelton’s Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum. Added title at top in gothic lettering: Saltzbvgym.

Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Saltzbvgym.


VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 3, pl. 47 (PrCt)

Salzburg (Austria) - Pictorial works - 1695


Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Historic Urban Plans (Firm)

1 birds-eye view ; 38 x 47 cm.

Facsimile of original published 1695.

References: A-Z.

486

map4F G6494.S2A3 1695 W5 1967 (PrCt)

Salzburg (Austria) - Tourism - 1985

*Salzburg Panorama Tours : Sightseeing the personal way. Salzburg, Austria : Salzburg Panorama Tours, c1985.*

Authors: Salzburg Panorama Tours

1 booklet (31 p) : ills, photos (some col.), map ; 21 x 11 cm.

Text in German and English. At head of title: Special "Sound of Music Tour."

Travel Vertical File G6494 .S2 1985 .S2 (PrCt)

Salzkammergut (Austria) - Maps - 1898<<>>Salzburg (Austria) - Maps - 1898<<>>Salzburg Region (Austria) - Maps - 1898<<>>Salzburg (Austria : Land) - Maps - 1898<<>>Tyrol (Austria) - Maps - 1898


Authors: Griebens-Reiseführer -- Griebens-Verlag -- Goldschmidt, Albert -- Freisauff von Neudegg, Rudolf -- Kraatz, Leopold -- Crack & Aron -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)


Cover title: Salzkammergut und Tirol 'Mit vielen Karten-Bielagen und Illustrationen.'

Maps lithographed by Leopold Kraatz and Crack & Aron.

Folded map in pocket.

Advertisements: 16 p. at end.

Includes index.

Series: Grieben's Reisebücher ; Bd. 20 Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 20 (1898) (NLO)

Salzkammergut (Austria) - Maps - 1927


Authors: Woerl, Leo, 1843-1918 -- Woerl's Reisebücherverlag -- Woerl's Reisebuchverlag -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)


Cover title: Salzkammergut Forward dated: 1927.

Includes index.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Series: Woerl's Reisehandbücher.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .W64 Salzkammergut (1927) (NLO)

68368 Sambre River Valley (France and Belgium) - History - 1794 - Maps - 1839
Carte militaire du cours de la Sambre : pour l'intelligence des opérations qui ont eu lieu depuis 1792, jusqu'en 1794, et notamment aux campagnes de 1793 et 1794. [Paris : Libraire Militaire de Petit, 1839].
Authors: Jomini, Antoine Henri, baron de, 1779-1852.
1 map ; 51 x 63 cm.
Relief shown by hachures.
Key at upper left to the campaigns of 1793 and 1794 is uncolored, as are the engraved troop positions on the map.
At upper right: Pl. X.
Case oversize F 393 .457, pl. 10 (PrCt)

68369 Samian Island (Norway) - Maps - 1650
Samian. [Paris? s.n., ca. 1650?].
Authors: Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:X33
1 map ; 14 x 17 cm., on sheet 36 x 22 cm.
Unsigned map without imprint.
Details an unidentified island, possibly in Norway or Sweden; located across 'Bonne Sonde' and 'partie de Noerge.'
One of seven sheets apparently issued as a part of an unidentified islorario or island book (Paris?, ca. 1650?).
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map1F G5702.B3A 1650 .B3 sheet 3 of 7 (PrCt)

68370 Samoan Islands - Maps - 1889
Authors: Herkt, O. -- Flemming, C. (Carl), 1806-1878 -- Carl Flemming (Firm) -- Flemming, C. (Carl), 1806-1878 SEE ALSO Carl Flemming (Firm) -- Carl Flemming (Firm) SEE ALSO Flemming, C. (Carl), 1806-1878
1 map; col.; 19 x 49 cm. in folder 22 cm.
Scale 1:850,000.
At head of title: 2. auflage.
Insets: Der hafen von Apia -- Der hafen von Saluafata.
G 10177 .39 (NLO)

68371 Samos (Greece : Municipality) - Maps -
1528 Samo Island (Greece) SEE Samos (Greece : Municipality)
SEE Samos (Greece : Municipality) SEE Samos (Greece : Municipality)
Authors: Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530 -- Zoppino, Nicolò, fl. 1508-1544 -- Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530.
Libro di Benedetto Bordone: nel qual si ragiona de tutte l'isole del mondo ... (1528)
1 map : woodcut ; within printed borders 8 x 14 cm., on sheet 31 x 21 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
"Samo" identified at top center.
In: Bordon, Benedetto. Libro di Benedetto Bordone: nel qual si ragiona de tutte l'isole del mondo ... (Venice : Nicolò Zoppino, 1528), folio LVII.
Case folio G 117 .108, folio LVII (PrCt)

68372 Samos Island (Greece) - Maps -
1574 Samo Island (Greece) SEE Samos (Greece : Municipality)
SEE Samos (Greece : Municipality) SEE Samos (Greece : Municipality)
Authors: Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530 -- Zoppino, Nicolò, fl. 1508-1544 -- Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530.
Libro di Benedetto Bordone: nel qual si ragiona de tutte l'isole del mondo ... (1528)
1 map ; woodcut ; within printed borders 8 x 14 cm., on sheet 31 x 21 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
"Samo" identified at top center.
In: Bordon, Benedetto. Libro di Benedetto Bordone: nel qual si ragiona de tutte l'isole del mondo ... (Venice : Nicolò Zoppino, 1528), folio LVII.
Case folio G 117 .108, folio LVII (PrCt)

68373 Samothrace Island (Greece) - Maps -
1570 Samothrace Island (Greece) SEE Samos (Greece : Municipality)
SEE Samos (Greece : Municipality) SEE Samos (Greece : Municipality)
SEE Woodcuts [Map of Samothrace and Imroz Islands in the Aegean Sea]. [Venice : Nicolò Zoppino, 1528].
Authors: Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530 -- Zoppino, Nicolò, fl. 1508-1544 -- Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530.
Libro di Benedetto Bordone: nel qual si ragiona de tutte l'isole del mondo ... (1528)
1 map ; woodcut ; within printed borders 8 x 14 cm., on sheet 31 x 21 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
"Samo" identified at top center.
In: Bordon, Benedetto. Libro di Benedetto Bordone: nel qual si ragiona de tutte l'isole del mondo ... (Venice : Nicolò Zoppino, 1528), folio LVII.
Case folio G 117 .108, folio LVII (PrCt)

68374 Samothrace Island (Greece) - Maps -
1574 Samothrace Island (Greece) SEE Samos (Greece : Municipality)
SEE Samos (Greece : Municipality) SEE Samos (Greece : Municipality)
SEE Woodcuts [Map of Samothrace and Imroz Islands in the Aegean Sea]. [Venice : Nicolò Zoppino, 1528].
Authors: Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530 -- Zoppino, Nicolò, fl. 1508-1544 -- Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530.
Libro di Benedetto Bordone: nel qual si ragiona de tutte l'isole del mondo ... (1528)
1 map ; woodcut ; within printed borders 8 x 14 cm., on sheet 31 x 21 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
"Samo" identified at top center.
In: Bordon, Benedetto. Libro di Benedetto Bordone: nel qual si ragiona de tutte l'isole del mondo ... (Venice : Nicolò Zoppino, 1528), folio LVII.
Case folio G 117 .108, folio LVII (PrCt)

1528 Samothrace Island (Greece) SEE Samos (Greece : Municipality)
SEE Samos (Greece : Municipality) SEE Samos (Greece : Municipality)
SEE Woodcuts [Map of Samothrace and Imroz Islands in the Aegean Sea]. [Venice : Nicolò Zoppino, 1528].
Authors: Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530 -- Zoppino, Nicolò, fl. 1508-1544 -- Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530.
Libro di Benedetto Bordone: nel qual si ragiona de tutte l'isole del mondo ... (1528)
1 map ; woodcut ; within printed borders 8 x 14 cm., on sheet 31 x 21 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
"Samo" identified at top center.
In: Bordon, Benedetto. Libro di Benedetto Bordone: nel qual si ragiona de tutte l'isole del mondo ... (Venice : Nicolò Zoppino, 1528), folio LVII.
Case folio G 117 .108, folio LVII (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Zoppino, Nicolò, fl. 1508-1544 -- Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530. Libro di Benedetto Bordone : nel qual si ragiona de tutte l’isole del mondo ... (1528)
1 map : woodcut ; within printed borders 8 x 14 cm., on sheet 31 x 21 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Identifies "Samotracia" at left and "Lembro" at right.
In: Bordon, Benedetto. Libro di Benedetto Bordone : nel qual si ragiona de tutte l’isole del mondo ... (Venice : Nicolò Zoppino, 1528), folio LIX.
Case folio G 117 .108, folio LIX (PrCt)

San Antonio (Tex.) - Maps - 1721 - Fortification
Plan del Presidio de San Antonio de Bejar, de la Provincia de Texas, Nuevo Reyno de Philipinas, a seys leguas de Coaguila; cuya Fortificacion demarcó el Marqués de San Miguel de Aguayo ... / Sylverio scul. [Mexico City : Juan Francisco de Ortega Bonilla, 1722],
Authors: Aguayo, José de Azlor y Virto de Vera, marqués de, 1677-1734 -- Sylverio de Sotomayor, Francisco, 1699-ca.1763 -- Peña, Juan Antonio de la. Derrotero de la expedicion en la provincia de los Texas (1722) -- Ortega y Bonilla, Juan de, 18th cent. 1 map ; 28 x 40 cm. fold. to 29 x 17 cm.
Title from letterpress text on verso.
In: Peña, Juan Antonio de la. Derrotero de la expedicion en la provincia de los Texas (Mexico [City]: Juan Francisco de Ortega Bonilla, 1722), fol. 24.
VAULT folio Graff 3242, fol. 24 (PrCt)

San Antonio (Tex.) - Maps - 1769 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Plano della villa y presidio de S. Antonio de Vejar situado en la provincia de Tejas en 29 grad. i 52 minutos de latitud bor. y 275° y 57' de long. contados desde el meridiano dela Tenerif. Drawn by Joseph de Urrutia. [19--].
Authors: Urrutia, José de, 1728-1800 -- British Library. Add. Ms. 17662 t -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1768 manuscript. MapPhoto England BL Add. Ms. 17662 t (PrCt)

Authors: Morfi, Juan Agustín, d. 1783 -- Bancroft Library. MSS M-M 428 -- California. University. Bancroft Library SEE Bancroft Library 1 map ; 13 x 12 cm. Facsimile of 1783 manuscript issued in: Morfi, Juan Agustín, d. 1783, Excerpts from the Memorias for the history of the province of Texas (San Antonio, 1932), after p. 68. Keyed to 'explicacion' 1-10. 'From the last sheet in Morfi, 'Memorias,' University of Texas photostat copy.' The original Morfi MS is in the Bancroft Library, Univ. of Calif., Berkeley.
Ayer 250.1 .T4 M84 1932, after p. 68 (PrCt)

San Antonio (Tex.) - Maps - 1836 - Manuscripts - Greeting cards, Maps on - 1958
Town of San Antonio or Bejar. 1836 .
Map of San Antonio, Texas, probably made just prior to the siege and battle of the Alamo in 1836; see June 2007 correspondence, filed with the map, between Newberry staff members and archaeologist George S. Nelson, author of The Alamo: an illustrated history (Dry Frio Canyon, Tex. : Aldine Press, 1998).

Map includes key with references 1-11; shows roads leading to the San Antonio River and the towns of Mina, Gonzales, and Labahie (i.e. La Bahia?).

Contains annotations by William Bollaert relating to 1842 cotton exports. Scale [ca. 1:6,000].

Sheet 30a in a collection of sketches with title William Bollaert's pencil sketches of Texas (Ayer Art Bollaert).

Pen-and-ink and pencil.

Annotation on verso: Plan of San Antonio. J. Frankland Esq.

Forms part of both the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection and the Edward E. Ayer Art Collection (Newberry Library).


Exhibited at the Newberry Library as part of Mapping Manifest Destiny : Chicago and the American West (November 3, 2007-February 16, 2008).


Ayer ms map proj 94

VAULT oversize Ayer Art Bollaert sheet 30a (NLO)


Authors: Bollaert, William, 1807-1876 -- Cooke, William Gordon, 1808-1847 -- Edward E. Ayer


Ayer MS 83f map 1

1 ms. map ; 148 x 113 mm. on sheet 194 x 157 mm.

Map of a small section of central San Antonio, Texas identifying locations of historical events. Includes key to a church, the courthouse, and deceased governor Juan Martin Veramendi's house. Benjamin Rush Milam was killed at the Veramendi house December 7, 1835 leading an attack against the Mexican army during the Battle of San Antonio. The Council House Fight occurred at the courthouse between village residents and Comanche Indians on March 19, 1840. Area shown on the map is roughly equivalent to the area surrounding the intersection of Soledad and Veramendi streets (in 1995). The map follows William Bollaert's October 4, 1843 journal entry describing Colonel William G. Cooke's memories of the battle and Milam.


Pasted onto leaf 291 x 240 mm. Oriented to the south. Pen-and-ink and pencil.


Ayer ms map proj 94

VAULT Ayer MS 83 f map 1 (NLO)


Authors: Texaco, inc. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 67 x 56 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: San Antonio street map.

Plate no. 69573910-11.

Inset (8 x 9 cm.): San Antonio and vicinity Map on verso (58 x 42 cm.): Austin street map.

Panel art: City street scene including bus and convertible car in foreground.

Library of Congress handstamps on recto and verso.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN Clients 3917 (PrCt)


Authors: Texaco, inc. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 67 x 56 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: San Antonio street map.

Plate no. 69573910-11.

Inset (8 x 9 cm.): San Antonio and vicinity Map on verso (58 x 42 cm.): Austin street map.

Panel art: City street scene including bus and convertible car in foreground.

Library of Congress handstamps on recto and verso.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN Clients 3917 (PrCt)
San Antonio, Bexar & Comal counties
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (319 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
$19.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-98700-3
RMcN StrFdr 2001 .S27 (PrCt)

San Antonio (Tex.) - Maps - 2003 - Road
maps<<>>San Antonio Region (Tex.) - Maps
- 2003 - Road maps<<>>Bexar County (Tex.) -
Maps - 2003 - Road maps<<>>Comal County
(Tex.) - Maps - 2003 - Road maps<<>>Hays
County (Tex.) - Maps - 2003 - Road
maps<<>>Gillespie County (Tex.) - Maps
- 2003 - Road maps<<>>Guadalupe County
(Tex.) - Maps - 2003 - Road maps<<>>Kendall
County (Tex.) - Maps - 2003 - Road
maps<<>>Road maps<<>>Counties - Maps
San Antonio & vicinity, including Bexar, Comal,
and portions of Hays, Gillespie, Guadalupe,
and Kendall counties StreetFinder. [Skokie, Ill.]
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (248, 82 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Date on cover: 2003.
$24.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-99228-7
RMcN StrFdr 2003 .S27 (PrCt)

San Antonio (Tex.) - Maps - 2004 - Road
maps<<>>San Antonio Region (Tex.) - Maps
- 2004 - Road maps<<>>Bexar County (Tex.) -
Maps - 2004 - Road maps<<>>Comal County
(Tex.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps<<>>Road
maps<<>>Counties - Maps
San Antonio, Bexar & Comal counties
street atlas and directory . Skokie, Ill. Rand
McNally , c1971.
Authors: Texaco, inc. -- Rand McNally and
Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office
-- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 67 x 56 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: San Antonio street map.
Plate no. 71573910-13.
Inset (8 x 9 cm.): San Antonio and vicinity
Map on verso (58 x 42 cm.): Austin street map.
Library of Congress handstamps on recto and
verso.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN Clients 3939 (PrCt)

San Antonio (Tex.) - Maps - 1989 - Road
maps<<>>Bexar County (Tex.) - Maps - 1989 -
Road maps<<>>Road maps<<>>Counties - Maps
San Antonio & Bexar County business user’s
street atlas and directory . Skokie, Ill. Rand
McNally , 1989.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (124, 61-524 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Loose-leaf.
$39.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-20128-X
RMcN StrFdr 1989 .S27 (PrCt)

San Antonio (Tex.) - Maps - 1997 - Road
maps<<>>Bexar County (Tex.) - Maps - 1997 -
Road maps<<>>Road maps<<>>Counties - Maps
San Antonio & vicinity StreetFinder. Skokie, Ill.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (240 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
$17.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-97218-9
RMcN StrFdr 1997 .S27 (PrCt)

San Antonio (Tex.) - Maps - 2001 - Road
maps<<>>Bexar County (Tex.) - Maps - 2001 -
Road maps<<>>Comal County (Tex.) - Maps
- 2001 - Road maps<<>>Road
maps<<>>Counties - Maps
San Antonio, Bexar & Comal counties
street atlas and directory . Skokie, Ill. Rand
McNally , c1971.
Authors: Texaco, inc. -- Rand McNally and
Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office
-- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 67 x 56 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: San Antonio street map.
Plate no. 71573910-13.
Inset (8 x 9 cm.): San Antonio and vicinity
Map on verso (58 x 42 cm.): Austin street map.
Library of Congress handstamps on recto and
verso.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN Clients 3939 (PrCt)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm. $24.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528854259
RMcN StrFdr 2005 .S27 (PrCt)

1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm. +1 CD-ROM
Dated 2006, but received by the Newberry Library in 2005.
$26.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528857576
RMcN StrFdr 2006 .S27 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- NAVTEQ (Firm) -- Rand McNally and Company.
Street guide -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title: San Antonio street guide, including Bexar, Comal, and portions of Hays, Gillespie, Guadalupe, and Kendall counties.
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder. "$26.95" -- back cover
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528869714
RMcN StrFdr 2007 .S27 (PrCt)

Authors: Lungkwitz, H. -- Friedrich, L. -- Hau & Son, Dresden -- Historic Urban Plans (Firm)
1 birds-eye view : col. ; 25 x 41 cm.
Facsimile of original published 1852.
Includes vignettes in top and bottom margins. 376
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Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
San Bernardino (Calif.) - Maps - 1970 - Road maps
San Bernardino (Calif.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps
San Bernardino Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1970 - Road maps
San Bernardino Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps
Riverside (Calif.) - Maps - 1970 - Road maps
Riverside (Calif.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps
Riverside Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1970 - Road maps
Riverside Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps
Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 44 x 64 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Street map of San Bernardino Plate no. 7001.
Inset (11 x 16 cm.) : [Continuation of northern San Bernardino].
Maps on verso (40 x 57 cm. and 11 x 17 cm.): Street map of Riverside -- San Bernardino, Riverside and vicinity.
Panel art: Gray and red illustration of a Phillips 66 service station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2003 (PrCt)
Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 44 x 64 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Street map of San Bernardino Plate no. 7001.
Inset (11 x 16 cm.) : [Continuation of northern San Bernardino].
Maps on verso (40 x 57 cm. and 11 x 17 cm.): Street map of Riverside -- San Bernardino, Riverside and vicinity.
Panel art: Gray and red illustration of a Phillips 66 service station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2003 (PrCt)
Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 44 x 64 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Street map of San Bernardino Plate no. 7001.
Inset (11 x 16 cm.) : [Continuation of northern San Bernardino].
Maps on verso (40 x 57 cm. and 11 x 17 cm.): Street map of Riverside -- San Bernardino, Riverside and vicinity.
Panel art: Gray and red illustration of a Phillips 66 service station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2003 (PrCt)
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528999273
RMcN StrFdr 2004 .S271 (PrCt)

68397 San Bernardino County (Calif.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps<<>>Riverside County (Calif.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps<<>>Road maps<<>>Counties - Maps
StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
2 atlases in 1 v. (various pagings) : col. maps ; 22 x 30 cm. +1 CD- ROM.
Cover dated 2005, but received by the Newberry Library in 2005.
Cover title.
Includes two county atlases with separate title pages: San Bernardino street guide -- Riverside County street guide.
$32.95
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528857185
RMcN StrFdr 2006 .S271a (PrCt)

68400 San Bernardino County (Calif.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps<<>>Road maps<<>>Counties - Maps
StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 22 x 30 cm.
Cover dated 2005, but received by the Newberry Library in 2005.
$19.95
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528857258
RMcN StrFdr 2006 .S271 (PrCt)

68401 San Bernardino County (Calif.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps<<>>Riverside County (Calif.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps<<>>Road maps<<>>Counties - Maps
StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
2 atlases in 1 v. (various pagings) : col. maps ; 22 x 30 cm.
Cover dated 2006.
$32.95
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528899273
RMcN StrFdr 2007 .S271a (PrCt)

68399 San Bernardino County (Calif.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps<<>>Riverside County (Calif.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps<<>>Road maps<<>>Counties - Maps
StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
2 atlases in 1 v. (various pagings) : col. maps ; 22 x 30 cm. +1 CD- ROM.
Cover dated 2006, but received by the Newberry Library in 2005.
Cover title.
Includes two county atlases with separate title pages: San Bernardino street guide -- Riverside County street guide.
$32.95
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528899273
RMcN StrFdr 2006 .S271 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
San Bernardino County (Calif.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps - Counties - Maps
1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 22 x 30 cm.
Cover dated 2007; "©2007" -- title page.
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder. "1,250 new streets & updates" -- front cover "$19.95." -- back cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528866878
RMcN StrFdr 2007 .S271b (PrCt)
San Bernardino County (Calif.) - Maps - 2009
Road maps<<>>Counties - Maps
Authors: Thomas Bros. Maps -- Thomas Bros.
StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 22 x 30 cm.
Cover dated 2009: "©2008" -- title page.
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
"$19.95" -- back cover
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528870424
RMcN StrFdr 2009 .S271 (PrCt)

San Bernardino (Calif.) - Maps - 1972
Road maps<<>>Riverside Region (Calif.) - Maps
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 44 x 64 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.
"1972 edition."
Panel title.
Added title: San Bernardino street map.
Plate no.727001-1.
Inset (10 x 17 cm.): [Northern continuation].
Maps on verso (40 x 57 cm. and 11 x 17):
Riverside street map -- San Bernardino, Riverside, and vicinity.
Panel art: Shell logo and color illustration of San Bernardino mountains and freeways.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2502 (PrCt)

San Blas Gulf (Panama) - Maps - 1970
Nautical charts<<>>Nautical charts - San Blas Gulf (Panama) - Maps - 1970<<>>Nautical charts
Authors: Kapp, Kit S.
1 map ; 50 x 65 cm.
Scale [ca.1:8,500].
Soundings in feet.
Mercator projection.
'An extensive search was made from Rio Carti to Parsunun Creek in 1963 to locate the Spanish fort San Rafael Mandinga, circa 1775 ... and established approx. position at location [marked on map].'
73-7388
ICN73
map4F 4872.S12 (PrCt)

San Blas (Mexico) - Maps - 1769
Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
[San Blas, Mexico in 1769]. [1908?].
Authors: Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Irving B. Richman Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library. Manuscript map.
Ayer MS map 309 -- Archivo General de la Nación (Mexico)
1 ms. map : hand col., cloth ; 441 x 404 mm. on sheet 601 x 421 mm.
Tracing of 1769 manuscript made by Irving B. Richman (1908?). Original ms. in the Archivo General de la Nación in Mexico City. Place and date of situation from their Catalogo de ilustraciones v. 7 (1979) p. 49 no. 3245.
Shows San Blas (in state of Nayarit, Mexico). Lower left cartouche includes key to church, custom house, armories [?], curate's house and stores. All buildings shown in profile. Scale [ca. 1:770]. 'Escala de baras.'
'Las demas casas son para los pobladores...

VAULT drawer Ayer MS map 222 (NLO)


VAULT drawer Ayer MS map 246 (NLO)

San Diego (Calif.) - Maps - 1769 - Harbors - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles

Plano del puerto de San Diego situado en 32 grados 32 minutos de latitud septentri[onal]. [19-...]. Authors: Pérez, Juan, d. 1775 -- Vila, Vicente, fl. 1769 -- Archivo General de Indias. 89-3-22 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map Photostatic reproduction of 1769 manuscript. Torres Lanzas, Pedro. Relación descriptiva de los mapas, planos, & de México y Floridas existentes en el Archivo General de Indias...
San Diego (Calif.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: cityscape.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3617 (PrCt)

San Diego (Calif.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Street map of San Diego / Golden State Automobile Club. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1940?].
Authors: Golden State Automobile Club -- Automobile Dealers of California -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 22 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Golden State Automobile Club logo, slogan "owned and operated by the Automobile Dealers of California", car, outdoor recreation scenes.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3795 (PrCt)

San Diego (Calif.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Street guide of San Diego / Shell. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1939?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3578 (PrCt)

San Diego (Calif.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
San Diego region (Calif.). - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: cityscape.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3617 (PrCt)
San Diego (Calif.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: cityscape.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3955 (PrCt)

San Diego (Calif.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: cityscape.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3955 (PrCt)

San Diego (Calif.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Shell map of San Diego. Chicago: H.M. Gousha Co., [1941?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: San Diego.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4253 (PrCt)

San Diego (Calif.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Authors: Union Oil Company of California -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map: 33 x 50 cm. on sheet 36 x 53 cm.
Added title: San Diego street map. Plate no. W. 4124.
Verso includes maps of La Jolla (plate no. W. 4134) and downtown San Diego (plate no. W. 4143).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 9.15X (PrCt)

San Diego (Calif.) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Authors: Union Oil Company of California -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map: col.; 33 x 50 cm. on sheet 36 x 54 cm.
Added title: San Diego street map. Plate no. X. 4124.
Verso includes maps of La Jolla (Plate no. X. 4134) and downtown San Diego (Plate no. X. 4143).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 9.3 (PrCt)

San Diego (Calif.) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
San Diego street and vicinity maps. At your service from Canada to Mexico. Chicago: H.M. Gousha Co., [1942].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: San Diego.
Panel art: Shell logo, statement "all points of military interest have been removed voluntarily from this map and index" and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4584 (PrCt)

San Diego (Calif.) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: San Diego.
Panel art: Standard station; slogan "At your service from Canada to Mexico, Standard Stations Inc., authorized distributors, Standard dealers"; and note that "... in cooperation with the United States military authorities, we have eliminated ... all airports and military establishments ...".
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4621 (PrCt)

San Diego (Calif.) - Maps - 1943 - Road maps
San Diego city map: Union Oil Company.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1943].
Authors: Union Oil Company of California -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 33 x 50 cm. on sheet 36 x 54 cm.
Added title: San Diego street map. Plate no. Y. 4124.
Verso includes maps of La Jolla (Plate no. X. 4134) and downtown San Diego (Plate no. Y. 4143).
Annotated ‘43’.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 9.10 (PrCt)

San Diego (Calif.) - Maps - 1945 - Road maps
San Diego city map : Union Oil Company.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1945].
Authors: Union Oil Company of California -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 50 x 68 cm. on sheet 54 x 71 cm.
Added title: San Diego street map. Plate no. 454124V.
Includes inset of northern La Jolla.
Verso includes pictorial views and map of downtown San Diego (plate no. 7-464143-1).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 9.38 (PrCt)

San Diego (Calif.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
San Diego Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Shell map of San Diego and vicinity. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1947?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: San Diego.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4906 (PrCt)

San Diego (Calif.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
San Diego Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- Chevron Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Logan, Maurice, 1886-1977 -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: cars on road beside water with city in background signed "Maurice Logan" and slogan "at your service from Canada to Mexico."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5207 (PrCt)
San Diego (Calif.) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- Chevron Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Logan, Maurice, 1886-1977 -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: cars on road beside water with city in background signed "Maurice Logan" and slogan "at your service from Canada to Mexico."
Gousha Clients 5300 (PrCt)

San Diego (Calif.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Authors: Union Oil Company of California -- Rand McNally Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 50 x 68 cm. on sheet 53 x 71 cm.
Added title: San Diego street map. AE index lists plate no. 494124V.
Includes inset of northern La Jolla. Verso includes pictorial views and map of downtown San Diego (plate no. 494143). Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 10.2X (PrCt)

San Diego (Calif.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Authors: Union Oil Company of California -- Rand McNally Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 51 x 68 cm. on sheet 53 x 71 cm.
Added title: San Diego street map. AE index lists plate no. 494124V.
Includes inset of northern La Jolla. Verso includes pictorial views and map of downtown San Diego (plate no. 494143). Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 10.2 (PrCt)

San Diego (Calif.) - Maps - 1953 - Road maps
Authors: Palomar Observatory -- San Diego (Menlo Park) Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([1], 2-11, [1] p.) : 7 col. maps ; 25 x 26 cm., folded to 25 x 13 cm.
Panel title. Plate no. 53-356v on Key map at front.
"This booklet designed expressly for Union Oil Company of California."
"Copyright by Rand McNally & Company."
RMcN Clients 4470 (PrCt)

San Diego (Calif.) - Maps - 1957 - Road maps
San Diego street and vicinity maps ... Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1947?].
Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- Chevron Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Logan, Maurice, 1886-1977 -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Street map of San Diego prepared for Standard of California.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
Gousha Clients 5300 (PrCt)
**San Diego city map.** [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Company, [1957?].
Authors: Union Oil Company of California -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm. Panel title.
Added title: San Diego street map.
Issued for the Union Oil Company of California.
Plate no. 574124VB.
Insets (16 x 13 cm. and 10 x 9 cm.): La Jolla -- [Continuation of U.S. military reservation].
Maps on verso (44 x 19 cm. and 20 x 22 cm.): Lower California -- San Diego and vicinity.
Panel art: 3 illustrations (car driving through mountains, city scene, and a Union 76 gas station).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
**RMcN Clients 4494 (PrCt)**

San Diego (Calif.) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps>>>San Diego Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps>>>Road maps
Authors: Union Oil Company of California -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress.
Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 24 x 81 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm. Panel title.
Added title: San Diego street map (northern section).
Issued for the Union Oil Company of California.
Plate no. 6 5913-7.
Maps on verso (43 x 72 cm. and smaller): San Diego street map (southern section) -- [Southwestern continuation of San Diego] -- Southern California -- San Diego and vicinity.
Panel art: 76 Union sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
**RMcN Clients 4518 (PrCt)**

San Diego (Calif.) - Maps - 1965 - Road maps>>>San Diego Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1965 - Road maps>>>Road maps
Authors: Mobil Oil Company -- Socony Mobil Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : both sides, col. ; 73 x 80 cm., folded to 23 x 12 cm. Panel title.
Added titles: Street map of San Diego (northern section) -- Street map of San Diego (southern section).
"Mobil Oil Company, a division of Socony Mobil Oil Company ... New York ..." -- Back panel.
Plate no. 655913-6.
Insets (22 x 22 cm. or smaller): [Southern continuation of San Diego] -- Southern California -- San Diego and vicinity.
Panel art: Gas station attendant holding a copy of the Mobil Travel Guide and talking with couple in car.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
**RMcN Clients 1214 (PrCt)**
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

68445 San Diego (Calif.) - Maps - 1969 - Road maps>>>San Diego Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1969 - Road maps>>>Wall maps>>>Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 113 x 86 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: San Diego street map.
Plate no. 69_6638_2.
Inset (30 x 24 cm.): San Diego and vicinity.
Panel art: Illustration of road and Gulf service station.
Includes two Library of Congress copyright handstamps with certificate numbers.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1247 (PrCt)

68446 San Diego (Calif.) - Maps - 1970 - Road maps>>>San Diego Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1970 - Road maps>>>Wall maps>>>Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 113 x 87 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: San Diego street map.
Plate no. 70_6638_2.
Inset (30 x 24 cm.): San Diego and vicinity.
Panel art: Illustration of road and Gulf service station.
Includes two Library of Congress copyright handstamps with certificate numbers.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1290 (PrCt)

68447 San Diego (Calif.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps>>>San Diego Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps>>>Road maps
Authors: Mobil Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 60 x 53 cm., folded to 16 x 9 cm.
"1975 edition"
Panel title.
Panel art: Mobil winged horse logos.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1691 (PrCt)

68448 San Diego (Calif.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps>>>Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. EasyFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; fold. to 24 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Uniform title: EasyFinder Laminated.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
ISBN 052899350X
RMcN Road Map 2005 SanDCA (PrCt)

68449 San Diego (Calif.) - Pictorial works - 1842-1843 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles>>>San Diego Bay (Calif.) - Pictorial works - 1842-1843 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles>>>Manuscripts maps - Facsimiles
Port of St. Diego in Upper California. [San Francisco : Grabhorn Press, 1945].
1 view ; 17 x 28 cm.
Photo-reproduction of 1842-1843 manuscript view.
Original manuscript held by the Bancroft Library. Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copy: folio Graff 4548
folio Graff 4549 between p. 52-53 (PrCt)

68450 San Diego (Calif.) - Pictorial works - 1848
Authors: C.B. Graham’s Lith. -- United States. Army. Corps of Topographical Engineers. Notes of a military reconnaissance : from Fort
San Diego County (Calif.) - Maps - 1889-1890 - Landowners-Counties - Maps-Landowners - Maps
[San Diego County (Calif.)] - 1889-1890: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche.
Size of original: 3 parts, 37 x 21 in., 37 x 21.5 in., and 37 x 23 in. Scale 1:190,080. Originally published 1889-1890.
Microfiche 583, no. 35 (PrCt)

San Diego County (Calif.) - Maps - 1954 - Road maps-San Diego Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1954 - Road maps-San Diego (Calif.) - Maps - 1954 - Road maps-La Jolla (San Diego, Calif.) - Maps - 1954 - Road maps - Road maps-Counties - Maps
San Diego and vicinity ... tour with Texaco.
Plate no. 5418 Maps on verso (39 x 59 and 16 x 12 cm.): San Diego street map -- La Jolla.

1 view ; on sheet 14 x 22 cm.
In: United States. Army. Corps of Topographical Engineers. Notes of a military reconnaissance : from Fort Leavenworth, in Missouri, to San Diego, in California, including parts of the Arkansas, Del Norte, and Gila rivers / by Lieut. Col. W.H. Emory : made in 1846-7, with the advanced guard of the "Army of the West" ... (Washington : Wendell and Van Benthuysen, printers, 1848) between p. 128-129.
Forms part of U.S. Serial Set 517 in series: 30th Congress, 1st session ; Ex. doc. no. 41 -- Ex. doc. (United States. Congress. House) ; 30th Congress, 1st session, no. 41.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copies: Govt. 517 and Ayer 128.3 U5h 1848
Graff 1249 between p. 128-129 (PrCt)

Authors: Koppel, Charles -- United States Pacific Railroad Expeditions and Surveys -- Pacific Railroad Reports, v. 5, pt. 1, pl. 12 -- United States. Congress
1 view : col. ; 17 x 24 cm.
In Pacific Railroad Reports, v. 5, pt. 1, pl. 12, opposite p. 40 [Serial Set 795]. Uniform title: Pacific Railroad Reports
Govt. 795 pt. 1, pl. 12, opp. p. 40 (PrCt)

Authors: Mathews, Alfred Edward, 1831-1874 -- A.L. Bancroft & Company -- Historic Urban Plans (Firm)
1 birds-eye view ; 28 x 52 cm.
Facsimile of original published 1873.
386 map4F G4364.S4A3 1873 M3 1970 (PrCt)

San Diego Canyon (N.M.) - Maps - 1875 - Archaeology-Monument Canyon (N.M.) - Maps - 1875 - Archaeology-Jemez Springs (N.M.) - Maps - 1875 - Archaeology-Archeology - San Diego Canyon (N.M.) - Maps - 1875-Archeology - Jemez Springs (N.M.)
1 map ; 22 x 16 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:111,600].
Inset: Plan of ruins.
Govt. W 8.5:3 pl. 13, opp. p. 616 (PrCt)

68454

68455

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
68456 San Diego County (Calif.) - Maps - 1955 - Road maps
San Diego Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1955 - Road maps
San Diego (Calif.) - Maps - 1955 - Road maps
La Jolla (San Diego, Calif.) - Maps - 1955 - Road maps
Road maps
Counties - Maps
San Diego and vicinity ... tour with Texaco.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1955?].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 39 x 50 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of San Diego county.
Plate no. 5-5418-1
Maps on verso (39 x 59 and 16 x 12 cm.): San Diego street map -- La Jolla.
Panel art: Texaco gas station on hilly rural road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Clients 3758 (PrCt)

68459 San Diego County (Calif.) - Maps - 1959 - Power-Plants
Power-Plants - San Diego County (Calif.) - Maps - 1959-1970
San Diego County (Calif.) - Maps - 1959-1970
Electric Lines - Electric Lines - San Diego County (Calif.) - Maps - 1959-1970
San Diego County (Calif.) - Maps - 1959-1970
Gas-pipes - Gas-pipes - San Diego County (Calif.) - Maps - 1959-1970
San Diego County (Calif.) - Maps - 1959-1970
San Diego and vicinity ... tour with Texaco.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1955?].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 39 x 50 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of San Diego county.
Plate no. 5-5418-1
Maps on verso (39 x 59 and 16 x 12 cm.): San Diego street map -- La Jolla.
Panel art: Texaco gas station on hilly rural road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Clients 3758 (PrCt)

68460 San Diego County (Calif.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps
Imperial County (Calif.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps
Orange County (Calif.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps
San Diego County (Calif.) - Maps - 1958-1970
Power-Plants - Power-Plants - San Diego County (Calif.) - Maps - 1958-1970
San Diego County (Calif.) - Maps - 1958-1970
San Diego County (Calif.) - Maps - 1958-1970
San Diego Gas & Electric Co. territory served.
Authors: San Diego Gas and Electric Company
6 maps : col. ; on sheet 28 x 41 cm. and smaller
From San Diego Gas and Electric Company,
Annual reports (San Diego, 1959-1971).
Maps show electric transmission lines and feeders, generating plants, gas mains, and principal highways.
map1F G4363 .S24N4 1958 S3 (PrCt)

68461 San Diego County (Calif.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps
Imperial County (Calif.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps
Orange County (Calif.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps
San Diego County (Calif.) - Maps - 1959-1970
San Diego and vicinity ... tour with Texaco.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1955?].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 39 x 50 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of San Diego county.
Plate no. 5-5418-1
Maps on verso (39 x 59 and 16 x 12 cm.): San Diego street map -- La Jolla.
Panel art: Texaco gas station on hilly rural road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Clients 3758 (PrCt)

68462 San Diego County (Calif.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps
Imperial County (Calif.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps
Orange County (Calif.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps
San Diego County (Calif.) - Maps - 1958-1970
Power-Plants - Power-Plants - San Diego County (Calif.) - Maps - 1958-1970
San Diego County (Calif.) - Maps - 1958-1970
San Diego County (Calif.) - Maps - 1958-1970
San Diego County (Calif.) - Maps - 1958-1970
San Diego and vicinity ... tour with Texaco.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1955?].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 39 x 50 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of San Diego county.
Plate no. 5-5418-1
Maps on verso (39 x 59 and 16 x 12 cm.): San Diego street map -- La Jolla.
Panel art: Texaco gas station on hilly rural road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Clients 3758 (PrCt)

68463 San Diego County (Calif.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps
Imperial County (Calif.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps
Orange County (Calif.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps
San Diego County (Calif.) - Maps - 1958-1970
San Diego and vicinity ... tour with Texaco.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1955?].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 39 x 50 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of San Diego county.
Plate no. 5-5418-1
Maps on verso (39 x 59 and 16 x 12 cm.): San Diego street map -- La Jolla.
Panel art: Texaco gas station on hilly rural road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Clients 3758 (PrCt)
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528999419
RMcN StrFdr 2004 .S272a (PrCt)

San Diego County (Calif.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps

San Diego County street guide : including portions of Imperial County. [Skokie, Ill.]: Rand McNally, 2004.
StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm. +1 CD-ROM.
Accompanied by CD-ROM disc with title: Street guide: 2005 San Diego & Imperial Counties
$26.95
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528996967
RMcN StrFdr 2005 .S272 (PrCt)

San Diego County (Calif.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps

San Diego County street guide : including portions of Imperial County. [Skokie, Ill.]: Rand McNally, 2005.
StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm. +1 CD-ROM.
Accompanied by CD-ROM disc with title: Street guide: 2006 San Diego & Imperial Counties
$26.95
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528855778
RMcN StrFdr 2006 .S272 (PrCt)

San Diego County (Calif.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps

San Diego County street guide : including portions of Imperial County. Chicago, Ill. Rand McNally, 2006, [i.e. 2005].
StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm. +1 CD-ROM.
Dated 2006, but received by the Newberry Library in 2005.
Accompanied by CD-ROM disc with title: Street guide: San Diego & Imperial counties
$26.95
Cover title.
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528855778
RMcN StrFdr 2006 .S272 (PrCt)

San Diego County (Calif.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps

San Diego County street guide : including portions of Imperial County. [Skokie, Ill.]: Rand McNally, 2005.
StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
2 atlases in 1 v. (various pagings) : col. maps ; 22 x 30 cm.
Cover title.
Includes two county atlases, with separate title pages: San Diego County : including portions of Imperial County street guide -- Orange County street guide.
$29.95
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528956175
RMcN StrFdr 2005 .S272a (PrCt)
2 atlases in 1 v. (various pagings) : col. maps ; 22 x 30 cm.
Dated 2006, but received by the Newberry Library in 2005.
Cover title.
Includes two county atlases with separate title pages: San Diego County street guide -- Orange County street guide.
$29.95.
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder. Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN StrFdr 2006 .S272a (PrCt)

68468 San Diego County (Calif.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps>>>Imperial County (Calif.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps>>>Road maps>>>Counties - Maps
1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title: San Diego County street guide: including portions of Imperial County
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder. "$24.95" -- back cover
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN StrFdr 2008 .S272 (PrCt)

68469 San Diego County (Calif.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps>>>Orange County (Calif.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps>>>Road maps>>>Counties - Maps
2 atlases in 1 v. (various pagings) : col. maps ; 22 x 30 cm.
Cover title.
Includes two county atlases with separate title pages: San Diego County street guide -- Orange County street guide.
On cover: Free interactive CD details inside [CD not included].
$24.95.
Cover dated 2007.
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder. Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN StrFdr 2007 .S272 (PrCt)

68467 San Diego County (Calif.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps>>>Orange County (Calif.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps>>>Road maps>>>Counties - Maps
2 atlases in 1 v. (various pagings) : col. maps ; 22 x 30 cm.
Cover title.
Includes two county atlases with separate title pages: San Diego County street guide -- Orange County street guide.
On cover: 1,409 new streets & updates.
forma de diario: practicados durante el año de astronómicos y topográficos: dispu...
68475 San Diego Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1994 - Road maps
1 atlas (192 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
New updated edition."
$12.95
Map on cover shows continuous coverage east of junction of hwys. 67 & 78; otherwise, apparently identical to other issue of same year with ISBN 96930-7.
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN StrFdr 1994 .S272 (PrCt)

68476 San Diego Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1994 - Road maps
1 atlas (192 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
New updated edition."
$12.95
Map on cover shows no coverage between Ramona & Poway; otherwise, apparently identical to other issue of same year with ISBN 91288-7.
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-96930-7
RMcN StrFdr 1994 .S272a (PrCt)

68477 San Diego Region (Calif.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps
1 map : col. ; fold. to 24 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Uniform title: EasyFinder Laminated.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
ISBN 0528994417
RMcN Road Map 2005 SanDCA2 (PrCt)

68478 San Felipe Pueblo (N.M.) - Pictorial works - 1848


San Félix Island (Chile) - Maps - 1793-1794
San Ambrosio Island (Chile) - Maps - 1793-1794
Desventurados Islands (Chile) - Maps - 1793-1794


San Félix Island (Chile) - Maps - 1793-1794
San Ambrosio Island (Chile) - Maps - 1793-1794
Desventurados Islands (Chile) - Maps - 1793-1794


San Félix Island (Chile) - Maps - 1793-1794
San Ambrosio Island (Chile) - Maps - 1793-1794
Desventurados Islands (Chile) - Maps - 1793-1794


San Félix Island (Chile) - Maps - 1793-1794
San Ambrosio Island (Chile) - Maps - 1793-1794
Desventurados Islands (Chile) - Maps - 1793-1794


San Félix Island (Chile) - Maps - 1793-1794
San Ambrosio Island (Chile) - Maps - 1793-1794
Desventurados Islands (Chile) - Maps - 1793-1794


San Félix Island (Chile) - Maps - 1793-1794
San Ambrosio Island (Chile) - Maps - 1793-1794
Desventurados Islands (Chile) - Maps - 1793-1794


San Félix Island (Chile) - Maps - 1793-1794
San Ambrosio Island (Chile) - Maps - 1793-1794
Desventurados Islands (Chile) - Maps - 1793-1794


San Félix Island (Chile) - Maps - 1793-1794
San Ambrosio Island (Chile) - Maps - 1793-1794
Desventurados Islands (Chile) - Maps - 1793-1794


San Félix Island (Chile) - Maps - 1793-1794
San Ambrosio Island (Chile) - Maps - 1793-1794
Desventurados Islands (Chile) - Maps - 1793-1794


San Félix Island (Chile) - Maps - 1793-1794
San Ambrosio Island (Chile) - Maps - 1793-1794
Desventurados Islands (Chile) - Maps - 1793-1794

known as the Desventurados Islands (twentieth century possessions of Chile).
Detached from: Colnett, James. A Voyage to the south Atlantic and round Cape Horn into the
Pacific Ocean ... (London : W. Bennett [et al], 1798), no. 2 (of 9) [Wing G 16:18]
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copies: Graff 812 -- Ayer 5A 3
For manuscript versions of Colnett's text and maps (dated 1794), see VAULT Ayer MS 3047.

68483  
San Fernando (Calif.) - Pictorial works - 1858-1860
Authors: Xántus, János, 1825-1894 -- Lauffer és Stolp (Budapest, Hungary) -- Haske és Társa (Budapest, Hungary) -- Xántus, János, 1825-1894. Utázás Kalifornia déli részeiben ... (1860) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 view : col. ; 11 x 18 cm.
Forms of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Graff 4785 opposite title page (PrCt)

68484  
San Fernando Valley (Calif.) - Maps - 1964 - Road maps>>>Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1964 - Road maps>>>Road maps
Street map of San Fernando Valley / published by National Automobile Club ... [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Co., c1964.
Authors: National Automobile Club -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 71 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm. Panel title.
"Copyright © 1964 by Rand McNally & Co."
Added title: San Fernando Valley street map.
Plate no. 655806-5.
Inset (5 x 22 cm.): [Northern continuation].
Maps on verso (27 x 27 cm. and 30 x 17 cm.): San Fernando Valley street map (eastern section) -- Los Angeles and vicinity.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1750 (PrCt)

68485  
San Fernando Valley (Calif.) - Maps - 1965 - Road maps>>>Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1965 - Road maps>>>Road maps
Authors: Mobil Oil Company -- Socony Mobil Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 70 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm. Panel title.
Added title: Street map of San Fernando Valley.
"Mobil Oil Company, a division of Socony Mobil Oil Company ... New York ..." -- Back panel.
Plate nos. "655806-5" and "5-66-061".
Inset (6 x 22 cm.): [Northern continuation of San Fernando Valley].
Maps on verso (30 x 17 cm. and 27 x 27 cm.): Street map of San Fernando Valley (eastern section) -- Los Angeles and vicinity.
Panel art: Gas station attendant holding a copy of the Mobil Travel Guide and talking with couple in car.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4104 (PrCt)

68486  
San Fernando Valley (Calif.) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps>>>Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps>>>Road maps
San Fernando Valley city maps / 76 Union. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Co., c1966.
Authors: Union Oil Company of California -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 71 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm. Panel title.
Added title: San Fernando Valley street map.
Issued for the Union Oil Company of California.
Plate no. 6 5806-6.
Maps on verso (30 x 17 cm. and 27 x 27 cm.): San Fernando Valley street map (eastern section) -- Los Angeles and vicinity.
Panel art: 76 Union sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4519 (PrCt)

68487  
San Fernando Valley (Calif.) - Maps - 1967 - Road maps>>>Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1967 - Road maps>>>Road maps
Authors: National Automobile Club -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 71 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm. Panel title.
"Copyright © 1967 by Rand McNally & Co."
Added title: San Fernando Valley street map.
Plate no. 675806-7.
Inset (5 x 22 cm.): [Northern continuation].
Maps on verso (27 x 27 cm. and 30 x 17 cm.): San Fernando Valley street map (eastern section) -- Los Angeles and vicinity.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
San Fernando Valley (Calif.) - Maps - 1967 - Road maps
San Fernando Valley city maps / 76 Union. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Co., c1967.
Authors: Union Oil Company of California -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 71 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm. Panel title.
Added title: San Fernando Valley street map. Issued for the Union Oil Company of California. Plate no. 675806.
Maps on verso (30 x 17 cm. and 27 x 27 cm.): San Fernando Valley street map (eastern section) -- Los Angeles and vicinity. Panel art: 76 Union logo above gas station.
RMcN Clients 4538 (PrCt)

San Fernando Valley (Calif.) - Maps - 1968 - Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 58 x 104 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm. Panel title.
Added title: San Fernando Valley street map. Plate no. 675806.
Inset (27 x 26 cm.): Los Angeles and vicinity. Panel art: Illustration of road and Gulf service station.
Includes two Library of Congress copyright handstamps with certificate numbers.
RMcN Clients 1291 (PrCt)

San Fernando Valley (Calif.) - Maps - 1969 - Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 44 x 92 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm. "1972 edition."
Panel title.
Added title: San Fernando Valley street map. Plate no. 726718.
Inset (27 x 26 cm.): Los Angeles and vicinity. Panel art: Illustration of road and Gulf service station.
Includes two Library of Congress copyright handstamps with certificate numbers.
RMcN Clients 2504 (PrCt)
San Fernando Valley (Calif.) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps - Los Angeles (Calif.) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps
San Fernando Valley - Mobil travel map.
Authors: Mobil Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 44 x 92 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"1976 edition"
Panel title.
Plate no. 746718-5.
Inset (27 x 27 cm.): Los Angeles and vicinity. Panel art: Illustrations of trees, cars on expressway, canoeing, golfing, and unidentified bridge.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2075 (PrCt)

San Fernando Valley (Calif.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps - Los Angeles (Calif.) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps
San Fernando Valley - EasyFinder Plus!
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 48 x 91 cm. fold. to 32 x 23 cm.
"New map innovation."
Laminated.
$9.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-97087-9
RMcN StrFdr 1996 .S2725 (PrCt)

San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1851 - Nautical charts - Sacramento River (Calif.) - Maps - 1851 - Nautical charts - San Joaquin River (Calif.) - Maps - 1851 - Nautical charts - Sacramento River (Calif.) - 1852 - Nautical charts - San Joaquin River (Calif.) - 1852
General chart embracing surveys of the Farallones entrance to the Bay of San Francisco, Bays of San Francisco and San Pablo, Straits of Carquines and Suisun Bay, and the Sacramento and San Joaquin Rivers to the cities of Sacramento and San Joaquin : California.
Authors: Ringgold, Cadwalader, 1802-1867 -- Stuart, Fred. D. -- Graham, C. B. (Curtis B.) --

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Everett, Charles -- Ringgold, Cadwalader, 1802-1867. Series of charts with sailing directions (1852)
1 map ; 50 x 76 cm.
In Ringgold, Cadwalader, Series of charts with sailing directions, 3d ed. (Washington: Jno. T. Towers, 1852), map 1.
Scale [ca. 1:246,000]; (W 123011'--W 121006'/N 38038'--N 37032').
Relief shown by hachures and spot heights; depths shown by soundings and isolines.
Shows drainage, distances, etc.
'Constructed, projected and drawn by Fred D. Stuart, hydrographer, late of the U.S. Ex. Ex.; assisted by Chas. Everett, Jr., draughtsman.
'Executed at the request of the undersigned citizens of the State of California ... and inscribed to William H. Aspinwall, Esq., City of New York.'
Includes table of distances by river.
Case folio G 941 .74, map 1 (PrCt)

San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1853
- Geology Geology - San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1853
- Pacific railroads - Explorations and surveys - Maps - 1853
- Railroads - Maps
Geological map of the vicinity of San Francisco. 1853.
In Pacific Railroad Reports, v. 5, pt. 2, map 1, opposite p. 145 [Serial Set 795].
Scale [ca. 1:150,000].
Uniform title: Pacific Railroad Reports
Govt. 795 pt. 2, map 1, opp. p. 145 (PrCt)

San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1869
- San Diego Bay (Calif.) - Maps - 1869
- Guaymas (Sonora, Mexico) - Maps - 1869
Bay of San Francisco. [London : Chapman and Hall, 1869].
Authors: Bell, William Abraham -- Bell, William Abraham. New tracks in North America : a journal of travel and adventure whilst engaged in the survey for a southern railroad to the Pacific Ocean during 1867-8 (1869) -- Chapman and Hall -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 13 x 12 cm., on sheet 22 x 15 cm.
Insets (5 x 5 cm. each): San Diego -- Guaymas. Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copy: Ayer 128.5 .B4 1869
Digital image of another copy available on the Google Books website (accessed April 2009): http://books.google.com/books?id=WHgFAAAAYAAJ&pg=PA134-1A2&lpg=PA134-1A2&dq=San+Diego+Hall&hl=en&sa=X&ei=QsBkV6k4Nbea5QeKwIhYCA&ved=0CC0Q6AEwAA

San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1869
- Earthquakes Earthquakes - San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1906
4 maps on 1 sheet : color ; 26 x 22 cm or smaller, sheet 61 x 47 cm.
Printed by "A. Hoen & Co. Baltimore."
Shows fault of 1906, movement of 1906, and successive movements of 1868 and 1906 with "scale of arrows 1/100."
Contents: No. 1. Point Arena and vicinity -- No. 2.
Fort Ross and vicinity -- No. 3. Tomales Bay -- No. 4. Colma and vicinity.
Scale approximately 1:141,000.
Coordinates: (W 123°47'--W 122°22'/N 39°06'--N 37°33').
Prime meridian: Greenwich.
"Map no. 25."
In: California. State Earthquake Investigation Commission. Atlas of maps and seismograms:
Issued as part of series: Carnegie Institution of Washington publication no. 87.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Also available online via the David Rumsey Map Collection website:
http://www.davidrumsey.com/luna/servlet/s/j513ep
Baskes oversize G1529.S5C55 C35 1908, map 25 (NLO)

San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1908
Authors: L.L. Poates Engr'g Co. -- Bay Shore Railway (Calif.) -- Southern Pacific Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 24 x 18 cm.
Covers southern San Francisco and northern Mateo Counties in California.
In Southern Pacific Railroad Company. Twenty-fourth annual report of Southern Pacific Company ... 1908 [San Francisco?: Southern Pacific Railroad Company?, 1908?] p. 15.
5A 7267 (1908 vol. [2]) (PrCl)

San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1914
1 atlas (24 pages, 17 leaves of unnumbered plates) : illustrations, 15 color maps ; 56 x 50 cm [Library edition]
Other titles: Geologic atlas of the United States, San Francisco folio, Tamalpais, San Francisco, Concord, San Mateo, and Hayward quadrangles, California -- Tamalpais, San Francisco, Concord, San Mateo, and Hayward quadrangles, California Maps include triangulation by the U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey.
Scale 1:62,500.
Coordinates: (W 122°45'--W 122°00'/N 38°00'--N 37°30').
Relief shown by contours and spot heights.
Prime meridian: Greenwich.
Includes bibliographical references (page 24). Text and illustrations inside front cover.
Contents: Description of the San Francisco district -- Topography, California, Tamalpais quadrangle -- Areal geology, California, Tamalpais quadrangle -- Structure sections, California, Tamalpais quadrangle -- Topography, California, San Francisco quadrangle -- Areal geology, California, San Francisco quadrangle -- Structure sections, California, San Francisco quadrangle -- Columnar section -- Illustrations, California, San Francisco district -- Topography, California, Concord quadrangle -- Areal geology, California, Concord quadrangle -- Structure sections, California, Concord quadrangle -- Topography, California, San Mateo quadrangle --
San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps--San Francisco (Calif.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps--Oakland (Calif.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps--Berkeley (Calif.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps--Road maps
1936 street guide and metropolitan map of San Francisco and Bay Cities : Shell ... Chicago : H. M. Gousha Company, 1936.
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 36 x 48 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell street map of San Francisco
Plate no. J-1
Inset (48 x 30 cm.): Shell metropolitan San Francisco and vicinity.
Map on verso (65 x 28 cm): Shell street map of Bay Cities.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 163.14A (PrCt)

San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps--San Francisco (Calif.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps--Oakland (Calif.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps--Berkeley (Calif.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps--Road maps
Shell street guide and metropolitan map of San Francisco and Bay Cities ... Chicago : H. M. Gousha Company, [1937?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 36 x 48 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell street map of San Francisco
Plate no. 12-K
Inset (48 x 30 cm.): Shell metropolitan San Francisco and vicinity.
Map on verso (65 x 28 cm): Shell street map of Bay Cities.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 15 1938 ...",
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 164.53 (PrCt)

San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps--San Francisco (Calif.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps--Alameda (Calif.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps--Oakland (Calif.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps--Berkeley (Calif.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps--East Bay (Calif.) - Maps - 1938--Road maps
Street guides and map of San Francisco, Oakland metropolitan area / Shell. Chicago : H. M. Gousha Company, [1938?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 36 x 48 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 2073 (PrCt)
Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 36 x 48 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Shell street map of San Francisco

Date from RMcN AE 164 ms. index

Plate no. L-1-1938-1

Inset (48 x 30 cm.): Shell metropolitan San Francisco and vicinity.

Map on verso (65 x 28 cm): Shell street map of Bay Cities.

Panel art: Shell logo.

Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 15 1938 ...."

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 164.54 (PrCt)

68511

San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
San Francisco (Calif.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Oakland (Calif.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Street guides and map of San Francisco, Oakland metropolitan area / Shell. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1939?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 3579 (PrCt)

68512

San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
San Francisco (Calif.) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
East Bay (Calif.) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Oakland (Calif.) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Berkeley (Calif.) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Alameda (Calif.) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps

San Francisco Bay area / Richfield travel guide. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1942?].
Authors: Richfield Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Panel art: Richfield gas station and skyline.

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 4532 (PrCt)

68513

San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1944 - Pictorial works
San Francisco Bay metropolitan area. 1944.
Authors: Pacific Gas and Electric Company
1 birds-eye view ; 33 x 76 cm. on sheet 72 x 88 cm.

Insets: The 9 counties bordering San Francisco Bay -- Pacific coast states -- The Golden Gate Bridge [photo] -- San Francisco-Oakland Bay Bridge [photo]. Includes text and 2 tables describing resources of Bay Areas.
4218

mapF G4364.S5A1 1944 P3 (PrCt)

68514

San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Richfield street guide : San Francisco Bay district. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1946?].
Authors: Richfield Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Panel art: Richfield gas station and skyline.

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 4532 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1946
Road maps - San Francisco (Calif.)
- Maps - 1946 - Road maps - Berkeley (Calif.)
- Maps - 1946 - Road maps - Oakland (Calif.)
- Maps - 1946 - Road maps - Road maps
Shell map of San Francisco, Oakland and vicinity
. Chicago : H. M. Gousha Company, [1946].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 35 x 48 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell street map of San Francisco
Date from RMcN AE 166 ms. index
Plate no. T-5 1946-2
Inset (48 x 32 cm.): Shell metropolitan San Francisco and vicinity.
Map on verso (65 x 37 cm): Shell street map of Bay Cities.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Handstamped "received ... Apr 29 1947 Rand McNally & Co. Blazed Trails Dept. .... "
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 166.57 (PrCt)

San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1946
Road maps - San Francisco (Calif.)
- Maps - 1946 - Road maps - Berkeley (Calif.)
- Maps - 1946 - Road maps - Oakland (Calif.)
- Maps - 1946 - Road maps - Road maps
Shell map of San Francisco, Oakland and vicinity
. Chicago : H. M. Gousha Company, [1946].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 35 x 48 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell street map of San Francisco
Date from RMcN AE 166 ms. index
Plate no. T-5 1946-2
Inset (48 x 32 cm.): Shell metropolitan San Francisco and vicinity.
Map on verso (65 x 37 cm): Shell street map of Bay Cities.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Handstamped "received ... Oct 15 1946 Rand McNally & Co. Blazed Trails Dept. .... "
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 166.58 (PrCt)

San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1947
Nautical charts - San Francisco Bay (Calif.)
- Maps - 1947 - Nautical charts - San Pablo Bay (Calif.)
- Maps - 1947 - Nautical charts - Pacific Coast (North America)
- Maps - 1947 - Nautical charts - San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.)
1947 - Nautical charts - San Francisco Bay (Calif.)
1947 - Nautical charts - San Pablo Bay (Calif.)
1947 - Nautical charts - Pacific Coast (North America)
1947 - Nautical charts - San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.)
1947 - Nautical charts - San Pablo Bay (Calif.)
1947 - Nautical charts - Pacific Coast (North America)
1947 - Nautical charts - San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.)
1947 - Nautical charts - San Pablo Bay (Calif.)
1947 - Nautical charts - Pacific Coast (North America)

Pacific coast cruising guide no. 8 : featuring San Francisco Bay and adjacent waters ... : General Petroleum Corporation, a Socony Vacuum company. Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [1947].

Authors: General Petroleum Corporation -- Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- General Petroleum Corporation. Cruising guide -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 82 x 56 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Coastwise cruising guide : San Francisco Bay and adjacent waters.

Uniform title: Cruising guide.

Date from RMcN AE 175 ms. index.

Plate no. 4712.

Inset (45 x 27 cm.): San Francisco and San Pablo Bays.

Pictorial vignettes of lighthouses, lightships and other aids to navigation.

Strip map on verso (162 x 19 cm., in 2 sections):

Coastwise cruising guide : Ketchikan, Alaska to San Quintin, Mexico.

Panel art: Mobilgas marine station.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 175.3 (PrCt)


Authors: General Petroleum Corporation -- Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- General Petroleum Corporation. Cruising guide -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 82 x 56 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Coastwise cruising guide : San Francisco Bay and adjacent waters.

Uniform title: Cruising guide.

Date from RMcN AE 174 ms. index.

Plate no. 9-4712-1.

Includes pictorial vignettes of lighthouses, lightships and other aids to navigation.

Inset (45 x 27 cm.): San Francisco and San Pablo Bays.

Map on verso (162 x 19 cm., in 2 sections):

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Coastwise cruising guide: Ketchikan, Alaska to San Quintin, Mexico.
Panel art: Mobilgas marine station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 174.11 (PrCt)

San Francisco Bay Area freeways. Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1955?].
Authors: Union Oil Company of California -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
39 maps: col.; 28 x 26 cm. and smaller, on sheet 49 x 92 cm., folded to 24 x 12 cm.
Panel title.
Added titles: Bay Bridge-East Shore Interchange -- Bay Bridge-Bayshore Interchange.
Includes 36 numbered strip maps detailing routes between Richmond and Hayward (1-12), San Lorenzo to Castro Valley (13-15), Manzanita to San Francisco (16-19), San Francisco to San Carlos (20 to 34), and Daly City to Edgemar (35-36).
Includes index map: Freeway key map: San Francisco, Oakland, and vicinity.
Panel art: Color illustration of freeway; 76 Union logo.
Handstamped "Apr 21, 1955" on title panel.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4481 (PrCt)

68524 San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps - East Bay (Calif.) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps - Oakland (Calif.) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps - Berkeley (Calif.) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps - Alameda (Calif.) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps - Road maps
Authors: Union Oil Company of California -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 v.: 21 maps; 300 x 247 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

68525 San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1957 - Road maps - East Bay (Calif.) - Maps - 1957 - Road maps - Oakland (Calif.) - Maps - 1957 - Road maps - Berkeley (Calif.) - Maps - 1957 - Road maps - Alameda (Calif.) - Maps - 1957 - Road maps
San Francisco, East Bay cities city map. [Chicago?]: Rand McNally & Company, [1957?].
Authors: Union Oil Company of California -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map: col.; 78 x 45 cm., folded to 21 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: San Francisco street map.
Issued for the Union Oil Company of California.
Plate no. 573892.
Inset (11 x 9 cm.): [Downtown San Francisco].
Maps on verso (76 x 46 cm. and 15 x 11 cm.): East Bay cities street map -- Downtown Oakland.
Panel art: Illustration of cars at Union gas station with 76 Union logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Clients 4487 (PrCt)

68526 San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1959 - City Planning - City Planning - San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1959 (Provisional Heading)
1 v.: 21 maps; 300 x 247 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)
maps - Pacific Coast (North America) - 1966 Nautical charts<<>>Nautical charts<<>>Strip
maps<<>>Pictorial maps
Texaco cruising chart no. 8 : San Francisco Bay
and adjacent waters : Texaco Waterways Service
: Texaco inc. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Co.,
c1966 .
Authors: Texaco, inc. -- Rand McNally and
Company -- Texaco, inc. Cruising chart -- Library
of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 81 x 56 cm.
"1966 edition"
Panel title.
"Copyright © 1966 by Rand McNally & Co."
Added title: Coastwise cruising guide : San
Francisco Bay and adjacent waters
Uniform title: Cruising chart.
Plate no. 1-M8F65-166.
Inset (44 x 27 cm.): San Francisco and San
Pablo Bays.
Includes pictorial vignettes of lighthouses,
lightships and other aids to navigation.
Strip map on verso (162 x 20 cm.): Coastwise
cruising guide : Ketchikan, Alaska to San Quintin,
Mexico
Panel art: Buoy, lighthouse, and Texaco
Waterways Service logo.
Handstamp: Register of Copyrights, Library of
Congress, Washington, D.C. certificate no.
A883193
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (October 2010).
RMcN Cruising 45 (PrCt)
68528 San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1966 Road maps<<>>East Bay (Calif.) - Maps - 1966 Road maps<<>>Oakland (Calif.) - Maps - 1966 Road maps<<>>Berkeley (Calif.) - Maps - 1966
- Road maps<<>>Alameda (Calif.) - Maps 1966 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
San Francisco, East Bay cities city maps / 76
Authors: Union Oil Company of California -- Rand
McNally and Company -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 74 x 43 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: San Francisco street map.
Issued for the Union Oil Company of California.
Plate no. 663892-4.
Inset (13 x 16 cm.): Downtown San Francisco.
Maps on verso (96 x 38 cm. and smaller): East
Bay cities street map -- San Francisco and
vicinity -- San Francisco-Oakland Bay Bridge
approaches.
Panel art: 76 Union sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4520 (PrCt)

68529 San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1967
- Nautical charts - Pictorial maps<<>>San
Pablo Bay (Calif.) - Maps - 1967 - Nautical
charts - Pictorial maps<<>>Pacific Coast
(North America) - Maps - 1967 - Nautical
charts - Pictorial maps<<>>Nautical charts San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - 1967 Pictorial maps<<>>Nautical charts - San
Pablo Bay (Calif.) - Maps - 1967 - Pictorial
maps<<>>Nautical charts - Pacific Coast
(North America) - 1967 - Pictorial
maps<<>>Pictorial maps - San Francisco Bay
Area (Calif.) - 1967 - Nautical
charts<<>>Pictorial maps - San Pablo Bay
(Calif.) - 1967 - Nautical charts<<>>Pictorial
maps - Pacific Coast (North America) - 1967 Nautical charts<<>>Nautical charts<<>>Strip
maps<<>>Pictorial maps
Texaco cruising chart no. 8 : the Pacific coast :
featuring San Francisco Bay and adjacent waters
: Texaco Waterways Service : Texaco inc.
Authors: Texaco, inc. -- Rand McNally and
Company -- Texaco, inc. Cruising chart -- Library
of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 81 x 56 cm.
"1967 edition"
Panel title.
Added title: Coastwise cruising guide : San
Francisco Bay and adjacent waters
"Copyright © 1967 by Rand McNally & Co."
Uniform title: Cruising chart.
Plate no. 2-M8F65-167.
Inset (44 x 27 cm.): San Francisco and San
Pablo Bays.
Includes pictorial vignettes of lighthouses,
lightships and other aids to navigation.
Strip map on verso (162 x 20 cm.): Coastwise
cruising guide : Ketchikan, Alaska to San Quintin,
Mexico
Panel art: Buoy, lighthouse, and Texaco
Waterways Service logo.
Handstamp: Register of Copyrights, Library of
Congress, Washington, D.C. certificate no.
972640
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (October 2010).
RMcN Cruising 49 (PrCt)
- Road maps<<>>Alameda (Calif.) - Maps 1967 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
San Francisco, East Bay cities city maps / 76
Authors: Union Oil Company of California -- Rand
McNally and Company -- Library of Congress.
Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.


San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1968 - Nautical charts - Pictorial maps
San Pablo Bay (Calif.) - Maps - 1968 - Nautical charts - Pictorial maps
Pacific Coast (North America) - Maps - 1968 - Nautical charts - Pictorial maps
Nautical charts - San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - 1968 - Pictorial maps - San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - 1968 - Nautical charts - Pictorial maps - San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - 1968 - Strips - Pictorial maps
Texaco cruising chart no. 8 : the Pacific Coast featuring San Francisco Bay and adjacent waters. New York : Texaco Waterways Service, 135 East 42nd Street, 1968.
1 map : col. ; 81 x 56 cm.
"1968 edition"
Panel title.
"Copyright © 1968 by Rand McNally & Co."

San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1969 - Nautical charts - Pictorial maps
San Pablo Bay (Calif.) - Maps - 1969 - Nautical charts - Pictorial maps
Pacific Coast (North America) - Maps - 1969 - Nautical charts - Pictorial maps
Nautical charts - San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - 1969 - Pictorial maps - San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - 1969 - Strips - Pictorial maps
Texaco cruising chart no. 8 : the Pacific Coast featuring San Francisco Bay and adjacent waters. New York : Texaco Waterways Service, 135 East 42nd Street, 1969.
1 map : col. ; 81 x 56 cm.
Includes pictorial vignettes of lighthouses, lightships and other aids to navigation.
Strip map on verso (162 x 20 cm.): Coastwise cruising guide : Ketchikan, Alaska to San Quintin, Mexico
Panel art: Photo of boats in harbor and Texaco logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (October 2010).

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
"Copyright © 1976 by Rand McNally & Co."

Added title: Coastwise cruising guide : San Francisco Bay and adjacent waters

Uniform title: Cruising chart.

Plate no. 11-M8F65-176.

Inset (44 x 27 cm.): San Francisco and San Pablo Bays.

Includes pictorial vignettes of lighthouses, lightships and other aids to navigation.

Strip map on verso (162 x 20 cm.): Coastwise cruising guide: Ketchikan, Alaska to San Quintin, Mexico

Panel art: Photo of boats in harbor and Texaco logo.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (October 2010).

RMcN StrFdr 2004 .S273A1 (PrCt)

68542

San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1999

- Road maps


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. EasyFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; fold. to 24 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Uniform title: EasyFinder

Laminated.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

ISBN 0528976842

RMcN Road Map 1999 SanFCA (PrCt)

68543

San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 2003

- Road maps


StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (509-1,041 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.

Date on cover: 2003.

Accompanied by CD-ROM disc with title: 2003 Thomas Guide digital edition, Bay Area Metro. $60.95

Uniform titles: StreetFinder -- Street guide.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

ISBN 0-528-95703-1

RMcN StrFdr 2003 .S273A1 (PrCt)

68544

San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 2004

- Road maps


StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (A-P, 509-1040) : col. maps ; 28 cm. +1 CD-ROM.

Accompanied by CD-ROM disc with title: 2004 street guide, Bay Area Metro: Contra Costa, Marin, San Francisco, San Mateo, Santa Clara $45.95

Uniform titles: StreetFinder -- Street guide.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

ISBN 0-528-85398-6

RMcN StrFdr 2005 .S273 (PrCt)

68546

San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 2006

- Road maps

San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 2006

- Road maps


LC Card Number: 2010019735
ISBN 9780520262492 (cloth : alk. paper) ; 0520262492 (cloth : alk. paper) ; 9780520262508 (pbk. : alk. paper) ; 0520262506 (pbk. : alk. paper)

folio G1527.S22 S6 2010 (NLO)
Digital reproduction of 1777 manuscript.
Torres Lanzas, Pedro. Relación descriptiva de los mapas, planos, & de México y Floridas existentes en el Archivo General de Indias (Sevilla, 1900) v. 2: 332,16
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto Spain AGI 89-4-10 (4) (PrCt)

San Francisco Bay (Calif.) - Maps - 1776 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

San Francisco Bay (Calif.) - Maps - 1776 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1781
Plan del gran puerto de San Francisco / descubierto y demarcado por el alfarez graduado de Fragrata de la Real Armada, Dn. Jose de Cañizares primer piloto ... ; gravado por Manuel Villavicencio añ. de 1781. [S.l. s.n.], 1781 .
Authors: Cañizares, José de -- Villavicencio, Manuel de, fl. 1762-1795 -- Palou, Francisco, 1723-1879. Relacion historica de la vida y apostolicas tareas del venerable padre fray Junipero Serra, y de las misiones ... en la California Septentrional, y ... Monterey (1787) -- Zúñiga y Ontiveros, Felipe de, 1717?-1793 -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 17 x 12 cm.
In Palou, Francisco. Relacion historica de la vida y apostolicas tareas del venerable padre fray Junipero Serra, y de las misiones que fundó en la California Septentrional, y nuevos establecimientos de Monterey (Mexico City : Felipe de Zúñiga y Ontiveros, 1787) between p. 200-201.
Includes references Z, a-g, A-H, Y, J-T, V, X, and 1.
"Escale de nueve leguas Francesas" = 40 mm.
Oriented with north at right.
Digital reproduction of another copy available on the University of California Calisphere website (accessed April 2009):
http://content.cdlib.org/dynaxml/data/13030/0h/ha 2199n80h/files/hb2199n80h-FID4.jpg
Derived from 1776 manuscript map held by the Ministerio de la Guerra (Madrid), no. J 9a-2a-a,27; cf. Harlow, Maps of San Francisco Bay (1950) p. 38-39 , no. 4
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
VAULT Graff 3179 between p. 200-201 (PrCt)

San Francisco Bay (Calif.) - Maps - 1796 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

San Francisco Bay (Calif.) - Maps - 1796 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Plano de una porcion de costa que comprende el Puerto de Sfn. Francisco y Ensenada de Monterey. [1908?] .
Authors: Córdova, Alberto de -- Irving B. Richman Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library. Manuscript map. VAULT drawer Ayer MS map 236 -- Archivo General de la Nación (Mexico)
1 ms. map : cloth ; 395 x 233 mm
Tracing of 1796 manuscript by Alberto de Córdova made by Irving B. Richman (1908?).
Original in the Archivo General de la Nación in Mexico City. See their Catalogo de ilustraciones v. 1 (1979) p. 77 no. 187.
Shows California coast approximately between present day Fort Bragg and San Simeon.
Scale [ca. 1:1,065,000].'
'Longitud occidental del Meridiano de Sn. Blas.'
Pen-and-ink tracing on cloth.
Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 236. Ayer ms map proj 94
VAULT drawer Ayer MS map 236 (NLO)

San Francisco Bay (Calif.) - Maps - 1800 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

San Francisco Bay (Calif.) - Maps - 1800 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Plan del puerto de San Francisco situado en la costa de la California septentrional ... por los oficiales y pilotos del Departamento de San Blas. [19--].
Authors: Archivo General de Indias. Carpeta de Mapas 9 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1800 manuscript.
Torres Lanzas, Pedro. Relación descriptiva de los mapas, planos, & de México y Floridas existentes en el Archivo General de Indias (Sevilla, 1900) v. 2: 487,130-131
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto Spain AGI Carpeta de Mapas 9 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.


Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Scale [ca. 1:14,100].
Oriented with north at right.
Shows distances by concentric circles from Portsmouth Square.
61-530
ICN 73
F 9418 .779, inside front cover (PrCt)

CHS Coll., Map no. 497 (PrCt)

CHS Coll., Map no. 496 (PrCt)

68571 San Francisco (Calif.) - Maps - 1887 Bancroft's official guide map of city and county of San Francisco, compiled from official maps in surveyor's office. San Francisco : A.L. Bancroft & Co., 1887. Authors: A.L. Bancroft & Company -- Hofmann (Joseph A.), bookseller, San Francisco 1 map ; 62 x 76 cm. fold. in cover 18 x 12 cm. Scale 1:30,000 or 2,500 feet to 1 inch. Cover title: Bancroft's map of San Francisco. On cover: Joseph A. Hofmann, bookseller and stationer. Includes 'Reference list of prominent places.' Inset: Skeleton map showing the relative position of San Francisco to the surrounding country.
map3C 2 (PrCt)

68572 San Francisco (Calif.) - Maps - 1891 - Road maps San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1891 - Road maps Rand McNally & Co.'s indexed atlas of the world map of San Francisco. Chicago : Rand, McNally & Co., c1891. Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm., folded in covers to 16 x 10 cm. Cover title: Rand, McNally & Co.'s San Francisco.
"Rand McNally & Co.'s new business atlas map of San Francisco. Copyright, 1891 ... " -- at bottom left.
"Scales: statute miles, 69.16=1 degree; kilometres, 111.307=1 degree."
Inset (26 x 17 cm.): Map of San Francisco and vicinity. Detached from covers. Includes slight manuscript annotations. Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
map3C G4364 .S5P2 1891 .R3 (PrCt)

CHS Coll., Map no. 494-495 (PrCt)

68574 San Francisco (Calif.) - Maps - 1930-1939 - Road maps Official San Francisco map / compiled and distributed by San Francisco Convention & Tourist League. San Francisco : W.C. Eubank Co. ; Distributed by San Francisco Convention & Tourist League, [193-?]. Authors: San Francisco Convention & Tourist League -- W.C. Eubank Co. (San Francisco, Calif.) -- Eubank (W.C.) Co., San Francisco SEE W.C. Eubank Co. (San Francisco, Calif.) 1 map : col. ; 21 x 36 cm. fold. to 23 x 10 cm. Isometric view looking southwest. Includes key to 'references’ (1-43), indicated by red overprinting on map. On verso: Maps of downtown San Francisco (with key to 47 hotels), Golden Gate Park, scenic

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
San Francisco (Calif.) - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1485 (PrCt)

San Francisco (Calif.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
1936 Street guide and metropolitan map of San Francisco and Bay Cities / Shell. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1936.
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1741 (PrCt)

San Francisco (Calif.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
San Francisco ... Standard oil street map. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1937.
Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Standard logos; slogans "Standard gasoline, unsurpassed" and "America's favorite service station system."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1995 (PrCt)

San Francisco (Calif.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : 69 x 51 cm. on sheet 71 x 54 cm.
Added title: San Francisco and vicinity street map. Plate no. T.3892.
Includes inset of Chinatown and the Latin Quarter.
Verso includes inset of downtown Oakland and: East bay cities street map. Plate no. T.3893.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 9.12X (PrCt)

San Francisco (Calif.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
San Francisco and Bay Cities. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1938?].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 69 x 43 cm. folded to 18 x 9 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: San Francisco and vicinity street map.
Plate no. T.3892.
Inset (12 x10 cm.): [Downtown San Francisco] Maps on verso (69 x 43 cm and 13 x 10 cm): East Bay cities street map -- Downtown Oakland.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Clients 3637 (PrCt)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>San Francisco (Calif.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps</td>
<td>1939</td>
<td>Includes list of businesses and points of interest.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Francisco (Calif.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps</td>
<td>1940</td>
<td>Includes list of businesses and points of interest.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Francisco (Calif.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps</td>
<td>1939</td>
<td>Includes list of businesses and points of interest.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Francisco (Calif.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps</td>
<td>1940</td>
<td>Includes list of businesses and points of interest.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Francisco (Calif.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps</td>
<td>1939</td>
<td>Includes list of businesses and points of interest.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Francisco (Calif.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps</td>
<td>1940</td>
<td>Includes list of businesses and points of interest.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
San Francisco (Calif.) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps<<>>East Bay (Calif.) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps<<>>Oakland (Calif.) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps<<>>Berkeley (Calif.) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps<<>>Alameda (Calif.) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps<<>>San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Standard station; slogan "At your service from Canada to Mexico, Standard Stations Inc., authorized distributors, Standard dealers"; and note that "... in cooperation with the United States military authorities, we have eliminated ... all airports and military establishments ...".
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4622 (PrCt)
Panel art: Shell logo, statement "all points of military interest have been removed voluntarily from this map and index" and slogan "tour with confidence."

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 4858 (PrCt)

San Francisco (Calif.) - Maps - 1943 - Road maps
San Francisco, Oakland, Berkeley (Calif.) - Maps - 1943 - Road maps
Authors: Union Oil Company of California -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 50 x 41 cm. on sheet 71 x 54 cm.
Added title: San Francisco street map. Plate no. Y. 39116.
Includes inset of downtown San Francisco. Plate no. Y. 3958-A.
On verso: East bay cities street map. Plate no. Y. 39117.
Annotated '43.'
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 9.11 (PrCt)

San Francisco (Calif.) - Maps - 1945 - Road maps
San Francisco, Oakland, Berkeley (Calif.) - Maps - 1945 - Road maps
Authors: Union Oil Company of California -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 50 x 41 cm. on sheet 71 x 54 cm.
Added title: San Francisco street map. Plate no. 454206.
Includes inset of downtown San Francisco. Plate no. 453958-A.
On verso: East bay cities street map. Plate no. 4539117.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 9.18 (PrCt)

San Francisco (Calif.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
San Francisco, East Bay (Calif.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
San Francisco, Oakland (Calif.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
San Francisco, Berkeley (Calif.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
San Francisco, Alameda (Calif.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Authors: General Petroleum Corporation -- Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 50 x 41 cm. on sheet 68 x 50 cm.
Added title: Street map of San Francisco. Plate no. 464206.
Includes inset of downtown San Francisco. Plate no. 463958-A.
On verso: Street map of east bay cities. Plate no. X. 4639117.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 9.27 (PrCt)

San Francisco (Calif.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
San Francisco, Oakland (Calif.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
San Francisco, Berkeley (Calif.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
San Francisco, Alameda (Calif.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
San Francisco and East Bay cities street and vicinity maps ... / Standard stations and Chevron gas stations. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., c1946.
Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- Chevron Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Logan, Maurice, 1886-1977 -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: cars on road beside water with city in background signed "Maurice Logan" and slogan "at your service from Canada to Mexico."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4947 (PrCt)
vicinity. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1946?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: San Francisco, Oakland.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4907 (PrCt)

68598 San Francisco (Calif.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps<<>>Oakland (Calif.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps<<>>San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Shell map of San Francisco, Oakland and vicinity. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1946?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4908 (PrCt)

68599 San Francisco (Calif.) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps<<>>East Bay (Calif.) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps<<>>Oakland (Calif.) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps<<>>Berkeley (Calif.) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps<<>>Alameda (Calif.) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps<<>>San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- Chevron Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Logan, Maurice, 1886-1977 -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: cars on road beside water with city in background signed "Maurice Logan" and slogan "at your service from Canada to Mexico."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5024 (PrCt)

68600 San Francisco (Calif.) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps<<>>Oakland (Calif.) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps<<>>Berkeley (Calif.) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Union Oil Company of California -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 50 x 41 cm. on sheet 71 x 53 cm.
Added title: San Francisco street map. Plate no. 474206.
Includes inset of downtown San Francisco. Plate no. 463958-A.
On verso: East bay cities street map. Plate no. 4739117.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 9.39 (PrCt)

68601 San Francisco (Calif.) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps<<>>Oakland (Calif.) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps<<>>San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Shell map of San Francisco, Oakland and vicinity. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1947?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "U", indicating 1947 publication.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5208 (PrCt)

68602 San Francisco (Calif.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps<<>>East Bay (Calif.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps<<>>Oakland (Calif.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps<<>>Berkeley (Calif.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps<<>>Alameda (Calif.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps<<>>San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Signal city map : San Francisco and East Bay cities. Chicago : San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948?].
Authors: Signal Oil and Gas Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
Panel art: photo of Oakland Bay Bridge; Signal gasoline logo..
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5507 (PrCt)

68603 San Francisco (Calif.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps<<>>Oakland (Calif.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps<<>>Berkeley (Calif.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 76 x 56 cm. on sheet 82 x 59 cm.
Added title: San Francisco and vicinity street map. Plate no. 483892.
Includes inset of Chinatown and the Latin Quarter.
Verso includes inset of downtown Oakland and:
East bay cities street map. Plate no. 483893.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 10.1X (PrCt)

San Francisco (Calif.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Authors: Union Oil Company of California -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 50 x 40 cm. on sheet 71 x 53 cm.
Added title: San Francisco street map. Plate no. 484206.
Includes inset of downtown San Francisco. Plate no. 463958-A.
On verso: East bay cities street map. Plate no. 4839117.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 9.50 (PrCt)

San Francisco (Calif.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Authors: Union Oil Company of California -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 50 x 41 cm. on sheet 71 x 53 cm.
Added title: San Francisco street map. Plate no. 494206.
Includes inset of downtown San Francisco. Plate no. 493958-A.
On verso: East bay cities street map. Plate no. 4939117.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 10.3 (PrCt)

San Francisco (Calif.) - Maps - 1949 - Road maps
Authors: Sader, fl. 1949 -- Carriage Trade Publications (San Francisco, Calif.) -- Babcock, A. S., fl. 1949 -- Chicago Historical Society
1 map ; 30 x 37 cm. on sheet 45 x 58 cm.
Signed "Sader" [?]
Panel title.
Road map detailing central San Francisco only; prominent sites shown pictorially.
Panel art: Golden Gate Bridge
Includes directory of tourist sites, assorted descriptive text, illustrations, and map on verso (30 x 26 cm.): The Bay Area.
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.
CHS Coll., Map no. 492 (PrCt)

San Francisco (Calif.) - Maps - 1951 - Road maps
Authors: General Petroleum Corporation -- Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5493 (PrCt)

San Francisco (Calif.) - Maps - 1949 - Road maps
Authors: Union Oil Company of California -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 50 x 53 cm. on sheet 53 x 85 cm.
Patent no. 2179172.
Added title: Street map of San Francisco. Plate no. 514206V.
Includes insets of downtown San Francisco (plate no. 513958-A V) and San Francisco and east bay cities (plate no. 51-84).
On verso: Street map of east bay cities. Plate no. X. 5139117V.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
San Francisco (Calif.) - Maps - 1952 - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office
-- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map, col.; 75 x 56 cm., folded to 21 x 10 cm. Panel title.
Added title: San Francisco and vicinity street map.
Plate no. 533892.
Inset (11 x 9 cm.): [Chinatown and the Latin Quarter].
Map on verso (75 x 37 cm. and 15 x 12 cm.): East Bay cities street map - Downtown Oakland.
Panel art: Texaco gas station on hilly rural road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Clients 3696 (PrCt)

San Francisco (Calif.) - Maps - 1953 - Road maps
San Francisco, Bay Cities ... tour with Texaco. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1953?].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office
-- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map, col.; 75 x 56 cm., folded to 21 x 10 cm. Panel title.
Added title: San Francisco and vicinity street map.
Plate no. 533892.
Inset (11 x 9 cm.): [Chinatown and the Latin Quarter].
Map on verso (75 x 37 cm. and 15 x 12 cm.): East Bay cities street map - Downtown Oakland.
Panel art: Texaco gas station on hilly rural road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Clients 3697 (PrCt)
68615 San Francisco (Calif.) - Maps - 1958 - Road maps
Authors: Hertz Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- W.H. Wilton, inc. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 41 x 36 cm., folded to 22 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: San Francisco and East Bay cities, California
"Copyright, W.H. Wilton, Inc."
Plate no. R.L. 60 S 71
Includes 2 insets with one collective title (5 x 7 cm. and 5 x 9 cm.): San Francisco-Oakland Bay Bridge approaches.
Maps on verso (21 x 26 cm. and 19 x 19 cm.): Downtown San Francisco -- Downtown Oakland
Identifies Hertz office locations.
Panel art: Car on highway ramp; cityscape in the background.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1416 (PrCt)
Authors: National Automobile Club -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 74 x 43 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"Copyright © 1967 by Rand McNally & Co."
Added title: San Francisco street map.
Plate no. 67-3892-5.
Map on verso (96 x 38 cm. and 21 x 17 cm.):
East Bay Cities street map -- San Francisco and vicinity.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1749 (PrCt)
San Francisco (Calif.) - Maps - 1967 - Road maps<<>>San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1967 - Road maps<<>>Dummies (Bookselling) - 1967 - Specimens<<>>Road maps
Authors: American Library Association.
1 map : col. ; 74 x 43 cm., folded to 11 x 23 cm.
Panel title.
Editor's copy or mock-up; title panel includes paste-on labels "Kansas City" (replacing "San Francisco"), and "in 'our 112th year' Rand McNally welcomes you to the 87th meeting of the American Library Association" (replacing "Welcome to the 86th Annual Conference of the American Library Association").
Added title: San Francisco street map.
Plate no. 673892-5
Inset (13 x 16): Downtown San Francisco.
Maps on verso (96 x 38 cm. and smaller): East bay cities street map -- San Francisco and vicinity -- San Francisco-Oakland Bay Bridge approaches.
Panel art: Road signs and traffic light.
Forms part of a collection of stock editions of Rand McNally road maps, some apparently issued as sales samples and / or printer's proofs for prospective commercial clients.
Uniform series title (established by cataloger):
Stock road maps
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (April 2010).
RMcN Stock 189 (PrCt)
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 75 x 43 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Street map of San Francisco.
Plate no. 683892-6.
Inset (13 x 17 cm.): downtown San Francisco.
Maps on verso (96 x 38 cm. and smaller): street map of East Bay cities -- San Francisco and vicinity -- San Francisco-Oakland Bay Bridge approaches.
Panel art: Illustration of road and Gulf service station.
Includes four Library of Congress copyright handstamps with certificate numbers.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1216 (PrCt) 68622

Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 160 x 43 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added titles: San Francisco street map -- Peninsula Cities street map.
Plate no. 696807-1.
Insets (13 x 16 cm. and 27 x 19 cm.): Downtown San Francisco -- Metropolitan San Francisco.
Panel art: Illustration of road and Gulf service station.
Includes two Library of Congress copyright handstamps with certificate numbers.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1249 (PrCt) 68623

Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 160 x 43 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added titles: San Francisco street map -- Peninsula Cities street map.
Plate no. 706807-2.
Insets (13 x 16 cm. and 27 x 19 cm.): Downtown San Francisco -- Metropolitan San Francisco.
Panel art: Illustration of road and Gulf service station.
Includes two Library of Congress copyright handstamps with certificate numbers.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1294 (PrCt) 68624

San Francisco (Calif.) - Maps - 1971 - Pictorial works
Authors: Dement, R. S.
1 map : col. ; 47 x 85 cm.
'A composite map, not drawn to scale.'
temp map4F G4364.S5A3 1971 D4 (PrCt) 68625

Authors: Mobil Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 82 x 44 cm., folded to 16 x 9 cm.
"1975 edition"
Panel title.
Panel art: Mobil winged horse logos.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1692 (PrCt) 68626

Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 176 x 43 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.
"1975 Edition"
Panel title.
Added title: Phillips 66 street map of San Francisco.
Plate no. 746807-5.
Insets (27 x 19 cm. and 13 x 16 cm.): Metropolitan San Francisco -- Downtown San Francisco.
Panel art: illustration of goose flying over mountain landscape.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2074 (PrCt) 68627


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1 map : both sides, col. ; 177 x 44 cm., on sheet 126 x 46 cm., folded to 24 x 11 cm.
"1976 Edition."
Panel title.
Added title: San Francisco street map.
Plate no. 766807-6
Insets (13 x 17 cm. and 27 x 19 cm.): Downtown San Francisco -- Metropolitan San Francisco.
Continued southward to cover the region between Hillsbournough and Los Altos.
Panel art: Road signs.
Forms part of a collection of stock editions of Rand McNally road maps, some apparently issued as sales samples and / or printer's proofs for prospective commercial clients.
Uniform series title (established by cataloger): Stock road maps
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (April 2010).
RMcN Stock 191 (PrCt)

San Francisco (Calif.) - Maps - 1978 - Road maps
San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1978 - Road maps
East Bay (Calif.) - Maps - 1978 - Road maps
Oakland (Calif.) - Maps - 1978 - Road maps
Alameda (Calif.) - Maps - 1978 - Road maps
Wall maps San Francisco. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Co., [1978?].
Authors: Union Oil Company of California -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 177 x 43 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: San Francisco street map.
Issued for Union Oil Company of California.
Plate no. 766807-7.
Insets (27 x 19 cm. and 13 x 16 cm.):
Metropolitan San Francisco -- Downtown San Francisco.
Panel art: Two stylized and multi-colored directional arrows; 76 logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4615 (PrCt)

San Francisco (Calif.) - Maps - 1989
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Baedeker Stuttgart -- Automobile Association (Great Britain) -- Jarrold and Sons -- Prentice-Hall, inc. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 11 plates
3rd ed.
Issued in partnership with the Automobile Association (short format); cf. A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher, 1832-1990, p. 277.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

San Francisco (Calif.) - Maps - 1990 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
56, [57-91], 92-144 : col. maps ; 20 x 11 cm.
"Revised! $4.95" -- front cover
Street map forms pages 56-91; map pages include section numbers 11-50 keyed to index map at center of volume.
Cover art: street grid
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 528909274
RMcN atlas .S26 1990 (PrCt)

San Francisco (Calif.) - Maps - 1992
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Baedeker Stuttgart -- Automobile Association (Great Britain) -- Jarrold and Sons -- Prentice-Hall, inc. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 1 map, 10 city plans
4th ed.
Issued in partnership with the Automobile Association (short format); cf. A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher, 1832-1990, p. 277.
Cover price: $17.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

San Francisco (Calif.) - Maps - 1996 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
56, [57-91], 92-144 : col. maps ; 20 x 11 cm.
Street map forms pages 56-91; map pages include section numbers 11-50 keyed to index map at center of volume.
"$5.95" -- front cover
Cover art: street grid
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
San Francisco (Calif.) - Maps - 2003 - Road maps
1 atlas (628-733 p.) ; col. maps ; 28 cm.
Date on cover: 2003.
$19.95
Uniform titles: StreetFinder -- Street guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-95673-6
RMcN StrFdr 2003 .S273a (PrCt)

San Francisco (Calif.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps
San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps
2 atlases in 1 vol. (various pagings) ; col. maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
Includes two county atlases with separate title pages: San Francisco County street guide -- San Mateo County street guide.
$24.95
Uniform title: Street guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-99948-6
RMcN StrFdr 2004 .S273b (PrCt)
2 atlases in 1 vol. (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Dated 2006, but received by the Newberry Library in 2005.
Cover title.
Includes two county atlases with separate title pages: San Francisco County street guide -- San Mateo County street guide.
$29.95.
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528855298
RMcN StrFdr 2005 .S273a (PrCt)

San Francisco (Calif.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps<<>>San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps<<>>Marin County (Calif.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps<<>>Road maps<<>>Counties - Maps
2 atlas in 1 v. (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Dated 2006, but received by the Newberry Library in 2005.
Cover title.
Includes two county atlases with separate title pages: San Francisco County street guide -- Marin County street guide.
$24.95.
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528860666
RMcN StrFdr 2008 .S273 (PrCt)

San Francisco (Calif.) - Pictorial works - 1846

68648

San Francisco (Calif.) - Pictorial works - 1846


map4F G4364.S5A3 1846 .S95 1968 (PrCt)

San Francisco (Calif.) - Pictorial works - 1850

68649

San Francisco (Calif.) - Pictorial works - 1850


Graff 2224 opposite title page (PrCt)

San Francisco (Calif.) - Pictorial works - 1850

68650

San Francisco (Calif.) - Pictorial works - 1850


Digital image of variant issue, titled "View of San Francisco" and held by the Bancroft Library, available on the Online Archive of California website (accessed April 2009): http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/tf0199n9q7/?la=yout=metadata&brand=oac

Graff 2224 opposite title page (PrCt)

San Francisco (Calif.) - Pictorial works - 1850

68651

San Francisco (Calif.) - Pictorial works - 1850


Digital image of variant issue, titled "View of San Francisco" and held by the Bancroft Library, available on the Online Archive of California website (accessed April 2009): http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/tf0199n9q7/?la=yout=metadata&brand=oac

Graff 2225 opposite title page (PrCt)
San Francisco (Calif.) - Pictorial works - 1868
Authors: Goddard, George H. (George Henry), 1817-1906 -- Britton & Rey -- Historic Urban Plans (Firm)
1 birds-eye view : col. ; 46 x 67 cm. Facsimile of original published 1868.
429
map4F G4364.S5A3 1868 G6 1976 (PrCt)

San Francisco (Calif.) - Pictorial works - 1868 - Indexes
Key to Snow & Roo[s] view of San Francisco. [San Francisco] : Snow & Roos, 1868.
Authors: Snow & Roos -- Britton & Rey -- Chicago Historical Society
1 view ; 18 x 32 cm. Title torn and incomplete. Bottom margin includes references 1-120.
Graphic index issued to accompany: Birds eye view of the city of San Francisco (San Francisco : Snow & Roos : Britton & Rey, 1868). 1 view : col. ; 41 x 66 cm. Newberry Library lacks the larger view: cf. OCLC 30970151.
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.
CHS Coll., Map no. 498 (PrCt)

San Francisco (Calif.) - Pictorial works - 1878
Authors: Parsons, Charles R. (Charles Richard), 1844-1918 or 1920 -- Currier & Ives -- Historic Urban Plans (Firm)
1 birds-eye view : col. ; 44 x 69 cm. Facsimile of original published 1878.
References.
422
map4F G4364.S5A3 1878 P3 1968 (PrCt)

San Francisco (Calif.) - Pictorial works - 1878 - Jigsaw puzzle maps
Authors: Parsons, Charles R. (Charles Richard), 1844-1918 or 1920 -- Currier & Ives -- Stephenson, David J. -- Battle Road Press
1 jigsaw puzzle map (551 pieces) : cardboard, col. ; 46 x 61 cm. (assembled) in box 32 x 42 x 3 cm.
Facsimile of original published by Currier & Ives in 1878. Indexed for points of interest. Publisher's imprint on box, as well as '© David J. Stephenson.'
map6C G4364.S5A3 1878 .P3 1968 (PrCt)

San Francisco (Calif.) - Pictorial works - 1951
Aerial photographs - San Francisco (Calif.) - 1951
The City and port of San Francisco 'Crossroads of the world' : a striking full-dress portrait, extending from the Golden Gate to the San Francisco International Airport / Clyde Sunderland photo. [San Francisco : Port of San Francisco, 1951].
Authors: Sunderland, Clyde -- Port of San Francisco (Calif.)
1 oblique aerial photograph ; 28 x 42 cm. Detached from Port of San Francisco (Calif.), The Port of San Francisco, one of the world's great maritime centers (San Francisco, [1951]), p. 12-13.
map1F G4364 .S5A3 1951 S8 (PrCt)

San Francisco (Calif.) - Pictorial works - 1957 - Railroads - Maps
Skyline view of San Francisco, SP's headquarters. [San Francisco? Southern Pacific Company?, 1957?].
Authors: Southern Pacific Railroad Company
1 view ; 7 x 31 cm. Caption title.
5A 7267 (1956 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

San Francisco (Calif.) - Tourism - 1960
Authors: Gray Line Sight-Seeing Co.
1 leaflet (6-fold) : col. photos ; fold to 23 x 11 cm.
Travel Vertical File G4364 .S5E635 1960 .G7 (PrCt)

San Francisco del Rincón (Mexico) - Maps - 1768 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Plano del presidio de S. Francisco Xavier de Valero en mesa del Tonati provincia del Nayarit situado en 22 grad. y 27 min. de latitud boreal y en 261° y 50° de longitud cont. desde el mer. de Tenerife. Drawn by Joseph de Urrutia. [19--].
Authors: Urrutia, José de, 1728-
1 map Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1768 manuscript. MapPhoto England BL Add. Ms. 17662 b (PrCt)

Map of the city of San Francisco showing the streets and the burnt area, 1906. [Washington, D.C. Carnegie Institution of Washington, 1908].
Authors: California. State Earthquake

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.


Printed on onionskin paper and bound between map 19 and 21, but not numbered; all other maps in the atlas are printed on heavy paper stock with printed map numbers.

Scale 1:22,200. "Scale: 1 in. 1850 ft."
Coordinates: (W 122°31'05" - W 122°22'30" / N 37°48'36" - N 37°42'27")

Issued as part of series: Carnegie Institution of Washington publication no. 87.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Also available online via the David Rumsey Map Collection website: http://bit.ly/SZ9OTX

Baskes oversize G1529.S5C55 C35 1908, map 20 (PrCt)


Map of part of San Francisco, California, April 18, 1908: showing buildings constructed and buildings under construction during two years after fire of April 18, 1906. Santa Cruz, Calif. Western Tanager Press, [1981].

Authors: Punnett Brothers -- California Promotion Committee -- Western Tanager Press
1 map: color; 32 x 42 cm.
'Surveyed and drawn by Punnett Brothers.'

Reproduced from the 1908 ed. published by the California Promotion Committee, San Francisco.

Scale ca. [1:15,200].
Alternate title: Two years after.
Shows burned area of 4 square miles.
Inset: Map of San Francisco showing relative size and position of burned area.
Gift, publisher, 1981.
map2F G4364.S5E73 1908.P8 1981 (NLO)

San Francisco Earthquake and Fire, Calif., 1906 - Maps - San Francisco Earthquake and Fire, Calif., 1906 - Charts, diagrams, etc.
San Francisco Maritime National Historical Park (Agency : U.S.) - 1970
The Wapama is one of San Francisco's historic ships... San Francisco, Calif. San Francisco Maritime State Historic Park, [ca. 1970].
1 leaflet (3-fold) : ill. ; 23 cm.
Travel Vertical File G4364.S5:2S4 1970 .S3 (PrCt)

San Gabriel (Calif.) - Pictorial works - 1893
Authors: Morse, Darius D. -- Historic Urban Plans (Firm)
1 birds-eye view : col. ; 28 x 49 cm.
Facsimile of original published 1893.
References: 1-40.
392
map4F G4364.S51A3 1893 M6 1975 (PrCt)

San Gabriel River, Calif., Battle of, 1847 - Maps - Mexican War, 1846-1848 - Maps
Sketch of the passage of the Rio San Gabriel, Upper California by the Americans, discomfiting the opposing Mexican forces, January 8th, 1847. [Washington : s.n., 1848].
1 map ; on sheet 14 x 23 cm.
Anonymous map.
Scale not given.
Relief shown by hachures.
Forms part of U.S. Serial Set 517 in series: 30th Congress, 1st session ; Ex. doc. no. 41 -- Ex. doc. (United States. Congress. House) ; 30th Congress, 1st session, no. 41.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graft Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library. Duplicate copies: Govt. 517 and Ayer 128.3 U5h 1848
OCLC 26989024
Graf 1249 bet. p. 118-119 (PrCt)

San Gabriel River Valley (Calif.) - Maps - 1962 - Road maps - Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1962 - Road maps
Enco San Gabriel Valley street map. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Company, [1962?].
Authors: Enco Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Humble Oil and Refining Company (Incorporated in Tex.) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 70 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"Humble Oil & Refining Co." - back panel Plate no. 626065
Map on verso (24 x 26 cm.): Los Angeles and vicinity.
Panel art: Color illustrations of California attractions; Enco logo.
The Enco brand is short for "Energy Company."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 741 (PrCt)

San Gabriel River Valley (Calif.) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps - Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 70 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Street map of San Gabriel Valley Plate no. 666065-4.
Inset (7 x 8 cm.): Diamond Bar District. Map on verso (27 x 40 cm.): Los Angeles and vicinity.
Panel art: Illustration of road and Gulf service station.
Handstamp: May 4 1966.
Editor's copy (?); includes ms. notes regarding "MRCs"(major retail centers) and "SMSAs"(standard metropolitan statistical areas).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
San Gabriel River Valley (Calif.) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps
San Gabriel Valley city maps / 76 Union.
Plate no. 686065.
Inset (7 x 8 cm.): Diamond Bar district.
Map on verso (27 x 40 cm.): Los Angeles and vicinity.
Panel art: 76 Union sign against night sky.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4569 (PrCt)

San Gabriel River Valley (Calif.) - Maps - 1969 - Road maps
San Gabriel Valley tourguide map / Gulf.
Plate no. 696065.
Inset (7 x 8 cm.): Diamond Bar district.
Map on verso (27 x 40 cm.): Los Angeles and vicinity.
Panel art: Illustration of road and Gulf service station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1250 (PrCt)

San Gabriel River Valley (Calif.) - Maps - 1970 - Road maps
San Gabriel Valley street and vicinity map / Phillips 66.
Plate no. 706065.
Inset (7 x 8 cm.): Diamond Bar district.
Map on verso (27 x 40 cm.): Los Angeles and vicinity.
Panel art: Gray and red illustration of a Phillips 66 service station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
San Gabriel River Valley (Calif.) - Maps - 1971 - Road maps - Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1971 - Road maps - Road maps
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 70 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm. Panel title.
Added title: Street map of San Gabriel Valley.
Plate no. 716065-9.
Inset (7 x 8 cm.): Diamond Bar district.
Map on verso (27 x 40 cm.): Los Angeles and vicinity.
Panel art: Road signs.
Forms part of a collection of stock editions of Rand McNally road maps, some apparently issued as sales samples and / or printer's proofs for prospective commercial clients.
Uniform series title (established by cataloger): Stock road maps
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (April 2010).
RMcN Clients 2004 (PrCt)

San Gabriel River Valley (Calif.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps - Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps - Road maps
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 70 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm. "1975 Edition" Panel title.
Added title: Phillips 66 street map of San Gabriel Valley.
Plate no. 736065-11.
Map on verso (27 x 40 cm.): Los Angeles and vicinity.
Panel art: illustration of goose flying over mountain landscape.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2024 (PrCt)

San Gabriel River Valley (Calif.) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps - Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps - Road maps
1 map : col. ; 43 x 70 cm., folded to 11 x 23 cm. "1976 Edition."
Panel title.
Added title: San Gabriel Valley street map.
Plate no. 766065-12
Inset (7 x 8 cm.): Diamond Bar district.
Map on verso (27 x 40 cm.): Los Angeles and vicinity.
Panel art: Road signs.
Forms part of a collection of stock editions of Rand McNally road maps, some apparently issued as sales samples and / or printer's proofs for prospective commercial clients.
Uniform series title (established by cataloger): Stock road maps
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (April 2010).
RMcN Stock 188 (PrCt)

Authors: Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Microfiche 583, no. 1117 (PrCt)
San Jacinto County (Tex.) - Maps - 1879 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps
Microfiche 583, no. 1117 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

ownership maps on microfiche], [Washington, D.C.]: LC G&M Division, [1983?].
Authors: Texas. General Land Office -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 23.5 x 17.5 in. Scale 1:133,320.
Originally compiled 1879.
Microfiche 583, no. 1118 (PrCt)

68679 San Jacinto County (Tex.) - Maps - 1889 - Landowners - Maps
[San Jacinto County (Tex.) - 1889: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche], [Washington, D.C.]: LC G&M Division, [1983?].
Authors: Blau, F. G. -- Terrell, O. O. -- Texas. General Land Office -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: Blueprint, 43.5 x 34 in. Scale 1:66,660. Originally compiled 1889; traced 1914.
Microfiche 583, no. 1119 (PrCt)

68680 San Joaquin County (Calif.) - Maps - 1895 - Landowners - Maps
[San Joaquin County (Calif.) - 1895: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche], [Washington, D.C.]: LC G&M Division, [1983?].
Authors: Compton, H. T. -- Andrews, R. T. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 8 parts; 4 are 18 x 25 in. each; 2 are 19.5 x 25 in. each, and 2 are 20 x 25 in. each. Scale 1:48,000. Originally published 1895.
Microfiche 583, no. 36 (PrCt)

68681 San Joaquin County (Calif.) - Maps - 2003 - Road maps - Counties - Maps
1 atlas (243-492 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Date on cover: 2003.
$12.95
Uniform titles: StreetFinder -- Street guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-95707-4
RMcN StrFdr 2003 -b 2737 (PrCt)

68682 San Joaquin County (Calif.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps - Stanislaus County (Calif.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps - Merced County (Calif.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps - Counties - Maps
Northern San Joaquin valley : San Joaquin, Stanislaus, Merced counties street guide. [Skokie, Ill.]: Rand McNally, 2005.
2 atlases in 1 v. (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
"6th edition" --front cover.
Cover title.
Includes two county atlases with separate title pages: San Joaquin County street guide -- Stanislaus & Merced Counties street guide.
$19.95
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528854941
RMcN StrFdr 2005 -b 2737 (PrCt)

68683 San Joaquin County (Calif.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps - Stanislaus County (Calif.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps - Merced County (Calif.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps - Counties - Maps
497 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Date on cover: 2007.
$19.95
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528854941
RMcN StrFdr 2005 -b 2737 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
San Joaquin Valley (Calif.) - Maps - 1930-1939
Road maps—San Joaquin Valley (Calif.) — Maps - 1930-1939 - Relief—Southern Pacific Railroad Company - Maps - 1930-1939—Road maps—Railroads - Maps
Panoramic view of San Joaquin Valley, showing main highways, roads and some of the myriad attractions of the High Sierra, its national parks and big trees groves / [signed] W. H. Bull. [S.I. Southern Pacific Railroad Co.?, 193-?].
Authors: Bull, William H. -- Southern Pacific Railroad Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : col. ; 22 x 62 cm.
"Sunset" appears at bottom right, a reference to the Southern Pacific Railroad Co.'s "Sunset Route."
Mounted on backing sheets; backing obscures printed content on verso; cut into 2 pieces. Previously bound with a collection of pictorial maps in binders labeled "Points of Interest."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 190.27 (PrCt)

San Joaquin Valley (Calif.) - Maps - 2005
Road maps—Fresno County (Calif.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps—Madera County (Calif.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps—Kings County (Calif.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps—Tulare County (Calif.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps—Counties - Maps
Authors: Thomas Bros. Maps -- Thomas Bros.
StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
2 atlases in 1 v. (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
Includes two county atlases with separate title pages: Fresno & Madera counties street guide -- Kings & Tulare counties street guide.
$19.95
Uniform titles: StreetFinder -- Street guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-85491-7
RMcN StrFdr 2005 .F73 (PrCt)
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For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

San Jose (Calif.) - Maps - 1971 - Road maps
San Jose Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1971 - Road maps
Authors: Mobil Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 85 x 87 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: San Jose street map.
Plate no. 74-6819-7
Insets (15 x 14 cm.): Metropolitan San Francisco. Continued westward on verso.
Panel art: Road signs.
Forms part of a collection of stock editions of Rand McNally road maps, some apparently issued as sales samples and / or printer’s proofs for prospective commercial clients.
Uniform series title (established by cataloger): Stock road maps
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Apr. 2010).
RMcN Stock 195 (PrCt)

San Juan County (Colo.) - Maps - 1880-1889 - Road maps
San Juan County (Colo.) - Maps - 1900 - Railroads
San Juan, Gladstone & Northerly Railroad - Maps - 1900 - Silverton Railroad - Maps - 1900 - Silverton Northern Railroad - Maps - 1900 - Silverton Railroad
San Juan, Gladstone & Northerly Railroad (Denver: Sundance, 1975).
Base map from U.S.G.S. quadrangles.
Gift ICN78
map4F G4313.S3P3 1900 S5 (PrCt)

San Juan County (Colo.) - Maps - 1900 - Railroads
San Juan County and Southwestern Co.
(1900-). [Denver, Colo. Sundance Publications, 1975].
Authors: Sloan, Robert Evan, 1929- -- Skowronski, Carl A. -- Geological Survey (U.S.) -- Silverton Railroad -- Silverton, Gladstone & Northerly Railroad -- Silverton Northern Railroad
1 map : col. ; 47 x 44 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:42,500].
Contour interval 40 feet.
Shows routes of Silverton; Silverton, Gladstone & Northerly; and Silverton Northern Railroads, ca. 1900.
Base map from U.S.G.S. quadrangles. Gift ICN78
map4F G4313.S3P3 1900 S5 (PrCt)

San Juan County (Colo.) - Maps - 1880-1889 - Road maps
San Juan County (Colo.) - Maps - 1900 - Railroads
San Juan, Gladstone & Northerly Railroad - Maps - 1900 - Silverton Railroad - Maps - 1900 - Silverton Northern Railroad - Maps - 1900 - Silverton Railroad
San Juan, Gladstone & Northerly Railroad (Denver: Sundance, 1975).
Base map from U.S.G.S. quadrangles. Gift ICN78
map4F G4313.S3P3 1900 S5 (PrCt)

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
San Juan County (Wash.) - Maps - 1974 - Landowners<>Counties - Maps<>Landowners - Maps
Metsker's atlas of San Juan County, State of Washington / compiled by Thos. C. Metsker.
Authors: Metsker, Thomas Charles -- Metsker Maps -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (18 leaves) : 17 maps ; 47 cm.
Cover title: Metsker's Atlas of San Juan County, Washington
Scale of township maps 1:31,680 or 2 in. = 1 mile.
Blue line print.
Includes index to owners.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 76351415

San Juan de Aznalfarache (Spain) - Pictorial works - 1565<>Gerena (Spain) - Pictorial works - 1565<>Giralda (Seville, Spain) - Pictorial works - 1565<>Seville (Spain) - Pictorial works - 1565 - Cemeteries<>San Juan del Foratche (Spain) SEE San Juan de Aznalfarache (Spain)<>Jerenna (Spain) - Pictorial works - 1565 SEE Gerena (Spain) - Pictorial works - 1565 [Views of San Juan de Aznalfarache, Gerena, the Giralda tower, and a cemetery in Sevilla].
[Cologne : s.n.], 1565 [i.e. ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Hoefnagel, Joris, 1542-1601 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
5 views : hand col. ; 37 x 7 cm. and smaller, on sheet 41 x 59 cm.
Derived from 1565 drawing by Joris Hoefnagel; see R.A. Skelton's Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.
Latin letterpress text on verso under titles: S. Ivan del Foratche -- lerenna.
In: Braun, Georg and Franz Hogenberg. Civitates orbis terrarum [Cologne: Pieter van Brachel?, ca. 1620] v. 5, plate 8
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 5, pl. 8 (PrCl)

San Juan de Ulua Island (Mexico) - Maps - 1689 - Nautical charts<>Nautical charts - San Juan de Ulua Island (Mexico) - Maps - 1689<>Nautical charts
In this manner appears the island St. Juan de Ulva ... ; In this manner sheweth the coast within the island St. Juan, and is called Lavera Cruz Nova. [Amsterdam : Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, 1667].
2 maps ; 9 x 12 cm. and 6 x 15 cm., on sheet 50 x 30 cm.
Letterpress titles ; maps printed from woodblocks.
Map Ref oversize G1025 .T37 ser. 4, v. 1, pt. 2, p. 30 (PrCl)

San Juan de Ulua Island (Mexico) - Maps - 1760 - Nautical charts<>Nautical charts - San Juan de Ulua Island (Mexico) - Maps - 1760<>Nautical charts
In this manner appeareth the island St. Juan de Alva ... ; In this manner sheweth the coast within the island St. Juan, and is called Lavera Cruz Nova. [London : W. and J. Mount, T. Page and Son, 1760].
Authors: W. and J. Mount, T. Page and Son (Firm), fl. 1755-1762 -- English Pilot. Part 4 (1760) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
2 maps ; 9 x 12 cm. and 6 x 15 cm., on sheet 46 x 31 cm.
Letterpress titles ; maps printed from woodblocks.
Ayer oversize G1106.P5 E5 1760 p. 65 (PrCl)

San Juan de Ulua Island (Mexico) - Maps - 1783 - Nautical charts<>Nautical charts - San Juan de Ulua Island (Mexico) - Maps - 1783<>Nautical charts
In this manner appears the island St. Juan de Alva ... ; In this manner sheweth the coast within the island St. Juan, and is called Lavera Cruz Nova. [Amsterdam : Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, 1783].
2 maps ; 9 x 12 cm. and 6 x 15 cm., on sheet 44...


G 007 .67, v. 5, Tafel 19, following page 532 (NLO)


Series: Coyote books (Albuquerque, N.M.) Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

LC Card Number: 92086859 ISBN 0826313523 : 9780826313522

Baskes QE92.S3 B33 1992 (NLO)

San Juan (P.R.) - Maps - 1671 - Pictorial works Porto Rico. [London : John Ogilby, 1671]. Authors: Ogilby, John, 1600-1676 -- Ogilby, John, 1600-1676. America : being the latest, and most accurate description of the New World ... (1671) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 view ; 28 x 35 cm. Ships in foreground. In: Ogilby, John. America : being the latest, and most accurate description of the New World ... (London : Printed by the author, 1671) following p. 320.

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O3 1671 following p. 320 (PrCt)

San Luis Obispo County (Calif.) - Maps - 1993
- Road maps
- San Luis Obispo (Calif.)
- Maps - 1993 - Road maps
- Arroyo Grande (Calif.) - Maps - 1993 - Road maps
- Grover City (Calif.) - Maps - 1993 - Road maps
- Pismo Beach (Calif.) - Maps - 1993 - Road maps
- Cayucos (Calif.) - Maps - 1993 - Road maps
- Morro Bay (Calif.) - Maps - 1993 - Road maps
- Paso Robles (Calif.) - Maps - 1993 - Road maps
- San Luis Obispo (Calif.) SEE Paso Robles (Calif.)
- Paso Robles (Calif.) SEE Paso Robles (Calif.)
- Road maps
- Counties - Maps

Authors: Unocal Corporation -- Union 76 (Firm) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Simon and Schuster, inc. -- Paramount Communications -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 79 x 54 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Street map of San Luis Obispo County : western section.
"H.M. Gousha, a division of Simon & Schuster, a Paramount Communications Company, © 1993 ...
"© 1991 Unocal 76 automotive products marketing."
Insets (40 x 42 cm. and smaller): Arroyo Grande, Grover City, Pismo Beach. Plate no. 4-GT-S1726-S -- Cayucos [and] Morro Bay -- Santa Maria. Plate no. 3-GT-1744-S.
Maps on verso (93 x 30 cm. and 2 1/2 x 17 1/2 cm.):
Street map of Atascadero [and] El Paso de Robles -- San Luis Obispo County.
Includes directory of Unocal 76 gas stations.
Panel art: color photo of collectibles with Union 76 logo (hat, car key, map, etc.).
Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Company Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34, Range 7 (May 2010).
Gousha map4C 93.219 (PrCt)

San Luis Potosi (Mexico) - 1925 - Maps - Railroads
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
Plate no.: 3N25.
Includes key to railroads numbered 47-57 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: San Luis Potosi railroads ...
Issued folded in accompanying index (15 p. ; 17
San Luis Potosi, México: indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide ... = Mapa de bolsillo ... San Francisco; Chicago; New York: Rand McNally & Company, c1925.

Uniform title: Shippers guide.

Handstamp on title page: Register of copyrights.


Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

map4F G4363.S28G46 1868 E2 197 (PrCt)

San Luis Valley (Colo.) - Maps - 1910 - Irrigation - San Luis Valley (Colo.) - Maps - 1910


Authors: Clason Map Co. -- Huening, Frank T., 1875-1965

1 map : 65 x 39 cm.

Scale ca. 1:220,300.

Relief shown by hachures.

Blue line print.

Inset: Map of Colorado showing the location of the "sunny" San Luis Valley.

Shows area between Del Norte on the west and Fort Garland on the east, and between Villa Grove on the north and Costilla on the south. Shows and names irrigation ditches and districts. From the collection of Frank T. Huening (gift, 2010).

map4F G4312 .S35J4 1910 .C5 (PrCt)

San Marcos (Mexico) - Pictorial works - 1858-1860 - Indians - San Marcos (Mexico) - Pictorial works - 1858-1860

Indians of Mexico - Maps


Authors: Xántus, János, 1825-1894 -- Lauffer és Stolp (Budapest, Hungary) -- Haske és Társa (Budapest, Hungary) -- Xántus, János, 1825-1894. Utazás Kalifornia déli részeiben ... (1860) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)

1 view : col.; 11 x 18 cm.

View of an Indian pueblo, possibly in Baja California.

In Xántus, János. Utazás Kalifornia déli részeiben. Irtá Xántus János ... Egy földképpel, nyolcz kő- és nyolcz fametszettel (Pest, Hungary : Lauffer és Stolp, 1860) at end.

Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.

Graff 4785 at end (PrCt)


Official map of the county of San Mateo California. Including city and county of San Francisco ... S.F. [San Francisco]: Britton & Rey's Lithographic Steam Press, 1868.

Authors: Easton, A. S. -- Britton & Rey -- Chicago Historical Society

1 map : hand col.; 118 x 186 cm.

Inset (18 x 21 cm.): Political townships of San Mateo County.

Sectioned into 28 panels and mounted on cloth. Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.

CHS Coll., Map no. 507 (PrCt)


Official map of the county of San Mateo California. Including city and county of San Francisco ... [197-].

Authors: Easton, A. S. -- Britton & Rey

1 map ; 59 x 91 cm.

Reduced facsimile of original published San Francisco, 1868.

Inset: Political townships of San Mateo County.

71-2472

M1210

map4G G4363.S28G46 1868 E2 197- (PrCt)

San Mateo County (Calif.) - Maps - 1877 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps

Official map of the county of San Mateo California. [197]-.

Authors: Cloud, J. J. -- Kerr, Walter Montagu, 1814-1888 -- Britton & Rey

1 map ; 57 x 89 cm.

Photocopy (blue line print) of original published San Francisco, 1877.

Includes 'Reference' A- & inset: Political townships of San Mateo County.

71-2472

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Bromfield, Davenport -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 8 parts; 4 are 21 x 27 in. each; 2 are 22 x 27 in. each. Scale 1:31,680. Originally published 1894.
Microfiche 583, no. 37 (PrCt)


Geologic atlas of the United States -- Geologic atlas of the United States. No. 193 (1914) 1 map : color ; 46 x 40 cm.
"Surveyed in 1892."
"Geology by Andrew C. Lawson, assisted at various times by students of the University of California. Surveyed in 1893, 1895, 1906, and 1907."
Other titles: California, San Mateo quadrangle -- San Mateo County.
Scale 1:62,500.
Coordinates: (W 122°31'--W 122°15'/N 37°45'--N 37°30').
Relief shown by contours and spot heights.
"Contour interval 25 feet."
Prime meridian: Greenwich
Legend in right margin includes key to geographical classification.
Forms part of folio no. 193 (of 227) in the Geologic atlas of the United States (1894-1945). Digital version of another copy available via Texas A & M University website: http://repository.tamu.edu/handle/1969.1/3643
oversize Govt I 19.51: 193, [plate 12] (NLO)
San Mateo County (Calif.) - Maps - 1914 - Geology

San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1914 - Geologic cross sections

San Francisco (Calif.) - Maps - 1914 - Geological cross sections

San Mateo County (Calif.) - Maps - 1914 - Topographic maps

San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1914 - Topographic maps

San Francisco (Calif.) - Maps - 1914 - Topographic maps

Geological cross sections - San Mateo County (Calif.) - 1914

Geological cross section - San Francisco (Calif.) - 1914

Geological cross sections - San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - 1914

Geological cross sections - San Francisco (Calif.) - 1914

Counties - Maps - 1914 - Topographic maps


1 map : color ; 46 x 40 cm


"Surveyed in 1892."

"Geology by Andrew C. Lawson, assisted at various times by students of the University of California. Surveyed in 1893, 1895, 1906, and 1907."

Other titles: California, San Mateo quadrangle -- San Mateo quadrangle.

Scale 1:62,500.

Coordinates: (W 122°31'--W 122°15'/N 37°45'--N 37°30').

Prime meridian: Greenwich

Includes 7 geological cross sections (2 x 28 cm and smaller).

Legend in right margin includes key to geological classification.

In: Lawson, Andrew C. San Francisco folio : Tamalpais, San Francisco, Concord, San Mateo, and Haywards quadrangles, California


Forms part of folio no. 193 (of 227) in the Geologic atlas of the United States (1894-1945).

Digital version of another copy available via Texas A & M University website:

http://repository.tamu.edu/handle/1969.1/3643

oversize Govt I 19.51: 193, [plate 13] (NLO)

San Mateo County (Calif.) - Maps - 2003 - Road maps


1 atlas (686-950 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.

Date on cover: 2003.

$19.95

Uniform titles: StreetFinder -- Street guide.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

ISBN 0-528-95675-2

RMcN StrFdr 2003 .S2754 (PrCt)

San Mateo County (Calif.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps


$19.95

Uniform titles: StreetFinder -- Street guide.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

ISBN 0-528-99944-3

RMcN StrFdr 2004 .S2754 (PrCt)

San Mateo County (Calif.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. EasyFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; fold. to 24 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Uniform title: EasyFinder

Laminated.
San Pasqual, Battle of, Calif., 1846 - San Pasqual Valley (Calif.) - Maps - 1846 - Mexican War, 1846-1848 - Maps

Sketch of the actions fought at San Pasqual in Upper California between the Americans and Mexicans Dec. 6th & 7th 1846. [Washington, D.C. s.n., 1848].


1 map ; on sheet 22 x 14 cm.

Scale [ca. 1:10,400]

Coordinates (W 116°59'40"--W 116°58'35"/N 33°05'30"--N 33°05'00")

Relief shown by hachures. Oriented with north at right. Details troop movements near the "Rio San Bernardo" (latter-day Santa Ysabel Creek in the San Pasqual Valley) and identifies the "road for San Bernardino" leading from the Indian village of San Pasqual.


Forms part of U.S. Serial Set 517 in series: 30th Congress, 1st session ; Ex. doc. no. 41 -- Ex. doc. (United States. Congress. House) ; 30th Congress, 1st session, no. 41.

Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library. Duplicate copies: Govt. 517 and Ayer 128.3 U5h 1848

Digital image of another copy available on the University of California Calisphere website (accessed August 2013): http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/hb2r29n8hv/FID3.jpg

Graff 1249 between p. 108-109 (Pr Ct)
Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Graff 1674 following p. [34] (PrCt)

68734 San Saba County (Tex.) - Maps - 1876 - Landowners - Counties - Maps
Authors: Roessler, A. R. -- Texas Land & Immigration Co. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 23 x 20 in. Scale 1:133,320.
Microfiche 583, no. 1122 (PrCt)

68735 San Saba County (Tex.) - Maps - 1879 - Landowners - Counties - Maps
Authors: Texas. General Land Office -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 19.5 x 22 in. Scale 1:133,320.
Originally compiled 1879.
Microfiche 583, no. 1123 (PrCt)

68736 San Saba (Tex.) - Maps - 1768 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Plano del presidio de S. Saba situado en 31 grados y 38 minutos de latitud boreal y en 273° y 27° de longitud contada desde el meridiano de Tenerife esta inhivido de la jurisdiccion de coaguila, y suheto inmediatamente al emo. señor virrey de aquel reyno. Drawn by Joseph de Urrutia. [19-].
Authors: Urrutia, José de, 1728-1800 -- British Library. Add. Ms. 17662 q -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1768 manuscript. Map
Photo England BL Add. Ms. 17662 q (PrCt)

68737 San Salvador (El Salvador) - Maps - 1807 - Manuscripts
Manuscript maps
Plano de la ciudad de S[an] Salvador. 1807.
1 ms. map : hand col. ; 245 x 248 mm. on sheet 311 x 492 mm.
Map of the city of San Salvador (El Salvador).
Key in right margin, numbered 1-42, identifies prominent buildings. Forms part of intendente Antonio Basilio Gutiérrez y Ulloa's manuscript Estado gener[a]l de la provincia de San Salvador en Guatemala, dated 1814 and detailing the geographic, political, economic, and religious organization of the province of San Salvador between 1786-1807 (Ayer MS 1829).
Scale not given.
‘[San] Salvador, Marzo 13 de 1807.’ Date followed by illegible initials, possibly of Antonio Gutiérrez y Ulloa.
Folded to 311 x 364 mm. and bound into text as opening ‘112’ (number on verso).
Pen-and-ink, watercolor (yellow, green, grey, brown, black), and pencil.
Forms part of both the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection and the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library).
Ayer ms map proj 94 VAULT Ayer MS 1829 map 3 (NLO)

68738 San Sebastián (Spain) - Maps - 1812 - Nautical charts
Nautical charts - San Sebastián (Spain) - Maps - 1812 - Nautical charts
The Bay and piers of Saint Sebastian ... 1812 [i.e. 1816?].
1 map ; 23 x 33 cm.
In: Faden, William [and others]. [General atlas of modern geography : a collection of large scale maps and charts of all parts of the world] ([London, etc. : W. Faden, etc., 1775-1816]) v. 1, pl. [64].
Imprint on map: London ... W. Faden ... 1812.
Printed above upper right corner: Plate 4. oversize Ayer 135 .G32 1775 v. 1, pl. 64 (PrCt)

68739 San Sebastián (Spain) - Pictorial works - 1620
Sanct. Sebastianvm vulgo Donostien ad mare oceanum ... [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Hoefnagel, Joris, 1542-1601 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : hand col. ; 15 x 47 cm. on sheet 41 x 54 cm.
View derived from a drawing supplied by Joris Hoefnagel; see R.A. Skelton's Introduction to the

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)


VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 1, pl. 6 (PrCt)


Map Ref Z6026 .I7 U54 1981 (NLO)


HG9771 .O85 1997 (NLO)


68745 Sandomierz (Poland) - Pictorial works - 1620 - Sandomir (Poland) SEE Sandomierz (Poland) - Sendomir (Poland) SEE Sandomierz (Poland) Sendomiria. [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620]. Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 view : hand col. ; 16 x 44 cm. On same sheet with: Biecz. Includes references 1-7. Latin letterpress text on verso under titles: Sendomiria -- Bietza. In: Braun, Georg and Franz Hogenberg. Civitates

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
orbits terrarum [Cologne: Pieter von Brachel?, ca. 1620] v. 6, plate 50.

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 6, pl. 50 (PrCt)

68746 Sandomierz (Poland) - Pictorial works - 1657
Sendomiria. [Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657].
Authors: Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664 -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Illustriorvm principumque urbiwm septentrionalium Europae tabulae [1657] -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Theatrum urbiwm (1657)
1 view : hand col. ; 16 x 44 cm.
On same sheet with: Biecz.
Includes references 1-7. Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Sendomiria.
In: Jansson, Jan. Illustriorvm principumque urbiwm septentrionalium Europae tabulae, v. 1, [plate 49].
Issued in volume 1 of 8 in Jansson's townbook atlases, collectively known as the Theatrum urbiwm (Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657).
References: Krogt, Peter van der. Koeman's urbium (Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657).

Case oversize G 117 .452, v. 1, [plate 49] (PrCt)

68747 Sandusky County (Ohio) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners - Maps
Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960- -- Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)
190 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
1st ed.
'Deluxe edition.'
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).
'3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.'
Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).
Includes indexes.
Series: Family maps
ISBN 1420305387; 9781420305388
Local History Ref F497.S2 B69 2007 (NLO)

68748 Sandusky County (Ohio) - Maps - 1860 - Landowners - Maps

Maps - Landowners - Maps
Authors: McDonnell, John -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 2 parts, 23 x 48.5 in. each. Scale: 1:42,240. Originally published 1860.
Microfiche 583, no. 670 (PrCt)

68749 Sandusky County (Ohio) - Maps - 1874 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps
Combination atlas map of Sandusky County, Ohio. Chicago : Everts & Stewart, 1874.
Authors: Everts & Stewart
1 atlas ; 44 cm.
Phillips 16447
oversize F 69278 .188 (NLO)

68750 Sandusky County (Ohio) - Maps - 1888 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps
Authors: Judson, C. H. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 4 parts, 18 x 29 in. each. Scale: 1:42,000. Originally published 1888. Only covers part of the county.
Microfiche 583, no. 648 (PrCt)

68751 Sandusky County (Ohio) - Maps - 1891 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps
Authors: Hughes, Henry -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing...
19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Microfiche 583, no. 671 (PrCt)

68752 Sandusky County (Ohio) - Maps - 1980 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Town & Country Publishing Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (32 p.) : 22 maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
Includes index to owners, road map index, and business directory.
Includes city road maps.
Scale of township maps [ca. 1:52,000].
Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G4083.S2G46 1980 .T6 (NLO)

68753 Sandusky (Ohio) - Pictorial works - 1883
Authors: Hare, A. J., fl. 1879-1883 -- Historic Urban Plans (Firm)
1 birds-eye view ; 41 x 70 cm.
Facsimile of original published 1833.
References: 1-65.
372
map4F G4084.S3A3 1883 H3 1975 (PrCt)

68754 Sandwich (England) - Maps - 1769
A Plan of the town of Sandwich [in 1769].
Lyme Castle, Eng. Harry Margary, [1969?].
Authors: Andrews, John, 1736-1809
1 map ; 24 x 31 cm.
Inset on facsimile of Andrews, John.
Topographical-map of the county of Kent, originally published London, 1769.
Scale [ca. 1:3,168] or '16 perches to an inch.'
Oriented with at the bottom.
map4F G5753.K4 1769 A5 sht. 22 (PrCt)

68755 Sangamon County (Ill.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960- -- Illinois State Archives -- Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)
396 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
1st ed.
'Deluxe edition.'
'New! Land-Owner data from the Illinois State Archives'
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).
3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.
Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).
Includes indexes.
Series: Family maps ISBN 1420303287
Local History Ref F547.S3 B69 2006 (NLO)

68756 Sangamon County (Ill.) - Maps - 1834-1836 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles<<>>Counties - Maps
Authors: Lincoln, Abraham, 1809-1865 -- Abraham Lincoln Presidential Library and Museum
8 leaves : 7 maps
Photocopies of ms. map reproductions in Roy P. Basler, ed., The Collected works of Abraham Lincoln (New Brunswick, N.J.: Rutgers University Press, 1953); originals held by the Abraham Lincoln Presidential Library and Museum (Springfield, Ill.)
Vert 2290, no. 1 (PrCt)

68757 Sangamon County (Ill.) - Maps - 1874-1914 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Brink, McCormick & Co. Illustrated atlas map of Sangamon County, Ill. (1874)=W.R.
Reprints of: Illustrated atlas map of Sangamon County, Ill., published by Brink, McCormick, 1874; Plat book of Sangamon County Illinois,
published by Field Pub. Co., Chicago, 1894; and
Plat book of Sangamon County, Illinois,
published by the Sangamon County Abstract Co.,
Springfield, Ill., 1911.

Spine title.

**Sangamon County (Ill.) - Maps - 1955 -
Landowners - Maps -
**

Authors: Derr Map Studio -- Sangamon County Farm Bureau (Ill.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (28 p.) : 28 maps ; 22 x 28 cm.

Cover title.
Scale [ca. 1:54,000]

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.


---

**Sanilac County (Mich.) - Maps - 1876 -
Landowners - Maps -
**

Sanilac County (Mich.) - Maps - 1876 -
Landowners - Maps -


Authors: Beers, F. W. (Frederick W.) -- F.W. Beers & Co. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps

1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.

Size of original: 2 parts, 63.5 x 24.5 in. each.

Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps

**Microfiche 583, no. 358 (PrCt)**

---

**Sankt Goar (Germany) - Maps - 1695 -
Fortification -
Rheinfels. [Paris : De Fer, 1695].
**

Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-

1720. Introduction à la fortification ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer,
1695-1696) pt. 5, map [90].

In: Fer, Nicolas de. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes -- avec leurs fortifications ... (1695-1696)

1 map ; 21 x 27 cm.

In: Fer, Nicolas de. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes; avec leurs fortifications ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, 1695-1696) pt. 5, map [90].

Manuscript (13') at upper right.

**Case folio U 26. 293 pt. 5, map [90] (PrCt)**

---

**Sankt Goar (Germany) - Maps - 1713 -
Fortification -
Rheinfels. [Paris : De Fer, 1713?].
**

Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer,
Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes -- avec leurs fortifications ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, 1695-1696) pt. 5, map [90].

Manuscript (13') at upper right.

**Case folio U 26. 293 pt. 5, map [90] (PrCt)**

---

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

---

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
different plate, see Case folio U 26 .293.
Case oversize U 26 .2919 map [95] (PrCt)

68764 Sankt Pölten (Austria) - Pictorial works - 1617
S. Polid vulgo Sanpolten inferioris Avstriae civitas / Communicavit Georgius Houfnaglius delineatum à filio Iacobo. [Amsterdam : Jan Jansson], 1617 [i.e. 1657].
Authors: Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664 -- Hoefnagel, Joris, 1542-1601 -- Hoefnagel, Jacob, 1573?-approximately 1632 -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Urbium totius Germaniae superius illustriorum clariorumque tabulae ... Pars posterior [i.e. prior] (1657) -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Theatrum urbium (1657)
1 view : hand col. ; 28 x 46 cm.
Includes references A-D.
Oriented with north at left.
Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Fanvm S. Hippolyti vulgo Sanpolten.
In: Jansson, Jan. Urbium totius Germaniae superius illustriorum clariorumque tabulae ... Pars posterior [i.e. prior] 1657, [plate 47].
Issued in volume [2] of 8 in Jansson’s townbook atlases, collectively known as the Theatrum urbium (Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657).
Case oversize G 117 .452, v. 2, [plate 47] (PrCt)

68765 Sankt Pölten (Austria) - Pictorial works - 1617 SEE Sankt Pölten (Austria)
S. Polid vulgo Sanpolten inferioris Avstriae civitas. [Cologne : s.n.], 1617 [i.e. ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Hoefnagel, Joris, 1542-1601 -- Hoefnagel, Jacob, 1573?-approximately 1632 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : hand col. ; 28 x 46 cm.
Derived from view by Joris Hoefnagel; redrawn in 1617 by Jacob Hoefnagel; see R.A. Skelton’s Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.
Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Fanvm S. Hippolyti, vulgo Sanpolten.
Includes references A-D.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 6, pl. 24 (PrCt)

68766 Sanpete County (Utah) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners- Counties - Maps- Landowners - Maps
Family maps of Sanpete County, Utah : with homesteads, roads, waterways, towns, cemeteries, railroads, and more. Norman, Okla.
Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960- -- Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)
438 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
1st ed.
'Deluxe edition.'
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).
'3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.'
Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).
Includes indexes.
ISBN 1420301217
Local History Ref F832.S42 B69 2005 (NLO)
I étendu de l’ancienne Gaule ... -- Cartes générales & particulieres de la France, divisisées suivant l’étendu & les dépendances des generalitez & des elections, dioceses ou receptes.
96091102NL
Case Z1036 .M67 1696 (NLO)

68768 Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. Cartes Générales de Toutes Les Parties Du Monde
Le premier atlas mondial français. 1977.
Authors: Pastoureau, Mireille -- International Conference on the History of Cartography (7th : 1977 : Washington)
Vert 406 (PrCt)

68769 Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632-1712 Cartography - South America - History - 1674
A Sanson-Jaillot copperplate of 1674 of the eastern half of South America for the ‘Atlas Nouveau’: what might have been. 1990.
Authors: Davis-Allen, Lisa -- Reinhartz, Dennis -- Imago mundi (1990) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
p. 2, 94-98
Map Ref folio GA1 .I6, v. 42, p. 2, 94-98 (PrCt)

68770 Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632-1712 Cartography - South America - History - 1674
Abbeville, Sanson d’, 1600-1667 SEE Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 SEE Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667
The Sanson-Jaillot copperplate of 1674.
Authors: University of Texas at Arlington. Library 4 leaves : map, ill. : 26 cm.
Photocopy of ‘Keepsake number one ... 1988’ Accompanied by photocopy of ‘Friends of the UTA Libraries program for ... April 15, 1988’ (1 leaf).
BHC 2299
Vert 1853 (PrCt)

68771 Santa Ana Pueblo (N.M.) - Pictorial works - 1848
Forms part of U.S. Serial Set 517 in series: 30th Congress, 1st session ; Ex. doc. no. 41 -- Ex. doc. (United States. Congress. House) ; 30th Congress, 1st session, no. 41.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library. Duplicate copies: Govt. 517 and Ayer 128.3 U5h 1848
Graff 1249 between p. 462-463 (PrCt)

68772 Santa Barbara (Calif.) - Description and travel - 1995
Travel Vertical File G4364 .S68 1994 .S2 (PrCt)

Plano de la Ensenada del Príncipe: que se halla siete millas al leste de la de Mescalitán en la Canal de Santa Barbara en la costa septentrional de la California, y situada en la latitud norte de 34 grados 38 minutos al oeste de San Blas, y es en donde fondearnos con las dos fragatas de S[u] Mag[esta]d Princessa y Favorita el 2 de Agosto de este presente año de 82, y es el fondeadero, que veniamos abusar para el socorro del presidio de Sta. Barbara, que han fabricado el 20 de Abril de este mismo año, y se halle distante de la playa una milla / levant[a]do y delineado p[o]r los m[is]mo[s]. [1908?].
Authors: Pantoja y Arriaga, Juan -- Tovar y Tamariz, Josef -- Archivo General de la Nación (Mexico -- Irving B. Richman Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 244

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1 ms. map : hand col., cloth ; 274 x 167 mm. on sheet 343 x 419 mm. 
Tracing of 1782 manuscript by Juan Pantoja y Arriga and Josef Tomar y Tamariz made by Irving B. Richman (1908?). Original forms part of Pantoja’s logbook in the Archivo General del la Nacion in Mexico City. Cf. Whitehead, R.S. 
Title from cartouche. 
Added title, inside neat line: Ensenada del Principe. 
Oriented with north at right. 
Shows Santa Barbara (Calif.) harbor; includes soundings and key with references A-C showing location of the Santa Barbara Presidio and 2 Indian settlements. 
Scale [ca. 1:50,800]. ‘Escala de 3 millas maritimas.’ 
Pen-and-ink (black, red and yellow) and watercolor (grey). 
Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library). 
Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 244. 
Ayer ms map proj 94 
VAULT drawer Ayer MS map 244 (NLO) 

68774 Santa Barbara (Calif.) - Pictorial works - 1842-1843 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles>>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles 
Sta. Barbara in California. [San Francisco : Grabhorn Press, 1945]. 
1 view ; 19 x 39 cm., on sheet folded to 32 x 23 cm. 
Photo-reproduction of 1842-1843 manuscript view. 
Original manuscript held by the Bancroft Library. 
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library. 
Duplicate copy: folio Graff 4548 folio Graff 4549 between p. 56-57 (PrCt) 
68775 Santa Barbara (Calif.) - Pictorial works - 1877 
Authors: Glover, Eli S. -- A.L. Bancroft & Company -- Historic Urban Plans (Firm) 
1 birds-eye view ; 40 x 69 cm. 
Facsimile of original published 1877. 
References: 1-27. 
457 
map4F G4364.S7A3 1877 G55 1972 (PrCt) 
68776 Santa Barbara (Calif.) - Shopping centers - 1990 
Paseo Nuevo Shopping Center : Where shopping is fun. Santa Barbara, Calif : Paseo Nuevo, [c.1990s]. 
1 pamphlet (4-fold) : col. ills, photos ; 23 cm. 
Travel Vertical File G4364 .S68Q44 1990 .P3 (PrCt) 
68777 Santa Barbara (Calif.) - Tourism - 1990>>>Santa Barbara (Calif.) - Maps - 1990 - Harbors 
Explore Santa Barbara’s waterfront : Santa Barbara’s number one attraction. [Santa Barabra, Calif?], [c.1990s]. 
1 sheet : col. ill, col. map ; fold to 24 x 10 cm 
Travel Vertical File G4364 .S68 1990 .E9 (PrCt) 
68778 Santa Barbara (Calif.) - Vineyards - 1994 
Santa Barbara County Wineries : 1995-96 touring map / design by Fritz Creative ; photography by Kirk Irwin. Santa Barbara, Calif : Santa Barbara County Vinters’ Association, c1994. 
Authors: Fritz Creative -- Irwin, Kirk 
1 sheet : col. photos, maps ; fold to 23 x 10 cm. 
Travel Vertical File G4364 .S68J73 1994 .F7 (PrCt) 
68779 Santa Barbara Channel (Calif.) - Maps - 1782 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles>>>California - Maps - 1782 - Coasts - Manuscripts>>>Nautical charts - Santa Barbara Channel (Calif.) - Maps - 1782 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles>>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles>>>Nautical charts 
Pequeña carta, que contiene la Canal de Santa Barbara en la costa septentrional de la California: corregida y enmendado por los segundos pilotos de las fragatas de S[u] Mag[estad] Princesa y Faborita en l ... (1782) por el Capitan Olaya. [Ithaca, N.Y. : Historic Urban Plans, c1782]. 
1 sheet : col. map ; 19 x 27 cm. 
Photostat. 
Travel Vertical File G4364 .S7A3 1877 G55 1972 (PrCt)
Santa Barbara County (Calif.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps - Santa Luis Obispo County (Calif.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps - Ventura County (Calif.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps - Counties - Maps
Santa Barbara, San Luis Obispo, & Ventura counties street guide. Chicago, Ill. Rand McNally, 2006, [i.e. 2005].
2 atlases in 1v. (various pagings) : col. maps ; 22 x 30 cm. +1 CD-ROM.
Dated 2006, but received by the Newberry Library in 2005.
Cover title.
Includes two county atlases with separate title pages: Santa Barbara & San Luis Obispo counties street guide -- Ventura County street guide.
Accompanied by CD-ROM disc with title: Street guide : Santa Barbara, San Luis Obispo & Ventura counties
$32.95
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder. Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528855352
RMcN StrFdr 2006 .S26a (PrCt)
Includes two county atlases with separate title pages: Santa Barbara County street guide -- Ventura County street guide.
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
"$32.95" -- back cover
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528870491
RMcN StrFdr 2009 .S26a (PrCt)

68793  Santa Barbara Mission - Pictorial works - 1842-1843 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<<<Santa Barbara (Calif.) - Pictorial works - 1842-1843 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<<<Manuscript maps - Facsimiles<<<<Mission Santa Barbara (Calif.) - SEE Santa Barbara Mission SEE<<<<Santa Barbara Mission


Santa Barbara Mission

Penn sketch of the town and ch. mission Sta. Barbara in California 1844. [San Francisco : Grabhorn Press, 1945].

1 view ; 22 x 40 cm., on sheet folded to 33 x 23 cm.

Photo-reproduction of 1842-1843 manuscript view.


Original manuscript held by the Bancroft Library.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copy: folio Graff 4548

folio Graff 4549 between p. 46-47 (PrCt)

68794  Santa Barbara Presidio (Santa Barbara, Calif.) - Maps - 1788 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<<<Santa Barbara (Calif.) - Maps - 1788 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<<<Manuscript maps - Facsimiles Plan del Real Presidio del Canal de Sta. Barbara. [1908?].
Authors: Fages, Pedro -- Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 308 -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Irving B. Richman Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 ms. map : cloth ; 210 x 195 mm. on sheet 446 x 327 mm.

Tracing of 1788 manuscript by Pedro Fages made by Irving B. Richman (1908?). 'Real Presidio de Sta. Barvara y Septiembre 16 del 1788.'

Scale [ca.1:708]; 'Fondo de la plaza en quadro 110 var[a]s.'
Includes 'Notas' with references 1-29.
Pen-and-ink.
Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Ayer ms map proj 94

VAULT drawer Ayer MS map 308 (NLO)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Illustrations, accompanied by explanatory texts in Nahuatl, the Indian language used in legal documents, depict the church, river, and farmlands of the village of San Pablo Huixoaapan, near Azcapotzalco, in what is now the Distrito Federal; individual fields are shown with their crops of maguey. In addition, the Santiago Chalco Codex contains illustrations of birds and animals, as well as a scene of the pueblo’s patron saint being carried atop a trestle by the natives.

Photographic reproductions from the collection of William E. Gates.

Title from Gates (1924) and Butler: Maguey picture manuscript, figures of persons, buildings, plants and animals.


Techialoyan Codex 717 published as The Azcapotzalco maguey manuscript by the Maya Society (Baltimore, 1935).

Map forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library).

For additional information, consult the Special Collections Info File.

Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library).

Butler, R.L. Check list of the mss. in the Ayer Coll., 1482.


Weeks, J.M. Mesoamer. ethnohistory, 664, 666.

Available on microfilm at the Newberry Library.

Ayer MS Proj 96

Ayer MS 1482 (NLO)

Santa Catarina (Brazil : State) - Maps - 1872

Mappa topographica de parte da Província de Santa Catharina, compreendendo as comarcas do litoral, colonias e terras publicas adjacentes às mesmas colonias. [Rio de Janeiro: Typographia Franco-American, 1872 i.e. 1873].

Authors: Brazil. Comissão do Registro Geral e Estatística das Terras Públicas e Possuídas -- Rivierre, Carlos -- Azambuja, Bernardo Augusto Nascentes de, d. 1875 or 6 -- Mills, James E., fl. 1874-1877 -- Branner, John Casper, 1850-1922 -- Typographia Franco-American -- Typographia e litographia imperial de A. Sisson -- Sisson

Typographia SEE Typographia e litographia imperial de A. Sisson

1 map : col. ; 52 x 80 cm.

... Segundo os trabalhos dos engenheiros, Carlos Rivierre ... [et al.]

Scale 1:50,000.000.

Relief shown by hachures.

Oriented with north to the right.


Portuguese text, dated Sept. 1, 1873 in Rio de Janeiro, is signed by Bernardo Augusto Nascentes d’Azambuja.

Imprint on cover: Rio de Janeiro: Typographia e Lithographia Imperial de A. Sisson, 1873.

Bookplate of James E. Mills, San Francisco geologist and metallurgist, whose printed name has been crossed out and replaced with ms. name J[ohn]C[aspar] Branner, second president of Stanford University, professor of geology and mining, and a recognized authority on the geology of South America, especially Brazil.

OCLC 353332; cf. OCLC 8306550.

map6F G5615 1872 .B7 (PrCt)

Santa Catarina Island (Brazil) - Maps - 1809

Chart ... Island and Harbour of Sta.Catharina. 1809 [i.e. 1816?]


1 v. : 15 maps ; 255 x 337 mm.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Santa Catarina Island (Brazil) - Maps - 1836

Maps... Island and Harbour of Sta.Catharina. 1836. [General atlas of modern geography : a collection of large scale maps and charts of all parts of the world] ([London, etc. : W. Faden, etc., 1775-1816]) v. 2, pl. [52]. Handstamped '36

Imprint on map: Published by W. Faden ... London ... April 12, 1809.

oversize Ayer 135 .G32 1775 v. 2, pl. [52] (PrCt)

Santa Catarina Island (Brazil) - Maps - Collections


Authors: Cabral, Oswaldo R. -- Rio de Janeiro (Brazil : State). Conselho Federal de Cultura -- William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library)


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Herrmann, A. T. - Herrmann, Chas. - Wislocki, S. -- Santa Clara County (Calif.). Board of Supervisors -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 8 sheets, 35.5 x 24.5 in. each.
Scale 1:39,000. Originally published [Santa Clara County]: Board of Supervisors, 1890.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
- Microfiche 583, no. 39 (PrCt)

Santa Clara County (Calif.) - Maps - 1956 - Industries<<>San Jose (Calif.) - Maps - 1956 - Industries<<>Road maps
Industrial site map of Santa Clara County / prepared for San Jose Chamber of Commerce, San Jose, California. Chicago, Ill. ; San Jose, Calif. H.M. Gousha Company, c1956.
Authors: San Jose Chamber of Commerce -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm.
Plate no. 7-DD-692-S.
On verso (56 x 43 cm.): Industrial site map of San Jose and vicinity
Both sides include keys to industrial sites, both occupied and "available."
Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Company Collection (Newberry Library).
map4F 4363.S4M1 1956 .S3 (PrCt)

Santa Clara County (Calif.) - Maps - 2003 - Road maps<<>Road maps<<>Counties - Maps
1 map (790-1,077 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Date on cover: 2003.
$19.95
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Santa Clara County (Calif.) - Maps - 2003 - Road maps - Santa Mateo County (Calif.) - Maps - 2003 - Road maps - Counties - Maps
StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
Date on cover: 2003.
$29.95
Uniform titles: StreetFinder -- Street guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-95677-9
RMcN StrFdr 2003 .S2772 (PrCt)

Santa Clara County (Calif.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps - Santa Mateo County (Calif.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps - Counties - Maps
StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (A-H, 790-1,081 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
$19.95
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-99945-1
RMcN StrFdr 2004 .S2772 (PrCt)

Santa Clara County (Calif.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps - Santa Mateo County (Calif.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps - Counties - Maps
StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
2 atlases in 1 vol. (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
Includes two county atlases with separate title pages: Santa Clara County street guide -- San Mateo County street guide.
$29.95
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528853961
RMcN StrFdr 2005 .S2772A1 (PrCt)
1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Dated 2006, but received by the Newberry Library in 2005.
$19.95
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528855525
RMcN StrFdr 2006 .S2772 (PrCl)

Santa Clara County (Calif.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps<<<Road maps<<<Counties - Maps
StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder. "$19.95" -- back cover
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-85525-5
RMcN StrFdr 2006 .S2772b (PrCl)

Santa Clara County (Calif.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps<<<San Mateo County (Calif.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps<<<Counties - Maps
StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
2 atlases in 1 vol. (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
Includes two county atlases with separate title pages: Santa Clara County street guide -- San Mateo County street guide.
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder. "$29.95" -- back cover
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528859625
RMcN StrFdr 2007 .S2772 (PrCl)

Santa Clara County (Calif.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps<<<Road maps<<<Counties - Maps
StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder. "$19.95" -- back cover
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528860607
RMcN StrFdr 2008 .S2772 (PrCl)

Santa Clara County (Calif.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps<<<San Mateo County (Calif.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps<<<Counties - Maps
StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
2 atlases in 1 vol. (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
Includes two county atlases with separate title pages: Santa Clara County street guide -- San Mateo County street guide.
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder. "$29.95" -- back cover
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528860607
RMcN StrFdr 2008 .S2772a (PrCl)
Mateo County street guide.
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder. "$29.95" -- back cover
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528879682
RMcN StrFdr 2009 .S2772a (PrCt)

68817 Santa Clara County (Calif.) - Maps - 2009 - Road maps - Road maps - County Maps
1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
"38th edition" -- front cover
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder. "$19.95" -- back cover
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528873822
RMcN StrFdr 2009 .S2772 (PrCt)

68818 Santa Clara County (Calif.) - Maps - 2009 - Road maps - Road maps - County Maps
2 atlases in 1 vol. (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
"38th edition" -- front cover
Cover title.
Includes two county atlases with separate title pages: Santa Clara County street guide -- San Mateo County street guide.
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder. "$29.95" -- back cover
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528873881
RMcN StrFdr 2009 .S2772a (PrCt)

SEE Santa Clara Mission - Santa Clara Mission (Calif.) SEE Santa Clara Mission Mission Sta. Clara 38° ... lat. on the Bay St. Francisco : containing 1500 Indians and a good stock of cattle. [San Francisco : Grabhorn Press, 1945].
1 view ; 22 x 40 cm., on sheet folded to 33 x 23 cm.
Photo-reproduction of 1842-1843 manuscript view.
Original manuscript held by the Bancroft Library. Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library. Duplicate copy: folio Graff 4548
folio Graff 4549 between p. 44-45 (PrCt)

68820 Santa Clara Valley (Santa Clara County, Calif.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps - Road maps - County Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. EasyFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; fold. to 24 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Uniform title: EasyFinder Laminated.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
ISBN 0528854011
RMcN StrFdr 2009 .S2772 (PrCt)

68821 Santa Cruz, Alonso de, 1505-1567 - Archivo General de Indias. 145-7-8 (18) - Soto, Hernando de, ca. 1500-1542
The 'De Soto' map / Barbara Boston. [Chicago : Loyola University, 1941].
Authors: Boston, Barbara p. 236-250 : tables, map ; 25 cm.
In Mid-America 23, no. 3 (July 1941): 236-250.
A study of an anonymous map in the AGI Sevilla (145-7-8 [18]), entitled ‘Mapa del golfo y costa de Nueva España, desde el Rio de Panuco hasta el cabo de Santa Elena, &c.;’ the author considers Alonso de Santa Cruz to have been the probable author and the date of composition to have been between 1544 and 1561. Includes tables comparing the nomenclature of the ‘De Soto map’ with contemporary accounts. Other copies of this article may be found in the library's copies of the journal: F 896 .004 and Ayer 1 .M438.

A photographic copy of the original manuscript map is in the Karpinski Collection of the Newberry Library, under the call number: MapPhoto Spain AGI 145-7-8 (18).

Ayer 130 .S71 B74 1941, v. 23, no. 3, p. 236-250 (PrCt)

68825  Santa Cruz Papalutla (Mexico) - Maps - 1955 - Facsimiles - Mexico - Zapotec Cartography - Zapotec Manuscript maps - Facsimiles


Authors: Oudijk, Michel R. Doesburg, Sebastián van -- Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México. Instituto de Investigaciones Filológicas. Seminario de Lenguas Indígenas -- Alfredo Harp Helú Oaxaca Fundación -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)


1a ed.

"Instituto de Investigaciones Filológicas, Seminario de Lenguas Indígenas"--Series t.p.

Series: Patrimonio en peligro ; 1 -- Patrimonio en peligro ; 1.

Includes bibliographical references (p. 79).

ISBN 9786070214806 ; 6070214803

Ayer F1219.1.O11 O83 2010 (NLO)

68826  Santa Elena Site (S.C.) - Maps - 1595 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Fort Royal (S.C.) - Maps - 1595 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

Plane del fuerte de Santa Elena. [19-].

Authors: Archivo General de Indias. 140-7-37 (4) -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map

Photostatic reproduction of 1595 manuscript.

Shows Port Royal in South Carolina (previously the Spanish fort of Santa Elena).

Tóres Lanzas, Pedro. Relación descriptiva de los mapas, planos, & de México y Floridas existentes en el Archivo General de Indias (Sevilla, 1900) v. 1: 46,43

Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

MapPhoto Spain AGI 140-7-37 (4) (PrCt)

68824  Santa Cruz County (Calif.) - Maps - 1955 - Pictorial maps - Pictorial maps - Santa Cruz County (Calif.) - 1955 - Counties - Pictorial maps

A Cartograph of Santa Cruz County on Monterey Bay / limned by John Courtney Sandefur. Santa Cruz, Calif. Santa Cruz Chamber of Commerce, [1955?].

Authors: Sandefur, John Courtney, 1893-1971 -- Watsonville Press -- Santa Cruz Chamber of Commerce

1 map : col. ; 25 x 19 cm.

Cartoon map, in the style of Ruth Taylor White.

“© Watsonville Press.”

On verso, information about the county, including "1955-56 basic tax rate."

map1F G4363.S5 1955 .S3 (PrCt)
Santa Fe County (N.M.) - Maps - 1883 - Indians
Santa Fe County (N.M.) - Maps - 1883 - Railroads - Santa Fe County (N.M.) - Maps - 1883 - Railroads - Counties - Maps - Railroads - Maps - Indians of North America - Maps

Santa Fe Co. [S.l. s.n., 1883?].
Authors: Ritch, W. G. (William Gillet), 1830-1904. Illustrated New Mexico (1883) -- New Mexican Printing & Publishing Co. (Santa Fe, N.M.)
1 map ; 54 x 30 cm., folded to 17 x 14
Anonymous map without imprint.
Title from oversize lettering.
Added title in bottom margin: Pre-European pueblos in and near Santa Fé County.
Keyed to 34 named Indian pueblos; details railroad routes.
Not in the library's duplicate copy of the book: Graff 3513
G 937 .739, between p. 96-97 (PrCt)

Santa Fe County (N.M.) - Maps - 1883 - Landowners
Santa Fe County (N.M.) - Maps - 1883 - Landowners - Maps

Authors: Kingman, E., Jr. -- Library of Congress.
Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 33.5 x 28 in. Scale: 1:155,000.
Originally published 1883.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps

Microfiche 583, no. 472 (PrCt)

Santa Fe County (N.M.) - Maps - 1883 - Railroads
Santa Fe County (N.M.) - Maps - 1883 - Mines and mineral resources
Santa Fe County (N.M.) - Maps - 1883 - Counties - Maps - Railroads - Maps

Santa Fe County and mining districts. K.C. [Kansas City] Mo. Ramsey & Hudson, eng's., [1883?].
Authors: Ramsey, Millet & Hudson -- Chicago Historical Society
1 map ; 41 x 25 cm.
Shows proposed railroads.
Sante Fe merchants' advertising on verso.
'From ms autograph letter book [at the Chicago Historical Society] - most items1883' --ms. note on verso.
Mounted on linen.

Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society.
2005.
CHS Coll., Map no. 211 (PrCt)

Santa Fe (N.M.) - Maps - 1766-1768 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

Plano dela villa de Santa Fee capital del reino del Nuebo Mexico situada segun mi observacion ... [19--].
Authors: Urrutia, José de, 1728-1800 -- Map Library (British Library). Manuscript (Add. 17662 m)
1 map ; 44 x 55 cm.
Photocopy of ca. 1766-1768 manuscript in the British Library (Add. 17662 m).
Date from Reps, John W. The Making of urban America (1965) p. 43.
Scale [ca. 1:3,625].
Relief shown by form lines and shading.
map4F 4324.S3.1 (PrCt)

Santa Fe (N.M.) - Maps - 1846 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

Plan de Santa Fe, New Mexico. Ithaca, N.Y.
Authors: Gilmer, Jeremy Francis, 1818-1883 -- Historic Urban Plans (Firm) -- U.S. National Archives
1 map : col. ; 54 x 67 cm.
Facsimile of 1846 manuscript in the U.S. National Archives.
73-7369
M1152
map4F G4324.S3 1846 .G5 1971 (PrCt)

Santa Fe (N.M.) - Maps - 1952 - Road maps

Santa Fe city map / revised, L. Hasch, 1952.
Authors: Hasch, L. -- Santa Fe Chamber of Commerce
1 map ; 30 x 42 cm. on sheet 69 x 41 cm. fold. to 23 x 11 cm.
Scale not indicated.
Includes 'Key' (1-54), list of 'Principal off-map locations,' Street index below map.
To right of map: Panel titles ('Santa Fé, the city different,' 'Santa Fé, tours of the ancient city'), 'Historic points of interest.'
On verso, map of north central New Mexico by Willard F. Clark.
map4F G4321 .P2 1950 C5 (PrCt)

Santa Fe (N.M.) - Pictorial works - 1848

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
military reconnaissance: from Fort Leavenworth, in Missouri, to San Diego, in California ... made in 1846-7 (1848) -- United States. Army. Corps of Topographical Engineers -- Emory, William H. (William Hemsley), 1811-1887 -- United States. Congress. House -- Wendell and Van Benthuysen (Firm) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 view; on sheet 14 x 22 cm.

In: Abert, J. W. Report of Lieut. J. W. Abert, of his examination of New Mexico, in the years 1846-47, opposite p. [419].

Abert's report forms p. [417]-548 of: United States. Army. Corps of Topographical Engineers. Notes of a military reconnaissance: from Fort Leavenworth, in Missouri, to San Diego, in California, including parts of the Arkansas, Del Norte, and Gila rivers / by Lieut. Col. W.H. Emory: made in 1846-7, with the advanced guard of the "Army of the West" ... (Washington: Wendell and Van Benthuysen, printers, 1848). Forms part of U.S. Serial Set 517 in series: 30th Congress, 1st session; Ex. doc. no. 41 -- Ex. doc. (United States. Congress. House); 30th Congress, 1st session, no. 41. Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library. Duplicate copies: Govt. 517 and Ayer 128.3 U5h 1848

Graff 1249 opposite p. [419] (PrCt)

68834 Santa Fe (N.M.) - Pictorial works - 1882


map2F G4324.S3A3 1882 S7 1971 (PrCt)

68835 Santa Fe (N.M.) - Pictorial works - 1883


Errata laid in. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library. Duplicate copy: Ayer folio G1382.S3 F7 1989 LC Card Number: 89675121 Scale [1:31,680]. Includes bibliographical references and index. ISBN 0935284680 (cloth); 9780935284683 (cloth); 0935284699 (loose-leaf); 9780935284690 (loose-leaf) Baskes folio G1382.S3 F7 1989b (NLO)

68838 Santa Fe Region (N.M.) - Maps - 1961


68841 Santa Maria di Loreto (Loreto, Italy) - Pictorial works - 1600-1651. Historica relación del reyno de Cile (Roma, F. Cauallo, 1646), separately paginated woodcuts at end, p. 5 (upside down, i.e. 460). – [Rome : F. Cavalli, 1646].
Authors: Ovalle, Alonso de, 1601-1651 -- Jesuits -- Cavalli, Francisco, fl. 1646 -- Ovalle, Alonso de, 1601-1651. Historica relación del reyno de Chile, y delas missiones, y ministerios que exercita en el la Compañia de Iesvs (1646) 1 map ; 131 x 183 mm.
In: Ovalle, Alonso de. Historica relación del reyno de Cile (Roma, F. Cavalli, 1646), separately paginated woodcuts at end, p. 6 [i.e. 473].
Oriented with north to lower right.
Scale not indicated.
For the same map in an Italian language edition of the book, see Case F 996 .653.
VAULT Ayer 1300.5 C5 O96 1646, p. [473] (PrCt)

68844 Santa María Island (Biobío, Chile) - Maps - 1646
Ysla de Santa Maria. [Rome : F. Cavalli, 1646].
Authors: Ovalle, Alonso de, 1601-1651 -- Jesuits -- Cavalli, Francisco, fl. 1646 -- Ovalle, Alonso de, 1601-1651. Historica relación del reyno de Chile, y delas missiones, y ministerios que exercita en el la Compañia de Iesvs (1646) 1 map ; 131 x 183 mm.
In: Ovalle, Alonso de. Historica relación del reyno de Chile (Roma, F. Cavalli, 1646), separately paginated woodcuts at end, p. 5 [upside down, i.e. 460].
Woodcut; title from letterpress in right margin.
Oriented with north to lower right.
Scale not indicated.
For the same map in an Italian edition of the book, see Case F 996 .653.
Case F 996 .65, p. [460] (PrCt)

68845 Santa Monica (Calif.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Shell map of Santa Monica. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1940?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: Santa Monica.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3910 (PrCt)

68846 Santa Monica (Calif.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Shell map of Santa Monica. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1941?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: Santa Monica.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4254 (PrCt)

68847 Santa Monica (Calif.) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Shell map of Santa Monica. Chicago : H.M.
Gousha Co., [1947?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "U", indicating 1947 publication.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5209 (PrCt)

68848 Santa Rosa (Calif.) - Maps - 1951 - Road maps
City of Santa Rosa and vicinity, Sonoma County, California / City Engineer's office, Frank B. Sarles, City Engineer. Santa Rosa : Santa Rosa Chamber of Commerce, 1951.
Authors: Santa Rosa (Calif.). City Engineers Office -- Santa Rosa Chamber of Commerce -- Sarles, Frank B., 1900-1991
1 map : 49x 56 cm. fold. to 27 x 12 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:15,500].
Panel title: Map & buyers' guide of Santa Rosa California and vicinity.
Includes street index.
On verso: Business guide...members Santa Rosa Chamber of Commerce.
An attempt has been made to cancel out Sarles' name with a rubber stamp.
Acc. # 2008100251.
map4F G4364 .S72P2 1951 . S3 (PrCt)

68849 Santa Rosa (Calif.) - Pictorial works - 1885
Santa Rosa, Sonoma County California, 1885.
Authors: Elliott & Co. -- Historic Urban Plans (Firm)
1 birds-eye view ; 33 x 66 cm.
Facsimile of original published 1885.
Includes views of buildings, top and bottom.
References 1-52.
391
map6F G4364 .S72A3 1885 E4 1972 (PrCt)

68850 Santa Rosa Island (Fla.) - Maps - 1755 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Plan de parte de la Isla de Santa Rosa, punta de siguienza, y costa de tierra firme que forma la entrada del Puerto. Santa Rosa punta de siguienza 26 de Agosto de 1755. 19-:].
Authors: Cortés, Phelipe Feringan -- Archivo General de Indias. 95-7-7 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1755 manuscript.
Torres Lanzas, Pedro. Relación descriptiva de los mapas, planos, & de México y Floridas existentes en el Archivo General de Indias

68851 Santander (Spain) - Pictorial works - 1567
La Sierra de Sant Adrián en Biscaia ... [Cologne : s.n., M.D. LXVII] [1567, i.e. ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Hoefnagel, Joris, 1542-1601 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : hand col. ; 21 x 30 cm.
Inset views of natives in local costume (14 x 49 cm. and smaller): Nobilis matrona Biscanina -- Nobilis virgo Biscaina -- Villano y Villanas Biscainas ....
Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Mons et crypta S. Adriani in Biscaia.
In: Braun, Georg and Franz Hogenberg. Civitates orbis terrarum [Cologne: Pieter von Brachel?, ca. 1620] v. 5, plate 16; plate number apparently altered in manuscript.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 5, pl. 16 (PrCt)

68852 Santander (Spain) - Pictorial works - 1620
Santander. [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : hand col. ; 26 x 49 cm.
Anonymous view; see R.A. Skelton's Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.
Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Santander.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 2, pl. 9 (PrCt)

68853 Santiago Campaign, 1898 - Maps - Santiago de Cuba Region (Cuba) - History - Maps - Spanish-American War, 1898 - Maps
Santiago de Cuba, Cuba, 1898. Olean, N.Y.
Authors: McElfresh Map Co. -- McElfresh, Earl B.
1 map : col. ; 41 x 58 cm., folded to 24 x 11 cm.
Col. printed reproduction of watercolor original (20th-century painting).
'McElfresh Map Co. researches, watercolors, and publishes historical base maps of the world's battlefields.'
Does not show army movements.
Scale [ca. 1:50,000].
Relief shown by hachures.
Includes text and ill. (some col.) on verso.
Series: World battlefields watercolor map series
OCLC 51581146

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Santiago (Chile) - Maps - 1646
Prospectua y planta de la ciudad de Santiago.
In: Masi, G. T. Atlante dell' America, contenente le migliori carte geografiche ... (Livorno : G.T. Masi, 1777).
Authors: Rossi, D. Veremondo, fl. 1763 -- Cavalli, Francesco, fl. 1646 -- Ovalle, Alonso de, 1601-1651. Historica relazione del reyno de Chile, y delas missiones, y ministerios que exercita en el la Compañia de Iesvs (1646)
1 map ; 231 x 155 mm. (plate mark)
In: Ovalle, Alonso de. Historica relación del reyno de Chile (Roma, F. Cavalli, 1646).
Authors: Ovalle, Alonso de, 1601...

Case F 996 .65, at front (PrCt)

Santiago Island (Galapagos Islands) - Pictorial works - 1793-1794
San Cristóbal Island (Galapagos Islands) - Pictorial works - 1793-1794
San Salvador Island (Galapagos Islands) SEE Santiago Island (Galapagos Islands)
James Island (Galapagos Islands) SEE Santiago Island (Galapagos Islands)
Chatham Island (Galapagos Islands) SEE San Cristóbal Island (Galapagos Islands)

View of the N. W. end of James's Island . . . Chatham Island, one of the Galapagos . . . Chatham Isle, one of the Galapagos . . . [profiles].
[London : W. Bennett [et al], 1798].
Authors: Colnett, James, 1755?--1806 -- Colnett, James, 1755?--1806. A Voyage to the South Atlantic and round cape Horn into the Pacific Ocean ... (1798) -- John M. Wing Collection (Newberry Library)
3 views ; on sheet 22 x 28 cm.
Detached from: Colnett, James. A Voyage to the south Atlantic and round Cape Horn into the Pacific Ocean ... (1798), no. 8 (of 9) [Wing G 16.18] Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copies: Graff 812 -- Ayer 5A 3
map4F G9231 .P54 1794 .C6, no. 8 [of 9] (PrCt)

Santo Domingo (Dominican Republic) - Battle of, 1586--Drape, Francis, Sir, 1540?--1596 - Voyage, 1585-1586--West Indies Expedition, 1585-1586

Civilis S. Dominici sita in Hispaniola Indica Angliae magnitudine fere aequalis, ipsa vrbe, &c elaganter ab Hispanus extracta, et omnibus circumviciinis insulis iura dat. [Lieden : Hondius?, 1588].
Authors: Boazio, Baptista -- Hondius, Jordocus, 1563-1612 -- Bigges, Walter, d. 1586 -- Raphaelengius, Franciscus, 1539-1597 -- Drake, Francis, Sir, 1540?--1596 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 39 x 53 cm.
Attributed to Baptista Boazio; engraving attributed to Jordocus Hondius.
Shows English forces led by Francis Drake sacking Santo Domingo on Hispaniola in 1586.

oversize Ayer 135 .E55 1783 p. 41 (PrCt)

68866 Santo Domingo Pueblo (N.M.) - Pictorial works - 1848


Graff 1249 between p. 462-463 (PrCt)

68867 São Miguel Island (Azores) - Maps - 1890

_Chart of the island of St. Michael's, Azores._ [Ponta Delgada, Azores] : Bensaude & Co., [ca. 1890]. Authors: Bensaude & Co. -- Chambers and Sons (London) 1 map : 18 x 40 cm. on sheet 41 x 45 cm. Relief shown by hachures; soundings in fathoms. On verso: Bensaude & Co.'s coaling station at St. Michael's & Fayal.

map2F G9134 .P6 1890 .B4 (PrCt)

68868 São Paulo (Brazil : State) - Maps - Collections, 1612-1837---->Brazil - Maps - Collections, 1612-1837---->Museu Paulista - Map collections

_Collectanea de mappas da cartographia Paulista antiga, abrangendo nove cartas, de 1612 a 1837, reproduzidas da coleção do Museu Paulista e acompanhadas de breves comentarios por Affonso d'Escagnolle Taunay ... publicação do Museu Paulista, expressamente determinada pelo Exmo. Sr. Dr. Alarico Silveira, secretario do interior do estado de Saõ Paulo, em commemoraçao do primeiro centenario da independencia nacional. Saõ Paulo [etc.], Brazil : Companhia Melhoramentos de S. Paulo, 1922. Authors: Museu Paulista -- Taunay, Afonso de E. (Afonso de Escagnolle), 1876-1958 -- Companhia Melhoramentos de S. Paulo -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 atlas : fold. maps ; 33 cm. Phillips 18313 LC Card Number: 29024829

folio Ayer 135.5 .S23 1922 (NLO)

68869 São Paulo (Brazil) - Tourism - 1980

São Paulo. New York : Brazilian Government Trade Bureau, [ca. 1980]. Authors: Brazil. Trade Bureau 1 booklet (7 p) : col. photos ; fold. to 23 x 10 cm

Travel Vertical File G5404 .S7 1980 .B7 (PrCt)

68870 São Sebastião Island (Brazil) - Pictorial works - 1603


Case G419 .H85 1603a, plate 10 (PrCt)

68871 São Tiago Island (Cape Verde) - Battle of, 1585---->Drake, Francis, Sir, 1540?-1596 - Voyage, 1585-1586---->West Indies Expedition, 1585-1586

_Insvla divi Jacobi est clarissima omni[m] quae sunt in ora Affricae ex aduerdo Cap Virid ..._ [Lieden : Hondius?, 1588]. Authors: Boazio, Baptista -- Hondius, Jodocus, 1563-1612 -- Bigges, Walter, d. 1586 --
Raphelengius, Franciscus, 1539-1597 -- Drake, Francis, Sir, 1540?-1596 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 40 x 54 cm.
Attributed to Baptista Boazio; engraving attributed to Jodocus Hondius.
Added title at left: Hoc opidvm diui Jacobi ... .
Shows English forces led by Francis Drake sacking São Tiago in the Cape Verde islands in 1585.
Photostatic copy of the 1589 English edition of the Bigges book (held by the Clements Library, University of Michigan) includes reproduction of the same map with a variant letterpress paste-on [Ayer 116 D8 B5 1589a map 1 of 4].
A reduced version of the map was issued in Bigges, Walter. Relation oder Beschreib[n]g der Rheisz und Schiffahrt auss Engellandt ...
[(Cologne: s.n.), 1589]: Ciuitas S. Iacobi eo nomine quo insula vocatur ... [Ayer *116 D8 B5 1589 c, between p. 7-8].

São Tiago Island (Cape Verde) - Maps - 1671 - Pictorial works
St. Iago. [London : John Ogilby, 1671].
Authors: Ogilby, John, 1600-1676 -- Ogilby, John, 1600-1676. America : being the latest, and most accurate description of the New World ... (1671) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 view ; 29 x 35 cm.
In: Ogilby, John. America : being the latest, and most accurate description of the New World ... (London : Printed by the author, 1671) p. 111.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O3 1671 p. 111 (PrCt)

Saône-Et-Loire (France) - Maps - 1659
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Somer, J. -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G80
1 map ; 38 x 53 cm.
Added titles: Partie meridionale de l’évesche d’Autun -- Baillage d’Autun, et comté de Charollois ... .
5121
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G5833.B8:3S3 1659 .S2a (PrCt)

Saône-Et-Loire (France) - Maps - 1690
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G76
1 map ; 40 x 54 cm.
Added title: Ambarri in Aeduis ... evesché de Chalion sur Saone.
2674
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G5833.B8:3S3 1690 S2 (PrCt)

Saône River (France) - Maps - 1886-1889
A Summer voyage on the river Saône / by Philip Gilbert Hamerton. Boston : Roberts Brothers, 1889, c1887.
Authors: Hamerton, Philip Gilbert, 1834-1894 -- Pennell, Joseph, 1857-1926 -- Seeley, Richmond -- Sage Library (West Bay City, Mich.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Letters dated April 20-September 20, 1886.
"The form of narrative adopted is that of familiar letters, addressed to the author’s friend and publisher, Mr. Richmond Seeley ..."--P. x.
"With a hundred and forty-eight illustrations by Joseph Pennell and the author, and four maps." Includes index.
Publisher’s illustrated red cloth binding.
Bookplate: Sage Public Library West Bay City, Mich.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes DC611.S339 H36 1889 (NLO)

Sarasota (Fla.) - Maps - 1996 - Road maps
Bradenton (Fla.) - Maps - 1996 -
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Plan of the encampment and position of the army under his excelly. Lt. General Burgoyne at Swords House on Hudson's River near Stillwater...with the positions...of the army...Septr. 1777 / drawn by W. C. Wilkinson; engraved by Wm. Faden. London: W. Faden, 1780.


1 map : hand col.; 32 x 35 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:14,700].
Oriented with at bottom.
Relief shown by hachures.
Overlay tipped on at upper right shows 'third and fourth positions of that part of the army engaged on the 19th of September.'
Detached from: Faden, William, [Atlas of battle plans, ca. 1783], no. 12.
The atlas was previously owned by British general Sir Henry Clinton.

map4F 3701.S3.14 (PrCt)

Saratoga Campaign, 1777...United States - History - Revolution, 1775-1783 - Maps...Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1780...Engravings

Plan of the position which the army under Lt. Genl. Burgoin at Saratoga on the 10th of September 1777... / engraved by Wm. Faden. London: Wm. Faden, Feby. 1st 1780.


1 map : hand col.; 22 x 48 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:11,000].
Oriented with north at right.
Relief shown by hachures.
A later version of this map was published in Stedman, Charles. The History of the origin, progress, and termination of the American war (London: J. Murray [etc.], 1794) 'Pl. 5'; see Map2F 3701.S3.13.
The atlas was previously owned by British general Sir Henry Clinton.

map4F 3701.S3.14 (PrCt)
American war (London: J. Murray [etc.], 1794)
'PL. 5' [F 832.84].
Scale [ca. 1:11,000].
Oriented with north at right.
Relief shown by hachures.
Later version of map originally published London:
William Faden, 1780; see Map4F 3701.S3.14.
map2F 3701.S3.13 (PrCt)

68889 Saratoga Campaign, N.Y., 1777 -
Maps---Bennington, Battle of, N.Y., 1777 -
Manuscript maps -
Facsimiles---Hubbardton, Battle of, Hubbardton, Vt., 1777 - Maps---Saratoga County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1777 -
Landowners---Saratoga (N.Y.) - Maps - 1777 -
- Landowners---Stillwater (N.Y.) - Maps - 1777 -
- Landowners---United States - History - Revolution, 1775-1783 -
Maps---Manuscript maps -
Facsimiles---Counties -
Maps---Landowners - Maps
The Battlefields of Saratoga : New York, 1777.
Authors: McElfresh Map Co. -- McElfresh. Earl B.
-- Durnford, Desmaretz, d. 1782. Position of the
detachment under Lieut'T Col. Baum & attacks of the
evermy on the 16th August at Walmscock
near Benington 1777 -- Gerlach, P., Deput
Quarter Master General. Plan of the action at
Huberton under Brigadier Gen'I Frazier,
supported by Major Gen'I Reidesel, on the 7th
July 1777 -- Faden, William, 1749-1836
1 map : col. ; 47 x 43 cm., on sheet 71 x 46 cm.,
folded in cardboard sleeve to 23 x 11 cm. Col.
printed reproduction of watercolor original
(20th-century painting).
Scale [ca. 1:15,000].
Shows 18th-century buildings, farm fields,
vegetation cover, field crops, field lines, land use,
and farmers' names; does not show army
movements.
Includes bibliographical references, text, notes,
specimen map, and publisher's map list.
Relief shown by shading and hachures.
Col. facsimile maps on verso: Position of the
detachment under Lieut'T Col. Baum & attacks of the
evermy on the 16th August at Walmscock
near Benington 1777 / Lieut'T Durnford engineer
-- Plan of the action at Huberton under Brigadier
Gen'I Frazier, supported by Major Gen'I Reidesel,
on the 7th July 1777 / drawn by P. Gerlach,
Deputy Quarter Master General ; engraved by
Wm. Faden.
Series: American battlefields watercolor map
series
OCLC 54335981.
Holzheimer 2005072801
LC Card Number: 98680074
ISBN 1885294158
map4C G3804.S351 1997 .M3 (PrCt)

68892 Saratoga County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1856 -
Landowners---Saratoga County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1856 -
Landowners---Maps
[Saratoga County (N.Y.) - 1856: LC G&M land
ownership maps on microfiche]. [Washington,
D.C.] : LC G&M Division , [1983?].
Authors: Geil, Samuel -- Balch, E. A. -- Library of
Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC
G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 2 parts, 30 x 38 and 27.5 x 38.5
in. each. Scale 1:50,688. Originally published

Manuscripts - Facsimiles---Burgoyne's
Invasion, 1777 - Maps - Manuscripts -
Facsimiles---Burgoyne, John,
1722-1792---United States - History -
Revolution, 1775-1783 - Maps - Manuscripts -
Facsimiles---Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Plan of the position which army took under ...
Burgoyne. 1777. [19--].
Authors: Burgoyne, John, 1722-1792 -- France.
Ministere de la guerre. Archives historiques.
L.I.D. 150 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1777 manuscript.
Original ms. forms part of the Guerre Etat-Major
archives.
Photocopy forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski
Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France Guerre Etat Major L.I.D. 150
(PrCt)

68890 Saratoga County, N.Y., 1777 -
Maps---United States - History - Revolution, 1775-1783 - Maps---Bemis Heights, Battle of, N.Y., 1777 SEE Saratoga Campaign, N.Y., 1777
Map of the battle ground on Bemis Heights.
1924.
Authors: Neilson, Charles W. -- Hall, J. H.
1 map ; 44 x 35 cm.
M1235
map2F G3701.S3217 1924 N4 (PrCt)

68891 Saratoga County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1839---Counties - Maps
Map of the County of Saratoga. New York : Stone
and Clark, 1839.
Authors: Burr, David H., 1803-1875 -- De Witt,
Simeon, 1756-1834 -- Stone and Clark --
Rawdon, Clark & Co. -- Rawdon, Wright & Co. --
Burr, David H., 1803-1875. An Atlas of the State of
New York ... (1839)
1 map : hand col. ; 44 x 31 cm.
In Burr, David H. and Simeon De Witt. An Atlas of
the State of New York : containing a map of the
State and of the several counties (New York:
David H. Burr, 1829; republished Ithaca: Stone
and Clark, 1839) pl. [18]. Map dated 1829 and
1839; engraved 'No. 19.'
Case oversize G 10851 .13 pl. 18 (PrCt)
Maps and selected views also cataloged separately.

G 85178 .8 (NLO)

68895

Saratoga Springs (N.Y.) - Maps - 1841 - Tourist maps

SEE Saratoga Springs (N.Y.) - Maps - 1841 - Tourist maps


Authors: Faxon & Read (Buffalo, N.Y.) -- Hall & Mooney -- De Veaux, S. (Samuel), 1789-1852.

The Traveller’s own book, to Saratoga Springs, Niagara Falls and Canada ... (1841)

1 map ; 21 x 12 cm., folded to 14 x 9 cm., on sheet folded to 8 x 15 cm.

"Lith. of Hall & Mooney, Buffalo."

Scale [ca. 1:7,460]

Approximate coordinates: (W 73°47'18"--W 73°46'42"/N 43°05'04"--N 43°06'35")

In: De Veaux, Samuel. The Traveller’s own book, to Saratoga Springs, Niagara Falls and Canada : containing routes, distances, conveyances, expenses, use of mineral waters, baths, description of scenery, etc. : a complete guide for the valetudinarian and for the tourist, seeking for pleasure and amusement (Buffalo : Faxon & Read, 1841), following p. 50.

Accompanied, on the following and unnumbered page, by "References to the map of Saratoga", with key to locations A-Z and AA.

G 851 .225 following p. 50 (PrCr)

68896

Saratoga Springs (N.Y.) - Maps - 1880 - Road maps - Tourist maps

SEE Excelsior Park (Saratoga Springs, N.Y.)


Authors: Forbes Albertype Co. -- A.R. Lawrence & Co. -- Taintor, Charles Newhall, 1840-1920 -- Taintor Brothers, Merrill & Co.


Multiple editions of this guidebook attributed to Charles Newhall Taintor in National Union Catalog pre-1956 imprints, v. 581, p. 574.

Cover title: Saratoga illustrated : the visitor’s guide to Saratoga Springs, containing descriptions of the routes of approach, hotels, institutions and boarding houses, mineral springs, walks, drives, amusements, races, regattas, excursions, commercial interests, etc. with a brief history of the springs and village. New York : Taintor Bros., Merrill & Co., publishers, 18 and 20 Astor Place, 1882, c1876.

Authors: Taintor, Charles Newhall, 1840-1920 -- Taintor Brothers, Merrill & Co.


Multiple editions of this guidebook attributed to Charles Newhall Taintor in National Union Catalog pre-1956 imprints, v. 581, p. 574.

Cover title: Saratoga illustrated : the visitor’s guide to Saratoga Springs, containing descriptions of the routes of approach, hotels, institutions and boarding houses, mineral springs, walks, drives, amusements, races, regattas, excursions, commercial interests, etc. with a brief history of the springs and village. New York : Taintor Bros., Merrill & Co., publishers, 18 and 20 Astor Place, 1882, c1876.

Authors: Taintor, Charles Newhall, 1840-1920 -- Taintor Brothers, Merrill & Co.


Multiple editions of this guidebook attributed to Charles Newhall Taintor in National Union Catalog pre-1956 imprints, v. 581, p. 574.

Cover title: Saratoga illustrated : the visitor’s guide to Saratoga Springs, containing descriptions of the routes of approach, hotels, institutions and boarding houses, mineral springs, walks, drives, amusements, races, regattas, excursions, commercial interests, etc. with a brief history of the springs and village. New York : Taintor Bros., Merrill & Co., publishers, 18 and 20 Astor Place, 1882, c1876.

Authors: Taintor, Charles Newhall, 1840-1920 -- Taintor Brothers, Merrill & Co.


Multiple editions of this guidebook attributed to Charles Newhall Taintor in National Union Catalog pre-1956 imprints, v. 581, p. 574.

Cover title: Saratoga illustrated : the visitor’s guide to Saratoga Springs, containing descriptions of the routes of approach, hotels, institutions and boarding houses, mineral springs, walks, drives, amusements, races, regattas, excursions, commercial interests, etc. with a brief history of the springs and village. New York : Taintor Bros., Merrill & Co., publishers, 18 and 20 Astor Place, 1882, c1876.

Authors: Taintor, Charles Newhall, 1840-1920 -- Taintor Brothers, Merrill & Co.


Multiple editions of this guidebook attributed to Charles Newhall Taintor in National Union Catalog pre-1956 imprints, v. 581, p. 574.

Cover title: Saratoga illustrated : the visitor’s guide to Saratoga Springs, containing descriptions of the routes of approach, hotels, institutions and boarding houses, mineral springs, walks, drives, amusements, races, regattas, excursions, commercial interests, etc. with a brief history of the springs and village. New York : Taintor Bros., Merrill & Co., publishers, 18 and 20 Astor Place, 1882, c1876.

Authors: Taintor, Charles Newhall, 1840-1920 -- Taintor Brothers, Merrill & Co.


Multiple editions of this guidebook attributed to Charles Newhall Taintor in National Union Catalog pre-1956 imprints, v. 581, p. 574.

Cover title: Saratoga illustrated : the visitor’s guide to Saratoga Springs, containing descriptions of the routes of approach, hotels, institutions and boarding houses, mineral springs, walks, drives, amusements, races, regattas, excursions, commercial interests, etc. with a brief history of the springs and village. New York : Taintor Bros., Merrill & Co., publishers, 18 and 20 Astor Place, 1882, c1876.

Authors: Taintor, Charles Newhall, 1840-1920 -- Taintor Brothers, Merrill & Co.


Multiple editions of this guidebook attributed to Charles Newhall Taintor in National Union Catalog pre-1956 imprints, v. 581, p. 574.

Cover title: Saratoga illustrated : the visitor’s guide to Saratoga Springs, containing descriptions of the routes of approach, hotels, institutions and boarding houses, mineral springs, walks, drives, amusements, races, regattas, excursions, commercial interests, etc. with a brief history of the springs and village. New York : Taintor Bros., Merrill & Co., publishers, 18 and 20 Astor Place, 1882, c1876.

Authors: Taintor, Charles Newhall, 1840-1920 -- Taintor Brothers, Merrill & Co.


Multiple editions of this guidebook attributed to Charles Newhall Taintor in National Union Catalog pre-1956 imprints, v. 581, p. 574.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Saratoga Springs (N.Y.) - Pictorial works -
1882 - Mineral water industry
Saratoga Springs (N.Y.) - Pictorial works -
1882 - Springs
Saratoga Springs (N.Y.) - Pictorial works -
1882 - Springs - Saratoga Springs (N.Y.) - Pictorial works -
1882 - Springs
Taintor, Charles Newhall, 1840-1920. Saratoga illustrated : the visitor's guide to Saratoga Springs ... (1882) - Book covers
New York : Taintor Bros., Merrill & Co., 18 and 20 Astor Place, [1882].
Authors: J. Hoey Co. -- Taintor Brothers, Merrill & Co. -- Taintor, Charles Newhall, 1840-1920.
Saratoga illustrated : the visitor's guide to Saratoga Springs ... (1882) -- J. Hoey Co. -- Hoey (J.) Co. SEE J. Hoey Co.
1 view : wood engraving ; on sheet 18 x 11 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Cover title above view: Saratoga illustrated : the visitor's guide of Saratoga Springs ...
Printed on the front cover of: Saratoga illustrated : the visitor's guide to Saratoga Springs, containing descriptions of the routes of approach, hotels, institutions and boarding houses, mineral springs, walks, drives, amusements, races, regattas, excursions, commercial interests, etc., etc. with a brief history of the springs and village / [attributed to Charles Newhall Taintor]. New York : Taintor Bros., Merrill & Co., publishers, 18 and 20 Astor Place, 1882, c1876.
Wood engraved view of an attendant serving glasses of mineral water to tourists from a cupola built above a natural spring.
"Price 25¢" -- Front cover.
G 85178 .8, front cover (NLO)

Saratoga Springs Region (N.Y.) - Maps - 1882
Authors: Taintor, Charles Newhall, 1840-1920 -- Taintor, Charles Newhall, 1840-1920. Saratoga illustrated : the visitor's guide to Saratoga Springs ... (1882) -- Taintor Brothers, Merrill & Co.
1 map ; 29 x 16 cm., on sheet 31 x 17 cm., folded to 10 x 17 cm.
Scale [1:190,080]. "Scale: 3 miles to 1 inch." Coordinates: (W 73°54'00"--W 73°34'10"/N 43°25'45"--N 42°52'45").
Relief shown with hachures.
Details roads and railroads in the region surrounding Saratoga Springs, including southern Warren County and northern Saratoga County, New York.
G 85178 .8, between p. 87-88 (NLO)

Sardinia (Italy) - Maps - 1528 - Woodcuts
[Map of the island of Sardinia, Italy]. [Venice : Nicolò Zoppino, 1528].
Authors: Bordone, Benedetto, 1450-1530 -- Zoppino, Nicolò, fl. 1508-1544 -- Bordone, Benedetto, 1450-1530. Libro di Benedetto Bordone : nel qual si ragiona de tutte l’isole del mondo ... (1528)
1 map : woodcut ; 8 x 14 cm., on sheet 31 x 21 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Oriented with north at left.
In: Bordone, Benedetto. Libro di Benedetto Bordone : nel qual si ragiona de tutte l’isole del mondo ... (Venice : Nicolò Zoppino, 1528), folio XXIII.
Case folio G 117 .108, folio XXIII (PrCt)

Sardinia (Italy) - Maps - 1540 - Sicily (Italy) - Maps - 1540 - Woodcuts
Tabvla Evropae VII. [Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1540].
Authors: Ptolemy, active 2nd century -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Ptolemy, active 2nd century. Geographia (1540) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. woodcut ; 25 x 33 cm., mounted on backing sheet 31 x 38 cm.
Letterpress title above woodcut map with letterpress place names.
Includes vignette of two ships in battle.
In: Ptolemy, 2nd cent. Geographia vniversalis : vetus et nova / [edited by Sebastian Münster] (Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1540), [plate 7].
Letterpress text on verso: Sardinia et Sicilia, septima Evropae tabula ... .
Forms part of an incomplete copy of Sebastian Münster's 1540 edition of Ptolemy's Geography (lacking intervening pages of text beween maps).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Karrow, Mapmakers of the 16th cent., p. 422; Shirley, T.Ptol-8a
VAULT Baskes folio G1005 1540, [plate 7]
68901 Sardinia (Italy) - Maps - 1552 Woodcuts
Sardinia insula. [Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552].
Authors: Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552. Cosmographiae uniuersalis ... (1552) -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : woodcut ; 26 x 16 cm., on sheet 32 x 20 cm.
Letterpress title in banner across map.
VAULT folio Ayer 7 .M8 1552, p. 243 (PrCt)

68902 Sardinia (Italy) - Maps - 1560
Sardinia insula, inter Africu. et Tyrhrnenum ... [S.l. s.n., ca. 1560?].
Authors: Gilhofer & Ranschburg (Vienna, Austria) -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 298 x 202 mm. (neat line), 302 x 205 mm. (plate mark)
Includes 11 lines of French manuscript notes in bottom margin and ms. '42' in top margin.
Binding stub on verso.
Cf. Almagià, Monumenta cartographica vaticana II (1948) p. 103, no. 42.
Cf. Tooley 512.
Ex Gilhofer.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
d66
Novacco 2F 179 (PrCt)

68903 Sardinia (Italy) - Maps - 1560
Sardinia insula, inter Africu. et Tyrhrnenum ... [s.l. s.n., ca. 1560?].
Authors: Lange, Otto, 1879-1944 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; on sheet trimmed to 304 x 190 mm., mounted on backing sheet 451 x 302 mm.
Manuscript '24' in top margin.
Includes manuscript graticule lined in pencil and numbered with ink.
Cf. Almagià, Monumenta Italia cartographica (1929) p. 22 and plate XXVI(1).
Cf. Almagià, Monumenta cartographica vaticana II (1948) p. 103, no. 42.
and plate 489.
Cf. Tooley 512.
Ex Lange.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
d66
Novacco 2F 180 (PrCt)

68904 Sardinia (Italy) - Maps - 1560
Sardinia insula int. Africu. et Tyrhrnenum ... / Fabius Licinius f. [Venice : Fabio Licinio?, ca. 1560?].
Authors: Licinius, Fabius, 1521--1565 -- Hoepli, Ulrico, 1847-1935 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 297 x 199 mm. (plate mark), on sheet 449 x 277 mm.
Manuscript '52' [?] at upper right; binding stub on verso.
Almagià, Monumenta Italia cartographica (1929) p. 22, 32 and plate XXVI(1).
Bella and Bella, Cartografia rara ... dalla collezione Franco Novacco (1986) p. 129, no. 121.
Tooley 509.
Cf. Almagià, Monumenta cartographica vaticana II (1948) p. 103, no. 42.
Ex Hoepli.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
d65
Novacco 2F 178 (PrCt)

68905 Sardinia (Italy) - Maps - 1680
Insulae Sardiniae nova & accurata descrip. Amstelodami, [ca. 1680].
Authors: Schenk & Valck, Amsterdam -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
1:248
1 map : hand col. ; 39 x 49 cm. 2044
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6770 1680 .S3 (PrCt)

68906 Sardinia (Italy) - Maps - 1700 Corsica (France) - Maps - 1700
Insullarum Sardiniae et Corsicae. Amstelodami [Amsterdam] : Fredericum de Wit, [ca. 1700?].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Wit, Frederik de. Atlas [ca. 1700?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 56 x 47 cm.
In: Wit, Frederik de. Atlas (Amsterdam : bij Frederiek de Wit in de Calverstraet bij den Dam inde Witte Paskaert. [ca. 1700?] no. [34].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .W8 A no. [34]
Sardinia (Italy) - Maps - 1710

**Insel und Königreich Sardinien. Augsburg:** Gabriol Bodenehr, 1710.


1 map : hand col. ; 14 x 19 cm.

In: Bodenehr, Gabriel. Atlas curieux; oder, Neuer und compeniederlus atlas ... ([Augsburg : Gabriel Bodenehr, 1710?]) pl. [59]. Engraved plate no. '54.'

*Ayer 135 .B6 pl. 53 (PrCt)*

---

Sardinia (Italy) - Maps - 1710-1717

**Insularum Sardiniae et Corsicae descriptio per Fredericam de Wit. Amstelodami [Amsterdam]: ex officina P. Mortier, [ca. 1717].**

Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Mortier, Pierre -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:L28

1 map : hand col. ; 55 x 47 cm.

Remnants of binding stub on verso.

Koeman v. 3, p. 215, no. [108].

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

*Sack map4F G6770 1710 .W5 (PrCt)*

---

Sardinia (Italy) - Maps - 1725

**Carte nouvelle de l’isle et royaume de Sardaigne &c. Amsterdam, [ca. 1725].**

Authors: Cövens & Mortier -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:246

1 map : hand col. ; 40 x 26 cm.

2151

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

*Sack map4F G6770 1717 .N6 (PrCt)*

---

Sardinia (Italy) - Maps - 1725-1725

**Insularum Sardiniae et Corsicae descriptio. Amsterdam, [ca. 1725].**

Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Cövens et Mortier -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:245

1 map : hand col. ; 45 x 58 cm.

2150

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

*Sack map4F G6770 1725 .S2 (PrCt)*

---

Sardinia (Italy) - Maps - 1725-1725

**A Chorographical map of the King of Sardinia’s dominions, on twelve sheets. Taken from the famous map of Borgonio with many additions and improvements. The same on one sheet to serve as an index. [London] : A. Dury, 1765.**

Authors: Dury, Andrew -- Borgonio, Giovanni Tommaso, 1620-1683 -- Bute, John Stuart, 3d earl of, 1713-1792

1 map ; 164 x 198 cm. on 12 sheets each 54 x 69 cm.

Demand of binding stub on verso.

Case oversize G 1007 .S1 pl. [31] (PrCt)

---

Sardinia (Italy) - Maps - 1734-1734

**Cagliari (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1734**

*Sardiniae regnum et insula / uti per celeberr. P. Coronelli ... Norib. [Nuremberg] : Homanniorum Heredum, MDCCXXIV [1734].**

Authors: Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718 -- Homann Erben (Firm) -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:L29

1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 56 cm.

Inset view (9 x 16 cm.): Cagliari


Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

*Sack map4F G6770 1734 .C6 (PrCt)*
Sardinia (Italy) - Maps - 1765

Carte générale des états du Roi de Sardaigne, reduite d'après la grand carte pour trouver facilement ce qu'on a envie de chercher dans celle-là. [London], MDCCLXV [1765].
Authors: Dury, Andrew
1 map : hand col. ; 52 x 55 cm.
Bound as sheet 7 in Dury, Andrew. A Chorographical map of the King of Sardinia's dominions, on twelve sheets ([London], 1765). Scale [ca. 1:630,000]. Relief shown pictorially. Includes 'Table alphabétique des villes, bourgs &c.'
Inset: [Province of Novara].

Sardinia (Italy) - Maps - 1779
Le Royaume de Sardaigne / dressée sur les cartes manuscrites levées dans le pays par les ingénieurs Piemontois. À Venise [Venice] : P. Santini ; Chez Mr. Remondini, 1779.
Authors: Santini, P. -- Remondini, Giuseppe Antonio, 1747-1811 -- Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (1784 [i.e. 1807?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 68 x 45 cm.
In: Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (Venice : par P. Santini, rue Ste. Justine, chez M. Remondini, 1784 [i.e. 1807?]), v. 2, no. "P. II. 26" Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Sardinia (Italy) - Maps - 1792
Parte dell' Isola di Sardegna divisa ne' suoi distretti. Rome : Calco grafia camerale, 1792.
Authors: Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824 -- Calco grafia camerale (Rome, Italy) -- Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824. Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (1792-1801) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 43 cm.
In: Cassini, Giovanni Maria. Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (Rome : Presso la Calco grafia camerale, 1792-1801) v. 1 pl. 43. Map dated 1792.

Sardinia (Italy) - Maps - 1801
Authors: Pezze, Giuseppe, fl. 1826-1836 -- Litta, Pompeo, 1781-1852. Famiglie celebri di Italia (1819-1852) -- Giusti, P. E.
1 map ; 53 x 42 cm.
Case oversize E 6835 .5, v. 10, fol. [113-14] (PrCt)

Sardinia (Italy) - Maps - 1845
Kingdom of Sardinia. [Philadelphia : Carey & Hart, 1845].
Authors: Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Carey & Hart -- Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858. A New universal atlas ... (1845) 1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 37 cm.
Inset (19 x 11 cm.): Island of Sardinia. In: Tanner, Henry Schenck. A New universal atlas ... (Philadelphia : Carey & Hart, 1845) map '54.'
Case oversize G1019 .T2 1845 map 54 (PrCt)

Sardinia (Italy) - Maps - 1852
Authors: Touring club italiano -- Corbellini, P. (Pietro) -- Bertarelli, L. V. (Luigi Vittorio), 1859-1926 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
463 p., [12] leaves of plates (some folded) ; 20 maps and plans (some col., some folded) ; 16 cm. 3a ed.
Baskes DG416.C742 S3 1952 (NLO)
Sardinia (Italy) - Maps - 1957

Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag
-- Karl Thiemig AG -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
157 p. : 4 maps (some col., some folded) ; 17 cm.
Two folded maps in pocket.
Includes index.
Series: Grieben-Reiseführer ; Bd. 249
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 249 (1957) (NLO)

Sardinia (Italy) - Maps - 1967

Sardegna : con 10 carte geografiche, 6 piante di città, 5 plante di edifici, scavi, grotte e 7 stemmi.
Authors: Touring club italiano -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
504 p., [10] leaves of plates (8 folded) ; ill., 20 maps
(chiefly col.), plans ; 17 cm.
4a ed.
Series: Guida d'Italia del Touring club italiano ; v. 23 -- Guida d'Italia del T.C.I ; v. 23.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 475-486) and index.
Maps on lining papers.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes DG416.C742 S3 1967 (NLO)

Sardinia (Italy) - Maps - 1971-1980

Atlante della Sardegna / a cura di R. Pracchi and A. Terrosu Asole ; con la direzione cartografica di
M. Riccardi ; sotto gli auspici dell'Assessorato all'industria e commercio della Regione
Authors: Pracchi, Roberto -- Asole, Angela, 1920- -- Riccardi, Mario -- La Zattera -- Edizioni Kappa
2 v. : maps ; 34 cm.
Vol. 2 has imprint: Roma : Edizioni Kappa.
No more published?
Issued in portfolios.
Includes bibliographies.
LC Card Number: 73650041
folio G1987.S3 A8 1971 (NLO)

Sardinia (Italy) - Maps - 1999 -

Cartography - Sardinia (Italy) - History
Authors: Piloni, Luigi -- Editrice sarda Fossataro
xviii, [381], 24, [2] p. : 534 maps (some col., some fold.) ; 42 cm.
Reproduces maps of Sardinia and its cities, 2d cent. B.C. to 1972.
Errata slip inserted.
Includes bibliographies and indexes.
LC Card Number: 75529464
32577

Sargassoo Sea - Maps -


Sargasso Sea - Maps - 1891 1972 Intertropical convergence zone

Die Nordatlantische Sargasso See : nach der Häufigkeit des Krautvorkommens dargestellt / von Prof. Dr. O. Krümmel ; red. v. Dr. B. Hasenstein ; aut. v. C. Schmidt. Gotha : Justus Perthes, 1891.
1 map : color ; 24 x 33 cm, on sheet folded to 28 x 21 cm
"Petermann's Geographische Mitteilungen."
"Jahrgang 1891, Tafel 10."
Scale 1:31,300,000.
Coordinates: (W 110°E -- E 20° 58°N -- S 12°)
Prime meridian: Greenwich
Color-coded to show variable extent of Sargasssum seaweed in the Sargasso Sea; includes directional arrows showing prevailing ocean currents and winds in the region noted for its doldrums.
Issued to accompany journal article: Kru"mmel, Otto. "Die nordatlantische Sargasso See" in Petermanns geographische Mitteilungen, Band 37, 1891, pages [129]-141.
In: Dr. A. Petermann's Mitteilungen aus Justus Perthes' geographischer Anstalt (Gotha : Justus Perthes, 1891), Band 37, Tafel 10, following page 160
Also available online via National Ocean and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) website: http://www.gc.noaa.gov/images/gcil/1891_SargassoSee_Krummel_Petermanns_lores.jpg
G 007 .67, v. 37, Tafel 10, following page 160 (NLO)
**Landowners<<Counties - Maps<<Landowners - Maps**

Authors: Herring, John R. -- E.P. Noll & Co. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 37 x 41 in. Scale 1:63,360.
Microfiche 583, no. 592 (PrCt)

68928  Sargent County (North Dakota) - Maps - 1930 - Landowners<<Counties - Maps<<Landowners - Maps

Standard atlas of Sargent County, North Dakota, including a plat book of the villages, cities and townships of the county : map of the State, United States and world, patrons directory ...
Chicago : Brock & Company, 1930.
Authors: Brock & Company 59, xxii p. : ill., maps (part col.), ports ; 45 cm.
Township maps are on the scale of ca. 1:36,200, 1 3/4 in. to 1 mile.
Numerous pages blank.
**oversize G1443.S2 B75 1930 (NLO)**

68929  Sargent (N.D.) - Maps - 1884 - Real property<->Dakota & Great Southern Railway - Maps - 1884<->Railroads - Maps

Map of Sargent. [S.l. s.n., 1884].
Authors: Dyer, J. E. -- Dakota & Great Southern Railway -- Dyer, J. E. Dakota : the observations of a tenderfoot (1884) -- Fargo Republican Steam Printing House (North Dakota) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 17 x 9 cm.
Unsigned cadastral map showing lots for sale adjacent to the proposed Dakota & Great Southern Railway.
In Dyer, J. E. Dakota : the observations of a tenderfoot ([Fargo, N.D. : Fargo Republican Steam Printing House], 1884) p. [98].
Graff 1192 p. [98] (PrCt)

68930  Sark (Channel Islands) - Guidebooks<->Sark (Channel Islands) - Maps - 1980

Authors: Latrobe, G. -- Latrobe, L. 75 p. : 15 maps, 1 fold. : 19 cm.
'Sixth edition - Revised.'

Cover title: Guide to the coast, caves and bays of Sark.

To Collection Services for cataloging, July 2008 (PrCt)

68931  Saronic Gulf (Greece) - Maps - 1528<->Islands - Saronic Gulf (Greece) - Maps - 1528<->Woodcuts

[Map of islands in the Saronic Gulf, Greece]. [Venice : Nicolò Zoppino, 1528].
Authors: Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530 -- Zoppino, Nicolò, fl. 1508-1544 -- Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530. Libro di Benedetto Bordon : nel qual si ragiona de tutte l'isole del monde ... (1528) 1 map : woodcut ; within printed borders 8 x 14 cm., on sheet 31 x 21 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Oriented with north to upper left.
Identifies Gaideronissi, Albara, Flenda, Legina, and other places.
In: Bordon, Benedetto. Libro di Benedetto Bordon : nel qual si ragiona de tutte l'isole del mondo ... (Venice : Nicolò Zoppino, 1528), folio XXXIX.
Case folio G 117 .108, folio XXXIX (PrCt)

68932  Saronic Gulf (Greece) - Maps - 1753 - Nautical charts<->Nautical charts - Saronic Gulf (Greece) - Maps - 1753<->Nautical charts

Authors: W. and J. Mount, T. and T. Page (Firm), fl. ca. 1753-1755 -- English Pilot. Part 3 (1753) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 17 x 22 cm.
Heading above neat line: Here followeth the draught of the gulf of Engia, or Athenen. Oriented with north at upper left.
Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger): English Pilot. Part 3 (1753)
**oversize Ayer 135 .E55 1753 p. 65 (PrCt)**

68933  Saronic Gulf (Greece) - Maps - 1771 - Harbors - Nautical charts<->Nautical charts - Saronic Gulf (Greece) - 1771 - Harbors<->Engia, Gulf of (Greece) SEE Saronic Gulf (Greece)<->Athenen, Gulf of (Greece) SEE Saronic Gulf (Greece)<->Nautical charts<->Woodcuts

Here followeth the draught of the Gulph of Engia, or Athenen. [London : J. Mount and T. Page, 1771].
Authors: Mount, John, d. 1786 -- Page, Thomas.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
68934 Sarospatak (Hungary) - Pictorial works - 1617<->Zaros (Hungary) SEE Sarospatak (Hungary)
Zaros superioris Hungariae ciuitas, & propugnaculum. [Cologne: s.n.], 1617 [i.e. ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Hoefnagel, Joris, 1542-1601 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : hand col.; 30 x 42 cm.
Derived from 1617 view by Joris Hoefnagel; see R.A. Skelton's Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.
Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Zaros.
In: Braun, Georg and Franz Hogenberg. Civitates orbis terrarum (Newberry Library)
1 v. 6, plate 38
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 6, pl. 38 (PrCt)

68935 Sarpsborg (Norway) - Tourism - 1971
Authors: Welle-Strand, Earling -- Grondahl & Son
1 leaflet (6-fold) : col photos, maps, ills.; fold to 22 x 11 cm
Text in English, German, and Norwegian.
Travel Vertical File G6944 .S3 1971 .W4 (PrCt)

68936 Sarthe (France) - Maps - 1593
Nova et integra Caenomaniae descriptio vulg. La Mans. Antuerpiae [Antwerp] : apud Gerardum de Iode, [1593?].
Authors: Jode, Gerard de, 1509-1591 -- Wierix, Antonie, -1604 -- Jode, Gerard de, 1509-1591.
Specvlvm orbis terrarvm (1593)
1 map : hand col.; 35 x 47 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Oriented with north at upper left.
Latin letterpress text on verso (fol. 29, sig. FF):
Caenomania, qvae vulgo dicta Le Mayne ...
Engraving attributed to Antonie Wierix.
In: Jode, Gerard de. Specvlvm orbis terrarvm (Antwerp : A. Coninx, 1593), map [29].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .J9 1593, map [29] (PrCt)

68937 Sarthe (France) - Maps - 1594-1606<->Brittany (France) - Maps - 1594-1606
Cenomanorvm. Galliae regions, typus / Auctore Matthaeo Ogerio ; Neustria. Britanniæ et Normandiae typvs. 1594. [London : John Norton], 1594 [i.e. 1606].
Authors: Ogier, Macé, 16th cent. -- Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598 -- Norton, John, -1612 -- Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598. Theatrum orbis terrarum ... (1606) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Ogerio, Matthaeo, 16th cent. SEE Ogier, Macé, 16th cent.
2 maps : hand col.; 37 x 25 cm. and 37 x 24 cm., on sheet 44 x 56 cm
Both maps oriented with north at left.
Printed no. 22 and English letterpress text on verso beginning: Bretaigne and Normandy. This table representeth that part of Gallia ..... In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatrum orbis terrarum ... (London : J. Norton, 1606), [plate 22].
Digital image of a duplicate or variant edition available on Marcel P.R. van den Broecke's Cartographica Neerlandica website (accessed June 2012):
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1606, [plate 22] (PrCt)

68938 Sarthe (France) - Maps - 1880<->Sarthe (France) - Geography - 1880
Authors: Joanne, Adolphe Laurent, 1813--
Erhard (Firm) -- Lahure, A. (Alexis), 1849-1929 -- Hachette (Firm) -- Bowdoin College Library -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
64 p., [1] folded leaf of plates : ill., 1 map (col., folded); 18 cm.
Cover title: Géographie de la Sarthe
Map by Erhard.
Printed by Lahure.
Former owner: Bowdoin College Library.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes DC611.S352 .J63 1880 (NLO)

68939 Sas van Gent (Netherlands) - History - Siege, 1644 - Maps<->Sas van Gent (Netherlands) - Maps - 1644 - Fortification<->Frederick Henry, Prince of Orange, 1584-1647
Het Sas van Gendt belegerd de 28 July 1644 door zijn Dr. Hoocheyt, Frederick Hendrick van
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Record ID</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author(s) / Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>68940</td>
<td>Saskatchewan - Maps - 2007 (NLO)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

68949 Saskatchewan - Maps - 1923 - Railroads
Rand McNally standard map of Saskatchewan.
1 map : col. ; 66 x 47 cm. Plate no.: 215H
Includes key to railroads numbered 9-16 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Saskatchewan railroads
Issued folded in accompanying index (23 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists’ and shippers’ guide of Saskatchewan. San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand, McNally & Co., c1925.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

map3C G3491.P3 1925 .R3 (PrCt)

68952 Saskatchewan - Maps - 1928 - Land use
Saskatchewan, map showing disposition of lands. [Ottawa] : Natural Resources Intelligence Service, 1928.
Authors: Canada. Natural Resources Intelligence Service -- Lynch, F. C. C. (Francis Christopher Chisholm), b. 1884
1 map : col. ; 95 x 81 cm.
19th ed.
Scale 1:792,000. 12 1/2 mi. to 1 in.
Relief shown by spot heights.
maproll G 108235 .142 (NLO)

68953 Saskatchewan - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Highway map of Saskatchewan Canada. Regina : Department of Railways, Labour and Industries, 1931.
1 map : col. ; 67 x 71 cm.
At head of title: Department of Highways.
“C.J.C.” at bottom left.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 197.18 (PrCt)

68954 Saskatchewan - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
Highway map of Saskatchewan Canada. Regina : Department of Railways, Labour and Industries, 1931.
1 map : col. ; 48 x 49 cm. fold. to 28 x 14 cm.
Panel title: Saskatchewan, Canada : Automobile road map, 1931.
“Roland S. Garrett, King's Printer, Regina, Sask.” Includes information for tourists and hunters, photographs, auto regulations, and notes on the highway system.

map4F G3491 .P2 1931 .S3 (PrCt)

68955 Saskatchewan - Maps - 1969 Names, Geographical - Saskatchewan - Counties - Maps
Saskatchewan railroads
Issued folded in accompanying index (23 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists’ and shippers’ guide of Saskatchewan. San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand, McNally & Co., c1925.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

map3C G3491.P3 1925 .R3 (PrCt)
United States. Congress. Senate

Sketch of the claims to land on the River St. Mary at Pauwayteeg, July 6th, 1823. 1823 [i.e. 1848].

Authors: United States. General Land Office -- United States. Congress. Senate

Scale [1:36,206]. 1 3/4 in. to 1 mile.

Detached from U.S. 29th Congress, 2nd session, 1846-1847. Senate Document 222, no. 1 [Serial Set 495].

map2F G4114.S28G46 1823 U5 (PrCt)

68971 Sault Sainte Marie (Mich.) - Maps - 1846

Township no. 74 [i.e. 47] N. Range no. 1 E. Mer. Mich. 1846.

Authors: United States. General Land Office -- United States. Congress. Senate

1 map ; 34 x 27 cm.

Detached from U.S. 29th Congress, 2nd session, 1846-1847. Senate Document 222, no. 3 [Serial Set 495].

map2F G4114.S28 1846 U5 (PrCt)

68972 Sault Sainte Marie (Mich.) - Maps - 1846 - Real property

Plat of a survey of land 'for military purposes' around Fort Brady Saut [sic] St. Marie, Mich. 1846.

Authors: Westcott, George C. -- Brady, Hugh, d. 1851 -- United States. Congress. Senate

1 map ; on sheet 28 x 33 cm.

Detached from U.S. 29th Congress, 2nd session, 1846-1847. Senate Document 222, no. 2 [Serial Set 495].

map2F G4114.S28G46 1846 W4 (PrCt)
SOUTHIER, Claude Joseph

- Bibliography
- Bibliography
- Bibliography


Authors: Babinski, Mark

65 p., 2 folded leaves of plates: ill. (some col.), maps (some col.); 28 cm.

Expanded ed.

Includes bibliographical references (p. 64-65)

"Hard cover issue published in 12 copies"--T.p. verso.

Formerly folio Z6027.U52 N7 1997

ISBN 0965630137

Map Ref folio Z6027.U52 N76 1997 (NLO)

SAVANNAH (Ga.) - Historical geography - Maps - 1917

Map of a portion of historical Savannah.

Savannah, 1917.

Authors: Chandler, Harry A.

1 map; 44 x 37 cm. on sheet 51 x 74 cm.

Scale [ca. 1:160,000].

LeGear. Atlases of the United States, 2274

LC Card Number: 59626720


SOUTHIER, Claude Joseph

- Bibliography
- Bibliography
- Bibliography


Authors: Babinski, Mark

65 p., 2 folded leaves of plates: ill. (some col.), maps (some col.); 28 cm.

Expanded ed.

Includes bibliographical references (p. 64-65)

"Hard cover issue published in 12 copies"--T.p. verso.

Formerly folio Z6027.U52 N7 1997

ISBN 0965630137

Map Ref folio Z6027.U52 N76 1997 (NLO)

Savannah (Ga.) - History - Siege, 1779 - Maps - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

Charles Henri, comte d', 1729-1794 Manuscript maps - Facsimiles

Plano de Savanas con todas las operaciones del citio bajo las ordenes del Exmo. Sor. Conde Estain... 1779. [19--.]

Authors: Estain, Charles Henri, comte d', 1729-1794 -- Instituto Hidrográfico de la Marina (Spain). S.H.M. 9a-4a,45 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map

Photostatic reproduction of 1779 manuscript. Details the military actions of American and French forces.

Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

MapPhoto Spain S.H.M. 9a-4a,45 (PrCt)

Savannah (Ga.) - History - Siege, 1779 - Maps - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

Charles Henri, comte d', 1729-1794 Manuscript maps - Facsimiles

Siége de Savannah fait par les troupes du roi, aux ordres de monsieur le Comte d'Estain, Vice-Admiral de France en Septembre et Octobre 1779. [19--.]

Authors: Nicolas, 18th cent. -- Estain, Charles Henri, comte d', 1729-1794 -- Bibliothèque nationale (France). Portef. 40-172 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map

Photostatic reproduction of 1779 manuscript.

Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

MapPhoto France BN Portef. 40-172 (PrCt)

Savannah (Ga.) - History - Siege, 1779 - Maps - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

Siége de Savannah en Septembre et Octobre 1779. [19--.]

Authors: France. Ministère de la guerre. Archives historiques. L.I.D. 151 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map

Photostatic reproduction of 1779 manuscript.

Original ms. forms part of the Guerre Etat-Major archives.

Photocopy forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

MapPhoto France Guerre Etat Major L.I.D. 151
Plan of the siege of Savannah, with the joint attack of the French and Americans on the 9th October 1779... London : Wm. Faden, Feb'y. 2d 1784.


1 map : hand col. ; 42 x 58 cm.

Scale [ca. 1:4,500].

Relief shown by hachures.

List of 'References' at bottom of map.

A later version of this map was published in Stedman, Charles. The History of the origin, progress, and termination of the American war (London: J. Murray [etc.], 1794) 'Pl. 8'; see MapF 3701.S3.30.


The atlas was previously owned by British general Sir Henry Clinton.

mapF 3701.S3.24 (PrCt)

Savannah (Ga.) - Maps - 1735

Authors: Lotter, Tobias Conrad, 1717-1777 -- Historic Urban Plans (Firm) -- Library of Congress

1 map ; 36 x 39 cm.

Facsimile of original published 1735; reproduced from original in the Library of Congress.

'This is number 18 of an edition limited to 500 copies.'

Scale [ca. 1:190,000].

Oriented with north at upper left.

map2F 3924.S3.1 (PrCt)

Savannah (Ga.) - Maps - 1755
Fort Frederica (Ga.) - Maps - 1755
Fort Hardwicke (Ga.) - Maps - 1755
Manuscript maps - Facsimiles

Project and profiles for Savana, Ft. Hardwicke and Ft. Frederica, in Georgia. By William de Brahm [1755]. [19--].


1 map

Photostatic reproduction of 1755 manuscript.


folio Ayer 136.H91 1914 ser. 3, v .3, pl. 139-140 (PrCt)
Savannah (Ga.) - Maps - 1770 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

A Colored plan of the city Savannah and fortification, surveyed about 1770, by W.G. de Brahm, surveyor-general. [19--].
Authors: De Brahm, John Gerar William, 1717-approximately 1799 -- Hulbert, Archer Butler, 1873-1933 -- Hubert, Archer Butler, 1873-1933.
Ms.210.10 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1770 manuscript.
folio Ayer 136 .H91 1907 ser. 1, v. 2, pl. 15-16 (PrCt)

Savannah (Ga.) - Maps - 1853
Savannah, Georgia in 1853. [Ithaca, N.Y. Historic Urban Plans, 1981?].
Authors: Vincent, Edward A. -- Snyder and Black -- Historic Urban Plans (Firm)
1 map ; 39 x 40 cm.
Facsimile of Vincent, Edward A. Vincent's subdivision map of the city of Savannah, Chatham County, State of Georgia (New York: Lith. by Snyder and Black, 87 Fulton Street, N.Y., 1853); 'reproduced from a copy in the office of the City Engineer.'
Cadastral map.
Depths shown by soundings.
Includes notes and ill.
OCLC 8728458
LC Card Number: 82690570
map2F G3924.S3 1853 .V5 199- (NLO)

Savannah (Ga.) - Maps - 1855-1933

Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's atlas of the world ... (1855-1856)
2 maps : hand col. ; ea. 29 x 18 cm.
oversize G 10 .185 v.1, pl. 24 (PrCt)
Savannah (Ga.) - Maps - 1868
1 map ; 23 x 19 cm.
Detached from Lee, F.D. and J.L. Agnew. Historical record of the city of Savannah (Savannah: J.H. Estill, 1869) [F 8678.5].
563
map1F G3924.S3 1868 H6 (PrCt)

Savannah (Ga.) - Maps - 1869
Authors: Howell, R. H. -- Lee, F. D. -- Agnew, J. L. -- Estill, J. H.
1 map ; 9 x 13 cm.
560
F 8678.5 opp. p. 74 (PrCt)

Savannah (Ga.) - Maps - 1920-1929 - Road maps
Road map of the coastal highway and street guide of the city of Savannah ... a Baron & Wilson Hotel. [S.l. s.n., 192-?].
Authors: Hotel Savannah (Savannah, Ga.) -- Hotel Seminole (Jacksonville, Fla.) -- Baron & Wilson (Firm) -- American Automobile Association
3 maps : col. ; 21 x 10 cm. and smaller, on sheet 24 x 31 cm., folded to 24 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title from opposite panel: Road map of the coastal highway and street guide of the city of Jacksonville ... [compliments of] Hotel Seminole ... . Both panels include the AAA logo.
Map contents: Coastal highway : Washington to Florida ... Street guide : city of Savannah, Georgia ... -- Street guide : city of Jacksonville, Florida.
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).
Road map4C G3924.S3P2 192- .R6 (PrCt)

Savannah (Ga.) - Maps - 1986- Savannah Historic District (Savannah, Ga.) - Maps - 1986
Authors: Rauers, Betty -- Traub, Franklin -- Printcraft Press -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
128 p. : ill., 3 maps ; 23 cm.
7th ed.
Folded map loose.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes F294.S2 R38 1986 (NLO)

Authors: Seegeer Map Co. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company.
StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 61 x 90 cm. fold. to 32 x 23 cm.
"New map innovation."
Laminated.
$9.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-97079-8
RMcN StrFdr 1996 .S33 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (104 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
$15.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-98904-9
RMcN StrFdr 2001 .S33 (PrCt)

1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm. "3rd edition" -front cover. $16.95
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528870084
RMcN StrFdr 2005 .S33 (PrCt)

69003 Savannah Region (Ga.) - Maps - 1778 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Revolutionary map of Savannah ... 1778. [19-]. Authors: O'Connor, 18th cent. -- France.
Ministère des colonies. No. 5 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1778 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France MC No. 5 (PrCt)

69004 Savannah Region (Ga.) - Maps - 1780
The Coast, rivers, and inlets of the Province of Georgia. 1981.
Authors: Avery, Joseph -- Des Barres, Joseph F. W. (Joseph Frederick Wallet), 1722-1824 -- De Vorsey, Louis -- University of Georgia. Institute of Government -- Georgia. Surveyor General Department
1 map ; 49 x 63 cm.
Facsimile of original published 1780.
Accompanied by Map notes, by Louis De Vorsey. 308
map4F G3924.S3A1 1780 A9 1981 (PrCt)

A Map of Savannah River beginning at Stone-Bluff, or Nexttothebell, which continueth to the sea; also, the four sounds Savañah, [Warsaw], Hossabaw, and St. Katharines, with their islands; likewise Neuport, or Serpent River, from its mouth to Benjehova Bluff. [197-].
1 map ; 53 x 1112 cm. on 3 sheets
Photocopy of 1752 manuscript; reproduced from original in the Faden collection (no. 45) at the Library of Congress.
'Surveyed by William Noble of Brahms, late captain ingenier under His Imperial Majesty Charles the VII.'
Includes names of land holders.
Scale of original [ca. 1:132,000].
Oriented with north to the right.
Prime meridian: Ferro.
Relief shown by hachures.
Series: Faden collection ; 45.
 Cf. OCLC 5564634
map2F G3922.S3 1752 B7 197- (PrCt)

1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1778 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France MC No. 5 (PrCt)

A Map of Savannah River beginning at Stone-Bluff, or Nexttothebell, which continueth to the sea; also, the four sounds Savañah, [Warsaw], Hossabaw, and St. Katharines, with their islands; likewise Neuport, or Serpent River, from its mouth to Benjehova Bluff. [197-].
1 map ; 53 x 1112 cm. on 3 sheets
Photocopy of 1752 manuscript; reproduced from original in the Faden collection (no. 45) at the Library of Congress.
'Surveyed by William Noble of Brahms, late captain ingenier under His Imperial Majesty Charles the VII.'
Includes names of land holders.
Scale of original [ca. 1:132,000].
Oriented with north to the right.
Prime meridian: Ferro.
Relief shown by hachures.
Series: Faden collection ; 45.
 Cf. OCLC 5564634
map2F G3922.S3 1752 B7 197- (PrCt)
Mount and T. Page, 1771].
Authors: Mount, John, d. 1786 -- Page, Thomas, d. 1781 -- English Pilot. Part 3 (1771) -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : woodcut ; 13 x 16 cm. on sheet 47 x 30 cm.
Woodcut map printed beneath letterpress text (p. 32): A Description of the sea-coast of Italy.
Oriented with north at right.
In: The English pilot : Part III : Describing the sea-coasts ... in the whole Mediterranean Sea (London : Printed for J. Mount, and T. Page, on Tower-Hill, 1771), [plate 24]
Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger): English Pilot. Part 3 (1771)
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
ISBN 2060030021 ; 9782060030029
the Newberry Library.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
1984<<>>Dauphiné Alps (France) - Maps - 1984<<>>Savoie Alps (France) - Maps - 1984<<>>Dauphiné (France) - Maps - 1984<<>>Road maps
Authors: Guides verts Michelin -- Michelin green guides -- Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
198 p. : ill. (some col.), 74 col. maps ; 26 x 12 cm.
3é ed.
Cover title.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 19) and index.
Former owner’s signature: George E. Leonard, Ill.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
9782060030029
1988<<<<Road maps
Alpes du nord : Savoie, Dauphiné / Michelin.
1988<<<<Dauphiné (France) - Maps - 1988<<<<Savoie (France) - Maps - 1988<<<<Dauphiné Alps (France) - Maps - 1988<<<<Road maps
Authors: Guides verts Michelin -- Michelin green guides -- Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
184 p. : ill. (some col.), 73 maps (chiefly col.) ; 26 x 12 cm.
25e éd.
Cover title.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 19) and index.
Former owner’s signature: George E. Leonard, Ill.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
9782060030029
Savoy (France and Italy) - Maps - 1562


Authors: Forlani, Paolo -- Bertelli, Ferando -- Boileau de Buillon, Gilles, 1525-1563 -- [Italian assembled-to-order atlas] [ca. 1575?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 320 x 435 mm. (neat line)
Forlani's name in dedicatory cartouche at upper left; Bertelli's imprint beneath bar scale.
Derived from Gilles Boileau de Buillon's map of 1556.
In: [Italian assembled-to-order atlas] [Venice? : s.n., ca. 1575?], plate [28]
Woodward 17.02.
Tooley 513.
Karrow 12/20.1.
Duplicate copy: Novacco 2F 077
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .L2 1575 Al, plate [28] (PrCt)

69023 Savoy (France and Italy) - Maps - 1636

Partie meridionale des estats de Savoye. Paris, 1636.

Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
I:112

Novacco 2F 77 (PrCt)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>69028</td>
<td>Savoy (France and Italy) - Maps - 1682</td>
<td>Savoy (France and Italy) - Maps - 1682</td>
<td>Maps - Savoy (France and Italy) - Maps - 1682 - Cities and towns - Piedmont (Italy) - Maps - Savoy (France and Italy) - Maps - Cities and towns - Piedmont (Italy) - Maps - Cities and towns - Savoy (France and Italy) - Maps - Cities and towns - Piedmont (Italy) - Maps - Cities and towns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69029</td>
<td>Savoy (France and Italy) - Maps - 1683</td>
<td>Savoy (France and Italy) - Maps - 1683</td>
<td>Maps - Savoy (France and Italy) - Maps - 1683 - Cities and towns - Piedmont (Italy) - Maps - Savoy (France and Italy) - Maps - Cities and towns - Piedmont (Italy) - Maps - Cities and towns - Savoy (France and Italy) - Maps - Cities and towns - Piedmont (Italy) - Maps - Cities and towns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69030</td>
<td>Savoy (France and Italy) - Maps - 1691</td>
<td>Savoy (France and Italy) - Maps - 1691</td>
<td>Maps - Savoy (France and Italy) - Maps - 1691 - Cities and towns - Piedmont (Italy) - Maps - Savoy (France and Italy) - Maps - Cities and towns - Piedmont (Italy) - Maps - Cities and towns - Savoy (France and Italy) - Maps - Cities and towns - Piedmont (Italy) - Maps - Cities and towns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69031</td>
<td>Savoy (France and Italy) - Maps - 1694</td>
<td>Savoy (France and Italy) - Maps - 1694</td>
<td>Maps - Savoy (France and Italy) - Maps - 1694 - Cities and towns - Piedmont (Italy) - Maps - Savoy (France and Italy) - Maps - Cities and towns - Piedmont (Italy) - Maps - Cities and towns - Savoy (France and Italy) - Maps - Cities and towns - Piedmont (Italy) - Maps - Cities and towns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69032</td>
<td>Savoy (France and Italy) - Maps - 1694</td>
<td>Savoy (France and Italy) - Maps - 1694</td>
<td>Maps - Savoy (France and Italy) - Maps - 1694 - Cities and towns - Piedmont (Italy) - Maps - Savoy (France and Italy) - Maps - Cities and towns - Piedmont (Italy) - Maps - Cities and towns - Savoy (France and Italy) - Maps - Cities and towns - Piedmont (Italy) - Maps - Cities and towns</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1694 - Piedmont (Italy) - Maps - 1694 - Savoy (France and Italy) - Maps - 1694 - Chambéry (France) - Maps - 1694 - Pictorial works - Ivrea (Italy) - Maps - 1694 - Montmérian (France) - Maps - 1694 - Nice (France) - Maps - 1694 - Turin (Italy) - Maps - 1694 - Vercelli (Italy) - Maps - 1694 - Verrua (Italy) - Maps - 1694 - Pictorial works


1 map : hand col. ; 80 x 63 cm., on 2 sheets each, 53 x 71 cm.

Added title: La Partie meridionale des estats du duc de Savoye.

Includes insets of Carmagnola, Chambéry, Montmérian, and Nice in France and Ivrea, Turin, Vercelli, and Verrua in Italy.

3035 rev and 3045

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Sack map 4F G6712.N61 1694 N6 (PrCt) 69035

Savoy (France and Italy) - Maps - 1695 - Provence (France) - Maps - 1695 - Piedmont (Italy) - Maps - 1695 - Les Montagnes des Alpes ou sont remarques les passages de France en Italie, le duché de Milan, et les etats du duc de Savoye ... Paris [i.e. Amsterdam]: Chez H. Jaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], [1695?].

Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. Atlas nouveau : contenant toutes les parties du monde (1692 [i.e. 1695?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 52 x 85 cm.

In counterfeit edition of: Sanson, Nicolas. Atlas nouveau : contenant toutes les parties du monde ... Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : H. Jaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], 1692 [i.e. 1695?]) pl. [31].

In counterfeit edition of: Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. Atlas nouveau contenant toutes les parties du monde ... (Amsterdam : Pierre Mortier, 1696) v. 2, map [12].

Forms part of atlas published by P. Mortier in Amsterdam; chiefly comprised of maps bearing the counterfeit imprint of H. Jaillot in Paris.

Case oversize G 1007 .78 v. 2, map [12] (PrCt) 69036

Savoy (France and Italy) - Maps - 1700 - Piedmont (Italy) - Maps - 1700 - Les Estats de Savoye et de Piemont ... Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : Hubert Jaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], 1694 [i.e. ca. 1700].

Authors: Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712. Atlas minor ad usum serenissimi burgundiae ducis ... [ca. 1700]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 57 x 43 cm.

Added title, upper margin: Status Sabaudiae ducis accuratissime divisi ...

In counterfeit edition of: Jaillot, Alexis Hubert. Atlas minor ad usum serenissimi burgundiae ducis ... (Amsterdam : Pieter Mortier, ca. 1700) no. [17].

Manuscript '17' at upper right.

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .J25 1693 no. [17] (PrCt) 69037

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
69037  Savoy (France and Italy) - Maps - 1700<<>><Piedmont (Italy) - Maps - 1700
Theatre de la guerre en Savoye et en Piémont. Amsterdam, [ca. 1700].
Authors: Mortier, Pierre -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:U12
1 map : hand col. ; 123 x 136 cm. on 6 sheets, joined
Based on map by Jaillot (Sack map4F oG5832.S59 1706 J3); cf. Pastoureaux, Jaillot II, [39-42].
4372 and 4372a
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map8F G5832.S59 1700 M6 (PrCt)

69038  Savoy (France and Italy) - Maps - 1700<<>><Piedmont (Italy) - Maps - 1700
Regiae celsitudinis Sabaudiae status consistens in Sabaudiae ac Montisferrati ducatus, Pedemontii principatum, nec non Nicaeensem comitatum ... [Amsterdam : Frederik de Wit, ca. 1700?.
Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Wit, Frederik de -- Wit, Frederik de. Atlas [ca. 1700?]
-- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 57 x 47 cm.
In: Wit, Frederik de. Atlas (Amsterdam : bij Frederik de Wit in de Calverstraet bij den Dam inde Witte Paskaert. [ca. 1700?)] no. [28].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .W8 A no. [28] (PrCt)

69039  Savoy (France and Italy) - Maps - 1701<<>><Piedmont (Italy) - Maps - 1701
Savoy and Piedmont. [London : T. Childe, 1701].
Authors: Moll, Herman, -1732 -- Childe, Timothy
-- Moll, Herman, -1732. A System of geography -- or, A new & accurate description of the earth 1701
1 map ; 20 x 18 cm.
In: Moll, Herman. A System of geography; or, A new & accurate description of the earth ...
Case folio G 117 .58 pt. 1, p. 247 (PrCt)

69040  Savoy (France and Italy) - Maps - 1705<<>><Lombardy (Italy) - Maps - 1705<<>><Grand Alliance, War of The, 1689-1697
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Panouse, Jacqueline -- Danet, Guillaume, ca. 1670-1732 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:128
1 map : hand col. ; 44 x 64 cm.
Covers northwestern Italy.
Inset: Les Vallees de Perouse, de Pragelas .... 2167
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6712.N61 1705 F4 (PrCt)

69041  Savoy (France and Italy) - Maps - 1706-1707<<>><Piedmont (Italy) - Maps - 1706-1707
Authors: Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:116-121
1 map : hand col. ; 122 x 134 cm. on 6 sheets each 72 x 53 cm.
Sheet titles: La Bresse, le Bugey, le Valromay... -- Les Duchés de Savoye, de Genevois, de Chablais... -- Le Duché d'Avost, la siegneurie de Verciel... -- Partie du Brianconnois, du Graisivaudan... -- Le Valentinois, Diois et le Baroñes. -- La Principauté de Piemont, les marquisats de Saluce...
Copied and issued as another map by Pieter Mortier (Sack map8F oG5832.S59 1700 M6); cf. Pastoureaux, Jaillot II, [39-42].
3033 and 3034 rev
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G5832.S59 1706 .3 (PrCt)

69042  Savoy (France and Italy) - Maps - 1710
Das Herzogthum Savoya nach des selben vornehmsten provienzien Ingeheilet. Augsburg : Gabriel Bodenehre, 1710.
Authors: Bodenehre, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. -- Bodenehre, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. Atlas curieux -- oder, Neuer und compendieuser atlas 1710 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 15 x 14 cm.
In: Bodenehre, Gabriel. Atlas curieux; oder, Neuer und compendieuser atlas ... ([Augsburg : Gabriel Bodenehre, 1710?]) pl. [44]. Engraved plate no. '45.'
Ayer 135 .B6 pl. 44 (PrCt)

69043  Savoy (France and Italy) - Maps - 1710
Status Sabaudiae ... Amsterdam, [ca. 1710].
Authors: Valck, G. (Gerard), 1651 or 2 -- Valck, Leonard, 1675-1746 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G44
1 map ; 55 x 48 cm.
2642
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G5832.S2 1710 V3a (PrCt)

69044  Savoy (France and Italy) - Maps - 1710
Status Sabaudiae ... Amsterdam, [ca. 1710].
Authors: Valck, G. (Gerard), 1651 or 2-1726 -- Valck, Leonard, 1675-1746 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G44
1 map ; 55 x 48 cm.
2642 rev
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G5832.S59 1710 V3 (PrCt)

69045  Savoy (France and Italy) - Maps - 1710

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Status Sabaudiae. Amsterdam, [ca. 1710].
Authors: Valck, G. (Gerard), 1651 or 2-1726 -- Valck, Leonard, 1675-1746 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:113
1 map : hand col. ; 55 x 48 cm.
2134 rev
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6712.N61 1710 V3 (PrCt)

69046 Savoy (France and Italy) - Maps - 1710<<>><Piedmont (Italy) - Maps - 1710
Status bellii Italiam inter et Galliam comprehensae Sabaudiae, ducatum Pedemonti princip. ... / per F. de Witt. Amstelodami [Amsterdam] : apud P. Mortier, [ca. 1710?].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Mortier, Pierre -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:114
1 map : hand col. ; 56 x 48 cm.
Remnants of binding stub on verso.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G5832.S2 1710 .W5 (PrCt)

69047 Savoy (France and Italy) - Maps - 1718
Regiae celsitudinis Sabaudiae status. Amsterdam, [ca. 1718].
Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Schenk, Pieter, ca. 1698-1775 -- Tiedeman, Philip, 1657-1705 -- Gouwen, Gilliam van der -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:114
1 map : hand col. ; 56 x 48 cm.
Cf. Koeman Vis [132].
2092 rev
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G5832.S2 1718 V5 (PrCt)

69048 Savoy (France and Italy) - Maps - 1718
Regiae celsitudinis Sabaudiae status. Amsterdam, [ca. 1718].
Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Schenk, Pieter, ca. 1698-1775 -- Tiedeman, Philip, 1657-1705 -- Gouwen, Gilliam van der -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:114
1 map : hand col. ; 56 x 47 cm.
Cf. Koeman Vis [132].
2092
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G5832.S2 1718 V5 (PrCt)

69049 Savoy (France and Italy) - Maps - 1721<<>><Piedmont (Italy) - Maps - 1721<<>><Turin (Italy) - Maps - 1721<<>><Verrue (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1721<<>><Verrue (Italy) SEE Verrue (Italy)
A New map of Savoy and Piedmont from the latest observations / revis'd by I. Senex ; I. Harris fecit. [London : s.n., 1721].
Authors: Senex, John, -1740 -- Harris, John, active 1680-1739 or 1740 -- Turner, Cholmley, 1685-1757 -- Senex, John, -1740. A New general atlas : containing a geographical and historical account of all the empires, kingdoms, and other dominions of the world ... (1721) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 54 x 40 cm.
Includes dedication to "Cholmey Turner Esq."
Insets (12 x 13 cm. and 11 x 13 cm.): Turin -- Verrue [view].
In: Senex, John. A New general atlas : containing a geographical and historical account of all the empires, kingdoms, and other dominions of the world ... (London : Daniel Browne [and 8 others], 1721), v. 1, between p. 160-161.
oversize Ayer 135 .S5 1721 v. 1, between p. 160-161 (PrCt)

69050 Savoy (France and Italy) - Maps - 1725
Status bellii Italiam inter et Galliam. Amsterdam, [ca. 1725].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Cövens et Mortier -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:115
1 map : hand col. ; 56 x 47 cm.
2135
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6712.N61 1725 W5b (PrCt)

69051 Savoy (France and Italy) - Maps - 1725<<>><Piedmont (Italy) - Maps - 1725
Les Estats de Savoye et de Piemont. Amsterdam, [ca. 1725].
Authors: Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Cövens et Mortier -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:107
1 map : hand col. ; 56 x 41 cm.
Added title: Status Sabaudiae ducis accuratissime divisi.
Koeman C & M 11 (73).
2045
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G5832.S59 1725 J3 (PrCt)

69052 Savoy (France and Italy) - Maps - 1740
Status Sabaudici, tabulam in ducatum Sabaudiæ et Montisferrati. Amsterdam, [ca. 1740].
Authors: R. & J. Ottens -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:110
1 map : hand col. ; 53 x 47 cm.
Cf. Phillips 3490 no. 25.
2080 rev
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6712.N61 1740 O8 (PrCt)

69053 Savoy (France and Italy) - Maps - 1740<<>><Piedmont (Italy) - Maps - 1740
Regiae celsitudinis Sabaudiae status in quo ducatus Sabaudiæ principat Pedemontium ut et ducatus Montisferrati ... [Augsburg] : M. Seuteri, [ca. 1740?].

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Savoy (France and Italy) - Maps - 1740

Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Delamarce, Charles François, 1740-1817. Atlas général : contenant le détail des quatre parties du monde [1798?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 41 x 56 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:240,000].
Relief shown pictorially.


Baskes oversize G1015 .A77 1798, [ptie 2], [plate 11] (NLO)

Savoy (France and Italy) - Maps - 1741

Authors: Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1744.

1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 56 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:650,000].

In: Seutter, Matthaeus. Atlas novus terrarum orbis (Nuremberg : [Homann Erben, ca. 1745], [plate 37].
Manuscript 'No. 37' and '38' on verso.


Baskes oversize G1015 .A77 1798, [ptie 2], [plate 12] (NLO)

Savoy (France and Italy) - Maps - 1741

Le Duché de Savoie suivant les nouvelles observations. Paris : Le Rouge, 1744 [i.e. 1748?].
Authors: Le Rouge, Georges-Louis -- Le Rouge, Georges-Louis. Recueil contenant des cartes nouvelles ... (1742 [i.e. 1748?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 61 x 49 cm.

In: Le Rouge, Georges-Louis. Recueil contenant des cartes nouvelles ... (Paris : chez le Sr. Le Rouge, 1742 [i.e. 1748?])
Manuscript '98' on verso.

oversize Ayer 135 .L6 1742 pl. 98 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

oversize Ayer 135 .H7 1730, [plate 37] (PrCt)

69059 Savoy (France and Italy) - Maps - 1747<>Piedmont (Italy) - Maps - 1747<>Nice (France) - Maps - 1747<>Villefranche-Sur-Mer (France)<><>Cuneo (Italy) - Maps - 1747

Authors: Bowen, Emanuel, -1767 -- Innys, William, d. 1756 -- Bowen, Emanuel, -1767. A Complete system of geography ... (1747) 1 map ; 34 x 41 cm.
In: Bowen, Emanuel. A Complete system of geography : being a description of ... the known world (London : Printed for William Innys, etc., 1747) v. 1, pl. [18].
Insets: A draught of the city of Nice and town of Ville Franche -- A plan of Coni.
Case oversize G114 .B68 1747 v. 1, pl. 18 (PrCt)

69060 Savoy (France and Italy) - Maps - 1751<>Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1751<>Engravings

Duché de Savoie qui comprend le Chablais ... / par le Sr. Robert de Vaugondy ... : dressé d'après la grande carte de Piemont de Tomaso Borgomo et autres. [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy], 1751.
Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688--1751. To... (1751) 1 map ; hand col. ; 48 x 50 cm.
In: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles. Atlas universel / par M. Robert ... et par M. Robert de Vaugondy son fils ... (A Paris : Chez De La Marche, géographe, rue du Foin St. Jacques, Collège de Me. Gervais, 1757, [i.e. 1790?]), [plate 87].
"Savoye" and "87" -- oversize letterpress title and number stamped on verso.
For variant state of the plate, including the name "Tomaso Borgomo", see Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1757, [plate 87] (PrCt)
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1790, [plate 87] (PrCt)

69061 Savoy (France and Italy) - Maps - 1751<>Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1751<>Engravings

Duché de Savoie qui comprend le Chablais ... / dressé d'après la grande carte de Piemont de Tomaso Borgonio et autres par le Sr. Robert de Vaugondy ... / [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy], 1751.
Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Borgonio, Giovanni Tommaso, 1620-1683 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1790?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; hand col. ; 48 x 50 cm.
In: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles. Atlas universel / par M. Robert ... et par M. Robert de Vaugondy son fils ... (A Paris : Chez De La Marche, géographe, rue du Foin St. Jacques, Collège de Me. Gervais, 1757, [i.e. 1790?]), [plate 87].
"Savoye" and "87" -- oversize letterpress title and number stamped on verso.
For variant state of the plate, including the name "Tomaso Borgomo", see Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1757, [plate 87] (PrCt)
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1790, [plate 87] (PrCt)

69062 Savoy (France and Italy) - Maps - 1766<>Piedmont (Italy) - Maps - 1766<>Nice (France) - Maps - 1766<>Villefranche-de-Rouergue (France) - Maps - 1766<>Cuneo (Italy) - Maps - 1766<>Coni (Italy) SEE Cuneo (Italy)

A New and accurate map of Savoy, Piemont, and Montferrat exhibiting the present seat of war ... / by Eman. Bowen. [London : s.n., 1766].
Authors: Bowen, Emanuel, -1767 -- Bowen, Emanuel, -1767. The Maps and charts to The modern part of the universal history (1766) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 33 x 42 cm.
Insets (8 x 11 cm. and 11 x 14 cm.): A Draught of the city of Nice and town of Ville Franca -- A Plan of Coni ... .
In: Bowen, Emanuel. The Maps and charts to The modern part of the universal history / [with maps by Emanuel Bowen and Thomas Kitchin] (London : Printed for T. Osborne [et al.], 1766), [plate 19].
Manuscript nos. "XIX" at upper right and "19" on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .M3 1766, [plate 19] (NLO)

Savoy (France and Italy) - Maps - 1782
Authors: Placide de Sainte Hélène, père, Me. Gervais, 1757--1782. Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1790?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 43 x 34 cm.
In: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles. Atlas universel / par M. Robert ... et par M. Robert de Vaugondy son fils ... (A Paris : Chez De La Marche, géographe, rue du Foin St. Jacques, Collège de Me. Gervais, 1757, [i.e. 1790?]), [plate 87].
"Savoye" and "87" -- oversize letterpress title and number stamped on verso.
For variant state of the plate, including the name "Tomaso Borgomo", see Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1757, [plate 87] (PrCt)
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1790, [plate 87] (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1 map : hand col. ; 55 x 42 cm.
"Avec privilege du roi 1782."
Scale [ca. 1:353,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .S4 1807, v. 2, no. 2

---

69066

Savoy (France and Italy) - Maps - 1801
La Savoye / par P. Placide, ingénieur géographe ; nouvellement revue, corrigée et augmentée d'après les cartes et ouvrages géographiques de Guil. Delisle, par Dezauche, ingénieur géographe, rue des Noyers. [Paris : Dezauche, 1807].
1 map : hand col. ; 55 x 42 cm.
"La Savoie, actuellement département du Mont Blanc dont le chef-lieu est Chambéry, est divisée en 7 districts, savoir, Carouge, Thonon, Cluse, Annécy, Chambéry, Moustier et St. Jean de Maurienne."
Scale [ca. 1:350,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .L565 1801, [plate 20] (NLO)

---

69067

Savoy (France and Italy) - Maps - 1922
lxiv, 477 p. : ill., 41 maps (some col., some folded) ; 16 cm.
[Nouv. éd.] / rev. par M. Paillon et J. Dalbanne ; aperçu géographique et historique par Maurice Paillon
Imperfect: missing folded map from pocket.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Series: Guides bleus
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G84 Savoie (1922) (NLO)

---

69068

Savoy (France and Italy) - Maps - 1925-1929
Savoie : 32 cartes, 2 panoramas, 7 plans et 8 topo-guides / publié sous la direction de Marcel Monmarché. Paris : Librairie Hachette, 1925 [i.e. 1929].
lxviii, 479 p. : ill., 46 maps (chiefly folded col.) ; 17 cm.
[Nouv. éd.] / rev. par M. Paillon et J. Dalbanne ; aperçu géographique et historique par Maurice Paillon
"Changements et nouveautés 1929": 4 p. inserted after p. [lxiv]; [1929 printing].
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Map on endpaper; folded col. map in pocket.

---

Baskes oversize Ayer 135 .C3 1811 pl. 14 (PrCt)

---

Baskes oversize Ayer 135 .C3 1811 pl. 14 (PrCt)

---

Baskes oversize Ayer 135 .C3 1811 pl. 14 (PrCt)
Sawyer County 4
Authors: Country Print Shop (Hayward, Wis.) [1964].
Wisconsin Land ownership plat book of Sawyer County, [Maps<<>>Landowners Landowners<<>>Counties Sawyer County (Wis.)]
each surname by township). surname/township index (with parcel
is also an index of surnames for county patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.'
within the county, and county cemeteries. There townships within the county, cities and towns
includes the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).
3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.'
includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional
townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).
Includes indexes.
Series: Family maps ISBN 1420306490
Local History Ref F587.S3 B69 2007 (NLO)
--- Revie, Ned --- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (41 p.) : 41 maps ; 22 x 31 cm. Cover title.
Maps copyright 1964.
"Sponsored by the Sawyer County 4-H Leaders' Association."
Includes index to advertisers.
Advertisements on covers and interspersed. Scale not given.
Former owner's signature: Ned Revie.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G84 Savoie (1925) (NLO)

--- Sawyer County (Wis.) ---
Family maps of Sawyer County, Wisconsin : with homesteads, roads, waterways, towns, cemeteries, railroads, and more. Norman, Okla.
Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960--Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)
410 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
1st ed.
'Deluxe edition.'
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).
3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.'
Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional
townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).
Includes indexes.
Series: Family maps ISBN 1420306490
Local History Ref F587.S3 B69 2007 (NLO)

--- Sawyer County (Wis.) ---
Authors: Country Print Shop (Hayward, Wis.) -- Sawyer County 4-H Leaders' Association (Wis.)
--- Sawyer County (Wis.) ---
Maps - 1939 - Landowners<<<>>Counties - Maps<<<>>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Dalbanne, J. -- Paillon, Maurice, b. 1855 -- Hermann, L., active 1906-1939 -- Labatut, A. J. -- Guides bleus -- Hachette (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
lxix, 488 p. : 31 maps ; 16 cm.
Includes bibliographical references and index. Map on endpaper.
Series: Guides bleus Includes index to advertisers.
Authors: Dalbanne, J. -- Paillon, Maurice, b. 1855 -- Hermann, L., active 1906-1939 -- Labatut, A. J. -- Guides bleus -- Hachette (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
lxix, 488 p. : 31 maps ; 16 cm.
Includes bibliographical references and index. Map on endpaper.
Series: Guides bleus Bookseller's stamp: Librairie Hachette 75.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G84 Savoie (1939) (NLO)

69070 Sawyer County (Wis.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners<<<>>Counties - Maps<<<>>Landowners - Maps
Family maps of Sawyer County, Wisconsin : with homesteads, roads, waterways, towns, cemeteries, railroads, and more. Norman, Okla.
Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960--Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)
410 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
1st ed.
'Deluxe edition.'
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).
3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.'
Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional
townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).
Includes indexes.
Series: Family maps ISBN 1420306490
Local History Ref F587.S3 B69 2007 (NLO)

69071 Sawyer County (Wis.) - Maps - 1964 - Landowners<<<>>Counties - Maps<<<>>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Country Print Shop (Hayward, Wis.) -- Sawyer County 4-H Leaders' Association (Wis.)
--- Revie, Ned --- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (41 p.) : 41 maps ; 22 x 31 cm. Cover title.
Maps copyright 1964.
"Sponsored by the Sawyer County 4-H Leaders' Association."
Includes index to advertisers.
Advertisements on covers and interspersed. Scale not given.
Former owner's signature: Ned Revie.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G84 Bd. 16 (1928) (NLO)

69072 Sawyer County (Wis.) - Maps - 1968 - Landowners<<<>>Counties - Maps<<<>>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Sawyer County 4-H Clubs (Wis.). -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (65 p.) : 40 maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
Scale [ca. 1:50,688]; 1 1/4 inch equals 1 mile. 'Sponsored by Sawyer County 4-H Clubs.'
Includes business directory and index to owners.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: map68000863

69073 Saxon Switzerland (Germany) - Maps - 1928<<<>>Elbe Sandstone Rocks (Czech Republic and Germany) - Maps - 1928
Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag -- Goldschmidt, Albert -- Reimer, Dietrich, 1818-1899 -- Kraetz, Leopold -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Cover title: Sächsische Schweiz 1928 'Mit 4 Karten.'
Maps by Dietrich Reimer and Leopold Kraetz.
Advertisements: 22 p. at end.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Griebens Reiseführer ; Bd. 16
Baskes folio G4123.S4G46 1968 .R58 (NLO)

69074 Saxon Switzerland (Germany) - Maps - 1937<<<>>Dresden (Germany) - Maps - 1937<<<>>Sächsische Schweiz (Germany) SEE Saxon Switzerland (Germany)
Sächs.-Böhmisch. Schweiz mit Dresden: mit Angaben für Autofahrer. Berlin : Grieben-Verlag,
1937.
Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag
-- Kraatz, Leopold -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
(some col., some folded) ; 16 cm.
37. Aufl. [37th ed.]
Cover title: Sächsische Schweiz mit Dresden
'Mit 4 Karten und 11 Abbildungen.'
Maps lithographed by Leopold Kraatz.
Advertisements: 14 p. at end.
Includes index.
Grieben-Reiseführer ; Bd. 16
Imperfect: 1 map and several pages loose.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 16 (1937) (NLO)

69077 Saxony-Anhalt (Germany) - Maps -
1606<~~>Mansfeld (Grafschaft) - Maps - 1588
Mansfeldiae comitatus descriptio / auctore
Tiemann Stella Sig. ; Franc: Hogenb. sculpit.
[Antwerp : Christophe Plantin, 1588].
Authors: Stella, Tilemann, 1525-1589 --
Hogenberg, Franc, approximately 1539-1590 --
Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598 -- Plantin,
Christophe, approximately 1520-1589 -- Ortelius,
Abraham, 1527-1598. Theatro de la tierra
universal (1588) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 41 cm.
In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatrum orbis terrarum ... (1598. Theatro de la tierra
universal (1588)
---

69078 Saxony (Germany) - Historical geography -
Maps - 1852<~~>Germany - Historical
geography - Maps - 1852<~~>Europe, Central
- Historical geography - Maps -
1852<~~>Saxony (Germany) - Maps -
1852<~~>Historical atlases
Atlas zur geschichte der sächischen Länder : mit Einschluss der Schwarzbirgischen und
Reussischen, in 22 Karten / von Max. Moritz
Tutzschmann. Grimma : Verlag von J.M.
Gebhardt, 1852.
Authors: Tutzschmann, Maximilian Moritz --
Fischer, Theobald -- Gebhardt, Julius Moritz --
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (22 leaves of plates) : 22 maps ; 29 x 36 cm.
Maps signed: Lith. Anstalt v. Th. Fischer in
Cassel.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1881 .S1 T88 1852 (NLO)

69079 Saxony (Germany) - Maps - 1570
Saxoniae, Misniae, Thuringiae, nova
Coppenium Diesth, 1570].
Authors: Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598 --
Criginger, Johann, 1521-1571 -- Hogenberg,
Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Diesth, Aegid.
Coppenius (Aegidius Coppenius) -- Ortelius,
Jode, Gerard de, 1509

[Antwerp : s.n., 1593?].
delineatio / autore Bartholomaeo Sculteto Gor. Misniae Marchionatvs diligens et acurata

Re Saxony (Germany)

(PrCt)

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1588, [plate 47]


VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1570


VAULT Case oversize G 1007 .64, [plate 23] (PrCt)

Saxony (Germany) - Maps - 1588

Saxoniae, Misniae, Thuringiae, nova exactissimaq[ue] descriptio. [London : John Norton, 1606].

Authors: Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598 -- Criginger, Johann, 1521-1571 -- Plantin, Christophe, approximately 1520-1589 -- Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598. Theatrum orbis terrarum ... (1606) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 32 x 48 cm.

Derived from earlier work by Johann Criginger; see Karrow.

In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatrvm orbis terrarvm ... (1606)

Printed no. 55 and English letterpress text on verso beginning: Saxony. Although this mappe do beare ... .


VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1606, [plate 55] (PrCt)

Saxony (Germany) - Maps - 1655

Haute Saxe ou estats du duc, et eslecteur ... de Saxe ... (Paris : chez l'auteur, 1655 [i.e. 1659?]).

Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Cordier, Robert (Engraver) -- Mariette, Pierre, 1603-1657 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (1658 [i.e. 1659?])

1 map : hand col. ; 35 x 46 cm.


VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1588, [plate 47] (PrCt)

Saxony (Germany) - Maps - 1593

Misniae Marchionatvs diligens et acurata delineatio / autore Bartholomaeo Sculteto Gor.

[Antwerp : s.n., 1593?].


1 map : hand col. ; 27 x 24 cm.

On same sheet with another map printed from the same copperplate: Thuringiae comitatvs provincialis verus ac Germanus typus / autore Johanne Mellinger Hallens

Latin letterpress text on verso: Misniae Marchionatvs ...

Engraving attributed to Antonie Wierix.

In: Jode, Gerard de. Specvlvm orbis terrarvm (Antwerp : A. Coninx, 1593), map [61 A].

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .J9 1593, map [61 A] (PrCt)
Saxony (Germany) - Maps - 1680

Accuratissima circuli Saxoniae tabula quae est pars septentrionalis Germaniae. Amsterdam: Justus Danckerts, [ca. 1680].
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 58 cm.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .D18 pl. 15 (PrCt)

Saxony (Germany) - Maps - 1680

Circuli Saxoniae superiori pars meridionalis in qua sunt ducatus Saxoniae, comitatus Thuringiae, marchionatus Misniae, principatus Anhaltinus, episcopatus Hallensis. Amsterdam, [ca. 1680].
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 55 cm.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .D18 A pl. 13 (PrCt)

Saxony (Germany) - Maps - 1680

Accuratissima circuli Saxoniae tabula quae est pars septentrionalis Germaniae. Amsterdam, [ca. 1680].
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 58 cm.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .D18 A pl. 12 (PrCt)

Saxony (Germany) - Maps - 1692 - Names, Geographical - Saxony (Germany) - Maps - 1692

Le Cercle de la Haute Saxe, ou sont compris le duché et electorat ... Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : H. Jaillot [i.e. P. Mortier], 1692 [i.e. 1696].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. [Atlas nouveau contenant toutes les parties du monde ... ] (1696)
1 map : hand col. ; 53 x 85 cm.
Added title, upper margin: Le Cercle de la haute Saxe, ou sont le duché et electorat de Saxe ... . Accompanied, on the previous leaf, by: Table alphabetique des noms de ... du cercle de la Haute Saxe... .
In: Sanson, Nicolas. [Atlas nouveau contenant toutes les parties du monde ... ] (Amsterdam : Pierre Mortier, 1696) v. 2, map [5].
Forms part of atlas published by P. Mortier in Amsterdam; chiefy comprised of maps bearing the counterfeit imprint of H. Jaillot in Paris.
Case oversize G 1007 .781 v. 2, map [5] (PrCt)

Saxony (Germany) - Maps - 1695

Le Cercle de la haute Saxe, ou sont compris ... Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : Chez H. Jaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], [1695?].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. Atlas nouveau : contenant toutes les parties du monde (1692 [i.e. 1695?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 52 x 85 cm.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .S19 1692 pl. [82] (PrCt)

Saxony (Germany) - Maps - 1700

Circulus Saxoniae superioris ... Nuremberg, [ca. 1700].
Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:270
1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 56 cm.
2508
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:270 (PrCt)

Saxony (Germany) - Maps - 1700

Circulus Saxoniae superioris ... Amsterdam, [ca. 1700].
Authors: Valck, G. (Gerard), 1651 or 2-1726 -- Valck, Leonard, 1675-1746 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:272
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 59 cm.
2510
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
References: Koeman v. 3 p. 139 [64].
2510
VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:272 (PrCt)
Saxony (Germany) - Maps - 1700
Circuli Saxoniae superioris pars meridionalis ...
Amsterdam, [ca. 1700].

Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Mortier, Pierre --
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:H32
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 56 cm.
State 2 of the map.
State 3: Sack *map8C oG5700 1740 .S2 no.
3219
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map
Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6240 1680 .W5 state 2 (PrCt)

Saxony (Germany) - Maps - 1700
Circuli Saxoniae superioris pars meridionalis ...
[Amsterdam] : F. de Wit, [ca. 1700?].

Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Wit, Frederik de.
Atlas [ca. 1700?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 57 cm.
In: Wit, Frederik de. Atlas (Amsterdam : bij
Frederick de Wit in de Calverstraet bij den Dam
inde Witte Paskaert. [ca. 1700?]) no. [46].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .W8 A no. [46] (PrCt)

Saxony (Germany) - Maps - 1708
Le Cercle de Haute Saxe ou sont compris le
duché et eslectorat de Saxe ... Paris : Iaillot,
1708 [i.e. 1737?].

Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Cordier,
Robert (Engraver) -- Iaillot, Alexis Hubert,
1632?-1712 -- Iaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712.
[Atlas français] (1700 [i.e. 1737?]) -- Edward E.
Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 45 x 63 cm.
In: Iaillot, Alexis Hubert. [Atlas français] (Paris :
Iaillot, 1700 [i.e. 1737?]) pl. [16].
Map dated 1708.
Manuscript title ‘Cercle de la Haute Saxe’ and no.
‘15’ on verso.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .J25 1700 pl. [16] (PrCt)

Saxony (Germany) - Maps - 1708
Le Cercle de la haute Saxe ... Paris, [ca. 1708].

Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Iaillot,
Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Cordier, Louis,
-1711 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection
(Newberry Library). II:271
1 map : hand col. ; 45 x 64 cm.
2509
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly
17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by
Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound
together without title page for the collector Johan
Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map
Collection (Newberry Library).
VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2
no. II:271 (PrCt)
Authors: Schenk, Pieter, ca. 1698-1775 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 58 cm.

2512

Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:274 (PrCt)

69102 Saxony (Germany) - Maps - 1730


Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Cordier, Robert (Engraver) -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Delamarche, Charles François, 1740-1817. Atlas général : contenant le détail des quatre parties du monde [1798?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 34 x 45 cm.

Scale [ca. 1:875,000].

Relief shown pictorially.

In composite world atlas possibly compiled and published by Charles François Delamarche: Atlas général : contenant le détail des quatre parties du monde [Paris? : s.n., 1798?], [ptie 1], [plate 85].

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .A77 1798, [ptie 1], [plate 85] (NLO)

69103 Saxony (Germany) - Maps - 1730 - Postal Service

Postal Service--Postal Service - Saxony (Germany) - Maps - 1730--->Zuerner, Adam Friedrich, 1680-1742. Neue Chur Saechsische Post Charte, 1730

Neue Chur Saechsische post charte ... [Dresden?], 1981.

Authors: Zuerner, Adam Friedrich, 1680-1742 -- Sächsische Landesbibliothek (Dresden, Germany) -- Bodenehr, Moritz, d. 1748 -- Stams, W. Die 'Neue Chursächsische Post-Charte' von Adam Friedrich Zürn

1 map ; 45 x 55 cm.

Facsimile of original published [Leipzig], 1730; reproduced from original in the Sächsische Landesbibliothek (Dresden, Germany).

Bottom margin includes notes 'Die 'Neue Chursächsische Post-Charte' von Adam Friedrich Zürner' by Werner Stams.

For revised and enlarged edition of 1753 (in 2 sheets), cf. Novacco 4F 174. 83-66374

4146 and BHC 310

map4F G6092.U7P8 1730 Z8 1981 (PrCt)

69104 Saxony (Germany) - Maps - 1734

Circuli supe. Saxoniae pars meridionalis sive ducatus, electoratus et principatus ducum Saxoniae / ex Zolmiannis et Zürnerianis subsidiijs designata et edita per Homannianos Heredes ... Norimbergae [Nuremberg] : Homannianos Heredes, A. MDCCXXXIV [1734].

Authors: Zollmann, Phillip Heinrich -- Zuerner, Adam Friedrich, 1680-1742 -- Homann Erben (Firm) -- Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Saxony (Germany) - Maps - 1740
Saxoniae superioris circulus ob oculos fistens ducatum ... Saxoniae ... [Augsburg] : Matth. Seutter, [ca. 1740?].
Authors: Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756 -- Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756. [A Collection of Seutter maps] [1726-1773]
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 56 cm.
Forms part of a made-to-order composite atlas chiefly comprised of undated maps issued ca. 1734-ca. 1744.

Case oversize G 1007 .81 pl. [63] (PrCt)

Saxony (Germany) - Maps - 1740
Thuringia (Germany) - Maps - 1740
Saxony-Anhalt (Germany) - Maps - 1740
Authors: Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756 -- Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756. Atlas novus sive tabulae geographicae totius orbis faciem, partes, imperia, regna et provincias exhibentes [1740?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 56 cm.
"Cu[m ]gratia et priv. S.R.I. Vicariat[u]s, in partibus Rheni, Sueviae, et juris Franconici." Scale [ca. 1:585,000].
In: Seutter, Matthaeus. Atlas novus sive tabulae geographicae totius orbis faciem, partes, imperia, regna et provincias exhibentes (Augsburg : [Seutter], 1740?), plate [30]
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Saxony (Germany) - Maps - 1742 - Postal Service
Postal Service - Saxony (Germany) - Maps - 1742
La Saxe contenant les routes et le postes. Paris : Le Rouge, 1742 [i.e. 1748?].

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Jacques, 1757 [i.e. 1758?]), [plate 62].
"Haute Saxe Septile." -- oversize letterpress title stamped on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1757, [plate 62] (PrCt)

69111 Saxony (Germany) - Maps - 1751<>Brandenburg (Germany) - Maps - 1751<>Pomerania (Poland and Germany) - Maps - 1751 Partie septentrionale du cercle de Haute Saxe : qui contient le Duché de Poméranie ... / par le Sr. Robert de Vaugondy fils ... [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy], 1751.
Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Didier, 1723-1786 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1790?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 53 cm.
Inset (16 x 21 cm.): Suplement pour le Marquisat de Brandenbourg.
In: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles. Atlas universel / par M. Robert ... et par M. Robert de Vaugondy son fils ... (A Paris : Chez De la Marche, géographe, rue du Foin St. Jacques, Collège de Me. Gervais, 1757, [i.e. 1790?]), [plate 63].
"Haute Saxe" and "63" -- oversize letterpress title and number stamped on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1790, [plate 63] (PrCt)

69112 Saxony (Germany) - Maps - 1753 - Postal service<> Postal service - Saxony (Germany) - Maps - 1753 Neue Chur Saechsische post charte ... / Ad. Fr. Zünner ... ; 1736 auss neue revidirt 1753. [Leipzig], 1753.
Authors: Zuerner, Adam Friedrich, 1660-1742 -- Bodenehr, Moritz, d. 1748 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 661 x 1,041 (neat line), on 2 sheets 676 x 538 mm. and smaller Manuscript "97" and "98" on verso.
Enlarged and revised edition of map published 1730.
See facsimile of 1730 edition, with notes by Werner Stams, filed as map4F oG6092.U7P8 1730 Z8 1981.
British Library Map Catalogue on CD-ROM (*Maps 29325.(12.))
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
I17
Novacco 4F 174 (PrCt)

69113 Saxony (Germany) - Maps - 1756 Partie meridionale du cercle de Haute Saxe où sont le Duché de Saxe ... / par le Sr. Robert ... ; Cne. Haussard. [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy], 1756.
Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Haussard, Catherine -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1758?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 53 cm.
"Haute Saxe Meridile." -- oversize letterpress title stamped on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1757, [plate 63] (PrCt)

69114 Saxony (Germany) - Maps - 1756 Partie meridionale du cercle de Haute Saxe où sont le Duché de Saxe ... / par le Sr. Robert ... ; Cne. Haussard. [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy], 1756.
Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Haussard, Catherine -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1790?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 53 cm.
In: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles. Atlas universel (Paris : Chez les auteurs, quay de l’Horloge du Palais, Boudet libraire imprimeur du roi, rue St. Jacques, 1757 [i.e. 1758?]), [plate 64].
"Haute Saxe Meridile." and "64" -- oversize letterpress title and number stamped on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1790, [plate 64] (PrCt)

69115 Saxony (Germany) - Maps - 1769 Nieuwe kaart van de Opper Saxise Kreits of Keur Saxen, Meissen, Voigtland, Thuringe, Anhalt, Lusatie, Brandenburg en Pomeren & te Amsterdam : by Isaak Tirion, [1769?].
Authors: Tirion, Isaak. Nieuwe en beknopte hand atlas ... (1748 [i.e. 1769?]') -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 27 x 33 cm. Verso numbered "No 22" in manuscript.
In: Tirion, Isaak. Nieuwe en beknopte hand-atlas ... (Amsterdam : Isaak Tirion, 1744 [i.e. 1769?]), plate [22].
oversize Ayer 135 .T55 1744, plate [22] (PrCt)

69116 Saxony (Germany) - Maps - 1776 Circuli super. Saxoniae pars meridionalis sive ducatus electoratus et principatus ducum Saxoniae / ex Zolmannianis et Zürnerianis ; subsidijs designata et edita per Homannianos Heredes. [Nuremberg] : Homannianos Heredes, [1776?].

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Saxony (Germany) - Maps - 1804

- Maps - 1804

- Pomerania (Poland and Germany) - Maps - 1796


Authors: Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824 -- Calcografia camerale (Rome, Italy) -- Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824. Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (1792-1801). 1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 43 cm.

In: Cassini, Giovanni Maria. Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (Rome : Presso la Calcogr. camerale, 1792-1801) v. 2 pl. 44. Map dated 1796.

oversize Ayer 135 .C33 1792 v. 2 pl. 44 (PrCt)

Saxyony (Germany) - Maps - 1804

- Thuringia (Germany) - Maps - 1804

- Parth meridionale del cercle de Haute Saxe où sont le Duché de Saxe, le Marquisat de Misnie, le Landgraviat de Thuringie ... / par le Sr. Robert. À Venise [Venice : Santini ; chez Mr. Remondini], 1804.

Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Santini, P. -- Remondini, Giuseppe Antonio, 1747-1811 -- Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (1784 [i.e. 1807?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 51 cm.


Baskes oversize G1015 .S4 1807, v. 1, no. 28 (PrCt)

Saxony (Germany) - Maps - 1804

- Brandenburg (Germany) - Maps - 1804


Authors: Lange , J. E. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas : 17 maps ; 372 x 258 mm. (1M,1817);wA4289&A4290 Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

69122 Saxony (Germany) - Maps - 1811<->Poland, Western - Maps - 1811
Authors: Cary, John, approximately 1754-1835 -- =Cary, John, approximately 1754-1835. Cary's New universal atlas ... (1811 [i.e. 1812?]!) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 44 x 50 cm.
In: Cary, John. Cary's New universal atlas, containing distinct maps of all the principal states and kingdoms throughout the world (London: Printed for J. Cary, 1811 [i.e. 1812?]!) pl. [20].
Printed paste-on no. 23.
oversize Ayer 135 .C3 1811 pl. 20 (PrCt)

69123 Saxony (Germany) - Maps - 1831
Upper Saxony : partly belonging to Prussia. Edinburgh : D. Lizards, [1831?].
Authors: Lizards, Daniel, 1760-1812 -- Hamilton, John, fl. 1831 -- Lizards, Daniel, 1760-1812. The Edinburgh geographical and historical atlas ... [1831?]?
1 map : hand col. ; 43 x 48 cm.
In: Lizards, Daniel. The Edinburgh geographical and historical atlas ... (Edinburgh etc. : John Hamilton [and others, 1831?]) pl. [20].
Engraved plate no. "XXIV.
oversize G 10 .514 pl. [20] (PrCt)

69124 Saxony (Germany) - Maps - 1831 - Ecclesiastical geography<->Ecclesiastical geography - Saxony (Germany) - Maps - 1831<->Evangelisch-Lutherische Landeskirche Sachsens - Maps - 1831<->Lutheran Church - Maps - 1831
Authors: Zobel, Johann Carl Heinrich von, 1773-1849 -- Lüdicke, Friedrich Adolph, 1782-1851 -- E. Pönicke & Sohn -- Goedische, Friedrich Willhelm -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Pönicke (E.) & Sohn SEE E. Pönicke & Sohn
1 atlas (67 p., [26] leaves of plates) : 26 maps ; 31 x 40 cm.
Issued in installments.
Heft 1-4 each have title page with imprint; final unnumbered installment has title, without imprint: Anhang zum Atlas von Sachsen : enthaltend ein alphabetisches Verzeichniss der Städte, Dörfer, Rittergüter und Vorwerke, nebst einem Register über sämttltische Ortschaften mit Einschluss der Königl. Sächsischen Lausitz.

69125 Saxony (Germany) - Maps - 1899-1909 - Administrative and political divisions<->Saxony-Anhalt (Germany) - Maps - 1899-1909 - Administrative and political divisions
Authors: Sächsische Kommission für Geschichte -- Historische Kommission für die Provinz Sachsen und für Anhalt -- Ermisch, Hubert, 1850-1932
1 atlas (20 col. maps) ; 49 cm. + accomp. text (16 p. ; 25 cm.)
Title from accompanying text.
Maps no. 364/389, 365/390, 366/391, 367/392, 414/440 pub. by the Historische kommission für die provinz Sachsen und das herzogtum Anhalt, 1902-1909; the other maps (15) are pub. without date by the K. Sächsische kommission für geschichte.
oversize F 4798 .78 v. 2 (NLO)

69126 Saxony (Germany) - Maps - 1920
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 20 maps, 26 city plans
1st ed.
Includes advertising dated 1921 and priced in marks.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

69127 Saxony (Germany) - Maps - 1927 - Administrative and political divisions<->Saxony-Anhalt (Germany) - Maps - 1927 - Administrative and political divisions
Ortsflurkarte des freistaates Sachsen, hrg von der Sächsischen kommission für geschichte unter mitwirkung des Hauptstaatsarchivs und des Statistischen landesamtes, hergestellt von der Graph. kunstanstalt globus R. Mittelbach ...
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Dresden : Kaufmann, 1927.
Authors: Sächsische Kommission für Geschichte -- Statistisches Landesamt Sachsen-Anhalt -- Saxony-Anhalt (Germany), Hauptstaatsarchiv, Dresden -- Kartographische anstalt Robert Mittelbach, Kötzschenbroda -- Kaufmann
1 map : col. ; 74 x 113 cm. fold. to 30 cm.
Series: Schriften der Sächsischen kommission für geschichte. 31
F 4798 .78 v. 31 (NLO)

69128 Saxony (Germany) - Maps - 1928
Bohemian Forest - Maps - 1928
Bavarian Forest (Germany) - Maps - 1928
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 24 maps, 32 city plans
2nd ed.
Includes advertising dated 1931 and priced in marks.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

69129 Saxony (Germany) - Maps - 1939
Authors: Diercke, Carl, 1842-1913 -- Lange, Harry, 1821-1893 -- Georg Westermann Verlag -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (xv p.) : 13 maps (some col) ; 31 cm.
Cover title.
At head of title: Lange-Diercke, Sächsischen Schulatlas.
Date from p. ii.
Maps on inside of cover.
Laid in: 3 copies of sheet map titled Wichtige Standorte sächsischer Industrien. Dresden ; Liepziger Schnellpressen.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1918.5 .L36 1939 (NLO)

69130 Saxony (Germany) - Real property
Maps As Historical Sources
Authors: Emmerich, W.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

69131 Saxton, Christopher, b. 1542?
Authors: Evans, Ifor M. -- Lawrence, Heather xiv,186 p. : ill. (1 fold.) ; 29cm.
Bibliography: p. 175-177.
Includes index.
folio GA793.5 .S3 E9 (NLO)

69132 Saxton, Christopher, b. 1542?
Authors: Tyacke, Sarah -- Huddy, John British Library Series, no. 2.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

69133 Saxton, Christopher, b. 1542? [Atlas of England and Wales], 1579
Authors: Seboek, Lou
vii, 211 leaves : ill. ; 29 cm.
Thesis (M.A.)--Carleton University..
Bibliography: leaves 208-211..
Photocopy of typescript.
folio GA794 1591.S283 S42 (NLO)

69134 Saxton, Christopher, b. 1542? [Atlas of England and Wales], 1579. Selections - Slides
Authors: Saxton, Christopher, b. 1542? -- Hermon Dunlap Smith Center for the History of Cartography
6 slides : col. + 1 booklet (15 p. ; 16 cm.).
(The Newberry Library slide set ; no. 3).
Contents: Suffolk -- Hampshire -- Dorset -- Cornwall -- Lancashire -- England and Wales.
Case GA201 N49 no.3 (NLO)

69135 Saxton, Christopher, b. 1542? [Atlas of England and Wales], 1579. Selections - Slides
Cartography - Faversham (England) - History
A Newly discovered manuscript estate plan by Christopher Saxton, relating to Faversham in Kent. 1972.
Authors: Evans, Ifor M.
p. 480-486 : map
Appendix. Local surveys by Christopher Saxton, listed in chronological order": p. 482-485.
Bibliography: p. 486.
G 007 .33, v. 138, p. 480-486 (PrCt)

69136 Scandanavia - Maps - 1797
Denmark, Norway, Sweden, and Finland / A. Bell sculpt. [Edinburgh : s.n., 1797].

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
69137 Scandanavia - Maps - 1817

69140 Scandanavia - Maps - 1829

69141 Scandanavia - Maps - 1872-1880

69142 Scandanavia - Bus routes - 1980

69143 Scandanavia - Historical geography - Maps - 1654
Baltia, quae et Scandia, Finningia ... [Paris : Pierre Mariette], 1654 [i.e.1659?]. Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Mariette, Pierre, 1603-1657 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. Cartes generales de toutes les
A New map of ancient Scandinavia : together with as much more of ye northern part of ancient Europe as answers to present Denmark & Moscavia. [Oxford : s.n., 1700].
Authors: Wells, Edward, 1667-1727 -- William, Duke of Gloucester, 1689-1700 -- Wells, Edward, 1667-1727. A New set of maps both of antient and present geography ... (1700) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 35 x 49 cm.
Anonymous map without imprint.
"Dedicated to his highness William Duke of Gloucester."
Inset (16 x 24 cm.): Present Denmark with the adjoining parts of Sweden and Germany. In: Wells, Edward. A New set of maps both of antient and present geography ... (Oxford : Printed at the Theater, 1700), plate [25] oversize Ayer 135 .W4 1700, plate [25] (PrCt)

Authors: Clavus, Claudius, b. 1388 -- Ptolemy, active 2nd century -- Bibliothek des Kollegiatstiftes Zeitz. Lat. Histor. 497, f. 48 -- Kreuer, Werner, 1933-- Institute für Geographie der Universität GH Essen 1 map : col. ; 29 x 49 cm.
Facsimile of 1470 map, attributed by Kreuer to Clavus, in a manuscript of Ptolemy's Geography in the Bibliothek des Kollegiatstiftes Zeitz.

69146 Scandinavia - Maps - 1490 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>>Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale Di Firenze. Cl. Xiii, 16, F.
104V-105R<<>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles<<>>Florence. Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale SEE Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale Di Firenze<<>>Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale Di Firenze SEE Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale Di Firenze<<>>National Central Library (Florence, Italy) SEE Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale Di Firenze<<>>Italy. National Central Library (Florence, Italy) SEE Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale Di Firenze
Authors: Martellus Germanus, Henricus, d.1496 -- Bibliotheca nazionale centrale di Firenze. Cl. XIII, 16, f. 104v-105r -- Kreuer, Werner, 1933-- Institute für Geographie der Universität GH Essen 1 map : col. ; 54 x 72 cm.
Facsimile of a 1490 manuscript in the Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale, Florence.
ISBN 3-623-00483-9 temp map6F G3201.A 1999 K7, no. 6 (PrCt)

Authors: Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530 -- Zoppino, Nicolò, fl. 1508-1544 -- Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530. Libro di Benedetto Bordone : nel qual si ragiona de tutte l'isole del mondo ... (1528) 1 map : woodcut, hand col. ; 14 x 14 cm., on sheet 31 x 21 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
In: Bordon, Benedetto. Libro di Benedetto Bordone : nel qual si ragiona de tutte l'isole del mondo ... (Venice : Nicolò Zoppino, 1528), folio VI.
Case folio G 117 .108, folio VI (PrCt)

69148 Scandinavia - Maps - 1539
Carta marina et descriptio septemtrionalivm terrarvm. [197-].
Authors: Ölaus, Magnus, Archbishop of Uppsala, 1490-1557 1 map ; 122 x 168 cm., on 9 sheets and reduced copy (40 x 55 cm.)
Facsimile of original published Venice, 1539.
M1276
map4F G9610 1539 .M3 197- (PrCt)

Authors: Ptolemy, active 2nd century -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Petri, Heinrich,
1508-1579 -- Ptolemy, active 2nd century.  
Geographia (1540) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection  
(Neuberry Library)  
1 map : hand col. woodcut ; 26 x 34 cm.,  
mounted on backing sheet 31 x 38 cm.  
Letterpress title above woodcut map with  
letterpress place names.  
In: Ptolemy, 2nd cent. Geographia universalis :  
vetus et nova / [edited by Sebastian Münster]  
(Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1540), [plate 41].  
Letterpress no. 41 and text on verso:  
Schonlandia. Hanc alij uocant ...  
Forms part of an incomplete copy of Sebastian  
Münster's 1540 edition of Ptolemy's Geography  
lacking intervening pages of text between maps.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at  
the Newberry Library.  
Duplicate copies (complete with full text,  
uncolored): VAULT Case folio Y 642 .P95 --  
References: Karrow, Mapmakers of the 16th  
cent., p. 424; Shirley, T. Pтолемей 8a  

69150 Scandinavia - Maps - 1552<>Gotland  
(Sweden) - Maps - 1552<>Woodcuts  
[Map of Scandanavia]. [Basel : Heinrich Petri,  
1552].  
Authors: Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 --  
Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552. Cosmographiae  
uniuersalis ... (1552) -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579  
-- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map : woodcut ; 10 x 14 cm., on sheet 32 x 21  
cm.  
Title supplied by cataloger.  
Added letterpress title above map: Gothiae sev  
Gotlandiae descriptio.  
In: Münster, Sebastian. Cosmographiae  
uniuersalis ... (Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552), p. 830.  
References: Mickwitz and Miekkavaara, A.E.  
Nordensköld collection in the Helsinki University  
Library (1979-1995), v. 2, p. 82.  
VAULT folio Ayer 7 .M8 1552, p. 830 (PrCt)  

69151 Scandinavia - Maps - 1554<>Map printing  
-Woodcuts - Maps - 1554<>Woodcuts  
Scandaniae insulae index. [Romae : I.M. de  
Viottis, 1554].  
Authors: Olaus, Magnus, Archbishop of Uppsala,  
1490-1557 -- Johannes, Magnus, Archbishop of  
Uppsala, 1488-1544. Historia Ioannis Magni  
(1554) -- Viottis, I. M. de  
1 map : woodcut ; 260 x 166 mm.  
In: Johannes, Magnus, Archbishop of Uppsala.  
Historia Ioannis Magni (Romae : I.M. de Viottis,  
1554), < >  
A crude woodcut version of Olaus Magnus' 1539  
'Carta marina.'  
References: Karrow, Mapmakers of the 16th  
Century 53/1.3.  
Case F 3023 .55, < > (NLO)  

69152 Scandinavia - Maps - 1562  
Terrarvm Septentrionalivm exacta novissimaqve  
descriptio / per Livinvm Algoet et alijs autoribus  
1562. [Paris : Bibliothèque nationale, 1990?].  
Authors: Goethals, Liévin, d. 1547 -- Jode,  
Gerard de, 1509-1591 -- Bibliothèque nationale  
(France). Cartes et plans, Rés. Gé. B.2350 --  
Panagathus, Levinus, d. 1547 SEE Goethals,  
Liévin, d. 1547 -- Algoet, Liévin, d. 1547  
Goethals, Liévin, d. 1547  
1 map ; 19 x 26 cm.  
Photograph of unique printed original in the  
Bibliothèque nationale (Res. Ge. B 2350).  
"Antuerpie apud Gerardu[m] de Juede supra  
borsam noum."  
The original manuscript map on which this was  
based was made about 1530.  
Letterpress in cartouche at lower right, 23 lines in  
all, begins: Oostlant, Noorwegen, Sweden,  
Denemerkcken, Lieffant, Pomeren ende Prusen,  
met allen haren aanruerenden frontieren off  
grengen, als namelyck boden, fynen, ende  
schrickfynen ende meer andere hoochnordische  
landen. Met een deel des machtigen  
Vorstendoms der grooter landen van den  
Moscouiten ende Russen....  
References: Karrow, Mapmakers of the 16th  
Century 3/2.1  
map1F 6910 1562 .G6 1990 (PrCt)  

69153 Scandinavia - Maps - 1570<>Europe,  
Northern - Maps - 1570  
Septentrionalivm regionvm descrip. [Antwerp :  
Aegid. Coppenium Diesth, 1570].  
Authors: Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598 --  
Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594 -- Diesth, Aegid.  
Coppenius (Aegidius Coppenius) -- Ortelius,  
Abraham, 1527-1598. Theatrvm orbis terrarvm  
(1570)  
1 map ; 36 x 49 cm.  
Based on the large world map by Mercator; see  
Karrow, p. 8.  
In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatrvm orbis terrarvm  
(Antwerp : A.C. Diesth, 1570), [plate 45].  
Printed no. 45 and Latin letterpress text on verso  
beginning: Scandia siue regiones  
septentrionales. Continet haec tabula serè  
onnem cogniti orbis ...  
Duplicate copy: VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7  
1570.  
Digital image of another copy available on Marcel  
P.R. van den Broecke's Cartographica  
References: Karrow, Mapmakers of the sixteenth  
VAULT Case oversize G 1007 .64, [plate 45]  
(PrCt)  

69154 Scandinavia - Maps - 1572  
[Carta marina et descriptio septentrionalivm  
terrarvm] / utgivnen av Olaus Magnus 1539 ; kopia
69155 Scandinavia - Maps - 1572
[Carta marina et descripicio septentrionalivm terrarvm] / utgivn av Olaus Magnus 1539 ; kopia
Authors: Olaus, Magnus, Archbishop of Uppsala, 1490-1557 -- Lafferri, Antoine, 1512-1577 --
Kungliga Biblioteket (Sweden) -- AM-karton (Firm) --
International Conference on the History of Cartography (14th : 1991 : Uppsala and
Stockholm)
1 map : col.; 63 x 84 cm.
Facsimile of 1572 map distributed on the occasion of the 14th international Conference on
the History of Cartography, Uppsala and
Reproduced from original in the Kungliga
Biblioteket (Sweden).
map6F G6910 1572 .M3 1991 (PrCt)

69156 Scandinavia - Maps - 1588
Septentrionalivm Regionvm descrip. [Antwerp :
Christophe Plantin, 1588].
Authors: Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598 --
Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594 -- Plantin,
Christophe, approximately 1520-1589 -- Ortelius,
Abraham, 1527-1598. Theatro de la tierra
universal (1588) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 49 cm.
In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatro de la tierra
universal (Antwer : Christophe Plantin, 1588),
[plate 90].
Derived from world map by Mercator; see Karrow
p. 8.
Printed no. 90 and Spanish letterpress text on
verso beginning: Scandia, o Regiones
Septentrionales. Esta tabla contiene casi todo ... .
Digital image of another copy available on Marcel
P.R. van den Broecke's Cartographica
Neerlandica website (accessed April 2012):
References: Karrow, Mapmakers of the sixteenth
century (1993), p. 8 and 392; Broecke, Ortelius
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1588, [plate 90]
(PrCt)

69157 Scandinavia - Maps - 1593
Septentrionalivm[m] regionvm Svetiae, Gothiae,
Norwegiae, Daniae / Ioannes a Deutecum, Lucas
a Deutecum fecerunt. [Antwerp?] : Gerardus de
Iode excedebat. [1593?].
Authors: Doetecam, Jan van -- Doetechum,
Lucas van, 16th cent. -- Jode, Gerard de,
1509-1591 -- Wierix, Antonie, -1604 -- Jode,
Gerard de, 1509-1591. Specvlvm orbis terrarvm
(1593)
1 map : hand col. ; 38 x 50 cm.
Latin letterpress text on verso (fol. 4, sig. Ee):
Svetia, Gothia et Norvegia ... .
Engraving attributed to Antonie Wierix.
In: Jode, Gerard de. Specvlvm orbis terrarvm
(Antwerp : A. Coninx, 1593), map [36].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .J9 1593, map [36]
(PrCt)

69158 Scandinavia - Maps - 1606
Northern - Maps - 1606
Septentrionalivm Regionvm descrip. [London :
John Norton, 1606].
Authors: Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598 --
Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594 -- Norton, John,
-1612 -- Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598.
Theatrum orbis terrarvm ... (1606) -- Edward E.
Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 49 cm.
In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatrum orbis terrarvm ...
(London : J. Norton, 1606), [plate 102].
Derived from world map by Mercator; see Karrow
p. 8.
Printed no. 102 and English letterpress text on
verso beginning: Scandia, Or the Northren
Kingdomes. This Mappe conteineh almost all ... .
Digital image of another copy available on Marcel
P.R. van den Broecke's Cartographica
Neerlandica website (accessed August 2012):
References: Karrow, Mapmakers of the sixteenth
century (1993), p. 8 and 392; Broecke, Ortelius
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1606, [plate 102]
(PrCt)

69160 Scandinavia - Maps - 1620
Tabula exactissima regnorum Sueciae et
Norwegiae. Amsterdam, [ca. 1620].
Authors: Visscher, Claes Jansz., 1586 or 7
-- Goos, Abraham -- Bure, Anders, 1571-1646 --
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry
Library). III:Q4
1 map : 43 x 51 cm.
3296
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map
Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6910 1620 .V5 (PrCt)

Scandinavia - Maps - 1625
Svecia, et Norwegia etc. / [Jodocus Hondius].
Request and cite items by
the complete call number forming
the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
[London : Printed by W. Stansby for H. Fetherstone, 1625].
Authors: Purchas, Samuel, 1577?-1626 -- Hondius, Jodocus, 1563-1612 -- Purchas, Samuel, 1577?-1626. Purchas his pilgrimes (1625) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : copper engraving ; 12.5 x 17.7 cm. on sheet 32 x 21 cm.
Letterpress above map: Hondivs his Map of Norvegia and Svetia.
Digital image available on Library of Congress website (accessed Dec. 2010) :
http://bit.ly/dQycfA
VAULT Ayer 110 .P9 1625, v. 3, p. 620 (PrCt)

69162 Scandinavia - Maps - 1647
Authors: Sanson, N. (Nicolas), 1626-1648 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:Q9
1 map : hand col. ; 29 x 31 cm.
'I. Bornholm' added in ms. off coast of Sweden.
3291
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map2F G6910 1647 .S2 (PrCt)

69163 Scandinavia - Maps - 1647
La Scandinavie et les environs ou sont les estats et royaumes ... Paris : chez l'auteur, 1647 [i.e. 1659?].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Mariette, Pierre, 1603-1657 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (1658 [i.e. 1659?])
1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 32 cm.
In: Sanson, Nicolas. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (Paris : Pierre Mariette,
1658 [i.e. 1659?]) v. 1, pl. [28]
VAULT Case oversize G1015 .S35 1658 v. 1, pl. [28] (PrCt)

69164 Scandinavia - Maps - 1654 - Nautical charts
Letterpress above map: Hondivs his Map of Norvegia and Svetia.
Digital image available on Library of Congress website (accessed Dec. 2010) :
http://bit.ly/dQycfA
VAULT Ayer 110 .P9 1625, v. 3, p. 620 (PrCt)
Scandinavia - Maps - 1669
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Mariette, Pierre, 1634-1716 -- Johan Gabriel Danckerts, [ca. 1680].
Scandinavia and its confines... London: Berry, 1689.
Authors: Berry, William, fl. 1669-1708 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Berry, William, fl. 1669-1708. [A Collection of maps of the world] [1680-1689] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 52 x 85 cm.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B48 1680 pl. 26 (PrCt)

Scandinavia - Maps - 1670
Sueciae, Norvegiae, et Daniae nova tabula. Paris, [ca. 1670].
Authors: Langlois, Nicolas, 1640-1703 -- Blaeu, Joan, 1596-1673 -- Johan Gabriel Danckerts, [ca. 1680].
Map collection of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:Q15
1 map : hand col. ; 39 x 53 cm.
3290
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6910 1670 .L3 (PrCt)

Scandinavia - Maps - 1680
Tabula regnorum Sueciae et Norvegiae amstelodami. Amsterdam, [ca. 1680].
Gazetteers. Le Scandinavie, et les environs, ou sont les royaumes de Suede, de Danemarck ... Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : H. Jaillot [i.e. P. Mortier], 1692 [i.e. 1696].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632-1712 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. [Atlas nouveau contenant toutes les parties du monde ... ] (1696)
1 map : hand col. ; 53 x 86 cm.
Added title, upper margin: Le Scandinavie, et les environs, ou sont les royaumes de Suede, Danemarck ... .

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Accompanied, on the previous leaf, by: Table alphabeticque des noms de villes, bourgs, &c. ... de la Scandinavie. Table dated 1696.
In: Sanson, Nicolas. [Atlas nouveau contenant toutes les parties du monde ... ] (Amsterdam : Pierre Mortier, 1696) v. 1, map [9].
Forms part of atlas published by P. Mortier in Amsterdam; chiefly comprised of maps bearing the counterfeit imprint of H. Jaijollot in Paris.
Case oversize G 1007 .78 v. 1, map [9] (PrCt)

69175 Scandinavia - Maps - 1695
La Scandinavie, et les environs, ou sont les royaumes de Suede, de Danemarck et de Norwege ... Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : Hubert Jaijollot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], [1695?].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Jaijollot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667.
Atlas nouveau : contenant toutes les parties du monde (1692 [i.e. 1695?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 53 x 86 cm.
In counterfeit edition of: Sanson, Nicolas. Atlas nouveau : contenant toutes les parties du monde (Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : H. Jaijollot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], 1692 [i.e. 1695?]) pl. [12].
Added title, upper margin: La Scandinavie et les environs ou sont les royaumes de Suede, Danemarck et Norwege, divises en leurs principales provinces ...
Map dated 1692.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .S19 1692 pl. [12] (PrCt)

69176 Scandinavia - Maps - 1700
Tabula regnorum Sueciae, Daniae et Norvegiae.
Amsterdam, [ca. 1700].
Authors: Allard, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
III:Q8
1 map : 43 x 55 cm.
3293
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6910 1700 .A4 (PrCt)

69177 Scandinavia - Maps - 1700
Tabula exantissima regnorum Sueciae et Norvegiae nec non maris universi orientalis ... / ad Andrea Bureo Sueco. [S.l. s.n., ca. 1700?].
Authors: Bureo, Anders, 1571-1646 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
III:Q7 -- Bureo, Andrea SEE Bure, Anders, 1571-1646
1 map : 28 x 36 cm.
Remnants of binding stub on verso.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map2F G6910 1700 .B8 (PrCt)

69178 Scandinavia - Maps - 1700
Scandinavia complectens Sueciae Daniae & Norvegiae. Nuremberg, [ca. 1700].
Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:Q2
1 map ; 47 x 56 cm.
3292
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6910 1700 .H6 (PrCt)

69179 Scandinavia - Maps - 1700
La Scandinavie où sont les royaumes de Suede, Danemarck et Norwege ... Parisis [i.e. Amsterdam] : H. Iaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], 1695 [i.e. ca. 1700].
Authors: Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712. Atlas minor ad usum serenissimi burgundiae ducis ... (ca. 1700) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 59 cm.
Added title, upper margin: Nova Scandinaviae tabula, ad usum serenissimi Burgundiae Ducis ...
In counterfeit edition of: Jaillot, Alexis Hubert. Atlas minor ad usum serenissimi burgundiae ducis ... (Amsterdam : Pieter Mortier, ca. 1700) no. [10].
Manuscript '10' at upper right.

69180 Scandinavia - Maps - 1700
La Scandinavie et les environs. Paris, [ca. 1700].
Authors: Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:Q6
1 map : 53 x 85 cm.
3288
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map6F G6910 1700 .J3 (PrCt)

69181 Scandinavia - Maps - 1700
Novissima nec non perfectissima Scandinaviae tabula comprehendens regnorum Sueciae, Daniae et Norvegiae ... Amstelodami [Amsterdam] : F. de Wit, [ca. 1700?].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Wit, Frederik de. Atlas [ca. 1700?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 57 cm.
In: Wit, Frederik de. Atlas [Amsterdam : bij Frederik de Wit in de Calverstraet bij den Dam inde Witte Paskaert. ca. 1700?] no. [64].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .W8 A no. [64] (PrCt)

69182 Scandinavia - Maps - 1700-1799
Suecia, Dania, et Norvegia. [S.l. s.n., 17--?].
Authors: Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:Q3
1 map ; 28 x 35 cm.
3295
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Authors: L’Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 --
Liévaux, Jean Baptiste -- Johan Gabriel Sack
Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:Q12
1 map : hand col. ; 81 x 60 cm.
3312
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack
Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Sack map6F G6910 1706 .L5 (PrCt)

69188 Scandinavia - Maps - 1708
La Scandinavie, et les environs ou sont les
royaumes de Suede, de Danemarck, et de
Norwege ... Paris : H. Jaillot, 1708 [i.e. 1737]?
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Cordier,
Robert (Engraver) -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert,
1632?-1712 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712.
[Atlas français] (1700 [i.e. 1737?]!) -- Edward E.
Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 45 x 63 cm.
In: Jaillot, Alexis Hubert. [Atlas français] (Paris :
Jaillot, 1700 [i.e. 1737?]!) pl. [3].
Map dated 1708.
Manuscript title ‘Royaumes du nord’ and no. ‘3’
on verso.
(PrCt)

69189 Scandinavia - Maps - 1710
Scandinavia, vel regna septentrionalia, Suecia,
Dania, et Norvegia ... Amsterdam, [ca. 1710].
Authors: Valck, Leonard, 1675-1746 -- Valck, G.
(Gerard), 1651 or 2-1726 -- Johan Gabriel Sack
Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:Q1
1 map ; 55 x 48 cm.
3294
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map
Collection (Newberry Library).

Sack map4F G6910 1710 .V3 (PrCt)

69190 Scandinavia - Maps - 1710
Regni Sueciae tabula generalis. Amsterdam, [ca.
1725].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Cóvens et Mortier --
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry
Library). III:Q13
1 map ; 49 x 56 cm.
3311
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map
Collection (Newberry Library).

Sack map4F G6910 1725 .C6 (PrCt)

69191 Scandinavia - Maps - 1718
A New map of Denmark and Sweden : according
to ye newest and most exact observations.
[London] : D. Midwinter, Thomas Bowles, and
Philip Overton. [1718?].
Authors: Moll, Herman, -1732 -- Midwinter, D.
(Daniel), d. 1757 -- Bowles, Thomas, -1767 --
Overton, Philip, d. 1751 -- General Drafting
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 59 x 100 cm. backed with
linen
*Printed for H. Moll over against Devereux Court
without Temple Bar in the Strand, D. Midwinter at

69187 Scandinavia - Maps - 1706

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
the 3 crouns in St. Pauls Church yard, and T. Bowles print & map-seller next to the Chapter house in St. Pauls Church Yard. [erasure?] and by Philip Overton map & printseller near S. Dunstan's Church, Fleetstreet.'

Inset: The North Part of Norway, Lapland, and Greenland. 23 x 19 cm.


Cf. Stevens, Henry N. World described, catalogue C, no. 14, issue (b), except that this copy has the spelling "crouns" as on Stevens' issue (a).

Separated from General Drafting Collection, 2011.

map6F G6910 1717 .M6 1718 (PrCt)

**Scandinavia - Maps - 1719**

Scandinavia and its confines in which are the Kingdoms of Sweden, Norway &c. divided into their principal provinces / revised by I. Senex ; I. Harris sculp. [London : s.n., 1719].

Authors: Senex, John, -1740 -- Harris, John, active 1680-1739 or 1740 -- Chandos, James Brydges, Duke of, 1674-1744 -- Senex, John, -1740. A New general atlas : containing a geographical and historical account of all the empires, kingdoms, and other dominions of the world ... (1721) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 54 cm.

Includes dedication to "His Grace the Duke of Shandois [Chandos]."

In: Senex, John. A New general atlas : containing a geographical and historical account of all the empires, kingdoms, and other dominions of the world ... (London : Daniel Browne [and 8 others], 1721), v. 1, between p. 26-27.

oversize Ayer 135 .S5 1721 v. 1, between p. 26-27 (PrCt)

**Scandinavia - Maps - 1726**

A New map of Denmark and Sweden : according to ye newest and most exact observations. [London] : John Bowles, Thomas Bowles, and Philip Overton, [1726].

Authors: Moll, Herman, -1732 -- Bowles, John, 1701-1779 -- Bowles, Thomas, -1767 -- Overton, Philip, d. 1751 -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 59 x 100 cm.

'Printed for H. Moll over against Devereux Court without Temple Bar in the Strand, John Bowles, print and map-seller over-against Stocks Market. Thomas Bowles print & map-seller next to the Chapter house in St. Pauls Church Yard.

[erasure?] and by Philip Overton map & printseller near S. Dunstan's Church, Fleetstreet.'

Inset: The North Part of Norway, Lapland, and Greenland. 23 x 19 cm.

Includes vignettes and text about Laplanders; detached from folding crease on piece of paper

64 x 25 cm.


Cf. Stevens, Henry N. World described, catalogue C, no. 14, issue (d).

A later state of the same map in Newberry library's copy of Moll's atlas (edition issued between 1732-35): Ayer +135 M7 1730.

Fitzgerald polar map 153 (PrCt)

**Scandinavia - Maps - 1726**

A New map of Denmark and Sweden : according to ye newest and most exact observations. [London] : John Bowles, Thomas Bowles, and Philip Overton, [1726].

Authors: Moll, Herman, -1732 -- Bowles, John, 1701-1779 -- Bowles, Thomas, -1767 -- Overton, Philip, d. 1751 -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 59 x 100 cm.

'Printed for H. Moll over against Devereux Court without Temple Bar in the Strand, John Bowles, print and map-seller over-against Stocks Market. Thomas Bowles print & map-seller next to the Chapter house in St. Pauls Church Yard.

[erasure?] and by Philip Overton map & printseller near S. Dunstan's Church, Fleetstreet.'

Inset: The North Part of Norway, Lapland, and Greenland. 23 x 19 cm.

Includes vignettes and text about Laplanders; detached from folding crease on piece of paper

64 x 25 cm.


Cf. Stevens, Henry N. World described, catalogue C, no. 14, issue (d).

A later state of the same map in Newberry library's copy of Moll's atlas (edition issued between 1732-35): Ayer +135 M7 1730.

Fitzgerald polar map 153 (PrCt)

**Scandinavia - Maps - 1732**

Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1732

Carte de couronnes du nord : dédiée autres puissant et tres invincible prince Charles XII, royaume de Suede, des Gots, et des Vandales, grand duc de Finlande, &c. ... / par ... Guillaume De l'Isle ... ; gravé par Liébaux le fils. A Paris : chez l'auteur sur la Quai de l'Horloge ..., [ca. 1732?].

Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1725 -- Liébaux, Henri, d. 1752 -- Charles XII, King of Sweden, 1682-1718 -- L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726. [Collection of maps of the world] [1732?]. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map on 2 sheets : hand col. ; 92 x 61 cm.

Title cartouche and imprint on northern sheet; engraver "Liébaux le fils" on southern sheet. Two lines of engraved text beneath cartouche.

Engravings

Cf. Stevens, Henry N. World described, catalogue C, no. 14, issue (d).

A later state of the same map in Newberry library's copy of Moll's atlas (edition issued between 1732-35): Ayer +135 M7 1730.

Fitzgerald polar map 153 (PrCt)
Scandinavia - Maps - 1741

Scandinavia complectens Sueciae, Daniae, & Norvægiae regna / ex tabulis loh. Baptista Homanni ... Noribergae [Nuremberg : Homann, 1734 or later].
Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724. Kleinier Atlas scholasticus von sechs und zwantzig charter [1734 or later] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 54 cm.
In: Homann, Johann Baptist. Kleinier Atlas scholasticus von sechs und zwantzig charter (Leipzig ; Nuremberg : Johann Friedrich Gleditsch ; Johann Baptist Homann, [1734 or later]), [plate 22].

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .H7 1734, [plate 22] (PrCt)

69200

Scandinavia - Maps - 1741<<>>Baltic States - Maps - 1741
Carte des courones du Nord. Amsterdam : Jean Covens et Corneille Mortier, [1741?].
Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675 -- Covens et Corneille Mortier, [1741?]. Atlas nouveau, contenant toutes les parties du monde ... (Amsterdam : J. Covens & C. Mortier, [1741?]) v. 1, pl. [8].

oversize Ayer 135 .L695 1741 v. 1, pl. [9] (PrCt)

69201

Scandinavia - Maps - 1745

Scandinavia complectens Sueciae, Daniae & Norvægiae regna ... Nuremberg : Homann Erben, [ca. 1745].
Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Homann Erben (Firm) -- Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724. Atlas novus terrarum orbis [ca. 1745] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 54 cm.
In: Homann, Johann Baptist. Atlas novus terrarum orbis (Nuremberg : Homann Erben, ca. 1745), [plate 141].
Manuscript '143' on verso.

oversize Ayer 135 .H7 1730, [plate 141] (PrCt)

69202

Scandinavia - Maps - 1747

A New and accurate map of Scandianvia or the northern crowns of Sweden, Denmark, and Norway. London : W. Inny et al, 1747.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Entry</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 69207 | *Scandinavia - Maps - 1772* | The Northern states, containing the kingdom of Sweden, Denmark, and Norway, divided into provinces and governments. London : Robt. Sayer, 1772 [i.e. 1773]. Authors: Kitchin, Thomas, 1718-1784 -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Kitchin, Thomas, 1718-1784. A General atlas describing the whole

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Scandinavia - Maps - 1774

69208

Scandinavia - Maps - 1774

The Northern states, comprehending the kingdoms of Denmark, Norway and Sweden; with their divisions. London : R. Sayer and J. Bennett, 1778.

Authors: Dunn, Samuel, -1794 -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Robert Sayer and John Bennett (Firm) -- Dunn, Samuel, -1794. A New atlas of the mundane system ... (1778) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 42 cm.

In: Dunn, Samuel. A New atlas of the mundane system ... (London : R. Sayer and J. Bennett, 1778), pl. 10. Title page dated 1778; map dated 1774.

oversize Ayer 135 .D85 1778 pl. 10 (PrCt)

Scandinavia - Maps - 1776

Scandinavia completens Sveciae, Daniae, et Norvegiae regna ... / Augusto Gottlob Böehmio ... Norimbergae [Nuremberg] : Homannianorum Heredum, anno 1776.

Authors: Boehme, August Gottlieb, 1719-1797 -- Homann Erben (Firm) -- Homann Erben (Firm).

Major atlas scholasticus ex triginta sex generalibus et specialibus mappis Homannianis ... [1776?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Böehmio, August Gottlob, 1719-1797 SEE Boehme, August Gottlieb, 1719-1797 -- Böhmé, August Gottlob, 1719-1797 SEE Boehme, August Gottlieb, 1719-1797

1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 54 cm.


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .H66 1776, [plate 30] (PrCt)

Scandinavia - Maps - 1780


69210

Scandinavia - Maps - 1780


Authors: Janvier, Jean Denis -- Choffard, Pierre-Philippe, 1730-1809 -- Lattré, Jean -- Lattré, Jean. Atlas géographique : contenant la mappemonde et les quatre parties avec les différents états (1784) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 45 x64 cm.

"Avec privélige du Roi, 1780."

Cartouche signed: P.P. Choffard fecit 1759.

Scale [ca. 1:855,000]

Relief shown pictorially.

Prime meridian: Ferro.


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1019 .A739 1784, plate [21] (NLO)

Scandinavia - Maps - 1780


Authors: Bonne, Rigobert, 1727-1794 -- Pellet, J.-L. (Jean-Léonard) -- Bonne, Rigobert, 1727-1794. Atlas de toutes les parties connues du globe terrestre ... [1780?] -- William B.


69217 Scandinavia - Maps - 1789<<>>Finland - Maps - 1789<<>>Russia - Maps - 1789<<>>Baltic States - Maps - 1789 The Northern states: comprehending the kingdoms of Denmark, Norway, and Sweden: with their divisions / by Samuel Dunn. London: Printed for Robt. Sayer ... as the Act directs, 10 Jany. 1789. Authors: Dunn, Samuel, -1794 -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Dunn, Samuel, -1794. A New atlas of the mundane system ... [1789?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 42 cm, on sheet 47 x 57 cm. Scale: [ca. 1:6,500,000] Relief shown pictorially. Prime meridian: Ferro. In: Dunn, Samuel. A New atlas of the mundane system, or, Of geography and cosmography ...
69224 Scandinavia - Maps - 1796

Sweden, Denmark and Finland from the best authorities. Philadelphia : M. Carey, 1796.
Authors: Hill, Samuel, 1766?-1804 -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Guthrie, William, 1708-1770 -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839. Carey's General atlas ... (1796)
1 map ; 32 x 35 cm.
In: Carey, Mathew. Carey's General atlas ... (Philadelphia : M. Carey, 1796) pl. [4]. Inset, 7 x 11 cm.: Iceland and West Greenland.
Case folio G1019.C25 1796 pl. 4 (PrCt)

69225 Scandinavia - Maps - 1798

Denmark, Norway, Sweden, and Finland / J. Smither sculpt. [Philadelphia : s.n., 1798].
Authors: Smither, James -- Encyclopaedia -- or, A dictionary of arts sciences and miscellaneous literature 1798 -- Encyclopaedia Britannica (1798)
1 map ; 17 x 21 cm.
In an American edition of the Encyclopaedia Britannica, issued as: Encyclopaedia; or, A dictionary of arts, sciences, and miscellaneous literature ... (Philadelphia : Thomas Dobson, 1798) v. 5, opposite p. 752.
Includes untitled continuation inset covering northern Scandinavia and 'east Greenland.' Engraved 'Plate CLVII.'
A 2 .254 v. 5, opposite p. 752 (PrCt)

69226 Scandinavia - Maps - 1802

Sweden and Norway. [London] : Cadell and Davies [et al], 1802 [i.e. 1807].
Authors: Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826 -- Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Pontoppidan, Erich, 1698-1764 -- Hermelin, Samuel Gustaf Benzelstierna, friherre, 1744-1820 -- Lowry, fl. 1802-1807 -- Cadell & Davies -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826. Modern geography ... (1807)
1 map ; 25 x 20 cm.
Arrowsmith direxit.'
'From Pontoppidan and Hermelin.'
'Published March 1st, 1802 ...'
folio G 11 .693 v. 1, opp. p. 557 (PrCt)

69227 Scandinavia - Maps - 1804

Authors: Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823. A New and elegant general atlas comprising all the new discoveries, to the present time ... (1804) -- John Conrad & Co. -- Shallus, Francis -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 25 x 20 cm.
In: Arrowsmith, Aaron. A New and elegant general atlas comprising all the new discoveries, to the present time ... (Philadelphia [etc.] : J. Conrad & Co. [and others], 1804) pl. 18
Ayer 135 .A65 1804 pl. 18 (PrCt)


An Sweden, Denmark, Norway, and Finland from the best authorities. Philadelphia : Mathew Carey, 1804.
Authors: Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Hill, Samuel, 1766?-1804 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839. Carey's General atlas ... (1804)
1 map ; 31 x 35 cm.
In: Carey, Mathew. Carey's General atlas ... (Philadelphia : Published by Mathew Carey, April 24th, 1804) pl. [4].
Inset, 8 x 11 cm.: [West Greenland and Iceland].
oversize Ayer 135 .C27 1804 pl. 4 (PrCt)

69229 Scandinavia - Maps - 1807 Iceland - Maps - 1807

Les Royaumes de Suede et Norwege divisés par provinces et gouvernements / par le Sr. Janvier ... À Venise [Venice] : par François Santini ; chez Mr. Remondini, [1807?].
Authors: Janvier, Jean Denis -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Santini, Francesco -- Santini, P. -- Remondini, Giuseppe Antonio, 1747-1811 -- Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (1784 [i.e. 1807?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 45 x 62 cm.
Inset (15 x 17 cm.): L’Islande divisée en ses 4 parties principales / par le Sr. Robert de Vaugondy
Baskes oversize G1015 .S4 1807, v. 1, no. 45 (PrCt)

69230 Scandinavia - Maps - 1811

A New map of Sweden, Denmark and Norway, from the latest authorities. London : J. Cary, 1811.
69231 Scandinavia - Maps - 1814<<>>Iceland - Maps - 1814
Sweden, Denmark, Norway, and Finland from the best authorities. Philadelphia : M. Carey, and Johnson & Warner, 1814.
Authors: Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Bower, J. (John) -- Johnson & Warner -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839. A General atlas, being a collection of maps of the world and quarters ... (1814)
1 map : hand col. ; 18 x 21 cm.
In: Carey, Mathew. A General atlas, being a collection of maps of the world and quarters ... (Philadelphia : Published by M. Carey, and Johnson & Warner, 1814) pl. [37].
Inset: Iceland Isle drawn to the same scale, 5 x 7 cm.
Ayer 135 .C27 1814 pl. 37 (PrCt)

69232 Scandinavia - Maps - 1814<<>>Sweden - Maps - 1814
Authors: Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Neele, George -- Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824. Neele's general atlas : consisting of a complete set of maps compiled from the best authorities ... (1814 [i.e. 1815]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map on 2 sheets : hand col. ; 54 x 42 cm.
Title, imprint, and engraver's transcription from northern sheet.
Signed "Neele sculpt." on southern sheet.
In: Neele, Samuel John and George. Neele's general atlas : consisting of a complete set of maps compiled from the best authorities, and including all the new discoveries (London : [Samuel and George Neele] ; Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme, and Brown ; Cadell & Davies, 1814 [i.e. 1815]), [plates 17-18].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Engraved nos. XIII.A.-XIII.B. at upper right.
Baskes folio G1019 .N4 1814, [plates 17-18] (PrCt)

69233 Scandinavia - Maps - 1818
Authors: Hebert, Lewis, fl. 1809-1838 -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826 -- Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Bradford and Inskeep -- Inskeep and Bradford -- Thomas, Moses, 1787-1865 -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826. A Modern atlas : from the latest and best authorities exhibiting the various divisions of the world ... (1818)
1 map : hand col. ; 64 x 49 cm.
Running title: Pinkerton's modern atlas
In: Pinkerton, John. A Modern atlas : from the latest and best authorities exhibiting the various divisions of the world ... (Philadelphia : Thomas Dobson & Son, 1818), plate [21]
Case oversize G1019 .P56 1818, plate [21] (PrCt)

Map of Norway and Sweden including the places rendered celebrated by battles and sieges.
Philadelphia : M. Carey & Son, 1820.
Authors: Gros, C. -- Lavoisne, C. V. -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- M. Carey & Son -- Yeager, Joseph, approximately 1792-1859 -- Palmer, Thomas H., 1782-1861 -- Lavoisne, C. V. A Complete genealogical, historical, chronological and geographical atlas ... (1820)
1 map : hand col. ; 17 x 18 cm.
In: Lavoisne, C. V. A Complete genealogical, historical, chronological and geographical atlas ... (Philadelphia : Published by M. Carey and Son ; printed by T.H. Palmer ..., 1820) map [20 B]. The second of two maps on printed plate 'No. 59.'
Added title: Geographical and statistical map of Denmark and Sweden.
Insets: Iceland, 6 x 6 cm. -- Faro Isles, 3 x 4 cm.
oversize F 006 .48 pl. 20 B (PrCt)

Map of Norway and Sweden including the places rendered celebrated by battles and sieges.
Philadelphia : M. Carey and Sons, 1821.
Authors: Lavoisne, C. V. -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Gros, C. -- Yeager, Joseph, approximately 1792-1859 -- Lavoisne, C. V. A Complete genealogical, historical, chronological, and geographical atlas ... (1821)
1 map : hand col. ; 17 x 18 cm.
In: Lavoisne, C. V. A Complete genealogical, historical, chronological, and geographical atlas ... (Philadelphia : M. Carey and Sons, 1821) pl. [20 B]. The second of two maps on printed plate 'No. 59.'
Added title: Geographical and statistical map of Denmark and Sweden.
Insets: Iceland, 6 x 6 cm. -- Faro Isles, 3 x 4 cm.
Scandinavia - Maps - 1823

Authors: Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Hall, Sidney -- Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823. A New general atlas constructed from the latest authorities ... (1823) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 24 x 20 cm.
In: Arrowsmith, Aaron. A New general atlas constructed from the latest authorities ... Exhibiting the boundaries and divisions, also the chains of mountains and other geographical features of all the known countries in the world (Philadelphia ; London : A. Constable & Co., 1823), pl. 21.

*folio Ayer 135 .A65 1823 pl. 21 (PrCt)*

Scandinavia - Maps - 1825

Authors: Morse, Sidney E. (Sidney Edwards), 1794-1871 -- Morse, Sidney E. (Sidney Edwards), 1794-1871. A New universal atlas of the world, on an approved plan ... (1825)
1 map ; hand col. ; 25 x 20 cm.
In: Morse, Sidney E. A New universal atlas of the world, on an approved plan ... (New Haven [Mass.] : N. & S.S. Jocelyn, 1825) pl. [19]

*folio G 1083 .595 pl. [19] (PrCt)*

Scandinavia - Maps - 1826

*Denmark, Sweden and Norway.* Philadelphia : A. Finley, [1826].
Authors: Finley, A. (Anthony) -- Young & Delleker -- Finley, A. (Anthony). A New general atlas, comprising a complete set of maps, representing the grand divisions of the globe ... (1826)
1 map ; hand col. ; 28 x 21 cm.
In: Finley, Anthony. A New general atlas, comprising a complete set of maps, representing the grand divisions of the globe ... (Philadelphia : A. Finley, 1826) pl. 35.

*Baskes oversize G 1019 .F5 1826 pl. 35 (PrCt)*

Scandinavia - Maps - 1831

*Denmark, Sweden and Norway / Young & Delleker sc.* Philada. [Philadelphia] : A. Finley, [1831].
Authors: Young & Delleker -- Finley, A. (Anthony) -- Finley, A. (Anthony). A New general atlas ... (1831) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; hand col. ; 28 x 21 cm.
In: Finley, Anthony. A New general atlas : comprising a complete set of maps, representing the grand divisions of the globe ... (Philadelphia : Anthony Finley, 1833), plate 36. Sheet corner numbered 36. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

*Baskes folio G1019 .F5 1833, plate 36 (PrCt)*

Scandinavia - Maps - 1834

*Denmark, Sweden and Norway / Young & Delleker sc.* Stockholm (Sweden) : Maps - 1834

*Svezia, Norvegia e Danimarca / Antonio Rossi inc. ; Giosuè Russo dis. ; Luigi Russo scr.* [Naples : Luigi Galanti?], 1834.
Authors: Rossi, Antonio, fl. 1834-1847 -- Russo, Giosuè, 1781-1840 -- Russo, Luigi, fl. 1834-1836 -- Galanti, Luigi. Atlante di geografia moderna ... (1834-1836 [i.e. 1847?]?) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; hand col. ; 41 x 32 cm. Insets (7 x 5 cm. and 7 x 4 cm.): Pianta di Stokolm.
In: Galanti, Luigi. Atlante di geografia moderna : in 30 carte (Naples : [Luigi Galanti], 1834-1836 [i.e. 1847?]), plate 15 Engraved no. 15 at upper right. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

*Baskes oversize G1019 .G23 1836, plate 15 (PrCt)*

Scandinavia - Maps - 1840

*Denmark, Sweden & Norway.* London : Longman & Co., [1840].

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1 map : hand col. ; 23 x 18 cm.
Case G1019 .B95 1840 pl. 12 (PrCt)

69244 Scandinavia - Maps - 1841
Authors: Bradford, T. G. (Thomas Gamaliel), 1802-1887 -- Bradford, T. G. (Thomas Gamaliel), 1802-1887. A Comprehensive atlas ... (1835, [i.e. 1841?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 24 x 19 cm.
folio Ayer 135 .B75 1835 pl. 39, p. 96 (PrCt)

69245 Scandinavia - Maps - 1841
Sweden, Norway and Denmark. [London : Chapman and Hall, 1841 [i.e.1844].
1 map : hand col. ; 40 x 30 cm.
oversize Ayer 135 .S67 1844 v. 1, pl. [60] (PrCt)

69246 Scandinavia - Maps - 1845
Denmark, Sweden, and Norway. [New York : H.S. Tanner, 1845].
Authors: Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858. A New general atlas, comprising a complete set of maps ... (1845)
1 map: hand col. ; 27 x 21 cm.
In: Tanner, Henry Schenck. A New general atlas, comprising a complete set of maps ... (New York : Tanner's Geographical Establishment, 1845) map '12'.
oversize G 10 .622 map 12 (PrCt)

69247 Scandinavia - Maps - 1847
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868. A New universal atlas containing maps of the various empires, kingdoms, states, and republics of the world ... (1847)
1 map : hand col. : 27 x 21 cm.
Also covers Finland.
In: Mitchell, S. Augustus. A New universal atlas containing maps of the various empires, kingdoms, states, and republics of the world ... (Philadelphia : S. Augustus Mitchell, 1847) pl. [52].
oversize G 10 .579 pl. [52] (PrCt)

69248 Scandinavia - Maps - 1850
Sweden & Norway. [Philadelphia] : Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co.  1850 [i.e. 1852].
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co. -- Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868. Mitchell, S. Augustus. New universal atlas ... (1852)
1 map : hand col. ; 27 x 22 cm.
Also covers Finland.
'Entered according to act of Congress in ... 1850 by Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co. ...'
In: Mitchell, S. Augustus. New universal atlas ... (Philadelphia : Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co., 1852) pl. '56.
oversize G1019 .N49 1852 pl. 56 (PrCt)

69249 Scandinavia - Maps - 1853
Authors: Lowry, Joseph Wilson, 1803-1879 -- Harper & Brothers -- Chapman and Hall -- Lowry, Joseph Wilson, 1803-1879. Lowry's Universal atlas constructed and engraved from the most recent authorities (1853)
1 map : col. ; 41 x 28 cm.
In: Lowry, Joseph Wilson. Lowry's Universal atlas constructed and engraved from the most recent authorities (New York : Harper and Brothers, 1853) pl. [26].
Printed plate nos. 'C', '38' and '11'.
folio G 10 .525 pl. [26] (PrCt)

69250 Scandinavia - Maps - 1864 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Sweden. Ekonomiska Kartor -- Ljunggren -- Generalstabens litografiska anstalt -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 18 maps ; 583 x 410 mm. 1:50000:prov:Regeringsratten
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

69251 Scandinavia - Maps - 1868 (Provisional Heading)
Sveriges quaratara bildningar. Stockholm :
Norstedt & Soner, 1868.
Authors: Erdmann, A -- Norstedts förlag -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 14 maps ; 342 x 270 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

69252 Scandinavia - Maps - 1873 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Both, L -- Woeldike -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 25 maps ; 370 x 450 mm.
(1871-73); Lith: Axel E. Aamodt
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

69253 Scandinavia - Maps - 1873 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Mentzer, Thure Alex. von -- Hiertas, L. J. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
2 v. in 1 : 36 maps ; 232 x 296 mm.
World(1873), Skandinavia(1872)
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

69254 Scandinavia - Maps - 1880 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Sweden. Ekonomiska Kartor -- Widmark -- Generalstabens litografiska anstalt -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 18 maps ; 583 x 420 mm.
1:100000; prov: Regeringsratten
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

69255 Scandinavia - Maps - 1881 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Sweden. Ekonomiska Kartor -- Generalstabens litografiska anstalt -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 20 maps ; 575 x 417 mm.
1:500000; prov: Regeringsratten
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

69256 Scandinavia - Maps - 1885
Authors: Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- Adam and Charles Black (Firm). Black's general atlas of the world ... (1885)
1 map : col. ; 55 x 40 cm.
In: Adam and Charles Black. Black's general atlas of the world : embracing the latest discoveries, new boundaries, and other changes, accompanied by introductory letterpress and index (Edinburgh : Adam and Charles Black, 1885), plates 20-22.
oversize G1019 .B63 1885, plates 20-22 (PrCt)

69257 Scandinavia - Maps - 1891 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Cohrs, Edvard -- Nordin & Josephson -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas
3rd ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

69258 Scandinavia - Maps - 1892
Norway, Sweden and Denmark. Leipzig ; London : K. Baedeker ; Dulau, 1892.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Dulau & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 26 maps, 15 city plans, 2 views
5th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1892 and priced in marks.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

69259 Scandinavia - Maps - 1892
Norway, Sweden and Denmark. Leipzig : K. Baedeker, 1892.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Dulau & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 26 maps, 15 city plans, 2 views
5th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1892 and priced in marks.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

69260 Scandinavia - Maps - 1893 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Generalstabens litografiska anstalt -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 9 maps ; 584 x 308 mm.
1:20000; prov: Regeringsratten
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)
Scandinavia - Maps - 1893 (Provisional Heading)


Authors: Prior, Wilhelm -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 17 maps ; 185 x 122 mm.
E: Hoffensberg

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

Scandinavia - Maps - 1895


Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm)
1 v. : 47 plates
6th ed.

G 48.0603 (NLO)

Scandinavia - Maps - 1896 (Provisional Heading)

Haradskartor ofver Varmlands Lan 1887-96.
Stockholm : Generalstabens, 1896.

Authors: Sweden. Ekonomiska Kartor --
Generalstabens litografiska anstalt -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 40 maps ; 583 x 410 mm.
1:50000;prov:Regeringsratten

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

Scandinavia - Maps - 1899

Norway, Sweden and Denmark. Leipzig : K. Baedeker ; Dulau, 1899.

Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Dulau & Co. --
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 32 maps, 21 city plans, 3 views
7th ed.


Includes advertising dated 1900 and priced in marks.

Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

Scandinavia - Maps - 1900 (Provisional Heading)


Authors: Prior, Wilhelm -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 20 maps ; 184 x 125 mm.
E: Hoffensberg

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

Scandinavia - Maps - 1901 (Provisional Heading)

Haradskartor ofver Elforsborgs Lan 1892-1901.
Stockholm : Generalstabens, 1901.

Authors: Sweden. Ekonomiska Kartor --
Generalstabens litografiska anstalt -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 32 maps ; 583 x 420 mm.
1:50000;prov:Regeringsratten

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

Scandinavia - Maps - 1903

Norway, Sweden and Denmark. Leipzig : K. Baedeker ; Dulau, 1903.

Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Dulau & Co. --
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 37 maps, 22 city plans, 3 views
8th ed.

A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher, 1832-1900, no. E231.

Includes advertising dated 1903 and priced in marks.
Condition: Excellent.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

Scandinavia - Maps - 1903

Norway, Sweden and Denmark. Leipzig : K. Baedeker ; Dulau, 1903.
William Collins Sons and Co. The Collegiate atlas ... [191-?]
1 map : col. ; 29 x 22 cm.
At head of title: (Scandinavia)
Printed plate number repeated on thumb index at right.
"Scandinavia and Denmark" in oversize manuscript lettering on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .C625 1910z, [plate] 16 (PrCt)

69282 Scandinavia - Maps - 1912
Norway, Sweden and Denmark. Leipzig ; London ; New York : K. Baedeker ; T. Fisher Unwin ; Scribner's, 1912.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- T. Fisher Unwin (Firm) -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 62 maps, 42 city plans, 3 views
10th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1912 and priced in shillings.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

69283 Scandinavia - Maps - 1912
Norway, Sweden and Denmark. Leipzig ; London ; New York : K. Baedeker ; T. Fisher Unwin ; Scribner's, 1912.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- T. Fisher Unwin (Firm) -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 62 maps, 42 city plans, 3 views
10th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1925.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

69284 Scandinavia - Maps - 1912 (Provisional Heading)
Haradskartor ower Stockholms Lan 1906-12.
Stockholm : Generalstabens, 1912.
Authors: Sweden. Ekonomiska Kartor -- Generalstabens litografiska anstalt -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 33 maps ; 583 x 420 mm.
1:50000;prov:Regeringsratten
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

69285 Scandinavia - Maps - 1914
Authors: Meyers Reisebücher -- Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Roger S.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 54 maps
11th ed.
Hauenstein, W. Wegweiser durch Meyers
Reisebücher, 1862-1936 : Bibliographie
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

69286 Scandinavia - Maps - 1914 (Provisional
Heading)
Danmark i 1:160000 I: Jylland. Copenhagen :
Generalstabens, 1914.
Authors: Denmark. Generalstabens --
Generalstabens litografiska anstalt -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 34 maps ; 205 x 134 mm.
1st ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

69287 Scandinavia - Maps - 1916 - Cruise
tines<><>Cruise lines - Scandinavia - Maps -
1916<><>Forenede dampskibs-selskab -
Maps - 1916
Travellers guide to the Scandinavian countries.
Kjøbenhavn : Det Forenede dampskibs-selskab,
1916.
Authors: Forenede dampskibs-selskab -- Bruun,
Daniel, 1856-1931 -- Dansk reklame-kunst --
Jacobsen, Edmund -- A. Gieses efterfølger --
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) --
Gieses (A.) efterfølger SEE A. Gieses efterfølger
1 v. (various pagings) : ill., 28 maps ; 20 cm.
"Edited by Daniel Bruun, at the instance of Det
Forenede dampskibs-selskab aktieselskab,
Copenhagen."--T.p. verso.
"Produced by A. Giese's efterfølger, Edmund
Jacobsen, Copenhagen, MCMXVI."--T.p. verso.
Previous editions published as: Travellers guide
to the Scandinavian countries and Iceland.
Advertisements interspersed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Digital version of another copy available via the
HathiTrust Digital Library (accessed July 2010):
http://hdl.handle.net/2027/uc1.b536634
Baskes DL4 .T73 1916 (NLO)

69288 Scandinavia - Maps - 1916 - Economics
(Provisional Heading)
Ekonomisk karta över Vastmanslands Lan
Authors: Sweden. Ekonomiska Kartor --
Generalstabens litografiska anstalt --
Regeringsratten -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 v. : 89 maps ; 562 x 390 mm.
1:20000;
Previous owner: Regeringsratten.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

69289 Scandinavia - Maps - 1916 (Provisional
Heading)
Danmark i 1:160000 II: Oerne. Copenhagen :
Generalstabens, 1916.
Authors: Denmark. Generalstabens --
Generalstabens litografiska anstalt -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 34 maps ; 205 x 134 mm.
1st ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

69290 Scandinavia - Maps - 1919
Norway, Sweden and Denmark. Leipzig ; London
; New York : K. Baedeker ; T. Fisher Unwin
; Scribner's, 1919.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- T. Fisher Unwin
(Firm) -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 62 maps, 42 city plans, 3 views
10th ed.
Reprint of 1912 issue.
A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher,
1832-1990, no. E233b.
Includes advertising dated 1919 and priced in
marks.
Condition: Fair.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

69291 Scandinavia - Maps - 1919 (Provisional
Heading)
Karta over Sverige. Stockholm : Nordisk
Familjeboks, 1919.
Authors: Rosen, Karl -- Nordisk Familjeboks --
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 12 maps ; 242 x 165 mm.
1:800,000
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

69292 Scandinavia - Maps - 1920 (Provisional
Heading)
Generalstabens kort Danmark i 1:320000.
Copenhagen : Generalstabens, 1920.
Authors: Denmark. Generalstabens --
Generalstabens litografiska anstalt -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 27 maps ; 205 x 131 mm.
2nd ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

69293 Scandinavia - Maps - 1923
The Traveller's handbook for Norway, Sweden
and Denmark : including Spitsbergen, Iceland
and other Arctic islands : with maps, plans and

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Thomas Cook Ltd. -- Barman, T. G. -- Cook’s traveller’s handbooks -- Cook’s handbooks -- W. & A.K. Johnston Limited -- Simpkin, Marshall, Hamilton, Kent & Co. Ltd. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
xii, 564 p., [9] leaves of plates (some folded) : 23 maps (some col., some folded) ; 17 cm.
Cover title: Cook’s traveller’s handbook Norway, Sweden & Denmark
Spine title: Norway, Sweden & Denmark
Includes index.
Series: Cook’s traveller’s handbooks -- Cook’s handbooks.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .C66 Scandinavia, Finland (1923) (NLO)

69294 Scandinavia - Maps - 1929 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Ahlmann, Hans W. son (Hans Wilhelmsson), b. 1889 -- A.V. Carlson förlag -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 43 maps ; 282 x 220 mm.
1st ed.
ed:HWAhlmann Phillips 9402
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Authors: Thomas Cook Ltd. -- Barman, T. G. -- Cook’s traveller’s handbook -- Cook’s handbooks -- John Bartholomew and Son -- Simpkin and Marshall -- Turnbull & Spears -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Cover title: Guide to Norway, Sweden, Denmark, Finland, Iceland
Spine title: Scandinavia & Finland
Maps by John Bartholomew & Son.
Printed by Turnbull & Spears.
Includes index.
Series: Cook’s traveller’s handbooks -- Cook’s handbooks.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 37003036
Baskes G153 .C66 Scandinavia, Finland (1936) (NLO)

69296 Scandinavia - Maps - 1936 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Sweden. Ekonomiska Kartor -- Generalstabens litografiska anstalt -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 91 maps ; 580 x 350 mm.
1:20000:prov:Regeringsratten
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

69297 Scandinavia - Maps - 1937 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Jurva, Risto -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 46 maps ; 413 x 300 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Authors: Thomas Cook Ltd. -- Barman, T. G. -- Cook’s handbooks -- John Bartholomew and Son -- Simpkin and Marshall -- Morrison and Gibb -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
356 [i.e. 536] p., [14] leaves of plates (some folded) : 14 maps (col., some folded), plans ; 18 cm.
Spine title: Scandinavia & Finland
Maps by John Bartholomew & Son.
Printed by Morrison & Gibb.
Includes index.
Series: Cook’s handbooks
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Another copy available online via HathiTrust Digital Library (accessed June 2010):
http://catalog.hathitrust.org/api/volumes/oclc/7640959.html
Baskes G153 .C66 Scandinavia, Finland (1939) (NLO)

Authors: Thomas Cook Ltd. -- Cook’s handbooks -- Barman, T. G. -- John Bartholomew & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 17 maps
17th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

69300 Scandinavia - Maps - 1940

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
A Tribune color map of the Scandinavian countries that will help you keep up with developments in the northward spread of the European war. Chicago : Chicago Tribune, 1940.
Authors: Chicago tribune -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 55 x 43 cm.
Detached from Chicago Daily Tribune (11 April 1940).
'The map was compiled from a number of sources.'
Scale ca. 1:3,300,000.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Baskes map8C G3201.S7 1940 .C68, no. 1 (PrCt)

Scandinavia - Maps - 1941 (Provisional Heading)
Generalstabens karta over Sverige: norra delen.
Stockholm : Generalstabens, 1941.
Authors: Generalstabens litografiska anstalt -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 85 maps ; 369 x 460 mm.
(1880-1941)
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Scandinavia - Maps - 1946 (Provisional Heading)
Generalstabens karta over Sverige: sodra delen.
Stockholm : Generalstabens, 1946.
Authors: Generalstabens litografiska anstalt -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 107 maps ; 515 x 365 mm.
(1847-1946)
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Scandinavia - Maps - 1947 (Provisional Heading)
Atlas over Sverige Norge och Danmark.
Authors: Generalstabens litografiska anstalt -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 31 maps ; 102 x 70 mm.
SvenConfektion
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Scandinavia - Maps - 1952 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Generalstabens litografiska anstalt -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 124 maps ; 244 x 295 mm.
C:Generalstabens
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Scandinavia - Maps - 1954
Authors: Edward Stanford Ltd. -- London Geographical Institute -- George Philip & Son -- Western Printing and Lithographing Company -- General Drafting Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 84 x 58 cm.
Scale 1:2,500,000 or "40 miles = 1 inch."
Arms of towns surround map.
With rubber stamp "Return to map projects, Western Printing & Lithographing Co., Poughkeepsie, N.Y."
Forms part of the General Drafting Collection (Newberry Library).
map4F G6910 1954 .S7 (PrCt)

Scandinavia - Maps - 1955<>Finland - Maps - 1955
Authors: Severin-Brouhot, Monique, 1928- -- Janicot, Claude, 1925- -- Guides bleus -- Hachette (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
xlvii, 731 p. : 29 maps (some folded, some col.) ; 17 cm.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Map on endpaper.
Series: Guides bleus
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 56016647
Baskes G153 .G84 Pays Nordique (1955) (NLO)

Scandinavia - Maps - 1955 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Inha, I. K. -- Valistus -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 37 maps ; 260 x 173 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Scandinavia - Maps - 1956
Authors: Nagels Reiseführer -- Nagel Publishers -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
xvi, 157, 227, 156, 46 p. : 37 col. maps ; 16 cm.
Spine title: Nagels Skandinavien
Each country's section has special t.p.
Contents: Dänemark -- Norwegen -- Schweden. '40 ganzseitige dreifarbig Tafeln, 10 schwarz-weiss Pläne.'
Map on endpapers.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Authors/Editors</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Baedeker Stuttgart -- Roger S. Baskes Collection</td>
<td>Printed by Brodard-Taupin; maps printed by Michard.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(Newberry Library) 1 v. : 26 plates 2nd ed.</td>
<td>Includes index.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Located at Newberry Library.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Authors: Jutikkala, Eino -- Werner Soderstrom Osakeyhtiö -- Roger S. Baskes Collection</td>
<td>(Newberry Library) 1 v. : 59 maps ; 359 x 258 mm. 2nd ed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Located at Newberry Library.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Maps: 46 p. at end. 
Series: Blauen Führer (some folded, some col.) ; 17 cm. 
Series: Nagels Reiseführer (4th ed.) 
Series: H.A. Piehler.

Includes advertising dated 1963. 
Includes index. 
Includes advertising dated 1963. 
Includes index. 
Includes advertising dated 1963. 
Includes index. 
Includes advertising dated 1963. 
Includes index. 
Includes advertising dated 1963. 
Includes index. 
Includes advertising dated 1963. 
Includes index. 
Includes advertising dated 1963. 
Includes index. 
Includes advertising dated 1963. 
Includes index. 
Includes advertising dated 1963. 
Includes index. 
Includes advertising dated 1963. 
Includes index. 
Includes advertising dated 1963. 
Includes index.

Title from front cover.

Added title from back cover: Route maps: Scandinavia and Middle East.

Map contents (21 x 60 cm. and smaller):

- Europe and Middle East...
- Scandinavia Airlines

"Esselte Map Service" -- on maps.

Tumble format; p. [1-6] cover Scandinavia; p. [7-12] cover Europe and the Middle East.

Map contents (21 x 60 cm. and smaller):
- Scandinavia and Russia
- Iceland
- Southern Norway and Finland
- Northern Norway and Finland
- Europe and Russia
- Mediterranean Region
- Middle East.

Relief shown with shading.

Cover art: gold wind rose


Scandinavia - Maps - 1973 - Glaciers


Scandinavia - Maps - 1979


Scandinavia, incl Denmark. [Basingstoke, England?; New York?]: Prentice Hall, [198-?].

Scandinavia - Maps - 1990


Scandinavia - Maps - 1992


Scandinavia - Maps - 1993

Stuttgart -- Automobile Association (Great Britain)
-- Jarrold and Sons -- Prentice-Hall, Inc. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 22 maps, 43 city plans
1st ed.
Issued in partnership with the Automobile Association (short format); cf. A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher, 1832-1990, p. 277.
Cover price: $23.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

69324 Scandinavia - Maps - 1996<<>>Finland - Maps - 1996<<>>Road maps
Scandinavia, Finland / Michelin. Watford Herts. Michelin Tyre PLC, Tourism Department, c1996.
Authors: Michelin green guides -- Michelin Tyre PLC -- Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
491 p. : ill. (chiefly col.), 52 col. maps, ports. (chiefly col.) ; 24 cm.
1st ed.
Cover title.
Map on back cover.
"This guide is designed to be used with the Michelin map 985 Scandinavia/Finland"--Back cover.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 415-417) and index.
Series: Michelin green guide to Scandinavia, Finland -- Michelin green guides.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Authors: Ginsberg, William B. -- Septentrionalium Press
xvii, 214 p. : ill., maps (some col.) ; 30 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 204-207) and index.
Series: Cartography series
Formerly folio GA951 .G56 2006
ISBN 0978790006 (standard ed.) ; 9780978790004 (standard ed.) ; 9780978790011 (deluxe ed.) ; 0978790014 (deluxe ed.)
Map Ref folio GA951 .G56 2006 (NLO)

69326 Scandinavia - Maps - Collections<<>>Cartography - Scandinavia - History

69327 Scandinavia - Maps - Collections<<>>Cartography - Scandinavia - History
Authors: Mingroot, Erik van -- Ermen, Eduard van -- Mackrill, Tony -- Mappamundi -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
143 p. : 67 col. maps, ill. ; 39 cm.
Bibliography: p. 142-143.
Map and illustration on lining papers.
ISBN 9069580063
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

69328 Scandinavia - Nautical charts - Exhibitions - Catalogs<<>>Nautical charts - Scandinavia - Exhibitions - Catalogs<<>>Kungliga Biblioteket (Sweden) - Map Collections<<>>Nautical charts
Authors: Ehrensvård, Ulla -- Kungliga Biblioteket (Sweden)
[2], 22 p. : maps ; 30 cm.
Series: Kungliga Bibliotekets utställningskatalog, nr. 79.
ISBN 91-7000-062-X.
Vert 499, no. 1 (PrCt)

69329 Scandinavia - Nautical charts - Exhibitions - Catalogs<<>>Nautical charts - Scandinavia - Exhibitions - Catalogs<<>>Kungliga Biblioteket (Sweden) - Map collections - Exhibitions - Catalogs<<>>Nautical charts
Authors: Ehrensvård, Ulla -- Kungliga Biblioteket (Sweden)
[2], 22 p. : maps ; 30 cm.
Series: Kungliga Bibliotekets utställningskatalog, nr. 79.
ISBN 917000062X
folio GA359 .E47 (NLO)

69330 Scandinavia - Tourism - 1972
Authors: Pan Am Holiday
1 booklet (5-23 p) : col. photos, maps ; 23 cm
Some pages missing.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Travel Vertical File G6910 1972 .P3 (PrCt)

69331 Schall von Bell, Johann Adam, 1592?-1666 - Portraits<<Schall von Bell, Johann Adam, 1592?-1666. Universa orbis terrarvm delineatio<<Astronomical Instruments - 1669<<Bell, Johann Adam Schall von, 1592?-1666 SEE Schall von Bell, Johann Adam, 1592?-1666<<Schaliger, Adam, 1592?-1666 SEE Schall von Bell, Johann Adam, 1592?-1666

P. Adam Schaliger a German mandarin of ye first order. [London : Printed by J. Macock for the author, 1669].

Authors: Hollar, Wenceslaus, 1607-1677 -- Nieuhof, Johannes, 1618-1672. An Embassy from the East-India company of the United Provinces, to the Grand Tartar Cham, emperour of China (1669)
1 engraved portrait ; 21 x 30 cm.

In tiny letters in lower right corner: W.H.
In lower right margin: Ker: Folio 69.

Scholl in mandarin dress, holding a compass and an astrolabe, surrounded by various astronomical instruments (globe, armillary, quadrant, cross-staff, etc.); on the wall behind him is a world map titled 'Universa orbis terrarvm delineatio' and with an imprint at the bottom 'P. Adam Schall Germanus I. ordinis Mandarinus.'

G 66 .627, Appx., p. 69 (PrCt)


[Real estate tax assessment maps of Schaumburg, Stickney, Thornton, Wheeling, and Worth in Cook County, Illinois, 1931]. [Chicago : Cook County Assessor's Office, 1931?].

Authors: Cook County (Ill.). Assessor's Office -- Cook County (Ill.). Assessor's Office. Cook County, Illinois, real estate assessment list for the year 1931 -- Jacobs, J.L. (Jacob Louis), 1885- -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
129 maps ; 18 x 17 cm. and smaller
Collective title supplied by cataloger.
Added title at head of each map: Land value map.

Map counts by town name: Schaumburg 9, Stickney 21, Thornton 48, Wheeling 19, Worth 32.

In: Cook County (Ill.). Assessor's Office. Cook County, Illinois, real estate assessment list for the year 1931 -- Jacobs, J.L. (Jacob Louis), 1885- -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library). folio H 81896 .197, [1931 ed.], v. 7 [maps] (PrCt)

69336 Schedel, Hartmann, 1440-1514. Liber Chronicarum.

Cartographic implications of the Nuremberg Chronicle of 1493. 1972.

Authors: Cook, Karen Severud

Vert 275 (PrCt)

69337 Schedel, Hartmann, 1440-1514. Liber
Chronicarum.
The Chronicle of the world known as The
Nuremberg Chronicle by Hartmann Schedel,
Authors: Rücker, Elisabeth
In Kartographie und Druckkunst um 1500 (Mainz:
Gutenberg-Museum, 1993), pp. [1-7].
BHC 1864
Vert 1432 (PrCt)

69338
Schedel, Hartmann, 1440-1514. Liber
chronicarum (1493) - Europe - Maps - 1493
- Cities and towns - Pictorial works
- Cities and towns - Europe - Maps - 1493 - Pictorial
works - Chronology, Historical - 1493 - Historical geography -
Maps - World history - Maps - 1493 - Geography - 1493 - Atlases, Germany - 1493
Imago civitatis : Stadtbildsprache des
Spätmittelalters: Essener Bearbeitung der
authentischen Stadtansichten aus der
Schedelschen Weltchronik von 1493 mit 32
Vollfaksimilierungen des Orginals [sic] der
Diözesan- und Dombibliothek Köln. Essen :
Selbstverlag des Institutes für Geographie der
Universität GH Essen, 1993.
Authors: Schedel, Hartmann, 1440-1514 --
Kreu, Werner, 1933- -- Schedel, Hartmann,
1440-1514. Liber chronicarum (1493)
195 p. : views, ill. ; 44 cm. + [32] leaves of plates
Uniform title: Liber chronicarum
'Die Vollfaksimilierungen wurden vom Exemplar
der lateinischen Ausgabe des Liber chronicarum
von Hartmann Schedel, Nürnberg 1493, der
Diözesan- und Dombibliothek Köln ... ' -T.p. verso.
Includes bibliographical references.
Series: Essener geographische Schriften ; v. 2
94051126NL
temp map6C G5701 . A 1493 . S3 1993 (PrCt)

69339
Schedel, Hartmann, 1440-1514. Liber
chronicarum - Cartography - Germany -
History - 1493 - Cartography, Medieval -
History
Cartographic implications of the Nuremberg
Chronicle of 1493. [197-?].
Authors: Cook, Karen Severud
[7] leaves ; 36 cm.
Photocopy of undated typescript.
BHC 1948
Vert 1513, no. 1 (PrCt)

69340
Scheldt River - Maps - 1490 - Manuscript
maps - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps -
Facsimiles
Dans cette carte est figuré le cours del’Escaut
commençant vers Rupelmonde (ca. 1490).
[Anvers : Veritas, ca. 1925].
Authors: Stadsarchief te Antwerpen (Belgium) --
Denucé, Jean, 1878-1944
1 map ; 29 x 235 cm. on 3 sheets 30 x 87 cm.
and smaller.
In Jan Denucé, Le Cours de l’Escaut de la mer
jusqu’a Rupelmonde au XVVe siècle (Anvers, ca.
1925).
Published on the occasion of the ‘Exposition de
l’Escaut,’ date unknown.
Black and white facsimile of colored manuscript
map on vellum, ca. 1490, in the archives of the
city of Antwerp; dimensions of the original MS are
75 x 546 cm.
map4F G5702 . S3 1490 C4 1925 (PrCt)

69341
Scheldt River - Maps - 1490 - Manuscripts -
Facsimiles - Cartography - Scheldt River -
History - 1490 - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Le Cours de l’Escaut de la mer jusqu’a
Rupelmonde au XVVe siècle. Anvers : Veritas, [ca.
1925].
Authors: Denucé, Jean, 1878-1944
24 p. : maps ; 32 cm.
Published on the occasion of the ‘Exposition de
l’Escaut,’ date unknown.
On a manuscript map, ca. 1490, in the archives of the
city of Antwerp.
Includes table comparing placenames on this and
three other maps, pp. 14-18.
Gift of Eric and Marjorie Rudd, 2006.
To Collection Services for cataloging, Oct.
2006 (PrCt)

69342
Schenectady County (N.Y.) - Maps -
1839 - Albany County (N.Y.) - Maps -
1839 - Counties - Maps
Map of the Counties of Albany and Schenectady.
New York : Stone and Clark, 1839.
Authors: Burr, David H., 1803-1875 -- De Witt,
Simeon, 1756-1834 -- Stone and Clark --
Rawdon, Clark & Co. -- Rawdon, Wright & Co. --
Burr, David H., 1803-1875. An Atlas of the State
of New York ... (1839)
1 map : hand col. ; 42x 34 cm.
In Burr, David H. and Simeon De Witt. An Atlas of
the State of New York : containing a map of the
State and of the several counties (New York:
David H. Burr, 1829; republished Ithaca: Stone
and Clark, 1839) pl. [14]. Map dated 1829 and
1839; engraved ’No. 15.’
Case oversize G 10851 . 13 pl. 14 (PrCt)

69343
Schenectady County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1856 -
Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps
[Schenectady County (N.Y.) - 1856: LC G&M
land ownership maps on microforme] ;
Authors: Fagan, L. -- Library of Congress.
Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division
land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 6 parts; 4 are 22 x 19.5 in. each,
69344 Schenectady (N.Y.) - Description and travel - 1930-1939 Road maps Schenectady : the gateway to the west. [S.I.s.n., 193-?].
Authors: Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 illustration ; 14 x 8 cm.
At head of title: 1661.
Incomplete; vignette of a bridge on a panel apparently trimmed from a tourist brochure; anonymous and without imprint.
Mounted on backing sheet; verso includes descriptive text obscured by backing.
Previously bound with a collection of pictorial maps in binders labeled "Points of Interest."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 190.40 E (PrCt)

69345 Schenectady (N.Y.) - Maps - 1695 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles Manuscript maps - Facsimiles A Plan of the fort of Schenachtadie, 20 miles N. of Albany; drawn in 1695, by John Miller. [19-].
1 map Photostatic reproduction of 1695 manuscript.
folio Ayer 136 .H91 1907 ser. 1, v. 2, pl. 45 (PrCt)

69346 Schenectady (N.Y.) - Maps - 1700 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles Manuscript maps - Facsimiles Plan of Schenectady Town in the province of New York in America. [19-].
Cat.No.6 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1700 manuscript.

69347 Schenectady (N.Y.) - Maps - 1756 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles Manuscript maps - Facsimiles A Colored plan of Schenectady on Mohawk River, about 1756. [19-].
1 map Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1756 manuscript map, possibly by Thomas Abercrombie.
MapPhoto England BL Crown 121:98 (PrCt)

69348 Schenectady (N.Y.) - Maps - 1756 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles Manuscript maps - Facsimiles A Colored plan of Schenectady; on Mohawk River; drawn about 1756. [19-].
1 map Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1756 manuscript map, possibly by Thomas Abercrombie.
folio Ayer 136 .H91 1907 ser. 1, v. 2, pl. 46 (PrCt)

Authors: Schenectady County Chamber of Commerce -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 13 x 23 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Inset at bottom (4 x 6 cm.) displays travel distances to surrounding cities.
Incomplete; trimmed from unidentified text.
Mounted on backing sheet; verso includes descriptive text obscured by backing.
Previously bound with a collection of pictorial maps in binders labeled "Points of Interest."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 190.47 C (PrCt)


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Fortification-Schenkenschans (Netherlands) - Altimates - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1635-1636 - Fortification-Schenkenschans (Netherlands) - 1635-1636 - Fortification-Schencken-Schans (Netherlands) SEE Schenkenschans (Netherlands) 

De Ghelegentheyt ende belegheringhe van Schencken-Schans ... by den ervaren ingenieur Ionnnes Iacobi Schort anno 1635 en 36. [Amsterdam] : C. J. Visscher excudebat, [1636?].

Authors: Schort, Johann Jakob, fl. 1635-1636 -- Visscher, Claes Jansz., 1586 or 7-1652 -- Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Short, Johann Jakob, fl. 1635-1636 SEE Schort, Johann Jakob, fl. 1635-1636
1 map : hand col.; 47 x 57 cm.
Details the 1635-1636 siege and fortifications of Schenkenschans.
Includes references 1-25.
Oriented with north at lower right.
Elevation profile of fortifications at bottom right (6 x 14 cm.): Profil van de retrenchementen ...
Brinen, idem enige Linien ...
Remnants of binding on verso.
Forms part of the Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Duplicate copy (uncolored): Visscher 105.
Hollstein, F. W. H. Dutch and Flemish etchings, engravings, and woodcuts, ca. 1450-1700 (1949-), no. (84).
Issued in 'J. Blaeu, Novum ac magnum theatrum urbium Belgicae liberae ac foederatae ... (= 'Stedeboeck'), Amsterdam, 1649.'

Visscher 106 (PrCt)


De Ghelegentheyt ende belegheringhe van Schencken-Schans ... by den ervaren ingenieur Ionnnes Iacobi Schort anno 1635 en 36. [Amsterdam] : C. J. Visscher excudebat, [1636?]....
69354 Schickard, Wilhelm, 1592-1635
Authors: Seck, Friedrich -- Oehme, Ruthardt, 1901-
422 p. : ill., (4 fold in pocket), facsim., maps ; 24 cm.
Edited by Friedrich Seck.
Includes texts in Latin, indexes, and bibliography (p. 405-408).
On pages 310-375: 'Der Geograph und Kartograph / Ruthardt Oehme.'
Series: Contubernium ; Bd. 25.
QB36 .S312 W54 (NLO)

69355 Schieland (Netherlands) - Maps - 1769<br>South Holland (Netherlands) - Maps - 1769
Nieuwe kaart van Schieland en Krimper Waard. te Amsterdam : by Isaak Tirion, [1769?].
Authors: Tirion, Isaac -- Tirion, Isaak. Nieuwe en beknopte hand-atlas ... (1748 [i.e. 1769?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 32 x 38 cm.
Verso numbered "N 46" in manuscript.
In: Tirion, Isaak. Nieuwe en beknopte hand-atlas ... (Amsterdam : Isaak Tirion, 1744 [i.e. 1769?]), plate [46].
oversize Ayer 135 .T55 1744, plate [46] (PrCT)

69356 Schilder, Günter. Monumenta Cartographica Neerlandica (1986-)
Authors: Woodward, David, 1942-2004 [8p.]: maps; 30cm.
BHC 2334
Vert 1886 (PrCT)

69357 Schilltach Region (Germany) - Maps - 1710<br>Wolfach Region (Germany) - Maps - 1710
Schiltach mit dero Gegend auf 2 Stund.
Augsburg : Gabriel Bodenehr, 1710.
Authors: Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. -- Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. Atlas curieux -- oder, Neuer und compendieuser atlas 1710 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 14 x 21 cm.
In: Bodenehr, Gabriel. Atlas curieux; oder, Neuer und compendieuser atlas ... ([Augsburg : Gabriel Bodenehr, 1710?]) pl. [77]. Engraved plate no. '80.'
Ayer 135 .B6 pl. 77 (PrCT)

Authors: Rowe, S.J. -- Giles, J. Bascom -- Texas. General Land Office -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: Blueprint, 33.5 x 51 in. Scale 1:66,660. Originally compiled 1898.
Microfiche 583, no. 1124 (PrCT)

69359 Schleswig (Denmark and Germany) - Maps - 1680
Ducatus Slevicensis in omnes suas praefecturas, circulos, et provincias distinte divisus.
Amsterdam, [ca. 1680].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Johan Gabriel Sack
Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:Q22
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 55 cm.
3315
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6310 1680 .W5 (PrCT)

69360 Schleswig (Denmark and Germany) - Maps - 1682
Ducatus Slesvicensis in omnes suas praefecturas circulos et provincias distinte divisus. Amsterdam : C. Allard, [1682?].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Allard, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709 -- Allard, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709.
Atlas minor sive tabulae geographicae ... [1682?]
-- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 48 x 55 cm.
In: Allard, Carel. Atlas minor sive tabulae geographicae proecipuorum regnorum regionum, insularum, provinciarum, etc. (Amsterdam : C. Allard, 1682?) pl. 8.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .A4 A pl. 8 (PrCT)

69361 Schleswig (Denmark and Germany) - Maps -
Schleswig (Germany and Denmark) - Maps - 1657

69362
Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:Q21
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 86 cm.

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map 4F G6310 1720 .V5 (PrCt)

Schleswig (Germany and Denmark) - Maps - 1657

69363
Holstein - Maps - 1657

Schleswig (Germany and Denmark) - Maps - 1657

69364
Mecklenburg-Schwerin (Germany) - Maps - 1657

Lower Saxony (Germany) - Maps - 1657

Basse partie de la Basse Saxe ... Paris : chez l'auteur, 1657 [i.e.1659?].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Mariette, Pierre, 1603-1657 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (1658 [i.e. 1659?])
1 map : hand col. ; 40 x 53 cm.
In: Sanson, Nicolas. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (Paris : Pierre Mariette, 1658 [i.e. 1659?]) v. 1, pl. [73]

VAULT oversize G1015 .A77 1798, [ptie 1], [plate 17] (NLO)

Schleswig (Germany) - Maps - 1680

69365
Jutland (Denmark) - Maps - 1680

Duca tus Slesvicensis in omnes suas praefecturas circulos, et provincias distinte divisus.
Amsterdam, [ca. 1680].
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 55 cm.
In: Danckerts, Justus. Atlas (Amsterdam ; J. Danckers, [ca. 1680]) pl. [31]. Ms. no. '32' in upper right.

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .D18 A pl. 31 (PrCt)

Schleswig (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1584

69366
Solland Gottorp - Pictorial works - 1584

Schleswych. Coloniae [i.e. Cologne : s.n.], M.D. LXXX IV [1584, i.e. ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Rantzau, Henrik, 1526-1598 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : hand col. ; 33 x 48 cm.
Title at top in German Gothic script; transcription uncertain.

Forwarded to Braun and Hogenberg by Henrik Rantzau in 1584; see R.A. Skelton’s Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum. Includes references A-D, F, G, I, K. Cartouche at bottom: Gottorpia fortibus à Gottis habet arx Gottorpia nomen ... Slesuigm, Panicies inter Scotos spectatur et Anglos ... ex generosi ac nobilis viri D. Henrici Ransovii musaeo M.D. LXXX IV Coloniae. Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Slesvicvm.
69367 Schleswig (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1584<->Schloss Gottorp - Pictorial works - 1584
Schleiswych. [Amsterdam : Jan Jansson], M.D. LXXX IV [1584, i.e. 1657].
Authors: Janss, Jan, 1588-1664 -- Rantzau, Henrik, 1526-1598 -- Adolf, Duke of
Schleswig-Holstein-Gottorf, 1526-1586 -- Janss, Jan, 1588-1664.
Illustrorvm principumque urbi septentrionalium Europae tabulae [1657] -- Janss, Jan, 1588-1664.
Theatrum urbi (1657)
1 view : hand col. ; 33 x 48 cm.
Title at top in German Gothic script; transcription uncertain.
Includes references A-D, F, G, I, and K.
Includes seals of Adolf, Duke of Schleswig-Holstein-Gottorp and of city of Schleswig.
Cartouche at bottom: Gottorpia fortibus à Gottis habent arx Gottorpia nomen ... Slesiuigm, Panicies inter Scotos spectatur et Anglos ... ex generosi ac nobilis viri D. Henrici Ransovii musaeo M.D. LXXX IV Coloniae.
Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Slesovicvm.
In: Janss, Jan. Illustrorvm principumque urbi septentrionalium Europae tabulae, v. 1, [plate 22].
Issued in volume 1 of 8 in Janss's townbook atlases, collectively known as the Theatrum urbi (Amsterdam : Jan Janss, 1657).
References: Krogt, Peter van der. Koeman's urbium (Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657).
K arrow, Mapmakers of the sixteenth century and their maps 45/3.
9105240DLC
69369 Schleswig-Holstein (Germany) - Maps - 1584-1606<->Usedom Island (Germany) - Maps - 1584-1606
Holsatiae descriptio / Marco Iordano Holsato auctore ; Rigiae, Vsedomiae, et Wandalicarum insularum vera descriptio. [London : John Norton, 1584 [i.e. 1606].
2 maps : hand col. ; 29 x 24 cm. and 30 x 19 cm., on sheet 45 x 55 cm.
Map of Rügen based on earlier work by Petrus von Edeling; see Karrow, p. 18.
In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatrum orbis terrarum ... (London : J. Norton, 1606), [plate 52].
Printed from 2 copperplates on 1 sheet.
Map of Rügen oriented with north at left.
Printed no. 52 and English letterpress text on verso beginning: Holsatia, vulgarly called Holstein. Of Holstein thus Crantzius ... .
Digital image of a duplicate or variant edition available on Marcel P.R. van den Broecke's Cartographica Neerlandica website (accessed July 2012):
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1606, [plate 52] (PrCt)
69368 Schleswig-Holstein (Germany) - Maps - 1559<->Calendar - Maps - 1558-1585
1 map ; 43 cm. in diam., on sheet 91 x 71 cm.
Facsimile of woodcut originally published Hambruch: Joachim Louwen, 1559; reproduced from only known copy in the Bibliothek der Rijksuniversity te Leiden.
Circular map surrounded by calendar with added title: Ein kunstlick Calendarium vp alle thokumpstige Jare denstlick. Darinne alle Festdage. Der Sunnen gradt vnd Huldentall etc.
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:256 (PrCt)

69376 Schleswig-Holstein (Germany) - Maps - 1700
Holsatiae tabula generalis in qua sunt ducatus Holsatiae, Dithmarsia ... Amstelodami [Amsterdam] : F. de Wit, [ca. 1700?].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Wit, Frederik de. Atlas [ca. 1700?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 50 x 61 cm.
In: Wit, Frederik de. Atlas (Amsterdam : bij Frederik de Wit in de Calverstraet bij den Dam inde Witte Paskaert. [ca. 1700?]) no. [49].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .V8 1700 map [19] (PrCt)

69377 Schleswig-Holstein (Germany) - Maps - 1700
Slesvicenis ducatus encolis das Hertzogtum Holstein ... Amst. Bat. [Amsterdam] : Nicolaum Visser [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher], [1710?].
Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Schenck, Pieter, ca. 1698-1775 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:257
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 86 cm.
In: Vit, Frederik de. Atlas (Amsterdam : bij Frederik de Wit in de Calverstraet bij den Dam inde Witte Paskaert. [ca. 1700?]) no. [67].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .W8 A no. [67] (PrCt)

69378 Schleswig-Holstein (Germany) - Maps - 1710
Slesvicenis ducatus encolis das Hertzogtum Holstein ... Amst. Bat. [Amsterdam] : Nicolaum Visser [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher, 1710?].
Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702. Atlas minor ... [1710?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 86 cm.
Title in upper margin.
In: Visscher, Nicolaes. Atlas minor ... (Amstelaeadami [Amsterdam] : ex officina Nicolai Visscher [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher], [1710?]) map [19].
Continued southward on: Holsatiae ducatus incolis das Hertzogtum Schleswieg ... [map 16]. Manuscript '19' on verso.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .V8 1700 map [16] (PrCt)

69379 Schleswig-Holstein (Germany) - Maps - 1710
Holsatiae tabula generalis in qua sunt ducatus Holsatiae, Holstein ... Amst. Bat. [Amsterdam] : Nicolaum Visser [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher, 1710?].
Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702. Atlas minor ... [1710?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 86 cm.
Title in upper margin.
In: Visscher, Nicolaes. Atlas minor ...
Schleswig-Holstein (Germany) - Maps - 1740
Holstiae mappa universalis in suos ducatus ... [Augsburg] : Matthaei Seutteri, [ca. 1740?].
Authors: Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756 -- Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756. [A Collection of Seutter maps] [1726-1773]
1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 56 cm.
Forms part of a made-to-order composite atlas chiefly comprised of undated maps issued ca. 1734-ca. 1744.
Case oversize G 1007 .81 pl. [58] (PrCt)

Schleswig-Holstein (Germany) - Maps - 1745
Tabula generalis Holstiae completens Holstiae Dithmarsiae ... Nuremberg : Homann : Homann Erben, [ca. 1745].
Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Homann Erben, [ca. 1745].
1 map : hand col. ; 52 x 68 cm.
Forms part of a made-to-order composite atlas with maps and charts of all parts of the world
In: Homann, Johann Baptist. Atlas novus terrarum orbis (Nuremberg : [Homann Erben, [ca. 1745]). [plate 146].
Manuscript '148' on verso.
oversize Ayer 135 .H7 1730, [plate 146] (PrCt)

Schleswig-Holstein (Germany) - Maps - 1804
A Map of the Dutchy of Holstein with the territories of the imperial towns Hamburg & Lübeck ... 1804 [i.e. 1816].
1 map : hand col. ; 45 x 57 cm.
'Laid down from Fischer's map and corrected by B-----.'
In: Faden, William [and others]. [General atlas of modern geography : a collection of large scale maps and charts of all parts of the world] ((London, etc. : W. Faden, etc., 1775-1816)) v. 1, pl. [25].
Imprint on map: London ... Wm. Faden ...1804. Verso handstamped '21.'
oversize Ayer 135 .G32 1775 v. 1, pl. 25 (PrCt)

Schleswig-Holstein (Germany) - Maps - 1804
[Schleswig-Holstein, 1804]. 1833.
Authors: Plat, H. du -- Bauditz, Ferdinand -- Wilster und Tauenzen, Fr. --
Landesvermessungsamt Schleswig-Holstein -- Königlichen Handbibliothek, Kopenhagen
1 map on 8 sheets
Accession no. 85-83186.
temp map4F G6310 1804 .P5 1983 .H4 (PrCt)

Schleswig-Holstein (Germany) - Maps - 1805
Karte von Kriegsschauplatz in Schleswig :
Authors: Geerz, Franz Heinrich Julius, 1816-1888 -- Landesvermessungsamt Schleswig-Holstein -- Wurzbach, G. F.
maps : col. ; 52 x 68 cm. or smaller.
Facsimile of 1850 ed.
'Herausgegeben zum 1. Schleswig-Holstein-Tag in Idstedt vom Landesvermessungsamt Schleswig-Holstein.'
Scale 1:40,000
Issued in separate sheets.
Includes text.
Incomplete contents: X :
Incomplete Newberry holdings: X :
Schleswig-Idstedt-Messunde (1979) -- XIV Rendsburg.
Projection: der natürlichen Grösse; 1 Meile = 24,000 rheinländische oder 26,285 Hamburger Fuss.
LC Card Number: 80694059
SO4067
map6F G6310 1850 .G4 1979 (NLO)

Schleswig-Holstein (Germany) - Maps - 1858
General Karte von den Herzogthumern Schleswig, Holstein und Lauenburg ... 1858.
Authors: Geerz, Franz Heinrich Julius, 1816-1888
1 map
1882 facsimile. Originally published 1858.
Accession no. 85-83185.
temp map4F G6310 1858 .G4 1982 .L3 (PrCt)

Schleswig-Holstein (Germany) - Maps - 1864
Karte den Herzogthumern Holstein und Lauenburg... [19--].
Authors: Denmark. Army. General Staff. -- Ebbesen,
1 map
19-- facsimile. Originally published 1864. 9 sheets, including 1 legend sheet. Accession no. 85-83186.
temp map4F G6310 1864 .K3 19-- (PrCt)

Schleswig-Holstein (Germany) - Maps - 1929
Authors: Brandt, Otto, 1892-1935 -- Wölfe, Karl -- Eggers, Willy -- Universität Kiel.
Geographisches Institut -- Möller, E. -- Brandt, Otto, 1892-1935. Schleswig-Holsteins
Geschichte und Leben in Karten und Bildern --
H.W. Köbner & Co. -- Walter G. Mühlau Verlag --
Staatliche Allgemeine Berufsschule für die
weiblich Jugend (Hamburg, Germany) -- Roger
S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) --
Köbner (H.W.) & Co. SEE H.W. Köbner & Co. --
Mühlau (Walter G.) Verlag SEE Walter G. Mühlau
Verlag
1 atlas (102 [i.e. 106] p.) : ill. (some col.), 64
maps (some col.), plans, ports. ; 32 cm.
Edition: Schulausgabe.
Maps by W. Eggers, Geographisches Institut der
Universität Kiel, and E. Möller.
"Von diesem Werke ist 1928 eine erweiterte
Geschenkausgabe erschienen:
Schleswig-Holsteins Geschichte und Leben in
verso.
"102 Seiten mit 60 Karten und 8 Diagrammen in
vielfarbigem Offsetdruck sowie 337 Abbildungen
in Doppeltondruck, aufßerdem 6 Bilder in
diefarbigem Kunstdruck."
Scales differ.
Stamp: Staatliche Allgemeine Berufsschule für
die weiblich Jugend, Hamburg 19, Weidenstieg
29.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1923.2 .B73 1929 (NLO)

69391 Schleswig Holstein (Germany) - Maps -
1949<>Hamburg (Germany) - Maps - 1949
Schleswig-Holstein und Hamburg. Hamburg : K.
Baedeker, 1949.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 4 maps, 4 city plans
1st ed.
A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher,
1832-1990, no. N004.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

69392 Schleswig-Holstein (Germany) - Maps - 1955
Schleswig-Holstein (West) : mit Hamburg und
Thiemig, 1955.
Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag
-- Karl Thiemig AG -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
138 p. : 1 col. map (folded) ; 17 cm.
Folded map in pocket.
Includes index.
Series: Grieben-Reiseführer : Bd. 237
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 237 (1955) (NLO)

69393 Schleswig-Holstein (Germany) - Maps - 1956
Schleswig Holstein : östlicher Teil. Holsteinische
Seenplatte und die Ostseeküste. München

[Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)]
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the State of New York: containing a map of the State and of the several counties (New York: David H. Burr, 1829; republished Ithaca: Stone and Clark, 1839) pl. [15]. Map dated 1829 and 1839; engraved ‘No. 16.’

69404 Schoharie County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1856 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps

Microfiche 583, no. 559 (PrCt)

69405 Schoharie County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1866 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps
Cf. Phillips 2254. 79-43559

ICN 79
Oversize G1253.S5 B4 1866a (NLO)

69406 Schoharie Creek (N.Y.) - Maps - 1758 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
A Colored plan of the river Schoharie with a plan and elevation of new fort drawn about 1758. [19--].


Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. : 5 plates 1st ed.

69408 Schöner, Johann, 1477-1547 - Cartography - History - 1475-1550
Authors: Hessler, John W. -- Library of Congress 176 p. : ill. (chiefly col.), maps (chiefly col.) ; 20 x 24 cm. Contents: For posterity: the miscellanies of Johannes Schöner -- The Schöner Sammelband at the Library of Congress. 12 sheets of the Waldseemüller 1507 world map ; 13 sheets of the Waldseemüller 1516 "carta marina," including Schöner manuscript ; Celestial globe gores ; Terrestrial gore fragments ; Celestial gore fragments ; Dürer-Stabius star chart -- Cartography in the margins: how Johannes Schöner read his maps -- Johannes Schöner makes a globe -- It's all in the stars: natal astrology and Johannes Schöner's three books -- The Earth begins to move: Rheticus and the early reception of Copernican astronomy -- Johannes Schöner and the birth of modern science. Includes bibliographical references (p. 170-173) and index. LC Card Number: 2012023211 ISBN: 9781907804168 (alk. paper) ; 1907804161 (alk. paper) ; 978084495514 (alk. paper) ; 084495514 (alk. paper) GA873.5.S3 H47 2013 (NLO)

69409 Schöner, Johann, 1477-1547 - Discoveries in Geography, Portuguese - Discoveries in Geography, Spanish
Johann Schoener y los descubrimientos geográficos. 2001.
Authors: Gil, Juan In Farinha, António Dias, et al., eds., Uma vida em história: Estudos em homenagem a António Borges Coelho (Lisbon: Editorial Caminho, 2001), pp. 235-63.
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Schöner, Johann, 1477-1547. [Globes]>>>Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594. [Terrestrial globe] (1541)>>>Staatlicher Mathematisch-Physikalischer Salon (Dresden, Germany) - Map collections
Authors: Grötzsch, Helmut -- Globusfreund (1973)
p. 156-161 ; 21 cm.
In: Globusfreund 21/23 (1973): 156-161.
Map Ref GA101 .G56, v. 21/23, p. 156-161 (PrCt)

Schoolcraft County (Mich.) - Maps - 1990 - Landowners - Maps
Authors: Schoolcraft County 4-H Council (Mich.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (52 p.) : 40 maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
'Sponsored by Schoolcraft County 4-H Council.' Includes index to owners and business and local government directories.
Scale [1:50,688]
Township maps of scale 1 1/4 in. to 1 mile.
Coordinates: (W86°38'--W85°51'N46°31'--N45°43').
Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G4113.S64G64 1990 .S36 (NLO)

Schottenstift (Vienna, Austria) - Map collections - Exhibitions - Catalogs
Maps, atlases and globes in the oldest monastery of Vienna. 1995.
Authors: Dörflinger, Johannes -- Schlass, Gerhard -- Heinz, Markus -- Schottenstift (Vienna, Austria) -- International Conference on the History of Cartography (16th : 1995 : Vienna)
p. : maps, ill.
Catalog accompanying an exhibition at the Int.
Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Schuyler County (Ill.). Board of Supervisors -- Schuyler County 4-H Clubs (Ill.) -- University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. Agricultural Experiment Station. Soil survey map, Schuyler County (1963) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (31 p.) : ill., 17 maps ; 22 x 28 cm.
Supervisors ed.
Cover title.
"Sponsored by the County Board of Supervisors ... [and] Schuyler County 4-H Clubs."
Includes index to owners and county government directory; also includes a brief history and description, list of officers, and population data for each township.
Scale [1:50,688], 1 1/4 in. to 1 mile.
Pasted to inside back cover: Soil survey map, Schuyler County / prepared by Agricultural Experiment Station, Davenport Hall, University of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois.
Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G4103.S5G46 1963 .R58 (NLO)

Schuyler County (Ill.) - Maps - 1975 - Landowners<< Counties - Maps<< Landowners - Maps
Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (32 p.) : 18 maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
Includes index to owners.
Scale [ca. 1:50,688] or 1 1/4 in. to 1 mile.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G4103.S5G46 1975 .R58 (NLO)

Schuyler County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1857 - Landowners<< Counties - Maps<< Landowners - Maps
1 map : on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 2 parts, 49.5 x 31.5 in. each.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 560 (PrCt)

Schuyler County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1874 - Landowners<< Counties - Maps<< Landowners - Maps
Authors: Nichols, Beach -- Pomeroy, Whitman & Co. (Philadelphia, Pa.) -- Wehle, Martin
1 atlas ([23] leaves : ill., maps (some fold.)) ; 41 cm.
Cover title: Atlas, Schuyler County, New York, 1874.
'No. 27 of a series.'
Cf. Phillips 15903.
79-43560
ICN 79/rev
oversize G1253.S55 N5 1874a (NLO)

Schuylerville (N.Y.) - Maps - 1756 - Fortification - Manuscripts<< Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Plan of Saratoga, 36 miles N. by E. from Albany, on Hudson's River, shewing the lines made in the summer of 1756, and the encampment of the 48th regiment. [19--].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1756 manuscript.
Details fortifications at the site later named Schuylerville; not to be confused with the latter-day Saratoga.
folio Ayer 136 .H91 1907 ser. 1, v. 3, pl. 17 (PrCt)

Schuylerville (N.Y.) - Maps - 1757 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<< Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
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Plan of the fort at Saratoga, 1757. [19–].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1757 manuscript.
Details fortifications at the site later named Schuylerville; not to be confused with the latter-day Saratoga.
folio Ayer 136 .H91 1907 ser. 1, v. 3, pl. 18 (PrCt)

Schuylkill County (Pa.) - Maps - 1830 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps
Authors: Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 15.5 x 21.5 in. Scale: 1:126,720.
Originally published Philadelphia: H. S. Tanner, 1830.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 53.5 x 62 in. Scale: 1:59,400.
Originally published Philadelphia: James D. Scott, 1863.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 790 (PrCt)

Schuylkill County (Pa.) - Maps - 1855 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps
Authors: Sheafer, P. W. -- Barnes, Rufus L. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 19.5 x 33 in. Scale: 1:103,000.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 791 (PrCt)

Schuylkill County (Pa.) - Maps - 1863 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps
Authors: Scott, Walter -- Cox, W. J. -- Lewis, S., active 1863-1864 -- Hawley, J. S., active 1863-1864 -- S. Lewis & J.S. Hawley Civil Engineers -- Scott, James D. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 53.5 x 62 in. Scale: 1:59,400.
Originally published Philadelphia: James D. Scott, 1863.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 792 (PrCt)

Schwäbisch Hall (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1657
Hala ad Cocharum flumen in Suevia opsalis foecunditatem, nobile. [Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657].
Authors: Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664 -- Hollar, Wenceslaus, 1607-1677 -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Urbium totius Germaniae superiorum illustriorum clariorumque tabulae ... Pars posterior [i.e. prior] (1657) -- Jan Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Theatrum urbiun (1657) 1 view : hand col. ; 32 x 47 cm.
Includes references 1-22.
Oriented with north at left.
Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Hala Sueviae.
In: Jansson, Jan. Urbium totius Germaniae superius illustrorum clariorumque tabulae ... Pars posterior [i.e. prior] 1657, [plate 55].
Issued in volume [2] of 8 in Jansson's townbook atlases, collectively known as the Theatrum urbium (Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657).
Case oversize G 117 .452, v. 2, [plate 55] (PrCt)

[Charlottesville, Va. : University of Virginia Library, 2008].
Authors: Schwartz, Seymour I., 1928- -- Hill, Martha, 1948- -- Kovarsky, Joel -- Quintos, Mercy -- University of Virginia. Library -- Mary and David Harrison Institute for American History, Literature and Culture -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
[16] p. : 12 maps (some col.) ; 14 x 22 cm.
Catalog of an exhibition held at the Mary and David Harrison Institute for American History, Literature, and Culture, and the Albert and Shirley Small Special Collections Library, University of Virginia, from January 2008 to January 2009.
Cover title.
Exhibition team: Martha Hill, curator; Joel Kovarsky, advisor to the exhibition; Mercy Quintos, project manager.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [16]).
Maps on inside covers.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes GA197.S39 O6 2008 (NLO)

Schwartz, Seymour I., 1928- - Maps - Collectors and collecting - Clippings
Caught mapping. 1989.
Authors: Brown, Christie
From Forbes (Sept. 4, 1989): 134. map, ills.
BHC 1092
Vert 705 (PrCt)

Schwerin (Germany : Bezirke) - Maps - 1725 - Potsdam (Germany : Bezirke) - Maps - 1725
Marchionatus Brandenburgici partes duae Ruppin comitatus & Prignis regiuncula.
Amsterdam, [ca. 1725].
Authors: Gotho, Olao Joannis, 1600-1644 -- Cövens et Mortier -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:312
1 map : hand col. ; 37 x 51 cm.
2551
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:312 (PrCt)

Schwiebus (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1620 - Schwiebus (Germany) SEE ALSO Schwiebodzin (Wojewodztwo lubuskie, Poland) - Schwiebodzin (Wojewodztwo lubuskie, Poland) SEE ALSO Schwiebus (Germany)
Die Stat Sibvschyn i nider Schlesien. [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 24 x 46 cm.
Anonymous map.
Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Sibvschvm.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 5, pl. 50 (PrCt)

Schwyz (Switzerland : Canton) - - Maps - 1792 - Switzerland - Maps - 1792
La parte orientale dei Tredici Cantoni Swizzeri e loro alleati delineate sulle ultime osservazioni.
Rome : Calcografia camerale, 1792.
Authors: Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824 -- Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824. -- Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (1792-1801) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 43 cm.
In: Cassini, Giovanni Maria. Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (Rome : Presso la Calcogr. camerale, 1792-1801) v. 2 pl. 22.
Map dated 1796.
oversize Ayer 135 .C33 1792 v. 2 pl. 22 (PrCt)

Science Museum of Minnesota - Maps - 2000
Authors: Science Museum of Minnesota
2 p. ; map ; 28 cm
Travel Vertical File G4144 .M5:2S3 2000 .S3 (PrCt)
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69436 Scientific apparatus and instruments - History
Catalogs Whipple Museum of the History of Science - Catalogs
Authors: Whipple Museum of the History of Science
27 p. ; 22 cm.
Cover title.
To Collection Services for cataloging, April 2011 (PrCt)

69437 Scientific apparatus and instruments - History
Exhibitions Whipple Museum of the History of Science - Exhibitions
An university within ourselves : sciences in Cambridge in the eighteenth century.
Corpus Author(s): Whipple Museum of the History of Science.
Publication: Whipple Museum of the History of Science.
Year: 1998
Description: [1 v.]
Language: English
SUBJECT(S): History
Authors: Whipple Museum of the History of Science
48 p. : ill. ; 21 cm.
"Published to accompany the exhibition of the same name held in the Whipple Museum from December 1997."
To Collection Services for cataloging, April 2011 (PrCt)

69438 Scientific apparatus and instruments - History
Scotland - History Instrument makers - Scotland - Biography Instruments, Scientific SEE Scientific apparatus and instruments
Authors: Bryden, D. J.
6A 1404 (NLO)

69439 Scientific apparatus and instruments - London (England) - History - 1600-1799

69441 Scientific expeditions - United States - Bibliography Geological surveys - United States - Bibliography
Authors: Hasse, Adelaide Rosalia, 1868-1953 -- United States. Superintendent of Documents
90 p. ; 24 cm.
Formerly lower case g 83 .91
Duplicate copy: Microfilm 1068
LC Card Number: 03001586
Map Ref Z1236 .H354 1899 (NLO)
Scioto County (Ohio) - Maps - 1875 - Landowners - Counties - Maps
Map of Scioto County, Ohio / by Barton & Gibbs, from actual surveys, 1875 ; compiled by Carolyn Braden Lewis from map at Library of Congress. [S.l.] : C.B. Lewis, c1983.
Authors: Barton & Gibbs -- Lewis, Carolyn Braden
1 map (ii, 41 p.) ; 44 cm.
'This work contains the map enlargements of each township within Scioto County as well as the Portsmouth City Directory of 1876-77 [p. 25-32].'
Includes Articles from 1875 Portsmouth Times (p. 21-24) and Alphabetical index of land owners of 1875 (p. 33-41).
oversize G1398.S3 B3 1983 (NLO)

Scioto County (Ohio) - Maps - 1875 - Landowners - Counties - Maps
Authors: Barton & Gibbs -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 4 sheets, 25.5 x 28 in. each.
Microfiche 583, no. 672 (PrCt)

Scioto River (Ohio) - Maps - 1700-1799 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Maps - Facsimiles
A Sketch of Scioto River from a scale of one mile to an inch. [19--].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 18th-century manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France BSH C 4044-91 (PrCt)

Scoresby Sound (Greenland) - Maps - 1929 - Greenland, Eastern - Maps - 1929
Authors: Scoresby-Sund Ekspeditionen (1925) -- Sørensens Opmaaling 1928.
'Udgivet af Styrelsen af Kolonierne i Grønland 1925.'
Inset: Amdrups Havn [15 x 25 cm.].
Fitzgerald polar map 100 (PrCt)

Scoresby Sound (Greenland) - Maps - 1933
70 Ö.1 Scoresbysund. København : Geodætisk Institut, 1937.
Authors: Geodætisk institut (Denmark) -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; col. ; 45 x 43 cm.
Added title, upper left: Grønland 1:250,000.
Based on 1933 survey.
Forms part of the Geodætisk Institut's 1:250,000 map series of Denmark.
Issued folded to 21 x 13 cm. into attached paper covers.
Plate no.: 70 Ö.1.
Fitzgerald polar map 103 (PrCt)

Scotland County (Mo.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners - Counties - Maps
Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960-- -- Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)
184 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
1st ed.
'Deluxe edition.'
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).
'3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.'
Includes maps showing county location within
state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).
Includes indexes.
Series: Family maps
ISBN 1420306693 ; 9781420306699
Local History Ref F475.S42 B69 2007 (NLO)

Maps - History
Authors: Withers, Charles W. J. xvii, 310 p. : ill., maps ; 24 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 263-302) and index.
Series: Cambridge studies in historical geography ; 33
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Scotland - Historical geography - Maps - 1707


Authors: McNeill, Peter G. B. -- MacQueen, Hector L. -- Lyons, Anona May=Scottish Medievalists -- University of Edinburgh. Department of Geography

1 atlas (xviii, 462 p.) : ill., maps ; 30 cm.

LC Card Number: gb 97064803
ISBN 0950390410 (pbk.)

69458 Scotland - Manuscript maps


Authors: Pont, Timothy, 1560?-1614?

From Northern Scotland v. 1 no. 2 (1973).

BHC 2263
Vert 1821 (PrCt)

69459 Scotland - Maps - 1588

Scotiae tabvla. [Antwerp : Christophe Plantin, 1588].


1 map : hand col. ; 35 x 47 cm.

In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatro de la tierra universal (Antwerp : Christophe Plantin, 1588), [plate 10].

Derived from earlier work by Gerhard Mercator; see Karrow.

Printed no. 10 and Spanish letterpress text on verso beginning: Scocia. Scocia es parte de la Isla Bretaña ....


References: Karrow, Mapmakers of the sixteenth century (1993), p. 10; Broecke, Ortelius atlas

National Library of Scotland
Scotland - Maps - 1598 - Coasts - Nautical charts
A Description of the coastes betweene Bamburgh & Aberdeine wherof Edwardburgh is the chiefest martowne. [Amsterdam : Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, 1666].
Authors: Waghaenaer, Lucas Janszoon, 1534 or 5-1606 -- Waghaenaer, Lucas Janszoon, 1534 or 5-1606. The Mariners mirrour (1588) -- Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, Ltd.
1 map ; 31 x 50 cm.
Details the eastern coast of Scotland coast from Aberdeen as far south as Bamburgh (England).
Includes coastal profiles.
Oriented with north at lower right.
Text on verso (p. V) under heading: A trve delineatio
Scotiae tabvla.  Cum priuilegio
Bambourg tot Aberdein daer Edinburg de martowne & Aberdeine wherof Edenburgh is the chiefest
description of the sea coastes betweene Bambourgh and Aberdyne.
London 1588 (Amsterdam : Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, 1966) map [27]
Map Ref oversize G1025 .T37 ser. 3, v. 2, map [27] (PrCt)

Scotland - Maps - 1598 - Coasts - Nautical charts
Beschrijvinge van een deel vann Schottlandt van Bambourgh tot Aberdeen daer Edinburg de princepaele Coepstat in is ... = Orae maritimae Scotiae a Bamburo ad Aberdun, vera delineatio. [Leiden : F. Raphelengius ; C. Claesz, 1588].
Authors: Waghaenaer, Lucas Janszoon, 1534 or 5-1606 -- Doetecam, Jan van -- Raphelengius, Franciscus, 1539-1597 -- Claesz, Cornelis, ca. 1546-1609 -- Waghaenaer, Lucas Janszoon, 1534 or 5-1606. Speculum nauticum super navigazione maris Occidentalis confectum, continens omnes oras maritimae Galliae, Hispaniae et praeicipuarum partium Angliae (1588) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 32 x 52 cm.
Includes coastal profiles.
Oriented with north at lower right.
Descriptive text on verso (p. 27).
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .W13 1588 map [28] (PrCt)

Scotland - Maps - 1596 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Cartography - Scotland - History - 1596
Authors: Pont, Timothy, 1560?-1614? -- Stone, Jeffrey C. -- Campbell, Eila M. J. -- Map Collector Publications Ltd. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 35 maps ; 296 x 210 mm.
1st ed.
Facsimiles of 1596 manuscripts.
Ed:Jeffreystone;Wolf862
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Scotland - Maps - 1598
Scotiae tabvla. Cum priuilegio. 1598.
Authors: Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598 -- Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598. Theatre de l'univers (1598)
1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 48 cm.
Detached from Ortelius, Abraham. Theatre de l'univers (Antwerp,1598) no. 11.
Scale [ca. 1:1,500,000].
Title on verso: Escosse.
Oriented with north at right.
Greenlee
ICN73
map2F 5770 (PrCt)

Scotland - Maps - 1606
Scotiae tabvla. [London : John Norton, 1606].
Authors: Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598 -- Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594 -- Norton, John, -1612 -- Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598. Theatre orbis terrarum ... (1606) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 35 x 47 cm.
Derived from earlier work by Gerhard Mercator; see Karrow.
Oriented with north at right.
Printed no. 11 and English letterpress text on verso beginning: Of Scotland. Scotland, the north part of Britaine ....
Digital image of a duplicate or variant edition available on Marcel P.R. van den Broecke's Cartographica Neerlandica website (accessed June 2012):
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1606, [plate 11]
(PrCt)

Scotland - Maps - 1610<<<>Orkney (Scotland) - Maps - 1610<<<>Map printing - Engravings -
Maps - 1610-1676
Engravings

The Kingdom of Scotland. [London] : John Sudbury and George Humble [i.e. J. Legate and W. Humble], 1610 [i.e. 1646].
Authors: Speed, John, 1552?-1629 -- Sudbury, John -- Humble, George, d. 1640 -- Legate, John, d. 1658 -- Humble, William, 1612-1686 -- Speed, John, 1552?-1629. A Prospect of the most famous parts of the world ... together with ... Great Britaines empire (1646) 1 map ; 37 x 37 cm. on sheet 42 x 54 cm. Inset (9 x 12 cm.): The Yles of Orknay. Margins include portraits of King James, Henry, Prince of Wales, Queen Anna and Charles, Duke of York and Albany; later state of the plate includes portraits of natives in local costume; see VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .S7 1676 map [63]. Letterpress text on verso (p. 131-132) under the following heading: The Type of the famovs kingdom of Scotland, with a generall description of sundry things remarkable therein. In: Speed, John. A Prospect of the most famous parts of the world ... together with ... Great Britaines empire (London : Printed by John Legatt, for William Humble, 1646) map [84].

Case oversize G 117 .82 map [84] (PrCt)

Scotland - Maps - 1635
[Scotland]. [198-].
Authors: Blaeu, Willem Janszoon, 1571-1638
1 map 198- facsimile. Originally published in Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, 1635.
temp map4F G5770 1635 .B5 198- .J6 (PrCt)

Scotland - Maps - 1654

ISBN 1851708138
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Scotland - Maps - 1654
Illustrated maps of Scotland : from Blaeu's Atlas

69469 Scotland - Maps - 1654-1676
Ireland - Maps - 1654
Novus atlas, das ist, Weld-Beschreibung, mit schönen newen aussführlichen Land-Taffeln in Kupffer / gestochen und an den Tag gegeben durch Joan Blaeu. Amstelaedami [Amsterdam] : apud Ioannem Blaeu, 1654. Authors: Blaeu, Joan, 1596-1673 -- Blaeu, Willem Janszoon, 1571-1638 -- Gordon, R. -- Pont, Timothy, 1560?-1614? -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 atlas (94 p.) : 55 hand col. maps (folded) ; 55 cm. Uniform title: Theatrum orbis terrarum. v. 5. German. 1654. Imperfect; issued with 55 maps, but this copy lacking Caricta Borealis. Folio atlas with some maps printed on recto and verso of text pages, some blank pages included in pagination. This is the first national atlas of Scotland. It formed v.5 of Jan and Willem Blaeu’s Theatrum orbis terrarum, but is complete in itself and was sold as a separate entity. There were several editions in different languages, the German and Latin texts being issued in 1654. Gold stamped vellum over boards. Scales differ. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Koeman, C. Atlantes Neerlandici, B1 51; Krogt, P. Koeman’s Atlantes Neerlandici, 2:243; Skelton 60
Baskes oversize G1825 .B54 1654 (NLO)

69470 Scotland - Maps - 1676-1700
Ireland (Scotland) - Maps - 1676-1700
Map printing - Engravings
Maps - 1676-1700
Engravings

The Kingdom of Scotland . [London] : Thomas Bassett ... and Ric. Chiswell, [1676]. Authors: Speed, John, 1552?-1629 -- Bassett, Thomas -- Chiswell, Richard -- Speed, John,
1552?-1629. The Theatre of the Empire of Great-Britain ... (1676) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 37 x 37 cm. on sheet 42 x 55 cm.
Inset (9 x 12 cm.): The Yles of Orknay.
Margins include portraits of natives in local costume, previous state of the plate includes portraits of King James, Henry, Prince of Wales, Queen Anna and Charles, Duke of York and Albany; see Case oversize G 117 .82 map [84].
Letterpress text on verso (p. 131-132) under the following heading: The Type of the famous kingdom of Scotland, with a general description of sundry things remarkable therein.
In: Speed, John. The Theatre of the Empire of Great-Britain ... (London : Printed for T. Bassett and R. Chiswell, 1676) map [63].

**VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .S7 1676 map [63] (PrCt)**

69471

**Scotland - Maps - 1680**

*Scotia regnum divisiun in partem septentrionalum et meridionalum ...* Amsterdam, [ca. 1680].

1 map ; hand col. ; 57 x 50 cm.
In: Danckerts, Justus. Atlas (Amsterdam : J. Danckers, [ca. 1680]) pl. [26]. Ms. no. ‘27’ in upper left.

**VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .D18 A pl. 26 (PrCt)**

69472

**Scotland - Maps - 1688**

*Scotia regnum divisiun in partem septentrionalum et Meridionalum subdivis in comitatus, vicecomitatus provincias praelecturas dominia et insulas / per F. de Wit. Amstelodami* [Amsterdam] : Ex officina Frederici de Witt, [1688?].

Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Wit, Frederik de. [Atlas] [1688?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; hand col. ; 56 x 49 cm.
"Cum privilegio D.D. Hollandiae et Westfrisiae."
Scale [ca. 1:880,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
Includes royal crest held by cherubs.
In: Wit, Frederik de. [Atlas] (Amsterdam : Fredericke de Wit [1688?]), [plate 26].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes oversize G1015 .W47 1688, [plate 26] (NLO)**

69473

**Scotland - Maps - 1693 - Coasts - Nautical charts**: Orkney (Scotland) - Maps - 1693 - Coasts - Nautical charts -- Shetland (Scotland) - Maps - 1693 - Coasts - Nautical charts -- Scotland - 1693 - Coasts -- Nautical charts - Orkney (Scotland) - 1693 - Coasts -- Nautical charts - Shetland (Scotland) - 1693 - Coasts -- Nautical charts

The East coast of Scotland with the isles of Orkney and Shetland. [London : s.n., 1693].
Authors: Collins, Greenville, fl. 1669-1698 -- Rooke, George, Sir, 1650-1709 -- Collins, Greenville, fl. 1669-1698. Great Britain's coasting-pilot ... (1693) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 43 x 55 cm.
Includes dedication to "the Honble. George Rooke Esq & Vice Admirell of ye Blew by Capt. Greenvil Collins ... ."
Oriented with north at right.
In: Collins, Greenville. Great Britain's coasting-pilot ... (London : Printed by Freeman Collins, and are to be sold by Richard Mount, 1693), part 2, [plate 37]
Engraved letter C at upper left; ms. no. 37 on verso verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes oversize G1811.P5 C6 1693, part 2, [plate 37] (PrCt)**

69474

**Scotland - Maps - 1695**

*Le Royaume d'Escosse divisé en parties septentrional & meridionale ...* Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : H. Jaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], [1695?].

Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?--1712 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. Atlas nouveau : contenant toutes les parties du monde (1692 [i.e. 1695?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; hand col. ; 85 x 58 cm.
Added title, upper margin: Le Royaume d'Escosse divisé en partie septentrionale & meridionale ... par le S.Sanson geographe ordinaire du roy.
In counterfeit edition of: Sanson, Nicolas. Atlas nouveau : contenant toutes les parties du monde (Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : H. Jaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], 1692 [i.e. 1695?]) pl. [9].
Map dated 1693.


69475

**Scotland - Maps - 1697**

*Novissimi regni Scotiae septentrionalis et meridionalis tabula.* Amsterdam, [ca. 1697].


3167

**Sack map4F G5770 1697 .A4 (PrCt)**
Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 56 x 46 cm.
Verso includes letterpress index.
In: Visscher, Nicolaes. Atlas minor ...
(Amstelaedami [Amsterdam] : ex officina Nicolai Visscher [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher], [1710?] map [4].
Manuscript '7' at bottom right.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .V8 1700 map [4] (PrCt)

69488 Scotland - Maps - 1728 - Roads - Road maps
A New map of North Britain or Scotland.
London, [ca. 1720].
Authors: Knight, William, fl. 1710-1740
Nicholls, Sutton -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:J26
1 map ; 54 x 64 cm.
Index map of towns.
3179
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G5771.P2 1720 K5 (PrCt)

69489 Scotland - Maps - 1740
1 map : hand col. ; 39 x 52 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:875,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
In composite world atlas possibly compiled and published by Charles François Delamarche: Atlas général : contenant le détail des quatre parties du monde [Paris? : s.n., 1798?], [ptie 1], [plate 12].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .A77 1798, [ptie 1], [plate 12] (NLO)

69490 Scotland - Maps - 1740
Nova et accurata totius regni Scotiae ... [Augsburg] : Matth. Seutter, [ca. 1740?].
Authors: Silbereisen, Andreas, 1673-1766 -- Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756 -- Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756. [A Collection of Seutter maps] [1726-1773]
1 map : hand col. ; 54 x 47 cm.
‘And. Silbereissen sculps.’
Forms part of a made-to-order composite atlas chiefly comprised of undated maps issued ca. 1734-ca. 1744.
In: Seutter, Matthaeus. [A Collection of Seutter maps] [Augsburg and Paris]: M. Seutter [et al], 1726-1773) plate [75].
Case oversize G 1007 .81 pl. [75] (PrCt)

69491 Scotland - Maps - 1740 - Coasts - Nautical charts
Scotia Regnum divisum in partem septentrional et meridional. Amsterdam, [ca. 1725].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Cóvens et Mortier -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:J33
1 map ; 56 x 49 cm.
3168
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Maps - 1740><Farne Islands (England) - Maps - 1740>Nautical charts
A New chart of the sea coast of Scotland with the islands thereof. [London : William Mount and Thomas Page, 1740].
Authors: Mount, William, d. 1769 -- Page, Thomas, d. 1762 -- English Pilot. Part 2 (1740) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map; 47 x 52 cm.
Inset (15 x 23 cm.): A Plan of Holy Island and the Stables.
In: The English pilot : The second part : Describing the sea-costs ... in the whole northern navigation ... the north coast of England and Scotland ... the sea-coast of Flanders ... Norway ... Russia ... and Nova Zambia, as far as the Tartarian Sea ... The sea-costs of Sweden ... in the Baltic-Sea (London : William Mount and Thomas Page, 1740), [plate 7].
Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger): English Pilot. Part 2 (1740)
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1793 .E552 1740, [plate 7] (PrCt)

Scotland - Maps - 1740><Shetland (Scotland) - Maps - 1740
A Map of the kingdom of Scotland from the latest and best observations : for Mr. Tindal's continuation of Mr. Rapin's history. [London : Knapton, ca. 1740?].
1 map; 47 x 38 cm.
Inset (9 x 8 cm.): The Islands of Shetland.

Scotland - Maps - 1740
1 map; hand col.; 39 x 52 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:875,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

Baskes oversize G1015 .A77 1798, [ptie 1], [plate 11] (NLO)

Scotland - Maps - 1745
Magnae Britannia, pars septentrionalis qua regnum Scotiae ... Nuremberg : Homann Erben, ca. 1745).
Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663--1724 -- Homann Erben (Firm) -- Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724. Atlas novus terrarum orbis [ca. 1745] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map; hand col.; 55 x 46 cm.
In: Homann, Johann Baptist. Atlas novus terrarum orbis (Nuremberg : [Homann Erben, ca. 1745]), [plate 23].
Manuscript 'No. 23' and '24' on verso.
oversize Ayer 135 .H7 1730, [plate 23] (PrCt)

Scotland - Maps - 1746
L'Ecosse suivant les nouvelles observations publiées à Londres en 1735 ... Paris : Le Rouge, 1746 [i.e. 1746].
Authors: Le Rouge, Georges-Louis -- Bowles, Thomas, -1767 -- Le Rouge, Georges-Louis. Recueil contenant des cartes nouvelles ... (1742 [i.e. 1748?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map; hand col.; 54 x 47 cm.
... [P]ar Bowles.'
In: Le Rouge, Georges-Louis. Recueil contenant
Scotland - Maps - 1749 - Coasts - Nautical charts

A New chart of the sea coast of Scotland with the islands thereof. [London : W. and J. Mount, and T. Page, 1749].

Authors: W. and J. Mount, and T. Page (Firm), fl. 1748-1755 -- English Pilot. Part 2 (1749) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map; 47 x 52 cm.

Inset (15 x 23 cm.): A Plan of Holy Island and the Staples.

In: The English pilot. The second part. Describing England and Scotland, ... Orkney, Shetland, Lewis, Farro, Iceland, ... Flanders, Zealand, Holland, Germany, Denmark, Norway, Finland, Lapland, Russia, ... Waigats, and Nova Zembla, ... Tartarian Sea, ... Greenland, Trinity-Island, Cherry Island, Hope-Island, ... Sweden, East-Finland, Lyfland, Prussia, Pomerania, &c. with ... the Baltick-Sea (London : W. and J. Mount, and T. Page, 1749) opposite p. 9.


oversize Ayer 135 .L6 1749 pl. 10 (PrCt)
In: The English pilot, for the southern navigation ... on the coast of England, Scotland, Ireland, Holland, Flanders, Spain, Portugal, to the Streit's-Mouth; with the coasts of Barbary, and off to the Canary, Madeira, Cape de Verde and Western-Islands. London: Printed for W. and J. Mount, T. Page and Son, on Tower-Hill, 1758.


**Case oversize** A1015 .B68 1766 map [10] (PrCt)

---

**Scotland - Maps - 1766 - Coasts - Nautical charts**

A New chart of the sea coast of Scotland with the islands thereof. [Dublin: Jane Grierson, 1766].

- Authors: Grierson, Jane, fl. 1766
- Part 1 (1766) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
  1 map : 46 x 50 cm.

In: The English pilot. Part 1, describing the coasts ... in the southern navigation upon the coasts of England, Scotland, Ireland, Holland, Flanders, Spain, Portugal ... (Dublin: Jane Grierson, 1766) opposite p. 11.


**Oversize Ayer 135 .E55 1766 opp p. 11 (PrCt)**

---

**Scotland - Maps - 1766 - Shetland (Scotland) - Maps - 1766**

A Map of North Britain or Scotland from the newest surveys & observations. London: Printed for John Bowles in Cornhill, Carington Bowles in St. Pauls Church Yard and Rob[er]t Sayer, Fleet Street, [1766 or earlier]?

  1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 54 cm.


Manuscript plate number 10 added in ink at bottom right by previous owner.

**Case oversize** A1015 .B68 1766 map [10] (PrCt)

---

**Scotland - Maps - 1769 - Orkney (Scotland) - Maps - 1743**

Nieuwe kaart van 't noorder gedeelte van Groot Britannie behelzende het Koningryk Schotland. te Amsterdam : by Isaak Tirion, [1769]?

- Authors: Tirion, Isaak -- Tirion, Isaak. Nieuwe en beknopte hand-atlas ... (1748 [i.e. 1769]?) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
  1 map : hand col. ; 32 x 35 cm.

Continuation inset (9 x 8 cm.): [Orkney and Shetland Islands].

Verso numbered "No 16" in manuscript.

In: Tirion, Isaak. Nieuwe en beknopte hand-atlas ... (Amsterdam : Isaak Tirion, 1744 [i.e. 1769?]), plate [16].

**Case oversize** Ayer 135 .T55 1744, plate [16] (PrCt)

---

**Scotland - Maps - 1773 - Shetland (Scotland) - Maps - 1773**

A New and complete map of Scotland, and islands thereto belonging. [London : Robert Sayer, 1773].

- Authors: Kitchin, Thomas, 1718-1784 -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Kitchin, Thomas, 1718-1784. A General atlas describing the whole universe ... (1773) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
  1 map : hand col. ; on 2 sheets 116 x 98 cm.

Continuation inset (30 x 22 cm.): Shetland Islands.

In: Kitchin, Thomas. A General atlas describing the whole universe ... (London : Robert Sayer, 1773); versos handstamped '8' and '9'.

Bound with: Anville, Jean Baptist Bourguignon d'. A Complete body of ancient geography ... (London : R. Laurie and J. Whittle, 1799).

**Case oversize** Ayer 135 .K6 1773 pl. 8-9 (PrCt)

---

**Scotland - Maps - 1774**

Scotland, and its islands; or the north part of Great Britain, divided into its shires. London : R. Sayer and J. Bennett, 1778.

- Authors: Dunn, Samuel, -1794 -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Robert Sayer and John Bennett (Firm) -- Dunn, Samuel, -1794. A New atlas of the mundane system ... (1778) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
  1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 34 cm.

In: Dunn, Samuel. A New atlas of the mundane system ... (London : R. Sayer and J. Bennett, 1778), pl. 6. Title page dated 1778; map dated 1774.

**Case oversize** Ayer 135 .D85 1778 pl. 6 (PrCt)

---

**Scotland - Maps - 1776-1800 - Road maps**

Survey & maps of roads of north Britain. London : Taylor & Skinner, [1776?] or 1800?.

- Authors: Taylor, George, geographer, fl. 1778 -- Skinner, Andrew, geographer -- Bowen, Thomas, -1790 -- Welsh, Howard E., 1917-1990 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
  1 v. : 62 maps ; 220 x 520 mm.

Includes maps engraved by Thomas Bowen. Previous owner: Howard E. Welsh.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.


**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)**

---

**Scotland - Maps - 1776 - Road maps**

Road maps

**Case oversize** A1015 .B68 1766 map [10] (PrCt)

---

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Survey and maps of the roads of North Britain or Scotland. [London? Taylor & Skinner?, 1776?].
Authors: Taylor, George, geographer, fl. 1778 -- Skinner, Andrew, geographer -- Bowen, Thomas, -1790
1 atlas (61 plates) : strip maps ; 22 x 52 cm., folded to 22 x 15 cm.
Includes maps engraved by Thomas Bowen.
sct002 (NLO)

69509 *Scotland - Maps - 1778*
L'Ecosse divisé e en shires ou comtés / par le Sr. Robert. À Venise [Venice] : par P. Santini ; chez Mr. Remondini, 1778.
Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Santini, P. -- Remondini, Giuseppe Antonio, 1747-1811 -- Santini, P. Atlas universal dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (1784 [i.e. 1807?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 54 cm.
In: Santini, P. Atlas universal dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (Venice : par P. Santini, rue Ste. Justine, chez M. Remondini, 1784 [i.e. 1807?]), v. 1, no. "P.I. 42"
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
**Baskes oversize G1015 .S4 1807, v. 1, no. 42 (PrCt)**

69510 *Scotland - Maps - 1782<<>>Shetland (Scotland) - Maps - 1782*
Authors: Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Stackhouse, Thomas, 1756-1836 -- Stackhouse, Thomas, 1756-1836. A New universal atlas : consisting of a complete set of maps ... (1785)/=Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 37 x 37 cm.
Engraved without attribution by Samuel John Neele.
Inset (11 x 10 cm.): Shetland Islands
In: Stackhouse, Thomas. A New Universal atlas : being a set of maps, to illustrate ancient and modern geography ... (London : Printed for the author, and sold by Ashby and Neele ... [et al], 1782 [i.e. 1783?]), plate 35.
Hand stamped with oversize "35" at upper right.
**Baskes oversize G1015 .S82 1785, plate 35 (PrCt)**

69511 *Scotland - Maps - 1782<<>>Shetland (Scotland) - Maps - 1782*
Authors: Stackhouse, Thomas, 1756-1836 -- Stackhouse, Thomas, 1756-1836. An Universal atlas : being a set of maps, to illustrate ancient and modern geography ... (1782) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 37 x 37 cm.
Inset (11 x 10 cm.): Shetland Islands
In: Stackhouse, Thomas. An Universal atlas : being a set of maps, to illustrate ancient and modern geography ... (London : Printed for the author, and sold by Ashby and Neele ... [et al], 1782 [i.e. 1783?]), plate 35.
Hand stamped with oversize "35" at upper right.
**Baskes oversize Ayer 135 .S77 1782, plate 35 (PrCt)**

69512 *Scotland - Maps - 1785<<>>Shetland (Scotland) - Maps - 1785*
A Map of the kingdom of Scotland from the latest and best observations : for Mr. Tindal's continuation of Mr. Rapin's history. [London : s.n. , ca. 1785?].
1 map ; 47 x 38 cm.
Inset (9 x 8 cm.): The Islands of Shetland.
**Baskes oversize Ayer 135 .T5 1732 map [2] (PrCt)**

69513 *Scotland - Maps - 1786*
Scotland, and its islands, or the North part of Great Britain, divided into shires / by Samuel Dunn. London : Printed for Robert Sayer ... as the Act directs, 10th June 1786.
Authors: Dunn, Samuel, -1794 -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Dunn, Samuel, -1794. A New atlas of the mundane system ... [1789?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 34 cm., on sheet 47 x 57 cm.
Covers, Scotland, Hebrides, Orkney, and Shetland.
Scale: [ca. 1:1,369,000].
Imprint: London :.
Relief shown pictorially.
London meridian.
In: Dunn, Samuel. A New atlas of the mundane system, or, Of geography and cosmography ... (London : Printed for Robert Sayer and Co., [1789?]), [plate 6].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
**Baskes oversize G1015 .D86 1789 [plate 6] (NLO)**

69514 *Scotland - Maps - 1787 (Provisional Heading)*
Authors: Armstrong, Mostyn John -- Ashby,
Harry, 1744-1818 -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. : 30 maps ; 238 x 191 mm. 2nd ed.
E:Ashby:Chubb19;maps:Sayer&Bennett,1777
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Phillips 8205
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

69515
Scotland - Maps - 1788<<>>>Shetland (Scotland) - Maps - 1788<<>>>Wall maps
A New and complete map of Scotland and the islands thereto belonging ... London : Printed for Carrington Bowles ... ; R. Sayer & J. Bennett ..., [1788?].
Authors: Bowles, Carlington, 1724-1793 -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Bennett, John, d. 1787 -- Robert Sayer and John Bennett (Firm) -- Kitchin, Thomas, 1718-1784. A General atlas, describing the whole universe : being a complete collection of the most approved maps extant ... [1788?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 119 x 99 cm., on 2 composite sheets
Inset (30 x 21 cm.): The Shetland Islands.
In: Kitchin, Thomas. A General atlas, describing the whole universe : being a complete collection of the most approved maps extant ... (London : Printed for Robert Sayer, [1788?]), no. 8-9. Printed from 4 plates on 4 sheets joined to form 2 composite and adjacent sheets; northern half stamped "8" on verso; southern half stamped "9" on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G5770 1792 .A5 (NLO)

69516
Scotland - Maps - 1789<<>>>Shetland (Scotland) - Maps - 1789<<>>>Orkney (Scotland) - Maps - 1789<<>>>Wall maps
1 map on 9 sheets : hand col. ; 174 x 158 cm, sheets 66 x 58 cm.
Added title from red leather spine label: Ainslie, Scotland, 1789.
At head or foot of each sheet: Publish'd according to act of Parliament Jany. 1st, 1789, by John Ainslie, land surveyor & engraver, Hanover Street, Newtown, Edinr., & William Faden, geographer to the king, Charing Cross, London. "To the Right Honble. Henry Dundas, treasurer of the Navy & &c, this maps is most humbly inscribed by his most obedient servt., John Ainslie."
Scale [ca. 1:260,000].
Relief shown by hachures.
Insets: Shetland Islands : laid down upon a less scale than the map for want of room in their true situation. Scale [ca. 1:491,000] -- A map of the Orkney Islands : which cannot be inserted in their true situation for want of room. Scale [ca. 1:260,000]
Prime meridian: Edinburgh.
Sea decorated with ships.
"Price, one guinea in sheets or £1.11.6. mounted upon linen with rollers."
Bound with a single-sheet map of Scotland: Scotland / by John Ainslie, land surveyor (Edinburgh and Glasgow,[1792]).
Quarter bound tan leather, red leather spine label; decorative papers over boards.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G5770 1792 .A5 (NLO)

69517
Scotland - Maps - 1790
Scotland. [Edinburgh] : Published as the Act directs, 1790.
Authors: Ainslie, John, land-surveyor in Edinburgh -- Heron, Robert, 1764-1807 1 map : hand col. ; 26 x 24 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:1,390,000].
Includes inset maps of Shetland Islands (5 x 3 cm.) and Orkney Islands (6 x 4 cm.). Limited relief shown pictorially.
Prime meridian: Edinburgh. Published as part of: Heron, Robert, 1764-1807. Scotland delineated, or, A geographical description of every shire of Scotland including the northern and western isles; Edinburgh : printed for James Neill, 1791. Removed from Newberry copy (following t.p.): Case oDA 855.H47 1791.
Gift 94
map2F G5770 1790 .A5 (NLO)

69518
Scotland - Maps - 1790 - Coasts - Nautical charts<<>>>Nautical charts - Scotland - 1790 - Coasts<<>>>Holy Island (England : Island) - Maps - 1790<>>>(Farne Islands (England) - Maps - 1790<>>>(Nautical charts
A New chart of the sea coast of Scotland with the islands thereof. London : Sold by W. & J. Mount & T. Page on Tower Hill, [1790].
Authors: Mount, William, d. 1769 -- Mount, John, d. 1786 -- Page, Thomas, d. 1781 -- English Pilot. Part 1 (1790) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Scotland - Maps - 1794

A Scotch atlas, or, Description of the kingdom of Scotland : divided into counties, with the subdivisions of sherifdoms, shewing their respective boundaries and extent, soil, produce, mines, minerals, metals, their trade and manufactures : also their chief towns, seaports, mountains, rivers, forests, lochs &c. : with the principal great and bye roads, passes, forts, and other particulars : the whole taken from topographical surveys, regulated by astronomical observations / by Mostyn John Armstrong, geographer ; beautifully engraved on 30 copper plates by H. Ashby. London : Laurie & Whittle, 1794.

Authors: Armstrong, Mostyn John

Includes engraved by H. Ashby.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

References: Phillips 8206; Chubb S: XX

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Scotland - Maps - 1794

A New atlas of the mundane system ... (1800) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 31 maps ; 245 x 195 mm.

3rd ed.

Includes engravings by H. Ashby.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

References: Phillips 8206; Chubb S: XX

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Scotland - Maps - 1794

A New atlas of the mundane system ... (1800) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 31 maps ; 245 x 195 mm.

3rd ed.

Includes engravings by H. Ashby.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

References: Phillips 8206; Chubb S: XX

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Scotland - Maps - 1794

A New atlas of the mundane system ... (1800) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 31 maps ; 245 x 195 mm.

3rd ed.

Includes engravings by H. Ashby.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

References: Phillips 8206; Chubb S: XX

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Scotland - Maps - 1794

A New atlas of the mundane system ... (1800) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 31 maps ; 245 x 195 mm.

3rd ed.

Includes engravings by H. Ashby.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

References: Phillips 8206; Chubb S: XX

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)
the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .D86 1800 [plate 6] (NLO)

69523 Scotland - Maps - 1794<<>>Orkney (Scotland) - Maps - 1794<<>>Shetland (Scotland) - Maps - 1794
A New map of Scotland or North Britain ... / by Lieutenant Campbell. London : Laurie & Whittle, 12th May 1794.
Authors: Campbell, Robert, Lieut., fl. 1790 -- Laurie & Whittle -- Laurie & Whittle. A New and elegant imperial sheet atlas comprehending general and particular maps of every part of the world ... [1801?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 43 cm.
Inset (12 x 11 cm.): The Islands of Orkney and Shetland ...
In Robert Laurie and James Whittle. A New and elegant imperial sheet atlas comprehending general and particular maps of every part of the world ... (London : printed and published by R. Laurie and J. Whittle, 1800 [i.e. 1801?] no. 6. Stamped "6" on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .R63 1801 no. 6 (NLO)

69524 Scotland - Maps - 1794 - Postal service - Road maps<<>>Shetland (Scotland) - Maps - 1794<<>>Postal service - Scotland - Maps - 1794 - Road maps<<>>Wall maps<<>>Road maps
A New and correct map of Scotland or North Britain with all the post and military roads ... / by Lieutenant Campbell. London : Published by Laurie & Whittle, no. 53, Fleet Street, 12th May 1794.
Authors: Campbell, Robert, Lieut., fl. 1790 -- Laurie & Whittle -- Kitchin, Thomas, 1718-1784. A General atlas describing the whole universe ... (1795) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 43 cm.
Title cartouche and imprint at upper left.
Inset (36 x 28 cm.): The islands of Shetland or Zetland ...
In: Kitchin, Thomas. A General atlas describing the whole universe ... (London : Printed and published by Robert Laurie and James Whittle, no. 53 Fleet Street, 1795), [plates 7-8].
Printed from 4 plates on 4 sheets joined to form 2 composite and adjacent sheets; northern half stamped "7" on verso; southern half stamped "8" on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .K57 1795, [plates7-8] (NLO)

69525 Scotland - Maps - 1795

69526 Scotland - Maps - 1795
La parte settentrionale della Scozia delineata sulle ultime osservazioni e divisa nelle sue contee. Rome : Calografìa camerale, 1797.
Authors: Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824 -- Calografìa camerale (Rome, Italy) -- Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824. Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (1792-1801) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 43 cm.
Map dated 1795.
oversize Ayer 135 .C33 1792 v. 2 pl. 51 (PrCt)

69527 Scotland - Maps - 1795 - Road maps
Scotland with the principal roads from the best authorities. Philadelphia, 1795.
Authors: Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Guthrie, William, 1708-1770
1 map ; 35 x 27 cm.
'Engraved for M. Carey's edition of Guthrie's Geography improved.'
Inset: Shetland Isands.
Wheat and Brun 773.
3012
map2F G5771.P2 1795 C3 state 1 (PrCt)

69528 Scotland - Maps - 1796
Scotland with the principal roads from the best authorities. Philadelphia : M. Carey, 1796.
Authors: Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Guthrie, William, 1708-1770 -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839. Carey's General atlas ... (1796) 1 map ; 35 x 27 cm.
In: Carey, Mathew. Carey's General atlas ... (Philadelphia : M. Carey, 1796) pl. [6]. Inset, 9 x 7 cm.: Shetland Isands.
Case folio G1019.C25 1796 pl. 6 (PrCt)

69529 Scotland - Maps - 1797

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Scotland / A. Bell Prin. Wal. sculptor fecit. [Edinburgh : s.n., 1797].
Authors: Bell, Andrew, 1726-1809 -- Encyclopaedia Britannica (1797) -- Encyclopaedia Britannica, inc.
1 map ; 17 x 19 cm.
In Encyclopaedia britannica; or, A dictionary of arts, sciences, and miscellaneous literature (Edinburgh : A. Bell and C. Macfarquhar, 1797) v. 16, opposite p. 722.
Engraved 'Plate CCCCXLVI.'

69530 Scotland - Maps - 1798

Scotland / Scot & Allardice. [Philadelphia : s.n., 1798].
Authors: Scot, Robert, 1744?-1823 -- Allardice, S. (Samuel) -- Scot & Allardice -- Encyclopaedia -- or, A dictionary of arts sciences and miscellaneous literature 1798 -- Encyclopaedia Britannica (1798)
1 map ; 17 x 18 cm.
In an American edition of the Encyclopaedia Britannica, issued as: Encyclopaedia; or, A dictionary of arts, sciences, and miscellaneous literature ... (Philadelphia : Thomas Dobson, 1798) v. 16, opposite p. 722.
Engraved 'Plate CCCCXLVI.'

A 2 .254 v. 16, opposite p. 722 (PrCt)

69531 Scotland - Maps - 1802

Scotland. [London] : Cadell and Davies [et al], 1802 [i.e. 1807].
Authors: Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826 -- Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Roy, William, 1726-1790 -- Lowry, fl. 1802-1807 -- Cadell & Davies -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826. Modern geography ... (1807)
1 map ; 25 x 20 cm.
Arrowsmith directed.'

'From Gen. Roy's map corrected in positions, and the surveys of the different shires.'

'Published March 1st, 1802. A 2.254 v. 16, opposite p. 722.


folio G 11 .693 v. 1, opp. p. [145] (PrCt)

69532 Scotland - Maps - 1804

Authors: Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823. A New and elegant general atlas comprising all the new discoveries, to the present time ... (1804) -- John Conrad & Co. -- Hooker, William, 1782-1856 -- Roy, William, 1726-1790 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 25 x 20 cm.
In: Arrowsmith, Aaron. A New and elegant general atlas comprising all the new discoveries, to the present time ... (Philadelphia [etc.] : J. Conrad & Co. [and others], 1804) pl. 5

Ayer 135 .A65 1804 pl. 5 (PrCt)

69533 Scotland - Maps - 1804

Scotland with the principal roads from the best authorities. Philadelphia : Mathew Carey, 1804.
Authors: Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839. Carey's General atlas ... (1804)
1 map ; 35 x 27 cm.
In: Carey, Mathew. Carey's General atlas ... (Philadelphia : Published by Mathew Carey, April 24th, 1804) pl. 6.
Inset, 9 x 8 cm.: Shetland Isles.

oversize Ayer 135 .C27 1804 pl. 6 (PrCt)

69534 Scotland - Maps - 1804 - Road maps

Scotland with the principal roads from the best authorities. Philadelphia, 1804.
Authors: Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Guthrie, William, 1708-1770 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 35 x 27 cm.
In Carey's general atlas (Philadelphia, 1804) no. 6.
Inset: Shetland Isles.

Later issue of 1795 map; cf. map2F oG5771.P2 1795 C3 state 1.

Wheat and Brun 773, II.

Ayer 135 C27 1804 no. 6 (PrCt)

69535 Scotland - Maps - 1807

Atlas of Scotland : being a new set of county maps from actual surveys showing the cities, towns & villages, principal roads and cross roads, the rivers, canals, hills, &c. : with a general map of Scotland, exhibiting the connexion of the counties with each other. Edinburgh : Published by Thomas Brown, [1807].
Authors: Brown, Thomas, 1786-1820 -- Gavin & Son -- Gavin, Hector, 1738-1814 -- Clerk, T. (Thomas) -- Butterworth, James, 1771-1837 -- Moir, John, active 1790-1846 -- Faculty of Procurators in Glasgow -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([2] leaves, [27] leaves of plates) : 27 hand col. maps ; 41 cm.


Engraved title page signed: Butterworth junior scripso; T. Clerk sculpsit.

Relief shown pictorially and by hachures.

Scales differ.

Manuscript letter pasted to inside front cover dated: 17th April, 1882.

Bookplate: Library of the Faculty of Procurators, Glasgow.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1825.B76 1807 (NLO)

69536 Scotland - Maps - 1808 - Road maps
*Road maps*

The Scotch itinerary : containing the roads through Scotland, on a new plan : with copious observations, for the instruction and entertainment of travellers ... / by James Duncan. Glasgow : Printed for J. and A. Duncan, 1808.
Authors: Duncan, James, active 1808 -- Harvard University Library
7 p. I., [148], 28 p. : folded map ; 21 x 10 cm.
The itinerary and the observations are on opposite pages, with duplicate paging, 1-73.
Bookplate of Harvard College Library.
Includes index.
G 43 .24 (NLO)

69537 Scotland - Maps - 1811
*A New map of Scotland, from the latest authorities.* London : J. Cary, 1811.
Authors: Cary, John, approximately 1754-1835 -- =Cary, John, approximately 1754-1835. Cary's New universal atlas ... (1811 [i.e. 1812?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 87 x 99 cm.
In: Cary, John. Cary's New universal atlas ... (1811 [i.e. 1812?]) pl. 6.
Printed on 4 sheets pasted together to form 2 openings in the atlas. Printed paste-on nos. 7-10

oversize Ayer 135.C3 1811 pl. 6-7 (PrCt)

69538 Scotland - Maps - 1811 - Shetland
(*Scotland*) - Maps - 1811

*Scotland : northern part.* London : Cadell & Davies [et al], 1811 [i.e. 1815].
Authors: Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826 -- Hebert, Lewis, fl. 1809-1838 -- Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Cadell & Davies -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826. A Modern atlas : from the latest and best authorities ... (1815) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 50 x 69 cm.
Drawn under the direction of Mr. Pinkerton by L. Herbert.'
Continuation inset (16 x 17 cm.): Shetland Islands.
Running title in upper margin: Pinkerton's modern atlas.

oversize Ayer 135.P6 1815 pl. [10] (PrCt)

69539 Scotland - Maps - 1812

*Scotland : southern part.* London : Cadell & Davies [et al], 1812 [i.e. 1815].
Authors: Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826 -- Hebert, Lewis, fl. 1809-1838 -- Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Cadell & Davies -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826. A Modern atlas : from the latest and best authorities ... (1815) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 51 x 70 cm.
Drawn under the direction of Mr. Pinkerton by L. Herbert.'
Running title in upper margin: Pinkerton's modern atlas.

oversize Ayer 135.P6 1815 pl. [9] (PrCt)

69540 Scotland - Maps - 1813

*Scotland with its islands.* London : W. Faden, 1813 [i.e. 1817?].
Authors: Faden, William, 1749-1836 -- Ainslie, John, land-surveyor in Edinburgh -- Faden, William, 1749-1836. [General atlas] [1817?]
1 map : hand col. ; 74 x 52 cm.
Map dated 1813; verso handstamped '8.'
Inset (20 x 16 cm.): The Shetland Islands with the continuation of the Oakney Islands on a reduced scale.

oversize G 10 .282 pl. 8 (PrCt)

69541 Scotland - Maps - 1813 - Shetland
(*Scotland*) - Maps - 1813

Authors: Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Neele, George -- Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824. Neele's general atlas : consisting of a complete set of maps compiled from the best authorities ... (1814 [i.e. 1815]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map on 2 sheets : hand col. ; 42 x 30 cm.
Title from northern sheet.
Imprint and "Neele sculp." on southern sheet.
Inset (7 x 5 cm.) on northern sheet: Shetland Islands.
In: Neele, Samuel John and Ainslie, John, land-surveyor in Edinburgh. Engraved nos. Xb at upper right.
Baskes folio G1019.N4 1814, [plates 13-14] (PrCt)

oversize Ayer 135.C3 1811 pl. 6-7 (PrCt)

69542 Scotland - Maps - 1814

*Scotland from the best authorities.* Philadelphia :...
M. Carey, and Johnson & Warner, 1814.
Authors: Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Johnson & Warner -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839. A General atlas, being a collection of maps of the world and quarters ... (1814)
1 map : hand col. ; 19 x 21 cm.
In: Carey, Mathew. A General atlas, being a collection of maps of the world and quarters ... (Philadelphia : Published by M. Carey, and Johnson & Warner, 1814) pl. [39]. Engraved 'Plate VII.'
Inset: Shetland Islands, 5 x 6 cm.
Ayer 135 .C27 1814 pl. 39 (PrCt)

Scotland - Maps - 1815
Authors: Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 58 x 49 cm. fold. to 16 x 13 cm.
Condition: Mounted on linen, browned, good
Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection.
Previous location: B-31
AMcN III PC 2640 (PrCt)

Scotland - Maps - 1815<<<Shetland (Scotland) - Maps - 1815<<<Orkney (Scotland) - Maps - 1815
Authors: Hewitt, N. R. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1821?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 58 x 48 cm.
Inset (13 x 11 cm.): Shetland and Orkney Islands on a reduced scale
In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (Edinburgh ; London ; Dublin : John Thomson and Company ; Baldwin, Craddock, and Joy ; John Cumming, 1817, [i.e. 1821?]) map 11.
Printed paste-on label 'No. 11' verso.
oversize Ayer 135 .T4 1817 map 11 (PrCt)

Scotland - Maps - 1818
Scotland : southern part / drawn under the direction of Mr. Pinkerton by L. Hebert ; Neele sculpt. 352 Strand. Philada. [Philadelphia] : Published by Dobson, [1818]
Authors: Hebert, Lewis, fl. 1809-1838 -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826 -- Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Dobson, Thomas, 1751-1823 -- Thomas Dobson and Son -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826. A Modern atlas : from the latest and best authorities exhibiting the various divisions of the world ... (1818)
1 map : hand col. ; 50 x 69 cm.
Running title: Pinkerton's modern atlas
In: Pinkerton, John. A Modern atlas : from the latest and best authorities exhibiting the various divisions of the world ... (Philadelphia : Thomas Dobson & Son, 1818), plate [9]
Case oversize G1019 .P56 1818, plate [9] (PrCt)

Scotland - Maps - 1818<<<Shetland (Scotland) - Maps - 1818<<<Orkney (Scotland) - Maps - 1818
Scotland : northern part / drawn under the direction of Mr. Pinkerton by L. Hebert ; Neele sculpt. 352 Strand. Philada. [Philadelphia] : Published by Dobson, [1818]
Authors: Hebert, Lewis, fl. 1809-1838 -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826 -- Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Dobson, Thomas, 1751-1823 -- Thomas Dobson and Son -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826. A Modern atlas : from the latest and best authorities exhibiting the various divisions of the world ... (1818)
1 map : hand col. ; 50 x 69 cm.
Running title: Pinkerton's modern atlas
In: Pinkerton, John. A Modern atlas : from the latest and best authorities exhibiting the various divisions of the world ... (Philadelphia : Thomas Dobson & Son, 1818), plate [10]
Case oversize G1019 .P56 1818, plate [10] (PrCt)
Scotland - Maps - 1820

*Scotland: drawn from the best authorities...*  
Philadelphia : M. Carey & Son, 1820.  
Authors: Lavoisne, C. V. -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- M. Carey & Son -- Aspin, Jehoshaphat, active 18th century-19th century -- Yeager, Joseph, approximately 1792-1859 -- Lavoisne, C. V. A Complete genealogical, historical, chronological and geographical atlas ... (1820)  
1 map : hand col. ; 33 x 30 cm.  
In: Lavoisne, C. V. A Complete genealogical, historical, chronological and geographical atlas ... (Philadelphia : Published by M. Carey and Son ; printed by T.H. Palmer ..., 1820) map [10].  
Printed plate 'No. 33.'  
Added title: Geographical and statistical map of Scotland.  
Inset: Shetland Isles, 9 x 7 cm.  
*oversize F 006 .48 pl. 10 (PrCt)*

Scotland - Maps - 1821

*Scotland: drawn from the best authorities...*  
Philadelphia : M. Carey and Sons, 1821.  
Authors: Lavoisne, C. V. -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Aspin, Jehoshaphat, active 18th century-19th century -- Yeager, Joseph, approximately 1792-1859 -- Lavoisne, C. V. A Complete genealogical, historical, chronological, and geographical atlas ... (1821)  
1 map : hand col. ; 34 x 30 cm.  
In: Lavoisne, C. V. A Complete genealogical, historical, chronological, and geographical atlas ... (Philadelphia : M. Carey and Sons, 1821) pl. [10].  
Printed plate 'No. 33.'  
Added title: Geographical and statistical map of Scotland.  
Inset: Shetland Isles, 9 x 7 cm.  
*Case oversize G1030 .L4 1821 pl. 10 (PrCt)*

Scotland - Maps - 1821<br>Portpatrick (Scotland) - Pictorial works - 1821

Authors: Hewitt, N. R. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1821?].  
1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 57 cm.  
In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (Edinburgh ; London ; Dublin : John Thomson and Company ; Baldwin, Craddock, and Joy ; John Cumming, 1817, [i.e. 1821?]) map 11, part 2.  
Inset view (9 x 15 cm.): View of Port Patrick in Wigton Shire.  
Engraved no. '11. Part 2' at upper right.  
*oversize Ayer 135 .T4 1817 map 11, part 2 (PrCt)*

Scotland - Maps - 1821<br>Staffa (Scotland) - Pictorial works - 1821

Authors: Hewitt, N. R. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1822?].  
1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 57 cm.  
In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (Edinburgh ; London ; Dublin : John Thomson and Company ; Baldwin, Craddock, and Joy ; John Cumming, 1817, [i.e. 1821?]) map 11, part 2.  
Inset view (9 x 15 cm.): View of Port Patrick in Wigton Shire.  
Engraved 'No. 11. Part 1st.' at upper right.  
*oversize Ayer 135 .T4 1817 map 11, part 1 (PrCt)*

Scotland - Maps - 1822<br>Portpatrick (Scotland) - Pictorial works - 1822

*Southern part of Scotland SEE Portpatrick (Scotland) [Edinburgh] : Drawn & engraved for Thomson's New general atlas, [1822?].*  
Authors: Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1822?].  
1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 58 cm.  
Inset view (9 x 15 cm.): View of Port Patrick in Wigton Shire.  
Engraved '11. Part 2' at upper right.  
In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (Edinburgh ; London ; Dublin : John Thomson and Company ; Baldwin, Craddock, and Joy ; John Cumming, 1817, [i.e. 1822?]), v. 1, map 11, part 2.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.  
*Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1821, v. 1, map 11, part 2 (NLO)*

Scotland - Maps - 1822<br>Staffa (Scotland) - Pictorial works - 1822

Authors: Hewitt, N. R. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1822?].  
1 map : hand col. ; 50 x 58 cm.  
In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (Edinburgh ; London ; Dublin : John Thomson and Company ; Baldwin, Craddock, and Joy ; John Cumming, 1817, [i.e. 1822?]) map 11, part 2.  
Engraved 'No. 11. Part 1st.' at upper right.  
*oversize Ayer 135 .T4 1817 map 11, part 1 (PrCt)*

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.  
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Scotland - Maps - 1823


Authors: Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Hall, Sidney -- Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823. A New general atlas constructed from the latest authorities ... (1823) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 24 x 20 cm.
In: Arrowsmith, Aaron. A New general atlas constructed from the latest authorities ... Exhibiting the boundaries and divisions, also the chains of mountains and other geographical features of all the known countries in the world (Edinburgh ; London : A. Constable & Co., 1823), pl. 6

folio Ayer 135 .A65 1823 pl. 6 (PrCt)

Scotland - Maps - 1825

Scotland. [Philadelphia ; New York etc. Samuel F. Bradford and Murray, Fairman and Co., Peter A. Mesier etc., 1825?].

1 map ; 39 x 23 cm.
H.S. Tanner sc.

Continuation inset (7 x 8 cm.): Shetland Islands.


Scotland - Maps - 1826

Scotland. Philadelphia : A. Finley, [1826].

Authors: Finley, A. (Anthony) -- Young & Delleker -- Finley, A. (Anthony). A New general atlas, comprising a complete set of maps, representing the grand divisions of the globe ... (1826)
1 map : hand col. ; 28 x 21 cm.
In: Finley, Anthony. A New general atlas,

comprising a complete set of maps, representing the grand divisions of the globe ... (Philadelphia : A. Finley, 1826) pl. 40.

Case folio G1019 .F5 1826 pl. 40 (PrCt)

Scotland - Maps - 1826-1829

Scotland - Historical geography - Maps - 1826-1829

Lothian's county atlas of Scotland. Edinburgh ; Glasgow ; London : J. Lothian ; Jackson & Cowan ; J. Duncan, 1826 [i.e. 1829].


1 atlas (3, [1], 2 p., [39] leaves of plates (2 folded)) : 41 hand col. maps ; 31 cm.

"Published by John Lothian ... 1829"--Frontispiece.
Appendix has added engraved t.p.: Lothian's historical atlas of Scotland: consisting of five general maps, exhibiting the geography of the country in the 1st, 3rd, 10th, 15th & 19th centuries. Edinburgh : John Lothian, 1829. Engraved t.p.

Publisher's printed orange paper label on cover: Lothian’s county atlas of Scotland. Constructed from original drawings and elegantly engraved on copperplate by W. & A.K. Johnston.

Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.

Former owner’s signature: James W. MacKenzie.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Chubb S28; Cf. Phillips 5213 ; 2 R Scot GS, 154

Baskes folio G1825 .L68 1829 (NLO)

Scotland - Maps - 1827

The Scottish tourist, and itinerary, or, A guide to the scenery and antiquities of Scotland and the western islands: with a description of the principal steam-boat tours. Edinburgh ; London : Stirling & Kenney ; John Fairbairn ; James Duncan, 1827.

Authors: Stirling & Kenney -- Lizars, W. H. (William Home), 1788-1859 -- Ewbank, John Wilson, active approximately 1799-1847 -- Fairbairn, John, active 1812-1847 -- Duncan, J. (James) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

2nd ed., with considerable additions and improvements.
Maps engraved by W.H. Lizars.
Engravings by Ewbank.
"Illustrated by maps and views."
Includes index.

Imperfect: lacking p. xiii-xiv
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Northern part of Scotland: Hewitt, sc.

Scotland - Maps - 1829 Portpatrick (Scotland) - Pictorial works - 1829


Authors: Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas: consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (1829) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col.; 48 x 58 cm.

Inset view (9 x 15 cm.): View of Port Patrick in Wigton Shire.


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Engraved no. '11. Part 1st.' at upper right.

Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1829 map 11, part 1 (NLO)

Scotland - Maps - 1829 Road maps

Leigh's new pocket road-book of Scotland: containing an account of all the direct and cross roads, together with a description of every remarkable place, its curiosities, manufactures, commerce, population, and principal inns: to which are added pleasure tours to the most picturesque parts of the country: the whole forming a complete guide to every object worthy the attention of travellers: illustrated with a panorama of the remarkable objects in Edinburgh and a map of Scotland. London: Printed for Samuel Leigh, 18 Strand, 1829.


“Printed by S. and R. Bentley, Dorset Street, Fleet Street”--T.p. verso.

Includes indexes.

Publisher's advertisements, p. [379]-384.

Green leather over boards; title gold-stamped on cover: Leigh's road-book of Scotland.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes DA870 .L45 1829 (NLO)

Scotland - Maps - 1829 Staffa (Scotland) - Pictorial works - 1829

Northern part of Scotland / Hewitt, sc.


Authors: Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas: consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (1829) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col.; 48 x 58 cm.

Inset view (9 x 15 cm.): View of the island of Staffa.


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Engraved no. '11. Part 1st.' at upper right.

Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1829 map 11, part 1 (NLO)

Scotland - Maps - 1831 Shetland (Scotland) - Maps - 1831

Scotland. Edinburgh : D. Lizars, [1831?].

Authors: Lizars, Daniel, 1760-1812 -- Hamilton, John, fl. 1831 -- Lizars, Daniel, 1760-1812. The Edinburgh geographical and historical atlas ... [1831?] 1 map : hand col.; 80 x 51 cm. on 2 sheets.

Title from northern plate.

Added title, upper margin of southern sheet: Southern part of Scotland.

Inset (13 x 9 cm.): Shetland Isles.

In: Lizars, Daniel. The Edinburgh geographical and historical atlas ... [Edinburgh [etc.] : John Hamilton [and others, 1831?] pl. [9-10]. Engraved plate nos. 'XII' and 'XIII.'

oversize G 10 .514 pl. [9-10] (PrCt)

Scotland - Maps - 1832


Authors: Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. : 59 maps ; 562 x 455 mm.

ChubbS32 Phillips 8208

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Scotland - Maps - 1833

Scotland / Young & Delleker sc. Philada. [Philadelphia]: A. Finley, [1833].

Authors: Young & Delleker -- Finley, A. (Anthony) -- Finley, A. (Anthony). A New general atlas ... (1833) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col.; 28 x 22 cm.

In: Finley, Anthony. A New general atlas: comprising a complete set of maps, representing the grand divisions of the globe ... (Philadelphia : Anthony Finley, 1833), plate 41.

Sheet corner numbered 41.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes folio G1019 .F5 1833, plate 41 (PrCt)**

**Scotland - Maps - 1834**


Authors: Arrowsmith, John, 1790-1873 -- Arrowsmith, John, 1790-1873. The London atlas of universal geography ... [1837] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 60 x 50 cm. Engraved no. “6” at upper right.

In: Arrowsmith, John. [The London atlas of universal geography : exhibiting the physical & political divisions of the various countries of the world, constructed from original materials] [London : J. Arrowsmith, 1837], map 6.

**Baskes oversize G1019 .A778 1837, map 6 (NLO)**

**Scotland - Maps - 1834>>Hebrides**

(Scotland) - Maps - 1834>>Shetland

(Scotland) - Maps - 1834>>Orkney

*Scotland I-[III].* London : Chapman and Hall, 1834 [i.e.1844].

Authors: Chapman and Hall -- J. & C. Walker (Firm) -- Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (Great Britain) -- Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (Great Britain).

Maps of the Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (1844) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; on 3 sheets each 41 x 34 cm. Sheets titled separately; date from sheet III.

Sheet III subtitle: Orkneys, Shetlands and Hebrides.


**oversize Ayer 135 .S67 1844 v. 1, pl. [23-25] (PrCt)**

**Scotland - Maps - 1835>>>Counties - Maps**


Authors: Lothian, John -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas ; 30 maps (1835);2RScoltGS,154

Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)**

**Scotland - Maps - 1836**

*The Scottish tourist and itinerary, or, A guide to the scenery and antiquities of Scotland and the Western Islands : with a description of the principal steam-boat tours.* Edinburgh ; London ;

Dublin : Stirling, Kenney & Co. ; Whittaker & Co. ; J. Duncan ; Simpkin and Marshall ; J. Cumming, 1836.


Maps by W.H. Lizars. Printed by M. Aitken. Includes index

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes DA870 .S36 1836 (NLO)**

**Scotland - Maps - 1838**

Blackwood's atlas of Scotland : containing thirty-three separate maps of the counties, together with the Orkney, the Shetland, and the western islands / constructed & engraved by W.H. Lizars expressly for the New statistical account of Scotland, now publishing for the benefit of the sons of the clergy. Edinburgh : Printed for William Blackwood and Sons, 1838.

Authors: Lizars, W. H. (William Home), 1788-1859 -- William Blackwood and Sons -- Jeffray, John -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas ([2] leaves, [31] folded leaves of plates) : 31 hand col. maps ; 26 cm.

Spine title: Blackwood's county atlas of Scotland

Other title: New statistical account of Scotland.

Stamp: Mr. John Jeffray. Relief shown by hachures. Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).

References: Phillips 8209; Chubb 536

**Baskes G1825 .L59 1838 (NLO)**

**Scotland - Maps - 1840**

*Scotland.* London : Longman & Co., [1840].


1 map : hand col. ; 24 x 18 cm.


**Case G1019 .B95 1840 pl. 5 (PrCt)**

**Scotland - Maps - 1846**

*Map of Scotland.* [Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, 1840].

Authors: Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846 -- Lea & Blanchard -- Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846. The
Encyclopaedia of geography ... (1840)
1 map : 18 x 11 cm.
Keyed to dozens of references on p.403.
In: Murray, Hugh. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, successors to Carey & Co., for George W. Gorton, 1840) v. 1, p. 402.
Wax engraving.
G G 11 .607 v. 1, p. 402 (PrCt)

69572 Scotland - Maps - 1840

Scotland. London : Mr. Bull, [ca. 1840].
Authors: Starling, Thomas -- Bull and Churton -- Bull, Mr., fl. ca. 1840 -- Starling, Thomas. The Royal cabinet atlas ... [ca. 1840]
1 map : hand col. ; 14 x 8 cm.
In: Starling, Thomas. The Royal cabinet atlas ... (London : Bull and Churton, [ca. 1840]) 'Pl. XVIII' [i.e. 12].
map3C 5 map [12] (PrCt)

69573 Scotland - Maps - 1841

Scotland. [London : Chapman and Hall], 1841 [i.e.1844].
1 map : hand col. ; 29 x 30 cm.
oversize Ayer 135 .S67 1844 v. 1, pl. [22] (PrCt)

69574 Scotland - Maps - 1841<|>>Shetland

Authors: Archer, Joshua, fl. 1833-1866 -- Grattan & Gilbert -- Mudie, Robert, 1777-1842. Gilbert's modern atlas of the earth ... (1841) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 28 x 22 cm.
Running title at bottom left: Gilbert's modern atlas Inset (7 x 5 cm.): Shetland Isles [and] Orkney Isles.
In: Mudie, Robert. Gilbert's modern atlas of the earth ... (London : Grattan and Gilbert, [1841?] ), [plate 6].
Printed no. 14 at upper left.
Baskes folio G1019 .M83 1841, [plate 6] (PrCt)

69575 Scotland - Maps - 1842

Black's picturesque tourist of Scotland : with an accurate travelling map, engraved charts and views of the scenery, plans of Edinburgh and Glasgow, and a copious itinerary. Edinburgh :

Adam and Charles Black, 1842.
Authors: Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- Black's guide books -- Bartholomew, John, 1805-1861 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
xi, 500 p., [24] leaves of plates (some folded) : ill., 11 maps (some folded) ; 18 cm.
2d ed.
Maps by J. Bartholomew.
LC Card Number: 14007590
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .B55 Scotland (1842) (NLO)

69576 Scotland - Maps - 1842

Authors: Lawson, John Parker -- Brown, J. -- Edinburgh Printing -- Royal Scottish Geographical Society -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 31 maps ; 175 x 113 mm.
Royal Scottish Geographical Society, atlas no. 13.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

69577 Scotland - Maps - 1845

Authors: Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- Black's guide books -- Bartholomew, John, 1805-1861 -- Aikman, George W., 1831-1905 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
xii, 442 p., [24] leaves of plates (some folded) : ill., 15 maps (some folded), plans ; 18 cm.
4th ed.
Baskes G153 .B55 Scotland (1845) (NLO)

69578 Scotland - Maps - 1845

Scotland. [New York : H.S. Tanner, 1845].
Authors: Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858. A New general atlas, comprising a complete set of maps ... (1845)
1 map: hand col. ; 28 x 21 cm.
In: Tanner, Henry Schenck. A New general atlas, comprising a complete set of maps ... (New York : Tanner's Geographical Establishment, 1845) map '5'.
oversize G 10 .622 map 5 (PrCt)

69579 Scotland - Maps - 1845<|>>Shetland

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
constructed and engraved from the most recent authorities (New York : Harper and Brothers, 1853) pl. [6].
Printed plate nos. ‘D’, ‘9’ and ‘5.
folio G 10 .525 pl. [6] (PrCt)

69588 Scotland - Maps - 1855
Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's atlas of the world ... (1855-1856)
1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 29 cm.
In: Colton, George Woolworth. Colton's atlas of the world : illustrating physical and political geography (New York ; London : J.H. Colton ; Trübner, 1855-1856) v. 2, pl. [14]. Inset maps, 10 x 6 cm. and 7 x 6 cm.: Shetland Isles -- Orkney Isles. Printed plate 'No. 5.'
oversize G 10 .185 v.2, pl. 14 (PrCt)

69589 Scotland - Maps - 1857
Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's general atlas ... (1857)
1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 29 cm.
In: Colton, George Woolworth. Colton's general atlas : containing one hundred and seventy steel plate maps and plans, on one hundred imperial folio sheets (New York ; London : J.H. Colton ; Trübner, 1857), pl. [64]. Inset maps, 10 x 6 cm. and 7 x 6 cm.: Shetland Isles -- Orkney Isles. Printed plate 'No. 70.' Map copyrighted 1855.
oversize G 10 .188 pl. 64 (PrCt)

69590 Scotland - Maps - 1858
Philips' atlas of the counties of Scotland : a series of twenty-seven maps, shewing the roads, railways, villages, county seats, places of interest to the tourist, &c. : accompanied by a general map of Scotland. London ; Edinburgh ; Glasgow : George Philip & Son ; W.P. Nimmo ; T. Murray & Son, 1858.
Authors: George Philip & Son -- Bartholomew, John, 1831-1893 -- Nimmo, William Philip, 1831-1883 -- Thomas Murray & Son -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- T. Murray & Son SEE Thomas Murray & Son SEE Thomas Murray & Son SEE Thomas Murray & Son -- Murray (Thomas) & Son, publishers, Glasgow SEE Thomas Murray & Son
1 atlas (27, [1] folded leaves of plates) : 28 maps ; 17 cm.
Cover title: Philip's county atlas of Scotland
On maps: George Philip & Son, London & Liverpool.
On general map of Scotland: Drawn & engraved by maps and plans, on one hundred imperial folio sheets (New York ; London ; Trübner, 1857), pl. [64]. Inset maps, 10 x 6 cm. and 7 x 6 cm.: Shetland Isles -- Orkney Isles. Printed plate 'No. 70.' Map copyrighted 1855.
oversize G 10 .188 pl. 64 (PrCt)

69586 Scotland - Maps - 1851
Authors: Rapkin, J. -- Tallis, John, 1817-1876 -- Whittock, N., fl. 1851 -- Rogers, J., fl. 1851 -- Martin, Robert Montgomery, 1803?-1868. Tallis's illustrated atlas, and modern history of the world ... (1851)
1 map : hand col. ; 31 x 23 cm.
Inset (6 x 5 cm.): Shetland Isles.
Inset views (5 x 11 cm. and smaller): Edinburgh -- Brig of Doon & Burnes's monument -- Scott's monument -- Deer Stalking -- Shinty -- Holyrood House.
In: Martin, Robert Montgomery. Tallis's illustrated atlas, and modern history of the world ... (London ; New York : J. Tallis, 1851) pl. [8].
folio G1019 .M197 1851 pl. [8] (PrCt)

69587 Scotland - Maps - 1853
Authors: Lowry, Joseph Wilson, 1803-1879 -- Harper & Brothers -- Chapman and Hall -- Lowry, Joseph Wilson, 1803-1879. Lowry's Universal atlas constructed and engraved from the most recent authorities (1853)
1 map : col. ; 28 x 21 cm.
In: Lowry, Joseph Wilson. Lowry's Universal atlas constructed and engraved from the most recent authorities (New York : Harper and Brothers, 1853) pl. [6].
Printed plate nos. 'D', '9' and '5.
folio G 10 .525 pl. [6] (PrCt)
by J. Bartholomew Jr., F.R.G.S.

General map of Scotland is hand colored. Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G1825 .G46 1858 (NLO)

69591 Scotland - Maps - 1859

Black’s picturesque tourist of Scotland.

Edinburgh : Adam and Charles Black, 1859.

Authors: Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- Black’s guide books -- Bartholomew, John, 1805-1861 -- Aikman, George W., 1831-1905 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

xxix, 591, 40 p., [35] leaves of plates (some folded) : ill., 29 maps (some col., some folded) ; 18 cm.

14th ed.

Maps by G. Aikman and J. Bartholomew.

Maps on lining papers.

Series: Black’s guide books.

Series statement from publisher advertisements.

Advertisements: 40 p. at end.

Includes index.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G153 .B55 Scotland (1859) (NLO)

69592 Scotland - Maps - 1860


Authors: Johnon, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884 -- Johnson & Browning -- Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884. Johnson’s new illustrated (steel plate) family atlas ... (1860)

1 map : hand col. ; 39 x 30 cm.

Insets (10 x 6 cm. and smaller): Orkney Isles -- Shetland Isles.

In: Johnson, Alvin Jewett. Johnson’s new illustrated (steel plate) family atlas ... (New York : Johnson and Browning, 1860) plates ’68.

oversize G 10 .454 pl. 68 (PrCt)

69593 Scotland - Maps - 1861


Authors: Johnston, Alexander Keith, 1804-1871 -- W. & A.K. Johnston Limited -- William Blackwood and Sons -- Johnston, Alexander Keith, 1804-1871. The Royal atlas of modern geography ... (1861)

1 map : col. ; 43 x 56 cm.

Insets (18 x 11 cm. and 3 x 3 cm.): Shetland Islands -- Fair Isle.

Partly hand colored.

Running title: Keith Johnston’s general atlas.

In: Johnston, Alexander Keith. The Royal atlas of modern geography : exhibiting, in a series of entirely original and authentic maps ...


oversize G 10 .456, map 7 (PrCt)

69594 Scotland - Maps - 1861


Authors: Johnson, Alexander Keith, 1804-1871 -- W. & A.K. Johnston Limited -- William Blackwood and Sons -- Johnston, Alexander Keith, 1804-1871. The Royal atlas of modern geography ... (1861)

1 map : col. ; 43 x 56 cm.

Insets (18 x 11 cm. and 3 x 3 cm.): Shetland Islands -- Fair Isle.

Partly hand colored.

Running title: Keith Johnston’s general atlas.

In: Johnston, Alexander Keith. The Royal atlas of modern geography : exhibiting, in a series of entirely original and authentic maps ...


oversize G 10 .456, map 8 (PrCt)

69595 Scotland - Maps - 1863-1864

Black’s picturesque tourist of Scotland.

Edinburgh : Adam and Charles Black, 1863 [i.e. 1864?].

Authors: Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- Black’s guide books -- Bartholomew, John, 1805-1861 -- John Bartholomew & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

xxxiii, 578, 36 p., [39] leaves of plates (some folded) : ill., 29 maps (some col., some folded) ; 18 cm.

16th ed.

‘Memoranda’ following title page dated ‘April 1864.’

Cover title: Black’s guide to Scotland.

Maps by J. Bartholomew.

Imperfect: Folded map in pocket missing.

Maps on lining papers.

Series: Black’s guide books.

Series statement from publisher advertisements.

Advertisements: 36 p. at end.

Includes index.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G153 .B55 Scotland (1863) (NLO)

69596 Scotland - Maps - 1866


xxviii, 536 p., [42] leaves of plates (some folded) : 
Bookseller's label: J. Wyllie & Son, Aberdeen.

Owner's inscription: This book's real owner is the Rev. Thomas Sutton ...


Baskes DA870 .W55 1866 (NLO)

Scotland - Maps - 1869
Black's picturesque tourist of Scotland.
Edinburgh : Adam and Charles Black, 1869.

Authors: Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- Black's guide books -- Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- Black's guide books -- John Bartholomew & Co. -- Forby, William F. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

xxxvi, 632, 104 p., [32] leaves of plates (some folded) : ill., 27 maps (some folded), plans ; 18 cm.

18th ed.

Maps by J. Bartholomew.

Imperfect; folded map in pocket missing.
Maps on lining papers.
Advertisements: 104 p. at end.
Includes index.
Series: Black's guide books.
Series statement from publisher advertisements.
Cover title: Black's guide to Scotland


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G153 .B55 Scotland (1869) (NLO)

Scotland - Maps - 1872

Handbook for travellers in Scotland.

London : W.H. Smith & Son, 1873.


Region (Scotland) - Maps - 1866

Scotland / by J. Bartholomew, F.R.G.S. London & Liverpool : George Philip & Son, [1866].

Authors: Bartholomew, John, 1831-1893 -- Hughes, William, 1817-1876. Grand atlas universel : ou collection de cartes nouvelles ...

(1866) -- George Philip & Son

1 map : col. ; 98 x 59 cm., on 2 sheets each 49 x 59 cm.

Title from bottom left of "south sheet."

Added title from bottom margin of "north sheet": Scotland.

In: Hughes, William. Grand atlas universel : ou collection de cartes nouvelles ...

(Paris ; Leipzig ; London : J. Rothschild ; G. Philip and Son, 1866), plate 8-9.

No. "8" and "9" printed on versos.

oversize G 10 .42, plate 8-9 (PrCt)

Scotland - Maps - 1867

Handbook for travellers in Scotland.
London ; Edinburgh ; Dublin : John Murray ; Oliver & Boyd ; W.H. Smith & Son, 1867.

Authors: Bevan, G. Phillips, 1829? -1885


Printed plate no. "XXXI" at bottom right and verso.

Case oversize G1019 .A38 1872, plate [31] (PrCt)

Scotland - Maps - 1873

Handbook for travellers in Scotland.

London ; Edinburgh ; Dublin : John Murray ; Oliver & Boyd ; W.H. Smith & Son, 1873.


69605 Scotland - Maps - 1875 Cartoon maps<>>>Cartoon maps - Scotland - Maps - 1875<>>>Scotland - Maps - 1875 - Anthropomorphic maps<>>>Anthropomorphic maps - Scotland - 1875<>>>Anthropomorphism - Maps - Specimens<>>>Caricatures and cartoons - Maps - Specimens Scotland: [Syracuse, N.Y. Davis, Bardeen], 1875 [i.e. 1877]. Authors: School bulletin publications -- Slade, M. B. C. Geography song (1877) -- Oliver Ditson & Co. -- DeGraff, Esmond Vedder. The Enlarged institute song budget ... (1877) -- Davis, Bardeen & Co. -- Ditson (Oliver) & Co. SEE Oliver Ditson & Co. 1 map ; 16 x 12 cm. Added title in bottom margin: Some green little islands. From the School Bulletin, for September, 1875. Printed adjacent to the following sheet music on p. 33: Geography song. From the 'Golden robin.'
Being a census of the principal towns and villages in Scotland, as a bagpiper; outlying islands drawn as animals and other figures.


Scotland - Maps - 1877
Black's picturesque tourist of Scotland.
Edinburgh : Adam and Charles Black, 1877.
Authors: Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- Black's guide books -- Bartholomew, John, 1805-1861 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
xxxii, 642, 112 p. [40] leaves of plates (some folded) : ill., 27 maps, plans ; 18 cm.
21st ed.
Cover title: Black's guide to Scotland Maps by J. Bartholomew.
Maps on lining papers.
Folded map in pocket at end.
Advertisements: 112 p. at end.
Includes index.
Series: Black's guide books.
Series statement from publisher advertisements.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .B55 Scotland (1877) (NLO)

Scotland - Maps - 1881
Black's picturesque tourist of Scotland.
Edinburgh : Adam and Charles Black, 1881.
Authors: Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- Black's guide books -- Bartholomew, John, 1805-1861 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
xxxii, 651, 112 p., [44] leaves of plates (some folded) : ill., 27 maps (some folded), plans ; 18 cm.
23rd ed.
Cover title: Black's guide to Scotland Maps by J. Bartholomew.
Folded map in pocket at end.
Maps on lining papers.
Series: Black's guide books.
Series statement from publisher advertisements.
Advertisements: 112 p. at end.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .B55 Scotland (1881) (NLO)

Scotland - Maps - 1883
Scotland. Chicago : Geo. F. Cram, [1883].
Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928. Cram's unrivaled family atlas of the world (1883)
1 map : col. ; 29 x 23 cm.
In: Cram, George Franklin. Cram's unrivaled family atlas of the world (Chicago : Geo.F. Cram, c1883), p. 98.
folio G1019 .G463 1883b, p. 98 (PrCt)

Scotland - Maps - 1884
Philips' handy atlas of the counties of Scotland / constructed by John Bartholomew. London : George Philip & Son, 1884.
Authors: Bartholomew, John, 1831-1893 -- George Philip & Son -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (34 p., [32] folded leaves of plates) : 32 col. maps ; 19 cm.
Spine title: Philips' county atlas of Scotland "With consulting index."
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1825 .B37 1884 (NLO)

Scotland - Maps - 1884-1890
Handbook for travellers in Scotland. London ; Edinburgh ; Dublin : John Murray ; Oliver & Boyd ; W.H. Smith & Son, 1884 [i.e. 1890?].
Authors: Murray, John, 1851-1928 -- John Murray (Firm) -- Murray's handbooks for travellers -- Bartholomew, John, 1831-1893 -- Edward Stanford Ltd. -- Ruddiman Johnston & Co. -- Oliver and Boyd (Edinburgh, Scotland) -- W.H. Smith & Son -- Jour, Lawrence J. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
"Murray's handbook advertiser, 1890-1891 ...": 48 p. at end.
Imperfect; issued with 17 (?) maps, but this copy lacking 2 (?) folded maps in pockets.
Cover title: Murray's hand-book, Scotland
Spine title: Hand-book for Scotland
Edited by John Murray IV. Cf. Lister.
"With travelling maps and plans."
"Addenda 1890": 4 p., second sequence.
Maps on endpapers.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Series: [Murray's handbooks for travellers] -- Murray's handbooks for travellers.
Former owner's inscription: Lawrence J. Jour, Craumer Hall Norfolk, Oct. 2, 1890.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1825 .B37 1884 (NLO)
the Newberry Library.
References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray's handbooks for travellers, 382

Baskes G153 .M97 no. 382 (1884) (NLO)

69612 Scotland - Maps - 1885 - Maps, Physical
Authors: Bartholomew, John, 1831-1893 -- Geike, James, 1839-1915 -- Scottish geographical magazine (1885)
1 map : col. ; 29 x 22 cm.
Relief shown by gradient tints.
Scale ca. 1:700,000.
In bottom margin: Presented to the Scottish Geographical Magazine by John Bartholomew, to illustrate Professor Geike’s paper on "The Physical relief of Scotland" [pp. 26-41].
G 007 .8, v. 1, between p. 40-41 (PrCt)

69613 Scotland - Maps - 1885<<>>Orkney (Scotland) - Maps - 1885<<>>Shetland (Scotland) - Maps - 1885
Authors: Bartholomew, John, 1831-1893 -- Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- Adam and Charles Black (Firm). Black’s general atlas of the world ... (1885)
1 map : col. ; 54 x 41 cm.
Inset (14 x 9 cm.): Orkney & Shetland Islands
In: Adam and Charles Black. Black’s general atlas of the world : embracing the latest discoveries, new boundaries, and other changes, accompanied by introductory letterpress and index (Edinburgh : Adam and Charles Black, 1885), plates 11-12.
oversize G1019 .B63 1885, plates 11-12 (PrCt)

69614 Scotland - Maps - 1887<<>>Highlands (Scotland) - Maps - 1887
xxiv, 295, 61 p., [37] leaves of plates (some folded) : 37 maps (some col., some folded) ; 17 cm.
5th ed.
Spine title: Baddeley’s Scotland Map inside front cover.
Series: Thorough guide series ; 2.

Baskes G153 .T56 Scotland, pt. 1 (1887) (NLO)

69615 Scotland - Maps - 1887<<>>Lowlands (Scotland) - Maps - 1887
Authors: Baddeley, Mountford John Byrde, 1843-1906 -- Thorough guide series -- Bartholomew, John, 1831-1893 -- A. Dulau & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
xii, 179, 64 p., [19] leaves of plates (chiefly folded) : 20 hand col. maps and plans ; 17 cm.
Spine title: Baddeley’s Scotland Index map on lining paper.
"Thorough guide advertiser": 64 p. at end.
Includes index.
Series: Thorough guide series ; 11
Publisher’s red cloth binding.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .T56 Scotland, pt. 3 (1887) (NLO)

69616 Scotland - Maps - 1887<<>>Shetland (Scotland) - Maps - 1887
Scotland. [Chicago : George F. Cram, 1887].
Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928. Cram's standard American atlas of the world (1887)
1 map : col. ; 40 x 26 cm.
'Engraved expressly for the Standard World Atlas.'
Inset (8 x 5 cm.): [Shetland Islands.]
Case oversize G1019 .G455 1887, p. 262 (PrCt)

69617 Scotland - Maps - 1888
Scotland. [Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., 1888].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company. Rand, McNally & Co.’s improved indexed business atlas and shipper’s guide ... (1888) -- Rand McNally and Company. Commercial atlas (1888)
1 map : col. ; 48 x 32 cm.
Added title in right margin: Rand, McNally & Co.’s Scotland.
Insets (12 x 9 cm.): Shetland Islands.
In Rand, McNally & Co.’s improved indexed business atlas and shipper’s guide ... (Chicago: Rand McNally, 1888) p. 570-571.
Uniform atlas title: Commercial atlas.
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .C7 1888, p. 570-571 (PrCt)

69618 Scotland - Maps - 1889
Authors: Adam and Charles Black (Firm) --

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Black's guide books -- Bartholomew, John, 1831-1893 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
28th ed.
Imperfect; issued with 63 maps?; this copy lacks map in pocket.
Cover title: Black's guide to Scotland
Maps by John Bartholomew.
Includes index.
Series: Black's guide books.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 49042813
Baskes G153 .B37 1889 (NLO)

Scotland - Maps - 1890 - Military Districts
Philips' handy atlas of the counties of Scotland / constructed by John Bartholomew. London : George Philip & Son, 1889.
Authors: Bartholomew, John, 1831-1893 -- George Philip & Son -- Fraser, A. M. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (34 p., 32 folded leaves of plates) : 32 col. maps ; 19 cm.
Relief shown by hachures.
"With consulting index."
Scales differ.
Former owner's signature: A. M. Fraser.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1825 .B37 1889 (NLO)

Scotland - Maps - 1890 - Military Districts
Military Scotland 1890. Edingburgh : Bartholomew, [197-].
Authors: Eaton, J., fl. ca. 197-? -- John Bartholomew and Son
1 map : col. ; 42 x 57 cm.
Includes 12 insignia and list of 107 regiments.
M1120
map2F G5771.R2 197-.E2 (PrCt)

Scotland - Maps - 1892
Philips' handy atlas of the counties of Scotland / constructed by John Bartholomew. London : George Philip & Son, 1889?
1 atlas (34 p., 32 folded leaves of plates) : 32 col. maps ; 19 cm.
Spine title: Philips' county atlas of Scotland "With consulting index."
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Bookplate: From the library of Charles A. Hanna (1863-1950), presented in his memory by his daughters Elizabeth Harrison Hanna Howell and Mary Eleanor Hanna Adams, July 1950.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1825 .B37 1892 (NLO)

Scotland - Maps - 1892
Authors: Ritchie, Wm., fl. 1892 -- William Paterson (Firm) -- John Menzies and Company (Edinburgh, Scotland) -- Roger S. Baskes

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
"Rev. and enl."
Cover title: Paterson’s tourist hand-guide to Scotland
Spine title: Paterson’s Scotland
Imperfect: missing portions of some damaged maps
Previous editions published under title: The tourists’ shilling handy guide to Scotland.
"Index to the advertisements of hotels, hydrothermal establishments, restaurants, railways, steamers, and business announcements in Paterson’s Scottish tourist’s guides, 1892": 7 p. at beginning.
Advertisements on lining papers and 28 p. at end.
Publisher’s blue cloth binding.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes DA870 .T69 1892 (NLO)

69625 Scotland - Maps - 1894
Authors: Penney, Scott Moncrieff, 1857-1932 -- Harrison, W., fl. 1894 -- John Murray (Firm) -- Murray's handbooks for travellers -- Bartholomew, John, 1831-1893 -- Ruddiman Johnston & Co. -- Oliver and Boyd (Edinburgh, Scotland) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
6th ed.
"Index to the advertisements of hotels, hydrothermal establishments, restaurants, railways, steamers, and business announcements in Paterson’s Scottish tourist’s guides, 1892": 7 p. at beginning.
Advertisements on lining papers and 28 p. at end.
Publisher’s blue cloth binding.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes DA870 .T69 1892 (NLO)

69627 Scotland - Maps - 1894<->Lowlands (Scotland) - Maps - 1894
Authors: Baddeley, Mountford John Byrde, 1843-1906 -- Thorough guide series -- John Bartholomew & Co. -- A. Dulau & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. (various pagings) : 20 hand col. maps and plans (some folded) ; 17 cm.
3rd ed.
Index map on lining paper.
"Thorough guide advertiser": 100 p. at end. Includes index.
Series: Thorough guide series ; 11
Publisher’s red cloth binding.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 02023047
Baskes G153 .T56 Scotland, pt. 3 (1894) (NLO)

69628 Scotland - Maps - 1895
Royal Scottish Geographical Society’s atlas of Scotland : a series of sixty-two plates of maps and plans illustrating the topography, physiography, geology, natural history, and [i.e. 1895?].
Authors: Penney, Scott Moncrieff, 1857-1932 -- Harrison, W., fl. 1894 -- John Murray (Firm) -- Murray’s handbooks for travellers -- Bartholomew, John, 1831-1893 -- Ruddiman Johnston & Co. -- Oliver and Boyd (Edinburgh, Scotland) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
6th ed.
"Index and directory revised 1895."
"Murray’s handbook advertiser, 1895-1896": 64 p. at end.
Cover title: Murray’s hand-book, Scotland
Spine title: Hand-book for Scotland
Edited by S.M. Penney and W. Harrison. Cf. Lister.
Maps engraved by J. Bartholomew and Ruddiman Johnston & Co.
Maps on endpapers.
"With travelling maps and plans."
Includes bibliographical references, index, and errata.
Series: [Murray’s handbooks for travellers] -- Murray’s handbooks for travellers.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray’s handbooks for travellers, 383
Baskes G153 .M97 no. 383 (1895) (NLO)

69629 Scotland - Maps - 1899
A. Dulau & Co. -- Paterson (Firm) -- Oliver & Boyd (Edinburgh, Scotland)
Handbook for travellers in Scotland. London ; Edinburgh : John Murray ; Oliver & Boyd, 1894
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
climate of the country / designed by and prepared under the direction of J.G. Bartholomew and edited by, topography, John Bartholomew, physiography, J. Geikie, geology, Archibald Geikie, meteorology, Alex. Buchan. Edinburgh : Drawn, engraved and printed at the Edinburgh Geographical Institute, 1895.


1 atlas ([10], 18 p., 62 [i.e. 63] folded leaves of plates) : 74 col. maps ; 46 cm. Maps engraved by John Bartholomew & Co. Sectional maps at scale 1:126,720. Relief shown by gradient and bathymetric tints; depths shown by soundings. Includes bibliographical references (p. [16]-18). Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Phillips 2941

Baskes G153 .T56 Scotland, pt. 1 (1895) (NLO)

69630 Scotland - Maps - 1898


Authors: Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- Black's guide books -- Bartholomew, John, 1805-1861 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

xviii, 563, 132 p., [61] leaves of plates (some folded) : ill., 62 maps (some col., some folded), plans ; 18 cm. 30th ed.

Maps by J. Bartholomew.

Maps on lining papers. Folded map in pocket at end. Advertisements: 132 p. at end. Includes index.

Series: Black's guide books.

Series statement from cover. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G153 .B55 Scotland (1898) (NLO)

69631 Scotland - Maps - 1898

Philips' handy atlas of the counties of Scotland / constructed by John Bartholomew. London : Liverpool : George Philip & Son ; Philip, Son & Nephew, 1898.

Authors: Bartholomew, John, 1831-1893 -- George Philip & Son -- Philip, Son & Nephew -- Ó Dálaigh, Aonghus -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (34 p., 32 folded leaves of plates) : 32 col. maps ; 19 cm. New and rev. ed.

Spine title: Philips' county atlas of Scotland "With consulting index."

Relief shown by hachures.

Scales differ.

Stamp: As cnuasach a rinne Aonghus Ó Dálaigh.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Phillips 2942

Baskes G1825 .B37 1898 (NLO)


1 v. (various pagings) : 45 hand col. maps and plans (some folded) ; 17 cm. 8th ed., thoroughly rev. Index map on lining paper. Imperfect: lacking general railway and route map. Includes map of St. Andrews, not listed in index of maps and plans.

Advertisements: 14, [4], 86 p. at end. Includes index.

Series: Thorough guide series ; 2 Publisher's red cloth binding.


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G153 .T56 Scotland, pt. 1 (1895) (NLO)

69632 Scotland - Maps - 1898


Authors: Penney, Scott Moncrieff, 1857-1932 -- Christison, David, 1832-1912 -- John Murray (Firm) -- Murray's handbooks for travellers -- Bartholomew, John, 1831-1893 -- Ruddiman Johnston & Co. -- Oliver and Boyd (Edinburgh, Scotland) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)


Cover title: Murray's hand-book, Scotland


Maps by J. Bartholomew and Ruddiman Johnston & Co.

Maps on endpapers.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
"With travelling maps and plans."
"Murray's handbook advertiser, 1898-1899 ...:". p. 52 at end.
Imperfect: p. 51-52 at end torn with loss of text
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Series: [Murray's handbooks for travellers] -- Murray's handbooks for travellers.
Illegible former owner's inscription dated August, 1900.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray's handbooks for travellers, 384
Baskes G153 .M97 no. 384 (1898) (NLO)

69633 Scotland - Maps - 1900 Bartholomew's reduced Ordnance Survey of Scotland. Edinburgh : Bartholomew, [ca. 1900?].
Authors: Bartholomew, John, 1831-1893 -- Great Britain. Ordnance Survey of Scotland
3 fold. maps in 1 v.; 12mo.
Scale: 1:126,720; 2 miles to an inch.
Sheet sizes: Sheet 7, 49 x 64 cm.; sheet 11, 49 x 71 cm.; sheet 12, 48 x 69 cm.
At head of title of each respectively: New series, sheet 7, 11, 12.
G 1043 .07 (NLO)

69634 Scotland - Maps - 1900 Bacon's new survey map of South Scotland. [London] : G.W. Bacon & Co., [ca. 1900?].
Authors: G.W. Bacon & Co.
1 map; 91 x 117 cm. (folded as 8vo?)
Scale: 1:190,080; 3 miles to an inch.
Inset: Geological map of South Scotland
With index-gazetteer.
G 1043 .064 (NLO)

Authors: Penney, Scott Moncrieff, 1857-1932 -- John Murray (Firm) -- Murray's handbooks for travellers
1 v.
7th ed.
Lister, W.B.C. A Bibliography of Murray's handbooks for travellers and biographies of authors, editors, revisers and principal contributors (Dereham: Dereham Books, 1993) no. 384.
G 43 .6 (NLO)

69636 Scotland - Maps - 1900 Hebrides (Scotland) - Maps - 1900 Scotland. North. [S.l.: s.n., ca. 1900].
Authors: Great Britain. Ordnance Survey -- Holland
1 map : col. ; 47 x 124 cm. fold. to 24 x 10 cm.
Cover title.
Scale not given.
Relief shown with spot heights.
At bottom of cover: Holland's patent duplex.
Apparently made from printed maps issued by the Ordnance Survey of Great Britain, or from maps based on Ordnance Survey sources.
Comprised of 26 panels cut from 2 (?) map sheets mounted on cloth to form 1 folding back-to-back map.
Covers most of Southerland and Caithness Counties on the Scottish mainland, and part of Lewis with Harris Island in the Western Isles.
Gift 2000 map4C G5770 1900 .M3 (NLO)

20, 8, xxxii, 346, 96 p., [48] leaves of plates (chiefly folded) : 49 col. maps and plans ; 17 cm.
Index map on lining paper.
"Thorough guide advertiser": 96 p. at end.
Includes index.
Series: Thorough guide series ; 2 Publisher's red cloth binding.
Owner's inscription: Richard A. Sawdon, Claremont, Stanley Road, Whalley Range, Manchester.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .T56 Scotland, pt. 1 (1900) (NLO)

69638 Scotland - Maps - 1900 Railroads (Scotland) - Maps - 1900 Johnston's railway map of Scotland ... Edinburgh : W. & A.K. Johnston, [ca. 1900?].
1 map ; 61 x 49 cm. fold. to 23 cm.
At head of title: Ordnance Survey Office.
Scale 1:760,320; 30 English miles to 2 1/2 inches.
G 1043 .45 (NLO)

Authors: Lansdale, Maria Hornor, b. 1860 -- A.W. Elson & Co. -- Henry T. Coates & Co. -- Roger S.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
2 v. : ill., folded geneal. table, maps (some col., some folded) ; 21 cm.
Each plate accompanied by guard sheet with descriptive letterpress.
Photogravures by A.W. Elson & Co.
Includes index.
Gilt cloth binding; dust jacket.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes DA760 .L35 1902 (NLO)

69640 Scotland - Maps - 1903
Authors: Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- Black’s guide books -- Bartholomew, John, 1805-1861 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
159, 120 p., [9] folded leaves of plates (some folded) : ill., 3 col. maps (some folded) ; 18 cm.
12th ed.
Maps by J. Bartholomew.
Advertisements: 120 p. at end.
Includes index.
Series: Black’s guide books.
Series statement from publisher advertisements.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .B55 Scotland (1903) (NLO)

69641 Scotland - Maps - 1903-1906
Handbook for travellers in Scotland / edited by Scott Moncrieff Penney. London ; Edinburgh : Edward Stanford ; Oliver & Boyd, 1903 [i.e. 1906?].
Authors: Penney, Scott Moncrieff, 1857-1932 -- John Murray (Firm) -- Murray’s handbooks for travellers -- Bartholomew, John, 1831-1893 -- Edward Stanford Ltd. -- Oliver and Boyd (Edinburgh, Scotland) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
8th ed., remodelled.
Publisher’s advertisements on endpapers and "Murray's handbook advertiser, 1906-1907 ...", 48 p. at end.
"With index-directory for 1905."
Cover title: Murray’s handbook, Scotland
Spine title: Handbook for Scotland
Maps engraved by J. Bartholomew.
"With 57 travelling maps and plans."
Includes bibliographical references, index, and addenda.
Series: [Murray’s handbooks for travellers] -- Murray’s handbooks for travellers.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray’s handbooks for travellers, 385
Baskes G153 .M97 no. 385 (1905) (NLO)

69642 Scotland - Maps - 1903 - Guidebooks
Authors: Penney, Scott Moncrieff, 1857-1932 -- John Murray (Firm) -- Murray’s handbooks for travellers
1 v.
8th ed.
Lister, W.B.C. A Bibliography of Murray’s handbooks for travellers and biographies of authors, editors, revisers and principal contributors (Dereham: Dereham Books, 1993) no. 385.
G 43 .61 (NLO)

69643 Scotland - Maps - 1903<<>>Highlands
(Scotland) - Maps - 1901<<>>St. Andrews
(Scotland) - Maps - 1901
Authors: Baddeley, Mountford John Byrde, 1843-1906 -- Thorough guide series -- John Bartholomew & Co. -- A. Dulau & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. (various pagings) : folded ill., 50 col. maps and plans (some folded) ; 17 cm.
Series: Thorough guide series ; 2
Publisher’s red cloth binding.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Index map on lining paper.
Includes map of St. Andrews, not listed in index of maps and plans.
Includes index.
Two copies; copy 1 includes "Thorough guide advertiser" (92 p. at end), ms. annotations on back flyleaf, and ms. note laid in ("Suggested tour"); copy 2 includes "Thorough guide" annual, consisting of time & fare tables ... (20 p.) at beginning, Pink special, 1903 (8 p.), and "Thorough guide advertiser" (96 p. at end).
Baskes G153 .T56 Scotland, pt. 1 (1903) [copies 1 and 2] (NLO)

69644 Scotland - Maps - 1906
Authors: Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- Black’s guide books -- Bartholomew, John, 1805-1861 -- Macara & Co. (Edinburgh, Scotland) -- Barton, William T. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
13th ed.
Cover title: Scotland
Maps by John Bartholomew & Co.
Includes index.
Series: Black’s guide books.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
patronage of the Royal Scottish Geographical Society, 1912.


1 atlas (23 p., 68 folded leaves of plates) : 70 maps (chiefly col.) ; 47 cm.

Maps by Gordon of Straloch, J. and C. Blaeu, and Timothy Pont.


Relief shown by hachures, gradient and bathymetric tints, and pictorially; depth shown by soundings.

Includes bibliographical references (p. [21]-23.)

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Phillips 4015

LC Card Number: 15000003

Baskes oversized G1825 .B385 1912 (NLO)


Authors: Great Britain. Ordnance Survey

34 maps : col. ; on sheets 54 x 70 cm. folded to 18 x 10 cm. in box 21 x 21 x 11 cm.

Collective title supplied by cataloger; each sheet bears unique title on recto, e.g. Cape Wrath. Individual printed title panels pasted on versos, e.g. Ordnance Survey road map of Cape Wrath. Numbered 1-34 and keyed to index map, also pasted on versos.

Scale 1:126,720. "1/2 inch to 1 mile."

Case G 1043 .37 (NLO)


15th ed.


Includes 4-color plates.

Advertisements: 76 p. at end.

Includes index.

Series: Black’s guide books.

Series statement from publisher’s advertisements.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G153 .B55 Scotland (1920) (NLO)


Authors: Baddeley, Mountford John Byrde, 1843-1906 -- Robertson, Archibald E. -- Thorough guide series -- John Bartholomew & Co. -- Thomas Nelson & Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. (various pagings) : 46 maps (some folded, some col.), plans ; 17 cm.


Maps by John Bartholomew & Co.

Index map on lining paper.

Series numbering from publisher’s advertisements.

Includes index.

Series: Thorough guide series ; 2.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G153 .T56 Scotland, pt. 1 (1915) (NLO)
Some sheets include insets. Scale Imprint varies. with later corrections. Produced from third national revision of 1921-30, with later corrections. Imprint varies. Scale: 1:63,360. Some sheets include insets.

## Scotland - Maps - 1923 - Railroads
London and North Eastern Railway Company - Maps - 1923 - Railroads - Maps
Tourist guide to London and North-Eastern Railway (Scottish section) : land of Scott, the Trossachs, the Clyde, the western and northern highlands. Glasgow : Munro & Co., 1923. Authors: London and North Eastern Railway Company -- W. & A.K. Johnston Limited -- Munro & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

## Scotland - Maps - 1924

## Scotland - Maps - 1924-1949 - Topographic maps


## Scotland - Maps - 1925 - Road maps
Contour road book of Scotland. London : Gall & Inglis, 1925. Authors: Inglis, Harry R. G., d. 1939 -- Gall & Inglis -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. : 16 maps ; 157 x 96 mm. 16th ed. dj Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCr)

## Scotland - Maps - 1927

## Scotland - Maps - 1927 - Road maps

## Scotland - Maps - 1928 - Edinburgh
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
69670 Scotland - Maps - 1942
The Story of Scotland / F. Fraser Darling.
Authors: Darling, F. Fraser (Frank Fraser),
1903-1979 -- Nichols, F. -- Britain in pictures --
British people in pictures -- William Collins Sons
and Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry
Library)
; 23 cm.
2nd ed.
Map by F. Nichols.
"With 8 plates in colour and 20 illustrations in
black & white."
Series: Britain in pictures ; [21] -- The British
people in pictures -- Britain in pictures ; 21 --
British people in pictures.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
References: Carney, M. Britain in pictures, 21
LC Card Number: 42024462
Baskes DA630 .B75 no. 21 (1942) (NLO)

69671 Scotland - Maps - 1946 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Contour road book of Scotland. London : Gall &
Inglis, 1946.
Authors: Inglis, Harry R. G., d. 1939 -- Gall &
Inglis -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry
Library)
1 v. : 28 maps ; 155 x 93 mm.
23rd ed.
rd
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCl)

69672 Scotland - Maps - 1949
Scotland / edited by L. Russell Muirhead. London
; Chicago : E. Benn ; distributed in the U.S.A. by
Authors: Muirhead, L. Russell (Litellus Russell),
1896- -- Blue guide -- John Bartholomew and
Son -- Ernest Benn Ltd. -- Rand McNally and
Company -- Solliet, Grace -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
Iviii, 453, 31 p., [26] leaves of plates (1 folded) : 52
maps and plans (some folded, some col.),
plans ; 16 cm.
3rd ed.
Spine title: Muirhead's Scotland
'With a complete atlas of Scotland and 34 other
maps and plans,'
Maps by John Bartholomew & Son.
Includes maps on endpapers.
Includes bibliographical references (p.
xxxvii-xxxix) and index.
Series: The blue guides -- Blue guide.
Owner's inscription: Grace Solliet.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copy: G 43 .5972
LC Card Number: 49049127
Baskes G153 .BS8 Scotland (1949) (NLO)

69669 Scotland - Maps - 1942
The Face of Scotland / by Harry Batsford and
Charles Fry ; with a foreword by John Buchan ;
illustrated from drawings by Brian Cook and from
Authors: Batsford, Harry -- Fry, Charles, 1903-
-- Batsford, Brian Cook -- Buchan, John,
1875-1940 -- B.T. Batsford Ltd. -- Hand, F.M. --
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
x, 117 p., [98] p. of plates : ill. (some col.), 4
maps ; 22 cm.
Maps, line drawings, and color illustrated dust
jacket by Brian Cook Batsford.
Includes index.
Series: The British heritage series -- British
heritage series (B.T. Batsford Ltd.)
Former owner: F.M. Hand.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes DA866 .B38 1942 (NLO)
- Maps - 1952<>Pictorial maps
Scots kith and kin pictorial map and guide to your tartan, clan or family / Cherrie Osborne.

Edinburgh : Clans House, [1952].
Authors: Osborne, Cherrie -- C.J. Cousland & Sons (Edinburgh, Scotland) -- Clan House (Edinburgh, Scotland) -- Cousland (C.J.) & Sons
SEE C.J. Cousland & Sons (Edinburgh, Scotland)
1 map : col. ; 52 x 38 cm.
Printed by C.J. Cousland & Sons ... Edinburgh.'
Detached from Scots kith and kin and illustrated map: pictorial map and guide to your clan, family and tartan. Rev. 2nd ed. Edinburgh : Clan House, [1952].
Duplicate copy (with accompanying book): F 43943 .787
map2F G5771 .A5 1952 .O8 (PrCt)

69675 Scotland - Maps - 1956 - Road maps<>Road maps
Authors: Trent, Christopher -- George Newnes, Ltd.
x, 182 p., 32 p. of plates : ill. ; 23 cm.
Illustrated with 13 route charts and over 60 photographs by the author.
Maps on lining-papers. Includes index.
DA886 .T7 (NLO)

69676 Scotland - Maps - 1960 - Genealogy<>Tartans - Maps
1 map : col. ; on sheet 100 x 76 cm. fold. to 27 x 14 cm.
Title repeated on covers.
Tartans are not shown for the Lowlands, south of the Firths of Forth and Clyde; locations of leading families are shown for the whole of Scotland.
map4C G5771 .E6225 1960 .J6 (PrCt)

Authors: Moncreiffe of that Ilk, Iain, Sir, 1919- -- Pottinger, Don -- John Bartholomew and Son
1 map : 97 x 76 cm. fold. to 27 x 17 cm.
Includes coats-of-arms
No scale indicated.
F 0743 .587 (NLO)

69678 Scotland - Maps - 1970
Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag -- Karl Thiemig AG -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
197 p. : 6 maps (some col., some folded) ; 17 cm.
Map on inside front cover.
Folded map in pocket.
Includes index.
Series: Grieben-Reiseführer ; Bd. 284
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Authors: Mackay, John, 1910-1999 -- Travel Press & Publicity Co. Ltd.
1 map : col. ; on sheet 55 x 40 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:844,800].
Gift of Katherine Taft, 2009.

69680 Scotland - Maps - 1977
Authors: Muirhead, Findlay, 1860-1935 -- Blue guide -- Tomes, John -- Flower, John, 1929- -- Ernest Benn Ltd. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 38 map plates
7th ed.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) (PrCt)

69681 Scotland - Maps - 1978 - Road maps<>Road maps
Authors: Automobile Association (Great Britain) -- Beach, Russell
347, [5], 28 p. : col. ill., maps ; 30 cm.
Spine title: Touring guide to Scotland.
Includes index.
Folio DA870 .A95 1978 (NLO)

69682 Scotland - Maps - 1982 - Administrative and political divisions
[Parish maps of the counties of Scotland]. 1982.
Authors: Institute of Heraldic and Genealogical Studies
maps on 10 sheets
Accession no. 85-81539.
temp map2F G5771 .F7 1982 .I5 (PrCt)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Edition</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Maps</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>69687</td>
<td>Scotland - Maps - 1995</td>
<td>Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Automobile Association (Great Britain) -- Macmillan Travel -- Roger S. Baskes Collection</td>
<td>New York, Macmillan Travel, 1995</td>
<td>1st ed.</td>
<td>351 pages</td>
<td>34 city plans</td>
<td>9782061575048</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69689</td>
<td>Scotland - Maps - Bibliography</td>
<td>Jeffrey C. Stone</td>
<td>Aberdeen, Department of Geography, University of Aberdeen, 1971</td>
<td>1st ed.</td>
<td>1 leaf</td>
<td>3 maps (47 x 38 cm. or smaller)</td>
<td>9782061575048</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Scotland - Maps - Collections, 1578-1859
Authors: John Bartholomew and Son -- International Conference on the History of Cartography (4th : 1971 : Edinburgh)
32p. : maps ; 30 cm.
Each map or excerpt accompanied by a paragraph of descriptive text.
ISBN 851528317
Vert 7 (PrCt)

Scotland - Maps - History - 1960
Historical map of Scotland. Edinburgh: J. Bartholomew, [ca. 1960?].
Authors: Bullock, L. G. -- John Bartholomew and Son
1 map : col. ; 100 x 68 cm., folded to 25 x 17 cm.
Relief shown pictorially.
Pictorial map with coats of arms.
F 0743 .129 (NLO)

Scotland - Military Cartography - 1747-1755
Authors: Skelton, R. A. (Raleigh Ashlin), 1906-1970
BHC 2309
Vert 1774 (PrCt)

Family maps of Scott County, Arkansas: with homesteads, roads, waterways, towns, cemeteries, railroads, and more. Norman, Okla.
Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960--Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)
360 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
1st ed.
'Deluxe edition.'
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).
'3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.'
Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).
Includes indexes.
ISBN 1420301209
Local History Ref F532.S35 B69 2005 (NLO)

Scott County (Ill.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners<Counties - Maps<Landowners - Maps
Authors: Geo. A. Ogle & Co. -- Jones Publ. Co.
1 atlas (144 p. : ill., maps, ports.) ; 46 x 44 cm.
oversize G1408.S6 G4 1971 (NLO)

Scott County (Ind.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners<Counties - Maps<Landowners - Maps
Family maps of Scott County, Indiana: with homesteads, roads, waterways, towns, cemeteries, railroads, and more. Norman, Okla.
Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960--Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)
118 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
1st ed.
'Deluxe edition.'
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).
'3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.'
Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).
Includes indexes.
ISBN 1420301209
Local History Ref F532.S35 B69 2005 (NLO)
1 atlas (48 p.) : 26 maps ; 28 cm.

Cover title.
"Compliments of Austin Building and Loan Ass'n.,
Austin, Indiana."

Includes index of owners and business directory.
Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G4093.S3G46 1972 .T6 (NLO)

69697 Scott County (Iowa) - Maps - 1860 -
Landowners<> Counties -
Maps<> Landowners - Maps
[Scott County (Iowa) - 1860: LC G&M land
ownership maps on microfiche]. [Washington,
D.C.] : LC G&M Division, [1983?].
Authors: Hodge, A. -- Brady, E. W. -- Hale, John,
19th cent. -- Library of Congress. Geography and
Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 37.5 x 49 in. Scale 1:42,240.
Originally published 1860.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing
19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map
Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
[Washington, D.C. : Library of Congress,
Geography and Map Division, 1983?].

Microfiche 583, no. 204 (PrCt)

69698 Scott County (Iowa) - Maps - 1882 -
Landowners<> Davenport Region (Iowa) -
Maps - 1882 - Landowners<> Quad Cities
(Ill. and Iowa) - Maps - 1882 -
Landowners<> Davenport (Iowa) - Pictorial
works - Collections, 1887<> Davenport
(Iowa) - Photography - Collections,
1887<> Davenport (Iowa) -
Photography - Davenport (Iowa) -
Collections, 1887<> Counties -
Maps<> Landowners - Maps
Topographical map of Scott County showing the
Tri-Cities / compiled and drawn by M. Huebinger,
civ. eng. & surveyor. Davenport, Iowa : [Gebrüder
Huebinger's Photographischer Gallerie], 1882.
Authors: Huebinger, M. (Melchior) -- Huebinger,
Adam, fl. 1885-1895. Das erste album der stadt
Davenport, Iowa (1887) -- Gebrüder Huebinger’s
Photographischer Gallerie (Davenport, Iowa) --
Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana
(Newberry Library) -- Hübinger, Melchior AEE
Huebinger, M. (Melchior) -- Hübinger, Adam, fl.
1885-1895 SEE Huebinger, Adam, fl. 1885-1895
-- Huebinger's Photographische Art Gallery
(Davenport, Iowa) SEE Gebrüder Huebinger’s
Photographischer Gallerie (Davenport, Iowa) --
Huebinger Brothers Photographische Art Gallery
(Davenport, Iowa) SEE Gebrüder Huebinger’s
Photographischer Gallerie (Davenport, Iowa) --
Hübinger's Photographische Art Gallery (Davenport,
Iowa) SEE Gebrüder Huebinger’s
Photographischer Gallerie (Davenport, Iowa) --

1 atlas (128 p.) : ill., col. maps ; 48 cm.
Cover title: Scott County, Iowa
Includes business directories.
oversize G1433.S3 H84 1919 (NLO)

69700 Scott County (Ky.) - Maps - 1879 -
Landowners<> Counties -
Maps<> Landowners - Maps
Atlas of Scott County, Iowa. Davenport, Iowa :
Authors: Huebinger, M. (Melchior) -- Huebinger
Publishing Co.
1 atlas (128 p.) : ill., col. maps ; 48 cm.

69701 Scott County (Minn.) - Maps - 1898 -
Landowners<<Landowners - Maps
Authors: Finnell, Arthur Louis -- Minnesota Genealogical Society
Reprint of original published 1898.
folio G1428.S3 F5 1991 (NLO)

Scott County (Miss.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners<<Landowners - Maps
Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960- -- Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)
236 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
1st ed.
'Deluxe edition.'
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).
'3 maps per township: Homesteads & other Land Patents; Roads ; Rivers, Creeks & Railroads.' Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).
Includes indexes.
Series: Family maps
ISBN 1420301713 ; 9781420301717
Local History Ref F672.S3 B69 2007 (NLO)

Scottish Cartography<<Newtonian Mathematics
Vert 199 (PrCt)

Scottish Rite Masonic Museum of Our National Heritage - Map collections<<Cartography - United States - History - 1600-1860
Authors: Museum of Our National Heritage
From the Northern Light 16, no.1 (Jan. 1985):
6-7. maps.
BHC 1875
Vert 1443 (PrCt)

Scotts Bluff County (Neb.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners<<Landowners - Maps
Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960- -- Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)
280 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
1st ed.
'Deluxe edition.'
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).
'3 maps per township: Homesteads & other Land Patents; Roads ; Rivers, Creeks & Railroads.' Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).
Includes indexes.
Series: Family maps
ISBN 1420301713 ; 9781420301717
Local History Ref F672.S3 B69 2007 (NLO)

Scotts Bluff County (Neb.) - Maps - 1907 - Landowners<<Landowners - Maps
Standard atlas of Scotts Bluff County, Nebraska. Chicago : Ogle, 1907.
Authors: Geo. A. Ogle & Co.
1 v. : 46 cm.
Phillips 15586.
oversize F 924803 .642 (NLO)

Scotts Valley (Calif.) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps<<Road maps
Authors: Orr, Richard A. (Richard Allan) -- Greater Scotts Valley Chamber of Commerce
1 map ; 42 x 28 cm. fold. to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Scale [ca. 1:20,750].
"Map copyright by Richard Allan Orr."
Includes business directory and street index.
Advertisements, "statistical survey," points of interest, location map on verso.
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4...


69711 Scribing (Cartography) Das Schichtgravurverfahren. 1968. Authors: Köpfli, Rudolf In Schweizerisches Gutenbergmuseum. v. 54 (1968) , p. 90-92. Z 008.08 v. 54 (PrCt)

69712 Scull, Nicholas, 1686?-1761?. East Prospect of the City of Philadelphia - Pictorial works - 1754 Scull and Heap's East prospect of Philadelphia. 1949. Authors: Wainwright, Nicholas B. p. 16-25 : view In Pennsylvania magazine of history and biography. v. 73 (1949), p. 16-25, view. Includes a folding reproduction of the 2d state and a list of known copies. F 83 .008 v. 73, p. 16-25 (PrCt)


69715 Scultetus, Bartholomäus, 1540-1614 [Notes on Bartholomaeus Scultetus]. [Chicago, 198-?]. Authors: Karrow, Robert W. 1 file folder ; 25 x 30 cm. Bibliographical notes and drafts used in the preparation of the chapter on Bartholomaeus Scultetus in: Karrow, Robert W. Mapmakers of the sixteenth century and their maps (Chicago : Published for The Newberry Library by Speculum Orbis Press, 1993). Vert 3164 (PrCt)

69716 Scultetus, Bartholomäus, 1540-1614 Barthélemy Schultz. [Paris : Firmin Didot, 1853-1866]. Authors: Nouvelle biographie générale...
(1853-1866)
columns 599-600 : 26 cm.
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3163, no. 4.
Ref CT143 .HS, v. 43, columns 599-600 (PrCt)

69717 Scultetus, Bartholomäus, 1540-1614
Authors: Reuther, Martin -- Petermanns geographische Mitteilungen (1957)
p. 61-65 : 30 cm.
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3163, no. 1.
G 007 .67, v. 101, p. 61-65 (PrCt)

69718 Scultetus, Bartholomäus, 1540-1614
Authors: Reuther, Martin -- Wissenschaftliche Zeitschrift der Technischen Universität Dresden (1955-1956)
p. 1133-1161 : port., il., 6 maps ; 30 cm.
Vert 3163, no. 2 (PrCt)

69719 Scultetus, Bartholomäus, 1540-1614
p. 532-534 ; 24 cm.
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3163, no. 5.
4A 13290, p. 532-534 (NLO)

69720 Scultetus, Bartholomäus, 1540-1614
SEE Scultetus, Bartholomeus, 1540-1614 SEE Scultetus, Bartholomäus, 1540-1614
SEE Sculteto Gor, Bartholomaeo, 1540-1614 SEE Scultetus, Bartholomäus, 1540-1614
SEE Scultetus, Bartholomäus, 1540-1614
Authors: Günther, Siegmund, 1848-1923 -- Allgemeine deutsche Biographie (1967-1971)
p. 497-498 ; 24 cm.
Reprint of volume originally published in 1891.
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3163, no. 3.
Ref CT1053 .A52, v. 33, p. 497-498 (PrCt)

69721 Scultetus, Jonas, 1603-1664. Geographica descriptio Comitatis Glacensis (1626)<Cartography - Klodzko (Poland)
SEE Kladsko (Poland)<Kladsko (Poland)<SEE Klodzko (Poland)<Klodzko (Poland)<SEE Kladsko (Poland)<Klodsko (Poland)
Crquetova mapa Kladsa. [Praga : Státní sbírka mapová, 1946].
Authors: Kuchar, Karel, 1906- -- Kartograficky prehled (1946)
p. 28-33, 50-52 : map ; 26 cm.
Includes list of placenames on the map.
Vert 3163, no. 7 (PrCt)

69722 Sea of Marmara - Maps - 1846<Asia - Maps - 1846
Map of the vicinity of Broosa and Constantinople . Boston, 1846.
Authors: American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions -- American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions. Maps and illustrations of the missions (1846) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 11 x 20 cm.
Ayer 136 .A5 1846 pl. 10 (PrCt)

Authors: Macintyre, Donald -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.
2nd ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

69724 Searcy County (Ark.) - Maps - 1800-1899ilandowners - Counties - <Landowners - Maps
Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960-
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).

'3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.' Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).

Includes indexes.

Series: Family maps
ISBN 1420304003

Local History Ref F417.S3 B69 2006 (NLO)
69725 Seaton Mountain Mine (Clear Creek County, Colo.) - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1880<->Clear Creek County (Colo.) - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1880 - Mines and mineral resources<->Mines and mineral resources - Clear Creek County (Colo.) - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1880<->Map printing - Wood engravings - Maps - 1880<->Consolidated Seaton Mountain Mine (Clear Creek County, Colo.) SEE Seaton Mountain Mine (Clear Creek County, Colo.)<->Seaton Mountain Mine (Clear Creek County, Colo.) SEE Seaton Mountain Mine (Clear Creek County, Colo.)<->Wood engravings

Vertical section through tunnel line of the Consolidated Seaton Mt. Mining Company, Colorado / J.M. Bagley eng. [Georgetown, Colo. s.n., 1880].

Authors: Bagley. J. M., fl. 1880-1883 -- Consolidated Seaton Mountain Mining Co. (Colo.) -- Frost, Aaron. Idaho Springs : its mines and mineral waters (1880) -- Georgetown Courier Steam Printing House (Colo.) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library) -- Seaton Mountain Mining Co. (Colo.) SEE Consolidated Seaton Mountain Mining Co. (Colo.)

1 profile ; 13 x 18 cm.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.

Graff 1453, p. [25] (PrCt)

69726 Seattle Region (Wash.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps<->Seattle (Wash.) - Maps - 1936 -

Road maps<->Tacoma Region (Wash.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps<->Road maps 1936 street guide of Seattle and metropolitan maps of Seattle, Tacoma and vicinity : Shell ... Chicago : H. M. Gousha Company, 1936.
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell street map of Seattle Plate no. J-1
Map on verso (43 x 28 cm): Shell : metropolitan Seattle, Tacoma and vicinity.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 163.15A (PrCt)

69727 Seattle Region (Wash.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps<->Seattle (Wash.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps<->Tacoma Region (Wash.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps<->Road maps Street guides and metropolitan map of Seattle, Tacoma and vicinity / Shell. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1938?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 3263 (PrCt)

Authors: Lake Washington Strawberry Festival Assn. -- Lightfoot, George W.
1 map ; 27 x 28 cm. on sheet 48 x 32 cm. fold. to 24 x 11 cm.
The title transcribed above is actually applied to two columns of text, by George W. Lightfoot, below the map.
Title on cover when folded: 15 minutes to your home in the country.
Perspective map, looking east, with Seattle

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
business district in foreground, Lake Washington to Lake Sammanish in middle ground, and the Cascades and Spokane in the background. The Bridge (opened 1940 as the Lake Washington Floating Bridge), with associated tunnel and overhead, are shown with a thick line, as is the 'Sunset Highway' continuing to the east. Includes advertisements for "East Side" merchants.

Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).

Road map4C G4284 .S4P2 1939 L3 (PrCt)

Seattle Region (Wash.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps<Tacoma Region (Wash.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps>Tacoma (Wash.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps>Road maps
Street guides and metropolitan map of Seattle, Tacoma and vicinity / Shell. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1939?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 3580 (PrCt)

Hertz Rent a Car map of Seattle and vicinity. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Company, [1960?].
Authors: Hertz Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- W.H. Wilton, inc. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 39 x 24 cm., folded to 22 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Seattle and vicinity
"Copyright, W.H. Wilton, Inc."
Plate no. R.L. 60 S 28
Inset (14 x 13 cm.): Downtown Seattle
Includes illustration of car with "1960" on the front license plate.
Identifies Hertz office locations.
Panel art: Car on highway ramp; cityscape in the background.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 1419 (PrCt)

Seattle Region (Wash.) - Maps - 1972 - Road maps<Seattle (Wash.) - Maps - 1972 - Road maps>Wall maps>Road maps
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 112 x 61 cm., on sheet 115 x 46 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.
"1972 edition."
Panel title.
Added title: Seattle street map.
Plate no.72-6802-3.
 Insets (47 x 25 cm. and smaller): Seattle and vicinity -- Seattle, Vancouver, Victoria, and vicinity -- Seattle center -- Seattle, King County street name designation system -- Downtown Seattle.
Panel art: Shell logo and color illustration of the Space Needle.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 2500 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (128 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
New edition."$15.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-91370-0
RMcN StrFdr 1995 .S4 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (128 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
New edition."$25.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-91374-3
RMcN StrFdr 1995 .S4a (PrCt)

Seattle (Wash.) - Hotels - 2005
Convention and Visitors Bureau, 2005.
Authors: Convention and Visitors Bureau

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Seattle - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: cityscape.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3620 (PrCt)

Seattle (Wash.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: cityscape.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3620 (PrCt)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>call_number</th>
<th>title</th>
<th>authors</th>
<th>date</th>
<th>notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RMcN AE 145.19 (PrCt)</td>
<td><strong>Seattle (Wash.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps</strong></td>
<td><strong>Seattle city map : Union Oil Company. Chicago</strong></td>
<td>1941</td>
<td><strong>Added title: Street map of Seattle</strong> <strong>Panel title.</strong> <strong>Map on verso (24 x 24 cm.): Downtown Seattle.</strong> <strong>Panel art: Mobilgas winged horse above city skyline and logo.</strong> <strong>Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMcN AE 145.18 (PrCt)</td>
<td><strong>Seattle (Wash.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps</strong></td>
<td><strong>Seattle city map : Union Oil Company. Chicago</strong></td>
<td>1941</td>
<td><strong>Added title: Seattle street map.</strong> <strong>Date from RMcN AE 145 ms. index.</strong> <strong>Plate no. W. 4000</strong> <strong>Map on verso (24 x 24 cm.): Downtown Seattle.</strong> <strong>Panel art: Cartoons of Union &quot;Minute Men.&quot;</strong> <strong>Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMcN AE 126.4 (PrCt)</td>
<td><strong>Seattle (Wash.) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps</strong></td>
<td><strong>Mobilgas city map : Seattle and Portland ... General Petroleum Corporation, a Socony-Vacuum Company. [California]</strong></td>
<td>1942</td>
<td><strong>Added title: Street map of Seattle / published by General Petroleum Corporation of California, a Socony-Vacuum Company.</strong> <strong>Date from RMcN AE 126 ms. index.</strong> <strong>Plate no. X. 4000</strong> <strong>Inset (14 x 14 cm.): Downtown Seattle.</strong> <strong>Maps on verso (44 x 48 cm. and 16 x 16 cm.): Street map of Portland -- Downtown Portland.</strong> <strong>Panel art: Mobilgas winged horse above city skyline and logo.</strong> <strong>Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMcN AE 146.2 (PrCt)</td>
<td><strong>Seattle (Wash.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps</strong></td>
<td><strong>Seattle, Tacoma : Standard Oil street and vicinity maps</strong></td>
<td>1941</td>
<td><strong>Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., c1941.</strong> <strong>Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm. Panel title.</strong> <strong>Panel art: Standard station, gasoline logo, and slogan &quot;At your service from Canada to Mexico, Standard Stations Inc., authorized distributors, Standard dealers.&quot;</strong> <strong>Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).</strong> <strong>Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).</strong> <strong>Gousha Clients 4290 (PrCt)</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Seattle (Wash.) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Shell map of Seattle, Tacoma and vicinity. 
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1942?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha
Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: Seattle, Tacoma.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4586 (PrCt)

Seattle (Wash.) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Shell map of Seattle, Tacoma and vicinity. 
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1942].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha
Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Richfield gas station and skyline.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4533 (PrCt)

Seattle (Wash.) - Maps - 1943 - Road maps
Seattle city map ... Union Oil Company. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1943].
Authors: Union Oil Company of California -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 68 x 50 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Seattle street map.
Date from RMcN AE 146 ms. index.
Plate no. Y. 4000
Map on verso (24 x 24 cm.): Downtown Seattle.
Panel art: Military servicemen looking at city map.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 146.9 (PrCt)
Downtown Seattle.
Maps on verso (49 x 38 cm. and smaller):
Tacoma street map -- Downtown Tacoma --
Spokane street map -- Downtown Spokane.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 146.23 (PrCt)

Seattle (Wash.) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Seattle city map ... Union Oil Company. Chicago :
Rand McNally & Company, [1947].
Authors: Union Oil Company of California -- Rand
McNally and Company -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 68 x 50 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Seattle street map.
Date from RMcN AE 146 ms. index.
Plate no. 474000
Map on verso (24 x 24 cm.): Downtown Seattle.
Panel art: Cartoon of motorists in car at pump
with Union "Minute Men."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 146.28 (PrCt)

Seattle (Wash.) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Seattle Region (Wash.) - Maps - 1947
- Road maps - Tacoma (Wash.) - Maps - 1947
- Road maps - Tacoma Region (Wash.) -
Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Shell map of Seattle, Tacoma and vicinity.
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1947].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha
Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry
Library)
1 map ; col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "U", indicating 1947
publication.
Panel art: oblique view of a cityscape.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5164 (PrCt)

Seattle (Wash.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Seattle city map ... Union Oil Company. Chicago :
Rand McNally & Company, [1948].
Authors: Union Oil Company of California -- Rand
McNally and Company -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 68 x 50 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Seattle street map.
Date from RMcN AE 146 ms. index.
Plate no. 484000
Map on verso (24 x 24 cm.): Downtown Seattle.
Panel art: Cartoon of motorists in car at pump
with Union "Minute Men."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 146.37 (PrCt)

Seattle (Wash.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Seattle Region (Wash.) - Maps - 1948
- Road maps - Tacoma (Wash.) - Maps - 1948
- Road maps - Tacoma Region (Wash.) -
Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Shell map of Seattle, Tacoma and vicinity.
Chicago : San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha
Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry
Library)
1 map ; col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948
publication.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5494 (PrCt)
69772 **Seattle (Wash.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps**

*Signal city map : Seattle, Tacoma.* Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948?].

Authors: Signal Oil and Gas Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.

Panel art: aerial photo of Seattle; Signal gasoline logo.

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 5508 (PrCt)

69773 **Seattle (Wash.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps**


Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 79 x 49 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Seattle street map.

Date from RMcN AE 146 ms. index.

Plate no. 484000

Insets (16 x 9 cm. and smaller): Ferry tolls and schedules : Seattle, Vancouver, Victoria and vicinity -- Seattle street, avenue designations -- Downtown Seattle.

Maps on verso (49 x 38 cm. and smaller):

Tacoma street map -- Downtown Tacoma -- Spokane street map -- Downtown Spokane.

Panel art: Texaco sign.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 146.38 (PrCt)**

69774 **Seattle (Wash.) - Maps - 1949 - Road maps**


Authors: Union Oil Company of California -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : 68 x 50 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Seattle street map.

Date from RMcN AE 150 ms. index.

Plate no. 494000

Map on verso (24 x 24 cm.): Downtown Seattle.

Panel art: Union "Minute Men" servicing a car.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 150.2 (PrCt)**

69775 **Seattle (Wash.) - Maps - 1952 - Road maps**


Authors: Kroll Map Company, inc. -- Seattle Chamber of Commerce

1 map : col. ; 54 x 41 cm., folded to 22 x 10 cm.

Panel title: Seattle centennial map and guide.

On verso, directory, information about tours and sites, and auxiliary 'Map of downtown Seattle, showing hotels, public buildings, clubs, passenger terminals' (20 x 17 cm.).

**map2F G4284 .S4 1952 .K7 (PrCt)**

69776 **Seattle (Wash.) - Maps - 1952 - Road maps**


Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 79 x 56 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Seattle street map.

Date from RMcN AE 150 ms. index.

Plate no. 524000

Insets (16 x 9 cm. and smaller): Ferry tolls and schedules : Seattle, Vancouver, Victoria and vicinity -- Seattle street, avenue designations -- Downtown Seattle.

Maps on verso (49 x 38 cm. and smaller):

Tacoma street map -- Downtown Tacoma -- Spokane street map -- Downtown Spokane.

Panel art: Texaco station alongside hilly rural road.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 150.11 (PrCt)**

69777 **Seattle (Wash.) - Maps - 1952 - Road maps**


Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 79 x 56 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Seattle street map.

Date from RMcN AE 150 ms. index.

Plate no. 524000

Insets (16 x 9 cm. and smaller): Ferry tolls and schedules : Seattle, Vancouver, Victoria and vicinity -- Seattle street, avenue designations -- Downtown Seattle.

Maps on verso (49 x 38 cm. and smaller):

Tacoma street map -- Downtown Tacoma -- Spokane street map -- Downtown Spokane.

Panel art: Texaco station alongside hilly rural road.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 150.1X (PrCt)

69778 Seattle (Wash.) - Maps - 1953 - Road
maps<<>>Tacoma (Wash.) - Maps - 1953 -
Road maps<<>>Spokane (Wash.) - Maps -
1953 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Seattle, Tacoma, Spokane ... tour with Texaco.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1953?].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and
Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office
-- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 79 x 56 cm., folded to 21 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Seattle street map.
Plate no. 534000
Insets (16 x 9 cm. and 10 x 10 cm.): Ferry tolls
and schedules : Seattle, Vancouver, Victoria and
vicinity -- Downtown Seattle.
Maps on verso (49 x 38 cm. and smaller):
Tacoma street map -- Downtown Tacoma --
Spokane street map -- Downtown Spokane.
Handstamped by the Library of Congress
Copyright Office: Register of copyrights, Library
15944.
Panel art: Texaco gas station on hilly rural road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN Clients 3694 (PrCt)

69779 Seattle (Wash.) - Maps - 1955 - Road
maps<<>>Seattle Region (Wash.) - Maps - 1955 -
Road maps<<>>Road maps
Seattle city map / Union Oil Company. Chicago :
Rand McNally & Company, [1955?].
Authors: Union Oil Company of California -- Rand
McNally and Company -- Library of Congress.
Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 71 x 43 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Seattle street map.
Plate no. 5-544000V-1.
Map on verso (43 x 35 cm.): Seattle and vicinity.
Panel art: Illustration of cars at Union gas station
with 76 Union logo.
Handstamp: Register of Copyrights, Library of
Congress, Washington, D.C., certificate no.
F20117.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4496 (PrCt)

69780 Seattle (Wash.) - Maps - 1956 - Road
maps<<>>Portland (Or.) - Maps - 1956 - Road
maps<<>>Vancouver (B.C.) - Maps - 1956 -
Road maps<<>>Milwaukie (Or.) - Maps - 1956 -
Road maps<<>>Road maps
Miracle-fold road map : Seattle and Portland ...
Seattle (Wash.) - Maps - 1962 - Road maps - Maps - 1962 - Road maps

Seattle (Wash.) - Maps - 1964 - Road maps

Seattle (Wash.) - Maps - 1964 - Road maps - Maps - 1964 - Road maps

Authors: Mobil Oil Company -- Socony Mobil Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 90 x 60 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Street map of Seattle
"Mobil Oil Company, a division of Socony Mobil Oil Company ... New York ..."). -- Back panel.
Plate nos. "644000v2-1" and "4-66-051".
Insets (15 x 9 cm. or smaller): Ferry tolls and schedules, Seattle, Vancouver, Victoria and vicinity -- Seattle Center -- Downtown Seattle.
Map on verso (37 x 25 cm.): Seattle-Tacoma and vicinity.
Panel art: Mobil winged horse logo and gas station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4098 (PrCt)


Authors: Union Oil Company of California -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress.
Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 91 x 43 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Seattle street map.
Issued for the Union Oil Company of California.
Plate no. 664000V2-3.
Insets (8 x 15 cm. and smaller): Ferry tolls and schedules : Seattle-Vancouver-Victoria and vicinity -- Seattle Center -- Downtown Seattle.
Maps on verso (80 x 17 cm. and 38 x 25 cm.): [Eastern Seattle] -- Seattle, Tacoma and vicinity.
Panel art: 76 Union sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4522 (PrCt)
Seattle (Wash.) - Maps - 1968 - Road maps<>>> Seattle Region (Wash.) - Maps - 1968 - Road maps<>>> Tacoma (Wash.) - Maps - 1968 - Road maps<>>> Tacoma Region (Wash.) - Maps - 1968 - Road maps<>>> Road maps

Authors: Union Oil Company of California -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 91 x 43 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Seattle street map
Plate no. 674000V2-4.
Insets (8 x 15 cm. and smaller): Ferry tolls and schedules : Seattle-Vancouver-Victoria and vicinity -- Seattle Center -- Downtown Seattle.
Maps on verso (80 x 17 cm. and 38 x 25 cm.): [Eastern Seattle] -- Seattle, Tacoma and vicinity.
Panel art: 76 Union logo above gas station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4542 (PrCt)

Seattle (Wash.) - Maps - 1971 - Road maps<>>> Seattle Region (Wash.) - Maps - 1971 - Road maps<>>> Tacoma Region (Wash.) - Maps - 1971 - Road maps<>>> Wall maps<>>> Road maps

Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 102 x 61 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Seattle street map
Plate no. 71-6802-2.
Insets (47 x 25 cm. and smaller): Seattle-Tacoma and vicinity -- Ferry tolls and schedules : Seattle, Vancouver, Victoria and vicinity -- Seattle Center -- Seattle, King County -- Downtown Seattle.
Panel art: Illustration of road and Phillips 66 service station.
Includes two Library of Congress copyright handstamps with certificate numbers.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1294 (PrCt)
Bears two Library of Congress copyright handstamps.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2025 (PrCt)

69791 Seattle (Wash.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps<<<<>Seattle Region (Wash.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps<<<<>Road maps
Authors: Mobil Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 60 x 53 cm., folded to 16 x 9 cm.
"1975 edition"
Panel title.
Panel art: Mobil winged horse logos.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1693 (PrCt)

Authors: Seattle-First National Bank -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map, both sides : col. ; 113 x 61 cm., folded to 24 x 11 cm.
"1976 edition"
Panel title.
Added title: Seattle street map.
Prominent advertisement for Seattle-First National Bank on back panel.
Plate nos. "74-6802-5" and "74-6801-5"
Identifies Seattle-First National Bank locations.
Insets (47 x 25 cm. and smaller): Seattle and vicinity -- Ferry tolls and schedules -- Seattle, Vancouver, Victoria -- Seattle center -- Seattle-King County street name designation system -- Downtown Seattle.
Panel art: Illustrations of trees, cars on expressway, canoeing, golfing, and unidentified bridge.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2370 (PrCt)

69793 Seattle (Wash.) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps<<<<>Seattle Region (Wash.) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps<<<<>Wall maps<<<<>Road maps
Authors: Mobil Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 113 x 61 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"1976 edition"
Panel title.
Plate no. 74-6802-5.
Insets (47 x 25 cm. and smaller): Seattle and vicinity -- Ferry tolls and schedules -- Seattle, Vancouver, Victoria -- Seattle center -- Seattle-King County street name designation system -- Downtown Seattle.
Panel art: Black and white illustration of Seattle Center.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1807 (PrCt)

Seattl(e) (Wash.) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps<<<<>Seattle Region (Wash.) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps<<<<>Wall maps<<<<>Road maps
1 map : both sides, col. ; 112 x 61 cm., on sheet 116 x 46 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"1976 Edition."
Panel title.
Added title: Seattle street map.
Plate no. 74-6801-5
Insets (13 x 12 and smaller): Ferry tolls and schedules -- Seattle, Vancouver, Victoria and vicinity -- Seattle Center -- Seattle-King County street name designation system -- Downtown Seattle.
Eastern suburbs continued on verso.
Inset on verso (47 x 25 cm.): Seattle and vicinity.
Panel art: Road signs.
Forms part of a collection of stock editions of Rand McNally road maps, some apparently issued as sales samples and / or printer's proofs for prospective commercial clients.
Uniform series title (established by cataloger): Stock road maps
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (April 2010).
RMcN Stock 158 (PrCt)

Seattl(e) (Wash.) - Maps - 1996 - Road maps<<<<>Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. EasyFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; fold. to 24 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Seattle (Wash.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. EasyFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; fold. to 24 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Uniform title: EasyFinder
Laminated.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
ISBN 0528955896
RMcN Road Map 2004 SeaWA (PrCt)

Seattle (Wash.) - Pictorial works - 1878
Authors: Glover, Eli S. -- A.L. Bancroft & Company -- Historic Urban Plans (Firm)
1 birds-eye view ; 29 x 54 cm.
Facsimile of original published 1878.
Reference: 1-20, A-B. 389
map4F G4284.S4A3 1878 G55 197- (PrCt)

Seattle (Wash.) - Pictorial works - 1884
Bird's-eye view of the city of Seattle, Wt. ... Ithaca, N.Y. Historic Urban Plans, [197-].
1 birds-eye view ; 29 x 54 cm.
Facsimile of original published 1884.
References: A-M, 1-37. 400
map4F G4284.S4A3 1884 W4 1967 (PrCt)

Seattle (Wash.) - Pictorial works - 1886
Seattle. [New York : Harper & Brothers, 1886].
Authors: Dunn, Jacob Piatt, 1855-1924. Massacres of the mountains : a history of the Indian wars of the far west (1886) -- Harper & Brothers -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 view ; 8 x 17 cm.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library. Duplicate copies: Ayer 4A 967 -- F 807 .24
Graff 1181 p. [209] (PrCt)

Seattle's favorite attractions. Seattle, Wash : Puget Sound Attractions Center, [ca.2000s].
Authors: Puget Sound Attractions Center
1 booklet (31 p) : col photos, maps ; 23 x 11 cm
Travel Vertical File G4284 .S4E635 2000 .S4 (PrCt)

Seattle (Wash.) - Tourism - 2003<<>>Tukwila (Wash.) - Tourism - 2003
Authors: Seattle Southside Visitor Information
41 p : col photos, maps ; 28 cm
Travel Vertical File G4284 .S4E635 2003 .S4 (PrCt)

Seattle (Wash.) - Tourism - 2004
Authors: Convention and Visitors Bureau (Seattle, Wash.)
91 p : col photos, map ; 28 cm
Travel Vertical File G4284 .S4E635 2004 .C6 (PrCt)

Seattle (Wash.) - Tourism - 2004
Authors: Seattle's Convention and Visitors Bureau
1 booklet (8 p) : photo ; 22 cm
Travel Vertical File G4284 .S4E635 2004 .S4 (PrCt)

Seattle (Wash.) - Tourism - 2004
Authors: Seattle's Convention and Visitors Bureau
1 booklet (55 p) : col photos ; 22 x 14 cm
Travel Vertical File G4284 .S4E635 2004 .S42 (PrCt)

Seattle (Wash.) - Tourism - 2004<<>>Victoria (B.C.) - Tourism - 2004<<>>Vancouver (B.C.) - Tourism - 2004
Authors: Clipper Navigation, Inc
1 leaflet (4-fold) : col photos ; fold to 23 x 11 cm
Travel Vertical File G4284 .S4E635 2004 .C5 (PrCt)

Sebastian County (Ark.) - Maps - 1887 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Hayes, E. L. -- McGeehee, Wanda
1 atlas ([29] leaves : maps, ill.) : 28 cm.
Cover title.

69807 Secessionville, Battle of, Secessionville, S.C., 1862 - Maps
United States - History - Civil War, 1861-1865 - Maps
James Island, Battle of, Secessionville, S.C., 1862 SEE Secessionville, Battle of, Secessionville, S.C., 1862
Battle of James Island, June 16, 1862. [S.l. s.n., 1900].
Authors: Stevens, Hazard, 1842-1918 -- Stevens, Hazard, 1842-1918. The Life of Isaac Ingalls Stevens (1900) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 15 x 10 cm.
Graff 3974 v. 2, between p. 402-403 (PrCt)

69808 Seco, Fernando Alvares. [Map of Portugal] (1561)
O Mais antigo mapa de Portugal. [Coimbra : Centro de Estudos Geográficos, 1956-1957].
Includes English summaries.
Vert 3168, no. 3 (PrCt)

69809 Seco, Fernando Alvares. [Map of Portugal] (1561)
Une Carte topographique du Portugal au seizième siècle. [Chartres : Instituto para a Alta Cultura, 1949].
Authors: Reparaz Ruiz, Gonzalo de, 1901- -- Mélanges d'études portugaises offerts à Georges Le Gentil (1949) -- William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library)
p. 271-315 ; 29 cm.
Greenlee 4504 .M51 1949, p. 271-315 (PrCt)

69810 Seco, Fernando Alvares. [Map of Portugal] (1561)
O primeirô mapa impresso de Portugal e notas genealógicas sóbre a família Seco. [Lisboa : Associação dos Arqueólogos Portugueses, 1930].
Authors: Vasconcellos, Frazão de -- Arqueologia e história (1930) -- William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library)
p. 27-33 : map ; 28 cm.
Greenlee 4501 .A84a, v. 8, p. 27-33 (PrCt)

69811 Seco, Fernando Alvares. [Map of Portugal] (1561)
Cartography - Portugal - History - 1500-1599 -- Cartography - Spain - History - 1500-1599
The Topographical maps of Portugal and Spain in the 16th century. [Leiden : E.J. Brill, 1951].
Authors: Reparaz Ruiz, Gonzalo de, 1901- -- Imago mundi (1951) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
p. 75-82, [1] plate : 2 maps ; 29 cm.
Map Ref folio GA1 .I6, v. 7, p. 75-82 (PrCt)

69812 Seco, Fernando Alvares SEE Secco, Vernando
Alvaro SEE Seco, Fernando Alvares SEE Alvares Seco, Fernando SEE Seco, Fernando Alvares SEE Alvarez Seco, Fernando SEE Seco, Fernando Alvares SEE Seco, Fernando Alvares SEE Zeccus, Fernandus Aluares SEE Seco, Fernando Alvares
[Notes on Fernando Alvares Seco]. [Chicago, 198?-?].
Authors: Karrow, Robert W.
1 file folder ; 25 x 30 cm.
Bibliographical notes, photocopies of maps, and drafts used in the preparation of the chapter on Fernando Alvares Seco in: Karrow, Mapmakers of the sixteenth century and their maps (1993).
Vert 3169 (PrCt)

69813 Secsnagel, Marcus, ca.
1520-ca.1580 SEE Secznagel, Marx, ca.
1520-ca.1580 SEE Secznagel, Marcus, ca.
1520-ca.1580 SEE Sceznagi, Marcus, ca.
1520-ca.1580 SEE Secznagel, Marcus, ca.
1520-ca.1580 SEE Seeznagel, Marcus, ca.
1520-ca.1580 SEE Secznagel, Marcus, ca.
1520-ca.1580 SEE Secznagel, Marcus, ca.
1520-ca.1580 SEE Secznagel, Marcus, ca.
1520-ca.1580 SEE Secznagel, Marcus, ca.
1520-ca.1580 SEE Zeczsnagel, Marcus, ca.
1520-ca.1580 SEE Zeczsnagel, Marcus, ca.
1520-ca.1580 SEE Setznagel, Marcus, ca.
1520-ca.1580 SEE Setznagel, Marcus, ca.
1520-ca.1580 [Notes on Marcus Secznagel]. [Chicago, 198?-?].
Authors: Karrow, Robert W.
1 file folder ; 25 x 30 cm.
Bibliographical notes, photocopies of maps, correspondence, and drafts used in the
preparation of the chapter on Marcus Secsnagel in: Karrow, Mapmakers of the sixteenth century and their maps (1993).

Vert 3171 (PrCt)

Authors: Galilei, Galileo, 1564-1642 -- Drake, Stillman
95 p. : ill. ; 28 cm.
Series: Publication Dibner Library ; no. 1
Translation of Le operazioni del compasso geometrico, et militare.
Bibliography: p.34-35.
folio QA71 .G2713 1978 (NLO)

Authors: Hooper, George, 1824-1890 -- Hodder and Stoughton -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
xxv, 294 p. : 7 maps ; 18 cm.
Maps on lining papers.
Series: Daily telegraph war books.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 15002876
Baskes DC306 .H78 1914 (NLO)

69816 Sedan (France) - Maps - 1696 - Fortification Sedan ville forte de Champagne ... [Paris : De Fer, 1696].
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Les forces de l’Europe, ou, Description des principales villes -- avec leurs fortifications ... (1695-1696) 1 map 21 x 27 cm.
In: Fer, Nicolas de. Les forces de l’Europe, ou, Description des principales villes; avec leurs fortifications ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, 1695-1696) pt. 8, map [159] Manuscript ‘(10)’ at upper right.
Case folio U 26. 293 pt. 8, map [159] (PrCt)

69817 Sedan (France) - Maps - 1713 - Fortification Sedan, ville forte de Champagne ... Paris : De Fer, [1713].
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Loon, H. V. (Herman van) -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Introduction à la fortification ... [1713?] 1 map ; 17 x 27 cm.
In: Fer, Nicolas de. Introduction à la fortification ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, [1713?]) map [32]. Map dated 1705.
For later state of this map, with engraved plate number, see Case folio U 26.292.
For earlier version of this map, engraved on different plate, see Case folio U 26.293.
Case oversize U 26.2919 map [32] (PrCt)

Authors: Edwards Brothers, Inc. -- Edwards, John P. -- Midwest Historical and Genealogical Society 1 atlas ; 44 cm.

Authors: Geo. A. Ogle & Co. -- Midwest Historical and Genealogical Society 27 maps ; on sheets 36 x 60 cm. & smaller + index map
Incomplete: photocopies of township maps (only) forming part of the atlas originally published Chicago: G.A. Ogle, 1905.
85-79953 508
map2F G4203.S4G46 1905 O5 1985 (PrCt)

Authors: Midwest Historical and Genealogical Society Xerox copies [of original published 1905?].
map2F G 4203.S4G46 1905 .O5 1985 (PrCt)

Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). Ill:G138 1 map ; 36 x 56 cm.
Added title: Partie septentrle. de l’archvesche de Sens.
2700
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G5833.P35:3S55 1660 .S2 (PrCt)

69822 Seine-et-Marne (France) - Maps - 1717 Evesché de Meaux ... Paris, 1717.
Authors: Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Cordier, Louis, -1711 -- Chevalier, Francois, d. 1738 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection
Seine-et-Marne (France) - Maps - 1717<<>>Meaux (France) - Maps - 1717

_Evesché de Meaux ... Paris, 1717._
Authors: Jaioll, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Cordier, Louis, -1711 -- Chevalier, Francois, d. 1738 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G133
1 map ; 76 x 68 cm.
Insets: Plan de la ville de Meaux (18 x 13 cm.) -- Plan du palais Episcopal de Germigny l'eveque.
2710 rev and 2794
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
_Sack map6F G5833.P35:3S55 1717 J3 (PrCt)_

Seine-et-Marne (France) - Maps - 1898<<>>Seine-et-Marne (France) - Geography - 1898

Authors: Joanne, Adolphe Laurent, 1813-1881 -- Erhard (Firm) -- Lahure, A. (Alexis), 1849-1929 -- Hachette (Firm) -- Bowdoin College. Library -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
8e éd.
Cover title: Géographie de Seine-et-Marne
Map by Erhard and Dufrénoy.
Printed by Lahure.
Former owner: Bowdoin College Library.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
_Baskes DC611.S46 .J63 1896 (NLO)_

Seine-et-Oise (France) - Maps - 1878<<>>Seine-et-Oise (France) - Geography - 1878

Authors: Joanne, Adolphe Laurent, 1813-1881 -- Erhard (Firm) -- Lahure, A. (Alexis), 1849-1929 -- Hachette (Firm) -- Bowdoin College. Library -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
64 p., [1] folded leaf of plates : ill., 1 map (col., folded) ; 18 cm.
3e. éd.
Cover title: Géographie de Seine-et-Oise
Map by Erhard.
Printed by Lahure.
Former owner: Bowdoin College Library.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
_Baskes DC611.S452 .J63 1898 (NLO)_


_Carte du pays de Caux : dans laquelle sont distinguez le gouvernement militaire du Havre de Grace et le comté d'Eu._ [Paris? s.n., 17--].
1 map ; 35 x 62 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:228,000].
Detached from an unidentified text; originally folded to 23 x 16 cm.
Archives nationales (France). Catalogue général des cartes...Série NN [no.] 1163.
Gift 91
_map4F G5833.H43:3S65 17-- .C3 (NLO)_

Seine-Maritime (France) - Maps - 1700-1799

_Carte du pais de Caux : dans laquelle sont distinguez le gouvernement militaire du Havre de Grace et le comté d'Eu._ [Paris? s.n., 17--].
1 map ; 35 x 62 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:228,000].
Detached from an unidentified text; originally folded to 23 x 16 cm.
Archives nationales (France). Catalogue général des cartes...Série NN [no.] 1163.
Gift 91
_map4F G5833.H43:3S65 17-- .C3 (NLO)_


Authors: Leroy, François Noël, b. 1824 -- Peron, A. -- Pierre, L. -- Cochet, Jean Benoît Désiré, 1812-1875
1 map : col. ; 37 x 50 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:292,000].
Originally folded to 26 x 19 cm. and probably detached from an earlier edition of J.B. Cochet, La Seine-Inférieure historique et archéologique (Paris: Derache, 1864).
Lithograph in 3 colors.
Beneath neat line: ‘Dessiné par F.N. Leroy.’
Cany, 18 Mars 1856’ [sic] References BN, v.30...
69829 Seine-Maritime (France) - Maps - 1898<<<Seine-Maritime (France) - Geography - 1898
Authors: Joanne, Adolphe Laurent, 1813-1881 -- Erhard (Firm) -- Dufrénoy (Firm) -- Lahure, A. (Alexis), 1849-1929 -- Hachette (Firm) -- Bowdoin College. Library -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
9e. ed.
Cover title: Géographie de la Seine-Inférieure
Former Ownership History: Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Map by Erhard and Dufrénoy.
Printed by Lahure.
Former owner: Bowdoin College Library.
Baskes DC611.S442 .J63 1898 (NLO)

69830 Seine River (France) - Maps - 1793 - Mouth - Nautical charts<<<Nautical charts - Seine River (France) - Mouth - Maps - 1793<<<Seine River (France) - Maps - 1793<<<Nautical charts
Authors: Faden, William, 1749-1836 -- Baker, B. (Benjamin), fl. 1766-1824 -- Faden, William, 1749-1836. Le Petit Neptune français -- or, French coasting pilot for the coast of Flanders Channel Bay of Biscay and Mediterranean 1793 1 map ; 24 x 18 cm.
In: Faden, William. Le Petit Neptune français; or, French coasting pilot, for the coast of Flanders, Channel, Bay of Biscay, and Mediterranean ... (London : W. Faden, 1793). 'Plate 6.' Includes inset (6 x 14 cm.): The Seine River from Rouen to the sea.
map4C 123 pl. 6 (PrCt)

69831 Sélestat (France) - Maps - 1695 - Fortification
Schlestat. [Paris : De Fer, 1695].
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes -- avec leurs fortifications ... (1695-1696) 1 map ; 23 x 29 cm.
In: Fer, Nicolas de. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes; avec leurs fortifications ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, 1695-1696) pt. 6, map [107]. Manuscript '7' at upper right.
Case folio U 26. 293 pt. 6, map [107] (PrCt)

69832 Sélestat (France) - Maps - 1713 - Fortification
Schlestat. Paris : De Fer, [1713]?
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Inselin, C. -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Introduction à la fortification ... [1713?]
1 map ; 19 x 28 cm.
In: Fer, Nicolas de. Introduction à la fortification ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, [1713?]) map [114]. For later state of this map, with engraved plate number, see Case folio U 26 .292.
For earlier version of this map, engraved on different plate, see Case folio U 26 .293.
Case oversize U 26.2919 map [114] (PrCt)

69833 Sélestat (France) - Pictorial works - 1552<<<Schlestat (France) SEE Sélestat (France)<<<Seléstadium (France) SEE Sélestat (France)<<<Woodcuts
Authors: Manuel, Hans Rudolf, 1525-1571 -- Holzmüller, Heinrich, 16th cent. -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552. Cosmographiae unierualis ... (1552) -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : woodcut ; 20 x 33 cm., on sheet 32 x 40 cm.
Added letterpress title above woodcut: Seléstadium uulgo Schletstat, ciuitas imperialis ... Relief shown pictorially.
Oriented with north at right.
Letterpress 435 [i.e. 453] and text on verso: Civitas Selestadiensis, deformata iuxta ... .
In: Münster, Sebastian. Cosmographiae unierualis ... (Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552), p. 454-455.

69834 Selinus (Extinct City) - Maps - 1840 - Pictorial works
Ruins of Selinus. [Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, 1840].
Authors: Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846 -- Lea & Blanchard -- Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (1840) 1 view ; 3 x 6 cm.
Wax engraving.
G 11 .607 v. 2, p. 51 (PrCt)


A Section of the map of the North West showing present location of C.P.R.R. over the Selkirk Range. [Montreal : s.n., 1885].

Authors: Philo Veritas -- Philo Veritas. The Canadian Pacific Railway. An appeal to public opinion against the railway being carried across the Selkirk range, that route being objectionable from the danger of falls from glaciers and from avalanches, also, generally on other matters (1885) -- Canadian Pacific Railway Company -- W. Drysdale & Co. (Montréal, Québec) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library) -- Veritas, Philo SEE Philo Veritas -- Drysdale (W.) & Co. (Montréal, Québec) SEE W. Drysdale & Co. (Montréal, Québec)

1 map ; 45 x 34 cm., folded to 13 x 21 cm.

Anonymous map in: Philo Veritas. The Canadian Pacific Railway. An appeal to public opinion against the railway being carried across the Selkirk range, that route being objectionable from the danger of falls from glaciers and from avalanches, also, generally on other matters (Montreal : W. Drysdale & Co., 1885) opposite title page.

Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.

Graff map 6F G3512.S4A 1906 .W5 sheet 2


1 map ; 43 x 32 cm.

'Copy from the original.'

'Scale two miles = one inch.'

Includes references 1-42.

'To accompany Wheeler's Report on Selkirk Mountains, published 1905.'


Graff map 6F G3512.S4A 1906 .W5 sheet 1 (PrCt)


1 map ; 22 x 37 cm.

Added title: Copy of the Rev. W.S. Green's map made in 1888. The index map has not been copied ...

'Scale 1 mile = 1/2 inch.'

'To accompany Wheeler's Report on Selkirk Mountains, published 1905.'


Graff map 6F G3512.S4A 1906 .W5 sheet 3 (PrCt)


Ottawa : Topographical Surveys Branch, 1906.

Authors: Wheeler, A. O. (Arthur Oliver),

69839


Ottawa : Topographical Surveys Branch, 1906.

Authors: Wheeler, A. O. (Arthur Oliver),

69839
Selkirk Range - Pictorial works - 1906
The Selkirk Range from 'Napoleon'. [Ottawa? Dept. of the Interior?, 1906?].

Selkirk Range - Pictorial works - 1906<<>>Canadian Rockies (B.C. and Alta.) - Pictorial works - 1906

Seller, John, fl. 1658-1698. English Pilot<<>>Engraving, English

Selma (Mo.) - Pictorial works - 1841
View of Selma, Missouri. [Saint Louis, Mo. John Caspar Wild, 1841].
Authors: Wild, J. C. (John Caspar), ca. 1804-1846 -- Wild, J. C. (John Caspar), ca. 1804-1846. The Valley of the Mississippi : illustrated in a series of views (1841-1842) -- Thomas, Lewis Foulk, 1808-1868 -- Republican...
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

69845 Seminole County (Okla.) - Maps - 1913 - Landowners
Seminole Indians - Seminole County (Okla.) - Maps - 1913 - Land tenure - Seminole County (Okla.) - Maps - 1913 - Land tenure - Counties - Maps - Indians of North America - Maps

Hastain's township plats of the Seminole Nation [in Seminole County, Oklahoma]. [Muskogee, Oklahoma : Model Printing Co., c1913].
Authors: Hastain, E. -- Model Printing Co. (Muskogee, Okla.) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (60 p. : chiefly maps (1 folded) : 18 cm.
Covers townships 5-11, north; range 5-8, east, Seminole County, Okla.
Includes index to landowners arranged by township sections.
References: Phillips 5006
Ayer 251 .S311 H35 1913 (NLO)

69846 Semmering (Austria : Region) - Maps - 1914

Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag -- Biendl, Hans -- Goldschmidt, Albert -- Kraetz, Leopold -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)
Maps lithographed by Leopold Kraetz.
Includes index.
Series: Grieben-Reiseführer ; Bd. 72.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskets G153 .G75 Bd. 72 (1914) (NLO)

69847 Seneca Caverns (Bellevue, Ohio) - 1992

Authors: Seneca Caverns
1 leaflet (2-fold) : photos, map ; 22 x 10 cm
"Discovered 1872."

69848 Seneca County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1839-1859 - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps

1 map : hand col. ; 34 x 28 cm.
In Burr, David H. and Simeon De Witt. An Atlas of the State of New York : containing a map of the State and of the several counties (New York: David H. Burr, 1829; republished Ithaca: Stone and Clark, 1839) pl. [40]. Map dated 1829 and 1839; engraved "No. 41."
Case oversize G 10851 .13 pl. 40 (PrCt)

69849 Seneca County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1850-1859 - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps

Authors: Browne, P. J. -- Gillette, A. G. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map : on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 2 parts, 26 x 35 in. and 27 x 35 in. Scale 1:44,000. Originally published Addison, N.Y. : A. G. Gillette, [185-?].
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps: Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 562 (PrCt)

69850 Seneca County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1850 - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps

Authors: Gibson, Wm. T. -- Delafield, J. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map : on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 16 x 10 in. Scale 1:145,000. Originally published 1850.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps: Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Microfiche 583, no. 561 (PrCt)

69851 Seneca County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1852 - Landowners<=>Counties - Maps<=>Landowners - Maps
[Seneca County (N.Y.) - 1852: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche], [Washington, D.C.] : LC G&M Division, [1852].
Authors: Gibson, Wm. T. -- Delafield, J. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 52.5 x 34.5 in. Scale 1:44,000.
Originally published 1852.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century land ownership maps:
Microfiche 583, no. 563 (PrCt)

69852 Seneca County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1859 - Landowners<=>Counties - Maps<=>Landowners - Maps
[Seneca County (N.Y.) - 1859: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche], [Washington, D.C.] : LC G&M Division, [1859].
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century land ownership maps:
Microfiche 583, no. 479 (PrCt)

69853 Seneca County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1874 - Landowners<=>Counties - Maps<=>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Nichols, Beach -- Pomeroy, Whitman & Co. (Philadelphia, Pa.) -- Worley & Bracher -- Bourquin, F. (Frederick), b. 1808 -- Wehle, Martin 1 atlas ([ii], 45 [i.e. 55] p.) : ill., 21 p. of maps ; 41 cm.
Facsimile of original published Philadelphia: Pomeroy, Whitman & Co., 1874; "no. 220 of 300 copies."
"Engd. by Worely & Bracher. Printed by F. Bourquin."
"Four prints have been added ... from Seneca County History, 1876"--p. [i].
"Number 7 of a series."
Versos of maps are blank.
73-4952
IGN74
Map6C 55 (NLO)

69854 Seneca County (Ohio) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners<=>Counties - Maps<=>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960-- -- Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)
240 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
1st ed.
'Deluxe edition.'
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).
'3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.'
Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).
Includes indexes.
Series: Family maps
ISBN 1420303864
Local History Ref F497.S4 B69 2006 (NLO)

69855 Seneca County (Ohio) - Maps - 1864 - Landowners<=>Counties - Maps<=>Landowners - Maps
[Seneca County (Ohio) - 1864: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche], [Washington, D.C.] : LC G&M Division, [1864].
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 6 parts, 28 x 18.5 in. each. Scale: 1:42,240. Originally published Philadelphia:
Maps reconstruct 19th century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).
'3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.'
Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).
Includes indexes.
Series: Family maps
ISBN 1420303864

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Microfiche 583, no. 673 (PrCt)

69856  Seneca County (Ohio) - Maps - 1874 - Landowners<>>>Counties - Maps<>>>Landowners - Maps

Combination atlas map of Seneca County, Ohio : compiled, drawn and published from personal examinations and surveys. Philadelphia : D.J. Stewart, 1874.
Authors: Stewart, D. J. -- Chicago Historical Society
1 atlas (xii, 57 p.) : ill., col. maps (1 fold.), ports. ; 45 cm.
Imperfect: some text cut out.
Includes directory, brief history of the county, and brief biographies and portraits of early residents.
Scales differ.
Library buckram.
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005; includes CHS ownership markings.
CHS Coll., Atlas no. 150
OCLC 13204748
oversize G4083.S4G46 1874 .S7 (NLO)

69857  Seneca County (Ohio) - Maps - 1890-1891 - Landowners<>>>Counties - Maps<>>>Landowners - Maps

[Seneca County (Ohio) - 1890-1891: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche], [Washington, D.C.] : LC G&M Division, [1983?].
Authors: Woods, James -- Library of Congress.
Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 27 x 40 in. Scale: 1:50,000.
Originally published 1890-1891.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps: Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 674 (PrCt)

69858  Seneca County (Ohio) - Maps - 1896 - Landowners<>>>Counties - Maps<>>>Landowners - Maps

Authors: Woods, James -- Library of Congress.
Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 30 x 44.5 in. Scale: 1:50,000.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps: Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps

Microfiche 583, no. 675 (PrCt)

69859  Seneca County (Ohio) - Maps - 1980 - Landowners<>>>Counties - Maps<>>>Landowners - Maps

Sene County plat directory, Ohio, 1980.
Authors: Great Mid-Western Publishing Company -- Future Farmers of America. Ohio Association -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (32 p.) : 23 maps ; 36 cm.
Cover title.
Other title: Seneca County, Ohio, plat directory, 1980
"Distributed by Future Farmers of America, of Seneca County."
Includes index to owners and business directory.
Scale [ca. 1:41,000].
Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.


Carte de l'Afrique Francoise ou du Senegal.
Amsterdam : Jean Covens et Corneille Mortier, [1741?].
Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675--1741.
Covens et Mortier -- L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726. Atlas nouveau, contenant toutes les parties du monde ... [1741?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 60 cm.
In: L'Isle, Guillaume de. Atlas nouveau, contenant toutes les parties du monde ... (Amsterdam: J. Covens & C. Mortier, [1741?]) v. 2, pl. [38]
oversize Ayer 135 .L695 1741 v. 2, pl. [38] (PrCt)


The Western coast of Africa from Cape Blanco to Cape Virga, exhibiting Senegambia proper. 1789 [i.e. 1816?].
1 map ; 69 x 51 cm.
In: Faden, William [and others]. [General atlas of modern geography : a collection of large scale maps and charts of all parts of the world] ([London, etc. : W. Faden, etc., 1775-1816]) v. 2, pl. [22].
Imprint on map: London: Printed by Robt. Sayer ... 1789.
Verso handstamped '17.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
69862 Senior, William. Surveying - 1600-1699
To be as a looking glass to their estates: the early 17th century surveys of William Senior. 1996.
BHC 2672
Vert 2199 (PrCt)

69863 Senj (Croatia) - Maps - 1689
Authors: Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718 -- Padoani, Domenico, fl. 1689 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718. Città, fortezze, isole, e porti principale dell' Europa ... (1689) 1 map ; 27 x 43 cm.
In: Coronelli, Vincenzo. Città, fortezze, isole, e porti principale dell' Europa, in pianti, et in eluatione, descritte, e publicate ad uso dell' Academia cosmografica degli argonauti ([Venice]: Domenico Padoani, 1689) pl. [46]. Engraved plate 388.' One of four plates printed on same sheet, opening [46].
VAULT folio Ayer 135.C8 1689 pl. 46 (PrCt)

69864 Senj (Croatia) - Maps - 1689 - Pictorial works
Authors: Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718 -- Padoani, Domenico, fl. 1689 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718. Città, fortezze, isole, e porti principale dell' Europa ... (1689) 1 map ; 13 x 17 cm.
In: Coronelli, Vincenzo. Città, fortezze, isole, e porti principale dell' Europa, in pianti, et in eluatione, descritte, e publicate ad uso dell' Academia cosmografica degli argonauti ([Venice]: Domenico Padoani, 1689) pl. [51]. Engraved plate 243.' One of four plates printed on same sheet, opening [51].
VAULT folio Ayer 135.C8 1689 pl. 51 (PrCt)

69865 Sequoyah County (Okla.) - Historical geography - Maps - 1889
Sequoyah County General highway map Sequoyah County Oklahoma. [19--?].
Authors: Ragland, Hobart D. 1 map ; 17 x 26 cm.
Shows 'Military Road 1826-' and 'Stage Road 1870-1889.' Includes note by H.D. Ragland.
M1126
map1F G4023.S3S1 19-- R3 (PrCt)

69866 Sequoyah County (Okla.) - Maps - 1960 - Road maps - Counties - Maps
General highway map Sequoyah County Oklahoma. 1960.
Authors: Oklahoma. Dept. of Highways 1 map ; 43 x 71 cm.
Includes legend, 7 insets, and location map.
M1129
map4F G4023.S3P2 1960 O4 (PrCt)

69867 Serinwar (Croatia) - Maps - 1689
Authors: Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718 -- Padoani, Domenico, fl. 1689 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718. Città, fortezze, isole, e porti principale dell' Europa ... (1689) 1 map ; 14 x 18 cm.
In: Coronelli, Vincenzo. Città, fortezze, isole, e porti principale dell' Europa, in pianti, et in eluatione, descritte, e publicate ad uso dell' Academia cosmografica degli argonauti ([Venice]: Domenico Padoani, 1689) pl. [35]. Engraved plate 388.' One of four plates printed on same sheet, opening [35].
VAULT folio Ayer 135.C8 1689 pl. 35 (PrCt)

69868 Serravalle (Vittorio Veneto, Italy) - Pictorial works - 1620
Serravalli, quam vides, spectator, iconem, operi huie nostro suis sumptib. inferi curauerat Minvtivs Hieronymi Minvtii ... [Cologne: s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 view : hand col.; 34 x 49 cm.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135.B8 1573, v. 4, pl. 46 (PrCt)

69869 Servetus, Michael, 1511?-1553
Map Ref folio GA101.M28, v. 21, p. 8-12 (PrCt)

69870 Servigiano (Italy) - Historical geography - Maps - 1992
Authors: Barucci, Clementina -- Edizione Kappa (Firm) 63 p. : ill. (some col.), maps (some col.), plans (some col.) ; 40 cm. Includes bibliographical references (p. 61-62)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
69871  Sète (France) - Maps - 1744 - Harbors--Sète (France) SEE Sète (France)  
Plan du port de Cette aux plages du Languedoc.  
A Amsterdam : Chez Henry de Leth, [1744].  
Authors: Leth, Hendrik de, 1703-1766 -- Leth, Hendrik de, 1703-1766. Plusieurs plans des ports et rades de la Mer Mediterranee = Naukeurige Afbeeldingh van de Voornamstef Havenen, Baayen, en Gronden, langs de middelantsche Zee (1744) -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:X7 a, b, c, d 1 map ; 17 x 25 cm. on sheet 56 x 65 cm.  
Printed on the same sheet with: Plan de la baye et rades de Marseille. A Amsterdam, Chez Henry de Leth -- Plan de la baye et rades de Toulon -- Plan de la ville et du mole d’Agde en Languedoc. A Amsterdam, Chez Henry de Leth.  
Forms part of an incomplete (?) atlas comprised of loose and uncut sheets: Leth, Hendrik de.  
Plusieurs plans des ports et rades de la Mer Mediterranee = Naukeurige Afbeeldingh van de Voornamstef Havenen, Baayen, en Gronden, langs de middelantsche Zee (Amsterdam : Henrik de Leth, 1744) sheet 4 of 5.  
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).  
Sack map 4F G5672.M4P55 1744 .L4 sheet 4 of 5 (PrCt)

69872  Setenil (Spain) - Pictorial works - 1620--Setenil (Spain) SEE Setenil (Spain)  
Setenil. [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].  
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Hoefnagel, Joris, 1542-1601 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 view : hand col. ; 16 x 42 cm.  
Derived from a drawing by Joris Hoefnagel; see R.A. Skelton’s Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.  
On same sheet with: Le Brixia.  
Latin letterpress text on verso under titles: Nebrissa -- Septenilium.  
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 3, pl. 5 (PrCt)

69873  Settala, Giovan Giorgio, b. ca. 1490  
[Notes on Giovan Giorgio Settala]. [Chicago, 198-?].  
Authors: Karrow, Robert W. 1 file folder ; 25 x 30 cm.  
Bibliographical notes, photocopies, and drafts used in the preparation of the chapter on Giovan Giorgio Settala in: Karrow, Mapmakers of the sixteenth century and their maps (1993).  
Vert 3173 (PrCt)

69874  Settala, Giovan Giorgio, b. ca. 1490  
1490--Septa, Joannes Georgius, b. ca. 1490 SEE Settala, Giovan Giorgio, b. ca. 1490 Joannes Georgius Septa. [Mediolani : in aedibus palatinis, 1745].  
Authors: Argelati, Filippo, 1685-1755 -- Argelati, Filippo, 1685-1755. Bibliotheca scriptorum mediolanensium (1745) p. 1318-1319  
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3172, no. 1.  
oversize Z 93557 .04, v. 3, p. 1318-1319 (PrCt)

69875  Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756 - Maps - Bibliography--Newberry Library - Map Collections - Bibliography - Catalogs  
Authors: Brod, Raymond M. 12 p. ; 28 cm.  
Typescript.  
BHC 1091  
Vert 704 (PrCt)

69876  Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756--Probst, Johann Michael, d. 1809--Lotter, Tobias Conrad, 1717-1777--Map publishing - Germany - History - 1700-1799  
Authors: Ritter, Michael p. 130-135  
Map Ref folio GA1 .I6, v. 53, p. 130-135 (PrCt)

69877  Sevastopol (Ukraine) - Maps - 1854-1855 - Pictorial maps--Pictorial maps - Sevastopol (Ukraine) - Maps - 1854-1855--Sevastopol (Ukraine) - Pictorial works - 1854-1855--Sevastopol (Ukraine) - History - Siege, 1854-1855 - Pictorial works--Crimean War, 1853-1856 - Pictorial maps--Sebastopol (Ukraine) SEE Sevastopol (Ukraine)--Pictorial maps  
Stanford’s bird’s-eye view of the seat of war in the Crimea / projected and lithd. by A. Maclure, from the latest government authorities. London : Edward Stanford, 6, Charing Cross ; Maclure, Macdonald & Macgregor, lith. to the queen, [1855?].  
Added title from green pa...
Lincoln’s Inn Library.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes G7104.S4S54 1855 .M3 (NLO)**

69878 **Seven Years’ War, 1756-1763**

Legendes pour l’intelligence de l’atlas des guerres de sept ans. [Paris? s.n., 181-?].
1 atlas ([20] p., XXV [i.e. XXVI] leaves of plates (20 folded)) : 26 maps (chiefly hand col.) ; 44 cm.
Caption title; without title page, as issued?
Plate XXIV dated: 1811.

69880 **Severn River Estuary (England and Wales)**

The Severn or Channell of Bristoll. [London : s.n., 1749].
Authors: Collins, Greeneville, fl. 1669-1698 -- Southwell, Robert, Sir, 1635-1702 -- Collins, Greeneville, fl. 1669-1698. Great Britain’s coasting-pilot ... (1749) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 44 x 55 cm.
Anonymous nautical chart without imprint.
Title from oversize lettering.
Dedication at right center: To the Right Honourable Sr. Robt. Southwell Kt. who attended his Majt. K. William the 3d.; in his expedition for Ireland ...
Inset view of ships entering the Avon River (11 x 25 cm.): At Shere Hampton near King Road landed his Majt. on the 6t. of Septr. 1690 ... .
In: Collins, Greeneville. Great Britain’s coasting-pilot ... (London : Printed by Freeman Collins, and are to be sold by Richard Mount, 1693), part 1, [plate 14]
Ms. no. 14 on verso.

69879 **Severn River Estuary (England and Wales)**

The Severn or Channell of Bristoll. [London : s.n., 1693?].
Authors: Collins, Greeneville, fl. 1669-1698 -- Southwell, Robert, Sir, 1635-1702 -- Collins, Greeneville, fl. 1669-1698. Great Britain’s coasting-pilot ... (1693) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 44 x 55 cm.
Anonymous nautical chart without imprint.
Title from oversize lettering.
Dedication at right center: To the Right Honourable Sr. Robt. Southwell Kt. who attended his Majt. K. William the 3d.; in his expedition for Ireland ...
Inset view of ships entering the Avon River (11 x 25 cm.): At Shere Hampton near King Road landed his Majt. on the 6t. of Septr. 1690 ... .
In: Collins, Greeneville. Great Britain’s coasting-pilot ... (London : Printed by William and John Mount and Thomas Page, 1749), [plate 17].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at...
the Newberry Library.


Baskes oversize G1811.P5 C6 1749, [plate 17] (PrCt)

69881
Severn River Estuary (England and Wales) - Maps - 1757 - Nautical charts
<--->Nautical charts - Severn River Estuary (England and Wales) - 1757<--->Nautical charts


1 map : 43 x 54 cm.


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.


Baskes oversize G1811.P5 C6 14 1757, [plate 10] (PrCt)

69882
Severocesky (Czech Republic) - Maps - 1720<--->Teplice (Czech Republic) - Maps - 1720 - Pictorial works

Die Herzhaft Toeplitz. Amsterdam, [ca. 1720].

Authors: Zuerner, Adam Friedrich, 1680-1742 -- Schenk, Pieter, ca. 1698-1775 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:23

1 map : hand col. ; 35 x 51 cm.

Cf. Koeman v. 3 p. 118.

Insets: [3 views and 3 plans of Teplice].

2266

Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:23 (PrCt)

69883
Severomoravsky Kraj (Czechoslovakia) - Maps - 1745

Marchionatûs Moraviae circulus Olomucensis. Nuremberg : Homann Erben, [ca. 1745].

Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Homann Erben (Firm) -- Müller, J. C. (Johann Christoph), 1673-1721 -- Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724. Atlas novus terrarum orbis [ca. 1745] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 88 x 55 cm. on 2 adjacent sheets

Added sheet titles: Circuli Olomucensis pars australis -- Circuli Olomucensis pars borealis.

In: Homann, Johann Baptist. Atlas novus terrarum orbis (Nuremberg : [Homann Erben, ca. 1745]), [plate 128-129].

Engraved plate numbers '79' and '80'.

Manuscript numbers 130, 132, 131, 133 on versos.

oversize Ayer 135 .H7 1730, [plate 128-129] (PrCt)

69884
Severomoravsky Kraj (Czechoslovakia) - Maps - 1745

Marchionatûs Moraviae circulus Preroviensis quem mandato Caesareo ... Nuremberg : Homann Erben, [ca. 1745].

Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Homann Erben (Firm) -- Müller, J. C. (Johann Christoph), 1673-1721 -- Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724. Atlas novus terrarum orbis [ca. 1745] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 91 x 55 cm. on 2 adjacent sheets

Added sheet titles: Circuli Prerovienis pars australis -- Circuli Olomucensis pars borealis.

In: Homann, Johann Baptist. Atlas novus terrarum orbis (Nuremberg : [Homann Erben, ca. 1745]), [plate 130-131].

Engraved plate numbers '81' and '82'.

Manuscript numbers 132, 134, 133, 135 on versos.

oversize Ayer 135 .H7 1730, [plate 130-131] (PrCt)

69885


Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960--

292 p. : maps ; 28 cm.

1st ed.

'Deluxe edition.'

Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).

'3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.'

Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional boundaries.
townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).

Includes indexes.

Series: Family maps
ISBN 1420307231 ; 9781420307238
Local History Ref F417.S4 B69 2007 (NLO)

69886 Seville (Spain) - Maps - 1840 - Pictorial works

Seville. [Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, 1840].
Authors: Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846 -- Lea & Blanchard -- Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (1840)
1 view ; 3 x 6 cm.
In: Murray, Hugh. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, successors to Carey & Co., for George W. Gorton, 1840) v. 1, p. 587.
Wax engraving.
G 11 .607 v. 1, p. 587 (PrCt)

69887 Seville (Spain) - Maps - 1910

Authors: Gallichan, Walter M. (Walter Matthew), 1861-1946 -- Hartley, C. Gasquoine (Catherine Gas quoine), 1867-1928 -- Hartley, Elizabeth -- J.M. Dent & Sons -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)
xii, 265 p., [1] folded leaf of plates : ill., 1 folded map ; 18 cm.
2nd ed.
Series: Mediaeval towns -- Mediaeval town series.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 260-262) and index.
Publisher’s cloth binding with gold stamping
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskets DP402.S4 G2 1910 (NLO)

69888 Seville (Spain) - Pictorial works - 1593

Hispalis. [Cologne: s.n., ca. 1593, i.e. ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1609 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Hoefnagel, Joris, 1542-1601 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : hand col. ; 36 x 50 cm.
Derived from a 1593 drawing by Joris Hoefnagel; see R.A. Skelton’s Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.
Added title at top in uppercase lettering : Sevilla.
Includes references A-I, and K-T.
Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Hispalis.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135.B8 1573, v. 5, pl. 7 (PrCt)

69889 Seville (Spain) - Pictorial works - 1620

Hispalis, Seuilla Taraphae, celebre et percutestum in Hispania ... [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1609 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : hand col. ; 10 x 47 cm. on sheet 41 x 51 cm.
Added title: Sevilla.
Anonymous view.
On same sheet with: Cadiz, olim Gades, eiusdem nominis Insulae oppidum nobile ... -- Malace maritimum, Hispaniae baeticae, oppressum ... .
Latin letterpress text on verso under added titles: Hispalis -- Caliz olim Gades -- Malaga.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135.B8 1573, v. 1, pl. 2 (PrCt)

69890 Seville (Spain) - Pictorial works - 1620

Sevilla. [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1609 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : hand col. ; 36 x 48 cm.
Anonymous view.
Includes references 1-40.
Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Hispalis.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135.B8 1573, v. 4, pl. 2 (PrCt)

69891 Seville (Spain) - Pictorial works - 1680

Seuilla / Francesco Ambrosio inc. [S.l. s.n., ca. 1680?].
Authors: Ambrosi, Francesco -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : hand col. ; 322 x 473 mm. (neat line), 367 x 485 mm. (plate mark)
Title in oversize uppercase lettering at top.
Added title in bottom margin: Sevilla, ciudad arcobispal y capital de lo rey de Andaluzcia en Espana la qual antiguamente se llamava Hispalis.
Bottom margin also includes references 1-37 in 10 columns.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
I36 Novacco 4F 193 (PrCt)
69892 Seville (Spain) - Tourism - 1960
Spain : Sevilla. Sevilla : Subsecretaria de Turismo, [ca. 1960s].
Authors: Subsecretaria de Turismo
1 leaflet (3-fold) : photos ; 23 x 10 cm
Travel Vertical File G6564 .S8 1960 .S9 (PrCt)

69893 Seward Peninsula (Alaska) - Maps - 1903 -
Gold mines and mining - Seward Peninsula (Alaska) - Maps - 1903 - Trails - Seward Peninsula (Alaska) - Maps - 1903 - Postal service - Gold mines and mining - Seward Peninsula (Alaska) - Maps - 1903 - Trails - Seward Peninsula (Alaska) - Maps - 1903 - Postal service - Seward Peninsula (Alaska) - Maps - 1903
Map of Seward Peninsula, the Arctic gold fields of Alaska. [Alaska?] : F.J. Monroe, 1903.
Authors: Monroe, F. J.
1 map : col. ; 42 x 57 cm.
Added title: Revised precinct map of Seward Peninsula, the Arctic gold fields of Alaska.
"Showing precinct boundaries, recording offices, post offices, trails & road houses."
Scale [1:506,880]. 8 miles to the inch
Coordinates: (W 168°00'--W 161°00' ; N 66°30'--N 64°30').
Relief shown by hachures and spot heights.
86-91109
4282
map4F G4372.S4 1903 .M6 (PrCt)

69894 Seward Peninsula (Alaska) - Maps - 1904 -
Map of Seward Peninsula, the Arctic gold fields of Alaska : showing precinct boundaries, recording offices, post offices, trails & road houses / compiled by F.J. Monroe. [Alaska?] : F.J. Monroe, c1904.
Authors: Monroe, F. J. -- Northwestern Steamship Company -- Northwestern Commercial Company -- General F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 58 cm, folded to 17 x 9 cm.
"December 1903."
Scale [1:506,880]. 8 miles to the inch
Coordinates: (W 168°00'--W 161°00' ; N 66°30'--N 64°30').
Relief shown by hachures and spot heights.
Forms part of the Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection at the Newberry Library.

Fitzgerald G4372.S4 1903 .M66 (NLO)

69895 Sextant - History - 1931
The Godfrey Sextant. 1931.
Authors: Long, A. T.
From Hydrographic Review 16 (1931): 61-64..
BHC 1672
Vert 1256 (PrCt)

69896 Sgrooten, Christian, 1532-1608
Chretien Sgrooten, cartographe. 1923.
Authors: Ortroy, Fernand Gratien, 1856-
From Académie royale d'archéologie de Belgique (Antwerp), Annales 71 (7th ser., vol. 1, 1923):
150-306.
BHC 2481
Vert 2026 (PrCt)

69897 Sgrooten, Christian, ca.1525-1603
Les Deux atlas manuscrits de Chretien Sgrooten. [Renaix, 1907].
Authors: Bayot, Alphonse, 1876-1937 -- Revue des bibliothèques et archives de belgique (1907) p. 183-204 ; 25 cm.
In: Revue des bibliothèques et archives de belgique 5 (1907): 183-204.
Z 007 .803, v. 5, p. 183-204 (PrCt)

69898 Sgrooten, Christian, ca.1525-1603
Authors: Hoff, Bert van 't, 1900-
Duplicate copy (reduced photocopies): Vert 3174, no. 10.
map9C 1, p. 5-13 (PrCt)

69899 Sgrooten, Christian, ca.1525-1603
[Notes on Christian Sgrooten]. [Chicago, 198-?].
Authors: Karrow, Robert W.
1 file folder ; 25 x 30 cm.
Bibliographical notes, photocopies of maps, and drafts used in the preparation of the chapter on Christian Sgrooten in: Karrow, Mapmakers of the sixteenth century and their maps (1993).
Vert 3175 (PrCt)

69900 Sgrooten, Christian, ca.1525-1603. [Atlas of Germany and the Low Countries] (1573)
Describes Christian Sgrooten's manuscript atlas of Germany and the Low Countries (Karrow, Mapmakers of the 16th Century, 70/A, p. 487-490).
Originally published in: Tijdschrift van het
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)
Koninklijk Nederlandsch Aardrijkskundig
Map Ref GA101 .A2, v. 8, p. 343-354 (PrCt)
69901 Sgrooten, Christian, ca.1525-1603. Deliniatio
sinus Meridionalis Maris, vulgo de Zuyderzee
(1573)
Christiaen Sgrootens kaert fan Fryslân (1573).
[Assen, Netherlands : Fryske Akademy, 1953].
Authors: Kalma, J. J. -- It Beaken (1953)
p. 33-39 ;
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3174, no. 5.
X 01979 .083, v. 15, p. 33-39 (PrCt)
69902 Sgrooten, Christian, ca.1525-1603. [Maps of
Austria] (1573)
S'Grootens Karte von Österreich. [Wien :
Österreichische Geographische Gesellschaft,
1961].
Authors: Kuchar, Karel, 1906- -- Mitteilungen der
Österreichischen Geographischen Gesellschaft
(1961)
p. 178-183 : maps ; 24 cm.
Photocopies from: Mitteilungen der
Österreichischen Geographischen Gesellschaft
Vert 3174, no. 3 (PrCt)
69903 Sgrooten, Christian, ca.1525-1603. [Maps of
the Netherlands] (1557-1595)<<>>Sgroten,
Christiaan, ca.1525-1603 SEE Sgrooten,
Christian, ca.1525-1603<<>>Grooten,
Christian s’, ca.1525-1603 SEE Sgrooten,
Christian, ca.1525-1603<<>>Sgrooten,
Chrétien, ca.1525-1603 SEE Sgrooten,
Christian, ca.1525-1603<<>>Schrootz,
Christian, ca.1525-1603 SEE Sgrooten,
Christian, ca.1525-1603<<>>Scroot, Christian,
ca.1525-1603 SEE Sgrooten, Christian,
ca.1525-1603<<>>Sgrothen, Christian,
ca.1525-1603 SEE Sgrooten, Christian,
ca.1525-1603<<>>Schrotenus, Christian,
ca.1525-1603 SEE Sgrooten, Christian,
ca.1525-1603<<>>Schrott, Christian,
ca.1525-1603 SEE Sgrooten, Christian,
ca.1525-1603<<>>Sgrooten, Christiaan,
ca.1525-1603 SEE Sgrooten, Christian,
ca.1525-1603<<>>Schrotenius, Christian,
ca.1525-1603 SEE Sgrooten, Christian,
ca.1525-1603<<>>Sgrothenius, Christian,
ca.1525-1603 SEE Sgrooten, Christian,
ca.1525-1603
Authors: Fockema Andreae, S. J. (Sybrandus
Johannes), 1904-1968 -- Sgrooten, Christian,
ca.1525-1603. Kaarten van de Nederlanden
(1961) -- Sgroten, Christiaan, ca.1525-1603 SEE
Sgrooten, Christian, ca.1525-1603 -- Grooten,
Christian s ca. 1525-1603 SEE Sgrooten
Christian ca. 1525-1603 -- Sgrooten, Chrétien ca.
1525-1603 SEE Sgrooten Christian ca.
1525-1603 -- Schrootz, Christian ca. 1525-1603

SEE Sgrooten Christian ca. 1525-1603 -- Scroot,
Christian ca. 1525-1603 SEE Sgrooten Christian
ca. 1525-1603 -- Sgrothen, Christian ca.
1525-1603 SEE Sgrooten Christian ca.
1525-1603 -- Schrotenus, Christian ca.
1525-1603 SEE Sgrooten Christian ca.
1525-1603 -- Schrott, Christian ca. 1525-1603
SEE Sgrooten Christian ca. 1525-1603 -Sgrooten, Christiaan ca. 1525-1603 SEE
Sgrooten Christian ca. 1525-1603 -- Schrotenius,
Christian ca. 1525-1603 SEE Sgrooten Christian
ca. 1525-1603 -- Sgrothenius, Christian ca.
1525-1603 SEE Sgrooten Christian ca.
1525-1603
p. 1-4 ; 51 cm.
In: Sgrooten, Christian. Kaarten van de
Duplicate copy (reduced photocopies): Vert 3174,
no. 10.
Map9C 1, p. 1-4 (PrCt)
69904 Sgrooten, Christian, ca.1525-1603. Nova
celeberrimi dvcatvs Geldriae (1564)
Christiaan Sgroten's kaart van Gelderland c.
1564 (1601). [Arnhem : Gouda Quint [etc.],
1957].
Authors: Hoff, Bert van 't, 1900-1979 -- Bijdragen
en Mededeelingen (1957) -- Gelre, Vereeniging
tot Beoefening van Geldersche Geschiedenis,
Oudheidkunde en Recht
p. 212-220 ; 24 cm.
Photocopies from: Bijdragen en Mededeelingen
66 (1957): 212-220.
Serves as an introduction to the facsimile of the
Vert 3174, no. 6 (PrCt)
69905 Sgrooten, Christian, ca.1525-1603. Nova
totius Germaniae (1565?)<<>>Tyrol (Austria) Maps - 1565
Die Darstellung Tirols auf der Deutschlandkarte
des Christian Schrott (Sgrothenius) 1565. [Wien :
Österreichische geographische Gesellschaft,
1927].
Authors: Srbik, Robert, Ritter von -- Mitteilungen
der Geographischen gesellschaft in Wien (1927)
-- Von Srbik, Robert, Ritter SEE Srbik, Robert,
Ritter von
p. 19-30, 127-143 ; 23 cm.
Photocopies from: Mitteilungen der
Geographischen gesellschaft in Wien 70 (1927):
19-30, 127-43.
Vert 3174, no. 1 (PrCt)
69906 Sgrooten, Christian, ca.1525-1603. Superioris
Hollandiae pars (1573)<<>>Cartography Biesbosch (Netherlands) - History
De Biesbos door Chr. Sgroten (ca. 1570).
[Amsterdam ; Leiden : E.J. Brill, 1962].
Authors: Fockema Andreae, S. J. (Sybrandus
Johannes), 1904-1968 -- Nederlandsch
Aardrijkskundig Genootschap. Tijdschrift (1962)
p. 1-2 ; 24 cm.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.


Vert 3174, no. 9 (PrCt)

69907 Shackelford County (Tex.) - Maps - 1879 - Landowners<>>>Counties - Maps<>>>Landowners - Maps
[Shackelford County (Tex.) - 1879: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche], [Washington, D.C.] : LC G&M Division, [1893?].
Authors: Texas. General Land Office -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 21 x 17 in. Scale 1:133,320.
Originally compiled 1879.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 1125 (PrCt)

69908 Shaded relief maps
A Method for producing shaded relief from areal slope data. 1946.
Authors: Robinson, Arthur Howard, 1915-2004
Pp. 248-252 ; map ; 27 cm.
Vert 135, no. 2 (PrCt)

Scenes of Shakespeare’s plays [map]. [S.I. s.n., ca. 1930].
Authors: Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 11 x 17 cm.
Identifies the sites of Hamlet, Alls well that ends well, The Winters tale, Measure for measure, The Merchant of Venice, Twelfth night, Julius Caesar, A Midsummer night’s dream, Comedy of errors, and Antony and Cleopatra.
Incomplete and lacking imprint; trimmed from unidentified text.
Mounted on backing sheet; verso includes descriptive text obscured by backing.
Previously bound with a collection of pictorial maps in binders labeled “Points of Interest.”
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 190.46 l (PrCt)

69910 Shanghai (China) - Historical geography - Maps - 1999<>>>Shanghai (China) - Maps - 1999<>>>Historical atlases
Shanghai li shi di tu ji / Zhou Zhenhe zhu bian ; Shanghai shi ce hui yuan zhi zuo. Shanghai:
Shanghai ren min chu ban she, 1999.
Authors: Zhou, Zhenhe -- Shanghai Shi ce hui yuan -- Shanghai ren min chu ban she -- Long, John Hamilton
1 atlas (157 p.) ; col. maps ; 37 cm.
Edition: Di 1 ban
Language: Fu: Shang-hai li shi di tu ji ; Zhou Zhenhe zhu bian ; Shanghai shi ce hui yuan zhi zuo. Shanghai : Shanghai ren min chu ban she, 1999.

Shanghai li shi di tu ji / Zhou Zhenhe zhu bian ; Shanghai shi ce hui yuan zhi zuo. Shanghai:
Shanghai ren min chu ban she, 1999.
Authors: Zhou, Zhenhe -- Shanghai Shi ce hui yuan -- Shanghai ren min chu ban she -- Long, John Hamilton
1 atlas (157 p.) ; col. maps ; 37 cm.
Edition: Di 1 ban
Language: Fu: Shang-hai li shi di tu ji ; Zhou Zhenhe zhu bian ; Shanghai shi ce hui yuan zhi zuo. Shanghai : Shanghai ren min chu ban she, 1999.

Shanghai li shi di tu ji / Zhou Zhenhe zhu bian ; Shanghai shi ce hui yuan zhi zuo. Shanghai:
Shanghai ren min chu ban she, 1999.
Authors: Zhou, Zhenhe -- Shanghai Shi ce hui yuan -- Shanghai ren min chu ban she -- Long, John Hamilton
1 atlas (157 p.) ; col. maps ; 37 cm.
Edition: Di 1 ban
Language: Fu: Shang-hai li shi di tu ji ; Zhou Zhenhe zhu bian ; Shanghai shi ce hui yuan zhi zuo. Shanghai : Shanghai ren min chu ban she, 1999.

Shanghai li shi di tu ji / Zhou Zhenhe zhu bian ; Shanghai shi ce hui yuan zhi zuo. Shanghai:
Shanghai ren min chu ban she, 1999.
Authors: Zhou, Zhenhe -- Shanghai Shi ce hui yuan -- Shanghai ren min chu ban she -- Long, John Hamilton
1 atlas (157 p.) ; col. maps ; 37 cm.
Edition: Di 1 ban
Language: Fu: Shang-hai li shi di tu ji ; Zhou Zhenhe zhu bian ; Shanghai shi ce hui yuan zhi zuo. Shanghai : Shanghai ren min chu ban she, 1999.

Shanghai li shi di tu ji / Zhou Zhenhe zhu bian ; Shanghai shi ce hui yuan zhi zuo. Shanghai:
Shanghai ren min chu ban she, 1999.
Authors: Zhou, Zhenhe -- Shanghai Shi ce hui yuan -- Shanghai ren min chu ban she -- Long, John Hamilton
1 atlas (157 p.) ; col. maps ; 37 cm.
Edition: Di 1 ban
Language: Fu: Shang-hai li shi di tu ji ; Zhou Zhenhe zhu bian ; Shanghai shi ce hui yuan zhi zuo. Shanghai : Shanghai ren min chu ban she, 1999.

Shanghai li shi di tu ji / Zhou Zhenhe zhu bian ; Shanghai shi ce hui yuan zhi zuo. Shanghai:
Shanghai ren min chu ban she, 1999.
Authors: Zhou, Zhenhe -- Shanghai Shi ce hui yuan -- Shanghai ren min chu ban she -- Long, John Hamilton
1 atlas (157 p.) ; col. maps ; 37 cm.
Edition: Di 1 ban
Language: Fu: Shang-hai li shi di tu ji ; Zhou Zhenhe zhu bian ; Shanghai shi ce hui yuan zhi zuo. Shanghai : Shanghai ren min chu ban she, 1999.

Shanghai li shi di tu ji / Zhou Zhenhe zhu bian ; Shanghai shi ce hui yuan zhi zuo. Shanghai:
Shanghai ren min chu ban she, 1999.
Authors: Zhou, Zhenhe -- Shanghai Shi ce hui yuan -- Shanghai ren min chu ban she -- Long, John Hamilton
1 atlas (157 p.) ; col. maps ; 37 cm.
Edition: Di 1 ban
Language: Fu: Shang-hai li shi di tu ji ; Zhou Zhenhe zhu bian ; Shanghai shi ce hui yuan zhi zuo. Shanghai : Shanghai ren min chu ban she, 1999.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

oversize F 9258 .086 (NLO)


69918  Shelburne (N.S.) - Maps - 1864 - Landowners Counties - Maps Topographical township map of Shelburne County... [Halifax, N.S. Nova Scotia Department of Lands and Forests, 1981]. Authors: Church, A. F. (Ambrose Finson), 1836-1920 1 map ; on 2 sheets 90 x 168 cm. or smaller. Facsimile of map originally published 1864; reproduced from original in Department of Lands and Forests, Halifax, N. S. Scale ca. 1:63,360. Shows landowners in towns as well as rural areas; includes business directories, town insets. Includes inset of Nova Scotia. M294 map6F G3421.G46 1864 .C5 Shelburne (PrCt)


69921  Shelby County (Ill.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners Counties - Maps Landowners - Maps

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Family maps of Shelby County, Illinois : with homesteads, roads, waterways, towns, cemeteries, railroads, and more. Norman, Okla. Arphax Pub. Co., 2007. Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960- -- Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.) 386 p. : maps ; 28 cm. 1st ed. 'Deluxe edition.' Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov). '3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.' Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township). Includes indexes. Series: Family maps ISBN 1420305190 ; 9781420305197 ; 1420305204 ; 9781420305203 Local History Ref F547.S6 B69 2007 (NLO)


69926 Shelby County (Ind.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners<>Counties - Maps<>Landowners - Maps


Authors: Ludewig, 1837 -- Beers Publishing Co., 1880.

1st ed.

Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov). '3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.' Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).

Includes indexes.

ISBN 1420300504

Local History Ref F532.S5 B69 2005 (NLO)

69927 Shelby County (Ind.) - Maps - 1866 - Landowners<>Counties - Maps<>Landowners - Maps


69928 Shelby County (Ind.) - Maps - 1880 - Landowners<>Shelby County (Ind.) - Pictorial works - 1880<>Counties - Maps<>Landowners - Maps


69929 Shelby County (Mo.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners<>Counties - Maps<>Landowners - Maps


Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960- -- Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)

1st ed.

'Deluxe edition.' Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov). '3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.' Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).

Includes indexes.

Series: Family maps

ISBN 142030500X ; 9781420305005

Local History Ref F472.S5 B69 2007 (NLO)

69930 Shelby County (Mo.) - Maps - 1878 - Landowners<>Counties - Maps<>Landowners - Maps


Authors: Edwards Brothers, Philadelphia -- Edwards Brothers of Missouri -- Wilham & Corbin Books

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

69931 Shelby County (Mo.) - Maps - 1902 - Landowners

Shelby County (Mo.) - Maps
Standard atlas of Shelby County, Missouri / compiled and published by Geo. A. Ogle & Co.
Authors: Geo. A. Ogle & Co.
1 atlas (73, xxii p.) : ill., maps (some col.), col. plans, ports. ; 46 cm.
Cover title: Atlas, Shelby County, Missouri, 1902. Includes indexes.
Scales vary.

69932 Shelby County (Ohio) - Maps - 1865 - Landowners

Shelby County (Ohio) - Maps
Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 6 parts; 4 are 21 x 16 in. each and 2 are 21 x 17 in. each. Scale: 1:42,240.
Originally published 1865.
Microfiche 583, no. 676 (PrCc)

69933 Shelby County (Ohio) - Maps - 1875-1900 - Landowners

Shelby County (Ohio) - Maps
Combination atlas map of Shelby County, Ohio / compiled, drawn and published from personal examinations and surveys. Evansville, Ind. Unigraphic, 1975.
2 atlases in 1 v. (ill., ports., maps) ; 36 cm.
Spine title: Atlas map and directory of Shelby County, Ohio.
Index in pocket in back of book.
80-46819
folio G1398.S5 P3 1875a (NLO)

69934 Shelby County (Ohio) - Maps - 1974 -

Landowners

Cf. Phillips 2097.
oversize G1438.S75 l4 1986 (NLO)

69935 Shelby County (Tenn.) - Maps - 1888 - Landowners

Shelby County (Tenn.) - Maps
Authors: Williamson, M. T. -- Library of Congress.
Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 6 parts; 3 are 28.5 x 22 in. each and 3 are 29.5 x 22 in. each. Scale 1:31,680.
Originally published Memphis: M.T. Williamson, 1888.
Microfiche 583, no. 879 (PrCc)

69936 Shelby County (Tex.) - Maps - 1880 - Landowners

Shelby County (Tex.) - Maps
Authors: Town & Country Publishing Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (32 p.) : 19 maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
Includes index to owners, business directory, and city street maps
Advertisements on cover and interspersed.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G4083.S5G46 1974 .T6 (NLO)

69937 Shelby County (Tex.) - Maps - 1897 - Landowners

Shelby County (Tex.) - Maps
Authors: Texas. General Land Office -- Library of Congress.
Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 19 x 24.5 in. Scale 1:133,320.
Originally compiled 1880.
Microfiche 583, no. 1126 (PrCc)
Sheridan County (Kan.) - Maps - 1906-1907 -
Landowners<>Counties -
Maps<>Landowners - Maps
Standard atlas of Sheridan County, Kansas,
including a plat book of the villages, cities, and
townships of the county. Map of the state. United
States, and world ... Chicago : Geo. A. Ogle &
Co., 1906-1907.
Authors: Geo. A. Ogle & Co.
1 atlas (2 p. l., 7-79, xxii p. incl. 32 col. maps, ill.) ; 46 cm.
Phillips 4700.
LeGear. Atlases of the United States, 1464
LC Card Number: 2001626317
oversize F 92581 .642 (NLO)

Sherman, William T. (William Tecumseh),
1820-1891 - Map use<>Fort Laramie, Treaty of, 1868
Personnel of the Indian Peace Commission.
1867.
Authors: Army and Navy journal
2 leaves
Photocopy from: Army and Navy journal 5 (7
December 1867): 251.
Includes section on General Sherman's use of
maps.
Ayer Modern MS Karro, box 2, folder 15, no. 7 (PrCl)

Sherman, William Tecumseh, 1820-1891 - Map
collections
Old Tecumseh Sherman's maps : He spends
much time going over them every day. Chicago,
1890.
Authors: New York Sun -- Chicago tribune
2 p.
Photocopy of story in the Chicago Daily Tribune
(12 Jan. 1890), p. 6, with by-line of New York Sun.
Discusses a visit to the General's home and the
'huge scrap-books' in which he keeps over 200
printed and manuscript maps relating to his
campaigns.
Vert 798 (PrCl)

Shetland (Scotland) - Maps - 1560
Estland. [Venice? s.n., 156-?].
Authors: Zeno, Niccolò, 1515-1565 -- Lange,
Otto, 1879-1944 -- Franco Novacco Map
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 242 x 178 mm. (neat line), 243 x 186
mm. (plate mark)
Derived from Niccolò Zeno's Carta de navegar
(1558); Karrow 85/1.3.
Title from oversize lettering in uppercase.
Includes blank cartouche in upper left, 56 x 47
mm.
Royal Scottish Geographical Society. The Early
Tooley 197.
Ex O. Lange.

Shetland (Scotland) - Maps - 1693 - Coasts -
Nautical charts<>Bressay (Scotland) -
Maps - 1693 - Coasts - Nautical
charts<>Bressay (Scotland) - 1693 -
Coasts<>Nautical charts
Part of the maine island of Shetland / H. Moll
sculp. [London : s.n., 1693].
Authors: Collins, Greenville, fl. 1669-1698 -- Moll,
Herman, -1732 -- Nottingham, Daniel Finch, Earl
of, 1647-1730 -- Collins, Greenville, fl. 1669-1698.
Great Britain's coasting-pilot ... (1693) -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Finch,
Daniel, Earl of Nottingham, 1647-1730 SEE
Nottingham, Daniel Finch, Earl of, 1647-1730 --
Earle, Daniel, of Nottingham, 1647-1730 SEE
Nottingham, Daniel Finch, Earl of, 1647-1730
1 map ; 45 x 56 cm.
Includes dedication to "the Rt. Honorable Daniel
Earle of Nottingham ... by Capt. Greenville Collins
... ".
Covers Bressay Island and part of the southern
coast of Shetland.
Inset (7 x 8 cm.): [Northern continuation].
Oriented with north at right.
In: Collins, Greenville. Great Britain's
costing-pilot ... (London : Printed by Freeman
Collins, and are to be sold by Richard Mount,
1693), part 2, [plate 44]
No engraved plate no.; ms. no. 44 verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
References: C. Verner, "Captain Collins' coasting
pilot : a cartobibliographical analysis" in Map
Collectors' Circle. Map Collectors' serie
1730 SEE

Shetland (Scotland) - Maps - 1693 - Coasts -
Nautical charts<>Estland (Scotland) -
69950

Shetland (Scotland) - Maps - 1693 - Coasts -
Nautical charts<>Estland (Scotland) - 1693 -
Coasts<>Nautical charts
The South part of the isles of Shetland. [London :
s.n., 1693].
Authors: Collins, Greenville, fl. 1669-1698 --
Colson, John, 1680-1760 -- Collins, Greenville, fl.
1669-1698. Great Britain's coasting-pilot ... (1693) -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 43 x 56 cm.
Includes dedication to "Mr. John Colson, teacher
of the mathematicks in London by Capt.
Greenville Collins".
Inset (3 x 4 cm.): [Northern continuation].
Oriented with north at right.
In: Collins, Greenville. Great Britain's
costing-pilot ... (London : Printed by Freeman

Microfiche 583, no. 374 (PrCt)
Collins, and are to be sold by Richard Mount, 1693), part 2, [plate 43]
Engraved letter W at upper right; ms. no. 43 verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes oversize G1811.P5 C6 1693, part 2, [plate 43] (PrCt)**

**Shetland (Scotland) - Maps - 1749 - Coasts - Nautical charts**
Shetland (Scotland) - Maps - 1749 - Coasts - Nautical charts Nautical charts - Shetland (Scotland) - 1749 - Coasts - Nautical charts Bressay (Scotland) - 1749 - Coasts - Nautical charts

Part of the maine island of Shetland / H. Moll sculp. [London : s.n., 1749].
Authors: Collins, Greenville, fl. 1669-1698 -- Moll, Herman, -1732 -- Nottingham, Daniel Finch, Earl of, 1647-1730 -- Collins, Greenville, fl. 1669-1698.

Great Britain’s coasting-pilot ... (1749) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 45 x 56 cm.
Includes dedication to “the Rt. Honorable Daniel Earle of Nottingham ... by Capt. Greenville Collins ... “.
Covers Bressay Island and part of the southern coast of Shetland.
Inset (8 x 8 cm.): [Northern continuation].
 Oriented with north at right.
In: Collins, Greenville. Great Britain’s coasting-pilot ... (London : Printed by William and John Mount and Thomas Page, 1749), [plate 47].
Engraved letter T at upper left.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes oversize G1811.P5 C6 1749, [plate 47] (PrCt)**

**Shetland (Scotland) - Maps - 1802 - Isles of Scilly (England) - Maps - 1802 - Guernsey (Channel Islands) - Maps - 1802 Remote British Isles. [London]: Cadell and Davies [et al], 1802 [i.e. 1807].
Authors: Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826 -- Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Lowry, fl. 1802-1807 -- Donnelly, Ross, fl. 1797 -- Dobree, Nicholas -- Cadell & Davies -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826. Modern geography ... (1807) 3 maps ; 11 x 20 cm. and smaller ; on sheet 28 x 22 cm.
Arrowsmith directrix."
'1. From Donelly and others. 2. From various charts. 3. From Debee.'
Added map titles: Shetland Islands -- Islands of Scilly -- Jersey and Guernsey.
'Published March 1st, 1802 ... .'
In: Pinkerton, John. Modern geography, a description of the empires, kingdoms, states, and colonies ... (London : T. Cadell and W. Davies ; Marshall, Thomas K. -- Donnelly, Ross, fl. 1797 -- Dobree, Nicholas -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 2 maps, 11 x 19 cm. and 13 x 19 cm.
In: Arrowsmith, Aaron. A New and elegant general atlas comprising all the new discoveries, to the present time ... (Philadelphia [etc.] : J. Conrad & Co., 1804). 1804 pl. 7
Ayer 135 .A65 1804 pl. 7 (PrCt)

Authors: Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823. A New and elegant general atlas comprising all the new discoveries, to the present time ... (1804) -- John Conrad & Co. -- Marshall, Thomas K. -- Donnelly, Ross, fl. 1797 -- Dobree, Nicholas -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 2 maps, 11 x 19 cm. and 13 x 19 cm.
In: Arrowsmith, Aaron. A New and elegant general atlas comprising all the new discoveries, to the present time ... (Philadelphia [etc.] : J. Conrad & Co. [and others], 1804) pl. 7
Ayer 135 .A65 1804 pl. 7 (PrCt)

**Shetland (Scotland) - Maps - 1807 - Scotland - Maps - 1807 - Orkney (Scotland) - Maps - 1807 A Map of Scotland ... 1807 [i.e. 1816?].
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).

Includes indexes.

Series: Family maps
ISBN 1420307304 ; 9781420307306
Local History Ref F572.S7 B69 2007 (NLO)

[Shiawassee County (Mich.) - 1859: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche];
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps

Microfiche 583, no. 328 (PrCt)

Authors: W.W. Hixson & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([16] leaves) : 17 maps ; 22 x 28 cm. + map (36 x 32 cm. folded to 19 x 16 cm.)
Cover title.
Folded map of county attached to leaf [1].
Scale not given.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 14815

Baskes folio G4113.S7G46 1930 .W9 (NLO)

Authors: Thompson, Atwell -- Shiloh National Military Park Commission -- United States. War Department
1 map : blueprint, hand col. ; 51 x 63 cm., folded to quarto (4o)
'Drawn by Atwell Thompson, Engineer in Charge.'

'Prepared under the direction of the Secretary of War; by the Shiloh National Military Park Commission from the official reports and maps of the contending armies.'
Binder's title: Shiloh battlefield.
Scale [ca. 1:15,000].
Blueprint map showing Union Army in yellow and Confederate Army in red.
Relief shown by hachures.
Oriented with north at bottom right.

G 10834 .8 (NLO)

Map of Shiloh battlefield positions on the first day, April 6, 1862. Prepared under the direction of the Secretary of War by the Shiloh National Military Park Commission from the official reports and maps of the contending armies.
Authors: Thompson, Atwell -- Shiloh National Military Park Commission -- United States. War Department
1 map : blueprint ; on sheet 49 x 63 cm., folded to quarto (4o)
Drawn by Atwell Thompson.
Binder's title: Shiloh battlefield.
Scale 1:15,840.
Legend in margin.

G 10834 .8 (NLO)

Authors: McElfresh Map Co. -- McElfresh, Earl B. -- Thompson, Atwell -- Bearss, Edwin C.
1 map : col. ; 52 x 41 cm.
Col. printed reproduction of watercolor original (20th-century painting).
This map was drawn in general conformity with what is known as the Atwell Thompson map completed in 1900. An historical base map prepared by Edwin C. Bearss in 1972 for the National Park Service was an invaluable aid....' Shows land use, vegetation cover, and farmers' names as in 1862. Does not show military locations.
map4F G3962.S5G4 1862 M3 (PrCt)

69966 Shimoda-shi (Japan) - Maps - 1854 - Harbors>>United States Naval Expedition to Japan (1852-1854) - Maps - 1854>>Simoda (Japan) SEE Shimoda-shi (Japan)
Shimoda Harbor, Id. of Nippon / surveyed by order of Commodore M.C. Perry, U.S.N. in 1854 ; W.
Authors: United States Naval Expedition to Japan (1852-1854) -- Perry, Matthew Calbraith, 1794-1858 -- Perry, Matthew Calbraith, 1794-1858. Narrative of the expedition of an American squadron to the China Seas and Japan (1856) -- Hawks, Francis L. (Francis Lister), 1798-1866 -- Boell, William -- D. Appleton and Company -- Trübner & Co.
1 map ; 22 x 30 cm.
In: Perry, Matthew Calbraith. Narrative of the expedition of an American squadron to the China seas and Japan: performed in the years 1852, 1853, and 1854 / compiled ... by Francis L. Hawks (New York : D. Appleton and Co. ; London : Trübner & Co., 1856), opposite page 479.
Scale [ca. 1:18,335].
Relief shown by hachures; soundings in fathoms.
Case DS809 .P45 1856, opposite page 479 (PrCt)

69967
Authors: Buisseret, David -- Newberry Library -- Chicago Maritime Society
[41] p. : ill. ; 27 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [40]).
This copy annotated in pencil with Newberry call numbers.
LC Card Number: 86201769
ISBN 0001128331 (pbk.)
Map Ref folio Z881.C525 N48 1986 (NLO)

69969
Authors: Lloyd's (Firm) -- Lloyd's of London Press -- Edward Stanford Ltd. -- Lloyd's of London SEE Lloyd's (Firm)
11th ed.
Maps by Edward Stanford, Ltd.
Includes "Geographical list of ports and shipping places of the world" and index.
Gift Newberry Book Fair, 2011.
ISBN 0904093298.
To Collection Services for cataloging, July 2011 (PrCt)

69970
Authors: Lloyd's (Firm) -- Lloyd's of London Press -- Edward Stanford Ltd. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([118] p.) : 19 col. maps ; 29 cm.
13th ed.
Preface in English, French, German, and Spanish.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
ISBN 0907432018 ; 9780907432012
Baskes folio G2801.P54 L5 1981 (NLO)

69971
Ships, Ancient >> Ships - History >> Seamanship - History
Authors: Casson, Lionel, 1914- xxviii, 441 p. : ill., plans ; 24 cm.
Bibliography: p. 371-381.
5A 6893 (NLO)

69972
Ships - Europe - History - Slides >> Cartography in art - Slides >> Maps in art
Authors: Smith, Roger -- Hermon Dunlap Smith

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
69980 Shipwrecks - Michigan, Lake - History<>Michigan, Lake - Maps - Shipwrecks<>Shipwrecks - Michigan, Lake - Maps
Authors: Shelak, Benjamin J.
xi, 220 p. : ill., maps ; 23 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 202-206) and index.
LC Card Number: 2002114603
ISBN 1931599211 ; 9781931599214
G525 .S5155 2003 (NLO)

69982 Shkodër Region (Albania) - Maps - 1574<<Shkodër (Albania) - Maps - 1574<<Adriatic Coast (Balkan Peninsula) - Maps - 1574
[Map of the Shkodër region in Albania], [Venice? Giovanni Francesco Camocio?, 1574?].
Authors: Camocio, Giovanni Francesco, 16th cent. -- Camocio, Giovanni Francesco, 16th cent. [Isole famose porti, fortezze, e terre maritlime sottoposte alla Ser.ma Sig.ria di Venetia ad altri principi christiani, et al Sig.or Turco] [1574?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 16 x 22 cm.
Relief shown pictorially.
City of "Scvtari" (latter-day Shkodër) prominently identified at top center.
Blank cartouche at bottom center.
For 1605 manuscript apparently derived from this earlier printed map, see: Tarnowsky, Christof. Scutari principal forteza in Albania e chiaue della Macedonia (1605) [Novacco 2F 208 sheet 2 of 3] Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
VAULT Baskes folio G1955 .C3 1574, [plate 17] (PrCt)

69983 Shkodër Region (Albania) - Maps - 1605 - Manuscripts<>Shkodër (Albania) - Maps - 1605 - Manuscripts<>Adriatic Coast (Balkan Peninsula) - Maps - 1605 - Manuscripts<>Manuscript maps<>Scutari Region (Albania) SEE Shkodër Region (Albania)<>Scutari (Albania) SEE Shkodër (Albania)
Scutari principal forteza in Albania e chiaue della Macedonia / fatta da Christofaro Tarnowskij. 1605.
Authors: Tarnowsky, Christof, fl. 1605-1625 -- Camocio, Giovanni Francesco, 16th cent. -- Camocio, Giovanni Francesco, 16th cent. [Map of the Shkodër region in Albania] [1574?] -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library) 1 ms. map ; on sheet remargined to 365 x 447 mm.
"Alli 28 d'Agosto 1605."
Title and date on verso.
Shows fortress of Scutari and surrounding region.
Oriented with north at left.
Relief shown pictorially.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Manuscript apparently derived from earlier printed map: Camocio, Giovanni Francesco. [Map of the Shkodër region in Albania]. Printed map forms part of Camocio's [Isole famose porti, fortezze, e terre maritime sottoposte alla Ser.ma Sig.ria di Venetia ad altri principi christiani, et al Sig.or Turco] [Venice? : Giovanni Francesco Camocio?, 1574?]. [plate 17] [VAULT Baskes folio G1955 .C3 1574].

Manuscript forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).


ms11 Novacco 2F 208 sheet 2 of 3 (PrCt)


SEE Shoshone National Forest (Wyo.) AND Washakie Wilderness (Wyo.)


1 map ; on sheet trimmed to 99 x 70 cm. Title from printed paste-on section at bottom left. Imperfect; bottom and right margins trimmed away, probably resulting in loss of the following text: "Compiled at District Office, Denver, 1926 ... by L.S. Good. Traced by L.S. Good, 1926."; cf. OCLC 45004212.

Scale [ca. 1:253,440] Coordinates: (W 110°00'--W 108°40'/N 44°00'--N 42°30').

[Polyconic projection]

"Sixth principal meridian."

Washakie National Forest was abolished and lands transferred to Shoshone National Forest in 1945.

map6F G4262.S5 1926 .U5 (PrCt)

69985 Shreveport (La.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps<<>>Road maps

Shreveport EasyFinder : Local street detail.


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. EasyFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; fold. to 24 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Uniform title: EasyFinder

Laminated.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

ISBN 0528854348

RMcN Road Map 2005 ShrLA (PrCt)


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- NAVTEQ (Firm) -- Rand McNally and Company.

Street guide -- Rand McNally and Company.

StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm. "7th edition" -- front cover.

Cover title: Shreveport and Caddo Parish street guide : including portions of Bossier & Desoto parishes.

Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder. "$19.95" -- back cover

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

ISBN 0528860828

RMcN StrFdr 2008 .S55 (PrCt)

69987 Shreveport (La.) - Pictorial works - 1950<<>>Railroads - Maps [Aerial photograph of downtown Shreveport, La.]. [Dallas? Texas & Pacific Railway?, 1950?].

Authors: Texas & Pacific Railway.

1 view ; 14 x 22 cm.

Title supplied by cataloger.


5A 7267 (1949 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

69988 Shreveport (La.) - Pictorial works - 1956<<>>Railroads - Maps [Aerial photograph of downtown Shreveport, Louisiana at night]. [Dallas? Texas & Pacific Railway?, 1956?].

Authors: Texas & Pacific Railway.

1 view ; 22 x 30 cm.

Title supplied by cataloger.

In Texas & Pacific Railway. 84th annual report for the year ended December 31, 1955 [Dallas?: Texas & Pacific Railway?, 1956?] p. [14].

5A 7267 (1955 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Kansas City Southern Railway?, 1961?].
Authors: Kansas City Southern Railway
1 view ; 14 x 24 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Keyed to references 1-36.
On same sheet with: [Aerial photograph of the northeastern industrial district of Kansas City, Missouri]
5A 7267 (1960 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

69993 Shropshire (England) - Maps - 1646 Shrewsbury (England) - Maps - 1646
Shropshyre described : the situation of Shrewesbury shewed ... [London] : George Humberland [i.e. J. Legate and W. Humble, 1646].
Authors: Speed, John, 1552?-1629 -- Humble, George, d. 1640 -- Legate, John, d. 1658 -- Humble, William, 1612-1686 -- Speed, John, 1552?-1629. A Prospect of the most famous parts of the world ... together with ... Great Brittaines empire (1646)
1 map ; 37 x 50 cm. on sheet 42 x 54 cm.
Inset (14 x 13 cm.): Shrewesbury.
Includes coats-of-arms.
Letterpress text on verso (p. 71-72) under the following heading: Shrop-shire.
In: Speed, John. A Prospect of the most famous parts of the world ... together with ... Great Brittaines empire (London : Printed by John Legatt, for William Humble, 1646) map [58].
Case oversize G 117 .82 map [58] (PrCt)

69994 Shropshire (England) - Maps - 1676 Shrewsbury (England) - Maps - 1676
Authors: Speed, John, 1552?-1629 -- Bassett, Thomas -- Chiswell, Richard -- Speed, John, 1552?-1629. The Theatre of the Empire of Great-Britain ... (1676) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 37 x 50 cm. on sheet 42 x 55 cm.
Inset (14 x 13 cm.): Shrewesbury.
Includes coats-of-arms.
Letterpress text on verso (p. 71-72) under the following heading: The Description of Shropshire.
In: Speed, John. The Theatre of the Empire of Great-Britain ... (London : Printed for T. Bassett and R. Chiswell, 1676) map [37].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .S7 1676 map [37] (PrCt)

69995 Shropshire (England) - Maps - 1805 Salop (England) SEE Shropshire (England)
Topographical and statistical description of the county of Salop : containing an account of its situation, extent, towns, roads, rivers, minerals, fisheries, manufactures, commerce, agriculture, markets, curiosities, antiquities, biography, natural history, civil and ecclesiastical jurisdictions, &c. : to which is prefixed a copious travelling guide ... forming a complete county itinerary : also, a list of the fairs, and an index

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
table shewing at one view the distances of the towns from London and from each other / by George Alexander Cooke ; illustrated with a map of the county. London : Printed for C. Cooke, No. 17, Paternoster Row, by G. Brimmer, Water Lane, Fleet Street : And sold by all the booksellers in the United Kingdom, [ca. 1805].

Authors: Cooke, George Alexander -- Cooke, Charles, fl. 1789-1817 -- Brimmer, George -- Raymond, Alfred Mead -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

Includes bibliographical references (p. [131]-138) and index.

Issued as part of a series of descriptive guides to the counties of Great Britain.

Bound with 3 other titles.

Contemporary half bound brown leather, marbled papers over boards.

Bookplate of Alfred Mead Raymond.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes DA670.H4 C66 1805 (NLO)

Shropshire (England) - Maps - 1808
... Map of Shropshire ... 1983.

Authors: Baugh, Robert, ca. 1748-1832 -- Shropshire Archaeological Society -- Trinder, Barrie Stuart

1 map ; 136 x 136 cm., on 9 sheets each 50 x 50 cm.

Facsimile of original published Llanymynech, Eng., 1808; reproduced from original in Lily F. Chitty collection, Shropshire Libraries.

Accompanied by notes (23 cm. ; 12 p.) by B. S. Trinder.

85-78403

map4C G5753.S4 1808 B3 1983 (PrCt)

Shropshire (England) - Maps - 1870-1875
Handbook for Shropshire, Cheshire and Lancashire. London : John Murray, 1870 [i.e. 1875?].


xc, 328, 72 p. : 1 map ; 18 cm.

Publisher's advertisements on endpapers and "Handbook advertiser, 1875," 72 p. at end.

Cover title: Murray's hand-book, Shropshire, Cheshire, Lancashire


By G.P. Bevan with assistance from W.E. Flaherty. Cf. Lister.

Folded map in pocket engraved by W. & A.K. Johnston.

"With map."

Includes index.

Series: [Murray's handbooks for travellers] -- Murray's handbooks for travellers.

Armorial bookplate: Edvardi Festi Kelly.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Full text of another copy (but not the map) available online via HathiTrust Digital Library (February 2013):

http://hdl.handle.net/2027/hvd.hnnvis

References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray's handbooks for travellers, 393

LC Card Number: 03005387

Baskes G153 .M97 no. 393 (1870) (NLO)

Shropshire (England) - Maps - 1879

Authors: John Murray (Firm) -- Murray's handbooks for travellers -- Davies, J. 1 v.

2nd ed.

Lister, W.B.C. A Bibliography of Murray's handbooks for travellers and biographies of authors, editors, revisers and principal contributors (Dereham: Dereham Books, 1993) no. 394.

G 4583 .6 (NLO)

Shropshire (England) - Maps - 1897-1911
A Handbook for residents and travellers in Shropshire and Cheshire. London : John Murray, 1897 [i.e. 1911?].

Authors: Windle, Bertram Coghill Alan, Sir, 1858-1929 -- John Murray (Firm) -- Murray's handbooks for travellers -- Bartholomew, John, 1831-1893 -- Dasham, W. A. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)


"Murray's handbook advertiser, 1911-1912 ...": 24 p. at end.

Cover title: Murray's handbook, Shropshire & Cheshire

Spine title: Handbook, Shropshire and Cheshire

Other title: Half title: Handbook for Shropshire and Cheshire

Edited by B.C.A. Windle. Cf. Lister.

Maps engraved by J. Bartholomew.

Folded map in pocket.

"With maps and plans."

Includes index.

Series: [Murray's handbooks for travellers] -- Murray's handbooks for travellers.

Bookseller's label: T.B. Mills, Buckingham Gate, S.W.

Former owner's signature: W.A. Dasham.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
the Newberry Library.
References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray's handbooks for travellers, 395
Baskes G153 .M97 no. 395 (1897) (NLO)

70000 Shropshire (England) - Maps - 1921
Authors: Little guides -- Auden, John Ernest, 1860-1946 -- John Bartholomew and Son -- Methuen & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
xiii, 258 p., [29] leaves of plates (1 folded) : ill., 2 maps (some col.) ; 16 cm.
3rd ed.
"With twenty-eight illustrations from photographs and two maps."
Map of Shropshire by John Bartholomew & Son.
Map on lining papers.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 44-46) and index.
Series: The little guides
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .L58 Shropshire (1921) (NLO)

70001 Shropshire (England) - Maps - Bibliography
Authors: Cowling, Geoffrey C. viii, 234 p. 26cm.
lower case g 1045 .195 (NLO)

70002 Shubenacadie Canal (N.S.) - Maps - 1829
Shubenacadie canal line. Halifax, 1829.
Authors: Haliburton, Thomas Chandler, 1796-1865 -- Torbett, Charles W. 1 map ; 11 x 37 cm.
In Haliburton, Thomas Chandler. Historical and statistical account of Nova-Scotia (Halifax, 1829) v. 2, opposite p. 29.
Duplicate copy: Ayer 150.7 N9 H2 1829 v. 2. M1047
F 829.38 v. 2, opp. p. 29 (PrCt)

70003 Sibenik (Croatia) - Maps - 1571<<<Sibenik Region (Croatia) - Maps - 1571<<<Cyprian War, 1570-1571 - Maps<<<Sebenico (Croatia)
SEE Sibenik (Croatia)
Sebenico et contado citta nella Dalmatia confinate con Zarra ... al pente. da Turchi molestato. [Venice? Giovanni Francesco Camocio?]. 1571.
Authors: Camocio, Giovanni Francesco, 16th cent. -- Camocio, Giovanni Francesco, 16th cent. [Isole famose porti, fortezze, e terre maritime sottoposte alla Ser.ma Sig.ria di Venetia ad altri principi christiani, et al Sig.or Turco, nouame[n]te poste in luce] [Venice? : Alla libraria del segno di S. Marco? ; G.F. Camocio?, 1574?], [plate 6]. Manuscript no. 6 at upper right.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
VAULT Baskes folio G1955 .C3 1574, [plate 6] (PrCt)

70004 Sibenik (Croatia) - Maps - 1689 - Pictorial works
Authors: Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718 -- Padoani, Domenico, fl. 1689 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718. Citta, fortezze, isole, e porti principale dell' Europa ... (1689) 1 map ; 13 x 17 cm.
In: Coronelli, Vincenzo. Citta, fortezze, isole, e porti principale dell' Europa, in pianti, et in eluatione, descritte, e publicate ad uso dell' Academia cosmografica degli argonauti ([Venice] : Domenico Padoani, 1689) pl. [51]. Engraved plate '232.' One of four plates printed on same sheet, opening [51].
VAULT folio Ayer 135 .C8 1689 pl. 51 (PrCt)

70005 Sibenik (Croatia) - Pictorial works - 1620
Sabinum, Ptolomeo Sicum vulgo Sibenicho Dalmatie opp. [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 view : hand col. ; 16 x 24 cm.
Anonymous view.
On same sheet with: Parenz, siue Parentium vulgo, Parenzo Histrue opp. -- Modon, siue Modona, quondam Methone ... .
Latin letterpress text on verso under titles: Parenz -- Modona -- Sibenico.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 2, pl. 52 (PrCt)

70006 Siberia (Russia) - Geography - Sources - 1579
Zur Geschichte der Bekanntschaft mit Sibirien vor Jermak. [Wien : Horn [etc.], 1910].
Authors: Michow, H. (Heinrich), b. 1839 -- Mitteilungen der anthropologische Gesellschaft in Wien (1910) p. 1-21
Not at Newberry Library (Sept. 2012) (PrCt)

70007 Siberia (Russia) - Maps - 1598
Tartariae sive Magni Chami regni typus. Antwerp,
1598.  
Authors: Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598 -- Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598. Theatre de l'univers (1598)  
1 map : hand col. ; 35 x 48 cm.  
Title on verso: Tartarie, ov les pays dv Grand Cham.  
Detached from Ortelius, Abraham. Theatre de l'univers (Antwerp, 1598) no. 106.  
Scale ca. 1:20,000,000.  
Relief shown pictorially.  
Prime meridian: [Ferro?].  
Greenlee ICN73  
map2F 7270 (PrCt)

70008  
Siberia (Russia) - Maps - 1654  
Description de la Tartarie tirée en partie de plusieurs cartes ... Paris : Pierre Mariette, 1654 [i.e. 1659?].  
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Somer, J. -- Mariette, Pierre, 1603-1657 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (1658 [i.e. 1659?])  
1 map : hand col. ; 34 x 56 cm.  
In: Sanson, Nicolas. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (Paris : Pierre Mariette, 1658 [i.e. 1659?]) v. 1, pl. [11]  
Damaged sections at side margins replaced with manuscript paste-on patches.  

70009  
Siberia (Russia) - Maps - 1675 - Ethnology - Manuscripts<<>>Ethnology - Siberia (Russia) - Maps - 1675 - Manuscripts<<>>Manuscript maps  
Carte generale de la Siberie et de la Grande Tartarie : avec toutes les riviere[s], villes et ruissaux et les habitations des Tartares et Calmuques, [between 1675 and 1685].  
Authors: Cartes Marines Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 30, sheet 115  
1 ms. map : hand col. ; 511 x 710 mm., on sheet 562 x 743 mm.  
Based on unidentified Russian map probably compiled between 1675-1685. Place names transliterated from Russian into French; identifies nomadic ethnic groups with tents, including Tatars, Kalmyks, Cossacks, and Mongols.  
See description and reproduction in Postnikov, A. V. 'Notes from fellows: Russian cartographic treasures in the Newberry Library' in Mapline no. 61-62 (Spring-Summer 1991) p. 6-8.  
Scale [ca. 1:8,420,000]. 'Echelle [de] 1,000 des verstes de Russie ... ' [= 127 mm.]  
Sheet 115 of 115 (i.e. 117; includes sheets 71A and 106A) numbered leaves in the Cartes Marines Manuscript Map Collection, detailing French colonial interests worldwide, ca. 1640-ca. 1726.  
Pen-and-ink and watercolor (green, yellow, brown, red, grey); mounted on cloth.  
Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library).  
Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 40  
Photographic transparency available in Spec. Coll. Image Index.  
Ayer ms map proj 03  
Digital image available as part of the Newberry Library's Great Lakes Digital Collection via the CARLI Digital Collections website (accessed Nov. 2010):  
http://collections.carli.illinois.edu/u/?nby_grlakes, 1068  
VAULT drawer Ayer MS map 30 sheet 115 (NLO)  
Siberia (Russia) - Maps - 1696-1697 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>>Remezov, Semën Ul'ianovich, 1642-ca. 1720.  
1 atlas (17 p., facsim.: 170 maps ; 23 x 30 cm.  
'Facsim. ed.' of 1696-1697 manuscript atlas in the Library of Harvard University.  
Introduction by Leo Bagrow.  
The first recension of Remezov's Atlas, which he began in 1697 and did not complete, known under the name Khorograficheskaya Chertezhnaya Kniga.'  
Includes bibliographical references.  
Series: Imago mundi. Supplement ; 1  
References: Goldenberg, L. A.  
In: Goldenberg, L. A. (ed.)  
'Notes on Leo Bagrow's possession of a manuscript atlas of the Siberian country] : zhizn' i trudy Semena Remezova (1990), p. 57-58, 179, and 181-182  
[Notes on Leo Bagrow's possession of a manuscript copy of S.U. Remezov's manuscript atlas of Siberia (1696-1697), now at Harvard University] (correspondence, 1990-1991) [Vert 936]  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.  
Phillips 9300  
LC Card Number: map58000302  
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)  
Siberia (Russia) - Maps - 1696-1697 -
Siberia (Russia) - Maps - 1706<<<<East Asia

An Exact chart of all the countries through which Capt. Behring travelled from Tobolski capital of Siberia to the country of Kamtschatka. [London, 1748].

Authors: Harris, John, 1667?-1719 -- Woodward, Thomas, d. 1751? -- Bering, Vitus Jonassen, 1681-1741 -- Harris, John, 1667?-1719.

Navigantium atque itinerantium bibliotheca. Or, A complete collection of voyages and travels (1744-1748)

1 map ; 17 x 31 cm.


70016

Siberia (Russia) - Maps - 1748<<<<Kamchatskaia ekspeditsiia - Maps

An Exact chart of all the countries through which the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Capt. Behring travelled from Tobolski capital of Siberia to the country of Kamtchatka. [London : s.n., between 1705-1764].
Authors: Harris, John, 1667?-1719 -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 17 x 32 cm. on sheet 25 x 41 cm.
Detached from an edition of John Harris, Navigantium atque itinerantium bibliotheca (London, between 1705-1764) 'Vol. II Page 1016.'
A.E. Nordenskiöld Collection 487 no. [6]
Fitzgerald polar map 156 (PrCt)

Siberia (Russia) - Maps - 1753<<>>Pacific Coast (Russia) - Maps - 1753<<>>Kamchatka Peninsula (Russia) - Maps - 1753
Authors: Buache, Philippe, 1700-1773 -- Académie des sciences (France) -- Buache, Philippe, 1700-1773. Considerations geographiques et physiques sur les nouvelles découvertes au nord de la Grand Mer, appelée vulgairement la Mer du Sud ... (1753-[1755]) -- Imprimerie de Ballard (Firm) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 21 x 21 cm., on sheet 25 x 37 cm., folded to 25 x 20 cm.
Includes pictorial vignette of fishing and whaling in the Arctic Sea. Inset map (21 x 11 cm.): Réduction d'une carte publiée à Nuremberg représentant l'une des premieres idées qu'on s'est formé du Kamchatka et ses environs ....
In Buache, Philippe. Considerations geographiques et physiques sur les nouvelles découvertes au nord de la Grand Mer, appelée vulgairement la Mer du Sud ... (Paris : [Imprimerie de Ballard], 1753-[1755]) between p. 8-9.
Duplicate copy (without engraved page no.):
VAULT Ayer 135 .B86 1753
Graff 460 between p. 8-9 (PrCt)

Siberia (Russia) - Maps - 1780-1825 -- Walker, J. -- John Murray (Firm) -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
xvi, 564 p. : 2 folded maps ; 22 cm.
Map of eastern Siberia drawn and engraved by J. Walker.
Three-quarter calf and marbled boards, gilt titles on red leather label on spine.
Forms part of the Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection of Polar books, maps, and art, 151; Arctic Institute of North America. Arctic Bibliography, 3250
Fitzgerald DK755 .C62 1824 (NLO)

Siberia (Russia) - Maps - 1838<<>>China - Maps - 1838<<>>Mongolia - Maps - 1838
Siberia and Chinese Tartary. [London] : Chapman and Hall, 1838 [i.e.1844].
1 map : hand col. ; 29 x 39 cm.
Title in upper margin. 'Plađischev, I. Arrowsmith.'
oversize Ayer 135 .S67 1844 v. 1, pl. [93] (PrCt)

Siberia (Russia) - Maps - 1840
Map of Siberia. [Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, 1840].
Authors: Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846 -- Lea & Blanchard -- Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (1840) 1 map ; 11 x 17 cm.
Keyed to dozens of references on p.458.
Wax engraving.
G 11.607 v. 2. p. 459 (PrCt)

Siberia (Russia) - Maps - 1841<<>>Asia, Central - Maps - 1841
Authors: Bradford, T. G. (Thomas Gamaliel), 1802-1887 -- Bradford, T. G. (Thomas Gamaliel), 1802-1887. A Comprehensive atlas ... (1835, [i.e.
Siberia (Russia) - Maps - 1947 - Coasts - Nautical charts - Siberia (Russia) - 1947 - Coasts - Pilot guides - 1947 - Nautical charts

Sailing directions for the east coast of Siberia: from Mys Otto Shmidt to Sakhalinskii Zaliv (Sakhalin Gulf), including Ostrov Wrangelya (Wrangel Island), Ostrov Gerald (Herald Island), Diomede Islands, Komandorskiye Ostrov (Komandorski Islands), and the eastern, northern and northwestern coasts of the Okhotsk Sea / issued under the authority of the Secretary of the Navy. Washington: Government Printing Office, 1947.

Authors: United States. Hydrographic Office -- Stefansson -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)

x, 482 p. : ill., maps (2 folded, 1 col.) ; 24 cm.


Spine title: East coast of Siberia

Contains: Sailing directions for the east coast of Siberia. 1948 supplement.

Series: H.O. pub. ; no. 122A.

Includes index.

Laid in: H.O. pub. 122A S, 1948, Supplement to sailing directions for the east coast of Siberia.


Inspection: Purchased by Stefansson, Personal Copy, Not Part of Collection.

Forms part of the Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection of Polar books, maps, and art, 715; Arctic Institute of North America. Arctic Bibliography, 18372

LC Card Number: 48050052

Fitzgerald VK910 .U6 1947 (NLO)
Sicily (Italy) - Historical geography - Maps - 1584-1606
Sicilia antiquae quae et Sicania et Trinacria dicta tabula geographica / auctore Guillelmo Dell'Isle ...
Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726. [Collection of maps of the world] [1732?].

In: L'Isle, Guillaume de. 

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

VAULT Baskes oversize G1015 .L57 1700, [plate 55] (Pr.Ct)

Sicily (Italy) - History, Ancient - Maps - 1741
Siciliae antiquae quae et Sicania et Trinacria ... Amstelodami [i.e. Amsterdam] : I. Covens et C. Mortier, [1741?].

In: L'Isle, Guillaume de. 

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .L695 1741 v. 2, pl. [67] (Pr.Ct)

Sicily (Italy) - History, Ancient - Maps - 1743
Tabula geographica Sicilae veteris quae Sicania et Trinacria eademque Solis insula et Cyclopum terra : varii dicitur auctoris in qua notantur Itineraria Romana / conatibus geographicis Aeg. Robert geographi regii. Parisiis [Paris] ; Apud auctorem in ripa Sequanae vulgo le Quay de l'Horloge ...

Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Clüver, Philipp, 1580-1622 -- Itinerarium Antonini -- Delamarche, Charles François, 1740-1817. Atlas général : contenant le détail des quatre parties du monde [1798?].

In: L'Isle, Guillaume de. 

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .L695 1741 v. 2, pl. [67] (Pr.Ct)
Inset: Veterum Syracusanorum typus ex Cluverio.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: M. S. Pedley, Bel et utile, 364
Baskes oversize G1015 .A77 1798, [ptie 2], [plate 71] (NLO)

70033 Sicily (Italy) - History, Ancient - Maps - 1776
La Sicile pour l'histoire romaine de Mr. Rollin...
[Paris, ca. 1776].
Authors: Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d', 1697-1782 -- Bourgoin, P. -- Rollin, Charles, 1661-1741. Histoire ancienne des Egyptiens ...
1 map ; 22 x 33 cm.
oversize Ayer 135 .A6 1727 pl. 7 (PrCt)

70034 Sicily (Italy) - Maps - 1545
Isola della Sicilia / Giacomo Gastaldo
Piemontese, cosmographia in Venetia 1545.
[Venice : s.n.], 1545.
Authors: Gastaldi, Giacomo, approximately 1500-approximately 1565 -- Almagià, Roberto, 1884-1962 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 370 x 538 mm. (neat line), 378 x 544 mm. (plate mark)
Title from uppercase and oversize lettering at top center.
Added title in cartouche at upper right:
Descritione della Sicilia con le sue isole, della qual li nomi antichi et moderni . . . . Manuscript '55' on verso.
Issued with anonymous letterpress text of geographic names: Siciliae locorum nomina, antiquis recentioribusq tempori vsurpata.
([Venice : s.n., 1545?]) [Novacco 2F 177]; see Karrow 30/2 and 30/B.
Duplicate copy of map (uncolored): Novacco 4F 347.
Almagià, Monumenta Italia cartographica (1929) p. 23 and plate XXIV.
Almagià, Monumenta cartographica vaticana II (1948) p. 22-23.
Bella and Bella, Cartografia rara ... dalla collezione Franco Novacco (1986) p. 132, no. 124.
Tooley 514.
Ex Almagià.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
d68a
Novacco 4F 347 (PrCt)

70035 Sicily (Italy) - Maps - 1545
Isola della Sicilia / Giacomo Gastaldo
Piemontese, cosmographia in Venetia 1545.
[Venice : s.n.], 1545.
Authors: Gastaldi, Giacomo, approximately 1500-approximately 1565 -- Francis Roux-Devillas (Firm) -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 371 x 538 mm. (neat line), remargined to 446 x 672 mm.
Title from uppercase and oversize lettering at top center.
Added title in cartouche at upper right:
Descritione della Sicilia con le sue isole, della qual li nomi antichi et moderni . . . .
Manuscript '55' on verso.
Issued with anonymous letterpress text of geographic names: Siciliae locorum nomina, antiquis recentioribusq tempori vsurpata.
([Venice : s.n., 1545?]) [Novacco 2F 177]; see Karrow 30/2 and 30/B.
Duplicate copy of map (uncolored): Novacco 4F 347.
Almagià, Monumenta Italia cartographica (1929) p. 23 and plate XXIV.
Almagià, Monumenta cartographica vaticana II (1948) p. 22-23.
Bella and Bella, Cartografia rara ... dalla collezione Franco Novacco (1986) p. 132, no. 124.
Tooley 514.
Ex Roux-Devillas.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
d68a
Novacco 4F 348 (PrCt)

70036 Sicily (Italy) - Maps - 1552
Siciliae insulae atque totius regni eius descriptio, secundum uarium eius habitudinem. [Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552].
Authors: Münster, Sebastian, 1508-1579 -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552. Cosmographiae universalis ... (1552) -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : woodcut ; 22 x 15 cm., on sheet 32 x 20 cm.
Form part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: M. S. Pedley, Bel et utile, 364
Baskes oversize G1015 .A77 1798, [ptie 2], [plate 71] (NLO)
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Sicily (Italy) - Maps - 1566
[Map of Sicily]. [Venice?] : Ferrando Berteli excudebat, [ca. 1566].
Authors: Bertelli, Ferando -- Forlani, Paolo -- Gastaldi, Giacomo, approximately 1500-approximately 1565 -- [Italian assembled-to-order atlas] [ca. 1575?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 329 x 426 mm. (neat line)
Attribution to Paolo Forlani and estimated date from Woodward 60.
Cartouche at upper left includes 8 columns of place names under heading: Li Nomi antichi é moderni de l'isola d' Sicilia.
Based on Giacomo Gastaldi's 1545 map of Sicily.
In: [Italian assembled-to-order atlas] [ca. 1575?], plate [29]
Almagià, Monumenta Italia cartographica (1929) p. 23.
Almagià, Monumenta cartographica vaticana II (1948) p. 23.
Bella and Bella, Cartografia rara ... dalla collezione Franco Novacco (1986) p. 133, no. 125.
Karrow 30/2.5.
Tooley 521.
Ex Rosenthal.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
d72
Novacco 4F 350 (PrCt)

Sicily (Italy) - Maps - 1566
Authors: Gastaldi, Giacomo, approximately 1500-approximately 1565 -- Camocio, Giovanni Francesco, 16th cent. -- Hoepli, Ulrico, 1847-1935 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 328 x 432 mm. (neat line), 339 x 443 mm. (plate mark)
Based on Giacomo Gastaldi's 1545 map of Sicily.
Remnants of binding stub on verso.
Karrow 30/2.3.
Almagià, Monumenta Italia cartographica (1929) p. 23.
Tooley 518.
Ex Hoepli.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
d70
Novacco 4F 349 (PrCt)

Sicily (Italy) - Maps - 1570
Isola de Sicilia. [Venice] : Donato Berteli formi, [ca. 1570].
Authors: Bertelli, Donato, fl. 1558-1584 -- Gastaldi, Giacomo, approximately 1500-approximately 1565 -- Sotheby's (Firm) -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 328 x 428 mm. (neat line), remargined to 546 x 607 mm.
Title in upper margin.
Based on Giacomo Gastaldi's 1545 map of Sicily.
Binding stub on verso.
Cf. Karrow 30/2-30/2.7.
Almagià, Monumenta Italia cartographica (1929) p. 23.
Almagià, Monumenta cartographica vaticana II (1948) p. 23.
Acquired 14 Dec. 2000 in Sotheby's sale no. L00720 (London, Bond Street); see The Travel sale: books, maps, atlases ... and topographical
pictures (London: Sotheby's, 2000) lot no. 328; see Map Info File for Novacco 2F 29.5.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
d72.5
Novacco 4F 350.5 (PrCt)

70041 Sicily (Italy) - Maps - 1570-1579
Sicilia insularum omnium (ut inquit) Diodorus optima ... [S.l.s.n., 157-?].
Authors: Gastaldi, Giacomo, approximately 1500-approximately 1565 -- Hoepli, Ulrico, 1847-1935 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 365 x 490 mm. (neat line), on sheet remargined to 460 x 579 mm.
Anonymous map derived from Giacomo Gastaldi's 1545 map; see Karrow 30/2.4.
Almagià, Monumenta Italia cartographica (1929) p. 23.
Tooley 519.
Ex Hoepli.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
d71
Novacco 4F 351 (PrCt)

70042 Sicily (Italy) - Maps - 1585
Sicilia / Mario Cartari. Napoli [Naples] : s.n., M.D. LXXXV [1585].
Authors: Cartaro, Mario, ca. 1540-1620 -- Fernández de Velasco, Giovanni, fl. 1585 -- Finaly, Madame, d. 1938 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 348 x 486 mm. (neat line), 462 x 499 mm. (plate mark)
Title from uppercase and oversize lettering at top center.
Includes dedication to ' ... Giovanni Fernandez de Velasche, Conte d'Ara ... in Napoli à di II gienaro M.D. LXXXV [signed] Mario Cartari.'
Binding stub on verso.
Almagià, Monumenta Italia cartographica (1929) p. 23.
Ex Finaly.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
d73
Novacco 2F 176 (PrCt)

70043 Sicily (Italy) - Maps - 1647
Isle et royaume de Sicile. [Paris : P. Mariette], 1647 [i.e.1659?].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Plaes, A. B. de la, fl. 1640-1658 -- Mariette, Pierre, 1603-1657 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667.
Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (1658 [i.e. 1659?])
1 map : hand col. ; 37 x 55 cm.
In: Sanson, Nicolas. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (Paris : Pierre Mariette, 1658 [i.e. 1659?] v. 1, pl. [89]
VAULT Case oversize G1015 .S35 1658 v. 1, pl. [89] (PrCt)

70044 Sicily (Italy) - Maps - 1680-1699
Sicilia sive regnum Siciliae. Amsterdam, [ca. 1680].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Uytenbogaert, Joanni J. -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 57 cm.
Koeman Wit [114].
Includes inset views of Catania, Messina, Trapano, Palermo.
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6760 1680.W5 (PrCt)

70045 Sicily (Italy) - Maps - 1682-1712
Sicilia sive regnum Siciliae ... Amsterdam : C. Allard, [1682?-].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Allard, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709 -- Allard, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709.
Atlas minor sive tabulae geographicæ ... [1682?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 35 x 58 cm.
In: Allard, Carel. Atlas minor sive tabulae geographicæ proecipuorum regnorum regionum, insularum, provinrarum, etc. (Amsterdam : C. Allard, 1682?) pl. 22. Includes inscriptions with captions titles: Messina, Milazzo, Catania, Trapano, Palermo.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135.A4 A pl. 22 (PrCt)

70046 Sicily (Italy) - Maps - 1690-1699
La Sicile divisée en ses trois provinces ou valées. Amsterdam, [169?-].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Cóvens et Mortier -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : 293
Phillips 5953 v. 1 no. 76.
2213 rev
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6760 169- .S2 (PrCt)

70047 Sicily (Italy) - Maps - 1695
La Sicile divisée en ses trois provinces ou valées ... Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : Hubert Jaillot [i.e.
70048 Sicily (Italy) - Maps - 1696 - Names, Geographical Names, Geographical - Sicily (Italy) - Maps - 1696 > Gazeteers
La Sicile divisée en ses trois provinces ou valées ...

1 map : hand col. ; 41 x 52 cm.

70049 Sicily (Italy) - Maps - 1700 > Messina (Italy) - Maps - 1700 > Milazzo (Italy) - Maps - 1700 > Fortification > Palermo (Italy) - Maps - 1700 > Catania (Italy) - Maps - 1700 > Trapani (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1700

Insula sive regnum Siciliae ... Amsterdam :

1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 58 cm.

70050 Sicily (Italy) - Maps - 1702

Authors: Nolin, Jean Baptiste, 1648-1708 --

Fazello, Tommaso, 1498-1570 -- Philippe V, 1683-1746 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library), I:238
1 map : hand col. ; 43 x 53 cm.

Includes text: Division geographique et historiuqe de l'isle et royaume de Sicile.

2153

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Sack map 4F G6760 1702 .N6 (PrCt)

70051 Sicily (Italy) - Maps - 1702 > Sardinia (Italy) - Maps - 1712 > Catania (Sicily (Italy)) - Maps - 1712 - Pictorial works > Valetta (Malta) - Maps - 1712

Regnorum Siciliae et Sardiniae nec non Melitae.

Nuremberg, [ca. 1712].

Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 --

Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:244
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 56 cm.

Phillips 5959 v. 1 no. 50.

Insets: Cataneae -- Valetta.

2132 rev

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Sack map 4F G6760 1712 .H6 (PrCt)

70052 Sicily (Italy) - Maps - 1705 > Sardinia (Italy) - Maps - 1705 > Catania (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1705 > Etna, Mount (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1705 > Valetta (Malta) - Maps - 1705 > Mount Etna (Italy) SEE Etna, Mount (Italy) > Mount Aetna (Italy) SEE Etna, Mount (Italy)

Regnorum Siciliae et Sardiniae nec non Melitae seu Maltae insula ... / auctore loh. Bapt. Homanno geogra.

N[O]rimbergae [Nuremberg : Johann Baptist Homann, ca. 1705?].

Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 --

Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:217
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 56 cm.

Insets (12 x 14 cm. and 7 x 10 cm.): Cataneae urbis eique vicenis Montis Aetnae ... [view] -- Valetta civitas Maltae ... .

Remnants of binding stub on verso.

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Sack map 4F G6760 1705 .H6 (PrCt)

70053 Sicily (Italy) - Maps - 1710
Die Insul oder das Königreich Sicilien. Augsburg :

Gabriel Bodenehr, 1710.

Authors: Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. --

Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. Atlas curieux -- oder, Neuer und compendieuser atlas 1710 --

Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 14 x 16 cm.

In: Bodenehr, Gabriel. Atlas curieux; oder, Neuer und compendieuser atlas ... ([Augsburg : Gabriel Bodenehr, 1710?] pl. [52]. Engraved plate no. '53.'
Sack map4F G6760 1714 .L5 (PrCt)

Sack map4F G6760 1717 .K4 (PrCt)

Sack map4F G6760 1720 .V5 (PrCt)

Sack map4F G6760 1722 .F4 (PrCt)

Sack map4F G6760 1717 .L5 (PrCt)

Sack map4F G6760 1718 .K4 (PrCt)

Sack map4F G6760 1720 .K4 (PrCt)

Sack map4F G6760 1720 .V5 (PrCt)

Sack map4F G6760 1722 .F4 (PrCt)
70061 Sicily (Italy) - Maps - 1735
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Plaes, A. B. de la, fl. 1640-1658 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Delamarche, Charles Francois, 1740-1817. Atlas general : contenant le detal des quatre parties du monde [1798?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 37 x 55 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:860,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .A77 1798, [ptie 2], [plate 19] (NLO)

70062 Sicily (Italy) - Maps - 1740<<>>Malta - Maps - 1740
Mappa geographica totius insulae et regni Siciliae ... [Augsburg] : Matth. Seutter, [ca. 1740?].
Authors: Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756 -- Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756. [A Collection of Seutter maps] [1726-1773]
1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 57 cm.
Inset (17 x 20 cm.): Carte particulière de l'Isle de Malte et des isles voisines.
Forms part of a made-to-order composite atlas chiefly comprised of undated maps issued ca. 1734-ca. 1744.
Case oversize G 1007 .81 pl. [30] (PrCt)

70063 Sicily (Italy) - Maps - 1740<<>>Sardinia (Italy) - Maps - 1740
Authors: Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756 -- Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756. Atlas novus sive tabulae geographicæ totius orbis faciem, partes, imperia, regna et provincias exhibent (Augsburg : [Seutter, 1740?]), plate [21]

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
VAULT Baskes oversize G1015 .S48 1740, plate [21] (NLO)

70064 Sicily (Italy) - Maps - 1741<<>>Malta - Maps - 1741
Carte de l'Isle et Royaume de Sicile. Amsterdam : Jean Covens et Corneille Mortier, [1741?].
Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Covens et Mortier -- L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726. Atlas nouveau, contenant toutes les parties du monde ... [1741?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 44 x 56 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Inset (17 x 20 cm.): Carte particulière de L'Isle de Malte et des isles voisines.
In: L'Isle, Guillaume de. Atlas nouveau, contenant toutes les parties du monde ... (Amsterdam : J. Covens & C. Mortier, [1741?]) v. 2, pl. [21].
oversize Ayer 135 .L695 1741 v. 2, pl. [21] (PrCt)

70065 Sicily (Italy) - Maps - 1745<<>>Sardinia (Italy) - Maps - 1745<<>>Catania (Italy) - Maps - 1745<<>>Valletta (Malta) - Maps - 1745
Regnorum Siciliane et Sardiniae nec non Melitae seu Maltrae insula ... Nuremberg : Homann Erben, [ca. 1745].
Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Homann Erben (Firm) -- Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724. Atlas novus terrarum orbis ca. [1745] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 57 cm.
In: Homann, Johann Baptist. Atlas novus terrarum orbis (Nuremberg : [Homann Erben, ca. 1745]), [plate 49].
Insets: Cataneae urbis eique vicini Montius Aetnae in Sicilia prospectus ... -- Valletta civitas Maliae celeberrima ..., Manuscript 'No. 49' and '50' on verso.
oversize Ayer 135 .H7 1730, [plate 49] (PrCt)

70066 Sicily (Italy) - Maps - 1747
Authors: Homann Erben (Firm) -- Homann Erben (Firm). Major atlas scholasticus ex triginta sex generalibus et specialibus mappis Homannianis ... [1776?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 45 x 54 cm.
In: Homann Erben (Firm). Major atlas scholasticus ex triginta sex generalibus et specialibus mappis Homannianis ... [Nuremberg : Homannianis Heredibus, 1776?], [plate 22].
Ms. number "21" on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
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the Newberry Library.

**Baskes oversize G1015 .H66 1776, [plate 22] (PrCt)**

**70067 Sicily (Italy) - Maps - 1750<<>>Malta - Maps - 1750**

*Nova et accurata Siciliae regionum, urbi...* *descriptio universalis / S. Bar. de Schmettau.*

[Germany? s.n.], ca. 1750?.

Authors: Schmettau, Samuel von, 1684-1751 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 906 x 1,218 mm. (neat line) on 2 sheets ' ... Inchoata anno 1719 ... perfecta demumannis 1720 et 1721'.

One of several printed maps derived from Samuel von Schmettau's 1721 manuscript map, reduced from 28 sheets onto 2 sheets.

Inset (131 x 193 mm.) : Isola di Malta. Includes vignettes of the British fleet commanded by Admiral John Byng in the Battle of Capo Passero (1718), and landing at Tindari (1719).

Printed from 2 plates on 2 sheets.

Manuscript glosses in bottom margin: 2-iii [?] giu[r?] Italie.

Later state of map tentatively dated 1748 in Dufour, Liliane (ed.). *La Sicilia disegnata : la carta di Samuel von Schmettau (1720-1721) (Palermo : Società siciliana per la storia patria, 1995); both states reproduced, on p. 32 and [102].


Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**Novacco 6F 34 (PrCt)**

**70068 Sicily (Italy) - Maps - 1757-1799**

*The Island and Kingdom of Sicily ... MDCCLVII.* 1799 [i.e. 1816].


[General atlas of modern geography ... ]

[1775-1816] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 66 cm.

In: Faden, William [and others]. [General atlas of modern geography : a collection of large scale maps and charts of all parts of the world] ([London, etc. : W. Faden, etc., 1775-1816]) v. 1, pl. [78].

Imprint on map: ... 1799 ... Laurie and Whittle ... London.

Verso handstamped '56.'

**oversize Ayer 135 .G32 1775 v. 1, pl. 78 (PrCt)**

**70069 Sicily (Italy) - Maps - 1759<<>>Malta - Maps - 1759**

*Carte de l'isle et Royaume de Sicile / par Guillaume Del'Isle ...* Amsteram : Chez Jean Cövens and Corneille Mortier geographes, [ca. 1759].

Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Cövens and Mortier -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:L30

1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 57 cm.

Inset (17 x 20 cm.): Carte particuliare de l'isle de Malta ...

Remnants of binding stub on verso.

Koeman v. 2, p. 78, C & M 11, [no.] (95).

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**Sack map4F G6760 1759 .L5 (PrCt)**

**70070 Sicily (Italy) - Maps - 1775**

*La Sicile divisée en ses trois provinces ou valées ... / par le Sr. Sanson ; Hubert Jaillot.* Amsterdam : Chez Cövens et Mortier, [ca. 1775].

Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632--1712 -- Cövens and Mortier -- Louis, Dauphin of France, 1661-1711 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

III:L31

1 map ; 40 x 52 cm.

Includes dedication to 'Monseigneur le Dauphin.'

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**Sack map4F G6710 1775 .S3 (PrCt)**

**70071 Sicily (Italy) - Maps - 1779<<>>Malta - Maps - 1779**

*Carte de l'isle et royaume de Sicile / par Guillaume Delisle ...* À Venise [Venice] : P. Santini ; Chez Mr. Remondini, 1779.

Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Santini, P., -- Remondini, Giuseppe Antonio, 1747-1811 -- Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (1784 [i.e. 1807?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library).

1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 62 cm.

Inset (17 x 21 cm.): Carte particuliare de l'isle de Malte et des voisines.

In: Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (Venice : par P. Santini, rue Ste. Justine, chez M. Remondini, 1784 [i.e. 1807?]), v. 2, no. "P. II. 25".

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes oversize G1015 .S4 1807, v. 2, no. 25 (PrCt)**

**70072 Sicily (Italy) - Maps - 1790**

*L'Isola di Sicilia divisa nelle sue valli.* Rome : Calcografia camerale, 1792.

Authors: Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824 -- Calcografia camerale (Rome, Italy) -- Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824. Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (1792-1801) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection

**eds.**

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Facsimiles<<>>Cities and towns
Sicily (Italy)
oversize G 1001 .82 fasicule 3, map [2] (PrCt)
Italy, part III.
Turkey, part I., the northern

camerale, 1792-1801) v. 1 pl. 26.
Map dated 1790.

oversize Ayer 135 .C33 1792 v. 1 pl. 26 (PrCt)

Sicily (Italy) - Maps - 1799
The Island and Kingdom of Sicily ... / from the map of the Baron de Schmettau ... ; and from the map of Messrs. Don Co. Ventimiglio, and Ao. d'Aedone ; and from Mr. Danville, and others ; by Robert Mylne, F.R.S. on a journey, in MDCCLVII. London : Laurie & Whittle, 12th May, 1799.
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 67 cm.
In Robert Laurie and James Whittle. A New and elegant imperial sheet atlas comprehending general and particular maps of every part of the world ... (London : printed and published by R. Laurie and J. Whittle, 1800 [i.e. 1801?]) no. 21. Stamped "21" on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .R63 1801 no. 21 (NLO)

Sicily (Italy) - Maps - 1830<<>>Calabria (Italy) - Maps - 1830<<>>Malta - Maps - 1830<<>>Italy - Maps - 1830
Italy III. London : Baldwin & Cradock, 1830.
Authors: J. & C. Walker (Firm) -- Baldwin & Cradock -- Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (Great Britain) -- Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (Great Britain). A Series of maps, modern and ancient (1829-1831) 1 map : hand col. ; 28 x 37 cm.
Covers Sicily, Calabria, and Malta only.
Issued, with another map, in paper cover with letterpress text at bottom: No. 3 containing: Turkey, part I., the northern provinces, modern. Italy, part III.

oversize G 1001 .82 fascicle 3, map [2] (PrCt)

Sicily (Italy) - Maps - 1837-1853 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>>Sicily (Italy) - Maps - 1837-1853 - Cities and towns - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>>Cities and towns - Sicily (Italy)
- Maps - 1837-1853 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>>Mortillaro, Vincenzo, marchese di Villarena, 1806-1888<<>>Mortillaro, Carlo<<>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Includes bibliographical references and indexes.
LC Card Number: 2003683060 2003432766
ISBN 8888559000 ; 9788888559001
folio G1989.31.S1 M37 2001 (NLO)

Sicily (Italy) - Maps - 1856
Authors: DeSanctis, Gabriello -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- DeSanctis, Gabriello -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 atlas : 26 maps ; 356 x 250 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
References: Cf. Phillips 4043
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Sicily (Italy) - Maps - 1864
A Handbook for travellers in Sicily : including Palermo, Messina, Catania, Syracuse, Etna, and the ruins of the Greek temples : with map and plans. London ; Paris ; Milan ; Turin ; Florence ; Rome ; Naples ; John Murray ; A. & W. Galignani and Co. ; Xavier ; Artaria ; Maggi ; Edw. Goodban ; Spithöver ; Piale ; Detken, 1864.
Authors: Dennis, George, 1814-1898 -- John Murray (Firm) -- Murray's handbooks for travellers -- A. and W. Galignani (Firm) -- Xavier (Firm) -- King's Inns (Dublin, Ireland) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- King's Inns (Dublin, Ireland) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

lvi, 524, 52 p., [8] leaves of plates (3 folded) : 6 maps, plans ; 18 cm.
Cover title: Murray's hand-book, Sicily
Spine title: Hand-book for Sicily
Preface signed: Geo. Dennis.
Includes index.
"Murray's handbook advertiser, 1863": 52 p. at end.
Series: [Murray's handbooks for travellers] -- Murray's handbooks for travellers.
Stamp: King's Inns Library, Dublin.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray's handbooks for travellers.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
for travellers, 203

**Sicily (Italy) - Maps - 1864**


Authors: Dennis, George, 1814-1898 -- John Murray (Firm) -- Murray's handbooks for travellers -- Roger S. Baskes Collection

(Newberry Library)

1 v. : 8 maps

Missing spine.

Lister, W.B.C. A Bibliography of Murray's handbooks for travellers and biographies of authors, editors, revisers and principal contributors (Dereham: Dereham Books, 1993) no. 203.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

(PrCt)

**Sicily (Italy) - Maps - 1904**


Authors: Little guides -- Jackson, F. Hamilton (Frederick Hamilton), 1848-1923 -- Methuen & Co. -- Bristow, Leslie Beaconsfield -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)


Map inside front cover.

Includes index.

Series: Little guides.

Armorial bookplate: Leslie Beaconsfield Bristow. Eastbourne, Sussex.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G153 .L58 Sicily (1904) (NLO)

**Sicily (Italy) - Maps - 1909-1910**


Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag -- Schultz-Riesenberg, W. -- Istituto italiano d'arti grafiche (Bergamo, Italy) -- Reber, A. -- Goldschmidt, Albert -- Kraatz, Leopold -- Zahradnik, K. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)


"Mit 5 Karten."

Map in pocket at end by Istituto italiano d'arti grafiche, Bergamo, and published by A. Reber, Palermo.

Maps lithographed by Leopold Kraatz.


Includes index.

Series: Grieben-Reiseführer ; Bd. 119.

Stamp: K. Zahradnik. filosof.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.


**Sicily (Italy) - Maps - 1919**


Authors: Touring club italiano -- Guida d'Italia del T.C.I. -- Bertarelli, L. V. (Luigi Vittorio), 1859-1926 -- Corbellini, P. (Pietro) -- Antonio Vallardi (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

478 p., [31] leaves of plates (some folded) : 58 maps and plans (some col., some folded) ; 16 cm.

1a ed.

Maps by Antonio Vallardi and P. Corbellini.

Includes indexes.

Series: Guida d'Italia del T.C.I.

Dust jacket.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

LC Card Number: gs 22000260
ISBN 8867983259 ; 9788887983258

Baskes DG416.C742 S5 1919 (NLO)

**Sicily (Italy) - Maps - 1922**

*Sicily / by F. Hamilton Jackson, with illustrations by the author and from photographs and two maps*. London : Methuen, 1922.

Authors: Little guides -- Jackson, F. Hamilton (Frederick Hamilton), 1848-1923 -- Methuen & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

x, 254 p. [35] p. of plates (some folded) : ill., 2 maps (some folded, some col.) 16 cm.

2nd ed.

Map on lining papers.

Includes indexes.

Series: Little guides.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G153 .L58 Sicily (1922) (NLO)

**Sicily (Italy) - Maps - 1926**


Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag -- Goldschmidt, Albert -- Kraatz, Leopold -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)


3. Aufl. [3rd ed.]

"Mit 7 Karten."

Maps lithographed by Leopold Kraatz.

Advertisements: 14 p. at end.

Includes index.

Series: Grieben Reiseführer ; Bd. 119

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 119 (1926) (NLO)

**Sicily (Italy) - Maps - 1938-1942**

*Sizilien*. Berlin : Grieben-Verlag, 1938 [i.e. 1942].

Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag -- Kraatz, Leopold -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

70085 Sicily (Italy) - Maps - 1943
Under attack -- Sicily, the land bridge to Italy.  
Chicago : Chicago Tribune, 1943.  
Authors: Chicago tribune -- Wisner, William H., fl. 1940-1944 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection  
(Newberry Library)  
1 map : col. ; 35 x 53 cm.  
Detached from Chicago Daily Tribune (12 July 1943).  
Signed 'W. H. Wisner, '43.'  
Relief shown by hypsometric tints.  
Four 5-line columns of text in lower margin.  
Scale ca. 1:780,000.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.  
Baskes map8C G3201.S7 1940 .C68, no. 15  
(PrCr)

70086 Sicily (Italy) - Maps - 1943>>>Corsica (France) - Maps - 1943>>>Sardinia (Italy) - Maps - 1943
Axis strongholds bombed by U.S. Chicago : Chicago Tribune, 1943.  
Authors: Chicago tribune -- Wisner, William H., fl. 1940-1944 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection  
(Newberry Library)  
3 maps : col. ; 50 x 39 cm.  
Detached from Chicago Daily Tribune (19 April 1943).  
Signed 'W. H. Wisner, '43.'  
Contents: Corsica, Sardinia. -- Sicily. -- [Location map].  
Twenty-four lines of text at lower left.  
Scale ca. 1:1,300,000.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.  
Baskes map8C G3201.S7 1940 .C68, no. 13  
(PrCr)

70087 Sicily (Italy) - Maps - 1943 - Road maps<<<Road maps  
1 map : col. ; 41 x 65 cm.  
'Series AF MF401. Compiled under the direction of the Survey Directorate A.F.H.Q. from G.S.G.S.  
4164 by 649th Engineer Bn, U.S. Army, 1943.'  
'AF-17.'  
At upper right: Road map 1:500,000.  
At upper left: Refer to this map as Road map 1:500,000 Sicily.  
Insets (17 x 15 cm. and smaller): Agrigento -- Palermo -- Porto Empedocle -- Licata -- Siracusa -- Messina -- Catania.  
Gift 2003, Jesse Markow; from the collection of his father David, a U.S. soldier during World War II.  
map4F G6761.P2 1943 U5 (PrCr)

70088 Sicily (Italy) - Maps - 1958
Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag -- Kraatz, Leopold -- Roger S. Baskes Collection  
(Newberry Library)  
189 p. 3 maps (some col., some folded) ; 17 cm.  
Map inside front cover.  
Folded maps in pocket.  
Includes index.  
Series: Grieben-Reiseführer ; Bd. 119  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.  
Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 119 (1958)  
(NLO)

70089 Sicily (Italy) - Maps - 1972
Sicily / by Christopher Kininmonth ; with 15 photographs by Herbert Spencer. Indianapolis : Bobbs-Merrill, c1972.  
Authors: Travellers' guide -- Kininmonth, Christopher, 1917- -- Landau, Janet -- Bobbs-Merrill Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection  
(Newberry Library)  
322 p., 2 folded leaves : ill., maps ; 18 cm.  
[Newly rev. ed.]  
Cover title: Travellers' guide to Sicily.  
Maps by Janet Landau.  
Includes bibliographical references and index.  
Series: Travellers' guide.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library  
LC Card Number: 79185235  
Baskes G153 .7T Sicily (1972)  
(NLO)

70090 Sicily (Italy) - Maps - 1975
Authors: Macadam, Alta -- Blue guide -- Flower, John, 1929- -- Ernest Benn Ltd. -- Rand McNally Collection  
(Newberry Library)  
1 v. : 23 map plates  
1st ed.  
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).  
Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)  
(PrCr)

70091 Sicily (Italy) - Maps - 1981
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Authors: Macadam, Alta -- Blue guide -- Flower, John, 1929- -- Ernest Benn Ltd. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection

Los Angeles Times (Firm)
1 map : col. ; 50 x 37 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Forms part of the editorial section complete in 6 pages; Newberry Library lacks the rest of the issue.
Shows Sicily and the receding horizon of southern Italy.
Not drawn to scale.
Approximate coordinates: (E 11°41'00"--E 16°20'00"/N 42°05'00"--N 36°31'00")
For notes on Owens see: Cosgrove, Denis E.
map2F G6761.A5 1943 .O9 (PrCt)


70092 Sicily (Italy) - Maps - 1995
Authors: Istituto geografico De Agostini -- Caporlingua, Massimo -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Sicily (Italy) - Maps - 1952
Sidon (Lebanon) - Maps - 1971 - Harbors - Nautical charts

70095
Sidon (Lebanon) - Maps - 1971 - Harbors - Nautical charts

Thus appears Sidon, with the land to the northward of it ... [London : J. Mount and T. Page, 1771].
Authors: Mount, John, d. 1786 -- Page, Thomas, d. 1781 -- English Pilot. Part 3 (1771) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : woodcut ; 9 x 23 cm. on sheet 47 x 30 cm.
Letterpress title of woodcut map.
Letterpress text at top of sheet (p. 85): Prospects of the land upon the coasts of Cyprus and Syria. Oriented with north at lower left.
Baskes oversize G1956.P5 E5 1771, [plate 58] (PrCt)

Sicily (Italy) - Maps - 1965

70094
Sicily (Italy) - Maps - 1943 - Pictorial maps

Authors: Owens, Charles H. (Charles Hamilton), fl. 1910-1952 -- Oregon Journal (July 11, 1943) --

Los Angeles Times (Firm)
1 map : col. ; 50 x 37 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Forms part of the editorial section complete in 6 pages; Newberry Library lacks the rest of the issue.
Shows Sicily and the receding horizon of southern Italy.
Not drawn to scale.
Approximate coordinates: (E 11°41'00"--E 16°20'00"/N 42°05'00"--N 36°31'00")
For notes on Owens see: Cosgrove, Denis E.
map2F G6761.A5 1943 .O9 (PrCt)

Sicily (Italy) - Maps - 1952

70096
Sicily (Italy) - Maps - 1952
70097 Le Siegè et les fêtes de Binche (1543 et 1549). Deux documents publiés avec traduction, liminaires et notes, better: 2. Litera del la gloriosa et trionfante entrada del serenissimo prinçipe di Spagna in Bins, citta di Flandria [ital. u. franz.].


Newberry holdings not verified

70098 Siegen (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1620

Segena famosum comitat. Nassouiae opp. [Cologne : s.n., i.e. ca. 1620].

Added title at top: Segen. On same sheet with: Dillenbvgvm Nassoviae comitvm arx et natale solvm.

Latin letterpress text on verso under titles: Dillenberga -- Sigena.

In: Braun, Georg and Frans Hogenberg. Civitates orbis terrarum -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 view : hand col.; 17 x 47 cm.


Latin letterpress text on verso under titles: Dillenberga -- Sigena.


VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 6, pl. 12.

70099 Siegen (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1657

Segena famosum comitat. Nassouiae opp. [Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657].

Added title at top: Segen. On same sheet with: Dillenbvgvm Nassoviae comitvm arx et natale solvm.

Latin letterpress text on verso under section titles: Dillenberga -- Sigena.

In: Jansson, Jan. Urbium totius Germaniae syperiorus illustrirum clariorumque tabulae ... Pars posterior [i.e. prior] (1657) -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Theatrum urbium (1657) 1 view : hand col.; 18 x 47 cm.

Added title at top: Segen. On same sheet with: Dillenbvgvm Nassoviae comitvm arx et natale solvm.

Latin letterpress text on verso under section titles: Dillenberga -- Sigena.

In: Jansson, Jan. Urbium totius Germaniae syperiorus illustrirum clariorumque tabulae ... Pars posterior [i.e. prior] 1657, [plate 38].


Case oversize G 117 .452, v. 2, [plate 38]
70104 Siena (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1599

Sienna / Orlando Malavolta auctore. [Venice? s.n. 1599?].

Authors: Malavolati, Orlando, 1515-1596 -- Marchetti, Salvestro, fl. 1599 -- Leo S. Olschki (Firm) -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 view ; 236 x 426 mm. (neat line), 302 x 433 mm. (plate mark)

In upper margin: Abscondi non potest civitas svpra montem posita.

Nine lines of text in bottom margin: Breue totius historiae Senarum argumentum. Orlando Malauolta auctore ... .

Medici coat-of-arms at upper left; unidentified coat-of-arms at upper right.

Apparently related to Orlando Malavolati, Historia del Sig. Orlando Malauolta de' fatti, e guerre de' Sanesi (Venice: Salvestro Marchetti, 1599).

Newberry copy of the book, Case F 35981.548, lacks view.

Cf. OCLC 51246999.

Ex Olschki.

Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

49

Novacco 4F 277 (PrCt)

70105 Siena (Italy : Province) - 1560<<>>Tuscany (Italy) - Maps - 1560

Senae et adjacentium locorum descriptio. [Rome?] : Claudi Duchetti formis AE, [ca. 1560].

Authors: Duchetti, Claudio, fl. 1554-1585 -- Lange, Otto, 1879-1944 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 429 x 291 mm. (neat line), 433 x 296 mm. (plate mark)

Distances between places shown with numbers and stippled lines.


Almagià, Monumenta Italia cartographica (1929) p. 31; cf. plate XXXVI (1). Bella and Bella, Cartografia rara ... dalla collezione Franco Novacco (1986) p. 131, no. 123.

Tooley 522.

Cf. Almagià, Monumenta cartographica vaticana II (1948) p. 92 and plate XXXIII.

Ex Lange.

Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Novacco 2F 167 (PrCt)

70106 Siena (Italy : Province) - 1600<<>>Tuscany (Italy) - Maps - 1600

Stato di Siena / Arnoldo di Arnoldi D D. [Siena]: Matteo Florimi for. in Siena, [ca. 1600].

Authors: Arnoldi, Arnoldo di, d. 1602 -- Florimi, Matteo -- Savini, Pandolfo, fl. ca. 1600 -- Finaly, Madame, d. 1938 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 360 x 475 mm. (plate mark).

Arnoldi di Arnoldi's name appears at end of dedication to 'sigor. Pandolfo Sauini.' Manuscript '49' at upper right.


Almagià, Monumenta Italia cartographica (1929) p. 44.

Almagià, Monumenta cartographica vaticana II (1948) p. 55.


Almagià, Monumenta Italia cartographica (1929) p. 44.

Ex Finaly.

Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Novacco 4F 331 (PrCt)

70107 Siena (Italy : Province) - Maps - 1572-1588<<>>Corsica (France) - Maps - 1572-1588<<>>Ancona (Italy : Province) - Maps - 1572-1588

Senensis ditionis, accurata descrip. ; Corsica ; Marcha Anconae, olim Picenv ; [Antwerp : Plantin, Christophe, approximately 1588].


Theatro de la tierra vniversal (1588) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

3 maps : hand col. ; 33 x 24 cm. and smaller, on sheet 46 x 62 cm.

In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatro de la tierra vniversal (1588) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

Based on previous work by Caesar Orlandi and Agostino Giustiniani; see Karrow.

Printed no. 74 and Spanish letterpress text on verso beginning: Territorio de Sena. Caesar Orlandio, Leysta Senense, nos embio de Roma ... .


Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

2, no. 38.
Scale 1:240,000.
Wheat 878
Uniform title: Pacific Railroad Reports
4F G4051.P3 1853 .U5 v. 11, pt. 2, no. 38

70114 Sighet (Romania) - History - Siege, 1566 - Maps - Sighet (Romania) - Maps - 1566
Ziget, fortezza nel paese d'Ongheria, preso dal campo de Turchi l'anno 1566 ... [Venice: Bolognino Zaltieri], 1566? [i.e. 1569].
Authors: Ballino, Giulio, d. ca. 1592 -- Zenoi, Domenico, fl. 1560-1580 -- Ballino, Giulio, d. ca. 1592. De' disegni delle piu illustri città, et fortezze del mondo ... (1569) -- Zaltieri, Bolognino, fl. 1555-1576
1 map ; 14 x 20 cm.
View of the 1566 siege of Sighet (variously known as Sziget and Szigetvar and previously part of Hungary).
Oriented with north at left.
Letterpress text on verso.
In: Ballino, Giulio. De' disegni delle piu illustri città, et fortezze del mondo ... (Venice: Bolognino Zaltieri, 1569), plate [21].
VAULT Case folio G 117 .06, plate [21] (PrCt)

70115 Sighet (Romania) - History - Siege, 1566 - Pictorial works - Sighet (Romania) - Maps - 1566
Authors: Sotheby Parke Bernet & Co.
1 view ; 11 x 15 cm. reduced from 29 x 40 cm.
Photocopy of reduced reproduction of anonymous view of the 1566 siege of Sighet (variously known as Sziget and Szigetvar and previously part of Hungary).
Reproduced in Sotheby Parke Bernet & Co. Catalogue of highly important maps and atlases ...; illustrated catalogue 8372 (London, 1980) p. 51, no. 46; original published [Rome or Venice?: s.n., 1566?].
Similar to other views published in 1566; cf. Novacco 2F 95 and Novacco 4F 101.
Not in Tooley.
temp map1F G6884.S5 1566 D5 1980 (PrCt)

70116 Sighet (Romania) - History - Siege, 1566 - Pictorial works - Sighet (Romania) - Pictorial works - 1566
Il Vero disegno della fortezza di Zighet doue hora si ritroua il turcho ... / A. V. K. ; Cun priuilegio Roma. B. F. Rome : [Ferando Bertelli?, 1566?].
Authors: Cartaro, Mario, ca. 1540-1620 -- A. V. K., ca. 1540-1620 -- Bertelli, Ferando -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view ; 394 x 512 mm. (neat line), 396 x 514 mm. (plate mark)
Monogram of Mario Cartaro (AVK) in lower right; Cartaro worked for Ferdinando Bertelli; see Nagler, Die Monogrammisten, v. 1, p. 631, no. 1456 and Tooley’s Dictionary of Mapmakers (1999), v. 1, p. 237.
View of the 1566 siege of Sighet (variously known as Sziget and Szigetvar and previously part of Hungary).
Tooley 546.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
c28.5
Novacco 2F 95 (PrCt)

70117 Sighet (Romania) - History - Siege, 1566 - Pictorial works - Sighet (Romania) - Pictorial works - 1566
Il Vero ritratto de Zighet con il suo castello, fortezza noua paludi, lago, fiume & ponte ... [Rome] : Ant. Lafrerij formis Romae, [M] DLXVI [1566?].
Authors: Lafréry, Antoine, 1512-1577 -- Gilhofer & Ranschburg (Vienna, Austria) -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view ; 343 x 496 mm. (neat line), on sheet remargined to 448 x 512 mm.
View of the 1566 siege of Sighet (variously known as Sziget and Szigetvar and previously part of Hungary).
Infinity symbol used in place of ‘M’ in date.
Binding stub and manuscript ‘9ir’ on verso.
Tooley 544.
Ex Gilhofer.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
c28
Novacco 4F 101 (PrCt)

70118 Sikkim (India) - Maps - 1969
Authors: Karan, Pradyumna P. (Pradyumna K., ca. 1540-1620 -- Bertelli, Ferando -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view ; 394 x 512 mm. (neat line), 396 x 514 mm. (plate mark)
Monogram of Mario Cartaro (AVK) in lower right; Cartaro worked for Ferdinando Bertelli; see Nagler, Die Monogrammisten, v. 1, p. 631, no. 1456 and Tooley’s Dictionary of Mapmakers (1999), v. 1, p. 237.
View of the 1566 siege of Sighet (variously known as Sziget and Szigetvar and previously part of Hungary).
Tooley 546.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
c28.5
Novacco 2F 95 (PrCt)

70119 Sikkim (India) - Maps - 1969
Silesia - Maps - 1561-1570
Silesiae typvs / descriptvs et editus a Martino Heilwig Neisense, et nobili vro Nicolao Rhedinger dedicatus. Anno 1561. [Antwerp : Aegid. Coppenium Diesth], 1561 [i.e. 1570].
Authors: Helwig, Martin, 1516-1574 -- Rehdiger, K., ca. 1540-1620 -- Bertelli, Ferando -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view ; 394 x 512 mm. (neat line), 396 x 514 mm. (plate mark)
Monogram of Mario Cartaro (AVK) in lower right; Cartaro worked for Ferdinando Bertelli; see Nagler, Die Monogrammisten, v. 1, p. 631, no. 1456 and Tooley’s Dictionary of Mapmakers (1999), v. 1, p. 237.
View of the 1566 siege of Sighet (variously known as Sziget and Szigetvar and previously part of Hungary).
Tooley 546.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
c28.5
Novacco 2F 95 (PrCt)
Nicolaus -- Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598 --
Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 --
Diesth, Aegid. Coppenius (Aegidius Coppenius) --
Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598. Theatrvm orbis terrarvm (1570) -- Heilwig, Martino, 1516-1574
SEE Helwig, Martin, 1516-1574
1 map; 27 x 38 cm.
In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatrvm orbis terrarvm (Antwerp : A.C. Diesth, 1570), [plate 26].
Engraved by Franz Hogenberg; see Karrow, p. 5.
Printed no. 26 and Latin letterpress text on verso beginning: Silesia. Fvit haec provincia diu sub
Imperio Polonorum, tandemque subicitur
Coronea Bohemiae ...
Duplicate copy: VAULT oversize Ayer 135.O7 1570
Digital image of another copy available on Marcel
P.R. van den Broecke's Cartographica
VAULT Case oversize G 1007 .64, [plate 26] (PrCt)

70122 Silesia - Maps - 1606
Silesiae typvs / a Martino Heilwigio Nissense descriptus, et nobili doctoque viro Domino
Nicolao Rhedingero ded. [London : John Norton, 1606].
Authors: Helwig, Martin, 1516-1574 -- Rehdiger, Nicolaus -- Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598 --
Norton, John, -1612 -- Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598. Theatrum orbis terrarum ... (1606) --
Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) --
Rehdiger, Nicolaus SEE Reh, Nicolaus Rhediger, Nicolaus --
Rhedinger, Nicolaus SEE Rehdiger, Nicolaus 1 map: hand col.; 30 x 38 cm.
In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatrvm orbis terrarvm ... (London : J. Norton, 1606), [plate 61].
Printed no. 61 and English letterpress text on verso beginning: Silesia. Iohn Crato one of the
Emperours counsellors ... .
Digital image of another copy available on Marcel
P.R. van den Broecke's Cartographica
References: Karrow, Mapmakers of the sixteenth century (1993), p. 7, 23 and 290-291; Broecke,
VAULT oversize Ayer 135.O7 1606, [plate 61] (PrCt)

70123 Silesia - Maps - 1644
Silesiae ducatus nova et accurata descriptio.
Amsterd, [ca. 1644].
Authors: Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664 -- Johan
Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
II:25
1 map: hand col.; 37 x 48 cm.
Cf. Phillips 5937 v. 1 [64].
2269
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly
17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by
Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound
Together without title page for the collector Johan
Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection
(Newberry Library).
VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2
no. II:25 (PrCt)

70124 Silesia - Maps - 1654 Lusatia (Germany) -
Maps - 1654 Moravia (Czech Republic) -
Maps - 1654
Provinces unies, et incorporées a la couronne de
Boheme ... Paris : chez l'auteur, 1654 [i.e. 1659?].

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

70125 Silesia - Maps - 1710
Mappa geographica exactissima continens imperatoris haereditarium dominium Silesiam. Amsterdam, [ca. 1710].
Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1716 -- Johann Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:27
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 56 cm.
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
References: Cf. Koeman v. 3 p. 121 [66].
2271 VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:27 (PrCt)

70126 Silesia - Maps - 1716<>Wroclaw (Poland) - Maps - 1716 - Pictorial works
Superioris et inferioris ducatus Silesiae. Nuremberg, 1716.
Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:26
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 57 cm.
Inset: Breslaw.
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
References: Phillips 5966 [52].
2270 VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:26 (PrCt)

70127 Silesia - Maps - 1730<>Wroclaw (Poland) - Maps - 1730
Superioris et inferioris ducatus Silesiae. Nuremberg, [ca. 1730].
Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:II23
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 56 cm.
Inset: Breslaw.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
3202 Sack map4F G6522.S5 1730 .H6 (PrCt)

70128 Silesia - Maps - 1740<>Wroclaw (Poland) - Maps - 1740<>Breslau (Germany) SEE Wroclaw (Poland)
Silesiae ducatus tam superior quam inferior juxta suos XVII minores principatibus ... [Augsburg] : Matth Seutteri, [ca. 1740?].
Authors: Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756 -- Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756. [A Collection of Seutter maps] [1726-1773]
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 56 cm.
Inset (7 x 10 cm.): Breslaw.
Forms part of a made-to-order composite atlas chiefly comprised of undated maps issued ca. 1734-ca. 1744.
Case oversize G 1007 .81 pl. [71] (PrCt)

70129 Silesia - Maps - 1741
Nieuwe Kaart van’t Hertogdom Sileesien. Amsterdam, 1741.
Authors: Ratelband, Johannes, 1715-1793 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:II24
1 map : 27 x 24 cm.
Added title: Nouvelle carte du duché de Silesie.
3203 Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6522.S5 1741 .R3 (PrCt)

70130 Silesia - Maps - 1741<>Wroclaw (Poland) - Maps - 1741
Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Covens et Mortier -- L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726. Atlas nouveau, contenant toutes les parties du monde ... [1741?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 55 cm.
Added title in upper margin: Carte Generale du Duché de Silesie ...
Includes city-plan inset (10 x 10 cm.): Breslaw.
In: L'Isle, Guillaume de. Atlas nouveau, contenant toutes les parties du monde ... (Amsterdam : J. Covens & C. Mortier, [1741?]) v. 2, pl. [9].
Oversize Ayer 135 .L695 1741 v. 2, pl. [8] (PrCt)

70131 Silesia - Maps - 1741<>Wroclaw (Poland) - Maps - 1741
Theatre de la guerre en Silesie : nouvelle carte. Paris : Le Rouge, 1741 [i.e. 1748?].
Authors: Le Rouge, Georges-Louis -- Le Rouge, Georges-Louis. Recueil contenant des cartes nouvelles ... (1742 [i.e. 1748?]) -- Edward E. Ayer

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Silesia - Maps - 1745>>>Wrocław (Poland) - Maps - 1745
Superioris et inferioris ducatus Silesiae in suos XVII ... Nuremberg : Homann Erben, [ca. 1745].
Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist. 1663-1724 -- Homann Erben (Firm) -- Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724. Atlas novus terrarum orbis [ca. 1745] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 56 cm.
In: Homann, Johann Baptist. Atlas novus terrarum orbis (Nuremberg : [Homann Erben, ca. 1745]). [plate 136].
Inset (10 x 10 cm.): Breslaw.
Manuscript '138' and '140' on verso.
oversize Ayer 135 .H7 1730, [plate 136] (PrCt)

Silesia - Maps - 1748
Novissimum Silesiae theatrum... Amsterdam, 1748.
Authors: Cóvens et Mortier -- Condet, Johannes, 1711-1781
1 map : hand col. ; 84 x 76 cm. on 2 sheets each 48 x 80 cm.
Added title: Partie septentrionale du duché de Silesie.
Added title: Partie meridionale du duché de Silesie.
86-90344
4252
map4F G6522.S5 1748 .C6 (PrCt)

Silesia - Maps 1757
Carte de la haute partie du Duché de Silésie : qui comprend les Principautés ou Duchés d'Oppeln, de Ratibor, lagerendorf, de Troppau, de Teschen, de Munsterberg, de Neisse et les Seigneuries de Plesse et d'Ober-Beuthen / dédié et présentée au roy par ... le Chevalier de Beaurein ... Paris : Chez le Chevalier de Beaurein, 1757.
Authors: Beaurein, Jean, chevalier de, 1696-1771 -- Lopez-Majano, Jadwiga
1 map ; 37 x 37 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:600,000].
Title in ink on verso: Haute partie du Duché de Silesie.
map4F G6522 .S5 1757 .B4 (PrCt)

Silesia - Maps - 1797
Authors: Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824 -- Calcoografia camerale (Rome, Italy) -- Lopez-Majano, Jadwiga
1 map ; hand col. ; 30 x 43 cm.
Pen-and-ink number at upper right, within plate mark: 38.
map4F G6522 .S5 1797 .C3 (PrCt)

Authors: Schlenger, Herbert -- Hammer, Ingenieurleutnant, fl. 1777-1783 -- Massenbach, August Ludwig von, 1758-1827 -- Historische Kommission für Schlesien -- Flemming-Wiskott A.-G. -- Jan Thorbecke Verlag
3 maps ; col. ; 45 x 83 cm.
"2. Auflage 1984"
Originally published Breslau: Ferdinmond Hirt, 1933.
Scale 1:125,000.
map4F G6522.S5 1800 .S3 1984 (PrCt)

Authors: Traeger, Eugen, 1855-1881 -- Traeger, Eugen, 1855-1881
1 map : col. ; 32 x 26 cm.
"2. Auflage 1984"
Originally published Breslau: Ferdinmond Hirt, 1933.
Scale 1:125,000.
map4F G6522.S5 1800 .S3 1984 (PrCt)

Silesia - Maps - 1923>>>Krkonoše (Czech Republic and Poland) - Maps - 1923>>>Glatz (Germany : Grafschaft) - Maps - 1923
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 25 maps, 23 city plans
1st ed.
Includes advertising dated 1925 and priced in marks.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)


Vert 2214 (PrCt)

70141 Silvani, Bernardo [Notes on Bernardus Sylvanus]. [Chicago, 198-?]. Authors: Karrow, Robert W. 1 file folder ; 25 x 30 cm. Bibliographical notes, correspondence, and drafts used in the preparation of the chapter on Bernardus Sylvanus in: Karrow, Mapmakers of the sixteenth century and their maps (1993). Vert 3185 (PrCt)


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.


70148 Simeoni, Gabriele, 1509-1575 [Notes on Gabriel Symeoni]. [Chicago, 198-?]. Authors: Karrow, Robert W. 1 file folder ; 25 x 30 cm. Bibliographical notes, photocopies of maps, and drafts used in the preparation of the chapter on Gabriel Symeoni in: Karrow, Mapmakers of the sixteenth century and their maps (1993). Vert 3187 (PrCt)


Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3186, no. 1. Y 014 .1042, v. 10, p. 179-184 (PrCt)


70151 Similkameen River Valley (B.C. and Wash.)-Maps - 1886 - Gold mines and mining<<>>Gold mines and mining - Similkameen River Valley (B.C. and Wash.)-Maps - 1886<<>>British Columbia - Maps - 1886 - Gold mines and mining<<>>Gold mines and mining - British Columbia - Maps - 1886 Map of the Similkameen country. [Victoria, B.C.? s.n.], 1886. Authors: Trout, P. L. (Peter Laird), d. 1925 -- Trout, P. L. (Peter Laird), d. 1925. Prospectors' manual : being a full and complete history and description of the newly discovered gold mines on Granite Creek, the canyon of the Tulameen River, and other new mineral discoveries in the Similkameen country ... (1886) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 13 x 20 cm. Anonymous map. Details the Similkameen River Valley. 'Scale 9 miles to the inch.' In Trout, P. L. Prospectors' manual : being a full and complete history and description of the newly discovered gold mines on Granite Creek, the canyon of the Tulameen River, and other new mineral discoveries in the Similkameen country ... ((Victoria, B.C.? : s.n.), 1886) following title page. Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library. Graff 4199 following title page (PrCt)

70152 Simpson County (Miss.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners-Counties - Maps-Counties - Maps Family maps of Simpson County, Mississippi : with homesteads, roads, waterways, towns, cemeteries, railroads, and more / by Gregory A. ... (Collingwood, Ont. : Union Publishing Co., 1890). ... 79-41896 M69, M1368 oversize G1148.S6 B4 1881a (NLO)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)


'Deluxe edition.'
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).

'3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.'
Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).
Includes indexes.
Series: Family maps ISBN 1420307584 ; 9781420307580 Local History Ref F347.S5 B69 2007 (NLO)


Sinaloa (Mexico : State) - Maps - 1925 - Maps - Railroads - Maps
1 map : col. ; 64 x 47 cm.
Plate no.: 4N25.
Includes key to railroads numbered 27-137 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Sinaloa railroads . . .
Issued folded in accompanying index (12 p. ; 17 cm.): Sinaloa, México : indexed pocket map, tourists’ and shippers’ guide . . . = Mapa de bolsillo . . . . San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1925.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
map3C G4491.P3 1925 .R3a (PrCt)


VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1606, [plate 8] (PrCt)

70163 Singapore - Maps - 1840 - Pictorial works

Singapore. [Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, 1840].
Authors: Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846 -- Lee & Blanchard -- Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (1840)
1 view ; 5 x 7 cm.
In: Murray, Hugh. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, successors to Carey & Co., for George W. Gorton, 1840) v. 2, p. 525.
Wax engraving.
G 11 .607 v. 2, p. 525 (PrCt)

70164 Singapore - Maps - 1995

Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Baedeker Stuttgart -- Automobile Association (Great Britain) -- Jarrold and Sons -- Prentice-Hall, inc. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 8 plates
2nd ed.
Issued in partnership with the Automobile Association (short format); cf. A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher, 1832-1990, p. 277.
Cover price: $17.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

70165 Sint Catharinae Gasthuis (Arnhem, Netherlands) - Maps - 1635

Sint Catharinae Gasthuis (Arnhem, Netherlands) - Maps - 1635
1 view ; 10 x 13 cm.
Digital image of a variant edition of this map available on website of bookdealer Barry Lawrence Ruderman (accessed Oct. 2012):
https://www.raremaps.com/gallery/enlarge/27681
VAULT folio Ayer 7 .M8 1552, p. 339 (PrCt)

70166 Sion (Switzerland) - Maps - 1552 - Pictorial maps
Sion (Switzerland) - Maps - 1552
Sion (Switzerland) - Maps - 1552
Sion (Switzerland) - Maps - 1552
Sion (Switzerland) - Maps - 1552
Sion (Switzerland) - Maps - 1552
Sion (Switzerland) - Maps - Woodcuts
Sedunensis ciuitas cum duabus arcibus & Valeria cathedrale ecclesia. [Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552].
Authors: Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552.
Cosmographiae uniuersalis ... (1552) -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : woodcut ; 26 x 36 cm., on sheet 32 x 40 cm.
Letterpress title above woodcut view of Sion, capital of the Swiss canton of Valais.
Added titles at top of map: Sedunu -- Sitten.
Buildings shown pictorially.
Letterpress 337 and text on verso: Civitas Sedunensis, opera praecleri uiri Iohannes Kalbermatti... In: Münster, Sebastian. Cosmographiae uniuersalis ... (Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552), p. 338-339.
1 view ; 10 x 13 cm.
Digital image of a variant edition of this map available on website of bookdealer Barry Lawrence Ruderman (accessed Oct. 2012):
https://www.raremaps.com/gallery/enlarge/27681
VAULT folio Ayer 7 .M8 1552, p. 339 (PrCt)

70167 Sioux City (Iowa) - Pictorial works - 1866
Sioux City, Iowa, in 1866. [S.I. s.n., 1899] .
Authors: Larpenteur, Charles, 1807-1872. Forty years a fur trader on the upper Missouri ... (1898) -- Coues, Elliott, 1842-1899 -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 view ; 10 x 13 cm.
Reproduction of anonymous photograph in Larpenteur, Charles. Forty years a fur trader on the upper Missouri : the personal narrative of...
Sioux County (Iowa) - Maps - 1908 - Landowners<>Counties - Maps
Standard historical atlas of Sioux County, Iowa : containing maps of villages, cities and townships of the county, maps of state, United States and world, farmer's directory, business directory and general information. Chicago : Anderson & Goodwin Co., 1908.
Authors: Anderson & Goodwin Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (86, [12], 29, 41 p.) : ill., 38 col. maps, ports. ; 46 cm.
Cover title: Atlas of Sioux County, Iowa.
Includes directories.
Imperfect: one portrait on last page cut out.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Phillips 1695.


Sioux County (Iowa) - Maps - 1913 - Landowners<>Counties - Maps
Authors: Anderson Publishing Company -- Alton Democrat
1 atlas ; 35 cm.

oversize F 91283 .031 (NLO)

Sioux County (Iowa) - Maps - 1935 - Landowners<>Counties - Maps
Authors: K. & S. Land Plat Company -- Alton Democrat (Alton, Iowa) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (25 leaves : 24 maps) ; 35 cm.
Cover title: Atlas and township plats of Sioux County, Iowa.
Scale not given.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Sioux County (Neb.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners<>Counties - Maps
Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960-- Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)
618 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
1st ed.
'Deluxe edition.'
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).
'3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.'
Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).
Includes indexes.
Series: Family maps
ISBN 142030352X

Local History Ref F672.S6 B69 2006 (NLO)

Sioux Falls (S.D.) - Maps - 1888<>Sioux Falls Region (S.D.) - Maps - 1888<>Minnehaha County (S.D.) - Maps - 1888<>Counties - Maps
Authors: Avery, H. M., fl. 1888 -- H.B. Stranahan & Co. -- Smith & Meredith -- Howes, Wright -- Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 58 x 57 cm. fold. in cloth covers 20 x 11 cm.
Cover title: H. M. Avery's map of Sioux Falls, Dakota.
Insets: Map of Minnehaha County, Dakota (6 x 8 cm.) -- Map of the vicinity of Sioux Falls, the metropolis of Dakota (11 x 15 cm.)
Inscription inside front cover: Smith & Meredith, 123 W. 9.
Linen backed.
Condition: good.
Forms part of the Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Gift 1976, Wright Howes.
map3C G4184.S5 1888 A9 (PrCt)
70174 **Sioux Falls (S.D.) - Pictorial works - 1875**
*View of Table Rock, Sioux Falls, 65 miles north of Elk Point.* [Chicago] : Rand McNally Co., [1875].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Rand, McNally & Co.'s new map and guide to the Black Hills of Dakota : illustrated (1875) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 view ; on sheet 16 x 8 cm.
In Rand, McNally & Co.'s new map and guide to the Black Hills of Dakota : illustrated (Chicago : Rand, McNally & Co., 1875) inside front cover. Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
*Graff 3420 inside front cover (PrCt)*

70175 **Sioux Falls (S.D.) - Pictorial works - 1875**
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Rand, McNally & Co.'s new map and guide to the Black Hills of Dakota : illustrated (1875) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 view ; on sheet 16 x 8 cm.
In Rand, McNally & Co.'s new map and guide to the Black Hills of Dakota : illustrated (Chicago : Rand, McNally & Co., 1875) inside front cover. Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
*Graff 3420 inside front cover (PrCt)*

70176 **Sioux Falls (S.D.) - Pictorial works - 1878**
*Railroads - Maps*
*View of Table Rock, Sioux Falls, 65 miles north of Elk Point.* [Chicago] : Rand McNally Co., [1878].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Maguire, H. N. (Henry N.) New map and guide to Dakota, and the Black Hills ... [1878] -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 view ; 10 x 8 cm., on sheet 22 x 15 cm.
In Maguire, H.N. New map and guide to Dakota, and the Black Hills ... (Chicago : Rand, McNally & Co., printers, [1878]) p. 52. Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
*Graff 2660 p. 52 (PrCt)*

70177 **Sioux Lookout Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1932 - Geology**
*Kenora (Ont. : District) - Maps - 1932 - Geology - Sioux Lookout Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1932 - Geology - Kenora (Ont. : District) - Maps - 1932 - Sierra Lookout area, District of Kenora, Ontario.*
[ TORONTO: Ontario Department of Mines, 1932? ]
Authors: Ontario. Department of Mines -- Hurst, M. E., active 1931
1 map : col. ; 48 x 62 cm.
Anonymous map without imprint.
"Surveyed 1932" -- Printed at bottom, left of center.
"Scale 1:95,040 or 1 1/2 miles = 1 inch."
Coordinates: (W 92°25'26"--W 91°35'53"/N 50°11'23"--N 49°46'33")
Variant or derivative of another map published in 1932 with "geology by M. E. Hurst, 1931." The Hurst map forms number "41h" in a series issued by the Ontario Department of Mines; cf. OCLC 639872023. "Legend" for pre-Cambrian geology and key to "symbols" in right margin. Issued folded to 20 x 25 cm.
*map6F G3463.K4C5 1932 .O5 (PrCt)*

70178 **Siphnos Island (Greece) - Maps - 1528**
*Siphno Island (Greece) SEE Siphnos Island (Greece) <>> Woodcuts [Map of Siphnos Island in the Kyklades of the Aegean Sea].* [Venice : Nicolò Zoppino, 1528].
Authors: Bordon, Benedetto, fl. 1508-1544 -- Zoppino, Nicolò, fl. 1508-1544 -- Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530. Libro di Benedetto Bordone : nel qual si ragiona de tutte l'isole del mondo ... (1528)
1 map : woodcut ; within printed borders 8 x 14 cm., on sheet 31 x 21 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
"Siphano" identified at upper left. Oriented with north at left.
In: Bordon, Benedetto. Libro di Benedetto Bordone : nel qual si ragiona de tutte l'isole del mondo ... (Venice : Nicolò Zoppino, 1528), folio XLIII.
*Case folio G 117 .108, folio XLIII (PrCt)*

70179 **Sir Francis Drake Hotel (San Francisco, Calif.) - Access roads - Maps - 1960**
*Welcome to the Sir Francis Drake Hotel : may we guide you to our garage entrance.* [San Francisco, Calif.] : The Beefeater, [ca.1960].
Authors: The Beefeater
1 card : col. map ; 11 x 15 cm
*Travel Vertical File G4364 .S5E635 1960 .B4 (PrCt)*

70180 **Sirinthaém (Brazil) - Maps - 1671 - Pictorial works**
*Serinhaém.* [London : John Ogilby, 1671].
Authors: Ogilby, John, 1600-1676 -- Ogilby, John, 1600-1676. America : being the latest, and most accurate description of the New World ... (1671) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view ; 28 x 34 cm.
Includes references A-D in bottom margin. Plate number '3' engraved in reverse at lower left.
In: Ogilby, John. America : being the latest, and most accurate description of the New World ... (London : Printed by the author, 1671) following p. 580.
*VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O3 1671 following*

Sistine Chapel (Vatican Palace, Vatican City) - Pictorial works - 1575<<>>Catholic Church. Liturgy and ritual - Sistine Chapel (Vatican Palace, Vatican City) - Pictorial works - 1578 Maiestatis pontificiae dvm in Capella Xisti sacra peragvntur accvrata delineati / ... uera descrip/ ... Romanae magnificentiae des Antonio Lafreri' in Collectanea variae doctrinae Leoni S. Romanae magnificentiae' of Antonio Lafreri : a monument of the Renaissance ... (London : [Strangeways and sons, 1925?]), p. 31, no. 357. Cf. Descriptive catalogue of engravings from the University of Chicago Library's Speculum romanæ magnificentiae (Chicago: University of Chicago Library, Dept. of Special Collections, 1973), no. A70. Ex Rappaport. Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).


Ayer F 904 .N37 p. 336-337 (PrCt)

Sitka (Alaska) - Pictorial works - 1868 - Manuscripts<<>>Manuscript maps <<>>Wall maps [View of Sitka, Alaska]. [ca. 1868]. Authors: Stannicovsky, A. de. 19th cent. -- Davis, Jefferson Columbus, 1828-1879 -- Clark, Nan Finley, 20th cent. 1 ms. view : hand col. ; on sheet 33 x 101 cm. Offshore view of Sitka signed 'A. de Stannicovsky' (a Russian naval officer?). From the estate of U.S. General Jefferson Columbus Davis, appointed as first military governor after the Alaska purchase of 1867. Details include U.S. and Russian flags, the fort, 'Baranof Castle', St. Michael's Cathedral, and the Russian hospital (later the site of Sheldon Jackson College); see the Map Information File for correspondence dated 1968-1969 between Davis descendant Mrs. Nan Finley Clark of Grosse Pointe Farms, Michigan and the Alaska Historical Library. Pen-and-ink and egg tempura; pencil sketch of the fort on verso (6 x 10 cm.) Exhibited at the Newberry Library as part of Mapping Manifest Destiny : Chicago and the American West (November 3, 2007-February 16, 2008).

VAULT drawer MS map6F G4374.S5A3 1868 S7 (PrCt)

Sjaelland (Denmark) - Maps - 1680<<>>Fyn (Denmark) - Maps - 1680<<>>Lolland (Denmark) - Maps - 1680<<>>Denmark - Maps - 1680<<>>Denmark, Insular SEE Sjaelland (Denmark), Fyn (Denmark), and Lolland (Denmark)<<>>Insular Denmark SEE
Sjaelland (Denmark), Fyn (Denmark), and Lolland (Denmark)  
Insularum Danicarum ut Zee-landiae, Fioniae, Langelandiae, Lalandiae, Falstriae, Fembriae...  
Amsterdam, [ca. 1680].  
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Danckerts, Justus, 1635-1701 -- Danckerts, Justus, 1635-1701.  
Atlas [ca. 1680] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 57 cm.  
In: Danckerts, Justus. Atlas (Amsterdam : J. Danckers, [ca. 1680]) pl. [29]. Ms. no. '30' in upper right.  
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .D18 A pl. 29 (PrCt)  

70186  
Sjaelland (Denmark) - Maps - 1682<<>>Fyn (Denmark) - Maps - 1682<<>>Lolland (Denmark) - Maps - 1682<<>>Denmark - Maps - 1682  
Insularum ut Zee-landiae, Fioniae Langelandiae, Lalandiae, Falstriae, Fembriae, Monae aliarumq. in Mari Balthico sitar. Amsterdam : C. Allard, [1682?].  
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Allard, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709 -- Allard, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709.  
Atlas minor sive tabulae geographicae ... [1682?]  
-- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map : col. ; 48 x 57 cm.  
In: Allard, Carel. Atlas minor sive tabulae geographicae proecipuum regnorum regionum, insularum, provinciarum, etc. (Amsterdam : C. Allard, 1682?) pl. 6.  
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .A4 A pl. 6 (PrCt)  

70187  
Sjaelland (Denmark) - Maps - 1700<<>>Fyn (Denmark) - Maps - 1700<<>>Langeland (Denmark) - Maps - 1700<<>>Denmark - Maps - 1700  
Insularum Danicarum ut Zee-landiae, Fioniae, Langelandiae, Lalandiae, Falstriae ...  
Amstelodami [Amsterdam] : F. de Wit, [ca. 1700?].  
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Wit, Frederik de.  
Atlas [ca. 1700?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 57 cm.  
In: Wit, Frederik de. Atlas (Amsterdam : bij Frederick de Wit in de Calverstraet bij den Dam inde Witte Paskaert. [ca. 1700?]) no. [68].  
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .W8 A no. [68] (PrCt)  

70188  
Skagerrak - Maps - 1697 - Nautical charts<<>>Kattegat (Denmark and Sweden) - Maps - 1697 - Nautical charts<<>>Nautical charts - Skagerrak - 1697<<>>Nautical charts - Kattegat (Denmark and Sweden) - 1697<<>>Marstrand (Sweden) - Maps - 1697 - Coasts<<>>Schager-Rack SEE  
Skagerrak<<>>Nautical charts  
Pas-Kaart van't Schager-Rack begrypende Bocht van Anslo en de Kust van Frederikshal tot Landscron. Amsterdam : Johannis Loots, [1697?].  
Authors: Loots, Johannes, ca. 1665-1726 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:X19  
1 map ; 53 x 58 cm.  
Oriented with north at left.  
Inset (9 x 14 cm.): Marstrand in't Groot.  
In manuscript on verso: Gr. Schager Rack.  
Koeman v. 4, p. 411, Lts 1, no. (3).  
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).  
Sack map4F G5702.B3 1697 .L6 (PrCt)  

Skagerrak - Maps - 1730 - Nautical charts<<>>Kattegat (Denmark and Sweden) - Maps - 1730 - Nautical charts<<>>Marstrand (Sweden) - Maps - 1730 - Nautical charts<<>>Göteborg (Sweden) - Maps - 1730 - Nautical charts<<>>Copenhagen (Denmark) - Maps - 1730 - Nautical charts<<>>Poel Island (Germany) - Maps - 1730 - Nautical charts<<>>Usedom (Germany) - Maps - 1730 - Nautical charts<<>>Blekinge län (Sweden) - Maps - 1730 - Nautical charts<<>>Rügen (Germany)- Maps - 1730 - Nautical charts<<>>Nautical charts - Skagerrak - 1730<<>>Nautical charts - Kattegat (Denmark and Sweden) - 1730<<>>Nautical charts - Marstrand (Sweden) - 1730<<>>Nautical charts - Göteborg (Sweden) - 1730<<>>Nautical charts - Copenhagen (Denmark) - 1730<<>>Nautical charts - Poel Island (Germany) - 1730<<>>Nautical charts - Usedom (Germany) - 1730<<>>Nautical charts - Blekinge län (Sweden) - 1730<<>>Nautical charts - Rügen (Germany) - 1730<<>>Nautical charts  
Paskaert van t' Schager-Rack Sooit by de Oost-vaerende Zee ... / door C. J. Voogt ... ; door Gerard van Keulen ... ; door den Admiral Tromp. Amsterdam : bij Ioannes van Keulen, [ca. 1730?].  
Authors: Vooght, Claes Janszoon, d. 1696 -- Keulen, Gerard van -- Tromp, Cornelis, 1629-1691 -- Keulen, Johannes van, fl. 1726-1753 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). IV:B2  
1 map ; 52 x 58 cm., on sheet 63 x 103 cm., folded to 63 x 38 cm.  
Oriented with north at left.  
Right third of sheet includes 8 ancillary maps printed from a separate copperplate without collective title.  
Ancillary maps (each 13 x 15 cm.) detail Marstrand and the the passage to Göteborg (Sweden), Copenhagen (Denmark), Poel Island and Usedom in Germany, Blekinge län (Sweden), and Rügen (Germany).  
One of four folded sheets mounted back-to-back within green paper binding.  
'By de Baron Sack' and 'Tomus XV' -- Manuscript inscriptions on cover.  
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
70190 Skagerrak - Maps - 1740 - Coasts - Nautical charts
The Coast of Norway from ye Naze to ye Paternosters and part of lutfland. [London : William Mount and Thomas Page, 1740].
Authors: Mount, William, d. 1769 -- Page, Thomas, d. 1762 -- English Pilot. Part 2 (1740) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 42 x 52 cm.
Oriented with north at upper right.
In: The English pilot : The second part : Describing the sea-coasts ... in the whole northern navigation ... the sea-coast of England and Scotland ... the sea-coast of Flanders ... Norway ... Russia ... and Nova Zambia, as far as the Tartarian Sea ... The sea-coasts of Sweden ... in the Baltick-Sea (London : William Mount and Thomas Page, 1740), [plate 16].
Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger):
English Pilot. Part 2 (1740)
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskets oversize G1793 .E552 1740, [plate 16] (PrCt)

70191 Skagerrak - Maps - 1749 - Coasts - Nautical charts
The Coast of Norway from ye Naze to ye Paternosters and part of lutfland. [London : W. and J. Mount, and T. Page, 1749].
1 map ; 42 x 51 cm.
Oriented with north at upper right.
In: The English pilot : The second part. Describing the sea-coasts ... in the whole northern navigation ... Describing the north coast of England and Scotland, ... Orkney, Shetland, ... Flanders, Zeeland, Holland, Germany, Denmark, Norway, Finland, Lapland, Russia, ... Waigats, and Nova Zembla, ... Tartarian Sea, ... Greenland, Trinity-Island, ... Cherry Island, ... Sweden, ... East-Finland, ... Lyfland, Prussia, Pomerania, &c. with ... the Baltick-Sea (London : W. and J. Mount, and T. Page, 1749) opposite p. 37.
Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger):
English Pilot. Part 2 (1749)
oversize Ayer 135 .E55 1749 opp. p. 37 (PrCt)

70192 Skaggerak (Denmark and Norway) - Maps - 1807 - Nautical charts
Kattegat (Denmark and Sweden) - Nautical charts - Skaggerak (Denmark and Norway) - Nautical charts - Oslofjorden (Norway) - Nautical charts - 1807

70193 Skåne (Sweden) - Maps - 1680 - Hålland (Sweden) - Maps - 1680 - Blekinge Län (Sweden) - 1680
Accurata Scaniae, Blekingiae, et Hallandiae descriptio. Amsterdam, [ca. 1680].
1 map ; hand col. ; 48 x 57 cm.
In: Danckerts, Justus. Atlas (Amsterdam ; J. Danckers, [ca. 1680]) pl. [30]. Ms. no. '31' in upper right.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .D18 A pl. 30 (PrCt)

70194 Skåne (Sweden) - Maps - 1745 - Hålland (Sweden) - Maps - 1745 - Blekinge Län (Sweden) - Maps - 1745
Nova tabula Scaniae quae est gothia australis ... Nuremberg : Homann Erben, [ca. 1745].
Authors: Homann, Johann Baptis, 1663-1724 -- Homann Erben (Firm) -- Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724. Atlas novus terrarum orbis [ca. 1745] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; hand col. ; 47 x 56 cm.
In: Homann, Johann Baptist. Atlas novus terrarum orbis (Nuremberg : [Homann Erben, ca. 1745]), [plate 158]. Includes untitled continuation inset at upper right. Manuscript '160' and '162' on verso.
oversize Ayer 135 .H7 1730, [plate 158] (PrCt)

70195 Skåne (Sweden) - Maps - 1894 - Copenhagen (Denmark) - Maps - 1894 - Köpenhamn (Denmark) SEE Copenhagen (Denmark)
Skåne och Köpenhamn : illustrerad handbok för...
Authors: Albert Bonniers förlag -- Bonnier, Adolf -- Central-Tryckeriet -- Zachariassen, Lars -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Albert Bonniers förlag SEE ALSO Bonnier, Adolf -- Bonnier, Adolf SEE ALSO Albert Bonniers förlag
Maps by Central-Tryckeriet.
Includes index.
Series: Albert Bonniers illustr. resehandböcker ; 3 -- Albert Bonniers illustrerade resehandböcker ; 3 Bookplate: Ex libris Lars Zachariassen.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .A43 Skåne och Köpenhamn (1894) (NLO)

70196 Skåne (Sweden) - Maps - 1941 - Castles - Castles - Skåne (Sweden) - Maps - 1941
Includes index.
Publisher’s illustrated dust-jacket.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes DL618 .R93 1941 (NLO)

[List of his papers]. [1970?].
Authors: Skelton, R. A. (Raleigh Ashlin), 1906-1970
5 leaves ; 30 cm.
Photocopy of typescript.
BHC 2306
Vert 1772 (PrCt)

Memorial University of Newfoundland. Library - Catalogs
Professional papers, correspondence, etc., of Raleigh Ashlin (Peter) Skelton (1906-1970) : Collections 59 in the Centre for Newfoundland Studies Archives in the Memorial University of Newfoundland Library, St. John’s / arranged and described by Alberta Auringer Wood. St. John’s : Memorial University of Newfoundland, 1989.
"June 15, 1982; revised October 20, 1989"
Formerly folio Z6028 .S54 1989
LC Card Number: cn 90003846

70199 Skelton, R. A. (Raleigh Ashlin), 1906-1970 - Cartography - History - Sources
Professional papers, correspondence, etc., of Raleigh Ashlin (Peter) Skelton (1906-1970) : collection 59 in the Centre for Newfoundland Studies Archives in the Memorial University of Newfoundland Library, St. John’s / arranged and described by Alberta Auringer Wood. St. John’s : Memorial University of Newfoundland, 1989.
Compiled "June 15, 1982; revised October 20, 1989."
Printout of digital version available through Memorial University website (accessed November 2013):
http://collections.mun.ca/u/?cns_tools,40619
Vert 3220 (PrCt)

Vert 132 (PrCt)

Reprint.
Vert 193 (PrCt)

Authors: Ehrenberg, Ralph E., 1937- p. 558-559
Z 103 .001, v. 36, p. 558-559 (PrCt)

70203 Skelton, R. A. (Raleigh Ashlin), 1906-1970 -
Photographs
[Photograph of R.A. Skelton, London]. [196-?].
1 photo; 19 x 13 cm.
BHC 2194
Vert 1667 (PrCt)

70204
Skiathos Island (Greece) - Maps -
1528<<>>Skopelos Island (Greece) - Maps -
1528<<>>Northern Sporades (Greece) - Maps -
1528<<>>Sciacos Island (Greece) SEE
Skiathos Island (Greece)<<>>Scopelos Island (Greece) SEE Skopolos Island (Greece)<<>>Woodcuts
[Map of Skiathos and Skopelos in the Northern Sporades Islands of the Aegean Sea]. [Venice: Nicolò Zoppino, 1528].
Authors: Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530 -- Zoppino, Nicolò, fl. 1508-1544 -- Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530. Libro di Benedetto Bordone: nel qual si ragiona de tutte l’isole del mondo ... (1528)
1 map: woodcut; within printed borders 8 x 14 cm., on sheet 31 x 21 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Identifies islands of "Sciatos" and "Scopelos."

In: Bordon, Benedetto. Libro di Benedetto Bordone: nel qual si ragiona de tutte l’isole del mondo ... (Venice: Nicolò Zoppino, 1528), folio LXI [i.e. LXII].
Case folio G 117 .108, folio LXIX [i.e. LXI] (PrCt)

70205
Skopelos Island (Greece) - Maps -
1528<<>>Caloiro Island (Greece) SEE
Skopelos Island (Greece)<<>>Skopelos Kaloyerioi (Greece) SEE Skopelos Island (Greece)<<>>Magelos Kalogeros Island (Greece) SEE Skopelos Island (Greece)<<>>Kalogeri (Greece) SEE Skopelos Island (Greece)<<>>Woodcuts
Caloiro. [Venice: Nicolò Zoppino, 1528].
Authors: Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530 -- Zoppino, Nicolò, fl. 1508-1544 -- Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530. Libro di Benedetto Bordone: nel qual si ragiona de tutte l’isole del mondo ... (1528)
1 map: woodcut; within printed borders 8 x 14 cm., on sheet 31 x 21 cm.
Title at bottom right.
Map of Skopelos Island in the Aegean Sea.

In: Bordon, Benedetto. Libro di Benedetto Bordone: nel qual si ragiona de tutte l’isole del mondo ... (Venice: Nicolò Zoppino, 1528), folio LV.

Case folio G 117 .108, folio LV (PrCt)

70207
Skyros Island (Greece) - Maps -
1528<<>>Sporades (Greece) - Maps -
1528<<>>Sciro Island (Greece) SEE Skyros Island (Greece)<<>>Woodcuts
[Map of of Skyros in the Sporades Islands of the Aegean Sea]. [Venice: Nicolò Zoppino, 1528].
Authors: Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530 -- Zoppino, Nicolò, fl. 1508-1544 -- Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530. Libro di Benedetto Bordone: nel qual si ragiona de tutte l’isole del mondo ... (1528)
1 map: woodcut; within printed borders 8 x 14 cm., on sheet 31 x 21 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Identifies island as “Sciro.”

Oriented with north at upper right.

In: Bordon, Benedetto. Libro di Benedetto Bordone: nel qual si ragiona de tutte l’isole del mondo ... (Venice: Nicolò Zoppino, 1528), folio LXII.
Case folio G 117 .108, folio LXII (PrCt)

70208
Slaný (Czech Republic) - Pictorial works -
1617
Schlanivm vulgo Schlani Bohemiae oppidum / [Joris Hoefnagel and Jacob Hoefnagel]. [Amsterdam: Jan Jansson], 1617 [i.e. 1657].
Authors: Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664 -- Hoefnagel, Joris, 1542-1601 -- Hoefnagel, Jacob, 1573-approximately 1632 -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Urbium totius Germaniae syperiorus illustriorum clariormumq tabulae ... Pars posterior [i.e. prior] (1657) -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Theatrum urbium (1657)
1 view : hand col. ; 17 x 47 cm., on sheet 49 x 59 cm.
Oriented with north at right.
On same sheet with: Lavna vulgo Lavn Bohemiae civitas / communicauit Georgius Houfnaglus delineatum a filio.
Latin letterpress text on verso under section titles: Lavna -- Slana.
In: Jansson, Jan. Urbium totius Germaniae sveriorius illustriorum clariorumque tabulae ... Pars posterior [i.e. prior] 1657, [plate 67].
Issued in volume [2] of 8 in Jansson's townbook atlases, collectively known as the Theatrum urbis (Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657).
Case oversize G 117 .452, v. 2, [plate 67] (PrCt)

70209 Slaný (Czech Republic) - Pictorial works - 1617<<<<Schlani (Czech Republic) SEE Slaný (Czech Republic)
Schlanivm vulgo Schlani Bohemiae oppidum.
[Cologne : s.n.], 1617 [i.e. ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Hoefnagel, Joris, 1542-1601 -- Hoefnagel, Jacob, 1573?-approximately 1632 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : hand col. ; 17 x 47 cm.
Derived from view by Joris Hoefnagel; redrawn in 1617 by Jacob Hoefnagel; see R.A. Skelton's Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.
Oriented with north at right.
On same sheet with: Lavna vulgo Lavn Bohemiae civitas.
Latin letterpress text on verso under titles: Lavna -- Slana.
In: Braun, Georg and Franz Hogenberg. Civitates orbis terrarum [Cologne: Pieter von Brachel?, ca. 1620] v. 6, plate 26
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 6, pl. 26 (PrCt)

Authors: Walvin, James -- Pearson Longman
1 atlas (xiv, 146 p. ; ill., maps) ; 24 cm.
1st ed.
Includes bibliographical references p. ([140]) and index.
LC Card Number: 2004063331
ISBN 0582437806 (pbk.)
HT861 .W33 2006 (NLO)

70211 Slavonia (Croaia - Maps - 1783<<<<Danube River Valley - Maps - 1783
Carte de royaume de d'Esclavonie et du duché de Syrmie ... À Venise [Venice] : par P. Santini ; chez Remondini, 1783.
Authors: Santini, P. -- Remondini, Guiseppe Antonio, 1747-1811 -- Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (1784 [i.e. 1807?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 45 x 54 cm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .S4 1807, v. 1, no. 51 [B] (PrCt)

70212 Slidell (La.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps<<<<St. Tammany Parish (La.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps<<<<Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. EasyFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; fold. to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Uniform title: EasyFinder
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
ISBN 0528857126
RMcN Road Map 2006 SIILA (PrCt)

70213 Sligo (Ireland : County) - Maps - 1685
Sligo County. [London : Francis Lamb, 1685].
Authors: Petty, William, Sir, 1623--1687 -- Lamb, Francis -- Petty, William, Sir, 1623-1687. A Geographical description of ye kingdom of Ireland ... [1685]
1 map ; 10 x 14 cm.
In: Petty, William. A Geographical description of ye kingdom of Ireland ... (London: Francis Lamb, [1685]) pl. [27].
Engraved plate number '22'.
Case G 1042 .668 pl. [27] (PrCt)

Dvcatvs Carniole et Histriae vna cvm Marcha Windorvm. [Vienna, 1561].
Authors: Lazius, Wolfgang, 1514-1565 -- Zimmermann, Michael, d. 1565 -- Bagrow, Leo -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 357 x 460 mm. (plate mark), on sheet remargined to 420 x 541 mm. Also issued in Lazius, Wolfgang. Typi chorographici prouin: Austriae (Vienna: Michael Zimmermann, 1561). Described and reproduced in the Theatrum Orbis Terrarum facsimile of the Lazzius book (Amsterdam, 1972) p. xiii and xxv [Map 6C 34]. Karrow 49/24. Ex Bagrow. Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Novacco 4F 365 (PrCt)


fold. to 20 x 15 cm.
Scale 1:300,000.
Inset: [Eastern Slovenia].
Map legends in German, French, and English.
In tiny type in lower left margin: VIII.25.
map3C G6031.P2 1925 .F7, sht. 28 (PrCt)

70220 Sluis (Zeeland, Netherlands) - Maps - 1620
Slvsa, Tevtonicae Flondiae opp. admodum elegans. [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 --
Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 --
 Civitates orbis terrarum -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 41 cm.
Anonymous map.
Added title at top in uppercase lettering: Slvys.
Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Slvsa.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 3, pl. 21 (PrCt)

70221 Sluis (Zeeland, Netherlands) - Maps - 1628 -
Fortification - Zwin (Belgium and Netherlands) - Maps - 1628 -
Fortification - Sluys (Netherlands) SEE
Sluis (Zeeland, Netherlands)
Authors: Visscher, Claes Ianss., 1586 or 7-1652 --
Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 35 x 45 cm.
Details Spanish and Dutch fortifications on the
Zwin Inlet; includes references 1-6 and 1-14.
Oriented with north at upper right.
Forms part of the Visscher Map Collection
(Newberry Library).
Remnants of binding stub on verso.
Campbell, Tony. Claes Ianss. Visscher : a
hundred maps described (1968), p. 23, no. 89.
Hollstein, F. W. H. Dutch and Flemish etchings,
engravings, and woodcuts, ca. 1450-1700
(1949-), no. (60).
Visscher 110 (PrCt)

70222 Smiley, Edward Forbes, III, 1956 - Map thefts -
Smiley, E. Forbes, 1956- SEE
Smiley, Edward Forbes, III, 1956 - Thefts SEE ALSO Map thefts
Structural and functional deficiencies in the
antiquarian maps market (the case of E. Forbes
Authors: Spurr, Steven
1v. (unpaged) ; ills., tables ; 28 cm.
Photocopy of paper prepared for ECON 316A at
McGill University, Nov. 24, 2006.
Vert 2294 (PrCt)

70223 Smith County (Tex.) - Maps - 1880 -
Landowners - Counties -
Maps - Landowners - Maps
[Smith County (Tex.) - 1880: LC G&M land
ownership maps on microfiche], [Washington,
D.C.] : LC G&M Division, [1983?].
Authors: Texas. General Land Office -- Library of
Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC
G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 19 x 20 in. Scale 1:133,320.
Originally compiled 1880.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing
19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map
Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
[Washington, D.C. : Library of Congress,
Geography and Map Division, 1983?].
Microfiche 583, no. 1128 (PrCt)

Smith, Jedediah Strong,
1799-1831 - Cartography - West (U.S.) -
History - 1800-1899 - West (U.S.) - Maps -
1826-1830
Jedediah Smith and his maps of the American
West. San Francisco : California Historical
Society, 1954.
Authors: Morgan, Dale Lowell, 1914-1971 --
Wheat, Carl I. (Carl Irving), 1892-1966 --
Jedediah Strong, 1799-1831 --
California Historical Society --
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
86 p. : 7 maps (some folded) ; 44 cm.
Includes three folded maps in pocket.
Includes bibliographical references.
Series: Special publication (California Historical
Society) ; no. 26.
Fiat 198.
LC Card Number: 55000403
Forms part of the
Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

70225 Smith, Jedediah Strong,
1799-1831 - Cartography - West (U.S.) -
History - 1800-1899 - West (U.S.) - Maps -
1826-1830
Jedediah Smith and his maps of the American
West. San Francisco : California Historical
Society, 1954.
Authors: Morgan, Dale Lowell, 1914-1971 --
Wheat, Carl I. (Carl Irving), 1892-1966 --
Jedediah Strong, 1799-1831 --
California Historical Society
86 p. : 7 maps (some folded) ; 44 cm.
Includes three folded maps in pocket.
Includes bibliographical references.
Series: Special publication (California Historical
Society) ; no. 26.
Fiat 198.
LC Card Number: 55000403
Forms part of the
Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)
70226 Smith, John, 1580-1631
The John Smith story, 1580-1631
[videorecording] / Kingdom Heritage Productions.
Authors: Stanway, Kate -- Stanway, Roger --
Kingdom Heritage Productions -- Newberry Library
1 videodisc (ca. 60 min.) : sd., col. ; 4 3/4 in.
DVD; PAL format.
Tells the story of John Smith through
 dramatizations, interviews with historians, and
archival images.
"Fimred, scripted, narrated, produced, directed
and edited by Kate & Roger Stanway, Kingdom
Heritage Productions"--Liner notes.
"The DVD has been customised for use in the
classroom. Five chapters with twelve short
scenes provide teachers with a user-friendly
resource, when used in conjunction with the
supporting Teachers' notes on a ROM section of
the DVD."--Liner notes.
Includes content provided by the Newberry Library.
DVD F229.S7 J64 2007 (NLO)

70227 Smith, John, 1580-1631 - Bibliography
A Bibliographical account of the different states of the
maps of New England, Virginia, and the
Summer Isles in the works if Captain John Smith.
[New York], 1890-1910.
Authors: Eames, Wilberforce, 1855-1937
[i], 29 p. ; 22 cm.
"Typewritten, 1914-1915."--Ms. note on cover.
For photostatic collection of various issues of
Smith's map of New England, see Ayer 133
.S645 1614 1935.
4A 18484 (NLO)

70228 Smith, John, 1580-1631. Description of New
England (1612)<-Cartography - New
England - History - 1616
Authors: Long, John Hamilton
maps, ills.
BHC 1683
Vert 1267 (PrCt)

70229 Smith, John, 1580-1631. Map of Virginia -
Maps - Bibliography - Slides<--Virginia -
Maps - Bibliography - Slides
The John Smith Map of Virginia . Chicago :
Hermon Dunlap Smith Center for the History of
Authors: Glover, Laurie -- Hermon Dunlap Smith
Center for the History of Cartography
6 slides : col. + 1 booklet (29 p. ; 17 cm.)
Title from accompanying booklet.
'The Cartography and History Summer Institute
Program"--Cover.
Includes: 1 booklet (29 p. ; 17 cm.).
Includes bibliographical references (Booklet, p.
28-29).
Reproductions of original works from between
1590 to 1651.
Series: The Newberry Library slide set ; no. 24.
ISBN 0911028625
Case GA201 .N49 no.24 (NLO)

70230 Smith, John, 1580-1631. Virginia
(1612)<--Names, Geographical - Virginia -
1600-1699<--Indian cartography - Virginia -
1600-1699<--Smith, John, 1580-1631 -
Bibliography<--Gazetteers
The Earliest reconnaissance of the Chesapeake
Bay area : Captain John Smith's map and Indian
Authors: Barbour, Philip Lemont, 1898-1980
p. 21-51
In: Virginia magazine of history and biography v.
'Part I of the present inquiry is...dedicated to
listing, roughly locating, and where possible
analyzing the Indian place-names recorded by
Smith... part II will investigate... Smith's brief
Indian vocabulary...'
F 863 .017 v. 79 and 80, p. 21-51 (PrCt)

70231 Smith, John, 1580-1631. Virginia
(1612)<--Smith, John, 1580-1631 -
Bibliography
Captain John Smith's map of Virginia.
Authors: Ristow, Walter W. (Walter William),
1908-2006 -- Ristow, Walter W. (Walter William),
1908-2006 A La carte : selected papers on
maps and atlases (1967)
p. 91-95 : map, port. ; 26 cm.
In: A La carte : selected papers on maps and
atlases / compiled by Walter W. Ristow
91-95.
'Originally published in 1957 as a leaflet
accompanying a Library of Congress facsimile of
John Smith's map of Virginia.'
Map Ref GA231 .R5 1972, p. 91-95 (PrCt)

70232 Smith, John, 1580-1631. Virginia
(1612)<--Virginia - Maps -
Bibliography<--Smith, John, 1580-1631 -
Bibliography
Smith's Virginia and its derivatives : a
carto-bibliographical study of the diffusion of
Authors: Verner, Coolie -- Edward E. Ayer
Collection (Newberry Library)
40 p. : maps ; 25 cm.
Series: Map Collector's Circle. Map collectors'
series ; v. 5, no. 45
Ayer 290 .V531 1968 (NLO)

70233 Smith, Robert Pearsall, 1827-1898<--United
States - Maps - Counties<--Counties -
United States - Maps<--Map industry and
trade - United States<--Counties - Maps
The Map publishing career of Robert Pearsall
70234 Smith & Stroup, map publishers, Philadelphia [Printed advertisements]. [ca. 1880].
Authors: Smith & Stroup, map publishers, Philadelphia
5 leaves, 14 x 9 cm. and smaller
BHC 2318
Vert 1783 (PrCt)

70235 Smith, Thomas Russell, 1910-1996 - Obituaries
[Obituary of Thomas R. Smith of Lawrence, Kansas: newspaper obituary forwarded February 20, 1996 as e-mail message from David Woodward]. 1996.
Authors: Lawrence journal world
2 leaves : 28 cm.
BHC 2281
Vert 1836, no. 1 (PrCt)

70236 Smith, William, 1769-1839 - Bibliography - Geology - Maps - Bibliography
William Smith (1769-1839) : a bibliography of his published writings, maps and geological sections, printed and lithographed. 1968.
Offprint ; Univ. of Oxford Dept. of Geology and Mineralogy, Publ. no. 342.
Vert 55 (PrCt)

70237 Smith, William, 1769-1839 - Geology - Maps - History - Geologists - British Isles - Biography
Authors: Winchester, Simon -- Newberry Library.
John M. Wing Foundation
1st ed.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [311]-316) and index.
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.
ISBN 0600193611
Wing ZPP 2083 .H37 (NLO)

70238 Smithfield (Jefferson County, Ohio : Township) - Maps - 1786 - Surveys - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Surveys - Smithfield (Jefferson County, Ohio : Township) - Maps - 1786 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Authors: United States. General Land Office -- Sherman, Isaac -- U.S. National Archives
1 map ; 31 x 30 cm. on sheet 37 x 58 cm.
Photocopies (positive and negative) of 1786 manuscript in the National Archives.
Scale [ca. 1:34,600] not 1' = 40 chains as indicated on graphic scale.
At right of map: Description of the boundary lines of Township no. 8 in Range 3, with quality of the soil, timber & face of the country ... Names of six landowners (1788-1796) have been added.
ICN78
map4F G4084.S6 1786 U5 (PrCt)

70239 Smyth County (Va.) - Maps - 1899 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps
Authors: Boyd, Chas. R., fl. 1890-1899 -- Barns, John D. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 29.5 x 29 in. Scale 1:63,360.
Originally published 1899.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps: Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 1346 (PrCt)

Map of the sources of Snake River : with its tributaries together with portions of the headwaters of the Madison and Yellow Stone, principally the results from observation during the Snake River Expedition, reduced from the preliminary map after surveys / by Gustavus R. Bechler, Chf. Top. Snake River Expedition ; J. Bien, lth. [Washington, D.C. U.S. G.P.O., 1873].
1 map ; 26 x 25 cm.
Detached from Sixth annual report of the United States Geological Survey of the...

Scale [ca. 1:760,320]; (W 112°30'--W 110°00'/N 44°45'--N 43°00').


Relief shown by form lines and spot heights.

Koeppe XIV, 1: 361.

map1F G4262 .Y4 1872 .H3, map 07 (PrCt)

70241 Snohomish County (Wash.) - Maps - 1965 - Road maps ->King County (Wash.) - Maps - 1965 - Road maps ->Road maps ->Counties - Maps


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Bothell State Bank -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 65 x 68 cm.

'Prepared by Rand McNally & Co. especially for Bothell State Bank .... '

Panel title.

Plate no. 6504.

Printers proof; verso blank.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

13 copies.

map4F G4283.S6P2 1965 .R3 (PrCt) copies 1-3

70242 Snohomish County (Wash.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps ->Road maps ->Counties - Maps


1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm.

Cover dated 2004; "©2003" -- title page.

$21.95

Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

ISBN 0528989498

RMcN StrFdr 2004 .S66 (PrCt)

70243 Snohomish County (Wash.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps ->Road maps ->Counties - Maps


1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm.

Cover dated 2007; "©2006" -- title page.

$21.95.

Cover title.

Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).


RMcN StrFdr 2007 .S66 (PrCt)

70244 Snohomish County (Wash.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps ->Road maps ->Counties - Maps


1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm.

Cover dated 2008; "©2007" -- title page.

Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.

"$21.95" -- back cover

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

ISBN 0528866680

RMcN StrFdr 2008 .S66 (PrCt)

70245 Snohomish County (Wash.) - Maps - 2009 - Road maps ->Road maps ->Counties - Maps


1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm.

Cover dated 2009; "©2008" -- title page.

Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.

"$19.95" -- back cover

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

ISBN 0528870343

RMcN StrFdr 2009 .S66 (PrCt)


The Ghost map : the story of London’s most terrifying epidemic-- and how it changed science,
Anonymous views without imprint.
In: Bankes, Thomas. A New and authentic system of universal geography, antient and modern: including all the late important discoveries made by the English ... (London: Printed for C. Cooke ... [et al., 1793?]), opposite p. 467.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskets oversize G115 .B36 1793, opposite p. 467 (PrCt)

Authors: Sociedad Bilbaina -- Larrinaga Bernárdez, José Antonio -- Villacorta Gómez, Ana
296 p. : ill. (some col.) ; 26 cm.
Cover title: Cartografía, cosmografía, náutica y navegación Sociedad Bilbaina
Catalog, chronologically arranged, of 118 maps, atlases and books on seamanship and navigation in the Library of the Sociedad Bilbaino.
Includes seven portolan charts by Joannes Oliva and his workshop.
In Spanish and Basque.
Includes index.
Esta edición consta de 2.000 ejemplares, numerados únicamente del 1 al 500."--Verso t.p.
ISBN 9788461330775 ; 8461330773
Z6028 .S674 2009 (NLO)

Authors: Cain, Mead T.
Reprinted from Imago Mundi 46 (1994): 151-167, maps, tables, ill..
BHC 1927
Vert 1493 (PrCt)

Authors: National Geographic Society (U.S.) -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division -- Society For the History of Discoveries
1 flyer (6 panels) ; on sheet 22 x 42 cm. fold. to 22 x 14cm.
BHC 2241

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
north California in the years 1843-'44 (1845) -- Gales & Seaton -- United States. Congress. Senate -- Senate executive document (United States. Congress. Senate) ; 28th Congress, 2nd session, no. 174 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library) -- Rudy Lamont Ruggles Collection (Newberry Library)

1 view : hand col. ; 19 x 23 cm. on sheet 41 x 54 cm.

By an anonymous topographer of Hesse-Westphalia; see R.A. Skelton’s Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.

Added title in uppercase lettering: Sitten.

On same sheet with: Herbipolis, co[m]niter Wirtzbvrg ... -- Mogvntia, Germaniae metropolis, ad Rheni ripas vrbvs celeberrima ... .

Latin letterpress text on verso under titles: Mogvntia -- Herbipolis -- Sedvnvm.


VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 1, pl. 37 (PrCt)

70261

Soest (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1620
Svsatvm civilis sere inter Westphalicas maxima ... [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].

Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 view : hand col. ; 16 x 47 cm.

Anonymous view.

Added title at top in uppercase lettering: Soest.

On same sheet with: Warburgum, elegans Westphaliae opp.

Latin letterpress text on verso under titles: Svsatvm -- Warbvrgvm.


VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 3, pl. 37 (PrCt)

70262

Soest (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1620
Soest. [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].

Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Rantzau, Henrik, 1526-1598 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 view : hand col. ; 33 x 48 cm.

Derived from an original drawing supplied by Henrik Rantzau; see R.A. Skelton’s Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.

Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Svsatvm.


VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 4, pl. 21 (PrCt)

70263

Sohon, Gustav, 1825-1903 - Bibliography - Catalogs -West (U.S.) - Maps - Bibliography - Catalogs -West (U.S.) - Discovery and exploration - Bibliography - Catalogs

Authors: McDermott, Paul D. -- Grim, Ronald E. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)


"The Occasional Paper Series is funded by the Philip Lee Phillips Society."

Series: Philip Lee Phillips Society occasional paper series ; no. 4 -- Occasional paper series (Philip Lee Phillips Society) ; no. 4.

Includes bibliographical references (p. 57-58).

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

LC Card Number: 2004398608

Baskes folio Z8824.36 .G87 2002 (NLO)

70264

Soimonov, Fedor Ivanovich, 1692-1780

Heliocentric astrology


Authors: Gol'denberg, Leonid Arkad'evich


Verb 200 (PrCt)

70265

Soissons (France) - Maps - 1919

World War, 1914-1918 - Maps - Battlefields

Soissons before and during the war. Clermont-Ferrand, France ; Milltown, N.J. Michelin & cie. ; Michelin Tire Co., c1919.

Authors: Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Illustrated Michelin guides to the battle-fields (1914-1918) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

63 p. : ill., 6 maps and plans ; 22 cm.

Published simultaneously in French under title: Soissons avant et pendant la guerre.

Series: Michelin illustrated guides to the battlefields (1914-1918) -- Illustrated Michelin guides to the battle-fields (1914-1918)

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.


LC Card Number: 19017211

Baskes DC801.S65 S65 1919 (NLO)

70266

Solano County (Calif.) - Maps - 1890 - Landowners


Authors: Eager, E. N. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps

1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.

Size of original: 8 parts; 4 are 25 x 15 in. each, and 4 are 25 x 16 in. each. Scale 1:47,520.

Originally published 1890.

Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps.

Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps


Microfiche 583, no. 43 (PrCt)

70267

Solano County (Calif.) - Maps - 2003 - Road maps

Yolo County (Calif.) - Maps - 2003 - Road maps


StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (315-573 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.

Date on cover: 2003.


$23.95

Uniform titles: StreetFinder -- Street guide.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

ISBN 0-528-95678-7

RMcN StrFdr 2003 .S5785 (PrCt)

70268

Solano County (Calif.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps

Yolo County (Calif.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps


StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (A-G, 315-572 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm. +1 CD-ROM.


$23.95
70269  Solar eclipses - Maps - 1788
[Old world (Europe, Asia, North Africa) showing areas in which solar eclipses will be visible on 3 June and 27 November 1788]. [Venezia : Nella Stamperia Graziosi, 1787].
Authors: Graziosi, Antonio, printer -- Almanacco ed effemeridi per l’anno MDCCCLXXXVIII (1787) -- Newberry Library. John M. Wing Foundation 1 map ; 9.1 x 12.3 cm.
In Almanacco ed effemeridi per l’anno MDCCCLXXXVIII (Venezia : Nella Stamperia Graziosi, 1787), following [A5verso].
Note on A5v: In quest’anno accaderanno due Ecclissi del sole: una nel 3. di Giugno, visibile nell’America Meridionale; e l’altra nel 27. di Novembre, visibili in quasi tutta questa parte del nostro Globo, come si può rilevare dalla Tavola posta qui a fronte.
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.
Wing miniature ZP 735 .G79, facing p. [A5v] (PrCt)

70270  Solar eclipses - Maps - 1700-1799
Authors: Armitage, Geoff 46 p. : ill. (some col.), maps ; 26 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 34), index, and Appendix 1: Provisional list of British 18th century published solar eclipse maps.
ISBN 0906430178
GA793.6 .A75 1997 (NLO)

70271  Solar system - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1766
A Scheme of the solar system with the orbits of the planets and comets belonging thereto / describ’d from Dr. Halley’s accurate Table of comets, Philosoph. transact no. 297 ; Founded on Sr. Isaac Newton’s wonderful discoveries by Wm. Whiston M.A. ; Engraved by I. Senex. London : Printed for T. Bowles in St. Pauls Church Yard, Robt. Sayer in Fleet Street, & John Bowles & Son, in Cornhill, [1766 or earlier]?
In a composite atlas bound together without title page: Bowles, John. [Bowles’s universal atlas]. [London : John Bowles ; Carrington Bowles, 1711-1766], map [40].
Manuscript plate number 40 added in ink at upper right by previous owner.
Case oversize G1015 .B68 1766 map [40] (PrCt)

70272  Soleto Map<<<Oldest map
World’s oldest map discovered in Italy / posted by Roger Hart. [S.I, 2005].
Describes a shard with Greek lettering (‘the Soleto Map”) said to be part of a map depicting Apulia in ca. 500 BC.
Vert 1951, no. 4 (PrCt)

70273  Solomon Islands - Maps - 1908
Authors: Edward Stanford Ltd. -- Guillemand, F. H. H. (Francis Henry Hill), 1852-1933 -- Guillemand, F. H. H. (Francis Henry Hill), 1852-1933. Australasia : Malaysia and the Pacific archipelag... (1908) 1 map : col. ; 16 x 24 cm.
Scale 1:4,086,720 or ‘English miles, 64½ to 1 inch.’
map2F G8950 1908 .S7, no. 14 (PrCt)

70274  Solothurn (Switzerland) - Maps - 1552
Pictorial maps---Solothurn (Switzerland) - Pictorial works - 1552---Pictorial maps - Solothurn (Switzerland) - 1552---Pictorial maps---Woodcuts
Solothurescis cuiutatis effigies ad uiuum pro nostro tempore depicita. [Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552].
Authors: Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552. Cosmographiae universalis ... (1552) -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : woodcut ; 23 x 30 cm., on sheet 32 x 40 cm.
Letterpress title above woodcut map. Buildings shown pictorially.
Letterpress 371 and text on verso: Civitas
Solothvrens ex praecaris ...
VAULT folio Ayer 7 . M8 1552, p. 372-373 (PrCt)

Soltesz, Frank Joseph, 1912-1986-
General Drafting Company-
Road maps-
1955-1975-
Road maps
Authors: Soltesz, Ken
Frank Soltesz's varied work as a freelance commercial artist included the illustrations for the front panels of General Drafting Company road maps issued ca. 1955-ca. 1970. Printout, including illustrations of General Drafting map panels, from the FrankSoltesz.Com website (accessed January 2013):
http://www.franksoltesz.com/
Vert 2246, no. 5 (PrCt)

Sombreite Site (Mexico) - Maps - 1855 - Archaeology - Manuscripts-
Zacatecas (Mexico : State) - Archaeology - Maps - 1855 - Manuscripts-
Indians - Sombreite Site (Mexico) - Maps - 1855 - Manuscripts-
Indians - Zacatecas (Mexico : State) - Maps - 1855 - Manuscripts-
Manuscript maps-
Indians of Mexico - Maps
Plan topografico de los cimientos de una villa antigua mexicana cerca de Sombreite en el Estado de Zacatecas. 1855.
Manuscript map. Ayer MS 1045 map 3
1 ms. map : hand col.; 166 x 293 mm.
Tabl: XIII of 20 in Carl de Berghes's manuscript Beschreibung de Ueberreste Aztekinischer Niederlassungen auf ihrer Wanderung nach dem Thale von Mexico durch den gegenwärtigen Freistaat von Zacatecas (Münsterpumpe bei Stolberg, 1855). Shows Indian ruins outside the city of Sombreite on the mountain Cerro Bueyes in the Mexican state of Zacatecas; includes key to individual ruins and relative heights.
Scale [ca. 1:3,990]. '1300 varas.'
Relief shown by shading.
Pen-and-ink, watercolor (grey, blue, red, yellow), and pencil.
Folded to 210 x 290 mm.
Forms part of both the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection and the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library).

Berghes' manuscript edited by Hanns J. Prem and published as Beschreibung der Überreste Aztekinischer Niederlassungen auf ihrer Wanderung nach dem Thale von Mexico durch den gegenwärtigen Freistaat von Zacatecas (Berlin: D. Reimer, 1990); includes reproduction of map.
Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 259 Ayer ms map proj 94
VAULT Ayer MS 1045 map 3 (NLO)

Somerset County (Md.) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps-
Counties - Maps
Authors: Maryland. Dept. of Transportation
1 map : col.; 43 x 41 cm.
Inserts: Princess Anne. -- Ewell. -- Marion. -- Deal Island. -- Crisfield.
temp map 4F G3843.A 1964-1985 M3 map 19 (PrCt)

Somerset County (Me.) - Maps - 1860 - Landowners-
Counties - Maps
Microfiche 583, no. 275 (PrCt)

Somerset County (Me.) - Maps - 1883 - Landowners-
Counties - Maps
The Old maps of southern Somerset County, Maine in 1883. Fryeburg, Me. Saco Valley Printing, c1989.
Authors: George N. Colby & Co. (Houlton, Me.) -- Saco Valley Printing -- George N. Colby & Co. (Houlton, Me.) Atlas of Somerset County, Maine (1883)
1 atlas (50 p. : 71 maps) ; 28 cm.
Facsimile reprint of Atlas of Somerset County, Maine (Houlton, Me. : George N. Colby & Co., 1883).
On cover: The old roads, houses with family names, detail maps of villages and
neighboring-neighborhoods.
"September 1989"
Includes index.
Cf. Phillips 3764.
folio G1218.S6 O43 1989 (NLO)
70280 Somerset County (N.J.) - Maps - 1766 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps
[Somerset County (N.J.) - 1766: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche], [Washington, D.C.]: LC G&M Division, [1983?].
Authors: Otley, J. W. -- Van Derveer & Keily -- Van Derveer, Lloyd -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Microfiche 583, no. 463 (PrCt)
A Map of [of] Somerset County. [197?].
Authors: Morgan, Benjamin -- Hills, John, surveyor
1 map ; 47 x 67 cm.
Photocopy of colored 1781 manuscript forming part of Hills, John. A Collection of plan's ... in the province of New Jersey (1776-1792) no.12; reproduced from original in the Library of Congress. Attributed to Morgan in the table of contents. Scale [ca. 1:65,000]. Oriented with at right.
Phillips 1339 no. 12.
map2F 3810.2 no. 12 (PrCt)
70282 Somerset County (N.J.) - Maps - 1850 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps
[Somerset County (N.J.) - 1850: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche], [Washington, D.C.]: LC G&M Division, [1983?].
Authors: Otley, J. W. -- Kelly, J. -- Van Derveer, Lloyd -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Microfiche 583, no. 464 (PrCt)
70283 Somerset County (N.J.) - Maps - 1850 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps
[Somerset County (N.J.) - 1850: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche], [Washington, D.C.]: LC G&M Division, [1983?].
Authors: Otley, Van Derveer & Kelly -- Van Derveer, Lloyd -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Microfiche 583, no. 465 (PrCt)
70284 Somerset County (Pa.) - Maps - 1780 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles - Counties - Maps
[Photocopied fragments of a manuscript map drawn by Hermon Husband's]. [ca. 1780?].
Authors: Husbands, Hermon, 1724-
4 leaves of negative photocopies from microfilm. Xerox copies of photostats from the North Carolina Dept. of Archives and History, with note: 'From P.C. 617 - Herman Husband Collection. A Plann of the New State Road petitioned for by the inhabitants of Milford Township. Bedford & Yohogenny Road &c. Lee Pittsborough Road. 18 x 24 manuscript map with a separate endorsement.' These fragments do not bear that title, although they do not appear to be complete, either; 'Berlin Town' is shown.
map1F G3823 .S6 1780 H8 (PrCt)
70285 Somerset County (Pa.) - Maps - 1830 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps
[Somerset County (Pa.) - 1830: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche], [Washington, D.C.]: LC G&M Division, [1983?].
Authors: Wells, John, fl. ca. 1830 -- Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Microfiche 583, no. 795 (PrCt)

Authors: Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 796 (PrCt)

Microfiche 583, no. 797 (PrCt)


77-34470
78-325428
M1347
folio G1260.A8 1977 [no. 4 of 6] (PrCt)

Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Somerset County 4-H Youth Council (Pa.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 atlas (86 p.: ill., maps) ; 28 cm. Cover title. Sponsor: Somerset County 4-H Youth Council Includes index map and index to owners. Scale not given. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G3823.56G46 1980 .R6 (NLO)

70290 Somerset (England) - Maps - 1610<>>>Bath (England) - Pictorial works - 1610 Somerset-shire described: a[n]d into hundreds devided ... [London] : Thomas Bassett ... and Richard Chiswell, 1610 [i.e. 1676].
Authors: Speed, John, 1552?--1629 -- Bassett, Thomas -- Chiswell, Richard -- Speed, John, 1552?--1629. The Theatre of the Empire of Great-Britain ... (1676) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 37 x 49 cm. on sheet 42 x 55 cm. Inset (16 x 20 cm.) : Bath. Coats-of-arms at lower left. Letterpress text on verso (p. 23-24) under the following heading: Somerset-shire. In: Speed, John. The Theatre of the Empire of Great-Britain ... (London : Printed for T. Bassett and R. Chiswell, 1676) map [13].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .S7 1676 map [13] (PrCt)

70291 Somerset (England) - Maps - 1610<>>>Bath (England) - Pictorial works - 1610 Somerset-shire described: a[n]d into hundreds devided ... [London] : John Sudbury et George Humble [i.e. J. Legate and W. Humble], 1610 [i.e. 1646].
Authors: Speed, John, 1552?--1629 -- Sudbury, John -- Humble, George, d. 1640 -- Legate, John, d. 1658 -- Humble, William, 1612-1686 -- Speed, John, 1552?--1629. A Prospect of the most famous parts of the world ... together with Great Britaines empire (1646) 1 map ; 37 x 49 cm. on sheet 42 x 54 cm. Inset (16 x 20 cm.) : Bathe. Coats-of-arms at lower left. Letterpress text on verso (p. 23-24) under the following heading: Svmmerset-shire. In: Speed, John. A Prospect of the most famous parts of the world ... together with ... Great Britannies empire (1646)
Brittaines empire (London : Printed by John Legatt, for William Humble, 1646) map [34].

**Case oversize G 117 .82 map [34] (PrCt)**

70292 **Somerset (England) - Maps - 1800**

*Topographical and statistical description of the county of Somerset : containing an account of its situation, extent, towns, roads, rivers, lakes, mines, minerals, fisheries, manufactures, trade, commerce, agriculture, fairs, markets, curiosities, antiquities, natural history, civil and ecclesiastical jurisdictions, &c. : to which is prefixed a copious travelling index ..., forming a complete county itinerary ... / by George Alexander Cooke ; illustrated with a map of the county. London : Printed for C. Cooke, No. 17, Paternoster Row, by Brimmer and Co., Upper Mary-le-Bone Street : And sold by all the booksellers in the United Kingdom, [1800?].


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: ESTC N46910

Baskes DA670.C8 C64 1804 (NLO)

70293 **Somerset (England) - Maps - 1800-1899**

*Somersetshire. Edinburgh : Bartholomew, [18--?]*. Authors: Bartholomew, John, 1831-1893 1 map ; 32 x 46 cm. (folded. 16mo) Scale: 1:253,440; 4 miles to an inch.

G 104583 .07 (NLO)

70294 **Somerset (England) - Maps - 1890**


Baskes G153 .S73 Somersetshire (1890) (NLO)

70295 **Somerset (England) - Maps - 1899-1901**


References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray’s handbooks for travellers, 324 LC Card Number: 03005360 Baskes G153 .M97 no. 324 (1899) (NLO)

70296 **Somerset (England) - Maps - 1904**


Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Baskes G153 .B55 Somerset (1904) (NLO)

70297 Somerset (England) - Maps - 1912 - Guidebooks
Authors: Highways & byways series -- Hutton, Edward, 1875- -- Erichsen, N. -- Macmillan & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.
1st ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

70298 Somerset (England) - Maps - 1929
Somerset / by S.E. Winbolt ; with 57 illustrations from photographs by Edgar & Winifred Ward.
Authors: Winbolt, S. E. -- Ward, Edgar -- Ward, Winifred -- Taylor, Alfred E., active 1920-1940 -- George Bell & Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
xxxix, 248 p., [64] leaves of plates : ill., 2 maps ; 18 cm.
Maps on lining papers by A.E. Taylor.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Series: Bell's pocket guides. English counties
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 40016820
Baskes DA670.S5 W56 1929 (NLO)

70299 Somerset (England) - Maps - 1930
1 v. : 1 map
12mo;C:EmeryWalker
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

70300 Somerset (England) - Maps - 1939
Authors: Winbolt, S. E. -- Penguin guides -- Penguin (Firm) -- John Bartholomew and Son -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
152 p., 8 p. of plates : ill., 8 maps (chiefly col.) ; 18 cm.
Maps by John Bartholomew & Son.
"With an atlas of eight pages of Bartholomew's maps in three colors."
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .P46 no. G2 (1939) (NLO)

70301 Somerset (England) - Maps - 1949
Authors: Wade, George Wöösung, 1858- -- Wade, Joseph Henry, 1861- -- Fraser, Maxwell -- Little guides -- John Bartholomew and Son -- Methuen & Co. -- B.T. Batsford Ltd. -- Jarrold and Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
xii, 216 p., [60] leaves of plates : ill., 1 map (col., folded) ; 16 cm.
10th ed.
Map by John Bartholomew & Son.
Printed by Jarrold and Sons.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 24-26) and index .
Series: Little guides.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 49005709
Baskes G153 .L58 Somerset (1949) (NLO)

70302 Somerset (England) - Maps - Bibliography - 1575 - 1860
Authors: Needell, Keith
304 leaves, [1] leaf of plates : 1 fold. map ; 31 cm.
2nd rev. ed.
Spine title: Somersertshire.
"February 1996."
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Formerly in folio Z6027.G7 S5 1996
Map Ref folio Z6027.G7 S5 1996 (NLO)

70303 Somervell County (Tex.) - Maps - 1884 - Landowners--->Counties - Maps--->Landowners - Maps
Authors: Thielepape, Geo. J. -- Woodland, Jas. L. -- Texas. General Land Office -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Microfiche 583, no. 1129 (PrCt)

Sketch of the ground near Mr. Low's at Rariton Landing. [197-?].
Authors: Hills, John, surveyor
1 map ; 22 x 27 cm.
Photocopy of colored 177-? manuscript forming part of Hills, John. A Collection of plan's ... in the province of New Jersey (1776-1792) no. 4; reproduced from original in the Library of Congress.
Attributed to Hills in the table of contents.
Relief shown by shading.
Phillips 1339 no. 4.
map2F 3810.2 no. 4 (PrCt)

70305 Somme, 1st Battle of the, France, 1916 - Pictorial works<!>World War, 1914-1918 - Pictorial works<!>Cartoon maps - World War, 1914-1918<!>Caricatures and cartoons - Maps - Specimens<!>Comic books, strips, etc.<!>Panoramas
The Great War : July 1, 1916 : the first day of the Battle of the Somme : an illustrated panorama / Joe Sacco ; with an essay by Adam Hochschild.
New York : W.W. Norton & Company, [2013], c2013.
1 accordion-fold page : illustrations ; 22 x 29 cm + booklet (16 pages : illustrations ; 21 x 29 cm) First edition.
Title on accompanying booklet: On The Great War
Cataloged from container.
"A 24-foot-long black-and-white drawing printed on heavyweight accordion-fold paper and packaged in a deluxe hardcover slipcase. The set also includes a 16-page booklet featuring an essay about the first day of the Battle of the Somme by Adam Hochschild and original annotations to the drawing by Sacco himself."
"Book design by Chin-Yee Lai Design"--Verso booklet title page.
LC Card Number: 2013010710
ISBN 9780393088809 (spineless hbk. : cased) ; 0393088804 (spineless hbk. : cased)
Wing folio ZPP 2083 .S135 (NLO)

70306 Somme (France) - Maps - 1703
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Cordier, Robert (Engraver) -- Mariette, Pierre, 1634-1716 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G189
1 map : hand col. ; 38 x 40 cm.
Added title: Archidconné d'Amiens, de l'evesché d'Amiens.
2784
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G5833.P5:3S8 1703 S2 (PrCt)

70307 Somme (France) - Maps - 1726<!>Pas-De-Calais (France) - Maps - 1726
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Cordier, Robert (Engraver) -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G198
1 map : hand col. ; 38 x 51 cm.
Added title: Archidconné. d’Ponthieu dan l'evesché d'Amiens.
2793 rev
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G5833.P5:3S8 1726 S2 (PrCt)

70308 Somme River (France) - Maps - 1644
Fortification - Manuscripts<!>Lenin, Sieur. Livre des plantes ... de la Riviere de Somme (1644)<<!>Manuscript maps
Livre des plantes des passages gays et chaussées de la riviere de Somme : avec un discours des choses les plus remarquable de cette riviere ... / par le sieur Lenin ingenieur ordinaire du Roy. 1644.
Authors: Lenin, Sieur -- Mazarin, Jules, 1602-1661 -- Elbeuf, Charles, duc d', 1596-1657 -- Buisseret, David -- Strove, Wilbert
1 ms. atlas ([1], 52, [2] leaves, bound : col. maps, col. plans) ; 43 cm.
The work was requested by the Duc d’Elbeuf and dedicated to Cardinal Mazarin. The text and plates describe locations along the Somme for strategic defensive purposes.
Includes 44 full page watercolor plates with descriptions facing.
Contemporary marbled morocco (an early example of this technique), clasps (missing). Gilt edges. Front and back boards decorated with gold stamped double frame each formed by two lace patterns which are separated by two ruled lines; at each corner of the inner frame is a fleuron. Backstrip has five bands and is decorated au pointillé.
End sheets marbled, an early example of a feature found in books given or dedicated to notable people.
Watermark: Initials B V within grape cluster, cf. leaf [54].
Title within architectural design, leaf 1.
References: Described by David Buisseret and Wilbert Stroeve in Mapl... 77 (Spring/Summer 1995) p. 1-10; see also Two by two : twenty-two pairs of maps from the Newberry Library (1993) p. 28-29, no. 27.
See also research notes compiled by David Buisseret: [Analysis and commentary on Lenin’s 1644 ms. atlas of the Somme River] (1994). Ca.
100 leaves of b & w and color photocopies of ms. maps and printed topographical lists, and parallel French and English lists of placenames. Bound in 3-ring binder (29 cm.) and shelved as Case MS 5004 Analysis.
VAULT Case MS oversized 5004 (NLO)

70309 Somoan Islands - Maps - 1980
_islands of Somoa_. 1980.
Authors: Bier, James Allen -- University Press of Hawaii
1 map
temple map 4F G9555 1980.B5 (PrCt)

70310 Sonnenkalb, Oscar, 1847-1928<< Cartography - Idaho - History
Authors: Sonnenkalb, Oscar, 1847-1928 -- Harstad, Peter T.
67 p. illus., maps. 23 cm.
Edited by Peter T. Harstad.
4A 16082 (NLO)

70311 Sonoma (Calif.) - Pictorial works - 1850
_Sonoma_. [Philadelphia : s.n., 1850?].
Authors: Johnson, Theodore T. (Theodore Taylor), b. 1818 -- Johnson, Theodore T. (Theodore Taylor), b. 1818. California and Oregon, or, Sights in the gold region, and scenes by the way (1851) -- Lippincott, Grambo & Co. -- Grigg, Elliot & Co. -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view ; 8 x 14 cm.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copies: Graff 2225 between p. 228-229
(PrCt) -- Ayer 128.7 .J6 1851 between p. 228-229
(PrCt)
_Graff 2224 between p. 228-229 (PrCt)

70312 Sonoma (Calif.) - Pictorial works - 1850
_Sonoma_. [Philadelphia : s.n., 1850].
Authors: Johnson, Theodore T. (Theodore Taylor), b. 1818 -- Johnson, Theodore T. (Theodore Taylor), b. 1818. Sights in the gold region, and scenes by the way (1850) -- Baker & Scribner -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 view ; 8 x 14 cm.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copies: Graff 2225 between p. 228-229
(PrCt) -- Ayer 128.7 .J6 1851 between p. 228-229
(PrCt)
_Graff 2224 between p. 228-229 (PrCt)

70313 Sonoma County (Calif.) - Maps - 1877 - Landowners<< Counties - Maps<< Landowners - Maps
_Historical atlas map of Sonoma County, California_. Oakland, Calif. Thos. H. Thompson Co., 1877.
1 atlas (102 p.) : ill., maps (some col.), ports. ; 46 cm.
Cover title: New historical atlas of Sonoma County, California, illustrated.
Includes essay: History of Sonoma County, California by Robert A. Thompson.
Scales vary.
67-809
ICN 68
7A 17 (NLO)

70314 Sonoma County (Calif.) - Maps - 1900 - Landowners<< Counties - Maps<< Landowners - Maps
Authors: Ricksecker, L. E. -- W.B. Walkup & Co. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps on microfiche
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 2 parts,55.5 x 33 in. each. Scale 1:63,360. Originally published [S.I.]; W. B. Walkup, 1900.
Microfiche 583, no. 44 (PrCt)

_Free wine country map : Russian River Wine Road : northwest Sonoma County, Alexander Valley, Dry Creek Valley, & Russian River appellations_. Healdsburg, Calif. Russian River Wine Road, [2007?].

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Russian River Wine Road -- Mather, Autumn
1 map : col. ; 43 x 30 cm., on sheet 46 x 60 cm.
Panel title.
"2007-2008 winery & lodging guide."
Issued folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Insets (23 x 21 cm. and smaller): [Regional wine appellation map] -- Overview [location map] -- Healdsburg.
Winery and lodging directories on verso.
Cf. OCLC 42924760
Gift 2007, Autumn Mather.
map4F G4363 .S75E635 2007 .R8 (PrCt)

Sonoma County (Calif.) - Maps - 2010
Wineries<>>>Alexander Valley (Calif.) - Maps - 2010 - Wineries<>>>Dry Creek Valley (Sonoma County, Calif.) - Maps - 2010 - Wineries<>>>Russian River Valley (Calif.) - Maps - 2010 - Wineries<>>>Wineries - Sonoma County (Calif.) - Maps - 2010<>>>Wineries - Alexander Valley (Calif.) - Maps - 2010<>>>Wineries - Dry Creek Valley (Sonoma County, Calif.) - Maps - 2010<>>>Wineries - Russian River Valley (Calif.) - Maps - 2010<>>>Healdsburg (Calif.) - Maps - 2010<>>>Road maps<>>>Countsies - Maps
Heaven condensed: 160 wineries clustered within a 30 mile radius. Representing the following American Viticultural Areas: Alexander Valley, Dry Creek Valley, Russian River Valley.
Healdsburg, Calif. Wine Road, Northern Sonoma County, 2010.
Authors: Wine Road, Northern Sonoma County (Firm: Calif.) -- Mather, Autumn
1 map : col. ; 53 x 40 cm., on sheet 59 x 68 cm., folded to 10 x 24 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: Free Wine Road map, 2010
Added title: Wine Road, Northern Sonoma County : wineroad.com
Insets (24 x 19 cm. or smaller): Healdsburg -- Guerneville -- Bay Area overview -- American Viticultural Areas (AVA): along the wine road.
Verso includes winery and lodging directories and col. ill.
Gift 2010, Autumn Mather.
map4C G4363 .S75E635 2010 .W5 (PrCt)

Sonoma County (Calif.) - Wine districts - 1993<>>>Wine districts - Sonoma Valley (Calif.) - 1993<>>>Sonoma County (Calif.) - Pictorial maps - 1993<>>>Pictorial maps - Sonoma County (Calif.) - 1993<>>>Pictorial maps
Sonoma County : wine country / the art of Randy Green. [Jackson, N.H. White Mountain Graphics], 1993.
Authors: Green, Randy -- White Mountain Graphics (Firm)
1 map : col. ; 63 x 47 cm. on sheet 68 x 66 cm.
Pictorial map showing wineries, points of interest, business enterprises, and resort hotels drawn to resemble an aerial view.
Includes text, location map, names of wineries, and advertisements.
Gift, Edward & Theresa Hintzke, 2009.
map4F G4363 .S75E635 1993 .G7 (PrCt)

Sonora (Mexico : State) - 1924 - Maps - Railroads<>>>Railroads - Maps
1 map : col. ; 64 x 47 cm.
Plate no.: 1N24.
Includes key to railroads numbered 43-137 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Sonora railroads ....
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Handstamp on front cover: Register of copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.
‘1/23/25’ -- manuscript date on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
map3C G4471.P3 1924 .R3 (PrCt)

Sonora (Mexico : State) - 1924 - Maps - Railroads<>>>Railroads - Maps
1 map : col. ; 64 x 47 cm.
Plate no.: 1N24.
Includes key to railroads numbered 43-137 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Sonora railroads ....
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
map3C G4471.P3 1924 .R3a (PrCt)

Sonora (Mexico : State) - 1938 - Road maps<>>>Nogales Region (Nogales, Mexico) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps<>>>Guaymas Region (Sonora, Mexico) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps<>>>Road maps<>>>Strip maps Nogales (Sonora)-Hermosillo-Guaymas. [Mexico City : Frances Toor Studios , 1938].
Authors: Mérida, Carlos, 1891-1984 -- Cervantes,

Sonora (Mexico : State) - Maps - 1762 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Mapa de una porcion de la provinca. de Sonora. [19--].
Authors: Ferten, Francisco -- Biblioteca Nacional (Spain). Bellas Artes 19-1a -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map Photostatic reproduction of 1762 manuscript. Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto Spain BN Bellas Artes 19-1a (PrCt)

Sonora (Mexico : State) - Maps - 1762 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Map de la provincia de Sonora, Opatas, Pimos Altos y Pimas Baxos. [19--].
Authors: Spain. Ministerio de la Guerra. LM 8a-1a-a,52 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1762 manuscript. Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto Spain Guerra LM 8a-1a-a,52 (PrCt)

Sonora (Mexico : State) - Maps - 1733 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Provincia de la Nueva Andeluzia de San Juan Baptista de Sonora. [1908?] .
Authors: Prudhom Heyder Butron y Muxica, Gabriel de, fl. 1773 -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Irving B. Richman Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 190 -- Archivo General de la Nación (Mexico)
1 ms. map : cloth, hand col. ; 245 x 363 mm. Delineada por el Capp[ita]n de Cav[aller]os D[on] Gavriel de Prudhom Heyder Butron y Muxica, Baron d Heyder Gravoshing Goldakre: quien por mrd. del Rey la gobernó 8 años y fundó en la
Corografía de las misiones, que administran los misioneros del Colegio Apostólico de propaganda fide de la Santa Cruz de Queretaro, in la provincia de Sonora, con los países de las naciones gentiles, que tienen acia norte, y poniente. [1908?].

1 map ; 25 x 21 cm., on sheet folded to 17 x 12 cm.


References: Graff 2361 (sold as Newberry duplicate).
F 95982 .471 at end (PrCt)

Sonora (Mexico : State) - Maps - 1908 - Mines and mineral resources


Map of the state of Sonora showing the location of its copper & iron mines, coal fields & railroads with relation to the Anita Copper Mines property of the Douglas Copper Company. [New York : sn., 1908].
Authors: Douglas Copper Co. -- Anita Copper Mines (Mexico) -- Poor’s manual of the railroads of the United States (1908)
1 map ; 17 x 12 cm.
Includes references A-K to properties managed by various coal, iron, copper, silver, and gold mining companies, and list of 7 railroads.
'Scale 1’ = 72 miles.'
Text on verso.
In Poor’s manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1908) p. 1708
H 668 .703 (1908) p. 1708 (PrCt)

Sophianos, Nikolaos

XXXI. Niccolò Sofiano. [Vatican City : Biblioteca apostolica vaticana, 1948];
p. 75-96 ; 43 cm.
In: Almagià, Roberto. Carte geographique a stampa di particolare pregio o rarità dei secoli XVI e XVII (Vatican City: Biblioteca apostolica

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Sophianos, Nikolaos. Totius Graeciae descriptio (1552). [Notes on Nikolaos Sophianos]. [Chicago, 198-?].
Authors: Karrow, Robert W. 1 file folder; 25 x 30 cm.
Bibliographical notes, photocopies of maps, correspondence, and drafts used in the preparation of the chapter on Nikolaos Sophianos in: Karrow, Mapmakers of the sixteenth century and their maps (1993).
Vert 3177 (PrCt)

Sophianos, Nikolaos. Totius Graeciae descriptio (1552). [Notes on Nikolaos Sophianos]. [Chicago, 198-?].
Authors: Karrow, Robert W. 1 file folder; 25 x 30 cm.
Bibliographical notes, photocopies of maps, correspondence, and drafts used in the preparation of the chapter on Nikolaos Sophianos in: Karrow, Mapmakers of the sixteenth century and their maps (1993).
Vert 3177 (PrCt)

Added title from prominent lettering at top center: Fortezza di Soppoto.
Four armies and 12 named ships in admiral Sebastiano Venier's fleet shown pictorially. In atlas lacking title page: Camocio, Giovanni Francesco. [Isole famose porti, fortezze, et terre maritime sottoposte alla Ser.ma Sig.ria di Venetia ad altri principi cristiani, et al Sig.or Turco, nouame[n]te poste in luce] [Venice?: Alla libraria del segno di S. Marco?; G.F. Camocio?, 1574?]. [plate 20].
Manuscript no. 20 at upper right.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
VAULT Baskes folio G1955 .C3 1574, [plate 20] (PrCt)

Forteza di Soppoto / Petra di Nobilius formis. [Venice?] : Ant. Lafferij formis, [1570?].
Authors: Nobili, Pietro de, fl. 1560-1579 -- Laffrey, Antoine, 1512-1577 -- Lange, Otto, 1879-1944 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library) 1 view; 354 x 469 mm. (near line), 420 x 528 mm. (plate mark)
Title from oversize and uppercase lettering at top center.
Seven lines of descriptive notes above title: Haundo il Clmo. Sebastian Veniero proudeit gnaele. di Corfu con el Clmo. Giacomo Celsi ... Guigno 1570 ....
Details military operations between Christians and Turks in the Sopot region. Nine named ships in foreground.

Wing folio NC988 .U54 1984, p. 541-547 (PrCt)

Sopot (Albania) - History - Siege, 1570 - Pictorial works Sopat (Albania) - Pictorial works - Venier, Sebastiano, ca. 1496-1578.
Forteza di Soppoto / Petra di Nobilius formis. [Venice?] : Ant. Lafferij formis, [1570?].
Authors: Nobili, Pietro de, fl. 1560-1579 -- Laffrey, Antoine, 1512-1577 -- Lange, Otto, 1879-1944 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library) 1 view; 354 x 469 mm. (near line), 420 x 528 mm. (plate mark)
Title from oversize and uppercase lettering at top center.
Seven lines of descriptive notes above title: Haundo il Clmo. Sebastian Veniero proudeit gnaele. di Corfu con el Clmo. Giacomo Celsi ... Guigno 1570 ....
Details military operations between Christians and Turks in the Sopot region. Nine named ships in foreground.

Wing folio NC988 .U54 1984, p. 541-547 (PrCt)

Sopot (Albania) - History - Siege, 1570 - Pictorial works -- Sopat (Albania) - Pictorial works -- Venier, Sebastiano, ca. 1496-1578.
Forteza di Soppoto / Petra di Nobilius formis. [Venice?] : Ant. Lafferij formis, [1570?].
Authors: Nobili, Pietro de, fl. 1560-1579 -- Laffrey, Antoine, 1512-1577 -- Lange, Otto, 1879-1944 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library) 1 view; 354 x 469 mm. (near line), 420 x 528 mm. (plate mark)
Title from oversize and uppercase lettering at top center.
Seven lines of descriptive notes above title: Haundo il Clmo. Sebastian Veniero proudeit gnaele. di Corfu con el Clmo. Giacomo Celsi ... Guigno 1570 ....
Details military operations between Christians and Turks in the Sopot region. Nine named ships in foreground.

Wing folio NC988 .U54 1984, p. 541-547 (PrCt)

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

70335 Sorrento (Italy) - Maps - 1840 - Pictorial works

Sorrento. [Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, 1840].
Authors: Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846 -- Lea & Blanchard -- Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (1840) 1 view ; 4 x 7 cm.
In: Murray, Hugh. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, successors to Carey & Co., for George W. Gorton, 1840) v. 2, p. 46. Wax engraving.
G 11 .607 v. 2, p. 46 (PrCt)

70336 Sorsogon Bay (Philippines) - Maps - 1792 - Palapag (Philippines) - Maps - 1792

Plano del puerto de Sorsogon situado en ... la Isla de Lucon ; Plano del puerto de Palapa situado en ... la Isla de Samar. Trabajado á bordo de las corvetas Descubierta y Arevida ... en 1792. [Madrid : Dirección de Hidrografía?, 1792].
Authors: Spain. Dirección de Hidrografía -- Cardano, José María -- Noguera, C. -- Morata, Juan -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
2 maps ; 21 x 45 cm. and 30 x 45 cm. on sheet 77 x 63 cm.
'José Cardano lo grabó. C. Noguera lo delo. Juan Morata lo escribió.'
Scale: about 18 miles to the inch.
Ayer p133 .S73 1792 (NLO)

70337 Sorte, Cristoforo, 1510-1595

Christophorus de Sortis, pictor ac chorographus Veronensis. 1981.
Authors: Salgaro, Silvino
1 leaf
Abstract of paper presented at IX Conf. on Hist. of Cart., Italy, 1981.
BHC 253
Vert 548, no.8 (PrCt)

70338 Sorte, Cristoforo, 1510-1595 - Cartography - Italy - History - 1500-1599 - Archivio di Stato di Venezia - Map collections, 1557-1595
[Correspondence and drawings, 1557-1595].
[Venice : Archivio di Stato Venezia, 1979?].
Authors: Sorte, Christoforo, ca. 1510- ca. 1595 -- Archivio di Stato di Venezia
2 microfilm reels ; 35 mm. v. : ill., maps
Summary: Correspondence, chiefly 1557-1595. Includes some sketches. Reel 1 includes a negative section of film with later miscellaneous documents, ca. 1685-1705. Reel 2 is chiefly maps and sketches with some accompanying ms. text.
Contents: Reel 1. [Correspondence]-- Reel 2. [Maps].
Microfilm 1118 (NLO)

70339 Soto, Hernando de, 1500-1542 - Expedition, 1540-1541

The De Soto expedition through north Mississippi in 1540-1541. 1987.
Authors: Atkinson, James R.
p. 9
BHC 1024
Vert 589 (PrCt)

70340 Soto, Hernando de, ca. 1500-1542 - Journeys - Southern States - L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726

The Route of De Soto : Delisle's interpretation / Barbara Boston. [Chicago : Loyola University, 1939].
Authors: Boston, Barbara
p. 277-297 ; 25 cm.
A study of the route of Desoto's expedition as shown on various Delisle sketch maps as well as on the printed maps of 1702 (Carte du Canada et du Mississipi), 1703 (Carte du Mexique et du Mississipi), and 1718 (Carte de la Louisiana et du cours de Mississipi). Other copies of this article may be found in the library's copies of the journal: F 896 .004 and Ayer 1.M438.
Ayer 112 .S7 868 1939 (NLO)

New plant of the R.T. French Company at Souderton, Pa., which was completed in 1957. [Philadelphia? Reading Company?, 1958?].
1 view ; 9 x 17 cm.
Aerial photograph.
5A 7267 (1957 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

70342 Soulard, Anthoine, 1766-1825. A Topographical sketch of the Missouri and Upper Mississippi
[Miscellaneous photocopies and correspondence relating to Antoine Soulard and his maps].

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

70345 Sound, the (Denmark and Sweden) -1749 - Nautical charts<<<<Nautical charts - Sound, the (Denmark and Sweden) - 1749<<<<Copenhagen (Denmark) - Maps - 1749 - Harbors<<<<Mount (R.) and Page (T.), firm, fl. 1698-1712 SEE R. Mount and T. Page (Firm), fl. 1698-1712 -- Mount, Richard, d. 1722 -- Page, Thomas, d. 1762 -- W. and J. Mount, and T. Page (Firm), fl. 1748-1755 -- English Pilot. Part 2 (1749) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map; 45 x 57 cm.
Oriented with north at right.
Inset (19 x 33 cm.): A Chart of the road of Copenhagen.
In: The English pilot. The second part. Describing the sea-coasts ... in the whole northern navigation ... Describing the north coast of England and Scotland, ... Orkney, Shetland, Lewis, Farro, Iceland, ... Flanders, Zealden, Holland, Germany, Denmark, Norway, Finland, Lapland, Russia, ... Wagats, and Nova Zembla, ... Tartarian Sea, ... Greenland, Trinity-Island, Cherry Island, Hope-Island, ... Sweden, East-Finland, Lyfland, Prussia, Pomerania, &c. with ... the Baltick-Sea (London : W. and J. Mount, and T. Page, 1749) opposite p. 33.
oversize Ayer 135 .E55 1749 opp. p. 33 (PrCt)

70346 Sound, The (Denmark and Sweden) - Maps - 1585 - Nautical charts<<<<Nautical charts - Sound, The (Denmark and Sweden) - 1585<<<<Nautical charts
Zee Caerte vande Sondt t'ervmaerstede van Denemarck[e]n ... alsme. daer mydden doer zeijlt van Waersbergen tot Falsterboen ... = Sondae totius Daniae littorals descriptio, eiusque cum intermeatur, a Waesberga ad Falsterbonam ... [Leiden : F. Raphelengius ; C. Claesz], 1585 [i.e. 1588].
Authors: Waghenae, Lucas Janszoon, 1534 or 1560-1606 -- Doelcam, Jan van -- Raphelengius, Franciscus, 1539-1597 -- Claesz, Cornelis, ca. 1546-1609 -- Waghenae, Lucas Janszoon, 1534 or 5-1606. Speculum nauticum super navigatione maris Occidentalis confectum, continens omnes oras maritimae Galliae, Hispaniae et praecipuarum partium Angliae (1588) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map; 32 x 50 cm.
Includes coastal profiles.
Oriented with north at upper left.
Descriptive text on verso (p. 32).
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .W13 1588 map [33] (PrCt)
Sound, The (Denmark and Sweden) - Maps - 1588 - Nautical charts

Sound, The (Denmark and Sweden) - 1588

Nautical charts
The Sea mappe of the Sond, the most famous part of whole Dennemarckeeune as it appeareth on both the sides ... through the Channell from Waersbergen unto Falsterboen ... [Amsterdam : Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, 1966].
Authors: Waghaenaer, Lucas Janszoon, 1534 or 5-1606 -- Hondius, Jodocus, 1563-1612 -- Waghaenaer, Lucas Janszoon, 1534 or 5-1606.
The Mariners mirrour (1588) -- Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, Ltd.
1 map : 31 x 49 cm.
Includes coastal profiles.
Oriented with north at upper left.
Text on verso (p. IX) under heading: A perfect description of the principall part of Denmarke, where standeth the famous citie of Capen-hauen ...

London 1588 (Amsterdam : Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, 1966) map [31]
Map Ref oversize G1025 .T37 ser. 3, v. 2, map [31] (PrCt)

Sound, The (Denmark and Sweden) - Maps - 1656 - Nautical charts

Sound, The (Denmark and Sweden) - 1656

Nautical charts
Chart of the straits between Denmark and Sweden... London : W. Faden, 1801 [i.e. 1817?].
[General atlas] [1817?] 1 map : hand col. ; 60 x 37 cm.
'Compiled from the maritime surveys of Professor C. C. Lous and Admiral J. Nordenankar.'
Map dated 1801: verso handstamped '35.' oversize G 10 .282 pl. 36 (PrCt)

Sound, The (Denmark and Sweden) - Maps - 1816 - Nautical charts

Sound, The (Denmark and Sweden) - 1816

Nautical charts
The Sound. London : I. Luftman, [1816?].
Authors: Luftman, J. (John), 1756-1846 -- Luftman, J. (John), 1756-1846. Select plans of cities, harbours, forts, &c ... [1816?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 20 x 17 cm.
In: Luftman, John. Select plans of cities, harbours, forts, &c ... (London : Luftman, [1816?]), plate [16].
folio Ayer 135 .L94 1816 pl. [16] (PrCt)

Soupard, fl. 1716. Carte de la côte de la Louisiane deupuis la côte du ouest de la Floride jusqu'a a l'ouest de la Rivière du Mississipy par moy Soupard (ms., 1716)

Nautical charts
Authors: Colom, Arnold, 1624-1668 -- Colom, Arnold, 1624-1668. Zee-atlas, ofte Water-wereldt [1656?]
1 map : hand col. ; 56 x 63 cm.
Includes inset: Coppenhaven [view].
In extreme lower right corner, just outside border: 3 [sic].
Backed with linen.

Reference: Koeman, Atlantes neerlandici, v. 4, p. 116 (A. Col 2:3).
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .C7 1656, map 4 (PrCt)
possession of Arthur Holzheimer; includes discussion of related 18th-century manuscript and printed maps, including manuscript photostats forming part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).


70352 South Africa - Maps - 1858 - Roche Percée (Sask.) - Geological cross sections - 1858 - Geological cross sections - Souris River - 1858 - Geological cross sections - Roche Percée (Sask.) - 1858 - Assourri River (Sask. and N.D.) SEE Souris River


Authors: Hector, James, Sir, 1834-1907 -- Palliser, John, 1807-1887 -- Arrowsmith, John, 1790-1873 -- British North American Exploring Expedition -- Palliser, John, 1807-1887. Exploration -- British North America : papers relative to the exploration by Captain Palliser of that portion of British North America which lies between the northern branch of the river Saskatchewan and the frontier of the United States ... (1859) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map and 1 geological section : hand col.; on sheet 33 x 19 cm.

First title supplied by cataloger.

Map identifies 'camp of Assiniboine Indians'.

In Palliser, John. Exploration -- British North America : papers relative to the exploration by Captain Palliser of that portion of British North America which lies between the northern branch of the river Saskatchewan and the frontier of the United States ... (London : Printed by George Edward Eyre and William Spottiswoode ... for Her Majesty's Stationery Office, 1859) map [7]

Numbered 'Sh. 5' and 'Sh. 6'.

VAULT folio Ayer 169.3 .P2 1859 map [7] (Pr Ct)


1 atlas (26 p., 1 l. : 26 maps (part fold.) on [24] l.) ; 39 cm.

Phillips 10161

Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 1177

LC Card Number: 22020160

folio F 7401 .95 (NLO)

70354 South Africa - Maps - 1748 - Coasts - Nautical charts - South Africa - Maps - 1748 - Coasts - Cape of Good Hope (South Africa : Cape) - 1748 - Nautical charts

A Draught of the south part of Africa from Cape Bona Esperance to Delagoa. [London : W. and J. Mount and T. Page, 1748].

Authors: W. and J. Mount, and T. Page (Firm), fl. 1748-1755 -- English Pilot. Part 3 (1748) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 44 x 54 cm.


oversize Ayer 135 .E55 1748 following p. 16 (Pr Ct)

70355 South Africa - Maps - 1802 - Cape of Good Hope (South Africa) - 1802 - Africa, Southern - Maps - 1802

General chart of the colony of the Cape of Hope : constructed from bearings, estimations of distances, and frequent observations for latitudes in travelling through the country, during the years 1797 & 1798 / by John Barrow ; reduced for the first American edition by Authur [!] Joseph Stansbury ; engd. by J. Roberts. [New York : s.n., 1802].

Authors: Barrow, John, Sir, 1764-1848 -- Stansbury, Arthur J. (Arthur Joseph), 1781-1865 -- Roberts, John, 1768-1803 -- Hopkins, George F. (George Folliet), 1769-1848 -- Barrow, John, Sir, 1764-1848. An Account of travels into the interior of Southern Africa in the years 1797 and 1798 ... (1802) -- McCormick Theological Seminary -- McCormick Theological Seminary Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 30 x 44 cm., on sheet folded to 21 x 14 cm.

In: Barrow, John, Sir. An Account of travels into the interior of Southern Africa in the years 1797 and 1798 : including cursory observations on the geology and geography ... the natural history of such objects as occurred in the animal, vegetable, and mineral kingdoms, and sketches of the physical and moral characters of the various tribes ... to which is annexed a description of the present state, population and produce of that extensive colony ... 1st American [ed.], from the London quarto ed. (New-York : Printed and sold by G.F. Hopkins, 1802), opposite title page.

Forms part of the McCormick Theological Seminary Collection at the Newberry Library.

DT1030 .B37 1802, opposite title page (Pr Ct)
Southern - Maps - 1802

*Colony of the Cape of Good Hope.* [London] : Cadell and Davies [et al], 1802 [i.e. 1807].
Authors: Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826 -- Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Lowry, fl. 1802-1807 -- Barrow, John, Sir, 1764-1848 -- Cadell & Davies -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826. Modern geography ... (1807) 1 map ; 20 x 25 cm.
"From the Travels in Africa."
"Published March. 1st, 1802 ... ."

**folio G 11.693 v. 3, opp. p. 877 (PrCt)**

70357 South Africa - Maps - 1804---Cape of Good Hope (South Africa) - 1804---Africa, Southern - Maps - 1804

*Travels into interior of southern Africa.* London : Cadell & Davies, 1804.
Authors: Barrow, John, Sir, 1764-1848 -- Neele -- Cadell & Davies -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
2 v. : 8 maps ; 282 x 225 mm.
1st ed.
Includes maps engraved by Neele.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)**

70358 South Africa - Maps - 1806---Cape of Good Hope (South Africa) - 1806---Africa, Southern - Maps - 1806

Authors: Barrow, John, Sir, 1764-1848 -- Cadell & Davies
2 v. in 1 col. plates, fold. maps. 28 cm.
2d ed., with additions and alterations, illustrated with several engravings and charts.
First edition published, 1801-04, under title: An account of travels into the interior of southern Africa, in the years 1797 and 1798.

**OCLC 40721298.**

**Case G 748.077 (NLO)**

70359 South Africa - Maps - 1834---Africa, Southern - Maps - 1834---Cape of Good Hope (South Africa) - Maps - 1834---Cape Town (South Africa) - Maps - 1834

*South Africa.* [London] : Chapman and Hall, 1834 [i.e.1844].
1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 38 cm.
"Compiled from the M.S. maps in the Colonial Office Capt'n. Owen's Survey &c."
Insets (10 x 11 cm. and smaller): Environs of the Cape -- District of George -- Environs of Graham-Town -- Cape-Town from Greig's Almanac.

**oversize Ayer 135 .S67 1844 v. 2, pl. [125] (PrCt)**

70360 South Africa - Maps - 1836---Africa, Southern - Maps - 1836---Cape of Good Hope (South Africa) - Maps - 1836

*Cape of Good Hope / by J. Arrowsmith.* London : J. Arrowsmith, 15 Feby. 1836.
1 map : hand col. ; 50 x 72 cm.
"This map is with permission copied from the original in the Colonial Office, compiled by Mr. Hebert Senr."
Engraved no. "24" at lower right.
In: Arrowsmith, John. [The London atlas of universal geography : exhibiting the physical & political divisions of the various countries of the world, constructed from original materials] [London : J. Arrowsmith, 1837], map 24.

**Baskes oversize G1019 .A778 1837, map 24 (NLO)**

70361 South Africa - Maps - 1840---Africa, Southern - Maps - 1840

*Southern Africa.* London : Mr. Bull, [ca. 1840].
Authors: Starling, Thomas -- Bull and Churton -- Bull, Mr., fl. ca. 1840 -- Starling, Thomas. The Royal cabinet atlas ... [ca. 1840]
1 map : hand col. ; 8 x 14 cm.
In: Starling, Thomas. The Royal cabinet atlas ... (London : Bull and Churton, [ca. 1840]) 'Pl. LXXVI' [i.e. 40].

**map3C 5 map [40] (PrCt)**


*Cape Colony (south Africa no. 1) / drawn & engraved by J. Archer, Pентонвилль, London.* London : Grattan & Gilbert, [1841?].
Authors: Archer, Joshua, fl. 1833-1866 -- Grattan & Gilbert -- Mudie, Robert, 1777-1842. Gilbert's modern atlas of the earth ... (1841) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 22 x 27 cm.
Running title at bottom left: Gilbert's modern atlas
In: Mudie, Robert. Gilbert's modern atlas of the earth ... (London : Grattan and Gilbert, [1841?]), [plate 40].

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Baskes folio G1019 .M83 1841, [plate 40] (PrCt)

70363 South Africa - Maps - 1841>>>Missions - Africa - Maps - 1841
South Africa. Boston, 1841.
Authors: American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions -- American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions. Maps and illustrations of the missions of the American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions, 1841 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 12 x 20 cm.
In: American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions. Maps and illustrations of the missions of the American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions, 1841 ([Boston, Mass.? : American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions?, 1841]).
Forms pl. 1A of a collection of wax-engraved maps, apparently detached from assorted Board publications, and bound together as a separate atlas. Added letterpress title from bottom margin: South African Mission.
Ayer 136 .A5 1841 pl. 1A (PrCt)

70364 South Africa - Maps - 1846>>>Missions - Africa - Maps - 1846
South Africa. Boston, 1846.
Authors: American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions -- American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions. Maps and illustrations of the missions (1846) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 12 x 20 cm.
Ayer 136 .A5 1846 pl. 4 (PrCt)

70365 South Africa - Maps - 1872>>>Africa, Southern - Maps - 1872>>>Cape Peninsula (South Africa) - Maps - 1872
Authors: Edward Stanford Ltd. -- A. Fullarton & Co. -- A. Fullarton & Co. The Royal illustrated atlas of modern geography [1872?]
1 map ; col. ; 41 x 51 cm.
Printed plate no. "LXXIII" printed at upper right and pasted on verso.

Case oversize G1019 .A38 1872, plate [73] (PrCt)

70366 South Africa - Maps - 1885>>>Africa, Southern - Maps - 1885
Authors: Bartholomew, John, 1831-1893 -- Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- Adam and Charles Black (Firm). Black's general atlas of the world ... (1885)
1 map : col. ; 41 x 55 cm.
In: Adam and Charles Black. Black's general atlas of the world : embracing the latest discoveries, new boundaries, and other changes, accompanied by introductory letterpress and index (Edinburgh : Adam and Charles Black, 1885), plate 38.
oversize G1019 .B63 1885, plate 38 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (16 p. : col. maps, ill., ports.) ; 37 x 30 cm.
Series: Geographical series ; 15, no. 1
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
OCLC 31335173
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

70368 South Africa - Maps - 1900>>>South African War, 1899-1902 - Maps
The Times map of British South Africa, the Transvaal and Orange Free State. London : The Times, [1900?].
Authors: Times (London, England)
1 map : col. ; 91 x 68 cm., folded to 21 x 11 cm. 4th ed.
Cover title: Times war map of South Africa.
Scale 1:2,500,000 (1 inch to 40 miles)
Coordinates: E 16°-E 34°/S 19°--S 36°.
Scale 1:190,080 -- Mafeking district. Scale 1:500,000 -- The South western frontier. Scale 1:2,217,600.
G 10742 .876 (NLO)

70369 South Africa - Maps - 1900>>>South African War, 1899-1902 - Maps>>>Transvaal (South Africa) - Maps - 1900
Towards Pretoria : a record of the war between Briton and Boer to the hoisting of the British flag at Bloemfontein : with historical foreword, appendices and map / by Julian Ralph. London : C.A. Pearson, 1900.
Authors: Millin, Sarah Gertrude Liebson, 1889-1968 -- Nichols, F. -- Britain in pictures -- British commonwealth in pictures -- William Collins Sons and Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
One map by F. Nichols.
"With twelve plates in colour and twenty-eight illustrations in black and white."
Series: Britain in pictures ; [18] -- The British commonwealth in pictures -- Britain in pictures ; 18 -- British commonwealth in pictures.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Carney, M. Britain in pictures, 18 LC Card Number: 42014553
Baskes DA630 .B75 no. 18 (1941) (NLO)

Authors: South African Railways and Harbours -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
'Published by authority of the General Manager, South African Railways, and prepared by the Public Relations Department.'
Contents: (maps) Physical relief map of the Union of South Africa -- South African railways with road motor services -- Bellville marshalling yard.
'June 1947.'
Includes index.
Laid in: extra copy of Physical relief map of the Union of South Africa.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number 48019098
Cl. OCLC 28202997.
Baskes HE3426.Z8 S8 1947 (NLO)

Authors: Map Studio Productions, pty. ltd. --

South Africa - Maps - 1940 (Provisional Heading)
New large print atlas for South Africa. CapeTown : Maskew Miller, 1940.
Authors: George Philip & Son -- Maskew Miller -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 46 maps ; 282 x 228 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

South Africa - Maps - 1941

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
South African Tourist Corporation
1 map : col. ; 63 x 83 cm., folded to 23 x 15 cm.
Panel title: South Africa tourist map
"KAF 2/72/ENG/500" -- back panel suggesting
1972 publication.
Monogram, logo, or abbreviation within small
circle at bottom right: hmT
Scale 1:2,400,000.
Relief shown by spot heights.
Maps on verso (43 x 28 cm. and smaller):
Salisbury to Johannesburg -- Kruger National
Park -- Northern South West Africa and Etosha --
Natal South Coast -- The Cape Peninsula --
Cape Town Freeways -- Drakensburg holiday
resorts -- Pretoria and the Witwatersrand.
Identifies air routes; includes index to points of
interest and illustrations of birds and flowers.
References: Cf. OCLC 35371028
map4C G8501.E635 1972 .M3 (PrCt)

Reader's Digest atlas of southern Africa.
Authors: Reader's Digest South Africa --
Reader's Digest Association -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 193 maps ; 429 x 306 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

70377 South Africa - Maps - 1992
Authors: Insight guides -- APA Publications
(Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry
Library)
1 v. : 14 maps
1st ed.
No. 257 in a series.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

Maps of Southern Africa in printed books,
1750-1856 : a bibliography / compiled by Janet
Findlay Cartwright. [Cape Town] : University of
Authors: Cartwright, Janet Findlay
x, 50 p. ; 23 cm.
"Presented in partial fulfillment of the
requirements for the higher certificate and
diploma in librarianship, 1955."
Brief descriptions and rather lengthy notes; 122
items.
Includes index.
Series: Bibliographical series - University of Cape
Town Libraries -- University of Cape Town.
LC Card Number: 77377907
ISBN 0799201286
Map Ref Z6027.S64 C36 (NLO)

70379 South African War, 1899-1902 -
Maps->Boer War, 1899-1902 SEE South
African War, 1899-1902<<>>Transvaal War,
1899-1902 SEE South African War, 1899-1902
The Great Boer War / by Arthur Conan Doyle.
Authors: Doyle, Arthur Conan, Sir, 1859-1930 --
McClure, Phillips & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
x, 446 p. : 5 col. maps ; 24 cm.
Rev. and enl. ed.
Five maps on two folded leaves in pocket.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes DT1896 .D69 1905 (NLO)

70380 South African War, 1899-1902 -
Maps->Philippines - History - Philippine
American War, 1899-1902
Atlas of two wars. Chicago : Rand McNally,
1899.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 14 maps ; 35 cm.
Philippines and South Africa.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .A75 1899 (PrCt)

70381 South America - Maps - 1807
Voyage to South America. London : J.
Stockdale, 1807.
Authors: Ulloa, Antonio de. 1716-1795 --
Stockdale, John, 1749?-1814
2 v. ; 22 cm.
5th ed.
G 98 .91 (NLO)

70382 South America - Description and travel -
1927南非, Africa, Southern - Description and travel - 1927
Under southern skies : [a compilation of letters
written to the Austin Daily Herald / by Mr. and
Mrs J.H. Skinner on the Great African Cruise,
winter of 1927, conducted by the American
Express Company and the Royal Mail Packet
Line on the liner Asturias]. [Austin, Minn. Austin
Daily Herald, 1927].
Authors: Skinner, G. E. -- Skinner, J. H. -- Austin
Daily Herald (Austin, Minn.)
193 p. ; ills. ; 22 cm.
Cover title; lacks title page.
Chapters are all signed "J.H.S." or "G.E.S." and
dated from January 12th to April 22d, 1927.
To Collection Services for cataloging, August
2010 (PrCt)

70383 South America - Historical geography - Maps -
1847南非, West Indies - Historical geography -
Maps - 1847南非, South America - Maps -
1847<<>>West Indies - Maps - 1847<<>>Historical atlases
History of South America and the West Indies / by S.G. Goodrich. Louisville : Morton and Griswold, Louisville, Ky. : Morton and Griswold, 1848, c1847.
Parley's primary histories (1847) -- Boggs, C., active 1849 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Parley, Peter, 1793-1860
SEE Goodrich, Samuel G. (Samuel Griswold), 1793-1860
216 p. : ill., 2 maps ; 16 cm.
Spine title: Goodrich's South America Added engraved t.p. signed: Hartwell.
Includes questions and exercises for the student. Includes index.
Series: Parley’s primary histories -- Goodrich, Samuel G. (Samuel Griswold), 1793-1860.
Parley’s primary histories.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 01022212
Baskes F2231 .G66 1848 (NLO)

70386 South America - Maps - 1562<<>>Peru - Maps - 1562
La Descrittione di tutto il Peru. [Venice] : Paulo di Forlani da Verona, [ca. 1562].
Authors: Forlani, Paolo -- Contarini, Giovanni Pietro -- [Italian assembled-to-order atlas] [ca. 1575?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 511 x 365 mm. (neat line)
Title beneath dedication to Giovanni Pietro Contarini.
Date from Woodward 11.
Tooley 93.
Duplicate copy (colored): Novacco 4F 084
In: [Italian assembled-to-order atlas] [Venice?: s.n., ca. 1575?], plate [3].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 L2 1575 AI, plate [3] (PrCt)

70387 South America - Maps - 1562<<>>Peru - Maps - 1562
La Descrittione di tutto il Peru. [Venice] : Paulo di Forlani da Verona, [ca. 1562].
Authors: Forlani, Paolo -- Contarini, Giovanni Pietro -- Ludwig Rosenthal's Antiquariat -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 512 x 361 mm. (neat line), on sheet remargined to 693 x 488 mm.
Title beneath dedication to Giovanni Pietro Contarini.
Date from Woodward 11.
Tooley 93.
Detached from an atlas; manuscript '53' in lower right.
Duplicate copy (uncolored): VAULT oversize Ayer 135 L2 1575 AI pl. [3].
Ex Rosenthal.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
jBa
Novacco 4F 84 (PrCt)

70388 South America - Maps - 1579 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>>Brazil - Maps - 1579 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Brasil. [19--].
SEE Claye, Jacques de Vaulx de, fl. 1579
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1579 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France BN Res Ge C 5091 (PrCt)

70389 South America - Maps - 1587 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
[South America]. [19--].
Authors: Martines, Joan, 1556-1590 -- Biblioteca Nacional (Spain). Ms. CC35.ER6 #15 -- Louis C.
South America - Maps - 1593

Brasilia et Pervvia. ad strenuum[m] et magnificum
Dnm. D. Theodoricum[m] Echter a Mespelbru[m],
sac. caes. maiesti. & reure[n]olis principi, epiisc.
herbipole[n]si, primu[m] a consiliis. &c. [Antwerp : sn., 1593].
Authors: Jode, Gerard de, 1509-1591 --
Mespelbrunn, Julius Echter von, 1545-1617 --
Wierix, Antonie, -1604 -- Jode, Gerard de,
1509-1591. Specvlvm orbis terrarvm (1593) --
Mespelbrunn, Theodoricum, 1545-1617 SEE
Mespelbrunn, Julius Echter von, 1545-1617 --
Echter von Mespelbrunn, Julius , 1545-1617
SEE Mespelbrunn, Julius Echter von, 1545-1617
1 map : hand col. ; 33 x 41 cm.
Anonymous map without imprint.
Title in upper margin.
Letterpress text on verso (fol. 3, sig. C): America
sev novvs orbis ... Engraving attributed to Antonie Wierix.
In: Jode, Gerard de. Specvlvm orbis terrarvm
(Antwerp : A. Coninx, 1593), map [3].

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .J9 1593, map [3]
(PrCt)

South America - Maps - 1599

In Chica regione, ad littera S. Juliani...

Frankfurt: Bey Hartmanno Palthenio, in
Verlegung der Hulsischen, 1626.
Authors: Hulsius, Levinus, d. 1606. Sechster
Theil, kurzte, warhafttige Relation vndon
Beschreibung der wunderbarsten vier
Schiffahrten (1626) -- Parthenius, Hartmann, fl.
1615-1631 -- Hulsius Erben -- Hulsius, Levinus,
d. 1606. [Sammlung von sechs und zwanzig
Schiffahrten] (1608-1650) -- Palthenio,
Hartmanno SEE Parthenius, Hartmann, fl.
1615-1631
1 map ; 19.5 x 30.1 cm. fold. to 18 x 14 cm.
In Hulsius, Levinus, Sechster Theil, kurzte, warhafttige Relation vndon Beschreibung der wunderbarsten vier Schiffahrten (Frankfurt: Bey Hartmanno Palthenio, in Verlegung der Hulsischen, 1626), before p. 1.
The "title" transcribed above is actually the beginning of the note in a cartouche in the lower right corner, which concludes "Per Leuin. Huisium
A° 1602." This is actually the southern sheet (showing from 24° S. Lat. to 55° S. Lat.) of Hulsius's two-sheet map entitled "Nova et exacta delineatio Americae partis avstralis..."
In lower left corner: No. 2.

VAULT Ayer 110 .H9 1608, v. 1, pt. 6, p. 1
(PrCt)
In lower left corner: No. 2.

VAULT Ayer 110 .H9 1608, v. 1, pt. 4, p. 6 (PrCt)

70394 South America - Maps - 1599<<<<Central America - Maps - 1599<<<<Mexico - Maps - 1599
Nova et exacta delineatio Americæ partis avstralis. Que est: Brasilia, Caribana, Gviana regium nouum, Castilia del Oro, Nicaragua, insulæ Antillas et Perv; et sub tropico capricorni, Chile, Rio della Plata, Patagon[v]m, & Fret[v]m Magellaniv[m] / per Leuinum Husium Anno 1599. [Bergum, Netherlands : Frederik Muller, rare books, 2008].
Authors: Hulsius, Levinus, d. 1606 -- Hulsius, Levinus, d. 1606. Sechste Theil, kurzte Warhafttige Relation vnd beschreibung der wunderbarsten vier Schifferarten (1603)
1 map ; 42 x 43 cm. on three sheets fold. to 25 x 16 cm.
In facsimile of work originally published Nuremberg, 1603: Hulsius, Levinus. Sechste Theil, kurzte Warhafttige Relation vnd beschreibung der wunderbarsten vier Schifferarten ... (Bergum, Netherlands : Frederik Muller, 2008), plates 2, 5, 6.
In lower left corner of bottom sheet: No. 2.
The third sheet (pl. 5) is a small, untitled map showing southern Mexico and part of Central America, designed to be attached to the upper left corner of the top sheet (pl. 6).
Digital images of main map (minus the Mexico and Central America extension) available on Gallica website of Bibliothèque National (accessed Sept. 2010) :
http://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/btv1b20000211
Case G419 .H85 1603a, plates 2, 5, 6 (PrCt)

Authors: Vaulx, Pierre de -- Bibliothèque nationale (France) -- International Conference on the History of Cartography (12th : 1987 : Paris)
1 map Facsimile (on conference poster) of 1613 manuscript by Pierre de Vaulx in the Bibliothèque nationale (France).

70396 South America - Maps - 1615
[Map of South America] / Joannes á Doetechum fecit, tAmsterdam [Amsterdam] : gedruket bij Davit de mejine inde werrelt cart, [ca. 1615].
Authors: Claesz, Cornelis, ca. 1546-1609 -- Plancius, Petrus, 1552-1622 -- Doetecam, Jan van -- Meine, Davidt de, fl. 1610 -- Francis Edwards (Firm) -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Doetecam, Joannes van, fl. 1559-1608 SEE Doetecam, Jan van -- Doeticham, Joannes van, fl. 1559-1608 SEE Doetecam, Jan van -- Deuteccum, Joannes van, fl. 1559-1608 SEE Doetecam, Jan van -- Doetecam, Joannes van, fl. 1559-1608 SEE Doetecam, Jan van -- Meyne, David de, fl. 1610 SEE Meine, Davidt de, fl. 1610 -- Meijne, David de, fl. 1610 SEE Meine, Davidt de, fl. 1610
1 map ; 370 x 533 mm. (neat line), on sheet 390 x 554 mm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Third state of untitled map attributed to Cornelis Claesz and Petrus Plancius, first issued ca. 1594; see Schilder, Monumenta cartographica Neerlandica, v. 7 (2003), p. 131-132.
Place name in oversize and uppercase lettering: Peruvianae pars.
Details in lower sheet showing southern South America up to latitude 19° south.
Inset map of entire continent (171 x 199 mm.) bears cartouche with text beginning 'Haec pars Peruvianae ...' Manuscript ‘119’ in upper right corner.
Wieder, F.C. Monumenta cartographica p. 38, no. 19.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Novacco 4F 89 (PrCt)

70397 South America - Maps - 1615 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<<<Indian cartography - South America - 1615 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<<<Manuscript maps - Facsimiles Mapa mvndi de reino de las India[s]. [1990].
Authors: Guamán Poma de Ayala, Felipe, fl. 1613 -- Kongelige Bibliotek (Denmark).
1 map ; 68 x 110 cm.
Photographic enlargement of 1615 manuscript map prepared for the exhibition 'Maps and the Columbian Encounter.'
Original is part of Guamán Poma de Ayala's manuscript 'Nueva coronica y buen gobierno,'

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1615, in the Royal Library, Copenhagen.


map6F G5200 1615 .G8 1990 (PrCt)

70398 South America - Maps - 1616 - Coasts - Manuscripts<>><<Nautical charts - South America - 1616 - Coasts - Manuscripts<>><<Atlantic Coast (South America) - Maps - 1616 - Manuscripts<>><<Pacific Coast (South America) - Maps - 1616 - Manuscripts<>><<Manuscript maps <>><<Nautical charts
[Manuscript portolan chart of South America]. [1616?].

Authors: Martines, Joan, 1556-1590 -- Chadenat, Charles -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 20 1 ms. map : hand col., vellum ; 473 x 343 mm. Unsigned and undated ms. chart attributed to Joan Martines of Messina by Clara Smith, who noted the presence of Spanish flags on Portuguese colonies (Portugal and her colonies were part of the Spanish empire between 1581-1640). Because the Strait of Le Maire is shown (but not named), Max Justo Guedes has dated the chart 1616 or later, the year of its discovery by Jacques Le Maire. Pen-and-ink and paint (blue, red, gold); three compass roses incomplete, each lacking 8 of 32 rhumb lines. Scale [ca. 1:18,000,000] Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 20 Owned by bookseller Charles Chadenat; pencil note on verso dated 1902.

VAULT oversize Ayer MS map 20 (NLO)

70399 South America - Maps - 1624
'tZuyder deel van West-Indien / A. Goos sculpit. [Amsterdam : Broer Iansz. ende Iacob Pietersz. Wachter, 1624].

Authors: Goos, Abraham -- Inga, Athanasius. West-Indische spieghel ... (1624) -- Wachter, Jacob Pietersz, fl. 1613-1649 -- Wachter, Jans -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 18 x 27 cm., folded to 20 x 12 cm. Scale [ca. 1:44,300,000]. Coordinates: (W 107°--W 7°/N 14°--S 55°) In: Inga, Athanasius. West-Indische spieghel, waer inne men sien kan, alle de eylanden, provintien, lantschappen, het machtige ryck van Mexico, en 't gout en silver-rycke landt van Peru (Amsterdam : Broer Iansz. ende Iacob Pietersz. Wachter, 1624), between p. 150-151.

VAULT Ayer 1001 .J44 1624, between p. 150-151 (PrCt)

70400 South America - Maps - 1625


VAULT Ayer 110.P9 1625, v. 3, p. 882 (PrCt)

70401 South America - Maps - 1647 - Mapuche Language<>><<Brazil - Maps - 1647<>><<Chile - Maps - 1647<>><<Mapuche Language - South America - Maps - 1647


At head of title: Caspar Barlaeus. Initials and tail-pieces. Includes facsimile of added t.p., engraved, of the Latin original: Res Brasiliæ imperante illvst.mo historia fœderatorum Belgii Ordd. sub Avriaco ductoris, comitis, nunc Vesaliae gubern illustrissimi comitis I. Mavritii, Nassoviae, &c. et alibi nuper gestarum, sub praefectura Casparis Barlaei, rervm per octennivm in Brasilia


South America - Maps - 1650


1 map : hand col. ; 378 x 525 mm. (neat line), 398 x 549 mm. (plate mark)

Detached from an atlas; manuscript '9' in upper right.


Duplicate copy in Sanson, Nicolas. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (Paris : chez Pierre Mariette, 1656 [i.e.1659?] ) v. 1, pl. [99].

OCLC 13735341.

VAULT Case oversize G1015 .S35 1658 v. 1, pl. [99] (PrCt)

South America - Maps - 1650


1 map : hand col. ; 378 x 525 mm. (neat line), 398 x 549 mm. (plate mark)

Detached from an atlas; manuscript '9' in upper right.


Duplicate copy in Sanson, Nicolas. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (Paris : chez Pierre Mariette, 1656 [i.e.1659?] ) v. 1, pl. [99].

OCLC 13735341.

VAULT Case oversize G1015 .S35 1658 v. 1, pl. [99] (PrCt)

South America - Maps - 1650


1 map : hand col. ; 378 x 525 mm. (neat line), 398 x 549 mm. (plate mark)

Detached from an atlas; manuscript '9' in upper right.


Duplicate copy in Sanson, Nicolas. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (Paris : chez Pierre Mariette, 1656 [i.e.1659?] ) v. 1, pl. [99].

OCLC 13735341.

VAULT Case oversize G1015 .S35 1658 v. 1, pl. [99] (PrCt)

South America - Maps - 1656

Terre Ferme, ou sont les governations ou gorvernemens de Terre Ferme ... Paris : chez Pierre Mariette, 1656 [i.e.1659?].

Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Mariette, Pierre, 1603-1657 -- Somer, J. -- Mariette, Pierre, 1603-1667 -- Sanon, Nicolas, 1600-1667. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (1658 [i.e. 1659?])

1 map : hand col. ; 39 x 53 cm.

Covers northern South America between 2° S and 16° N.

In: Sanson, Nicolas. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (Paris : Pierre Mariette, 1658 [i.e. 1659?]) v. 1, pl. [99].

OCLC 13735341.

VAULT Case oversize G1015 .S35 1658 v. 1, pl. [99] (PrCt)

South America - Maps - 1656

Terre Ferme, ou sont les governations ou gorvernemens de Terre Ferme ... Paris : chez Pierre Mariette, 1656 [i.e.1659?].

Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Mariette, Pierre, 1603-1657 -- Somer, J. -- Mariette, Pierre, 1603-1667 -- Sanon, Nicolas, 1600-1667. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (1658 [i.e. 1659?])

1 map : hand col. ; 39 x 53 cm.

Covers northern South America between 2° S and 16° N.

In: Sanson, Nicolas. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (Paris : Pierre Mariette, 1658 [i.e. 1659?]) v. 1, pl. [99].

OCLC 13735341.

VAULT Case oversize G1015 .S35 1658 v. 1, pl. [99] (PrCt)

South America - Maps - 1656

Terre Ferme, ou sont les governations ou gorvernemens de Terre Ferme ... Paris : chez Pierre Mariette, 1656 [i.e.1659?].

Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Mariette, Pierre, 1603-1657 -- Somer, J. -- Mariette, Pierre, 1603-1667 -- Sanon, Nicolas, 1600-1667. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (1658 [i.e. 1659?])

1 map : hand col. ; 39 x 53 cm.

Covers northern South America between 2° S and 16° N.

In: Sanson, Nicolas. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (Paris : Pierre Mariette, 1658 [i.e. 1659?]) v. 1, pl. [99].

OCLC 13735341.

VAULT Case oversize G1015 .S35 1658 v. 1, pl. [99] (PrCt)

In extreme lower right corner, just outside border: 13 [sic].

Shows continent south of the equator.

Inset: Vervattinge van Manta tot R. Verde [extension on west coast from equator to Rio Verde, Oaxaca, Mexico].

Backed with linen.

Reference: Koeman, Atlantes neerlandici, v. 4, p. 116 (A. Col 2:10).


VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .C7 1656, map 14 (PrCt)

70409 South America - Maps - 1660 - Mapuche Language<<<Brazil - Maps - 1660<<<Chile - Maps - 1660<<<Mapuche Language - South America - Maps - 1660


Authors: Baeerle, Caspar van, 1584-1648 -- Piso, Willem, 1611-1678 -- Silberling, Tobias -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)


Edition statement: Ed. 2. Cui accesserunt Gulielmi Pisonis medici amstelædamensis


Added t.p., engr.: Res Brasiliæ imperante illustris.mo D. I. Mauritio Nassavie etc. principe per C. Barleum... .

Vocabula chilensia': p. 474-491.

OCLC 4351423.

VAULT Ayer 1300.5 B8 B14 1660 (NLO)

70410 South America - Maps - 1660<<<Spain - Maps - 1660<<<Wall maps

_Perv descriptore ... Rome] : Vitale Mascardi, 1660.

Authors: Nicolosi, Giovanni Battista, 1610-1670 -- Mascardi, Vitale -- Nicolosi, Giovanni Battista, 1610-1670. Dell’ Hercole e studio geografico ... (1660) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 155 cm. x 172 cm. on 4 adjacent sheets

Title from plate [21].

Inset (35 x 41 cm.).: Hispania descripta secundum tres coronas ...

In: Nicolosi, Giovanni Battista, Dell’ Hercole e studio geografico ... (Rome : Vitale Mascardi, 1660) v. 2, pl. [19-22].

Engraved plate numbers ‘1a’, ‘2a’, ‘3a’, and ‘4a.’ Oriented with north at bottom.

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .N65 1660 v. 2, pl. [19-22] (PrCt)

70411 South America - Maps - 1675

_Tractus australior Americae meridionalis a Rio de la Plata per Fretum Magellanicum ad Toraltum = Nieuwe Perfecte Pasaert vaunt ’t Suyderlykste deel van Suyt America van Rio de la Plata door de straat Magellaen tot Toral. [Amsterdam : F. de Wit, 1675?].

Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 54 cm.

First published by de Wit in 1675 (Koeman, v. 4, p. 519 [M.Wit1, 27]) but plates remained in use for a long time.

Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection. Charged to Conservation Lab (July 2011).

map4F G5202 .S6 1675 .W5 (PrCt)

70412 South America - Maps - 1680

_South America divided into its principal parts... London : Berry, 1689.

Authors: Berry, William, fl. 1669-1708 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Berry, William, fl. 1669-1708. [A Collection of maps of the world] [1680-1689] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 54 x 88 cm.

Added title: South America divided into its principal parts...


VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B48 1680 pl. 6 (PrCt)

70413 South America - Maps - 1680 - Geography - Tables

_Geographical tables of the divisions of South America. London : Berry , 1689.

Authors: Berry, William, fl. 1669-1708 -- Berry, William, fl. 1669-1708. [A Collection of maps of the world] [1680-1689] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 table ; 57 x 45 cm.


VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B48 1680 pl. F (PrCt)

70414 South America - Maps - 1689<<<Amazon River - Maps - 1689


Authors: Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718 -- Padoani, Domenico, fl. 1689 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718. Citta, fortuezse, isole, e porti principale dell’ Europa ... (1689)

1 map ; 26 x 45 cm.

In: Coronelli, Vincenzo. Citta, fortuezse, isole, e porti principale dell’ Europa, in pianti, et in...
70415 South America - Maps - 1691
Amerique meridionale divisee en ses principales parties ou sont distinguées les vus des autres : les estats suivant qu'ils appartiennent presentement aux Francois, Castillians, Portuguais, Hollandais &c. [Caracas : Enzo Papi, 1987].
Authors: Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?--1712 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- González, Hermann -- Papi, Enzo -- Covens et Mortier
1 map : col. ; 24 x 39 cm.
Reduced facsimile of original published 'Paris : chez H Jaillot, joignant les grands Augustins, aux deux globes. Avec privilege pour vingt ans. 1691.'
Title from cartouche.
Added title, upper margin: L'Amerique meridionale divisee en ses principales parties, scavoir la Terre Ferme.
94.
sc map2F G5200 1691 .J3 1987 (NLO)

70416 South America - Maps - 1695
Amerique meridionale divisee en ses principales parties ... Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : Hubert Jaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], [1695?].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. Atlas nouveau : contenant toutes les parties du monde (1692 [i.e. 1695?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 54 x 87 cm.
Added title, upper margin: L'Amerique meridionale divisee en ses principales parties ... .
In counterfeit edition of: Sanson, Nicolas. Atlas nouveau : contenant toutes les parties du monde (Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : H. Jaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], 1692 [i.e. 1695?]) pl. [6].
Map dated 1691.

70417 South America - Maps - 1699-1705
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Somer, J. -- Moulart-Sanson, Pierre, d. 1730 -- Delamarche, Charles Francois, 1740-1817. Atlas general : contenant le detail des quatre parties du monde [1798?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 39 x 54 cm.
Imprint from lower left corner.
Imprint in cartouche: A Paris : Chez l'autheur, 1699.
Pierre Moulart-Sanson is noted to have occupied the "Cloitre St. Nicolas"; see R.V. Tooley, Tooley's dictionary of mapmakers (1999 ed.), v. Q-Z, p. 104.
Scale [ca. 1:9,000,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
Baskes oversize G1015 .A77 1798, [ptie 2], [plate 57] (NLO)

70418 South America - Maps - 1700
A New map of South America : shewing its general divisions, chief cities & towns, rivers, mountains, &c. / B. Cole sculp. [Oxford : s.n., 1700].
Authors: Cole, Benj. -- William, Duke of Gloucester, 1689-1700 -- Wells, Edward, 1667-1727. A New sett of maps both of antient and present geography ... (1700) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 36 x 48 cm.
"Dedicated to his highness William Duke of Gloucester"
In: Wells, Edward. A New sett of maps both of antient and present geography ... (Oxford : Printed at the Theater, 1700), plate [40] oversize Ayer 135 .W4 1700, plate [40] (PrCt)

70419 South America - Maps - 1700
L'Amérique meridionale, dressée sur les observations de mrs. de l'Académie royale des sciences ... Amsterdam : P. Mortier, [1700?].
Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675--1725 -- Académie des sciences (France) -- Mortier, Pierre
1 map ; 44 x 57 cm.
Added title at head of map: American Meridionalis in suas praecipuas partes divisa ... Scale: 'Lieues communes de France de 25 au degre.'
Ayer p133 .L77a 1700 (NLO)
70420 South America - Maps - 1700
Authors: L'Ise, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 --- Guérand, Nicolas, ca. 1648-1719
1 map : hand col. ; 44 x 59 cm.
Scale ca. 1:18,500,000.
Title cartouche at lower left printed from separate copperplate, "N. Guerard inv. et fecit."
Shows routes of explorers in Pacific from Magellan (1520) to LeMaire and Schouten (1616).
References: Tooley, Mapping of America, p. 25, no. 63.
Accession no. 92122400
map4F G5200 1700 .L5 (PrCt)

70421 South America - Maps - 1700
L'Amerique meridionale diuisee en ses principales parties ... Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : H. Jaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], 1694 [i.e. ca. 1700].
Authors: Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632-1712 --- Mortier, Pierre --- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712. Atlas minor ad usum serenissimi burgundiae ducis ... (ca. 1700)) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 60 cm.
Added title, upper margin: America meridionalis in suas praecipius partes accurate divisa ... In counterfeit edition of: Jaillot, Alexis Hubert. Atlas minor ad usum serenissimi burgundiae ducis ... ([Amsterdam : Pieter Mortier, ca. 1700]) no. [6].
Manuscript '6' at upper right.

Le Paraguay : tiré des relations les plus recents / par G. Sanson, géographe ordinaire du roy. A Paris : Chez l'auteur, [between 1700 and 1750]?
Authors: Sanson, Guillaume -- Delamarche, Charles François, 1740-1817. Atlas général : contenant le détail des quatre parties du monde [1798?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 39 x 53 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:7,500,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
Baskes oversize G1015 .A77 1798, [ptie 2], [plate 56] (NLO)

70423 South America - Maps - 1700-1779
Amérique meridionale : dressée sur les memoires les plus récents et assujétie aux observations astronomiques / par le Sr. Robert de Vaugondy, géographe. [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy, 177?-?].
Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Didier, 1723-1786 -- Delamarche, Charles François, 1740-1817. Atlas général : contenant le détail des quatre parties du monde [1798?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 58 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:17,000,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
Similar to map listed in M.S. Pedley, Bel et utile, 487, state 3, with top half of cartouche faded, but without date, reference to "censeur royale", or engraver's name in cartouche.
Baskes oversize G1015 .A77 1798, [ptie 2], [plate 52] (NLO)

70424 South America - Maps - 1700---Central America - Maps - 1700
Terra firma et, novum regnum Granatense et, Popayan. Amsteloedami [Amsterdam] : Joannes Janssonius [i.e. Frederik de Wit, ca. 1700]?
Authors: Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664 --- Wit, Frederik de -- Wit, Frederik de. Atlas [ca. 1700?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 35 x 47 cm.
Covers Central America and northwestern South America.
In: Wit, Frederik de. Atlas (Amsterdam : bij Frederick de Wit in de Calverstraet bij den Dam inde Witte Paskaert. [ca. 1700?]) no. [139].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .W8 A no. [139] (PrCt)

70425 South America - Maps - 1700---Uruguay River Valley - Maps - 1700---Paraná River Valley (Brazil-Argentina) - Maps - 1700---Paraguay - Maps - 1700
Paraqvaria vulgo Paragay. cum adjacentibus. Amsteloedami [Amsterdam] : Ioannes Blaeu [i.e. Frederik de Wit, ca. 1700?].
Authors: Blaeu, Joan, 1596-1673 -- Coeck, Gerard, b.1608 -- Caraffa, Vincenzo 1585-1649 --- Wit, Frederik de -- Wit, Frederik de. Atlas [ca. 1700?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 44 x 55 cm.
Details the Uruguay and Paraná River Valleys in central South America.
Included dedication to 'Vincentio Carrafa ...
Soctis. Jesu.'
In: Wit, Frederik de. Atlas (Amsterdam : bij Frederick de Wit in de Calverstraet bij den Dam inde Witte Paskaert. [ca. 1700?]) no. [146].

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .W8 A no. [146] (PrCt)

70426
South America - Maps - 1703

South America. [London : s.n., 1703].
Authors: Seller, John, fl. 1658-1698 -- Seller, John, fl. 1658-1698. A New system of geography : designed in a most plain and easie method ... (1703) 1 map ; 11 x 13 cm.
Anonymous map in Seller, John. A New system of geography : designed in a most plain and easie method ... (London : Jeremiah Seller ; Charles Price ; John Senex, 1703) map [47].
Case 3A 1704 map [47] (PrCt)

70427
South America - Maps - 1703 - Coasts - Nautical charts

A Chart of the sea coasts of the south part of America ... [London : Jeremiah Seller and Charles Price, 1703].
Oriented with north at right.
In: The Fourth part of the general English pilot. Describing the ... east-coast of America : from Greenland to the River Amazones ... (London : Printed by I. Dawks, for Jer. Seller, and Cha. Price at the Hermitage-Stairs in Wapping, 1703) pl. [21].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .E55 1690 [pt. 4], pl. [21] (PrCt)

70428
South America - Maps - 1703 - Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1703

Carte du Paraguay, du Chili, du Detroit de Magellan &c. : dressée sur les descriptions des P.P. Alfonse d'Ovalle, et Nicolas Techo, et sur les relations et memoires de Brouwer, Nabourouug, Mr. de Beauchenes &c. / par Guillaume De L'Isle ... ; gravée par Liebaux le fils ; C Simonneau, inv. et fecit. A Paris : chez l'auteur sur le Quai de l'Horloge a l'Aigle d'Or ... 1703.
Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Laet, Herrera de -- Acuña, Cristóbal de, b. 1597 -- Rodriguez, Manuel, 18th cent. -- Simonneau, Charles, 1645-1728 -- Liebaux, Henri, d. 1752 -- L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726. [Collection of maps of the world] [1732?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 64 cm.
Imprint of Louis Renard of Amsterdam in lower left corner has been erased from copperplate. Continued northward on adjacent sheet: Carte de la Terre Ferme, du Perou, du Brasil, et du pays de Amazones ... [plate 88].
In composite atlas without title page: L'Isle, Guillaume de. [Collection of maps of the world. Paris : s.n., 1732?], [plate 89].
Number "89" in ms. on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
VAULT Baskes oversize G1015 .L57 1700, [plate 89] (PrCt)

70429

Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Laet, Herrera de -- Acuña, Cristóbal de, b. 1597 -- Rodriguez, Manuel, 18th cent. -- Simonneau, Charles, 1645-1728 -- Liebaux, Henri, d. 1752 -- L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726. [Collection of maps of the world] [1732?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Laet, Herrera de, f. 1703 SEE Laet, Herrera de 1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 63 cm.
Several lines of text beneath imprint have been erased from copperplate. Continued southward on adjacent sheet engraved by Henri Liebaux: Carte du Paraguay, du Chili, du Detroit de Magellan &c. ... [plate 89].
In composite atlas without title page: L'Isle, Guillaume de. [Collection of maps of the world. Paris : s.n., 1732?], [plate 89].
Number "88" in ms. on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
VAULT Baskes oversize G1015 .L57 1700, [plate 88] (PrCt)

70430
South America - Maps - 1703 - West Indies - Maps - 1703

Terra Firma. [London : s.n., 1703].
Authors: Seller, John, fl. 1658-1698 -- Seller, John, fl. 1658-1698. A New system of geography : designed in a most plain and easie method ... (1703) 1 map ; 11 x 13 cm.
Anonymous map in Seller, John. A New system of geography : designed in a most plain and easie method ... (London : Jeremiah Seller ; Charles Price ; John Senex, 1703) map [54].
Covers the West Indies and South America north
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

70431 South America - Maps - 1710
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 55 cm.
Added title in upper margin: Tabula geographica Paragaeai, Chiliis, Freti a Magellanici, &c.
Covers South America between 18° S and 57° S.
In: Visscher, Nicolaes. Atlas minor ... [1710?].
Mortier, Pierre [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher], [1710?]) map [114].
Manuscript '116' in upper right.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .V8 1700 map [114] (Pr.Ct)

70432 South America - Maps - 1710
Carte de la Terre Ferme, du Perou, du Bresil et du pays des Amazones ... Amsterdam : Pierre Mortier [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher, 1710?].
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 56 cm.
Added title in upper margin: Tabula geographica Perue, Brasiliae & Amazonum regionis.
Covers South America between 14° N and 25° S.
In: Visscher, Nicolaes. Atlas minor ... [1710?].
Manuscript '115' in upper right.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .V8 1700 map [113] (Pr.Ct)

70433 South America - Maps - 1716
Carte de la Terre Ferme, du Perou, du Bresil, et du pays des Amazones ... Amsterdam : Veuve de Paul Marret, 1716.
Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Ruyter, Baltasar, 18th cent. -- Marret, Paul, 18th cent. -- Veuve de P. Marret
1 map : 40 x 63 cm. fold. to 25 cm.
No scale indicated.
Ayer 133 .L77 1716 (NLO)

70434 South America - Maps - 1719
Amerique meridionale divisée en ses principales parties ... Paris : Hubert laillot, 1719 [i.e. 1737?].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Cordier, Robert (Engraver) -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712. [Atlas français] (1700 [i.e. 1737?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 45 x 63 cm.
In: Jaillot, Alexis Hubert. [Atlas français] (Paris : Jaillot, 1700 [i.e. 1737?]) pl. [29].
Map dated 1719.
Manuscript title 'Amerique meridional' and no. '33' on verso.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .J25 1700 pl. [29] (Pr.Ct)

70435 South America - Maps - 1730
Paragiarum provincie Soc. Iesu cum adjacentibus novissima descriptio... / ...delin. à Matthaeo Seuttero, chalc. August. Augsburg : Seutter, [ca. 1730].
Authors: Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756 -- Jesuits -- Franco Novacco Map Collection
(Neuberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 554 x 470 mm. (neat line), 587 x 506 mm. (plate mark)
Shows southern South America between latitude 20° and 36° south.
On verso in pencil: Biovinc. [?] S.J. m20
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Novacco 4F 90 (Pr.Ct)

70436 South America - Maps - 1732
[Central South America, 1732]. [19--].
Authors: Machoni, Antonio
1 map
Photocopy of original published 1732.
Shows central South America.
temp map2F G5202.C4 1732 .M3 19-- (Pr.Ct)

70437 South America - Maps - 1732
Coasts - Nautical charts

Suriname - Maps - 1732 - Coasts

French Guiana - Maps - 1732 - Coasts - Nautical charts

Venezuela and Colombia - Maps - 1732 - Coasts - Nautical charts

Orinoco River (Venezuela and Colombia) - Maps - 1732 - Nautical charts

South America - Maps - 1732 - Nautical charts

A Draught of the coast of Guiana, from the River Orinoco to the River Amazones. [London : Thomas Page and William Mount, 1732?].

Authors: Page, Thomas, d. 1733 -- Mount, William, d. 1769 -- T. Page and W. Mount (Firm), fl. ca.1729-1733 -- English Pilot. Part 4 (1732) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 43 x 52 cm.

Insets (13 x 39 cm. and 17 x 40 cm.): The River Orinoco from the entrance thereof to St. Thomas's -- The River of Surinam and places adjacent.

In: The English pilot : the fourth book : describing the West-India navigation, from Hudson's-Bay to the river Amazones ... (London : Printed for Thomas Page and William Mount, at the Postern on Tower-Hill, 1732), [plate 30].


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1106.P5 E5 1732, [plate 30] (PrCt)

South America - Maps - 1737

Colombia - Maps - 1737

Amazon River Region - Maps - 1737

Province des Amazones. [Amsterdam : J.F. Bernard, 1737?].

Authors: Bernard, Jean-Fréderic, d. 1752 -- Vega, Garcilaso de la, 1539-1616. Histoire des Yncas, rois du Perou ... (1737) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 29 x 21 cm., on sheet folded to 28 x 22 cm.

Title from oversize lettering at center right of map.


'Tom I. Pag. 28.' at upper right.

Covers western South America between 11° N-30° S.

Duplicate copy: F 998 .324, v. 1, between p. 28-29


South America - Maps - 1740

A Map of South America with the European settlements & whatever else is remarkable ...

[London? Knapton, ca. 1740?].


1 map ; 46 x 36 cm.


folio F 45 .7341 v. [6] map [18] (PrCt)

South America - Maps - 1741

L’Amerique meridionale. Amsterdam : I. Covens & C. Mortier, [1741?].

Authors: L’Isle, Guillaume de, 1675 -- Covens et Mortier -- L’Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726. Atlas nouveau, contenant toutes les parties du monde ... [1741?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col.; 44 x 56 cm.

Added title in upper margin: America meridionalis in suas praecipuas partes divisa, ad usum serenissimi Burgundiae ducis.

In: L’Isle, Guillaume de. Atlas nouveau, contenant toutes les parties du monde ... (Amsterdam : J. Covens & C. Mortier, [1741?]) v. 2, pl. [57]

oversize Ayer 135 .L695 1741 v. 2, pl. [57] (PrCt)

South America - Maps - 1741

Carte du Paraguay, du Chili, du Detroit de Magellan &c. Amsterdam : Iean Covens et Corneille Mortier, [1741?].


1 map : hand col.; 47 x 56 cm.

Added title in upper margin: Tabula geographica Paragiaei, Chiliis, Freti a Magellanici &c. Shows South America between 18-57° S.

In: L’Isle, Guillaume de. Atlas nouveau, contenant toutes les parties du monde ... (Amsterdam : J. Covens & C. Mortier, [1741?]) v. 2, pl. [59]

oversize Ayer 135 .L695 1741 v. 2, pl. [59] (PrCt)

South America - Maps - 1741

Carte de la Terre Ferme du Perou, du Brazil et du payes des Amazones. Amsterdam : Iean
Cóvens et Corneille Mortier. [1741?].
Authors: L’Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Laet, Herrera de -- Acuña, Cristóbal de, b. 1597 -- Rodríguez, Manuel, 18th cent. -- Cóvens et Mortier -- L’Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726. Atlas nouveau, contenant toutes les parties du monde ... [1741?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 56 cm.
Added title in upper margin: Tabula geographica Perueae, Brasiliae & Amazonum regionis.
Shows South America as far south as 25° S.
In: L’Isle, Guillaume de. Atlas nouveau, contenant toutes les parties du monde ... (Amsterdam : J. Covens & C. Mortier, [1741?]) v. 2, pl. [58]
oversize Ayer 135 .L695 1741 v. 2, pl. [58] (PrCt)

70443 South America - Maps - 1745
Tabula Americae specialis geographica regni Peru, Brasiliae, Terrae Firmae & reg: Amazonum ... Nuremberg : Homann Erben, [ca. 1745].
In: Homann, Johann Baptist. Atlas novus terrarum orbis [Nuremberg : [Homann Erben, ca. 1745]], [plate 187].
Manuscript ‘No. 193’ and ‘191’ on verso.
oversize Ayer 135 .H7 1730, [plate 187] (PrCt)

70444 South America - Maps - 1747
Authors: Bowen, Emanuel, -1767 -- Innys, William, d. 1756 -- Bowen, Emanuel, -1767. A Complete system of geography ... (1747) 1 map ; 34 x 41 cm.
In: Bowen, Emanuel. A Complete system of geography : being a description of ... the known world (London : Printed for William Innys, etc., 1747) v. 2, pl. [50].
Covers central South America.
Case oversize G114 .B68 1747 v. 2, pl. 50 (PrCt)

70445 South America - Maps - 1747<<>>West Indies - Maps - 1747
A New and accurate map of Terra Firma and the Caribbean Islands. London : W. Innys et al, 1747.
Authors: Bowen, Emanuel, -1767 -- Innys, William, d. 1756 -- Bowen, Emanuel, -1767. A Complete system of geography ... (1747) 1 map ; 34 x 41 cm.
In: Bowen, Emanuel. A Complete system of geography : being a description of ... the known world (London : Printed for William Innys, etc., 1747) v. 2, pl. [53].
Covers northern South America.
Case oversize G114 .B68 1747 v. 2, pl. 53 (PrCt)

70446 South America - Maps - 1748
Amérique méridionale publiée sous les auspices de Monseigneur le Duc d'Orlãens ... / Par le Sr. d'Anville. MDCCXLVIII ... ; Gravé par Guill. Delahaye ; [cartouche] Du dessein du Sr. Gravelot frere de l’auteur ; A Paris chez l’auteur ... Paris : Anville, 1748.
Authors: Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d’, 1697-1782 -- Gravelot, Hubert François, 1699-1773 -- Haye, G. de la -- Destombes, Marcel, 1905-1983 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 1,208 x 752 mm. (neat line), on 3 sheets 575 x 847 mm. or smaller.
Ex Destombes.
j43
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Novacco 4F 86 (PrCt)

70447 South America - Maps - 1748<<>>Wall maps
Amérique méridionale / publiée sous les auspices de Monseigneur le Duc d’Orléans ... / Par le Sr. d’Anville ... ; gravé par Guill. Delahaye ; du dessein du Sr. Gravelot frere de l’auteur. A Paris : chêz l’auteur, aux Galeries du Louvre, MDCCXLVIII [1748].
Includes acknowledgements to C. -M. de La Condamine, Pierre Bouguer, and P.V. Maldonado.
Bound as adjacent sheets in composite atlas without title page: Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d’. [Atlas général] [Paris : s.n., ca. 1786?], [plates 17-19].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1019 .A598 1747, [plates 17-19] (PrCt)

70448 South America - Maps - 1750
Amérique Méridionale / dressée, sur les mémoires les plus récents ... par le Sr. Robert de...
70449 South America - Maps - 1750
Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Didier, 1723-1786 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1790?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 58 cm.
In: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles. Atlas universel / par M. Robert ... et par M. Robert de Vaugondy son fils ... (A Paris : Chez De La Marche, géographe, rue du Foin St. Jacques, Collège de Me. Gervais, 1757, [i.e. 1790?]), [plate 106].
"Amérique Meridale." and "106" -- oversize letterpress title and number stamped on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1790, [plate 106] (PrCt)

70450 South America - Maps - 1750
Amerique Méridionale / dressée, sur les mémoires les plus récents ... par le Sr. Robert de Vaugondy fils de Mr. Robert, géographe ordinaire du roy.'
1 map : 48 x 59 cm.
In: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles. Atlas universel / par M. Robert ... et par M. Robert de Vaugondy son fils ... (A Paris : Chez De La Marche, géographe, rue du Foin St. Jacques, Collège de Me. Gervais, 1757, [i.e. 1790?]), [plate 106].
"Amérique Meridale." -- oversize letterpress title and number stamped on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1757, [plate 106] (PrCt)

70451 South America - Maps - 1755
South America : performed under the patronage of Louis Duke of Orleans, First Prince of the Blood / by the Sieur d'Anville, improved by Mr. Bolton for Mr. Pastlethwayt's Dictionary of commerce ; Tho: Kitchen sculpt. 1755. [London : Printed for John Knapton, 1757].
Universal dictionary of trade and commerce (1757) -- Manners, John, Duke of Rutland, 1696-1779 SEE Rutland, John Manners, Duke of, 1696-1779 -- John, Duke of Rutland, 1696-1779 SEE Rutland, John Manners, Duke of, 1696-1779 1 map on 3 sheets ; 119 x 74 cm., sheets fold. to 37 x 25 cm.
Title from cartouche on sheet 3.
"To his grace the Duke of Rutland this map . . . is most humbly inscribed."
Scale [ca. 1:6,336,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
Prime meridian: Ferro.
folio H 7005.78, v. 2, pt. 2, map 2 (PrCt)

70452 South America - Maps - 1758
Voyage to South America. London : Davis & Reymers, 1758.
Authors: Ulloa, Antonio de, 1716-1795 -- Davis & Reymers -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 21 cm.
Ayer 1263 U4 1758 (NLO)

70453 South America - Maps - 1760 - Coasts
Nautical charts
South America - Maps - 1760 - Coasts
Nautical charts
Brazil - Maps - 1760 - Coasts - Nautical charts
Venezuela - Maps - 1760 - Coasts - Nautical charts
Guiana - Maps - 1760 - Coasts - Nautical charts
Suriname - Maps - 1760 - Coasts - Nautical charts
French Guiana - Maps - 1760 - Coasts - Nautical charts
Venezuela - Maps - 1760 - Coasts - Nautical charts
Orinoco River (Venezuela and Colombia) - Maps - 1760 - Nautical charts
Orinoco River (Venezuela and Colombia) - Maps - 1760 - Nautical charts
Suriname River (Suriname) - Maps - 1760 - Nautical charts

A Draught of the coast of Guiana, from the River Oronoque to the River Amazones. [London : W. and J. Mount, T. Page and Son, 1760].
South America - Maps - 1764
A New map of South America : divided into its several provinces &c drawn from the most approved geographers / with great improvements from sieurs D'Anville & Robert. London : Printed from Robt. Sayer map and printseller at the Golden Buck in Fleet Street, [1764]?
Authors: Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d', 1697-1782 -- Robert, 1725-1794 -- Senex, John, -1740. The Universal geographer ... [1764?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map on 2 sheets : hand col. ; 55 x 92 cm.
"Robert" in the statement of authorship is probably Gilles Robert de Vaugondy.
Scale [ca. 1:14,000,000]
Relief shown pictorially.
Prime meridian: London.
Two sheet mounted together as one.
Decorative title cartouche.
Includes arrows indicating prevailing wind directions.
Includes table showing political and geographical divisions.
In: Senex, John. The Universal geographer ... (London : Printed for Robert Sayer, [1764?]), plate [7].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .S45 1764, plate [7] (NLO)

70455
South America - Maps - 1765
Kaart van het onderkoningschap van Peru, zig uitstrekende over Chili, Paraguay en andere Spaansche landen : als ook van Brazil en verdere bezittingen en van Portugal in Zuid-Amerika. Amsterdam : by Isaak Tirion, MDCCLXV [1765].
Authors: Tirion, Isaak -- Tirion, Isaak. Nieuwe en beknopte hand-atlas ... (1748 [i.e. 1769?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 35 x 38 cm.
Continuation inset (11 x 12 cm.): Patagonen.
Verso numbered "N 105" in manuscript.
In: Tirion, Isaak. Nieuwe en beknopte hand-atlas ... (Amsterdam : Isaak Tirion, 1744 [i.e. 1769?]), plate [102].
oversize Ayer 135 .T55 1744, plate [102] (PrCt)

70456
South America - Maps - 1766
South America from the latest discoveries : shewing the Spanish & Portuguese settlements according to Mr. D'Anville / by De Larochette. London : Printed for John Bowles at the Black Horse in Cornhill, & Carington Bowles next the Chapter House in St. Pauls Church Yard, [1766 or earlier].
1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 56 cm.
In a composite atlas bound together without title page:
[London : John Bowles ; Carrington Bowles, 1711-1766], map [7].
Manuscript plate number 7 added in ink at upper right by previous owner.
Case oversize G1015 .B68 1766 map [7] (PrCt)

70457
South America - Maps - 1772<<<>Cartagena (Colombia) - Maps - 1772<<<>Porto Belo (Brazil) - Maps - 1772<<<>Quito (Ecuador) - Maps - 1772<<<>Lima (Peru) - Maps - 1772<<<>Cap-Haïtien (Haiti) - Maps - 1772<<<>Cape St. Francois (Haiti) SEE Cap-Haïtien (Haiti)<<<>Cape Francois (Haiti) SEE Cap-Haïtien (Haiti)<<<>Cap-Français (Haiti) SEE Cap-Haïtien (Haiti)<<<>Cape Haïtien (Haiti) SEE Cap-Haïtien (Haiti)
A Voyage to South America : describing, at large, the Spanish cities, towns, provinces, &c. on that extensive continent / undertaken by command of the king of Spain, by Don George Juan, and Don Antonio de Ulloa; translated from the original Spanish. London : Printed for Lockyer Davis, 1772.
3rd ed., to which are added, by Mr. John Adams, of Waltham Abbey, who resided several years in those parts, occasional notes and observations; an account of some parts of the Brazils, hitherto unknown to the English nation; and a map of South America corrected.
Translation of Ulloa's Relacion historica del viaje a la America Meridional, Madrid, 1748. The account of the scientific work, Observaciones astronomicas y phisicas hechas ... en los reynos del Peru by Jorge Juan y Santacilia, appeared separately, Madrid, 1748, and is not included in... (Amsterdam : Isaak Tirion, 1744 [i.e. 1769?]), plate [102].
oversize Ayer 135 .T55 1744, plate [102] (PrCt)
this translation.
Omits Resumen historico del origen y sucesion de los Incas, by Garciaso de la Vega, found in the Spanish original.
Uniform title: Relacion historica del viaje a la América Meridional. English.
Partial contents: (from maps) South America, the coast of Brazil being corrected by Mr. John Adams, anno 1772 / Thos. Bowen sculpt. -- Plan of Carthagenia / J. Mynde sc. -- Plan of the harbour town of Porto Bello, Plan of the City of Quito / J. Mynde sc. -- Plan of Lima / J. Mynde sc. -- Plan of Cape St. Francois / J. Mynde sc. Includes index.
Publisher's advertisement: v. 2 at end.
Owner's inscription: Henry Clayton.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 06013719
Cf. OCLC 23197085.
Baskes F2221 .U427 1772 (NLO)

70458 South America - Maps - 1772 South America, as divided amongst the Spaniards and the Portuguese, the French and the Dutch. London : R. Sayer and J. Bennett, 1778.
Authors: Dunn, Samuel, -1794 -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Robert Sayer and John Bennett (Firm) -- Dunn, Samuel, -1794. A New atlas of the mundane system ... (1778) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 43 cm.
In: Dunn, Samuel. A New atlas of the mundane system ... (London : R. Sayer and J. Bennett, 1778), pl. 42. Title page dated 1778; map dated 1774.

oversize Ayer 135 .K6 1773 pl. 34-35 (PrCt)

70460 South America - Maps - 1775 South America, as divided amongst the Spaniards and the Portuguese, the French and the Dutch. London : R. Sayer and J. Bennett, 1775.
Authors: Cruz Cano y Olmedilla, Juan de la, d. 1790 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; bound to 68 x 49 cm. on 8 sheets each 68 x 91 cm. in box (22 cm.)
'Dispuesto y gravado por Juan de la Cruz Cano y Olmedilla.'
Title from sheet 8.
Scale: about 18 Spanish leagues to an inch.
Variant edition at Newberry: Novacco 6F 11.
Ayer 133 .C95 1775 (NLO)

70461 South America - Maps - 1775 Callao (Callao, Peru) - Maps - 1775 Lima Region (Peru) - Maps - 1775 Ciudad Bolivar Region (Venezuela) - Maps - 1775
A Map of South America containing Tierra-Firma, Guayana, New Granada Amazonia, Brasil, Peru, Paraguay, Chaco, Tucuman, Chili and Patagonia.
Authors: Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d', 1697-1782 -- Kitchin, Thomas, 1718-1784 -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Kitchin, Thomas, 1718-1784. A General atlas describing the whole universe ... (1773) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 100 x 116 cm. on 2 composite sheets
Printed from 4 plates onto 4 sheets.
Inset (16 x 21 cm.): A Chart of Falkland's Islands named by the French Malouine Islands ...
Includes descriptive insert: Division of South America with a summary account of its trade.
In: Kitchin, Thomas. A General atlas describing the whole universe ... (London : Robert Sayer, 1773); verso handstamped '34' and '35. Bound with: Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d'. A Complete body of ancient geography ... (London : R. Laurie and J. Whittle, 1799).

oversize Ayer 135 .D85 1778 pl. 42 (PrCt)
South America - Maps - 1775

A Map of South America containing Tierra-Firma, Guayana ... and Patagonia. London: Robert Sayer, 1775.
Authors: Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d', 1697-1782 -- Jefferys, Thomas, -1771 -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Robert Sayer and John Bennett (Firm) -- Jefferys, Thomas, d. 1771. The American atlas; or, A geographical description of the whole continent of America 1775 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 117 x 111 cm. on 2 adjacent sheets
Inset (22 x 17 cm.): A Chart of Falkland Islands ...
Descriptive text at lower left: Division of South America with a summary account of its trade.
In: Jefferys, Thomas. The American atlas; or, A geographical description of the whole continent of America 1775 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 100 x 117 cm.
[From Mr. d'Anville with several improvements and additions, and the newest discoveries.]
Scale: about 125 British miles to an inch.
Coordinates: (W 100°00'--W 15°00' / N 13°30'--S 56°00').
Shows discoveries and descriptive information about the people and languages of the interior.
Prime meridian: Ferro.
Relief shown pictorially; depths by soundings.
Inset: A Chart of the Falkland Islands; named by the French Malouine Islands, and discovered by Hawkins in the year 1593. Scale: ca. 1:1,520,000.
Duplicate copy: oversize Ayer *+135 J46 1775 pl. 27-28

South America - Maps - 1777

The Caribbee Islands and Guayana. London, 1777.
Authors: Faden, William, 1749-1836 -- Jefferys, Thomas, -1771 -- Delarochette, L. (Louis), 1731-1802. The North American atlas, selected from the most authentic maps, charts, plans, &c. hitherto published (1777)
1 map : hand col. ; 70 x 58 cm.
In: Faden, William. The North American atlas, selected from the most authentic maps, charts, plans, &c. hitherto published (London: Printed for William Faden ... 1777) pl. [33].

Carta rappresentante l'America meridionale. [Livorno: G.T. Masi, 1777].
Authors: Rossi, D. Veremondo, fl. 1763 -- Masi, G. T. -- Masi, G. T. Atlante dell' America, contenente le migliori carte geografiche ... (1777)
-- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 18 x 13 cm.
In: Masi, G. T. Atlante dell' America, contenente le migliori carte geografiche ... (Livorno: Gio. Tommaso Masi, e Comp., 1777) pl. [34].

Carta esatta rappresentante il corso del fiume Paraguay e di paesi ad esso vicini. [Livorno: G.T. Masi, 1777].
Authors: Rossi, D. Veremondo, fl. 1763 -- Masi, G. T. -- Masi, G. T. Atlante dell' America, contenente le migliori carte geografiche ... (1777)

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
70468 South America - Maps - 1779
Carte qui représente la partie méridionale du Brésil et du Perou, le Chili septentrional et le Paraguay ... / par le Sr. d'Anville. À Venise [Venice] : P. Santini ; chez Mr. Remondini, 1779.
Authors: Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d', 1697-1782 -- Santini, P. -- Remondini, Guiseppe Antonio, 1747-1811 -- Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (1784 [i.e. 1807?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 66 cm.
Shows South America between 10-36° S.
In: Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (Venice : par P. Santini, rue Ste. Justine, chez M. Remondini, 1784 [i.e. 1807?]), v. 2, no. "P. II. 52"
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .S4 1807, v. 2, no. 52 (PrCt)

70469 South America - Maps - 1779
Carte du Chili méridionale, du Rio de la Plata, des Patagons, et du Détroit de Magellan ... / par le Sr. d'Anville. À Venise [Venice] : P. Santini ; chez Mr. Remondini, 1779.
Authors: Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d', 1697-1782 -- Santini, P. -- Remondini, Guiseppe Antonio, 1747-1811 -- Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (1784 [i.e. 1807?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 44 x 52 cm.
Shows South America between 32-57° S.
In: Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (Venice : par P. Santini, rue Ste. Justine, chez M. Remondini, 1784 [i.e. 1807?]), v. 2, no. "P. II. 53"
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .S4 1807, v. 2, no. 53 (PrCt)

70470 South America - Maps - 1779<<>>Amazon River Valley - Maps - 1779
Carte du Pérou et Brésil septl. de Tierra-Firme, de Guayana, et de la Rivière des Amazones ... / par le Sr. d'Anville. À Venise [Venice] : P. Santini ; chez Mr. Remondini, 1779.
Authors: Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d', 1697-1782 -- Santini, P. -- Remondini, Guiseppe Antonio, 1747-1811 -- Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (1784 [i.e. 1807?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 45 x 66 cm.
Shows South America between 13° N and 13° S.
In: Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (Venice : par P. Santini, rue Ste. Justine, chez M. Remondini, 1784 [i.e. 1807?]), v. 2, no. "P. II. 51"
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .S4 1807, v. 2, no. 51 (PrCt)

70471 South America - Maps - 1779<<>>Falkland Islands - Maps - 1779
A Map of South America containing Tierra-Firma, Guayana ... and Patagonia. London : Robt. Sayer and Jno. Bennett, 1779 [i.e. 1783?].
Authors: Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d', 1697-1782 -- Jefferys, Thomas, d. 1771. The American atlas -- or, A geographical description of the whole continent of America 1782 i. e. 1783 -- Robert Sayer and John Bennett (Firm) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 117 x 111 cm. on 2 adjacent sheets
Inset (22 x 17 cm.): A Chart of Falkland Islands ...

Descriptive text at lower left: Division of South America with a summary account of its trade.
In: Jefferys, Thomas. The American atlas; or, A geographical description of the whole continent of America (London : R. Sayer and J. Bennett, 1782 [i.e. 1783?]); versos handstamped '28' and '29.'
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .J46 1782 pl. 28-29 (PrCt)

1 map : 31 x 20 cm.
Covers northeastern South America as far south as the Amazon River Valley.
Directional arrows show predominant currents in South Atlantic Ocean.
"Liv. VII. X. et XII." -- At upper left.
"No. 31." -- At upper right.
Forms part of the William B. Greenlee Collection
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

70473

South America - Maps - 1780
South Atlantic Ocean - Maps - Ocean currents - 1780
Ocean currents - South Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1780
South Pacific Ocean - Maps - Ocean currents - 1780
Ocean currents - South Pacific Ocean - Maps - 1780
1 map ; 31 x 20 cm.
Directional arrows show predominant monthly currents in the parts of the South Atlantic and South Pacific Oceans.
"Liv. VII. et X." -- At upper left.
"No. 29." -- At upper right.
Forms part of the William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library).
Greenlee 4891 .B71 1780 [map 30] (PrCt)

70474

South America - Maps - 1782
Authors: Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Stackhouse, Thomas, 1756-1836 -- Stackhouse, Thomas, 1756-1836. An Universal atlas : being a set of maps, to illustrate ancient and modern geography ... (1782) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; hand col. ; 35 x 35 cm.
In: Stackhouse, Thomas. An Universal atlas : being a set of maps, to illustrate ancient and modern geography ... (London : Printed for the author, and sold by Ashby and Neele ... [et al], 1782 [i.e. 1783?]), plate 11.
Hand stamped with oversize "11" at upper right.
oversize Ayer 135 .S77 1782, plate 11 (PrCt)

70475

South America - Maps - 1783
South America / engrav'd by S.I. Neele. [London] : Published by T. Stackhouse, June 1st 1783.
Authors: Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Stackhouse, Thomas, 1756-1836 -- Stackhouse, Thomas, 1756-1836. A New universal atlas : consisting of a complete set of maps ... (1783) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; hand col. ; 35 x 35 cm.
In: Stackhouse, Thomas. A New universal atlas : consisting of a complete set of maps ... (London : Printed for the proprietor, Mrs. Stackhouse ... and sold by T. Longman [and 7 others], 1785), plate 11.
Engraved oversize "11" at upper right.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .S82 1785, plate 11 (PrCt)

70476

South America - Maps - 1783
South America - Maps - 1783 - Coasts - Nautical charts
South America - Maps - 1783 - Coasts - Nautical charts
Brazil - Maps - 1783 - Coasts - Nautical charts
Brazil - Maps - 1783 - Coasts - Nautical charts
Venezuela - Maps - 1783 - Coasts - Nautical charts
Venezuela - Maps - 1783 - Coasts - Nautical charts
Guiana - Maps - 1783 - Coasts - Nautical charts
Guiana - Maps - 1783 - Coasts - Nautical charts
Suriname - Maps - 1783 - Coasts - Nautical charts
Suriname - Maps - 1783 - Coasts - Nautical charts
French Guiana - Maps - 1783 - Coasts - Nautical charts
French Guiana - Maps - 1783 - Coasts - Nautical charts
Orinoco River (Venezuela and Colombia) - Maps - 1783 - Nautical charts
Orinoco River (Venezuela and Colombia) - Maps - 1783 - Nautical charts
A Chart of the coast of Guayana, from the entrance of the River Orinoco, (in the lat. 8°30' N. long.61°W. from London) to the entrance of the River Amazones. [London : Messrs. Mount & Page, 1783].
1 map ; 46 x 61 cm.
Insets (11 x 42 cm. and 17 x 42 cm.): The River Orinoco from the entrance thereof to St. Thomas's -- The River of Sunnam and places adjacent.
oversize Ayer 135 .E55 1783 bet. p. 52-53 (PrCt)

70477

South America - Maps - 1785
A Map of South America with the European settlements & whatever else is remarkable ... [London : s.n., ca. 1785?].

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1 map ; 46 x 36 cm.
oversize Ayer 135 .T5 1732 map [15] (PrCt)

70478 South America - Maps - 1787
South America as divided amongst the Spaniars and the Portuguese, the French and the Dutch ... London : Printed for R. Sayer, 1787.
Authors: Dunn, Samuel, -1794 -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 29 x 42 cm.
No scale indicated.
Ayer p133 .D92 1787 (NLO)

70479 South America - Maps - 1787 - Falkland Islands - Maps - 1787 - Wall maps
A Map of South America containing Tierra-Firma, Guayana ... / from Mr. d'Anville with several improvements and additions ... London : printed for Robert Sayer, July the 1st 1787.
Authors: Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d', 1697-1782 -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Kitchin, Thomas, 1718-1784. A General atlas, describing the whole universe : being a complete collection of the most approved maps extant ... [1787?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; hand col. ; 98 x 116 cm., on 2 composite sheets
Inset (15 x 21 cm.): A Chart of Falkland's Islands ...
Printed from 4 plates on 4 sheets joined to form 2 composite and adjacent sheets; northern half stamped "34" on verso; southern half stamped "35" on verso.
In: Kitchin, Thomas. A General atlas, describing the whole universe : being a complete collection of the most approved maps extant ... (London : Printed for Robert Sayer, [1787?]), no. 34-35. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G115 .B36 1793, between p. 540-541 (NLO)

70480 South America - Maps - 1787 - South America - Maps - 1787 - Colonies
South America : as divided amongst the Spaniards and the Portuguese, the French and the Dutch / by Samuel Dunn. London : Printed for Robt. Sayer, as the Act directs, 10th Septr., 1787.
Authors: Dunn, Samuel, -1794 -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Dunn, Samuel, -1794. A New atlas of the mundane system ... [1789?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; hand col. ; 30 x 43 cm., on sheet 47 x 57 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:20,000,000]
Relief shown pictorially.
Prime meridian: Ferro.
In: Dunn, Samuel. A New atlas of the mundane system, or, Of geography and cosmography ... (London : Printed for Robert Sayer and Co., [1789?]), [plate 42].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .D86 1789 [plate 42] (NLO)

Authors: Colnett, James, 1755?-1806 -- Foot, T. (Thomas) -- Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Colnett, James, 1755?-1806. A Voyage to the South Atlantic and round cape Horn into the Pacific Ocean ... (1798) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 56 x 42 cm., folded to 22 x 28 cm.
In: Colnett, James. A Voyage to the south Atlantic and round Cape Horn into the Pacific Ocean ... (London : W. Bennett [et al], 1798), map [1 of 6]
Includes printed paste-on flap extending part of the South Atlantic Ocean eastward (9 x 5 cm.)
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copies: Wing G 16 .18 -- Ayer 5A 3
For manuscript versions of Colnett's text and maps (dated 1794), see VAULT Ayer MS 3047.
folio Graff 812, map [1 of 6] (PrCt)

70483 South America - Maps - 1793-1794 - Nautical charts
South America - Maps - 1793-1794 - Nautical charts
Mexico - Maps - 1793-1794 - Nautical charts
Pacific Coast (South America) - Maps - 1793-1794 - Pacific Coast (Central America) - Maps - 1793-1794 - Pacific Coast (Mexico) - Maps - 1793-1794 - Rattler (Ship) - Voyage, 1793-1794 - Maps - Colnett, James, 1755?-1806 - Travel, 1793-1794 - Maps - Nautical charts
Map showing the track of the ship Rattler from Rio Janeiro round Cape Horn, to the coast of California / by Capt. James Colnett, of the Royal Navy. 1793-1794 ; engraved by T. Foot. London : A. Arrowmith, January 1st, 1798.
Authors: Colnett, James, 1755?-1806 -- Foot, T. (Thomas) -- Arrowmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Colnett, James, 1755?-1806. A Voyage to the South Atlantic and round cape Horn into the Pacific Ocean ... (1798) -- John M. Wing Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 56 x 42 cm.
Detached from: Colnett, James. A Voyage to the south Atlantic and round Cape Horn into the Pacific Ocean ... (London : W. Bennett [et al], 1798), no 1 (of 9) [Wing G 16.18]
Includes printed paste-on flap extending part of the South Atlantic Ocean eastward (9 x 5 cm.)
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copies: Graff 812 -- Ayer 5A 3
For manuscript versions of Colnett's text and maps (dated 1794), see VAULT Ayer MS 3047.
map4F G9231 .P54 1794 .C6, no. 1 (of 9) (PrCt)

70484 South America - Maps - 1794
South America : as divided amongst the Spaniards and the Portuguese, the French and the Dutch / by Samuel Dunn. London : Laurie & Whittle, 1794.
Authors: Dunn, Samuel, -1794 -- Laurie & Whittle -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Dunn, Samuel, -1794. A New atlas of the mundane system ... (1800) -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 43 cm., on sheet 47 x 59 cm.
"Published by Laurie & Whittle, 53 Fleet Street, London, as the Act directs 12th May, 1794."
Scale [ca. 1:20,000,000]
Relief shown pictorially.
Prime meridian: Ferro.

In: Dunn, Samuel. New atlas of the mundane system, or, Of geography and cosmography ... (London : Printed and published by Robert Laurie and James Whittle ... (successors to the late Mr. Robert Sayer), 1800), [plate 42]
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskets oversize G1015 .D86 1800 [plate 42] (NLO)

70485 South America - Maps - 1794
South America with its several divisions, according to the possessions of the European powers / by Thomas Kitchin ... London : Laurie & Whittle, 12th May, 1794.
Authors: Kitchin, Thomas, 1718-1784 -- Laurie & Whittle -- Laurie & Whittle. A New and elegant imperial sheet atlas comprehending general and particular maps of every part of the world ... [1801?] -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 42 x 52 cm.
In Robert Laurie and James Whittle. A New and elegant imperial sheet atlas comprehending general and particular maps of every part of the world ... (London : printed and published by R. Laurie and J. Whittle, 1800 [i.e. 1801?]) no. 53. Stamped "53" on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskets oversize G1015 .R63 1801 no. 53 (NLO)

70486 South America - Maps - 1794
A Map of South America and the adjacent islands, 1794. [London] : J. Stockdale, 1794.
Authors: Morse, Jedidiah, 1761-1826 -- Stockdale, John, 1749?-1814 -- Morse, Jedidiah, 1761-1826. The American geography -- or, A view of the present situation of the United States of America 1794 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 17 x 22 cm.
Details the sailing routes of Bougainville, Carteret, Cook, and Wallis, 1767-1780.
In: Morse, Jedidiah. The American geography; or, A view of the present situation of the United States of America ... (London : J. Stockdale, 1794) opposite p. 580.
Ayer 109.5 .M7 1794 opp. p. 580 (PrCt)

70487 South America - Maps - 1794
Authors: Russell, John, active 1733-1795 -- Symonds, H. D. (Henry Delahoy) -- Winterbotham, William, 1763-1829. An Historical, geographical, commercial, and philosophical view of the American United States (1795) -- Ridgway, James
1 map : 35 x 44 cm. fold. to 22 x 10 cm.
In: Winterbotham, William. An Historical,
geographical, commercial, and philosophical view of the American United States (London, J. Ridgway [et al.], 1795), v. 4, opp p. 119.
Scale [ca. 1:23,000,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
Case E18 .W78 1795, v. 4, opp p. 119 (PrCt)

70488 South America - Maps - 1794<<>>Falkland Islands - Maps - 1794<<>>Wall maps<<>>Iles Malouines SEE Falkland Islands<<>>Malouines, Iles SEE Falkland Islands<<>>Malvinas, Islas SEE Falkland Islands<<>>Isla Malvinas SEE Falkland Islands

A Map of South America containing Tierra-Firma, Guayana ... Chili and Patagonia from Mr. d'Anville : with several improvements and additions ... London : Laurie & Whittle, no. 53 Fleet Street, 12th May 1794.
Authors: Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d', 1697-1782 -- Laurie & Whittle -- Kitchin, Thomas, 1718-1784. A General atlas describing the whole universe ... (1795) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 98 x 115 cm., on 2 composite sheets each 54 x 122 cm.
Title and imprint in cartouche at lower right. Inset (15 x 21 cm.): A Chart of Falkland Islands named by the French Malouine Islands and discovered by Hawkins in the year 1593.
In: Kitchin, Thomas. A General atlas describing the whole universe ... (London : Printed and published by Robert Laurie and James Whittle, no. 53 Fleet Street, 1795). [plates 36-37].
Printed from 4 plates on 4 sheets joined to form 2 composite and adjacent sheets; upper half stamped "36" on verso; lower half stamped "37" on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .K57 1795, [plates 36-37] (NLO)

70489 South America - Maps - 1796
A Map of South America according to the best authorities. Philadelphia : M. Carey, 1796.
Authors: Guthrie, William, 1708-1770 -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839. Carey's General atlas ... (1796)
1 map ; 33 x 35 cm.
In: Carey, Mathew. Carey's General atlas ... (Philadelphia : M. Carey, 1796) pl. [41].
Case folio G1019.C25 1796 pl. 41 (PrCt)

70490 South America - Maps - 1796
A General map of South America from the best surveys. New York : John Reid, 1796.
Authors: Winterbotham, William, 1763-1829 -- Tanner, Benjamin, 1775-1848 -- Reid, John, 1764?-1828 -- Winterbotham, William, 1763-1829. The American atlas containing the following maps ... (1796)
1 map ; 35 x 43 cm.
In: Winterbotham, William. The American atlas containing the following maps ... (New York : John Reid, 1796) map [2].
Case oversize G 1083 .03 map [2] (PrCt)

70491 South America - Maps - 1797
Il Brasile ed il paese delle Amazzon col Paraguai delineate sulle ultime osservazioni. Rome : Calcografia camerale, 1798 [i.e. 1801].
Authors: Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824 -- Calzografia camerale (Rome, Italy) -- Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824. Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (1792-1801) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 43 cm.
In: Cassini, Giovanni Maria. Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (Rome : Presso la Calcogr. camerale, 1792-1801) v. 3 pl. 32.
Map dated 1798.
oversize Ayer 135 .C33 1792 v. 3 pl. 32 (PrCt)

70493 South America - Maps - 1798
Il Chili con le contrade vicine ed il paese dei Patagoni delineati sulle ultime osservazioni. Rome : Calcografia camerale, 1798 [i.e. 1801].
Authors: Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824 -- Calzografia camerale (Rome, Italy) -- Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824. Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (1792-1801) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 43 x 30 cm.
In: Cassini, Giovanni Maria. Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (Rome : Presso la Calcogr. camerale, 1792-1801) v. 3 pl. 34.
Map dated 1798.
oversize Ayer 135 .C33 1792 v. 3 pl. 34 (PrCt)

70494 South America - Maps - 1798
Il Peru con i paesi circonvicini delineato sulle ultime osservazioni. Rome : Calzografia camerale, 1798 [i.e. 1801].
Authors: Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824 -- Calzografia camerale (Rome, Italy) -- Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824. Nuovo atlante geografico

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map. 236 x 197 cm., on 6 sheets fold. to 35 cm., in box 37 cm.
Listed as map no. 62 in the atlas to accompany Brazil. [Frontières du Brésil et de la Guyane anglaise. 1903]--cf. Phillips 2721.
Scale: 1:2,534,400; about 40 geographical miles to an inch.
folio Ayer 133 .A77 1811 (NLO)

70510 South America - Maps - 1811
A New map of South America, from the latest authorities. London : J. Cary, 1811.
Authors: Cary, John, approximately 1754-1835 -- Cary, John, approximately 1754-1835.
New universal atlas ... (1811 [i.e. 1812]?) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 44 x 50 cm. on 2 sheets
In: Cary, John. Cary's New universal atlas, containing distinct maps of all the principal states and kingdoms throughout the world (London: Printed for J. Cary, 1811 [i.e. 1812?] pl. [55-56].
Printed paste-on nos. 59-60. Forms 2 openings in the atlas.
oversize Ayer 135 .C3 1811 pl. 55-56 (PrCt)

70511 South America - Maps - 1811
Columbia Prima or South America. London : Faden, 1811 [i.e. 1817]?
Authors: Faden, William, 1749-1836 -- Delarochette, L. (Louis), 1731-1802 -- Faden, William, 1749-1836. [General atlas] [1817]?
1 map : hand col. ; 106 x 75 cm. on two sheets
Bound in atlas as adjacent sheets both dated 1811; title from southern sheet.
Northern sheet verso handstamped '56'; southern sheet verso handstamped '57'.
oversize G 10 .282 pl. 57 and 58 (PrCt)

70512 South America - Maps - 1811
South America. London : Cadell & Davies [et al], 1811 [i.e. 1815].
Authors: Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826 -- Hebert, Lewis, fl. 1809-1838 -- Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Cadell & Davies -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826. A Modern atlas : from the latest and best authorities ... (1815) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 68 x 48 cm.
Drawn under the direction of Mr. Pinkerton by L. Hebert.'
Running title in upper margin: Pinkerton's modern atlas.
oversize Ayer 135 .P6 1815 pl. [48] (PrCt)

70513 South America - Maps - 1812
South America. Philadelphia; Richmond, Va.
Johnson and Warner, 1812.
Authors: Kneass, William, 1780-1840 -- Brookes, R. (Richard), active 1721-1763 -- Johnson & Warner -- Brookes, R. (Richard), active 1721-1763. Brookes's General gazetteer improved, or, A new and compendious geographical dictionary ... (1812)
1 map ; 23 x 18 cm.
In: Brookes, Richard. Brookes's General gazetteer improved, or, A new and compendious geographical dictionary ... (Philadelphia : Johnson and Warner, 1812) pl. [4], opp. p. AME-AME.
G 005 .119 pl. 4 (PrCt)

70514 South America - Maps - 1812<<<<Argentina - Maps - 1812<<<<Chile - Maps - 1812
La Plata. London : Cadell & Davies [et al], 1812 [i.e. 1815].
Authors: Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826 -- Hebert, Lewis, fl. 1809-1838 -- Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Cadell & Davies -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826. A Modern atlas : from the latest and best authorities ... (1815) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 68 x 49 cm.
Drawn under the direction of Mr. Pinkerton by L. Hebert.'
Running title in left margin: Pinkerton's modern atlas.
Covers South America between 13-38° S.
oversize Ayer 135 .P6 1815 pl. [49] (PrCt)

70515 South America - Maps - 1813
Authors: Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Neele, George -- Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824. Neele's general atlas : consisting of a complete set of maps compiled from the best authorities ... (1814 [i.e. 1815]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map on 4 sheets : hand col. ; 53 x 42 cm.
Title from northeastern sheet.
Untitled continuation inset on southeastern sheet details the southern tip of the continent (8 x 12 cm.)
In: Neele, Samuel John and George. Neele's general atlas : consisting of a complete set of maps compiled from the best authorities, and including all the new discoveries (London : [Samuel and George Neele] : Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme, and Brown ; Cadell & Davies, 1814 [i.e. 1815]), [plates 59-62].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Engraved nos. XLIIa, XLII2, XLIIc, and XLIIId.
Baskes folio G1019 .N4 1814, [plates 59-62]
70517 South America - Maps - 1814
South America / Engd. by J. Moffat Edinr. Edinr.
Authors: Moffat, John -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1817?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 58 x 49 cm.
Printed paste-on label 'No. 69' at upper left.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Digital image of another copy available on the David Rumsey Map Collection website (accessed Feb. 2010):
http://www.davidrumsey.com/luna/servlet/detail/RUMSEY~8~1~28395~1120824
Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1817, map 69 (NLO)

70518 South America - Maps - 1814
South America / Engd. by J. Moffat Edinr. Edinr.
Authors: Moffat, John -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1821?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 57 x 49 cm.
In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (Edinburgh ; London ; Dublin : John Thomson and Company ; Baldwin, Cradock, and Joy ; John Cumming, 1817, [i.e. 1821?]) map 69.
Printed paste-on label 'No. 69' on verso.
oversize Ayer 135 .T4 1817 map 69 (PrCt)

70519 South America - Maps - 1814<<>>Wall maps
Outlines of the physical and political divisions of South America. London : G. Smeeton, 1814.
Authors: Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Alcedo, Antonio de, 1735-1812. Dictionnaire géographico-historico de las Indies occidentales ó America -- Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823.
Atlas to Thompson's Alcedo, or, Dictionary of America & West Indies [1816-1817] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 237 x 196 cm. on 5 sheets
Sheets variously dated 1810-1814. Inset: [South America, Southern] pl. 9.
oversize Ayer 135 .A65 1816 pl. 14-19 (PrCt)

70520 South America - Maps - 1816
Carte encyprotyle de l'Amérique Méridionale, réduite de la carte sur 4 feuilles du même auteur ... / par H. Brué, ingénieur-géographe de S.A. Royale. Paris : Chez Desray ; Chez Goujon, 1816.
Authors: Brué, Adrien Hubert, 1786-1832 -- Desray, Jacques -- Goujon, Jean, fl. ca. 1793-1826 -- Brué, Adrien Hubert, 1786-1832.
Grand atlas universel, ou collection de cartes encyprotypes, générales et détaillées des cinq parties du monde ... (1816) -- Charles X, King of France, 1757-1836
1 map : hand col. ; 53 x 64 cm.
"Dédiee & présenté a Monsieur [le Comte d'Artois]"
"Atlas universel no. [31]" -- top right margin.
Continuation inset (15 x 13 cm.): [Southern section of South America]
In: Brué, Adrien Hubert. Grand atlas universel, ou collection de cartes encyprotypes, générales et détaillées des cinq parties du monde ... (Paris : Chez Desray, 1816), plate [31].
Case oversize G1019 .B866 1816, plate [31] (PrCt)

70521 South America - Maps - 1816
Authors: Brué, Adrien Hubert, 1786-1832 -- Desray, Jacques -- Goujon, Jean, fl. ca. 1793-1826 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 106 x 128 cm. on 4 sheets folded to 20 x 14 cm.
Also issued as map no. 14 in his Grand atlas universal ... Paris, Desray, 1816.--cf. Phillips 726.
With his Carte encyprotyle de l'Amérique Septentrionale ... 1815.
'Scale: 69 1/2 English miles to a degree.'
Filed in box lettered: Carte de l'Amérique Septentrionale et Méridionale.
Ayer 133 .B88 1816 (NLO)

70522 South America - Maps - 1816<<>>Peru - Maps
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

- 1816&lt;&lt;&gt;&lt;&gt;Chile - Maps - 1816&lt;&lt;&gt;&lt;&gt;Rio de la Plata River Valley (Argentina and Uruguay) - Maps - 1816

*Peru, Chili and La Plata.* [Edinburgh]: Drawn & engraved for Thomson's New general atlas, 1816.

Authors: Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas: consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1817?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map: hand col.; 59 x 47 cm.

Covers much of latter-day Peru, Chile, Bolivia, and Argentina.


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.


**Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1817, map 71** (NLO)

70523

South America - Maps - 1816&lt;&lt;&gt;&lt;&gt;Peru - Maps - 1816&lt;&lt;&gt;&lt;&gt;Chile - Maps - 1816&lt;&lt;&gt;&lt;&gt;Rio de la Plata River Valley (Argentina and Uruguay) - Maps - 1816

*Peru, Chili and La Plata.* [Edinburgh]: Drawn & engraved for Thomson's New general atlas, 1816.

Authors: Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas: consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1821?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map: hand col.; 61 x 47 cm.

In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas: consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (Edinburgh; London; Dublin; John Thomson and Company; Baldwin, Craddock, and Joy; John Cumming, 1817, [i.e. 1821?]) map 71.

Printed paste-on label 'No. 71' on verso.

**oversize Ayer 135 .T4 1817 map 71** (PrCt)

70524

South America - Maps - 1816&lt;&lt;&gt;&lt;&gt;Wall maps

*Carte encyprotyle, de l'Amérique Méridionale ... / par H. Brué, ingénieur-géographe de S.A. Royale.* Paris: Chez Desray; Chez J. Goujon, 1816.

Authors: Brué, Adrien Hubert, 1786-1832 -- Desray, Jacques -- Goujon, Jean, fl. ca. 1793-1826 -- Brué, Adrien Hubert, 1786-1832.

Grand atlas universel, ou collection de cartes encyprotypes, générales et détaillées des cinq parties du monde ... (1816) -- Charles X, King of France, 1757-1836

1 map: hand col.; 106 x 128 cm. on 4 sheets Title from top right sheet.

"Dédieé & présenté a Monsieur [le Comte d'Artois]"
"Amérique méridionale 1ere. [- 4e.] feuilie" and "Atlas universel no. [32 - 35]" in upper right margins.

Inset (30 x 27 cm.): [Southern section of South America]


**Case oversize G1019 .B866 1816, plates [32-35] (PrCt)

70525

South America - Maps - 1817&lt;&lt;&gt;&lt;&gt;Brazil - Maps - 1817&lt;&lt;&gt;&lt;&gt;Guyana - Maps - 1817&lt;&lt;&gt;&lt;&gt;French Guiana - Maps - 1817&lt;&lt;&gt;&lt;&gt;Amazon River Valley - Maps - 1817

*Carracas and Guiana / Engd. by J. Moffat Edinr.* [Edinburgh: s.n., 1817?].

Authors: Moffat, John -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas: consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1817?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map: hand col.; 48 x 59 cm.

Covers Venezuela, Guyana, Surinam, French Guiana, Brazil, and the Amazon River Valley.

Printed paste-on label 'No. 70' at upper right. In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas: consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (Edinburgh; London; Dublin; George Ramsay for John Thomson and Company [et al, 1817?]), map 70.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Digital image of another copy available on the David Rumsey Map Collection website (accessed Feb. 2010):

http://www.davidrumsey.com/luna/servlet/detail/RUMSEY~8~1~28397~1120825

**Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1817, map 70** (NLO)

70526

South America - Maps - 1818

*South America / drawn under the direction of Mr. Pinkerton by L. Hebert ; Neelle sculpt.* 352

*Strand.* Philada. [Philadelphia]: Published by Dobson, [1818].

Authors: Hebert, Lewis, fl. 1809-1838 -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826 -- Neelle, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Dobson, Thomas, 1751-1823 -- Thomas Dobson and Son -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826.

A Modern atlas: from the latest and best authorities exhibiting the various divisions of the world ... (1818)

1 map: hand col.; 69 x 49 cm.

Running title: Pinkerton's modern atlas

In: Pinkerton, John. A Modern atlas: from the latest and best authorities exhibiting the various

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

70528 South America - Maps - 1818<<>>Mountains - Area measurement - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1818 South America. Philadelphia : H.S. Tanner, 1818 [i.e.1826?]. Authors: Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Tanner, Vallance, Kearny & Co. -- Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858. A New American atlas containing maps of the several states of the North American union ... (1823, [i.e. 1826?]) 1 map : hand col.; 88 x 51 cm. fold. to 61 x 43 cm. Running title in upper margin: American atlas. Printed from 2 plates onto 2 sheets, trimmed and joined; see index at front. Inset (12 x 12 cm.): Comparative altitudes of the mountains towns &c of South America. In: Tanner, Henry Schenck. A New American atlas containing maps of the several states of the North American union ... (Philadelphia : H.S. Tanner, 1823, [i.e. 1826?]) map [6]. Case oversize G1200 .T3 1823 map [6] (PrCt)

70532 South America - Maps - 1820
South America. [Boston : Cummings, Hilliard & Company], 1820.
Authors: Cummings, J. A. (Jacob Abbot), 1772-1820 -- Cummings and Hilliard -- Wightman, Thomas -- Cummings, J. A. (Jacob Abbot), 1772-1820. [School atlas to Cummings Ancient & modern geography] [1820?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 26 x 20 cm.
In: Cummings, Jacob Abbot. [School atlas to Cummings Ancient & modern geography] [1820?] map [3].
Ayer 135.C97 1820 map [3] (PrCt)

70533 South America - Maps - 1820
South America / H. Morse sc. Boston : Published by Cummings and Hilliard, [ca. 1820].
Authors: Morse, Hazen -- Cummings and Hilliard -- Lavoisne, C. V. -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- M. Carey & Son -- Lavoisne, C. V. A Complete genealogical, historical, chronological and geographical atlas ... (1820)
1 map : hand col. ; 17 x 14 cm., on sheet 21 x 17 cm.
Detached from unidentified text and tipped into: Lavoisne, C. V. A Complete genealogical, historical, chronological and geographical atlas ... (Philadelphia : Published by M. Carey and Son ; printed by T.H. Palmer ..., 1820) map [29].
oversize F 006.48 pl. 24 (PrCt)

70534 South America - Maps - 1820
Map of South America : intended for the elucidation of Lavoisne's Historical atlas / by E. Paguenaud ; Young & Delleker sc. [Philadelphia : M. Carey & Son, 1820].
Authors: Paguenaud, E. -- Young & Delleker -- Lavoisne, C. V. -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- M. Carey & Son -- Lavoisne, C. V. A Complete genealogical, historical, chronological and geographical atlas ... (Philadelphia : Published by M. Carey and Son ; printed by T.H. Palmer ..., 1820) map [29].
Printed plate 'No. 71.'
oversize F 006.48 pl. 29 (PrCt)

70535 South America - Maps - 1820
South America - Historical geography - Maps - 1820--->South America - Historical geography - Maps - 1820--->Pizarro, Francisco, approximately 1475-1541
South America, with the conquests of Pizarro. Philadelphia : M. Carey & Son, 1820.
Authors: Aspin, Jehoshaphat, active 18th century-19th century -- Paguenaud, E. -- Lavoisne, C. V. -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- M. Carey & Son -- Young & Delleker -- Lavoisne, C. V. A Complete genealogical, historical, chronological and geographical atlas ... (Philadelphia : Published by M. Carey and Son ; printed by T.H. Palmer ..., 1820) map [27 B]. The second of two maps on printed plate 'No. 67.' Added title: Geographical, historical, and statistical map of America.
oversize F 006.48 pl. 27 B (PrCt)

70536 South America - Maps - 1821
1 map : hand col., sectioned and mounted on cloth ; 84 x 55 cm. on sheet 97 x 65 cm., folded to 22 x 14 cm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library. Collective Baskes acquisition no. for all sheets in box: A3287
Cf. Phillips 3546
Baskes G3200 svar .B7 no. 6 (NLO)

70537 South America - Maps - 1821
Map of South America. Philadelphia : M. Carey and Sons, 1821.
Authors: Lavoisne, C. V. -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Paguenaud, E. -- Lavoisne, C. V. A Complete genealogical, historical, chronological, and geographical atlas ... (1821)
1 map : hand col. ; 41 x 31 cm.
In: Lavoisne, C. V. A Complete genealogical, historical, chronological, and geographical atlas ... (Philadelphia : M. Carey and Sons, 1821) pl. [28]. Printed plate 'No. 71.'
Case oversize G1030 .L4 1821 pl. 28 (PrCt)

70538 South America - Maps - 1821
Authors: Moffat, John -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1821?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 58 cm.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (Edinburgh ; London ; Dublin ; John Thomson and Company ; Baldwin, Cradock, and Joy ; John Cumming, 1817, [i.e. 1821?]) map 70. Printed paste-on label 'No. 70' on verso. 

70539 South America - Maps - 1821.oversize Ayer 135 .T4 1817 map 70 (PrCt)

70540 South America - Maps - 1822.oversize Greenlee 4891 .C27 1822 [map 41] (PrCt)

70541 South America - Maps - 1822.oversize Greenlee 4891 .C27 1822 [map 41] (PrCt)

70542 South America - Maps - 1822.oversize G1019 .T4 1821, v. 2, map 69 (NLO)

70543 South America - Maps - 1822.oversize G1019 .T4 1821, v. 2, map 69 (NLO)

70544 South America - Maps - 1822.oversize G1019 .T4 1821, v. 2, map 70 (NLO)

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

South America - Maps - 1822

Argentina - Maps - 1822

Bolivia - Maps - 1822

Brazil - Maps - 1822

Guyana - Maps - 1822

French Guiana - Maps - 1822

Amazon River Valley - Maps - 1822


Authors: Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1822?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 58 x 49 cm.

In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (Edinburgh ; London ; Dublin ; Printed by G. Ramsay and Co. for J. Thomson and Co.; Baldwin, Cradock and Joy ; John Cumming, 1821 [i.e. 1822?] v. 2, map 69.

Engraved 'No. 69' at upper left.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Peru, Chili and La Plata. [Edinburgh] : Drawn &
engraved for Thomson’s New general atlas,
[1822?].

Authors: Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson,
John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting
of a series of geographical designs ... [1822?] --
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 61 x 48 cm.
Covers much of latter-day Peru, Chile, Bolivia,
and Argentina.
In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas :
consisting of a series of geographical designs ...
(Edinburgh ; London ; Dublin ; Printed by G.
Ramsay and Co. for J. Thomson and Co. ;
Baldwin, Cradock and Joy ; John Cumming, 1821
[i.e. 1822?]), v. 2, map 71.
Engraved 'No. 71' at upper left.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1821, v. 2, map 71
(NLO)

70545 South America - Maps - 1823
South America. Edinburgh : A. Constable and
Co., 1823.
Authors: Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Hall,
Sidney -- Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823. A New
general atlas constructed from the latest
authorities ... (1823) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : 25 x 20 cm.
In: Arrowsmith, Aaron. A New general atlas
constructed from the latest authorities ...
Exhibiting the boundaries and divisions, also the
chains of mountains and other geographical
features of all the known countries in the world
(Edinburgh ; London : A. Constable & Co., 1823),
pl. 53.
folio Ayer 135 .A65 1823 pl. 53 (PrCt)

70546 South America - Maps - 1825
South America. [New Haven, Mass.] : N. & S.S.
Jocelyn, [1825].
Authors: Morse, Sidney E. (Sidney Edwards),
1794-1871 -- N. & S.S. Jocelyn (Firm) -- Morse,
Sidney E. (Sidney Edwards), 1794-1871. A New
universal atlas of the world, on an approved plan
... (1825)
1 map : hand col. ; 20 x 26 cm.
In: Morse, Sidney E. A New universal atlas of the
world, on an approved plan ... (New Haven
folio G 1083 .595 pl. [16] (PrCt)

70547 South America - Maps - 1825
South America. [Philadelphia ; New York etc.
Samuel F. Bradford and Murray, Fairman and
Co., Peter A. Mesier etc., 1825?].
Authors: Rees, Abraham, 1743-1825 -- Tanner,
Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Bradford, Samuel
F. (Samuel Fisher), 1776-1837 -- Murray,
Fairman and Co. -- Mesier, Peter A., 1772?-1847
-- Rees, Abraham, 1743-1825. [The Cyclopaedia,
or, Universal dictionary of arts, sciences and
literature. Plates. Vol. VI. Ancient and modern
atlas] [1805-1825] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map ; 34 x 24 cm.
H.S. Tanner sc.'
Includes reference guide to mines (emeralds,
gold, silver, copper and iron).
In: Rees, Abraham. [The Cyclopaedia, or,
Universal dictionary of arts, sciences and
literature. Plates. Vol. VI. Ancient and modern
atlas]. [Philadelphia ; New York etc. : Samuel F.
Bradford and Murray, Fairman and Co., Peter A.
Mesier etc., 1805-1825], plate [39]
Ayer 135 .R29 plate [39] (PrCt)

70548 South America - Maps - 1826
South America. Philadelphia : A. Finley, [1826].
Authors: Finley, A. (Anthony) -- Young & Delleker
-- Finley, A. (Anthony). A New general atlas,
comprising a complete set of maps, representing
the grand divisions of the globe ... (1826)
1 map : hand col. ; 28 x 21 cm.
In: Finley, Anthony. A New general atlas,
comprising a complete set of maps, representing
the grand divisions of the globe ... (Philadelphia :
A. Finley, 1826) pl. 33.
Case folio G1019 .F5 1826 pl. 33 (PrCt)

70549 South America - Maps - 1827
South America. [Philadelphia : H.C. Carey and I.
Lea, 1827].
Authors: Paguenaud, E. -- Young & Delleker
-- H.C. Carey & I. Lea (Firm) -- H.C. Carey & I. Lea
(Firm). A Complete historical, chronological, and
geographical American atlas (1827) -- Edward E.
Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 40 x 30 cm.
In: H.C. Carey and I. Lea (Firm). A Complete
historical, chronological, and geographical
American atlas ... (Philadelphia ; London ; Leipzig
; Paris : H.C. Carey & I. Lea ; John Miller ;
Bossange Freres, 1827) pl. [41]. Sheet 'No. 46.'
oversize Ayer 135 .C268 1827 pl. 41 (PrCt)

70550 South America - Maps - 1827<<>>Argentina -
Maps - 1827<<>>Uruguay - Maps - 1827
United Provinces of South America. Philadelphia :
H.C. Carey and I. Lea, 1827.
Authors: H.C. Carey & I. Lea (Firm) -- Finlayson,
James -- Young & Delleker -- H.C. Carey & I. Lea
(Firm). A Complete historical, chronological, and
geographical American atlas (1827) -- Edward E.
Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 32 x 21 cm.
Engraved title within neatline.
Added letterpress title in uppercase and oversize
lettering, top margin: Geographical, statistical and
historical map of the United Provinces of South
America
In: H.C. Carey and I. Lea (Firm). A Complete
historical, chronological, and geographical
American atlas ... (Philadelphia ; London ; Leipzig ; Paris : H.C. Carey & I. Lea ; John Miller ; Bossange Freres, 1827) pl. [44]. Sheet 'No. 49.'

70551 South America - Maps - 1828
Authors: Cary, John, approximately 1754-1835 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 44 x 52 cm.
Issued in 2 sheets.
Probably from Cary’s new universal atlas, 1828; ‘60’ on tab pasted on upper right corner of verso.
Scale [ca. 1:10,000,000]
Coordinates: (W 83°00΄–W 33°00΄/N 17°30΄–S 16°15΄).
Relief shown by hachures.
Ayer 133 .C33 1828 (NLO)

70552 South America - Maps - 1828
America meridionale / Marco Bonatti incise, 1828. 1828.
Authors: Jesuits -- Bonatti, Marco, fl. 1810-1830 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
1 map : hand col. ; 17 x 21 cm.
Relief shown pictorially.
Scale [ca. 1:50,000,000].
At upper left: Lettere edificanti, scritte dalle missioni straniere.
D 804 .79, v. 12, opp. t.p. (Pr Ct)

70553 South America - Maps - 1829
South America. [Edinburgh] : Drawn & engraved for Thomson’s New general atlas, [1829]?
Authors: Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas: consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (1829) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
1 map : hand col. ; 58 x 49 cm.
In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas: consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (1829) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 59 cm.
Covers Venezuela, Guyana, Surinam, French Guiana, Brazil, and the Amazon River Valley.
In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas: consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (Edinburgh ; London ; Dublin : Printed by H. & J. Pillans, for John Thomson ; Baldwin & Cradock ; John Cumming, 1829), map 70.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Engraved no. ‘70’ at upper right.
Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1829 map 70 (NLO)

70556 South America - Maps - 1830<<>>South Georgia (Falkland Islands) - Maps - 1830<<>>South Orkney Islands - Maps - 1830<<>>South Shetland Islands - Maps - 1830 South America. [Edinburgh] : W. H. Lizars, [ca. 1830?].
Authors: Lizars, W. H. (William Home), 1788-1859 -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 33 x 39 cm.
'Published by W. H. Lizars,' Probably detached from an edition of the Edinburgh geographical and historical atlas (cf. Phillips 761, no. 60).
'LXI' -- printed plate no., upper right margin.
Cf. Tooley, Dict. of mapmakers, p.397.
Fitzgerald polar map 209 (Pr Ct)
70557 South America - Maps - 1831
Comparative, geographical & statistical map of South America & Africa ... [Hartford, Conn. Beach & Beckwith], 1831 [i.e. 1835].
Authors: Woodbridge, William C. (William Channing), 1794-1845 -- Beach & Beckwith -- Woodbridge, William C. (William Channing), 1794-1845. Modern atlas ... (1835)
1 map : hand col. ; 27 x 43 cm.
'Entered according to act of Congress, in the year 1831, by William C. Woodbridge, in ... Connecticut.'
Inset (17 x 12 cm.): Enlarged map of New Granada, Peru & Upper Peru.
Case folio G 10 .979 map [11] (PrCt)

70558 South America - Maps - 1831
Comparative, geographical & statistical map of South America & Africa ... [Hartford : Oliver D. Cooke & Co.], 1831 [i.e. 1833].
Authors: Woodbridge, William C. (William Channing), 1794-1845 -- Cooke, Oliver Dudley, 1766-1833 -- Woodbridge, William C. (William Channing), 1794-1845. Modern atlas, on a new plan ... (1833)
1 map : hand col. ; 27 x 42 cm.
'Entered according to act of Congress, in the year 1831, by William C. Woodbridge, in ... Connecticut.'
Inset (17 x 12 cm.): Enlarged map of New Granada, Peru & Upper Peru. Covers 2°N-32° S and 55°-84° W.
In: Woodbridge, William C. Modern atlas, on a new plan ... (Hartford, Conn. : Oliver D. Cooke & Co., 1833) map [9].
Case folio G 10 .978 map [9] (PrCt)

70559 South America - Maps - 1831
Bolivia or Upper Peru; Chili & the United Provinces of South America ... Edinburgh : D. Lizars, [1831?].
Authors: Lizars, Daniel, 1760-1812 -- Hamilton, John, fl. 1831 -- Lizars, Daniel, 1760-1812. The Edinburgh geographical and historical atlas ... [1831?] 1 map : hand col. ; 39 x 47 cm.
Includes continuation inset of the tip of the continent (12 x 10 cm.)
Shows South America from 11° south to 45° south.
In: Lizars, Daniel. The Edinburgh geographical and historical atlas ... (Edinburgh [etc.] : John Hamilton [and others, 1831?] pl. [58]. Engraved plate no. 'LXIX.'
Baskets oversize G 10 .514 pl. [58] (PrCt)

70560 South America - Maps - 1831
Colombia & Guayana. Edinburgh : D. Lizars, [1831?].
Authors: Lizars, Daniel, 1760-1812 -- Hamilton, John, fl. 1831 -- Lizars, Daniel, 1760-1812. The Edinburgh geographical and historical atlas ... [1831?] 1 map : hand col. ; 40 x 48 cm.
Shows South America as far south as 8° south.
In: Lizars, Daniel. The Edinburgh geographical and historical atlas ... (Edinburgh [etc.] : John Hamilton [and others, 1831?] pl. [56]. Engraved plate no. 'LXVII.'
Oversize G 10 .514 pl. [56] (PrCt)

70561 South America - Maps - 1833
South America / Young & Delleker sc. Philada. [Philadelphia] : A. Finley, [1833].
Authors: Young & Delleker -- Finley, A. (Anthony) -- Finley, A. (Anthony). A New general atlas ... (1833) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 28 x 21 cm.
In: Finley, Anthony. A New general atlas : comprising a complete set of maps, representing the grand divisions of the globe ... (Philadelphia : Anthony Finley, 1833), plate 34.
Sheet corner numbered 34. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskets folio G1019 .F5 1833, plate 34 (PrCt)

70562 South America - Maps - 1834
Authors: Arrowsmith, John, 1790-1873 -- Arrowsmith, John, 1790-1873. The London atlas of universal geography ... [1837] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 60 x 47 cm.
Engraved no. "46" at upper right.
In: Arrowsmith, John. [The London atlas of universal geography : exhibiting the physical & political divisions of the various countries of the world, constructed from original materials] [London : J. Arrowsmith, 1837], map 46.
Baskets oversize G1019 .A778 1837, map 46 (NLO)

70563 South America - Maps - 1834
This Map of the United Provinces of La Plata, the Banda Oriental, & Chile is drawn principally from the m.s. furnished by Woodbine Parish, Esq., F.R.S ... / by J. Arrowsmith. London : J. Arrowsmith, 15 Feby. 1834.
Authors: Arrowsmith, John, 1790-1873 -- Parish, Woodbine, Sir, 1796-1882 -- Arrowsmith, John, 1790-1873. The London atlas of universal geography ... [1837] -- Roger S. Baskes

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 62 x 47 cm.
Engraved no. "50" at upper right.
Covers much of central and southern South America.
In: Arrowsmith, John. [The London atlas of universal geography : exhibiting the physical & political divisions of the various countries of the world, constructed from original materials] [London : J. Arrowsmith, 1837], map 50.

**Baskes oversize G1019 .A778 1837, map 50 (NLO)**

**70564 South America - Maps - 1834<<<>>Colombia - Maps - 1834**

*Columbia / by J. Arrowsmith.* London : J. Arrowsmith, 35 Essex Street, Strand, 15 Feby. 1834.
Authors: Arrowsmith, John, 1790-1873 -- Wilson, Belfort Hinton, Sir, 1804-1858 -- Arrowsmith, John, 1790-1873. The London atlas of universal geography ... [1837] -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 59 cm.
Includes dedication to Colonel Belford Hinton Wilson.
Covers much of northern South America. Engraved no. "47" at lower right.
In: Arrowsmith, John. [The London atlas of universal geography : exhibiting the physical & political divisions of the various countries of the world, constructed from original materials] [London : J. Arrowsmith, 1837], map 47.

**Baskes oversize G1019 .A778 1837, map 47 (NLO)**

**70565 South America - Maps - 1836**

*South America.* [Philadelphia : Carey & Hart, 1845].
Authors: Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Carey & Hart -- Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858. A New universal atlas ... (1845) 1 map : hand col. ; 39 x 29 cm.
'Entered according to act of Congress, in the year 1836, by H. S. Tanner ....' In: Tanner, Henry Schenck. A New universal atlas ... (Philadelphia : Carey & Hart, 1845) map '38.'

**Case oversize G1019 .T2 1845 map 38 (PrCt)**

**70566 South America - Maps - 1836-1842**

*South America I[-IV].* London : Chapman and Hall, 1836-1842 [i.e.1844].

**oversize Ayer 135 .S67 1844 v. 2, pl. [149-154] (PrCt)**

**70567 South America - Maps - 1838**

*Carte de l'Amérique méridionale.* [Paris? s.n.?), 1838.
Authors: Delamarche, Charles François, 1740-1817 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 42 x 29 cm.
Scale ca. 1:19,008,000; about 300 miles to one inch.

**Ayer p133 .D33 1838 (NLO)**

**70568 South America - Maps - 1838**

*South America.* [Poughkeepsie : William Wilson], 1838.
Authors: Willetts, Jacob, 1785-1860 -- Stiles, Samuel, 1796-1861 -- Potter & Wilson -- Willetts, Jacob, 1785-1860. Willetts' Atlas to accompany the New and improved school geography ... [1838] 1 map ; 26 x 19 cm.
In: Willetts, Jacob. Willetts' Atlas to accompany the New and improved school geography ... (Poughkeepsie, N.Y. : William Wilson, [1838]) map no. 4. 'Engraved by S.Stiles N.Y.' and 'entered according to act of Congress in the year 1838 by Potter & Wilson in the ... Southern District of New York.' Scale ca. 1:30,000,000.

**folio G 10 .976, no. 4 (PrCt)**

**70569 South America - Maps - 1838<<<>>South America - Maps - 1838**

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
South America - Maps - 1840

70570 South America - Maps - 1840

1 map : hand col. ; 24 x 18 cm.
Case G1019 .B95 1840 pl. 21 (PrCt)

70571 South America - Maps - 1840

Map of Chili and La Plata. [Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, 1840].
Authors: Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846 -- Lea & Blanchard -- Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (1840)
1 map : 16 x 11 cm.
Covers region between 20-45° S.
Keyed to dozens of references on p.199.
In: Murray, Hugh. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, successors to Carey & Co., for George W. Gorton, 1840) v. 3, p. 198.
Wax engraving.
G 11 .607 v. 3, p. 198 (PrCt)

70572 South America - Maps - 1840

Map of South America. [Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, 1840].
Authors: Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846 -- Lea & Blanchard -- Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (1840)
1 map : 17 x 12 cm.
Keyed to dozens of references on p.177.
In: Murray, Hugh. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, successors to Carey & Co., for George W. Gorton, 1840) v. 3, p. 175.
Wax engraving.
G 11 .607 v. 3, p. 175 (PrCt)

70573 South America - Maps - 1840

South America. London : Mr. Bull, [ca. 1840].
Authors: Starling, Thomas -- Bull and Churton -- Bull, Mr., fl. ca. 1840 -- Perkins and Bacon -- Starling, Thomas. The Royal cabinet atlas ... [ca. 1840]
1 map : hand col. ; 14 x 8 cm.
In: Starling, Thomas. The Royal cabinet atlas ... (London : Bull and Churton, [ca. 1840]) 'Pl. XC' [i.e. 47].
map3C 5 map [47] (PrCt)

70574 South America - Maps - 1840

Columbia. London : Mr. Bull, [ca. 1840].
Authors: Starling, Thomas -- Bull and Churton -- Bull, Mr., fl. ca. 1840 -- Starling, Thomas. The Royal cabinet atlas ... [ca. 1840]
1 map : hand col. ; 8 x 14 cm.
Covers 13° N to 6° S and 88° to 55° W.
In: Starling, Thomas. The Royal cabinet atlas ... (London : Bull and Churton, [ca. 1840]) 'Pl. XCI' [i.e. 48].
map3C 5 map [48] (PrCt)

70575 South America - Maps - 1840

Brazil with Guiana & Paraguay. London : Mr. Bull, [ca. 1840].
Authors: Starling, Thomas -- Bull and Churton -- Bull, Mr., fl. ca. 1840 -- Starling, Thomas. The Royal cabinet atlas ... [ca. 1840]
1 map : hand col. ; 14 x 9 cm.
Covers 15° to 45° S.
In: Starling, Thomas. The Royal cabinet atlas ... (London : Bull and Churton, [ca. 1840]) 'Pl. XCVI' [i.e. 50].
map3C 5 map [50] (PrCt)

70576 South America - Maps - 1840

Brazil with Paraguay. London : Mr. Bull, [ca. 1840].
Authors: Starling, Thomas -- Bull and Churton -- Bull, Mr., fl. ca. 1840 -- Starling, Thomas. The Royal cabinet atlas ... [ca. 1840]
1 map : hand col. ; 13 x 11 cm.
Covers region between 10°N-40° S.
Keyed to dozens of references on p.222-223.
In: Murray, Hugh. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, successors to Carey & Co., for George W. Gorton, 1840) v. 3, p. 222.
Wax engraving.
G 11 .607 v. 3, p. 222 (PrCt)

70577 South America - Maps - 1840

Chili with Paraguay. London : Mr. Bull, [ca. 1840].
Authors: Starling, Thomas -- Bull and Churton -- Bull, Mr., fl. ca. 1840 -- Starling, Thomas. The Royal cabinet atlas ... [ca. 1840]
1 map : hand col. ; 13 x 11 cm.
Covers region between 10°N-40° S.
Keyed to dozens of references on p.222-223.
In: Murray, Hugh. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, successors to Carey & Co., for George W. Gorton, 1840) v. 3, p. 222.
Wax engraving.
G 11 .607 v. 3, p. 222 (PrCt)
La Plata, Chili and the Banda Orientale. London : Mr. Bull, [ca. 1840].
Authors: Starling, Thomas -- Bull and Churton -- Bull, Mr., fl. ca. 1840 -- Starling, Thomas. The Royal cabinet atlas ... [ca. 1840]
1 map : hand col. ; 14 x 9 cm.
Covers 15° to 47° S.
In: Starling, Thomas. The Royal cabinet atlas ... (London : Bull and Churton, [ca. 1840]) 'Pl. XCIV' [i.e. 49].
map3C 5 map [49] (PrCt)

70578 South America - Maps - 1840<<>>Colombia - Maps - 1840<<>>Guiana - Maps - 1840
Map of Colombia and Guiana. [Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, 1840].
Authors: Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846 -- Lea & Blanchard -- Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (1840)
1 map ; 11 x 18 cm.
Covers region between 20°N-10° S.
Keyed to dozens of references on p.249.
In: Murray, Hugh. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, successors to Carey & Co., for George W. Gorton, 1840) v. 3, p. 248.
Wax engraving.
G 11 .607 v. 3, p. 248 (PrCt)

Mapa de las costas de Tierra-Firme, desde el Orinoco hasta Yucatan : de las islas Antillas y la mayor parte de las Lucayas con las derrotas que siguió Dn. Cristóbal Colón en sus descubrimientos por estos mares y las derrotas de otros navegantes que reconocieron las costas de Venezuela. Paris : Lith. de Thierry Frs., [1840].
Authors: Codazzi, Agustín, 1793-1859 -- Thierry frères (Firm) -- Codazzi, Agustín, 1793-1859. Atlas físico y político de la República de Venezuela (1840) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 51 x 65 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:5,190,000]
Coordinates: (W 89°10'00"--W 57°50'00"/N 24°45'00"--N 1°00'00")
Relief shown by hachures.
Prime meridian: Caracas
Hand colored to identify language groups and locations of dozens of Indian tribes in much of northern South America, including Venezuela, Colombia, Guyana, Surinam, French Guiana, and northeastern Brazil.
Roughly bounded by the Yucatan Peninsula, Cuba, the Bahama Islands, the Essequibo River delta in Guyana, the Amazon River valley in western Brazil, and northern Ecuador.
In: Codazzi, Agustín. Atlas físico y político de la República de Venezuela / dedicado por su autor, el coronel de ingenieros, Agustín Codazzi, al Congreso Constituyente de 1830 (Caracas : [s.n.], 1840), [plate 3].
Digital image of another copy available on the David Rumsey Map Collection website (accessed August 2013):
http://www.davidrumsey.com/luna/servlet/s/bh4g02
oversize Ayer 135 .C66 1840 [plate 3] (PrCt)

70580 South America - Maps - 1840<<>>Peru - Maps - 1840<<>>Bolivia - Maps - 1840
Map of Peru and Bolivia. [Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, 1840].
Authors: Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846 -- Lea & Blanchard -- Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (1840)
1 map ; 11 x 11 cm.
Covers region between 4°S-24° S.
Keyed to dozens of references below map.
Wax engraving.
G 11 .607 v. 3, p. 267 (PrCt)

70581 South America - Maps - 1841
South America / drawn & engraved by J. Archer, Pentonville, London. London : Grattan & Gilbert, [1841]?
Authors: Archer, Joshua, fl. 1833-1866 -- Grattan & Gilbert -- Mudie, Robert, 1777-1842. Gilbert's modern atlas of the earth ... (1841) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 27 x 22 cm.
Running title at bottom left: Gilbert's modern atlas
In: Mudie, Robert. Gilbert's modern atlas of the earth ... (London : Grattan and Gilbert, [1841?]), [plate 49].
Printed no. 49 at bottom center.
Baskes folio G1019 .M83 1841, [plate 49] (PrCt)

70582 South America - Maps - 1841
South America. [Boston : J. W. Wilkins & R. B. Carter, 1841?].
Authors: Bradford, T. G. (Thomas Gamaliel), 1802-1887 -- Bradford, T. G. (Thomas Gamaliel), 1802-1887. A Comprehensive atlas ... (1835, [i.e. 1841?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 25 x 18 cm.
folio Ayer 135 .B75 1835 pl. 30, p. 77 (PrCt)

70583 South America - Maps - 1841<<>>New Zealand - Maps - 1841
South America/ drawn & engraved by J. Archer, Pentonville, London. London : Grattan & Gilbert, [1841?].  
Authors: Archer, Joshua, fl. 1833-1866 -- Grattan & Gilbert -- Mudie, Robert, 1777-1894. Gilbert's modern atlas of the earth ... (1841) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map on 4 sheets : hand col. ; 54 x 44 cm.  
Title from within neatline on northeastern sheet. Added title from margin of each sheet: South America no. 1 [-4].  
Inset on southeastern sheet (no. 4): New Zealand. 1 map : hand col. ; 19 x 14 cm.  
Running title at bottom left of all sheets: Gilbert's modern atlas  
Bound as four adjacent sheets In: Mudie, Robert. Gilbert's modern atlas of the earth ... (London : Grattan and Gilbert, [1841?]). [plates 50-53].  
Baskes folio G1019 .M83 1841, [plates 50-53] (PrCt)

70584 South America - Maps - 1842
South America. London : Chapman and Hall, 1842 [i.e.1844].  
Authors: Chapman and Hall -- J. & C. Walker (Firm) -- Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (Great Britain) -- Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (Great Britain).  
Maps of the Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (1844) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map : hand col. ; 38 x 30 cm.  
oversize Ayer 135 .S67 1844 v. 2, pl. [148] (PrCt)

70585 South America - Maps - 1843
Colombia Prima or South America. Drawn from the large map in eight sheets ... London : J. Wyld, 1843.  
Authors: Delarochette, L. (Louis), 1731-1802 -- Pinto, Chevalier -- José Joaquim da, ca. 1740-1804 -- Wyld, James, 1812-1887 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map : hand col. ; 106 x 74 cm. on 2 sheets  
Scale [ca. 1:7,286,400]; about 115 English miles to an inch.  
Ayer p133 .L32 1843 (NLO)

Political map of South America and Africa. [Hartford : Belknap & Hamersley], 1843 [i.e. 1845?].  
Authors: Woodbridge, William C. (William Channing), 1794-1845 -- Belknap & Hamersley -- Woodbridge, William C. (William Channing), 1794-1845. Modern atlas, physical political and statistical ... (1843 [i.e. 1845?])  
1 map : hand col. ; 26 x 42 cm.  
Insets (14 x 10 cm.) and (6 x 8 cm.): Map of the Andes -- Liberia  
'Entered according to Act of Congress in the year 1843 by William C. Woodridge in ... Massachusetts.'  
In: Woodbridge, William C. Modern atlas, physical political and statistical ... (Hartford [Conn.] : Belknap and Hamersley, 1843 [i.e. 1845?]) map [14].  
folio G 10 .98 map [14] (PrCt)

70587 South America - Maps - 1845
South America. [New York : H.S. Tanner, 1845].  
Authors: Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858. A New general atlas, comprising a complete set of maps ... (1845)  
1 map : hand col. ; 27 x 21 cm.  
In: Tanner, Henry Schenck. A New general atlas, comprising a complete set of maps ... (New York : Tanner's Geographical Establishment, 1845) map '28'.  
oversize G 10 .622 map 28 (PrCt)

70588 South America - Maps - 1845<<>>Chile - Maps - 1845<<>>Argentina - Maps - 1845<<>>Uruguay - Maps - 1845<<>>Patagonia (Argentina and Chile) - Maps - 1845
Chili, La Plata, and Uruguay. [Philadelphia : Carey & Hart, 1845].  
Authors: Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Carey & Hart -- Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858. A New universal atlas ... (1845)  
1 map : hand col. ; 35 x 29 cm.  
Inset (8 x 11 cm.): South part of Patagonia.  
In: Tanner, Henry Schenck. A New universal atlas ... (Philadelphia : Carey & Hart, 1845) map '42'.  
Case oversize G1019 .T2 1845 map 42 (PrCt)

Venezuela, New Greneda, & Equador. [Philadelphia : Carey & Hart, 1845].  
Authors: Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Carey & Hart -- Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858. A New universal atlas ... (1845)  
1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 37 cm.  
Shows South America between 12° North and 6° South.  
Inset (12 x 12 cm.): Plan of a proposed communication between the Atlantic & Pacific Oceans.  
In: Tanner, Henry Schenck. A New universal

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.  
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
atlas ... (Philadelphia : Carey & Hart, 1845) map '39.'

Case oversize G1019 .T2 1845 map 39 (PrCt)

70590 South America - Maps - 1847

South America. [Philadelphia : S. Augustus Mitchell, 1847].
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868. A New universal atlas containing maps of the various empires, kingdoms, states, and republics of the world ... (1847)
1 map ; hand col. : 30 x 37 cm.
In: Mitchell, S. Augustus. A New universal atlas containing maps of the various empires, kingdoms, states, and republics of the world ... (Philadelphia : S. Augustus Mitchell, 1847) pl. [39].
Printed plate no. '38' changed to manuscript '39.
oversize G 10 .579 pl. [39] (PrCt)

70591 South America - Maps - 1847

Authors: Russo, Gioseu', 1781-1840 -- Rossi, Antonio, fl. 1834-1847 -- Merolla, Giustino -- Galanti, Luigi. Atlante di geografia moderna ... (1834-1836 [i.e. 1847?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. : 38 x 31 cm.
In: Galanti, Luigi. Atlante di geografia moderna : in 30 carte (Naples : [Luigi Galanti], 1834-1836 [i.e. 1847?]), plate 29
Engraved no. 29 at upper right.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1019 .G23 1836, plate 29 (PrCt)


Chili, La Plata and Uruguay. [Philadelphia : S. Augustus Mitchell, 1847].
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868. A New universal atlas containing maps of the various empires, kingdoms, states, and republics of the world ... (1847)
1 map ; hand col. : 30 x 35 cm.
Shows South America between 28°S-45°S. Inset (8 x 11 cm.): South part of Patagonia.
In: Mitchell, S. Augustus. A New universal atlas containing maps of the various empires, kingdoms, states, and republics of the world ... (Philadelphia : S. Augustus Mitchell, 1847) pl. [43].
Printed plate no. '42' lined out and replaced with manuscript '43.
oversize G 10 .579 pl. [43] (PrCt)

70593 South America - Maps - 1847-Panama,

[Philadelphia : S. Augustus Mitchell, 1847].
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868. A New universal atlas containing maps of the various empires, kingdoms, states, and republics of the world ... (1847)
1 map ; hand col. : 30 x 37 cm.
Shows South America between 11 N°-7 S°. Inset (12 x 12 cm.): Plan of a proposed communication between the Atlantic and Pacific oceans.
In: Mitchell, S. Augustus. A New universal atlas containing maps of the various empires, kingdoms, states, and republics of the world ... (Philadelphia : S. Augustus Mitchell, 1847) pl. [40].
Printed plate no. '39' lined out and replaced with manuscript '40.
oversize G 10 .579 pl. [40] (PrCt)

70594 South America - Maps - 1850

South America. Philadelphia : Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co., 1850 [i.e. 1852].
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co. -- Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868. Mitchell, S. Augustus. New universal atlas ... (1852)
1 map ; hand col. : 39 x 29 cm.
Entered according to act of Congress in ... 1850 by Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co. ... .’ Later edition of map previously published by S.A. Mitchell.
oversize G1019 .N49 1852 pl. 40 (PrCt)


Chili, La Plata and Uruguay. [Philadelphia] : Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co. 1850 [i.e. 1852].
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co. -- Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868. Mitchell, S. Augustus. New universal atlas ... (1852)
1 map ; hand col. : 35 x 29 cm.
Shows South America between 28°S-45°S. Entered according to act of Congress in ... 1850 by Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co. ... .’ Later edition of map previously published by S.A. Mitchell.
In: Mitchell, S. Augustus. New universal atlas ... (Philadelphia : Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co., 1852) pl. '44.
oversize G1019 .N49 1852 pl. 44 (PrCt)
70596 **South America - Maps - 1850**

**Panama, Isthmus of (Panama) - Maps - 1850 - Railroads, Proposed - Railroad - Maps**

*Venezuela, New Grenada & Equador.*

[Philadelphia] : Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co., 1850 [i.e. 1852].

Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co. -- Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868. Mitchell, S. Augustus. New universal atlas ... (1852)

1 map : hand col. ; 31 x 37 cm.

Shows South America between 11 N°-7 S°.

'Entered according to act of Congress in ... 1850 by Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co. ...'.


Inset (12 x 12 cm.): Map of the communication by railroad across the Isthmus of Darien ....

In: Mitchell, S. Augustus. New universal atlas ... (Philadelphia : Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co., 1852) pl. '41.


70599 **South America - Maps - 1853**

*South America.* London [i.e. New York] : Chapman and Hall [i.e. Harper & Brothers, 1853].

Authors: Lowry, Joseph Wilson, 1803-1879 -- Harper & Brothers -- Chapman and Hall -- Lowry, Joseph Wilson, 1803-1879. Lowry's Universal atlas constructed and engraved from the most recent authorities (1853)

1 map : col. ; 27 x 22 cm.

In: Lowry, Joseph Wilson. Lowry's Universal atlas constructed and engraved from the most recent authorities (New York : Harper and Brothers, 1853) pl. [63].

Printed plate nos. 'A' and '96.

70600 **South America - Maps - 1853**

*Magellan, Strait of (Chile and Argentina) - Maps - 1853 - Galapagos Islands - Maps - 1853 - Falkland Islands - Maps - 1853**

*South America.* London [i.e. New York] : Chapman and Hall [i.e. Harper & Brothers, 1853].

Authors: Lowry, Joseph Wilson, 1803-1879 -- Harper & Brothers -- Chapman and Hall -- Lowry, Joseph Wilson, 1803-1879. Lowry's Universal atlas constructed and engraved from the most recent authorities (New York : Harper and Brothers, 1853) pl. [64 - 65].

Printed plate nos. 'B' and '97 thru '100.

70601 **South America - Maps - 1855**

*Argentine Republic, Chili, Uruguay & Paraguay.*


Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's atlas of the world ... (1855-1856)

1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 28 cm.


70602 **South America - Maps - 1855**


Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

(Overseas G 10 .185 pl. 58 (PrCt)

South America - Maps - 1857

Argentina Republic, Chili, Uruguay & Paraguay.
Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's general atlas ... (1857)
1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 29 cm.
Map copyrighted 1855.

Case a oversize G 10 .185 pl. 58 (PrCt)

South America - Maps - 1857

Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's general atlas ... (1857)
1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 29 cm.

Case oversize G 10 .188 pl. 59 (PrCt)

South America - Maps - 1857

Brazil - Maps - 1857

Rio de Janeiro (Brazil) - Maps - 1857

Recife (Brazil) - Maps - 1857

Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's general atlas ... (1857)
1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 29 cm.
In: Colton, George Woolworth. Colton's general atlas : containing one hundred and seventy steel plate maps and plans, on one hundred imperial folio sheets (New York ; London : J.H. Colton ; Trübner, 1857), pl. [58]. Inset maps, 7 x 9 cm. and 5 x 6 cm.: Rio De Janeiro -- Pernambuco. Printed plate 'No. 63.' Map copyrighted 1855.

Case oversize G 10 .188 pl. 58 (PrCt)

South America - Maps - 1857

Peru - Maps - 1857

Bolivia - Maps - 1857

Lima (Peru) - Maps - 1857

Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's general atlas ... (1857)
1 map : hand col. ; 29 x 36 cm.
In: Colton, George Woolworth. Colton's general atlas : containing one hundred and seventy steel plate maps and plans, on one hundred imperial folio sheets (New York ; London : J.H. Colton ; Trübner, 1857), pl. [57]. Inset map, 6 x 7 cm.: City of Lima. Printed plate 'No. 62.' Map copyrighted 1855.

Case oversize G 10 .188 pl. 57 (PrCt)

South America - Maps - 1859

Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's atlas of America ... (1859) -- Johnson & Browning
1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 29 cm.
In: Colton George Woolworth. Colton's atlas of America, illustrating the physical and political geography of North and South America and the West India islands (New York : J.H. Colton and Co., 1859), pl. [53]. Printed plate 'No. 58.' Map copyrighted 1855.

Case G1100 .C6 1859 pl. 53 (PrCt)

South America - Maps - 1859

Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's atlas of America ... (1859) -- Johnson & Browning
1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 29 cm.
In: Colton George Woolworth. Colton's atlas of America, illustrating the physical and political geography of North and South America and the West India islands (New York : J.H. Colton and Co., 1859), pl. [57]. Inset map, 6 x 7 cm.: City of Lima. Printed plate 'No. 62.' Map copyrighted 1855.

Case oversize G1100 .C6 1859 pl. 57 (PrCt)

South America - Maps - 1859

Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's atlas of America ... (1859) -- Johnson & Browning
1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 29 cm.
In: Colton George Woolworth. Colton's atlas of America, illustrating the physical and political geography of North and South America and the West India islands (New York : J.H. Colton and Co., 1859), pl. [57]. Inset map, 6 x 7 cm.: City of Lima. Printed plate 'No. 62.' Map copyrighted 1855.

Case oversize G1100 .C6 1859 pl. 57 (PrCt)
Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's atlas of America ... (1859) -- Johnson & Browning 1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 29 cm.  
In: Colton George Woolworth. Colton's atlas of America, illustrating the physical and political geography of North and South America and the West India islands (New York : J.H. Colton and Co., 1859), pl. [56]. Inset maps, 7 x 9 cm. and 5 x 6 cm.: Rio De Janeiro -- Pernambuco. Printed plate 'No. 61.' Map copyrighted 1855.  
Case oversize G1100 .C6 1859 pl. 56 (PrCt)

70613 South America - Maps - 1860 Brazil - Maps - 1860  
Authors: Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884 -- Johnson & Browning -- Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884. Johnson's new illustrated (steel plate) family atlas ... (1860) 1 map : hand col. ; 40 x 28 cm.  
In: Johnson, Alvin Jewett. Johnson's new illustrated (steel plate) family atlas ... (New York : Johnson and Browning, 1860) plate '62.  
Case oversize G 10 .454 pl. 62 (PrCt)

70614 South America - Maps - 1861  
Authors: Johnston, Alexander Keith, 1804-1871 -- W. & A.K. Johnston Limited -- William Blackwood and Sons -- Johnston, Alexander Keith, 1804-1871. The Royal atlas of modern geography ... (1861) 1 map : col. ; 43 x 60 cm.  
Running title: Keith Johnston's general atlas. Covers South America between 13° N-22° S. Inset (5 x 4 cm.): Galapagos Isles  
Case oversize G 10 .456, map 47 (PrCt)

70615 South America - Maps - 1861 Southern Cone of South America - Maps - 1861  
Case oversize G 10 .456, map 48 (PrCt)

70616 South America - Maps - 1863  
Authors: Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884
70617 South America - Maps - 1864
1 map : hand col., mounted on linen ; 156 x 144 cm. on 4 sheets, each sheet 86 x 79 cm. folded to 22 x 16 cm., in slipcase
Scale of map: 83.25 miles = 1 inch or 1:5,274,720 of nature.
'Constructed by A. Keith Johnston...Engraved by W & A.K. Johnston, Edinburgh.'
'Published 15th March, 1864.'
Relief shown by hachures.
Acc. no.: 96011905NL.
map4C G5200 1864 .J6 (PrCt)

70618 South America - Maps - 1866<>Amazon River Valley - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1866<>Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. - Amazon River Valley - 1866<>Río de Janeiro Region (Brazil) - Maps - 1866<>Río de Janeiro (Brazil : State) - Maps - 1866<>Río de la Plata River Valley (Argentina and Uruguay) - Maps - 1866<>Valparaíso Bay (Chile) - Maps - 1866<>Guanabara (Brazil : State) SEE Rio de Janeiro (Brazil : State)
South America (south sheet). London & Liverpool : George Philip & Son, [1866].
Authors: Petermann, A. (August), 1822-1878 -- Hughes, William, 1817-1876. Grand atlas universel : ou collection de cartes nouvelles ... (1866) -- George Philip & Son
1 map : col. ; 46 x 60 cm.
Anonymous continuation of adjacent atlas map of northern South America by Augustus Petermann.
Insets (4 x 60 cm. and smaller): Vertical section of route from Callao to Para along the course of the Amazon [elevation profile] -- Valparaíso Bay -- Enlarged map of Rio de Janeiro & adjoining country -- Enlarged map of the Rio de la Plata and adjoining country.
No. "48" printed on verso.
oversize G 10 .42, plate 48 (PrCt)

70619 South America - Maps - 1866<>Galapagos Islands - Maps - 1866
Authors: Petermann, A. (August), 1822-1878 -- Hughes, William, 1817-1876. Grand atlas universel : ou collection de cartes nouvelles ... (1866) -- George Philip & Son
1 map : col. ; 46 x 61 cm.
Title at upper right.
In bottom margin: "(North sheet)"
Continued on adjacent and anonymous "south sheet"
Inset (5 x 5 cm.): Galapagos Islands (to Ecuador)
In: Hughes, William. Grand atlas universel : ou collection de cartes nouvelles ... (Paris ; Leipzig ; London : J. Rothschild ; G. Philip and Son, 1866), plate 47.
No. "47" printed on verso.
oversize G 10 .42, plate 47 (PrCt)

70620 South America - Maps - 1872
Printed plate no. "LXIII" at lower right and pasted on verso.
Case oversize G1019 .A38 1872, plate [63] (PrCt)

70621 South America - Maps - 1872<>Panama - Maps - 1872
Authors: Bartholomew, John, 1831-1893 -- A. Fullarton & Co. -- A. Fullarton & Co. The Royal illustrated atlas of modern geography [1872?] 1 map : col. ; 40 x 56 cm. and smaller
 Covers most of South America north of the equator.
Inset (8 x 11 cm): Continuation of map [Panama].
In: A. Fullarton & Co. The Royal illustrated atlas
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Map Title</th>
<th>Collection Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>South America - Maps - 1883</td>
<td>Panama Canal (Panama) - Maps - 1883</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South America</td>
<td>(Chicago : Geo. F. Cram, [1883]. Authors: Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- Adam and Charles Black (Firm). Black's general atlas of the world ... (1885) 1 map : col. ; 37 x 27 cm. Covers northwestern South America between 4-25° S and 33-67° W. In: Adam and Charles Black. Black's general atlas of the world : embracing the latest discoveries, new boundaries, and other changes, accompanied by introductory letterpress and index (Edinburgh : Adam and Charles Black, 1885), plate 51.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venezuela, Colombia, Equador, Peru &amp;c.</td>
<td>South America - Maps - 1885</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edinburgh : A. &amp; C. Black, [1885]. Authors:</td>
<td>South America - Panama, Chili, the Argentine Republic &amp; Bolivia. Edinburgh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- Adam and</td>
<td>: A. &amp; C. Black, [1885]. Authors: Adam and Charles Black (Firm). Black’s general</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charles Black (Firm). Black’s general atlas of</td>
<td>atlas of the world ... (1885)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the world ...</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 map : col. ; 36 x 26 cm.</td>
<td>South America - Maps - 1885</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Covers northwestern South America between</td>
<td>Chili, the Argentine Republic &amp; Bolivia. Edinburgh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7-19° S and 58-82° W.</td>
<td>: A. &amp; C. Black, [1885]. Authors: Adam and Charles Black (Firm). Black’s general</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In: Adam and Charles Black. Black’s general</td>
<td>atlas of the world ... (1885)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>atlas of the world : embracing the latest</td>
<td>In: Adam and Charles Black. Black’s general</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>discoveries, new boundaries, and other</td>
<td>In: Adam and Charles Black. Black’s general</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>changes, accompanied by introductory</td>
<td>In: Adam and Charles Black. Black’s general</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>letterpress and index (Edinburgh : Adam and</td>
<td>In: Adam and Charles Black. Black’s general</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charles Black, 1885), plate 49.</td>
<td>In: Adam and Charles Black. Black’s general</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>oversize G1019.B63 1885, plate 49 (PrCt)</td>
<td>In: Adam and Charles Black. Black’s general</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South America - Maps - 1885</td>
<td>South America - Maps - 1887</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amerique du Sud. Paris : Andriveau-Goujon,</td>
<td>South America. [Chicago : George F. Cram, 1887]. Authors: Cram, George Franklin,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1885. Authors: Andriveau-Goujon, E. (Eugène),</td>
<td>1841-1928 -- Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928. Cram’s standard American atlas of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1832-1897 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (</td>
<td>the world (1887) 1 map : col. ; 41 x 26 cm. 'Engraved expressly for the Standard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 map : 92 x 65 cm.</td>
<td>American atlas of the world (Chicago : George F. Cram, 1887), p. 249.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scale not given.</td>
<td>Case oversize G1019 .G455 1887, p. 249 (PrCt)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>oversized Ayer 133 .A57 1885 (NLO)</td>
<td>South America - Maps - 1888</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South America / by J. Bartholomew, F.R.G.S.</td>
<td>Authors: Rand McNally and Company. Rand McNally &amp; Co.’s improved indexed business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edinburgh : A. &amp; C. Black, [1885]. Authors:</td>
<td>atlas and shipper’s guide ... (1888) -- Rand McNally and Company. Commercial atlas (1888) 1 map : col. ; 31 x 22 cm. Title in upper margin. Insets (6 x 8 cm. and 7 x 5 cm.): Map of the Isthmus of Panama -- Harbor of Rio De Janeiro. In Rand, McNally &amp; Co.’s improved indexed business atlas and shipper’s guide ... (Chicago: Rand, McNally &amp; Com. 1888)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
geography, embracing all the latest discoveries and changes in boundaries and eighteen maps of historical geography, with copious index (Glasgow, London, and Edinburgh: William Collins, Sons, & Company, [191-?]), [plate] 7. Printed plate number repeated on thumb index at right.

"South America" in oversize manuscript lettering on verso.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1019 .C625 1910z, [plate] 7 (PrCt)

70638  South America - Maps - 1927
Authors: Denis, Pierre -- Armand Colin (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 37 maps ; 288 x 205 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

70639  South America - Maps - 1929
Madeira Islands - Maps - 1929
West Indies - Maps - 1929
Canary Islands - Maps - 1929

Dr. Dr. George Tzschirner's Südamerika. Berlin : R. Eisenschmidt, 1929.
Authors: Tzschirner, George -- Eisenschmidt, R. -- Schropp'sche Lankarten & Lehrmittel Anstalt, Berlin -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Baskes F2211 .T97 1929 (NLO)

70640  South America - Maps - 1932
Parables from South America / by Kenneth G. Grubb ; with photographs by the author. London : Lutterworth Press, 1932.
Authors: Grubb, Kenneth G. (Kenneth George), Sir -- Lutterworth Press -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
215 p., [16] leaves of plates : ill., 1 folded map ; 23 cm.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 33017968
Baskes F2223 .G82 1932 (NLO)

70641  South America - Maps - 1932
Argentina - Maps - 1932
Paraguay - Maps - 1932
Uruguay - Maps - 1932

Authors: Touring club italiano -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
548, xxxii p., [25] leaves of plates (some folded) : ill., 34 maps and plans (some col., some folded) ; 17cm.
Map on lining papers.
Includes indexes.
Series: Guida dell'America Latina
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes F2211 .T68 1932 (NLO)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

70642  South America - Maps - 1935 - Cartoon maps

Cartoon maps - South America - 1935
Newspaper maps - 1935
Caricatures and cartoons - Maps - Specimens

Authors: McCutcheon, John T. (John Tinney), 1870-1949 -- Chicago tribune
1 map : col. ; 48 x 39 cm.
Detached from: Chicago Sunday tribune (21 July 1935), Graphic section, p. [1].
"In his cartoon in the news section of today's Tribune, Mr. McCutcheon describes his current South American tour. Readers are encouraged to follow Mr. McCutcheon's day-by-day account of his trip."
A personified map of South America, with each country formed of a human head.
Midwest MS McCutcheon, Scrapbooks, v. 39, p. 44 (PrCt)

70643  South America - Maps - 1937 - Indians - Language and languages

Language and languages - South America - Maps - 1937
Indians - Indians of South America - Maps
1 map : col. ; 88 x 65 cm.
"Publicación hecha por el Instituto Panamericano de Geografía e Historia en colaboración con el Museo Nacional y con el Instituto Mexicano de Investigaciones Linguisticas, en 1937."
Scale not given.
Includes index.
Ayer p133 .M614 1937m (NLO)

70644  South America - Maps - 1942 - Cruise lines - Pictorial maps

Pictorial maps - South America - 1942 - Cruise lines - Cruise lines - South America - Maps - 1942 - Pictorial maps - Moore-McCormack Lines, Inc. - Maps - 1942 - Pictorial maps - McCormick Lines, Inc. - 1942 - Road maps - Pictorial maps
Authors: Chase, Ernest Dudley, 1878-- Moore-McCormack Lines, Inc. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 51 cm.
"Copyright 1942 Ernest Dudley Chase."

Includes pictorial vignettes and historical notes on margins.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 191.7 (PrCt)

70645  South America - Maps - 1942 - Geology

Geology - Geology - South America - Maps - 1942 - Galapagos Islands - Maps - 1942
Geologic map of South America ... Washington, D.C. Geological Society of America, 1942.
1 map ; 78 x 113 cm. on 2 sheets
Prepared under the direction of a committee of the Geological Society of America in cooperation with the American Geographical Society and the U.S. Geological Survey from maps contributed by government bureaus of South American countries and other sources."
'Sources of geologic data' on second sheet.
Inset: Islas Galapagos.
oversize Ayer 133 .A51 1942a (NLO)

70646  South America - Maps - 1942 - World War, 1939-1945 - Maps - 1942

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Chicago tribune -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 53 x 39 cm.
Issued by the Chicago Tribune, Feb. 11, 1942.
Scale 1:14,572,800; about 230 miles to an inch.
Ayer p133 .R18s 1942 (NLO)


Authors: Karl Wenschow GmbH. -- Denoyer-Geppert Company -- Southern Illinois University at Carbondale
1 map : col., mounted on cloth and wooden rollers ; 165 x 140 cm.
"Denoyer-Geppert Company, Chicago. Sole American agents."
Scale 1:6,000,000.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
"Lambert's azimuthal projection."
Relief shown with hypsometric tints and shading; cold and warm ocean currents shown with blue and red arrows.
Series: Wenschow-reliefmap ; RL 6
Series number from label on bottom roller.
Gift of Southern Illinois University, 2011.
maproll G5200 1950z W4 (PrCt)

South America - Maps - 1953
Map of the Americas. New York : American
Geographical Society, 1953.
Authors: American Geographical Society of New
York -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry
Library)
1 map : col. ; 154 x 111 cm., fold. to 42 cm.
Scale: 1:5,000,000.
Added titles: South America -- Atlas of the
Americas, sheets [1B] - 1C, third ed.
4271
Fitzgerald map6C G5200 1942 A4 1953 (PrCt)

South America - Maps - 1953 - Airways
Airways - South America - Maps
PanAmerican-Grace Airways -
Maps - 1953 - Panagra Air Lines SEE Pan
American-Grace Airways - Wall
maps - Strip maps - Aeronautical charts
Panagra route map = mapa de rutas. Denver,
Authors: Pan American-Grace Airways --
Shelton, Hal -- Jeppesen and Company -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Panagra
Air Lines SEE Pan American-Grace Airways
1 strip map : both sides, col. ; 132 x 21 cm.,
folded to 22 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"Hal Shelton - artist."
"Copyright 1953 by Jeppesen & Co. Denver,
Colo., U.S.A."
Strip printed on both sides, mostly covering the
western coast of South America.
Northern side shows routes from Miami, Florida
to cities in Cuba, Panama, Colombia, Ecuador,
and Peru.
Southern side continues from Peru to Chile and
Argentina.
Inset (4 x 8 cm.): Bolivia
Includes index map (16 x 9 cm.) keyed to
numbered sections: 1 Miami -- 2 Panama -- 3
Quito -- 4 Lima -- 5 Lima-La Paz -- 6 Antofagasta
-- 7 Santiago-Buenos Aires.
Panel art: Panagra jets on runway and in flight.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25.
RMcN Airlines 4C 19 (PrCt)

South America - Maps - 1954 - Wall maps
South America. Chicago : Rand McNally &
Company, 1954.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company --
Commonwealth series (Rand McNally) -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 140 x 99 cm.
Scale: 1:7,500,000
Relief shown by hachures and spot heights.
In bottom left corner, within border "2R54;" in
bottom left corner, in red, below border "CW 200."
Series: Commonwealth series.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Four copies.
artifacts cage RMcN maproll 1 : 7. 1 (PrCt)

South America - Maps - 1956 - Maps,
Physical - Map projection - Modified
orthographic - 1956 - Modified
orthographic projection
(Cartography) - Wall maps
South America / edited by Clarence F. Jones,
PhD. Northwestern University. Chicago :
Denoyer-Geppert Co., c1956.
Authors: Jones, Clarence Fielden, 1893-1991 --
Denoyer-Geppert Company -- Southern Illinois
University at Carbondale
1 map : col., mounted on cloth and wooden
rollers ; 124 x 102
"Edition 1956."
Title from bottom margin.
Upper margin: Denoyer-Geppert visual-relief
series.
"Map J6r visual-relief South America" -- Bottom
margin.
Scale [ca. 1:7,200,000], or "115 miles to the
inch."
Inset (6 x 8 cm.):
Relief shown by gradient tints, shading, and spot
heights; depths shown by gradient tints.
"Modified orthographic projection" Marked by hand with blackboard chalk.
Gift of Southern Illinois University, 2011.
References: OCLC 494445284
maproll G5201.C2 1956 J6 (PrCt)

South America - Maps - 1956 -
Transportation - South
America - Maps - 1956
Verkehrsgeographische Übersichten der
Kontinente. Blatt Südamerika / von Prof. Dr.
 Günther Köhler ... , Gerhard Sandler, u. Christian
Clauss. Gotha : VEB Hermann-Haack
Geographisch-Kartographische Anstalt Gotha,
1956.
Authors: Köhler, Günther, Prof. Dr -- Sendler,
Gerhard -- Claus, Christian -- Hermann Haack
Geographisch-Kartographische Anstalt Gotha --
Petermanns geographische Mitteilungen (1956)
-- Denoyer-Geppert Company -- Southern Illinois
University at Carbondale -- Cartocraft SEE
Denoyer-Geppert Company
1 map : col., mounted on cloth and wooden
rollers; 82 x 58 cm.
Slightly damaged and incomplete; missing parts
of title word "Kontinente", abbreviations for
Köhler's academic degrees, and Sandler's first
name.
"Petermanns geogr. Mitteilungen. 100 Jahrgang 1956, Heft 2, Tafel 24." -- Top margin.
"Masstab 1:10 000 000."
Inset (30 x 21 cm.): Luftverkehrsnetz (April 1956) und wichtige Schifahrtsrouten.
"Md I d. DDR Nr. 2702" -- At bottom left.
"Cartcraft trade mark, Denoyer-Geppert Co. ... Chicago ... " -- Adhesive label at bottom right.
Gift of Southern Illinois University, 2011.
maproll G 5201. P 1 1956. K 6 (PrCt)

70653 South America - Maps - 1957
Authors: Balen, Willem Julius van, 1890- -- Elsevier Uitgevers Maatschappij, N.V. -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 230 p. : ill., maps ; 36 cm.
Phillips 18191.
ICN 58-2630
folio Ayer 135 B18 1957 (NLO)

70654 South America - Maps - 1965<<>>Wall maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : col. ;161 x 128 cm.
Shows land and water features; relief shown by shading and hypsometric tints.
RandMark V.
Note in bottom right: 9 N 65.
Bears Library of Congress stamp.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
artifacts cage RMcN maproll 3 : 5. 3 (PrCt)

70655 South America - Maps - 1966<<>>Wall maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : col. ;150 x 105 cm.
Shows land and water features; relief shown by shading and hypsometric tints.
Bottom right: 6R66.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
artifacts cage RMcN maproll 3 : 1. 2 (PrCt)

Authors: Texaco, inc. -- Official Airline Guides, inc. -- Reuben H. Donnelley Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : col. ; on sheet 101 x 81 cm., folded to 25 x 21 cm.
"Routes and cities served corrected up to September 15, 1967."
Includes prominent Texaco logo.
"Copyright by the Reuben H. Donnelley Corporation. Lithographed in U.S.A. by Rand McNally & Co."
Airways keyed to directory of airlines in margin.
Verso blank.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25.
folio RMcN Airlines 4C 18 (PrCt)

70657 South America - Maps - 1969 - Guidebooks
Authors: Trade & travel handbooks -- Davies, Howell -- Trade & Travel Publications -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v.
45th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

70658 South America - Maps - 1987 - Guidebooks
Authors: Trade & travel handbooks -- Brooks, J. -- Trade & Travel Publications -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v.
64th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

70659 South America - Maps - Coasts - 1682 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>>Caribbean Area - Maps - 1682 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
A Colored chart of the coasts of South America, with the Gulf of Mexico. 1682. [19-].
Authors: Hacke, William -- British Library. Add. Ms. 5414, art.26 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1682 manuscript.
MapPhoto England BL Add. Ms. 5414, art.26 (PrCt)

70660 South America - Maps - Collections, 1500-1899<<>>Central America - Maps - Collections, 1500-1899<<>>West Indies - Maps - Collections, 1500-1899<<>>Brazil -
Boundaries - French Guiana - Maps - Collections, 1500-1899


Authors: Brazil -- Lahure, A. (Alexis), 1849-1929
-- France. Treaties, etc., 1895-1899 (Faure) -- Brazil. Treaties, etc., 1894-1898 (Moraes Barros)
-- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
7 v. in 6 : maps ; 25-77 cm.
Includes atlas (v. 6-7 ; 77 cm.); includes reproductions of important early maps of South America, Central America, and the West Indies, originally published in the 15th-19th centuries.
Vols. 1-5 are quartos (25 cm.)
Phillips 2764.
Oversize Ayer 1300.5 .B8 F81 1899 (NLO)

South America - Maps - Collections, 1500-1899


Authors: Brazil -- Lahure, A. (Alexis), 1849-1929
-- France, Treaties, etc., 1895-1899 (Faure) -- Brazil. Treaties, etc., 1894-1898 (Moraes Barros)
-- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
Incomplete; Newberry has Atla
1 atlas : 89 (i.e. 91) maps ; 56 cm.
Incomplete; Newberry has Atlas only; lacking four vols of text and the album of 21 facsim. (which forms v. 5 of the set).
Atlas imperfect: map no. 46 wanting.
Includes reproductions of important early maps of South America, Central America, and the West Indies, originally published in the 15th-19th centuries.
Composed of two parts. "La première, comprenant quatorze cartes antérieures au traité d'Utrecht..." -- Pref.
Oversize Ayer 1300.5 .B8 B81f 1899 (NLO)

Cartas y planos inéditos de los siglos XVII y XVIII y del primer decenio del XIX : conservados en el Archivo de la Dirección de Geodesia, Catastro y Mapa de la Provincia de Buenos Aires. Buenos
South America - Maps - Collections, 1700-1799

Manuscript maps - Facsimiles [Maps in Descripción historico-geografica, politica, ecclesiastica, y militar de la America Meridional, anno 1796; por Fr. Manuel de Sobreviela [i.e. Sobreviela], Misionario de Ocopa].

Authors: Sobreviela, Manuel, d. 1803.


4 maps

Negative photostatic reproductions of four 18th-century maps (including one unsigned ms. map) forming part of a manuscript held by the British Library.

Printed maps by J.B.B. d'Anville, A. Baleato, and J.P. Caracteres.

MapPhoto England BL Add. Ms. 15740 (PrCt)

South America - Maps - Collections, 1945

Mapas de America. [1945?].

Authors: Hoffman-La Roche (F.) & Co. 6 maps


temp map1F G5201.A 1945 .H6 (PrCt)

South America - Maps - Collections

Río de la Plata River Valley (Argentina and Uruguay) - Maps - Collections

Argentina - Maps - Collections

Paraguay - Maps - Collections

Uruguay - Maps - Collections

Cartography -South America - History


Authors: Fúrlong Cárdf, Guillermo, 1889- -- Jesuits -- Peuser, Jacobo -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Cárdf, Guillermo Fúrlong, 1889- SEE Fúrlong Cárdf, Guillermo, 1889-

2 v. : 51 maps and plans ; 28 cm.

Series: [Buenos Aires. Universidad nacional] Publicaciones del Instituto de investigaciones históricas, no. 71

Bibliografia': v. 1, p. [137]-138.

Contents: [v.] I. Texto.--[v.] II. Illustraciones.

At head of title: Facultad de filosofía y letras. Publicaciones del Instituto de investigaciones históricas. no. LXXI.

[Volume] II, 'Illustraciones' (7 p., LI maps) unbound in portfolio.

LC Card Number: 37019802

Ayer 135.5 .F98 1936 (NLO)

South America - Maps - Vegetation surveys

Bibliography

Vegetation surveys - South America - Maps - Bibliography

Phytogeography - South America - Maps - Bibliography

Vegetation surveys SEE ALSO Phytogeography SEE ALSO Vegetation surveys


Authors: Küchler, A. W. (August William), 1907-1999

324 p. ; 26 cm.

"2nd edition, section 1."


No more published?

Formerly Z6026.B6 K8 1980

Map Ref Z6026.B6 K8 1980 (NLO)

South America - Topographic maps, Austrian - 1900-1950


Authors: Kretschmer, Ingrid -- International Conference on the History of Cartography (15th : 1993 : Chicago)

Paper presented at Int. Conf. on the Hist. of Cartog. (15th), Chicago, 1993.

Vert 1313 (PrCt)

South Asia - Geography

Southeast Asia - Geography


xx, 253 p. : ill., maps ; 25 cm.


'Verzeichnis der wissenschaftlichen Veröffentlichungen von Harald Uhlig': p. [vii]-xiii. Includes bibliographical references. German and English.

70672 South Asia - Historical geography - Maps - 1978


1 atlas (xxv, 352 p. ill., col. 650 maps) ; 42 cm.

'Edited by Joseph E. Schwartzberg, with the collaboration of Shiva G. Bajpai ... [et al.] ; final map drafts by the American Geographical Society of New York; principal sponsors, Charles Lesley Ames ... [et al.]'


2 map overlays and 3 charts in pocket.

Includes index.

Series: Association for Asian Studies. Reference series ; no. 2.

Black p. 140 and 148.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

ISBN 0226742210

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

70674 South Asia - Maps - 1540

Indus River Delta (Pakistan) - Maps - 1540

India - Maps - 1540

Woodcuts Tabvla Asiae IX. [Basel: Heinrich Petri, 1540].

Authors: Ptolemy, active 2nd century -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Ptolemy, active 2nd century.

Geographia (1540) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. woodcut ; 24 x 29 cm., mounted on backing sheet 31 x 38 cm.

Letterpress title above woodcut map with letterpress place names.


Letterpress no. 25 and text on verso: Nona Asiae tabula continet Ariam ... .

Forms part of an incomplete copy of Sebastian Münster's 1540 edition of Ptolemy's Geography (lacking intervening pages of text between maps).

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.


References: Karrow, Mapmakers of the 16th
70675 South Asia - Maps - 1554

Woodcuts

Seconda tavola [South Asia, from the Persian Gulf to the Ganges, oriented with south at the top] / [Venetia : Nella stamperia de Giunti, 1554].

Authors: Gastaldi, Giacomo, approximately 1500-approximately 1565 -- Ramusio, Giovanni Battista, 1485-1557. Navigation et viaggi (1554-56), v. 1 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : woodcut ; 27.2 X 38.7 cm. fold. to 29 x 20 cm.

In: Ramusio, Giovanni Battista, Navigationi et viaggi (Venetia : Nella stamperia de Giunti, 1554-56), v. 1, at end [map 2].

Title from letterpress in upper margin; this is almost completely trimmed off in this copy, with only the very bottom of "PRIM" showing. Letterpress text on verso of map 1 titled "A Gli studiosi di geographia" discusses the sources for this and the other two maps.

Reference: Karrow, Mapmakers of the Sixteenth Century, 30/74.


VAULT Ayer 110 .R2 1554, at end [map 2] (PrCt)

70676 South Asia - Maps - 1593

India - Maps - 1593

Southeast Asia - Maps - 1593

Indonesia - Maps - 1593

East Indies - Maps - 1593

Tertiae partis Asiae : quae modernis India orientalis dicitur acurata delineatio / autore Iacobo Castaldo Pedemontano : Ioannes à Deutecum, Lucas à Deutecum fecerunt. [Antwerp] : Gerhardus de lode excudebat, [1593?].

Authors: Gastaldi, Giacomo, approximately 1500-approximately 1565 -- Doetecham, Jan van -- Doetechum, Lucas van, 16th cent. -- Jode, Gerard de, 1509-1591 -- Wierix, Antonie, -1604 -- Jode, Gerard de, 1509-1591. Specvlvm orbis terrarvm (1593)

1 map : hand col. ; 32 x 49 cm.

Latin letterpress text on verso (fol. 10, sig. K): Asiae tertia pars ...

Engraving attributed to Antonie Wierix.

In: Jode, Gerard de. Specvlvm orbis terrarvm (Antwerp : A. Coninx, 1593), map [10].

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .J9 1593, map [10] (PrCt)

70677 South Asia - Maps - 1602

Southeast Asia - Maps - 1602

Indian Ocean - Maps - 1602


Authors: Hulsius, Levinus, d. 1606 -- Hulsius, Levinus, d. 1606. Sechste Theil, kurzte Warhaftige Relation vnd beschreibung der wunderbarsten vier Schiffarten (1603)

1 map ; 21 x 30 cm. fold. to 25 x 16 cm.

In facsimile of work originally published Nuremberg, 1603: Hulsius, Levinus. Sechste Theil, kurzte Warhaftige Relation vnd beschreibung der wunderbarsten vier Schiffarten ...

(Bergum, Netherlands : Frederik Muller, 2008), plate 3.

In lower right corner: No. 3.


Digital image available on Gallica website of Bibliothèque National (accessed Sept. 2010) : http://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/btv1b20000211

Case G419 .H85 1603a, plate 3 (PrCt)
70684 South Asia - Maps - 1696

Description de la partie des Indes orientales qui est sous la domination du grand Mogul / I. de Bis sculp. [Paris : Chez Thomas Moette libraire, 1696].

Authors: Thévenot, Melchisédec, 1620-1692 -- Bis, I. de -- Thévenot, Melchisédec, 1620-1692.

Relations de divers voyages curieux (1696) 1 map ; 27 x 35 cm. fold. to 33 x 20 cm.


This copy is bound in at the center and has a deckled bottom edge; another copy, bound at the left edge immediately follows it.


VAULT folio Ayer 110 .T3 1696, v. 1, Relation de la cour dv Mongol, after p. 12 (Pr Ct)
copy, bound at the center, immediately precedes it.

**VAULT folio Ayer 110 .T3 1696, v. 1, Relation de la cour dv Mongol, after p. 12 (PrCt)**

**70685 South Asia - Maps - 1700<<<<Southeast Asia - Maps - 1700<<<<Indonesia - Maps - 1700**

*Indiae Orientalis nec non insularum adiacentium nova descriptio.* [Amsterdam : Frederik de Wit, ca. 1700?].
1 map : hand col. ; 52 x 61 cm.
Engraver’s name [?] at lower left: SL. [?] iv. fec.
In: Wit, Frederik de Atlas (Amsterdam : bij Frederick de Wit in de Calverstraat bij den Dam inde Witte Paskaert. [ca. 1700?]! no. [75].
**VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .W8 A no. [75] (PrCt)**

**70686 South Asia - Maps - 1703**

*India beyond Ganges.* [London : s.n., 1703].
Authors: Seller, John, fl. 1658-1698 -- Seller, John, fl. 1658-1698. A New system of geography : designed in a most plain and easie method ... (1703)
1 map ; 11 x 13 cm.
Anonymous map in Seller, John. A New system of geography : designed in a most plain and easie method ... (London : Jeremiah Seller ; Charles Price ; John Senex, 1703) map [37].
Manuscript 'uu' in lower right.
**Case 3A 1704 map [37] (PrCt)**

**70687 South Asia - Maps - 1703<<<<India - Maps - 1703<<<<Mogol Empire SEE South Asia AND India**

*Empire of Mogol.* [London : s.n., 1703].
Authors: Seller, John, fl. 1658-1698 -- Seller, John, fl. 1658-1698. A New system of geography : designed in a most plain and easie method ... (1703)
1 map ; 12 x 14 cm.
Anonymous map in Seller, John. A New system of geography : designed in a most plain and easie method ... (London : Jeremiah Seller ; Charles Price ; John Senex, 1703) map [35].
Manuscript 'ss' in lower right.
**Case 3A 1704 map [35] (PrCt)**

**70688 South Asia - Maps - 1747<<<<Southeast Asia - Maps - 1747**

*A New and accurate map of the Empire of the Great Mogul together with India on both sides the Ganges.* London : W. Innys et al, 1747.
Authors: Bowen, Emanuel, -1767 -- Innys, William, d. 1756 -- Bowen, Emanuel, -1767. A Complete system of geography ... (1747)
1 map ; 33 x 41 cm.
In: Bowen, Emanuel. A Complete system of geography : being a description of ... the known world (London : Printed for William Innys, etc., 1747) v. 2, pl. [40].
**Case oversize G114 .B68 1747 v. 2, pl. 40 (PrCt)**

**70689 South Asia - Maps - 1768<<<<India - Maps - 1768<<<<East Indies - Maps - 1768**

*The East Indies, with the roads.* [London : Robert Sayer], MDCCLXVIII [1768, i.e.1773].
Authors: Jefferys, Thomas, -1771 -- Kitchin, Thomas, 1718-1784 -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Kitchin, Thomas, 1718-1784. A General atlas describing the whole universe ... (1773) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 106 x 135 cm. on 2 composite sheets
The second edition.'
Printed from 4 plates onto 4 sheets.
In: Kitchin, Thomas. A General atlas describing the whole universe ... (London : Robert Sayer, 1773); [24] and verso handstamped '25.
Bound with: Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d'. A Complete body of ancient geography ... (London : R. Laurie and J. Whittle, 1799).
**oversize Ayer 135 .K6 1773 pl. 24-25 (PrCt)**

**70690 South Asia - Maps - 1774<<<<Southeast Asia - Maps - 1774<<<<India - Maps - 1774**

Authors: Dunn, Samuel, -1794 -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Robert Sayer and John Bennet (Firm) -- Dunn, Samuel, -1794. A New atlas of the mundane system ... (1778) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 42 cm.
In: Dunn, Samuel. A New atlas of the mundane system ... (London : R. Sayer and J. Bennett, 1778), pl. 27. Title page dated 1778; map dated 1774.
**oversize Ayer 135 .D85 1778 pl. 27 (PrCt)**

**70691 South Asia - Maps - 1793<<<<India - Maps - 1793<<<<East Indies - Maps - 1793**

*An Accurate map of the East Indies : from the latest improvements and regulated by astronomical observations.* [London : s.n. , 1793?].
Authors: Banks, Thomas, b. 1744 -- Bankes, Thomas, b. 1744. A New and authentic system of universal geography, antient and modern : including all the late important discoveries made by the English ... [1793?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 19 x 28 cm.
Anonymous map without imprint.
Scale [ca. 1:21,000,000].
In: Bankes, Thomas. A New and authentic system of universal geography, antient and modern : including all the late important

---

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
discoveries made by the English ... (London : Printed for C. Cooke ... [et al., 1793?]), between p. 256-257.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G115 .B36 1793, between p. 256-257 (NLO)

70692 South Asia - Maps - 1796<<>>India - Maps - 1796
An Accurate map of Hindostan or India, from the best authorities. Philadelphia : M. Carey, 1796.
Authors: Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Guthrie, William, 1708-1770 -- Scott, J. T. (Joseph T.) -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839. Carey's General atlas ... (1796)
1 map ; 39 x 40 cm.
In: Carey, Mathew. Carey's General atlas ... (Philadelphia : M. Carey, 1796) pl. [21].
Case folio G1019.C25 1796 pl. 21 (PrCt)

70693 South Asia - Maps - 1797
Gli stati del Mogol e la penisola delle Indie di qua dal Gange delineati sulle ultime osservazioni.
Rome : Calcografia camerale, 1798 [i.e. 1801].
Authors: Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824 -- Calcografia camerale (Rome, Italy) -- Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824. Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (1792-1801) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 39 x 40 cm.
oversize Ayer 135 .C33 1792 v. 3 pl. 5 (PrCt)

70694 South Asia - Maps - 1797
Gli stati del Mogol e la penisola delle Indie di qua dal Gange delineati sulle ultime osservazioni.
Rome : Calcografia camerale, 1798 [i.e. 1801].
Authors: Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824 -- Calcografia camerale (Rome, Italy) -- Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824. Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (1792-1801) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 39 x 40 cm.
oversize Ayer 135 .C33 1792 v. 3 pl. 5 (PrCt)

70695 South Asia - Maps - 1797<<>>Southeast Asia - Maps - 1797
Le Indie orientali delineate sulle ultime osservazioni . Rome : Calcografia camerale, 1798 [i.e. 1801].
Authors: Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824 -- Calcografia camerale (Rome, Italy) -- Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824. Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (1792-1801) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 44 x 50 cm.
oversize Ayer 135 .C33 1792 v. 3 pl. 5 (PrCt)

70696 South Asia - Maps - 1804
Authors: Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823. A New and elegant general atlas comprising all the new discoveries, to the present time ... (1804) -- John Conrad & Co. -- Scoles, John, 1772?-1853 -- Hooker, William, 1782-1856 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 24 x 20 cm.
In: Arrowsmith, Aaron. A New and elegant general atlas comprising all the new discoveries, to the present time ... (Philadelphia [etc.]: J. Conrad & Co. [and others], 1804) pl. 28.
Ayer 135 .A65 1804 pl. 28 (PrCt)

70697 South Asia - Maps - 1804
An Accurate map of Hindostan or India, from the best authorities. Philadelphia : Mathew Carey, 1804.
Authors: Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Scott, J. T. (Joseph T.) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839. Carey's General atlas ... (1804)
1 map ; 38 x 39 cm.
In: Carey, Mathew. Carey's General atlas ... (Philadelphia : Published by Mathew Carey, April 24th, 1804) pl. 21.
oversize Ayer 135 .C27 1804 pl. 21 (PrCt)

70698 South Asia - Maps - 1811<<>>Sri Lanka - Maps - 1811
Authors: Cary, John, approximately 1754-1835 -- Cary, John, approximately 1754-1835. Cary's New universal atlas ... (1811 [i.e. 1812?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 44 x 50 cm.
In: Cary, John. Cary's New universal atlas, containing distinct maps of all the principal states and kingdoms throughout the world (London: Printed for J. Cary, 1811 [i.e. 1812?]) pl. [39].
Printed paste-on no. 43. Inset: Isle of Ceylon (Sri Lanka), 11 x 10 cm.
oversize Ayer 135 .C3 1811 pl. 39 (PrCt)
Hindostan, or India from the best authorities.
Philadelphia : M. Carey, and Johnson & Warner, 1814.
Authors: Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839. A General atlas, being a collection of maps of the world and quarters ... (1814) 1 map : hand col. ; 18 x 20 cm.
In: Carey, Mathew. A General atlas, being a collection of maps of the world and quarters ... (Philadelphia : Published by M. Carey, and Johnson & Warner, 1814) pl. [52].
Ayer 135 .C27 1814 pl. 52 (Pr.Ct)

South Asia - Maps - 1828
Indostan o siano, L'Indie. 1828.
Authors: Jesuits -- Jesuits. Letters from Missions (1825-1829) 1 map : hand col. ; 17 x 21 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:19,800,000].
D 804 .79, v. 15, opp. t.p. (Pr.Ct)

South Asia - Maps - 1841India - Maps - 1841
Authors: Bradford, T. G. (Thomas Gamaliel), 1802-1887 -- Bradford, T. G. (Thomas Gamaliel), 1802-1887. A Comprehensive atlas ... (1835, [i.e. 1841?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 24 x 18 cm.
folio Ayer 135 .B75 1835 pl. 48, p. 117 (Pr.Ct)

South Asia - Maps - 1846Indochina - Maps - 1846
India. Boston, 1846.
Authors: American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions -- American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions. Maps and illustrations of the missions (1846) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 11 x 14 cm.
Ayer 136 .A5 1846 pl. 14 (Pr.Ct)

South Asia - Maps - 1853Indonesia - Maps - 1853
1853Malaysia - Maps - 1853
Authors: Lowry, Joseph Wilson, 1803-1879 -- Harper & Brothers -- Chapman and Hall -- Lowry, Joseph Wilson, 1803-1879. Lowry's Universal atlas constructed and engraved from the most recent authorities (1853) 1 map : col. ; 28 x 42 cm.
In: Lowry, Joseph Wilson. Lowry's Universal atlas constructed and engraved from the most recent authorities (New York : Harper and Brothers, 1853) pl. [30].
Printed plate nos. 'A' and '42' through '44'.
folio G 10 .525 pl. [30] (Pr.Ct)

South Asia - Maps - 1855
Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's atlas of the world ... (1855-1856) 1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 29 cm.
In: Colton, George Woolworth. Colton's atlas of the world : illustrating physical and political geography (New York ; London : J.H. Colton ; Trübner, 1855-1856) v. 2, pl. [39]. Inset map, 12 x 10 cm.: Continuation of British India. Printed plate 'No. 30.'
oversize G 10 .185 v.2, pl. 39 (Pr.Ct)

South Asia - Maps - 1857
Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's general atlas ... (1857) 1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 29 cm.
In: Colton, George Woolworth. Colton's general atlas : containing one hundred and seventy steel plate maps and plans, on one hundred imperial folio sheets (New York ; London : J.H. Colton ; Trübner, 1857), pl. [89]. Inset map, 12 x 10 cm.: Continuation of British India. Printed plate 'No. 95.' Map copyrighted 1855.
oversize G 10 .188 pl. 89 (Pr.Ct)

South Asia - Maps - 1857
Carte des possessions Anglaises de l'Inde ... Paris, 1857.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map
70707 **South Asia - Maps - 1860**<br>South Asia in maps / Robert C. Kingsbury.<br>Chicago, Ill. Published by Denoyer-Geppert Co., c1969.<br>Authors: Kingsbury, Robert C. -- Denoyer-Geppert Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)<br>1 atlas (96 p.): ill., 52 maps; 28 cm.<br>"A thematic atlas of a subcontinent, home of one fifth of the world's peoples"--Cover.<br>Includes bibliographical references (p. 96).<br>Relief shown by hachures.<br>Scales differ.<br>Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.<br>Baskes folio G2260 .K56 1969 (NLO)<br><br>70708 **South Asia - Maps - 1969**<br>South Asia in maps / Robert C. Kingsbury.<br>Chicago, Ill. Published by Denoyer-Geppert Co., c1969.<br>Authors: Kingsbury, Robert C. -- Denoyer-Geppert Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)<br>1 atlas (96 p.): ill., 52 maps; 28 cm.<br>"A thematic atlas of a subcontinent, home of one fifth of the world's peoples"--Cover.<br>Includes bibliographical references (p. 96).<br>Relief shown by hachures.<br>Scales differ.<br>Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.<br>Baskes folio G2260 .K56 1969 (NLO)<br><br>70711 **South Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1698**<br>Nautical charts<ref>South Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1698 - Nautical charts</ref><br>Le Nouveau & grand illuminant flambeau de la mer. La quatrième partie: démonstrant les côtes maritimes de la Guinée depuis le Cap Verd, jusqu'à Gabon, celles de Loango, Congo & Angola; avec celles des Cafres Dépuis Cap Negro, jusqu'au Cap de Bonne Espérance ... / par Claas Jansz Voogt. Amsterdam: J. van Keulen, [1698].<br>Authors: Vooght, Claes Janszoon, d. 1696 -- Keulen, Johannes van, 1654-1715 -- Luiken, Jan, 1649-1712 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Luiken, Jan, 1649-1712<br>SEE Luiken, Jan, 1649-1712<br>1 atlas ([1] l., 20, 20, [34] leaves of plates (some folded)).: ill., [28] maps; 56 cm.<br>Added engraved allegorical t.p. by Jan Luiken: Gedrukt tot Amsterdam by Ioannes van Keulen. Boek, Zee-kaart verkooper als ook Graad-Boogen Quadranten, Octante, Asimuths, Pyl-Compasse, etc.<br>"Met Priviliege voor 15 Jaer."--on most maps.<br>Text of the atlas is in French, the titles of the maps are in Dutch.<br>Other title: De Nieuwe groote lichtende zee-fakkel.<br>Maps with engraved numbers correspond with Koeman, v.4, Keu 123 - Keu 134 : 33, 32, 33, 34, 35, 34, 35, 36, 2 - 8, 65, 9 - 19. Also includes unnumbered map: Wassende-Grade-Kaart van de Aetipische Ocean beslooten met de kusten van Guinea, Angola, de Cauffers en Brasilia.<br>Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.<br>Baskes oversize VK957 .V66 1698 (NLO)<br><br>70712 **South Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1753**<br>Nautical charts<ref>South Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1753 - Nautical charts</ref><br>Carte réduite de l'Ocean Meridionale, contenant toutes les costes de l'Amerique Meridionale depuis l'equateur jusqu'au 57 degre de latitude et les costes d'Afrique qui leur sont opposées. Paris : Chez M. Bellin, 1753.<br>Authors: Bellin, Jacques Nicolas, 1703-1772 --
Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 50 x 83 cm.
Scale ca. 1:15,400,000 at the equator.
Relief shown pictorially
Prime meridians: Lizard Point (Cornwall),
Mercator projection.
Forms part of the Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library).


[Map showing route of the merchant ship Rattler around the Falkland Islands, Tierra del Fuego, and Patagonia]. 1794.
Authors: Colnett, James, 1755-1806 -- Combe, William, 1742-1823 -- Colnett, James, 1755?-1806. Voyage for whaling and discovery round C. Horn into the Pacific Oceans (1794) -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS 3047 map 11
1 ms. map; 275 x 381 mm. on 2 sheets
Forms part of British naval officer James Colnett's 1794 manuscript Voyage for whaling and discovery round C. Horn into the Pacific Oceans (Ayer MS 3047 p. [200-201]).
Text compiled by William Combe from Captain Colnett's notes and published as A Voyage to the south Atlantic and round Cape Horn into the Pacific Ocean ... (London: Printed for the author by W. Bennett, 1798) [folio Graff 812]; cf. Dict. Nat. Biog., under Combe.
Scale at center [ca. 1:2,300,000].
Prime meridian: Greenwich.
Pen-and-ink and wash (gray).
Forms part of both the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection and the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library).
For printed edition of Colnett's text and maps (published 1798), see folio Graff 812.
Ayer ms map proj 97

VAULT Ayer MS 3047 map 11 (NLO)


A Chart of the Ethiopic or Southern Ocean, and part of the Pacific Ocean ... 1808 [i.e. 1816?].
1 map : hand col.; 59 x 87 cm.
In: Faden, William [and others]. [General atlas of modern geography : a collection of large scale maps and charts of all parts of the world] ([London, etc.: W. Faden, etc., 1775-1816]) v. 2, pl. [54]. Handstamped '38'.
Imprint on map: London: Published by W. Faden, Jany. 1st, 1808.
oversize Ayer 135.G32 1775 v. 2, pl. [54] (PrCt)

70716 South Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1883 - Nautical charts<<Nautical charts - South Atlantic Ocean - 1883<<Atlases, British - 1883<<Pilot guides - 1883<<Nautical charts

A Sailing directory for the Ethiopic or South Atlantic Ocean : including a description of the coasts of South America and Africa / by Alexander G. Findlay. London : Richard Holmes Laurie, 1883.


9th ed.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes VK957.F53 1883 (NLO)

70717 South Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1899

Sailing directory for the Ethiopic or South Atlantic Ocean : including a description of the coasts of South America and Africa. London : Richard Holmes Laurie, 1899.


9th ed. with addenda.

Includes bibliographical references and index.

Not at Newberry?; copies held by University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee and University of Alaska (OCLC 39248158, June 2003). Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)


The South Atlantic Ocean. [London] : George Philip & Son, Ltd. ; The London Geographical Institute, [1913].

Authors: George Philip & Son -- London Geographical Institute -- Philip, George, 1870-1937. Philips' mercantile marine atlas : a series of 35 plates ... with ... distances between ports ... (1913)

1 map : col. ; 45 x 65 cm.

Identifies trade routes and distances, e.g. "Montevideo to Cape Town 3602 [nautical miles]."


Panel title.

Added title: Texaco cruising chart : Cape Henry, Va. to Key West, Fla.

Uniform title: Cruising chart. "No. 5."

Plate no. 4719.

Maps on verso (36 x 36 cm. or smaller): Texaco cruising chart : Florida west coast -- Texaco harbor guide : Palm Beach, Fla. -- Texaco harbor guide : Miami, Fla. -- Texaco cruising chart : Cross-Florida Waterway -- Texaco harbor guide : Jacksonville, Fla.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library). Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (October 2010). RMcN Cruising 25 (PrCt)


Panel title.

Added title: Rand McNally cruising chart : Cape Henry, Va. to Key West, Fla.

Uniform title: Cruising chart. "No. 5."

Plate no. 4719.


Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library). Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (October 2010). RMcN Cruising 25 (PrCt)


"Copyright © 1966 by Rand McNally & Co."

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Added title: Atlantic coast cruising guide : Cape Charles, Va. to St. Johns River, Fla. : featuring the Intracoastal Waterway
Uniform title: Cruising chart.
Plate no. 1-M4F65-166.
Insets (15 x 22 cm. and smaller): Norfolk Harbor -- Morehead City Harbor -- Georgetown Harbor -- Brunswick Harbor.
Map on verso (56 x 81 cm. and smaller): Atlantic coast cruising guide : Jacksonville Fla. to Apalachee Bay, Fla. -- Biscayne Bay -- Bimini Islands.
Panel art: Buoy, lighthouse, and Texaco Waterways Service logo.
Handstamp: Register of Copyrights, Library of Congress, Washington, D.C. certificate no. 976945
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library). Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (October 2010).

70723

South Atlantic States - Maps - 1969 - Nautical charts - Pictorial maps
1 map : col. ; 81 x 37 cm.
"1969 edition"
Panel title.
"Copyright © 1969 by Rand McNally & Co."
Added title: Atlantic coast cruising guide : Cape Charles, Va. to St. Johns River, Fla. : featuring the Intracoastal Waterway
Uniform title: Cruising chart.
South Atlantic States - Maps - 1972 - Nautical charts - Pictorial maps
Atlantic Coast (South Atlantic States) - Maps - 1972 - Nautical charts - Pictorial maps
Gulf Coast (Fla.) - Maps - 1972 - Nautical charts - Pictorial maps
Intracoastal Waterway - Maps - 1972 - Nautical charts - Pictorial maps
South Atlantic States - 1972 - Pictorial maps
Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (South Atlantic States) - 1972 - Pictorial maps
Gulf Coast (Fla.) - 1972 - Pictorial charts
Intracoastal Waterway - 1972 - Nautical charts - Pictorial maps
Nautical charts - Atlantic Intracoastal Waterway - 1972 - Pictorial maps
Pictorial maps - Florida - 1972 - Nautical charts
Gulf Coast (Fla.) - 1972 - Nautical charts
Pictorial maps - Atlantic Intracoastal Waterway - 1972 - Nautical charts
Pictorial maps - Texaco cruising chart no. 4 : Cape Charles, Va. to Key West, Fla. to St. George Island. New York : Texaco Waterways Service, 135 East 42nd Street, 1972.
Authors: Texaco, inc. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Texaco, inc. Cruising chart -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 81 x 37 cm.
"1972 edition"
"Copyright © 1972 by Rand McNally & Co."
Added title: Atlantic coast cruising guide : Cape Charles, Virginia. to St. Johns River, Florida. : featuring the Intracoastal Waterway
Uniform title: Cruising chart.
Plate no. 7-P4F65-172.
Insets (23 x 15 cm. and smaller): Norfolk Harbor -- Morehead City Harbor -- Georgetown Harbor -- Brunswick Harbor.
Maps on verso (81 x 56 cm. and smaller): Atlantic coast cruising guide : Jacksonville, Florida. to Apalachee Bay, Florida. -- Biscayne Bay -- Bahama Islands.
Panel art: Photo of boats in harbor and Texaco logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (October 2010).
70732 South Australia - Maps - 1851 Adelaid (S. Aust.) - Maps - 1851 - Pictorial works
Part of South Australia. London & New York: John Tallis & Company, [1851].
Authors: Rapkin, J., Tallis, John, 1817-1876 -- Rogers, J., fl. 1851 -- Warren, H., fl. 1851 -- Martin, Robert Montgomery, 1803?--1868. Tallis's illustrated atlas, and modern history of the world ... (1851)
1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 22 cm.
Inset views (5 x 8 cm. and smaller) : Dingo, or Australian dog -- Adelaide -- Nympicus -- Natives on a Catamaran -- Seal of South Australia.

70733 South Australia - Maps - 1866
New South Wales, Victoria, Queensland and South Australia / by J. Bartholomew, F.R.G.S.
London & Liverpool : George Philip & Son, [1866].
Authors: Bartholomew, John, 1831-1893 -- Hughes, William, 1817-1876. Grand atlas universel : ou collection de cartes nouvelles ... (1866) -- George Philip & Son
1 map : col. ; 59 x 49 cm.
No. "50" printed on verso.
oversize G 10.42, plate 50 (PrCl)

70734 South Australia - Maps - 1898
Map of the southern portion of South Australia as divided into counties and hundreds. Adelaide : A. Vaughan, [1898?].
Authors: South Australia. Office of the Surveyor General -- Vaughan, A.
1 map : 100 x 69 cm., folded to 26 x 19 cm.
Scale: 20 miles to 1 inch.
G 10214.8 (NLO)

70735 South Australia - Maps - 1906
Authors: South Australia. Office of the Surveyor General -- Vaughan, A.
1 map : 89 x 69 cm., folded to 27 x 19 cm.
Scale [1:1,000,000]; 16 miles to 1 inch.
G 10214.81 (NLO)

70736 South Australia - Surveys - History<<>'South Australia - Cartography - History
Some order in space : a broad outline of South Australian endeavors in survey and mapping from the first days of European settlement. 1986.
Authors: Marchant, W. R.
From The Globe 25 (1986); 4 leaves; 28cm.
BHC 1690
Vert 1274 (PrCl)

70737 South Bend (Ind.) - Maps - 1875
Map of South Bend, St. Joseph Co., Ind.
[Chicago : Higgins, Belden & Company, 1875].
Authors: Higgins, Belden & Company -- Higgins, Belden & Company. Illustrated historical atlas of St. Joseph Co., Indiana (1875)
1 map : hand col. ; 34 x 41 cm.
Scale ca. 1:9,660. "Scale 12 chains to 1 inch."
Coordinates: (W 86°17'02"/N 41°41.16" -- W 86°13'57"/N 41°39'40")
Digital version of another copy available on the St. Joseph County Public Library website: http://www2.sjcl.org/1875Atlas/slideshow/?brow
setest=View+the+1875+Atlas+as+a+slideshow
oversize F 8958 .434, p. 15 (PrCt)

70738 South Bend (Ind.) - Maps - 1875 - Landowners
City of South Bend : east half. [Chicago : Higgins, Belden & Company, 1875].
Authors: Higgins, Belden & Company -- Higgins, Belden & Company. Illustrated historical atlas of St. Joseph Co., Indiana (1875)
1 map : hand col.; 67 x 42 cm.
Scale ca. 1:5,410.
Coordinates: (W 86°13'06"--W 86°15'02"/N 41°39'18"--N 41°39'40")
Includes footprints of prominent buildings and some landowner names.
West half continued on p. 26-27.
Digital version of another copy available on the St. Joseph County Public Library website:
http://www2.sjcl.org/1875Atlas/slideshow/?brow
setest=View+the+1875+Atlas+as+a+slideshow
oversize F 8958 .434, p. 18-19 (PrCt)

70739 South Bend (Ind.) - Maps - 1875 - Landowners
City of South Bend : west part. [Chicago : Higgins, Belden & Company, 1875].
Authors: Higgins, Belden & Company -- Higgins, Belden & Company. Illustrated historical atlas of St. Joseph Co., Indiana (1875)
1 map : hand col.; 64 x 38 cm.
Scale ca. 1:5,600.
Coordinates: (W 86°17'06"--W 86°15'25"/N 41°39'16"--N 41°41'18")
Includes footprints of prominent buildings and some landowner names.
East half continued on p. 18-19.
Digital version of another copy available on the St. Joseph County Public Library website:
http://www2.sjcl.org/1875Atlas/slideshow/?brow
setest=View+the+1875+Atlas+as+a+slideshow
oversize F 8958 .434, p. 26-27 (PrCt)

70740 South Bend (Ind.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps
Mishawaka (Ind.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps
South Bend Region (Ind.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps
University of Notre Dame - Maps - 1975 - Standard Oil Company - Maps - 1975 - Road maps
South Bend & Mishawaka street map and directory ... 1975 / Standard Oil Division of Amoco Oil Company. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Co., 1975.
1 map : both sides, col.; 55 x 74 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
“1975 Edition”
Panel title.
Added title: South Bend street map.
Prominent “Quaker State De Luxe” motor oil advertisement on back panel, with text “Quaker State Oil Refining Corporation.”
Keyed to directory of 22 Standard gas stations.
Plate no. 736716-4.
Insets (12 x 22 cm. and 11 x 23 cm.): South Bend and vicinity -- University of Notre Dame.
Panel art: Standard flaming torch logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3254 (PrCt)

70741 South Bend (Ind.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps
Mishawaka (Ind.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps
South Bend Region (Ind.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps
South Bend & Mishawaka street map and directory ... 1975-76 / Standard Oil Division of Amoco Oil Company. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Co., 1975.
1 map : both sides, col.; 55 x 74 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
“1975 Edition”
Panel title.
Added title: South Bend street map.
Prominent “Quaker State De Luxe” motor oil advertisement on back panel, with text “Quaker State Oil Refining Corporation.”
Keyed to directory of 22 Standard gas stations.
Plate no. 756716-4.
Insets (12 x 22 cm. and 11 x 23 cm.): South Bend and vicinity -- University of Notre Dame.
Panel art: Standard flaming torch logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3255 (PrCt)
Authors: Standard Oil Company -- Amoco Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 55 x 74 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"1976 Edition"
Panel title.
Added title: South Bend street map.
Keyed to directory of 22 Standard gas stations.
Plate no. 756716-5.
Insets (12 x 22 cm. and 11 x 23 cm.): South Bend and vicinity -- University of Notre Dame.
Panel art: color photograph of Notre Dame campus, Standard flaming torch logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3263 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
"2nd edition" -- front cover.
$14.95
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN StrFdr 2004 .S59a (PrCt)

1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
"3rd edition" and "includes Notre Dame campus map" -- front cover.
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
"$14.95" -- back cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN StrFdr 2007 .S59 (PrCt)

70747 South Beveland (Netherlands) - Maps - 1753<<<Walcheren (Netherlands) - Maps - 1753<<<Zuidbeveland (Netherlands) SEE South Beveland (Netherlands) SEE South Beveland (Netherlands)
Kaar van het eiland Zuidbeveland, op ordre van ... W. C. H. Friso, Prins van Oranje en Nassau ... / meekundig opgenomen door W. T. Hattinga ... te Amsterdam : by Is. Tirion, 1753.
Authors: Tirion, Isaak -- Hattinga, Willem Tiberius -- William IV, Prince of Orange, 1711-1751 --
Tirion, Isaak. Nieuwe en beknopte hand-atlas ... (1748 [i.e. 1769?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 32 x 61 cm.
Verso numbered "N 58: 59" in manuscript.
In: Tirion, Isaak. Nieuwe en beknopte hand-atlas ... (Amsterdam : Isaak Tirion, 1744 [i.e. 1769?]), plate [57].
oversize Ayer 135 .T55 1744, plate [57] (PrCt)

70748 South Carolina - Maps - 1600-1699 - Coasts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
[Chart of parts of the coast of South Carolina, from Port Royall entrance to Charistown, on vellum]. [19--].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 17th-century manuscript.
folio Ayer 136 .H91 1907 ser. 1, v. 5, pl. 31 (PrCt)

A Large colored map of Carolina, "made by William Hack, at the signe of Great Britaine and Ireland, neare New Staires, in Wapping, Anno Domini, 1684"; [19--].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1684 manuscript.
folio Ayer 136 .H91 1909 ser. 2, v. 3, pl. 36 (PrCt)

A Plat of the province of Carolina, in North America, the south part actually surveyed by Maurice Matthews. Joel Gascoyne fecit. [19--].
Authors: Gascoyne, Joel, b. 1650 -- Matthews, Maurice -- British Library. Add. Ms. 5414, art. 24 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1686 manuscript.
Inset: A Particular draught for going into Ashley and Cooper Rivers.
MapPhoto England BL Add. Ms. 5414, art. 24 (PrCt)

70751 South Carolina - Maps - 1695
To the right Honorable William, Earl of Craven ... this new map of the cheif [sic] rivers, bayes, creeks, harbours, and settlements of South Carolina ... [Amsterdam : Frederik de Wit, 1694 or 1695].
Map missing July 2005, resulting from theft by E. Forbes Smiley III.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .W8 A, no. [141] (PrCt)

Authors: Union County Historical Foundation, Union, S. C. -- A Press, Greenville, S.C. 24 maps; 76 x 56 cm. and smaller.
Includes index (28 p.).
M1372
map7C G3912.P5G46 1976 .U5 (PrCt)

70753 South Carolina - Maps - 1721 - Indians - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<>Indians - South Carolina - Maps - 1721 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<>Indian cartography - South
Carolina - 1721 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<<<Manuscript maps - Facsimiles<<<<Indians of North America - Maps

This Map describing the scitution of the Several Nations of the Indians to the N.W. of South Carolina was copyed from a draught drawn & painted on a deer-skin by an Indian cacique and presented to Francis Nicholson esqr. Governor of South Carolina by whom it is most humbly dedicated to his royal higness George Prince of Wales. [19--].

Authors: Nicholson, Francis, 1655-1728 -- British Library. Sloane Ms. 4723 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map

Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1721 manuscript copied from a map compiled by a Catawba Indian.


folio Ayer 136 .H91 1914 ser. 3, v. 1, pl. 7-8 (PrCt)

70755


This Map describing the scitution of the Several Nations of the Indians to the N.W. of South Carolina was copyed from a draught drawn & painted on a deer-skin by an Indian cacique and presented to Francis Nicholson esqr. Governor of South Carolina by whom it is most humbly dedicated to his royal higness George Prince of Wales. [19--].


1 map

Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1721 manuscript copied from a map compiled by a Catawba Indian.


folio Ayer 136 .H91 1909 ser. 2, v. 3, pl. 37 (PrCt)

70754


This Map describing the scitution of the Several Nations of the Indians to the N.W. of South Carolina was copyed from a draught drawn & painted on a deer-skin by an Indian cacique and presented to Francis Nicholson esqr. Governor of South Carolina by whom it is most humbly dedicated to his royal higness George Prince of Wales. [19--].


1 map

Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1721 manuscript copied from a map compiled by a Catawba Indian.


Described and reproduced in Woodward and


A Map of South Carolina and a part of Georgia: containing the whole sea-coast; all the islands, inlets, rivers, creeks, parishes, townships, boroughs, roads, and bridges; as also, several plantations, with their proper boundary-lines, their names, and the names of their proprietors / composed from surveys taken by the Hon. William Bull, Esq., Lieutenant Governor, Captain Gascoigne, Hugh Bryan, Esq.; and the author William De Brahm, Surveyor General to the Province of South Carolina, one of the surveyors of Georgia, and late Captain Engineer under his Imperial Majesty Charles VII; engrav’d by Thomas Jefferys, geographer to His Royal Highness the Prince of Wales. London: Published according to act of Parliament by T. Jefferys, Octr. 20 1757.


1 map on 2 composite sheets : hand col. ; 131 x 119 cm.
Title cartouche at bottom right.
Publication information from bottom left margin.
Dedication: To the Right Honourable George Dunk, Earl of Halifax ... and to the rest of ... the Lords Commissioners of Trade & Plantations ... [signed] William de Brahm.
"J L" -- Cartouche engraver's initials.
Includes indexes of land proprietors in South Carolina and Georgia.
Scale [ca. 1:320,000].
Coordinates: (W 81°05'--W 76°55'/N 34°40' --N 30°52')
Relief shown by hachures.
Prime meridian: London
Extensively revised and re-engraved on the same plates in the edition published by William Faden in 1780; see Ayer p133 .D28 1780.
Printed from four copperplates on four sheets trimmed and joined to form two composite sheets.
Probably detached from an unidentified assembled-to-order atlas; numbered 30 and 31 in manuscript on verso.
Bookplate of Thomas Winthrop Streeter on verso.
Digital image of another copy available on Library of Congress website (accessed May 2013): http://www.loc.gov/item/75693002
Accession no. Ayer 67-2361
LC Card Number: 75693002

70757 South Carolina - Maps - 1760 - Coasts - Nautical charts
A Large draft of South Carolina from Cape Roman to Port Royall. London: W. & I. Mount & T. Page, [1760].
1 map ; 45 x 55 cm.
Ayer oversize G1106.P5 E5 1760 opp. p. 27 (PrCt)

[A Colored map of the coast of South Carolina, Georgia, and Florida, from Charleston southward to St. Augustine; drawn about 1770]. [19--].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1770 manuscript.
folio Ayer 136 .H91 1907 ser. 1, v. 5, pl. 32-33 (PrCt)

A Map of the province of South Carolina. Greenville, S.C. A Press, [197-].
Authors: Cook, James, 1728-1779 -- Parker, Henry, 1724 or 25-1809 -- Bowen, Thomas, -1790 -- A Press, Greenville, S.C. -- Lowndes, Rawlins, 1722-1800

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1 map: 57 x 81 cm.  
Facsimile (bottom sheet only) of original published London, 1773.  
Cf. Cumming, Southeastern, no. 443.  
79-45433  
M241, M242, M243, M244, and M245.  
map4F G3910 1773. C6 197- (PrCt)  

**South Carolina - Maps - 1777- Coasts - Nautical charts**  
**Nautical charts - South Carolina - 1777 - Coasts**  
**Nautical charts Nouvelle carte des côtes des Carolines : septentrionales et méridionales du Cap Fear à Sud Edisto. Paris : Le Rouge, 1777.**  
Authors: Pocock, Nicholas, 1740?--1821 -- Le Rouge, Georges-Louis -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map: hand col.; 40 x 53 cm.  
'Leveés et sondées par N. Pocock en 1770.'  
'Traduites de l'Anglois.'  
Scale [ca. 1:390,000]  
Coordinates: (W 80°38'-W 78°23'/N 33°33'--N 31°00').  
Depths shown by soundings.  
Prime meridian: London.  
Listed as map no. 13 in G.L. Le Rouge's Pilote Americain Septentrional ... Paris, Le Rouge, 1778. --Phillips.  
Ayer 133 .P74 1777 (NLO)  

1 map: hand col.; 131 x 104 cm. on 4 sheets 71 x 108 cm. or smaller fold. in slip case (22 cm.)  
Scale [ca. 1:325,000.]  
Relief shown by hachures.  
Shows internal boundary lines.  
Inset: Cours de la rivière d'Hudson avec la communication avec le Canada par le Lac Champlain jusqu'au Fort Chambly par Sauthier ... 1777. Scale: 1.7 marine leagues to an inch.  

Authors: Prévost, Augustine, ca. 1725-1786 -- Faden, William, 1749-1836 -- Faden map collection  
1 map : on 2 sheets each 46 x 63 cm.  
Reduced photocopy of anonymous manuscript compiled in 1780; reproduced from original in the Faden collection (no. 46) at the Library of Congress.  
Title from verso of original.  
Annotated by two different hands.  
Scale of original [ca. 1:166,000].  
On sheet 2 (verso of original): Sketch of the rebel redoubt on Stono River destroyed by Genl. Prevost.  
14 x 19 cm.  
Series: Faden collection ; 46  
Cf. OCLC 5564635.  
map2F G3912.C6 1780 S5 197- (PrCt)  

**South Carolina - Maps - 1780- Georgia - Maps - 1780- Landowners - North Carolina - Maps - 1780- Landowners - Georgia - Maps - 1780- Real property - North Carolina - Maps - 1780- Real property - Georgia - Maps - 1780- Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1780- Wall maps- Road maps- Counties - Maps- Engravings A Map of South Carolina and a part of Georgia : containing the whole sea-coast; all the islands, inlets, rivers, creeks, parishes, townships, boroughs, roads, and bridges; as also, several plantations, with their proper boundary-lines, their names, and the names of their proprietors / composed from surveys taken by the Hon. William Bull, Esq., Lieutenant Governor, Captain Gascoign, Hugh Bryan, Esq.; and William De Brah, Surveyor General of the South. District of North America ; republished with considerable additions, from the surveys made & collected by John Stuart, Esqr., His Majesty's Superintendent of Indian Affairs, by William Faden, successor to the late Thomas Jefferys, geographer to the King. London : Published as is the act directs by Wm. Faden, Charing Cross, June 1st 1780.**  
1 map on 2 composite sheets : hand col. ; 134 x 120 cm.
Title cartouche at bottom right.
Publication information from bottom right margin.
Dedication: To the Right Honourable Lord George Germain ... and to the rest of ... the Lords Commissioners of Trade & Plantations ...
"J L" -- Cartouche engraver's initials.
Includes indexes of land proprietors in South Carolina and Georgia.
Scale [ca. 1:320,000].
Coordinates: (W 81°05'--W 76°55'N 34°40'--N 30°52')
Relief shown by hachures. Depths shown by soundings.
Prime meridian: London
Extensively revised and re-engraved on the same plates following the edition published by Thomas Jefferys in 1757; see Ayer p133 .D28 1757.
Printed from four copperplates on four sheets trimmed and joined to form two composite sheets.
Probably detached from an unidentified assembled-to-order atlas; numbered 35 and 36 in manuscript on verso.
Bookplate of Thomas Winthrop Streeter on verso.
Digital image of another copy available on Library of Congress website (accessed May 2013):
http://www.loc.gov/item/74692514
Accession no. Ayer 67-2361
LC Card Number: 74692520
Ayer p133 .D28 1780 (NLO)

**70765 South Carolina - Maps - 1795**
Authors: Lewis, Samuel, 1753 or 1754 -- Barker, W. (William), fl. 1795-1803 -- Guthrie, William, 1708-1770 -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839. Carey's General atlas ... (1796)
1 map ; 37 x 42 cm.
In: Carey, Mathew. Carey's General atlas ... (Philadelphia : M. Carey, 1796) pl. [37]. Map dated 1795.
Case folio G1019.C25 1796 pl. 37 (PrCl)

**70766 South Carolina - Maps - 1795**
*South Carolina.* [Philadelphia : F. and R. Bailey, 1795].
Authors: Scott, J. T. (Joseph T.) -- Francis & Robert Bailey (Firm) -- Scott, J. T. (Joseph T.)
The United States gazetteer ... (1795)
1 map ; 15 x 17 cm
Anonymous map without imprint.
In: Scott, Joseph T. The United States gazetteer ... (Philadelphia : Printed by F. and R. Bailey, 1795), opposite column SOU-SOU.
Bar scale of 60 miles = 38 mm.
'Lon. W. from Philada.'
Duplicate copy: Case 5A 277
Case G 833 .8反对 column SOU-SOU (PrCl)

**70767 South Carolina - Maps - 1796**
*The State of South Carolina: from the best authorities.* New York : John Reid, 1796.
Authors: Winterbotham, William, 1763-1829 -- Tanner, Benjamin, 1775-1848 -- Reid, John, 1764?-1828 -- Winterbotham, William, 1763-1829. The American atlas containing the following maps ... (1796)
1 map ; 37 x 42 cm.
In: Winterbotham, William. The American atlas containing the following maps ... (New York : John Reid, 1796) map [17]
Case oversize G 1083 .03 map [17] (PrCl)

**70768 South Carolina - Maps - 1801**
*South Carolina.* [Philadelphia : M. Carey, 1801].
Authors: Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Doolittle, Amos, 1754-1832 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839. Carey's American pocket atlas ... (1801)
1 map ; 14 x 18 cm.
In: Carey, Mathew. Carey's American pocket atlas ... (Philadelphia : Printed by H. Sweitzer, for M. Carey, 1801) pl. [16].
Ayer 135 .C27 1801 pl. 16 (PrCl)

**70769 South Carolina - Maps - 1804**
In: Morse, Jedidiah. The American geography; or, A view of the present situation of the United States of America ... (London : J. Stockdale, 1794) opposite p. 536.
Ayer 109.5 .M7 1794 opp. p. 536 (PrCl)
Authors: Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823. A New and elegant general atlas comprising all the new discoveries, to the present time ... (1804) -- John Conrad & Co. -- Lewis, Samuel, 1753 or 1754-1822 -- Fairman, D. -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 20 x 25 cm.
In: Arrowsmith, Aaron. A New and elegant general atlas comprising all the new discoveries, to the present time ... (Philadelphia [etc.] : J. Conrad & Co. [and others], 1804) pl. 48.
Ayer 135 .A65 1804 pl. 48 (PrCt)

South Carolina - Maps - 1804
Authors: Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Lewis, Samuel, 1753 or 1754-1822 -- Barker, W. (William), fl. 1795-1803 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839. Carey's General atlas ... (1804) 1 map ; 38 x 43 cm.
In: Carey, Mathew. Carey's General atlas ... (Philadelphia : Published by Mathew Carey, April 24th, 1804) pl. 38. Map dated 1795.

oversize Ayer 135 .C27 1804 pl. 38 (PrCt)

South Carolina - Maps - 1805
Authors: Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Doolittle, Amos, 1754-1832 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839. Carey's American pocket atlas ... (1805) 1 map ; 14 x 18 cm.
In: Carey, Mathew. Carey's American pocket atlas ... (Philadelphia : M. Carey, 1805) pl. [18].

Ayer 135 .C27 1805 pl. 18 (PrCt)

South Carolina - Maps - 1805
Authors: Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Doolittle, Amos, 1754-1832 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839. Carey's American pocket atlas ... (1805) 1 map ; 14 x 18 cm.
In: Carey, Mathew. Carey's American pocket atlas ... (Philadelphia : M. Carey, 1805) pl. [18].

Ayer 135 .C27 1805 pl. 18 (PrCt)

[South Carolina]. Charleston, S.C., 1809.
Authors: Coram, Thomas, 1757-1811 -- Akin, James -- Ramsay, David, 1749-1815 -- Longworth, David, 1765?-1821
1 map ; hand col. ; 42 x 48 cm.
In Ramsay, David. History of South Carolina (Charleston, S.C.: David Longworth, 1809) v. 1. 'Engraved for Drayton's History of South Carolina'
F 866.73 v. 1 (PrCt)

South Carolina - Maps - 1814
Authors: Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Doolittle, Amos, 1754-1832 -- Johnson & Warner -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839. A General atlas, being a collection of maps of the world and quarters ... (1814) 1 map ; hand col. ; 14 x 18 cm.
In: Carey, Mathew. A General atlas, being a collection of maps of the world and quarters ... (Philadelphia : Published by M. Carey, and Johnson & Warner, 1814) pl. [22].

Ayer 135 .C27 1814 pl. 22 (PrCt)

South Carolina - Maps - 1822

oversize Greenlee 4891 .C27 1822 [map 19] (PrCt)

South Carolina - Maps - 1825
Authors: Mills, Robert, 1781-1855 -- Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1855 -- Southern Historical Press -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 atlas : 29 maps ; 288 x 221 mm. Facsimile edition?
Maps b H.S. Tanner. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

70777 **South Carolina - Maps - 1825**


1 map : hand col.; 23 x 27 cm., on sheet 55 x 72 cm.

Title at bottom left, inside neatline of engraved plate.

Map forms part of letterpress title page: Atlas of the state of South Carolina ...

Margins include descriptive and historical notes (dated 1662-1825).

In: Mills, Robert. Atlas of the state of South Carolina ... (Baltimore : F. Lucas, Jr., [1825]) pl. [1, title page].

*oversize Ayer 135 .M6 1825 pl. [1, title page] (PrCt)*

70778 **South Carolina - Maps - 1825**

**Landowners**

- Road maps

- Counties

- Maps

**Landowners**

- Maps


Authors: Mills, Robert, 1781-1855 -- A Press, Greenville, S.C.

1 atlas (34 fold. leaves : chiefly maps) : 29 cm.

Facsimile of original published 1820.

Cl. Phillips 2570.

*folio G1305 .M5 1979 (NLO)*

70779 **South Carolina - Maps - 1825**

**Landowners**

- Road maps

- Counties

- Maps

**Landowners**

- Maps


1 atlas ([78] leaves) : 29 maps (9 folded) ; 56 cm.

Letterpress title sheet comprised of descriptive and historical notes (dated 1662-1825) surrounding an engraved map (23 x 28 cm., hand col., on sheet 55 x 72 cm.): Sth. Carolina. Imprint from bottom margin of map.

Maps bear the inscription "Improved for Mills' atlas, 1825", except for map of the Darlington district, dated 1820.


County and regional maps show land ownership and roads.


Scale [1:126,720].

Maps also cataloged separately.

References: Phillips 2570; Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 1815.

*oversize Ayer 135 .M6 1825 (NLO)*

70780 **South Carolina - Maps - 1826**

*South Carolina. Philadelphia : A. Finley, [1826].*

Authors: Finley, A. (Anthony) -- Young & Delleker -- Finley, A. (Anthony). A New general atlas, comprising a complete set of maps, representing the grand divisions of the globe ... (1826)

1 map : hand col.; 21 x 27 cm.

In: Finley, Anthony. A New general atlas, comprising a complete set of maps, representing the grand divisions of the globe ... (Philadelphia : A. Finley, 1826) pl. 20.

*Case folio G1019 .F5 1826 pl. 20 (PrCt)*

70781 **South Carolina - Maps - 1827**


1 map : hand col.; 32 x 36 cm.

Engraved title within neatline.

Added letterpress title in uppercase and oversize

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
lettering, top margin: Geographical, statistical, and historical map of South Carolina
In: H.C. Carey and I. Lea (Firm). A Complete historical, chronological, and geographical American atlas ... (Philadelphia ; London ; Leipzig ; Paris : H.C. Carey & I. Lea ; John Miller ; Bossange Freres, 1827) pl. [19]. Sheet 'No. 24.'

70782 South Carolina - Maps - 1833
South Carolina / Young & Delleker sc. Philada. [Philadelphia] : A. Finley, [1833].
Authors: Young & Delleker -- Finley, A. (Anthony) -- Finley, A. (Anthony). A New general atlas ... (1833) -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 21 x 28 cm.
In: Finley, Anthony. A New general atlas : comprising a complete set of maps, representing the grand divisions of the globe ... (Philadelphia : Anthony Finley, 1833), plate 20.
Sheet corner numbered 20.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskets folio G1019 .F5 1833, plate 20 (PrCt)

70783 South Carolina - Maps - 1841 - Transportation<<<Transportation - South Carolina - Maps - 1841<<< Charleston (S.C.) - Maps - 1841
A New map of South Carolina with its canals, roads & distances from place to place, along the stage and steam boat routes. [Philadelphia : Carey & Hart, 1845].
Authors: Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Carey & Hart -- Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858. A New universal atlas ... (1845)
1 map : hand col. ; 26 x 32 cm.
'Entered according to act of Congress, in the year 1841 by H. S. Tanner ... .'
Inset (11 x 11 cm.): Charleston. Includes references 1-21, a-t and C.
In: Tanner, Henry Schenck. A New universal atlas ... (Philadelphia : Carey & Hart, 1845) map '19.'
Case oversize G1019 .T2 1845 map 19 (PrCt)

70784 South Carolina - Maps - 1845
South Carolina. [New York : H.S. Tanner, 1845].
Authors: Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858. A New general atlas, comprising a complete set of maps ... (1845)
1 map : hand col. ; 21 x 27 cm.
In: Tanner, Henry Schenck. A New general atlas, comprising a complete set of maps ... (New York : Tanner's Geographical Establishment, 1845) map '46'.
oversize G 10 .622 map 46 (PrCt)

70785 South Carolina - Maps - 1847<<< Charleston (S.C.) - Maps - 1847
A New map of South Carolina with its canals, roads & distances ... . Philada. S. Augustus Mitchell, 1847.
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Burroughs, H. N. -- Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868. A New universal atlas containing maps of the various empires, kingdoms, states, and republics of the world ... (1847)
1 map ; hand col. : 26 x 32 cm.
Inset (11 x 11 cm.): Charleston. Includes references 1-21 and a-t.
In: Mitchell, S. Augustus. A New universal atlas containing maps of the various empires, kingdoms, states, and republics of the world ... (Philadelphia : S. Augustus Mitchell, 1847) pl. '19.'
oversize G 10 .579 pl. 19 (PrCt)

70786 South Carolina - Maps - 1850<<< Charleston (S.C.) - Maps - 1850
A New map of South Carolina with its canals, roads & distances ... . Philadelphia : Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co., 1850 [i.e. 1852].
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co. -- Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868. Mitchell, S. Augustus. New universal atlas ... (1852)
1 map : hand col. ; 26 x 32 cm.
Entered according to act of Congress in ... 1850 by Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co. ... .'
Inset (11 x 11 cm.): Charleston. Includes references 1-21, a-t and C.
In: Mitchell, S. Augustus. New universal atlas ... (Philadelphia : Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co., 1852) pl. '19.'
oversize G1019 .N49 1852 pl. 19 (PrCt)

70787 South Carolina - Maps - 1852<<< Charleston (S.C.) - Maps - 1852
A New map of South Carolina with its canals, roads & distances from place to place along the stage & steam boat routes. Philadelphia : Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co., 1852, c1850.
Authors: Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co. -- Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Howes, Wright -- Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 29 x 36 cm. fold in leather covers 13 x 9 cm.
Cover title: Mitchell's map of South Carolina. Charleston.
Plate number '19' in lower right.
Condition: fine.
Forms part of the Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Gift 1976, Wright Howes.
map3C G3910 1852 .T5 (PrCt)
Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's atlas of the world ... (1855-1856) 1 map : hand col. ; 28 x 36 cm.
oversize G 10 .185 v.1, pl. 23 (PrCt)

70792 South Carolina - Maps - 1874-1875 Charleston (S.C.) - Maps - 1874
1 map : col. ; 33 x 41 cm.
Cover title: Colton's map of South Carolina.
Scale 1:1,267,200 ; 20 miles to an inch.
Inset: Colton's Plan of Charleston, vicinity and harbor.
Case G 10866 .23 (NLO)

70793 South Carolina - Maps - 1883 - Geology - South Carolina - Maps - 1883-1893 South Carolina - Maps - 1883 - Administrative and political divisions
Map of the state of South Carolina. New York : Colton, 1883.
Authors: South Carolina. Dept. of Agriculture -- G.W. & C.B. Colton & Co.
1 map : col. ; 63 x 85 cm.
Scale 1:633,600.
Includes index to townships; 6 geological sections.
From its South Carolina: resources and population, institutions and industries -- Charleston, 1883.
M240
map6F G3911.C5 1883 S6 (PrCt)

70794 South Carolina - Maps - 1883 - Railroads - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1883)
1 map : col. ; 12 x 15 cm.
Title in right margin.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1883) opposite p. 441 H 668 .703 (1883) opp. p. 441 (PrCt)

70795 South Carolina - Maps - 1884 - Railroads - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States

70796 South Carolina - Maps - 1885 - Railroads

Map of South Carolina. For Poor's manual of railroads for 1885. Chicago : Rand, McNally & Co., 1885.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1885)
1 map : col. ; 11 x 15 cm.
Title in right margin.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1885) opposite p. 417
H 668 .703 (1885) opp. p. 417 (PrCt)

70797 South Carolina - Maps - 1888 - Railroads

Rand, McNally & Co.'s new map of South Carolina. Chicago : Rand, McNally & Co., [1888].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company. Rand, McNally & Co.'s improved indexed business atlas and shipper's guide ... (1888) -- Rand McNally and Company. Commercial atlas (1888)
1 map : col. ; 31 x 46 cm.
Added title in upper margin: Rand, McNally & Co.'s South Carolina.
In Rand, McNally & Co.'s improved indexed business atlas and shipper's guide ... (Chicago: Rand McNally, 1888) p. 224-225.
Keyed to index of towns and railroads on p. 222-223 and 226-230.
Uniform atlas title: Commercial atlas.
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .C7 1888, p. 224-225 (PrCt)

70798 South Carolina - Maps - 1889 - Railroads

1 map : col. ; 30 x 48 cm.
'Rand, McNally & Co.'s business atlas map of South Carolina. Copyright, 1888 ... ' -- at bottom left.
Issued folded in accompanying index (34 p. ; 18 cm.): Rand, McNally & Co.'s indexed county and railroad pocket map and shippers' guide of South Carolina. Chicago and New York: Rand, McNally & Co., 1889.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
map2F G3911.P3 1889 .R3 (PrCt)

70799 South Carolina - Maps - 1893 - Railroads

1 map : col. ; 30 x 46 cm.
Title in upper margin.
'Rand, McNally & Co.'s business atlas map of South Carolina. Copyright, 1888 ... ' -- at bottom left.
Issued folded in accompanying index (39 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand, McNally & Co.'s indexed county and railroad pocket map and shippers' guide of South Carolina. Chicago and New York: Rand, McNally & Co., c1893.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
map2F G3911.P3 1893 .R3 (PrCt)

70800 South Carolina - Maps - 1900-1960 - Topographic maps

Authors: Geological Survey (U.S.)
131 maps : col. ; on sheets 45 x 33 cm. fold. to 18 x 27 cm.
Scale 1:62,500.
Dates of publication vary.
Moffat lists 55 maps before 1940.
Coverage is not complete at this scale; see index map in box 172.
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisles 42 and 43 (July 2012).
Reference: Moffat, Riley. Map index to topographic quadrangles of the United States, 1882-1940 (Santa Cruz, Calif.: Western Association of Map Libraries, 1986)
map6C G3700 19 -- .U5, box 172 (PrCt)

70801 South Carolina - Maps - 1900-1960 - Topographic maps

Authors: Geological Survey (U.S.)
2 maps : col. ; on sheets 45 x 33 cm. fold. to 18 x 27 cm.
Scale 1:125,000.
Dates of publication vary.
Moffat lists 9 maps before 1940.
Coverage is not complete at this scale; see index map in box 172.
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisles 42 and 43 (July 2012).
Reference: Moffat, Riley. Map index to topographic quadrangles of the United States,
1882-1940 (Santa Cruz, Calif.: Western Association of Map Libraries, 1986)
map6C G3700 19--.U5, box 172 (PrCt)

70802 South Carolina - Maps - 1900-1960 - Topographic maps
Topographic maps South Carolina, 7.5 minute series (topographic). Washington, D.C. The Survey, [ca. 1900-ca.1960]. Authors: Geological Survey (U.S.)
c. 683 maps : col. ; on sheets 54 x 44 cm. fold. to 17 x 28 cm.
Scale 1:24,000.
Dates of publication vary.
According to USGS, coverage at this scale complete in 564 maps.
Coverage may not be complete at this scale; see index map in box 172.
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisles 42 and 43 (July 2012).
map6C G3700 19--.U5, boxes 172-174 (PrCt)

70803 South Carolina - Maps - 1907 - Railroads
Railroads South Carolina. Chicago : Rand, McNally & Co., 1907, c1903.
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
'Rand, McNally & Co. new business atlas map of South Carolina. Copyright, 1906 ... Copyright, 1903 ...' -- at top right.
Includes key to railroads numbered 2-52 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: South Carolina. Railroads.
Issued folded in accompanying index (35 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand, McNally & Co.'s indexed county and railroad pocket map and shippers' guide of South Carolina. Chicago and New York : Rand, McNally & Co., c1907.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 769 (PrCt)

70805 South Carolina - Maps - 1913 - Railroads
Railroad map of South Carolina, 1913 / prepared for and under the direction of the South Carolina Railroad Commission by George F. Cram. Chicago : George F. Cram, c1913.
Authors: George F. Cram Company -- Railroad Commission of South Carolina -- University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. Library -- John V. Bergen Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 59 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:980,000]
Coordinates: (W 84°00'--W 78°05'/N 35°25'--N 32°00').
Includes list of railroads and gives location of banking towns.
Hand stamped: Library of the University of Illinois.
Forms part of the John V. Bergen Collection (Newberry Library)
map4F G3911.P3 1913 .C7 (NLO)

70806 South Carolina - Maps - 1914 - Railroads
The Rand-McNally new commercial atlas map of South Carolina. Chicago : Rand, McNally & Co., 1914, c1903.
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
'Rand, McNally & Co. new business atlas map of South Carolina. Copyright, 1903 ...' -- at bottom left.
Includes key to railroads numbered 1-142 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: South Carolina railroads.
Issued folded in accompanying index (37 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand, McNally & Co.'s indexed county and railroad pocket map and shippers' guide of South Carolina. Chicago and New York : Rand, McNally & Co., c1914.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 770 (PrCt)

70807 South Carolina - Maps - 1915 -
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

70809 South Carolina - Maps - 1917 - Postal service
Postal service - South Carolina - Maps - 1917
Railroad map of the state of South Carolina ... 1st of July, 1917. [Washington, D.C. U.S. Post Office], 1917.
Authors: United States. Post Office Dept. -- Burleson, Albert Sidney, 1863-1937
1 map : col. ; 72 x 92 cm., folded in covers to 17 x 10 cm.
Cover title: Map of Mississippi [sic]
'Published by order of Postmaster General A.S. Burleson.'
Inside of front cover hand stamped 'Jul 1 1917'
and 'Office of the P.O.I. in charge, Atlanta, Ga. Aug 11, 1917 rec'd.'
map3C G3911.P8 1917 .U5 (PrCt)

70810 South Carolina - Maps - 1919 - Railroads
Railroad map of South Carolina / prepared for and under the direction of the South Carolina Railroad Commission. Chicago : George F. Cram Company, 1915.
Authors: George F. Cram Company -- Railroad Commission of South Carolina -- Western Illinois University. Map and Geography Library -- John V. Bergen Collection (Newberry Library) -- South Carolina. Railroad Commission SEE Railroad Commission of South Carolina
1 map : col., mounted on cloth ; 43 x 59 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:980,000]
Coordinates: (W 84°00'-- W 78°05'/N 35°25'-- N 32°00').
On wooden rollers.
Hand stamp on verso: Map and Geography Library. Western Illinois University
Forms part of the John V. Bergen Collection (Newberry Library)
maproll G3911.P3 1915 .C7 (NLO)

70811 South Carolina - Maps - 1920 - Railroads
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
Plate no.: 123A
Includes key to railroads numbered 1-142 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: South Carolina railroads.
Issued folded in accompanying index (47 p.; 17 cm.); Rand McNally indexed pocket map and shippers' guide of South Carolina. Chicago ; New York : Rand, McNally & Co., c1919.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Copyright June 6/19' -- in ms. on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 772 (PrCt)

70812 South Carolina - Maps - 1920 - Railroads
Road maps of the state of South Carolina ... 1st of July, 1920. [Washington, D.C. U.S. Post Office], 1920.
Authors: United States. Post Office Dept. -- Burleson, Albert Sidney, 1863-1937
1 map : col. ; 72 x 92 cm., folded in covers to 17 x 10 cm.
Cover title: Map of Mississippi [sic]
'Published by order of Postmaster General A.S. Burleson.'
Inside of front cover hand stamped 'Jul 1 1920'
and 'Office of the P.O.I. in charge, Atlanta, Ga. Aug 11, 1917 rec'd.'
map3C G3911.P8 1917 .U5 (PrCt)
South Carolina - Maps - 1920 - Railroads
\textbf{South Carolina - Maps - 1920 - Road maps - Railroads - Maps}


1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.

Plate no.: 123E.

Includes key to railroads numbered 1-142 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: South Carolina railroads.

On verso: South Carolina automobile road map. 1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm. 'National Highways Association roads used by permission.'

Issued folded in accompanying index (48 p.; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map tourists' and shippers' guide of South Carolina. Chicago ; New York : Rand, McNally & Company, c1920.

Uniform title: Shippers guide.

Handstamp on front cover: Register of Copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.

'2/28/20' -- in ms. on front cover.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

\textbf{RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 773 (PrCt)}

South Carolina - Maps - 1922 - Railroads
\textbf{South Carolina - Maps - 1922 - Road maps - Railroads - Maps}


1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.

'South Carolina' -- at upper right.

Plate no.: 123G.

Includes key to railroads numbered 1-142 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: South Carolina railroads.

On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of South Carolina. 1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm. Plate no. 1040G.

Issued folded in accompanying index (37 p.; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of South Carolina. Chicago ; New York : Rand, McNally & Company, c1922.

Uniform title: Shippers guide.

Handstamp on front cover: Register of Copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.

'Dated 'Pub. 3/25/21' and '3/29/21' -- in ms. on front cover.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

\textbf{RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 776 (PrCt)}
Road maps>>Road maps<<Railroads - Maps
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
'The Rand McNally new commercial atlas map of South Carolina' -- at upper right.
Plate no.: 123H.
Includes key to railroads numbered 1-142 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: South Carolina railroads.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of South Carolina. 1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm. Plate no. 1040J
Issued folded in accompanying index (34 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of South Carolina. Chicago ; New York : Rand, McNally & Company, c1923.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Handstamp on front cover: Register of Copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.
Dated '6/12/23' -- in ms. on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 778 (PrCt)

South Carolina - Maps - 1924 - Railroads<<South Carolina - Maps - 1924 - Road maps<<Railroads - Maps
The Rand McNally standard map of South Carolina. Chicago : Rand, McNally & Company, [1924].
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
'The Rand McNally new commercial atlas map of South Carolina' -- at upper right.
Plate no.: 9R25.
Includes key to railroads numbered 1-142 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: South Carolina railroads.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of South Carolina. 1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm. Plate no. 8R24.
Issued folded in accompanying index (37 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of South Carolina. San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1925.
Handstamp on front cover: Register of Copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.
Dated '3/5/25' in ms. on title cover.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 780 (PrCt)

South Carolina - Maps - 1925 - Railroads<<South Carolina - Maps - 1925 - Road maps<<Railroads - Maps
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
Includes key to railroads numbered 1-142 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: South Carolina railroads.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of South Carolina. 1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm. Plate no. 2N24.
Issued folded in accompanying index (36 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of South Carolina. San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1925.
Handstamp on front cover: Register of Copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.
Dated 'principal trails in South Carolina.' Plate no. 142.
Includes key to 6 named 'principal trails in South Carolina.'
Issued folded in accompanying index (37 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of South Carolina. San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1925.
Handstamp on front cover: Register of Copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.
Dated 'principal trails in South Carolina.
Includes key to 6 named 'principal trails in South Carolina.'
Issued folded in accompanying index (37 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of South Carolina. San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1925.
Handstamp on front cover: Register of Copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.
Dated 'principal trails in South Carolina.'
Includes key to 6 named 'principal trails in South Carolina.'
Issued folded in accompanying index (37 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of South Carolina. San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1925.
Handstamp on front cover: Register of Copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.
Dated 'principal trails in South Carolina.'
Includes key to 6 named 'principal trails in South Carolina.'
Issued folded in accompanying index (37 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of South Carolina. San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1925.
Handstamp on front cover: Register of Copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.
Dated 'principal trails in South Carolina.'
Includes key to 6 named 'principal trails in South Carolina.'
South Carolina - Maps - 1926 - Road maps
State Highway Department condition map of state highway system of South Carolina: showing condition of roads as 3 January 1926. [Columbia, S.C.?] : State Highway Department, 1926.
Authors: South Carolina. State Highway Dept. -- State Company (Columbia, S.C.) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 41 x 52 cm.
"Presses of The State Company, Columbia, S.C."
bottom margin.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 103.8 (PrCt)

South Carolina - Maps - 1928 - Railroads
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
Plate no.:7R27.
Includes key to railroads numbered 7-139 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: South Carolina railroads.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of South Carolina. 1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
Includes key to 6 named 'principal trails in South Carolina.' Plate no. 2N24.
Issued folded in accompanying index (37 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of South Carolina. San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1928
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 783 (PrCt)

South Carolina - Maps - 1928 - Railroads
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
Plate no.:7R27.
Includes key to railroads numbered 7-139 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: South Carolina railroads.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of South Carolina. 1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
Includes key to 6 named 'principal trails in South Carolina.' Plate no. 2N24.
Issued folded in accompanying index (37 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of South Carolina. San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1928
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 784 (PrCt)

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Panel art: state seal.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 103.26 (PrCt)

**70834 South Carolina - Maps - 1933 - Road maps</>East (U.S.) - Maps - 1933 - Road maps</>Road maps**

*Map of the South Carolina state highway system showing road conditions as of May 1, 1933 / drawn by D.R. Baker.* Columbia, S.C. The State Co., 1933.
1 map ; 39 x 50 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: South Carolina state highway system, April 1 1933.
Map on verso (40 x 52 cm.): Regional map showing principal through routes of eastern United States.
Panel art: state seal.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
RMcN AE 103.27 (PrCt)

**70835 South Carolina - Maps - 1934 - Road maps</>East (U.S.) - Maps - 1934 - Road maps</>Road maps**

*Map of the South Carolina state highway system showing road conditions as of May 1, 1934 / drawn by D.R. Baker.* Columbia, S.C. The State Co., 1934.
1 map ; 39 x 50 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: South Carolina state highway system, May 1 1934.
Map on verso (40 x 52 cm.): Regional map showing principal through routes of the eastern United States.
Panel art: state seal.
Signed by previous owner: Brink.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
RMcN AE 103.28 (PrCt)

**70836 South Carolina - Maps - 1934 - Road maps**

*[Texaco road map of South Carolina].* [Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, 1934?].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; on sheet trimmed to 32 x 41 cm.
Title and imprint supplied by cataloger.
Imperfect; editor's copy of a Texaco road map trimmed on all sides to outline a single U.S. state.
Manuscript numbers in margins.
Date from previous binding marked "Points of Interest" and dated 1934.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 103.29 (PrCt)

**70837 South Carolina - Maps - 1935 - Road maps</>East (U.S.) - Maps - 1935 - Road maps</>Road maps**

*Map of the South Carolina state highway system showing road conditions as of February 1, 1935.* Columbia, S.C. The State Co., 1935.
1 map ; 39 x 50 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: South Carolina state highway system, February 1 1935.
Map on verso (40 x 52 cm.): Regional map showing principal through routes of eastern United States.
Panel art: state seal.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
RMcN AE 103.30 (PrCt)

**70838 South Carolina - Maps - 1936 - Railroads</>Railroads - Maps**

*Railroad map of South Carolina / prepared for and under the direction of the Public Service Commission of South Carolina.* Indianapolis : George F. Cram Company, 1936.
Authors: George F. Cram Company -- South Carolina. Public Service Commission -- John V. Bergen Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 59 cm.
Blue lines indicate railroad 'lines discontinued.'
Scale [1:950,400]
Coordinates: (W 83°30' -- W 78°30'/N 35°15' -- N 32°).
Forms part of the John V. Bergen Collection (Newberry Library).
Four printed hand stamps from Army Map Service Library (previous owner).
map4F G3911.P3 1936 .C7 (NLO)

**70839 South Carolina - Maps - 1938 - Road maps</>East (U.S.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps</>Road maps**

*Texaco touring map : South Carolina ... tour with Texaco.* Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1938].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 29 x 69 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of South
Carolina.
Date from RMcN AE 107 ms. index.
Includes table of "State and federal gasoline
taxes -- as of 2nd September, 1938."
Plate no. T. 3838.
Insets (17 x 23 cm. and smaller.): Atlanta --
Anderson -- Charleston -- Florence -- Savannah
-- Great Smoky Mountains National Park and
vicinity -- Augusta -- Columbia -- Greenville --
Spartanburg.
Maps on verso (51 x 51 cm. and 20 x 11 cm.):
Texaco sectional trip map [of the eastern United
States] -- New York and vicinity -- Cleveland and
vicinity -- Chicago and vicinity.
Panel art: Texaco logo above outline of the United
States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 107.35 (PrCt)

South Carolina - Maps - 1939 - Road
maps>>>East (U.S.) - Maps - 1939 - Road
maps>>>Great Smoky Mountains National
Park (N.C. and Tenn.) - Maps - 1939>>>Road
maps
Texaco touring map : South Carolina ... tour with
Texaco. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company,
[1939].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and
Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry
Library)
1 map : col. ; 29 x 69 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of South
Carolina.
Date from RMcN AE 107 ms. index.
Includes table of "State and federal gasoline
taxes -- as of 2nd September, 1938."
Plate no. T. 3838.
Insets (17 x 23 cm. and smaller.): Atlanta --
Anderson -- Charleston -- Florence -- Savannah
-- Great Smoky Mountains National Park and
vicinity -- Augusta -- Columbia -- Greenville --
Spartanburg.
Maps on verso (51 x 51 cm. and 20 x 11 cm.):
Texaco sectional trip map [of the eastern United
States] -- New York and vicinity -- Cleveland and
vicinity -- Chicago and vicinity.
Panel art: Texaco logo above outline of the United
States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 107.36 (PrCt)

South Carolina - Maps - 1940 - Road
maps>>>East (U.S.) - Maps - 1940 - Road
maps>>>Great Smoky Mountains National
Park (N.C. and Tenn.) - Maps - 1940>>>Road
maps
Texaco touring map : South Carolina with
sectional map of adjoining states. Chicago : Rand
McNally & Company, [1940].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and
Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry
Library)
1 map : col. ; 29 x 69 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of South
Carolina.
Date from RMcN AE 107 ms. index.
Includes table of "State and federal gasoline
taxes -- as of 3rd August, 1940."
Plate no. U. 3838.
Insets (17 x 23 cm. and smaller.): Atlanta --
Anderson -- Charleston -- Florence -- Savannah
-- Great Smoky Mountains National Park and
vicinity -- Augusta -- Columbia -- Greenville --
Spartanburg.
Maps on verso (51 x 51 cm. and 20 x 11 cm.):
Texaco sectional trip map [of the eastern United
States] -- Southern Florida.
Panel art: Texaco logo above outline of the United
States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 107.37 (PrCt)

South Carolina - Maps - 1940 - Road
maps>>>East (U.S.) - Maps - 1940 - Road
maps>>>Great Smoky Mountains National
Park (N.C. and Tenn.) - Maps - 1940>>>Road
maps
Texaco touring map : South Carolina with
sectional map of adjoining states. Chicago : Rand
McNally & Company, [1940].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and
Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry
Library)
1 map : col. ; 29 x 69 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of South
Carolina.
Carolina.
Date from RMcN AE 107 ms. index.
Includes table of "State and federal gasoline
taxes -- as of 29th April, 1940."
Plate no. v. 3838.
Insets (17 x 23 cm. and smaller.): Atlanta --
Anderson -- Charleston -- Florence -- Savannah
-- Great Smoky Mountains National Park and
vicinity -- Augusta -- Columbia -- Greenville --
Spartanburg.
Maps on verso (51 x 51 cm. and 20 x 11 cm.):
Texaco sectional trip map [of the eastern United
States] -- Southern Florida.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 107.39 (PrCt)

South Carolina - Maps - 1940 - Road
maps>Road maps
Texaco touring map : South Carolina with
sectional map of adjoining states. Chicago : Rand
McNally & Company, [1940].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and
Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry
Library)
1 map : col. ; 29 x 69 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of South
Carolina.
Date from RMcN AE 107 ms. index.
Includes table of "State and federal gasoline
taxes -- as of 2nd May, 1941."
Plate no. W. 3838.
Insets (17 x 23 cm. and smaller.): Atlanta --
Anderson -- Charleston -- Florence -- Savannah
-- Great Smoky Mountains National Park and
vicinity -- Augusta -- Columbia -- Greenville --
Spartanburg.
Maps on verso (51 x 51 cm. and 20 x 11 cm.):
Texaco sectional trip map [of the eastern United
States] -- Southern Florida.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 107.40 (PrCt)

South Carolina - Maps - 1948>>South
Carolina - Maps - 1948 - Railroads>>South
Carolina - Maps - 1948 - Road maps>>North
Carolina - Maps - 1948 - Road maps>>Road
maps>Road maps
Rand McNally pocket maps of South Carolina :
for tourists, travelers, shippers, general,
commercial and business reference. Chicago ;
New York ; San Francisco : Rand McNally &
Company, 1948, c1941.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally and Company. Pocket maps -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
27 p. : 2 col. maps on 1 sheet (folded) ; 24 cm.
"1948 edition."
Cover title: Rand McNally pocket maps : South
Carolina : complete indexed reference map ...
[and] highway map
Uniform title: Pocket maps
Map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back to back,
col. : 48 x 65 cm. and 47 x 66 cm., folded to 23 x
11 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally
standard map of South Carolina. Plate no.
7890123. Includes key to railroads and inset map
of the Charleston region (16 x 17 cm.), -- North
Carolina, South Carolina : Rand McNally road
map. Plate no. 8-453618V-2.
Cover art: Cars on road alongside passenger
train.
"50¢" -- printed on front cover.
Handstamp on title page: Permanent publishing
division file. Return to locked bookcase. Edition
11-47
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Pocket 4C 235 (PrCt)

South Carolina - Maps - 1950>>South
Carolina - Maps - 1950 - Railroads>>South
Carolina - Maps - 1950 - Road maps>>North
Carolina - Maps - 1950 - Road maps>>Road
maps>Railroads - Maps
Rand McNally pocket maps of South Carolina :
for tourists, travelers, shippers, general,
commercial and business reference. Chicago ;
New York ; San Francisco : Rand McNally &
Company, 1950, c1941.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

Cover title: Rand McNally pocket maps : South Carolina : complete indexed reference map ... [and] highway map

Uniform title: Pocket maps

Map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back to back, col. ; 48 x 65 cm. and 47 x 66 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of South Carolina. Plate no. 90123. Includes key to railroads and inset map of the Charleston region (15 x 17 cm.) -- North Carolina, South Carolina : Rand McNally road map. Plate no. 0-453618V-8.

Cover art: Car on road alongside passenger train. "75¢" -- printed on front cover.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).

RMcN Pocket 4C 236 (PrCt)

South Carolina - Maps - 1952


28 p. : 2 col. maps on 1 sheet (folded) ; 24 cm. "1952 edition."

Cover title: Rand McNally South Carolina pocket map : reference map ... [and] detailed highway map

Uniform title: Pocket maps

Folded map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back to back, col. ; 48 x 65 cm. and 46 x 66 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of South Carolina. Plate no. 543210. Includes key to railroads and inset map of the Charleston region (16 x 17 cm.) -- North Carolina, South Carolina : Rand McNally road map. Plate no. 1-453618V-10.

"2 maps in one, $1" -- front cover.

Cover art: Schematic road sign labeled "reference map . . . ."

Handstamp on title page: Register of Copyrights, Library of Congress ... certificate no. AA21899.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).

RMcN Pocket 4C 237 (PrCt)

South Carolina - Maps - 1952


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Pocket maps -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

28 p. : 2 col. maps on 1 sheet (folded) ; 24 cm.

Cover title: Rand McNally South Carolina pocket map : reference map ... [and] detailed highway map

Uniform title: Pocket maps

Folded map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back to back, col. ; 48 x 65 cm. and 37 x 57 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of South Carolina. Includes key to railroads and inset map of the Charleston region (15 x 17 cm.) -- North Carolina, South Carolina : Rand McNally road map. Plate no. 6-453618V-13.

"2 maps in one, $1" -- front cover.

Cover art: Schematic road sign labeled "reference map . . . ."

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).

RMcN Pocket 4C 238 (PrCt)
70851  South Carolina - Maps - 1962>>>South Carolina - Maps - 1962-
Roadmaps>>>Southern States - Maps - 1962 -
Road maps>>>Great Smoky Mountains National Park (N.C. and Tenn.) - Maps - 1962 -
Road maps>>>Road maps>>>Railroads - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Pocket maps -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
27 p. : 2 col. maps on 1 sheet (folded) ; 24 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally South Carolina pocket reference map ... [and] detailed highway map
Uniform title: Pocket maps
Folded map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back to back, col. ; 48 x 64 cm. and 66 x 86 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of South Carolina.
Includes key to railroads and inset map of the Charleston region (15 x 16 cm.) -- Georgia, North Carolina, South Carolina : Rand McNally road map. Plate no. 2-5629-13. Includes inset maps of the Atlanta region, Great Smoky Mountains National Park, Charleston, Charlotte, Columbia, Raleigh, Norfolk-Portsmouth, Augusta, Columbus, Savannah, and Winston-Salem (14 x 12 cm. and smaller).
"2 maps" -- front cover.
"$1.50" -- printed on front cover.
Cover art: stylized and labeled map symbols (e.g. "elevations", "points of interest", "air facilities", etc.)
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Pocket 4C 240 (PrCt)

70852  South Carolina - Maps - 1972 - Road maps>>>Road maps
South Carolina state highway primary system.
Authors: South Carolina. State Highway Dept. -- Chicago Historical Society
1 map : col. ; 22 x 37 inches.
Text on verso.
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.
CHS Coll., Map no. 89 (PrCt)

70853  South Carolina - Maps - 1973 - Road maps>>>Road maps
South Carolina : state highway primary system.
Authors: South Carolina. State Highway Dept. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 68 cm., folded to 22 x 10 cm.

70854  South Carolina - Maps - 1975 - Road maps>>>North Carolina - Maps -
1775>>>South Carolina - Maps -
1775>>>Road maps
South Carolina : battleground of freedom : bicentennial map, 1975 primary highway system.
Authors: South Carolina. State Highway Dept. -- Chappel, Alonzo, 1828-1887 -- Manning, Sam P. (Sam Phillips), 1926-- Mouzon, Henry. An Accurate map of North and South Carolina, with their Indian frontiers ... (1775) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 54 x 68 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"January 1, 1975."
"J.D.T." -- at bottom left.
"Individual county maps may be obtained ... South Carolina State Highway Department, ... Columbia, S.C."
Panel art: Color photograph of a lighthouse.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2386 (PrCt)
Authors: South Carolina. Dept. of Highways and Public Transportation -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 67 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: South Carolina state highway primary system.
"January 1, 1977."
"J.D.T." -- at bottom left.
"Individual county maps may be obtained ... South Carolina Department of Highways and Public Transportation, ... Columbia, S.C."
Panel art: Color photograph of yellow jessamine (South Carolina state flower).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2388 (PrCt)

70857 South Carolina - Maps - 2004 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. EasyFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; fold. to 24 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Uniform title: EasyFinder Laminated.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
ISBN 0528955659
RMcN Road Map 2004 SouCar (PrCt)

70858 South Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1874
Subdivision of the Calumet & Chicago Canal & Dock Co. in sections 5 & 6, T. 37 N., R. 15 E. of the 3rd P. M. at South Chicago, Cook County, Illinois. Chicago : Calumet & Chicago Canal & Dock Co., [1874?].
Authors: Dobson, Robert W. -- Calumet and Chicago Canal and Dock Company -- Chicago
Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 44 x 43 cm.
'Engraved by R.W. Dobson.'
On verso: Map of the north part of Hyde Park, Cook County, Ills.
Manuscript annotations in pencil.
Gift 45
ICN74 rev
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
map2F 4104.C6:256 (PrCt)

Carte de Mallaye, Siam et d'une partie de Cambogia. [ca. 1720].
Authors: Cartes Marines Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 30, sheet 36
1 ms. map : hand col. ; 497 x 704 mm.
Nautical chart of the South China Sea, detailing the Gulf of Thailand and the coasts of Thailand, Cambodia, and southern Vietnam. Towns in the 'Penoping' (Phnom Penh?) region shown pictorially. Continued on adjacent sheet to include northern Vietnam and northern Borneo (Ayer MS map 30, sheet 37).
Scale [ca. 1:2,140,000]. 'Echelle de 40 lieues francaises' [= 104 mm.]
Oriented with north at right.
Depths shown with soundings. Pen-and-ink and watercolor (green, brown, yellow, red); mounted on cloth.
Sheet 36 of 117 in the Cartes Marines Manuscript Map Collection, detailing French colonial interests worldwide, ca. 1640-ca. 1726.
Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 140 Ayer ms map proj 00
Digital image available as part of the Newberry Library's Great Lakes Digital Collection via the CARLI Digital Collections website (accessed Nov. 2010):
http://collections.carli.illinois.edu/u?/nby_grlakes, 839
VAULT drawer Ayer MS map 30 sheet 36 (NLO)

**Nautical charts**

*Suite de Cambodie, ou se trouvent la Cochinchine, et un partie de Borneo.* [ca. 1720].
Authors: Cartes Marines Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 30, sheet 37
1 ms. map : hand col. ; 495 x 700 mm.
Nautical chart of the South China Sea, detailing the coasts of northern Vietnam and northern Borneo. Continued westward on adjacent sheet to include the Gulf of Thailand (Ayer MS map 30, sheet 36).
Scale [ca. 1:2,140,000]. 'Échelle de 40 lieues françaises' [= 100 mm.]
Oriented with north at right.
Depths shown with soundings.
Pen-and-ink and watercolor (green, brown, yellow, red); mounted on cloth.
Sheet 37 of 117 in the Cartes Marines Manuscript Map Collection, detailing French colonial interests worldwide, ca. 1640-ca. 1726.
Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 153
Other Formats Photographic transparency available in Spec. Coll. Image Index.
Ayer ms map proj 00
Digital image available as part of the Newberry Library's Great Lakes Digital Collection via the CARLI Digital Collections website (accessed Nov. 2010): http://collections.carli.illinois.edu/u?/nby_grlakes, 840
VAULT drawer Ayer MS map 30 sheet 37 (NLO)


*New chart of the China Sea with its several entrances ... 1802 [i.e. 1816]?

In: Faden, William [and others]. [General atlas of modern geography : a collection of large scale maps and charts of all parts of the world] ((London, etc. : W. Faden, etc., 1775-1816)) v. 2, pl. [14].
Imprint on map: Published by Laurie and Whittle ... 12th May 1802.
Verso handstamped '11.

**Indians of North America**

South Dakota - Dakota Indians - 1990 - Indians of North America - Maps

Authors: South Dakota Department of Tourism 1 booklet (30 p) : col. photos, maps ; 28 x 16 cm

Travel Vertical File G4181 .E1 1990 .S6 (PrCt)

South Dakota - Dakota Indians - Description and travel - Guidebooks - 2000 - Indians of North America - Maps

Authors: South Dakota. Dept. of Tourism 1 pamphlet : col. photos, maps ; 28 x 16 cm.
Sections devoted to various tribes.

Travel Vertical File G4181 .E1 2000 S6 (PrCt)

South Dakota - Indian reservations - Description and travel - Guidebooks - 2000 - Guide to South Dakota Indian reservations & art.

Authors: South Dakota. Dept. of Tourism 1 pamphlet ; 22 cm.

Travel Vertical File G4181 .E1 2000 S6 (PrCt)

South Dakota - Maps - 1881 - Codington County (S.D.) - Maps - 1881 - Deuel County (S.D.) - Maps - 1881 - Hamlin County (S.D.) - Maps - 1881 - Counties - Maps

*Map of Codington, Grant, Deuel, and Hamlin counties.* Watertown, S.D. W.H. Donaldson, [1881?].
Authors: Donaldson, W. H. -- Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1926 -- Conklin & Fraser (Firm) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 45 x 49 cm.
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection.

Uniform title: Commercial atlas.

--

Rand McNally & Co., 1892, c1891.

Authors: Rand McNally and Company


'TRand McNally & Co.'s sectional map of South Dakota. Copyright, 1891 ... ' -- at bottom left.

Issued folded in accompanying index (19 p.; 17 cm.): Rand McNally & Co.'s indexed county and township pocket map and shippers' guide of South Dakota. Chicago and New York: Rand, McNally & Co., c1893.

Uniform title: Shippers guide.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

map2F G4181.P3 1893 .R3 (PrCt)

70870 South Dakota - Maps - 1894 - Railroads<<>>Railroads - Maps

Rand, McNally & Co.'s South Dakota. Chicago : Rand, McNally & Co., 1894, c1891.

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 32 x 47 cm.

Title in upper margin.

'TRand McNally & Co.'s business atlas map of South Dakota. Copyright, 1891 ... ' -- at bottom left.

Issued folded in accompanying index (19 p.; 17 cm.): Rand McNally & Co.'s indexed county and township pocket map and shippers' guide of South Dakota. Chicago and New York: Rand, McNally & Co., c1894.

Handstamp on title page: Library of Congress copyright May 7 1894 ...

No. '21402 Z2' [?] in pencil on title page.

Uniform title: Shippers guide.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

map2F G4181.P3 1894 .R3 (PrCt)


South Dakota - Maps - 1909 - Promotional literature - South Dakota - 1909


1 map : col. ; 31 x 47 cm., on sheet 44 x 56 cm., folded in covers 15 x 8 cm.

Scale [ca 1:1,330,000].


Advertisement for Chas. Mix Land Co.in upper margin of map and on back cover.

Four columns of text on verso: Uncle Sam says South Dakota leads all the rest / copyright 1919 by W. R. Ronald.

Pencilled calculations inside front cover; two burn marks at right border of state.


map4F G4180 1909 P4 (PrCt)

South Dakota - Maps - 1912


Authors: Kenyon Company (Des Moines, Iowa) -- Bahr, Henry B., fl. 1912 -- Chicago Historical Society

1 map : col. ; 36 x 49 cm.

Bottom left overprinted in oversized lettering; Harry B. Bahr, real estate investments, Waterloo, Iowa.

Index of cities and 1910 census population figures on verso.

Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.

CHS Coll., Map no. 482 (PrCt)

South Dakota - Maps - 1912 - Railroads - Maps


1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm.


Scale [ca. 1:982,000].

Keyed to 14 railroads numbered in red.

In Rand, McNally & Co.'s commercial atlas of America, 2nd [i.e. 43rd?] ed. (Chicago, 1912) p. 266-267; index and population statistics on p. 265 and 268.

Uniform title: Commercial atlas.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

70885 South Dakota - Maps - 1916 - Railroads

1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
Plate no.:220E.
Includes key to railroads numbered 14-153 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: South Dakota railroads.
On verso: South Dakota automobile road map. 1 map ; 46 x 63 cm.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
'11-1 env. 14 copyright 1916' -- typewritten label pasted on front cover.
'Jan 3rd 1916 CJW [?] -- in ms. on title page verso.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 790 (PrCt)

70884 South Dakota - Maps - 1915 - Railroads

Railroad map of South Dakota / prepared under the direction of, and presented by, the Board of Railroad Commissioners. [Chicago] : Rand, McNally & Co., [ca. 1915?].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- South Dakota. Board of Railroad Commissioners -- Western Illinois University. Map and Geography Library -- John V. Bergen Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col., mounted on cloth ; 56 x 84 cm.
'Commissioners: J. J. Murphy, Chairman ...' [etal]
Title in upper margin.
Plate no.: 539A
Handstamp on verso: Map and Geography Library. Western Illinois University.
On wooden rollers.
Forms part of the John V. Bergen Collection (Newberry Library).
maproll G4181.P3 1915 .R3 (PrCt)

70886 South Dakota - Maps - 1919 - Railroads

29 p. ; 17 cm.
Imperfect; lacking folded map.
Editor's copy; some index entries marked in red pencil.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 790 (PrCt)

70883 South Dakota - Maps - 1914 - Railroads

1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
'Copyright, 1912 ...' -- at bottom left.
Includes key to railroads numbered 14-154 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: South Dakota railroads.
Issued folded in accompanying index (22 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally & Co.'s indexed county and township pocket map and shippers' guide of South Dakota. Chicago and New York : Rand, McNally & Co., c1914.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
'Copyrighted RMcN & Co Jan 12, 1914' -- in ms. on title page verso.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 788 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Handstamp on front cover: Register of
Dated '2/28/20' in ms. on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 791 (PrCt)

70888 South Dakota - Maps - 1920 -
Road maps<<>South Dakota - Maps - 1920 -
Road maps<<>Road maps<<>Road maps<<>
Road maps<<>Railroads -
Maps
The Rand McNally new commercial atlas map of South Dakota. [Chicago]: Rand McNally & Co., [1920].
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
Plate no.: 220E.
Includes key to railroads numbered 14-153 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: South Dakota railroads.
On verso: South Dakota automobile road map. 1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm. Plate no.: 642E. 'National Highways Association roads used by permission.' Issued folded in accompanying index (29 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of South Dakota. Chicago ; New York : Rand, McNally & Company, c1920.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Handstamp on front cover: Register of Copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.
Dated '3/22/21' in ms. on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 793 (PrCt)

70891 South Dakota - Maps - 1922 -
Road maps<<>South Dakota - Maps - 1922 -
Road maps<<>Road maps<<>Road maps<<>
Road maps<<>Railroads -
Maps
Rand McNally standard map of South Dakota. [Chicago]: Rand McNally & Co., [1922].
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
'The Rand-McNally new commercial atlas map of South Dakota' -- at bottom left.
Plate no.: 220G.
Includes key to railroads numbered 14-153 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: South Dakota railroads.
On verso: South Dakota automobile road map. 1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm. Plate no.: 642E. 'National Highways Association roads used by permission.' Issued folded in accompanying index (22 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of South Dakota. Chicago ; New York : Rand, McNally & Company, c1921.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Handstamp on front cover: Register of Copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.
Dated '3/22/21' in ms. on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 793 (PrCt)

70890 South Dakota - Maps - 1921 -
Road maps<<>South Dakota - Maps - 1921 -
Road maps<<>Road maps<<>Road maps<<>
Road maps<<>Railroads -
Maps
Rand McNally standard map of South Dakota. [Chicago]: Rand McNally & Co., [1921].
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
'The Rand-McNally new commercial atlas map of South Dakota' -- at bottom left.
Plate no.: 220F.
Includes key to railroads numbered 14-153 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: South Dakota railroads.
On verso: South Dakota automobile road map. 1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm. Plate no.: 642E. 'National Highways Association roads used by permission.' Issued folded in accompanying index (21 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of South Dakota. Chicago ; New York : Rand, McNally & Company, c1921.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Handstamp on front cover: Register of Copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.
Dated '1/13/22' in ms. on front cover.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 794 (PrCt)

70892 South Dakota - Maps - 1923 -
Railroads>>>South Dakota - Maps - 1923 -
Road maps>>>Road maps>>>Railroads -
Maps
Rand McNally standard map of South Dakota.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [1923].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally and Company. Shippers guide -- Library
of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
'The Rand McNally new commercial atlas map of
South Dakota' -- at bottom left.
Plate no.:220H.
Includes key to railroads numbered 14-153 (with
gaps in numbering) beneath added title: South
Dakota railroads.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of
South Dakota. 1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm. Plate
no.: 1036H.
Issued folded in accompanying index (21 p. ; 17
cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists'
and shippers' guide of South Dakota. Chicago ;
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Handstamp on front cover: Register of
Copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington,
D.C.
Dated '5/14/23' in ms. on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 795 (PrCt)

70893 South Dakota - Maps - 1924 -
Railroads>>>South Dakota - Maps - 1924 -
Road maps>>>Road maps>>>Railroads -
Maps
Rand McNally standard map of South Dakota.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [1924].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally and Company. Shippers guide -- Library
of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
'The Rand McNally new commercial atlas map of
South Dakota' -- at bottom left.
Obscured plate no.:7R23[?].
Includes key to railroads numbered 14-153 (with
gaps in numbering) beneath added title: South
Dakota railroads.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of
South Dakota. 1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm. Plate
no.: 3N24. Includes key to 13 named 'principal
trails in South Dakota.'
Issued folded in accompanying index (22 p. ; 17
cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists'
and shippers' guide of South Dakota. Chicago ;
New York : Rand, McNally & Company, c1924.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Handstamp on front cover: Register of
Copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington,
D.C.
Dated '3/20/25' in ms. on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 797 (PrCt)

70894 South Dakota - Maps - 1925 -
Railroads>>>South Dakota - Maps - 1925 -
Road maps>>>Road maps>>>Railroads -
Maps
Rand McNally standard map of South Dakota.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [1925].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally and Company. Shippers guide -- Library
of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm. Plate
no.: 8R23.
Includes key to railroads numbered 14-153 (with
gaps in numbering) beneath added title: South
Dakota railroads.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of
South Dakota. 1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm. Plate
no.: 3N24. Includes key to 13 named 'principal
trails in South Dakota.'
Issued folded in accompanying index (24 p. ; 17
cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists'
and shippers' guide of South Dakota. San
Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand, McNally
& Company, c1925.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Handstamp on front cover: Register of
Copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington,
D.C.
Dated '3/20/25' in ms. on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 797 (PrCt)
Plate no. G-25
Panel art: street scene of AAA building in
Minneapolis and AAA logo for "Minn. State Auto
Assn."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 44 (PrCt)

South Dakota - Maps - 1926 -
Railroads<<<South Dakota - Maps - 1926 -
Road maps<<<Road maps<<<Railroads -
Maps
Rand McNally standard map of South Dakota.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [1926].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally and Company. Shippers guide -- Library
of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
Plate no.: 9R25.
Includes key to railroads numbered 14-153 (with
gaps in numbering) beneath added title: South
Dakota railroads.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of
South Dakota. 1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm. Plate
no.: 3N24. Includes key to 13 named 'principal
trails in South Dakota.'
Issued folded in accompanying index (24 p. ; 17
cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and
shippers' guide of South Dakota. San
Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand, McNally
& Company, c1926.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Handstamp on title page: Register of Copyrights.
Library of Congress. Copyright Office
Dated '3/31/26' in ms. on title page.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 798 (PrCt)

South Dakota - Maps - 1927 - Road/maps<<<North Dakota - Maps - 1927 - Road
/maps<<<Minnesota - Maps - 1927 - Road
/maps<<<Road maps
Rand McNally junior auto road map : South
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally and Company. Junior auto trails -- Rand
McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 28 x 43 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 134 ms. index.
Plate no. I-30
Running title: Junior auto road atlas of the
western United States. Pages 16 and 17.
Partial maps of North Dakota and Minnesota on
verso. Pages 18 and 15.
Uniform titles: Junior auto trails -- Auto trails.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 134.6 (PrCt)
Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [1928].
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
Plate no.: 7R27.
Includes key to railroads numbered 14-116 and A (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: South Dakota railroads.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of South Dakota. 1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm. Plate no.: 3N24. Includes key to 13 named 'principal trails in South Dakota.'
Issued folded in accompanying index (24 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of South Dakota. San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand, McNally & Company, c1928.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 801 (PrCt)

South Dakota - Maps - 1928 - Railroads<<>>South Dakota - Maps - 1928 - Road maps<<>>Road maps<<>>Railroads - Maps
Rand McNally standard map of South Dakota.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [1928].
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
Plate no.: 7R27.
Includes key to railroads numbered 14-116 and A (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: South Dakota railroads.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of South Dakota. 1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm. Plate no.: 3N24. Includes key to 13 named 'principal trails in South Dakota.'
Issued folded in accompanying index (24 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of South Dakota. San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand, McNally & Company, c1928.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Dated '2/3/28' in ms. on title page.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 802 (PrCt)

South Dakota - Maps - 1928 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
South Dakota. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1928].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Home Oil Company -- Shaffer Oil and Refining Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 2.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 85 (PrCt)

South Dakota - Maps - 1928 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
South Dakota. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1928].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 3.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 107 (PrCt)

South Dakota - Maps - 1929-1930 - Road maps<<>>Wall maps<<>>Road maps
South Dakota state highway system showing construction status to July 15, 1929 / South Dakota State Highway Commission. [Sioux Falls, S.D.?] : South Dakota State Highway Commission, 1929.
Authors: South Dakota. State Highway Commission -- Abell, H. E. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : blueprint ; 85 x 130 cm.
"H.E. Abell" at bottom left.
Includes color manuscript annotations dated "Jan. 30, 1930."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
RMcN AE 135.14 (PrCt)

South Dakota - Maps - 1929 - Road maps<<>>Middle West - Maps - 1929 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
South Dakota motor trails are calling ... / compliments of Standard Oil Company (Indiana). Chicago : H. M. Gousha Company, [1929].
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) official road map : South Dakota
Date from AE 135 ms. index.
Plate no. B-136 J.C.
Map on verso (29 x 43 cm.): Standard Oil Company (Indiana) territorial road map ... [of the Middle West]
Panel art: Standard Oil product logos.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
70906 **South Dakota - Maps - 1929 - Road maps**

*South Dakota*. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1929].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Firestone Tire and Rubber Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
**Gousha Clients 154 (PrCt)**

70907 **South Dakota - Maps - 1929 - Road maps**

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Home Oil Company -- Shaffer Oil and Refining Company -- Deep Rock Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 2.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
**Gousha Clients 235 (PrCt)**

70908 **South Dakota - Maps - 1929 - Road maps**

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
**Gousha Clients 265 (PrCt)**

70909 **South Dakota - Maps - 1929**

**South Dakota - Maps - 1929 - Railroads**

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally & Company, [193-?].
Shippers guide -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; 47 x 64 cm.
Includes key to railroads numbered 14-116 and A (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: South Dakota railroads.
Plate nos.: No.1:40 S C -- 7R29
Map on verso (47 x 64 cm.): Rand McNally standard map of South Dakota with air trails.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**Gousha Clients 34 (PrCt)**

70910 **South Dakota - Maps - 1930-1939 - Railroads**

1 map : col.; 47 x 64 cm.
Includes key to railroads numbered 14-116 and A (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: South Dakota railroads.
Plate nos.: No.1:40 S C -- 7R29
Map on verso (47 x 64 cm.): Rand McNally standard map of South Dakota with air trails.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**Gousha Clients 265 (PrCt)**

70911 **South Dakota - Maps - 1930 - Road maps**

*Bridges - South Dakota - Maps - 1930**

**Road maps**

1 map ; 41 x 64 cm.
Panel title.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.


70927 South Dakota - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
1 map : col. ; 35 x 64 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: South Dakota state highway system showing construction status to May 1, 1931 "H.E. Abell" at bottom left.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
RMcN AE 135.17 (PrCt)

70928 South Dakota - Maps - 1931 - Railroad maps
22 p. : 7 maps (2 folded) ; 24 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally pocket maps : South Dakota : counties, cities, towns, auto roads, railroads, city maps, hotels, 1930 census
Uniform title: Pocket maps
Folded map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back to back, col. ; 48 x 65 cm. and 68 x 54 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of South Dakota. Plate nos. "No.1:40S", and "7R30". Includes key to railroads. -- Rand McNally official 1931 auto road map : North Dakota, South Dakota. Plate no. M-1120.
"50¢" -- printed on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Pocket 4C 241 (PrCt)

70929 South Dakota - Maps - 1932 - Road maps
1932 South Dakota highways are happy ways ... / compliments of Standard Oil Company (Indiana). Chicago : H. M. Gousha Company, 1932. Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 44 x 59 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) : 1932 official road map : South Dakota Plate no. F-236-JC
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 135.19 (PrCt)

70930 South Dakota - Maps - 1932 - Road maps
1 map : col. ; 45 x 68 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Cities Service swordsmen.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 134.15 (PrCt)

70931 South Dakota - Maps - 1932 - Road maps
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 651 (PrCt)

70932 South Dakota - Maps - 1932 - Road maps
1 folded map
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 667 (PrCt)

70933 South Dakota - Maps - 1932 - Road maps>>>Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil Company -- Lee, Robert E., fl. 1933 -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Cover: License plate motif.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 0, DUP 0.
Panel art: Shell logo, license plates, couple in convertible car (woman driving), dog, signed by artist "Robert E. Lee.”
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 720 (PrCt)

70934 South Dakota - Maps - 1932 - Road maps>>>Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Sinclair Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 0, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 756 (PrCt)

70935 South Dakota - Maps - 1932 - Road maps>>>Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 776 (PrCt)

70936 South Dakota - Maps - 1932 - Road maps>>>Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Tide Water Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 792 (PrCt)

70937 South Dakota - Maps - 1932 - Road maps>>>Road maps
Pure Oil Pathfinder for South Dakota ... ninth edition ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1932].
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 134 ms. index.
Plate no. 19. N 33 M.
Map on verso (30 x 45 cm.): Pure Oil Pathfinder for United States
Panel art: Pure Oil logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 134.13 (PrCt)

70938 South Dakota - Maps - 1932 - Road maps>>>Road maps
1 map : col. ; 32 x 61 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: South Dakota state highway system & county highways : May 15, 1932
"H.E. Abell" at bottom left.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
RMcN AE 135.21 (PrCt)

Travel South Dakota with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1932].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 45 x 59 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Conoco official road map : South Dakota.
Date from RMcN AE 135 ms. index.
Maps on verso (28 x 21 cm and 22 x 29 cm.): Black Hills Region, South Dakota. [Plate no.]
F-168-S -- Pictorial map of the United States : national parks and monuments.
Panel art: Outline of U.S with compass rose and Conoco logo.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 135.20 (PrCt)

70940 South Dakota - Maps - 1933 - Road maps<<>>Black Hills Region (S.D.) - Maps - 1933 - Road maps<<>>United States - Maps - 1933 - Pictorial maps<<>>Pictorial maps - United States - 1933<<>>Road maps<<>>Pictorial maps

"Travel South Dakota with Conoco : the land of pleasure ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1933].

Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

1 map : col. ; 32 x 59 cm.

Added title: Conoco official road map : South Dakota.

Date from RMcN AE 135 ms. index.

Plate no. G - 236 - JC.

Maps on verso (29 x 44 cm. and 29 x 21 cm.):


Panel art: pictorial map of the United States with Conoco logo.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 135.23 (PrCt)

70941 South Dakota - Maps - 1933 - Road maps<<>>Custer State Park (S.D.) - Maps - 1933 - Road maps<<>>Road maps


1 map : col. ; 37 x 68 cm.

Panel title.

"Copyrighted 1933 by the State of South Dakota."

Added title: South Dakota state highways "H. E. Abell" at bottom left.

Map on verso (22 x 14) South Dakota's wonderland : map of Custer State Park.

Verso includes descriptive text and photographs.

Panel art: Photograph of the state capitol at Pierre.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 135.22 (PrCt)

70942 South Dakota - Maps - 1933 - Road maps<<>>Road maps


Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

1 map : col. ; 45 x 68 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Cities Service road map of South Dakota.

Plate no. O-33-P.


Panel art: Line drawing of car on country road.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 134.17 (PrCt)

70943 South Dakota - Maps - 1933 - Road maps<<>>Road maps


Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Barnsdall Oil Co. -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

1 folded map

Panel title.

Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 811 (PrCt)

70944 South Dakota - Maps - 1933 - Road maps<<>>Road maps

South Dakota. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1933].

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

1 folded map

Panel title.

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 846 (PrCt)

70945 South Dakota - Maps - 1933 - Road maps<<>>Road maps


Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

1 folded map

Panel title.

Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 900 (PrCt)

70946 South Dakota - Maps - 1933 - Road maps<<>>Road maps


Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil Company -- Lee, Robert E., fl. 1933 -- H.M. Gousha Clients 900 (PrCt)
Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Cover: License plate motif.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Panel art: Shell logo, license plates, woman driving convertible car, dog, signed by artist "Robert E. Lee."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 943 (PrCt)

70947 South Dakota - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 0, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 967 (PrCt)

70951 South Dakota - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 45 x 68 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Cities Service road map of South Dakota
Date from RMcN AE 134 ms. index.
Plate nos. C. S. O. 1934 and P 33 P
Panel art: Line drawing of car on country road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 134.21 (PrCt)

70952 South Dakota - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Road maps
Travel So. Dakota with Globe gasoline : get the most out of motoring ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, 1934.
1 map : col. ; 37 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Rand McNally senior 1934 auto road map of South Dakota.
Plate no. P. 33
Map on verso (28 x 44 cm.): Rand McNally junior 1934 auto road map of United States.
Uniform title: Junior auto trails.

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Panel art: Globe logo with mountain and cityscape.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 134.24 (PrCt)

70953 South Dakota - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
South Dakota 1934 road map: Barnsdall.
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Barnsdall Oil Co. -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (1 panel, R,B): Diagonal wording "America's first refiner."
Plate no. H-236-JC.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1014 (PrCt)

70954 South Dakota - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Travel South Dakota with Conoco.
Chicago: H.M. Gousha Co., [1934].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (3 panel, R,G): Outline map of North America, logo.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1054 (PrCt)

70955 South Dakota - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
South Dakota road map: Deep-Rock.
Chicago: H.M. Gousha Co., [1934].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Deep Rock Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (3 panel, R,B,Y): Line drawing of sedan speeding uphill in yellow slash.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1072 (PrCt)

70956 South Dakota - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Highway map of South Dakota: Phillips 66.
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (3 panel, R,G,BL): Six cars speeding towards service station, logo.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1113 (PrCt)

70957 South Dakota - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Shell road map: South Dakota.
Chicago: H.M. Gousha Co., [1934].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (3 panel, R,Y): Diagonal "Shell" on red stripe, logo.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1161 (PrCt)

70958 South Dakota - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Standard Oil road map: So. Dakota 1934.
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (3 panel, R,B,P): Geese flying over hills, sedan passing lake.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1189 (PrCt)

70959 South Dakota - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Tydol trails thru South Dakota.
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Tide Water Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (1 panel, O, BL): "Tydol trails thru...[photo woman, attendant, gas pump] Ask the man at the pump!"
Plate no. H-236-JC.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1217 (PrCt)

70960 South Dakota - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Marathon Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 37 x 68 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Rand McNally senior 1934 auto road map of South Dakota.
Plate no. P.33
Map on verso (30 x 47 cm.): Rand McNally junior 1934 auto road map of United States
Panel art: Marathon runner.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 134.23 (PrCt)

70961 South Dakota - Maps - 1934 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Pure Oil Pathfinder : South Dakota ... eleventh edition ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1934].
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Pure Oil Pathfinder for South Dakota.
Date from RMcN AE 134 ms. index.
Plate no. P. 33
Map on verso (28 x 44 cm.): Pure Oil Pathfinder for United States
Panel art: Pure logo over outline map of the eastern United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 134.22 (PrCt)

70962 South Dakota - Maps - 1934 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Shell road map : South Dakota ... Chicago : H. M. Gousha Company, [1934].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 39 x 59 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell official road map : South Dakota
Date from RMcN AE 135 ms. index.
Plate no. H - 236 - JC
Map on verso (29 x 45 cm.): Shell official road map : United States
Panel art: Shell logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 135.24 (PrCt)

70963 South Dakota - Maps - 1934 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Sinclair : So. Dakota : 1934 Sinclair road map.
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Barr, fl. 1934 -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 64 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair 1934 official road map : South Dakota.
Plate no. P. 33
Map on verso (31 x 48 cm.): Sinclair recreational map : United States.
Panel art: Boy with toy dinosaur waving at car, Sinclair gas station in background; signed "Barr" [?]
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 134.25 (PrCt)

70964 South Dakota - Maps - 1934 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: South Dakota. State Highway Commission -- Abell, H. E. -- Brink, John G. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 44 x 68 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: South Dakota State Highways 
"Copyrighted 1934 by the state of South Dakota.
"H.E. Abell" at bottom left.
Panel art: photograph of state capitol at Pierre.
Verso art: descriptive text and photographs.
Stamped "received Jun 13 1935" and signed "Brink" in ms.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
RMcN AE 135.26 (PrCt)

70965 South Dakota - Maps - 1934 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
[Texaco road map of South Dakota]. [Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, 1934?].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; on sheet trimmed to 32 x 50 cm.
Title and imprint supplied by cataloger.
Imperfect; editor's copy of a Texaco road map trimmed on all sides to outline a single U.S. state.
Manuscript numbers in margins.
Date from previous binding marked "Points of Interest" and dated 1934.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 189.39 (PrCt)

70966 South Dakota - Maps - 1935 - Road maps<<>>Black Hills (S.D.) - Maps - 1935 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
S. Dakota 1935 : go the Standard way ...
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 38 x 59 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) : 1935 official road map : South Dakota
Plate no. I - 236 - JC.
Maps on verso (29 x 44 cm. and 28 x 22 cm.): Standard Oil Company (Indiana) : 1935 official road map : United States -- Black Hills region, South Dakota.
Panel art: photographs of Standard attendants and customers.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 135.25 (PrCt)

South Dakota - Maps - 1935 - Road maps

Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"Tourist edition."
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of car, Cities Service logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1296 (PrCt)

South Dakota - Maps - 1935 - Road maps

Travel South Dakota with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago: H.M. Gousha Co., [1935?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1342 (PrCt)

South Dakota - Maps - 1935 - Road maps

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Tide Water Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (3 panel, O,B): Profile of woman driver, scarf blowing in wind.
Plate no. I-4-JC.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1249 (PrCt)
70973 South Dakota - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Authors: Marathon Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 37 x 68 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Rand McNally auto road map of South Dakota.
Date from RMcN AE 134 ms. index.
Plate no. Q.33
Map on verso (30 x 47 cm.): Rand McNally official road map : United States.
Panel art: Marathon runner.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RCMcN AE 134.29 A (PrCt)

70974 South Dakota - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
N.A.C. road map of South Dakota ... / prepared by Engineering Department, National Automobile Club . Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1935?].
Authors: National Automobile Club -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: National Automobile Club logo, list of district offices.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1414 (PrCt)

70975 South Dakota - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 37 x 57 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell official road map : South Dakota
Plate no. Q.33
Map on verso (31 x 48 cm.): Sinclair recreational map : United States.
Panel art: Dinosaur; signed "J.E. Allen 35"
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1514 (PrCt)

70976 South Dakota - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell official road map : South Dakota.
Plate no. Q.33
Map on verso (28 x 44 cm.): Shell official road map : United States.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 134.327 (PrCt)

70977 South Dakota - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Allen, J. E., fl. 1935 -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 64 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair 1935 official road map : South Dakota.
Plate no. Q.33
Map on verso (31 x 48 cm.): Sinclair recreational map : United States.
Panel art: Dinosaur; signed "J.E. Allen 35"
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 134.28 (PrCt)

70978 South Dakota - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Photo of gas station attendant and slogan "let the Standard Oil Company serve you."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1514 (PrCt)

70979 South Dakota - Maps - 1936 - Aerial Photographs
The First photograph ever made showing the division between the troposphere and the stratosphere ... 1936.
Authors: National Geographic Society (U.S.) -- Stevens, Captain Albert W.
1 photograph ; 36 x 59 cm.
Photograph taken from the balloon Explorer II at 72,395 feet.
Covers western South Dakota.
M1108
map2F G4182.W4A3 1936 N3 (PrCt)
70980 South Dakota - Maps - 1936 - Road maps<<>>Black Hills Region (S.D.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 64 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Cities Service invites you to tour South Dakota.
Plate no. 347-S.C. - J-3
Maps on verso (29 x 44 and smaller): Cities Service invites you to tour United States -- Black Hills region -- Sioux Falls -- Rapid City -- Huron -- Aberdeen.
Panel art: Cities Service logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 157.29A (PrCt)

70981 South Dakota - Maps - 1936 - Road maps<<>>Black Hills Region (S.D.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Travel South Dakota with Conoco : every Conoco station is a branch of the Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1936].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Conoco official road map : South Dakota.
Date from RMcN AE 158 ms. index.
Plate no. 2-J-5
Panel art: Conoco logo over outline of North America.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 158.40 (PrCt)

70982 South Dakota - Maps - 1936 - Road maps<<>>Black Hills (S.D. and Wyo.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 64 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: 1936 South Dakota road map ...
Plate no. R.3608
Maps on verso (26 x 43 cm. and smaller): 1936 United States road map ... -- Aberdeen -- Huron -- Mitchell -- Sioux Falls -- Black Hills region.
Panel art: Standard Oil compass rose logo over cars on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 133.1 (PrCt)

70983 South Dakota - Maps - 1936 - Road maps<<>>Black Hills (S.D. and Wyo.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 54 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: 1936 South Dakota road map ...
Plate no. R.3608.
Maps on verso (29 x 44 cm. and smaller): 1936 United States road map ... -- Aberdeen -- Huron -- Mitchell -- Sioux Falls -- Black Hills Region.
Panel art: Standard sign over car and gas pump.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 134.30 (PrCt)

70984 South Dakota - Maps - 1936 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Barnsdall Oil Co. -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Barnsdall Oil Co. logo and slogan "be square to your motor with Barnsdall dependable products".
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1547 (PrCt)

70985 South Dakota - Maps - 1936 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- Cities Service Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1936].
Panel art: Cities Service logo and "serves a nation" slogan.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1584 (PrCt)

70986 South Dakota - Maps - 1936 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Travel South Dakota with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1936]?
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco
Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M.
Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1630 (PrCt)

70987 South Dakota - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Travel S. Dakota with the Independent. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1936?].
Authors: Globe Oil & Refining Companies -- H.M.
Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Globe gas station attendant; slogans "we are home owned" and "keep rollin'
with Globe."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1658 (PrCt)

70988 South Dakota - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

South Dakota : "best in the long run" : Marathon Oil Co. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company,
[1936].
Authors: Marathon Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Rand McNally auto road map of South Dakota.
Date from RMcN AE 133 ms. index.
Plate no. R.3608
Map on verso (30 x 47 cm.): Rand McNally road map of United States
Panel art: Marathon runner.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 133.2 (PrCt)

70989 South Dakota - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1796 (PrCt)

70990 South Dakota - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

South Dakota : Sinclair road map ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1936].
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Helck, Peter, 1893-1988 -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 64 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 133 ms. index.
Added title: Sinclair road map : South Dakota.
Plate no. R.3608
Map on verso (31 x 47 cm.): Sinclair recreational map : United States
Panel art: View of Sinclair service station, signed "Helck."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 133.3 (PrCt)

70991 South Dakota - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Tydol trails thru South Dakota ... Chicago : H.M.
Gousha Company, 1936.
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 37 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: 1936 Tydol trails : South Dakota.
Panel art: Cartoon of Tydol "Little Engineer"; automobile license plate.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 171.21B (PrCt)

70992 South Dakota - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Tydol trails thru South Dakota ... Chicago : H.M.
Gousha Company, 1936.
Authors: Tide Water Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Cartoon mechanic and license plate with slogan "wherever you go, go on Tydol and Veedol", says the little engineer."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1796 (PrCt)

70993 South Dakota - Maps - 1937 - Road maps

Travel South Dakota with Conoco : every Conoco...
South Dakota - Maps - 1937 - Road maps

71000 South Dakota - Maps - 1937 - Road maps

South Dakota road map ... / Johnson Oil Refining Company ... Chicago, Illinois. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1937?]. Authors: Johnson Oil Refining Co. -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm. Panel title.
Panel art: Johnson Winged 70 gasoline logo and outline map of the midwestern states. Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1927 (PrCt)

71004 South Dakota - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Travel South Dakota with Conoco: every Conoco station is a branch of the Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago: H.M. Gousha Company, [1938]. Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm. Panel title.
Added title: Conoco ... official road map of South Dakota
Date from RMcN AE 159 ms. index.
Panel art: Conoco logo over outline of North America. Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 16 1938 ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 159.31 (PrCt)

71005 South Dakota - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

1 map : col. ; 38 x 57 cm. Panel title.
Added title: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) road map: South Dakota.
Date from RMcN AE 133 ms. index.
Plate no. T.3711. Maps on verso (29 x 44 cm. and 29 x 22 cm.): Standard Oil Company (Indiana) road map: United States -- Black Hills Region.
Panel art: Standard sign over car and gas pump. Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 133.5 (PrCt)

71006 South Dakota - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm. Panel title.
Panel art: Tydol gasoline and Veedol motor oil logos, and slogan "Travel in the best circles." Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3008 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1 map : col. ; 40 x 62 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of South Dakota.
Date from RMcN AE 156 ms. index.
Includes table of "State and federal gasoline taxes -- as of Feb. 1st, 1938."
Plate no. T.3839
Insets (13 x 13 cm. and smaller): Black Hills region -- Aberdeen -- Pierre -- Rapid City -- Sioux Falls.
Maps on verso (50 x 50 cm. and 4 x 7 cm.): Texaco sectional trip map [of the Middle West] -- Chicago and vicinity.
Panel art: U.S. outline, Texaco logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMCn AE 133.6 (PrCt)

71007 South Dakota - Maps - 1938 - Road maps - South Dakota road map ... / Barnsdall ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1938?]. Authors: Barnsdall Oil Co. -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Barnsdall Oil Co. logo and slogan "be square dependable products by Barnsdall, 'America's first refiner'."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3129 (PrCt)

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: car driving through hills, Cities Service sign.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3088 (PrCt)

71009 South Dakota - Maps - 1938 - Road maps - South Dakota road map : Cities Service ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1938]. Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M.
Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Cities Service invites you to tour South Dakota.
Date from RMcN AE 156 ms. index.
Plate no. 336-J. 9-L
Map on verso (28 x 44 cm.): Cities Service road map of the United States.
Panel art: Cities Service sign, car on winding road.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 18 1938 ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMCn AE 156.28 (PrCt)

71010 South Dakota - Maps - 1938 - Road maps - Cities Service invites you to tour South Dakota. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1938?]. Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3129 (PrCt)

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Globe gas station attendant; slogans "we are home owned" and "keep rollin' with Globe."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3149 (PrCt)

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3264 (PrCt)

71013 South Dakota - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Shell road map : South Dakota ... Chicago : H.
M. Gousha Company, [1938].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha
Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell official road map of South
Dakota.
Date from RMcN AE 164 ms. index.
Plate nos. "336-J. 9-L" and "12-L 1938-1"
Map on verso (29 x 44 cm.): Legend : United
States mileage and driving time along main
transcontinental highways.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul
15 1938 ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 164.34 (PrCt)

71014 South Dakota - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Tour South Dakota with Skelly. [Kansas City,
Mo.] : Greiner-Fifield Litho Co. [1938].
Authors: Skelly Oil Company -- Greiner-Fifield
Litho. Co. (Kansas City, Mo.) -- Martin, Bernard,
1912-1998 -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 39 x 54 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Skelly official motor trails map : So.
Dakota.
"Copyright --- Greiner-Fifield Litho Co., K.C., Mo."
Date from RMcN AE 167 ms. index.
Maps on verso (28 x 43 cm. and smaller): Skelly
official motor trails map : United States -- Sioux
Falls -- Aberdeen.
Panel art: Skelly gas station and rural road
scene, signed "Bernard Martin."
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Oct
20 1938 Rand McNally & Co. by R.C."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 167.14 (PrCt)

71015 South Dakota - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

South Dakota : California Company road map ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1938.
Authors: Standard Oil Company of California --
H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Calso gasoline station and logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3040 (PrCt)

71016 South Dakota - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

South Dakota : California Company road map :
Calso gasoline ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha
Company, 1938.
Authors: Standard Oil Company of California --
H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: 1938 road map : South Dakota ...
Plate no. 336-J. 9-L
Maps on verso (27 x 44 cm. and 14 x 14 cm.):
1938 road map : United States -- Sioux Falls.
Panel art: Calso Gasoline station and logo.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Aug
1 1938 Rand McNally & Co. ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 168.38 (PrCt)

71017 South Dakota - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Tydol trails thru South Dakota. Chicago : H.M.
Gousha Co., 1938.
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company --
H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Tydol gasoline sign, profiles of three
cars, and slogan "stop at this sign for safe
motoring."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3322 (PrCt)

71018 South Dakota - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Tydol trails thru South Dakota ... Chicago : H.M.
Gousha Company, 1938.
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company --
H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 37 x 57 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: 1938 Tydol trails : South Dakota.
Plate nos. "336-J. 9-L" and "1381."
Maps on verso (28 x 44 cm. and smaller): United
States -- Aberdeen -- Rapid City.
Panel art: Tydol sign and cars.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul
22 1938 Rand McNally & Co. ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 171.23A (PrCt)

71019 South Dakota - Maps - 1939 - Road

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Travel South Dakota with Conoco : every Conoco station is a branch of the Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1939].

Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Conoco ... official road map of South Dakota

Date from RMcN AE 159 ms. index.

Plate no. 336-J.C.-10-M


Panel art: Conoco logo over outline of North America.

Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Aug 17 1939 ... ."

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 159.31 A (PrCt)

Travel South Dakota with the Independent. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1939?].

Authors: Globe Oil & Refining Companies -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 40 x 62 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Texaco touring map of South Dakota.

Date from RMcN AE 133 ms. index.

Includes table of "State and federal gasoline taxes -- as of December 2nd, 1938."

Plate no. (3) T.3839

Insets (13 x 13 cm. and smaller): Black Hills region -- Aberdeen -- Pierre -- Rapid City -- Sioux Falls.

Maps on verso (50 x 50 cm. and 4 x 7 cm.):

Texaco sectional trip map of the Middle West -- Chicago and vicinity.

Panel art: U.S. outline, Texaco logo.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 133.7 (PrCt)

South Dakota road map / Cities Service. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1939?].

Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

"Tourist edition."

Panel title.

Panel art: road leading to a Cities Service gas station and sign; slogan "buy at this sign."

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 3383 (PrCt)

171022 South Dakota - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

Travel South Dakota with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1939?].

Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 3425 (PrCt)

171023 South Dakota - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

Travel S. Dakota with the Independent. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1939?].

Authors: Globe Oil & Refining Companies -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Panel art: Globe gas station attendant; slogans "we are home owned" and "keep rollin' with Globe."

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 3445 (PrCt)

171024 South Dakota - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

Shell road map : South Dakota. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1939?].

Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 3581 (PrCt)

171025 South Dakota - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

South Dakota : California Company road map ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., c1939.

Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Calso gasoline station, logo and slogan "Call for Calso Gasoline and RPM Motor Oil in Montana, Wyoming, Nebraska, Colorado, North and South Dakota."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3337 (PrCt)

South Dakota - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Tydol gasoline and Veedol motor oil signs; profiles of stylized cars.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3674 (PrCt)

South Dakota - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Black Hills (S.D. and Wyo.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Highway map : S. Dakota ... / compliments of Standard Oil Company of Indiana. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1940].
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 57 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) road map : South Dakota.
Date from RMcN AE 133 ms. index.
Plate no. V.3711.
Maps on verso (28 x 43 cm. and 28 x 21 cm.): Standard Oil Company (Indiana) road map : United States -- Black Hills Region.
Panel art: Standard sign over car and gas pump.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 133.9 (PrCt)

South Dakota - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Middle West - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Texaco touring map : South Dakota with sectional map of adjoining states ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1940].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 40 x 62 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of South Dakota.
Date from RMcN AE 133 ms. index.
Includes table of "State and federal gasoline taxes -- as of 29th April, 1940."
Plate no. 3839
Insets (15 x 13 cm. and smaller): Black Hills region -- Aberdeen -- Pierre -- Rapid City -- Sioux Falls.
Maps on verso (50 x 50 cm. and 4 x 7 cm.): Texaco sectional trip map [of the Middle West] -- Chicago and vicinity.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 133.8 (PrCt)

South Dakota - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Shell map of South Dakota. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1940].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Road with cars, Shell Service sign and gas station attendant; slogan "helpful service wherever you go!"
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3742 (PrCt)

South Dakota - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3697 (PrCt)
71033 South Dakota - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Tydol trails thru South Dakota / issued by Tide Water Associated Oil Company ... Tulsa. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1940.
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: drawing of a wagon train and slogan "follow the trails of the pioneers in your modern motor car."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3944 (PrCt)

71036 South Dakota - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Tydol trails thru South Dakota / issued by Tide Water Associated Oil Company ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1941.
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 40 x 62 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: drawing of a wagon train and slogan "follow the trails of the pioneers in your modern motor car."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4015 (PrCt)

71037 South Dakota - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
South Dakota road map ... / Bareco Oil Company, formerly Barnsdall Refining Corp. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1941].
Authors: Bareco Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: "B Square" logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4039 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
South Dakota - Maps - 1942 - Road maps

South Dakota road map ... / by Bareco Oil Company. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1942?].
Authors: Bareco Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: "B Square" logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 4360 (PrCt)

South Dakota - Maps - 1942 - Road maps

South Dakota road map / Cities Service Oils ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1942?]?
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: rural road scene, Cities Service Oils logo, and slogan "start every trip at your Cities Service dealer's."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 4399 (PrCt)

South Dakota - Maps - 1942 - Road maps

South Dakota road map / Cities Service Oils ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1942?]?
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: rural road scene, Cities Service Oils logo, and slogan "the fill that stretches, Conoco Bronze-z-z gasoline."
Includes maps with plate numbers suggesting 1941 and 1942 dates of publication.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 4452 (PrCt)

South Dakota - Maps - 1942 - Road maps

Travel South Dakota with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1942?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Back panel art: red bird with worm and slogan "the fill that stretches, Conoco Bronz-z-z gasoline."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 4451 (PrCt)
Panel title.
Panel art: statue of minuteman with caption "buy war bonds and stamps", Tydol gasoline logo, Veedol motor oil logo, and statement "Oil is ammunition, use it wisely."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 4658 (PrCt)

71052 South Dakota - Maps - 1945 - Road maps<--->Black Hills (S.D. and Wyo.) - Maps - 1945 - Road maps<--->Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) road map : South Dakota.
Date from RMcN AE 112 ms. index.
Plate no. 453711.
Maps on verso (29 x 44 cm. and 29 x 22 cm.):
Standard Oil Company (Indiana) road map : United States -- Black Hills region.
Panel art: Standard service sign over station with a car, attendants, and gas pumps.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 112.9 (PrCt)

71053 South Dakota - Maps - 1945 - Road maps<--->Road maps
Travel South Dakota with Conoco ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1945?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 4691 (PrCt)

Authors: Northwestern Public Service Company
18 maps : col. ; 28 x 43 cm. and smaller
Maps from 1953 to 1955 reports are pictorial maps.
Maps show electric transmission lines, generating plants, and communities served by electricity and gas.

map1F G4181 .N4 1946 N6 (PrCt)

71055 South Dakota - Maps - 1946 - Road maps<--->Black Hills (S.D. and Wyo.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps<--->Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) road map : South Dakota.
Date from RMcN AE 112 ms. index.
Plate no. 6-423711-2.
Maps on verso (28 x 43 cm. and 22 x 9 cm.):
Standard Oil Company (Indiana) road map : United States -- Black Hills region.
Panel art: Standard service sign over station with a car, attendants, and gas pumps.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 112.18 (PrCt)

71056 South Dakota - Maps - 1946 - Road maps<--->Road maps
Travel South Dakota with Conoco ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1946?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 4788 (PrCt)

71057 South Dakota - Maps - 1946 - Road maps<--->Road maps
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: gas station attendant and man in car.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
South Dakota - Maps - 1951 - Road maps

Authors: South Dakota. State Highway Commission -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 43 x 69 cm.
Panel title.

Opposite panel title: South Dakota highways: your magic carpets to fun...
Added title: South Dakota highway map.
Date from RMcN AE 96 ms. index.
Includes index dated 1950.
Plate no. 1-5000-1.
Map on verso (22 x 30 cm.): Neighboring states of South Dakota.
Panel art: outline of Mount Rushmore and B&W photo of horseback riders on a mountain trail.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMCN Clients 3093 (PrCt)

71065

South Dakota - Maps - 1952 - Road maps

Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) highway map: South Dakota.
Date from RMcN AE 96 ms. index.
Includes index dated 1950.
Plate no. 2-423711-9.
Maps on verso (28 x 43 cm. and 21 x 19 cm.): Standard Oil Company (Indiana) highway map: United States -- Black Hills region.
Panel art: Standard service sign over station with a car, attendants, and gas pumps.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMCN AE 96.17 (PrCt)

71066

South Dakota - Maps - 1952 - Road maps

1952 highway map ... safe driving makes travel a happy adventure! Pierre, S.D. South Dakota State Highway Commission, c1952.
Authors: South Dakota. State Highway Commission -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 43 x 69 cm.
Panel title.
Opposite panel title: South Dakota 1952 highway map ... for things to do in 52 ... for free distribution
Added title: South Dakota highway map.
Date from RMcN AE 96 ms. index.
Includes index dated 1950.
Plate no. 2-5000-2.
Maps on verso (18 x 30 cm. and 22 x 30 cm.): Highway distance map of South Dakota -- Neighboring states of South Dakota. Copyright by Rand McNally & Company.
Panel art: Color photo of farmstead.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMCN AE 96.20 (PrCt)
20 p. : 2 col. maps on 1 sheet (folded) ; 24 cm.
"1952 edition."
Cover title: Rand McNally South Dakota pocket map: reference map ... [and] detailed highway map
Uniform title: Pocket maps
Folded map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back to back, col.; 48 x 66 cm. and 43 x 48 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of South Dakota. Plate no. 54321. Includes key to railroads. -- Rand McNally road map: North Dakota, South Dakota. Plate no. 2-463502V-12.
"2 maps in one, $1" -- front cover.
Cover art: Schematic road sign labeled "reference map ... ."
Handstamp on title page: Register of Copyrights, Library of Congress ... certificate no. AA218891.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Pocket 4C 244 (PrCt)

20 p. : 2 col. maps on 1 sheet (folded) ; 24 cm.
"1952 edition."
Cover title: Rand McNally South Dakota pocket map: reference map ... [and] detailed highway map
Uniform title: Pocket maps
Folded map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back to back, col.; 48 x 66 cm. and 43 x 45 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of South Dakota. Plate no. 543 [?]. Includes key to railroads. -- Rand McNally road map: South Dakota. Plate no. 4-513608V-3.
"2 maps in one, $1" -- front cover.
Cover art: Schematic road sign labeled "reference map ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3094 (PrCt)

20 p. : 2 col. maps on 1 sheet (folded) ; 24 cm.
"1952 edition."
Cover title: Rand McNally South Dakota pocket map: reference map ... [and] detailed highway map
Uniform title: Pocket maps
Folded map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back to back, col.; 48 x 66 cm. and 43 x 48 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of South Dakota. Plate no. 543 [?]. Includes key to railroads. -- Rand McNally road map: South Dakota. Plate no. 4-513608V-3.
"2 maps in one, $1" -- front cover.
Cover art: Schematic road sign labeled "reference map ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Pocket 4C 244 (PrCt)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalog Entry</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>South Dakota - Maps - 1954 - Road maps</td>
<td><strong>Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
adjointing states ... Mobilgas ... Socony-Vacuum Oil Company, Inc. ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1956].
Authors: Socony Mobil Oil Company -- Foldex Limited -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; 43 x 54 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: South Dakota : Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc.
Date from RMcN AE 96 ms. index.
Includes index dated 1950.
Plate no. 6-513608V-6A
Maps on verso (43 x 48 cm. and smaller):
Panel art: Mobilgas and Mobiloil logos.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 96.10X (PrCt)

71077
South Dakota - Maps - 1956 - Road maps
Authors: South Dakota. Dept. of Highways -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; 43 x 68 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. 6-5000-6.
Inset (7 x 13 cm.): Legend.
Map on verso (22 x 30 cm. and 21 x 31 cm.):
Neighboring states of South Dakota -- [Mileage map of South Dakota].
Panel art: Color images of grazing cattle and a woman on horseback; slogan "land of infinite variety."
Includes slight annotations in wax pencil.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3098 (PrCt)

71078
South Dakota - Maps - 1962-1971 - Road maps
Authors: South Dakota. Dept. of Highways -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; 44 x 129 cm. and smaller fold. to 44 x 60 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:125,000].
Title of each map: General highway map ... County, South Dakota.
County maps include location diagram, circular insets of cities and towns.
Some maps on multiple sheets.
map8C G4181 .P2 1962 .S6 (PrCt)

71079
South Dakota - Maps - 1962 - Road maps
Authors: South Dakota. Dept. of Highways -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; 44 x 69 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: South Dakota highway map.
Mark Co. (Elmhurst, Ill.)
1 atlas : 73 maps; 44 x 129 cm. and smaller fold. to 44 x 60 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:125,000].
Title of each map: General highway map ... County, South Dakota.
Counties maps include location diagram, circular insets of cities and towns.
Some maps on multiple sheets.
map8C G4181 .P2 1962 .S6 (PrCt)
“Prepared by Rand McNally & Company.”
Plate no. 3-5000-13.
Inset (8 x 11 cm. and 8 x 8 cm.): Rapid City -- Sioux Falls.
Maps on verso (45 x 29 cm. and 45 x 23 cm): America's newest playground: great lakes of South Dakota -- Black Hills region.
Panel art: Color photo of a climber on Lincoln's nose on Mount Rushmore.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3099 (PrCt)

71081 South Dakota - Maps - 1964 - Road maps<<>>Black Hills Region (S.D.) - Maps - 1964 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: South Dakota. Dept. of Highways -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col ; 44 x 69 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm. Panel title.
Added title: South Dakota highway map.
"Prepared by the H.M. Gousha Company."
Plate no. 9-LL-1000-S
Insets (8 x 11 cm. and 8 x 7 cm.): Rapid City -- Sioux Falls.
Maps on verso (45 x 23 cm. and smaller): Black Hills region -- The Coteau, year-round vacation playground -- Great Lakes of South Dakota.
Panel art: Color photo of Mount Rushmore.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3100 (PrCt)

71082 South Dakota - Maps - 1965 - Road maps<<>>Black Hills Region (S.D.) - Maps - 1965 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: South Dakota. Dept. of Highways -- Rand McNally and Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col ; 44 x 69 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm. Panel title.
Added title: South Dakota highway map.
Insets (8 x 11 cm. and 8 x 7 cm.): Rapid City -- Sioux Falls.
Maps on verso (45 x 23 cm. and smaller): Black Hills region -- The Coteau des Prairie, land of lakes and legends -- The gigantic Great Lakes of South Dakota.
Panel art: Color photo of George Washington's bust on Mount Rushmore and slogan "statewide safe, modern highways."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3101 (PrCt)

71083 South Dakota - Maps - 1966 - Road maps<<>>Black Hills Region (S.D.) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
1 map : col ; 43 x 69 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm. Panel title.
Added title: South Dakota highway map.
Insets (8 x 11 cm. and 8 x 7 cm.): Rapid City -- Sioux Falls.
Maps on verso (44 x 23 cm. and smaller): Black Hills region -- Northeast lakes ... -- Great Lakes of South Dakota ... .
Panel art: Aerial color photo of Mount Rushmore; slogan "A frontier of pleasure ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3102-3104 (PrCt)

71084 South Dakota - Maps - 1967 - Road maps<<>>Black Hills Region (S.D.) - Maps - 1967 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: South Dakota. Dept. of Highways -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col ; 43 x 69 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm. Panel title.
Added title: South Dakota highway map.
"Prepared by the H.M. Gousha Company."
Plate no. 12-00-1000-S
Insets (8 x 11 cm. and 8 x 7 cm.): Rapid City -- Sioux Falls.
Maps on verso (44 x 23 cm. and smaller): Black Hills region -- [Location map] -- Northeast lake region... -- Great Lakes of South Dakota ... .
Panel art: Color photo of a climber scaling Lincoln's nose on Mount Rushmore; slogan "friendly land of infinite variety!"
Handstamp: "Received from [blank], Mar 23 1967, Rand McNally & Co., Road Map Research."
Marked by hand (by a child?) with three colors.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3105 (PrCt)

South Dakota - Maps - 1968 - Road maps<>Black Hills Region (S.D.) - Maps - 1968 - Road maps<>Road maps
Authors: South Dakota. Dept. of Highways -- Midland Lithographing Company (Kansas City, Mo.) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col ; 35 x 52 cm., folded to 22 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added titles: South Dakota 1968 highway map -- Highway map.
"Lithographed by Midland Lithographing Company", but includes H.M. Gousha plate no. "12-OO-1000-S"; cf. South Dakota's 1967 official state map (RMcN Clients 3105)
Insets (8 x 11 cm. and 8 x 8 cm.): Rapid City -- Sioux Falls.
Map on verso (42 x 17 cm.): Black Hills region.
Panel art: Color photo of a rodeo; slogan "friendly land of infinite variety".
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3106 (PrCt)

General highway map ... South Dakota. 1970.
Authors: South Dakota. Dept. of Transportation
83 maps : part col. ; on sheets 44 x 140 cm. and smaller.
79-47932
M1325
map8C G4181.P2 1970 S6 (PrCt)

South Dakota - Maps - 1972 - Road maps<>Black Hills Region (S.D.) - Maps - 1972 - Road maps<>Road maps
Authors: South Dakota. Department of Highways -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col ; 43 x 68 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: South Dakota highway map.
Maps on verso (44 x 23 cm. and smaller): Black Hills region -- Rapid City -- Sioux Falls.
Panel art: Color photo of Indian man.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4798 (PrCt)

South Dakota - Maps - 1974 - Road maps<>South Dakota - Maps - 1974 - Pictorial maps<>Pictorial maps
Authors: South Dakota. Dept. of Highways -- South Dakota. Dept. of Transportation -- South Dakota Bicentennial Commission -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col ; 43 x 68 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: South Dakota official highway map. © S.D. Dept. of Transportation, 1974."
Panel art: Color photo of Mount Rushmore.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3107 (PrCt)

South Dakota - Maps - 1975 - Road maps<>South Dakota - Maps - 1975 - Pictorial maps<>Pictorial maps
Authors: South Dakota. Dept. of Transportation -- South Dakota Bicentennial Commission -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col ; 43 x 68 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: South Dakota official highway map.
Panel art: Color illustration of South Dakota icons; "South Dakota 1976" Bicentennial logo.
Duplicate copy (hand stamped "Received May 9 1975"): RMcN Clients 3109
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3108-3109 (PrCt)

South Dakota - Maps - 1978 - Road maps<>South Dakota - Maps - 1978 - Pictorial maps<>Pictorial maps
Panel art: Color photo of Mount Rushmore.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4798 (PrCt)
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maps

Pictorial maps

Authors: South Dakota. Division of Tourism -- South Dakota Bicentennial Commission -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col ; 43 x 68 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"600,000 copies of this map were printed at a cost of $.0485 per copy in accordance with SDCL 31-2-33."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3110 (PrCt)

South Dakota - Tourism - 1990 - German language

Authors: South Dakota Tourism, [ca. 1990s].
1 leaflet (4-fold) : col. ills, col. photos, col. map ; 23 x 10 cm.
Text in German.
Travel Vertical File G4181 .E635 1990 .S6 (PrCt)

South Dakota - Tourism - 1995

Authors: South Dakota. Department of Tourism
215 p. : col. photos, maps ; 28 x 21 cm
Travel Vertical File G4181 .E635 1995 .S6 (PrCt)

South Dakota - Tourism - 1996

1 sheet : col. ills, col. photos, col. map ; fold. to 27 x 14 cm.
Travel Vertical File G4181 .E635 1996 .S6 (PrCt)

South Dakota - Maps - 1931 - Road maps

Authors: Langwith Inc. (Minneapolis, Minn.) -- Langwith, A. L. (Alfred Logan) -- King O' The Road (Langwith Inc., Minneapolis, Minn.) -- Progressive Oil Co. (Browns Valley, Minn.)
1 map : col ; 39 x 55 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Langwith's motor trails map : South Dakota ... 1931 edition
Plate no.: Series S 14-196

Verso includes directory of U.S. hotels and South Dakota business directory.
Panel art: king with scepter.
Stamp: Progressive Oil Co. Browns Valley, Minnesota.
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).
Accession no. 2002100101
Road map 4C G4181.P2 1931 .L3 (PrCt)

South Georgia (Falkland Islands) - Maps - 1906 - Harbors

Authors: Barff, A. D. -- Larsen, Capt'n. -- Davies & Company -- Great Britain. Hydrographic Office -- Field, A. Mostyn -- J. D. Potter Ltd. -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 48 x 35 cm., on sheet 52 x 70 cm.
'Published at the Admiralty 7th July 1906, under the superintendence of Rear-Admiral A. Mostyn Field ... Hydrographer.'
'Sold by J. D. Potter, agent for the sale of the Admiralty charts, 145 Minories.'
'Small corrections II-07 I-12 VII-12 II-13 III-17 IV-18.'
Ancillary maps: Southern Ocean: South Georgia [18 x 30 cm.] -- Royal Bay [11 x 18 cm.] -- Moltke Harbor [11 x 12 cm.] -- Cumberland Bay: King Edward Cove [18 x 30 cm.].
Handstamped at lower right: Increase 50%.
Fitzgerald polar map 214 (PrCt)

South Georgia (Falkland Islands) - Maps - 1927 - Harbors

1 map : 48 x 35 cm., on sheet 52 x 70 cm.
'Published at the Admiralty 7th July 1906, under the superintendence of Rear-Admiral A. Mostyn Field ... Hydrographer. New edition 29th Aug. 1921.'
'Small corrections 1921 - 1842 11-1 - 2018 - 11-26 - 12-7 1922 - 1-27 - 1399 - 1924 - 8-28 1926 - 47 - 6-17 - 1515 - 1927 - 3-4 - 860 - 1342.'
'Sold by J. D. Potter, agent for the sale of the Admiralty charts, 145 Minories.'
Ancillary maps: Southern Ocean: South Georgia [18 x 30 cm.] -- Royal Bay [11 x 18 cm.] -- Moltke Harbor [11 x 12 cm.] -- Cumberland Bay: King Edward Cove [18 x 30 cm.] -- Bay of Isles [8 x 13 cm.].
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South Georgia (Falkland Islands) - Maps - 1934 - Harbors

Harbours and anchorages in South Georgia.


8 maps; various sizes, on sheet 53 x 71 cm.

'Published at the Admiralty 12th Sept. 1930, under the superintendence of Rear-Admiral H. P. Douglas ... Hydrographer. New edition 8th May 1931.'

'Small corrections 1931 - 8-11 - 1934 - (XII-7).'


Ruled area blank in lower right (11 x 11 cm.).

Upper right: 121.45.


Fitzgerald polar map 216 (PrCt)

71098

South Georgia (Falkland Islands) - Maps - 1938


Authors: Great Britain. Hydrographic Office -- Chaplin, J. M. -- Carse, Duncan -- Collins, K. St. B. -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 64 x 98 cm.

'Published at the Admiralty 23rd May 1958, under the superintendence of Rear-Admiral K. St. B. Collins...Hydrographer. New edition 8th May 1931.'

Upper right: 156.58.


Fitzgerald polar map 218 (PrCt)

71099

South Georgia (Falkland Islands) - Maps - 1938 - Harbors


10 maps; various sizes, on sheet 104 x 71 cm.

'Published at the Admiralty 21st Sept. 1931, under the superintendence of Vice-Admiral H. P. Douglas ... Hydrographer. New edition 8th May 1931.'

'Small corrections 1935 - (1-4) 8-5 - 1937 - 12-7 1938 - 703 - 1094.'

Contents: Prince Olaf Harbour and approaches -- Fortuna Bay -- Prince Olaf Harbour: North Bay -- Willis and Bird Islands -- Cape Buller to Cape Constance -- Undine Harbour -- Larsen Harbour -- Approaches to Undine Harbour -- Blue Whale Harbour -- Leith Harbour.

Upper right: 169.43.


Fitzgerald polar map 217 (PrCt)

71100

South Georgia (Falkland Islands) - Maps - 1939 - Harbors

Harbours and anchorages in South Georgia.


5 maps; various sizes, on sheet 53 x 71 cm.

'Published at the Admiralty 7th July 1906, under the superintendence of Rear-Admiral A. Mostyn Field ... Hydrographer. New editions 29th Aug. 1921, 24th May 1929, 15th Aug. 1930.'

'Small corrections 1930 - 1502 1931 - 4-30 - (VII-21) - 1932 - 7-9 1934 - 8-6 1939 - 1101.'


Upper right: 297.45.


Fitzgerald polar map 219 (PrCt)

71101

South Georgia (Falkland Islands) - Maps - 1957


Authors: Great Britain. Hydrographic Office -- Collins, K. St. B. -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 64 x 97 cm.

Added title: South Atlantic Ocean.

'Published at the Admiralty, 23rd May, 1958, under the superintendence of Rear Admiral K. St. B. Collins...Hydrographer.'

'Small corrections.'


Fitzgerald polar map 220 (PrCt)

71102
Falkland Islands Dependencies : South Georgia / surveyed under the leadership of Duncan Carse by the South Georgia Survey Expeditions of 1951-52, 1953-54, and 1955-56, with minor additions from G. Sutton’s expedition of 1954-55, and from Admiralty charts. [London? s.n., 1957?].


1 map ; 122 x 163 cm. on 3 sheets each 64 x 90 cm.
Scale 1:100,000.

Fitzgerald polar map 221 (PrCt)

71103 South Holland (Netherlands) - Maps - 1614 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles

Prins Maurits’ kaart van Rijnland. 1889.
Authors: Balthasar, Floris, 1562 or 3 -- Berckenrode, Balthasar Florisz. van, 1591 or 2-1645 -- Berckenrode, Florissoon van Berkenrode SEE Berckenrode, Balthasar Florisz. van, 1591 or 2-1645
1 map
Facsimile of 1614 manuscript.

temp map4F G6003.S8 1614 .B3 1989 (PrCt)

71104 South Holland (Netherlands) - Maps - 1644

Kaerte van Suyt-Hollants Grootste Deel ... welcke kaerte bij Pieter Bruynsen ... [Amsterdam] : C. J. Visscher excudit, 1644.
Authors: Bruynsen, Pieter, fl. 1584 -- Visscher, Claes Jansz., 1586 or 7-1652 -- Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 58 cm.
'As explained in a note this is a copy of a map by Pieter Bruynsen, Surveyor of Rijn'--Campbell, Tony, Claes Jansz. Visscher : a hundred maps described (1968), p. 23, no. 90. Oriented with north at upper right. Remnants of binding stub on verso.
Forms part of the Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library).


Visscher 111 (PrCt)

71105 South Holland (Netherlands) - Maps - 1682

Delflandia, Schielandia, et circumiacentes insulae. Amsterdam : C. Allard, [1682?].
Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Allard, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709 -- Allard, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709. Atlas minor sive tabulae geographicae ... [1682?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 45 x 55 cm.
In: Allard, Carel. Atlas minor sive tabulae geographicae proecipuum regnorum regionum, insularum, provinciarum, etc. (Amsterdam : C. Allard, 1682?]) pl. 76.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .A4 A pl. 76 (PrCt)

71106 South Holland (Netherlands) - Maps - 1700
Novissima Delflandiae, Schielandiae et circumiacentium insularum ... Amsterdam, [ca. 1700].
Authors: Berckenrode, Balthasar Florisz. van, 1591 or 2-1645 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:M28
1 map ; 44 x 53 cm.

3402 rev
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Sack map4F G6003.S6 1700 M6 (PrCt)

71107 South Holland (Netherlands) - Maps - 1700
Novissima Delflandiae, Schielandiae et circumiacentium insularum ... Amstelodami [Amsterdam] : Fredericum de Wit, [ca. 1700?].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Berckenrode, Balthasar Florisz. van, 1591 or 2-1645 -- Wit, Frederik de. Atlas [ca. 1700?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 44 x 54 cm.
Derived from earlier work by Balthasar Florisz. van Berkenrode.

In: Wit, Frederik de. Atlas (Amsterdam : bij Frederick de Wit in de Calverstraet bij den Dam inde Witte Paskaert. [ca. 1700?]) no. [118].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .W8 A no. [118] (PrCt)

71108 South Holland (Netherlands) - Maps - 1700
Nova atque emendata descriptio Suydt Hollandiae. [Amsterdam] : Frederico de Wit, [ca. 1700?].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Wit, Frederik de. Atlas [ca. 1700?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 44 x 54 cm.
Oriented with north at upper right.
In: Wit, Frederik de. Atlas (Amsterdam : bij Frederick de Wit in de Calverstraet bij den Dam inde Witte Paskaert. [ca. 1700?]) no. [116].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .W8 A no. [116] (PrCt)

71109 South Holland (Netherlands) - Maps - 1749>>>North Brabant (Netherlands) - Maps - 1749

Nieuwe kaart van het Zuid Oostelykste deel van Holland, behelzende de landen van Huesden, Altena, de Alblasseraard ... te Amsterdam : by Isaak Tirion, MDCCLXVIX [1749].
Authors: Tirion, Isaak -- Tirion, Isaak. Nieuwe en
South Holland (Netherlands) - Maps - 1766 - Coasts - Nautical charts

A Chart of the sea coast of Zealand from Walcheren to the Maes. [Dublin : Jane Grierson, 1766].

Authors: Barlow, James S., fl. ca. 1733-1767 -- Grierson, Jane, fl. 1766 -- English Pilot. Part 1 (1766) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map; 43 x 51 cm.

Oriented with north at bottom left.

In: The English pilot. Part 1, describing the coasts ... in the southern navigation upon the coasts of England, Scotland, Ireland, Holland, Flanders, Spain, Portugal ... (Dublin: Jane Grierson, 1766) following p. 14.

Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger):

English Pilot. Part 1 (1766)

oversize Ayer 135 .E55 1766 following p. 14 (PrCt)

South Holland (Netherlands) - Maps - 1769 - Nieuwe kaart van Delftland na de laatste meeting int licht gebracht. te Amsterdam : by Isaak Tirion, [1769?].

Authors: Tirion, Isaak -- Tirion, Isaak. Nieuwe en beknopte hand-atlas ... (1748 [i.e. 1769?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map; hand col.; 32 x 37 cm.

Verso numbered "N 47" in manuscript.

In: Tirion, Isaak. Nieuwe en beknopte hand-atlas ... (Amsterdam : Isaak Tirion, 1744 [i.e. 1769?]), plate [47].

oversize Ayer 135 .T55 1744, plate [44] (PrCt)

South Orkney Islands - Maps - 1943

South Orkney Islands. London : Admiralty, [1943?].

Authors: Great Britain. Hydrographic Office -- Nelson, A. L. -- Discovery II (Ship) -- Bruce, W. S., Dr. -- Scottish National Antarctic Expedition -- Edgell, J. A. -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)

8 maps; on sheet 71 x 104 cm.

Maps variously attributed to A. L. Nelson and officers of the ship Discovery II, and Dr. W. S. Bruce and the Scottish National Antarctic Expedition.

Title proper from largest of maps.

Added title (above title proper): Antarctic Ocean.

'Published at Admiralty, 17th Aug. 1934, under the superintendence of Captain J. A. Edgell...Hydrographer.'

'Small corrections - 1935 - 3-1 - 7-1 1937 - 1-4 - 4-2 1938 - (II)-4 - 1943 - 5-12.'

Contents: South Orkney Islands [38 x 83 cm.] -- Sandefjord Bay [15 x 14 cm.] -- Uruguay Cove [9 x 14 cm.] -- Queens or Borge Bay [15 x 22 cm.] -- Powell Island and Washington Strait [26 x 21 cm.] -- Scotia Bay and Mill Cove [26 x 31 cm.] -- Ellefsen Harbour [26 x 22 cm.] -- Signy Island [23 x 22 cm.]


Upper right: 342.45.

Fitzgerald polar map 222 (PrCt)
South Pacific Ocean - Maps - 1685 - Nautical charts

Mar del Zvr. Hispanis Mare Pacificum.
[Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, ca. 1685].
Authors: Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Jansonius, Joannes, 1588-1664 SEE Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664 -- Janson, Jan, 1588-1664 SEE Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664 -- Jansz, Jan, 1588-1664 SEE Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664 1 map : hand col. ; 422 x 525 mm. (neat line), 443 x 546 mm. (plate mark)
Verso blank.
Remnants of binding stub and manuscript '44' on verso.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Copy of state 1 in: Jansson, Jan. Atlass majoris quinta pars, orbem maritimum ... (Amsterdam, 1650) [VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .J35 1650].
k3
Novacco 4F 417 (PrCt)

South Pacific Ocean - Maps - 1764-1770 - Manuscripts - Facsimilies

Account of the discoveries made in the South Pacifick Ocean previous to 1764 . Sydney : Hordern House, 1996.
Authors: Dalrymple, Alexander, 1737-1808 -- Cook, Andrew S. -- Fewster, Kevin -- Hordern House -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 7 maps ; 216 x 135 mm.
Facsimile of original published London: [s.n.], 1767.
Includes essay by AndrewCook.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

South Pacific Ocean - Maps - 1795-1770 - Manuscripts - Facsimilies

A Chart of the Great South Sea, or Pacific Ocean, shewing the track and discoveries made by the Endeavour bark, in 1769-1770; drawn by Lieut. James Cook. [19-].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1769-1770 manuscript.
folio Ayer 136 .H91 1909 ser. 2, v. 5, pl. 18-21 (PrCt)

Voyages & discoveries in the South Pacific.
London : Dalrymple, 1771.
Authors: Dalrymple, Alexander, 1737-1808 -- Saillant -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
2 v. ; 27 cm.
Ayer 1875 .D15 1770 (NLO)

Authors: Reilly, Franz J. J. von -- Ponheimer, Kil. (Kilian) -- Djurbeg, Daniel, 1744-1834 -- Roberts, Henry, Lieut., 1757-1796 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 446 x 621 mm. (neat line), 502 x 670 mm. (plate mark)
Details routes of Cook's and other voyages of discovery.
Engraved no. 'VII' at bottom right; remnants of binding stub on verso.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
k6
Novacco 6F 38 (PrCt)

South Pacific Ocean - Maps - 1797-1836 - Oceania - Maps - 1797 - A Mercators chart of the islands within two thousand miles of Otaheite. 1797 [i.e. 1816?].
1798<<>>Princessa (Ship)

**Chart of a part of the great Pacific Ocean, to the east and south east of New Guinea:** showing the track of the Spanish frigate la Princesa commanded by Don Franco. Antonio Maurelle in 1781. London: I. Stockdale, 1798.

Authors: Mourelle de la Rúa, Francisco Antonio, 1750-1820 -- Princessa (Ship) -- Stockdale, John, 1749?-1814 -- La Pérouse, Jean-François de Galaup, comte de, 1741-1788. The Voyage of La Pérouse round the world, in the years 1785, 1786, 1787, and 1788 ... (1798) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 17 x 22 cm., folded to 21 x 13 cm.

London Published, August 27, 1798, by I. Stockdale, Piccadilly.

In La Pérouse, Jean-François de Galaup, comte de. The Voyage of La Pérouse round the world, in the years 1785, 1786, 1787, and 1788 ... (1798) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)

Duplicate copy: Ayer 123 .L17 1798a

Graff 2397 v. 1, following p. cxiv.

1842<<>>Oceanica or Oceania

Oceanica or Oceania. [Boston : J. W. Wilkins & R. B. Carter, 1841?].

Authors: Bradford, T. G. (Thomas Gamaliel), 1802-1887 -- Bradford, T. G. (Thomas Gamaliel), 1802-1887. A Comprehensive atlas ... (1835, [i.e. 1841?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 19 x 25 cm.


folio Ayer 135 .B75 1835 pl. 53, p. 130 (Pr Ct)


**Narrative of the United States Exploring Expedition during the years 1838, 1839, 1840, 1841, 1842 / by Charles Wilkes ...** Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, 1845.


5 v. : ill., 11 maps (incl. fronts. : v. 1, 4, 5), tables ; 25 cm. + 1 atlas (5 fold. maps ; 29 cm.)

Added title page title: United States Exploring Expedition

On verso of t.p.: Stereotyped by J. Fagan.

Printed by C. Sherman.

Atlas charged to Conservation Lab for possible disbinding; to be re-housed in oversize box.

Another copy available in digital form on the Smithsonian Institution website (accessed May 2008):

http://www.sil.si.edu/digitalcollections/usexex/follow-up-01.htm

For quarto-sized edition, also published 1845, but without accompanying atlas, see G 13 .973

References: Phillips 3245; Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 1194

Ayer 2017

LC Card Number: gs 15000152

oversize Ayer 119.1 .W6 1838 (NLO)
71125 South Pacific Ocean - Maps - 1849 - Nautical charts

1857 - Manuscripts<>>Lucy Thompson (Ship) - Voyages, 1879-1882 - Manuscripts<>>Wall maps<>>Nautical charts

A New chart of the South Pacific Ocean including Australasia, the East India Islands, Polynesia & the western coast of South America. London : Published by James Imray, 102 Minories, 1852. Authors: Imray, James, 1803-1870 -- Stevenson, James -- Keoh, John -- Rudd, Eric

1 map ; 93 x 185 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:9,400,000] at 30° S. Lat.
In lower left corner: Price 12s/-. Engraved by Jas. Stevenson.
Includes numerous manuscript ship courses, in pencil, dated from 1853 to 1882, with some ships named, among them, the Uncowah, Bark American, Continental, Marathon, and Lucy Thompson.

On verso, advertising label: Sold by John Kehew at his navigation store, No. 69 North Water Street, New Bedford ....
Not to be paged; in very poor condition; separated into many fragments; awaiting conservation treatment (Dec. 2006).

maproll G9251.P5 1852 I4 (PrCt)


Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928. Cram's unrivaled family atlas of the world (1883)
1 map : col. ; 22 x 29 cm.
folio G1019 .G463 1883b, p. 124 (PrCt)

71129 South Pass (Wyo.) - Maps - 1860 - Railroads, Proposed<>>Railroads - Maps


1 map ; 16 x 20 cm., on sheet folded to 23 x 13 cm.
Shows "Proposed great continental rail road."
Scale [ca. 1:2,600,000]
Coordinates: (W 112°30'--W 106°/N 44°--N 40°45').
Relief shown with hachures.
In: Gilpin, William. The Central gold region (Philadelphia ; St. Louis : Sower, Barnes & Co. ;

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copy: G 93 .34
Graff 1556, opposite p. 99 (PrCt)

71130 South Pass (Wyo.) - Maps - 1860 - Railroads, Proposed<>Railroads - Maps
1 map ; 16 x 20 cm., on sheet folded to 23 x 13 cm.
Shows "Proposed great continental rail road."
Scale [ca. 1:2,600,000]
Coordinates: (W 112°30'--W 106°/N 44°--N 40°45').
Relief shown with hachures.
Duplicate copy: Graff 1556
G 93 .34, opposite p. 99 (PrCt)

71131 South Sandwich Islands - Maps - 1820
1 map ; col. ; 46 x 32 cm.
'Produced by the Hydrographic Dept. of the Admiralty, 12th Sept. 1927, under the superintendence of Rear Admiral H. P. Douglass...Hydrographer. Printed by H.M. Stationery Office.'
Title proper above border in upper margin.
Added title (lower right, within neat line): Mercator chart of the South Sandwich Islands and the recently discovered Marquis de Traverse Is. 1820.
Includes 'Note' on map sources, 9 lines of text.
MS. note (pencil), upper margin: Not on sale. Given me by Hydrographer. [initialed] J.M.W.
Upper right: 325.27.
Fitzgerald polar map 223 (PrCt)

71132 South Sandwich Islands - Maps - 1939
1 map ; 98 x 64 cm.
Added title: Southern Ocean.
'Published at the Admiralty, 22nd Novr. 1930, under the superintendence of Vice Admiral H. P. Douglass...Hydrographer.'
'New edition 15th Jan. 1932. Large corrections 14th Feby. 1936.'
'Small corrections - 1939 - 11-28.'
Upper right: 292.45.
Insets: Candlemas Islands : Nelson Strait [16 x 16 cm.] -- Thule or Morrell Island : Ferguson Bay [12 x 16 cm.]
Fitzgerald polar map 224 (PrCt)

71133 South Shetland Islands (Antarctica) - Maps - 1819-1820 - Nautical charts<>Nautical charts - South Shetland Islands (Antarctica) - 1819-1820<>Williams (Brig : 1819-1820)<<Nautical charts
Authors: Campbell, R. J. -- Smith, Wm. -- Poynter, C. W. (Charles Wittit) -- Hakluyt Society -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 24 maps
III:4;BrigWilliams(1819-20);CW Poynter
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

71134 South Shetland Islands - Maps - 1821 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
A Chart of New South Britain discovered by Captain Smith in the Brig Williams the 19th of February 1819 / Drawn by William Henry Goddard. [Taunton : Hydrographic Dept., 1941 or later?].
1 map (manuscript facsimile) ; 50 x 77 cm.
Photographic reproduction of manuscript map in the Hydrographic Department.
'Received from the Record Office 3rd January 1822.' -- MS. annotation reproduced from original.
Insets: On the coast of New South Britain between 62° and 63° [S.] latitude [17 x 18 cm.]. --
Gerald F. Fitzgerald polar maps 224-227 (PrCt)
71137 South Shetland Islands - Maps - 1909 Antarctican Peninsula (Antarctica) - Maps - 1909
South Shetlands and adjoining islands and lands compiled from the latest information in the

71138 South Shetland Islands - Maps - 1917 <> South Orkney Islands - Maps - 1917
The Shetland and South Orkney Islands with the tracks of the several discoverers / J. & C. Walker sculpt. London : Admiralty, [1917?].
1 map ; 46 x 65 cm.
'Magnetic variation in 1910...'
'Published at the Hydrographic Office...Sepr. 7th 1839. Large corrections, 1844; April, 1887, Aug. 1914. Mar. 1901, Sep. 1908.'
'Small corrections X-93 IX-05 VI-09 XI-10 IV-17.'
Sold by R. B. Bate, agent for the Admiralty Charts, 145 Minories.'
MS. note (pencil), left margin: Given me by Adml. Parry to show nomenclature changes, Oct. 1917 [initialed] J.M.W.'
MS. annotations in pencil, ink, and colored pencil.

71139 South Shetland Islands - Maps - 1949
8 maps : col. ; on sheet 104 x 71 cm.
Added title: Preliminary chart.
'Published at the Admiralty, 9th July, 1949, under the superintendence of Rear-Admiral A. G. N. Wyatt...Hydrographer.'
'Small corrections 1949 - 1309 - 1897 - 91-13.'
Maps variously attributed to the crews of R.R.S.
71140 South Shetland Islands - Maps - 1957<->Branstfield Strait - Maps - 1957<->Antarctic Peninsula (Antarctica) - Maps - 1957<->Proofs (Printing) - 1957 - Specimens South Shetland Islands and Bransfield Strait: compiled from the latest information in the Hydrographic Department, 1956, including surveys by R.R.S. 'Discovery' and Falkland Islands Dependencies Survey. London: Admiralty, [1957?]. Authors: Penfold, D. N. -- Great Britain. Hydrographic Office -- Wyatt, A. G. N. -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map; col.; 64 x 98 cm. Added title: Antarctica. 'Published at the Admiralty 23rd Sept. 1949, under the superintendence of Vice-Admiral Sir Guy Wyatt ... Hydrographer. New editions 12th Feb. 1954, 15th March 1957.' Printing proof with paste-on notice: 'Note: In addition to any coloured areas shown on this chart, corrections have been made as follows ...' 'Natural scale 1 / 500,000 (lat. 67°).’ In upper right: 100.57. G.B. Hyd. Dept. Pl. No.: 3205.

Fitzgerald polar map 233 (PrCt)


In: Imago mundi 11 (1954): 137-144. Map Ref folio GA1.6, v. 11, p. 137-144 (PrCt)


71145 Southeast Asia - Description and travel - 1930<->Vietnam - Description and travel - 1930<->Cambodia - Description and travel - 1930<->Automobile travel - Southeast Asia -
Southeast Asia - Maps - 1540

**Tabvla Asiae XI.** [Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1540].
Authors: Ptolemy, active 2nd century -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Ptolemy, active 2nd century.
Geographia (1540) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. woodcut ; 24 x 24 cm., mounted on backing sheet 31 x 38 cm.
Letterpress title above woodcut map with letterpress place names.


Letterpress no. 27 and text on verso: Vndecima Asiae tabula continet Indiam ... .
Forms part of an incomplete copy of Sebastian Münster's 1540 edition of Ptolemy's Geography (lacking intervening pages of text between maps). Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.


References: Karrow, Mapmakers of the Sixteenth Century, 30/75.

Digital image available on Raremaps.com website (accessed Dec. 2010):
http://www.raremaps.com/maps/medium/11669.jpg

VAULT Ayer 110 .R2 1554, at end [map 3] (PrCt)

1 map; 268 x 369 mm. (neat line), on sheet remargined to 430 x 554 mm. Derived from maps by Giovanni Ramusio and Giacomo Gastaldi; see Karrow 30/72.
Covers region between the Ganges River delta and Taiwan.
Sheet 3 of a 3-sheet map of Asia and Africa. Issued to accompany: Prima tavola ([Venice]: Bertelli, 1565) [VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .L2 1575 Al pl. [38]] -- Seconda tavola ([Venice]: Bertelli, 1565) [Novacco 4F 387; duplicate copy: VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .L2 1575 Al pl. [20]] Oriented with north at bottom.
Relief shown pictorially.
In: [Italian assembled-to-order atlas] [Venice?: s.n., ca. 1575?], plate [21].
In manuscript on verso: Mare de Africa et cyma (?) et Bengala a 3 fo.
Duplicate copy of sheet 3: Novacco 4F 389 Karrow 30/75.2.
Tooley 73.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .L2 1575 AI, plate [21] (PrCt)

1 map; 33 x 48 cm.
Based largely on Mercator's 1569 world map; see Karrow, p. 8.
In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatrvm orbis terrarvm (Antwerp : A.C. Diesth, 1570), [plate 48].
Printed no. 48 and Latin letterpress text on verso beginning: India. Nobissimam totius orbis terrarvm partem Indiam esse ... .
VAULT Case oversize G 1007 .64, [plate 48] (PrCt)

Il Disegno della terza parte dell'Asia / di Giacopo Almagià, Monumenta cartographica vaticana II (1948) p. 37.
Bella and Bella, Cartografia rara ... dalla collezione Franco Novacco (1986) p. 18, no. 10.
Woodward 61.
For variant editions cf. Karrow 30/85.1 Ex Hoepli.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

NOVACCO 6F 40 (PrCt)

NOVACCO 4F 389 (PrCt)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Novacco 4F 388 (PrCt)**


Materials
1 map : copper engraving ; 12.8 x 18.3 cm. on sheet 32 x 21 cm.

Southeast Asia

Letterpress above map: I had another farre better sent out of the Indies, but partly the cost, and partly doubt to displease haue detayned the publishing. If I had beene able to haue given thee also those Draughts, Reader, thou shouldest haue had them. But such as I haue, giue l unto thee; namely, this of Hondius, meane and obscure enough, but somewhat more than nothing.
Digital image available on Library of Congress website (accessed Nov. 2010):
VAULT Ayer 110 .P9 1626, v. 1, p. 700 (PrCt)

Southeast Asia - Maps - 1626

71157

Southeast Asia - Maps - 1625

71158

Southeast Asia - Maps - 1626

71159

Southeast Asia - Maps - 1625

71160

Southeast Asia - Maps - 1635

71161

Southeast Asia - Maps - 1650

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Southeast Asia - Maps - 1656 - Nautical charts

Suotheast Asia - Maps - 1656

Oosterdeel van Oost Indien / door Arnold Colom.
Amsterdam : In de Lichtende Colom, [1656?].
Authors: Colom, Arnold, 1624-1668 -- Colom, Arnold, 1624-1668. Zee-atlas, ofte Water-wereldt [1656?].
1 map : hand col. ; 63 x 55 cm.
In: Colom, Arnold. Zee-atlas, ofte Water-wereldt (Amsterdam: Op 't Water, by de Nieuwen brugh, in de Lichtende Colom, [1656?]), map 12.
In extreme lower right corner, just outside border: in de Lichtende Colom, [1656?]), map 12.
Backed with linen.

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .C7 1656, map 12 (PrCt)

Southeast Asia - Maps - 1662

A New map of the East Indies : taken from Mr. de Fer's map of Asia, shewing their chief divisions, cities, town's, ports, rivers, mountain's, &c. / Sutton Nicholls sculp.
Authors: Nicholls, Sutton -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- William, Duke of Gloucester, 1689-1700 -- Wells, Edward, 1667-1727. A New sett of maps both of antient and present geography ... (1700) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 45 x 55 cm.
"Dedicated to his highness William Duke of Gloucester"
Prime meridians "from Fero [and] from London."
In: Wells, Edward. A New sett of maps both of antient and present geography ... (Oxford : Printed at the Theater, 1700), plate [30].

Baskes oversize G1015 .A77 1798, [ptie 2], [plate 37] (NLO)

Southeast Asia - Maps - 1664

1 map ; hand col. ; 39 x 55 cm.
Shows Papua New Guinea as two separate islands.
Scale [ca. 1:11,000,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .A77 1798, [ptie 2], [plate 37] (NLO)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

- Manuscripts>Nautical charts - East Indies - Maps - 1720
- Manuscripts>Manuscript maps

Nautical charts
Partie de l'est de l'Archipel des Indes. [ca. 1720].
Authors: Cartes Marines Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 30, sheet 49
1 ms. map : hand col. ; 424 x 1,218 mm.
Scale [ca. 1:3,200,000]. Oriented with north at right.
Pen-and-ink and watercolor (green, grey, yellow, brown, red); mounted on cloth.
Sheet 49 of 117 in the Cartes Marines Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Southeast Asia - Maps - 1751
Les Indes Orientales, où distingués les empires et royaumes ... / par le Sr. Robert ... [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy], 1751.
Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas universal (1757 [i.e. 1758?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 55 cm.
In: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles. Atlas universal (Paris : Chez les auteurs, quay de l'Horloge du Palais, Boudet libraire imprimeur du roi, rue St. Jacques, 1757 [i.e. 1758?]), [plate 96].
"Indes Orientles." -- oversize letterpress title stamped on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1757, [plate 96] (PrCt)

Southeast Asia - Maps - 1751
Les Indes Orientales, où distingués les empires et royaumes ... / par le Sr. Robert ... [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy], 1751.
Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas universal (1757 [i.e. 1758?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 55 cm.
In: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles. Atlas universal (Paris : Chez les auteurs, quay de l'Horloge du Palais, Boudet libraire imprimeur du roi, rue St. Jacques, 1757 [i.e. 1758?]), [plate 96].
"Indes Orientles." -- oversize letterpress title stamped on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1757, [plate 96] (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
71179 Southeast Asia - Maps - 1786<<>>India - Maps - 1786<<>>East Indies - Maps - 1786
A Compleat map of the East Indies : exhibiting the English territorial acquisitions / by Samuel Dunn. London : Printed for Robt Sayer ... as the Act directs, 10 June, 1786.
Authors: Dunn, Samuel, -1794 -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Dunn, Samuel, -1794. A New atlas of the mundane system ... [1789?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 31 x 43 cm., on sheet 47 x 57 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:14,000,000]
Relief shown pictorially.
Prime meridian: Ferro.
In: Dunn, Samuel. A New atlas of the mundane system, or, Of geography and cosmography ... (London : Printed for Robert Sayer and Co., [1789?]), [plate 27].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .L565 1801, [plate 29] (NLO)

71180 Southeast Asia - Maps - 1794<<>>India - Maps - 1794<<>>East Indies - Maps - 1794
Authors: Dunn, Samuel, -1794 -- Laurie & Whittle -- Dunn, Samuel, -1794. A New atlas of the mundane system ... (1800) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 31 x 43 cm., on sheet 47 x 59 cm.
"Published by Laurie & Whittle, 53 Fleet Street, London as the Act directs 12th May, 1794."
Scale [ca. 1:14,000,000]
Relief shown pictorially.
Prime meridian: Ferro.
In: Dunn, Samuel. New atlas of the mundane system, or, Of geography and cosmography ... (London : Printed and published by Robert Laurie and James Whittle ... (successors to the late Mr. Robert Sayer), 1800), [plate 27]

71181 Southeast Asia - Maps - 1797
La penisola delle Indie di la’ dal Gange con parte delle isole della Sonda. Rome : Calcografia camerale, 1798 [i.e. 1801].
Authors: Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824 -- Calcografia camerale (Rome, Italy) -- Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824. Nuovo atlante geografico universele delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (1792-1801) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 43 x 30 cm.
In: Cassini, Giovanni Maria. Nuovo atlante geografico universele delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (Rome : Presso la Calcografia camerale, 1792-1801) v. 3 pl. 6.
Map dated 1797.
oversize Ayer 135 .C33 1792 v. 3 pl. 6 (PrCt)

71182 Southeast Asia - Maps - 1804
Authors: Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823. A New and elegant general atlas comprising all the new discoveries, to the present time ... (1804) -- John Conrad & Co. -- Hooker, William, 1782-1856 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 24 x 20 cm.
In: Arrowsmith, Aaron. A New and elegant general atlas comprising all the new discoveries, to the present time ... (Philadelphia [etc.] : J. Conrad & Co. [and others], 1804) pl. 29.
Ayer 135 .A65 1804 pl. 29 (PrCt)

71183 Southeast Asia - Maps - 1811
Authors: Cary, John, approximately 1754-1835 -- Cary, John, approximately 1754-1835. Cary’s New universal atlas ... (1811 [i.e. 1812?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; hand col.; 44 x 50 cm.
In: Cary, John. Cary’s New universal atlas, containing distinct maps of all the principal states and kingdoms throughout the world (London: Printed for J. Cary, 1811 [i.e. 1812?]) pl. [40].
Printed paste-on no. 44.
oversize Ayer 135 .C3 1811 pl. 40 (PrCt)

71184 Southeast Asia - Maps - 1814<<>>East Indies - Maps - 1814
Authors: Hewitt, N. R. -- John Thomson & Co. --
Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1821?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 48 x 57 cm.
In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (Edinburgh ; London ; Dublin : John Thomson and Company ; Baldwin, Cradock, and Joy ; John Cumming, 1817, [i.e. 1821?]) map 40. Engraved 'No. 40' at upper right; printed paste-on label 'No. 40' on verso.
oversize Ayer 135 .T4 1817 map 40 (PrCt)

71185 Southeast Asia - Maps - 1814<<>>East Indies - Maps - 1814
Authors: Hewitt, N. R. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1817?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 48 x 57 cm. Engraved 'No. 40' at upper right.
Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1817, map 40 (NLO)

71186 Southeast Asia - Maps - 1814<<>>Malay Archipelago - Maps - 1814
The Islands of the East Indies with channels between India, China & New Holland.
Philadelphia : M. Carey, and Johnson & Warner, 1814.
Authors: Carey, Mathew, 1760-1819 -- Scoles, John, 1772?-1853 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839. A General atlas, being a collection of maps of the world and quarters ... (1814) 1 map : hand col.; 21 x 27 cm.
In: Carey, Mathew. A General atlas, being a collection of maps of the world and quarters ... (Philadelphia : Published by M. Carey, and Johnson & Warner, 1814) pl. [54].
Ayer 135 .C27 1814 pl. 54 (PrCt)

71187 Southeast Asia - Maps - 1822<<>>East Indies - Maps - 1822
East India Isles. [Edinburgh] : Drawn & engraved for Thomson's New general atlas, [1822?].
Authors: Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1822?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 48 x 58 cm.
In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (Edinburgh ; London ; Dublin : Printed by G. Ramsay and Co. for J. Thomson and Co. ; Baldwin, Cradock and Joy ; John Cumming, 1821 [i.e. 1822?]), v. 2, map 40. Engraved 'No. 40' at upper right. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1821, v. 2, map 40 (NLO)

71188 Southeast Asia - Maps - 1823
Authors: Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Hall, Sidney -- Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823. A New general atlas constructed from the latest authorities ... (1823) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 19 x 24 cm.
In: Arrowsmith, Aaron. A New general atlas constructed from the latest authorities ... Exhibiting the boundaries and divisions, also the chains of mountains and other geographical features of all the known countries in the world (Edinburgh ; London : A. Constable & Co., 1823), pl. 39.
folio Ayer 135 .A65 1823 pl. 39 (PrCt)

71189 Southeast Asia - Maps - 1829<<>>East Indies - Maps - 1829
Authors: Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (1829) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 48 x 58 cm.
Engraved no. '40' at upper right.
Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1829 map 40 (NLO)

Authors: Arrowsmith, John, 1790-1839 -- Arrowsmith, John, 1790-1873. The London atlas of universal geography ... (1837) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 49 x 60 cm.
Southeast Asia - Maps - 1840

Map of further India. [Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, 1840].
Authors: Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846 -- Lea & Blanchard -- Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (1840) 1 map ; 11 x 11 cm.
Keyed to dozens of references in bottom margin.
Wax engraving.
G 11 .607 v. 2, p. 388 (PrCt)

Southeast Asia - Maps - 1840

Birman Empire with Anam, Siam & Cochin China. London : Mr. Bull, [ca. 1840].
Authors: Starling, Thomas -- Bull and Churton -- Bull, Mr., fl. ca. 1840 -- Perkins and Bacon -- Starling, Thomas. The Royal cabinet atlas ... [ca. 1840] 1 map ; 14 x 8 cm.
In: Starling, Thomas. The Royal cabinet atlas ... (London : Bull and Churton, [ca. 1840]) 'Pl. LX' [i.e. 32]. map3C 5 map [32] (PrCt)

Southeast Asia - Maps - 1841

Farther India or Chin India, and N. W. Oceanica or Malaysia. [Boston : J. W. Wilkins & R. B. Carter, 1841?].
Authors: Bradford, T. G. (Thomas Gamaliel), 1802-1887 -- Bradford, T. G. (Thomas Gamaliel), 1802-1887. A Comprehensive atlas ... (1835, [i.e. 1841?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; col. ; 18 x 24 cm.
folio Ayer 135 .B75 1835 pl. 51, p. 124 (PrCt)

Southeast Asia - Maps - 1851

Malay Archipelago, or East India Islands. London & New York : John Tallis & Company, [1851].
Authors: Rapkin, J. -- Tallis, John, 1817-1876 -- Smith, T., fl. 1851 -- Warren, H., fl. 1851 -- Martin, Robert Montgomery, 1803?-1868. Tallis's illustrated atlas, and modern history of the world ... (1851) 1 map ; hand col. ; 23 x 31 cm.
Inset views (5 x 9 cm. and smaller): Victoria Mount, New Guinea -- Near Sarawak, Borneo -- Natives of New Guinea -- The Bee Bear.

Southeast Asia - Maps - 1853

Southeast Asia - Maps - 1853

China & Indian archipelago. London [i.e. New York] : Chapman and Hall [i.e. Harper & Brothers, 1853].
Authors: Lowry, Joseph Wilson, 1803-1879 -- Harper & Brothers -- Chapman and Hall -- Lowry, Joseph Wilson, 1803-1879. Lowry's Universal atlas constructed and engraved from the most recent authorities (1853) 1 map ; col. ; 43 x 29 cm.
In: Lowry, Joseph Wilson. Lowry's Universal atlas constructed and engraved from the most recent authorities (New York : Harper and Brothers, 1853) pl. [40]. Printed plate nos. 'B' and '59.
folio G 10 .525 pl. [40] (PrCt)

Southeast Asia - Maps - 1855

Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's atlas of the world ... (1855-1856) 1 map ; hand col. ; 29 x 36 cm.
In: Colton, George Woolworth. Colton's atlas of the world : illustrating physical and political geography (New York ; London : J.H. Colton ; Trübner, 1855-1856) v. 2, pl. [40]. Inset map, 5 x 6 cm.: Island & Strait of Singapore. Printed plate 'No. 31.' oversize G 10 .185 v.2, pl. 40 (PrCt)

Southeast Asia - Maps - 1857

Southeast Asia - Maps - 1857

Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's general atlas ... (1857) 1 map ; hand col. ; 29 x 36 cm.
In: Colton, George Woolworth. Colton's general atlas : containing one hundred and seventy steel plate maps and plans, on one hundred imperial folio sheets (New York ; London : J.H. Colton ; Trübner, 1857), pl. [90]. Inset map, 5 x 6 cm.:...
Southeast Asia - Maps - 1885<<>>East Indies
- Maps - 1885<<>>Indonesia - Maps - 1885
Authors: Bartholomew, John, 1831-1893 -- Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- Adam and Charles Black (Firm). Black's general atlas of the world ... (1885)
1 map : col. ; 40 x 54 cm.
In: Adam and Charles Black. Black's general atlas of the world : embracing the latest discoveries, new boundaries, and other changes, accompanied by introductory letterpress and index (Edinburgh : Adam and Charles Black, 1885), plate 35.
oversize G1019 .B63 1885, plate 35 (PrCt)

Southeast Asia - Maps - 1908
Volcanoes<<<>Volcanoes - Southeast Asia
- Maps - 1908
Map to illustrate the volcanic system of Malaysia. [London] : Stanford's Geographical Estabt., [1908].
Authors: Edward Stanford Ltd. -- Guillemand, F. H. H. (Francis Henry Hill), 1852-1933 -- Guillemand, F. H. H. (Francis Henry Hill), 1852-1933. Australasia : Malaysia and the Pacific archipelages ... (1908) -- Wallace, Alfred Russel, 1823-1913
1 map : col. ; 17 x 42 cm.
Scale ca. 1:19,750,000.
Shows active and inactive volcanoes and ocean depths less than 100 fathoms; derived from earlier work by Alfred Russel Wallace.
map2F G8950 1908 .S7, no. 3 (PrCt)

Southeast Asia - Maps - 1940-1949
- Indonesia - Maps - 1940-1949
Netherlands East Indies. [194-?].
1 map
Anonymous map of Indonesia and Southeast Asia. 'Orientation waterproof map no. 4.'
temp map6F G8000 194- .N4 (PrCt)

Southeast Asia - Maps - 1942 - Maps, Physical<<>East Indies - Maps - 1942 - Maps, Physical<<>Malay Archipelago - Maps - 1942
- Maps, Physical<<>Map projection - Bonne - 1942<<>Wall maps

Authors: Goodall, George -- George Philip & Son -- London Geographical Institute -- Denoyer-Geppert Company -- Southern Illinois University at Carbondale
1 map : col., mounted on cloth and wooden rollers ; 114 x 88 cm.
"Edited by George Goodall, M.A." -- bottom margin.
"The London Geographical Institute" -- at bottom right.
Color coded relief map.
"Scale 1:6,500,000 (104 miles = 1 inch)"
"Projection -- Bonne's"
"Denoyer-Geppert Co. ... Chicago ... " -- adhesive label on bottom roller.
Gift of Southern Illinois University, 2011.
maproll G8001.C2 1942 .P5 (PrCt)
December 1944).
Presumably the third issue; on title panel, a small letter 'C' follows 'Esso Marketers.'
Forms part of the General Drafting Collection (Newberry Library).
map4F G3201 .S7 1942 G4, map 3, state 44/12, issue 3 (PrCt)

Esso war map III : featuring the Pacific theater.
New York : General Drafting Co., inc., 1944.
Authors: General Drafting Company -- Esso Standard Oil Company -- General Drafting Collection (Newberry Library).
2 maps : col. ; 63 x 56 and 56 x 45 cm., on sheet 58 x 84 cm. fold. to 20 x 14 cm.
Panel title.
Contents: Esso war map : the Pacific theater [Includes list of Chinese place-name variants and 3 ancillary maps: South China coast; Formosa (Taiwan); Vladivostock and vicinity]. -- Esso war map : Japan and adjacent Asiatic mainland [with 20 numbered and two unnumbered insets: Manila and vicinity; Philippine Islands; Palau Islands; Truk Islands; Dublon; Yap; Angaur; Saipan and Tinian; Paramushiru; Guam; Rota; Marcus; Ngulu Islands; Ulithi Islands; Solor Islands; Ryukyu Islands; Elato and Lamotrek Islands; Woleai Islands; Chichijima Islands; Hahajima Islands; Naka-Iwo; Tokyo and vicinity].
Map is strictly geographical; shows no information about battles or troop movements. In lower right corner of Japan map, '1244' (i.e., December 1944).
Presumably the fourth issue; on title panel, a small letter 'D' follows 'Esso Marketers.'
Forms part of the General Drafting Collection (Newberry Library).
map4F G3201 .S7 1942 G4, map 3, state 44/12, issue 4 (PrCt)

Authors: General Drafting Company -- Esso Standard Oil Company -- General Drafting Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 63 x 56 on sheet 58 x 84 cm.
Includes list of Chinese place-name variants and 3 ancillary maps: South China coast [with inset of Hong Kong and Macao region]. -- Formosa (Taiwan). -- Vladivostock and vicinity.
Map is strictly geographical; shows no information about battles or troop movements. Apparently intended to be issued as 'War map III' with map of 'Japan and adjacent Asiatic mainland' on back; this (proof?) copy has a blank back and is unfolded.

In lower right corner of map, '944' (i.e., September 1944).
Forms part of the General Drafting Collection (Newberry Library).
map4F G3201 .S7 1942 G4, map 3, state 44/09, issue 1, verso (PrCt)

Victory war maps : the Pacific and the Orient.
[Washington] : Distributed by the War Orientation Unit, Educational Services Section, Bu Pers., Navy Department, [1945].
6 maps : col. ; 48 x 47 cm. and smaller, on both sides of sheet 52 x 67 cm. fold. to 26 x 17 cm.
Panel title.
Maps 'Copyright by C.S. Hammond & Co., N.Y.'
Scales vary.
Includes eight columns of text on "The Setting of the Rising Sun," "The Battle for the Burma Road," and 'Japanese rise and fall in the East Indies,' the latter remarking on the liberation of Manila on 24 February 1945.
Contents: The War in the Pacific -- Strategic islands and areas of the Pacific war -- Commonwealth of the Philippines -- Burma, Thailand, French Indo-China and British Malaya -- East India Islands -- China and Japan [with concentric circles showing 'bombing ranges to Tokyo at intervals of 300 miles'].
map4F G8001 .S7 1945 H3 (PrCt)

Southeast Asia - Maps - 1964<<>>Asia, Southeast SEE Southeast Asia
Spine title: South-east Asia atlas
Maps by Djambatan.
Maps on endpapers.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: map64000025
Baskes folio G2360 .D5 1964 (NLO)

Southeast Asia - Maps - 1971
South-East Asia. 1971.
Authors: John Bartholomew and Son
1 map
temp map6F G8000 1971 .B3 (PrCt)

71209 Southeast Asia - Maps - 1984 - Guidebooks
Authors: Fodor's travel guides -- Fodor's Travel Publications, Inc. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

71210 Southeast Asia - Maps - 1989
Authors: Ulack, Richard, 1942-- -- Pauer, Gyula -- Domier, Jane Johnshoy -- Pacheco, Julsun -- Macmillan & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (xvii, 171 p.) : col. ill., 65 col. maps ; 29 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 153-157) and index.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 88017543
ISBN 0029332001 ; 9780029332009
Baskes folio G2360 .U4 1989 (NLO)

71211 Southeast Atlantic States - Maps - 1841
North Carolina, South Carolina and Georgia. [Boston : J. W. Wilkins & R. B. Carter , 1841?].
Authors: Bradford, T. G. (Thomas Gamaliel), 1802-1887 -- Bradford, T. G. (Thomas Gamaliel), 1802-1887. A Comprehensive atlas ... (1835, [i.e. 1841?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 18 x 24 cm.
folio Ayer 135 .B75 1835 pl. 10, p. 38 (PrCt)

Exploration and settlement : colors as of 1700 / edited by A. R. Newsome ; L. Philip Denoyer, geographer. Chicago : Denoyer-Geppert Co. [1938?].
Authors: Newsome, Albert Ray, 1894-1951 -- Denoyer, L. P. (Levinus Philippus), 1875-1964 -- Denoyer-Geppert (Firm) -- Southern Illinois University at Carbondale
1 map : col., mounted on linen and wooden rollers ; 69 x 103 cm.
Scale 1:9,500,000, or "equatorially scale 150 miles to the inch."

Series: North Carolina social science maps ; NC1.
Centered on North Atlantic, showing explorer's routes from England and France to North Carolina and the Southeastern States.
Gift of Southern Illinois University, 2011.
maproll G3866.S1 1938 .N4 (PrCt)

71213 Southeastern States - Maps - 1625<<>>Virginia - Maps - 1625<<>>Florida - Maps - 1625
Authors: Purchas, Samuel, 1577?-1626 -- Hondius, Jodocus, 1563-1612 -- Purchas, Samuel, 1577?-1626. Purchas his pilgrimes (1625) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : copper engraving ; 13.4 x 17.1 cm. on sheet 32 x 21 cm.
Letterpress above map: Hondivs his Map of Florida.
Coverage extends from Chesapeake Sound to St. Augustine.
Digital image available on Library of Congress website (accessed Dec. 2010) :
VAULT Ayer 110 .P9 1625, v. 3, p. 869 (PrCt)

71214 Southeastern states - Maps - 1935 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: American Automobile Association -- Shaw, Frances Wells, 1872-1937
1 map : col. ; 58 x 44 cm. fold. to 23 x 11 cm. Panel title.
Series: Where to go, what to see, where to stop ; map no. 5.
On verso, list of "Recommended establishments."
Panel art: AAA logo, car on road and sightseeing couple.
Removed from the Francis Wells Shaw Papers [Newberry Library Midwest MS ShawF].
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3.
Road map4C G3866 .P2 1935 .A4 (PrCt)

Map of the route of the Southern Continental R.R. : with connections from Kansas City, Mo., Ft. Smith, Ark. and Shreveport, La. Giving a general view of the recent surveys of the Kansas Pacific Railway Co., across the continent made in
Authors: Palmer, William Jackson, 1836-1909 --
Keeler, W. J. (William J.) -- Southern Continental
Railroad -- Kansas Pacific Railway Company --
Union Pacific Railway Company -- Gedney, J. F.
-- Selheimer, W. B.
1 map : hand col. ; 75 x 96 cm.
J.F. Gedney Lith., Washington, D.C.'
Based on Keeler, W. J. National map of the
territory of the United States ... ([Washington,
D.C.]: J.F. Gedney,1867).
Extent of railroad construction shown in
manuscript with 'completed' and hand-drawn
flags near Wallace, Kansas and Gilroy,
California.
Scale 1:3,801,600. '60 miles to an inch.'
Detached from Palmer, William Jackson. Report
of surveys across the continent in 1867-68 ...
1869 (Philadelphia: W.B. Selheimer, Printer,
1869) [Ayer 128.5 P3 1869; this copy of the
Report de-accessioned]. Report made to the
Union Pacific Railroad Company, Eastern
Division.
Alternate copy: * Graff 3177.
Mounted on cloth.
Wheat . v. 5, no. 1206.
Cl. LC Railroad maps, 565.
This copy of the map previously shelved as Ayer
p133 P177 1869.
1000a
ICN 42-10200
map6F 3701.P3 (PrCt)

71216 Southern Hemisphere - Maps - 1676 -
Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<<Manuscript
maps - Facsimiles
Terra Australis quinta pars orbis. 1982.
Authors: Ricci, Vittorio, 1621 -- New South
Wales. Central Mapping Authority
1 map : col. ; 32 x 43 cm.
Facsimile of 1676 manuscript in the library of the
Sacred Congregation for the Evangelisation of
Nations, Rome.
Includes notes.
84-68108
4147
map4F G3220 1676 R5 1982 (PrCt)

71217 Southern Hemisphere - Maps - 1714
Hemisphere meridional pour voir plus
Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 --
Académie des sciences (France) -- Johann
Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
III:A3
1 map : hand col. ; 1 hemisphere 44 cm. in diam.,
on sheet 51 x 64 cm.
2582
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map
Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G3220 1714 .L5 (PrCt)

71218 Southern Hemisphere - Maps - 1714
Hemisphere meridional pour voir plus
distinctement les terres australes / par Guillaume
De l'Isle ... A Paris : chez l'auteur sur le Quay de
l'Horloge , Juillet 1714.
Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- L'Isle,
Guillaume de, 1675-1726. [Collection of maps of the
world] [1732?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 45 cm. in diam., on sheet 51 x
66 cm.
In composite atlas without title page: L'Isle,
Guillaume de. [Collection of maps of the world.
Paris : s.n., 1732?], [plate 5].
Number "5" in ms. on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
VAULT Baskes oversize G1015 .L57 1700,
[plate 5] (PrCt)

71219 Southern Hemisphere - Maps -
1739<<<Bouvet Island - Maps -
1739<<<Bouvet de Lozier, Jean Baptiste
Charles, 1705-1786 - Voyages
L'Hemisphère pour voir les terres meridional plus
distinctement australes. Amsterdam : Jean
Cóvens et Corneille Mortier, 1739 [i.e 1741?].
Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 --
Bouvet de Lozier, Jean Baptiste Charles,
1705-1786 -- Cóvens et Mortier -- L'Isle,
Guillaume de, 1675-1726. Atlas nouveau,
contenant toutes les parties du monde ... [1741?] 
-- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 43 cm. in diam., on sheet 55 x
67 cm.
Includes notes on 1739 voyages.
Inset (7 x 9 cm.): Plan et vue des terres du Cap
de la Circoncision ...
In: L'Isle, Guillaume de. Atlas nouveau,
contenant toutes les parties du monde ...
(Amsterdam : J. Covens & C. Mortier, [1741?] v.
1, pl. [3].
oversize Ayer 135 .L695 1714 v. 1, pl. [3]
(PrCt)

71220 Southern Hemisphere - Maps - 1740
L'hémisphère meridional pour voir plus
distinctement les terres australes / par Guillaume
De l'Isle de l'Academie Rle. des Sciences. A
Amsterdam : chez Jean Covens et Cornelle
Mortier geographes, [1740?].
Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 --
Bouvet de Lozier, Jean Baptiste Charles,
1705-1786 -- Cóvens et Mortier -- Gerald F.
Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 43 cm. in diam. on sheet 54 x
65 cm.
Detached from an edition of Atlas nouveau,
contenant toutes les parties du monde
(Amsterdam: Covens et Mortier, [174?]), no.[3]
Parallel text in French and Dutch in margins: 'Ou
se voient les nouvelles découvertes faîtes en
1739 a sud de Cap de Bonne Esperance....
.
Dressée...sur la carte originale de Mr. de Lozier Bouvet... Extrait du voyage aux terres australes...'

Inset: 'Plan et vue des terres du Cap de la Circoncision [i.e. Bouvet Island, 8 x 7 cm.]...'

Apparently a later state of a plate first printed without marginal text in 1730.

1740 state: 497 x 539 mm., plate mark.

cf. Phillips 595 no.3, 596 no.3

cf. Koeman, C. Atlantes Neerlandici v.2, p.56 (C & M 8 [no.] 3)

Fitzgerald polar map 205 (PrCt)

71221 Southern Hemisphere - Maps - 1783

Authors: Faden, William, 1749-1836 -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 34 cm. in diam. on sheet 55 x 39 cm.

'London. Publish'd according to Act of Parliament Jany. 1, 1783 by William Faden, the corner of St. Martins Lane Charing Cross.'


Plate mark 37 x 37 cm.

Fitzgerald polar map 207 (PrCt)

71222 Southern Hemisphere - Maps - 1789
Emistero Terrestre Meridionale... Rome : Calcografia cameral, 1792.

Authors: Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824 -- Cook, James, 1728-1779 -- Calcografia cameral (Rome, Italy) -- Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824. Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (1792-1801) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 43 cm.

In: Cassini, Giovanni Maria. Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (Rome : Presso la Calcogr. cameral, 1792-1801) v. 1 pl. 5.

Map dated 1789.

Insets: Valore de' Gradi.

oversize Ayer 135 .C33 1792 v. 1 pl. 5 (PrCt)

71223 Southern Hemisphere - Maps - 1802
Southern Hemisphere. 1802 [i.e. 1816?].


1 map : hand col. ; 56 cm. diam., on sheet 65 x 60 cm.

In: Faden, William [and others]. [General atlas of modern geography : a collection of large scale maps and charts of all parts of the world] ([London, etc. : W. Faden, etc., 1775-1816]) v. 1, pl. 2.

Imprint on map: London...Faden...1802.

Pasted to and bound with Northern Hemisphere map; verso handstamped '2.'

oversize Ayer 135 .G32 1775 v. 1, pl. 2 (PrCt)

71224 Southern Hemisphere - Maps - 1802
Southern Hemisphere. London : W. Faden, 1802 [i.e. 1817?].

Authors: Faden, William, 1749-1836 -- Faden, William, 1749-1836. [General atlas] [1817?] 1 map : hand col. ; 57 cm. diam., on sheet 59 x 78 cm.


Map dated 1802; verso handstamped '4.'

oversize G 10 .282 pl. 4 (PrCt)

71225 Southern Hemisphere - Maps - 1812
Southern Hemisphere. London : Cadell & Davies [et al], 1812 [i.e. 1815].

Authors: Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826 -- Hebert, Lewis, fl. 1809-1838 -- Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Cadell & Davies -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826. A Modern atlas : from the latest and best authorities ... (1815) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 49 cm. in diam., on sheet 59 x 87 cm.

Drawn under the direction of Mr. Pinkerton by L. Herbert.'

Running title: Pinkerton's modern atlas.


71226 Southern Hemisphere - Maps - 1813

Authors: Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Neele, George -- Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824. Neele's general atlas : consisting of a complete set of maps compiled from the best authorities ... (1814 [i.e. 1815]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 21 cm. in diam.

In: Neele, Samuel John and George Neele, Strand, Jany. 1st 1813.

Map dated 1814.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Engraved no. V at upper right.

Baskes folio G1019 .N4 1814, [plate 5] (PrCt)

71227 Southern Hemisphere - Maps - 1814

Authors: Kirkwood, James, 1745?-1827 --
Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- John Thomson & Co. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1821?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 48 cm. in diam., on sheet 72 x 53 cm. In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (Edinburgh ; London ; Dublin : John Thomson and Company ; Baldwin, Craddock, and Joy ; John Cumming, 1817, [i.e. 1821?]) map 3. Printed paste-on label 'No. 3' on verso. oversize Ayer 135 .T4 1817 map 3 (PrCt)

Southern Hemisphere - Maps - 1814

Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1817, map 7 (NLO)

Southern Hemisphere - Maps - 1816

Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1817, map 7 (NLO)

Southern Hemisphere - Maps - 1818
Southern Hemisphere / Maps - 1818
Southern Hemisphere / Maps - 1814
Southern Hemisphere / Maps - 1816
Southern Hemisphere / Maps - 1818


Southern Hemisphere - Maps - 1821

Southern Hemisphere - Maps - 1822

Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1817, map 7 (NLO)
Southern Hemisphere - Maps - 1822<<>>Voyages around the world - Maps - 1769-1785
Authors: Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1822?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 49 cm. in diam., on sheet 53 x 69 cm.
Includes routes of Cook, variously dated 1769-1785.
In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (Edinburgh ; London ; Dublin : Printed by G. Ramsay and Co. ; Baldwin, Cradock and Joy ; John Cumming, 1821 [i.e. 1822?]), v. 1, map 7.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1829 map 7 (NLO)

4 v. : ill. (some col.), maps (some folded), plans ; 30 cm.
Southern Hemisphere - Maps


Southern States - Description and travel - 1932
Where to go in Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi / Gulf Refining Company ... Pittsburgh, Pa. ...
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 pamphlet (15 p.) : ill. ; on sheet 23 x 90 cm., folded 23 x 10 cm.
"1976 edition"
Panel title.
Does not include maps.
Panel art: rural and urban illustrations.
Forms part of a collection of stock editions of Rand McNally road maps, some apparently issued as sales samples and / or printer’s proofs for prospective commercial clients.
Uniform series title (established by cataloger):
Stock road maps
Maps detailing routes taken by the botanists John and William Bartram in latter-day southeastern United States.
Map Ref oversize G1201.S3 A8 1976b p. 33 (PrCt)
71249 Southern States - Historical geography - Maps - 1565-1763
Gulf States - Historical geography - Maps - 1565-1763
Defenses of Spanish Florida 1565-1763.
Washington : Carnegie Institute, 1941.
Authors: Chatelain, Verne E. -- Carnegie Institution of Washington -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 22 maps ; 292 x 230 mm.
1st ed.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes)
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)
71250 Southern States - Historical geography - Maps - 1999 - Trails
Southern States - Historical geography - Maps - 1999
Road maps
Road maps
Historical atlases
An Atlas of southern trails to the Mississippi.
Chesapeake, Ohio : Carrie Eldridge, 1999.
Authors: Eldridge, Carrie -- Rogers, W. A. (William Allen), 1854-1931
1 atlas (38 p.) : ill., maps ; 28 x 43 cm.
Cover title.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 37-38).
Scales differ.
LC Card Number: 2003389270
ISBN 1928979270 ; 9781928979272
oversize G1281.P25 E43 1999 (NLO)
71251 Southern States - History - Civil War, 1861-1865 - Maps
Atlanta Campaign, 1864
Military Campaigns, 1863-1865
United States - History - Civil War, 1861-1865 - Maps
Wall maps
Military map showing the marches of the United States forces under command of Maj. Genl. W. T. Sherman, U.S.A. during the years 1863, 1864, 1865. [Detroit : Lake Survey Center, 197-].
71248 Southern States - Historical geography - 1976
Bartram, John, 1699-1777 - Travel - Maps
Bartram, William, 1739-1823 - Travel - Maps
2 maps on 1 sheet : col. ; 20 x 14 cm. and 20 x 29 cm., on sheet 47 x 34 cm.
Running title in top margin: Cultural activity
Scale [ca. 1:5,030,000]
Coordinates: (W 83°54'00"--W 75°20'00"/N 36°06'00"--N 28°03'00")
Coordinates: (W 91°57'00"--W 75°20'00"/N 35°48'00"--N 27°32'00")
71247 Southern States - Historical Cartography
Authors: Birdsall, Stephen Shaw -- Florin, John William -- University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. Dept. of Geography
[1], 27p. : maps ; 36cm.
(Map Study no.2).
The county outline maps were also issued on 6 sheets 61 x 51cm. (filed as Map4F 3861.F7).
73-7112
Vert 175 (PrCt)
71248 Southern States - Historical geography - 1976
Bartram, John, 1699-1777 - Travel - Maps
Bartram, William, 1739-1823 - Travel - Maps
2 maps on 1 sheet : col. ; 20 x 14 cm. and 20 x 29 cm., on sheet 47 x 34 cm.
Running title in top margin: Cultural activity
Scale [ca. 1:5,030,000]
Coordinates: (W 83°54'00"--W 75°20'00"/N 36°06'00"--N 28°03'00")
Coordinates: (W 91°57'00"--W 75°20'00"/N 35°48'00"--N 27°32'00")
71251 Southern States - History - Civil War, 1861-1865 - Maps
Atlanta Campaign, 1864
Military Campaigns, 1863-1865
United States - History - Civil War, 1861-1865 - Maps
Wall maps
Military map showing the marches of the United States forces under command of Maj. Genl. W. T. Sherman, U.S.A. during the years 1863, 1864, 1865. [Detroit : Lake Survey Center, 197-].
1 map ; 74 x 119 cm.
Facsimile of original published [St. Louis ; Washington, D.C.] : Military Division of the Mississippi ; Corps of Engineers, 1865. 'Compiled by order of Genl. W. T. Sherman ; under the direction of Bvt. Maj. W. L. B. Jenney ; drawn by Capt. William Kossak and John B. Muller, draughtsman.'

'Engraved at Head Qrs., Corps of Engineers, U.S.A. by H. C. Evans & F. Courtenay.'
Scale 1:1,584,000. 1 in. to 25 miles
Coordinates: (W 92°--W 76°/N 38°--N 31°). Relief shown by hachures. Includes list of 'Authorities.' Designed to show the routes of various corps by colors; this facsimile not colored.
74-12039
ICN78
map4F G3866.S5 197- K6 (PrCt)

71254 Southern States - History - Revolution, 1775-1783<<>>United States - History - Revolution, 1775-1783 - Maps

Map of part of Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina & Georgia which were the scenes of the most important operations of the southern armies. Philadelphia, 1832.
Scale [ca. 1:232,000].
Case E5 .W275505 Atlas map 8 (PrCt)


The Marches of Lord Cornwallis in the southern provinces states of North America; comprehending the two Carolinas, with Virginia and Maryland, and the Delaware counties. London : Wm. Faden, 1783.
Scale [ca. 1:1,525,000].
Prime meridian: London. Pictorial relief. Designed to show O'Hara's route in blue. This copy lacks blue coloring. Detached from: Faden, William, [Atlas of battle plans, ca. 1783], no. 26. The atlas was previously owned by British general Sir Henry Clinton.
map4F 3701.53.26 (PrCt)

71256 Southern States - Indian cartography - 1708-1737<<>>Indian cartography - Southern States - 1708-1737<<>>Lamhatty (Towasa Indian). [Map of Journey Between Florida and Virginia], 1708

BHC 2438
Vert 1989 (PrCt)

71257 Southern States - Indian cartography<<>>Indian cartography - Southern States

Early maps as a source in the reconstruction of...
southern Indian landscapes. [196-?].
Authors: De Vorsey, Louis
Vert 390 (PrCt)

Authors: González, Julio -- Archivo General de Indias -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
92 p.; 25 cm.
Rather full descriptions of 245 maps, chronological arrangement, indexes.
At head of title: Archivo General de Indias.
Formerly Ayer Z6027.U5 G66
LC Card Number: 80116038
Map Ref Z6027.U5 G66 (NLO)

[Mapa del golfo y costa de Nueva España, desde el Río de Panuco hasta el cabo de Santa Elena, &c.] [19-].
Authors: Santa Cruz, Alonso de, 1505-1567 -- Archivo General de Indias. 145-7-8 (18) -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
There is no title on the face of the map; the title above is cited by Torres Lanzas and presumably came from the verso.
Photostatic reproduction of manuscript drawn between 1544 and 1561; cf. Barbara Boston, The 'De Soto Map, Mid-America 23 (1941), p. 247.
Torres Lanzas, Pedro. Relación descriptiva de los mapas, planos, & de México y Floridas existentes en el Archivo General de Indias (Sevilla, 1900) v. 1: 1,17
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto Spain AG1 145-7-8 (18) (PrCt)

71260 Southern States - Maps - 1570<->Florida - Maps - 1570
La Florida. [S.l. s.n., 157-].
Authors: Chaves, Geronimo, 1523-1574 -- Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598. Theatrum orbis terrarum -- Rod and Madge Webster Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 14 x 21.
Detached from undetermined Latin edition of Ortelius's Theatrum orbis terrarum.
Forms part of the Rod and Madge Webster Collection (Newberry Library).
temp map1F G3870 1570 .CS2 (PrCt)

1 map ; 22 x 28 cm., on sheet 29 x 32 cm., folded to 29 x 19 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:11,000,000].
Coordinates: (W 99°--W 77°/N 41°--N 21°)
Relief shown pictorially.
Covers much of the latter-day United States, including all of the southeastern states, most of the eastern states, part of the western states, Cuba, the Bahamas Islands, and northeastern Mexico.
"Most of the cartography is derived from the explorations of Hernando de Soto during the years 1539-1542 ... [Q]ue of the few maps of the sixteenth century to record inland information largely from first hand European sources"--Burden.
Engraved plate number at upper right: 16.
Digital image of another copy available on website of bookdealer Barry Lawrence Ruderman (accessed December 2012):
http://www.raremaps.com/gallery/detail/23703/Flo rida_et_Apalche/Wytfliet.html

Virginiae partis australis, et Floridae partis orientalis, interjacentiumque regionum nova
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call No.</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>71263</td>
<td><strong>Southern States - Maps - 1660-1669</strong>&lt;br&gt;<strong>Florida - Maps - 1660-1669</strong>&lt;br&gt;Florida. S.l. s.n., [166-].&lt;br&gt;Authors: Duval, P. (Pierre), 1619-1682 -- Rod and Madge Webster Collection (Newberry Library).&lt;br&gt;1 map : hand col. ; 9 x 12 cm.&lt;br&gt;Probably detached from Du VaI's Geographiae Universalis.&lt;br&gt;See entry 86 in Cumming, William P., The southeast in early maps ... / by William P. Cumming.-- Chapel Hill : University of North Carolina Press, c1962.&lt;br&gt;Forms part of the Rod and Madge Webster Collection (Newberry Library).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71264</td>
<td><strong>Southern States - Maps - 1665</strong>&lt;br&gt;- <strong>Manuscripts - Facsimiles</strong>&lt;br&gt;- <strong>Gulf Coast (U.S.) - Maps - 1665</strong>&lt;br&gt;- <strong>Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Mexico, Gulf of - Maps - 1665</strong>&lt;br&gt;- <strong>Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles</strong>&lt;br&gt;Mapa del Seno Mexicano desde San Bernardo hasta Nueva Francia, Rio de San Lorenzo, Lago del Delfin etc. [19-].&lt;br&gt;Authors: Archivo General de Indias. 61-6-17 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).&lt;br&gt;1 map&lt;br&gt;Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1665 manuscript. Title and date from: Torres Lanzas, Pedro. Relación descriptiva de los mapas, planos, &amp; de México y Florida existsentes en el Archivo General de Indias (Sevilla, 1900) v. 1: 62,52.&lt;br&gt;Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71265</td>
<td><strong>Southern States - Maps - 1671</strong>&lt;br&gt;- <strong>Virginia - Maps - 1671</strong>&lt;br&gt;- <strong>Florida - Maps - 1671</strong>&lt;br&gt;- <strong>North Carolina - Maps - 1671</strong>&lt;br&gt;- <strong>South Carolina - Maps - 1671</strong>&lt;br&gt;Virginiae partis australis et Floridae. [London : John Ogilby, 1671].&lt;br&gt;Authors: Ogilby, John, 1600-1676 -- Ogilby, John, 1600-1676. America : being the latest, and most accurate description of the New World ... (1671) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library).&lt;br&gt;1 map : 28 x 34 cm.&lt;br&gt;In: Ogilby, John. America : being the latest, and most accurate description of the New World ... (London : Printed by the author, 1671) following p. 212.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71266</td>
<td><strong>Southern States - Maps - 1672</strong>&lt;br&gt;A New description of Carolina by order of the Lords Proprietors. London, 1671.&lt;br&gt;Authors: Moxon, J. (James) -- Ogilby, John, 1600-1676.&lt;br&gt;1 map : 42 x 55 cm.&lt;br&gt;Detached from Ogilby, John. America (London, 1671).&lt;br&gt;Scale [ca.1:1,632,000].&lt;br&gt;Dated ca. 1672 by Cumming.&lt;br&gt;Oriented with north at right.&lt;br&gt;Relief shown pictorially.&lt;br&gt;Inset: [Confluence of Ashley and Cooper Rivers, showing Charleston]&lt;br&gt;Cumming, Southeeast in early maps, no. 70. ICN73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71268</td>
<td><strong>Southern States - Maps - 1699</strong>&lt;br&gt;- <strong>Manuscripts - Facsimiles</strong>&lt;br&gt;- <strong>Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1699</strong>&lt;br&gt;- <strong>Manuscripts - Facsimiles</strong>&lt;br&gt;- <strong>Great Lakes Region (North America) - Maps - 1699</strong>&lt;br&gt;- <strong>Manuscripts - Facsimiles</strong>&lt;br&gt;Manuscript maps - Facsimiles Environs de la riviere de Misipii decovertues par M. de la Salle en 1683 et reconnues por M. la chevalier d'Iberville en 1698 et 1699. [19-].&lt;br&gt;Authors: Gentil, Fr. -- Bibliothèque nationale (France). Ge DD 2632 (1) (2) -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).&lt;br&gt;1 map&lt;br&gt;Photostatic reproduction of 1699 manuscript. Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Carte du Mississipy. [19--].
Authors: Bibliothèque nationale (France). Ge DD 2987-8798--Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 18th-century manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France BN Ge DD 2987-8798 (PrCt)

Carte de la Caroline du Nord et du Sud. [19--].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 18th-century manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France ASH 138bis-1-3 (PrCt)

Plan de la partie de la province de la Louisiana. [19--].
Authors: France. Service hydrographique. Archives. 138bis-1-3--Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 18th-century manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France ASH 138-1-4 (PrCt)

Carte de la côte de la Louisiane depuis l'embouchure de la Riviere De Micissipy jusques à la Riviere de St. Martin. [19--].
Authors: Bibliothèque nationale (France). Ge DD 2987-8804--Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 18th-century manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France BN Ge DD 2987-8804 (PrCt)

[Map of the southern states]. [19--].
Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726--France. Service hydrographique. Archives. 138bis-1-5--Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 18th-century manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France ASH 138bis-1-7 (PrCt)
Authors: South Carolina Historical Society -- Detroit Public Library -- Helen H. Tanner Papers (Newberry Library)
1 map; 35 x 55 cm.
'This photoprint is reproduced by the Detroit Public Library....' stamped on verso.
'The disposition of the Indian tribes indicates that it was prepared shortly before the outbreak of the Yamassee War in 1715, though the 'French Fort' at the junction of the Coosa and Tallapoosa Rivers was probably built after that event, and this feature may have been inserted later. The original is in a somewhat damaged condition, and a few names of Creek towns on the Altamaha River and its branches are illegible. The map was made available through the kindness of the South Carolina Historical Society.'
MapPhoto France ASH 138bis-1-5 (PrCt)

1 map
Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1715 manuscript.

Authors: Le Maire, François, 1675-1748 -- France. Service hydrographique. Archives. 138bis-1-6 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1716 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France ASH 138bis-1-6 (PrCt)

Authors: Le Maire, François, 1675-1748 -- Bibliothèque nationale (France). Ge D 7883 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1716 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France BN Ge D 7884 (PrCt)

Authors: Serigny, M. de, fl. 1719-1720 -- France. Ministère de la guerre. Archives historiques. 7C 212 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1720 manuscript.
Photocopy forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France Guerre Etat Major 7C 212 (PrCt)

71281 Southern States - Maps - 1720 - Coasts - Manuscripts - Gulf Coast (U.S.) - Maps - 1720 - Manuscripts - Manuscript maps

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Facsimiles
Carte de la cote de la Louisiane depuis l'embouchure du Mississipi jusqu'a la Baie de St. Joseph. [19--].
Authors: Serigny, M. de, fl. 1719-1720 -- France.
Service hydrographique. Archives. 138bis-1-9 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1720 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

MapPhoto France AN N3 no.2 (Louisiane) (PrCt)

Carte de l'Iisle de Saint Domingue, ainsi que celles de Cube, de la Jamaique, avec le Canal de Bahama, et la province de la Louisiianne, l'entrée du fleuve de saint Louis ... [19--].
Authors: Dumont de Montigny -- Archives nationales (France). N3 no.2 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1725 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

MapPhoto France AN N3 no.2 (Louisiane) (PrCt)

Southern States - Maps - 1729<<>>Florida - Maps - 1729
La Floride : suivant les nouvelles observations de Messrs. de l'Academie royale des sciences, etc.
A Leide [Leiden] : Chez Pierre vander Aa, [1729].
Authors: Aa, Pieter van der, 1659-1733 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : mounted on cloth backing ; 22 x 29 cm.
'[A]ugmentées de nouveau,' Issued in Aa, Pieter van der. Galerie agreeable du monde v. 63 (Leiden, [1729]) [See Ayer 135 .A2 1729]
Scale [ca. 1:8,660,000]
Coordinates: (W 100°-W 75° /N 40°-N 23°)
'Lieues d'Allemagne de 15 au degré,' 30 to the inch; 'lieues de France de 20 au degré,' 40 to the inch.
In slip case.
Relief shown pictorially.
Shows southeast U.S.
Ayer 133 .A11 Af (NLO)

This represents the Charecke Nation by Col. Heribts map & my own observations with the path to Charles Town, its course & (distance measured by my watch) the names of ye branches, rivers & creeks, as given them by ye traders along that nation / Certified by me, George Hunter. May 21, 1730. [197-?].
Faden 6 Vault
1 map ; on sheet 46 x 63 cm.
Other title: This represents the Cherokee Nation by Col. Herbert's map & my own observations ... Reduced photocopy of 1730 manuscript map in the Faden Map Collection at the Library of Congress (no. 6).
The original manuscript was compiled by George Hunter, a surveyor accompanying Sir Alexander Cuming's 1730 expedition, and includes notes in red ink made by South Carolina Governor James Glen ca. 1757.
Scale varies widely.
Approximate coordinates: (W 90°00'--W 78°15'/N 37°45'--N 32°30')
incorrectly shows longitude as "58 wt. from London" through "66."
Relief shown pictorially.
Geographic coverage extends from Atlantic Ocean to the Mississippi River, showing primarily the Congaree Indian Trading Path and Indian villages along the Santee River and Savannah River valleys, westward to the Tellico Plains region of the Overhill Cherokee in eastern Tennessee.
Includes descriptive text and table of distances from Charleston.
For re-drawn facsimile of this map published at original scale in 1917, see map4F G3860 1730 .H8 1917
Digital image of another copy of the 1917 facsimile available on the South Carolina State Library Digital Collections website (accessed March 2013): http://1.usa.gov/YYkTrq
References: Cumming, William P. The Southeast in early maps (3rd ed., 1998), p. 22, 55, and 228, map no. 207; Salley, A. S. George Hunter's map of the Cherokee country and the path thereto in 1730 (1917); Hale, Edward Everett. Catalogue of
a curious and valuable collection of original maps and plans of military positions held in the old French and Revolutionary Wars (1862), p. [3], no. 6; Cf. OCLC 5564594 (manuscript at Library of Congress)

map2F G3860 1730 .H8 197- (PrCt)

71285 Southern States - Maps - 1730-1757 - Trade routes - Manuscripts - Facsimiles\rangle<\rangle\rangle\rangleSouthern States - Maps - 1730-1757 - Cherokee Indians - Manuscripts - Facsimiles\rangle<\rangle\rangle\rangleTrade routes - Southern States - Maps - 1730-1757 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles\rangle<\rangle\rangle\rangleCherokee Indians - Southern States - Maps - 1730-1757 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles\rangle<\rangle\rangle\rangleSantee River Valley (S.C.) - Maps - 1730-1757 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles\rangle<\rangle\rangle\rangleSavannah River Valley (Ga. and S.C.) - Maps - 1730-1757 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles\rangle<\rangle\rangle\rangleManuscript maps - Facsimiles\rangle<\rangle\rangle\rangleHunter, George, -1755. This represents the Charecke Nation by Col. Herbersts map & my own observations (1730)\rangle<\rangle\rangle\rangleIndians of North America - Maps This represents the Charecke Nation by Col. Herbersts map & my own observations with the path to Charles Town, its course & (distance measured by my watch) the names of ye branches, rivers & creeks, as given them by ye traders along that nation / Certified by me, George Hunter. May 21, 1730. [Columbia, S.C. Printed for the Historical Commission of South Carolina by the State Company, 1917]. Authors: Hunter, George, -1755 -- Herbert, John, Col., active 1721-1725 -- Cuming, Alexander, Sir, approximately 1670-1725 -- Glen, James, 1701-1777 -- Faden, William, 1749-1836 -- Faden map collection -- Salley, A. S. (Alexander Samuel), 1871-1961. George Hunter’s map of the Cherokee country and the path thereto in 1730 (1917) -- Historical Commission of South Carolina -- State Company (Columbia, S.C.) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. Manuscript map. Faden 6 Vault -- South Carolina. Historical Commission SEE Historical Commission of South Carolina 1 map ; 49 x 78 cm., folded to 21 x 15 cm. + commentary (5 p.; 24 cm.) Other title: This represents the Cherokee Nation by Col. Herbersts map & my own observations ... Other title: George Hunter’s map of the Cherokee country and the path thereto in 1730 Re-drawn and printed facsimile of 1730 manuscript map in the Faden Map Collection at the Library of Congress (no. 6). The original manuscript was compiled by George Hunter, a surveyor accompanying Sir Alexander Cuming’s 1730 expedition, and includes notes in red ink made by South Carolina Governor James Glen ca. 1757; see accompanying commentary by A.S. Salley.


71286 Southern States - Maps - 1733 - Indians - Manuscripts - Facsimiles\rangle<\rangle\rangle\rangleIndians - Southern States - Maps - 1733 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles\rangle<\rangle\rangle\rangleManuscript maps - Facsimiles\rangle<\rangle\rangle\rangleIndians of North America - Maps Carte de partie de la Louisianne qui comprend le cours de Mississippi depuis son embouchure jusques aux Arcansas ... [19--]. Authors: Crenay, M., baron de, fl. 1733 -- France. Ministère des colonies. No. 1 Louisiana -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map Photostatic reproduction of 1733 manuscript. Identifies many Indian villages and trails. Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library). MapPhoto France MC No. 1 Louisiana (PrCt)

71287 Southern States - Maps - 1740-1749 - Indians - Manuscripts - Facsimiles\rangle<\rangle\rangle\rangleIndians - Southern States - Maps - 1740-1749 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles\rangle<\rangle\rangle\rangleManuscript maps - Facsimiles\rangle<\rangle\rangle\rangleIndians of North America - Maps

Carte de la province de la Louisianne. [19--].
Authors: Dumont de Montigny -- France. Service historique de la défense -- France. Ministère de la guerre. Archives historiques. 7C 210 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1740 manuscript. Original ms. forms part of the Guerre Etat-Major archives.
Original held by the Service Historique de la Défense, Département de l'Armée de Terre Nationale, shelfmark 7C 210 (verified by Carla Zecher in 2007).
Photocopy forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France [Guerre Etat Major] 7C 210 (PrCt)

71288 Southern States - Maps - 1740 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles - Carte de la province de la Lousiianne autrefois dit le Missisipy. [19--].
Authors: Dumont de Montigny -- Archives nationales (France). N3 no. 13 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1740 manuscript. Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France AN N3 no.13 (Louisiane) (PrCt)

71289 Southern States - Maps - 1743 - Bahamas - Maps - 1743 - West Indies - Maps - 1743

A Map of Carolina, Florida and the Bahama Islands with the adjacent parts. [London : M. Catesby, W. Innys, R. Manby, and Mr. Hauksbee, 1743].
Authors: Catesby, Mark, 1683-1749 -- Edwards, George, 1694-1773 -- Innys, William, d. 1756 -- Manby, Richard, d. 1769 -- Hauksbee, Mr., fl. 1743
1 map : hand col. ; 43 x 59 cm.
Anonymous map issued without imprint in: Catesby, Mark. The Natural history of Carolina, Florida, and the Bahama islands ... (London : Printed at the expence of the author, and sold by W. Innys ... R. Manby ... [and] Mr. Hauksbee ..., 1731-1743) v. 2, opposite p. i.
'A scale of miles 60 to a degree' = 72 mm.
'This volume was coloured by Geo. Edwards ... from the original drawings of the author ... 1730.' -- front endleaf, v. 1.
The green colors at upper left, in the cartouche, and in Haiti have degraded to verdigris; diagonal lines of verdigris converge toward the bottom of the page from Apalatche Bay and the cartouche.
VAULT Case oversize W 764 .15 v. 2, opposite p. i (PrCt)

71290 Southern States - Maps - 1744

1 map ; 21 x 15 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:3,380,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
Numbered 39 in lower left margin.
Graff 650 v. 1, opp. p. 24 (PrCt)

71291 Southern States - Maps - 1744 - Coasts - Manuscripts - Gulf Coast (U.S.) - Maps - 1744 - Manuscripts - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles

Parte de la Luisiana, y Florida desde el Río Mississippi hasta Sn. Marcos de Apalache. Año de 1744. [19--].
Authors: Instituto Hidrográfico de la Marina (Spain). S.H.M. 9a-2a,68 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1744 manuscript. Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto Spain S.H.M. 9a-2a,68 (PrCt)

71292 Southern States - Maps - 1747

Authors: Bowen, Emanuel, -1767 -- Innys, William, d. 1756 -- Bowen, Emanuel, -1767. A Complete system of geography ... (1747) v. 2, pl. 56.
In: Bowen, Emanuel. A Complete system of geography : being a description of ... the known world (London : Printed for William Innys, etc., 1747) v. 2, pl. [56].
Covers the southeastern U.S.
Case oversize G114 .B68 1747 v. 2, pl. 56 (PrCt)

71293 Southern States - Maps - 1748

A New map of Georgia, with part of Carolina, Florida and Louisiana. ... [London, 1748].
Authors: Bowen, Emanuel, -1767 -- Harris, John, 1667?-1719 -- Woodward, Thomas, d. 1751? -- Harris, John, 1667?-1719. Navigantium atque itinerarium bibliotheca. Or, A complete collection of voyages and travels (1744-1748) 1 map ; 29 x 46 cm.
In: Harris, John. Navigantium atque itinerantium

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Southern States - Maps - 1748
Geography - Maps - 1748
A New map of Georgia, with part of Carolina, Florida and Louisiana. ... Atlanta: Surveyor General Department, [ca. 1970].
Authors: Bowen, Emanuel, -1767 -- Harris, John, 1667?--1719 -- Woodward, Thomas, d. 1751? -- Georgia. Surveyor General Department -- Helen H. Tanner Papers (Newberry Library)
1 map: hand col.; 19 x 29 cm. in slip case (25 cm.)
'Tirée des auteurs anglois par M.B., ing. de la marine 1757.' Published: [Paris: s.n.], 1757.
'Tome XIV, in 4°, no. 11.' Tome 14 in 8°, page 148.
Scale [ca. 1:4,000,000] Scale: about 22 common French leagues to an inch.
Relief shown pictorially.
Ayer 133 .B44 1757c (NLO)

Southern States - Maps - 1760-1762
Cherokee Indians - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Cape Fear Indians - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Cherokee Indians - Southern States - Manuscripts - 1760-1762 - Maps
A Colored 'Map of the Cherokee country' bounded by Virginia, the Tannase, and the Savanall; drawn by John Stuart, about 1760-1762. [19-].
Authors: Stuart, John, 1718-1779 -- British Library. Add. Ms. 14036e -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1762 manuscript. Duplicate copy in Hulbert series: Ayer 136 H91 1909 Ser.2 Vol.3 Pl.35-36.
MapPhoto England BL Add. Ms. 14036e (PrCt)

Southern States - Maps - 1760-1762
Cherokee Indians - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Cherokee Indians - Southern States - Manuscripts - 1760-1762 - Maps
A Colored 'Map of the Cherokee country' bounded by Virginia, the Tannase, and the Savanall; drawn by John Stuart, about 1760-1762. [19-].
1 map
Duplicate copy: MapPhoto Eng BL Add.Ns. 14036e.
folio Ayer 136 .H91 1909 ser. 2, v. 3, pl. 35-36 (PrCt)

Southern States - Maps - 1760

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Indians - Southern States - Maps - 1760
Cherokee Indians - Southern States - Maps - 1760
Cherokee Nation - Maps - 1760
Indian cartography - Southern States - 1760
Indians of North America - Maps

A New map of the Cherokee Nation with the names of the towns & rivers they are situated on. No. lat. from 34 to 36 / engrav'd from an Indian draught by T. Kitchin. [London : The London Magazine, 1760].

Authors: Kitchin, Thomas, 1718-1784 -- London Magazine
1 map ; 17 x 23 cm., folded to 21 x 12 cm. Details region east of the Mississippi River comprised chiefly of southern Tennessee and adjacent parts of northern Mississippi and northern Alabama.

Scale [ca.1:1,013,760].
In London Magazine v. 29 (February 1760) between p. 96-97.
Exhibited at the Newberry Library as part of Mapping Manifest Destiny : Chicago and the American West (November 3, 2007-February 16, 2008).
OCLC 40867214.
A 51.5335 v. 29 (Feb. 1760) bet. p. 96-97 (PrCt)

Southern States - Maps - 1760 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Authors: Bibliothèque nationale (France). Ge D 10646 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1760 manuscript. Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Map Photo France BN Ge D 10646 (PrCt)

Southern States - Maps - 1763 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Georgia - Maps - 1763 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Florida - Maps - 1763 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles - A Map of Georgia and Florida : taken from the latest & most accurate surveys; delineated and drawn by a scale of 69 English miles to a degree of latitude by Thomas Wright, 1763. [19--].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1763 manuscript.
folio Ayer 136 .H91 1914 ser. 3, v .3, pl. 141-143 (PrCt)

Southern States - Maps - 1764 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Georgia - Maps - 1764
A New map of Georgia : with part of Carolina, Florida and Louisiana. [London : Bowen?, 1764?].
Authors: Bowen, Emanuel, -1767
1 map ; 35 x 46 cm. ‘Drawn from original draughts, assisted by the most approved maps and charts. Collected by Eman. Bowen ... ’
Scale [ca. 1:3,136,000].
Relief shown by shading.
Prime meridian: London.
folio G 10867 .11 (NLO)

Southern States - Maps - 1764 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Georgia - Maps - 1764
A New map of Georgia, with part of Florida, Louisiana and Carolina ... 1764.
Authors: Bowen, Emanuel, -1767 -- P.S. Duval & Co.
1 map
Detached from unidentified text, 'Vol. V. Page 256.'
temp map2F G3860 1764 .B6 (PrCt)


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Españoles poseen actualmente en el continente de la Florida, del dominio que estan los Ingleses con legitimo titulo solo en virtud del tratado de pazes del año 1670; y de la jurisdiccion que indevidamente han ocupado despues de dicho tratado; en que se manifiestan las tierras que usurpan, y se definen los limites que deven prescrivirse para una y otra nacion, en conformidad del derecho de la corona de España. [19--].

Authors: Martinez, Fernando, fl. 1765 -- British Library. Add. Ms. 17648 b -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1765 manuscript.

MapPhoto England BL Add. Ms. 17648 b (PrCt)


Map of the Southern Indian district. [19--].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1764 manuscript.
Duplicate copy: MapPhoto Eng BL Add.Ms. 14036 d.

folio Ayer 136 .H91 1907 ser. 1, v. 5, pl. 41-42 (PrCt)

71307 Southern States - Maps - 1765 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles

Descripcion geografica de la parte que los espanoles poseen actualmente en el continente de la Florida. del dominio en que estan los ingleses con legitimo titulo solo en virtud del tratado de paces del año 1670 y de la jurisdiccion que indevidamente han ocupado despues de dicho tratado, en que se manifiestan las tierras que usurpan y se definen los limites que deven prescrivirse para una y otra nacion en conformidad del derecho de la corona de España. [19--].

Authors: Martinez, Fernando, fl. 1765 -- Archivo General de Indias. 86-5-24 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1765 manuscript.

Variant or duplicate copy: MapPhoto Eng BL Add.Ms. 17648 b

folio Ayer 136 .H91 1907 ser. 1, v. 5, pl. 36-37 (PrCt)

71310 Southern States - Maps - 1768 - Coasts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles>>Gulf Coast (U.S.) - Maps - 1768 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles

Nueva descripcion de la costa oriental y septemtrional de las provincias de la Florida .../por Juan Joseph Elixio de la Puente ...Havana y Febrero 29 de 1768. [19--].

Authors: Puente, Juan Jose Elixio de la -- Spain. Ministerio de la Guerra. J 8a-2a-a.14 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Cartografía de ultramar (1949)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of manuscript.

The map is also reproduced, with a complete list of toponyms, in Cartografía de ultramar (Madrid, Impr. de Servicio Geográfico del Ejército, 1949- ).
71311 Southern States - Maps - 1768 - Coasts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Gulf Coast (U.S.) - Maps - 1768 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
[Plano de las provincias de la Florida] / Juan Joseph Elixio de la Puente. [19--].
Authors: Puente, Juan Jose Elixio de la -- Spain. Ministerio de la Guerra. LM 8a-1a-a,12 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Cartografía de ultramar (1949)
1 map ; 22 x 37 cm.
Photostatic reproduction of manuscript.
The map is also reproduced, but in color, at a slightly larger scale, and with a complete list of toponyms, in Cartografía de ultramar (Madrid, Imp. de Servicio Geográfico del Ejército, 1949), v. 2, pp. 296-99, pl. 53a & b [folio Ayer 135 S73 1949].
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto Spain Guerra J 9a-2a-a,14 (PrCt)

A Map of New Spain, Louiana, the Floridas, Georgia and Carolinas; shewing the divisions of the provinces, with the courses of the rivers and mountains, between 19° and 42° N. lat. [19--].
Authors: British Library. Add. Ms. 17649 b -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Manuscript maps
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of ca. 177-? manuscript.
MapPhoto England BL Add. Ms. 17649 b (PrCt)

71313 Southern States - Maps - 1770 - Coasts - Manuscripts - Gulf Coast (U.S.) - Maps - 1770 - Manuscripts - Mississippi River Delta (La.) - Maps - 1770 - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Plano que comprende parte del seno Mexicano, desde la bahia de Ascension hasta el rio de San Joseph ... 1770. [19--].
Authors: British Library. Add. Ms. 15717 art. 24 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1770 manuscript.
MapPhoto England BL Add. Ms. 15717 art. 24 (PrCt)

71314 Southern States - Maps - 1774 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
A Colored map of West Florida, Georgia, and South Carolina, with part of Louisiana, the whole laid down from different actual surveys and other best authorities, under the direction and by order of John Stuart, Esqr., superintendent of Indian affairs in the southern district of North America; drawn by Samuel Lewis, in 1774, on a scale of 10 English miles to an inch. [19--].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1774 manuscript.
MapPhoto England BL Crown 122:89 (PrCt)
Carolina's Research Laboratories of Archaeology website (accessed October 2013):
http://rla.unc.edu/Mapfiles/SEM/Purcell-Stuart%201775.NL%28SEM%29.jpg
Photographic transparency available in Spec. Coll. Image Index.
Two manuscript variants of this map are held by the Public Record Office in London, shellmarks C.O. 700, North American Colonies no. 12 and MR 919.
Ayer ms map proj 98
VAULT oversize Ayer MS map 228 (NLO)

A General map of the southern British colonies in America, comprehending North and South Carolina, Georgia, East and West Florida, with the neighboring Indian countries. London : R. Sayer and J. Bennet, 1776.
Authors: Romans, Bernard, ca. 1720-ca. 1784 -- De Brahman, John Gerar William, 1717-approximately 1799 -- Collet, John -- Mouzon, Henry -- Robert Sayer and John Bennett (Firm). The American military pocket atlas ... [1776] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 62 cm.
'From the modern surveys of engineer De Brahman, Capt. Collet, Mouzon & others; and from the large hydrographical survey of the coasts of East and West Florida. By B. Romans, 1776.'
Added title in upper margin: 'The Seat of war, in the southern British colonies, comprehending North and South Carolina, Georgia, East and West Florida, &ca.
Scale [ca. 1:3,000,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
Insets (each 9 x 11 cm.): Plan of Charleston (S.C.) - Plan of St. Augustine [ca. 1:24,000] -- Plan of St. Augustine [ca. 1:15,840].
In: Robert Sayer and John Bennett (Firm). The American military pocket atlas ... (London : R. Sayer and J. Bennett, [1776]); verso handstamped '5.'
Another copy available on Library of Congress website as a raster image (accessed September 2011):
http://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g3300m.gar00005
Ayer 135 .A5 1776 no. 5 (PrCt)

71317 Southern States - Maps - 1780
1 map ; 21 x 31 cm.
"Liv. XVII, XVIII" -- At upper left.
"No. 48" -- At upper right.
Forms part of the William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library).
Greenlee 4891 .B71 1780 [map 49] (PrCt)

Coste de la Louisiane. [19--].
Authors: France. Ministère de la guerre. Archives historiques. 7C 209 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1780 manuscript.
Original ms. forms part of the Guerre Etat-Major archives.
Photocopy forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France Guerre Etat Major 7C 209 (PrCt)

71319 Southern States - Maps - 1783 - Coasts - Nautical charts - Southern States - Maps - 1783 - Coasts - Atlantic Coast (U.S.) - Maps - 1783 - Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (U.S.) - Maps - 1783 - Nautical charts
A Draught of South Carolina and Georgia from Sewee to St. Estaca. London : W. Mount and T. Page, [1783].
1 map ; 45 x 83 cm.
Includes text: Instructions for the coast of South Carolina, Georgia and the coast of St. Augustin (91 lines in 2 columns).
Oriented with north at left.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.


oversize Ayer 135 .E55 1783 opp. p. 31 (PrCt)

71320
Southern States - Maps - 1790-1860 - Administrative and political divisions
Administrative regions SEE SUBDIVISION Administrative and political divisions under names of countries, states, cities, etc. Administrative districts SEE SUBDIVISION Administrative and political divisions under names of countries, states, cities, etc. Administrative areas SEE SUBDIVISION Administrative and political divisions under names of countries, states, cities, etc. Political divisions SEE SUBDIVISION Administrative and political divisions under names of countries, states, cities, etc. Precincts (Political science) SEE SUBDIVISION Administrative and political divisions under names of countries, states, cities, etc. Voting precincts SEE SUBDIVISION Administrative and political divisions under names of countries, states, cities, etc. Wards (Political science) SEE SUBDIVISION Administrative and political divisions under names of countries, states, cities, etc. Townships SEE SUBDIVISION Administrative and political divisions under names of countries, states, cities, etc. Civil towns SEE SUBDIVISION Administrative and political divisions under names of countries, states, cities, etc.

[A Series of county outline maps of the southeastern United States for the period 1790-1860. [Chapel Hill] : UNC Dept. of Geography, [1973]. Authors: Birdsall, Stephen Shaw -- Florin, John William -- University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. Dept. of Geography 8 maps : on 6 sheets each 61 x 51 cm. Scale [ca.1:5,000,000]. Title from printed text accompanying these maps (filed as Map Vertical File 175). County names are provided in the text.
73-7112
IGN73
map4F 3861.F7 (PrCt)

71321
Southern States - Maps - 1792
A Map of the states of Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina and Georgia ... [London] : John Stockdale, 1792 [i.e.1794]. Authors: Harrison, William, approximately 1750-1803 -- Purcell, Joseph -- Stockdale, John, 1749?-1814 -- Morse, Jedidiah, 1761-1826 -- Morse, Jedidiah, 1761-1826. The American geography -- or, A view of the present situation of the United States of America 1794 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 31 x 36 cm. Remainder of title: ... comprizing the Spanish provinces of East and West Florida: exhibiting the boundaries as fixed by the late Treaty of Peace between the United States and the Spanish Dominions.
In: Morse, Jedidiah. The American geography; or, A view of the present situation of the United States of America ... (London : J. Stockdale, 1794) opposite p. 464.

Ayer 109.5 .M7 1794 opp. p. 464 (PrCt)

71322
Southern States - Maps - 1794<<<>Charleston (S.C.) - Maps - 1794<<<>Saint Augustine (Fla.) - Maps - 1794
A New and general map of the southern dominions belonging to the United States of America ... London : Laurie & Whittle, 12th May, 1794. Authors: Laurie & Whittle -- Laurie & Whittle. A New and elegant imperial sheet atlas comprehending general and particular maps of every part of the world ... [1801?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 62 cm. Insets (each 9 x 10 cm.): Plan of Charlestown -- Plan of St. Augustine.
In Robert Laurie and James Whittle. A New and elegant imperial sheet atlas comprehending general and particular maps of every part of the world ... (London : printed and published by R. Laurie and J. Whittle, 1800 [i.e. 1801?]) no. 50. Stamped "50" on verso. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .R63 1801 no. 50 (NLO)

71323

MapPhoto Spain Guerra J 9a-2a-a,32 (PrCt)

71324
Southern States - Maps - 1795
Map of the southern states of America : comprehending Maryland, Virginia, Kentucky,
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Authors: Russell, John, active 1733-1795 -- Symonds, H. D. (Henry Delahoy) -- Winterbotham, William, 1763-1829. An Historical, geographical, commercial, and philosophical view of the American United States (1795) -- Ridgway, James
1 map : 35 x 48 cm. folded. to 20 x 11 cm.
In: Winterbotham, W., An Historical, geographical, commercial, and philosophical view of the American United States (London, J. Ridgway [et al.], 1795), v. 3, opp p. 3.
Scale 1:3,000,000.
Relief shown pictorially.
In lower right corner: Russell del. et sculp.
Constitution R. Grays Inn La.
Case E18 .W78 1795 v. 3, opp p. 3 (PrCt)

71325 Southern States - Maps - 1795>>>Tennessee - Maps - 1795
S. W. Territory. [Philadelphia : F. and R. Bailey, 1795].
Authors: Scott, J. T. (Joseph T.) -- Francis & Robert Bailey (Firm) -- Scott, J. T. (Joseph T.)
The United States gazetteer ... (1795)
1 map ; 17 x 15 cm
Anonymous map without imprint.
In: Scott, Joseph T. The United States gazetteer ... (Philadelphia : Printed by F. and R. Bailey, 1795), opposite column TER-TER.
Bar scale of 55 miles = 21 mm.
Shows all of Tennessee and parts of Kentucky, Georgia, Louisiana, and the Carolinas.
Duplicate copy: Case 5A 277
Case G 833 .8 opposite column TER-TER (PrCt)

71326 Southern States - Maps - 1799
Authors: Phillips, R. (Richard), Sir, 1767-1840 -- Russell, John, active 1733-1795 -- La Rochefoucauld-Liancourt, François-Alexandre-Frédéric, duc de, 1747-1827 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 35 x 51 cm.
State 1 of the plate.
Duplicate copy: G 81.471 v. 2.
State 2: G 81.484 v. 2.
M1203
Ayer 128.7 L3 1799 v. 2, opp. p. 17 (PrCt)

Carte d'une partie de la Basse Louisiane et de la Florida Occidentale. [19--].
Authors: France. Ministère de la guerre. Archives historiques. 7C 220 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1800 manuscript.
Original ms. forms part of the Guerre Etat-Major archives.
Photocopy forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France Guerre Etat Major 7C 220 (PrCt)

71328 Southern States - Maps - 1801>>>Georgia - Maps - 1801
Georgia. [Philadelphia : M. Carey, 1801].
Authors: Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Barker, W. (William), fl. 1795-1803 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839. Carey's American pocket atlas ... (1801)
1 map ; 14 x 18 cm.
In: Carey, Mathew. Carey's American pocket atlas ... (Philadelphia : Printed by H. Sweitzer, for M. Carey, 1801) pl. [17].
Ayer 135 .C27 1801 pl. 17 (PrCt)

The Journal of Andrew Ellicott : late commissioner on behalf of the United States during part of the year 1796, the years 1797, 1798, 1799, and part of the year 1800: for determining the boundary between the United States and the possessions of His Catholic Majesty in America, containing occasional remarks on the situation, soil, rivers, natural productions, and diseases of the different countries on the Ohio, Mississippi, and Gulf of Mexico, with six maps ... : To which is added an appendix, containing all the astronomical observations made use of for determining the boundary ... likewise a great number of thermometrical observations ... Philadelphia : Printed by Budd & Bartram, for Thomas Dobson ..., 1803.
Authors: Ellicott, Andrew, 1754-1820 -- Ferrer, 18th cent. -- De Krafft, Charles -- Lawson, Alexander, 1773-1846 -- Jones, Benjamin, fl. 1798-1815 -- Budd and Bartram -- Dobson, Thomas, 1751-1823

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

The Journal of Andrew Ellicott : late commissioner on behalf of the United States during part of the year 1796, the years 1797, 1798, 1799, and part of the year 1800: for determining the boundary between the United States and the possessions of His Catholic Majesty in America, containing occasional remarks on the situation, soil, rivers, natural productions, and diseases of the different countries on the Ohio, Mississippi, and Gulf of Mexico, with six maps ...: To which is added an appendix, containing all the astronomical observations made use of for determining the boundary ... likewise a great number of thermometrical observations ... Philadelphia:
    Printed by Budd & Bartram, for Thomas Dobson ..., 1803.

Authors: Ellicott, Andrew, 1754-1820 -- Ferrer, 18th cent. -- De Krafft, Charles -- Lawson, Alexander, 1773-1846 -- Jones, Benjamin, fl. 1798-1815 -- Budd and Bartram -- Dobson, Thomas, 1751-1823 -- Ellicott, Andrew, 1754-1820.


Strip map of the southern United States border line between the Mississippi River in Louisiana and the Chattahoochee River in northern Florida, 1803.

13435

LC Card Number: 01-13435

folio Graff 1230 (NLO)

71331

Southern States - Maps - 1803 - Boundaries - Wall maps

71332


Authors: Ellicott, Andrew, 1754-1820 -- De Krafft, Charles -- Lawson, Alexander, 1773-1846 -- Budd and Bartram -- Dobson, Thomas, 1751-1823.

Maps variously credited to Charles De Krafft, 'Mr. Ferrer', Benjamin Jones, and Alexander Lawson.

Maps also cataloged separately (Graff copy only).
References: Clark, T.D. Old South, II, 89; Sabin 22216

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1751-1823 -- Elicott, Andrew, 1754-1820. The Journal of Andrew Elicott : late commissioner on behalf of the United States ... for determining the boundary between the United States and the possessions of His Catholic Majesty in America (1803) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 21 x 482 cm., on 5 sheets 35 x 47 cm. or smaller, folded to 28 x 22 cm.

Untitled 5-sheet strip map.

Plates numbered as 'No. 2' through 'No. 6'

'C. de Krahff del.'--No. 6.

'Lawson sc.'--Nos. 2, 4, and 6.

Scale [1:126,720]

In Elicott, Andrew. The Journal of Andrew Elicott : late commissioner on behalf of the United States ... for determining the boundary between the United States and the possessions of His Catholic Majesty in America (Philadelphia : Printed by Budd & Bartram, for Thomas Dobson ..., 1803) Appendix, following p. 60, 70, 82, and 84, and 98.

Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.

Duplicate copy: G 875 .26

folios Graff 1230 Appendix, following p. 60, 70, 82, 84, and 98 (PrCt)

71333

Southern States - Maps - 1804

Map of the southern parts of the United States of America. [Charlestown, Mass. Samuel Etheridge et al, 1804].

Authors: Bradley, Abraham, fl. 1796-1819 -- Morse, Jedidia, 1761-1826 -- Etheridge, Samuel, 1771-1817 -- Morse, Jedidia, 1761-1826. The American gazetteer, exhibiting a full account of the civil divisions ... (1804) 1 map ; 20 x 39 cm.

In Morse, Jedidia. The American gazetteer: exhibiting a full account of the civil divisions ... . 2nd ed. (Boston: printed by and for Samuel Etheridge [etc.], 1804) opposite column SOU.

M1172

Case G 80 .611 opp. col. SOU (PrCt)

71334

Southern States - Maps - 1805

Mississippi Territory and Georgia. Philadelphia : M. Carey, 1805.

Authors: Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Barker, W. (William), fl. 1795-1803 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839. Carey's American pocket atlas ... (1805) 1 map ; 14 x 18 cm.

In: Carey, Mathew. Carey's American pocket atlas ... (Philadelphia : M. Carey, 1805) pl. [19].

Ayer 135 .C27 1805 pl. 19 (PrCt)

71335

Southern States - Maps - 1807

Partie meridionale de la Louisiane, avec la Floride, la Caroline et la Virginie / par le Sr. d'Anville. À Venise [Venice] : P. Santini ; chez Mr. Remondini, [1807?].

Authors: Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d', 1697-1782 -- Santini, P. -- Remondini, Giuseppe Antonio, 1747-1811 -- Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (1784 [i.e. 1807?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 57 cm.

In: Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (Venice : par P. Santini, rue Ste. Justine, chez M. Remondini, 1784 [i.e. 1807?]), v. 2, no. "P. II. 48"

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .S4 1807, v. 2, no. 48 (PrCt)

71336

Southern States - Maps - 1807

A New map of part of the United States of North America, containing the Carolinas and Georgia, also the Floridas and part of the Bahama Islands &c. London : J. Cary, [1807].


1 map : hand col. ; 44 x 50 cm.


oversize Ayer 135 .C3 1803 pl. 8 (PrCt)

71337

Southern States - Maps - 1809

United States of America, southern part. London : Cadell & Davies [et al], 1809 [i.e. 1815].

Authors: Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826 -- Hebert, Lewis, fl. 1809-1838 -- Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Cadell & Davies -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826. A Modern atlas : from the latest and best authorities ... (1815) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 69 cm.

Drawn under the direction of Mr. Pinkerton by L. Hebert.' Running title in upper margin: Pinkerton's modern atlas.


oversize Ayer 135 .P6 1815 pl. 42 (PrCt)

71338

Southern States - Maps - 1811

A New map of part of the United States of North America, containing the Carolinas and Georgia, also the Floridas and part of the Bahaman Islands &c. London : J. Cary, 1811.

Authors: Cary, John, approximately 1754-1835 -- =Cary, John, approximately 1754-1835. Cary's New universal atlas ... (1811 [i.e. 1812?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 44 x 50 cm.
In: Cary, John. Cary's New universal atlas, containing distinct maps of all the principal states and kingdoms throughout the world (London: Printed for J. Cary, 1811 [i.e. 1812?] pl. [53].
Printed paste-on no. 57.
oversize Ayer 135 .C3 1811 pl. 53 (PrCt)

71339 Southern States - Maps - 1813
A Map of the southern section of the United States: including the Floridas and Bahama Islands: shewing the seat of war in that department. Philadelphia, 1813.
Authors: Melish, John, 1771-1822 -- Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Palmer, G. -- Melish, John, 1771-1822. A Military and topographical atlas of the United States ... (1813) 1 map : hand col., 41 x 53 cm.
Detached from Melish, John. A Military and topographical atlas of the United States ... (Philadelphia: printed by G. Palmer, 1813) [Case G1201.S42 M4 1813 no. 2].
Includes 'Statistical table.'
Scale ca. [1:4,000,000].
ICN78
map4F G3701.S42 1813 M4 no. 2 (PrCt)

71340 Southern States - Maps - 1814
Authors: Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Johnson & Warner -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839. A General atlas, being a collection of maps of the world and quarters ... (1814) 1 map : hand col., 19 x 23 cm.
In: Carey, Mathew. A General atlas, being a collection of maps of the world and quarters ... (Philadelphia : Published by M. Carey, and Johnson & Warner, 1814) pl. [7].
Ayer 135 .C27 1814 pl. 7 (PrCt)

71341 Southern States - Maps - 1817<<>>Hudson River Valley (N.Y. and N.J.) - Pictorial works - 1817
Authors: Hewitt, N. R. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1817?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col., 48 x 57 cm.
Inset view (7 x 12 cm.): Characteristic scenery of the Hudson River.
Engraved 'No. 57' at upper right.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Digital image of another copy available on the David Rumsey Map Collection website (accessed Feb. 2010):
http://www.davidrumsey.com/luna/servlet/detail/RUMSEY~8~1~28383~1120812
Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1817, map 57 (NLO)

71342 Southern States - Maps - 1817<<>>Hudson River Valley (N.Y. and N.J.) - Pictorial works - 1817
Inset view (6 x 12 cm.): Characteristic scenery of the Hudson River.
In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (Edinburgh ; London ; Dublin : John Thomson and Company ; Baldwin, Craddock, and Joy ; John Cumming, 1817, [i.e. 1821?] map 57. Engraved 'No. 57' at upper right.
oversize Ayer 135 .T4 1817 map 57 (PrCt)

71343 Southern States - Maps - 1818
United States of America : southern part / drawn under the direction of Mr. Pinkerton by L. Hebert ; Neele sculpt. 352 Strand. Philadelphia. [Philadelphia] : Published by Dobson, [1818].
Authors: Hebert, Lewis, fl. 1809-1838 -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826 -- Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Dobson, Thomas, 1751-1823 -- Thomas Dobson and Son -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826. A Modern atlas : from the latest and best authorities exhibiting the various divisions of the world ... (1818) 1 map : hand col., 51 x 68 cm.
Running title: Pinkerton's modern atlas
In: Pinkerton, John. A Modern atlas : from the latest and best authorities exhibiting the various divisions of the world ... (Philadelphia : Thomas Dobson & Son, 1818), plate [41]
Case oversize G1019 .P56 1818, plate [41] (PrCt)

71344 Southern States - Maps - 1822<<>>Hudson River Valley (N.Y. and N.J.) - Pictorial works - 1822
Authors: Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
of a series of geographical designs ... [1822?] --
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 57 cm.
In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas :
consisting of a series of geographical designs ...
(Edinburgh ; London ; Dublin : Printed by G.
Ramsay and Co. for J. Thomson and Co. ;
Baldwin, Cradock and Joy ; John Cumming, 1821
[i.e. 1822?]), v. 2, map 57.
Inset view (7 x 12 cm.): Characteristic scenery of
the Hudson River.
Engraved 'No. 57' at upper right.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1821, v. 2, map 57
(NLO)

71345 Southern States - Maps - 1823
Alabama, Mississippi, and Louisiana . [New
Authors: Morse, Sidney E. (Sidney Edwards),
1794-1871 -- N. & S.S. Jocelyn (Firm) -- Morse,
Sidney E. (Sidney Edwards), 1794-1871. An
Atlas of the United States, on an approved plan ...
(1823)
1 map : hand col. ; 19 x 25 cm.
In: Morse, Sidney E. An Atlas of the United
States, on an approved plan ... (New Haven,
Case folio G 1083 .587 pl. [8] (PrCl)

71346 Southern States - Maps - 1823
North Carolina, South Carolina, and Georgia .
[New Haven, Mass.]: N. & S.S. Jocelyn, [1823].
Authors: Morse, Sidney E. (Sidney Edwards),
1794-1871 -- N. & S.S. Jocelyn (Firm) -- Morse,
Sidney E. (Sidney Edwards), 1794-1871. An
Atlas of the United States, on an approved plan ...
(1823)
1 map : hand col. ; 20 x 28 cm.
Inset (10 cm. in dia.): Charleston and its vicinity.
In: Morse, Sidney E. An Atlas of the United
States, on an approved plan ... (New Haven,
Case folio G 1083 .587 pl. [7] (PrCl)

71347 Southern States - Maps - 1825
Alabama, Mississippi, and Louisiana . [New
Authors: Morse, Sidney E. (Sidney Edwards),
1794-1871 -- N. & S.S. Jocelyn (Firm) -- Morse,
Sidney E. (Sidney Edwards), 1794-1871. A New
universal atlas of the world, on an approved plan ...
(1825)
1 map : hand col. ; 19 x 24 cm.
In: Morse, Sidney E. A New universal atlas of the
world, on an approved plan ... (New Haven

71348 Southern States - Maps - 1825
North Carolina, South Carolina, and Georgia .
Authors: Morse, Sidney E. (Sidney Edwards),
1794-1871 -- N. & S.S. Jocelyn (Firm) -- Morse,
Sidney E. (Sidney Edwards), 1794-1871. A New
universal atlas of the world, on an approved plan ...
(1825)
1 map : hand col. ; 20 x 25 cm.
Inset (10 cm. in dia.): Charleston and its vicinity.
In: Morse, Sidney E. A New universal atlas of the
world, on an approved plan ... (New Haven
folio G 1083 .595 pl. [10] (PrCl)

Southern States - Maps - 1826 - Road
maps
Map of reconnaissance exhibiting the country
between Washington and New Orleans : with the
routes examined in reference to a contemplated
national road between these two cities.
[Washington, D.C. United States War
Department?] , 1826.
Authors: United States. Army. Corps of
Engineers -- Vail, Jefferson, 1801 or 1802-1835
-- Williams, W. G. (William G.) , -1846 -- Tanner,
Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- United States. War
Department -- United States. Board of Internal
Improvement. Road from Washington to New
Orleans (1826) -- United States. Congress.
House
1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 65 cm
Anonymous map without imprint issued
separately to accompany: United States. Board
of Internal Improvement. Road from Washington
to New Orleans. Letter from the Secretary of
War, transmitting the report of the Board of
Internal Improvement, upon the subject of a
national road, from the city of Washington to New
Orleans in U.S. Serial Set, 19th Congress, 1st
session, 1825-1826, House Document 156,
pages 1-28 (Serial Set 139). Compiled by U.S. Army topographical engineers
Jefferson Vail and William G. Williams, adapted
from an atlas by Henry Schenck Tanner; see
page 11 of the accompanying report.
Details three alternate routes described in the
accompanying report, and includes a straight line
showing the shortest distance between
Washington and New Orleans, with latitude and
distances noted at intervals.
Scale approximately 1:2,160,000
Coordinates: (W 91°50'00"/N 29°50'00"/W
39°20'00"/N 29°50'00")
Relief shown by hachures.
Prime meridian: Washington D.C.
Also available online via the North Caroline Maps
website:
http://dc.lib.unc.edu/cdm/ref/collection/ncmaps/id/1208
Manuscript version held by the U.S. National
Archives; see Ladd.
References: Ladd, R. Maps showing explorers’
routes, trails & early roads in the United States
Appleton & Co.; Geo. S. Appleton, 1850.

Authors: Williams, W. (Wellington) -- D. Appleton and Company -- Appleton, George Swett, 1821-1878 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)


Maps by W. Williams.

Includes index.

Publisher's red cloth illustrated binding, with gold stamped spine title.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Duplicate copy: G 833 .965

References: Buck 466

Baskes F207.3 .W55 1850 (NLO)

71356

Southern States - Maps - 1860


Johnson's new illustrated (steel plate) family atlas ... (1860)

1 map : hand col. ; 40 x 57 cm.

In: Johnson, Alvin Jewett. Johnson's new illustrated (steel plate) family atlas ... (New York : Johnson and Browning, 1860) plates '37' and '38.

oversize G 10 .454 pl. 37-38 (PrCt)

71357

Southern States - Maps - 1861-1865


Authors: Harper's Weekly (New York) -- Weaver, fl. 1861

1 map : wood engraving ; 24 x 27 cm.


"... It shows the whole coast-line of the United States from Cape Henry to the Rio Grande, and the ports to be blockaded by our vessels of war; also the strategic points round Washington and Baltimore; Cairo [III.], its strategic relations, and the course of the Mississippi; Fortress Monroe, at the mouth of the Chesapeake, Forts Taylor and Jefferson, at the Tortugas, and Fort Pickens, Pensacola, all held by the United States; the great lines of railway by which troops will be transported, etc." -- Caption above map.

Roughly bounded by Missouri, New York City, Florida, and Texas; does not show ship or fleet positions.

Scale [ca. 1:7,066,000].

Coordinates: (W 97°29'00"--W 73°53'00"/N 40°59'00"--N 25°51'00")

"Camp of the United States Volunteers at the Relay House.--[Photographed by Weaver.]" -- Wood-engraved view (6 x 24 cm.) at head of p. 332.

Digital image of another copy available on the Philadelphia Print Shop website (accessed August 2012):

http://www.philaprintshop.com/images/hw52561

map.jpg

folio A 5 .392, v. no. 230 (May 25,1861), p. 332 (PrCt)

71357

Southern States - Maps - 1861-1865


Map showing the distribution of the slave population of the southern states of the United States / compiled from the census of 1860 ; engr. by Th. Leonhardt ; drawn by E. Hergesheimer.

[Boston, Mass. Norman B. Leventhal Map Center, 2011?].


"Entered according to Act of Congress, A.D. 1861 by Henry S. Graham in ... District of Columbia."

"Washington, September 1861."

"Census Office, Department of the Interior, Washington, Sept. 9th, 1861. After a careful examination of the above very interesting map I am prepared to state that it not only furnishes the evidences of great care in its execution, but can be relied on as corresponding with the official returns of the 8th Census. [Signed] Jos. C.G. Kennedy, Superintendent."

"Map reproduction courtesy of the Norman B. Leventhal Map Center at the Boston Public Library."

Scale [ca. 1:1:4,60,000]

Coordinates: (W 99°41'00"--W 97°29'00"/N 39°52'00"--N 33°50'00")

"Scale of shade" at bottom right illustrates percentage of slave population by county.

"It should be observed, that several counties appear comparatively light. This arises from the preponderance of whites and free blacks in the large towns in those counties ... The figures in each county represent the percentage of slaves." Includes population table based on census of 1860.

Digital image of another copy available on the Philadelphia Print Shop website (accessed August 2012):

http://www.philaprintshop.com/images/hw52561

map.jpg

folio A 5 .392, v. no. 230 (May 25,1861), p. 332 (PrCt)
"Sold for the benefit of the sick and wounded soldiers of the U.S. Army."
Size of original: 66 x 84 cm.
Digital version of the original 1861 edition accompanied by the following additional notes on the Norman B. Leventhal Map Center website (accessed October 2012 -- http://maps.bpl.org/id/14001): "Based on 1860 census data, this visually striking map plots the percentage of slaves by county for the southern states. Rather than showing a uniform distribution throughout the entire region, it is readily apparent that there were several major slave concentrations, particularly where commercial plantation agriculture was most profitable -- tobacco in coastal and piedmont Virginia and Maryland; sugar in Louisiana along the lower Mississippi River; and cotton extending in a broad swath from coastal South Carolina, through the piedmont regions of Georgia, Alabama, and the Mississippi River Valley to coastal Texas. Attesting to this map's importance during the Civil War, it was intentionally depicted in Francis Bicknell Carpenter's oil painting, First Reading of the Emancipation Proclamation of President Lincoln, which hangs in the U.S. Capitol Senate wing. The artist's memoir records Abraham Lincoln's fascination with the map, not just for its symbolic power and visual appeal, but because it allowed him to trace military movements, and to relate those actions to his emancipation policies. This map was also one of the first statistical or thematic maps published in the United States. Although not explicitly acknowledged on the map, it was produced by the U.S. Coast Survey. Specifically, it was drawn by Edwin Hergesheimer, a recent German immigrant who was employed as the Survey's Chief Draftsman. In addition, a statement boldly positioned at the map's top center, stating that it was sold for the benefit of the U.S. Army's sick and wounded soldiers, suggests that it reflected the interests of Alexander Dallas Bache, the Survey's Superintendent. Bache was an ardent abolitionist and had just become vice president of the U.S. Sanitary Commission."
References (original 1861 edition): OCLC 17541700 and 17541726
\textit{map6F G3861.E9 1861 .M3 2011 (PrCt)}

\textit{Lloyd's new military map of the border & southern states. New York : H.H. Lloyd & Co., 1862.}
Authors: Hall, Edward S., b. ca. 1840 -- Horace Waters & Sons -- H.H. Lloyd & Co.
1 map : hand col. ; 76 x 106 cm., on sheet 84 x 112 cm.
Added title at top of map: H.H. Lloyd & Co's new military map of the border and southern states
At head of map: H.H. Lloyd & Co's new military map of the Southern and border states.
Scale [ca. 1:1,900,800].
Includes continuation inset of Florida.
Relief shown by hachures.
\textit{map G 10834 .497 (NLO)}

\textit{Map of the Southern States, showing the relative proportion of slaves in the different localities. [New York] : Harper's Weekly, 1863.}
Authors: Harper & Brothers -- Harper's Weekly (New York)
1 map ; 24 x 36 cm., on sheet 28 x 40 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:6,360,000].
Coordinates: (W 99°03'00"-W 74°23'00"/N 40°34'00"-N 27°32'00")
In: Harper's weekly v. 7 (February 28, 1863), p. 141.
"The depth of shade represents density of the colored in proportion to the white population; and it will be perceived that the shade varies from white to solid black" -- Accompanying commentary "Our slavery chart" on verso (p. 142.)
Wood engraving.
Digital image of another copy available on the website of the Norman B. Leventhal Map Center at the Boston Public Library (accessed February 2014):
http://maps.bpl.org/id/12204#sthash.l6cEwNVc.dpuf
\textit{folio A 5 .392, v. 7 (February 28, 1863), p. 141 (PrCt)}

\textit{Perrine's New topographical war map of the southern states : taken from the latest government surveys and official reports. [Indianapolis, Ind. C.O. Perrine], 1863.}
A Concise history of the war ... (1864)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 89 cm., folded to 14 x 10 cm., in cover 15 x 11 cm.
'Entered according to Act of Congress, in the year 1863, by C.O. Perrine ...'
'E.R. Jewett & Co., Engravers, Buffalo, N.Y.'
Scale [ca. 1:2,000,000]
Coordinates: (W 96°--W 74°/N 41°--N 27°).
Relief shown by hachures.
Prime meridians: Greenwich and New York.
Inset: Southern part of Florida.

\textit{Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.}
\textit{For more information refer to the title page of this volume.}
Duplicate copy, Map4F G3861 .S5 1863 .P4
(PrCt), detached from: Bishop, John Soast. A Concise history of the war : designed to accompany Perrine's new war map of the southern states (Indianapolis: Charles O. Perrine, c1864), Case F 834 .67
Digital image of another copy available on Library of Congress website (accessed Dec. 2007): http://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g3861s.cw0043600
References: LC Civil War Maps (2nd ed.), 43.6
LC Card Number: 85690668

Authors: Harper's Weekly (New York) -- Woods Family Papers (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 24 x 36 cm.

Dawes F 834 .67 Map (NLO)

71361
Perrine's New topographical war map of the southern states : taken from the latest government surveys and official reports. [Indianapolis, Ind. C.O. Perrine], c1863.
A Concise history of the war ... (1864) -- Jewett (E. R.) & Co. SEE E. R. Jewett & Co.
1 map, coll., 72 x 94 cm.
Detached from: Bishop, John Soast. A Concise history of the war : designed to accompany Perrine's new war map of the southern states (Indianapolis: Charles O. Perrine, c1864) [Case F 834 .67].
'Entered according to Act of Congress, in the year 1863, by C.O. Perrine ...'
'E.R. Jewett & Co., Engravers, Buffalo, N.Y.'
Scale [ca. 1:2,000,000]
Coordinates: (W 96°--W 74°/N 41°--N 27°).
Relief shown by hachures.
Prime meridians: Greenwich and New York.
Map indicates state boundaries and shore lines in green and battles and engagements by small red circles.
Inset: Southern part Florida. 17 x 13 cm.
Duplicate copy (issue with more battle sites):
Dawes F 834 .67 Map

Prime meridian: Washington.
Printed within decorative border.
Insets: Southern part of Florida -- Colton's map of the United States showing the proposed railroad routes to the Pacific Ocean; scale: 400 statute miles to 7/8 of 1 inch.

Case G 1086 .188 (NLO)

71364
Phelps & Watson's historical and military map of the border & southern states. New York : Phelps & Watson, 1864, c1862.
Authors: Phelps & Watson
1 map : hand col., 64 x 92 cm. fold. in covers 33 x 24 cm.
'Entered according to Act of Congress; in the year 1862 by Phelps & Watson; in the Clerk's Office of the District Court of the Southern District of New York.'
Title: New historical war map.

Digital image of another copy available on Library of Congress website (accessed Dec. 2007): http://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g3861s.cw0043600
LC Card Number: 9447122
map4F G3861.S5 1863 .P4 (NLO)

71362
Map showing the entire field of operations under Grant, Sherman, and Farragut. [New York] :
Includes list of 'Battles of the war' from Apr. 12, 1861 to Aug. 2, 1863 and inset of the southern tip of Florida.

Scale [ca. 1:2,534,400].

Inset: Battles of the war.

Similar to no. 80.2 (1865), LC Civil War maps (2nd ed.).

For other editions, see entry no. 43.8, 53.2, 80.2, 80.3 of LC Civil War maps.

The 1866 edition of the map is available through the Library of Congress website as a raster image (May 2006):
http://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g3861s.lva00002
folio G 10834 .68 (NLO)

71365 Southern States - Maps - 1864

United States - Maps - 1864

Southern States - History - Civil War, 1861-1865
Maps

Hunt's map of the border and southern states, showing the railroads, canals, stage roads &c. with distances from place to place. Philadelphia: Charles Desilver, 1864.

Authors: Desilver, Charles -- Long, R. H. -- Hunt, John P., fl. 1864

1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 58 cm.

Detached from Long, R.H. Hunt's gazetteer of the border and southern states ... : a hand book and reliable guide for the soldiers (Pittsburgh: John P. Hunt, 1863) inside front cover.

Insets: [Northern Michigan and northern Wisconsin] -- Vicinity of Niagara Falls.

map4F G3860 1864 .D4 (PrCt)

71366 Southern States - Maps - 1866

Johnson's Arkansas, Mississippi and Louisiana.


Authors: Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884 -- Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884

Johnson's new illustrated family atlas of the world ... (1869) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 55 x 39 cm.

"Entered according to act of Congress in the year 1866, by A.J. Johnson in the Clerk's Office of the District Court of the United States for the Southern District of New York."

In: Johnson, Alvin Jewett. Johnson's new illustrated family atlas of the world ... (New York : A.J. Johnson, publisher, 1869), [plate 25]

Sheet corners numbered 49 and 50.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1019 .J5 1869, [plate 25] (PrCt)

71367 Southern States - Maps - 1866

Confederate States of America - Maps - 1866

United States of North America : (south eastern division) : the southern states : (Confederate & border states) / by J. Bartholomew, F.R.G.S.

London & Liverpool : George Philip & Son, [1866].

Authors: Bartholomew, John, 1831-1893 -- Hughes, William, 1817-1876. Grand atlas universel : ou collection de cartes nouvelles ...

(1866) -- George Philip & Son

1 map : col. ; 50 x 60 cm.

In: Hughes, William. Grand atlas universel : ou collection de cartes nouvelles ... (Paris ; Leipzig ; London : J. Rothschild ; G. Philip and Son, 1866), plate 44.

No. "44" printed on verso.

oversize G 10 .42, plate 44 (PrCt)

71368 Southern States - Maps - 1869

Geology

Southern States - Maps - 1869

Geological map of Arkansas, Louisiana, Tennessee, Mississippi, and Alabama.


1 map ; 19 x 32 cm.


"Plate XLII."

Accompanies anonymous report on "Mineral fertilizers of the Mississippi Valley."

Another copy in U.S. 41st Congress, 2nd session (Serial Set 1428).

Govt. A 1.1:1869, opp. p. 548 (PrCt)

71369 Southern States - Maps - 1869

Railroads

Georgia - Maps - 1869

Alabama - Maps - 1869

Central Rail Road and Banking Company of Georgia - Maps - 1869

Railroads - Maps - Georgia

Central Rail Road and Banking Company SEE Central Rail Road and Banking Company of Georgia

Georgia Central Railroad, and its connections / from Appleton's railway guide. [Savannah : Printed and published by J.H. Estill, 1869].

Authors: D. Appleton and Company -- Central Rail Road and Banking Company of Georgia -- Lee, F. D., active 19th century. Historical record of the city of Savannah (1869) -- Agnew, J. L. -- Estill, J. H. -- Georgia Central Rail Road and Banking Company SEE Central Rail Road and Banking Company of Georgia

1 map ; 18 x 26 cm.

Scale [ca. 1:3,320,000]

Coordinates: (W 90°23'00"--W 80°50'00"/N 35°26'00"--N 29°46'00")

Relief shown by hachures.

Covers Georgia, Alabama, and parts of adjoining states; bounded by New Orleans, Louisiana and Jackson, Mississippi on the west; Jacksonville, Florida and Columbia, South Carolina on the east, Memphis and Franklin, Tennessee on the
north; and Pensacola and Tallahassee, Florida on the south.
Detached from: Lee, F.D. and J.L. Agnew. Historical record of the city of Savannah (Savannah, Ga.: J.H. Estill, 1869), between p. 140-141 [F 8678 .5]
Issued folded to 17 x 11 cm. Digital image of another copy available on the University of Michigan's Making of America website (accessed October 2013):
http://quod.lib.umich.edu/m/moa/AFJ9515.0001.001/159?rgn=full+text;view=image
561
map1F G3866 .P3 1869 .A6 (NLO)

71370 Southern States - Maps - 1870-1879
J. H. Colton's topographical map of Louisiana, Mississippi and Alabama & part of adjoining states . New York : Printed by H.P. Cooper, 117 Fulton St., [187-?].
Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Cooper, H. P., 19th cent. -- Chicago Historical Society
1 map : hand col. ; 50 x 75 cm.
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.
CHS Coll., Map no. 810 (PrCt)

71371 Southern States - Maps - 1872
Authors: Swanston, George H. -- Smith, J. Calvin (John Calvin) -- Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- A. Fullarton & Co. -- A. Fullarton & Co. The Royal illustrated atlas of modern geography [1872?]
1 map : col. ; 39 x 51 cm.
"The south eastern states comprising Mississippi, Alabama, Tennessee, Georgia, Nth. & Sth. Carolina and part of Florida, Virginia & Kentucky."
Printed plate no. "LVIII" in upper right and pasted on verso.
Case oversize G1019 .A38 1872, plate [58] (PrCt)

71372 Southern States - Maps - 1873-West (U.S.) - Maps - 1873
Colton's new map of the state of Texas, the Indian Territory and adjoining portions of New Mexico, Louisiana and Arkansas. New York : G. W. & C. B. Colton, 1873.
Authors: Roessler, A. R. -- G.W. & C.B. Colton & Co. -- Chicago Historical Society
1 map : col. ; 32.75 x 36.25 inches
Mounted on linen with slight loss of detail along previous folds.
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.
CHS Coll., Map no. 75 (PrCt)

71373 Southern States - Maps - 1874-Louisville (Ky.) - Maps - 1855-1874
Authors: Jones, Charles H. (Charles Henry), 1848-1913 -- J.H. Colton & Co. -- Hart & Mapother -- D. Appleton and Company -- Sampson Low, Son & Marston -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Hart and Mapother
"Rev. for autumn of 1873."
Map of Louisville copyright 1855 by J.H. Colton & Co., "reduced from the large map by Hart & Mapother."
Spine title: Hand-book of Southern travel
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Previously Baskes aquisition no. C803
Baskes F207.3 .A65 1874 (NLO)

71374 Southern States - Maps - 1883
Atlas map of Arkansas, Louisiana, & Mississippi. Chicago : Geo. F. Cram, [1883].
Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928. Cram's unrivaled family atlas of the world (1883)
1 map : col. ; 49 x 28 cm.
folio G1019 .G463 1883b, p. 64-65 (PrCt)

71375 Southern States - Maps - 1883 - Railroads-Railroads - Maps
Railroad and county map of Alabama, Georgia, & S. Carolina. Chicago : Geo. F. Cram, [1883].
Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928. Cram's unrivaled family atlas of the world (1883)
1 map : col. ; 28 x 47 cm.
folio G1019 .G463 1883b, p. 60-61 (PrCt)

71376 Southern States - Maps - 1885
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Southern States, southern section / by J. Bartholomew, F.R.G.S. Edinburgh : A. & C. Black, [1885].

Authors: Bartholomew, John, 1831-1893 -- Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- Adam and Charles Black (Firm). Black's general atlas of the world ... (1885)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 57 cm.
In: Adam and Charles Black. Black's general atlas of the world : embracing the latest discoveries, new boundaries, and other changes, accompanied by introductory letterpress and index (Edinburgh : Adam and Charles Black, 1885), plates 43-44.

oversize G1019 .B63 1885, plate 43-44 (PrCt)

71377 Southern States - Maps - 1885 - Railroads - Louisville and Nashville Railroad Company - Maps - 1885

Map of the Louisville & Nashville R.R. Chicago : Poole Bros., [1885].
Authors: Louisville and Nashville Railroad Company -- Poole Brothers -- Bradley & Gilbert
1 map : col. ; 14 x 10 cm.
In Louisville and Nashville Railroad Company. Thirty-fourth annual report of the president and directors of the Louisville & Nashville Railroad Company ... 1885 (Louisville, Ky. : Bradley & Gilbert Company, 1885) opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1884-1885 vol.) (PrCt)

71378 Southern States - Maps - 1886 - Railroads - Louisville and Nashville Railroad Company - Maps - 1886

Map of the Louisville & Nashville R.R. Chicago : Poole Bros., [1886].
Authors: Louisville and Nashville Railroad Company -- Poole Brothers -- Bradley & Gilbert
1 map : col. ; 13 x 10 cm.
In Louisville and Nashville Railroad Company. Thirty-fifth annual report of the president and directors of the Louisville & Nashville Railroad Company ... 1886 (Louisville, Ky. : Bradley & Gilbert Company, 1886) opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1885-1886 vol.) (PrCt)


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1886)
1 map : col. ; 26 x 19 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Includes continuation inset of western Florida (4 x 7 cm.)
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1886) opposite p. 144
H 668 .703 (1886) opp. p. 144 (PrCt)


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1886)
1 map : col. ; 19 x 26 cm.
Title in upper margin.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1886) between p. 336-337
H 668 .703 (1886) bet. p. 336-337 (PrCt)


Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor & Greenough (New York, N.Y.) -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1887)
1 map : col. ; 26 x 20 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Advertising on verso: Poor & Greenough, bankers and brokers ... New York
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1887) between p. 656-657
H 668 .703 (1887) bet. p. 656-657 (PrCt)


Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor & Greenough (New York, N.Y.) -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1887)
1 map : col. ; 26 x 20 cm.
Title in left margin.
Advertising on verso: Poor & Greenough, bankers and brokers ... New York
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1887) between p. 672-673
H 668 .703 (1887) bet. p. 672-673 (PrCt)


Map of Kansas City, Fort Scott & Gulf R.R. Company and connections. Buffalo, N.Y.
Matthews, Northrup & Co., [1888].
Authors: Matthews-Northrup Company -- Kansas City, Fort Scott, and Gulf R.R. Company -- Ripley, T. W.
1 map : 16 x 21 cm.
In Kansas City, Fort Scott, and Gulf R.R. Company. Ninth annual report of the Kansas City, Fort Scott and Gulf Railroad Company ... 1887 (Boston: T.W. Ripley, 1888), bound opposite 'Length of road' table before title page.
5A 7267 (1887 vol.) (PrCt)


Authors: Matthews-Northrup Company -- Kansas City, Fort Scott, and Gulf R.R. Company -- Ripley, T. W.
2 maps : col. ; 23 x 30 cm.
In Kansas City, Fort Scott, and Gulf R.R. Company. Ninth annual report of the Kansas City, Fort Scott and Gulf Railroad Company ... 1887 (Boston: T.W. Ripley, 1888), opposite 'Length of road' table before title page.
5A 7267 (1887 vol.) (PrCt)
Map of the Louisville & Nashville Railroad.
Chicago : Poole Bros., [1888].
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Louisville and Nashville Railroad Company -- John P. Morton & Co. -- Morton (John P.) & Co. SEE John P. Morton & Co.
1 map : col. ; 20 x 12 cm.
In Louisville and Nashville Railroad Company. Nineth annual report to the stockholders ... 1888 (John P. Morton and Company, 1888) opposite title page
5A 7267 (1887-1888 vol.) (PrCt)

71385 Southern States - Maps - 1888 - Railroads - >>Railroads - Maps
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor & Greenough (New York, N.Y.) -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1888)
1 map : col. ; 26 x 20 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Advertising on verso for American Bank Note Company and Poor & Greenough, bankers and brokers, New York.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1888) between p. 624-625
H 668 .703 (1888) bet. p. 624-625 (PrCt)

71386 Southern States - Maps - 1888 - Railroads - >>Railroads - Maps
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor & Greenough (New York, N.Y.) -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1888)
1 map : col. ; 26 x 20 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Advertising on verso for American Bank Note Company and Poor & Greenough, bankers and brokers, New York.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1888) between p. 656-657
H 668 .703 (1888) bet. p. 656-657 (PrCt)

71387 Southern States - Maps - 1889 - Railroads - >>Railroads - Maps
Map of the Kansas City, Fort Scott, and Memphis Railroad Company - Maps - 1889 - Railroads - Maps
Authors: Matthews-Northrup Company -- Kansas City, Fort Scott, and Memphis Railroad Company -- Ripley, T. W.
1 map ; 15 x 20 cm.
Damaged, resulting in slight loss of detail along crease.
Detached from Kansas City, Fort Scott, and Memphis Railroad Company. First annual report of the Kansas City, Fort Scott & Memphis Railroad Company ... 1888 (Boston:T.W. Ripley, 1889) [5A 7267 (1888 vol.) opposite title page]

Map of Louisville and Nashville Railroad. Chicago : Poole Bros., [1889].
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Louisville and Nashville Railroad Company -- John P. Morton & Co.
1 map : col. ; 20 x 12 cm.
In Louisville and Nashville Railroad Company. Thirty eighth annual report of the president and directors ... 1889 (John P. Morton and Company, 1889) opposite title page
5A 7267 (1888-1889 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

71389 Southern States - Maps - 1889 - Railroads - >>Railroads - Maps
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor & Greenough (New York, N.Y.) -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1889)
1 map : col. ; 26 x 20 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Advertising on verso for American Bank Note Company and Poor & Greenough, bankers and brokers, New York.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1889) between p. 592-593
H 668 .703 (1889) bet. p. 592-593 (PrCt)

71390 Southern States - Maps - 1889 - Railroads - >>Railroads - Maps
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor & Greenough (New York, N.Y.) -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1889)
1 map : col. ; 26 x 20 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Advertising on verso for American Bank Note Company and Poor & Greenough, bankers and brokers, New York.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1889) between p. 640-641
H 668 .703 (1889) bet. p. 640-641 (PrCt)

71391 Southern States - Maps - 1890 - Railroads - >>Atlantic and Danville Railway Company - Maps - 1890 - Railroads - Maps
Map of the Atlantic & Danville Railway & connections. [New York : s.n., 1890].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1890) -- Atlantic and Danville Railway Company
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Roughly bounded by Indiana, Maryland, South Carolina, and Alabama.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1890) p. 916
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

H 668 .703 (1890) p. 916 (PrCt)

71392 Southern States - Maps - 1890 - Railroads<<<Central Rail Road and Banking Company of Georgia - Maps - 1890<<<Railroads - Maps
Central Railroad and Banking Co. of Georgia. [New York : s.n., 1890]. Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1890) -- Central Rail Road and Banking Company of Georgia
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1890) p. 413
H 668 .703 (1890) p. 413 (PrCt)

H 668 .703 (1890) p. 448 (PrCt)

71396 Southern States - Maps - 1890 - Railroads<<<East Tennessee, Virginia, and Georgia Railway Company - Maps - 1890<<<Railroads - Maps
Map of the East Tennessee, Virginia & Georgia Railway system and connections. [New York : s.n., 1890]. Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1890) -- East Tennessee, Virginia, and Georgia Railway Company
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1890) p. 419
H 668 .703 (1890) p. 419 (PrCt)

H 668 .703 (1890) p. 619 (PrCt)

71397 Southern States - Maps - 1890 - Railroads<<<Georgia Southern & Florida Railway Company - Maps - 1890<<<Suwanee River Route SEE Georgia Southern & Florida Railway Company<<<Railroads - Maps
Map of the Georgia Southern & Florida Railroad : Suwanee River Route to Florida and connections. [New York : s.n., 1890]. Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1890) -- Georgia Southern & Florida Railway Company -- Suwanee River Route SEE Georgia Southern & Florida Railway Company
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1890) p. 619
H 668 .703 (1890) p. 619 (PrCt)

H 668 .703 (1890) p. 419 (PrCt)

71398 Southern States - Maps - 1890 - Railroads<<<Kansas City, Fort Scott, and Memphis Railroad Company - Maps - 1890<<<Railroads - Maps
1 map ; 16 x 20 cm.
In Kansas City, Fort Scott, and Memphis Railroad Company. Second annual report of the Kansas City, Fort Scott & Memphis Railroad Company ... 1889 (Boston: T.W. Ripley, [1890?]) opposite title page
5A 7267 (1888-1889 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

5A 7267 (1888-1889 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

71399 Southern States - Maps - 1890 - Railroads<<<Kansas City, Fort Scott, and Memphis Railroad Company - Maps - 1890<<<Railroads - Maps
1 map ; 16 x 20 cm.
In Kansas City, Fort Scott, and Memphis Railroad Company. Second annual report of the Kansas City, Fort Scott & Memphis Railroad Company ... 1889 (Boston: T.W. Ripley, [1890?]) opposite title page
5A 7267 (1888-1889 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

H 668 .703 (1890) p. 419 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
City, Fort Scott, and Memphis Railroad Company
-- Ripley, T. W.
1 map ; 16 x 20 cm.
In Kansas City, Fort Scott, and Memphis Railroad Company. Third annual report of the Kansas City, Fort Scott & Memphis Railroad Company ... 1890 (Boston: T. W. Ripley, [1890]); bound [2] leaves previous to title page.
5A 7267 (1889-1890 vol.) (PrCt)

Authors: Poole Brothers -- Louisville and Nashville Railroad Company -- John P. Morton & Co.
1 map : col. ; 21 x 26 cm.
Plate no.: 1316
In Louisville and Nashville Railroad Company. Thirty-ninth annual report of the president and directors ... 1890 (Louisville, Ky.: John P. Morton and Company, 1890) opposite title page
5A 7267 (1889-1890 vol.) (PrCt)

Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1890) -- Marietta and North Georgia Railroad
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1890) p. 800
H 668 .703 (1890) p. 800 (PrCt)

71402 Southern States - Maps - 1890 - Railroads<->Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company - Maps - 1890<->International & Great Northern Railroad - Maps - 1890<->Railroads - Maps Missouri, Kansas & Texas Ry. and International & Great Northern Ry. and connections. [New York : s.n., 1890].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1890) -- Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company -- International & Great Northern Railroad
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.
Roughly bounded by Texas, Nebraska, Illinois, and Mississippi.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1890) p. 891
H 668 .703 (1890) p. 891 (PrCt)

Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1890)
1 map : col. ; 26 x 20 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1890) between p. 416-417
H 668 .703 (1890) bet. p. 416-417 (PrCt)

Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1890)
1 map : col. ; 26 x 20 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1890) between p. 840-841
H 668 .703 (1890) bet. p. 840-841 (PrCt)

Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1890) -- Southern Pacific Railroad Company
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1890) p. 963
H 668 .703 (1890) p. 963 (PrCt)

71406 Southern States - Maps - 1890 - Railroads<->St. Louis, Arkansas and Texas Railway - Maps - 1890<->Railroads - Maps St. Louis, Arkansas and Texas Railway and connections. [New York : s.n., 1890].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1890) -- St. Louis, Arkansas and Texas Railway
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1890) p. 829
H 668 .703 (1890) p. 829 (PrCt)

Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1890) -- Nashville, Chattanooga, and St. Louis Railway -- Tennessee Line SEE
71408 Southern States - Maps - 1891 - Railroads—Central Rail Road and Banking Company of Georgia - Maps - 1891—Railroads - Maps
Central Railroad and Banking Co. of Georgia. [New York : s.n., 1891].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1891) -- Central Rail Road and Banking Company of Georgia
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1891) p. 469
H 668 .703 (1890) p. 469 (PrCt)

Map of the Queen & Crescent Route. [New York : s.n., 1891].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1891) -- Cincinnati, New Orleans & Texas Pacific Railway Company
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1891) p. 149
H 668 .703 (1891) p. 149 (PrCt)

Map of the East Tennessee, Virginia & Georgia Railway system and connections. [New York : s.n., 1891].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1891) -- East Tennessee, Virginia, and Georgia Railway Company
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1891) p. 195
H 668 .703 (1891) p. 195 (PrCt)

Map of the Georgia Southern & Florida Railroad : Suwanee River Route to Florida and connections. [New York : s.n., 1891].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1891) -- Georgia Southern & Florida Railway Company
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1891) p. 779
H 668 .703 (1891) p. 779 (PrCt)

Authors: Matthews-Northrup Company -- Kansas City, Fort Scott, and Memphis Railroad Company -- Ripley, T. W.
1 map ; 16 x 20 cm.
Printed border trimmed from left side.
5A 7267 (1890-1891 vol.) (PrCt)

Authors: Poole Brothers -- Louisville and Nashville Railroad Company -- John P. Morton & Co.
1 map : col. ; 27 x 21 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Plate no.: 1316
In Louisville and Nashville Railroad Company. Fortieth annual report of the board of directors to the stockholders ... 1891 (Louisville, Ky.: John P. Morton and Company, 1891) opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1891 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

International & Great Northern Railroad - Maps - 1891—Railroads - Maps
Missouri, Kansas & Texas Ry. and International & Great Northern Ry. and connections. [New York : s.n., 1891].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1891) -- Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company -- International & Great Northern Railroad
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.
Roughly bounded by Texas, Nebraska, Illinois, and Mississippi.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1891) p. 779
H 668 .703 (1891) p. 779 (PrCt)

71415 Southern States - Maps - 1891 - Railroads—Railroads - Maps

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1891)
1 map; col. ; 26 x 20 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1891) between p. 288-289
H 668 .703 (1891) bet. p. 288-289 (PrCt)

Southern States - Maps - 1891 - Railroads<<Railroads - Maps
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1891)
1 map; col. ; 26 x 20 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Advertising on verso for American Bank Note Company, New York.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1891) between p. 320-321
H 668 .703 (1891) bet. p. 320-321 (PrCt)

Map of the Savannah, Americus and Montgomery Railway and connections. [New York : s.n., 1891].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1891) -- Savannah, Americus and Montgomery Railway
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Includes untitled inset of the Middle Atlantic States (8 x 7 cm.)
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1891) p. 911
H 668 .703 (1891) p. 911 (PrCt)

Southern Pacific Company : Atlantic system. [New York : s.n., 1891].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1891) -- Southern Pacific Railroad Company
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1891) p. 919
H 668 .703 (1891) p. 919 (PrCt)

Southern States - Maps - 1891 - Railroads<<St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company - Maps - 1891<<Railroads - Maps
St. Louis Southwestern Railway : St. Louis Southwestern Railway of Texas : Tyler Southeastern Railway. [New York : s.n., 1891].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1891) -- St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company -- Tyler Southeastern Railway Company
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1891) p. 495
H 668 .703 (1891) p. 495 (PrCt)

Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis Ry. : Tennessee Line. [New York : s.n., 1891].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1891) -- Nashville, Chattanooga, and St. Louis Railway
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1891) p. 333
H 668 .703 (1891) p. 333 (PrCt)

Southern States - Maps - 1892 - Railroads<<Central Rail Road and Banking Company of Georgia - Maps - 1892<<Railroads - Maps
Central Railroad and Banking Co. of Georgia. [New York : s.n., 1892].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1892) -- Central Rail Road and Banking Company of Georgia
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1892) between p. 532-533
H 668 .703 (1892) bet. p. 532-533 (PrCt)

Map of the East Tennessee, Virginia & Georgia Railway system and connections. [New York : s.n., 1892].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1892) -- East Tennessee, Virginia, and Georgia Railway Company
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1892) p. 219
H 668 .703 (1892) p. 219 (PrCt)
Memphis route and connections. Buffalo, N.Y.
Matthews, Northrup & Co., [1892?].
Authors: Matthews-Northrup Company -- Kansas City, Fort Scott, and Memphis Railroad
Company -- Ripley, T. W.
1 map ; 16 x 20 cm.
In Kansas City, Fort Scott, and Memphis Railroad
Company. Fifth annual report of the Kansas City,
Fort Scott & Memphis Railroad Company ... 1892
(Boston: T.W. Ripley, [1892?]); bound [2] leaves
previous to title page.
5A 7267 (1891-1892 vol.) (PrCt)

71424 Southern States - Maps - 1892 -
Railroads<--->Kansas City, Memphis, and
Birmingham Railroad Company - Maps -
1892<--->Kansas City, Fort Scott, and
Memphis Railroad Company - Maps -
1892<--->Railroads - Maps
Kansas City, Ft. Scott & Memphis R.R. :
Memphis route and connections. Buffalo, N.Y.
Matthews, Northrup & Co., [1892?].
Authors: Matthews-Northrup Company -- Kansas
City, Memphis, and Birmingham Railroad
Company -- Kansas City, Fort Scott, and
Memphis Railroad Company -- Ripley, T. W.
1 map ; 16 x 20 cm.
In Kansas City, Memphis, and Birmingham
Railroad Company. Third annual report of the
Kansas City, Memphis, and Birmingham Railroad
Company ... 1892 (Boston: T.W. Ripley, [1892?]); bound [2] leaves
previous to title page.
The same map was issued in annual reports of
the Kansas City, Fort Scott, and Memphis Railroad
Company.
5A 7267 (1891-1892 vol.) (PrCt)

71425 Southern States - Maps - 1892 -
Railroads<--->Louisville and Nashville
Railroad Company - Maps -
1892<--->Railroads - Maps
Map of the Louisville and Nashville R.R. and
dependencies. Chicago : Poole Bros., [1892].
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Louisville and
Nashville Railroad Company -- John P. Morton &
Co.
1 map : col. ; 27 x 20 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Plate no.: 1316
In Louisville and Nashville Railroad Company.
Forty-first annual report of the board of directors
... 1892 (Louisville, Ky.: John P. Morton and
Company, 1892) opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1892 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

71426 Southern States - Maps - 1892 -
Railroads<--->Missouri, Kansas and Texas
Railway Company - Maps -
1892<--->International & Great Northern
Railroad - Maps - 1892<--->Railroads - Maps
Missouri, Kansas & Texas Ry. and International
& Great Northern Ry. and connections. [New
York : s.n., 1892].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the
United States (1892) -- Missouri, Kansas and
Texas Railway Company -- International & Great
Northern Railroad
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.
Roughly bounded by Texas, Nebraska, Illinois,
and Mississippi.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United
States (New York, 1892) p. 793
H 668 .703 (1892) p. 793 (PrCt)

71427 Southern States - Maps - 1892 -
Railroads<--->Missouri, Kansas and Texas
Railway Company - Maps -
1892<--->Railroads - Maps
Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway : lines
owned when road went into hands of receivers.
[New York? Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway
Company?, 1892].
Authors: Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway
Company -- Evening Post Job Printing House
(New York, N.Y.)
1 map ; 23 x 17 cm.
In Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway
Company. Report to the stockholders ... 1892
(New York: The Evening Post Job Printing
House, 1892), bound as the second leaf following
title page.
5A 7267 (1891-1892 vol.) (PrCt)

71428 Southern States - Maps - 1892 -
Railroads<--->Missouri, Kansas and Texas
Railway Company - Maps -
1892<--->Railroads - Maps
Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway : as
completed and in operation in 1892. [New York?
Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company?,
1892].
Authors: Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway
Company -- Evening Post Job Printing House
(New York, N.Y.)
1 map ; 23 x 17 cm.
In Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway
Company. Report to the stockholders ... 1892
(New York: The Evening Post Job Printing
House, 1892) bound as the third leaf following
title page.
5A 7267 (1891-1892 vol.) (PrCt)

71429 Southern States - Maps - 1892 -
Railroads<--->Railroads - Maps
Georgia, Florida and Alabama. New York :
American Bank Note Co., [1892].
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's
manual of the railroads of the United States
(1892)
1 map : col. ; 26 x 20 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United
States (New York, 1892) between p. 256-257
H 668 .703 (1892) bet. p. 256-257 (PrCt)
71430 Southern States - Maps - 1892 - Railroads - Maps
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States
(1892)
1 map : col. ; 26 x 20 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Advertising on verso for American Bank Note Company, New York.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1892) between p. 320-321
H 668 .703 (1892) bet. p. 320-321 (PrCt)

71431 Southern States - Maps - 1892 - Railroads - Savannah, Americus and Montgomery Railway - Maps
Map of the Savannah, Americus and Montgomery Railway and connections. [New York : s.n., 1892].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1892) -- Savannah, Americus and
Montgomery Railway
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Includes untitled inset of the Middle Atlantic States (8 x 7 cm.)
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1892) between p. 570-571
H 668 .703 (1892) bet. p. 570-571 (PrCt)

71432 Southern States - Maps - 1892 - Railroads - Southern Pacific Railroad Company - Maps
Map of the Southern Pacific Company : Atlantic system. [New York : s.n., 1892].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1892) -- Southern Pacific Railroad
Company
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1892) p. 949
H 668 .703 (1892) p. 949 (PrCt)

71433 Southern States - Maps - 1892 - Railroads - St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company - Maps - St. Louis Southwestern Railway - Maps
St. Louis Southwestern Railway, St. Louis Southwestern Railway of Texas, Tyler Southeastern Railway. [New York : s.n., 1892].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1892) -- St. Louis Southwestern
Railway Company -- Tyler Southeastern Railway Company
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1892) p. 557
H 668 .703 (1892) p. 557 (PrCt)

Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis Ry. : Tennessee Line. [New York : s.n., 1892].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1892) -- Nashville, Chattanooga,
and St. Louis Railway
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1892) p. 387
H 668 .703 (1892) p. 387 (PrCt)

71435 Southern States - Maps - 1893 - Railroads - Central Rail Road and Banking Company of Georgia - Maps
Central Rail Road and Banking Co. of Georgia. [New York : s.n., 1893].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1893) -- Central Rail Road and
Banking Company of Georgia
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1893) p. 115
H 668 .703 (1893) p. 115 (PrCt)

71436 Southern States - Maps - 1893 - Railroads - East Tennessee, Virginia, and Georgia Railway Company - Maps
Map of the East Tennessee, Virginia & Georgia Railway system and connections. [New York : s.n., 1893].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1893) -- East Tennessee, Virginia,
and Georgia Railway Company
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1893) p. 771
H 668 .703 (1893) p. 771 (PrCt)

71437 Southern States - Maps - 1893 - Railroads - Louisville and Nashville Railroad Company - Maps
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Louisville and Nashville Railroad Company -- John P. Morton &
Co.
1 map : col. ; 27 x 20 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Plate no.: 1316
Includes printed paste-on of mileage statistics.
In Louisville and Nashville Railroad Company. Forty-second annual report of the board of
directors ... 1893 (Louisville, Ky.: John P. Morton and Company, 1893) opposite title page.


Southern States - Maps - 1893 - Railroads - Middle West - Maps - 1893 - Railroads - St. Louis Southwestern Railroad Company - Maps - 1893 - Railroads - St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company of Texas SEE St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company - Railroads - Map Map of the Cotton Belt Route : St. Louis Southwestern Ry Co., St. Louis Southwestern Ry Co. of Texas, Tyler Southeastern Ry Co. Chicago : Poole Bros., [1893]. Authors: Poole Brothers -- St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company -- Tyler Southeastern Railway Company -- Woodward & Tiernan Printing Co. -- St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company of Texas SEE St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company 1 map : col. ; 23 x 16 cm. In St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company. Second annual report to the directors and stockholders ... 1893 (St. Louis: Woodward & Tiernan, 1893), bound as the first leaf following title page. 5A 7267 (1892-1893 vol.) (PrCt)


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>City</th>
<th>Map Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>United States (1894) -- Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company</strong></td>
<td>1894</td>
<td>New York</td>
<td>1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roughly bounded by Texas, Nebraska, Illinois, and Mississippi.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Text on verso.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1894)</td>
<td>p. 521</td>
<td>H 668 .703 (1894)</td>
<td>p. 521 (PrCt)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Southern States - Maps - 1894 - Railroads</strong></td>
<td>1894</td>
<td>New York</td>
<td>1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1894)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 map : col. ; 26 x 20 cm.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Added title in right margin:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Title in right margin.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Advertising on verso.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1894)</td>
<td>p. xvi-[1]</td>
<td>H 668 .703 (1894)</td>
<td>bet. p. xvi-[1] (PrCt)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Southern States - Maps - 1894 - Railroads</strong></td>
<td>1894</td>
<td>New York</td>
<td>1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1894)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 map : col. ; 26 x 20 cm.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Added title in right margin:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Title in right margin.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Advertising on verso.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1894)</td>
<td>p. xvi-[1]</td>
<td>H 668 .703 (1894)</td>
<td>bet. p. xvi-[1] (PrCt)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Southern States - Maps - 1894 - Railroads</strong></td>
<td>1894</td>
<td>New York</td>
<td>1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Southern Pacific Railroad Company. : Atlantic System and affiliated lines.</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1894)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Text on verso.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1894)</td>
<td>p. 785</td>
<td>H 668 .703 (1894)</td>
<td>p. 785 (PrCt)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Southern States - Maps - 1894 - Railroads</strong></td>
<td>1894</td>
<td>New York</td>
<td>1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company - Maps - 1894</strong></td>
<td>1894</td>
<td>New York</td>
<td>Text on verso.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Map of the St. Louis Southwestern R'y, St. Louis Southwestern R'y of Texas, Tyler Southeastern R'y.</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1894)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Text on verso.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1894)</td>
<td>p. 215</td>
<td>H 668 .703 (1894)</td>
<td>p. 215 (PrCt)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
The Kansas City, Fort Scott, and Memphis Railroad Company.

5A 7267 (1894-1895 vol.) (PrCt)

71460  
Southern States - Maps - 1895 - Railroads
Louisville and Nashville Railroad Company - Maps - 1895
Map of the Louisville & Nashville Railroad and dependencies. Chicago : Poole Bros., [1895].
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Louisville and Nashville Railroad Company -- Nunemacher, F. C., fl. 1895
1 map : col. ; 27 x 20 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Plate no.: 1316
In Louisville and Nashville Railroad Company. Forty-fourth annual report of the board of directors ... 1895 (Louisville, Ky.: F.C. Nunemacher, railway printer, 1895) opposite title page.

5A 7267 (1895 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

71461  
Southern States - Maps - 1895 - Railroads
Louisville and Nashville Railroad Company - Maps - 1895
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1895) -- Louisville and Nashville Railroad Company
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1895) p. 519
H 668 .703 (1895) p. 519 (PrCt)

71462  
Southern States - Maps - 1895 - Railroads
Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railroad Company - Maps - 1895
Map of Missouri, Kansas & Texas Railway system. [New York : s.n., 1895].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1895) -- Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.
Roughly bounded by Texas, Nebraska, Illinois, and Mississippi.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1895) p. 535
H 668 .703 (1895) p. 535 (PrCt)

71463  
Southern States - Maps - 1895 - Railroads
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1895)
1 map : col. ; 26 x 20 cm.
Title in right margin.
Added title in right margin: Railroad map of the United States - section 7.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1895) between p. xxxvi-1
H 668 .703 (1895) bet. p. xxxvi-[1] (PrCt)

71464  
Southern States - Maps - 1895 - Railroads
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1895)
1 map : col. ; 26 x 20 cm.
Title in right margin.
Added title in right margin: Railroad map of the United States - section 9.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1895) between p. xxxvi-[1]
H 668 .703 (1895) bet. p. xxxvi-[1] (PrCt)

71465  
Southern States - Maps - 1895 - Railroads
Southern Pacific Railroad Company - Maps - 1895
Map of the St. Louis Southwestern R'y, St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1895) p. 789
H 668 .703 (1895) p. 789 (PrCt)

71466  
Southern States - Maps - 1895 - Railroads
St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company - Maps - 1895
Map of the St. Louis Southwestern R'y, St. Louis Southwestern Ry of Texas, Tyler Southeastern R'y. [New York : s.n., 1895].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1895) -- St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company -- Tyler Southeastern Railway Company
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1895) p. 237
H 668 .703 (1895) p. 237 (PrCt)

71467  
Southern States - Maps - 1895 - Railroads
Tennessee - Maps - 1895
Nashville, Chattanooga, and St. Louis Railway - Maps - 1895
Map of Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis Ry. : Tennessee Line. [New York : s.n., 1895].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1895) p. 237
H 668 .703 (1895) p. 237 (PrCt)
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1896) -- Central of Georgia Railway
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1896) p. 421
H 668 .703 (1896) p. 421 (PrCt)

Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1896) -- Georgia and Alabama Railway
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1896) p. 189
H 668 .703 (1896) p. 189 (PrCt)

Authors: Matthews-Northrup Company -- Kansas City, Fort Scott, and Memphis Railroad Company -- Ripley, T. W.
1 map ; 16 x 20 cm.
In Kansas City, Fort Scott, and Memphis Railroad Company. Ninth annual report of the Kansas City, Fort Scott & Memphis Railroad Company ... 1896 (Boston: T.W. Ripley, 1896); bound as second leaf before title page.
5A 7267 (1895-1896 vol.) (PrCt)

Authors: Matthews-Northrup Company -- Kansas City, Memphis, and Birmingham Railroad Company -- Kansas City, Fort Scott, and Memphis Railroad Company -- Ripley, T. W.
1 map ; 16 x 20 cm.
In Kansas City, Memphis, and Birmingham Railroad Company. Fifth annual report of the Kansas City, Memphis, and Birmingham Railroad Company ... 1896 (Boston: T.W. Ripley, [1896]); bound as second leaf before title page.
The same map was issued in annual reports of the Kansas City, Fort Scott, and Memphis Railroad Company.
5A 7267 (1895-1896 vol.) (PrCt)

Authors: Poole Brothers -- Louisville and Nashville Railroad Company -- Nunemacher, F. C., fl. 1895
1 map : col. ; 39 x 28 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Plate no.: 2704
5A 7267 (1896 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1896) -- Louisville and Nashville Railroad Company
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1896) p. 605
H 668 .703 (1896) p. 605 (PrCt)

Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company -- Evening Post Job Printing House (New York, N.Y.)
1 map : col. ; 23 x 15 cm.
Plate no. 47557
71475 Southern States - Maps - 1896 - Railroads - Maps
Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company - Maps - 1896 - Railroads - Maps
Missouri, Kansas & Texas Railway system. [New York : s.n., 1896].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1896) -- Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.
Roughly bounded by Texas, Nebraska, Illinois, and Mississippi.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1896) p. 627
H 668 .703 (1896) p. 627 (PrCt)

71476 Southern States - Maps - 1896 - Railroads - Maps
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1896)
1 map : col. ; 26 x 20 cm.
Title in right margin.
Added title in right margin: Railroad map of the United States - section 7.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1896) between p. xxii-[1]
H 668 .703 (1896) bet. p. xxii-[1] (PrCt)

71477 Southern States - Maps - 1896 - Railroads - Maps
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1896)
1 map : col. ; 26 x 20 cm.
Title in right margin.
Added title in right margin: Railroad map of the United States - section 9.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1896) between p. xxii-[1]
H 668 .703 (1896) bet. p. xxii-[1] (PrCt)

71478 Southern States - Maps - 1896 - Railroads - Maps
Southern Pacific Railroad Company - Maps - 1896 - Railroads - Maps
Southern Pacific Co. : Atlantic system and other lines. [New York : s.n., 1896].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1896) -- Southern Pacific Railroad Company
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1896) p. 867
H 668 .703 (1896) p. 867 (PrCt)

71479 Southern States - Maps - 1896 - Railroads - Maps
St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company - Maps - 1896 - Railroads - Maps
Map of the St. Louis Southwestern R'y, St. Louis Southwestern Ry of Texas, Tyler Southeastern Railway. [New York : s.n., 1896].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1896) -- St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company -- Tyler Southeastern Railway Company
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1896) p. 267
H 668 .703 (1896) p. 267 (PrCt)

71480 Southern States - Maps - 1897 - Railroads - Maps
Central of Georgia Railway - Maps - 1897 - Railroads - Maps
Central of Georgia Ry. Co. [New York : s.n., 1897].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1897) -- Central of Georgia Railway
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1897) p. 329
H 668 .703 (1897) p. 329 (PrCt)

71481 Southern States - Maps - 1897 - Railroads - Maps
Georgia and Alabama Railway - Maps - 1897 - Railroads - Maps
Map of the Georgia & Alabama Railway and connections. [New York : s.n., 1897].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1897) -- Georgia and Alabama Railway
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1897) p. 141
H 668 .703 (1897) p. 141 (PrCt)

71482 Southern States - Maps - 1897 - Railroads - Maps
Kansas City, Fort Scott, and Memphis Railroad Company - Maps - 1897 - Railroads - Maps
Authors: Matthews-Northrup Company -- Kansas City, Fort Scott, and Memphis Railroad Company -- Ripley, T. W.
1 map ; 16 x 20 cm.
In Kansas City, Fort Scott, and Memphis Railroad Company. Tenth annual report of the Kansas City, Fort Scott & Memphis Railroad Company ... 1897 (Boston: T.W. Ripley, 1897); bound as second leaf before title page.
5A 7267 (1896-1897 vol.) (PrCt)

71491 Southern States - Maps - 1897 - Railroads->St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company - Maps - 1897->Tyler Southeastern Railway Company - Maps - 1897->Railroads - Maps Map of the St. Louis Southwestern R'y, St. Louis Southwestern R'y of Texas, Tyler Southeastern R'y. [New York : s.n., 1897]. Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1897) -- St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company -- Tyler Southeastern Railway Company 1 map ; 19 x 12 cm. Text on verso. Roughly bounded by Iowa, Alabama, Kansas, and Texas. In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1897) p. 205 H 668 .703 (1897) p. 205 (PrCt)


Map of the Louisville & Nashville Railroad and dependencies. Chicago : Poole Bros., [1898].
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Louisville and Nashville Railroad Company -- Courier-Journal Job Printing Co. (Louisville, Ky.)
1 map : col. ; 39 x 28 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Plate no.: 2704
In Louisville and Nashville Railroad Company.
Forty-seventh annual report of the board of directors ... 1898 (Louisville, Ky.: Courier-Journal Job Printing Company, 1898) opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1898 vol. [1]) (PrCt)


Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1898) -- Kansas City, Pittsburg, and Gulf Railroad Company
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.
Text on verso.
Roughly bounded by South Dakota, Wisconsin, Texas, and Alabama.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1898) p. 201
H 668 .703 (1898) p. 201 (PrCt)


Map of the Kansas City, Pittsburg and Gulf Railroad : Port Arthur Route. [Kansas City? Tiernan-Havens Printing Co., 1898?].
Authors: Kansas City, Pittsburg, and Gulf Railroad Company -- Tiernan-Havens Printing Co. (Kansas City, Mo.) -- Port Arthur Route SEE Kansas City, Pittsburg, and Gulf Railroad Company
1 map ; 16 x 20 cm.
Details crops and mineral resources in shaded areas adjacent to the railroad line.
In Kansas City, Pittsburg, and Gulf Railroad Company. Annual report : year ending ... 1898 (Kansas City: Tiernan-Havens Printing Co., 1898) following title page.
5A 7267 (1897-1898 vol.) (PrCt)


Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company - Maps - 1898 - Railroads - Maps

Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company -- Evening Post Job Printing House (New York, N.Y.)
1 map : col. ; 23 x 15 cm.
Note in bottom margin: System as now operated.
Plate no.: 47557
In Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company. Report to the stockholders ... 1898 (New York: Evening Post Job Printing House, 1898) bound as third leaf after title page.
5A 7267 (1897-1898 vol.) (PrCt)


Authors: Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company -- Evening Post Job Printing House (New York, N.Y.)
1 map ; 23 x 15 cm.
Note in bottom margin: Lines owned when road went into hands of Receivers.
In Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company. Report to the stockholders ... 1898 (New York: Evening Post Job Printing House,
1898) bound as second leaf after title page.
5A 7267 (1897-1898 vol.) (PrCt)

71503 Southern States - Maps - 1898 -
Railroads<<>>Missouri, Kansas and Texas
Railway Company - Maps -
1898<<>>Railroads - Maps
Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway. [New York :
American Bank Note Co., [1898].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the
United States (1898) -- Missouri, Kansas and
Texas Railway Company
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.
Roughly bounded by Nebraska, Illinois, Texas,
and Mississippi.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United
States (New York, 1898) p. 535
H 668 .703 (1898) p. 535 (PrCt)

71504 Southern States - Maps - 1898 -
Railroads<<>>Railroads - Maps
Georgia, Florida and Alabama. New York :
American Bank Note Co., [1898].
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's
manual of the railroads of the United States
(1898)
1 map : col. ; 26 x 20 cm.
Title in right margin.
Added title in right margin: Railroad map of the
United States - section 6 - 1898.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United
States (New York, 1898) between p. xvi-[1]
H 668 .703 (1898) bet. p. xvi-[1] (PrCt)

71505 Southern States - Maps - 1898 -
Railroads<<>>Railroads - Maps
Louisiana, Mississippi and Arkansas. New York :
American Bank Note Co., [1898].
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's
manual of the railroads of the United States
(1898)
1 map : col. ; 26 x 20 cm.
Title in right margin.
Added title in right margin: Railroad map of the
United States - section 7 - 1898.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United
States (New York, 1898) between p. xvi-[1]
H 668 .703 (1898) bet. p. xvi-[1] (PrCt)

71506 Southern States - Maps - 1898 -
Railroads<<>>Southern Pacific Railroad
Company - Maps - 1898<<>>Railroads - Maps
Southern Pacific Co. lines : Atlantic properties. 
[New York : s.n., 1898].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the
United States (1898) -- Southern Pacific Railroad
Company
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
Roughly bounded by New Mexico, northeastern
Mexico, Texas, and Mississippi.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United
States (New York, 1898) p. 749
H 668 .703 (1898) p. 749 (PrCt)

71507 Southern States - Maps - 1898 -
Railroads<<>>Southern Railway (U.S.) - Maps -
1898<<>>Railroads - Maps
Map of the Southern Railway Co. system. [New
York : s.n., 1898].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the
United States (1898) -- Southern Railway (U.S.)
1 map ; 19 x 25 cm.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United
States (New York, 1898) between p. 788-789
H 668 .703 (1898) bet. p. 788-789 (PrCt)

71508 Southern States - Maps - 1898 -
Railroads<<>>St. Louis Southwestern
Railway Company - Maps - 1898<<>>Tyler
Southeastern Railway Company - Maps -
1898<<>>Railroads - Maps
Map of the St. Louis Southwestern R'y, St. Louis
Southwestern R'y of Texas, Tyler Southeastern
R'y. [New York : s.n., 1898].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the
United States (1898) -- St. Louis Southwestern
Railway Company -- Tyler Southeastern Railway
Company
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.
Text on verso.
Roughly bounded by Iowa, Alabama, Kansas,
and Texas.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United
States (New York, 1898) p. 209
H 668 .703 (1898) p. 209 (PrCt)

71509 Southern States - Maps - 1898 -
Railroads<<>>Tennessee - Maps - 1898 -
Railroads<<>>Nashville, Chattanooga, and St.
Louis Railway - Maps - 1898<<>>Railroads - Maps
Map of the Nashville, Chattanooga & St.
Louis Railway and connections. [New York : s.n.,
1898].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the
United States (1898) -- Nashville, Chattanooga,
and St. Louis Railway
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United
States (New York, 1898) p. 525
H 668 .703 (1898) p. 525 (PrCt)

71510 Southern States - Maps - 1899 -
Railroads<<>>Central of Georgia Railway -
Maps - 1899<<>>Railroads - Maps
Central of Georgia Ry. Co. [New York : s.n.,
1899].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the
United States (1899) -- Central of Georgia
Railway
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United
States (New York, 1899) p. 749
H 668 .703 (1899) p. 749 (PrCt)
Southern States - Maps - 1899
Railroads

Map of the Choctaw, Oklahoma and Gulf Railroad and the Choctaw & Memphis R.R. [New York : s.n., 1899].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1899) -- Choctaw, Oklahoma and Gulf Railroad Company -- Choctaw and Memphis Railroad
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Roughly bounded by Colorado, Illinois, New Mexico, and Alabama.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1899) between p. 534-535
H 668 .703 (1899) bet. p. 534-535 (PrCt)

Southern States - Maps - 1899
Railroads

Map of the Louisville & Nashville R.R. and Texas Railway Company
1 map : col. ; 19 x 12 cm.
In Louisville and Nashville Railroad Company. June 30, 1899 opposite title page.
Plate no.: 2704
5A 7267 (1898-1899 vol.) (PrCt)

Southern States - Maps - 1899
Railroads

Authors: Poole Brothers -- Louisville and Nashville Railroad Company -- Nunemacher, F. C., fl. 1895
1 map : col. ; 39 x 27 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Plate no.: 2704
In Louisville and Nashville Railroad Company. Forty-eighth annual report of the board of directors ... 1899 (Louisville, Ky.: F. C. Nunemacher, 1899) opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1899 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Southern States - Maps - 1899
Railroads

Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1899) -- Louisville and Nashville Railroad Company
1 map : 19 x 12 cm.
Text on verso.
Roughly bounded by Illinois, Ohio, Mississippi, and Florida.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1899) p. 485
H 668 .703 (1899) p. 485 (PrCt)

Southern States - Maps - 1899
Railroads

Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company
Maps

Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway. [New York : s.n., 1899].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1899) -- Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.
Roughly bounded by Nebraska, Illinois, Texas, and Mississippi.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1899) p. 559
H 668 .703 (1899) p. 559 (PrCt)

Southern States - Maps - 1899
Railroads

Lookout Mountain Route SEE Nashville, Chattanooga, and St. Louis Railway.

Mountain Route SEE Nashville, Chattanooga, and St. Louis Railway
Maps

Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis : Lookout Mountain Route. [New York : s.n., 1899].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1899) -- Nashville, Chattanooga,
and St. Louis Railway -- Lookout Mountain Route
SEE Nashville, Chattanooga, and St. Louis Railway
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1899) p. 501
H 668 .703 (1899) p. 501 (PrCt)

71518 Southern States - Maps - 1899 -
Railroads<<>>Railroads - Maps
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1899)
1 map : col. ; 26 x 20 cm.
Title in right margin.
Added title in right margin: Poor's manual--Railroad map of the United States, 1899.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1899) between p. 512-513
H 668 .703 (1899) bet. p. 512-513 (PrCt)

71519 Southern States - Maps - 1899 -
Railroads<<>>Southern Pacific Railroad Company - Maps - 1899<<>>Railroads - Maps
Southern Pacific Co. lines : Atlantic properties. [New York : s.n., 1899].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1899) -- Southern Pacific Railroad Company
1 map ; 12 x 20 cm.
Text on verso.
Roughly bounded by New Mexico, Mississippi, northeastern Mexico, and Texas.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1899) p. 687
H 668 .703 (1899) p. 687 (PrCt)

71520 Southern States - Maps - 1899 -
Railroads<<>>Southern Railway (U.S.) - Maps - 1899<<>>Railroads - Maps
Map of the Southern Railway Co. system. [New York : s.n.], 1899 .
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1899) -- Southern Railway (U.S.)
1 map ; 19 x 25 cm.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1899) between p. 450-451
H 668 .703 (1899) bet. p. 450-451 (PrCt)

71521 Southern States - Maps - 1899 -
Map of the St. Louis Southwestern Ry, St. Louis Southwestern Ry of Texas, Tyler Southeastern Ry. : Cotton Belt Route. [New York : s.n., 1899].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1899) -- St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company -- Tyler Southeastern Railway Company
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.
Text on verso.
Roughly bounded by Nebraska, Illinois, Texas and Alabama.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1899) p. 591
H 668 .703 (1899) p. 591 (PrCt)

71522 Southern States - Maps - 1900 -
Railroads<<>>Central of Georgia Railway - Maps - 1900<<>>Railroads - Maps
Map of the Central of Georgia Ry. Co. [New York : s.n., 1900].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1900) -- Central of Georgia Railway
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1900) p. 351
H 668 .703 (1900) p. 351 (PrCt)

71523 Southern States - Maps - 1900 -
Railroads<<>>Choctaw, Oklahoma and Gulf Railroad Company - Maps - 1900<<>>Choctaw and Memphis Railroad - Maps - 1900<<>>Railroads - Maps
Map of the Choctaw, Oklahoma and Gulf Railroad and the Choctaw & Memphis R.R. [New York : s.n., 1900].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1900) -- Choctaw, Oklahoma and Gulf Railroad Company -- Choctaw and Memphis Railroad
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Roughly bounded by Colorado, Indiana, New Mexico, and Alabama.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1900) p. 467
H 668 .703 (1900) p. 467 (PrCt)

71524 Southern States - Maps - 1900 -
Railroads<<>>Cuba - Maps - 1900 -
Savannah, Florida and Western Railway and allied lines. [New York : s.n., 1900].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1900) -- Savannah, Florida and Western Railway Company -- Plant System of Railways -- Plant Steamship Lines SEE Plant System of Railways
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.
Text on verso.
Includes 'Plant S.S. Line' routes to Cuba.
Untitled inset (7 x 6 cm.): Plant System : railway, steamer & steamship lines.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1900) p. 345
H 668 .703 (1900) p. 345 (PrCt)
Southern States - Maps - 1900 - Railroads - Kansas City, Fort Scott, and Memphis Railroad Company - Maps - 1900 - Railroads - Maps
Matthews-Northrup Company, [1900].
Authors: Matthews-Northrup Company -- Kansas City, Fort Scott, and Memphis Railroad Company -- Ripley, T. W.
1 map ; 16 x 20 cm.
In Kansas City, Memphis, and Memphis Railroad Company. Thirteenth annual report of the Kansas City, Fort Scott, & Memphis Railroad Company ... 1900 (Boston: T.W. Ripley, 1900); bound as second leaf before title page.
5A 7267 (1899-1900 vol.) (PrCt)

Southern States - Maps - 1900 - Railroads - Kansas City, Memphis, and Birmingham Railroad Company - Maps - 1900 - Railroads - Maps
Matthews-Northrup Company, [1900].
Authors: Matthews-Northrup Company -- Kansas City, Memphis, and Birmingham Railroad Company -- Kansas City, Fort Scott, and Memphis Railroad Company -- Ripley, T. W.
1 map ; 16 x 20 cm.
In Kansas City, Memphis, and Birmingham Railroad Company. Ninth annual report of the Kansas City, Memphis & Birmingham Railroad Company ... 1900 (Boston: T.W. Ripley, [1900?]); opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1899-1900 vol.) (PrCt)

Southern States - Maps - 1900 - Railroads - Louisville and Nashville Railroad Company - Maps - 1900 - Railroads - Maps
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Louisville and Nashville Railroad Company -- Nunemacher, F. C., fl. 1895
1 map : col. ; 39 x 28 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Plate no.: 2704
In Louisville and Nashville Railroad Company. Forty-ninth annual report of the board of directors ... 1900 (Louisville, Ky.: F. C. Nunemacher, 1900) opposite title page.
2 copies of the map appear in 2 copies of the report within the same binding. Copy 1 of the report incomplete.
5A 7267 (1900 vol. [1]) (PrCt)
71532 **Southern States - Maps - 1900 - Railroads**

**Southern Pacific Railroad Company - Maps - 1900**

*Map of the Southern Pacific Co. lines: Atlantic properties.*

[New York: s.n., 1900].

Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1900) -- Southern Pacific Railroad Company

1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.

Roughly bounded by New Mexico, Mississippi, northeastern Mexico, and Texas.

Text on verso.

In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1900) p. 615

H 668 .703 (1900) p. 615 (PrCt)

71533 **Southern States - Maps - 1900 - Railroads**

**Southern Railway (U.S.) - Maps - 1900**

*Map of the Southern Railway Co. system. 1900.*

[New York: s.n.], 1900.

Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1900) -- Southern Railway (U.S.)

1 map ; 19 x 25 cm.

In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1900) between p. 386-387

H 668 .703 (1900) bet. p. 386-387 (PrCt)

71534 **Southern States - Maps - 1900 - Railroads**

**St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company - Maps - 1900**

*Cotton Belt Route. St. Louis: Woodward & Tiernan, [1900].*

Authors: Woodward & Tiernan Printing Co. -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1900) -- St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company

1 map ; 19 x 13 cm.

Text on verso.

Roughly bounded by Nebraska, Illinois, Texas and Mississippi.

In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1900) p. 527

H 668 .703 (1900) p. 527 (PrCt)

71535 **Southern States - Maps - 1901 - Railroads**

**Central of Georgia Railway - Maps - 1901**

*Central of Georgia Ry. Co. [New York: s.n., 1901].*

Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1901) -- Central of Georgia Railway

1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.

Text on verso.

In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1901) p. 335

H 668 .703 (1901) p. 335 (PrCt)

71536 **Southern States - Maps - 1901 - Railroads**

**Choctaw, Oklahoma and Gulf Railroad Company - Maps - 1901**

*Map of the Choctaw, Oklahoma and Gulf Railroad and the Choctaw & Memphis R.R.* [New York: s.n., 1901].

Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1901) -- Choctaw, Oklahoma and Gulf Railroad Company -- Choctaw and Memphis Railroad

1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.

Roughly bounded by Colorado, Indiana, New Mexico, and Alabama.

In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1901) p. 463

H 668 .703 (1900) p. 463 (PrCt)

71537 **Southern States - Maps - 1901 - Railroads**

**Cuba - Maps - 1901**

**Savannah, Florida and Western Railway Company - Maps - 1901**

*Plant System of Railways - Maps - 1901**

*Railroads - Maps Savannah, Florida and Western Railway and allied lines.* [New York: s.n., 1901].

Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1901) -- Savannah, Florida and Western Railway Company -- Plant System of Railways

1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.

Text on verso.

Includes 'Plant S.S. Line' routes to Cuba.

Untitled inset (7 x 6 cm.): Plant System : railway & steamboat lines.

In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1901) p. 361

H 668 .703 (1901) p. 361 (PrCt)

71538 **Southern States - Maps - 1901 - Railroads**

**Louisville and Nashville Railroad Company - Maps - 1901**


Authors: Poole Brothers -- Louisville and Nashville Railroad Company -- Courier-Journal Job Printing Co. (Louisville, Ky.)

1 map : col. ; 39 x 28 cm.

Title in upper margin.

'9-9-'01' -- at bottom right.

Plate no.: 2704

In Louisville and Nashville Railroad Company. Fiftieth annual report of the board of directors ... 1901 (Louisville, Ky.: Courier-Journal Job Printing Company, 1901) opposite title page.

5A 7267 (1901 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

71539 **Southern States - Maps - 1901 - Railroads**

**Louisville and Nashville Railroad Company - Maps -**
1901 - Roads - Maps
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1901) -- Louisville and Nashville
Railroad Company
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Text on verso.
Roughly bounded by Illinois, Ohio, Mississippi, and Florida.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1901) p. 409
H 668 .703 (1901) p. 409 (PrCt)

71540 Southern States - Maps - 1901 - Roads - Maps
Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railroad Company - Maps - 1901 - Roads - Maps
Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway: lines owned when road went into hands of receivers; Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway: system as now operated. New York : American Bank Note Co., [1901].
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company -- Evening Post Job Printing House (New York, N.Y.)
2 maps : col. ; each 23 x 15 cm. on sheet 27 x 33 cm.
Plate no. '47557' on second map.
In Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company. Report to the stockholders ... 1901
5A 7267 (1900-1901 vol.) (PrCt)

71541 Southern States - Maps - 1901 - Roads - Maps
Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railroad Company - Maps - 1901 - Roads - Maps
Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway. [New York : s.n., 1901].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1901) -- Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.
Roughly bounded by Nebraska, Illinois, Texas, and Mississippi.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1901) p. 485
H 668 .703 (1901) p. 485 (PrCt)

71542 Southern States - Maps - 1901 - Roads - Maps
Nashville, Chattanooga, and St. Louis Railway - Maps - 1901 - Roads - Maps
Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis : Lookout Mountain Route. [New York : s.n., 1901].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1901) -- Nashville, Chattanooga,
and St. Louis Railway
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1901) p. 427
H 668 .703 (1901) p. 427 (PrCt)

71543 Southern States - Maps - 1901 - Roads - Maps
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1901)
1 map : col. ; 26 x 20 cm.
Title in right margin.
Added title in right margin: Poor's manual--Railroad map of the United States, 1901.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1901) between p. 448-449
H 668 .703 (1901) bet. p. 448-449 (PrCt)

71544 Southern States - Maps - 1901 - Roads - Maps
Southern Pacific Railroad Company - Maps - 1901 - Roads - Maps
Southern Pacific System : Atlantic system. [New York : s.n., 1901].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1901) -- Southern Pacific Railroad Company
1 map ; 12 x 20 cm.
Roughly bounded by New Mexico, Mississippi, northeastern Mexico, and Texas.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1901) p. 613
H 668 .703 (1901) p. 613 (PrCt)

71545 Southern States - Maps - 1901 - Roads - Maps
Southern Railway system. 1901. [New York : s.n.], 1901.
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1901) -- Southern Railway (U.S.)
1 map ; 19 x 25 cm.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1901) between p. 372-373
H 668 .703 (1901) bet. p. 372-373 (PrCt)

71546 Southern States - Maps - 1901 - Roads - Maps
Southern Railway and Connections. Buffalo : Matthews-Northrup, [1901].
Authors: Southern Railway (U.S.) -- Matthews-Northrup Company -- Chicago Historical Society
1 map ; 24 x 40 cm.
Timetable on verso dated May 26, 1901; issued folded to 13 x 10 cm.
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society,

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
2005.
CHS Coll., Map no. 570 (PrCt)

Cotton Belt Route. St. Louis : Woodward & Tiernan, [1901].
Authors: Woodward & Tiernan Printing Co. -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1901) -- St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company
1 map ; 19 x 13 cm.
Text on verso.
Roughly bounded by Nebraska, Illinois, Texas and Mississippi.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1901) p. 531
H 668 .703 (1901) p. 531 (PrCt)

Central of Georgia Ry. Co. [New York : s.n., 1902].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1902) -- Central of Georgia Railway
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1902) p. 205
H 668 .703 (1902) p. 205 (PrCt)

Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1902) -- Gulf and Ship Island Railroad
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.
Roughly bounded by Arkansas, Mississippi, Louisiana and Alabama.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1902) p. 641
Also numbered '41' at bottom left.
H 668 .703 (1902) p. 641 (PrCt)

Map of the Louisiana & Arkansas Ry. and connections. [New York : s.n., 1902].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1902) -- Louisiana and Arkansas Railway Co.
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Roughly bounded by Oklahoma, Tennessee, Texas and Mississippi.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1902) p. 643
H 668 .703 (1902) p. 643 (PrCt)

Authors: Poole Brothers -- Louisville and Nashville Railroad Company -- Nunemacher, F. C., fl. 1895
1 map : col. ; 39 x 27 cm.
Title in upper margin.
'9-16-'02' --at bottom right.
Plate no.: 2704
In Louisville and Nashville Railroad Company. Fifty-first annual report of the board of directors ... 1902 (Louisville, Ky.: F.C. Nunemacher, 1902) opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1902 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1902) -- Louisville and Nashville Railroad Company
1 map ; 26 x 20 cm.
Roughly bounded by Illinois, Ohio, Louisiana, and Florida.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1902) between p. 266-267
H 668 .703 (1902) bet. p. 266-267 (PrCt)

Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company -- Evening Post Job Printing House (New York, N.Y.)
1 map : col. ; 23 x 15 cm.
Note in bottom margin: System as now operated.
Plate no.: 47557
5A 7267 (1901-1902 vol.) (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Southern States - Maps - 1902 - Railroads - Maps
Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company - Maps - 1902 - Railroads - Maps
Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway. [New York : s.n., 1902].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1902) -- Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.
Roughly bounded by Nebraska, Illinois, Texas, and Mississippi.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1902) between p. 288-229
H 668 .703 (1902) bet. p. 228-229 (PrCt)

Cotton Belt Route. St. Louis : Woodward & Tiernan, [1902].
Authors: Woodward & Tiernan Printing Co. -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1902) -- St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company
1 map ; 19 x 13 cm.
Text on verso.
Roughly bounded by Nebraska, Illinois, Texas and Mississippi.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1902) between p. 228-229
H 668 .703 (1902) p. 499 (PrCt)

Southern States - Maps - 1903 - Railroads - Central of Georgia Railway - Maps - 1903 - Railroads - Maps
Central of Georgia Ry. Co. [New York : s.n., 1903].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1903) -- Central of Georgia Railway
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1903) between p. 288-289
H 668 .703 (1903) bet. p. 288-289 (PrCt)

Map of the Louisiana & Arkansas Ry. and connections. [New York : s.n., 1903].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1903) -- Louisiana and Arkansas Railway Co.
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Roughly bounded by Oklahoma, Arkansas, Texas and Mississippi.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1903) between p. 1513
H 668 .703 (1903) p. 1513 (PrCt)
The M K and T: Missouri, Kansas & Texas Ry. [New York : s.n., 1903].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1903) -- Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company
1 map ; 19 x 13 cm.
Roughly bounded by Nebraska, Illinois, Texas, and Mississippi.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1903) p. 633
H 668 .703 (1903) p. 633 (PrCt)

Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis : Lookout Mountain Route. [New York : s.n., 1903].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1903) -- Nashville, Chattanooga, and St. Louis Railway
1 map ; 12 x 18 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1903) p. 311
H 668 .703 (1903) p. 311 (PrCt)

Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1903)
1 map ; 26 x 20 cm.
Title in right margin.
Added title in right margin: Poor's manual--Railroad map of the United States, 1903.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1903) opposite p. 289
H 668 .703 (1903) opposite p. 289 (PrCt)

Southern Pacific System : Atlantic system. [New York : s.n., 1903].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1903) -- Southern Pacific Railroad Company
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Roughly bounded by New Mexico, Mississippi, northeastern Mexico, and Louisiana.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1903) p. 633
H 668 .703 (1903) p. 633 (PrCt)

71569 Southern States - Maps - 1903 - Railroads - Southern Railway (U.S.) - Maps - 1903 - Railroads - Maps
Southern Railway system. 1903. [New York : s.n.], 1903.
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1903) -- Southern Railway (U.S.)
1 map ; 19 x 25 cm.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1903) opposite title page.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

States (New York, 1903) between p. 248-249
H 668 .703 (1903) bet. p. 248-249 (PrCt)

71570 Southern States - Maps - 1903 - Railroads>>>St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company - Maps - 1903>>>Railroads - Maps
Cotton Belt Route. St. Louis : Woodward & Tieman, [1903].
Authors: Woodward & Tieman Printing Co. -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1903) -- St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company
1 map ; 19 x 13 cm.
Text on verso.
Roughly bounded by Nebraska, Illinois, Texas and Mississippi.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1903) p. 549
H 668 .703 (1903) p. 549 (PrCt)

Map of the Atlantic Coast Line, 1904. [New York : s.n.], 1904.
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1904) -- Atlantic Coast Line Railway Company
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.
Roughly bounded by Indiana, Maryland, northern Cuba and the Bahama Islands.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1904) p. 195
H 668 .703 (1904) p. 195 (PrCt)

Central of Georgia Ry. Co. [New York : s.n., 1904].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1904) -- Central of Georgia Railway
1 map ; 14 x 19 cm.
'7-12-‘04' at bottom left.
Plate no.: 3526
Text on verso.
Roughly bounded by Tennessee, North Carolina, Alabama, and Florida.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1904) p. 205
H 668 .703 (1904) p. 205 (PrCt)

Central of Georgia Ry. Co. [New York : s.n., 1904, i.e. 1905?].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1905) -- Central of Georgia Railway
1 map ; 14 x 19 cm.
'7-12-‘04' at bottom left.
Plate no.: 3526
Verso blank.
Roughly bounded by Tennessee, North Carolina, Alabama, and Florida.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1904) between p. 190-191.
H 668 .703 (1905) bet. p. 190-192 (PrCt)

Central of Georgia Ry. Co. [New York : s.n., 1904, i.e. 1907?].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1906) -- Central of Georgia Railway
1 map ; 14 x 19 cm.
'7-12-‘04' at bottom left.
Plate no.: 3526
Roughly bounded by Tennessee, North Carolina, Alabama, and Florida.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1906) p. 197
H 668 .703 (1906) p. 197 (PrCt)

Central of Georgia Ry. Co. [New York : s.n., 1904, i.e. 1907?].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1907) -- Central of Georgia Railway
1 map ; 14 x 19 cm.
'7-12-‘04' at bottom left.
Plate no.: 3526
Roughly bounded by Tennessee, North Carolina, Alabama, and Florida.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1907) p. 361
H 668 .703 (1907) p. 361 (PrCt)

Central of Georgia Ry. Co. [New York : s.n., 1904, i.e. 1908?].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1908) -- Central of Georgia Railway
1 map ; 14 x 19 cm.
'7-12-‘04' at bottom left.
Plate no.: 3526
Roughly bounded by Tennessee, North Carolina, Alabama, and Florida.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1908) p. 217
H 668 .703 (1908) p. 217 (PrCt)

Central of Georgia Ry. Co. [New York : s.n., 1904, i.e. 1909?].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1909) -- Central of Georgia Railway
1 map ; 14 x 19 cm.
'7-12-‘04' at bottom left.
Plate no.: 3526
Roughly bounded by Tennessee, North Carolina, Alabama, and Florida.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1909) p. 217
H 668 .703 (1909) p. 217 (PrCt)
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Central of Georgia Ry. Co. [New York : s.n., 1904, i.e. 1909?].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1909) -- Central of Georgia
Railway
1 map ; 14 x 19 cm.
'7-12-04' at bottom left.
Plate no.: 3526
Roughly bounded by Tennessee, North Carolina, Alabama, and Florida.
Text on verso.
Also numbered '13' at bottom left.
H 668 .703 (1904) p. 193 (PrCt)

71578 Southern States - Maps - 1904 - Railroads -- Louisiana and Arkansas
Railway Co. - Maps - 1904 -- Railroads - Maps
Map of the Louisiana & Arkansas Ry. and connections. [New York : s.n., 1904].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1904) -- Louisiana and Arkansas
Railway Co.
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Roughly bounded by Oklahoma, Tennessee, Texas and Louisiana.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1904) p. 756
H 668 .703 (1904) p. 756 (PrCt)

71579 Southern States - Maps - 1904 - Railroads -- Louisville and Nashville
Railroad Company - Maps - 1904 -- Railroads - Maps
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Louisville and Nashville Railroad Company -- Courier-Journal
Job Printing Co. (Louisville, Ky.)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 27 cm.
Title in upper margin.
'9-12-04' -- at bottom.
Plate no.: 2704
In Louisville and Nashville Railroad Company.
Fifty-third annual report of the board of directors ... 1904 (Louisville, Ky.: Courier-Journal Job
Printing Co., 1904) opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1904 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

71580 Southern States - Maps - 1904 - Railroads -- Louisville and Nashville
Railroad Company - Maps - 1904 -- Railroads - Maps
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1904) -- Louisville and Nashville
Railroad Company
1 map ; 29 x 20 cm.
Roughly bounded by Illinois, Pennsylvania, Louisiana, and Florida.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1904) opposite p. 296
H 668 .703 (1904) opp. p. 296 (PrCt)

71581 Southern States - Maps - 1904 - Railroads -- Middle West - Maps - 1904 - Railroads -- Missouri, Kansas and Texas
Railway Company - Maps - 1904 -- Railroads - Maps
Authors: Buxton and Skinner (St. Louis, Mo.) -- Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company --
Evening Post Job Printing House (New York, N.Y.)
1 map : col. ; 23 x 16 cm.
In Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company. Report to the stockholders ... 1904
(New York: Evening Post Job Print, [1904?])
opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1904 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

71582 Southern States - Maps - 1904 - Railroads -- Missouri, Kansas and Texas
Railway Company - Maps - 1904 -- Railroads - Maps
The M K and T : Missouri, Kansas & Texas Ry. [New York : s.n., 1904].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1904) -- Missouri, Kansas and
Texas Railway Company
1 map ; 19 x 13 cm.
Roughly bounded by Nebraska, Illinois, Texas, and Mississippi.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1904) p. 475
H 668 .703 (1904) p. 475 (PrCt)

71583 Southern States - Maps - 1904 - Railroads -- Nashville, Chattanooga, and St. Louis
Railway Company - Maps - 1904 -- Railroads - Maps
Map of the Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis Railway ... and connections. [New York : s.n.], 1904.
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1904) -- Nashville, Chattanooga,
and St. Louis Railway
1 map ; 12 x 17 cm.
Added title: Nashville, Chattanooga and St. Louis Ry. : Lookout Mountain Route : Dixie Flyer.
5-12-'04 -- at bottom left.
Plate no.: 4255.
Roughly bounded by Missouri, Virginia, Mississippi, and Georgia.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1904) p. 303
H 668 .703 (1904) p. 303 (PrCt)

71584 Southern States - Maps - 1904 - Railroads -- Mississippi
Railway Company - Maps - 1904 -- Railroads - Maps
Map of the Mississippi Railway Co. ... connections. [New York : s.n., 1904].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1904) -- Mississippi
Railway Company
1 map ; 16 x 21 cm.
Roughly bounded by Mississippi, and Arkansas.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1904) opposite p. 190
H 668 .703 (1904) opp. p. 190 (PrCt)

Map of the Atlantic Coast Line, 1905. [New York : s.n.], 1905.
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1904) -- Atlantic Coast Line Railroad Company
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.
Roughly bounded by Indiana, Maryland, northern Cuba and the Bahama Islands.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1905) p. 179
H 668 .703 (1905) p. 179 (PrCt)


Map of the Kansas City Southern Railway. [New York : s.n.], 1905.
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1905) -- Kansas City Southern Railway
1 map ; 19 x 13 cm.
Roughly bounded by Nebraska, Illinois, Texas, and Mississippi.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1905) p. 443
H 668 .703 (1905) p. 443 (PrCt)


Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1905) -- Louisiana and Arkansas Railroad Co.
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Roughly bounded by Oklahoma, Tennessee, Texas and Louisiana.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1905) p. 1502
H 668 .703 (1905) p. 1502 (PrCt)


Authors: Poole Brothers -- Louisville and Nashville Railroad Company -- John P. Morton & Co.
1 map : col. ; 42 x 27 cm.
Title in upper margin.
'9-28-05' -- at bottom.
Plate no.: 2704

In Louisville and Nashville Railroad Company. Fifty-fourth annual report of the board of directors ... 1905 (Louisville, Ky.: John P. Morton & Company, 1905) opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1905 vol. [2]) (PrCt)


Authors: Buxton and Skinner (St. Louis, Mo.) -- Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company -- Evening Post Job Printing House (New York, N.Y.)
1 map ; 23 x 16 cm.
In Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company. Report to the stockholders ... 1905 (New York: Evening Post Job Print, [1905?]) opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1905 vol. [1]) (PrCt)


Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1905) -- Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company
1 map ; 19 x 13 cm.
Roughly bounded by Nebraska, Illinois, Texas, and Mississippi.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1905) p. 447
H 668 .703 (1905) p. 447 (PrCt)

Southern States - Maps - 1905 - Railroads >> Mississippi, Arkansas and Louisiana

Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States
page of report.
5A 7267 (1906 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Authors: Poole Brothers -- Louisville and Nashville Railroad Company -- John P. Morton & Co.
1 map : col. ; 42 x 27 cm.
Title in upper margin.
'10-23-'06 -- at bottom right.
Plate no. : 2704
In Louisville and Nashville Railroad Company.
Fifty-fifth annual report of the board of directors ... 1906 (Louisville, Ky.: John P. Morton & Company, 1906) opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1906 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Southern States - Maps - 1906 - Railroads <-> Middle West - Maps - 1906 - Railroads <-> Missouri, Kansas and Texas
Railway Company - Maps - 1906 <-> Railroads - Maps
The M K and T : Missouri, Kansas & Texas Ry.
St. Louis : Buxton & Skinner, [1906?].
Authors: Buxton & Skinner (St. Louis, Mo.) -- Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company -- Evening Post Job Printing House (New York, N.Y.)
1 map : col. ; 23 x 16 cm.
In Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company. Report to the stockholders ... 1906 (New York: Evening Post Job Print, [1906?]) opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1906 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Southern States - Maps - 1906 - Railroads <-> Missouri, Kansas and Texas
Railway Company - Maps - 1906 <-> Railroads - Maps
The M K and T : Missouri, Kansas & Texas Ry.
[New York : s.n., 1906].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1906) -- Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company
1 map ; 19 x 13 cm.
Roughly bounded by Nebraska, Illinois, Texas, and Mississippi.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1906) p. 493
H 668 .703 (1906) p. 493 (PrCt)

Southern States - Maps - 1906 - Railroads <-> Railroads - Maps
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's

man of the railroads of the United States (1906)
1 map : col. ; 25 x 20 cm.
Title in right margin.
Added title in right margin: Poor's manual -- Railroad map of the United States, 1906.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1906) between p. 306-307
H 668 .703 (1906) bet. p. 306-307 (PrCt)

Southern Pacific System : Atlantic system. [New York : s.n., 1906].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1906) -- Southern Pacific Railroad Company
1 map ; 12 x 20 cm.
Roughly bounded by New Mexico, Mississippi, northeastern Mexico, and Louisiana.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1906) p. 613
H 668 .703 (1906) p. 613 (PrCt)

Map of the Southern Railway system and its connections. [New York : s.n.], 1906.
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1906) -- Southern Railway (U.S.)
1 map ; 20 x 26 cm.
Roughly bounded by Iowa, New York, Texas, and Florida.
Verso blank.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1906) between p. 232-233
H 668 .703 (1906) bet. p. 232-233 (PrCt)

Southern States - Maps - 1906 - Railroads <-> St. Louis Southwestern
Railway Company - Maps - 1906 <-> Railroads - Maps
Cotton Belt Route. St. Louis : Woodward & Tiernan, [1906].
Authors: Woodward & Tiernan Printing Co. -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1906) -- St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company
1 map ; 19 x 13 cm.
Text on verso.
Roughly bounded by Nebraska, Illinois, Texas and Mississippi.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1906) p. 523
H 668 .703 (1906) p. 523 (PrCt)

Southern States - Maps - 1907 - Railroads <-> Atlantic Coast Line Railroad
Company - Maps - 1907 <-> Railroads - Maps
Map of the Atlantic Coast Line, 1907. [New York :esco.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Southern States - Maps - 1907 - Railroads - Georgia and Florida Railway Company - Maps - 1907</td>
<td>1907</td>
<td>Roughly bounded by Indiana, Maryland, northern Cuba and the Bahama Islands.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map of the Louisianna &amp; Arkansas Ry. and connections.</td>
<td>1907</td>
<td>Roughly bounded by Oklahoma, Tennessee, Texas and Louisiana.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The M K and T : Missouri, Kansas &amp; Texas Ry.</td>
<td>1907</td>
<td>Roughly bounded by Indiana, Maryland, northern Cuba and the Bahama Islands.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company - Maps - 1907</td>
<td>1907</td>
<td>Roughly bounded by Iowa, Pennsylvania, Louisiana, and Florida.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map of the M K and T : Missouri, Kansas &amp; Texas Ry.</td>
<td>1907</td>
<td>Roughly bounded by Indiana, Maryland, northern Cuba and the Bahama Islands.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company - Maps - 1907</td>
<td>1907</td>
<td>Roughly bounded by Iowa, Pennsylvania, Louisiana, and Florida.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map of the M K and T : Missouri, Kansas &amp; Texas Ry.</td>
<td>1907</td>
<td>Roughly bounded by Indiana, Maryland, northern Cuba and the Bahama Islands.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
[New York : s.n., 1907].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1907) -- Missouir, Kansas and Texas Railway Company
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.
Roughly bounded by Nebraska, Illinois, Texas, and Mississippi.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1907) p. 675
H 668 .703 (1907) p. 675 (PrCt)

71621 Southern States - Maps - 1907 - Railroads<->Railroads - Maps
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1907)
1 map : col. ; 26 x 20 cm.
Title in right margin.
Added title in right margin: Poor's manual -- Railroad map of the United States, 1907.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1907) following p. 464
H 668 .703 (1907) following p. 464 (PrCt)

71622 Southern States - Maps - 1907 - Railroads<->Southern Railway (U.S.) - Maps - 1907<->Railroads - Maps
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1907) -- Southern Railway (U.S.)
1 map ; 20 x 27 cm.
Roughly bounded by Iowa, New York, Texas, and Florida.
Verso blank.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1907) between p. 402-403
H 668 .703 (1907) bet. p. 402-403 (PrCt)

71623 Southern States - Maps - 1907 - Railroads<->St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company - Maps - 1907<->Railroads - Maps
Cotton Belt Route. St. Louis : Woodward & Tiernan, [1907].
Authors: Woodward & Tiernan Printing Co. -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1907) -- St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company
1 map ; 19 x 13 cm.
Text on verso.
Roughly bounded by Nebraska, Illinois, Texas and Mississippi.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1907) p. 731
H 668 .703 (1907) p. 731 (PrCt)

71624 Southern States - Maps - 1908 - Railroads<->Atlantic Coast Line Railroad Company - Maps - 1908<->Railroads - Maps

Authors: Fisk, E. F. -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1908) -- Georgia and Florida Railroad Company
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.
Covers region roughly bounded by Atlanta (Ga.), Columbia (S.C.), and Madison (Fla.)
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1908) p. 231
H 668 .703 (1908) p. 231 (PrCt)

Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1908) -- Louisiana and Arkansas Railway Co.
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Roughly bounded by Oklahoma, Tennessee, Texas and Louisiana.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1908) p. 327
H 668 .703 (1908) p. 327 (PrCt)

Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1908) -- Louisville and Nashville Railroad Company
1 map ; 29 x 20 cm.
Roughly bounded by Iowa, Pennsylvania, Louisiana, and Florida.
Verso blank.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1908) between p. 330-331
H 668 .703 (1908) bet. p. 330-331 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Authors: Buxton and Skinner (St. Louis, Mo.) -- Kansas City Southern Railway -- Texarkana & Fort Smith Railway -- Burgoyne, C. G., fl. 1893 -- McCarty, R. J., fl. 1906
1 map : col. ; 31 x 21 cm.
Title in upper margin.
In Kansas City Southern Railway. Eighth annual report ... 1908 (New York: C.G. Burgoyne, 1908) opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1908 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

71632 Southern States - Maps - 1908 - Railroads<<>>Nashville, Chattanooga, and St. Louis Railway - Maps - 1908<<>>Railroads - Maps
Map of the Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis Railway and connections. [New York : s.n., 1909].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1908) p. 563
H 668 .703 (1908) p. 563 (PrCt)

Authors: Poole Brothers -- Louisville and Nashville Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 42 x 27 cm.
Title in upper margin.
'10-1-'08' --at bottom right.
Plate no.: 2704
In Louisville and Nashville Railroad Company. Fifty-seventh annual report of the board of directors ... 1908 (Louisville, Ky.: John P. Morton & Company, 1908) opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1908 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

71630 Southern States - Maps - 1908 - Railroads<<>>Middle West - Maps - 1908 - Railroads<<>>Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company - Maps - 1908<<>>Railroads - Maps
The M K and T : Missouri, Kansas & Texas Ry. St. Louis : Buxton & Skinner, [1908?].
Authors: Buxton and Skinner (St. Louis, Mo.) -- Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company -- Evening Post Job Printing House (New York, N.Y.)
1 map : col. ; 23 x 16 cm.
In Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company. Report to the stockholders ... 1908 (New York: Evening Post Job Printing Office, [1908?]) opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1908 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

71631 Southern States - Maps - 1908 - Railroads<<>>Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company - Maps - 1908<<>>Railroads - Maps
The M K and T : Missouri, Kansas & Texas Ry. [New York : s.n., 1908].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1908) -- Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company
1 map ; 19 x 13 cm.
Roughly bounded by Nebraska, Illinois, Texas, and Mississippi.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1908) p. 319
H 668 .703 (1908) p. 319 (PrCt)

71633 Southern States - Maps - 1908 - Railroads<<>>Nashville, Chattanooga, and St. Louis Railway - Maps - 1908<<>>Railroads - Maps
Map of the Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis Railway and connections. [New York : s.n., 1910].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1910) -- Nashville, Chattanooga, and St. Louis Railway
1 map ; 12 x 17 cm.
'12-18--08' --at bottom left.
Added title: Nashville, Chattanooga and St Louis Ry. : Lookout Mountain Route : Dixie Flyer.
Plate no.: 4255.
Roughly bounded by Missouri, Virginia, Mississippi, and Georgia.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1909) p. 319
H 668 .703 (1908) p. 319 (PrCt)

71634 Southern States - Maps - 1908 - Railroads<<>>Nashville, Chattanooga, and St. Louis Railway - Maps - 1908<<>>Railroads - Maps
Map of the Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis Railway and connections. [New York : s.n., 1911].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1910) p. 655
H 668 .703 (1910) p. 655 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
United States (1911) -- Nashville, Chattanooga, and St. Louis Railway
1 map ; 12 x 17 cm.
'12-18--08' --at bottom left.
Added title: Nashville, Chattanooga and St. Louis Ry. : Lookout Mountain Route : Dixie Flyer.
Plate no.: 4255.
Roughly bounded by Missouri, Virginia, Mississippi, and Georgia.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1911) p. 659
H 668 .703 (1911) p. 659 (PrCt)

71638 Southern States - Maps - 1908 - Railroads<>Southern Railway (U.S.) - Maps
Map of the Southern Railway and its connections.
[New York : s.n., 1908].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1908) -- Southern Railway (U.S.)
1 map ; 22 x 27 cm.
Roughly bounded by Iowa, New York, Texas, and Florida.
Verso blank.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1908) between p. 264-265
H 668 .703 (1908) bet. p. 264-265 (PrCt)

71639 Southern States - Maps - 1908 - Railroads<>St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company - Maps
Cotton Belt Route. St. Louis : Woodward & Tiernan, [1908].
Authors: Woodward & Tiernan Printing Co. -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1908) -- St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company
1 map ; 19 x 13 cm.
Text on verso.
Roughly bounded by Nebraska, Illinois, Texas and Mississippi.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1908) p. 599
H 668 .703 (1908) p. 599 (PrCt)

71640 Southern States - Maps - 1909 - Railroads<>Atlantic Coast Line Railroad Company - Maps
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1909) -- Atlantic Coast Line Railroad Company
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.
Roughly bounded by Indiana, Maryland, northern Cuba and the Bahama Islands.
Text on verso.
H 668 .703 (1909) p. 181 (PrCt)

71641 Southern States - Maps - 1909 - Railroads<>Central of Georgia Railway - Maps
Map of Central of Georgia Railway and principal connections. [New York : s.n.], 1909, i.e. 1910.
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1910) -- Central of Georgia Railway

Added title in right margin: Poor's manual -- Railroad map of the United States, 1908.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1908) between p. 352-353
H 668 .703 (1908) bet. p. 352-353 (PrCt)
1 map : 14 x 19 cm.

'R-31-'09 at bottom left.
Roughly bounded by Tennessee, North Carolina, Mississippi, and Florida.

Text on verso.

In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1910) p. [397]

H 668 .703 (1910) p. [397] (PrCt)


Authors: Fisk, E. F. -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1909) -- Georgia and Florida Railroad Company

1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.

Covers region roughly bounded by Atlanta (Ga.), Columbia (S.C.), and Madison (Fla.)

In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1909) p. 837

H 668 .703 (1909) p. 837 (PrCt)


Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1909) -- Louisville and Nashville Railroad Company

1 map ; 29 x 20 cm.

Roughly bounded by Iowa, Pennsylvania, Louisiana, and Florida.

In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1909) between p. 308-309.

H 668 .703 (1909) bet. p. 308-309 (PrCt)


Authors: Buxton and Skinner (St. Louis, Mo.) -- Kansas City Southern Railway -- Texarkana & Fort Smith Railway -- Burgoyne, C. G., fl. 1893

1 map : col. ; 31 x 21 cm.

Title in upper margin.


5A 7267 (1909 vol. [2]) (PrCt)


Authors: Poole Brothers -- Louisville and Nashville Railroad Company -- John P. Morton & Co.

1 map : col. ; 42 x 27 cm.

Title in upper margin.

'9-13-'09 -- at bottom right.

Plate no.: 2704


map1F G3861.P3 1909 .P6 (PrCt)


Authors: Buxton and Skinner (St. Louis, Mo.) -- Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company -- Evening Post Job Printing House (New York, N.Y.)

1 map : col. ; 23 x 16 cm.


5A 7267 (1909 vol. [1]) (PrCt)


Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1909) -- Norfolk and Southern Railway Company

1 map ; 18 x 12 cm.

Roughly bounded by West Virginia, New Jersey, and South Carolina.

Text on verso.


H 668 .703 (1909) p. 215 (PrCt)


Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1909)

1 map : col. ; 26 x 20 cm.

Title in right margin.

Added title in right margin: Poor's manual -- Railroad map of the United States, 1909.

Advertising on verso.
71649 Southern States - Maps - 1909 - Railroads>>>Southern Railway (U.S.) - Maps - 1909>>>Railroads - Maps
Map of the Southern Railway and its connections. [New York : s.n., 1909].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1909) -- Southern Railway (U.S.)
1 map ; 22 x 27 cm.
Roughly bounded by Iowa, New York, Texas, and Florida.
\[H 668 .703 (1909) bet. p. 242-243 (PrCt)\]

Cotton Belt Route : map of the St. Louis Southwestern Railway lines ... [in the southern United States], Buffalo, N.Y. The Matthews-Northrup Works, [1909].
Authors: Matthews-Northrup Company -- St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company -- Security Printing Co. (Saint Louis, Mo.)
1 map ; col. ; 45 x 33 cm.
In St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company.
Eighteenth annual report of the board of directors ... 1909 (St. Louis: Security Printing Co., 1909) at end.
On verso: Cotton Belt Route : map of the St. Louis Southwestern Railway lines ... [in the United States]
\[5A 7267 (1909 vol. [1]) (PrCt)\]

Cotton Belt Route . Chicago : Poole Bros., [1909, i.e.1910].
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1910) -- St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company
1 map ; 18 x 13 cm.
'5-7-'09' -- at bottom center.
Plate no.: 5072A.
Roughly bounded by Nebraska, Illinois, Texas and Mississippi.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1910) p. [1157]
\[H 668 .703 (1910) p. [1157] (PrCt)\]

Cotton Belt Route . St. Louis : Woodward & Tiernan, [1909].
Authors: Woodward & Tiernan Printing Co. --
Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1909) -- St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company
1 map ; 19 x 13 cm.
Text on verso.
Roughly bounded by Nebraska, Illinois, Texas and Mississippi.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1909) p. 579
\[H 668 .703 (1909) p. 579 (PrCt)\]

71653 Southern States - Maps - 1910-1919
Authors: William Collins Sons and Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- William Collins Sons and Co. The Collegiate atlas ... [191-?]
1 map ; col. ; 22 x 29 cm.
In: William Collins Sons and Co. The Collegiate atlas: consisting of forty-four maps of modern geography, embracing all the latest discoveries and changes in boundaries and eighteen maps of historical geography, with copious index (Glasgow, London, and Edinburgh : William Collins, Sons, & Company, [191-?]), [plate 28 F].
Printed plate number "F" on thumb index at right.
"U.S.A., S. East Coast" in oversize manuscript lettering on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
\[Baskes folio G1019 .C625 1910z, [plate 28 F] (PrCt)\]

Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1910) -- Atlantic Coast Line Railroad Company
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.
Roughly bounded by Indiana, Maryland, northern Cuba and the Bahama Islands.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1910) p. [371]
\[H 668 .703 (1910) p. [371] (PrCt)\]

Map of Central of Georgia Railway and principal connections as operated on June 30, 1910. [New York : s.n.], 1910 [i.e. 1911].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1911) -- Central of Georgia Railway
1 map ; 13 x 20 cm.
'8-1-'10' at bottom left.
Roughly bounded by Tennessee, North Carolina, Mississippi, and Florida.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1911) p. 405
H 668 .703 (1911) p. 405 (PrCt)


1 map : col. ; 42 x 28 cm.

Roughly bounded by Iowa, Pennsylvania, Louisiana, and Florida.

In Poor’s manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1910) p. [599]
H 668 .703 (1910) p. [599] (PrCt)


Authors: Poor’s manual of the railroads of the United States (1910) -- Louisville and Nashville Railroad Company
1 map ; 19 x 11 cm.

Roughly bounded by Missouri, Indiana, Louisiana and Alabama.

In Poor’s manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1910) p. [599]
H 668 .703 (1910) bet. p. 630-631 (PrCt)


Authors: Buxton and Skinner (St. Louis, Mo.) -- Kansas City Southern Railway -- Texarkana & Fort Smith Railway -- Burgoyne, C. G., fl. 1893
1 map : col. ; 31 x 21 cm.

Title in upper margin.

In Kansas City Southern Railway. Tenth annual report ... 1910 (New York: C.G. Burgoyne, 1910) opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1910 vol. [2]) (PrCt)


Authors: Poole Brothers -- Louisville and Nashville Railroad Company -- John P. Morton & Co.
1 map : col. ; 42 x 28 cm.

Title in upper margin.

‘8-22-‘10’ -- at bottom right.
Plate no.: 2704.

5A 7267 (1910 vol. [2]) (PrCt)


Cotton Belt Route : map of the St. Louis Southwestern Railway lines ... [in the southern United States], Buffalo, N.Y. The Matthews-Northrup Works, [1910].

Authors: Matthews-Northrup Company -- Security Printing Co. (Saint Louis, Mo.) -- St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company
1 map : col. ; 45 x 33 cm.

In St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company. Nineteenth annual report ... 1910 (St. Louis: Security Printing Co., 1910), bound as the second leaf before title page.
On verso: Cotton Belt Route : map of the St. Louis Southwestern Railway lines ... [in the United States]
5A 7267 (1910 vol. [1]) (PrCt)


The M K and T : Missouri, Kansas & Texas Ry. [New York : s.n., 1910].

Authors: Poor’s manual of the railroads of the United States (1910) -- Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company
1 map ; 19 x 13 cm.

Roughly bounded by Nebraska, Illinois, Texas, and Mississippi.

In Poor’s manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1910) p. [1051]
H 668 .703 (1910) p. [1051] (PrCt)


Map of the Southern Railway and its connections. [New York : s.n., 1910].

Authors: Poor’s manual of the railroads of the United States (1910) -- Southern Railway (U.S.)
1 map ; 22 x 27 cm.

Roughly bounded by Iowa, New York, Texas, and Florida.

In Poor’s manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1910) between p. 522-523.
Map of the Atlantic Coast Line, 1911. [New York : s.n.], 1911.
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1911) -- Atlantic Coast Line Railroad Company
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.
Roughly bounded by Indiana, Maryland, northern Cuba and the Bahama Islands.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1911) p. 375
H 668 .703 (1911) p. 375 (PrCt)

Southern States - Maps - 1911 - Railroads - Central of Georgia Railway - Maps - 1911 - Railroads - Maps
Map of Central of Georgia Railway and principal connections. [New York : s.n.], 1911 [i.e. 1912].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1912) -- Central of Georgia Railway
1 map ; 13 x 20 cm.
'8-1-10' at bottom left.
Roughly bounded by Tennessee, North Carolina, Mississippi, and Florida.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1912) p. 424
H 668 .703 (1912) p. 424 (PrCt)

Southern States - Maps - 1911 - Railroads - Chicago, Memphis & Gulf Railroad Company - Maps - 1911 - Railroads - Maps
Chicago, Memphis & Gulf Railroad. [New York : s.n., 1911].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1911) -- Chicago, Memphis & Gulf Railroad Company
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.
Roughly bounded by Missouri, Kentucky, Mississippi and Tennessee.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1911) p. 605
H 668 .703 (1911) p. 605 (PrCt)

Authors: Fisk, E. F. -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1911) -- Georgia and Florida Railroad Company
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.
Covers region roughly bounded by Georgia, South Carolina, and Florida.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1911) p. 451
H 668 .703 (1911) p. 451 (PrCt)

Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1911) -- Louisville and Nashville Railroad Company
1 map ; 29 x 20 cm.
Roughly bounded by Illinois, Pennsylvania, Mississippi, and Florida.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1911) between p. 632-633.
H 668 .703 (1911) bet. p. 632-633 (PrCt)

Southern States - Maps - 1911 - Railroads - Middle West - Maps - 1911 - Railroads - Maps
Missouri, Kansas & Texas Railway Company - Maps - 1911 - Railroads - Maps
1 map : col. ; 47 x 41 cm.
In Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company. Report to the stockholders ... 1911 (New York: Evening Post Job Printing Office, [1911?]) at end.
5A 7267 (1911 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Southern States - Maps - 1911 - Railroads - St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company - Maps - 1911 - Railroads - Maps
Cotton Belt Route : map of the St. Louis Southwestern Railway lines ... [in the southern United States]. Buffalo, N.Y. The Matthews-Northrup Works, [1911].
Authors: Matthews-Northrup Company -- St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company -- Security Printing Co. (Saint Louis, Mo.)
1 map : col. ; 44 x 34 cm.
The Complete Press' -- at bottom right, under publisher's name.
In St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company. Twentieth annual report ... 1911 (St. Louis: Security Printing Co., 1911) at end.
On verso: Cotton Belt Route : map of the St. Louis Southwestern Railway lines ... [in the United States]
5A 7267 (1911 vol. [1]) (PrCt)
Railroads Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railroad Company - Maps - 1911


Southern States - Maps - 1911 - Railroads Southern Railway (U.S.) - Maps - 1911 Southern Railway - Maps


Southern States - Maps - 1911 - Railroads St. Louis Southwestern Railroad Company - Maps - 1911

Cotton Belt Route. Chicago : Poole Bros., [1911]. Authors: Poole Brothers -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1911) -- St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company 1 map ; 18 x 13 cm. '2-2-11' -- at bottom center. Plate no.: 5072A. Roughly bounded by Kansas, Illinois, Texas and Mississippi. In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1911) p. 1159 H 668 .703 (1911) p. 1159 (PrCt)

Southern States - Maps - 1912 - Railroads Atlantic Coast Line Railroad Company - Maps - 1912


Southern States - Maps - 1912 - Railroads Chicago, Memphis & Gulf Railroad Company - Maps - 1912


Southern States - Maps - 1912 - Railroads Georgia and Florida Railway Company - Maps - 1912


Southern States - Maps - 1912 - Railroads Louisville and Nashville Railroad Company - Maps - 1912


Southern States - Maps - 1912 - Railroads Middle West - Maps - 1912

Map of the Louisville & Nashville Railroad and dependencies. June 30, 1912. Chicago : Poole Bros., 1912. Authors: Poole Brothers -- Louisville and Nashville Railroad Company -- John P. Morton & Co. 1 map : col. ; 42 x 28 cm. Title in upper margin. '9-3-12' -- at bottom right.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Missouri, Kansas & Texas Railway system, September 1st, 1912. St. Louis : Parker Engraving Co., 1912.
Authors: Parker Engraving Co. (St. Louis, Mo.) -- Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company -- Evening Post Job Printing House (New York, N.Y.)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 41 cm.
Roughly bounded by Kansas, Illinois, Texas, and Louisiana.
5A 7267 (1912 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Cotton Belt Route : map of the St. Louis Southern Railway lines ... [in the southern United States]. Buffalo, N.Y. The Matthews-Northrup Works, [1912?].
Authors: Matthews-Northrup Company -- St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company -- Security Printing Co. (Saint Louis, Mo.)
1 map : col. ; 45 x 33 cm.
'8.12' -- at bottom left.
'The Complete Press' -- at bottom right, under publisher's name.
In St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company. Twenty-first annual report ... 1912 (St. Louis: Security Printing Co., 1912) at end.
Title page partly damaged.
On verso: Cotton Belt Route : map of the St. Louis Southwestern Railway lines ... [in the United States]
5A 7267 (1912 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

The M K and T : Missouri, Kansas & Texas Ry. [New York : s.n., 1912].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1912) -- Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company
1 map ; 19 x 13 cm.
Roughly bounded by Nebraska, Illinois, Texas, and Mississippi.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1912) p. 1113
H 668 .703 (1912) p. 1113 (PrCt)

71681 Southern States - Maps - 1912 - Railroads>Southern Railway (U.S.) - Maps - 1912>Railroads - Maps
Map of the Southern Railway and its connections. [New York : s.n., 1912].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1912) -- Southern Railway (U.S.)
1 map ; 21 x 27 cm.
Roughly bounded by Iowa, New York, Texas, and Florida.
H 668 .703 (1912) bet. p. 550-551 (PrCt)

Authors: George Philip & Son -- London Geographical Institute -- Philip, George, 1870-1937. Philip's mercantile marine atlas : a series of 35 plates ... with ... distances between ports ... (1913)
1 map ; col. ; 44 x 65 cm.
Identifies trade routes and distances, e.g. "New York to Yarmouth 480 [nautical miles]."
Insets (8 x 8 cm. and smaller): Baltimore & Philadelphia -- Galveston -- Hampton Roads.
In: Philip, George. Philip's mercantile marine atlas : a series of 35 plates ... with ... distances between ports ... (London ; Liverpool : G. Philip & Son, Ltd. : The London Geographical Institute ; Philip, Son & Nephew, 1913), plate 20. oversize H 7001 .68, plate 20 (PrCt)

Authors: Poole Brothers -- Louisville and Nashville Railroad Company -- John P. Morton & Co.
1 map : col. ; 42 x 27 cm.
Title in upper margin.
'8.25-'13' -- at bottom right.
Plate no.: 2704.


71695 Southern States - Maps - 1916 - Railroads<<Middle West - Maps - 1916 - Railroads<<Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company - Maps - 1916<<Railroads - Maps Missouri, Kansas & Texas lines. December 31st,
1916. [St. Louis? Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company?], 1916 [i.e. 1917?].
Authors: Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company
1 map : col. ; 47 x 41 cm.
Covers region roughly bounded by Kansas, Illinois, Mississippi, and Texas.
In Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company. Annual report for the fiscal year ended December 31, 1916 ... [St. Louis?: Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company?, 1917?] opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1916 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Cotton Belt Route: map of the St. Louis Southwestern Railway lines ... [in the southern United States], Buffalo, N.Y. The Matthews-Northrup Works, [1916?].
Authors: Matthews-Northrup Works, [1916?].
1 map : col. ; 45 x 33 cm.
'8.13'--at bottom left.
The Complete Press'--at bottom right, under publisher's name.
On verso: Cotton Belt Route: map of the St. Louis Southwestern Railway lines ... [in the United States].
5A 7267 (1916 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

[Map of cotton growing and coal mining regions in the southern U.S. along the lines of the Southern Railway Company], [Richmond, Va.? Southern Railway?, 1916?].
Authors: Southern Railway (U.S.)
1 map ; 11 x 16 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
5A 7267 (1916 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

Southern States - Maps - 1916 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Southern states: automobile road map.
Pittsburgh: Gulf Refining Company, [1916?].
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- American Blue Book Publishing Co.
1 map : col. ; 21 x 27 cm. fold. to 22 x 10 cm. Panel title.
Advertising for Gulf gasoline and Supreme Auto Oil on verso.
Cover design (orange and black) features sun motif, open touring car, and adv. for Supreme Auto Oil.
Gift of Bruce Calder, 1997.
map1F G3865 .P2 1916 G8 (PrCt)

Map of the Louisville & Nashville Railroad and dependencies. December 31, 1917. Chicago: Poole Bros., 1917 [i.e. 1918?].
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Louisville and Nashville Railroad Company -- John P. Morton & Co.
1 map : col. ; 42 x 27 cm.
Title in upper margin.
'2-27-18'--at bottom right.
Plate no.: 2704.
Roughly bounded by Illinois, Pennsylvania, Mississippi, and Florida.
5A 7267 (1917 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Southern States - Maps - 1917 - Railroads<<>>Middle West - Maps - 1917 - Railroads<<>>Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company - Maps - 1917<<>>Railroads - Maps
Missouri, Kansas & Texas lines. December 31st, 1917. [St. Louis?: Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company?], 1917 [i.e. 1920?].
Authors: Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company
1 map : col. ; 47 x 41 cm.
Covers region roughly bounded by Kansas, Illinois, Mississippi, and Texas.
In Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company. Annual report for the fiscal year ended December 31, 1919 (St. Louis?: Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company?, 1920?) at front.
5A 7267 (1919 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Cotton Belt Route: map of the St. Louis Southwestern Railway lines ... [in the southern United States], Buffalo, N.Y. The Matthews-Northrup Works, [1917?].
71703 Southern States - Maps - 1917 - Railroads-Nashville, Chattanooga, and St. Louis Railway - Maps - 1917-Railroads - Maps
Map of the Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis Railway and connections. [Nashville, Tenn.? Nashville, Chattanooga, and St. Louis Railway?, 1917, i.e. 1924?]. Authors: Nashville, Chattanooga, and St. Louis Railway
1 map ; 20 x 29 cm.
'4-2-17' at bottom left
Plate no.: 4225
Covers region roughly bounded by Missouri, Mississippi, Georgia, and Kentucky.
In Nashville, Chattanooga, and St. Louis Railway.
Seventy-third report ... December 31, 1923 [Nashville?: Nashville, Chattanooga, and St. Louis Railway?, 1924?] at front.
5A 7267 (1923 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

71704 Southern States - Maps - 1917 - Railroads-Nashville, Chattanooga, and St. Louis Railway - Maps - 1917-Railroads - Maps
Map of the Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis Railway and connections. [Nashville, Tenn.? Nashville, Chattanooga, and St. Louis Railway?, 1917, i.e. 1925?]. Authors: Nashville, Chattanooga, and St. Louis Railway
1 map ; 20 x 29 cm.
'4-2-17' at bottom left
Plate no.: 4225
Covers region roughly bounded by Missouri, Mississippi, Georgia, and Kentucky.
In Nashville, Chattanooga, and St. Louis Railway.
Seventy-fourth report ... December 31, 1924 [Nashville?: Nashville, Chattanooga, and St. Louis Railway?, 1925?] at front.
5A 7267 (1924 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

71705 Southern States - Maps - 1917 - Railroads-Nashville, Chattanooga, and St. Louis Railway - Maps - 1917-Railroads - Maps
Map of the Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis Railway and connections. [Nashville, Tenn.? Nashville, Chattanooga, and St. Louis Railway?, 1917, i.e. 1925?]. Authors: Nashville, Chattanooga, and St. Louis Railway
1 map ; 20 x 29 cm.
'4-2-17' at bottom left
Plate no.: 4225
Covers region roughly bounded by Missouri, Mississippi, Georgia, and Kentucky.
In Nashville, Chattanooga, and St. Louis Railway.
Seventy-fifth report ... December 31, 1925 [Nashville?: Nashville, Chattanooga, and St. Louis Railway?, 1926?] at front.
5A 7267 (1925 vol. [1]) (PrCt)
Map of the Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis Railway and connections. [Nashville, Tenn.? Nashville, Chattanooga, and St. Louis Railway?, 1917, i.e. 1929?].

Authors: Nashville, Chattanooga, and St. Louis Railway

1 map ; 20 x 29 cm.

‘4-2-17’ at bottom left

Plate no.: 4225

Covers region roughly bounded by Missouri, Kentucky, Mississippi, and Georgia.

In Nashville, Chattanooga, and St. Louis Railway. Seventy-seventh report ... December 31, 1927 [Nashville?: Nashville, Chattanooga, and St. Louis Railway?, 1928?] at front.

5A 7267 (1927 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

71710 Southern States - Maps - 1917 - Railroads<<<Nashville, Chattanooga, and St. Louis Railway - Maps - 1917<<<Railroads - Maps

Map of the Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis Railway and connections. [Nashville, Tenn.? Nashville, Chattanooga, and St. Louis Railway?, 1917, i.e. 1931?].

Authors: Nashville, Chattanooga, and St. Louis Railway

1 map ; 20 x 26 cm.

‘4-2-17’ at bottom left

Plate no.: 4225

Covers region roughly bounded by Missouri, Kentucky, Mississippi, and Georgia.

In Nashville, Chattanooga, and St. Louis Railway. Eightieth report ... December 31, 1930 [Nashville?: Nashville, Chattanooga, and St. Louis Railway?, 1930?] at front.

5A 7267 (1930 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

71711 Southern States - Maps - 1917 - Railroads<<<Nashville, Chattanooga, and St. Louis Railway - Maps - 1917<<<Railroads - Maps

Map of the Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis Railway and connections. [Nashville, Tenn.? Nashville, Chattanooga, and St. Louis Railway?, 1917, i.e. 1933?].

Authors: Nashville, Chattanooga, and St. Louis Railway

1 map ; 19 x 28 cm.

Added title at bottom left: N.C. & St. L. The Dixie Line.

‘4-2-17’ at bottom left.

Plate no.: 4225.

Covers region roughly bounded by Missouri, Kentucky, Mississippi, and Georgia.


5A 7267 (1932 vol. [3]) (PrCt)
71713 Southern States - Maps - 1917 - Railroads\textlangle\rangle\textrangle Nashville, Chattanooga, and St. Louis Railway - Maps - 1917\textlangle\rangle\textrangle Railroads - Maps

Map of the Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis Railway and connections. [Nashville, Tenn.? Nashville, Chattanooga, and St. Louis Railway?, 1917, i.e. 1937?]. Authors: Nashville, Chattanooga, and St. Louis Railway

1 map ; 19 x 28 cm.

Added title at bottom left: N.C. & St. L. The Dixie Line.

'4-2-17' at bottom left.

Plate no.: 4225.

Covers region roughly bounded by Missouri, Kentucky, Mississippi, and Georgia.

In Nashville, Chattanooga, and St. Louis Railway.

Eighty-sixth report ... December 31, 1936 [Nashville?: Nashville, Chattanooga, and St. Louis Railway?, 1937?] at front.

5A 7267 (1936 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

71716 Southern States - Maps - 1917 - Railroads\textlangle\rangle\textrangle Nashville, Chattanooga, and St. Louis Railway - Maps - 1917\textlangle\rangle\textrangle Railroads - Maps

Map of the Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis Railway and connections. [Nashville, Tenn.? Nashville, Chattanooga, and St. Louis Railway?, 1917, i.e. 1938?]. Authors: Nashville, Chattanooga, and St. Louis Railway

1 map ; 19 x 28 cm.

'4-2-17' at bottom left.

Added title at bottom left: N.C. & St. L. The Dixie Line.

Plate no.: 4225.

Covers region roughly bounded by Missouri, Kentucky, Mississippi, and Georgia.

In Nashville, Chattanooga, and St. Louis Railway.

Eighty-seventh report ... December 31, 1937 [Nashville?: Nashville, Chattanooga, and St. Louis Railway?, 1938?] at front.

5A 7267 (1937 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

71714 Southern States - Maps - 1917 - Railroads\textlangle\rangle\textrangle Nashville, Chattanooga, and St. Louis Railway - Maps - 1917\textlangle\rangle\textrangle Railroads - Maps

Map of the Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis Railway and connections. [Nashville, Tenn.? Nashville, Chattanooga, and St. Louis Railway?, 1917, i.e. 1936?]. Authors: Nashville, Chattanooga, and St. Louis Railway

1 map ; 19 x 28 cm.

Added title at bottom left: N.C. & St. L. The Dixie Line.

'4-2-17' at bottom left.

Plate no.: 4225.

Covers region roughly bounded by Missouri, Kentucky, Mississippi, and Georgia.

In Nashville, Chattanooga, and St. Louis Railway.

Eighty-fourth report ... December 31, 1934 [Nashville?: Nashville, Chattanooga, and St. Louis Railway?, 1935?] at front.

5A 7267 (1934 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

71717 Southern States - Maps - 1917 - Railroads\textlangle\rangle\textrangle Nashville, Chattanooga, and St. Louis Railway - Maps - 1917\textlangle\rangle\textrangle Railroads - Maps

Map of the Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis Railway and connections. [Nashville, Tenn.? Nashville, Chattanooga, and St. Louis Railway?, 1917, i.e. 1939?]. Authors: Nashville, Chattanooga, and St. Louis Railway

1 map ; 19 x 28 cm.

'4-2-17' at bottom left.

Added title at bottom left: N.C. & St. L. The Dixie Line.

Plate no.: 4225.

Covers region roughly bounded by Missouri, Kentucky, Mississippi, and Georgia.

In Nashville, Chattanooga, and St. Louis Railway.

Eighty-fifth report ... December 31, 1935 [Nashville?: Nashville, Chattanooga, and St. Louis Railway?, 1936?] at front.

5A 7267 (1935 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

71715 Southern States - Maps - 1917 - Railroads\textlangle\rangle\textrangle Nashville, Chattanooga, and St. Louis Railway - Maps - 1917\textlangle\rangle\textrangle Railroads - Maps

Map of the Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis Railway and connections. [Nashville, Tenn.? Nashville, Chattanooga, and St. Louis Railway?, 1917, i.e. 1937?]. Authors: Nashville, Chattanooga, and St. Louis Railway

1 map ; 19 x 28 cm.

'4-2-17' at bottom left.

Added title at bottom left: N.C. & St. L. The Dixie Line.

Plate no.: 4225.

Covers region roughly bounded by Missouri, Kentucky, Mississippi, and Georgia.

In Nashville, Chattanooga, and St. Louis Railway.

Eighty-sixth report ... December 31, 1936 [Nashville?: Nashville, Chattanooga, and St. Louis Railway?, 1937?] at front.

5A 7267 (1936 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

71718 Southern States - Maps - 1918 - Railroads\textlangle\rangle\textrangle Middle West - Maps - 1918 - Railroads\textlangle\rangle\textrangle St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company - Maps - 1918\textlangle\rangle\textrangle Railroads - Maps

Cotton Belt Route : map of the St. Louis Southwestern Railway lines ... [in the southern

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
United States], Buffalo, N.Y. The
Matthews-Northrup Works, [1918?].
Authors: Matthews-Northrup Company -- St.
Louis Southwestern Railway Company -- Samuel
F. Myerson Printing Co. (Saint Louis, Mo.)
1 map : col. ; 45 x 33 cm.
'8.13' --at bottom left.
'The Complete Press' --at bottom right, under
publisher's name.
In St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company.
Twenty-seventh annual report ... December 31,
1917 (St. Louis: Sam'l F. Myerson Printing Co.,
1918) at end.
On verso: Cotton Belt Route : map of the St.
Louis Southwestern Railway lines ... [in the
United States].
5A 7267 (1917 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

71719 Southern States - Maps - 1919 - Road
maps<<<<Automobile travel - Southern States
- Guidebooks - 1919<<<<Road maps
Official automobile blue book, 1919. Vol. 6,
Alabama, Florida, Georgia, Louisiana,
Mississippi, North and South Carolina and
Tennessee, with extension routes into Illinois,
Kentucky and Virginia. New York ; Chicago :
Automobile Blue Book Publishing Co., c1919.
Authors: Automobile Blue Books, Inc. -- South
Carolina Automobile Association
828 p. : ill. (some col.), maps (some col., some
folded) ; 24 cm.
"Standard road guide of America."
Includes logo of the South Carolina Automobile
Association on cover.
General index map, p. 3-8.
Includes indexes.
Case GV1024 .A92 1919 v.6 (NLO)

71720 Southern States - Maps - 1920 -
Railroads<<<<Middle West - Maps - 1920 -
Railroads<<<<Louisville and Nashville
Railroad Company - Maps -
1920<<<<Railroads - Maps
Map of the Louisville & Nashville Railroad and
dependencies. December 31, 1920. Chicago :
Poole Bros., 1920 [i.e. 1921?].
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Louisville and
Nashville Railroad Company -- John P. Morton &
Co.
1 map : col. ; 42 x 27 cm.
Title in upper margin.
'3-1-21' --at bottom right.
Plate no.: 2704.
Roughly bounded by Illinois, Pennsylvania,
Mississippi, and Florida.
In Louisville and Nashville Railroad Company.
Seventieth annual report ... December 31, 1920
(Louisville, Ky. : John P. Morton & Company,
[1921?]) opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1920 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

71721 Southern States - Maps - 1920 -
Railroads<<<<Middle West - Maps - 1920 -
Railroads<<<<Missouri, Kansas and Texas
Railway Company - Maps -
1920<<<<Railroads - Maps
Missouri, Kansas & Texas lines. December 31st,
1920. [St. Louis? Missouri, Kansas and Texas
Railway Company?], 1920 [i.e. 1921?].
Authors: Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway
Company
1 map : col. ; 47 x 41 cm.
Covers region roughly bounded by Kansas,
Illinois, Mississippi, and Texas.
In Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway
Company. Annual report for the year ended
December 31, 1920 [St. Louis?: Missouri, Kansas
and Texas Railway Company?, 1921?] at front.
5A 7267 (1920 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

71722 Southern States - Maps - 1920 -
Railroads<<<<Road maps
Map no. 15. Chicago : Rand McNally & Co.,
[1920].
Authors: La Salle Extension University Atlas of
railway traffic maps (1920) -- Rand McNally and
Company -- Wymond, Charles E.
1 map : col. ; 27 x 36 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Added title on verso: Map no. 15 : Green Line
territory, freight association territories, and rate
adjustment territories of southern territory.
Text 'by C.E. Wymond, Central Freight
Association' --on verso.
Continuation inset (9 x 8 cm.) of Florida.
In Wymond, Charles E. (ed.) Atlas of railway
traffic maps (Chicago: La Salle Extension
University, 1920).
folio H 6615 .98 map 15 (PrCt)

71723 Southern States - Maps - 1920 - Road
maps<<<<Automobile travel - Southern States
- Guidebooks - 1920<<<<Road maps
Official automobile blue book, 1920. Vol. 6,
Alabama, Florida, Georgia, Louisiana,
Mississippi, North and South Carolina and
Tennessee, with extension routes into Illinois,
Kentucky and Virginia. New York ; Chicago :
Authors: Automobile Blue Books, Inc. -- South
Carolina Automobile Association
892 p. : ill. (some col.), maps (some col., some
folded) ; 24 cm.
"Standard road guide of America."
Includes logo of the South Carolina Automobile
Association on cover.
General index map, p. 3-8.
Includes indexes.
Case GV1024 .A92 1920 v.6 (NLO)

71724 Southern States - Maps - 1921 -
Railroads<<<<Middle West - Maps - 1921 -
Railroads<<<<Louisville and Nashville
Railroad Company - Maps -
1921<<<<Railroads - Maps
Map of the Louisville & Nashville Railroad and
))
Southern States - Maps - 1921 - Railroads<>Middle West - Maps - 1921 - Railroads<>Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company - Maps - 1921<>Railroads - Maps Missouri, Kansas & Texas lines. December 31st, 1921. [St. Louis? Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company?], 1921 [i.e. 1922?]. Authors: Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company.

1 map : col. ; 47 x 41 cm.
Covers region roughly bounded by Kansas, Missouri, Kansas, and Texas.
In Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company. Annual report for the year ended December 31, 1921 [St. Louis?: Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company?, 1922?] at end.

5A 7267 (1921 vol. [1]) (PrCt)


1 map : col. ; 45 x 33 cm.
'8.13' --at bottom left.
'The Complete Press' --at bottom right, under publisher's name.
Covers region roughly bounded by Kansas, Texas, Mississippi, and Illinois.
In St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company. Thirty-first annual report ... December 31, 1921 (St. Louis: Security Printing Co., 1922) at end.
On verso: Cotton Belt Route : map of the St. Louis Southwestern Railway lines ... [in the United States].

5A 7267 (1921 vol. [1]) (PrCt)


1 map : col. ; on sheet 68 x 87 cm.
Scale. [ca. 1:1,230,000].
Coordinates: (W 91°00'–W 80°00' / N 36°00'–N 27°30').
Roughly bounded by Memphis (Tenn.), Charlotte (N.C.), Tampa (Fla.), and New Orleans (La.)
Keyed to 22 named highways and highway logos.

5A 7267 (1921 vol. [1]) (PrCt)
Maps

71730 Southern States - Maps - 1922 - Road maps
Scale [ca. 1:1,398,000].
Cover title: Rand McNally official auto trails map: Florida, Georgia, Alabama, Mississippi, eastern Louisiana, southern South Carolina
: district no. 21.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Cover art: Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Auto Trails 6F 75 (NLO)

71732 Southern States - Maps - 1922 - Road maps
Scale [ca. 1:1,415,000].
Cover title: Rand McNally official auto trails map: Florida, Georgia, Alabama, Mississippi, eastern Louisiana, southern South Carolina
: district no. 21.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Cover art: Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 88 (PrCt)

71733 Southern States - Maps - 1923 - Railroads
Map of the Louisville & Nashville Railroad and dependencies. December 31, 1923. Chicago : Poole Bros.. [i.e. 1924?].
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Louisville and Nashville Railroad Company -- John P. Morton & Co.
1 map : col. ; 42 x 27 cm.
Title in upper margin.
'2-23-24' -- at bottom right.
Plate no. : 2704.
Roughly bounded by Illinois, Pennsylvania, Mississippi, and Florida.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Southern States - Maps - 1923 - Railroads

Rand McNally indexed pocket map. Chicago ; New York : Rand, McNally & Co., [1923?].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company. Shippers guide.

Roughly bounded by Illinois, Pennsylvania, and over.

'Pop. 1920' -- printed above county indexes on verso.

Issued folded to 17 cm. in cover with added title: Southeastern states (cotton states) : Rand McNally indexed pocket map. Chicago ; New York : Rand, McNally & Co., [1923?].
Uniform title: Shippers guide.

Handstamp on front cover: Register of copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.

'7/24/23' -- manuscript date on front cover.

For duplicate (?) copy issued with cover imprint listing San Francisco, as well as Chicago and New York, see Map3C G3861.P3 1923.R3a (PrCt)
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

map3C G3861.P3 1923 .R3 (PrCt)

Southern States - Maps - 1923 - Railroads

Rand McNally indexed map of the southeastern states (cotton states) of the United States.
Chicago : Rand, McNally & Co., [1923?].

1 map : col. ; 53 x 101 cm.
Plate no.: 1147J
On verso: Index of southeastern states (cotton states) : all places of 100 population and over.

'Pop. 1920' -- printed above county indexes on verso.

Issued folded to 17 cm. in cover with added title: Southeastern states (cotton states) : Rand McNally indexed pocket map. Chicago ; New York : Rand, McNally & Co., [1923?].
Uniform title: Shippers guide.

Handstamp on front cover: Register of copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.

'7/24/23' -- manuscript date on front cover.

For duplicate (?) copy issued with cover imprint listing San Francisco, as well as Chicago and New York, see Map3C G3861.P3 1923.R3a (PrCt)
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

map3C G3861.P3 1923 .R3 (PrCt)
Mississippi, and Florida.
In Louisville and Nashville Railroad Company. Seventy-fourth annual report ... December 31, 1924 (Louisville, Ky.: Courier-Journal Job Printing Company, [1925?]) opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1924 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

1 map : col. ; 47 x 41 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
'December 31, 1924.'
Covers region roughly bounded by Kansas, Illinois, Mississippi, and Texas.
In Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company. Annual report ... December 31, 1924 [St. Louis?: Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company?, 1925?] at end.
5A 7267 (1924 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

Authors: Poole Brothers -- La Salle Extension University. Atlas of traffic maps (1925) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 22 x 33 cm., on sheet folded to 27 x 35 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:4,710,000].
Coordinates: (W 92°00'--W 69°30'N 43°15'--N 24°00').
Continuation inset (10 x 6 cm.): [Florida].
Plate no. *6072C.*
Promotional and statistical text on verso beneath headings "Our day's work" and "Southern Railway sytem."
In: La Salle Extension University. Atlas of traffic maps / prepared by Wayne E. Butterbaugh ... ; assisted by Charles E. Wymond ... (Chicago : La Salle Extension University, 1925), part 4, [map 13].
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
folio RMcN atlas .A73 1925, part 4, [map 13] (PrCt)

Authors: Poole Brothers -- Louisville and Nashville Railroad Company -- John P. Morton & Co.
1 map : col. ; 42 x 27 cm.
Title in upper margin.
'2-25-'26' --at bottom right.
Plate no.: 2704.
Roughly bounded by Illinois, Pennsylvania, Mississippi, and Florida.
5A 7267 (1925 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

71742 Southern States - Maps - 1925 - Railroads>>>Middle West - Maps - 1925 - Railroads>>>Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company - Maps - 1925<<<Railroads - Maps [Map of the Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company]. [St. Louis? Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company?], 1925 [i.e. 1926?]. Authors: Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company
1 map : col. ; 47 x 41 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
'December 31, 1925.'
Covers region roughly bounded by Kansas, Illinois, Missouri, and Texas.
In Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company. Annual report ... December 31, 1925 [St. Louis?: Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company?, 1926?] at front.
5A 7267 (1925 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

Authors: Matthews-Northrup Company -- St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company -- Buxton
Southern States - Maps - 1925 - Road maps

Southern routes road map : official : Chicago Motor Club : A.A.A. Chicago : Chicago Motor Club, [1925].

Authors: Chicago Motor Club -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 66 x 39 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 184 ms. index.
Added title: Southern routes official road map
Plate no. E2511.


Maps on verso (38 x 21 cm. and smaller): Florida -- Jacksonville -- [Road map from Fitzgerald, Ga. to Jacksonville, Fla.] -- Tampa -- Miami.
Panel art: Chicago Motor Club logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Southern States - Maps - 1926 - Railroads


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 80 x 63 on sheet 88 x 73 cm.
Keyed to 25 named road signs.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.

Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).

RMcN Auto Trails 4C 184 (PrCt)

Southern States - Maps - 1925 - Road maps


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 81 x 63 on sheet 88 x 73 cm.
Keyed to 25 named road signs.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.

Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).

RMcN Auto Trails 4C 143 (PrCt)

Southern States - Maps - 1926 - Railroads-Middle West - Maps - 1926 - Railroads-St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company - Maps - 1926-Railroads - Maps Cotton Belt Route : map of the St. Louis Southwestern Railway lines ... [in the southern United States], Buffalo, N.Y. The Matthews-Northrup Works, [1926?]. Authors: Matthews-Northrup Company -- St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company -- Buxton and Skinner (St. Louis, Mo.) 1 map : col. ; 45 x 33 cm. '8.13' --at bottom left. 'The Complete Press' --at bottom right, under publisher's name. Covers region roughly bounded by Kansas, Texas, Mississippi, and Illinois. In St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company. Thirty-fifth annual report ... December 31, 1925 [St. Louis?: St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company?, 1926?] at end. 5A 7267 (1925 vol. [1]) (PrCt)


1 map : col. ; 42 x 28 cm.
Title in upper margin.
'3-1-'28' --at bottom right.
Plate no.: 2704.
Roughly bounded by Illinois, Pennsylvania, Mississippi, and Florida.
5A 7267 (1927 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

Authors: Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company
1 map : col. ; 47 x 41 cm.
'December 31, 1927.'
Covers region roughly bounded by Kansas, Illinois, Mississippi, and Texas.
In Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company. Annual report ... December 31, 1927 [St. Louis?: Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company?, 1928?] at end.
5A 7267 (1927 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Authors: Matthews-Northrup Company -- St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company -- Buxton and Skinner (St. Louis, Mo.)
1 map : col. ; 45 x 33 cm.
'8.13' --at bottom left.
'The Complete Press' --at bottom right, under publisher's name.
Covers region roughly bounded by Kansas, Texas, Mississippi, and Illinois.
In St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company. Thirty-sixth annual report ... December 31, 1926 [St. Louis?: St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company?, 1927?] at end.
5A 7267 (1926 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Southern States - Maps - 1927 - Road maps
Map no. 16 : automobile roads in Arkansas, Louisiana, and Mississippi ... Gulf. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1927].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Gulf Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Title from map proper: Gulf Refining Co. official road map no. 16 : Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi (no plate no.).
On verso, insets of Memphis and New Orleans.
Cover (1 panel, O,B): Roadster with couple speeding uphill, Gulf gasoline logo.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 17 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 81 x 63 on sheet 88 x 73 cm.
Keyed to 11 named road signs.
Scale [ca. 1:956,000].
Plate no. I-16-B;
Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto road map of Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi (Chicago and New York: Rand McNally, 1926) 32 p. : maps, ill. ; 19 cm.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
The map and the index have different issue dates.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 235 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 81 x 63 on sheet 88 x 73 cm.
Keyed to 11 named road signs.
Scale [ca. 1:956,000].
Plate no. I-16-B;
Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto road map of Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi (Chicago and New York: Rand McNally, 1926) 32 p. : maps, ill. ; 19 cm.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
The map and the index have different issue dates.

Uniform title: Auto trails

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).

**RMcN Auto Trails 4C 236 (PrCt)**

### 71759 Southern States - Maps - 1927 - Road maps

**RdMcN official 1927 auto road map:**


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col.; 81 x 63 on sheet 88 x 73 cm.

Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.

The map and the index have different issue dates.

Uniform title: Auto trails

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).

**RMcN Auto Trails 4C 236 (PrCt)**

### 71760 Southern States - Maps - 1927 - Road maps

**RdMcN official 1927 auto road map:**


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col.; 81 x 63 on sheet 88 x 73 cm.

Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.

The map and the index have different issue dates.

Uniform title: Auto trails

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).

**RMcN Auto Trails 4C 237 (PrCt)**

### 71761 Southern States - Maps - 1928 - Road maps

**MrcN official 1928 auto road map:**


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col.; 81 x 63 on sheet 88 x 73 cm.

Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.

The map and the index have different issue dates.

Uniform title: Auto trails

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).

**RMcN Auto Trails 4C 238 (PrCt)**

### 71762 Southern States - Maps - 1928 - Road maps

**Cotton Belt Route:**

*map of the St. Louis Southwestern Railway lines ... [in the southern United States].* Buffalo, N.Y. The Matthews-Northrup Works, [1928?].

Authors: Matthews-Northrup Company -- St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company -- Buxton and Skinner (St. Louis, Mo.)

1 map : col.; 45 x 33 cm.

'8.13' -- at bottom left.

'The Complete Press' -- at bottom right, under publisher's name.

Covers region roughly bounded by Kansas, Texas, Mississippi, and Illinois.

In St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company. Thirty-seventh annual report ... December 31, 1927 [St. Louis?: St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company?, 1928?] at end.

**5A 7267 (1928 vol. [3]) (PrCt)**

### 71763 Southern States - Maps - 1928 - Road maps

**Gousha Clients 55 (PrCt)**

### 71764 Southern States - Maps - 1928 - Road maps

**Gousha Clients 55 (PrCt)**


---

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)


1 map : col. ; 43 x 28 cm.

Date from RMcN AE 186 ms. index.

Plate no. J-43

Inset (14 x 12 cm.): southern Florida

Uniform title: Junior auto trails

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 186.5 (PrCt)


Authors: Poole Brothers -- Louisville and Nashville Railroad Company -- C.T. Dearing Printing Co. (Louisville, Ky.)

1 map : col. ; 42 x 27 cm.

Title trimmed from upper margin.

'2-23-'29' -- at bottom right.

Plate no.: 2704.

Roughly bounded by Illinois, Pennsylvania, Mississippi, and Florida.


5A 7267 (1928 vol. [2]) (PrCt)


Authors: Poole Brothers -- Louisville and Nashville Railroad Company -- John P. Morton & Co.

1 map : col. ; 42 x 27 cm.

'2-21-'30' -- at bottom right.

Plate no.: 2704.

Roughly bounded by Illinois, Pennsylvania, Mississippi, and Florida.


5A 7267 (1929 vol. [2]) (PrCt)


Authors: Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company

1 map : col. ; 47 x 41 cm.

'December 31, 1928.'

Covers region roughly bounded by Kansas, Illinois, Texas, and Mississippi.

In Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company. Annual report ... December 31, 1928 [St. Louis?: Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company, 1929?] at end.

5A 7267 (1929 vol. [3]) (PrCt)


Authors: Matthews-Northrup Company -- St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company

1 map : col. ; 45 x 33 cm.

'8.13' -- at bottom left.

'The Complete Press' -- at bottom right, under publisher's name.

Covers region roughly bounded by Kansas, Illinois, Texas, and Mississippi.

In St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company. Thirty-eighth annual report ... December 31, 1928 [St. Louis?: St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company?, 1929?] at end.

5A 7267 (1928 vol. [1]) (PrCt)


Authors: J.W. Clement Co. -- Southern Railway (U.S.)

1 map : col. ; 28 x 36 cm.

Roughly bounded by Illinois, Louisiana, Delaware, and Florida.

In Southern Railway. Thirty-fifth annual report of Southern Railway Company ... December 31, 1928 [Richmond, Va.? : Southern Railway?, 1928?] at end.

5A 7267 (1928 vol. [3]) (PrCt)


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
maps<<<Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 63 cm.
Plate no. K-51
Continuation inset (25 x 15 cm.): Southern Florida.
Cover title: Rand McNally official auto road map : southeastern United States.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 414 (PrCt)

71771 Southern States - Maps - 1929 - Road maps<<<Great Plains - Maps - 1929 - Road maps<<<Road maps
Authors: American Automobile Association -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 57 x 82 cm., on sheet trimmed to 58 x 84 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 184 ms. index.
Plate no. 4003-C
Inset (9 x 9 cm.): [Southern Texas].
Incomplete; trimmed on all sides.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 184.25 (PrCt)

71772 Southern States - Maps - 1929 - Road maps<<<Road maps
Southeastern states. Washington, D.C. American Automobile Association, [ca. 1929].
Authors: American Automobile Association -- Carolina Motor Club
1 map : 60 x 90 cm. fold. to 25 x 11 cm.
Panel title: AAA Official road map Southeastern States, compliments Carolina Motor Club.
On verso, index to cities and villages and list of "official hotels, etc."
Regarding the date, shows federal highways but population figures do not reflect 1930 census.
Inset: [Southern Florida].
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).

71773 Southern States - Maps - 1929 - Road maps
1929 "Standard" road map of Tennessee, Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia and northwestern Florida / published by Standard Oil Company of Louisiana. [New York?]
: Standard Oil Company of Louisiana, 1929.
Authors: Standard Oil Company of Louisiana -- Esso Standard Oil Company -- Gladden-Edgerton Oil Co. (Baton Rouge, La.) -- General Drafting Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 52 x 68 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: 1929 "Standard" road map of Tennessee, Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia and portions of adjoining states
"Copyright and made by General Drafting Co., Inc., 6 Church St., New York."
Includes Esso logo.
Map on verso (32 x 53 cm.): Principal highway routes of the United States.
Advertising over printed on verso: Gladden-Edgerton Oil Co., Church and Convention Sts. ... Baton Rouge, La.
Panel art: Couple in convertible car on rural road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 184.17 (PrCt)


SEE Nashville, Chattanooga, and St. Louis Railway

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Southern States - Maps - 1930-1939 - Road maps -Louisville Region (Ky.) - Maps - 1930-1939 - Road maps -Road maps [Road map of the southern United States]. [Sl. s.n., 1930-?].

Authors: American Automobile Association -- Louisville Automobile Club (Louisville, Ky.) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; on sheet trimmed to 18 x 31 cm.

Title supplied by cataloger.

Incomplete and lacking imprint; apparently part of a road map of the southern United States possibly issued for the Louisville Automobile Club, an affiliate of the American Automobile Association.

Panel art trimmed on all sides, and mounted on backing sheet; panel includes AAA logo and generalized highway map of the Louisville region; identifies Kentucky & Indiana Terminal Railroad Bridge on the Ohio River.

Previously bound with a collection of pictorial maps in binders labeled "Points of Interest."

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 190.48 A (PrCt)


Central of Georgia Ry. Chicago : Poole Bros., [1930].

Authors: Poole Brothers -- La Salle Extension University -- Atlas of traffic maps (1930) -- Central of Georgia Railway

1 map : 16 x 22 cm.

'8-15-’27' -- at bottom.

Plate no.: 5452.

List 'Army camps and coast defences' at bottom.

In Atlas of traffic maps (Chicago: La Salle Extension University, 1930) p. 150.

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

folio RMcN atlas .A73 1930 p. 150 (PrCt)

Southern States - Maps - 1930 - Railroads - Distances - Southern States - Maps - 1930 - Railroads - Maps

Mileages between junction points in southern territory. N. Y. C.S. Hammond & Co., [1930].

Authors: La Salle Extension University -- Atlas of traffic maps (1930) -- C.S. Hammond & Company

1 map : col. ; 35 x 25 cm.

Mileages and junctions printed in red.

Title in right margin.

Added title at bottom: Section of Hammond's standard map of the United States.

Continuation inset (15 x 9 cm.): [Southern Florida].

In Atlas of traffic maps (Chicago: La Salle Extension University, 1930) p. 96-97.

Accompanied by text on p. 100.

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

folio RMcN atlas .A73 1930 p. 96-97 (PrCt)


Authors: La Salle Extension University -- Atlas of traffic maps (1930) -- Southern Freight Association -- C.S. Hammond & Company

1 map : col. ; 25 x 35 cm.

Title repeated in upper margin.

Added title at bottom: Section of Hammond's comprehensive map of the United States.

Continuation inset (8 x 8 cm.): [Florida].


Accompanied by text on p. 61 and 64.

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

folio RMcN atlas .A73 1930 p. 62-63 (PrCt)


Map of the Louisville & Nashville Railroad and dependencies. December 31, 1930. Chicago : Poole Bros., 1930 [i.e. 1931].
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Louisville and Nashville Railroad Company -- C.T. Dearing Printing Co. (Louisville, Ky.)

1 map : col. ; 42 x 27 cm.

'2-18-'31' --at bottom.

Plate no.: 2704.

Roughly bounded by Illinois, Pennsylvania, Mississippi, and Florida.

In Louisville and Nashville Railroad Company.

Eightieth annual report ... December 31, 1930 (Louisville, Ky.: C.T. Dearing Printing Co., [1931?] opposite title page.

5A 7267 (1930 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

71781 Southern States - Maps - 1930 - Railroads->Nashville, Chattanooga, and St. Louis Railway - Maps

Map of the Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis Railway and connections. [Chicago : La Salle Extension University, 1930].

Authors: La Salle Extension University Atlas of traffic maps (1930) -- Nashville, Chattanooga, and St. Louis Railway

1 map : 17 x 23 cm.

Added title in right margin: Nashville, Chattanooga and St. Louis Railway.

'3-4-'19' --at bottom.

Plate no.: A 6165.

In Atlas of traffic maps (Chicago: La Salle Extension University, 1930) p. 154.

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

folio RMcN atlas .A73 1930 p. 154 (PrCt)

71782 Southern States - Maps - 1930 - Railroads->St. Louis-San Francisco Railway Company - Maps - 1930->Railroads - Maps


Authors: Poole Brothers -- La Salle Extension University Atlas of traffic maps (1930) -- St. Louis-San Francisco Railway Company

1 map : 24 x 37 cm.

Added title in upper margin: St. Louis-San Francisco Railway.

'4-1-'29' --at bottom.

Plate no.: 6733 D.

'Between any two points on these lines but one coupon is necessary 'via Frisco Lines.'


Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

folio RMcN atlas .A73 1930 p. 168-169 (PrCt)

71783 Southern States - Maps - 1930 - Railroads->St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company - Maps - 1930->Railroads - Maps

Cotton Belt Route. [Chicago : La Salle Extension University, 1930].

Authors: La Salle Extension University Atlas of traffic maps (1930) -- St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company

1 map : 16 x 23 cm.

Added title in right margin: St. Louis--Southwestern Railway.

'12-14-'11' --at bottom.

Plate no.: 5467.

In Atlas of traffic maps (Chicago: La Salle Extension University, 1930) p. 170.

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

folio RMcN atlas .A73 1930 p. 170 (PrCt)

71784 Southern States - Maps - 1930 - Road maps->Louisiana - Maps - 1930 - Road maps->Mississippi - Maps - 1930 - Road maps->Louisiana Oil Refining Corporation - Maps - 1930->Road maps

Loreco highway guide [map of the southern United States] / Louisiana Oil Corporation.

Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [ca. 1930?].

Authors: Louisiana Oil Refining Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 28 x 44 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.

Panel title expanded by cataloger.

At head of panel title: Everywhere you go look for Loreco.

Covers most of Louisiana and Mississippi and parts of Arkansas and Texas.

Identifies Loreco gas station locations with red diamonds.

"A section of Rand McNally official auto road map, Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi"

Panel art: Rural scene of car driving toward station with Loreco logo.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 4181 (PrCt)

71785 Southern States - Maps - 1930 - Road maps->Road maps

South Eastern United States. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1930].

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- B. F. Goodrich Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 folded map

Panel title.

Distribution: NL 1, LC 0, DUP 0.

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 270 (PrCt)

71786 Southern States - Maps - 1930 - Road maps->Road maps


1 map ; col. : 65 x 64 cm.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Southern States - Maps - 1930 - Road maps


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

Plate no. L-1176.

Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto road map of southeastern U.S. ... (Chicago and New York : Rand McNally & Company, 1930). 95 p. : maps, ill. ; 19 cm.

Cover title: Rand McNally official auto road map : southeastern United States.

Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.

Uniform title: Auto trails

Handstamp on title page: Register of Copyrights.

Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.

'2-3-30' in ms. on title page.

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).

R McN Auto Trails 4C 441 (PrCt)

Southern States - Maps - 1930 - Road maps


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

Plate no. L-1176.

Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto road map of southeastern U.S. ... (Chicago and New York : Rand McNally & Company, 1930). 95 p. : maps, ill. ; 19 cm.

Cover title: Rand McNally official auto road map : southeastern United States.

Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.

Uniform title: Auto trails

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).

R McN Auto Trails 4C 442 (PrCt)

Southern States - Maps - 1931 - Railroads

Map showing Missouri-Kansas-Texas lines. New York : Poor's Publishing Co., 1931.

Authors: Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company -- Poor's Publishing Company

Plate no. 2704.

Top of sheet trimmed away.

Covers region roughly bounded by Kansas, Illinois, Texas, and Mississippi.

In Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company. Annual report ... December 31, 1930 [St. Louis?: Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company?, 1931?] at end.

5A 7267 (1930 vol. [2]) (PrCt)
Southern States - Maps - 1931 - Road maps


Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 53 cm. on sheet 73 x 57 cm.
'Copyright. 1932, by Poor's Publishing Company' at bottom left.

Covers region roughly bounded by Colorado, Illinois, Texas, and Mississippit
In Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company. Annual report ... December 31, 1931 [St. Louis?: Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company?, 1932?] at end.

5A 7267 (1932 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Southern States - Maps - 1932 - Railroads

Map showing Missouri-Kansas-Texas lines. New York : Poor’s Publishing Company, c1932.

Authors: Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company -- Poor’s Publishing Company
1 map : col. ; 28 x 21 cm.
'Copyright. 1932, by Poor's Publishing Company' at bottom left.

Covers region roughly bounded by Colorado, Illinois, Texas, and Mississippit
In Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company. Annual report ... December 31, 1932 [St. Louis?: Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company?, 1933?] at end.

5A 7267 (1932 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Southern States - Maps - 1932 - Railroads

Map showing Missouri-Kansas-Texas lines. New York : Poor’s Publishing Company, [1933?], c1932.

Authors: Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company -- Poor’s Publishing Company
1 map : col. ; 28 x 21 cm.
'Copyright. 1932, by Poor's Publishing Company' at bottom left.

Covers region roughly bounded by Colorado, Illinois, Texas, and Mississippit
In Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company. Annual report ... December 31, 1932 [St. Louis?: Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company?, 1933?] at end.

5A 7267 (1932 vol. [1]) (PrCt)
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

71810 Southern States - Maps - 1933 - Road maps Cuba - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 53 x 86 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: 1933 Texaco road map: southeastern United States.
Insets (20 x 30 cm.): Cuba.
Panel art: Texaco logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 186.36 (PrCt)

71811 Southern States - Maps - 1933 - Road maps Florida - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; col. ; 41 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 186 ms. index.
Plate no. O.
Map on verso (43 x 48 cm.): Pure Oil Pathfinder for Florida.
Panel art: Pure logo behind car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 186.42 (PrCt)

71812 Southern States - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Authors: Atlantic Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; col. ; 58 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Atlantic auto road map of North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, Florida.
Date from RMcN AE 186 ms. index.
Plate no. O.
Maps on verso (each 9 x 9 cm.): Atlanta -- Augusta -- Brunswick -- Charleston -- Charlotte -- Columbia -- Daytona Beach -- Greensboro -- Jacksonville -- Macon -- Miami -- Raleigh -- Richmond -- Savannah -- West Palm Beach.
Panel art: Atlantic logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 186.41 (PrCt)

71813 Southern States - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 76 x 63 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 186 ms. index.
Plate no. O.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 186.44 (PrCt)

71814 Southern States - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; col. ; 68 x 53 cm. on sheet 71 x 56 cm.
Verso includes insets of five cities and: Texaco road map: 1933: United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 6.32 (PrCt)

Map of Louisville & Nashville Railroad and dependencies. December 31, 1934. Chicago : Poole Bros., 1934 [i.e. 1935].
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Louisville and Nashville Railroad Company 1 map ; col. ; 41 x 27 cm.
'2-14-35' -- at bottom right.
Plate no.: 2704.
Roughly bounded by Illinois, Pennslyvania, Mississippi, and Florida.
In Louisville and Nashville Railroad Company.
Eighty-fourth annual report ... December 31, 1934 [Louisville, Ky.?: Louisville and Nashville Railroad Company?, 1935?] opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1934 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

71816 Southern States - Maps - 1934 - Road maps Cuba - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Southeastern states : official AAA road map.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Southern States - Maps - 1934 - Road maps<>>Florida - Maps - 1934 - Road maps<>>Road maps

**Amoco road map : North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, Florida : American Oil Co.**
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1934].

**Authors:** Amoco Oil Company -- American Oil Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

- **1 map** : col. ; 48 x 65 cm.
- **Panel title.**
- **Added title:** Amoco road map of North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, and adjoining territory. Date from RMcN AE 186 ms. index.
- **Maps on verso (43 x 28 cm. and smaller): Amoco road map of Florida. Plate no. P-7-P. -- Western
- **Florida -- Tampa -- Jacksonville -- West Palm Beach -- Miami -- Atlanta -- Columbia -- Raleigh -- Richmond.**
- **Panel art:** Amoco logo.
- **Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).**

**RMcN AE 186.55 (PrCt)**

**71819 Southern States - Maps - 1934 - Road maps<>>Florida - Maps - 1934 - Road maps<>>Road maps

**Pure Oil pathfinder : south eastern states.**
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1934].

**Authors:** Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

- **1 map** : col. ; 48 x 65 cm. on sheet 50 x 68 cm.
- **Eleventh edition.**
- **Added title:** Pure Oil pathfinder for south eastern states: Alabama, Georgia, N. Carolina, S. Carolina, Tennessee. Plate no. P-192.
- **On verso:** Pure Oil pathfinder for Florida. Plate no. P-180-P.
- **Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).**

**RMcN AE 17.22 (PrCt)**

**71820 Southern States - Maps - 1934 - Road maps<>>Florida - Maps - 1934 - Road maps<>>Road maps

**Pure Oil pathfinder : south eastern states ... eleventh edition.**
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1934].

**Authors:** Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

- **1 map** : col. ; 48 x 65 cm.
- **Panel title**
- **Added title:** Pure Oil pathfinder for south eastern United States : Alabama, Georgia, N. Carolina, S. Carolina, Tennessee.
- **Date from RMcN AE 186 ms. index.**
- **Plate no. P-192.**
- **Map on verso (43 x 48 cm.): Pure Oil pathfinder for Florida.**
- **Panel art:** Pure logo over country road scene.
- **Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).**

**RMcN AE 186.53 (PrCt)**

**71821 Southern States - Maps - 1934 - Road maps<>>Florida - Maps - 1934- Road maps<>>Road maps

**Pure Oil pathfinder : south eastern states / the Pure Oil Company, U.S.A.**
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1934].

**Authors:** Pure Oil Company -- United States National Recovery Administration -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

- **1 map** : col. ; 47 x 65 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm. **"Eleventh edition."**
- **Panel title.**
71828 Southern States - Maps - 1935 - Road maps

- Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 17.30 (PrCt)

71831 Southern States - Maps - 1935 - Road maps

- Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 17.30 (PrCt)

71829 Southern States - Maps - 1935 - Road maps

- Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 185.66 (PrCt)

71832 Southern States - Maps - 1935 - Road maps

- Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 185.65 (PrCt)

71830 Southern States - Maps - 1935 - Road maps

- Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 185.65 (PrCt)
Southern States - Maps - 1935 - Road maps

Authors: Pure Oil Company -- American Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 61 x 48 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm. 'Twelfth edition.'
Added title: Pure Oil pathfinder for Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi. Plate no. Q.2911.
On verso: Pathfinder road map of Pure-Oil Land. Plate no. O.3511.
AE index lists date as 1933 but plate numbers indicate dates of 1935 and 1933.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Southern States - Maps - 1935 - Road maps

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 68 x 53 cm. on sheet 71 x 56 cm. Panel no. 6-35.
Added title: Texaco road map: Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi. Plate no. Q.3311.
Verso includes insets of five cities and: Texaco road map: United States. Plate no. Q.167.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Southern States - Maps - 1935 - Road maps

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 68 x 53 cm. on sheet 71 x 56 cm. Panel no. 9-35.
Added title: Texaco road map: Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi. Plate no. Q.3311.
Verso includes insets of five cities and: Texaco road map: United States. Plate no. Q.167.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Southern States - Maps - 1935 - Road maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map; 77 x 65 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 185 ms. index.
Plate no. Q 3547.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Southern States - Maps - 1935 - Road maps

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Panel art: Photo of gas station attendant and slogan "our associated companies also will welcome you."

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 1513 (PrCt)


Authors: Poole Brothers -- Louisville and Nashville Railroad Company -- C.T. Dearing Printing Co. (Louisville, Ky.)

1 map : col. ; 41 x 27 cm.

'3-15-'37 --at bottom right.

Plate no.: 2704.

Roughly bounded by Illinois, Pennsylvania, Mississippi, and Florida.

In Louisville and Nashville Railroad Company.

Eighty-sixth annual report ... December 31, 1936 (Louisville, Ky.: C. T. Dearing Printing Co., Inc., [1937?] opposite title page.

5A 7267 (1936 vol. [1]) (PrCt)


Authors: Atlantic Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 70 x 54 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Atlantic auto road map of North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, Florida.

Date from RMcN AE 107 ms. index.

Plate no. R 3436.

Inset (17 x 24 cm.): Cuba inset.

Maps on verso (19 x 27 cm. and smaller):


Panel art: Atlantic White Flash logo.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 107.7 (PrCt)
Maps on verso (51 x 35 cm. and smaller):
American Amoco gas road map of Florida --
Western Florida -- Road map of Cuba, featuring
the new central highway ... -- Atlanta, Ga. --
Columbia S.C. -- Jacksonville, Fla. -- Tampa, Fla.
-- Raleigh, N.C. -- Richmond, Va. -- Miami, Fla. --
West Palm Beach, Fla.
Panel art: "American Amoco gas" logo over
slogan "The sign of greater values."
Editor's copy; map of Florida extensively
annotated in pencil with cultural and tourist
features and captions, possibly in preparation of
a forthcoming pictorial map.
Poor condition; sheet separated into 2 pieces.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2874 (PrCt)

71845 Southern States - Maps - 1936 - Road maps<<<<Florida - Maps - 1936 - Road maps<<<<Road maps
North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, Florida ... Amoco. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1936].
Authors: American Oil Company -- Amoco Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 44 x 67 cm. on sheet 56 x 71 cm.
Added title: American Amoco gas road map of North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia and adjoining territory. Plate no. R 3554.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 17.3A (PrCt)

71846 Southern States - Maps - 1936 - Road maps<<<<Florida - Maps - 1936 - Road maps<<<<Road maps
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm. on sheet 50 x 68 cm.
Thirteenth edition.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 17.4A (PrCt)

71847 Southern States - Maps - 1936 - Road maps<<<<Florida - Maps - 1936 - Road maps<<<<Road maps
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 48 x 65 cm.
Panel title
Date from RMcN AE 185 ms. index.
Plate no. R-192.
Maps on verso (43 x 48 cm. and smaller): Pure Oil pathfinder for Florida -- Jacksonville -- Pensacola -- Miami -- Tampa.
Panel art: Pure logo, Pure gas station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 185.77 (PrCt)

71848 Southern States - Maps - 1936 - Road maps<<<<Road maps
Authors: Atlantic Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 69 x 54 cm.
Panel title
Added title: Atlantic auto road map of North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, Florida. Date from RMcN AE 185 ms. index.
Plate no. R 3436
Inset (16 x 23 cm.): Cuba Inset.
Panel art: Atlantic White Flash Plus logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 185.82 (PrCt)

71849 Southern States - Maps - 1936 - Road maps<<<<Road maps
Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi road map ... Deep Rock. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1936].
Authors: Deep Rock Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Verso includes insets of four cities and: Road map, 11th edition, of United States. Plate no. R.3512.
Listed as '36 Sr.' on AE index.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 6.5A (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Southern States - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 79 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Gulf road map of southeastern United States.
Date from RMcN 185 ms index.
Plate no. R.3655.
Inset (19 x 13 cm.): Southern Florida.
Map on verso (38 x 58 cm.): Gulf road map of United States.
Panel art: Gulf sign and filling station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
R McN AE 185.87 (PrCt)

Southern States - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- American Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 44 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm. 'Thirteenth edition.'
Added title: Pure Oil pathfinder for Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi. Plate no. R.3622.
Verso includes eleven city insets.
Listed as '36 Sr.' on AE index.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
R McN AE 6.3A (PrCt)

Southern States - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 77 x 65 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 185 ms index.
Plate no. R. 3547.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
R McN AE 185.87 (PrCt)

Southern States - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Listed as '36 Sr.' on AE index.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
R McN AE 6.22A (PrCt)

Southern States - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Guiding you through Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi : Sovereign Service. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1936].
Authors: Sovereign Service -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Added title: Rand McNally road map of Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi. Plate no. R.3622.
Verso includes insets of four cities and: Rand McNally road map of United States. Plate no. R.3512.
Listed as '36 Sr.' on AE index.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
R McN AE 6.4A (PrCt)

Southern States - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 53 cm. on sheet 71 x 56 cm.
Added title: Texaco road map: Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi. Plate no. R.3311.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
R McN AE 6.1A (PrCt)

Southern States - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 53 cm. on sheet 71 x 56 cm.
Added title: Texaco road map: Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi. Plate no. R.3311.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
R McN AE 6.22A (PrCt)
Happy motoring in Arkansas, Louisiana, and Mississippi dependencies.

In Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company's annual report...

Copyright, 1937, by Poor's Publishing Company.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

Tennessee - Maps - 1936 - Road maps


Added title: Happy motoring in Tennessee and adjoining territory

Map on verso (53 x 78 cm.): Happy motoring in Tennessee and adjoining territory

Panel art: Esso logo.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection

The Esso sign: Standard Oil Company of Louisiana, 1936.

Maps - Roads - Middle West - Maps - 1937 - Railroads


Authors: Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company -- Poor's Publishing Company

1 map: col.; 28 x 21 cm.

Copyright, 1937, by Poor's Publishing Company, N.Y." at bottom left.

Covers region roughly bounded by Colorado, Illinois, Texas, and Mississippi.

In Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company. Annual report... December 31, 1937 [St. Louis?: Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company?, 1938?] at end.

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

5A 7267 (1937 vol. [1]) (PrCt)


Map of Louisville & Nashville Railroad and dependencies. December 31, 1937. Chicago: Poole Bros., 1937 [i.e. 1938].

Authors: Poole Brothers -- Louisville and Nashville Railroad Company -- C.T. Dearing Printing Co. (Louisville, Ky.)

1 map: col.; 41 x 27 cm.

'3-15-'38' --at bottom right.

Plate no.: 2704.

Roughly bounded by Illinois, Pennsylvania, Mississippi, and Florida.


Authors: Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company -- Poor's Publishing Company

1 map: col.; 28 x 21 cm.

Copyright, 1937, by Poor's Publishing Company, N.Y." at bottom left.

Covers region roughly bounded by Colorado, Illinois, Texas, and Mississippi.

In Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company. Annual report... December 31, 1937 [St. Louis?: Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company?, 1938?] at end.

5A 7267 (1937 vol. [1]) (PrCt)


Map showing Missouri-Kansas-Texas lines. N.Y. [New York]: Poor's Publishing Company, 1940.

Authors: Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company -- Poor's Publishing Company

1 map: col.; 28 x 21 cm.

Copyright, 1937, by Poor's Publishing Company, N.Y." at bottom left.

Covers region roughly bounded by Colorado, Illinois, Texas, and Mississippi.

In Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company. Annual report... December 31, 1939 [St. Louis?: Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company?, 1940?] at end.


Authors: Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company -- Poor's Publishing Company

1 map: col.; 28 x 21 cm.

Copyright, 1937, by Poor's Publishing Company, N.Y." at bottom left.

Covers region roughly bounded by Colorado, Illinois, Texas, and Mississippi.

In Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company. Annual report... December 31, 1938 [St. Louis?: Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company?, 1939?] at end.

5A 7267 (1938 vol. [1]) (PrCt)


Map showing Missouri-Kansas-Texas lines. N.Y. [New York]: Poor's Publishing Company, 1940.

Authors: Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company -- Poor's Publishing Company

1 map: col.; 28 x 21 cm.

Copyright, 1937, by Poor's Publishing Company, N.Y." at bottom left.

Covers region roughly bounded by Colorado, Illinois, Texas, and Mississippi.

In Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company. Annual report... December 31, 1940 [St. Louis?: Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company?, 1940?] at end.

5A 7267 (1939 vol. [1]) (PrCt)


Authors: Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company -- Poor's Publishing Company

1 map: col.; 28 x 21 cm.

Copyright, 1937, by Poor's Publishing Company, N.Y." at bottom left.

Covers region roughly bounded by Colorado, Illinois, Texas, and Mississippi.

In Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company. Annual report... December 31, 1937 [St. Louis?: Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company?, 1938?] at end.

5A 7267 (1937 vol. [1]) (PrCt)
Southern States - Maps - 1937
Roads


Authors: Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company -- Poor's Publishing Company

1 map : col. ; 28 x 21 cm.

Copyright, 1937, by Poor's Publishing Company, N.Y.' at bottom left.

Covers region roughly bounded by Colorado, Illinois, Texas, and Mississippi.

In Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company. Annual report ... December 31, 1941 [St. Louis?: Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company?, 1942?] at end.

5A 7267 (1941 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Southern States - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Cuba - Maps - 1937 - Road maps

Atlantic White Flash ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1937].

Authors: Atlantic Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 70 x 54 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Atlantic auto road map of North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, Florida.

Date from RMcN AE 107 ms. index.
Plate no. S.3436.

Inset (17 x 24 cm.): Cuba inset.

Maps on verso (19 x 27 cm. and smaller):


Panel art: Atlantic White Flash logo.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 107.6 (PrCt)

Southern States - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
East (U.S.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps


Authors: Standard Oil Company of Kentucky -- General Drafting Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 59 x 44 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: 1937 Standard Oil road map: Mississippi, Arkansas & Louisiana.

Map on verso (25 x 28): Main roads to Middle Atlantic and Gulf States.

Panel art: Photographs of points of interest.

Handstamped "1937", "copyrighted" and "received Jun 1 - ... Rand McNally & Co. ..."

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 169.27A (PrCt)

Southern States - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Florida - Maps - 1937 - Road maps


Authors: Amoco Oil Company -- American Oil Company -- Amoco McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 54 x 69 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Amoco road map of North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, and adjoining territory.

Date from RMcN AE 107 ms. index.
Plate no. S.3554.

Maps on verso (52 x 36 cm. and smaller): Amoco road map of Florida -- Western Florida -- Road map of Cuba -- Atlantic -- Columbia -- Jacksonville -- Tampa -- Raleigh -- Richmond -- Miami -- West Palm Beach.

Panel art: Amoco logo over pine tree by lake and palm tree by water.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 107.8 (PrCt)

Southern States - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Florida - Maps - 1937 - Road maps

North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, Florida ... Amoco. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1937].

Authors: American Oil Company -- Amoco Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 53 x 68 cm. on sheet 56 x 71 cm.

Added title: American Amoco gas road map of North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia and adjoining territory.

Date from RMcN AE 107 ms. index.
Plate no. S.3554.

Verso includes maps of eight cities and: American Amoco gas road map of Florida.

Includes insets of western Florida and Cuba.

Plate no. S.7.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 17.9A (PrCt)

Southern States - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Florida - Maps - 1937 - Road maps

South eastern states : Pure Oil pathfinder.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1937].
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 57 x 72 cm. on sheet 68 x 75 cm.
Fourteenth edition.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 17.7A (PrCt)

71869 Southern States - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Road maps
South eastern states : Pure Oil pathfinder.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1937].
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 57 x 72 cm. on sheet 68 x 75 cm.
Fourteenth edition.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 17.6X (PrCt)

71870 Southern States - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Road maps
South eastern states : Pure Oil pathfinder ... / compliments of Pure Oil Company of Tennessee ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1937].
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Pure Oil Company of Tennessee SEE Pure Oil Company
1 map : col. ; 57 x 72 cm. "Fourteenth edition."
Panel title.
Added title: Pure Oil pathfinder for south eastern United States: Alabama, Georgia, Mississippi, N. Carolina, S. Carolina, Tennessee, Virginia.
Date from RMcN AE 185 ms. index.
Plate no. S-192.
Map on verso (65 x 62 cm.): Pure Oil pathfinder for Florida.
Panel art: Pure Oil sign and gas station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 185.106 (PrCt)

71871 Southern States - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Kentucky - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Road maps
Texas: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 72 cm. on sheet 71 x 75 cm.
Fourteenth edition.
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 72 cm. on sheet 71 x 75 cm.
Panel no. 3-37.
Added title: Texaco road map: Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi. Plate no. S.3311.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 54.6 (PrCt)

71872 Southern States - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Road maps
South eastern states: Alabama, Georgia, Mississippi, N. Carolina, S. Carolina, Tennessee, Virginia.
Plate no. S.192.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 6.6A (PrCt)

71873 Southern States - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 72 cm. on sheet 71 x 75 cm.
Panel no. 3-37.
Added title: Texaco road map: Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi. Plate no. S.3311.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 6.24A (PrCt)

71874 Southern States - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Road maps
Texaco touring map : Arkansas, Louisiana,
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

1 map : col. ; 68 x 72 cm. on sheet 71 x 75 cm.
Panel no. 12-37.
Added title: Texaco road map: Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi. Plate no. S.3311.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 6.25A (PrCt)

71875 Southern States - Maps - 1937 - Road maps >>>> Mexico - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 63 x 84 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 185 ms. index.
Plate no. S.3745
Inset (18 x 16 cm.): Motor routes to Mexico.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 185.114 (PrCt)

71876 Southern States - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Authors: Deep Rock Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 6.27A (PrCt)

71877 Southern States - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Authors: Deep Rock Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm. on sheet 68 x 50 cm.
Panel annotated T-38.
Added title: Road map, 14th edition: Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi. Plate no. T.3622.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 6.11A (PrCt)

71878 Southern States - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm. on sheet 92 x 46 cm.
Added title: Road map of Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi: Gulf. Plate no. S.3622.
Verso includes inset of New Orleans (plate no. S) and: Road map of Texas, Oklahoma, Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi: Gulf. Plate no. S.3728.
Listed as '36 Sr.' on AE index.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 6.9A (PrCt)

71879 Southern States - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- American Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
'Fourteenth edition.'
Added title: Pure Oil pathfinder for Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi. Plate no. S.3622.
Verso includes four city insets and: Pure Oil pathfinder for United States. Plate no. S.3912.
Listed as '36 Sr.' on AE index.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 6.8A (PrCt)

71880 Southern States - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Shell road map : North Carolina, South Carolina, Florida. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1937?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Gousha Clients 2058 (PrCt)

71881 Southern States - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi : Sinclair road map. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company,
Southern States - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Authors: Sovereign Service -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Verso includes insets of four cities and:
Sovereign Service road map: United States
Plate no. S.3512.
Listed as '36 Sr.' on AE index.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 6.10A (PrCt)

Southern States - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Authors: Esso Standard Oil Company -- Standard Oil Company of Louisiana -- General Drafting Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 59 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Happy motoring in Arkansas, Louisiana, and Mississippi.
Inset (10 x 10 cm.): New Orleans
Map on verso (53 x 78 cm.): Happy motoring in Tennessee and adjoining territory.
Panel art: Esso logo.
Handstamped "1937" and "Copyrighted".
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 169.13A (PrCt)

Southern States - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Map of Louisville & Nashville Railroad and dependencies. December 31, 1938. Chicago : Poole Bros., 1938 [i.e. 1939?].
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Louisville and Nashville Railroad Company -- C.T. Dearing Printing Co. (Louisville, Ky.)
1 map : col. ; 41 x 27 cm.
'3-16-'39' -- at bottom right.
Plate no.: 2704.
Roughly bounded by Illinois, Pennsylvania, Mississippi, and Florida.
In Louisville and Nashville Railroad Company.
5A 7267 (1938 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Southern States - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Authors: Atlantic Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 70 x 54 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Atlantic auto road map of North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, Florida.
Date from RMcN AE 107 ms. index.
Plate no. T.3436.
Inset (17 x 24 cm.): Cuba inset.
Maps on verso (19 x 27 cm. and smaller):
Panel art: Atlantic White Flash logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 107.9 (PrCt)

Southern States - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
East (U.S.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company of Kentucky -- General Drafting Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 59 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: 1938 : Standard Oil road map : Mississippi, Arkansas & Louisiana
Map on verso (25 x 28 cm.): Main roads to Middle Atlantic and Gulf States.
Panel art: Photographs of outdoor activities.
RMcN AE 169.13A (PrCt)
Southern States - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

71887 Southern States - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Florida - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Cuba - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Road maps
North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, Florida: American Amoco gas ... American Oil Co.
Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1938].
Authors: Amoco Oil Company -- American Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 54 x 69 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Amoco road map of North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, and adjoining territory.
Date from RMcN AE 107 ms. index.
Plate no. T.3554.
Maps on verso (52 x 36 cm. and smaller): Amoco road map of Florida -- Western Florida -- Road map of Cuba -- Atlanta -- Columbia -- Jacksonville -- Tampa -- Raleigh -- Richmond -- Miami -- West Palm Beach.
Panel art: Amoco logo over attendant.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 107.14 (PrCt)

71888 Southern States - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Florida - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Road maps
South eastern states: Pure Oil pathfinder ...
Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1938].
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 57 x 72 cm.
Title.
Added title: Southeastern United States: Alabama, Georgia, Mississippi, N. Carolina, S. Carolina, Tennessee, Virginia.
Plate no. T.192
Map on verso (64 x 62 cm.): Florida.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 180.123 (PrCt)

71889 Southern States - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Mexico - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Distrito Federal (Mexico) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
South central states and Mexico: Pure Oil pathfinder ...
Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1938].
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 57 x 72 cm.
Added title: South central United States ...
Plate no. T.3791
Maps on verso (32 x 48 cm. and smaller): Mexico -- Mexico D.F. and vicinity -- Dallas -- New Orleans -- Memphis -- Jackson.
Date from RMcN AE 180 ms. index.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 180.124 (PrCt)

71890 Southern States - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Mexico - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map; 63 x 84 cm.
Plate no. T.3860
Inset (17 x 16 cm.): Motor routes to Mexico.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 180.127 (PrCt)

71891 Southern States - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi info-map : Gulf.
Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi: Gulf. Inset (17 x 16 cm.): Motor routes to Mexico.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 6.30A (PrCt)

71892 Southern States - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Lion motoring guide for Arkansas, Mississippi, Louisiana, parts of Tennessee, Alabama ... Lion Oil Refining Company, El Dorado, Arkansas.
Chicago: H.M. Gousha Co., [1938?].
Authors: Lion Oil Refining Co. (El Dorado, Ark.) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Lion gas station and slogan "stop at the sign of the Lion."
"This map contains: U.S. road map, sectional road map, city maps, points of interest, radio log, car record, and other valuable information." -- title panel.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3153 (PrCt)
Southern States - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Plate no. T.3622.
Annotated T-1938.
Verso blank.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 6.29A (PrCt)

Southern States - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Shell road map : North Carolina, South Carolina, Florida. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1938?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3248 (PrCt)

Southern States - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Added title: Road map: Sinclair: Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi. Plate no. T.3622.
Panel annotated T-38.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 6.26A (PrCt)

Southern States - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Swinging through Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi the Sovereign way : Sovereign Service. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1938].
Authors: Sovereign Service -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Added title: Sovereign Service road map: Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi. Plate no. T.3622.
Verso includes insets of four cities and:

Sovereign Service road map of United States. Plate no. T.3512.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 6.29A (PrCt)

Southern States - Maps - 1939 - Cattle trade
Southern States - Maps - 1939 - Shorthorn cattle
Southern States - Maps - 1939 - Ranches
Southern States - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Official territorial road map : southeastern United States [showing locations of cattle ranches]. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1939].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- American Shorthorn Association -- Shorthorn world and farm magazine -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 78 cm.
Title expanded by cataloger.
"Copyright by the H.M. Gousha Company, Chicago, Ill."
Issued to accompany: Shorthorn world and farm magazine. Supplement to the 1939 buyer's guide (Aurora, Ill. : American Shorthorn Association, August 10, 1939), p. 4-6.
Dozens of unnamed rural sites connected with radiating lines to numbers in the margins; numbers variously bordered by circles, pentagons, and squares, denoting "shorthorn herds", "milking shorthorn herd", and "polled shorthorn", as explained in the magazine.
Keyed to index directory of 694 cattle breeders, their addresses, and the page numbers of their advertisements in the magazine.
Photocopies of accompanying index acquired in 2010 from Texas A & M University and filed with the maps; see also printout of email correspondence from road map collector Curtis Carroll, dated August 21, 2009, and filed as Vert 2054 no. 2
Scale [ca. 1:3,470,000].
Coordinates: (W 104°05'--W 74°50'/N 39°25'--N 24°30').
Plate nos. "464-S.C." and "M-3".
One of five maps covering different U.S. regions. 2 copies.
Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Company Collection (Newberry Library).
mag4F G3701 J5 1939 .G6 sheet 5 of 5 (NLO)

Southern States - Maps - 1939 - Railroads
Great Plains - Maps - 1939 - Railroads
Kansas City Southern Railway - Maps - 1939
The Kansas City Southern Railway Company. Kansas City, Mo. Gallup's Inc., [1939?].
Authors: Kansas City Southern Railway -- Gallup Map Company -- Gallup's Inc. (Kansas City, Mo.)
SEE Gallup Map Company

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1 map : col. ; 28 x 21 cm.
Covers region roughly bounded by Nebraska, Illinois, Texas, and Mississippi.
5A 7267 (1938 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

71902
Southern States - Maps - 1939 - Railroads - Maps
Map of the Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis Railway and connections. [Nashville? Nashville, Chattanooga, and St. Louis Railway?, 1940?]
Authors: Nashville, Chattanooga, and St. Louis Railway?
1 map ; 20 x 27 cm.
'6-29-39' at bottom center.
Added title at bottom left: N.C. & St. L. The Dixie Line.
Plate no.: 4225-A.
Covers region roughly bounded by Missouri, Kentucky, Mississippi, and Georgia.
5A 7267 (1942 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

71903
Southern States - Maps - 1939 - Railroads - Maps
Map of the Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis Railway and connections. [Nashville? Nashville, Chattanooga, and St. Louis Railway?, 1939, i.e. 1945?].
Authors: Nashville, Chattanooga, and St. Louis Railway
1 map ; 20 x 27 cm.
'6-29-39' at bottom center.
Added title at bottom left: N.C. & St. L. The Dixie Line.
Plate no.: 4225-A.
Covers region roughly bounded by Missouri, Kentucky, Mississippi, and Georgia.
In Nashville, Chattanooga, and St. Louis Railway. Ninety-third report ... December 31, 1943 [Nashville?: Nashville, Chattanooga, and St. Louis Railway?, 1944?] at end.
5A 7267 (1943 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

71904
Southern States - Maps - 1939 - Railroads - Maps
Map of the Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis Railway and connections. [Nashville? Nashville, Chattanooga, and St. Louis Railway?, 1943, i.e. 1945?].
Authors: Nashville, Chattanooga, and St. Louis Railway
1 map ; 20 x 27 cm.
'6-29-39' at bottom center.
Added title at bottom left: N.C. & St. L. The Dixie Line.
Plate no.: 4225-A.
Covers region roughly bounded by Missouri, Kentucky, Mississippi, and Georgia.
In Nashville, Chattanooga, and St. Louis Railway. Ninety-fourth report ... December 31, 1944 [Nashville?: Nashville, Chattanooga, and St. Louis Railway?, 1945?] at end.
5A 7267 (1944 vol. [3]) (PrCt)
Southern States - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Authors: Deep Rock Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Panel annotated 'U-39.'
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Southern States - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Authors: Golden State Automobile Club -- Automobile Dealers of California -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Golden State Automobile Club logo, slogan "owned and operated by the Automobile Dealers of California", car, outdoor recreation scenes.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Southern States - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 42 cm. on sheet 92 x 46 cm.
Verso includes inset of New Orleans (plate no. U) and: Road map of Texas, Oklahoma, Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi: Gulf. Plate no. U.3939.
Panel annotated 'U-39.'
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Southern States - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Road map of Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi : En-Ar-Co White Rose dealer. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1939].
Authors: National Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 42 cm. on sheet 68 x 50 cm.
Added title: Road map of Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi by National.
Added title: En-Ar-Co road map of Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi. Plate no. U.3622.
Verso includes four city insets and: En-Ar-Co road map of United States. Plate no. U.3512.
Panel annotated 'U-39.'
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Southern States - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Road map of Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi : Pure. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1939].
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Plate no. U.3622.
Panel annotated 'U-39.'
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Southern States - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 42 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Plate no. U.3622.
Annotated 'U-39.'
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
71923 Southern States - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

71924 Southern States - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

71925 Southern States - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

71926 Southern States - Maps - 1939 - Road maps


Southern States - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 63 x 84 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 180 ms. index.
Plate no. V. 4007.
Map on verso (84 x 47 cm.): Rand McNally road map : western United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 180.157 (PrCt)

Southern States - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 63 x 84 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 180 ms. index.
Plate no. V. 4007.
Map on verso (64 x 62 cm. and 11 x 16 cm.): Florida -- Western Florida.
Panel art: Pure compass rose logo with cartoon figures.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 180.151 (PrCt)

Southern States - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Authors: Golden State Automobile Club -- Automobile Dealers of California -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Golden State Automobile Club logo, slogan "owned and operated by the Automobile Dealers of California", car, outdoor recreation scenes.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3793 (PrCt)

Southern States - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 42 cm. on sheet 92 x 46 cm.
Added title: Gulf Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi info-map. Plate no. V.3622.
Verso includes inset of New Orleans (plate no. V) and: Road map of Texas, Oklahoma, Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi: Gulf. Plate no. V.4009 (5).
Panel annotated ’V-40.’
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 6.41A (PrCt)

Southern States - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Highway map of Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi : Johnson 'Time Tells' Products. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1940].
Authors: Johnson Oil Refining Co. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Added title: Johnson highway map of Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi. Plate no. V.3622.
Verso includes four city insets and: Johnson highway map of United States. Plate no. V.3512.
Panel annotated ’V-40.’

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Southern States - Maps - 1940 - Road maps

Motoring guide: Arkansas, Mississippi, Louisiana and parts of Tennessee, Alabama, Missouri, Kentucky... / Lion Oil Refining Company, El Dorado, Arkansas.

Chicago: H.M. Gousha Co., [1940].

Authors: Lion Oil Refining Co. (El Dorado, Ark.) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map: col.; folded to 21 x 10 cm.

Panel title.

Panel art: Lion sign.

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 3801 (PrCt)

Southern States - Maps - 1940 - Road maps

Motoring guide: Arkansas, Mississippi, Louisiana and parts of Tennessee, Alabama... / Lion Oil Refining Company, El Dorado, Arkansas.

Chicago: H.M. Gousha Co., [1940].

Authors: Lion Oil Refining Co. (El Dorado, Ark.) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map: col.; folded to 21 x 10 cm.

Panel title.

Panel art: Lion sign.

Editor's copy (?): Large and irregular area spanning parts of northern Mississippi, northwestern Alabama, western Tennessee, and the Missouri Bootheel carefully outlined in blue wax pencil and masking tape.

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 3802 (PrCt)

Southern States - Maps - 1940 - Road maps


Authors: National Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map: col.; 65 x 43 cm. on sheet 68 x 50 cm.

Added title: The National Refining Company road map of Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi. Plate no. V.3622.

Verso includes four city insets and: the National Refining Company road map of United States. Plate no. V.3512.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 6.464A (PrCt)

Southern States - Maps - 1940 - Road maps


Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map: col.; 65 x 43 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.

Plate no. V.3622.

Verso includes four city insets and: United States: Pure. Plate no. V.3512.

Panel annotated 'V-40.'

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 6.454A (PrCt)
Added title: Ride with Richfield in southeastern United States.
Date from RMcN AE 183 ms. index.
Plate no. V. 4007.
Maps on verso (31 x 47 cm. and 11 x 13 cm.):
Ride with Richfield in United States -- Richmond, Va.
Panel art: Woman motorist with dog.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 183.3 (PrCt)

71949 Southern States - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Shell map of North Carolina, South Carolina, Florida. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1940?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: North Carolina, South Carolina, Florida.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3894 (PrCt)

71950 Southern States - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi : Sinclair road map. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1940].
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Added title: Road map: Sinclair: Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi. Plate no. V.3622.
Panel annotated 'V-40.'
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 6.43A (PrCt)

71951 Southern States - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Highway map : south central section of the United States ... / compliments of Standard Oil Company of Indiana. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1940?].
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: cars, gas pumps, and "Standard Service" sign.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

71952 Southern States - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Authors: Amoco Oil Company -- American Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 54 x 69 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Road map of North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, and adjoining territory:
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3987 (PrCt)

71953 Southern States - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Authors: American Oil Company -- Amoco Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 68 cm. on sheet 56 x 71 cm.
Panel no. A.O.C. 441.
Added title: Road map of North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia and adjoining territory:
Verso includes maps of eight cities and: Road map of Florida: American Amoco gas. Includes insets of western Florida and Cuba. Plate no. W.3621.
Annotated '42.'
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 22.3 (PrCt)

71954 Southern States - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Louisville and Nashville Railroad Company -- C.T. Dearing Printing Co. (Louisville, Ky.)
1 map : col. ; 41 x 27 cm.
'3-16-'42' -- at bottom right.
Title in upper margin.
Plate no.: 2704.
Roughly bounded by Illinois, Pennsylvania, Mississippi, and Florida.
5A 7267 (1941 vol. [1]) (PrCt)
Amoco.
Date from RMcN AE 107 ms. index.
Plate no. W. 3554.
Maps on verso (52 x 36 cm. and smaller): Road map of Florida -- Cuba -- Florida : western section -- Atlanta -- Columbia -- Jacksonville -- Tampa -- Raleigh -- Richmond -- Miami -- West Palm Beach.
Panel art: Amoco logo over map of eastern U.S.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 107.33 (PrCt)**

71955 Southern States - Maps - 1941 - Road maps&lt;&gt;&lt;&gt;Florida - Maps - 1941 - Road maps&lt;&lt;&lt;Road maps
South eastern states ... the Pure Oil pathfinder.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1941].
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 57 x 72 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Southeastern United States : Alabama, Georgia, Mississippi, North Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessee, Virginia.
Plate no. W. 192.
Map on verso (64 x 62 cm.): Florida.
Panel art: Pure compass rose logo with cartoon figures.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 183.40 (PrCt)**

71956 Southern States - Maps - 1941 - Road maps&lt;&lt;&lt;Florida - Maps - 1941 - Road maps&lt;&lt;&lt;Road maps
South eastern states : the Pure Oil pathfinder / compliments of your friendly neighbor, the Pure Oil dealer.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1941].
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 57 x 71 cm., folded to 23 x 13 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Southeastern United States : Alabama, Georgia, Mississippi, North Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessee, Virginia.
Plate no. W.192.
Map on verso (64 x 63 cm.): Florida.
Panel art: Pure Oil Company logo and compass rose; whimsical illustrations of people.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
**RMcN Clients 2208 (PrCt)**

71957 Southern States - Maps - 1941 - Road maps&lt;&lt;&lt;Great Plains - Maps - 1941 - Road maps&lt;&lt;&lt;Road maps
South central United States ... / the Automobile Club of America, Inc. ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1941?].
Authors: Automobile Club of America -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: drawing of a car and Automobile Club of America logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
**Gousha Clients 4024 (PrCt)**

71958 Southern States - Maps - 1941 - Road maps&lt;&lt;&lt;Great Plains - Maps - 1941 - Road maps&lt;&lt;&lt;Road maps
Highway map : south central section of the United States / compliments of Standard Oil Company of Indiana.
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1941?].
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: cars, gas pumps, and "Standard Service" sign.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
**Gousha Clients 4310 (PrCt)**

71959 Southern States - Maps - 1941 - Road maps&lt;&lt;&lt;Mexico - Maps - 1941 - Road maps&lt;&lt;&lt;Road maps
Rand McNally road map : southeastern United States.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [1941].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 63 x 84 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 180 ms. index.
Plate no. V. 4118.
Inset (17 x 16 cm.): Motor routes to Mexico.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 180.165 (PrCt)**

71960 Southern States - Maps - 1941 - Road maps&lt;&lt;&lt;Mexico - Maps - 1941 - Road maps&lt;&lt;&lt;Road maps
Rand McNally road map : southeastern United States.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [1941].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 63 x 84 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 183 ms. index.
Plate no. W. 4118.
Inset (17 x 16 cm.): Motor routes to Mexico.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 183.41 (PrCt)**

71961 Southern States - Maps - 1941 - Road maps&lt;&lt;&lt;Road maps
Rand McNally road map : southeastern United States.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [1941].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 63 x 84 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 183 ms. index.
Plate no. W. 4118.
Inset (17 x 16 cm.): Motor routes to Mexico.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 183.41 (PrCt)**

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

71962 Southern States - Maps - 1941 - Road maps

Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

71963 Southern States - Maps - 1941 - Road maps

Highway map of Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi : Johnson 'Time Tells' Products. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1941].
Authors: Johnson Oil Refining Co. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

71964 Southern States - Maps - 1941 - Road maps

Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

71965 Southern States - Maps - 1941 - Road maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

71966 Southern States - Maps - 1941 - Road maps

Shell map of North Carolina, South Carolina, Florida. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1941].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

71967 Southern States - Maps - 1941 - Road maps

Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

71968 Southern States - Maps - 1942 - Railroads

Great Plains - Maps - 1942 - Railroads

Kansas City Southern Railway -
Maps - 1942 Louisana and Arkansas Railway Co. - Maps - 1942 Railroads - Maps


5A 7267 (1941 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

71972 Southern States - Maps - 1942 - Road maps Florida - Maps - 1942 - Road maps


RMcN AE 18.2A (PrCt)

71973 Southern States - Maps - 1942 - Road maps Florida - Maps - 1942 - Road maps


RMcN AE 105.4 (PrCt)
Southern States - Maps - 1942 - Road maps

71974 Southern States - Maps - 1942 - Road maps

Motoring guide : south central section of the United States / Lion Oil Refining Company, El Dorado, Arkansas. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1942?].

Authors: Lion Oil Refining Co. (El Dorado, Ark.) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Panel art: Lion sign, line of marching cartoon mechanics, and slogan "Lion dealers are eager to help solve your travel problems."

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 4478 (PrCt)

71975 Southern States - Maps - 1942 - Road maps

Highway map : south central section of the United States / compliments of Standard Oil Company of Indiana. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1942?].

Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Panel art: cars, gas pumps, "Standard Service" sign, and statement "help national defense, conserve paper ...".

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 4634 (PrCt)

71976 Southern States - Maps - 1942 - Road maps


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 63 x 84 cm.

Date from RMcN AE 187 ms. index.

Plate no. X.4200.

Inset (16 x 15 cm.): Motor routes to Mexico.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 187.20 (PrCt)

71977 Southern States - Maps - 1942 - Road maps


Authors: Atlantic Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 65 x 50 cm. on sheet 68 x 54 cm.

Added title: Atlantic auto road map of North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, Florida. Plate no. X.3436.

Includes inset of Cuba.

Verso includes maps of thirteen cities.

Annotated '42.'

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 18.3A (PrCt)

71978 Southern States - Maps - 1942 - Road maps


Authors: Atlantic Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 65 x 50 cm. on sheet 68 x 54 cm.

Panel art: Attendant showing map directions to woman in car.

Added title: Atlantic auto road map of North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, Florida. Plate no. X.3436.

Includes inset of Cuba.

Verso includes maps of thirteen cities.

Annotated '42.'

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 22.4 (PrCt)

71979 Southern States - Maps - 1942 - Road maps


Authors: Atlantic Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 66 x 52 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Atlantic auto road map of North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, Florida. Date from RMcN AE 105 ms. index.

Plate no. X.3436.

Inset (16 x 23 cm.): Cuba inset.

Maps on verso (18 x 17 cm. and smaller):


Panel art: Atlantic employee giving woman directions.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 105.2 (PrCt)
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 65 x 42 cm. on sheet 92 x 46 cm.
Added title: Gulf: Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi info-map. Plate no. X.3622.
Verso includes inset of New Orleans and: Road map of Texas, Oklahoma, Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi: Gulf. Plate no. X. 4201 (5).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 5.2 (PrCt)

71984 Southern States - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Shell map of North Carolina, South Carolina, Florida. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1942?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: North Carolina, South Carolina, Florida.
Panel art: Shell logo, statement "all points of military interest have been removed voluntarily from this map and index" and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Gousha Clients 4573 (PrCt)

71985 Southern States - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 65 x 42 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Added title: Sinclair: Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi. Plate no. X.4089.
Annotated '42.'
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 5.6 (PrCt)

71986 Southern States - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: outdoor recreation scenes, car, Veedol motor oil logo and slogan "oil is ammunition, use it wisely."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Gousha Clients 4662 (PrCt)

71987 Southern States - Maps - 1943 - Railroads
Great Plains - Maps - 1943 - Railroads
Kansas City Southern Railway - Maps - 1943
Louisiana and Arkansas Map.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Railway Co. - Maps - 1943<<>>Railroads - Maps
Map showing Kansas City Southern and Louisiana & Arkansas lines. Kansas City, Mo. Gallup's Inc., [1943?].
Authors: Kansas City Southern Railway -- Louisiana and Arkansas Railway Co. -- Gallup Map Company
1 map ; 28 x 20 cm.
'Copyright Gallup's Inc., Kansas City, MO.' in lower left corner.
Trimmed at top.
Covers region roughly bounded by Nebraska, Illinois, Texas, and Mississippi.
In Kansas City Southern Railway. Financial and operating statistics of the Kansas City Southern Railway Company ... December 31, 1942 [New York?: Kansas City Southern Railway?, 1943?] inside back cover.
5A 7267 (1942 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

The Rebel Route. [Mobile, Alabama? Gulf, Mobile and Ohio Railroad Company? , 1943?].
Authors: Gulf, Mobile and Ohio Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 22 x 17 cm.
Includes color-coded key to GM&O RR bus, truck and railroad routes.
Covers region roughly bounded by Missouri, Kentucky, Louisiana, and Florida.
In Gulf, Mobile and Ohio Railroad Company. Third annual report ... December 31, 1942 [Mobile, Ala.? : Gulf, Mobile and Ohio Railroad Co.?, 1943?] p. 31.
5A 7267 (1942 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Detail of rehabilitation : Katy Lines. St. Louis? Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company?, 1943?]
Authors: Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company
1 map : col. ; 57 x 41 cm.
Details maintenance and repair of assorted MK & T facilities between St. Louis, San Antonio, and Galveston 'completed 1942 to date.'
In Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company. Preliminary annual report ... 1942 [St. Louis?: Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company?, 1943?] at end.
5A 7267 (1942 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Southern States - Maps - 1943 - Railroads - Middle West - Maps - 1943 - Railroads - Louisville and Nashville
Railroad Company - Maps - 1943<<>>Railroads - Maps
Map of Louisville & Nashville Railroad and dependencies. December 31, 1943. Chicago : Poole Bros., 1943 [i.e. 1944?].
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Louisville and Nashville Railroad Company -- C.T. Dearing Printing Co. (Louisville, Ky.)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 28 cm.
'3-14-'44' -- at bottom right.
Title in upper margin.
Plate no.: 2704.
Roughly bounded by Illinois, Pennsylvania, Mississippi, and Florida.
5A 7267 (1943 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Net ton miles traffic density [on the Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway]. [St. Louis? Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company?, 1943?].
Authors: Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company -- Katy (Railroad) SEE Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company
1 map : col. ; 29 x 22 cm.
Includes statistical notes on freight carried in 1941 and 1942.
Printed on a photomontage background of the principal 'Katy' (i.e. Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway) industrial centres.
Covers region roughly bounded by Kansas, Missouri, Texas, and Arkansas.
In Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company. Preliminary annual report ... 1942 [St. Louis?: Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company?, 1943?] p. [4-5].
5A 7267 (1942 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Southern States - Maps - 1943 - Road maps - Pennsylvania Turnpike (Pa.) - Maps - 1943 - Delaware River (N.Y.-Del. and N.J.) - Maps - 1943 - Road maps - Southwestern States - Maps - 1943 - Road maps
Texaco touring service trip map of southern United States ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1943].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 85 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco trip map of southeastern United States.
Date from RMcN 187 ms. index.
Includes table of "state and federal gasoline taxes as of 2nd Jan., 1943."
Plate no. Y. 4066 (A).
Insets (10 x 17 cm, and smaller): St. Louis and vicinity -- Pennsylvania Turnpike -- Chicago and vicinity -- Kansas City (Kans. - Mo.) and vicinity -- Delaware River crossings.
Maps on verso (68 x 85 cm, and smaller): Texaco trip map of southwestern United States -- Los Angeles and vicinity -- Southern Texas.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

71993 Southern States - Maps - 1943 - Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 42 cm. on sheet 92 x 46 cm.
Added title: Gulf: Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi info-map. Plate no. Y.3622.
Verso includes inset of New Orleans and: Road map of Texas, Oklahoma, Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi: Gulf. Plate no. Y.4201 (5).
'Form S. P. 1825-B.'
Annotated '43.'
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

71994 Southern States - Maps - 1944 - Railroads
Great Plains - Maps - 1944 - Railroads
Map showing Kansas City Southern and Louisiana & Arkansas lines. Kansas City, Mo. Gallup's Inc., [1944?].
Authors: Kansas City Southern Railway -- Louisiana and Arkansas Railway Co. -- Gallup Map Company
1 map ; 29 x 21 cm.
'Copyright Gallup's Inc., Kansas City, MO.' in lower left corner.
Trimmed at top.
Covers region roughly bounded by Nebraska, Illinois, Texas, and Mississippi.
In Kansas City Southern Railway. Financial and operating statistics of the Kansas City Southern Railway Company ... December 31, 1943 [New York?: Kansas City Southern Railway?, 1944?] p. [35].

71995 Southern States - Maps - 1944 - Railroads
Gulf, Mobile and Ohio Railroad Company - Maps - 1944 - Railroads - Maps
The Rebel Route. [Mobile, Alabama? Gulf, Mobile and Ohio Railroad Company?, 1944?]. Authors: Gulf, Mobile and Ohio Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 23 x 18 cm.
Includes color-coded key to GM&O RR bus, truck and railroad routes.
Covers region roughly bounded by Missouri, Kentucky, Louisiana, and Florida.
In Gulf, Mobile and Ohio Railroad Company. Fourth annual report ... December 31, 1943 [Mobile, Ala.? Gulf, Mobile and Ohio Railroad Co., 1944?] p. 31.
5A 7267 (1943 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

71996 Southern States - Maps - 1944 - Railroads - Maintenance and repair
Middle West - Maps - 1944 - Railroads - Maintenance and repair
Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company - Maps - 1944 - Maintenance and repair
Authors: Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company
1 map : col. ; 57 x 41 cm.
Incomplete; upper section of map detached; full title derived from earlier edition (see 5A 7267 (1942 vol. [1]))
Includes legend for 'Katy Lines rehabilitation program condensed progress chart.'
Details 'work completed 1943' on assorted MK & T facilities between Kansas City, St. Louis, San Antonio, and Galveston.
In Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company. Annual report to the stockholders, 1943 [St. Louis?: Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company?, 1944?] at end.
5A 7267 (1943 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

71997 Southern States - Maps - 1944 - Railroads
Middle West - Maps - 1944 - Railroads
Louisville and Nashville Railroad Company - Maps - 1944 - Railroads - Maps
Map of Louisville & Nashville Railroad and dependencies, December 31, 1944. Chicago : Poole Bros., 1944 [i.e. 1945?].
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Louisville and Nashville Railroad Company -- C.T. Dearing Printing Co. (Louisville, Ky.)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 27 cm.
'3-12-'45' --at bottom right.
Title in upper margin.
Plate no.: 2704.
Roughly bounded by Illinois, Pennsylvania, Mississippi, and Florida.
5A 7267 (1944 vol. [1]) (PrCt)
71998 Southern States - Maps - 1944 - Road maps
Authors: R. Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 42 cm. on sheet 92 x 46 cm. On panel: Form S. P. 1825-B.
Added title: Gulf: Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi info-map. Plate no. Z.3622-1.
Verso includes inset of New Orleans and: Road map of Texas, Oklahoma, Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi: Gulf. Plate no. Z. 4201 (5).
Annotated '44.'
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 5.8 (PrCt)

71999 Southern States - Maps - 1944 - Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 42 cm. on sheet 92 x 46 cm. On panel: Form S. P. 1825-B.
Added title: Gulf: Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi info-map. Plate no. Z.3622.
Verso includes inset of New Orleans and: Road map of Texas, Oklahoma, Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi: Gulf. Plate no. Z. 4201 (5).
Annotated '44.'
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 5.9 (PrCt)

72000 Southern States - Maps - 1945 - Railroads - Freight and freightage - Statistics
Middle West - Maps - 1945 - Railroads - Freight and freightage - Statistics
Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company - Maps - 1945 Statistical maps Railroads - Maps
Traffic density [on the Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway]. New York : H. H. Copeland & Son, [1945?].
Authors: Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company -- H.H. Copeland and Son (Firm) -- Copeland (H. H.) and Son SEE H.H. Copeland and Son (Firm)
1 map : col. ; 23 x 21 cm. 'Acknowledgment is made to H. H. Copeland & Son, New York, for their cooperation.'
Combined statistical chart and summary route map.
Covers region roughly bounded Kansas City, St. Louis, San Antonio, and Galveston.
5A 7267 (1944 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

72001 Southern States - Maps - 1945 - Railroads
Great Plains - Maps - 1945 - Railroads
Kansas City Southern Railway - Maps - 1945
Louisiana and Arkansas Railway Co. - Maps - 1945 Railroads - Maps
Map showing Kansas City Southern and Louisiana & Arkansas lines. Kansas City, Mo. Gallup's Inc., [1945?].
Authors: Kansas City Southern Railway -- Louisiana and Arkansas Railway Co. -- Gallup Map Company
1 map ; 28 x 20 cm. 'Copyright Gallup's Inc., Kansas City, MO.' in lower left corner.
Covers region roughly bounded by Nebraska, Illinois, Texas, and Mississippi.
In Kansas City Southern Railway. Forty-fifth annual report of the Kansas City Southern Railway Company ... December 31, 1944 [New York?: Kansas City Southern Railway?, 1945?] p. [40].
5A 7267 (1944 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

72002 Southern States - Maps - 1945 - Railroads
Great Plains - Maps - 1945 - Railroads
Kansas City Southern Railway - Maps - 1945
Louisiana and Arkansas Railway Co. - Maps - 1945 Railroads - Maps
Authors: Kansas City Southern Railway
1 map : col. ; 19 x 19 cm. Includes lists of commodities and mineral resources.
Covers region roughly bounded by Kansas, Missouri, Texas and Louisiana.
In Kansas City Southern Railway. Forty-fifth annual report of the Kansas City Southern Railway Company ... December 31, 1944 [New York?: Kansas City Southern Railway?, 1945?] back cover.
5A 7267 (1944 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

72003 Southern States - Maps - 1945 - Railroads
Gulf, Mobile and Ohio Railroad Company - Maps - 1945 - Railroads - Maps
The Rebel Route. [Mobile, Alabama? Gulf, Mobile and Ohio Railroad Company?, 1945?].
Authors: Gulf, Mobile and Ohio Railroad Company
1 map ; 7 x 4 cm. Covers region roughly bounded by St. Louis, New Orleans and Montgomery.
In Gulf, Mobile and Ohio Railroad Company. Fifth annual report ... December 31, 1944 [Mobile, Ala.? : Gulf, Mobile and Ohio Railroad Co.?, 1945?] on front cover.
5A 7267 (1944 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

The Rebel Route. [Mobile, Alabama? Gulf, Mobile and Ohio Railroad Company?, 1945?].
Authors: Gulf, Mobile and Ohio Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 22 x 17 cm.
Includes color-coded key to GM&O RR bus, truck and railroad routes.
Covers region roughly bounded by Missouri, Kentucky, Louisiana, and Florida.
In Gulf, Mobile and Ohio Railroad Company. Fifth annual report ... December 31, 1944 [Mobile, Ala.? : Gulf, Mobile and Ohio Railroad Co.?, 1945?] p. 33.
5A 7267 (1944 vol. [1]) (PrCt)


Rehabilitation : Katy Lines. [St. Louis? Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company? , 1945?].
Authors: Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company
1 map : col. ; 60 x 44 cm.
Includes legend 'Katy Lines rehabilitation program condensed progress chart."
Details 'work completed 1944' on assorted MK & T facilities between Kansas City, St. Louis, San Antonio, and Galveston.
In Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company. Annual report to the stockholders, 1944 [St. Louis?: Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company?, 1945?] between p. 22 and 23.
5A 7267 (1944 vol. [2]) (PrCt)


Map of Louisville & Nashville Railroad and dependencies, December 31, 1945. Chicago : Poole Bros., 1945 [i.e. 1946?].
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Louisville and Nashville Railroad Company -- C.T. Dearing Printing Co. (Louisville, Ky.)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 28 cm.
'3-14-'46 --at bottom right.
Title in upper margin.
Plate no.: 2704.
Roughly bounded by Illinois, Pennsylvania, Mississippi, and Florida.
5A 7267 (1945 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

72007  Southern States - Maps - 1945 - Road maps<<>>Florida - Maps - 1945 - Road maps<<>>Road maps

South eastern states ... Pure Oil road map / compliments of your friendly neighbor the Pure Oil dealer. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1945].
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 57 x 72 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Southeastern United States : Alabama, Georgia, Mississippi, North Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessee, Virginia.
Date from RMcN AE 187 ms. index.
Plate no. 45192.
Map on verso (64 x 72 cm.): Florida.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 187.43 (PrCt)

72008  Southern States - Maps - 1945 - Road maps<<>>Kentucky - Maps - 1945 - Road maps<<>>Tennessee - Maps - 1945 - Road maps<<>>Road maps

Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi with Kentucky, Tennessee : Texaco. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1945?].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 52 cm. on sheet 82 x 59 cm.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Panel no. 115.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi. Cartouche no. 11 Plate no. 454420.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 53.11 (PrCt)

72009  Southern States - Maps - 1945 - Road maps<<>>Kentucky - Maps - 1945 - Road maps<<>>Tennessee - Maps - 1945 - Road maps<<>>Road maps

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 52 cm. on sheet 82 x 59 cm.
Panel no. 115.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi. Plate no. 454420.
On verso: Texaco touring map of Kentucky, Tennessee. Plate no. Z.4421.
Annotated '45.'
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

RMcN AE 5.12 (PrCt)

72010 Southern States - Maps - 1945 - Road maps
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Added title: Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi. Plate no. 453622.
Annotated '45.'
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 5.11 (PrCt)

72011 Southern States - Maps - 1945 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Plate no. 453622.
Annotated '45.'
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 5.10 (PrCt)

72012 Southern States - Maps - 1946 - Railroads
Great Plains - Maps - 1946 - Railroads
Kansas City Southern Railway - Maps - 1946 - Railroads - Maps
Kansas City Southern and Louisiana & Arkansas lines. Kansas City, Mo. Gallup's Inc., [1946?].
Authors: Kansas City Southern Railway -- Gallup Map Company
1 map : 28 x 21 cm.
Copyright Gallup's Inc., Kansas City, Mo., in lower left corner.
Covers region roughly bounded by Nebraska, Illinois, Texas, and Mississippi.
5A 7267 (1945 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

72013 Southern States - Maps - 1946 - Railroads
Great Plains - Maps - 1946 - Railroads
Kansas City Southern Railway - Maps - 1946 - Railroads - Maps
Kansas City Southern lines : vital link in the all-American chain. [Kansas City, Mo. Kansas City Southern Railway?, 1946?].
Authors: Kansas City Southern Railway
1 map : col. ; 29 x 21 cm.
Title at bottom.
Added title: Short-cut to the Gulf ... the road to new markets!
Summary route map.
Covers region roughly bounded by Kansas, Missouri, Texas, and Louisiana.
5A 7267 (1945 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

72014 Southern States - Maps - 1946 - Railroads
Gulf, Mobile and Ohio Railroad Company - Maps - 1946 - Railroads - Maps
Authors: Gulf, Mobile and Ohio Railroad Company -- Scott, R. J., fl. 1945
1 map : col. ; 22 x 17 cm.
Includes color-coded key to GM&O RR bus, truck and railroad routes.
Covers region roughly bounded by Missouri, Kentucky, Louisiana, and Florida.
In Gulf, Mobile and Ohio Railroad Company.
Sixth annual report ... December 31, 1945 [Mobile, Ala.? : Gulf, Mobile and Ohio Railroad Co.? , 1946?] p. 32.
5A 7267 (1945 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

72015 Southern States - Maps - 1946 - Railroads
Middle West - Maps - 1946 - Railroads
Louisville and Nashville Railroad Company - Maps - 1946 - Railroads - Maps
Map of Louisville & Nashville Railroad and dependencies, December 31, 1946. Chicago : Poole Bros., [1946] [i.e. 1947?].
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Louisville and Nashville Railroad Company -- C.T. Dearing Printing Co. (Louisville, Ky.)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 28 cm.
3'-14-'47' --at bottom right.
Title in upper margin.
Plate no.: 2704.
Roughly bounded by Illinois, Pennsylvania, Mississippi, and Florida.
In Louisville and Nashville Railroad Company.
5A 7267 (1946 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

72016 Southern States - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Florida - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
South eastern states : Pure Oil trip map ... / compliments of your Pure Oil dealer. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1946].
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 57 x 72 cm.
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
72017 Southern States - Maps - 1946 - Road maps - Great Plains - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Motoring guide: south central section of the United States ... / issued May 1946 by Lion Oil Refining Company, El Dorado, Arkansas.
Chicago: H.M. Gousha Co., 1946.
Authors: Lion Oil Refining Co. (El Dorado, Ark.) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Lion sign, line of marching cartoon mechanics, and slogan "Lion dealers are eager to help solve your travel problems."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4797 (PrCt)

72018 Southern States - Maps - 1946 - Road maps - Great Plains - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Tour south central United States with Skelly: see America now / courtesy of Skelly Oil Company, U.S.A.
Chicago: H.M. Gousha Co., 1946.
Authors: Skelly Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Skelly sign, stars and profiles of cars.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4935 (PrCt)

72019 Southern States - Maps - 1946 - Road maps - Great Plains - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Highway map: south central United States ... / compliments of Standard Oil Company (Indiana).
Chicago: H.M. Gousha Co., [1946?].
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4958 (PrCt)

72020 Southern States - Maps - 1946 - Road maps - Kentucky - Maps - 1946 - Road maps - Tennessee - Maps - 1946 - Road maps - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 68 x 52 cm. on sheet 82 x 59 cm.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Panel no. 16.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi. Cartouche no. 11. Plate no. 6-4420-2.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 53.16 (PrCt)

72021 Southern States - Maps - 1946 - Road maps - Kentucky - Maps - 1946 - Road maps - Tennessee - Maps - 1946 - Road maps - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 68 x 52 cm. on sheet 82 x 59 cm.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Panel no. 106.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi. Cartouche no. 11. Plate no. 6-4420-5.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 53.18 (PrCt)

72022 Southern States - Maps - 1946 - Road maps - Kentucky - Maps - 1946 - Road maps - Tennessee - Maps - 1946 - Road maps - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 67 x 52 cm. on sheet 82 x 59 cm.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Panel no. 96.
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi. Cartouche no. 11. Plate no. 6-4420-4.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 5.19 (PrCt)

Southern States - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 67 x 52 cm. on sheet 82 x 59 cm. Panel no. 106.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi. Plate no. 6-4420-5.
On verso: Texaco touring map of Kentucky, Tennessee. Plate no. 6-4421-6.
Annotated '46.'
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 5.17 (PrCt)

Southern States - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 67 x 52 cm. on sheet 82 x 59 cm. Panel no. 106.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi. Plate no. 6-4420-5.
On verso: Texaco touring map of Kentucky, Tennessee. Plate no. 6-4421-6.
Annotated '46.'
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 5.18 (PrCt)

Southern States - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 67 x 52 cm. on sheet 82 x 59 cm. Panel no. 106.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi. Plate no. 6-4420-5.
On verso: Texaco touring map of Kentucky, Tennessee. Plate no. 6-4421-6.
Annotated '46.'
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 5.19 (PrCt)

Southern States - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Authors: Atlantic Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 67 x 52 cm. on sheet 82 x 59 cm. Panel no. 106.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi. Plate no. 6-4420-5.
On verso: Texaco touring map of Kentucky, Tennessee. Plate no. 6-4421-6.
Annotated '46.'
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 5.18 (PrCt)
Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, Florida.
Date from RMcN AE 105 ms. index.
Plate no. 6-423436-1.
Inset (15 x 22 cm.): Cuba.
Maps on verso (17 x 16 cm. and smaller):
Raleigh -- Charlotte -- Miami -- Savannah --
Atlanta -- Augusta -- Brunswick -- Columbia --
Macon -- Greensboro -- Winston-Salem -- Tampa
-- Jacksonville -- West Palm Beach.
Panel art: Atlantic attendant waving at family in
car.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMCN AE 105.17 (PrCt)

72029 Southern States - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Georgina, North Carolina, South Carolina, Florida :
Atlantic. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company,
[1946].
Authors: Atlantic Refining Company -- Rand
McNally and Company -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 51 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Atlantic auto road map of North
Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, Florida.
Plate no. 6-423436-2.
Inset (16 x 22 cm.): Cuba inset.
Maps on verso (17 x 16 cm. and smaller):
Raleigh -- Charlotte -- Miami -- Savannah --
Atlanta -- Augusta -- Brunswick -- Columbia --
Macon -- Greensboro -- Winston-Salem -- Tampa
-- Jacksonville -- West Palm Beach.
Panel art: Atlantic gas station attendant waving at
car.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMCN AE 188.14 (PrCt)

72030 Southern States - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi and south
central United States : Pure Oil trip map. Chicago :
Rand McNally & Company, [1946].
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and
Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm. on sheet 68 x 50 cm.
Added title: Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi.
Plate no. 6-423622-2.
Verso includes untitled map of the southern and
mid-western United States. Plate no.
463785V(4).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMCN AE 5.22 (PrCt)

72031 Southern States - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi : Rand McNally
road map. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company,
[1946].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 42 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Plate no. 463622V.
On verso: Rand McNally road map: United
States. Plate no. 6-464089-1.
Annotated '46.'
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMCN AE 5.20 (PrCt)

72032 Southern States - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Shell map of North Carolina, South Carolina,
Florida. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1946?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha
Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: North Carolina, South
Carolina, Florida.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with
confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4893 (PrCt)

72033 Southern States - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi road map and
pictorial sight-seeing guide : Sinclair H-C
Gasoline. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company,
[1946].
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally
and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Added title: Sinclair: Arkansas, Louisiana,
Mississippi. Plate no. 463622V.
Verso includes five city maps and pictorial views
keyed to location map.
Annotated '46.'
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMCN AE 5.13 (PrCt)

72034 Southern States - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi road map and
pictorial sight-seeing guide : Sinclair H-C
Gasoline. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company,
[1946].
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally
and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Added title: Sinclair: Arkansas, Louisiana,
Mississippi. Plate no. 6-463622V-1.
Verso includes five city maps and pictorial views
keyed to location map.
Annotated '46.'
Railroads>>>Kansas City Southern Railway - Maps - 1947>>>Railroads - Maps
Industry’s ... land of promise ... Kansas City Southern lines. [New York? Kansas City Southern Railway?, 1947?].
Authors: Kansas City Southern Railway
1 map : col. ; 18 x 20 cm.
Summary route map; includes lists of commodities and mineral resources.
Covers region roughly bounded by Kansas, Missouri, Texas and Louisiana.
5A 7267 (1946 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Authors: Gulf, Mobile and Ohio Railroad Company -- Scott, R. J., fl. 1945 -- Alton Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 23 x 17 cm.
Includes color-coded key to GM&O RR bus, truck and railroad routes.
Covers region roughly bounded by Missouri, Kentucky, Louisiana, and Florida.
In Gulf, Mobile and Ohio Railroad Company.
Seventh annual report ... 1946 [Mobile, Ala.? : Gulf, Mobile and Ohio Railroad Co.?, 1947?] p. 47.
5A 7267 (1946 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Map of Louisville & Nashville Railroad and dependencies, December 31, 1947. Chicago : Poole Bros., 1947 [i.e. 1948?].
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Louisville and Nashville Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 43 x 28 cm.
‘2-26-'48’ -- at bottom right.
Title in upper margin.
Plate no. : 2704.
Roughly bounded by Illinois, Pennsylvania, Mississippi, and Florida.
In Louisville and Nashville Railroad Company.
Ninety-seventh annual report ... December 31, 1947 (New York ; Louisville, Ky. ; Louisville and Nashville Railroad Company?, 1948?) opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1947 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Southern States - Maps - 1947 - Railroads - Pictorial maps>>>Pictorial maps - Southern

Missouri, Kansas, Texas lines. [St. Louis? Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company?, 1947?].
Authors: Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company
1 map : col. ; 29 x 22 cm.
Trimmed at bottom.
Covers region roughly bounded Kansas City, St. Louis, San Antonio, and Galveston; industrial and agricultural regions shown pictorially.
In Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company.
Annual report ... December 31, 1946 [St. Louis? : Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company?, 1947?] p. [53]
5A 7267 (1946 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Southern States - Maps - 1947 - Road maps>>>East (U.S.) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps>>>Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company of Kentucky -- General Drafting Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 60 x 63 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: KYSO interstate road map
Plate no. 547
Map on verso (60 x 73 cm.): Main roads to Middle Atlantic and Gulf States.
Panel art: black and white photograph of rural highway.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3276 (PrCt)

Southern States - Maps - 1947 - Road maps>>>Great Plains - Maps - 1947 - Road maps>>>Road maps
Authors: Lion Oil Refining Co. (El Dorado, Ark.) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Lion sign, gas station attendant, and slogan "for carefree motoring stop at the Lion sign."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Gousha Clients 5116 (PrCt)

72048 Southern States - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
--- Great Plains - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: Skelly Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "U", indicating 1947 publication.
Panel art: Skelly sign, car and group of people on beach.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5244 (PrCt)

72049 Southern States - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
--- Kentucky - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
--- Great Plains - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 67 x 52 cm. on sheet 82 x 59 cm.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Panel no. 27.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi. Cartouche no. 11. Plate no. 7-4420-6.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 53.36 (PrCt)

72050 Southern States - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
--- Kentucky - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
--- Tennessee - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 52 cm. on sheet 82 x 59 cm.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Panel no. 37.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi. Cartouche no. 11. Plate no. 7-4420-7.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 53.37 (PrCt)

72051 Southern States - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
--- Kentucky - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
--- Tennessee - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 67 x 52 cm. on sheet 82 x 59 cm.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Panel no. 77.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi. Cartouche no. 11. Plate no. 7-4420-8.
On verso: Texaco touring map of Kentucky,
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 53.38 (PrCt)

72052 Southern States - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Kenton - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Tennessee - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 67 x 52 cm. on sheet 82 x 59 cm.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Panel no. 97.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi. Cartouche no. 11. Plate no. 7-4420-9
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 53.39 (PrCt)

72053 Southern States - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Kenton - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Tennessee - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 67 x 52 cm. on sheet 82 x 59 cm.
Panel no. 27.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi. Cartouche no. 11. Plate no. 7-4420-6
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 5.28 (PrCt)

72054 Southern States - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Kenton - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Tennessee - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 52 cm. on sheet 82 x 59 cm.
Panel no. 37.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi. Cartouche no. 11. Plate no. 7-4420-7.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 5.29 (PrCt)

72055 Southern States - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Kenton - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Tennessee - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 67 x 52 cm. on sheet 82 x 59 cm.
Panel no. 77.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi. Cartouche no. 11. Plate no. 7-4420-8.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 5.30 (PrCt)

72056 Southern States - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Kenton - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Tennessee - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 67 x 52 cm. on sheet 82 x 59 cm.
Panel no. 97.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi. Cartouche no. 11. Plate no. 7-4420-9.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 5.31 (PrCt)

72057 Southern States - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Kenton - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Tennessee - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 51 cm.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Panel title.
Added title: Atlantic auto road map of North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, Florida.
Plate no. 7-423436-3.
Inset (15 x 22 cm.): Cuba inset.
Maps on verso (17 x 16 cm. and smaller):
Raleigh -- Charlotte -- Miami -- Savannah --
Atlanta -- Augusta -- Brunswick -- Columbia --
Macon -- Greensboro -- Winston-Salem -- Tampa --
Jacksonville -- West Palm Beach.
Panel art: Atlantic gas station attendant waving at car.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 188.42 (PrCt)

72058 Southern States - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: Atlantic Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 51 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Atlantic auto road map of North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, Florida.
Plate no. 7-423436-4.
Inset (15 x 22 cm.): Cuba inset.
Maps on verso (17 x 16 cm. and smaller):
Raleigh -- Charlotte -- Miami -- Savannah --
Atlanta -- Augusta -- Brunswick -- Columbia --
Macon -- Greensboro -- Winston-Salem -- Tampa --
Jacksonville -- West Palm Beach.
Panel art: Atlantic gas station attendant waving at car.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 188.43 (PrCt)

72059 Southern States - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Road maps
Road map of Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi and United States : D-X. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1947].
Authors: Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "U", indicating 1947 publication.
D-X was the trademark of Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation.
Panel art: D-X sign and and slogan "the sign of friendly service."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5118 (PrCt)

72060 Southern States - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm. on sheet 68 x 50 cm.
Panel no. 47-A.
Added title: Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi.
Plate no. 7-463622V-1.
Verso includes untitled map of the southern and mid-western United States. Plate no. 473785V (4).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 5.23 (PrCt)

72061 Southern States - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Road maps
Shell map of North Carolina, South Carolina, Florida. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1947].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "U", indicating 1947 publication.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5199 (PrCt)

72062 Southern States - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm. on sheet 68 x 50 cm.
Panel no. 9 47.
Added title: Sinclair: Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi.
Plate no. 7-463622V-5.
Verso includes five city maps and pictorial views keyed to location map.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 5.27 (PrCt)

72063 Southern States - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Southern States - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi road map and pictorial sight-seeing guide / Sinclair H-C gasoline. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company,
In Kansas City Southern Railway. Forty covers region roughly bounded by Nebraska, Mo. in lower left corner.

'C'opyright Gallup Map and Stationary Co., K.C., Mo.' in lower left corner.

Covers region roughly bounded by Nebraska, Illinois, Texas, and Mississippi.


5A 7267 (1947 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

--


Authors: Gallup Map Company -- Kansas City Southern Railway -- Louisiana and Arkansas Railway Co.

1 map : col. ; 28 x 20 cm.

'Copyright Gallup Map and Stationary Co., K.C., Mo.' in lower left corner.

Covers region roughly bounded by Nebraska, Illinois, Texas, and Mississippi.


5A 7267 (1947 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

--


Map of Louisville & Nashville Railroad and dependencies, December 31, 1948. Chicago : Poole Bros., 1948 [i.e. 1949?].

Authors: Poole Brothers -- Louisville and Nashville Railroad Company

1 map : col. ; 43 x 28 cm.

'2-21-'49' --at bottom right.

Title in upper margin.

Plate no. : 2704.

Roughly bounded by Illinois, Pennsylvania, Mississippi, and Florida.

In Louisville and Nashville Railroad Company.

5A 7267 (1948 vol. [1]) (PrCt)


Map of Missouri-Kansas-Texas lines. St. Louis, Missouri: [Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company?, 1948?].

Authors: Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company
1 map; 29 x 22 cm.
'Office of Chief Engineer, St. Louis, Missouri.'
Covers region roughly bounded Nebraska, Illinois, Texas and Mississippi.
In Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company. 1947 annual report [St. Louis?: Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company?, 1948?] p. [44]

5A 7267 (1947 vol. [2]) (PrCt)


[Map of the Missouri, Kansas, Texas Railroad]. [St. Louis? Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company?, 1948?].

Authors: Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company
1 map; 8 x 8 cm.
'Title supplied by cataloger
Summary route map of the line in Kansas, Missouri, Oklahoma and Texas.

5A 7267 (1947 vol. [2]) (PrCt)


Frisco. [St. Louis? St. Louis and San Francisco Railway Company?, 1948?].

Authors: St. Louis and San Francisco Railway Company
1 map; col.; 29 x 44 cm.
Covers region roughly bounded by Colorado, West Virginia, Texas, and Florida.
In St. Louis and San Francisco Railway Company. Annual report ... 1947 [St. Louis?: St. Louis and San Francisco Railway Company?, 1948?] p. [18-19].

5A 7267 (1947 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

72072 Southern States - Maps - 1948 - Road maps>>Cuba - Maps - 1946 - Road maps

Road maps


Authors: Atlantic Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map; col.; 65 x 50 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Atlantic auto road map of North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, Florida.
Plate no. 8-423436-5.
Inset (15 x 22 cm.): Cuba
Maps on verso (17 x 16 cm. and smaller):
Panel art: Atlantic attendant cleaning car window; couple and dog in convertible.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 182.20 (PrCt)

72073 Southern States - Maps - 1948 - Road maps>>Great Plains - Maps - 1948 - Road maps>>Road maps


Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map; col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 5530 (PrCt)

72074 Southern States - Maps - 1948 - Road maps>>Kentucky - Maps - 1948 - Road maps>>Tennessee - Maps - 1948 - Road maps>>Road maps


Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map; col.; 68 x 52 cm. on sheet 82 x 59 cm.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Panel nos. F and 38.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi. Cartouche no. 11. Plate no. 8-4420-10.
72075 Southern States - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 68 x 52 cm. on sheet 82 x 59 cm. Panel no. F 38.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi. Cartouche no. 11. Plate no. 8-4420-10.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 5.37 (PrCt)

72076 Southern States - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Road map of Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi and United States / D-X the sign of friendly service. Chicago; San Jose: H.M. Gousha Co., [1948].
Authors: Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm. Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
D-X was the trademark of Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation.
Panel art: D-X sign.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5383 (PrCt)

72077 Southern States - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi ... / compliments of Phillips Petroleum Company, Bartlesville, Oklahoma. Chicago; San Jose: H.M. Gousha Co., [1948].
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm. Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
Panel art: couple in a convertible driving towards a Phillips gas station, Phillips 66 logo, and slogan "for cleanliness and service there's a Phillips 66 station ahead."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5410 (PrCt)

72078 Southern States - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 65 x 43 cm. on sheet 68 x 50 cm. Panel no. 48-A.
Added title: Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi. Plate no. 8-463622V-2.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 5.33 (PrCt)

72079 Southern States - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 65 x 43 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm. Plate no. 8-463622V-2.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 5.32 (PrCt)

72080 Southern States - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 65 x 43 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm. Plate no. 8-463622V-3.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 5.34 (PrCt)

72081 Southern States - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
RMcN AE 5.34 (PrCt)

Freight traffic density 1949: Missouri, Kansas and Texas lines. St. Louis, Mo. Mendle Printing Co., 1949 [i.e. 1950?].

Authors: Mendle Printing Co. (St. Louis, Mo.) -- Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company

1 map; 25 x 22 cm.

Combined statistical chart and summary route map.

Covers region roughly bounded Kansas City, St. Louis, San Antonio, and Galveston.


5A 7267 (1949 vol. [1]) (PrCt)


Map showing Kansas-City Southern and Louisiana & Arkansas lines. Kansas City, Mo. Gallup's Inc., [1949?].

Authors: Gallup Map Company -- Kansas City Southern Railway -- Louisiana and Arkansas Railway Co.

1 map; 26 x 19 cm.

'Copyright Gallup's Inc., Kansas City, Mo.'--bottom left.

Covers region roughly bounded by Nebraska, Illinois, Texas, and Mississippi.


5A 7267 (1948 vol. [1]) (PrCt)


Authors: Scott, R. J., fl. 1945 -- Gulf, Mobile and Ohio Railroad Company

1 map; 24 x 17 cm.

Includes color-coded key to GM&O RR bus, truck and railroad routes.

Covers region roughly bounded by Missouri, Kentucky, Louisiana, and Florida.

In Gulf, Mobile and Ohio Railroad Company. 9th annual report, 1948 [Mobile, Ala.? Gulf, Mobile and Ohio Railroad Co.?, 1949?] p. 44.

5A 7267 (1948 vol. [1]) (PrCt)


Map of Louisville & Nashville Railroad and dependencies, December 31, 1949. Chicago: Poole Bros., 1949 [i.e. 1950?].

Authors: Poole Brothers -- Louisville and Nashville Railroad Company

1 map; .43 x 28 cm.

'2-10-'50' -- at bottom right.

Title in upper margin.

Plate no.: 2704.

Roughly bounded by Illinois, Pennsylvania, Mississippi, and Florida.


5A 7267 (1949 vol. [1]) (PrCt)


Map of Missouri-Kansas-Texas lines. St. Louis, Missouri: [Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company?, 1949?].

Authors: Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company

1 map; 25 x 19 cm.

'Office of Chief Engineer, St. Louis, Missouri.'

Covers region roughly bounded Nebraska, Illinois, Texas and Mississippi.

In Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company. Annual report 1948 [St. Louis?: Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company?, 1949?] inside back cover.

5A 7267 (1948 vol. [2]) (PrCt)


Frisco. [St. Louis? St. Louis and San Francisco Railroad Company?, 1949?].

Authors: St. Louis and San Francisco Railroad Company

1 map; .29 x 44 cm.

Covers region roughly bounded by Colorado, West Virginia, Texas, and Florida.

In St. Louis and San Francisco Railroad Company. Annual report ... 1948 [St. Louis?: St. Louis and San Francisco Railroad Company?, 1949?].
Southern States - Maps - 1949 - Road maps


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Plate no. 9-463622V.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
R McN AE 5.2A (PrCt)

Southern States - Maps - 1950 - Railroads - Freight and freightage - Statistics

Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company?, [1950?]. [St. Louis, Mo.?]

Authors: Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company?
1 map ; 25 x 22 cm.
Combined statistical chart and summary route map.
Covers region roughly bounded Kansas City, St. Louis, San Antonio, and Galveston.
5A 7267 (1950 vol. [1]) (PrCt)


Louisiana and Arkansas Railway Co. - Maps - 1950 - Railroads

Kansas City Southern lines. [New York? Kansas City Southern Railway?, 1950?].


Delta Air Lines

Air map of your route via Delta Air Lines / courtesy of the Texas Company. Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [ca. 1950?].

Authors: Delta Air Lines -- Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 6 x 73 cm., folded to 8 x 16 cm.
Panel title.
"Copyright by Rand McNally & Co., Chicago, Ill."
Strip map detailing air routes between Fort Worth, Texas and Charleston, South Carolina.
Panel: Texaco logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25.
R McN Airlines 4C 15 (PrCt)

Southern States - Maps - 1950 - Airways - Southern States - Airways

Delta Air Lines

Aeronautical charts

Air map of your route via Delta Air Lines / courtesy of the Texas Company. Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [ca. 1950?].

Authors: Delta Air Lines -- Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 6 x 73 cm., folded to 8 x 16 cm.
Panel title.
"Copyright by Rand McNally & Co., Chicago, Ill."
Strip map detailing air routes between Fort Worth, Texas and Charleston, South Carolina.
Panel: Texaco logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25.
R McN Airlines 4C 15 (PrCt)

Southern States - Maps - 1949 - Road maps


Authors: Atlantic Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 50 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Atlantic auto road map of North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, Florida.
Date from R McN AE 115A ms. index.
Plate no. 9-423436-8.
Inset (15 x 22 cm.): Cuba.
Maps on verso (17 x 16 cm. and smaller):
Panel art: Atlantic attendant talking to woman in car.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
R McN AE 115A.2 (PrCt)

Southern States - Maps - 1950 - Airways

Delta Air Lines

Strip maps

Air map of your route via Delta Air Lines / courtesy of the Texas Company. Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [ca. 1950?].

Authors: Delta Air Lines -- Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 6 x 73 cm., folded to 8 x 16 cm.
Panel title.
"Copyright by Rand McNally & Co., Chicago, Ill."
Strip map detailing air routes between Fort Worth, Texas and Charleston, South Carolina.
Panel: Texaco logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25.
R McN Airlines 4C 15 (PrCt)

Southern States - Maps - 1949 - Road maps


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm.
Plate no. 9-463622V.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
R McN AE 5.2A (PrCt)

Southern States - Maps - 1950 - Airways

Delta Air Lines

Aeronautical charts

Air map of your route via Delta Air Lines / courtesy of the Texas Company. Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [ca. 1950?].

Authors: Delta Air Lines -- Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 6 x 73 cm., folded to 8 x 16 cm.
Panel title.
"Copyright by Rand McNally & Co., Chicago, Ill."
Strip map detailing air routes between Fort Worth, Texas and Charleston, South Carolina.
Panel: Texaco logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25.
R McN Airlines 4C 15 (PrCt)
Southern States - Maps - 1950 - Railroads

Map of the Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis Railway and connections. Chicago : Poole Bros. Inc., [1950].
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Nashville, Chattanooga, and St. Louis Railway
1 map ; 20 x 27 cm.
'3-10-50' at bottom left.
Plate no.: 7123.
Covers region roughly bounded by Missouri, West Virginia, Mississippi, and Georgia.
In Nashville, Chattanooga, and St. Louis Railway.
One-hundredth annual report ... December 31, 1950 [Nashville?: Nashville, Chattanooga, and St. Louis Railway?, 1950?] at end.
5A 7267 (1949 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

Southern States - Maps - 1950 - Railroads

Map of the Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis Railway and connections. Chicago : Poole Bros. Inc., [1950].
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Nashville, Chattanooga, and St. Louis Railway
1 map ; 20 x 27 cm.
'3-10-50' at bottom left.
Plate no.: 7123.
Covers region roughly bounded by Missouri, West Virginia, Mississippi, and Georgia.
In Nashville, Chattanooga, and St. Louis Railway.
One-hundredth annual report ... December 31, 1950 [Nashville?: Nashville, Chattanooga, and St. Louis Railway?, 1950?] at end.
5A 7267 (1949 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

Southern States - Maps - 1950 - Railroads

Map of Missouri-Kansas-Texas lines. Covers region roughly bounded Nebraska, Illinois, Texas and Mississippi.
5A 7267 (1949 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Southern States - Maps - 1950 - Railroads

Map of Missouri-Kansas-Texas lines. Covers region roughly bounded Nebraska, Illinois, Texas and Mississippi.
5A 7267 (1949 vol. [1]) (PrCt)
One-hundred and first annual report ... December 31, 1951 [Nashville?: Nashville, Chattanooga, and St. Louis Railway?, 1952?] at end.
5A 7267 (1951 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

72100
Southern States - Maps - 1950 - Railroads
Map of the Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis Railway and connections. Chicago : Poole Bros. Inc., [1950, i.e. 1953?].
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Nashville, Chattanooga, and St. Louis Railway
1 map ; 20 x 27 cm.
'3-10-50' at bottom left.
Plate no.: 7123.
Covers region roughly bounded by Missouri, West Virginia, Mississippi, and Georgia.
In Nashville, Chattanooga, and St. Louis Railway.
One-hundred and second annual report ...
December 31, 1952 [Nashville?: Nashville, Chattanooga, and St. Louis Railway?, 1953?] at end.
5A 7267 (1952 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

72101
Southern States - Maps - 1950 - Railroads
Map of the Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis Railway and connections. Chicago : Poole Bros. Inc., [1950, i.e. 1954?].
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Nashville, Chattanooga, and St. Louis Railway
1 map ; 20 x 27 cm.
'3-10-50' at bottom left.
Plate no.: 7123.
Covers region roughly bounded by Missouri, West Virginia, Mississippi, and Georgia.
In Nashville, Chattanooga, and St. Louis Railway.
One-hundred and third annual report ...
December 31, 1953 [Nashville?: Nashville, Chattanooga, and St. Louis Railway?, 1954?] at end.
5A 7267 (1953 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

72102
Southern States - Maps - 1950 - Railroads
Map of the Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis Railway and connections. Chicago : Poole Bros. Inc., [1950, i.e. 1955?].
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Nashville, Chattanooga, and St. Louis Railway
1 map ; 20 x 27 cm.
'3-10-50' at bottom left.
Plate no.: 7123.
Covers region roughly bounded by Missouri, West Virginia, Mississippi, and Georgia.
In Nashville, Chattanooga, and St. Louis Railway.
One-hundred and fourth annual report ...

72103
Southern States - Maps - 1950 - Railroads
Map of the Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis Railway and connections. Chicago : Poole Bros. Inc., [1950, i.e. 1956?].
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Nashville, Chattanooga, and St. Louis Railway
1 map ; 20 x 27 cm.
'3-10-50' at bottom left.
Plate no.: 7123.
Covers region roughly bounded by Missouri, West Virginia, Mississippi, and Georgia.
In Nashville, Chattanooga, and St. Louis Railway.
One-hundred and fifth annual report ...
5A 7267 (1955 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

72104
Southern States - Maps - 1956 - Railroads
Map of the Nashville, Chattanooga, and St. Louis Railway and connections. Chicago : Poole Bros. Inc., [1955, i.e. 1956?].
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Nashville, Chattanooga, and St. Louis Railway
1 map ; 20 x 27 cm.
'3-10-50' at bottom left.
Plate no.: 7123.
Inset (7 x 5 cm.): Connections to Radnor yard at Nashville.
Covers region roughly bounded by Missouri, West Virginia, Mississippi, and Georgia.
In Nashville, Chattanooga, and St. Louis Railway.
One-hundred and sixth annual report ...
December 31, 1956 [Nashville?: Nashville, Chattanooga, and St. Louis Railway?, 1957?] at end.
5A 7267 (1956 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

72105
Southern States - Maps - 1950 - Railroads
Map of the Nashville, Chattanooga, and St. Louis Railway and connections. Chicago : Poole Bros. Inc., [1950, i.e. 1957?].
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Nashville, Chattanooga, and St. Louis Railway
1 map ; col. ; 29 x 44 cm.
Summary route map.
Covers region roughly bounded by Colorado, West Virginia, Texas, and Florida.
In St. Louis and San Francisco Railway Company. Annual report ... 1949 [St. Louis?: St.
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72106 Southern States - Maps - 1950 - Road maps
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 5.3A (PrCt)

72107 Southern States - Maps - 1950 - Road maps
Added title: Texaco touring map of Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi. Cartouche no. 11. Plate no. 0-4421-19.
On verso: Texaco touring map of Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi. Cartouche no. 11. Plate no. 0-4421-19.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 5.5A (PrCt)

72108 Southern States - Maps - 1950 - Road maps
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 5.3A (PrCt)

72109 Southern States - Maps - 1950 - Road maps
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 5.7A (PrCt)


72119 Southern States - Maps - 1951 - Road maps
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 65 x 42 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm. Panel no. 51-A.
Added title: Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi. Plate no. 1-463622 V-11.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 5.13A (Pr Ct)

72120 Southern States - Maps - 1951 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 65 x 43 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm. Plate no. 1-463622 V-11.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 5.12A (Pr Ct)

72121 Southern States - Maps - 1951 - Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 65 x 43 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm. Added title: Sinclair: Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi. Plate no. 2-463622V-12.
On verso includes five city maps and: Sinclair: United States. Plate no. 525118.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 5.11A (Pr Ct)

72122 Southern States - Maps - 1951 - Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 65 x 43 cm. on sheet 68 x 51 cm. Added title: Sinclair: Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi. Plate no. 1-463622V-11.
On verso includes five city maps and pictorial views keyed to location map.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 5.15A (Pr Ct)

72123 Southern States - Maps - 1951 - Road maps
Texas, Maps - 1951 - Road maps
Oklahoma - Maps - 1951 - Road maps
Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi with east Texas, Oklahoma : tour with Texaco. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1951].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 67 x 52 cm. on sheet 82 x 59 cm. Panel no. FM 11-51.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi. Cartouche no. 11. Plate no. 1-4421-23.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 5.11A (Pr Ct)

72124 Southern States - Maps - 1952 - Railroads - Freight and freightage - Statistics
Middle West - Maps - 1952 - Railroads - Freight and freightage - Statistics
Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company - Maps - 1952 - Freight and freightage - Statistics
Railroads - Maps
Freight traffic density 1952 : Missouri-Kansas-Texas lines. [St. Louis, Mo.? Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company?], 1952 [i.e. 1953].
Authors: Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company
1 map; 25 x 22 cm.
Combined statistical chart and summary route map.

5A 7267 (1952 vol. [1]) (PrCt)


72128 Southern States - Maps - 1952 - Railroads(Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company - Maps - 1952 - Railroads - Maps Map of Missouri-Kansas-Texas lines. St. Louis, Missouri : [Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company?, 1952?]. Authors: Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company 1 map ; 25 x 19 cm. 'Office of Chief Engineer, St. Louis, Missouri.' Covers region roughly bounded Nebraska, Illinois, Texas and Mississippi. In Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company. Annual report ... December 31, 1951 [St. Louis?: Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company?, 1952?] inside back cover. 5A 7267 (1951 vol. [1]) (PrCt)


72131 Southern States - Maps - 1952 - Road maps (Road maps Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi : Rand McNally road map. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company,

Freight traffic density 1953:
Missouri-Kansas-Texas lines. [St. Louis, Mo.? Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company?], 1953 [i.e. 1954?].

Authors: Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company
1 map; 30 x 23 cm.

Combined statistical chart and summary route map.
Covers region roughly bounded Kansas City, St. Louis, San Antonio, and Galveston.
5A 7267 (1953 vol. [1]) (PrCt)
Authors: St. Louis and San Francisco Railway Company
1 map : col. ; 28 x 41 cm.
Summary route map.
Covers region roughly bounded by Colorado, West Virginia, Texas, and Florida.
5A 7267 (1953 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Authors: Poole Brothers -- Louisville and Nashville Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 35 x 27 cm.
'10-11-'54' -- at bottom left.
Plate no.: 3688.
Publisher’s imprint partially obscured by map border.
Roughly bounded by Illinois, West Virginia, Louisiana, and Florida.
5A 7267 (1953 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Authors: Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company
1 map : 25 x 19 cm.
'Office of Chief Engineer, St. Louis, Missouri.'
Covers region roughly bounded Nebraska, Illinois, Texas and Mississippi.
In Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company. Annual report ... December 31, 1953 [St. Louis?: Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company?, 1954?] inside back cover.
5A 7267 (1953 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Authors: Gulf, Mobile and Ohio Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 28 x 41 cm.
Summary route map.
Covers region roughly bounded by Colorado, West Virginia, Texas, and Florida.
5A 7267 (1953 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Authors: Standard Oil Company of Kentucky -- General Drafting Company -- Akerman, James R.
1 map : col. ; 60 x 75 cm. fold. to 21 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. 4 54 P
Inset maps (8 x 10 cm. and 9 x 5 cm.): Southern Florida -- Features of this map.
Maps on verso (60 x 72 cm. and 9 x 5 cm.): Interstate route map [of the eastern U.S.] -- Features of this map.
Panel art: Outline map of southeastern United States over family in convertible car on country road.
See unpublished typescript of exhibition captions compiled by James Akerman [Vert 1713, no. 2, part 1, p. 71]
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).
Road map4C G3861 .P2 1954 .S7 (PrCt)
and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
4 maps : col. ; folded to 23 x 12 cm.
Collective title supplied by cataloger.
All maps bear plate numbers that begin with 4.
Includes maps covering Arkansas, Kentucky,
Louisiana, Mississippi, Missouri, Ontario,
Quebec, and Tennessee.
Panel art: Car silhouettes below Gulf sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1033-1036 (PrCt)

72150 Southern States - Maps - 1955 -
Railroads\rightarrow Great Plains - Maps - 1955 -
Railroads\rightarrow Kansas City Southern Railway -
Maps - 1955\rightarrow Railroads - Maps
Kansas City Southern lines. [New York? Kansas
City Southern Railway?, 1955?].
Authors: Kansas City Southern Railway
1 map : col. ; on sheet 28 x 21 cm.
Summary route map printed adjacent to colored
illustration of two trains.
Covers region roughly bounded by Kansas,
Missouri, Texas, and Louisiana.
In Kansas City Southern Railway. 1954 annual
report [New York?: Kansas City Southern
Railway?, 1955?] on front cover.
5A 7267 (1954 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

72151 Southern States - Maps - 1955 -
Railroads\rightarrow Great Plains - Maps - 1955 -
Railroads\rightarrow Kansas City Southern Railway -
Maps - 1955\rightarrow Railroads - Maps
Kansas City Southern lines. [New York? Kansas
City Southern Railway?, 1955?].
Authors: Kansas City Southern Railway
1 map : col. ; 28 x 21 cm.
Summary route map.
Covers region roughly bounded by Nebraska,
Illinois, Texas, and Mississippi.
In Kansas City Southern Railway. 1954 annual
report [New York?: Kansas City Southern
Railway?, 1955?] inside front cover.
5A 7267 (1954 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

72152 Southern States - Maps - 1955 -
Railroads\rightarrow Middle West - Maps - 1955 -
Railroads\rightarrow Gulf, Mobile and Ohio Railroad
Company - Maps - 1955\rightarrow Railroads - Maps
[Map of the Gulf, Mobile and Ohio Railroad].
[Mobile, Ala.? Gulf, Mobile and Ohio Railroad
Co.?, 1955?].
Authors: Gulf, Mobile and Ohio Railroad
Company
1 map : col. ; 11 x 8 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Printed on sheet with list of U.S. cities with
railroad offices under heading: Traffic specialists
sell G M & O service nationwide.
Summary route map.
Roughly bounded by Kansas City, Chicago, New
Orleans, and Montgomery.
In Gulf, Mobile and Ohio Railroad Company. 15th
annual report, 1954 [Mobile, Ala.?; Gulf, Mobile
and Ohio Railroad Co.?, 1955?] p. 7.
5A 7267 (1954 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

72153 Southern States - Maps - 1955 -
Railroads\rightarrow Middle West - Maps - 1955 -
Railroads\rightarrow Louisville and Nashville
Railroad Company - Maps -
1955\rightarrow Railroads - Maps
Map of Louisville and Nashville Railroad and
affiliated lines. Chicago : Poole Bros. Inc., [1955,
i.e. 1956?].
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Louisville and
Nashville Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 35 x 27 cm.
Added title above top margin : Map of Louisville &
Nashville Railroad and affiliated lines, December
31, 1955
'2-15-’56’ --at bottom left.
Plate no.: 7125.
Roughly bounded by Illinois, New Jersey,
Louisiana, and Florida.
In Louisville and Nashville Railroad Company.
One hundred and fifth annual report ... December
31, 1955 [New York?: Louisville and Nashville
Railroad Company?, 1956?] at front.
5A 7267 (1955 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

72154 Southern States - Maps - 1955 -
Railroads\rightarrow Missouri, Kansas and Texas
Railway Company - Maps -
1955\rightarrow Railroads - Maps
Map of Missouri-Kansas-Texas lines. St. Louis,
Missouri : [Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway
Company?, 1955?].
Authors: Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway
Company
1 map ; 26 x 20 cm.
'Office of Chief Engineer, St. Louis, Missouri.'
Covers region roughly bounded Nebraska,
Illinois, Texas and Mississippi.
In Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway
Company. Annual report ... December 31, 1954
[St. Louis?: Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway
5A 7267 (1954 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

72155 Southern States - Maps - 1955 -
Railroads\rightarrow St. Louis and San Francisco
Railway Company - Maps -
1955\rightarrow Railroads - Maps
Frisco. [St. Louis? St. Louis and San Francisco
Railway Company?, 1955?].
Authors: St. Louis and San Francisco Railway
Company
1 map ; 26 x 40 cm.
Summary route map.
'3 - 55' at bottom left.
Covers region roughly bounded by Colorado,
West Virginia, New Mexico, and Florida.
In St. Louis and San Francisco Railway
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Southern States - Maps - 1956 - Road maps

Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 61 x 78 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Southeastern United States
Inset (31 x 22 cm.): Southern Florida
Date from RMcN AE 180 ms. index.
Plate no. 5502 V.
Maps on verso (61 x 78 cm.) : South central United States.
Panel art: Gulf sign over cars on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 180.1X (PrCt)

Southern States - Maps - 1956 - Railroad maps

Southeastern United States railroad map. [New York : Kansas City Southern Railway, 1956?].
Authors: Kansas City Southern Railway
1 map : col. ; 26 x 41 cm.
Summary route map.
'C - 56' at bottom left.
Covers region roughly bounded by Colorado, West Virginia, New Mexico, and Florida.
5A 7267 (1955 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Southern States - Maps - 1956 - Railroad maps

Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 56 x 72 cm., folded to 23 x 13 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Southeastern United States: Alabama, Georgia, Mississippi, North Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessee, Virginia.
Plate no. 6-45192-17.
Maps on verso (64 x 72 cm. and smaller): Florida -- Pensacola -- Tallahassee -- Tampa, St. Petersburg, and vicinity -- Jacksonville -- Wast Palm Beach -- Miami, Ft. Lauderdale, and vicinity.
Panel art: Pure Oil Company logo and pictorial map of southeastern United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
5A 7267 (1956 vol. [1]) (PrCt)
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2210 (PrCt)

72162 Southern States - Maps - 1956 - Road maps<<>>Great Plains - Maps - 1956 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 61 x 78 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Southeastern United States.
Date from RMcN AE 178 ms. index.
Plate no. 6-5502V-1.
Inset (31 x 22 cm.): Southern Floridia.
Map on verso (61 x 78 cm.): South central United States.
Panel art: Gulf sign over cars on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 178.6X (PrCt)

72163 Southern States - Maps - 1956 - Road maps<<>>Great Smoky Mountains National Park (N.C. and Tenn.) - Maps - 1956<<>>Road maps
North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia / Amoco. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Company, [1956?].
Authors: Amoco Oil Company -- American Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 64 x 86 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Road map of Georgia, North Carolina, South Carolina.
Plate no. 5626.
Insets (14 x 17 cm. or smaller): Atlanta Ga. and vicinity -- Great Smoky Mountains National Park -- Charleston -- Charlotte -- Columbia -- Raleigh -- Norfolk-Portsmouth -- Augusta -- Columbus -- Savannah -- Winston-Salem.
Panel art: Color illustration of boy and slogan "Play it safe mister!" with Amoco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Clients 4846 (PrCt)

Kansas City Southern lines. [New York? Kansas City Southern Railway?, 1957?].
Authors: Kansas City Southern Railway
1 map : col. ; 28 x 21 cm.
Roughly bounded by Kansas, Missouri, Texas, and Louisiana.
5A 7267 (1956 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Map of Louisville and Nashville Railroad and affiliated lines. Chicago : Poole Bros. Inc., [1957, i.e. 1958?].
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Louisville and Nashville Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 35 x 27 cm.
Added title in upper margin : Map of Louisville & Nashville Railroad and affiliated lines, December 31, 1957.
'2-58' at bottom left.
Plate no.: 7125.
Roughly bounded by Illinois, New Jersey, Louisiana, and Florida.
In Louisville and Nashville Railroad Company. One hundred and seventh annual report ...
5A 7267 (1957 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Map of Missouri-Kansas-Texas lines. St. Louis, Missouri : [Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railroad Company?, 1957?].
Authors: Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railroad Company
1 map : 26 x 20 cm.
'Engineering Department, Dallas, Texas.'
Covers region roughly bounded by Nebraska, Illinois, Texas and Mississippi.
In Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railroad Company. Annual report ... December 31, 1956 [St. Louis?: Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railroad Company?, 1957?] p. 11.
5A 7267 (1956 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

1956 industrial development : Southern Railway system. [Richmond, Va. Southern Railway?, 1957?].
Authors: Southern Railway (U.S.)
1 map ; 16 x 20 cm.
Summary route map roughly bounded by Missouri, New Jersey, Louisiana, and Florida.
Includes key to industrial sites.
In Southern Railway. Sixty-third annual report ...
December 31, 1956 [Richmond, Va.?: Southern Railway?, 1957?] p. [9].
5A 7267 (1956 vol. [2]) (PrCt)
Summary route map roughly bounded by Kansas, Missouri, Texas and Louisiana.
5A 7267 (1957 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Southern States - Maps - 1958 - Railroads
Kansas City Southern Railway Company, 1958?

5A 7267 (1956 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Southern States - Maps - 1958-1962 - Natural gas pipelines

3 maps : col. ; on sheets 28 x 44 cm.
Detached from United Gas Corporation, Annual report (Shreveport, La., 1959-1963).
Maps show pipe lines in Texas, Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama, and Florida; map from 1958 report also shows gas and oil fields, and towns served.
map1F G3861 .H8 1958 U5 (PrCt)

Southern States - Maps - 1958 - Railroads
Kansas City Southern Railway Company, 1958?

5A 7267 (1957 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Southern States - Maps - 1958-1962 - Natural gas pipelines
Southern States - Maps - 1958-1962

5A 7267 (1957 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Southern States - Maps - 1958 - Road maps

1 map : both sides, col. ; 65 x 85 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi : Rand McNally road map Plate no. 8-463622V-22.
Inset (each 9 x 9 cm.): Houston -- Ft. Worth -- Dallas.
Panel art: "Ride with Rose" logo and illustrations of men and women in vacation costumes (swimming, golf, hunting, etc.).
Handstamp: Jun 11 1958.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2332 (PrCt)

Southern States - Maps - 1958 - Railroads
Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company, 1958?

5A 7267 (1957 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Southern States - Maps - 1958 - Railroads
Kansas City Southern Railway Company, 1958?

5A 7267 (1957 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Southern States - Maps - 1958 - Railroads
Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company, 1958?

5A 7267 (1957 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

5A 7267 (1958 vol. [1]) (PrCt)


Authors: Louisville and Nashville Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 26 x 20 cm.

'December 31, 1959.'
Roughly bounded by Illinois, New Jersey, Louisiana, and Florida.

5A 7267 (1959 vol. [1]) (PrCt)


Authors: Poole Brothers -- Louisville and Nashville Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 36 x 27 cm.


'2-'59' at bottom left.
Plate no.: 7125.
Roughly bounded by Illinois, New Jersey, Louisiana, and Florida.

5A 7267 (1958 vol. [1]) (PrCt)


Authors: Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railroad Company
1 map ; 28 x 21 cm.

Title supplied by cataloger.
Summary route map roughly bounded by Kansas, Illinois, Texas, and Louisiana.

5A 7267 (1958 vol. [2]) (PrCt)


Authors: Southern Railway (U.S.)
1 map : col. ; 20 x 26 cm.

Summary route map roughly bounded by Missouri, New Jersey, Louisiana, and Florida.
In Southern Railway. 1958 annual report [Richmond, Va.? : Southern Railway?, 1959?] p. [16-17].

5A 7267 (1958 vol. [3]) (PrCt)


Authors: Southern Railway (U.S.)
1 map : col. ; 12 x 15 cm.

Summary route map roughly bounded by Missouri, Delaware, Louisiana, and Florida.
In Southern Railway. 1958 annual report [Richmond, Va.? : Southern Railway?, 1959?] p. 11.

5A 7267 (1958 vol. [3]) (PrCt)


Authors: Southern Railway (U.S.)
1 map : col. ; 13 x 15 cm.

Summary route map roughly bounded by Missouri, New Jersey, Louisiana, and Florida.
Includes key to industrial sites.

5A 7267 (1958 vol. [3]) (PrCt)


Authors: St. Louis and San Francisco Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 19 x 28 cm.
Summary route map.
Covers region roughly bounded by Colorado, Maryland, northeastern Mexico, and Florida.
5A 7267 (1958 vol. [3]) (Pr Ct)

72182 Southern States - Maps - 1959 - Road maps - Great Smoky Mountains National Park (N.C. and Tenn.) - Maps - 1959 - Road maps - Road maps
North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia ... : Sunoco tour map. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Company, [1959?].
Authors: Sunoco (Firm) -- Sun Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map, both sides : col. ; 50 x 86 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. 9-5626-5
Insets (14 x 12 cm. and smaller): Atlanta Ga. and vicinity -- Great Smoky Mountains National Park -- Charleston -- Charlotte -- Columbia -- Raleigh -- Norfolk-Portsmouth -- Augusta -- Columbus -- Savannah -- Winston-Salem.
Panel art: Sunoco logo on a blue background and slogan "watch for this sign."
Handstamp on title panel: Feb. 24 1959
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3359 (Pr Ct)

Kansas City Southern lines. [New York? Kansas City Southern Railway?, 1960?].
Authors: Kansas City Southern Railway
1 map : col. ; on sheet 28 x 21 cm.
Summary route map printed adjacent to colored illustration of two horsemen.
Covers region roughly bounded by Kansas, Missouri, Texas, and Louisiana.
5A 7267 (1959 vol. [1]) (Pr Ct)

Kansas City Southern lines. [New York? Kansas City Southern Railway?, 1960?].
Authors: Kansas City Southern Railway
1 map : col. ; 28 x 21 cm.
Roughly bounded by Nebraska, Illinois, Texas, and Mississippi.
5A 7267 (1959 vol. [1]) (Pr Ct)

Kansas City Southern lines. [New York? Kansas City Southern Railway?, 1960?].
Authors: Kansas City Southern Railway
1 map : col. ; 6 x 6 cm., on sheet 28 x 21 cm.
Summary route map.
Covers region roughly bounded by Kansas, Missouri, Texas, and Louisiana.
5A 7267 (1959 vol. [1]) (Pr Ct)

Frisco. [St. Louis? St. Louis and San Francisco Railway Company?, 1960?].
Authors: St. Louis and San Francisco Railway

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Company  
1 map : col. ; 19 x 28 cm.  
'2-60'--at bottom left.  
Summary route map.  
Covers region roughly bounded by Colorado, Maryland, northeastern Mexico, and Florida.  
5A 7267 (1959 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

72192  
Southern States - Maps - 1961 -  
Railroads<>Middle West - Maps - 1961 -  
Authors: Louisville and Nashville Railroad Company  
1 map : col. ; 21 x 27 cm.  
Roughly bounded by Illinois, New Jersey, Louisiana, and Florida.  
In Louisville and Nashville Railroad Company.  
5A 7267 (1960 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

72193  
Southern States - Maps - 1961 -  
Railroads<>St. Louis and San Francisco Railroad Company - Maps - 1961<>Railroads - Maps  
Frisco. [St. Louis? St. Louis and San Francisco Railroad Company?], 1961?.  
Authors: St. Louis and San Francisco Railway Company  
1 map : col. ; 20 x 29 cm.  
'2-61'--at bottom left.  
Summary route map.  
Covers region roughly bounded by Colorado, Maryland, northeastern Mexico, and Florida.  
5A 7267 (1960 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

72194  
Southern States - Maps - 1963 -  
Road maps<>United States Highway 45 - Maps - 1963<>Road maps  
Authors: Travelmats (Firm)  
2 maps ; on sheet 26 x 36 cm.  
Issued as a placemat, with scalloped edges. Lists of "Recommended stops between Kankakee, Illinois & Mobile, Alabama" and "between Kankakee, Illinois and Ontonagon or Copper Harbor, Michigan" are keyed to maps. Printed in green ink.  
"563 II E-M."  
map1F G3701 .P2 1963 .T7, Hwy. 45 (PrCt)
Maps - 1965 - Aeronautical charts
Authors: Southern Airways, Inc. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 46 x 51 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"Copyright by Rand McNally & Company."
Covers the southeastern United States.
Plate no. 6528.
Promotional text and ill. on verso.
Panel art: line drawings of buildings and recreational activities: Southern Airways logo; Southern Airways jet in flight.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25.
RMcN Airlines 4C 58 (PrCt)
72196
Authors: Southern Railway (U.S.) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 49 x 58 cm., folded to 25 x 11 cm.
in covers
Cover title: Map of the Southern Railway System and affiliated companies
Dated "2-66" at bottom left.
Continuation inset (16 x 11 cm.): [Southern Florida].
Panel art: "Southern Railway serves the south" logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2389 (PrCt)
72199
Southern States - Maps - 1966 - Road maps - Dixieland Trail (U.S.) - Maps - 1967 - Road maps - Dixieland Trail
The Dixieland Trail : North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, Kentucky, Tennessee. [S.l. s.n.], 1967.
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 41 x 46 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
"Spring 1967" -- verso
Collaborative publication of the Kentucky Department of Public Information, the North Carolina Department of Conservation and Development, the South Carolina State Development Board, the Georgia Tourist Division, and the Tennessee. Dept. of Tourist Development.
"This planned route takes you through the famous Bluegrass State of Kentucky, the Blue Ridge and Great Smoky Mountains areas of Tennessee and North Carolina ..." -- verso
Panel art: the Dixieland Trails logo and various scenic photographs.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 697 (PrCt)
72200
Southern States - Maps - 1967 - Road maps - Louisiana, Mississippi - Maps - 1967 - Road maps - Road maps
Authors: Hunt Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 48 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. 6720.
Panel art: Multiple illustrations of industry (cities, cattle, cotton, air travel, oil, electricity, etc.).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1920 (PrCt)

Truck stops - Middle West - Maps - 1967 - Truck stops - Pure Oil Company - Maps - 1967 - Union 76 (Firm) - Maps - 1967 - Road maps


Authors: Union Oil Company of California -- Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 46 x 53 cm., folded to 19 x 10 cm.

Panel title.

Plate no. 675716.

Covers the southeastern United States.

Inset (15 x 18 cm.): Road map of United States [with marketing areas for Pure Oil Co. and Union 76.]

Maps on verso (45 x 53 cm. and 21 x 20 cm.): Ohio -- "Pure Oil has the truckstops."

Panel art: Pure Oil truck stop sign.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

R McN Clients 2247 (PrCt)

72201

Southern States - Maps - 1968 - Road maps

Middle West - Maps - 1968 - Road maps

Southern States - Maps - 1968 - Truck stops

Middle West - Maps - 1968 - Truck stops


Pure truckstop station map / Union 76, Pure Oil Division, Union Oil Company of California. [Chicago?]: Rand McNally & Company, c1968.

Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Union Oil Company of California -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office

-- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : both sides, col. ; 90 x 53 cm., folded to 18 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Plate no. 685716.

Covers the southeastern and mid-western United States.

 Insets (22 x 20 cm. and 15 x 18 cm.): Ohio -- Road map of United States [with marketing areas for Pure Oil Co. and Union Oil].

"Pure Oil has the truckstops."

Identifies Pure Truck stations and icing facilities.

Panel art: Illustration of family in car at Derby gas station.


Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

R McN Clients 4578 (PrCt)

72203

Southern States - Maps - 1969 - Road maps

Hot Springs National Park (Ark.) - Maps - 1969 - Road maps

Road maps


Authors: Derby Oil Company (Wichita, Kan.) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office

-- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 65 x 48 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Plate no. 696720 - 2


Panel art: Illustration of family in car at Derby gas station.


Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

R McN Clients 659 (PrCt)


1 map : col. ; 62 x 69 cm., folded to 19 x 11 cm. Panel title.

"Effective October, 1969."

"This map published by Tempo Designs, Inc. ... Chicago Illinois, 60680"

Highlights interstates with colors keyed to strip maps on verso.

Plate no. 696216.

Insets (21 x 30 cm. and smaller): United States : featuring transcontinental mileage and driving time -- Memphis -- Atlanta -- New Orleans -- Jacksonville -- Tampa, St. Petersburg -- Miami. Strip maps on verso (62 x 5 cm. and smaller): North 59 south, Chattanooga, Meridian -- North 59 south, Meridian, New Orleans -- North 65 south, Montgomery, Mobile -- North 65 south, Nashville, Montgomery -- North 75 south, Knoxville, Atlanta -- North 75 south, Atlanta, Lake City -- North 75 south, Lake City, Tampa -- East 4 west, St. Petersburg, Daytona Beach -- North 85 south, Petersburg, Greenville -- North 85 south, Greenville, Montgomery -- North 95 south, Rocky Mount, Jacksonville -- North 95 south, Jacksonville, Miami -- East 10 west, New Orleans, Jacksonville -- East 20 west, Jacksonville, Columbia -- East 40 west, Memphis, Knoxville -- East 40 west, Knoxville, Greensboro -- East 26 west, Asheville, Charleston. Panel art: Standard flaming torch sign and slogan "as you travel, ask us"; outline of southeastern United States.

Two Library of Congress copyright handstamps with registration numbers.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 3225 (PrCt)


Authors: Southern Railway (U.S.) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 62 x 59 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm. Panel title.

Added title: Geographically correct map of the Southern Railway System 1972.

Dated "10-"72 at bottom left.

Panel art: Green light railway signal.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 2390 (PrCt)


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 66 x 62 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm. "1974 Edition."

Panel title.

Added title: Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi.

Plate no. 746747.

Forms part of a collection of stock editions of Rand McNally road maps, some apparently issued as sales samples and / or printer's proofs for prospective commercial clients.

Uniform series title (established by cataloger):
Stock road maps
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (April 2010).
RMcN Stock 75 (PrCt)

Region 6 : Georgia, North Carolina, South Carolina : heritage roads / McDonald's.
[Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Co., [1974?].
Authors: McDonald's Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 32 x 42 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Georgia, North Carolina, South Carolina : heritage roads
Plate no. McD 529 6-74.
Maps on verso (12 x 12 cm. or smaller): Atlanta -- Winston-Salem -- Greensboro -- Raleigh -- Charlotte -- Greenville -- Columbus -- Charleston -- Marietta -- Columbus -- Augusta.
Map keyed to directory of McDonald's restaurants and historical notes in margin.
Panel art: Color illustrations of historical scenes, eagle with shield, and McDonald's logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4880 (PrCt)

Authors: Southern Railway (U.S.) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 61 x 59 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Geographically correct map of the Southern Railway System 1972.
Dated "7-75" at bottom left.
Panel art: Green light railway signal.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2391 (PrCt)

1 map : col. ; 66 x 62 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm. "1976 Edition."
Panel title.
Added title: Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi.
Plate no. 76747-9
Panel art: road signs.
Forms part of a collection of stock editions of Rand McNally road maps, some apparently issued as sales samples and / or printer's proofs for prospective commercial clients.
Uniform series title (established by cataloger):
Stock road maps
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (April 2010).
RMcN Stock 77 (PrCt)
Southern States - Maps - 1979 - Road maps

Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi / Amoco.
[Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Company, [1979?].
Authors: Amoco Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 66 x 44 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi.
Plate no. 79-7810-1.
Maps on verso (15 x 22 cm. and smaller):
Panel art: Color photo of trees, people canoeing and river.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 118 (PrCt)

Southern States - Maps - 1980 - Railroads

Southern Railway System 1980.
Authors: Southern Railway (U.S.) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 61 x 59 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Geographically correct map of the Southern Railway System 1980.
Dated "7-80" at bottom left.
Panel art: Green light railway signal.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2392 (PrCt)

Southern States - Maps - 1980 - Road maps


Authors: National Airlines, inc.
Maps on verso (25 x 91 cm.): National Airlines route map : eastern United States.
Panel art: U.S. city names and iconic illustrations; excludes "Tampa/St. Pete".
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25.
folio RMcN Airlines 4C 9 (PrCt)

National Airlines system route map. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Company, [198?].
Authors: National Airlines, inc. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 25 x 121 cm., folded to 26 x 16 cm.
Panel title.
"Copyright by Rand McNally & Company."
Added title: National Airlines route map : southern United States.
Map on verso (25 x 91 cm.): National Airlines route map : eastern United States.
Panel art: U.S. city names and iconic illustrations; excludes "Tampa/St. Pete".
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25.
folio RMcN Airlines 4C 8 (PrCt)


Authors: National Airlines, inc.
Maps on verso (25 x 91 cm.): National Airlines route map : eastern United States.
Panel art: outline map of U.S. with color photos.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25.
folio RMcN Airlines 4C 10 (PrCt)

Southern States - Maps - 1988

Airways

Airways - Southern States - Maps - 1988

Airways - Southern States - Maps - 1988

Airways - Atlantic States - Maps - 1988

Airways - Atlantic States - Maps - 1988


Wall maps

Wall maps - Aeronautical charts
National Airlines system route map. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Company, [198?].
Authors: National Airlines, inc. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 25 x 121 cm., folded to 26 x 16 cm.
Panel title.
"Copyright by Rand McNally & Company."
Added title: National Airlines route map : southern United States.
Map on verso (25 x 91 cm.): National Airlines route map : eastern United States.
Panel art: U.S. city names and iconic illustrations; excludes "Tampa/St. Pete".
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25.
folio RMcN Airlines 4C 10 (PrCt)

Southern States - Maps - Bibliography

Bibliographies which list maps of the Southeast made after 1775. 1991.
Authors: De Vorsey, Louis
11 p. ; 28 cm.
Typescript of Appx. D. in his forthcoming ed. of W.P. Cumming's Southeast in Early Maps. *Sent to NL for comment with cover letter of 18

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
72218 **Southern States - Surveys**
Authors: Hilliard, Sam Bowers
p. 1-15
Discusses the wide variety of survey systems used at various times in the Gulf South.

72219 **Southern States - Surveys - 1775-1827**
*Documents brought to THNOC.* 1985.
BHC 1178
Vert 792 (PrCt)

72220 **Southwest, New - History**
*Southwest, New - Maps - 1940*
*The Southwestern United States.* Washington, D.C. National Geographic Society, 1940.
Authors: Darley, James Morrison, 1898- -- Holdstock, Aphra E. -- Chamberlin, Wellman, 1908-1976 -- National Geographic Society (U.S.)
1 map : col. ; 63 x 86 cm.
Shows explorers’ routes and historical sites.
M235
map6F G4301.S1 1940 N3 (PrCt)

72221 **Southwest, New - Maps - 1757 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles**
*Mexico, North - Maps - 1757 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles* [Manuscript maps - Facsimiles]
*Mapa del viaje que hizo el P.F. Pedro Font a Montereí, y Puerto de San Francisco; y del viaje que hizo el P.F. Francisco Garces por el Rio Colorado hasta su desemboque, y para arriba hasta el Moqui.* [19-].
Authors: Font, Pedro, d. 1781 -- Garcés, Francisco Tomás Hermenegildo, 1738-1781
Archivo General de Indias. 104-6-18 (2) -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1777 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

72224 **Southwest, New - Maps - 1778 - Indians - Manuscripts - Facsimiles**
*Indians - Manuscripts - Facsimiles* [Manuscript maps - Facsimiles]
*Plano geographico de la tierra decubierta nuevamente, a los rumbos norte, noroeste, y oeste, del Nuevo Mexico, demarcado por mi, Don Bernardo de Miera y Pacheco que entrò ahacer su descubrimiento, en compañia de los RRs.PPs. fr. Francisco Atanacio Domingos y Fr. Silbestre Vele... Hecho en S. Phelipe el Real de Chiguagua, año de 1778.* [19-].
Authors: Miera y Pacheco, Bernardo de -- Domínguez, Francisco Atanasio, fl. 1776 -- Vélez de Escalante, Silvestre, d. 1792 -- British Library.
Add. Ms. 17661 d -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1778 manuscript.  
MapPhoto England BL Add. Ms. 17661 d (PrCt)

72225 Southwest, New - Maps - 1778 - Indians - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
>>>Indians - Southwest, New - Maps - 1778 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
>>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Indians of North America - Maps
Plano geográfico de la tierra descubierta y demarcada por Don Bernardo de Miera y Pacheco, al rumbo de noroeste y oeste del Nuevo Mexico, quien fue en compañía de los RR. PP. Fr. Francisco Atanacio Domingueez, visitador comisario y custodio de esta, y Fr. Silvestre Velez de Escalante, siendo uno del numero de las diez personas que acompañaron a dichos RR. PP. [19-].
Authors: Miera y Pacheco, Bernardo de -- Dominguez, Francisco Atanasio, fl. 1776 -- Vélez de Escalante, Silvestre, d. 1792 -- British Library.
Add. Ms. 17661 c -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1778 manuscript.  
MapPhoto England BL Add. Ms. 17661 c (PrCt)

72226 Southwest, New - Maps - 1778 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
>>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Plano geográfico de los descubrimientos hechos por dn. Bernardo Miera y Pacheco ...
Authors: Miera y Pacheco, Bernardo de -- Dominguez, Francisco Atanasio, fl. 1776 -- Vélez de Escalante, Silvestre, d. 1792 -- Yale University.
Library. Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library -- Meriden Gravure Company
1 map : col. ; 29 x 40 cm.
Facsimile of 1778 manuscript in the Western Americana Collection, Beinecke Library, Yale University.
Scale [ca. 1:3,180,000].
‘Reproduced by the Meriden Gravure Co.’
70-1123
map2F 4300 (PrCt)

72227 Southwest, New - Maps - 1849<<<Mexico - Maps - 1849
Map of California, New Mexico and adjacent countries. New York : 1849.
Authors: Disturnell, John, 1801-1877 -- Humboldt, Alexander von, 1769-1859 -- Ackerman, James, 19th cent. -- Everett D. Graff
Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 66 x 52 cm.
In Disturnell, John. The Emigrant's guide to New Mexico, California, and Oregon (New York, 1849) at back.
Wheat, Gold region, 81 M272
Graff 1091 at back (PrCt)

1 map on 2 sheets; 54 x 127 cm.
"1853-4."
Engraved by Selmar Siebert; drawn by John D. Hoffman.
Uniform title: Pacific Railroad Reports
"Scale 1:950,400 or 15 miles to 1 inch."
Relief shown by hachures.
Coordinates: (W 119°50'--W 106°05'/N 37°30'--N 32°30').
Inset maps (11 x 17 cm. and 13 x 31 cm.):
Sketch of Aztec Pass / drawn by C. Mahon.
Sketch of Campbell's Pass from Agua Azul to Salt Spring / drawn by C. Mahon.
Scale 1:120,000 -- Sketch of Campbell's Pass from Agua Azul to Salt Spring / drawn by C. Mahon. Scale 1:240,000.
Detached from Reports of explorations and surveys to ascertain the most practicable and economical route for a railroad from the Mississippi River to the Pacific Ocean / made under the direction of the Secretary of War, in 1853-[-6] ... (Washington, D.C. [etc.] : A.O.P. Nicholson, printer [and others], 1855-1860), v. 11, pt. 2, no. 34 in U.S. serial Set, 33rd Congress, 2nd session, House Ex. Doc 91 (Serial
72229 Southwest, New - Maps - 1855
Southwest, New - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1855
Southwest, New - 1855
United States - Boundaries - Mexico - Maps - 1855
Mexico - Boundaries - United States - Maps - 1855
Gadsden Purchase - Maps - 1855
San Diego Bay (Calif.) - Maps - 1849-1850
Nautical charts - San Diego Bay (Calif.) - 1849-1850
Wall maps
Nautical charts
Map of that portion of the boundary between the United States and Mexico: from the Pacific Coast to the junction of the Gila and Colorado Rivers. [New York]: Ackerman Lith., 379 Broadway N.Y., [1855].
1 map ; 53 x 124 cm., folded to 22 x 15 cm.
'Surveyed under the direction of Hon. John B. WELLER, U.S. Commissioner, and ... John R. Bartlett Esq., U.S. Commissioner ... conformably to the Treaty of Guad. Hidalgo, showing also the limits of the territory aquired under the treaty negotiated by the Hon. James Gadsden ... 1854 ... from explorations and surveys made by ... Andrew B. Gray ... as authorized ... by the resolution of the U.S. Senate, February 19th, 1855. Vide accompanying report, Senate Ex. Doc., No. 55, 33rd Congress 2nd Session.'
Scale [ca. 1:1,000,000].
Relief shown by hachures.
Inset (21 x 17 cm.): Sketch of the Port of San Diego surveyed by the U.S. Boundary Commission in 1849 and 1850.
Includes table of latitudes and longitudes of principal points and elevation 'Profile of country from the Rio Grande to the Gulf of California and from the Rio Grande to the Junction of the Gila and Colorado Rivers' (4 x 61 cm.)
Despite notes to the contrary, the map was apparently not issued in the U.S. Congressional Serial Set; not listed in Koepp's CIS US serial set index. Part XIV, Index and carto- bibliography of maps, 1789-1969; not in the Newberry copy of the Serial Set [Govt. 752].
Detached from unidentified text; remnants of maps, 1789
Serial Set; not listed in Koepp's CIS US serie
Apparently not issued in the U.S. Congressional
Despite notes to the contrary, the map was apparently not issued in the U.S. Congressional Serial Set; not listed in Koepp's CIS US serial set index. Part XIV, Index and carto- bibliography of maps, 1789-1969; not in the Newberry copy of the Serial Set [Govt. 752].
Detached from unidentified text; remnants of maps, 1789
Southwestern States - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1854<<>>Pacific railroads - Explorations and surveys - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1854<<>>Railroads - Maps

Profiles from San Francisco Bay to Los Angeles ... and from the Pimas Villages to Fort Fillmore. 1854.


Scale 1:760,320.

Uniform title: Pacific Railroad Reports

map6F G4051.P3 1853 .U5 v. 11, pt. 2, no. 45 (PrCt)


RMcN Clients 3078 (PrCt)

72239 Southwestern States - Description and travel - 1973 <>>>Road maps
1 pamphlet (17 p.): ill.; on sheet 23 x 91 cm., folded 23 x 11 cm.
"1973 edition"
Panel title.
Does not include maps.
Panel art: rural and urban illustrations.
Forms part of a collection of stock editions of Rand McNally road maps, some apparently issued as sales samples and / or printer's proofs for prospective commercial clients.
Uniform series title (established by cataloger):
Stock road maps
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (April 2010).

RMcN Stock 212 (PrCt)

1 map: col.; on sheet 92 x 99 cm.
Includes text on "Research methodology."
map6F G4296.G4 1970 T5 (PrCt)

Geological section from the Mississippi River to the Pacific Ocean : along the route explored by Lieut. A.W. Whipple, Corp. of Topl. Engrs. near the parallel of 35° north latitude, 1853-1854, prepared to accompany the preliminary report / by Jules Marcou. [Washington, D.C.]: U.S. Pacific Railroad Exploration and Survey, [1854?].
Southwestern States - Maps - 1746

D'Anville map of 1746. [197-?].
Authors: Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d', 1697-1782 -- Butterly, Lewis M., 1924- 1 map : 82 x 51 cm. on 2 sheets + text (13 leaves and 7 enlarged sections) Facsimile of original published Paris, 1746. Old maps of the Southwest. No. 2. Inset: [Hudson and Baffin Bay area].
M1277
map4C G4296.A 197- B8, no. 2 (PrCt)

Southwestern States - Maps - 1765

Mexico - Maps - 1765

Maps of Mexico - 1765 (Mexico : Peninsula) - Maps - 1765 Sonora (Mexico : State) - Maps - 1765
Kaart van het Westelyk Gedeelte van Nieuw Mexico en van California ... Amsterdam : Issak Tirion, 1765.
Authors: Tirion, Isaak -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 32 x 34 cm., folded to 25 cm. in slipcase (27 cm.) Scale: about 80 English miles to a degree. Relief shown pictorially. Prime meridian: [Amsterdam?] Phillips 600, map [102] Shelved in same slipcase as his Nieuwe kaart van de Grootbritannische volkplantingen in Noord America ... (1755) [Ayer 133.T59 1755] Ayer 133.T59 1765 (NLO)

Southwestern States - Maps - 1771

Manuscripts - Facsimiles

Manuscript maps - Facsimiles

Authors: Spain. Ejército. Servicio Geográfico -- Cartografía de ultramar (1949) 1 map ; 20 x 27 cm. In Cartografía de ultramar (Madrid, Impr. de Servicio Geográfico del Ejército, 1949- ), v. 2, pl. 119. Reproduction of original manuscript in Servicio Histórico del Ejército, Madrid, where it has the shelfmark LM - 8a - 1a - a - Núm. 46. A complete list of toponyms for this map are in the accompanying text volume, pp. 443-45. folio Ayer 135 .S73 1949, v. 2, pl. 119 (PrCt)

72245

Southwestern States - Maps - 1746

North America - Maps - 1746

D'Anville map of 1746. [197-?].
Authors: Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d', 1697-1782 -- Butterly, Lewis M., 1924- 1 map : 82 x 51 cm. on 2 sheets + text (13 leaves and 7 enlarged sections) Facsimile of original published Paris, 1746. Old maps of the Southwest. No. 2. Inset: [Hudson and Baffin Bay area].
M1277
map4C G4296.A 197- B8, no. 2 (PrCt)

72246

Southwestern States - Maps - 1765

Mexico - Maps - 1765

Maps of Mexico - 1765 (Mexico : Peninsula) - Maps - 1765 Sonora (Mexico : State) - Maps - 1765
Kaart van het Westelyk Gedeelte van Nieuw Mexico en van California ... Amsterdam : Issak Tirion, 1765.
Authors: Tirion, Isaak -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 32 x 34 cm., folded to 25 cm. in slipcase (27 cm.) Scale: about 80 English miles to a degree. Relief shown pictorially. Prime meridian: [Amsterdam?] Phillips 600, map [102] Shelved in same slipcase as his Nieuwe kaart van de Grootbritannische volkplantingen in Noord America ... (1755) [Ayer 133.T59 1755] Ayer 133.T59 1765 (NLO)

72247

Southwestern States - Maps - 1771

Manuscripts - Facsimiles

Manuscript maps - Facsimiles

Mapa de la frontera del Vireinato de Nueva España ... 1771. [19-?].
Authors: Lafora, Nicolas de -- Spain. Ministerio de la Guerra. LM 8a-1a-a,51(1) -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map Photostatic reproduction of 1771 manuscript. Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map

72244

Southwestern States - Maps - 1725

Mexico - Maps - 1725

Manuscript maps - Facsimiles

Requested and cited items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Collection (Newberry Library).

Map Photo Spain Guerra LM 8a-1a-a,51(1) (PrCt)


Mapa del territorio comprendido entre la Provincia de Nuevo Mexico y el fuerte de Natchitoches y Texas. [19-].
Authors: Xavier Fragoso, Francisco, fl. 1789 -- Leon de Francia, Pedro Viel de -- Archivo General de Indias. 86-6-9 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1789 manuscript showing the route of Francisco Xavier Fragoso and Pedro Viel de Leon de Francia's journey from Natchitoches to Santa Fe.
Torres Lanzas, Pedro. Relación descriptiva de las mapas, planos, & de México y Floridas existentes en el Archivo General de Indias (Sevilla, 1900) v. 2: 413,76-77.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Map Photo Spain AGI 86-6-9 (PrCt)

72249 Southwestern States - Maps - 1818 - Mexico - Maps - 1818

Spanish dominions in North America : northern part / drawn under the direction of Mr. Pinkerton by L. Hebert ; Neele sculpt. 352 Strand. Philada. [Philadelphia]: Published by Dobson, [1818].
Authors: Hebert, Lewis, fl. 1809-1838 -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826 -- Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Dobson, Thomas, 1751-1823 -- Thomas Dobson and Son -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826. A Modern atlas : from the latest and best authorities exhibiting the various divisions of the world ... (1818)
1 map : hand col.; 49 x 68 cm.
Running title: Pinkerton's modern atlas
In: Pinkerton, John. A Modern atlas : from the latest and best authorities exhibiting the various divisions of the world ... (Philadelphia : Thomas Dobson & Son, 1818), plate [42]
Case oversize G1019 .P56 1818, plate [42] (PrCt)

72250 Southwestern States - Maps - 1842 - Mexico - Maps - 1842

Central America II, including Texas, California ... [197-].
Authors: J. & C. Walker (Firm) -- Chapman and Hall -- Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (Great Britain) -- Buttery, Lewis M., 1924- -- Old Maps of the Southwest, No. 1
1 map ; 31 x 39 cm. + text (7 leaves and 8 enlarged sections)
M1327
map4C G4196.A 197- B8 no. 1 (PrCt)

72251 Southwestern States - Maps - 1844 - Texas - Maps - 1844 - Mexico - Maps - 1844

Authors: Emory, William H. (William Hemsley), 1811-1887 -- Abert, John James, 1788-1863 -- United States. War Department -- Stone, William James, 1798-1865 -- Chicago Historical Society
1 map : hand col.; 53 x 81 cm.
Boundary of Texas in color.
Scale [ca 1:4,435,200]; ca. 1 inch to 70 miles.
Text in lower left corner with notes, statistics, lists of authorities, etc.
Prime meridians: Greenwich and Washington.
Mounted on linen.
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.
OCLC 48036100
CHS Coll., Map no. 787 (PrCt)

72252 Southwestern States - Maps - 1845 - California - Maps - 1845 - Baja California (Mexico : Peninsula) - Maps - 1845 - Sonora (Mexico : State) - Maps - 1845

Authors: Farnham, Thomas Jefferson, 1804-1848 -- Farnham, Thomas Jefferson, 1804-1848. Travels in the Californias, and scenes in the Pacific ocean (1844) -- Saxton & Miles -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 34 x 26 cm., on sheet folded to 21 x 12 cm.
'Entered according to act of Congress in the year 1845 [sic], by Thomas J. Farnham in the Clerk's Office of the Southern District of New York.' In Farnham, Thomas Jefferson. Travels in the Californias, and scenes in the Pacific ocean (New York : Saxton & Miles, 1844 [sic]) inside front cover.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
References: Howes F49
Graff 1293 inside front cover (PrCt)

Southwestern States - Maps - 1849 - California - Maps - 1849
Map of Upper California / by the best authorities. [Sl. s.n.], 1849.

Authors: Wilkes, Charles, 1798-1877 -- Wilkes, Charles, 1798-1877. Western America, including California and Oregon ... (1849) -- Lea & Blanchard -- United States Exploring Expedition (1838-1842) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 21 x 29 cm., on sheet folded to 24 x 15 cm.

Anonymous map in Wilkes, Charles. Western America, including California and Oregon, with maps of those regions, and of the 'Sacramento Valley' (Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, 1849) between p. 32-33.

Scale not given.

Coordinates: (W 125°--W 107°/N 42°--N 32°).

Covers the area from Mendocino south to San Francisco Bay and east to the Great Salt Lake.

Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.

Variant edition of map issued by Wilkes in various editions of his Narrative of the United States Exploring Expedition of 1838-1842; cf. OCLC 46674177

Graff 4656 between p. 32-33 (PrCt)

72254 Southwestern States - Maps - 1849<<>>Mexico - Maps - 1849  

Central America II, including Texas, California ... [197-].

Authors: J. & C. Walker (Firm) -- Charles Knight & Co. -- Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (Great Britain) -- Butterly, Lewis M., 1924- -- Old Maps of the Southwest, No. 4 -- Knight (Charles) and Co., London SEE Charles Knight & Co.

1 map ; 32 x 40 cm. + text (11 leaves and 7 enlarged sections).

Facsimile of original published London, 1849.

Added title: Walker map of 1849.

Covers the southwestern U.S. and northern Mexico.

M1329

mapC4 G4196.A 197- B8 no. 4 (PrCt)

72255 Southwestern States - Maps - 1852<<>>Mexico - Maps - 1852  

North America sheet XV. 1879.

Authors: J. & C. Walker (Firm) -- Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (Great Britain) -- Butterly, Lewis M., 1924- -- Old Maps of the Southwest, no. 4

1 map ; 32 x 40 cm. + text (11 leaves and 7 enlarged sections).

Facsimile of original published London, 1852.

Covers the southwestern U.S. and northern Mexico.

M1330

mapC4 G4296.A 197- B8 no. 4 (PrCt)

72256 Southwestern States - Maps - 1852<<>>West (U.S.) - Maps - 1852<<>>Red River Valley

(Tex.-La.) - Maps - 1852

Map of the country between the frontiers of Arkansas and New Mexico : embracing the section explored in 1849, 50, 51, 52. New York : Ackerman Lith., 879 Broadway, [1853].

Authors: Marcy, Randolph Barnes, 1812-1887 -- United States. War Department -- Ackerman Lithr. -- United States. Congress. Senate -- Chicago Historical Society

1 map ; 67 x 150 cm.

'By Capt. R.B. Marcy, 5th U.S. Infy. under orders from the War Department.'

'Also a continuation of the emigrant road from Fort Smith and Fulton down the Valley of the Gila.'

Scale [ca. 1:1,500,000]

Coordinates: (W 115°--W 91°/N 39°--N 30°).

Relief shown by hachures.

Wheat, Mapping the Trans-Mississippi West, v.3, p. 328, no. 792.

OCLC 14575399.

Probably detached from Marcy, Randolph Barnes. Exploration of the Red River in U.S. 32nd Congress, 2nd session, 1852-1853. Senate Executive Document 54; cf. OCLC 31440793

Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.

CHS Coll., Map no. 789 (PrCt)
Geological map of the route explored ... near the parallel of 35° ... Mississippi River to the Pacific.
1 map : col. ; 21 x 94 cm.
Scale 1:3,000,000.
Uniform title: Pacific Railroad Reports
map6F G4051.P3 1853 .U5 v. 3, pt. 4, no. 2
(PrCt)

72259 Southwestern States - Maps - 1858-1860 - Baja California (Mexico : Peninsula) - Maps - 1858-1860 - Sonora (Mexico : State) - Maps - 1858-1860
Kalifornia déli részei : legújabb küttők után szerkesztette és rajzolta / Xántus János 1858.
Pesten [Budapest] : kiadják Lauffer és Stolp, 1859 [i.e. 1860].
Authors: Xántus, János, 1825-1894 -- Lauffer és Stolp (Budapest, Hungary) -- Haske és Társa (Budapest, Hungary) -- L. E., fl. ca. 1858 -- E., L., fl. ca. 1858 -- Xántus, János, 1825-1894. Utazás Kalifornia déli részeiben ... (1860) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library) -- János, Xántus, 1825-1894 SEE
Xántus, János, 1825-1894 -- Nyomt, Haske és Társa (Budapest, Hungary) SEE Haske és Társa (Budapest, Hungary)
1 map : 65 x 122 cm., folded to 18 x 11 cm. *House Ex. Doc. No. 124. 1st Session 35th Cong.* -- at upper right.
Scale 1:900,000.
Relief shown by hachures.
Shows various trails through Arizona, New Mexico, and California, between Albuquerque and the Rio Grande Valley, the Colorado River Valley, and San Pedro Bay; identifies Indian tribal regions.
In Beale, Edward Fitzgerald. Wagon road from Fort Defiance to the Colorado River : letter from the Secretary of War ... (1858) -- Dellenbaugh, Frederick Samuel, 1853-1935 -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 31 x 30 cm., on sheet folded to 20 x 14 cm.
Scale 1:6,000,000.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Graff 4785 inside back cover (PrCt)

Preliminary map of the western portion of the reconnaissance and survey for a pacific rail road route near the 35th par. / made by Capt. A.W. Whipple, T.E. in 1853-4. With additions showing the route of the proposed wagon road from Fort Defiance to the Colorado together with several lateral explorations by E.F. Beale, Supt. 1857-8. N.Y. [New York] : lith. of J. Bien, 60 Fulton Street, [1858].
1 map ; 65 x 122 cm., folded to 18 x 11 cm. *House Ex. Doc. No. 124. 1st Session 35th Cong.* -- at upper right.
Scale 1:900,000.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
References: OCLC 38268514
Graf 216 [map] (PrCt)

72261 Southwestern States - Maps - 1864
Authors: Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1864 -- Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1864
Johnson's new illustrated family atlas of the world ... (1869) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 39 x 56 cm.
"Entered according to act of Congress in the year 1864, by A.J. Johnson in the Clerk's Office of the District Court of the United States for the Southern District of New York."
In: Johnson, Alvin Jewett. Johnson's new illustrated family atlas of the world ... (New York: A.J. Johnson, publisher, 1869), [plate 36]
Sheet corners numbered 71 and 72.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1019 .J5 1869, [plate 36] (PrCt)

72262 Southwestern States - Maps - 1869-1881
Sonora (Mexico: State) - Maps - 1869-1881
Chihuahua (Mexico: State) - Maps - 1869-1881
Bell, William Abraham - Travel - Maps

Authors: Ravenstein, Ernest George, 1834-1913 -- Chapman and Hall -- Bell, William Abraham.
New tracks in North America: a journal of travel and adventure whilst engaged in the survey for a southern railroad to the Pacific Ocean during 1867-8 (1869) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 31 x 36 cm.
Scale 1:6,000,000.
Relief shown with shading.
Inset (6 x 6 cm.): Lower California continued. Detached from: Bell, William Abraham. New tracks in North America: a journal of travel and adventure whilst engaged in the survey for a southern railroad to the Pacific Ocean during 1867-8 (London: Chapman and Hall, 1869) v. 1, between p. xiv-[xv] [Graff 246]
Issued folded to 21 x 8 cm.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copy: Ayer 128.5 .B4 1860
Digital image of another copy available on the Tooley Adams & Co. website (accessed April 2009): http://www.tooleys.co.uk/m07/g048.jpg
map2F G4295 1869 .R3 (PrCt)

72263 Southwestern States - Maps - 1872-1874
Great Plains - Maps - 1872
Authors: Swanston, George H. -- Smith, J. Calvin (John Calvin) -- Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- A. Fullarton & Co. -- A. Fullarton & Co. The Royal illustrated atlas of modern geography [1872?]
1 map: col.; 50 x 39 cm.
"The south central section comprising Texas, Louisiana, Mississippi, Arkansas, Western Territory and part of Missouri."
Printed plate no. "LIX" in upper right and pasted onto verso.
Case oversize G1019 .A38 1872, plate [59] (PrCt)

72264 Southwestern States - Maps - 1874-1881
Geology - West (U.S.) - Maps - 1874-1881
Geology - Geology - Maps - 1874-1881
Southwestern States - Geology - Maps - 1874-1881 - West (U.S.)
Geological atlas projected to illustrate geographical explorations and surveys west of the 100th meridian of longitude ... : embracing results of the different expeditions under the command of 1st Lieut. Geo. M. Wheeler, Corps of Engineers, [Washington: Govt. Print. Off., 1874-1881].
For coverage of this set, see Map Information File.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
This and a companion Topographical atlas were issued to accompany: Wheeler, George M. Report upon United States Geographical Surveys West of the One Hundredth Meridian (Washington, D.C., 1875-1889). References: Wheat 1250.

72265 Southwestern States - Maps - 1874-1883 - Topographic maps

Topographic maps

Topographic atlas projected to illustrate geographical explorations and surveys west of the 100th meridian of longitude ... : embracing results of the different expeditions under the command of 1st Lieut. Geo. M. Wheeler, Corps of Engineers. [Washington : Govt. Print. Off., 1874-1883].

Authors: U.S. Geographical Surveys West of the 100th Meridian -- Wheeler, George M. (George Montague), 1842-1905 -- Weyss, John E., ca. 1820-1903 -- Herman, Charles -- Lang, John C. -- Nell, Louis -- Aguirre, A. A. -- Graphic Company -- Wheeler, George M. (George Montague), 1842-1905. Report upon United States Geographical Surveys West of the One Hundredth Meridian (1875-1889)=Julius Bien & Co. -- United States. Government Printing Office 1 atlas : maps (part col.) ; on sheets each 48 x 61 cm. Scales vary; primarily 1:253,440 and 1:506,880. Projected to cover the area in 95 sheets; 15 full sheets and 34 partial sheets were published. For coverage of this set, see Map Information File.

J.E. Weyss, C. Herman, J.C. Lang, L. Nell, and A.A. Aguirre, draftsmen; printed by The Graphic Co. and Julius Bien.

This and a companion Geologica atlas were issued to accompany: Wheeler, George M. Report upon United States Geographical Surveys West of the One Hundredth Meridian (Washington, D.C., 1875-1889). References: Wheat 1250.

72266 Southwestern States - Maps - 1882 - Railroads

Map of the Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Company - Maps - 1882


Authors: Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Ellis, George H., printer 1 map : col. ; 34 x 53 cm. Detached from Annual report of the board of directors of the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad Co. ... (Boston : Press of Geo. H. Ellis, 1882) [5A 7267 (1881 vol.) opposite title page] Separated into several pieces.
Riilroads - Maps

Group 10. Southwestern states (A) ... Chicago : Rand, McNally & Co., 1886.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1886)
1 map : col. ; 27 x 26 cm.
Title in upper margin.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1886) between p. 592-593
H 668 .703 (1886) bet. p. 592-593 (PrCt)

Authors: Poole Brothers -- J. A. -- A., J. -- Kansas City, Fort Scott, and Gulf R.R. Company -- Ripley, T. W.
1 map : 21 x 16 cm.
Signed 'J.A.' at bottom right.
In Kansas City, Fort Scott, and Gulf R.R. Company. Eighth annual report of the Kansas City, Fort Scott and Gulf railroad company. ... 1886 (Boston: Geo. H. Ellis, 1887), bound opposite 'Length of road' table before title page.
5A 7267 (1887 vol.) (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Missouri Pacific Railway Company -- Woodward & Tiernan Printing Co.
1 map : col. ; 44 x 45 cm.
In Missouri Pacific Railway Company. Sixth annual report of the stockholders ... 1886 (St. Louis: Woodward & Tiernan, 1887) opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1887 vol.) (PrCt)

Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor & Greenough (New York, N.Y.) -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1887) 1 map : col. ; 20 x 26 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Advertising on verso: Poor & Greenough, bankers and brokers ... New York
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1887) between p. 784-785
H 668 .703 (1887) bet. p. 784-785 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Missouri Pacific Railway Company -- Woodward & Tiernan Printing Co.
1 map : col. ; 44 x 44 cm.
In Missouri Pacific Railway Company. Seventh annual report to the stockholders ... 1887 (St. Louis: Woodward & Tiernan, 1888) opposite title page
5A 7267 (1888 vol.) (PrCt)

Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor & Greenough (New York, N.Y.) -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1888) 1 map : col. ; 20 x 26 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Advertising on verso for American Bank Note Company and Poor & Greenough, bankers and brokers, New York.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1888) between p. 848-849
H 668 .703 (1888) bet. p. 848-849 (PrCt)

1 map : col. ; 44 x 45 cm.
In Missouri Pacific Railway Company. Eighth annual report to the directors and stockholders ... 1888 (St. Louis: Woodward & Tiernan, 1889) opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1888 vol.) (PrCt)

Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor & Greenough (New York, N.Y.) -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1889) 1 map : col. ; 20 x 26 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Advertising on verso for American Bank Note Company and Poor & Greenough, bankers and
The Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad Company
Railroads
Southwestern States
1890

Southwestern States - Maps - 1889 - Railroads
South-Western States. The Railway systems.

Authors: Rand McNally and Company

1 map ; 32 x 49 cm.

Chas. Hart & Sons Lith., 36 Vesey St. N.Y.


Series: Engineering news series of maps. no. 16

In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1889) opposite title page.

H 668 .703 (1889) opp. p. xxvii (PrCt)

Southwestern States - Maps - 1890

Supplement to Engineering News. July 20, 1890.


Authors: G.W. & C.B. Colton & Co. -- Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Company

1 map ; 40 x 83 cm.

In Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Company. Eighteenth annual report of the board of directors to the stockholders ... 1890 [Boston?: Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Company? 1890] opposite title page.

5A 7267 (1890 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Southwestern States - Maps - 1890

Map of St. Louis and San Francisco Ry. and connections. Chicago : Rand, McNally & Co., [1889].

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- St. Louis and San Francisco Railway Company -- Woodward & Tiernan Printing Co.

1 map : col. ; 37 x 72 cm.

In St. Louis and San Francisco Railway Company. Twelfth annual report ... 1888 (St. Louis: Woodward & Tiernan, 1889) opposite title page.

5A 7267 (1888 vol.) (PrCt)

Southwestern States - Maps - 1890

Map showing the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad System : with its connections. Chicago : Rand, McNally, 1890.

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- St. Louis and San Francisco Railway Company -- Atlantic System.

1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.

Text on verso.

Includes untitled inset of the western U.S. (4 x 7 cm.)

In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1890) p. 778

H 668 .703 (1890) p. 778 (PrCt)

Southwestern States - Maps - 1890

The Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad System. [Boston? Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Company?, 1890?].

Authors: Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Company

1 map ; 15 x 27 cm.

Bottom margin includes list of states and directory of 'important termini and centres.'


5A 7267 (1890 vol. [1]) (PrCt)
report of the Southern Pacific Company ... 1889
[San Francisco?: Southern Pacific Railroad Company?, 1890?] opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1888-1889 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

72289
Southwestern States - Maps - 1891 - Railroads - Maps
Denver and Rio Grande Railroad Company - Maps - 1891 - Railroads - Maps
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1891) -- Denver and Rio Grande Railroad Company
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
Includes untitled inset of the western U.S. (4 x 7 cm.)
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1891) p. 693
H 668 .703 (1891) p. 693 (PrCt)

72290
Southwestern States - Maps - 1891 - Railroads - Maps
Missouri Pacific Railway Company - Maps - 1891 - Railroads - Maps
Missouri Pacific Railway and connections. [New York : s.n., 1891].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1891) -- Missouri Pacific Railway Company
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1891) p. 785
H 668 .703 (1891) p. 785 (PrCt)

72291
Southwestern States - Maps - 1891 - Railroads - Maps
Missouri Pacific Railway Company - Maps - 1891 - Railroads - Maps
St. Louis, Iron Mountain, and Southern Railway Company - Maps - 1891 - Railroads - Maps
1 map : 44 x 45 cm.
In Missouri Pacific Railway Company. Thirteenth annual report to the directors and stockholders ... 1889 (St. Louis: Woodward & Tiernan, 1890) opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1889 vol.) (PrCt)

72288
Southwestern States - Maps - 1890 - Railroads - Maps - 1890 - Railroads - Maps
Southern Pacific Railroad Company - Maps - 1890 - Railroads - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Southern Pacific Railroad Company
1 map : 26 x 40 cm.
Centered primarily on Texas and northeastern Mexico.
In Southern Pacific Railroad Company. Annual
Title in upper margin.
Advertising on verso for American Bank Note Company, New York.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1891) between p. 480-481
H 668 .703 (1891) bet. p. 480-481 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Southern Pacific Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 27 x 40 cm.
In Southern Pacific Railroad Company. Annual report of the Southern Pacific Company ... 1890 [San Francisco?: Southern Pacific Railroad Company?, 1891?] opposite title page
5A 7267 (1890 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Authors: G.W. & C.B. Colton & Co. -- Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Company -- Geo. H. Ellis Company (Boston, Mass.)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 83 cm.
In Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Company. Twentieth annual report of the board of directors to the stockholders of the Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Co. ... 1892 (Boston: Geo. H. Ellis, [1892?]) opposite title page
5A 7267 (1892 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1892) -- Denver and Rio Grande Railroad Company
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
Includes untitled inset of the western U.S. (4 x 7 cm.)
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1892) p. 203
H 668 .703 (1892) p. 203 (PrCt)

Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1892) -- Struthers & Co. (New York, N.Y.) -- Missouri Pacific Railway Company -- St. Louis, Iron Mountain, and Southern Railway Company
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1892) p. 797
H 668 .703 (1892) p. 797 (PrCt)
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1893) p. 233
H 668 .703 (1893) p. 233 (PrCt)

The Missouri Pacific Railway company, St. Louis, Iron Mountain and Southern Railway Co. and leased, operated and independent lines. [New York : s.n., 1893].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1893) -- Missouri Pacific Railway Company -- St. Louis, Iron Mountain, and Southern Railway Company
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1894) p. 527
H 668 .703 (1893) p. 527 (PrCt)

1 map : col. ; 55 x 58 cm.
In Missouri Pacific Railway Company. Twelfth annual report to the directors and stockholders ... 1892 (St. Louis: Woodward & Tiernan, 1893) opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1893 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

72302 Southwestern States - Maps - 1893 - Railroads<>Railroads - Maps
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1893)
1 map : col. ; 20 x 26 cm.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1894) between p. xvi-[1]
H 668 .703 (1894) bet. p. xvi-[1] (PrCt)

The Missouri Pacific Railway Company, St. Louis, Iron Mountain and Southern Railway Co. and leased, operated and independent lines. [New York : s.n., 1895].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1895) -- Missouri Pacific Railway Company -- St. Louis, Iron Mountain, and Southern Railway Company
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1894) p. 527
H 668 .703 (1894) p. 527 (PrCt)

1 map : col. ; 55 x 58 cm.
In Missouri Pacific Railway Company. Thirteenth annual report of the president ... 1893 (St. Louis: R.P. Studley & Co., 1894) at end.
5A 7267 (1893 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

72305 Southwestern States - Maps - 1894 - Railroads<>Railroads - Maps
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1894)
1 map : col. ; 20 x 26 cm.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1894) between p. xvi-[1]
H 668 .703 (1894) bet. p. xvi-[1] (PrCt)

The Missouri Pacific Railway Company, St. Louis, Iron Mountain and Southern Railway Co. and leased, operated and independent lines. [New York : s.n., 1895].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1895) -- Missouri Pacific Railway Company -- St. Louis, Iron Mountain, and Southern Railway Company
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1894) p. 527
H 668 .703 (1894) p. 527 (PrCt)
1 map : 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1895) p. 541
H 668 .703 (1895) p. 541 (PrCt)

1 map : col. ; 55 x 58 cm.
In Missouri Pacific Railway Company. Fourteenth annual report of the president ... 1894 (St. Louis: R.P. Studley & Co., 1895) at end.
5A 7267 (1894 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

1 map : col. ; 55 x 58 cm.
In Missouri Pacific Railway Company. Fifteenth annual report of the president ... 1895 (St. Louis: R.P. Studley & Co., 1895) at end.
5A 7267 (1895 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

72309 Southwestern States - Maps - 1895 - Railroads<br>Railroads - Maps
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1895)
1 map : col. ; 20 x 26 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Added title in upper margin: Railroad map of the United States - section 14.
Advertising on verso.

The Missouri Pacific Railway Company, St. Louis, Iron Mountain and Southern Railway Co. and leased, operated and independent lines.
New York : Struthers & Co., [1896].
Authors: Struthers & Co. (New York, N.Y.) -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1896) -- Missouri Pacific Railway Company -- St. Louis, Iron Mountain, and Southern Railway Company
1 map : 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1896) p. 633
H 668 .703 (1896) p. 633 (PrCt)

Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1896)
1 map : col. ; 20 x 26 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Added title in upper margin: Railroad map of the United States - section 14.
Advertising on verso.

Texas Central railroad. [New York : s.n., 1896].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1896) -- Texas Central Railroad Company
1 map : 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.

1 map : col. ; 55 x 58 cm.
In Missouri Pacific Railway Company. Sixteenth annual report of the president ... 1896 (St. Louis: R.P. Studley & Co., 1897) at end.
5A 7267 (1896 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

The Missouri Pacific Railway Company, St. Louis, Iron Mountain and Southern Railway Co. and leased, operated and independent lines.
New York : Struthers & Co., [1896].
Authors: Struthers & Co. (New York, N.Y.) -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1896) -- Missouri Pacific Railway Company -- St. Louis, Iron Mountain, and Southern Railway Company
1 map : 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1896) p. 633
H 668 .703 (1896) p. 633 (PrCt)
72315 Southwestern States - Maps - 1897 - Railroads - Maps
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1897)
1 map : col. ; 20 x 26 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Added title in upper margin: Railroad map of the United States - section 14.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1897) between p. xvi-[1]
H 668 .703 (1897) bet. p. xvi-[1] (PrCt)

72316 Southwestern States - Maps - 1897 - Railroads - Maps
St. Louis and San Francisco Railway Company - Maps - 1897 - Railroads - Maps
Map of St. Louis and San Francisco Railroad and connecting lines. St. Louis? St. Louis and San Francisco Railway Company?, [1897].
Authors: St. Louis and San Francisco Railway Company -- Woodward & Tiernan Printing Co.
1 map ; 25 x 17 cm.
Plate no.: 2852
In St. Louis and San Francisco Railway Company. First annual report of the St. Louis and San Francisco Railway Company ... 1897 (St. Louis, Mo.: Woodward & Tiernan, 1897) at end.
5A 7267 (1896-1897 vol.) (PrCt)

72317 Southwestern States - Maps - 1898 - Railroads - Maps
Missouri Pacific Railway Company - Maps - 1898 - Railroads - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Missouri Pacific Railway Company -- R.P. Studley Co.
1 map : col. ; 60 x 60 cm.

In Missouri Pacific Railway Company.
Seventeenth annual report of the president ... 1897 (St. Louis: R.P. Studley & Co., 1898), bound as the second leaf before title page.
5A 7267 (1897 vol. [1]) (PrCt)
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Company -- Burgoyne, C. G., fl. 1893
1 map: col.; 42 x 90 cm.
In Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Company. Fourth annual report of the Atchison, Topeka, & Santa Fe Railway Company ... 1899 (New York: C. G. Burgoyne, [1899?]) opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1898-1899 vol.) (PrCt)

1 map: col.; 61 x 61 cm.
In Missouri Pacific Railway Company. Eighteenth annual report of the president ... 1898 (St. Louis: R.P. Studley & Co., 1899), bound as the second leaf before title page.
5A 7267 (1898 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Authors: Struthers & Co. (New York, N.Y.) -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1899) -- Missouri Pacific Railway Company -- St. Louis, Iron Mountain, and Southern Railway Company
1 map: 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1899) p. 565
H 668 .703 (1899) p. 565 (PrCt)

Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1899)
1 map: col.; 20 x 26 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Added title in upper margin: Poor's manual--Railroad map of the United States.
1899.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1899) between p. 576-577
H 668 .703 (1899) bet. p. 576-577 (PrCt)

Authors: St. Louis and San Francisco Railway Company -- Woodward & Tiernan Printing Co.
1 map; 30 x 21 cm.
Plate no.: 2886 [?]
In St. Louis and San Francisco Railway Company. Third annual report of the St. Louis and San Francisco Railroad Company ... 1899 (St. Louis: Woodward & Tiernan, 1899) at end.
5A 7267 (1898-1899 vol.) (PrCt)

Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Company -- Burgoyne, C. G., fl. 1893
1 map: col.; 42 x 88 cm.
In Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Company. Fifth annual report of the Atchison, Topeka, & Santa Fe Railway Company ... 1900 (New York: C. G. Burgoyne, [1900?] at end.
5A 7267 (1899-1900 vol.) (PrCt)

Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1900) -- Denver and Rio Grande Railroad Company
1 map; 12 x 17 cm.
Verso blank.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1900) between p. 472-473
H 668 .703 (1900) bet. p. 472-473 (PrCt)

Authors: Denver and Rio Grande Railway Company -- Smith-Brooks Co.
1 map : col. ; 34 x 49 cm.
Relief shown with hachures; identifies Indian reservations and counties.
In Denver and Rio Grande Railway Company. 
14th annual report to the stockholders ... 1900 (Denver: Smith-Brooks Printing Company, 1900) at end.
5A 7267 (1899-1900 vol.) (PrCt)

1 map : col. ; 61 x 61 cm.
In Missouri Pacific Railway Company. Nineteenth annual report of the president ... 1899 (St. Louis: R.P. Studley & Co., 1900) at end.
5A 7267 (1899 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Authors: Struthers & Co. (New York, N.Y.) -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1900) -- Missouri Pacific Railway Company -- St. Louis, Iron Mountain, and Southern Railway Company
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1900) p. 499
H 668 .703 (1900) p. 499 (PrCt)

72331 Southwestern States - Maps - 1900 - Railroads<>Railroads - Maps
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1900)
1 map : col. ; 20 x 26 cm.
Title in right margin.
Added title in right margin: Poor's manual--Railroad map of the United States, 1900.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1900) between p. 592-593
H 668 .703 (1900) bet. p. 592-593 (PrCt)

Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Company -- Burgoyne, C. G., fl. 1893
1 map : col. ; 42 x 89 cm.
In Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Company. Sixth annual report of the Atchison, Topeka, & Santa Fe Railway Company ... 1901 (New York: C. G. Burgoyne, [1901?]) opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1900-1901 vol.) (PrCt)

Authors: Fort Worth and Denver City Railway Company
1 map : col. ; 34 x 49 cm.
At bottom center: 8-1-'01.
Relief shown with hachures; identifies Indian reservations and counties.
In Denver and Rio Grande Railway Company. 
15th annual report to the stockholders ... 1901 (Denver: Smith-Brooks Printing Company, 1901) at end.
5A 7267 (1900-1901 vol.) (PrCt)
1 map : col. ; 61 x 61 cm.
In Missouri Pacific Railway Company. Twentieth annual report of the president ... 1900 (St. Louis: R.P. Studley & Co., 1901) at end.
5A 7267 (1900 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

72339 Southwestern States - Maps - 1901 - Railroads<>St. Louis and San Francisco Railway Company - Maps - 1901<>Frisco System SEE St. Louis and San Francisco Railway Company<>Railroads - Maps
Authors: Woodward & Tiernan Printing Co. -- St. Louis and San Francisco Railway Company -- Frisco System SEE St. Louis and San Francisco Railway Company
1 map ; 30 x 21 cm.
Inset (9 x 11 cm.): Map showing Frisco System connections with Mexico.
In St. Louis and San Francisco Railway Company. Fifth annual report of the St. Louis and San Francisco Railroad Company ... 1901 (St. Louis: Woodward & Tiernan Printing Co., 1901) at end.
5A 7267 (1900-1901 vol.) (PrCt)

Map of The Colorado Road : Colorado & Southern Railway and the Fort Worth and Denver City Railway and connections. Chicago : Poole Bros., [1902].
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Colorado and Southern Railway -- Fort Worth and Denver City Railway Company -- Smith-Brooks Co.
1 map : col. ; 22 x 38 cm.
Plate no.: 3094.
In Colorado and Southern Railway Company. Third annual report to the stockholders of Colorado & Southern Railway Company for ... 1902 (Denver, Colo: Smith-Brooks Printing Co., 1902) at end
5A 7267 (1901-1902 vol.) (PrCt)

The Denver and Rio Grande system. [Denver, Colo.? Denver and Rio Grande Railway Company?], [1902].
Authors: Denver and Rio Grande Railway Company -- Smith-Brooks Co. -- Fort Worth and Denver City Railway Company
1 map : col. ; 34 x 48 cm.
'8-14-'02' in bottom margin.
Plate no.: 3738.
Apparently issued as part of annual report to the board of directors.

Authors: Struthers & Co. (New York, N.Y.) -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1901) -- Missouri Pacific Railway Company -- St. Louis, Iron Mountain, and Southern Railway Company
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1901) p. 491
H 668 .703 (1901) p. 491 (PrCt)

72337 Southwestern States - Maps - 1901 - Railroads<>Railroads - Maps
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1901)
1 map : col. ; 20 x 26 cm.
Title in right margin.
Added title in right margin: Poor’s manual--Railroad map of the United States, 1901.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1901) between p. 592-593
H 668 .703 (1901) bet. p. 592-593 (PrCt)

72338 Southwestern States - Maps - 1901 - Railroads<>St. Louis and San Francisco Railroad Company - Maps - 1901<>Railroads - Maps
Map of St. Louis & San Francisco R.R. and connecting lines. [New York : s.n., 1901].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1901) -- St. Louis and San Francisco Railway Company
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1901) p. 517
H 668 .703 (1901) p. 517 (PrCt)
stockholders of the Denver and Rio Grande Railroad Company ... 1902 (Denver: Smith-Brooks Printing Company, 1902), but the Newberry copy is miss-bound following the 1902 report of the Fort Worth and Denver City Railway Company.

5A 7267 (1901-1902 vol.) (PrCt)

Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1902) -- New Mexico Railway and Coal Company
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.


Text on verso.

In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1902) p. 491
H 668 .703 (1902) p. 491 (PrCt)

Authors: Woodward & Tiernan Printing Co. -- St. Louis and San Francisco Railway Company
1 map ; 18 x 13 cm.

Roughly bound by Nebraska, Illinois, Texas and Alabama.

Inset (6 x 5 cm.): Map showing Frisco system connections with Mexico.

Text on verso.

In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1902) p. 753
Also numbered '48' at bottom left.
H 668 .703 (1902) p. 753 (PrCt)

1 map ; col. ; 60 x 89 cm.

In Missouri Pacific Railway Company. Twenty-first annual report of the president ... 1901 (St. Louis: R.P. Studley & Co., 1902) at end.

5A 7267 (1901 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Authors: Struthers & Co. (New York, N.Y.) -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1902) -- Missouri Pacific Railway Company -- St. Louis, Iron Mountain, and Southern Railway Company -- Denver and Rio Grande Western Railway Company -- Texas & Pacific Railway -- International & Great Northern Railroad -- St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.

Text on verso.

In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1902) p. 473
H 668 .703 (1902) p. 473 (PrCt)

Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
72347 **Southwestern States - Maps - 1903 - Railroads**

*Report to the stockholders of the Great Northern Railroad, St. Louis, Iron Mountain, and Southern Railway, Texas & Pacific Railway, and the Fort Worth & Denver City Railway Company,* 1903 vol.) (PrCt)

1 map : col. ; 1902

'Three maps of the United States, 1902

Added title in right margin: Poor's railroad map of the United States, 1902.

Advertising on verso.

In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1902) between p. 512-513.

H 668 .703 (1902) bet. p. 512-513 (PrCt)

72348 **Southwestern States - Maps - 1903 - Railroads**

*Report to the stockholders of the Great Northern Railroad, St. Louis, Iron Mountain, and Southern Railway, Texas & Pacific Railway, and the Fort Worth & Denver City Railway Company,* 1903 vol.) (PrCt)

1 map : col. ; 20 x 26 cm.

'Three maps of the United States, 1902

Added title in right margin: Poor's railroad map of the United States, 1902.

Advertising on verso.

In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1902) between p. 512-513.

H 668 .703 (1902) bet. p. 512-513 (PrCt)

72349 **Southwestern States - Maps - 1903 - Railroads**

*Report to the stockholders of the Great Northern Railroad, St. Louis, Iron Mountain, and Southern Railway, Texas & Pacific Railway, and the Fort Worth & Denver City Railway Company,* 1903 vol.) (PrCt)

1 map : col. ; 22 x 39 cm.

'Three maps of the United States, 1902

Added title in right margin: Poor's railroad map of the United States, 1902.

Advertising on verso.

In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1902) between p. 512-513.

H 668 .703 (1902) bet. p. 512-513 (PrCt)
Railroad -- St. Louis Southwestern Railway
Company -- R.P. Studley Co.
1 map : col. ; 60 x 89 cm.
In Missouri Pacific Railway Company.
Twenty-second annual report of the president ... 1902 (St. Louis: R.P. Studley & Co., 1903) at end.
5A 7267 (1902 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

72352 Southwestern States - Maps - 1903 - Railroads
Missouri Pacific Railway Company - Maps - 1903
St. Louis, Iron Mountain, and Southern Railway Company - Maps - 1903
Denver and Rio Grande Railway Company - Maps - 1903
Rio Grande Western Railway Company - Maps - 1903
Texas & Pacific Railway - Maps - 1903
International & Great Northern Railroad - Maps - 1903
St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company - Maps - 1903
Railroads - Maps
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1903) p. 501
H 668 .703 (1903) p. 501 (PrCt)

72355 Southwestern States - Maps - 1904 - Railroads
Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Company - Maps - 1904
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Company -- Burgoyne, C. G., fl. 1893
1 map : col. ; 44 x 89 cm.
5A 7267 (1904 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

72356 Southwestern States- Maps - 1904 - Railroads
Colorado and Southern Railway - Maps - 1904
Fort Worth and Denver City Railway Company - Maps - 1904
Map of 'The Colorado Road' : Colorado & Southern Railway and the Fort Worth & Denver City Railway and connections. Chicago : Poole Bros., [1902].
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Colorado and Southern Railway -- Fort Worth and Denver City Railway Company -- Smith-Brooks Co.
1 map : col. ; 22 x 39 cm.
'6-18-'02' -- at bottom center.
Plate no.: 3094.
In Colorado and Southern Railway Company.
Fifth annual report to the stockholders of the Colorado & Southern Railway Company ... 1904 (Denver, Colo: Smith-Brooks Printing Co., 1904) opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1904 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

72357 Southwestern States- Maps - 1904 - Railroads
Colorado and Southern Railway - Maps - 1904
Fort Worth and Denver City Railway Company - Maps - 1904
Map of 'The Colorado Road' : Colorado & Southern Railway and the Fort Worth & Denver
City Railway and connections. Chicago: Poole Bros., [1902].
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Colorado and Southern Railway -- Fort Worth and Denver City Railway Company -- Smith-Brooks Co.
1 map: col.; 22 x 39 cm.
'6-18-02' -- at bottom center.
Plate no.: 3094.
In Colorado and Southern Railway Company.
Fifth annual report to the stockholders of Colorado & Southern Railway Company ... 1904 (Denver, Colo: Smith-Brooks Printing Co., 1904) at end.
5A 7267 (1904 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1904) -- New Mexico Railway and Coal Company.
1 map; 12 x 19 cm.
'Comprising El Paso & Northeastern Railway, El Paso & Rock Island Railway, Alamagordo & Sacramento Mt. Railway, Dawson Railway.'
Roughly bounded by Oregon, Indiana, northern Mexico and Alabama.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1904) p. 505
H 668 .703 (1904) p. 505 (PrCt)


1 map: col.; 61 x 89 cm.
In Missouri Pacific Railway Company.
Twenty-third annual report of the president ... 1903 (St. Louis: R.P. Studley & Co., 1904) bound as second leaf before title page.
Report includes three fold-out elevation profiles.
5A 7267 (1903 vol. [1]) (PrCt)


1 map; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1904) p. 481
H 668 .703 (1904) p. 481 (PrCt)

Southwestern States - Maps - 1904 - Railroads - Maps
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1904)
1 map: col.; 26 x 20 cm.
Title in right margin.
Added title in right margin: Poor's manual--Railroad map of the United States, 1904.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1904) between p. 496-497
H 668 .703 (1904) bet. p. 496-497 (PrCt)

Authors: Denver and Rio Grande Railway Company -- Smith-Brooks Co.
1 map : col. ; 34 x 49 cm.
'Corrected to June 30th 1904' --at bottom center.
Plate no.: 3738.
Relief shown with hachures; identifies Indian reservations and counties.
In Denver and Rio Grande Railway Company. 18th annual report to the stockholders ... 1904 (Denver: Smith-Brooks Printing Company, 1904) opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1904 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Company -- Burgoyne, C. G., fl. 1893
1 map : col. ; 42 x 88 cm.
In Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Company. Tenth annual report of the Atchison, Topeka, & Santa Fe Railway Company ... 1905 (New York: C.G. Burgoyne, [1905?]}) opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1905 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

1 map : col. ; 61 x 89 cm.
In Missouri Pacific Railway Company. Twenty-fourth annual report of the president ... 1904 (St. Louis: R.P. Studley & Co., 1905) bound as second leaf before title page.
5A 7267 (1905 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Map of 'The Colorado Road': Colorado & Southern Railway and the Fort Worth & Denver City Railway and connections. Chicago : Poole Bros., [1905].
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Colorado and Southern Railway -- Fort Worth and Denver City Railway Company -- Smith-Brooks Co.
1 map : col. ; 22 x 38 cm.
'6-18-'02' --at bottom center.
Plate no.: 3094.
In Colorado and Southern Railway Company. Sixth annual report to the stockholders of the Colorado & Southern Railway Company ... 1905 (Denver, Colo: Smith-Brooks Printing Co., 1905) opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1905 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Railway - International & Great Northern Railroad -- St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1905) between p. 560-561
H 668 .703 (1905) bet. p. 560-561 (PrCt)

Authors: Poole Brothers -- Colorado and Southern Railway -- Fort Worth and Denver City Railway Company -- Colorado Springs & Cripple Creek District Railway -- Trinity and Brazos Valley Railway Company -- Smith-Brooks Co.
1 map ; 22 x 39 cm.
'6-12-'06' at lower middle.
Plate no.: 4845.
In Colorado and Southern Railway. Seventh annual report of the Colorado & Southern Railway Company for the fiscal year ended ... 1906 (Denver: Smith-Brooks Printing Co., 1906) opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1906 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Authors: Denver and Rio Grande Railway Company -- Smith-Brooks Co.
1 map : col. ; 34 x 49 cm.
'Corrected to June 30th 1905' --at bottom center.
Plate no.: 3738.
Relief shown with hachures; identifies Indian reservations and counties.
In Denver and Rio Grande Railway Company, 19th annual report to the stockholders ... 1905 (Denver: Smith-Brooks Printing Company, 1905) opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1905 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Company -- Burgoyne, C. G., fl. 1893
1 map : col. ; 42 x 89 cm.
Detached from Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Company. Eleventh annual report of the Atchison, Topeka, & Santa Fe Railway Company
... 1906 (New York: C.G. Burgoyne, [1906]) [5A 7267 (1906 vol. [1]) opposite title page]
map6F G4296.P3 1906 .A4 (PrCt)
1 map : col. ; 34 x 48 cm.
'Corrected to July 1st 1906' -- at bottom center.
Plate no.: 3738.
In Denver and Rio Grande Railroad Company.
20th annual report to the stockholders ... 1906
(Denver: Smith-Brooks Printing Company, 1906)
5A 7267 (1906 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Southwestern States - Maps - 1906 -
Railroads -
Maps
The Kansas City, Mexico and Orient Railway.
[New York : s.n., 1906].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the
United States (1906) -- Kansas City, Mexico, and
Orient Railway
1 map ; 13 x 19 cm.
Roughly bounded by California, Missouri, and
Mexico.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United
States (New York, 1905) p. 484
H 668 .703 (1906) p. 484 (PrCt)

Southwestern States - Maps - 1906 -
Railroads -
Maps
Map of the Missouri Pacific Railway,
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Missouri
Pacific Railway Company -- Denver and Rio
Grande Western Railroad Company -- Rio Grande
Western Railway Company -- R.P. Studley Co.
1 map : col. ; 60 x 89 cm.
In Missouri Pacific Railway Company.
Twenty-sixth annual report of the president ... 1906 (St. Louis: R.P. Studley & Co., 1906) bound
as second leaf before title page.
5A 7267 (1906 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Southwestern States - Maps - 1906 -
Railroads -
Missouri Pacific Railway
Company - Maps - 1906 -
St. Louis, Iron Mountain, and Southern Railway Company -
Maps - 1906 -
Denver and Rio Grande
Railway Company - Maps - 1906 -
Rio Grande Western Railway Company - Maps - 1906 -
Texas & Pacific Railway - Maps - 1906 -
International & Great Northern
Railroad - Maps - 1906 -
St. Louis
Southwestern Railway Company - Maps - 1906 -
Railroads -
Maps
Authors: Struthers & Co. (New York, N.Y.) -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1906) -- Missouri Pacific Railway Company -- St. Louis, Iron Mountain, and Southern Railway Company -- Denver and Rio Grande Western Railway Company -- Texas & Pacific Railway -- International & Great Northern Railroad -- St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United
States (New York, 1906) p. 1681
Also numbered '106'
H 668 .703 (1906) p. 1681 (PrCt)

Southwestern States - Maps - 1906 -
Railroads -
Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway
Company - Maps - 1907 -
Railroads -
Maps
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1906)
1 map : col. ; 26 x 20 cm.
Title in right margin.
Added title in right margin: Poor's manual--Railroad map of the United States, 1906.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United
States (New York, 1906) between p. 592-593
H 668 .703 (1906) bet. p. 592-593 (PrCt)
72380 Southwestern States - Maps - 1907 - Railroads

Missouri Pacific Railway Company - Maps - 1907


1 map : col. ; 61 x 89 cm.

In Missouri Pacific Railway Company.

Twenty-seventh annual report of the president ... 1907 (St. Louis: R.P. Studley & Co., 1907) bound as second leaf before title page.

5A 7267 (1907 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

72381 Southwestern States - Maps - 1907 - Railroads

Missouri Pacific Railway Company - Maps - 1907


1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.

Roughly bounded by Nevada, Illinois, Mexico and Alabama.

Text on verso.

In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1907) p. 683

H 668 .703 (1907) p. 683 (PrCt)

72382 Southwestern States - Maps - 1907 - Railroads


Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1907)


72387 Southwestern States - Maps - 1908 - Railroads<><>Mexico - Maps - 1908 - Railroads<><>Kansas City, Mexico, and Orient Railway - Maps - 1908<><>Railroads - Maps The Kansas City, Mexico and Orient Railway. [New York : s.n., 1908]. Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1908) -- Kansas City, Mexico, and Orient Railway 1 map ; 13 x 19 cm. Roughly bounded by California, Missouri, and Mexico. Text on verso. In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1908) p. 553 H 668 .703 (1908) p. 553 (PrCt)


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.


1 map : col. ; 61 x 89 cm.

In Missouri Pacific Railway Company.

Twenty-eighth annual report of the president ... 1908 (St. Louis: R.P. Studley & Co., 1908) bound as second leaf before title page.

5A 7267 (1908 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Southwestern States - Maps - 1908 - Railroads


Authors: Struthers & Co. (New York, N.Y.) -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1908) -- Missouri Pacific Railway Company -- St. Louis, Iron Mountain, and Southern Railway Company -- Denver and Rio Grande Railway Company -- Rio Grande Western Railway Company -- Texas & Pacific Railway -- International & Great Northern Railroad -- St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company

1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.

Roughly bounded by Nevada, Illinois, Mexico and Alabama.

Text on verso.

In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1908) p. 571

H 668 .703 (1908) p. 571 (PrCt)

Southwestern States - Maps - 1908 - Railroads - Maps


Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1908)

1 map : col. ; 26 x 20 cm.

Title in right margin.

Added title in right margin: Poor's manual--Railroad map of the United States, 1908.

Advertising on verso.

In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1908) between p. 576-577

H 668 .703 (1908) bet. p. 576-577 (PrCt)


Map of the Santa Fe, Raton-Des Moines R.R., Santa Fe, Raton & Eastern Railroad, Santa Fe, Liberal & Englewood R.R., Canadian River Railroad. [New York : s.n., 1908].

Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1908) -- Santa Fe, Raton-Des Moines Railroad -- Santa Fe, Raton & Eastern Railroad -- Santa Fe, Liberal and Englewood Railroad -- Canadian River Railroad

1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.

'Shaded portion indicates 30,000 acres of proven coal lands ... '

Roughly bounded by Colorado, Kansas, New Mexico and Oklahoma.

Inset (4 x 4 cm.): The Circle indicates approximately coal, coke and ice markets ... [in the western U.S.]

Text on verso.

In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1908) p. 606

H 668 .703 (1908) p. 606 (PrCt)


Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Company -- Burgoyne, C. G., fl. 1893

1 map : col. ; 41 x 88 cm.


1 map: col.; 61 x 89 cm.

In Missouri Pacific Railway Company.

Twenty-ninth annual report of the president ... 1909 (St. Louis: R.P. Studley & Co., 1909) at end.

5A 7267 (1909 vol. [2]) (PrCt)
Southwestern States - Maps - 1909 - Railroads - Maps
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1909)
1 map : col. ; 26 x 20 cm.
Title in right margin.
Added title in right margin: Poor's manual--Railroad map of the United States, 1909.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1909) between p. 664-665
H 668 .703 (1909) bet. p. 664-665 (PrCt)

Southwestern States - Maps - 1909 - Railroads - Maps
Southwestern States - Maps - 1909 - Coal mines and mining - Southwestern States - Maps - 1909
Santa Fe, Raton-Des Moines Railroad - Maps - 1909
Santa Fe, Raton & Eastern Railroad - Maps - 1909
Canadian River Railroad - Maps - 1909
Railroads - Maps
Map of the Santa Fe, Raton-Des Moines R.R., Santa Fe, Raton & Eastern Railroad, Santa Fe, Liberal & Englewood Railroad - Maps - 1909
Railroad Company - Maps - 1909
Railroad Company - Map of the Santa Fe, Raton-Des Moines R.R., Santa Fe, Raton & Eastern Railroad, Santa Fe, Liberal & Englewood Railroad, Canadian River Railroad. [New York : s.n., 1909].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1909) -- Santa Fe, Raton-Des Moines Railroad -- Santa Fe, Raton & Eastern Railroad -- Santa Fe, Liberal and Englewood Railroad -- Canadian River Railroad
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
'Shaded portion indicates 30,000 acres of proven coal lands .... '
Roughly bounded by Colorado, Kansas, New Mexico and Oklahoma.
Inset (4 x 4 cm.): The Circle indicates approximately coal, coke and ice markets ... [in the western U.S.]
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1909) p. 588
H 668 .703 (1909) p. 588 (PrCt)

Southwestern States - Maps - 1910 - Railroads - Maps
The Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway Company - Maps - 1910
Railroads - Maps
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Company -- Burgoyne, C. G., fl. 1893
1 map : col. ; 41 x 88 cm.
In Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Company. Fifteenth annual report of the Atchison, Topeka, & Santa Fe Railway Company ... 1910 (New York: C.G. Burgoyne, [1910?]) at end.
5A 7267 (1910 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Southwestern States - Maps - 1910 - Railroads - Maps
Southwestern States - Maps - 1910 - Railroads - Maps
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Colorado and Southern Railway -- Smith-Brooks Co.
1 map : col. ; 48 x 41 cm.
In Colorado and Southern Railway. Eleventh annual report of the Colorado & Southern Railway Company ... 1910 [Denver?: Colorado and Southern Railway?, 1910?] at end.
Table on verso: Colorado and Southern lines operated mileage ... 1910.
5A 7267 (1910 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Southwestern States - Maps - 1910 - Railroads - Maps
Southwestern States - Maps - 1910 - Railroads - Maps
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1910) -- Denver and Rio Grande Railroad Company
1 map ; 12 x 17 cm.
Roughly bounded by Utah, Colorado, Arizona, and New Mexico.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1910) p. [987]
H 668 .703 (1910) p. [987] (PrCt)

Southwestern States - Maps - 1910 - Railroads - Maps
Southwestern States - Maps - 1910 - Railroads - Maps
The Denver & Rio Grande system. Chicago : Poole Bros., [1910].
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Denver and Rio Grande Railway Company -- Smith-Brooks Co.
1 map : col. ; 34 x 114 cm.
'Corrected to June 30th, 1910' and '6-2'-10' at bottom center.
Plate no.: 3738.
In Denver and Rio Grande Railway Company. 24th annual report to the stockholders ... 1910 (Denver: Smith-Brooks Printing Company, 1910) at end.
5A 7267 (1910 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Southwestern States - Maps - 1910 - Railroads - Maps
Southwestern States - Maps - 1910 - Railroads - Maps
Missouri Pacific Railway Company - Maps - 1910
Railroad Company - Maps - 1910
1 map : col. ; 34 x 114 cm.
In Smith-Brooks Printing Company. Fifteenth annual report of the Missouri Pacific Railway Company ... 1910 (St. Louis, Mo., [1910]) at end.
5A 7267 (1910 vol. [1]) (PrCt)
Southern Railway Company - Maps - 1910
Texas & Pacific Railway - Maps - 1910
International & Great Northern Railroad - Maps - 1910
Southwestern Railway Company - Maps - 1910
Railroads - Maps
1 map : col. ; 61 x 89 cm.
In Missouri Pacific Railway Company. First report of the president ... 1910 (St. Louis: R.P. Studley & Co., 1910) opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1910 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Southwestern States - Maps - 1910
Railroads - Maps
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Roughly bounded by Nevada, Illinois, Mexico and Alabama.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1910) p. [1065]
H 668 .703 (1910) p. [1065] (PrCt)

Southwestern States - Maps - 1911
Railroads - Maps
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Company -- Burgoyne, C. G., fl. 1893
1 map : col. ; 45 x 89 cm.
'8 XI' -- at bottom left.
In Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Company. Sixteenth annual report of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway Company ... 1911 (New York: C.G. Burgoyne, [1911?]) at end.
5A 7267 (1911 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Southwestern States - Maps - 1911 - Railroads - Maps
Colorado and Southern Railway - Maps - 1911
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Colorado and Southern Railway
1 map : col. ; 47 x 41 cm.
'8 XI' -- at bottom left.
Detached from Colorado and Southern Railway. Twelfth annual report of the Colorado & Southern Railway Company ... 1911 [Denver? : Colorado and Southern Railway?, 1911?] [5A 7267 (1911 vol. [1]) at end].
Table on verso: Colorado & Southern Lines, operated mileage ... 1911.
map3C G4296.P3 1911 .A4 (PrCt)

Southwestern States - Maps - 1911 - Railroads - Maps
Western Pacific Railroad Company - Maps - 1911
Authors: Fisk, E. F. -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1911) -- Denver and Rio Grande Railroad Company -- Western Pacific Railroad Company
1 map ; 20 x 26 cm.
Roughly bounded by Washington State, Montana, California and New Mexico.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1911) between p. 994-995
H 668 .703 (1911) p. 994-995 (PrCt)

Southwestern States - Maps - 1911 - Railroads - Maps
Western Pacific Railroad Company - Maps - 1911
The Denver & Rio Grande system. [Chicago? Poole Bros.?, 1911].
Authors: Denver and Rio Grande Railway Company -- Poole Brothers -- Smith-Brooks Co.
1 map : col. ; 34 x 114 cm.


Railroad -- St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Roughly bounded by Nevada, Illinois, northern Mexico and Alabama.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1912) p. 1129
H 668 .703 (1912) p. 1129 (PrCt)

72415 Southwestern States - Maps - 1913 - Railroads>>Colorado and Southern Railway - Maps - 1913>>Railroads - Maps
Map of the Colorado & Southern lines and affiliated lines. New York : American Bank Note Co., [1913?].
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Colorado and Southern Railway
1 map : col. ; 48 x 41 cm. '8 Xll' --at bottom left.
In Colorado and Southern Railway. Fourteenth annual report of the Colorado & Southern Railway Company ... 1913 [Denver?]: Colorado and Southern Railway?, 1913?] at end. Table on verso: Colorado & Southern Lines, operated mileage ... 1913.
5A 7267 (1913 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Authors: Denver and Rio Grande Railway Company
1 map : col. ; 34 x 114 cm. 'Corrected to June 30th, 1913' and '6-19-13' at bottom center.
Plate no.: 3738.
In Denver and Rio Grande Railway Company. Twenty-seventh annual report ... 1913 [Denver?: Denver and Rio Grande Railway?, 1913?] at end.
5A 7267 (1913 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

72417 Southwestern States - Maps - 1913 - Railroads>>Texas & Pacific Railway - Maps - 1913>>Railroads - Maps
Texas & Pacific Railway and connecting lines. New York : American Bank Note Company, [1913?].
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Texas & Pacific Railway
1 map : col. ; 26 x 41 cm. In Texas & Pacific Railway. Annual report of the directors of the Texas & Pacific Railway Company ... 1913 [New York?]: Texas & Pacific Railway Company?, 1913?] at end.
5A 7267 (1913 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

72418 Southwestern States - Maps - 1913 - Road maps>>Automobile travel - Southwestern States - Guidebooks - 1913>>Colorado to Gulf Highway - Maps - 1913
Road maps
Colorado to Gulf Highway : the great auto-route from the Gulf Coast to the Rocky Mountains. Amarillo, Tex. Russell & Cockrell, [1913].
Authors: Colorado to the Gulf Highway Association -- Automobile Blue Books, Inc. -- Russell & Cockrell (Amarillo, Tex.) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
68 p. : ill., map ; 27 x 10 cm. Compiled in 1913 by the Colorado to the Gulf Highway Association to promote the Colorado to Gulf Highway (see pages 2-3). Some itineraries based on information provided by the Automobile Blue Book Publishing Co. of Chicago.
Includes brief driving directions, road condition notes, and mileages for selected itineraries, for example "Galveston to Houston, Texas, 50.6 miles ... " (pages 8-9). Includes anonymous and untitled road map of automobile route between Galveston, Texas and Denver, Colorado (24 x 17 cm., on pages [34-35]). Includes extensive local advertising. Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
References: OCLC 50422229
map4C G4296.P2 1913 .C6 (PrCt)

Map of the Colorado & Southern lines and affiliated lines. Denver : The Smith-Brooks Co., [1914?].
Authors: Colorado and Southern Railway -- Smith-Brooks Co.
1 map : col. ; 48 x 41 cm. Roughly bounded by Wyoming, Iowa, Texas, and Mexico.
In Colorado and Southern Railway. Fifteenth annual report of the Colorado & Southern Railway Company ... 1914 [Denver?: Colorado and Southern Railway?, 1914?] at end. Table on verso: Colorado & Southern Lines, operated mileage ... 1914.
5A 7267 (1914 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Authors: Denver and Rio Grande Railway Company
1 map : col. ; 34 x 114 cm. 'Corrected to June 30th, 1914' and '7-2-14' at bottom center.
Plate no.: 3738.
In Denver and Rio Grande Railway Company. Twenty-eighth annual report ... 1914 [Denver?:
Denver and Rio Grande Railway?; 1914?] at end.
5A 7267 (1914 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Texas & Pacific Railway
1 map : col. ; 26 x 41 cm.
5A 7267 (1914 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Authors: Colorado and Southern Railway -- Smith-Brooks Co.
1 map : col. ; 48 x 41 cm.
Covers region roughly bounded by Wyoming, Iowa, Texas, and northeastern Mexico.
Table on verso: Colorado & Southern Lines, operated mileage ... 1915.
5A 7267 (1915 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Authors: Denver and Rio Grande Railway Company
1 map : col. ; 34 x 114 cm.
'Corrected to June 30th, 1915' and '6-26-'16' at bottom center.
Plate no.: 3738.
5A 7267 (1915 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

1 map : col. ; 34 x 114 cm.
'Corrected to June 30th, 1916' and '6-26-'16' at bottom center.
Plate no.: 3738.
In Denver and Rio Grande Railway Company.
5A 7267 (1916 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

Authors: Automobile Blue Books, Inc. -- Kelly-Springfield Tire Company
128 p. : ill. (some col.), maps (some col., some folded) ; 24 cm.
"Standard road guide of America."
In original publisher's binding but only contains p. 1-128. General maps and indexes cover all states for vol. 8, but guidebook portion only includes California. Possibly published as a regional edition using same title page and cover design as full edition.
General index map, p. 3-8.
Includes indexes.
Case GV1024 .A92 1918 v.8 (NLO)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company.
Shippers guide -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Santa Fe. [Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., 1920].
Authors: La Salle Extension University Atlas of railway traffic maps (1920) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Company
1 map ; 22 x 39 cm. on sheet 29 x 44 cm.
Plate no.: 5180.
Text in bottom margin.
folio H 6615.98 map [23] (PrCt)

Authors: La Salle Extension University Atlas of railway traffic maps (1920) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Wymond, Charles E. -- Southwestern Tariff Committee
1 map ; 26 x 37 cm.
Added title on verso: Map no. 12 : territory of the Southwestern Tariff Committee.
Covers Texas, Oklahoma, Arkansas, Louisiana, and northeastern Mexico.
folio H 6615.98 map 12 (PrCt)

72429 Southwestern States - Maps - 1920 - Road maps - Southwest, New - Maps - 1920 - Road maps - California - Maps - 1920 - Road maps

72430 Southwestern States - Maps - 1921 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; : col. ; 68 x 87 cm.
Keyed to 71 named road signs.
Scale [ca. 1:1,267,000].
Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto trails map : district no. 12 : southern Nebraska, southwest Iowa, Kansas, northern Oklahoma, northeast New Mexico, eastern Colorado (Chicago and New York: Rand McNally, 1921). [52] p. : maps, ill. ; 19 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally official auto trails map : Kansas, southern Nebraska, south west Iowa, northern Oklahoma, northeast New Mexico, eastern Colorado: district no. 12.
Cover handstamped "Register of copyrights, Library of Congress ... " and dated "6/22/21" in ms.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Auto Trails 6F 62 (PrCt)

72431 Southwestern States - Maps - 1921 - Road maps
Rand McNally official 1921 auto trails map : district no. 12 : southern Nebraska, eastern Colorado, Kansas, N.E. New Mexico, northern Oklahoma. [Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., 1921].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
Map missing.
Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto trails map: district no. 12: southern Nebraska, southwest Iowa, Kansas, northern Oklahoma, northeast New Mexico, eastern Colorado (Chicago and New York: Rand McNally, 1921). [52] p. : maps, ill. ; 19 cm.
Cover art (1 panel, O, B, BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails

**RMcN Auto Trails 4C 82 (PrCt)**

72432 Southwestern States - Maps - 1923 - Road maps

- **Denver Region (Colo.) - Maps - 1923 - Road maps**
  - 1 map : col. ; 84 x 65 on sheet 87 x 68 cm. Keyed to 47 named road signs.
  - Scale [ca. 1:1,731,000].
  - Cover title: Rand McNally official auto trails map: Colorado, New Mexico, Arizona, Utah: district no. 17.
  - Cover art (1 panel, O, B, BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
  - Uniform title: Auto trails
  - Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN Auto Trails 6F 73 (PrCt)**

72433 Southwestern States - Maps - 1923 - Road maps

  - 1 map : col. ; 64 x 82 on sheet 68 x 87 cm. Keyed to 89 named road signs.
  - Scale [ca. 1:1,322,000].
  - Cover art (1 panel, O, B, BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
  - Uniform title: Auto trails
  - Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN Auto Trails 6F 63 (PrCt)**

72434 Southwestern States - Maps - 1923 - Road maps

  - 1 map : col. ; 64 x 82 on sheet 68 x 87 cm. Keyed to 81 named road signs.
  - Scale [ca. 1:1,502,000].
  - Includes continuation insets of southern and western Texas.
  - Cover title: Rand McNally official auto trails map: Texas, Arkansas, Louisiana, southern Oklahoma, western Mississippi: district no. 18.
  - Cover handstamped "Register of copyrights, Library of Congress .... " and dated "4/24/23" in ms.
  - Cover art (1 panel, O, B, BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
  - Uniform title: Auto trails
  - Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).


72441 Southwestern States - Maps - 1929 - Railroads - <br>Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Company - Maps<br>-1929 - <br>Railroads - Maps<br>The Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway...<br>Maps and inset maps of the Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Company SEE ALSO Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway<br>1 map ; 16 x 39 cm.<br>Title in right margin.<br>Covers region roughly bounded by Nevada, southwestern Mexico, west Texas, and Colorado. In Southern Pacific Railroad Company. Forty-first annual report ... December 31, 1924 [San Francisco?: Southern Pacific Co., 1925?]. SEE ALSO Southern Pacific Railroad Company, 1925?].
Authors: Southern Pacific Railway Company -- El Paso and Southwestern Railroad Company<br>1 map ; col. ; 18 x 24 cm.<br>Title in right margin.<br>Covers region roughly bounded by Nevada, southwestern Mexico, west Texas, and Colorado. In Southern Pacific Railroad Company. Forty-first annual report ... December 31, 1924 [San Francisco?: Southern Pacific Co., 1925?] on p. 29.<br>5A 7267 (1924 vol. [3]) (PrCt)
Southwestern States - Maps - 1929 - Road maps

The Baker Hotels map of southwestern and southern highways. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1929].
Authors: Baker Hotels -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 69 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Rand McNally official auto road map : south central United States.
Uniform title: Auto trails.
Date from RMcN AE 186 ms. index.
Map identifies location of following hotels scattered throughout the southern states:
Plate no. K
Panel art: colored Baker Hotels logo below panel title.
Includes various B&W photographs of Baker hotels in Texas and Alabama.
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 289 (PrCt)

Southwestern States - Maps - 1929 - Road maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 69 x 128 cm.
Plate no. K
Cover title: Rand McNally official auto road map : southwestern United States.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Handstamp on title page: Register of copyrights.
Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.
Dated '5-20-29' in ms. on title page.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 415 (PrCt)

72446 Southwestern States - Maps - 1929 - Road maps
Wall maps Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 69 x 128 cm.
Plate no. K
Cover title: Rand McNally official auto road map : southwestern United States
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 432 (PrCt)

The Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway system. 1930. New York : Montross & Clarke Co., 1930[i.e. 1931?].
Authors: Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Company -- Montross and Clarke Company
1 map : col. ; 44 x 92 cm.
In Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Company, Thirty-sixth annual report of the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway Company ... December 31, 1930 (New York: Montross & Clarke Co., [1931?]) at end.
5A 7267 (1930 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Authors: Denver and Rio Grande Western Railroad Company
1 map : 16 x 39 cm.
Route map of region roughly bounded by Ogden, Utah, Denver, Colo., and Santa Fe, N.M. Detached from Denver and Rio Grande Western Railroad Company. Report of the Denver and Rio Grande Western Railroad Company... December 31, 1929 [Denver?: Denver and Rio Grande Western Railroad Company?, 1930?] [5A 7267 (1929 vol. [2]) at end]
map1F G4296.P3 1930 .G5 (PrCt)

Denver & Rio Grande Western Railroad.
[Chicago : La Salle Extension University, 1930].
Authors: La Salle Extension University Atlas of traffic maps (1930) -- Denver and Rio Grande Western Railroad Company
1 map : 18 x 24 cm.
Added title in right margin: Denver and Rio Grande Western Railroad.
In Atlas of traffic maps (Chicago: La Salle Extension University, 1930) p. 140.
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .A73 1930 p. 140 (PrCt)

The Kansas City Southern Railway and connections. [Chicago : La Salle Extension University, 1930].
Authors: La Salle Extension University Atlas of traffic maps (1930) -- Kansas City Southern Railway
1 map : 25 x 18 cm.
In Atlas of traffic maps (Chicago: La Salle Extension University, 1930) p. 156.
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .A73 1930 p. 156 (PrCt)

Authors: La Salle Extension University Atlas of traffic maps (1930) -- Southwestern Freight Bureau -- C.S. Hammond & Company
1 map : col. ; 25 x 35 cm.
Added title in upper margin: Southwestern Freight Bureau Territory.
Added title at bottom: Section of Hammond's comprehensive map of the United States. Inset (7 x 8 cm.): [Southwestern U.S. and Mexico].
In Atlas of traffic maps (Chicago: La Salle Extension University, 1930) p. 70-71.
Accompanied by text on p. 69 and 72.
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .A73 1930 p. 70-71 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Poole Brothers -- La Salle Extension University Atlas of traffic maps (1930) -- Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company
1 map ; 23 x 16 cm.
Added title in upper margin: Missouri Kansas and Texas Railroad.
'9-7-'26' -- at bottom.
Plate no.: A 6352.
In Atlas of traffic maps (Chicago: La Salle Extension University, 1930) p. 151.
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .A73 1930 p. 151 (PrCt)

Missouri Pacific Lines and connections. Chicago : Poole Bros., [1930].
Authors: Poole Brothers -- La Salle Extension University Atlas of traffic maps (1930) -- Missouri Pacific Railway Company
1 map ; 33 x 23 cm.
Added title in right margin: Missouri Pacific Railway.
'11-5-'28' -- at bottom.
Plate no.: 5330.
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .A73 1930 p. 152-153 (PrCt)

Map of the Texas and Pacific Railway and connections : T and P. [Chicago : La Salle Extension University, 1930].
Authors: La Salle Extension University Atlas of traffic maps (1930) -- Texas & Pacific Railway
1 map ; 14 x 21 cm.
Added title in right margin: Texas and Pacific Railway.
In Atlas of traffic maps (Chicago: La Salle Extension University, 1930) p. 175.
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .A73 1930 p. 175 (PrCt)

Southwestern States - Maps - 1930 - Railroads - Western Pacific Railroad Company - Maps - 1930 - Railroads - Maps
Feather River Route SEE Western Pacific Railroad Company -- Feather River Route SEE Western Pacific Railroad Company
1 map ; 16 x 22 cm.
Added title in right margin: Western Pacific Railroad.
'9-7-'26' -- at bottom.
Plate no.: 6633.
In Atlas of traffic maps (Chicago: La Salle Extension University, 1930) p. 179.
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .A73 1930 p. 179 (PrCt)

Cover title: Rand McNally official auto road map : southwestern United States.

Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.

Uniform title: Auto trails

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).

RMcN Auto Trails 4C 468 (PrCt)


Authors: Denver and Rio Grande Western Railroad Company

1 map ; 16 x 39 cm.

Route map of region roughly bounded by Ogden, Utah, Denver, Colo., and Santa Fe, N.M.


5A 7267 (1930 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

72461 Southwestern States - Maps - 1933 - Railroads<<>>Denver and Rio Grande Western Railroad Company - Maps -1933<<>>Railroads - Maps


Authors: Glen, Hugh T., fl. 1925 -- Denver and Rio Grande Western Railroad Company

1 map ; 23 x 40 cm.

Route map of region roughly bounded by Ogden, Utah, Denver, Colo., and Santa Fe, N.M.

'X' drawn on map in pencil.


5A 7267 (1932 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

72459 Southwestern States - Maps - 1932 - Discovery and exploration - Pictorial maps<<>>Pictorial maps - Southwestern States - 1932<<>>Pictorial maps


Authors: Hill, Joseph J. (Joseph John), b. 1883 -- Lauritzen, Dillon -- Hanna, Phil Townsend, 1896-1957 -- Automobile Club of Southern California -- Touring topics

1 map : col. ; 47 x 70 cm.

'Compiled by Joseph J. Hill and painted by Dillon Lauritzen for Touring topics, Phil Townsend Hanna, editor.'

Supplement to Touring topics, v.24:1, Jan., 1932.

Shows area west of the Mississippi from Northern Mexico to mid-Wyoming, including land and sea routes of 30 explorers.

Pictorial border and textual account of explorations in margin.

Scale [ca. 1:4,500,000]

Acc. no. 2006022451.

map6F G4296.S12 1932 H5 (PrCt)


Authors: Glen, Hugh T., fl. 1925 -- Denver and Rio Grande Western Railroad Company

1 map ; 23 x 40 cm.

Route map of region roughly bounded by Ogden, Utah, Denver, Colo., and Santa Fe, N.M.

'X' drawn on map in pencil.


5A 7267 (1933 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

72463 Southwestern States - Maps - 1933 - Road maps<<>>Grand Canyon National Park (Ariz.) - Maps - 1933<<>>Rocky Mountain National Park (Colo.) - Maps - 1933 - Road maps<<>>Road maps

Texaco road map : Arizona, Colorado, New Mexico, Utah : 1933 ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, 1933.

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and...
Southwestern States - Maps - 1933 - Road maps - Pictorial maps

Southwestern States - Maps - 1933 - Railroad - Pictorial maps

Pictorial maps - Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Company - Maps - 1933 - Pictorial maps

Pictorial maps - Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Company - Maps - 1933

Santa Fe Railroad SEE Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Company

Santa Fe System Lines (Chicago, Ill.) SEE Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Company

Road maps - Railroads - Maps - Pictorial maps


Authors: Broome, B. C. -- Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Company -- Couriercar Indian-Detours (Santa Fe, N.M.) -- Fred Harvey (Firm) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Santa Fe Railroad SEE Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Company -- Santa Fe System Lines (Chicago, Ill.) SEE Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Company

1 map : col. ; 38 x 51 cm.

At bottom left: "For booklets and detailed information address Santa Fe System Lines, Chicago Ill., or Couriercar Indian-detours, Santa Fe, N. Mex."

1 map : col. ; 71 x 68 cm.

At top left: "New and lower Santa Fe vacation fares, cut the cost ... also new rates at Grand Canyon ... Fred Harvey management".

Plate no. May 1933-6M.

Previously bound with a collection of pictorial maps in binders labeled "Points of Interest." Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 56 x 84 cm.

Date from RMcN AE 186 ms. index.

Plate no. O.

Inset (13 x 16 cm.): Southern Texas. Map on verso (82 x 49 cm.): Rand McNally auto road map of western United States.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Southwestern States - Maps - 1933 - Road maps

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 11.21 (PrCt)

72474 Southwestern States - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Sequoia National Park (Calif.) - Yosemite National Park (Calif.) - Rocky Mountain National Park (Colo.) - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
The Southwestern states: 1934 road map: Cities Service ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, 1937.
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 64 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Cities Service invites you to tour southwestern United States.
Plate no. 258-S.W. K-1
Maps on verso (21 x 19 cm. and smaller): San Francisco -- Sequoia National Park -- Yosemite National Park -- Los Angeles -- Rocky Mountain National Park.
Panel art: Cities Service sign, car and outline of the United States.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jun 3 -1937 ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 157.36 (PrCt)

72475 Southwestern States - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Strip maps
Authors: Rio Grande Oil Company -- Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
10 maps : col. ; 34 x 8 cm. and smaller, on sheet 36 x 54 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN 186 ms. index.
Maps on verso (34 x 34 cm. and 16 x 16 cm.): Auto road map of southwestern United States. Plate no. O -- Mileage chart of the western states.
Panel art: Rio Grand Cracked Gasoline logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 186.62 (PrCt)

72476 Southwestern States - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Grand Canyon National Park (Ariz.) - Rocky Mountain National Park (Colo.) - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Arizona, Colorado, New Mexico, Utah : Texaco road map ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1935].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 71 x 68 cm.
Added title: Texaco road map : Arizona, Colorado, New Mexico, Utah
Date from RMcN AE 140 ms. index.
Includes table of "State and federal gasoline taxes as of April 19th, 1935."
Plate no. 3226.
Panel art: Texaco compass logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 140.15 (PrCt)

72477 Southwestern States - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Great Plains - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 57 x 83 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 185 ms. index.
Plate no. Q. 3549.
Inset (12 x 16 cm.): Southern Texas Map on verso (84 x 50 cm.): Rand McNally auto road map of western United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 185.72 (PrCt)

72478 Southwestern States - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 57 x 83 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 185 ms. index.
Plate no. Q. 3549.
Inset (12 x 16 cm.): Southern Texas Map on verso (84 x 50 cm.): Rand McNally auto road map of western United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 185.72 (PrCt)
Southwestern States - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 71 x 67 cm. on sheet 75 x 71 cm.
Added title: Texaco road map: Arizona, Colorado, New Mexico, Utah. Plate no. Q.3226.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 3.29A (PrCt)

Southwestern States - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 71 x 67 cm. on sheet 75 x 71 cm.
Added title: Texaco road map: Arizona, Colorado, New Mexico, Utah. Plate no. 3226.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 4.12B (PrCt)

Southwestern States - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 71 x 67 cm. on sheet 75 x 71 cm.
AE index: 1935 (6).
Panel no. 6-35.
Added title: Texaco road map: Arizona, Colorado, New Mexico, Utah. Plate no. Q.3226.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 11.25 (PrCt)

Southwestern States - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 72 x 68 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco road map : Arizona, Colorado, New Mexico, Utah.
Includes table of "State and federal gasoline taxes as of June 6th, 1935."
Plate no. Q.3226
Maps on verso (35 x 51 cm. and smaller) :
Panel art: Texaco compass logo.
Adhesive label nos. "25" and "26" on verso; Amarillo inset obscured by label.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 170.25-26 (PrCt)

Southwestern States - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Pan American Highway System : Maps - 1936
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 79 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Gulf road map of southwestern United States.
Date from RMcN 185 ms index.
Plate no. R.3657.
Inset (18 x 14 cm. and 9 x 15 cm.): Pan-American Highway -- Lower Rio Grande section.
Map on verso (38 x 58 cm.): Gulf road map of United States.
Panel art: Gulf sign and filling station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 185.98 (PrCt)

72484 Southwestern States - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Road maps
Authors: Marathon Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 79 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Marathon road map of Arkansas, Kansas, Missouri, Oklahoma.
Date from RMcN AE 185 ms. index.
Plate no. R-3679
Maps on verso (28 x 44 cm. and smaller): Rand McNally road map of Texas -- Brownsviile section -- St. Louis -- Tulsa -- Dallas -- Ft. Worth -- Oklahoma City -- Wichita -- Springfield.
Panel art: Marathon runner.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 185.91 (PrCt)

72485 Southwestern States - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Road map : California, Arizona, Nevada / Signal service from Canada to Mexico. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1936].
Authors: Signal Oil and Gas Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Idealized aerial view of road leading from city to plains to mountains.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1751 (PrCt)

72486 Southwestern States - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 71 x 67 cm. on sheet 75 x 71 cm.
Added title: Texaco road map: Arizona, Colorado, New Mexico, Utah. Plate no. R. 3226.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 4.1B (PrCt)

72487 Southwestern States - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 71 x 67 cm. on sheet 75 x 71 cm.
Added title: Texaco road map: Arizona, Colorado, New Mexico, Utah. Plate no. R. 3226.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 4.17B (PrCt)

72488 Southwestern States - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 55 x 83 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 185 ms. index.
Plate no. R. 3549.
Inset (14 x 16 cm.): Southern Texas.
Map on verso (82 x 48 cm.): Rand McNally auto road map of western United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 185.89 (PrCt)

72489 Southwestern States - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 55 x 83 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 185 ms. index.
Plate no. R. 3549.
Inset (14 x 16 cm.): Southern Texas.
Map on verso (82 x 48 cm.): Rand McNally auto road map of western United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 185.90 (PrCt)

72490 Southwestern States - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

West (U.S.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.


Added title: Texaco road map: Arizona, Colorado, New Mexico, Utah. Plate no. S. 3226.
Verso includes insets of Los Angeles and San Francisco and: Texaco road map: California, Nevada. Plate no. S.3685.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 4.4B (PrCt)

72498 Southwestern States - Maps - 1937 - Road maps<<<> Kansas - Maps - 1937 - Road maps<<<>Nebraska - Maps - 1937 - Road maps<<<>Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 71 x 67 cm. on sheet 75 x 71 cm. AE index: 1937(9).
Panel no. 9-37.
Added title: Texaco road map: Arizona, Colorado, New Mexico, Utah. Plate no. S. 3226.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 4.23B (PrCt)

72499 Southwestern States - Maps - 1937 - Road maps<<<>Road maps
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Map of United States, car, Cities Service sign and "serves a nation" slogan.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1860 (PrCt)

72500 Southwestern States - Maps - 1937 - Road maps<<<>Road maps
Signal road map ... : California, Arizona, Nevada. Chicago: H.M. Gousha Co., [1937].
Authors: Signal Oil and Gas Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: "Signal gasoline" traffic light logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1984 (PrCt)

72501 Southwestern States - Maps - 1937 - Road maps<<<>Southern States - Maps - 1937 - Road maps<<<>Great Plains - Maps - 1937 - Road maps<<<>West (U.S.) - Maps - 1937 -

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Road maps>>>Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 63 x 84 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 185 ms. index.
Plate no. S-3746.
Map on verso (84 x 48 cm.): Rand McNally auto road map of western United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 185.116 (PrCt)

72502 Southwestern States - Maps - 1937 - Road maps>>>Texas - Maps - 1937 - Road maps>>>Road maps
Arkansas, Kansas, Missouri, Oklahoma, Texas : Marathon products ... Ohio Oil Co. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1937].
Authors: Marathon Oil Company -- Ohio Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 61 x 78 cm. on sheet 68 x 81 cm.
Added title: Marathon road map of Arkansas, Kansas, Missouri, Oklahoma. Plate no. S-3679.
Verso includes insets of seven cities and: Marathon road map of Texas. Plate no. S.3714.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 6.23A (PrCt)

72503 Southwestern States - Maps - 1938 - Road maps>>>Mexico - Maps - 1938 - Road maps>>>Road maps
The Southwest ... Mobilgas ... Magnolia Petroleum Company, a Socony-Vacuum Oil Company. New York : General Drafting Co., Inc., 1938.
Authors: Magnolia Petroleum Company -- Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- General Drafting Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 54 X 79 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Principal highways of the southwest (Texas, New Mexico, Oklahoma, Arkansas and Louisiana)
Maps on verso (26 x 28 cm. and smaller): Mexico -- Little Rock -- Shreveport -- Fort Worth -- Dallas -- El Paso -- Sam Antonio -- Houston -- Tulsa -- Oklahoma City.
Panel art: Mobilgas sign.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 18 1938 Rand McNally & Co. ..."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 168.74 (PrCt)

Authors: El Paso Natural Gas Company -- Mapdraft Co. -- Shelton, Hal -- Jeppesen and Company
16 maps : col. ; 55 x 71 cm. and smaller
Maps show pipe lines, compressor stations, purification and dehydration plants, gasoline absorption plants, gas and oil pools, and communities served in California, Arizona, New Mexico, and Texas.
Maps for 1939-40 by 'Mapdraft Company, N.Y.'
Beginning with the 1953 report, maps are on a base drawn by Hal Shelton and published by Jeppesen and Co.
Maps in 1958 and 1959 reports show service extending throughout the Mountain West and connecting pipelines in British Columbia and Alberta.
map2F G4296 .H8 1939 E5 (PrCt)

Official territorial road map : southwestern United States [showing locations of cattle ranches]. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1939].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- American Shorthorn Association -- Shorthorn world and farm magazine -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; x 43 x 78 cm.
Title expanded by cataloger.
"Copyright by the H.M. Gousha Company, Chicago, Ill."
Issued to accompany: Shorthorn world and farm magazine. Supplement to the 1939 buyer's guide (Aurora, Ill . : American Shorthorn Association, August 10, 1939), p. 4-6.
Dozens of unnamed rural sites connected with radiating lines to numbers in the margins; numbers variously bordered by circles, pentagons, and squares, denoting "shorthorn herds", "milking shorthorn herd", and "polled

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
shorthorn", as explained in the magazine.
Keyed to index directory of 694 cattle breeders, their addresses, and the page numbers of their advertisements in the magazine.
Photocopies of accompanying index acquired in 2010 from Texas A & M University and filed with the maps; see also printout of email correspondence from road map collector Curtis Carroll, dated August 21, 2009, and filed as Vert 2054 no. 2
Scale [ca. 1:3,610,000].
Coordinates: (W 124°30’--W 92°15’/N 42°05’--N 28°55’).
Plate nos. "467-S.C." and "M-3".
One of five maps covering different U.S. regions.
2 copies.
Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Company Collection (Newberry Library).

72506 Southwestern States - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

Touring maps of the west: "ride with Seaside".
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1939?].
Authors: Seaside Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 32 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Seaside road map of Arizona.
Plate no. U 3627
Inset (22 x 29 cm. and smaller): Los Angeles and vicinity -- Western United States -- Phoenix -- San Diego -- San Francisco and East Bay cities.
Map on verso (65 x 47 cm.): Seaside road map of California, Nevada.
Panel art: color illustration of cars driving over Seaside logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2367 (PrCt)

72507 Southwestern States - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

Authors: Magnolia Petroleum Company -- Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 56 x 78 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Southwestern United States (Texas, New Mexico, Oklahoma, Arkansas, Louisiana.)
Date from RMcN AE 181 ms. index
Plate no. U. 3957.
Inset (14 x 10 cm.): Mexico.
Panel art: Mobilgas sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 181.30 (PrCt)

72508 Southwestern States - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

The Southwestern states road map / Cities Service. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1939?].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"Tourist edition."
Panel title.
Panel art: road leading to a Cities Service gas station and sign; slogan "buy at this sign."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3384 (PrCt)

72509 Southwestern States - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

Authors: Golden State Automobile Club -- Automobile Dealers of California -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Golden State Automobile Club logo, slogan "owned and operated by the Automobile Dealers of California", car, outdoor recreation scenes.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3453 (PrCt)

72510 Southwestern States - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

United States Highway 60 - Maps - 1939

Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([1], 11, [1] p.) : 5 col. maps ; 23 x 21 cm.,
folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Cover title.
Text and maps printed back-to-back on 3 sheets (each 23 x 40 cm.), stapled and folded to 23 x 11.
Panel art: Standard Oil gas station and slogan "at your service from Canada to Mexico, Standard Stations, Inc. & authorized distributors."
Includes United States road map at front, followed by 4 maps covering routes between southern California and Arkansas.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).  
Gousha Clients 3633 (PrCt)  
72511 Southwestern States - Maps - 1940 - Road maps>>>Great Plains - Maps - 1940 - Road maps>>>West (U.S.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps>>>Road maps  
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map : col. ; 63 x 84 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 183 ms. index.
Plate no. V. 4007.
Map on verso (84 x 47 cm.): Rand McNally road map : southwestern United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).  
RMcN AE 183.11 (PrCt)  
72512 Southwestern States - Maps - 1940 - Road maps>>>Mexico - Maps - 1940 - Road maps>>>Road maps  
Authors: Magnolia Petroleum Company -- Socony Mobil Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map ; col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Southwestern United States. Texas, New Mexico, Oklahoma, Arkansas, Louisiana.
Plate no. V. 3957.
Date from RMcN AE 180 ms. index.
Inset (14 x 10 cm.): Mexico.
Panel art: Mobilgas logo and vignettes of southwestern sites and activities.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).  
RMcN AE 180.163 (PrCt)  
72513 Southwestern States - Maps - 1940 - Road maps>>>Mexico - Maps - 1940 - Road maps>>>Road maps  
Map of the southwest : Mobilgas ... Magnolia  
Authors: Magnolia Petroleum Company -- Socony Mobil Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map : col. ; 55 x 78 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Southwestern United States (Texas, New Mexico, Oklahoma, Arkansas, Louisiana).
Plate no. V. 3957.
Date from RMcN AE 183 ms. index.
Inset (14 x 10 cm.): Mexico.
Panel art: Mobilgas logo and vignettes of southwestern sites and activities.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).  
RMcN AE 183.11 (PrCt)  
72514 Southwestern States - Maps - 1940 - Road maps>>>Road maps  
The Southwestern states road map / Cities Service. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1940?].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: road with cars, Cities Service sign and gas station attendant; slogan "helpful service wherever you go!"
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).  
Gousha Clients 3743 (PrCt)  
72515 Southwestern States - Maps - 1940 - Road maps>>>Road maps  
Road map : southwestern United States / Golden State Automobile Club. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1940?].
Authors: Golden State Automobile Club -- Automobile Dealers of California -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Golden State Automobile Club logo, slogan "owned and operated by the Automobile Dealers of California", car, outdoor recreation scenes.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).  
Gousha Clients 3794 (PrCt)  
72516 Southwestern States - Maps - 1940 - Road maps>>>Road maps

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1941<>United States Highway 66 - Maps
-1941<>United States Highway 70 - Maps - 1941<>United States Highway 80 - Maps - 1941<>Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([1], 10, [1] p.): 5 col. maps; 23 x 21 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Cover title.
Text and maps printed back-to-back on 3 sheets (each 23 x 40 cm.), stapled and folded to 23 x 11; pagination includes front and back covers.
Panel art: Standard Oil gas station and slogan "at your service from Canada to Mexico, Standard Stations, Inc., authorized distributors, Standard dealers."
Includes United States road map at front, followed by 4 maps covering routes between southern California and Arkansas.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4294 (Pr.Ct)

72523 Southwestern States - Maps - 1942 - Road maps<>Great Plains - Maps - 1942 - Road maps<>West (U.S.) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps<>Alaska Highway - Maps - 1942<>Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 63 x 84 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 187 ms. index.
Plate no. X. 4201.
Maps on verso (82 x 50 cm. and 16 x 7 cm.): Rand McNally road map : western United States -- Proposed International Highway between Alaska and United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 187.18 (Pr.Ct)

72524 Southwestern States - Maps - 1942 - Road maps<>Mexico - Maps - 1942 - Road maps<>Road maps
Map of the Southwest ... Mobilgas ... Magnolia Petroleum Company, a Socony-Vacuum Oil Company. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1942].
Authors: Magnolia Petroleum Company -- Socony Mobil Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 56 x 78 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Southwestern United States (Texas, New Mexico, Oklahoma, Arkansas, Louisiana).
Plate no. X. 3957 [?]
Inset (14 x 10 cm.): Mexico.
Panel art: Mobilgas logo over pictorial vignettes of the Southwest.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 187.12 (Pr.Ct)

72525 Southwestern States - Maps - 1942 - Road maps<>Road maps
The Southwestern states road map / Cities Service Oils ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1942?].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: rural road scene, Cities Service Oils logo, and slogan "start every trip at your Cities Service dealer's."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4401 (Pr.Ct)

72526 Southwestern States - Maps - 1942 - Road maps<>Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4636 (Pr.Ct)

72527 Southwestern States - Maps - 1942 - Road maps<>Road maps
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: gas station and slogans "oil is ammunition, use it wisely" and "let's get
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associated.”
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4664 (PrCt)

72528 Southwestern States - Maps - 1943 - Road maps...-Mexico - Maps - 1943 - Road maps...-Road maps

1 map : col. ; 56 x 79 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Southwestern United States (Texas, New Mexico, Oklahoma, Arkansas, Louisiana).
Plate no. 453957.
Inset (14 x 10 cm.): Mexico.
Panel art: Mobilgas sign; pictorial vignettes of tourist sites.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 187.44 (PrCt)

72529 Southwestern States - Maps - 1944 - Road maps...-Mexico - Maps - 1944 - Road maps...-Road maps

1 map : col. ; 56 x 79 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Southwestern United States (Texas, New Mexico, Oklahoma, Arkansas, Louisiana).
Plate no. Z. 3957.
Inset (14 x 10 cm.): Mexico.
Panel art: Mobilgas sign; pictorial vignettes of tourist sites.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 187.35 (PrCt)

72530 Southwestern States - Maps - 1945 - Road maps...-Mexico - Maps - 1945 - Road maps...-Road maps

1 map : col. ; 56 x 79 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Southwestern United States (Texas, New Mexico, Oklahoma, Arkansas, Louisiana).
Plate no. 453957.
Inset (14 x 10 cm.): Mexico.
Panel art: Mobilgas sign; pictorial vignettes of tourist sites.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 187.38 (PrCt)


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 63 x 84 cm.
Date from Rand McNally 187 ms. index.
Plate no. 454201.
Maps on verso (84 x 51 cm. and 16 x 7 cm.): Rand McNally road map: western United States -- Proposed International Highway between Alaska and United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 187.38 (PrCt)
Southwestern States - Maps - 1946 - Pictorial maps

Illustrated map of the great southwest including points of interest in New Mexico and Arizona. Chicago : Fred Harvey, c1946.
Authors: Fred Harvey (Firm) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Harvey (Fred), firm SEE Fred Harvey (Firm)
1 map ; 30 x 53 cm.
Panel title.
"Copyright 1946 by Fred Harvey."
Inset (8 x 24 cm.): Grand Canyon National Park and vicinity. Signed "F.G."
"Featuring key to Indian symbols."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 181.6 (PrCt)

Southwestern States - Maps - 1946 - Railroads

The Texas and Pacific Railway and connections. [New York? Texas & Pacific Railway, 1946?].
Authors: Texas & Pacific Railway
1 map : col. ; 29 x 43 cm.
Summary route map; includes views of six southern cities along upper margin. Roughly bounded by California, Missouri, Texas. In Texas & Pacific Railway. Annual report ...
December 31, 1945 [Dallas?: Texas & Pacific Railway?, 1946?] p. [20-21].
SM 7267 (1945 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Southwestern States - Maps - 1946 - Road maps

Authors: Magnolia Petroleum Company -- Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 56 x 79 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Southwestern United States (Texas, New Mexico, Oklahoma, Arkansas, Louisiana).
Plate no. 6-423957-4.
Panel art: Mobilgas and Mobiloil logos.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 188.17 (PrCt)

Southwestern States - Maps - 1946 - Road maps

Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 63 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair : Texas, Oklahoma, eastern New Mexico
Date from RMcN AE 136 ms. index.
Plate no. 463630V
Maps on verso (26 x 33 cm. and smaller): Oklahoma, Texas [pictorial map] -- Dallas -- Oklahoma City -- Tulsa -- Houston -- Ft. Worth -- San Antonio.
Panel art: Sinclair attendant in front of car and billboard.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 136.20 (PrCt)

Southwestern States - Maps - 1946 - Road maps

Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 63 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair : Texas, Oklahoma, eastern New Mexico
Date from RMcN AE 136 ms. index.
Plate no. 6-463630V-1
Maps on verso (26 x 33 cm. and smaller): Oklahoma, Texas [pictorial map] -- Dallas -- Oklahoma City -- Tulsa -- Houston -- Ft. Worth -- San Antonio.
Panel art: Sinclair attendant in front of car and billboard.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
72538  Southwestern States - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Oklahoma - Maps - 1946 - Pictorial maps
Texas - Maps - 1946 - Pictorial maps
Road maps
Pictorial maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 64 x 63 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair : Texas, Oklahoma, eastern New Mexico
Date from RMcN AE 136 ms. index.
Plate no. 6-463630V-2
Maps on verso (26 x 33 cm. and smaller):
Panel art: Sinclair attendant in front of car and billboard.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 136.22 (PrCt)

72539  Southwestern States - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
The Southwestern states road map ... / Cities Service Oils ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1946].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"Revised edition."
Panel title.
Panel art: rural road scene, Cities Service Oils logo, and slogan "start every trip at your Cities Service dealer's."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4754 (PrCt)

72540  Southwestern States - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 65 x 63 cm. on sheet 68 x 67 cm.
Added title: Sinclair : Texas, Oklahoma, eastern New Mexico.
Plate no. 463630V.
Verso includes inset maps of six cities and pictorial views of tourist sites.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 4.12 (PrCt)

72541  Southwestern States - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 65 x 63 cm. on sheet 68 x 67 cm.
Added title: Sinclair : Texas, Oklahoma, eastern New Mexico. Plate no. 6-463630V-1.
Verso includes inset maps of six cities and pictorial views of tourist sites.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 4.13 (PrCt)

72542  Southwestern States - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 65 x 63 cm. on sheet 68 x 67 cm.
Added title: Sinclair : Texas, Oklahoma, eastern New Mexico. Plate no. 6-463630V-2.
Verso includes inset maps of six cities and pictorial views of tourist sites.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 4.14 (PrCt)

72543  Southwestern States - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Authors: Skelly Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Skelly sign, stars and profiles of cars.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4937 (PrCt)

72544  Southwestern States - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4960 (PrCt)

72546  Southwestern States - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Texas, Oklahoma, New Mexico road map and pictorial sight-seeing guide : Sinclair H-C gasoline...Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1946].
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 63 cm
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair : Texas, Oklahoma, eastern New Mexico.
Date from RMcN AE 119 ms. index.
Plate no. 463630V-2
Maps on verso (26 x 33 cm. and smaller):
Panel art: Sinclair attendant, car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 119.16 (PrCt)

72547  Southwestern States - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Texas, Oklahoma, New Mexico road map and pictorial sight-seeing guide : Sinclair H-C gasoline...Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1946].
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 63 cm
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair : Texas, Oklahoma, eastern New Mexico.
Date from RMcN AE 119 ms. index.
Plate no. 6-463630V-2
Maps on verso (26 x 33 cm. and smaller):
Panel art: Sinclair attendant, car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 119.17 (PrCt)

72548  Southwestern States - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Authors: General Petroleum Corporation of California -- Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 78 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Road map of Pacific southwest.
Date from RMcN AE 188 ms. index.
Plate no. 464522
Insets (19 x 15 cm. each): San Francisco -- Los Angeles.
Map on verso (78 x 58 cm.): Road map of western United States.
Panel art: Mobilgas logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Panel title: Southwestern States (Texas, Oklahoma, New Mexico, Arkansas, Louisiana).

Date from RMcN AE 136 ms. index.
Plate no. 7-463630V-4
Maps on verso (26 x 33 cm. and smaller):
Panel art: Cities Service gas station, various cartoon images, and slogan "Cities Service dealers help make every trip a treat."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 136.27 (PrCt)


Panel title: Oklahoma (Southwestern States).
Added title: Oklahoma (Southwestern States).

Date from RMcN AE 136 ms. index.
Plate no. 7-463630V-4
Maps on verso (26 x 33 cm. and smaller):
Panel art: Cities Service gas station, various cartoon images, and slogan "Cities Service dealers help make every trip a treat."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 136.28 (PrCt)

Southwestern States - Maps - 1947 - Road maps - Southwestern states / Cities Service. Chicago:

Panel title: Cities Service stations.

Date from RMcN AE 136 ms. index.
Plate no. 7-463630V-4
Maps on verso (26 x 33 cm. and smaller):
Panel art: Cities Service gas station, various cartoon images, and slogan "Cities Service dealers help make every trip a treat."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 136.29 (PrCt)
Plate no. includes letter "U", indicating 1947 publication.
Panel art: color photo of flowers and trees at lakeside.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5156 (PrCt)

Southwestern States - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Authors: Skelly Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "U", indicating 1947 publication.
Panel art: Skelly sign, car and group of people on beach.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5231 (PrCt)

Southwestern States - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "U", indicating 1947 publication.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5245 (PrCt)

Southwestern States - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Tide Water Associated Oil Company map of Arizona, Nevada, Utah. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1947?].
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "U", indicating 1947 publication.
Panel art: giant gas station attendant holding road map standing above gas station with cars and slogan "let's get associated."

Southwestern States - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Authors: General Petroleum Corporation -- Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 78 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Road map of Pacific southwest.
Date from RMcN AE 188 ms. index.
Plate no. 7-4522-2.
Insets (19 x 15 cm. and smaller): San Francisco --San Francisco-Oakland Bay Bridge approaches -- Los Angeles.
Map on verso (78 x 58 cm.): Road map of western United States.
Panel art: Mobilgas and Mobiloi logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 188.37 (PrCt)

Southwestern States - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Authors: General Petroleum Corporation -- Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 78 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Road map of Pacific southwest.
Date from RMcN AE 188 ms. index.
Plate no. 7-4522-3.
Insets (19 x 15 cm. and smaller): San Francisco --San Francisco-Oakland Bay Bridge approaches -- Los Angeles.
Map on verso (78 x 58 cm.): Road map of western United States.
Panel art: Mobilgas and Mobiloi logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 188.41 (PrCt)
Texas & Pacific Railway, 1948?].
Authors: Texas & Pacific Railway
1 map : col. ; 29 x 44 cm.
Summary route map.
Roughly bounded by California, Illinois, Mexico, and Mississippi.
In Texas & Pacific Railway. 76th annual report ...

5A 7267 (1947 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Southwestern States - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Map of the southwest ... Magnolia Petroleum Company, a Socony-Vacuum company. Chicago
: Rand McNally & Company, [1948].
Authors: Magnolia Petroleum Company -- Socony Mobil Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 56 x 79 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Southwestern United States (Texas, New Mexico, Oklahoma, Arkansas, Louisiana).
Plate no. 8-423957-6.
Inset (14 x 10 cm.): Mexico.
Panel art: Mobilgas and Mobiloil logos.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 182.21 (PrCt)

Southwestern States - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Map of the southwest ... Magnolia Petroleum Company, a Socony-Vacuum company. Chicago
: Rand McNally & Company, [1948].
Authors: Magnolia Petroleum Company -- Socony Mobil Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 56 x 79 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Southwestern United States (Texas, New Mexico, Oklahoma, Arkansas, Louisiana).
Plate no. 8-423957-6.
Inset (14 x 10 cm.): Mexico.
Panel art: Mobilgas and Mobiloil logos.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 136.37 (PrCt)

Southwestern States - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
San Antonio. Oklahoma City
Panel art: Sinclair road sign with a bird, rabbit, and car on rural road
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

72563

Southwestern States - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Arizona, Nevada & Utah : Richfield travel guide. Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948?].
Authors: Richfield Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
Panel art: Cities Service gas station, various cartoon images, and slogan "Cities Service dealers help make every trip a treat."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 5341 (PrCt)

Southwestern States - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Arizona, Nevada & Utah : Richfield travel guide. Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948?].
Authors: Richfield Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
Panel art: color photo of coastline.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 5430 (PrCt)

Southwestern States - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 63 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair : Texas, Oklahoma, eastern New Mexico
Date from RMcN AE 136 ms. index.
Plate no. 8-463630V-5
Maps on verso (26 x 33 cm. and smaller): Oklahoma, Texas [pictorial map] -- Dallas -- Oklahoma City -- Tulsa -- Houston -- Ft. Worth -- San Antonio.
Panel art: Sinclair road sign with a bird, rabbit, and car on rural road
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

72565

Southwestern States - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Tide Water Associated Oil Company map of Arizona, Nevada, Utah. Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948?].
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company --
H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
Panel art: giant gas station attendant holding road map standing above gas station with cars and slogan "let's get associated."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5534 (PrCt)

72567 Southwestern States - Maps - 1949 - Railroads - Pictorial maps - Texas & Pacific Railway - Maps - 1949 - Pictorial maps
The Texas and Pacific Railway and connections. [New York? Texas & Pacific Railway, 1949?].
Authors: Texas & Pacific Railway
1 map : col. ; 23 x 38 cm.
Summary route map covering the southwestern U.S.; agricultural and industrial regions and local costumes and lifestyles shown pictorially.
'Route of the eagles.'
Roughly bounded by California, Illinois, Mexico, and Mississippi.
5A 7267 (1948 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

72568 Southwestern States - Maps - 1949 - Road maps - Mexico - Maps - 1949 - Road maps
Map of the Southwest ... Magnolia Petroleum Company, a Socony-Vacuum company. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1949].
Authors: Magnolia Petroleum Company -- Socony Mobil Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 56 x 79 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Southwestern United States (Texas, New Mexico, Oklahoma, Arkansas, Louisiana).
Plate no. 9-423957-7.
Inset (14 x 10 cm.): Mexico.
Panel art: Mobilgas and Mobiloil logos.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 178.18 (PrCt)

The Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway system. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Co., [1950?].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Company
1 map ; 14 x 21 cm.
'Copyright by Rand McNally & Company' and '1-50'--bottom right.
Region roughly bounded by California, Illinois, Mexico, Mississippi.
5A 7267 (1949 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

The Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway system. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Co., [1951?].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Company
1 map ; 14 x 21 cm.
'Copyright by Rand McNally & Company' and '1-51'--bottom right.
Region roughly bounded by California, Illinois, Mexico, Mississippi.
5A 7267 (1950 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

72571 Southwestern States - Maps - 1951 - Road maps - Mexico - Maps - 1951 - Road maps
Road map and sightseeing guide : Texas, Oklahoma, New Mexico, Mexico : Sinclair. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1951].
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 66 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair : Texas, Oklahoma, eastern New Mexico.
Date from RMcN AE 139 ms. index.
Plate no. 1-463630V-7
Maps on verso (42 x 63 cm. and smaller): Sinclair : Mexico -- Mexico D.F. and vicinity -- Dallas -- Oklahoma City -- Tulsa -- Houston -- Ft. Worth -- San Antonio.
Panel art: Sinclair serviceman pumping gas.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 139.11 (PrCt)
72572 Southwestern States - Maps - 1951 - Road maps\>\>Mexico - Maps - 1951 - Road maps\>\>Road maps
Road map and sightseeing guide : Texas, Oklahoma, New Mexico, Mexico : Sinclair .
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1951].
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 64 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair : Texas, Oklahoma, eastern New Mexico.
Date from RMcN AE 139 ms. index.
Plate no. 1-463630V-7
Maps on verso (42 x 63 cm. and smaller): Sinclair.
1 map : col. ; 12 x 17 cm.
Copyright by Rand McNally & Company. (Newberry Library)
The Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway
1953<<>>Railroads
Southwestern States
1951 <<>>Golden Empire SEE Southern Pacific Railroad
Company<<>>Railroads
1954 <<>>Golden Empire SEE Southern Pacific Railroad
Company<<>>Pictorial maps
5A 7267 (1953 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

72575 Southwestern States - Maps - 1953 - Railroads\>\>Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Company - Maps - 1953\>\>Railroads - Maps
The Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway system. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Co., [1953].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Company
1 map : col. ; 14 x 21 cm.
Copyright by Rand McNally & Company' and '1-53'--bottom right.
Region roughly bounded by California, Illinois, Mexico, Mississippi.
In Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Company. 58th annual report ... December 31, 1952 [New York?: Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway?, 1953?] inside back cover.
5A 7267 (1952 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

72576 Southwestern States - Maps - 1954 - Railroads\>\>Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Company - Maps - 1954\>\>Railroads - Maps
The Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway system / prepared by C.M. Hutchinson.
[Chicago? Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway], 1954 [i.e. 1955?].
Authors: Hutchinson, C. M., fl. 1953 -- Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Company
1 map : col. ; 19 x 29 cm.
Added title: Santa Fe system map.
'December, 1954'--bottom right.
Region roughly bounded by California, Illinois, Mexico, Louisiana.
In Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Company. 60th annual report ... December 31, 1954 [Chicago?: Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway?, 1955?] p. [26-27].
5A 7267 (1954 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

72577 Southwestern States - Maps - 1954 - Railroads - Pictorial maps\>\>Southwestern States - Maps - 1954 - Railroads\>\>Southern Pacific Railroad Company - Maps - 1954 - Pictorial maps\>\>Southern Pacific Railroad Company\>\>Railroads - Maps - Pictorial maps
Authors: Southern Pacific Railroad Company -- Golden Empire SEE Southern Pacific Company
1 map : 12 x 17 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Summary route map.
Highlights regional crescent between Oregon and Louisiana; identified as 'The Golden Empire' in oversize lettering.
In Southern Pacific Railroad Company.
Seventieth annual report ... December 31, 1953
[San Francisco?: Southern Pacific Railroad Company?, 1954?] on cover.
5A 7267 (1953 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

The Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway system / prepared by C.M. Hutchinson.
[Chicago? Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway], 1955 [i.e. 1956?].
Authors: Hutchinson, C. M., fl. 1953 -- Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Company. 61st annual report ... December 31, 1955 [Chicago?: Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway?, 1956?] p. [24-25].
5A 7267 (1955 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

72579 Southwestern States - Maps - 1955 - Road maps
Road map of the southwest ... Mobilgas ... Magnolia Petroleum Company, a Socony Mobil Company. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1955?].
Authors: Magnolia Petroleum Company -- Socony Mobil Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 62 X 83 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Mobilgas : southwestern United States : Texas, New Mexico, Oklahoma, Arkansas, Louisiana ... Magnolia Petroleum Company ... Date from RMcN AE 139 ms. index
Plate no. 5503V
Inset (19 x 18 cm.): Mexico.
Panel art: Mobilgas logo.
Stamped "JUL 7 1955."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 139.5X (PrCt)

Authors: Nevada Natural Gas Pipe Line Co. 1 map : col. ; 21 x 16 cm.
Shows pipe lines in Nevada, California, and Arizona.
map1F G4296 .H8 1956 N4 (PrCt)

The Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway system / prepared by C.M. Hutchinson.
[Chicago? Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway], 1956 [i.e. 1957?].
Authors: Hutchinson, C. M., fl. 1953 -- Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Company. 62nd annual report ... December 31, 1956 [Chicago?: Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway?, 1957?] p. [24-25].
5A 7267 (1956 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

Missouri Pacific Railroad and connecting lines : serving the west-southwest empire. Buffalo, N.Y. J.W. Clement Co., 1956 [i.e. 1957?].
Authors: Anderson, Crawford C. -- J.W. Clement Co. -- Missouri Pacific Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 21 x 38 cm. 'June 56' and 'Crawford C. Anderson' at bottom left.
Inset map (8 x 11 cm.): [Continuation route map of Mexico].
5A 7267 (1956 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

72583 Southwestern States - Maps - 1956 - Railroads - Pipelines<<>>Southwestern States - Maps - 1956 - Pipelines<<>>Southern Pacific Railroad Company - Maps - 1956 -
Pipelines - Southwestern States
- Maps - 1956
- Pipelines - Southern Pacific Railroad Company - Maps - 1956
- Railroads - Maps
Southern Pacific Pipe Lines, Inc.: petroleum products pipeline system from Watson, California to El Paso, Texas. [San Francisco? Southern Pacific Company?, 1956?].
Authors: Southern Pacific Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 10 x 22 cm.
5A 7267 (1955 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

72584 Southwestern States - Maps - 1956 - Railroads
Southern Pacific Pipe Lines, Inc.: petroleum products pipeline system from Watson, California to El Paso, Texas. [San Francisco? Southern Pacific Company?, 1956?].
Authors: Southern Pacific Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 10 x 22 cm.
In Southern Pacific Railroad Company. Statistical report ... December 31 1955 (San Francisco: [Southern Pacific Railroad Company?], 1956) p. 15.
5A 7267 (1955 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

72585 Southwestern States - Maps - 1956 - Road maps
- Mexico - Maps - 1956 - Road maps - Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps - Santa Catalina Island (Calif.) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps - Road maps
Road map of southwestern United States and Los Angeles area ... / Harbor Refining Company ... Long Beach, California. [Chicago] : Rand McNally & Company, [1956?].
Authors: Harbor Refining Company (Long Beach, Calif.) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 52 cm., folded to 22 x 11 cm. Panel title.
Added title: Rand McNally road map : Southwestern United States.
Handstamp: Dec 5 1956.
Plate no. 7-513785 V 6-8.
Inset (18 x 17 cm.): Mexico.
Maps on verso (38 x 47 cm. and 6 x 8 cm.): Los Angeles and vicinity recreational map -- Santa Catalina Island.
Panel art: Harbor Petroleum Products logo.
RMcN Clients 1350 (PrCt)

72586 Southwestern States - Maps - 1956 - Road maps
- Mexico - Maps - 1956 - Road maps - Road maps
Road map of the southwest ... Mobilgas ... Magnolia Petroleum Company, a Socony Mobil Company. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1956].
Authors: Magnolia Petroleum Company -- Socony Mobil Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 62 X 83 cm. Panel title.
Added title: Mobilgas : southwestern United States : Texas, New Mexico, Oklahoma, Arkansas, Louisiana
Date from RMcN AE 178 ms. index
Plate no. 6-5503V-1
Inset (19 x 18 cm.): Mexico.
Panel art: Mobiloil and Mobilgas logos.
Forms part of the Rand McNally collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 178.12X (PrCt)

72587 Southwestern States - Maps - 1957 - Road maps
- Texas - Maps - 1957 - Road maps - Proofs (Printing) - 1957 - Specimens - Dummies (Bookselling) - 1957 - Specimens - Road maps
Road map to the south central states especially designed for the 1958-1959 edition of the Mobil guide. Chicago, Ill. ; San Jose, Calif. H.M. Gousha Company, c1957.
Authors: Socony Mobil Oil Company -- Mobile guide (1958-1959) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 43 x 62 cm.
"Copyright 1957 by the H.M. Goushá Company Chicago-San Jose."
Apparently issued as sales sample and / or printer's proof; includes blank title panels for overprinting.
Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Company Collection (Newberry Library).
map4F G4041.P2 1957 .M6 (PrCt)

72588 Southwestern States - Maps - 1959 - Railroads
- Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Company - Maps - 1959 - Railroads - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company --
Sales control map of the southwest. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [196-?].
Authors: Rand McNally & Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 61 x 70 cm.
Insets: Dallas Fort Worth Area -- Houston Beaumont Galveston Area.
Note enlarged version (94 x 107 cm.) of same map in collection.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN map6F G4301 .Q4 196- R3 (PrCt)

Wall maps
Sales control map of the southwest. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [196-?].
Authors: Rand McNally & Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 94 x 107 cm.
Insets: Dallas Fort Worth Area -- Houston Beaumont Galveston Area.
Note reduced version (61 x 70 cm.) of same map in collection.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
artifacts cage RMcN maproll 2 : 8. 3 (PrCt)

72593 Southwestern States - Maps - 1960 - Railroads
Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Company - Maps - 1960 - Railroads
For last dependable freight service, just call Santa Fe system lines. [Chicago? Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway, 1960?].
Authors: Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Company
1 map ; 2 x 7 cm.
Added title: Santa Fe.
Summary route map covering most of the United States, but emphasizing rail routes in the southwestern states.
Printed with Earth's horizon in the background as part of a bird's-eye view of the globe.
In Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Company. 65th annual report ... December 31, 1959 [Chicago?: Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway?, 1960?] p. [52].
5A 7267 (1959 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

72594 Southwestern States - Maps - 1960 - Railroads
Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Company - Maps - 1960 - Railroads
Authors: Rand McNally & Company -- Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway
1 map ; 49 x 64 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Formed in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4081 (PrCt)
72597 Southwestern States - Maps - 1964 - Natural gas pipelines

Southwest Gas Corporation [system map]. [Las Vegas, Nev. Southwest Gas Corporation, 1965].
Authors: Southwest Gas Corporation
1 map ; on sheet 28 x 22 cm.
Detached from Southwest Gas Corporation, 1964 Annual report (Las Vegas, Nev., 1965), front cover.
Shows transmission lines, resale areas, and distribution service areas in Nevada, California, and Arizona.

72598 Southwestern States - Maps - 1965 - Road maps

Southwestern States - Maps - 1965 - Road maps

Authors: Mobil Oil Company -- Socony Mobil Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 62 x 83 cm., folded to 22 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Southwestern United States : Texas, New Mexico, Oklahoma, Arkansas, Louisiana
"Mobil Oil Company, a division of Socony Mobil Oil Company ... New York ..." -- On back panel.
Plate no. 5-5503V11
Inset (19 x 16 cm.): Mexico.
Panel art: Gas station attendant holding a copy of the Mobil Travel Guide and talking with couple in car.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4112 (PrCt)
Arizona, Colorado, Kansas, Nebraska, New Mexico, Oklahoma, Texas, Wyoming. Includes descriptive text "The heraldry of the range" by J. Evetts Haley.
Plate no. 7-535226-11.
 Insets (24 x 34 cm. and smaller): United States -- Amarillo -- Albuquerque -- Colorado Springs -- Denver -- Lubbock -- Pueblo -- Key map.
Panel art: Shamrock sign and illustration of cowboys tracing cattle brands on the ground signed "H.D. Bugbee."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2376 (PrCt)

72600 Southwestern States - Maps - 1968 - Road maps
Authors: Holiday Inns, Inc. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 29 x 35 cm., on sheet 46 x 82 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title. "Effective May 1 to Sept. 30, 1975."
Identifies Holiday Inn locations.
Insets (10 x 19 cm. and smaller): Oklahoma City -- Tulsa -- Fort Worth-Dallas -- Albuquerque - Houston -- Amarillo -- San Antonio -- El Paso -- Corpus Christi -- Mexico -- Austin.
Verso includes Holiday Inn directory and 102 hotel location maps (7 x 9 cm. and smaller).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1430 (PrCt)

72601 Southwestern States - Maps - 1969 - Road maps
Rocky Mountain National Park (Colo.) - Maps - 1969 - Road maps
Arapaho National Recreation Area (Colo.) - Maps - 1969 - Road maps
Grand Canyon National Park (Ariz.) - Maps - 1969 - Road maps
Shadow Mountain National Recreation Area (Colo.) SEE Arapaho National Recreation Area (Colo.)
Authors: Whiting Brothers (Firm) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 44 x 77 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Natl. Park -- Phoenix -- Tucson -- Albuquerque -- Santa Fe.
Panel art: Whiting Bros. logo and slogan "gas for less!"
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4709 (PrCt)

72602 Southwestern States - Maps - 1987
Authors: Insight guides -- Nelles Verlag -- APA Publications (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 10 maps
2nd ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

72603 Southwestern States - Maps - 1993
Journey to the high southwest : a traveler's guide / by Robert L. Casey ; illustrated by Julie Roberts.
Authors: Casey, Robert L. -- Roberts, Julie -- Globe Pequot Press -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
xvii, 446 p. : ill., maps ; 26 cm.
4th ed. rev. and enl.
Includes bibliographical references (p.[410]-418) and index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
'A Voyager book.'
LC Card Number: 92040826
ISBN 1564401510 ; 9781564401519
Baskes F787 .C37 1993 (NLO)

72604 Southwestern States - Maps - Collections, 1600-1899
Southwestern, New - Maps - Collections, 1600-1899
Authors: Sayner, Donald B. -- Arizona Historical Society -- University of Arizona. Dept. of General Biology -- University of Arizona. Library
2 v. : maps ; 28 cm.
Vol. 1 published 1969, vol. 2 published 1975; no more issued?
"The collection is part of a continuing effort of the compiler and the Department of General Biology [Univ. of Arizona] to reproduce and distribute a selection of early maps of the southwest. Most of the material was provided by the University Library, Special Collections and the Map Library"--v.1.p.[1].
20969
ICN76
map4C 87 (PrCt)

72605 Southwestern States - Maps - Collections, 1746-1860
Texas Panhandle (Tex.) - Maps - Collections, 1746-1860
Xit Ranch (Tex.) -
CARBONDALE

Blair, R. Baxter
Authors: Huntington, Ellsworth, 1876
Chicago : Denoyer

drawn by R.B. Blair ; L.P. Denoyer, geographer
Ellsworth Huntington, Ph.D., Yale University;
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics / edited by

SEE ALSO Russia see Soviet

Physical<<>>Russia
SEE ALSO Soviet Union

Gift of Southern Illinois University at Carbondale, 2011.
maproll G7000 1947 .H8 (PrCt)

72608 Soviet Union - Maps - 1949<<>>Russia - Maps - 1949
Authors: Soviet Union. Glavnoe upravlenie
goedezii i kartografii -- Soviet Union -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 41 maps ; 300 x 235 mm.
Phillips 9253
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

Soviet Union in maps : its origin and development / edited by George Goodall. [Chicago] ; London :
[Denoyer-Geppert Company] ; George Philip &
Son, 1954.
Authors: Goodall, George -- George Philip & Son
-- Denoyer-Geppert (Firm)
1 atlas (32 p. : 29 col. maps, col. diagrs.) ; 19 x
25 cm.
Denoyer-Geppert inprint on cover and on
letterpress slip tipped onto p. 1.
of cover.
"Printed in Great Britain by George Philip & Son";
all maps copyright by Philip.
Based on 1939 census data, cf. publisher's note
tipped-in.
Previous editions published under title: Soviet
Russia in maps.
Scales differ.
G2110 .G6 1954 (NLO)

Authors: Soviet Union. Glavnoe upravlenie
goedezii i kartografii -- Soviet Union --
Beloglazova, O. A. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

1 v. : 76 maps ; 266 x 196 mm.
2nd ed.
Edited by O. A. Beloglazova.
Phillips 9262
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(Pr.Ct)

The U.S.S.R. and eastern Europe / prepared by the Economist Intelligence Unit and the Cartographic Dept. of the Clarendon Press.
Authors: Economist Intelligence Unit (Great Britain) -- Oxford University Press
1 atlas (viii, 134 p.) : maps (part fold., part col.)
tables ; 27 cm.
Series: Oxford regional economic atlas.
To Collection Services for cataloging, March 2011 (Pr.Ct)

Authors: Oxford University Press -- Economist -- Harrison, Richard Edes -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 49 maps ; 260 x 195 mm.
Previous owner: R.E. Harrison
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(Pr.Ct)

Authors: Fullard, Harold -- George Philip & Son -- Denoyer-Geppert (Firm)
1 atlas (32 p.) : ill., 37 col. maps ; 19 x 25 cm.
Rev. throughout.
Title from inside front cover, place of publication and publisher from cover.

Maps copyright George Philip & Son.
Earlier editions by George Goodall published under title: Soviet Russia in maps.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G2110 .66 1961 (NLO)

Authors: Soviet Union. Glavnoe upravlenie geodezii i kartografii -- Teplova, S. N. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (185 p.) : ill., 107 maps (chiefly col., some folded) ; 39 cm.
Ethnographic, color, folded map of USSR laid-in.
Includes index.
Errata slip tipped-in at end.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: map63000128
Baskes folio G2110 .R78 1962 (NLO)

Authors: Soviet Union -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 94 maps ; 116 x 165 mm.
1st ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(Pr.Ct)

72616 Soviet Union - Maps - 1965>>>Russia - Maps - 1965
Authors: Nagel travel guide series -- McGraw-Hill, inc. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Cover title: Nagel's travel guide U.S.S.R.
'33 black-and-white plans, 6 plans and maps in colour.'
Map on lining papers.
Includes index.
Series: Nagel travel guide series
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 66000499

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
### Soviet Union - Maps - 1965

- **Russia - Maps - 1965**
- **Soviet Union - Historical geography - Maps - 1965**
- **Soviet Union - Historical geography - Maps - 1965**
- **Soviet Union - Maps - 1965**
- **Economics - Russia - Maps - 1965**
- **Economics - Russia - Maps - 1965**
- **Russia - Maps - 1965**
- **Soviet Union - Maps - 1965**

*Atlas of automobile roads of the USSR* (PrCt)

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

*Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)* (PrCt)

---

### Soviet Union - Maps - 1976

- **Russia - Maps - 1976**
- **Road maps - Russia - Maps - 1976**
- **Road maps - Russia - Maps - 1976**

*Atlas of automobile roads of the USSR* (NLO)

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

*Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)* (PrCt)

---

### Soviet Union - Maps - 1980

- **Russia - Maps - 1980**

*Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)* (PrCt)

---

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Authors: Soviet Union. Glavnoe upravlenie geodezii i kartografii -- Soviet Union -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 82 maps ; 190 x 130 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Authors: Doron, Kirill -- Great American Puzzle Factory
1 jigsaw puzzle map (1000 pieces) : cardboard, col. ; 51 x 69 cm. (assembled) in box 31 x 31 x 6 cm.
Pictorial map, with major place names in Russian and English.
map5C G7001.A9 1990 .K5 (PrCt)

72627 Space (Art)<<Art - History<<Art - Historiography<<Art and society<<Cartography in art<<Maps in art
Authors: Summers, David, 1941- -- 1687p. : ill., maps ; 26 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [665]-[682]) and index.
ISBN 0714842443
To Collection Services for cataloging, June 2010 (PrCt)

72628 Space Charts
America's first space chart. 1963.
Authors: Joosten, Rigdon E.
From Surveying & mapping 23 (1963): 583-592.
Vert 245 (PrCt)

72629 Spain - Bio-bibliography<<Chaves, Geronomio, 1523-1574
Bibliotheca hispana sive Hispanorvm, qvi vsqvam vnqvmvme sive latina sive populari sive alia quavis lingua scripto alicuid consignaverunt notitia, his qvis præcesservnt locypetier et certior brevia elogia, editorum atque ineditorum operum catalogum dvabvs partibvs continena, qvarvm haec ordine qvidom rei posterior, conceptu vero prior duobus tomis de his agit, qvi post annvm secvlarem M.D. spue ad presentem diem floruere. Tornus 1-2 / Avthore D. Nicolao Antonio Hispalensi ... Rome : N. A. Tinassii, 1672.
Authors: Antonio, Nicolás, 1617-1684
2 v. ; 33 cm.
Added t p., engr.
First edition of the part published in the new ed., 1788, under the title Biblioteca hispana nova. The first ed. of the other part, "Bibliotheca hispan a vetus." was not pub. till 1696.
Armorial bookplates: Ex libris marchionis Salsae; and of Baron Ward, earl of Dudley.
Case folio Z 940 .039 (NLO)

Authors: Spain. Ejército. Servicio Geográfico xxiii, 420 p. ; 28 cm.
At head of title: Archivo de Planos.
Formerly 5A 8954
LC Card Number: 65035737 2002488021
Map Ref Z6028 .S76 1962 (NLO)

72631 Spain. Ejército. Servicio Geográfico - Map collections<<Map collections - Spain - Handbooks, manuals, etc.
Authors: Spain. Ejército. Servicio Geográfico.
Departamento de Archivo y Estudios Geográficos 9p. : maps, ills. ; 24 cm.
A brief history of the archives, followed by a list of the 'fondos' with inclusive dates and number of items in each series.
Vert 2270, no. 1 (PrCt)

72632 Spain - Historical geography - Maps - 1586-1606<<Spain - Maps - 1586-1606<<Cadiz Bay (Spain) - Historical geography - Maps - 1586-1606<<Cadiz Bay (Spain) - Maps - 1586-1606
Hispaniae veteris descriptio / ex conatibus geographicis Abrah. Ortelii. [London : John Norton], 1586 [i.e. 1606].
Parergon, sive, Veteris geographiae aliqvot tabvlae (1606) -- Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598.
Theatrum orbis terrarum ... (1606) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Montano, Benedicto Ariae 1527-1598 SEE Arias Montano, Benito, 1527-1598.
1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 47 cm.
Includes dedication to "Benedicto Ariae Montano" in cartouche at lower left.
In: Ortelius, Abraham. "Parergon, sive, Veteris...
geographiae alivqut tabvlae*, part of the historical atlas section of Ortelius's Theatrum orbis terrarum ... (London: J. Norton, 1606), [plate 125].

Inset (8 x 7 cm.): [Bay of Cadiz].

Signature "x" and English letterpress text on verso beginning: Spaine. This is that warlike Spain ...

"Cartographic sources: made by Ortelius on the basis of modern information from Clusius' six-sheet map of Spain which appeared in 1571, (Meurer p. 127-129) and ancient knowledge from Strabo, Appianus, Livius, Valerius Maximus and Suetonius. In 1593 Barbosa asks Ortelius (Hessels 240, 258) to correct some place names. The second letter (1594) indicates that these corrections have been carried out." -- From Marcel P.R. van den Broecke's Cartographica Neerlandica website, which includes a digital image of another copy of the map (accessed August 2012); see http://www.orteliusmaps.com/book/ort193.html


VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1606, [plate 125] (PrCt)

Hispaniae antiquae tabulae. Paris: chez M. Tavernier; chez Pierre Mariette, 1641 [i.e.1659?].

Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Tavernier, Melchior, d. 1641 -- Mariette, Pierre, 1603-1657 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667.

Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (1658 [i.e. 1659?])
1 map: hand col.; 40 x 53 cm.

In: Sanson, Nicolas. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (Paris: Pierre Mariette, 1658 [i.e. 1659?]) v. 1, pl. [119]

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1606, [plate 125] (PrCt)

72633 Spain - Historical geography - Maps - 1641<>>>Spain - Maps - 1641
Hispaniae antiquae tabulae. Paris: chez M. Tavernier; chez Pierre Mariette, 1641 [i.e.1659?].

Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Tavernier, Melchior, d. 1641 -- Mariette, Pierre, 1603-1657 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667.

Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (1658 [i.e. 1659?])
1 map: hand col.; 40 x 53 cm.

In: Sanson, Nicolas. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (Paris: Pierre Mariette, 1658 [i.e. 1659?]) v. 1, pl. [119]

VAULT oversize G1015 .S35 1658 v. 1, pl. [119] (PrCt)

72634 Spain - Historical geography - Maps - 1641<>>>Spain - Maps - 1641
Hispaniae antiquae tabulae / authore N. Sanson ... Paris: chez M. Tavernier et a present chez Pierre Mariette, 1641.

Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Tavernier, Melchior, d. 1641 -- Mariette, Pierre, 1603-1657 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667.

[Assembled-to-order atlas of historical maps of Europe] [1658?] -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). IV:A7
1 map: 40 x 52 cm.

In Sanson, Nicolas. [Assembled-to-order atlas of historical maps of Europe] [Paris: N. Sanson and P. Mariette, 1658?] no. [7].

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Duplicate copy: VAULT Case oversize G1015 .S35 1658 v. 1, pl. [119]


Sack map6C G5701.S1 1658 .S3 no. [7] (PrCt)


Authors: Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1836 -- Stackhouse, Thomas, 1756-1836 -- Stackhouse, Thomas, 1756-1836.

An Universal atlas: being a set of maps, to illustrate ancient and modern geography ... (1782) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: 35 x 47 cm.

"Dedicated to his highness William Duke of Gloucester."

In: Wells, Edward. A New sett of maps both of antient and present geography ... (Oxford: Printed at the Theater, 1700), plate 5 [1782 oversize Ayer 135 .W4 1700, plate 5] (PrCt)


Authors: Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1836 -- Stackhouse, Thomas, 1756-1836 -- Stackhouse, Thomas, 1756-1836.

An Universal atlas: being a set of maps, to illustrate ancient and modern geography ... (1782) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: 37 x 39 cm.

In: Stackhouse, Thomas. A New sett of maps both of antient and present geography ... (Oxford: Printed for the author, and sold by Ashby and Neele ... [et al], 1782 [i.e. 1783?]), plate 22.

Hand stamped with oversize "22" at upper left.

oversize Ayer 135 .S77 1782, plate 22 (PrCt)


Authors: Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1836 -- Stackhouse, Thomas, 1756-1836 -- Stackhouse, Thomas, 1756-1836.

A New universal atlas: consisting of a complete set of maps ... (1785)/=Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: hand col.; 36 x 39 cm.

In: Stackhouse, Thomas. A New universal atlas: consisting of a complete set of maps ... (London:


Sack map6C G5701.S1 1658 .S3 no. [7] (PrCt)

A New map of Iberia Europaea, alias Celtiberia, or ancient Spain: shewing its principal divisions, chief cities, townes, rivers, mountains, &c. / R. Spofforth sculp. [Oxford: s.n., 1700].

Authors: Spofforth, R. -- William, Duke of Gloucester, 1689-1700 -- Wells, Edward, 1667-1727. A New set of maps both of antient and present geography ... (1700) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map; 35 x 47 cm.

"Dedicated to his highness William Duke of Gloucester."

In: Wells, Edward. A New sett of maps both of antient and present geography ... (Oxford: Printed at the Theater, 1700), plate 5 [1700 oversize Ayer 135 .W4 1700, plate 5] (PrCt)
Printed for the proprietor, Mrs. Stackhouse ... and sold by T. Longman [and 7 others], 1785), plate 22.
Engraved "22" at upper left.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .S82 1785, plate 22 (PrCt)

1 atlas (viii leaves of plates) : 12 hand col. maps ; 35 cm.
Running title on maps: Atlas historique et géographique de l'Espagne
Four additional maps bound in at end. Three have running title: Atlas historique et géographique de l'Asie; one has running title: Atlas historique et géographique (Afrique).
One of 9 sections, each sold separately and later published together under title: Atlas universel historique et géographique; cf. Quérard. This copy bound with 4 other sections of the Atlas universel historique et géographique, variously published 1839-1841.
Scale [ca. 4,890,000].
Bookplate: Ex libris Paul Tibbe.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Quérard, J.M. Litt. française 19. s., v. 4, p. 325
Baskes folio G1911 .S1 H68 1841 (NLO)

72639 Spain - Historical geography - Maps - 1846<<<<Spain - Maps - 1846-1850
Authors: Elias y de Aloy, JoseAntonio -- Alabern i Moles, Ramón -- Mabon, E. -- Hispana -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 39 maps ; 350 x 267 mm.
(1846-1850)
Edited by R. Alabern & E. Mabon.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)
the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 3138
Baskes G1966.S1 A78 1880 (NLO)

72642 Spain - Historical geography - Maps - 1926 (Provisional Heading)
Nuevo atlas para ejercicios de historia de España. Tarragona : Talleres, 1926.
Authors: Arco, Luis del -- Talleres -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. : 60 maps ; 320 x 220 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

72643 Spain - Historical geography - Maps - 1999
Authors: Centro Nacional de Información Geográfica (Spain) -- Centro Nacional de Información Geográfica (Spain) -- Instituto Geográfico Nacional (Spain) 1 atlas (147 p.) : col. ill., col. maps ; 36 cm.
Scale not given.

Hispania antiqua : quatuor modis distincta, scilicet, 1o. in septem provincias, quorum, quae Tingitana provincia vocatur, in Africa sita est, 2o. et 3o. in Citeriorem et Ulteriorem, et in quatuordecim conventus ex Plinio, 4o. et in diversos populos, secundum Ptolemeum : Romana itineraria ex Antonino descripta, tenuissima linea notantur / autore N. Sanson Christianiss. Gall. regis geographo ... A Paris : Chés le Sr. Robert, geog. ord. du roy, sur le quay de l'Horloge du Palais, [173?-].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1668-1766 -- Itinerarium Antonini -- Delamarche, Charles François, 1740-1817. Atlas général : contenant le détail des quatre parties du monde [1798?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 40 x 52 cm.

Hispania antiqua in tres praecipuas partes ... a N. Sanson ... / revista et ... radacta accurante Robert de Vaugondy filio ; Guill. Delahaye sculp. [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy], 1750.
Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Didier, 1723-1786 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Haye, G. de la -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas universal (1757 [i.e. 1790?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 56Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1790, [plate 6] (PrCt) cm.
In: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles. Atlas universel / par M. Robert ... et par M. Robert de Vaugondy son fils ... (A Paris : Chez De la Marche, géographe, rue du Foin St. Jacques, Collège de Me. Gervais, 1757, [i.e. 1790?]), [plate 7]. "Hispania" and "8" -- oversize letterpress title and number stamped on verso. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1790, [plate 7] (PrCt)

Hispania SEE Spain Hispania antiqua in tres praecipuas partes ... a N. Sanson ... / revista et ... radacta accurante Robert de Vaugondy filio ; Guill. Delahaye sculp. [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy], 1750.
Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Didier, 1723-1786 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Haye, G. de la -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas universal (1757 [i.e. 1790?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 55 cm.
Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1757, [plate 8] (PrCt)

72647 Spain - History, Ancient - Maps - 1807 Portugal - History, Ancient - Maps - 1807
Hispania antiqua in tres praecipuas partes scilicet Tarraconensem, Lusitaniam, et Baeticam nec non in populos / divisa à N. Sanson ... : redacta accurante Robert de Vaugondy filio. Venetiis
72649 Spain - History, Ancient - Maps - 1838 <> Spain - History, Ancient - Maps - 1838
Ancient Spain & Portugal, Hispania or Iberia. London : Chapman and Hall, 1838 [i.e.1844].
1 map : hand col. ; 28 x 37 cm.
By Philip Smith, Univ. Coll. London.

Authors: Martellus Germanus, Henricus, d.1496 -- Biblioteca nazionale centrale di Firenze. Cl. XIII, 16, f. 94v-95r -- Kreuer, Werner, 1933 -- Institute für Geographie der Universität GH Essen
1 map : col. ; 54 x 78 cm.
Facsimile of a 1490 manuscript in the Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale, Florence.
ISBN 3-623-00483-9
temp map6F g3201.A 1999 K7, no. 4 (PrCt)
VAULT Baskes folio G1005 1540, [plate 31] (PrCt)

72652 Spain - Maps - 1540<<<Woodcuts

Tabvla Evropae II. [Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1540].
Authors: Ptolemy, active 2nd century -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Ptolemy, active 2nd century.
Geographia (1540) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. woodcut ; 25 x 33 cm., mounted on backing sheet 31 x 38 cm.
Letterpress title above woodcut map with letterpress place names.
Letterpress no. 4 and text on verso: Hispania secvunda Evropae tabvla ...
Forms part of an incomplete copy of Sebastian Münster's 1540 edition of Ptolemy's Geography (lacking intervening pages of text beween maps).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Karrow, Mapmakers of the 16th cent., p. 422; Shirley, T.Ptol-8a
VAULT Baskes folio G1005 1540, [plate 4] (PrCt)

72653 Spain - Maps - 1544<<<Portugal - Maps - 1544

La Spaña / Giacomo Castaldi Piamontese de Villa Franca, cosmographo ... ; In Venetia. 1544.
Venice, 1544.
Authors: Gastaldi, Giacomo, approximately 1500-approximately 1565 -- Mendoza, Diego Hurtado de -- Francis Edwards (Firm) -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 666 x 917 mm. (neat line), on composite sheet 724 x 982 mm.
Based on materials supplied by Diego Hurtado de Mendoza; Karrow 30/1.
Beneath Gastaldi's name: Alli spettatori, salute.
Questa è la uera descrittione di tutta la Spagna ...

Apparently printed from 4 plates on 4 sheets.
Biblioteca Nacional (Spain), Tesoros de la cartografia Española (2001) p. 97-98, no. 16.
Tooley 527.
Ex Francis Edwards.
b144
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Novacco 6F 24 (PrCt)

72654 Spain - Maps - 1549<<<Map printing - Woodcuts - Maps - 1549<<<Woodcuts

España. Sevilla : [Domenico de Robertis], 1549.
Authors: Medina, Pedro de, 1493?-1567? -- Robertis, Dominico de
1 map : woodcut ; 158 x 167 mm.
In Medina, Pedro de. Libro de grandezas y cosas memorables de España (Sevilla: Domenico de Robertis, 1549), title page.
Title in red in banderole above map; the Balearic Islands are also outlined in red, apparently by means of a separate, masked impression from the same woodblock.
VAULT Ayer 108 .M495 1549, title page (PrCt)

72655 Spain - Maps - 1552<<<Woodcuts

Hispaniae regionis nova descriptio. [Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552].
Authors: Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552. Cosmographiae universalis ... (1552) -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : woodcut ; 26 x 36 cm.
Letterpress title above woodcut map with letterpress place names.
Added title from cartouche at bottom right: Hispaniam diuidunt à Gallia montes Pyrenaei ...
Letterpress 4 and text on verso: Hispaniam hic tibi lector exhibemus ...
In: Münster, Sebastian. Cosmographiae universalis ... (Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552), [plate 4].
Same woodcut issued with variant letterpress titles in different editions of Münster's Cosmographia and in Münster's editions of Ptolemy's Geographia; see Karrow p. 421.
VAULT folio Ayer 7 .M8 1552, [plate 4] (PrCt)

72656 Spain - Maps - 1552<<<Woodcuts

Hispaniae descriptio secundum regna eius, provincias, fluuios ... [Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552].
Authors: Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552. Cosmographiae universalis ... (1552) -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : woodcut ; 8 x 14 cm., on sheet 32 x 21 cm.
Letterpress title above woodcut map with letterpress place names.
In: Münster, Sebastian. Cosmographiae universalis ... (Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552), p. 56.
VAULT folio Ayer 7 .M8 1552, p. 56 (PrCt)

72657 Spain - Maps - 1559<<<Portugal - Maps - 1559

Nova totius Hispaniae descriptio / Pyrrho Ligorio
Spain - Maps - 1559
Authors: Luchino, Vincenzo, fl. 1550-1566 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 435 x 547 mm. (neat line), on composite sheet 461 x 543 mm.
Title in uppercase lettering at top.
Added title in cartouche at lower right: Hispania
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Novacco 4F 188 (PrCt)

Spain - Maps - 1559
Authors: Luchino, Vincenzo, fl. 1550-1566 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 435 x 547 mm. (neat line), on composite sheet 461 x 543 mm.
Title in uppercase lettering at top.
Added title in cartouche at lower right: Hispania
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Novacco 4F 188 (PrCt)

Spain - Maps - 1559
Authors: Luchino, Vincenzo, fl. 1550-1566 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 435 x 547 mm. (neat line), on composite sheet 461 x 543 mm.
Title in uppercase lettering at top.
Added title in cartouche at lower right: Hispania
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Novacco 4F 188 (PrCt)
Printed no. 15 and Spanish letterpress text on verso beginning: España. España dize Strabon que es semejante ...

Digital image of a duplicate or variant edition available on Marcel P.R. van den Broecke's Cartographica Neerlandica website (accessed Feb. 2012):


VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1588, [plate 15] (PrCt)

72662 Spain - Maps - 1590<><>Portugal - Maps - 1590
Hispaniae nova descriptio. [Siena : Matteo Florimi, ca. 1590].
Authors: Florimi, Matteo -- De Long, Heber
1 map ; 339 x 454 mm. (neat line)

"Scala di miglia Italiane," 90 = 49 mm.
Attributed to Florimi on the basis of its proximity to, and physical resemblance to, a map of Hungary attributed to Florimi by Tibor Szathmáry, Descriptio hungariae : Magyarország és Erdély nyomtatott térképei 1477-1600 ([Hungary] : T. Szathmáry, 1987), p. 197; neither this map, nor the adjacent Hungary map, nor the reproduction in Szathmáry bears any reference to Florimi.

Case oversize R 1832 .222, [opening 83] (PrCt)

72663 Spain - Maps - 1593<><>Portugal - Maps - 1593
Nova descriptio Hispaniae / Ioannes à Deutecu[m], Lucas à Deutecu[m], fecerunt. [Antwerp : s.n., 1593?].
Authors: Doetecam, Jan van -- Doetechum, Lucas van, 16th cent. -- Jode, Gerard de, 1509-1591 -- Wierix, Antonie, 1604 -- Jode, Gerard de, 1509-1591. Specvlvm orbis terrarvm (1593)
1 map ; hand col. ; 38 x 51 cm.
Latin letterpress text on verso (fol. 30, sig. GG):
Hispania ...

Engraving attributed to Antonie Wierix.
In: Jode, Gerard de. Specvlvm orbis terrarvm (Antwerp : A. Coninx, 1593), map [30].


72664 Spain - Maps - 1606<><>Portugal - Maps - 1606
Regni Hispaniae post omnivm editiones locvpteissima descriptio. [London : John Norton, 1606].
Authors: Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598 -- Clusius, Carolus, 1526-1609 -- Norton, John, -1612 -- Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598. Theatrum orbis terrarum ... (1606) -- Edward E.

Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 37 x 48 cm.
Derived from earlier work by Charles de l'Ecluse; see Karrow.

Printed no. 16 and English letterpress text on verso beginning: Spaine. Spaine is resembled by Strabo ...

In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatrum orbis terrarum ... (London : J. Norton, 1606), [plate 16].
Digital image of a duplicate or variant edition available on Marcel P.R. van den Broecke's Cartographica Neerlandica website (accessed June 2012):


VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1606, [plate 16] (PrCt)

72665 Spain - Maps - 1625<><>Portugal - Maps - 1625
Authors: Purchas, Samuel, 1577?-1626 -- Hondius, Jodocus, 1563-1612 -- Purchas, Samuel, 1577?-1626. Purchas his pilgrimes (1625) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : copper engraving ; 13.5 x 17.5 cm. on sheet 32 x 21 cm.

Letterpress above map: Hondivs his Map of Spaine.

Digital image available on Library of Congress website (accessed Nov. 2010) :


VAULT Ayer 110 .P9 1625, v. 2, p. 1231 (PrCt)

72666 Spain - Maps - 1626<><>Portugal - Maps - 1626
Spaine newly described, with many adictions, both in the attires of the people & the setuations of their cheifest cities ... [London] : Thomas Bassett ... and Richard Chiswel, 1626 [i.e. 1676].
Authors: Speed, John, 1552?--1629 -- Barrett, Thomas -- Chiswel, Richard -- Speed, John, 1552?-1629. The Theatre of the Empire of Great-Britain ... (1676) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 37 x 46 cm. on sheet 42 x 56 cm.
Insets (3 x 6 cm. each): Madrid -- Sevilla -- Lixbona -- Valladolid -- Granada -- Toledo -- Barcelona -- Burgos -- Cadiz.
Margins include portraits of natives in local costume.

Letterpress text on verso (p. 23-24) under the following heading: The description of Spain.
In: Speed, John. The Theatre of the Empire of Great-Britain ... (London : Printed for T. Bassett and R. Chiswell, 1676) map [80].

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .S7 1676 map [80] (PrCt)

72667 Spain - Maps - 1626<>>>Portugal - Maps - 1626
Spaine newly described, with many adictions, both in the attires of the people & the setuctions of their cheifiest cities ... [London] : George Humble [i.e J. Legate and W. Humble], 1626 [i.e. 1646].
Authors: Speed, John, 1552?-1629 -- Humble, George, d. 1640 -- Legate, John, d. 1658 -- Humble, William, 1612-1686 -- Speed, John, 1552?-1629. A Prospect of the most famous parts of the world ... together with ... Great Brittaines empire (1646)
1 map ; 37 x 46 cm. on sheet 42 x 54 cm.
Insets (3 x 6 cm. each): Madrid -- Sevilla -- Lixbona -- Valladolid -- Granada -- Toledo -- Barcelona -- Burgos -- Cadiz.
Margins include portraits of natives in local costume.
Letterpress text on verso (p. 23-24) under the following heading: The description of Spaine.
In: Speed, John. A Prospect of the most famous parts of the world ... together with ... Great Brittaines empire (London : Printed by John Legatt, for William Humble, 1646) map [12].
Case oversize G 117 .82 map [12] (PrCt)

72668 Spain - Maps - 1633<>>>Portugal - Maps - 1633<>>>France - Maps - 1633
Authors: Tassin, Christophe Nicolas, d. 1660 -- Mabre-Cramoisy, Sébastien
[1] leaf, 25, [1] p., [5], 2-5, [1], 6-17, [1], 18-38, [1], leaves : 73 maps (1 fold.)
Negative microfilm (35 mm.) produced Washington, D.C.: Library of Congress, 197-.
Added title: Cartes generales des royaumes d'Espagne.
Separate engraved half-title page to maps 58-68: Cartes generales des royaumes d'Espagne.
Five maps bearing later imprint tipped into the original set of 68.
'Carte de Brie' (map 22) is type B in Pastoureau, p.618.
'Carte du royaume de Nauarre' (map 58) placed before half-title page.
Includes index.
Signatures (text portion): A-C8 D2 D2 blank A1 signed A2
Pastoureau, M. Atlas Francais, Tassin III Ae [p. 444].
Phillips, 8453.
90
Microfilm 1004 no. 2 (NLO)

72669 Spain - Maps - 1641<>>>Portugal - Maps - 1641
Carte generale d'Espagne et de tous les royaumes ... Paris : chez Pierre Mariette, 1641 [i.e.1659?].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Tavernier, Melchior, d. 1641 -- Mariette, Pierre, 1603-1657 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667.
Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (1658 [i.e. 1659?])
1 map : hand col. ; 40 x 54 cm.
In: Sanson, Nicolas. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (Paris : Pierre Mariette, 1658 [i.e. 1659?]) v. 1, pl. [75]
VAULT Case oversize G1015 .S35 1658 v. 1, pl. [75] (PrCt)

72670 Spain - Maps - 1652<>>>Portugal - Maps - 1652<>>>Madrid (Spain) - Pictorial works - 1652<>>>Seville (Spain) - Pictorial works - 1652<>>>Lisbon (Portugal) - Pictorial works - 1652<>>>Valladolid (Spain) - Pictorial works - 1652<>>>Burgos (Spain) - Pictorial works - 1652<>>>Barcelona (Spain) - Pictorial works - 1652<>>>San Lorenzo del Escorial (Spain) - Pictorial works - 1652<>>>Toledo (Spain) - Pictorial works - 1652<>>>Granada (Spain) - Pictorial works - 1652
Nova et accurata tabula Hispaniae ... [Amsterdam] : N. Johannis Visscher, 1652.
Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1618-1679 -- Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 36 x 47 cm., mounted on sheet 54 x 66 cm.
Margins include vignettes of natives in local costume and views of Madrid, Sevilla, Lisbon, Valladolid, Burgos, Barcelona, San Lorenzo del Escorial, Toledo, and Granada (5 x 9 cm. and smaller).
Forms part of the Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Visscher 112 (PrCt)


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
SEE Teixeira Albernas, Pedro de -- Albernas, Pedro de Teixeira, d. 1662 SEE Teixeira Albernas, Pedro de -- De Teixeira Albernas, Pedro, d. 1662 SEE Teixeira Albernas, Pedro de -- Teixeira, Pedro de, d. 1662 SEE Teixeira Albernas, Pedro de -- Albernas, Pedro de Teixeira, d. 1662 SEE Teixeira Albernas, Pedro de -- Alberganzon Fundacion SEE Fundacion Alberganzon
198 p. : 6 col. maps (ms. facsimiles). ; 29 cm.
Facsimile of ca. 1660 manuscript held at Uppsala University. The manuscript includes a world map, a map of Spain and maps of the coasts of Guipuzcoa, Vizcaya, Castilla, Principality of Asturias and Kingdom of Galicia. Cf. Summary, p. [29].
"Edicion commemorativa de la celebracion del XIX Congreso Internacional de Historia de la Cartografia, Madrid, 2001"--P. facing t.p.
Spanish, with summaries in Spanish, English, and French.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
References: OCLC 47687350
ISBN 8492215976
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

72674 Spain - Maps - 1680<<<<Old Castile (Spain) - Maps - 1680
Regnorum Castellae veteris, Legionis, et Gallaeciae principatumque Bisciaeet Asturianum. Amsterdam, [ca. 1680].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Covens et Mortier -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:30
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 56 cm.
Covers northwestern Spain.
2175
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6562.N61 1680 W5 (PrCt)

72675 Spain - Maps - 1680<<<<Portugal - Maps - 1680
Authors: Danckerts, Justus, 1635-1701 -- Danckerts, Cornelis, 1664-1717 -- Osher Map Library
1 map : col. ; 35 x 61 cm.
Facsimile of original published Amsterdam, 1680. Added title: Accuratissima totius regni Hispaniae tabula.
temp map4F G6540 1680 .D3 1998 (PrCt)

72676 Spain - Maps - 1680<<<<Portugal - Maps - 1680
Accuratissima totius regni Hispaniae tabula per Iustinum Danckerts. Amsterdam : Justus Danckerts, [ca. 1680].
1 map : 48 x 56 cm.
In: Danckerts, Justus. Atlas (Amsterdam : J. Danckerts, [ca. 1680]) pl. [7]. Ms. no. "8" in upper right.
Later issued trimmed and joined to an engraved view of armies and navies including, in the foreground, Charles III and a group of horsemen: Theatre de la guerre en Espagne et en Portugal presente a Charles III, roy d'Espagne ... A Amsterdam: C. Danckerts avec privilege, [ca. 1715?]; cf. Sack Map6F G6540 1715 .D3.
Koeman, v. 2, p. 91, Dan 1, no. (7)
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .D18 pl. 7 (PrCt)
72677 Spain - Maps - 1680<>Portugal - Maps - 1680

Accuratissima totius regni Hispaniae tabula. Amsterdam, [ca. 1680].
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 56 cm.
Later issued trimmed and joined to an engraved view of armies and navies including, in the foreground, Charles III and a group of horsemen: Theatre de la guerre en Espagne et en Portugal presente a Charles III, roy d’Espagne ... . A Amsterdam: C. Danckerts avec privilege, [ca. 1715?]; cf. Sack Map6F G6540 1715 .D3.
Koeman, v. 2, p. 91, Dan 1, no. (7)
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .D18 A pl. 2 (PrCt)

72678 Spain - Maps - 1681 - Geography - Tables<>Portugal - Maps - 1681 - Geography - Tables

Geographical tables of the divisions of Spain and Portugal. London : Berry, 1689.
Authors: Berry, William, fl. 1669-1708 -- Berry, William, fl. 1669-1708. [A Collection of maps of the world] [1680-1689] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 table ; 57 x 45 cm.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B48 1680 pl. G (PrCt)

72679 Spain - Maps - 1682<>Portugal - Maps - 1682

Spain divided into its several kingdoms and principalities... London : Berry, 1689.
Authors: Berry, William, fl. 1669-1708 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Berry, William, fl. 1669-1708. [A Collection of maps of the world] [1680-1689] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 87 cm.
Added title: Spain distinguished into all its kingdoms, principalities....
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B48 1680 pl. 7 (PrCt)

72680 Spain - Maps - 1682<>Portugal - Maps - 1682

Accuratissima totius regni Hispaniae Portugaliae tabula et typus novissimus. Amsterdam : C. Allard, [1682?].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Allard, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709 -- Allard, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709. Atlas minor sive tabulæ geographicæ ... [1682?]
--- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 48 x 57 cm.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .A4 A pl. 26 (PrCt)

72681 Spain - Maps - 1689<>Portugal - Maps - 1689

Authors: Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718 -- Du Tralage, Jean Nicolas, d. 1699 -- Nolin, Jean Baptiste, 1648-1708 -- Peletier, Michel Le -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
1:15
1 map : hand col. ; 44 x 59 cm.
2095
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6540 1689 .C6 (PrCt)

72682 Spain - Maps - 1696 - Names, Geographical<>Names, Geographical - Spain - Maps - 1696<>Portugal - Maps - 1696 - Names, Geographical - Portugal - Maps - 1696<>Gazetteers

L’Espagne divisée en tours ses Royaumes et Principautés ... et ... Portugal ... Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : H. Iaillot [i.e. P. Mortier], 1696.
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. [Atlas nouveau contenant toutes les parties du monde ... ] (1696)
1 map : hand col. ; 53 x 86 cm.
Added title, upper margin: L’Espagne distinguée en tours ses royaumes ....
Accompanied, on the previous leaf, by: Table alphabétique des noms ... d’Espagne.
Also accompanied, on following leaf, by: Table alphabétique des noms de ... Royaume de Portugal.
In: Sanson, Nicolas. [Atlas nouveau contenant toutes les parties du monde ... ] (Amsterdam : Pierre Mortier, 1696) v. 2, map [10].
Forms part of atlas published by P. Mortier in Amsterdam; chiefly comprised of maps bearing the counterfeit imprint of H. Jaillot in Paris.
Case oversize G 1007 .781 v. 2, map [10] (PrCt)

72683 Spain - Maps - 1696<>Portugal - Maps - 1696

L’Espagne diviséé en tous ses royaumes, principantes &c. Amsterdam, [ca. 1696].
Authors: Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- R. & J. Otten -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
1:21
1 map : hand col. ; 44 x 59 cm.
Added title: Nova regni Hispaniae accurata descriptio.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Cf. Phillips 5956 [100].
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
2169
Sack map4F G6540 1696 .J3 (PrCt)

72684 Spain - Maps - 1698>>>Castile (Spain) - Maps - 1698
La Castille propre ou vielle, et la nouvelle; avec l’Estremadure Castillane. Amsterdam, [ca. 1698].
Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 --
Schenk, Pieter, 1660-1718 or 9 --
Rodrigo, b. 1607 --
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:32
1 map : hand col. ; 43 x 74 cm.
3031
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6562.C33 1698 V5 (PrCt)

72685 Spain - Maps - 1698>>>Portugal - Maps - 1698
Hispaniae et Portugalliae regna. Amsterdam, [ca. 1698].
Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 --
Schenk, Pieter, ca. 1698-1775 --
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:27 and 29
1 map : hand col. ; 45 x 55 cm. + index sheet 46 x 56 cm.
176.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6540 1698 .V5 (PrCt)

72686 Spain - Maps - 1700-1750>>>Portugal - Maps - 1700-1750
L’Espagne : divisée en tous ses royaumes et principautés, suivant qu’ils sont compris sous les couronnes de Castille et d’Aragon, possédées par le roy catholique Philippe de France, Vme du nom, et sous la couronne de Portugal, possédée par le roy de Portugal Jean de Bragance, Vme du nom : tiré de plusieurs memoires les pl. recens / par le Sr. Sanson, geographe ordre. du roy ; F. Desrosiers sculp. A Paris : [s.n., between 1700 and 1750].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 --
Desrosiers, F. --
Delamarche, Charles François, 1740-1817. Atlas général : contenant le détail des quatre parties du monde [1798?] --
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) --
Desrosiers, fl. 1705-1715 SEE Desrosiers, F. --
Desrosiers, F., fl. 1705-1715 SEE Desrosiers, F.
1 map : hand col. ; 44 x 53 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:2,700,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
In composite world atlas possibly compiled and published by Charles François Delamarche: Atlas général : contenant le détail des quatre parties du monde [Paris? : s.n., 1798?], [ptie 2], [plate 1].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .A77 1798, [ptie 2], [plate 1] (NLO)

72687 Spain - Maps - 1700>>>Portugal - Maps - 1700
Regnorum Hispaniae et Portugallii tabula... Nuremberg, [ca. 1700].
Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724
1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 57 cm.
Added title: El Reyno de Espanna...tambien el reyno de Portugal.
Cf. Mickwitz et al., 91, no. 103 and 92, no.16.
Gift, 1984
4049
map4F G6540 1700 H6 (PrCt)

72688 Spain - Maps - 1700>>>Portugal - Maps - 1700
L’Espagne divisée en tous ses royaumes, principautés, &c. à l’usage ... París [i.e. Amsterdam] : H. laillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], 1695 [i.e. ca. 1700].
Authors: Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 --
Mortier, Pierre --
Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712. Atlas minor ad usum serenissimi burgundiae ducis ... [ca. 1700]) --
Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 45 x 59 cm.
Added title, upper margin: Nova regni Hispaniae accurata descriptio ad usum serenissimi Burgundiae ducis ...
In counterfeit edition of: Jaillot, Alexis Hubert. Atlas minor ad usum serenissimi burgundiae ducis ... (Amsterdam : Pieter Mortier, ca. 1700)] no. [29].
Manuscript ‘29’ at upper right.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .J25 1693 no. [29] (PrCt)

72689 Spain - Maps - 1700>>>Portugal - Maps - 1700
El Reyno de España dividido en dos grandes estados de Aragon y de Castilla. Paris, [ca. 1700].
Authors: Nolin, Jean Baptiste, 1663-1724
1702
Sack map4F G6540 1700 H6 (PrCt)

72690 Spain - Maps - 1700>>>Portugal - Maps - 1700
A New map of present Spain & Portugal : shewing their principal divisions,chief cities, towns, ports, rivers, mountains, &c. / R. Spofforth sculp. [Oxford : s.n., 1700].
Authors: Spofforth, R. --
William, Duke of Gloucester, 1689-1700 --
Wells, Edward,
1667-1727. A New set of maps both of antient and present geography ... (1700) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 36 x 49 cm.
"Dedicated to his highness William Duke of Gloucester."
In: Wells, Edward. A New set of maps both of antient and present geography ... (Oxford : Printed at the Theater, 1700), plate [6]

72695 Spain - Maps - 1701<>>Portugal - Maps - 1720
L’Espagne dressée sur la description qui en a été de faite par Rodrigo Mendez Sylva ... / rectifiées par les observations de Mrs. de l’Académie des Sciences & autres astronomes par G. De l’Isle ... ; Car. Simmoneau inv. et sculp. A Paris : chez l’auteur sur le Quai de l’Horloge ...., 1701.
Authors: L’Isle, Guillame de, 1675-1726 -- Méndez Silva, Rodrigo, 1607-1675 -- Simonneau, Charles, 1645-1728 -- Académie royale des sciences (France) -- L’Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726. [Collection of maps of the world] [1732?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Silva, Rodrigo Méndez, 1607-1675 SEE Méndez Silva, Rodrigo, 1607-1675 -- Syla, Rodrigo Méndez, 1607-1675 SEE Méndez Silva, Rodrigo, 1607-1675 1 map ; 44 x 61 cm.
In composite atlas without title page: L’Isle, Guillaume de. [Collection of maps of the world. Paris : s.n., 1732?], [plate 30].
Number "30" in ms. on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
VAULT Baskes oversize G1015 .L57 1700, [plate 30] (PrCt)

Spain - Maps - 1702 - Coasts - Nautical charts<>>Nautical charts - Spain - Maps - 1702 - Coasts<>>Nautical charts
A Chart of the sea coasts : Biscay and Gallicia ... London : Sold by R. Mount at the Postern on Great Tower Hill, [1702?].
Authors: Mount, Richard, d. 1722 -- Seller, John, fl. 1658-1698 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- English Pilot. Part 1 [1702?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 23 x 104 cm. on sheet 45 x 55 cm.
Printed in two panels.
Overisize lettering, top panel: Bisciaa.
Overisize lettering, bottom panel: Gallacia pars.
Oriented with north at bottom.
In: The English pilot. First book. First part. Describing the sea-coasts, capes, head-lands, bays, roads, harbours, rivers and ports together with the soundings, sands, rocks and dangers in the southern navigation upon the coasts of England, Holland, France, Ireland, Spain, Portugal ... (London : Published by John Seller ... ; Printed by George Larkin ... , 1690 [i.e.1702?]) pl. [21].
Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger): English Pilot. Part 1 [1702?]
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .E55 1690 [pt. 1], pl. [21] (PrCt)

72697 Spain - Maps - 1702 - Coasts - Nautical charts<>>Nautical charts - Spain - Maps -
1702 - Coasts - Portugal - Maps - 1702 - Coasts - Nautical charts - Portugal - Maps - 1702 - Coasts - Nautical charts - Cadiz Bay (Spain) - Maps - 1702 - Nautical charts - Nautical charts - Cadiz Bay (Spain) - Maps - 1702 - Nautical charts

A Chart of the sea coasts of Algrave and Andalusia ... London: Sold by R. Mount at the Postern on Great Tower Hill, [1702?].


1 map ; 44 x 53 cm.

Inset (16 x 21 cm.): The Bay of Cadiz.

In: The English pilot. First book. First part. Describing the sea-coasts, capes, head-lands, bays, roads, harbours, rivers and ports together with the soundings, sands, rocks and dangers in the southern navigation upon the coasts of England, Holland, France, Ireland, Spain, Portugal ... (London: Published by John Seller ... ; Printed by George Larkin ... , 1690 [i.e.1702?]) pl. [23].

Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger): English Pilot. Part 1 [1702?]

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .E55 1690 [pt. 1], pl. [23] (PrCt)

72698 Spain - Maps - 1703

Spaine. [London: s.n., 1703].

Authors: Seller, John, fl. 1658-1698 -- Seller, John, fl. 1658-1698. A New system of geography : designed in a most plain and easie method ... (1703)

1 map ; 11 x 14 cm.

Anonymous map in Seller, John. A New system of geography : designed in a most plain and easie method ... (London: Jeremiah Seller ; Charles Price ; John Senex, 1703) map [17].

Manuscript 'w' in lower right.

Case 3A 1704 map [17] (PrCt)

72699 Spain - Maps - 1704


Authors: Nolin, Jean Baptiste, 1648-1708 -- Mendes Silva, Rodrigo, b. 1607 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:46:47 1 map : hand col. ; 43 x 127 cm. on 2 sheets 53 x 80 cm. and 53 x 64 cm.

Added title: La Biscaye divisée en ses 4 parties principales ... .

Covers northern Spain.

3037

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Sack map4F G6562.N6 1704 N4 (PrCt)

72700 Spain - Maps - 1705 - Portugal - Maps - 1705


Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Starckman, P. -- La Hire, Philippe de, 1640-1718 -- Académie des sciences (France) -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

I:18

1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 61 cm.

2087

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Sack map4F G6564 1705 .W5 (PrCt)

72701 Spain - Maps - 1705 - Portugal - Maps - 1705

Carte generale des royaumes d'Espagne et de Portugal. Hague, 1705.

Authors: Husson, Pierre, 1678-1733 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

I:20

1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 56 cm.

2083

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Sack map4F G6540 1705 .H8 (PrCt)

72702 Spain - Maps - 1705 - Portugal - Maps - 1705

Carte generale des royaumes d'Espagne et de Portugal. Hague, 1705.

Authors: Husson, Pierre, 1678-1733 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

I:20

1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 56 cm.

2179

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Sack map4F G6560 1705 .W5 (PrCt)

72703 Spain - Maps - 1705 - Portugal - Maps - 1705

Novissima et accuratissima regnorum Hispaniae et Portugaliae. Amsterdam, 1705.

Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

I:28

1 map : col. ; 48 x 57 cm.

2179

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Sack map4F G6540 1705 .W5 (PrCt)

72704 Spain - Maps - 1705 - Portugal - Maps - 1705


Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

III:R3 1 map : 48 x 57 cm.

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Sack map4F G6560 1705 .W5 (PrCt)

72705 Spain - Maps - 1708 - Portugal - Maps - 1708 (Provisional Heading)

72706 Spain - Maps - 1710 Portugal - Maps - 1710
Compendiosa hispaniae representaetatio ; Spanier mit Angränkenden Länern. Augsburg : Gabriel Bodenehr, 1710.
Authors: Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. -- Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. Atlas curieux -- oder, Neuer und compendieuser atlas 1710 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 13 x 20 cm.
In: Bodenehr, Gabriel. Atlas curieux; oder, Neuer und compendieuser atlas ... ([Augsburg : Gabriel Bodenehr, 1710?]) pl. [6]. Engraved plate no. '7.'
Ayer 135 .B6 pl. 6 (PrCt)

72707 Spain - Maps - 1710 Portugal - Maps - 1710
Compendiosa hispaniae representaetatio ; Spanier mit Angränkenden Länern. Augsburg : Gabriel Bodenehr, 1710.
Authors: Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. -- Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. Atlas curieux -- oder, Neuer und compendieuser atlas 1710 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 13 x 20 cm.
In: Bodenehr, Gabriel. Atlas curieux; oder, Neuer und compendieuser atlas ... ([Augsburg : Gabriel Bodenehr, 1710?]) pl. [6]. Engraved plate no. '7.'
Ayer 135 .B6 pl. 6 (PrCt)

72708 Spain - Maps - 1710 Portugal - Maps - 1710
Hispaniae et Portualliae regna. [Amsterdam] : Nicolaum Visscher [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher, 1710?]
Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Visscher, Elizabeth, fl. 1702-1726 -- Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702. Atlas minor ... [1710?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 45 x 55 cm.
In: Visscher, Nicolaes. Atlas minor ... (Amstaeladami [Amsterdam] : ex officina Nicolai Visscher [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher], [1710?]) map [81].
Manuscript '83' in upper right.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .V8 1700 map [81] (PrCt)

72709 Spain - Maps - 1710 Portugal - Maps - 1710 -- Cadiz Bay (Spain) - Maps - 1710 -- Gibraltar - View - 1710
Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Visscher, Elizabeth, fl. 1702-1726 -- Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702. Atlas minor ... [1710?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 53 x 82 cm.
Inset (13 x 16 cm.): Baja de Cadiz.
Inset view (13 x 14 cm.): Veue De Gibralter. Includes view of naval battle in the western Mediterranean dated '24 August 1704.'
In: Visscher, Nicolaes. Atlas minor ... (Amstaeladami [Amsterdam] : ex officina Nicolai Visscher [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher], [1710?]) map [85].
Forms the southwestern sheet of a 4-sheet map of Spain and Portugal.
Manuscript '87' on verso.
Top of map damaged with some loss of detail. Incomplete; atlas lacks eastern sheets.
Northwestern sheet bound as atlas plate [82]: Regnorum Castellae Veteris Legionis ... .
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .V8 1700 map [85] (PrCt)

72710 Spain - Maps - 1710 Portugal - Maps - 1710 -- León (Spain) - Maps - 1710
Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Visscher, Elizabeth, fl. 1702-1726 -- Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702. Atlas minor ... [1710?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 81 cm.
In: Visscher, Nicolaes. Atlas minor ... (Amstaeladami [Amsterdam] : ex officina Nicolai Visscher [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher], [1710?]) map [82].
Forms the northwestern sheet of a 4-sheet map of Spain and Portugal.
Includes place names written in manuscript. Manuscript '84' on verso.
Incomplete; atlas lacks eastern sheets.
Southwestern sheet bound as atlas plate [85]: Regnorum Castellae Novae Andalusiae ... .
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .V8 1700 map [82] (PrCt)

72711 Spain - Maps - 1710 -- Spanish Succession, War of, 1701-1714 -- Maps
Theatre de la guerre en Espagne et en Portugal. Amsterdam, [1710?].
Authors: Côvens et Mortier -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:1, 2, 4 1 map : hand col. ; 93 x 116 cm. on 3 sheets each 53 x 64 cm.
Added titles: Theatre de la guerre en Portugal -- Carte nouvelle de la partie meridionale du royaume de Portugal et des Algarves. Apparently published in 4 sheets; southwest sheet lacking.
2226 rev
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library) 2 v. in 1 : 138 maps ; 200 x 236 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
72712  Spain - Maps - 1711<<>>Portugal - Maps - 1711
L’Espagne suivant l’étendue de tous ses royaumes et principauté... / dédié au Roy, par... H. Jaillot ;... Cordier sculpist. A Paris : Chez le Sr. Jaillot,... 1711.
Authors: Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Cordier, Louis, -1711 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III.R2
1 map : hand col. ; 86 x 110 cm.
Printed from 4 plates on 4 sheets.
Sack map6F G6540 1711 .J3 (PrCt)

72713  Spain - Maps - 1711 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
A New and exact map of Spain & Portugal. London, [ca. 1730].
1 map : hand col. ; 60 x 96 cm.
Stevens, World described, 26f.
3029
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map6F G6541.P2 1711 M6 (PrCt)

72714  Spain - Maps - 1711 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
A New and exact map of Spain & Portugal. London, [ca. 1730].
Authors: Moll, Herman, -1732 -- Bowles, John, 1701-1779 -- Bowles, Thomas, -1767 -- King, John, fl. 1710-1749 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 60 x 96 cm.
In Moll, Herman. The World described; or, A new and correct sett of maps ... ([London]: T. Bowles, [between 1732 and 1735]) no. [24].
Stevens, World described, 26g.
3029
oversize Ayer 135 .M7 1730 no. 24 (PrCt)

72715  Spain - Maps - 1711 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
A New and exact map of Spain & Portugal. London, [ca. 1730].
Authors: Moll, Herman, -1732 -- Bowles, John, 1701-1779 -- Bowles, Thomas, -1767 -- King, John, fl. 1710-1749
1 map : hand col. ; 60 x 96 cm.
In Moll, Herman. The World described; or, A new and correct sett of maps ... [London]: John Bowles, [between 1754 and 1763?] no. 26.
Stevens, World described, 26g.
3029
Case oversize G 1007 .58, no. 26 (PrCt)

72716  Spain - Maps - 1715<<>>Portugal - Maps - 1715<<>>Spanish Succession, War of, 1701-1714 - Pictorial works
Accuratissima totius regni Hispaniae tabula per lustrinum Danckerts. Amsterdam : Danckerts, [ca. 1715?].
Authors: Danckerts, Justus, 1635-1701 -- Danckerts, Cornelis, 1664-1717 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:17
1 map : hand col. ; on composite sheet 53 x 90 cm.
Trimmed and joined to an engraved view of armies and navies including, in the foreground, Charles III and a group of horsemen: Theatre de la guerre en Espagne et en Portugal presente a Charles III, roy d'Espagne ... . A Amsterdam: C. Danckerts avec privilege.
Printed from 2 plates on 2 sheets.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Map previously issued without view in Danckerts, Justus. Atlas (Amsterdam: J. Danckerts, [ca. 1680]); cf. Koeman, v. 2, p. 91, Dan 1, no. (7); cf. VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .D18 A pl. 7 3019
Sack map6F G6540 1715 .D3 (PrCt)

72717  Spain - Maps - 1717<<>>France - Maps - 1717
Les Frontieres de France et d'Espagne. Paris, [ca. 1717].
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Loon, H. V. (Herman van) -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:73
1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 59 cm.
Covers northeastern Spain and southwestern France.
Phillips 5933 v.2, [1]. 2237
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6562.N59 1717 F4 (PrCt)

72718  Spain - Maps - 1719<<>>Portugal - Maps - 1719
Spain and Portugal all distinguish'd into their kingdoms and principalities &c. according to the newest observations ... / revis'd by Ion. Senex. [London : s.n.], 1719.
Authors: Senex, John, -1740 -- Stanhope, James Stanhope, Earl, 1673-1721 -- Senex, John, -1740. A New general atlas : containing a geographical and historical account of all the empires, kingdoms, and other dominions of the world ... (1721) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 54 cm.
Includes dedication to "James Earl Stanhope."
In: Senex, John. A New general atlas: containing a geographical and historical account of all the empires, kingdoms, and other dominions of the world... (London: Daniel Browne [and 8 others], 1721), v. 1, between p. 152-153.

72719 Spain - Maps - 1720 Portugal - Maps - 1720
Hispaniae et Portugaliae regna. Nuremberg, [ca. 1720].
Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Remshard, Karl, 1678-1735 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:19
1 map : hand col.; 47 x 55 cm.
2231
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6540 1720 .H6 (PrCt)

72720 Spain - Maps - 1720 Portugal - Maps - 1720
Nouvelle carte de l'Espagne. [Paris?, ca. 1720].
Authors: Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:22
1 map : hand col.; 22 x 29 cm. on sheet 53 x 64 cm.
Includes 4 columns of references keyed to map.
Eleven coats of arms below map on same sheet.
2242
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6540 1720 .N6 (PrCt)

72721 Spain - Maps - 1720 Portugal - Maps - 1720
Hispaniae Augustiniana. Augsburg, [ca. 1720].
Authors: Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:26
1 map : hand col.; 47 x 55 cm.
Inset: [Ins. Tertiaria & Conentus Ins.] 2241
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6540 1720 .M3 (PrCt)

72722 Spain - Maps - 1725 Portugal - Maps - 1725
L'Espagne divisée en tous ses royaumes et principautes. Amsterdam, [ca. 1725].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Covens et Mortier -- Luchtenburg, Joannes van, fl. 1705-1710 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:16
1 map : hand col.; 56 x 87 cm.
Added title: L'Espagne distinguée en tous ses royaumes, principautes, &c.
3028
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map6F G6540 1725 .S2 (PrCt)

72723 Spain - Maps - 1730 Portugal - Maps - 1730
L'Espagne / dressée sur la description qui en a été faite par Rodrigo Mendez Sylvia et... G. de l'Isle geographe; Joan van Lughtenburg, sculp. A Amsterdam : Chez I. Coevens et C. Mortier, [1730].
Authors: Mendes Silva, Rodrigo, 1607-1675 -- L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Luchtenburg, Joannes van, fl. 1705-1710 -- Covens et Mortier -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:R1 -- Silva, Rodrigo Méndez, 1607-1675 SEE Méndez Silva, Rodrigo, 1607-1675 SEE Méndez Silva, Rodrigo, 1607-1675
1 map : hand col.; 46 x 58 cm.
Added title in upper margin: Nova regni Hispaniae accurata descriptio... authore G. de l'Isle geographe.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6550 1730 .M4 (PrCt)

72724 Spain - Maps - 1730 Portugal - Maps - 1730
[Iberian Peninsula]. Amsterdam, [ca. 1730].
Authors: R. & J. Ottens -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:5-8
1 map : hand col.; 92 x 115 cm. on 4 sheets, each 53 x 64 cm.
Sheet titles: Novissima et accuratissima tabula, quà Gallaeciae et Legionis regna, Asturiarum principatus... -- Exactissima et postomes alias nunc dumûm edita tabula continens perfectam descriptionem regnorum Arragoniae et Navarrai... -- Perfectissima geographica delineato regnorum Vandalitiae, Granatae, et Algarbiae... -- Accuratissima et nunc novissimé revista correctaque tabula regnorum Valenitiae et Murciae... .
2220, 2221, 2222, 2223, and 2224
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6540 1730 .O8 (PrCt)

72725 Spain - Maps - 1734 Portugal - Maps - 1734
Regnorum Hispaniae et Portugaliae tabula generalis... / a loh. Bap't. Homanno... Noribeorgae [Nuremberg : Homann, 1734 or later].
1 map : hand col.; 47 x 57 cm.
In: Homann, Johann Baptist. Kleiner Atlas scholasticus von sechs und zwantzig charten (Leipzig : Nuremberg : Johann Friedrich Gleditsch ; Johann Baptist Homann, [1734 or later]), [plate 6].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .H7 1734, [plate 6]
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

72726 Spain - Maps - 1740 Portugal - Maps - 1740

*A Map of the kingdoms of Spain and Portugal from the latest and best observations: for Mr. Tindal's continuation of Mr. Rapin's history.*

[London? Knapton, ca. 1740?].
1 map; 37 x 46 cm.

Case oversize G 1007 .81 pl. [34] (PrCt)

72727 Spain - Maps - 1740 Portugal - Maps - 1740

*Novissima et accuratissima Hispaniae et Portugaliae ...* [Augsburg]: Matthaei Seutteri, [ca. 1740?].
Authors: Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1750 -- Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756. [A Collection of Seutter maps] [1726-1773]
1 map; hand col.; 48 x 56 cm.
Forms part of a made-to-order composite atlas chiefly comprised of undated maps issued ca. 1734-ca. 1744.
In: Seutter, Matthaeus. [A Collection of Seutter maps] (Augsburg [and Paris]: M. Seutter [et al], 1726-1773) plate [34].

Case oversize G 1007 .81 pl. [34] (PrCt)

72728 Spain - Maps - 1740 Portugal - Maps - 1740

*Novissima et accuratissima regnorum Hispaniae et Portugaliae : mappa geographica / cura et summibus Matthaei Seutteri ...* Augustae Vindelic. [Augsburg: Seutter, 1740?].
Authors: Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756 -- Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756. Atlas novus sive tabulae geographicae totius orbis faciem, partes, imperia, regna et provincias exhibentes [1740?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map; hand col.; 48 x 56 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:2,350,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
Includes table of principalities and major cities, and legend.
In: Seutter, Matthaeus. Atlas novus sive tabulae geographicae totius orbis faciem, partes, imperia, regna et provincias exhibentes (Augsburg: [Seutter], 1740?)], plate [8]
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

VAULT Baskes oversize G1015 .S48 1740, plate [8] (NLO)

72729 Spain - Maps - 1741

*L’Espagne*. Amsterdam : i. Covens & C. Mortier, [1741?].
Authors: L’Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Méndez Silva, Rodrigo, 1607-1675 -- Luchtenburg, Joannes van, fl. 1705-1710 -- Covens et Mortier -- L’Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726. Atlas nouveau, contenant toutes les parties du monde ... [1741?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map; hand col.; 46 x 58 cm.
Added title in upper margin: Nova regni Hispaniae accurata descriptio ... In: L’Isle, Guillaume de. Atlas nouveau, contenant toutes les parties du monde ... (Amsterdam: J. Covens & C. Mortier, [1741?]) v. 2, pl. [12].

overse Ayer 135 .L695 1741 v. 2, pl. [12] (PrCt)

72730 Spain - Maps - 1745 Portugal - Maps - 1745

*Regnorum Hispaniae et Portugaliae tabula generalis ...* Nuremberg : Homann Erben, [ca. 1745].
Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Homann Erben (Firm) -- Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724. Atlas novus terrarum orbis [ca. 1745] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map; hand col.; 46 x 56 cm.
Added title in upper margin: El Reyno de Espanna dividido en dos grandes estados ... In: Homann, Johann Baptist. Atlas novus terrarum orbis (Nuremberg: [Homann Erben, ca. 1745]), [plate 4].
Manuscript 'No. 4' and '5' on verso.

overse Ayer 135 .H7 1730, [plate 4] (PrCt)

72731 Spain - Maps - 1747 Portugal - Maps - 1747

Authors: Bowen, Emanuel, -1767 -- Innys, William, d. 1756 -- Bowen, Emanuel, -1767. A Complete system of geography ... (1747)
1 map; 34 x 43 cm.
In: Bowen, Emanuel. A Complete system of geography: being a description of ... the known world (London: Printed for William Innys, etc., 1747) v. 1, pl. [8].
Insets: The Harbour of Port Mahon -- A Chart of the straits of Gibraltar and the coast of Spain from Cadiz to Malaga.

Case oversize G114 .B68 1747 v. 1, pl. 8 (PrCt)

72732 Spain - Maps - 1750 Portugal - Maps - 1750

*Royaumes d'Espagne et de Portugal par le Sr. Robert ... ; Guill. Delahaye sculpit.* [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy], 1750 .

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766
-- Haye, G. de la -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1758?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 57 cm.
In: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles. Atlas universel (Paris : Chez les auteurs, quay de l'Horglo du Palais, Boudet libraire imprimeur du roi, rue St. Jacques, 1757 [i.e. 1758?]), [plate 77].
"Espagne" -- oversize letterpress title stamped on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskets oversize G1015 .R598 1757, [plate 77] (PrCt)

Spain - Maps - 1750>>>Portugal - Maps - 1750
Royaumes d'Espagne et de Portugal / par le Sr. Robert ... ; Guill. Delahaye sculpst. [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy], 1750.
Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766
-- Haye, G. de la -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1790?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 57 cm.
In: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles. Atlas universel / par M. Robert ... et par M. Robert de Vaugondy son fils ... (A Paris : Chez De La Marche, géographe, rue du Foin St. Jacques, Collège de Me. Gervais, 1757, [i.e. 1790?]), [plate 77].
"Espagne" and "77" -- oversize letterpress title and number stamped on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskets oversize G1015 .R598 1790, [plate 77] (PrCt)

Spain - Maps - 1753 - Coasts - Nautical charts>>>Nautical charts - Spain - 1753 - Coasts>>>Balearic Islands (Spain) - Maps - 1753 - Coast - Nautical charts>>>Nautical charts - Balearic Islands (Spain) - 1753 - Coasts>>>Mahón (Spain) - Maps - 1753 - Harbors - Nautical charts>>>Nautical charts - Mahón (Spain) - 1753 - Harbors>>>Nautical charts
The Coast of Spain from Cape St. Martin to Cape St. Sebastian with the islands of Majorca, Minorca & Yvica, [London] : William Mount & Thomas Page, [1753].
Authors: Michelot, Henri -- Bremond, Laurent, fl. ca. 1727-ca. 1730 -- Mount, William, d. 1769 -- Page, Thomas, d. 1762 -- W. and J. Mount, T. and T. Page (Firm), fl. ca. 1753-1755 -- English Pilot. Part 3 (1753) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 41 x 52 cm.
Inset (27 x 10 cm.): A Plan of Port Mahon .
In: The English pilot. Part III. Describing the sea-coasts, capes, head-lands, bays, roads, harbours, rivers and ports ... in the whole Mediterranean Sea ... (London : Printed for W. and J. Mount, T. and T. Page, on Tower-Hill, 1753) following p. 16.
Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger): English Pilot. Part 3 (1753)
oversize Ayer 135 .E55 1753 following p. 16 (PrCt)

Spain - Maps - 1757 - Postal service>>>Postal service - Spain - Maps - 1757>>>Portugal - Maps - 1757 - Postal service>>>Postal service - Portugal - Maps - 1757
Carte des royaumes d'Espagne et de Portugal : dans laquelle sont tracées les routes des postes / par le Sr. Robert ... ; E. Haussard sculp. [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy], 1757.
Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766
-- Haussard, Elisabeth -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1758?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 56 cm.
In: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles. Atlas universel (Paris : Chez les auteurs, quay de l'Horglo du Palais, Boudet libraire imprimeur du roi, rue St. Jacques, 1757 [i.e. 1758?]), [plate 76].
"Postes d'Espagne" -- oversize letterpress title stamped on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskets oversize G1015 .R598 1757, [plate 76] (PrCt)

Spain - Maps - 1757 - Postal service>>>Postal service - Spain - Maps - 1757>>>Portugal - Maps - 1757 - Postal service>>>Postal service - Portugal - Maps - 1757
Carte des royaumes d'Espagne et de Portugal : dans laquelle sont tracées les routes des postes / par le Sr. Robert ... ; E. Haussard sculp. [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy], 1757.
Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766
-- Haussard, Elisabeth -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1758?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 56 cm.
In: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles. Atlas universel (Paris : Chez les auteurs, quay de l'Horglo du Palais, Boudet libraire imprimeur du roi, rue St. Jacques, 1757 [i.e. 1758?]), [plate 76].
"Postes d'Espagne" -- oversize letterpress title stamped on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskets oversize G1015 .R598 1757, [plate 76] (PrCt)

Spain - Maps - 1757 - Postal service>>>Postal service - Spain - Maps - 1757>>>Portugal - Maps - 1757 - Postal service>>>Postal service - Portugal - Maps - 1757
Carte des royaumes d'Espagne et de Portugal : dans laquelle sont tracées les routes des postes / par le Sr. Robert ... ; E. Haussard sculp. [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy], 1757.
Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766
-- Haussard, Elisabeth -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1758?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 56 cm.
In: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles. Atlas universel (Paris : Chez les auteurs, quay de l'Horglo du Palais, Boudet libraire imprimeur du roi, rue St. Jacques, 1757 [i.e. 1758?]), [plate 76].
"Postes d'Espagne" -- oversize letterpress title stamped on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskets oversize G1015 .R598 1757, [plate 76] (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Mount, T. Page and Son, on Tower Hill, for the Canary, Madeira, Cape de Verde and Streight's, Holland, Flanders, Spain, Portugal, to the coast of England, Scotland, Ireland, in: The English pilot, for the southern navigation, May 1759.

In manuscript on verso: Abram above western half.

Printed in two sections; eastern half printed on sheet 48 x 58 cm.

1 map ; 24 x 106 cm. on sheet 48 x 58 cm.

Collection (Newberry Library) -- 1748

Authors: W. and J. Mount, and T. Page (Firm), fl. Tower Hill, [1758].


Baskes oversize G1793 .E55 1758, [plate 18] (PrCt)

72740

Spain - Maps - 1764

Portugal - Maps - 1764

Iberian Peninsula - Maps - 1764

A Correct map of Spain & Portugal: according to the newest observations and discoveries communicated to the Royal Society at London and the Royal Academy at Paris ... / I. Senex. [London]: Printed for John Bowles ..., Carington Bowles ..., & Robt. Sayer .... [1764?].


The Universal geographer ... [1764?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map on 2 sheets : hand col. ; 61 x 91 cm.

Scale [ca. 1:1,750,000]

Relief shown pictorially.

Prime meridian: London.

Two sheet mounted together as one. Illustrated title cartouche; sea decorated with ships.

In: Senex, John. The Universal geographer ... (London: Printed for Robert Sayer, [1740?]), plate [17].

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .L565 1764, plate [17] (NLO)

72741

Spain - Maps - 1765

Carte de l'Espagne : dressée par Guillaume Delisle sur la description de Rodrigo Mendez Sylva et sur diverses relations. et cartes mstes. ou imprimées, rectifiées par les observons. astronomiqes. ; le tout augmenté et vérifié en 1765 par Phil. Buache, de l'Académie royale des sciences ; Vallet scripsit. Se distribue à Paris : Chez Dezauche, rue des Noyers, avec les ouvrages géographiqes. de l'auteur et de son gendre, pers. géog. du roy, [1765?].


1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 59 cm.

Scale [ca. 1:2,650,000].

Relief shown pictorially.


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .L565 1785, [plate 23] (NLO)
Spain - Maps - 1766 - Coasts - Nautical charts
- Strip Maps - Nautical charts - Spain - Maps - 1766 - Coasts - Strip Maps - Wall maps - Strip maps
A Chart of the sea coasts : Biscay and Galicia ... Dublin : [Jane Grierson, 1766]. Authors: Barlow, James S., fl. ca. 1733-1767 -- Grierson, Jane, fl. 1766 -- Grierson, George, -1753 -- English Pilot. Part 1 (1766) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 23 x 104 cm. on sheet 45 x 55 cm. Sold by George Grierson ... . 'J.B. n.' [i.e. James Barlow?] at bottom left. Printed in two panels; eastern half printed above western half. Oversize lettering, top panel: Biscaia. Oversize lettering, bottom panel: Gallacia pars. Oriented with north at bottom. In: The English pilot. Part 1, describing the coasts ... in the southern navigation upon the coasts of England, Scotland, Ireland, Holland, Flanders, Spain, Portugal ... (Dublin: Jane Grierson, 1766) following p. 78. Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger): English Pilot. Part 1 (1766) 

Case oversize G1015 .M3 1766, [plate 14] (PrCt)

Spain - Maps - 1766 - Portugal - Maps - 1766 - Iberian Peninsula - Maps - 1766

Case oversize G1015 .B68 1766 map [23] (PrCt)

Spain - Maps - 1766 - Portugal - Maps - 1766 - Mahón (Spain) - Maps - 1766 - Harbors - Gibraltar - Maps - 1766
A New and accurate map of Spain and Portugal ... / by Eman. Bowen. [London : s.n., 1766]. Authors: Bowen, Emanuel, -1677 -- Bowen, Emanuel, -1767. The Maps and charts to The modern part of the universal history (1766) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 35 x 43 cm. Insets (7 x 15 cm. each) : The Harbour of Port Mahon -- A Chart of the Straits of Gibraltar with the coast of Spain from Cadiz to Malaga. 

Case oversize G1956 .P5 E5 1771, [plate 13] (PrCt)

Spain - Maps - 1772 - Portugal - Maps - 1772
The Kingdoms of Spain and Portugal ... London
Authors: Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Stackhouse, Thomas, 1756-1836 -- Stackhouse, Thomas, 1756-1836. A New universal atlas : consisting of a complete set of maps ... (1785) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 39 cm.
In: Stackhouse, Thomas. A New universal atlas : consisting of a complete set of maps ... (London : Printed for the proprietor, Mrs. Stackhouse ... and sold by T. Longman [and 7 others], 1785), plate 23.
Engraved "23" at upper right.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .S82 1785, plate 23 (PrCt)

Spain - Maps - 1786-1813 - Coasts - Nautical charts
[Cartas esféricas del Oceano Atlántico, de las costas de España, de Italia y de las islas de los Azores]. Madrid : [Dirección de Hidrografía?], 1813.
Authors: Torfino de San Miguel, Vincente, ca. 1732-1795 -- Spain. Dirección de Hidrografía -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 13 double maps ; 62 cm.
Lacking title page.
Seven of the maps are by Vicente Torfino de San Miguel, are variously dated 1786-1789, and are from his Atlas maritimo de España, Madrid, 1789. The remaining six were issued by the Dirección de Hidrografía and are variously dated 1800-1813. All are nautical charts.
Scale not given.
oversize Ayer 135 .T64 1786 (NLO)

Spain - Maps - 1786-1813 - Coasts - Nautical charts
Spain and Portugal, with their general divisions / by Samuel Dunn. London : Printed for Robt. Sayer ..., as the Act directs, 10 June 1786.
Authors: Dunn, Samuel, -1794 -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Dunn, Samuel, -1794. A New atlas of the mundane system ... [1789?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 29 x 42 cm., on sheet 47 x 57 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:3,600,000]
Relief shown pictorially.
Prime meridian: Ferro.
In: Dunn, Samuel. A New atlas of the mundane system, or, Of geography and cosmography ... (London : Printed for Robert Sayer and Co., [1789?]), [plate 17].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .D86 1789 [plate 17] (NLO)

Spain - Maps - 1787-1789 - Portugal - Maps - 1787
The Kingdoms of Spain and Portugal, divided into their great provinces. London : printed for Robert Sayer, 2d March 1787.
Authors: Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Kitchin, Thomas, 1718-1784. A General atlas, describing the whole universe : being a complete collection of the most approved maps extant ... [1788?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 56 cm.
In: Kitchin, Thomas. A General atlas, describing the whole universe : being a complete collection of the most approved maps extant ... (London : Printed for Robert Sayer, [1788?]), no. 15.
Stamped "15" on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .K57 1788, [plate 15] (NLO)

Spain - Maps - 1789
Carte de l'Espagne / dressée par Guillaume Delisle sur la description de Rodrigo Mendez Sylva et sur diverses relations. et cartes mstes. ou imprimées, rectifiées par leurs observans. astronomiqes. ; le tout augmenté et vérifié en 1789 par Phil. Buache, de l'Académie des sciences ; Vallet scripsit. Se distribue a Paris : Chez Dezauche, rue des Noyers, avec les ouvrages géographiqes. de l'auteur et de son gendre, pers. géographes, 1789.
1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 59 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:2,650,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .L565 1801, [plate 24] (NLO)

Spain - Maps - 1789 - Coasts - Nautical charts
[PrCt]
72759  Spain - Maps - 1790 - Coasts - Nautical charts
A Chart of the sea coasts : Biscay and Gallicia ... (London : Sold by W. & I. Mount and T. Page on Tower Hill, [1790].
Authors: Mount, John, d. 1786 -- Mount, William, d. 1769 -- Page, Thomas, d. 1781 -- English Pilot.
Part 1 (1790) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 20 x 106 cm.
Printed in two panels; eastern half printed above western half.
Oversize lettering, top panel: Biscaia.
Oversize lettering, bottom panel: Gallaciae pars.
Oriented with north at bottom.
In: The English pilot for the southern navigation : describing the sea-coasts, capes, headlands, bays, roads, harbours, rivers and ports : together with the soundings, sands, rocks and dangers, on the coasts of England, Scotland, Ireland, Holland, Flanders, Spain, Portugal, to the Streight's-Mouth; with the coasts of Barbary, and off to the Canary, Madeira, Cape de Verde and Western-Islands (London : Printed for Mount and Davidson, on Tower-Hill, 1790), [plate 21].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize GI793 .E55 1790, [plate 21] (PrCt)

72760  Spain - Maps - 1793 - Portugal - Maps - 1793
A New and accurate map of Spain and Portugal : drawn from the best authorities / by Thos. Bowen. [London : s.n., 1793?].
Authors: Bowen, Thomas, -1790 -- Bankes, Thomas, b. 1744. A New and authentic system of universal geography, antient and modern : including all the late important discoveries made by the English ... [1793?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 18 x 28 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:6,000,000].
Prime meridian: London.
Relief shown pictorially.

In: Bankes, Thomas. A New and authentic system of universal geography, antient and modern : including all the late important discoveries made by the English ... (London : Printed for C. Cooke ... [et al., 1793?]), opposite p. 874.
Engraved number "64" at bottom right.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G115 .B36 1793, opposite p. 874 (NLO)

72761  Spain - Maps - 1794 - Portugal - Maps - 1794
Li regni Spagna e di Portogallo delineati sulle ultime osservazioni. Rome : Calcografia camerale, 1797.
Authors: Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824 -- Calcografia camerale (Rome, Italy) -- Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824. Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (1792-1801) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 43 cm.
In: Cassini, Giovanni Maria. Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (Rome : Presso la Calcogr. camerale, 1792-1801) v. 2 pl. 3.
Map dated 1794.
oversize Ayer 135 .C33 1792 v. 2 pl. 3 (PrCt)

72762  Spain - Maps - 1794 - Portugal - Maps - 1794
A New map of the kingdoms of Spain and Portugal with their principal divisions. London : Laurie & Whittle, No. 53 Fleet Street, 12th May 1794.
Authors: Laurie & Whittle -- Kitchin, Thomas, 1718-1784. A General atlas describing the whole universe ... (1795) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; sheet 48 x 64 cm.
In: Kitchin, Thomas. A General atlas describing the whole universe ... (London : Printed and published by Robert Laurie and James Whittle, no. 53 Fleet Street, 1795), [plate 15].
Number "15" stamped on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize GI1015 .K57 1795, [plate 15] (NLO)

72763  Spain - Maps - 1794 - Portugal - Maps - 1794
A New map of the kingdoms of Spain and Portugal with their principal divisions. London : Laurie & Whittle, 12th May 1794.
Authors: Laurie & Whittle -- Laurie & Whittle. A New and elegant imperial sheet atlas comprehending general and particular maps of every part of the world ... [1801?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 63 cm.
In Robert Laurie and James Whittle. A New and elegant imperial sheet atlas comprehending general and particular maps of every part of the world ... (London : printed and published by R. Laurie and J. Whittle, 1800 [i.e. 1801?]) no. 14. Stamped "14" on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskets oversize G1015 .R63 1801 no. 14 (NLO)

Authors: Dunn, Samuel, -1794 -- Laurie & Whittle -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Dunn, Samuel, -1794. A New atlas of the mundane system ... (1800) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 29 x 43 cm., on sheet 47 x 59 cm.
"Published by Laurie & Whittle, 53 Fleet Street London, as the Arct directs 12th May, 1794."
Scale [ca. 1:3,600,000] Relief shown pictorially. Prime meridian: Ferro.
In: Dunn, Samuel. New atlas of the mundane system, or, Of geography and cosmography ... (London : Printed and published by Robert Laurie and James Whittle ... (successors to the late Mr. Robert Sayer), 1800), [plate 17]
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskets oversize G1015 .D86 1800 [plate 17] (NLO)

Authors: Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Guthrie, William, 1708-1770 -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839. Carey's General atlas ... (1796) 1 map ; 33 x 36 cm.
In: Carey, Mathew. Carey's General atlas ... (Philadelphia : M. Carey, 1796) pl. [15].
Case folio G1019.C25 1796 pl. 15 (PrCt)

Authors: Bell, Andrew, 1726-1809 -- Encyclopaedia Britannica (1797) -- Encyclopaedia Britannica, inc. 1 map ; 16 x 21 cm.
In Encyclopaedia britannica; or, A dictionary of arts, sciences, and miscellaneous literature (Edinburgh : A. Bell and C. Macfarquhar, 1797) v. 17, opposite p. 692.

Authors: Vallance, J. (John), 1770-1823 -- Encyclopaedia -- or, A dictionary of arts sciences and miscellaneous literature 1798 -- Encyclopaedia Britannica (1798) 1 map ; 16 x 21 cm.
In an American edition of the Encyclopaedia Britannica, issued as: Encyclopaedia; or, A dictionary of arts, sciences, and miscellaneous literature ... (Philadelphia : Thomas Dobson, 1798) v. 17, opposite p. 618. Engraved 'Plate CCCCLXXIII.'
A 2 .254 v. 17, opposite p. 618 (PrCt)

72768 Spain - Maps - 1799<>>>Portugal - Maps - 1799 L'Antica Ispania divisa in tre parti principali, che sono la Tarragonese, la Lusitania e la Betica e suddivisas ne' suoi popoli. Rome : Calcografia camerale, 1798 [i.e. 1801].
Authors: Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824 -- Calcografia camerale (Rome, Italy) -- Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824. Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (1792-1801) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 31 x 45 cm.
oversize Ayer 135 .C33 1792 v. 3 pl. 54 (PrCt)

Authors: López de Vargas Machuca, Tomás, 1758-1839 -- Dezauche -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 72 maps ; 435 x 340 mm.
LC:M38on98sheets
Cf. Phillips 09323
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

72770 Spain - Maps - 1802<>>>Portugal - Maps - 1802 Spain and Portugal. [London] : Cadell and Davies [et al], 1802 [i.e. 1807].
Authors: Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826 -- Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Lowry, fl. 1802-1807 -- Cadell & Davies -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826. Modern geography ... (1807) 1 map ; 20 x 25 cm.
Arrowsmith direxit.' 'Published March 1st, 1802 ... '
In: Pinkerton, John. Modern geography, a
description of the empires, kingdoms, states, and
colonies ... (London : T. Cadell and W. Davies ;
Longman, Hurst, Rees, and Orme, 1807), 'Vol. 1
page 427.
folio G 11 .693 v. 1, opp. p. 427 (PrCt)

72771 Spain - Maps - 1803
Partie meridionale des etats de Castille : où se
trouvent la Castille Nlle., l'Estremadure,
l'Andalousie ... / par le Sr. Robert de Vaugondy
fils de Mr. Robert ... À Venise [Venice : Santini ;
chez Mr. Remondini], 1803.
Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Didier, 1723-1786
-- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766
-- Santini, P. -- Remondini, Guiseppe Antonio,
1747-1811 -- Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé
sur les meilleures cartes modernes (1784 [i.e.
1807?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry
Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 53 cm.
Covers much of southern Spain.
In: Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les
meilleures cartes modernes (Venice : par P.
Santini, rue Ste. Justine, chez M. Remondini,
1784 [i.e. 1807?]), v. 1, no. "P.I. 8."
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .S4 1807, v. 1, no. 8
(PrCt)

72772 Spain - Maps - 1803
Partie septentionale de la couronne de Castille
où se trouvent les royaumes de Castille Vielle ... / 
par le Sr. Robert de Vaugondy fils de Mr. Robert ...
À Venise [Venice : Santini ; chez Mr. Remondini],
1803.
Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Didier, 1723-1786
-- Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les
meilleures cartes modernes (1784 [i.e. 1807?]) --
Remondini, Guiseppe Antonio, 1747-1811
-- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 56 cm.
Covers much of northern Spain.
In: Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les
meilleures cartes modernes (Venice : par P.
Santini, rue Ste. Justine, chez M. Remondini,
1784 [i.e. 1807?]), v. 1, no. "P.I. 7."
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .S4 1807, v. 1, no. 7
(PrCt)

72773 Spain - Maps - 1803 Spain - Pictorial
works - 1803 Alcázar (Segovia, Spain) -
Pictorial works - 1803 Segovia (Spain) -
Pictorial works - 1803 Aqueducts Segovia (Spain) -
Pictorial works - 1803 San Ildefonso (Spain) -
Pictorial works - 1803 Madrid (Spain) - Maps -
1803 Bidassoa River (Spain and France) -
Pictorial works - 1803 Aranjuez (Spain) -
Pictorial works - 1803 Catedral de Sevilla -
Cadiz Bay (Spain) - Pictorial works - 1803 Gibraltar -
Pictorial works - 1803 Gibraltar, Battle of,
1782 Maps Angola-French War, 1778-1783 -
Maps Saint-ldéfonso (Spain : Palace) SEE San
Ildefonso (Spain) - Palais de Saint-ldéfonso (Spain : Palace) SEE San
Ildefonso (Spain) - La Granja de San
Ildefonso (Spain : Palace) SEE San Ildefonso
(Spain) - Escorial (Spain) SEE San Lorenzo
del Escorial (Spain) - San Lorenzo de El
Escorial (Spain) SEE San Lorenzo del
Escorial (Spain) - Sevilla Cathedral
Atlas pour servir au Tableau de l'Espagne moderne /
par J.F. Bourgoing, envoyé extraordinaire de la République française en
Suède ... À Paris : Chez Levrault frères, libraires, qui
Malaquis, et à Strasbourg chez les mêmes, an XI, 1803.
Authors: Bourgoing, Jean-François, baron de,
1748-1811 -- Tardieu, P. F. (Pierre François),
1757-1822 -- Levrault frères (Firm) -- Bourgoing,
Jean-François, baron de, 1748-1811. Tableau de
l'Espagne moderne -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([4] p., [14] leaves of plates (some folded)) :
il., views, 2 maps (1 hand col.) ; 29 cm.
To accompany: Tableau de l'Espagne moderne.
Maps engraved by P.F. Tardieu.
Contents (from t.p. verso): Carte de l'Espagne --
I. Château de Ségovie ou Alcazar -- II. Aqueduc
de Ségovie -- III. Palais de Saint-ldéfonso -- IV.
L'Escurial -- V. Plan de Madrid -- VI. Statues de
Charles-Quint et de Philippe IV -- VII. Passage
de la Bidassoa -- VIII et IX. Combats de taureaux
-- X. Vue d'Aranjuez -- XI. Cathédrale de Séville
-- XII. Baie de Cadix -- XIII. Vue de Gibraltar --
XIV. Plan de l'attaques batteries flottantes
devant Gibraltar.
With half title.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
References: Cf. Phillips 3134
Baskes folio G1965 .B68 1803 (NLO)

72774 Spain - Maps - 1804 Portugal - Maps -
1804 Spain and Portugal. Philadelphia : J. Conrad &
Co., 1804.
Authors: Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 --
Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823. A New and
elegant general atlas comprising all the new
discoveries, to the present time ... (1804) -- John
Conrad & Co. -- Marshall, Thomas K. -- Edward
E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 20 x 25 cm.
In: Arrowsmith, Aaron. A New and elegant
general atlas comprising all the new discoveries,
Spain - Maps - 1804
Spain and Portugal from the best authorities. Philadelphia : Mathew Carey, 1804.
Authors: Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839. Carey's General atlas ... (1804) 1 map ; 32 x 36 cm.
In: Carey, Mathew. Carey's General atlas ... (Philadelphia : Published by Mathew Carey, April 24th, 1804) pl. 15.

oversize Ayer 135 .C27 1804 pl. 15 (PrCt)

Spain - Maps - 1804
[Atlas geografico de España, que comprende el mapa general del reyno, y los particulares de sus provincias]. [Madrid : T. López de Vargas Machuca, 1804].
Authors: López de Vargas Machuca, Tomás, 1731-1802 A-D, 1-98 leaves : all maps ; 44 x 58 cm.
Title and imprint from Phillips 9322.
Leaves together form 38 hand colored maps.
Imperfect: lacking t.p.
Inserted at front: Carte des routes de postes et itinéraires d'Espagne et du Portugal...par Ch. Piquet...[Paris,] 1822. 43 x 57 cm.
Phillips 4053.

Case oversize G1965 .L66 1804 (NLO)

Spain - Maps - 1807
Les Royaumes d'Espagne et de Portugal ... / par le Sr. Janvier, geographe. A Venise [Venice] : par François Santini ; chez Mr. Remondini, [1807?].
Authors: Janvier, Jean Denis -- Santini, Francesco -- Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (1784 [i.e. 1807?]) -- Remondini, Guiseppe Antonio, 1747-1811 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 45 x 61 cm.
In: Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (Venice : par P. Santini, rue Ste. Justine, chez M. Remondini, 1784 [i.e. 1807?]), v. 1, no. "P.l. 4."
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References Phillips 3130

Baskes oversize G1966.S5 V33 1823 (NLO)

Spain - Maps - 1807
Authors: Bourgoing, Jean-François, baron de, 1748-1811 -- Stockdale, John, 1749-1814 4 v. + atlas (28 map plates ; 30 cm.)
References: Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 2383; Cf. Phillips 3134

G 40 .13 (NLO)

Spain - Maps - 1808
Itinéraire descriptif de l'Espagne : et tableau élémentaire des différentes branches de
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

l'administration et de l'industrie de ce royaume / par Alexandre de Laborde ... Tome premier[-cinquieme]. Paris : Chez H. Nicolle ... et Lenormant ... , 1809.

1 atlas (29 leaves of plates (some folded) : 29 col. maps (some folded) ; 23 cm.
Atlas issued to accompany text volumes (5 v. : ill. ; 20 cm.)

Best authorities ... (1810)

Maps by P. Lartigue and Vicq.
Half t.p. verso of t. 1 has publishers advertisement of Imprimerie de P. Didot l'Ainé.
Includes index in each t.
Errata at end of each t.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 3135; Palau y Dulcet (2. ed.), v. 7, p. 310; 128980
Baskes DP17 .L12 1808 Atlas (NLO)

72784 Spain - Maps - 1810 Portugal - Maps - 1810 Wall maps
A New military map of Spain & Portugal, compiled from the nautical surveys of Don Vincent Toñño, the new provincial maps of Don Thomas Lopez, the large map of the Pyrenees by Roussel, and various original documents.
London : J. Wallis, [1810?].

Authors: Wallis, J., printer -- Torfino de San Miguel, Vincente, ca. 1732-1795 -- López de Vargas Machuca, Tomás, 1731-1802 -- Roussel, Joseph -- Wallis, James, fl. 1801-1819 SEE Wallis, J., printer
1 map : hand col.; on 10 sheets each 74 x 61 cm., folded in binding to 62 cm.
Scale not given.
oversize Ayer 135 .P6 1810 pl. [17] (PrCt)

72785 Spain - Maps - 1811 Portugal - Maps - 1811
A New map of Spain and Portugal, divided into their retrospective kingdoms and provinces.

Authors: Cary, John, approximately 1754-1835 -- =Cary, John, approximately 1754-1835. Cary's New universal atlas ... (1811 [i.e. 1812?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 44 x 50 cm.
In: Cary, John. Cary's New universal atlas, containing distinct maps of all the principal states and kingdoms throughout the world (London: Printed for J. Cary, 1811 [i.e. 1812?] pl. [16].
Printed paste-on no. 19.
oversize Ayer 135 .C3 1811 pl. 16 (PrCt)

España maritima, or, Spanish coasting pilot : containing directions for navigating the coasts and harbours of Spain, in the Atlantic and Mediterranean, with the Balearic Islands and coast of Portugal : illustrated with ... charts and plans / drawn from the Spanish surveys of Brigadier Don Vicente Toñño de San Miguel ... ; tr. from the Spanish by John Dougall. ... London : W. Faden, 1812.

xvi, 296, 20 p. : 28 folded maps ; 28 cm.
Charts engraved by Thomson, H. Cooper, Neele, and D. Wright.
Owner's label: Military Depôt, Q. M. Gls.

oversize Ayer 135 .G32 1775 v. 1, pl. 62-63 (PrCt)

72783 Spain - Maps - 1810 Portugal - Maps - 1810
Spain and Portugal. London : Cadell & Davies [et al], 1810 [i.e. 1815].

Authors: Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826 -- Hebert, Lewis, fl. 1809-1838 -- Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Cadell & Davies -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826. A Modern atlas : from the latest and best authorities ... (1815) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 49 x 68 cm.
Drawn under the direction of Mr. Pinkerton by L. Herbert.

Running title in upper margin: Pinkerton's modern atlas.
In: Pinkerton, John. A Modern atlas : from the latest and best authorities ... (London : Printed by T. Bensley for T. Cadell and W. Davies and

Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme and Brown, 1815), pl. [17].

oversize Ayer 135 .P6 1815 pl. [17] (PrCt)
72787 Spain - Maps - 1812>>>Portugal - Maps - 1812

Spain & Portugal, reduced from Jasr. Nantiat's map in four sheets. London: W. Faden, 1812 [i.e. 1817].

1 map: hand col.; 52 x 75 cm.
Map dated 1812; verso handstamped '19.'
"Published by W. Faden, Geographer to His Majesty, & to His Royal Highness, the Prince Regent, Charing Cross: April 12 1812."


References: Phillips 6047 no. 19
oversize G 10 .282 pl. 20 (PrCt)

72788 Spain - Maps - 1812>>>Portugal - Maps - 1812>>>Minorca (Spain) Maps - 1812

A New military map of Spain & Portugal: compiled from the nautical surveys of Don Vincent Tofíño, the new provincial maps of Don Thomas López, the large map of the Pyrenees by Roussel, and various original documents.

[London]: John Stockdale, 1812.

Authors: Stockdale, John, 1749?-1814 -- Torfino de San Miguel, Vincente, ca. 1732-1795 -- López de Vargas Machuca, Tomás, 1731-1802 -- Roussel, Joseph -- Roussel, Capitaine SEE Roussel, Joseph
1 map: hand col., sectioned and mounted on cloth; 155 x 205 cm., folded to 59 x 32 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:540,000].
Relief shown by hachures.
Inset: Menorca.
Inset: Menorca.
oversize G 1040 .62 (NLO)

72789 Spain - Maps - 1814>>>Iberian Peninsula - Maps - 1814


Authors: Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Neele, George -- Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824. Neele's general atlas: consisting of a complete set of maps compiled from the best authorities ... (1814 [i.e. 1815]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map on 2 sheets: hand col.; 42 x 55 cm.
Title, engraver's name, and imprint from eastern sheet.

In: Neele, Samuel John and George. Neele's general atlas: consisting of a complete set of maps compiled from the best authorities, and including all the new discoveries (London: [Samuel and George Neele]; Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme, and Brown; Cadell & Davies, 1814 [i.e. 1815]), [plates 34-35].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Engraved nos. XXIa-XXIb.
Baskes folio G1019 .N4 1814, [plates 34-35] (PrCt)

72790 Spain - Maps - 1814>>>Portugal - Maps - 1814

Spain and Portugal from the best authorities.
Philadelphia: M. Carey, and Johnson & Warner, 1814.

Authors: Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Bower, J. (John) -- Johnson & Warner -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839. A General atlas, being a collection of maps of the world and quarters ... (1814)
1 map: hand col.; 18 x 21 cm.
In: Carey, Mathew. A General atlas, being a collection of maps of the world and quarters ... (Philadelphia: Published by M. Carey, and Johnson & Warner, 1814) pl. [48].
Ayer 135 .C27 1814 pl. 48 (PrCt)

72791 Spain - Maps - 1815>>>Portugal - Maps - 1815


1 map: hand col.; 51 x 64 cm.
In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas: consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (Edinburgh: London; Dublin: John Thomson and Company; Baldwin, Craddock, and Joy; John Cumming, 1817. [i.e. 1821?]) map 23. Printed paste-on label 'No. 23' on verso.
oversize Ayer 135 .T4 1817 map 23 (PrCt)

72792 Spain - Maps - 1815>>>Portugal - Maps - 1815

[Edinburgh]: Drawn & engraved for Thomson's New general atlas, 21st Augt.1815.

Authors: J. & G. Menzies -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas: consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1817?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: hand col.; 51 x 63 cm.
Printed paste-on label 'No. 23' at upper right.
In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas: consisting of a series of geographical designs ...
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (Edinburgh ; London ; Dublin : Printed by G. Ramsay and Co. for J. Thomson and Co.; Baldwin, Cradock and Joy; John Cumming, 1821 [i.e. 1822?]), v. 1, map 23. Engraved 'No. 23' at upper right. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library. Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1821, v. 1, map 23 (NLO)

72799 Spain - Maps - 1823 Portugal - Maps - 1823
Authors: Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Hall, Sidney -- Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823. A New general atlas constructed from the latest authorities ... (1823) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 20 x 25 cm.
In: Arrowsmith, Aaron. A New general atlas constructed from the latest authorities ... Exhibiting the boundaries and divisions, also the chains of mountains and other geographical features of all the known countries in the world (Edinburgh ; London : A. Constable & Co., 1823), pl. 23.
folio Ayer 135 .A65 1823 pl. 23 (PrCt)

72800 Spain - Maps - 1823 Portugal - Maps - 1823
Mapa civil y militar de España y Portugal con la nueva división en distritos ... enriquecido de los planos particulares de 34 ciudades y puertos principales ... construido ... durante la guerra de la independencia. Paris : Dauty Editor de Estampas en el Palacio Real, Galeria de Nemours, [1823].
Authors: Donnet, Alexis -- Malo, Abel -- Noël et Dauty palais royal galerie de Nemours 1 map : hand col. ; 165 x 161 cm.on 6 sheets each 60 x 86 cm., folded in slipcase 22 x 16 cm. 'Por don Alejo Donnet, ingeniero geógrafo empleado en el Catastro Real de Francia y de la Sociedad de Geografía de Paris; grabado por los hermanos Malo discípulos del Real Depósito de la Guerra de Francia; 1823; Abel Malo sculpt.' 'Publicado en Paris, por Dauty Editor de Estampas en el Palacio Real, Galeria de Nemours; y por Malo el mayor grabador, Calle des Grés no. 10.'
Scale [ca. 1:700,000]
Coordinates: (W 12°—E 2°/N 44°—N 35°).
Includes 8 insets, 16 indexed insets, 2 relief profiles, and index to districts.
Relief shown by hachures. Label on verso of each sheet. Sectioned and mounted on cloth backing.
folio G 1040 .23 (NLO)

72801 Spain - Maps - 1825 Portugal - Maps - 1825
Authors: Morse, Sidney E. (Sidney Edwards), 1794-1871 -- N. & S. S. Jocelyn (Firm) -- Morse, Sidney E. (Sidney Edwards), 1794-1871. A New universal atlas of the world, on an approved plan ... (1825) 1 map : hand col. ; 19 x 24 cm.
In: Morse, Sidney E. A New universal atlas of the world, on an approved plan ... (New Haven [Mass.]) : N. & S. S. Jocelyn, 1825) pl. [24]
folio G 1083 .595 pl. [24] (PrCt)

72802 Spain - Maps - 1825 Portugal - Maps - 1825
Spain and Portugal. [Philadelphia ; New York etc. Samuel F. Bradford and Murray, Fairman and Co., Peter A. Mesier etc., 1825].
B. Jones sc.'

72803 Spain - Maps - 1826 Portugal - Maps - 1826
Spain and Portugal. Philadelphia : A. Finley, [1826].
Authors: Finley, A. (Anthony) -- Young & Delleker -- Finley, A. (Anthony). A New general atlas, comprising a complete set of maps, representing the grand divisions of the globe ... (1826) 1 map : hand col. ; 21 x 28 cm.
In: Finley, Anthony. A New general atlas, comprising a complete set of maps, representing the grand divisions of the globe ... (Philadelphia : A. Finley, 1826) pl. 47.
Case folio G1019 .F5 1826 pl. 47 (PrCt)

72804 Spain - Maps - 1829 Portugal - Maps - 1829
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Authors: Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1829] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 56 cm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Engraved no. '23' at upper right.
Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1829 map 23 (NLO)

Authors: Arrowsmith, John, 1790-1873 -- Arrowsmith, John, 1790-1873. The London atlas of universal geography ... [1837] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 61 cm.
Inset (5 x 6 cm.) : Minorca Engraved no. "21" at lower right.
In: Arrowsmith, John. [The London atlas of universal geography : exhibiting the physical & political divisions of the various countries of the world, constructed from original materials] [London : J. Arrowsmith, 1837], map 21.
Baskes oversize G1019 .A778 1837, map 21 (NLO)

Authors: Finley, A. (Anthony) -- Finley, A. (Anthony). A New general atlas ... (1833) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 22 x 28 cm.
Trimmed to outermost printed border, resulting in loss of imprint.
In: Finley, Anthony. A New general atlas : comprising a complete set of maps, representing the grand divisions of the globe ... (Philadelphia : Anthony Finley, 1833), [plate 48].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .F5 1833, [plate 48] (PrCr)

Authors: Russo, Giosuè, 1781-1840 -- Russo, Vincenzo, fl. 1834-1836 -- Galanti, Luigi. Atlante di geografia moderna ... (1834-1836 [i.e. 1847?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 32 x 41 cm.
Inset (8 cm. in diam.) : Madrid
In: Galanti, Luigi. Atlante di geografia moderna : in 30 carte (Naples : [Luigi Galanti], 1834-1836 [i.e. 1847?]), plate 8
Engraved no. 8 at upper right.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1019 .G23 1836, plate 8 (PrCt)

Authors: Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Carey & Hart -- Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858. A New universal atlas ... (1845) 1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 39 cm.
'Entered according to the act of Congress in the year 1836, by H.S. Tanner ...'
Inset (10 x 13 cm.): Environns of Madrid.
In: Tanner, Henry Schenck. A New universal atlas ... (Philadelphia : Carey & Hart, 1845) map '48.'
Case oversize G1019 .T2 1845 map 48 (PrCt)

'By Philip Smith, Univ. Coll. London.'
oversize Ayer 135 .S67 1844 v. 1, pl. [47] (PrCt)

Case G1019 .B95 1840 pl. 13 (PrCt)

Authors: Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846 -- Lea & Blanchard -- Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (1840) 1 map ; 11 x 17 cm.
G 11 .607 v. 1, p. 560 (PrCt)

Authors: Starling, Thomas -- Bull and Churton -- Bull, Mr., fl. ca. 1840 -- Starling, Thomas. The Royal cabinet atlas ... [ca. 1840] 1 map : hand col. ; 9 x 14 cm.
In: Starling, Thomas. The Royal cabinet atlas ... (London : Bull and Churton, [ca. 1840]) 'Pl. XXII' [i.e. 14].
map3C 5 map 14 (PrCt)

Authors: Bradford, T. G. (Thomas Gamaliel), 1802-1887 -- Bradford, T. G. (Thomas Gamaliel), 1802-1887. A Comprehensive atlas ... (1835, [i.e. 1841?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : col. ; 19 x 25 cm.
folios Ayer 135 .B75 1835 pl. 34, p. 85 (PrCt)

Authors: Archer, Joshua, fl. 1833-1866 -- Grattan & Gilbert -- Mudie, Robert, 1777-1842. Gilbert's modern atlas of the earth ... (1841) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 24 x 30 cm.
Inset (3 x 4 cm.):[Minorca].
Running title at bottom left: Gilbert's modern atlas
In: Mudie, Robert. Gilbert's modern atlas of the earth ... (London : Grattan and Gilbert, [1841?]), [plate 14].
Baskes folio G1019 .M83 1841, [plate 14] (PrCt)

72818 Spain - Maps - 1845
A Hand-book for travellers in Spain, and readers at home : describing the country and cities, the natives and their manners, the antiquities, religion, legends, fine arts, literature, sports, and gastronomy : with notices on Spanish history.
London : John Murray , 1845.
Authors: Ford, Richard, 1796-1858 -- John Murray (Firm) -- Murray's handbooks for travellers -- J. & C. Walker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 2 v. : 2 maps ; 18 cm.
Spine title: Hand-book of Spain
Maps engraved by J. & C. Walker.
Folded map in pocket.
"With travelling maps and a copious index."
Contents: pt. 1. Containing Andalucia, Ronda and Granada, Murcia, Valencia, Catalonia, and Estremadura -- pt. 2. Containing Leon, Gallicia, the Asturias, the Castiles (Old and New), the Basque provinces, Arragon, the Pyrenees, and Navarre.
Includes indexes and errata.
Series: [Murray's handbooks for travellers] -- Murray's handbooks for travellers. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Quarter bound marbled paper over boards; spine title: Hand-book of Spain.
Duplicate copies: G 40 .6 -- Bonaparte 11031
References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray's handbooks for travellers, 176
LC Card Number: 25018008

Baskes G153 .M97 no. 176 (1845) (NLO)

72819 Spain - Maps - 1845<<>>Portugal - Maps - 1845
Spain & Portugal. [New York : H.S. Tanner, 1845].
Authors: Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858. A New general atlas, comprising a complete set of maps ... (1845)
1 map ; hand col. ; 21 x 27 cm.
In: Tanner, Henry Schenck. A New general atlas, comprising a complete set of maps ... (New York : Tanner's Geographical Establishment, 1845) map '8'.
oversize G 10 .622 map 8 (PrCt)

72820 Spain - Maps - 1847
A Hand-book for travellers in Spain. London ; Paris ; Gibraltar ; Malta : John Murray ; A. & W. Galignani & Co. ; Stassin & Xavier ; George Roswell ; Muir, 1847.
2nd ed. / entirely rev., with great additions and alterations.
Cover title: Murray's hand-book, Spain
Spine title: Hand-book for Spain
Maps engraved by J. & C. Walker.
Folded map in pocket.
Includes index.
Series statement from publisher's advertisements on front endpapers.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray's handbooks for travellers, 177
LC Card Number: 03027682

Baskes G153 .M97 no. 177 (1847) (NLO)

Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868. A New universal atlas containing maps of the various empires, kingdoms, states, and republics of the world ... (1847)
1 map ; hand col. : 30 x 39 cm.
Inset (10 x 13 cm.): Environ Madrid.
To: Mitchell, S. Augustus. A New universal atlas containing maps of the various empires, kingdoms, states, and republics of the world ... (Philadelphia : S. Augustus Mitchell, 1847) pl. [49].
Printed plate no. '48' lined out and replaced with manuscript '49'.
oversize G 10 .579 pl. [49] (PrCt)

72822 Spain - Maps - 1850<<>>Portugal - Maps - 1850<<>>Madrid Region (Spain) - Maps - 1850 Spain and Portugal. [Philadelphia] : Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co. 1850 [i.e. 1852].
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868. A New universal atlas containing maps of the various empires, kingdoms, states, and republics of the world ... (Philadelphia : S. Augustus Mitchell, 1847) pl. [49].
1 map ; hand col. ; 28 x 21 cm.
Entered according to act of Congress in ... 1850 by Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co. ...
Inset (10 x 13 cm.): Environ Madrid.
To: Mitchell, S. Augustus. New universal atlas ... (Philadelphia : Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co., 1852) pl. '50'.
oversize G1019 .N49 1852 pl. 50 (PrCt)

72823 Spain - Maps - 1851<<>>Portugal - Maps - 1851
Authors: Rapkin, J. -- Tallis, John, 1817-1876 -- J. & F. Tallis (Firm) -- Whittuck, N., fl. 1851 -- Rogers, J., fl. 1851 -- Martin, Robert Montgomery, 18037-1868. Tallis's illustrated atlas, and modern history of the world ... (1851)
1 map ; hand col. ; 22 x 30 cm.
Inset views (8 x 4 cm. and smaller): Belem Castle -- Lisbon -- Gibraltar -- Madrid.
To: Martin, Robert Montgomery. Tallis's illustrated atlas, and modern history of the world ... (Philadelphia : S. Augustus Mitchell, 1847) pl. [49].
oversize G 10 .622 map 8 (PrCt)

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
estremadura, leon, gallica, the asturias, the best suited for the invalid, a winter tour.

contents: pt. 1. andalucia, ronda and granada, folded map in pocket of pt. 1

spine title: hand

cover title: murray's hand

3rd ed. / entirely revised, with great additions. 2 v. : 2 maps ; 18 cm.

livingstone (new york : harper and brothers, 1860) pl. [18]. inset map, 4 x 10 cm.: gibraltar. map copyrighted 1854.

oversize g 10 .185 v.2, pl. 18 (prct)

spain - maps - 1857<=>portugal - maps - 1857<=>gibraltar - maps - 1857

spain and portugal. new york : j.h. colton and company, 1857.

authors: colton, j. h. (joseph hutchins), 1800-1893 -- colton, g. woolworth (george woolworth), 1827-1901 -- colton, g. woolworth (george woolworth), 1827-1901. colton's atlas of the world ... (1855-1856) 1 map : hand col. ; 29 x 36 cm.

in: colton, george woolworth. colton's atlas of the world : illustrating physical and political geography (new york ; london : j.h. colton ; trübner, 1855-1856) v. 2, pl. [18]. inset map, 4 x 10 cm.: gibraltar. map copyrighted 1854.

oversize g 10 .185 v.2, pl. 18 (prct)

spain - maps - 1857<=>portugal - maps - 1857<=>gibraltar - maps - 1857

spain and portugal. new york : j.h. colton and company, 1857.

authors: colton, j. h. (joseph hutchins), 1800-1893 -- colton, g. woolworth (george woolworth), 1827-1901 -- colton, g. woolworth (george woolworth), 1827-1901. colton's general atlas ... (1857) 1 map : hand col. ; 28 x 37 cm.

in: colton, george woolworth. colton's general atlas : containing one hundred and seventy steel plate maps and plans, on one hundred imperial folio sheets (new york ; london : j.h. colton ; trübner, 1857) pl. [58]. inset map, 4 x 10 cm.: gibraltar. printed plate 'no. 74.' map copyrighted 1855.

oversize g 10 .188 pl. 68 (prct)

spain - maps - 1860<=>portugal - maps - 1860

johnson's spain and portugal. [new york]: johnson & browning, [1860].

authors: johnson, a. j. (alvin jewett), 1827-1884 -- johnson & browning -- johnson, a. j. (alvin jewett), 1827-1884. johnson's new illustrated (steel plate) family atlas ... (1860) 1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 40 cm.

inset (4 x 10 cm.): gibraltar.

in: johnson, alvin jewett. johnson's new illustrated (steel plate) family atlas ... (new york: johnson & browning, 1860) pl. [18]. inset map, 4 x 10 cm.: gibraltar. map copyrighted 1860.
Spain - Maps - 1861-1896

Spain - Maps - 1861-1896
Authors: Germond de Lavigne, A. (Alfred), 1812-1896 -- Collection des guides-Joanne -- Hachette (Firm)
1 v. : 9 map plates
Bonaparte 3062 (NLO)

Spain - Maps - 1869-1874
A Handbook for travellers in Spain / by Richard Ford. London ; Paris ; Gibraltar ; Lisbon : John Murray ; Galignani & Co. ; Xavier & Boyveau ; George Roswell ; Lewtas, 1869 [i.e. 1874?].
2 v. : ill., 11 maps, plans ; 18 cm.
4th ed. / rev. on the spot, with additions.
Publisher's advertisements on endpapers and "Handbook advertiser, 1874", pt. 2, 88 p. at end.
Includes bibliographical references and indexes.
Cover title: Murray's hand-book, Spain
Spine title: Hand-book for Spain
Maps engraved by Edward Weller and J. & C. Walker.
Folded map in pocket of pt. 1.
"With maps and plans."
Series: [Murray's handbooks for travellers] -- Murray's handbooks for travellers.
Bookseller's label: A. Webster and Larkin, 60 Piccadilly W.
Former owner's inscription: J.H. Mossop, 1876.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray's handbooks for travellers, 181
LC Card Number: 17023094
Baskes G153 .M97 no. 181 (1869) (NLO)

Spain - Maps - 1872-1874
Spain & Portugal (chiefly from the map of F. Coello) / by W. Hughes, F.R.G.S. London & Liverpool : George Philip & Son, [1866].
1 map : col. ; 49 x 59 cm.
Inset (7 x 13 cm.) : The Canary Islands.
No. "26" printed on verso.
oversize G 10 .42, plate 26 (PrCt)
Printed plate no. "XLVIII" in upper corners and pasted on verso.

Case oversize G1019 .A38 1872, plate [48] (PrCt)

72836  Spain - Maps - 1875
Portugal - Maps - 1875
Authors: Bradshaw's railway guides -- Bradshaw, George, 1801-1853 -- Adams, William James, active 1841-1874 -- William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 4 map plates
Forms part of the William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library).
Greenlee 4525 C48 1875 (NLO)

72837  Spain - Maps - 1875
Spain - Colonies - Maps - 1875
Atlases, Spanish - 1875
Atlas geográfico de España : con noticias históricas de sus provincias : los mapas de las cono partes del globo y nociones elementales de geografía. Madrid : Miguel Grilo, [1875?].
Authors: Grilo, Miguel -- Cuaranta, Benito -- Rubio, F. -- Vitturi -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([ca. 120] p., 65 leaves of plates) : 65 maps ; 23 x 33 cm.
[1st ed.?]
Maps by Miguel Grilo, Benito Cuaranta, F. Rubio, and Vitturi.
Prime meridian: Madrid.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Cf. Phillips, 9325 (2nd ed., 1876)
Baskes folio G1965 .G75 1875 (NLO)

72838  Spain - Maps - 1878-1881
A Handbook for travellers in Spain / by Richard Ford. London ; Paris ; Gibraltar ; Lisbon : John Murray ; Galignani & Co. ; Boyveau ; George Roswell ; Lewtas, 1878 [i.e. 1881?].
Authors: Ford, Richard, 1796-1858 -- Riaño, Juan F. (Juan Facundo), 1829-1901 -- Rose, Hugh James, 1831-1885 -- John Murray (Firm) -- Murray's handbooks for travellers -- Weller, Edward, -1884 -- J. & C. Walker (Firm) -- Cooper & Hodson -- A. and W. Galignani (Firm) -- Boyveau (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
5th ed., rev. on the spot.
"Handbook advertiser, 1880-81": 88 p. at end.
Cover title: Murray's hand-book, Spain
Spine title: Hand-book for Spain
Edited by Don Juan Facundo Riano and H.J. Rose. Cf. Lister.
Map on back endpapers and folded map in pocket.
In: Cram, George Franklin. Cram's unrivaled family atlas of the world (1883)
1 map : col. ; 22 x 29 cm.
Includes index and errata.
Series: [Murray's handbooks for travellers] -- Murray's handbooks for travellers.
Former owner's inscription: J.R. Brunes, España, 1882.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray's handbooks for travellers, 182
Baskes G153 .M97 no. 182 (1878) (NLO)

72839  Spain - Maps - 1880
Authors: Artero y González, Juan de la Gloria -- Fabrega, P. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 30 maps ; 222 x 266 mm.
13th ed.
Phillips 3138.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

72840  Spain - Maps - 1882
Guidebooks
Authors: John Murray (Firm) -- Murray's handbooks for travellers
2 v.
6th ed.
Lister, W.B.C. A Bibliography of Murray's handbooks for travellers and biographies of authors, editors, revisers and principal contributors (Dereham: Dereham Books, 1993) no. 183.
G 40.601 (NLO)

72841  Spain - Maps - 1882
Guidebooks
Authors: John Murray (Firm) -- Murray's handbooks for travellers -- Ford, Richard, 1796-1858 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.
6th ed.
Lister, W.B.C. A Bibliography of Murray's handbooks for travellers and biographies of authors, editors, revisers and principal contributors (Dereham: Dereham Books, 1993) no. 183.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

72842  Spain - Maps - 1883
Portugal - Maps - 1883
Spain & Portugal. Chicago : Geo. F. Cram, [1883].
Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928. Cram's unrivaled family atlas of the world (1883)
1 map : col. ; 22 x 29 cm.
In: Cram, George Franklin. Cram's unrivaled family atlas of the world (Chicago : Geo.F. Cram,
Spain - Maps - 1883
Authors: Germond de Lavigne, A. (Alfred), 1812--1896.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

Spain - Maps - 1885
Authors: Bartholomew, John, 1831-1893.

Spain - Maps - 1887
Authors: Germond de Lavigne, A. (Alfred), 1812-1896.
Includes bibliographical (p. [cxxxiv]--cxxxix, 744, 80 p. : 38 maps and plans (some folded, some col.) : 18 cm.

Spain & Portugal [Chicago : George F. Cram, 1887].
Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928.

Spain & Portugal, en escala de 1:200.00. [Madrid?], 1886-1924.
Authors: Spain. Ejército. Cuerpo de Estado Mayor -- Spain. Depósito de la Guerra
56 maps : col. ; 48 x 65 cm. + title sheet and index map.
Scale 1:200,000
Relief shown by spot heights.
Bonne projection.
Many sheets are second or revised edition.
Shows distances along roads in kilometers; large portions of Portugal are shown (with less detail) on some sheets.
Index map shows area coverage complete in 58 sheets.

Road maps
Mapa militar itinerario de España, en escala de 1:200.00. [Madrid?], 1886-1924.

Spain - Maps - 1888
Guidebooks
Authors: John Murray (Firm) -- Murray's handbooks for travellers
2 v.
7th ed.
Lister, W.B.C. A Bibliography of Murray's handbooks for travellers and biographies of authors, editors, revisers and principal contributors (Dereham: Dereham Books, 1993) no. 184.

Spain - Maps - 1888
Guidebooks
Authors: John Murray (Firm) -- Murray's handbooks for travellers
1 v.
7th ed.
Lister, W.B.C. A Bibliography of Murray's handbooks for travellers and biographies of authors, editors, revisers and principal contributors (Dereham: Dereham Books, 1993) no. 184.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
1888 LISBON REGION - MAPS - 1888

Spain and Portugal. [Chicago : Rand, McNally & Co., 1888].

Case 3A 2148 (NLO)

72850

Spain - Maps - 1890 - Guidebooks

Spain. London : Murray, 1890.
Authors: John Murray (Firm) -- Murray's handbooks for travellers 2 v. 7th ed.
Lister, W.B.C. A Bibliography of Murray's handbooks for travellers and biographies of authors, editors, revisers and principal contributors (Dereham: Dereham Books, 1993) no. 184.

Case 3A 2148 (NLO)

1888 MADRID (SPAIN) - MAPS - 1888

Spain and Portugal. [Chicago : Rand, McNally & Co., 1888].

oversize RMcN atlas .C7 1888, p. 572-573 (PrCt)

72851

Spain - Maps - 1892

Spain. London : Murray, 1892.
Lister, W.B.C. A Bibliography of Murray's handbooks for travellers and biographies of authors, editors, revisers and principal contributors (Dereham: Dereham Books, 1993) no. 185.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

72852

Spain - Maps - 1892-1895

The Handbook for travellers in Spain / by the late Richard Ford. London ; Paris ; Gibraltar ; Lisbon : John Murray ; Galignani & Co. ; Boyveau ; Stationary Depot ; Lewtas, 1892 [i.e. 1895?].

Baskes G153 .M97 no. 185 (1892) (NLO)

72853

Spain - Maps - 1892<--- PORTUGAL - MAPS - 1892

Grosser illustrierter Führer durch Spanien und Portugal. Wien [Vienna]; Pest [Budapest] ; Leipzig ; A. Hartleben's Verlag, 1892.
Maps on front lining-paper and in pocket at end. Series: A. Hartleben's illustrierter Führer ; Nr. 45. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G153 .H37 Nr. 45 (1892) (NLO)

72854

Spain - Maps - 1895 - Guidebooks

Authors: De Amicis, Edmondo, 1846-1908 -- Henry T. Coates & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
2 v. : 21 cm.

giltCloth&dj

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

72855 Spain - Maps - 1897 - Bicycle trails<>>>Bicycle trails - Spain - Maps - 1897<>>>Cycling - Spain - 1897<>>>Spain - Description and travel - 1897<>>>Road maps

Sketches awheel in modern Iberia, by Fanny Bullock Workman and William Hunter Workman.

New York ; London : G.P. Putnam’s Sons, 1897.

Authors: Workman, Fanny Bullock, 1859-1899 -- Workman, William Hunter, 1847-1937 -- G.P. Putnam’s Sons

xviii p., 1 leaf, 242 p. : front., plates, fold. map ; 20 cm.

Digital version of another copy available on University of Texas at Austin website (accessed August 2013):

http://www.lib.utexas.edu/books/travel/6549525

LC Card Number: 04028859

G 40 .977 (NLO)

72856 Spain - Maps - 1897<>>>Portugal - Maps - 1897


Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm)

1 v. : 6 maps, 42 city plans

1st ed.


G 40 .06 (NLO)

72857 Spain - Maps - 1898


Authors: Lathrop, George Parsons, 1851-1898 -- Reinhart, Charles S. -- Bay View magazine -- Harper & Brothers -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

xii, 210 p. : ill. ; 24 cm.

Laid in: Map of Spain and Portugal from Bay View magazine, November 1898.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes DP41 .L38 1898 (NLO)

72858 Spain - Maps - 1898-1907

The Handbook for travellers in Spain / by Richard Ford. London ; Madrid ; Gibraltar ; Lisbon : John Murray ; Adrian Como ; Stationery Depôt ; Lewtas, 1898 [i.e. 1907].


Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Como (Adrian), firm SEE Adrian Como (Firm)

2 v. : 29 maps (chiefly col.), plans ; 18 cm.


Cover title: Murray's hand-book, Spain

Spine title: Handbook for Spain

Edited by H.W. Pullen, with contributions by R.H. Whereat and A.H. Digby. Cf. Lister.

"This handboook is now the property of Edward Stanford" -- Pt. 1, t.p. verso.


Map on front endpapers of pt. 1 and folded map in pocket of pt. 2.

"With an index and directory for 1907."

"Wth maps and plans."

Publisher's advertisements on endpapers.


"Murray's handbook advertiser, 1906-1907 ...": pt. 1 and 2, 48 p. at end.

Series: [Murray's handbooks for travellers] -- Murray's handbooks for travellers.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray’s handbooks for travellers, 186

Baskes G153 .M97 no. 186 (1907) (NLO)

72859 Spain - Maps - 1898<>>>Portugal - Maps - 1898


Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 52 plates

1st ed.

A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher, 1832-1990, no. E239.

G 40.061 (NLO)

72860 Spain - Maps - 1898<>>>Portugal - Maps - 1898


Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 6 maps, 46 city plans

1st ed.

A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher, 1832-1990, no. E239.

G 40.061 (NLO)

72861 Spain - Maps - 1899<>>>Portugal - Maps - 1899

O'Shea’s guide to Spain and Portugal / edited by

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- Black's guide books -- O'Shea, Henry, 1838-1905 -- Lomas, John -- Bartholomew, John, 1805-1861 -- John Bartholomew & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

Spain and Portugal, 1901
Spain (PrCt)
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Condition: Good.

Includes advertising dated 1901 and priced in marks.

Maps by J. Bartholomew.
Folded map in pocket at end.
Map on lining papers.
Includes index.
Series: Black's guide books.
Series statement from publisher advertisements.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Spain - Maps - 1901 - Road maps (Ross Trophy Map)
Carte des routes d'Espagne. Madrid : Lit. Mendez, [ca. 1905].
Authors: Mendez, José -- McMurtry, Charles Wood -- Touring-Club de France -- Ayer, Edward Everett, 1841-1927
1 map; col.; 61 x 82 cm.; fold. to 17 x 11 cm.
Scale: 1:1,500,000.
"Dediee au Royale Automobile Club d'Espagne. Avec indications et signes routieres de M. le Dr. Wood McMurtry; dressée par M. José Mendez."
Paper label of Touring-Club de France on outside when folded.
Formerly property of Edward E. Ayer; sheet numbered by Newberry to fit in sequence of Ayer's road maps.

map4C G5696.P2 1902 A9, sht. 39 (PrCt)

Spain - Maps - 1901 - Road maps (Road maps)
Espagne. Avec indications et signes routières de M. le Dr. Wood McMurtry; dressée par M. José Mendez.
Scale: 1:1,500,000.
Formerly property of Edward E. Ayer; sheet numbered by Newberry to fit in sequence of Ayer's road maps.

map4C G5696.P2 1902 A9, sht. 39 (PrCt)

Spain - Maps - 1901 - Road maps (Road maps)
Espagne.
Scale: 1:1,500,000.
Formerly property of Edward E. Ayer; sheet numbered by Newberry to fit in sequence of Ayer's road maps.

map4C G5696.P2 1902 A9, sht. 39 (PrCt)

Authors: Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- Black's guide books -- O'Shea, Henry, 1838-1905 -- Lomas, John -- Bartholomew, John, 1805-1861 -- John Bartholomew & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

Spain and Portugal, 1901
Spain (PrCt)
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Condition: Good.

Includes advertising dated 1901 and priced in marks.

Maps by J. Bartholomew.
Folded map in pocket at end.
Map on lining papers.
Includes index.
Series: Black's guide books.
Series statement from publisher advertisements.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Spain - Maps - 1901 - Road maps (Ross Trophy Map)
Carte des routes d'Espagne. Madrid: Lit. Mendez, [ca. 1905].
Authors: Mendez, José -- McMurtry, Charles Wood -- Touring-Club de France -- Ayer, Edward Everett, 1841-1927
1 map; col.; 61 x 82 cm.; fold. to 17 x 11 cm.
Scale: 1:1,500,000.
"Dediee au Royale Automobile Club d'Espagne. Avec indications et signes routieres de M. le Dr. Wood McMurtry; dressée par M. José Mendez."
Paper label of Touring-Club de France on outside when folded.
Formerly property of Edward E. Ayer; sheet numbered by Newberry to fit in sequence of Ayer's road maps.

map4C G5696.P2 1902 A9, sht. 39 (PrCt)

Spain - Maps - 1901 - Road maps (Road maps)
Espagne. Avec indications et signes routières de M. le Dr. Wood McMurtry; dressée par M. José Mendez.
Scale: 1:1,500,000.
Formerly property of Edward E. Ayer; sheet numbered by Newberry to fit in sequence of Ayer's road maps.

map4C G5696.P2 1902 A9, sht. 39 (PrCt)

Spain - Maps - 1901 - Road maps (Road maps)
Espagne.
Scale: 1:1,500,000.
Formerly property of Edward E. Ayer; sheet numbered by Newberry to fit in sequence of Ayer's road maps.

map4C G5696.P2 1902 A9, sht. 39 (PrCt)
Spain and Portugal. Leipzig ; London ; New York : K. Baedeker ; Dulau ; Scribner's, 1908.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Dulau & Co. -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 9 maps, 57 city plans
3rd ed.
Includes advertising dated 1908 and priced in marks.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

72870 Spain - Maps - 1910-1919
Authors: William Collins Sons and Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- William Collins Sons and Co. The Collegiate atlas
... [191-?]
1 map : col. ; 22 x 30 cm.
Printed plate number repeated on thumb index at right.
"Spain" in oversize manuscript lettering on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .C625 1910z, [plate] 14
(PrCt)

72871 Spain - Maps - 1912
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 20 maps, 59 city plans
4th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1923 and priced in marks.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

72872 Spain - Maps - 1913
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm)
1 v. : 79 plates
4th ed.
G 40.063 (NLO)

72873 Spain - Maps - 1913
Spain and Portugal. Leipzig ; London ; New York : K. Baedeker ; George Allen & Unwin ; Scribner's, 1913.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- George Allen & Unwin -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 20 maps, 59 city plans
4th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1923 and priced in shillings.
Condition: Fair.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

72874 Spain - Maps - 1913
Spain and Portugal. Leipzig ; London ; New York : K. Baedeker ; George Allen & Unwin ; Scribner's, 1913.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- George Allen & Unwin -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 20 maps, 59 city plans
4th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1925 and priced in shillings.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

72875 Spain - Maps - 1913
Spain and Portugal. Leipzig ; London ; New York : K. Baedeker ; George Allen & Unwin ; Scribner's, 1913.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- George Allen & Unwin -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 20 maps, 59 city plans
4th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1929 and priced in shillings.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

72876 Spain - Maps - 1916
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm)
1 v. : 73 plates

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Guides bleus -- Schweitzer, Marcel N. -- Hachette (Firm) -- William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library).
1 v. : 99 map plates ; 16 cm.
Forms part of the William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library).
Greenlee 4516 M74 (NLO)

72877 Spain - Maps - 1920
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library).
1 v. : 20 maps, 59 city plans
3rd ed.
In 2 colors.
Includes advertising dated 1920.
Condition: Fair.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

72878 Spain - Maps - 1924
xii, 653 p., [2] folded leaf of plates ill., 23 maps (some col., some folded), plans ; 17 cm.
Cover title: Cook's handbook for Spain
Spine title: Cook's Spain
Includes index.
Series: Cook's traveller's handbooks -- Cook's handbooks.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .C66 Spain (1924) (NLO)

72879 Spain - Maps - 1927
cxxxvi, 618 p. : 65 maps and plans (some col., 1 folded) ; 16 cm.
Maps by L. Hermann, F. Prudent, engraved by E. Delaune.
Map on endpaper; folded map in pocket.
Includes bibliographical references (p. cxxxv-cxxxvi) and index.
Series: Guides bleus
Bookseller's label: Librairie Hachette, Paris, 60f.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copy: G 40 .273
Baskes G153 .G84 Espagne (1927) (NLO)

72880 Spain - Maps - 1929
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library).
1 v. : 22 maps, 60 city plans
5th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1934 and priced in marks.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

72881 Spain - Maps - 1930
Authors: Vergara y Martín, Gabriel María, 1869-1948 -- Diario español (Buenos Aires, Argentina) -- Vega, L. -- Librería y Casa Editorial Hernando -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Hernando Librería y Casa Editorial (Madrid, Spain) SEE Librería y Casa Editorial Hernando
1 atlas (16 leaves of plates) : 16 col. maps ; 20 x 28 cm.
"Edición especial para 'El Diario español' de Buenos Aires."--Cover.
Maps engraved by L. Vega.
Relief shown by shading and hachures.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1965 .V47 1930 (NLO)

72882 Spain - Maps - 1930
Authors: Elston, Roy -- Thomas Cook Ltd. -- Cook's traveller's handbooks -- Cook's handbooks -- John Bartholomew and Son -- Simpkin and Marshall -- Turnbull & Spears -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library).
656 p., [24] leaves of plates (some folded) : 32
maps (some col., some folded), plans ; 17 cm.
Spine title: Spain and Portugal
Printed by Turnbull and Spears.
Map on inside front cover.
Includes index.
Series: Cook’s traveller’s handbooks -- Cook’s handbooks.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
2 copies.
LC Card Number: 31019969
Baskes G153 .C66 Spain (1930) [copies 1 and 2] (NLO)

72883  Spain - Maps - 1930 Portugal - Maps - 1930
Authors: Satchel guides -- Houghton, Mifflin and Company
1 v. : 6 map plates
G 40 .2 (NLO)

72884  Spain - Maps - 1935
Espagne / rédigée par Marcel N. Schweitzer.
Authors: Schweitzer, Marcel N. -- Hermann, L., active 1906-1939 -- Guides bleus -- Hachette (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
lxxxvii, 709 p. : 72 maps and plans (some col.) ; 16 cm.
Maps by L. Hermann.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [lxiii]-lxiv) and index.
Maps on endpapers.
Series: Guides bleus
Bookseller's label: Hachette.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 49015830
Baskes G153 .G84 Espagne (1935) (NLO)

Authors: Librería Molins (Barcelona, Spain) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Molins Librería (Barcelona, Spain) SEE Librería Molins (Barcelona, Spain)
1 atlas (120 p., 64 p. of plates) : 41 col. maps ; 19 cm.
Spine title: Atlas de España y Portugal
"Importante"--t.p. verso; dated: Septiembre, 1936.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1965 .A85 1936 (NLO)

Authors: Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (119 p., 28 folded leaves of plates) : 28 folded col. maps ; 18 cm.
3a. ed.
Relief shown by hachures and spot elevations; depth shown by soundings.
Includes index.
Original publisher’s cloth binding.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Espenhorst, J. Petermann’s planet, v. 1, p. 360; Phillips 9333
LC Card Number: map55000291
Baskes G1960 .J87 1938 (NLO)

72887  Spain - Maps - 1940-1949
Authors: Instituto geografico iberoamericano -- Editorial Luis Vives -- Vives (Luis), firm
Zaragoza, Spain SEE Editorial Luis Vives
1 atlas (2 p. i., 3-26 p. : col. maps) ; 31 cm.
References: Phillips 9334.
LC Card Number: Map 45-18
folio G 1040 .44 (NLO)

72888  Spain - Maps - 1941-1945 Portugal - Maps - 1941-1945
Authors: Gilbert, Edmund William, 1900- -- Beckinsale, R.P. (Robert Percy) -- Great Britain. Naval Intelligence Division -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
4 v. : ill., maps (part fold., some col., 1 in pocket, of v. 1) ; 22 cm.
Includes: Includes bibliographical references.
BR 502, BR 502A-BR 502C.
Series: Geographical handbook series.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes DP42 .G69 (NLO)

72889  Spain - Maps - 1952
Espagne / rédigée par Marcel N. Schweitzer.
Authors: Schweitzer, Marcel N. -- Guides bleus -- Hachette (Firm) -- W.H. Smith & Son -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
c, 964 p. : 60 maps and plans (some folded,
72890 Spain - Maps - 1952


3rd rev. reprint ed. 1952.
Includes index.

Former owner’s inscription: Colonel W.S. Nye, Bulocher St., Ettlingen/Baden, Germany.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

LC Card Number: 53024284

72891 Spain - Maps - 1953


Includes index.
Series: Books on the countries of Europe -- Countries of Europe series.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

LC Card Number: 53003811

72892 Spain - Maps - 1953


Authors: Nagels Reiseführer -- Blanco, C. Matthias -- Casares, A. Alonso -- Hébarre, Jean-Louis -- Nagel Publishers -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

Edition: 2. Ausgabe

Spine title: Nagels Spanien
'49 Pläne in schwarz, 1 Spanienkarte (16 Seiten, dreifarbig), 16 Seiten Stadtpläne.'

Map on endpapers.
Maps: 32 p. at end.
Includes index.
Series: Nagels Reiseführer
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

72893 Spain - Maps - 1955


Authors: Sitwell, Sacheverell, 1897- -- Countries of Europe -- B.T. Batsford Ltd. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

183 p., 1 v. : 30 plates

Condition: Excellent.

Series: Books on the countries of Europe -- Countries of Europe series.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

LC Card Number: 53003811


Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Baedeker Stuttgart -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 30 plates

1st ed.


Condition: Excellent.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

72895 Spain - Maps - 1958

_Om Ni reser till Spanien._ [Malmö?] : Allhem, [1958].

Authors: Hommerberg, Sigge, 1913- -- Allhem (Firm) -- Librería y Casa Editorial Hernando --

Maps by Editorial Hernando and Spanish State Tourist Dept.
Folded map in pocket.
Includes index.
Series: [Serien Om Ni reser]
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes DP14 .H6 1958 (NLO)


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 106 x 157 cm.
Scale 1:1,000,000.
Relief shown by hachures.
Insets: Madrid y alrededores, Barcelona y alrededores, Lisboa y alrededores, Mapa hipsométrico, Islas Canarias, provincia de España, Islas Azores, distritos de Portugal, Archipiélago de Madeira, distrito de Portugal.
At lower right corner within border, "10P59;" outside border, in red, "No. 332 SW."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

artifacts cage RMcN maproll 1 : 1. 1 (PrCt)

Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag -- Karl Thiemig AG -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
206 p. : 4 maps (some col., some folded) ; 17 cm.
Map inside front cover.
Folded map in pocket.
Includes index.
Series: Grieben Reiseführer -- Bd. 261
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.


Authors: Hachette (Firm) -- Hachette world guides -- Schveitzer, Marcel N. -- Imprimerie Michard -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Maps printed by Michard.
Map and publisher's advertisements on endpapers.

Includes bibliographical references (p. [xxvi]-[lxxxi) and index.
Series: Guides bleus
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G153 .H33 Spain (1961) (NLO)

Authors: Schveitzer, Marcel N. -- Guides bleus -- Hachette (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
[Nouv. éd.] / rédigée par Marcel N. Schveitzer.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [lxxx]-[lxxxii) and index.
Map on endpaper.
Series: Guides bleus
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G153 .G84 Espagne (1963) (NLO)

Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Baedeker Stuttgart -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 30 plates
5th ed.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Baedeker Stuttgart -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 30 plates
7th ed.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Baedeker Stuttgart -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 30 plates

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
8th ed.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

72903 Spain - Maps - 1974 Road maps
Authors: Michelin green guides -- Michelin Tyre Company -- Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
289 p. : ill. (some col.), 101 col. maps, col. plans ; 26 x 12 cm.
1st ed.
Cover title.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 25) and index.
Series: [Michelin green guides] -- Michelin green guides.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
ISBN 2061219004 ; 9782061219003

72904 Spain - Maps - 1975
Spain, the mainland. London : Benn, 1975.
Authors: Muirhead, Findlay, 1860-1935 -- Blue guide -- Robertson, Ian, 1928 -- Flower, John, 1929-- Ernest Benn Ltd. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 52 map plates
3rd ed.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) (PrCt)

72905 Spain - Maps - 1980
Authors: Robertson, Ian, 1928 -- Blue guide -- Flower, John, 1929-- Ernest Benn Ltd. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
599 p., 15 p. of plates : 36 maps and plans (some folded, some col.) ; 20 cm.
4th ed.
'Cartography ... by John Flower'--P. 7.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 61-63) and index.
Series: Blue guide
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
ISBN 0510016294 ; 9780510016296 ; 0510016308 (pbk.) ; 9780510016302 (pbk.) ; 0528846140 (Rand McNally) ; 980528846144 (Rand McNally) ; 0528846108 (pbk.) (Rand McNally) ; 9780528846106 (pbk.) (Rand McNally)
Baskes G153 .B58 Spain (1980) (NLO)

72906 Spain - Maps - 1987 - Guidebooks
Authors: Cadogan guides -- Facaros, Dana -- Globe Pequot Press -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.
Ed:DFacaros&MPauls
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

72907 Spain - Maps - 1987 Road maps
Authors: Michelin green guides -- Michelin Tyre PLC -- Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
290 p. : ill. (some col.), 105 col. maps, col. plans ; 26 x 12 cm.
5th ed.
Cover title.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 22) and index.
Series: [Michelin green guides] -- Michelin green guides.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
ISBN 2060152135 ; 9782060152134

72908 Spain - Maps - 1989
Authors: Busselle, Michael -- Salem House Publishers -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
239 p. : ill. (mostly col.), col. maps ; 26 cm.
Includes indexes.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 87036568
ISBN 0881623253 ; 9780881623253
Baskes TX910.S7 B87 1989 (NLO)

72909 Spain - Maps - 1991 - Guidebooks
Authors: Penguin travel guides -- Penguin (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.
2nd ed.
Cf. OCLC 24046696.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Authors: Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 145 maps ; 300 x 227 mm.
1st ed.

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

72916 Spain - Maps - Bibliography - Catalogs<<>Cartography - Spain - Bibliography - Catalogs<<>Biblioteca Nacional (Spain) - Map collections - Catalogs

Cartografía de España en la Biblioteca Nacional (siglos XVI al XIX) / Carmen LITER MAYAYO, FRANCISCA SANCHIS BALLESTER, ANA HERRERO VIGIL. Madrid : Biblioteca Nacional, [1993?].
Authors: LITER, Carmen -- SANCHIS, Francisca -- HERRERO, Ana -- Biblioteca Nacional (Spain) 2 v. : ill., maps ; 30 cm.
Includes over 1,700 map descriptions accompanied by small photo-reproductions, bibliographical references, and indexes.
Formerly folio Z6027.S72 L58 1993
ISBN 8488699107
Map Ref folio Z6027.S72 L58 1993 (NLO)

72917 Spain - Maps - Bibliography<<>Portugal - Maps - Bibliography

Cartografia peninsular : (s. VIII-XIX) / Ignasi M. COLOMER I PRESES ; edició preparada per MARIA CARMEN MONTANER. Barcelona : Generalitat de Catalunya, Departament de Política Territorial i Obres Públiques, Institut Cartogràfic de Catalunya, 1992.
Authors: COLOMER, Ignasi Maria -- MONTANER, M. Carme (Maria Carme) -- Institut Cartogràfic de Catalunya 302 p. : maps ; 24 cm.
"Edició revisada i augmentada."
Includes index.
Series: Col·lecció Monografies ; 9 -- Col·lecció Monografies (Institut Cartogràfic de Catalunya) ; 9
Formerly Z6027.S72 C64 1991
ISBN 8439319304
Map Ref Z6027.S72 C64 1991 (NLO)


Authors: COLOMER PRESES, Ignasi Maria -- COLOMER, Mossen Ignasi Maria SEE COLOMER PRESES, Ignasi Maria -- PRESES, Ignasi Maria COLOMER SEE COLOMER PRESES, Ignasi Maria 264 p. : facsim., maps ; 17 cm.
Series: Biblioteca excursionista, 10. Série cartogràfica, 2.
3A 3766 (NLO)

72919 Spain - Maps - Collections, 1300-1899 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Biblioteca Nacional Espana -- Caja Duero -- ROGER S. BASKES COLLECTION (NEWBERRY LIBRARY) 1 v. : 75 maps ; 300 x 243 mm.
exhCat,88#s;19thICHCartog
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

72920 Spain. Ministerio de Defensa - Handbooks, manuals, etc.<<>Archives - Spain - Handbooks, manuals, etc.

Authors: Spain. Ministerio de Defensa -- WESTBURY, Fiona 43p. : ill. ; 24 cm.
Translated by Fiona WESTBURY.
Vert 2270, no. 4 (PrCt)

72921 Spain - Nautical cartography<<>Cartography - Spain<<>Cartographers, Spanish

Authors: HIGUERAS, María Dolores -- REAL SOCIEDAD GEOGRÁFICA (SPAIN) 153 p. : col. ill., facsims., maps (2 folded), ports. ; 27 cm.
Contents: La representación del mundo: evolución histórica de la cartografía náutica española / María Dolores Higuera -- Juan de la Cosa. El Padrón Real y la imagen de América / Fernando Silió Cervera -- Vicente Tofiño de San Miguel: la cartografía científica en la España ilustrada / Francisco José Góngora -- Felipe Bauzá y Cañas, un marino liberal para la nueva cartografía de América y el Pacífico / Luisa Martin-Merás -- Joaquín Francisco Fidalgo y la expedición cartográfica del Atlas Americano / MANUEL LUCENA GIRALDO.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 152-153).
Maps on lining papers.
Case GA1001 .M37 2002 (NLO)

72922 Spain, Northern - Maps - 1653<<>Aragon (Spain) - Maps - 1653

Les Estats de la couronne d'Arragon ... Paris : chez Pierre Mariette, 1653 [i.e.1659?]?
Authors: SANSON, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- SOMER, J. -- MARIETTE, Pierre, 1603-1657 -- SANSON, Nicolas, 1600-1667. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (1658 [i.e. 1659?]) 1 map : hand col. ; 40 x 53 cm.
In: SANSON, Nicolas. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (Paris : Pierre Mariette, 1658 [i.e. 1659?]) v. 1, pl. [79]
VAULT Case oversize G1015 .S35 1658 v. 1, pl. [79] (PrCt)

72923 Spain, Northern - Maps - 1682

Authors: WIT, Frederik de -- ALLARD, Carel, [1682?].

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
72924 Spain, Northern - Maps - 1700<>>>Portugal - Maps - 1700
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Wit, Frederik de.
Atlas [ca. 1700?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 56 cm.
Covers nothwestern Spain and northern Portugal.
In: Wit, Frederik de. Atlas (Amsterdam : bij Frederick de Wit in de Calverstraet bij den Dam inde Witte Paskaela. [ca. 1700?]) no. [8].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .W8 A no. [8] (PrCt)

72925 Spain, Northern - Maps - 1831<>>>Spain - Maps - 1831
Authors: J. & C. Walker (Firm) -- Baldwin & Cradock -- Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (Great Britain) -- Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (Great Britain). A Series of maps, modern and ancient (1829-1831)
1 map : hand col. ; 24 x 29 cm.
Covers north western Spain.
oversize G 1001 .82 fascicule 13, map [2] (PrCt)

72926 Spain, Northern - Maps - 1930<>>>Balearic Islands (Spain) - Maps - 1930
Northern Spain : with the Balearic Islands : with a complete atlas of northern Spain and 39 other maps and plans / edited by Findlay Muirhead. London ; Paris : Macmillan ; Librairie Hachette, 1930.
Authors: Muirhead, Findlay, 1860-1935 -- Blue guide -- Davis, Creak -- John Bartholomew and Son -- Macmillan & Co. -- Hachette (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
cxix, 345, 12 p. : 51 maps (chiefly col., some folded) ; 16 cm.
Spine title: Muirhead's northern Spain
Maps by Creak Davis and John Bartholomew & Son.
Maps on endpapers.
Includes bibliographical references (p. cxxvii-cxxviii) and index.
Series: The blue guides -- Blue guide.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copy: G 40 .597
LC Card Number: 58002698
Baskes G153 .B58 Spain Northern (1930) (NLO)

72927 Spain, Northern - Maps - 1958<>>>Balearic Islands (Spain) - Maps - 1958
Northern Spain with the Balearic Islands : with a complete atlas of Northern Spain and 39 other maps and plans / edited by L. Russell Muirhead. London ; Chicago : E. Benn ; distributed in the U.S.A. by Rand McNally, 1958.
ci, 476, 12 p. : 52 maps and plans (some col., some folded) ; 17 cm.
2nd ed.
Spine title: Muirhead's Northern Spain
'The text of this edition has been completely revised and greatly enlarged by John H. Harvey--T.p. verso.
Maps by John Bartholomew & Son and McLagan & Cumming
Map on front endpaper.
Includes bibliographical references (p.cxxvii-cxxviii) and index.
Series: The blue guides -- Blue guide.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copy: G 40 .599
LC Card Number: 58002698
Baskes G153 .B58 Spain Northern (1958) (NLO)

72928 Spain, Northern - Maps - 1966
Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag -- Karl Thiemig AG -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
246 p. : 3 maps (some col., some folded) ; 17 cm.
Map inside front cover.
Folded map in pocket.
Includes index.
Series: Grieben-Reiseführer ; Bd. 263
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 263 (1966) (NLO)

72929 Spain - Remote sensing images -
1975<>>>Remote sensing images - Spain -
1975<>>>Spain - Maps - 1975 - Photo maps<>>>Photo maps - Spain -
1975<>>>Remote sensing images SEE ALSO
Photo maps/Remote sensing images SEE ALSO Radar images/Remote sensing images SEE ALSO Aerial photographs
Authors: Instituto Geográfico Nacional (Spain)
1 photomap : col. ; 37 x 37 cm.
Scale 1:500,000.
'Imagen obtenida por el satélite LANDSAT-2 [Sept. 2, 1975].'
90
map4F G6561 .A4 1975 .I5 (NLO)

72930 Spain, Southern - History, Ancient - Maps - 1726/Historical atlases
Authors: Moll, Herman, - 1732 -- Moll, Herman, - 1732. Thirty two new and accurate maps of the geography of the ancients ... (1726)
1 map ; 14 x 22 cm.
In: Moll, Herman. Thirty two new and accurate maps of the geography of the ancients, as contained in the Greek and Latin classics ... (London : H. Moll ; T. Bowles ; J. Bowles, 1726) pl. 21.
Case G 1002 .586 pl. 21 (PrCt)

72931 Spain, Southern - Maps - 1652/Castile (Spain) - Maps - 1652
Les Estats de la couronne de Castille ... Paris : chez Pierre Mariette, 1652 [i.e.1659?].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Somer, J. -- Mariette, Pierre, 1603-1657 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (1658 [i.e. 1659?])
1 map : hand col. ; 40 x 53 cm.
In: Sanson, Nicolas. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (Paris : Pierre Mariette, 1658 [i.e. 1659?]) v. 1, pl. [78]
VAULT Case oversize G1015 .S35 1658 v. 1, pl. [78] (PrCt)

72932 Spain, Southern - Maps - 1680
Regnorum Castellae novae, Andalusiae, Granadae, Valentiae, et Murciae. Amsterdam, [ca. 1680].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Cóvens et Mortier -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:31
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 58 cm.
Koeman Wit v. 3 p. 213 [41].
2172
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6562.S6 1680 W5 (PrCt)

72933 Spain, Southern - Maps - 1682
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Allard, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709 -- Allard, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709.
Atlas minor sive tabuleae geographicae ... [1682?]
-- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 48 x 58 cm.
In: Allard, Carel. Atlas minor sive tabuleae geographice proecipuorum regnorum regionum, insularum, provinidarum, etc. (Amsterdam : C. Allard, 1682?]) pl. 28.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .A4 A pl. 28 (PrCt)

72934 Spain, Southern - Maps - 1700
Regnorum Castellae novae, Andalusiae, Granadae, Valentiae, et Murciae, in episcopatus, etc. Amstelodami [Amsterdam] : Frederic de Wit, [ca. 1700?].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Wit, Frederik de. Atlas [ca. 1700?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 58 cm.
In: Wit, Frederik de. Atlas (Amsterdam : bij Frederick de Wit in de Calverstraet bij den Dam inde Witte Paskaert. [ca. 1700?]) no. [9].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .W8 A no. [9] (PrCt)

72935 Spain, Southern - Maps - 1929/Andalusia (Spain) - Maps - 1929
2nd ed.
Spine title: Muirhead's Southern Spain
'The text of this edition has been completely revised and greatly enlarged by John H. Harvey'--Half t.p. verso.
'With 30 maps and plans.'
Maps by John Bartholomew & Son and McLagan & Cumming.
Printed by J. and J. Gray, Edinburgh.
Includes bibliographical references (p. cv-cvi) and index.
Map on endpapers.
Series: The blue guides -- Blue guide.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copy: G 40 .5991
LC Card Number: 64006742
Baskes G153 .B58 Spain Southern (1964) (NLO)

72936 Spain, Southern - Maps - 1929/Portugal - Maps - 1929
Authors: Muirhead, Findlay, 1860-1935 -- Blue
72937 Spain, Southern - Maps - 1929<->Portugal - Maps - 1929
Southern Spain and Portugal : with Madeira, the Canary Islands, and the Azores : with an atlas of southern Spain and Portugal and 38 other maps and plans / edited by Findlay Muirhead. London ; Paris : Macmillan & Co. ; Librairie Hachette, 1929.
 cxvi, 337, 14 p. : 52 maps and plans (some col., 1 folded) ; 18 cm.
Spine title: Muirhead's southern Spain and Portugal
Maps by John Bartholomew & Son, C.A. le P. Power, and Creak Davis.
Includes bibliographical references (p. cii-ciii, 185-186) and indexes.
Series: The blue guides -- Blue guide.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copy: G 40 .598
LC Card Number: 29019554
Baskes G153 .B58 Spain Southern (1929) (NLO)

72938 Spain, Southern - Maps - 1964
Authors: Muirhead, Findlay, 1860-1935 -- Blue guide -- Ernest Benn Ltd. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
 1 v. : 30 maps ; 16 cm.
2nd ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

72939 Spain, Southern - Maps - 1968
Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag -- Karl Thiemig AG -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
196 p. : 7 maps (some col., some folded) ; 17 cm.
Map inside front cover.
Folded map in pocket.
Includes index.
Series: Grieben-Reiseführer ; Bd. 262

72940 Spain (Berlin, Germany) - Maps - 1977
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
 1 v. : 10 plates
1st ed.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

72941 Spanish-American War, 1898 - Maps
Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1898 -- Shewey, A. C. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
 1 v. : 9 maps ; 355 x 281 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

72942 Spanish-American War, 1898 - Maps
Special map illustrating the Spanish-American War. London : George Philip & Son, [1898?].
Authors: George Philip & Son
 6 maps : col. ; on sheet 71 x 56 cm., folded to 19 x 12 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Contents: [Map of the Atlantic Ocean] -- Seat of war in the West Indies (scale: English miles 69.15: one degree) -- Havana -- Canary Islands -- Philippine Islands -- [Map of the world]
G 10835 .68 (NLO)

72943 Spanish-American War, 1898 - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
 1 atlas : 9 maps ; 36 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .H55 1898 (PrCt)

72944 Spanish-American War, 1898 - Maps<->Atlases - 1898
The Inter Ocean war atlas, showing all fighting territory ... Chicago : Inter Ocean Publishing Co., 1898.
Authors: Inter Ocean Publishing Co. -- Inter Ocean Newspaper Company
 1 atlas (23 p., maps (part. col.)) ; 35 cm.
Scale not given.
Series: Inter Ocean reference series, vol. 1, no. 1
 6A 782 (NLO)

72945 Spanish-American War, 1898 -

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Maps<<>>Atlases - 1898
War atlas : with marginal index. [Chicago? Rand McNally?]. 1898?
Authors: Rand McNally and Company
1 atlas (16 p. : ill., 16 col. maps) ; 36 cm.
Cover title.
Maps by Rand, McNally & Co.
Geog Series v. 10, no. 1 (4/28/98)
Phillips 4521
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 1431
folio G 10835 .7 (NLO)

72946 Spanish-American War, 1898 - Maps<<>>Atlases - 1898
War atlas with marginal index. Chicago : Rand McNally, 1898.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 10 maps ; 36 cm.
'Geographical Series, vol. 10, no. 1, April 28, 1898.'
In yellow paper covers with black border.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .W2 1898 (PrCt)

72947 Spanish-American War, 1898 - Maps<<>>Atlases - 1898
War atlas with marginal index. Chicago : Rand McNally, 1898.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Robertson, W. C.
1 atlas : 10 maps ; 36 cm.
'Geographical Series, vol. 10, no. 1, April 28, 1898.'
In orange paper covers with red type, yellow floral-design border.
With rubber stamp of W. C. Robertson, Carrollton, Ala.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Gift of Joellen E. Austin, 2008.
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .W2 1898, copy 2 (PrCt)

72948 Spanish-American War, 1898 - Maps<<>>Atlases - 1898
War atlas. Chicago : Rand McNally, 1898.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 8 maps ; 365 x 286 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

72949 Spanish cartography - America - History - 1500-1699<<>>Cartography - America - History - 1500-1699<<>>Cartography, Spanish
SEE Spanish cartography
Spain maps her 'New World'. 1992.
Authors: Buisseret, David
BHC 1373
Vert 975 (PrCt)

Atlas portatif pour l'intelligence des relations des dernières guerres, publiées sans plans; notamment pour la vie de Napoléon, par le général baron de Jomini. Paris : Anselin, 1840.
Authors: Jomini, Antoine Henri, baron de, b. 1779-1869 -- Anselin, Auguste-Édouard-Gabriel, b. 1784
1 v. : 36 map plates ; 26 cm.
Includes maps of the War of Spanish Succession.
folio U 039 .456 (NLO)

72951 Spanish Town (Jamaica) - City planning - History<<>>City planning - Jamaica - Spanish Town - History
Re-imagining public space : Jamaica's main square 1534-2000 / James C. Robertson. [Kingston, Jamaica : University of the west Indies, 2009].
Vert 569, no. 2 (PrCt)

72952 Sparks, Jared, 1789-1866 - Map Collections<<>>Cornell University. Library. Sparks Map Collection
The Sparks map collection. 1978.
Authors: Berthelsen, Barbara P.
Vert 483 (PrCt)

72953 Sparks, John Bertram, 1886-1949
[Biographical sketch and obituaries of John B. Sparks, developer of the 'Histomap'] . 2 p. ; 28 cm.
Vert 1860, no. 2 (PrCt)

72954 Sparks, John Bertram, 1886-1949 Histomap of world history<<>>World history - Charts, diagrams, etc.<<>>Chronology, Historical - Charts, diagrams, etc.
Foreword to the Histomap of world history. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [ca. 1955].
Authors: Sparks, John Bertram, 1886-1949 -- Rand McNally and Company
4p. ; 28 cm.
Vert 1860, no. 1 (PrCt)

72955 Spartanburg County (S.C.) - Maps - 1825 - Landowners<<>>Cherokee County (S.C.) - Maps - 1825 - Landowners<<>>Counties -
72956  Specklin, Daniel, 1536-1589
Authors: Norton, Margaret Williams
Typescript.
BHC 1889
Vert 1457 (PrCt)

72957  Speed, John, 1552?-1629
[Letters concerning collection of John Speed atlases collected by Eu. Gardner]. 1948 and
1981.
2 manuscript letters ; 21 x 16 cm. and 30 x 21 cm. Includes 1948 letter signed Eu. (?) Gardner (?)
and 1981 letter signed by his widow Dorothy C. Stone.
BHC 2249
Vert 1807 (PrCt)

72958  Spencer County (Ind.) - Maps - 1879 - Landowners - Counties - Maps
An Illustrated historical atlas of Spencer County, Indiana / from actual surveys under the direction
of B. N. Griffing. [S.l. s.n., 197-7].
Authors: Griffing, B. N. -- D.J. Lake & Company
1 atlas (67 p.) : ill., maps ; 36 cm.
oversize Ayer 135 .M6 1825 pl. [25] (PrCt)

72959  Spencer County (Ind.) - Maps - 1920-1929 - Landowners - Counties - Maps
Plat book of [Spencer County, Indiana]. Rockford, Ill. W.W. Hixson & Co., [192-7].
Authors: W.W. Hixson & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([12] leaves) : 12 maps ; 22 x 28 cm.
Cover title.
"Plat book of" printed, "Spencer County, Indiana" written in ms. on cover.
"Spencer Co., Ind."--On all maps.
Scale not given.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

72960  Spencer County (Ind.) - Maps - 1920-1929 - Landowners - Counties - Maps
Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Spencer County 4-H Junior Leaders (Ind.) -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (32 p.) : 15 maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
"Sponsored by Spencer County 4-H Junior Leaders."
Includes index to owners and business directory.
Scale [1:50,688]. 1 1/4 in. = 1 mile.
"Office copy."
Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G4093.S5G46 1920z .H5 (NLO)

72961  Spencer County (Ind.) - Maps - 1979 - Landowners - Counties - Maps
Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Spencer County 4-H Junior Leaders (Ind.) -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (34 p.) : 16 maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
"Rev. 1979."
"Sponsored by Spencer County 4-H Junior Leaders."
Includes index to owners and business directory.
Scale [ca. 1:50,688]. 1 1/4 in. = 1 mile.
Advertisements on cover and interspersed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 81675132

72962  Spezzart (Germany) - Maps - 1910 - Road maps
Wanderkarte vom Spezzart... [ca. 1910].
Authors: Werbrun, Götz
1 map : col. ; 77 x 57 cm.
Scale 1:100,000.
Shows suggested 'Touristenwege.'
Notes on points of interest and suggested tours on verso.
Gift, 1987
4309
map6F G6297.S65P2 1910 W4 (PrCt)

72963  Spezzart (Germany) - Maps - 1935
Authors: Grieben-Verleger -- Grieben-Verlag -- Kraatz, Leopold -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
Spessart (Germany) - Maps - 1963
Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag
-- Karl Thiemig AG -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
211 p. : 2 maps (some col., some folded) ; 17 cm.
Map inside front cover.
Includes index.
Series: Grieben-Reiseführer ; Bd. 137
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Vault G153 .G75 Bd. 137 (1963) (NLO)

Speyer (France) - Maps - 1689 - Pictorial works
Authors: Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718 --
Padoani, Domenico, fl. 1689 -- Edward E. Ayer
Collection (Newberry Library) -- Coronelli,
Vincenzo, 1650-1718. Citta, fortezze, isole, e
porti principale dell' Europa ... (1689)
1 map ; 13 x 44 cm.
In: Coronelli, Vincenzo. Citta, fortezze, isole, e
porti principale dell' Europa, in pianti, et in
elutione, descritte, e publicate ad uso dell'
Academia cosmografica degli argonauti [(Venice]
: Domenico Padoani, 1689) pl. [25]. One of two
plates printed on same sheet, opening [25].
Vault folio Ayer 135 .C8 1689 pl. 25 (PrCt)

Speyer (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1552<<>>Woodcuts
Die Stat Spira / H. F. [Basel : Heinrich Petri,
1552].
Authors: H. F., 16th cent. -- F., H., 16th cent. --
Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Münster,
Sebastian, 1489-1552. Cosmographiae
uniuersalis ... (1552) -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579
-- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : hand col. woodcut ; 17 x 38 cm., on
sheet 32 x 40 cm.
Added letterpress title above woodcut: Nemetum
cuiiatituis uetustissimae pictura ... .
Letterpress text on verso: Civitas Spiren sis cuius
olim incolae ... .
In: Münster, Sebastian. Cosmographiae
uniuersalis ... (Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552),
[between p. 474-475].
References: Mickwitz and Miekkavaara, A.E.
Nordensköld collection in the Helsinki University

474-475] (PrCt)

Speyer (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1552<<>>Woodcuts
[View of Speyer, Germany]. [Basel : Heinrich
Petri, 1552].
Authors: Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 --
Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552. Cosmographiae
uniuersalis ... (1552) -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579
-- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : woodcut ; 6 x 8 cm., on sheet 32 x 21
cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
In: Münster, Sebastian. Cosmographiae
uniuersalis ... (Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552), p.
473
Possibly an inaccurate view, since some of the
woodcuts in this volume were used for more than
one town.
Vault folio Ayer 7 .M8 1552, p. 473 (PrCt)

Speyer (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1620
Spira celebris admodum imperij & episcopalis in
Germania ... [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541
-- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590
-- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Münster, Sebastian,
1489-1552 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 view : hand col. ; 11 x 46 cm. on sheet 41 x 54
cm.
View derived from a 1550 woodcut by Sebastian
Münster; see R.A. Skelton's Introduction to the
1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.
Added title in uppercase lettering: Spira.
On same sheet with: Florentissimae ciuitatis
Heidelbergenis Palatinatus metropolis ... --
Wormacia verustissima Vangionum civitas ... .
Latin letterpress text on verso under titles:
Heidelberga -- Spira -- Wormatia.
In: Braun, Georg and Franz Hogenberg. Civitates
orbis terrarum [Cologne: Pieter von Brachel?, ca.
1620] v. 1, plate 34
Vault oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 1, pl. 34
(PrCt)

Speyer (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1657
Spira celebris admodum imperij & episcopalis in
Germania ... [Amsterdam : Jan Jansson,
1657].
Authors: Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664 -- Jansson,
Jan, 1588-1664. Urbium totius Germaniae
svperiorus illustrorum clariorumque tabulae ...
Pars posterior [i.e. prior] (1657) -- Jansson, Jan,
1588-1664. Theatrum urbium (1657)
1 view : hand col. ; 11 x 47 cm., on sheet 49 x 59
cm.
Added title in uppercase lettering: Spira.
On same sheet with: Florentissimae ciuitatis
Heidelbergenis Palatinatus metropolis ... --
Wormacia verustissima Vangionum civitas ... .
Latin letterpress text on verso under section

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
titles: Heidelberga -- Spira -- Wormatia.
In: Jansson, Jan. Urbium totius Germaniae
superioris illustrorium clariorumque tabulae...
Pars posterior [i.e. prior] 1657, [plate 61].
Issued in volume [2] of 8 in Jansson's townbook
atlases, collectively known as the Theatrum
urbium (Amsterdam: Jan Jansson, 1657).
References: Krogt, Peter van der. Koeman's
Atlantes Neerlandici, vol. IV-1 (2010), p. 274 and
Case oversize G 117.452, v. 2, [plate 61]
(PrCt)

72970 Spilsbury, John, 1730?-1795? Jigsaw puzzle maps - History -
1700-1799 Geography - Study and
teaching - Great Britain - History - 1700-1799
Neatly dissected: for the instruction of young
ladies and gentlemen in the knowledge of
geography: John Spilsbury and early dissected
puzzles. Los Angeles: Cotsen Occasional Press,
1999.
Authors: Shefrin, Jill -- Cotsen Children's
Library--Los Angeles -- Newberry Library. John
M. Wing Foundation
40 p.: col. ill., maps (some col.); 20 x 24 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 40).
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the
Newberry Library.
ISBN 0966608429
Wing G76.5.G7 S54 1999 (NLO)

72971 Spink County (S.D.) - Maps - 1899 -
Landowners Counties Maps - Landowners - Maps
[Spink County (S.D.) - 1899: LC G&M land
ownership maps on microfiche]. [Washington,
D.C.] : LC G&M Division, [1983?].
Authors: Peterson, E. Frank -- Gunderson, A. B.
-- Erickson, T. O. -- Library of Congress.
Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division
land ownership maps
1 map; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 2 parts, 23.5 x 37 in. each. Scale
Frank Peterson, 1899.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing
19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map
Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
[Washington, D.C. : Library of Congress,
Geography and Map Division, 1983?].
Microfiche 583, no. 865 (PrCt)

72972 Spithead Channel (England) - Maps - 1799 -
Nautical charts Nautical charts - Spithead
Channel (England) - Maps - 1799 Nautical charts
Chart of the coast of Hampshire from Portsmouth
to Southampton Water with part of the Isle of
Wight... 1799 [i.e. 1816?].
Authors: Faden, William, 1749-1836 -- Knight,
[General atlas of modern geography ...]
[1775-1816] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map: hand col.; 61 x 51 cm.
In: Faden, William [and others]. [General atlas of
modern geography: a collection of large scale
maps and charts of all parts of the world]
[(London, etc.: W. Faden, etc., 1775-1816)] v. 1,
pl. 16.
Imprint on map: London...Faden...1799
Verso handstamped '12.'
oversize Ayer 135.G3 1775 v. 1, pl. 16 (PrCt)

72973 Spitsbergen Island (Norway) - Maps -
1625<>Edge Island (Norway) - Maps -
1625<>Spitzbergen Island (Norway) SEE
Spitsbergen Island (Norway)<<>Vestspitsbergen (Norway) SEE
Spitsbergen Island (Norway)<<>West Spitsbergen (Norway) SEE
Spitsbergen Island (Norway)<<>Bear Island (Norway) SEE ALSO
Svalbard (Norway)<<>Edge Island (Norway) SEE ALSO Svalbard
(Norway)<<>Spitsbergen Island (Norway)
SEE ALSO Svalbard (Norway)
Greenland [i.e. Spitsbergen Island]. [London: Printed by W.
Stansby for H. Fetherstone, 1625].
Authors: Purchas, Samuel, 1577?-1626 --
Purchas, Samuel, 1577?-1626. Purchas his
pilgrimes (1625) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map: copper engraving; 29.3 x 35.6 cm.
In: Purchas, Samuel. Purchas his pilgrimes
(London: Printed by W. Stansby for H.
Fetherstone, 1625), v. 3, pp. 472-473.
The page numbers 472 and 473 are engraved in
the upper corners of the plate, which is found
between the text pages numbered 472 and 473.
Includes 10 vignettes in left and right margins
showing scenes of whaling and sealing; in bottom
margin, a vignette showing "the manner of killing
beares."
Digital image available on Library of Congress
(PrCt)

72974 Spitsbergen Island (Norway) - Maps - 1662
Spitsberga. [Amsterdam: Joan Blaeu, 1662].
Authors: Blaeu, Joan, 1596-1673 -- Gerald F.
Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map; 37 x 48 cm.
Detached from Blaeu, Joan. Atlas Major
( Amsterdam, 1662) v.1.
Latin text on verso with following title: Spitzberga
[signature C, p.21, 22].
Koeman v.1 p. 21 Bl 56 [437].
Fitzgerald polar map 184 (PrCt)

72975 Spitsbergen Island (Norway) - Maps - 1676
Spitzberga. Amsterdam : apud G. Valk et P.
Schenk, [1676 or later].

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Authors: Schenk & Valck, Amsterdam -- Janssonius van Waeberge, Johannes, fl. 1642-1681 -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library) -- Waeberge, Johannes Janssonius van, fl. 1642-1681 SEE Janssonius van Waeberge, Johannes, fl. 1642-1681
1 map : hand col. ; 40 x 50 cm.
Detached from an atlas; MS. '36' on verso. Probably printed from a revised J. J. v. Waeberge plate: according to Koeman, Shenk & Valk bought Waeberge's plates in 1676 (v.2 p.162). Koeman does not attribute an original Spitsbergen map to Shenk & Valk (see v.3 p.119-121 and 137-140). Koeman reprints a catalog which lists Waeberge maps published in Schenk & Valk editions of the Novus Atlas. The catalog lists 'Spitsberga' as no. 9 (v.3 p.111).

Fitzgerald polar map 185 (PrCt)

72976 Spitsbergen Island (Norway) - Maps- 1899 - Harbors
9 maps ; on sheet 70 x 53 cm.
'Published at the Admiralty, 8th May 1899, under the superintendence of Rear Admiral W. J. L. Wharton...Hydrographer. Sold by J. D. Potter, agent for the Admiralty charts, 145 Minories.'
Contents: Danes I.: Robbe Bay [16 x 14 cm.] -- Kings Bay: Blomstrand Harbour [16 x 14 cm.] -- Kings Bay: Coal Haven [16 x 10 cm.] -- Ice Fiord: Sassen and Temple Bays [18 x 25 cm.] -- Ice Fiord: Coal Bay [18 x 24 cm.] -- Ice Fiord: Green Harbour [27 x 13 cm.] -- Temple Bay: Bjona Haven [11 x 12 cm.] -- Bell Sound: Middle Hook Haven [16 x 12 cm.] -- Bell Sound: Fleur de Lys and Bourbon Havens [27 x 24 cm.].
Fitzgerald polar map188 (PrCt)

72977 Spitsbergen Island (Norway) - Maps - 1911
1 map ; 74 x 65 cm.
Added title: Arctic Ocean: Spitsbergen--north coast.
'Published at the Admiralty, 1st Augt. 1901, under the superintendence of Rear Admiral W. J. L. Wharton ... Hydrographer. Sold by J. D. Potter, agent for the Admiralty charts, 145 Minories.'
'New edition 28th December 1911.'
'Small corrections.'
Insets (attributed to Lieuts. G. Norselius and E. Arnelius of the Swedish Royal Navy, 1897 and 1900): Danes Gat [26 x 41 cm.] -- Fair Haven and approaches [32 x 24 cm.].
Fitzgerald polar map 190 (PrCt)

72978 Spitsbergen Island (Norway) - Maps - 1911 - Harbors
Anchorage on the west and north coasts of Spitsbergen / Engraved by Davies & Company. London : Admiralty, [1911?].
11 maps ; on sheet 63 x 99 cm.
Maps variously attributed to J. P. Rolleston, George L. Atkinson, Albert the Prince of Monaco, Henry Foster, the Swedish Polar Expedition, and plans by the Swedish and French governments.
'Published at the Admiralty, 18th May, 1896, under the superintendence of Rear Admiral W. J. L. Wharton...Hydrographer. Sold by J. D. Potter, agent for the Admiralty charts, 145 Minories.'
'New editions Aug. 1897, Oct. 1898, April 1900, Aug. 1901, 2nd August 1911.'
'Small corrections XII-16.'
Contents: Bell Sound: Recherche Bay [35 x 41 cm.] -- Bear Island: South Haven [20 x 16 cm.] -- Cross Bay (Close Cove) [29 x 22 cm.] -- Ice Fiord: Skans Bay [28 x 20 cm.] -- Ice Fiord: Advent Anche. -- Bear Island (Cherry I.) [19 x 16 cm.] -- Cross Bay: Port Möller [15 x 13 cm.] -- Hamburg Bay [7 x 9 cm.] -- Beverly Sound [13 x 21 cm.] -- Treurenburg Bay [24 x 16 cm.] -- Port Signe [8 x 13 cm.] -- Cross Bay: Ebeltofts Haven (Cross Road) [11 x 13 cm.]. Ruled area blank on right side (63 x 29 cm.).
Fitzgerald polar map191 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Authors: Isachsen, Gunnar -- Koller, A.
-- Hendriksen, O. -- Ween, Th. -- Barlag, T. H.
Norske Spitsbergen ekspedition (1909-1910)
Erhard Bros. (Firm) -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald
Collection (Newberry Library) -- Erhard Freres
SEE Erhard Bros. (Firm)
1 map : col. ; 143 x 76 cm. on 2 sheets
Added title: Océan Glacial Arctique.
8 lines of text list map sources used in compilation, variously dated 1900-1913.
Insets: [Location map: Svalbard, 20 x 16 cm.] -- Mer de Norvège [19 x 12 cm.].
Scale 1:200,000.
Fitzgerald polar map 192 (PrCt)

72980
Spitsbergen Island (Norway) - Maps - 1920 - Harbors
9 maps : col. ; on sheet 75 x 91 cm.
Imprint date 1912; 3 handstamps read 'Rettet til 1918 [-1920] Norges Sj_kartverk'.
Plate no.: 198.
Handstamp, lower right: 7:18.
Fitzgerald polar map 197 (PrCt)

72981
Spitsbergen Island (Norway) - Maps - 1949 - Cambridge Spitsbergen Expedition (1949)
Authors: Royal Geographical Society (Great Britain) -- Cambridge Spitsbergen Expedition (1949) -- Harland, W. B. -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 64 x 46 cm.
Scale 1:125,000.
Location map in left margin: Svalbard [7 x 6 cm.].
Inset map: Index to compilation: scale 1:350,000 [with table of symbols showing contributions of Cambridge Spitsbergen Expeditions (1930, 1938, 1949), Oxford Arctic Expedition (1933), Expédition Française au Spitsberg (1946) and Norweigan photo survey (1925)].
Printed in lower right: Central Vestspitsbergen. Harland.
Fitzgerald polar map 203 (PrCt)

72982
Split (Croatia) - Maps - 1574 - Split Region (Croatia) - Maps - 1574 - Spalato (Croatia)
SEE Split (Croatia)
Spalato citta nobile et antiqua ... nella Dalmatia ... Venetiani [Venice : Giovanni Francesco Camocio?, 1574?].
Authors: Camocio, Giovanni Francesco, 16th cent. -- Camocio, Giovanni Francesco, 16th cent. [Isole famose porti, fortezze, e terre maritime sottoposte alla Ser.ma Sig.ria di Venetia ad altri principi christiani, et al Sig.or Turco] [1574?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 15 x 21 cm.
Relief shown pictorially.
In atlas lacking title page: Camocio, Giovanni Francesco. [Isole famose porti, fortezze, e terre maritime sottoposte alla Ser.ma Sig.ria di Venetia ad altri principi christiani, et al Sig.or Turco, nouame[n]te poste in luce] [Venice? : Alla libraria del segno di S. Marco? ; G.F. Camocio?, 1574?], [plate 9].
Manuscript no. 9 at upper right.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
VAULT Baskes folio G1955 .C3 1574, [plate 9] (PrCt)

72983
Split (Croatia) - Maps - 1840 - Pictorial works
Spalato. [Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, 1840].
Authors: Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846 -- Lea & Blanchard -- Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846, The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (1840) 1 view ; 3 x 7 cm.
In: Murray, Hugh. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, successors to Carey & Co., for George W. Gorton, 1840) v. 2, p. 129.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Spokane County (Wash.) - Maps - 1957-1965 - Landowners - Counties - Maps


Spokane Region (Wash.) - Maps - 1937 - Spokane (Wash.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps Road maps Road maps Road maps Shell street guide and metropolitan map of Spokane and vicinity ... Chicago : H. M. Gousha Company, [1937?]. Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1 map : col. ; 43 x 50 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell : metropolitan Spokane.
Dated 1938 incorrectly (?) on RMcN AE 164 ms. index
Plate nos. "469-S." and "K-3"
Maps on verso (28 x 43 cm and 21 x 29 cm.):
Streep map of Spokane -- Downtown Spokane.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 18 1938 ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 164.56 (PrCt)

Spokane Region (Wash.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Street guide and metropolitan map of Spokane and vicinity / Shell. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1938?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3265 (PrCt)

Spokane Region (Wash.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Street guide and metropolitan map of Spokane and vicinity / Shell. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1939].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3582 (PrCt)

Spokane Region (Wash.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Shell map of Spokane and vicinity. Chicago : H. M. Gousha Company, [1946].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 50 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell : metropolitan Spokane and vicinity.
Date from RMcN AE 166 ms. index.
Plate nos. "469-S." and "10-M-1939-1"
Maps on verso (28 x 34 cm and 21 x 28 cm.):
Shell street map of Spokane -- Downtown Spokane.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Aug 10 1939 ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 165.57 (PrCt)

Spokane Region (Wash.) - Pictorial works - 1940 - Grand Coulee Dam (Wash.) - Pictorial works - 1940 - Washington (State) - Pictorial works - 1940
Panoramic perspective of the Spokane region :
including the geological and scenic wonderland embracing the Grand Coulee Dam, as it will appear when the development is completed ...
[S.l., s.n., 1940?].

Authors: Inland-American Printing Co.

1 view

Coverage extends to Glacier Park in the northeast, Kennewick in the south, Pullman in the southeast, and the B.C. border on the north.

Never received?

2000572802 on order (NLO)

72995 Spokane (Wash.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps


Authors: Inland Automobile Association -- American Automobile Association -- Hotel Greeters of America. Spokane Greeters tourist guide to Spokane, northern Idaho & Montana, 1938

1 map : 19 x 21 cm. fold. to 10 x 22 cm.


North arrow includes AAA logo.

"Hotel Greeters of America, Spokane Greeters, Charter No. 8" -- p. 8 of booklet

F899.57 S76 1938 (NLO)

72996 Spokane (Wash.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps


Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Panel art: cityscape.

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 3958 (PrCt)

72999 Spokane (Wash.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps


Authors: Union Oil Company of California -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 33 x 50 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Spokane street map.

Date from RMcN AE 145 ms. index.

Plate no. W. 4121

Map on verso (16 x 16 cm.): Downtown Spokane.

Panel art: Cartoons of Union "Minute Men."

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 145.17 (PrCt)

73000 Spokane (Wash.) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps


Authors: Union Oil Company of California -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 33 x 50 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Spokane street map.

Date from RMcN AE 146 ms. index.

Plate no. X. 4121

Map on verso (16 x 16 cm.): Downtown Spokane.

Panel art: Cartoon of confused motorists in car among Lost Ave. road signs over happy motorists in car with Union Oil road map.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 146.4 (PrCt)

73001 Spokane (Wash.) - Maps - 1942 - Road...
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

maps Spokean Region (Wash.) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Shell map of Spokane and vicinity. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1942?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: Spokane.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4588 (PrCt)

73005 Spokane (Wash.) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Spokane city map ... Union Oil Company.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1947].
Authors: Union Oil Company of California -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 33 x 50 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Spokane street map.
Date from RMcN AE 146 ms. index.
Plate no. 474121
Map on verso (16 x 16 cm.): Downtown Spokane.
Panel art: Cartoon of motorists in car at pump with Union "Minute Men."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 146.29 (PrCt)

73006 Spokane (Wash.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Spokane city map ... Union Oil Company.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1948].
Authors: Union Oil Company of California -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 33 x 50 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Spokane street map.
Date from RMcN AE 146 ms. index.
Plate no. 484121
Map on verso (16 x 16 cm.): Downtown Spokane.
Panel art: Cartoon of motorists in car at pump with Union "Minute Men."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 146.39 (PrCt)

73007 Spokane (Wash.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Spokane Region (Wash.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Shell map of Spokane and vicinity. Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
maps
Spokane city map ... Union Oil Company.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1956].
Authors: Union Oil Company of California -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 33 x 50 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Spokane street map.
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4122 (PrCt)

Spokane (Wash.) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps
Spokane city map. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Company, [1956?].
Authors: Union Oil Company of California -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 33 x 50 cm., folded to 18 x 9 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Spokane street map.
Issued for the Union Oil Company of California.
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4497 (PrCt)

Spokane (Wash.) - Maps - 1957 - Road maps
Spokane city map. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Company, [1957?].
Authors: Union Oil Company of California -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 33 x 50 cm., folded to 18 x 9 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Spokane street map.
Issued for the Union Oil Company of California.
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4523 (PrCt)

Spokane (Wash.) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps
Spokane city map / 76 Union. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Co., c1966.
Authors: Union Oil Company of California -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress.
Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 71 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Spokane street map.
Issued for the Union Oil Company of California.
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4543 (PrCt)

Spokane (Wash.) - Maps - 1967 - Road maps
Authors: Union Oil Company of California -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress.
Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 71 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Spokane street map.
Issued for the Union Oil Company of California.
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4543 (PrCt)

Spokane (Wash.) - Maps - 1968 - Road maps
Authors: Mobil Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 70 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Street map of Spokane.
Plate no. 65624121-4
Inset (10 x 9 cm.): [Map of the Spokane and Colville regions].
Maps on verso (19 x 19 cm. and 12 x 9 cm.): Downtown Spokane -- [Map of the Spokane and Walla Walla regions].
Panel art: nine Mobil winged horse logos.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4543 (PrCt)
Authors: Union Oil Company of California -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress.
Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 71 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Spokane street map.
Plate no. 69-624121-6.
Map on verso (19 x 19 cm.): Downtown Spokane.
Verso includes aerial photograph of Spokane (7 x 17 cm.)
Panel art: 76 Union sign against night sky.
Includes two certificate no. handstamps from the Register of Copyrights, Library of Congress,
Washington, D.C.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4527 (Pr Ct)

73020 Spokane (Wash.) - Maps - 1969 - Road maps
Authors: Union Oil Company of California -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress.
Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 71 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Spokane street map.
Plate no. 69-624121-7.
Map on verso (19 x 19 cm.): Downtown Spokane.
Verso includes aerial photograph of Spokane (7 x 17 cm.)
Panel art: 76 Union sign and slogan "When you're looking for someone to look after you, look up to 76."
F50857.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4585 (Pr Ct)

73021 Spokane (Wash.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 70 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.
"1975 Edition"
Panel title.
Added title: Phillips 66 street map of Spokane.
Plate no. 74624121-12.
Inset (7 x 11 cm.): [Northern continuation of main map].
Map on verso (19 x 19 cm.): Downtown Spokane.
Panel art: illustration of goose flying over mountain landscape.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2078 (Pr Ct)

73022 Spokane (Wash.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. EasyFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; fold. to 24 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Uniform title: EasyFinder Laminated.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
ISBN 0528955934
RMcN Road Map 2004 SpoWA (Pr Ct)

73023 Spoleto (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1613
Authors: Thomassin, Philippe, fl. ca. 1600-1613 -- Parentii, Francesco, fl. 1612 -- Ludwig Rosenthal's Antiquariat -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view ; on sheet 398 x 537 mm.
Dedication at left: All'illmo. e eccmo. ... Sr. Paolo Giordano Orfino ... il po. di Decembre 1613 ...
Francesco Parentii.
References 1-88 at bottom left.
Bella and Bella, Cartografia rara ... dalla collezione Franco Novacco (1986) p. 137, no. 129.
Ex Rosenthal.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
152
Novacco 4F 279 (Pr Ct)

73024 Spotsylvania County (Va.) - Maps - 1860-1869 - Landowners<<=>=Counties - Maps<<=>=Landowners - Maps
Authors: Confederate States of America. Army -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: Photocopy (negative), 12 parts, 17.5 x 21.5 in. each. Scale 1:80,000. Originally compiled [186-?].

**Microfiche 583, no. 1319 (PrCr)**

73025 **Spotsylvania County (Va.) - Maps - 1860-1869 - Landowners<< Counties - Maps<< Landowners - Maps**

Authors: Edward Stanford Ltd. -- Rees, Hugh -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: Photocopy (positive), 11.5 x 17.5 in. Scale 1:90,000. Originally published London (Eng.): Hugh Rees, [186-?]. Only covers part of the county.

**Microfiche 583, no. 1352 (PrCr)**

73026 **Spotsylvania County (Va.) - Maps - 1860-1869 - Landowners<< Counties - Maps<< Landowners - Maps**

Authors: Hoffman, Jacob Paul -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: Photocopy (negative), 14.5 x 23.5 in. Scale 1:155,000. Originally compiled [186-?].

**Microfiche 583, no. 1351 (PrCr)**

73027 **Spotsylvania County (Va.) - Maps - 1860-1869 - Landowners - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<< Manuscript maps - Facsimiles<< Counties - Maps<< Landowners - Maps**

Authors: Library of Congress. Hotchkiss map collection. No. 59 -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: Manuscript, 23 x 16 in. Scale 1:80,000. Originally compiled [186-?].

**Microfiche 583, no. 1348 (PrCr)**

73028 **Spotsylvania County (Va.) - Maps - 1860-1869 - Landowners - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<< Manuscript maps - Facsimiles<< Counties - Maps<< Landowners - Maps**

Authors: Library of Congress. Hotchkiss map collection. No. 61 -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: Manuscript, 23 x 16.5 in. Scale 1:80,000. Originally compiled [186-?].

**Microfiche 583, no. 1350 (PrCr)**

73029 **Spotsylvania County (Va.) - Maps - 1860-1869 - Landowners - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<< Manuscript maps - Facsimiles<< Counties - Maps<< Landowners - Maps**

Authors: Library of Congress. Hotchkiss map collection. No. 62 -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: Manuscript, 16.5 x 27 in. Scale 1:126,720. Originally compiled [186-?].

**Microfiche 583, no. 1351 (PrCr)**

73030 **Spotsylvania County (Va.) - Maps - 1860-1869 - Landowners - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<< Manuscript maps -**
Facsimiles<<Counties -
Maps<<Landowners - Maps
Authors: Library of Congress. Hotchkiss map collection. No. 60 -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: Manuscript, 23 x 16 in. Scale 1:80,000. Originally compiled [1866].
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps: Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 1349 (PrCt)

73031 Spotsylvania County (Va.) - Maps - 1862 - Landowners - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<Manuscript maps - Facsimiles<<Counties -
Maps<<Landowners - Maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: Manuscript, 42 x 46 in. Scale 1:40,000. Originally compiled 1862.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps: Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 1353 (PrCt)

73032 Spotsylvania County (Va.) - Maps - 1863 - Landowners<<Counties -
Maps<<Landowners - Maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Only covers part of the county.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps: Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 1354 (PrCt)

73033 Spotsylvania County (Va.) - Maps - 1864 - Landowners<<Counties -
Maps<<Landowners - Maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Only covers part of the county.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps: Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 1355 (PrCt)

73034 Spree Forest (Germany) - Maps - 1913<<Spreewald (Germany) SEE Spree Forest (Germany)
Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag -- Fahlisch, P. -- Goldschmidt, Albert -- Kraatz, Leopold -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
48, 8 p., [1] folded leaf of plates : 3 col. maps (some folded) ; 16 cm.
Maps lithographed by Leopold Kraatz.
Advertisements: 8 p. at end.
Includes index.
Series: Griebens Reiseführer ; Bd. 51 Formats part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 51 (1913) (NLO)

73035 Spree Forest (Germany) - Maps - 1920
Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag -- Fahlisch, P. -- Goldschmidt, Albert -- Kraatz, Leopold -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
47, 4 p., [1] folded leaf of plates : 3 col. maps (some folded) ; 16 cm.
Maps lithographed by Leopold Kraatz.
Advertisements: 4 p. at end.
Includes index.
Series: Griebens Reiseführer ; Bd. 51 Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
73036  
**Spring Grove Cemetery (Cincinnati, Ohio) - Maps - 1867**  
*Spring Grove Cemetery (Cincinnati, Ohio) - Pictorial works - 1867*  
*Map and views of Spring Grove cemetery, Cincinnati, Ohio.* [Cincinnati?] : Published by H.C. Ruggles, C.E., 1867.  
Authors: Ruggles, H. C., fl. 1867 -- Bising & Gerlach Lith. (Cincinnati, Ohio) -- Taylor, Harriet, d. 1931  
1 map and 6 views ; on sheet 82 x 55 cm.  
'Bising & Gerlach, lith., Cincinnati:' Includes directory of cemetery board of directors and references 1-90.  
Cadastral map.  
Scale not given.  
Removed from the papers of Harriet Taylor, Newberry Library Genealogy Department supervisor between 1900-1931; forms part of the Newberry Library Archives, Subgroup No. 15 (Reader Services Department Personal Papers, RG 11/15/01).  
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).  
RMcN Clients 2397 (PrCt)

73037  
**Spring Grove Cemetery (Cincinnati, Ohio) - Maps - 1906**  
*Spring Grove Cemetery (Cincinnati, Ohio) - Wall maps*  
*Map of the improved portion of the cemetery of Spring Grove, Cincinnati, O. Cincinnati:* Henderson Lithographing Co., [1906?].  
Authors: Punshon, Thomas B. -- Salway, William -- Henderson Lithographing Co. -- Taylor, Harriet, d. 1931  
1 map ; 104 x 67 cm. fold. to 21 cm.  
'William Salway, superintendent. Thomas B. Punshon, engineer.' Includes directory of cemetery board of directors dated 1906.  
Cadastral map.  
Scale not given.  
Lightly annotated.  
Removed from the papers of Harriet Taylor, Newberry Library Genealogy Department supervisor between 1900-1931; forms part of the Newberry Library Archives, Subgroup No. 15 (Reader Services Department Personal Papers, RG 11/15/01).  
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).  
ISBN 0528873091  
RMcN StrFdr 2008 .M38 (PrCt)

73039  
**Springfield (Mass.) - 2008 - Road maps**  
*Springfield Region (Mass.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps*  
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- NAVTEQ (Firm) -- Rand McNally and Company.  
Street guide -- Rand McNally and Company.  
StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 atlas (various pagings) ; col. maps ; 28 cm.  
"1st edition." -- front cover  
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.  
"$14.95" -- back cover  
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).  
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).  
RMcN Clients 2397 (PrCt)

73040  
**Springfield (Mass.) - Engine houses (Railroads) - Pictorial works - 1847**  
*Springfield (Mass.) - Pictorial works - 1847*  
*Interior of engine house, at Springfield [Massachusetts] / Lossing sc. [Boston : Bradbury & Guild, 1847].*  
Authors: Lossing, Benson John, 1813--1891 -- Guild, William.  
A Chart and description of the Boston and Worcester and Western Railroads ... (1847) -- Boston and Worcester Railroad Corporation -- Western Rail-Road Corporation  
1 view ; 7 x 9 cm., on sheet 18 x 11 cm.  
Caption title.  
Running title in top margin: Chart of the Western Railroad. Worcester and Western Railroads.  
Wood engraving surrounded by letterpress text. Not drawn to scale.  
Springfield, Mass. coordinates: (W 72°35'25"/N 42°06'05")  
In: Guild, William. A Chart and description of the
Springfield (Mass.) - Maps - 1913 - Road maps
Map of the city of Springfield [Massachusetts].
Authors: Springfield and Harford Guide Company (Springfield, Mass.) -- Springfield and Harford Guide Company (Springfield, Mass.) Seeing Springfield (1913)
1 map ; 27 x 37 cm., folded to 17 x 11 cm.
Added title in bottom margin: Street map of Springfield, Mass.
Street index on verso.
Issued in serial publication: Springfield and Harford Guide Company. Seeing Springfield v. 1, no. 9 (December 1913), inside back cover. 48 p. : maps, ill. ; 19 cm.
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).
Road map4C G3764.S7P2 1913 _S6 (PrCt)

Springfield (Mass.) - Maps - 2000 - Road maps
Berkshire County (Mass.) - Maps - 2000 - Road maps
Franklin County (Mass.) - Maps - 2000 - Road maps
Hampden County (Mass.) - Maps - 2000 - Road maps
Counties - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (208 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
$15.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN StrFdr 2000 .M38 (PrCt)

Springfield (Mo.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps
Joplin (Mo.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. EasyFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; fold. to 25 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Uniform title: EasyFinder
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
ISBN 052885710X
RMcN Road Map 2006 SprMO (PrCt)

Springfield Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1979 - Topographic maps
[Springfield, Illinois] : Moscow?
1 map : col. ; 37 x 44 cm.
Revised to 2001? ('10-16-01' printed at upper right).
Scale 1:200,000.
Coordinates (W 90°--W 89°/N 40°--N 39°20').
Relief shown by contours.
Sample of Russian topographic mapping of the United States; coverage at this scale nearly complete in some 18,000 sheets.
map2F G4104.S6A1 1979 S6 (PrCt)

Springfield Region (Mass.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Citigraph of Springfield ... Standard Oil of New York, division of Socony-Vacuum Oil Company, Inc. New York City : General Drafting Co., Inc., [1937?].
Authors: Standard Oil Company of New York -- Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- General Drafting Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 16 x 14 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Socony citigraph of Springfield.
Panel art: Socony sign.
Handstamped "1937" and "copyrighted".
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 169.59A (PrCt)

Springfield Region (Mass.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Citigraph of Springfield ... Standard Oil of New York, division of Socony-Vacuum Oil Company, Inc. New York City : General Drafting Co., Inc., [1938?].
Authors: Standard Oil Company of New York -- Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- General Drafting Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 16 x 14 cm.
Panel title.
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Added title: Socony citigraph of Springfield.
Panel art: Socony sign.
Handstamped "1938"
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 168.64 (PrCt)

73047 Springs - Nevada - 1878 - Geographical Surveys West of the 100th Meridian (U.S.) - 1878
The Springs of southern Nevada. 1878.
Authors: Lyle, D. A. (David Alexander), 1845-1937
p. 18-27
Photocopy from: American naturalist 12 (1878); 18-27; 9 illustrations
Lyle was an army engineer attached to the Wheeler Survey.
Ayer Modern MS Karrow, box 2, folder 18, no. 8 (PrCt)

Maps by Ephraim George Squier. 1972.
Authors: Hébert, John R. -- Library of Congress
gazetteer quarterly journal (1972) p. 14-31
Includes cartobibliography.
Vert 220 (PrCt)

73049 Squillace (Italy) - Maps - 1840 - Pictorial works
Squillace. [Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, 1840].
Authors: Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846 -- Lea & Blanchard -- Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (1840) 1 view ; 4 x 7 cm.
In: Murray, Hugh. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, successors to Carey & Co., for George W. Gorton, 1840) v. 2, p. 49.
Wax engraving.
G 11 .607 v. 2, p. 49 (PrCt)

The knowledge of Sri Lanka as possessed by the Arabs and the Persians during the Islamic middle ages and al-Idrisi's representation of the island of Sarandib / Ananda Abeydeera. Ceuta : Instituto de Estudios Ceuties, 2011.
Authors: Abeydeera, Ananda -- Congresso internacional el mundo del geografo ceuti al idrisi (2011) p. 263-277 ; 24 cm.
Offprint from: Congresso internacional el mundo del geografo ceuti al idrisi (Ceuta: Instituto de...
Sri Lanka - Maps - 1528

Woodcuts
[Map of island of Sri Lanka and adjacent coast of India]. [Venice: Nicolò Zoppino, 1528].
Authors: Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530 -- Zoppino, Nicolò, fl. 1508-1544 -- Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530.
Libro di Benedetto Bordone: nel qual si ragiona di tutte l’isole del mondo... (1528)
1 map: woodcut; within printed borders 19 x 14 cm., on sheet 31 x 21 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.

Identifies Sri Lanka as “Taprobana.”
In: Bordon, Benedetto. Libro di Benedetto Bordone: nel qual si ragiona di tutte l’isole del mondo... (Venice: Nicolò Zoppino, 1528), folio LXXIII.

Case folio G 117 .108, folio LXXIII (PrCt)

Sri Lanka - Maps - 1540

Woodcuts
Tabvla Asiae XII. [Basel: Heinrich Petri, 1540].
Authors: Ptolemy, active 2nd century -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Ptolemy, active 2nd century.
Geographia (1540) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: hand col. woodcut; 24 x 21 cm., mounted on backing sheet 31 x 38 cm.
Letterpress title above woodcut map with letterpress place names.

Letterpress no. 28 and text on verso: Asiae tabula XII continet Taprobanam ...
Forms part of an incomplete copy of Sebastian Münster’s 1540 edition of Ptolemy’s Geography (lacking intervening pages of text between maps).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Karrow, Mapmakers of the 16th cent., p. 423; Shirley, T.Ptol-8a
VAULT Baskes folio G1005 1540, [plate 28] (PrCt)

Sri Lanka - Maps - 1565

Tabroban. [S.l. s.n., ca.1560].
Authors: Lange, Otto, 1879-1944 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map; 266 x 446 mm. (plate mark), on sheet 205 x 290 mm.
Title from oversize lettering on island.
Blank cartouche at upper left.
Relief shown pictorially.

References: Suárez, Early mapping of Southeast Asia (1999) p. 120; Karrow, Mapmakers of the 16th cent. (1993), p. 92.

Case folio G 117 .108, folio LXX (PrCt)
Manuscript "55" [?] at upper right:
Bella and Bella, Cartografia rara ... dalla collezione Franco Novacco (1986) p. 36, no. 28.
Tooley 547.
Ex Lange.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Novacco 2F 235 (PrCt)

73061 Sri Lanka - Maps - 1606 Woodcuts
Taprobana / [Giacomo Gastaldi]. [Venetia : Apresso i Giunti, 1606].
Authors: Gastaldi, Giacomo, approximately 1500-approximately 1565 -- Pagano, Matheo, fl. 1538-1562 -- Ramusio, Giovanni Battista 1485-1557. Navigationi et viaggi 1554-56 v. 3 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : woodcut ; 28 cm. x 37 cm.
Woodcut presumably the work of Matheo Pagano.
References: Karrow, Mapmakers of the Sixteenth Century, 30/83.

VAULT folio Ayer 110 .R2 1606, v. 3, fol. 371 2° and 371 3° (PrCt)

73062 Sri Lanka - Maps - 1625
Authors: Purchas, Samuel, 1577?-1626 -- Hondius, Jodocus, 1563-1612 -- Purchas, Samuel, 1577?-1626. Purchas his pilgrimes (1625) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : copper engraving ; 13.1 x 17.1 cm. on sheet 32 x 21 cm.

VAULT Ayer 110 .P9 1625, p. 615 (PrCt)

73064 Sri Lanka - Maps - 1682
Insula Ceilon olim Taprobana incolis Tenarisin et Lankawn exactissime delineata. Amsterdam : C. Allard, [1682?].
Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Allard, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709 -- Allard, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709. Atlas minor sive tabulae geographiae ... [1682?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 48 x 57 cm.
In: Allard, Carel. Atlas minor sive tabulae geographice proecipuorum regnorum regionum, insularum, provinciarum, etc. (Amsterdam : C. Allard, 1682?) pl. 90.

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .A4 A no. 90 (PrCt)

73065 Sri Lanka - Maps - 1700
Insula Ceilon olim Taprobana incolis Tenarisin et Lankawn ... Amst: Bat. [Amsterdam : Frederik de Wit, ca. 1700?].
Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Wit, Frederik de -- Wit, Frederik de. Atlas [ca. 1700?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 57 cm.
Oriented with north at right.
In: Wit, Frederik de. Atlas (Amsterdam : bij Frederik de Wit in de Calverstraet bij den Dam inde Witte Paskert. [ca. 1700?]) no. [77].

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .W8 A no. [77] (PrCt)

73066 Sri Lanka - Maps - 1700
Insula Ceilon et Madura exactissime delineata et nuperrime edita. Amstelodami [Amsterdam] : Ioannem de Ram [i.e. Frederik de Wit , ca. 1700?].
Authors: Ram, Johannes de, 1648-1693 -- Wit, Frederik de -- Wit, Frederik de. Atlas [ca. 1700?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 57 cm.
In: Wit, Frederik de. Atlas (Amsterdam : bij Frederik de Wit in de Calverstraet bij den Dam inde Witte Paskaert. [ca. 1700?]) no. [78].

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .W8 A no. [78] (PrCt)

73067 Sri Lanka - Maps - 1700
Insula Ceilon et Madura exactissime delineata et nuperrime edita. Amstelodami [Amsterdam] : Ioannem de Ram [i.e. Frederik de Wit , ca. 1700?].
Authors: Ram, Johannes de, 1648-1693 -- Wit, Frederik de -- Wit, Frederik de. Atlas [ca. 1700?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 57 cm.
In: Wit, Frederik de. Atlas (Amsterdam : bij Frederik de Wit in de Calverstraet bij den Dam inde Witte Paskaert. [ca. 1700?]) no. [78].

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .W8 A no. [78] (PrCt)
73069

Sri Lanka - Maps - 1722

Carte de l'Isle de Ceylan / par le Sr. de l'Isle ... ; gravé par Berey. A Paris : chez l'auteur sur le Quay de l'Horloge, 1722.
Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Berey, Claude Auguste, fl. 1689-1722 -- L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726. [Collection of maps of the world] [1732?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 40 x 55 cm.
In composite atlas without title page: L'Isle, Guillaume de. [Collection of maps of the world. Paris : s.n., 1732?], [plate 79].
Number "79" in ms. on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
VAULT Baskes oversize G1015 .L57 1700, [plate 79] (PrCt)

73070

Sri Lanka - Maps - 1730

Carte de l'Isle de Ceylan / dressée sur les observations de Mrs. de l'Academie Royale des Sciences par le Sr. de L'Isle ... (Amsterdam : Isaak Tirion, 1744 [i.e. 1769?]), [plate 79].
Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Académie des sciences (France) -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). 1 map : 45 x 56 cm.
Added title in upper margin: Insula Ceilon olim Taprobana.
Remnants of binding stub on verso.
Koeman v. 2, p. 53, C&M3, no. 43.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map 4F G7750 1730 .L5 (PrCt)

73071

Sri Lanka - Maps - 1741

Carte de l'Isle de Ceylan. Amsterdam : Jean Covens et Corneille Mortier, [1741?].
Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Covens et Mortier -- L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726. Atlas nouveau, contenant toutes les parties du monde ... [1741?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 45 x 56 cm.
Added title in upper margin: Insula Ceilon olim Taprobana.
In: L'Isle, Guillaume de, Atlas nouveau, contenant toutes les parties du monde ... (Amsterdam : J. Covens & C. Mortier, [1741?]) v. 2, pl. [34] oversize Ayer 135 .L695 1741 v. 2, pl. [34] (PrCt)

73072

Sri Lanka - Maps - 1769

Carte de l'Island of Zeloan. London [i.e. Amsterdam : Theatrum Orbis Terrarum Ltd., 1970].
Authors: Thornton, John, 1641-1708 -- English Pilot. Part 3 (1703) -- Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, Ltd.
1 map : 54 x 44 cm.

73073

Sri Lanka - Maps - 1803

Nieuwe kaart van t eiland Ceilon. Amsterdam : by Isaak Tirion, [1769?].
Authors: Tirion, Isaak -- Tirion, Isaak. Nieuwe en beknopte hand-atlas ... (1748 [i.e. 1769?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 27 x 35 cm.
North oriented to left.
Verso numbered "N 88" in manuscript.
In: Tirion, Isaak. Nieuwe en beknopte hand-atlas ... (Amsterdam : Isaak Tirion, 1744 [i.e. 1769?]), plate [86]. oversize Ayer 135 .T55 1744, plate [86] (PrCt)
... This map of Ceylon ... 1803 [i.e. 1816?].
[1775-1816] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 109 x 58 cm.
Title from dedication beginning: To ... Lord Hobart ... inscribed by A. Allan ....
'The original of this map was formed by Duperron in 1789 ... it was reduced to the present state by colonel William Gent'
In: Faden, William [and others]. [General atlas of modern geography : a collection of large scale maps and charts of all parts of the world] ((London, etc. : W. Faden, etc., 1775-1816)) v. 2, pl. [12].
Imprint on map: Published by W. Faden ... Jany 1st 1803.

73074 Sri Lanka - Maps - 1823
Authors: Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750 -- Hall, Sidney -- Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823. A New general atlas constructed from the latest authorities ... (1823) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 24 x 19 cm.
In: Arrowsmith, Aaron. A New general atlas constructed from the latest authorities ...
Exhibiting the boundaries and divisions, also the chains of mountains and other geographical features of all the known countries in the world (Edinburgh ; London : A. Constable & Co., 1823), pl. 43.
folio Ayer 135 .A65 1823 pl. 43 (PrCt)

73075 Sri Lanka - Maps - 1851
Authors: Rapkin, J. -- Tallis, John, 1817-1876 -- Winkles, Henry, 1800-ca. 1860 -- Martin, Robert Montgomery, 1803?-1868. Tallis's illustrated atlas, and modern history of the world ... (1851) 1 map : hand col. ; 29 x 21 cm.
Inset views (8 x 9 cm. and smaller): Lake of Kandy -- Adam's Peak, from the Lake of Colombo -- Ruins of Dagoba, at Toopharamaya -- Temple of Buddha , Kalany -- Colombo.
In: Martin, Robert Montgomery. Tallis's illustrated atlas, and modern history of the world ... (London ; New York : J. Tallis, 1851) pl. 46.
folio G1019 .M197 1851 pl. [46] (PrCt)

73076 Sri Lanka - Maps - 1942 Calligraphic maps - 1942 Newspaper maps - 1942
New war map of Britain's colony of Ceylon. Chicago : Chicago Tribune, 1942.
Authors: Van Swearingen, E. C. -- Chicago Tribune (April 28, 1942)
1 map : col. ; 51 x 41 cm.
Title from top margin; map proper has title: Ceylon.
Detached from Chicago Daily Tribune (April 28, 1942), p. 32.
Signed 'Van Swearingen, '42.'
Scale ca. 1:806,000.
Shows 'British naval bases.'
Gift of Mary Feay, 2011.
map2F G7750 1942 .V3 (PrCt)
Sponsored by the Royal Netherlands Embassy and International Water Management Institute.'
Includes list of abbreviations and glossary.
On the occasion of the commemoration of four hundred years bilateral relations between Sri Lanka and The Netherlands, 1602-2002.'
Includes bibliographical references.
Series: A garland of 'Seven Buds'
ISBN 955613137X
2005122353 on order (NLO)

73078 Sri Lanka - Maps - Collections, 1600-1799 Cartography - Sri Lanka - History - 1600-1799
Maps and plans of Dutch Ceylon : a representative collection of cartography from the Dutch period. [Colombo], Sri Lanka : Published by the Central Cultural Fund, Sri Lanka-Netherlands Association, 2002.
Central Cultural Fund 1 atlas (187 p.) : col. ill., col. maps ; 30 cm.
'Maps and plans of Dutch Ceylon attempts to present the results of the combined efforts of a host of persons who contributed to producing maps of the island, as well as neighbouring lands and seas, in the 17th and 18th centuries.'
'Sponsored by the Royal Netherlands Embassy and International Water Management Institute.'
Includes list of abbreviations and glossary.
On the occasion of the commemoration of four hundred years bilateral relations between Sri Lanka and The Netherlands, 1602-2002.'
Includes bibliographical references.
Series: A garland of 'Seven Buds'
ISBN 955613137X
2005122353 on order (NLO)

73079 Srirangapatana (India) - Maps - 1799 Seringapatam (India) SEE Srirangapatna (India) Srirangapatan (India) SEE Srirangapatna (India)
73080 Srirangapattana (India) - Maps - 1840 - Pictorial works
Seringapatam. [Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, 1840],
Authors: Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846 -- Lea & Blanchard -- Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846. The
Encyclopaedia of geography ... (1840)
1 view ; 3 x 9 cm.
In: Murray, Hugh. The Encyclopaedia of
geography ... (Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, successors to Carey & Co., for George W. Gorton, 1840) v. 2, p. 379.
Wax engraving.
G 11 .607 v. 2, p. 379 (PrCt)

73081 St. Andrews (N.B.) - Maps - 1785 - Manuscripts - Facsimilie\s\n'A Plan of the town of St. Andrew's, situated at the
head of Passamaquoddy Bay; laid out for the
acommodatation of loyal emigrants and disbanded
corps; done under the orders and directions of
H.E. Governor Parr, by Charles Morris,
Surveor-General'. Transmitted by Governor Parr,
24th June, 1785. [19-].
The Crown Collection of photographs of
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1785 manuscript.

73082 St. Catharines (Ont.) - Maps - 1875 - Pictorial works
Authors: Brosius, Herman -- Shober, Charles -- St. Catharines Historical Museum
1 birds-eye view ; 41 x 58 cm.
Facsimile of original published 1875.
Includes references 1-52.
360
map4F G3464.S2A3 1875 B7 1981 (PrCt)

73083 St. Catharines (Ont.) - Maps - 1979 - Road maps<<>>Thorold (Ont.) - Maps - 1979 - Road maps<<>>Niagara Falls Region (N.Y. and Ont.) - Maps - 1979 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
St. Catharines, Thorold, portions of regional
municipality of Niagara : city and suburbs as well as a comprehensive district map / Rolph-McNally.
[1979 Edition]
Panel title.
Added title: City of St. Catharines of the regional
municipality of Niagara.
"Street maps copyright, © National Map Service"
"Compiled, reproduced and published in Canada
by Rolph McNally, Limited"
Maps on verso (27 x 23 cm. and 18 x 24 cm.):
City of Thorold -- [Niagara Falls region].
Panel art: Color illustration of a city skyline.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2358 (PrCt)

Map of the town of St. Charles, Kane Co., Illinois.
[Chicago] : Published by John M. Waite, 1855.
Authors: Waite, John M. -- Mendel, Edward, 1827-1884 -- Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 82 x 67 cm.
'Ed. Mendel lith., 170 Lake St., Chicago.'
Shows some landownershio; includes ms.
annotations in ink and pencil.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library).
sc map6F G4104.S15 1855 .W3 (NLO)

[St. Clair County (Mich.) - 1859: LC G&M land
Authors: Geil & Jones -- Geil, Harley & Siverd --
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 2 parts, 26.5 x 62.5 in. each.
Scale: 1:61,360. Originally published
Philadelphia: Geil, Harley & Siverd, 1859.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing
19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map
73086 St. Clair River (Mich. and Ont.) - Maps - 1828 - Nautical charts

**Fascimile**

Nautical charts - St. Clair River (Mich. and Ont.) - Maps - 1828 - Nautical charts


Authors: Hunt, John -- Thayer, Henry Otis, 1832-

1 map ; 29 x 43 cm.

Facsimile of 1607 manuscript by John Hunt; 'number 42 of an edition limited to 500 copies.'

Scale [ca. 1:445.]

The original manuscript was sent to Phillip III of Spain by his Ambassador in England, Don Pedro de Zuñiga (see Alexander Brown, _Genesis of the United States_, p. 183-194).

This facsimile is of the reproduction in Thayer, Henry Otis. The Sagadahoc Colony, comprising the relation of a voyage (Portland, Me.: Printed for the Gorges Society, 1892).

73089 St. George (N.B.) - Maps - 1700-1799 - Manuscripts

**Fascimiles**

Passamaquoddy Bay (N.B. and Me.) - Maps - 1700-1799 - Manuscripts

A Plan of the town of St. George, situated in Harbor Etang, on the north side of the Bay of Fundy; projected and laid out by order of H.E. John Parr., Esq., by Charles Morris, surveyor-general. [19-].


Photostatic reproduction of 18th-century manuscript.


folio Ayer 136 .H91 1909 ser. 2, v. 3, pl. 8 (PrCt)
Authors: Smet, Pierre-Jean de, 1801-1873 --
Smet, Pierre-Jean de, 1801-1873. Oregon
missions and travels over the Rocky
mountains, in 1845-46 (1847) -- Jesuits --
Dunigan, Edward
-- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western
Americana (Newberry Library)
1 view ; 8 x 13 cm.
Anonymous view in Smet, Pierre-Jean de.
Oregon missions and travels over the Rocky
mountains, in 1845-46 / by Father P.J. De Smet
of the Society of Jesus (New York : Edward
Dunigan, 1847) between p. 252-253.
Shows mission established in latter-day Stevens
County, Washington; cf. Catholic Encyclopedia.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of
Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copy: Ayer 263 .J515 O613 S6 1847
Graff 3829 between p. 176-177 (PrCt)

73092
St. Ignatius Mission (Stevens County, Wash.)
- Pictorial works - 1846--<>Indians - St.
Ignatius Mission (Stevens County, Wash.) -
Pictorial works - 1846--<>Missions - St.
Ignatius Mission (Stevens County, Wash.) -
Pictorial works - 1846--<>Kalispel Indians -
St. Ignatius Mission (Stevens County, Wash.) -
Pictorial works - 1846--<>Indians of North
America - Maps
Mission St. Ignace, chez les Kalispels, Lettre XX / P.
Vander Schelden, [1848].
Authors: Vande Steene, P. -- Smet, Pierre-Jean
de, 1801-1873 -- Smet, Pierre-Jean de,
1801-1873. Missions de l’Orégon et voyages aux
montagnes Rocheuses, aux sources de la
Colombie, de l’Athabasca et du Sascatshawin, en
1845-46 (1848) -- Jesuits -- Schelden, van der,
Veuve -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western
Americana (Newberry Library)
1 view ; 8 x 13 cm.
In Smet, Pierre-Jean de. Missions de l’Orégon
et voyages aux montagnes Rocheuses, aux
sources de la Colombie, de l’Athabasca et du
Sascatshawin, en 1845-46 (Ghent : Veuve Vander
Schelden, 1849) between p. 184-185.
Shows mission established in latter-day Stevens
County, Washington; cf. Catholic Encyclopedia.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of
Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Graff 3825 between p. 184-185 (PrCt)

73094
St. John’s (N.L.) - Maps - 1698 - Harbors -
Manuscripts - Facsimiles<>Manuscript
maps - Facsimiles
Draft of St. John’s Harbour (in Newfoundland),
with the soundings. [19--].
Authors: Hulbert, Archer Butler, 1873-1933 --
Hulbert, Archer Butler, 1873-1933. The Crown
Collection of photographs of American maps --
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1698 manuscript.
In: Hulbert, Archer Butler. The Crown Collection
of photographs of American maps. Series 2
[Harrow, Engand: Fleming, 1909-1912].
folio Ayer 136 .H91 1909 ser. 2, v. 4, pl. 29
(PrCt)

73095
St. John’s (N.L.) - Maps - 1751 - Harbors -
Manuscripts - Facsimiles<>Manuscript
maps - Facsimiles
Plan of St. John’s Harbour, 1751; by James
Bramham and Edmond Scott Hylton, engineers.
[19--].
Authors: Bramham, James, d. 1786 -- Hylton,
Edmond Scott, 18th cent. -- Hulbert, Archer
Butler, 1873-1933 -- Hulbert, Archer Butler,
1873-1933. The Crown Collection of photographs
119:104 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry
Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1751 manuscript.
In: Hulbert, Archer Butler. The Crown Collection
of photographs of American maps. Series 2
[Harrow, Engand: Fleming, 1909-1912].
folio Ayer 136 .H91 1909 ser. 2, v. 4, pl. 30-33
(PrCt)

73096
St. John’s (N.L.) - Maps - 1860 - Pictorial
works
Entrance to the harbor of St. John’s. [New York :
Johnson & Browning, 1860].

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884
-- Johnson & Browning -- Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884. Johnson’s new illustrated (steel plate) family atlas ... (1860)
1 view ; 4 x 7 cm.
Running title, upper margin: Colony of Prince Edward Island, etc.
In: Johnson, Alvin Jewett. Johnson’s new illustrated (steel plate) family atlas ... (New York : Johnson and Browning, 1860) page ‘37.
oversize G 10 .454 p. 37 (PrCt)

St. John’s, Newfoundland. [New York : Johnson & Browning, 1860].
Authors: Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884
-- Johnson & Browning -- Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884. Johnson’s new illustrated (steel plate) family atlas ... (1860)
1 view ; 9 x 15 cm.
Running title, upper margin: Island Colony of Newfoundland.
In: Johnson, Alvin Jewett. Johnson’s new illustrated (steel plate) family atlas ... (New York : Johnson and Browning, 1860) page ‘38.
oversize G 10 .454 p. 38 (PrCt)

St. John’s, Newfoundland. [New York : Johnson & Browning, 1860].
Authors: Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884
-- Johnson & Browning -- Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884. Johnson’s new illustrated (steel plate) family atlas ... (1860)
1 view ; 9 x 15 cm.
Running title, upper margin: Island Colony of Newfoundland.
In: Johnson, Alvin Jewett. Johnson’s new illustrated (steel plate) family atlas ... (New York : Johnson and Browning, 1860) page ‘38.
oversize G 10 .454 p. 38 (PrCt)

St. John’s, Newfoundland. [New York : Johnson & Browning, 1860].
Authors: Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884
-- Johnson & Browning -- Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884. Johnson’s new illustrated (steel plate) family atlas ... (1860)
1 view ; 9 x 15 cm.
Running title, upper margin: Island Colony of Newfoundland.
In: Johnson, Alvin Jewett. Johnson’s new illustrated (steel plate) family atlas ... (New York : Johnson and Browning, 1860) page ‘38.
oversize G 10 .454 p. 38 (PrCt)

St. Lawrence and Lake Champlain Canal
- Maps - 1856<--Saint Lawrence River - Maps
- 1856 - Canals<--Champlain, Lake - Maps
- 1856 - Canals<--Canals - Saint Lawrence
River - Maps - 1856<--Canals - Champlain, Lake - Maps - 1856
Maps, reports, estimates, &c., relative to improvements of the navigation of the River St. Lawrence, and a proposed canal connecting the River St. Lawrence and Lake Champlain / laid before the Legislative Assembly during the 2nd session, 5th Parliament, 1856. Toronto : Printed by John Lovell, 1856.
Caption title: St. Lawrence and Lake Champlain Canal
"... made under the Instructions of the Commissioners of Public Works by Messrs Maillefert and Raasloff, Submarine Engrs in 1854."--On most maps.
"G. Matthews Litho. Montreal."--On maps.
Also published in French with title: Cartes, rapports, estimations, &c. concernant les améliorations à faire dans la navigation du fleuve St. Laurent, et le projet de construction d’un canal reliant le fleuve St. Laurent au Lac Champlain.
Table of contents calls for 5 maps, but the work seems to be have been issued with 7 maps; this copy lacking 1 map?. Cf. TPL, c.2-3.
Printed in double columns.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 06006567
Baskes oversize TC626 .M37 1856 (NLO)

St. Joseph Channel (Ont.) - Maps - 1822 -
Nautical charts<--Nautical charts - St. Joseph Channel (Ont.) - Maps -
1828<--Nautical charts
A Survey of St. Joseph’s North Channel... 1896.
Authors: Bayfield, Henry Wolsey, 1795-1885 -- Collins, Philip Edward -- Great Britain.
Hydrographic Office -- J. & C. Walker (Firm) -- Great Lakes Cartographic Resource Center 1 map ; 38 x 51 cm.
Facsimile of original published in 1828.
Inset: The Ship Neebish Rapid. 86-91067 4326
map4F G3462.S25 1828 .B3 1896 (PrCt)

St. Landry Parish (La.) - Maps - 1860 -
Landowners<--Counties -
Maps<--Landowners - Maps
Authors: McCerren, Landry & Powell -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Microfiche 583, no. 262 (PrCt)
73102  St. Louis Zoological Park - Tourism - 1989  
Authors: St. Louis Zoological Park  
1 sheet : col. ills. ; fold. to 23 x 9 cm  
(PrCt)

73105  St. Martin Parish (La.) - Maps - 1860 -  
Landowners<=>Counties -  
Landowners<=>Maps -  
Authors: Dickinson, C. H. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps  
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.  
Size of original: 2 parts, 20 x 30 in. each. Scale 1:63,360. Originally published 1883. Only covers part of the parish.  
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps: Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps  
Microfiche 583, no. 262 (PrCt)

73107  St. Mary’s Mission (Stevensville, Mont.) -  
Pictorial works - 1846<=>Indians -  
St. Mary’s Mission (Stevensville, Mont.) - Pictorial works - 1846<=>Missions -  
St. Mary’s Mission (Stevensville, Mont.) - Pictorial works - 1846<=>Salish Indians -  
St. Mary’s Mission (Stevensville, Mont.) - Missions - Pictorial works<=>Saint Mary’s Mission (Stevensville, Mont.) SEE St. Mary’s Mission (Stevensville, Mont.)<=>Flathead Indians SEE Salish Indians<=>Indians of North America - Maps  
St. Mary’s among the Flat-Heads (See Letter no. 23). [New York : s.n., 1847].  
1 view ; 8 x 13 cm.  
Initials “F.P.” at bottom right.  
View of Catholic mission established on the Bitterroot River near latter-day Stevensville, Montana.  
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library. Duplicate copy: Ayer 263 .J515 O613 S6 1847 Graff 3829 between p. 288-289 (PrCt)

73108  St. Mary’s Mission (Stevensville, Mont.) -  
Pictorial works - 1846<=>Indians -  
St. Mary’s Mission (Stevensville, Mont.) - Pictorial works - 1846<=>Missions -  
St. Mary’s Mission (Stevensville, Mont.) - Pictorial works - 1846<=>Mission -  
St. Mary’s Mission (Stevensville, Mont.) - Pictorial works -  
Saint Mary’s Mission (Stevensville, Mont.) SEE St. Mary’s Mission (Stevensville, Mont.)<=>Flathead Indians SEE Salish Indians<=>Indians of North America - Maps  
St. Mary’s among the Flat-Heads (See Letter no. 23). [New York : s.n., 1847].  
1 view ; 8 x 13 cm.  
Initials “F.P.” at bottom right.  
View of Catholic mission established on the Bitterroot River near latter-day Stevensville, Montana.  
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library. Duplicate copy: Ayer 263 .J515 O613 S6 1847 Graff 3829 between p. 288-289 (PrCt)
1846 Salish Indians - St. Mary's Mission (Stevensville, Mont.) - Missions - Pictorial works
1 view ; 8 x 13 cm.
View of Catholic mission established on the Bitterroot River near latter-day Stevensville, Montana.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copy: Ayer 263 .J515 O613 S6 1847
Graff 3829 between p. 290-291 (PrCt)

1 view ; 8 x 13 cm.
View of Catholic mission established on the Bitterroot River near latter-day Stevensville, Montana.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Graff 3829 between p. 290-291 (PrCt)

73111 St. Omer (France) - Maps - 1710 Plan de la ville de St. Omer avec les forts des environs. Brussels, 1710.
Authors: Fricx, Eugène-Henri, d. 1733 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
III:U63
1 map ; 36 x 47 cm.
References: A-D.
Phillips 7962 no. [71].
3101
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G5834.S26 1710 F7 (PrCt)

73112 St. Paul (Minn.) - Pictorial works - 1952 Railroad - Maps St. Paul, capital of Minnesota. [Minneapolis? Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad?, 1952?]. Authors: Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad 1 view ; 17 x 22 cm.
Aerial photograph.
5A 7267 (1951 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

73113 St. Paul on the Willamette Mission (Salem, Or.) - Pictorial works - 1846 Salem (Or.) - Pictorial works - 1846 Indians - St. Paul on the Willamette Mission (Salem, Or.) - Pictorial works - 1846 Missions - St. Paul on the Willamette Mission (Salem, Or.) - Pictorial works - 1846 St. Paul on the Willamette Mission (Salem, Or.) SEE St. Paul on the Willamette Mission (Salem, Or.)
Graff 3827 between p. 212-213 (PrCt)


1 view ; 8 x 13 cm.


St. Paul Winter Carnival - 1980


Authors: Saint Paul Winter Carnival Association

1 leaflet (4 p.) : photos ; 23 x 11 cm.


St. Peter's Canal (N.S.) - Maps - 1829

Proposed canal from St. Peter's Bay to Bras d'or Lake. Halifax, 1829.

Authors: Haliburton, Thomas Chandler, 1796-1865 -- Torbett, Charles W.

1 map ; 10 x 18 cm.


St. Pierre Island (France) - Maps - 1763 - Newfoundland and Labrador - Maps - 1763 - Coasts - Nautical charts


Authors: Cook, James, 1728-1779 -- Lane, Michael, fl. 1768-1784 -- France. Dépôt des cartes et plans de la marine -- Cook, James, 1728-1779. Le Pilote de Terre-neuve ... (1784) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 56 x 87 cm.

In: Cook, James. Le Pilote de Terre-neuve, ou, Recueil de plans des côtes et des portes de cette île ([Paris : Dépôt général de la marine?], 1784)
pl. 11. Map dated 1763.
Insets: Carte d'une partie de L'Isle de Terre Neuve, 14 x 27 cm.
VAULT Ayer oversize G1186.P5 C6 1784 pl. 11 (PrCt)

Authors: Hassler, F. R. (Ferdinand Rudolph), 1728-1779 -- Lane, Michael, fl. 1768-1784 -- James, Cook, 1728-1779. Le Pilote de Terre-neuve ... (1784) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 56 x 39 cm.
Insets: Havre de Quirpon, et Baye de Griguet, 22 x 17 cm., Havre de Croc, 20 x 12 cm., Supplément ou Fond de la Baye Blanche, 13 x 8 cm.
VAULT Ayer oversize G1186.P5 C6 1784 pl. 10 (PrCt)

Authors: Hassler, F. R. (Ferdinand Rudolph), 1770-1843 -- Tiarks, John Lewis, 1789-1837 -- William L. Clements Library 1 map ; 34 x 26 cm.
Photostat of 1818 manuscript in the William L. Clements Library.
Shows American and English camps and observatory on St. Regis Island.
Gift 1986
539 map2F G3454.S27 1818 .H3 1985 (PrCt)

73121 St. Thomas (Ont.) - Historical geography - Maps - 1980
Authors: Bellamy, Ron 1 map
Accession no. 83-63602
temp map4F G3464.S2S1 1980 .B4 (PrCt)

73122 St. Venant (France) - History - Siege, 1710 - Spanish Succession, War of, 1701-1714 - Maps
Plan de l'attaque de St. Venant. Brussels, [1711?].
Authors: Harrewijn, Jacobus, 1660-1727 -- Devel, Pieter -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:U52 1 map ; 38 x 23 cm.
References A-O. 3140
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map2F G5834.S28 1710 F7 (PrCt)

73123 St. Venant (France) - Maps - 1710 - Siege - Spanish Succession, War of, 1701-1714 - Maps
Authors: Fricx, Eugène-Henri, d. 1733 -- Devel, Pieter -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:U20 1 map ; 40 x 46 cm.
References A-M. 1-25. Phillips 7962 no. [52]. 3143
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G5834.S28 1710 F7a (PrCt)

73124 Staatliche Bibliothek Ansbach - Map collections - Catalogs - Germany - Catalogs - Ansbach (Germany). Staatliche Bibliothek SEE Staatliche Bibliothek Ansbach
Series: Bamberger geographische Schriften ; Sonderfolge Nr. 1 Formerly Z6028.S82 T54
Map Ref Z6028.S82 T54 (NLO)

73125 Staatsarchiv des Kantons Bern - Map Collections - Exhibitions - Catalogs -Cartography - Bern (Switzerland : Canton) - Exhibitions - Catalogs - Bern (Switzerland : Canton). Staatsarchiv SEE Staatsarchiv des Kantons Bern SEE Staatsarchiv des Kantons Bern

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)


Vert 2297 (PrCt)


73130 Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin--Preussischer Kulturbesitz<>Staatsbibliothek Preussischer Kulturbesitz SEE Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin--Preussischer Kulturbesitz<>Berlin (Germany). Staatsbibliothek Preussischer Kulturbesitz SEE Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin--Preussischer Kulturbesitz Staatsbibliothek Preussischer Kulturbesitz. Berlin : Staatsbibliothek Preussischer Kulturbesitz, [1985?]. Authors: Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin--Preussischer Kulturbesitz -- Staatsbibliothek Preussischer Kulturbesitz SEE Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin--Preussischer Kulturbesitz 6 leaves : maps, ill. ; 21 cm. + 2 flyers (fold. to 21 x 30 cm). German/English/French. Vert 2170 (PrCt)

73131 Stade (Lower Saxony, Germany) - Maps - 1620 Staden. [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620]. Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Rantzau, Henrik, 1526-1598 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 38 x 50 cm. Forworded to Braun and Hogenberg by Henrik Rantzau; see R.A. Skelton’s Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Stadium (Standard of Length)
The Stade of the ancient Greeks. 1950.
Authors: Skop, Jacob
BHC 2307 Vert 1773 (PrCt)


1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: Manuscript, 21.5 x 28 in. Scale 1:20,200. Originally compiled [186-?]. Only covers part of the county.
Microfiche 583, no. 1358 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Stafford county and towne, with the ancient citie Lichfield (England). 1676

Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: Photocopy (negative), 23 x 16 in.
Scale 1:80,000. Originally compiled 1864.

Microfiche 583, no. 1361 (PrCt)

73139 Staffordshire (England) - Maps - 1610<--->Stafford (England) - Maps - 1610<--->Lichfield (England) - Maps - 1610 Stafford countie and towne with the ancient citie Lichfeild described. [London] : John Sudbury and Georg Humble [i.e. J. Legate and W. Humble], 1610 [i.e. 1646].
Authors: Speed, John, 1552?-1629 -- Sudbury, John -- Humble, George, d. 1640 -- Legate, John, d. 1658 -- Humble, William, 1612-1686 -- Speed, John, 1552?-1629. A Prospect of the most famous parts of the world ... together with ... Great Brittaines empire (1646)
1 map ; 37 x 50 cm. on sheet 42 x 54 cm.
Insets (10 x 13 cm. and 11 x 14 cm.): Stafford -- Lichfield
Letterpress text on verso (p. 69-70) under the following heading: Staffordshire.
In: Speed, John. The Theatre of the Empire of Great Britain ... (London : Printed for T. Bassett and R. Chiswell, 1676) map [36].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .S7 1676 map [36] (PrCt)

73142 Staffordshire (England) - Maps - 1749 An Improved map of the county of Stafford divided into its hundreds; collected from the best materials, and illustrated with various additional improvements, with historical extracts, relating to its natural produce, trade, manufactures &c. ... London : Hinton, 1749.
Authors: Bowen, Emanuel, -1769 -- Hinton, John, -1781
1 map ; 69 x 52 cm. fold. to 24 x 16 cm.
'Scale: 69 British statute miles to a degree.'
G 104585 .11 (NLO)

73143 Staffordshire (England) - Maps - 1800-1809 Topographical and statistical description of the county of Stafford : containing an account of its situation, extent, towns, roads, rivers, minerals, fisheries, manufactures, commerce, agriculture, markets, curiosities, antiquities, biography, natural history, civil and ecclesiastical jurisdictions, &c. : to which is prefixed a copious travelling guide ... forming a complete county itinerary : also, a list of the fairs, and an index table shewing at one view the distances of the towns from London and from each other / by George Alexander Cooke ; illustrated with a map of the county. London : Printed for C. Cooke, No. 17, Paternoster Row, by G. Brimmer, Water Lane, Fleet Street : And sold by all the booksellers in the United Kingdom, [180-?].
Authors: Cooke, George Alexander -- Cooke, Charles, fl. 1789-1817 -- Brimmer, George -- Raymond, Alfred Mead -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Includes bibliographical references (p. [139]-142) and index.
Issued as part of a series of descriptive guides to the counties of Great Britain.
Bound with 3 other titles.
Contemporary half bound brown leather, marbled papers over boards.
Bookplate of Alfred Mead Raymond.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes DA670.H4 C66 1805 (NLO)**

73144 **Staffordshire (England) - Maps - 1910**

Authors: Little guides -- Masefield, Charles J. B. (Charles John Beech), 1882-1917 -- John Bartholomew and Son -- Methuen & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

xiv, 267 p., [35] p. of plates (some folded) : ill., 4 maps (some folded, some col.) ; 16 cm.

'With thirty-two illustrations, two plans, and two maps.'

Maps by John Bartholomew and Son.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 66-67) and index.
Map on lining papers.
Series: Little guides
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 12015614

**Baskes G153 .L58 Staffordshire (1910) (NLO)**

73145 **Staffordshire (England) - Maps - Bibliography - 1577-1850**

Authors: King, Geoffrey L.

Includes index.
Formerly folio Z6027.G7 K56
ISBN 0903363119

**Map Ref folio Z6027.G7 K56 (NLO)**

73146 **Stamford (Conn.) - 1971**

*Stamford, Connecticut 1971.* Stamford, Conn. [City of Stamford], 1971.
Authors: Stamford (Conn.)
6 p. ; 28 cm.
Mineographed.

**Travel Vertical File G3784 .S7 1971 .S7 (PrCt)**

73147 **Stamford (Conn.) - 1983**

Authors: Morehouse, Ward
2 p. : map

**Travel Vertical File G3784 .S7 1983 .M6 (PrCt)**

73148 **Stamp collecting - Atlases - 1933<>Atlases - 1933<>Philately SEE Stamp collecting<<Postage-stamp collecting SEE Stamp collecting**

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Kimble, Ralph A. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (48 p.) : col. maps ; 27 cm.
Includes 'Dictionary of [geographical] names and terms used in stamp collecting,' 'Changes in world maps following the World War,' 'Monetary units of the world,' and 'Monetary systems of principal world countries.'

'Introduction and hints to collectors, by Ralph A. Kimble,' pp. 3-6.
Maps are part of the 'Popular' series and have no special overprinting.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

**RMcN atlas .S68 1933 (PrCt)**

73149 **Stamp collecting - Atlases - 1934<>Atlases - 1934**

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Kimble, Ralph A. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (48 p.) : col. maps ; 27 cm.
Includes 'Dictionary of [geographical] names and terms used in stamp collecting,' 'Changes in world maps following the World War,' 'Monetary units of the world,' and 'Monetary systems of principal world countries.'

'Introduction and hints to collectors, by Ralph A. Kimble,' pp. 3-6.
Maps are part of the 'Popular' series and have no special overprinting.
Missing pp. 7-8.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

**RMcN atlas .S68 1934 copy 1 (PrCt)**

73150 **Stamp collecting - Atlases - 1934<>Atlases - 1934**

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Kimble, Ralph A. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (48 p.) : col. maps ; 27 cm.
Includes 'Dictionary of [geographical] names and terms used in stamp collecting,' 'Changes in world maps following the World War,' 'Monetary units of the world,' and 'Monetary systems of principal world countries.'

'Introduction and hints to collectors, by Ralph A. Kimble,' pp. 3-6.
Maps are part of the 'Popular' series and have no special overprinting.

Previous owner has lettered 'Foreign files' at lower right on cover; annotations in red pencil in the dictionary section.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

**RMcN atlas .S68 1934 copy 2 (PrCt)**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>73151</td>
<td>Stanislaus County (Calif.) - Maps - 2003 - Road maps - Merced County</td>
<td>Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960</td>
<td>Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (<a href="http://www.glorecords.blm.gov">www.glorecords.blm.gov</a>). 3 maps per township: homesteads &amp; other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks &amp; railroads. Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township). Includes indexes. Series: Family maps ISBN 1420307566 ; 9781420307566 Local History Ref F547.S7 B69 2007 (NLO)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73152</td>
<td>Stanley, John Mix, 1814-1872 - John Mix Stanley, artist-explorer.</td>
<td>Bushnell, David Ives, Jr.</td>
<td>For more information refer to the title page of this volume.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73154</td>
<td>Star Lake (Wis.) - Maps - 1909 - Wisconsin - Maps - 1909 - Railroads</td>
<td>From Smithsonian Report, 1924: 507-512. ill.. BHC 1495</td>
<td>'Sponsored by Star Lake Country Farm Bureau.' Includes index by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73155</td>
<td>Stark County (Ill.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners - Counties -</td>
<td>From Smithsonian Report, 1924: 507-512. ill.. BHC 1495</td>
<td>'Sponsored by Stark County Farm Bureau.' Includes index by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73156</td>
<td>Stark County (Ill.) - Maps - 1907 - Landowners - Counties - Maps</td>
<td>From Smithsonian Report, 1924: 507-512. ill.. BHC 1495</td>
<td>'Sponsored by Stark County Farm Bureau.' Includes index by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73157</td>
<td>Stark County (Ill.) - Maps - 1969 - Landowners - Counties - Maps</td>
<td>From Smithsonian Report, 1924: 507-512. ill.. BHC 1495</td>
<td>'Sponsored by Stark County Farm Bureau.' Includes index by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73158</td>
<td>Stark County (N.D.) - Maps - 1897 - Landowners - Counties - Maps</td>
<td>From Smithsonian Report, 1924: 507-512. ill.. BHC 1495</td>
<td>'Sponsored by Stark County Farm Bureau.' Includes index by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: Blueprint, 36 x 20 in. Scale 1:316,800. Originally compiled 1897.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps

Microfiche 583, no. 593 (PrCt)

Authors: Williams, Dorr & Co. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 2 parts, 42 x 24 in. and 42 x 27 in. Scale: 1:42,000. Originally published [185-?]
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps

Microfiche 583, no. 677 (PrCt)

Authors: Edwards, John P. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps

Microfiche 583, no. 170 (PrCt)

73162 Stark County (Ind.) - Maps - 1910 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Starke County Indiana. [S.l. s.n., ca. 1910?].
Authors: Chicago Historical Society
1 map ; 24 x 31 cm.
Anonymous map detached from an unidentified text.
Very similar to map of the same title published [Chicago]: Rand McNally, 1911; cf. CHS Coll., Map no. 365.
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.

CHS Coll., Map no. 364 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Baker & Co. (Indianapolis, Ind.) -- Chicago Historical Society
1 map ; 28 x 38 cm.
Hand-stamped 'Baker & Co., Indianapolis.' Very similar to map of the same title published [S.l.: s.n., ca. 1910?]; cf. CHS Coll., Map no. 364.
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.

CHS Coll., Map no. 365 (PrCt)

Authors: Town & Country Publishing Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (24 p.) : 13 maps ; 28 cm. 1975 ed.
Cover title.
Includes business directory and index to owners. Advertisements on covers and interspersed. Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.


Authors: Edwards, John P. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps

Microfiche 583, no. 170 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
map4C G4102.S7 2011 .S7 (PrCt)

73170 Starved Rock State Park (Ill.) - Tourism - 1973
Authors: Illinois. Department of Conservation
1 sheet : photos, col. maps ; fold. to14 x 9 cm

73171 State Historical Society of Wisconsin - Map Collections
The Society's map collection. 1969.
Authors: Hafstad, Margaret R.
In Wisconsin Magazine of History 52, no.3 (Spring 1969): 223-238. maps.
BHC 1730
Vert 1312 (PrCt)

73172 State Library of South Australia - Map Collections
The Way of all maps. 1975.
Authors: Ellis, Elizabeth Helen, 1950- -- State Library of South Australia
Vert 344 (PrCt)

73173 Staten Island (Argentina) - Maps - 1933<<>>South Orkney Islands - Maps - 1933
Islas de los Estados. London : Roberts, 1933 [i.e. 1943].
Authors: Argentine Republic. Instituto Geográfico Militar -- Roberts, fl. 1943 -- Wordie, J. M. (James Mann), Sir, 1889-1962 -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 45 x 39 cm. on sheet 59 x 49 cm.
Added title: Carta provisional de la República Argentina.
Photostatic reproduction of sheet 'No. 104' from the 1:500,000 map series Carta provisional de la República Argentina (Buenos Aires: Instituto Geográfico Militar, 1927-).
'Compilado año 1930. Edición Año 1933.'
Inset: Is. Orcada del Sud [10 x 27 cm.].
MS. annotation reproduced in photostat: Argentine - Genl.
Handstamped information reproduced in photostat: Royal Geographical Society....
MS. annotation (pencil) by J. M. Wordie on photostats: 'Orginal at R.G.S. This photographic copy made by Roberts' April 1943.'
Includes attached mimeograph sheet listing sources for compilation (in Spanish).
Fitzgerald polar map 212 (PrCt)

73174 Staten Island (New York, N.Y.) - Maps - 1777 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>>Staten Island (New York, N.Y.) - Pictorial works - 1777 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
A Plan of Staten Island, and 5 views of the island ... [19-].
Authors: Bellew, Captain, 18th cent. -- British Library. Crown 122:29a -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1777 manuscript.
MapPhoto England BL Crown 122:29a (PrCt)

73175 Staten Island (New York, N.Y.) - Maps - 1783 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Plan du Camp Anglo-Hessois dans Staten Island, Baie de New York de 1780 a 1783. [19-].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1783 manuscript.
Original ms. forms part of the Guerre Etat-Major archives.
Includes notes in English regarding fortifications.
Photocopy forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France Guerre Etat Major L.I.D. 160 (PrCt)

Map of the Staten Island Electric Railroad. [New York : s.n., 1896].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1896) -- Staten Island Railway Company -- Staten Island Electric Railroad SEE Staten Island Railway Company
1 map ; 19 x 23 cm.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1896) between p. 1176-1177
H 668 .703 (1896) bet. p. 1176-1177 (PrCt)

73177 Statistical maps
2d. ed.
"Sources of statistics": p. [174]-192.
5A 8434 (NLO)

73178 Statistical maps Bibliography<<>>Statistics - Maps - Bibliography
A Bibliography of statistical cartography. [Minneapolis] : Dept. of Geography, University of Minnesota, [1964].
Authors: Porter, Philip Wiley 66 leaves : illus. ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
lower case folio g .706 (NLO)

73179 Statistical maps<<>>Maps, Statistical SEE Statistical maps
Authors: Lewis, Peter, 1938-xvii, 318 p. : ill. ; 24 cm.
Includes index.
Series: The Field of geography.
77-34273
GA109.8 .L48 1977 (NLO)

Authors: Nestsman Map and Guide
1 postcard : col. photo ; 11 x 15 cm

73181 Stavelot-Malmedy (Benedictine abbey) - Maps - 1909-1930
Authors: Malmedy (Benedictine abbey) -- Stavelot (Belgium). (Benedictine abbey) -- Halkin, Joseph, 1870-1937 -- Roland, C.-G. -- Kiessling -- Imbreghts, P. -- Lamertin, M.
2 v. : fold. map ; 31 cm.
Vol. 2 published by M. Lamertin.
"Index bibliographique": v. 1, p. [xi]-lxvi.
LC Card Number: 13006028
F 4669 .84 (NLO)

73182 Steamboat Springs (Colo.) - Description and travel - 1983
Authors: Butwin, David
2 p. : photo, map
Travel Vertical File G4314 .S75 1983 .B8 (PrCt)

73183 Steamboats - Drawings - 1820<<<<Steamboats - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1820<<<<Steamboats - Design and construction - Pictorial works - 1820<<<<Steam-engines - Drawings - 1820<<<<Steam-engines - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1820<<<<Steam-engines - Design and construction - Pictorial works - 1820
1 print : engraving ; 25 x 18 cm
Running title in top margin.
"Published as the Act directs, 1820, by Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme & Brown, Paternoster Row."
Contents: Fig. 1 Elevation of a steam boat -- Fig. 2. Plan -- Fig. 3. Maudsly's steam engine -- Fig. 4. Murray's steam engine -- Fig. 5. Steam engine rocking arm
"Plate VIII", one of nine plates illustrating steam engines; bound in the last quarter of Plates volume 4 (i.e. volume [43]), comprised of repeating and irregular plate numbers.
In: Rees, Abraham, 1743-1825. Cyclopaedia, or, Universal dictionary of arts, sciences, and literature (London : Printed for Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme & Brown [and 26 others], 1819-1820), plates volume 5, natural history, plate V
Also available online via the Science and Society Picture Library website of the National Museums of Science and Industry: http://www.scienceandsociety.co.uk/results.asp?image=10570122&itemw=4&itemf=0002&itemseq=1
A 21 .737, Plates volume 4,
Navigation--writing by cipher, plate VIII (NLO)

73184 Stearns County (Minn.) - Maps - 1896 - Landowners<<<<Countsies - Maps<<<<Landowners - Maps
Authors: C.M. Foote & Co. (Minneapolis, Minn.).
1 atlas (viii, 139 leaves : ill., maps) ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
LC Card Number: 94-130017
ISBN 0963712705
folio F612.S75 S74 1993 (NLO)

73185 Stearns County (Minn.) - Maps - 1981 - Landowners<<<<Countsies - Maps<<<<Landowners - Maps
Authors: Directory Service Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (140 p.) : 42 maps ; 25 cm.
Cover title.
Scale not given.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

73186 Stearns Wharf (Santa Barbara, Calif.) - Tourism - 2008
Steenkerque (Belgium), Battle of, 1692


73189 Steele County (N.D.) - Maps - 1928 - Landowners <<>> Counties - Maps <<>> Landowners - Maps Standard atlas of Steele County, North Dakota ... Chicago: Brock & Company, 1928. Authors: Brock & Company 1 atlas (53, xxii p. (p. 7-[41] maps, part coll. illus., ports.) : 46 cm. Some alternate pages blank. Township maps are on the scale of ca. 1:86,000 or 1 8/6 inches to 1 mile. Phillips 16329. oversize F 92275 .121 (NLO)

73190 Steenkerque (Belgium), Battle of, 1692 Le Combat de Steenkerke ... [Paris]: De Fer, [1713?]. Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Introduction à la fortification ... [1713?]. 1 map; 18 x 28 cm. In: Fer, Nicolas de. Introduction à la fortification ... (Paris: Nicolas de Fer, [1713?]) map [64]. For later state of this map, with engraved plate number, see Case folio U 26 .292. For earlier version of this map, engraved on different plate, see Case folio U 26 .293. Case oversize U 26 .2919 map [64] (PrCt)

73191 Steenkerque (Belgium), Battle of, 1692 Le Combat de Steenkerke ... [Paris]: De Fer, 1695. Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes -- avec leurs fortifications ... (1695-1696) 1 map; 18 x 28 cm. In: Fer, Nicolas de. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes; avec leurs fortifications ... (Paris: Nicolas de Fer, 1695-1696) pt. 5, map [98]. Manuscript '(21)' at upper right. Case folio U 26.293 pt. 5, map [98] (PrCt)


Stella, Tilemann, 1525-1589
*Das Privilegium des Kaisers Maximilian II für Tilmann Stella von Siegen*, 1569. 1924.
Authors: Ernst, Gustav
Die Heimat (Siegen), Special issue, 235.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

Stella, Tilemann, 1525-1589
*Tillmannus Stella Sigensis in Zweibrücken 1563.*
[Siegen : Siegener Zeitung, 1924].
Authors: Ernst, Gustav -- Siegener Zeitung (1924)
Photocopies from: Siegener Zeitung 102, no. 209 (5 September 1924).
Vert 3178, no. 9 (PrCt)

Stella, Tilemann, 1525-1589
*Aus der Jugend Tillmann Stella's.* [Siegen : Siegener Zeitung, 1925].
Authors: Ernst, Gustav -- Siegener Zeitung (1925)
[5] columns
Photocopies from: Siegener Zeitung 103, no. 196 (22 August 1925).
Vert 3180, no. 1 (PrCt)

Stella, Tilemann, 1525-1589
*Tillmann Stella : Zu dem 400 jährigen Geburtstage des Siegener Gelehrten. II. Wanderjahre 1552-1564.* [Siegen : Siegener Zeitung, 1925].
Authors: Ernst, Gustav -- Siegener Zeitung (1925)
1 leaf
Photocopies from: Siegener Zeitung 74 (28 March 1925).
Vert 3180, no. 6 (PrCt)

Stella, Tilemann, 1525-1589
*Tillmann Stellas Reise nach Wien 1560.* [Siegen : Siegener Zeitung, 1925].
Authors: Ernst, Gustav -- Siegener Zeitung (1925)
[2] columns ; 34 cm.
Photocopies from: Siegener Zeitung 74 (28 March 1925).
Vert 3180, no. 3 (PrCt)

Stella, Tilemann, 1525-1589
*Tilemann Stella von Siegen.* [Siegen : Verein für Heimatkunde und Heimatschutz im Siegerlande und Nachbargebieten, 1915-1918].
Authors: Ernst, Gustav -- Siegerland (1915-1918)
p. 61-64, 92-97 ; ill., map ; 24 cm.
Photocopies from: Siegerland 3 (1915-1918): 61-64, 92-97.
Vert 3180, no. 4 (PrCt)

Stella, Tilemann, 1525-1589
*Von der Familie des Tillmannus Stella Sigensis.* [Siegen : Verein für Heimatkunde und Heimatschutz im Siegerlande und Nachbargebieten, 1925].
Authors: Ernst, Gustav -- Siegerland (1925)
p. 51-56 ; ill. ; 24 cm.
Photocopies from: Siegerland 7 (1925): 51-56.
Vert 3179, no. 2 (PrCt)

Stella, Tilemann, 1525-1589
Authors: Esckuche, Gustav, 1865-1917
16 p. ; 21 cm.
Photocopies.
"Sonderabdruck aus der Siegener Zeitung."
Vert 3178, no. 7 (PrCt)

Stella, Tilemann, 1525-1589
Authors: Güthling, Wilhelm, 1906- -- Nassauische Lebensbilder (1950)
p. 24-28 ; 25 cm.
Vert 3178, no. 1 (PrCt)

Stella, Tilemann, 1525-1589
*Tilmann Stoltz.* [Siegen : Siegerländer Heimatverein, 1954].
Authors: Güthling, Wilhelm, 1906- -- Siegerländer Lebensbilder (1954)
p. 62-63 ; ill. ; 26 cm.
Includes facsimile of t.p. of Stella's Kurzer vnd klarer Bericht vom Gebrauch vnd nutz der neuen Landtaffeln (1560).
Vert 3178, no. 6 (PrCt)

Stella, Tilemann, 1525-1589
Authors: Hofmeister, Adolf, 1849
Allgemeine deutsche Biographie (1967-1971)
p. 32-33 : 24 cm.
Reprint of volume originally published in 1893.
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3178, no. 5.
Ref CT1053 .A52, v. 36, p. 32-33 (PrCt)

Stella, Tilemann, 1525-1589
Authors: Güthling, Wilhelm, 1906- -- Nassauische Lebensbilder (1950)
p. 24-28 ; 25 cm.
Vert 3178, no. 1 (PrCt)

Stella, Tilemann, 1525-1589
*Geograph zu Luthers Zeit.* [Siegen : Hermann Montanus, 1898].
Authors: Lichtenberg, 1570
Landmesser und Landschreiber auf Burg Lichtenberg, 1570-1620. [Ludwigshafen-Rh. R. Louis, 1959].


G 007 .34, v. 60, p. 4-8 (PrCt)
Stella, Tilemann, 1525-1589. Die gemeine Landtaffel des Deutschen Landes (1560)
Methodvs, qvae in chorographica et historica totius Germaniae decrptione obseruabitur (1546)
Tilm. Stella's Karte von Deutschland 1560.
[Siegen : Verein für Heimatkunde und Heimatschutz im Siegerland und Nachbargebieten, 1928].
Authors: Ernst, Gustav -- Siegerland (1928)
p. 5-8 : ill. ; 23 cm.
Photocopies from: Siegerland 10 (1928): 5-8.
Vert 3180, no. 2 (PrCt)

Stella, Tilemann, 1525-1589. Gründliche und wahrhaftige Beschreibung und Vermessung der beiden Aemter Zweibrücken und Kinkel (1563)
Til. Stella's karta över Zweibrücken. [Lund, etc. Scandinavian University Press, etc., 1914].
Gamla tyska kartor i Kungl. biblioteket (1914)
p. 120-128 ; 26 cm.
In: Dahlgren's 'Gamla tyska kartor i Kungl. biblioteket' Nordisk tidskrift för bok- och biblioteksväsen 1 (1914): 120-128.
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3178, no. 4. Z 007 .641, v. 1, p. 120-128 (PrCt)

Stella, Tilemann, 1525-1589. Mansfeldiae Comitatus (ca. 1630)
Historische Landkarte von Tilmann Stella aus Siegen. [Siegen : Siegener Zeitung, 1966].
Authors: Roedig, Bernd -- Unser Heimatland : gesammelte Veröffentlichungen aus der Siegener Zeitung (1966)
p. 21-22 ; 29 cm.
Vert 3178, no. 8 (PrCt)

Stella, Tilemann, 1525-1589. Mansfeldiae Cartography - Mansfeld (Grafschaft) - 1557
Til. Stellas Karten von Mansfeld. 1922.
Authors: Ernst, Gustav
In "Für stille Stunden," supplement to the Eisleber Tageblatt, 7 and 14 January.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

Stella, Tilemann, 1525-1589. Mansfeldiae Comitatus (1573)
Authors: Arnhold, Helmut -- Historische Beiträge zur Kyffhäuserlandschaft (1975)
p. 54-59 : 25 cm.
Vert 3178, no. 14 (PrCt)

Stella, Tilemann, 1525-1589. Mansfeldiae Comitatus, 1573
[2p].
Vert 199 (PrCt)

Stella, Tilemann, 1525-1589. [Map of Palestine] (1552)
Cartography - Palestine - History - 1552--Holy Land SEE Palestine Tilmann Stellas Karten von Palästina. [Siegen : Siegener Zeitung, 1921].
Authors: Ernst, Gustav -- Siegener Zeitung (1921)
Photocopies from: Siegener Zeitung 99, no. 123 (30 May 1921).
Vert 3179, no. 3 (PrCt)

Stella, Tilemann, 1525-1589--Melanchthon, Philipp, 1497-1560
Til. Stella aus Siegen als Schützling Melanchthons. 1922.
Authors: Ernst, Gustav
Beobachter für die Lande an Sieg und Dill, an Lahn, Lenne, und Eder 21/22.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

Authors: Köster, Karl -- Staatsarchiv Schwerin 3 p. ; 30 cm.
Vert 3180, no. 7 (PrCt)
STEEL, Tilemann, 1525-1589. Warhaftige vnd g"undliche Beschreibung beider Ämter Zweibruck vnd Kirckell (1563)
"Älteste kartographische Erfassung des Bliesgaues. [Saarbrücken : Saarländischer Heimat- und Kulturumb, 1959].
Vert 3178, no. 13 (PrCt)

STENAY (France) - Battle of 1654
Authors: Beaulieu, Sébastian de Pontault, ca. 1612-1674 -- Beaulieu, Sébastian de Pontault, ca. 1612-1674. Les Glorieuses conquestes de Louis le Grand [1694?] 1 map ; 41 x 50 cm. In: Beaulieu, Sébastian de Pontault. Les Glorieuses conquestes de Louis le Grand (Paris : Chez le sieur de Beaulieu, [1694?]), pl. 29. Cf. Pastoureau, p. 44, II [25]. Insert; Carte du gouvernement de Stenay. Map shows battle of Stenay, France 1654
Case oversize G 10307 .08 pl. 29 (PrCt)

STENAY (France) - Maps - 1689 - Pictorial works
VAULT folio Ayer 135 .C8 1689 pl. 25 (PrCt)

73229 STEPHENS COUNTY (Tex.) - Maps - 1870-1879 - Landowners - Maps


73231 STEPHENS MINE (Clear Creek County, Colo.) - Maps - 1880 - Mines and mineral resources - Map printing - Wood engravings - Maps - 1880 - Clarence Stephens Mine (Clear Creek County, Colo.) SEE Stephens Mine (Clear Creek County, Colo.) - Wood engravings
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Graff 1453, p. [29] (PrCt)

73232 Stephenson County (III.) - Maps - 1800-1899 -
Landowners<->Counties -
Maps<->Landowners - Maps
Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960--Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)
288 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
1st ed.
'Deluxe edition.'
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).
'3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.'
Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).
Includes indexes.
Series: Family maps
ISBN 142030982X ; 9781420309829
Local History Ref F547.S8 B69 2008 (NLO)

73233 Stephenson County (III.) - Maps - 1859 -
Landowners<->Counties -
Maps<->Landowners - Maps
Authors: Walling, Henry Francis, 1825-1888 --
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Microfiche 583, no. 132 (PrCt)

73234 Stephenson County (III.) - Maps - 1871-1913 -
Landowners<->Counties -
Maps<->Landowners - Maps
3 atlases in 1 v. (66, 18, 2, 67, 20, 4, 121, 21, 3 p. : ill., maps, ports.) ; 35 cm.
Facsimile reproductions of three atlases originally published 1871, 1894, and 1913 (bound together in one volume).
Cover title.
Reprint sponsored by the Stephenson County Genealogical Society.
Includes indexes.
Scales differ.
Cf. Phillips 1569.
folio G1408.S9 C6 1986 (NLO)

73235 Stephenson County (III.) - Maps - 1871 -
Landowners<->Counties -
Maps<->Landowners - Maps
Combination atlas map of Stephenson County Illinois. Geneva, Ill. Thompson & Everts, 1871.
Authors: Thompson and Everts
1 atlas (66 leaves : ill., maps) ; 44 cm.
Includes a state map, a county map, eighteen township maps, two city plats, and twelve village plats.
Phillips 1569.
OCLC 13977406.
oversize G 10896 .185 (NLO)

73236 Stephenson County (III.) - Maps - 1968 -
Landowners<->Counties -
Maps<->Landowners - Maps
Authors: Directory Service Company -- Danzer, Gerald A.
1 atlas (56 p.) : maps ; 25 cm.
Cover title.
Publisher and place of publication from back cover.
Scale [ca. 1:63,360].
Shows locations of houses, landowner's names. Includes index to landowners.
Advertisements on cover and interspersed.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
73237  Stephenson County (Ill.) - Maps - 1968 - Landowners<>Counties - Maps<>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Hutchinson and Nesbit -- Stephenson County Farm Bureau (Ill.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (60 p.) : maps ; 25 cm.
Cover title.
Cadastral maps of townships.
Scale [ca. 1:63,360].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G4103.S9G46 1968 .H8 (NLO)

73238  Stephenson County (Ill.) - Maps - 1969 - Landowners<>Counties - Maps<>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Directory Service Company -- Johnson, Martin, 20th cent. -- Danzer, Gerald A.
1 atlas (48 p.) : maps ; 25 cm.
Cover title.
Publisher and place of publication from back cover.
Scale [ca. 1:63,360].
Shows locations of houses, landowner's names.
Includes index to landowners.
Advertisements on cover and interspersed.
Owner's inscription: Martin Johnson, Rt. 1, Davis, Ill.

73239  Stephenson County (Ill.) - Maps - 1971 - Landowners<>Counties - Maps<>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Hutchison and Nesbit -- Danzer, Gerald A.
1 map ; 51 x 64 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:68,000].
Cadastral map showing landowners.
Gift, Gerald A. Danzer, 2010
map4F G4103 .S9G46 1971 .H8 (PrCt)

73240  Stephenson County (Ill.) - Maps - 1973 - Landowners<>Counties - Maps<>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Directory Service Company -- Johnson, Martin, 20th cent. -- Danzer, Gerald A.
1 atlas (60 p.) : maps ; 25 cm.
Cover title.
Publisher and place of publication from back cover.
Scale [ca. 1:63,360].
Shows locations of houses, landowner's names.
Includes index to landowners.
Advertisements on cover and interspersed.

73241  Stephenson County (Ill.) - Maps - 1977 - Landowners<>Counties - Maps<>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Directory Service Company -- Danzer, Gerald A.
1 atlas (68 p.) : maps ; 25 cm.
Cover title.
Publisher and place of publication from back cover.
Advertisements on cover and interspersed.
Scale [ca. 1:63,360].
Shows locations of houses, landowner's names.
Includes index to landowners.

73242  Stephenson County (Ill.) - Maps - 1979 - Landowners<>Counties - Maps<>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Hutchinson and Nesbit -- Stephenson County Farm Bureau -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (36 p.) : 18 maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
Cadastral maps of townships.
Scale not given.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

73243  Stephenson County (Ill.) - Maps - 1979 - Landowners<>Counties - Maps<>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Directory Service Company -- Danzer, Gerald A.
1 atlas (64 p.) : maps ; 25 cm.
Cover title.
Publication and place of publication from back cover.
Scale [ca. 1:63,360].
Shows locations of houses, landowner's names.
Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Includes index to landowners.

73244  Stephenson County (Ill.) - Maps - 1981 - Landowners<>Counties - Maps<>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Hutchinson and Nesbit -- Danzer, Gerald A.
1 atlas (68 p.) : maps ; 25 cm.
Cover title.
Publisher and place of publication from back cover.
Scale [ca. 1:63,360].
Shows locations of houses, landowner's names.
Includes index to landowners.
Advertisements on cover and interspersed.
Maps - Landowners - Maps
Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (34 p.) : 22 maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
Scale [ca. 1:50,688]. 1 1/4 in. to 1 mile.
Includes business directory and index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 81675697

73245
Stephenson County (III.) - Maps - 1983 - Landowners - Counties - Maps
Authors: Hutchison and Nesbit -- Stephenson County Farm Bureau -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (36 p.) : 18 maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
Cadastral maps of townships.
Scale not given.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

73246
Stephenson County (III.) - Maps - 1983 - Landowners - Counties - Maps
Authors: Hutchison and Nesbit -- Hutchison & Nesbit SEE Hutchison and Nesbit -- Danzer, Gerald A.
1 map ; 51 x 65 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:68,000].
Cadastral map showing landowners.
Gift, Gerald A. Danzer, 2010
map4F G4103 .S9G46 1983 .H8 (PrCt)

73247
Stephenson County (III.) - Maps - 1997 - Landowners - Counties - Maps
Authors: Rockford Map Publishers
1 atlas (44 p.) : ill., maps (some col.) ; 28 cm. 12th ed.
Cover title.
Scale [1:50,688]. 1 1/4 in. to 1 mile.
Includes highway map, advertisements, business directory, and indexes.
LC Card Number: 97675579

73248
Printout from the digital edition of the Washington Post (accessed September 27, 2013):
Vert 1666 no. 2 (PrCt)

73249
Sterling County (Tex.) - Maps - 1892 - Landowners - Counties - Maps
Authors: Texas. General Land Office -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 23 x 14.5 in. Originally compiled 1892.
Microfiche 583, no. 1133 (PrCt)

73250
Sterling (Ill.) - Maps - 1894 - Pictorial works - Rock Falls (III.) - Maps - 1894 - Pictorial works
Authors: Karl Wentzel Co. -- Eshleman Photo 1 view ; 26 x 45 cm.
Facsimile of original published 1894;
reproduction of original imprint illegible.
"Original drawing - courtesy of Karl Wentzel Company. Reproduction by Eshleman Photo.'
Apparently published as a keepsake for 'Merchants & Manufactures Dinner, March 27, 1958.'
Bottom margin includes references 1-72 and A-U.
map2F G4104.5A3 1984 ST 1958 (PrCt)

73251
Stettin (Germany) - Maps - 1620 - Stettin (Germany) SEE ALSO Szczecin (Poland)
Alten Stettin. [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Rantzau, Henrik, 1526-1598 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 34 x 48 cm.
Original forwarded to Braun and Hogenberg by Henrik Rantzau; see R.A. Skelton's Introduction to the 1880 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum. Includes references 1-7.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1st ed.
'Deluxe edition.'
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).
'3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.'
Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).
Includes indexes.
Series: Family maps
ISBN 1420304046
Local History Ref F532.S8 B69 2006 (NLO)

73253 Steuben County (Ind.) - Maps - 1864 - Landowners- Counties - Maps- Landowners - Maps
1 map : on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century land ownership maps:
Microfiche 583, no. 171 (PrCt)

73254 Steuben County (Ind.) - Maps - 1880 - Landowners- Counties - Maps- Landowners - Maps
Authors: J.H. Beers & Co. 1 atlas (56, [13] p. : ill., maps, ports.) ; 45 cm. 73-7815
oversize G1403.S7 B4 1880 (NLO)

73255 Steuben County (Ind.) - Maps - 1898 - Landowners- Counties - Maps- Landowners - Maps
The County of Steuben, Indiana: an atlas, art folio and directory, including farm and official directory, treaties on the government survey and concatenation of historical events. Angola, Ind. Imperial Pub. Co., 1898.
Authors: Imperial Publishing Company, Angola, Ind. 1 atlas (99 p. : ill., maps, ports.) ; 49 cm. Alternate pages blank.
oversize G1403.S7 I 4 1898 (NLO)

73256 Steuben County (Ind.) - Maps - 1908 - Counties - Maps
Steuben County Indiana. [Chicago] : Rand McNally, 1908.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Baker & Co. (Indianapolis, Ind.) -- Chicago Historical Society
1 map : col. ; 27 x 31 cm.
CHS Coll., Map no. 366 (PrCt)

73257 Steuben County (Ind.) - Maps - 1912 - Landowners- Counties - Maps- Landowners - Maps
Includes index.
Alternate pages blank.
folio G1403.S7 M67 1912 (NLO)

73258 Steuben County (Ind.) - Maps - 1954 - Counties - Maps
Atlas section, the 1954 history of Steuben County, Indiana ... Angola, Ind., 1954.
Includes a map of the state; of the county; and of each of the townships of the county.
An Advertisement or prospectus for his History of Steuben County.
folio F 895805 .595 (NLO)

73259 Steuben County (Ind.) - Maps - 1954 -
LA12815  Nepaug River (Conn.) - Landowners - Maps
Authors: Sheats, Joseph F. -- Barkhamsted Historical Society.
Maps on microfiche 11 x 15 cm. Includes maps of several
parts of the town, and a history of the town.

73262  Steuben County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1873 -
Landowners<->Counties -
Maps<->Landowners - Maps
[Stevens County (N.Y.) - 1873: LC G&M land
ownership maps on microfiche], [Washington,
D.C.] : LC G&M Division, [1983?].
Authors: Levy, M. -- Gillette, John E. -- Library of
Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M
Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 55.5 x 95 in. Scale 1:66,000.
Originally published Philadelphia: J. E. Gillette,
1857.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing
19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map
Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
[Washington, D.C. : Library of Congress,
Geography and Map Division, 1983?].
Microfiche 583, no. 564 (PrCt)

73263  Stevens County (Minn.) - Maps - 1910-1997 -
Landowners<->Counties -
Maps<->Landowners - Maps
Atlas of Stevens County, Minnesota : containing
maps, plats of the townships, rural directory,
pictures of farms and families, articles about
history, etc. / compiled 1997 by Title Atlas
Company. Minneapolis, Minn. Title Atlas Co.,
c1997.
Authors: Title Atlas Co. (Minneapolis, Minn.) --
Geo. A. Ogle & Co. Standard atlas of Stevens
County, Minnesota (1910) -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (various pagings) : ill., 36 maps, ports ; 36 cm.
Cover title: Pictorial Atlas Stevens County
Minnesota.
Includes indexes to owners and directories.
Scale [ca. 1:44,000].
Includes facsimile edition of: Geo. A. Ogle & Co.,
Advertisements interspersed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.

73264  Stevens County (Wash.) - Maps - 1900 -
Landowners<->Counties -
Maps<->Landowners - Maps
[Stevens County (Wash.) - 1900: LC G&M land
ownership maps on microfiche], [Washington,
D.C.] : LC G&M Division, [1983?].
Authors: Tower, L. L. -- Colville Map Co. --
Library of Congress. Geography and Map
Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 2 parts, 33 x 23 in. each. Scale
1:96,000. Originally published Colville, Wash.: Colville
Map Co., 1900. Only covers part of the county.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing
19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map
Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
[Washington, D.C. : Library of Congress,
Geography and Map Division, 1983?].
Microfiche 583, no. 1377 (PrCt)

73265  Stevenson, Edward Luther, 1858-1944. Maps
illustrating early discovery and exploration in
America 1502-1530 (1903-1905)
Authors: Palfits, Victor Hugo, 1867-1952
BHC 1920
Vert 1486 (PrCt)

73266 Stickney (Ill.) - Maps - 1956-1958 - Real property - Road maps
Official atlas of Stickney Township. West Chicago, Ill. Sidwell Studio, [1956?].
Authors: Sidwell Studio -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (65 leaves) : maps (some col.) ; 77 cm.
Spine title: Stickey T.38N. R.13E.
Updated 1957-1958.
'Clear view maps'
Cadastral map; does not identify landowners.
Scale [1:2,400]. 200 ft. to 1 in.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
oversize G1408.C7 S537 1956 (NLO)

73267 Stift Göttweig (Steinaweg, Austria) - 1970
Authors: Richard Pietsch & co.
1 postcard : col. photos ; 11 x 15 cm
Travel Vertical File G6493 .L6:3K7 1970 .S3 (PrCt)

73268 Stift Göttweig (Steinaweg, Austria) - 1978
Authors: Schnell & Steiner
1 booklet (23 p) : photos (some col.) ; 17 cm
Travel Vertical File G6493 .L6:3K7 1978 .S3 (PrCt)

73269 Stillwater (N.Y.) - Maps - 1756 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Plan of Still-water [on Hudson River] with its block house, etc. [19--].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1756 manuscript.
folio Ayer 136 .H91 1907 ser. 1, v. 3, pl. 16 (PrCt)

73270 Stirling Castle (Stirling, Scotland) - Maps - 1978 - Pictorial works - 1978
1 sheet : ill., plan ; 66 x 89 cm folded in covers 16 x 24 cm.
Text by Dr. J. B. Barclay.
"© Johnston & Bacon."
"Prepared with the co-operation of the Department of the Environment."--Cover.
ISBN 0717942333.
map4C G5774 .S7:2C3 1978 .B3 (PrCt)

73271 Stockach, Battle of, Stockach, Germany, 1799 - Maps - 1839 - Moskirch, Battle of, Moskirch, Germany, 1800 - Maps - 1839
1 map : hand col. ; 43 x 54 cm.
Positions of French and Austrian troops indicated by colors.
Includes tipped-on flap (24 x 22 cm.) to show troop movements.
At upper right: Pl. XXVIII.
Case oversize F 393 .457, pl. 28 (PrCt)

73272 Stockholm (Sweden) - Maps - 1728 - Harbors - Nautical charts - Stockholm (Sweden) - Maps - 1728 - Harbors
A Draught of the passage to Stockholm: from Landsort, to Suderamen. [London : J. Knapton et al., 1728].
Authors: Harris, John, 1667?-1719 -- Parker, Samuel, active 1719-1751 -- Knapton, James, -1738 -- Harris, John, 1667?-1719. Atlas maritimus & commercialis ... (1728) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 47 x 53 cm.
In: [Harris, John et al.] Atlas maritimus & commercialis ... (London : Printed for James and John Knapton [et al.]., 1728) plate 15.
oversize Ayer 135 .A83 1728 pl. 15 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
73273 **Stockholm (Sweden) - Maps - 1771**


Authors: Andrews, John, 1736-1809 -- Andrews, John, 1736-1809. A Collection of plans of the most capital cities of ... Europe and ... the world [1792?] -- Stockdale, John, 1749?-1814

1 map ; 15 x 23 cm.


**Case folio G 13 .036 pl. 28 (PrCt)**

---

73274 **Stockholm (Sweden) - Maps - 1836<<<>>>Stockholm (Sweden) - Pictorial works - 1836**

*Stockholm. 1836*. [London] : Baldwin & Cradock [i.e. Chapman & Hall], 1836 [i.e.1844].


1 map : hand col. ; 32 x 40 cm.

'Drawn by W.B. Clarke, Archt.'

'Engraved by B.R. Davies, 16 George Str., London University.'

Inset view (3 x 19 cm.): View of Stockholm from the island of Langholmen.


**oversize Ayer 135 .S67 1844 v. 2, pl. [205] (PrCt)**

---

73275 **Stockholm (Sweden) - Maps - 1840 - Pictorial works**

*Stockholm*. [Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, 1840].

Authors: Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846 -- Lea & Blanchard -- Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (1840) 1 view ; 3 x 7 cm.

In: Murray, Hugh. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, successors to Carey & Co., for George W. Gorton, 1840) v. 1, p. 487.

Wax engraving.

**G 11 .607 v. 1, p. 487 (PrCt)**

---

73276 **Stockholm (Sweden) - Maps - 1906**


Authors: Svenska turistföreningen -- Forstrand, Carl -- Generalstabens litografiska anstalt -- Wahlström & Widstrand (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

iv, 169 p. : 18 maps (some col., some folded) ; 17 cm.

Edition: "2. omarb. uppl."

"Denna bok är utarbetad af fil. dr Carl Forstrand"--T.p. verso.

Maps by Generalstabens. Includes folded maps in pocket.

"Pris 2 Kr."--Back cover. Includes index.

Series: Svenska turistföreningens resenhandböcker ; 5

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes G153 .S94 [no. ] 5 (1906) (NLO)**

---

73277 **Stockholm (Sweden) - Maps - 1913**


Authors: Turisttrafikföreningen för Stockholm -- Adams-Ray, Edward -- Hasse W. Tullberg & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)


Cover title: Atlas-guide, Stockholm

"The English translation by Edward Adams-Ray"--T.p. verso

"Printed and bound by Hasse W. Tullberg & Co., printers. The 8 plans have been drawn and printed by the same firm"--T.p. verso.

"Published in English, German, Swedish." Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes DL976.A4 A85 1913 (NLO)**

---

73278 **Stockholm (Sweden) - Maps - 1925<<<>>>Stockholm Region (Sweden) - Maps - 1925**


Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag -- Goldschmidt, Albert -- Kraatz, Leopold -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)


15. Aufl. [15th ed.]

'Mit zwei Karten.' Maps lithographed by Leopold Kraatz. Advertisements: vi p. at end. Includes index.

Series: Griebens Reiseführer ; Bd. 52

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 52 (1925) (NLO)**
73279 Stockholm (Sweden) - Maps - 1955<>Stockholm Region (Sweden) - Maps - 1955<>Stockholms län (Sweden)<<>Stockholms län (Sweden : Province) SEE Stockholms län (Sweden)<<>Stockholms län (Sweden)---Stockholm (Sweden : Län) SEE Stockholms län (Sweden)<<>Stockholm Province (Sweden) SEE Stockholms län (Sweden)

1 map : col. ; 37 x 46 cm.
Title from cartouche at bottom right.
Added title in upper left margin: Map of Stockholm
"Av kartverkskommissionen godkänd för spridning 11/6 1954."
"This map is issued with 'Your guide in Stockholm.'"
Inset (10 x 13 cm.): Surroundings of Stockholm
Map on verso (28 x 26 cm.): The Surroundings of Stockholm
Both sides include local advertising in margins.
Issued folded to 15 x 8 cm.
map4F G6954.S7 1955 .K3 (PrCt)

73280 Stockholm (Sweden) - Pictorial works - 1620

Stockholm. [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civititates orbis terrarum -- Schol, Hieronymus, 16th cent. -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
2 views : hand col. ; 16 x 47 cm. each on sheet 41 x 54 cm.
'Donabat huic operi, Hieronymus Scholeus.' Title from top view.
Added title, bottom view: Stockholm.
Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Stockholmia.

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 4, pl. 38 (PrCt)

73281 Stockholm (Sweden) - Pictorial works - 1657

Stockholm. [Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657].
Authors: Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664 -- Schol, Hieronymus, 16th cent. -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Illustriorvm principumque urbiurn septentrionalium Europae tabulae [1657] -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Theatrum urbiurn (1657)
2 views : hand col. ; 16 x 46 cm. each, on sheet 49 x 58 cm.

"Donabat huic operi, Hieronymus Scholeus."
Title from top view.
Added title, bottom view: Stockholm.
Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Stockholmia.
In: Jansson, Jan. Illustriorvm principumque urbiurn septentrionalium Europae tabulae, v. 1, [plate 33].
Issued in volume1 of 8 in Jansson's townbook atlases, collectively known as the Theatrum urbiurn (Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657).
Case oversize G 117 .452, v. 1, [plate 33] (PrCt)

73282 Stockholm (Sweden) - Tourism - 1970

Authors: Stockholms Turisttrafikförbund
1 sheet : col. ills, photos, map ; fold. to 22 x 10 cm
Brochure in Swedish.
Travel Vertical File G6954 .S7 1970 .S7 (PrCt)

73283 Stockholm (Sweden) - Tourism - 1980

City sightseeing : bus- boat- helicopter and golf tours. Stockholm : City Sightseeing, [ca. 1980s].
Authors: City Sightseeing
1 booklet (19 p) : col photos, map ; 20 cm
Brochure in English, German, and Swedish.
Travel Vertical File G6954 .S7 1980 .C5 (PrCt)

73284 Stockholm (Sweden) - Shopping malls - 1988<---NK (Firm) - 1988

Authors: NK (Firm)
1 sheet : col. photos, ills, maps ; fold. to 21 x 11 cm
Text in Swedish, Finnish, German, and English.
Travel Vertical File G6954 .S7Q44 1988 .N6 (PrCt)

1 map ; 49 x 45 cm.
map2F G5754.S82A1 1819 P5 (PrCt)

73286 Stonehenge (England) - Maps - 1740

A Finish'd plan of the contiguous stones of Choir Gaure, vulgarly called Stonehenge, with the lines applied to it for discovering the original form and size of the several parts of the work / by John Wood, architect, A.D. MDCCLX. [Oxford : Printed at the Theatre ..., and sold by C. Hitch ... and S. Birt, 1747].
Authors: Wood, John, 1705?-1754 -- Hitch, Charles, d. 1764 -- Birt, Samuel, d. 1755 -- Wood, John, 1705?-1754. Choir Gaure, vulgarly

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
called Stonehenge (1747)
1 map ; on sheet 35 x 32 cm. fold. to 19 x 12 cm.
In: John Wood, Choir Gaure, vulgarly called
Stonehenge, on Salisbury Plain, described, restored, and explained (Oxford: Printed at the Theatre ..., and sold by C. Hitch ... and S. Birt ..., 1747), opp. p. 54.
Scale ca. 1:124.
F 0245 .975, opp. p. 54 (PrCt)

73290 Stonewall County (Tex.) - Maps - 1880 - Landowners<<Counties - Maps<<Landowners - Maps
Authors: Texas. General Land Office -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 18.5 x 17.5 in. Scale 1:133,320.
Originally compiled 1880.
Microfiche 583, no. 1134 (PrCt)

73291 Stoney Point (N.Y.) - Capture, 1779<<United States - History - Revolution, 1775-1783 - Maps
1 map : hand col.; 50 x 70 cm.
Scale ca. 1:5,500.
Relief shown by shading.
Detached from: Faden, William, [Atlas of battle plans, ca. 1783], no. 23.
The atlas was previously owned by British general Sir Henry Clinton.
map4F 3701.S3.23 (PrCt)

73292 Stoppel, Jakob. Repertorivm in formam alphabeticam redactu[m] ... (1519)<<Names, Geographical - 1519<<Names, Geographical - America - 1519<<Geography - 1519<<America - Geography - 1519<<Stoppel, Jakob SEE Stoppel, Jakob<<Gazetteers
Addendum to Harrisse : Jakob Stoppel. 1970.
Describes a very rare copy of Jakob Stoppel's Repertorium in formam alphabetam redactum[m] ... (Memmingen, Germany : Albert Kunne, 1519) acquired by the Newberry Library in 1969 (Sotheby's, 19-20 May 1969, lot 290); cataloged as VAULT Ayer 7 .S88 1519. Stoppel's book comprised of place names with geographic coordinates; signatures P' - P 2' include notes on lands and islands in America.

Vert 70 (PrCt)

73293 Storm, Colton, 1908-1988
Authors: Chernofsky, Jacob L. -- Lowman, Matt (Matthias Paul), 1938-1992
p. 2175-76 ; 28 cm.
Photocopy from AB Bookman's weekly 83, no. 20 (15 May 1989): 2175-76.
Includes quotation from Matt Lowman.
Original article at: Z 4603 .039, v. 83, no. 20.
Vert 2300, no. 1 (PrCt)


73296 Story County (Iowa) - Maps - 1883 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps

73297 Story County (Iowa) - Maps - 1968 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps
Authors: Hawkeye Farm Plat Book Company --
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (32 p.) : 17 maps ; 31 cm.

Cover title.

Includes farmers directory and index to advertisers.

Advertisements on covers and interspersed.

Scale not given.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G4153.S8G46 1968 .H3 (NLO)

73298 Story County (Iowa) - Maps - 1971 - Landowners - Counties - Maps

Official 1971 Story, iowa, county directory.

[Alguna, iowa : Directory Service Co., 1971?].

Authors: Directory Service Company -- Tallmer Tjelmeland, Tallmer -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (44 p.) : 17 maps ; 26 cm.

Cover title.

Advertisements on covers and interspersed.

Owner's mark: Tallmer Tjelmeland ... Zearing, Ia.

Scale not given.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.


73299 Story County (Iowa) - Maps - 1973 - Landowners - Counties - Maps


Authors: Hawkeye Farm Plat Book Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (32 p.) : 17 maps ; 30 cm.

Cover title.

Includes farmers directory.

Advertisements on covers and interspersed.

Scale not given.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.


73300 Story County (Iowa) - Maps - 1975 - Landowners - Counties - Maps


Authors: Universal Publishing (West Des Moines, Iowa) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (48 p.) : 17 maps ; 26 cm.

Cover title.

Includes residents and business directories.

Advertisements on covers and interspersed.

Scale not given.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G4153.S8G46 1975 .U5 (NLO)

73301 Stowe Gardens (England) - Maps -

1739<<=>>Cobham, Richard Temple, Viscount, 1669?-1749 - Homes and haunts

A General plan of the woods, park and gardens of Stowe : the seat of the Right Honourable the Lord Viscount Cobham : with several perspective views in the gardens / dedicated to his Lordship by his most humble and obedient servant Sarah Bridgeman, 1739. [London] : Publish'd by S. Bridgeman, 1739.

Authors: Bridgeman, Sarah

1 map ; 86 x 53 cm. fold to 49 x 59 cm.

The title of this map also serves as the title page of the book, which contains 16 leaves of views.

Case oversize W 145 .116, t.p. (NLO)

73302 Stowe (Vt.) - Maps - 1950-1959 - Ski resorts - Pictorial maps


Stowe-Mansfield Association, [195-?].

Authors: Stowe-Mansfield Association (Vermont) -- Mt. Mansfield Co. -- Ruschp, Sepp

1 map : col. ; 29 x 40 cm., on sheet 46 x 61 cm.

Birds-eye view of ski runs on Mt. Mansfield and Spruce Peak; keyed to references 1-21

Verso includes advertising for ski lifts managed by the Mt. Mansfield Co. and the Sepp Ruschp ski school.

Issued folded to 23 x 11 cm.

map4F G3754.S7E63 195- .S7 (PrCt)

73303 Straet, Jan van der, 1523-1605. Americae retectio (1585?)

Copperplates<<=>>Copperplates<<=>>Engraving<<=>>Van der Straet, Jan, 1523-1605 SEE Straet, Jan van der, 1523-1605<<=>>Stradanus, Ioannis, 1523-1605 SEE Straet, Jan van der, 1523-1605


Authors: Duprey, Wilson G. -- Sabin, Joseph, 1821-1881

3 leaves ; 28 cm.

Letter from Wilson G. Duprey, Van Wert, Ohio, 22 April 2006, with photocopies of entry from Sabin, saying that the original copperplates are now in the collections of the New-York Historical Society.

Vert 2287 (PrCt)

73304 Strafford County (N.H.) - Maps - 1856 - Landowners - Counties - Maps


Authors: Chace, J. -- Smith & Bartlett -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps

1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
73305 **Stralsund (Germany) - History - Siege, 1628 - Maps**

- Includes dedication to ‘Christiano Quarto ...
- Christian IV, King of Denmark and Norway, Visscher exc., 1628.
- Authors: Visscher, Claes Jansz., 1586 or 1628.
- Hertoch van Friedland ...
- Wenzel Eusebius von, Herzog von Friedland, 1583-1634
- Straelsundt belegert door Albert bij der G. G.
- Hertoeh van Friedland ...
- Wenzel Eusebius von, Herzog von Friedland, 1583-1634

**Details:**
- Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library).
- Visscher 114 and 115.
- Remnants of binding on verso.
- Duplicate copies: Visscher 113 and 115.
- Includes dedication to ‘Christiano Quarto ...
- Nicolaus a Wassenae. Amsterod. medicus.’
- Details fortifications and the 1628 siege of Stralsund by Albrecht von Wallenstein.
- Letterpress text pasted below engraved map:
  - Vertoogh vant Keyers Legher ...
  - Amsterdam by Claes Iansz. Visscher ... 1628.
- Text includes numerous alphabetical and numerical references.
- Oriented with north at left.
- Remnants of binding on verso.
- Duplicate copies: Visscher 113 and 115.
- Forms part of the Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library).

73307 **Stralsund (Germany) - History - Siege, 1628 - Maps**

- Includes dedication to ‘Christiano Quarto ...
- Nicolaus a Wassenae. Amsterod. medicus.’
- Details fortifications and the 1628 siege of Stralsund by Albrecht von Wallenstein.
- Letterpress text pasted below engraved map:
  - Vertoogh vant Keyers Legher ...
  - Amsterdam by Claes Iansz. Visscher ... 1628.
- Text includes numerous alphabetical and numerical references.
- Oriented with north at left.
- Remnants of binding on verso.
- Duplicate copies: Visscher 113 and 115.
- Forms part of the Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library).

73306 **Stralsund (Germany) - History - Siege, 1628 - Maps**

- Includes dedication to ‘Christiano Quarto ...
- Nicolaus a Wassenae. Amsterod. medicus.’
- Details fortifications and the 1628 siege of Stralsund by Albrecht von Wallenstein.
- Letterpress text pasted below engraved map:
  - Vertoogh vant Keyers Legher ...
  - Amsterdam by Claes Iansz. Visscher ... 1628.
- Text includes numerous alphabetical and numerical references.
- Oriented with north at left.
- Remnants of binding on verso.
- Duplicate copies: Visscher 113 and 115.
- Forms part of the Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library).

73308 **Stralsund (Germany) - Maps - 1715 - Siege**

- Includes dedication to ‘Christiano Quarto ...
- Nicolaus a Wassenae. Amsterod. medicus.’
- Details fortifications and the 1628 siege of Stralsund by Albrecht von Wallenstein.
- Letterpress text pasted below engraved map:
  - Vertoogh vant Keyers Legher ...
  - Amsterdam by Claes Iansz. Visscher ... 1628.
- Text includes numerous alphabetical and numerical references.
- Oriented with north at left.
- Remnants of binding on verso.
- Duplicate copies: Visscher 113 and 115.
- Forms part of the Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library).
In: Jansson, Jan. Urbania totius Germaniae svuperiorus (1657) / Abraham Hogenberg excudit Coloniae. Coloniae [Cologne, i.e. Amsterdam: Jan Janssone, 1657].
Authors: Janssone, Jan, ca. 1578 - 1666. Urbania totius Germaniae specierius illustririorumque tabulae ... Pars posterior [l.e. prior] (1657) -- Janssone, Jan, ca. 1578 - 1666. Theatrur urbium (1657) 1 map : hand col.; 33 x 41 cm.; in British military library, or, Journal no. 27 (December 1800), opposite p. [481].
In: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541 - 1608. Urbium totius Germaniae svuperiorus (1657) / Abraham Hogenberg excudit Coloniae. Coloniae [Cologne, i.e. Amsterdam: Jan Jansson, 1657].
Authors: Janssone, Jan, ca. 1578 - 1666. Urbania totius Germaniae specierius illustririorumque tabulae ... Pars posterior [l.e. prior] (1657) -- Janssone, Jan, ca. 1578 - 1666. Theatrur urbium (1657) 1 map : hand col.; 33 x 41 cm.; in British military library, or, Journal no. 27 (December 1800), opposite p. [481].
In margin: Military Journal No. 27. Keyed to references in the text, 1-111.
Accompanied by "Description of the celebrated fortress of Strasburgh; with an engraved plan," p. [481]-488.
Case U 007 .131, v. 2, opposite p. [481] (PrCt)

73311 Strasbourg (France) - Maps - 1620 Argentoratum cuius ob antiquitatem Ptolemeus ... [Cologne: s.n., ca. 1620]. Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541 - 1608. Urbium totius Germaniae svuperiorus (1657) / Abraham Hogenberg excudit Coloniae. Coloniae [Cologne, i.e. Amsterdam: Jan Jansson, 1657].

73312 Strasbourg (France) - Maps - 1657 Argentoratum cuius ob antiquitatem Ptolemeus ... / Abraham Hogenberg excudit Coloniae. Coloniae [Cologne, i.e. Amsterdam: Jan Jansson, 1657].
Authors: Janssone, Jan, ca. 1578 - 1666. Urbania totius Germaniae specierius illustririorumque tabulae ... Pars posterior [l.e. prior] (1657) -- Janssone, Jan, ca. 1578 - 1666. Theatrur urbium (1657) 1 map : hand col.; 33 x 41 cm.; in British military library, or, Journal no. 27 (December 1800), opposite p. [481].
In: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541 - 1608. Urbium totius Germaniae svuperiorus (1657) / Abraham Hogenberg excudit Coloniae. Coloniae [Cologne, i.e. Amsterdam: Jan Jansson, 1657].

Strasbourg (France) - Fortifications - Maps - 1800<<><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><<
73313 Strasbourg (France) - Maps - 1701 - Fortification

Strasbourg. [London : T. Childe, 1701].

Authors: Moll, Herman, 1732 -- Childe, Timothy -- Moll, Herman, -1732. A System of geography or, A new & accurate description of the earth 1701
1 view ; 9 x 14 cm.

Identifies 'cittadel.'


Case folio G 117 .58 pt. 1, p. 196 (PrCt)

73314 Strasbourg (France) - Pictorial works - 1552<--Woodcuts

[View of Strasbourg, France]. [Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552].

Authors: Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552. Cosmographiaeuniuersalis ... (1552) -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : woodcut ; 4 x 8 cm., on sheet 32 x 21 cm.

Title supplied by cataloger.

In: Münster, Sebastian. Cosmographiaeuniuersalis ... (Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552), p. 457.

Possibly an inaccurate view, since some of the woodcuts in this volume were used for more than one town.

VAULT folio Ayer 7 .M8 1552, p. 457 (PrCt)

73315 Strasbourg (France) - Pictorial works - 1587

Argentina / Daniel Specklin fecit ; M. Greuter sculpsit. [Strasbourg? s.n.], 1587.

Authors: Specklin, Daniel, 1536--1695 -- Specklin, Daniel, 1536--1695. Cosmographiaeuniuersalis ... (1587) -- Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Argentina
1 view : woodcut ; 41 x 50 cm.

Identifies 'cittadel.'

In: Jansson, Jan. Urbium totius Germaniae syverioris illustriorum clariorumque tabulae ... Pars posterior [i.e. prior] (1657) -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Theatrum urbiunb (1657)
1 view : hand col. ; 41 x 50 cm.

Includes references 1-40.

Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Argentina

In: Jansson, Jan. Urbium totius Germaniae syverioris illustriorum clariorumque tabulae ... Pars posterior [i.e. prior] 1657, [plate 6].

Issued in volume [2] of 8 in Jansson's townbook atlases, collectively known as the Theatrum urbiunb (Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657).

Case oversize G 117 .452, v. 2, [plate 6] (PrCt)

73317 Strasbourg Region (France) -1713 - Fortification

Strasbourg : ville fameuse ... [Paris : De Fer, 1713?].

Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Introduction à la fortification ... [1713?]
1 map ; 20 x 27 cm.

In: Fer, Nicolas de. Introduction à la fortification ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, [1713?]) map [115].

For later state of this map, with engraved plate number, see Case folio U 26 .292.
For earlier version of this map, engraved on different plate, see Case folio U 26 .293.

Case oversize U 26 .2919 map [115] (PrCt)

73318 Strasbourg Region (France) - Maps - 1695 - Fortification

Strasbourg : ville fameuse ... [Paris : De Fer, 1695].

Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes ... with engraved plate number, see Case folio U 26 .294.

Manuscript '(14)' at upper right.

Case folio U 26 .293 pt. 4, map [71] (PrCt)

73319 Strasbourg Region (France) - Maps - 1696

Environs de Strasbourg. Paris : De Fer, [1696].

Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes ... with engraved plate number, see Case folio U 26 .294.

Manuscript '(12)' at upper right.

Case folio U 26 .293 pt. 4, map [71] (PrCt)

73316 Strasbourg (France) - Pictorial works - 1657

Argentina -- Strassburg. [Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657].

Authors: Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664 -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Urbium totius Germaniae syverioris illustriorum clariorumque tabulae ... Pars posterior [i.e. prior] (1657) -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Theatrum urbiunb (1657)
1 view : hand col. ; 41 x 50 cm.

Includes references 1-40.

Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Argentina

In: Jansson, Jan. Urbium totius Germaniae syverioris illustriorum clariorumque tabulae ... Pars posterior [i.e. prior] 1657, [plate 6].

Issued in volume [2] of 8 in Jansson's townbook atlases, collectively known as the Theatrum urbiunb (Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657).

Case oversize G 117 .452, v. 2, [plate 6] (PrCt)
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Street addresses - Chicago (III.) -
1909<<>>Street names - Chicago (III.) -
1909<<>>Streets - Chicago (III.) -
1909<<>>Chicago (III.) - Maps - 1909 - Street addresses

Plan of re-numbering, city of Chicago: a complete table showing new and old numbers affected by an ordinance passed by the City Council of the City of Chicago, June 22, 1908, and as amended by an ordinance passed June 21, 1909 ... Chicago : Chicago Directory Co., 1909.

Authors: Chicago Directory Company -- Chicago History Museum -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
Photocopy of original held by the Chicago History Museum.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
F 8962 .1691 (NLO)

Street addresses - Evanston (Ill.) -
2011<<>>Street names - Evanston (Ill.) -
2011<<>>Streets - Evanston (Ill.) -
2011<<>>Street-railroads - Evanston (Ill.) -
2011<<>>Railroads - Maps
Authors: Shealy -- Graefe, M. J. -- -- Sclair, Helen, 1930-
Paper cover title: Shealy's quick service street guide of Chicago and suburbs ...
Hardback cover title: Shealy's vest pocket street guide : Chicago and suburbs ...
"Copyright by M.J. Graefe. 1945 edition."
Directory of street names and addresses keyed to "nearest [street] car line."
Does not include maps.
Imperfect; most of p. 80 torn away.
Gift 2011, estate of Helen Sclair.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
map2C G4104.C6P2 1945 .S5 (PrCt)
Street addresses - Loop (Chicago, Ill.) - 1911
Street addresses - Chicago (Ill.) - 1911
Street names - Loop (Chicago, Ill.) - 1911
Street names - Chicago (Ill.) - 1911
Streets - Loop (Chicago, Ill.) - 1911
Streets - Chicago (Ill.) - 1911

New and old house numbers, city of Chicago.

Chicago City Directory Collection (Newberry Library) (PrCt)

Street names - Chicago (Ill.) - 1870
Streets - Chicago (Ill.) - 1870

Alphabetical list of the streets in the city [of Chicago], showing their length, and the number of feet improved and unimproved / respectfully submitted, F.H. Bailey, in charge of special assessment. [Chicago : Lakeside Press, 1870].


Street names - San Francisco (Calif.) - 1954
Names, Geographical - San Francisco (Calif.) - 1954
San Francisco street names : sketches of the lives of pioneers for whom San Francisco streets are named / by Henry C. Carlisle. San Francisco : American Trust Co., c1954.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
73346 Stumpf, Johannes, 1500-1576? Landtafeln (1548)
*Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)*

73347 Stumpf, Johannes, 1500-1576? Landtafeln (1548)
Authors: Stumpf, Johannes, 1500-1576? -- Weisz, Leo, d. 1966
14, [1] p., xii plates) : 12 col. maps ; 35 cm.
Photocopies of text only (lacking the 12 colored map plates).
*Vert 3182, no. 1 (PrCt)*

73348 Stumpf, Johannes, 1500-1576? Landtafeln, 1552
*Die Ausgaben der zwölf Landtafeln des Johannes Stumpf*. 1937.
Authors: Oehme, Ruthardt, 1901- -- Zentralblatt für Bibliothekswesen 54 (1937): 380-387
In Zentralblatt für Bibliothekswesen 54 (1937): 380-387.
Cited in Imago Mundi annual bibliography.
*Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)*

73349 Stumpf, Johannes, 1500-1576? [Schweizer Chronik] (1548)
Authors: Strauss, Gerald, 1922- -- Medievalia et humanistica (1958) p. 104-122 ; 22 cm.
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3182, no. 5.
*F 094 .00521 v. 12, p. 104-122 (PrCt)*

73350 Stumpf, Johannes, 1500-1576? [Schweizer Chronik] (1548)
Authors: Vögelin, Salomon, 1837-1888 -- Stadtbibliothek zu Zürich
67 p. ; 28 cm.
Series: Neujahrsblatt herausgegeben von der Stadtbibliothek in Zürich, 1879-1882.
References: Karrow, Mapmakers of the 16th Century, 73/B.
*Not at Newberry Library (Jan. 2013) (PrCt)*

73351 Stumpf, Johannes, 1500-1576? [Schweizer Chronik] (1548)
Authors: Winkler, Ernst, 1907- -- Geographica helvetica (1947) p. 223-228 : 3 maps ; 24 cm.
*Vert 3182, no. 3 (PrCt)*

Authors: Kenney, Cyril Ernest -- Weissenborn, Hellmuth -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
166 p. : ill., facsims., maps, ports. ; 32 cm.
Includes 93 illustrated plates, all of which are 'reproduced from the original editions in the author's possession, with the exception of Plate No. 59, which is from the copy in the British Museum, and Plates Nos. 14, 30, 63, 64, 69, 77 and 78 which are from blocks kindly loaned by Messrs. Maggs Bros., Ltd. The wood engravings on the title-pages (pages 5, 17, 53, 71, 125, and 165) were made by Hellmuth Weissenborn'.
F. 13.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
*Baskes folio VK551.S92 K4 (NLO)*

73353 Stuttgart Region (Germany) - Maps - 1710
*Stuttgart mit dero Gegend auf 2 Stund*. Augsburg : Gabriel Bodenehr, 1710.
Authors: Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. -- Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. Atlas curieux -- oder, Neuer und compendieuser atlas 1710 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 14 x 21 cm.
In: Bodenehr, Gabriel. Atlas curieux; oder, Neuer und compendieuser atlas ... ([Augsburg: Gabriel Bodenehr, 1710?]) pl. [78]. Engraved plate no. '81.'
*Ayer 135 .B6 pl. 78 (PrCt)*

73354 Stutsman County (N.D.) - Maps - 1930 - Landowners<>>>Counties -
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Maps - Landowners - Maps

Standard atlas of Stutsman County, North Dakota... Chicago : Brock & Company, 1930.
Authors: Brock & Company
1 atlas (115 p. illus., ports., maps (some col.)) ; 46 cm.
Some of the alternate pages blank.
Township maps are on the scale of ca. 1:38,000 or 15/8 inches to 1 mile.
Phillips 16332.
oversize F 92277 .121 (NLO)

73358 Stuttgart (Germany) - Maps - 1949
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 4 plates
1st ed.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

73359 Stuttgart (Germany) - Maps - 1964
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 12 plates
3rd ed.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

73360 Stuttgart (Germany) - Maps - 1983 - Guidebooks
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm)
1 v.
6th ed.
DD901.S97 S88 1983 (NLO)

73361 Styria (Austria) - Historical geography - Maps - Collections - Historical atlases
Authors: Straka, Manfred
v. ; 39 x 57 cm.
Cover title.
"Die Erläuterungen zur Ersten Lieferung ... sind ... als Band 31 der Forschungen zur geschichtlichen Landeskunde der Steiermark, Graz 1978, erschienen."
Incomplete contents: 1. Ltg. Verwaltungsgrenzen

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
73362 Styria (Austria) - Maps - 1561<<>>Map printing - Etchings - Maps - 1561<<>>Etchings Dvcatvs Stivar MARCIAE [Vienna, 1561].
Authors: Lazius, Wolfgang, 1514-1565 -- Zimmermann, Michael, d. 1565 -- Bagrow, Leo -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
Novacco 2F 93 (PrCt)

73363 Styria (Austria) - Maps - 1593<<>>Carinthia (Austria) - Maps - 1593 Stiraemarchiae dvcatvs sev Tavriscorum Noricorum sedis ac ururatus ac elegans tipus chorographicus ; Carinthiae dvcatvs vel Ivliarvm Alpium tractus vera ac genuine delineatio geographica. [Antwerp : s.n., 1593].
Authors: Jode, Gerard de, 1509-1599 -- Wierix, Antonie, -1604 -- Jode, Gerard de, 1509-1591. Specvlvm orbis terrarvm (1593)
2 maps : hand col. ; each 26 cm. in diam., on sheet 42 x 55 cm. Includes two blocks of letterpress text on verso (fol. 19, sig. Vv): Stiraemarchiae et Carinthiae dvcatvs ... -- Carinthiae dvcatvs ... . Engraving attributed to Antonie Wierix. In: Jode, Gerard de. Specvlvm orbis terrarvm (Antwerp : A. Coninx, 1593), map [51].
VAULT oversize Ayer 133 .J9 1593, map [51] (PrCt)

73364 Styria (Austria) - Maps - 1657<<>>Slovenia - Maps - 1657<<>>Carinthia (Austria) - Maps - 1657 Hertzogthüber Steyer, Karnten, Krain, &c. = Duches de Stire, de Carinthe, de Carniole ... Paris : chez l'auteur, 1657 [i.e. 1659?].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Mariette, Pierre, 1603-1657 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (1658 [i.e. 1659?]) 1 map : hand col. ; 43 x 58 cm. In: Sanson, Nicolas. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (Paris : Pierre Mariette, 1658 [i.e. 1659?]) v. 1, pl. [64].
VAULT Case oversize G1015 .S35 1658 v. 1,
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Cordier, Robert (Engraver) -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712.
[Atlas français] (1700 [i.e. 1737?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : hand col. ; 37 x 57 cm.
Phillips 4257 v. 3, no. 15.
Inset: Die Stadt Clagenfurt.
2308 rev.
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

73369 Styria (Austria) - Maps - 1724<<<Carinthia (Austria) - Maps - 1724<<<Gratz (Austria) - Maps - 1724
Ducatus Stiriae novissima tabula. Nuremberg, [ca. 1724].
Authors: Vischer, Georg Matthaeus, 1625-1695 -- Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
II:65
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 55 cm.
Phillips 4257 v. 3, no. 12.
Inset: Grätz die Haubt-Statt des gantz Hertzogthum.
2306
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

73370 Styria (Austria) - Maps - 1730<<<Carinthia (Austria) - Maps - 1730<<<Slovenia - Maps - 1730
Ducatus Stiriae et Carintiae Carniolae. Amsterdam, [ca. 1730].
Authors: R. & J. Ottens -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:64
1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 55 cm.
2305
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:67 (PrCt)

73371 Styria (Austria) - Maps - 1734<<<Klagenfurt (Austria) - Maps - 1734
Nova et accurata Carinthiae ducatus tabula geographica. Nuremberg, [ca. 1734].
Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:67
1 map : hand col. ; 38 x 56 cm.
Phillips 4257 v. 3, no. 15.
Inset: Die Stadt Clagenfurt.
2308 rev.
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:67 (PrCt)

73372 Styria (Austria) - Maps - 1740
Stiria ducatus juxta recentissimas observationes ... [Augsburg] : Matth. Seutter, [ca. 1740?].
Authors: Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756 -- Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756. [A Collection of Seutter maps] [1726-1773]
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 55 cm.
Forms part of a made-to-order composite atlas chiefly comprised of undated maps issued ca. 1734-ca. 1744.
Case oversize G 1007 .81 pl. [41] (PrCt)

73373 Styria (Austria) - Maps - 1742
Le Duché de Stirie suivant les dernières observations. Paris : Le Rouge, 1742 [i.e. 1748?].
Authors: Le Rouge, Georges-Louis -- Le Rouge, Georges-Louis. Recueil contenant des cartes nouvelles ... (1742 [i.e. 1748?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 53 cm.
In: Le Rouge, Georges-Louis. Recueil contenant des cartes nouvelles ... (Paris : chez le Sr. Le Rouge, 1742 [i.e. 1748?]) .
Manuscript '93' on verso.
oversize Ayer 135 .L6 1742 pl. 93 (PrCt)

73374 Styria (Austria) - Maps - 1742<<<Carinthia (Austria) - Maps - 1742<<<Carniola (Slovenia) - Maps - 1742
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Delamarche, Charles François, 1740-1817. Atlas général : contenant le détail des quatre parties du monde [1798?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 38 x 56 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:875,000].
Relief shown pictorially.

Baskes oversize G1015 .A77 1798, [ptie 1], [plate 92] (NLO)

73375 Styria (Austria) - Maps - 1745<<>>Graz (Austria) - Maps - 1745 - Pictorial works
Ducatus Stiriae novissima tabula ex ampliore mappa ... Nuremberg : Homann Erben, [ca. 1745].
In: Homann, Johann Baptist. Atlas novus terrarum orbis (Nuremberg : [Homann Erben, ca. 1745]), [plate 106].
Inset (10 x 13 cm.): Graz die Haubt Statt des gantzen Herzogthums.
Manuscript 'No. 108' and '110' on verso.

oversize Ayer 135 .H7 1730, [plate 106] (PrCt)

73376 Styria (Austria) - Maps - 1877<<>>Graz (Austria) - Maps - 1878
Authors: Cieslar, Paul -- Hölzel, Eduard, 1817-1885 -- Th. Schneider’s We. u. Presuhn= Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Schneider’s (Th.) We. u. Presuhn, lithographers SEE Th. Schneider’s We. u. Presuhn
Cover title: Cieslar’s neuester Fremdenführer von Graz & Steiermark Illustrations lithographed by Th. Schneider’s We. u. Presuhn; maps by Th. Schneider’s We. u. Presuhn and Eduard Hölzel.
"Plan von Graz" has edition statement: 4te Aufl. 1878.
Imperfect: lacking p. 1-38 of advertisements at end Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes DB879.G8 C54 1877 (NLO)

73377 Styria (Austria) - Maps - 1939
2. Aufl. [2nd ed.]
'Mit 4 Karten und 13 Abbildungen.'
Maps lithographed by Leopold Kraatz.
'Sucher,' for use with map, in pocket.
Advertisements: v p. at end.
Includes index.
Series: Grieben-Reiseführer ; Bd. 209
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 209 (1939) (NLO)

73378 Styria (Austria) - Maps - 1967<<>>Steiermark (Austria) SEE Styria (Austria)
Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag -- Karl Thiemig AG -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 243 p. : 3 maps (some col., some folded) ; 17 cm.
Imperfect; issued with 4 maps, but folded map in pocket missing.
Map inside front cover.
Includes index.
Series: Grieben-Reiseführer ; Bd. 209
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 209 (1967) (NLO)

73379 Styria (Austria) - Tourism - 1980
Authors: LFVA Steiermark 1 sheet : col. photos, maps ; fold. to 30 x 11 cm
Travel Vertical File G6493 .S8 1980 .L4 (PrCt)

73380 Suazich - Maps - 1689 - Pictorial works
Authors: Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718 -- Paduani, Domenico, fl. 1689 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718. Citta, fortezze, isole, e porti principale dell’ Europa ... (1689) 1 map ; 13 x 41 cm.
VAULT folio Ayer 135 .C8 1689 pl. 69 (PrCt)

Subject headings - Names,
Suda (Crete) - Maps - 1689 - Pictorial works

Authors: Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718 -- Padoani, Domenico, fl. 1689 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718. Città, fortezze, isole, e porti principale dell' Europa ... (1689) 1 map ; 13 x 17 cm.
In: Coronelli, Vincenzo. Città, fortezze, isole, e porti principale dell' Europa, in pianti, et in eluizione, descritte, e publicate ad uso dell' Academia cosmografica degli argonauti (Venice : Domenico Padoani, 1689) pl. [71]. Engraved plate '237.' One of four plates printed on the same sheet, opening [71].

VAULT folio Ayer 135 .C8 1689 pl. 71 (Pr Ct)

Suda Bay (Greece) - Pictorial works - 1570 - Naval operations

Naval operations -- Navies - Pictorial works - Naval operations -- Cyprian War, 1570-1571 -- Fransis Roux-Devillas (Firm) -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 view ; 354 x 468 mm. (plate mark)


725-726.
Includes no geographic detail.

Ex Roux-Devillas

Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

g6

Novacco 4F 102 (Pr Ct)

Suda (Crete) - Maps - 1689 - Pictorial works

Authors: Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718 -- Padoani, Domenico, fl. 1689 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718. Città, fortezze, isole, e porti principale dell' Europa ... (1689) 1 map ; 13 x 17 cm.
In: Coronelli, Vincenzo. Città, fortezze, isole, e porti principale dell' Europa, in pianti, et in eluizione, descritte, e publicate ad uso dell' Academia cosmografica degli argonauti (Venice : Domenico Padoani, 1689) pl. [71]. Engraved plate '237.' One of four plates printed on the same sheet, opening [71].

VAULT folio Ayer 135 .C8 1689 pl. 71 (Pr Ct)

Sudan - Maps - 1798 - Ethiopia - Maps - 1798

La Nubia ed Abissinia delineata sulle ultime osservazioni. Rome : Calco grafia camerale, 1798 [i.e. 1801].
Authors: Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824 -- Calco grafia camerale (Rome, Italy) -- Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824. Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (1792-1801) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 43 cm.
In: Cassini, Giovanni Maria. Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (Rome : Presso la Calco grafia camerale, 1792-1801) v. 3 pl. 17.
Map dated 1798.

oversize Ayer 135 .C33 1792 v. 3 pl. 17 (Pr Ct)

Sudan - Maps - 1814 - Ethiopia - Maps - 1814

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1814

_Abyssinia, Nubia &c._ London : Cadell & Davies [et al], 1814 [i.e. 1815].

Authors: Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826 -- Hebert, Lewis, fl. 1809-1838 -- Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Cadell & Davies -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826. A Modern atlas : from the latest and best authorities ... (1815) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 68 cm.

Drawn under the direction of Mr. Pinkerton by L. Hebert.'

Running title in upper margin: Pinkerton's modern atlas.


_oversize Ayer 135 .P6 1815 pl. [56] (PrCt)

73389

_Sudan - Maps - 1859_

_Karte von Aethiopien._ Berlin, 1859.


1 map : col. ; 67 x 53 cm.

Scale 1:1,500,000.

In Lepsius, Richard. Denkmaler aus Aegypten und Aethiopien (Berlin, 1849-1859) v. 1, plate 2 bis.

Inset: Gebel Barkal und umgebung.

M1138

_oversize F 0271.49 v. 1, plate 2 bis (PrCt)

73390

_Le Sueur County (Minn.) - Maps - 1898 - Landowners<->Counties - Maps<->Landowners - Maps_


Authors: North West Publishing Co. -- Balliet & Volk (Firm)

1 atlas (51 p.) : 26 col. maps (11 on double plates, one folded) ; 49 cm.

Scale of township maps [1:31,680].

Includes patrons' directory.

Map of the city of Le Sueur folded in jacket pocket.

Phillips 2024.

OCLC 7759327.

67-576

ICN 68

7A 3 (NLO)

73391

_Le Sueur County (Minn.) - Maps - 1912 - Landowners<->Counties - Maps<->Landowners - Maps_

_The Farmer's atlas and directory : with complete survey in township plats : Le Sueur County, Minnesota : containing plats of all townships with owners names : also maps of the state and United States, with an outline map of the county showing location of townships, villages, roads, schools, churches, railroads, streams, etc., etc. : compiled from the latest data on record._ St. Paul, Minn. Webb Publishing Co., 1912.

Authors: Kenyon Company (Des Moines, Iowa) -- Webb Publishing Co. -- Farmer (Saint Paul, Minn.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (33, [8] p.) : 18 col. maps ; 40 cm.

'Printed by The Kenyon Company, Map Makers, Des Moines, Iowa'--T.p.

'Published by The farmer, a journal of agriculture.'

Cover title: The farmer's atlas and directory of Le Sueur County, Minnesota.

Coordinates: (W 94°03´--W 93°30´/N 44°34´--N 44°10´).

Scale of township maps [1:42,240]

Contents: Cleveland Township -- Cordova Township -- Derrynames Township -- Elysin Township -- Index to Minnesota -- Kasota Township -- Kilkenny Township -- Lanesburgh Township -- Le Sueur City -- Le Sueur County -- Lexington Township -- Ottawa Township -- Minnesota, Map of -- Montgomery Township -- Sharon Township -- Tyrone Township -- Washington Township -- Waterville Township. Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Phillips 4794

Baskes oversize G1428.L5 F37 1912 (NLO)

73392

_Suffolk County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1839<->Counties - Maps_

_Map of the County of Suffolk._ New York : Stone and Clark, 1839.


1 map : hand col. ; 45 x 82 cm.

In Burr, David H. and Simeon De Witt. An Atlas of the State of New York : containing a map of the State and of the several counties (New York: David H. Burr, 1829; republished Ithaca: Stone and Clark, 1839) pl. [4]. Map dated 1829 and 1839; engraved plate 'No. 5.'

_Case oversize G 10851 .13 pl. 4 (PrCt)

73393

_Suffolk County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1858 - Landowners<->Counties - Maps<->Landowners - Maps_


Authors: Chase, J. -- Douglass, John -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps

1 map : on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.

Size of original: 2 parts, 24.5 x 57.5 in. each.


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps

Microfiche 583, no. 565 (PrCt)

73394 Suffolk (England) - Maps - 1588 - Coasts -
Nautical charts - Suffolk (England) - 1588 - Coasts - Norfolk (England) - Maps - 1588 - Coasts -
Nautical charts - Suffolk (England) - 1588 - Coasts - Norfolk (England) - 1588 - Coasts -
Nautical charts
The Sea mappe of the north coaste of England betweene Walderswick & Burnham ... [Amsterdam : Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, 1966].
Authors: Waghenaeer, Lucas Janszoon, 1534 or 1546 -- Waghenaeer, Lucas Janszoon, 1534 or 1546.
The Mariners mirrour (1588) -- Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, Ltd.
1 map ; 32 x 49 cm.
Shows coast between 'Walderswick' (Walberswick) and 'Snetsham' (Snettisham).
Includes coastal profile.
Oriented with north at lower right.
Text on verso (p. II) under heading: The north coastes of England betweene Walderswicke and Burnhui, withall the banks and shoalds.

73395 Suffolk (England) - Maps - 1588 - Coasts -
Nautical charts - Suffolk (England) - 1588 - Coasts - Norfolk (England) - Maps - 1588 - Coasts -
Nautical charts - Norfolk (England) - 1588 - Coasts -
Nautical charts
Zee Caerte vande Noordt custe van Engelandt, alsoe tzelfde landt aldaer in zijn gedaente en wesen is, met alle sijnen ondieptenn = Orae maritimae Septentrionalis Angliae, eiusque vadorum vera delineatio. [Leiden : F. Raphelengius ; C. Claesz, 1588].
Authors: Waghenaeer, Lucas Janszoon, 1534 or 5-1606 -- Doetecam, Jan van -- Raphelengius, Franciscus, 1539-1597 -- Claesz, Cornelis, ca. 1546-1609 -- Waghenaeer, Lucas Janszoon, 1534 or 5-1606. Speculum nauticum super navigatione maris Occidentalis confectum, continens omnes oras maritimae Galliae, Hispaniae et praeipuarum partium Angliae (1588) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 32 x 50 cm.
Includes coastal profiles.
Oriented with north at lower right.
Descriptive text on verso (p. 24).
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .W13 1588 map [25] (PrCt)

73396 Suffolk (England) - Maps - 1610 - Ipswich (England) - Maps - 1610
Suffolk described and divided into hundreds ... [London] : Thomas Bassett ... and Richard Chiswell, 1610 [i.e. 1676].
Authors: Speed, John, 1552?-1629 -- Bassett, Thomas -- Chiswell, Richard -- Speed, John, 1552?-1629. The Theatre of the Empire of Great-Britain ... (1676) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 37 x 49 cm. on sheet 42 x 55 cm.
Inset (13 x 16 cm.): Ipswich.
Includes coats-of-arms.
Letterpress text on verso (p. 33-34) under the following heading: The Description of Suffolk.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .S7 1676 map [18] (PrCt)

73397 Suffolk (England) - Maps - 1610 - Ipswich (England) - Maps - 1610
Suffolk described and divided into hundreds ... [London] : George Hu[m]ble [i.e. J. Legate and W. Humble], 1610 [i.e. 1646].
Authors: Speed, John, 1552?-1629 -- Humble, George, d. 1640 -- Legate, John, d. 1658 -- Humble, William, 1612-1686 -- Speed, John, 1552?-1629. A Prospect of the most famous parts of the world ... together with ... Great Brittaines empire (1646)
1 map ; 37 x 49 cm. on sheet 42 x 54 cm.
Inset (13 x 16 cm.): Ipswich.
Includes coats-of-arms.
Letterpress text on verso (p. 33-34) under the following heading: Svffolke.
In: Speed, John. A Prospect of the most famous parts of the world ... together with ... Great Brittaines empire (London : Printed by John Legatt, for William Humble, 1646) map [39].
Case oversize G 117 .82 map [39] (PrCt)

73398 Suffolk (England) - Maps - 1783 - Ipswich (England) - Maps - 1783
The County of Suffolk, surveyed by Joseph Hodkinson. [Ipswich, Eng. Suffolk Records Society, 1972].
1 map ; 91 x 122 cm. on 12 shts. 28 x 44 cm.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Facsimile of original published London, 1783; reproduced from original in the Ipswich and East Suffolk Record Office. Scale ca. 1:85,800 reduced to 1:63,360. Relief shown by hachures. Prime meridian: London. Includes a diagram showing triangulation grid for the survey and a view of the Abbey Gate at Bury St. Edmunds. Dedication: To ... Augustus Henry Fitzroy, Duke of Grafton ... Willm. Faden. Accompanied by an 8 page introduction by D.P. Dymond.

**Suffolk (England) - Maps - 1783-1949 - Ipswich (England) - Maps - 1783**


Map inside front cover. Includes index.

**Suffolk (England) - Maps - 1922**

*Suffolk / by William A. Dutt; with illustrations by J. Wylie, and Frank Southgate; and from photographs and two maps*. London : Methuen & Co., 1922.
Authors: Little guides -- Dutt, William Alfred, 1870-1939 -- Methuen & Co. -- Jarrold and Sons -- Bristow, Leslie Beaconsfield -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

Map inside front cover. Includes index.

**Suffolk (England) - Maps - 1736-1766 - Suffolk (England) - Maps - 1736-1766 - Guidebooks - Kirby, John, 1690-1753. Suffolk traveller**

Authors: Blatchly, John -- James, Jenny, 1942- -- Dymond, David Percy -- Suffolk Records Society -- Kirby, John, 1690-1753. Suffolk traveller -- Bagnall, John, fl. 1735 -- Boydell Press

Accompanied by the Kirby family's rare large-scale Suffolk maps of 1736, 1737, 1764, and 1766, published for the first time since the 18th century, on twelve folded sheets in a

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)


1 map; 52 x 76 cm.

In Ringgold, Cadwalader, Series of charts with sailing directions (1852)

73406 Sullivan County (Ind.) - Maps - 1898 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps

An Illustrated standard atlas of Sullivan County, Indiana. [Sullivan, Ind.? Unigraphic for Sullivan County Historical Society?, 1898?].

Authors: Wilson, Fuller & Co. -- Unigraphic (Evansville, Ind.) -- Sullivan County Historical Society (Ind.)

1 atlas ([38], 27 p.: maps, ports.) ; 36 cm.


Cover title: The Heritage collection illustrated atlas.


Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960- -- Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)

252 p.: maps; 28 cm.

1st ed.

'Deluxe edition.'

Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov). ‘3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.’

Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for separate packet.

Volume and packet of maps issued in box with colored pictorial labels affixed to both upper and lower surfaces; box title, ‘John Kirby's Suffolk: his maps and roadbooks / introduced by John Blatchly ; with a facsimile of The Suffolk traveller, 1735.’

Includes: 12 maps (some col.; 30 x 42 cm. folded to 30 x 21 cm)

Includes indexes.

Series: Suffolk Records Society ; v. 47

ISBN 1843830515

folio DA670.D9 J65 2004 (NLO)
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Microfiche 583, no. 436 (PrCt)

"1899 printing."
Reproduced from Town and city atlas of the State of New Hampshire published in 1892 by D.H. Hurd.
"These pages contain 45 maps ... of Sullivan County as it was in 1892"
For "1899 printing" see folio G1223.S8 O43 1989 folio G1223.S8 O4 1984 (NLO)

73410  Sullivan County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1839<->Counties - Maps
In Burr, David H. and Simeon De Witt. An Atlas of the State of New York : containing a map of the State and of the several counties (New York: David H. Burr, 1829; republished Ithaca: Stone and Clark, 1839) pl. [9]. Map dated 1829 and 1839; engraved 'No. 10.'
Case oversize G 10851 .13 pl. 9 (PrCt)

73411  Sullivan County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1856 - Landowners<->Counties - Maps<->Landowners - Maps
Authors: Gates (C.) & Son -- Gillette & Huntington -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 6 parts; 2 are 17 x 26.5 in. each, 2 are 18.5 x 26.5 in. each, and 2 are 20.5 x 26.5 in. each. Scale 1:50,000. Originally published Philadelphia: Gillette & Huntington, 1856.
Microfiche 583, no. 566 (PrCt)

73412  Sullivan County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1892 - Road maps<->Road maps<->Counties - Maps
Authors: G.W. & C.B. Colton & Co. -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : col. ; 54 x 54 cm. fold. in covers 16 x 10 cm.
Map has been removed for conservation purposes and is stored flat; cover shelved at Map3C G3803.S9P2 1892 C6. Adv. (4 p.) for "Colton's road maps" tipped inside front cover, with label of "Wilbur & Hastings stationers...New York."
Brick-red cloth covers. Shows railroads, "common roads," saw and grist mills, and school houses. Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library).
map6F G3803.S9P2 1892 C6 (PrCt)

Authors: Beers, F. W. (Frederick W.) -- Pomeroy & Co. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 798 (PrCt)

73417  Sulmona (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1620
Sulmo Ovidii patria. [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 --
Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 --
Civilitates orbis terrarum -- Edward E. Ayer
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : hand col. ; 32 x 28 cm.
Anonymous.
Includes 2 views of Urbino from different vantage points (17 x 18 and 16 x 18 cm.): Urbino --
Vrbino.
Latin letterpress text on verso under titles:
Vrbvnm -- Svlmo.
In: Braun, Georg and Franz Hogenberg. Civitates
orbis terrarum [Cologne: Pieter van Brachel?, ca. 1620] v. 4, plate 52
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 4, pl. 52
(PrCt)

73418  Sulu Archipelago (Philippines) - Maps - 1898 -
Nautical charts--Sulu Archipelago (Philippines) - 1898--Wall
maps--Nautical charts
Sulu Archipelago, and north east coast of Borneo ... from [British] surveys, 1871-....1892; with
additions from Spanish government surveys ... Washington : U.S. Hydrographic Office, 1898.
Authors: United States. Hydrographic Office
1 map ; on composite sheet 261 x 139 cm.,
mounted on rollers
At head of title: Sulu & Celébes Seas.
One of seven maps (various sizes) on composite sheet with collective title: [Map of China Sea,
Philippine Islands, and Sulu Archipelago, formed by combination of charts 1715, 1726-30. Issued
by the Hydrographic Office in June and July 1898]
Scale: 1° lat. = 5.9 in.
Insets: Northern entrance of the channel between
Lapak and Siassi Islands, from a Spanish
govern. survey, 1883 -- Port Bongao, from a
Spanish government survey, 1873.
First issued separately, in July 1898, as chart
1728 of the Hydrographic Office.
maproll G 10681 .915 (NLO)

73419  Sulu Sea - Maps - 1898 - Nautical
charts--Sulu Sea - 1898--Wall maps--Nautical charts
Eastern part of the Sulu or Mindoro Sea, from
Spanish surveys to 1871 ... with corrections
to1883. And by ... H.M.S. Flying Fish, 1886 ...
Authors: United States. Hydrographic Office
1 map ; on composite sheet 261 x 139 cm.,
mounted on rollers
At head of title: Philippine Islands
One of seven maps (various sizes) on composite sheet with collective title: [Map of China Sea,
Philippine Islands, and Sulu Archipelago, formed by combination of charts 1715, 1726-30. Issued
by the Hydrographic Office in June and July

73414  Sullivan County (Tenn.) - Historical
geography - Maps - 1969--Kingsport (Tenn.) - History -
Historical map of Long Island of the Holston.
Kingsport, Tenn., 1969.
Authors: Spoden, Muriel Clark -- Spoden, H. T --
Hensely, Bob -- Netherland Inn Association
1 map : col. ; on sheet 61 x 91 cm.
Added title: Long Island of the Holston.
Scale [ca. 1:40,000].
The legend includes 414 items that are keyed to
the map: names of many settlers, locations of
land grants and houses, etc.
Bibliography (on verso) gives sources for all 414
locations.
Inset: Boat Yard (Old Kingsport).
73-4554
map4F 3963.S8 (PrCt)

73415  Sullivan's Indian Campaign, 1779 - Pictorial
maps--Iroquois Indians - Wars - Pennsylvania - 1779 - Pictorial
maps--Pennsylvania - History - Revolution, 1775-1783 - Pictorial
maps--Pictorial maps - Sullivan's Indian
Campaign, 1779--Pictorial maps - Pennsylvania - History - Revolution, 1775-1783--Sullivan, John,
1740-1795--Pictorial maps--Indians of
North America - Maps
General John Sullivan's Indian expedition 1779 :
[Pennsylvania]. Harrisburg, Pa. Pennsylvania
Historical Commission, 1929.
Authors: Peet, Annie Olmstead -- Pennsylvania
Historical Commission -- Edward E. Ayer
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 38 x 49 cm.
Pictorial-historical map.
Not drawn to scale.
Includes notes, inset of western Pennsylvania,
and ill. in border.
LC Card Number: 93686540
oversize Ayer 133 .P415 1929 (NLO)

73416  Sully, George Washington,
1816-1870--Florida - Pictorial works -
1829-1839
Authors: Ellsworth, Linda V.
BHC 1278
Vert 885 (PrCt)
1898]
Scale: 1° lat. = 5.9 in.
Inset: Cuyo I. anchorage, surveyed by H.M.S. Flying Fish 1886.
First issued separately, in July 1898, as chart 1730 of the Hydrographic Office.
maproll G 10681 .915 (NLO)

73420 Sumatra (Indonesia) - Maps - 1528<<>>Java Minore (Indonesia) SEE Sumatra (Indonesia)<<>>Woodcuts
Java Minore [i.e. Sumatra, Indonesia]. [Venice : Nicolò Zoppino, 1528].
Authors: Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530 -- Zoppino, Nicolò, fl. 1508-1544 -- Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530. Libro di Benedetto
Bordone : nel qual si ragiona de tutte l'isole del mondo ... (1528)
1 map : woodcut ; within printed borders 8 x 14 cm., on sheet 31 x 21 cm.
Title from place name at center of island.
Oriented with north at left.
In: Bordon, Benedetto. Libro di Benedetto
Bordone : nel qual si ragiona de tutte l'isole del mondo ... (Venice : Nicolò Zoppino, 1528), folio LXX.
References: Suárez, Early mapping of Southeast Asia (1999) p. 120; Karrow, Mapmakers of the
16th cent. (1993), p. 92
Case folio G 117 .108, folio LXX (PrCt)

73421 Sumatra (Indonesia) - Maps - 1908
The Island of Sumatra. London : Stanford's
Geographical Estabt., [1908].
Authors: Edward Stanford Ltd. -- Guillemand, F. H. H. (Francis Henry Hill), 1852-1933 -- Guillemand, F. H. H. (Francis Henry Hill), 1852-1933. Australasia : Malaysia and the Pacific
archipelagoes ... (1908)
1 map : col. ; 27 x 16 cm.
Detached from: Guillemand, Francis Henry Hill.
Australasia : Malaysia and the Pacific
archipelagoes ... Forms part of v.10 (in 2 vols.)
of Stanford's compendium of geography and travel (New Issue) (London : E. Stanford, 1908)
Scale 1:6,969,600 or 'English miles, 110 to 1 inch.'
map2F G8950 1908 .S7, no. 7 (PrCt)

73422 Summer Palace (Saint Petersburg, Russia) - Pictorial works - 1793<<>>Zimmii dvorets (Saint Petersburg, Russia) SEE Summer Palace of the Empress of Russia at Petersburg ; Winter Palace of the Empress of Russia at Petersburg . [London : s.n., 1793?].
Authors: Bankes, Thomas, b. 1744 -- Bankes, Thomas, b. 1744. A New and authentic system of
universal geography, antient and modern : including all the late important discoveries made
by the English ... [1793?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
2 views ; each 12 x 18 cm., on sheet 40 x 24 cm.
"Engraved for Bankes's new system of geography published by royal authority."
In: Bankes, Thomas. A New and authentic system of universal geography, antient and modern : including all the late important discoveries made by the English ... (London : Printed for C. Cooke ... [et al., 1793?]), between p. 556-557.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G115 .B36 1793, between p. 556-557 (PrCt)

73423 Summit County (Ohio) - Maps - 1891 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
Illustrated atlas of Summit County, Ohio.
Authors: Akron Map & Atlas Co. -- Bookmark (Firm) -- Grant, Charles E. -- Ferguson, Connie Sivelyr -- Hudson Genealogical Study Group (Hudson, Ohio)
203 p. : ill., maps, ports. ; 43 cm.
'Outline history of Summit County, Ohio' by Charles E. Grant, p. 17-64.
'Index to 1891 atlas of Summit County, Ohio compiled by Connie Sivelyr Ferguson, C.G.R.S. for the Hudson Genealogical Study Group ... Hudson, OH': p. 185-203.
oversize G1398 S8 A37 1891a (NLO)

73424 Summit County (Ohio) - Maps - 1856 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Paul, Hosea -- Matthews & Taintor -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 59.5 x 40 in. Scale: 1:42,240.
Originally published Philadelphia: Matthews & Taintor, 1855.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing
19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map
Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 679 (PrCt)

map5C 18 (PrCt)


73429 Sumpter (Wis.) - Maps - 1859 - Landowners<>Sauk County (Wis.) - Maps - 1859 - Landowners<>Landowners - Maps [Sumpter Township and the railroad connection to Baraboo]. [Baraboo, Wis. s.n.? , 1890-1891]. Authors: Canfield, Wm. H., 1819-1913 1 map ; 48 x 26 cm. Detached from Canfield, William Harvey. Outline sketches of Sauk County (Baraboo, 1861 [i.e. 1890-1891]) [F587.S2 C21]. Partial facsimile of Canfield’s Map of Sauk County, Wisconsin, originally published Milwaukee: Lewis Lipman, practical lithographer, 1859. Cf. MMC 6-1289 and 6-1380. 494 map2F G4123.S3:3S8 1861 .C3 (PrCt)


73432 Sun Valley Lodge (Sun Valley, Idaho) - Pictorial works - 1937 - Sun Valley (Idaho) - Pictorial works - 1937 - Railroads - Maps Sun Valley, Idaho, showing Union Pacific’s Sun Valley Lodge. [New York? Union Pacific Railway Company?, 1937]. Authors: Union Pacific Railway Company -- Sun Valley Lodge (Sun Valley, Idaho) 1 view ; 21 x 26 cm. Photograph. In Union Pacific Railway Company. Fortieth annual report ... December 31, 1936 [New York?: Union Pacific Railway Company?, 1937?] at front. 5A 7267 (1936 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

73433 Sun Valley Lodge (Sun Valley, Idaho) - Pictorial works - 1938 - Challenger Inn (Sun Valley, Idaho) - Pictorial works - 1938 - Railroads - Maps Sun Valley, Idaho, showing Union Pacific’s Sun Valley Lodge and Challenger Inn in rear. [New York? Union Pacific Railway Company?, 1938?]. Authors: Union Pacific Railway Company -- Sun Valley Lodge (Sun Valley, Idaho) -- Challenger Inn (Sun Valley, Idaho) 1 view ; 19 x 25 cm. Photograph. In Union Pacific Railway Company. Forty-first annual report of Union Pacific Railroad Company ... December 31, 1937 [New York?: Union Pacific Railway Company?, 1938?] between p. 6-7. 5A 7267 (1937 vol. [2]) (PrCt)


73435 Sunda Strait (Indonesia) - Maps - 1625 Ein Oberster avs der Ins: Sumatra [with map in background]. [Franckfurt am Möyn : Hartmann Palthenium in Verlegung der Hulsichen, 1625]. Authors: Hulsius, Levinus, d. 1606. Erste Schiffart In die Orientalische Indien (1625) -- Parthenius, Hartmann, fl. 1615-1631 -- Hulsius Erben -- Hulsius, Levinus, d. 1606. [Sammlung von sechs und zwanzig Schiffahrten] (1608-1650) 1 map ; 9.7 x 13.7 cm. on sheet 20 x 15 cm. In Hulsius, Levinus, Erste Schiffart In die Orientalische Indien (Franckfurt am Möyn : durch Hartmann Palthenium in Verlegung der Hulsischen, 1625), opp. p. 22. Map behind foreground figures shows part of Sumatra, Java, and the 'Streto di Sunda.' In upper left corner: 22 P. Five lines of text below map. VAULT Ayer 110 .H9 1608, v. 1, pt. 1, p. 22 (PrCt)


Photostatic reproduction of 17th-century manuscript.

Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

MapPhoto France BSH B 4044-74 (PrCt)


Lac Tracy ou Supérieur, avec les dépendances de la Mission du Saint-Esprit. [19-].


Photostatic reproduction of 17th-century manuscript.

Unsigned, but derived from related work by the Jesuits Dablon and Allouez.

Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

MapPhoto France BSH B 4044-73 (PrCt)


Lac Superieur et autres lieux ou sont les missions des peres de la Compagnie de Jesus. [19-].


Photostatic reproduction of 17th-century manuscript, possibly by Pierre Raffeix?

Unsigned, but derived from the work of the Jesuits Dablon and Allouez.

Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

MapPhoto France BSH B 4044-46 (PrCt)
Superior, Lake - Maps - 1672

Great Lakes Region (North America) - Maps - 1672

Indians - Superior, Lake - Maps - 1672 - Missions

Great Lakes Region (North America) - Maps - 1672 - Indians

Great Lakes Region (North America) - Maps - 1672 - Jesuits

Indians of North America - Maps

Lac Superior et autres lieux ou sont les missions des peres da la Compagnie de Jesus en la Nouvelle France, les années 1670. & 1671 (1672) -- Mabre-Cramoisy, Sébastien -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 35 x 47 cm., mounted on cloth, folded to 17 x 11 cm.

Variant title spelling: Lac Sverierv et avtres lievux ou sont les missions des peres de la Compagnie de lesvs comprises sovs le nom d'Ovtaovacs Anonymous map without imprint attributed to the Jesuit missionaries Claude Dablon and Claude Allouez.

Facsimile of original 1672 map "made for E. Dufossé by Ch. Chardenatt in Paris" ca. 1886, with thick outermost double-rule border not present in the 1672 edition; see Burden. Tipped into: Dablon, Claude. Relation de ce qui s’est passé de plus remarquable aux missions des peres de la Compagnie de Jesus en la Nouvelle France, les années 1670. & 1671 (Paris : Sebastien Mabre-Cramoisy, 1672), at back. Scale [ca. 1:2,500,000]. Approximate coordinates: (W 93°00'-W 81°34'/N 51°00'-N 39°00')

Includes northern Lake Michigan and western Lake Huron. Identifies Indian missions. Arms of King Louis XIV of France at upper left. For original version of the map bound issued with the 1673 edition of Dablon's report, see VAULT Ayer 263 .JS12 1672 D2


For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Compagnie de Jesus, en la Nouvelle France, les années 1671. & 1672 (1673) -- Mabre-Cromoisy, Sébastien -- Edward E. Ayer Collection

(Nevvberly Library)
1 map ; 35 x 47 cm., folded to 14 x 10 cm.
Variant title spelling: Lac Sverievr et avtres lievx ou sont les missions des peres de la Compagnie de Iesvs comprises sovs le nom d'Ovtaovacs
Anonymous map without imprint attributed to the Jesuit missionaries Claude Dablon and Claude Alouez.
In: Dablon, Claude. Relation de ce qui s'est passé de plus remarquable aux missions des peres de la Compagnie de Jesus, en la Nouvelle France, les années 1671 & 1672 (Paris : Sebastien Mabre-Cromoisy, 1673), between p. 110-111.
Scale [ca. 1:2,500,000].
Approximate coordinates: (W 93°00'--W 81°34'/N 51°00'--N 39°00')
Includes Lake Superior, northern Lake Michigan and western Lake Huron.
Identifies Indian missions.
Arms of King Louis XIV of France at upper left.
Bottom and right margins of Newberry's copy tightly trimmed.
Digital version available on the Newberry Library's Mapping the French Empire in North America website (accessed December 2012):
http://publications.newberry.org/smith/exhibits/fe/08c.html
For anonymous facsimile of this map issued ca. 1886, tipped into the 1672 edition of Dablon's report, and printed with thick outermost double-rule border lacking in the original 1672 map, see VAULT Ayer 263 .J512 1671 D2a
VAULT Ayer 263 .J512 1672 D2, between p. 110-111 (NLO)

Lac Sverievr et avtres lievx ou sont les missions des peres de la Compagnie de Iesvs comprises sovs le nom d'Ovtaovacs. New York, 1850.
Authors: Dablon, Claude, 1619-1697 -- Allouez, Claude, 1622-1689 -- Jesuits -- Ackerman, James, 19th cent. -- United States. Congress.
House 1 map ; 36 x 47 cm.
"Facsimile of a map made by the Jesuit missionaries in the years 1670 & 1671 and published at Paris 1672."
Attributed to Claude Dablon and Claude Allouez.
Coat-of-arms at upper left.
Upper right: ... Sept. 1st. 30 Congr.
Other Newberry copies in Govt. 578 and G901.31.
Reference: Midwest Map Catalog 1-0260; Koepp 578 (31-1) H.exdoc 69, map 6.
map2F G3312 .S9 1672 J4 1850 (PrCt)


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Indians of North America - Maps

Lac Superior et autres lieux ou sont les missions des peres de la Compagnie de Jesus comprises sous le nom d'Ovtaovacs. [Paris : s.n., 1672?].

Authors: Dablon, Claude, 1619-1697 -- Allouez, Claude, 1622-1689 -- Jesuits -- Ackerman, James, 19th cent. -- United States. Congress. House

1 map ; 36 x 47 cm.

"Facsimile of a map made by the Jesuit missionaries in the years 1670 & 1671 and published at Paris 1672."


U.S. 31st Congress, 1st session, 1849-1850.

House Executive Document 69, opposite p. 224 (Serial Set 578) [Foster and Whitney's report on Lake Superior].

Scale [ca. 1:2,550,000].

Includes Lake Michigan from ca. 43° north and the western part of Lake Huron.

Coat-of-arms at upper left.

Upper right: ... Sept. 1st. 30 Congr.

Other Newberry copies in Govt. 578 and at Maps G3312 .S9 1672 J4 1850.

Reference: Midwest Map Catalog 1-0260.

G 901 .31, opposite p. 224 (PrCt)

Superior, Lake - Maps - 1672


Lac Superior et autres lieux ou sont les missions des peres de la Compagnie de Jesus comprises sous le nom d'Ovtaovacs. [Paris : s.n., 1672?].

Authors: Dablon, Claude, 1619-1697 -- Allouez, Claude, 1622-1689 -- Jesuits -- Louis XIV, King of France, 1638-1715 -- Dablon, Claude, 1619-1697. Relation de ce qui s'est passé de plus remarquable aux missions des peres de la Compagnie de Jesus, en la Nouvelle France, les années 1671. & 1672 (1673) -- Mabre-Cramoisy, Sebastien -- Holzheimer, Arthur

1 map ; 35 x 47 cm., folded to 14 x 10 cm.

Anonymous map without imprint attributed to the Jesuit missionaries Claude Dablon and Claude Allouez.

Issued in: Dablon, Claude. Relation de ce qui s'est passé de plus remarquable aux missions des peres de la Compagnie de Jesus, en la Nouvelle France, les années 1671. & 1672 (Paris : Sebastien Mabre-Cramoisy, 1673), between p. 110-111.

Scale [ca. 1:2,500,000].

Approximate coordinates: (W 93°00'--W 81°34' N 51°00'--N 39°00')

Includes Lake Superior, northern Lake Michigan and western Lake Huron; identifies Indian missions.

Arms of King Louis XIV of France at upper left.

Forms part of the private collection of Arthur Holzheimer.


For anonymous facsimile of this map issued ca. 1886, tipped into the 1672 edition of Dablon's report, and printed with thick outermost double-rule border lacking in the original 1672 map, see VAULT Ayer 263 .J512 1671 D2a


Not at Newberry Library (Jan. 2013) (PrCt)


Lac Superior et autres lieux ou sont les missions des peres de la Compagnie de Jesus comprises sous le nom d'Ovtaovacs. [19--].

Authors: Dablon, Claude, 1619-1697 -- Allouez, Claude, 1622-1689 -- Jesuits -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map

Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1672 manuscript.

Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

MapPhoto France BN Ge DD 2987-8695 (PrCt)
Superior, Lake - Maps - 1672 - Missions - Manuscripts

Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles

Carte du Lac Superior. [19-].
Authors: Bibliothèque nationale (France). Ge D 8078 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of manuscript compiled before 1750.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France BN Ge D 8078 (PrCt)

Superior, Lake - Maps - 1700-1799 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles

Carte du Lac Superior. [19-].
Authors: Bibliothèque nationale (France). Ge D 8078 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of manuscript compiled before 1750.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France BN Ge D 8078 (PrCt)

Superior, Lake - Maps - 1700-1799 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles

Partie de la carte du Lac Superior. [19-].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 18th-century manuscript.
MapPhoto France B 4044-85 (PrCt)
atlas: containing one hundred and seventy steel plate maps and plans, on one hundred imperial folio sheets (New York; London: J.H. Colton; Trübner, 1857), pl. [40]. Printed plate 'No. 45.' Map copyrighted 1855.

oversize G 10 .188 pl. 40 (PrCt)

73457 Superior, Lake - Maps - 1855<<>>Michigan - Maps - 1855<<>>Lake Superior SEE Superior, Lake


oversize G 10 .185 v.1, pl. 38 (PrCt)


Govt. 2049, pl. XXVIII (PrCt)

73459 Superior, Lake - Maps - 1881 - Geology


Govt. 2049, pl. 1 (PrCt)

73460 Surhon, Jean, 16th cent.

[Notes on Jean Surhon]. [Chicago, 198-?]. Authors: Karrow, Robert W. 1 file folder ; 25 x 30 cm. Bibliographical notes, correspondence, and drafts used in the preparation of the chapter on Jean Surhon in: Karrow, Mapmakers of the sixteenth century and their maps (1993).

Vert 3189 (PrCt)

73461 Surhon, Jean, 16th cent.


Vert 3188, no. 1 (PrCt)

73462 Surhon, Jean, 16th cent.<<>>Surhon, Jacques


73463 Suriname - Maps - 1769<<>>Paramaribo (Suriname) - Maps - 1769

Landkaart van de volkplantingen Suriname en Berbice. [Amsterdam : Isaak Tirion, 17679]. Authors: Tirion, Isaak -- Tirion, Isaak. Nieuwe en beknopte hand-atlas ... (1748 [i.e. 1769?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col.; 32 x 39 cm. Oriented with north at bottom. Inset (14 x 18 cm.): Plan van de stad Paramaribo. Verso numbered "N 108" in manuscript. In: Tirion, Isaak. Nieuwe en beknopte hand-atlas ... (Amsterdam : Isaak Tirion, 1744 [i.e. 1769?]), plate [105].

oversize Ayer 135 .T55 1744, plate [105] (PrCt)

73464 Suriname - Maps - 1772-1777<<>>Suriname - Description and travel - 1772-1777

Narrative, of a five years' expedition, against the revolted Negroes of Surinam, in Guiana, on the wild coast of South America, from the year 1772, to 1777 : elucidating the history of that country, and describing its productions, viz. quadrupedes, birds, fishes, reptiles, trees, shrubs, fruits, & roots; with an account of the Indians of Guiana, & Negroes of Guinea / by Captn. J. G. Stedman ;

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
73465 Suriname - Maps - 1791
A Map of Surinam / T. Conder sculp. London : Published ... by J. Johnson, 1791.
Authors: Conder, Thomas, 1746 or 1747-1831 -- Stedman, John Gabriel 1744-1797. Narrative of a five years’ expedition against the revolted Negroes of Surinam 1796 -- Johnson, Joseph, 1738-1809 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 18 x 43 cm.
In J. G. Stedman, Narrative, of a five years’ expedition, against the revolted Negroes of Surinam (London: J. Johnson, 1796), v. 1, opp. p. 6
Scale ca. 1:850,000.
Relief shown pictorially.
Outline color identifies "only cultivated ground in Surinam."
Ayer 1300.5 .G6 S81 1796, v.1, opp. p. 6 (PrCt)

73466 Suriname - Maps - 1791 - Coffee plantations
Plan of a regular coffee plantation / T. Conder sculpst. London : Published ... by J. Johnson, 1791.
Authors: Conder, Thomas, 1746 or 1747-1831 -- Stedman, John Gabriel, 1744-1797. Narrative, of a five years’ expedition, against the revolted Negroes of Surinam (1796) -- Johnson, Joseph, 1738-1809 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 19 x 14 cm.
In J. G. Stedman, Narrative, of a five years’ expedition, against the revolted Negroes of Surinam (London: J. Johnson, 1796), v. 2, opp. p. 354.
A hypothetical or model plantation.
Includes "References to the plan," 1-40.
Ayer 1300.5 .G6 S81 1796, v. 2, opp. p. 354 (PrCt)

73467 Suriname - Maps - 1799
Voyage a Surinam en dans l'intérieur de la Guiane, contenant la relation de cinq années de courses et d'observationes faites dans cette contrée intéressante et peu connue; avec des details sur les Indiens de la Guiane et les Nègres; par Le Captaine J.G. Stedman; Traduit de l'Anglais par P.F. Henry: Suivi du Tableau de la Colonie Francaise de Cayene [par Daniel Lescallier]. Paris : F. Buisson, [1799?].
Authors: Stedman, John Gabriel, 1744-1797 -- Buisson, François, 1753-1814 -- Henry, Pierre François, 1759-1833 -- Lescallier, Daniel
3 v. ; 19 cm. + atlas (32 cm.)
Accompanied by atlas with title Collection de plans (44 maps and plans ; 32 cm.)
Original title: Narrative of a five years’ expedition ... [1796].
folio G 987 .841 (NLO)

73468 Suriname - Maps - 1799
Authors: Stedman, John Gabriel, 1744-1797 -- Tardieu -- Buisson, François, 1753-1814 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 13 maps ; 322 x 245 mm. (otherPls):tr:PFHenry
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

In kaart gebracht met kapmes en kompas : met het Koninklijk Nederlands Aardrijkskundig Genootschap op expediet tussen 1873 en 1960.
Authors: Koninklijk Nederlands Aardrijkskundig Genootschap -- Veth, D. D. (Daniel David), 1850-1885 -- Herderschee, A. Franssen -- Brinkman, C. L. -- Wentholt, Arnold -- ABP/KNAG (Firm)
382 p. : ill. (some col.), maps, ports. ; 27 cm. + 3 maps (3 folded leaves : col. ; 73 x 44 cm. or smaller, folded to 19 x 22 cm. or smaller). Three folded maps in back cover pocket: Kaart van Midden-Sumatra / door D.D. Veth -- Kaart van het tot Suriname behorende stroomgebied van Lawa, Litanie en Goninie (1905), from the expedition report of the Goninie Expedition by A. Franssen-Herderschee -- Het Z.W. der Vereenigde Staten en N. Mexico, originally printed by C.L. Brinkman in Amsterdam. Includes bibliographical references (p. 364-368) and index.
In Dutch.
OCLC 57660172
DS619 .I5 2003 (NLO)

73470 Suriname - Maps -1968
Authors: United States. Central Intelligence Agency -- Magnus, Albert R.
1 map : col. ; 22 x 17 cm.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Scale 1:3,750,000; (W 58°--W 54°/N 8°--N 2°).
Relief shown by shading and spot heights.
In lower left margin: 56831 4-68.
Includes location map, comparative area map,
and 3 ancillary maps: Population. -- Vegetation. --
Economic Activity.

map4F G3200 1967 US, Suriname (PrCt)

73471 Suriname - Maps - Bibliography
Bibliography of printed maps of Suriname
1671-1971 / by Dr. Ir. C. Koeman. Amsterdam :
Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, [1973].
Authors: Koeman, C. (Cornelis), 1918-
156 p.; 23 cm.
Formerly lower case g 10987 .79
LC Card Number: 73179597
ISBN 902211256X
Map Ref Z6027.S75 K64 1973 (NLO)

73472 Suriname - Maps - Collections,
1500-1971<>>>Cartography - Suriname -
History
Links with the past : the history of the
cartography of Suriname 1500-1971 = Schakels
met het verleden : de geschiedenis van de
cartographie van Suriname 1500-1971 =
Eslabones con el pasado : la historia de la
cartografia de Suriname 1500-1971. Amsterdam :
Theatrum Orbis Terrarum B.V., [1973].
Authors: Bubberman, F. C. -- Koeman, C.
(Cornelis), 1918-- Theatrum Orbis Terrarum,
Ltd. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry
Library)
xii, 179 p.: 51 cm. + 39 maps (facsimiles) in
wooden box 55 x 39 cm.
Dutch, English, and Spanish.
Edited by C. Koeman.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

73473 Suriname - Maps - Collections,
1500-1971<>>>Cartography - Suriname -
History
Links with the past : the history of the
cartography of Suriname 1500-1971 = Schakels
met het verleden : de geschiedenis van de
cartographie van Suriname 1500-1971 =
Eslabones con el pasado : la historia de la
cartografia de Suriname 1500-1971. Amsterdam :
Theatrum Orbis Terrarum B.V., [1973].
Authors: Bubberman, F. C. -- Koeman, C.
(Cornelis), 1918-- Theatrum Orbis Terrarum,
Ltd.
xii, 179 p.: 51 cm. + 39 maps (facsimiles) in
wooden box 55 x 39 cm.
Dutch, English, and Spanish.
Edited by C. Koeman.
Errata leaf inserted.
1719
ICN75
map7C 16 (PrCt)

73474 Surrey County (Jamaica) - Maps - 1804
... Map of the County of Surrey in the island of
Authors: Robertson, James -- Neele, Samuel
John, 1758-1824
1 map : hand col.; 123 x 162 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:63,360].
Kapp, Printed maps of Jamaica (1968), no. 140.
85-82592
525
map4F G4963.S9 1804 R6 (PrCt)

73475 Surrey County (Jamaica) - Maps - 1865
A Map of the County of Surrey in the island of
Jamaica. 1978.
Authors: Irish Academy Press -- Parry, John
1 map
Accession no. 78-42483.
temp map6F G4963.S9 1865 .P3 1978 .I7 (PrCt)

73476 Surrey County (Jamaica) - Maps - 1866
The County of Surrey, Jamaica. 1978.
Authors: Irish Academy Press -- Weller, Edward,
-1884
1 map
Accession no. 78-42483.
(PrCt)

73477 Surrey (England) - Description and travel -
1810
Topographical and statistical description of the
county of Surrey : containing an account of its
situation, extent, towns, roads, rivers, minerals,
fisheries, manufactures, commerce, fairs,
agriculture, markets, curiosities, antiquities,
natural history, civil and ecclesiastical
jurisdictions, &c. : to which is prefixed a copious
travelling guide ..., forming a complete county
itinerary : also, a list of the markets and fairs,
and an index table shewing at one view the distances
of all the towns from London and from each other
/ by George Alexander Cooke ; illustrated with a
map of the county. London : Printed for C.
Cooke, No. 17, Paternoster Row, by Brimmer
and Co., Water Lane, Fleet Street : And sold by
all the booksellers in the United Kingdom, [ca.
1810].
Authors: Cooke, George Alexander -- Cooke,
Charles, fl. 1789-1817 -- Brimmer & Co. (London,
England) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
Issued with map, but Newberry’s copy lacks t.p.
and map.
Added title from red leather spine label:
Topography of Surrey, Hampshire and
Dorsetshire.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [20]-23).
Issued as part of a series of descriptive guides to
the counties of Great Britain.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Bound with 2 other titles.
Contemporary half bound brown leather, marbled papers over boards.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes DA670.S96 C56 1810 (NLO)

73478 Surrey (England) - Maps - 1594
Authors: Norden, John, 1548-1625? -- Whitwell, Charles -- Nicholson, Robert -- Royal Geographical Society (Great Britain) -- Margary, Harry
1 map ; 33 x 41 cm.
In Two hundred and fifty years of map making in the county of Surrey (Lympne Castle, Eng.: H. Margary, 1974) sheet 3.
Scale [ca. 1:158,400].
map4F G5753.S8 1823 T8 sht. 3 (PrCt)

73479 Surrey (England) - Maps - 1610
Surrey described and divided into hundreds ... [Lympne Castle, Eng. Harry Margary, 1974].
Authors: Speed, John, 1552?-1629 -- Hondius, Jodocus, 1563-1612 -- Norden, John, 1548-1625? -- Sudbury, John -- Humble, George, d. 1640 -- Margary, Harry
1 map ; 39 x 52 cm.
In Two hundred and fifty years of map making in the county of Surrey (Lympne Castle, Eng.: H. Margary, 1974) sheet 4.
Scale [ca. 1:158,400].
map4F G5753.S8 1823 T8 sht. 4 (PrCt)

73480 Surrey (England) - Maps - 1610>>Richmond Palace (England) - Pictorial works - 1610>>Nonsuch Palace Site (England) - Pictorial works - 1610
Surrey described and divided into hundreds.
[London] : John Sudbury and George Humble [i.e. J. Legate and W. Humble], 1610 [i.e.1646].
A Prospect of the most famous parts of the world ... together with ... Great Britaines empire (1646) 1 map ; 37 x 37 cm. on sheet 42 x 54 cm.
Inset views (12 x 12 cm. each): Richmond -- Nonsvch.
Margins include coats-of-arms.
Letterpress text on verso (p. 11-12) under the following heading: Svrrey.
In: Speed, John. A Prospect of the most famous parts of the world ... together with ... Great Britaines empire (London : Printed by John Legatt, for William Humble, 1646) map [28]. Case oversize G 117.82 map [28] (PrCt)

73481 Surrey (England) - Maps - 1610>>Richmond Palace (England) - Pictorial works - 1610>>Nonsuch Palace Site (England) - Pictorial works - 1610
Surrey described and divided into hundreds.
[London] : Tho. Bassett ... and Richard Chiswell, 1610 [i.e. 1676].
Authors: Speed, John, 1552?-1629 -- Norden, John, 1548-1625? -- Hondius, Jodocus, 1563-1612 -- Bassett, Thomas -- Chiswell, Richard -- Speed, John, 1552?-1629. The Theatre of the Empire of Great-Britain ... (1676) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 37 x 37 cm. on sheet 42 x 56 cm.
Inset views (12 x 12 cm. each): Richmond -- Nonsvch.
Margins include coats-of-arms.
Letterpress text on verso (p. 11-12) under the following heading: The Description of Surrey.

73482 Surrey (England) - Maps - 1693
Surrey actually survey'd and delineated ... Lympne Castle, Eng. Harry Margary, [1974].
Authors: Seller, John, fl. 1658-1698 -- Lea, Philip, fl. 1683-1700 -- Oliver, John, 1616-1701 -- Palmer, Richard, fl. 1680-1700 -- Lauderdale, John Maitland, 2d earl and 1st duke of, 1616-1682 -- Margary, Harry
1 map ; 43 x 52 cm.
Facsimile of original published London: Philip Lea, ca. 1693; the first state appeared ca. 1679.
In Two hundred and fifty years of map making in the county of Surrey (Lympne Castle, Eng.: H. Margary, 1974) sheet 5.
Scale [ca. 1:144,000] (not 1 15/16 = 2 miles as stated in 'explanation').
Dedicated to the Duke of Lauderdale.
map4F G5753.S8 1823 T8 sht. 5 (PrCt)

73483 Surrey (England) - Maps - 1724
Authors: Moll, Herman, -1732 -- Margary, Harry
1 map ; 19 x 26 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:227,500]. Profile of London bridge and illustrations of antiques in margins.
map4F G5753.S8 1823 T8 sht. 5 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

73484 **Surrey (England) - Maps - 1729**

A New map of the county of Surrey: laid down from an actual survey. Lympne Castle, Eng.
Harry Margary, [1794].
Authors: Senex, John, -1740 -- Bowles, Thomas, -1767 -- Cushee, E. -- Margary, Harry
1 map ; 87 x 120 cm. on 4 sheets each 60 x 83 cm.
Facsimile of original published London: J. Senex, T. Bowles, and E. Cushee, [1729].
In Two hundred and fifty years of map making in the county of Surrey (Lympne Castle, Eng.: H. Margary, 1974) sheets 6-9.
Scale [ca. 1:63,360] or 'one inch to a mile.'
Relief shown by hachures.
Coats of arms surround map.
map4F G5753.S8 1823 T8 sht. 6-9 (PrCt)

73485 **Surrey (England) - Maps - 1730**

Surrey actually survey'd and delineated. London, [ca. 1730].
1 map ; 41 x 49 cm.
3175
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G5753.S9 1730 S4 (PrCt)

73486 **Surrey (England) - Maps - 1762<<<**Wall maps

A Topographical map of the county of Surrey, in which is expressed all the roads, lanes, churches, noblemen and gentlemen's seats, &c. &c. By the late John Rocque, topographer to His Majesty, compleated and engrav'd by Peter Andrews. [Guildford, Eng. Surrey Archaeological Society, 1931].
Authors: Rocque, John, -1762 -- Andrews, Peter, fl. 1765-1782 -- Rocque, Mary Ann -- Atkinson, R. L. -- Surrey Archaeological Society
1 map ; 123 x 152 cm. on 9 sheets 51 x 61 cm. in portfolio 63 x 53 cm.
Facsimile of original published [London]: M.A. Rocque [1762].
Cover title: Rocque's map of Surrey (1762)
Accompanied by index map and preface by R.L. Atkinson (1 l.)
Scale [ca. 1:43,000]
Relief shown by hachures.
LC Card Number: 75693886
oversize F 02458 .8 Extra vol. 3 (NLO)

73487 **Surrey (England) - Maps - 1770<<<**Wall maps

A Topographical map of the county of Surrey ... Lympne Castle, Eng. Harry Margary, [1974].
Authors: Rocque, John, -1762 -- Andrews, Peter, fl. 1765-1782 -- Rocque, Mary Ann -- William IV, King of Britain, 1765-1837 -- Margary, Harry
1 map ; 165 x 204 cm. on 9 sheets each 60 x 83 cm.
Facsimile of original published [London]: printed for & sold by M.A. Rocque, [ca. 1770].
Relief shown by hachures.
Dedication: To His Royal Highness William Henry ... by ... Mary-Ann Rocque.
In Two hundred and fifty years of map making in the county of Surrey (Lympne Castle, Eng.: H. Margary, 1974) sheets 11-19.
Scale [ca. 1:31,680].
map4F G5753.S8 1823 T8 shts. 11-19 (PrCt)

73488 **Surrey (England) - Maps - 1793<<<**Wall maps

To the Kings most excellent majesty, this map of the county of Surrey, from a survey made in the years 1789 and 1790 ... Lympne Castle, Eng. Harry Margary, [1974].
Authors: Lindley, Joseph -- Crosley, William -- Baker, B. (Benjamin), fl. 1766-1824 -- Crabtree, Richard -- George II, King of Great Britain, 1738-1820
1 map ; 84 x 112 cm. on 4 sheets each 60 x 83 cm.
Facsimile of original published [London]: Lindley & Crosley, 1793.
William Crosley and Richard Crabtree are credited with the actual drawing of the map (see introduction, sheet 26).
In Two hundred and fifty years of map making in the county of Surrey (Lympne Castle, Eng.: H. Margary, 1974) sheets 20-23.
Scale [ca. 1:63,360].
Relief shown by hachures.
map4F G5753.S8 1823 T8 shts. 20-23 (PrCt)

73489 **Surrey (England) - Maps - 1823**

Map of the county of Surrey: from an actual survey made in the years 1822 and 1823. [Lympne Castle, Eng. Harry Margary, 1974].
Authors: Greenwood, C. (Christopher), 1786-1855 -- Greenwood, J. (John), 1791-1867 -- Pringle, George
1 map ; 98 x 120 cm. on 4 sheets each 60 x 83 cm.
Facsimile of original published London: George Pringle, 1823.
Includes 'View of Kew Palace.'
Dedication: To the nobility, clergy, & gentry of the county of Surrey ... by the proprietors.
In Two hundred and fifty years of map making in the county of Surrey (Lympne Castle, Eng.: H. Margary, 1974) sheets 26-29.
Scale ca. 1:63,360.
map4F G5753.S8 1823 T8 shts. 26-29 (PrCt)

73490 **Surrey (England) - Maps - 1865-1874<<<**Hampshire (England) - Maps - 1865-1874<<<**Isle of Wight (England) - Maps - 1865-1874

A Handbook for travellers in Surrey, Hampshire, and the Isle of Wight. London : John Murray, 1865 [i.e. 1874?].
Authors: Venables, Edmund, 1819-1895 --
xxiv, 420, 88 p. : 1 map ; 18 cm.
2nd ed., rev. and enl.
Publisher’s advertisements on endpapers and "Handbook advertiser, 1874", 88 p. at end. Cover title: Murray’s hand-book, Surrey, Hants, Isle of Wight
"With maps."
Includes bibliographical references, index, and errata.
Series: [Murray’s handbooks for travellers] -- Murray’s handbooks for travellers. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray’s handbooks for travellers, 333
Baskes G153 .M97 no. 333 (1865) (NLO)

73492 Surrey (England) - Maps - 1887
3rd ed.
Spine title: Tourist’s Surrey
1 folded map torn with loss of print.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .S73 Surrey (1887) (NLO)

73493 Surrey (England) - Maps - 1888
Authors: Maude, Raymond William de Latham, 1852-1897 -- John Murray (Firm) -- Murray’s handbooks for travellers
1 v.
4th ed.
Lister, W.B.C. A Bibliography of Murray's handbooks for travellers and biographies of authors, editors, revisers and principal contributors (Dereham: Dereham Books, 1993) no. 335.
G 4586 .6 (NLO)

73494 Surrey (England) - Maps - 1897
xi, 171, 96 p., [18] leaves of plates (chiefly folded) : 19 hand col. maps and plans ; 17 cm.
[2nd ed.]
"Note to second edition," p. [v].

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Index map on lining paper.
Errata slips tipped in facing p. 8, 94 of second sequence.
"Index to plan of Brighton" (4 p.) tipped in between p. 76-77 of second sequence.
"Thorough guide advertiser": 96 p. at end.
Includes index.
Series: Through guide series ; 14
Publisher's red cloth binding.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 02023387
Baskes G153 .T56 Surrey, Sussex (1897) (NLO)

73495 Surrey (England) - Maps - 1898 Aldershot (England) - Maps - 1898
Authors: Goldschmidt, Walter Otto, b. 1855 -- John Murray (Firm) -- Murray's handbooks for travellers -- Bartholomew, John, 1831-1893 -- Matthews, T. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. (various pagings) : 6 col. maps ; 18 cm.
5th ed.
Cover title: Murray's hand-book, Surrey
Spine title: Hand-book for Surrey
Edited by W.O. Goldschmidt. Cf. Lister.
Maps engraved by J. Bartholomew.
"With maps."
Publisher's advertisements on endpapers and "Murray's handbook advertiser, 1897-1898 ... ", 56 p. at end.
Includes index.
Series: [Murray's handbooks for travellers] -- Murray's handbooks for travellers.
Former owner's signature: T. Matthews, S.M.C.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray's handbooks for travellers, 336
LC Card Number: 03005367
Baskes G153 .M97 no. 336 (1898) (NLO)

73496 Surrey (England) - Maps - 1903
Maps by John Bartholomew & Co.
Map inside front cover.
Includes index.
Series: Little guides.
Armorial bookplate: Leslie Beaconsfield Bristow.
Eastbourne, Sussex.

73497 Surrey (England) - Maps - 1905
Authors: Moncrieff, A. R. Hope (Ascott Robert Hope), 1846-1927 -- Black's guide books -- Bartholomew, John, 1831-1893 -- Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
7th ed.
Cover title: Surrey
Maps by J. Bartholomew.
Advertisements: 104 p. at end.
Includes index.
Series: Black's guide books
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .B55 Surrey (1905) (NLO)

73498 Surrey (England) - Maps - 1905
Surrey (south of Epsom) and Sussex (including Tunbridge Wells) / by C.S. Ward ; twenty-one maps and plans by Bartholomew. London : Dulau & Co., 1905.
1 v. (various pagings) : 21 maps and plans (chiefly folded, chiefly hand col.) ; 17 cm.
Cover title: Surrey and Sussex
Maps of Bexhill and Worthing engraved by Emery Walker.
Index map on lining paper.
"Index to plan of Brighton" (4 p.) tipped in between p. 76-77.
"Thorough guide advertiser": 56 p. at end.
Includes index.
Series: Thorough guide series ; 14
Publisher's red cloth binding.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .T56 Surrey, Sussex (1905) (NLO)

73499 Surrey (England) - Maps - 1910
Authors: Cox, J. Charles (John Charles), 1843-1919 -- Methuen & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
xvi, 315, 8 p., [23] leaves of plates : ill., 1 map ;
20 cm.
1st ed.
"Railways of Surrey" map on front endpapers.
Publisher's advertisement, p. [1]-8 at end.
Includes index.
Original publisher's illustrated binding.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes DA670.S96.C6 1910 (NLO)

73503 Surrey (England) - Maps - 1935 - Guidebooks
Authors: Highways & byways series -- Parker, E. -- Thomson, Hugh, 1860-1920 -- Macmillan & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.
2nd ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (Pr Ct)

73500 Surrey (England) - Maps - 1913<><><>Sussex (England) - Maps - 1913
Surrey (south of Epsom) and Sussex (including Tunbridge Wells) / by C.S. Ward ; edited by W. Baxter ; twenty-five maps and plans by Bartholomew. London ; New York : Thomas Nelson, 1913.
1 v. (various pagings) : 25 col. maps and plans (chiefly folded) ; 17 cm.
Cover title: Surrey and Sussex
"John Bartholomew & Co."--On maps.
Index map on lining paper.
"Thorough guide advertiser": 24 p. at end.
Includes indexes.
Series: Thorough guide series
Publisher's red cloth binding.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153.T56 Surrey, Sussex (1913) (NLO)

73502 Surrey (England) - Maps - 1925
Authors: Highways & byways series -- Parker, E. -- Thomson, Hugh, 1860-1920 -- Macmillan & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 1 map
12mo.;C:Stanford
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (Pr Ct)

73505 Surrey (England) - Maps - Bibliography
An Historical catalogue of Surrey maps / by Henry A. Sharp. Croydon : Public Libraries Committee, the Central Library, Town Hall, Croydon, 1929.
Authors: Sharp, Henry A. -- Croydon Public Libraries -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
56 p. ; 21 cm.
"The list of maps, with explanatory remarks, has already appeared in the Reader's index"--Introduction, p. 4.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 30009071
Baskes Z6027.S76 S53 1929 (NLO)

73504 Surrey (England) - Maps - 1952
7th ed. / rev. by E.F. Peeler.
Map by John Bartholomew & Son.
Includes index.
Illustrated dust jacket.
Series: The little guides
Inscribed: Roland E. Jeffery, Sept. 18th, 1954.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 52044034
Baskes G153.L58 Surrey (1952) (NLO)

73506 Surrey (England) - Maps - Collections, 1579-1823<><><>Cartography - Surrey (England) - History - 1579-1823
Authors: Ravenhill, W. L. D. -- Margary, Harry -- Headley Bros.
13 maps ; on 27 sheets each 60 x 83 cm. + title
and introduction (3 sheets). Includes Ravenhill, William, The Mapping of
Surr, 1597 [i.e.1579]-1823 (shts. 2 a-b). Printed by Headley Brothers, Ltd., Ashford, Eng.
74-9371
ICN78
map4F G5753.S8 1823 .T8 (PrCt)

73507
Surry (England) - Maps - Exhibitions -
Catalogs<<>>Cartography - Surrey (England) - Maps - Exhibitions -
Catalogs<<>>Surveying -
Surry (England) - Maps - Exhibitions -
Catalogs
The Story of Surrey in maps : catalogue of an
exhibition Kingston-upon-Thames, 17th to 29th
September, 1956. Ipswich : Printed by W.S.
Cowell Ltd., [1956].
Authors: Royal Institution of Chartered
Surveyors. Surry County Branch -- Campbell,
Eila M. J. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
63 p.; 24 cm.
"An exhibition arranged by the Surrey County
Branch of the Royal Institution on Chartered
Surveyors (Patron : H.M. The Queen) in the
Ashcombe Suite, County Hall,
Kingston-upon-Thames 17th to 29th September
1956."--Cover.
Imprint from colophon.
Stamp: Professor E.M.J. Campbell Birkbeck
College.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes GA795.S8 R69 1956 (NLO)

73508
Surry County (Va.) - Maps - 1614-1666 -
Landowners<<>>Counties -
Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
Map approximations of patents, grants &
transactions of land in Surry County. 1976.
Authors: Kornwolf, James D. -- Surry County,
Virginia. 1776 Bicentennial Committee
1 map
In Kornwolf, James D. The Surry County, Virginia
1776 Bicentennial Committee guide to the
buildings of Surry and the American Revolution
([Surry, Va.]: The Committee, 1976) opposite p. 81.
Bibliography: p. 203-205.
79-47413.
F232.S9 K67 opp. p. 181 (PrCt)

73509
Surry County (Va.) - Maps - 1614<<>>Counties -
Maps
Map approximations of patents, grants, &
transactions of land. [Surry, Va.]: The Committee :
Bicentennial Committee, 1976.
Authors: Surry County, Virginia. 1776
Bicentennial Committee
1 map
In: Kornwolf, James D. The Surry County,
Virginia 1776 Bicentennial Committee Guide to
the buildings of Surry and the American
Revolution ([Surry, Va.]: The Committee, 1976),
opposite p. 81.
folio F232.S9 K67, opposite p. 81 (PrCt)

73510
Surry County (Va.) - Maps - 1863 -
Landowners<<>>Counties -
Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
[Surry County (Va.) - 1863: LC G&M land
ownership maps on microfiche], [Washington,
D.C.]: LC G&M Division, [1983?].
Authors: Campbell, Albert H. (Albert Henry),
1826-1899 -- Confederate States of America.
Army -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map
Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps:
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: Blueprint, 17 x 21 in. Scale
1:240,000. Originally compiled 1863.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing
19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map
Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps:
Washington, D.C. : Library of Congress,
Geography and Map Division, 1983?].
Microfiche 583, no. 1330 (PrCt)

73511
Survey Map Company. Atlas of the state of
New Jersey (1905) - Tables of
contents<<>>New Jersey - Maps - 1905 - Road
maps - Indexes<<>>Road maps
Index to maps [in the Atlas of the state of New
Jersey, 1905]. New York City : Survey Map Co.,
c1905.
Authors: Survey Map Company -- Survey Map
Company. Atlas of the state of New Jersey
(1905) -- Westgard, A. L. (Anthon L.), b. 1865 --
American Automobile Association -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 sheet ; 47 x 41 cm.
Table of contents in: Survey Map Company. Atlas
of the state of New Jersey / ... compiled ... by
Survey Map Company ... ; A.L. Westgard, Chief
Engineer (New York : Survey Map Co., c1905),
inside front cover.
Five lines of text at top of sheet: "Official maps
and routes of the American Automobile
Association ..."
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G3811.P2 1905 .S97, table of
contents (PrCt)

73512
Survey Map Company. Atlas of the state of
New Jersey (1905) - Title pages<<>>Road
maps [Title page of] Atlas of the state of New Jersey /
carefully compiled from official and private
sources by Survey Map Company, 41 Lafayette
Place, New York ; A.L. Westgard, Chief
Authors: Survey Map Company -- Survey Map
Company. Atlas of the state of New Jersey
(1905) -- Westgard, A. L. (Anthon L.), b. 1865 --
American Automobile Association -- Roger S.
...
Surveying - 1615
Surveys, English
Norden, John, 1548-1625? The Surveyor's dialogue (1618)
Agriculture - 1615
Authors: Norden, John, 1548-1625? -- Netzloff, Mark -- Norden, John, 1548-1625? The Surveyor's dialogue (1618)
xlii, 223 p. : ill. ; 24 cm.
The surveyor's dialogue originally published:
Uniform title: Surveyors dialogue
"This edition provides the first complete, modern version of John Norden's The Surveyor's Dialogue. Norden's text, a series of dialogues between a fictional surveyor and several interlocutors--including a tenant farmer, an aristocrat landowner, a manorial officer, and a socially mobile land buyer--is remarkable for its unique commentary on the agrarian roots of English capitalism. In his extensive introduction, Mark Netzloff situates the text in relation to a number of early modern contexts. He discusses the use of dialogue and other literary forms in proto-scientific writing and the role of print in the increasing professionalism of early surveyors. Netzloff also examines the impact of capital formation on agrarian and manorial class relations, discussing topics such as popular protest and revolt, cottagers and the rural poor, regionalism and urbanization, and the transformation of the natural environment through deforestation, enclosure, and the appropriation of commons. Alongside a thorough annotation of technical and historical terms, the edition provides a list of textual variants among early modern versions of the text."--Publisher.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [213]-220) and index.
LC Card Number: 2009050652
ISBN 9780754641278 (hbk. : alk. paper) ; 0754641279 (hbk. : alk. paper) ; 9781409403753 (ebk.) ; 1409403750 (ebk.)
2011102601 on order (NLO)

Surveying - 1662
The Faithfull surveyour : teaching how to measure all manner of ground ... Shewing likewise the making and use of a new instrument, called a Pandoron ... with an appendix unforlding errors in board and timber-measure, with directions for making a carpenters-rule. By George Atwell ... Cambridge : Printed for William Nealand, 1662.
Authors: Atwell, George -- Nealand, William, fl. 1649-1662 [12], 143 p. : ill. ; 18 cm.
2d ed., cf. Wing A4164.
References: STCII, 4164
Case 3A 2290 (NLO)

Surveying - 1820
Surveys - 1820
France
Authors: Puissant, L. (Louis), 1769-1843 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Koeman, C. (Cornelis), 1918-
Deuxième édition.
Half-title: Traité de topographie, d'arpentage et de nivellement.
'Imprimerie de Huzard-Courcier, Rue du Jardinet, no. 12'--Verso of t.p.
Includes index.
Half-binding of marbled paper boards, and tan calf; gold-rolled bands on spine; gold-stamped black leather spine label: 'Puissant. Traité de topographie'; marbled endpapers.
Former owner, Cornelis Koeman.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes TA545 .P9 1820 (NLO)

Surveying - 1936
Authors: Bardsley, Clarence Edward, 1894-1979 -- Carlton, Ernest Wilson, 1897-
113 p. : ill., forms ; 19 cm.
1st ed.
Series: International texts in civil engineering.
TA551 .B3 1936 (NLO)

Surveying - 1970-1979
Illustrating surveying adjustments. [197-?].
Authors: Tobler, Waldo R. (Waldo Rudolph), 1930-
Photocopy of undated typescript.
BHC 2353
Vert 1905, no. 1 (PrCt)

Surveying - 1500-1699
The geometrical accuracy of 16th and 17th century topographical surveys. 1967.
Authors: Bönisch, Fritz
Vert 358, no. 1 (PrCt)
73519 Surveying, Ancient<<>><>Astronomy, Ancient
In search of ancient surveyors. 1980.
Authors: Hillman, Harry F.
In technical papers of the ACSM Fall Technical
Meeting, Niagara Falls, 7-10 Oct., 1980: CS-2A-1
to CS-2-A-6.
BHC 1003
Vert 1003 (PrCr)

73520 Surveying - Congresses<<>><>Surveying -
United States -
Congressess<<>><>Topographical surveying -
Congressess<<>><>Topographical surveying -
United States - Congressess<<>><>Geodesy -
Congressess
Topography. Proceedings of the Topographical
Conference held at Washington, D.C., January
18 to March 7, 1892 / United States Coast and
Authors: Topographical Conference (1892 :
Washington, D.C.) -- U.S. Coast and Geodetic
Survey -- U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey.
Report of the superintendent of the U.S. Coast
and Geodetic Survey showing the progress of the
work during the fiscal year ending with ... (1892)
p. 565-746 ; ill., maps ; 23 cm.
Cover title: Topographical conference 1892
"Appendix no. 16--Report for 1891."
"United States Coast and Geodetic Survey,
Appendix 16--Report for 1891--Part II"--P. 565.
TA590 .T57 1892 (NLO)

73521 Surveying - Dublin (Ireland) - History -
1700-1799<<>><>Surveyors - Dublin (Ireland) -
Biography - 1700-1799
Mapping, measurement and metropolis : how
land surveyors shaped eighteenth-century Dublin
/ Finnian Ó Cionnaith. Dublin ; Portland, Or. Four
Courts Press, c2012.
Authors: Ó Cionnaith, Finnian
(some col.), ports. (some col.) ; 24 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 234-239)
and index.
ISBN 9781846823480 : 184682348X
TA526.I733 D83 2012 (NLO)

73522 Surveying, Graeco-Roman - Instruments
Authors: Dilke, Oswald Ashton Wentworth --
International Map Collectors' Society
In IMCoS Map Fair & Exhibition 1987, p.21-25:
ills.
BHC 1249
Vert 870 (PrCr)

73523 Surveying - Greece - Instruments -
History<<>><>Surveying - Rome - Instruments -
History<<>><>Surveying - Instruments - History
Surveying instruments of Greece and Rome /
M.J.T. Lewis. Cambridge ; New York :
Authors: Lewis, Michael Jonathan Taunton
xx, 389 p. : ill., maps ; 24 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 355-368)
and indexes.
Sample text (p. 1-35), publisher description, and
table of contents on Library of Congress website
(March 2007):
http://www.loc.gov/catdir/samples/cam031/00034
262.html ---
http://www.loc.gov/catdir/description/cam021/000
34262.html ---
http://www.loc.gov/catdir/toc/cam023/00034262.h
tml
LC Card Number: 00034262
ISBN 0521792975 (hbk.) ; 9780521792974 (hbk.)
TA562 .L49 2001 (NLO)

73524 Surveying - Handbooks, manuals, etc. -
1300-1399
A Treatise on the mensuration of heights and
distances, from a MS. of the 14th century.
[London : J.W. Parker, 1839].
Authors: Halliwell-Phillipps, J. O. (James
Orchard), 1820-1889 -- Halliwell-Phillipps, J. O.
(James Orchard), 1820-1889. Rara mathematica
(1839) -- British Museum. Mss. (Sloane 213)
p. 56-71
In Halliwell-Phillipps, J. O., Rara mathematica
A transcription of Bib. Sloan. Brit. 213, xiv, fol. 120
5A 6399, p. 56-71 (PrCr)

73525 Surveying - Handbooks, manuals, etc. -
1400-1499
A Method used in England in the fifteenth century
for taking the altitude of a steeple or inaccessible
object. [London : J.W. Parker, 1839].
Authors: Halliwell-Phillipps, J. O. (James
Orchard), 1820-1889 -- Halliwell-Phillipps, J. O.
(James Orchard), 1820-1889. Rara mathematica
(1839) -- British Museum. MSS. (Lansdowne
762)
p. 27-28
In Halliwell-Phillipps, J. O., Rara mathematica
23B.
5A 6399, p. 27-28 (PrCr)

73526 Surveying - Handbooks, manuals, etc. -
1600-1630
L'Art de desseigner manier le compas, lever les
plans, tracer sur terre, et faire ses desseigns et
projects / M. C. N.[?] Reddelieu. [France, early
17th c.].
Authors: Reddelieu, M. C. N.
370 p. : ill., maps ; 20 cm.
Description of manuscript offered for sale
(dealer's name not indicated); includes six col
photographs.
Vert 358, no. 2 (PrCr)

73527 Surveying - Handbooks, manuals, etc. -
1657
The Compleat surveyor, containing the whole art
of surveying of land : by the plaine table,

Surveying - Handbooks, manuals, etc. - 1806


Authors: Cotes, John 168, [2] p.: illus.; 18 cm. Embellished with wood engravings by Berryman. '...[S]old also by the author, Wirksworth, Derbyshire, 1806.' Ta545 .C6 (NLO)

Surveying - Handbooks, manuals, etc. - 1910

Elements of precise surveying and geodesy / by Mansfield Merriman ... New York: J. Wiley & Sons [etc.], 1910.


Surveying - Handbooks, manuals, etc. - 2000


Surveying - Handbooks, manuals, etc. - 1920

Gilbert civil engineering (surveying) for boys / by K.W. Leighton ...; prepared under the direction of A.C. Gilbert ... New Haven, Conn. A.C. Gilbert Co., 1920.


Surveying - Hawaii - History - 1800-1899


Surveying - History


Exhibitions - Catalogs

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Van de Romeinse agrimensores tot de
16de-eeuwse landmeters : catalogus van de
tentoonstelling ingericht ter gelegenheid van het
125 jaar bestaan van de Unie van de
Landmeters-Experten van Brussel in de
Nassaukapel van de Koninklijke Bibliotheek van
Authors: Mosselmans, Jean -- De Graeve, Jean
-- Chouquer, Gérard -- Unie van de
Landmeters-Experten van Brussel -- Bibliothèque
royale de Belgique
192 p. : ill., maps ; 30 cm.
Catalog of an exhibition on land surveyors and
surveying from the Romans through the 16th
century, organized in celebration of the 125th
anniversary of ULEB, Unie van de
Landmeters-Experten van Brussel, and held in the
Nassaukapel of the Royal Library of Belgium
from Nov. 22-Dec. 21, 2001.
Contents: Van de agrimensores tot de meerers / Jean Mosselmans -- Geschiedenis van het
beroep en van het erfgoedrecht te Brussel -- De
romeinse agrimensores -- De kennisoverdracht --
Astrolabia -- Boeken over landmeetkunde uit de
16e eeuw -- Boeken over landmeetkundige
instrumenten -- Landmeetkundige instrumenten.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 72-82).
TA515 .V36 2001 (NLO)

73538 Surveying - History - Congresses - 1998
Developing the profession in a developing world :
papers from the ad hoc Commission on History of
Surveying. [S.I.] : International Federation of
Surveyors, [1998?].
Authors: International Federation of Surveyors.
Commission on History of Surveying --
International Federation of Surveyors.
Commission 11
vi, 90 p. : ill, maps, ports. ; 21 cm.
"Papers presented ... 22nd July 1998 by the ad
hoc Commission on the History of Surveying
under the title of 2000 years of measurement,
held in conjunction with the FIG International
Congress of Surveyors, Brighton, taking place
from the 19th to 25th July."--Foreword.
Some articles consist of abstracts only.
Contents: History of surveying -- Forty years of
EDM / A.L. Allan -- The Struve meridian arc and
its significance today / A.H. Batten --
Applying Euclid / A.R. Colclough -- An essay on
the history of the linkage of Paris and Greenwich
observatories / S. Débarbat -- Artistic
representation of measurement techniques / T.
Gladthorpe -- To the history of the production of
geodetic instruments in Bohemia / P. Hânek, A.
Svejda -- Historical review of mine surveying and
correlation from the earliest times / F. Korkor --
A brief history of charting and surveying
Downunder : an Aussie perspective / R. Linke --
The line that divided a nation : the Mason &
Dixon line / W. Robillard, R.C. Shelton, Jnr. --
The introduction in Belgium of metric metrology / M. Watelet.
Includes bibliographical references.
ISBN 0854068961 ; 9780854068968
TA515 .D48 1998 (NLO)

73539 Surveying - History - Periodicals
Backsights : newsletter of the Surveyors
Historical Society. Sacramento, Calif. Surveyors
Authors: Surveyors Historical Society -- Ebbutt,
Donald L.
Edited by Donald L. Ebbutt.
Newberry holdings limited to 2 issues (v. 3, nos.
1 and 2, Spring and Fall 1984).
BHC 1435
Vert 1035 (PrCt)

73540 Surveying - Instruments
Early American scientific instruments and their
makers. Washington : Museum of History and
Authors: Bedini, Silvio A.
184 p.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Instruments<<Astronomical Instruments
Authors: Saul Moskowitz Instrument Engineering
34 p. : ill. ; 28 cm.
'Catalog 102. Spring 1971.'.
BHC 1854
Vert 1422 (PrCt)

Surveying - Instruments<<Nautical Instruments<<Astronomical Instruments
Authors: Saul Moskowitz Instrument Engineering
34 p. : ill. ; 28 cm.
'Catalog 102. Spring 1971.'.
BHC 1854
Vert 1422, no. 1 (PrCt)

Surveying - Instruments - Pictorial works<<Drawing instruments - pictorial works<<Scientific apparatus and instruments - Pictorial works
Authors: Michel, Henri, 1885-1981
153 p. : chiefly ill. (some col.) ; 29 cm.
(Art & historie).
[D]ocuments recueillis par le Centre National Belge d'Histoire des Sciences.'
folio Q185 .M46 (NLO)

Surveying - United States<<United States - Surveying - Instruments
Authors: Bedini, Silvio A.
xxvii, 774 p. : ill., maps ; 24 cm
Includes bibliographical references and index.
ISBN 0966512006
TA521 .B43 2001 (NLO)

Surveying - Maine - 1806<<Kennebec River Valley (Maine) - History
Authors: Sturtevant, Lawrence M.
BHC 2517
Vert 2057 (PrCt)

Surveying, Medieval
Geometry in the mediaeval quadrivium. 1964.
Authors: Ullman, B. L.
p. 263-285 ; 28 cm.
Photocopies from Studi di bibliografia e di storia in onore di Tammaro de Marinis ([Verona: Stamperia Valdonega] 1964) v. 4: 263-285 [Wing folio Z 02 .845]
BHC 2367
Vert 1918 (PrCt)

Surveying, Medieval<<Cartography, Medieval - History
Medieval land surveying and topographical maps. 1955.
Authors: Price, Derek J. de Solla (Derek John de Solla), 1922-1983
Vert 234 (PrCt)

Surveying, Medieval<<Cartography, Medieval - History
Authors: Wu, Nancy Y. -- Association Villard de Honnecourt for the Interdisciplinary Study of Medieval Technology, Science and Art
xviii, 272 p. : ill. ; 24 cm.
Geography on a Carolingian wall / Warren Sanderson -- A proposal for constructing the plan and elevation of a Romanesque church using three measures / Marie-Therese Zenner -- Measure and proportion in Romanesque architecture / James Addiss -- A schematic plan for Norwich Cathedral / Nigel Hiscock -- The plan of Saint-Quentin: pentagon and square in the genesis of high Gothic design / Ellen M. Shortell -- The hand of the mind: the ground plan of Reims as a case study / Nancy Y. Wu -- Reconciling the feet at Beauvais and Amiens cathedrals / Stephen Murray -- On the drawing board: plans of the Clermont Cathedral terrace / Michael T. Davis -- Geometry studies: the blind tracery in the western chapels of Narbonne cathedral / Vivian Paul -- The church of St. George of the Latins in Famagusta: a case study on medieval metrology and design techniques / Alpay Özdural -- Geometry and scenography in the late Gothic choir of Metz Cathedral / Robert Bork.
ISBN 0754619605
NA350 .A32 2002 (NLO)

Surveying - Metes and bounds
Those Menacing metes and bounds surveys! 1978.
Authors: Hammersmith, Mary P.
BHC 2021
Vert 664, no. 1 (PrCt)

Surveying - North America -
Authors: Hughes, Sarah Shaver, 1933-
x, 196 p. : ill., maps (on lining papers) ; 32 cm.
An excellent social history of the colonial

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
American land surveyor, with good accounts of his equipment and working methods. Includes bibliographical references and index. folio TA522 .V8 H83 (NLO)

73560 Surveying, Peruvian - 1100-1450
Canal builders of pre-Inca Peru. 1988.
Authors: Ortloff, Chrls R. p. 100-107
From Scientific American (Dec. 1988): 100-107. BHC 1916 Vert 1482 (PrCt)

73561 Surveying - Rome - History>>>Roman surveying
Authors: Dilke, Oswald Ashton Wentworth 260 p. : maps, plans, illus., plates (part col.) ; 23 cm.
Bibliography: p. 234-250. 4A 19369 (NLO)

73562 Surveying - Study and teaching - 1797
Levellng / A. Bell. Prin. Wal. sculptor fecit. [Edinburgh : s.n., 1797].
Authors: Bell, Andrew, 1726-1809 -- Encyclopaedia Britannica (1797) -- Encyclopaedia Britannica, inc. 2 maps and 4 profiles ; on sheet 27 x 21 cm.
Two idealized topographic maps and four profiles illustrating survey techniques. Accompanies article titled 'Level' (p. 6-12). In Encyclopaedia britannica; or, A dictionary of arts, sciences, and miscellaneous literature (Edinburgh : A. Bell and C. Macfarquhar, 1797) v. 10, opposite p. 12. Engraved 'Plate CCLXXI' and 'Fig. 1 [- 8]'
folio A 21 .2583 v. 10, opposite p. 12 (PrCt)

73563 Surveying - United States>>>United States - Topographic maps
Topographic surveys of states. 1886.
Authors: Walling, Henry Francis, 1825-1888 Paper read at the Boston Society of Civil Engineers (Feb. 17, 1886). Detached from unidentified text and bound as separate volume, p. 163-178.
Vert 1960 (PrCt)

Authors: Thomson, Don W. 3 v. maps (part col., part fold.) plates (part col.) ports. 26 cm.
Includes bibliographical references. Ayer 129.5 .C2 T48 1966 (NLO)

73565 Surveyors - Chicago (Ill.) - 1850-1920 - Biography - Sources>>>Map publishing - Chicago (Ill.) - History - 1850-1920 - Biography

Brief biographical notes compiled by Tanya Smith, office manager of the surveying firm of Greeley-Howard-Norlin & Smith in Flossmoor, Ill.; printout of email attachment sent to Robert W. Karrow (April 12, 2011).
Vert 1086, no. 5 (PrCt)

BHC 2047 Vert 689 (PrCt)

Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
73568 Surveyors, Irish
Authors: Andrews, John Harwood, 1927-18 p. maps
Offprint.
Vert 24 (PrCt)

73569 Surveyors, Russian - Surveys - 1700-1799 - Cartography - Russia - History - 1700-1799
The Role of Petrine surveyors in the development of Russia cartography during the 18th century. 1970.
Authors: Fel, S. Ye -- Gibson, James Ronald, 1937- [iv], 1-14 : map
In Canadian cartographer 7 (1970): [iv], 1-14 : map.
'Describes the motives, character and results of Russia's first state survey [1715-1744].'
Translated by James R. Gibson.
5S 9, v. 7, p. 1-14 (PrCt)

The Training of East India Company surveyors in the nineteenth century. 1983.
Authors: Cook, Andrew S. -- International Conference on the History of Cartography (10th : 1983 : Dublin)
10 p.; 30 c m.
Vert 761, no. 2 (PrCt)

SEE Description de l'Egypte Geography and cartography in the conquests of Egypt and Algeria : A Critical 'exemplar' shift.
1987.
Authors: Godlewska, Anne -- International Conference on the History of Cartography (12th : 1987 : Paris)
10, [6] leaves ; 30 cm.
Ayer Modern MS Karrow, box 3, folder 26, no. 11 (PrCt)

73572 Surveys - England - 1880
Authors: Richeson, A. W. (Allie Wilson), 1897-1966
x, 214 p. : ill, map ; 21 cm.
The basic work on early modern surveying.
4A 13466 (NLO)

Authors: Moran, Michael G. -- Hermon Dunlap Smith Center for the History of Cartography
6 slides + 1 booklet (22 p. ; 16 cm.).
Title from accompanying booklet.
(The Newberry Library slide set ; no. 19).
Occasional paper (Columbus Quincentennial Program in Transatlantic Encounters) ; 14.
'The fourteenth in a series of occasional papers relating to ... the Columbus Quincentennial Program in Transatlantic Encounters'--T.p. verso.
Reproductions of original works from 1590-1954.
Contents: Cross staff -- Land compass and universal ring dial -- Method of triangulation -- Plain table and equipment -- Theodolite -- The Outer
Case GA201 N49 no.19 (NLO)

Authors: Gavish, Dov xvi, 336 p. : ill., maps ; 25 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [284]-326) and indexes.
Series: RoutledgeCurzon studies in Middle East history ; 3

73575 Surveys - United States - 1760-1860 - Social aspects
Paradigmatic processes in culture change. 1978.
Authors: Wallace, Anthony F. C., 1923- p. 477-485
Ayer Modern MS Karrow, box 3, folder 29, no. 9 (PrCt)

Geographical exploration and mapping in the
Authors: Ehrenberg, Ralph E., 1937-vii, 22 p.; 23 cm.
Series: Reference Information Paper no. 66.
Ayer Modern MS Karrow, box 3, folder 26, no. 9 (PrCt)

73577 Surveys - United States - 1800-1899
Topographical surveying - United States - 1800-1899
Authors: Edney, Matthew H. -- International Conference on the History of Cartography (11th: 1985: Ottawa) [j], 13 leaves; 28 cm.
Ayer Modern MS Karrow, box 3, folder 26, no. 8 (PrCt)

73578 Survey - United States - 1870-1900 - Social aspects
Authors: Higham, John, 1920-p. 73-102
Ayer Modern MS Karrow, box 3, folder 26, no. 14 (PrCt)

73579 Surveys - United States - 1879
Who shall direct the national surveys? 1874.
Authors: Nation p. 328-329
Ayer Modern MS Karrow, box 2, folder 15, no. 15 (PrCt)

73580 Surveys - United States - Massachusetts -1875
Scientific surveys. 1875.
Authors: Van Nostrand's engineering magazine p. 448-451
Ayer Modern MS Karrow, box 2, folder 15, no. 11 (PrCt)

73581 Susa Valley (Italy) - Historical geography - Maps - 1830-1839
Sauze d'Oulx (Italy) - Historical geography - Maps - 1830-1839
Exilles (Italy) - Historical geography - Maps - 1830-1839
Senezelle (Italy) - Historical geography - Maps - 1830-1839

1830-1839
Marchesato di Susa: per eredità della Marchesa Adelaide: Pinerolo, per dedizione nel 1246, ceduto alla Francia 1631, recuperato 1696; Valli d'Oulix, di Bardonèche, d'Exilles, di Fenestrelle, col trattato d'Utrecht 1713. [Milano : Presso P.E. Giusti, 1819-1852].
Authors: Litta, Pompeo, 1781-1852. Famiglie celebre di Italia (1819-1852) -- Giusti, P. E. 1 map : hand col. ; on sheet 49 x 66 cm.
In Litta, Pompeo, Famiglie celebre di Italia (Milano: Presso P.E. Giusti, 1819-1852), v. 10, fol. [191-92].
At upper right: Tav. XIV.
Relief shown by form lines.
Two colored coats of arms below title.
Case oversize E 6835 .5, v. 10, fol. [191-92] (PrCt)

73582 Susquehanna County (Pa.) - Maps - 1858 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps
[Susquehanna County (Pa.) - 1858: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche]. [Washington, D.C.]: LC G&M Division, [1983?].
Authors: Hopkins, Griffith Morgan -- Lee & Marsh -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Microfiche 583, no. 799 (PrCt)

73583 Susquehanna County (Pa.) - Maps - 1914 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps
Includes indexes and business directories.
Scale given in rods.
Imperfect: missing map of Susquehanna Co. (leaf 8). See Special Collections Info. File for business card: G.A. Lincoln’s, 85 Washington St., Sixth Avenue Store, of Binghamton.
Scales differ.

Owner’s inscription: G.J. Babcock, Binghamton, N.Y.

References: Phillips 2496

LC Card Number: 84675297

Case oversize G3823.S8G46 1914 .B4 (NLO)


Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Susquehanna County 4-H (Pa.) -- Roger S. Baske's Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (55 p.) : 24 maps ; 28 cm.

Cover title.

'Sponsored by Susquehanna County 4-H.' Includes index to owners.

Scale [ca. 1:50,688] 1 1/4 inch equals 1 mile.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Phillips 16802.

Baskes folio G3823.S8G46 1967 .R58 (NLO)

73585 Susquehanna County (Penn.) - Maps - 1952 - Road maps<<>>Road maps<<>>Counties - Maps


Authors: Pennsylvania. Dept. of Highways 1 map ; 26 x 35 cm. on sheet 51 x 35 cm.

On sheet with map of Wyoming County.


map1F G3823 .W9 1952 .P4 (PrCt)

73586 Sussex County (Del.) - Pictorial maps - Road maps<<>>Pictorial maps - Sussex County (Del.) - Maps - 1991 - Road maps<<>>Advertising maps - 1991<<>>Road maps<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Pictorial maps


Authors: Derdeyn, Eugene -- Conrad, Theresa -- Perspecto Map Co. -- Sussex County Convention & Tourism Commission 1 map : col. ; on sheet 44 x 56 cm.

Pictorial road map by Eugene Derdeyn and Theresa Conrad compiled for the Sussex County Convention & Tourism Commission.

Descriptive text on verso.


73587 Sussex County (N.J.) - Maps - 1860 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps


Authors: Hopkins, Griffith Morgan -- Allen, Carlos -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps

1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.


Microfiche 583, no. 466 (PrCt)

73588 Sussex County (Va.) - Maps - 1863 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps


Authors: Campbell, Albert H. (Albert Henry), 1826-1899 -- Confederate States of America. Army -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.


Microfiche 583, no. 1330 (PrCt)


An Historical atlas of Sussex : an atlas of the history of the counties of East and West Sussex / edited by Kim Leslie and Brian Short ; with maps by Susan Rowland. Chichester, West Sussex : Phillimore, 1999.

Authors: Leslie, Kim C. -- Short, Brian, 1944- -- Rowland, Susan -- Phillimore & Co. 1 atlas (x, 166 p.) ; 22 x 27 cm.

Includes bibliographical references.

Contents: The physical environment -- Prehistoric -- Early historical communities -- Medieval -- Early-Modern -- 18th and 19th centuries -- 20th century.

Scales vary.

ISBN 1860771122 ; 9781860771125

G1818.S9S1 H57 1999 (NLO)

73590 Sussex (England) - Maps - 1587 - Coasts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles<<>>Armada, 1588 - Maps

A Survey of the coast of Sussex, made in 1587, with a view to its defence against foreign invasion, and especially against the Spanish Armada. Lewes, Eng. W.E. Baxter, 1870.

Authors: Palmer, Thomas, Sir, 1540-1626 --
Covert, Walter -- Lower, Mark Anthony, 1813-1876 -- Baxter, W. E.  
1 atlas (7 leaves, [10] leaves of plates : 5 folded maps) ; 28 x 38 cm. 
Facsimile of the 1587 manuscript 'edited, with notes, by Mark Antony Lower.'  
Caption title: A Survey made by Sr Thomas Palmere, Knight, and Mr. Waltar Couerte, Esquire, Deputie Lieutennts of Her Maties county of Sussex, of all the places of descente alongste the sea coaste of the said shire. 
Scale [ca. 1:51,500]. 
Phillips 2891.  
19993  
ICN76  
map5C 45 (NLO)  

73594  
Sussex described and divided into rapes ... 
[London] : Tho. Bassett ... and Ric. Chiswell, 1666 [i.e. 1676].  
Authors: Speed, John, 1552?-1629 -- Norden, John, 1548-1625? -- Hondius, Jodocus, 1563-1612 -- Bassett, Thomas -- Chiswell, Richard -- Speed, John, 1552?-1629. The Theatre of the Empire of Great-Britain ... (1676) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 37 x 50 cm. on sheet 42 x 55 cm. Inset (12 x 16 cm.): Chichester. Includes coats-of-arms in lower margin. 
Letterpress text on verso (p. 9-10) under the following heading: Susses. 
In: Speed, John. A Prospect of the most famous parts of the world ... together with ... Great Britaines empire (London : Printed by John Legatt, for William Humble, 1646) map [27].  
Case oversize G 117 .82 map [27] (PrCt)  

73595  
Sussex (England) - Maps - 1724 
Authors: Moll, Herman, -1732 -- Budgen, Richard -- Margary, Harry  
1 map ; 19 x 26 cm. 
In Two hundred and fifty years of map making in the county of Sussex (Lympne Castle, Eng.: H. Margary, 1970) sheet 12. 
Scale [ca. 1:450,000]. 
Prime meridian: London. 
Apparently based in Richard Budgen's map of the same year. 
Includes illustrations of coins and antiquities in margins.  
map6F 5753.S9.1 sht. 12 (PrCt)  

73596  
Sussex (England) - Maps - 1724<?>Lewes (England) - Maps - 1724 
An Actual survey of the county of Sussex, divided into rapes hundreds and deannyes ... 
1 atlas (7 leaves, [10] leaves of plates : 5 folded maps) ; 28 x 38 cm. 
Facsimile of original published in Speed and George Humble, 1610. 
1 map ; 37 x 50 cm. on sheet 42 x 54 cm. Inset (12 x 16 cm.): Chichester. Includes coats-of-arms in lower margin. 
Letterpress text on verso (p. 9-10) under the following heading: Susses. 
In: Speed, John. A Prospect of the most famous parts of the world ... together with ... Great Britaines empire (London : Printed by John Legatt, for William Humble, 1646) map [27].  
Case oversize G 117 .82 map [27] (PrCt)  

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. 
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Budgen, Richard -- Senex, John, -1740 -- Lintot, Henry, 1703-1758 -- Wilmington, Spencer Compton, earl of, 1673?-1743 -- Margary, Harry
1 map ; 102 x 151 cm., on 5 sheets each 64 x 90 cm.
Facsimile of original published London, 1724.
In Two hundred and fifty years of map making in the county of Sussex (Lympne Castle, Eng.: H. Margary, 1970) sheets 5-9.
Scale [ca. 1:85,000].
Relief shown pictorially and by hachures; soundings in fathoms.
Prime meridian: London.
Includes views of Lewes and Chichester, key to 25 symbols, and arms of 91 gentry with references to their seats on the map.
Insets: The Ichnography of Chichester -- The Ichnography of Lewes.
1751 -- Bowles, Thomas, -1767 -- Margary, Harry
1 map ; 50 x 84 cm.
Facsimile of original published London, [ca. 1740].
Reduced copy of Richard Budgen's 1724 map, lacking insets, arms and dedication.
In Two hundred and fifty years of map making in the county of Sussex (Lympne Castle, Eng.: H. Margary, 1970) sheet 10.
Scale [ca. 1:150,000].
Relief shown pictorially and by hachures; soundings in fathoms.
Prime meridian: London.

73597
Sussex (England) - Maps - 1740
Sussex (England) - Maps - 1740 - Nautical charts
An Actual survey of the county of Sussex, divided into rapes hundreds and dearny ... Lympne Castle, Eng. Harry Margary, 1970.
Authors: Budgen, Richard -- Overton, Philip, d. 1751 -- Bowles, Thomas, -1767 -- Margary, Harry
1 map ; 50 x 84 cm.
Facsimile of original published London, [ca. 1740].
Reduction copy of Richard Budgen's 1724 map, lacking insets, arms and dedication.
In Two hundred and fifty years of map making in the county of Sussex (Lympne Castle, Eng.: H. Margary, 1970) sheet 10.
Scale [ca. 1:150,000].
Relief shown pictorially and by hachures; soundings in fathoms.
Prime meridian: London.
map6F 5753.S9.1 sht. 10 (PrCt)

73600
Sussex (England) - Maps - 1795
A Topographical map of the county of Sussex ... Lympne Castle, Eng. Harry Margary, 1970.
1 map ; 77 x 194 cm. on 4 sheets each 64 x 90 cm.
Facsimile of original published London, 1795.
In Two hundred and fifty years of map making in the county of Sussex (Lympne Castle, Eng.: H. Margary, 1970) sheets 15-18.
Scale [ca. 1:65,000] not 'one inch to a statute mile.'
Relief shown by hachures.
Prime Meridian: Greenwich.
Dedication: To ... Charles Lenox ... William Faden.
map6F 5753.S9.1 shts.15-18 (PrCt)

73601
Sussex (England) - Maps - 1804
Topographical and statistical description of the county of Sussex: containing an account of its situation, extent, towns, roads, rivers, minerals, fisheries, manufactures, commerce, fairs, agriculture, markets, curiositie, antiquities, natural history, civil and ecclesiastical jurisdictions, &c. : to which is prefixed a copious travelling guide ... forming a complete county itinerary : also, a list of the markets and fairs, and an index table shewing at one view the distances of all the towns from London and from each other / by George Alexander Cooke ; illustrated with a map of the county. London: Printed for C. Cooke, No. 17, Paternoster Row, by Brimmer and Co., Water Lane, Fleet Street : And sold by all the booksellers in the United Kingdom, [not before 1804].
Authors: Cooke, George Alexander -- Cooke,

Date of publication inferred from a reference in the bibliography (p. 30) to a title published in 1804.

Added title from red leather spine label:
Topography of Kent and Sussex.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [27]-30).
Issued as part of a series of descriptive guides to the counties of Great Britain.
Bound with one other title.
Contemporary half bound brown leather, marbled papers over boards.
Former owner's signature: Alfred Mead Raymond.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes DA670.K3 C66 1800z (NLO)


Authors: Great Britain. Ordnance Survey -- Baker, B. (Benjamin), fl. 1766-1824 -- Bourne, Ebenezer -- Mudge, William, 1762-1820 -- Margary, Harry 2 maps ; 65 x 89 cm., on 4 sheets each 64 x 90 cm.

Facsimiles of originals published [London]: Mudge, 1813.
In Two hundred and fifty years of map making in the county of Sussex (Lympne Castle, Eng.: H. Margary, 1970) sheets 19-22.
Scale [ca. 1:65,000] reduced from 1:63,360.
Relief shown by hachures.
Prime Meridian: Greenwich.
map6F 5753.S9.1 shts. 19-22 (PrCt)


Authors: Greenwood, C. (Christopher), 1786-1855 -- Greenwood, J. (John), 1791-1867 -- Greenwood, Pringle and Co. -- Margary, Harry 1 map ; 125 x 200 cm., on 6 sheets each 64 x 90 cm.

In Two hundred and fifty years of map making in the county of Sussex (Lympne Castle, Eng.: H. Margary, 1970) sheets 23-28.
Scale [ca. 1:65,800] reduced from 1:63,360.
Relief shown by hachures.
Prime Meridian: Greenwich.
Includes "references to the hundreds" (table) and view: Chichester Cathedral.
map6F 5753.S9.1 shts. 23-28 (PrCt)


3rd ed. / with map, charts, and numerous wood engravings.
Spine title: Sussex Maps by J. Bartholomew.
Series: Black's guide books for tourists -- Black's guide books.
Series statement from cover.
Map on lining papers.
"Black's guide book advertiser, 1876": 104 p. at end.
Includes index.
Inscription: Henry Wharton, with compliments of Charles G. Leland.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .B55 Sussex (1875) (NLO)


3rd ed. / with map, charts, and numerous wood engravings.
Spine title: Sussex Maps by J. Bartholomew.
Series: Black's guide books for tourists -- Black's guide books.
Series statement from cover.
Map on lining papers.
"Handbook advertiser, 1878-9": 74 p. at end.
Folded map in pocket engraved by W. & A.K. Johnston.
With map and plan.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
4th ed.
"Handbook advertiser, 1878-9": 74 p. at end.
Includes index.
Inscription: Henry Wharton, with compliments of Charles G. Leland.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .M97 no. 330 (1877) (NLO)


3rd ed. / with map, charts, and numerous wood engravings.
Spine title: Sussex Maps by J. Bartholomew.
Series: Black's guide books for tourists -- Black's guide books.
Series statement from cover.
Map on lining papers.
"Murray's handbooks for travellers": 104 p. at end.
Includes index.
Inscription: Henry Wharton, with compliments of Charles G. Leland.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .B55 Sussex (1875) (NLO)
John Murray (Firm) -- Murray's handbooks for travellers -- J. & C. Walker (Firm)
xxiii, 151, 50 p. : 1 map, plan ; 18 cm.
4th ed.
"Murray's handbook advertiser, 1888-9": 50 p. at end.
Folded map in pocket by J. & C. Walker.
"With map and plan."
Includes index, but not bibliographical references.
Series: [Murray's handbooks for travellers] -- Murray's handbooks for travellers.
Duplicate or variant copy: Baskes G153 .M97 no. 330 (1877)
Full text of another copy (but not the map) available online via Hathi Trust Digital Library (accessed February 2013):
http://hdl.handle.net/2027/yale.39002067815705
References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray's handbooks for travellers, 330
G 4587 .6 (PrCt)

Sussex (England) - Maps - 1889
Authors: Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- Black's guide books -- Sawyer, Frederick E. -- Bartholomew, John, 1805-1861 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
8th ed.
Maps by J. Bartholomew.
Map on lining paper.
Series: Black's guide books.
Series statement from publisher advertisements.
Advertisements: 128 p. at end.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .B55 Sussex (1889) (NLO)

Sussex (England) - Maps - 1893-1897
Handbook for travellers in Sussex. London : John Murray, 1893 [i.e. 1897].
Authors: Springett, William Douglas, 1850-1928 -- John Murray (Firm) -- Murray's handbooks for travellers -- Bartholomew, John, 1831-1893 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
5th ed.
Publisher's advertisements on endpapers and "Murray's handbook advertiser, 1897-1898 ... ", 56 p. at end.
Cover title: Murray's hand-book, Sussex
Spine title: Hand-book for Sussex
Edited by W.D. Springett. Cf. Lister.
Maps engraved by J. Bartholomew.
"With maps and plans."
Folded map in pocket.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Series: [Murray's handbooks for travellers] -- Murray's handbooks for travellers.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray's handbooks for travellers, 331
Baskes G153 .M97 no. 331 (1893) (NLO)

Sussex (England) - Maps - 1902
Authors: Moncrieff, A. R. Hope (Ascott Robert Hope), 1846-1927 -- Black's guide books -- Bartholomew, John, 1831-1893 -- Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
208, 114 p., [13] leaves of plates (some folded) : ill., col. 8 maps ; 17 cm.
12th ed.
Maps by J. Bartholomew.
Map on lining paper.
Advertisements: 114 p. at end.
Includes index.
Series: Black's guide books.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .B55 Sussex (1902) (NLO)

Sussex (England) - Maps - 1923
Authors: Highways & byways series -- Lucas, E. V. (Edward Verrall), 1868-1938 -- Griggs, Frederick Landseer Maur, 1876-1938 -- Macmillan & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 1 map
12mo
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Sussex (England) - Maps - 1927
Authors: Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- Black's guide books -- Morris, Joseph E. (Joseph Ernest) -- W. & A.K. Johnston Limited -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
iv, 8, 156, 32 p., [8] leaves of plates (some folded) : ill., 5 maps (some col., some folded), 1 plan ; 17 cm.
17th ed.
T.p. states 'with ... eight maps & plans,' but table of contents indicates five maps and one plan.
Map on lining papers.
Series: Black's guide books.
Series statement from publisher advertisements.
Advertisements: 32 p. at end.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes G153.B55 Susse (1927) (NLO)**

73612 **Sussex (England) - Maps - 1928**

Authors: Highways & byways series -- Lucas, E. V. (Edward Verrall), 1868-1938 -- Griggs, Frederick Landseer Maur, 1876-1938 -- Macmillan & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 1 map
12mo

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)** (PrCt)

73613 **Sussex (England) - Maps - 1949**

Authors: Brabant, Frederick Gaspard, 1855-1929 -- Jessup, Ronald Frederick, 1906- -- Little guides -- John Bartholomew and Son -- Methuen & Co. -- B.T. Batsford Ltd. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

xii, 284 p., [46] p. of plates : ill., 3 maps and plans (1 col., folded) ; 16 cm.

Folded col. map at end by John Bartholomew & Son.

Includes bibliographical references (p. 46-48) and index.
Series: The little guides

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes G153.L58 Susse (1949) (NLO)**

73614 **Sussex (England) - Maps - Collections, 1575-1825 - Cartography - Sussex (England) - History**

Authors: Margary, Harry
16 maps ; on 26 sheets each 64 x 90 cm. + t.p. and 2 sheets of text.
Facsimiles.
Scales vary.

**map6F 5753.59.1 (PrCt)**

73615 **Sutter County (Calif.) - Maps - 1873 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps**

Authors: Pennington, J. T. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 41.5 x 30 in. Scale 1:63,360.

Originally published 1873.

Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps

**Microfiche 583, no. 45 (PrCt)**

73616 **Sutter County (Calif.) - Maps - 1895 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps**

Authors: Punnett Brothers -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: Photocopy (positive) in 4 parts, 26 x 21 in. each. Scale 1:54,000. Originally published San Francisco: Punnett Bros., 1895.

Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps

**Microfiche 583, no. 46 (PrCt)**


*New Helvetia*. [San Francisco : Grabhorn Press, 1945].
Authors: Edelhjerta, Emanuel Sundels, 1794-1852? -- Edelhjerta, Emanuel Sundels, 1794-1852? A Sojourn in California by the King's Orphan : the travels and sketches of G.M. Waseurtz af Edelhjerta, b. 1894

Manuscripts

**Manuscripts**

**Facsimiles**

**Manuscript maps - Facsimiles**

**New Helvetia**. [San Francisco : Grabhorn Press, 1945].
Authors: Edelhjerta, Emanuel Sundels, 1794-1852? -- Edelhjerta, Emanuel Sundels, 1794-1852? A Sojourn in California by the King's Orphan : the travels and sketches of G.M. Waseurtz af Edelhjerta, b. 1894

1842-1843 manuscript map, detailing the region around Sutter's Fort, later the site of Sacramento, California.
Title from oversize cursive lettering.
Issued in: Edelhjerta, Emanuel Sundels. A Sojourn in California by the King's Orphan : the travels and sketches of G.M. Waseurtz af...

Original manuscript held by the Bancroft Library. Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library. Duplicate copy: folio Graff 4548


Microfiche 583, no. 1135 (PrCt)


Microfiche 583, no. 1135 (PrCt)


Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).

3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.' Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township). Includes indexes.

Series: Family maps ISBN 1420303341

Local History Ref F317.S78 B69 2006 (NLO)


Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Crapps, Daniel -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 atlas (42 p.) : maps ; 28 cm. Cover title.

"Sponsored by Daniel Crapps."

Includes index to owners and business directory.

Scale [1:50,688]. 1 1/4 in. = 1 mile. Advertisements on covers and interspersed.

Baskes folio G3933.S9G46 1975 .R58 (NLO)


Authors: Giles, Cornelis Dirkzoon, fl. 1707 -- Outger Pieterzoon, 18th cent. -- Keulen, Gerard van -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library) -- Gillis, Cornelis Dirkzoon, fl. 1707 SEE Giles, Cornelis Dirkzoon, fl. 1707 1 map : hand col. ; 53 x 57 cm. Detached from an atlas; manuscript '134' in upper right and on verso.

Svalbard (Norway) - Maps - 1728 - Nautical charts

Authors: Giles, Cornelis Dirkzoon, fl. 1707 -- Rep, Outger Pieterzoon, 18th cent. -- Keulen, Gerard van -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:X20
1 map ; 53 x 57 cm.
Duplicate copy (hand colored): Fitzgerald Polar Map 186

73626 Svalbard (Norway) - Maps - 1914
Authors: Isachsen, Gunnar -- Royal Geographical Society (Great Britain) -- Geographical Journal -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 33 x 30 cm. on sheet 39 x 48 cm.
Insets: Bear Island [3 x 4 cm.] -- [Location map, 11 x 8 cm.].
Issued to accompany Geographical Journal 45, no.3 (March 1914), opp p. 272; Isachsen's discussion of the map on p. 237-42.
Newberry's copy of journal (G 007.33) lacking map.

Fitzgerald polar map 193 (Pr.Ct)

73627 Svalbard (Norway) - Maps - 1918
Authors: Great Britain. Ordnance Survey -- Great Britain, War Office. General Staff. Geographical Section -- Brown, Rudmose -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 41 cm.
Insets: Bear Island [4 x 5 cm.] -- [Location map, 14 x 8 cm.].
Scale 1:1,000,000.
On verso in MS. (ink), hand of J. M. Wordin [?] : ... R.N. Rudmose Brown G.S.G.S. plate no.: 2877

Fitzgerald polar map 194 (Pr.Ct)

73628 Svalbard (Norway) - Maps - 1919
Authors: Norges geografiske oppmaaling. -- Staxrud, A. -- Hoel, Adolf, 1879-1964 -- R_vig -- Norges sjøkartverk -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 133 x 74 cm.
Added title: Nordishavet. 'Med oppmaalingene fra Staxrud - Hoel - R_vig's expeditionen av 1911-18 tilgodegjort.' 'Utarbeidet ved Norges Sj_kartverk.'
Scale 1:1,000,000.
Plate no.: 303.
Handstamps: 'Rettet til 1919 Norges Sj_kartvek [lower left]', '5:19 [lower right].'

Fitzgerald polar map 195 (Pr.Ct)

73629 Svalbard (Norway) - Maps - 1935 Geology
Svalbard (Norway) - Maps - 1935

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Authors: Frebold, Hans -- Gebrüder Borntraeger (Firm) -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 53 x 51 cm.
Added title, above neat line, upper left: Geologie der Erde. Hans Frebold, Geologie von Spitsbergen USW.
'Verlag von Gebrüder Borntraeger in Berlin W 35.'
Above neat line, upper right: Tafel 7.
Fitzgerald polar map 199 (PrCt)

73630 Svalbard (Norway) - Maps - 1937
Authors: Norway. Norges Svalbard- og Ishavs-undersøkelser -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 53 x 50 cm.
Above neat line, upper left: Skrifter om Svalbard og Ishavet, Nr. 73.
Insets: Björnøya [4 x 8 cm.] -- [Location map, 19 x 12 cm.].
Fitzgerald polar map 200 (PrCt)

73631 Svalbard (Norway) - Maps - 1940<<>>Proofs (Printing) - 1940 - Specimens
1 map ; 72 x 96 cm.
'Utarbeidt av Rolf Kjær.' -- beneath neat line, lower margin.
'Reprodusert og prenta i Norges Geografiske Opmåling.'
'Prenta Juni 1939.'
'Retta til 1st Jan. 1940.'
Handstamp, upper right: Proof 30 Sep. 1942.
Upper margin: Det Kongelige Departement for handel, sj_fart, industr, håndverk og fiskeri. -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 53 x 50 cm.
Added title: Nordishavet = Arctic Sea.
'Utarbeidt av Rolf Kjær.' -- beneath neat line, lower margin.
'Reprodusert og prenta i Norges Geografiske Opmåling.'
Fitzgerald polar map 201 (PrCt)

73633 Svalbard (Norway) - Maps - 1949 - Ice<<>>Ice-Arctic regions - Maps - 1949<<>>Proofs (Printing) - 1949 - Specimens
1 map ; col. ; 80 x 75 cm.
Title above neat line, upper left.
'Based on a 1:2,000,000 scale Norwegian map dated 1945, with additional information compiled by J. I. B., 1949. Drawn and reproduced by Ordnance Survey, 1949.'
Colored to show ice caps, glaciers, and ice-free land.
Plate no.: G.S.G.S. (Misc) 358.
Handstamp (oval, 3 x 5 cm.): S.S. control. D.R. 439 - 3 Jun 1949. 1st proof. Ordnance Survey south...[remainder illegible].
Fitzgerald polar map 204 (PrCt)

73634 Swabia (Germany) - Maps - 1552<<>>Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1552<<>>Svaben (Germany) SEE Swabia (Germany)<<>>Suaben (Germany) SEE Swabia (Germany)<<>>Svevia (Germany) SEE Swabia (Germany)<<>>Woodcuts
Svaben. [Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552].
Authors: Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552. Cosmographiae uniuersalis ... (1552) -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : woodcut ; 9 x 14 cm., on sheet 32 x 40 cm.
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Title at top center of woodcut.
Added letterpress title above woodcut: De Svevia et eivs praecipius ciuitatibus ... .
Covers part of Swabia in Germany.
Oriented with north at left.
In: Münster, Sebastian. Cosmographiae uniuersalis ... (Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552), p. 567.
VAULT folio Ayer 7 .M8 1552, p. 567 (PrCt)

73635 Swabia (Germany) - Maps - 1680
S. R. I. Sueviae circulus et duatus. Amsterdam, [ca. 1680].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:H51 1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 56 cm.
State 1 of the map.
State 2: Sack *map8C oG5700 1740 .S2 no. II:121.
3238a
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6297.S8 1680 W5 state 1 (PrCt)

73636 Swabia (Germany) - Maps - 1680<>>Germany - Maps - 1680
Circulus Suevicus in quo sunt ducatus Wirtenbergensis ... Amsterdam, [ca. 1680].
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 56 cm.
In: Danckerts, Justus. Atlas (Amsterdam : J. Danckers, [ca. 1680]) pl. [17]. Ms. no. '18' in upper right.
Covers Swabia and southwestern Germany.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .A18 A pl. 17 (PrCt)

73637 Swabia (Germany) - Maps - 1689
The circle of Swabia subdivided into all the territories... London : Berry, 1689.
Authors: Berry, William, fl. 1669-1708 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Berry, William, fl. 1669-1708. [A Collection of maps of the world] [1680-1689] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 52 x 84 cm.
Added title: The circle of Swabia...
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B48 1680 pl. 17 (PrCt)

73638 Swabia (Germany) - Maps - 1690-1699
Le Cercle de Souabe subdivisé en tous les estats ... Paris, [169-?].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Cordier, Louis, -1711 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection
(Newberry Library), II:118 1 map : hand col. ; 44 x 64 cm.
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
2362 VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:118 (PrCt)

73639 Swabia (Germany) - Maps - 1695<>>Schwäbischer Kreis (Holy Roman Empire) - Maps - 1695
Le Cercle de Souabe subdivisé en tous les estats ... Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : Chez H. Jaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], [1695?].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. Atlas nouveau : contenant toutes les parties du monde (1692 [i.e. 1695?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 52 x 85 cm.
Added title, upper margin: Le Cercle de Souabe, ou sont les eveschés ....
In counterfeit edition of: Sanson, Nicolas. Atlas nouveau : contenant toutes les parties du monde (Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : H. Jaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], 1692 [i.e. 1695?]) pl. [73].
Map dated 1692.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .S19 1692 pl. [73] (PrCt)

73640 Swabia (Germany) - Maps - 1696 - Names, Geographical<>>Swabia (Germany) - Maps - 1696 - Cities and towns<>>Swabia (Germany) - Maps - 1696<>>Names, Geographical - Swabia (Germany) - Maps - 1696<>>Gazetteers
Le Cercle de Souabe subdivisé en tous les estats ... Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : H. Jaillot [i.e. P. Mortier], 1696.
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. [Atlas nouveau contenant toutes les parties du monde ... ] (1696) 1 map : hand col. ; 52 x 85 cm.
Added title, upper margin: Le Cercle de Souabe, ou sont les eveschés d'Augsbourg ....
Accompanied, on the previous leaf, by: Table alphabetique des noms de villes ... de Souabe.
In: Sanson, Nicolas. [Atlas nouveau contenant toutes les parties du monde ... ] (Amsterdam : Pierre Mortier, 1696) v. 1, map [38].
Forms part of atlas published by P. Mortier in Amsterdam; chiefly comprised of maps bearing the counterfeit imprint of H. Jaillot in Paris.
Case oversize G 1007 .781 v. 1, map [38] (PrCt)
Swabia (Germany) - Maps - 1700
Circulus Suevicus in quo sunt ducatus Wirtenbergensis, marchionatus Badensis, & Burgoviensis ... [Amsterdam] : F. d Wit, [ca. 1700?].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Wit, Frederik de.
Atlas [ca. 1700?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 57 cm.
In: Wit, Frederik de. Atlas (Amsterdam : bij Frederick de Wit in de Calverstraet bij den Dam inde Witte Paskaert. [ca. 1700?]?) no. [55].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .W8 A no. [55] (PrCt)

Swabia (Germany) - Maps - 1704
Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675 -- L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726.
In composite atlas without title page: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726. [Collection of maps of the world] [1732?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 63 cm.
Title and imprint in top margin.
Engraved text within imprint erased from copperplate.
In composite atlas without title page: L'Isle, Guillaume de. [Collection of maps of the world] [1732?], [plate 39].
Number "39" in ms. on verso.
Continued northward on adjacent sheet: Partie septentrionale de la Souabe [plate 38]
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
VAULT Baskes oversize G1015 .L57 1700, [plate 39] (PrCt)

Swabia (Germany) - Maps - 1705<<>>Baden-Württemberg (Germany) - Maps - 1705
S. R. I. circle Sueviae continens ducatum Wirtenbergensem... Nuremberg, [ca. 1705].
Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663 -- Johann Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
11:122-123 -- Académie royale des sciences (France) SEE Académie des sciences (France)
1 map : hand col. ; 91 x 62 cm. on 2 sheets each 53 x 69 cm.
Added title: Partie meridionale de la Souabe.
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
2366
VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:122-123 (PrCt)

Swabia (Germany) - Maps - 1704<<>>Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1704<<>>Engravings
Partie septentrionale de la Souabe / par G. Del'Isle ... A Paris : chez l'auteur sur le Quai de l'Horloge ..., 1704.
Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726.
In composite atlas without title page: L'Isle, Guillaume de. [Collection of maps of the world] [1732?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 62 cm.
Title and imprint in top margin.
Engraved text within imprint erased from copperplate.
In composite atlas without title page: L'Isle, Guillaume de. [Collection of maps of the world]. Paris : s.n., 1732?], [plate 38].
Number "38" in ms. on verso.
Continued southward on adjacent sheet: Partie meridionale de la Souabe [plate 39]
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
VAULT Baskes oversize G1015 .L57 1700, [plate 38] (PrCt)

Swabia (Germany) - Maps - 1708<<>>Schwäbischer Kreis (Holy Roman Empire) - Maps - 1708
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Delamarche, Charles François, 1740-1817. Atlas général : contenant le detail des quatre parties du monde [1798?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 39 x 40 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:875,000].
Relief shown pictorially.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

**Baskes oversize G1015 .A77 1798, [ptie 1], [plate 83] (NLO)**

**73647**

**Swabia (Germany) - Maps - 1710**

*Le Cercle de Souabe subdivisé en tous les estats qui le composent* ... Paris : H. Jaillot, 1710 [i.e. 1737?].

Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Cordier, Robert (Engraver) -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?--1712 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?--1712. [Atlas français] (1700 [i.e. 1737?]?) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 45 x 64 cm.

In: Jaillot, Alexis Hubert. [Atlas français] (Paris : Jaillot, 1700 [i.e. 1737?]?) pl. [14].

Map dated 1710.

Manuscript title 'Cercle de Souabe' and no. '13' on verso.


**73648**

**Swabia (Germany) - Maps - 1710**

*S.R.I. Sueviae circulus atq. ducatus una cum insertis et adjacentibus regionibus* ... Amst. Bat. [i.e. Amsterdam] : Nicolaum Visscher [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher, 1710?].

Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Visscher, Elizabeth, fl. 1702-1726 -- Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702. Atlas minor ... [1710?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 54 cm.

In: Visscher, Nicolaes. Atlas minor ... (Amsteladami [Amsterdam] : ex officina Nicolai Visscher [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher], [1710?]) map [29].

Manuscript '32' in upper right.

**VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .V8 1700 map [29] (PrCt)**

**73649**

**Swabia (Germany) - Maps - 1717**

*Circulus Suevicus complectens omnes status subdivis. Amsterdam, [ca. 1717].*

Authors: Valck, G. (Gerard), 1651 or 2-1726 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). Il:120

1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 57 cm.

Phillips 4257 v. 3 no. 36.

2364

Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 17140 .S2 no. II:120 (PrCt)**

**73650**

**Swabia (Germany) - Maps - 1720**

*S. R. I. Sueviae circulus atq ae ductus...* Amsterdam, [ca. 1720].

Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Schenk, Pieter, ca. 1698-1775 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). Il:119

1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 54 cm.

2363

Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 17140 .S2 no. II:119 (PrCt)**

**73651**

**Swabia (Germany) - Maps - 1725**

*Le Cercle de Souabe subdivisé en tous les estats...* Amsterdam, [ca. 1725].

Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Côvens et Mortier -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). Il:116

1 map : hand col. ; 52 x 85 cm.

Added title: Le Cercle de Souabe ou sont les eveschés... .

2360

Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 17140 .S2 no. II:116 (PrCt)**

**73652**

**Swabia (Germany) - Maps - 1725**

*S. R. I. Sueviae circulus et ductus.* Amsterdam, [ca. 1725].

Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Côvens et Mortier -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). Il:121

1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 56 cm.

State 2 of the map; for state 1 see Sack map4F oG6297.S8 1680 .W5 state 1.

2365 \rev

Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 17140 .S2 no. II:121 (PrCt)**

**73653**

**Swabia (Germany) - Maps - 1734**

*S.R.I. Circulus Suevae continens Wirtenbergensem aliosq status et provincias ... /

References and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
73654 Swabia (Germany) - Maps - 1740
Circulus Suevicus in quo ducatus
In: Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756 -- Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756. Atlas novus sive tabulae geographicae totius orbis facienc, partes, imperia, regna et provinciis exhibentes [1740?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 56 cm.
"Cu[m] gr. et pr. S.R.I. Vicariat. in part. Rheni, Suev. et juris Franconici."
Scale [ca. 1:620,000].
In: Seutter, Matthaeus. Atlas novus sive tabulae geographicae totius orbis facienc, partes, imperia, regna et provinciis exhibentes (Augsburg : [Seutter]. 1740?)], plate [32]
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
VAULT Baskes oversize Ayer 135 .H7 1734, [plate 16] (PrCt)

73655 Swabia (Germany) - Maps - 1740
Circulus Suevicus in quo ducatus
Wirtenbergensis : cum reliquis statibus et provinciis ... [Augsburg] : Matthaei Seutteri, [ca. 1740?].
Forms part of a made-to-order composite atlas chiefly comprised of undated maps issued ca. 1734-ca. 1744.
Case oversize G 1007 .81 pl. [47] (PrCt)

73656 Swabia (Germany) - Maps - 1741
Partie meridionale de la Souabe. Amsterdam : I. Côvens et C. Mortier, [1741?].
Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Côvens et Mortier -- L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726. Atlas nouveau, contenant toutes les parties du monde ... [1741?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 45 x 61 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Continued northward on adjacent sheet, pl. [5]: Partie Septentrionale de la Souabe.
In: L'Isle, Guillaume de. Atlas nouveau, contenant toutes les parties du monde ... (Amsterdam : J. Covens & C. Mortier, [1741?]) v. 2, pl. [6].

73657 Swabia (Germany) - Maps - 1741
Partie septentrionale de la Souabe. Amsterdam : I. Côvens et C. Mortier, [1741?].
Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Côvens et Mortier -- L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726. Atlas nouveau, contenant toutes les parties du monde ... [1741?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 45 x 61 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Continued southward on adjacent sheet, pl. [6]: Partie Meridionale de la Souabe.
In: L'Isle, Guillaume de. Atlas nouveau, contenant toutes les parties du monde ... (Amsterdam : J. Covens & C. Mortier, [1741?]) v. 2, pl. [5].

73658 Swabia (Germany) - Maps - 1742<<>>Danube River Valley - Maps - 1742
Cours du Danube, feuille I, contenant la Suabe ou est exactement marquée la succession de Charles VI. Paris : Le Rouge, 1742 [i.e. 1748?].
Authors: Le Rouge, Georges-Louis -- Le Rouge, Georges-Louis. Recueil contenant des cartes nouvelles ... (1742 [i.e. 1748?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 54 x 47 cm.
In: Le Rouge, Georges-Louis. Recueil contenant des cartes nouvelles ... (Paris : chez le Sr. Le Rouge, 1742 [i.e. 1748?]) .
Manuscript '80' on verso.
oversize Ayer 135 .L6 1742 pl. 80 (PrCt)

73659 Swabia (Germany) - Maps - 1743<<>>Baden-Württemberg (Germany) - Maps - 1743
Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Homann Erben (Firm) -- Michal, Jacques de -- Hase, Johann Matthias, 1684-1742
1 map : hand col. ; 51 x 54 cm., on sheet 51 x 60 cm.
Alternate Latin title: Circuli Suevicae mappa.
Scale [ca. 1:470,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
Includes text. Forms one of nine plates bound together without title page in a composite atlas (57 x 38 cm.) with spine title: Maps of Europe.

**oversize G 1030 .55 (NLO)**

**73660 Swabia (Germany) - Maps - 1743<<<Baden-Württemberg (Germany) - Maps - 1743**

*Circvli Sveviae mappa / ex subsidij Michalaniis delineata & a Dno. I.M. Hasio M.P.P. ...*[Nuremberg]: Homannianorum Heredum, A.1743.

Authors: Michal, Jacques, d. 1733 -- Hase, Johann Matthias, 1684-1742 -- Homann Erben (Firm) -- Homann Erben (Firm). Major atlas scholaristic ex triginta sex generalibus et specialibus mappis Homannianis [1776?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Michalaniis, Jacques, d. 1733 SEE Michal, Jacques, d. 1733

1 map : hand col. ; 50 x 53 cm.

Added title from cartouche at upper right: Le Cercle de Svabe par prof. Hase


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes oversize G1015 .H66 1776, [plate 12] (PrCt)**

**73661 Swabia (Germany) - Maps - 1745<<<Baden-Württemberg (Germany) - Maps - 1745**

*Circvli Sveviae mappa ...*[Nuremberg : Homann Erben, ca. 1745].


1 map : hand col. ; 50 x 53 cm.

Alternate Latin title: Circuli Sueviae mappa.

In: Homann, Johann Baptist. Atlas novus terrarum orbis (Nuremberg : [Homann Erben, ca. 1745]), [plate 67].

Map dated 1743.

Manuscript "No. 67" and "69" on verso.

**oversize Ayer 135 .H7 1730, [plate 67] (PrCt)**

**73662 Swabia (Germany) - Maps - 1751**

*Cercle de Souabe, dans lequel sont distingués les principaux etats ... / par le Sr. Robert ...*[Paris : Robert de Vaugondy], 1751.

Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1668-1766 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1668-1766. Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1790?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 51 cm.

In: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles. Atlas universel / par M. Robert ... et par M. Robert de Vaugondy son fils ... (A Paris : Chez De la Marche, géographe, rue du Foin St. Jaques, Collège de Me. Gervais, 1757, [i.e. 1790?]), [plate 67].

"Souabe" and "67" -- oversize letterpress title and number stamped on verso.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1790, [plate 67] (PrCt)**

**73663 Swabia (Germany) - Maps - 1751<<<Souabe (Germany) SEE Swabia (Germany)**

*Cercle de Souabe, dans lequel sont distingués les principaux etats ... / par le Sr. Robert ...*[Paris : Robert de Vaugondy], 1751.

Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1668-1766 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1668-1766. Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1758?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 50 cm.


"Souabe" -- oversize letterpress title stamped on verso.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1757, [plate 66] (PrCt)**

**73664 Swabia (Germany) - Maps - 1778**

*Cercle de Souabe, dans lequel sont distingués les principaux etats... / par le Sr. Robert ... À Venise [Venice] : par P. Santini ; chez Mr. Remondi. [i.e. Remondini], 1778.

Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1668-1766 -- Santini, P. -- Remondini, Guiseppe Antonio, 1747-1811 -- Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (1784 [i.e. 1807?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 50 cm.

In: Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (Venise : par P. Santini, rue Ste. Justine, chez M. Remondini, 1784 [i.e. 1807?]), v. 1, no. "P.I. 32"

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes oversize G1015 .S4 1807, v. 1, no. 32 (PrCt)**

**73665 Swabia (Germany) - Maps - 1797**


Authors: Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824 -- Calcografia camerale (Rome, Italy) -- Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824. Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (1792-1801) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection
Topographical map of the county of Norfolk.

Inset on facsimile of Faden, William. A map; 20 x 20 cm.

Record Society Authors: Faden, William, 1749 - Norfolk Record Society, 1975).

Plan of the town of Swaffham

Swaffham (England) - Maps - 1797


Authors: Faden, William, 1749-1836 -- Norfolk Record Society

1 map; 20 x 20 cm.

Inset on facsimile of Faden, William. A Topographical map of the county of Norfolk, surveyed and measured in the years of 1790, 91, 92, 93 and 94 by Thos. Donald, Thos. Milne and assistants (London, 1797; reprint [1975])

Scale [ca. 1:4,770].

map 4F 5753 . N4 sht. 4 (PrCt)

73670


Authors: Old Maps (Firm) -- Scaramelli, Richard A.

15 maps; 23 x 32 or smaller, in portfolio 39 cm.

Cover title.

"Anniversary portfolio."

"Within this portfolio are reproductions of eleven of the early maps of Swanzey, New Hampshire."


Accompanied by: Early maps of Swanzey, New Hampshire [Richard A. Scaramelli] (10 p. : ill. ; 27 cm.).

Scales differ.

folio G1224.S9 E17 1983 (NLO)

73671

Swaziland - Maps - 1972 - Maps, Physical


1 atlas (xi, 49 p., 1 folded leaf of plates) : maps (some folded, some col.) : 28 x 42 cm.

Scale: 1:30,000

Date from folded map at end: Land systems of Swaziland. Scale: 1:500,000.

MVEE = Military Vehicles & Engineering Establishment.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G2579.51.C2 M87 1972 (NLO)

73672

Sweden - Economic conditions - 1972


Authors: Skandinaviska Enskilda Banken

1 leaflet (4-fold) : ill ; fold to 14 x 7 cm

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Travel Vertical File G6951 .G1 1972 .S5 (PrCt)

73673 Sweden - Historical geography - Maps - 1856
Sweden - Maps - 1856
Authors: Wiberg, C. F. -- Mentzer, T v. -- Hulberg, P. A. -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 19 maps ; 333 x 271 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

73674 Sweden - Manuscript maps - Bibliography - Catalogs
Uppsala universitetsbibliotek - Map collections - Manuscripts - Bibliography - Catalogs
Handritade kartor över Sverige i Uppsala
Authors: Davidsson, Ake, 1913 -- Uppsala universitetsbibliotek
Summary of the introd. in German.
Series: Acta Bibliothecae R. Universitatis Upsaliensis ; v. 10
Formerly Z6027.S8 D3
LC Card Number: a 57002317
Map Ref Z6027.S8 D3 (NLO)

73675 Sweden - Maps - 1583 - Coasts - Nautical charts
Sweden - Maps - 1583 - Coasts - Nautical charts
Zee Custe van Sweden, 0[n]trent de Westerwijk en. Igatt vann Stockholm, beginnende va[n] Kalmar tot den Wigsteen en Rookoe ... = Orae maritimae regni Sueciae circa Westervicm Ostia Stockholmiæ, incipientes a Colmaria, ad Wagstee et Roko ... [Leiden : F. Raphelengius ; C. Claesz], 1583 [i.e. 1588].
Authors: Waghenaer, Lucas Janszoon, 1534 or 1560 -- Doetecam, Jan van -- Raphelengius, Franciscus, 1539-1597 -- Claesz, Cornelis, ca. 1546-1609 -- Waghenaer, Lucas Janszoon, 1534 or 5-1606. Speculum nauticum super navigatione maris Occidentalis confectum, continens omnes oras maritimas Galliae, Hispaniae et praecipuarum partium Angliae (1588) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 33 x 51 cm.
Oriented with north at upper right.
Descriptive text on verso (p. 34).

73676 Sweden - Maps - 1588 - Coasts - Nautical charts
Sweden - Maps - 1588 - Coasts - Nautical charts
The Sea coastes of Swedeland about the coastes of Westerwick ... beginning from Kalmar ... to the entraunce of Stockholme. [Amsterdam : Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, 1668].
Authors: Waghenaer, Lucas Janszoon, 1534 or 5-1606 -- Waghenaer, Lucas Janszoon, 1534 or 5-1606. The Mariners mirrour (1588) -- Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, Ltd.
1 map ; 32 x 50 cm.
Details the coast of southeastern Sweden from 57° to 59° N.
Oriented with north at upper right.
Text on verso (p. XI) under heading: A perfect description of Westerwick ...

73677 Sweden - Maps - 1659
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Mariette, Pierre, 1603-1657 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (1658 [i.e. 1659?])
1 map : hand col. ; 40 x 52 cm.
In: Sanson, Nicolas. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (Paris : Pierre Mariette, 1658 [i.e. 1659?]) v. 1, pl. [31]

73678 Sweden - Maps - 1666
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:Q30
1 map : hand col. ; 39 x 55 cm.
Covers central Sweden.

73679 Sweden - Maps - 1682
Finland - Maps - Sack map4F G6952.C4 1666 S2 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1682 Baltic States - Maps - 1682
Regni Sueciae tabula generalis... Amsterdam : C. Allard, [1682()].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Allard, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709 -- Allard, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709.
Atlas minor sive tabulæ geographicæ ... [1682?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 57 cm.
In: Allard, Carel. Atlas minor sive tabulae geographicæ proecipuorum regnorum regionum, insularum, provinidarum, etc. (Amsterdam : C. Allard, 1682?) pl. 9.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .A4 A pl. 9 (PrCt)

73680 Sweden - Maps - 1668 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles Scandinavia - Maps - 1668 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Authors: Gripenhielm, Carl 1 map
Facsimile of 1668 manuscript.
temp map6F G6910 1668 .G7 1991 .T7 (PrCt)

73681 Sweden - Maps - 1697
Authors: Pufendorf, Samual, Freiherr von, 1632-1694 -- Riegel, C. 1 v. ; 35 cm.
Case folio F 5231 .71 (NLO)

73682 Sweden - Maps - 1700 Finland - Maps - 1700 Baltic States - Maps - 1700
Regni Sueciae tabula generalis, divisa in Sueciae, Gotiaeaeg, regna Finniae, ducatum Lapponiam, Livoniam Ingriamq, ... Amstelodami [Amsterdam] : F. de Wit [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher, 1710?].
1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 57 cm.
Covers southern Sweden only.
Continuation inset (17 x 15 cm.): Vestro-Gotiae pars.
In: Visscher, Nicolaes. Atlas minor ... (Amstelodami [Amsterdam] : ex officina Nicolai Visscher [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher], [1710?]) map [14].
Manuscript '17' at upper right.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .V8 1700 map [14] (PrCt)

73683 Sweden - Maps - 1703 Svealand (Sweden) - Maps - 1703
Sueonia, ou, Suede : ou sont les provinces de Uplande, Sudermannie, Westmannie, Noricie, Dalecarlie, Gestricie et les isles d'Aland / par le Sr. Sanson d'Abbeville, geogr. ordre. de Sa Majesté. A Paris : Chez l'auteur, 1703.
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Delamarche, Charles François, 1740-1817.
Atlas général : contenant le détail des quatre parties du monde [1798?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 40 x 56 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:875,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
In composite world atlas possibly compiled and published by Charles François Delamarche: Atlas général : contenant le détail des quatre parties du monde [Paris? : s.n., 1798?], [plie 1], [plate 30]. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .A77 1798, [plie 1], [plate 30] (NLO)

73684 Sweden - Maps - 1710
Nova Gothiae australis sive Scaniae Blekingiae et Hallandiæ ... Amstelodami [Amsterdam] : F. de Wit ; Petri Mortier [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher, 1710?].
1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 57 cm.
Covers southern Sweden only.
Continuation inset (17 x 15 cm.): Vestro-Gotiae pars.
In: Visscher, Nicolaes. Atlas minor ... (Amstelodami [Amsterdam] : ex officina Nicolai Visscher [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher], [1710?]) map [14].
Manuscript '17' at upper right.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .V8 1700 map [14] (PrCt)

73685 Sweden - Maps - 1710 Finland - Maps - 1710 Baltic states - Maps - 1710
Regni Sueciae tabula generalis divisa in Sueciae, Gotiae ... Amstelodami [Amsterdam] : P. Mortier [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher, 1710?].
1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 56 cm.
In: Visscher, Nicolaes. Atlas minor ... (Amstelodami [Amsterdam] : ex officina Nicolai Visscher [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher], [1710?]) map [12].
Manuscript '15' at upper right.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .V8 1700 map [12] (PrCt)

73686 Sweden - Maps - 1740 Finland - Maps - 1740 Baltic States - Maps - 1740
Nova mappa geographica Sueciae ac Gothiae regna ut et Finlandiae ducatum ... [Augsburg] : Matthaei Seutteri, [ca. 1740?].
Authors: Seutter, Mattheaus, 1678-1756 -- Seutter, Mattheaus, 1678-1756. [A Collection of Seutter maps] [1726-1773]
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 56 cm.
Forms part of a made-to-order composite atlas chiefly comprised of undated maps issued ca. 1734-ca. 1744.
In: Seutter, Mattheaus. [A Collection of Seutter maps] [Augsburg [and Paris]: M. Seutter [et al],...
1726-1773) plate [78].

Case oversize G 1007 .81 pl. [78] (PrCt)

73687 Sweden - Maps - 1741


Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Delamarche, Charles François, 1740-1817. Atlas général : contenant le détail des quatre parties du monde [1798?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col.; 47 x 54 cm.

In a composite atlas bound together without title page: Bowles, John. [Bowles’s universal atlas]. London : John Bowles ; Carington Bowles, 1711-1766, map [18].

Manuscript plate number 18 added in ink at upper right by previous owner.

Case oversize G1015 .B68 1766 map [18] (PrCt)

73691 Sweden - Maps - 1796<><><>Finland - Maps - 1796


Authors: Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824 -- Calcoligrafa camerale (Rome, Italy) -- Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824. Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (1792-1801) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col.; 43 x 30 cm.


oversize Ayer 135 .C33 1792 v. 2 pl. 56 (PrCt)

73692 Sweden - Maps - 1797-1807<><><>Finland - Maps - 1797-1807<><><>Stockholm (Sweden) - Maps - 1797-1807<><><>Trollhättan (Sweden) - Maps - 1797-1807


1 atlas (4 v.) : 27 hand col. maps, dissected and mounted on linen; on sheets 100 x 103 cm or smaller, folded to 22 x 17 cm. Maps dated 1796-1807.

Case oversize Ayer 135 .C33 1792 v. 2 pl. 56 (PrCt)

73688 Sweden - Maps - 1745<><><>Finland - Maps - 1745

Regni Sueciae in omnes suas subjacentes provincias accurate divisi ... Nuremberg : Homann Erben, [ca. 1745].

Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Homann Erben (Firm) -- Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724. Atlas novus terrarum orbis [ca. 1745] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col.; 48 x 56 cm.

In: Homann, Johann Baptist. Atlas novus terrarum orbis (Nuremberg : [Homann Erben, ca. 1745]). [plate 157].

Manuscript '159' and '161’ on verso.

oversize Ayer 135 .H7 1730, [plate 157] (PrCt)

73689 Sweden - Maps - 1747<><><>Finland - Maps - 1747


Authors: Bowen, Emanuel, -1767 -- Innys, William, d. 1756 -- Bowen, Emanuel, -1767. A Complete system of geography ... (1747)

1 map : 31 x 21 cm.

In: Bowen, Emanuel. A Complete system of geography : being a description of ... the known world (London : Printed for William Innys, etc., 1747) v. 1, pl. [24].

Case oversize G114 .B68 1747 v. 1, pl. 24 (PrCt)

73690 Sweden - Maps - 1766<><><>Norway - Maps - 1766

Map of the kingdoms of Sweden and Norway : from the maps publish'd by Homan. [London : John Bowles ; Carington Bowles, 1766 or earlier?].


1 map : hand col.; 47 x 54 cm.

In a composite atlas bound together without title page: Bowles, John. [Bowles’s universal atlas]. London : John Bowles ; Carington Bowles, 1711-1766, map [18].

Manuscript plate number 18 added in ink at upper right by previous owner.

Case oversize G1015 .B68 1766 map [18] (PrCt)
Sweden - Maps - 1818-1832
Kartor öfver svenska städer m. m. utgifne af N.G. Werming [Stockholm? N.G. Werming, 1818].
1 atlas (66 leaves of plates) : hand col. maps ; 36 x 44 cm.
Caption title.
Maps dated between 1806-1818.
Relief shown by hachures.
Laid in: Map "Plan och Lage Stockholm utgifven af N.G. Werming, 1818."
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G2070 .H47 1797 (NLO)

Sweden - Maps - 1833
The Southern provinces of Sweden (Sverige). London : Chapman and Hall, 1833 [i.e.1844].
1 map : hand col. ; 38 x 30 cm.
"Forsell 1826."
"London Published by Chapman & Hall, 186, Strand, March 1st. 1833."

oversey Ayer 135 .S67 1844 v. 1, pl. [61] (Pr.Ct)

Sweden - Maps - 1834-1837
The Northern provinces of Sweden and Norway with part I of Russia. [London] : Baldwin & Cradock [i.e. Chapman and Hall], 1834 [i.e.1844].
1 map : hand col. ; 40 x 30 cm.
"Forsell's Scandinavia and Imperial atlas of Russia in Europe. Published by Baldwin & Cradock 47 Paternoster Row Feby. 1st. 1834." This map also forms sheet 1 of a ten-sheet map of Russia (cataloged separately): Russia in Europe part II[-X].
73697 Sweden - Maps - 1840
Norway - Maps - 1840
Map of Sweden and Norway. [Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, 1840].
Authors: Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846 -- Lea & Blanchard -- Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (1840)
1 map ; 17 x 10 cm.
Keyed to dozens of references on p.479.
In: Murray, Hugh. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, successors to Carey & Co., for George W. Gorton, 1840) v. 1, p. 478.
Wax engraving.
G 11 .607 v. 1, p. 478 (PrCt)

73698 Sweden - Maps - 1840
Norway - Maps - 1840
Sweden and Norway. London : Mr. Bull, [ca. 1840].
Authors: Starling, Thomas -- Bull and Churton -- Bull, Mr., fl. ca. 1840 -- Starling, Thomas. The Royal cabinet atlas ... [ca. 1840]
1 map : hand col. ; 14 x 8 cm.
In: Starling, Thomas. The Royal cabinet atlas ... (London : Bull and Churton, [ca. 1840]) ‘Pl. L’ [i.e. 27].
map3C 5 map [27] (PrCt)

73699 Sweden - Maps - 1841
Norway - Maps - 1841
Authors: Archer, Joshua, fl. 1833-1866 -- Grattan & Gilbert -- Mudie, Robert, 1777-1842. Gilbert’s modern atlas of the earth ... (1841) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 28 x 22 cm.
Running title at bottom left: Gilbert’s modern atlas
In: Mudie, Robert. Gilbert’s modern atlas of the earth ... (London : Grattan and Gilbert, [1841?])
[plate 10].
Baskes folio G1019 .M83 1841, [plate 10] (PrCt)

73700 Sweden - Maps - 1845
Norway - Maps - 1845
Sweden & Norway. [Philadelphia : Carey & Hart, 1845].
Authors: Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Carey & Hart -- Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858. A New universal atlas ... (1845)
1 map : hand col. ; 27 x 22 cm.
In: Tanner, Henry Schenck. A New universal atlas ... (Philadelphia : Carey & Hart, 1845) map '51.'
Case oversize G1019 .T2 1845 map 51 (PrCt)

73701 Sweden - Maps - 1851
Norway - Maps - 1851
Stockholm (Sweden) - Maps - 1851
Pictorial works
Authors: Rapkin, J. -- Tallis, John, 1817-1876 -- Marchant, J., fl. 1851 -- Kernot, J. H., fl. 1851 -- Martin, Robert Montgomery, 1803?-1868. Tallis's illustrated atlas, and modern history of the world ... (1851)
1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 22 cm.
Inset views (7 x 8 cm. and smaller): Stockholm -- Iron mine of Dannemora, Upsala.
In: Martin, Robert Montgomery. Tallis’s illustrated atlas, and modern history of the world ... (London : New York : J. Tallis, 1851) pl. [22].
folio G1019 .M197 1851 pl. [22] (PrCt)
1804-1871. The Royal atlas of modern geography ... (1861)
1 map : col. ; 56 x 43 cm.
Inset (11 x 14 cm.): Stockholm and its environs.
Partly hand colored.
Running title: Keith Johnston's general atlas.

oversize G 10 .456, map 24 (PrCt)

73705 Sweden - Maps - 1865
Norway - Maps - 1865
Denmark - Maps - 1865
Schleswig-Holstein (Germany) - Maps - 1865
Authors: Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884 -- Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884
Johnson's new illustrated family atlas of the world ... (1869) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
2 maps : hand col. ; each 36 x 25 cm., on sheet 46 x 68 cm.
"Entered according to act of Congress in the year 1865, by A.J. Johnson in the Clerk's Office of the District Court of the United States for the Southern District of New York."
In: Johnson, Alvin Jewett. Johnson's new illustrated family atlas of the world ... (New York : A.J. Johnson, publisher, 1869), [plate 46]
Sheet corners numbered 91 and 92.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1019 .J5 1869, [plate 46] (PrCt)

73706 Sweden - Maps - 1866
Norway - Maps - 1866
Sweden and Norway / by J. Bartholomew. F.R.G.S. London & Liverpool : George Philip & Son, [1866].
Authors: Bartholomew, John, 1831-1893 -- Hughes, William, 1817-1876. Grand atlas universel : ou collection de cartes nouvelles ... (1866) -- George Philip & Son
1 map : col. ; 62 x 49 cm.
At head of title: (Scandinavia)
No. "20" printed on verso.
oversize G 10 .42, plate 20 (PrCt)

73707 Sweden - Maps - 1869
Authors: Mentzer, Thure Alex. von -- Norrkoping -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 24 maps ; 285 x 413 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
References: Phillips 9390

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

73708 Sweden - Maps - 1880
Authors: Generalstabens litografiska anstalt -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 25 maps ; 371 x 280 mm. (1856-1880)
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

73709 Sweden - Maps - 1882
Historical geography - Maps - 1882
World history - Maps - 1882
Germany - Historical geography - Maps - 1882
Germany - Maps - 1882
Historical atlases
Stockholm : Loostrom & Komp, [1882?].
Authors: Selander, N. J. T. -- Loostrom & Komp -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (7 p., [13] leaves of plates (some folded)) : 13 col. maps (some folded) ; 25 x 34 cm.
"Med fullständigt namnregister öfver alla a kartorna uppagna namn."
Historical atlas in German ([34] p.), bound in at end; lacking t.p.; includes 26 maps.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Relief shown by hachures.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Baskes folio G2070 .A85 1882 (NLO)

73710 Sweden - Maps - 1882
Norway - Maps - 1882
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 24 maps, 10 city plans
2nd ed.
Includes advertising dated 1882 and priced in marks.
Condition: Fair.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

73711 Sweden - Maps - 1883
London ; Paris ; Stockholm : John Murray ;
1 atlas : 25 maps, 10 city plans
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
References: Phillips 9390

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Galignani & Co.; Veuve J. Boyveau; K. Nilson; Fritz, 1883.
Authors: Rodwell, G. F. (George Farrer), b. 1843
-- John Murray (Firm) -- Murray's handbooks for
travellers -- Weller, Edward, -1884 -- A. and W.
Galignani (Firm) -- Boyveau, J., veuve -- Foyles --
Sturge, Luis F. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
maps ; 17 cm.
Cover title: Murray's hand-book, Sweden
Spine title: Hand-book for Sweden
Revised by G.F. Rodwell. Cf. Lister.
Maps engraved by Edward Weller.
Includes index.
Publisher's advertisements on endpapers and
"Murray's handbook advertiser, 1899-1900 ... ",
48 p. at end.
Folded map in pocket.
Series: [Murray's handbooks for travellers] --
Murray's handbooks for travellers.
Bookseller's label: Foyles, 121 Charing Cross
Rd. London.
Former owner's inscription: Luis F. Sturge, 1926.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray's handbooks
for travellers, 88
Lacking title page.
A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher,
1832-1990, no. D444.
Includes advertising dated 1888 and priced in
marks.
Condition: Fair.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

73714 Sweden - Maps - 1887--Norway - Maps -
1887
Sweden & Norway. [Chicago : George F. Cram,
1887].
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 25 maps, 14 city plans
5th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1888 and priced in
marks.
In Rand McNally & Co.'s improved indexed
business atlas and shipper's guide ... (Chicago:
1 map : col. ; 48 x 31 cm.
Added title in upper margin: Rand, McNally &
Co.'s Norway & Sweden.
In Rand McNally & Co.'s improved indexed
business atlas and shipper's guide ... (Chicago:
Rand McNally, 1888) p. 582-583.
Uniform atlas title: Commercial atlas.
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .C7 1888, p. 582-583
(PrCt)

73717 Sweden - Maps - 1892
Sverige : illustrerad handbok för resande ; och
därjämte ett minne för dem som besökt landet :
med 136 illustr. samt 27 kartor och planer: 1,
Södra och mellersta Sverige. Stockholm : Albert
Bonniers förlag, 1892.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Albert Bonniers förlag -- Bonnier, Adolf
-- Central-Tryckeriet -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
xvi, 540 p., [12] leaves of plates (some folded) : ill., 27 maps and plans (some col., some folded) ; 18 cm.
Edition: 5. omarb. och tillökade uppl.
Cover title: Illustrerad Sverige
Maps by Central-Tryckeriet.
Maps on lining papers.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes DL607 .S84 1892 (NLO)

73718 Sweden - Maps - 1892
Authors: Kjellström, C. J. Otto -- Samson & Wallin (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (24 p., [56] folded p. of plates) : 28 cm.
Cover title: Kjellströms res-atlas öfver Sverige
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G2070 .S84 1892 (NLO)

73719 Sweden - Maps - 1896
Authors: Cohrs, Edvard -- A.b. Kartografiska institutet -- Nordin & Josephson -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 24 maps ; 201 x 135 mm.
5th ed.
Includes maps by A.b. Kartografiska institutet.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

73720 Sweden - Maps - 1898<<>>Norway - Maps - 1898
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 32 maps, 21 city plans, 3 views
7th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1898 and priced in marks.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

73721 Sweden - Maps - 1898<<>>Norway - Maps - 1898
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 31 maps, 21 city plans, 3 views
3rd ed.
Includes advertising dated 1898 and priced in marks.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

73722 Sweden - Maps - 1903<<>>Norway - Maps - 1903
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 37 maps, 22 city plans
9th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1906 and priced in marks.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

73724 Sweden - Maps - 1904
Authors: Cohrs, Edvard -- A.b. Kartografiska institutet -- Nordin & Josephson -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 26 maps ; 204 x 134 mm.
6th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1906 and priced in marks.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

73725 Sweden - Maps - 1904
Karta öfver Sverige / utförd å Generalstabens litografiska anstalt. Stockholm : Aktiebolaget

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Ljus, 1904.
Authors: Generalstabens litografiska anstalt -- Ljus -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Includes index.
Relief shown by shading.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G2070 .G46 1904 (NLO)

73726 Sweden - Maps - 1906
Authors: Svenska turistföreningen -- Swedish Touring Club's guides -- Svenska turistföreningens resehandböcker -- Generalstabens litografiska anstalt -- Thomas Cook Ltd. -- Cook's traveller's handbooks -- Cook's handbooks -- Thomas Cook Ltd. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Swedish Touring Club SEE Svenska turistföreningen
LXIV, 238, [1] p., 12 leaves of plates (some folded) : 24 maps and plans (some col., some folded) ; 18 cm.
2nd rev. ed.
Cover title: Cook's traveller's handbook Sweden Maps by Generalstabens litografiska anstalt. Folded map on inside front cover. Map in pocket.
Includes index.
Errata, [1] p. at end.
Series: Cook's traveller's handbooks -- The Swedish Touring Club's guides ; 7 -- Svenska turistföreningens resehandböcker ; 7 -- Cook's handbooks.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .C66 Sweden (1906) (NLO)

73727 Sweden - Maps - 1906<<>>Norway - Maps - 1906
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 42 maps, 26 city plans
10th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1906 and priced in marks.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

73728 Sweden - Maps - 1908<<>>Norway - Maps - 1908
Authors: Cohrs, Edvard -- Generalstabens litografiska anstalt -- Ljus -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 26 maps ; 203 x 133 mm.
9th ed.
Includes maps by Generalstabens Litografiska.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

73730 Sweden - Maps - 1913
Authors: Cohrs, Edvard -- Generalstabens litografiska anstalt -- Ljus -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 26 maps ; 203 x 133 mm.
9th ed.
Includes maps by Generalstabens Litografiska.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

73731 Sweden - Maps - 1914<<>>Norway - Maps - 1914
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 64 maps, 42 city plans, 3 views
13th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1914 and priced in marks.
Condition: Poor.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

73732 Sweden - Maps - 1916
73733 Sweden - Maps - 1916

Authors: Cohrs, Edvard -- Generalstabens litografiska anstalt -- Norstedts förlag -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 26 maps ; 203 x 133 mm.
10th ed.
Includes maps by Generalstabens Litografiska
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
References: Phillips 9394
*Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)* (PrCt)

73734 Sweden - Maps - 1916

Authors: Generalstabens litografiska anstalt -- Zetterstrand, S. -- Bonnier, Adolf -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 33 maps
1st ed.
Edited by S. Zetterstrand.
Cloth binding, goldstamped.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
*Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)* (PrCt)

73735 Sweden - Maps - 1916

Authors: Generalstabens litografiska anstalt -- Zetterstrand, S. -- Lagrelius -- Bonnier, Adolf -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 33 maps ; 450 x 325 mm.
1st ed.
Edited by S. Zetterstrand.
1/2 cloth, marbled.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
References: Phillips 9395
*Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)* (PrCt)

73736 Sweden - Maps - 1920

Authors: Cohrs, Edvard -- Generalstabens litografiska anstalt -- Norstedts förlag -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 26 maps ; 206 x 134 mm.
11th ed.
Includes maps by Generalstabens Litografiska.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

73737 Sweden - Maps - 1923-1925

3 v. : 34 maps ; 215 x 142 mm.
Phillips 9398.
Cf. OCLC 39160515.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
*Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)* (PrCt)

73738 Sweden - Maps - 1923 - Topographic maps

*Uppsala läns (Sweden) - Maps - 1923*<<>>Topographic maps

*Generalstabens karta över Sverige ... utg. af Rikets allmänna kartverk.* [Stockholm : Generalstabens litografiska anstalt?, 1923].
Authors: Generalstabens litografiska anstalt
1 atlas (2 v.) : maps ; 38 cm. and 52 cm.
Contents: v. 1. Norra delen, skala, 1:200000 [38 cm.] -- v. 2. Södra delen, skala 1:100000 [52 cm.].
Scale v. 1. 1:200000. Scale v. 2. 1:100000.
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 2393
oversize G 1052 .85 (NLO)

73739 Sweden - Maps - 1925

Authors: Svenska turistföreningen -- A.b. Kartografiska institutet -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 41 maps ; 220 x 149 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
References: Phillips 9399
*Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)* (PrCt)

73740 Sweden - Maps - 1926

*Affarsmannens resekarta över Sverige.* Stockholm : Generalstabens, 1926.
Authors: Generalstabens litografiska anstalt -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Sweden. Generalstabens litografiska anstalt SEE Generalstabens litografiska anstalt
1 atlas : 8 maps ; 263 x 136 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
*Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)* (PrCt)

73741 Sweden - Maps - 1927

Authors: Svenska turistföreningen -- A.b. Kartografiska institutet -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 41 maps ; 219 x 148 mm.

73742 Sweden - Maps - 1927 - Road maps Kungl. automobilklubbens karta over Sverige. Stockholm : Generalstabens, 1927. Authors: Generalstabens litografiska anstalt -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. : 11 maps ; 262 x 184 mm. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)


Maps and plans.

With a complete atlas of Sweden and 25 other maps (some folded col.), plans; 16 cm.


1st ed.

Spine title: Muirhead’s Sweden

With a complete atlas of Sweden and 25 other maps and plans.'

Maps by John Bartholomew & Son.

Includes bibliographical references (p. xxx-xxx) and index.

Maps on endpapers.

Series: The blue guides -- Blue guide.

Owner’s inscription: Everett McNear.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

LC Card Number: 52002784

Baskes G153 .B58 Sweden (1952) (NLO)

73753 Sweden - Maps - 1953


Authors: Nagel travel guide series -- Nagel Publishers - Christie, Blanche - Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 135, 16 p. of plates : 12 maps (some col.) ; 16 cm.

Cover title: Nagel’s Sweden travel guide 'Including 4 pages of plans in black and white plus 16 pages of plans in colour.' Map on lining papers.

Includes index.

Series: Nagel travel guide series

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

LC Card Number: 53011781

Baskes G153 .N34 Sweden (1953) (NLO)

73754 Sweden - Maps - 1962


Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag -- Karl Thiemig AG -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 233 p. : 2 maps (some col., some folded) ; 17 cm. Map inside front cover.

Folded map in pocket.

Includes index.

Series: Grieben-Reiseführer ; Bd. 145

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 145 (1962) (NLO)

73755 Sweden - Maps - 1971


Authors: Generalstabens litografiska anstalt -- A.b. Kartografiska institutet -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 atlas : 75 maps ; 455 x 355 mm.


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Contains an introduction and six chapters, followed by a checklist of the exhibition.
Series: Kungl. Bibliotekets utställningskatalog, 149
English checklist laid in: The Land before your eyes: map exhibition in the Kungl. biblioteket, National Library of Sweden, June-October 2006 (22 p. : col. maps ; 20 cm.)
LC Card Number: 2006455263
ISBN 9789170002540 ; 9170002541
GA190.K83 L36 2006 (NLO)

73757 Sweden - Maps - 1990
National atlas of Sweden : maps & mapping.
Authors: Sporrong, U. -- Wennstrom, Hans-Fredrik -- Campbell, Eila M. J. -- S.N.A. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 102 maps ; 340 x 255 mm.
1st ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

73758 Sweden - Maps - Collections - Cartography - Sweden - History - 1958 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Bratt, Einar Olof, 1886-1975
1 v. : 57 map plates ; 30 cm.
6A 1590 (NLO)

73759 Sweden - Maps - Collections - Cartography - Sweden - History - 1958 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Bratt, Einar Olof, 1886-1975 -- Esselte kartor (Firm) -- Campbell, Eila M. J. -- Generalstabens litografiska anstalt -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 57 maps ; 298 x 229 mm.
LC52:HT188
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

73760 Sweden - Maps - Exhibitions - Catalogs - Cartography - Scandinavia - Maps - Exhibitions - Catalogs
Kungliga Biblioteket (Sweden) - Kungliga Biblioteket SEE Kungliga Biblioteket (Sweden) SEE Kungliga Biblioteket (Sweden)
Authors: Arnberg, Wolter -- Båånhielm, Göran, 1941- -- Bergvall, Greger -- Kungliga Biblioteket (Sweden) -- Stockholm. Kungliga Biblioteket SEE Kungliga Biblioteket (Sweden) -- Royal Library (Sweden) -- Kungliga Biblioteket (Sweden)
61 p. : col. ill., col. maps ; 21 cm.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Landeskrön.
Latin letterpress text on verso under title:
Helsingobvrym.
In: Jansson, Jan. Illustriovm principiumque urbium septentrionalium Europae tabulae, v. 1, [plate 17].
Issued in volume 1 of 8 in Jansson’s townbook atlases, collectively known as the Theatrum urbium (Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657).
Case oversize G 117 .452, v. 1, [plate 17] (PrCt)

73763 Sweden - Pictorial works - 1961
Authors: Drost, Kurt -- Sjögren, Erik, 1933- -- Wilhelm Andermann (Firm) -- French & European Publications -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Andermann (Wilhelm), firm, Munich SEE Wilhelm Andermann (Firm)
61 p. : col. ill. ; 17 cm.
Translation of: Schweden.
Captions in German, English, and French.
Series: Panorama maps
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes DL613 .D713 1961 (NLO)

73764 Sweden, Southern - Maps - 1682
Accurata Scaniae Blekingiae et Hallandiae descriptio. Amsterdam : C. Allard, [1682?].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Allard, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709 -- Allard, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709. Atlas minor sive tabulæ geographicae ... [1682?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 48 x 57 cm.
In: Allard, Carel. Atlas minor sive tabulæ geographicae proecipiourum regiorum regionum, insularum, provinciarum, etc. (Amsterdam : C. Allard, 1682?) pl. 10.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .A4 A pl. 10 (PrCt)

73765 Swedish Cartography - Cartography - Sweden - History
By the light of the pole-star : Swedish map-making. 1991.
Authors: Ehrensvård, Ulla
5 leaves ; 30 cm.
Photocopy of paper prepared for King Gustav VI’s fund for Swedish culture.
BHC 2639
Vert 2176 (PrCt)

73766 Swedish Cartography - Video tapes - Cartography - Sweden - History - Video tapes
By the light of the pole star : Swedish map-making / manus Ulla Ehrensvård.
Authors: Ehrensvård, Ulla -- Krigsarkivet (Sweden) -- International Conference on the History of Cartography (14th : 1991 : Uppsala and Stockholm)
1 VHS videocassette (17 min.) : sd., col. ; 1/2 in. + script and credits (5 p. ; 30 cm.)
Title on video recording is “Sverige på karta;” narration is in English.
A survey of high points in Swedish cartography from the Clavus map of Scandinavia (1427) to the work of Gustaf af Klint (1771-1840), prepared for the 14th International Conference on the History of Cartography and presented in Stockholm on 14 June 1991.
Full credits, list of music, and sponsors are given on the last page of the accompanying script.
To Collection Services for cataloging, August 2011 (PrCt)

73767 Sweenheim, Konrad, -1477<<>><Pannartz, Arnold, -approximately 1478<<>><Printing - Italy (Rome) - History - 1500-1599
Authors: Scholderer, Victor, 1880-1971 -- The Library (1915) -- Newberry Library. John M. Wing Foundation
p. 186-190 ; 23 cm.
In: The Library 3d ser., 6 (1915): 186-190.
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3060, no. 13
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.
Wing Z 007 .5, 3d ser., v. 6, p. 186-190 (PrCt)

73768 Swift County (Minn.) - Maps - 1907 - Landowners<<>><Counties - Maps<<>><Landowners - Maps
Standard atlas of Swift County, Minnesota : including a plat book of the villages, cities and townships of the county, map of the state. United States and world : patrons directory, reference business directory and departments devoted to general information, analysis of the system of U.S. land surveys, digest of the system of civil government, etc. etc. Chicago : Alden Pub. Co., 1907.
Authors: Alden Publishing Co.
1 atlas ([5], 8-87, viii, x-xxii p.) : ill., hand col. maps ; 46 cm.
Includes indexes and portraits of early Swift County residents.
Scales differ.
LeGear. Atlases of the United States, 5143
LC Card Number: 2005632778
67-2529
ICN 68
7A 5 (NLO)

73769 Swift, Jonathan, 1667-1745. Travels into several remote nations of the world : in four parts (1726)<<>><Swift, Jonathan, 1667-1745.
Gulliver's travels (1726)<>>Moll, Herman, 
-1732<>>Maps in literature

The Maps in Gulliver's travels. 1946. 
Authors: Bracher, Frederick George, 1905-
p. 59-74 ; 23 cm. 
Photocopy of Huntington Library Quarterly, v. 8, 
Includes bibliographical references. 
Cf. OCLC 33225405
Vert 371 (PrCt)

Swink (Okla.) - Historic buildings - 
1994<>>Choctaw Chief's House (Swink, 
Okla.) - 1994
Choctaw Chief's house : Swink, Oklahoma. 
Swink (Okla. ) : Swink Historic Preservation 
Association, [ca.1994]. 
1 leaflet (3-fold) : ill ; 22 x 10 cm 
(PrCt)

Swiss Peak (B.C.) - Pictorial works - 
1890-1904<>>Rogers Peak (B.C.) - Pictorial works - 1890-1904<>>Selkirk Range - 
Pictorial works - 1890-1904<>>Canadian Rockies (B.C. and Alta.) - Pictorial works - 1890-1904
Sketch showing ascent of Swiss Peak and 
Rogers Peak made from a photograph from 
Authors: Wheeler, Hector G. -- Canada. 
Canada. Dept. of the Interior -- Everett D. Graff 
Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library) 
1 view : col. ; 28 x 65 cm. 
Details surveyors' and mountaineers' routes 
taken between 1890-1904, including 'Carl Sulzer's', 'Abbott, Thompson and Little's', the 
'Topographical Survey', and 'Rev. Herdman, 
Gray and Gordon's' routes. 
Identifies sites between 'Rogers Peak' and 
'Rocky Mts.' 
Issued in atlas accompanying Wheeler, A. O. The 
Selkirk Range (Ottawa : [Dept. of the Interior] : 
Govt. Print. Bureau, 1905), sheet 6 [Graff 5152] 
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library. 
Graff map6F G3512.S4A 1906 .W5 sheet 6 
(PrCt)

Switzerland - Historical geography - Maps - 
1958<>>Switzerland - Maps - 
1958<>>Historical atlases 
Historischer Atlas der Schweiz. Aarau : H. R. 
Sauerländer, 1958 . 
Authors: Ammann, Hektor, 1894- -- Schib, Karl, 
1898- -- H.R. Sauerländer & Co. 
36 p. : 67 leaves of col. maps ; 35 cm. 
'2. Aufl.' 
German, French and Italian 
69-1397 
ICN 69 
folio F 38 .416 (NLO)

Switzerland - Historical geography - Maps - 
2001<>>Historical atlases 
Historischer Strukturatlas der Schweiz : die 
Entstehung der modernen Schweiz. Baden : Hier 
Authors: Fritzschhe, Bruno W. -- Hier + Jetzt 
1 atlas (207 p. : ill. (some col.), col. maps) ; 31 cm. 
Includes bibliographical references (p. 203-207). 
ISBN 3906419266 
folio G1896.S1 H57 2001 (NLO)

Switzerland - Maps - 1496-1939 - 
Collections<>>Bern (Switzerland) - Maps - 
1811-1939 - Collections 
Old maps of Switzerland 1496-1900 / 
Arbeitsgemeinschaft der Kartenkuratoren, 
DGfK-Kommission der Kartenkuratoren. Zürich : 
Authors: Arbeitsgemeinschaft der 
Kartenkuratoren der DGfK -- International 
Conference on the History of Cartography (22d : 
2007 : Bern) -- Deutsche Gesellschaft für 
Kartographie. Arbeitsgemeinschaft der 
Kartenkuratoren der DGfK SEE 
Arbeitsgemeinschaft der Kartenkuratoren der 
DGfK 
1 CD-ROM. : col. ; 12 cm. 
Distributed at the International Conference on the 
Contains 60 jpg images of 20 maps. 
CONTENTS: Türst, Switzerland 1496 (facsimile). 
-- Waldseemüller, Switzerland 1513 (facsimile). -- 
Tschudi, Switzerland 1538 (12 maps). -- 
Daenckert, Switzerland 1650. -- Gyger, Zurich 
1667 (6 maps). -- Scheuchzer, Topgrenberg 1701. 
-- Jaillot, Switzerland 1703 (4 maps). -- Seutter, 
Zürich 1731. -- Albertin, Schaffhausen 1747. -- 
Walser, Rheintal 1766. -- Meyer-Weiss Atlas 
1802 (17 maps). -- Götzé, Switzerland 1803. -- 
General-Charte Switzerland 1809. -- Pfyffer, 
Luzern 1810. -- Bollin, Bern 1811. -- Keller, 
Zürich 1838. -- Ostervald, Neuchâtel 1839. -- 
Dufourkarte (Topogr. Karte der Schweiz) 1850. -- 
Siegfriedkarte (Topogr. Atlas der Schweiz) 
1870-1939. 
map3C G6041 .A 2007 A7 (PrCt)

Switzerland - Maps - 1540<>>Woodcuts 
Helvetiae prima Rheni et V. Nova tabula. [Basel : 
Heinrich Petri, 1540]. 
Authors: Ptolemy, active 2nd century -- Münster, 
Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Petri, Heinrich, 
1508-1579 -- Ptolemy, active 2nd century. 
Geographia (1540) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection 
(Newberry Library) 
1 map : hand col. woodcut ; 24 x 34 cm., 
mounted on backing sheet 31 x 38 cm. 
Letterpress title above woodcut map with
73776 Switzerland - Maps - 1548<<>>Europe - Maps - 1548


Authors: Stumpf, Johannes, 1500-1576? -- Vadianus, Joachim, 1484-1551 -- Asper, Hans, 1499-1571 -- Honer, Johannes, 1498-1549 -- Froschauer, Christoph, d. 1564 -- Schellenberg, Hans -- Newberry Library. John M. Wing Foundation

2 v. : ill., coats of arms, geneal. tables, 23 maps, ports. : 40 cm.

Reprint of the 1547-1548 ed. published by C. Froschauer, Zürich.

'Erster Faksimiledruck des Verlages Hans Schellenberg'--Colophon.

Published in 3 editions numb. A, B, and C. This is ed. C, issued unbound in a case.

In part written by J. Vadianus.

Includes 56 city views (most probably drawn by Hans Asper) and 23 maps (13 by Stumpf and 10 taken over from Froschauer's edition of Johannes Honter's Rudimenta cosmographica); cf. Karrow, Mapmakers of the sixteenth century, 512-14.

Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.

Case Wing oversize DD53 .S9 1975 (NLO)

73777 Switzerland - Maps - 1548<<>>Europe - Maps - 1548<<>>Stumpf, Johannes, 1500-1576?


Authors: Stumpf, Johannes, 1500-1576? -- Froschauer, Christoph, d. 1564 -- Dürst, Arthur. Landkarten des Johannes Stumpf (1975) -- Dorfpresse Gattikon

1 atlas ([19] leaves of plates : all col. maps) ; 39 cm.

Reprint of the 1548 ed. published by C. Froschauer, Zürich, under the title: Landtafeln.


References: Cf. Karrow, Mapmakers of the sixteenth century, 73/C.

No 181 of 300 copies.

Sw77.

79-44225

ICN 80

LC Card Number: 77571583

Case folio G1895 .S89 1975 (NLO)

73778 Switzerland - Maps - 1552<<>>Woodcuts

*Helvetiae moderna descriptio.* [Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552].

Authors: Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552. Cosmographiae uniuersalis ... (1552) -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : woodcut ; 25 x 31 cm.

Letterpress title above woodcut map with letterpress place names.

Added title in Gothic font at center of map: Schweiz

Letterpress 7 and text on verso: Helvetiae montosam & asperam regionee ... .

In: Münster, Sebastian. Cosmographiae uniuerisalis ... (Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552), [plate 7].


VAULT folio Ayer 7 .M8 1552, [plate 7] (PrCt)

73779 Switzerland - Maps - 1555

*Helvetios olimuir clariss. nunc Suiceros ... Romae [Rome] : Jacobus Bossius Belga in aes incidebat, [MDLV] [1555].

Authors: Salamanca, Antonio, d. 1562 -- Bos, Jacob, fl. 1551-1577 -- Meggen, Jodocus à -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : 431 x 596 mm. (neat line), 447 x 610 mm. (plate mark)

Above title: Iodoco à Meggen Lucernati praetorianorum praefecto Ant. Salamanca S. Derived from the work of Aegidicus von Tschrudi. Infinity symbol used in place of "M" in date.

Set-off architectural view on verso.

Hand colored duplicate: Novacco 4F 161.


Grosjean, 500 Jahre Schweizer Landkarten (1971), map 5.

Tooley 534.

Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

b148a

Novacco 4F 162 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
73780  **Switzerland - Maps - 1555**  
*Helvetios olim uir clariss. nunc Suiceros ...*  
Authors: Salamanca, Antonio, d. 1562 -- Bos, Jacob, fl. 1551-1577 -- Meggen, Jodocus à -- Tschudi, Aegidius, 1505-1572 -- Lange, Otto, 1879-1944 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map : hand col.; 428 x 597 mm. (neat line), on sheet remargined to 497 x 676 mm.  
Above title: Iodoco à Meggen Lucernati praetorianorum praefecto Ant. Salamanca S. Infinity symbol used in place of 'M' in date. Derived from the work of Aegidicus von Tschudi. Manuscript '20' on verso at upper right. 
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).  
**Novacco 4F 164 (PrCt)**

73781  **Switzerland - Maps - 1566**  
*Helvetios olim uir clariss. nunc Suiceros Gallorum ...*  
Authors: Luchino, Vincenzo, fl. 1550-1566 -- Meggen, Jodocus à -- Leo S. Olschki (Firm) -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map : hand col.; on sheet 397 x 549 mm., remargined to 442 x 594 mm.  
Above title: Iodoco à Meggen Lucernati praetorianorum praefecto. Repaired below town of 'Landsperg.' Manuscript '20' and '149' on verso. Derived from the work of Aegidicus von Tschudi. 
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library). b148  
**Novacco 4F 161 (PrCt)**

73782  **Switzerland - Maps - 1567**  
*Helvetiam illam regionem, ob bellicam uirtutem ... / Paulus de Forlanis, Veronensis felicitatem dicit ; Venetii MDLXVII. Venetii [Venice] : Paulus de Forlanis, 1567.*  
Authors: Forlani, Paolo -- Torre, Giovan Battista della -- Leo S. Olschki (Firm) -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map ; 413 x 589 mm. (neat line), 422 x 600 mm. (plate mark)  
Above title: Ilustri comiti Io Baptistae Tvrrio dno svo colendissimo. Derived from the work of Aegidicus von Tschudi. Printed from 2 plates. 'No. 9 ... foglii no. 13 f' in manuscript on verso, at upper left. Woodward 71. Blumer, Bibliographie der Gesamtkarten der Schweiz von Anfang bis 1802 (1957), p. 47, no. 54. Tooley 539. Ex Olschki. b150  
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).  
**Novacco 4F 163 (PrCt)**

73783  **Switzerland - Maps - 1570**  
*Helvetiae descriptio / Aegidio Tschvdo avct.*  
[Antwerp : Aegid. Coppenium Diesth, 1570].  
1 map ; 34 x 44 cm.  
In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatrum orbis terrarvm (Antwerp : A.C. Diesth, 1570), [plate 31]. Engraved by Franz Hogenberg; see Karrow, p. 5. Printed no. 31 and Latin letterpress text on verso beginning: Helvetia. De hac regione sic inquit Munsterus ...  
Duplicate copy: VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1570  
References: Karrow, Mapmakers 20Theatrummidres/136  1570L SEE Tschudi, Aegidius, 1505-1572  
References: Karrow, Mapmakers 20Theatrummidres/136 1570L SEE Tschudi, Aegidius, 1505-1572 SEE Tschudi, Aegidius, 1505-1572 SEE Tschudi, Aegidius, 1505-1572 SEE Tschudi, Aegidius, 1505-1572  
In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatrum orbis terrarvm (Antwerp : A.C. Diesth, 1570), [plate 31]. Engraved by Franz Hogenberg; see Karrow, p. 5. Printed no. 31 and Latin letterpress text on verso beginning: Helvetia. De hac regione sic inquit Munsterus ...  
Duplicate copy: VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1570  
VAULT Case oversize G 1007 .64, [plate 31] (PrCt)

73784  **Switzerland - Maps - 1588**  
*Helvetiae descriptio / Aegidio Tschvdo avct.*  
[Antwerp : Christophe Plantin, 1588].  
1 map ; hand col.; 34 x 44 cm. Oriented with north at bottom.  
In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatre de la tierra universal (1588) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
universel (Antwerp : Christophe Plantin, 1588), [plate 62].
Printed no. 62 and Spanish letterpress text on verso beginning: Helvetia. Los Helvetios, que vulgarmente llamamos Suissaros ...
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1588, [plate 62] (PrCt)

73785 Switzerland - Maps - 1593
Helvetiae sev Sviae qvae mvtis confonoedatorvm terra dictivr prima
Germanorvm provinciae, Galilaeae, Italiea qvae contigvae chorographia vera et elegans avtore.
[Antwerp : s.n., 1593?].
Authors: Doetecam, Jan van -- Doetechum, Lucas van, 16th cent. -- Jode, Gerard de, 1509-1591 -- Wierix, Antonie, -1604 -- Jode, Gerard de, 1509-1591. Specvlvm orbis terrarvm (1593)
1 map : hand col. ; 39 x 52 cm.
Title cartouche left blank after "avtore."
Engravers’ imprint: Ioannes à Deutecum, Lucas à Deutecum fecerunt
Latin letterpress text on verso (fol. 22, sig. Zz): Helvetiae sev Sviae tabvla...
Engraving attributed to Antonie Wierix.
In: Jode, Gerard de. Specvlvm orbis terrarvm (Antwerp : A. Coninx, 1593), map [54].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .J9 1593, map [54] (PrCt)

73786 Switzerland - Maps - 1606
Helvetiae descriptio / Aegidio Tschvdo avct.
[London : John Norton], 1606] 1606
Theatrum orbis terrarvm ... (1606) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 35 x 45 cm.
Oriented with north at bottom.
In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatrum orbis terrarvm ... (London : J. Norton, 1606), [plate 69].
Printed no. 69 and English letterpress text on verso beginning: Helvetia or Switzerland. The Heluetij (which as Eutropius ... .
Digital image of a duplicate or variant edition available on Marcel P.R. van den Broecke’s Cartographica Neerlandica website (accessed July 2012):
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1606, [plate 69] (PrCt)

73787 Switzerland - Maps - 1617 - Facsimiles
Authors: Hondius, Jodocus, 1594 or 5-1629 -- Canaletto (Firm) -- Explokart (Program)
1 map ; 33 x 45 cm.
Facsimile of map originally published Amsterdam, ca. 1617, now part of the ‘Atlas van Stolk.’
Scale ca. 1:850 000.
In lower left margin: Facsimile 95 in 'Monumenta cartographica neerlandica.'
Views of Lucern, St. Gallen, Bern, Solothurn, Schaffhausen, Basel, and Zurich in margins.
map4F G6040 1617 .H6 2000 (PrCt)

73788 Switzerland - Maps - 1620
Alpinae seu foederatae Rhaetiae subditarumque ei terrarum nova descriptio. [Murten, Switzerland : Cartographica Helvetica, 1992].
Authors: Berneck, Fortunat Sprecher von, 1585-1647 -- Clüver, Philipp, 1580-1622 -- Geylekerck, Nicolaes, d. ca. 1657 -- Hattu, Jan -- Giudicetti, Franchino, 1942-1 map ; 39 x 52 cm.
Facsimile of original published [Basel]: Jan Hattu, exc., [ca. 1620].
Added titles: Rhaetiae subditarumque ei terrarum nova descriptio -- Cartographica Helvetica.
Accompanied by commentary by Franchino Giudicetti (8p. ; 30 cm.); see Newberry Library Map Information File.
Place of publication and date of original from p. 1 and 3 of the accompanying commentary.
92101901NL sc map4F G6040 1620 .B4 1992 (NLO)

73789 Switzerland - Maps - 1635 - Cities and towns
Cities and towns - Switzerland - Maps - 1635 (Provisional Heading)
Description de tous les cantons, villes de Suisse. Paris : Lochem,Mvan, 1635.
Authors: Tassin, Christophe Nicolas, d. 1660 -- Lochem, Michel van, 1601-1647 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 36 maps ; 172 x 215 mm.
PastoureauVIAc
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

73790 Switzerland - Maps - 1648
Les Suisses, les Aliés des Suisses et leurs Suïts ... [Paris : P. Mariette], 1648 [i.e. 1659?].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Cordier, Robert (Engraver) -- Mariette, Pierre, 1603-1657 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (1658 [i.e. 1659?])
1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 53 cm.
In: Sanson, Nicolas. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (Paris : Pierre Mariette,
73791 Switzerland - Maps - 1680
Novissima et accuratissima Helvetiae Rhaetiae, Valesiae et partis Sabaudiae tabula. Amsterdam: Justus Danckerts, [ca. 1680].
1 map ; 47 x 56 cm.
Title in upper margin.
In: Danckerts, Justus. Atlas (Amsterdam : J. Danckers, [ca. 1680]) pl. [9]. Ms. no. '10' in upper right.

73792 Switzerland - Maps - 1680
Exactissima Helvetiae Rhaetiae, Valisae, caeterorumq. ... Amsterdam, [ca. 1680].
1 map ; 45 x 55 cm.
Added title: Illustriissimis, potentissimis ac florentissimis rebus-publicus Helvetiorum... .
In: Danckerts, Justus. Atlas (Amsterdam : J. Danckers, [ca. 1680]) pl. [18]. Ms. no. '19' in upper right.

73793 Switzerland - Maps - 1696
Authors: Sanson, Guillaume -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map ; 54 x 75 cm.
Title from cartouche at upper left.
Title repeated in upper margin.
Printed from 2 plates on 2 sheets.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

73794 Switzerland - Maps - 1700
Authors: Danckerts, Justus, 1635-1701 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map ; 47 x 56 cm.
In: Danckerts, Justus. Atlas (Amsterdam : J. Danckers, [ca. 1680]) pl. [9]. Ms. no. '10' in upper right.

73795 Switzerland - Maps - 1700
Les Suisses, leurs alliez : avec les sujets des Suisses, et des alliez. Selon les memoires de Simler, de Gyger, et de plusieurs autres auteurs / par le Sr. Tillemon. Paris : chez I. B. Nolin ...
Authors: Stella, Tilemann, 1525-1589 -- Simmler, Josias, 1530-1576 -- Gyger, Hans Konrad, 1599-1674 -- Nolin, Jean Baptiste, 1648-1708 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:S2
1 map ; 44 x 59 cm.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

73796 Switzerland - Maps - 1700
Helvetia divisa in tredecim cantones, sive regiones Bernam ... et Lucernam ... / curantibus Gerardo et Leonardo Valk. [Amsterdam : G. and L. Valk, ca. 1700?].
Authors: Valck, G. (Gerard), 1651 or 2-1726 -- Valck, Leonard, 1675-1746 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:S3
1 map ; 46 x 59 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Koeman v. 3, p. 138, no. [40].
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

73797 Switzerland - Maps - 1700
Exactissima Helvetiae, Rhaetiae, Valesiae ... / A. Hogeboom sculp. Amst: Bat: [Amsterdam] : ex conatibus Nicolai Visscher, [ca. 1700?].
1 map ; 46 x 59 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Koeman v. 3, p. 138, no. [40].
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

73798 Switzerland - Maps - 1700
Exactissima Helvetiae Rhaetiae, Valesiae, caeterorumq. contaderatorum ut et finitimorum populum regionum tabula. Amst: Bat [Amsterdam] : Nicolai Visscher [i.e. Frederik de Wit, ca. 1700?].
Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Hogeboom, Andries, fl. 1682-1706 -- Frederik de Wit, ca. 1700? -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map ; 46 x 56 cm.

73799 Switzerland - Maps - 1704
Les Suisses leurs alliez et leurs Suïts / par le Sr. Jaillot ... Paris : Chez l'auteur [Alexis Hubert... ]
Authors: Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map ; 44 x 59 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Koeman v. 3, p. 138, no. [40].
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
73802 Switzerland - Maps - 1713

Sack map4F G6040 1704 .JS (PrCt)

73803 Switzerland - Maps - 1713

Sack map4F G6040 1713 .LS (PrCt)

73804 Switzerland - Maps - 1713

map4F 6040.1 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Added title in upper margin of sheets 1 and 2: Helvetiae pagi seu cantones XIII ohrt der eidgenossenschaft .1 Zürich ... 13 Appenzell .... . Date and identity of Emanuel Schalch, engraver, from Tooley's Dictionary of Mapmakers, rev. ed. (2001), vol. Q-Z. Table at upper right: Helvetiae antiquae geographicus index. Margins extensively illustrated with pictorial vignettes keyed to 17 references at bottom left. Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**Sack map4F G6040 1713 .S3 (PrCt)**

73805 **Switzerland - Maps - 1714**


1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 56 cm.


**Sack map4F G6040 1714 .H6 (PrCt)**

73806 **Switzerland - Maps - 1721**

Switzerland and the country of the Grisons : wherein is described the XIII Switz cantons with their allies &c. ... / revised by I. Senex. [London : s.n., 1721]. Authors: Senex, John, -1740 -- Harold, Marquess of, fl. 1721 -- Senex, John, -1740. A New general atlas : containing a geographical and historical account of all the empires, kingdoms, and other dominions of the world ... (1721) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 37 x 48 cm.

Includes dedication to the "Marquiss of Harold."

In: Senex, John. A New general atlas : containing a geographical and historical account of all the empires, kingdoms, and other dominions of the world ... (London : Daniel Browne [and 8 others], 1721), v. 1, between p. 148-149.

**oversize Ayer 135 .S5 1721 v. 1, between p. 148-149 (PrCt)**

73807 **Switzerland - Maps - 1731**


1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 53 cm.

Scale [ca. 1:875,000]. Relief shown pictorially.


**Baskes oversize G1015 .A77 1798, [ptie 1], [plate 80] (NLO)**

73808 **Switzerland - Maps - 1732**


1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 57 cm.

Added title in top margin: Tabula ac geographium Hübnerianam recentissime recognita nec minus passim aucta et religionum simul distinctione illustrata per Homannianos Heredes Anno 1732.


**VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .H7 1734, [plate 11] (PrCt)**

73809 **Switzerland - Maps - 1740**

Nova totius Helvetiae cum suis surditis ac soch tab. georg. [Augsburg : Matth. Seutter, ca. 1740?]. Authors: Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756 -- Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756. [A Collection of Seutter maps] [1726-1773]

1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 55 cm.

Includes various pictoral vignettes (14 x 15 cm. and smaller) keyed to references A-S. Forms part of a made-to-order composite atlas chiefly comprised of undated maps issued ca. 1734-ca. 1744.


**Case oversize G 1007 .81 pl. [19] (PrCt)**

73810 **Switzerland - Maps - 1740**


1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 56 cm.

"Cum gratia et privil. S.R.I. Vicariat[us], in partibus Rheni, Sueviae, et juris Franconici." Scale [ca. 1:790,000].

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Includes in each corner engraved illustrations of the landscape and scenes from daily life; key to illustrations at top of map, with letters A-R corresponding to points in the illustrations.

In: Seutter, Matthaeus. Atlas novus sive tabulae geographicæ totius orbis faciæm, partes, imperia, regna et provincias exhibentes (Augsburg: [Seutter], 1740?), plate [14]

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

VAULT Baskes oversize G1015 .S48 1740, plate [14] (NLO)

---

73811 Switzerland - Maps - 1741


Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Merveilleux, David-François de, d. 1748 -- Covens et Mortier -- L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726. Atlas nouveau, contenant toutes les parties du monde ... [1741?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 43 x 58 cm.

Sheet trimmed on all sides, resulting in partial loss of title.

In: L'Isle, Guillaume de. Atlas nouveau, contenant toutes les parties du monde ... (Amsterdam : J. Covens & C. Mortier, [1741?]) v. 2, pl. [10].

oversize Ayer 135 .L695 1741 v. 2, pl. [10] (PrCt)

---

73812 Switzerland - Maps - 1745

Potentissimae Helvetiorum reipublicae cantones tredecim cum foederatis et subjectis provinciis ... Nuremberg : Homann Erben, [ca. 1745].

Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Homann Erben (Firm) -- Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724. Atlas novus terrarum orbis [ca. 1745] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 55 cm.

In: Homann, Johann Baptist. Atlas novus terrarum orbis (Nuremberg : [Homann Erben, ca. 1745]), [plate 52]

Map dated 1732.

Manuscript 'No. 52' and '53' on verso.

oversize Ayer 135 .H7 1730, [plate 52] (PrCt)

---

73813 Switzerland - Maps - 1747<=>>Geneva (Switzerland) - Maps - 1747

A New & accurate map of Switzerland with its allies and subjects. London : W. Innys et al, 1747.

Authors: Bowen, Emanuel, -1767 -- Innys, William, d. 1756 -- Bowen, Emanuel, -1767. A Complete system of geography ... (1747) 1 map ; 31 x 22 cm.

In: Bowen, Emanuel. A Complete system of geography : being a description of ... the known world (London : Printed for William Innys, etc., 1747) v. 1, pl. [17].

Inset: A new plan of the city of Geneva.

Case oversize G114 .B68 1747 v. 1, pl. 17 (PrCt)

---

73814 Switzerland - Maps - 1750

La Suisse divisee en ses treze cantons, ses alliez & ses sujets ... / par ... H. Jaillot. Amsterdam : Chez Jean Covens et Corneille Mortier, [ca. 1750]?

Authors: Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Covens et Mortier -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:55

1 map ; 44 x 56 cm.

Title from cartouche at lower left.

Added title in upper margin: Nova Helvetiae, feodataraturque ... .


Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Sack map4F G6040 1750 .J3 (PrCt)

---

73815 Switzerland - Maps - 1751

Helvetia tredecim statibus liberis quos cantones vocant, composita una cum foederatis & subjectis provinciis, ex probatissimis subsidiis / geographice delineata per Dm. Tobiam Mayer ... Norimbergae [Nuremberg] : Homannianis Heredibvs, A. 1751.

Authors: Mayer, Tobias, 1723-1762 -- Homann Erben (Firm) -- Homann Erben (Firm). Major atlas scholasticus ex triginta sex generalibus et specialibus mappis Homannianis ... [1776?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

1 map : hand col. ; 41 x 52 cm.

Added title in upper margin: La Suisse, divisee en ses treze cantons, ses alliez et ses sujets

In: Homann Erben (Firm). Major atlas scholasticus ex triginta sex generalibus et specialibus mappis Homannianis ... [Nuremberg : Homannianis Heredibus, 1776?], [plate 19]

Ms. number "18" on verso.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .H66 1776, [plate 19] (PrCt)

---

73816 Switzerland - Maps - 1756

Carte de la republique des Suisses ou sont distingues les 13 cantons ... / par le Sr. Robert de Vaugondy ... ; E. Haussard sculp. [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy], 1756.

Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Haussard, Elisabeth -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1758?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 58 cm.


"Suisse" -- oversize letterpress title stamped on
73817 Switzerland - Maps - 1756

Carte de la republique des Suiisses où sont distinguées les 13 cantons ... / par le Sr. Robert de Vaugondy ... ; E. Haussard sculp. [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy, 1756].

Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Haussard, Elisabeth -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas universal (1757 [i.e. 1790?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 58 cm.

In: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles. Atlas universal / par M. Robert ... et par M. Robert de Vaugondy son fils ... (A Paris : Chez De La Marche, géographe, rue du Foin St. Jacques, Collège de Me. Gervais, 1757, [i.e. 1790?]), [plate 60]. "60" -- oversize letterpress number stamped on verso.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1790, [plate 60] (PrCt)

73818 Switzerland - Maps - 1760

Nova Helvetiae, foederatorumque cum eâ, nec non subditarum regionum tabula ... / composita per Guillielmum de l’Isle. Amsterdam: [Amsterdam] : apud loh. Cövens & Corn. Mortier, geographos, [ca. 1760].

Authors: L’Isle, Guillaume de, 1675 -- Cövens et Mortier -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:S9

1 map : hand col. ; 44 x 61 cm.

Remnants of binding stub on verso.

Koeman v. 2, p. 58-59, C & M 8,, no. (64).

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Sack map4G G6040 1760 .L5 (PrCt)

73819 Switzerland - Maps - 1760

Carte de Suisse ou sont les treize cantons leurs alliés et leurs sujets ... / par Abr. Rouvier. 1760 ; T. Kitchin sculp. London : Publish’d by I. Rocque 1760 according to Act of Parliament near Round Court in the Strand, 1760.

Authors: Rouvier, Abraham, active 1760 -- Kitchin, Thomas, 1718-1784 -- Rocque, John, -1762 -- Ligonier, John, 1680-1770 -- Bowles, John, 1701-1779. Bowles’s universal atlas [1711-1766]

1 map : hand col. ; 50 x 66 cm.

Title from cartouche at upper left.

Added title in top margin: A New map of Switzerland / by A. Rouvier ; revised and improved by John Rocque, Topographer to his R.H. the Prince of Wales, 1760.

Includes dedication to "Vicomte de Ligonier."

In a composite atlas bound together without title page: Bowles, John, [Bowles’s universal atlas]. [London : John Bowles ; Carrington Bowles, 1711-1766], map [21].

Manuscript plate number 21 added in ink at upper right by previous owner.

Case oversize G1015 .B68 1766 map [21] (PrCt)

73820 Switzerland - Maps - 1767

La Suisse divisée en ses XIII cantons et ses alliés : projetée et assujettie aux observations astronomiques / par Mr. Bonne. A Paris : Chés Lattré Gravr. ... avec priv. du Roi, 1767.

Authors: Bonne, Rigobert, 1727--1774 -- Lattré, Jean -- Lattré, Jean. Atlas geographique : contenant la mappemonde et les quatre parties avec les différents états (1784) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 63 cm.

Scale [ca. 1:605,000]

Relief shown pictorially.

Prime meridian: Ferro.

Coats of arms in lower left corner.


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1019 .A739 1784, plate [14] (NLO)

73821 Switzerland - Maps - 1769

Nieuwe kaart van Zwitserland. Amsterdam : by Isaak Tirion, [1769?].

Authors: Tirion, Isaak -- Tirion, Isaak. Nieuwe en beknopte hand-atlas ... (1748 [i.e. 1769?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 34 x 38 cm.

Verso numbered "N 74" in manuscript.

In: Tirion, Isaak. Nieuwe en beknopte hand-atlas ... (Amsterdam : Isaak Tirion, 1744 [i.e. 1769?]), plate [72].

oversize Ayer 135 .T55 1744, plate [72] (PrCt)

73822 Switzerland - Maps - 1769


Authors: Walser, Gabriel, 1695-1776 -- Homann Erben (Firm) -- Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Verlag Dorfpreisse Gattikon 1 atlas ([46] leaves : 20 col. maps) ; in portfolio 54 x 64 cm.


Includes 1 sheet with prepartory notes and mounted illustrations.

Number 181 of an edition of 525.

Cf. Phillips 3151.
Switzerland divided into thirteen cantons with their subjects and their allies. London: R. Sayer and J. Bennett, 1778.
Authors: Dunn, Samuel, 1794 -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Robert Sayer and John Bennett (Firm) -- Dunn, Samuel, 1794. A New atlas of the mundane system ... (1778) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 26 x 36 cm.
In: Dunn, Samuel. A New atlas of the mundane system ... (London : R. Sayer and J. Bennett, 1778), pl. 15. Title page dated 1778; map dated 1774.
oversize Ayer 135 .D85 1778 pl. 15 (Pr.Ct)

73825

Switzerland - Maps - 1778
La Suisse divisée en ses triez cantons et ses alliés / ... par Mr. Bonne. À Venise [Venice] : par P. Santini ; chez Mr. Remondini, 1784.
Authors: Bonne, Rigobert, 1727-1794 -- Santini, P. -- Remondini, Giuseppe Antonio, 1747-1811 -- Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (1784 [i.e. 1807?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 42 x 53 cm.
Baskes oversize G1015 .S4 1807, v. 1, no. 25 (Pr.Ct)

73826

Switzerland - Maps - 1780
Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726. Atlas géographique des quatre parties du monde [1785?].
1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 64 cm.
"Ph. Buache P.g.d.R.d.l'A.R.d.S. gendre de l'auteur, avec privilège du roi."
"Avec privilège du roi 1780."
Scale [ca. 1:513,000]. Relief shown pictorially.

Baskes oversize G1015 .S4 1807, v. 1, no. 25 (Pr.Ct)
Includes descriptive text on rivers and mountains.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Blumer, W. Bibl. der Gesamtkarten der Schweiz, no. 180

Baskes oversize G1015 .L565 1795, [plate 18] (NLO)

73827 Switzerland - Maps - 1786
Switzerland : divided into thirteen cantons with their subjects and their allies / by Samuel Dunn.
London : Printed for Robt. Sayer ... as the Act directs, 10th June 1786.
Authors: Dunn, Samuel, -1794 -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Dunn, Samuel, -1794. A New atlas of the mundane system ... [1789?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 27 x 36 cm, on sheet 47 x 57 cm.
Scale: [ca. 1:940,000].
Relief shown by hachures.
Prime meridian: Ferro.
In: Dunn, Samuel. A New atlas of the mundane system, or, Of geography and cosmography ... (London : Printed for Robert Sayer and Co., [1789?]), [plate 15].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .D86 1789 [plate 15] (NLO)

73828 Switzerland - Maps - 1794
Switzerland : divided into thirteen cantons with their subjects and their allies / by Samuel Dunn.
London : Laurie & Whittle, 1794.
Authors: Dunn, Samuel, -1794 -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Dunn, Samuel, -1794. A New atlas of the mundane system ... [1795] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 27 x 36 cm., on sheet 47 x 59 cm.
"Published by Laurie & Whittle, 53 Fleet Street, as the Act directs 12th May, 1794."
Scale: [ca. 1:940,000].
Relief shown by hachures.
Prime meridian: Ferro.
In: Dunn, Samuel. New atlas of the mundane system, or, Of geography and cosmography ... (London : Printed and published by Robert Laurie and James Whittle ... (successors to the late Mr. Robert Sayer), 1800), [plate 15].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .D86 1800 [plate 15] (NLO)

73829 Switzerland - Maps - 1794
A New map of Switzerland divided into the thirteen cantons ... . London : Laurie & Whittle, No. 53 Fleet Street, 12th May 1794.
Authors: Laurie & Whittle -- Kitchin, Thomas, 1718-1784. A General atlas describing the whole universe ... (1795) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 64 cm.
In: Kitchin, Thomas. A General atlas describing the whole universe ... (London : printed and published by Robert Laurie and James Whittle, no. 53 Fleet Street, 1795), [plate 20].
Number "20" stamped on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .K57 1795, [plate 20] (NLO)

73830 Switzerland - Maps - 1794
A New map of Switzerland, divided into the thirteen cantons ... London : Laurie & Whittle, 12th May, 1794.
Authors: Laurie & Whittle -- Laurie & Whittle. A New and elegant imperial sheet atlas comprehending general and particular maps of every part of the world ... [1801?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 63 cm.
In Robert Laurie and James Whittle. A New and elegant imperial sheet atlas comprehending general and particular maps of every part of the world ... (London : printed and published by R. Laurie and J. Whittle, 1800 [i.e. 1801?]) no. 23. Stamped "23" on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .R63 1801 no. 23 (NLO)

73831 Switzerland - Maps - 1796
Switzerland from the best authorities.
Philadelphia : M. Carey, 1796.
Authors: Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Guthrie, William, 1708-1770 -- Scott, J. T. (Joseph T.) -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839. Carey's General atlas ... (1796)
1 map ; 19 x 27 cm.
In: Carey, Mathew. Carey's General atlas ... (Philadelphia : M. Carey, 1796) pl. [17].
Case folio G1019.C25 1796 pl. 17 (PrCt)

73832 Switzerland - Maps - 1796-1802<<<>Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1796-1802<<<>Engravings
Authors: Weiss, Johann Heinrich, 1758?-1826 -- Meyer, Johann Rudolf, 1739-1813 -- Guérin, Christophe, 1758-1831 -- Eichler, Matthias Gottfried, 1748-after 1818 -- Scheurmann, Samuel, Johann Jakob, 1770-1844
15 maps : col. (part hand col.) ; 57 x 74 cm. (2 maps 57 x 89 cm.) fold. to 37 x 28 cm. + index map (37 x 55 cm.).
Scale ca. 1:120,000.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Relief shown by hachures.
Prime meridian: Ferro.
Glaciers and permanent snow shown by blue ink printed from separate copperplates.
06848
ICN78

map5C G6040 1796 .W4 (PrCt)

73833 Switzerland - Maps - 1799<<>Chamonix-Mont-Blanc (France) - Maps - 1742 - Pictorial works
Nouvelle carte de la Suisse dans laquelle sont exactement distingués les treize cantons... London : W. Faden, 1799 [i.e. 1817]?
Authors: Faden, William, 1749-1836 -- Shuckburgh, George -- Faden, William, 1749-1836. [General atlas] [1817]?
1 map : hand col. ; 61 x 82 cm.
Map dated 1799; verso handstamped '27.'
Includes inset map and profile (5 x 11 cm. and 7 x 16 cm.): Vue de la vallée de Chamouny et des glaciers du Côté du Midi...1742. -- Section des principales Montagnes.
oversize G 10 .282 pl. 28 (PrCt)

73834 Switzerland - Maps - 1800
Nouvelle carte hydrographique et routière de la Suisse ... [1800 or 1816].
1 map : hand col. ; 57 x 86 cm.
In: Faden, William [and others]. [General atlas of modern geography : a collection of large scale maps and charts of all parts of the world] ([London, etc. : W. Faden, etc., 1775-1816]) v. 1, pl. [48].
Imprint on map: ... À Strasbourg, an 8eme Repain. [i.e. 1800].
Verso handstamped '33.'
oversize Ayer 135 .G32 1775 v. 1, pl. 48 (PrCt)

73835 Switzerland - Maps - 1801
1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 64 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:519,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
Includes descriptive text on rivers and mountains.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Blumer, W. Bibl. der Gesamtkarten der Schweiz, no. 180
Baskes oversize G1015 .L565 1801, [plate 19] (NLO)

73836 Switzerland - Maps - 1802
Authors: Weiss, Johann Heinrich, 1758?-1826 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 16 maps ; 565 x 405 mm.
Phillips 3152
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

73837 Switzerland - Maps - 1804
Authors: Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823. A New and elegant general atlas comprising all the new discoveries, to the present time ... (1804) -- John Conrad & Co. -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 20 x 25 cm.
In: Arrowsmith, Aaron. A New and elegant general atlas comprising all the new discoveries, to the present time ... (Philadelphia [etc.] : J. Conrad & Co. [and others], 1804) pl. 19
Ayer 135 .A65 1804 pl. 19 (PrCt)

73838 Switzerland - Maps - 1804
Switzerland according to the best authorities. Philadelphia : Mathew Carey, 1804.
Authors: Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Scott, J. T. (Joseph T.) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839. Carey's General atlas ... (1804)
1 map ; 19 x 27 cm.
In: Carey, Mathew. Carey's General atlas ... (Philadelphia : Published by Mathew Carey, April 24th, 1804) pl. 17.
oversize Ayer 135 .C27 1804 pl. 17 (PrCt)

73839 Switzerland - Maps - 1806
Switzerland. [London] : Cadell and Davies [et al], 1806 [i.e. 1807].
Authors: Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826 -- Weiss, Johann Heinrich, 1758?-1826 -- Lowry, fl.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
73840 **Switzerland - Maps - 1809**

Swisserland [sic]. London : Cadell & Davies [et al, 1809 [i.e. 1815].

Authors: Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826 -- Hebert, Lewis, fl. 1809-1838 -- Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Cadell & Davies -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826. A Modern atlas : from the latest and best authorities ... (1815) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 68 cm.

Drawn under the direction of Mr. Pinkerton by L. Hebert.

Running title in upper margin: Pinkerton's modern atlas.


_oversize Ayer 135 .P6 1815 pl. [25] (PrCt)

73841 **Switzerland - Maps - 1811**

A New map of Swisserland, divided into its cantons and dependencies, including the Grisons &c.&c. London : J. Cary, 1811.

Authors: Cary, John, approximately 1754-1835 -- Cary, John, approximately 1754-1835. Cary's New universal atlas ... (1811 [i.e. 1812?]?) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 44 x 50 cm.

In: Cary, John. Cary's New universal atlas, containing distinct maps of all the principal states and kingdoms throughout the world (London: Printed for J. Cary, 1811 [i.e. 1812?]!) pl. [13].

Printed paste-on no. 16.

_oversize Ayer 135 .C3 1811 pl. 13 (PrCt)

73842 **Switzerland - Maps - 1813**


Authors: Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Neele, George -- Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824. Neele's general atlas : consisting of a complete set of maps compiled from the best authorities ... (1814 [i.e. 1815]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 21 x 28 cm.

In: Neele, Samuel John and George. Neele's general atlas : consisting of a complete set of maps compiled from the best authorities, and including all the new discoveries (London : Samuel and George Neele ; Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme, and Brown ; Cadell & Davies, 1814 [i.e. 1815]), [plate 29].

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Engraved no. XIX at bottom right.

Baskes oversize G1019 .N4 1814, [plate 29] (PrCt)

73843 **Switzerland - Maps - 1814**

Switzerland with its subjects & allies from the best authorities. Philadelphia : M. Carey, and Johnson & Warner, 1814.

Authors: Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Johnson & Warner -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839. A General atlas, being a collection of maps of the world and quarters ... (1814)

1 map : hand col. ; 16 x 21 cm.

In: Carey, Mathew. A General atlas, being a collection of maps of the world and quarters ... (Philadelphia : Published by M. Carey, and Johnson & Warner, 1814) pl. [46].

Ayer 135 .C27 1814 pl. 46 (PrCt)

73844 **Switzerland - Maps - 1814<<>>Blanc, Mont (France and Italy) - Pictorial works - 1814**


Authors: Clerk, T. (Thomas) -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1817?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 47 cm.

Inset view in bottom margin (18 x 48 cm.): Mont Blanc nearly three miles above the level of the sea.

Map and view printed from separate plates; imprint from view.

Printed paste-on label 'No. 28' at upper left.


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Digital image of another copy available on the David Rumsey Map Collection website (accessed Feb. 2010):
http://www.davidrumsey.com/luna/servlet/detail/RUMSEY~8~1-28349-1120778

Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1817, map 28 (NLO)

73845 **Switzerland - Maps - 1814<<>>Blanc, Mont (France and Italy) - Pictorial works - 1814**


Authors: Clerk, T. (Thomas) -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New...
general atlas: consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1821?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 48 cm.
Inset view in bottom margin (18 x 49 cm.): Mont Blanc nearly three miles above the level of the sea.
Map and view printed from separate plates; imprint from view.
In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas: consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (Edinburgh ; London ; Dublin : John Thomson and Company ; Baldwin, Craddock, and Joy ; John Cumming, 1817, [i.e. 1821?]) map 28.
Printed paste-on label 'No. 28' on verso.
oversize Ayer 135 .T4 1817 map 28 (Pr.Ct)

73846 Switzerland - Maps - 1817

Switzerland. Edinburgh : A. Constable and Co., 1817 [i.e. 1823].
Authors: Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Hall, Sidney -- Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823. A New general atlas constructed from the latest authorities ... (1823) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 19 x 24 cm.
In: Arrowsmith, Aaron. A New general atlas constructed from the latest authorities ... Exhibiting the boundaries and divisions, also the chains of mountains and other geographical features of all the known countries in the world (Edinburgh ; London : A. Constable & Co., 1823), pl. 27.
folio Ayer 135 .A65 1823 pl. 27 (Pr.Ct)

73847 Switzerland - Maps - 1818

Swisseland / drawn under the direction of Mr. Pinkerton by L. Hebert ; Neele sculpt. 352 Strand. Philada. [Philadelphia] : Published by Dobson, [1818].
Authors: Hebert, Lewis, fl. 1809-1838 -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826 -- Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Dobson, Thomas, 1751-1823 -- Thomas Dobson and Son -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826. A Modern atlas : from the latest and best authorities exhibiting the various divisions of the world ... (1818)
1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 69 cm.
Running title: Pinkerton’s modern atlas
In: Pinkerton, John. A Modern atlas : from the latest and best authorities exhibiting the various divisions of the world ... (Philadelphia : Thomas Dobson & Son, 1818), plate [24]

73848 Switzerland - Maps - 1822<<>>Blanc, Mont (France and Italy) - Pictorial works - 1822

Switzerland. [Edinburgh] : Drawn & engraved for Thomson’s New general atlas, [1822?].
Authors: Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas: consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1822?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 41 x 48 cm.
Inset view in bottom margin (16 x 49 cm.): Mont Blanc nearly three miles above the level of the sea.
Map and view printed from separate plates; imprint from view.
In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas: consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (Edinburgh ; London ; Dublin : Printed by G. Ramsay and Co. for J. Thomson and Co. ; Baldwin, Cradock and Joy ; John Cumming, 1821 [i.e. 1822?]), v. 1, map 28.
Engraved 'No. 28' at lower right.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1821, v. 1, map 28 (NLO)

73849 Switzerland - Maps - 1825

Authors: Morse, Sidney E. (Sidney Edwards), 1794-1871 -- N. & S.S. Jocelyn (Firm) -- Morse, Sidney E. (Sidney Edwards), 1794-1871. A New universal atlas of the world, on an approved plan ... (1825)
1 map : hand col. ; 19 x 24 cm.
In: Morse, Sidney E. A New universal atlas of the world, on an approved plan ... (New Haven [Mass.] : N. & S.S. Jocelyn, 1825) pl. [22]
folio G 1083 .595 pl. [22] (Pr.Ct)

73850 Switzerland - Maps - 1825

Switzerland. [Philadelphia ; New York etc. Samuel F. Bradford and Murray, Fairman and Co., Peter A. Mesier etc., 1825?].
1 map ; 24 x 38 cm.
H.S. Tanner sc.'
Ayer 135 .R29 plate [17] (Pr.Ct)

73851 Switzerland - Maps - 1826

Switzerland. Philadelphia : A. Finley, [1826].
Authors: Finley, A. (Anthony) -- Young & Delleker -- Finley, A. (Anthony). A New general atlas, comprising a complete set of maps, representing the grand divisions of the globe ... (1826)
1 map : hand col. ; 21 x 28 cm.
In: Finley, Anthony. A New general atlas, comprising a complete set of maps, representing the grand divisions of the globe ... (Philadelphia : A. Finley, 1826) pl. 46.

Case folio G1019 .F5 1826 pl. 46 (PrCt)

73852 Switzerland - Maps - 1827
Nouvel itinéraire portatif de Suisse d'après Ebel.
Authors: Perrot, A. M. (Aristide Michel), 1793-1879 -- Ebel -- Langlois, Hyacinthe -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 5 maps ; 145 x 95 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

73853 Switzerland - Maps - 1829<<>>Blanc, Mont (France and Italy) - Pictorial works - 1829
Authors: Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (1829) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 41 x 47 cm.
Inset view in bottom margin (16 x 49 cm.): Mont Blanc nearly three miles above the level of the sea.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Engraved no. '28' at lower right. Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1829 map 28 (NLO)

73854 Switzerland - Maps - 1830-1835 - Pictorial works<<>>Delkeskamp, Friedrich Wilhelm, 1794-1872
Malerisches Relief des klassischen Bodens der Schweiz nach der Natur gezeichnet und radiert : die Delkeskamp-Karte
1 atlas (17 p., 13 leaves of plates) : 11 maps (some col.) ; 49 cm.Limited ed. of 490 copies.
Includes text 'Friedrich Wilhelm Delkeskamp und sein Werk' by Eduard Imhof, p. 7-17.

73855 Switzerland - Maps - 1831
Switzerland. Edinburgh : D. Lizzlies, [1831?].
Authors: Lizzlies, Daniel, 1760-1812 -- Hamilton, John, fl. 1831 -- Lizzlies, Daniel, 1760-1812. The Edinburgh geographical and historical atlas ... [1831?]
1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 47 cm.
In: Lizzlies, Daniel. The Edinburgh geographical and historical atlas ... (Edinburgh [etc.] : John Hamilton [and others, 1831?]) pl. [33]. Engraved plate no. 'XXXVIII.
oversize G 10 .514 pl. [33] (PrCt)

73856 Switzerland - Maps - 1832
Authors: Arrowsmith, John, 1790-1873 -- Arrowsmith, John, 1790-1873. The London atlas of universal geography ... [1837] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 50 x 61 cm.
Engraved no. "16" at lower right.
In: Arrowsmith, John. [The London atlas of universal geography : exhibiting the physical & political divisions of the various countries of the world, constructed from original materials] [London : J. Arrowsmith, 1837], map 16.
Baskes oversize G1019 .A778 1837, map 16 (NLO)

73857 Switzerland - Maps - 1833
Authors: Young & Delleker -- Finley, A. (Anthony) -- Finley, A. (Anthony). A New general atlas ... (1833) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 21 x 28 cm.
In: Finley, Anthony. A New general atlas : comprising a complete set of maps, representing the grand divisions of the globe ... (Philadelphia : Anthony Finley, 1833), plate 47.
Sheet corner numbered 47. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1833, plate 47 (PrCt)

73858 Switzerland - Maps - 1836<<>>Map printing - Lithographs - Maps - 1836<<>>Lithographs
Authors: Woerl, Joseph Edmund -- Verlag Herder 1 map : col. ; 146 x 214 cm. on 10 sheets each 88 x 63 cm. + cover sheet (52 x 67 cm.) with index map.
Scale 1:200,000.
Sheets dated 1834-1835. Relief shown by hachures. Issued in 20 sheets sewn in paper covers; in this set some sheets have been removed and joined to make 10 sheets.
Lithographed; most cultural information (roads, cities, and towns, buildings) printed in red from separate lithographic stones, boundaries hand colored.

16250

ICN78

map4F G6040 1836 .W6 (PrCt)

73859 Switzerland - Maps - 1837

Switzerland - Geography - 1837

Atlas géographique, historique, statistique, et itinéraire de la Suisse ; dividé en vingt-deux cantons, et de la vallée de Chamouny : avec une carte générale de la Suisse / dressé par Ch. Duotenay ; gravé sur acier par Ch. Dyonnet. Paris : Chez Delloye ; Et chez tous les principaux libraires et marchandes de cartes de la France, de la Suisse et de l'étranger, 1837. Authors: Duvotenay, Th. (Thunot), 1796-1875 -- Dyonnet, Ch. -- Bénard (Engraver) -- Imprimerie de Mangeon -- Delloye, H.-L. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Mangeon Imprimerie SEE Imprimerie de Mangeon

1 atlas (xx, 104 p., [44] leaves of plates (6 folded)) ; 30 cm.

Maps by Mangeon and Bénard.

"Avec texte d'après les renseignements les plus re?cents et les plus authentiques."

"Prix: 20 fr."

Lacking p. 103-104

Relief shown by hachures.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Full text of another copy available online via Google Books (accessed July 2013):
http://books.google.com/books?id=wx4VAAAAQAAJ

Baskes folio G1895 .D88 1837 (NLO)

73860 Switzerland - Maps - 1838


1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 40 cm.

'Keller, Raymond &c.'


oversize Ayer 135 .S67 1844 v. 1, pl. [37] (PrCt)

73861 Switzerland - Maps - 1838

Alps - Maps - 1838

Savoy (France and Italy) - Maps - Piedmont (Italy) - Maps -

1838 Alps, Western - Maps - 1838 Cloth maps - Specimens


Cover title: Hand book for travellers, Switzerland and Savoy

Spine title: Hand-book, Switzerland, Savoy & Piedmont


Map engraved by J. & C. Walker; map printed on silk?

Includes index.

"Corrections and additions to the Swiss handbook, 1840": ii p. at beginning.

Publisher's advertisements pasted to inside front and back covers.

Series: [Murray's handbooks for travellers] -- Murray's handbooks for travellers. ?Text me this call number

Publisher's gold-stamped, blue cloth binding.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray's handbooks for travellers, 50

Baskes G153 .M97 no. 50 (1838) (NLO)

73862 Switzerland - Maps - 1838 - Guidebooks


32, lix, 367 p. ; 19 cm.


Includes bibliographical references and index.

Series: Murray's handbooks for travellers -- The
Switzerland - Maps - 1840
Map of Switzerland. [Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, 1840].
Authors: Murray, Hugh, 1779-1814 -- Lea & Blanchard -- Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (1840) 1 map ; 11 x 18 cm. Keyed to dozens of references on p.55. In: Murray, Hugh. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, successors to Carey & Co., for George W. Gorton, 1840) v. 2, p. 54. Wax engraving.
G 11 .607 v. 2, p. 54 (PrCt)

73864 Switzerland - Maps - 1840
Switzerland. London : Mr. Bull, [ca. 1840].
Authors: Starling, Thomas -- Bull and Churton -- Bull, Mr., fl. ca. 1840 -- Starling, Thomas. The Royal cabinet atlas ... [ca. 1840] 1 map : hand col. ; 8 x 14 cm. In: Starling, Thomas. The Royal cabinet atlas ... (London : Bull and Churton, [ca. 1840]) 'Pl. XXXII' [i.e. 19].
map3C 5 map [19] (PrCt)

Authors: John Murray (Firm) -- Murray's handbooks for travellers -- J. & C. Walker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. : 2 maps 1st ed. Includes advertising dated 1840. Lister, W.B.C. A Bibliography of Murray's handbooks for travellers and biographies of authors, editors, revisers and principal contributors (Dereham: Dereham Books, 1993) no. 50. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

73866 Switzerland - Maps - 1841
Authors: Archer, Joshua, fl. 1833-1866 -- Grattan & Gilbert -- Mudie, Robert, 1777-1842. Gilbert's modern atlas of the earth ... (1841) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 22 x 28 cm. Running title at bottom left: Gilbert's modern atlas


73867 Switzerland - Maps - 1845
Switzerland. [Philadelphia : Carey & Hart, 1845]. Authors: Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Carey & Hart -- Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858. A New universal atlas ... (1845) 1 map : hand col. ; 22 x 27 cm. In: Tanner, Henry Schenck. A New universal atlas ... (Philadelphia : Carey & Hart, 1845) map '55.'
Case oversize G1019 .T2 1845 map 55 (PrCt)

73868 Switzerland - Maps - 1845
Switzerland. [New York : H.S. Tanner, 1845]. Authors: Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858. A New general atlas, comprising a complete set of maps ... (1845) 1 map : hand col. ; 21 x 27 cm. In: Tanner, Henry Schenck. A New general atlas, comprising a complete set of maps ... (New York : Tanner's Geographical Establishment, 1845) map '17'.
oversize G 10 .622 map 17 (PrCt)

the Newberry Library.
References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray's handbooks
for travellers, 55
Baskes G153 .M97 no. 55 (1846) (NLO)

73870 Switzerland - Maps - 1847
Switzerland. [Philadelphia : S. Augustus Mitchell,
1847].
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel
Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Mitchell, S. Augustus
(Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868. A New universal
atlas containing maps of the various empires,
kingsoms, states, and republics of the world ...(1847)
1 map ; hand col. : 21 x 27 cm.
In: Mitchell, S. Augustus. A New universal atlas
containing maps of the various empires,
kingsoms, states, and republics of the world ...(Philadelphia : S. Augustus Mitchell, 1847) pl. [56].
Printed plate no. '55' lined out and replaced with
manuscript '56.
oversize G 10 .579 pl. [56] (PrCt)

73871 Switzerland - Maps - 1847>>Elvezia SEE
Switzerland
Elvezia. [Naples : Luigi Galanti?], 1847.
Authors: Galanti, Luigi -- Galanti, Luigi. Atlante di
geografia moderna ... (1834-1836 [i.e. 1847?]) --
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 20 x 30 cm., on sheet 46 x 59
cm.
"Swizzera" in pencil beneath printed title.
Printed from same copperplate as another map:
Olanda e Belgio. 1847
In: Galanti, Luigi. Atlante di geografia moderna :
in 30 carte (Naples : [Luigi Galanti], 1834-1836
[i.e. 1847?]), plate 11
Engraved no. 11 at upper right.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1019 .G23 1836, plate 11
(PrCt)

73872 Switzerland - Maps - 1849 - Guidebooks
Authors: John Murray (Firm) -- Murray's
handbooks for travellers
1 v.
Lister, W.B.C. A Bibliography of Murray's
handbooks for travellers and biographies of
authors, editors, revisers and principal
contributors (Dereham: Dereham Books, 1993)
no. 54.
Bonaparte 3137 (NLO)

73873 Switzerland - Maps - 1850
Switzerland. [Philadelphia] : Thomas,
Cowperthwait & Co. 1850 [i.e. 1852].
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel
Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Thomas, Cowperthwait
& Co. -- Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel
New universal atlas ...(1852)
1 map : hand col. ; 22 x 27 cm.
Entered according to act of Congress in ... 1850
by Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co. ... .'
Later edition of map previously published by S.A.
Mitchell.
In: Mitchell, S. Augustus. New universal atlas ...
(Philadelphia : Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co.,
1852) pl. '58.
oversize G1019 .N49 1852 pl. 58 (PrCt)

73874 Switzerland - Maps - 1851
Switzerland. London & New York : John Tallis &
Company, [1851].
Authors: Rapkin, J. -- Tallis, John, 1817-1876 --
Wray, A. H., fl. 1851 -- Allen, John Baylis,
1803-1876 -- Martin, Robert Montgomery,
1803?-1868. Tallis's illustrated atlas, and modern
history of the world ... (1851)
1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 22 cm.
Inset views (4 x 8 cm. and smaller): Coburg --
Cologne on the Rhine -- The Palace at Saxe
Gotha -- Dresden -- Luther's House -- ... Silver
mines ... Hartz Mountains.
In: Martin, Robert Montgomery. Tallis's illustrated
atlas, and modern history of the world ... (London
; New York : J. Tallis, 1851) pl. [19].
folio G1019 .M197 1851 pl. [19] (PrCt)

73875 Switzerland - Maps - 1854>>Alps - Maps -
1854>>Savoy (France and Italy) - Maps -
1854>>Piedmont (Italy) - Maps -
1854>>Alps, Western - Maps - 1854
A Handbook for travellers in Switzerland, and the
Alps of Savoy and Piedmont. London : John
Authors: Freund, William, 1806-1894 -- John
Murray (Firm) -- Murray's handbooks for
 travellers -- A. and W. Galignani and Co. --
Stassin et Xavier (Paris, France) -- Ridehalgh,
George F. M. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
map ; 18 cm.
Cover title: Murray's hand-book, Switzerland,
Savoy & Piedmont
Spine title: Hand-book, Switzerland, Savoy &
Piedmont
Issued with 2 maps, but this copy incomplete (?);
lacking 1 map (?).
Includes indexes.
Publisher's advertisements on endpapers and
"Murray's handbook advertiser, 1855", 32 p. at
end.
Series: Murray's handbooks for travellers.
Series statement from publisher's advertisement.
Baskes G153 .M97 no. 59 (1854) (NLO)

73876 Switzerland - Maps - 1855
Switzerland. New York : J.H. Colton and
Company, 1855.
Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins),
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
73880 Switzerland - Maps - 1858<<>><>Alps - Maps - 1858<<>><>Save (France and Italy) - Maps - 1858<<>><>Piedmont (Italy) - Maps - 1859<<>><>Alps, Western - Maps - 1858
8th ed., corr. and augm. / with travelling maps.
Cover title: Murray's hand-book, Switzerland, Savoy & Piedmont
Spine title: Hand-book, Switzerland, Savoy & Piedmont
Edited by C. Maret. Cf. Lister.
Folded map in pocket.
Includes indexes.
Publisher's advertisements on endpapers and "Murray's handbook advertiser, 1858", 36 p. at end.
Series: Murray's handbooks for travellers.
Series statement from publisher's advertisements.
Baskes G153 .M97 no. 61 (1858) (NLO)

73881 Switzerland - Maps - 1860
Johnson's Switzerland. [New York] : Johnson & Browning, [1860].
Authors: Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884 -- Johnson & Browning -- Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884. Johnson's new illustrated (steel plate) family atlas ... (1860)
1 map : hand col. ; 29 x 36 cm.
In: Johnson, Alvin Jewett. Johnson's new illustrated (steel plate) family atlas ... (New York : Johnson and Browning, 1860) plate '77.
oversize G 10 .454 pl. 77 (PrCt)

73882 Switzerland - Maps - 1861<<>><>Alps - Maps - 1861<<>><>Save (France and Italy) - Maps - 1861<<>><>Piedmont (Italy) - Maps - 1861<<>><>Alps, Western - Maps - 1861
Includes advertising dated 1857 and priced in thalers.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

73877 Switzerland - Maps - 1855
Authors: Dufour, Guillaume Henri, 1787-1875 -- Switzerland. Eidg. Landestopographie -- Haggenmacher, H. -- Switzerland. Topographisches Bureau SEE Switzerland. Eidg. Landestopographie
1 map : 95 x 146 cm. on 4 sheets sectioned, mounted on cloth, and folded to 18 x 13 cm.
Title from sheet 1.
Sheet 4 dated 1873 at bottom center;
'Ueberdruck 1885' at bottom right of all sheets.
Panel title from printed labels on versos:
Generalkarte der Schweiz ... Blatt IV.
Panel labels hand stamped 'dienst - exemplar'
and inscribed 'H. Haggenmacher [?] ... Zurich'.
Sheet 2 embossed at bottom right with illegible shield including a Swiss cross.
Scale 1:250,000.
Relief shown by hachures and spot heights.
Cf. OCLC 61565715.
Acc. no. 52291
map4C G6040 1885 .D8 (PrCt)

73878 Switzerland - Maps - 1857
Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's general atlas ... (1857)
1 map : hand col. ; 29 x 36 cm.
In: Colton, George Woolworth. Colton's general atlas : containing one hundred and seventy steel plate maps and plans, on one hundred imperial folio sheets (New York ; London : J.H. Colton ; Trübner, 1857), pl. [80]. Printed plate 'No. 74.'
Map copyrighted 1855.
oversize G 10 .188 pl. 74 (PrCt)

73879 Switzerland - Maps - 1857
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 7 maps, 8 city plans, 4 views
7th ed.

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Cf. Phillips 3156.

Case oversize G1895 .D8 1988 (NLO)

73888 Switzerland - Maps - 1864
Switzerland. Koblenz ; London : K. Baedeker ; Williams & Norgate, 1864.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Williams & Norgate -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 15 maps, 7 city plans, 6 views
2nd ed.
Includes advertising dated 1865 and priced in shillings and thalers.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

73889 Switzerland - Maps - 1864<-> Atlases, Swiss - 1864
Authors: Gross, Rudolph, 1808-- Wittmer, C. -- Beyel, Christian, 1808-1858 -- Rixinger und Graf -- J. Heuberger (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Heuberger (J.), firm SEE J. Heuberger (Firm)
1 atlas ([10] leaves of plates) : 23 col. maps ; 30 x 38 cm.
Edition: Neue Ausg.
Scales differ.
Several maps dated: 1852.
Some maps hand colored in outline.
Relief shown by hachures.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1895 .G76 1864 (NLO)

73890 Switzerland - Maps - 1865
Cx. 872 p. : ill., 28 maps (some folded, some col.) ; 18 cm.
4e éd., contenant 16 cartes, 5 plans de villes, 135 vues et 7 panoramas.
Folded map in pocket.
Includes index and advertisements.
Series: Collection des guides-Joanne
Bookseller's label: Librairie Saint-Marie Moissac.
Owner's label: No. 1517, Albert Soulpies.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .C65 Suisse (1865) (NLO)

73891 Switzerland - Maps - 1866
Switzerland / by J. Bartholomew, F.R.G.S. London & Liverpool : George Philip & Son, [1866].
Authors: Bartholomew, John, 1831-1893 -- Hughes, William, 1817-1876. Grand atlas universel : ou collection de cartes nouvelles ...
(1866) -- George Philip & Son
1 map : col. ; 49 x 61 cm.
No. "14" printed on verso.
Oversize G 10 .42, plate 14 (PrCt)

73892 Switzerland - Maps - 1866
Authors: Dufour, Guillaume Henri, 1787-1875 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 24 maps ; 615 x 430 mm.
RedMorocco.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

73893 Switzerland - Maps - 1867
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 19 maps, 7 city plans, 7 views
7th ed.
No Sp.
Color lithography.
Includes advertising dated 1867 and priced in thalers.
Condition: Worn.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

73894 Switzerland - Maps - 1867
Switzerland. Koblenz ; London : K. Baedeker ; Williams & Norgate, 1867.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Williams & Norgate -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 19 maps, 7 city plans, 7 views
3rd ed.
Includes advertising dated 1868 and priced in

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
shillings and thalers.
Condition: Fair.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

73895 Switzerland - Maps - 1867
Alps - Maps - 1867
Savoy (France and Italy) - Maps - 1867
Piedmont (Italy) - Maps - 1867
Alps, Western - Maps - 1867
Authors: John Murray (Firm) -- Murray's handbooks for travellers -- W. & A.K. Johnston Limited -- West, W., 19th cent. -- A. and W. Galignani and Co. -- Xavier & Boyveau (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
12th ed., corr. / with travelling maps, plans of towns, etc.
Cover title: Murray's hand-book, Switzerland, Savoy & Piedmont
Spine title: Hand-book, Switzerland, Savoy & Piedmont
Folded map in pocket.
Includes indexes.
Publisher's advertisements on endpapers and "Murray's handbook advertiser, 1870", 66 p. at end.
Series: [Murray's handbooks for travellers] -- Murray's handbooks for travellers.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray's handbooks for travellers, 65
Baskes G153 .M97 no. 65 (1867) (NLO)

73896 Switzerland - Maps - 1869
Schweiz. Hildburghszen : Bibliographisches Institut, 1869.
1 v. : 55 maps ; 18 cm.
5th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

73897 Switzerland - Maps - 1869
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 19 maps, 7 city plans, 7 views
12th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1869 and priced in thalers.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

73898 Switzerland - Maps - 1870
Switzerland. Koblenz : K. Baedeker, 1870.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 21 maps, 7 city plans, 7 views
4th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1870 and priced in shillings.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

73899 Switzerland - Maps - 1871
Alps - Maps - 1871
Savoy (France and Italy) - Maps - 1871
Piedmont (Italy) - Maps - 1871
Alps, Western - Maps - 1871
14th ed., corr. and enl. / with travelling maps, plans of towns, etc.
Folded map in pocket.
Includes indexes.
Series: [Murray's handbooks for travellers] -- Murray's handbooks for travellers.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Lister, W.B.C. Murray's handbooks for travellers, 67
LC Card Number: 04013027
Baskes G153 .M97 no. 67 (1871) (NLO)

73900 Switzerland - Maps - 1872
Switzerland according to Goujon, Forbes, Malte-Brun, Balbi & Keller / by G.H. Swanston
Authors: Goujon, Jean, fl. ca. 1793-1826 --
Forbes, Edward, fl. 1848 -- Malte-Brun, Victor
Adolfe, 1816-1889 -- Balbi, Adriano, 1782-1848 --
Keller, Ferdinand, 1800-1881 -- Swantston,
George H. -- A. Fullarton & Co. -- A. Fullarton &
Co. The Royal illustrated atlas of modern
geography [1872?]
1 map : col. ; 39 x 52 cm.
"Engd. by G.H. Swantston, Edinburgh".
In: A. Fullarton & Co. The Royal illustrated atlas
of modern geography (London and Edinburgh : A.
Fullarton and Co., [1872?]), plate [22].
Printed plate no. "XXII" in top corners and pasted
on verso.
Case oversize G1019 .A38 1872, plate [22]
(PrCt)

73901
Switzerland - Maps - 1872
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 21 maps, 7 city plans, 7 views
14th ed.
Rebound.
A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher,
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

73902
Switzerland - Maps - 1872
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 21 maps, 7 city plans, 7 views
5th ed.
A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher,
1832-1990, no. E071.
Includes advertising dated 1872 and priced in
shillings.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

73903
Switzerland - Maps - 1873
Switzerland. Koblenz : Leipzig : K. Baedeker,
1873.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 22 maps, 10 city plans, 7 views
6th ed.
Rebound.
Lacking advertising and general map.
A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher,
Condition: Worn.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

73904
Switzerland - Maps - 1873
Switzerland. Koblenz : Leipzig : K. Baedeker,
1873.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 22 maps, 10 city plans, 7 views
6th ed.
A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher,
Includes advertising dated 1875 and priced in
marks.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

73905
Switzerland - Maps - 1874<>>Alps - Maps -
1874<>>Savoy (France and Italy) - Maps -
1874<>>Piedmont (Italy) - Maps -
1874<>>Alps, Western - Maps - 1874
A Handbook for travellers in Switzerland, and the
Alps of Savoy and Piedmont. London : John
Murray, 1874.
Authors: Paris, Thomas Clifton, 1818-1909 --
Maret, Charles, 1817-1901 -- Johnson, James
Yate -- John Murray (Firm) -- Murray's
handbooks for travellers -- Weller, Edward, -1884
-- W. & A.K. Johnston Limited -- A. and W.
Galignani and Co. -- Boyveau (Firm) -- Seiler,
Alice -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry
Library)
folded) : ill., 18 maps, plans ; 18 cm.
Cover title: Murray's hand-book, Switzerland,
Savoy, Piedmont
Spine title: Hand-book, Switzerland, Savoy,
Piedmont
Revised by T.C. Paris and C. Maret, with
contributions from J.Y. Johnson. Cf. Lister.
"With travelling maps, plans of towns, etc."
Folded map in pocket.
Includes indexes.
Publisher's advertisements on endpapers and
"Handbook advertiser, 1874", 88 p. at end.
Series: Murray's handbooks for travellers.
Former owner's inscription: Alice Seiler, 1945
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray's handbooks
for travellers, 68
Baskes G153 .M97 no. 68 (1874) (NLO)

73906
Switzerland - Maps - 1874<>>Germany,
Southern - Maps - 1874
Switzerland and the principal parts of southern
Germany : handbook for travellers / by Berlepsch
and Kohl. Zürich ; London ; Paris : Caesar
Schmidt, publisher (successor of J. Schabelitz) ;
D. Nutt ; C. Reinwald & Co., 1874.
Authors: Berlepsch, Hermann Alexander von,
1814?-1885 -- Kohl, J. G. (Johann Georg),
1808-1878 -- Arnoldi (Firm) -- Wurster,
Randegger & Cie. -- Schmidt, Caesar --
Schabelitz, J. -- Nutt, D. -- C. Reinwald & Cie --

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Leopold & Bär -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Notreberry Library) -- Reinwald (C.) & Co. SEE C.
Reinwald & Cie
8, xxiv, 504, 50 p., [34] leaves of plates (chiefly folded) : ill., 12 folded maps (chiefly col.) ; 17 cm.
"With maps, plans, panoramas, and designs."
Maps by Arnoldi, produced by Wurster, Randegger & Co.
Printed in Leipzig by Leopold & Bär.
Advertisements, 8 p. at beginning and 50 p. at end.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes DQ16 .B47 1874 (NLO)

73907 Switzerland - Maps - 1875
Switzerland and the Swiss / by an American resident. Zurich ; London ; Paris ; New York : Orell, Füssli & Co. ; Thomas Cook & Son ; Sandoz & Fischbacher ; Appleton & Co., 1875.
Attributed to S.H.M. Byers. Cf. NUC pre-1956, v. 88, p. 59, NB 1018768
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 04009679
Baskes DQ23 .B94 1877 (NLO)

73908 Switzerland - Maps - 1877
4e éd., entièrement ref. et contenant 11 cartes. Imperfect: missing p. 3-22 from advertisements at beginning.
Maps by A.H. Dufour, A. Vuillemin, and L. Thuiller; engraved by Gérin, Langevin, and Erhard; printed by Monrocq.
Printed by Lahure.
Map of La Suisse hand colored.
Advertisements: 24 p. at beginning, 88 p. at end.
Includes Index.
Owner's mark: M.261.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G847 Suisse (1877) (NLO)

73909 Switzerland - Maps - 1877
Authors: A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher, 1832-1990, no. D305.
Includes advertising dated 1877 and priced in marks.
Condition: Fair.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

73910 Switzerland - Maps - 1877
Authors: A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher, 1832-1990, no. D305.
Includes advertising dated 1877 and priced in marks.
Condition: Fair.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

73911 Switzerland - Maps - 1877
Suisse. Leipzig : Bibliographisches Institut, 1877.
Authors: Meyers Reisebücher -- Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)1 v. : 81 maps ; 18 cm.
9th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

73912 Switzerland - Maps - 1878
Authors: A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher, 1832-1990, no. F052.
Includes advertising dated 1878 and priced in marks.
Condition: Fair.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)
Switzerland - Maps - 1879

73913

Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 24 maps, 10 city plans, 9 views 8th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1879 and priced in marks.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Switzerland - Maps - 1879

73914

Cook's tourist's handbook for Switzerland.
Authors: Thomas Cook Ltd. -- Cook's tourist's handbooks -- Cook's handbooks -- W. & A.K. Johnston Limited -- Simpkin, Marshall and Co. -- Herreschoff, Sadie L. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Spine title: Cook's Switzerland
Series: Cook's tourist's handbooks -- Cook's handbooks.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Former owner's inscription: Sadie L. Herreschoff.
Aug. 1881.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .C66 Switzerland (1879) (NLO)

Switzerland - Maps - 1879

73915

Switzerland - Maps - 1879
Alps, Western - Maps - 1879

A Handbook for travellers in Switzerland, the Alps of Savoy and Piedmont, the Italian lakes, and part of Dauphiné.
London ; Paris : John Murray ; Galignani & Co. ; Boyveau, 1879.
1 v. : ill., 10 maps (chiefly col.) ; 19 cm.
Incomplete; issued in 2 volumes, but this copy lacking part 2 (as of Sept. 2013).
Part 1 cover title: Murray's hand-book, Switzerland
Part 1 spine title: Hand-book, Switzerland, Savoy, Piedmont
Edited by D. Freshfield and C. Maret. Cf. Lister.
Maps engraved by Edward Weller.
"With travelling maps, plans of towns, etc."
Includes bibliographical references (p. xliii-xlvi) and indexes.
Publisher's advertisements on endpapers.
Series: [Murray's handbooks for travellers] -- Murray's handbooks for travellers.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray's handbooks for travellers, 69
Baskes G153 .M97 no. 69 (1879) (NLO)

Switzerland - Maps - 1881

73916

Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Dulau & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 26 maps, 10 city plans, 9 views 9th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1881.
Condition: Fair.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Switzerland - Maps - 1881

73917

Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 26 maps, 10 city plans, 9 views 19th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1882 and priced in marks.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Switzerland - Maps - 1881

73918

Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 26 maps, 10 city plans, 9 views 9th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1881 and priced in marks.
Condition: Fair.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Switzerland - Maps - 1883

73919

Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 29 maps, 9 city plans, 8 views 20th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1884 and priced in marks.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Condition: Worn.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

73920 Switzerland - Maps - 1883
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 32 maps, 9 city plans, 9 views
10th ed.
A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher, 1832-1900, no. E076.
Includes advertising dated 1883 and priced in marks.
Condition: Fair.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

73921 Switzerland - Maps - 1883
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 32 maps, 9 city plans, 9 views
10th ed.
A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher, 1832-1900, no. E076.
Includes advertising dated 1883 and priced in marks.
Condition: Fair.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

73922 Switzerland - Maps - 1883
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 32 maps, 9 city plans, 9 views
10th ed.
A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher, 1832-1900, no. E076.
Includes advertising dated 1883 and priced in marks.
Condition: Worn.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

73923 Switzerland - Maps - 1883<<>>Rome - History, Ancient - Maps - 1883
Switzerland ; Roman Empire. Chicago : Geo. F. Cram, [1883].
Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Benedict. 19th cent. -- Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928. Cram's unrivaled family atlas of the world (1883)
2 maps : col. ; 13 x 20 cm. and 13 x 19 cm. on sheet 27 x 20 cm.
"Benedict, sc."
In: Cram, George Franklin. Cram's unrivaled family atlas of the world (Chicago : Geo.F. Cram, c1883), p. 103.

73924 Switzerland - Maps - 1885
Authors: Bartholomew, John, 1831-1893 -- Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- Adam and Charles Black (Firm). Black's general atlas of the world ... (1885)
1 map : col. ; 27 x 41 cm.
In: Adam and Charles Black. Black's general atlas of the world : embracing the latest discoveries, new boundaries, and other changes, accompanied by introductory letterpress and index (Edinburgh : Adam and Charles Black, 1885), plate 15.
oversize G1019 .B63 1885, plate 15 (PrCt)

73925 Switzerland - Maps - 1885
Switzerland. Leipzig ; London : K. Baedeker ; Dulau, 1885.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Dulau & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 35 maps, 9 city plans, 9 views
11th ed.
A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher, 1832-1900, no. E077.
Includes advertising dated 1885 and priced in marks.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

73926 Switzerland - Maps - 1885
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 35 maps, 9 city plans, 9 views
21st ed.
A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher, 1832-1900, no. D309.
Includes advertising dated 1885 and priced in marks.
Condition: Fair.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

73927 Switzerland - Maps - 1885
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 35 maps, 9 city plans, 9 views
15th ed.
A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher, 1832-1900, no. F055.
Includes advertising dated 1885 and priced in marks.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)
Switzerland - Maps - 1890


Authors: Wagner, Emil -- Kartogrphische Atelier von E. Wagner -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (83, 25 p., 12 leaves of plates) : 12 col. maps ; 16 cm.

Relief shown by hachures.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G1895 .W34 1890 (NLO)

73939

Switzerland - Maps - 1890<<>>Italy, Northern - Maps - 1890 - Lakes<<>>Lakes - Italy, Northern - Maps - 1890

Guide to Switzerland and the Italian Lakes / by C. B. Black. London : Sampson Low, Marston, Low, & Searle, [ca. 1890?].

Authors: Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- Black's guide books -- Black, C. B. (Charles Bertram), d. 1906 -- Sampson Low, Marston, Low & Searle -- Bartholomew, John, 1805-1861 -- John Bartholomew & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)


Imperfect; issued with 10 maps, but map of Switzerland torn out.

Maps by J. Bartholomew.

Map on lining papers.

Includes index.

Series: Black's guide books.

Series statement from publisher advertisements.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G153 .B55 Switzerland, Italian Lakes (1890) (NLO)

73940

Switzerland - Maps - 1891

Switzerland. Leipzig ; London : K. Baedeker ; Dulau, 1891.

Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Dulau & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 38 maps, 11 city plans, 12 views

14th ed.


Includes advertising dated 1893 and priced in marks.

Condition: Good.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

73941

Switzerland - Maps - 1892-1895<<<>Alps - Maps - 1892-1895<<<>Savoy (France and Italy) - Maps - 1892-1895<<<>Piedmont (Italy) - Maps - 1892-1895<<<>Alps, Western - Maps - 1892-1895

A Handbook for travellers in Switzerland : with maps, plans of towns, etc. London : John Murray, 1892-[1895?].


2 v. : ill., 29 maps (chiefly col.), plans ; 18 cm.

18th ed.

"Including additional information for 1893, and some new maps engraved expressly on a large scale"--Pt. 1 t.p.

"Including additional information for 1895, and some new maps engraved expressly on a large scale"--Pt. 2 t.p.

Part 1 cover title: Murray's hand-book, Switzerland

Part 2 cover title: Murray's hand-book, Savoy, Piedmont

Edited by W.A.B. Coolidge. Cf. Lister.


Part 2 missing pocket map (?).

Contents: Pt. 1. Switzerland without the Pennine Alps -- Pt. 2. The Alps of Savoy and Piedmont, the Italian lakes and part of the Dauphiné. Includes indexes.

"Murray's handbook advertiser, 1894-1895 ... " -- Pt. 1, 60 p. at end.

"Murray's handbook advertiser, 1895-1896 ... " -- Pt. 2, 64 p. at end.

Publisher's advertisements on endpapers.

Series: Murray's handbooks for travellers.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G153 .B55 Switzerland, Italian Lakes (1890) (NLO)
References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray's handbooks for travellers, 71
Baskes G153 .M97 no. 71 (192) (NLO)

73942 Switzerland - Maps - 1892-1900
Alps - Maps - 1892-1900
Savoy (France and Italy) - Maps - 1892-1900
Piedmont (Italy) - Maps - 1892-1900
Alps, Western - Maps - 1892-1900
A Handbook for travellers in Switzerland : with maps, plans of towns, etc. London ; Paris : John Murray ; Galignani & Co. ; Boyveau, 1892 [i.e. 1900].
Part 1 cover title: Murray's hand-book, Switzerland
Part 2 cover title: Murray's hand-book, Savoy, Piedmont
Spine title: Hand-book, Switzerland, Savoy, Piedmont
Baskes G153 .M97 no. 71 (1900) (NLO)

73944 Switzerland - Maps - 1893
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. : 39 maps, 12 city plans, 12 views 25th ed.

73945 Switzerland - Maps - 1893
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. : 39 maps, 12 city plans, 12 views 19th ed.

73946 Switzerland - Maps - 1893
Baskes DQ16 .T46 1892 (NLO)
1 v. : 39 maps, 12 city plans, 12 views
15th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1893 and priced in marks.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Authors: Lunn, Henry S. -- Ruegg -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 7 maps
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm)
1 v. : 71 plates
16th ed.
G 38.0604 (NLO)

Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Dulau & Co.
1 v. : 47 maps, 12 city plans, 12 views
16th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1895 and priced in marks.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

73950 Switzerland - Maps - 1895 Switzerland. Leipzig ; London : K. Baedeker ; Dulau, 1895.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Dulau & Co.
-- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 47 maps, 12 city plans, 12 views
16th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1895 and priced in marks.
Condition: Worn.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

73951 Switzerland - Maps - 1895 Switzerland. Leipzig ; London : K. Baedeker ; Dulau, 1895.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Dulau & Co.
-- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 47 maps, 12 city plans, 12 views
16th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1895 and priced in marks.
Condition: Worn.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 45 maps, 10 city plans, 10 views
26th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1896 and priced in marks.
Condition: Worn.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 47 maps, 12 city plans, 12 views
16th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1895 and priced in marks.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 47 maps, 12 city plans, 12 views
16th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1895 and priced in marks.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalog Entry</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
Switzerland - Maps - 1898

Switzerland. Leipzig : Bibliographisches Institut, 1898.
Authors: Meyers Reisebücher -- Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 60 maps
15th ed.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Switzerland - Maps - 1899

Authors: Wagner, Emil -- Eggiman, C. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 20 maps ; 205 x 125 mm.
2nd ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Switzerland - Maps - 1899

Switzerland. Leipzig ; London : K. Baedeker ; Dulau, 1899.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Dulau & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 54 maps, 12 city plans, 12 views
18th ed.
A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher, 1832-1900, no. E084.
Includes advertising dated 1899 and priced in marks.
Condition: Fair.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Switzerland - Maps - 1900

Authors: Thomas Cook Ltd. -- Cook’s tourist’s handbooks -- Cook’s handbooks -- W. & A.K. Johnston Limited -- Simpkin, Marshall, Hamilton, Kent & Co. Ltd. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Cover title: Cook’s tourists’ handbook Switzerland
Spine title: Cook’s Switzerland
Includes index.
Series: Cook’s tourist’s handbooks -- Cook’s handbooks.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .C66 Switzerland (1900) (NLO)

Switzerland - Maps - 1901

Guide to Switzerland / by W.A.B. Coolidge ; with cycling supplement by Chas. L. Freeston ... London : Adam and Charles Black, 1901.
xxx, 245 p., [12] leaves of plates (some folded) : ill., 8 col. maps (some folded) ; 18 cm.
Includes index.
Series: Black’s guide books.
Series statement from publisher advertisements.
Switzerland - Maps - 1901
Switzerland. Leipzig ; London : K. Baedeker ; Dulau, 1901.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Dulau & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 59 maps, 13 city plans, 11 views
19th ed.
A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher, 1832-1900, no. E085.
Includes advertising dated 1902 and priced in marks.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

73974 Switzerland - Maps - 1903
Switzerland. Leipzig ; London : New York : K. Baedeker ; Dulau ; Scribner's, 1903.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Dulau & Co. -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 65 maps, 14 city plans, 11 views
20th ed.
A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher, 1832-1900, no. E086.
Includes advertising dated 1903 and priced in marks.
Condition: Fair.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

73975 Switzerland - Maps - 1903
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 65 maps, 14 city plans, 11 views
30th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1903 and priced in marks.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)
Cover title: Switzerland
Maps by H. Kümmery & Frey.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Series: Macmillan's guides.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copy: G 38 .54
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

73979 Switzerland - Maps - 1904 - Guidebooks
Authors: Stanford, Edward, 1827-1904 -- John Murray (Firm) -- Murray's handbooks for travellers
1 v.
19th ed.
Lister, W.B.C. A Bibliography of Murray's handbooks for travellers and biographies of authors, editors, revisers and principal contributors (Dereham: Dereham Books, 1993) no. 73.
G 38.6 (NLO)

73980 Switzerland - Maps - 1905
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Dulau & Co. -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 91 plates
21st ed.
A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbcher, 1832-1900, no. E087.
G 38.0609 (NLO)

73981 Switzerland - Maps - 1905
Switzerland. Leipzig ; London ; New York : K. Baedeker ; Dulau ; Scribner's, 1905.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Dulau & Co. -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 63 maps, 17 city plans, 11 views
21st ed.
A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbcher, 1832-1900, no. E087.
Includes advertising dated 1905 and priced in marks.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

73982 Switzerland - Maps - 1905
Switzerland. Leipzig ; London ; New York : K. Baedeker ; Dulau ; Scribner's, 1905.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Dulau & Co. -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 63 maps, 17 city plans, 11 views
21st ed.
A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbcher, 1832-1900, no. E087.
Includes advertising dated 1905 and priced in dollars.
Condition: Poor.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

73983 Switzerland - Maps - 1905
Switzerland. Leipzig ; London ; New York : K. Baedeker ; Dulau ; Scribner's, 1905.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Dulau & Co. -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 63 maps, 17 city plans, 11 views
21st ed.
A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbcher, 1832-1900, no. E087.
Includes advertising dated 1905 and priced in marks.
Condition: Poor.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

73984 Switzerland - Maps - 1905
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 63 maps, 17 city plans, 11 views
31st ed.
Includes advertising dated 1905 and priced in marks.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

73985 Switzerland - Maps - 1906
Authors: Meyers Reisebücher -- Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 73 maps ; 16 cm.
19th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

73986 Switzerland - Maps - 1906-1910 - Road maps
Travel - Maps - Road maps
Authors: Cartes Taride (Firm) -- Binet, P. -- Imprimerie Monrocq -- Brentano's (Firm) -- Ayer, Edward Everett, 1841-1927
2 maps ; col. : 57 x 92 cm.; fold. to 18 x 13 cm.
Scale 1:400,000.
Numbered consecutively with their Carte routiere de France; this is no. 29.
Copy 1 dated 8/06; copy 2, 9/10.
On copy 1: P. Binet, del.
Both copies stamped “Brentano's...Paris.”
Formerly the property of Edward E. Ayer; copy 2 is annotated to show Ayer's route.

Switzerland - Maps - 1907

Switzerland. Leipzig ; London ; New York : K. Baedeker, 1907.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm)
1 v. : 98 plates
22nd ed.

Switzerland - Maps - 1907

Switzerland. Leipzig ; London ; New York : K. Baedeker ; Dulaü ; Scribner's, 1907.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Dulaü & Co. -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 69 maps, 18 city plans, 11 views
22nd ed.
Includes advertising dated 1907 and priced in marks.
Condition: Fair.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Switzerland - Maps - 1907

Our life in the Swiss highlands / by John Addington Symonds and his daughter Margaret.
London : Adam and Charles Black, 1907.
Authors: Symonds, John Addington, 1840-1893 -- Symonds, Margaret, 1869-1925 -- Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- Forbes, John W. F. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
xvii, 277 p., [23] leaves of plates (some folded) : ill. (some col.), 1 map (folded) ; 23 cm.
2nd ed.
Some of these essays are republished from the Fortnightly review, the Cornhill magazine, the Pall Mall gazette, and the St. Moritz post.--Preface to 1st ed.
Owner's inscription: John W. F. Forbes.

Switzerland - Maps - 1907

Authors: Meyers Reisebücher -- Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 76 maps
20th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Switzerland - Maps - 1909

Cover title: Cook's tourist's handbook for Switzerland
Spine title: Cook's Switzerland
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Series: Cook's tourist's handbooks -- Cook's handbooks.
Former owner's inscription: Please return to Clua Huston, Cregagh, Belfast.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .C66 Switzerland (1908) (NLO)
73995 Switzerland - Maps - 1909
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 72 maps, 19 city plans, 12 views
23rd ed.
Includes advertising dated 1909 and priced in marks.
Condition: Fair.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

73996 Switzerland - Maps - 1909
Switzerland. Leipzig ; London ; New York : K. Baedeker ; T. Fisher Unwin ; Scribner's, 1909.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- T. Fisher Unwin (Firm) -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 72 maps, 19 city plans, 12 views
23rd ed.
A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher, 1832-1900, no. E089.
Includes advertising dated 1910 and priced in marks.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

74000 Switzerland - Maps - 1910
Authors: Frobenius AG -- Frobenius, Leo, 1873-1938 -- Manissadjian & Co. -- Koeman, C. (Cornelis), 1918 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 23 maps (chiefly col.) ; 19 cm.
"Deutsche Ausgabe" -- Cover.
One map engraved by Manissadjian & Co. Scale 1:400,000.
Relief shown by hachures. Includes index.
Publisher's illustrated brown cloth binding. Previously owned by Cornelis Koeman?
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1595 .G76 1910 (NLO)

74001 Switzerland - Maps - 1910
Carte scolaire de la Suisse. Edition D =
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1 map : col., dissected and mounted on linen ; 40 x 62 cm., folded to 24 x 17 cm.
Panel title: Carte de la suisse : a l’usage des écoles. D. Carte politique French, German, and Italian; panel in French.
Scale 1:600,000.
Colored to distinguish Cantons.
Relief shown by hachures and shading.
Inset (19 x 14 cm.): Carte politique = Politische übersicht = Carta politica.
Publisher’s advertisements mounted on back.
Stamp: Librairie H. Robert, Petite Fusterie, Geneve.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .C625 1910z, [plate] 13 (PrCt)

Switzerland - Maps - 1910-1919 - Bicycle trails
Switzerland - Maps - 1910-1919 - Bicycle trails - Switzerland - Maps - 1910-1919 - Basel Region (Switzerland) - Maps - 1910-1919 - Bicycle trails - Basel Region (Switzerland) - Maps - 1910-1919 - Württemberg (Germany) - Maps - 1910-1919 - Bicycle trails - Württemberg (Germany) - Maps - 1910-1919 - Basel Region (Switzerland) - Maps - 1910-1919 - Road maps - Basel Region (Switzerland) - Maps - 1910-1919 - Road maps - Württemberg (Germany) - Maps - 1910-1919 - Road maps - Basel Region (Switzerland) - Maps - 1910-1919 - Road maps - Württemberg (Germany) - Maps - 1910-1919 - Road maps

74002 Switzerland - Maps - 1910
Authors: Meyers Reisebücher -- Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. : 78 maps 21st ed.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

74003 Switzerland - Maps - 1910-1919
Authors: William Collins Sons and Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- William Collins Sons and Co. The Collegiate atlas ... [191-?]
1 map : col. ; 22 x 30 cm.
"Switzerland" in oversize manuscript lettering on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .C625 1910z, [plate] 13 (PrCt)
Englewood, N.J.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153.W3 Switzerland (1910) (NLO)

Authors: Kuhns, Oscar, 1856-1929 -- Thomas Y. Crowell & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Crowell (Thomas Y.) & Co. SEE Thomas Y. Crowell & Co. xii, 294 p., [33] leaves of plates : ill., map ; 22 cm.
[1st ed.?] Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 10022282
Baskes DQ24 .K8 1910 (NLO)

Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Ollandorff, Paul -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. : 75 maps, 20 city plans, 12 views 27th ed.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. : 75 maps, 20 city plans, 12 views 34th ed.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

74009 Switzerland - Maps - 1911 Switzerland. Leipzig ; London ; New York : K. Baedeker ; T. Fisher Unwin ; Scribner's, 1911.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- T. Fisher Unwin (Firm) -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. : 75 maps, 20 city plans, 12 views 24th ed.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

74010 Switzerland - Maps - 1911 Switzerland. Leipzig ; London ; New York : K. Baedeker ; T. Fisher Unwin ; Scribner's, 1911.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- T. Fisher Unwin (Firm) -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. : 75 maps, 20 city plans, 12 views 24th ed.
Incomplete.
Condition: Poor.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Scale 1:400,000.
Relief shown by hachures.
Includes index.
Publisher's illustrated grey cloth binding.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1895 .F76 1912 (NLO)

Authors: Meyers Reisebücher -- Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. : 84 maps ; 16 cm.
22nd ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

74013 Switzerland - Maps - 1912-1926 Savoy (France and Italy) - Maps - 1912 The Traveller's handbook for Switzerland, including French Savoy & Italian lakes : with


Switzerland - Maps - 1914
Authors: Ward, Lock and Company, ltd. -- Ward, Lock & Co.'s tourist handbooks -- Ward Lock guides -- John Bartholomew and Son -- Butler & Tanner Ltd. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)
74023
Switzerland - Maps - 1920
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 80 maps, 24 city plans, 14 views
36th ed.
'Neudruck 1924.'
Includes advertising dated 1925 and priced in marks.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

Switzerland - Maps - 1921
Suisse. Leipzig ; Paris : K. Baedeker ; Paul Ollendorff, 1921 .
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Ollendorff, Paul -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 80 maps, 24 city plans, 14 views
29th ed.
Dust jacket.
Includes advertising dated 1922.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

Switzerland - Maps - 1922
Switzerland. Leipzig ; London ; New York : K. Baedeker ; T. Fisher Unwin ; Scribner's, 1922.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- T. Fisher Unwin (Firm) -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 80 maps, 21 city plans, 14 views
26th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1921 and priced in shillings.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)
LC Card Number: 23015071
Baskes G153 .B58 Switzerland (1923) [copies 1 and 2] (NLO)

74033 Switzerland - Maps - 1925
**Switzerland.** Berlin ; London : A. Goldschmidt ; Williams & Norgate, 1925.
Authors: Grieben's guide books --
Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag --
Goldschmidt, Albert -- Williams & Norgate --
Kraatz, Leopold -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
284, 8 p., [12] folded leaves of plates : 16 maps
(some col., some folded) ; 16 cm.
3rd ed.
'Mit 16 Karten.'
Maps lithographed by Leopold Kraatz.
Advertisements: 8 p. at end.
Includes index.
Series: Grieben's guide books ; vol. 123
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the
Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 123 (1925) (NLO)

74034 Switzerland - Maps - 1925-1926
**Die Schweiz.** Berlin : Grieben-Verlag ; A. Goldschmidt, 1925 (1926 printing).
Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag --
Goldschmidt, Albert -- Kraatz, Leopold -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
(some col., some folded) ; 16 cm.
27. Aufl. [27th ed.]
'Mit 23 Karten.'
Maps lithographed by Leopold Kraatz.
Advertisements: 109 p. at end.
Includes index.
Series: Griebens Reiseführer ; Bd. 23
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the
Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 23 (1925) (NLO)

74035 Switzerland - Maps - 1925-1926 - Savoy (France and Italy) - Maps - 1925
**The Traveller's handbook to Switzerland including French Savoy and Italian Lakes.**
(some col., some folded) ; 17 cm.
Cover title: Cook's traveller's handbook,
Switzerland with the Italian lakes
Spine title: Switzerland
Printed by Turnbull & Spears.
Includes index.
Series: Cook's traveller's handbooks -- Cook's handbooks.

74036 Switzerland - Maps - 1926 Switzerland - Maps - 1926 - Railroads - Maps - Switzerland - Maps - 1926 - Zurich - Basel (Switzerland)
Authors: Ward, Lock and Company, ltd. -- Ward, Lock & Co.'s tourist handbooks -- John Bartholomew and Son -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
224 p., [64] p. of plates : ill., 13 maps (some col., some folded) ; 17 cm.
Cover title: Switzerland Maps by John Bartholomew & Son.
Includes index.
Series: Ward, Lock & Co.'s tourist handbooks.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the
Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .W3 Switzerland (1926) (NLO)

74037 Switzerland - Maps - 1927
**Schweiz.** Berlin : Grieben-Verlag ; A. Goldschmidt, 1927.
Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag --
Goldschmidt, Albert -- Kraatz, Leopold -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
530, 120 p., [22] folded leaves of plates : 24 maps
(some col., some folded) ; 16 cm.
28. Aufl. [28th ed.]
'Mit 24 Karten.'
Maps lithographed by Leopold Kraatz.
'Sucher,' for use with map, at end.
Advertisements: 120 p. at end.
Includes index.
Series: Griebens Reiseführer ; Bd. 23
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the
Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 23 (1927) (NLO)

74038 Switzerland - Maps - 1927
**Schweiz.** Leipzig : K. Baedeker, 1927.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 81 maps, 30 city plans, 15 views
37th ed.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
74039 Switzerland - Maps - 1928
_Schweiz : kleine Ausgabe._ Berlin : Grieben-Verlag ; A. Goldschmidt, 1928.
Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag -- Kraatz, Leopold -- Reimer, Dietrich, 1818-1899 -- Goldschmidt, Albert -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
28. Aufl.
'Mit 13 Karten.'
Maps by Leopold Kraatz and Dietrich Reimer.
'Sucher,' for use with map, in pocket.
Includes index.
Series: Griebens Reiseführer ; Bd. 24
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 24 (1928) (NLO)

74040 Switzerland - Maps - 1928
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm)
1 v. : 126 plates
27th ed.
G 38.0621 (NLO)

74041 Switzerland - Maps - 1928
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Depôt Général pour la France -- Agence Générale de Libraire et des publications -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 81 maps, 30 city plans, 15 views
30th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1928.
Condition: Fair.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

74042 Switzerland - Maps - 1928
_Switzerland._ Leipzig ; London ; New York : K. Baedeker ; George Allen & Unwin ; Scribner's, 1928.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- George Allen & Unwin -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 81 maps, 30 city plans, 15 views
27th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1928 and priced in shillings.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

74043 Switzerland - Maps - 1928<<>><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><>
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.: 82 maps, 29 city plans, 15 views
38th ed.
In 4 parts.
Includes advertising dated 1931 and priced in marks.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

74047 Switzerland - Maps - 1930
Authors: Meyers Reisebücher -- Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.: 44 maps
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

74048 Switzerland - Maps - 1930
lxii, 508 p.: 78 maps and plans (some folded, some col.) ; 16 cm.
2nd ed.
Spine title: Muirhead's Switzerland
Maps by John Bartholomew & Son, Kummerly & Frey, and the Swiss Service Topographique Fédéral.
Map on front endpaper.
Includes bibliographical references (p. xxxv-xxxvi) and index.
Series: The blue guides -- Blue guide.
Owner's stamp: Dr. M. Altman ... Hampstead.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 30024134
Baskes G153 .B58 Switzerland (1930) (NLO)

74049 Switzerland - Maps - 1931
Authors: Wagner, Julius, fl. 1931 -- Spiegelberg, Paul -- Verband schweizerischer Verkehrsvereine -- Schweizerische Verkehrszentrale -- Kümmerly + Frey -- Verlag Julius Wagner -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
424 p.: ill., 25 maps (chiefly col., some folded) ; 18 cm.
Folded col. map in pocket.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes DQ24 .S39 1931 (NLO)

74050 Switzerland - Maps - 1931-1932
Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag -- Goldschmidt, Albert -- Kraatz, Leopold -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
528, 69 p., [22] folded leaves of plates : 24 maps (some col., some folded) ; 16 cm.
31. Aufl. [31st ed.]
'Mit 24 Karten.'
Maps lithographed by Leopold Kraatz.
'Sucher,' for use with map, in pocket.
Advertisements: 69 p. at end.
Includes index.
Series: Grieben-Reiseführer ; Bd. 23
Errata slip laid in.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 23 (1931) (NLO)

74051 Switzerland - Maps - 1931-1932 - Postal service
Alps - Maps - 1931-1932 - Postal service
Authors: Switzerland. Oberpostdirektion -- Kümmerly + Frey -- Postes Alpestres Suisses ... [1931-1932]
16 maps : col. ; on sheets 33 x 57 cm., folded to 17 x 12 cm... in box 20 x 14 x 5 cm.
Series title from folded panels.
Some sheets bear French series title: Postes Alpestres Suisses ...
Some sheets bear imprint 'Kümmerly u. Frey, Bern.'
Road maps of the Alpine postal coach routes; four are in pockets inside front cover of...
accompanying pamphlets.


G 38 .855 (NLO)

74052 Switzerland - Maps - 1932
Authors: Meyers Reisebücher -- Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 32 maps ; 16 cm.
24th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

74053 Switzerland - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Authors: Automobile Club de Suisse -- Fretz -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 76 maps ; 244 x 150 mm.
E:OrellFussli
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

74054 Switzerland - Maps - 1937
Authors: Clark, Sydney, 1890-1975 -- Ten pound series -- Caswell, Edward C. -- Nicholson & Watson (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
210 p. : ill., folded map ; 18 cm.
Series: Ten pounds series.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .T4 Switzerland (1937) (NLO)

74055 Switzerland - Maps - 1937
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 75 maps, 28 city plans, 18 views
39th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1943 and priced in marks.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

74056 Switzerland - Maps - 1938
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- George Allen & Unwin ; Scribner's, 1938.
1 v. : 121 plates, 18 views
28th ed.
G 38.0627 (NLO)

74057 Switzerland - Maps - 1938
Switzerland. Leipzig ; London ; New York : K. Baedeker ; George Allen & Unwin ; Scribner's, 1938.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- George Allen & Unwin -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 121 plates, 18 views
28th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1938.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

74058 Switzerland - Maps - 1939
Switzerland. Leipzig ; London ; New York : K. Baedeker ; George Allen & Unwin ; Scribner's, 1938.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- George Allen & Unwin -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 121 plates, 18 views
28th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1938.
Condition: Fair.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

74059 Switzerland - Maps - 1939 - Pictorial maps
1 map : col. ; 73 x 114 cm.
Facsimile of map originally published by the Schweizerische Zentrale für Verkehrsförderung and printed by the Hallwag firm of Bern in 1939.
Published in association with the journal
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Cartographica Helvetica.
Scale [ca. 1:300,000].
German, Italian, French and English.
Text on verso: Die Kunst der Schweiz: ein kleiner Führer / von Hans Jenny
Issued folded to 21 x 15 cm.; 'Nr. 4014 BRB 3. 10. 1939' beneath panel title.
Scale [ca. 1:300,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
Oriented with north at bottom

74060 Switzerland - Maps - 1950
Authors: Russell, John, 1919-2008 -- Countries of Europe
-- B.T. Batsford Ltd. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Maps on lining papers.
Includes index.
Series: Books on the countries of Europe -- Countries of Europe series.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 50009221
Baskes D907 .C68 Switzerland (1950) (NLO)

74061 Switzerland - Maps - 1950 - Road maps
Authors: Automobile Club Schweiz -- Artistisches Institut Orell Füssli -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 60 maps ; 234 x 163 mm.
Maps by Orell Füssli.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

74062 Switzerland - Maps - 1952
Authors: Muirhead, L. Russell (Litellus Russell), 1896- -- Kümmerly + Frey -- John Bartholomew and Son -- Blue guide -- Rand McNally and Company -- Ernest Benn Ltd. -- J. and J. Gray
(Firm : Edinburgh) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
lxv, 473 p., [71] leaves of plates (chiefly folded) : 76 maps and plans (some folded, some col.) ; 17 cm.
3rd ed.
Spine title: Muirhead’s Switzerland '76 maps and plans.'
Maps by Kümmerly and Frey, and John Bartholomew & Son.
Printed by J. & J. Gray, Edinburgh.
Includes bibliographical references (p. xxxv-xxxvi) and index.
Maps on endpapers.
Series: The blue guides -- Blue guide.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .B58 Switzerland (1952) (NLO)

74063 Switzerland - Maps - 1954
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Baedeker Stuttgart -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 36 plates
1st ed.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

74064 Switzerland - Maps - 1955
Authors: Nagels Reiseführer -- Spaventa Filippi, Gino -- Ludwig, Hellmut -- Nagel Publishers -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
xviii, 381, 64 p. : 89 maps (some col.) ; 16 cm.
Spine title: Nagels die Schweiz '27 Pläne, 64 ganzseitige dreifarbige Tafeln.' 'Suisse' (maps): 92 p. at end.
Map on endpapers.
Includes index.
Series: Nagels Reiseführer
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .N342 Schweiz (1955) (NLO)

74065 Switzerland - Maps - 1957
Switzerland. [Stuttgart?] : Baedeker Stuttgart ; George Allen & Unwin ; Macmillan, 1957.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Baedeker Stuttgart -- George Allen & Unwin -- Macmillan & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 36 plates
1st ed.
Includes advertising priced in marks.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

74066 Switzerland - Maps - 1959 - Road maps
Road maps
Baskes D907 .C68 Switzerland (1950) (NLO)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

74067 Switzerland - Maps - 1950 - Road maps
Authors: Kümmerly + Frey -- Switzerland. Eidg. Landestopographie -- Andrew McNally III
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 49 x 71 cm. fold. in box 16 x 27 x 3 cm.
Printed on silk.
"Beiwilligung der Eidg. Landestopographie vom 6.3.59."
Title on box: K + F Textil-print:
Switzerland=Schweiz=Suisse=Svizzera.
Scale 1:500,000.
Gift of Andrew McNally III.
map4C G6041.P2 1959 K8 (PrCt)

74068 Switzerland - Maps - 1960
Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag
-- Karl Thiemig AG -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
278 p. : 2 maps (some col., some folded) ; 17 cm.
Map inside front cover.
Folded map in pocket.
Includes index.
Series: Grieben-Reiseführer ; Bd. 256
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskets G153.G75 Bd. 256 (1960) (NLO)

74069 Switzerland - Maps - 1960
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Baedeker Stuttgart -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 26 maps, 10 city plans
3rd ed.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

74070 Switzerland - Maps - 1960-1969 - Pictorial maps
Aus unser Heimat : 12 Bilderkarten. Bern : Schweizerischer Blindenverband*, [196?].
Authors: Müller, Otto M. -- Schweizerischer Blindenverband -- Kümmerly + Frey
12 maps : col. ; 15 x 21 cm. in portfolio
Title from portfolio.
Pictorial maps.
map4C G6040 196- M8 (PrCt)
Switzerland - Maps - 1981


Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Baedeker Stuttgart -- Automobile Association (Great Britain) -- Jarrold and Sons -- Prentice-Hall, Inc. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 84 plates

1st ed.

Issued in partnership with the Automobile Association (tall format); cf. A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehand bücher, 1832-1990, p. 277.

Hardcover.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

(PrCt)

Switzerland - Maps - 1982

Switzerland / Michelin. London : Michelin Tyre Public Limited Company, [1982].

Authors: Michelin green guides -- Michelin Tyre PLC -- Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

178 p. : ill. (some col.), 65 col. maps ; 26 x 12 cm.

7th ed.

Cover title.

Includes bibliographical references and index.

Series: [Michelin green guides] -- Michelin green guides.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

ISBN 2060156300 ; 9782060156309


Switzerland - Maps - 1987


Authors: Robertson, Ian, 1928-- -- Blue guide -- Berezny, András -- Switzerland. Bundesamt für Landestopographie -- Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- W.W. Norton & Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

352 p. : 14 maps (some folded), ill., ports. ; 20 cm.

4th ed.

Maps and plans drawn by András Berezny, based on material supplied by Bundesamt für Landestopographie, Wabern"--T.p. verso.

Includes bibliographical references (p. 55-56) and index.

Series: Blue guide

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

ISBN 0713628375 (pbk) ; 9780713628371 (pbk) ; 0393303683 (U.S.) ; 9780393303681 (U.S.)


Switzerland - Maps - 1991


Authors: Michelin green guides -- Michelin Tyre PLC -- Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

247 p. : ill. (chiefly col.), 59 col. maps ; 26 x 12 cm.

2nd ed.

Cover title.

Includes index.

Series: [Michelin green guides] -- Michelin green guides.

Series statement from publisher's advertisement on endpapers.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

ISBN 206701563X (pbk.) ; 9782067015630 (pbk.)


Switzerland - Maps - 1996


Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Automobile Association (Great Britain) -- Macmillan Travel -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 1 map, 83 city plans

2nd ed.

Edition statement on cover: 3e.

Issued in partnership with the Automobile Association (short format); cf. A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehand bücher, 1832-1990, p. 277.

Cover price: $24.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

(PrCt)

Switzerland - Maps - 1998


Authors: Switzerland. Bundesamt für Landestopographie

1 map : col. ; 81 x 122 cm., folded in cover 23 x 15 cm.

Scale 1:300,000; (E 5°54'--E 10°40'/N 47°50'--N 45°40').

Relief shown by shading, spot heights, and land form drawings.

Accompanied by text and index:

Museumsverzeichnis mit Detailkarten = Liste des musées avec cartes de détail = Elenco dei musei con carte dettagliate = Glista dals museums cun chartas detagliadas. 72 p. : col. maps ; 22 cm.

Base map: Generalkarte der Schweiz 1:300 000 : Verkleinerung der Landeskarte 1:200 000. 1.

Establishment: Baedeker's Reisehand bücher, 1832

Edition statement: 1990, p. 56) and

Verkleinerung der Landeskarte 1:200 000. 1.

Scale 1:300,000; (E 5°54'--E 10°40'/N 47°50'--N 45°40').

Relief shown by shading, spot heights, and land form drawings.

Accompanied by text and index:

Museumsverzeichnis mit Detailkarten = Liste des musées avec cartes de détail = Elenco dei musei con carte dettagliate = Glista dals museums cun chartas detagliadas. 72 p. : col. maps ; 22 cm.

Base map: Generalkarte der Schweiz 1:300 000 : Verkleinerung der Landeskarte 1:200 000. 1.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

map4C G6041.E655 1998 S9 (PrCt)

74086  
Switzerland - Maps - Bibliography - 1496-1802
Schweizerische Landesbibliothek - Map collections - Catalogs
Authors: Blumer, Walter, 1888-178 p. : maps (1 fold. in pocket) ; 23 cm.
Admirably full descriptions of 350 maps and atlases.
Series: Bibliographia Helvetica ; Fasz. 2
Formerly Z6027.S97 B55
LC Card Number: 59052160
Map Ref Z6027.S97 B55 (NLO)

74087  
Switzerland - Maps - Collections, 1400-1971
Cartography - Switzerland - History
Authors: Grosjean, Georges -- Hammer-Cavelti, Madlena -- Artistisches Institut Orell Füssli -- Orell Füssli Verlag SEE Artistisches Institut Orell Füssli [2], 55, [1] p. : maps ; 44 cm. + 30 maps (part col.) 44 x 58 cm. (some larger).
Added title: Fünfhundert Jahre Schweizer landkarten.
Issued in case.
Bibliography: p.[56].
11894
ICN74
map8C 5 (PrCt)

74088  
Switzerland - Maps - Collections, 1500-1900
Authors: Weisz, Leo -- Neuen Zürcher Zeit -- Imhof, Eduard, 1895-1986 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 150 maps ; 304 x 219 mm.
OCLC 25111383.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

74089  
Switzerland - Maps - Exhibitions - Catalogs
Cartography - Switzerland - Exhibitions - Catalogs
Stiftsbibliothek Sankt Gallen - Map collections - Exhibitions - Catalogs
Includes bibliographical references (p. 129-135).
Exhibition held on the occasion of the 22nd International Conference on the History of Cartography (22d : 2007 : Bern).
LC Card Number: 2007427597
ISBN 3906616835 ; 9783906616834
GA190 .K34 2007 (NLO)

74090  
Switzerland - Pictorial works - 1552
Woodcuts
Helvetia, qvae hodie Suicerorum seu confoederatorvm regio ... [Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552].
Authors: Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552. Cosmographiae unieralis ... (1552) -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : woodcut ; 8 x 14 cm., on sheet 32 x 21 cm.
Letterpress title above woodcut view.
View of an unidentified region in Switzerland.
In: Münster, Sebastian. Cosmographiae unieralis ... (Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552), p. 528.
Possibly an inaccurate view, since some of the woodcuts in this volume were used for more than one town.
VAULT folio Ayer 7 .M8 1552, p. 528 (PrCt)

74091  
Switzerland - Pictorial works - 1620-2007 - Cities and towns
Cities and towns - Switzerland - Pictorial works - 1620-2007 - Appenzell (Switzerland) - Pictorial works - 1620-2007 - Basel (Switzerland) - Pictorial works - 1620-2007 - Bern (Switzerland) - Pictorial works - 1620-2007 - Fribourg (Switzerland) - Pictorial works - 1620-2007 - Glarus (Switzerland) - Pictorial works - 1620-2007 - Lucerne (Switzerland) - Pictorial works - 1620-2007 - Schaffhausen (Switzerland) - Pictorial works - 1620-2007 - Schwyz (Switzerland) - Pictorial works - 1620-2007 - Solothurn (Switzerland) - Pictorial works - 1620-2007 - Nidwalden (Switzerland) - Pictorial works - 1620-2007 - Uri (Switzerland) - Pictorial works - 1620-2007 - Zug (Switzerland) - Pictorial works - 1620-2007 - Zurich (Switzerland) - Pictorial works - 1620-2007 - Sylvania (Switzerland) SEE Nidwalden (Switzerland) SEE Unterwalden (Switzerland) SEE Nidwalden (Switzerland)
Decem et tria loca Confoederatorvm Helvetiae. [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Stumpf, Johannes,

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
74099 Sydney (N.S.W.) - Maps - Collections, 1788-1893
Authors: Kelly, Max -- Croker, Ruth -- Macleay Museum -- Doak Press
49 p. : ill., maps ; 42 cm.
2nd ed.
Reprints of maps from various sources originally published 1788-1893.
ISBN: 0959670211
oversize G2754.S9 S93 1978 (NLO)

74100 Symbols<>Maps - Symbols<>German cartography<>Military maps
Authors: United States. War Department.
General Staff -- Great Britain. War Office.
General Staff -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
xiv, 343 p. : ill. ; 21 cm.
At head of title: Restricted.
Compiled by 'Military Intelligence Division, War Dept., Directorate of Military Intelligence, War Office.'.
Includes German, U.S., and British terms.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskets U26 .U5 1944 (NLO)

74101 Syme (Greece) - Maps - 1689
Authors: Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718 -- Padoani, Domenico, fl. 1689 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718. Citta, fortezze, isole, e porti principale dell' Europa ... (1689) 1 map ; 13 x 17 cm.
In: Coronelli, Vincenzo. Citta, fortezze, isole, e porti principale dell' Europa, in pianti, et in eluazione, descrivute, e publicate ad uso dell' Academia cosmografica degli argonauti ([Venice] : Domenico Padoani, 1689) pl. [74]. Engraved plate '226.' One of four plates printed on the same sheet, opening [74].
VAULT folio Ayer 135 .C8 1689 pl. 74 (Pr Ct)

74102 Syracuse (Italy) - Maps - 1695 - Fortification
Syracuse ou Siracous : ville famous de l'antiquité ... (Paris : De Fer, 1695).
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes -- avec leurs fortifications ... (1695-1696) 1 map ; 21 x 28 cm.
In: Fer, Nicolas de. Les forces de l'Europe, ou,
1 map : hand col. ; 31 x 39 cm.
'Smth, Thackeray, Arnold &c.'
'B.R. Davies Sculpt.'
Inset view (6 x 24 cm.): View of Syracuse from the Theatre.
oversize Ayer 135 .S67 1844 v. 2, pl. [206] (PrCt)

74106 Syracuse (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1552 Woodcuts
[View of Syracuse, Sicily]. [Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552].
Authors: Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552. Cosmographiae universalis ...(1552) -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : woodcut ; 11 x 12 cm., on sheet 32 x 21 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
In: Münster, Sebastian. Cosmographiae universalis ... (Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552), p. 255.
Possibly an inaccurate view, since some of the woodcuts in this volume were used for more than one town.
VAULT folio Ayer 7 .M8 1552, p. 255 (PrCt)

74107 Syracuse (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1617 Wall maps
L'Antiche Siracuse secondo l'opinione del Mirabella, nuovamente delineate nell'anno 1617 / Francesco Cichè del invit. e scul. [Palermo? Francesco Cichè?], 1617 [i.e. 1726?].
Authors: Mirabella e Alagona, Vincenzo -- Cichè, Francesco, d. 1742 -- Caruso, Giovanni Battista, 1673-1724 -- De Landau, Horace, barone, 1824-1903 -- Finaly, Madame, d. 1938 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view ; on composite sheet 978 x 1,307 mm.
Added title from oversize and uppercase lettering within banner at top center: Descrittione delle quattro citta dell' antica Siracusa.
Lacking key or explanation for sites numbered 1-196 on the map.
Printed on 9 sheets from 9 plates; printed border strips detail ancient Greek coins.
Ex De Landau; ex Finaly.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

74111 Syracuse Region (N.Y.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Citigaph of Syracuse ... / Standard Oil of New York, division of Socony-Vacuum Oil Company, Inc. New York City : General Drafting Co., Inc., [1937?].
Authors: Standard Oil Company of New York -- Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- General Drafting Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 16 x 14 cm.
Panel title.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "1937"
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 169.60A (PrCt)

74109 Syracuse (N.Y.) - Maps - 1913
Map of Syracuse, New York, 1913. 1913.
Authors: Sampson, Murdock & Co. 1 map
Detached from The Syracuse directory (Syracuse, N.Y.: Sampson & Murdock Co., 1903) opp. t.p. [in Newberry Library City Directory Collection, uncataloged].
temp map6F G3804.S9 1903 .S3 (PrCt)

74110 Syracuse (N.Y.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Citigraph of Syracuse ... Standard Oil of New York, division of Socony-Vacuum Oil Company, Inc. New York City : General Drafting Co., Inc., [1937?].
Authors: Standard Oil Company of New York -- Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- General Drafting Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 16 x 14 cm.
Panel title.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "1937"
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 169.60A (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

York, division of Socony-Vacuum Oil Company, Inc. New York : General Drafting Co., [1937?].
Authors: Standard Oil Company of New York -- Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- General Drafting Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; 14 x 16 cm., folded to 17 x 9 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Socony citigraph of Syracuse. Handstamped "1937" and "copyrighted."
Panel art: "Socony. Socony-Vacuum" gas sign and slogan "travel the route of friendly service."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN AE 168.65 (PrCt)

Syracuse Region (N.Y.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Citigraph of Syracuse ... Standard Oil of New York, division of Socony-Vacuum Oil Company, Inc. New York City : General Drafting Co., Inc., [1938?].
Authors: Standard Oil Company of New York -- Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- General Drafting Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; 16 x 14 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Socony citigraph of Syracuse. Panel art: Socony sign. Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Aug 11 1938 Rand McNally & Co. ..."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 168.65 (PrCt)

Syracuse Region (N.Y.) - Maps - 1959 - Road maps
Hertz Corporation - Maps - 1959 - Automobile leasing and renting - Maps - 1959 - Road maps
Hertz Rent a Car map of Syracuse and surrounding area. [Chicago] : Rand McNally & Company, [1959?].
Authors: Hertz Corporation -- Syracuse Chamber of Commerce -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 34 x 35 cm., folded to 22 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Syracuse and vicinity "Map courtesy of Convention Bureau, Syracuse Chamber of Commerce."
Panel art: Hertz logo above car with "1959" on front license plate.
Inset (13 x 9 cm.): Downtown Syracuse Identifies Hertz office locations.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4192 (PrCt)

Syracuse Region (N.Y.) - Maps - 1960 - Road maps
Authors: Lincoln National Bank and Trust Company of Central New York -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 28 x 21 cm., folded to 20 x 8 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
"545-N.Y.-12-59" -- Bottom right corner. Identifies Lincoln National Bank locations. Inset (7 x 8 cm.): Downtown Syracuse. Panel art: Cartoon man looking at map and direction signs with text "If you're an executive who's planning a move ... here's help for you." Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4192 (PrCt)

Syracuse (Sicily) - Maps - 1720 - Harbors De Haven en stad Siracusa aen de oost zyde van Sicilia. Amsterdam, [ca. 1720].
Authors: Keulen, Gerard van -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:243 1 map : hand col.; 13 x 15 cm.
Inset on Van Keulen's Nieuwe atfekking van het eyland en koninkryk Sicilia. 3055 Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map6F G6760 1720 .K4 inset 3 (PrCt)

Carte pour l'expedition de Cyrus le Jeune et la retraite des dix-mil Grecs dresssee sur Xenophon pour l'histoire ancienne de Mr. Rollin... [Paris, ca. 1776].
1 map ; 22 x 33 cm.
oversize Ayer 135 .A6 1727 pl. 9 (PrCt)
74117  **Syria - Maps - 1840**<>>>**Lebanon - Maps - 1840**

*Map of Syria.* [Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, 1840].
Authors: Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846 -- Lea & Blanchard -- Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (1840) 1 map ; 13 x 11 cm. Keyed to dozens of references in bottom margin. In: Murray, Hugh. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, successors to Carey & Co., for George W. Gorton, 1840) v. 2, p. 259. Wax engraving.

G 11 .607 v. 2, p. 259 (Pr.Ct)

74118  **Syria - Maps - 1864**<>>>**Middle East - Maps - 1864**<>>>**Sinai (Egypt) - Maps - 1864**

*Syria.* London : George Philip & Son, [1864].
Authors: George Philip & Son 1 map : col. ; 59 x 47 cm., folded to quarto (4o) Scale 69.15 English miles to ... Indexed.
Inset: The Sinai peninsula and the Egyptian frontier.
G 10607 .68 (NLO)

74119  **Syria - Maps - 1866**<>>>**Middle East - Maps - 1866**<>>>**Arabian Peninsula - Maps - 1866**<>>>**Saudi Arabia - Maps - 1866**

*Syria / by W. Hughes, F.R.G.S.* London & Liverpool : George Philip & Son, [1866].

oversize G 10 .42, plate 29 (Pr.Ct)

74120  **Syria - Maps - 1868-1869**<>>>**Palestine - Maps - 1868-1869**<>>>**Israel - Maps - 1868-1869**<>>>**Middle East - Maps - 1868-1869**

*A Handbook for travellers in Syria and Palestine : including an account of the geography, history, antiquities, and inhabitants of these countries, the peninsula of Sinai, Edom, and the Syrian Desert, with detailed descriptions of Jerusalem, Petra, Damascus, and Palmyra : maps and plans.*

London : Murray, 1868.

74121  **Syria - Maps - 1868-1869**<>>>**Palestine - Maps - 1868-1869**<>>>**Israel - Maps - 1868-1869**<>>>**Middle East - Maps - 1868-1869**

*A Handbook for travellers in Syria and Palestine : including an account of the geography, history, antiquities, and inhabitants of these countries, the peninsula of Sinai, Edom, and the Syrian Desert, with detailed descriptions of Jerusalem, Petra, Damascus, and Palmyra : maps and plans.*

London ; Paris ; Malta ; Naples ; Trieste : John Murray ; Galignani ; Xavier ; Muir ; Donrat ; Münster, 1868 [i.e. 1869]?

Cover title: Murray's hand-book, Syria & Palestine


Former owner's signature: J.H.M. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Full text of another copy (but not the maps) available via the Hathi Trust Digital Library (accessed January 2013): [v. 1]
http://hdl.handle.net/2027/yale.39002050479956
-- [v. 2]
http://hdl.handle.net/2027/yale.39002012750981

References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray's handbooks for travellers, 215

Baskes G153 .M97 no. 215 (1868) (NLO)

74122  **Syria - Maps - 1892**<>>>**Palestine - Maps - 1892**<>>>**Israel - Maps - 1892**<>>>**Middle East - Maps - 1892**

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

vi, 467 p., [7] leaves of plates (some folded) : 7 maps (some col., some folded), plan ; 18 cm.
New ed., thoroughly rev.
Cover title: Cook's handbook for Palestine and Syria
Series: Cook's tourist's handbooks -- Cook's handbooks.
Printed by C. & E. Layton.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Maps in pocket.
Baskes G153 .C66 Palestine (1911) (NLO)


Authors: Palestine pocket guide-books -- Egypt. Maslahat al-Misahah -- Survey of Egypt -- Palestine news -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 4 maps
No. 4 in a series.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

1 v. : 22 maps
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Syria - Maps - 1961

Authors: Schroeder Reiseführer -- Kurt

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
74137 T-in-O maps - 1472 World maps - 1472 Map printing - Woodcuts - Maps - 1472 Woodcuts
[T-in-O world map]: [Augsburg : Günther Zainer, 1472].
Authors: Isidore, of Seville, Saint, d. 636 -- Locatelli, Boneto, fl. 1486-1523 -- Scotto, Ottaviano, d. 1498 -- Zainer, Günther
1 map : woodcut ; 63 mm. in diam.
In Isidore, of Seville, Saint. Liber Etymologiarvm (Augsburg: Günther Zainer, 1472), folio 177v.
Woodcut with letterpress place names.
References: Shirley, Mapping of the world, no. 1. Goff I181; Hain *9273; Proctor 1532; Brit. mus. cat. (XV cent.) II, p. 317
VAULT folio Inc. 1532, fol. 177v (PrCt)

[T-in-O world map]: [Basel : Michael Furter?], 1489].
Authors: Isidore, of Seville, Saint, d. 636 -- Furter, Michael
1 map : hand col. woodcut ; 66 mm. in diam.
In Isidore, of Seville, Saint. Etymologiae (Basel: [Michael Furter?], 1489) liber XIII, folio LXXI.
Variant of the Isidore T-in-O world map; cf. Shirley, Mapping of the world, no. 1.
Woodcut (without letterpress place names).
This copy of the Etymologiae bound with folio Inc. 7676.
References: Cf. Shirley, Mapping of the world, no. 1; Polain. Cat. de Belgique, 2137; Hain. Repertorium (with Copinger's Supplement) 9274; Proctor 5049; Brit. Mus. Cat. (XV cent.) III, p. 787 (IB. 37841); Goff. Third census, l-185
folio Inc. 7718.5 liber XIII, folio LXXI (PrCt)

74139 T-in-O maps - 1493 World maps - 1493 Map printing - Woodcuts - Maps - 1493 Woodcuts
[T-in-O world map]: [Venice : Boneto Locatelli and Ottaviano Scotto, 1493].
Authors: Isidore, of Seville, Saint, d. 636 -- Locatelli, Boneto, fl. 1486-1523 -- Scotto, Ottaviano, d. 1498
1 map : woodcut ; 67 mm. in diam.
In Isidore, of Seville, Saint. Etymologiae (Venice: Boneto Locatelli and Ottaviano Scotto, 1493), liber XIII, opening 51.
Variant of the Isidore T-in-O world map; cf. Shirley, Mapping of the world, no. 1.
Woodcut with letterpress place names.
References: Cf. Shirley, Mapping of the world, no. 1; Goff I-186; Hain 9280; Proctor 5049; Brit. mus. cat. (XV cent.) V, p. 442
folio Inc. 5049, liber XIII, opening 51 (PrCt)

[Climate and T-in-O world maps]: [Venice : s.n., 1503].
Authors: Jacobus Philippus, Bergomensis, 1434-1520 -- Macrobius, Ambrosius Aurelius Theodosius -- Vercellensis, Albertinus, fl. 1499-1508
SEE Jacobus Philippus, Bergomensis, 1434-1520 SEE Vercellensis, Albertinus de, fl. 1499-1508 SEE Vercellensis, Albertinus, fl. 1499-1508
2 maps : woodcut ; 2 hemispheres each 61 mm. in diam., within printed border 89 x 131 mm.
References: Cf. Shirley, Mapping of the world, no. 13 & p. xx (plate 2)
VAULT folio Ayer 106 .F7 1503, fol. 7 (PrCt)

Authors: Sotheby & Co. (London, England) 3 p; 28cm.
From a catalogue of twenty western illuminated manuscripts to be sold 21st June, 1982.
BHC 2242
Vert 1800 (PrCt)

74142 T-in-O maps World maps Donne, John, 1572-1631
Authors: Anderson, Donald K.
Xerox copy.
Vert 99 (PrCt)

74143 Table Bay (South Africa) - Maps - 1696 Indian Ocean - Coastal profiles - 1696 Africa, East - Coastal profiles -
1649 Coastal profiles - Africa, East - Coastal profiles - Indian Ocean - Woodcuts
[Coastal profiles of Africa and islands in the Indian Ocean]. [Paris: Chez Thomas Moette libraire, 1696]. Authors: Thévenot, Melchisédec, 1620-1692 -- Thévenot, Melchisédec, 1620-1692. Relations de divers voyages curieux (1696) 1 map and 35 coastal profiles : woodcuts ; on 4 sheets 35 x 56 cm. fold. to 36 x 21 cm. In: Thévenot, Melchisédec, Relations de divers voyages curieux (Paris: Moette, 1696), v. 1, Routier pour la navigation des Indes Orientales, after p. 60, [profiles]. The map is of "Baye de la Table." Profiles include Cape of Good Hope, False Bay, Madagascar, Comoros, St. Helena, and Sumatra. VAULT folio Ayer 110 .T3 1696, v. 1, Routier pour la navigation des Indes Orientales, after p. 60, profiles (PrCt)

74144 Table Bay (South Africa) - Maps - 1700 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Cape Town (South Africa) - Maps - 1700 - Manuscripts - Nautical charts - Table Bay (South Africa) - Maps - 1700 - Manuscript - Manuscript maps - Nautical charts
Carte de la Baye de la Table au Nord du Cap de Bonne Esperance : par la latitude de 34 degrez sud. [ca. 1700]. Authors: Cartes Marines Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 30, sheet 11 1 ms. map : hand col. ; 487 x 683 mm. Shows Table Bay in Western Cape (previously part of Cape Colony, South Africa); Cape Town and three military sites shown pictorially. Includes three profile views of the hills and mountains around the bay, 34 x 405 mm. and smaller. Scale not determined. "Échelle d’une lieüe a 20 au dégrez’ [=100 mm.]
Depths shown with soundings; relief shown pictorially. Oriented with north at left. Pen-and-ink and watercolor (green, brown, yellow, red; mounted on cloth). Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library). Sheet 11 of 117 in the Cartes Marines Manuscript Map Collection, detailing French colonial interests worldwide, ca. 1640-ca. 1726. Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 64. Ayer ms map proj 00 Digital image available as part of the Newberry Library's Great Lakes Digital Collection via the CARLI Digital Collections website (accessed Nov. 2010): http://collections.carli.illinois.edu/u?/nby_grlakes, 805 VAULT drawer Ayer MS map 30 sheet 11 (NLO)


74147 Tacoma (Wash.) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps - Road maps - Tacoma city map : Union Oil Company, Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1942]. Authors: Union Oil Company of California -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : 50 x 33 cm. Panel title. Added title: Tacoma street map. Date from RMcN AE 146 ms. index. Plate no. X. 4123 Map on verso (16 x 16 cm.): Downtown Tacoma. Panel art: Cartoon of confused motorists in car among Lost Ave. road signs over happy motorists in car with Union Oil road map. Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library). RMcN AE 146.3 (PrCt)

74148 Tacoma (Wash.) - Maps - 1943 - Road maps - Road maps - Tacoma city map ... Union Oil Company. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1943]. Authors: Union Oil Company of California -- Rand...
McNally and Company -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 50 x 33 cm.
Panel title.

Added title: Tacoma street map.
Date from RMcN AE 146 ms. index.
Plate no. Y. 4123
Map on verso (16 x 16 cm.): Downtown Tacoma.
Panel art: Military servicemen looking at city map.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 146.8 (PrCt)

74149 Tacoma (Wash.) - Maps - 1945 - Road maps

Tacoma city map ... Union Oil Company.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1945].
Authors: Union Oil Company of California -- Rand
McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map ; 50 x 33 cm.
Panel title.

Added title: Tacoma street map.
Date from RMcN AE 146 ms. index.
Plate no. 454123
Map on verso (16 x 16 cm.): Downtown Tacoma.
Panel art: Cartoon of motorists in car at pump
with Union "Minute Men."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 146.21 (PrCt)

74150 Tacoma (Wash.) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps

Tacoma city map ... Union Oil Company.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1947].
Authors: Union Oil Company of California -- Rand
McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map ; 50 x 33 cm.
Panel title.

Added title: Tacoma street map.
Date from RMcN AE 146 ms. index.
Plate no. 474123
Map on verso (16 x 16 cm.): Downtown Tacoma.
Panel art: Cartoon of motorists in car at pump
with Union "Minute Men."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 146.30 (PrCt)

74151 Tacoma (Wash.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps

Tacoma city map ... Union Oil Company.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1948].
Authors: Union Oil Company of California -- Rand
McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map ; 50 x 33 cm.
Panel title.

Added title: Tacoma street map.
Date from RMcN AE 146 ms. index.
Plate no. 484123
Map on verso (16 x 16 cm.): Downtown Tacoma.
Panel art: Cartoon of motorists in car at pump
with Union "Minute Men."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 146.40 A (PrCt)

74152 Tacoma (Wash.) - Maps - 1951 - Road maps

Tacoma city map ... Union Oil Company.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1951].
Authors: Union Oil Company of California -- Rand
McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map ; col. ; 50 x 32 cm.
Panel title.

Added title: Tacoma street map.
Date from RMcN AE 150 ms. index.
Plate no. 514123
Map on verso (16 x 16 cm.): Downtown Tacoma.
Panel art: Union "Minute Men" servicing a car.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 150.4 (PrCt)

74153 Tacoma (Wash.) - Maps - 1952 - Road maps

Tacoma city map ... Union Oil Company.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1952].
Authors: Union Oil Company of California -- Rand
McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map ; col. ; 50 x 32 cm.
Panel title.

Added title: Tacoma street map.
Date from RMcN AE 150 ms. index.
Plate no. 524123
Map on verso (16 x 16 cm.): Downtown Tacoma.
Panel art: Overhead view of busy downtown
district.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 150.9 (PrCt)

74154 Tacoma (Wash.) - Maps - 1955 - Road maps

Tacoma street map / General Petroleum Corporation, a Socony Mobil Oil Company.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1955?].
Authors: General Petroleum Corporation --
Socony Mobil Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office
-- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; col. ; 50 x 33 cm., folded to 18 x 9 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. 5-534123-1.
Maps on verso (21 x 11 cm. and 16 x 16 cm.):
Puget Sound and vicinity -- Downtown Tacoma.
Panel art: Mobilgas winged horse logo.
Handstamp: Library of Congress, Washington,
D.C., certificate no. F20041.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

**RMcN Clients 1631 (PrCt)**

74155

**Tacoma (Wash.) - Maps - 1967 - Road maps**
**Tacoma (Wash.) - Pictorial works - 1967**
**Tacoma (Wash.) - Aerial photographs - 1967**
**Tacoma Region (Wash.) - Maps - 1967 - Road maps**

Authors: Union Oil Company of California -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress.
Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 70 x 43 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Tacoma street map.
Issued for the Union Oil Company of California.
Plate no. 676067-5.
Maps on verso (44 x 29 cm. and 16 x 16 cm.):
Seattle, Tacoma and vicinity -- Downtown Tacoma.
Verso includes aerial photograph of Tacoma (13 x 17 cm.)
Panel art: 76 Union logo above gas station.
Includes two certificate no. handstamps from the Register of Copyrights, Library of Congress, Washington, D.C.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

**RMcN Clients 4544 (PrCt)**

74156

**Tacoma (Wash.) - Maps - 1968 - Road maps**
**Tacoma (Wash.) - Pictorial works - 1968**
**Tacoma (Wash.) - Aerial photographs - 1968**
**Tacoma Region (Wash.) - Maps - 1968 - Road maps**

Authors: Union Oil Company of California -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress.
Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 70 x 43 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Tacoma street map.
Plate no. 686067-6.
Maps on verso (44 x 29 cm. and 16 x 16 cm.):
Seattle, Tacoma and vicinity -- Downtown Tacoma.
Verso includes aerial photograph of Tacoma (13 x 17 cm.)
Panel art: 76 Union logo above night sky.
Includes two certificate no. handstamps from the Register of Copyrights, Library of Congress, Washington, D.C.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4599 (PrCt)

74159 **Tacoma (Wash.) - Maps - 1998 - Road maps**

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. EasyFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; fold. to 24 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Uniform title: EasyFinder
Laminated.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
ISBN 0528967193

**RMcN Road Map 1998 TacWA (PrCt)**

74160 **Tacoma (Wash.) - Pictorial works - 1884**

Authors: Welge, Henry -- Beck & Pauli, Milwaukee -- Stoner, J. J. -- Historic Urban Plans (Firm)
1 birds-eye view ; 34 x 83 cm.
Facsimile of original published 1884.
Includes vignette of Mt. Tacoma.

map4F G4284.T2A3 S7 1971 (PrCt)

74161 **Tadmor (Pa.) - Pictorial works - 1961 - Railroads**


Two of the principal classification yards along the portions of the L & NE RR to be purchased by Jersey Central are those at Tadmor ... and at Arlington, near Tamaqua ... [New York? Central Railroad Company of New Jersey?], 1961?].
Authors: Central Railroad of New Jersey -- Lehigh Valley Railroad Company
2 views ; 8 x 11 cm. and 12 x 11 cm., on sheet 29 x 22 cm.
Caption title.
Photographs.

**5A 7267 (1960 vol. [1]) (PrCt)**

74162 **Tadmur (Syria) - Maps - 1840 - Pictorial works**

_Palmyra_. [Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, 1840].
Authors: Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846 -- Lea & Blanchard -- Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (1840) 1 view ; 4 x 6 cm.

Wax engraving.
G 11 .607 v. 2, p. 264 (PrCt)

74163 **Tadmur (Syria) - Pictorial works - 1797 - Palmyra (Syria) SEE Tadmur (Syria) Ruins of the ancient city of Palmyra ; The remains of the great temple of the sun in Palmyra from the west / A. Bell Prin. Wal. sculptor fecit.**
[Edinburgh : s.n., 1797].
Authors: Bell, Andrew, 1726-1809 -- Encyclopaedia Britannica (1797) -- Encyclopaedia Britannica, inc.
2 views ; 10 x 18 cm. and 11 x 17 cm, on sheet 27 x 21 cm.
In Encyclopaedia britannica; or, A dictionary of arts, sciences, and miscellaneous literature (Edinburgh : A. Bell and C. Macfarquhar, 1797) v. 13, opposite p. 684.
Engraved 'Plate CCCLXII'
folio A 21 .2583 v. 13, opposite p. 684 (PrCt)

74164 **Tagus River Estuary (Portugal) - Maps - 1758 - Nautical charts - Tagus River Estuary (Portugal) - 1758- Lisbon Region (Portugal) - Maps - 1758 - Nautical charts - Lisbon Region (Portugal) - 1758- Taie River Estuary (Portugal) SEE Tagus River Estuary (Portugal)**

_A Map of the River Taie to Lisbon ... / S. Parker sculpt._ [London : W. and J. Mount, T. Page and Son, 1758].
Authors: Parker, Samuel, active 1719-1751 -- W. and J. Mount, T. Page and Son (Firm), fl. 1755-1762 -- English Pilot. Part 1 (1758) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 16 x 25 cm. on sheet 47 x 31 cm.
Printed within letterpress text (p. 80): _A Description of the coast of Portugal._
In: The English pilot, for the southern navigation ... on the coast of England, Scotland, Ireland, Holland, Flanders, Spain, Portugal, to the Streight’s-Mouth; with the coasts of Barbary, and off to the Canary, Madeira, Cape de Verde and Western-Islands (London : Printed for W. and J. Mount, T. Page and Son, on Tower-Hill, 1758), [plate 20].
Baskes oversize G1793 .E55 1758, [plate 20] (PrCt)

74165 **Tagus River Estuary (Portugal) - Maps - 1766 - Nautical charts - Tagus River Estuary (Portugal) - Maps - 1766 - Lisbon Region (Portugal) - Maps - 1766 - Nautical charts - Lisbon Region (Portugal) - Maps - 1766 - Nautical charts**

_A Map of the River Tai to Lisbon done from a new survey._ [Dublin : Jane Grierson, 1766].
Authors: Barlow, James S., fl. ca. 1733-1767 -- Grierson, Jane, fl. 1766 -- English Pilot. Part 1

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
(1766) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 15 x 23 cm., on sheet 45 x 28 cm.
In: The English pilot. Part 1, describing the coasts ... in the southern navigation upon the coasts of England, Scotland, Ireland, Holland, Flanders, Spain, Portugal ... (Dublin: Jane Grierson, 1766) p. 78.
Running title: A Description of the coasts of Portugal, &c.
oversize Ayer 135 .E55 1766 p. 78 (PrCt)

74166
Tagus River Estuary (Portugal) - Maps - 1790 - Nautical charts
A Map of the River Taie to Lisbon done from new survey / S. Parker sculpt. [London : Mount and Davidson, 1790].
Authors: Parker, Samuel, active 1719-1751 -- Mount & Davidson (Firm), fl. 1789-1800 -- English Pilot. Part 1 (1790) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 16 x 25 cm. on sheet 49 x 31 cm.
Engraved map printed beneath letterpress text (p. 80): A Description of the coast of Portugal.
In: The English pilot for the southern navigation : describing the sea-coasts, capes, headlands, bays, roads, harbours, rivers and ports : together with the soundings, sands, rocks and dangers, on the coasts of England, Scotland, Ireland, Holland, Flanders, Spain, Portugal, to the Streight's-Mouth; with the coasts of Barbary, and off to the Canary, Madeira, Cape de Verde and Western-Islands (London : Printed for Mount and Davidson, on Tower-Hill, 1790), [plate 23].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1793 .E55 1790, [plate 23] (PrCt)

74167
Tagus River (Spain and Portugal) - Mouth - Maps - 1810 - Nautical charts
A Topographical chart of the entrance of the River Tagus ... with the harbour and environs of Lisbon, 1810 [i.e. 1816?].
1 map : hand col. ; 58 x 89 cm.
In: Faden, William [and others]. [General atlas of modern geography : a collection of large scale maps and charts of all parts of the world] ([London, etc. : W. Faden, etc., 1775-1816]) v. 1, pl. [66].
Imprint on map: London ... Wm. Faden ... 1810. Includes 4 coastal views.
Verso handstamped '46.'
oversize Ayer 135 .G32 1775 v. 1, pl. 66 (PrCt)

74168
Tahiti (French Polynesia : Island) - Maps - 1798-1799 - Marquesas Islands - Maps - 1798 L’Isola O-Taiti scoperta dal Capt. Cook con le Marchesi di Mendoza. Rome : Calcofigra camerale, 1798 [i.e. 1801].
Authors: Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824 -- Cook, James, 1728-1779 -- Calcofigra camerale (Rome, Italy) -- Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824. Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (1792-1801) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 43 cm.
Map dated 1798.
Insets: Carta delle Marchesi di Mendoza, 11 x 8 cm.
oversize Ayer 135 .C33 1792 v. 3 pl. 39 (PrCt)

74169
Authors: Kulczycki, Adam, 1809--1882 -- Garnier, Jules, 1839-1904
1 map : col. ; 33 x 47 cm.
559
map2F G9642 .T3 1871 .K8 (PrCt)

74170
Authors: Howarth, David -- Viking Press -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

74171
Tahiti (French Polynesia : Island) - Maps - 2010 - Postcard maps Tahiti (French Polynesia : Island) - Maps - 2010 - Pictorial maps Tahiti (French Polynesia : Island) - 2010- Pictorial maps Tahiti. Papeete, Tahiti : Editions Polypis, [2010?].
Authors: Moto, Mickey -- JoelFournier.com -- Fournier, Joëll -- Editions Polypis (Papeete, Tahiti)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

1 map : col. ; 8 x 13 cm.
Pictorial map on postcard.
Postmarked 7 July 2010 and addressed to John H. Brady from Jo Ann Paszczyzk (both of the Newberry Library).

map1F G9642 .T3A9 2010 .M6 (PrCt)

74172 Tahiti (French Polynesia : Island) - Pictorial works - 1793<<>>Otaheite (French Polynesia : Island) SEE Tahiti (French Polynesia : Island) View of the fleet of Otaheite ; View of the Island of Otaheite / Grainger del. et sculp. [London : s.n., 1793?].

Authors: Grainger, W. fl. ca. 1784

"Engraved for Bankes's new system of geography published by royal authority."

In: Bankes, Thomas. A New and authentic system of universal geography, antient and modern : including all the late important discoveries made by the English ... [1793?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Grainger, W. II. ca. 1784-1806 SEE Grainger, W.

2 views ; each 12 x 18 cm., on sheet 40 x 24 cm. "Engraved for Bankes's new system of geography published by royal authority."

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G115 .B36 1793, opposite p. 53 (PrCt)

74173 Tahoe, Lake (Calif. and Nev.) - Maps - 1874<<>>Lake Tahoe Region (Calif. and Nev.) - Maps - 1874


1 map : hand col. ; 61 x 52 cm.

Covers extensive region in west central Utah and northeastern California.

Identifies some landowners.

Includes table of distances and elevations.

Inset views (each 8 x 8 cm.): Lake Tahoe -- Donner Lake.

Mouted on linen.

Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.

CHS Coll., Map no. 505 (PrCt)

74174 Tahoe, Lake (Calif. and Nev.) - Maps - 1878<<>>California - Maps - 1878<<>>Nevada - Maps - 1878

Parts of eastern California and western Nevada, atlas sheets 47(B) & 47(D). [Washington, D.C.] : U.S. Geographical Surveys West of the 100th Meridian, 1878?


1 map : col. ; 77 x 47 cm.


'Note: This sheet is printed for immediate use in advance of final publication. The area south of 39° N. Lat. is part of atlas sheet 56(B).'

This is no. 52 in Gilbert Thompson's list (Phillips, Atlases, no. 1281).

map4F G4362 .T2 1878 G4 (PrCt)


1 map : col. ; 77 x 47 cm.


'Issued June 30th, 1879.'

'Weyss, Lang, and Herman del.'

Scale '1 inch to 4 miles, or 1:253,440.'

Another issue of this sheet, 'printed for immediate use in advance of final publication,' provides the names of the officers and topographers directly responsible for the work: '1st. Lieut. S. E. Tillman..., 2nd. Lieut. T. W. Symons..., 2nd. Lieut. M. M. Macomb...; Gilbert Thompson, J. C.

39° N. Lat. is part of atlas sheet 56(B).'

This is no. 52 in Gilbert Thompson's list (Phillips, Atlases, no. 1281).

map4F G4362 .T2 1878 G4 (PrCt)
Spiller, Frank Carpenter, W. A. Cowles, topographical assistants.

'Note: The topography in the vicinity of Pyramid and Winnemucca Lakes and the Mud Flats is mainly taken from a sheet of the 40th Parallel Exploration under Clarence King. The plats and notes of the subdivision or land surveys have been consulted whenever available.'

Shows four categories of land use: Agricultural, Timber, Grazing, and Arid or barren. This is no. 54 in Gilbert Thompson's list (Phillips, Atlases, no. 1281).

map6F G4362 .T2G4 1879 G4 (PrCt)


map6F G4362 .T15 1881 .G4 (PrCt)


map4F G4362 .T15A5 1965 E3 (PrCt)


$2.50


ISBN 0-528-96120-9

RMcnN Road Map 1992 L358 (PrCt)


Authors: Geographical Surveys West of the 100th Meridian (U.S.) -- Wheeler, George M. (George Montague), 1842-1905 -- Bien, Julius, 1826-1909 -- John V. Bergen Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 103 x 86 cm. Scale 1:84,480. 3/4 in. to 1 in.; (W 120°23'--W 119°33'/N 39°32'--N 38°45'). Relief shown by hachures and spot heights.


"Issued June 30, 1881."

Forms part of the John V. Bergen Collection (Newberry Library).

map6F G4362 .T15 1881 .G4 (PrCt)

74179 Taintor, Charles Newhall, 1840-1920. Saratoga illustrated : the visitor's guide to Saratoga Springs ... (1882) - Title pages [Title page of] Saratoga illustrated : the visitor's guide to Saratoga Springs, containing descriptions of the routes of approach, hotels, institutions and boarding houses, mineral springs, walks, drives, amusements, races, regattas, excursions, commercial interests, etc., etc. with a brief history of the springs and village. New York : Taintor Bros., Merrill & Co., publishers, 18 and 20 Astor Place, 1882, c1876. 1 sheet ; 18 x 11 cm. Variant title on front cover: Saratoga illustrated : the visitor's guide to Saratoga Springs ... (1882) 1 map ; 18 x 11 cm.

Forms part of the John V. Bergen Collection (Newberry Library).

G 85178 .8, title page (PrCt)


Ayer p133.5 .A773 (NLO)

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Congress. Senate -- Tucker, Nathaniel Beverley, 1820-1890
1 map ; 15 x 23 cm.
Scale: 1:42,242 or "one inch and a half to a mile."
Coordinates: (N 25°10'--N 25°7'/E 121°44'--E 121°50').
Appears as part of Chaplain George Jones's "Report on the coal regions of the Island of Formosa," in Perry's Narrative of the expedition of an American squadron to the China Seas and Japan.
Govt. 770, p. 155 (PrCt)

74183 Taiwan - Maps - 1856 United States Naval Expedition to Japan (1852-1854) - Maps - 1856
The Island of Formosa / Akerman lith. [New York ; London : D. Appleton and Co. ; Trubner & Co., 1856].
Authors: United States Naval Expedition to Japan (1852-1854) -- Perry, Matthew Calbraith, 1794-1858 -- Perry, Matthew Calbraith, 1794-1858. Narrative of the expedition of an American squadron to the China Seas and Japan (1856) -- Hawks, Francis L. (Francis Lister), 1798-1866 -- Ackerman Lithr. -- D. Appleton and Company -- Trübner & Co.
1 map ; 22 x 15 cm.
In: Perry, Matthew Calbraith. Narrative of the expedition of an American squadron to the China seas and Japan : performed in the years 1852, 1853, and 1854 / compiled ... by Francis L. Hawks (New York : D. Appleton and Co. ; London : Trubner & Co., 1856), opposite page 573. Scale ca. [1:2,000,000].
Case DS809 .P45 1856, opposite page 573 (PrCt)

Austronesian languages in Taiwan. [198-].
Authors: Tsuchida, Shigoru
1 map
Published 198- 2 sheets. Accession no. 84-58829.
temp map2F G7911.E3 198- .T7 (PrCt)

A Tourist's guide of Talbot County Maryland. 1970.
Authors: Ernst, James A.
1 map ; 40 x 52 cm.
M1213
map2F G3843.T3S1 1970 E7 (PrCt)

74186 Talbot County (Md.) - Maps - 1858 Landowners - Counties - Maps
Authors: Dilworth, William H. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 2 parts, 45.5 x 23 in. each. Scale: 1:40,000. Originally published 1858.
Microfiche 583, no. 303 (PrCt)

74187 Talbot County (Md.) - Maps - 1974 Road maps - Counties - Maps
Authors: Maryland. Dept. of Transportation
1 map : col. ; 39 x 41 cm.
temp map4F G3843.A 1964-1985 M3 map 20 (PrCt)

74188 Tall Tree Library
The Tall Tree Library collection of maps.
[Stockholm : Imago Mundi, 1947].
Authors: Tall Tree Library -- Imago mundi P. 24 ; 28 cm.
Vert 593, no. 5 (PrCt)

74189 Tall Tree Library - Bibliography
Publications, Tall Tree Library : partial list.
[Stockholm : Imago Mundi, 1947].
Authors: Tall Tree Library -- Imago mundi P. [99] ; 28 cm.
Lists publications nos. 13-19, with prices.
Vert 593, no. 5 (PrCt)

74190 Tall Tree Library - Bibliography - 1950
Tall Tree Library : a complete list of publications.
Jenkintown, Pa. Tall Tree Library, [1950].
Authors: Tall Tree Library
Originally laid into a copy of Tall Tree Library Publication no. 23, A List of Japanese maps of the Tokugawa era (1951). Descriptions of publications no. 1 (1928) to 22 (1950).
Vert 593, no. 2 (PrCt)

74191 Tallahassee (Fla.) - Maps - 1999 Road maps - Leon County (Fla.) - Maps - 1999 - Road maps - Gadsden County (Fla.) - Maps - 1999 - Road maps - Counties - Maps
Tallahassee, Leon & Gadsden counties. Skokie,
Tallahassee (Fla.) - Maps - 2003 - Road maps
Leon County (Fla.) - Maps - 2003 - Road maps
Gadsden County (Fla.) - Maps - 2003 - Road maps
Counties - Maps
Tallahassee, Leon & Gadsden counties
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 atlas (142, 2-26 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Cover not dated.
$17.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-99214-7
RMcN StrFdr 2003 .T34 copy 2 (PrCt)

Tallahassee (Fla.) - Pictorial works - 1885
View of the city of Tallahassee ... Ithaca, N.Y.
Authors: Beck & Pauli, Milwaukee -- Norris and Wellge -- Historic Urban Plans (Firm)
1 birds-eye view ; 31 x 59 cm.
Facsimile of original published 1885.
Vignettes of buildings in lower corners.

References 1-49.
403
map4F G3924.T2A3 1885 W4 1971 (PrCt)

Tallinn (Estonia) - Architecture - 1992
Authors: Bohlen, Celestine
2 p : photos

Tallinn (Estonia) - Sailing - 1980
Authors: Intourist
1 booklet (20 p) : col. photos, maps ; 21 cm
Travel Vertical File G7034 .T3E63 1980 .I5 (PrCt)

Tama County (Iowa) - Maps - 1875 - Landowners
Counties - Maps
Authors: Harrison & Warner -- Chicago Historical Society
Scale of township maps [1:31,680].
Includes patrons' business references.
Library buckram.
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005; includes CHS ownership markings.
CHS Coll., Atlas no. 120
oversize G4153.T2G46 1875 .H3 (NLO)

Tama County (Iowa) - Maps - 1926 - Landowners
Counties - Maps
Authors: Anderson Publishing Company
1 atlas (43, 122, xx1 p.) : ill., col. maps ; 42 cm.
Part 2 has title: Atlas of the world.
Relief shown by hachures.
Includes index.
Phillips 13961.
oversize F 91285 .054 (NLO)

Tama County (Iowa) - Maps - 1986 - Landowners
Counties - Maps
Authors: R.C. Booth Enterprises -- Tama County (Iowa), Auditor -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

1 atlas (40 [i.e. 66] p.) : 42 maps ; 32 cm.
Cover title: 1986-1987 plat maps of Tama County, Iowa
'Available from Tama County Auditor'--Cover.
Includes index to owners and tenants.
Scale not given.
Laid in: photocopy of General highway and transportation map of Tama County, Iowa / prepared by the Iowa State Highway Commission. 1972.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 87675542
Baskes folio G4153.T2G46 1986 .R13 (NLO)

74200
Tamaulipas (Mexico : State) - Maps - 1795 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>>Nuevo León (Mexico : State) - Maps - 1795 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>>Texas - Maps - 1795 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Mapa de la Colonia del Nuevo Santander y Nuevo Reino de Leon. [19-].
Authors: Calléja, Félix del Rey -- Archivo General de Indias. 89-7-5 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1795 manuscript.
Torres Lanzas, Pedro. Relación descriptiva de los mapas, planos, & de México y Floridas existentes en el Archivo General de Indias (Sevilla, 1900) v. 2: 463,113-114
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto Spain AGI 89-7-5 (PrCt)

74201
Tamil Nadu (India) - Maps - 1841<<<>><>Missions - Asia - Maps - 1841
Madras and Madura missions. Boston, 1841.
Authors: American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions -- American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions. Maps and illustrations of the missions (1846). Forms pl. 18 of a collection of wax-engraved maps, apparently detached from assorted Board publications, and bound together as a separate atlas.
Ayer 136 .A5 1846 pl. 5A (PrCt)

74202
Tamil Nadu (India) - Maps - 1846<<<>><>Missions - Asia - Maps - 1846
Madras and Madura Missions. Boston, 1846.
Authors: American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions -- American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions. Maps and illustrations of the missions (1846) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 18 x 11 cm.
Ayer 136 .A5 1846 pl. 18 (PrCt)

74203
Reconocimiento del fuerte de Tamontaca en el brazo s[ud] del Rio de Mindanao. 1862.
Authors: Burriel, Juan Nepomuceno -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library.
Manuscript map. Ayer MS 1306 map 7
1 ms. map : hand col., cloth ; 103 x 131 mm. on sheet 324 x 232 mm.
Shows settlement of Tamontaka on the southern arm of the Mindanao River several miles south of Cotabato City (Philippines). Identifies fort, Jesuit and Chinese quarters, mountain trail to a tribe of Manobos, and a proposed road to Cotabato City. Forms part of colonel Juan Nepomuceno Burriel's manuscript Itinerario de la escursion hecha a Mindanao y Jolo (Ayer MS 1306), describing the Spanish army expedition of 1862.
Scale 1:5,000. 'Escala de 1/5000.'
Accompanied, on the preceding leaf, by a view: Vista del fuerte de Tamontaca en el brazo sur del Rio de Mindanao. 18 Del[ei]mbre 1862. As on the map prominent buildings and features are identified.
Relief shown by form lines.
Pen-and-ink (black, blue, green, red) and pencil.
Bound between leaves 108-109.
Forms part of both the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection and the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library).
Lietz, P.S. Calendar of Philippine documents Ayer Coll., 306
Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 282
Butler, R.L. Check list mss. Ayer Coll., 1306
Quirino, C. Philippine cartography (1963 ed.), p. 113
Blair & Robertson. Philippine Islands (1903 ed.), v. 53 p. 400
Ayer ms map proj 94
VAULT Ayer MS 1306 map 7 (NLO)

74204
Tamontaka (Philippines) - Maps - 1862 - Manuscripts<<<<Jesuits - Missions -
Tamontaka (Philippines) - Maps - 1862 - Manuscripts>>Manuscript maps
Croquis del terreno donde está situado 'Tamontaca.' 1862. Authors: Burriel, Juan Nepomuceno -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS 1306 map 6
1 ms. map : hand col. ; 95 x 172 mm. on sheet 323 x 230 mm.
Shows settlement of Tamontaka on the southern arm of the Mindanao River several miles south of Cotabato City (Philippines). Identifies fort, Jesuit quarters, and mountain trail to a tribe of Manobos. Forms part of colonel Juan Nepomuceno Burriel's manuscript Ytinerario de la escursion hecha a Mindanao y Jolo (Ayer MS 1306), describing the Spanish army expedition of 1862.
Scale not given.
Accompanied, on the following leaf, by a view:
Vista del fuerte de Tamontaca en el brazo sur del Rio de Mindanao. 18 De[cie]mbre 1862. As on the map prominent buildings and features are identified.
Relief shown by form lines.
Pen-and-ink, watercolor (blue), and pencil.
Bound between leaves 108-109.
Forms part of both the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection and the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library).
Lietz, P.S. Calendar of Philippine documents Ayer Coll., 306
Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 281
Butler, R.L. Check list mss. Ayer Coll., 1306
Quirino, C. Philippine cartography (1963 ed.), p. 112
References Blair & Robertson. Philippine Islands (1903 ed.), v. 53 p. 400
Ayer ms map proj 94
VAULT Ayer MS 1306 map 6 (NLO)

74205 Tampa Bay (Fla.) - Maps - 1757 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Plano de la gran bahia de Tampa, y nuevamente Sn. Fernando ... [19--].
Authors: Celi, Francisco Maria -- Instituto Hidrográfico de la Marina (Spain). S.H.M. 9a-2a,43 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1757 manuscript. Illustrated.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

MapPhoto Spain S.H.M. 9a-2a,43 (PrCr)

74206 Tampa Bay (Fla.) - Maps - 1769 - Nautical charts>>Nautical charts - Tampa Bay (Fla.) - Maps - 1769>>Nautical charts
The Bay of Espiritu Santo, in East Florida.

1 map ; 20 x 27 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:240,000].
Soundings shown in fathoms.
Oriented with north at left.
Ayer 150.5 F6 S8 1768 opp. p. 35 (PrCr)

74207 Tampa Bay (Fla.) - Maps - 1777 - Nautical charts>>Nautical charts - Tampa Bay (Fla.) - Maps - 1777>>Saint Augustine (Fla.) - Maps - 1777>>Nautical charts
The Bay of Espiritu Santo, on the western coast of East Florida; Plan of the town of St. Augustine the capital of East Florida. [London] : W. Faden, 1777.
Authors: Jefferys, Thomas. -1771 -- Faden, William, 1749-1836 -- Faden, William, 1749-1836. The North American atlas, selected from the most authentic maps, charts, plans, &c. hitherto published (1777)
2 maps : hand col. ; 20 x 26 and 22 x 29 cm. ; on one sheet ; 55 x 38 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:4,800].
Oriented with north at right.
Town plan shows individual houses and gardens; six buildings are named.
In: Faden, William. The North American atlas, selected from the most authentic maps, charts, plans, &c. hitherto published (London : Printed for William Faden ... , 1777), pl. [31].
map7C 4, pl. 31 (PrCr)

74208 Tampa Bay (Fla.) - Maps - 1783 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Plano de la Bahia de Tampa ... [19--].
Authors: Evia, Jose de -- Spain. Ministerio de la Guerra. J 9a-2a-a,12 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1783 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto Spain Guerra J 9a-2a-a,12 (PrCr)

74209 Tampa Bay (Fla.) - Maps - 1785 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
[Spanish map of Bahia de Tampa]. [19--].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1785 manuscript.
74210 Tampa Bay History Center - 2009
Visitor's guide, Tampa Bay History Center: exactly what you didn't expect. Tampa, Fla. Tampa Bay History Center, [2009?].
Authors: Tampa Bay History Center
1 leaflet (4-fold) : maps, ill. ; fold to 23 x 11 cm.
Vert 2310, no. 3 (Pr Ct)

74211 Tampa (Fla.) - Maps - 1955 - Road maps<>Saint Petersburg (Fla.) - Maps -1955 - Road maps<>Road maps Tampa, St. Petersburg: tour with Texaco. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1955?].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; 60 x 43 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Tampa street map.
Plate no. 554629.
Maps on verso (63 x 43 cm. and smaller): St. Petersburg street map -- Tampa, St. Petersburg and vicinity -- Pass-A-Grille Beach.
Panel art: Texaco gas station on hilly rural road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Clients 3759 (Pr Ct)

74212 Tampa (Fla.) - Maps - 1958 - Road maps<>Road maps Map of greater Tampa Florida / published and copyrighted by Frank B. Dolph Co. Fort Lauderdale, Fla. Frank B. Dolph, [1958].
Authors: Frank B. Dolph Company -- Guarantee Title Company (Tampa, Fla.)
1 map : col.; 78 x 59 cm. fold. to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title: Map of greater Tampa and Hillsborough County, Florida.
Below map, 3 photographs, perspective map of the state showing attractions near Tampa. Grey overprinting shows location of Guarantee Title Co.
On verso: Street index, "Road map of Hillsborough County," and map of "Downtown one way street system."
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).
Road map4C G3934 .T2P2 1958 F7 (Pr Ct)

Authors: Texaco, inc. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; 60 x 43 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Tampa street map.
Plate no. 7-584629-9.
Maps on verso (63 x 43 cm. and smaller): St. Petersburg street map -- Tampa, St. Petersburg and vicinity -- St. Petersburg Beach (Pass-A-Grille) Beach.
Panel art: Illustration of cars on a city road with skyscrapers; slogan "trust your car to the man who wears the [Texaco] star."
Includes 2 Library of Congress copyright handstamps.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1295 (Pr Ct)
Tampa (Fla.) - Maps - 1974 - Road maps
Tampa Region (Fla.) - 1974 - Road maps
Saint Petersburg (Fla.) - Maps -1974 - Road maps
Saint Petersburg Region (Fla.) - Maps - 1974 - Road maps
Amoco Oil Company - Maps - 1974
Tampa, St. Petersburg ... 1974-75 / Amoco Oil Company. [Chicago?]: Rand McNally & Co., 1974.
Authors: Amoco Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 61 x 43 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"1974 edition."
Panel title.
Added title: Tampa street map.
Identifies Amoco service station locations.
Plate no. 74584629-15.
Maps on verso (63 x 43 cm. and smaller): St. Petersburg street map -- Tampa, St. Petersburg, and vicinity -- [Clearwater] -- St. Petersburg Beach (Pass-a-Grille Beach).
Panel art: "American" gas logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2976 (PrCt)

Tampa (Fla.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps
Saint Petersburg (Fla.) - Maps -1975 - Road maps
Tampa Region (Fla.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps
Saint Petersburg Region (Fla.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps
Authors: Amoco Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Tempo Designs, Inc. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 61 x 43 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"1975 edition."
Panel title.
Added title: Tampa street map.
Plate no. 74584629-15.
Also bears imprint of Tempo Designs, Inc. of Chicago, Illinois.
Maps on verso (63 x 43 cm. and smaller): St. Petersburg street map -- Palmetto, Bradenton, Sarasota, Venice vicinity map -- Clearwater -- Tampa, St. Petersburg and vicinity -- St. Petersburg Beach (Pass-A-Grille Beach).
Panel art: "Amoco" gas logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2996 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)


74228 Tampa (Fla.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps<line>Tampa Region (Fla.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps<line>Hillsborough County (Fla.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps<line>Counties - Maps


74231 Tampa (Fla.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps<line>Tampa Region (Fla.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps<line>Hillsborough County (Fla.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps<line>Counties - Maps

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.


74237 Tanesse, Jacques. Plan of the City and Suburbs of New Orleans, 1817
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>74240</td>
<td>Tanner, Helen Hornbeck - Obituaries of Helen Hornbeck Thomas, 1916-2011. 2011. Authors: Spadafora, David, 1951- -- Karrow, Robert W. -- Newberry Library -- MapHist (Online discussion list) [3] leaves ; 28 cm. Printouts of email message by Newberry Library President David Spadafora addressed to library staff (June 20, 2011), and obituary by Robert Karrow posted on MapHist (June 22, 2011). Vert 508 no. 3 (PrCt)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 view ; 8 x 15 cm.
In Dunn, Jacob Piatt. Massacres of the
mountains : a history of the Indian wars of the far
[63]
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of
Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copies: Ayer 4A 967 -- F 807 .24
Graff 1181 p. [63] (PrCt)

74245 Tape Measures - History - 1992
Notes for a history of surveyors' measuring tapes
Authors: Bedini, Silvio A.
From Professional Surveyor 12, no.2 (Mar.-Apr.
BHC 1483
Vert 1078 (PrCt)

74246 Tarantino's Restaurant (San Francisco, Calif.)
- 1946
Why Tarantino's? San Fransicso, Calif.,
[c.1946?].
1 pamphlet (2-fold) : ill. ; 23 cm
Travel Vertical File G4364 .S5:2F5 1946 .T3
(PrCt)

74247 Taranto (Italy) - Maps - 1840 - Pictorial works
Taranto. [Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard,
1840].
Authors: Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846 -- Lea
and Blanchard -- Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846. The
Encyclopaedia of geography ... (1840)
1 view ; 2 x 6 cm.
In: Murray, Hugh. The Encyclopaedia of
geography ... (Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard,
successors to Carey & Co., for George W.
Gorton, 1840) v. 2, p. 48.
Wax engraving.
G 11 .607 v. 2, p. 48 (PrCt)

74248 Tardieu, Pierre Antoine, 1784-1869. A Map of
Louisiana and Mexico (1820)
[Review of P.A. Tardieu's Map of Louisiana and
Mexico (1820) in German, with English
translation by Helga Miz]. 1820.
Authors: Bertuch, Friedrich Justin, 1747-1822 --
Neue Allgemeine Geographische Ephemeriden 8
(1820) -- Miz, Helga
6 leaves ; 30 cm.
The review appeared in Neue Allgemeine
Geographische Ephemeriden 8 (1820): 205-207.
BHC 1095
Vert 708 (PrCt)

74249 Tarentaise (France) - Historical geography -
Maps - 1830-1839<><>Tarantas (France)
SEE Tarentaise (France)<><>Tarentesia (France)
SEE Tarentaise (France)
Tarantasia per dedizione ne secolo XI, per
cessione del visconteato fatto nel 1346, 2 aprile
dalla famiglia di Duing, per privilegio di vicariato
Imple. di Carlo IV nel 1365, per cessione di diritti
degli arcivesci. di Tarantasia nel 1769, 26 giugno /
P. Allodi inc. [Milano : Presso P.E. Giusti,
1819-1852].
Authors: Allodi, Pietro, fl. 1859-1878 -- Litta,
Pompeo, 1781-1852. Famiglie celebri di Italia
(1819-1852) -- Giusti, P. E.
1 map : hand col. ; on sheet 46 x 64 cm.
In Litta, Pompeo. Famiglie celebri di Italia
(Milano: Presso P.E. Giusti, 1819-1852), v. 10,
fol. [171-72].
At upper left: Stati della R. Casa di Savoja.
At upper right: Tav. IV.
Includes two colored coats of arms.
Digital image available on MareMagnum website
(accepted Jan. 2010) :
plate=ITEM2&id=58653724
Case oversize E 6835 .5, v. 10, fol. [171-72]
(PrCt)

74250 Tariff - United States - Charts, diagrams, etc. -
1791-1901<><>Railroads - United States -
Statistics - Charts, diagrams, etc. -
1830-1908<><>Statistical maps<><>Railroads -
Maps
The American tariff from 1791 to 1901 : illustrated
by the annual average ad valorem rate of duty
(percentage of value) collected on dutiable
imports into the United States ; Miles of railroads
in the United States, 1830 to 1908 ; Miles of
railroads, by states, January 1, 1908. Chicago :
Rand, McNally & Co., engravers, [1909].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally and Company. Rand, McNally & Co.'s
enlarged business atlas and shippers' guide ... (1909) -- Rand McNally and Company.
Commercial atlas (1909) -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
3 charts : col. ; on sheet 53 x 36 cm.
Running title in top margin: Rand-McNally
indexed atlas
In: Rand, McNally & Co.'s enlarged business
atlas and shippers' guide ... (Chicago : Rand
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .C7 1909, p. 21 (PrCt)

74251 Tarih-i Hind-i garbi (Ayer MS 612)<><>Manuscripts, Turkish<><>Newberry
Library. Manuscript. Ayer MS 612
Ottoman Americana : the search for the sources
of the sixteenth-century 'Tarih-i Hind-i garbi' /
Public Library, 1982.
Authors: Goodrich, Thomas D. -- Bulletin of
research in the humanities
Pp. 269-294 : ill. ; 24 cm.
Offprint from: Bulletin of research in the
Dated conjecturally to 1570.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Vert 2301, no. 1 (PrCt)

74252 Tarih-i Hind-i garbi (Ayer MS 612)<><>Manuscripts, Turkish><>Newberry Library. Manuscript. Ayer MS 612
Authors: Goodrich, Thomas D. -- Lafuente, Antonio, ed. Mundialización de la ciencia y cultura nacional (1993)
Pp. [111]-121 : ill. ; 24 cm.
Vert 2301, no. 5 (PrCt)

Authors: Goodrich, Thomas D. xviii, 457 p. : ill. (some col.) ; 24 cm.
English translation of anonymous ca. 1600 Turkish manuscript (in Arabic), detailing the discovery, exploration, and colonial history of America: Tarih-i Yeni Dünya, el-musemma be hadis-i nev (Ayer MS 612)
Uniform title: Tarih-i Hind-i garbi. English. Includes bibliographical references (p. [424]-433) and index.
Series: Near and Middle East monographs (Wiesbaden, Germany) ; new ser., vol. 3.
ISBN 3447029900
E101 .G66 1990 (NLO)

74254 Tarn (France) - Maps - 1690-1699
Authors: Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Trinquier, Jean -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G21
1 map : hand col. ; 40 x 54 cm.
Later state of map previously published 1683. 3271
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G5833.T3 1683 J3 state 169- (PrCt)

74255 Tarn (France) - Maps - 1700
Authors: Jaillot, Alexis Hubert. 1632?-1712 -- Cordier, Louis. -1711 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G103
1 map ; 39 x 61 cm.
2778
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G5833.M65:3T3 1700 J3 (PrCt)

74256 Tarn (France) - Maps - 1714
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas. 1600-1687 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G110
1 map ; 33 x 45 cm.
Added title: Diocese d'Alby.
2780
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G5833.M65:3T3 1714 S2 (PrCt)

74257 Tarn River Valley (France) - Maps - 1965<<>><>Cévennes Mountains (France) - Maps - 1965<<>><>Causses (France) - Maps - 1965<<>><>Languedoc (France) - Maps - 1965
Authors: Guides verts Michelin -- Guide du Pneu Michelin -- Michelin green guides -- Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
98 p. : ill. (some col.), 47 maps (chiefly col.) ; 26 x 12 cm.
20e éd.
Cover title.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 25) and index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G86 Tarn (1965) (NLO)

74258 Tarn River Valley (France) - Maps - 1968<<>><>Cévennes Mountains (France) - Maps - 1968<<>><>Causses (France) - Maps - 1968<<>><>Languedoc (France) - Maps - 1968
Authors: Guides verts Michelin -- Guide du Pneu Michelin -- Michelin green guides -- Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
98 p. : ill. (some col.), 42 maps (chiefly col.) ; 26 x 12 cm.
22e éd.
Cover title.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 25) and index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G86 Tarn (1965) (NLO)


74273 Tasmania - Maps - 1851<><><>Hobart (Tas.) - Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Maps - 1851 - Pictorial works
Van Diemen's Island or Tasmania. London & New York: John Tallis & Company, [1851].
Authors: Rapkin, J. -- Tallis, John, 1817-1876 -- Rogers, J., fl. 1851 -- Warren, H., fl. 1851 -- Martin, Robert Montgomery, 1803?-1868. Tallis's illustrated atlas, and modern history of the world ... (1851)
1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 22 cm.
Inset views (11 x 4 cm. and smaller): Hobart Town -- [Official seal featuring three people] -- Resident of the V.D.I. Company's agent, Circular Head -- Thylacinus Cynocephalus.
In: Martin, Robert Montgomery. Tallis's illustrated atlas, and modern history of the world ... (London ; New York : J. Tallis, 1851) pl. [52].
folio G1019 .M19 1851 pl. [52] (PrCt)

Tasmania ; Settled portions of Queensland ; Settled portions of Western Australia ; Settled portions of South Australia. Glasgow & London : William Collins, Sons, & Co., Limited, [191-?].
Authors: William Collins Sons and Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- William Collins Sons and Co. The Collegiate atlas ... [191-?]
4 maps : col. ; 16 x 12 cm. and smaller, on sheet 34 x 27 cm.
In: William Collins Sons and Co. The Collegiate atlas consisting of forty-four maps of modern geography, embracing all the latest discoveries and changes in boundaries and eighteen maps of historical geography, with copious index (Glasgow, London, and Edinburgh : William Collins, Sons, & Company, [191-?]), [plate 31 B].
Printed plate number "B" on thumb index at right.
"Queensland, South Australia, West Australia, Tasmania" in oversize manuscript lettering on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .C625 1910z, [plate 31 B] (PrCt)

74275 Tassin, Christophe Nicolas, d. 1660<<<Cartography - France - History - 1600-1699
p. 86-113 : ill., maps ; 25 cm.
Offprint from: Margaritae cartographicae : studia Lisette Danckaert, 75um diem natalem agenti oblata (Brussel : Archives et bibliothèques de Belgique, 2006), p. 86-113

74276 Tata (Hungary) - Maps - 1689 - Pictorial works
Authors: Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718 -- Padoani, Domenico, fl. 1689 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718. Citta, fortezze, isole, e porti principale dell' Europa ... (1689)
1 map ; 13 x 17 cm.
In: Coronelli, Vincenzo. Citta, fortezze, isole, e porti principale dell' Europa, in pianti, et in eluatione, descritte, e publicate ad uso dell' Academia cosmografica degli argonauti ([Venice : Domenico Padoani, 1689]) pl. [41]. One of four plates printed on same sheet, opening [41].
VAULT folio Ayer 135 .C8 1689 pl. 41 (PrCt)

74277 Tata (Hungary) - Pictorial works - 1620
Dotis. [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Hoefnagel, Joris, 1542-1601 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : hand col. ; 32 x 45 cm.
Added title at bottom left: Dotis Vngaris Thata arx, inferioris Vngarice ... .
Derived from view by Joris Hoefnagel; see R.A. Skeelton's Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.
Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Tata, vulgo Totis.
In: Braun, Georg and Franz Hogenberg. Civitates orbis terrarum [Cologne: Pieter van Brachel?, ca. 1620] v. 6, plate 34
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 6, pl. 34 (PrCt)

74278 Tatra Mountains (Slovakia and Poland) - Maps - 1911-1912<<<Carpathian Mountains - Maps - 1911-1912
Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag -- Otto, A. -- Goldschmidt, Albert -- Kraatz, Leopold -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Edition: 8., neu bearbeitete Aufl.
Folded map in pocket.
Maps lithographed by Leopold Kraatz.
Advertisements, 16 p. at end.
Includes index.
Series: Grieben-Reiseführer ; Bd. 47.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 47 (1911-1912) (NLO)

74279 Tatra Mountains (Slovakia and Poland) - Maps - 1931
Carpathian Mountains - Maps - 1931
Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag -- Goldschmidt, Albert -- Kraatz, Leopold -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
178, [xii] p., [5] [folded leaves of plates : 8 maps (some col., some folded) ; 16 cm.
12. Aufl. [12th ed.]
Cover title: Hohe Tatra 1931
'Mit 9 Karten'; imperfect: back cover and map at end wanting.
Maps lithographed by Leopold Kraatz.
'Sucher,' for use with map, in pocket.
Advertisements: xii p. at end.
Includes index.
Series: Grieben-Reiseführer ; Bd. 47
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 47 (1931) (NLO)

74280 Tauber River Valley (Germany) - Maps - 1930 - Road maps - Pictorial maps
- Tauber River Valley (Germany) - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
- Wörnitz River Valley (Germany) - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
- Wörnitz River Valley (Germany) - Maps - 1930 - Road maps - Wall maps
- Tauber River Valley (Germany) - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
- Strip maps - Pictorial maps
Shell-Tauberkarte. [Frankfurt am Main? Shell Oil Company, ca. 1930?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- Peiner, Werner, 1897-1984 -- Edschmid, Kasimir, 1890-1966 -- Strehle, Ludwig
1 map : col. ; 21 x 102 cm., folded in covers to 22 x 12 cm.
Cover title: Der Taubergrund : Shell Tauberkarte.
Pictorial road map; covers the Tauber and Wörnitz River Valleys between Wertheim and Dinkelsbühl.
Scale 1:100,000.
Oriented with north at upper left.
Inset (21 x 12 cm.): [Nordlingen region] / W.P.
[monogram at bottom right].
Text on verso and inside front cover.
"Ludwig Strehle, Motor und Fahrräder ... Reparaturwerkställe ... Wallerstein im Ries." -- handstamp on front cover.
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).
Road map4C G6082 .T21P2 1930 .P4 (PrCt)

74281 Tauber River Valley (Germany) - Maps - 1955
- Altmühl Valley (Germany) - Maps - 1955
- Mühltal (Germany) - Maps - 1955
Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag -- Karl Thiemig AG -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
115 p. : 1 col. map (folded) ; 17 cm.
Folded map in pocket.
Includes index.
Series: Grieben-Reiseführer ; Bd. 235
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 235 (1955) (NLO)

74282 Tauernbahn (Austria) - Maps - 1911
Railroads - Alps, Austrian (Austria) - Maps - 1911 - Railroads
- Hohe Tauern (Austria) - Maps - 1927 - Railroads
Authors: Rabl, Josef -- A. Hartleben's Verlag -- A. Hartleben's illustrierter Führer -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Spine title: Kleiner Tauernbahn-Führer
Includes index.
Series: A. Hartleben’s illustrierter Führer ; Nr. 63
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .H37 Nr. 63 (1911) (NLO)

74283 Taunus (Germany) - Maps - 1936
Taubenbahn (Austria) - Maps - 1911 - Railroads
- Alps, Austrian (Austria) - Maps
- Railroads
- Maps - Facsimiles - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Counties - Landowners - Maps
To the honar'd committee that was appointed by the general court to view the circumstancies and the situation of the inhabitants of the town of Taunton [Mass.], Taunton, Mass. Old Colony Historical Society, 1974.
Authors: Cobb, Morgan, 1680-1769 -- Old Colony Historical Society, Taunton, Mass.
1 map ; on sheet 60 x 45 cm.
...'[I] have drawn this mape according to the best of my understanding and have therein noted the situation of every pertickler house with the owners sir name and have cast up how many their be in each preceinct...Taunton, May the 28th (1728). Drawn by Morgan Cobb servayer.'
Blueline print from tracing of original ms. in the Old Colony Historical Society.
Scale [ca. 1:41,500].
Oriented with north at left.
ICN74
map2F 3764.T3 (PrCt)

74284 Taunus (Germany) - Maps - 1936
Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag
Manuscript Map Collection and the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library)


8. Aufl. [8th ed.]

'Mit 9 Karten, 1 Grundriss und 14 Abbildungen.'

Maps lithographed by Leopold Kraatz.

'Sucher,' for use with map, in pocket.

Map on inside front cover.

Advertisements: vi p. at end.

Includes index.

Series: Grieben Reiseführer ; 171

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 171 (1936) (NLO)

74285

Taunus (Germany) - Maps - 1936)

Westerwald (Germany) - Maps - 1936

Lahn River Valley (Germany) - Maps - 1936


Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Griebenv-Verlag

-- Karl Thiemig AG -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

256 p. : 2 maps (some col., some folded) ; 17 cm.

Map inside front cover.

Folded map in pocket.

Includes index.

Series: Grieben-Reiseführer, Bd. 171

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 171 (1956) (NLO)

74286

Taviran (Philippines) - Maps - 1862

Manuscripts<<>>Manuscript maps

Croquis de 'Taviran,' 1862.

Authors: Burriel, Juan Nepomuceno -- Edward E. Ayer

Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library.

Manuscript map. Ayer MS 1306 map 13

1 ms. map : hand col., cloth ; 149 x 103 mm. on sheet 320 x 221 mm.

Shows settlement of Taviran on the southern branch of the Mindanao River about 8 miles southeast of Cotabato City (Philippines).

Identifies prominent features, including a fort, a road leading to Tumbao, and a path leading to Tamontaka. Forms part of colonel Juan Nepomuceno Burriel's manuscript Ytinerario de la escurción hecha á Mindanao y Joló (Ayer MS 1306), describing the Spanish army expedition of 1862.

Scale 1:5,000. 'Escala 1/5,000.'

Accompanied, two leaves previous, by a view dated December 20, 1862: Vista de Taviran en el brazo s[ud] del Río de Mindanao. Identifies the fort and Chinese quarters.

Pen-and-ink (black, blue, green, red), and pencil. Relief shown by form lines.

Bound between leaves 154-155.

Forms part of both the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection and the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library).

Lietz, P.S. Calendar of Philippine documents Ayer Coll., 306.

Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 288.

Butler, R.L. Check list mss. Ayer Coll., 1306.

Quirino, C. Philippine cartography (1963 ed.), p. 112.

Blair & Robertson. Philippine Islands (1903 ed.), v. 53 p. 400.

Ayer ms map proj 94

VAULT Ayer MS 1306 map 13 (NLO)

74288

Taylor County (Tex.) - Maps - 1879

Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Authors: Texas. General Land Office -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 19.5 x 16.5 in. Scale 1:133,320.
Originally compiled 1879.
Microfiche 583, no. 1140 (PrCt)

74291 Taylor County (Wis.) - Maps - 1913 - Landowners<<Counts - Maps<<Landowners - Maps
Authors: Geo. A. Ogle & Co.
1 atlas (95, xxiii p.) ; ill., col. maps, port. ; 45 cm. Map of the state, United States, and world. Patrons directory, reference business directory, and departments devoted to general information. Analysis of the system of U.S. land surveys, digest of the system of civil government, etc., etc.'
Includes index.
oversize G1418.T3 O3 1913 (NLO)

74292 Taylor County (Wis.) - Maps - 1967 - Landowners<<Counts - Maps<<Landowners - Maps
Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Revie, Ned -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (36 p.) : 28 maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
Includes index to owners and government directory.
Scale [1:50,688]. 1 1/4 in. to 1 mile. Former owner's signature: Ned Revie.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: map67000853
Baskes folio G4123.T3G46 1967 .R58 (NLO)

74293 Taylor, E. G. R. (Eva Germaine Rimington), 1879-1966 - Portraits
1 photo ; 17 x 12 cm.
BHC 2185
Vert 1659 (PrCt)

74294 Taylor, Thomas, fl. 1670-1721. the Principality of Wales 1718
Thomas Taylor's maps of Wales 1718. 1950.
Authors: Lewis, M. Gwyneth
From the Journal of the Welsh Bibliographical Society 7 (1950-1953): 73, 193-195..
BHC 1490
Vert 1085 (PrCt)

74295 Tazewell County (III.) - Maps - 1864-1891 - Landowners<<Counts - Maps<<Landowners - Maps
Authors: Thompson, M. H. Map of Tazewell

**Wall plat map of Tazewell County, Illinois, 1864**


**Landowners>>>Counties - Maps<<<Landowners - Maps**


**Technology - History - 1958>>>Cartography - History - 1958**

Complete contents v. 1. From early times to fall of ancient empires.--v. 2. The Mediterranean civilizations and the Middle Ages, c. 700 B.C. to c. 1500 A.D.--v. 3. From the Renaissance to the industrial revolution, c. 1500-c. 1750.--v. 4. The industrial revolution, c. 1750 to c. 1850.--v. 5. The late nineteenth century, c. 1850 to c. 1900.--v. 6-7. The twentieth century, c. 1900 to c. 1950.--v. 8. Consolidated indexes / compiled by Richard Raper. Volumes 6-7 ed. by T. I. Williams. Includes bibliographies. LC Card Number: a 55008645

Map Ref T15 .SS3b (NLO)


74306 Tehran (Iran) - Maps - 1970-1979 - Road maps - Road maps Sahab map of Tehran. Tehran, Iran : Sahab Geographic & Drafting Institute, [197-?]. Authors: Mu’assasah-i Jughrafiya’i va Kartugrafi-i Sah’ab 1 map ; col ; 44 x 48 cm., folded in covers to 14 x 19 cm. Cover title: Sahab complete map of Tehran The word "complete" obscured with blank paste-on slip. Index in left margin. English and Farsi (?). Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011). Road map4C G7624.T4P2 197- .S3 (PrCt)

Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 18 maps ; 304 x 240 mm.
Cong42-2,SED6;Ed:RobtWShufeldt
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

74308 Tehuantepec, Isthmus of (Mexico) - Maps - 1811 - Canals, Proposed——Nicaragua -
Maps - 1811 - Canals, Proposed——Panama -
Maps - 1811 - Canals, Proposed——Panama, Isthmus of (Panama) - Maps -
1811——Southern Cone of South America -
Maps - 1811 - Canals, Proposed——Canada, Western -
Maps - 1811 - Canals, Proposed——Peru - Maps - 1811 - Canals, Proposed——Chocó (Columbia) -
Maps - 1811 - Canals, Proposed——Colorado -
Maps - 1811 - Canals, Proposed——New Mexico -
Maps - 1811 - Canals, Proposed

Points de partage et communications projetées entre le Grand Océan et l'Océan Atlantique.
[Paris : F. Schoell, 1811].
Authors: Humboldt, Alexander von, 1769-1859 --
Cramer, Augustin -- Corral, Miguel del -- Poisson, J. B. (Jean Baptiste), 1760-1811 --
Barrière, le père, b. 1764 -- Aubert, L. -- Schoell, Frédéric, 1766-1833 --
8 maps ; on sheet 55 x 41 cm.
Collective sheet title at bottom of sheet.
Contents (15 x 16 cm. and smaller): Rivière de la Paix et Tacoutché Tessé -- Rio del Norte et Rio Colorado -- Rio Huallaga et Rio Huanuco -- Golfe de S. Georges et Estero de Aysen -- Rio de Huasacuallco et Rio de Chimalapa -- Lac de Nicaragua -- Isthme de Panama -- Ravin de la Raspurda et Embarcadero de Naipi. 'Dessiné par J. B. Poisson. Gravé par Barrière --
et l'écriture par L. Aubert.'
Map dated 1798 ... 1800.
Engraved plate no. '4,'
Duplicate copies: folio Graff 2009 -- Baskes oversize G1545 ,H8 1811
Case oversize G 98 .425 Pt. 3 Atlas, pl. [5]
(PrCt)

74309 Teignmouth (England) - Maps -
1937——Devon (England) - Maps - 1937
A Pictorial and descriptive guide to Teignmouth and the south Devon coast from the Axe to the Teign : with a description of Exeter and its cathedral : plan of Teignmouth and nine other maps and plans : fifty illustrations. London :
Ward, Lock & Co. ltd., [1937?].
Authors: Ward, Lock, and Co. -- Ward, Lock and Company, ltd. -- Ward Lock guides --
Ward Lock & Co's illustrated guide books -- Butler & Tanner Ltd. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry
1 v. (various pagings) : ill., 9 maps (some col., some folded) ; 18 cm.
10th ed. rev.
Cover title: Teignmouth and south-east Devon
Running title: Teignmouth
Printed by Butler & Tanner.
Issued with 10 maps, but this copy lacking 1 map.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .W3 Teignmouth (1937) (NLO)

74310 Tejon Pass (Calif.) - Maps - 1853——Pacific railroads - Explorations and surveys - Maps -
1853——Railroads - Maps
Map and profile of the Canada de las Uvas. 1853.
Authors: Williamson, R. S. (Robert Stockton), 1824-1882 --
Parke, John G. -- Smith, Isaac Williams, d. 1897 -- United States Pacific Railroad Expeditions and Surveys --
Pacific Railroad Reports, v. 11, pt. 2, no. 39 -- United States Congress
1 map ; 57 x 77 cm.
Detached from Pacific Railroad Reports, v. 11, pt. 2, no. 39.
Scale 1:60,000.
Wheat 879
Uniform title: Pacific Railroad Reports
map4F G4051.P3 1853 .U5 v. 11, pt. 2, no. 39
(PrCt)

74311 Telegraph - 1838
Télégraphe électro-magnétique de M. Morse. 1838.
Authors: Morse, Samuel Finley Breeze, 1791-1872
p. 593-595
Comptes-rendus 7 (1838): 593-595.
'L'instrument a été mis en action sous les yeux de l'Académie. Voici la traduction littérale d'une grand partie de la Note que M. Morse a remise aux secrétaires perpétuels.'
Ayer Modern MS Karrow, box 4, folder 38, no. 10 (PrCt)

74312 Telegraph - United States - 1844-1899
Authors: Du Boff, Richard B.
p. 571-586
Photocopy from: Comparative studies in society and history 26, no. 4 (October 1984): 571-586.
Ayer Modern MS Karrow, box 4, folder 42, no. 1 (PrCt)

74313 Telegraph - United States - History——L.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Prandoni, Benedetto. Libro di Benedetto Island. "S. Stepano episco... (Venice : Nicolò Zoppino, 1528), folio LIII.


Case folio G 117.108, folio LIII (PrCt)

74316 Temap (Map cataloging and digitization program) (Map collections - Czech Republic - Digitization - 2012) Univerzita Karlova - Map collections - Digitization - 2012 Cataloging of maps - 2012 Maps - Digitization - 2012 Image processing - Digital techniques - 2012 Digital mapping - 2012 Technology for Access to Czech Map Collections SEE Temap (Map cataloging and digitization program)


Vert 272 no. 2 (PrCt)


1 ms. map : hand col. ; on sheet 788 x 710 mm. Shows area adjacent to the village of Temascaltepec in the state of Mexico, but not the village itself; Temascaltepec is approximately 60 miles southwest of Mexico City. Identifies mining sites (iron and possibly jade and turquoise) and pueblos with Aztec-Nahuatl glyphs. Spanish glosses (some lined out) identify churches and refer to land petitions by Miguel Luis Alvarez, Antonio de Avila, Juan González, and Luis de Leon. Also shows mountains, forests and several rivers and roads. Cf. typescript commentary (3 p.) by Nadine Beligand in the Newberry Library Special Collections.

Acquired by Frédéric de Waldeck sometime after

74314 Tell City (Ind.) - Pictorial works - 1878

View of Tell City, Perry County, Indiana. 1883.

Authors: Hinnen, A. -- Bott, G. F. -- Strobridge & Co., lithographers, Cincinnati -- Tell City Anzeiger -- Tell City Historical Society

1 birds-eye view : col ; 33 x 71 cm. + notes (1 leaf).

Facsimile of original published 1878 as a newspaper premium for the Tell City Anzeiger. Top and bottom margins include views of 18 buildings.

84-70622

4012

map6F 40093.T29A3 1878 H5 1893 (PrCt)

74315 Telos Island (Greece) - Maps - 1528 Woodcuts

[Map of Telos in the Dodekanesos Islands of the Aegean Sea]. [Venice : Nicolò Zoppino, 1528].

Authors: Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530 -- Zoppino, Nicolò, fl. 1508-1544 -- Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530. Libro di Benedetto

Bordone: nel qual si ragiona de tutte l'isole del mondo... (1528)

1 map : woodcut ; within printed borders 8 x 14 cm., on sheet 31 x 21 cm.

Title supplied by cataloger.

"S. Stepano episcopia" identified at center of the island.

In: Bordon, Benedetto. Libro di Benedetto

For more information refer to the title page of each catalog entry.
1837 (see Cline, HMAI Notes 14); subsequently acquired by Edward E. Ayer.
Not drawn to scale.
Relief shown pictorially.
In box with title: Map of San Martin de Temascaltepeque. Box title based on one of three churches shown on map.
Formed from 4 leaves of native paper pasted together to form 1 sheet.
Pen-and-ink and watercolor (green, blue, orange, brown).
Verso of removed backing to ms. includes annotation by Waldeck, who dates the ms. circa 1560, and notes that it was used in a lawsuit, is on maguey paper, and includes conventional signs typical of both Indian and European influences. Other notes possibly by Ayer: Chadenat. 1901. 950 fr[ancs?].
Cartographic treasures of the Newberry Library (Chicago: The Newberry Library, 2001) no. 67 p. 74 and 96.
Butler, R.L. Check list of mss. in the Ayer Coll., 1271(b).
Galarza, J. Prelim. check list of the Mexican mss., 1271 b.
Couch, N.C. Mexican pictorial mss. Ayer Coll., p. 11, no. 1271 b.
Reproduced in Handbook of Middle American Indians (1975) v. 14 fig. 56.
Additional Waldeck materials at the Newberry Library include letters, journals, drawings, and other original Indian pictorial documents owned by Waldeck.
Ayer ms map proj 95 artifacts cage Ayer MS 1906 (NLO)

74318  **Tempe, Vale of (Greece) - Historical geography - Pictorial works - 1590-1606  1590-1606<<>Tempe, Vale of (Greece) - Pictorial works - 1590-1606<<>Tempe Region (Greece) - Historical geography - Pictorial works - 1590-1606<<>Tempe Region (Greece) - Pictorial works - 1590-1606**

*Tempe / delineatum et aeditum auctore Ab. Ortelio ...* [London : John Norton], 1590 [i.e. 1606].
Authors: Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598 --


1 view : hand col. ; 36 x 48 cm. on sheet 45 x 52 cm.
Signature "xxvxj" and English letterpress text on verso beginning: Tempe Thessalica, or the paradise of Thessaly. Being admonished in my sleepe ... .
"Cartographic sources: made by Ortelius on the basis of information from ancient sources, specifically Ovidius, Athenaeus, Plinius, Herodotus and Aelianus. This is a depiction of the Paradise Tempe in Thessalia, at the foot of Mount Olympus, a mixture of Greek myth and history, "where people dwell, meet in companies, and having done divine service and ceremonies in due form and manner, they banquet and make merry", as Ortelius puts it." -- From Marcel P.R. van den Broecke's *Cartographica Neerlandica* website, which includes a digital image of another copy of the map (accessed August 2012); see http://www.orteliusmaps.com/book/ort231.html


VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1606, [plate 149] (PrCr)

74319  **Tempelhof (Berlin, Germany) - Maps - 1977**

Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 8 plates
1st ed.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCr)

74320  **Temple Hoyne Buell Theater (Denver, Colo.) - 1991**

Authors: Mason, M. S.
1 p. : col. ill.s

74321  **Temple of Amon (Karnak, Egypt) - Pictorial works - 1552<<<Karnak (Egypt) - Pictorial works - 1552<<<Woodcuts**

[View of the Temple of Amon in Karnak, Egypt].

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Temple of Jerusalem (Jerusalem) - Pictorial works - 1642

Desiderius Erasmus. Engraved for Bankes's new system of universal geography, antient and modern: including all the late important discoveries made by the English ... (London : [s.n., 1793]), between p. 420-421. (PrCt)


2 views ; each 12 x 17 cm., on sheet 40 x 24 cm.

Anonymous view.

"Engraved for Bankes's new system of geography published by royal authority."

In: Bankes, Thomas. A New and authentic system of universal geography, antient and modern : including all the late important discoveries made by the English ... (London : Printed for C. Cooke ... [et al., 1793?]), between p. 420-421.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
A view of the present situation of the United States of America ... (London : J. Stockdale, 1794) opposite p. 527.  
**Ayer 109.5.M7 1794 opp. p. 527 (PrCt)**

74327 **Tennessee - Maps - 1795**  
Authors: Smith, Daniel, 1748-1818 -- Conder, Thomas, 1746 or 1747-1831 -- Debrett, John, 1752-1822 -- Imlay, Gilbert, 1754?-1828? -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newbury Library)  
1 map ; 17 x 41 cm.  
'Taken chiefly from survey by Genel. D. Smith & others. Engraved for Imlay's American Topography.'  
Scale [ca. 1:2,150,000].  
Relief shown pictorially.  
Prime meridian: Philadelphia.  
**Graff 2091 opp. p. 512 (PrCt)**

74328 **Tennessee - Maps - 1795**  
*Map of the Tennessee government formerly part of North Carolina from the latest surveys.* New York : John Reid, 1795 [i.e. 1796] .  
Authors: Winterbotham, William, 1763-1829 -- Tanner, Benjamin, 1775-1848 -- Reid, John, 1764?-1828 -- Winterbotham, William, 1763-1829. The American atlas containing the following maps ... (1796)  
1 map ; 17 x 38 cm. on sheet 50 x 43 cm.  
Printed on same sheet with: Georgia, from the latest authorities  
In: Winterbotham, William. The American atlas containing the following maps ... (New York : John Reid, 1796) map [19]  
Case oversize G 1083 .03 map [19] (PrCt)

74329 **Tennessee - Maps - 1796**  
Authors: Smith, Daniel, 1748-1818 -- Scott, J. T. (Joseph T.) -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Guthrie, William, 1708-1770 -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839. Carey's General atlas ... (1796)  
1 map ; 22 x 50 cm.  
In: Carey, Mathew. Carey's General atlas ... (Philadelphia : M. Carey, 1796) pl. [40].  
Case folio G1019.C25 1796 pl. 40 (PrCt)

74330 **Tennessee - Maps - 1796**  
1 map ; 22 x 50 cm. fold. to 24 cm.  
'J.T. Scott sculp.'  
'Engraved for Carey's American edition of Guthrie's Geography improved.'  
Scale [ca. 1:1,393,920]. 1 inch = 22 miles.  
Detached from Carey's general atlas.  
Phillips 683, map 41.  
**Ayer 133.S64 1796 (NLO)**

74331 **Tennessee - Maps - 1801**  
*Tennessee, lately the S.Wn. territory.* [Philadelphia : M. Carey, 1801].  
Authors: Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Barker, W. (William), fl. 1795-1803 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newbury Library) -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839. Carey's American pocket atlas ... (1801)  
1 map ; 14 x 12 cm.  
In: Carey, Mathew. Carey's American pocket atlas ... (Philadelphia : Printed by H. Sweitzer, for M. Carey, 1801) pl. [15]. Incomplete map; lacking eastern half. Engraver's name from 1805 ed. of atlas.  
**Ayer 135.C27 1801 pl. 15 (PrCt)**

74332 **Tennessee - Maps - 1804**  
Authors: Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823. A New and elegant general atlas comprising all the new discoveries, to the present time ... (1804) -- John Conrad & Co. -- Lewis, Samuel, 1753 or 1754-1822 -- Lawson, Alexander, 1773-1846 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newbury Library)  
1 map ; 20 x 25 cm.  
In: Arrowsmith, Aaron. A New and elegant general atlas comprising all the new discoveries, to the present time ... (Philadelphia [etc.] : J. Conrad & Co. [and others], 1804) pl. 51.  
**Ayer 135.A65 1804 pl. 51 (PrCt)**

74333 **Tennessee - Maps - 1804**  
1 map ; 23 x 50 cm.  
In: Carey, Mathew. Carey's General atlas ... (Philadelphia : Published by Mathew Carey, April 24th, 1804) pl. 41.  
oversize Ayer 135.C27 1804 pl. 41 (PrCt)

74334 **Tennessee - Maps - 1805**  
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Authors: Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Barker, W. (William), fl. 1795-1803 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839. Carey's American pocket atlas ... (1805)
1 map ; 14 x 19 cm.
In: Carey, Mathew. Carey's American pocket atlas ... (Philadelphia : M. Carey, 1805) pl. [17].
Ayer 135 .C27 1805 pl. 17 (PrCt)

74335 Tennessee - Maps - 1814
Authors: Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Johnson & Warner -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839. A General atlas, being a collection of maps of the world and quarters ... (1814)
1 map : hand col. ; 13 x 18 cm.
In: Carey, Mathew. A General atlas, being a collection of maps of the world and quarters ... (Philadelphia : Published by M. Carey, and Johnson & Warner, 1814) pl. [25].
Ayer 135 .C27 1814 pl. 25 (PrCt)

74336 Tennessee - Maps - 1822
1 map : hand col. ; 27 x 46 cm.
Engraved title within neatline.
Added letterpress title in uppercase and oversize lettering, top margin: Geographical, statistical, and historical map of Tennessee
In: H.C. Carey and I. Lea (Firm). A Complete historical, chronological, and geographical American atlas ... (Philadelphia ; London ; Leipzig ; Paris : H.C. Carey & I. Lea ; John Miller ; Bossange Freres, 1827) pl. [23]. Sheet 'No. 28.'
oversize Greenlee 4891 .C27 1822 [map 23] (PrCt)

74339 Tennessee - Maps - 1832 Tennesseee - Geological cross sections -1832 Tennesseee - Nashville (Tenn.) - Pictorial works - 1832
Authors: Rhea, Matthew, 1795-1870 -- Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Dawson, E. B. -- Knight, John, approximately 1802-1872 -- Easton, Morris -- Hunt (W.H.) & Co. -- Gazetteer Press (Nashville, Tenn.)
1 map : 58 x 115 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:675,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
Prime meridian: [Washington].
Includes tables, 'Geological section of the state of Tennessee,' and 'View of Nashville.'
71-2479
ICN73
map6F 3960 (PrCt)

74340 Tennessee - Maps - 1833
Authors: Young & Delleker -- Finley, A. (Anthony) -- Finley, A. (Anthony). A New general atlas, comprising a complete set of maps, representing the grand divisions of the globe ... (1833) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 21 x 28 cm.
In: Finley, Anthony. A New general atlas : comprising a complete set of maps, representing the grand divisions of the globe ... (Philadelphia : Anthony Finley, 1833), plate 25.
Sheet corner numbered 25.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Tennessee - Maps - 1836<<>>Nashville Region (Tenn.) - Maps - 1836<<>>Knoxville Region (Tenn.) - Maps - 1836
The Tourist's pocket map of the state of Tennessee ... Philadelphia : S. Augustus Mitchell, 1836, c1834.
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Young, J. H. (James Hamilton) -- Mitchell & Hinman -- Judson, D. -- Judson, P. N. -- Howes, Wright -- Wright Howes
Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 33 x 40 cm. fold. in red leather covers 13 x 8 cm.
Cover title: Mitchell's map of Tennessee.
Inset (each 12 x 14 cm.): Vicinity of Nashville -- Vicinity of Knoxville.
1830 census data inside front cover.
Inscription inside front cover: D. & P.N. Judson.
Condition: very fine.
Forms part of the Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Gift 1976, Wright Howes.
map3C G3960 1836 .M5 (PrCt)

Tennessee - Maps - 1839<<>>Nashville Region (Tenn.) - Maps - 1839<<>>Knoxville Region (Tenn.) - Maps - 1839
The Tourist's pocket map of the state of Tennessee ... Philadelphia : S. Augustus Mitchell, 1839, c1834.
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Young, J. H. (James Hamilton) -- Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co. -- Howes, Wright -- Wright Howes
Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 32 x 39 cm. fold. in brown leather covers 13 x 8 cm.
Cover title: Mitchell's map of Tennessee.
Inset (each 12 x 13 cm.): Vicinity of Nashville -- Vicinity of Knoxville.
1830 census data inside front cover.
Vellumized paper.
Condition: fine.
Forms part of the Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Gift 1976, Wright Howes.
map3C G3960 1839 .M5 (PrCt)

Tennessee - Maps - 1841
Authors: Bradford, T. G. (Thomas Gamaliel), 1802-1887 -- Bradford, T. G. (Thomas Gamaliel), 1802-1887. A Comprehensive atlas ... (1835, [i.e. 1841?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 18 x 24 cm.

Tennessee - Maps - 1841
Tennessee - Maps - 1841
Transportation<<>>Transportation - Tennessee - Maps - 1841<<>>Nashville Region (Tenn.) - Maps - 1841<<>>Nashville and Davidson County (Tenn.) - Maps - 1841<<>>Knoxville Region (Tenn.) - Maps - 1841<<>>Knox County (Tenn.) - Maps - 1841
A New map of Tennessee with its roads & distances from place to place along the stage and steam boat routes. [Philadelphia : Carey & Hart, 1845].
Authors: Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Carey & Hart -- Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858. A New universal atlas ... (1845) 1 map : hand col. ; 26 x 38 cm.
'Entered according to act of Congress, in the year 1841 by H. S. Tanner ... .'
Inset (11 x 14 cm. and smaller): Environs of Nashville -- Environs of Knoxville.
In: Tanner, Henry Schenck. A New universal atlas ... (Philadelphia : Carey & Hart, 1845) map [26.]
Case oversize G1019 .T2 1845 map [26] (PrCt)

Tennessee - Maps - 1850<<>>Nashville Region (Tenn.) - Maps - 1850<<>>Knoxville Region (Tenn.) - Maps - 1850
A New map of Tennessee with its roads and distances ... Philada. S. Augustus Mitchell, 1847.
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Burroughs, H. N. -- Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868. A New universal atlas containing maps of the various empires, kingdoms, states, and republics of the world ... (1847) 1 map : hand col. : 25 x 38 cm.
Inset (8 x 12 cm. each): Environs of Nashville -- Environs of Knoxville.
In: Mitchell, S. Augustus. A New universal atlas containing maps of the various empires, kingdoms, states, and republics of the world ... (Philadelphia : S. Augustus Mitchell, 1847) pl. '26. oversize G 10 .579 pl. 26 (PrCt)

Tennessee - Maps - 1850
Tennessee - Maps - 1850
Tennessee - Maps - 1850
Tennessee - Maps - 1850
Tennessee - Maps - 1850
A New map of Tennessee with its roads and distances ... [Philadelphia] : Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co., 1850 [i.e. 1852].
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co. -- Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868. Mitchell, S. Augustus. New universal atlas ... (1852) 1 map : hand col. ; 26 x 38 cm.
Entered according to act of Congress in ... 1850 by Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co. ... .'
Later edition of map previously published by S.A.
74347 Tennessee - Maps - 1883 - Railroads - Maps
Map of Tennessee. For Poor's manual of railroads for 1883. [Chicago : Rand, McNally & Co., 1883]. Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1883)
1 map : col. ; 9 x 21 cm.
Imprint trimmed away.
Title in right margin.
In Poor’s manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1883) opposite p. 511
H 668 .703 (1883) opp. p. 511 (PrCt)

74348 Tennessee - Maps - 1884 - Railroads - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Poor’s manual of the railroads of the United States (1884)
1 map : col. ; 9 x 21 cm.
Title in right margin.
Includes eastern continuation inset (3 x 4 cm.)
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1884) opposite p. 489
H 668 .703 (1884) opp. p. 489 (PrCt)

74349 Tennessee - Maps - 1885 - Railroads - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Poor’s manual of the railroads of the United States (1885)
1 map : col. ; 9 x 21 cm.
Title partly trimmed away.
Title in right margin.
Continuation inset (3 x 5 cm.): [Eastern Tennessee]
In Poor’s manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1885) opposite p. 478
H 668 .703 (1885) opp. p. 478 (PrCt)

74350 Tennessee - Maps - 1888
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 52 x 135 cm. fold in covers 18 x 11 cm.
Cover title: 'Rand McNally & Co.'s Large Scale Map of Tennessee.'
Condition: Fine 
Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection. Previous location: B-36
AMcN III PC 2970 (PrCt)

74351 Tennessee - Maps - 1889 - Railroads - Maps
Kentucky - Maps - 1889 - Railroads - Maps
County and railroad map of Tennessee. Chicago : Rand, McNally & Co., 1889. c1888.
1 map : col. ; 31 x 51 cm.
Title at bottom right.
Added title at upper left: New county and railroad map of Kentucky.
Added title in upper margin: Rand, McNally & Co.'s Tennessee.
'Rand, McNally & Co.'s business atlas map of Kentucky and Tennessee. Copyright, 1888 ...
Is issued folded in accompanying index (45 p. ; 18 cm.): Rand, McNally & Co.'s indexed county and railroad pocket map and shippers' guide of Tennessee. Chicago and New York: Rand, McNally & Co., 1889.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
map2F G3961.P3 1889 .R3 (PrCt)

74352 Tennessee - Maps - 1894 - Railroads - Maps
Kentucky - Maps - 1894 - Railroads - Maps
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
Title in upper margin.
'Rand, McNally & Co.'s new business atlas map of Kentucky & Tennessee. Copyright, 1889 ...'
Is issued folded in accompanying index (55 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand, McNally & Co.'s indexed county and railroad pocket map and shippers' guide of Tennessee. Chicago and New York: Rand, McNally & Co., c1894.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 803 (PrCt)

74353 Tennessee - Maps - 1900-1960 - Topographic maps - Topographic maps
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Tennessee - Maps - 1900-1960 - Topographic maps

Tennessee, 30 minute series (topographic).
Authors: Geological Survey (U.S.)
3 maps : col. ; on sheets 45 x 33 cm. fold. to 18 x 27 cm.
Scale 1:125,000.
Dates of publication vary.
Moffat lists 29 maps before 1940.
Coverage is not complete at this scale; see index map in box 181.
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisles 42 and 43 (July 2012).
Reference: Moffat, Riley. Map index to topographic quadrangles of the United States, 1882-1940 (Santa Cruz, Calif.: Western Association of Map Libraries, 1986)

Tennessee - Maps - 1900-1960 - Topographic maps

Tennessee, 7.5 minute series (topographic).
Washington, D.C. The Survey, [ca. 1900-ca.1960].
Authors: Geological Survey (U.S.)
ca. 941 maps : col. ; on sheets 54 x 44 cm. fold. to 17 x 28 cm.
Scale 1:24,000.
Dates of publication vary.
According to USGS, coverage at this scale complete in 805 maps.
Coverage may not be complete at this scale; see index map in box 181.
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisles 42 and 43 (July 2012).

Tennessee - Maps - 1907 - Railroads

1 map : col. ; 31 x 97 cm.
'Rand, McNally & Co.'s new business atlas map of Tennessee. Copyright, 1907 ... Copyright, 1903 ...' -- at bottom right.
Includes key to railroads numbered 0-84 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Tennessee. Railroads.
Issued folded in accompanying index (58 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand, McNally & Co.'s indexed county and railroad pocket map and shippers' guide of Tennessee. Chicago and New York : Rand, McNally & Co., c1907.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 804 (PrCt)
Tennessee - Maps - 1910 - Railroads - Maps
1 map : col. ; 31 x 97 cm.
‘Rand, McNally & Co.’s new business atlas map of Tennessee. Copyright, 1910 ... Copyright, 1903 ...' -- at bottom right.
Includes key to railroads numbered 1-84 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Tennessee. Railroads.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 808 (Pr.Ct)

Tennessee - Maps - 1914 - Railroads - Maps
1 map : col. ; 31 x 97 cm.
‘Rand, McNally & Co.’s new business atlas map of Tennessee. Copyright, 1903 ...' -- at bottom left.
Includes key to railroads numbered 4-170 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Tennessee railroads.
Issued folded in accompanying index (66 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally & Co.’s indexed county and railroad pocket map and shippers’ guide of Tennessee. Chicago and New York : Rand, McNally & Co., c1914.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
‘Copyrighted by R.McN & Co 3/22/13' -- in ms. on title page verso.
‘Vault’ -- in ms. on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 807 (Pr.Ct)
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 809 (PrCt)

74363 **Tennessee - Maps - 1916 - Railroads**


1 map : col. ; 31 x 97 cm.
Plate no.: 136A.
Includes key to railroads numbered 4-170 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Tennessee railroads.

Issued folded in accompanying index (78 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand-McNally indexed pocket map and shippers' guide of Tennessee. Chicago ; New York : Rand, McNally & Co., c1916.

Uniform title: Shippers guide.

'11-1 env. 13 -- in ms. on front cover.
'R.McN & Co Jan 3rd 1916 CJW [?] -- in ms. on title page verso.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

**Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)**

74364 **Tennessee - Maps - 1920 - Railroads**


1 map : col. ; 31 x 97 cm.
Plate no.: 136E.
Includes key to railroads numbered 4-170 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Tennessee railroads.

On verso: Tennessee automobile road map. 1 map ; 31 x 97 cm. Plate no.: 643C. 'National Highways Association roads used by permission.' Issued folded in accompanying index (73 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Tennessee. Chicago ; New York : Rand, McNally & Company, c1920.

Uniform title: Shippers guide.

Handstamp on front cover: Register of Copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.

'Feby. 2/20' in ms. on front cover.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

**Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)**

74365 **Tennessee - Maps - 1920 - Railroads**


1 map : col. ; 31 x 97 cm.
Plate no.: 136F.
Includes key to railroads numbered 7-170 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Tennessee railroads.

On verso: Tennessee automobile road map. 1 map ; 31 x 97 cm. Plate no.: 643E. 'National Highways Association roads used by permission.' Issued folded in accompanying index (62 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Tennessee. Chicago ; New York : Rand, McNally & Company, c1921.

Uniform title: Shippers guide.

Handstamp on front cover: Register of Copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.

'4/2/21' in ms. on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 813 (PrCt)

Rand McNally standard map of Tennessee.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [1922].
1 map : col. ; 31 x 97 cm.
The Rand McNally new commercial atlas map of Tennessee.' --at bottom right.
Plate no.: 136G.
Includes key to railroads numbered 7-170 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Tennessee railroads.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Tennessee. 1 map ; 31 x 97 cm. Plate no.: 1041G.
Issued folded in accompanying index (52 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Tennessee. Chicago ; New York : Rand, McNally & Company, c1922.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
'Copyrighted July 27,1922' in ms. on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 814 (PrCt)

Rand McNally standard map of Tennessee.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [1923].
1 map : col. ; 31 x 97 cm.
The Rand McNally new commercial atlas map of Tennessee.' --at bottom right.
Plate no.: 136H.
Includes key to railroads numbered 7-170 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Tennessee railroads.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Tennessee. 1 map ; 31 x 97 cm. Plate no.: 1041J.
Issued folded in accompanying index (51 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Tennessee. Chicago ; New York : Rand, McNally & Company, c1923.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Handstamp on front cover: Register of Copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.

Rand McNally standard map of Tennessee.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [1924].
1 map : col. ; 31 x 97 cm.
The Rand McNally new commercial atlas map of Tennessee.' --at bottom right.
Plate no.: 9R23.
Includes key to railroads numbered 7-170 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Tennessee railroads.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Tennessee. 1 map ; 31 x 97 cm. Includes key to 11 named 'principal trails in Tennessee.'
Issued folded in accompanying index (51 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Tennessee. Chicago ; New York : Rand, McNally & Company, c1924.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 816 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

'2/29/24' in ms. on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 817 (PrCt)

Tennessee - Maps - 1926 - Road maps
Rand McNally standard map of Tennessee.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [1926].
1 map : col. ; 31 x 97 cm.
Plate no.: 9R25.
Includes key to railroads numbered 7-170 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Tennessee railroads.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Tennessee. 1 map ; 31 x 97 cm. Includes key to 11 named 'principal trails in Tennessee.'
Issued folded in accompanying index (54 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Tennessee. San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand, McNally & Company, c1926.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 820 (PrCt)

Tennessee - Maps - 1928 - Road maps
Rand McNally standard map of Tennessee.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [1928].
1 map : col. ; 31 x 94 cm.
Plate no.: 5R27.
Includes key to railroads numbered 7-170 and A (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Tennessee railroads.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Tennessee. 1 map ; 31 x 97 cm. Includes key to 11 named 'principal trails in Tennessee.'
Issued folded in accompanying index (53 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Tennessee. San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand, McNally & Company, c1928.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
1 map : col. ; 31 x 90 cm. on sheet 37 x 103 cm.  
Keyed to railroads in red. Includes insets of  
Knoxville, Nashville and Memphis,  
On verso: Rand McNally standard map of  
Tennessee with air trails. Plate nos. 1:41S, A,  
1N30, 7R29 and 10N28. Includes a compass and  
insets of Knoxville, Nashville and Memphis.  
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection  
(Newberry Library).  
**RMcN AE 51.16X (PrCt)**

__74380__  
**Tennessee - Maps - 1930 - Road maps**  
**Bridges - Tennessee - Maps - 1930**  
**Wall maps - Road maps**  
**Road condition map of Tennessee : showing the designated trunk line system of state highways / [signed] R.H. Baker, commissioner. [Nashville, Tenn.?] : Department of Highways and Public Works, 1930.**  
1 map : blueline print ; 53 x 163 cm.  
Editor's copy; ms. annotations identify bridge locations.  
Accompanied by typescript letter (1 leaf) dated December 15th, 1930 from Tennessee bridge engineer L.W. Erickson to Rand McNally cartographer John G. Brink; handstamped "Rand McNally & Co. ... 1930 Dec 17 ... "  
Filed with a group of related U.S. state maps identifying bridges along major highways, ca. 1927-ca. 1939 (in RMcN AE folders 172 and 173).  
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).  
**RMcN AE 172.42 (PrCt)**

__74381__  
**Tennessee - Maps - 1930 - Road maps**  
**Tennessee.** Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1930.  
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Louisiana Oil Refining Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 folded map  
Panel title.  
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.  
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).  
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).  
**Gousha Clients 377 (PrCt)**

__74382__  
**Tennessee - Maps - 1930 - Road maps**  
**Tennessee.** Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1930.  
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Pan American Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 folded map  
Panel title.  
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.  
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).  
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).  
**Gousha Clients 377 (PrCt)**

__74383__  
**Tennessee - Maps - 1930 - Road maps**  
**Road maps**  
**Highway map of Tennessee showing the designated trunk line system of state highways and detour roads. [Nashville?] : Department of Highways and Public Works, 1930.**  
Authors: Tennessee. Dept. of Highways and Public Works -- Baker, R. H. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map : col ; 23 x 75 cm. on sheet 24 x 85 cm.  
Panel art: State seal.  
"June 1930."  
Added title: Road condition map of Tennessee showing the designated trunk line system of state highways.  
Roads classified by type of surface.  
Signed by highway commissioner R.H. Baker.  
Verso includes 6 city maps and highway distance tables.  
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).  
**RMcN AE 52.16 (PrCt)**

__74384__  
**Tennessee - Maps - 1930 - Road maps**  
**Road maps**  
**Highway map of Tennessee showing the designated trunk line system of state highways and detour roads. [Nashville?] : Department of Highways and Public Works, 1930.**  
Authors: Tennessee. Dept. of Highways and Public Works -- Baker, R. H. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map : col ; 23 x 75 cm. on sheet 24 x 85 cm.  
Panel art: State seal.  
"November 1930."  
Added title: Road condition map of Tennessee showing the designated trunk line system of state highways.  
Roads classified by type of surface.  
Signed by highway commissioner R.H. Baker.  
Verso includes 6 city maps and tables of highway distances.  
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).  
**RMcN AE 52.20 (PrCt)**

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Signed by highway commissioner R.H. Baker.
Verso blank.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 52.15 (PrCt)

74386 Tennessee - Maps - 1931 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Pan American Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 536 (PrCt)

74387 Tennessee - Maps - 1931 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 31 x 80 cm. on sheet 37 x 84 cm.
Plate no. M-1051.
Verso blank.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 51.10 (PrCt)

74388 Tennessee - Maps - 1931 - Railroads<<>>Tennessee - Maps - 1931 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
43 p. : 7 maps (2 folded) ; 24 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally pocket maps : Tennessee : counties, cities, towns, auto roads, railroads, city maps, hotels, 1930 census
Uniform title: Pocket maps
Folded map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back to back, col. ; 32 x 90 cm. and 32 x 80 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of Tennessee. Plate nos. "No.1:41S", "7R30", and "10N28". Includes key to railroads and inset maps of the Knoxville, Nashville, and Memphis regions (11 x 9 cm. and smaller). -- Rand McNally official 1931 auto road map : Tennessee. Plate no. M-1051.
Index includes maps of Chattanooga, Jackson, Knoxville, Memphis, and Nashville (p. 40-43).
Cover art: Cars on road alongside passenger train.
"50¢" -- printed on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Pocket 4C 247 (PrCt)

74389 Tennessee - Maps - 1932 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Highway map of Tennessee showing the designated trunk line system of state highways and detour roads. Nashville : Department of Highways and Public Works, 1932.
Authors: Tennessee. Dept. of Highways and Public Works -- Baker, R. H. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 23 x 75 cm. on sheet 24 x 85 cm.
February 1932."
"53" printed on title panel at upper right.
Panel art: State seal.
Added title: Road condition map of Tennessee showing the designated trunk line system of state highways.
Roads classified by type of surface.
Signed by highway commissioner R.H. Baker.
Verso includes 6 city maps and tables of highway distances.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 52.22.1 (PrCt)

74390 Tennessee - Maps - 1932 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Highway map of Tennessee showing the designated trunk line system of state highways.
Roads classified by type of surface.
Signed by highway commissioner R.H. Baker.
Verso includes 6 city maps and tables of highway distances.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 52.22.2 (PrCt)

74391 Tennessee - Maps - 1933 - Road maps<<>>Kentucky - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Pan American Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Map colors: R.B.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 883 (PrCl)

74392 Tennessee - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Kernucky - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Pan American Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Map colors: R.B.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1096 (PrCl)

74393 Tennessee - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Kernucky - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Authors: Pan American Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Pan-Am 1934 official road map : Kentucky, Tennessee.
Plate no. H-207-J.C.
Map on verso (29 x 44 cm.): Pan-Am 1934 official road map : United States.
Panel art: Pan-Am logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
RMcN Clients 5101 (PrCl)

74394 Tennessee - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Southern States - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company of Louisiana -- Esso Standard Oil Company -- General Drafting Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 58 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: 1934 Esso road map : Tennessee and Kentucky.
Inset (8 x 8 cm.): Memphis, Tennessee.
Map on verso (25 x 28 cm.): Main roads to Middle Atlantic and Gulf States.

Panel art: "Standard" Esso stations logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 5162 (PrCl)

74395 Tennessee - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Kernucky - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
[Texaco road map of Tennessee]. [Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, 1934?].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; on sheet trimmed to 17 x 69 cm.
Title and imprint supplied by cataloger.
Imperfect; editor's copy of a Texaco road map trimmed on all sides to outline a single U.S. state.
Manuscript numbers in margins.
Date from previous binding marked "Points of Interest" and dated 1934.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 189.40 (PrCl)

74396 Tennessee - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Kernucky - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Authors: Pan American Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Pan-Am logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1423 (PrCl)

74397 Tennessee - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Kernucky - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Authors: Pan American Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: "Pan-Am gasoline, motor oils" logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1670 (PrCl)

74398 Tennessee - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Kernucky - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Authors: Pan American Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: "Pan-Am gasoline, motor oils" logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1670 (PrCl)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Tennessee - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

74400 Tennessee - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

_Texaco touring map : Tennessee._ Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1938].

Panel title.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
_Gousha Clients 3486 (PrCt)_

74401 Tennessee - Maps - 1938 - Road maps


Panel art: "Pan-Am gasoline, motor oils" logo and slogan "all roads lead to this sign of friendly service."
Forms part of the H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
_Gousha Clients 3179 (PrCt)_

74402 Tennessee - Maps - 1939 - Road maps


Authors: Pan American Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
_Gousha Clients 3179 (PrCt)_
Tennessee - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Texaco touring map: Tennessee with sectional map of adjoining states. Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1939].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 24 x 67 cm. on sheet 54 x 71 cm.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Tennessee (Plate no. U.3840).
Includes insets of 6 cities and the Great Smoky Mountains.
On verso: Texaco sectional trip map [of the central and southern U.S.] (Plate no. U. 3900 (D)), and inset of the Chicago region.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Panel no. 4-40.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 54.47 (PrCt)

Tennessee - Maps - 1940 - Cartoon Maps
Texaco touring map: Tennessee with sectional map of adjoining states. Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1940].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 24 x 67 cm. on sheet 54 x 71 cm.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Tennessee (Plate no. 3840).
Includes insets of 6 cities and the Great Smoky Mountains.
On verso: Texaco sectional trip map [of the central and southern U.S.] (Plate no. V. 3900 (D)), and inset of the Chicago region.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Panel no. 9-40.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 54.48 (PrCt)

Tennessee - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Authors: Pan American Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Pan-Am logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4166 (PrCt)
map of adjoining states. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1941].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 24 x 67 cm. on sheet 54 x 71 cm.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Tennessee (Plate no. W.3840).
Includes insets of 6 cities and the Great Smoky Mountains.
On verso: Texaco sectional trip map [of the central and southern U.S.] (Plate no. W. 4103 (D)), and inset of the Chicago region.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Panel no. B-41.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 54.49 (PrCt)

74412 Tennessee - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Texaco touring map : Tennessee with sectional map of adjoining states. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1941].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 24 x 67 cm. on sheet 54 x 71 cm.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Tennessee (Plate no. W.3840).
Includes insets of 6 cities and the Great Smoky Mountains.
On verso: Texaco sectional trip map [of the central and southern U.S.] (Plate no. W. 4103 (D)), and inset of the Chicago region.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Panel no. F-41.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 54.50 (PrCt)

74413 Tennessee - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 24 x 67 cm. on sheet 54 x 71 cm.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Panel no. A-42.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Tennessee. Plate no. X.3840. Includes insets of 6 cities and the Great Smoky Mountains national park.
On verso: Texaco sectional trip map [of the eastern U.S.], Plate no. X.4103 (D). Includes inset of the Chicago region.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 53.5 (PrCt)

74414 Tennessee - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Tennessee highway map ... / Pan American Petroleum Corporation. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1942.
Authors: Pan American Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Plate title.
Panel art: Pan-Am logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4504 (PrCt)

74415 Tennessee - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Tennessee highway map ... / Pan American Petroleum Corporation. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1946].
Authors: Pan American Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Pan-Am logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4817 (PrCt)

74416 Tennessee - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Tennessee highway map ... / Pan American Petroleum Corporation. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1947].
Authors: Pan American Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Plate title.
Plate no. includes letter "U", indicating 1947 publication.
Panel art: Pan-Am logo and gas station.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5137 (PrCt)

74417 Tennessee - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Tennessee highway map ... / Pan American Petroleum Corporation. Chicago : San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948].
Authors: Pan American Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Plate title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
Panel art: Pan-Am logo and gas station.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5408 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Pocket maps -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
38 p. : 2 col. maps on 1 sheet (folded) ; 24 cm. "1948 edition."
Cover title: Rand McNally pocket maps : Tennessee : complete indexed reference map ... [and] highway map
Uniform title: Pocket maps
Map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back to back, col. : 32 x 90 cm. and 38 x 57 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of Tennessee. Plate no. "PM 41" and "90123". Includes key to railroads and inset maps of the Chattanooga, Knoxville, Nashville, and Memphis regions (17 x 9 cm. and smaller). -- Kentucky, Tennessee : Rand McNally road map. Plate no. 0-453615V-4.
Cover art: Car on road alongside passenger train. "75¢" -- printed on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Pocket 4C 248 (PrCt)

Rand McNally Tennessee pocket map. San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York ; Rand McNally & Company, c1952.
40 p. : 2 col. maps on 1 sheet (folded) ; 24 cm. "1952 edition."
Cover title: Rand McNally Tennessee pocket map : reference map ... [and] detailed highway map
Uniform title: Pocket maps
Folded map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back to back, col. : 32 x 90 cm. and 38 x 57 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of Tennessee. Plate no. 543210. Includes key to railroads and inset maps of the Chattanooga, Knoxville, Nashville, and Memphis regions (17 x 9 cm. and smaller). -- Kentucky, Tennessee : Rand McNally road map. Plate no. 2-453615V-6.
"2 maps in one, $1" -- front cover.
Handstamp on title page: Schematic road sign labeled "reference map .... "
Cover art: Car on road alongside passenger train. "75¢" -- printed on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Pocket 4C 250 (PrCt)
Physiographic map of Tennessee. [Boston?]: Ginn & Co., [196-?].
Authors: Raisz, Erwin, 1893-1968 -- Ginn and Company
1 map ; 14 x 26 cm.
Includes geological cross-section.
73-9946
M1083
map1F G3961.C2 196- R3 (PrCt)

74423 Tennessee - Maps - 1962-1964
Maps - 1962-1964 - Railroads
Tennessee - Maps - 1962-1964 - Road maps
Great Smoky Mountains National Park (N.C. and Tenn.) - Maps - 1962-1964 - Road maps
Railroads - Maps
Rand McNally Tennessee pocket map. San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1962 [i.e. 1964].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Pocket maps -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
44 p. : 2 col. maps on 1 sheet (folded) ; 24 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally Tennessee pocket reference map ... [and] detailed highway map
Uniform title: Pocket maps
Folded map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back to back, col. ; 32 x 90 cm. and 44 x 71 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of Tennessee. Includes key to railroads and inset maps of the Chattanooga, Knoxville, Nashville, and Memphis regions (17 x 9 cm. and smaller). -- Kentucky:
74425 Tennessee - Maps - 1964-1971 - Road maps
Tennessee - Maps - 1964-1971 - Counties
Tennessee - Maps - 1964-1971 - Counties
Road maps
Authors: Tennessee. Dept. of Highways and Public Works -- United States. Federal Highway Administration -- Logility Transportation (Des Plaines, Ill.) -- Centre Mark Co. (Elmhurst, Ill.)
Rand McNally road map. "Copyright © 1964 [!]" Plate no. 4-5624-21. Includes inset maps of the Great Smoky Mountains National Park, Memphis, Chattanooga, Knoxville, and Nashville (13 x 19 cm. and smaller).
"2 maps" -- front cover.
"$1.95" -- adhesive sticker on front cover.
Cover art: stylized and labeled map symbols (e.g. "elevations", "points of interest", "air facilities", etc.)
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Pocket 4C 252 (PrCt)
1 atlas: 95 maps; 44 x 57 cm. and smaller
Scale [ca. 1:126,720].
Title of each map: General highway map ...
County, Tennessee.
County maps include location diagram, circular
insets of cities and towns.
Some maps on multiple sheets.
Includes MS annotations, including latitude and
longitude lines, by Logility Transportation or an
erlier firm, Centre Mark Co.

**map8C G3961 .P2 1964 .T4 (PrCt)**

**74426 Tennessee - Maps - 1964 - Road maps**

**Tennessee highways 1964 / published and
distributed free by the Tennessee Department of
Highways. Nashville: Tennessee Department of
Highways, c1964.**

Authors: Tennessee. Dept. of Highways and
Public Works -- Rand McNally and Company --
Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 22 x 81 cm.; folded to 24 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Official highway map of Tennessee.
"Prepared for Tennessee Department of
Highways by Rand McNally & Company."
"February, 1964." -- Title panel.
Plate no. 646302-1.
Insets (10 x 18 cm. and smaller): Great Smoky
Mountains Nat'l Park -- Chattanooga -- Jackson
-- Nashville -- Memphis -- Johnson City --
Knoxville.
Verso includes "Tennessee in pictures",
descriptive text, and outline of the state
boundaries.
Panel art: color aerial photographs of highways.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

**RMcN Clients 3385 (PrCt)**

**74429 Tennessee - Maps - 1966 - Road maps**

**Official map of Tennessee highways 1966 /
published and distributed free by the Tennessee
Department of Highways. Nashville: Tennessee
Department of Highways, c1966.**

Authors: Tennessee. Dept. of Highways and
Public Works -- Rand McNally and Company --
Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 22 x 81 cm.; folded to 24 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Official highway map of Tennessee.
"Prepared for Tennessee Department of
Highways by Rand McNally & Company."
"February, 1966." -- Title panel.
Plate no. 666302-3.
Insets (10 x 18 cm. and smaller): Great Smoky
Mountains Nat'l Park -- Chattanooga -- Jackson
-- Nashville -- Memphis -- Johnson City --
Knoxville.
Verso includes "Tennessee in pictures",
descriptive text, and outline of the state
boundaries.
Panel art: road signs; color aerial photograph of
"I-40 & I-75 interchange".
Handstamp: Register of Copyrights, Library of
Congress, Washington, D.C., certificate no.
900151.
Tennessee - Maps - 1968 - Road maps

1 map: col.; 22 x 75 cm.; folded to 24 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
"February, 1968." -- Title panel.
Plate no. 686302-5.
Insets (10 x 18 cm. and smaller): Great Smoky Mountains Nat'l Park -- Chattanooga -- Jackson -- Nashville -- Memphis -- Johnson City -- Knoxville.
Verso includes "Tennessee in pictures", descriptive text, and outline of the state boundaries.
Panel art: road signs; color aerial photograph of "bridge on I-65 over Cumberland River".
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3392 (PrCt)

Tennessee - Maps - 1969 - Road maps

1 map: col.; 22 x 75 cm.; folded to 24 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
"February, 1969." -- Title panel.
Plate no. 696302-6.
Insets (10 x 18 cm. and smaller): Great Smoky Mountains Nat'l Park -- Chattanooga -- Jackson -- Nashville -- Memphis -- Johnson City -- Knoxville.
Verso includes "Tennessee in pictures", descriptive text, and outline of the state boundaries.
Panel art: road signs; color photograph of "Interstate Route 40 crossing Tennessee River west of Nashville".
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3394 (PrCt)

Tennessee - Maps - 1969 - Road maps

1 map: col.; 23 x 83 cm.; folded to 24 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Highway map of Tennessee: showing the designated system of Interstate highways.
"Prepared for Tennessee Department of Highways by Rand McNally & Company."
"February, 1968." -- Title panel.
Insets (23 x 23 cm.): Memphis -- Nashville -- Chattanooga -- Knoxville.
"SEND HELP" in oversize red lettering on folding panel.
Verso blank.
Panel art: outline of Tennessee over Interstate 40 road sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3390 (PrCt)


1 map : col. ; 23 x 83 cm. ; folded to 24 x 10 cm. Panel title.

Added title: Highway map of Tennessee:
showing the designated system of Interstate highways.

"Prepared for Tennessee Department of Highways by Rand McNally & Company."
"February, 1969." -- Title panel.

Insets (each 23 x 23 cm.): Memphis -- Nashville -- Chattanooga -- Knoxville.

"SEND HELP" in oversize red lettering on folding panel.

Panel art: outline of Tennessee over Interstate 40 road sign.

Verso blank.


Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 3393 (PrCt)

Tennessee - Maps - 1970 - Road maps


1 map : col. ; 22 x 75 cm. ; folded to 24 x 10 cm. Panel title.

Added title: Official highway map of Tennessee.

"Prepared for Tennessee Department of Highways by Rand McNally & Company."
"February, 1970." -- Title panel.

Plate no. 706302-7.

Insets (10 x 18 cm. and smaller): Great Smoky Mountains Nat'l Park -- Chattanooga -- Jackson -- Nashville -- Memphis -- Johnson City -- Knoxville.

Verso includes "Tennessee in pictures", descriptive text, and outline of the state boundaries.

Panel art: road signs; color photograph of "Interstate Route 40 crossing Tennessee River west of Nashville".


Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 3396 (PrCt)
Tennessee - Maps - 1971 - Road maps\\<\\>Great Smoky Mountains National Park (N.C. and Tenn.) - Maps - 1971 - Road maps\\<\\>Road maps

1 map: col.; 22 x 75 cm.; folded to 24 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
"February, 1971." -- Title panel.
Plate no. 716302-8.
Insets (10 x 18 cm. and smaller): Great Smoky Mountains Nat'l Park -- Chattanooga -- Jackson -- Nashville -- Memphis -- Johnson City -- Knoxville.
Verso includes "Tennessee in pictures", descriptive text, and outline of the state boundaries.
Panel art: road signs; color photograph of "Interstate Route 40 crossing Tennessee River west of Nashville".
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3399 (PrCt)

Tennessee - Maps - 1973 - Road maps\\<\\>Great Smoky Mountains National Park (N.C. and Tenn.) - Maps - 1973 - Road maps\\<\\>Road maps
Tennessee '72-'73 official highway map / Department of Transportation. [Nashville?] : Tennessee Department of Transportation, c1973.

Authors: Tennessee. Dept. of Transportation -- Cartech Inc. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 22 x 75 cm.; folded to 24 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Official highway map of Tennessee. "Prepared for Tennessee Department of Transportation by Cartech, Inc."
Plate no. 736302-10.
Insets (10 x 18 cm. and smaller): Great Smoky Mountains Nat'l Park -- Chattanooga -- Jackson -- Nashville -- Memphis -- Johnson City -- Knoxville.
Maps on verso (17 x 23 cm. and 6 x 22 cm.):
[Location map of Tennessee in the United States] -- Sites of interest [in Tennessee].
Panel art: color photograph of "Reelfoot Lake at sunset".
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3401 (PrCt)

Tennessee - Maps - 1974 - Road maps\\<\\>Great Smoky Mountains National Park (N.C. and Tenn.) - Maps - 1974 - Road maps\\<\\>Road maps

Authors: Tennessee. Dept. of Transportation -- Cartech Inc. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 22 x 75 cm.; folded to 24 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Official highway map of Tennessee. "Prepared for Tennessee Department of Transportation by Cartech, Inc."
Plate no. 736302-10.
Insets (11 x 18 cm. or smaller): Great Smoky Mountains Nat'l Park -- Chattanooga -- Jackson -- Nashville -- Memphis -- Johnson City -- Knoxville.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Maps on verso (17 x 23 cm. and 12 x 34 cm.):
[Location map of Tennessee in the United States] -- [Sites of interest in Tennessee].
Panel art: Tennessee Department of Transportation logo; color photographs of state capitol building and a waterfall.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3402 (PrCt)

Tennessee, 1796-1976 : bicentennial highway map / [Tennessee Department of Transportation].
[Nashville?] : Tennessee Department of Transportation, c1976.
Authors: Tennessee. Dept. of Transportation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Tanner, Benjamin, 1775-1848 -- Tanner, Benjamin, 1775-1848. Map of the Tennessee government ... 1795 -- Winterbotham, William, 1763-1829 -- Reid, John, 1764?-1828 -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col. ; 22 x 75 cm. ; folded to 24 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Official highway map of Tennessee. "Prepared for Tennessee Department of Transportation by Rand McNally & Company".
Plate no. 776302-12.
Insets (11 x 18 cm. or smaller): Great Smoky Mountains Nat'l Park -- Chattanooga -- Jackson -- Nashville -- Memphis -- Johnson City -- Knoxville.
Map on verso (17 x 23 cm.): [Location map of Tennessee in the United States]
Panel art: color aerial photograph of Memphis; color illustration of woman playing a lap dulcimer.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3404 (PrCt)

Authors: Tennessee Baptist Convention -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col. ; 24 x 76 cm. ; folded to 24 x 9 cm.
"1977 edition"
Panel title.
"Provided by: [Tennessee Baptist Convention] Department of Cooperative Program and Stewardship Promotion."
"The road map to God" and Bible verses about travel on back panel.
Keyed to 13 color photographs of religious institutions on verso.
Plate no. 776611-12.
Panel art: color photograph of Executive Board Building, Tennessee Baptist Convention in Brentwood.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3405 (PrCt)

74449 Tennessee - Maps - 1978 - Road maps<>Great Smoky Mountains National Park (N.C. and Tenn.) - Maps - 1978 - Road maps
Tennessee 1978 official highway map / Tennessee Department of Transportation.
[Nashville?] : Tennessee Department of Transportation, c1978.
Authors: Tennessee. Dept. of Transportation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col. ; 22 x 75 cm. ; folded to 24 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Official highway map of Tennessee. "Prepared for Tennessee Department of Travel and Tourism by Rand McNally & Company".
Plate no. 776302-12.
Insets (11 x 18 cm. or smaller): Great Smoky Mountains Nat'l Park -- Chattanooga -- Jackson -- Nashville -- Memphis -- Johnson City -- Knoxville.
Map on verso (17 x 23 cm.): [Location map of Tennessee in the United States]
Panel art: color aerial photograph of Memphis; color illustration of woman playing a lap dulcimer.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3406 (PrCt)
Tennessee - Maps - 1979 - Road maps
Great Smoky Mountains National Park (N.C. and Tenn.) - Maps - 1979 - Road maps
Tennessee official highway map 79-80 ; Highway map of Tennessee showing the designated system of interstate highways. [Nashville?]: Tennessee Department of Transportation, c1979.
Authors: Tennessee. Dept. of Transportation
Plate no. 796302
Maps on verso (21 x 23 cm. and smaller):
Kingsport -- Clarksville -- Jackson -- Johnson City -- Great Smoky Mountains Nat'l Park -- Memphis -- Nashville -- Chattanooga -- Knoxville.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

Tennessee River Valley - Maps - 1938
Authors: Tennessee Valley Authority
Plate no. 786302
Maps on verso (17 x 23 cm.):
Knoxville, and St. Louis Railway?, 1953.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

Tennessee State Capitol (Nashville, Tenn.) - Pictorial works - 1953
View of the Tennessee State Capitol Building in Nashville. [Nashville?]: Nashville, Chattanooga, and St. Louis Railway?, 1953?
Authors: Nashville, Chattanooga, and St. Louis Railway

Tennessee - Surveys - 1745-1780
Surveying and Mapping 35 (1975): 347-354
Authors: Heppert, E. D.
LC Card Number: 88675461
oversize G1336.P2 P8 1988 (NLO)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
maps.
'The study [is] limited to the period 1740-1780, covering the land area of some150 mi.east of Kingsport'--p. 354.
5S 224, v. 35, p. 347-354 (PrCt)

74457 Tennessee Yard (Memphis, Tenn.) - Pictorial works - 1959 - Railroads---Memosip Region (Tenn.) - Pictorial works - 1959 - Railroads----St. Louis and San Francisco Railway Company - Pictorial works - 1959----Railroads - Maps
Aerial view of Tennessee Yard, near Memphis, an electronic retarder type yard ... [St. Louis? St. Louis and San Francisco Railway Company?, 1959]?
Authors: St. Louis and San Francisco Railway Company
1 view : 12 x 15 cm.
Caption title.
Aerial photograph.
In St. Louis and San Francisco Railway Company. 1958 annual report [St. Louis?: St. Louis and San Francisco Railway Company?, 1959?] p. 4.
5A 7267 (1958 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

74458 Tenri Toshokan - Maps - Collections----Nara-Ken (Japan) - Historical Geography - Sources
Authors: Tenri Toshokan [1], 15, [1] p. : ill. ; 22cm.
BHC 2318
Vert 1870 (PrCt)

74459 Tensas Parish (La.) - Maps - 1860 - Landowners----Counties - Maps----Landowners - Maps
Authors: Johnson, John -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 21.5 x 34 in. Scale 1:63.360. Originally published 1873. Only covers part of the parish.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 264 (PrCt)

74460 Tensas Parish (La.) - Maps - 1873 - Landowners----Counties - Maps----Landowners - Maps
Authors: Johnson, John -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 21.5 x 34 in. Scale 1:63.360. Originally published 1873. Only covers part of the parish.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 264 (PrCt)

74461 Tentivo, Gasparo. [Portolan Atlas of Mediterranean, C. 1732]----Nautical charts----Nautical charts
Di un portolano inedito e sconosciuto reguardante il Mediterraneo... 1926.
Authors: Donazzolo, Pietro
Photocopy.
BHC 2189
Vert 1662 (PrCt)

[Nahuatl land ownership map of property in the Teocaltitlán barrio of Mexico City]. [1678?].
Authors: Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS 1477 map
1 ms. map : 150 x 154 mm. on sheet 298 x 210 mm.
Land ownership map containing Nahuatl symbols and text, indicating the measurements of a property in Teocaltitlán, a barrio of Mexico City. Accompanies deeds and wills (variably dated 1678-1748) of Juan de la Cruz, his wife María de los Angeles, and Francisca de los Angeles, all Indians.
Date based on the map's juxtaposition with a
Teotihuacán Site (San Juan Teotihuacán, Mexico) - 600 - Archaeology

Teotihuacán, central plateau of Mexico:
archaeological and topographical map of the north central zone [centered on the 'Street of the Dead'].
Authors: Millon, René, 1921- -- Cerda, J. Armando -- Drewitt, Robert Bruce -- Cowgill, George Lewis -- University of Texas Press -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col ; 171 x 111cm.
'Map shows part of ancient city ca. 600 A.D.' Oriented with north at upper left.
Insets: [Location maps].
Ayer 6S 4 v. 1, pt. 2, in pocket (PrCt)

Teotihuacán Site (San Juan Teotihuacán, Mexico) - 600 - Archaeology

Authors: Millon, René, 1921- -- Cerda, J. Armando -- Drewitt, Robert Bruce -- Cowgill, George Lewis -- University of Texas Press -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 73 x 85 cm.
Oriented with north at upper left.
Relief shown by contours.
Inset: [Location map].
Ayer 6S 4 v. 1, pt. 2, map 3, in pocket (PrCt)

Teotihuacán Site (San Juan Teotihuacán, Mexico) - Maps

Teotihuacán Site (San Juan Teotihuacán, Mexico) - Maps - 1560 - Indians - Land Tenure


[Map of Teotihuacán, Mexico]. [1560?].
Authors: Blake, Wilson Wilberforce, 1850-1918 -- Batres, Leopoldo -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Edward E.
Ayer Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS 1907
1 ms. map : hand col. ; 650 x 1000 mm. in box 88 x 123 x 2 cm.
Manuscript map of Indian origin showing holdings of various Indian landowners from the village of San Francisco Mazapan in 1560 at former Toltec religious center at Teotihuacán (abandoned ca. 800 A.D.); roughly 25 miles northeast of Mexico City. Contains Nahuatl glyphs and accompanying glosses.
Date derived from two similar ms. maps of the same period. One variant is at the American Museum of Natural History in New York. The second dated 1560 in a gloss is reproduced and analyzed in J.M. Arreola's Códices y documentos en mexicano (in M. Gamio's La Poblacion del valle de Teotihuacán, p. 553-8). The American Museum and Newberry copies are reproduced in S. Hagar's Celestial plan of Teotihuacán and the Handbook of Middle American Indians. All three mss. are discussed and reproduced in G. Kubler's Mazapan maps of Teotihuacán in 1560. Not drawn to scale.
Box title: Plan of Teotihuacán.
Dimensions estimated for the original size of the sheet of amatl paper on which the map was drawn; now separated into 6 fragments. Colored inks (black, yellow, green, red, brown, blue) on amatl paper.
Relief shown pictorially.
Map removed from two layers of backing. The first backing contains several printed papal bulls dated Madrid, 1740-1753. The second backing is a paper sheet (70 x 100 cm.) extensively annotated by Mexico City bookseller Wilson Wilberforce Blake, whose ownership stamp, dated July 10, 1891, appears in lower right. Forms part of both the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection and the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library). Kubler, George. Mazapan maps of Teotihuacán in 1560 in Gedenkschrift Walter Lehmann: Teil 2 (v. 7 of Indiana (Berlin, Germany) 1982, p.43-55. Galarza, J. Prelim. check list of the Mexican mss., 1271 c.
Notes on the W.W. Blake backing identify location of stone box in which the ms. was found at Teotihuacán and indicate that the map was in possession of an Indian for years before being sold to Leopoldo Batres. Subsequently acquired by Blake and Edward E. Ayer.
Ayer ms map proj 95 artifacts cage Ayer MS 1907 (NLO)

74468 Teramo (Italy) - Pictorial works - Exhibitions<-->Teramo (Italy) - Maps - Exhibitions<-->Cartography - Teramo (Italy) - History - Exhibitions<-->Cattedrale di Teramo (Italy) - Exhibitions
Authors: Eugeni, Fausto -- Duomo di Teramo 179 p. : chiefly ill. (some col.), maps ; 29 cm. Published in conjunction with the exhibition held at the Cattedrale di Teramo, Teramo, June 27-August 16, 2008. Teramo (Abruzzo)
Includes bibliographical references.
Series: Atlante ; 1 -- Atlante (Teramo, Italy) ; 1.
LC Card Number: 2009515595
ISBN 9788888925233 ; 8888925236
2013042601 on order (NLO)

Wing folio Z 32465 .759, p. 218 (PrCt)


74476
Terni (Italy : Province) - Maps - 1725
Viterbo (Italy : Province) - Maps - 1725
Territoire d'Orvieto. Amsterdam : Covens et Mortier, [ca. 1725].
Authors: Covens et Mortier -- Johan Gabriel Sack
Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:215
1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 48 cm.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6713 .L3:3T4 1725 .C6 (PrCt)

74477
Ternopilska oblast (Ukraine) - Maps - 1787
Galicia, Eastern (Ukraine) - Maps - 1787
Carte des deux cercles de Tarnopol et Zaleszyk
= Karte der zween Kreisen von Tarnopol und Zaleszyk. [Vienna : Char. et Fred. Bargum et comp., 1787?].
Authors: Maire, François Joseph, b. 1738 -- Carl und Friedrich Bargum (Firm) -- Maire, François Joseph, b. 1738.
Atlas des roiaumes de Galicie et de Lodomerie ... (1787?) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 58 x 42 cm.
Covers part of latter-day Ternopilska Oblast in Eastern Galicia (Ukraine).
Scale [ca. 1:340,000].
Relief shown pictorially and by hachures.
French and German.
In: Maire, François Joseph. Atlas des roiaumes de Galicie et de Lodomerie ... (Vienna : Char. et Fred. Bargum et comp., 1787?), [map 10].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

74478
Terra Nova Bay (Antarctica) - Maps - 1913
Map of Terra Nova Bay. [London] : Harrison & Sons Ltd., [1921].
1 map ; 39 x 39 cm.
'This map was plotted by Lieutenant Campbell from his own surveys made in the late summer of 1912, while sledging up the Campbell and Priestley Glaciers.' -- p. 83.
Scale 1:250,000.
Shows heights in feet.
Inset: Map of Ridley Beach -- Cape Adare [18 x 16 cm.].
For additional comments on the map see Report, p. 83.
Fitzgerald folio G850 1910 .D43 1923, map XIV (PrCt)

74479
Terracina (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1620
Vetustiss. ad mare Thyrrhenvm Terracinae oppidvm. [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Hoefnagel, Joris, 1542-1601 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : hand col. ; 33 x 43 cm.
Derived from a drawing by Joris Hoefnagel; see R.A. Skelton's Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.
Includes references A-G.
Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Terracina.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 3, pl. 54 (PrCt)

74480
Teruel (Spain : Province) - Maps - 1680
Episcopatus Tervelae et Albarrasin. Amsterdam, [ca. 1680].
Authors: Schenk & Valck, Amsterdam -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library)
I:42
1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 47 cm.
2180
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6563.T4 1680 S3 (PrCt)

74481
Terza Loggia (Vatican Palace, Vatican City) - Map collections - Facsimiles
Biblioteca apostolica vaticana - Map collections - Facsimiles
Vatican Palace (Vatican City) - Map collections - Facsimiles
Atlases, Italian - 1955
Authors: Almagià, Roberto, 1884-1962 -- Biblioteca apostolica vaticana -- Monumenta cartographica vaticana -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
viii, 42 p. : 42 maps (1 col.) ; 43 cm.
Series: Monumenta cartographica vaticana, vol. 4.
References: Phillips 5792.
oversize Ayer 135.5 A44 1955 (NLO)

74482
Terza Loggia (Vatican Palace, Vatican City) -
Map collections>>>Galleria Delle Carte Geografiche (Vatican Palace, Vatican City) - Map collections>>>Vatican Palace (Vatican City) - Map collections
Authors: Banfi, Fiorio, 1899-1967 -- Imago mundi (1952) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
p. 23-24
In: Imago mundi 9 (1952): 23-34.
Map Ref folio GA1 .I6, v. 9, p. 23-24 (PrCt)

74483 Terza Loggia (Vatican Palace, Vatican City) - Map collections>>>Galleria Delle Carte Geografiche (Vatican Palace, Vatican City) - Map collections>>>Vatican Palace (Vatican City) - Map collections
Authors: Gambi, Lucio -- Pinelli, A. -- Vatican Palace (Vatican City) -- Panini, F. C. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
3 v. : 100 maps ; 320 x 250 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

74484 Testaccio (Rome, Italy) - Pictorial works - 1550 - Carnival>>>Carnival - Testaccio (Rome, Italy) - Pictorial works - 1550>>>Bullfights - Testaccio (Rome, Italy) - Pictorial works - 1550>>>Fasnacht SEE Carnival>>>Fasnacht SEE Carnival>>>Mardi Gras (Festival) SEE Carnival>>>Pre-Lenten Festivities SEE Carnival>>>Festivals SEE ALSO Carnival
La Festa di Testaccio fatta in Roma / I. T. F. [Rome : s.n., ca. 1550].
Authors: I. T. F., 16th cent. -- C.E. Rappaport (Firm) -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view ; 274 x 449 mm (plate mark)
Shows carnival crowd surrounding a bull-baiting in progress.
Ex Rappaport.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
e22
Novacco 2F 137 (PrCt)

74485 Le Testu, Guillaume, 1509?-1572
Un pilote et cartographe Havrais du XVle siècle, Guillaume Le Testu. [Paris : Ernest Leroux, 1911].
G 11 .F8, v. 26, p. 135-202 (PrCt)

74486 Tesuque Pueblo (N.M.) - Pictorial works - 1883>>>Tesuque Pueblo (N.M.) SEE Tesuque Pueblo (N.M.)>>>San Diego de Tesuque (N.M.) SEE Tesuque Pueblo (N.M.)>>>San Lorenzo de Tesuque (N.M.) SEE Tesuque Pueblo (N.M.)

1 view ; 8 x 11 cm.
Anonymous wood engraving.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library. Duplicate copy: G 937 .739 Graff 3513 p. 123 (PrCt)

Authors: Waldeck, Frédéric de, 1766-1875 -- Pérez Palacios, Ángel, 1802-1867 -- Nebel, Carl -- Ayer, Edward Everett, 1841-1927 -- Edward E. Ayer Art Collection (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer Art Waldeck box E-1 no. 18
1 ms. map : hand col. ; 411 x 604 mm.
Partial copy of a 16th century map; copy made by Frédéric de Waldeck between 1829-1831.
Shows region in the modern Mexican state of Morelos, including villages of Tetlama, Micatlián and Xochichalco. Includes hieroglyphs, place glyphs, roads, churches, Indian principals,
173 p. : 2 maps (some col., some folded) ; 17 cm. 
Map inside front cover.
Folded map in pocket.
Includes index.
Series: Grieben-Reiseführer ; Bd. 178
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 178 (1967) (NLO)

Texaco, Inc. Texaco Road maps (series) -
1930-1939 - Index maps\\United States -
Maps - 1930-1939 - Road maps - Index
maps\\Road maps
Key map : Texaco road maps. [New York : The Texas Company, 193?-?].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 17 x 17 cm., mounted on backing sheet 56 x 39 cm.
"Texaco road maps ... may be obtained enroute or by addressing The Texas Company, Road Map Division, 17 Battery Place, New York City."
Outline map of the U.S. divided into 30 numbered regions corresponding to Texaco map coverage.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 170 Index (PrCt)

Texas City (Tex.) - Maps - 1952 -
Railroads\\Chicago, Rock Island and
Pacific Railway Company - Maps -
1952\\Texas City Terminal Railway
Company - Maps - 1952\\Railroads - Maps
[Map of Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway and Texas City Terminal Railway lines through Texas City]. [Chicago? Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway Company?, 1952?].
Authors: Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway Company -- Texas City Terminal Railway Company
1 map ; 6 x 9 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
White line drawing on black background.

5A 7267 (1951 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Texas County (Mo.) - Maps - 1800-1899 -
Landowners\\Counties -
Maps\\Landowners - Maps
Family maps of Texas County, Missouri : with homesteads, roads, waterways, towns, cemeteries, railroads, and more. Norman, Okla.
Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960-
-- Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)
480 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
1st ed.
'Deluxe edition.'
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).
'3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.'
Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).
Includes indexes.
ISBN 142030111X

Local History Ref F472.T4 B69 2005 (NLO)

Texas - Description and travel -
1849\\California - Description and travel -
1849\\Gold discoveries -
1849\\Texas - Maps - 1849
California, Texas, and the gold regions; to which is affixed, their history, topography, agriculture, commerce and general statistics. Designed as a guide to emigrants. London : J. Field, 1849.
32, 100 p. : 1 hand col. map (fold.) ; 15 cm.
Comprised of two separately paginated sections. The first (32 p.), dealing with California, is signed: Bryant. The second (100 p.) is a reissue of Texas, its history, topography, agriculture, commerce, and general statistics, by Arthur Ikin, published by Sherwood, Gilbert, and Piper, London, 1841.
Map (21 x 24 cm.): Map of Texas / drawn by A. Ikin ; J. & C. Walker Litho. ; Sherwood, Gilbert, and Piper. Manuscript note by Wright Howes inside front cover: Reissue of Ikin's 1841 'Texas: its history etc.' with 32 pp. on California added.
Condition: fine.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.

Graff 5277 (NLO)

Texas - Ethnology - Maps -
Authors: Jordan-Bychkov, Terry G., 1938-- Thrower, Norman Joseph William -- Marcus, Kathleen A. -- Association of American Geographers
1 map : col. ; 82 x 86 cm.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. 
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Includes text on 'Research methodology.
map6F G4031.E1 1970 J6 (PrCt)

74497 Texas - Geological cross sections - 1854<>1854 Geographical cross sections - Texas - 1854<>1854 Pacific railroads - Explorations and surveys - Geological cross sections - 1854<>1854 Railroads - Maps
1 geological section : hand col. ; 23 x 98 cm.
Detached from Pacific Railroad Reports, v. 2, pt. 4b, no. 2.
Uniform title: Pacific Railroad Reports
map6F G4051.P3 1853 .U5 v. 2, pt. 4b, no. 2 (PrCt)

74498 Texas - Historical geography - Maps - 1700-1799<>1700-1799 Texas - Maps - 1700-1799
Map of Texas in the eighteenth century. 1914.
1 map
Ayer map2F G4031.S1 1914 .B6 (PrCt)

74499 Texas - Historical geography - Maps - 1937<>1937 Texas - Maps - 1937<>1937 Historical atlases
The Historical encyclopedia of Texas. [Galveston, Texas?] : Texas Historical Society, [1937].
Authors: Davis, Ellis A. -- Texas Historical Society of Galveston -- Davis, Ellis Arthur SEE Davis, Ellis A.
2 v. (2178 p.) ill., ports., maps (some colored) ; 29 cm.
Revised edition.
Title of vol. 2: New encyclopedia of Texas
folio F 877 .217 (NLO)

Authors: Pool, William C. -- Triggs, Edward -- Wren, Lance -- Encino Press -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (xi, 190 p. : 71 col. maps) ; 21 x 25 cm.
Includes bibliographical references and indexes. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copy: Map4C 64
ISBN 088426033X
Baskes G1371.S1 P6 1975 (NLO)

Authors: Stephens & Holmes -- University of Oklahoma. Press -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 64 maps ; 305 x 227 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

74502 Texas - Historical geography - Maps - 2010<>2010 Historical atlases
Authors: Stephens, A. Ray -- Zuber-Mallison, Carol -- University of Oklahoma. Press -- Buisseret, David
1 atlas (xiv, 417 p.) : ill. (some col.), col. maps ; 32 cm.
Includes bibliographical references and index. Scales differ.
LC Card Number: 2009053353
ISBN 9780806138732 (hardcover : alk. paper) ; 0806138734 (hardcover : alk. paper)
folio G1371.S1 S7 2010 (NLO)

74503 Texas - Maps - 1513-1900 - Exhibitions - Catalogs<>1513-1900 - Exhibitions - Catalogs
Crossroads of empire: early maps of Texas and the southeast, 1513-1900. [ca. 2000?].
Authors: Amon Carter Museum of Western Art
4 p. ; 28 cm.
'Gallery Notes'.
BHC 1117
Vert 729 (PrCt)

74504 Texas - Maps - 1689 - Explorations - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<>León, Alonso De, 1639-1691 - Travels, 1689 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Mapa del camino que el año de 1689 hizo el Gobernador Alonso de Leon Cuahuila (Nueva España) hasta hallar cerca del lago de San Bernardo el lugar donde havian poblado franceses. [19-].
Authors: Siguenza y Gongora, Carlos de -- Léon, Alonso de, 1639-1691 -- Archive General de Indias. 61-6-21(2) -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1689 manuscript.
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Title from Torres Lanzas, Pedro. Relación descriptiva de los mapas, planos, & de México y Floridas existentes en el Archivo General de Indias (Sevilla, 1900): 86, 66-67.
Shows a track of Governor Alonso de Leon's expedition; includes short description.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Map

1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1757 manuscript.
Torres Lanzas, Pedro. Relación descriptiva de los mapas, planos, & de México y Floridas existentes en el Archivo General de Indias (Sevilla, 1900) v. 1: 205,148
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

MapPhoto Spain AGI 96-2-12 (PrCt)
coat-of-arms. 

Issued folded to 15 x 8 cm. in red straight-grain leather covers (16 x 9 cm.) with cover title: Texas

Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.

Digital image available by website subscription to American West: sources from the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library, Chicago (produced by Adam Matthew Digital; accessed November 2012):

http://www.americanwest.amdigital.co.uk/Maps/MapViewer.aspx?imageid=57007&list=region=Texas&path=maps


VAULT drawer Graff 117 (NLO)


Authors: Hooker, William, 1782-1856 -- Fiske, John, 1842-1901. A Visit to Texas (1834) -- Goodrich & Wiley -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col.; 25 x 32 cm. fold. to 17 x 10 cm.

In Fiske's A Visit to Texas: being the journal of a traveller through those parts most interesting to American settlers (New York : Goodrich & Wiley, 1834), opposite title page.

Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.

Digital image available on University of Texas at Arlington website (accessed Feb. 2010):

http://libraries.uta.edu/ccon/scripts/ShowMap.asp?accession=310160

Graff 1336, opposite title page (PrCt)


Authors: Young, J. H. (James Hamilton) -- Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Mitchell & Hinman -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col.; 32 x 38 cm., folded in covers 13 x 8 cm.

Cover title: Mitchell's map of Texas.

'Entered according to act of Congress in the year 1835 by S. Augustus Mitchell in the clerks office of the District Court of the Eastern District of Pennsylvania.'

'Sold by Mitchell & Hinman.'

Scale [ca. 55 miles to an inch]

Includes three blocks of text: Remarks on Texas -- Rivers of Texas -- Land grants.

Mitchell's advertising label inside front cover.

Condition: very fine.

Forms part of the Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Gift 1976, Wright Howes.

Duplicate copy: Graff 4791

map3C G4030 1835 .Y6 (PrCt)


Authors: Young, J. H. (James Hamilton) -- Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Mitchell & Hinman -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col.; 32 x 38 cm., folded in covers 13 x 8 cm.

Cover title: Mitchell's map of Texas.

'Entered according to act of Congress in the year 1835 by S. Augustus Mitchell in the clerks office of the District Court of the Eastern District of Pennsylvania.'

'Sold by Mitchell & Hinman.'

Scale [ca. 55 miles to an inch]

Includes three blocks of text: Remarks on Texas -- Rivers of Texas -- Land grants.

Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.

Duplicate copy: Graff 4791

Graff 1336, opposite title page (PrCt)


1 map : hand col.; 22 x 29 cm., folded to 17 x 11 cm.

Inset (14 x 9 cm.): Plan of the port of Galveston,
made by order of the Mexican government / by Alexander Thompson of the Mexican navy in 1828.
In Woodman, David. Guide to Texas emigrants (Boston: printed by M. Hawes, 1835) inside front cover.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 01-2510
Graff 4737 inside front cover (PrCt)

74514 Texas - Maps - 1836
Authors: Lee, E. F., fl. 1836 -- Edward, David B. (David Barnett), 1790-1870. The History of Texas -- or, The emigrant's farmer's and politician's guide to the character climate soil and productions of that country 1836 -- Doolittle & Munson -- James, Joseph A. -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. : 31 x 21 cm., folded to 18 x 10 cm. Scale [ca. 1:4,750,000] ; (W 103°--W 93°/N 36°--N 24°).
In Edward, David B. The History of Texas; or, The emigrant's farmer's, and politician's guide to the character, climate, soil and productions of that country ... (Cincinnati: J.A. James & Co., 1836) opposite title page.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Howes E48
Streeter 1199
Cf. OCLC 10321382
Graff 1208 [map] (PrCt)

74515 Texas - Maps - 1836
Authors: Parker, A. A. (Amos Andrew), 1791-1893 -- Parker, A. A. (Amos Andrew), 1791-1893. Trip to the west and Texas (1836) -- White, William, fl. 1836 -- Mussey, Benjamin B., d. 1857
1 map : hand col. ; 20 x 26 cm.
In Parker, A. A. Trip to the West and Texas: comprising a journey of eight thousand miles, 2d ed. (Concord, N.H.: published by William White; Boston: Benjamin B. Mussey, 1836).
Scale [ca. 1:4,700,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
Reference: Storm, Catalog of the Everett D. Graff collection, 3184.
Case F353 .P23 1836 [map] (PrCt)

74516 Texas - Maps - 1836
Authors: Parker, A. A. (Amos Andrew), 1791-1893 -- White, William, fl. 1836 -- Mussey, Benjamin B., d. 1857 -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 20 x 26 cm.
In Parker, A. A. Trip to the West and Texas: comprising a journey of eight thousand miles, 2d ed. (Concord, N.H.: published by William White; Boston: Benjamin B. Mussey, 1836).
Scale [ca. 1:4,700,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
Reference: Storm, Catalog of the Everett D. Graff collection, 3184.
Case F353 .P23 1836 [map] (PrCt)

A New map of Texas with the contiguous American and Mexican states. Philadelphia: S. Augustus Mitchell, 1836, c1835.
Authors: Young, J. H. (James Hamilton) -- Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Mitchell & Hinman -- Howes, Wright -- Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 32 x 38 cm. fold. in leather covers 14 x 9 cm.
Cover title: Mitchell's map of Texas. Condition: very good.
Forms part of the Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Gift 1976, Wright Howes.
map3C G4030 1836 .Y6 (PrCt)

74518 Texas - Maps - 1837
Map of Texas with parts of the adjoining states. Philadelphia: H. S. Tanner, 1837, c1835.
Authors: Austin, Stephen F. (Stephen Fuller), 1793-1836 -- Mier y Teran, Manuel de -- Warr, John, b. ca. 1798 -- Warr, William W. -- Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858
1 map : hand col. ; 75 x 60 cm. Scale [ca. 1:1,510,000].
Relief shown by hachures.
A note attributes a number of locations to 'the observations of General Teran of the Mexican Army.' Includes note on physical and agricultural conditions and table showing number of families on various tracts.
Digital image of this copy available by website subscription to American West: sources from the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library, Chicago (produced by Adam Matthew Digital; accessed March 2012): http://www.americanwest.amdigital.co.uk/Contents/image-viewer.aspx?imageid=57008&previous=0
References: Day, Maps of Texas, no. 409 B. 1000a
map4F 4030 1837 (PrCt)

74519 Texas - Maps - 1837 - Land grants>>>Land grants - Texas - Maps -
1837<<>>Southwestern States - Maps - 1837<<>>Mexico, North - Maps - 1837

A New map of Texas, with the contiguous American and Mexican states. Philadelphia : S. Augustus Mitchell, 1837, c1835.

Authors: Young, J. H. (James Hamilton) -- Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Mitchell & Hinman -- Carrol, H. -- Howes, Wright -- Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 32 x 38 cm. fold. in leather covers 13 x 8 cm.

Cover title: Mitchell's map of Texas.

References: Day, Maps of Texas, no. 906.

Inset (21 x 26 cm.): Map of the Rio Grande and the country west to the Pacific.


Gift 1976, Wright Howes.

map3C G4030 1837 .Y6 (PrCt)

74522


Map of Texas, compiled from surveys recorded in the Land Office of Texas, and other official surveys / by John Arrowsmith, Soho Square, London. London : John Arrowsmith, 1841.

Authors: Arrowsmith, John, 1790-1873 -- Texas General Land Office -- Kennedy, William, 1799-1871. Texas : the rise, progress, and prospects of the Republic of Texas ... (1841) -- Hastings, R., fl. 1841 -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 58 x 51 cm.

'London. Pubd. 17 April, 1841 by John Arrowsmith, 10 Soho Square.'

Insets (13 x 10 cm. and 15 x 14 cm.): Galveston Bay from a MS. -- [Western part of United States, Texas, and Mexico].

Detached from Kennedy, William. Texas : the rise, progress, and prospects of the Republic of Texas ... (London : R. Hastings, 1841) v. 1, opposite title page.

Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.

Duplicate copy: Ayer 160.5 .T4 K4 1841

VAULT drawer Graff 2308 [map] (PrCt)

74523


Map of Texas, compiled from surveys recorded in the Land Office of Texas, and other official surveys / by John Arrowsmith, Soho Square, London. London [i.e. Austin, Tex.] : John Arrowsmith [i.e. Michael D. Heaston], 1841 [i.e. 1846].

Authors: Arrowsmith, John, 1790-1873 -- Texas General Land Office -- Kennedy, William, 1799-1871. Texas : the rise, progress, and prospects of the Republic of Texas ... (1841) -- Hastings, R., fl. 1841 -- Michael D. Heaston Company

1 map : col. ; 59 x 50 cm.

'London. Pubd. 17 April, 1841 by John Arrowsmith, 10 Soho Square.'

Facsimile of original issued in Kennedy, William. Texas : the rise, progress, and prospects of the Republic of Texas ... (London : R. Hastings, 1841).

Insets (13 x 10 cm. and 15 x 14 cm.): Galveston Bay from a MS. -- [Western part of United States, Texas, and Mexico].


temp map4F G4030 1841 .A7 1996 (PrCt)

74524


Authors: Bradford, T. G. (Thomas Gamaliel), 1802-1887 -- Bradford, T. G. (Thomas Gamaliel), 1802-1887. A Comprehensive atlas ... (1835, [i.e. 1841?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 19 x 25 cm.


folio Ayer 135 .B75 1835 pl. 26, p. 66 A (PrCt)
Map of Texas, compiled from surveys recorded in the Land Office of Texas, and other official surveys / by John Arrowsmith, Soho Square, London. London [i.e. Geography and Map Division, Library of Congress], 1841 [i.e. 2002].


1 map : col. ; 60 x 51 cm. 'London. Pubd. 17 April, 1841 by John Arrowsmith, 10 Soho Square.'

Facsimile of original issued in Kennedy, William. Texas : the rise, progress, and prospects of the Republic of Texas ... (London : R. Hastings, 1841).

Insets (13 x 10 cm. and 15 x 14 cm.): Galveston Bay from a MS. -- [Western part of United States, Texas, and Mexico].

The original map signed and heavily annotated by William Bollaert.


temp map6F G4030 1841 .A7 2002 (PrCt)


A New map of Texas, 1841. [London] : Day & Haghe Lithrs. to the Queen, 1841.

Authors: Day & Haghe -- Maillard, N. Doran (Nicholas Doran). The History of the Republic of Texas, from the discovery of the country to the present time ... (1842) -- Smith, Elder, and Co. -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 41 x 38 cm., folded to 20 x 12 cm.

Covers Texas and much of the Great Plains; identifies Indian tribal regions.

In Maillard, N. Doran. The History of the Republic of Texas, from the discovery of the country to the present time ... (London : Smith, Elder and Co., 1842) opposite title page.

Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.

LC Card Number: 01-6602

Graff 2663 opp. t.p. (PrCt)

Texas - Maps - 1841 - Land grants - Texas - Maps - 1841


Authors: Cheffins, Charles F. -- Kennedy, William, 1799-1871. Texas : the rise, progress, and prospects of the Republic of Texas ... (1841) -- Hastings, R., fl. 1841 -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 30 x 36 cm., folded to 20 x 14 cm.


Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.

Duplicate copy: Ayer 160.5 .T4 K4 1841 Graff 2308 v. 1, bet. p. 336-337 (PrCt)

Texas - Maps - 1845

Map of Texas from the most recent authorities. Philadelphia : C.S. Williams, 1845.

Authors: Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Young, J. H. (James Hamilton) -- Williams, C. S., fl. 1832-1845 -- Carey & Hart -- Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858. A New universal atlas ... (1845)

1 map : hand col. ; 29 x 34 cm. 'Entered, according to act of Congress, in the year 1845, by C. S. Williams ... .' In: Tanner, Henry Schenck. A New universal atlas ... (Philadelphia : Carey & Hart, 1845) map '35.'

Case oversize G1019 .T2 1845 map 35 (PrCt)

Texas - Maps - 1845 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Mexican War, 1846-1848 - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles


1 map ; 24 x 27 cm., folded to 24 x 16 cm. Derived from ms. sketch found 'among the papers of Maj.-Gen. Geo. Gordon Meade,' Details line of the march in southeastern Texas; includes brief geographical notes, names of major river crossings, and dates of passage.

In Jarvis, Nathan S. Types and traditions of the old army. An army surgeon's notes of frontier service--Mexican War. [New York : s.n., 1907]. Forms part of reprint of article issued in Journal of the Military Service Institution of the United States v. 40 (May-June 1907) between p. 4-5. Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.

LC Card Number: 48 (1906-1907) between p. 4-5

Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Graff 2200 between p. 4-5 (PrCt)

74529 Texas - Maps - 1845<<<Southwestern States - Maps - 1845<<<Rio Grande Valley (Colo.-Mexico and Tex.) - Maps - 1845
Map of Texas, compiled from surveys on record in the General Land Offices of the Republic ...
[Austin, Tex. Michael D. Heaston, 1989].
1 map : hand col. ; 78 x 59 cm.
Published by bookseller Michael D. Heaston of Austin, Tex., to accompany his Catalogue 14; see Map Information File for his description.
Inset (21 x 26 cm.): Map of the Rio Grande and the country west to the Pacific.
Day. Maps of Texas, no. 909.
Newberry call numbers for the 1839 and 1848 editions of the map: Ayer 138 T4 H4 1839 and Ayer 138 T4 H9 1846 inside back cover.
5100
map6F G4030 1839 .H8 1845 1989 (PrCt)

74530 Texas - Maps - 1846
Map of Texas from the most recent authorities.
Philadelphia : C.S. Williams, 1845 [i.e. 1846].
Authors: Williams, C. S., fl. 1832-1845 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 28 x 35 cm.
Scale 1:3,168,000; 50 miles to an inch.
Inset: Texas north of Red River.
Note on margin at foot of map: Published by C.S. Williams ... Philadelphia, 1846.
Ayer p133 .W72 1846 (NLO)

74531 Texas - Maps - 1847
Map of Texas from the most recent authorities.
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Williams, C. S., fl. 1832-1845 -- Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868. A New universal atlas containing maps of the various empires, kingdoms, states, and republics of the world ... (1847)
1 map ; hand col. : 29 x 35 cm.
Continuation inset (10 x 12 cm.): Texas north of Red River.
In: Mitchell, S. Augustus. A New universal atlas containing maps of the various empires, kingdoms, states, and republics of the world ... (Philadelphia : S. Augustus Mitchell, 1847) pl. '35.
oversize G 10 .579 pl. 35 (PrCt)

74532 Texas - Maps - 1848 - Nautical charts<<Louisiana - Maps - 1848 - Nautical charts

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Texas - Maps - 1849
1 map : hand col. ; 61 x 90 cm., folded to 19 x 12 cm.
At upper right: Senate Ex. Doc. 1st sess. 31st Cong. no. 64
Series statements: Ex. Doc. - Senate, 31st Congress, 1st Session ; no. 64 -- Senate executive document (United States. Congress. Senate) ; 31st Congress, 1st session, no. 64
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Graff 2228 bet. p. 250-251 (PrCt)

Texas - Maps - 1854
Map of Texas. Philadelphia : Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co., 1850 [i.e. 1852].
New universal atlas ... (1852)
1 map : hand col. ; 29 x 34 cm.
Entered according to act of Congress in ... 1850 by Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co. ...
Continuation inset (10 x 12 cm.): Texas north of Red River.
oversize G1019 .N49 1852 pl. 25 (PrCt)

Texas - Maps - 1850-1930 - Population
Population - Texas - Maps - 1850-1930 - Wall maps
Authors: Clark, Joseph L. (Joseph Lynn), b. 1881 -- Denoyer, L. P. (Levinus Philippus), 1875-1964 -- Denoyer-Geppert Company -- Southern Illinois University at Carbondale
11 maps : col., mounted on linen ; each 25 x 27 cm. on sheet 78 x 110 cm. on wooden rollers
Scale 1:4,752,000; or "75 miles to the inch."
Series: Denoyer-Geppert Texas history series ; T10.
Gift of Southern Illinois University at Carbondale, 2011.
maproll G4031.E2 1850 .C5 (PrCt)

Texas - Maps - 1854 - Geology
Texas - Maps - 1854 - Pacific railroads - Explorations and surveys - Maps - 1854 - Railroads - Maps
1 map : hand col. ; 25 x 57 cm.
Detached from Pacific Railroad Reports, v. 2, pt. 4b, no. 1.
Scale 1:3,000,000.
Uniform title: Pacific Railroad Reports
Texas - Maps - 1854

**New Mexico - Maps - 1854**

Pacific railroads - Explorations and surveys - Maps - 1854


Authors: Pope, John, 1822-1892 -- Garrard, Kenner, d. 1879 -- United States Pacific Railroad Expeditions and Surveys -- Pacific Railroad Reports, v. 11, pt. 2, no. 46 -- United States Congress.

1 map ; 71 x 146 cm.

Detached from Pacific Railroad Reports, v. 11, pt. 2, no. 46.

Shows Texas and southeastern New Mexico.

Wheat 898.

Scale 1:950,400.

Uniform title: Pacific Railroad Reports

**Texas - Maps - 1855**

Galveston Bay (Tex.) - Maps - 1855

Sabine Lake (Tex. and La.) - Maps - 1855


Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's atlas of the world ... (1855-1856)

1 map : hand col. ; 29 x 36 cm.

In: Colton, George Woolworth. Colton's atlas of the world : illustrating physical and political geography (New York ; London : J.H. Colton ; Trübner, 1855-1856) v. 1, pl. [31]. Inset maps, 9 x 7 cm. and 8 x 5 cm.: Plan of Galveston Bay from the U.S. coast survey -- Plan of Sabine Lake. Printed plate 'No. 35.' Date on map obscured: '185[?].'

**Texas - Maps - 1857**


Authors: Creuzbaur, Robert -- De Cordova, Jacob, 1808-1868 -- Pressler, Chas. W. -- Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Chicago Historical Society

1 map : col. ; 36 x 33.75 inches

'Compiled ... by Robert Creuzbaur, revised & corrected by Charles W. Pressler.'

Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.

Inset of west Texas at bottom right.

Mounted on linen.

Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.

CHS Coll., Map no. 73

**Maps - 1857**


Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's general atlas ... (1857) -- De Cordova, Jacob, 1808-1868

1 map : hand col. ; 38 x 62 cm.

In: Colton, George Woolworth. Colton's general atlas : containing one hundred and seventy steel plate maps and plans, on one hundred imperial folio sheets (New York ; London : J.H. Colton ; Trübner, 1857), pl. [33]. Inset maps, 11 x 12 cm. and two smaller: Plan of the northern part of Texas -- Plan of Galveston Bay -- Plan of Sabine Lake. One sheet with two printed plate numbers, 'No. 37' and 'No. 38.' Map copyright date obscured.

**Texas - Maps - 1857**

Galveston Bay (Tex.) - Maps - 1857

Sabine Lake (Tex. and La.) - Maps - 1857


Authors: United States. Army. Corps of Topographical Engineers -- Walling, Henry Francis, 1825-1888 -- United States Coast Survey -- Ritchie & Dunnavant -- De Cordova, Jacob, 1808-1868 -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 84 x 91 cm.

Scale 1:1,500,000.

'Lith. of Ritchie & Dunnavant.'

Includes 'List of authorities' citing various maps and table of geographic coordinates of named survey stations.


Prime meridian: Greenwich.

Relief shown by hachures.

A substantial revision of this map (including addition of 2 insets) was published in: Atlas to accompany the official records of the Union and Confederate armies (Washington: G.P.O., 1891-1895); see dealer's description in Newberry Library Map Information File and Martin & Martin, Maps of Texas (1984) p. 152-153 pl. 45.

Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

845.
Day, J.M. Maps of Texas, p. 63-64.
Filed in vault map case.
95033000NL
VAULT drawer Graff 5455 (NLO)

74543 Texas - Maps - 1858
Pressler's map of the state of Texas compiled from the records of the General Land Office of the state ... Galveston : Jones, Root & Co., 1858.
Authors: Pressler, Chas. W. -- Texas. General Land Office -- Jones, Root & Co. -- McCall, Henry V., fl. 1859 -- Howes, Wright -- Wright Howes
Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 117 x 130 cm. fold. in cloth
Condition: very good.
Inscription inside front cover: Henry V. McCall, 30 Camp Street, New Orleans, June 9th 1859.
Forms part of the Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Gift 1976, Wright Howes.

74544 Texas - Maps - 1859 Galveston Bay (Tex.) - Maps - 1859 Sabine Lake (Tex. and La.) - Maps - 1859
Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's atlas of America ... (1859) -- De Cordova, Jacob, 1808-1868 -- Johnson & Browning
1 map : hand col. ; 39 x 62 cm.
In: Colton George Woolworth. Colton's atlas of the New World ... (1860)-- Alvin Jewett
1 map : hand col. ; 39 x 55 cm.
In: Johnson, Alvin Jewett. Johnson's new illustrated family atlas of the world ... (New York : A.J. Johnson, 1866), [plate 26]
1 map : col. ; 39 x 55 cm.
Condition: very good.
Inscription inside front cover: Henry V. McCall, 30 Camp Street, New Orleans, June 9th 1859.
Forms part of the Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Gift 1976, Wright Howes.

74545 Texas - Maps - 1860
Authors: Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884 -- Johnson & Browning -- Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884. Johnson's new illustrated (steel plate) family atlas ... (1860)
1 map : hand col. ; 40 x 57 cm.
Insets (10 x 12 cm. and smaller): Sabine Lake -- Northern Part of Texas -- Galveston Bay.
In: Johnson, Alvin Jewett. Johnson's new illustrated (steel plate) family atlas ... (New York : Johnson and Browning, 1860) plates '39' and '40.

74546 Texas - Maps - 1860
Richardson's new map of the state of Texas including part of Mexico ... [Philadelphia] : DeSilver, 1860.
Authors: Richardson, Willard -- Wickeland. H. -- Desilver, Charles -- Chicago Historical Society
1 map : col. ; 25 x 32.75 inches.
'... Corrected by H. Wickeland.'
Mounted on linen with slight loss of detail where previously folded.
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.

74547 Texas - Maps - 1866 Galveston Bay (Tex.) - Maps - 1866
Authors: Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884 -- Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884
Johnson's new illustrated family atlas of the world ... (1869) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 39 x 55 cm.
"Entered according to act of Congress in the year 1866, by A.J. Johnson in the Clerk's Office of the District Court of the United States for the Southern District of New York."
In: Johnson, Alvin Jewett. Johnson's new illustrated family atlas of the world ... (New York : A.J. Johnson, publisher, 1869), [plate 26]
Sheet corners numbered 51 and 52.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

74548 Texas - Maps - 1871
J. De Cordova's map of the state of Texas. [Austin, Tex. Michael D. Heaston, 200-?].
Authors: Creuzbaur, Robert -- De Cordova, Jacob, 1808-1868 -- Atwood, John M., approximately 1818- -- Michael D. Heaston Company
1 map : col. ; 62 x 58 cm.
Reduced facsimile of original published Austin, 1871.
'Compiled from the records of the General Land Office of the State, by Robert Creuzbaur.'
'New edition, revised and corrected to date.'
Detached from One hundred twenty-five Texas rarities & uncommon. Michael D. Heaston catalog 35 (Austin, [200-?]), item 80.
Scale of original [ca. 1:1,267,200].

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Texas - Maps - 1874

**New map of the state of Texas, as it is in 1874.**
1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 67 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:2,160,000].
Relief shown by hachures.
Insets: Plan of the northern part or panhandle -- Plan of Matagorada Bay -- Texas as it was in 1835 -- Plan of Galveston Bay -- Plan of Sabine Lake.


map4F 4030.2 (PrCt)

---

Texas - Maps - 1878-1880

**Pocket map of the state of Texas.** [Austin, Tex. Michael D. Heaston, 200-?].
Authors: Pressler, Chas. W. -- Langermann, A. B. -- American Photo-Lithographic Company -- Michael D. Heaston Company
1 map : col. ; 57 x 63 cm.
Reduced facsimile of original published Austin, 1879.
Detached from One hundred twenty rarities & uncommon. Michael D. Heaston catalog 35 (Austin, [200-?]), item 81.
Scale of original [ca. 1:2,027,520].

map4F 4030.2 (PrCt)

---

Texas - Maps - 1882

**Official map of the state of Texas, to accompany the statistical and descriptive work, 'Resources, soil and climate of Texas'.** Chicago : Rand McNally, 1882.
1 map : col. ; 30.75 x 33
Probably detached from: Spaight, A. W. The
Resources, soil, and climate of Texas. Galveston:
(fold. map) ; 24 cm.
Cf. OCLC 13372164
Mounted on linen.
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.
CHS Coll., Map no. 72 (PrCt)

74554 Texas - Maps - 1883
Texas. Chicago : Geo. F. Cram, [1883].
Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 --
Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928. Cram's
unrivaled family atlas of the world (1883)
1 map : col. ; 30 x 42 cm.
Inset (10 x 16 cm.): [Texas panhandle]

74555 Texas - Maps - 1883
Oklahoma - Maps - 1883
Indians - Territory - Maps - 1883
Colton's 'new medium' map of the state of Texas,
the Indian Territory, etc. New York : G. W. & C.
B. Colton & Co., 1883, c1882 [?].
Authors: G.W. & C.B. Colton & Co. -- Colton, G.
Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 --
Howes, Wright -- Wright Howes Map Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 61 x 71 cm. fold. in cloth
covers 15 x 10 cm.
Last digit of copyright date ambiguous, perhaps a
printed revision of '1881.'
Cover title: Colton's map of Texas.
Colton's advertising inside front cover.
Condition: torn at center left, otherwise good.
Forms part of the Wright Howes Map Collection
(Newberry Library).
Gift 1976, Wright Howes.
map3C G4030 1883 .C6 (PrCt)

74556 Texas - Maps - 1883 - Railroads
Railroads
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Poor's
manual of the railroads of the United States (1883)
1 map : col. ; 21 x 26 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Continuation inset (6 x 8 cm.): N.W. part of
Texas.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United
States (New York, 1884) between p. 832-833
H 668 .703 (1884) bet. p. 832-833 (PrCt)

74557 Texas - Maps - 1884 - Railroads
Railroads
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Poor's
manual of the railroads of the United States (1884)
1 map : col. ; 21 x 26 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Continuation inset (6 x 8 cm.): N.W. part of
Texas.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United
States (New York, 1884) between p. 832-833
H 668 .703 (1884) bet. p. 832-833 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
In: Cram, George Franklin. Cram's standard
 Keyed to town and railroad index on p. 157 and 159.
 Case oversize G1019 .G455 1887, p. 160-161
 (PrCt)

 74562 Texas - Maps - 1887 - Railroads>>>Railroads - Maps
 Rand, McNally & Co.'s new enlarged scale 
 railroad and county map of Texas : compiled by 
 the latest and most accurate surveys. Chicago : 
 Rand, McNally & Co., 1887, c1886.
 Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand 
 McNally and Company. Shippers guide -- Wilbur 
 & Hastings (New York, N.Y.) -- Rand McNally 
 Collection (Newberry Library)
 1 map : col.; 62 x 48 cm.
 Continuation insets (11 x 12 cm. and 18 x 25 
 cm.): [Western Texas] -- N.W. corner & 
 Pan-Handle.
 Issued folded in accompanying index (61 p. ; 18 
 cm.).: Rand, McNally & Co.'s indexed county and 
 railroad pocket map and shippers' guide of 
 Texas. Chicago and New York: Rand, McNally & 
 Co., 1887.
 Stationer's label inside front cover: Wilbur & 
 Hastings, stationers ... New York.
 Uniform title: Shippers guide.
 Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection 
 (Newberry Library).
 map6F G4031.P3 1887 .R3 (PrCt)

 74563 Texas - Maps - 1888 - Railroads>>>El Paso 
 Region - Maps - 1888 - Railroads 
 >>>Railroads - Maps
 Rand, McNally & Co.'s western Texas. [Chicago : 
 Rand, McNally & Co., 1888].
 Authors: Rand McNally and Company. Rand, 
 McNally & Co.'s improved indexed business atlas 
 and shipper's guide ... (1888) -- Rand McNally 
 and Company. Commercial atlas (1888)
 1 map : col.; 47 x 30 cm.
 Title in right margin.
 Continuation inset (12 x 12 cm.): [El Paso 
 region].
 In Rand, McNally & Co.'s improved indexed 
 business atlas and shipper's guide ... (Chicago: 
 Keyed to index of towns and railroads on 
 Uniform atlas title: Commercial atlas.
 Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
 oversize RMcN atlas .C7 1888, p. 456-457  
 (PrCt)

 74564 Texas - Maps - 1888 - Railroads>>>Railroads - Maps
 Note Co., [1888].
 Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor 
 & Greenough (New York, N.Y.) -- Poor's manual 
 of the railroads of the United States (1888)
 1 map : col.; 19 x 26 cm.
 Title in upper margin.
 Advertising on verso for American Bank Note 
 Company and Poor & Greenough, bankers and 
 brokers, New York.
 In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United 
 States (New York, 1888) between p. 880-881
 H 668 .703 (1888) bet. p. 880-881  
 (PrCt)

 74565 Texas - Maps - 1888 - Railroads>>>Railroads - Maps
 Rand, McNally & Co.'s eastern Texas. [Chicago : 
 Rand, McNally & Co., 1888].
 Authors: Rand McNally and Company. Rand, 
 McNally & Co.'s improved indexed business atlas 
 and shipper's guide ... (1888) -- Rand McNally 
 and Company. Commercial atlas (1888)
 1 map : col.; 33 x 48 cm.
 Title in upper margin.
 In Rand, McNally & Co.'s improved indexed 
 business atlas and shipper's guide ... (Chicago: 
 Rand McNally, 1888) p. 448-449.
 Keyed to index of towns and railroads on 
 Uniform atlas title: Commercial atlas.
 Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
 oversize RMcN atlas .C7 1888, p. 448-449  
 (PrCt)

 74566 Texas - Maps - 1888 - Railroads>>>Railroads - Maps
 Rand, McNally & Co.'s southern Texas. [Chicago : 
 Rand, McNally & Co., 1888].
 Authors: Rand McNally and Company. Rand, 
 McNally & Co.'s improved indexed business atlas 
 and shipper's guide ... (1888) -- Rand McNally 
 and Company. Commercial atlas (1888)
 1 map : col.; 33 x 48 cm.
 Title in upper margin.
 Untitled ancillary map (18 x 19 cm.): [County and 
 railroad map of Texas].
 In Rand, McNally & Co.'s improved indexed 
 business atlas and shipper's guide ... (Chicago: 
 Keyed to index of towns and railroads on 
 Uniform atlas title: Commercial atlas.
 Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
 oversize RMcN atlas .C7 1888, p. 452-453  
 (PrCt)

 74567 Texas - Maps - 1888 - Railroads>>>Railroads - Maps
 Rand, McNally & Co.'s Texas. Chicago : Rand, 
 McNally & Co., [1888].
 Authors: Rand McNally and Company. Rand, 
 McNally & Co.'s improved indexed business atlas 
 and shipper's guide ... (1888) -- Rand McNally 
 and Company. Commercial atlas (1888)
 1 map : col.; 33 x 46 cm.
 Title in upper margin.
 Untitled continuation inset (11 x 14 cm.): [Texas
Panhandle].
In Rand, McNally & Co.’s improved indexed business atlas and shipper’s guide ... (Chicago: Rand McNally, 1888) p. 464-465.
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

**74571 Texas - Maps - 1892 - Railroads>>>Railroads - Maps**

*Texas. New York : American Bank Note Co., [1892].*

Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor & Greenough (New York, N.Y.) -- Poor’s manual of the railroads of the United States (1892)

1 map : col. ; 19 x 26 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Advertising on verso for American Bank Note Company.
In Poor’s manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1892) between p. 384-385
H 668 .703 (1892) bet. p. 384-385 (PrCt)


Authors: Texas & Pacific Railway -- Rankin, John C., fl. 1891

1 map ; 13 x 20 cm.
In Texas & Pacific Railway. Annual report of the Texas and Pacific Railway Co. to the stockholders ... 1891 (New York: John C. Rankin & Co., 1892) opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1891 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

**74573 Texas - Maps - 1893 - Railroads>>>Railroads - Maps**


Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor’s manual of the railroads of the United States (1893)

1 map : col. ; 19 x 26 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Advertising on verso for American Bank Note Company.
In Poor’s manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1893) between p. xvi-[1]
H 668 .703 (1893) bet. p. xvi-[1] (PrCt)

**74574 Texas - Maps - 1893 - Railroads>>>Railroads - Maps**


1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm.
Title in upper margin.
‘Rand, McNally & Co.’s business atlas map of Texas. Copyright, 1892 ... ’ -- at bottom left. Continuation inset (10 x 13 cm.); Southern portion of Texas on same scale.
Issued folded in accompanying index (76 p. ; 17 cm.).: Rand, McNally & Co.’s indexed county and railroad pocket map and shippers’ guide of Texas.
Chicago and New York: Rand, McNally & Co., c1893.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
map4F G4031.P3 1893 .R3 (PrCt)
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Map of the Texas & Pacific Railway and connections. [New York? Texas & Pacific Railway?, 1897].
Authors: Texas & Pacific Railway -- Rankin, John C., fl. 1891
1 map : col. ; 45 x 58 cm.
In Texas & Pacific Railway. Annual report of the directors of the Texas and Pacific Railway Co. ... 1896 (New York: John C. Rankin & Co., 1897) opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1896 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Texas - Maps - 1898 - Railroads>>>Railroads - Maps
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1898)
1 map : col. ; 19 x 26 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Added title in upper margin: Railroad map of the United States - section 14 - 1898.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1898) between p. xvi-[1] H 668 .703 (1898) bet. p. xvi-[1] (PrCt)

Map of the Texas & Pacific Railway and connections. [New York? Texas & Pacific Railway?, 1898].
Authors: Texas & Pacific Railway -- Rankin, John C., fl. 1891
1 map : hand col. ; 45 x 59 cm.
In Texas & Pacific Railway. Annual report of the directors of the Texas and Pacific Railway Co. ... 1897 (New York: John C. Rankin & Co., 1898) opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1897 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Map showing exchanges, toll stations and metallic circuit lines and connections operated by the Southwestern Telegraph & Telephone Company. [New York : s.n., 1898].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1898) -- Southwestern Telegraph and Telephone Company
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
On verso: Map showing exchanges, toll stations and metallic circuit lines and connections operated by the Northwestern Telephone Exchange Company.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1898) p. 1150 H 668 .703 (1898) p. 1150 (PrCt)

Texas - Maps - 1899 - Railroads>>>Railroads - Maps
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1899)
1 map : col. ; 19 x 26 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Added title in upper margin: Poor's manual--Railroad map of the United States, 1899.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1899) between p. 544-545 H 668 .703 (1899) bet. p. 544-545 (PrCt)

Authors: Texas & Pacific Railway -- Rankin, John C., fl. 1891 -- John C. Rankin Co. (New York, N.Y.) SEE Rankin, John C., fl. 1891
1 map : col. ; 46 x 59 cm.
In Texas & Pacific Railway. Annual report of the directors ... 1899 (New York: John C. Rankin Co., 1899) opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1899 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Texas - Maps - 1900
1 map ; 77 x 89 cm., folded to 24 cm.
‘Edition of April, 1900.’
Dated '1899' below title block.
‘Compiled by and under the direction of Robert T. Hall.’
‘Drawn by Henry S. Selden and Willard D. Johnson.’
At head of title: U.S. Geologic Survey, Charles D. Walcott, Director.
Series: Topographic Atlas Folio (Geological Survey (U.S.)) ; 3, sheet XI.
Scale [1:1,584,000]. 25 miles = 1 inch
Coordinates: (W 107°30'--W 93°30'/N 36°30'--N
74592 Texas - Maps - 1900 - Railroads - Fort Worth and Denver City Railway Company - Maps - 1900 - Railroads - Maps
Texas : geographically correct map of the state showing the main line of the Fort Worth & Denver City Railway and showing its connections. [Fort Worth, Tex.? Fort Worth and Denver City Railway Company?, 1900?].
Authors: Fort Worth and Denver City Railway Company
1 map ; 16 x 24 cm.
Plate no.: 3092
In Fort Worth and Denver City Railway Company.
Nineteenth annual report to the stockholders... 1900 [Fort Worth, Tex.? Fort Worth and Denver City Railway Company, 1900?].

City Railway Company?, 1901?] opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1900 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Map of the Texas & Pacific Railway and connections. [New York? Texas & Pacific Railway?, 1901?].
Authors: Texas & Pacific Railway -- Rankin, John C., fl. 1891
1 map : col. ; 46 x 59 cm.
In Texas & Pacific Railway. Annual report of the directors ... 1899 (New York: John C. Rankin Co., [1901?]) opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1899 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

74595 Texas - Maps - 1902 - Cuba - Maps - 1902 (Provisional Heading)
2 v. : 16 maps ; 238 x 151 mm.
USGS#190;F,Geog28;fldg800x900+#192 Geography text.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Post route map of the state of Texas ... 1st of December, 1902. [Washington, D.C. U.S. Post Office], 1902.

Texas - Maps - 1913 - Railroads - Maps
1 map : col. ; 64 x 92 cm.
‘Rand, McNally & Co.’s new business atlas map of Texas. Copyright, 1903 ... ' -- at bottom left.
Includes key to railroads numbered 1-172 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Texas railroads.
Continuation insets (19 x 23 cm. and 15 x 21 cm.): [Texas Panhandle] -- [Southern tip of Texas].
Issued folded in accompanying index (98 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally & Co.’s indexed county and township pocket map and shippers’ guide of Texas. Chicago and New York : Rand McNally & Co., c1913.
‘Copyrighted by Rand McNally & Co. April 30, 1913’ in ms. on back of title page.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 828 (PrCt)

Texas - Maps - 1914 - Railroads - Maps
1 map : col. ; 65 x 92 cm.
‘Rand, McNally & Co.’s new business atlas map of Texas. Copyright, 1903 ... ' -- at bottom left.
Includes key to railroads numbered 1-172 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Texas railroads.
Continuation insets (19 x 23 cm. and 15 x 21 cm.): [Texas Panhandle] -- [Southern tip of Texas].
Issued folded in accompanying index (98 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally & Co.’s indexed county and township pocket map and shippers’ guide of Texas. Chicago and New York : Rand McNally & Co., c1914.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 828 (PrCt)

Texas - Maps - 1916 - Railroads - Maps
1 map : col. ; 63 x 92 cm.
‘Rand, McNally & Co.’s new business atlas map of Texas. Copyright, 1903 ... ' -- at bottom left.
Includes key to railroads numbered 1-172 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Texas railroads.
Continuation insets (19 x 23 cm. and 15 x 21 cm.): [Texas Panhandle] -- [Southern tip of Texas].
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 829 (PrCt)
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Texas. 1 map ; 65 x 92 cm.
Issued folded in accompanying index (85 p.; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Texas. Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1921.
Handstamp on front cover: Register of Copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.
Dated ‘Pub. 3-29-21’ and ‘3/31/21’ in ms. on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 833 (PrCt)

Texas - Maps - 1922 - Railroads Texas - Maps - 1922 - Road maps
1 map : col. ; 65 x 92 cm.
'The Rand McNally new commercial atlas map of Texas' -- at bottom left.
Plate nos. : 251G and 213G
Includes key to railroads numbered 1-175 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Texas railroads.
Continuation insets (16 x 21 cm. and 15 x 21 cm.): [Texas Panhandle] -- [Southern tip of Texas].
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Texas. 1 map ; 65 x 92 cm. Plate no. 1031G.
Issued folded in accompanying index (84 p.; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Texas. Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1922.
Handstamp on front cover: Register of Copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.
Dated '9/27/22' in ms. on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 834 (PrCt)

Texas - Maps - 1923 - Railroads Texas - Maps - 1923 - Road maps
1 map : col. ; 65 x 92 cm.
'The Rand McNally new commercial atlas map of Texas' -- at bottom left.
Plate nos. : 251H and 213H
Includes key to railroads numbered 1-175 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Texas railroads.
Continuation insets (17 x 23 cm. and 15 x 21 cm.): [Texas Panhandle] -- [Southern tip of Texas].
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Texas. 1 map ; 65 x 92 cm. Plate no. 1031J.
Issued folded in accompanying index (84 p.; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Texas. Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1923.
Handstamp on front cover: Register of Copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.
Dated '6/6/23' in ms. on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 93 (PrCt)
74627 Texas - Maps - 1925 - Road maps
Keyed to 43 named road signs.
Scale. [ca. 1:1,267,000].
Plate no. G-21.
Includes continuation insets of northern Texas and the El Paso and Brownsville sections.
Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto trails map : Texas (Chicago and New York: Rand McNally, 1925). 40 p. : maps, ill. ; 19 cm.
Cover handstamped "Register of copyrights, Library of Congress ..." and dated "2/7/25" in ms.
In manuscript on first page: "3 shelf l. cl."
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road. Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).

74628 Texas - Maps - 1926 - Road maps
Plate no.: 9R25
Includes key to railroads numbered 1-175 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Texas railroads.
Continuation insets (17 x 23 cm. and 15 x 21 cm.): [Texas Panhandle] -- [Southern tip of Texas].
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Texas. 1 map ; 64 x 92 cm. Plate no. 2N24.
Includes key to 26 named 'principal trails in Texas.'
Issued folded in accompanying index (92 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Texas. San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1926.
Dated 3/1/1926' in ms. on title page.

74629 Texas - Maps - 1926 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library), 1 map : col. ; 63 x 80 on sheet 73 x 88 cm.
Keyed to 12 named road signs.
Scale. [ca. 1:1,267,000].
Plate no. H-22.
Includes continuation insets of northern Texas and the El Paso and Brownsville sections.
Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto road map : Texas (Chicago and New York: Rand McNally, 1926). 36 p. : maps, ill. ; 19 cm.
Title page handstamped "Register of copyrights, Library of Congress ..." and dated "4-7-26c#" in ms.
In manuscript on front cover verso: "1. cl. 3 shelf."
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road. Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).

74630 Texas - Maps - 1927 - Road maps
Date from RMcN AE 137 ms. index.
Plate no. I-34
Running title: Junior auto road atlas of the western United States. Pages 52 and 53.
Insets (9 x 12 cm. and 11 x 8 cm.): North western Texas -- Brownsville section.
Partial maps on verso (28 x 22 cm. each): Rand McNally junior auto road map : Arizona, New Mexico -- [Map f Oklahoma]. Pages 54 and 51.
Uniform titles: Junior auto trails -- Auto trails.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

74631 Texas - Maps - 1927 - Road maps
Texas - Maps - 1927 - Road maps


Includes continuation insets of northern Texas and the El Paso and Brownsville sections.

Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto road map of Texas (Chicago and New York: Rand McNally, 1927). 48 p. : maps, ill. ; 19 cm.

Cover title: Rand McNally official auto road map : Texas.

Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.

"Voss" in purple crayon on cover.

Uniform title: Auto trails

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).

RMcN Auto Trails 4C 321 (PrCt)
Texas - Maps - 1928 - Railroads --> Texas - Maps - 1928 - Road maps --> Railroads - Maps

1 map : col. ; 64 x 92 cm.
Plate no.: 7R27
Includes key to railroads numbered 1-175 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Texas railroads.
Continuation insets (17 x 23 cm. and 15 x 21 cm.): [Texas Panhandle] -- [Southern tip of Texas].
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Texas. 1 map ; 64 x 92 cm. Plate no. 2N24.
Includes key to 26 named 'principal trails in Texas.'
Issued folded in accompanying index (96 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Texas. San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1928.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 841 (PrCt)

Texas - Maps - 1928 - Railroads --> Texas - Maps - 1928 - Road maps --> Road maps --> Railroads - Maps

1 map : col. ; 62 x 80 cm.
Plate no.: J-29
Continuation insets (14 x 18 cm. and smaller): Northern Texas insert -- El Paso section -- Brownsville section.
Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto road map of Texas ... (Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, 1928). 44 p.: maps, ill.; 19 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally official auto road map:
Texas.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Unique title: Auto trails.
Handstamp on title page: Register of Copyrights.
Library of Congress: Washington, D.C.
4-28-28' in ms. on title page.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).

Authors: Rand McNally and Company.
Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.: 62 x 80 cm.
Accompanying index missing.
Plate no. J-29.
Continuation insets (14 x 18 cm. and smaller):
Northern Texas insert -- El Paso section -- Brownsville section.
Editor's copy: map marked in colored pencil; includes ms. plate no. 'K-29.'
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).

**Texas - Maps - 1928 - Road maps Road maps Texas. Chicago: H.M. Gousha Co., [1928].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 0, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Louisiana Oil Refining Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 0, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Authors: Rand McNally and Company. Junior auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.: 39 x 53 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Rand McNally junior auto road map of Texas with portions of adjoining states.
Uniform title: Junior auto trails.
Date from RMcN AE 186 ms. index.
Map identifies location of following hotels scattered throughout the southern states: Gunter, Menger, Stephen F. Austin, Baker, Texas.
Inset (9 x 10 cm.): Road map of Brownsville section.
Maps on verso (each 5 x 7 cm.): San Antonio [2 maps] -- Austin -- Ft. Worth -- Dallas.
Panel art: Baker Hotels logo.
Title panel lists Baker Hotels in Austin, San Antonio, Dallas, and Ft. Worth.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**Texas - Maps - 1929 - Road maps Road maps Texas. Chicago: H.M. Gousha Co., [1929].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Firestone Tire and Rubber Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Firestone Tire and Rubber Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

**Texas - Maps - 1929 - Road maps Road maps Texas. Chicago: H.M. Gousha Co., No. 17. [1929].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Firestone Tire and Rubber Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Texas - Maps - 1929 - Road maps
74647
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Gulf Oil Refining Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 172 (PrCt)
74648
Texas - Maps - 1929 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Marland Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 0, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 203 (PrCt)
74649
Texas - Maps - 1929 - Road maps
[Texaco road map of Texas]. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1929].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col ; 53 x 64 cm.
Imperfect; title cartouche and plate number trimmed away; title supplied by cataloguer.
Date from RMcN AE 137 ms. index.
Insets (12 x 15 cm. and smaller): Brownsville section -- Panhandle section -- El Paso section. Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMCN AE 137.8 (PrCt)
74650
Texas - Maps - 1929 - Road maps
Texas - Maps - 1929 - Airports
Texas - Maps - 1929 - Texas Pacific Coal and Oil Company - Maps - 1929 - Road maps
Highways of Texas and scenic motor tours / compliments of Texas Pacific Coal and Oil Co., Fort Worth ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1929].
Authors: Texas Pacific Coal and Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col ; 58 x 58 cm., folded to 21 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Highway and scenic motor tours map of Texas
Locations of "TP products" prominently indicated on map.
Margins include photos of Texas Pacific Coal and Oil facilities in Fort Worth, Texas.
Plate no. K 1105.
Maps on verso (28 x 28 cm. and smaller): Airport map of Texas -- Fort Worth -- Houston -- Dallas -- Wichita Falls, Amarillo.
Panel art: Cars in front of Texas Pacific gas station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4408 (PrCt)
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (October 2010).
RMcN Air Trails 4C 50 (PrCt)

74652 Texas - Maps - 1930-1939 -
Roads<<>>Texas - Maps - 1930-1939 -
Aeronautical charts<<>>Aeronautical charts -
Texas - Maps - 1930-1939<<>>Road
maps<<>>Roads - Maps<<>>Aeronautical charts

[Rand McNally standard map of Texas]. Chicago
: Rand McNally & Company, [193?].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally and Company. Shippers guide -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 82 x 63 cm.
Imperfect; title cartouche, plate numbers and
some railroad numbers trimmed away; title
supplied by cataloger.
Includes key to railroads beneath added title:
Texas railroads.
Insets (25 x 28 cm. and smaller): Western part
of Texas -- Dallas, Ft. Worth -- Houston, Galveston.
Maps on verso (82 x 63 cm. and smaller): Rand
McNally standard map of Texas with air trails
[Plate nos. 1:42 S S -- 7R29 -- 10N28] -- Dallas,
Ft. Worth -- Houston, Galveston -- [Western part
of Texas].
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 137.1X (PrCt)

74653 Texas - Maps - 1930 - Road maps<<>>Road
maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Continental
Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry
Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 298 (PrCt)

74654 Texas - Maps - 1930 - Road maps<<>>Road
maps
Texas. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1930].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Goodyear
Tire and Rubber Company -- H.M. Gousha
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry
Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 348 (PrCt)

74655 Texas - Maps - 1930 - Road maps<<>>Road
maps
No. 17. Texas. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co.,
1930.
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Gulf Oil
Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry
Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry
Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 368 (PrCt)

74656 Texas - Maps - 1930 - Road maps<<>>Road
maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Louisiana Oil
Refining Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry
Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 378 (PrCt)

74657 Texas - Maps - 1930 - Road maps<<>>Road
maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil
Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry
Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry
Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 425 (PrCt)

74658 Texas - Maps - 1930 - Road maps<<>>Road
maps
Texas. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1930].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Simms Oil
Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry
Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Verso blank.
Plate no. D-120-J.C..
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry
Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 437 (PrCt)

74659 Texas - Maps - 1930 - Road maps<<>>Road
maps
Texaco road map : Texas ... Chicago : Rand
McNally & Company, 1930 [i.e. 1931?].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and
Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry
Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 53 cm.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Texas - Maps - 1930 - Road maps

Road map of Texas : Marathon products ... / compliments of Transcontinental Oil Co. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1930].
Authors: Transcontinental Oil Co. -- Marathon Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Rand McNally special auto road map of Texas
Date from RMcN AE 137 ms. index.
Plate no. L-1106
Insets (13 x 15 cm. and 11 x 12 cm.): Panhandle section -- Brownsville section.
Map on verso (28 x 43 cm.): Rand McNally junior auto road map of United States.
Panel art: Marathon runner, cars, service station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 137.10.1 (PrCt)

Texas - Maps - 1931 - Road maps

Cities Service road map of Texas. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1931].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : col. ; 44 x 68 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Cities Service special auto road map of Texas
Date from RMcN AE 137 ms. index.
Plate no. M-34-P.
Insets (14 x 18 cm. and 11 x 16 cm.): Panhandle section -- Brownsville section.
Maps on verso (33 x 53 cm. and smaller): Cities Service road map of south central states -- Dallas -- San Antonio -- Fort Worth -- Houston -- [Southern Texas].
Panel art: Oil field
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 137.14 (PrCt)

Texas - Maps - 1931 - Road maps

Road map of Texas : Marathon products ... / compliments of Transcontinental Oil Co. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1930].
Authors: Transcontinental Oil Co. -- Marathon Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Rand McNally special auto road map of Texas
Date from RMcN AE 137 ms. index.
Plate no. L-1106
Insets (13 x 15 cm. and 11 x 12 cm.): Panhandle section -- Brownsville section.
Map on verso (28 x 43 cm.): Rand McNally junior auto road map of United States.
Panel art: Marathon runner, cars, service station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 137.9 (PrCt)
Texas - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Manuscript on title panel: "2nd edit."
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 568 (Pr.Ct)

Texas - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
Authors:  Rand McNally and Company
1 map : col. ; 68 x 53 cm.
Plate no. M-1107.
Insets (20 x 19 cm. and smaller): Western Texas -- Ft. Worth -- Dallas.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 137.12 (Pr.Ct)

Texas - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
Authors:  Rand McNally and Company
1 map : col. ; 68 x 53 cm.
Plate no. M-1107.
Insets (20 x 19 cm. and smaller): Western Texas -- Ft. Worth -- Dallas.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 137.13 (Pr.Ct)

Texas - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
Authors:  Rand McNally and Company
1 map : col. ; 68 x 53 cm.
Plate no. M-1107.
Insets (20 x 19 cm. and smaller): Western Texas -- Ft. Worth -- Dallas.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 137.14 (Pr.Ct)

Texas - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
Authors:  Rand McNally and Company
1 map : col. ; 68 x 53 cm.
Plate no. M-1107.
Insets (20 x 19 cm. and smaller): Western Texas -- Ft. Worth -- Dallas.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 137.15 (Pr.Ct)
74672 Texas - Maps - 1932 - Road maps

1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Rand McNally senior 1932 auto road map of Texas.
Plate no. 19. N 34 M.
Insets (12 x 15 cm. and 9 x 13 cm.): Panhandle section -- Brownsville section.
Map on verso (28 x 44 cm.): Wilcox road map of Texas.
Panel art: Cars in front of Wilcox station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Remnants Library).
RMcN AE 137.17 (PrCt)

74673 Texas - Maps - 1932 - Road maps

1 map : col. ; 44 x 68 cm.
Plate no. N-34-P.
Insets (14 x 18 cm. and 11 x 16 cm.): Panhandle section -- Brownsville section.
Maps on verso (33 x 53 cm. and smaller): Cities Service road map of United States -- Dallas -- San Antonio -- Fort Worth -- Houston.
Panel art: Cities Service swordsman.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 137.20 (PrCt)

74674 Texas - Maps - 1932 - Road maps

1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm. fold. to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Crown auto road map of Texas
Plate no. 19. N 34 M.
Insets (12 x 15 cm. and 9 x 13 cm.): Panhandle section -- Brownsville section.
Handstamped "Register of copyrights, Library of Congress ..." and dated "3-2-32" in ms.
Map on verso (28 x 44 cm.): Rand McNally junior auto road map of United States.
Panel art: Crown sign.
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).
Road map4C G4031.P2 1932 .C7 (PrCt)

74675 Texas - Maps - 1932 - Road maps

Road map : Texas : Gulf ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, 1932. Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 59 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Gulf Refining Co. 1932 official road map : Texas
Plate no. K 11. 34 P 24
Insets (12 x 15 cm. and 9 x 14 cm.): Panhandle section -- Brownsville section.
Panel art: Gulf logo over attendant and woman in car.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 137.19 (PrCt)

74676 Texas - Maps - 1932 - Road maps

1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 0, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 652 (PrCt)

74677 Texas - Maps - 1932 - Road maps

1 folded map
Panel title.
Cover: License plate motif.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 0, DUP 0.
Panel art: Shell logo, license plates, couple in convertible car (woman driving), dog, signed by artist "Robert E. Lee."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 721 (PrCt)

74678 Texas - Maps - 1932 - Road maps

1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 0, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 757 (PrCt)

74679 Texas - Maps - 1932 - Road maps
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Rand McNally senior 1932 auto road map of Texas
Plate no. 19. N34 M.
Insets (12 x 15 cm. and 9 x 13 cm.): Panhandle section -- Brownsville section.
Map on verso (28 x 44 cm.): Rand McNally junior auto road map of United States.
Uniform title: Junior auto trails
Panel art: Parco logo above cityscape and row of cars.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 137.16 (PrCt)

74680 Texas - Maps - 1932 - Road maps
Texaco road map : Texas ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, 1932.
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 53 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: 1932 Texaco road map : Texas : spring edition
Plate no. A 5. 3024
Insets (20 x 20 cm. and smaller): Western Texas -- Ft. Worth -- Dallas.
Maps on verso (36 x 52 cm. and smaller): Texaco road map : 1932 : United States -- Austin -- El Paso -- Houston -- San Antonio.
Panel art: Texaco compass logo with U.S. outline.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 137.18 (PrCt)

74681 Texas - Maps - 1932 - Road maps
Texas - Maps - 1932 - Airways
Airways - Texas - Maps - 1932
Gulf Coast (Tex.) - Maps - 1932
Aeronautical charts
Authors: Humble Oil and Refining Company
(Incorporated in Tex.) -- Esso Standard Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 52 x 57 cm., folded to 18 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Opposite panel title: In Texas Esso ... / Humble Oil & Refining Company
Added title: Humble automobile road map of Texas. 1932 / presented by Humble Oil & Refining Co.
Plate no. M-34-P
Maps on verso (33 x 33 cm. and smaller): Humble airport map of Texas -- Humble waterways map of the Texas coast -- Houston -- San Antonio -- Austin -- Humble mileage chart of the south central United States.
Panel art: Red star on Texas outline; Humble and Esso logos; logos of 23 airline companies.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 702 (PrCt)

74682 Texas - Maps - 1932 - Road maps - Texas - Maps - 1932 - Railroads
87 p. : 18 maps (2 folded) ; 24 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally pocket maps : Texas : counties, cities, towns, auto roads, railroads, city maps, hotels, 1930 census
Uniform title: Pocket maps
Folded map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back to back, col. ; 83 x 63 cm. and 69 x 53 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of Texas. Plate nos. "No.1:42SS", "7R30", and "10N28". Includes key to railroads and inset maps of western Texas, and the Dallas-Fort Worth and Houston-Galveston regions (25 x 28 cm. and smaller). -- Rand McNally auto road map : Texas. Plate no. M-1107. Includes inset maps of western Texas, Fort Worth, and Dallas (20 x 20 cm. and smaller).
Index includes maps of Amarillo, Austin, Beaumont, Dallas, Denison, El Paso, Fort Worth, Houston, Galveston, Laredo, Port Arthur, San Antonio, Sherman, Texarkana, Waco, and Wichita Falls (p. 74-87).
Cover art: Cars on road alongside passenger train.
"50¢" -- printed on front cover.
Handstamp on title page: Register of Copyrights, Library of Congress ... 1-4-32.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Pocket 4C 254 (PrCt)

74683 Texas - Maps - 1933 - Road maps>>>Middle West - Maps - 1933 - Road maps>>>Great Plains - Maps - 1933 - Road maps>>>Road maps
Authors: H.F. Wilcox Oil and Gas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Rand McNally senior 1933 auto road map of Texas.
Plate no. 19. O 34 M.
Insets (12 x 15 cm. and 9 x 13 cm.): Panhandle section -- Brownsville section.
Map on verso (28 x 44 cm.): Wilcox road map of the central-western states.
Panel art: Cars in front of Wilcox station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 137.24 (PrCt)

74684 Texas - Maps - 1933 - Road maps>>>Oklahoma - Maps - 1933 - Road maps>>>Road maps
Texaco road map : Texas, Oklahoma 1933 ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, 1933.
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 71 x 67 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: 1933 Texaco road map : Texas, Oklahoma : spring edition
Plate no. A 5. 3024
Insets (10 x 14 cm. each): Ft. Worth -- Dallas -- San Antonio -- Houston.
Panel art: Texaco compass logo with U.S. outline.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 137.22 (PrCt)

74687 Texas - Maps - 1933 - Road maps>>>Road maps
Texas. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1933].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 847 (PrCt)

74688 Texas - Maps - 1933 - Road maps>>>Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Gulf Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 872 (PrCt)

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 901 (PrCt)

74690 Texas - Maps - 1933 - Road maps Road maps Texas. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1933.
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil Company -- Lee, Robert E., fl. 1933 -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Cover: License plate motif.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Panel art: Shell logo, license plates, woman driving convertible car, dog, signed by artist "Robert E. Lee."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 944 (PrCt)

74691 Texas - Maps - 1933 - Road maps Road maps [Pure Oil map of Texas]. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1933].
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 57 cm.
Imperfect; title cartouche and panel trimmed away; title supplied by cataloger.
Date from RMcN AE 137 ms. index.
Plate no. 19. O 34 M
Insets (12 x 15 cm, and 9 x 13 cm.): Panhandle section -- Brownsville section.
Map on verso (29 x 43 cm.): Pure Oil pathfinder for United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 137.23 (PrCt)

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 21 x 29 cm., on sheet 23 x 41 cm.
Plate no. "SEC. H-320-J"
Covers region roughly bounded by the Texas Panhandle, Andrews County, and Dallas-Fort Worth.
Printer's proof; right margin and verso blank.
Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Company Collection (Newberry Library).
map1F G4031.P2 1934 .G6 (PrCt)

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 71 x 67 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: 1934 Texaco road map : Texas, Oklahoma
Plate no. 3024
Insets (10 x 14 cm. each): Ft. Worth -- Dallas -- San Antonio -- Houston.
Panel art: Texaco compass logo with U.S. outline.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 123.22 (PrCt)

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 71 x 67 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: 1934 Texaco road map : Texas, Oklahoma : spring edition
Plate no. 3024
Insets (10 x 14 cm. each): Ft. Worth -- Dallas -- San Antonio -- Houston.
Panel art: Texaco compass logo with U.S. outline.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Abilene -- Amarillo -- Ardmore -- Austin.
Panel art: Texaco compass logo with U.S. outline.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 137.25 (PrCt)

74695 Texas - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 44 x 68 cm.
Plate nos. "C.S.O. 1934 "and "P-34-P"
Insets (14 x 18 cm. and 11 x 16 cm.): Panhandle section -- Brownsville section.
Maps on verso (33 x 53 cm. and smaller): Cities Service road map of United States -- Dallas -- San Antonio -- Fort Worth -- Houston.
Panel art: Line drawing of car on country road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 137.26 (PrCt)

74696 Texas - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 59 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Gulf Refining Co. 1934 official road map : Texas
Plate no. P.34
Insets (12 x 15 cm. and 9 x 14 cm.): Panhandle section -- Brownsville section.
Panel art: Gulf logo and men looking at map while child looks at gas attendant servicing car.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 137.29 (PrCt)

74697 Texas - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Travel Texas with Conoco. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1934].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (3 panel, R,G): Outline map of North America, logo.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 0, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1055 (PrCt)

74698 Texas - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (3 panel, R,G,BL): Six cars speeding towards service station, logo.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 0, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1114 (PrCt)
Added title: Pure Oil pathfinder for Texas
Date from RMcN AE 137 ms. index.
Plate no. P.34
Insets (12 x 15 cm. and 9 x 13 cm.): Panhandle section -- Brownsville section.
Map on verso (28 x 44 cm.): Pure Oil pathfinder for United States.
Panel art: Pure logo over a map of the eastern United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 137.28 (PrCt)

74702 Texas - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm. "Eleventh edition" Panel title.
Added title: Pure Oil pathfinder for Texas.
Plate no. P.34.
Insets (12 x 15 cm. and 9 x 13 cm.): Panhandle section -- Brownsville section.
Map on verso (28 x 43 cm.): Pure Oil pathfinder for United States.
Panel art: Pure Oil logo laid over a map of the eastern United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2186 (PrCt)

74703 Texas - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Sinclair : Texas : 1934 Sinclair road map ...
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Barr, fl. 1934 -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 64 cm. Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair 1934 official road map : Texas.
Plate no. P. 34
Insets (13 x 17 cm. and 10 x 15 cm.): Panhandle section -- Brownsville section.
Map on verso (31 x 48 cm.): Sinclair recreational map : United States.
Panel art: Boy with toy dinosaur waving at car, Sinclair gas station in background; signed "Barr" [?]
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 137.27 (PrCt)

74704 Texas - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 71 x 68 cm. Panel title.
Added title: 1934 Texaco road map : Texas, Oklahoma.
Plate no. 3024.
Insets (10 x 14 cm. each): Ft. Worth -- Dallas -- San Antonio -- Austin.
Previously bound with other maps in a portfolio marked "Points of Interest" and dated 1934.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 189.41 (PrCt)

74705 Texas - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Highways of Texas and scenic motor tours / compliments of Texas Pacific Coal and Oil Co., Fort Worth, Texas. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1934].
Authors: Texas Pacific Coal and Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 59 x 59 cm. Panel title.
Added title: Texas Pacific Coal and Oil Company ... highway map of Texas.
Date from RMcN AE 137 ms. index.
Plate no. P-3474.
Maps on verso (19 x 19 cm. and smaller): Dallas -- Ft. Worth -- Austin -- Waco.
Panel art: Cars in front of Texas Pacific gas station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 137.32 (PrCt)
Texas - Maps - 1935 - Road maps

Texas, Oklahoma: Texaco road map. Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1935?].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 71 x 67 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco road map : Texas, Oklahoma.
Includes table of "State and federal gasoline taxes as of June 6th, 1935."
Plate no. 3024
Insets (10 x 14 cm. each): Ft. Worth -- Dallas -- San Antonio -- Houston.
Panel art: Texaco compass logo.
Adhesive label nos. "23" and "24" on verso.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 170.23-24 (PrCt)

Texas - Maps - 1935 - Road maps

Texas, Oklahoma: Texaco road map ... Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1935].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 71 x 67 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco road map : Texas, Oklahoma.
Date from RMcN AE 137 ms. index.
Includes table of "State and federal gasoline taxes as of Aug. 20th, 1935."
Plate no. 3024
Insets (11 x 15 cm. each): Ft. Worth -- Dallas -- San Antonio -- Houston.
Panel art: Texaco compass logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 137.33 (PrCt)

Texas - Maps - 1935 - Road maps

Texas, Oklahoma: Texaco road map ... Chicago: H.M. Gousha Co., [1935?].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 71 x 67 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco road map : Texas, Oklahoma.
Date from RMcN AE 137 ms. index.
Includes table of "State and federal gasoline taxes as of April 24, 1935."
Plate no. 3024
Insets (10 x 14 cm. each): Ft. Worth -- Dallas -- San Antonio -- Houston.
Panel art: Texaco compass logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 123.26 (PrCt)
Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 1343 (PrCt)

74712 Texas - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
The Narrowest road through the smallest village leads to Chevrolet service ... road map of Texas.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1935].
Authors: General Motors Corporation. Chevrolet Motor Division -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 37 x 57 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Chevrolet auto road map of Texas.
Date from RMcN AE 137 ms. index.
Plate no. Q. 3564
Insets (13 x 15 cm. and 9 x 13 cm): Panhandle section -- Brownsville section.
Map on verso (28 x 42 cm.): Chevrolet auto road map of United States.
Panel art: Chevrolet automobile sales and service dealer.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 137.39 (PrCt)

74713 Texas - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 57 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Gulf Refining Co. 1935 official road map : Texas
Plate no. Q.34
Insets (12 x 15 cm. and 9 x 14 cm.): Panhandle section -- Brownsville section.
Maps on verso (20 x 19 cm. and smaller): Dallas -- Houston -- Fort Worth -- Galveston -- Port Arthur -- Austin -- Beaumont -- San Antonio -- Waco.
Panel art: Gulf attendants servicing car at station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 137.35 (PrCt)

74714 Texas - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Tide Water Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (3 panel, O,B): Profile of woman driver, scarf blowing in wind.
Plate no. I-320-JC.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 1250 (PrCt)

74715 Texas - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Texas : "best in the long run" : Marathon Oil Co.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1935].
Authors: Marathon Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Rand McNally auto road map : Texas.
Date from RMcN AE 137 ms. index.
Plate no. Q.34
Insets (13 x 15 cm. and 9 x 13 cm): Panhandle section -- Brownsville section.
Map on verso (28 x 44 cm.): Rand McNally official road map : United States
Panel art: Marathon runner.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 137.38 (PrCt)

74716 Texas - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
N.A.C. road map of Texas ... / prepared by Engineering Department, National Automobile Club . Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1935?].
Authors: National Automobile Club -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: National Automobile Club logo, list of district offices.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 1415 (PrCt)

74717 Texas - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1444 (PrCt)

74718 Texas - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 37 x 57 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell official road map : Texas
Plate no. Q.34
Insets (12 x 15 cm. and 9 x 13 cm.): Panhandle section -- Brownsville section.
Map on verso (28 x 44 cm.): Shell official road map : United States
Panel art: Shell logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 137.34 (PrCt)

74719 Texas - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
United States - Maps - 1935 - Petroleum industry and trade
United States - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Texas : Pure Oil pathfinder ... / compliments of the American Oil Company ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1935].
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- American Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 41 x 63 cm.
Panel title.
"Twelfth edition."
Added title: Pure Oil pathfinder for Texas
Date from RMcN AE 137 ms. index.
Plate no. Q.34
Insets (12 x 15 cm. and 9 x 13 cm.): Panhandle section -- Brownsville section.
Map on verso (43 x 47 cm.): Pathfinder road map of Pure-Oil-Land showing through highways and Pure Oil producing, refining and transportation operations.
Panel art: Pure Oil logo, eastern U.S. map, car and gas station in foreground.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 137.36 (PrCt)

74720 Texas - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
1936 road map : Texas and Mexico : Shell ... Chicago : H. M. Gousha Company, 1936.
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H. M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 48 x 64 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell official road map : Texas
Plate nos. "320-J.C" and "J-2"
Inset (14 x 16 cm.): Rio Grande Valley section.
Maps on verso (35 x 48 cm. and smaller): Shell official road map ... Mexico -- Yucatan Peninsula -- Dallas -- Houston -- Map of Texas Centennial Central Exposition.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 163.39B (PrCt)

74721 Texas - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
1936 Road map : Texas and Mexico / Shell.
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1744 (PrCt)

74722 Texas - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
1936 Road map : Texas
Texas, Mexico : Sinclair road map ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1936].
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Helck, Peter, 1893-1988 -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair road map : Texas
Date from RMcN AE 137 ms. index.
Plate no. R. 3669
Inset (14 x 17 cm.): Rio Grande Valley area
Maps on verso (30 x 47 cm. and 12 x 14 cm.): Sinclair road map : Mexico -- Mexico City and vicinity.
Panel art: View of Sinclair service station, signed "Helck."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 137.13X (PrCt)

74723 Texas - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
1936 Road map : Texas
Texas, Mexico : Sinclair road map ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1936].
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Helck, Peter, 1893-1988 -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair road map : Texas
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Texaco road map : Texas, Oklahoma ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1936].
Authors: Texas Company -- Texas Centennial (1936 : Dallas, Tex.) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 72 x 67 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco road map : Texas, Oklahoma Date from RMcN AE 138 ms. index.
Includes table of "State and federal gasoline taxes as of Aug. 1st, 1936."
Plate no. R.3024
Inset (18 x 8 cm.): Pan-American Highway
Maps on verso (71 x 67 cm. and 16 x 15 cm.): Texaco historical map of Texas -- Dallas.
Panel art: Texas Centennial Exposition logo and its Texaco exhibition hall.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 138.12 (PrCt)

Authors: Texas Company -- Texas Centennial (1936 : Dallas, Tex.) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 68 x 72 cm. : col. ; folded to 19 x 9 cm.
Title panel includes Texas Centennial Exposition logo.
Plate no. R.3024.
Inset (14 x 18 cm.): Brownsville section.
Panel art: Pure Oil logo and gas station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 137.12X (PrCt)

474726 Texas - Maps - 1936 - Road maps>>>Oklahoma - Maps - 1936 - Road maps>>>Pan American Highway System - Maps - 1936>>>Road maps
Texas, Oklahoma : Texaco road map ...
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1936].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 71 x 67 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco road map : Texas, Oklahoma Date from RMcN AE 138 ms. index.
Includes table of "State and federal gasoline taxes as of April 1st, 1936."
Plate no. R.3024
Inset (11 x 15 cm. each): Ft. Worth -- Dallas -- San Antonio -- Houston.
Panel art: Texaco compass logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 138.1 (PrCt)
Added title: Pure Oil pathfinder for Texas
Date from RMcN AE 137 ms. index.
Plate no. R.3669
Inset (14 x 18 cm.): Brownsville section.
Map on verso (21 x 16 cm. and smaller): Dallas --
Austin -- Galveston -- Beaumont -- El Paso -- Ft.
Worth -- San Antonio -- Houston -- Pan-American
Highway.
Panel art: Pure Oil logo and gas station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 138.3 (PrCt)

74729 Texas - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M.
Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Cities Service logo and "serves a
nation" slogan.
Forms part of the H. M. Gousha Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1585 (PrCt)

74730 Texas - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Texas : 1936 road map / Cities Service serves a
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M.
Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Cities Service invites you to tour
Texas.
Plate no. 343-S.C.-J-3
Inset (13 x 16 cm.): Rio Grande Valley section.
Maps on verso (29 x 44 cm. and smaller): Cities
Service invites you to tour United States -- Dallas
-- Fort Worth -- Houston -- San Antonio.
Panel art: Cities Service logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 157.32A (PrCt)

74731 Texas - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- Louisiana
Oil Refining Corporation -- H.M. Gousha
Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry
Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"Loreco edition."
Panel title.
Panel art: Cities Service logo and "serves a
nation" slogan.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry
Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1586 (PrCt)

74732 Texas - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Travel Texas with Conoco ... Conoco Travel
Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1936?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco
Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M.
Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry
Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1631 (PrCt)

74733 Texas - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Texas road map ... / compliments of Deep Rock
Oil Companies. Chicago : Rand McNally &
Company, [1936].
Authors: Deep Rock Oil Corporation -- Rand
McNally and Company -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Road map --11th edition : Texas.
Date from RMcN AE 138 ms. index.
Plate no. R.3669
Inset (14 x 18 cm.): Brownsville section.
Maps on verso (31 x 47 cm. and smaller): Road
map --11th edition of United States -- Dallas -- Ft.
Worth -- Houston -- San Antonio.
Panel art: Deep-Rock logo with woman driving
car.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 138.4 (PrCt)

74734 Texas - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
1936-1937 road map : Texas : Dixie ... Chicago :
Authors: Dixie Oil Company -- Rand McNally
and Company -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Rand McNally road map of Texas.
Plate no. R.3669
Inset (14 x 17 cm.): Brownsville section.
Map on verso (31 x 47 cm.): Rand McNally road
map of United States.
Panel art: Dixie Oil logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 138.6 (PrCt)
Texas - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Gallup Map Company -- American Colortype Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 37 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Gulf ... official road map : Texas. Date from RMcN AE 161 ms. index.
"Litho. in U.S.A. by American Colortype Company, Clifton, N.J."
Insets (12 x 13 cm. and 9 x 12 cm.): Texas Panhandle -- Rio Grande Valley.
Maps on verso (22 x 35 cm. and smaller): Gulf mileage map of the United States -- Houston -- Dallas -- Ft. Worth -- San Antonio.
Panel art: Gulf sign over cars on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 161.23 (PrCt)

74740 Texas - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Authors: Standard Oil Company of Texas -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: woman driving car and slogan "for all your motoring needs drive to Standard Stations, Inc., and Standard Oil dealers."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1766 (PrCt)

74741 Texas - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Texas : Standard Oil road map ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, 1936.
Authors: Standard Oil Company of Texas -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1 map : col. ; 58 x 64 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: 1936 road map : Texas / prepared exclusively for Standard Oil Company of Texas. Plate nos. "364-S" and "J-3".
Panel art: woman driving car
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**Texas - Maps - 1936 - Road maps**

**Texas - Maps - 1936 - Road maps**

**Texas Standard Oil road map.** Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1936.
Authors: Standard Oil Company of Texas -- Standard Oil Company of California -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: woman driving car and slogan "for all your motorizing needs drive to Standard Stations, Inc., and Standard Oil dealers."
Editor's copy (?): "Special Socal" in ms. on title panel.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 1767 (PrCt)

**Texas - Maps - 1936 - Road maps**

Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Cartoon mechanic and license plate with slogan "wherever you go, go on Tydol and Veedol", says the little engineer."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 1797 (PrCt)

**Texas - Maps - 1936 - Road maps**

**Texas Centennial (1936 : Dallas, Tex.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps**

**Travel Texas with Conoco : every Conoco station is a branch of the Conoco Travel Bureau.** Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1936].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- Texas Centennial (1936 : Dallas, Tex.) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Conoco ... official road map : Texas Centennial (1936 : Dallas, Tex.)
Date from RMcN AE 158 ms. index.
Plate no. 3-J-7
Maps on verso (21 x 29 cm. and smaller): Map of Texas Centennial Central Exposition Dallas, Texas -- Fort Worth -- Dallas -- San Antonio -- Houston -- El Paso -- Galveston.
Panel art: Conoco logo over outline of North America.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 158.41 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

York : General Drafting Co., 1936.
Authors: Humble Oil and Refining Company (Incorporated in Tex.) -- Texas Centennial (1936 : Dallas, Tex.) -- General Drafting Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 54 x 69 cm.
Panel title.
Added titles: 1936 Humble road map of Texas ... Inset (13 x 16 cm.): [Texas Panhandle].
Maps on verso (32 x 54 cm. and 33 x 35 cm.): Principal highway routes of the United States -- 1936 : Texas Centennial year.
Panel art: Humble sign over car on road.
Handwritten "1936" on top of panel title.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 169.23 (PrCt)

74751 Texas - Maps - 1937 - Road maps>>>Road maps
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Map of United States, car, Cities Service sign and "serves a nation" slogan.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1861 (PrCt)

74752 Texas - Maps - 1937 - Road maps>>>Road maps
Travel Texas with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1937?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1907 (PrCt)

74753 Texas - Maps - 1937 - Road maps>>>Road maps
Travel Texas with Conoco : every Conoco station is a branch of the Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1937].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Conoco ... official road map : Texas Date from RMcN AE 158 ms. index.
Plate nos. "320-J.C" and "K-1"
Maps on verso (29 x 21 cm. and smaller): Fort Worth -- Dallas -- Houston -- San Antonio -- El Paso -- Austin -- Wichita Falls -- Galveston.
Panel art: Conoco logo over outline of North America.
Handstamped "1937" and "copyrighted".
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

RMcN AE 158.43A (PrCt)

74754 Texas - Maps - 1937 - Road maps

Road maps

*Texas* - *Maps* - *1937* - *Road maps* [PrCt]

*Road map: Texas ... Crown Central Petroleum Corp., Houston, Texas.* Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1937].

Authors: Crown Central Petroleum Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 46 x 64 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Rand McNally road map of Texas

Date from RMcN AE 138 ms. index.

Plate no. S.3714

Inset (14 x 18 cm.): Brownsville section.

Maps on verso (31 x 47 cm. and smaller): Rand McNally road map of United States -- San Antonio -- Dallas -- Houston.

Panel art: Crown Oil logo.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 138.11 (PrCt)

74758 Texas - Maps - 1937 - Road maps

*Texas* - *Maps* - *1937* - *Road maps* [PrCt]

*Road map: Texas ... Pure Oil pathfinder ... fourteenth edition.* Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1937].

Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 46 x 64 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Pure Oil pathfinder for Texas

Date from RMcN AE 137 ms. index.

Plate no. S.3714

Inset (14 x 18 cm.): Brownsville section.

Map on verso (28 x 44 cm.): Pure Oil pathfinder for United States.

Panel art: Pure Oil sign in front of station.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 138.8 (PrCt)

74759 Texas - Maps - 1937 - Road maps

*Texas* - *Maps* - *1937* - *Road maps* [PrCt]

*Road map: Texas ... Sovereign Service.* Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1937].

Authors: Sovereign Service -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Sovereign service road map : Texas

Date from RMcN AE 137 ms. index.

Plate no. S.3714

Inset (14 x 18 cm.): Brownsville section.

Map on verso (28 x 44 cm.): Pure Oil pathfinder for United States.

Panel art: Pure Oil sign in front of station.

Hand stamped 'March 25 1937.'

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 137.11X (PrCt)

74760 Texas - Maps - 1937 - Road maps

*Texas* - *Maps* - *1937* - *Road maps* [PrCt]

*Sovereign* - *Service* - *Road maps* [PrCt]

*Sovereign* - *Service* - *Road maps* [PrCt]

*Swinging through Texas ... Sovereign Service ...* Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1937].

Authors: Sovereign Service -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Sovereign service road map for United States.

Date from RMcN AE 137 ms. index.

Plate no. S.3714

Inset (14 x 18 cm.): Brownsville section.


Panel art: Sovereign logo, attendant, woman driving.

Hand stamped 'May 11 1937.'

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 137.10X (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Texas - Maps - 1937 - Road maps

Texas ... Standard stations road map. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1937.
Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 63 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Standard logos; slogans "Standard gasoline, unsurpassed" and "America's favorite service station system."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1998 (PrCt)

Texas - Maps - 1937 - Road maps

Texas ... Standard oil road map ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1937].
Authors: Standard Oil Company of Texas -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 63 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Road map of Texas : Gulf
Date from RMcN AE 137 ms. index.
Plate no. S.3725
Insets (11 x 17 cm. and 10 x 16 cm.): Panhandle section -- Brownsville section.
Maps on verso (42 x 58 cm. and 21 x 19 cm.): Road map of Texas, Oklahoma, Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi -- Routes to Mexico.
Panel art: Gulf sign over cars on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 137.9X (PrCt)

Texas - Maps - 1937 - Road maps

Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Tydol gasoline and Veedol motor oil logos, and slogan "travel in the best circles."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3009 (PrCt)
Texas Maps - 1938 - Hunting - Road maps

Texas Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
Panel title.

Added title: Texaco touring map of Texas.

Date from RMcN AE 137 ms. index.
Plate nos. "130-J. L.3" and "3384".
Inset (13 x 16 cm.): Rio Grande River section.
Maps on verso (29 x 21 cm. and smaller): Fort Worth -- Dallas -- Houston -- San Antonio -- El Paso -- Austin -- Wichita Falls -- Galveston.
Panel art: Texaco logo over outline of North America.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "revised ... Jul 16 1938 ... .".
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 157.32 (PrCt)
Texas - Maps - 1938 - Road maps>>>Great Plains - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Texaco touring map : Texas ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1938].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 49 x 68 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Texas.
Date from RMcN AE 138 ms. index.
Includes table of "State and federal gasoline taxes -- as of December 2nd, 1938."
Plate no. (3) T.3841
Insets (9 x 7 cm. and smaller): Houston -- San Antonio -- Austin -- Dallas -- El Paso -- Ft. Worth.
Maps on verso (49 x 24 cm. and smaller): Texaco sectional trip map : three sides of Texas. West of Texas -- North of Texas -- East of Texas.
Panel art: U.S. outline, Texaco logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 138.18 (PrCt)

Texas - Maps - 1938 - Road maps>>>Mexico - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Shell road map : Texas and Mexico. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1938?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3266 (PrCt)

Texas - Maps - 1938 - Road maps>>>Mexico - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Shell road map : Texas and Mexico. Chicago : H. M. Gousha Company, [1938].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 48 x 64 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell official road map of Texas.
Date from RMcN AE 164 ms. index.
Plate nos. "420-J. 12-L" and "12-L 1938-1".
Inset (13 x 16 cm.): Rio Grande Valley section
Maps on verso (36 x 48 cm. and smaller): Shell official road map ... Mexico - Yucatan Peninsula -- Dallas -- Houston.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 15 1938 ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 164.35 (PrCt)

Texas - Maps - 1938 - Road maps>>>Mexico - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Highways of Texas and scenic motor tours / compliments of Texas Pacific Coal and Oil Co., Fort Worth, Texas. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1938].
Authors: Texas Pacific Coal and Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 46 x 64 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texas Pacific Coal and Oil Company

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Texas - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Texas road map ... / Barnsdall ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1938?].
Authors: Barnsdall Oil Co. -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Barnsdall Oil Co. logo and slogan "be square dependable products by Barnsdall, 'America's first refiner'."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3033 (PrCt)

Texas - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Texas road map / Cities Service ahead. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1938?].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"Loreco edition."
Panel title.
Panel art: car driving through hills, Cities Service sign.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3090 (PrCt)

Texas - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Texas road map : Cities Service ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1938].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 46 x 64 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Cities Service invites you to tour Texas.
Date from RMcN AE 156 ms. index.
Plate no. T. 3790.
Inset (14 x 18 cm.): Brownsville section.
Panel art: Deep-Rock sign in front of rural road and river.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 156.29 (PrCt)

Texas - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Added title: Road map : 14th edition : Texas.
Date from RMcN AE 137 ms. index.
Plate no. T. 3790.
Inset (14 x 18 cm.): Brownsville section.
Panel art: Cities Service sign, car on winding road.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 18 1938 ... "
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 156.29 (PrCt)
Texas - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 48 x 64 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Phillips 66 ... 1938 official road map : Texas.
Plate no. 420-J. 12-L
Inset (13 x 16 cm.): Rio Grande Valley section.
Maps on verso (29 x 44 cm. and smaller): Phillips 66 ... official road map : United States -- Houston -- Fort Worth -- Dallas -- El Paso -- San Antonio.
Panel art: Car approaching Phillips 66 truck on curving road.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 18 1938 ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

74786 Texas - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Diamond ... road map : Texas and United States. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1938].
Authors: Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 48 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Diamond Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation motor trails map : Texas.
Inset (12 x 15 cm.): Rio Grande Valley section.
Date from RMcN AE 160 ms. index.
Plate no. 420-L.
Maps on verso (29 x 44 cm. and smaller): Legend : United States mileage and driving time along main transcontinental highways -- Dallas -- Houston -- Fort Worth -- San Antonio -- El Paso -- Amarillo.
Panel art: Diamond, 760 Motor Oil, and D-X logos; line drawings of cartoon figures.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Oct 12 1938 ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

74787 Texas - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 48 x 64 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Phillips 66 ... 1938 official road map : Texas.
Plate no. 420-J. 12-L
Inset (13 x 16 cm.): Rio Grande Valley section.
Maps on verso (29 x 44 cm. and smaller): Phillips 66 ... official road map : United States -- Houston -- Fort Worth -- Dallas -- El Paso -- San Antonio.
Panel art: Car approaching Phillips 66 truck on curving road.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 18 1938 ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

74788 Texas - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 48 x 64 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Phillips 66 ... 1938 official road map : Texas.
Plate no. 420-J. 12-L
Inset (13 x 16 cm.): Rio Grande Valley section.
Maps on verso (29 x 44 cm. and smaller): Phillips 66 ... official road map : United States -- Houston -- Fort Worth -- Dallas -- El Paso -- San Antonio.
Panel art: Car approaching Phillips 66 truck on curving road.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 18 1938 ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

74785 Texas - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Road map : Texas and United States. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1938].
Authors: Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: compass rose and Diamond, 760 Motor Oil, and D-X Gasoline logos.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

74784 Texas - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Road map : Texas and United States. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1938].
Authors: Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: compass rose and Diamond, 760 Motor Oil, and D-X Gasoline logos.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 3164 (PrCt)

74783 Texas - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Texas road map ... / compliments of Deep Rock Oil Companies. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1938].
Authors: Deep Rock Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Road map : 14th edition : Texas.
Date from RMcN AE 138 ms. index.
Plate no. T.3790
Inset (14 x 18 cm.): Brownsville section.
Panel art: Deep-Rock sign in front of rural road and river.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 137.2X (PrCt)

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)
Texas - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Texas : Pure Oil pathfinder ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1938].
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 46 x 64 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texas
Date from RMcN AE 137 ms. index.
Plate no. T.3790.
Inset (14 x 18 cm.): Brownsville section.
Map on verso (20 x 47 cm.): United States.
Panel art: Pure Oil sign in front of station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 137.6X (PrCt)

Texas - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Tour Texas with Skelly. [Kansas City, Mo.] : Greiner-Fifield Litho Co. [1938].
Authors: Skelly Oil Company -- Greiner-Fifield Litho Co. (Kansas City, Mo.) -- Martin, Bernard, 1912-1998 -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 52 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Skelly official motor trails map : Texas.
"Copyright --- Greiner-Fifield Litho Co., K.C., Mo."
Date from RMcN AE 167 ms. index.
Inset (13 x 12 cm.): Western Texas Maps on verso (28 x 43 cm. and smaller): Skelly official motor trails map : United States -- Dallas -- Houston.
Panel art: Skelly gas station and rural road scene, signed "Bernard Martin."
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Oct 20 1938 Rand McNally & Co. by R.C."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 167.15 (PrCt)

Texas - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Swinging through Texas ... Sovereign Service ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1938].
Authors: Sovereign Service -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sovereign service road map : Texas.
Date from RMcN AE 138 ms. index.
Plate no. T.3790.
Inset (14 x 18 cm.): Brownsville section.
Panel art: Sovereign logo, attendant, woman driving.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 138.13 (PrCt)

Texas - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Swinging through Texas ... Sovereign Service ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1938].
Authors: Sovereign Service -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sovereign service road map : Texas.
Date from RMcN AE 138 ms. index.
Plate no. T.3790.
Inset (14 x 18 cm.): Brownsville section.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 138.14 (PrCt)

Texas - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Swinging through Texas ... Sovereign Service ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1938].
Authors: Sovereign Service -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sovereign service road map : Texas.
Date from RMcN AE 138 ms. index.
Plate no. T.3790.
Inset (14 x 18 cm.): Brownsville section.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Maps on verso (31 x 47 cm. and smaller):
Sovereign service road map: United States --
Dallas -- Ft. Worth -- Houston -- San Antonio.
Panel art: Sovereign logo, attendant, woman
driving.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 138.16 (PrCt)

74796 Texas - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Texas : Standard stations road map. Chicago :
H.M. Gousha Co., 1938.
Authors: Standard Oil Company of Texas -- H.M.
Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Standard Stations, Inc. gas station,
Standard Gasoline, Standard Stations, Inc. logos
and slogan "at your service, Standard Stations,
Inc. & authorized distributors."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry
Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3282 (PrCt)

74797 Texas - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Texas : Standard Oil road map ... Chicago :
H.M. Gousha Company, 1938.
Authors: Standard Oil Company of Texas -- H.M.
Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 64 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: 1938 road map: Texas / prepared
exclusively for Standard Oil Company of Texas
Plate nos. "364-S.C." and "L-1."
Maps on verso (27 x 44 cm. and smaller): 1938
road map: United States -- Houston -- Dallas --
San Antonio -- Fort Worth -- El Paso -- Beaumont
-- Port Arthur.
Panel art: Standard gas station and crown logo.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Aug
1 1938 Rand McNally & Co. ...."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 168.41 (PrCt)

74798 Texas - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Tydol trails thru Texas . Chicago : H.M. Gousha
Co., 1938.
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company --
H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Tydol gasoline sign, profiles of three
cars, and slogan "stop at this sign for safe
motoring."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry
Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3323 (PrCt)

74799 Texas - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Tydol trails thru Texas ... Chicago : H.M.
Gousha Company, 1938.
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company --
H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: 1938 Tydol trails : Texas.
Plate no. 420-J. 12 -L.
Inset (12 x 14 cm.): Rio Grande Valley section.
Maps on verso (28 x 44 cm. and smaller): United
States -- Houston -- San Antonio.
Panel art: Tydol sign and cars.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul
22 1938 Rand McNally & Co. ..."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 171.24A (PrCt)

74800 Texas - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Texas : Standard stations road map ... Chicago :
H.M. Gousha Co., 1938.
Authors: Standard Oil Company of Texas -- H.M.
Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 63 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Gulf: Texas info-map
Date from RMcN AE 137 ms. index.
Plate no. T.3864
Insets (11 x 17 cm. and 10 x 16 cm.): Panhandle
section -- Brownsville section.
Maps on verso (42 x 58 cm. and 21 x 19 cm.): Road
map of Texas, Oklahoma, Arkansas,
Louisiana, Mississippi -- Routes to Mexico.
Panel art: Gulf sign over cars on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 137.8X (PrCt)

74801 Texas - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Texas : Standard Oil road map ... Chicago :
H.M. Gousha Company, 1938.
Authors: Standard Oil Company of Texas -- H.M.
Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 63 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Gulf: Texas info-map
Date from RMcN AE 138 ms. index.
Plate no. (2) T 3864

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Insets (11 x 17 cm. and 10 x 16 cm.): Panhandle section -- Browerville section.
Roads on verso (42 x 58 cm. and 21 x 19 cm.): Road map of Texas, Oklahoma, Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi -- Route to Mexico.
Panel art: Gulf sign over cars on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 159.32A (PrCt)

74803 Texas - Maps - 1939 - Road maps<<>>Fort Worth (Tex.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps<<>>Dallas (Tex.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Travel Texas with Conoco: every Conoco station is a branch of the Conoco Travel Bureau.
Chicago: H.M. Gousha Company, [1939].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map: col.; 47 x 64 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Conoco ... official road map of Texas
Date from RMcN AE 159 ms. index.
Plate no. 420-J.C. 10-M
Inset (13 x 16 cm.): Rio Grande Valley section.
Maps on verso (29 x 21 cm. and smaller): Fort Worth -- Dallas -- Houston -- San Antonio -- El Paso -- Austin -- Wichita Falls -- Galveston.
Panel art: Conoco logo over outline of North America.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Aug 17 1939 ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 159.32A (PrCt)

74804 Texas - Maps - 1939 - Road maps<<>>Great Plains - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Texaco touring map: Texas with sectional map of adjoining states ... Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1939].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map: col.; 49 x 68 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Texas.
Date from RMcN AE 138 ms. index.
Includes table of "State and federal gasoline taxes as of 30th October, 1939."
"Road conditions edited to 30th October, 1939 ...
Plate no. U3841
Insets (9 x 7 cm. and smaller): Houston -- San Antonio -- Austin -- Dallas -- El Paso -- Ft. Worth.
Maps on verso (49 x 24 cm. and smaller): Texaco sectional trip map: three sides of Texas. West of Texas -- North of Texas -- East of Texas.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 138.24 (PrCt)

74805 Texas - Maps - 1939 - Road maps<<>>Mexico - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Shell road map: Texas and Mexico. Chicago: H.M. Gousha Co., [1939?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3583 (PrCt)

74806 Texas - Maps - 1939 - Road maps<<>>Mexico - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
1 map: col.; 64 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair road map: Texas
Date from RMcN AE 139 ms. index.
Plate no. U.3630
Maps on verso (27 x 42 cm. and smaller): Sinclair road map: Mexico -- Mexico D.F. and vicinity -- Dallas -- Ft. Worth -- Houston.
Panel art: Couple in car in front of Sinclair station; signed "Rico Tomaso."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

RMcN AE 138.29 (PrCt)

74807 Texas - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Texas road map / Cities Service. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1939].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"Tourist edition."
Panel title.
Panel art: road leading to a Cities Service gas station and sign; slogan "buy at this sign."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3385 (PrCt)

RMcN AE 138.25 (PrCt)

74811 Texas - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Travel Texas with the Independent. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1939].
Authors: Globe Oil & Refining Companies -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Globe gas station attendant; slogans "we are home owned" and "keep rollin' with Globe."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3446 (PrCt)

RMcN AE 138.26 (PrCt)

74813 Texas - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: winding road, Phillips 66 sign, and slogan "there's a Phillips station ahead."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3476 (PrCt)
Gousha Clients 3512 (PrCt)

74814 Texas - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Texas ... Pure Oil pathfinder ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1939].
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 46 x 64 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 138 ms. index.
Plate no. U.3790
Inset (14 x 18 cm.): Lower Rio Grande Valley.
Panel art: Sovereign logo, attendant, woman driving.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 138.28 (PrCt)

74815 Texas - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 46 x 64 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 138 ms. index.
Plate no. U.3790
Inset (14 x 18 cm.): Lower Rio Grande Valley.
Map on verso (28 x 44 cm.): United States.
Panel art: Pure compass rose logo with cartoon figures.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 138.22 (PrCt)

74816 Texas - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Tour Texas with Skelly. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1939.
Authors: Skelly Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Skelly sign and car.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3675 (PrCt)

74817 Texas - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Swinging through Texas ... Sovereign Service ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1939].
Authors: Sovereign Service -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sovereign service road map : Texas.
Date from RMcN AE 138 ms. index.
Plate no. U.3790

74818 Texas - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., c1939.
Authors: Standard Oil Company of Texas -- Standard Stations, Inc. -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Standard station and Standard gasoline logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3628 (PrCt)

74819 Texas - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Tydol gasoline and Veedol motor oil signs; profiles of stylized cars.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3675 (PrCt)

74820 Texas - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Texas info-map : Gulf ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1939].
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 63 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Gulf : Texas info-map
Date from RMcN AE 138 ms. index.
Plate no. U.3864
Insets (11 x 17 cm. and 10 x 16 cm.): Panhandle section -- Lower Rio Grande Valley.
Maps on verso (42 x 58 cm. and 21 x 19 cm.): Road map of Texas, Oklahoma, Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi -- Routes to Mexico.
Panel art: Gulf sign over cars on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 138.27 (PrCt)

74821 Texas - Maps - 1940 - Road maps<>Great Plains - Maps - 1940 - Road maps<>Road maps
Texaco touring map : Texas with sectional map of adjoining states ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1940].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; 49 x 67 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Texas.
Date from RMcN AE 138 ms. index.
Includes table of "State and federal gasoline taxes -- as of 29th April, 1940."
Plate no. V.3841
Insets (9 x 7 cm. and smaller): Austin -- Dallas -- El Paso -- Ft. Worth -- Houston -- San Antonio.
Maps on verso (50 x 25 cm. and smaller): Texaco sectional trip map : three sides of Texas. West of Texas -- North of Texas -- East of Texas.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 138.35 (PrCt)

74822 Texas - Maps - 1940 - Road maps<>Great Plains - Maps - 1940 - Road maps<>Road maps
Texaco touring map : Texas with sectional map of adjoining states ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1940].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; 50 x 67 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Texas.
Date from RMcN AE 138 ms. index.
Includes table of "State and federal gasoline taxes -- as of 2nd Sept., 1940."
Plate no. V.3841
Insets (9 x 7 cm. and smaller): Austin -- Dallas -- El Paso -- Ft. Worth -- Houston -- San Antonio.
Maps on verso (50 x 25 cm. and smaller): Texaco sectional trip map : three sides of Texas. West of Texas -- North of Texas -- East of Texas.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 138.36 (PrCt)

74823 Texas - Maps - 1940 - Road maps<>Great Plains - Maps - 1940 - Road maps<>Road maps
Texaco touring map : Texas with sectional map of adjoining states ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1940].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; 50 x 67 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Texas.
Date from RMcN AE 138 ms. index.
Includes table of "State and federal gasoline taxes -- as of 2nd Sept., 1940."
Plate no. V.3841
 Insets (9 x 7 cm. and smaller): Austin -- Dallas -- El Paso -- Ft. Worth -- Houston -- San Antonio.
Maps on verso (50 x 25 cm. and smaller): Texaco sectional trip map : three sides of Texas. West of Texas -- North of Texas -- East of Texas.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 138.37 (PrCt)

74824 Texas - Maps - 1940 - Road maps<>Mexico - Maps - 1940 - Road maps<>Road maps
Texas info-map : Gulf ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1940].
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; 78 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Eastern Texas.
Date from RMcN AE 138 ms. index.
Plate no. V.4042
Inset (15 x 13 cm.): Routes to Mexico.
Map on verso (78 x 43 cm.): Western Texas.
Panel art: Gulf sign over cars on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 138.30 (PrCt)

74825 Texas - Maps - 1940 - Road maps<>Mexico - Maps - 1940 - Road maps<>Road maps
Shell map of Texas and Mexico. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1940].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: Texas, Mexico.
Map on verso (36 x 48 cm.): Official road map : Mexico.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3914 (PrCt)

74826 Texas - Maps - 1940 - Road maps<>Mexico - Maps - 1940 - Road maps<>Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; 50 x 67 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Texas.
Date from RMcN AE 138 ms. index.
Includes table of "State and federal gasoline taxes -- as of 2nd Sept., 1940."
Plate no. V.3841
Insets (9 x 7 cm. and smaller): Austin -- Dallas -- El Paso -- Ft. Worth -- Houston -- San Antonio.
Maps on verso (50 x 25 cm. and smaller): Texaco sectional trip map : three sides of Texas. West of Texas -- North of Texas -- East of Texas.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 138.37 (PrCt)
Texas - Maps - 1940

Road maps

Texas road map ... / Bareco Oil Company, formerly Barnsdall Refining Corp. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1940.
Authors: Bareco Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3698 (PrCt)

Texas - Maps - 1940

Road maps

Texas road map / Cities Service. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1940?].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3744 (PrCt)

Texas - Maps - 1940

Road maps

Travel Texas with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1940?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3783 (PrCt)

Texas - Maps - 1940

Road maps

Texas ... Pure Oil pathfinder ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1940].
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm.  
Panel title.  
Date from RMcN AE 138 ms. index.  
Plate no. V.3790  
Inset (14 x 18 cm.): Lower Rio Grande Valley.  
Map on verso (20 x 48 cm.): United States.  
Panel art: Pure compass rose logo with cartoon figures.  
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).  
RMcN AE 138.33 (Pr.Ct)

74834 Texas - Maps - 1940 - Road maps<<>>Road maps  
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm.  
Date from RMcN AE 138 ms. index.  
Plate no. V.3790  
Inset (14 x 18 cm.): Lower Rio Grande Valley.  
Map on verso (31 x 47 cm.): Rand McNally road map : United States  
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).  
RMcN AE 138.34 (Pr.Ct)

74835 Texas - Maps - 1940 - Road maps<<>>Road maps  
Tour Texas with Skelly. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1940.  
Authors: Skelly Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.  
Panel title.  
Panel art: Skelly sign and car.  
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).  
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).  
Gousha Clients 3936 (Pr.Ct)

74836 Texas - Maps - 1940 - Road maps<<>>Road maps  
Texas : Standard oil road map ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., c1940.  
Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.  
Panel title.  
Panel art: Standard station, gasoline logo, and slogan "At your service, Standard Stations, Inc., Standard oil dealers".  
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).  
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).  
Gousha Clients 3966 (Pr.Ct)

74837 Texas - Maps - 1940 - Road maps<<>>Road maps  
Tydol trails thru Texas / issued by Tide Water Associated Oil Company ... Tulsa. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1940.  
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.  
Panel title.  
Panel art: drawing of a wagon train and slogan "follow the trails of the pioneers in your modern motor car."  
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).  
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).  
Gousha Clients 4016 (Pr.Ct)
Texas - Maps - 1941 - Road maps

Texas with sectional map of adjoining states: Texaco ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, 1941.
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 50 x 67 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Texas.
Date from RMcN AE 138 ms. index.
Includes table of "State and federal gasoline taxes -- as of 2nd September, 1941."
Plate no. W.3841
Insets (9 x 7 cm. and smaller): Austin -- Dallas -- El Paso -- Ft. Worth -- Houston -- San Antonio.
Maps on verso (50 x 50 cm. and smaller): Texaco sectional trip map [of the Great Plains] -- Chicago and vicinity -- Southern Texas -- Kansas City (Kans.-Mo) -- Minneapolis-St.Paul.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 138.44 (PrCt)

Texas - Maps - 1941 - Road maps

Texas, Oklahoma. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1941?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: Texas, Oklahoma.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4257 (PrCt)

Texas - Maps - 1941 - Road maps

Texas road map ... / Bareco Oil Company, formerly Barnsdall Refining Corp. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1941?].
Authors: Bareco Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: "B Square" logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4040 (PrCt)

Texas - Maps - 1941 - Road maps

Texas road map / Cities Service. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1941?].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: car, Cities Service sign and infant dressed as a gas station attendant; slogan "start every trip at your Cities Service dealer's."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4089 (PrCt)
74847 Texas - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Texas road map ... Crown Central Petroleum Corp. ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, 1941.
Authors: Crown Central Petroleum Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Rand McNally road map of Texas
Date from RMcN AE 138 ms. index.
Plate no. W.3790
Inset (14 x 18 cm.): Lower Rio Grande Valley.
Map on verso (31 x 47 cm.): Rand McNally road map : United States
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 138.41 (PrCt)

74848 Texas - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: road, Phillips 66 sign, and slogan "there's a Phillips station ahead."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4197 (PrCt)

74849 Texas - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Texas ... Pure Oil pathfinder ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1941].
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 138 ms. index.
Plate no. W.3790
Inset (14 x 18 cm.): Lower Rio Grande Valley.
Map on verso (20 x 48 cm.): United States.
Panel art: Pure compass rose logo with cartoon figures.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 138.40 (PrCt)

74850 Texas - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 138 ms. index.
Plate no. W.3790
Inset (14 x 18 cm.): Lower Rio Grande Valley.
Map on verso (31 x 47 cm.): Rand McNally road map : United States
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 138.38 (PrCt)

74851 Texas - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Authors: Skelly Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Skelly sign and gas station attendant.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4278 (PrCt)

74852 Texas - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Texas : Standard Oil road map ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., c1941.
Authors: Standard Oil Company of Texas -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Standard station, gasoline logo, and slogan "At your service, Standard Stations Inc., authorized distributors, Standard dealers."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4291 (PrCt)

74853 Texas - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: airplane, car and Tydol flying "A" gasoline logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4338 (PrCt)

74854 Texas - Maps - 1942 - Road maps - Great Plains - Maps - 1942 - Road maps - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 39 x 67 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Texas.
Date from RMcN AE 136 ms. index.
Includes table of "State and federal gasoline taxes -- as of 2nd January, 1942."
Plate no. X. 3841
Insets (9 x 7 cm. and smaller): Houston -- Austin -- Dallas -- El Paso -- Ft. Worth -- San Antonio.
Maps on verso (50 x 50 cm. and smaller): Texaco sectional trip map [of the Great Plains] -- Chicago -- Southern Texas -- Kansas City -- Minneapolis-St. Paul.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 136.3 (PrCt)

74857 Texas - Maps - 1942 - Road maps - Oklahoma - Maps - 1942 - Road maps - Mexico - Maps - 1942 - Road maps - Mexico City (Mexico) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 66 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair : Texas, Oklahoma, Mexico
Date from RMcN AE 136 ms. index.
Plate no. X. 3630
Panel art: Sinclair H-C gasoline pump.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 136.2 (PrCt)

74855 Texas - Maps - 1942 - Road maps - Mexico - Maps - 1942 - Road maps - Big Bend National Park (Tex.) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps - Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 78 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Eastern Texas.
Date from RMcN AE 136 ms. index.
Plate no. X.4042
Inset (15 x 13 cm.): Routes to Mexico.
Maps on verso (78 x 43 cm. and 10 x 10 cm.): Western Texas -- Big Bend International Park (project).
Panel art: Gulf sign over car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 136.1 (PrCt)

74856 Texas - Maps - 1942 - Road maps - Mexico - Maps - 1942 - Road maps - Road maps
Texas... Pure Oil Pathfinder road map ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1942].
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texas... Pure.
Date from RMcN AE 119 ms. index.
Plate no. X.3790.
Inset (14 x 18 cm.): Lower Rio Grande Valley.
Maps on verso (20 x 48 cm and 21 x 23 cm.): United States -- Mexico.
Panel art: Directional road sign over Pure Oil logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 119.1 (PrCt)
Texas - Maps - 1942 - Road maps

74860

Texas - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Texas road map ... by Bareco Oil Company. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1942?].
Authors: Bareco Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: "B Square" logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4361 (PrCt)

74861

Texas - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Texas road map / Cities Service Oils ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1942?].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: rural road scene, Cities Service Oils logo, and slogan "start every trip at your Cities Service dealer's."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4361 (PrCt)

74862

Texas - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Travel Texas with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1942?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Back panel art: circus elephant with slogan "mileage you'll never forget Conoco Nth Motor oil."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4453 (PrCt)

74863

Texas - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Travel Texas with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1942?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Back panel art: red bird with worm and slogan "the fill that streches, Conoco Bronz-z gasoline."
Includes maps with plate numbers suggesting 1941 and 1942 dates of publication.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4454 (PrCt)

74864

Texas - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
D-X road map of Texas and United States. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1942?].
Authors: Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation."
Panel art: D-X sign and Diamond gas station facade.
Includes maps with plate numbers suggesting 1942 dates of publication.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4497 (PrCt)

74865

Texas - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
D-X road map of Texas and United States. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1942?].
Authors: Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation."
Panel art: D-X sign and Diamond gas station facade.
Includes maps with plate numbers suggesting 1941 and 1942 dates of publication.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 4659 (PrCt)

74870 Texas - Maps - 1944 - Road maps<>>Mexico - Maps - 1944 - Road maps<>>Big Bend National Park (Tex.) - Maps - 1944 - Road maps<>>Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 78 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Eastern Texas.
Date from RMcN AE 136 ms. index.
Plate no. Z. 4042
Inset (15 x 13 cm.): Routes to Mexico.
Maps on verso (78 x 43 cm. and 10 x 10 cm.): Western Texas -- Big Bend International Park (project).
Panel art: Gulf sign over car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 136.8 (PrCt)

74871 Texas - Maps - 1944 - Road maps<>>Oklahoma - Maps - 1944 - Road maps<>>New Mexico - Maps - 1944 - Road maps<>>Road maps
East Texas, Oklahoma with New Mexico, west Texas : Texaco. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1944].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 77 x 55 cm. on sheet 82 x 59 cm.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Texas, Oklahoma. Plate no. Z.4414.
On verso: Texaco touring map of Texas, New Mexico. Plate no. Z. 4415.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 136.8 (PrCt)

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 4659 (PrCt)

74870 Texas - Maps - 1944 - Road maps<>>Mexico - Maps - 1944 - Road maps<>>Big Bend National Park (Tex.) - Maps - 1944 - Road maps<>>Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 78 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Eastern Texas.
Date from RMcN AE 136 ms. index.
Plate no. Z. 4042
Inset (15 x 13 cm.): Routes to Mexico.
Maps on verso (78 x 43 cm. and 10 x 10 cm.): Western Texas -- Big Bend International Park (project).
Panel art: Gulf sign over car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 136.8 (PrCt)

74871 Texas - Maps - 1944 - Road maps<>>Oklahoma - Maps - 1944 - Road maps<>>New Mexico - Maps - 1944 - Road maps<>>Road maps
East Texas, Oklahoma with New Mexico, west Texas : Texaco. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1944].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 77 x 55 cm. on sheet 82 x 59 cm.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Texas, Oklahoma. Plate no. Z.4414.
On verso: Texaco touring map of Texas, New Mexico. Plate no. Z. 4415.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 136.8 (PrCt)

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 4659 (PrCt)

74870 Texas - Maps - 1944 - Road maps<>>Mexico - Maps - 1944 - Road maps<>>Big Bend National Park (Tex.) - Maps - 1944 - Road maps<>>Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 78 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Eastern Texas.
Date from RMcN AE 136 ms. index.
Plate no. Z. 4042
Inset (15 x 13 cm.): Routes to Mexico.
Maps on verso (78 x 43 cm. and 10 x 10 cm.): Western Texas -- Big Bend International Park (project).
Panel art: Gulf sign over car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 136.8 (PrCt)

74871 Texas - Maps - 1944 - Road maps<>>Oklahoma - Maps - 1944 - Road maps<>>New Mexico - Maps - 1944 - Road maps<>>Road maps
East Texas, Oklahoma with New Mexico, west Texas : Texaco. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1944].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 77 x 55 cm. on sheet 82 x 59 cm.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Texas, Oklahoma. Plate no. Z.4414.
On verso: Texaco touring map of Texas, New Mexico. Plate no. Z. 4415.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 136.8 (PrCt)

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 4659 (PrCt)

74870 Texas - Maps - 1944 - Road maps<>>Mexico - Maps - 1944 - Road maps<>>Big Bend National Park (Tex.) - Maps - 1944 - Road maps<>>Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 78 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Eastern Texas.
Date from RMcN AE 136 ms. index.
Plate no. Z. 4042
Inset (15 x 13 cm.): Routes to Mexico.
Maps on verso (78 x 43 cm. and 10 x 10 cm.): Western Texas -- Big Bend International Park (project).
Panel art: Gulf sign over car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 136.8 (PrCt)

74871 Texas - Maps - 1944 - Road maps<>>Oklahoma - Maps - 1944 - Road maps<>>New Mexico - Maps - 1944 - Road maps<>>Road maps
East Texas, Oklahoma with New Mexico, west Texas : Texaco. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1944].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 77 x 55 cm. on sheet 82 x 59 cm.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Texas, Oklahoma. Plate no. Z.4414.
On verso: Texaco touring map of Texas, New Mexico. Plate no. Z. 4415.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 136.8 (PrCt)
Texas - Maps - 1944 - Road maps

Taxes -- as of 2nd Nov., 1944.
Plate no. Z.4414
Map on verso (55 x 53 cm.): Texaco touring map of Texas, New Mexico.
Panel Art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 119.7 (PrCt)

74875 Texas - Maps - 1945 - Road maps

Texas... Pure Oil road map... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1945].
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texas... Pure.
Date from RMcN AE 136 ms. index.
Plate no. 453790-1.
Inset (14 x 18 cm.): Lower Rio Grande Valley.
Maps on verso (20 x 48 cm and 21 x 23 cm.):
United States -- Mexico.
Panel art: Pure Oil logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 136.12 (PrCt)

74874 Texas - Maps - 1944 - Road maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 136 ms. index.
Plate no. Z.4414
Map on verso (55 x 53 cm.): Texaco touring map of Texas, New Mexico.
Panel Art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 136.10 (PrCt)

74877 Texas - Maps - 1945 - Road maps

East Texas, Oklahoma with New Mexico, west Texas : Texaco... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1945].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 77 x 55 cm. on sheet 82 x 59 cm.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Texas, Oklahoma. Plate no. 454414.
On verso: Texaco touring map of Texas, New Mexico. Plate no. 454415.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 4.11 (PrCt)

74873 Texas - Maps - 1944 - Road maps

East Texas, Oklahoma with New Mexico, west Texas : Texaco... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1944].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 75 x 53 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Texas, Oklahoma.
Date from RMcN AE 136 ms. index.
Includes table of "Gasoline taxes -- as of 2nd Nov., 1944."
Plate no. Z.4414
Map on verso (55 x 53 cm.): Texaco touring map of Texas, New Mexico.
Panel Art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 136.7 (PrCt)

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Texas, Oklahoma.

Date from RMcN AE 136 ms. index.

Includes table of "Gasoline taxes -- as of 2nd Sept., 1945."

Plate no. 454414

Map on verso (57 x 54 cm.): Texaco touring map of Texas, New Mexico.

Panel Art: Texaco sign.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 136.11 (PrCt)

74882 Texas - Maps - 1946 - Road maps

Travel Texas with Conoco ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1945?].

Authors: Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm.

Panel title.

Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Gousha Clients 4692 (PrCt)

74883 Texas - Maps - 1946 - Road maps


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm.

Date from RMcN AE 136 ms. index.

Plate no. 453790 (?; partly torn away); "453790-1" recorded on RMcN AE 136 ms. index.

Inset (14 x 18 cm.): Lower Rio Grande Valley.

Map on verso (31 x 47 cm.): Rand McNally road map: United States.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 136.12 (PrCt)

74884 Texas - Maps - 1946 - Road maps


Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 78 x 43 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Eastern Texas.

Date from RMcN AE 136 ms. index.

Plate no. 6-4042-7

Inset (15 x 13 cm.): Routes to Mexico.

Maps on verso (78 x 43 cm. and 10 x 10 cm.): Western Texas -- Big Bend International Park (project).

Panel art: Gulf sign over car on road.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 136.18 (PrCt)

Texas - Maps - 1946 - Road maps

Says "453630V." Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1946].

Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 65 x 63 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Sinclair : Texas, Oklahoma, eastern New Mexico.

Date from RMcN AE 121 ms. index.

Plate no. 6-463630V-1

Maps on verso (15 x 14 cm.): Dallas -- Oklahoma, Texas [pictorial map] -- Oklahoma City -- Tulsa -- Houston -- Ft. Worth -- San Antonio.

Panel art: Sinclair attendant and car on road.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 121.21 (PrCt)

74885 Texas - Maps - 1946 - Road maps

Best Texas, Oklahoma with New Mexico, west Texas : Texaco. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1946].

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 77 x 55 cm. on sheet 82 x 59 cm.

Added title: Texaco touring map of Texas, New Mexico.

Plate no. 454414

Map on verso (57 x 54 cm.): Texaco touring map of Texas, New Mexico.

Panel Art: Texaco sign.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 136.13 (PrCt)

Texas - Maps - 1946 - Road maps

Map on verso (77 x 55 cm.): Dallas -- Oklahoma, Texas [pictorial map] -- Oklahoma City -- Tulsa -- Houston -- Ft. Worth -- San Antonio.

Panel art: Texaco touring map of Texas, New Mexico.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 136.18 (PrCt)
Texaco touring map of Texas, New Mexico. Plate no. 6
Added title: Texaco touring map of Texas, New Mexico.
Panel: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 119.12 (PrCt)

Texaco touring map of Texas, New Mexico. Plate no. 6
Added title: Texaco touring map of Texas, New Mexico.
Panel: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 119.13 (PrCt)

Texaco touring map of Texas, New Mexico. Plate no. 6
Added title: Texaco touring map of Texas, New Mexico.
Panel: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 119.14 (PrCt)
Texas - Maps - 1946 - Road
maps<<>>Oklahoma - Maps - 1946 - Road
maps<<>>New Mexico - Maps - 1946 - Road
maps<<>>Road maps
East Texas, Oklahoma with New Mexico, west Texas : Texaco ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1946].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 77 x 54 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Texas, Oklahoma.
Date from RMcN AE 119 ms. index.
Includes table of "Gasoline taxes -- as of 2nd Sept., 1946."
Plate no. 6-4414-6
Map on verso (57 x 54 cm.): Texaco touring map of Texas, New Mexico.
Panel Art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 119.15 (PrCt)

Texas - Maps - 1946 - Road
maps<<>>Oklahoma - Maps - 1946 - Road
maps<<>>New Mexico - Maps - 1946 - Road
maps<<>>Road maps
East Texas, Oklahoma with New Mexico, west Texas : Texaco ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1946].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 77 x 54 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Texas, Oklahoma.
Date from RMcN AE 119 ms. index.
Includes table of "Gasoline taxes -- as of 2nd July, 1946."
Plate no. 6-4414-4
Map on verso (57 x 54 cm.): Texaco touring map of Texas, New Mexico.
Panel Art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 119.16 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Texas - Maps - 1947 - Road maps>>Mexico - Maps - 1947 - Road maps>>Big Bend National Park (Tex.) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps>>Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 78 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Eastern Texas.
Date from RMcN AE 136 ms. index.
Plate no. 7-4042-8
Inset (15 x 13 cm.): Routes to Mexico.
Maps on verso (78 x 43 cm. and 10 x 10 cm.): Western Texas -- Big Bend International Park (project).
Panel art: Gulf sign over car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 136.31 (PrCt) 74906

Texas - Maps - 1947 - Road maps>>Mexico - Maps - 1947 - Road maps>>Big Bend National Park (Tex.) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps>>Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 78 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Eastern Texas.
Date from RMcN AE 136 ms. index.
Plate no. 7-4042-10
Inset (15 x 13 cm.): Routes to Mexico.
Maps on verso (78 x 43 cm. and 10 x 10 cm.): Western Texas -- Big Bend International Park (project).
Panel art: Gulf sign over car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 136.34 (PrCt) 74907

Texas - Maps - 1947 - Road maps>>Oklahoma - Maps - 1947 - Road maps>>New Mexico - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 65 x 63 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair : Texas, Oklahoma, eastern New Mexico.
Date from RMcN AE 121 ms. index.
Plate no. 7-463630V-3
Panel art: Sinclair attendant and car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 121.25 (PrCt) 74903

Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 65 x 63 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair : Texas, Oklahoma, eastern New Mexico.
Date from RMcN AE 121 ms. index.
Plate no. 7-463630V-4
Panel art: Sinclair attendant and car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 121.26 (PrCt) 74904
Company, [1947].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 77 x 55 cm. on sheet 81 x 59 cm.
Panel no. 17.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Texas, Oklahoma. Cartouche no. 20. Plate no.7-4414-8.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 4.32 (PrCt)

Texas - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Oklahoma - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
New Mexico - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Road maps
East Texas, Oklahoma with New Mexico, west Texas : Texaco. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1947].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 77 x 55 cm. on sheet 81 x 59 cm.
Panel no. 27.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Texas, Oklahoma. Cartouche no. 20. Plate no.7-4414-9.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 4.33 (PrCt)

Texas - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Oklahoma - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
New Mexico - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Road maps
East Texas, Oklahoma with New Mexico, west Texas : Texaco. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1947].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 77 x 55 cm. on sheet 82 x 59 cm.
Panel no. 97.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Texas, Oklahoma. Cartouche no. 20. Plate no.7-4414-12.
On verso: Texaco touring map of Texas, New Mexico. Cartouche no. 21. Plate no.7-4415-12.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 4.35 (PrCt)

Texas - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
New Mexico - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Road maps
East Texas, Oklahoma with New Mexico, west Texas. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1947].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 77 x 55 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Texas, Oklahoma.
Date from RMcN AE 121 ms. index.
Includes table of "Gasoline taxes -- as of 16th Jan., 1947."
Plate no. 7-4414-8
Map on verso (57 x 55 cm.): Texaco touring map of Texas, New Mexico.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 121.27 (PrCt)

Texas - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
New Mexico - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Road maps
East Texas, Oklahoma with New Mexico, west Texas. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1947].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 77 x 55 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Texas, Oklahoma.
Date from RMcN AE 121 ms. index.
Includes table of "Gasoline taxes -- as of 2nd Feb., 1947."
Plate no. 7-4414-9
Map on verso (57 x 55 cm.): Texaco touring map of Texas, New Mexico.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 121.28 (PrCt)
Added title: Texaco touring map of Texas, Oklahoma.

Date from RMcN AE 136 ms. index.
Includes table of "Gasoline taxes -- as of 2nd Feb., 1947."
Plate no. 7-4414-9
Map on verso (57 x 54 cm.): Texaco touring map of Texas, New Mexico.
Panel Art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 136.32 (PrCr)

Texaco touring map of Texas, New Mexico.

Texas - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Oklahoma - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
New Mexico - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Road maps

East Texas, Oklahoma with New Mexico, west Texas. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1947].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 77 x 54 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Texas, Oklahoma.

Date from RMcN AE 136 ms. index.
Includes table of "Gasoline taxes -- as of 2nd Sept., 1947."
Plate no. 7-4414-12
Map on verso (57 x 54 cm.): Texaco touring map of Texas, New Mexico.
Panel Art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 136.33 (PrCr)

Texas - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Oklahoma - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
New Mexico - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Road maps

East Texas, Oklahoma with New Mexico, west Texas : Texaco ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1947].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 77 x 54 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Texas, Oklahoma.

Date from RMcN AE 136 ms. index.
Includes table of "Gasoline taxes -- as of 16th March, 1947."
Plate no. 7-4414-9
Map on verso (57 x 54 cm.): Texaco touring map of Texas, New Mexico.
Panel Art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 136.39 (PrCr)

Texas - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Oklahoma - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
New Mexico - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Road maps

East Texas, Oklahoma with New Mexico, west Texas : Texaco ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1947].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 77 x 54 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Texas, Oklahoma.

Incorrectly (?) dated "1948" on RMcN AE 136 ms. index.
Includes table of "Gasoline taxes -- as of 2nd Sept., 1947."
Plate no. 7-4414-12
Map on verso (57 x 54 cm.): Texaco touring map of Texas, New Mexico.
Panel Art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 136.39 (PrCr)
Texas road map ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1947?].
Authors: Bareco Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: "B Square" logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5086 (PrCt)

Texas - Maps - 1947 - Road maps

Travel Texas with Conoco ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1947?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Cities Service gas station, various cartoon images, and slogan "Cities Service dealers help make every trip a treat."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5063 (PrCt)

Texas - Maps - 1947 - Road maps

Road map of Texas : D-X. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1947?].
Authors: Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "U", indicating 1947 publication.
D-X was the trademark of Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation.
Panel art: D-X sign and slogan "the sign of friendly service."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5107 (PrCt)

Texas - Maps - 1947 - Road maps

Texas ... / compliments of Phillips Petroleum Company, Bartlesville, Oklahoma. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1947?].
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "U", indicating 1947 publication.
Panel art: couple in a convertible driving towards a Phillips gas station, Phillips 66 logo, and slogan "for cleanliness and service there's a Phillips 66 station ahead."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5154 (PrCt)

Texas - Maps - 1947 - Road maps

Shell map of Texas. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1947?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 136 ms. index.
Plate no. 7-463630V-1
Inset (14 x 18 cm.): Lower Rio Grande Valley.
Map on verso (31 x 47 cm.): Rand McNally road map: United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 136.29 (PrCt)

Texas - Maps - 1947 - Road maps

Shell map of Texas. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1947?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 136 ms. index.
Plate no. 7-463630V-1
Inset (14 x 18 cm.): Lower Rio Grande Valley.
Map on verso (31 x 47 cm.): Rand McNally road map: United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 136.29 (PrCt)
Texas - Maps - 1947 - Road maps

Tour Texas with Skelly / courtesy of Skelly Oil Company, U.S.A. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1947?].
Authors: Skelly Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "U", indicating 1947 publication.
Panel art: Skelly sign, car and group of people on beach.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5232 (PrCt)

Texas - Maps - 1948 - Road maps

Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 78 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Eastern Texas.
Date from RMcN AE 136 ms. index.
Plate no. 8-4042-11
Inset (15 x 13 cm.): Routes to Mexico.
Maps on verso (78 x 43 cm. and 10 x 10 cm.): Western Texas -- Big Bend International Park.
Panel art: Gulf sign over car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 136.38 (PrCt)

Texas - Maps - 1947 - Road maps

Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "U", indicating 1947 publication.
Panel art: gas station attendant talking to man in car.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5277 (PrCt)

Mexico - Maps - 1948 - Road maps

Big Bend National Park (Tex.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps

Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 78 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Eastern Texas.
Date from RMcN AE 136 ms. index.
Plate no. 8-4042-11
Inset (15 x 13 cm.): Routes to Mexico.
Maps on verso (78 x 43 cm. and 10 x 10 cm.): Western Texas -- Big Bend International Park.
Panel art: Gulf sign over car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 136.38 (PrCt)
Texas - Maps - 1948 - Road maps

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 121.32 (PrCt)

Texas - Maps - 1948 - Road maps

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 121.33 (PrCt)

Texas - Maps - 1948 - Road maps

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 136.40 (PrCt)

Texas - Maps - 1948 - Road maps

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 136.13 (PrCt)
Texas - Maps - 1948 - Road maps

Texas / Cities Service. Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948?].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
Panel art: Cities Service gas station, various cartoon images, and slogan "Cities Service dealers help make every trip a treat."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5342 (PrCt)

Texas - Maps - 1948 - Road maps

Travel Texas with Conoco ... Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
Panel art: family standing in front of car and statement "for long trips ask ... about Touraide."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5376 (PrCt)

Texas - Maps - 1948 - Road maps

Road map of Texas / D-X the sign of friendly service. Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948?].
Authors: Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
D-X was the trademark of Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation.
Panel art: D-X sign.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5399 (PrCt)

Texas - Maps - 1948 - Road maps

Texas ... / compliments of Phillips Petroleum Company, Bartlesville, Oklahoma. Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948?].
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
Panel art: couple in a convertible driving towards a Phillips gas station, Phillips 66 logo, and slogan "for cleanliness and service there's a Phillips 66 station ahead."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5428 (PrCt)

Texas - Maps - 1948 - Road maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 136 ms. index.
Plate no. 8-463630V-2
Inset (14 x 18 cm.): Lower Rio Grande Valley.
Map on verso (31 x 47 cm.): Rand McNally road map: United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 136.35 (PrCt)

Texas - Maps - 1948 - Road maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 136 ms. index.
Plate no. 8-463630V-3
Inset (14 x 18 cm.): Lower Rio Grande Valley.
Map on verso (31 x 47 cm.): Rand McNally road map: United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 136.36 (PrCt)

Texas - Maps - 1948 - Road maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 136 ms. index.
Plate no. 8-463630V-4
Inset (14 x 18 cm.): Lower Rio Grande Valley.
Map on verso (31 x 47 cm.): Rand McNally road map: United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 136.37 (PrCt)
Texas - Maps - 1948 - Road maps

Texas points of interest and touring map ... Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948?].
Authors: Standard Oil Company of Texas -- Chevron Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha
Company -- Logan, Maurice, 1886-1977 -- H.M. Gousha
Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
Panel art: couple in mountain landscape signed "Maurice Logan"; logos for "RPM motor oil" and
"Chevron supreme" gas.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5302 (PrCt)

Texas - Maps - 1948 - Road maps

Road map : Texas / compliments of Tide Water
Associated Oil Company, New York, San Francisco, Tulsa. Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948?].
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha
Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
Panel art: gas station attendant talking to man in
car, Tydol Flying "A" gasoline sign, Veedol motor oil logo, and slogan "at this sign ... everything
that's good for your car."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5559 (PrCt)

Texas - Maps - 1948

Road maps

East Texas, Oklahoma with New Mexico, west
Texas / Texaco. Chicago : Rand McNally &
74949 Texas - Maps - 1949 - Road maps
Road map of Texas, Houston, Dallas, Fort Worth, San Antonio and the United States ... Crown Central Petroleum Corporation ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1949].
Authors: Crown Central Petroleum Corporation -- Rand McNally & Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Crown road map : Texas
Date from RMcN AE 139 ms. index.
Plate no. 9-463630V-4
Inset (14 x 18 cm.): Lower Rio Grande Valley.
Panel art: Crown serviceman giving thumbs-up.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 139.2 (PrCt)

74950 Texas - Maps - 1949 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 139 ms. index.
Plate no. 9-463630V-4
Inset (14 x 18 cm.): Lower Rio Grande Valley.
Map on verso (31 x 48 cm.): Rand McNally road map : United States
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 139.3 (PrCt)

74951 Texas - Maps - 1950 - Road maps
Texas - Maps - 1950 - Road maps
Texas info-map : Gulf ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1950].

74952 Texas - Maps - 1950 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 77 x 49 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of east Texas, Oklahoma.
Date from RMcN AE 139 ms. index.
Plate no. 0-4414-21
Inset (15 x 13 cm.): Routes to Mexico.
Maps on verso (78 x 43 cm. and 10 x 10 cm.): Western Texas -- Big Bend National Park.
Panel art: Gulf sign over car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 139.4 (PrCt)

74953 Texas - Maps - 1950 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 139 ms. index.
Plate no. 0-463630V-6
Inset (14 x 18 cm.): Lower Rio Grande Valley.
Map on verso (31 x 48 cm.): Rand McNally road map : United States
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 139.6 (PrCt)

74954 Texas - Maps - 1950 - Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 78 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Eastern Texas
Date from RMcN AE 139 ms. index.
Plate no. 0-4042-21
Inset (15 x 13 cm.): Routes to Mexico.
Maps on verso (78 x 43 cm. and 10 x 10 cm.): Western Texas -- Big Bend National Park.
Panel art: Gulf sign over car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 139.8 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Pocket maps -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) 72 p. : 2 col. maps on 1 sheet (folded) ; 24 cm.
"1950 edition."
Dated "1-50" on p. 72.
Cover title: Rand McNally pocket maps : Texas : complete indexed reference map ... [and] highway map
Uniform title: Pocket maps
Map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back to back, col. : 83 x 64 cm. and 47 x 66 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of Texas. Plate nos. "PM 42" and "90123". Includes key to railroads and inset maps of western Texas, and the Dallas-Fort Worth and Houston-Galveston regions (25 x 28 cm. and smaller). -- Texas : Rand McNally road map. Plate no. 0-463630V-5. Includes inset map of the Lower Rio Grande Valley (14 x 18 cm).
Cover art: Car on road alongside passenger train. "75c" -- printed on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Pocket 4C 256 (PrCt)

74957 Texas - Maps - 1951 - Road maps<<>>Mexico - Maps - 1951 - Road maps<<>>Big Bend National Park (Tex.) - Maps - 1951 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Texas info-map : Gulf ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1951].
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 78 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Eastern Texas
Date from RMcN AE 139 ms. index.
Plate no. 1-514042-1
Inset (15 x 13 cm.): Routes to Mexico.
Maps on verso (78 x 43 cm. and 10 x 10 cm.):
Western Texas -- Big Bend National Park.
Panel art: Gulf sign over cars on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 139.12 (PrCt)

74958 Texas - Maps - 1951 - Road maps<<>>Oklahoma - Maps - 1951 - Road maps<<>>New Mexico - Maps - 1951 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
East Texas, Oklahoma with New Mexico, west Texas : tour with Texaco ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1951].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 78 x 49 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of east Texas, Oklahoma.
Date from RMcN AE 139 ms. index.
Includes table of "Gasoline taxes -- as of 2nd Jan., 1952."
Plate no. 1-4414-25
Maps on verso (58 x 55 cm. and smaller): Texaco touring map of west Texas, New Mexico -- Oklahoma City -- Tulsa -- San Antonio -- Houston -- Fort Worth -- Dallas.
Panel Art: Texaco station next to rural road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 139.13 (PrCt)
Texas - Maps - 1951 - Road maps

Road map of Texas ... / Marvin Browder Oil Company ... Fort Worth, Texas ; Premier Oil Refining Company of Texas ... Longview, Texas. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1951].

Authors: Premier Oil Refining Company (Longview, Tex.) -- Marvin Browder Oil Company (Fort Worth, Tex.) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Browder Oil Company (Fort Worth, Tex.) SEE

Marvin Browder Oil Company (Fort Worth, Tex.)

1 map : col. ; 46 x 65 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Texas official highway travel map : 1951 / published for free distribution by the Texas Highway Department. Austin, Tex. Texas Highway Department, 1951.


Map on verso (24 x 38 cm.): United States road map.

Verso includes "Pictorial Album of Texas" Panel art: Desert road scene.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 139.2X (PrCt)

Texas - Maps - 1952 - Road maps


Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 78 x 43 cm.

Panel title.


Map on verso (78 x 43 cm.): United States road map.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 139.2O (PrCt)
Cover title: Rand McNally Texas pocket map.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
reference map ... [and] detailed highway map
Uniform title: Pocket maps
Folded map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back to back, col. ; 83 x 64 cm. and 48 x 66 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of Texas. Plate no. 543. Includes key to railroads and inset maps of western Texas, and the Dallas-Fort Worth and Houston-Galveston regions (25 x 28 cm. and smaller). -- Texas : Rand McNally road map. Plate no. 2-463630V-9. Includes inset map of the Lower Rio Grande Valley (14 x 18 cm).
"2 maps in one, $1" -- front cover.
Cover art: Schematic road sign labeled "reference map ... "
Handstamp on cover: Display room sample. Do not remove.
RMcN Pocket 4C 257 (PrCt)

Texas - Maps - 1952
Railroads - Maps
72 p. : 2 col. maps on 1 sheet (folded) ; 24 cm.
"1952 edition."
Cover title: Rand McNally Texas pocket map : reference map ... [and] detailed highway map
Uniform title: Pocket maps
Folded map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back to back, col. ; 83 x 64 cm. and 48 x 66 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of Texas. Plate no. 543. Includes key to railroads and inset maps of western Texas, and the Dallas-Fort Worth and Houston-Galveston regions (25 x 28 cm. and smaller). -- Texas : Rand McNally road map. Plate no. 2-463630V-9. Includes inset map of the Lower Rio Grande Valley (14 x 18 cm).
"2 maps in one, $1" -- front cover.
Cover art: Schematic road sign labeled "reference map ... "
Handstamp on title page: Register of Copyrights, Library of Congress ... certificate no. 219194.
RMcN Pocket 4C 258 (PrCt)

Texas - Maps - 1953
Railroads - Maps
Microwave relay systems - Texas - Maps - 1953
Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Company - Maps - 1953
Railroads - Maps
Authors: Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Company
1 map ; 6 x 9 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Summary route and microwave map; accompanied by brief notes and photographs relating to microwave radio.
5A 7267 (1952 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

Texas - Maps - 1954
Power-Plants - Maps - 1954
Electric Lines - Maps - 1954
Southwestern States - Maps - 1954
Southwestern Public Service Company - Maps - 1954
Authors: Southwestern Public Service Company
1 map : . ; on sheet 28 x 43 cm.
Pictorial map.
Shows electric transmission lines, and generating plants (1-11), in Texas, Oklahoma, and New Mexico.
map1F G4031 .N4 1954 S6 (PrCt)

Texas - Maps - 1955
Road maps - Mexico - Maps - 1955
Road maps - Big Bend National Park (Tex.) - Maps - 1955
Road maps
Texas tourgide map : Gulf ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1955].
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : . ; 78 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Eastern Texas
Date from RMcN AE 139 ms. index.
Plate no. 5-514042-13
Insets (17 x 32 cm. and 15 x 13 cm.): Dallas-Ft. Worth and vicinity -- Routes to Mexico.
Maps on verso (78 x 43 cm. and 10 x 10 cm.): Western Texas -- Big Bend National Park.
Panel art: Gulf sign over cars on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
map1F G4031 .N4 1954 S6 (PrCt)
Texas - Maps - 1955 - Road maps<br> Texas - Flat maps<br> Texas - Maps - 1955 - Road maps<br> Texas - Col. maps<br> Texas - Map series<br> Texas - Maps - 1955 - Road maps<br> Maps - 1955 - Road maps<br> Maps - Big Bend National Park (Tex.) - Maps - 1955 - Road maps<br> Road maps<br> Texas tour guide map : Gulf ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1955].

Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

1 map : col. ; 78 x 43 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Eastern Texas

Date from RMcN AE 139 ms. index.

Plate no. 5-514042-13

Insets (17 x 32 cm. and 15 x 13 cm.): Dallas-Ft. Worth and vicinity -- Routes to Mexico.

Maps on verso (78 x 43 cm. and 10 x 10 cm.): Western Texas -- Big Bend National Park.

Panel art: Gulf sign over cars on road.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 139.11X (PrCt)**

Texas - Maps - 1955 - Road maps<br> Oklahoma - Maps - 1955 - Road maps<br> New Mexico - Maps - 1955 - Road maps<br> Road maps<br> Texas, Oklahoma, New Mexico, Mexico / courtesy of Sinclair ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1955].

Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

1 map : col. ; 63 x 67 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Sinclair : Texas, Oklahoma.

Date from RMcN AE 139 ms. index.

Plate no. 5-533630V-3


Panel art: Family with car overlooking national park.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 139.7X (PrCt)**

Texas - Maps - 1955 - Road maps<br> Oklahoma - Maps - 1955 - Road maps<br> New Mexico - Maps - 1955 - Road maps<br> Road maps<br> East Texas, Oklahoma with New Mexico, west Texas ... tour with Texaco. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1955].

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

1 map : col. ; 78 x 49 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Texaco touring map of west Texas, New Mexico -- Oklahoma City -- Tulsa -- San Antonio -- Houston -- Fort Worth -- Dallas.

Panel art: Texaco station alongside hilly rural road.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 139.9X (PrCt)**


1 map : col. ; 70 x 40 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Rand McNally road map : eastern Texas, Oklahoma.

Date from RMcN AE 139 ms. index.

Plate no. 5-533630V-3

Map on verso (61 x 42 cm.): Rand McNally road map : western Texas, Oklahoma.

Inset (16 x 15 cm.): Mexico.

Panel art: Eagle on weather vane with Amoco
74979 Texas - Maps - 1956 - Road maps<<>>Mexico - Maps - 1956 - Road maps<<>>Big Bend National Park (Tex.) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps<<>>Road maps Texas tourguide map : Gulf ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1956]. Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : col. ; 78 x 43 cm. Panel title. Added title: Eastern Texas Date from RMcN AE 139 ms. index. Plate no. 6-514042-15 Insets (17 x 32 cm. and 15 x 13 cm.): Dallas-Ft. Worth and vicinity -- Routes to Mexico. Maps on verso (78 x 43 cm. and 10 x 10 cm.): Western Texas -- Big Bend National Park. Panel art: Gulf sign over cars on road. Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library). RMcN AE 139.23X (PrCt)

74980 Texas - Maps - 1956 - Road maps<<>>Mexico - Maps - 1956 - Road maps<<>>Big Bend National Park (Tex.) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps<<>>Road maps Texas tourguide map : Gulf ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1956]. Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : col. ; 78 x 43 cm. Panel title. Added title: Eastern Texas Date from RMcN AE 139 ms. index. Plate no. 6-514042-15 Insets (17 x 32 cm. and 15 x 13 cm.): Dallas-Ft. Worth and vicinity -- Routes to Mexico. Maps on verso (78 x 43 cm. and 10 x 10 cm.): Western Texas -- Big Bend National Park. Panel art: Gulf sign over cars on road. Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library). RMcN AE 139.19X (PrCt)

74981 Texas - Maps - 1956 - Road maps<<>>Mexico - Maps - 1956 - Road maps<<>>Big Bend National Park (Tex.) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps<<>>Road maps Texas tourguide map : Gulf ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1956]. Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : col. ; 78 x 43 cm. Panel title. Added title: Eastern Texas Date from RMcN AE 139 ms. index. Plate no. 6-514042-15 Insets (17 x 32 cm. and 15 x 13 cm.): Dallas-Ft. Worth and vicinity -- Routes to Mexico. Maps on verso (78 x 43 cm. and 10 x 10 cm.): Western Texas -- Big Bend National Park. Panel art: Gulf sign over cars on road. Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library). RMcN AE 139.22X (PrCt)

74982 Texas - Maps - 1956 - Road maps<<>>Mexico - Maps - 1956 - Road maps<<>>Big Bend National Park (Tex.) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps<<>>Road maps Texas tourguide map : Gulf ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1956]. Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : col. ; 78 x 43 cm. Panel title. Added title: Eastern Texas Date from RMcN AE 139 ms. index. Plate no. 6-514042-14 Insets (17 x 32 cm. and 15 x 13 cm.): Dallas-Ft. Worth and vicinity -- Routes to Mexico. Maps on verso (78 x 43 cm. and 10 x 10 cm.): Western Texas -- Big Bend National Park. Panel art: Gulf sign over cars on road. Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library). RMcN AE 139.24X (PrCt)


74984 Texas - Maps - 1956 - Road maps<<>>Oklahoma - Maps - 1956 - Road maps<<>>Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library). RMcN AE 139.92X (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Texas - Maps - 1956 - Road maps
Texas, Oklahoma, New Mexico, Mexico ... Sinclair. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1956].
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 63 x 67 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair : Texas, Oklahoma, New Mexico, Mexico ... tour with Texaco
Added title: Texaco touring map of east Texas, New Mexico -- Oklahoma City -- Tulsa -- San Antonio -- Houston -- Fort Worth -- Dallas.
Panel art: Texaco station alongside highway.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
RMcN AE 139.17X (PrCt)

Texas - Maps - 1956 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 78 x 49 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 139 ms. index.
Plate no. 6-533630V-4
Panel art: Family in car beneath four "scenic wonders."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
RMcN AE 139.25X (PrCt)

Texas - Maps - 1956 - Road maps
East Texas, Oklahoma with New Mexico, west Texas ... tour with Texaco. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1956].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 78 x 49 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of east Texas, Oklahoma.
Date from RMcN AE 139 ms. index.
Includes table of "Gasoline taxes -- as of 1st June, 1956."
Plate no. 6-4414-34
Maps on verso (58 x 55 cm. and smaller): Texaco touring map of west Texas, New Mexico -- Oklahoma City -- Tulsa -- San Antonio -- Houston -- Fort Worth -- Dallas.
Panel art: Texaco station alongside highway.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
RMcN AE 139.21X (PrCt)

Texas - Maps - 1956 - Railroad maps
Howard Johnson's ... road map [of Texas]. [Chicago] : Rand McNally & Company, [1958].
Authors: Howard Johnson Co. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; on sheet trimmed to 51 x 40 cm., folded to 23 x 13 cm.
Panel title expanded by cataloger.
Incomplete; eastern half of map trimmed away, resulting in loss of added title on map.
Plate no. 8-563785V-1
Map on verso (also incomplete): Rand McNally road map : northeastern United States Identifies Howard Johnson locations.
Panel art: Illustration of Howard Johnson's Restaurant.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011)
RMcN Clients 1439 (PrCt)
The Texas and Pacific Railway: T and P.
[Dallas? Texas & Pacific Railway?, 1960?].
Authors: Texas & Pacific Railway
1 map: col.; on sheet 19 x 28 cm.
Added title: Texas and Pacific Ry.
Summary route map.
Roughly bounded by New Mexico, Arkansas, Texas and Louisiana.
In Texas & Pacific Railway. 88th annual report ... December, 31 1959 [Dallas?: Texas & Pacific Railway?, 1960?] p. [32].
5A 7267 (1959 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

74990
Texas - Maps - 1960 - Road maps>>>Oklahoma - Maps - 1960 - Road maps
>>>Houston Region (Tex.) - Maps - 1960
Road maps>>>Road maps
Texas / Amoco. [Chicago?]: Rand McNally & Co., [1960?].
Authors: American Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 62 x 66 cm., on sheet folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
"American Oil Company" -- Back panel.
Added title: Road map of Texas, Oklahoma.
Plate no. 0-533630V-14.
Maps on verso (39 x 48 cm. and smaller): Road map of metropolitan Houston -- Downtown Houston -- Albuquerquee -- Austin -- Corpus Christi -- Dallas -- El Paso -- Ft. Worth -- Houston -- Oklahoma City -- San Antonio -- Tulsa.
Panel art: Two "Amoco" logos, illustration of luggage and slogan "ask as you travel with us".
Handstamp: "May 19 1960."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2934 (PrCt)

74992
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Pocket maps -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
68 p.: 2 col. maps on 1 sheet (folded); 24 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally Texas pocket reference map ... [and] detailed highway map
Uniform title: Pocket maps
"2 maps" -- front cover.
"$1.95" -- adhesive sticker on front cover.
Cover art: stylized and labeled map symbols (e.g. "elevations", "points of interest", "air facilities", etc.)
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Pocket 4C 260 (PrCt)

74993
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Pocket maps -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
68 p.: 2 col. maps on 1 sheet (folded); 24 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally Texas pocket reference map ... [and] detailed highway map
Uniform title: Pocket maps
Folded map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet: back to back, col.; 82 x 65 cm. and 64 x 87 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of Texas. Includes key to railroads and inset map of western Texas, and the Dallas-Fort Worth and Houston-Galveston regions (25 x 28 cm. and smaller). -- Texas : Rand McNally road map. "Copyright © 1963 [!]"
Plate no. 635644-13. Includes inset maps of San Antonio, Austin, El Paso, Corpus Christi, Beaumont, Houston, Ft. Worth, and Dallas (10 x 9 cm. and smaller).
"2 maps" -- front cover.
"$1.95" -- adhesive sticker on front cover.
Cover art: stylized and labeled map symbols (e.g. "elevations", "points of interest", "air facilities", etc.)
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Pocket 4C 259 (PrCt)
Includes inset maps of San Antonio, Austin, El Paso, Corpus Christi, Beaumont, Houston, Ft. Worth, and Dallas (10 x 9 cm. and smaller).

"2 maps" -- front cover.
"$1.50" -- printed on front cover.
Cover art: stylized and labeled map symbols (e.g. "elevations", "points of interest", "air facilities", etc.)
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).

**Texas - Maps - 1967**


1 atlas (126, [4] p.) : maps (some col.) ; 28 x 37 cm.

'This revised edition of the Atlas of Texas contains approximately twice as many maps as the original Atlas published in 1963, and there is more use of color'--Foreword.

Editions of 1955 and 1958 published under title: Texas resources and industries.


Scales of principal maps ca. 1:5,000,000 and ca. 1:7,300,000.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Lock, Modern maps and atlases 30.

Phillips 17124.

Baskes folio G1371.G1 A3 (NLO)

**Texas - Maps - 1968 - Road maps**


1 map : col. ; 82 x 63 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Includes blank title panel (for overprinting?).

Plate no. 696718-2

Insets (22 x 22 cm. and 10 x 10 cm.): [Southwestern Texas] -- El Paso.

Maps on verso (38 x 40 cm. and smaller):

Dallas-Fort Worth -- Houston-Galveston -- Amarillo -- Big Bend Natl. Park -- Beaumont -- Corpus Christi -- Lubbock -- Wichita Falls -- San Antonio -- Austin.


Forms part of a collection of stock editions of Rand McNally road maps, some apparently issued as sales samples and / or printer's proofs for prospective commercial clients.

Uniform series title (established by cataloger): Stock road maps

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (April 2010).

RMcn Stock 85 (PrCt)

**Texas - Maps - 1969 - Road maps**


1 map : col. ; 82 x 63 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Includes blank title panel (for overprinting?).

Plate no. 696718-2

Insets (22 x 22 cm. and 10 x 10 cm.): [Southwestern Texas] -- El Paso.

Maps on verso (38 x 40 cm. and smaller):

Dallas-Fort Worth -- Houston-Galveston -- Amarillo -- Big Bend Natl. Park -- Beaumont -- Corpus Christi -- Lubbock -- Wichita Falls -- San Antonio -- Austin.


Forms part of a collection of stock editions of Rand McNally road maps, some apparently issued as sales samples and / or printer's proofs for prospective commercial clients.

Uniform series title (established by cataloger): Stock road maps

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (April 2010).

RMcn Stock 86 (PrCt)

**Texas - Maps - 1969 - Road maps**


Authors: American Oil Company -- Amoco Oil Company -- Chicago Historical Society

1 map : col. ; 31 x 18 inches

Includes text.
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.

CHS Coll., Map no. 15 (PrCt)

74998 Texas - Maps - 1970 - Road maps
1970 Texas official state highway map. [Austin, Texas : Texas Highway Department, 1970].
Authors: Texas. Highway Department -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 69 x 89 cm., folded to 24 x 12 cm.
"1970 edition."
Panel title.
Added title: Official state highway map
"Prepared for free distribution, Texas Highway Department ... Austin, Texas ..." -- Back panel.
"Litho. in U.S.A. 3701" -- At bottom center.
Continuation inset (17 x 23 cm.): [Texas Panhandle].
Maps on verso (31 x 43 cm. or smaller): Fort Worth-Dallas area -- El Paso area -- Abilene area -- Lubbock area -- Amarillo area -- Wichita Falls area -- Waco area -- San Antonio area -- Austin area -- Houston-Galveston-Texas City area -- Tyler-Longview area -- Lower Rio Grande Valley area -- Corpus Christi area -- Beaumont-Port Arthur-Orange area.
Panel art: Color photo of cars driving through rural area.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4404 (PrCt)

75001 Texas - Maps - 1973 - Road maps
1973 Texas official state highway map. [Austin, Texas : Texas Highway Department, 1973].
Authors: Texas. Highway Dept. -- Federal Highway Administration
2 maps : col. ; 55 x 71 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Continuation inset (17 x 23 cm.): [Texas Panhandle].
Maps on verso (31 x 43 cm. or smaller): Fort Worth-Dallas area -- El Paso area -- Abilene area -- Lubbock area -- Amarillo area -- Wichita Falls area -- Waco area -- San Antonio area -- Austin area -- Houston-Galveston-Texas City area -- Tyler-Longview area -- Lower Rio Grande Valley area -- Corpus Christi area -- Beaumont-Port Arthur-Orange area.
Panel art: Color photo of cars driving through rural area.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4405 (PrCt)

74999 Texas - Maps - 1972 - German language - Dialects
German language - Dialects - Texas - Maps
Authors: Gilbert, Glenn G. -- University of Texas Press
1 atlas (vii, 25 p. : 154 maps (part col.)) ; 38 x 49 cm.
Scale of principal maps [ca. 1:1,048,000].
Bibliography: p. 24-25.
Series: Deutscher Sprachatlas. Regionale Sprachatlanten, Nr. 5.
9438
ICN74
ISBN 0292700881
map7C 13 (NLO)

75000 Texas - Maps - 1972 - Road maps
1972 Texas official highway travel map : land of contrast. [Austin, Texas : Texas Highway Department, 1972].
Authors: Texas. Highway Department -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 69 x 89 cm., folded to 24 x 12 cm.
"1972 edition."
Panel title.
Added title: Official state highway map
"Prepared for free distribution, Texas Highway Department ... Austin, Texas ..." -- Back panel.
Continuation inset (17 x 23 cm.): [Texas Panhandle].
Maps on verso (31 x 43 cm. or smaller): Fort Worth-Dallas area -- El Paso area -- Abilene area -- Lubbock area -- Amarillo area -- Wichita Falls area -- Waco area -- San Antonio area -- Austin area -- Houston-Galveston-Texas City area -- Tyler-Longview area -- Lower Rio Grande Valley area -- Corpus Christi area -- Beaumont-Port Arthur-Orange area.
Panel art: Color photo of cars driving through rural area.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4404 (PrCt)
Added title: Texas.
Plate no. 746745-7
Insets (22 x 22 cm. and 10 x 10 cm.):
[Southwestern Texas] -- El Paso.
Maps on verso (38 x 40 cm. and smaller):
Dallas-Fort Worth -- Houston-Galveston --
Amarillo -- Big Bend Natl. Park -- Beaumont --
Corpus Christi -- Lubbock -- Wichita Falls -- San
Antonio -- Austin.
Panel art: road signs.
Forms part of a collection of stock editions of
Rand McNally road maps, some apparently
issued as sales samples and / or printer's proofs
for prospective commercial clients.
Uniform series title (established by cataloger): Stock road maps
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (April 2010).
RMcN Stock 87 (PrCt)

75003 Texas - Maps - 1974 - Road maps
Houston Region (Tex.) - Maps - 1974 - Road maps
Galveston Region (Tex.) - Maps - 1974 - Road maps
Big Bend National Park (Tex.) - Maps - 1974 - Road maps
Authors: Mobil Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally
and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 83 x 62 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"1974 edition"
Panel title.
Plate nos. "746745-7" and "4-66-026"
Insets (22 x 22 cm. and 10 x 10 cm.): [Southwest
Maps on verso (38 x 39 cm. and smaller):
Houston-Galveston and vicinity -- Dallas-Fort
Worth -- Amarillo -- Big Bend Natl. Park --
Beaumont -- Corpus Christi -- Lubbock -- Wichita
Falls -- San Antonio -- Austin.
Panel art: nine Mobil winged horse logos.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4178 (PrCt)

75004 Texas - Maps - 1976 - Road maps
Dallas Region (Tex.) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps
Houston Region (Tex.) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps
Galveston Region (Tex.) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps
Fort Worth Region (Tex.) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps
Big Bend National Park (Tex.) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps
Rand McNally map of Texas. [Chicago?] : Rand
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally and Company. Stock road maps -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 82 x 63 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"1976 Edition."
Panel title.
Added title: Texas.
Plate no. 766745-9
Insets (22 x 22 cm. and 10 x 10 cm.):
[Southwestern Texas] -- El Paso.
Maps on verso (38 x 40 cm. and smaller):
Dallas-Fort Worth -- Houston-Galveston --
Amarillo -- Big Bend Natl. Park -- Beaumont --
Corpus Christi -- Lubbock -- Wichita Falls -- San
Antonio -- Austin.
Panel art: road signs.
Forms part of a collection of stock editions of
Rand McNally road maps, some apparently
issued as sales samples and / or printer's proofs
for prospective commercial clients.
Uniform series title (established by cataloger): Stock road maps
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (April 2010).
RMcN Stock 88 (PrCt)

75005 Texas - Maps - 1977 - Natural gas pipelines
Louisiana - Maps - 1977 - Natural gas pipelines
Texas - Maps - 1977 - Natural gas pipelines
Coasts - 1977 - Natural gas pipelines - Gulf Coast (U.S.) - Maps - 1977
Natural gas in submerged lands - Gulf Coast (U.S.) - Maps - 1977 - Natural gas
in submerged lands - Gulf Coast (U.S.) - Maps - 1977 - Wall maps
Transcontinental Gas Pipe Line Corporation map of Gulf coast area [offshore Texas & Louisiana].
Houston : Transcontinental Gas Pipe Line
Authors: Transcontinental Gas Pipe Line
Corporation. Gas Supply Dept.
1 map : col. 76 x 143 cm. fold. to 27 x 19 cm.
Scale ca. 1:765,000.
Depths shown by contours.
Shows gas fields, oil fields, gas tracts, offshore
drilling areas and pipelines as of August 1977.
Missing August 2010.
mapF G4031.H8 1977 .T7 (PrCt)

75006 Texas - Maps - 1980-1998 - Road maps
Department of Transportation, Transportation Planning and Programming Division, Mapping
Section in cooperation with the U.S. Department of Transportation, Federal Highway
Authors: Texas. Transportation Planning and Programming Division. Mapping Section -- United


Authors: Electric Books (Firm)
1 computer optical disc ; 4 3/4 in.
"Ed. 4.01"
Title from disc surface.
"Tested - Windows XP/Vista."
"Historic & uncommon Texas maps from before the Republic to World War II. Trails, forts, waterholes, roads, railroads, cities, counties, soils, mountains, and mining. Fun for casual use, invaluable in libraries and schools. A resource for writers, historians, researchers, teachers & genealogists."
"Bonus: historic 18th & 19th century US maps included."
Gift, Publisher, 2009.
CD-ROM G1370 .A58 2009 (NLO)

Authors: Electric Books (Firm)
1 computer optical disc ; 4 3/4 in.
Title from disc surface.
System requirements: Windows 95/98/Me/NT/XP.
Historical and uncommon Texas maps from before the Republic to World War II. Locate trails, forts, waterholes, roads, cities, counties, mountains, and soils. Also includes United States and Southwestern maps of the 19th century.
Gift, Publisher, 2002.
CD-ROM G1370 .A58 2002 (NLO)

Texas - Maps - Collections, 1720-2001
Authors: Buttery, Lewis M., 1924- -- Old Maps of the Southwest
1 atlas (267 p.) : maps ; 29 cm.
Other title: Old Maps of the Southwest.
'84 enlarged sections with historical comment covering a 280 year span plus 19 modern USGS maps & ordering information.'

75012 Texas - Maps - 2007 - Road maps>>Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- NAVTEQ (Firm) -- Rand McNally and Company.
Street guide -- Rand McNally and Company.
StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
"1st edition" and "new" -- front cover.
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
"$19.95" -- back cover
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528866591
RMcN StrFdr 2007 .T4 (PrCt)

Texas - Maps - Bibliography
Authors: Eugene C. Barker Texas History Center
10,[1]p.
Vert 419 (PrCt)

Texas - Maps - Bibliography - Catalogs>>Texas State Library - Map collections - Bibliography - Catalogs
Authors: Day, James M. -- Texas State Library -- Dunlap, Ann B. -- Smyers, Mike -- Parker, Kenneth -- Texas. State Library SEE Texas State Library
178 p. ; 23 cm.
Includes index.
Formerly lower case g 10877 .87
LC Card Number: 80135806
Map Ref Z6027.A5 T4 1964 (NLO)

Texas - Maps - Collections, 1720-2001
Authors: Buttery, Lewis M., 1924- -- Old Maps of the Southwest
1 atlas (267 p.) : maps ; 29 cm.
Other title: Old Maps of the Southwest.
'84 enlarged sections with historical comment covering a 280 year span plus 19 modern USGS maps & ordering information.'

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
75019 Texas - Maps - Counties - History - 1939
Authors: Texas Historical Records Survey -- Atlas of Historical County Boundaries Project (Newberry Library).
1 map: on sheet 39 x 42 cm.
Photocopy.
Annotated in color by, and from the files of the Atlas of Historical County Boundaries Project, the Newberry Library.
map2F G4031 .F7S1 1939 .H5 (PrCt)

75020 Texas - Maps - Popular culture<Texas - Maps<Texas - Maps, Mental<Texas - Mental - Texas
Authors: Francaviglia, Richard V.
1st ed.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
LC Card Number: 95018635
ISBN 0890966648 (alk. paper)
G1371.E64 F7 1995 (NLO)

75021 Texas - Maps - Prices<Texas - Maps - Prices<Texas - Maps - Bibliography<Texas - Maps - Bibliography<br>Texas - Prices - Collectors and collecting<br>Map evaluation<br>Map industry and trade
Authors: Morrison, Richard -- Morrison, Shelly -- W.M. Morrison Books (Austin, Tex.) -- Morrison (W.M.) Books, Austin, Tex. SEE W.M. Morrison Books (Austin, Tex.)
[60] p.: 28 cm.
“A chronological listing of over 3000 price entries on maps featuring the U.S. west of the Mississippi.”
ISBN 0926158120
Map Ref Z6027.W5 M67 1991 (NLO)

75022 Texas Panhandle (Tex.) - Maps - 1888 - Railroads<Texas - Maps - 1888 - Railroads<br>Texas Panhandle (Tex.) - Maps - 1888 - Railroads
N. W. corner & pan-handle [of Texas]. [Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., 1888].
1 map: col. ; 31 x 25 cm.
Added title in upper margin: Rand, McNally & Co.’s northwest Texas
In Rand, McNally & Co.’s improved indexed business atlas and shipper’s guide ... (Chicago: Rand McNally, 1888) p. 459.
Uniform atlas title: Commercial atlas.
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .C7 1888, p. 459 (PrCt)

75023 Texas Panhandle (Tex.) - Maps - 1940 - Cartoon maps<br>Texas Panhandle (Tex.) - 1940 - Cartoons and cartoons - Maps - Specimens
Where to go and what to see in the Texas Panhandle. [Amarillo, Tex.]: Published for the benefit of visitors to the Panhandle by Amarillo...[etc.], Chamber of Commerce, [1940?].
1 map: col.; 35 x 36 cm. fold. to 23 x 10 cm.
Title on outside when folded: Trails to take in the Texas Panhandle.
Columns of text on sides of map provide key to 44 locations; text in right column titled ‘Welcome to the land of Coronado’ is signed ‘John McCarty.’
On verso, photographic collages titled ‘Natives of the plains,’ ‘Treasure chest of the Southwest,’ and ‘Where the real west begins.’
With rubber stamp of ‘Hereford Chamber of Commerce.’
Acc. # Holzheimer 2004112903
map4F G4032 .T42A6 1940 M3 (PrCt)

Authors: Compass rose 1 p.: ports.; 28 cm.
In: Compass rose 2, no.1 (Spring, 1988): 1.
Accompanied by a press release.
Vert 753, no. 1 (PrCt)
75025 Thailand - Maps - 1782-1850 - Exhibitions
Siam SEE Thailand
Siam in trade and war : royal maps of the
nineteenth century / Narisa Chakrabongse ... [et
Authors: Narisa Chakrabongse, M. R. -- Centre
Mark Co. (Elmhurst, Ill.)
88 p. : col. ill., col. maps ; 28 cm.
English text with Thai translation.
Catalog issued in conjunction with an exhibition
held at the Jim Thompson House, Center for the
Includes bibliographical references (p. 74).
Summary: Exhibition of five maps selected from
the 17 hand-drawn and hand-coloured
cotton maps now housed in the HRH Princess
Maha Chakri Sirindhorn Library.
Contents: Warfare and weaponry / Narisa
Chakrabongse -- Maritime trade / Henry Ginsburg
-- Chinese export porcelain / Dawn F. Rooney.
folio DS578 .S55 2006 (NLO)

75026 Thailand - Maps - 1841<<>>Bangkok Region
(Thailand) - Maps - 1841<<>>Missions - Asia -
Maps - 1841
Siam as far as explored by Missionaries. Boston,
1841.
Authors: American Board of Commissioners for
Foreign Missions -- American Board of
Commissioners for Foreign Missions. Maps and
illustrations of the missions of the American
Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions,
1841 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry
Library)
1 map ; 15 x 11 cm.
In: American Board of Commissioners for Foreign
Missions. Maps and illustrations of the missions
of the American Board of Commissioners for
Foreign Missions, 1841 ([Boston, Mass.? :
American Board of Commissioners for Foreign
Missions?, 1841]).
Forms pl. 7B of a collection of wax-engraved
maps, apparently detached from assorted Board
publications, and bound together as a separate
atlas. Added letterpress title from bottom margin:
Mission to Siam.
Ayer 136 .A5 1846 pl. 7B (PrCt)

75027 Thailand - Maps - 1846<<>>Bangkok Region
(Thailand) - Maps - 1846<<>>Missions - Asia -
Maps - 1846
Siam as far as explored by Missionaries. Boston,
1846.
Authors: American Board of Commissioners for
Foreign Missions -- American Board of
Commissioners for Foreign Missions. Maps and
illustrations of the missions (1846) -- Edward E.
Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 16 x 12 cm.
In: American Board of Commissioners for Foreign
Missions. Maps and illustrations of the missions
([Boston? : American Board of Commissioners
for Foreign Missions?], 1846). Forms pl. 22 of a
collection of wax-engraved maps, apparently
detached from assorted Board publications, and
bound together as a separate atlas. Added
letterpress title from top margin: Misions to Siam.
Ayer 136 .A5 1846 pl. 22 (PrCt)

75028 Thailand - Maps - 1962 - Road
maps<<>>Bangkok (Thailand) - Maps - 1962 -
Road maps<<>>Thon Buri (Thailand) - Maps -
1962 - Road maps<<>>Thai language - Texts -
1962<<>>Road maps
[Thailand] / Esso . [Chicago?] : Rand McNally &
Company, c1962.
Authors: Esso Standard Oil Company -- Boonlertr
-- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 79 x 43 cm., folded to 22 x 11 cm.
Title translated from Thai title panel.
Added and parallel titles in Thai and English:
Thailand.
Plate no. 2-5811-2
Map on verso (43 x 69 cm.): Bangkok and
Thonburi street map.
Place names on national map in both languages;
map of Bangkok in English only.
Panel art: Color illustration of Thai architecture
signed "Boonlertr".
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 713 (PrCt)

75029 Thailand - Maps - 1965 - Road
maps<<>>Bangkok (Thailand) - Maps - 1965 -
Road maps<<>>Thon Buri (Thailand) - Maps -
1965 - Road maps<<>>Thai language - Texts -
1965<<>>Road maps
[Thailand] / Esso . [Chicago?] : Rand McNally &
Company, c1965.
Authors: Esso Standard Oil Company -- Rand
McNally and Company -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 79 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Title translated from Thai title panel.
Added and parallel titles in Thai and English:
Thailand.
Plate no. 655811-3
Map on verso (43 x 69 cm.): Bangkok and
Thonburi street map.
Place names on national map in both languages;
map of Bangkok in English only.
Identifies Esso service stations.
Panel art: Color illustration of Thai architecture.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 736 (PrCt)

75030 Thailand - Maps - 1973<<>>Cambodia - Maps -
1973<<>>Angkor (Extinct City) - Maps -
1973<<>>Cambodia - Antiquities SEE ALSO

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Angkor (Extinct City) SEE ALSO Angkor (Extinct City)
Authors: Nagels Reiseführer -- Dittmar, Johanna -- Nagel Publishers -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
'Text: Johanna Dittmar.'--T.p. verso.
Spine title: Nagels Thailand
'11 Pläne, 4 schwarz-weisse Illustrationen, 4 farbige Karten und Pläne.'
Map on endpapers.
Includes index.
Series: Nagels Enzyklopädie-Reiseführer
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .N343 Thailand (1973) (NLO)

Thailand - Maps - 1988
Authors: Frommer's touring guides -- Routier-LeDiraison, Christine -- Prentice-Hall, inc. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 8 maps
Ed:Routier-leDiraison
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Thailand - Maps - 1988
Authors: Insight guides -- APA Publications (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 13 maps
9th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Authors: Cadogan guides -- Kusy, F. -- Capel, Frances -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 40 maps
1st ed.
Ed:FrancesCapel
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Thailand - Maps - 1988 Guidebooks
Authors: Hoskin, John -- Collins (Firm : London, England) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Authors: Tribal Research Institute (Chiang Mai, Thailand). Technical Service Club -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.
2nd ed.
Cf. OCLC 21279275.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Thames River (England) - Aerial photographs - 1990 Aerial photographs - Thames River (England) - 1990
Authors: Banks, Leslie -- Stanley, Christopher -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
xviii, 172 p. : ill. (some col.), col. maps ; 20 x 26 cm.
Includes index.
Publisher description and contributor biographical information available on Library of Congress website (accessed July 2012):
http://catdir.loc.gov/catdir/enhancements/fy0723/89078182-d.html
http://catdir.loc.gov/catdir/enhancements/fy0723/89078182-b.html
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 89078182
ISBN 0192158953 (U.S.) ; 9780192158956 (U.S.)
Baskes DA670.T2 B27 1990 (NLO)

Thames River (England) - Maps - 1653 - Nautical charts - Thames River (England) - 1653
The River of Thames described ... Thames, all along the coasts to ... the Orchades, and Hitland (London: M. Simmons for Tho: Jenner, 1673) -- [Navigation chart of the North Sea].
VAULT Ayer 151 .C7 1653, opp. p. 6 (PrCt)

Authors: Hodgson, James, 1672-1755 -- Mount, William, d. 1769 -- Page, Thomas, d. 1762 -- English Pilot. Part 1 (1758) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

2 maps ; 15 x 58 cm. and 31 x 58 cm., on sheet 47 x 64 cm.

Title of second map supplied by cataloger; includes dedication "To Mr. James Hodgson master of ye Royal Mathematical School at Christ's Hospital & F.R.S."

First map oriented with north at bottom; second map oriented with north at right; both maps include coastal profiles.

In: The English pilot, for the southern navigation ... on the coast of England, Scotland, Ireland, Holland, Flanders, Spain, Portugal, to the Streight's-Mouth; with the coasts of Barbary, and off to the Canary, Madeira, Cape de Verde and Western-Islands (London : Printed for W. and J. Mount, T. Page and Son, on Tower-Hill, 1758), [plate 1].


Baskes oversize G1793 .E55 1758, [plate 1] (PrCt)

75040 Thames River (England) - Maps - 1879

Authors: Taunt, Henry -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

32 maps ; 111 x 141 mm.

4th ed.

Pocket ed.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

75041 Thames River (England) - Maps - 1889

Authors: Dickens, Charles, 1837-1896 -- Macmillan & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

310 p. : maps, plans ; 17 cm.

G 45 .23 (NLO)

75042 Thames River (England) - Maps - 1891
Dickens's dictionary of the Thames. London : C. Dickens & Evans, 1891.

Authors: Dickens, Charles, 1837-1896 -- C. Dickens & Evans -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 20 maps

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

75043 Thames River (England) - Maps - 1906 - Guidebooks

Authors: Cassell & Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

376 p. : ill., 14 maps ; 20 cm.

1st ed.

Title in red and black.

Includes index.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes DA670.T329 T48 1906 (NLO)

75044 Thames River (England) - Maps - 1922-1923
A Pictorial and descriptive guide to the Thames from Putney to Cricklade ... : five specially-drawn charts of the river : map showing routes by road and rail from London to the nearer Thames resorts. London : Ward, Lock & Co., [1922 or 1923].

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

75045 Thames River (England) - Maps - 1926
Authors: Morley, F. V. (Frank Vigor), 1899-1980 -- Irving, Laurence -- Harper & Brothers -- Butler & Tanner Ltd. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Title on printed paper spine label: River Thames from source to mouth. Illustrated end papers.
Printed in Great Britain by Butler & Tanner, Ltd.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes DA670.T2 M8 1926 (NLO)

75046 Thames River (England) - Maps - 1931
Authors: Little guides -- Smith, C. Fox (Cicely Fox), d. 1954 -- Methuen & Co. -- Jarrold and Sons -- Bristow, Leslie Beaconsfield -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Issued with 2 maps, but this copy imperfect: lacking folded colored map.
Printed by Jarrold and Sons.
Map inside front cover.
Includes index.
Series: Little guides.
Former owner's signature: Leslie Beaconsfield Bristow. Eastbourne, Sussex.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 31031036
Baskes G153 .L58 Thames (1931) (NLO)

75047 Thames River (England) - Maps - 1934-1935
A Pictorial and descriptive guide to the Thames from Putney to Cricklade ... : five specially-drawn charts of the river : maps showing routes by road and rail to the Thames resorts. London : Ward, Lock & Co., [1934 or 1935].
Authors: Ward, Lock and Company, ltd. -- Ward Lock guides -- John Bartholomew and Son -- Butler & Tanner Ltd. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. (various pagings, [31] leaves of plates (7 folded)) : ill., 8 maps (7 folded col.), 1 plan ; 17 cm.
Publication date from binder's instructions.
Cover title: Thames : Putney to Cricklade Maps by John Bartholomew & Son.
Printed by Butler & Tanner.
With notes on navigation, sculling, punting, sailing, motor-boating, camping, river regattas, lists of clubs, a full description of the river, and a guide for Thames anglers
'Ninety illustrations'
Series title from cover.
Includes index, advertisements and business directories.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes DA670.T2 M8 1926 (NLO)

Authors: Herbert, John, 1924- -- Friedlander, Elizabeth, 1903-1984 -- Britain in pictures -- British people in pictures -- William Collins Sons and Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Map by Elisabeth Friedlander.
"With 8 plates in colour and 19 illustrations in black & white."
Includes bibliographical references (p. [1] at end).
Series: Britain in pictures ; 115 -- The British people in pictures -- Britain in pictures ; 115 -- British people in pictures.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Carney, M. Britain in pictures, 115 LC Card Number: 48011293
Baskes DA630 .B75 no. 115 (1947) (NLO)

Thames River (England) - Maps - 1958 - Description and Travel<<>>London (England) - Maps - 1958 - Description and Travel
Authors: Mare, Eric de -- Reinhardt, M. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.
1st ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

75050

160 p. : ill., 39 col. maps ; 23 cm.
Includes index.
Series: Nicholson/Ordnance Survey guide to the waterways.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 84033855
ISBN 0905522826 (pbk.) ; 9780905522821 (pbk.)
Baskets DA670.T2 O73 1984 (NLO)

75051

Thames River (England) - Pictorial works - 1846
The Lord Mayor's view of the Thames. 1977.
Authors: The Illustrated London News
1 view ; on sheet 41 x 28 cm.
Detached from The Illustrated London News (August 15, 1846) p. 100.
Includes references 1
(Volume 33, text in margin.
M1162
map1F G5752.T5A3 1846 .L6 (PrCt)

75052

Thames River (England) - Pictorial works - Collections<<-->Thames River (England) - Maps - 1951
The Thames from mouth to source / by L. T. C. Rolt ; illustrated in color from old water colours and aquatints, with notes on the artists and illustrations by Francis Maxwell. London ; New York : B.T. Batsford, [1951].
Authors: Rolt, L. T. C., 1910-1974 -- B.T. Batsford Ltd. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
x, 86 p. [28] leaves of plates : ill., map ; 26 cm.
[1st ed. ?]
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 52031868
Baskets DA670.T2 R65 1951 (NLO)

75053

Thames River Valley (England) - Maps - Collections, 1360-1878 - Road maps<<-->Cartography - Thames River Valley (England) - History - 1360-1878<<-->Road maps
Early road maps of the Upper Thames Valley / by

Authors: Rosevear, A. (Alan)
14, [22] p. : ill., maps ; 30 cm.
[Rev. ed.]
First published 1993; revised 2004.
Series: Roads across the Upper Thames Valley ; 13.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 14) and index.
Additional availability: Alan Rosevear, 7, Trinder Road, Wantage, Oxon., OX12 8EE, roseyear1@aol.com
folio DA670.T2 R67 2004 (NLO)

75054

Thann (France) - Pictorial works - 1552<<-->Woodcuts
[View of Thann, France]. [Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552].
Authors: Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552. Cosmographiae universalis ... (1552) -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : woodcut ; 6 x 8 cm., on sheet 32 x 21 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Added letterpress title above woodcut: Thann.
Possibly an inaccurate view, since some of the woodcuts in this volume were used for more than one town.
VAULT folio Ayer 7 .M8 1552, p. 427 (PrCt)

75055

Thasos Island (Greece) - Maps - 1528<<-->Athos (Greece) - Maps - 1528<<-->El Tasso Island (Greece) SEE Thasos Island (Greece)<<-->Tasso Island (Greece) SEE Thasos Island (Greece)<<-->Woodcuts
[Map of Thasos Island in the Aegean Sea and Mount Athos and part of the Greek coast]. [Venice : Nicolò Zoppino, 1528].
Authors: Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530 -- Zoppino, Nicolò, fl. 1508-1544 -- Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530. Libro di Benedetto Bordinate : nel qual si ragiona de tutte l'isole del mondo ... (1528)
1 map : woodcut ; within printed borders 14 x 14 cm., on sheet 31 x 21 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Identifies "El Tasso" at right of island; includes "Pte. di Macedonia" and "Monte Santo" on the Greek coast.
Oriented with north at upper left.
In: Bordon, Benedetto. Libro di Benedetto Bordinate : nel qual si ragiona de tutte l'isole del mondo ... (Venice : Nicolò Zoppino, 1528), folio LX.
Case folio G 117 .108, folio LX (PrCt)

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
75056 Thayer County (Neb.) - Maps - 1900 - 
Landowners - Counties - 
Maps - Landowners - Maps 
*Plat book of Thayer County, Nebraska : compiled from county records and actual surveys.* 
Authors: North West Publishing Co. 
1 atlas (48 p.) : col. maps ; 48 cm. 
References: Phillips 2126. 
* oversize F 92486 .697 (NLO)

75057 Thematic maps 
*Cartographie thématique : problèmes particuliers d'illustration = Thematic cartography : problems particular to illustration.* 
Authors: Barbier, Jean -- International Cartographic Association -- Comité français de cartographie -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 
Following printed t.p., typewritten pages of essay are numbered 1-6 bis. 
In French on facing pages. 
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library. 
* Baskets GA108 .B37 1964 (NLO)

75058 Thematic maps 
Authors: Harms, Hans 
279 p. : numerous maps (some col.) ; 33 cm. 
Reproduces 111 early thematic maps on a wide variety of topics. A good companion to Robinson's Early Thematic Mapping in the History of Cartography and Wallis and Robinson's Cartographical Innovations. 
Includes indexes. 
Formerly folio GA105.3 .H35 
LC Card Number: 80507712 
ISBN 3922347029 
*Map Ref folio GA105.3 .H35 (NLO)*

75059 Thematic maps 
Authors: Morrison, Joel L. 
Paper presented at Int. Cartographic Assoc. 
BHC 1851 
* Vert 1419 (PrCt)*

75060 Thematic maps 
Authors: Muehrcke, Phillip 
[vii], 66 p. 
Commission on College Geography, Resource paper no. 19. 
A survey of modern theory and techniques. 
* Vert 145 (PrCt)*

75061 Thematic maps 
Authors: Tobias, Ruth Anne 
In Illinois GIS & Mapnotes 13, Fall, 1995: 40, 41. 
Map, ills. 
BHC 2648 
* Vert 2178 (PrCt)*

75062 Thematic maps - 1700-1899 - Italy - 
Thematic maps - History - 
1700-1899 - Cartography - History - Italy - 
1700-1899 
*Origine e sviluppo del tematismo nella cartografia italiana (sec.xviii e xix) con parti colare referimento al mezzogiorno.* 1981. 
Authors: Laureti, Lamberto -- International Conference on the History of Cartography (9th : 1981 : Pisa, Italy, etc.) 
1 leaf. 
Abstract of paper presented at IX Int. Conf. on Hist. of Cart., Italy, 1981. 
* Vert 550, no.8 (PrCt)*

75063 Thematic maps - Aesthetics 
Authors: Akerman, James R. 
12 p. : tables ; 28 cm. 
BHC 1011 
* Vert 578 (PrCt)*

75064 Thematic maps - Buache, Philippe, 1700-1773 
*The Thematic maps of Philippe Buache (1700-1773).* [1973]. 
Authors: Kish, George, 1914-- -- International Conference on the History of Cartography (5th : 1973 : Warsaw) 
* Vert 201, no. 4 (PrCt)*

75065 Thematic maps - Buache, Philippe, 1700-1773 
Authors: Kish, George, 1914-- -- International Conference on the History of Cartography (6th : 1975 : Greenwich) 
Paper prepared for Int. Conf. on the Hist. of Cartog. (6th), Greenwich, 1975.
Thematic Maps

Authors: Wallis, Helen

Thematic cartography

SEE Thematic maps

Authors: Robinson, Arthur Howard 1915-2004
xix, 266 p. : ill. (some col.), maps ; 25 cm.
On the history of the mapping of particular phenomena (e.g. rainfall, population, elevation) as opposed to general topographical mapping. A pioneering work with lots of illustrations and a good bibliography. See also Harms' Themen alter Karten and Wallis and Robinson's Cartographical Innovations.
Includes index.
Bibliography: p. 241-257.
Formerly GA201 .R63 1982
LC Card Number: 81011516
ISBN 0226722856
Map ref GA201 .R63 1982 (NLO)

Thematic Maps

SEE United States - Thematic Atlases - Bibliography

Authors: Stephenson, Richard W., 1930- -- Galneder, Mary
From Canadian Cartographer 6, no.1 (June 1969): 15-45.
BHC 2262
Vert 1820 (Pr Ct)

Thedoro, Fort (Crete) - Maps - 1689

Authors: Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718 -- Padoani, Domenico, fl. 1689 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718. Citta, fortezze, isole, e porti principale dell' Europa ... (1689)
1 map ; 13 x 17 cm.
In: Coronelli, Vincenzo. Citta, fortezze, isole, e porti principale dell' Europa, in pianti, et in ellizione, descritte, e publicate ad uso dell' Academia cosmografica degli argonauti ([Venice] : Domenico Padoani, 1689) pl. [71]. Engraved plate '268.' One of four plates printed on the same sheet, opening [71].
VAULT folio Ayer 135 .C8 1689 pl. 71 (Pr Ct)

Theoretical Cartography

SEE Arnberger, Erik, 1917 - Bibliography
75079 Thevet, André, 1502-1590

Authors: Adhémar, Jean -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
Includes index of illustrations.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [89]-91).
Series: Profils franciscains
Cited in Imago Mundi annual bibliography.
LC Card Number: 52015700
Ayer 247 .T41 A23 1947 (NLO)

75080 Thevet, André, 1502-1590

Documenti inediti su André Thévet. [Firenze : Archivum Romanicum, 1965].
Authors: Balmas, Enea Henri -- Biblioteca dell'Archivum Romanicum. Serie 1, Storia-letteratura-paleografia (1965)
p. 33-66 ; 25 cm.
Vert 3190, no. 4 (PrCt)

75081 Thevet, André, 1502-1590

André Thévet (1504-1592) et sa contribution à la cartographie et à l'océanographie. [Utrecht : HES Publishers, 1987].
Duplicate copy (photocopies of article from the Proceedings, with English translation by Jan Miller ([5] leaves ; typescript ; 28 cm.)) : Vert 3190, no. 2.
GA201 .D47 1987, p. 391-400 (PrCt)

75082 Thevet, André, 1502-1590

André Thévet. [Paris : Ernest Leroux, 1888].
Authors: Gaffarel, Paul, 1843-1920 -- Bulletin de la Section de géographie (1891) -- Acta cartographica p. 166-201 ; 25 cm.
In: Bulletin de géographie historique et descriptive 3 (1891): 166-201.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Thivet, André, 1502-1590.

[Isolario]<<Isolarios (Island books)<<Isolands - Maps


Authors: Lestringant, Frank

In Hic sunt leones: Geografia fantastica e viaggi straordinari, 68-72.

Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

Thivet, André, 1502-1590. Les Vrais Pourtraits (1584)

André Thivet, collectionneur de portraits. 1942-1943.

Authors: Adhémar, Jean


Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

Thivet, André, 1502-1590

Middle East - Description and travel - 1556


Authors: Thivet, André, 1502-1590 -- Lestringant, Frank

cxx, 374 p. : ill. ; 26 cm.

Series: Travaux d'humanisme et Renaissance, no. 203.


Bibliography: p. [xci]-cxx.

Includes index.

DS47 .T48 1985 (NLO)

Thivet, André, 1504?-1592

Nautical charts

André Thivet (1504-1592) et sa contribution a la cartographie et a l'océanographie. 1972.

Authors: Destombes, Marcel, 1905-


Offprint.

Vert 143, no. 1 (PrCt)

Thivet, André, 1504?-1592

Singularizez de la France Antarctique... Selections - Slides

Cosmographie Universelle. Selections - Slides


Authors: Schlesinger, Roger, 1943-- -- Hermon Dunlap Smith Center for the History of Cartography

6 slides : col. + 1 booklet (10 p. ; 16 cm.)

Occasional paper (Columbus Quincentennial Program in Transatlantic Encounters) ; 2.

(The Newberry Library slide set ; no. 7).

Title from accompanying booklet.

Copy lacks Occasional papers series note.

Added title: Woodcuts of André Thivet.

Six reproductions of woodcuts from Singularitez de la France antarctique, autrement nommee Amerique. 1557 and Cosmographie universelle. 1575.


Case GA201 N49 no.7 (NLO)

Thionville, Battle of, Thionville (Moselle, France), 1558 - Pictorial works

Thionville (Moselle, France) - Pictorial works - 1569

Thionville : vera discrittione et ritrato di Thionville fortezza ... [Venice : Bolognino Zaltieri, 1569].

Authors: Ballino, Giulio, d. ca. 1592 -- Ballino, Giulio, d. ca. 1592.

De' disegni delle piu illustri città, et fortezze del mondo ... (1569) -- Zaltieri, Bolognino, fl. 1555-1576

1 view ; 19 x 29 cm.

Letterpress text on verso.

In: Ballino, Giulio. De' disegni delle piu illustri città, et fortezze del mondo ... (Venice: Bolognino Zaltieri, 1569), plate [3]

VAULT Case folio G 117 .06, plate [3] (PrCt)

Thionville (France), Battle of 1643


Authors: Beaulieu, Sébastian de Pontault, ca. 1612-1674 -- Beaulieu, Sébastian de Pontault, ca. 1612-1674. Les Glorieuses conquestes de Louis le Grand [1694?]

1 map ; 42 x 50 cm.


Case oversize G 10307 .08 pl. 27 (PrCt)

Thionville (Moselle, France) - History - Siege, 1558 - Pictorial works

Thionville. [Rome?] : Nicolaus Beatrixtet lotoringus incidit: et formis, [1558?].

Authors: Beatrixet, Nicolas, 1507?-1570? -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 view ; on sheet trimmed to 309 x 430 mm.

Title in oversize and uppercase lettering at top.

Added title in cartouche at lower left: Vera Thiumvillae effigies ... Anno domini M.D.LVIII die 22 Junij.

Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

c29.5
Thionville (Moselle, France) - History - Siege, 1558 - Pictorial works

Thionvil. [S.l. s.n., 1558?].

Authors: Hoepli, Ulrico, 1847-1935 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 view : hand col.; on sheet 303 x 416 mm., remargined to 447 x 498 mm.

Armes and relief shown pictorially.

Binding stub on verso.

Tooley 548.

Ex Hoepli.

Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

c29

Thionville (Moselle, France) - Maps - 1696 - Fortification

Thionville ville forte des Pays Bas ... [Paris : De Fer, 1696].

Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes -- avec leurs fortifications ... (1695-1696)

1 map 22 x 28 cm.

In: Fer, Nicolas de. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes; avec leurs fortifications ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, 1695-1696) pt. 7, map [141] Manuscript '17' at upper right.

Case folio U 26. 293 pt. 7, map [141] (PrCt)

Thionville (Moselle, France) - Maps - 1713 - Fortification

Thionville ville forte des Pays Bas ... [Paris : De Fer, 1713?]

Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Introduction à la fortification ... [1713?]

1 map ; 18 x 23 cm.

In: Fer, Nicolas de. Introduction à la fortification ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, [1713?]) map [81].

For later state of this map, with engraved plate number, see Case folio U 26 .292.

For earlier version of this map, engraved on different plate, see Case folio U 26 .293.

Case oversize U 26 .2919 map [81] (PrCt)

Tholen (Netherlands) - Maps - 1753<<>>Sint Philipland (Netherlands) SEE Sint Philipland (Netherlands)

Nieuwe kaart van het eiland van Tholen, Nieuw Vosmaer en Philipland / opgenomen door W.T. Hattinga ... in den jare 1744 ... te Amsterdam : by Isaak Tirion, 1753.

Authors: Tirion, Isaak -- Hattinga, Willem Tiberius -- Tirion, Isaak. Nieuwe en beknopte hand-atlas ... (1748 [i.e. 1769?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col.; 29 x 38 cm.

Verso numbered "N 61" in manuscript.

In: Tirion, Isaak. Nieuwe en beknopte hand-atlas ... (Amsterdam : Isaak Tirion, 1744 [i.e. 1769?]), plate [59].

oversize Ayer 135 .T55 1744, plate [59] (PrCt)


Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960-- Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)

226 p. : maps ; 28 cm.

1st ed.

'Deluxe edition.'

Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).

'3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.'

Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).

Includes indexes.

Series: Family maps

ISBN 1420305344 ; 9781420305340

Local History Ref F672.T4 B69 2007 (NLO)


Vert 2288 (PrCt)

Thompson, David, 1770-1857<<>>Canada, Western - Surveys - 1792-1813<<>>Surveys - Canada, Western - 1792-1813<<>>Cartography - Canada, Western - History - 1792-1813

The Astonishing astronomer of the Northwest. 2001.

Authors: Bown, Stephen R. p. 42-49 : maps, ill. ; 28 cm.

Thompson, David, 1770-1857 -- Thompson, David, 1770-1857. Map of the North-West Territory of the Province of Canada : from actual survey during the years 1792 to 1813 -- Glover, Richard Gilchrist cii, 410, xv p. : fold. map ; 25 cm.

Includes reduced facsimile of Thompson's manuscript Map of the North-West Territory of the Province of Canada : from actual survey during the years 1792 to 1813.

Includes bibliographical references. Series: The publications of the Champlain Society, 40 LC Card Number: 63025302 F 82 .157 v. 40 (NLO)

Thompson, David, 1770-1857 -- Thompson, David, 1770-1857. Map of the North-West Territory of the Province of Canada : from actual survey during the years 1792 to 1813 -- Glover, Richard Gilchrist cii, 410, xv p. : fold. map ; 25 cm.

Includes reduced facsimile of Thompson's manuscript Map of the North-West Territory of the Province of Canada : from actual survey during the years 1792 to 1813.

Includes bibliographical references. Series: The publications of the Champlain Society, 40 LC Card Number: 63025302 F 82 .157 v. 40 (NLO)


Email including text of Washington Post obituary, 20 Jan. 2009. Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)


75112


Email including text of Washington Post obituary, 20 Jan. 2009. Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)


From: Library of Congress Information bulletin
On work by John Hessler documenting Thoreau's
extensive research of early American
cartography.
Vert 279, no. 2 (PrCt)

75114 Thoreau, Henry David, 1817-1862 - Knowledge
- Surveying - Maps in literature
The Artist as surveyor in Walden and The Maine
woods. 1975.
Authors: Miller, Lewis H. -- ESQ (1975)
p. 76-81
In: ESQ: A journal of the American renaissance
21 (1975): 76-81.
Discusses Thoreu's work as a land surveyor and
his preoccupation with boundaries and
measurements in the two works.
Y 207 .28 v. 21 (PrCt)

75115 Thoreau, Henry David, 1817-1862 - Knowledge
- Surveying - United States - History - 1800-1899
- Surveyors - United States - Biography - Maps in literature
Theoreau the land surveyor / Patrick Chura.
Gainesville, Fla. University Press of Florida,
c2010.
Authors: Chura, Patrick, 1964- xvi, 212 p.: ill., map; 24 cm.
Contents: The surveyor and the state -- Material
to mythology -- Walden, Cape Cod, and the duty
of the coast survey -- The skillful engineer --
Serving Admetus -- The science of the field notes
-- The Concord surveyor and the Kansas
surveyor -- "I am a surveyor". Includes bibliographical references (p. 199-204)
and index.
LC Card Number: 2010007782
ISBN 9780813034935 (alk. paper) ; 0813034930
(alk. paper) ; 0813041473 ; 9780813041476
PS3053 .C47 2010 (NLO)

75116 Thorn, Sir William, 1781-1843. Map to
illustrate the route of Prince Maximilian of
Wied in the interior of North America
(1843). Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858. United States of America
(1837) - Cartography - History - Research - Methodology - Economy (Wis.) - History - Moravian Church - Missions
On the trail of 'Economy'. [Greendale, Wis. Alton
C. Thompson, 2008].
Authors: Doman, Keith -- Thompson, Alton C. [18] p. : ill., maps; 28 cm.
An account of the author's search for 'Economy';
at or near the present site of Saukville,
Wisconsin, and shown on several maps from
the 1830s and '40s made by William Thorn and H. S.
Tanner. One hypothesis is that it may have been
a projected, but never established, Moravian
mission.
Vert 1708 (PrCt)

75117 Thornton (Ill.) - Maps - 1939 - Real property -

Tax assessment - Wheeling (Ill.) - Maps - 1939 - Real property - Tax
assessment - Worth (Ill.) - Maps - 1939 - Real property - Tax assessment
Cook County (Ill.) - Maps - 1939 - Real property - Tax assessment
Thorton (Ill.) - Maps - 1939 - Real property - Tax assessment
Worth (Ill.) - Maps - 1939 - Tax assessment
Wheeling (Ill.) - Maps - 1939 - Tax assessment
Real property - Worth (Ill.) - Maps - 1939 - Tax assessment
Real property - Cook County (Ill.) - Maps - 1939 - Tax assessment
[Real estate tax assessment maps of Thornton,
Wheeling, and Worth in Cook County, Illinois, 1939]. [Chicago : Cook County Assessor's Office, 1939?].
Authors: Cook County (Ill.). Assessor's Office --
Cook County (Ill.). Assessor's Office. Assessor's Office. Cook County, Illinois, real estate
assessment list for the year 1939 -- F.J. Riley
Printing Co. (Chicago, Ill.) -- Clark, John S., fl.
1939 -- Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library) 98 maps ; 18 x 17 cm. and smaller
Collective title supplied by cataloger.
Added title at head of each map: Land value
map.
"Planographed by F.J. Riley Printing Co.,
Chicago."
Map counts by neighborhood name: Thornton 48,
Wheeling 18, Worth 32.
In: Cook County (Ill.). Assessor's Office. Cook
County, Illinois, real estate assessment list for the
year 1939 [Chicago : Cook County Assessor's Office, 1939?], v. 7
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library).
Folio H 81896 .197, [1939 ed.], v. 7 [maps]
(PrCt)

75118 Thornton, John, fl. 1652-1701 - Seller,
John, fl. 1658-1698. English Pilot, the Third
Book
More manuscript charts by John Thornton for the
Oriental navigation (The English Pilot, the Third
Authors: Cook, Andrew S. -- International
Conference on the History of Cartography (9th : 1981 : Pisa, Italy, etc.)
1 leaf.
Abstract of paper presented at IX Int.'l Conf. on
the Hist. of Cart., Italy 1981.
Vert 552, no. 4 (PrCt)

75119 Thorpe, Harry, 1913-1977
Authors: Harley, J. B. (John Brian)
2 p.: 25 cm.
From Journal of Historical Geography 3 (1977):
307-308: ills. BHC 1170
Vert 776 (PrCt)

75120 Thower, Norman Joseph William -

Request and cite items by
the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Bibliography
Cartography - History
Authors: Thrower, Norman Joseph William -- California Map Society -- Año Nuevo Island Press -- Lockmann, Ronald F.
35 p.: ill.; 27 cm.
Includes bibliographical references.
Series: California Map Society ; Occasional paper no. 9 -- Occasional paper (California Map Society) ; no. 9.
ISBN 9780970769107 ; 0970769105
GA407 .T475 2009 (NLO)

75121
Thrace - Historical geography - Maps - 1585-1606
Dardanelles Strait (Turkey) - Historical geography - Maps - 1585-1606
Istanbul Region (Turkey) - Historical geography - Maps - 1585-1606
Balkan Peninsula - Historical geography - Maps - 1585-1606
Thrace - Maps - 1585-1606
Dardanelles Strait (Turkey) - Maps - 1585-1606
Istanbul Region (Turkey) - Maps - 1585-1606
Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1585-1606

Thracia veteris typvs / ex conatibus geographicis Abrah. Ortelij. [London : John Norton], 1585 [i.e. 1606].
1 map : hand col.; 35 x 46 cm.
In: Ortelius, Abraham. "Parergon, sive, Veteris geographiae aliquot tabvlae", part of the historical atlas section of Ortelius's Theatrum orbis terrarum ... (London : J. Norton, 1606), [plate 139].
Signature "xxvi" and English letterpress text on verso beginning: Thrace. Vnder the name of Thracia ...
"Cartographic sources: made by Ortelius on the basis of Gastaldi's 1560 map of South-East Europe, (Meurer p. 153), and on information from ancient sources, specifically Herodotus, Plinius, Strabo, Appianus, Vergilius, Plutarchus and Sidonius." -- From Marcel P.R. van den Broecke's Cartographica Neerlandica website, which includes a digital image of another copy of the map (accessed August 2012); see http://www.orteliusmaps.com/book/ort214.html

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1606, [plate 139] (PrCt)

75122
Thrace - Historical geography - Maps - 1700
Thrace - Maps - 1700
Macedonia - Historical geography - Maps - 1700
Macedonia - Maps - 1700
Greece - Historical geography - Maps - 1700
Greece - Maps - 1700

A New map of antient Thrace, as also of the northern parts of old Greece, viz Macedonia and Thessalia / Sutton Nicholls sculp. [Oxford : s.n., 1700].
Authors: Nicholls, Sutton -- William, Duke of Gloucester, 1689-1700 -- Wells, Edward, 1667-1727. A New sett of maps both of antient and present geography ... (1700) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
2 map : hand col.; 16 x 46 cm. and 21 x 46 cm., on sheet 42 x 54 cm.
"Dedicated to his highness William Duke of Gloucester."

75123
Throckmorton County (Tex.) - Maps - 1880 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps
[Throckmorton County (Tex.) - 1880: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche].
Authors: Texas. General Land Office -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 24 x 18.5 in. Scale 1:133,320. Originally compiled 1880.
Microfiche 583, no. 1142 (PrCt)

75124
Throckmorton County (Tex.) - Maps - 1898 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps
[Throckmorton County (Tex.) - 1898: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche].
Authors: Pressler, Chas. W. -- Terrell, O. O. -- Texas. General Land Office -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: Blueprint, 39.5 x 34 in. Originally compiled 1898; traced 1914.
Microfiche 583, no. 1142 (PrCt)

Microfiche 583, no. 1143 (PrCt)

75125

Thrower, Norman Joseph William - Biography
Authors: Thrower, Norman Joseph William -- California Map Society. Occasional paper no. 8 -- Warren, William J.
32 p. : port., maps, ills. (some coll.) ; 22 cm.
Series: California Map Society. Occasional paper no. 8 (September 2004).
Letter from William J. Warren, dated September 27, 2004, laid in.
Vert 2238 (PrCt)

75126

Thrower, Norman Joseph William. Maps and man
Authors: Pounds, Norman John Greville
p. 546-547
In Isis 64 (1973): 546-547.
L 007 .42, v. 64, p. 546-547 (PrCt)

75127

Thunder Bay (Ont.) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps
Thunder Bay Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps
Authors: Rolph-McNally Limited -- Rolph-Clark-Stone Limited -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 44 x 39 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"1976 edition."
Panel title.
Added title: Thunder Bay.
© Copyright Rolph Clark Stone Ltd., Toronto, 1975."
Panel art: Aerial color photo of Thunder Bay, Ontario.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2336 (PrCt)

75128

Thundering (Germany) - Maps - 1552 - Meissen (Germany : Landkreis) - Maps - 1552 - Saxony (Germany) - Maps - 1552 - Döringen (Germany) SEE Thuringia (Germany)<><>Meissen (Germany : Landkreis) SEE Meissen (Germany : Landkreis)<><>Woodcuts
Döringen[en], Meissen. [Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552].
Authors: Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552. Cosmographiae universalis ... (1552) -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : woodcut ; 12 x 16 cm., on sheet 32 x 21 cm.
Title from oversize place names.
Covers southern Thuringia and southern Saxony.
In: Münster, Sebastian. Cosmographiae universalis ... (Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552), p. 712 [i.e. 713].
VAULT folio Ayer 7 .M8 1552, p. 712 [i.e. 713] (PrCt)

75129

Thuringia (Germany) - Maps - 1588 - Meissen (Germany : Landkreis) - Maps - 1588 - Misniae (Germany) SEE Meissen (Germany : Landkreis)

75130

Thuringia (Germany) - Maps - 1593

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Engraving attributed to Antonie Wierix.
In: Jode, Gerard de. Speculum orbis terrarum (Antwerp : A. Coninx, 1593), map [61].

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .J9 1593, map [61] (PrCt)

75131 Thuringia (Germany) - Maps - 1606<--Meissen (Germany : Landkreis) - Maps - 1606

Tyrisiae noviss. descript. / per Iohannem Mellinger Halens ; Misniae et Livsiae tabvla / descripta à M. Bartholemeo Sculteto Goril.
[London : John Norton, 1606].

2 maps : hand col. ; each 28 x 20 cm., on sheet 45 x 55 cm.

In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatrum orbis terrarum ... (London : J. Norton, 1606), [plate 55 C].

Printed no. 55 and English letterpress text on verso beginning: Thuringia, Or Dviningen. This Province was sometime a Kingdom .... Digital image of a duplicate or variant edition available on Marcel P.R. van den Broecke's Cartographica Neerlandica website (accessed July 2012):


VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1606, [plate 55 C] (PrCt)

75132 Thuringia (Germany) - Maps - 1625<--Wall maps


1 map : col. ; 90 x 105 cm., on 2 sheets each 111 x 79 cm.

"Reproduktion: EGLITHO, Erfurt GmbH."
Accession no. 2006122135
ISBN 3934748228
map6F G6290 1625 .E7 2000 (PrCt)

75133 Thuringia (Germany) - Maps - 1630

Thuringiae nova descriptio. Amsterdam, 1630.

Authors: Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
III:H34
1 map ; 35 x 46 cm.
Koeman Me31a, [201].
3221
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6290 1630 .J3 (PrCt)

75134 Thuringia (Germany) - Maps - 1710

Landgraviae Thuringiae tabula generalis. Nuremberg, [ca. 1710].

Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
III:H33
1 map ; 46 x 55 cm.
State 1 of the map.
State 2: Sack *map8C oG5700 1740 .S2 no. II:278.
3220
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6290 1700 .H6 state 1 (PrCt)

75135 Thuringia (Germany) - Maps - 1710

Illustrissimo principi Joannii Georgii duci Saxoniae hanc Thuringiae lantraviatus tabulam ... Amsterdam, [ca. 1710].

Authors: Schenk, Peter, 1660 -- Schenk Map Collection (Gabriel Sack Map Collection, Newberry Library).
III:H34
1 map ; 46 x 55 cm.
Koeman v. 3 p. 121 [67].
2515
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:277 (PrCt)

75136 Thuringia (Germany) - Maps - 1715<<>>Gotha (Germany) - Maps - 1715 - Pictorial works
*Tabula geographica in qua serenissimi principis ... principatus Gotha, Coburg et Altenburg ... Nuremberg : Homann Erben, [ca. 1715].
Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Homann Erben (Firm) -- Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724. Atlas novus terrarum orbis [ca. 1745] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 54 cm.
In: Homann, Johann Baptist. Atlas novus terrarum orbis (Nuremberg : [Homann Erben, ca. 1745]), [plate 120].
Inset (6 x 13 cm.): Die Hoch Fürstl: Residenz Stadt Gotha.
Manuscript ‘122’ and ‘124’ on verso.
*oversize Ayer 135 .H7 1730, [plate 120] (PrCt)

75140 Thuringia (Germany) - Maps - 1745 - Names, Geographical<<>>Names, Geographical - Thuringia (Germany) - Maps - 1745<<>>Gazetteers
*Landgrav[itus] Thuringiae tabula generalis in suos ... Nuremberg : Homann Erben, [ca. 1745].
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 55 cm.
Added title above upper margin: Multis in locis augmentata longeque priori editione correctior facta haec Thuringiae tabula ... .
In: Homann, Johann Baptist. Atlas novus terrarum orbis (Nuremberg : [Homann Erben, ca. 1745]), [plate 83].
Map dated 1729 and 1738.
Accompanied, on previous sheet, by letterpress index of place names: Alphabetisch - Topologisches Register über die Landkarte von Thüringen ... .
Manuscript ‘No. 85’ and ‘87’ on verso.
*oversize Ayer 135 .H7 1730, [plate 83] (PrCt)

75141 Thuringia (Germany) - Maps - 1830
Weimar : Im Verlage des Geograph. Instituts, 1830.
Authors: Weiland, C. F. (Carl Ferdinand), -1847 -- Geographisches Institut (Weimar, Thuringia, Germany)
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 61 cm., on sheet 54 x 68 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:340,000].
Relief shown by hachures.
Includes inset: Herzoglich Coburgisches ueberrheinisches Fürstenthum Lichtenberg.
Forms one of nine plates bound together without
Maps - 1899
Illustrierter Wegweiser durch Thüringen und das Kyffhäuser-Gebirge. Erfurt : Fr. Bartholomäus, [1899?].
Maps by Hermann Keil. Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes DD801.T44 .B37 1899 (NLO)

75146 Thuringia (Germany) - Maps - 1900-1909 - Guidebooks<<>>Frankenwald (Germany) - Maps - 1900-1909 - Guidebooks Thüringen & Frankenwald : kleine ausgabe. Leipzig : Bibliographisches Institut, [190?-].
Authors: Meyers Reisebücher -- Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v.
16th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Authors: Meyers Reisebücher -- Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. : 29 maps
18th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

75148 Thuringia (Germany) - Maps - 1907-1908 Thüringen : praktisches Reisehandbuch. Berlin : A. Goldschmidt, 1907-1908.
Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag -- Piltz, Ernst -- Kraatz, Leopold -- Goldschmidt, Albert -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) viii, 237, 32 p., 16 leaves of plates : 16 maps (some col.), 16 maps (some col., some folded) ; 17 cm.
Imperfect: Map in pocket missing.
'Mit 12 Karten und 5 Panoramen.' Maps lithographed by Leopold Kraatz. Advertisements: 32 p. at end.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Thüringen (Germany) - Maps - 1908
Authors: Meyers Reisebücher -- Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 30 maps
19th ed.
23.Jahrgang,1908/1909
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Thüringen (Germany) - Maps - 1910
Authors: Meyers Reisebücher -- Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 40 maps ; 16 cm.
20th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Thüringen (Germany) - Maps - 1913
Authors: Meyers Reisebücher -- Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 42 maps
21st ed.
28.Jahrgang,1913/1914
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Thüringen (Germany) - Maps - 1920
Authors: Meyers Reisebücher -- Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 43 maps ; 15 cm.
23rd ed.
30.Jahrgang,1920/1921
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Authors: Meyers Reisebücher -- Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 5 maps
21st ed.
paper
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)
Includes advertising dated 1932 and priced in marks. Condition: Excellent. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

75161 Thuringia (Germany) - Maps - 1935 - Road maps


75163 Thuringia (Germany) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

75164 Thuringian Forest (Germany) - Maps - 1926
Thüringer Wald. Leipzig : Bibliographisches Institut, 1926.
Authors: Meyers Reisebücher -- Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 47 maps
25th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

75165 Thuringian Forest (Germany) - Maps - 1929
Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag -- Goldschmidt, Albert -- Kraatz, Leopold -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
35. Aufl. [35th ed.]
'Mit 3 Karten und 1 Rundsicht.'
Maps lithographed by Leopold Kraatz.
'Sucher,' for use with map, in pocket.
Advertisements: 15 p. at end.
Includes index.
Grieben-Reiseführer ; Bd. 82
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 82 (1929) (NLO)

75166 Thuringian Forest (Germany) - Maps - 1929
Authors: Meyers Reisebücher -- Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 49 maps
26th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

75167 Thuringian Forest (Germany) - Maps - 1937
Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag -- Kraatz, Leopold -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
'Mit 4 Karten und 35 Abbildungen.'
Maps lithographed by Leopold Kraatz.
'Sucher,' for use with map, in pocket.

Advertisements: 29 p. at end.
Includes index.
Series: Grieben-Reiseführer ; Bd. 82
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 82 (1937) (NLO)

Authors: Metsker Maps -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([6], 48 leaves) : 48 maps ; 47 cm.
Includes index to owners.
Blue line print.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 74150785

75169 Tiberias, Lake (Israel) - Maps - 1567 - Fortification<<>>Palestine - Maps - 1567 - Fortification<<>>Israel - Maps - 1567 - Fortification<<>>Sea of Galilee (Israel) SEE Tiberias, Lake (Israel)
(Map of Lake Tiberias, Israel) SEE Tiberias, Lake (Israel)
[Map of Lake Tiberias, Israel]. [Venice : Bolognino Zaltieri, 1569].
Authors: Ballino, Giulio, d. ca. 1592 -- Ballino, Giulio, d. ca. 1592. De' disegni delle piu illustri città, et fortezze del mondo ... (1569) -- Zaltieri, Bolognino, fl. 1555-1576
1 map ; 20 x 27 cm.
Details fortifications on 'Lago di Tiberia' (Sea of Galilee) and fortress of 'Tiberia'. Oriented with north at right.
Letterpress text on verso.
In: Ballino, Giulio. De' disegni delle piu illustri città, et fortezze del mondo ... (Venice: Bolognino Zaltieri, 1569), plate [27]
Copperplate lacking bottom right corner by design; possibly intended for letterpress text (lacking in this version of the map).
VAULT Case folio G 117 .06, plate [27] (PrCt)

75170 Tibet (China) - Maps - 1889<<<>>Xinjiang Uygur Zizhiqu (China) - Maps - 1889 Asie centrale (Thibet). París : Ministère de l'instruction publique, [1889].
Authors: Rhins, J.-L. Dutreuil de (Jules Léon), 1846-1894 -- Erhard Bros. (Firm) -- France. Ministère de l'instruction publique
1 atlas (25 maps on 14 sheets : 1 col.) ; on sheets 121 x 90 cm. or smaller.
'Par J.-L. Dutreuil de Rhins ; gravé par Erhard.'
Contents: [Carte no. 1]. Asie centrale (Thibet) -- Carte No. 3. Région limitrophe du sud-est --

Scales vary.

Relief shown by hachures and spot heights.


Title from page 28.

Scale [ca. 1:29,000].

Oriented with north toward the right.

Relief shown by hachures.

On p. 52: Explanation of the draught annexed.

Wheat and Brun 328.

AY5757

ICN73

map2F 3701.S3.111 (PrCt)

75173


A Colored survey of the ground about Fort Carillon [Ticonderoga] copied by W. B. from the original; drawn about 1756, by John Burghard. [19-].


1 map

Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1756 manuscript.


folio Ayer 136 .H91 1907 ser. 1, v. 3, pl. 44 (PrCt)

75174

Ticonderoga (N.Y.) - Maps - 1756 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles

A Survey of the country between the upper part of Lake George and Fort Ticonderoga, drawn about 1756. [19-].


1 map

Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1756 manuscript.


folio Ayer 136 .H91 1907 ser. 1, v. 3, pl. 43 (PrCt)

75175

Ticonderoga (N.Y.) - Maps - 1758 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>>Fort Ticonderoga (N.Y.) - Maps - 1758 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles

1 map ; 31 x 26 cm.

Detached from Proceedings of a general court martial...for the trial of Major General St. Clair (Philadelphia, 1778) opposite p. 52.

Title from page 28.

Scale [ca. 1:29,000].

Oriented with north toward the right.

Relief shown by hachures.

On p. 52: Explanation of the draught annexed.

Wheat and Brun 328.

AY5757

ICN73

map2F 3701.S3.111 (PrCt)

75173


A Colored survey of the ground about Fort Carillon [Ticonderoga] copied by W. B. from the original; drawn about 1756, by John Burghard. [19-].


1 map

 Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1756 manuscript.


folio Ayer 136 .H91 1907 ser. 1, v. 3, pl. 44 (PrCt)

75174

Ticonderoga (N.Y.) - Maps - 1756 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles

A Survey of the country between the upper part of Lake George and Fort Ticonderoga, drawn about 1756. [19-].


1 map

Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1756 manuscript.


folio Ayer 136 .H91 1907 ser. 1, v. 3, pl. 43 (PrCt)

75175

Ticonderoga (N.Y.) - Maps - 1758 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>>Fort Ticonderoga (N.Y.) - Maps - 1758 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles

1 map ; 31 x 26 cm.

Detached from Proceedings of a general court martial...for the trial of Major General St. Clair (Philadelphia, 1778) opposite p. 52.

Title from page 28.

Scale [ca. 1:29,000].

Oriented with north toward the right.

Relief shown by hachures.

On p. 52: Explanation of the draught annexed.

Wheat and Brun 328.

AY5757

ICN73

map2F 3701.S3.111 (PrCt)
A Colored plan of Fort Ticonderoga, on Lake Champlain; drawn by Capt. T. Abercrombie, in 1758. [19--].
1 view
Photostatic reproduction of 1758 manuscript.
folio Ayer 136 .H91 1907 ser. 1, v. 3, pl. 45.C (PrCt)

75176 Ticonderoga (N.Y.) - Maps - 1777 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
1 view
Photostatic reproduction of 1777 manuscript by James Hunter.
folio Ayer 136 .H91 1907 ser. 1, v. 3, pl. 45.C (PrCt)

75177 Ticonderoga (N.Y.) - Pictorial works - 1777 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Authors: Hunter, James -- Balding & Mansell, firm, Wisbech -- Map Library (British Library).
Manuscript (K. Top. CXXI.107.b) 1 view : col ; 34 x 41 cm.
Added title: James Hunter's view of Ticonderoga, Laiee Champlain, 1777.
Facsimile of 1777 manuscript in the British Library (K.Top.CXXI.107.b).
75-22089
M1011
map2F G3804.T5 1777 H8 1975 (PrCt)

75178 Ticonderoga (N.Y.) - Pictorial works - 1777 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
View of Ticanderoga, from the middle of the channel in Lake Champlain. [19--].
1 view
Photostatic reproduction of 1777 manuscript by James Hunter.
folio Ayer 136 .H91 1907 ser. 1, v. 3, pl. 47 (PrCt)

75179 Ticonderoga Region (N.Y.) - Maps - 1759 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>>Fort Ticonderoga (N.Y.) - Maps - 1759 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>>United States - History - French and Indian War, 1755-1763 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Project for the attack of Ticonderoga, proposed to be put in execution as near as the circumstances and ground will admit of. [Washington, D.C. Library of Congress, 197-?].
Authors: Brasier, William -- Faden, William, 1749-1836 -- Faden map collection 1 map ; on sheet 46 x 63 cm.
Reduced photostatic reproduction of manuscript dated 'May 29th 1759'; no. 24 of the Faden Map Collection at the Library of Congress.
Scale of original [ca. 1:15,400].
Includes references A-I, K, LL, and M-P.
map2F 3701.S26.4 (PrCt)

Manuscript. Ayer MS 1620 1 map
Forms part of a collection of photographic reproductions of bills of sale, deeds, wills, and judicial orders in Maya and Spanish from 1642-1761, concerning land transactions and disputes in Ticul in the Mexican state of Yucatan. Most of the documents are bills of sale and titles for land around Ticul, presented to establish claims made in various disputes and lawsuits involving ownership and boundaries of certain parcels. There is also an order of August 26,
1760 requesting parties involved in a land dispute to produce their legal title to the property in question. Several documents pertain to a lawsuit between a group of Indians and the landowner Buenaventura Gutierrez, including this map, showing the location of his land and the names of the boundary markers. The final ruling, handed down in Merida on July 22, 1761 by the governor, determines the papers held by the Indians to have been falsified, and the title to the property held by Gutierrez to be valid. The governor also orders that Gutierrez’s boundary markers be properly registered, and that he be protected from any disturbances on his property. Also included is a will by Joseph Tun, dated Feb. 20, 1746 as he lay on his deathbed, in which he bequeaths his property, known as Zihil, to Manuela Gomez. In Maya and Spanish.

Photographic reproduction from the collection of William E. Gates.

Spine title: 'Documentos de Ticul en lengua maya.'

Four documents on stamped paper for 1735-1761.

Some loss of text due to damage and fading.

For additional information, consult the Special Collections Info File.

Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection and the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library)

Butler, R.L. Check list of the mss. in the Ayer Coll., 1620


Tozzer, A.M. Maya grammar, p. 205, 271

Cline, H.F. HMAI Working Paper 16 (1962), 120

Weeks, J.M. Mesoamer. ethnohistory, 780

Ayer MS Proj 97

Ayer MS 1620 (NLO)

75181 Tidewater (Va. : Region) - Maps - 1997 - Road maps


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 62 x 90 cm. fold. to 32 x 23 cm. New map innovation.

Laminated.

$9.95

Uniform title: StreetFinder.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

ISBN 0-528-99687-8

RMcN StrFdr 2004 .T565 copy 2 (PrCt)

75185 Tidewater (Va. : Region) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps

* Tidewater Virginia Peninsula StreetFinder.


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (113, 26 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.


$19.95

Uniform title: StreetFinder.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).


RMcN StrFdr 2001 .T565 (PrCt)

75183 Tidewater (Va. : Region) - Maps - 2003 - Road maps

* Norfolk (Va.) - Maps - 2003 - Road maps

* Newport News (Va.) - Maps - 2003 - Road maps

* Road maps

Tidewater Virginia Peninsula StreetFinder.


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (various pagings.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.

"2nd edition" -- front cover.

$19.95

Uniform title: StreetFinder.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

ISBN 0528996878

RMcN StrFdr 2003 .T565 (PrCt)
Schiffahrt so unter dem Admiral Iacob l'Hermite
Beschreibung der Gewaltigen Mächtigen Schiffart, das ist, Historische Eygentliche
Adolf, fl. 1620. Die Zwey und Zwäntzigste
1608--1630). In: Travels of the Jesuits, into various parts of the world; compiled from their letters ... (1743)
Authors: Bowen, Emanuel, 1708--1763. America : being the latest, and most accurate description of the New World ... (1743)
Authors: Ogilby, John, 1600-1676 -- Ogilby, John, 1600-1676. America : being the latest, and most accurate description of the New World ... (1671)
-- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 29 x 35 cm.
Includes a total of 22 references.
In: Ogilby, John. America : being the latest, and most accurate description of the New World ... (London : Printed by the author, 1671) following p. 472.

75189 Tierra del Fuego (Argentina and Chile) - Maps - 1671<<>>Magellan, Strait of (Chile and Argentina) - Maps - 1671
Tabula Magellanica, qua tierra del Fuego ...
[London : John Ogilby, 1671].
Authors: Ogilby, John, 1600-1676 -- Ogilby, John, 1600-1676. America : being the latest, and most accurate description of the New World ... (1671)
-- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 29 x 35 cm.
Includes a total of 22 references.
In: Ogilby, John. America : being the latest, and most accurate description of the New World ... (London : Printed by the author, 1671) following p. 472.

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O3 1671 following p. 472 (Pr Ct)

75190 Tierra del Fuego (Argentina and Chile) - Maps - 1716<<>>South America - Maps - 1716
Carte réduite de l'extrémité de l'Amérique Meridionale dans la partie sud ... [Paris? Jean-Géoffroy Nyon?], (17167].
Authors: Frézier, Amédée François, 1682-1773 -- Nyon, Jean-Géoffroy -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 19 x 28 cm. fold. to 23 cm.
No scale indicated.
Issued as plate 32 to accompany an edition of his Relation du voyage de la mer du Sud.
Ayer 133 .F89 1716 (NLO)

75191 Tierra del Fuego (Argentina and Chile) - Maps - 1743<<>>Magellan, Strait of (Chile and Argentina) - Maps - 1743
A Map of Terra del Fuego : and of the Straits of Magellan, & Le Maire with the new islands of Ancyan and Beauchêne / E. Bowen sculp.
[London : s.n., 1743].
Authors: Bowen, Emanuel. -1767 -- Jesuits -- Travels of the Jesuits, into various parts of the world -- compiled from their letters ... (1743) -- Le Gobien, Charles. 1653-1708 -- Lockman, John, 1698-1771 -- Noon, John, 1679 or 80-1763 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 13 x 25 cm., folded to 20 x 12 cm.
'Vol. II. p. 34' engraved at upper right.
In: Travels of the Jesuits, into various parts of the world; compiled from their letters ... / [edited by Charles Le Gobien and translated by John Lockman] (London : J. Noon, 1743), v. 2, between p. 34-35.
Duplicate copy: G 12.455


75186 Tienen (Belgium) - Maps - 1620
Tiena, Brabantiae opp. ad amnem Geta, vnde casei ... [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Deventer, Jacob van, d. 1575 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; hand col.; 33 x 41 cm.
Derived from a drawing by Jacob van Deventer; see R.A. Skelton’s Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.
Added title at top in uppercase lettering: Tienen.
Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Thenae.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 3, pl. 13 (Pr Ct)

75187 Tiergarten (Berlin, Germany) - Maps - 1984
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 10 plates
1st ed.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (Pr Ct)

75188 Tierra del Fuego (Argentina and Chile) - Maps - 1630
Terrae del Fuego, pars Australis : Die Mittägige seitt, des bisher vnbekandten landts del Fuego /Abgerissen vnd verzeichnet durch laonnen à Walbeek. [Frankfort am Mayn : In Verlegung der Hulsischen Erben, 1630].
Shows area between 50° and 59° S. Lat.
In upper left corner: Num: 1 zum 24 blatt.
Tierra del Fuego (Argentina and Chile) - Maps

1762<<>>Magellan, Strait of (Chile and Argentina) - Maps - 1762

A Map of Terra del Fuego : and of the Straits of Magellan, & Le Maire with the new islands of Arcyan and Beauchêne / E. Bowen sculp. [London : s.n., 1762]. Authors: Bowen, Emanuel, -1767 -- Jesuits -- Travels of the Jesuits, into various parts of the world : particularly China and the East-Indies ... (1762) -- Le Gobien, Charles, 1653-1708 -- Lockman, John, 1698-1771 -- Piety, T. -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 13 x 25 cm., folded to 20 x 12 cm. 'Vol. II. p. 34' engraved at upper right. In Travels of the Jesuits, into various parts of the world : particularly China and the East-Indies ... / [edited by Charles Le Gobien and translated by John Lockman]. 2d ed. cor. ([London] : T. Piety, 1762) v. 2, between p. 34-35

Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.

Graff 2519 v. 2, bet. p. 34-35 (PrCt)

1788<<>>Magellan, Strait of (Chile and Argentina) - Maps - 1788<<>>Buen Suceso, Bahia de (Argentina) - Maps - 1788<<>>Berkeley Sound (Falkland Islands) - Maps - 1788<<>>Año Nuevo, Puerto de (Argentina) - Maps - 1788<<>>Estrecho de Magellenas (Chile and Argentina) SEE Magellan, Strait of (Chile and Argentina)<<>>Strait of Magellan (Chile and Argentina) SEE Magellan, Strait of (Chile and Argentina)

Carta esferica de la parte sur de la America meridional : En la qual se ha colocado el Estrecho de Magallanes por el resultado de la ultima expedicion, y los demas puntos segun las mejores noticias de los viajeros antiguos y modernos que los han reconocido, año 1788. 1788.

Authors: Vargas Ponce, José, 1760-1821 -- Viuda de Ibarra, Hijos y Compañía -- Vargas Ponce, José, 1760-1821. Relacion del ultimo viaje al Estrecho de Magallanes (1788) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Ponce, José Vargas, 1760-1821 SEE Vargas Ponce, José, 1760-1821 -- Vargas y Ponce, José de, 1760-1821 SEE Vargas Ponce, José, 1760-1821

1 map : 46 x 60 cm. fold. to 24 x 17 cm. In: Vargas Ponce, José, Relacion del ultimo viaje al Estrecho de Magallanes (Madrid: Por la Viuda de Ibarra, Hijos y Compañía, 1788), opposite p. xvi.

Scale [ca. 1:2,700,000] at 55° S. Lat. Includes Falkland Islands (Malvinas).

Insets: Plano de la Bahia de Buen-Suceso situada en la costa occidental del Estrcho de Maire. -- Plano de la Bahia de la Soledad situada en la costa oriental de las Ysias Maluinas. -- Plano del Puerto de Año-Nuevo situada en la costa norte de la Ysla de los Estados.

Ayer 112 .M2 V4 1788, opposite p. xvi (PrCt)

1846-1915<<>>Standard time SEE Time - Systems and standards - Time zones SEE Time - Systems and standards

Carta esferica de la parte sur de la America meridional : En la qual se ha colocado el Estrecho de Magallanes por el resultado de la ultima expedicion, y los demas puntos segun las mejores noticias de los viajeros antiguos y modernos que los han reconocido, año 1788. 1788.

Authors: Vargas Ponce, José, 1760-1821 -- Viuda de Ibarra, Hijos y Compañía -- Vargas Ponce, José, 1760-1821. Relacion del ultimo viaje al Estrecho de Magallanes (1788) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Ponce, José Vargas, 1760-1821 SEE Vargas Ponce, José, 1760-1821 -- Vargas y Ponce, José de, 1760-1821 SEE Vargas Ponce, José, 1760-1821

1 map : 46 x 60 cm. fold. to 24 x 17 cm. In: Vargas Ponce, José, Relacion del ultimo viaje al Estrecho de Magallanes (Madrid: Por la Viuda de Ibarra, Hijos y Compañía, 1788), opposite p. xvi.

Scale [ca. 1:2,700,000] at 55° S. Lat. Includes Falkland Islands (Malvinas).

Insets: Plano de la Bahia de Buen-Suceso situada en la costa occidental del Estrcho de Maire. -- Plano de la Bahia de la Soledad situada en la costa oriental de las Ysias Maluinas. -- Plano del Puerto de Año-Nuevo situada en la costa norte de la Ysla de los Estados.

Ayer 112 .M2 V4 1788, opposite p. xvi (PrCt)
1641. [World map on gnomonic projection] (1610)
1 map ; 242 x 313 mm. (neat line), on sheet remargined to 355 x 506 mm.
Engraved by P. Troeschel.
Detached from Ritter, Franz. Speculum solis, das ist Sonnenspiegel ... (Nuremberg: Christoff Lochner, in Verlegung Balthasar Camoxen, 1610).
Similar to the sun dial, this map was designed for use with a gnomon (placed at 45°N--10°E) to cast a shadow point onto a meridian, thereby indicating local sun time; described and reproduced in Woodward, David. 'Early gnomonic projection' in Mapline no. 13 (March 1979) p. 1-2 [Map Ref folio GA101 .M3]
The second state of the map, dated 'Ao. 1640' was issued in the ca. 1660 edition of Ritter's book; see Case 3A 2190, between p. 6-7.
References: Shirley 270 (state 1).
For a 1969 computer-generated variation of this projection by Joel Morrison, see Novacco 2F 7.5.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
a32
Novacco 2F 7 (PrCt)

75198
Time - Systems and standards - Maps - 1640-1660<>>World maps - 1640-1660<>>Map projection - Gnomonic - 1640-1660<>>Gnomonic projection (Cartography)
[World map on gnomonic projection and 10 horological diagrams] / Franciscus Ritter fac. Ao. 1640. Nuremberg, 1640 [i.e. ca. 1660].
1 map ; 116 x 149 mm. (neat line), on sheet 292 x 351 mm.
Similar to the sun dial, this map was designed for use with a gnomon (placed at 45°N--10°E) to cast a shadow point onto a meridian, thereby indicating local sun time; described and reproduced in Woodward, David. "Early gnomonic projection" in Mapline no. 13 (March 1979) p. 1-2 [Map Ref folio GA101 .M3]
References: Cf. Shirley 270.
For a 1969 computer-generated variation of this projection by Joel Morrison, see Novacco 2F 7.5.
a32
Case 3A 2190 bet. p. 8-9 (PrCt)

75199
Time - Systems and standards - Maps - 1844<>>World maps - 1844<>>Map projection - Gnomonic - 1844<>>Gnomonic projection (Cartography)
[Untitled world map on gnomonic projection in six numbered sheets]. [London : Chapman and Hall, 1844].
1 map : hand col. ; on 6 sheets each 41 x 34 cm.
Shows high tide in local and Greenwich times.
In: Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge.
References: Shirley 270.
Maps of the Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (London : Chapman and Hall, 1844) v. 1, plate [7-12].
oversize Ayer 135 .S67 1844 v. 1, pl. [7-12] (PrCt)

75200 Time - Systems and standards - Maps - 1909<<>>World maps - 1909
Eine neue Isochronenkarte der Erde. 1909.
Authors: Eckert, Max, 1868-1938 p. 209-216 and 256-263 : map
Map bound in separate 'Tafeln' volume.
Bibliographical footnotes.
G 007 .67 v. 55 (NLO)

[World map on gnomonic projection based on Franz Ritter's 1610 world map] / Ritter 1610,
Authors: Morrison, Joel L. -- Ritter, Franz, d. 1641 -- Troeschel, P. -- Lochner, Christoph, fl. 1588-1614 -- Camoxen, Balthasar -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : 227 x 396 mm. (neat line)
Similar to the sun dial, this map was designed for use with a gnomon (placed at 45°N.-10°E) to cast a shadow point onto a meridian, thereby indicating local sun time; described and reproduced in Woodward, David. 'Early gnomonic projection' in Mapline no. 13 (March 1979) p. 1-2 [Map Ref folio GA101 .M3]
'Centered 45°N 0° merid. Greenwich'-- in pencil, upper right.
Printed on continuous-feed computer paper. Cf. Shirley 270 (state 1).
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
32a
Novacco 2F 7.5 (PrCt)

75202 Time - Systems and standards - Pictorial works - 1869
A Diagram exhibiting the difference of time between the places shown & Washington. New York : A.J. Johnson, [1869?].
Authors: Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884 -- Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884
Johnson's new illustrated family atlas of the world ... (1869) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 illustration : hand col. ; 33 cm. in diam., on sheet 46 x 34 cm.
In: Johnson, Alvin Jewett. Johnson’s new illustrated family atlas of the world ... (New York : A.J. Johnson, publisher, 1869), [plate 3]
Number 6 at upper right.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1019 .J5 1869, [plate 3] (PrCt)

75203 Time - Systems and standards - United States - 1800-1899
Authors: Stephens, Carlene E., 1949- p. 113-118
Ayer Modern MS Karrow, box 4, folder 42, no. 5 (PrCt)

75204 Time - Systems and standards - United States - 1800-1899
'This publication accompanied an exhibition at the National Museum of American History, Smithsonian Institution'--Cover.
Bibliography: p. [24].
Another copy in Ayer Modern MS Karrow, box 4, folder 42, no. 7.
QB223 .S7 1983 (NLO)

75205 Time - Systems and standards - United States - 1800-1899<<>>Bond, William Cranch, 1789-1859
Authors: Stephens, Carlene E., 1949- p. 1-24
T1 .T27, v. 30, p. 1-24 (PrCt)

75206 Time - Systems and standards - United States - Maps - 1930
Authors: La Salle Extension University Atlas of traffic maps (1930) -- C.S. Hammond & Company 1 map : col. ; 13 x 21 cm.
Title in upper margin.
In Atlas of traffic maps (Chicago: La Salle Extension University, 1930) p. 32.
Text in bottom margin.
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Timisoara (Romania) - History - Siege, 1551
Expugnatio Arcis Temesvari, descripta [sic] per Ioannem Sambucvcm, 1552. [Basileae : H. Petri, 1574].
Authors: Žsâmboki, János, 1531-1584 -- Schardius, Simon 1535-1573. Historicvm opvs in qvavtor tomos divisvm 1574
p. 1734-1739 : 33 cm.
References: Karrow, Mapmakers of the 16th Century 65/E.
Case F 47 .78, v. 2, p. 1734-1739 (NLO)

Tinos Island (Greece) - Maps - 1528-1571 - Woodcuts
Tino. [Venice : Nicolò Zoppino, 1528].
Authors: Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530 -- Zoppino, Nicolò, fl. 1508-1544 -- Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530. Libro di Benedetto
Bordone : nel qual si ragiona de tutte l'isole del mondo ... (1528)
1 map : woodcut ; within printed borders 8 x 14 cm., on sheet 31 x 21 cm.
Title at center of island.
In: Bordon, Benedetto. Libro di Benedetto
Bordone : nel qual si ragiona de tutte l'isole del mondo ... (Venice : Nicolò Zoppino, 1528), folio XLII.
Case folio G 117 .108, folio XLII (PrCt)

Tinos Island (Greece) - Maps - 1574-1734 - Cyprian War, 1570-1571 - Maps - Tine Island (Greece) SEE Tinos Island (Greece) - Maps - Tenos Island (Greece)
SEE Tinos Island (Greece)
Tine insula et citta antiqua posta nello arcipelago done antiquame. ... [Venice? Giovanni Francesco Camocio?, 1574?].
Authors: Camocio, Giovanni Francesco, 16th cent. -- Camocio, Giovanni Francesco, 16th cent. [Isole famose porti, fortezze, et terre maritime sottoposte alla Ser.ma Sig.ria di Venetia ad altri principi christiani, et al Sig.or Turco] [1574?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 16 x 20 cm.
City and naval ships shown pictorially.
In atlas lacking title page: Camocio, Giovanni Francesco. [Isole famose porti, fortezze, et terre maritime sottoposte alla Ser.ma Sig.ria di Venetia ad altri principi christiani, et al Sig.or Turco, nouame[n]te poste in luce] [Venice? : Alla libraria del segno di S. Marco? ; G.F. Camocio?, 1574?], [plate 33].
Manuscript no. 33 at lower right.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
VAULT Baskes folio G1955.C3 1574, [plate 33] (PrCt)

Tioga County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1855 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Tioga County - Maps
Authors: Geil, Samuel -- Marsh, E. D. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Microfiche 583, no. 567 (PrCt)

Tioga County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1869 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Tioga County - Maps
Authors: Beers, F. W. (Frederick W.) -- Sanford, G. P. (George P.) -- Wehle, Martin
‘Number 28 of a series.’
300 copies.
This book is No. 288.
Cf. Phillips 2257.
oversize G1253.T5 B4 1869a (NLO)

Tioga County (Pa.) - Maps - 1875 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Tioga County - Maps
109 p. : maps, views ; 36 cm.
Cf. Phillips 2497.
M1354
folio G1263.T5 W3 1877 (NLO)

River Pasquiel, Nicaragua. [1849?] .
Tippecanoe County (Ind.) - Maps - 1878 - Landowners<>Counties - Maps<>Landowners - Maps
218 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
1st ed.
'Deluxe edition.'
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).
'3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.'
Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).
Includes indexes.
Series: Family maps
ISBN 1420307967 ; 9781420307962
Local History Ref F532.T6 B69 2007 (NLO)

Tippecanoe County (Ind.) - Maps - 1866 - Landowners<>Counties - Maps<>Landowners - Maps
Size of original: 6 parts; 4 are 17.5 x 29.5 in. each and 2 are 18.5 x 29.5 in. each. Scale 1:42,240. Originally published Philadelphia: C. O. Titus, 1866.
Microfiche 583, no. 172 (PrCt)

Tippecanoe County (Ind.) - Maps - 1878 - Landowners<>Counties - Maps<>Landowners - Maps
Combination atlas map of Tippecanoe County, Indiana. [Chicago : Kingman Brothers], 1878.
Authors: Kingman Brothers
1 atlas (129 p. : ill., maps, ports.) ; 45 cm.
Includes the history of the county, with biographical sketches.
Phillips 12927
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 1667
oversize G 10895 .181 (NLO)

Tippecanoe County (Ind.) - Maps - 1878 - Landowners<>Counties - Maps<>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Kingman Brothers -- Bookmark (Firm) -- Tippecanoe County Historical Association
1 atlas (145 p. : ill., maps, ports.) ; 43 cm.
Facsimile of Combination atlas map of Tippecanoe County, Indiana (Chicago: Kingman Brothers, 1878).
'Index copyright 1978 ... compiled by Tippecanoe County Historical Association.'
Reprint sponsored by the Tippecanoe County Historical Association.
Phillips 12927.
78-41608
oversize G1403.T4 K5 1978 (NLO)

Tipperary (Ireland : County) - Maps - 1685
Tipperary County. [London : Francis Lamb, 1685].
1 map ; 15 x 11 cm.
In: Petty, William. A Geographical description of
ye kingdom of Ireland ... (London: Francis Lamb, [1685]) pl. [38].

Engraved plate number '32.

Case G 1042 .668 pl. [38] (PrCt)

75219 Tipton County (Ind.) - Maps - Collections, 1874-1975 - Landowners<<< Counties - Maps<<< Landowners - Maps

127 [i.e. 135] p. : ill., maps, ports. : 43 cm.

'Historical appendix includes copies of old photographs and excerpts about Tipton county taken from early gazetteers and the Indiana 1876 atlas.'
Includes gazetteer and indexes.
M1336, M1337, and M1338.
79-45447
79-689671
oversize G1403.T5 C4 1979 (NLO)

75220 Tiryns (Greece) - Maps - 1689 - Pictorial works

Authors: Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1605-1718 -- Padoani, Domenico, fl. 1689 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1605-1718. Citta, fortezze, isole, e porti principale dell' Europa ... (1689) 1 map ; 14 x 18 cm.
In: Coronelli, Vincenzo. Citta, fortezze, isole, e porti principale dell' Europa, in pianti, et in elutione, descritte, e publicate ad uso dell' Academia cosmografica degli argonauti ([Venice] : Domenico Padoani, 1689) pl. [60]. One of four plates printed on the same sheet, opening [60].
VAULT folio Ayer 135 .C8 1689 pl. 60 (PrCt)

75221 Titus County (Tex.) - Maps - 1880 - Landowners<<< Counties - Maps<<< Landowners - Maps

Authors: Texas. General Land Office -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 22.5 x 14.5 in. Scale 1:133,320.
Originally compiled 1880.

Microfiche 583, no. 1144 (PrCt)

75222 Titusville Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1930-1939<<< Crawford County (Pa.) - Maps - 1930-1939<<< Road maps<<< Counties - Maps

[Map of the Titusville region in Pennsylvania]. [S.l. s.n., 193?].
Authors: Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; on sheet trimmed to 12 x 22 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Identifies "Drake's Well" on "Oil Creek."
Inset (4 x 7 cm.): [Location map of Pennsylvania] Incomplete and lacking imprint, trimmed from unidentified text.
Mounted on backing sheet; backing obscures printed content on verso.
Includes unidentified ratio for each town.
Previously bound with a collection of pictorial maps in binders labeled "Points of Interest."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 190.52 D (PrCt)

75223 Tivoli (Italy) - Maps - 1840 - Pictorial works

Tivoli. [Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, 1840].
Authors: Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846 -- Lea & Blanchard -- Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (1840) 1 view ; 3 x 6 cm.
In: Murray, Hugh. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, successors to Carey & Co., for George W. Gorton, 1840) v. 2, p. 34.
Wax engraving.
G 11 .607 v. 2, p. 34 (PrCt)

75224 Tivoli (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1573 - Gardens<<< Villa d'Este (Tivoli, Italy) - Pictorial works - 1573 - Gardens<<< Gardens - Villa d'Este (Tivoli, Italy) - Pictorial works - 1573
Authors: Du Pérac, Etienne, d. 1604 -- Lafréry, Antoine, 1512-1577 -- Francis Roux-Devillas


Map Ref oversize G1025 .T37 ser. 4, v. 1, pt. 2, p. 5 (PrCt)

75230 Tobago (Trinidad and Tobago) - Maps - 1703
The Island of Tobago ... / by John Seller. [London : s.n., 1703].
Authors: Seller, John, fl. 1658-1698 -- Seller, John, fl. 1658-1698. A New system of geography: designed in a most plain and easie method ... (1703) 1 map ; 9 x 13 cm.
In Seller, John. A New system of geography: designed in a most plain and easie method ... (London : Jeremiah Seller ; Charles Price ; John Senex, 1703) map [60]. Oriented with north to upper right. Case 3A 1704 map [60] (PrCt)

75231 Tobago (Trinidad and Tobago) - Maps - 1732
Harbors - Nautical charts - Tobago (Trinidad and Tobago) - Maps - 1732

Ayer oversize G1106.P5 E5 1760 p. 25 (PrCt)

75233 Tobago (Trinidad and Tobago) - Maps - 1775 - Man of War Bay (Trinidad and Tobago) - Maps - 1775 - Nautical charts - Man of War Bay (Trinidad and Tobago) - Maps - 1775 - Nautical charts - Great Courland Bay (Trinidad and Tobago) - Maps - 1775 - Nautical charts - Little Courland Bay (Trinidad and Tobago) - Maps - 1775 - Nautical charts - Little Courland Bay (Trinidad and Tobago) - Maps - 1775 - Nautical charts
Tobago from actual surveys and observations ... London : Robt. Sayer, 1775 [i.e. 1780]. Authors: Jeffreys, Thomas, -1771 -- Ross, David, fl. 1775 -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Robert Sayer and John Bennett (Firm) -- Jeffreys, Thomas, d. 1771. The West-India atlas ... (1780) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 46 x 60 cm. Engraved Roman numeral 'XIII' at upper right. Insets (16 x 19 and 15 x 17 cm.): A survey of Great & Little Courland Bays ... -- Man of War Bay ... In: Jeffreys, Thomas. The West-India atlas : or, A compendious description of the West-Indies (London : R. Sayer and J. Bennett, 1780) pl. [37]. VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .J46 1780 pl. [37] (PrCt)

75234 Tobago (Trinidad and Tobago) - Maps - 1776 - Landowners - Plan of the island of Tobago ... London, 1776. Authors: Byres, John -- Bayly, J. -- Hooper, S. (Samuel) 1 map ; 68 x 89 cm. Includes pencilled sight-lines on N.E. coast. Accompanied by A Summary account of the present flourishing state of the Island of Tobago (London, 1777) [Microfilm 939]. 5022.

map6F G5161.G46 1776 .B9 (PrCt)

75235 Tobago (Trinidad and Tobago) - Maps - 1779

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Finding our Place in the World' which opened at the Field Museum in Nov. 2007. Shows the Tokaido, the main land-sea route from Edo (Tokyo) to Nagasaki, with Fujiyama in the background and dates to the Kyoho period (1716–1736).

map2C G7962 .T63 1750 .T6 2006 (PrCt)

75245

Tokaj (Hungary) - History - Siege, 1565 - Maps<<<Tokaj (Hungary) - Maps - 1565<<<Maximilian II, Holy Roman Emperor, 1527-1576<<<Fanswendi, Lazaro, fl. 1565<<<Toquay (Hungary) SEE Tokaj (Hungary)<<Tokay (Hungary) SEE Tokak (Hungary)

Toquay, ouer Doggey, fortezza inespugabile' ne confini d' Ongheria ... da Massimiliano imp. l'anno 1565 per Lazaro Fanswendi, suo capitano & general ... [Venice?] : Domenico Zeno f., [1565].

Authors: Zeno, Domenico, fl. 1560-1580 -- Maximilian II, Holy Roman Emperor, 1527-1576 -- Fanswendi, Lazaro, fl. 1565 -- [Italian assembled-to-order atlas] [ca. 1575?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 405 x 293 mm. (neat line)

Shows Christian forces besieging Turkish forces in the fortress of Tokaj in Hungary.

Oriented with north at left.

In: [Italian assembled-to-order atlas] [Venice?: s.n., ca. 1575?], plate [5]

Tooley 550.

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .L2 1575 AI, plate [5] (PrCt)

75246

Tokaj (Hungary) - History - Siege, 1565<<<Tokay (Hungary) SEE Tokak (Hungary)

Expvgnatio arcis Tokay, anno M.D.LXV per Lazarvm a Schvende, &c. Sambuco authore. [Basileae : H. Petri, 1574].

Authors: Zsámboki, János, fl. 1531-1584 -- Schardius, Simon 1535-1573. Historicvm opvs inqvatro tomos divisvm 1574 p. 2258-2260 : 33 cm.


References: Karrow, Mapmakers of the 16th Century 65/G.

Case F 47 .78, v. 4, p. 2258-2260 (NLO)

75247

Tokaj (Hungary) - History - Siege, 1566 - Maps<<<Tokaj (Hungary) - Maps - 1566

Tochai, fortezza nei confini di Transilvania [!] , et Ongheria ... [Venice : Bolognino Zaltieri], 1566 [i.e. 1569].

Authors: Ballino, Giulio, d. ca. 1592 -- Zoni, Domenico, fl. 1560-1580 -- Ballino, Giulio, d. ca. 1592. De' disegni delle piu illustri città, et fortezee del mondo ... (1569) -- Zaltieri, Bolognino, fl. 1555-1576

1 map ; 15 x 20 cm.
View of the 1566 siege of Tokaj, Hungary. Letterpress text on verso.
In: Ballino, Giulio. De' disegni delle più illustri città, et fortazzee del mondo ... (Venice: Bolognino Zaltieri, 1569), plate [25].

VAULT Case folio G 117 .06, plate [25] (PrCt)

Tokyo Bay (Japan) - Maps - 1854 - Nautical charts
United States Naval Expedition to Japan (1852-1854) - Maps - 1856 Yedo Bay (Japan) SEE Tokyo Bay (Japan)

Bay of Yedo / as surveyed by officers of the U. S. Expedition to Japan in 1854. [New York ; London : D. Appleton and Co. ; Trubner & Co., 1856].
Authors: United States Naval Expedition to Japan (1852-1854) -- Perry, Matthew Calbraith, 1794-1858 -- Perry, Matthew Calbraith, 1794-1858. Narrative of the expedition of an American squadron to the China Seas and Japan (1856) -- Hawks, Francis L. (Francis Lister), 1798-1866 -- D. Appleton and Company -- Trübner & Co.
1 map ; 22 x 30 cm.

Case DS809 .P45 1856, opposite page 267 (PrCt)

Tokyo (Japan) - Maps - 1860 - Pictorial works
View of the Bay of Yedo. [New York : Johnson & Browning, 1860].
Authors: Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884 -- Johnson & Browning -- Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884. Johnson's new illustrated (steel plate) family atlas ... (1860) 1 view ; 9 x 11 cm.

oversize G 10 .454 p. 99 (PrCt)

Tokyo (Japan) - Maps - 1792
A Plan of the city of Jedo. [London? J. Stockdale?, 1792?].
Authors: Andrews, John, 1736-1809 -- Andrews, John, 1736-1809. A Collection of plans of the most capital cities of ... Europe and ... the world [1792?] -- Stockdale, John, 1749?-1814 1 map ; 17 x 16 cm.

Case folio G 13 .036 pl. 36 (PrCt)

Tokyo (Japan) - Maps - 1910
1 map : col. ; 63 x 82 cm. fold. in covers 18 x 12 cm. + index (32 p.)
Red cloth covers with paper label. Index booklet has additional imprints of Z. P. Maruya & Co., The Kyobun-kwan, and Kelly & Walsh, Ltd.
Shows city, county, and ku boundaries; street railways; banks; bazzars; hotels; and restaurants. Includes insets: [Environ of Tokyo]. -- Tsukiji foreign settlement. Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library).
map3C G7964.T7 1910 .N5 (PrCt)

Tokyo (Japan) - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Tourist map of Tokyo / Japan Tourist Bureau. Tokyo : Japan Tourist Bureau, [ca. 1930].
Authors: Japan tourist bureau (Tokyo) -- Shaw, Frances Wells, 1872-1937 1 map : col. ; 38 x 52 cm., fold. to 21 x 10 cm Inset: Map of Marunouchi. Includes key to points of interest. Verso: Guide to Tokyo. Cover art: Blue and grey equestrian statue, orange background. Removed from the Francis Wells Shaw Papers [Newberry Library Midwest MS ShawF]. Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3.
Road map4C G7964.T7P2 1930 .J3 (PrCt)

Tokyo (Japan) - Maps - 1980
Tokyo metropolitan atlas. Tokyo : Shobunsya, [ca. 1980?].
Authors: Shobunsa -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. : 56 maps ; 258 x 185 mm. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Tokyo (Japan) - Maps - 1995

75251 - 75254
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

75255 Tokyo (Japan) - Maps - 1998 - Subways<<>>Subways - Tokyo (Japan) - Maps - 1998
Authors: Tokyo Metropolitan Foundation for History and Culture. Z-CARD Limited -- Z-Industries Ltd.
1 map : col. ; 21 x 29 cm., folded in covers 9 x 6 cm.
Subway map with directory of station stops for Tokyo museums.
'Z Card'™
© 1998 Z-Industries Ltd.'
map1F G7964.T7P33 1998 .T6 (PrCt)

75256 Tokyo (Japan) - Maps - Collections, 1600-1900
Authors: Shiraishi, Tsutomu, 1949-
19th century / by Kuwagata Keisai
Authors: Keisai, Kuwagata -- Cortazzi, Hugh.
Isles of gold : antique maps of Japan (1983) -- Kobe City Museum -- Weatherhill
1 view : col. ; on sheet 57 x 82 cm.

75257 Tokyo (Japan) - Pictorial works - 1800-1899
Authors: Keisai, Kuwagata -- Cortazzi, Hugh.
Isles of gold : antique maps of Japan (1983) -- Kobe City Museum -- Weatherhill
1 view : col. ; on sheet 57 x 82 cm.

75258 Tokyo (Japan) - Tourism - 1987
Authors: Japan National Tourist Organization
1 sheet : col photos, maps ; fold. to 23 x 10 cm

75259 Tôlanarô (Madagascar) - Maps - 1670 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts<<>>Tôlanarô (Madagascar) - Maps - 1670 - Fortification - Manuscripts<<>>Nautical charts - Tôlanarô (Madagascar) - Maps - 1670 - Manuscripts<<>>Manuscript maps
<<>><> Nautical charts
Plan du Fort d'Auphin situé par 24: degrez de latitude sud et par 69d: 10:’ de longitude. [ca. 1670].
Authors: Compagnie d'Orient -- Cartes Marines Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library.
Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 30, sheet 15
1 ms. map : hand col. ; 503 x 338 mm.
Nautical chart and map of the region around Fort-Dauphin, established in 1643 by the Compagnie d'Orient on the southeast coast of Madagascar, and later the site of Tôlanarô. Identifies the footprints of Forts Arguain, Bechon, Dauphin, du Nez, and Martimont (?). Includes pictorial drawings of a ship at anchor, the nearby Village d'Imbert, and buildings adjacent to the forts.
Scale [ca. 1:73,100]. 'Echelle d'une lieuë' [= 76 mm.].
Depths shown with soundings; relief shown pictorially and with hachures and shading. Oriented with north at left.
Pen-and-ink and watercolor (green, brown, yellow, red); mounted on cloth.
Sheet 15 of 117 in the Cartes Marines Manuscript Map Collection, detailing French colonial interests worldwide, ca. 1640-ca. 1726.
Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 45 Ayer ms map proj 00
Digital image available as part of the Newberry Library's Great Lakes Digital Collection via the CARLI Digital Collections website (accessed Nov. 2010):
http://collections.carli.illinois.edu/u?/nby_grlakes, 803
VAULT drawer Ayer MS map 30 sheet 15 (NLO)

75260 Toledo (Ohio) - Maps - 1871 - Architecture<<>>Architecture - Toledo (Ohio) - Maps - 1871
Real estate and building improvements in the city of Toledo, Ohio. Chicago, 1871.
Authors: Land Owner -- Baker & Co. (Chicago, Ill.) -- J.M. Wing & Co.
3 views ; 28 x 27 cm. and smaller, on sheet 30 x 88 cm.
Detached from The Land Owner 3 (Chicago: J.M. Wing and Co., 1871) bet. p. 172-173. [Case Wing +H94.005].
Contents: The new Myer's block -- Finlay's Chamber of Commerce -- The New Hotel.
Wood engraving.
5192
map4F G3704.A1 1869 L3 sht. 14 (PrCt)

75261 Toledo (Ohio) - Maps - 1906 - Railroads<<>>Toledo Railways & Light Co. - Maps - 1906<<>>Railroads - Maps
Map of the Toledo Railways & Light Company's lines. Toledo, Ohio. [New York : s.n., 1906].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the
United States (1906) -- Toledo Railways & Light Co.
1 map ; 14 x 21 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1906) p. 1119
H 668 .703 (1906) p. 1119 (PrCt)

75262 Toledo (Ohio) - Maps - 1907 - Railroads< >>Toledo Railways & Light Co. - Maps - 1907< >>Railroads - Maps
Map of the Toledo Railways & Light Company's lines. Toledo, Ohio. [New York : s.n., 1907].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1907) -- Toledo Railways & Light Co.
1 map ; 14 x 20 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1907) p. 1271
H 668 .703 (1907) p. 1271 (PrCt)

75263 Toledo (Ohio) - Maps - 1908 - Railroads< >>Toledo Railways & Light Co. - Maps - 1908< >>Railroads - Maps
Map of the Toledo Railways & Light Company's lines. Toledo, Ohio. [New York : s.n., 1908].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1908) -- Toledo Railways & Light Co.
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1908) p. 1205
H 668 .703 (1908) p. 1205 (PrCt)

75264 Toledo (Ohio) - Maps - 1909 - Railroads< >>Toledo Railways & Light Co. - Maps - 1909< >>Railroads - Maps
Map of the Toledo Railways & Light Company's lines. Toledo, Ohio. [New York : s.n., 1909].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1909) -- Toledo Railways & Light Co.
1 map ; 13 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1909) p. 1243
H 668 .703 (1909) p. 1243 (PrCt)

75265 Toledo (Ohio) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps< >>Lucas County (Ohio) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps< >>Local transit - Toledo (Ohio) - Maps - 1946< >>Election districts - Toledo (Ohio) - Maps - 1946< >>Road maps< >>Counties - Maps
Dreher's mile square index map of the city of Toledo / copyright 1946 by D. Frank Dreher.
Authors: Dreher, D. Frank -- D.F. Dreher & Company -- Voss, Harold J.
1 map : col. ; on sheet 71 x 86 cm., folded in covers 19 x 10 cm.
Cover title: Dreher's revised to date maps of the city of Toledo and environs...1947-48 edition.
Scale [ca. 1:23,000].
Includes street index.
Maps on verso: Dreher's indexed map of the environs of Toledo -- Ward and ward boundary map of Toledo -- Map of Lucas County.
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3.
Road mapc4 G4084.T6P2 1946 .D7 (PrCt)

75266 Toledo (Ohio) - Maps - 1996 - Road maps< >>Lucas County (Ohio) - Maps - 1996 - Road maps< >>Bowling Green (Ohio) - Maps - 1996 - Road maps< >>Counties - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 62 x 90 cm. fold to 32 x 23 cm.
New map innovation."
Laminated.
$9.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN StrFdr 1996 .T6 (PrCt)

75267 Toledo (Ohio) - Maps - 2000 - Road maps< >>Lucas County (Ohio) - Maps - 2000 - Road maps< >>Wood County (Ohio) - Maps - 2000 - Road maps< >>Bowling Green (Ohio) - Maps - 2000 - Road maps< >>Counties - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (72 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
$12.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-97899-3
RMcN StrFdr 2000 .T6 (PrCt)

75268 Toledo (Ohio) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps< >>Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. EasyFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; fold. to 24 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Uniform title: EasyFinder
Laminated.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
ISBN 052895511X
RMcN Road Map 2005 TolOH (PrCt)

75269  Toledo (Ohio) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps
- Toledo Region (Ohio) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps
- Lucas County (Ohio) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps
- Wood County (Ohio) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps
- Bowling Green (Ohio) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps
- Sandusky County (Ohio) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps
- Counties - Maps

Toledo/Bowling Green, Lucas and portions of Wood & Sandusky counties street guide.
[Skokie, Ill.]: Rand McNally, 2005.
1 atlas (various pagings.): col. maps; 28 cm.
"2nd edition" -- front cover.
$14.95
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528955101
RMcN StrFdr 2005 .T6 (PrCt)

75270  Toledo (Ohio) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps
- Toledo Region (Ohio) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps
- Lucas County (Ohio) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps
- Bowling Green (Ohio) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps
- Counties - Maps

1 atlas (various pagings.): col. maps; 28 cm.
"3rd edition" -- front cover.
Cover title: Toledo & Lucas County street guide: including Bowling Green
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
"$14.95" -- back cover
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528866745
RMcN StrFdr 2007 .T6 (PrCt)

75271  Toledo (Spain) - Maps - 1600

Toledo / S.R.A.F. [S.l. s.n., ca. 1600?].
Authors: Schiaminossi, Raffaello, ca. 1570-ca. 1620 -- S. R. A. F. -- De Landau, Horace, barone, 1824-1903 -- Finaly, Madame, d. 1938 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map; 339 x 534 mm. (neat line), on sheet remargined to 438 x 611 mm.
Monogram of Raffaello Schiaminossi at lower right; see Nagler, Die Monogrammisten, v. 4, p. 1013, no. 3538.
Relief shown pictorially.
References 1-78 in 10 columns in bottom margin.
Ex De Landau; ex Finaly.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
c30
Novacco 4F 194 (PrCt)

75272  Toledo (Spain) - Maps - 1955

Plano de Toledo / J. Villasevil. [Toledo : P. R. Vidal, 1955].
Authors: Villasevil, J. -- Riera Vidal, P. (Pedro). A Day in Toledo ... (1955) -- Vidal, P. R.
1 map; 31 x 38 cm.
In Riera Vidal, P. (Pedro), A Day in Toledo ... 3d ed. (Toledo, 1955), at end.
Incluces key to buildings (1-35).
"La linea gruesa marca el itinerario para un solo dia."
To Collection Services for cataloging, 9 Feb. 2009 (PrCt)

75273  Toledo (Spain) - Pictorial works - 1566

<--<> Catedral de Toledo - Pictorial works - 1566

Toletvm. [Cologne : s.n.], 1566 [i.e. ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Hoefnagle, Joris, 1542-1601 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view: hand col.; 37 x 50 cm.
Inset views (17 x 21 cm. and 13 x 22 cm.): Templum achiepiscopat., Toletani -- Palatum regium Toletanum.
Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Toletvm.
In: Braun, Georg and Franz Hogenberg. Civitates orbis terrarum [Cologne: Pieter van Brachel?, ca. 1620] v. 5, plate 15
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 5, pl. 15 (PrCt)

75274  Toledo (Spain) - Pictorial works - 1620

Toletvm precipua in Hispania ciuitas, Tago fluuio ... [Cologne : s.n.], ca. 1620.
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Hoefnagle, Joris, 1542-1601 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view: hand col.; 18 x 47 cm. on sheet 41 x 54 cm.
Added title: Toletvm.
View derived from a drawing supplied by Joris Hoefnagle; see R.A. Skelton's Introduction to the

75275 Toledo (Spain : Province) - Maps - 1584-1588... Cuenca (Spain : Province) - Maps - 1584-1588... Tagus River Valley (Spain and Portugal) - Maps - 1584-1588... Guipúzcoa (Spain) - Maps - 1584-1588... Cádiz (Spain) - Maps - 1584-1588


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Microfiche 583, no. 67 (PrCt)


75282 Tom Green County (Tex.) - Maps - 1892 - Landowners - Counties -}

75285 Tombstone (Ariz.) - Maps - 1880

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Tombstone town plat. [S.l. s.n., 1880].


Cadastral map showing only named streets and numbered blocks.

Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.

Graff 3900 at end (PrCt)

75286

Tompkins County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1839 - Schuyler County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1839 - Counties - Maps

Map of the County of Tompkins. New York : Stone and Clark, 1839.


1 map : hand col. ; 29 x 35 cm.

In Burr, David H. and Simeon De Witt. An Atlas of the State of New York ... containing a map of the State and of the several counties (New York : David H. Burr, 1829; republished Ithaca: Stone and Clark, 1839) pl. [35]. Map dated 1829 and 1839; engraved 'No. 36.'

Case oversize G 10851 .13 pl. 35 (PrCt)

75287

Tompkins County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1853 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps


References: Cf. Phillips 2258

oversize G1253.T6 S7 1866x (NLO)

75289


1 map ; 24 x 26 cm., folded to 24 x 22 cm. Includes names of land owners.

At upper left: Eleventh census of the United States.

At upper right: Indians.


References: Cf. Phillips 2258

oversize G1253.T6 S7 1866x (NLO)

75290

Tonder (Denmark) - Maps - 1620

Delineatio ciuitatis Tonderensis. [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].

Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Rantzau, Henrik, 1526-1598 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

Ayer folio E98.C3 U5 1894 opp. p. 467 (PrCt)

75296

Tompkins County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1866 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

1 map : hand col. ; 18 x 49 cm.
Forwarded to Braun and Hogenberg by Henrik Rantzau; see R.A. Skelton’s Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.
On same sheet with: Oitinense oppidulum et arx episcopi Lubecensis sedes.
Latin letterpress text on verso under titles: Tyndera -- Oitinvm.
In: Braun, Georg and Franz Hogenberg. Civitates orbis terrarum [Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657]. Authors: Jansson, Jan, 1588--1664 -- Rantzau family -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. ILLUSTRIORVM PRINCIPVM URBVM SEPTENTRIONALVM EUROPAE TAABULAE [AMSTERDAM 1657] -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Theatrum urbium (1657) 1 map : hand col. ; 18 x 49 cm.
Identifies two Rantzau family homes.
On same sheet with: Oitinense oppidulum et arx episcopi Lubecensis sedes
Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Tyndera
In: Jansson, Jan. ILLUSTRIORVM PRINCIPVM URBVM SEPTENTRIONALVM EUROPAE TAABULAE, v. 1, [PLATE 27]
Case oversize G 117 .452, v. 1, [PLATE 27] (PrCt)

75291
Tønder (Denmark) - Maps - 1657
Delineatio ciuitatis Tonderensis. [Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657]. Authors: Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664 -- Rantzau family -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. ILLUSTRIORVM PRINCIPVM URBVM SEPTENTRIONALVM EUROPAE TAABULAE [1657] -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Theatrum urbium (1657) 1 map : hand col. ; 18 x 49 cm.
Identifies two Rantzau family homes.
On same sheet with: Oitinense oppidulum et arx episcopi Lubecensis sedes
Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Tyndera
In: Jansson, Jan. ILLUSTRIORVM PRINCIPVM URBVM SEPTENTRIONALVM EUROPAE TAABULAE, v. 1, [PLATE 27]
Case oversize G 117 .452, v. 1, [PLATE 27] (PrCt)

75292
Tonga - Maps - 1798
Le Isole degli Amici delineate sulle ultime osservazioni del Capitan Cook. Rome : Calcografia camerale, 1798 [i.e. 1801]. Authors: Cassini, GIO. MA. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824 -- Cook, James, 1728-1779 -- Calcografia camerale (Rome, Italy) -- Cassini, Gio. MA. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824. Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (1792-1801) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 43 cm.
In: Cassini, Giovanni Maria. Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (Rome : Presso la Calcogr. camerale, 1792-1801) v. 3 pl. 38.
Map dated 1798.
Insets: Wateeo Island, 7 x 9.5 cm., Mangeea Island, 5 x 4 cm., and Toobouai Island, 5 x 5 cm.
Oversize Ayer 135 .C33 1792 v. 3 pl. 38 (PrCt)

75293
Tonga - Pictorial works - 1785-1787
Nomuka Island (Tonga) - Pictorial works - 1785
In atlas accompanying: Cook, James. A Voyage to the Pacific Ocean ... for making discoveries in the Northern Hemisphere ... in the years 1776, 1777, 1778, 1779, and 1780 (London : Printed by H. Hughes for G. Nicol and T. Cadell) Atlas pl. [9]. Engraved plate no. '13.'
Oversize Ayer 118 .C7 1785c Atlas pl. [9] (PrCt)

75294
Tonga - Pictorial works - 1785-1787
Nomuka Island (Tonga) - Pictorial works - 1785
Anamooka SEE Nomuka Island (Tonga) - Namuka Island (Tonga) SEE Nomuka Island (Tonga)
In: Cook, James. A Voyage to the Pacific Ocean : undertaken by the command of His Majesty for making discoveries in the northern hemisphere in the years 1776, 1777, 1778, 1779 and 1780 (London : Printed by H. Hughes, for G. Nicol and T. Cadell, 1785) v. 10, pl. [9]. Engraved plate no. '13.'
Oversize Ayer 118 .C7 v. 10 Atlas, pl. 9 (PrCt)

75295
Tönning (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1620
Toninga Eiderstadiae. [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620]. Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Rantzau, Henrik, 1526-1598 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 view : hand col. ; 18 x 39 cm.
Forwarded to Braun and Hogenberg by Henrik Rantzau; see R.A. Skelton’s Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.
On same sheet with: Hvsvm.
Latin letterpress text on verso under titles: Toninga, Frisiae eidorensis oppidvm -- Tönning, Eiderstadiae.
In atlas accompanying: Cook, James. A Voyage to the Pacific Ocean ... for making discoveries in the Northern Hemisphere ... in the years 1776, 1777, 1778, 1779 and 1780 (London : Printed by H. Hughes, for G. Nicol and T. Cadell, 1785) v. 10, pl. [9]. Engraved plate no. '13.'
Oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 5, pl. 35 (PrCt)

75296
Tönning (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1657
Toninga Eiderstadiae. [Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657]. Authors: Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664 -- Jansson, John, 1751-1793 -- Byrne, W. -- Cook, James, 1728-1779. A Voyage to the Pacific Ocean ... for making discoveries in the Northern Hemisphere ... in the years 1776, 1777, 1778, 1779 and 1780 (London : Printed by H. Hughes, for G. Nicol and T. Cadell) Atlas pl. [9]. Engraved plate no. '13.'
Oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 5, pl. 35 (PrCt)
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
ISBN 0528998099
RMcN Road Map 2002 TopKS (PrCt)

75299
Topographic maps
Wesen und Aufgaben der Kartographie : Topographische Karten : Aufnahme; Entwurf
topographischer und geographischer Karten;
Kartenwerke / von Erik Arnberger und Ingrid
Authors: Arnberger, Erik, 1917-- -- Kretschmer, Ingrid
2 v. : ill., maps (some col.) ; 25 cm.
Spine title: Kartographie. Aufgaben der
Kartographie.
Added titles: Topographische Karten -- Aufgaben
Series: Kartographie und ihre Randgebiet :
Enzyklopädie ; Band 1.
und Index.
Includes bibliographies and indexes.
GA102 .K3 Bd. 1 (NLO)

75300
Topographic maps
Mapping the surface of the earth. 1964.
Authors: Speert, Julius L.
Reprinted from Natural History Magazine
LXXXIII, no. 8, (Oct. 1964): 30-37. maps, ills..
BHC 2332
Vert 1884 (PrCt)

75301
Topographic maps - Africa -
1900-1960<--Cartography - Africa - History -
1900-1960<--Topographic maps - Northern
Rhodesia - 1900-1960<--Cartography -
Northern Rhodesia - History -
1900-1960<--British cartography - History -
1900-1960<--Great Britain. Directorate of
Colonial Surveys
The Compilation map : a technique for
topographic mapping by British colonial surveys,
with particular reference to Northern Rhodesia.
1983.
Authors: Stone, Jeffrey C. -- International
Conference on the History of Cartography (10th :
1983 : Dublin)
9 p. : map ; 30 cm.
Paper presented at the 10th International
Conference on the History of Cartography,
Dublin, 1983.
Vert 1831, no. 1 (PrCt)

75302
Topographic maps - Africa, East -
1890-1914<--Cartography - Africa, East -
History - 1890-1914
The Initiation of systematic topographic mapping
in British East Africa. [197-?].
Authors: McGrath, Gerald
30 p. : map ; 28 cm.
Xerox copy of undated paper presented at
unidentified conference.
BHC 1819
Topographic maps - Africa, East - 1962

Topographic maps for developing countries with special reference to East Africa. 1962.
Authors: O'Brien, C. I. M.
11 leaves ; 33 cm.
Typescript of paper apparently presented at unidentified conference; p. 10 handstamped 'Aug. 1962.'.
BHC 1989

Topographic maps - Bibliography - Catalogs - Union lists

Authors: National Map Collection -- Public Archives of Canada
xiv, 147, 148 p. ; 28 cm.
Added title page: Catalogue collectif des cartes topographiques étrangères dans les cartothèques canadiennes.
Text in English and French.
Bibliography: p. 133 (English text); p. 131 (French text).
DSS cat. no. SA2-156/1986.
Includes indexes.
Formerly folio Z6028 .U5 1986
ISBN 0662542665 (free)
Map Ref folio Z6028 .U5 1986 (NLO)

Topographic maps

Great Britain. Directorate of Colonial Surveys
SEE Great Britain. Directorate of Colonial Surveys
Authors: Stone, Jeffrey C.

Topographic maps - History -- 19th century

Authors: Nadal, Francesc, 1958- -- Urteaga, Luis
67 p. ; 22 cm.
Series: Geo Critica ; 88. English parallel series ; 2.
"July 1990."
Includes bibliographical references (p. 62-66).
GA781 .N34 1990 (NLO)

Topographic maps

England - 1660-1825

Authors: Walters, Gwyn
p. 81-88 ; maps.
BHC 2406
Vert 1957 (Pr Ct)

Topographic maps - Handbooks, manuals,

etc. - 2005

Map scales - Handbooks, manuals, etc. - 2005
Cartography - Handbooks, manuals, etc. - 2005
Authors: Schweizerische Gesellschaft für Kartographie -- Spiess, Ernst -- Baumgartner, Ulrich -- Arn, Stefan -- Vez, Claude -- Swiss Society of Cartography SEE Schweizerische Gesellschaft für Kartographie
1 CD-ROM : col. ills., maps ; 4 3/4 in. + booklet (12p. ; 12 cm.)
Team of authors: Ernst Spiess, Ulrich Baumgartner, Stefan Arn, Claude Vez.
Reproduces text (iv, 121 p.); includes'... extensive modernisation and reorganization of the publication Map graphics and generalisation - topographic maps ...'--P. 4 of insert.
System requirements: Adobe Acrobat Reader; PC: Windows 95 or later; 64 MB RAM; 100 MB available disk space; 300 MHz Pentium or equivalent; CD-ROM drive; MAC: MAC OS 9; 64 MB RAM; 100 MB available disk space; 300 MHz G3; CD-ROM drive
Series: Cartographic publication series ; no. 17
Sample text on Schweizerische Gesellschaft für Kartographie website (accessed May 2008):
http://www.kartographie.ch/publikationen/pdf/dem o_o_no16_en.pdf
CD-ROM GA118 .T54 2005 (NLO)

Topographic maps

History -- 19th century

Topographic maps - Europe - Maps - History -- 19th century

Authors: Nadal, Francesc, 1958- -- Urteaga, Luis
67 p. ; 22 cm.
Series: Geo Critica ; 88. English parallel series ; 2.
"July 1990."
Includes bibliographical references (p. 62-66).
GA781 .N34 1990 (NLO)

Topographic maps

Indexing

Geographic arrangement of topographic maps. 1977.
Authors: Johnson, Sheila Grant
BHC 1472
Vert 1067 (Pr Ct)

Topographic maps

Map Reading

Slopes (Physical Geography)

Scales for determining slope from topographic maps. 1968.
Authors: Thrower, Norman Joseph William -- Cooke, Ronald U.
Manuscripts>>Manuscript maps

Vert 253 (PrCt)

Topographical surveying - 1876

Geographical surveying. 1876.
Authors: Carpenter, Frank D., b. 1850
p. 513-521
Photocopy from: Van Nostrand's engineering magazine 14, no. 6 (1876): 513-521.
Ayer Modern MS Karrow, box 2, folder 16, no. 1 (PrCt)

Topographical drawing - Maps, Topographic SEE Topographic maps

1 sketchbook ([1], 5, [1], 4 leaves) : ink, watercolor ; 21 x 31 cm.
Drawings representing land features in ink and color; submitted by Osgood at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute. Department of Civil Engineering.
Contents: Pen topography -- Colored topography.
Elmer C. Osgood was born in Greenfield, Mass. He graduated from Greenfield High School in 1924 and received a doctorate in civil engineering from Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute. He was on the faculty at the University of Massachusetts at Amherst and retired in 1973. Each leaf embossed: Approved R.P.I. Case folio GA125 .074 1928 (NLO)

Vert 1120 (PrCt)

Topographical drawing - Handbooks, manuals, etc. - 1837

Authors: Eastman, Seth, 1808-1875 -- Prud'homme, John Francis Eugene, 1800-1892 -- Wiley & Putnam -- Osborn, William, 1799 or 1800-1850
68 p., 12 folded leaves of plates : ill., maps ; 23 cm.
Full text of another copy available online via HathiTrust Digital Library (accessed September 2011):
http://catalog.hathitrust.org/api/volumes/oclc/318640.html
References: Checklist Amer. imprints 44129 TA616 .E2 1837 (NLO)

Vert 912 (PrCt)

Topographical maps - Wisconsin - Bibliography - 1818-1974

Authors: Fox, James W.
From The Globe no.9 (1978): 58-64.
BHC 1305

Vert 1892, no. 1 (PrCt)

Topographical maps - Map Use
The Obsolete topographic map as a research document. [ca. 1970?].
Authors: Kersten, Earl W.
4 leaves ; 28 cm.
Photocopy of undated typescript.
BHC 1529

Vert 1120 (PrCt)

Topographical maps - Conventional signs - 1928 - Problems, exercises, etc. - Manuscripts>>Maps - Symbols - 1928 - Problems, exercises, etc. - Manuscripts>>Manuscript maps
Authors: Osgood, Elmer C., 1906?--Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute. Dept. of Civil Engineering
1 sketchbook ([1], 5, [1], 4 leaves) : ink, watercolor ; 21 x 31 cm.
Drawings representing land features in ink and color; submitted by Osgood at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute. Department of Civil Engineering.
Contents: Pen topography -- Colored topography.
Elmer C. Osgood was born in Greenfield, Mass. He graduated from Greenfield High School in 1924 and received a doctorate in civil engineering from Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute. He was on the faculty at the University of Massachusetts at Amherst and retired in 1973. Each leaf embossed: Approved R.P.I. Case folio GA125 .074 1928 (NLO)

Vert 1120 (PrCt)

Topographical surveying - 1875

Topographical surveying and keeping survey notes. 1875.
Authors: Rothwell, Richard P. (Richard Pennfather), 1836-1901
p. 489-491
Photocopy from: Van Nostrand's engineering magazine 12, no. 5 (1875): 489-491.
'A paper read before the American Institute of Mining Engineers at Hazleton, October, 1874.'
Ayer Modern MS Karrow, box 2, folder 15, no. 11 (PrCt)

Vert 253 (PrCt)

Topographical surveying - 1876

Geographical surveying. 1876.
Authors: Carpenter, Frank D., b. 1850
p. 513-521
Photocopy from: Van Nostrand's engineering magazine 14, no. 6 (1876): 513-521.
Ayer Modern MS Karrow, box 2, folder 16, no. 1 (PrCt)

Topographical surveying - 1878<<<<Brazil - Surveys - 1878

Geographical surveying. 1878.
Authors: Carpenter, Frank D., b. 1850
p. 52-71, 163-183
Carpenter ('Geographer to the Geological Commission of Brazil') presents 'a scheme for the organization, the gradual development, and the prosecution of a geographical survey...which, in the efficiency of its results, will satisfy not only the
present demands but also the future needs of the Empire of Brazil for very many years to come.'

Ayer Modern MS Karrow, box 2, folder 16, no. 2 (PrCt)

75320 Topographical surveying - 1880
On Topographical surveying. 1880.
Authors: Specht, George J.
p. 134-150
Photocopy from: Van Nostrand's engineering magazine 22 (1880): 134-150; 13 figs., tables.
Ayer Modern MS Karrow, box 2, folder 19, no. 8 (PrCt)

75321 Topographical surveying Surveys - Plotting Maps, Physical
v, 432 p. : illus., tables, diagrs. 29 pl. (incl. map (part fold.) plans, fold. chart) fold tab. ; 23 cm.
At head of title: Department of the interior.
Series: Bulletin 788.
Gift, Robert W. Karrow, 2010.
To Collection Services for cataloging, Jan. 2011 (PrCt)

75322 Topographical surveying - Technique - 1870 Photogrammetry - 1870
The Application of photography to surveying purposes. 1870.
Authors: Stotherd, Richard Hugh, 1828-1895 p. 189-90
Photocopy from: Van Nostrand's engineering magazine 2 (1870): 189-190.
'TFrom The Building News.'
Ayer Modern MS Karrow, box 2, folder 19, no. 9 (PrCt)

75323 Topographical surveying - Technique - 1886-1923 Photogrammetry - 1886-1923 Deville, É. (Edouard)
Authors: Cardinal, Louis p. 10-12
Photocopy from: The Archivist 14, no. 2 (March-April 1987): 10-12; map, ills.
Includes the work of surveyor-general Édouard-Gaston Deville, 1849-1924.
Ayer Modern MS Karrow, box 3, folder 26, no. 2 (PrCt)

75324 Topographical surveying - United States - 1877 United States Coast Survey - 1877 Co-ordinate surveying. 1877.
Authors: Walling, Henry Francis, 1825-1888 p. 60-71
Photocopy from: Van Nostrand's engineering magazine 17 (1877): 60-71; ills.
'Transactions of American Society of Civil Engineers.'
Ayer Modern MS Karrow, box 3, folder 25, no. 4 (PrCt)

75325 Topographical surveying - United States - 1884
Co-operation between national and state governments in topographical surveying. 1884.
Authors: Walling, Henry Francis, 1825-1888 -- American Society of Civil Engineers p. 331-342
'Read before the American Society of Civil Engineers at the Buffalo meeting.'
Ayer Modern MS Karrow, box 3, folder 25, no. 3 (PrCt)

75326 Topographical surveying - United States - 1886
Topographic surveys of states. 1886.
Authors: Walling, Henry Francis, 1825-1888 p. 334-343
Photocopy from: Van Nostrand's engineering magazine 34 (1886): 334-343; ills.
Ayer Modern MS Karrow, box 3, folder 25, no. 5 (PrCt)

75327 Topping, Michael. A Trigonometrical Survey of the Bay of Coringa, 1791
Authors: Fisher, Susanna p. 828 : map
In: IMCoS Map Fair & Exhibition 1987: p. 828 : map
BHC 1254
Vert 870 (PrCt)

75328 Torbay (England) - Maps - 1923 Torbay Region (England) - Maps - 1923
Authors: "Geographia" ramblers' guides -- no. 21 -- Geographia Ltd. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
64 p. : ill., 14 maps ; 10 x 17 cm.
Cover title: Ramblers' guide to Paignton and Torquay district
Running title: Torbay and the surrounding district "Twelve walks round Torquay, Paignton, Ansty's Cove, Babacombe, Bishop's Walk, Watcombe, Cockington, Compton, Brixham, Totnes, the Dart, Newton Abbot, etc., etc. With detailed route

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
maps, numerous illustrations and large scale
general map of district"--Cover.
Map inside front cover and folded map pasted
inside back cover.
Includes index.
Series: [*Geographia* ramblers' guides]; no. 21
-- "Geographia" ramblers' guides; no. 21.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes DA690.T65 R36 1923 (NLO)

75329  Torino (Italy : Province) - Maps -
1690<<<Cuneo (Italy : Province) - Maps -
1690
Authors: Nolin, Jean Baptiste, 1648-
Catinat, Nicolas, 1637--1718 --
Porti principale dell' Europa, in
Pictori works<<>>Fort Frontenac (Ont.)
1718. Citta, fortezze, e isole, e
porti principale dell' Europa ... (1690)
1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 25 cm. on sheet 52 x 64
.. cm.
In: Coronelli, Vincenzo. Citta, fortezze, isole, e
porti principale dell' Europa, in
Pictori works<<>>Hamilton (Ont.)
1890<<>>Cartography - Toronto (Ont.) -
History<<<Counties - Maps
The Mapping of Victorian Toronto : the 1884 &
1890 atlases of Toronto in comparative rendition /
Charles Edward Goad ; with a preface by Lucy
Booth Martyn. Sutton West, Ont., Canada ;
Authors: Goad, Charles E. --
Pictori works<<>>Montréal
1860
Robert E. Lee, fl. 1933
author "Robert E. Lee."*
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry
Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 722 (PrCt)

75330  Torone (Greece) - Maps - 1689 - Pictorial
works
Authors: Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-
Johnson & Browning -- Johnson, A. J. (Alvin
Jewett), 1827-1884. Johnson's new illustrated
(steel plate) family atlas ... (New York :
Johnson and Browning, 1860) pages '32' and '33.
oversize G 10 .454 p. 32-33 (PrCt)

75332  Toronto (Ont.) - Maps -
1884-1890<<<Cartography - Toronto (Ont.) -
History<<<Counties - Maps
Johnson, Alvin Jewett. Johnson's new
(steel plate) family atlas ... (New York :
Johnson and Browning, 1860) pages '32' and '33.
oversize G 10 .454 p. 32-33 (PrCt)

75333  Toronto (Ont.) - Maps - 1932 - Road
maps<<<Hamilton (Ont.) - Maps - 1932 -
Road maps<<<Road maps
Toronto, Hamilton & Vicinity. Chicago : H.M.
Gousha Co., [1932].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company --
Pictori works<<>>Montréal
1890<<>>Cartography
The Mapping of Victorian Toronto : the 1884 &
1890 atlases of Toronto in comparative rendition /
Charles Edward Goad ; with a preface by Lucy
Booth Martyn. Sutton West, Ont., Canada ;
Authors: Goad, Charles E. --
Pictori works<<>>Montréal
1860
Robert E. Lee, fl. 1933
author "Robert E. Lee."*
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry
Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 722 (PrCt)

75334  Toronto (Ont.) - Maps - 1933 - Road
maps<<<Hamilton (Ont.) - Maps - 1933 -
Road maps<<<Road maps
Toronto, Hamilton & Vicinity. Chicago : H.M.
Gousha Co., [1933].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company --
Pictori works<<>>Montréal
1890<<>>Cartography
The Mapping of Victorian Toronto : the 1884 &
1890 atlases of Toronto in comparative rendition /
Charles Edward Goad ; with a preface by Lucy
Booth Martyn. Sutton West, Ont., Canada ;
Authors: Goad, Charles E. --
Pictori works<<>>Montréal
1860
Robert E. Lee, fl. 1933
author "Robert E. Lee."*
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry
Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 945 (PrCt)

75335  Toronto (Ont.) - Maps - 1935 - Road
maps<<<Toronto Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1935
- Road maps<<<Hamilton (Ont.) - Maps -
1935 - Road maps<<<Hamilton Region (Ont.)
- Maps - 1935 - Road maps<<<Road maps

---

Request and cite items by
the complete call number forming
the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

---

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"Printed in Canada."
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1487 (PrCt)

Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1488 (PrCt)

75337 Toronto (Ont.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps--><>Toronto Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps--><>Hamilton (Ont.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps--><>Road maps Street guide and metropolitan map of Toronto and metropolitan map of Hamilton : Shell ... [Chicago?] : H.M. Gousha Company, [1936?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell street map of Toronto.
Plate no. J-3
Maps on verso (27 x 43 cm and 21 x 28 cm.): Shell : metropolitan Toronto and vicinity -- Hamilton and vicinity.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 163.17 A (PrCt)

75338 Toronto (Ont.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps--><>Toronto Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps--><>Hamilton (Ont.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps--><>Hamilton Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps--><>Road maps Street guide and metropolitan map of Toronto and metropolitan map of Hamilton / Shell. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1936?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "travel with confidence ... you can be sure of Shell."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1745 (PrCt)

75339 Toronto (Ont.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps--><>Toronto Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps--><>Hamilton (Ont.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps--><>Road maps Street guide and metropolitan map of Toronto and metropolitan map of Hamilton : Shell ... [Chicago?] : H.M. Gousha Company, [1938].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell street map of Toronto.
Date from RMcN AE 164 ms. index.
Plate no. 12-L 1938-1
Maps on verso (27 x 43 cm and 21 x 28 cm.): Shell : metropolitan Toronto and vicinity -- Hamilton and vicinity.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 18 1938 ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 164.63 (PrCt)

75340 Toronto (Ont.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps--><>Toronto Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps--><>Hamilton (Ont.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps--><>Road maps Street guide and metropolitan map of Toronto and metropolitan map of Hamilton : Shell ... [Chicago?] : H.M. Gousha Company, [1939].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell street map of Toronto.
Date from RMcN AE 165 ms. index.
Plate no. M-1-1939-1
Maps on verso (28 x 43 cm and 21 x 28 cm.): Shell : metropolitan Toronto and vicinity -- Hamilton and vicinity.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 17 1939 ... by R.S."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 165.58 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

75341 Toronto (Ont.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps<Toronto Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps>Hamilton Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps>Road maps
Shell street guide and metropolitan map of Toronto and metropolitan map of Hamilton.
[Chicago?] : H. M. Gousha Co., [1940?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H. M. Gousha Company -- H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: Toronto, Hamilton.
"Lithographed in Canada."
Panel art: Shell logo and slogans "travel with confidence" and "you can be sure of Shell."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3915 (PrCt)

75342 Toronto (Ont.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps<Toronto Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps>Hamilton Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps>Road maps
Shell street guide and metropolitan map of Toronto and metropolitan map of Hamilton.
[Chicago?] : H. M. Gousha Co., [1940?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H. M. Gousha Company -- H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: Toronto, Hamilton.
"Lithographed in U.S.A."
Panel art: Shell logo and slogans "travel with confidence" and "you can be sure of Shell."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3916 (PrCt)

75343 Toronto (Ont.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps<Toronto Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps>Hamilton Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps>Road maps
Shell street guide and metropolitan map of Toronto and metropolitan map of Hamilton.
[Chicago?] : H. M. Gousha Co., [1941?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H. M. Gousha Company -- H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: Toronto, Hamilton.
"Lithographed in Canada."
Panel art: Shell logo and slogans "travel with confidence" and "you can be sure of Shell."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4713 (PrCt)

75344 Toronto (Ont.) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps<Toronto Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps>Hamilton Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps>Road maps
Shell street guide and metropolitan map of Toronto and metropolitan map of Hamilton.
[Chicago?] : H. M. Gousha Co., [1942?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H. M. Gousha Company -- H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: Toronto, Hamilton.
"Lithographed in Canada."
Panel art: Shell logo and slogans "travel with confidence" and "you can be sure of Shell."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4590 (PrCt)

75345 Toronto (Ont.) - Maps - 1945 - Road maps<Toronto Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1945 - Road maps>Hamilton Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1945 - Road maps>Road maps
Shell street guide and metropolitan map of Toronto and metropolitan map of Hamilton.
[Chicago?] : H. M. Gousha Co., [1945?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H. M. Gousha Company -- H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: Toronto, Hamilton.
"Lithographed in Canada."
Panel art: Shell logo and slogans "travel with confidence" and "you can be sure of Shell."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4258 (PrCt)

75346 Toronto (Ont.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps<Toronto Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps>Hamilton Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps>Road maps
Shell street guide and metropolitan map of Toronto and metropolitan map of Hamilton.
[Chicago?] : H. M. Gousha Company, [1946].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H. M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: Toronto, Hamilton.
"Lithographed in Canada."
Panel art: Shell logo and slogans "travel with confidence" and "you can be sure of Shell."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
 Added title: Shell street map of Toronto.
Date from RMcN AE 166 ms. index.
Plate no. T-6 1946-2
Maps on verso (28 x 43 cm and 21 x 28 cm.):

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
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75347  
**Toronto (Ont.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps**

*Toronto Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps*

Panel art: Shell logo.
Handstamped "received ... April 29 1947 Rand McNally & Co. Blazed Trails Dept. .... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 166.65 (PrCt)**

75348  
**Toronto (Ont.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps**

*Toronto Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps*

Field title.
Panels include "Toronto Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
**Gousha Clients 5497 (PrCt)**

75350  
**Toronto (Ont.) - Maps - 1990-1999 - Road maps**

*Toronto Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1990-1999 - Road maps*

Forms part of Rand McNally Collection.
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0886407559

**RMcN StrFdr 199-.T67 (PrCt)**

75351  
**Toronto (Ont.) - Maps - 1995 - Road maps**

*Toronto Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1995 - Road maps*

Field title.
Forms part of Rand McNally Collection.
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0886407756

**RMcN StrFdr 1995-.T67 (PrCt)**

75352  
**Toronto (Ont.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps**

*Golden Horseshoe StreetFinder. Markham, Ontario : Allmaps Canada Ltd., 1995.*
StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

**Gousha Clients 4913 (PrCt)**
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0886407567
RMcN StrFdr 1995 .T67a (PrCt)

'This list includes 90 percent of all holdings of maps in the Map Library as well as earlier maps in the Rare Book Library. All atlases in the Map Library are included.'
5A 8041 (NLO)

2 views; on sheet 30 x 24 cm.
Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1727 manuscript views drawn on birch bark by Elizabeth Simcoe; originals in the British Library, Crown Collection 119:15.
Redrawn and published in Diary of Mrs. John Graves Simcoe, wife of the first Lieutenant-Governor of the province of Upper Canada, 1792-6 (Toronto: W. Briggs, 1911) [E5 S5848]
folio Ayer 136 .H91 1907 ser. 1, v. 4, pl. 37.A.B. (PrCt)

75355 Toronto Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1934 - Road maps Hamilton Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1934 - Road maps Street road map: metropolitan Toronto, Hamilton.
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1934].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (3 panel, R,Y): Diagonal "Shell" on red stripe, logo.

Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1163 (PrCt)

75356 Toronto Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps Hamilton Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps Street guide and metropolitan map of Toronto and metropolitan map of Hamilton.
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1937].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"Printed in U.S.A."
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "travel with confidence ... you can be sure of Shell."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 2078 (PrCt)

75357 Toronto Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps Hamilton Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps Street guide and metropolitan map of Toronto and metropolitan map of Hamilton.
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1937].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"Printed in Canada."
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "travel with confidence ... you can be sure of Shell."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 2079 (PrCt)

75358 Toronto Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps Hamilton Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps Street guide and metropolitan map of Toronto and metropolitan map of Hamilton / Shell.
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1938].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"Printed in Canada."
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "travel with confidence ... you can be sure of Shell."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 2079 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Confidence ... you can be sure of Shell.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 3267 (PrCt)

75359 Toranto Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps<>>>Toronto (Ont.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps<>>> Hamilton Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps<>>>Hamilton (Ont.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps<>>>Road maps
Street guide and metropolitan map of Toronto and metropolitan map of Hamilton / Shell.
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1938?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"Printed in U.S.A."
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "travel with confidence ... you can be sure of Shell."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 3268 (PrCt)

75360 Toranto Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps<>>>Toronto (Ont.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps<>>> Hamilton Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps<>>>Hamilton (Ont.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps<>>>Road maps
Street guide and metropolitan map of Toronto and metropolitan map of Hamilton / Shell.
[Chicago?] : H.M. Gousha Co., [1939?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"Lithographed in Canada."
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "travel with confidence ... you can be sure of Shell."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 3584 (PrCt)

75361 Toranto Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps<>>>Toronto (Ont.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps<>>> Hamilton Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps<>>>Hamilton (Ont.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps<>>>Road maps
Street guide and metropolitan map of Toronto and metropolitan map of Hamilton / Shell.
[Chicago?] : H.M. Gousha Co., [1939?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"Lithographed in U.S.A."
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "travel with confidence ... you can be sure of Shell."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 3585 (PrCt)

75362 Toranto Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps<>>>Toronto (Ont.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps<>>> Hamilton Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps<>>>Hamilton (Ont.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps<>>>Road maps
Metropolitan areas of Toronto and Hamilton. B-A service, products : road map. Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948?].
Authors: British American Oil Company, ltd. -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
Panel art: B-A logo; drawing of "Toronto skyline from Island Park."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 5283 (PrCt)

75363 Toranto Region (Ont.) - Maps - Collections, 1950-1980
Perly's bluemap atlas of Greater Toronto.
Authors: Variprint Service -- Perly's Maps Ltd.
v. : maps ; 43 cm
Executive ed.
Continued by: Perly's bluemap atlas Metropolitan Toronto and vicinity.
Reverse-blue-and-white map technique.
Includes individual and master indexes.
Vols. for 1958- include transparent plastic overlay, 'Mapomatic instant location finder'.
Description based on: 1957.
‘Plus Malton, Port Credit, Cooksville, Clarkson, Streetsville, etc. plus Markham, Vaughan and Pickering Townships’.
ISSN 0711267X
oversize G1149.T7 P47 (NLO)

75364 Toranto Region (Ont.) - Pictorial works - 1727 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<>>>York (Ont. : County) - Pictorial works - 1727 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<>>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Bridge on the Donn near York ; Bridge on Donn.
[19--].
2 views ; on sheet 30 x 24 cm.
In: Hulbert, Archer Butler. The Crown Collection

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

folio Ayer 136 .H91 1907 ser. 1, v. 4, pl. 47.A.B. (PrCt)

75365

Toronto Region (Ont.) - Pictorial works - 1727 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<<>York (Ont. : County) - Pictorial works - 1727 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<<>Quinte, Bay of (Ont.) - Pictorial works - 1727 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<<>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles Castle-Frank near York ; Mill on the Appamée [Appanée] River - Bay of Quinty. [19--].


folio Ayer 136 .H91 1907 ser. 1, v. 4, pl. 41.A.B. (PrCt)

75366


Vert 3007 (PrCt)

75368

Tortona (Italy) - Historical geography - Maps - 1830-1839<<<>Bobbio (Italy) - Historical geography - Maps - 1830-1839

Contea di Tortona : per conquista nel 1733 e trattato colla casa d'Austria, 6 giugno 1736; Provincia di Bobbio, per cessione dell'Austria col trattato di Worms del 1743, 13 settembre; Signoria dé Vescovi di Tortona, detta il Vescovado, ceduta alla casa di Savoja nel 1734, 20 gennaio / Allodi inc. [Milano : Presso P.E. Giusti, 1819-1852].


75369

Tortona (Italy) - Maps - 1657 - Pictorial works

La Città di Tortona colonia de Romani.

System requirements: CD-ROM drive. Contains the poster prepared for the conference, the paper proper (21 p.), maps and other illustrations (pp. 22-44), an annotated bibliography of Torre's works (pp. 45-50), a detailed digital image of his 'Mapa de la Isla de Cuba y tierras circunvecinas' (Havana, 1841), and the text of his essay on the map, 'Mapa de la isla de Cuba y tierras circunvecinas' según las divisionesde los naturales con las derotas que siguio el almirante Don Cristobal Colon...’ originally published in Memorias de la Real Sociedad Económica de la Habana 3 (1841): 18-67.

To Collection Services for cataloging, April 2006 (PrCt)
Tortona (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1606
Authors: Bertelli, Pietro, ca. 1571-1621 -- Calvino, Antonio -- Franco Novacco
Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : hand col. ; 345 x 478 mm. (neat line)
Transcription of date uncertain.
Dedication at upper left: Anto. Caluino protonoto. ... di Tortona. ... Di Padoa li 25 Apl. 1606 ...
Pietro Bertelli.
References 1-61 at upper right.
Binding stub and manuscript '71' on verso.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
For a reduced version of this view, see Ilustriorum Italiae urbium tabulae ... ; issued as vol. 8 of Jan Jansson's townbooks of Europe, collectively titled [Theatrum uribium]. Amsterdam, 1657.
Forms part of Jan Jansson's townbooks published in 8 volumes, and collectively known as the Theatrum uribium, in the volume titled Ilustriorum Hispaniae urbium tabulae.
Uniform title: Theatreum uribium
View of Tortona derived and reduced from Pietro Bertelli's map of the same title, originally published Padua, 1606; see Novacco 4F 281.

Tortuga Island (Venezuela) - Maps - 1710 - Manuscripts
[Map of Tortuga Island, Venezuela]. [Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657].
Authors: Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664 -- Bertelli, Pietro, ca. 1571-1621 -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Theatrum uribium (1657)
1 view : hand col. ; 18 x 25 cm.
Accompanied by letterpress text on folio 81, recto and verso.
In Jansson, Jan. Illustriorum Italiae urbium tabulae ... ; issued as vol. 8 of Jansson's townbooks of Europe, collectively titled [Theatrum uribium]. Amsterdam, 1657.
Forms part of Jan Jansson's townbooks published in 8 volumes, and collectively known as the Theatrum uribium, in the volume titled Illustriorum Hispaniae urbium tabulae.
Uniform title: Theatreum uribium
View of Tortuga Island derived and reduced from Bertelli's map of the same title, originally published Padua, 1606; see Novacco 4F 281.

Tortuga Island (Venezuela) - Maps - 1760
1 map ; 8 x 14 cm. on sheet 50 x 30 cm.
Running title: A Description of the island Tortugas.
Map Ref oversize G1025 .T37 ser. 4, v. 1, pt. 2, p. 15 (PrCt)
75374  **Tortuga Island (Venezuela) - Maps - 1783**  
Authors: Messrs. Mount & Page (Firm), fl.  
1781-1784 -- English Pilot. Part 4 (1783) --  
Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map ; 7 x 15 cm. on sheet 47 x 31 cm.  
In: The English pilot : Describing the West-India navigation, from Hudson's Bay to the River Amazones ... (London : Printed for Messrs. Mount and Page, Tower-Hill, 1783) p. 54.  
Running title: A Description of the Island of Tortugas.  
* oversize Ayer 135 .E55 1783 p. 54 (PrCt)  

75375  **Torun (Poland) - Pictorial works - 1657**  
<>Thoren (Poland) SEE Torun (Poland)  
Thorvnivm. Thoren. [Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657].  
Authors: Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664 -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Illustriorvm principumque urbiæ septentrionalium Europæ tabulae [1657] -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Theatrum urbium (1657)  
1 view : hand col. ; 37 x 51 cm.  
Includes references A-I, and K-t, and V.  
Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Thronivm vulgò Torn.  
In: Jansson, Jan. Illustriorvm principumque urbiæ septentrionalium Europæ tabulae, v. 1, [plate 38].  
Issued in volume 1 of 8 in Jansson's townbook atlases, collectively known as the Theatrum urbium (Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657).  
References: Krogt, Peter van der. Koeman’s Atlas, 1793.  
Address to the Friends of the Library, Washington and Lee University, May 1, 2010.  
* Vert 2310, no. 1 (PrCt)  

75376  **Totomistlahuacan (Mexico) - Maps - 1570 - Landowners - Manuscripts - Facsimiles**  
SEE Aztec Cartography <> Cartoon, Aztec SEE Aztec Cartography <> Indian cartography SEE ALSO Aztec Cartography <> Indians of Mexico - Maps - Landowners - Maps  
Authors: Lienzo De Totomixtlahuaca -- Glass, John Burgess -- Centro de Estudios de Historia de México, Condumex -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)  
Facsimile of ca. 1570 manuscript detailing the vicinity of Totomixtlahuacan, Guerrero, with place glyphs and figures glossed in Nahuatl and a brief Nahuatl text. The ms. is currently the property of the publisher.  
No. 362 in Glass, A census of native Middle American pictorial manuscripts (Handbook of Middle American Indians, v. 14).  
Gift '78.  
* Ayer folio F1219.1 .G93 L5 1974 (NLO)  

75377  **Touchton, Tom - Map collections**  
<>Florida - Map collections  
Authors: Touchton, Tom  
7 p. : ill. ; 22 cm.  
Address to the Friends of the Library, Washington and Lee University, May 1, 2010.  
* Vert 2310, no. 2 (PrCt)  

75378  **Touchton, Tom - Map collections**  
<>Touchton, Lavinia W. - Map collections  
<>Florida - Maps - Exhibitions - Catalogs  
<>Tampa Bay History Center - Map collections  
Authors: Tampa Bay History Center -- Touchton, Tom -- Touchton, Lavinia W.  
1 leaflet (4-fold) : maps ; fold to 23 x 11 cm.  
Laid in, an exhibit checklist, "Four hundred years of Florida maps, 1513 to 1913 : a selection from the J. Thomas Touchton and Lavinia W. Touchton Collection of Florida Cartography," (22 items).  
* Vert 2310, no. 2 (PrCt)  

75379  **Toulon (France) 1793 - Harbors - Nautical charts**  
<>Nautical charts - Toulon (France) - Maps - 1793 - Harbors  
<>Nautical charts  
The Roads and harbour of Toulon... London : W. Faden, 1793.  
Authors: Faden, William, 1749-1836 -- Faden, William, 1749-1836. Le Petit Neptune français -- or, French coasting pilot for the coast of Flanders Channel Bay of Biscay and Mediterranean 1793  
1 map ; 19 x 31 cm.  
In: Faden, William. Le Petit Neptune français; or, French coasting pilot, for the coast of Flanders, Channel, Bay of Biscay, and Mediterranean ... (London : W. Faden, 1793). ‘Plate 29.’  

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.  
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Attacks and defences of the city of Toulon besieged by the army of the allies by sea & land under his royal highness the Duke of Savoy, and Sir Cloudesley Shovel, Admiral of the British Fleet on the 1st of August 1707. [London? Knapton, ca. 1740?].

Added title in bottom margin: Plan of Toulon, with a view of its road, and the situation of its towns, &c. For Mr. Tindal's continuation of Mr. Rapin's history of England.

Includes references to the action in the night of ye 14th of Aug[us]t 1707" A-G.

Oriented with north at upper left.

Inset (10 x 11 cm.): Plan to shew where the advanced guards were posted ... to prevent the investing of Toulon.

75386 Toulon (France) - Maps - 1713 - Fortification
Rade de Toulon. Paris : De Fer, [1713?].
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Loon, H. V. (Herman van) -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720.
Introduction à la fortification ... [1713?]
1 map ; 26 x 16 cm.
In: Fer, Nicolas de. Introduction à la fortification ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, [1713?]?) map [26].
Map apparently re-engraved incompletely with date '1705' (?).
For later state of this map, with engraved plate number, see Case folio U 26 .292.
For earlier version of this map, engraved on different plate, see Case folio U 26 .293.
Case oversize U 26.2919 map [27] (PrCt)

75387 Toulon (France) - Maps - 1744 - Harbors<<>>Toulon Region (France) - Maps - 1744 - Coasts
Plan de la baye et rades de Toulon. [Amsterdam : Hendrik de Leth, 1744].
Authors: Leth, Hendrik de, 1703-1766 -- Leth, Hendrik de, 1703-1766. Plusieurs plans des ports et rades de la Mer Mediterranee = Naaaukeurige Afbeeldingh van de Voornaamste Havenen, Baayen, en Gronden, Langs de Middellantsche Zee (1744) -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). Ill:X7 a, b, c, d
1 map ; 17 x 24 cm., on sheet 56 x 65 cm.
Anonymous map without imprint.
Printed on the same sheet with: Plan de la baye et rades de Marseille. A Amsterdam, Chez Henry de Leth -- Plan du port de Cette aux plages du Languedoc. A Amsterdam, Chez Henry de Leth -- Plan du port de Cette aux plages du en Languedoc. A Amsterdam, Chez Henry de Leth. Oriented with north at upper left.
Forms part of an incomplete (?) atlas comprised of loose and uncut sheets: Leth, Hendrik de. Plusieurs plans des ports et rades de la Mer Mediterranee = Naaaukeurige Afbeeldingh van de Voornaamste Havenen, Baayen, en Gronden, Langs de Middellantsche Zee (Amsterdam : Henrik de Leth, 1744) sheet 4 of 5.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G5672.M4P55 1744 .L4 sheet 4 of 5 (PrCt)

75388 Toulon (France) - Maps - 1753 - Harbors - Nautical charts<<>>Nautical charts - Toulon (France) - 1753 - Harbors<<>>Nautical charts
Bay of Toulon. [London : W. and J. Mount, T. and T. Page, 1753].
Authors: W. and J. Mount, T. and T. Page (Firm), fl. ca. 1753-1755 -- English Pilot. Part 3 (1753) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 22 x 17 cm.
Engraved map printed on page of letterpress text.

75389 Toulon (France) - Maps - 1771 - Harbors - Nautical charts<<>>Nautical charts - Toulon (France) - 1771 - Harbors<<>>Nautical charts
Bay of Toulon. [London : J. Mount and T. Page, 1771].
Authors: Mount, John, d. 1786 -- Page, Thomas, d. 1781 -- English Pilot. Part 3 (1771) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 22 x 17 cm. on sheet 47 x 30 cm.
Engraved map printed beneath letterpress text (p. 21): A Description of the coast of Provence.
In: The English pilot : Part III : Describing the sea-coasts ... in the whole Mediterranean Sea ... (London : Printed for J. Mount, and T. Page, on Tower-Hill, 1771), [plate 17]
Baskes oversize G1956.P5 E5 1771, [plate 17] (PrCt)

75390 Toulon (France) - Maps - 1816 - Harbors
Toulon. London : I. Luffman, [1816?].
Authors: Luffman, J. (John), 1756-1846 -- Luffman, J. (John), 1756-1846. Select plans of cities, harbours, forts, &c ... [1816?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; hand col. ; 17 x 23 cm.
In: Luffman, John. Select plans of cities, harbours, forts, &c ... (London: Luffman, [1816?]), plate [13].
folio Ayer 135 .L94 1816 pl. [13] (PrCt)

75391 Toulon (France) - Maps - 1840<<>>Toulon (France) - Maps - 1840 - Pictorial works
Toulon. Ancient Telo Martius. London : [Chapman & Hall], 1840 [i.e.1844].
Authors: Clarke, W. B. -- Davies, Benjamin Rees -- Chapman and Hall -- Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (Great Britain) -- Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (Great Britain). Maps of the Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (1844) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 38 cm.
'Drawn by W.B. Clarke'
'Engraved by B.R. Davies'
Inset view (5 x 38 cm.): Panoramic view of Toulon from the outworks on the east.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Toulon Region (France) - Maps - 1794
Geometrical survey of the environs of Toulon.
1794 [i.e. 1816?].
[General atlas of modern geography ... ]
[1775-1816] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map ; 41 x 55 cm.
In: Faden, William [and others]. [General atlas of modern geography : a collection of large scale maps and charts of all parts of the world]
([London, etc. : W. Faden, etc., 1775-1816]) v. 1, pl. [74].
Imprint on map: William Faden ... [London] 1794. Includes lists of ships 'burnt' and 'remaining' in December 1793.
Verso handstamped '53.'
oversize Ayer 135 .G32 1775 v. 1, pl. 74 (PrCt)

Toulouse (France) - Maps - 1611
La Ville de Tholose. [Rouen : David Geuffroy, 1611?].
Authors: Desrues, François, ca. 1575-1633 -- Geuffroy, David
1 map : woodcut ; 47 x 66 mm.
In Des Rues, François. Description contenant toutes les singularitez de plus celebres villes et places remarquables du royaume de France (Rouen: David Geuffroy, [1611?]), p. 324. Map enclosed in oval within a rectangular frame with fleurs-de-lis in corners.
This woodblock is the same as the Paris block on p. 33.
Title from letterpress above map.
Case DC24 .D47 [map] (PrCt)

Toulouse (France) - Maps - 1680-1689
Tholosa. Paris, [168-?].
Authors: Jollain, Francis -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:Y3
1 map ; 38 x 52 cm.
Added title: Tholose.
References: 1-90, A-Z.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
3073
Sack map4F G5834.T6 168- J6 (PrCt)

Toulouse (France) - Pictorial works - 1552
[View of Toulouse, France]. [Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552].
Authors: Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552. Cosmographiae uniuersalis ... (1552) -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : woodcut ; 4 x 5 cm., on sheet 32 x 21 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Added letterpress title above woodcut: Tolosa
In: Münster, Sebastian. Cosmographiae uniuersalis ... (Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552), p. 91.
Possibly an inaccurate view, since some of the woodcuts in this volume were used for more than one town.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1606, [plate 25 B] (PrCt)

Toulon Region (France) - Maps - 1891
Touraine. Tyronensis dycatvs et confinvm Galliae Celtice descripict / Perlustrata & descripta haec regio est ab Ysaaco Franco Regio Aedili, nec non in ea provincia Via rum magistro.
[London : John Norton], 1592 [ie. 1606].
1 map : hand col. ; 35 x 45 cm.
Printed no. 25 and English letterpress text on verso beginning: The dukedome of Tovrain. This region is not very large ... In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatrum orbis terrarum ... (London : J. Norton, 1606), [plate 25 B].
Digital image of a duplicate or variant edition available on Marcel P.R. van den Broecke's Cartographica Neerlandica website (accessed June 2012):
http://www.orteliusmaps.com/book/ort42.html
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1606, [plate 25 B] (PrCt)

Touraine (France) - Maps - 1694
Diocese de l'archevesché de Tours. Paris, 1694.
Authors: Mariette, Gregory -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G89
1 map : hand col. ; 43 x 50 cm.
5047
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G5833.16 1694 M3 (PrCt)

Touraine (France) - Maps - 1891
Touraine, with Normandy & Brittany : their Celtic monuments, ancient castles, pleasant watering-places and rocky islands ... / C. B. Black. London : Adam and Charles Black, 1891.
Authors: Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- Black's guide books -- Black, C. B. (Charles

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Tournai (Belgium) - History - Siege, 1709 -
Maps
Tournay a strong city and castle in the Earldom of Flanders taken by the Confederates July 7, 1709 and left as a barrier town to the Dutch by the Treaty of Utrecht. [London : s.n., ca. 1785?].
1 map ; 36 x 46 cm.
Added title in bottom margin: Plan of the siege of Tournay. For Mr. Tindal's continuation of Mr. Rapin's history of England.
Includes references 1-7.
Identifies armies with the names of commanding officers.

Tournai (Belgium) - History - Siege, 1709 -
Maps
Plan de la ville et citadelle de Tournay. Brussels, 1709.
1 map ; 29 x 32 cm.
References A-G.
Phillips 7962 no. [39-40].
3104
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6014.T6 1709 F7a (PrCt)

Tournai (Belgium) - History - Siege, 1709 -
Maps
Plan de la ville et citadelle de Tournay. Brussels, 1709.
1 map ; 39 x 50 cm.
References A-E.
Phillips 7962 no. [39-40].
3103
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6014.T6 1709 F7 (PrCt)

Tournai (Belgium) - Maps - 1620
Tournay. [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Deventer, Jacob van, d. 1575 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Library
1 map : hand col. ; 37 x 44 cm.
Derived from a drawing by Jacob van Deventer; see R.A. Skelton’s Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.
Includes references 1-30.
Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Tornacvm.

VAULT oversize Ayer 135.B8 1573, v. 4, pl. 9 (PrCt)

75410 Tournai (Belgium) - Maps - 1689
Authors: Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718 -- Padoani, Domenico, fl. 1689 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718. Citta, fortezze, isole, e porti principale dell' Europa ... (1689) 1 map ; 24 x 38 cm.
In: Coronelli, Vincenzo. Citta, e cittadella di Tournai ... (1689) -- Padoani, Domenico (Venice : Dom. Padouani, 1689) pl. [24].

VAULT folio Ayer 135.C8 1689 pl. 24 (PrCt)

75411 Tournai (Belgium) - Maps - 1695 - Fortification Tournai, ville forte du Pais Bas ... [Paris : De Fer, 1695].
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes -- avec leurs fortifications ... (1695-1696) 1 map ; 21 x 28 cm.
In: Fer, Nicolas de. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes; avec leurs fortifications ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, 1695-1696) pt. 4, map [59].
Manuscript ‘(2)’ at upper right.
Case folio U 26. 293 pt. 4, map [59] (PrCt)

Authors: Fricx, Eugène-Henri, d. 1733 -- Harrewijn, Jacobus, 1660-1727 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:U44 1 map and 1 profile ; 20 x 26 cm. and 18 x 31 cm.
References A-Z.
Phillips 7962 no. [41].
3137
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6014.T6 1709 F7b (PrCt)

75413 Tournai (Belgium) - Maps - 1713 - Fortification Tournai, ville forte du Pais Bas ... Paris : De Fer, [1713?].
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Starckman, P. -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Introduction à la fortification ... [1713?] 1 map ; 20 x 29 cm.
In: Fer, Nicolas de. Introduction à la fortification ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, [1713?]) map [57].
For later state of this map, with engraved plate number, see Case folio U 26 .229.
For earlier version of this map, engraved on different plate, see Case folio U 26 .293.
Case oversize U 26.2919 map [57] (PrCt)

Authors: Cappelier, Bernard -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Cordier, Louis, -1711 -- Loewenstein, Jean Ernest de, 18th cent. -- Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756. [A Collection of Seutter maps] [1726-1773] 1 map : hand col. ; 64 x 46 cm. Forms part of a made-to-order composite atlas chiefly comprised of undated maps issued ca. 1734-ca. 1744.
Case oversize G 1007 .81 pl. [14] (PrCt)

75415 Tournai Region (Belgium) - Maps - 1710 Dorneck oder Tourmey mitt nahe anligender Gegend. Augsburg : Gabriel Bodenehr, 1710.
Authors: Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. -- Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. Atlas curieux -- oder, Neuer und compendieuser atlas 1710 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 13 x 28 cm.
In: Bodenehr, Gabriel. Atlas curieux; oder, Neuer und compendieuser atlas ... (Augsburg : Gabriel Bodenehr, 1710?) pl. [31]. Engraved plate no. ’32.’
Ayer 135.B6 pl. 31 (PrCt)

75416 Tours (France) - Maps - 1611 - Pictorial works<<<>Woodcuts La Ville de Tours capitale de Touraine. [Rouen : David Geuffroy, 1611?].
Authors: Desrues, François, ca. 1575-1633 -- Geuffroy, David 1 view : woodcut ; 48 x 65 mm. In Des Rues, François. Description contenant tutte les singularitez de plus celebres villes et places remarquables du royaume de France (Rouen: David Geuffroy, [1611?]), p. 146. View enclosed in oval within a rectangular frame with fleurs-de-lis in corners.
Title from letterpress above view.
Case DC24 .D47 [map] (PrCt)

75417 Tours (France) - Pictorial works - 1561 Tvrones vulgo Tours le jardin de France. [Cologne : s.n.], 1561 [i.e. ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 --
Tower of London celebrates 900 years

Tours (France) - Pictorial works - 1620

Towner County (N.D.) - Maps - 1928 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps

Tower of London (London, England) - Description and travel - 1966

Tower City (N.D.) - Pictorial works - 1879-1884

Townsend, Dennis, 1817-1874

(Pr Ct)

(Pr Ct)

(Pr Ct)

(Pr Ct)

(Pr Ct)

(Pr Ct)
Townsend, Dennis, 1817-1874>Globes, Folding

Authors: Mayo, Leslee
3 leaves ; 28 cm.
Typescript biographical sketch of Townsend written by his 'half 2nd great-grandniece.'

Trade routes - Maps - 1913>Commerce - Maps - 1913>Nautical charts - 1913>Atlases, British - 1913>Shipping routes SEE Trade routes>>Nautical charts Philip's mercantile marine atlas : a series of 35 plates containing over 200 charts & plans, with tables of 10,000 distances between ports, national & commercial flags, lists of British & United States consulates, and complete index of 20,000 ports, &c. ... / edited by George Philip.
London ; Liverpool : G. Philip & Son, Ltd. ; The London Geographical Institute ; Philip, Son & nephew, 1913.
Authors: Philip, George, 1870-1937 -- George Philip & Son -- London Geographical Institute -- Philip, Son & Nephew -- Philip, George, 1870-1937 SEE ALSO George Philip & Son -- George Philip & Son SEE ALSO George Philip, George, 1870-1937
1 atlas (viii, 28 p. : 33 col. maps, 2 col. plates) ; 53 cm.
4th ed.
"Specially designed for merchant shippers, exporters & ocean travellers and for general use."
Map also cataloged separately.
References: Phillips 4147 and 5708; Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 277.
oversize H 7001 .68 (NLO)

Trade routes - Maps - 1913 - Index maps>>Philip, George, 1870-1937. Philips’ mercantile marine atlas : a series of 35 plates ... with ... distances between ports ... (1913) - Index maps>>World maps - 1913
Index map to charts 1-21. [London] : G. Philip & Son, Ltd. ; The London Geographical Institute, [1913].
Authors: George Philip & Son -- London Geographical Institute -- Philip, George, 1870-1937. Philips’ mercantile marine atlas : a series of 35 plates ... with ... distances between ports ... (1913)
1 map : col. ; 44 x 66 cm.
In: Philip, George. Philips’ mercantile marine atlas : a series of 35 plates ... with ... distances between ports ... (London ; Liverpool : G. Philip & Son, Ltd. ; The London Geographical Institute ; Philip, Son & Nephew, 1913), p. vi-vii.
oversize H 7001 .68, p. vi-vii (PrCt)

Authors: George Philip & Son -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 32 maps ; 518 x 400 mm.
3rd ed.
Includes nautical charts.
Phillips 5707
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)


Phipps' Mercantile marine atlas: a series of 35 plates containing over 200 charts & plans, with tables of 10,000 distances between ports, national & commercial flags, cable & wireless telegraphy charts with list of wireless stations, lists of British & United States consulates, and complete index of 20,000 ports, &c. London: G. Philip & Son, ltd. [etc.], 1913.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1060 .P5 1952 (NLO)


Microfiche 583, no. 594 (PrCt)

75438 Tramezzino, Michele, d. 1579<<>>Tramezzino family<<>>Printing - Italy - Venice - History - Sources

Annali tipografici dei Tramezzino. Venice: Istituto per la collaborazione culturale, [1966].

Authors: Tinto, Alberto -- Newberry Library. John M. Wing Foundation

xxxvi, 128 p. : plates (facsims.): 25 cm.

Series: Annali della tipografia veneziana del cinquecento, 1

Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.

Wing Z 311 .T671 (NLO)

75439 Trana Castello (Trana, Italy) - Pictorial works - 1819

Trana Castello in Piemonte degli Orsini. [Milano: Presso P.E. Giusti, 1819-1852].

Authors: Citterio, F. -- Litta, Pompeo 1781-1852.

Famiglie celebri di Italia 1819-1852 -- Giusti, P. E.

1 view (aquatint) ; 26 x 36 cm.

In Litta, Pompeo, Famiglie celebri di Italia (Milano: Presso P.E. Giusti, 1819-1852), v. 11, fol. [165].

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Authors: Fuchs, Vivian, Sir -- Hillary, Edmund, Sir -- Little, Brown and Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 9 maps
Edition: A1
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Authors: Imperial Oil Limited -- General Drafting Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 41 x 90 cm., folded to 22 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Eastern Canada, 1963 / Imperial Oil Limited.
Maps on verso (42 x 80 and 11 x 20 cm.):
Panel art: Illustrations of Canadian tourist destinations.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 730 (PrCt)

75442 Transit, Surveyor's - Handbooks, manuals, etc. - 1976<->Plane-table - Handbooks, manuals, etc. - 1976<->Surveyor's transit
SEE Transit, Surveyor's
Authors: Young, Steven P. L. 28, [1] p. : ill. ; 22 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [29]).
Vert 1905, no. 2 (PrCt)

75443 Transkei (South Africa) - Politics and government - 1972
Authors: Mohr, Charles
1 p. : map
Travel Vertical File G8503 .T6F1 1972 .M6 (PrCt)

75444 Transkei (South Africa) - Politics and government - 1975
Authors: South African Scope
P. 2
Travel Vertical File G8503 .T6F1 1975 .S6 (PrCt)

75445 Transkei (South Africa) - Politics and government - 1976
Authors: Burns, John F., 1944-
1 p. : map, photos
Travel Vertical File G8503 .T6 1976 .B8 (PrCt)

75446 Transkei (South Africa) - Politics and government - 1976<->Republic of Transkei (South Africa) SEE Transkei (South Africa)
Authors: Kamm, Henry
1 p. : map
Travel Vertical File G8503 .T6F1 1976 .K3 (PrCt)

75447 Transkei (South Africa) - Politics and government - 1978
Authors: Burns, John F., 1944-
2 p. : map
Travel Vertical File G8503 .T6 1978 .B8 (PrCt)

75448 Transkei (South Africa) - Politics and government - 1981
Authors: SA Digest
3 p. : photos
"This article appeared in the October 1981 edition of Growth."
Travel Vertical File G8503 .T6F1 1981 .S3 (PrCt)

Pocket maps and the American dream: emigrant maps in the cartographic history library. Arlington : Special Collections, the University of Texas at Arlington, 1988.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
75450 Transportation Maps - United States - Bibliography - 1800-1899
United States - Transportation Maps - Bibliography - 1800-1899
United States. National Archives - Map Collections - Inventories
Authors: United States. National Archives and Records Administration -- McLaughlin, Patrick D. -- Conference on the National Archives and Research in Historical Cartography [3], 15 p.
Duplicate copy: g 10.9211 no. 2.
BHC 2499
Vert 2044 (PrCt)

75451 Transylvania (Romania) - Description and travel - 1541
... Chorographia Transilvaniae, recognita et emendata. Vienna : I. P. Kravs, 1746.
Reichersdorf's chorography was first published in 1541.
folio F 57 .8, v. 1, p. 778-799 (PrCt)

75452 Transylvania (Romania) Description and travel - 1991
Transylvania (Principality) SEE Transylvania (Romania) - 1991
Authors: Paulin, Harry W.
1 p. : photo
Travel Vertical File G6882 .T7E635 1991 .P3 (PrCt)

75453 Transylvania (Romania) - Maps - 1566-1588
Transilvania . [Antwerp : Christophe Plantin], 1566 [i.e. 1588].
Title from oversize lettering at top center.
In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatro de la tierra vniversal (Antwerp : Christophe Plantin, 1588), [plate 85].
Printed no. 85 and Spanish letterpress text on verso beginning: Transilvania. El Señor Esteanu Broderith ...
Digital image of a duplicate or variant edition available on Marcel P.R. van den Broecke's Cartographica Neerlandica website (accessed June 2012):
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1588, [plate 85] (PrCt)

75454 Transylvania (Romania) - Maps - 1566-1606
Transilvania . [London : John Norton], 1566 [i.e. 1606].
Authors: Zsàmboki, János, 1531-1584 -- Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598 -- Norton, John, -1612 -- Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598. Theatrum orbis terrarum ... (1606) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 42 cm.
Title from oversize lettering at top center.
In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatrum orbis terrarum ... (London : J. Norton, 1606), [plate 97].
Printed no. 97 and English letterpress text on verso beginning: Transyslavia. Steuen Broderith, in his Treatise ...
Digital image of another copy available on Marcel P.R. van den Broecke's Cartographica Neerlandica website (accessed August 2012):
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1606, [plate 97] (PrCt)
János, 1531-1584
1 map : 30 x 42 cm.
Title from cartouche at top center.
Added title from cartouche at bottom left: Hanc
vitra: vel Transilvania, quae et Pannodacia, et
Dacia Ripensis, vvelgibSibembyrgen
ata[ue] Doctiss Ia[nn]es. Sa[m]bucus.
Pannonius.
In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatrvm orbis terrarvm
(Antwerp : A.C. Diesth, 1570), [plate 43].
Printed no. 43 and Latin letterpress text on verso
beginning: Transylvania. D. Stephanus
Broderith in opusculo excuso Basileae ... .
Duplicate copy: VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7
1570.
Digital image of another copy available on Marcel
P.R. van den Broecke's Cartographica
References: Karrow, Mapmakers of the sixteenth
century (1993), p. 8; Broecke, Ortelius atlas
VAULT Case oversize G 1007 .64, [plate 43]
(PrCt)
75456 Transylvania (Romania) - Maps - 1625
Transylvania / [Jodocus Hondius]. [London :
Printed by W. Stansby for H. Fetherstone, 1625].
Authors: Purchas, Samuel, 1577-?1626 --
Hondius, Jodocus, 1563-1612 -- Purchas,
Samuel, 1577-1626. Purchas his pilgrimes
(1625) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry
Library)
1 map : copper engraving ; 12.1 x 16.3 cm. on
sheet 32 x 21 cm.
In: Purchas, Samuel. Purchas his pilgrimes
(London: Printed by W. Stansby for H.
Fetherstone, 1625), v. 2, p. 1363.
Letterpress above map: Hondivs his Map of
Transilvania.
Digital image available on Library of Congress
website (accessed Nov. 2010) :
http://bit.ly/cNGdSk
VAULT Ayer 110 .P9 1625, v. 2, p. 1363 (PrCt)
75457 Transylvania (Romania) - Maps - 1650-1750
Principauté de Transilvanie : tirée de W. Lazius,
de l. Sambucus, et de G. Mercator &c. / par le Sr.
Sanson d'Abbev., geogr. ordre. de Sa Majté. ; J.
Lhuiller fecit. A Paris : Chez l'autheur, [between
1650 and 1750].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Lazius,
Wolfgang, 1514-1565 -- Szàmboki, János,
1531-1584 -- Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594 --
Lhuiler, Jan -- Delamarche, Charles François,
1740-1817. Atlas général : contenant le détail
des quatre parties du monde [1798?] -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 38 x 55 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:870,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
In composite world atlas possibly compiled and
published by Charles François Delamarche: Atlas
général : contenant le détail des quatre parties du
monde [Paris? : s.n., 1798?], [ptie 2], [plate 27].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .A77 1798, [ptie 2],
[plate 27] (NLO)
75458 Transylvania (Romania) - Maps - 1696
Principauté de Transsilvanie divisée en cinq
nations ... Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : H. laillot [i.e.
P. Mortier], 1696.
Authors: Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?1712 --
Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Mortier, Pierre --
Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. [Atlas nouveau
contenant toutes les parties du monde ... ] (1696)
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 60 cm.
Added title, upper margin: Nova Transilvaniae
principatus tabula, et ... Burgundiae ductis.
In: Sanson, Nicolas. [Atlas nouveau contenant
toutes les parties du monde ... ] (Amsterdam :
Pierre Mortier, 1696) v. 2, map [20].
Forms part of atlas published by P. Mortier in
Amsterdam; chiefly comprised of maps bearing
the counterfeit imprint of H. Jaillot in Paris.
Case oversize G 1007 .781 v. 2, map [20]
(PrCt)
75459 Transylvania (Romania) - Maps - 1700
Principauté de Transsilvanie divisée en cinq
nations. Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : H. laillot [i.e.
Pieter Mortier], 1696 [i.e. ca. 1700].
Authors: Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?1712 --
Mortier, Pierre -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert,
1632?1712. Atlas minor ad usum serenissimi
burgundiae ductis ... [ca. 1700]) -- Edward E. Ayer
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Added title, upper margin: Nova Transilvaniae
principatus tabula ... .
In counterfeit edition of: Jaillot, Alexis Hubert.
Atlas minor ad usum serenissimi burgundiae ductis ...
([Amsterdam : Pieter Mortier, ca. 1700])
no. [33].
Manuscript ‘33’ at upper right.
State 1 of the plate.
For the variant state of the plate, see Sack
map4F oG6882.T7 1696 .J3 state 1700.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .J25 1693 no. [33]
(PrCt)
75460 Transylvania (Romania) - Maps - 1700
Principauté de Transsilvanie divisée en cinq
nations. Amsterdam, [ca. 1700].
Authors: Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?1712 --
Mortier, Pierre -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map
Collection (Newberry Library). III:O14
1 map
Added title: Nova Transilvaniae principatus
Tabula.
Ca. 1700 state of the plate.
For state 1 of the plate, see Ayer */+135 J25 1693
75461 Transylvania (Romania) - Maps - 1745
Principatus Transilvaniae in suas quasque nationes earumque sedes et regiones ...
Nuremberg: Homann Erben, [ca. 1745].
Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Homann Erben (Firm) -- Müller, J. C. (Johann Christoph), 1673-1721 -- Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724. Atlas novus terrarum orbis [ca. 1745] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 56 cm.
In: Homann, Johann Baptist. Atlas novus terrarum orbis (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 20 x 24 cm.
Oriented with north at upper left.
Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger): English Pilot. Part 3 (1753)
oversize Ayer 135 .H7 1730, [plate 166] (PrCt)

75463 Transylvania (Romania) - Maps - 1784
Principaute de Transilvaniae et pays circonvoisins dressé sur les meilleures cartes. À Venise
[Venice]: par P. Santini ; chez Remondini, 1784.
Authors: Santini, P. -- Remondini, Giuseppe Antonio, 1747-1811 -- Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (1784 [i.e. 1807?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 55 cm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .S4 1807, v. 1, no. 51 [C] (PrCt)

75464 Trapani (Italy) - Maps - 1753 - Harbors - Nautical charts
A Description of the harbour of Trapana Vechio. [London : W. and J. Mount, T. and T. Page, 1753].
Authors: W. and J. Mount, T. and T. Page (Firm), fl. ca. 1753-1755 -- English Pilot. Part 3 (1753) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 20 x 24 cm.
Oriented with north at upper left.
Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger): English Pilot. Part 3 (1753)
oversize Ayer 135 .E55 1753 p. 37 (PrCt)

75465 Trapani (Italy) - Maps - 1771 - Harbors - Nautical charts
A Description of the harbour of Trapana Vechio. [London : J. Mount and T. Page, 1771].
Authors: Mount, John, d. 1786 -- Page, d. 1781 -- English Pilot. Part 3 (1771) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : woodcut ; 21 x 25 cm. on sheet 47 x 30 cm.
Oriented with north at upper left.
In: The English pilot : Part III : Describing the sea-coasts ... in the whole Mediterranean Sea ... (London: Printed for J. Mount, T. Page, on Tower-Hill, 1771), [plate 30]
Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger): English Pilot. Part 3 (1771)
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1956.P5 E5 1771, [plate 30] (PrCt)

75466 Trapani (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1580
La Città di Trapani in Sicilia. Roma: [Roman]: Henricus van Schoel formis, [ca. 1580].
Authors: Schoel, Hendrik van, fl. 1557-1602 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view ; 331 x 526 mm. (neat line), 388 x 527 mm. (plate mark)
Hendrik van Schoel's imprint and references 1-72 in top margin.
Manuscript '219' at bottom right.
Bella and Bella, Cartografia rara ... dalla collezione Franco Novacco (1986) p. 143, no. 135.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
3 v. (xxxii, 1479 p.) : ill., maps ; 29 cm.  
Contents: v. 1. A to F -- v. 2. G to P -- v. 3. R to Z; index.  
Includes bibliographical references and indexes.  
LC Card Number: 2003005352  
ISBN 1579582478 (set : alk. paper); 157958425X (v. 1); 1579584241 (v. 2); 1579584403 (v. 3)  
Ref G465 .L565 2003 (NLO)

75474  
| Traverse County (Minn.) - Maps - 1960 - Landowners<->Counties - Maps<->Landowners - Maps |
|---|---|---|---|

75475  
| Travis County (Tex.) - Maps - 1880 - Landowners<->Counties - Maps<->Landowners - Maps |
|---|---|---|---|

75477  

75478  

75479  
Treaties - Europe - Maps - 1814-1891


Treaties - Europe - Maps - 1814-1891

The Map of Europe by treaty ; showing the various political and territorial changes which have taken place since the general peace of 1814. With numerous maps and notes ... By Edward Hertslet ... London : Butterworths [etc.], 1875-1891. Authors: Hertslet, Edward, Sir, 1824-1902 -- Butterworths (Firm) -- Harrison & Son, Printers -- Buffalo Library -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 atlas (4 v. : maps (part folded)) ; 26 cm. Incomplete: lacking v. 4; previously owned by Buffalo Library. Duplicate copy (also incomplete, but including v. 4): Baskes KZ626 1875. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library. Vol. 4: Printed for H.M. Stationery office by Harrison and sons. Paged continuously.


A Listing of maps published in the Tredyffrin Easttown History Quarterly - Maps - Indexes

A Map of the Tremiti Islands in the Adriatic Sea [Venice : Nicolò Zoppino, 1528]. Authors: Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530 -- Zoppino, Nicolò, fl. 1508-1544 -- Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530. Libro di Benedetto Bordone : nel qual si ragiona de tutte l'isole del mondo ... (1528) 1 map : woodcut ; within printed borders 8 x 14 cm., on sheet 31 x 21 cm. Title supplied by cataloger. The principal island is identified as S. Ma. de Tremidi. In: Bordon, Benedetto. Libro di Benedetto Bordone : nel qual si ragiona de tutte l'isole del mondo ... (Venice : Nicolò Zoppino, 1528), folio XXXIII. References: Karrow, Mapmakers of the 16th cent. (1993), p. 91. Case folio G 117 .108, folio XXXIII (PrCt)

Tremiti Islands (Italy) - Maps - 1528<<>Woodcuts


Tredyffrin (Pa. : Township) - Maps - Bibliography

A Listing of maps published in the Tredyffrin Easttown History Quarterly - Maps - Indexes

Tremiti Islands (Italy) - Maps - 1528<<>Woodcuts

In Antoine Henri Jomini, Atlas pour servir à l'intelligence de l'Histoire critique et militaire des guerres de la révolution (Paris: J.-B. Petit, 1839), pl. 30. Relief shown by hachures. Positions of French and Allied troops indicated by colors. Includes tipped-on flap (33 x 15 cm.) showing "Mouvement du 19 Juin." At upper and lower left: Explication des signes. At upper right: Pl. XXX. Case oversize F 393 .457, pl. 30 (PrCt)

Treaties - Europe - Maps - 1814-1891

The Map of Europe by treaty ; showing the various political and territorial changes which have taken place since the general peace of 1814. With numerous maps and notes ... By Edward Hertslet ... London : Butterworths [etc.], 1875-1891. Authors: Hertslet, Edward, Sir, 1824-1902 -- Butterworths (Firm) -- Harrison & Son, Printers -- Buffalo Library -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 atlas (4 v. : maps (part folded)) ; 26 cm. Incomplete: lacking v. 4; previously owned by Buffalo Library. Duplicate copy (also incomplete, but including v. 4): Baskes KZ626 1875. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library. Vol. 4: Printed for H.M. Stationery office by Harrison and sons. Paged continuously.


Treaties - Europe - Maps - 1814-1891

The Map of Europe by treaty ; showing the various political and territorial changes which have taken place since the general peace of 1814. With numerous maps and notes ... By Edward Hertslet ... London : Butterworths [etc.], 1875-1891. Authors: Hertslet, Edward, Sir, 1824-1902 -- Butterworths (Firm) -- Harrison & Son, Printers -- Buffalo Library -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 atlas (4 v. : maps (part folded)) ; 26 cm. Incomplete: lacking v. 4; previously owned by Buffalo Library. Duplicate copy (also incomplete, but including v. 4): Baskes KZ626 1875. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library. Vol. 4: Printed for H.M. Stationery office by Harrison and sons. Paged continuously.


Treaties - Europe - Maps - 1814-1891

The Map of Europe by treaty ; showing the various political and territorial changes which have taken place since the general peace of 1814. With numerous maps and notes ... By Edward Hertslet ... London : Butterworths [etc.], 1875-1891. Authors: Hertslet, Edward, Sir, 1824-1902 -- Butterworths (Firm) -- Harrison & Son, Printers -- Buffalo Library -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 atlas (4 v. : maps (part folded)) ; 26 cm. Incomplete: lacking v. 4; previously owned by Buffalo Library. Duplicate copy (also incomplete, but including v. 4): Baskes KZ626 1875. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library. Vol. 4: Printed for H.M. Stationery office by Harrison and sons. Paged continuously.

Includes 23 references, A-Z.
Koeman B1 89 (33).
2163
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
**Sack map4F G6712.T7 1704 B6 (PrCt)**

Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Trempealeau County 4-H Clubs (Wis.) 1 atlas (43 p.) : 44 maps ; 22 x 28 cm.
Title from cover.
Includes index.
Scale: 1 1/4 in. equals 1 mile.
'Sponsored by Trempealeau County 4H Clubs.'
folio G1418.T74 R64 1962 (NLO)**

Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Trempealeau County 4-H Clubs (Wis.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 atlas (41 p.) : 24 maps ; 28 cm.
Scale [1:50,688].
Title from cover.
'Sponsored by Trempealeau County 4-H Clubs.' Includes business directory and index to owners.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
**Baskes folio G4123.T7G46 1967 .R58 (NLO)**

75488 **Trentino Alto Adige (Italy) - Maps - 1680 Territorium Tridentinum. Amsterdam, [ca. 1680].
Authors: Schenk & Valck, Amsterdam -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:77 1 map : hand col. ; 35 x 46 cm.
2318
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
**VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:77 (PrCt)**

4a ed.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 559-574) and indexes.
Maps by P. Corbellini.
Maps on lining papers.
Series: Guida d’Italia del T.C.I.
Dust jacket.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 54040231
**Baskes DG416.C742 T54 1939 (1947 printing) (NLO)**

Authors: Touring club italiano -- Guida d’Italia del T.C.I. -- Consociazione turistica italiana -- Bertarelli, L. V. (Luigi Vittorio), 1859-1926 -- Antonio Vallardi (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 620 p., [26] leaves of plates (some folded) : 29 maps and plans (some col., some folded) ; 16 cm.
4a ed.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 559-574) and indexes.
Maps by Antonio Vallardi.
Maps on lining papers.
Series: Guida d’Italia del T.C.I.
Dust jacket.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskets DG416.C742 T54 1939 (NLO)

75492 Trentino-Alto Adige (Italy) - Maps - Catalogs
Authors: Mastrelli Anzilotti, Giulia=Anzilotti, Giulia Mastrelli SEE Mastrelli Anzilotti, Giulia -- Anzilotti Mastrelli, Giulia SEE Mastrelli Anzilotti, Giulia -- Anzilotti
Bibliography: p. 34-35.
GA895.T7 A8 no.1, pt.2 (NLO)

75493 Trento, Giovan Battista, ca. 1523-ca. 1588.
cvi, 482 p., [21] p. of plates : ill., maps ; 23 cm. + 1 folded map in pocket
Includes bibliographical references (p. [407]-428) and index.
Series: Travaux d'humanisme et Renaissance, no 463.
Includes facsimile of 1566 woodcut map attributed to the artist Théodore de Bèze: Mappe-monde nouvelle papistique [Geneva], 1566 and 1567. This allegorical and satirical map of the Church of Rome issued to accompany separately published text variously attributed to Giovan BattistaTrento, Pierre Viret, Pierre Eskrich, and Théodore de Bèze: Histoire de la mappe-monde papistique
Digital image of the map (only) available on website of the Symposium on the Conservation and Preservation of Cultural Properties held May 1997 in Tainan, Taiwan:
http://www.hua-stroefer.de/ge/g4-index/g4-maptw .pdf
ISBN 9782600012652 (hd.bd.) ; 2600012656 (hd.bd.)
BX1763 .T745 2009 (NLO)

75494 Trento (Italy) - Maps - 1620
Tridentvm, Trent. [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Valvasori, Giovanni Andrea, fl. 1510-1572 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 35 x 47 cm.
Derived from a 1562 woodcut by Giovanni Andrea di Vavasore; see R.A. Skelton’s Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.
Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Tridentvm.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 3, pl. 48 (PrCt)

75495 Trento (Italy) - Maps - 1710
Trient mit der gegen auf 2 Stund. Augsburg : Gabriel Bodenehr, 1710.
Authors: Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. -- Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. Atlas curieux -- oder, Neuer und compendieuser atlas 1710 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 14 x 21 cm.
In: Bodenehr, Gabriel. Atlas curieux; oder, Neuer und compendieuser atlas ... ([Augsburg : Gabriel Bodenehr, 1710?]) pl. [62]. Engraved plate no. '65.'
Ayer 135 .B6 pl. 62 (PrCt)

75496 Trento (Italy) - Province - Maps - 1908<<Italy, Northern - Maps - 1908<<Garda, Lake, Region (Italy) - Maps - 1908<<Arco Region (Italy) - Maps - 1908 Illustrierter Führer durch den Kurort Arco und durch Riva sowie rings um den Gardasee mit Einschluss der Städte Rovereto, Trient, Verona, Brescia und Mantua / herausgegeben von Leo Woerl ; mit Plan- und Kartenbeilagen und Illustrationen. Leipzig : Woerl's Reisebücherverlag, [1908?].
Authors: Woerl, Leo, 1843-1918 -- Woerl's Reisebücherverlag -- Woerl's Reisehandbücher -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Edition: 3. Aufl.
Forward dated: 1908.
Includes index.
Series: Woerl's Reisehandbücher.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G153 .W64 Arco (1908) (NLO)

75497 Trenton, Battle of, Trenton, N.J., 1776 - Maps - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

Washington, George, 1732-1799

Manuscript maps

Plans, &c. hitherto published (1777)

Selected from the most authentic maps, charts, plans, &c. hitherto published (London : Printed for William Faden ...., 1777), pl. [21].

map7C 4, pl. 21 (PrCt)

75500 Trepassey (N.L.) - Maps - 1794 - Nautical charts

Nautical charts

Placentia Bay (N.L.) - Maps - 1794 - Nautical charts

St. Mary's Bay (N.L.) - Maps - 1794 - Nautical charts

St. Mary's Bay (N.L.) - 1794

Nautical charts

The Harbour of Trepassey with Mutton and Biscay Bays; The Road and Harbour of Placentia by James Cook; St. Mary's Harbour / T. Jeffreys sculp. London : Laurie & Whittle, 53 Fleet Street, 12th May, 1794.

Authors: Jefferys, Thomas, -1771 -- Laurie & Whittle -- Cook, James, 1728-1779 -- Laurie & Whittle. The North American pilot for Newfoundland, Labrador, the Gulf and River St. Laurence ... (1794) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection

Newberry Library

Baskes oversize G1186.P5 .C6 1794, map 5 (PrCt)

75501 Treviso (Italy) - Maps - 1704

Pictorial works - 1704

Pictorial works

Trevigny (Italy)

Trevigny ou Tervise, ville de l'Etat de Venise, elle est capitale de la Marche Trevisiane, Treviso : Fondazione Benetton Studi Ricerche, 2011.

Authors: Mortier, Pierre -- Fondazione Benetton 1 map ; 47 x 66 cm.

Facsimile of original map in Blaeu's Nouveau théâtre d'Italie (Amsterdam, 1704).

Issued as part of a folder about the exhibition "Atlante Trevigiano: Cartografie e iconografie di città e territorio dal XV al XX secolo."

Inset view (with references 1-15): Veue de Trevigny

map4F G6714.T814 1704 .B5 2011 (PrCt)

75502 Treviso (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1620

Tarvisi. [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].

Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Pozzoserrato.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>75509</td>
<td>Tricarico (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1620---Tricarico (Italy) SEE Tricarico (Italy) Tricaricvm basilicatae civitas. [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620]. Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 view : hand col. ; 32 x 51 cm. Includes references 1-38. Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Tricaricvm. In: Braun, Georg and Franz Hogenberg. Civitates orbis terrarum [Cologne: Pieter von Brachel?, ca. 1620] v. 6, plate 57. VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 6, pl. 57 (PrCt)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75510</td>
<td>Trier (Germany : Gebietseinheiten) - Maps - 1701</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Johann Gabriel Sack
Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:192
1 map : hand col. ; 54 x 41 cm.
2431
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johann Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johann Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:192 (PrCt)

Trier (Germany) - Maps - 1689<<>><<Trier (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1689
Authors: Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718 -- Padoani, Domenico, fl. 1689 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718. Citta, fortezze, isole, e porti principale dell' Europa ... (1689)
1 map ; 14 x 44 cm.
VAULT folio Ayer 135 .C8 1689 pl. 28 (PrCt)

Trier (Germany) - Maps - 1906<<>><<Trier Region (Germany) - Maps - 1906<<>><<Moselle River Valley - Maps - 1906
Includes index.
Series: Woerl's Reisehandbücher.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .W64 Trier (1906) (NLO)

Trier (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1552<<>><<Woodcuts
Authors: Stimmer, Christoph, 16th cent. -- Kandel, David, d. 1587 -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552.
Cosmographiae uniuersalis ... (1552) -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : woodcut ; 23 x 38 cm., on sheet 32 x 40 cm.
Letterpress title above woodcut view with letterpress place names.
Added title from banner held aloft by 2 cherubs: Treuersis Trier
Letterpress 81 and text on verso: Civitas Trevirsisis delineata ...
Oriented with north at left.
In: Münster, Sebastian. Cosmographiae uniuersalis ... (Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552), p. [82-83].
VAULT folio Ayer 7 .M8 1552, p. [82-83] (PrCt)

Trier (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1620
Typvs ac silvs antqvissimae et praecipvae mediomatricvm civitatis Treviirsisis. [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : hand col. ; 16 x 46 cm. on sheet 41 x 54 cm.
View derived from a 1550 woodcut by Sebastian Münster; see R.A. Skelton’s Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.
Added title in uppercase lettering: Treveris.
On same sheet with: Situs ciuitatis Conflventinae, Germanis Koblenz ... -- Rotenbvgym ad Tubarum, elegans Franconiae oppidum ... .
Latin letterpress text on verso under titles: Treveris -- Conflventia -- Rotenbvrgym.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 1, pl. 36 (PrCt)

Trier Region (Germany) - Maps - 1740<<>><<Trier-Saarburg (Germany) - Maps - 1740<<>><<Rhineland-Palatinate (Germany) -Maps - 1740
Authors: Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756 -- Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756. Atlas novus sive tabulae geographicæ totius orbis faciæm, partes, imperia, regna et provincias exhibentes [1740?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 56 cm.
"Cum gratia et privil. S.R.I. Vicariatus, in partibus Rheni, Sueviae, et juris Franconici."
Scale [ca. 1:310,000].
In: Seutter, Matthaeus. Atlas novus sive tabulae geographicae totius orbis faciem, partes, imperia, regna et provincias exhibentes (Augsburg : [Seutter], 1740?), plate [27].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

VAULT Baskes oversize G1015 .S48 1740, plate [27] (NLO)

75516 Triesnecker, Franz de Paula, 1745-1817 - Biography
Authors: Neubauer, Manfred
BHC 2473
Vert 2018 (PrCt)

75517 Trieste (Italy) - Maps - 1904<<>>Trieste (Italy : Province) - Maps - 1904
Authors: A. Hartleben’s Verlag -- A. Hartleben’s illustrierter Führer -- Freytag and Berndt -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Spine title: Triest-Führer
Maps by Freytag und Berndt.
Map in pocket.
Includes index.
Series: A. Hartleben’s illustrierter Führer ; Nr. 10.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .H37 Nr. 10 (1904) (NLO)

75518 Trigonometry - Bibliography
Bibliographical check list of all works on trigonometry published up to 1700 A.D. 1946 and 1952.
Authors: Karpsinski, Louis Charles, 1878-1956
BHC 2576
Vert 2113 (PrCt)

75519 Trigonometry - History - 1945
The Place of trigonometry in the development of mathematical ideas. 1945.
Authors: Karpsinski, Louis Charles, 1878-1956
BHC 2577
Vert 2114 (PrCt)

75520 Trinidad and Tobago - 1970
Authors: Kayser, Frederic G.
1 booklet (8 p.) ; 26 x 20 cm.
Three-hole punched.
Travel Vertical File G5146 .G1 1970 .U5 (PrCt)

75521 Trinidad and Tobago - 1977
Authors: Kayser, Frederic G.
1 booklet (24 p.) ; 26 x 20 cm.
Three-hole punched.
Series: Overseas business reports, OBR 77-33.
Travel Vertical File G5146 .G1 1977 .T7 (PrCt)

75522 Trinidad and Tobago - Description and travel - 1975
Authors: United States. Dept. of State
1 booklet (4 p.) ; map ; 27 x 20 cm.
Five-hole punched.
Travel Vertical File G5146 .E635 1975 .U5 (PrCt)

75523 Trinidad and Tobago - Description and travel - 1978
Rhythmic Trinidad Historic Tobago. New York : Trinidad and Tobago Tourist Board, [ca. 1978].
Authors: Trinidad and Tobago Tourist Board
1 leaflet (4-fold) : col. map and photos ; 23 x 10 cm.
Travel Vertical File G5146 .E635 1978 .T7 (PrCt)

75524 Trinidad and Tobago - Description and travel - 1979
Trinidad and Tobago: "Just the two of us" packages. New York : Trinidad and Tobago Tourist Board, 1979.
Authors: British West Indian Airways -- Trinidad and Tobago Tourist Board -- BWIA SEE British West Indian Airways
1 leaflet (6-fold) : col. photos ; 23 x 10 cm.
Travel Vertical File G5146 .E635a 1979 .T7 (PrCt)

75525 Trinidad and Tobago - Description and travel - 1979
Practical questions and answers about your vacation in rhythmic Trinidad and romantic Tobago. New York : Trinidad and Tobago Tourist Board, 1979.
Authors: Trinidad and Tobago Tourist Board
1 booklet (12 p.) ; map and ills. ; 22 x 8 cm.
Travel Vertical File G5146 .E635a 1979 .T7 (PrCt)

75526 Trinidad and Tobago - Description and travel - 1982
Authors: Kaplan, Robert D.
1 p. : map and photo
Travel Vertical File G5151 .E635 1982 .K3 (PrCt)

75527 Trinidad and Tobago - Description and travel - 1983
Authors: United States. Dept. of State
1 booklet (28 p.) : map and photos ; 28 x 21 cm.
Three-hole punched.
Series: Department and Foreign Service Series, 345.
Travel Vertical File G5146 .E635 1983 .U5 (PrCt)

75528 Trinidad and Tobago - Description and travel - 1988
Authors: Mills, Therese
18 p. : col. maps and photos ; 27 cm.

Authors: Texaco, inc. -- Rand McNally and Company
1 map : col. ; 33 x 51 cm., folded to 18 x 9 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Trinidad. Identifies passenger airline routes. Includes illustration of "Texaco refinery" at Pointe-à-Pierre.
Plate no. 5941
Maps on verso (20 x 24 cm): Port of Spain -- Tobago -- San Fernando -- Lesser Antilles [identifying passenger airline routes].
Panel art: Texaco sign; illustrations of car passing rural and urban gas stations.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Clients 3861 (PrCt)

Authors: Texaco, inc. -- Rand McNally and Company
1 map : col. ; 33 x 42 cm., on sheet 74 x 46 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco map of Trinidad. Identifies "Texaco refinery" at Pointe-à-Pierre.
Plate no. 676159-5
Insets (20 x 23 cm. and smaller): Port of Spain, Trinidad -- Tobago -- San Fernando, Trinidad. Map on verso (42 x 70 cm): Texaco map of West Indies [identifying passenger airline routes].
Panel art: Texaco sign; illustrations of car passing rural and urban gas stations.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Clients 3869 (PrCt)

75532 Trinidad (Colo.) - Maps - 1873
Sketch of Trinidad, Colorado. 1873.
1 map : 11 x 10 cm. on sheet 30 x 40 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:18,900].
Govt. W 8.5:2 pl. 5, after p. 490 (PrCt)

75533 Trinidad - Maps - 1798
A Chart of the Isle of Trinidad : from the documents &ca. of the Spanish vessels employed in surveying the coasts of the Gulf of Mexico, 1793. London : Published by W. Faden, Geographer to the King and to HRH the Prince of Wales ...., 1798.
Authors: Faden, William, 1749-1836
1 map : hand col. ; 40 x 54 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:235,000]
Geographical names in both English and Spanish.
Includes coastline, coastal features, soundings, navigational hazards, towns and settlements, roads, streams and other bodies of water, and pictorial representation of selected vegetation and relief.
Apparently detached from an atlas; binding stub on verso.
http://www.nmm.ac.uk/collections/explore/object.cfm?id=GREN80A%2F4
Reference : Tooley, R. V. (ed.) 'Some early printed maps of Trinidad and Tobago’ in Map Collectors’ Circle 10 (1964), no. 4.
94072601NL.
map4F G5150 1798 .F3 (NLO)

75534 Trinidad - Maps - 1872 Guyana - Maps - 1872
2 maps : col. ; 13 x 23 cm. and 24 x 15 cm., on sheet 48 x 32 cm.
Collective title in upper margin.
Margins include pictorial vignettes of natives in local costume and flora and fauna.
Printed plate no. "XL" at upper right.
Case oversize G1019 .A38 1872, plate [40]

(PrCt)

75535 Trinità dei Monti (Church : Rome, Italy) - Pictorial works - 1600 Rome (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1600
Authors: Jode, Petrum d. 1600 -- De Landau, Horace, barone, 1824-1903 -- Finaly, Madame, d. 1938 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view ; 290 x 431 mm. (neat line), on sheet 312 x 436 mm.
View of the neighborhood around the Trinità dei Monti in Rome, previous to construction of the Spanish Steps.
Ex De Landau; ex Finaly.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
e44 Novacco 2F 143 (PrCt)

Trinity Harbour ; Carboneire and Harbour Grace ; St. Johns Harbour / T. Jeffereys sculp. London : Laurie & Whittle, No. 53, Fleet Street, 12th May, 1794.
Authors: Jefferys, Thomas, 1794 -- Laurie & Whittle -- Laurie & Whittle. The North American pilot for Newfoundland, Labrador, the Gulf and River St. Laurence ... (1794) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
3 maps ; 37 x 15 cm. and smaller, on sheet 55 x 36 cm.
In: Robert Laurie and James Whittle. The North American pilot for Newfoundland, Labrador, the Gulf and River St. Laurence ... (London : Printed and published by Robert Laurie and James Whittle ... successors to the late Mr. Robert Sayer, 1794), map 4.
Printed plate nos. "IV" and "4" at upper right.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1186.P5 .C6 1794, map 4 (PrCt)

75537 Trinity College (Dublin, Ireland). Map Library
The Trinity College map library. 1987.
Authors: Ferguson, Paul
From Newsletter: Friends of the Library, Trinity College, Dublin 7, (Spring 1987).
BHC 2364
Vert 1915 (PrCt)

75538 Trinity County (Calif.) - Maps - 1894 - Landowners - Counties - Maps

75539 Trinity County (Tex.) - Maps - 1879 - Landowners - Counties - Maps

75540 Trinity (N.L.) - Maps - 1748 - Harbors - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

75543 Trinity River Region (Tex.) - Maps - 1844 - Hydrography - Manuscripts

75544 Trinity (N.L.) - Maps - 1748 - Harbors - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Tripoli (Libya) - Maps - 1561

Tripoli, città di Barbaria, così detta ... [Rome? s.n., ca.1561?].
Authors: Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 299 x 435 mm. (plate mark), remargined to 441 x 514 mm.
Lacking engraved title; title from letterpress text in bottom margin; includes key to sites A-I and K-P.
Compiled in expectation of a 1561 battle that never occurred between Christian and Muslim forces; shows armies and navies.
Relief shown pictorially.
Manuscript '121' (?) on verso.
For variant states lacking letterpress text but bearing engraved title see Novacco 4F 403 (lacking imprint) and Novacco 4F 404 (bearing imprint of Claudio Duchetti and Hendrik van Schoel).
Bella and Bella, Cartografia rara ... dalla collezione Franco Novacco (1986) p. 145, no. 137.
Tooley 554.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
h20a
Novacco 4F 405 (PrCt)

75546

Tripoli (Libya) - Maps - 1561

Il Ureo disegno del porto della città della fortezza, et del sito dove e posta Tripoli di Barbaria ... 1567. Ven. [Venice] : alla librarìa della Colonna [i.e. Bolognino Zaltieri], 1567 [i.e. 1569].
Authors: Ballino, Giulio, d. ca. 1592 -- Ballino, Giulio, d. ca. 1592. De' disegni delle piu illustri città, et fortezze del mondo ... (1569) -- Zaltieri, Bolognino, fl. 1555-1576
1 view ; 20 x 28 cm.
Title from cartouche at upper left.
Added title in oversize lettering: Tripoli de Barbaria
Letterpress text on verso.
In: Ballino, Giulio. De’ disegni delle più illustri città, et fortezze del mondo ... (Venice: Bolognino Zaltieri, 1569), plate [47].

VAULT Case folio G 117 .06, plate [47] (PrCt)

75548 **Tripoli (Libya) - Maps - 1602**

Authors: Duchetti, Claudio, fl. 1554-1585 -- Schoel, Hendrik van, fl. 1557-1602 -- Lange, Otto, 1879-1944 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 296 x 433 mm. (plate mark), on sheet 426 x 565 mm.
Compiled in expectation of a 1561 battle that never occurred between Christian and Muslim forces; shows armies and navies. Lacking key to lettered sites.
Relief shown pictorially.
Manuscript '165' at bottom right:
For variant states see Novacco 4F 403 (lackiing imprint) and Novacco 4F 405 (bearing letterpress title and text).
Cf. Tooley 554.

Ex Lange.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**Novacco 4F 404 (PrCt)**

75549 **Tripoli (Libya) - Maps - 1676**

*Tripoli in Barbary / W. Hollar fecit,* 1676. 1676.
Authors: Hollar, Wenceslaus, 1607-1677 -- Narbrough, John -- Newcomb, Thomas, d. 1681 or 2
1 map
Detached from Narbrough, John. A Particular narrative of the burning in the port of Tripoli, belonging to those corsairs ([London:] In the Savoy, printed by Tho. Newcomb, 1676), following t.p. [Case IF 455.8444, vol. for 1639-1697]

**temp map2F G8264.T7 1676 .H6 (PrCt)**

75550 **Tripoli (Libya) - Maps - 1695 - Fortification**

*Plan de Tripoly en Barbarie.* [Paris : De Fer, 1695].
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes -- avec leurs fortifications ... (1695-1696)
1 map ; 23 x 29 cm.
In: Fer, Nicolas de. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes; avec leurs fortifications ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, 1695-1696) pt. 6, map [124].
Manuscript ("24") at upper right.

**Case folio U 26. 293 pt. 6, map [124] (PrCt)**

75551 **Tripoli (Libya) - Maps - 1713 - Fortification**

*Le Port d'Alger ...* Paris : De Fer, [1713?].
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Introduction à la fortification ... [1713?]
1 map ; 15 x 31 cm.
In: Fer, Nicolas de. Introduction à la fortification ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, [1713?]) map [172]. For later state of this map, with engraved plate number, see Case folio U 26.292.
For earlier version of this map, engraved on different plate, see Case folio U 26.293.

**Case oversize U 26.2919 map [172] (PrCt)**

75552 **Tripoli (Libya) - Maps - 1713 - Fortification**

*Plan de Tripoly en Barbarie.* [Paris : De Fer, 1713?].
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Stuart -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Introduction à la fortification ... [1713?]
1 map ; 25 x 36 cm.
In: Fer, Nicolas de. Introduction à la fortification ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, [1713?]) map [171]. For later state of this map, with engraved plate number, see Case folio U 26.292.
For earlier version of this map, engraved on different plate, see Case folio U 26.293.

**Case oversize U 26.2919 map [171] (PrCt)**

75553 **Tristan da Cunha - Description and travel - 1974**

Authors: Bulletin of the Africa Institute of South Africa
1 p. ; 28 x 19 cm.


75554 **Trogir (Croatia) - Maps - 1574***

**Trogir Region (Croatia) - Maps - 1574***

**Trau (Croatia) SEE Trogir (Croatia)**

*Trau citta nella Dalmacia vicino al Spaleto ...* [Venice : Giovanni Francesco Camocio?, 1574?].
Authors: Camocio, Giovanni Francesco, 16th cent. -- Camocio, Giovanni Francesco, 16th cent. [Isole famose porti, fortezze, e terre maritime sottoposte alla Ser.ma Sig.ria di Venetia ad altri principi christiani, et al Sig.or Turco] [1574?]

Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 17 x 21 cm.
Relief shown pictorially.
In atlas lacking title page: Camocio, Giovanni Francesco. [Isole famose porti, fortezze, e terre maritime sottoposte alla Ser.ma Sig.ria di Venetia ad altri principi christiani, et al Sig.or Turco, nouame[n]te poste in luce] [Venice? : Alla libraria del segno di S. Marco? ; G.F. Camocio?, 1574?], [plate 8].

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Manuscript no. 8 at upper right. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

VAULT Baskes folio G1955 .C3 1574, [plate 8] (PrCt)

75558 Trois-Rivières (Québec) - Pictorial works - 1784 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles Montréal Region (Québec) - Pictorial works - 1784 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles Manuscript maps - Facsimiles A View of Three Rivers, taken from the road leading to Pointe du Lac. [19--].


folio Ayer 136 .H91 1909 ser. 2, v. 2, pl. 25 (PrCt)

75556 Trompette (France) - Maps - 1696 - Fortification Gironde Estuary (France) - Maps - 1696 - Fortification

Plan du Chasteau Trompette. Paris : De Fer, [1696].

Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes -- avec leurs fortifications ... (1695-1696) 1 map 22 x 28 cm.


75557 Trompette (France) - Maps - 1713 - Fortification Gironde Estuary (France) - Maps - 1713 - Fortification

Plan du Chasteau Trompette. Paris : De Fer, [1713?].

Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Introduction à la fortification ... [1713?] 1 map ; 16 x 28 cm.

In: Fer, Nicolas de. Introduction à la fortification ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, [1713?]) map [23]. For later state of this map, with engraved plate number, see Case folio U 26 .292. For earlier version of this map, engraved on different plate, see Case folio U 26 .293. Case oversize U 26 .2919 map [23] (PrCt)

75558 Trondheim Fjord (Norway) - Maps - 1668


Baskes oversize G1015 .A77 1798, [ptie 1], [plate 20] (NLO)
75562  Troy (N.Y.) - Maps - 1930 - Road maps

[Map of Troy, New York with illustration of a woman holding a folding fan.] [S.l. s.n., ca. 1930].
Authors: Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 12 x 20 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Letter "F" at bottom right.
Woman in Victorian dress partially obstructing the map, fanning herself in front of a chair and a dresser.
Incomplete and lacking imprint; trimmed from unidentified text.
Mounted on backing sheet; verso includes descriptive text obscured by backing.
Previously bound with a collection of pictorial maps in binders labeled "Points of Interest."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 190.46 K (PrCT)

75563  Troyes (France) - Maps - 1611 - Pictorial works

La Ville de Troyes en Champagne. [Rouen : David Geuffroy, 1611?].
Authors: Desrues, François, ca. 1575-1633 - Geuffroy, David
1 view : woodcut ; 45 x 54 mm.
In Des Rues, François. Description contenant toutes les singularitez de plus celebres villes et places remarquables du royaume de France (Rouen: David Geuffroy, [1611?]), p. 95.
View enclosed in oval within a rectangular frame with fleurs-de-lis in corners.
Title from letterpress above view.
Case DC24 .D47 [map] (PrCT)

75564  Trujillo (Honduras) - Pictorial works - 1871 - Truxillo (Honduras) SEE Trujillo (Honduras)

Truxillo. [London : John Ogilby, 1671].
Authors: Ogilby, John, 1600-1676 -- Ogilby, John, 1600-1676. America : being the latest, and most accurate description of the New World ... (1671) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 view ; 28 x 34 cm.
Ships shown in foreground.
Includes references A-H in bottom margin.
In: Ogilby, John. America : being the latest, and most accurate description of the New World ... (London : Printed by the author, 1671) following p. 230.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O3 1671 following p. 230 (PrCT)

75565  Trumbull County (Ohio) - Maps - 1830-1850 - Landowners - Counts - Landowners - Maps

Trumbull County, Ohio, cadastral or land ownership maps, 1830 -- 1840 -- 1850.
Authors: Allen, Ruth -- Ohio Genealogical Society. Trumbull County Chapter -- Whipporwill Publications
116, [40] p. : chiefly maps ; 36 cm.
Compiled and edited by Ruth Allen for the Trumbull County Chapter of the Ohio Genealogical Society.
folio G1398.T7 T78 1985 (NLO)

75566  Trumbull County (Ohio) - Maps - 1856 - Landowners - Counties - Landowners - Maps

Authors: Browne, P. J. -- Gillette, Matthews & Co. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 39.5 x 59 in. Scale: 1:43,000.
Originally published Philadelphia: Gillette,
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Matthews & Co., 1856.
Microfiche 583, no. 680 (PrCt)

75567 Trumbull County (Ohio) - Maps - 1874 - Landowners - Maps - 1874<<>>Trumbull County (Ohio) - Maps - 1874 - Pictorial works<<>>Counties - Maps<><<><Landowners - Maps
Combination atlas map of Trumbull County, Ohio. Knightstown, Ind. The Bookmark, 1874.
Trumbull County Chapter
1 atlas (132 [i.e. 160] p. : maps, ports., views) ; 43 x 36 cm.
Facsimile of original published Chicago: L.H. Everts & Co., 1874; 'Duval & Hunter pr[inters] Phila.'
'Name index ... compiled by members of the Trumbull County Chapter, Ohio Genealogical Society'--p. [2].
Includes historical and biographical text.
Phillips 16455.
13636
ICN74
map6C 76 (NLO)

75568 Trumbull County (Ohio) - Maps - 1874 - Landowners<><<><Warren (Ohio) - Maps - 1874 - Landowners<><<><Counties - Maps<><<><Landowners - Maps
Combination atlas map of Trumbull County, Ohio : compiled, drawn and published from personal examinations and surveys. Chicago : L.H. Everts, 1874.
1 atlas (122 p.) : ill., col. maps, ports. ; 45 cm.
Includes directories, brief history of the county, and brief biographies and portraits of early residents.
Scale not given.
Library buckram; folding map of Warren City laid in.
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005; includes CHS ownership markings.
CHS Coll., Atlas no. 147
oversize G4083.T7G46 1874 .E8 (NLO)

75569 Trumbull County (Ohio) - Maps - 1899 - Landowners<><<><Counties - Maps<><<><Landowners - Maps
Atlas and directory of Trumbull County, Ohio: including a directory of freeholders and official register of the county. Evansville, Ind. Unigraphic, 1879.
Authors: American Atlas Company (1894-1901) -- Unigraphic (Evansville, Ind.)
236, 105 p. : ill., maps, ports. ; 36 cm.
'Index [to] Atlas and directory of Trumbull County, Ohio' (105 p.) at end.
80-46169
folio G1398.T7 A5 1899a (NLO)

75570 Truchet, Olivier. Icy est le vray pourtrait natural ... de Paris (1550)<<>>Cartography - Paris (France) - History - 1550
Authors: Chirac, Jacques -- Truchet, Olivier -- Dérens, Jean -- Fleury, Michel, 1923-88 p. : ill. (1 col.), maps ; 35 cm.
Includes facsimile of Olivier Truchet's map originally published as Icy est le vray pourtrait natural ... de Paris (Paris, 1550), bibliographical references (p. 75), and index.
'...Édition en fac-similé du Plan de Paris d'Olivier Truchet et Germain Hoyau, dont le seul exemplaire connu est conservé à la Bibliothèque publique de l'Université de Bâle sous la cote AA 124'--T.p. verso.
ISBN 385879001X
map5C G5834.P3 1550 T7 1980 Guide (NLO)

75571 Tschudi, Aegidius, 1505-1572
Authors: Blumer, Walter, 1888- -- Imago mundi (1503) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
p. 57-60 : port. ; 2 maps ; 30 cm.
In: Imago mundi 10 (1953): 57-60.
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3193, no. 3.
Map Ref folio GA1 .I6, v. 10, p. 57-60 (PrCt)

75572 Tschudi, Aegidius, 1505-1572
Aegidius Tschudis kartographische Arbeiten. [Bielefeld, etc.] : Velhagen & Klasing [etc.], [1972].
Authors: Blumer, Walter, 1888- -- Kartographische Nachrichten (1972) -- Jacobson, Ilse
p. 18-22 ; port. ; 24 cm.
Accompanied by English translation by Ilse Jacobson (10 p. : typescript ; 28 cm.).
Vert 3192, no. 1 (PrCt)

75573 Tschudi, Aegidius, 1505-1572
Tschud or Schudy. [Cambridge, Eng. ; New York : At the University Press, 1911].

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

75574 Tschudi, Aegidius, 1505-1572

75575 Tschudi, Aegidius, 1505-1572

75576 Tschudi, Aegidius, 1505-1572

75577 Tschudi, Aegidius, 1505-1572

75578 Tschudi, Aegidius, 1505-1572
[Notes on Aegidius Tschudi]. [Chicago, 198?-]. Authors: Karrow, Robert W. 1 file folder : 25 x 30 cm. Bibliographical notes and drafts used in the preparation of the chapter on Aegidius Tschudi in: Karrow, Mapmakers of the sixteenth century and their maps (1993). Vert 3194 (PrCt)

75579 Tschudi, Aegidius, 1505-1572

75580 Tschudi, Aegidius, 1505-1572

75581 Tschudi, Aegidius, 1505-1572

Tschudi, Aegidius, 1505-1572. [Map of Switzerland] (1538-?)

Beitrag zur Kenntnis der ältesten Schweizerkarte von Aegidius Tschudi. [Bern: Naturforschenden Gesellschaft in Bern, 1885].
Authors: Graf, J. H. (Johann Heinrich), 1852-1918 -- Mittheilungen der naturforschenden Gesellschaft in Bern (1885)
p. 43-60 ; 23 cm.
Photocopies from: Mittheilungen der naturforschenden Gesellschaft in Bern 1 (1885): 43-60.
Vert 3193, no. 8 (PrtCt)

Tschudi, Aegidius, 1505-1572. [Maps of Switzerland] (1538-?)

Authors: Oechsl, Wilhelm, 1851-1919 -- Anzeiger für schweizerische Geschichte (1894-1897)
p. 192-198 ; 24 cm.
Photocopies from: Anzeiger für schweizerische Geschichte n.s. 7 (1894-1897): 192-198.
Vert 3192, no. 11 (PrtCt)

Tschudi, Aegidius, 1505-1572. [Maps of Switzerland] (1538-?)

The Alpine maps of Aegidius Tschudi. [London: The Alpine Club, 1934].
Authors: Thorington, J. Monroe (James Monroe), b. 1894 -- Alpine journal (1934)
p. 146-154 : 7 maps ; 22 cm.
Identifies the King George Islands and part of the Tuamotu Archipelago in French Polynesia.
In Kotzebue, Otto von. A Voyage of discovery into the South Sea and Beering’s Straits for the purpose of exploring a North-east Passage : undertaken in the years 1815-1818 ... (London : Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme, and Brown, 1821) v. 1, following p. 358.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Graft 2356 v. 1, following p. 358 (PrCt)

Tubac (Ariz.) - Pictorial works - 1886
Tubac. [New York : Harper & Brothers, 1886].
Authors: Dunn, Jacob Piatt, 1855-1924.
Massacres of the mountains : a history of the Indian wars of the far west (1886) -- Harper & Brothers -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 view ; 9 x 16 cm.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copies: Ayer 4A 967 -- F 807 .24
Graft 1181 p. [393] (PrCt)

Tubac (Arizona) - Maps - 1768 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Plano del presidio de S. Ignacio de Tubac en la provincia de Sonora situado en 32 grados y 3 minutos de latitud boreal y en 252° y 24' de long. cont. ... [19--].
Authors: Urrutia, José de, 1728-1800 -- British Library. Add. Ms. 17662 h -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1768 manuscript.
MapPhoto England BL Add. Ms. 17662 h (PrCt)

Tuamotu Archipelago (French Polynesia) - Maps - 1816 - <>-<>Koing George Islands (French Polynesia) - Maps - 1816 - <>-<>Riurik (Brig) - Travel - 1816 - Maps<>-<>Rurick (Ship) SEE Riurik (Brig)
Chart from the 14th to the 16th degree of south latitude & from the 138th to the 149th degree of west longitude, from Greenwich, shewing the course taken by the Rurick ... April 1816 / Sidy. Hall, sculpt. London : Published by Longman & Co., Octr. 8th 1821.
Authors: Hall, Sidney -- Kotzebue, Otto von, 1787-1846. A Voyage of discovery into the South Sea and Beering’s Straits for the purpose of exploring a North-east Passage : undertaken in the years 1815-1818 ... (1821) -- Riurik (Brig) -- Longman & Co. -- Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme, and Brown -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library) -- Rurick (Ship) SEE Riurik (Brig)
1 map ; 16 x 50 cm., on sheet folded to 21 x 12 cm.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
75597 Tubingen (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1657
Tubinga. [Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657].
Authors: Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664 -- Jansson, Jan, 1558-1664. Urbium totius Germaniae superiores illustrorum clariorumque tabulae ... Pars posterior [i.e. prior] (1657) -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Theatrum urbium (1657)
1 view : hand col. ; 15 x 47 cm.
Added title: Tubingen.
On same sheet with: Eislebia comitatvs
Mansfeldiae opp.
Latin letterpress text on verso under titles:
Eislebia -- Tubinga.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 4, pl. 40 (PrCt)

75598 Tübingen Region (Germany) - Maps - 1710
Tübingen mit dero Gegend auf 2 Stund.
Augsburg : Gabriel Bodenehr, 1710.
Authors: Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. -- Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. Atlas curieus -- oder, Neuer und compendieuser atlas 1710 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 14 x 21 cm.
In: Bodenehr, Gabriel. Atlas curieus; oder, Neuer und compendieuser atlas ... (Augsburg : Gabriel Bodenehr, 1710?) pl. [79]. Engraved plate no. '82.'
Ayer 135 .B6 pl. 79 (PrCt)

75599 Tucson (Ariz.) - Maps - 1952 - Road maps
1 map : col. ; 69 x 42 cm. on sheet 72 x 52 cm.
Added title: Map of greater Tucson and surrounding area. Plate no. 525076.
Includes insets of University of Arizona campus and downtown Tucson.
Verso includes inset map of the state and map showing Valley National Bank locations: The 'Old Pueblo' Tucson: pictorial guide of southern Arizona.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 4.15A (PrCt)

75600 Tucson (Ariz.) - Maps - 1953 - Road maps
Street map : Tucson and a pictorial guide of southern Arizona / prepared and distributed by the Valley National Bank ... [Phoenix, Ariz.?] : Valley National Bank, [1953].
1 map : col. ; 69 x 41 cm., folded to 24 x 11 cm. Panel title.
Added title: Map of greater Tucson and surrounding area / published by Valley National Bank "Copyright by Rand McNally & Company, San Francisco."
Plate no. 535076.
Insets (10 x 9 cm. and 9 x 10 cm.): University of Arizona campus -- Downtown Tucson. Identifies Valley National Bank locations.
Panel art: Color illustration of flags and desert. Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4812 (PrCt)
Valley National Bank of Arizona - Maps - 1966


1 map : col. ; 88 x 69 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Street map of Tucson published by Valley National Bank.

Dated 1966 at head of title panel.


Plate no. 655076-3.

Insets (9 x 9 cm. and 9 x 9 cm.): University of Arizona campus -- Downtown Tucson.

Map on verso (25 x 17 cm.): [Pictorial map of Arizona].

Verso includes 55 color photos by Ray Manley, "© Cabat-Gill Advertising Agency".

Handstamped "Oct 19, 1965" on title panel.

Panel art: Color photo of Spanish colonial building.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 4660 (PrCt)
Tucson (Ariz.) - Maps - 1967 - Road maps
University of Arizona - Maps - 1967
Tucson (Ariz.) - Pictorial works - 1967
Tucson (Ariz.) - Aerial photographs - 1967
Road maps
1 map : col. ; 88 x 69 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm. Panel title.
Added title: Tucson street map.
Issued for the Union Oil Company of California.
Plate no. 675076-4.
Verso includes promotional text about Tucson and various black-and-white photos.
Includes aerial photograph of Tucson by Ray Manley (16 x 20 cm.): Aerial view of Tucson Panel art: 76 Union logo above gas station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4545 (PrCt)

75607
Tucson (Ariz.) - Maps - 1969 - Road maps
University of Arizona - Maps - 1969
Tucson (Ariz.) - Pictorial works - 1969
Tucson (Ariz.) - Aerial photographs - 1969
Road maps
1 map : col. ; 88 x 69 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm. Panel title.
Added title: Tucson street map.
Plate no. 695076-6.
Verso includes promotional text about Tucson and various black-and-white photos.
Includes aerial photograph of Tucson by Ray Manley (16 x 20 cm.): Aerial view of Tucson Panel art: 76 Union logo above gas station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4574 (PrCt)
Tucson (Ariz.) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps

1 map : both sides, col. ; 81 x 68 cm., on sheet 46 x 74 cm.
Added title: Street map of Tucson.
Plate no. 745076S-11.
Insets (16 x 12 cm. and smaller): Tucson, Nogales -- University of Arizona campus -- Major freeway cloverleaves in the Tucson area -- Green Valley -- Downtown Tucson.
Panel art: cars beneath highway overpass (?); combined Arizona Automobile Association and American Automobile Association logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 81 (PrCt)

Tucson (Ariz.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps

1 atlas (various paginations.) : col. maps ; 28 cm. +1 CD-ROM.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
$19.95
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528999435
RMcN StrFdr 2004 .T8 (PrCt)

75613 Tucson (Ariz.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps

1 atlas (various paginatons) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title: Tucson street guide : including Pima County and portions of Pinal County.
Uniform titles: StreetFinder -- Street guide.
"$19.95" -- back cover
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528859528
RMcN StrFdr 2007 .T8 (PrCt)

75616 Tucson Region (Ariz.) - Maps - 1996 - Road maps

1 atlas (128 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
New edition.
$14.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528918907
RMcN StrFdr 1996 .T8 (PrCt)

75617 Tucson Region (Ariz.) - Maps - 1999 - Road maps

1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 x 28 cm.
Folding map at back: Metropolitan Tucson: Arterial & collector streets.
$16.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-95335-4
RMcN StrFdr 1999 .T8 (PrCt)

75618 Tucson Region (Ariz.) - Maps - 2003 - Road maps

1 atlas (2,312 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Date on cover: 2003.
$19.95

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

Diseño ó mapa que manifiesta la Misión de San Tomás de Tucupido: con la feligresía que se le ha agregado los sitios prinsipales de ella. [1791].
Authors: Víctores de la Cueba, Pedro -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS 1893 map 1 ms. map : hand col. ; 290 x 271 mm.
Map of the region around the mission of Tucupido in Chaguaramas distrito of Guárico estado in north central Venezuela; shows area between the junction of the Tamanaco River and Quebrada Honda stream. Cartouche in lower left describes lands transferred to Indians. Table in upper right lists distances from the mission to adjacent settlements, numbers of houses, and 1791 population statistics of whites, Indians, mestizos, and slaves. Forms part of a compilation of ms. documents dated 1787-1798 detailing the establishment of Santo Tomás de Tucupido as a Capuchin mission and its subsequent incorporation as a secular parish. Compiled by surveyor Pedro Víctores de la Cueba in 1791, acting by request of the Spanish Royal Treasury. See Tucupido: formación de un pueblo del llano / J.A. de Armas Chitty. Caracas : Instituto de Antropología e Historia, 1961, p. 80-81; includes full size color facsimile of the map.
Located at leaf 58 in Ayer MS 1893: Admission del pueblo de Mission de Santo Thomas de Tucupio.
Scale not given.
Oriented toward the east.
Relief shown pictorially.
Folded to 311 x 176 mm.
Pen-and-ink and watercolor (yellow, green, red).
Forms part of both the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection and the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library).
Ayer ms map proj 95

Tulancingo Region (Hidalgo, Mexico) - Maps - 1843 - Manuscripts - Hidalgo (Mexico : State) - Maps - 1843 - Manuscripts - Manuscript maps
Plano del distrito de Tulancingo en el estado de Mexico. 1843.
Authors: T. A. -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 268 1 ms. map : hand col. ; 495 x 373 mm.
Shows region around the town of Tulancingo in the southeast of present day Hidalgo estado (previously a district of México estado). Distrito boundaries in blue; partido boundaries in yellow. Includes key to cities, pueblos, parishes, mineral resources, labor camps, and ranchos.
Scale [ca. 1:398,000], 'Escala de doce leguas mexicanas.' Relief shown with hachures.
Prime meridian: Mexico City.
Pencil, pen-and-ink, watercolor and wash (grey, blue, yellow).
Sectioned into 8 panels, mounted on cloth.
Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Tulare County (Calif.) - Maps - 1884 - Landowners - Maps - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps
Authors: Bannister, Alfred -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 33.5 x 66 in. Scale 1:126,720. Originally published [Tulare County, Calif.?]: Board of Supervisors, 1884.
Microfiche 583, no. 49 (PrCt)

Tulayán Island (Philippines) - Maps - 1862 - Manuscripts - Tulayán Island (Philippines) - Maps - 1862 - Pictorial works - Manuscripts - Manuscript maps
Reconocimiento de la isla de Tulayán. 24 Nov[embre] 1862.
Authors: Burriel, Juan Nepomuceno -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS 1306 map 2

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1 ms. map ; 122 x 170 mm. on sheet 321 x 228 mm.
Show Tulayan Island north of the island of Jolo in the Philippine province of Sulu, and the positions of 7 ships. Forms part of colonel Juan Nepomuceno Burriel's manuscript Ytinerario de la escursion hecha a Mindanao y Jolo (Ayer MS 1306), describing the Spanish army expedition of 1862.
Scale 1:5,000. 'Escala de 1/5,000.'
View beneath neatline (43 x 150 mm.): Vista de la isla de Tulayan en la costa de Jolo: tomada por el S.E.
Relief shown by form lines.
Pen-and-ink.
Bound between leaves 41-42; pencilled '5' in upper right corner.
Forms part of both the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection and the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library).
Lietz, P.S. Calendar of Philippine documents
Ayer Coll., 306
Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 277
Butler, R.L. Check list mss. Ayer Coll., 1306
Quirino, C. Philippine cartography (1963 ed.), p. 113
Blair & Robertson. Philippine Islands (1903 ed.), v. 53 p. 400
Ayer ms map proj 94.
VAULT Ayer MS 1306 map 2 (NLO)

75623 Tulsa (Okla.) - Maps - 1918 - Pictorial works
Aero view of Tulsa, Oklahoma. Ithaca, N.Y.
Authors: Fowler & Kelly -- Historic Urban Plans (Firm)
1 birds-eye view ; 34 x 89 cm.
Facsimile of original published 1918.
View of municipal building in upper left corner.
Includes references A-F.
map6F G4024.T8A3 1918 F6 1972 (PrCt)

75624 Tulsa (Okla.) - Maps - 1954 - Road maps
Oklahoma City (Okla.) - Maps - 1954
Road maps
Tulsa (Okla.) - Maps - 1954
Turner Turkpike (Okla.) - Maps - 1954
Road maps Tulsa and Oklahoma City ... tour with Texaco...
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 49 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Tulsa street map.
Plate no. 5419.
Inset (7 x 21 cm.): Turner Turnpike.
Map on verso (43 x 48 cm.): Oklahoma City street map.
Panel art: Texaco gas station on hilly rural road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Clients 3760 (PrCt)

75625 Tulsa (Okla.) - Maps - 1954 - Road maps
Oklahoma City (Okla.) - Maps - 1954
Road maps
Turner Turkpike (Okla.) - Maps - 1954
Road maps Tulsa and Oklahoma City ... tour with Texaco.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1954]?
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 49 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Tulsa street map.
Plate no. 5419.
Inset (7 x 21 cm.): Turner Turnpike.
Map on verso (43 x 48 cm.): Oklahoma City street map.
Panel art: Texaco gas station on hilly rural road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Clients 3743 (PrCt)

75626 Tulsa (Okla.) - Maps - 1955 - Road maps
Oklahoma City (Okla.) - Maps - 1955
Road maps
Turner Turkpike (Okla.) - Maps - 1955
Road maps Tulsa and Oklahoma City ... tour with Texaco...
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1955]?
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 49 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Tulsa street map.
Plate no. 5-5419-1.
Inset (7 x 21 cm.): Turner Turnpike.
Map on verso (43 x 48 cm.): Oklahoma City street map.
Panel art: Texaco gas station on hilly rural road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Clients 3760 (PrCt)

75627 Tulsa (Okla.) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps
Oklahoma City (Okla.) - Maps - 1966
Road maps
Turner Turkpike (Okla.) - Maps - 1966
Road maps Tulsa, Oklahoma City : Mobil travel map.
Authors: Mobil Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 43 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Mobil street map of Tulsa.
Plate no. 6605419-6.
NEWBERRY LIBRARY CARTOGRAPHIC CATALOG (2015)

Insets (7 x 21 cm. and 7 x 9 cm.): Turner Turnpike -- [Map of Tulsa region].
Maps on verso (43 x 47 cm. and 8 x 9 cm.): Mobil street map of Oklahoma City -- [Map of Oklahoma City region].
Includes two Library of Congress Copyright Office handstamps and certificate numbers.
Panel art: nine Mobil winged horse logos.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Clients 4124 (PrCt)

75628 Tulsa (Okla.) - Maps - 1967 - Road maps<<>>Oklahoma City (Okla.) - Maps - 1967
- Road maps<<>>Turner Turpikט (Okla.) - Maps - 1967 - Road maps<<>>Interstate 44 - Maps - 1967<<>>Road maps
Tulsa, Oklahoma City tourgide map / Gulf.
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: both sides, col.; 47 x 43 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Tulsa street map.
Plate no. 67605419
Inset (7 x 21 cm.): Turner Turnpike.
Map on verso (42 x 47 cm): Oklahoma City street map.
Panel art: Illustration of road and Gulf service station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1169 (PrCt)

75631 Tulsa (Okla.) - Maps - 1971 - Road maps<<>>Tulsa Region (Okla.) - Maps - 1971 - Road maps<<>>Oklahoma City (Okla.) - Maps - 1971 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Tulsa, Oklahoma City street maps / Phillips 66.
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Libary of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: both sides, col.; 47 x 43 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Street map of Tulsa.
Plate no. 71605419
Inset (18 x 25 cm.): Northeastern Oklahoma.
Maps on verso (43 x 47 cm. and 4 x 12 cm.): Street map of Oklahoma City -- [Southeastern continuation of Oklahoma City].
Panel art: Gray and red illustration of a Phillips 66 service station.
Map bears two Library of Congress copyright handstamps.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2026 (PrCt)

75632 Tulsa (Okla.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps<<>>Oklahoma City (Okla.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps<<>>Oklahoma - Maps - 1975 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Tulsa, Oklahoma City tourgide map / Gulf.
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 43 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"1975 edition"
Panel title.
Added title: Tulsa street map
Plate no. 74605419-14
Inset (18 x 25 cm.): Northeastern Oklahoma.
Map on verso (43 x 48 cm.): Oklahoma City street map.
Panel art: Gulf logo with 2 vertical stripes.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1336 (PrCt)

Tulsa (Okla.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps
Tulsa, Oklahoma City / Phillips 66, the performance company. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Co., 1975.
1 map : col. ; 47 x 42 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.
"1975 Edition"
Panel title.
Added title: Phillips 66 street map of Tulsa.
Plate no. 74605419-14
Inset (18 x 25 cm.): Northeastern Oklahoma.
Maps on verso (43 x 48 cm. and 4 x 12 cm.): Phillips 66 street map of Oklahoma City -- [Southern continuation of main map].
Panel art: illustration of goose flying over mountain landscape.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2079 (PrCt)

Tulsa (Okla.) - Maps - 2000 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (112 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
$19.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-99071-3
RMcN StrFdr 2000 .T84 (PrCt)

Tulsa (Okla.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. EasyFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; fold. to 24 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Uniform title: EasyFinder Laminated.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
ISBN 0528995782
RMcN Road Map 2005 TulOK (PrCt)

Tulsa (Okla.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps
Tulsa & vicinity street guide : including Broken Arrow (Okla.). - Maps - 2005 - Road maps
1 atlas (various pagings.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
"4th edition" --front cover.
$19.95
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528996975
RMcN StrFdr 2005 .T84 (PrCt)

Tulsa (Okla.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps
1 atlas (various pagings.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
"5th edition" --front cover.
$19.95
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 052886677X
RMcN StrFdr 2008 .T84 (PrCt)

Tulsa Region (Ok.) - Maps - 1995 - Road maps
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (88 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
New edition."
$14.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-91322-0
RMcN StrFdr 1995 .T84 (PrCt)

Tulsa Region (Okla.) - Maps - 1960 - Road maps
Hertz Corporation - Maps - 1960 - Road maps
Automobile leasing and renting - Maps - 1960
Road maps
Hertz Rent a Car map of Tulsa and vicinity.
Authors: Hertz Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- W.H. Wilton, inc. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 22 x 17 cm., folded to 22 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Tulsa and vicinity
Plate no. R.L. 60 S 70
Includes illustration of car with "1960" on the front license plate.
Map on verso (16 x 17 cm.): Downtown Tulsa
Identifies Hertz office locations.
Panel art: Car on highway ramp; cityscape in the background.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1422 (PrCt)

Tumbo (Philippines) - Maps - 1862 - Manuscripts-
Croquis de 'Tumbao,' en el delta del rio de Mindanao. 1862.
Authors: Burriel, Juan Nepomuceno -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library)
Manuscript map. Ayer MS 1306 map 11
1 ms. map : hand col., cloth ; 134 x 141 mm. on sheet 324 x 222 mm.
Shows settlement of Tumbao at the junction of the northern and southern arms of the Mindanao River about 10 miles southeast of Cotabato City (Philippines). Identifies prominent structures and features, including a fort and Chinese quarters.
Pen-and-ink, watercolor (blue), and pencil.
Bound between leaves 143-144.
Forms part of both the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection and the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library).
Lietz, P.S. Calendar of Philippine documents Ayer Coll., 306.
Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 286.
Butler, R.L. Check list mss. Ayer Coll., 1306.
Quirino, C. Philippine cartography (1963 ed.), p. 112.
Blair & Robertson. Philippine Islands (1903 ed.), v. 53 p. 400.
Ayer ms map proj 94
VAULT Ayer MS 1306 map 11 (NLO)

Tunis, Battle of, Tunis, Tunisia, 1570 - Maps-
La Goulette, Battle of, Tunis,


Tunisia, 1570 - Maps
[Map of Tunis and La Goulette in Tunisia, 1570].
[London? s.n., 1570?].
Authors: Gihofer & Ranschburg (Vienna, Austria)
-- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; on sheet 373 x 516 mm.
Anonymous and untitled map showing Turkish capture of Tunis and its port city of La Goulette (also known as Goletta and Halq al-Wadi), in 1570; see 'Tunis' in The Catholic Encyclopedia v. 15 (1912).
Fortress at La Goulette, city of Tunis, ships, and armed forces shown pictorially.
Accompanied by descriptive text (13 lines) at lower left, beginning: La notte del ultimo di Febraro 1570 hauendo il molto Ill. sig. Don Alfonso Pimentel Capitan Gn'al de la Goleta ... ; text apparently printed from separate plate onto same sheet.
Oriented with north at bottom.
Ex Gihofer.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Novacco 2F 56 (PrCt)

75645

Tunis, Gulf of (Tunisia) - Maps - 1771 - Nautical charts<<>>Nautical charts - Tunis, Gulf of (Tunisia) - 1771<<>>Tunis Region (Tunisia) - Maps - 1771 - Nautical charts<<>>Nautical charts - Tunis Region (Tunisia) - 1771<<>>Nautical charts<<>>Woodcuts
The Bay of Tunis. [London : J. Mount and T. Page, 1771].
Authors: Mount, John, d. 1786 -- Page, Thomas, d. 1781 -- English Pilot. Part 3 (1771) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; woodcut ; 13 x 24 cm. on sheet 47 x 30 cm.
Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger): English Pilot. Part 3 (1753)
oversize Ayer 135 .E55 1753 p. 39 (PrCt)

75646

Tunis (Tunisia) 1535 - Maps<<>>La Goulette (Tunisia) 1535 - Maps<<>>Tunis, Battle of, Tunis, Tunisia, 1535 - Maps<<>>Tunisia - History - Expedition of Charles V, 1535 - Maps<<>>Charles V, Holy Roman Emperor, 1500-1558
Authors: Agostino Veneziano, fl. 1509-1536 -- A. V. -- V., A. -- Hoepli, Ulrico, 1847-1935 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 261 x 373 mm. (neat line)
Title supplied by cataloger.
Note to reader in cartouche at upper left (13 lines): Lettori mi e'parso p. maggior. inteligentia della terra di Tunizi ....
Monogram of Agostino Veneziano (A.V.) at upper right; see Nagler, Die Monogrammisten, v. 1, p. 590-601, no. 1423.
Shows Holy Roman Emperor Charles V capturing Tunis and its port city of La Goulette (also known
Tunis (Tunisia) 1535 - Maps>>>La Goulette (Tunisia) 1535 - Maps>>>Tunis, Battle of, Tunis, Tunisia, 1535 - Maps>>>Tunisia - History - Expedition of Charles V, 1535 - Maps>>>Charles V, Holy Roman Emperor, 1500-1558

Tunis, oppidvm Barbarie & regia sedes; anno 1535, cum à Carolo V. Imp. expugnaretur, à Ioanne Maio eius maiestatis picture ad vivam delineatum. [Cologne : s.n.], 1535 [i.e. ca. 1620].

Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1590 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Vermeyen, Jan Cornelisz, 1500-1559 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 view : hand col. ; 12 x 47 cm.

Derived from a 1536 print by Jan Vermeyen; see R.A. Skelton’s Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.


Latin letterpress text on verso under titles: Tvnes -- Aphrodìsisvm, vvlig Africa -- Pennon de Veles.

In: Braun, Georg and Franz Hogenberg. Civitates orbis terrarum. - Venice? : s.n., ca. 1566?], plate [31]

Anonymous and undated.

Attributed to Paolo Forlani; see Woodward 64.01.

Note to reader at upper left (15 lines): Benigni lettori, per rappresentarui piu particolari della città di Tunisi ....

Fortress at La Goulette, city of Tunis, naval ships and armed forces shown pictorially.

Variant state of map of Tunis and La Goulette, previously (?) published Venice: Bolognino Zaltieri, 1566; cf. Novacco 2F 243.

Oriented with north at bottom.

In: [Italian assembled-to-order atlas] [Venice?: s.n., ca. 1575?], plate [31]


Tookey 559.

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 2, pl. 57 (PrCt)

Tunis (Tunisia) 1566 - Maps>>>La Goulette (Tunisia) 1566 - Maps

[Map of Tunis and La Goulette in Tunisia].

[Venice? s.n., ca. 1566?]

Authors: Forlani, Paolo -- [Italian assembled-to-order atlas] [ca. 1575?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 270 x 388 mm. (neat line)

Title supplied by cataloger.

Anonymous and undated.

Attributed to Paolo Forlani; see Woodward 64.01.

Note to reader at upper left (15 lines): Benigni lettori, per rappresentarui piu particolari della città di Tunisi ....

Fortress at La Goulette, city of Tunis, naval ships and armed forces shown pictorially.

Variant state of map of Tunis and La Goulette, previously (?) published Venice: Bolognino Zaltieri, 1566; cf. Novacco 2F 243.

Oriented with north at bottom.

In: [Italian assembled-to-order atlas] [Venice?: s.n., ca. 1575?], plate [31]


Tookey 559.

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .L2 1575 AI, plate [31] (PrCt)

Tunis (Tunisia) 1566 - Maps>>>La Goulette (Tunisia) 1566 - Maps

[Map of Tunis and La Goulette in Tunisia].

Venetiis[Venice] : ex aeneis formis Bolognini Zaltierij , M.D.LXVI [1566].

Authors: Zaltieri, Bolognino, fl. 1555-1576 -- Forlani, Paolo -- Lange, Otto, 1879-1944 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 270 x 388 mm. (neat line)

Title supplied by cataloger.

Anonymous and undated.

Attributed to Paolo Forlani; see Woodward 64.01.

Note to reader at upper left (15 lines): Benigni lettori, per rappresentarui piu particolari della città di Tunisi ....

Fortress at La Goulette, city of Tunis, naval ships and armed forces shown pictorially.

Variant state of map of Tunis and La Goulette, previously (?) published Venice: Bolognino Zaltieri, 1566; cf. Novacco 2F 243.

Oriented with north at bottom.

In: [Italian assembled-to-order atlas] [Venice?: s.n., ca. 1575?], plate [31]


Tookey 559.

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .L2 1575 AI, plate [31] (PrCt)
Tunis (Tunisia) - Maps - 1896

View of the city of Tunis, the capital of that kingdom on the coast of Barbary ; View of the city of Algiers, the capital of that kingdom on the coast of Barbary. [London : s.n., 1793?].

Authors: Bankes, Thomas, b. 1744 -- Bankes, Thomas, b. 1744. A New and authentic system of universal geography, antient and modern : including all the late important discoveries made by the English ... (London : Printed for C. Cooke ... [et al., 1793?]), opposite p. 407.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G115 .B36 1793, opposite p. 407 (PrCt)
75657 Tunisia - Description and travel - 1993
Authors: LaFranchi, Howard
2 p. : col. map, photos

75658 Tunisia - Historical geography - Maps - 1936 <>>> Tunisia - Maps - 1936
Authors: Leconte, M. C. -- Flotte de Roquevaire, M. R. de -- Horizons France -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Roquevaire, René de Flotte SEE Flotte de Roquevaire, M. R. de
1 map ; 320 x 265 mm.
Edited by M. C. Leconte.
Maps by René de Flotte-Roquevaire.
Forms part of Roger S. Baskes Collection.
References: Phillips 10158
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

75659 Tunisia - History, Ancient <>>> Algeria - History, Ancient <>>> Morocco - History, Ancient
La Numidie pour l'Histoire Romaine de Mr. Rollin... [Paris , ca. 1776].
1 map ; 18 x 44 cm.
oversize Ayer 135 .A6 1727 pl. 14 (PrCt)

75660 Tunisia - Maps - 1908 - Road maps <>>> Road maps
1 map ; col. ; 102 x 72 cm., fold. to 19 x 12 cm.
Scale 1:500,000.
Paper label of Touring-Club de France on outside when folded.
Inscribed "Edward E. Ayer, 2 Bank St., Chicago, USA" and annotated by him to show his routes in 1910 (cf. Emma A. B. Ayer, A Motor flight through Algeria and Tunisia [Chicago: McClurg, 1911]).
Sheet numbered by Newberry to fit in sequence of Ayer's road maps.
map4C G5696 .P2 1902 A9, sht. 42 (PrCt)

75661 Tunisia - Maps - 1910 - Road maps <>>> Ayer, Edward Everett, 1841-1927 - Travel - Maps <>>> Road maps
Authors: Tunisia. Direction des travaux publics -- Erhard (Firm) -- J. Picard et Cie.
1 map ; col. ; 102 x 72 cm., sectioned, backed with linen and fold. to 19 x 11 cm.
Scale 1:500,000.
Shows four classes of roads.
Includes inset: Environs de Tunis.
Label on front cover has names of "J. Forest, Éditeur" and Touring-Club de France.
Annotated in ink and colored pencil by Edward E. Ayer, to document his automobile trip of 1909-1910.
Forms part of Record Group No. 2, Subgroup 15 (Board of Trustees, Personal Papers), Newberry Library Archives.
Another group of Ayer's annotated road maps is cataloged as Map4C G5696 .P2 1909 .A9.
Case Archives 02/15/02, Box 9, Folder 86 (PrCt)

75662 Tunisia - Maps - 1943
Authors: Chicago tribune -- Van Swearingen, E. C. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; col. ; 35 x 52 cm.
Detached from Chicago Daily Tribune (26 April 1943).
Signed 'Van Swearingen, '43.'
Scale ca. 1:395,000.
Shows 'Axis airfields or landing strips.'
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Baskes map8C G3201 .S7 1940 .C68, no. 14 (PrCt)

75663 Tunisia - Maps - 1960
Authors: Schroeder Reiseführer -- Caboga-Stuber -- Kurt Schroeder Verlag -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 24 maps
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

75664 Tunisia - Maps - 1970
Area handbook for the Republic of Tunisia / Erhard Bros. (Firm)
1 v. : col. map, photos ; 28 cm.
Travel Vertical File G8251 .E635 1981 .W5 (PrCt)
Turin (Italy) - Maps - Libraries

1. 75679  
   Turin (Italy) - Maps - Bibliography
   Newberry Library - Maps
   Collections - Bibliography - Catalogs
   Maps of Turin (selected) in the Newberry Library. 1976.
   Authors: Newberry Library. Map Section
   1 leaf.
   Provides call numbers only.
   Vert 308 (PrCt)

2. 75680  
   Turin (Italy) - Maps - Bibliography
   Newberry Library - Maps
   Collections - Bibliography - Catalogs
   Authors: Newberry Library. Map Section
   1 ms. leaf.
   Provides call numbers only.
   Vert 312 (PrCt)

3. 75681  
   Turin (Italy) - Pictorial works - Woodcuts
   [View of Turin, Italy]. [Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552].
   Authors: Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552. Cosmographiae unius universalis ... (1552) -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
   1 view : woodcut ; 6 x 9 cm., on sheet 32 x 21 cm.
   Title supplied by cataloger.
   Added letterpress title above woodcut: Taurinum urbs Pedemontana
   Possibly an inaccurate view, since some of the woodcuts in this volume were used for more than one town.
   VAULT folio Ayer 7.M8 1552, p. 180 (PrCt)

4. 75682  
   Turin (Italy : Province) - Historical geography - Maps - 1830-1839
   Contata di Torino ora Piemonte : eredità della Marchesa Adelaide moglie d'Oddone di Savoja, peruta e reacquistata con donazioni imperi.
   dedizione spontanee, trattati di pace nei secoli XIII, XIV. [Milano : Presso P.E. Giusti, 1819-1852].
   Authors: Litta, Pompeo, 1781-1852. Famiglie celebri di Italia (1819-1852) -- Giusti, P. E.
   1 map : hand col., on sheet 48 x 64 cm.
   At upper right: Tav. XXVII.
   Eight colored coats of arms along right margin, three at lower left.
   Relief shown by form lines.
   Case oversize E 6835 .5, v. 10, fol. [217-18] (PrCt)

5. 75683  
   Turkey - Description and travel - 1801-1807
   Egypt - Description and travel - 1801-1807
   Iran - Description and travel - 1801-1807
   Voyage dans l'Empire Othoman, l'Égypte et la Perse : fait par ordre du Gouvernement, pendant les six premières années de la République / par G.A. Olivier ... A Paris : Chez H. Agasse, imprimeur-libraire ... [1801]-1807.
   6 v. ; 22 cm.
   This copy incomplete: lacking atlas comprised of 50 plates numbered sequentially but published in 3 parts, each with separate t.p. and introduction,(3 v. in 1 : 50 engravings (some folded), maps ; 33 cm.): Olivier, G. A. Atlas pour servir au Voyage dans l'Empire Othoman, l'Égypte et la Perse (Paris : H. Agasse, 1806); see atlas forming part of the Baskes Collection (Baskes accession number A2904)
   Vol. 1 and 2 have imprint date: an 9; vol. 3 and 4 have imprint date: an 12.
   Includes bibliographical references.
   Errata sheet at end of each vol.
   Book label: Bibliothèque de M. Audierne.
   Bookplate: Lane Seminary Library.
   Bookplate: Lane Seminary Library Affiliated with McCormick Theological Seminary, Chicago.
   Bookplate: Library of Lane Seminary Affiliated with The Presbyterian Theological Seminary, Chicago.
   Forms part of the McCormick Theological Seminary Collection at the Newberry Library.
   LC Card Number: 05015812
   DR425 .QR46 1801 (NLO)

6. 75684  
   Turkey - Description and travel - 1981
   Turkey : pulling itself together / Paul B. Henze.
   Authors: Henze, Paul B.
   3 p. : photos
   Travel Vertical File G7431 .E635 1981 .H4 (PrCt)

7. 75685  
   Turkey - Description and travel - 1981
   Turkey . Istanbul : Turkish Ministry of Tourism and Information , 1981.
   Authors: Turkey. Turizm Bakanligi
   1 booklet (48 p.) : col. photos, map ; 20 x 22 cm.
Travel Vertical File G7431 .E635 1981 .T8 (PrCt)

75686 Turkey - Description and travel - 1981
Turkey : the turquoise coast. Istanbul : Turkish Ministry of Tourism and Information, 1981.
Authors: Turkey. Turizm Bakanligi
1 booklet (12 p.) : col. photos, map ; 20 x 22 cm.
Travel Vertical File G7431 .E635 1981 .T8a (PrCt)

75687 Turkey - Description and travel - 1988
Authors: Lamar, Jacob V. -- Allis, Sam
2 p. : col. photos ; 27 cm.
Travel Vertical File G7431 .E635 1988 .L3 (PrCt)

75688 Turkey - Description and travel - 1995
Turkey travel guide. Istanbul : Turkish Ministry of Tourism and Information, 1995.
Authors: Turkey. Turizm Bakanligi
1 booklet (67 p.) : col. map, photos ; 21 x 14 cm.
Travel Vertical File G7431 .E635 1995 .T8 (PrCt)

75689 Turkey - Description and travel - 1995
Turkey : fall in love with a country. Istanbul : The Ministry of Tourism, Republic of Turkey, 1995.
Authors: Turkey. Turizm Bakanligi -- Turkey. Ministry of Tourism SEE Turkey. Turizm Bakanligi -- Turkey. Tourism, Ministry of SEE Turkey. Turizm Bakanligi
1 booklet (40 p.) : col. map, photos ; 30 x 21 cm.
Travel Vertical File G7431 .E635 1995 .T8a (PrCt)

75690 Turkey - Historical geography - Maps - 1700
Turkey - Maps - 1700
A New map of the western parts of Asia Minor largely taken : shewing their antient divisions, countries or people, chiefe cities, towns, rivers, mountains, &c. / R. Spofforth sculp. [Oxford : s.n., 1700].
Authors: Spofforth, R. -- William, Duke of Gloucester, 1689-1700 -- Wells, Edward, 1667-1727. A New set of maps both of antient and present geography ... (1700) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 34 x 47 cm.
"Dedicated to his highness William Duke of Gloucester"
In: Wells, Edward. A New set of maps both of antient and present geography ... (Oxford : Printed at the Theater, 1700), plate [31]
oversize Ayer 135 .W4 1700, plate [31] (PrCt)

75691 Turkey - Historical geography - Maps - 1723
Middle East - Historical geography - Maps - 1723
Authors: Liebaux, Henri, d. 1752 -- Académie des sciences (France) -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:X40
1 map ; 22 x 28 cm., on sheet 56 x 39 cm.
'Mem. de l'Acad. 1721. pl. 3. pag. 68' -- at upper right.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map2F G7431.S1 1723 .L5 (PrCt)

75692 Turkey - Historical geography - Maps - 1783
Turkey - Maps - 1783
Authors: Neele, Samuel John, 1756-1824 -- Stackhouse, Thomas, 1756-1836 -- Stackhouse, Thomas, 1756-1836. An Universal atlas : being a set of maps, to illustrate ancient and modern geography ... (1782) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 35 cm.
In: Stackhouse, Thomas. An Universal atlas : being a set of maps, to illustrate ancient and modern geography ... (London : Printed for the author, and sold by Ashby and Neele ... [et al], 1782 [i.e. 1783?]), plate 37.
Hand stamped with oversize "37" at upper left.
oversize Ayer 135 .S77 1782, plate 37 (PrCt)

75693 Turkey - Historical geography - Maps - 1783
Turkey - Maps - 1783
Authors: Neele, Samuel John, 1756-1824 -- Stackhouse, Thomas, 1756-1836 -- Stackhouse, Thomas, 1756-1836. A New universal atlas : consisting of a complete set of maps ... (1785)/=Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 35 cm.
In: Stackhouse, Thomas. A New universal atlas : consisting of a complete set of maps ... (London : Printed for the proprietor, Mrs. Stackhouse ... and sold by T. Longman [and 7 others], 1785), plate 37.
Engraved "37" at upper left.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .S82 1783, plate 37 (PrCt)

75694 Turkey - Historical geography - Maps - 1910
Atlasles, Turkish - 1910 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Ottoman Empire -- Esref -- Harbiye, M. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 32 maps ; 250 x 163 mm.
C:MehmedEsref;P:MektebHarbiye
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
75695 Turkey - History, Ancient - 1703
Maps - 1703
1 map : hand col. ; 40 x 63 cm.
"Cum priv. regis 8. Mar. 1704."
"Illustrissimo Domino D. Archilli de Harlay nuper supremi Galliarum senatus principi, geographicam hanc Asiae Minoris tabulum, totius observantiae et gratuidinas obsequium offert, dicat, consecrat clientium infimus P. Moullart Sanson, Chr. Gall. reg. geog."
Scale [ca. 1:2,950,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
Baskes oversize G1015 .A77 1798, [ptie 2], [plate 77] (NLO)

75696 Turkey - History, Ancient - 1764
Maps - 1764
Asiae, quae vulgo minor dictur, et Syriae tabula geographical. London : Laurie & Whittle, MDCCCLXIV [1764, i.e. 1799].
Authors: Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d’, 1697-1782 -- Laurie & Whittle -- Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d’, 1697-1782. A Complete body of ancient geography ... (1799) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; hand col. ; 32 x 46 cm.
Inset (14 x 11 cm.): Troas
In: Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d’. A Complete body of ancient geography ... (London : R. Laurie and J. Whittle, 1799).

75697 Turkey - History, Ancient
Black Sea - History, Ancient
l’Asie mineure et le Bosphore pour l’histoire ancienne de Mr. Rollin... [Paris, ca. 1776].
1 map : col ; 24 x 31 cm.
oversize Ayer 135 .A16 1727 pl. 8 (PrCt)

75698 Turkey - History, Ancient - Maps
Authors: Sanson, Guillaume -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Itinerarium Antonini -- Peutinger table -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Delamarche, Charles François, 1740-1817. Atlas général : contenant le détail des quatre parties du monde [1798?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 32 x 46 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:875,000]
Relief shown pictorially.
Baskes oversize G1015 .A77 1798, [ptie 2], [plate 83] (NLO)
- Maps - 1715
- Turkey - Maps - 1715

Tabula geographica provinciarum et urbium colonia Romanâ vel municipii jure vel alii quâvis praerogativâ insignium que imperatorum Romanorum. à Traj. Decio ad Claudiu. vultus in nummis suis expresserat ad illustrandam numismatum seriem quam D. Anselmus Banduri / edidit curâ et studio Guillelmi Delisle ... [Paris : s.n.], MDCCXV. [1715].

Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Banduri, Anselmo Maria, 1675-1743 -- L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726. [Collection of maps of the world] [1732?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 31 x 39 cm.

In upper right margin: post. praefat.

In composite atlas without title page: L'Isle, Guillaume de. [Paris : s.n. , 1732?], [plate 50].

Number "50" in ms. on verso.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Vault Baskes oversize G1015 .L57 1700, [plate 50] (PrCt)

75700 Turkey - History, Ancient - Maps - 1726

Middle East - History, Ancient - Maps - 1726

Historical atlas


Authors: Moll, Herman, -1732 -- Moll, Herman, -1732. Thirty two new and accurate maps of the geography of the ancients ... (1726)

1 map : 14 x 22 cm.

In: Moll, Herman. Thirty two new and accurate maps of the geography of the ancients, as contained in the Greek and Latin classicks ... (London : H. Moll ; T. Bowles ; J. Bowles, 1726) pl. '6'.

Case G 1002 .586 pl. 6 (PrCt)

75701 Turkey - History, Ancient - Maps - 1741

Balkan Peninsula - History, Ancient - Maps - 1741

Tabula geographica provinciarum et urbium colonizatione Romana vel municipii jure ... Amstelodami [i.e. Amsterdam] : I. Covens et C. Mortier, [1741?].

Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Banduri, Anselmo Maria, 1675-1743 -- Covens et Mortier -- L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726. Atlas nouveau, contenant toutes les parties du monde ... [1741?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 31 x 39 cm.

In: L'Isle, Guillaume de. Atlas nouveau, contenant toutes les parties du monde ... (Amsterdam : J. Covens & C. Mortier, [1741?]) v. 2, pl. [72]

Oversize Ayer 135 .L695 1741 v. 2, pl. [72] (PrCt)

75702 Turkey - History, Ancient - Maps - 1827

Turkey - Historical geography - Maps - 1827


1 map : hand col. ; 21 x 28 cm.

In: Finley, Anthony. Atlas classica, or, Select maps of ancient geography : both sacred and profane (Philadelphia : Anthony Finley, 1831), [plate 4].

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1019 .F5 1833, [plate 4] (PrCt)

75703 Turkey - History, Ancient - Maps - 1830

Cyprus - History, Ancient - Maps - 1830

Asia Minor. London : Chapman and Hall, 1830 [i.e.1844].


1 map : hand col. ; 29 x 42 cm.


Oversize Ayer 135 .S67 1844 v. 1, pl. [82] (PrCt)

75704 Turkey - History, Ancient - Maps - 1830

Cyprus - History, Ancient - Maps - 1830


Authors: J. & C. Walker (Firm) -- Baldwin & Cradock -- Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (Great Britain) -- Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (Great Britain). A Series of maps, modern and ancient (1829-1831) 1 map : hand col. ; 29 x 41 cm.


Issued, with another map, in paper cover with letterpress text at bottom: No. 5 containing: Asia Minor -- ancient. The same, modern, or the Turkish provinces in Asia Minor.

Oversize G 1001 .82 fascicule 5, map [1] (PrCt)

75705 Turkey - History, Ancient - Maps - 1958

Road maps, Roman -- Roads, Roman -- Turkey -- Maps - 1958

Road maps

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
A Classical map of Asia Minor : being a partial revision by permission of Messrs John Murray of J.G.C. Anderson’s map of Asia Minor / by W.M. Calder and G.E. Bean. [London : Published by the British Institute of Archaeology at Ankara, 1958].


1 map : col. ; 50 x 75 cm., folded in envelope 27 x 21 cm.

"Printed by John Bartholomew and Son Ltd. Drawn by Mary Gough."

Publication information from envelope.

Scale 1:2,000,000

Coordinates: (E 25°--E 42°/N 43°--N 34°).

Accompanied by: Note on "A classical map of Asia minor" / by W. M. Calder (7 p.). Includes bibliographical references and index.

Forms part of the McCormick Theological Seminary Collection at the Newberry Library.

G7431.S1 1958 .C34 (NLO)

75706 Turkey - History - Maps

An Historical geography of the Ottoman empire from earliest times to the end of the sixteenth century, with detailed maps to illustrate the expansion of the sultanate. Leiden : E. J. Brill, 1972.

Authors: Pitcher, Donald Edgar -- Jordan, K. C. x, 171 p., 36 fold. col. maps ; 28 cm.

Cartography by K. Jordan.

'The Sources': p. 1-20

74-11083

ICN74 map4C 43 (PrCt)

75707 Turkey - Maps - 1535-1570 <<= Egypt - Maps - 1535-1570 <<= Nile River Valley

-T1535-1570 <<= Tunisia - Maps - 1535-1570 <<= Tunis Region (Tunisia) - Maps - 1535-1570 <<= Carthage (Extinct city) - Maps - 1535-1570

Natoliae, qvae olim Asia Minor, nova descriptio ; Aegypti recentior descriptio ; Carthaginis celeberrimi sinvs typvs. [Antwerp : Aegid. Coppenium Diesth], M.D. XXXV [1535, i.e. 1588].


3 maps : hand col. ; 31 x 23 cm. and smaller, on sheet 46 x 62 cm.

Map of Carthage notes the capture of Carthage by Holy Roman Emperor Charles V in "M.D. XXXV" (1535).

In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatre de la tierra vniversal (Antwerp : Christophe Plantin, 1588), [plate 98].

Printed no. 98 and Spanish letterpress text on verso beginning: Natolia, antiguanemente Asia la Menor. Pedro Bellonio en las doctissimas ... .


VAULT Case oversize G 1007 .64, [plate 52] (PrCt)

75708 Turkey - Maps - 1535-1588 <<= Egypt - Maps - 1535-1588 <<= Nile River Valley

-T1535-1588 <<= Tunisia - Maps - 1535-15788 <<= Tunis Region (Tunisia) - Maps - 1535-1588 <<= Carthage (Extinct city) - Maps - 1535-1588

Natoliae, qvae olim Asia Minor, nova descriptio ; Aegypti recentior descriptio ; Carthaginis celeberrimi sinvs typvs. [Antwerp : Christophe Plantin], M.D. XXXV [1535, i.e. 1588].


3 maps : hand col. ; 31 x 23 cm. and smaller, on sheet 46 x 62 cm.

Map of Carthage notes the capture of Carthage by Holy Roman Emperor Charles V in "M.D. XXXV" (1535).

In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatre de la tierra vniversal (Antwerp : Christophe Plantin, 1588), [plate 98].

Printed no. 52 and Latin letterpress text on verso beginning: Natolia olim Asia Minor. Petrvs Bellonis in peregrinationum suarum doctissimis observationibus ...


VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1570

75709 Turkey - Maps - 1535-1606 <<= Egypt - Maps - 1535-1606 <<= Nile River Valley

-T1535-1606 <<= Tunisia - Maps - 1535-1606 <<= Tunis Region (Tunisia) - Maps - 1535-1606 <<= Carthage (Extinct city) - Maps - 1535-1606

Natoliae, qvae olim Asia Minor, nova descriptio ; Aegypti recentior descriptio ; Carthaginis celeberrimi sinvs typvs. [London : John Norton], M.D. XXXV [1535, i.e. 1606].

Authors: Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598 -- Norton,
Added letterpress title above woodcut: De Asiae minoris.

In: Münster, Sebastian. Cosmographiae universalis ... (Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552), p. 980.


VAULT folio Ayer 7 .M8 1552, p. 980 (PrCt)

Turkey - Maps - 1566<>>Middle East - Maps - 1566


Authors: Gastaldi, Giacomo, approximately 1500-approximately 1565 -- Camocio, Giovanni Francesco, 16th cent. -- Forlani, Paolo -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map . ; 408 x 573 mm. (neat line), on composite sheet 452 x 620 mm.

Title supplied by cataloger.

Note to reader at lower left: Benigni lectori.

Questo disegno rapresenta il naturale della provincia della Natolia, et Caramania, et parte della Soria ...

Second imprint beneath bar scale: Apresso Gioan Francesco Camocio.

Printed from 2 plates on 2 sheets.

Remnants of binding stub on verso.

For variant state of the plate lacking second imprint, see Novacco 4F 377

Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).


Novacco 4F 376 (PrCt)

75711 Turkey - Maps - 1552<>>Woodcuts

Asia Minor. [Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552].

Authors: Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552. Cosmographiae universalis ... (1552) -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; woodcut ; 14 x 18 cm., on sheet 32 x 21 cm.

Uppercase title at left center.

Added letterpress title above woodcut: De terris Asiae minoris.

In: Münster, Sebastian. Cosmographiae universalis ... (Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552), p. 980.


VAULT folio Ayer 7 .M8 1552, p. 980 (PrCt)

Turkey - Maps - 1566<>>Middle East - Maps - 1566


Authors: Gastaldi, Giacomo, approximately 1500-approximately 1565 -- Camocio, Giovanni Francesco, 16th cent. -- Forlani, Paolo -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map . ; 408 x 573 mm. (neat line), on composite sheet 452 x 620 mm.

Title supplied by cataloger.

Note to reader at lower left: Benigni lectori.

Questo disegno rapresenta il naturale della provincia della Natolia, et Caramania, et parte della Soria ...

Second imprint beneath bar scale: Apresso Gioan Francesco Camocio.

Printed from 2 plates on 2 sheets.

Remnants of binding stub on verso.

For variant state of the plate lacking second imprint, see Novacco 4F 377

Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).


Novacco 4F 376 (PrCt)
For variant state of the plate with additional imprint 'Apresso Gioan Francesco Camocio', see Novacco 4F 376.

Ex Lange.

Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

References: Almagià, Monumenta cartographica vaticana II (1948) p. 35; Woodward 44; F. Borroni Salvadori, Carte, piante e stampe storiche delle raccolte Laverianae della Biblioteca nazionale di Firenze (1980) p. 38, no. 107; Karrow 30/103.1; Bella and Bella, Cartografia rara ... dalla collezione Franco Novacco (1986) p. 19, no.11; Tooley 65.

\textbf{Novacco 4F 377 (PrCt)}

\textbf{Turkey - Maps - 1570} \textbf{<<<Middle East - Maps - 1570}

\textit{Il Vero disegno della provincia della Natolìa, et Caramanìa ... / di Giacomo Gastaldo cosmografo.}

Venetijs [Venice] : Bolognini Zalterij formis, M. D. LXX [1570].

Authors: Gastaldi, Giacomo, approximately 1500-approximately 1565 -- Zaltieri, Bologna, fl. 1555-1576 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

1 map ; 323 x 439 mm. (neat line), on sheet 326 x 458 mm.

Duplicate copy with different watermark: Novacco 4F 379.

Karrow 30/103.2.

Almagià, Monumenta cartographica vaticana II (1948) p. 34.

Bella and Bella, Cartografia rara ... dalla collezione Franco Novacco (1986) p. 20, no.12.

Tooley 66.

\textbf{Novacco 4F 378 (PrCt)}

\textbf{Turkey - Maps - 1593} \textbf{<<<Middle East - Maps - 1593} \textbf{<<<Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1593}

\textit{Tvrcia tvrvice imperii seu solij mannorum regni plerage pars, nunc recens summa tide ac industria elucubrata / Ioannes à Deutecum fecit.}

[Antwerp : s.n., 1593?].

Authors: Doetecam, Jan van -- Jode, Gerard de, 1509-1591 -- Wierix, Antonie, 1604 -- Jode, Gerard de, 1509-1591. Specvlvm orbis terrarvm (1593)

1 map : hand col. ; 37 x 50 cm.

Title from cartouche at bottom right.

Added title at top center: Natoliam modern dicunt eam partum quam Asiam minorem ... Latin letterpress text on verso (fol. 15, sig. P): Natolìa sev iermv orbicv ... Engraving attributed to Antonie Wierix.

In: Jode, Gerard de. Specvlvm orbis terrarvm (Antwerp : A. Coninx, 1593), map [15].

\textbf{VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .J9 1593, map [15] (PrCt)}

\textbf{Turkey - Maps - 1625}

\textit{Natolìa / [Jodocus Hondius].}

[London : Printed by W. Stansby for H. Fetherstone, 1625].

Authors: Purchas, Samuel, 1577?-1626 -- Hondius, Jodocus, 1563-1612 -- Purchas, Samuel, 1577?-1626. Purchas his pilgrimes (1625) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : copper engraving ; 13.5 x 17.4 cm. on sheet 32 x 21 cm.


Digital image available on Library of Congress website (accessed Nov. 2010) :


\textbf{VAULT Ayer 110 .P9 1625, v. 2, p. 1192 (PrCt)}

\textbf{Turkey - Maps - 1626}

\textit{Natolìa / [Jodocus Hondius].}

[London : Printed by W. Stansby for H. Fetherstone, 1626].

Authors: Hondius, Jodocus, 1563-1612 -- Purchas, Samuel, 1577?-1626. Purchas his pilgrimes (1626) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : copper engraving ; 13.5 x 17.4 cm. on sheet 32 x 21 cm.


Digital image available on Library of Congress website (accessed Nov. 2010) :


\textbf{VAULT Ayer 110 .P9 1626, v. 2, p. 1192 (PrCt)}
0

75719 Turkey - Maps - 1658<>Middle East - Maps - 1658
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Somer, J. -- Mariette, Pierre, 1603-1657 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (1658 [i.e. 1659?])
1 map : hand col. ; 39 x 50 cm.
In: Sanson, Nicolas. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (Paris : Pierre Mariette, 1658 [i.e. 1659?]) v. 1, pl. [5]
Damaged sections at side margins replaced with manuscript paste-on patches.
VAULT Case oversize G1015 .S35 1658 v. 1, pl. [5] (PrCt)

75720 Turkey - Maps - 1658<>Middle East - Maps - 1658
1 map : hand col. ; 39 x 50 cm.
Date from M. Pastoureau, Atlas français, p. 402, no. 5
Scale [ca. 1:7,500,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
In composite world atlas possibly compiled and published by Charles Francois Delamarche: Atlas general : contenant le detail des quatre parties du monde [Paris? : s.n., 1798?], [ptie 2], [plate 81].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .A77 1798, [ptie 2], [plate 81] (NLO)

1 map : hand col. ; 34 x 56 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:880,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
In composite world atlas possibly compiled and published by Charles Francois Delamarche: Atlas general : contenant le detail des quatre parties du monde [Paris? : s.n., 1798?], [ptie 2], [plate 81].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .A77 1798, [ptie 2], [plate 81] (NLO)

Authors: Sanson, Guillaume -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Mariette, Pierre, 1634-1716 -- Delamarche, Charles Francois, 1740-1817. Atlas general : contenant le detail des quatre parties du monde [1798?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 37 x 49 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:875,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
In composite world atlas possibly compiled and published by Charles Francois Delamarche: Atlas general : contenant le detail des quatre parties du monde [Paris? : s.n., 1798?], [ptie 2], [plate 80].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .A77 1798, [ptie 2], [plate 80] (NLO)

Authors: Sanson, Guillaume -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Mariette, Pierre, 1634-1716 -- Delamarche, Charles Francois, 1740-1817. Atlas general : contenant le detail des quatre parties du monde [1798?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 37 x 49 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:875,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
In composite world atlas possibly compiled and published by Charles Francois Delamarche: Atlas general : contenant le detail des quatre parties du monde [Paris? : s.n., 1798?], [ptie 2], [plate 80].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .A77 1798, [ptie 2], [plate 80] (NLO)
Pamphilia et Pisidia / conatibus geographicis
Guillemi Sanson Nicolai filii. A Paris : Chés le S. Robert, geographe ordint. du roi, quai de l’Horloge, MDCLXX [1670, i.e. between 1700 and 1750?].
Authors: Sanson, Guillaume -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Delamarche, Charles François, 1740-1817. Atlas général : contenant le détail des quatre parties du monde [1798?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 32 x 50 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:875,000]
Relief shown pictorially.
Baskes oversize G1015 .A77 1798, [plate 2], [plate 79] (NLO)

75724 Turkey - Maps - 1688<>Middle East - Maps - 1688
Turcicum imperium. Amstelodami [Amsterdam] : Apud F. de Wit, [1688?].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Wit, Frederik de. [Atlas] [1688?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 32 x 50 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:12,000,000]
Relief shown pictorially.
Baskes oversize G1015 .W47 1688, [plate 19] (NLO)

75725 Turkey - Maps - 1689<>Mediterranean Region - Maps - 1689<>Middle East - Maps - 1689
The Empire of the great Turke in Europe, Asia, & Africa... London : Berry, 1689.
Authors: Berry, William, fl. 1669-1708 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Berry, William, fl. 1669-1708. [A Collection of maps of the world] [1680-1689] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 52 x 85 cm.
Added title: The Dominions or empire of the great Turk in Europe, Asia, and Africa ... .

75726 Turkey - Maps - 1692
Estats de l'empire du grand seigneur des Turcs en Europe ... diviseé en tous ses beglerbegicz ...
Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : H. iaillot [i.e. P. Mortier], 1692 [i.e. 1696].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. [Atlas nouveau contenant toutes les parties du monde ... ] (1696) 1 map : hand col. ; 53 x 85 cm.
Added title, upper margin: Estats de l'empire du grand seigneur des Turcs en Europe ... distingué suivant l'estendüe de ses beglerbegicz ... . Continuation inset, lower left corner (13 cm. x 18 cm.) of the northern coast of Africa.
Case oversize G 1007 .781 v. 2, map [22] (PrCt)

75727 Turkey - Maps - 1700<>Cyprus - Maps - 1700
Natolia, quae olim Asia Minor. [Amsterdam : Frederik de Wit, ca. 1700?].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Wit, Frederik de. Atlas [ca. 1700?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 37 x 48 cm.

75728 Turkey - Maps - 1703<>Middle East - Maps - 1703
Turky in Asia. [London : s.n., 1703].
Authors: Seller, John, fl. 1658-1698 -- Seller, John, fl. 1658-1698. A New system of geography : designed in a most plain and easie method ... (1703) 1 map : 11 x 13 cm.
Anonymous map in Seller, John. A New system of geography : designed in a most plain and easie method ... (London : Jeremiah Seller ; Charles Price ; John Senex, 1703) map [32]. Manuscript 'nn' in lower right. Case 3A 1704 map [32] (PrCt)

75729 Turkey - Maps - 1710<>Middle East - Maps - 1710
Tabula nova geographica Natoliae et Asie minoris ... Amst. Bat. [Amsterdam] : Nicolaum Visscher [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher, 1710?].
Authors: Cantelli, Giacomo, 1643-1695 -- Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Visscher, Elizabeth, fl. 1702-1726 -- Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702. Atlas minor ... [1710?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 42 x 53 cm.
Title in upper margin.
In: Visscher, Nicolaes. Atlas minor ...
Turkey - Maps - 1733>>Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1733
Nieuwe kaart van Europisch Turkien na de alderlaaste ondecking int licht gebracht / J. Keyser get. en gesn. 1733. te Amsterdam : by Isaak Tirion, 1733.
Authors: Tirion, Isaak -- Keizer, Jacob, fl. 1706-1750 -- Tirion, Isaak. Nieuwe en beknopte hand-atlas ... (1748 [i.e. 1769?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 28 x 34 cm. Verso numbered "N 6" in manuscript. In: Tirion, Isaak. Nieuwe en beknopte hand-atlas ... (Amsterdam : Isaak Tirion, 1744 [i.e. 1769?]), plate [6].
over size Ayer 135 .T55 1744, plate [6] (PrCt)

Turkey - Maps - 1741>>Greece - Maps - 1741
Imperii Tvrccii Europaei terra, in primis Graecia ... [Nuremberg] : Homannianis Hereditus, A. 1741.
Authors: Harenberg, Johann Christoph, 1696-1744 -- Homann Erben (Firm) -- Homann Erben (Firm). Major atlas scholasticus ex triginta sex generalibus et specialibus mappis Homannianis ... [1776?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 56 cm. Includes dedication " ... in vsum principis ... dvcis Brvnsvico-Lynebvrgi Caroli Wilhelmi Ferdinandi adornavit Ioannis Christoph Harenberg ... ."
Baskes oversize G1015 .H66 1776, [plate 28] (PrCt)

Turkey - Maps - 1745>>Black Sea - Maps - 1745
Carte de l'Asie Minevre ou de la Natolie et du Pont Euxin ... = Asiae Minoris veteris et novae, itemque Ponti Euxini et Paludis Maeotidis mappa ... Nuremberg : Homann Erben, [ca. 1745].

Map dated 1743. Manuscript '177' on verso.
over size Ayer 135 .H7 1730, [plate 173] (PrCt)

Turkey - Maps - 1747
An Accurate map of Asia Minor, as divided into its provinces, before it became possess'd by the Turks. London : W. Innys et al, 1747.
Authors: Bowen, Emanuel, -1767 -- Innys, William, d. 1756 -- Bowen, Emanuel, -1767. A Complete system of geography ... (1747) 1 map ; 32 x 22 cm. In: Bowen, Emanuel. A Complete system of geography : being a description of ... the known world (London : Printed for William Innys, etc., 1747) v. 2, pl. [33].
Case oversize G114 .B68 1747 v. 2, pl. 33 (PrCt)

Turkey - Maps - 1747
A New and accurate map of Anatolia or Asia Minor with Syria and such other provinces of the Turkish Empire. London : W. Innys et al, 1747.
Authors: Bowen, Emanuel, -1767 -- Innys, William, d. 1756 -- Bowen, Emanuel, -1767. A Complete system of geography ... (1747) 1 map ; 33 x 41 cm. In: Bowen, Emanuel. A Complete system of geography : being a description of ... the known world (London : Printed for William Innys, etc., 1747) v. 2, pl. [32].
Case oversize G114 .B68 1747 v. 2, pl. 32 (PrCt)

Turkey - Maps - 1753>>Middle East - Maps - 1753
Etats du Grand-Seigneur en Asie, empire de Perse, pays des Usbecs, Arabie et Egypte / par le Sr. Robert de Vaugondy fils ... [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy], 1753.
Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1757, [plate 95] (PrCt)

Turkey - Maps - 1753>>Middle East - Maps - 1753
Etats du Grand-Seigneur en Asie, empire de Perse, pays des Usbecs, Arabie et Egypte / par le Sr. Robert de Vaugondy fils ... [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy], 1753.
1688-1766. Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1790?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 48 x 54 cm.
In: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles. Atlas universel / par M. Robert ... et par M. Robert de Vaugondy son fils ... (A Paris : Chez De La Marche, géographe, rue du Foin St. Jacques, Collège de Me. Gervais, 1757, [i.e. 1790?]), [plate 95].
"95" -- oversize letterpress number stamped on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1790, [plate 95] (PrCt)

75737 Turkey - Maps - 1756
Asia Minor in suas partes seu provincias divisa ... / auctore Robert de Vaugondy ... ; E. Haussard sculp. [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy], 1756.
Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Haussard, Elisabeth -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1790?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 49 x 60 cm.
In: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles. Atlas universel / par M. Robert ... et par M. Robert de Vaugondy son fils ... (A Paris : Chez De La Marche, géographe, rue du Foin St. Jacques, Collège de Me. Gervais, 1757, [i.e. 1790?]), [plate 10].
"Asia Minor" and "11" -- oversize letterpress title and number stamped on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1790, [plate 10] (PrCt)

75738 Turkey - Maps - 1756
Asia Minor in suas partes seu provincias divisa ... / auctore Robert de Vaugondy ... ; E. Haussard sculp. [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy], 1756.
Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Haussard, Elisabeth -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1790?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 49 x 60 cm.
In: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles. Atlas universel / par M. Robert ... et par M. Robert de Vaugondy son fils ... (A Paris : Chez De La Marche, géographe, rue du Foin St. Jacques, Collège de Me. Gervais, 1757, [i.e. 1790?]), [plate 11].
"Asia Minor" -- oversize letterpress title stamped on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1757, [plate 11] (PrCt)

75739 Turkey - Maps - 1764
Asia Minor in suas partes seu provincias divisa ... / auctore Robert de Vaugondy ... ; E. Haussard sculp. [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy], 1756.
Authors: Pluche, Noël Antoine, 1688-1761 -- Frères Estienne (Firm) -- Pluche, Noël Antoine, 1688-1761. Concorde de la géographie des différens âges (1772) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 13 x 19 cm.

75740 Turkey - Maps - 1766
A New and accurate map of Anatolia or Asia Minor with Syria and such other provinces of the Turkish Empire ... / by Eman. Bowen. [London : s.n., 1766].
Authors: Bowen, Emanuel, 1764-1777 -- Bowen, Emanuel, 1767. The Maps and charts to The modern part of the universal history (1766) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 33 x 42 cm.
In: Bowen, Emanuel. The Maps and charts to The modern part of the universal history / [with maps by Emanuel Bowen and Thomas Kitchin] (London : Printed for T. Osborne [et al.]; 1766), [plate 23].
Manuscript nos. "XXIII" at upper right and "23" on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .M3 1766, [plate 23] (NLO)

75741 Turkey - Maps - 1772
L'Asie Mineure pour la Concorde de la géographie des différens âges . [Paris : Chez les Frères Estienne, 1772].
Authors: Pluche, Noël Antoine, 1688-1761 -- Frères Estienne (Firm) -- Pluche, Noël Antoine, 1688-1761. Concorde de la géographie des différens âges (1772) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 13 x 19 cm.


1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 61 cm. 

"Ph. Buache P.g.d.R.d.l'A.R.d.S gendre de l'auteur."

Scale [ca. 1:10,500,000].

Relief shown pictorially.


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .L565 1801, [plate 28] (NLO)

57548 Turkey - Maps - 1783


Authors: Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Stackhouse, Thomas, 1756-1836 -- Stackhouse, Thomas, 1756-1836. A New universal atlas : consisting of a complete set of maps ... (1785) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 

1 map : hand col. ; 35 x 36 cm. 

Engraved without attribution by Samuel John Neele. 

In: Stackhouse, Thomas. A New universal atlas : consisting of a complete set of maps ... (London : Printed for the proprietor, Mrs. Stackhouse ... and sold by T. Longman [and 7 others], 1785), plate 38. 

Engraved "38" at upper right. 

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .S82 1785, plate 38 (PrCt)

57549 Turkey - Maps - 1783


Authors: Stackhouse, Thomas, 1756-1836 -- Stackhouse, Thomas, 1756-1836. An Universal atlas : being a set of maps, to illustrate ancient and modern geography ... (1782) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 

1 map : hand col. ; 35 x 36 cm. 

In: Stackhouse, Thomas. An Universal atlas : being a set of maps, to illustrate ancient and modern geography ... (London : Printed for the author, and sold by Ashby and Neele ... [et al], 1782 [i.e. 1783?]), plate 38. 

Hand stamped with oversize "38" at upper right. 

overse Ayer 135 .S77 1782, plate 38 (PrCt)
A New map of Turkey in Europe divided into all its provinces ... drawn chiefly from the maps published by the Academy of St. Petersburg / F. Vivares sculpt. London : Laurie & Whittle, No. 53 Fleet Street, 12th May 1794.

Authors: Vivares, Francis, fl. 1767-1799 -- Imperatorskalá akademiá nauk (Russia) -- Laurie & Whittle -- Kitchin, Thomas, 1718-1784. A General atlas describing the whole universe ... (1795) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 60 x 61 cm.

In Robert Laurie and James Whittle. A New and elegant imperial sheet atlas comprehending general and particular maps of every part of the world ... [1801?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 60 x 61 cm.

In Robert Laurie and James Whittle. A New and elegant imperial sheet atlas comprehending general and particular maps of every part of the world ... (London : printed and published by R. Laurie and J. Whittle, 1800 [i.e. 1801?] no. 34. Stamped "34" on verso.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .R63 1801 no. 34 (NLO)

75756 Turkey - Maps - 1794<<>>Middle East - Maps - 1794

A New map of Turkey in Asia / by Monsr. D'Anville ... London : Laurie & Whittle, 12th May 1794.

Authors: Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d', 1697-1782 -- Laurie & Whittle -- Ludwig, W., 1749-1836. A New and elegant imperial sheet atlas comprehending general and particular maps of every part of the world ... (1801) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 52 x 71 cm.

In Robert Laurie and James Whittle. A New and elegant imperial sheet atlas comprehending general and particular maps of every part of the world ... (London : printed and published by R. Laurie and J. Whittle, 1800 [i.e. 1801?] no. 38. Stamped "38" on verso.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .R63 1801 no. 38 (NLO)

75757 Turkey - Maps - 1795<<>>Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1795

European dominions of the Ottomans, or Turkey in Europe. London : W. Faden, 1795 [i.e. 1817]?

Authors: Faden, William, 1749-1836 -- Faden, William, 1749-1836. [General atlas] [1817?]

1 map : hand col. ; 53 x 72 cm.


Map dated 1795; verso handstamped '40.'

oversize G 10 .282 pl. 41 (PrCF)

75758 Turkey - Maps - 1799 - History, Ancient

L'Asia Minore divisa nelle sue parti o provincie. Rome : Calcografia camerale, 1798 [i.e. 1801].

Authors: Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824 -- Calcografia camerale (Rome, Rome : Calcografia camerale, 1798 [i.e. 1801].

1 map : hand col. ; 53 x 72 cm.


Map dated 1795; verso handstamped '40.'

oversize G 10 .282 pl. 41 (PrCF)

75758 Turkey - Maps - 1799 - History, Ancient

L'Asia Minore divisa nelle sue parti o provincie. Rome : Calcografia camerale, 1798 [i.e. 1801].

Authors: Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824 -- Calcografia camerale (Rome, Rome : Calcografia camerale, 1798 [i.e. 1801].

1 map : hand col. ; 53 x 72 cm.


Map dated 1795; verso handstamped '40.'

oversize G 10 .282 pl. 41 (PrCF)
75759 Turkey - Maps - 1801<<>>Iran - Maps - 1801<<>>Egypt - Maps - 1801

Atlas to illustrate the Travels in the Ottoman empire, Egypt, and Persia... London, 1798 [i.e. 1801].

Authors: Olivier, G. A. (Guillaume Antoine), 1756-1814 -- Cripps, J. M.
1 atlas (fol.)

Bookplate of J. M. Cripps.

Atlasses in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 1123

Maps

G 29 .64 Atlas (NLO)

75760 Turkey - Maps - 1802<<>>Middle East - Maps - 1802

Asia Minor. [London] : Cadell and Davies [et al], 1802 [i.e. 1807].

Authors: Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826 -- Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Lowry, fl. 1802-1807 -- Cadell & Davies -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826. Modern geography ... (1807)
1 map ; 20 x 25 cm.

Arrowsmith direxit.

'From various authorities.'

'Published March 1st, 1802 ...'.


folio G 11 .693 v. 2, opp. p. 15 (PrCt)

75761 Turkey - Maps - 1804


Authors: Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823. A New and elegant general atlas comprising all the new discoveries, to the present time ... (1804) -- John Conrad & Co. -- Seymour, Joseph H. -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 20 x 25 cm.

In: Arrowsmith, Aaron. A New and elegant general atlas comprising all the new discoveries, to the present time ... (Philadelphia [etc.] : J. Conrad & Co. [and others], 1804) pl. 24

Ayer 135 .A65 1804 pl. 24 (PrCt)

75762 Turkey - Maps - 1806<<>>Iran - Maps - 1806<<>>Egypt - Maps - 1806


Authors: Olivier, G. A. (Guillaume Antoine), 1756-1814 -- Tardieu -- Bénard (Engraver) -- Agasse, Henri, 1752-1813 -- Olivier, G. A. (Guillaume Antoine), 1756-1814. Voyage dans l'Empire Othoman, l'Égypte et la Perse ... (Paris : H. Agasse, [1801]-1807); see text volumes forming part of the McCormick Theological Seminary Collection at the Newberry Library [DR425 .O46 1801]

1 atlas : 17 maps ; 350 x 260 mm.

Issued with 6 vols. of text (lacking in Bakes Collection Feb. 2009): Olivier, G. A. Voyage dans l'Empire Othoman, l'Égypte et la Perse ... (Paris : H. Agasse, [1801]-1807); see text volumes forming part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)


Turquie d'Europe / par le S. Janvier geographe. À Venise [Venice] : par Francois Santini ... ; Chez Mr. Redini [Remondini], [1807].

Authors: Janvier, Jean Denis -- Santini, Francesco -- Remondini, Giuseppe Antonio, 1747-1811 -- Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (1784 [i.e. 1807?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; hand col. ; 48 x 62 cm.

In: Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (Venise : par P. Santini, rue Ste. Justine, chez M. Remondini, 1784 [i.e. 1807?]), v. 1, no. "P.I. 54"

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .S4 1807, v. 1, no. 54 (PrCt)

75764 Turkey - Maps - 1807<<>>Turkey - History, Ancient - Maps - 1807

Asia Minor in suas provincias divisia / auctore Robert de Vaugondy ... Venetiis [Venice] : apud H. Agasse, [1756].

Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688--1756 -- Tardieu -- Bénard (Engraver) -- Agasse, Henri, 1752-1813 -- Olivier, G. A. (Guillaume Antoine), 1756-1814. Voyage dans l'Empire Othoman, l'Égypte et la Perse ... (Paris : H. Agasse, [1801]-1807); see text volumes forming part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library
1 map ; hand col. ; 48 x 59 cm.

In: Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (Venise : par P. Santini, rue Ste. Justine, chez M. Remondini, 1784 [i.e. 1807?]), v. 2, no. "P. II. 62"

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .S4 1807, v. 2, no. 62 (PrCt)

75765 Turkey - Maps - 1813<<>>Middle East - Maps - 1813

... .'

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Turkey in Asia / Neele sculp. [London] : S. & G. Neele, Strand, Jan'y. 1st 1813.
Authors: Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Neele, George -- Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824. Neele's general atlas : consisting of a complete set of maps compiled from the best authorities ... (1814 [i.e. 1815]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 21 x 28 cm.
In: Neele, Samuel John and George. Neele's general atlas : consisting of a complete set of maps compiled from the best authorities, and including all the new discoveries (London : [Samuel and George Neele] ; Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme, and Brown ; Cadell & Davies, 1814 [i.e. 1815]), [plate 42].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Engraved no. XXVI at lower right.
Baskes folio G1019 .N4 1814, [plate 42] (PrCt)

Turkey - Maps - 1813 - 1813
Turkey in Asia. London : Cadell & Davies [et al], 1813 [i.e. 1815].
Authors: Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826 -- Hebert, Lewis, fl. 1809-1838 -- Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Cadell & Davies -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826. A Modern atlas : from the latest and best authorities ... (1815) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 68 cm.
Drawn under the direction of Mr. Pinkerton by L. Hebert.'
Running title in upper margin: Pinkerton's modern atlas.
oversize Ayer 135 .P6 1815 pl. [31] (PrCt)

Turkey - Maps - 1814 - 1814
Authors: Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (1817?) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 58 cm.
Engraved 'No. 45' at upper right.
In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (Edinburgh ; London ; Dublin ; George Ramsay for John Thomson and Company [et al, 1817?]), map 45.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1817, map 45

Turkey - Maps - 1821 - 1821
Turkey in Asia / Engl. by W. Dassauville. [Edinburgh : s.n., 1821?].
Authors: Dassauville, William -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (1821?) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 40 x 49 cm.
In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (Edinburgh ; London ; Dublin ; John Thomson and Company ; Baldwin, Craddock, and Joy ; John Cumming, 1817, [i.e. 1821?]) map 45. Printed paste-on label 'No. 45' on verso.
oversize Ayer 135 .T4 1817 map 45 (PrCt)

Turkey - Maps - 1822 - 1822
Asiatic Turkey. [Edinburgh] : Drawn & engraved for Thomson's New general atlas, [1822?].
Authors: Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (1822?) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 58 cm.
In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (Edinburgh ; London ; Dublin ; Printed by G. Ramsay and Co. for J. Thomson and Co. ; Baldwin, Craddock and Joy ; John Cumming, 1821 [i.e. 1822?]), v. 2, map 45. Engraved 'No. 45' at upper right.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1821, v. 2, map 45 (NLO)

Turkey - Maps - 1823

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Turkey

Engraved no. '45' at upper right.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at Pillans, for John Thomson ; Baldwin & Cradock ; (Edinburgh ; London ; Dublin : Printed by H. & J. consisting of a series of geographical designs ... 1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 58 cm.

Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) of a series of geographical designs ... (1829)

Authors: Thomson, John, 19th cent.

Asiatic Turkey

1829

Turkey

Turkey (PrCt)

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

P:KKOester.Generalquartiermeisterstabe

Authors: Weiss, Franz von, 1791

Austria, 1829.

Carte der Europaeischen Turkey (box). Vienna :

Austria, 1829.

Authors: Weiss, Franz von, 1791-1858 -- Austria -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. : 21 maps ; 230 x 171 mm.
P:KKOester.Generalquartiermeisterstabe

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

(PrCt)

Turkey - Maps - 1829

Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1829

Carte der Europaeischen Turkey (box). Vienna :

Austria, 1829.

Authors: Weiss, Franz von, 1791-1858 -- Austria -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. : 21 maps ; 230 x 171 mm.
P:KKOester.Generalquartiermeisterstabe

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

(PrCt)

Turkey - Maps - 1829

Middle East - Maps - 1829


Authors: Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (1829) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 58 cm.

In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (Edinburgh ; London ; Dublin : Printed by H. & J. Pillans, for John Thomson ; Baldwin & Cradock ; John Cumming, 1829), map 45.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Engraved no. '45' at upper right.

Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1829 map 45

(NLO)

Turkey - Maps - 1830

Cyprus - Maps - 1830

Turkey containing the provinces in Asia Minor.

London : Chapman and Hall, 1830 [i.e.1844].

Authors: Chapman and Hall -- J. & C. Walker (Firm) -- Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (Great Britain) -- Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (Great Britain).

Maps of the Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (1844) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 29 x 41 cm.


oversize Ayer 135 .S67 1844 v. 1, pl. [83] (PrCt)

Turkey - Maps - 1831

Middle East - Maps - 1831

Turkey in Asia.

Edinburgh : D. Lizars, [1831?].

Authors: Lizars, Daniel, 1760--1812 -- Hamilton, John, fl. 1831 -- Lizars, Daniel, 1760-1812. The Edinburgh geographical and historical atlas ... [1831?]?

1 map : hand col. ; 39 x 49 cm.

In: Lizars, Daniel. The Edinburgh geographical and historical atlas ... (Edinburgh [etc.] : John Hamilton [and others, 1831?]) pl. [39].

Engraved plate no. 'XLVII.

oversize G 1001 .82 fascicule 5, map [2] (PrCt)

Turkey - Maps - 1832

Middle East - Maps - 1832

Turkey in Asia / by J. Arrowsmith. London : J. Arrowsmith, 35 Essex St., Strand, 15 Feby. 1832.

Authors: Arrowsmith, John, 1750-1817 -- Arrowsmith, John, 1790-1873 -- Arrowsmith, John, 1790-1873. The London atlas of universal geography ... [1837] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 50 x 61 cm.

Engraved no. "28" at lower right.

In: Arrowsmith, John. [The London atlas of...
universal geography: exhibiting the physical & political divisions of the various countries of the world, constructed from original materials]
Baskes oversize G1019.A778 1837, map 28 (NLO)

75779 Turkey - Maps - 1833>>>Middle East - Maps - 1833
Turkey in Asia / Young & Delleker sc. Philada. [Philadelphia]: A. Finley, [1833].
Authors: Young & Delleker -- Finley, A. (Anthony) -- Finley, A. (Anthony). A New general atlas ...
(1833) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: hand col.; 21 x 28 cm.
In: Finley, Anthony. A New general atlas: comprising a complete set of maps, representing the grand divisions of the globe ... (Philadelphia: Anthony Finley, 1833), plate 54.
Sheet corner numbered 54.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019.F5 1833, plate 54 (PrCt)

75780 Turkey - Maps - 1835>>>Middle East - Maps - 1835
>>>Arabian Peninsula - Maps - 1835
>>>Saudi Arabia - Maps - 1835
>>>Iran - Maps - 1835
Authors: Russo, Giosuè, 1781-1840 -- Russo, Vincenzo, fl. 1834-1836 -- Russo, Luigi, fl. 1834-1836 -- Galanti, Luigi. Atlante di geografia moderna ... (1834-1836 [i.e. 1847?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: hand col.; 32 x 41 cm.
In: Galanti, Luigi. Atlante di geografia moderna: in 30 carte (Naples: [Luigi Galanti], 1834-1836 [i.e. 1847?]), plate 21
Engraved no. 21 at upper right.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1019.G23 1836, plate 21 (PrCt)

75781 Turkey - Maps - 1840<<<Middle East - Maps - 1840
Turkish empire. London: Mr. Bull, [ca. 1840].
Authors: Starling, Thomas -- Bull and Churton -- Bull, Mr., fl. ca. 1840 -- Starling, Thomas. The Royal cabinet atlas ... [ca. 1840]
1 map: hand col.; 8 x 14 cm.
In: Starling, Thomas. The Royal cabinet atlas ... (London: Buell and Churton, [ca. 1840]) 'Pl. XL' [i.e. 22].
map3C 5 map [22] (PrCt)

75782 Turkey - Maps - 1840<<<Middle East - Maps - 1840
Map of Turkey in Asia. [Philadelphia: Lea and Blanchard, 1840].
Authors: Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846 -- Lea & Blanchard -- Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (1840) 1 map: 11 x 18 cm.
Keyed to dozens of references on p.234.
Wax engraving.
G 11 .607 v. 2, p. 235 (PrCt)

75783 Turkey - Maps - 1841<<<Middle East - Maps - 1841
Turkey in Asia / drawn & engraved by J. Archer, Pentonville, London. London: Grattan & Gilbert, [1841?].
Authors: Archer, Joshua, fl. 1833-1866 -- Grattan & Gilbert -- Mudie, Robert, 1777-1842. Gilbert's modern atlas of the earth ... (1841) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: hand col.; 22 x 31 cm.
Running title at bottom left: Gilbert's modern atlas
In: Mudie, Robert. Gilbert's modern atlas of the earth ... (London: Grattan and Gilbert, [1841?]), [plate 30].
Baskes folio G1019 .M83 1841, [plate 30] (PrCt)

75784 Turkey - Maps - 1843<<<Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1843
>>>Greece - Maps - 1843
The Turkish empire in Europe and Asia with the kingdom of Greece. London: [Chapman and Hall], 1843 [i.e.1844].
1 map: hand col.; 30 x 39 cm.
oversize Ayer 135 .S67 1844 v. 1, pl. [73] (PrCt)

75785 Turkey - Maps - 1843<<<Turkey - Historical geography - Maps - 1843
>>>Turkey - History - Ottoman Empire, 1288-1918 - Maps
Nouvel atlas physique, politique et historique de l'Empire Ottoman et de ses états limitrophes en Europe, en Asie et en Afrique: en quarante feuilles: avec un beau plan topographique de la ville actuelle de Constantinople, plusieurs plans des villes les plus importantes de l'Empire, et ceux des sièges et batailles mémorables soutenus par les Ottomans / dressé sur les documents les plus récents et les plus authentiques, pour servir à l'intelligence de l'histoire de l'Empire Ottoman, de ses démembrements successifs et des événements

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
politiques accomplis en Orient par J.J. Hellert.
Paris: Bellizard & Dufour, 1843.
1 atlas (2 unnumbered leaves, 39 leaves of plates in various foliations (4 folded)) : 38 maps (1 map hand colored, 3 folded) ; 53 cm
Running title: Atlas de l’Empire Ottoman
Two maps by J.G. Heck; maps engraved by J. Schwaerzlé, A. Benitz, Charles Schreiber, and U. Muschani.
Relief shown by shading and hachures.
Prime meridian: Ferro.
Scales differ.
Bookplate of Paul Tibbe.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 3158; Blackmer 666
Jvon Hammer Purgstall
Baskes oversize G2210 .H45 1843 (NLO)

75789 Turkey - Maps - 1853<>>Middle East - Maps - 1853
Authors: Lowry, Joseph Wilson, 1803-1879 -- Harper & Brothers -- Chapman and Hall -- Lowry, Joseph Wilson, 1803-1879. Lowry's Universal atlas constructed and engraved from the most recent authorities (1853)
1 map : col. ; 28 x 41 cm.
In: Lowry, Joseph Wilson. Lowry's Universal atlas constructed and engraved from the most recent authorities (New York : Harper and Brothers, 1853) pl. [37].
Printed plate nos. 'C', '54' and '55.
folio G 10 .525 pl. [37] (PrCl)

75790 Turkey - Maps - 1854<>>Russia - Maps - 1854<>>Black Sea Region - Maps - 1854<>>Circassia (Russia) - Maps - 1854
Turkey, Russia, the Black Sea, and Circassia / By Capt. Spencer. London : George Routledge & Co., 1854.
hetto, 1817-1876 -- Allen, John Baylis, 1803-1876 -- Martin, Robert Montgomery, 1803?-1868. Tallis's illustrated atlas, and modern history of the world ... (1851)
1 map : hand col. ; 22 x 30 cm.
Inset views (6 x 12 cm. and smaller): The Castles of Europe and Asia -- [Natives in local costumes] -- Jerusalem -- [Ostrich].
In: Martin, Robert Montgomery. Tallis's illustrated atlas, and modern history of the world ... (London ; New York : J. Tallis, 1851) pl. [35].
folio G1019 .M197 1851 pl. [35] (PrCl)

75788 Turkey - Maps - 1851<>>Rhodes (Greece) - Maps - 1851 - Pictorial works
Authors: Rapkin, J. -- Tallis, John, 1817-1876 -- Warren, H., fl. 1851 -- Kernot, J. H., fl. 1851 -- Martin, Robert Montgomery, 1803?-1868. Tallis's illustrated atlas, and modern history of the world ... (1851)
1 map : hand col. ; 22 x 30 cm.
Inset views (4 x 8 cm. and smaller): [Natives in local costumes] -- Olympus -- Rhodes.
In: Martin, Robert Montgomery. Tallis's illustrated atlas, and modern history of the world ... (London ; New York : J. Tallis, 1851) pl. [36].
folio G1019 .M197 1851 pl. [36] (PrCl)

75787 Turkey - Maps - 1851<>>Middle East - Maps - 1851<>>Jerusalem - Pictorial works - 1851

Authors: Rapkin, J. -- Tallis, John, 1817-1876 -- Warren, H., fl. 1851 -- Allen, John Baylis, 1803-1876 -- Martin, Robert Montgomery, 1803?-1868. Tallis's illustrated atlas, and modern history of the world ... (1851)
1 map : hand col. ; 22 x 30 cm.
Inset views (6 x 12 cm. and smaller): The Castles of Europe and Asia -- [Natives in local costumes] -- Jerusalem -- [Ostrich].
In: Martin, Robert Montgomery. Tallis's illustrated atlas, and modern history of the world ... (London ; New York : J. Tallis, 1851) pl. [35].
folio G1019 .M197 1851 pl. [35] (PrCl)

75791 Turkey - Maps - 1861<>>Middle East - Maps - 1861<>>Caucasus, South - Maps - 1861

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Johnston, Alexander Keith, 1804-1871 -- W. & A.K. Johnston Limited -- William Blackwood and Sons -- Johnston, Alexander Keith, 1804-1871. The Royal atlas of modern geography ... (1861)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 56 cm. Partly hand colored.
Running title: Keith Johnston's general atlas.
In: Johnston, Alexander Keith. The Royal atlas of modern geography : exhibiting, in a series of entirely original and authentic maps ... (Edinburgh and London : William Blackwood and Sons, 1861), map 29.
**oversize** G 10 .456, map 29 (PrCt)

75794 Turkey - Maps - 1870 - Manuscripts-<>-Turkey - History - Ottoman Empire, 1288-1918 - Manuscripts-<>-Manuscript maps (Provisional Heading)
[Manuscript atlas of the Ottoman Empire]. 1870.
Authors: Ottoman Empire -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 27 maps ; 126 x 204 mm. Anonymous manuscript compiled in Istanbul. nd
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)** (PrCt)

75795 Turkey - Maps - 1872-<>-Middle East - Maps - 1872-<>-Dardanelles Strait (Turkey) - Maps - 1872-<>-Bosporus (Turkey) - Maps - 1872-<>-Egypt - Maps - 1872-<>-Nile River Valley - Maps - 1872
**Turkish empire.** Edinburgh, London & Dublin : A. Fullarton & Co., [1872?].
Authors: A. Fullarton & Co. -- A. Fullarton & Co. The Royal illustrated atlas of modern geography [1872?]
1 map : col. ; 42 x 52 cm. Insets (11 x 15 cm. and smaller): Enlarged plan of the strait of Dardanelles -- Enlarged plan of Bosporus -- Continuation of map part of Upper Egypt.
Printed plate no. "Li" at upper right and pasted on verso.
**Case oversize** G1019 .A38 1872, plate [51] (PrCt)

75796 Turkey - Maps - 1876-<>-Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1876-<>-Wall maps
**Special-Karte der europäischen Turkei.** [Glogau : C. Fleming, 1876?].
Authors: Handtke, F. (Friedrich), 1815-1879 -- Carl Flemming (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (2 maps on 21 sheets) : col. ; 45 x 58 cm. Cover title:Atlas Turquie d'Europe Date from Phillips 3159, which describes t.p. with index map. "Druck u. Verlag v. C. Flemming in Glogau"--on each map section. Scale [ca. 1:600,000]
Coordinates: (E 32°00'/N 49°00'--E 49°30'/N 49°00'--N 37°30'). Relief shown by hachures and spot heights. In upper left margin of each sheet: F. Handtke's Special-Karte der europäischen Turkei.
Sheets separately numbered, e.g. No. 1 thru No. 20.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
**Baskes oversize** G7430 1856 .H36 (NLO)

---

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
75797 Turkey - Maps - 1877<>Russo-Turkish War, 1877-1878 - Maps
The Eastern question : the Turkish Empire in Europe and Asia. 1877.
Authors: Harper's Weekly (New York)
1 map
From Harper's Weekly.
temp map2F G7430 1877 .H3 (PrCT)

75798 Turkey - Maps - 1877<>Russo-Turkish War, 1877-1878 - Maps
History of Turkey : comprising the geography, chronology and statistics of the empire; the ethnology, primitive traditions and sociology of the Turks; and the genealogy of the existing Osmanli dynasty / by J.D. O'Connor. Chicago : Moses Warren, 1877.
Authors: O'Connor, J. D. -- Moses Warren & Co. (Chicago, Ill.) -- Warren (Moses) & Co., Chicago, Ill. SEE Moses Warren & Co. (Chicago, Ill.)
"With three colored maps and genealogical chart."
Case DR568 .O366 1877 (NLO)

75799 Turkey - Maps - 1878<>Istanbul (Turkey) - Maps - 1878<>Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1878
Handbook for travellers in Turkey in Asia : including Constantinople, the Bosphorus, plain of Troy, isles of Cyprus, Rhodes, &c., Smyrna, Ephesus, and the routes to Persia, Bagdad, Moosool, &c. : with general hints for travellers in Turkey, vocabularies &c. : with maps and plans. London ; Paris ; Alexandria ; Cairo ; Malta ; Constantinople : John Murray ; Galignani ; Boyveau : Alexandrian Book Company ; Critien ; S.H. Weiss ; Lorentz & Keil, 1878.
Cover title: Murray's hand-book, Turkey in Asia, Constantinople
Other title: Half-title: Handbook for travellers in Constantinople and Turkey in Asia
Two folded maps in pockets.
Includes index.
Publisher's advertisements on endpapers, "Mr. Murray's list of voyages and travels," 4 p., third sequence, and "Murray's handbook advertiser, 1883-84", 72 p. at end.
Digital version of another copy (but not all maps?) available online via Google Books (accessed December 2012):
http://books.google.com/books?id=UVIFAAAAAYA
Series: [Murray's handbooks for travellers] -- Murray's handbooks for travellers.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray's handbooks for travellers, 103
Baskes G153 .M97 no. 103 (1878) (PrCT)

75800 Turkey - Maps - 1885<>Middle East - Maps - 1885<>Cyprus - Maps - 1885
Turkey in Asia / by J. Bartholomew, F.R.G.S. Edinburgh : A. & C. Black, [1885].
Authors: Bartholomew, John, 1831-1893 -- Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- Adam and Charles Black (Firm). Black's general atlas of the world ... (1885)
1 map : col. ; 41 x 57 cm.
Inset (8 x 12 cm.): Cyprus.
In: Adam and Charles Black. Black’s general atlas of the world : embracing the latest discoveries, new boundaries, and other changes, accompanied by introductory letterpress and index (Edinburgh : Adam and Charles Black, 1885), plate 29.
oversize G1019 .B63 1885, plate 29 (PrCT)

75801 Turkey - Maps - 1889 - Manuscripts<>Turkey - History - Ottoman Empire, 1288-1918 - Manuscripts<>Manuscript maps (Provisional Heading)
[Manuscript atlas of the Ottoman Empire]. 1889.
Authors: Ottoman Empire -- HafizIbrahim Salih -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 46 maps ; 250 x 200 mm.
Manuscript compiled in Istanbul by HafizIbrahim Salih.
auth:HafizIbrahimSalih
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCT)

75802 Turkey - Maps - 1892<>Danube River Valley - Maps - 1892
Tuerkei und untere Donauländer. Leipzig : Bibliographisches Institut, 1892.
Authors: Meyers Reisebücher -- Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 25 maps ; 15 cm.
4th ed.
1896nachtraege
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)


75804 Turkey - Maps - 1899<>Europe - Maps - 1899<>Turkey - History - Ottoman Empire, 1288-1818 - Maps Empire Ottoman : division administrative. [Constantinople? F. Loeffler?,] 1899. Authors: Loeffler, F. -- Huber, R. 1 map : col., mounted on linen ; 91 x 127 cm. fold. in covers to 34 x 25 cm. 'F. Loeffler, Lithographe de S.M.I. le Sultan.' 'R. Huber, Commandant d' Artillerie, e.r.' Scale: 1:1,500,000. Includes insets and tables of cities (with size and population). folio G 1059 .42 (NLO)

75805 Ottoman Empire. Istanbul, [19--?]. Authors: Ottoman Empire -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 atlas ; 206 x 140 mm. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)


Turkey - Maps - 1958

Authors: Boulanger, Robert, 1926- -- Woivré, Gilbert -- Guides bleus -- Hachette (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
xclii, 551 p. : 25 maps and plans (some folded, some col.) ; 17 cm.
Maps by Gilbert Woivré.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [lxviii]-lxxx) and index.
Map on endpaper.
Series: Guides bleus
Owner's inscription: Guttman.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 58038871

Baskes G153.G84 Turquie (1958) (NLO)

Turkey - Maps - 1960

Authors: Boulanger, Robert, 1926- -- Case, Margaret -- Hachette (Firm) -- Hachette world guides -- Imprimerie Michard -- Librairie de France -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Translation of: Turquie.
Imperfect: missing folded col. map of Istanbul.
Maps printed by Michard.
Map and publisher's advertisements on endpapers.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [lxix]-lxx) and index.
Series: Hachette world guides
Bookseller's label: Librairie de France ... New York.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 60041532

Baskes G153.H33 Turkey (1960) (NLO)

Turkey - Maps - 1961

Authors: Schroeder Reiseführer -- Caucig, Franz von -- Kurt Schroeder Verlag -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 51 maps
3rd ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Turkey - Maps - 1967

Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Baedeker Stuttgart -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 40 plates
2nd ed.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Turkey - Maps - 1968

Authors: Nagel travel guide series -- Nagel Publishers -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
[1st ed. ?]
'41 plans in black-and-white, 6 maps and plans in colour.'
Sole distributor in the United States of America and Canada: Cowles Education Corporation, New York.
Map on lining papers.
Includes index.
Series: Nagel's encyclopedia-guide
Dust jacket.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 70431656

Baskes G153.N341 Turkey (1968) (NLO)
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 77548937

Baskes G153 .H33 Turkey (1970) (NLO)

75817 Turkey - Maps - 1973
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Baedeker Stuttgart -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 40 plates
3rd ed.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

75818 Turkey - Maps - 1976 - Guidebooks
Authors: Fodor's travel guides -- Fodor's Travel Publications, Inc. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

75819 Turkey - Maps - 1984 - Guidebooks
Authors: Fodor's travel guides -- Fodor's Travel Publications, Inc. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

75820 Turkey - Maps - 1988
Authors: Insight guides -- APA Publications (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 9 maps
1st ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

75821 Turkey - Maps - 1988<>Aegean Sea Coast (Turkey) - Maps - 1988<>Coasts - Turkey SEE ALSO Aegean Sea Coast (Turkey)
Authors: Freely, John -- John Murray (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Includes bibliographical references (p. 386-392) and index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 90197734
OCLC 24376348.

75822 Turkey - Maps - 1989
597 p. : ill., 86 maps and plans (some folded) ; 20 cm.
1st ed.
‘Historical maps by András Bereznay’--T.p. verso.
Route map (p. [161]-[169]) has alternate pagination: p. [1]-9.
Includes bibliographical records (p. [128]-129) and index.
Series: Blue guide
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
ISBN 0713628065 (pbk) ; 9780713628067 (pbk) ; 0393304892 (U.S.) ; 9780393304893 (U.S.)

Authors: Muirhead, Findlay, 1860-1935 -- Blue guide -- McDonagh, Bernard -- Flower, John, 1929- -- Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 86 maps
1st ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

75824 Turkey - Maps - 1991 - Guidebooks
Authors: Berlitz travel guide -- Macmillan & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.
1st ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)


ISBN 0719543843 ; 9780719543845
Baskes DS51.A225 F74 1988 (NLO)
Historical geography - Maps - 1992
Postal service - Middle East - Historical geography - Maps - 1992
Postal service - Africa, North - Historical geography - Maps - 1992
Atlases, German - Historical atlases
Philatelischer Atlas des Osmanischen Reiches = Philatelic atlas of the Ottoman Empire = Devleti Osmaniye filateli̇k atlası̇ / Andreas Birken.
Authors: Birken, Andreas, 1942- -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (334 p.) : 90 maps ; 21 x 30 cm.
Includes indexes of Ottoman postal service locations, with historical and modern place names in French, Turkish, Ottoman Turkish, and Arabic.
Introductory matter in German, English, and Turkish.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [10]).
Series: Schriftenreihe der Arbeitsgemeinschaft Osmanisches Reich/Türkei im Bund Deutscher Philatelisten e.V. ; Bd. 1 -- Schriftenreihe der Arbeitsgemeinschaft Osmanisches Reich/Türkei im Bund Deutscher Philatelisten e.V. ; Bd. 1.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G2211.P8 B57 1992 (NLO)

Turkey - Maps - 1992
Settle, Mary Lee
Authors: Settle, Mary Lee -- Morris, Jan, 1926- -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
xviii, 233 p. : folded map ; 22 cm.
1st Touchstone ed.
"A Touchstone book."
"A Destinations book."
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
ISBN 0671779974 (pbk.) ; 9780671779979 (pbk.)
Baskes DR429.4 .S48 1992 (NLO)

Turkey - Maps - 1994
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Automobile Association (Great Britain) -- Jarrold and Sons -- Prentice-Hall, inc. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 100 plates
1st ed.
Issued in partnership with the Automobile Association (short format); cf. A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher, 1832-1990, p. 277.
Cover price: $24.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

Turkey - Maps - 1996
Turkish Coast. New York : Macmillan Travel, 1996.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Automobile Association (Great Britain) -- Macmillan Travel -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 1 map, 45 city plans
4th ed.
Edition statement on cover: 2e.
Issued in partnership with the Automobile Association (short format); cf. A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher, 1832-1990, p. 277.
Cover price: $23.95.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
Turkmenistan - Description and travel - 1982
Travel Vertical File G7241 .E635 1982 .K3

Turkmenistan - Economic conditions - 1997
Authors: Ingwerson, Marshall
2 p. : col. map and photos
From: Christian Science monitor (29 Nov. 1997).
Travel Vertical File G7241 .G1 1997 .I5 (PrCt)

Turkmenistan - Housing - 1970
- Turtle Cove (Turks and Caicos islands)

Turks and Caicos Islands - Maps - 1775 - Nautical charts

Turks and Caicos Islands - Housing - 1970
Turtle Cove (Turks and Caicos islands)

Turks and Caicos Islands - Maps - 1775 - Nautical charts

Turks and Caicos Islands - Maps - 1775 - Nautical charts
Turks and Caicos Islands - Maps - 1775 - Nautical charts - Turks and Caicos Islands - Maps - 1775

*The Channell of Abbo or Uttoy; A Chart of Turku (Finland)*

1 map; 45 x 30 cm.

Mount, and T. Page, 1749.

The Newberry Library, 1748

Travel Vertical File G4985 1980 .T8 (PrCt)

In: The English pilot. The second part. Describing the sea-coasts ... in the whole northern navigation ... Describing the north coast of England and Scotland, ... Orkney, Shetland, Lewis, Farro, Iceland, ... Flanders, Zealand, Holland, Germany, Denmark, Norway, Finland, Lapland, Russia, ... Waigats, and Nova Zembla, ... Tartarian Sea, ... Greenland, Trinity-Island, Cherry Island, Hope-Island, ... Sweden, East-Finland, Lyfland, Prussia, Pomerania, &c. with ... the Baltick-Sea (London: W. and J. Mount, and T. Page, 1749) following p. 72


oversize Ayer 135 .E55 1749 following. p. 72 (PrCt)

---

Turks and Caicos Islands - Maps - 1740

*The Channell of Abbo or Uttoy; A Chart of Turku (Finland)*

1 map; 22 x 38 cm. fold. to 16 x 11 cm.

Key to 21 locations in English, Finnish, and Swedish.

Business advertisements on verso.

map2F G6964.T9 1950 .M4 (PrCt)

---

Turner County (S.D.) - Maps - 1893 - Landowners - Counties - Islands

*The Map of Turku. Turku, Finland: [s.n., ca. 1950?]*

1 map; 22 x 38 cm. fold. to 16 x 11 cm.

Key to 21 locations in English, Finnish, and Swedish.

Business advertisements on verso.

map2F G6964.T9 1950 .M4 (PrCt)

---

Turk, Frederick Jackson, 1861-1932


In Historical geography newsletter, v. 5, no. 1 (Spring 1975), p. 25-28

Contains short descriptions of 30 maps, now in the Huntington Library.

5S 602, v. 5, no. 1, p. 25-28 (PrCt)

---

Turnhout, Battle of, Belgium, 1597 - Pictorial works - 1657

*The Action neer Tovrnhovlt.* [Cambridge: John
75848 Turnhout, Battle of, Turnhout, Belgium, 1597 - Pictorial works (Turnhout (Belgium) - Pictorial works - 1600-1699) [View of the Battle of Turnhout, 1597]. [Amsterdam] : C.J. Visscher, [1652-1657]. Authors: Visscher, Claes Jansz., 1586 or 7 -- Dolendo, Bartolomeus Willemsz -- Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library) 1 view ; 22 x 30 cm. Title supplied by cataloger. Band of text circling view: Mavritvs gvl. pr. avr. f. com. Nass. ... anno MDXCV. Forms part of the Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library). Visscher C (PrCt)


75851 Tuscany (Italy) - Maps - 1560 [Map of Tuscany]. [Rome] : Ant. Sal. exc., [ca. 1560]. Authors: Bellarmati, Girolamo, 1493-1555 -- Salamanca, Antonio, d. 1562 -- Gilhofer & Ranschburg (Vienna, Austria) -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 393 x 542 mm. (neat line), on sheet 415 x 553 mm. Title supplied by cataloger. Antonio Salamanca's imprint appears above prominent note to reader at upper left: En candidi lectores, elegantioris Italiae partis, Tusciea scilicet topographiam ... . Derived from Giralomo Bellarmati's map of 1536; see Karrow 10/1.5. Remnants of binding stub on verso. Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library). References: Lago, Luciano. Imago Italiae : the making of Italy in the history of cartography (2002) p. 428, pl. 420; Almagià, Monumenta Italia cartographica (1929) p. 20 and plate XXIII; F. Borroni Salvadori, Carte, piante e stampe storiche delle raccolte Lafreriane della Biblioteca nazionale di Firenze (1980) p. 20, no. 51; Tooley 567; Ex Gilhofer. d76 Novacco 4F 332 (PrCt)
Anonymous and untitled map derived from 1 map ; on sheet trimmed to 348 x 495 mm. (Newberry Library)

Forlani, Paolo

Authors: Bellarmati, Girolamo, 1493-1555 -- Bertelli, Ferando -- Forlani, Paolo -- Francis Roux-Devillas (Firm) -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 302 x 426 mm. (neat line), 317 x 348 mm. (plate mark), on sheet remargined to 437 x 748 mm.

Derived from Girolamo Bellarmati's map of 1536; see Karrow 10/1.6.

Binding stub on verso.

Woodward 25.

Almagià, Monumenta Italia cartographica (1929) p. 20.


Tooley 574.

Ex Roux-Devillas.

Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Duplicate copy: VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .L2 1575 AI, plate [30].

Novacco 4F 335 (PrCt)

Tuscany (Italy) - Maps - 1563

Authors: Bellarmati, Girolamo, 1493-1555 -- Bertelli, Ferando -- Forlani, Paolo -- Francis Roux-Devillas (Firm) -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 30 x 427 mm. (neat line)

Derived from Girolamo Bellarmati's map of 1536; see Karrow 10/1.6.

Binding stub on verso.

Woodward 25.

Almagià, Monumenta Italia cartographica (1929) p. 20.


Tooley 574.

Ex Roux-Devillas.

Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Duplicate copy: VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .L2 1575 AI, plate [30].

Novacco 4F 335 (PrCt)

Tuscany (Italy) - Maps - 1564
[Map of Tuscany]. Romae [Rome : s.n.], M.D. LXIII [1564].

Authors: Bellarmati, Girolamo, 1493-1555 -- Bertelli, Ferando -- Forlani, Paolo -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; on sheet trimmed to 348 x 495 mm.

Anonymous and untitled map derived from

Giralomo Bellarmati's map of 1536; see Karrow 10/1.7.

Attributed to Paolo Forlani in Woodward 34.

Readers note in cartouche at upper right: En candidi lectores, elegantioris Italiae partis, Tusciae scilicet topographiam ... Romae anno M.D. LXIII.

Incomplete; sections at top and bottom trimmed away.


Almagià, Monumenta Italia cartographica (1929) p. 20.


Tooley 568.

Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

d76.5

Novacco 4F 333 (PrCt)

Tuscany (Italy) - Maps - 1564
[Map of Tuscany]. Romae [Rome : s.n.], M.D. LXIII [1564].

Authors: Bellarmati, Girolamo, 1493-1555 -- Forlani, Paolo -- Hoepli, Ulrico, 1847-1935 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 378 x 485 mm. (neat line), on sheet remargined to 475 x 579 mm.

Anonymous and untitled map derived from Giralomo Bellarmati's map of 1536; see Karrow 10/1.7.

Attributed to Paolo Forlani in Woodward 34.

Readers note in cartouche at upper right: En candidi lectores, elegantioris Italiae partis, Tusciae scilicet topographiam ... Romae anno M.D. LXIII.

Duplicate copy: Novacco 4F 333.

Almagià, Monumenta Italia cartographica (1929) p. 20.


Tooley 568.

Ex Hoepli.

Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

d79

Novacco 4F 336 (PrCt)

Tuscany (Italy) - Maps - 1570

1 map ; 30 x 48 cm.

In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatrvm orbis terrarvm (Antwerp : A.C. Diesth, 1570), [plate 36].
Printed no. 36 and Latin letterpress text on verso beginning: Tvscia. Tvsciae (quae olim Hetruria) termini sunt ...
Verso includes 17 lines of manuscript notes at bottom right.
Duplicate copy: VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1570
Digital image of another copy available on Marcel P.R. van den Broecke's Cartographica
VAULT Case oversize G 1007 .64, [plate 36] (PrCt)

75857 Tuscany (Italy) - Maps - 1584<><>Florence Region (Italy) - Maps - 1584
Dominii Florentini locorum adiacentium descriptio. [19--].
Authors: Stefano, D.
1 map
Accession no. 74-13889.

75858 Tuscany (Italy) - Maps - 1588
Tvsciae descriptio / avctore Hieronymo Bellarmato. [Antwerp : Christophe Plantin, 1588].
1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 47 cm.
In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatro de la tierra vniiversal (Antwerp : A. Coninx, 1593), map [21 A].
Printed no. 72 and Spanish letterpress text on verso beginning: Toscana. Los terminos de Toscana ... .
Digital image of another copy available on Marcel P.R. van den Broecke's Cartographica
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1588, [plate 72] (PrCt)

75859 Tuscany (Italy) - Maps - 1593
Tvsciae insignis Italiae provinciae vera ac elegans corographia / autore Hieronimo Bellarmato. [Antwerp : s.n., 1593?].
Oriented with north at left.
Printed from same plate as another map: Forivlili qvam Frivl vocant Histriaeq. ...
Latin letterpress text on verso: Corfv insvla ...
Engraving attributed to Antonie Wierix.
In: Jode, Gerard de. Specvlvm orbis terrarvm (Antwerp : A. Coninx, 1593), map [21 A].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .J9 1593, map [21 A] (PrCt)

75860 Tuscany (Italy) - Maps - 1600
Chorographia Tvsciae / Girolamo Bellarmato Senese autore. [Siena] : Matteo Florimi formis, [ca. 1600].
Authors: Bellarmati, Girolamo, 1493-1555 -- Florimi, Matteo -- Arnoldi, Arnoldo di, d. 1602 -- Finaly, Madame, d. 1938 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 342 x 474 mm. (neat line), 363 x 489 mm. (plate mark)
Derived from Girolamo Bellarmati's map of 1536; see Karrow 10/1.8.
Manuscript 'Tuscia' and binding stub on verso.
Almagià, Monumenta Italia cartographica (1929) p. 20.
Arrigoni and Bertarelli, Carte geografiche dell'Italia (1930) p. 212, no. 1915.
Almagià, Monumenta cartographica vaticana II (1948) p. 4-5.
Tooley 577.
Ex Finaly.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
d80
Novacco 2F 168 (PrCt)

75861 Tuscany (Italy) - Maps - 1602
La Toscana / Hieronimo Bell'Armatos cosmografo. Roma [Rome] : Claudij Duchetti formis ; Romae Ioannes Orlandi formis, 1558 [ie. 1602].
Authors: Bellarmati, Girolamo, 1493-1555 -- Orlandi, Giovanni, fl. 1590-1640 -- Duchetti, Claudio, fl. 1554-1585 -- Ludwig Rosenthal's Antiquariat -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 366 x 519 mm. (neat line), on sheet 411 x 570 mm.
Derived from Girolamo Bellarmati's map of 1536. Title in banner in upper margin.
Printed date '1602' erased from the paper beneath printed date '1558'; see Almagià, Monumenta Italia cartographica (1929) p. 20.
Manuscript '191' in upper right; binding stub on verso.
F. Borroni Salvadori, Carte, piante e stampe storiche delle raccolte Lafreriane della Biblioteca

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
nationale di Firenze (1980) p. XLI-XLII.
Cf. Karrow 10/1.3.
Cf. Tooley 573.
Ex Rosenthal.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
d77
Novacco 4F 334 (PrCt)

75862 Tuscany (Italy) - Maps - 1606
Thysciae descriptio / avctore Hieronymo Bellarmato. [London : John Norton, 1606].
Theatrum orbis terrarum ... (1606) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 31 x 49 cm.
In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatrum orbis terrarum ... (London : J. Norton, 1606), [plate 80].
Printed no. 80 and English letterpress text on verso beginning: Tvscia. The bounds of Tuscia ... .
References: Karrow, Mapmakers of the sixteenth century (1993), p. 7 and 79; Broecke, Ortelius

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1606, [plate 80] (PrCt)

75863 Tuscany (Italy) - Maps - 1647-1648-1659-1710

75864 Tuscany (Italy) - Maps - 1672-1673-1674-1675

75865 Tuscany (Italy) - Maps - 1680
Dominio Fiorentino. Amsterdam, [ca. 1680].
Authors: Schenk & Valck, Amsterdam -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
1:202
1 map : hand col.; 36 x 47 cm. 2053
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6713.T6 1680 S3 (PrCt)

75866 Tuscany (Italy) - Maps - 1680
Territorio di Siena, con il ducato di Castro. Amsterdam, [ca. 1680].
Authors: Schenk & Valck, Amsterdam -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
1:203
1 map : hand col.; 36 x 46 cm. 2054
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6713.T6 1680 S3a (PrCt)

75867 Tuscany (Italy) - Maps - 1710
Magni ducis Heturiae status. Amsterdam, [ca. 1710].
Authors: Valck, G. (Gerard), 1651 or 2-1726 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
1:199
1 map : hand col.; 56 x 47 cm. 2030
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6713.T6 1710 .V3 (PrCt)

75868 Tuscany (Italy) - Maps - 1744-1759

75869 Tuscany (Italy) - Maps - 1759
Estat du Grand Duc de Toscane, &c. Amsterdam

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Tuscany (Italy) - Maps - 1776

Carte du Grand-Duché de Toscane / par le Sr. Robert. À Venise [Venice] : P. Santini ; Chez Mr. Remondini, 1776.
Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-

In: Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les meillures cartes modernes (1784 [i.e. 1807?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 45 x 54 cm.
In: Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les meillures cartes modernes (Venice : par P. Santini, rue Ste. Justine, chez M. Remondini, 1784 [i.e. 1807?]), v. 2, no. "P. II. 19"
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .S4 1807, v. 2, no. 19 (PrCt)

Tuscany (Italy) - Maps - 1791

La Parte meridionale del gran ducato di Toscana che comprende lo stato Senese e porzione del territorio Pisano col principato di Piombino e lo stato de' Presidi. Rome : Calcografia camerale, 1792.
Authors: Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824 -- Calcografia camerale (Rome, Italy) -- Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824. Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (1792-1801) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 43 cm.
In: Cassini, Giovanni Maria. Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (Rome : Presso la Calcogr. camerale, 1792-1801) v. 1 pl. 32.
Map dated 1791.

oversize Ayer 135 .C33 1792 v. 1 pl. 31 (PrCt)

Tuscany (Italy) - Maps - 1792

La parte settentrionale del Gran Ducato di Toscana che comprende porzioni dello Stato Fiorentino e del Territorio Pisano con la Republica di Lucca. Rome : Calcografia camerale, 1792.
Authors: Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824 -- Calcografia camerale (Rome, Italy) -- Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824. Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (1792-1801) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 43 cm.
Map dated 1791.

oversize Ayer 135 .C33 1792 v. 1 pl. 31 (PrCt)

Tuscany (Italy) - Maps - 1821

Tuscany and the states of the Church / Hewitt, sc. Buckingham Place, Fitzroy Sqc. [Edinburgh] : Drawn & engraved for Thomson's New general atlas, [1821?].
Authors: Hewitt, N. R. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1821?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 58 x 48 cm.
In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (Edinburgh ; London ; Dublin : John Thomson and Company ; Baldwin, Craddock, and Joy ; John Cumming, 1817, [i.e. 1821?]) map 27, part 3.
Engraved 'No. 27, part 3' at lower right.

oversize Ayer 135 .T4 1817 map 27, part 3 (PrCt)

Tuscany (Italy) - Maps - 1822

Tuscany and the states of the Church. [Edinburgh] : Drawn & engraved for Thomson's New general atlas, [1822?].
Authors: Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1822?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 58 x 48 cm.
In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (Edinburgh ; London ; Dublin : Printed by G. Ramsay and Co. for J. Thomson and Co. ; Baldwin, Craddock and Joy ; John Cumming, 1821 [i.e. 1822?]), v. 1, map 27, part 3.
Engraved 'No. 27 Part 3' at lower right.

Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1821, v. 1, map 27, part 3 (NLO)
Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1829 map 27, part 3 (NLO)

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Engraved no. '27 Part 3' at lower right.

Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1829 map 27, part 3 (NLO)

Tuscany (Italy) - Maps - 1927


Authors: Mori, Attilio, 1865-1937 -- Unione tipografico-editrice torinese -- Campbell, Eila M. J. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)


'Con una carta geografica d'insieme sedici tavole in calcocromia e 364 figure, carte e disegni.'

Includes index.

Series: La patria ; 8

Previously owned by Eila M. J. Campbell?

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Duplicate copy: G 3589 .595

Baskes DG734 .M6 1927 (NLO)

Tuscany (Italy) - Maps - 1959


Authors: Touring club italiano -- Guida d'Italia del T.C.I. -- Antonio Vallardi (Firm) -- Bertarelli, L. V. (Luigi Vittorio), 1859-1926 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

880 p., [30] leaves of plates (some folded) : 56 maps and plans (some col., some folded) ; 17 cm.

3a ed.

Includes bibliographical references (p. 810-822) and indexes.

Maps by Antonio Vallardi.

Maps on lining papers.

Series: Guida d'Italia del T.C.I.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes DG416.C742 T6 1959 (NLO)

Tuscany (Italy) - Maps - 1985


Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Baedeker Stuttgart -- Automobile Association (Great Britain) -- Jarrold and Sons -- Prentice-Hall, inc. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 27 plates

1st ed.

Issued in partnership with the Automobile Association (short format); cf. A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher, 1832-1990, p. 277.

Cover price: $9.95.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Tuscany (Italy) - Maps - 1990


Authors: Facaros, Dana -- Pauls, Michael -- Pears, Pauline -- Cadogan guides -- Cadogan Books -- Globe Pequot Press -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

xv, 508 p. : ill., 26 maps, plans ; 21 cm.

2nd ed.


Includes bibliographical references (p. 497) and indexes.

Series: Cadogan guides.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

LC Card Number: 90003850

ISBN 087106393X ; 9780871063939 ; 0947754210 (pbk.) ; 9780947754211 (pbk.)


Tuscany (Italy) - Maps - 1993


Authors: Insight guides -- APA Publications (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 15 maps

1st ed.

No. 210 in a series.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Tuscany (Italy) - Maps - 1996


Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Automobile Association (Great Britain) -- Macmillan Travel -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 29 plates

5th ed.

Edition statement on cover: 2e.

Issued in partnership with the Automobile Association (short format); cf. A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher, 1832-1990, p. 277.

Cover price: $24.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Tuscany (Italy) - Maps - 1996

Tuscany / Michelin. Watford, Herts. Michelin Tyre PLC, Tourism Department, c1996.

Authors: Michelin green guides -- Tourist guide -- Michelin Tyre PLC -- Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Township maps are on the scale of 1:31,680 or 25
inches to 1 mile.

Series: Michelin green guide to Tuscany --
Tourist guide -- Michelin green guides.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
ISBN 2061597017 ; 9782061597019


Tuscany (Italy) - Maps - 2006 -> Road maps
Tuscany. Greenville, S.C. Michelin Travel
Publications, c2006.
Authors: Michelin green guides -- Renzulli,
Melanie Mize -- Cannon, Gwen -- Baldet, Alain --
Cana, Michèle -- Wrenn, Peter, 1961- -- Michelin
Travel Publications (Firm) -- Pneu Michelin (Firm)
-- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
384 p. : ill. (chiefly col.), genealogical table, 21
col. maps, col. plans ; 24 cm.
Principal writer, Melanie Mize Renzulli; editor,
Gwen Cannon; cartography, Alain Baldet,
Michele Cana, Peter Wrenn. See title page verso.
Maps on inside front and back covers.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 19-21) and
index.
Series: [Michelin green guides] -- Michelin green
guides.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
ISBN 9782067119338 (pbk.) ; 2067119338 (pbk.)

75884
Tuscany (Italy : Province) - Maps - 1300-1700 -
Landowners -> Medici family - Landowners -
Maps - 1300-1700 -> Landowners - Maps
La Toscana à tempi de' Medici. [Milano : Presso
P.E. Giusti, 1819-1852].
Authors: Litta, Pompeo, 1781-1852. Famiglie
celebri di Italia (1819-1852) -- Giusti, P. E.
1 map : hand col. ; 45 x 46 cm.
In Litta, Pompeo. Famiglie celebri di Italia
(Milano: Presso P.E. Giusti, 1819-1852), v. 3, pl.
[40]
Case oversize E 6835 .5, v. 3, pl. [40] (PrCt)

75885
Tuscarawas County (Ohio) - Maps - 1875 -
Landowners -> Counties -
Maps -> Landowners - Maps
Combination atlas map of Tuscarawas County,
Ohio : compiled, drawn and published from
personal examinations and surveys. Philadelphia :
L. H., Everts & Co., 1875.
Authors: L.H. Everts & Co. -- Chicago Historical
Society
1 atlas (79 i.e. 87 p.) : ill., 57 col. maps (some
fold.), ports. ; 44 cm.
Imperfect: lacks 15-16, 35-36, 47-48 [part],
57-58, 61-62, 63-64 [mutilated], and 65-70.
Township maps are on the scale of 1:31,680 or 2
inches to 1 mile.
Includes business directory.
Library buckram.
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society,
2005; includes CHS ownership markings.
CHS Coll., Atlas no. 149
LC Card Number: map35000018
oversize G4083.T8G46 1875 .E8 (NLO)

75886 Tuscarawas County (Ohio) - Maps - 1875 -
Landowners -> Counties -
Maps -> Landowners - Maps
Combination atlas map of Tuscarawas County,
Ohio. [Strasburg, Ohio : Gordon Printing, 1973].
Authors: L.H. Everts & Co. -- Gordon Printing,
Strasburg, Ohio -- Tuscarawas County
Genealogical Society
1 atlas (16), vi, 79 p. : ill., 33 p. of maps) ; 32 cm..
Facsimile of original published Philadelphia,
1875.
Scale of township maps [ca. 1:48,000].
Includes historical and biographical sketches.
Bound with 1973 reprint of Rhodes, Edwin S. The
First centennial atlas of Tuscarawas County,
Ohio (New Philadelphia, Ohio, 1908).
Cf. Phillips 16456.
73-6415
ICN74
map4C 24 (NLO)

75887 Tuscarawas County (Ohio) - Maps - 1908 -
Landowners -> Counties -
Maps -> Landowners - Maps
The First centennial atlas of Tuscarawas County,
Ohio ... [maps of the county, townships, cities,
villages, highways, and farms ... ]. [Strasburg,
Ohio : Gordon Printing, 1973].
Authors: Rhodes, Edwin S. -- Murray, Paul R. --
Gordon Printing, Strasburg, Ohio
1 atlas (xxxvi, 236 p. : ill., 35 p. of maps) ; 32 cm.
Facsimile of original published New Philadelphia,
Ohio, 1908.
Bound with 1973 reprint of Everts (L.H.) & Co.
Combination atlas map of Tuscarawas County
(Philadelphia, 1875).
Includes sections on history and biography.
Cf. Le Gear, United States atlases, L2867.
73-6415
ICN74
map4C 24 (NLO)

75888 Tuscarawas County (Ohio) - Maps - 1977 -
Landowners -> Counties -
Maps -> Landowners - Maps
Tuscarawas County, Ohio, plat book, index of
owners, city street maps. LaPorte, Ind. Town &
Authors: Town & Country Publishing Co. -- Roger
S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (48 p.) : 36 maps ; 28 cm.
1977 ed.
Cover title.
Includes index to owners and business directory.
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G4083.T8G46 1977 .T6 (NLO)

75890 Tuscarawas County (Ohio) - Maps - 1998 - Landowners - Maps - Landowners - Maps
Authors: Great Mid-Western Publishing Company -- Ohio State University. Extension -- Tuscarawas County 4-H (Ohio) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (100 p.) : 31 maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
Includes business directory and index of owners.
Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Map of Tuscarora Indian Reservation / located and platted A.D. 1890 by Henry B. Carrington ...
[Washington : Government Printing Office], 1890 [i.e. 1894].
1 map ; 24 x 27 cm., folded to 29 x 22 cm.
Includes names of land owners.
At upper left: Eleventh census of the United States.
At upper right: Indians.
Ayer folio E98.C3 U5 1894 following p. 470 (PrCt)

75891 Tuscola County (Mich.) - Maps - 1858 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps
Authors: Pettibone, Darwin A., 1827-1894 -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 38 x 49 in. Scale: 1: 100,000.
Originally published Bridgeport Center, Mich.: D. A. Pettibone, 1858.
Microfiche 583, no. 353 (PrCt)

75892 Twelve tribes of Israel - Pictorial works - 1580 - Exodus, The - Pictorial works - 1580 - Moses (Biblical leader) - Pictorial works - 1580 - Ark of the covenant - Pictorial works - 1580
Exercitvs Hebraeorvm ordinate vt Moysevs praescripseral per desertv. procedentis orthographia. [S.l. s.n., ca. 1580?].
Authors: Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view ; 170 x 377 mm. (plate mark)
View of the twelve tribes of Israel marching in battle order in the desert (during the Exodus?) preceded by Moses, the Ark of the Covenant and a pillar of clouds.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
g15
Novacco 2F 249 (PrCt)

75893 Tyler County (Tex.) - Maps - 1879 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps
[Tyler County (Tex.) - 1879: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche], [Washington, D.C. : LC G&M Division], [1983?].
Authors: Texas. General Land Office -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 21 x 17.5 in. Scale: 1:133,320.
Originally compiled 1879.
Microfiche 583, no. 1151 (PrCt)

75894 Tyler County (Tex.) - Maps - 1897 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps

Authors: Bartholomew, John, 1831-1893 -- A. Fullarton & Co. -- A. Fullarton & Co. The Royal illustrated atlas of modern geography [1872?]

9 maps : col. ; 14 x 23 cm. and smaller, on sheet 48 x 32 cm.
Collective title in upper margin.
Contents: Mouth of the River Tyne with North and South Shields -- Sunderland -- Hartlepool and mouth of the Tees -- Whitby -- Scarborough -- Goole -- Hull -- Great Grimsby -- Harwich.
Printed plate no. "XXVII" at upper right.
Case oversize G1019 .A38 1872, plate [27] (Pr Ct)
Tyrol (Austria) - Maps - 1561 - Vorarlberg (Austria) - Maps - 1561 - Map printing - Etchings - Maps - 1561 - Etchings Rhetiae Alpestris in qua Tirolis com: descriptio. [Vienna, 1561].
Authors: Lazius, Wolfgang, 1514-1565 -- Zimmermann, Michael, d. 1565 -- Bagrow, Leo -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 481 x 375 mm. (plate mark), on sheet 42 x 55 cm.
Also issued in Lazius, Wolfgang. Typi chorographici prouin: Austriae (Vienna: Michael Zimmermann, 1561).
Described and reproduced in the Theatrum Orbis Terrarum facsimile of the Lazius book (Amsterdam, 1972) p. xii and xxi [Map 6C 34].
Ex Bagrow.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
References: Karrow 49/21.
b27
Novacco 4F 180 (PrCt)

Tyrol (Austria) - Maps - 1588 - Slovenia - Maps - 1588 - Istria (Croatia and Slovenia) - Maps - 1588
Rhetiae alpestris descriptio, in qua hodie Tirolis comitats / ex tabula Wolfgangi Lazij quam Joan Maior Viennensis edidit ; Goritiae, Karstil, Chaczeolae, Carniolae, Histriae, et Windorvm marchae descrip. / hec tabula concinnata est ex corographijs Wolfg. Laziui cuniqima Histrie pars ex alterius descriptione addita est. [Antwerp : A. Coninx, 1593], map [52].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .J9 1593, map [52] (PrCt)

Tyrol (Austria) - Maps - 1606 - Slovenia - Maps - 1606 - Istria (Croatia and Slovenia) - Maps - 1606
Rhetiae alpestris descriptio, in qua hodie Tirolis comitats / ex tabula Wolfgangi Lazij quam Joan Maior Viennensis edidit ; Goritiae, Karstil, Chaczeolae, Carniolae, Histriae, et Windorvm marchae descrip. / hec tabula concinnata est ex corographijs Wolfg. Laziui cuniqima Histrie pars ex alterius descriptione addita est. [Antwerp : A. Coninx, 1593], map [52].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .J9 1593, map [52] (PrCt)

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1588, [plate 63] (PrCt)
75905 Tyrol (Austria) - Maps - 1654
Le Tirol, sous le nom duquel s'entendent ...
Paris : chez l'auteur, 1654 [i.e. 1659?].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Mariette, Pierre, 1603-1657 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (1658 [i.e. 1659?])
1 map : hand col.; 35 x 45 cm.
In: Sanson, Nicolas. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (Paris : Pierre Mariette, 1658 [i.e. 1659?]) v. 1, pl. [61]

VAULT Case oversize G1015 .S35 1658 v. 1, pl. [61] (PrCt)

75906 Tyrol (Austria) - Maps - 1662<<>>Trentino Alto Adige (Italy) - Maps - 1662
Tryrolis comitatus. Amsterdam, 1662.
Authors: Blaeu, Joan, 1596-1673 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
II:71
1 map : hand col.; 45 x 55 cm.
Koeman Bl 56 [503].

2312 Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:71 (PrCt)

75907 Tyrol (Austria) - Maps - 1700<<>>Trentino Alto Adige (Italy) - Maps - 1700<<>>Vorarlberg (Austria) - Maps - 1700
Status Tirolensis... Amsterdam, [ca. 1700].
Authors: Valck, G. (Gerard), 1651 or 2-1726 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
II:75
1 map : hand col.; 48 x 58 cm.
Koeman v. 3 p. 139 [73].

2316 Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:75 (PrCt)

75908 Tyrol (Austria) - Maps - 1705<<>>Trentino Alto Adige (Italy) - Maps - 1705
Circuli Austraci pars occidentalior comprehendens comitatum principalem Tirolis ... Amsterdam, [ca. 1705].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:D2
1 map : hand col.; 46 x 56 cm.
Phillips 5959 v. 2 [62].

2619 Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6493.T6 1705 W5 (PrCt)

75909 Tyrol (Austria) - Maps - 1707<<>>Italy, Northeastern - Maps - 1707<<>>Switzerland, Southeastern - Maps - 1707<<>>Vorarlberg (Austria) - Maps - 1707
Authors: Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Cordier, Louis, -1711 -- Tardieu -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:73
1 map : hand col.; 47 x 69 cm.
2314 Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:73 (PrCt)

75910 Tyrol (Austria) - Maps - 1710<<>>Grisons (Switzerland) - Maps - 1710
Authors: Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. -- Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. Atlas curieux -- oder, Neuer und compendieuser atlas 1710 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col.; 17 x 21 cm.
In: Bodenehr, Gabriel. Atlas curieux; oder, Neuer und compendieuser atlas ... (Augsburg : Gabriel Bodenehr, 1710?) pl. [58]. Engraved plate no. '61.'
Ayer 135 .B6 pl. 58 (PrCt)

75911 Tyrol (Austria) - Maps - 1720<<>>Trentino Alto Adige (Italy) - Maps - 1720<<>>Vorarlberg (Austria) - Maps - 1720
Comitatus principalis Tirolis. Nuremberg, [ca. 1720].
Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Johann Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:72
1 map : hand col.; 47 x 57 cm.
Phillips 3448 v. 6, no. 32.

2313 Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2
Tyrol (Austria) - Maps - 1725<<>>Salzburg (Austria : Land) - Maps - 1725<<>>Italy, Northeastern - Maps - 1725
Le Comté de Tirol. Amsterdam, [ca. 1725].
Authors: Cóvens et Mortier -- Johan Gabriel Sack
Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:78
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 59 cm.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:78 (PrCt)

Tyrol (Austria) - Maps - 1725<<>>Trentino-Alto Adige (Italy) - Maps - 1725
Le Comte de Tirol, l'evesque et comte de Trente ... Brixen ... Saltzbourg. Amsterdam, [ca. 1725].
Authors: Cóvens et Mortier -- Johan Gabriel Sack
Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:D3
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 58 cm.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6493.T6 1725 C6 (PrCt)

Tyrol (Austria) - Maps - 1725<<>>Trentino Alto Adige (Italy) - Maps - 1725
Circuli Austriaci pars occidentalior. Amsterdam, [ca. 1725].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Cóvens et Mortier -- Johan Gabriel Sack
Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:76
1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 56 cm.
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:76 (PrCt)

Tyrol (Austria) - Maps - 1740
Principali dignitate gaudens Comitat. Tirolis Episcopat. Tridentinum et Brixiensem ... [Augsburg] : Matthaei Seutteri, [ca. 1740?].
Authors: Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678
[and Paris]: M. Seutter [et al], 1726-1773) plate [44].
Case oversize G 1007 .81 pl. [44] (PrCt)

Tyrol (Austria) - Maps - 1740<<>>Trentino-Alto Adige (Italy) - Maps - 1740
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Delamarche, Charles François, 1740-1817. Atlas général : contenant le détail des quatre parties du monde [1798?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

Tyrol (Austria) - Maps - 1741<<>>Trentino-Alto Adige (Italy) - Maps - 1741
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Delamarche, Charles François, 1740-1817. Atlas général : contenant le détail des quatre parties du monde [1798?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 35 x 46 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:875,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
In composite world atlas possibly compiled and published by Charles François Delamarche: Atlas général : contenant le détail des quatre parties du monde [Paris? : s.n., 1798?], [ptie 1], [plate 93].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .A77 1798, [ptie 1], [plate 93] (NLO)

Tyrol (Austria) - Maps - 1742
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Le Comté du Triole, l'évêché de Trente ed de Brixen ... Paris : Le Rouge, 1742 [i.e. 1748?].
Authors: Le Rouge, Georges-Louis -- Le Rouge, Georges-Louis. Recueil contenant des cartes nouvelles ... (1742 [i.e. 1748?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 55 cm.
Inset view (18 x 17 cm.): Fort de Kofel.
In: Le Rouge, Georges-Louis. Recueil contenant des cartes nouvelles ... (Paris : chez le Sr. Le Rouge, 1742 [i.e. 1748?]).
Manuscript '96' on verso.
oversize Ayer 135 .L6 1742 pl. 96 (PrCt)

Tyrol (Austria) - Maps - 1745
Comitatus principalis Tirolis in quo episc. tridentin ... Nuremberg : [Hommann Erben, ca. 1745].
Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist -- Homann Erben (Firm) -- Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724.
Atlas novus terrarum orbis [ca. 1745] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 57 cm.
In: Homann, Johann Baptist. Atlas novus terrarum orbis (Nuremberg : [Homann Erben, ca. 1745]), [plate 103].
Manuscript 'No. 105' and '107' on verso.
oversize Ayer 135 .H7 1730, [plate 103] (PrCt)

Tyrol (Austria) - Maps - 1753
Le Tirol sous le nom duquel l'on comprend le Comté de Tyrol ... / par le Sr. Robert ... ; Haussard ; grave par Delahaye l'ainé. [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy], 1753.
Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766.
Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1758?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 53 cm.
In: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles. Atlas universel (Paris : Chez les auteurs, quay of the Horluge du Palais, Boudet libraire imprimeur du roi, rue St. Jacques, 1757 [i.e. 1758?]), [plate 70].
"Tirol" -- oversize letterpress title stamped on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1757, [plate 70] (PrCt)

Tyrol (Austria) - Maps - 1753
Le Tirol sous le nom duquel l'on comprend le Comté de Tyrol ... / par le Sr. Robert ... ; Haussard ; grave par Delahaye l'ainé. [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy], 1753.
Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766.
Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1758?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 54 cm.
In: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles. Atlas universel / par M. Robert ... et par M. Robert de Vaugondy son fils ... (A Paris : Chez De La Marche, géographe, rue du Foin St. Jacques, Collège de Me. Gervais, 1757, [i.e. 1790?]), [plate 71].
"71" -- oversize letterpress number stamped on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1790, [plate 71] (PrCt)

Tyrol (Austria) - Maps - 1774
Authors: Anich, Peter, 1723-1766 -- Hueber, Blasius, 1735-1814 -- Kirchbener, Anton, 1750-1831 -- Edlinger, Max, 1925- -- Tyrolia-Verlag -- Athesia-Verlag
1 atlas (103 p.) : ill., chiefly maps ; 34 cm.
Facsimile of original published Vienna, 1774.
'Volksausgabe' ed.
Edited by Max Edlinger.
Cf. Phillips 7918.
folio G1938 .T9 A53 1986 (NLO)

Tyrol (Austria) - Maps - 1778
Le Tyrol sous le nom duquel l'on comprend le comté de Tyrol ... / par le Sr. Robert. À Venise [Venice] : par P. Santini ; chez Mr. Remondini, 1778.
Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Santini, P. -- Remondini, Giuseppe Antonio, 1747-1811 -- Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (1784 [i.e. 1807?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 52 cm.
In: Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (Venice : par P. Santini, rue Ste. Justine, chez Mr. Remondini, 1784 [i.e. 1807?]), v. 1, no. "P.I. 37" Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .S4 1807, v. 1, no. 37 (PrCt)

Tyrol (Austria) - Maps - 1811
Authors: Cary, John, approximately 1754-1835 -- =Cary, John, approximately 1754-1835. Cary's New universal atlas ... (1811 [i.e. 1812?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 44 x 50 cm.
In: Cary, John. Cary's New universal atlas,
containing distinct maps of all the principal states and kingdoms throughout the world (London: Printed for J. Cary, 1811 [i.e. 1812?]) pl. [28]. Printed paste-on no. 31.

oversize Ayer 135.C3 1811 pl. 28 (PrCt)

75925 Tyrol (Austria) - Maps - 1888

Folded map in pocket.
"Mit 27 Karten, Stadtplänen, und Panoramen." Includes bibliographical references (p. xxii-xxiv) and indexes.
"Anzeiger für Touristen, Beilage zu Amthor’s alpinen Werken": 44 p. at end.
Series statement from cover.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes DB765.C67 1888 (NLO)

75926 Tyrol (Austria) - Maps - 1901
Authors: Trautwein, Th. -- Hess, Heinrich, 1857-1944 -- Freytag und Berndt -- Edlinger, Max, 1925-- -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
6 v. : 59 maps
16th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

75927 Tyrol (Austria) - Maps - 1909<<>>Vorarlberg (Austria) - Maps - 1909
1 v. : 80 maps
16th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

1 map : col. ; on sheet 53 x 65 cm., folded to 20 x 13 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Scale 1:300,000.
Road sections with greater than 4% vertical grade shown in red.
Forms sheet 27 of a 30-sheet road map series covering Germany and Central Europe; see index map on title panel.
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).

Road map4C G6493.T6P2 191- .F7 (PrCt)

75929 Tyrol (Austria) - Maps - 1922<<>>Vorarlberg (Austria) - Maps - 1922
Spine title: Wagner’s Nordtirol, Vorarlberg
"Mit neun Kartenbeilagen und einem Plan."
Map on lining papers.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes DB765 .C3 1811 pl. 28 (PrCt)

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
75930 Tyrol (Austria) - Maps - 1923<>Vorarlberg (Austria) - Maps - 1923<>Austria - Maps - 1923
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 55 maps, 10 city plans, 11 views
37th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1925 and priced in marks.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

75931 Tyrol (Austria) - Maps - 1923<>Vorarlberg (Austria) - Maps - 1923<>Austria - Maps - 1923
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 55 maps, 10 city plans, 11 views
37th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1925 and priced in marks.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

75932 Tyrol (Austria) - Maps - 1926<>Vorarlberg (Austria) - Maps - 1926<>Austria - Maps - 1926
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 57 maps, 11 city plans, 11 views
38th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1927 and priced in marks.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

75933 Tyrol (Austria) - Maps - 1927<>Dolomiti Alps (Italy) - Maps - 1927
_Südtirol mit Dolomiten._ Berlin : Grieben-Verlag ; A. Goldschmidt, 1927.
Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag
-- Goldschmidt, Albert -- Kraatz, Leopold -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
32. Aufl. [32nd ed.]
'Mit 13 Karten.'
Maps lithographed by Leopold Kraatz.
'Sucher,' for use with map, on flap at end.
Advertisements: 24 p. at end.
Includes index.
Series: Griebens Reiseführer ; Bd. 88
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 88 (1927) (NLO)

75934 Tyrol (Austria) - Maps - 1927<>Dolomiti Alps (Italy) - Maps - 1927
_Tyrol and the Dolomites._ Leipzig ; London ; New York : K. Baedeker ; George Allen & Unwin ; Scribner's, 1927.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- George Allen & Unwin -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 95 plates
13th ed.
G 37.062 (NLO)

75935 Tyrol (Austria) - Maps - 1927<>Dolomiti Alps (Italy) - Maps - 1927
_Tyrol and the Dolomites._ Leipzig ; London ; New York : K. Baedeker ; George Allen & Unwin ; Scribner's, 1927.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- George Allen & Unwin -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 65 maps, 19 city plans, 11 views
13th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1927 and priced in shillings.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

75936 Tyrol (Austria) - Maps - 1927<>Dolomiti Alps (Italy) - Maps - 1927
_Tyrol and the Dolomites._ Leipzig ; London ; New York : K. Baedeker ; George Allen & Unwin ; Scribner's, 1927.
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- George Allen & Unwin -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 65 maps, 19 city plans, 11 views
13th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1927 and priced in shillings.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

75937 Tyrol (Austria) - Maps - 1927<>Vorarlberg (Austria) - Maps - 1927
_Suchers Reiseführer._ 32. Aufl. [32nd ed.]
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes DB765 .W34 1922 (NLO)

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Tirolo (Austria) - Map 1931 - Dolomites Alps (Italy) - Maps 1937

Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 58 maps, 12 city plans, 12 views
39th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1930 and priced in marks.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

75941

Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 58 maps, 12 city plans, 12 views
39th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1930 and priced in marks.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

75942

Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 36 maps, 6 city plans, 8 views
40th ed.
Includes advertising dated 1938 and priced in marks.
Condition: Fair.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

75943
Tyrol (Austria) - Maps - 1942>>Vorarlberg (Austria) - Maps - 1942

35. Aufl. [35th ed.]
'Mit 10 Karten und 22 Abbildungen.'
Maps lithographed by Leopold Kraatz.
'Sucher,' for use with map, in pocket.
Advertisements: 27 p. at end.
Includes index.
Series: Woerl's Reisehandbücher ; Bd. 67
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .W64 Tirol Vorarlberg (1942) (NLO)

Tyrol (Austria) - Maps - 1943>>Vorarlberg (Austria) - Maps - 1943

Illustrierter Führer durch den Alpengau
Authors: Woerl, Leo, 1843-1918 -- Woerl's Reisebücherverlag -- Woerl's Reisehandbucher -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Forward dated: 1942.
Cover title: Tirol und Vorarlberg
Includes index.
Series: Woerl's Reisehandbücher.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .W64 Tirol-Vorarlberg (1942) (NLO)

Tyrol (Austria) - Maps - 1946>>Austria - Maps - 1956

Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 24 maps, 3 city plans
42nd ed.
Includes advertising dated 1956 and priced in marks.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Tyrol (Austria) - Maps - 1961>>Salzburg (Austria) - Maps - 1961

Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- George Allen & Unwin -- Macmillan & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 24 maps, 3 city plans, 4 views
14th ed.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Tyrol (Austria) - Maps - 1963

Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag -- Karl Thiemig AG -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
220 p. : 3 maps (some col., some folded) ; 17 cm.
Map inside front cover.
Folded map in pocket.
Includes index.
Series: Grieben-Reiseführer ; Bd. 245
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 246 (1963) (NLO)

Tyrol (Austria) - Maps - 1963

Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag -- Karl Thiemig AG -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
220 p. : 3 maps (some col., some folded) ; 17 cm.
Map inside front cover.
Folded map in pocket.
Includes index.
Series: Grieben-Reiseführer ; Bd. 246
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 246 (1963) (NLO)

Tyrol (Austria) - Maps - 1965>>Trentino-Alto Adige (Italy) - Maps - 1965>>Garda, Lake Region (Italy) - Maps - 1965

Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag -- Karl Thiemig AG -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
230 p. : 9 maps (some col., some folded) ; 17 cm.
Map inside front cover.
Folded map in pocket.
Includes index.
Burchard, Edward Lawver, 1867-1944
SEE Burchard, Edward Lawver, 1867-1944 --
Newberry Library. John M. Wing Foundation
p. 877-882 : ill., map ; 30 cm.
In Inland printer 29, no. 6 (Sept. 1902): 877-882.
"From data furnished by D. N. Hoover, Foreman
of Chart Printing, H. M. Knight, Engraver, and E.
L. Burchard, Librarian, United States Coast and
Geodetic Survey."
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the
Newberry Library.
Wing Z 007 .41, v. 29, p. 877-882 (PrCt)

U.S. states - Historical geography -
Boundaries<<>>United States - Maps - 2008 -
Boundaries<<>>Boundaries - United States -
Maps - 2008<<>>Boundaries - U.S. states -
Maps - 2008<<>>United States - Historical
geography - Maps - 2008<<>>Historical
atlases
How the states got their shapes / Mark Stein.
Authors: Stein, Mark, 1951 -- XNR Productions
-- Smithsonian Books (Publisher) -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
xx, 332 p. : 233 maps ; 24 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 305-314)
and index.
Table of contents available on Library of
Congress website (accessed August 2013):
http://catdir.loc.gov/catdir/toc/ecip0716/20070172
23.html
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 2007017223 2007047979
ISBN: 9780061431388 ; 0061431389
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

Udine (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1585<<>>Udine
(Italy) - Pictorial works - 1585
L'Antica & noblissima citta d'Udine metropoli del
Friuli / Donato Rasicotti. [Rome? Donato
Rasicotti?, ca. 1585].
Authors: Rasicotti, Donato -- De Landau,
Horace, barone, 1824-1903 -- Finaly, Madame, d.
1938 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 view : hand col. ; 322 x 514 mm. (neat line),
329 x 522 mm. (plate mark)
Donato Rosicotti's name follows dedication to
'Sig. Nicolo Decian' at lower right.
Inset at lower left (143 x 182 mm.): [Map of
Udine].
Manuscript '252' in upper right; binding stub on
verso.
Ex De Landau; ex Finaly.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map
Collection (Newberry Library).
f56
Novacco 2F 144 (PrCt)
Churches - Udine (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1575*

Aquileian rite - Pictorial works - 1596
Sanctmi. D. N. D. Clementis Papae VIII anno V. Rodulpfi II Avgvstiss. Caesaris anno XX.
Concilivm provinciale Aquileiense prima. svb Francisco Barbaro Patriarcha habitym in civit Vtini die XX Octob. M. D. LXXXVI / Ludouicus Pozoseratus Fland. lineaut. Venetii [Venice] :

Ayer 1 .M45 v. 31, p. [81] (PrCt)

75960
Uele River (Congo) - Maps - 1885*
Welle River (Congo) SEE Uele River (Congo) [The Welle-Congo theory].

75961
Ukraine - Historical geography - Maps - 1985*

75958
Udine (Italy : Province) - Maps - 1540 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Cortona, Giovanni Antonio di, d. 1559*

Manuscript maps - Facsimiles

Ayer 1 .M45 v. 31, p. [81] (PrCt)

75962
Ukraine - Historical geography - Maps - 1986*
Ukraine : Maps - 1986*
Historical atlases

Ukraine : Historical geography - Maps - 1993*

1937-1941*
Historical atlases


75959
Uduvil Girls’ College (Jaffna, Sri Lanka) - Pictorial works - 1835*

Udooville Girls’ College (Jaffna, Ceylon) SEE Uduvil Girls’ College (Jaffna, Sri Lanka)
Odooville (Jaffna, Ceylon) SEE Uduvil (Jaffna, Sri Lanka)

Mission premises at Odooville, Ceylon. [Boston : s.n., 1835].

Ayer 1 .M45 v. 31, p. [81] (PrCt)

75963
Ukraine - Historical geography - Maps - 1993*
Ukraine - Maps - 1993*

Historical atlases

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Naukove tovarystvo im. Shevchenka -- Harrassowitz (Firm)
2 v. : ill., maps (some col.) ; 27-36 cm.
German and Ukrainian, Begleitbd. in English and Ukrainian.
At head of French t.p.: Société scientifique Sevcenko en Europe.
‘Herausgegeben von der Schwetschenko-Gesellschaft der Wissenschaften, Paris.’
At head of French t.p.: Société scientifique Sevcenko en Europe.
ISBN 3447033916
folio G2151 .S1 K83 1941a (NLO)

Authors: Ukraine -- Mapa, L. T. H. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 19 maps ; 280 x 221 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

75965 Ukraine - Maps - 1540<><>Woodcuts Tabvla Evropae VIII. [Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1540].
Authors: Ptolemy, active 2nd century -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Ptolemy, active 2nd century.
Geographia (1540) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. woodcut ; 25 x 32 cm., mounted on backing sheet 31 x 38 cm.
Letterpress title above woodcut map with letterpress place names.
Letterpress no. 10 and text on verso: Sarmatiam Europaeam continet haec octaua tab. ... .
Forms part of an incomplete copy of Sebastian Münster’s 1540 edition of Ptolemy’s Geography (lacking intervening pages of text beween maps).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copies (complete with full text, uncolored): VAULT Case folio Y 642 .P985 --
References: Karrow, Mapmakers of the 16th cent., p. 422; Shirley, T. Ptol-8a
VAULT Baskes folio G1005 1540, [plate 12] (PrCt)

Authors: Jansson, Jan, 1568-1664 -- Gregorovich, Andrew
1 map ; 41 x 53 cm.
Facsimile of original published Amsterdam, 1657.
82-63610
333
map4F G7100 1657 .J3 1975 (PrCt)

1 map ; 38 x 53 cm.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map2F G7100 1670 .H6 (PrCt)

75968 Ukraine - Maps - 1680 Typus generalis Ukrainae... 1685.
Authors: Pitt, Moses, fl. 1654-1696 -- Janssonius van Waesberge, Johannes, fl. 1642-1681 -- Ring House Gallery
1 map : col. ; 31 x 40 cm.
Added title: An Exhibition of XVII and XVIII maps of Ukraine Facsimile of original published Amsterdam, 1680; issued on exhibit poster.
4139
map4F G7100 1680 P5 1985 (PrCt)

Authors: Seller, John, fl. 1658-1698 -- Seller, John, fl. 1658-1698. A New system of geography : designed in a most plain and easie method ... (1703)
1 map ; 11 x 14 cm.
Anonymous map in Seller, John. A New system of geography : designed in a most plain and easie method ... (London : Jeremiah Seller ; Charles Price ; John Senex, 1703) map [23].
Manuscript ‘dd’ in lower right.
Case 3A 1704 map [23] (PrCt)

75970 Ukraine - Maps - 1710 Die Gegend Zwischen Pultava und Bender mit Angraenzenden Polnisch, Türkisch
Landschaften. Augsburg : Gabriel Bodenehr, 1710. 
Authors: Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. -- Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. Atlas curieux -- oder, Neuer und compendieuser atlas 1710 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col.; 16 x 29 cm. 
In: Bodenehr, Gabriel. Atlas curieux; oder, Neuer und compendieuser atlas ... (Augsburg : Gabriel Bodenehr, 1710?) pl. [97]. Engraved plate no. '100.' 
Ayer 135 .B6 pl. 97 (PrCt)

75971 Ukraine - Maps - 1720 
Authors: Weigel, Christoph, 1654 -- Gregorovich, Andrew 1 map; 32 x 38 cm. 
Facsimile of original published Nuremberg, ca. 1720. 
82-63609 332 
map4F G7100 1720 .W4 1975 (PrCt)

75972 Ukraine - Maps - 1720<<<Black Sea - Maps - 1720 
Tabula geographica qua pars Russiae Magnae : Pontus Euxinus seu Mare Nigrum et Tartaria Minor ... Noribergae [Nuremberg] : Ioh. Baptiste Homanno, [ca. 1720?]. 
Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:P15 1 map; 56 x 47 cm. 
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). 
Sack map4F G7100 1720 .H6 (PrCt)

75973 Ukraine - Maps - 1720<<<Black Sea - Maps - 1720 
Ukrania quae et Terra Cosaccorvm cum vicinis ... Noribergae [Nuremberg] : Ioh. Baptiste Homanno, [ca. 1720?]. 
Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:P16 1 map; 46 x 56 cm. 
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). 
Sack map4F G7100 1720 .H6a (PrCt)

75974 Ukraine - Maps - 1724 
Ukrania quae et terra Cosaccorvm... 1995. 
temp map4F G7100 1724 .H6 1995 (PrCt)

75975 Ukraine - Maps - 1730 
Amplissima Ucraniae regio, palatinatus Kiovienem et Braclaviensem complectens... Toronto : Gregorovich, 1975. 
Authors: Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756 -- Gregorovich, Andrew 1 map; 45 x 52 cm. 
Facsimile of original published Augsburg, ca. 1730. 
82-63611 334 
map4F G7100 1730 .S4 1975 (PrCt)

75976 Ukraine - Maps - 1730<<<Galicia (Poland and Ukraine) - Maps - 1730 
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Sanson, N. (Nicolas), 1626-1648 -- Sanson, Guillaume -- Sanson, Adrien -- Moulart-Sanson, Pierre, d. 1730 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Delamarche, Charles François, 1740-1817. Atlas général : contenant le détail des quatre parties du monde [1798?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map; hand col.; 42 x 55 cm. 
Scale [ca. 1:2,000,000]. 
Relief shown pictorially. 
In composite world atlas possibly compiled and published by Charles François Delamarche: Atlas général : contenant le détail des quatre parties du monde [Paris? : s.n., 1798?], [ptie 1], [plate 43]. 
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library. 
Baskes oversize G1015 .A77 1798, [ptie 1], [plate 43] (NLO)

Ukraine - Maps - 1741 
Theatre de la Guerre dans la petite Tartarie la Crimée la Mer Noire. &c. Amsterdam : Jean Cóvens et Corneille Mortier, [1741?]. 
Authors: L’Isle, Guillaume de, 1675 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Delamarche, Charles François, 1740-1817. Atlas général : contenant le détail des quatre parties du monde ... [1741?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map; hand col.; 46 x 60 cm. 
Title in upper margin. 
Ukraine - Maps - 1742<<><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><<
75984 **Ukraine - Maps - 1797**<br>Partie méridionale de la Russie Européenne: troisieme carte / Tardieu sculp. ; André scrip. [Paris, 1797].<br>Authors: Tardieu, P. F. (Pierre François), 1757-1822 -- André, Gaspard, active 1768-1801 -- Mentelle, E. (Edme), 1730-1815 -- Lopez-Majano, Jadwiga<br>1 map : hand col. ; 31 x 41 cm.<br>Scale [ca. 1:5,250,000].

In upper right corner: No. 17.

Apparently issued in Mentelle's Atlas élémentaire de géographie physique et politique, ancienne et moderne (1797), although this copy shows no signs of having been bound.


Digital image on Tooley Adams & Co. website (accessed May 2009):
http://www.tooleys.co.uk/m04/b050.jpg

**map4F G7100 1797 .T3 (PrCt)**

75985 **Ukraine - Maps - 1910**
Geographical atlas (Ukrainian). Kolomyja : Jacob Orenstein, 1910.<br>Authors: Korduba, Myron -- Orenstein, Jacob -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 20 maps ; 297 x 242 mm.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)**

75986 **Ukraine - Maps - 1943**
Atlas der Ukraine und benachbarten gebiete. Berlin : Publikationsstelle, 1943.<br>Authors: Kubijowytch, Volodymyr -- Publikationsstelle -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 10 maps ; 329 x 248 mm.

OCLC 37617703.

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)**

75987 **Ukraine - Maps - 1946**
Ukraine. Augsburg : Ukrainska Knyha, 1946.<br>Authors: Simpson, G. W. (George Wilfrid) -- Ukrainska Knyha -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 20 maps ; 200 x 139 mm.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)**


Authors: Friesen, Paul T. -- University of Alberta. Map Collection

xii, 44 p. ; [31] leaves of plates : maps ; 28 cm.

Series: Occasional research reports / Canadian Institute of Ukrainian Studies, University of Alberta ; research report no. 24

folio Z6028 .F88 1988

**Map Ref folio Z6028 .F88 1988 (NLO)**

75989 **Ulcinj Region (Montenegro) - Maps - 1574<>>>Ulcinj (Montenegro) - Maps - 1574<>>>Dulcigno (Montenegro) SEE Ulcinj (Montenegro)**

Dulcignia gia detto Vicinio citta antiqua posta nel confine della Dalmatia ... [Venice? Giovanni Francesco Camocio?, 1574?].

Authors: Camocio, Giovanni Francesco, 16th cent. -- Camocio, Giovanni Francesco, 16th cent. [Isole famose porti, fortezze, e terre maritime sottoposte alla Ser.ma Sig.ria di Venetia ad altri principi christiani, et al Sig.or Turco] [1574?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 15 x 21 cm.

Relief shown pictorially.

In atlas lacking title page: Camocio, Giovanni Francesco. [Isole famose porti, fortezze, e terre maritime sottoposte alla Ser.ma Sig.ria di Venetia ad altri principi christiani, et al Sig.or Turco, nouame[n]te poste in luce] [Venice? : Alla librarìa del segno di S. Marco? ; G.F. Camocio?, 1574?].

[plate 15].

Manuscript no. 15 at upper right.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.


75990 **Ulm (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1620**
Vlma imperialis in Sueuia vrbs, fortissimo aquae et murorum ambitu, magnifico templo ... [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].

Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1590-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : hand col. ; 10 x 46 cm. on sheet 41 x 54 cm.

Anonymous view derived from a ca. 1570 woodcut; see R.A. Skelton’s Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum. Added title in uppercase lettering: Vlm.

On same sheet with: Nvrnberga florentissimum Germaniae emporium, rempublicant optima politia illustrem ... -- Vrbs Salisbvrgensis genuina descriptio -- Lindola, oppidum imperij insulare, vndique aqua Acromi lacus circumfusum. Latin letterpress text on verso under titles: Nvrnberga -- Vlma -- Saltzbvrgym -- Lindoia.

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 1, pl. 31 (PrCt)

75991 Ulm Region (Germany) - 1710

Ulm mit der Gegend auf 1 1/4 Stund. Augsburg : Gabriel Bodenehr, 1710.
Authors: Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. -- Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. Atlas curieux -- oder, Neuer und compendieuser atlas 1710 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 16 x 27 cm.
In: Bodenehr, Gabriel. Atlas curieux; oder, Neuer und compendieuser atlas ... ([Augsburg : Gabriel Bodenehr, 1710?]) pl. [74]. Engraved plate no. '77.'
Ayer 135 .B6 pl. 74 (PrCt)

75992 Ulm Region (Germany) - 1710

Ulm mit dero Gegend auf 2 Stund. Augsburg : Gabriel Bodenehr, 1710.
Authors: Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. -- Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. Atlas curieux -- oder, Neuer und compendieuser atlas 1710 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 14 x 21 cm.
In: Bodenehr, Gabriel. Atlas curieux; oder, Neuer und compendieuser atlas ... ([Augsburg : Gabriel Bodenehr, 1710?]) pl. [73]. Engraved plate no. '76.'
Ayer 135 .B6 pl. 73 (PrCt)

75993 Ulm Region (Germany) - Maps - 1724 - Wain Region (Germany) - Maps - 1724

Nova et accurata territorii Ulmensis... Nuremberg, [ca. 1724].
Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Bachmayer, Wolfgang, 1597-1685 -- Lauterbach, Johann Christoph, 1674-1744 -- Johann Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library)
II:132
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 56 cm.
Phillips 4257 v. 3 no. 55.
Inset: Grund und abriss der Ultrmischen herrschafft zu Wain ...
Case oversize G 10851 .13 pl. 8 (PrCt)

75994 Ulm Region (Germany) - Maps - 1745 - Wain Region (Germany) - Maps - 1745

Nova et accurata territorii Vlmensis cum dominio Wainensis description ... Nuremberg : Homann Erben, [ca. 1745].
Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Homann Erben (Firm) -- Lauterbach, Johann Christoph, 1674-1744 -- Bachmeier, Johann Wolfgang, 1597-1685 -- Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724. Atlas novus terrarum orbis [ca. 1745] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 56 cm.
In: Homann, Johann Baptist. Atlas novus terrarum orbis (Nuremberg : [Homann Erben, ca. 1745]), [plate 68].
Inset (14 x 17 cm.): Grund und abriss der Ultrmischen herrschafft zu Wain ...
Manuscript 'No. 69' and '70' on verso.
oversize Ayer 135 .H7 1730, [plate 68] (PrCt)

75995 Ulster County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1839 - Counties - Maps - 1839

1 map : hand col. ; 42 x 45 cm.
In Burr, David H. and Simeon De Witt. An Atlas of the State of New York : containing a map of the State and of the several counties (New York: David H. Burr, 1829; republished Ithaca: Stone and Clark, 1839) pl. [8]. Map dated 1829 and 1839; engraved 'No. 9.'
Case oversize G 10851 .13 pl. 8 (PrCt)

75996 Ulster County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1853 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - 1853

[Ulster County (N.Y.) - 1853: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche], [Washington, D.C.]: LC G&M Division, [1893?].
Authors: Tillson, Oliver J. -- Brink, P. Henry -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps on microfiche 1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 2 parts, 41.5 x 27.5 in. each.
Scale 1:65,000. Originally published Saugerties, N.Y. : P. H. Brink; Rosendale, N.Y. : O. J. Tillson, [1853].
Microfiche 583, no. 569 (PrCt)

75997 Ulster County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1854 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - 1854

[Ulster County (N.Y.) - 1854: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche], [Washington, D.C.]: LC G&M Division, [1893?].
Authors: Tillson, Oliver J. -- Brink, P. Henry --
Ulster County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1858 - Landowners - Maps

75998

Ulster County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1858 - Landowners - Maps

Ulster County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1875 - Landowners - Maps

75999

Ulster County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1892 - Road maps - Road maps - Counties - Maps

76000

Ulster County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1892 - Road maps - Road maps - Counties - Maps

76003

Ulster County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1892 - Road maps - Road maps - Counties - Maps

76003

Ulster (Northern Ireland and Ireland) - Maps - 1810 - Enniskillen (Northern Ireland) - Pictorial works - 1610

76001

Ulster (Northern Ireland and Ireland) - Maps - 1810 - Enniskillen (Northern Ireland) - Pictorial works - 1610

76002

Ulster (Northern Ireland and Ireland) - Maps - 1810 - Enniskillen (Northern Ireland) - Pictorial works - 1610

76002

 Ulster (Northern Ireland and Ireland) - Maps - 1810 - Enniskillen (Northern Ireland) - Pictorial works - 1610

76003

Ulster (Northern Ireland and Ireland) - Maps - 1810 - Enniskillen (Northern Ireland) - Pictorial works - 1610
76011 Umpqua County (Or.) - Maps - 1865 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles - Counties - Maps
Map of Umpqua County / L. L. W. [S.l. s.n.], 1865.
Authors: Williams, Loren L., 1828-1881 -- Williams, Loren L., 1828-1881. Journal (1851-1880) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map (tinted photograph) ; 12 x 18 cm.
Greatly reduced photographic reproduction of a manuscript map (size of original unknown); very faded, with significant loss of detail.
Pasted into: Williams, Loren L. Journal v. 3, opening [2].
Forms part of Williams's manuscript journals, chronicling his life in Oregon between 1851-1880.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
VAULT folio Graff 4683 v. 3, opening [2] (PrCt)

76014 Unalaska Island (Alaska) - Pictorial works - 1793<->Oonalashka (Alaska) SEE Unalaska Island (Alaska)
View of Oonalashka, and the inhabitants, &c.
[London : s.n., 1793?].
Authors: Bankes, Thomas, b. 1744 -- Bankes, Thomas, b. 1744. A New and authentic system of universal geography, antient and modern: including all the late important discoveries made by the English ... [1793?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view ; 20 x 33 cm., on sheet 40 x 24 cm.
"Engraved for Bankes's new system of geography published by royal authority."
Engraved number "43" at bottom right.
In: Bankes, Thomas. A New and authentic system of universal geography, antient and modern: including all the late important discoveries made by the English ... (London : Printed for C. Cooke ... [et al., 1793?]), opposite p. 473.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G115 .B36 1793, opposite p. 473 (PrCt)

Authors: Mueller, Owen W., 1941- -- McFarland & Co.
vii, 191 : ill., maps, ports. ; 26 cm.
"This book briefly discusses the Underground Railroad throughout the United States and all of Illinois. It addresses at length the activities of Underground Railroad operators, both black and white, in western Illinois. The compelling efforts of these people have been surprisingly neglected; this book examines in detail their significant contributions to this heroic chapter in American history."--Provided by publisher.
Contents: The military tract -- Adams County : free soil but not free -- Hancock County : remote...
hideouts -- McDonough County : traveling through tall grass prairies -- Fulton County : cluster of "depots" -- Peoria County : danger in the city of Peoria -- Knox County : sanctuary in the college town -- Stark County : the minister's diary -- Bureau County : the martyrs brother -- The underground railroad moves on steel.

Includes bibliographical references (p. 179-185) and index.

LC Card Number: 2007039582
ISBN 9780786431410 (illustrated case binding : alk. paper) ; 0786431415 (illustrated case binding : alk. paper)

E450 .M84 2008 (NLO)


Authors: Turner, Glannette Tilley -- Newman Educational Pub.
xix, 285 p. : ill., maps ; 23 cm.
1st ed.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 246-266) and index.

LC Card Number: 98066522
ISBN 0938990055 (pbk.)

E450 .T895 2001 (NLO)


Authors: McElfresh Map Co. -- McElfresh, Earl B.
1 map : col. ; 53 x 77 cm.
Col. printed reproduction of watercolor original (20th-century painting).
Scale [ca.1:3,160,000].
Relief shown by hachures.
Includes map sources, text, and legend.
Maps on verso (24 x 21 cm. and smaller): The environs of Ripley, Ohio, circa 1855 -- Christiana, Pennsylvania and environs -- Scenes of Jonathan Walker's fateful voyage June & July 1844 -- Environs of Harper's Ferry, Va., circa 1859 -- John Brown's Harper's Ferry circa 1859. Color photos on verso (6 x 16 cm. and smaller): Howland Stone Store Museum ... Sherwood Road, Aurora -- Seward House ... Auburn -- Bristol Hill Congregational U.C.C. ... Fulton.

Series: Crossroads of America watercolor map series.
Originally issued fold to 22 x 10 cm.

OCLC 62586500
Holzheimer 2005072801
ISBN 188529431X
map4F G3701.E625 2005 M3 (PrCt)


Authors: Blockson, Charles L.
380 p. : ill., maps ; 23 cm.
Includes several small, generalized maps; bibliographical references (p. 367-370) and indexes.
ISBN 0781802539
E450 .B65 1994 (NLO)


The Underground Railroad. [2002].

Authors: Blockson, Charles L. -- Mattson, Mark T.
1 map ; 18 x 20 cm.
"Courtesy Charles L. Blockson and Mark Mattson."


Authors: Hudson, J. Blaine -- McFarland & Co.
vii, 308 p. : ill., maps ; 27 cm.
"Fugitive slaves were reported in the American colonies as early as the 1640s, and escapes escalated with the growth of slavery over the next two hundred years. By the onset of the Civil War in 1861, the Underground Railroad included members, defined stops, set escape routes and a code language."--Provided by publisher.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 288-300) and index.
Table of contents on Library Congress website (accessed May 2008):
http://www.loc.gov/catdir/toc/ecip066/200503758 2.html

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
LC Card Number: 2005037582
ISBN 0786424591 (alk. paper) ; 9780786424597 (alk. paper)
E450 .H855 2006 (NLO)

76021 Underground Railroad - United States - Maps - 1865
Slavery - United States - Maps - 1865
Fugitive Slaves - United States - Maps - 1865
United States - Underground Railroad - Maps - 1865
United States - Slavery - 1865 - Maps
Authors: Snodgrass, Mary Ellen -- Sharpe, M. E.
2 v. (xl, 746, 60 p.) : ill., maps ; 29 cm.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Table of contents on Library of Congress website
http://www.loc.gov/catdir/toc/ecip0712/2007009199.html
LC Card Number: 2007009199
Ref E450 .S65 2008 (NLO)

76022 Underwater archaeology - Maps - 1996
Shipwrecks - Maps - 1996
Authors: Throckmorton, Peter -- Barnes & Noble Books
240 p. : ill. (some col.), 50 col. maps ; 30 cm.
Barnes & Noble Books ed.
Contents: Diving into the past -- The ancient Mediterranean -- From Rome to Byzantium -- Reconstruction and conservation -- Dark Age seafarers -- Medieval warships and traders -- Eastern horizons -- The age of discovery -- Men-o'-war and privateers -- The twilight of sail -- The future of the past.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 228-231) and index.
ISBN 0760703876 ; 9780760703878
G525 .S43 1996 (NLO)

76023 Unidentified flying objects - Plans - 1956
Blueprints - 1956
Flying saucers SEE Unidentified flying objects
SEE Unidentified flying objects
UFO phenomena SEE Unidentified flying objects
1 blueprint ; 37 x 53 cm.
Plan for a circular space vehicle, with references to 26 "details," including "telephantsmatics" and "floor to floor gravity passages & reverse."
Scale '2 agates = 1"-0"."
"Copyright 1956 James T. Mangan."
Removed from the Raymond F. DaBoll Papers.
map2F G9930 1956 .M3 (PrCt)

76024 UNIMARC Cataloging of maps
iv, 14 p. ; 30 cm.
Series: Occasional papers - IFLA International Office for UB ; no. 5.
Duplicate copy: folio Z699.5 C3 I58
ISBN 090304322X
Vert 1001, no. 2 (PrCt)

76025 Union catalogs - United States
Biography - Sources
754 v. ; 36 cm.
This enormous catalog includes thousands of atlases and a large number of monographic maps entered under their 'authors'; it is an excellent source of name information. Vols. 686-754 are a supplement.
LC Card Number: 67030001
ISBN 720100038
Ref Z881.A1 U518 (NLO)

76026 Union County (Ark.) - Maps - 1800-1899
Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps
Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960- -- Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)
Union County (Ind.) - Maps - 1884 - Landowners—Counties - Maps


Includes index.

1 atlas (73, xxii p.) : ill., ports., 21 maps (part double), diagrs. : 44 cm.


Includes index.

Scale varies.

Photocopy issued without xxii p. at the end.

Cf. Phillips 4592.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1408.U5 O3 1908a (NLO)

76029

Union County (Iowa) - Maps - 1876 - Landowners—Counties - Maps

Illustrated centennial sketches, map and directory of Union County, Iowa / [C. J. Colby]: Evansville, Ind. Unigraphic, 1976.

Includes directory.

Library buckram.

Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005; includes CHS ownership markings.

CHS Coll., Atlas no. 108

LC Card Number: 80675454

oversize G4093.USG46 1884 .B3 (NLO)

76031

Union County (Ill.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners—Counties - Maps

Family maps of Union County, Illinois : with homesteads, roads, waterways, towns, cemeteries, railroads, and more. Norman, Okla.


Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960--Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)

177 p. : maps ; 28 cm.

1st ed.

'Deluxe edition.'

Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).

'3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.'

Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).

Includes indexes.

Series: Family maps
ISBN 142030299X

Local History Ref F417.U5 B69 2006 (NLO)

76027

Union County (Ill.) - Maps - 1908 - Landowners—Counties - Maps


Authors: Geo. A. Ogle & Co. -- P.A.S.T of Union Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (73, xxii p.) : ill., ports., 21 maps (part double), diagrs. : 44 cm.

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)
Reproduction sponsored by the Nancy McKay Harsh Chapter, Daughters of the American Revolution, Creston, Iowa.

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

76032 Union County (Iowa) - Maps - 1916 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps

Standard atlas of Union County, Iowa : including a plat book of the villages, cities and townships ... Chicago : Ogle, 1916.
Authors: Geo. A. Ogle & Co.
1 atlas (73, xxiii p. : ill., maps) ; 30 cm.
Oversize F 91291 .642 (NLO)

76033 Union County (N.J.) - Maps - 1862 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps

Authors: Meyer, Ernest L. -- Witzel, P. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 41 x 57 in. Scale: 1:21,120.
Originally published 1862.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Microfiche 583, no. 467 (PrCt)

76034 Union County (N.J.) - Maps - 1882 - Counties - Maps - Outline map of Union Co. 1882.
Authors: Clayton, W. Woodford
1 map
Temp map1F G3813.U5 1882 .C5 (PrCt)

76035 Union County (Ohio) - Maps - 1877 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps

Authors: Mowry, Andrew S. -- Howland, H. G. -- Harrison, Sutton & Hare
1 atlas (13-108 p. : ill., ports, maps) ; 46 cm.
'Historical sketch of Union county, Ohio': p. 13-20.Phillips 4990
Previously shelved as 7A 6.
67-442
ICN 68
Oversize G1398.U5 M6 1877 (NLO)


Union District, South Carolina. [Baltimore : F. Lucas Jr.], 1825.
1 map ; 50 x 46 cm.
Surveyed by R. Thompson, 1820. Improved for Mills' atlas, 1825.'
In: Mills, Robert. Atlas of the state of South Carolina ... (Baltimore : F. Lucas, Jr., [1825]) pl. [27].
Oversize Ayer 135 .M6 1825 pl. [27] (PrCt)

76037 Union County (S.D.) - Maps - 1892 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps

Authors: Peterson, E. Frank -- Tacksbury, Rowley & Co. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 6 parts; 2 are 26 x 20 in. each, 2 are 27 x 20 in. each, and 2 are 28 x 20 in. each.
Scale 1:32,000. Originally published 1892.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Microfiche 583, no. 867 (PrCt)

76038 Union Hill (West Feliciana Parish, La.) - Maps - 1803 - Angola Region (La.) - Maps - 1803 - Wall maps

[Location map of astronomical observation post on 'Union Hill' near latter-day Angola in West Feliciana Parish, Louisiana] / Engrav'd by B. Jones. [Philadelphia? s.n., 1803].
Authors: Ellicott, Andrew, 1754-1802 -- Jones, Benjamin, fl. 1798-1815 -- Budd and Bartram -- Dobson, Thomas, 1751-1823 -- Ellicott, Andrew, 1754-1820. The Journal of Andrew Ellicott : late commissioner on behalf of the United States ... for determining the boundary between the United States and the possessions of His Catholic Majesty in America (1803) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 22 x 35 cm., folded to 26 x 22 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Includes illustrations of lanterns used in survey work.
Plate 'No. 1.'
In Ellicott, Andrew. The Journal of Andrew Ellicott: late commissioner on behalf of the United States ... for determining the boundary between the United States and the possessions of His Catholic Majesty in America (Philadelphia: Printed by Budd & Bartram, for Thomas Dobson ... , 1803) Appendix, following p. 52. See accompanying text on p. 49-52: Observations made with the six-feet zenith sector on Union Hill near the Mississippi River ... . Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library. Duplicate copy: G 875 .26 folio Graff 1230 Appendix, following p. 52 (PrCt)

76039 Union Pacific Freight Station (Kansas City, Kan.) - Pictorial works - 1959>>>Kansas City (Kan.) - Pictorial works - 1959 - Railroad stations>>>railroad stations - Kansas City (Kan.) - Pictorial works - 1959>>>union Pacific railway company - Pictorial works - 1959 - Railroad stations>>>railroad stations - union Pacific railway company - Pictorial works - 1959 - railroad stations>>>railroads - Maps
Newest union Pacific freight station, completed in 1958, at Kansas City, Kansas. [New York? Union Pacific Railway?, 1959?]. Authors: Union Pacific Railway Company
1 view ; 6 x 17 cm.
Caption title.
Photograph.
5A 7267 (1958 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

76040 Union Pacific Railway Company - Guidebooks - 1910>>>west (U.S.) - Description and travel - 1910<<<union Pacific railway company - maps - 1910<<<west (U.S.) - maps - 1910 - railroadss>>>railroads - Maps
Cover title.
"Copyrighted March, 1910, by E. L. Lomax ... Union Pacific Railroad Company, Omaha, Neb." -- verso of title page.
"5-15-1910--3M" -- inside back cover.
Map contents (9 x 21 cm., p. [3] at end): Union Pacific and connections : the Overland Route / Rand, McNally & Co. 4-10.
Cover art: Interior of Union Pacific passenger car; mountain scene visible through window; Union Pacific Overland Route logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Missing August 2014.
map4C G3701.P3 1910 .U5 (PrCt)

76041 Union Passenger Station (Shreveport, La.) - Pictorial works - 1942>>>Shreveport (La.) - Pictorial works - 1942 - Railroad stations>>>kansas City Southern Railway - Pictorial works - 1942 - Railroad stations>>>railroads - Maps
Union Passenger Station, Shreveport, Louisiana, owned and operated by the Kansas City, Shreveport and Gulf Terminal Company, a wholly owned subsidiary. Shreveport, Louisiana : [Kansas City Southern Railway?, 1942?].
Authors: Kansas City Southern Railway
1 view ; 22 x 29 cm.
Photograph.
5A 7267 (1941 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

76042 Union Station (Chicago, Ill.) - Pictorial works - 1949>>>gulf, Mobile and Ohio railroad company - Pictorial works - 1949 - Railroad stations>>>pictorial works - Chicago (Ill.) - 1949 - Railroad stations>>>railroads - Maps
[Photograph of Union Station in Chicago]. [Chicago? Gulf, Mobile and Ohio Railroad Company?, 1949?].
Authors: Gulf, Mobile and Ohio Railroad Company -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view ; 29 x 22 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
In Gulf, Mobile and Ohio Railroad Company. 9th annual report, 1948 [Mobile, Ala.? Gulf, Mobile and Ohio Railroad Co., 1949?] on back cover. Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
5A 7267 (1948 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

76043 Union Station (Chicago, Ill.) - Pictorial works - 1957>>>gulf, Mobile and Ohio railroad company - Pictorial works - 1957 - Railroad stations>>>pictorial works - Chicago (Ill.) - 1957 - Railroad stations>>>railroads - Maps
[Photograph of trains outside Union Station in Chicago]. [Mobile, Alabama? Gulf, Mobile and Ohio Railroad Company?, 1957?].
Authors: Gulf, Mobile and Ohio Railroad Company
1 view : col. ; 24 x 20 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
In Gulf, Mobile and Ohio Railroad Company. 17th annual report, 1956 [Mobile, Ala.? Gulf, Mobile and Ohio Railroad Co., 1957?] on front cover.
5A 7267 (1956 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

76044 Union Stock Yard & Transit Company of Chicago - Maps - 1916-1951 - Fire risk assessment<<<fire risk assessment - union...
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)


Union Stock Yards and packing houses, Chicago, Ill. Chicago : Central Map, Survey and Publishing Co., 1891.

Authors: Central Map, Survey and Publishing Company (Chicago, Ill.) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (32 maps : hand col.) : 64 x 55 cm.

Title page date September, 1891.

Printed index to packing houses 'corrected January, 1892,' on sheet 36 x 30 cm., pasted onto title page.

Maps numbered 1-30; preceded by index map and 'Collective line map of the packing houses -- Chicago.'

Disbound.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Checklist of printed maps of the Middle West, v. 4, p. 439, no. 4-2768

Cf. OCLC 40678837

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

map8C G4104.C6:2U5 1891 .C4 (PrCt)

76046


Chicago Stockyards Industrial Park photographs. [Chicago : Frederick D. Countiss Photography, ca. 1975].

Authors: Frederick D. Countiss Photography -- Midwest Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library. Photographs. Midwest MS 176 -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Countiss (Frederick D.) Photography, Chicago SEE Frederick D. Countiss Photography

16 photographs (0.1 linear feet in 1 folder)

Sixteen professional photographs of an area of Chicago, once the site of the meatpacking industry. With the closing of the Union Stock Yards in 1971, the area became an industrial park, home to various small factories and other businesses. Scenes include buildings, mostly of the Stock Yard Inn, and the original main gate to the stockyards, erected in 1879.

The provenance is unknown but the name on the front of envelope the photographs came in is "Frederick D. Countiss Photography."

Finding aid on Newberry Library website (accessed Feb. 2010):
http://www.newberry.org/collections/findingaids/chicagostockyards/chicagostockyards.html

Forms part of the Midwest Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library).

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Midwest MS 176 (NLO)

76045


Illustrated historical atlas of the counties of Northumberland and Durham, Ont. : compiled, drawn and published from personal examinations and surveys. Toronto : H. Belden, 1878.

Authors: H. Belden & Co. -- Chicago Historical Society

1 atlas (x, 121 p.) : ill., maps (some col.), ports. ; 46 cm.

Cover title: New historical atlas of...
Northumberland & Durham Counties, Ontario, illustrated.

'Historical sketch of the united counties of Northumberland and Durham': p. [i]-x.

Includes directory.

Scales differ.

Roan and cloth; worn.

Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005; includes CHS ownership markings.

CHS Coll., Atlas no. 51


76048 United States - Aerial photographs - Collections, ca. 1930-ca. 2014 - Electronic information resources

Aerial photographs - United States - Collections, ca. 1930-ca. 2014 - Electronic information resources

United States - Aerial photographs - Collections, ca. 1930-ca. 2014 - Cities and towns - Electronic information resources

Aerial photographs - United States - Collections, ca. 1930-ca. 2014 - Cities and towns - Electronic information resources

HistoricAerials.com : from the past to the present.

2014.

Authors: Nationwide Environmental Title Research

Internet resource

Copyright by Nationwide Environmental Title Research, LLC.


http://www.historicaerials.com/

Chronological coverage varies widely by region. Includes a 'dissolve feature' allowing gradual overlay of variant dated images.

http://www.historicaerials.com/ (PrCt)

76049 United States - Aerial Photographs - Inventories

Aerial photographs in the National Archives


Authors: United States. National Archives and Records Administration -- Taylor, Charles E. -- Spurr, Richard E.

106 p. ; 27 cm.

Series: Its Special list ; no. 25 -- Special list (National Archives (U.S.)) ; no. 25.

lower case g 10 .9213 no. 1 (NLO)

76051 United States - Airways - Maps -

1943 Airways - United States - Maps -

1943 United Air Lines, inc. - Maps -

1943 Aeronautical charts


Authors: United Air Lines, inc. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection

(Newberry Library)

1 atlas : 22 maps ; 23 cm.

Hand-stamped copyright copy.

In Baskes list; missing in 2004 inventory. Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection

(Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

RMcn atlas .U4 1943 (PrCt)

76052 United States - Allegorical maps - Collections - 2008 - Imaginary Places - Maps -


Kleiner Atlas amerikanischer Überempfindlichkeiten / Franz Reitinger.

Klagenfurt ; Graz ; Wien : Ritter Verlag, 2008.

Authors: Reitinger. Franz -- Ritter Verlag

335 p. : Ill., maps ; 17 x 24 cm.

Includes bibliographical references and index.

ISBN 9783854153795 (hd.bd.) ; 3854153791 (hd.bd.)

GA108.7 .R45 2008 (NLO)

76053 United States - Amusement parks -

1996 United States - Aquariums -

1996 United States - Zoos -

1996 United States - Halls of fame - 1996

The Unofficial guide to America's amusement parks, aquariums, zoos and Hall of Fame. [Santa Barbara, Calif.] : Motel 6, 1996.

Authors: Motel 6

1 booklet (12 p) : col. map, ills ; 23 x 10 cm

Travel Vertical File G3701 .E63 1996 .M6 (PrCt)

76054 United States - Area measurement - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1883 - United States - Economics - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1883 - Area measurement - United States - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1883

Diagram showing the comparative area & population and the increase of immigration and the public debt of the United States. [Chicago : George F. Cram, 1883].

Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928. Cram's unrivaled family atlas of the world (1883)

1 diagram : col. ; 28 x 22 cm.

Anonymous diagram without imprint.

In: Cram, George Franklin. Cram's unrivaled
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

family atlas of the world (Chicago : Geo.F. Cram, c1883), p. 15.

folio G1019 .G463 1883b, p. 15 (PrCt)


Copyright, 1941, by Rand McNally & Company.

Also includes organizational charts, illustrations, text, and directory of NBC radio stations carrying Kaltenborn's broadcasts.

Panel art: artillery troops operating a gun; Pure Oil gas station.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 177.10 (PrCt)


A standard list. Often gives dates of graduation from military academy and death.


Authors: United States. National Archives and Records Administration -- Burch, Franklin W. vii, 70 p., table ; 28 cm.

Series: Preliminary inventories / National Archives of the United States ; no. 165 -- National Archives publication ; no. 66-4

lower case g 10 .9212 no. 7 (NLO)

76057 United States. Army - Biography - Cartographers, American - Biography - Military cartographers - United States - Biography


A standard list. Often gives dates of graduation from military academy and death.


Local History Ref U11.U5 H6 1965 (NLO)

76058 United States. Army - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1941 - United States - Maps - 1941 - Fortification - Road maps

Kaltenborn's defense series number 2 : the U.S. Army. [Chicago?] : Published by the Pure Oil Company, 1941.

Authors: Kaltenborn, H. v. (Hans), 1878-1965 -- Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 broadside : map ; on sheet 68 x 53 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: The Army of the United States : our military heritage / by H. V. Kaltenborn.

Includes map (22 x 35 cm.): Map of United States Army posts.


Authors: Willingham, William F.

2 v. : ill., maps ; 23 x 29 cm.

Vol. 1 'based in part on research by Robert E. Ficken.'

Ongoing publication; vols. 1-2 published through 2006.

Includes bibliographical references and indexes.

Contents: [v. 1]. 1896-1920 -- v. 2. 1920-1970


Authors: O'Connell, Charles F.

Pp. 87-116


Ayer Modern MS Karrow, box 3, folder 29, no. 6 (PrCt)

76060 United States. Army. Corps of Engineers - History

History of the Corps of Engineers to 1915. 1922.

Authors: Jewett, Henry C.


BHC 1418

Vert 1018 (PrCt)

76061 United States. Army. Corps of Engineers. Seattle District


Authors: Willingham, William F. -- Ficken, Robert E. -- United States. Army. Corps of Engineers Seattle District

v. : ill., maps ; 23 x 29 cm.

Vol. 1 'based in part on research by Robert E. Ficken.'

Ongoing publication; vols. 1-2 published through 2006.

Includes bibliographical references and indexes.

Contents: [v. 1]. 1896-1920 -- v. 2. 1920-1970


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
United States - Biography

A nice compendium of the great and near-great, including a number of folks associated with maps.
Ref E176.W64 1942 (NLO)

United States - Borders - History

Authors: Linklater, Andro
328 p. : ill., map ; 25 cm.
1st U.S. ed.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [309]-316) and index.
Summary: Historian Linklater relates how the borders and boundaries that formed states and a nation inspired the sense of identity that has ever since been central to the American experiment. Linklater opens with America's greatest surveyor, Andrew Ellicott, measuring the contentious boundary between Pennsylvania and Virginia in the summer of 1784; and he ends standing at the yellow line dividing the United States and Mexico at Tijuana. In between, he chronicles the evolving shape of the nation, physically and psychologically. As Americans pushed westward in the course of the nineteenth century, the borders and boundaries established by surveyors like Ellicott created property, uniting people in a desire for the government and laws that would protect it. Challenging Frederick Jackson Turner's famed frontier thesis, Linklater argues that we are defined not by open spaces but by boundaries.--From publisher description.
Contents: The first frontier -- The boundaries of power -- The state as nation -- The bullying states -- Capital speculations -- Mirrors of the Mississippi -- Evidence of treachery -- The reach of government -- American tragedy -- The values of government -- The limits of freedom -- The American frontier -- Crossing the frontier -- The end of frontiers? -- Envoi.
ISBN 0802715338 ; 9780802715333
E169.12 .L54 2007 (NLO)

United States - Boundaries

Authors: Van Zandt, Franklin K. -- Geological Survey (U.S.)
ix, 191 p. : ill., (part col.) ; 29 cm.
Series: Professional paper - Geological Survey ; 909
5A 3858 (NLO)

United States - Boundaries - Canada

Canada - Boundaries - United States
Minnesota - Boundaries - Canada
Authors: Lass, William E. -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
141 p. : ill., maps, ports. ; 29cm.
Series: Publications - Minnesota Historical Society. Public Affairs Center
Bibliography: p. 120-135.
Includes index.
Ayer folio F597 .L37 (NLO)

United States - Boundaries - Canada - Cartography - History

1733-1845
Canada - Boundaries - United States - Cartography - History - 1733-1845
Cartography - Boundaries - History - 1733-1845
The Border yesterday and today. 1987.
Authors: Langelier, Gilles
From The Archivist 14, no.3 (may-June, 1987): 5-7. maps.
BHC 1587
Vert 1174 (PrCt)

United States - Boundaries - History - Boundaries, State - History

State boundaries of America: how, why and when American state lines were formed / Tegan and Jerry Hansen. Westminster, Md. Heritage Books, 2007.
Authors: Hansen, Tegan -- Hansen, Jerry
ix, 210 p. ; 22 cm.
Contents: Introduction -- Original thirteen (1606-1776) -- Free or slave (1776-1835) -- Civil War Era (1835-1862) -- Sodbuster + (1862-1889) -- Consolidated list of grants, treaties, US law. Includes bibliographical references (p. 201-207) and index.
LC Card Number: 2008297065 2008297066
ISBN 9780788444562 ; 0788444565
E179.5 .H36 2007 (NLO)

United States - Boundaries - Mexico - Maps - Collections - Slides
Mexico - Boundaries - Mexico - Maps - Collections - Slides
Southwestern States - Maps - Collections - Slides
Cartography - United States - History - Slides
Cartography -
Mexico - History - Slides


Authors: Ríos-Bustamante, Antonio José -- Hermon Dunlap Smith Center for the History of Cartography -- Cartography and History Summer Institute Program (Newberry Library)

6 slides : col. + 1 booklet (17 p. ; 16 cm.)

Title from accompanying booklet.

"The Cartography and History Summer Institute Program"--Cover.

Reproductions of six maps from between 1596 and 1852.

Original works are in the Newberry Library.

Includes bibliographical references (Booklet, p. 16-17).

Series: The Newberry Library slide set ; no. 21.

ISBN 0911028617 ; 9780911028614

Case GA201 .N49 no.21 (NLO)

76078 United States. Bureau of Agricultural Economics - Maps - Bibliography

United States - Agriculture - Maps - Bibliography

Agriculture - United States - Maps - Bibliography

United States. National Archives - Map Collections - Inventories

Cartographic records of the Bureau of Agricultural Economics. Washington, D.C.

National Archives, 1971.

Authors: Heynen, William J. -- United States.

National Archives and Records Administration 110p. : 27cm.

National Archives Special list 28.

Another copy: g 10.9213 no. 4.

BHC 2508

Vert 2053 (PrCt)

76079 United States. Bureau of Indian Affairs - Maps - Bibliography

United States - Maps - Bibliography

Indians - United States - Maps - Bibliography

Indians of North America - Maps


Authors: United States. National Archives and Records Administration -- Kelsay, Laura E. -- Licate, Jack A.


Cover title.

Preliminary draft prepared for the Conference on the National Archives and Research in Historical Geography.

lower case g 10 .9214 no. 1 (NLO)

76081 United States. Bureau of Indian Affairs - Maps - Bibliography

United States. National Archives - Map Collections - Inventories

Cartographic records in the National Archives relating to Indians in the United States.


Authors: United States. National Archives and Records Administration -- Kelsay, Laura E. -- Licate, Jack A.


Cover title.

Preliminary draft prepared for the Conference on the National Archives and Research in Historical Geography.

lower case g 10 .9214 no. 1 (NLO)


West (U.S.) - National parks and reserves - 2009

Public lands - West (U.S.) - Management - 2009

National parks and reserves - West (U.S.) - 2009


Authors: Skillen, James -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

xvi, 297 p. : maps ; 24 cm.


Includes bibliographical references (p. [267]-290) and index.

LC Card Number: 2009009675

ISBN 9780700616718 (cloth : alk. paper) ; 0700616713 (cloth : alk. paper)

Ayer HD243.W38 S55 2009 (NLO)

76083 United States. Bureau of the Census - Maps - Bibliography

United States. National Archives - Map Collections - Inventories

Census - United States -
United States Capitold (Washington, D.C.) - Pictorial works - 1828
United States Capitol (Washington, D.C.) - Designs and plans - Maps - 1828
Oestliche fronte des Capitols von Washington ; Grundriss des Capitols / C. Ermer sculp.
[Weimar? s.n., 1828].
1 view and 1 floor plan ; 8 x 18 cm. and 12 x 15 cm., on sheet 30 x 23 cm., folded to 14 x 23 cm. In Bernhard, Duke of Saxe-Weimar-Eisenach. Reise Sr. Hoheit des herzogs Bernhard zu Sachsen-Weimar-Eisenach durch Nord-Amerika in den jahren 1825 und 1826 / herausgegeben von Heinrich Luden (Weimar : Wilhelm Hoffmann, 1828) v. 1, between p. 216-217.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library. Graff 279 v. 1, between p. 216-217 (PrCt)

United States - Census, 11th, 1890 - Maps - Indians
vi, [2], 683 p., [222] leaves of plates (some folded) : ill., ports. (some col.), 25 maps (some fold., some col.) ; 30 cm.
Edited by Thomas Corwin Donaldson.
Also published with title: Indians taxed and Indians not taxed in the United States (except Alaska)
Statement of responsibility at head of title.
Includes index.
Binder's title: Eleventh census of the United States, 1890.
Issued as v. 10 of the Census Reports, Eleventh Census, 1890.
Maps also cataloged separately.
Variants: imprint information on some plates different than in the other Newberry copies, cf. plates opposite p. 156 and p. 630.
Duplicate copies: Govt. I 12.5 v. 10 and folio Graff 4396
Ayer folio E98.C3 U5 1894 (NLO)

United States - Cities and towns - Geography - Effects of Technological Innovations
On Cities and towns - United States - Geography - Effects of Technological Innovations
Authors: Kotkin, Joel
xix, 242 p. ; 21 cm.
1st trade paperback ed.
'This work was originally published in hardcover by Random House in 2000 in a slightly different form'--Verso of t.p.
Includes bibliographical endnotes (p. [195]-229) and index.
ISBN 0375758321
HT123 .K67 2001 (NLO)

United States - Cities and towns - Maps - 1951
Transportation - Cities and towns - United States - Maps - 1951 - Transportation
1951<>Hartford (Mass.) - Maps -
1951<>Houston (Tex.) - Maps -
1951<>Indianapolis (Ind.) - Maps -
1951<>Jackson (Miss.) - Maps -
1951<>Jacksonville (Fla.) - Maps -
1951<>Kansas City (Mo.) - Maps -
1951<>Little Rock (Ark.) - Maps -
1951<>Los Angeles (Calif.) - Maps -
1951<>Louisville (Ky.) - Maps -
1951<>Memphis (Tenn.) - Maps -
1951<>Miami (Fla.) - Maps -
1951<>Milwaukee (Wis.) - Maps -
1951<>Minneapolis (Minn.) - Maps -
1951<>Montréal (Québec) - Maps -
1951<>Nashville (Tenn.) - Maps -
1951<>New Bedford (Mass.) - Maps -
1951<>New Haven (Conn.) - Maps -
1951<>New Orleans (La.) - Maps -
1951<>New York (N.Y.) - Maps -
1951<>Newark (N.J.) - Maps -
1951<>Norfolk (Va.) - Maps -
1951<>Oakland (Calif.) - Maps -
1951<>Oklahoma City (Okla.) - Maps -
1951<>Omaha (Neb.) - Maps -
1951<>Paterson (N.J.) - Maps -
1951<>Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps -
1951<>Phoenix (Ariz.) - Maps -
1951<>Pittsburgh (Pa.) - Maps -
1951<>Portland (Me.) - Maps -
1951<>Portland (Or.) - Maps -
1951<>Providence (R.I.) - Maps -
1951<>Reno (N.Y.) - Maps -
1951<>Richmond (Va.) - Maps -
1951<>Sacramento (Calif.) - Maps -
1951<>Salt Lake City (Utah) - Maps -
1951<>San Antonio (Tex.) - Maps -
1951<>San Diego (Calif.) - Maps -
1951<>San Francisco (Calif.) - Maps -
1951<>Seattle (Wash.) - Maps -
1951<>Shreveport (La.) - Maps -
1951<>Spokane (Wash.) - Maps -
1951<>Springfield (Mass.) - Maps -
1951<>Saint Louis (Mo.) - Maps -
1951<>Saint Paul (Minn.) - Maps -
1951<>Syracuse (N.Y.) - Maps -
1951<>Toledo (Ohio) - Maps -
1951<>Toronto (Ont.) - Maps -
1951<>Trenton (N.J.) - Maps -

City street map atlas and trip guide, for the executive, commercial traveler, and tourist: highways, railroads, airlines, railroad and bus terminals, streets, transit lines, hotels, banks, theatres, department stores, office, public, and industrial buildings, city time, new census figures. Maplewood, N.J. C.S. Hammond & Company, [1951].

Authors: C.S. Hammond & Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago

Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
192, [16] p.: 105 col. maps; 18 cm.
Single compact volume containing maps of 78 U.S. cities and all modes of transportation, including highway, railroad, airway, and bus line maps (p. 6-33); colored maps of the world (p. [1]-[16] at end).
Pages 190-191 contain 1950 census figures for U.S. cities of 35,000 and over, with comparative figures for 1940.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
References: Phillips 10489
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1951<>New Orleans (La.) - Maps -
1951<>New York (N.Y.) - Maps -
1951<>Newark (N.J.) - Maps -
1951<>Norfolk (Va.) - Maps -
1951<>Oakland (Calif.) - Maps -
1951<>Oklahoma City (Okla.) - Maps -
1951<>Omaha (Neb.) - Maps -
1951<>Paterson (N.J.) - Maps -
1951<>Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps -
1951<>Phoenix (Ariz.) - Maps -
1951<>Pittsburgh (Penn.) - Maps -
1951<>Portland (Me.) - Maps -
1951<>Portland (Or.) - Maps -
1951<>Providence (R.I.) - Maps -
1951<>Reno (N.Y.) - Maps -
1951<>Richmond (Va.) - Maps -
1951<>Sacramento (Calif.) - Maps -
1951<>Salt Lake City (Utah) - Maps -
1951<>San Antonio (Tex.) - Maps -
1951<>San Diego (Calif.) - Maps -
1951<>San Francisco (Calif.) - Maps -
1951<>Seattle (Wash.) - Maps -
1951<>Shreveport (La.) - Maps -
1951<>Spokane (Wash.) - Maps -
1951<>Springfield (Mass.) - Maps -
1951<>Saint Louis (Mo.) - Maps -
1951<>Saint Paul (Minn.) - Maps -
1951<>Syracuse (N.Y.) - Maps -
1951<>Toledo (Ohio) - Maps -
1951<>Toronto (Ont.) - Maps -
1951<>Trenton (N.J.) - Maps -
City street map atlas and trip guide, for the executive, commercial traveler, and tourist; highways, railroads, airlines, railroad and bus terminals, streets, transit lines, hotels, banks, theatres, department stores, office, public, and industrial buildings, city time, new census figures.

Maplewood, N.J. C.S. Hammond & Company, [1951].
Single compact volume containing maps of 78 cities and all modes of transportation, including highway, railroad, airway, and bus line maps (p. 6-33); colored maps of the world (p. [1]-[16] at end).
Pages 190-191 contain 1950 census figures for U.S. cities of 35,000 and over, with comparative figures for 1940.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
map3C G3704.A 1951 .H3 (NLO)

76091 United States - Cities and towns - Maps -
1993<>Cities and towns - United States - Maps - 1993<>Baseball fields - United States - Directors - 1993<>United States -
Maps - 1993 - Baseball fields<>Baseball fields - United States - Maps - 1993<>Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (177 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
"1993 Edition."
Includes city maps, stadium plans, and travel information.
Cover art: photo of swinging batter against map background.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528811460
folio RMcN atlas .O3 1993 (PrCt)

76092 United States - Cities and towns - Maps -
1993<>Cities and towns - United States - Maps - 1993<>Baseball fields - United States - Directors - 1993<>United States -
Maps - 1993 - Baseball fields<>Baseball fields - United States - Maps - 1993<>Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (177 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
"1993 Edition."
Includes city maps, stadium plans, and travel information.
Cover art: photo of swinging batter against map background.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528811460
folio RMcN atlas .O3 1993 (PrCt)
United States - Cities and towns - Pictorial works - Bibliography

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

76094

United States - Cities and towns - Pictorial works - Bibliography

United States - Cities and towns - Maps - Bibliography

Library of Congress.

Geography and Map Division - Map Collections - Catalogs


Authors: Hébert, John R. -- Library of Congress.

Geography and Map Division

123 p.

A checklist of panoramic maps in the Geography and Map Division, issued in seven sections.


Vert 78-84 (PrCt)

76095

United States - Cities and towns - Pictorial works - Cities and towns - United States


Authors: Levine, Carol


BHC 1608

Vert 1195 (PrCt)

76096

United States Coast Survey - 1854 - Anacapa Island (Calif.) - 1854

Three short happy months. 1968.

Authors: Stanley, William A.

BHC 2245.


Vert 1803 (PrCt)

76097


Survey of the Coast of the United States SEE United States Coast Survey

The United States Coast Survey. 1875.

Authors: Vose, George L. (George Leonard), 1831-1910

p. 1-13

Photocopy of article: in Van Nostrand's engineering magazine 13, no. 79 (July 1875): 1-13; ills.

Ayer Modern MS Karrow, box 3, folder 25, no. 1 (PrCt)

76098

United States Coast Survey - Archival resources

Research possibilities in the U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey records. 1958.

Authors: Reingold, Nathan, 1927-
Catalogues of maps and charts published by the U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey...1843 [to] 1890. 1891.
Authors: U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey
From its Report...for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1891. -- Washington: G.P.O., 1892. -- Appx. 11, p.463-465.
BHC 209
Vert 935 (PrCt)

Authors: United States Coast Survey -- Jones, E. Lester (Ernest Lester), 1876-1929 -- United States. Government Printing Office -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
At head of title: Department of Commerce. U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey. E. Lester Jones, superintendent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 16026683
Baskes QB296 .U85 1916 (NLO)
Vert 1036 (PrCt)

76101 United States Coast Survey - History - 1807-1899
The Effect of the Coast Survey on 19th century American science. 1975.
Authors: Ingersoll, Robert C. p. 22-32
Ayer Modern MS Karrow, box 4, folder 42, no. 3 (PrCt)

The Colonization of America. 1976.
Authors: Exxon Company U.S.A. -- General Drafting Company -- Exxon (Firm) SEE Exxon Company U.S.A.
1 map
Map on verso: The Growth of the United States.

76103 United States. Congress - 1774-1861 - Cartography - United States - History - 1774-1861
Authors: Friis, Herman Ralph, 1905-1989
From Prologue 16, no.3 (Fall 1984) 191-198: maps, ills.
BHC 1328
Vert 935 (PrCt)

Authors: Claussen, Martin Paul, 1914- -- Friis, Herman Ralph, 1905-1989
xiii, 104 p.; ; 23 cm.
Electrostatic copy from the University of Illinois Library.
Extremely useful for its period, but largely superseded by Donna Koepp's Index and Carto-Bibliography of Maps, 1789-1969.
lower case g t083.18 (NLO)

76105 United States. Congress - Cartography - United States - History
Authors: Bergen, Kathleen
BHC 1436
Vert 1036 (PrCt)

The United States Congressional Serials and related records : a significant source for a study of a history of official mapping by the federal government 1774-1861. [ca. 1970?].
Authors: Friis, Herman Ralph, 1905-1989
24 leaves ; ; 28 cm.
Photocopy of undated typescript lecture notes keyed to list of 30 photo slides of maps and illustrations.
BHC 1319
Vert 925 (PrCt)

76107 United States Congressional Serial Set - Indexes
Authors: Gunter, Pauline -- Shupe, Barbara
From Special Libraries Association, Geography...
76110 United States Congressional Serial Set - Indexes
Beginner's guide to indexes to the nineteenth century U.S. Serial Set. [1975?].
Authors: Larsgaard, Mary Lynette, 1946-22 leaves ; 28 cm.
Photocopy of undated typescript bearing handstamp 'Received Oct. 17, 1975, Fayetteville Typesetting, Fayetteville, N.Y.'
Includes manuscript editing marks.
BHC 1580
Vert 1167 (PrCt)

76109 United States - Counties - Maps - 1840-1960
13 maps : 50 x 80 cm. and smaller, on 25 sheets each 63 x 46 cm.
Scale 1:5,800,000, reduced from 'approximately 80 miles to 1 inch.'
ICN78
map2F G3701.F7 1960 U5 (PrCt)

76110 United States. Dept. of the Interior - Maps - Bibliography
United States. National Archives - Map Collections - Inventories
Preliminary inventory of the cartographic records of the Office of the Secretary of the Interior: record group 48 / compiled by Laura E. Kelsay.
Series: Preliminary inventories / National Archives of the United States ; no. 81 -- National Archives publication ; no. 55-13 -- PI (Series) (United States. National Archives and Records Service) ; no. 81 -- National Archives publication (Washington, D.C.) ; no. 55-13.
Duplicate copy: 5A 9496

76111 United States - Description and travel - 1800
Canada - Description and travel - 1800
North America - Description and travel - 1800
Reisen durch die staaten von Nord Amerika.
Berlin : Oehmigke, 1800.
Authors: Weld, Isaac, 1774-1856 -- Oehmigke -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
2 v. ; 20 cm.
Ayer 128.7 .W45 1800 (NLO)

76112 United States - Description and travel - 1816
North America - Description and travel - 1816
United States - Geography - 1816
Boston Region (Mass.) - Maps - 1816
New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1816
Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1816
Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1816
Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1816
Annapolis Region (Md.) - Maps - 1816
Harrisburg Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1816
United States - Maps - 1816
Melish, John, 1771-1822. Map of the United States (1816) Cartography - United States - 1818
Authors: Melish, John, 1771-1822 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 5 maps ; 206 x 137 mm.
2nd ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
References: Howes M490; Walsh 188; Ristow 186.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

76113 United States - Description and travel - 1816
North America - Description and travel - 1816
United States - Geography - 1816
Boston Region (Mass.) - Maps - 1816
New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1816
Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1816
Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1816
Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1816
Annapolis Region (Md.) - Maps - 1816
Harrisburg Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1816
United States - Maps - 1816
Melish, John, 1771-1822. Map of the United States (1816) Cartography - United States - 1816
A Geographical description of the United States: with the contiguous British and Spanish possessions, intended as an accompaniment to Melish's map of these countries / by John Melish.
Philadelphia : Published by the author. T.H. Palmer, printer, 1816.
Authors: Melish, John, 1771-1822 -- Carrigain, Philip, 1772-1842 -- Chamberlain, Levi, b. 1792 -- Palmer, Thomas H., 1782-1861 -- Strohm, John, 1793-1884 -- Nebenzahl, Kenneth, 1927-

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
copy?
Map contents (17 x 28 cm, or smaller): District of Columbia -- Boston and adjacent country -- New-York and adjacent country -- Philadelphia and adjacent country -- Baltimore, Annapolis and adjacent country -- Charleston, and adjacent country -- New Orleans and adjacent country -- Map of the National Road between Cumberland and Wheeling -- Ballston & Saratoga Springs, city of Albany, and adjacent country -- View of the country round the Falls of Niagara -- St. Louis and adjacent country -- Outlet of Columbia River.
LC Card Number: 16017963
4367
G 81 .565 (NLO)

76116 United States - Description and travel - 1869 Auction United States - Maps - 1869 Auction Dummies (Bookselling) - 1869 Auction Specimens
Authors: Goddard, Frederick -- People's Publishing Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 19 maps ; 232 x 154 mm.
Salesman sample + 14 pls.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([i]-iv, 139, [1]) : maps ; 24 cm.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .R6 1926 (PrCt)

76118 United States - Description and travel - 1954 Auction Map reading - Road maps - 1954 Auction Road maps - Map reading - 1954 Auction Road maps
Authors: Esso Standard Oil Company -- General Drafting Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 booklet ([16] p) : ill., maps ; 22 cm.
Cover title.
"Copyright 1954, General Drafting Co., Inc., Convent Station, N.J." -- p. [2]
Cover art: Cartoons illustrating "how to dodge traffic", "how to read a map", etc.; Esso logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 711 (PrCt)

Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 booklet (20 p) : ill. ; 22 cm.
Cover title.
"Copyright 1959 by Rand McNally & Co." -- inside front cover.
Cover art: Color photo of trees; illustration of Standard gas station; Standard flaming torch sign and slogan "as you travel, ask us."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3188 (PrCt)

Authors: Sinclair Auto Tour Service -- Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 booklet (16 p) : ill. ; 23 x 11 cm.
Cover title.
Cover art: Sinclair logo, illustrations of vacation activities.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2806 (PrCt)

Touring kit / [issued by H.M. Gousha Co. for Tidewater Oil Flying A Service]. [San Jose, Calif.? H.M. Gousha Company?, 1965?].
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company --
1 map ; 58 x 80 cm., folded to 23 cm.
"From data prepared by Frank Bond and I.P. Berthrong."
At head of title: Department of the Interior, General Land Office, Richard A. Ballinger, commissioner
Scale: 1:5,702,400; about 90 miles to 1 inch.
Insets: Alaska -- Philippine Islands -- Guam -- Hawaiian Islands -- Porto Rico -- Panama Canal -- Isthmus of Panama.
Ayer 133 .U57 1908 (NLO)

76126 United States - Discovery and exploration - Maps - 1908<<>>Explorers - United States - Maps - 1908<<>>United States - Maps - 1908 - Road maps - History<<<>Road maps
United States : showing routes of principal explorers and early roads and highways.
1 map : col. ; 60 x 81 cm.
"From data prepared by Frank Bond, by I.B. Berthrong, chief of Drafting Division."
Scale [ca. 1:6,000,000]; (W 1270°-W 650/N 510°-N 190°).
Relief shown by hachures.
Insets (15 x 20 cm. and smaller): Alaska -- Philippine Islands -- Tutuila Group of the Samoan Islands -- Manua -- Guam or Cuanial Island -- Hawaiian Islands -- Porto Rico -- Panama Canal -- Isthmus of Panama showing location of canal.
Mounted on cloth; detached from wooden rollers.
Gift 2003, Jesse Markow; from the collection of his father David, a U.S. soldier during World War II.
OCLC 35064333
map6F G3701.S1 1908 B4 (PrCt)

Engineer Reproduction Plant -- John V. Bergen Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 58 x 81 cm.
Scale ca. 1:5,700,000.

"Engraved by R. F. Bartle & Co., Washington, D.C."
At head of title: Department of the Interior, Harold L. Ickes, secretary; General Land Office, Fred W. Johnson, commissioner.
Insets: Alaska -- Philippine Islands -- Guam -- Hawaiian Islands -- Porto Rico -- Panama Canal -- Isthmus of Panama.
Forms part of the John V. Bergen Collection (Newberry Library).
maproll G3701 .S1 1907 .U5 1937 (PrCt)

Geographical exploration and topographic mapping by the U.S. government. [Washington, 1952].
Authors: United States. National Archives and Records Administration
52 p. ; 23 cm.
Catalog of an exhibition at the National Archives July 27-Sept. 1952.
(National Archives Publication no. 53-2). Duplicate copy: 4A 14845
Vert 2047 (PrCt)

76129 United States - Economics - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1883<<>Economics - United States - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1883
Comparative diagram showing the annual products, wealth & debt of the United States.
[Chicago : George F. Cram, 1883].
Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928. Cram's unrivaled family atlas of the world (1883)
1 diagram : col. : 28 x 22 cm.
Anonymous diagram without imprint.
folio G1019 .G463 1883b, p. 14 (PrCt)

76130 United States - Elections, 1904
Political atlas. Chicago : Rand McNally, 1904.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 1 map ; 36 cm.
No cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .P65 1904 (PrCt)

76131 United States - Elections, 1908
Political atlas. Chicago : Rand McNally, 1908.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 1 map ; 36 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .P65 1908 (PrCt)

76132 United States - Elections, 1916
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 1 map ; 35 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .P65 1916 (PrCt)

76133 United States - Elections, 1920
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 2 maps ; 35 cm.
American Hardwood Flooring.
Phillips 10713.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .P65 1920 copy 2 (PrCt)

76134 United States - Elections, 1920
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 2 maps ; 35 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Phillips 10713.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .P65 1920 copy 1 (PrCt)

76135 United States - Elections, 1924
Political atlas. Chicago : Rand McNally, 1924.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 1 map ; 35 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .P65 1924 (PrCt)

76136 United States - Elections, 1928
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 1 map ; 34 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
4 pages after t.p. blank
Phillips 10714.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .P65 1928 copy 1 (PrCt)

76137 United States - Elections, 1928
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 1 map ; 34 cm.
4 pgs after t.p.: layout, no content.
Phillips 10714.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .P65 1928 copy 2 (PrCt)

76138 United States - Elections, 1932
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 1 map ; 34 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Phillips 10715.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .P65 1932 copy 1 (PrCt)

76139 United States - Elections, 1932
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 1 map ; 34 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .P65 1932 copy 2 (PrCt)

76140 United States - Elections, 1936
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 1 map ; 34 cm.
4 pgs after t.p.: layout, no content.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .P65 1932 copy 3 (PrCt)

76141 United States - Elections, 1936
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 7 maps ; 26 cm.
6 pgs after t.p.: layout, no content.
Phillips 10716.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .P65 1936 copy 2 (PrCt)

76142 United States - Elections, 1936
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 7 maps ; 26 cm.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
The Post-Standard.
Phillips 10716.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .P65 1936 copy 2 (PrCt)

76143 United States - Elections, 1936
1 atlas : 7 maps ; 26 cm.
Slade, Hlpp & Meloy, Inc.
Phillips 10716.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .P65 1936 copy 3 (PrCt)

76144 United States Exploring Expedition (1838-1842)<<Cartography - Antarctica - History
Centenary celebration of the Wilkes Exploring Expedition. 1940.
Authors: Hobbs, William Herbert, 1864-1952
Vert 1219 (PrCt)

Preliminary inventory of the cartographic records of the Federal Housing Administration.
Authors: Ashby, Charlotte Munchmeyer -- United States. National Archives and Records Administration
National Archives Publication No. 53-1.
BHC 2521
Vert 2061 (PrCt)

Authors: United States. National Archives and Records Administration -- Ashby, Charlotte Munchmeyer
57p. ; 28 cm.
Series: U.S. National Archives. Preliminary Inventories, 45.

Duplicate copy: 5A 9495
lower case g 10 .9212 no. 1 (NLO)

76147 United States. Forest Service - Rules - 1975
Authors: Forest Service
1 booklet (13 p) : ills ; 16 x 9 cm
Travel Vertical File G3701 .K1 1975 .F6 (PrCt)

76148 United States. Forest Service - Maps - Bibliography<<<<United States. National Archives - Map Collections - Inventories Preliminary inventory of the cartographic records of the Forest Service (Record group 95)
Authors: United States. National Archives and Records Administration -- Ashby, Charlotte Munchmeyer
lower case g 10 .9212 no. 8 (NLO)

Authors: Forest Service
1 leaf : ills ; 16 x 9 cm
Travel Vertical File G3701 .K1 1970 .F6 (PrCt)

76150 United States. Forest Service - Rules - 1973
Authors: Forest Service
1 leaflet (3-fold) : photos ; fold. to 23 x 10 cm

76151 United States. General Land Office
Public land records of the federal government. 1954.
Authors: Harrison, Robert W.
From Mississippi Valley Historical Review 41 (1954): 277-288.. BHC 1487
Vert 1082 (PrCt)

76152 United States. General Land Office - Archival Resources
Authors: Maxwell, Richard S.
Draft of paper prepared for Conf. on the National Archives and Statistical Research, (May, 1968). BHC 1811
Vert 1380 (PrCt)

76153 United States. General Land Office - History<<<<United States - Surveys - History
Public land surveys : history, instructions,
76154 United States. General Land Office - Surveys - Case Studies
Which way did that original surveyor go and have you seen his section line?--A case study. 1986.
Authors: Parrish, John S. -- Fulkerson, F. Marshall
Vert 991, no. 1 (PrCt)

Thrasher survey, problems it solved and problems it created. 1986.
Authors: Boyd, Lewis C.
BHC 1090
Vert 703 (PrCt)

76156 United States. General Land Office - Surveys - Middle West - Surveys<Through>United States. National Archives - Inventories
Letters sent by the Surveyor General of the territory northwest of the River Ohio 1797-1854.
Authors: United States. National Archives and Records Administration
3 p.; 22 cm.
At head of title: National Archives microfilm publications pamphlet describing M477.
BHC 2514
Vert 1762 (PrCt)

76157 United States. General Land Office - Surveys - Wisconsin<Through>Lapham, Increase Allen, 1811-1875
Authors: Edmonds, Michael
BHC 1255
Vert 837 (PrCt)

76158 United States. General Land Office - Surveys - Witness trees
Presettlement forests of the 5th principal meridian, Missouri territory, 1815. 2003.
Authors: Nelson, John C.
5 p.; map, tables; 28 cm.
From the website of the Environmental Protection Agency (accessed Dec. 2007):
http://www.epa.gov/ecopage/upland/oak/oak94/P roceedings/Nelson.html
An analysis of forests based on evidence of witness trees in GLO surveyors’ notes.
Vert 991, no. 2 (PrCt)

76159 United States - Geodesy - 1973
Authors: Dracup, Joseph F.
Vert 400 (PrCt)

76160 United States. Geographical Surveys West of the 100th Meridian<Through>Wheeler Survey See also United States. Geographical Surveys West of the 100th Meridian<Through>Wheeler Survey See also Wheeler, George Montague, 1842-1905
Authors: Mahoney, Paul F. (Paul Francis), 1938-
Pp. 2695-2696; 28 cm.
From AB Antiquarian Bookman (9 June 1986).
Vert 2255 (PrCt)

76161 United States - Geography
Authors: Gaile, Gary L. -- Willmott, Cort J., 1946-
-- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
xliv, 840 p.; ill.; 25 cm.
Includes: Includes bibliographical references and index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
ISBN 0675206480
Baskes G96 .G485 1989 (NLO)

76162 United States - Geography - 1792<Through>Geography - 1792<Through>United States - Maps - 1792
The American geography, or, A view of the present situation of the United States of America : containing astronomical geography, geographical definitions, discovery, and general description of America and the United States, of their boundaries, mountains, lakes, bays and rivers, natural history, productions, population, government, agriculture, commerce, manufactures, and history : a concise account of the war, and of the important events which have succeeded : with a particular description of Kentucky, the Western Territory, and Vermont, of their extent, civil divisions, chief towns, climates, soils, trade, character, constitutions, courts of justice, colleges, academies, religion, islands, indians, literary and humane societies, springs, curiosities, histories, &c. : to which is added, an abridgment of the geography of the British, Spanish, French, and Dutch dominions in America and the West-Indies, of Europe, Asia, and Africa / by Jedidiah Morse. Dublin : Printed for John Jones, No. III, Grafton-Street, opposite...
the college, 1792.
3rd ed.
Spine title: Morse's geography
Maps by Joseph Purcell, Taylor, and G. Gonne.
"Illustrated with two sheet maps, one of the southern, the other of the northern states, from the latest surveys." Includes bibliographical references.
"Directions to the binder"--P. xvi.
Fully bound leather over boards with gold-stamped, red leather spine label: Morse's geography.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
LC Card Number: 01024779
Baskes E161.3 .M67 1792 (NLO)

Authors: Patton, Jeffrey C. -- Hermon Dunlap Smith Center for the History of Cartography 6 slides : col. + 1 booklet (28 p. ; 17 cm.)
Title from accompanying booklet.
'The Cartography and History Summer Institute Program'--Cover.
Includes: 1 booklet (28 p. ; 17 cm.). Includes bibliographical references (Booklet, p. 28). Reproductions of six maps from between 1833 and 1914. Original works are in the Newberry Library.
Series: The Newberry Library slide set ; no. 20.
ISBN 0911028609
Case GA201 .N49 no.20 (NLO)

Bibliographical references included in 'Notes' (p. 24-[37]).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G81 .P45 (NLO)

Authors: Farb, Peter -- Connolly, Jerome -- Harper & Row, Publishers -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) xv, 316 p. ; ill., maps ; 25 cm. [1st ed.]
Includes bibliographical references (p. 299-305) and index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 62014598
Baskes QH104 .F3 1963 (NLO)

Authors: Martonyi, E. Andrew (Elod Andrew) -- Olson, Ed -- Schoolside Press 64 p. : col. ill., col. maps ; 29 cm.
1st ed.
Elementary school children identify the shapes formed by U.S. state boundaries in this rhyming story that teaches mnemonic devices for learning the names and locations of the fifty states.
LC Card Number: 2006939784.
ISBN 9780978510046 (library binding) ; 0978510046 (library binding)
folio E161.3 .M33 2007 (NLO)

76167 United States - Geography - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1847 United States - Statistics - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1847 United States - Description and travel - 1847 Mountains - United States - Area measurement - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1845 Rivers - United States - Area measurement - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1845 Geography - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1847
The United States at one view. New York : Published by H. Phelps, 144 Fulton-Street, near Broadway, [1847].
Authors: Phelps, Humphrey, active 19th century 1 sheet ([1] p.) : hand colored illustrations and view ; 76 x 56 cm.
Statistical information including "Population of 150 of the principal cities and towns in the United States," "Principal railroads in the United States," "Table of distances from place to place in the...
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

[16] p. (incl. cover) : ill., fold. map ; 23 cm.
Cover title.
Caption title: A travelogue with a directory of accomodations and service.
Printed two columns per page; designed to be folded.
Centerfold map: The Oregon coast invites you / T. J. Greene.
Inset map shows routes from Vancouver, B.C. to Tijuana, Mex.
Acquisition #2008100251.
Case F882.P34 T72 1938 (NLO)

76175 United States Highway 2 - Tourism - 1973
Authors: U. S. Highway 2 Association
1 booklet (15 p) : photos (some col.), maps ; 23 cm
Travel Vertical File G3702 .U52 1973 .U7 (PrCt)

76176 United States Highway 20 - Maps - 1941
United States - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Authors: Bell, Bert F. -- National Highway 20 Association -- Rand McNally and Company
1 map : col. ; 21 x 70 cm. fold to 24 x 11 cm.
Cover title: See America, travel National Highway 20.
"Base map copyright by Rand McNally & Company; all except base map © 1941 by Bert F. Bell."
Shows U.S. north of Los Angeles, Tulsa, and Knoxville; route 20 is highlighted with a wide orange band, narrow bands denote "main connecting highways."
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).
Acquisition #2008100251.
Road map 4C G3701 .P2 1941 .B4 (PrCt)

76177 United States Highway 20 - Maps - 1951
United States - Maps - 1951 - Road maps
See America's finest scenery via National Highway 20 : the hospitality route / National Highway 20 Association, Chadron Nebraska. [Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, 1951?].
Authors: National Highway 20 Association (Chadron, Neb.) -- Allen, Chester A., fl. ca. 1951 -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map, 22 x 69 cm. : col. ; folded to 24 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Opposite panel title: See America : travel National Highway 20 ...
Added titles: Official National Highway 20 Association map -- National Highway 20 : the scenic route from coast to coast.
"Base map copyright by Rand McNally & Company. Chicago, Ill."
Plate no. 5175.
Verso includes Highway 20 mileage tables.
"For detailed travel information ... write Chester A. Allen, Chadron, Nebraska."
Panel art: Highway 20 road sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1769 (PrCt)

76178 United States Highway 20 - Maps - 1957
United States - Maps - 1957 - Road maps
Authors: National Highway 20 Association (Chadron, Neb.) -- Norman Udevitz Advertising Agency -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- U.S. Highway 20 Association (Chadron, Neb.) SEE National Highway 20 Association (Chadron, Neb.) -- Udevitz (Norman) Advertising Agency SEE Norman Udevitz Advertising Agency
1 map : col. ; 19 x 39 cm., folded to 23 x 14 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: US 20 : America's fastest coast to coast tourway.
"For detailed or specific information ... write U.S. Highway 20 Association, Chadron, Neb."
"Copyright 1957 by Norman Udevitz Advertising Agency."
Panel art: US 20 keychain with keys.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4810 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1960-1969 - Road maps
Illinois Tollway (III.) - Maps - 1960-1969 - Road maps
Yellowstone National Park - Maps - 1960-1969 - Road maps
Grand Teton National Park (Wyo.) - Maps - 1960-1969 - Road maps
Strip maps
US 20 : the best way west. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Company, [196-?].
Authors: National Highway 20 Association (Chadron, Neb.) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 23 x 76 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"Hospitality is the key word of the National Highway 20 Association."
Maps on verso (21 x 26 cm. and 16 x 11 cm.): Illinois Tollway and connecting highways -- Yellowstone and Grand Teton Nat'l parks.
Panel art: Slogan "Save a day the 20 way" and map of the United States with Highway 20 printed.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: U.S. 24 Highway Association (Glasco, Kan.) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- United States 24 Highway Association (Glasco, Kan.) SEE U.S. 24 Highway Association (Glasco, Kan.)
1 map : col. ; 28 x 43 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm. Panel title.
Added titles: U.S. 24 Highway Association road map of United States -- U.S. 24 " Telegraph Road " : " the Main Street of America " : Detroit, Kansas City, Colorado Springs.
"Copyright 1937 U.S. 24 Highway Association ... Glasco, Kans."
"Copyright Gallup ' s Inc . , Kansas City, Missouri ."
Panel art: " US 24 " road signs for Colorado, Kansas, and Michigan; strip map of U.S. 24 between Colorado and Michigan; and landmark photos.
Handstamped " Received from [ blank ] Sep 24 1945 Rand McNally & Co. Blazed Trails Dept. by CH ," and " copyrighted." Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library), Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011). RMcN Clients 5172 (PrCt)

Authors: Inland Empire Hotel Association -- Routledge, fl. ca. 1930 -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- Continental Oil Company
1 brochure : 1 col. map, ill. ; on sheet 23 x 78 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm. Panel title.
Includes mileage table, photos of tourist sites, and an untitled road map showing U.S. 30 in the Northwest Pacific, signed " Routledge " (12 x 22 cm.).
Handstamp: Distributed by courtesy of Conoco Travel Bureau, Denver, Colo.
Panel art: View of wagon train, etc.
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011). RMcN Clients 4624 (PrCt)

Authors: Eddy, Gerald A. -- Harold ' s Club (Reno, Nev.) -- California. Division of Highways -- Nevada. Dept. of Highways
1 map ; 10 x 125 cm. on sheet 11 x 67 cm. Printed on both sides of sheet.
" Construction progress of highway to Winter Olympics ." map 4 F G4051 . P2 1958 E3, no. 1 (PrCt)

Authors: New Perry Hotel (Perry, Ga.) -- Macon Chamber of Commerce (Macon, Ga.) -- Burke (Firm : Macon, Ga.) -- New Perry Hotel (Perry, Ga.) -- U.S. Highway 41 Association (Macon, Ga.)
1 map ; 51 x 8 cm., fold to 20 x 10 cm. " Hdqs. Chamber of Commerce, Macon, Ga., Box 288 ." " Burke -- Macon " -- printer ' s [?] name at bottom. Oversize text on verso: " Stop at New Perry Hotel ... " Strip map covering Highway 41 from northern Michigan to Miami, Florida.
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011). Road map 4 C G 3706 . P2 195- . N4 (PrCt)

Authors: U.S. Highway 60 Association (Hereford, Tex.) -- Akerman, James R. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; col. ; 8 x 52 cm., folded to 22 x 10 cm. Panel title.
Added title: The trail from the land of history to the scenic west : US 60.
" For further information write U.S. Highway 60 Association, Inc. ... Hereford, Texas 79045 ."


ISBN 0312040490 ; 9780312040499 ; 0312082851 ; 9780312082857 Baskes F595.3 .W35 1990 (NLO)


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

Route 66 in Chicago / David G. Clark.
Authors: Clark, David G. -- Arcadia Publishing -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
127 p. : ill., maps ; 24 cm.
Uses images from postcards and vintage and modern photographs to present a pictorial tour of Chicago's section of America's "Mother Road," Route 66.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 126) and index.
Table of contents, publisher description, and contributor biographical information available on Library of Congress website (accessed September 2013):
http://catdir.loc.gov/catdir/toc/fy1002/2007924199 .html --
http://catdir.loc.gov/catdir/enhancements/fy0728/ 2007924199-d.html --
http://catdir.loc.gov/catdir/enhancements/fy0733/ 2007924199-b.html
Series: Images of America.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
LC Card Number: 2007924199
ISBN 0738551384 ; 9780738551388
Chicago Browsing F548.37 .C593 2007 (NLO)


Illinois historic route 66 : where the road began.
Authors: Illinois. Dept. of Transportation
1 map : col. ; 101 x 21 cm., folded to 22 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Scale [1:475,200]. 1 in. = approx. 7.5 miles.
Oriented with north at upper right.
Insets (14 x 10 cm. or smaller): [Illinois location map] -- Chicago -- Bloomington -- Springfield.
Text, distance diagram, and col. ill. on verso.
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).
References: OCLC 38182444
LCCN: 97-686710
Road map 4C G4101.P2 1996 .J5 (PrCt)

76194 United States Highway 66 - Postcards - Collections SEE United States Highway 66 - Pictorial works - Collections SEE Chicago (Ill.) - Postcards - Collections SEE Chicago (Ill.) - Pictorial works - Collections SEE United States Highway 66 - Historic buildings - Pictorial works - Collections SEE Chicago (Ill.) - Historic buildings - Pictorial works - Collections SEE Historic buildings - United States Highway 66 - Pictorial works - Collections SEE Historic buildings - Chicago (Ill.) - Pictorial works - Collections SEE Pictorial works - United States Highway 66 - Collections SEE Pictorial works - Chicago (Ill.) - Photographs - United States Highway 66 - Collections SEE Photographs - Chicago (Ill.) - Collections

Route 66 in Chicago : 15 historic postcards.
Authors: Arcadia Publishing -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
15 postcards : b&w ; 11 x 15 cm.
Title from card title.
Series: Postcards of America.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
76195 United States - Historical Cartography

Cartographers, American - 1700-1799

Authors: Cappon, Lester Jesse, 1900-1981
7 p.
Offprint from William and Mary Quarterly 3d ser., v. 28 (1971): 121-127.
Vert 1 (PrCt)

76196 United States - Historical geography

Authors: Brown, Ralph H. (Ralph Hall), 1898-1948 -- Whitaker, J. Russell (Joe Russell), 1900-1980
viii, 596 p. illus., maps. 24 cm.
Bibliography: p. [539]-571.
F 8301 .124 (NLO)

76197 United States - Historical geography - Bibliography

Authors: Conzen, Michael P. -- Rumney, Thomas A. -- Wynn, Graeme, 1946-
xiii, 741 p. : ill., maps ; 23 cm.
Series: University of Chicago geography research paper ; no. 235.
Includes indexes.
Ref Z1247.C66 1993 (NLO)

76198 United States - Historical geography - Maps - 1580-1750

Exploration and colonization, 1580-1750.
Authors: Wesley, Edgar Bruce, 1891-1980 -- Denoyer-Geppert (Firm) -- Rand McNally and Company
2 maps : col. ; 69 x 78 cm and69 x 60 cm. on sheet 94 x 112 cm.
'Edited by Edgar B. Wesley Ph. D., University of Minnesota'
'Denoyer-Geppert, a resource of Rand McNally'.
Title from bottom margin.
Added title, upper margin: Our America : background and development.
'Equatorial scale: 32 km. to the cm. - 50 miles to the inch.'
Series statements: Wesley Social Studies -- History map 20009.
Includes 2 historical maps of the eastern United States, one dated '1663-1750' and the other dated '1580-1662'.

76199 United States - Historical geography - Maps - 1754-1917 - Acquisition of territory

Authors: Wexler, Alan -- Braun, Molly -- Waldman, Carl -- Facts on File, Inc. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (xv, 240 p. : ill., 108 maps) ; 29 cm.
Mainly covers the period 1754-1917.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 225-227) and index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 94000756
ISBN 0816026602 ; 9780816026609
Baskes folio G1201.S1 W44 1994 (NLO)


1 atlas (157 p. : 286 col. maps) ; 47 cm.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
References: Black p. 139
LC Card Number: 75002982
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)


Atlas of early American history : the
Revolutionary era, 1760-1790 / Lester J. Cappon, editor-in-chief ; Barbara Bartz Petchenik, cartographic editor ; John Hamilton Long, assistant editor ; William B. Bedford ... [et al.], research associates ; Nancy K. Morbeck, cartographic assistant ; Gretchen M. Oberfranc, editorial assistant. [Princeton, N.J.]: Published for the Newberry Library and the Institute of Early American History and Culture by the Princeton University Press, 1976.

Authors: Cappon, Lester Jesse, 1900-1981 -- Petchenik, Barbara Bartz -- Newberry Library -- Princeton University Press -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (157 p. : col. maps) ; 47 cm.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Glued Inside front cover, a finely calligraphed tribute to Andrew McNally III, presenting the book to him with thanks for his services as Chairman of the Newberry Library Associates.
Condition: Fine
Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection.
Previous location: McNally's storage room, on shelf

References: Black p. 139
LC Card Number: 75002982
AMcN III PC 4120 (PrCt)


1 atlas (xiii, 302 p. : 100 maps) ; 35 x 46 cm.
Includes bibliographical references and indexes.
Based on: The Atlas of congressional roll calls / prepared by the Historical Records Survey in New York City, 1938-39 and New Jersey, 1940-42.
Forward by Clifford Lee Lord.
LC Card Number: 82070583
ISBN 0029201500
oversize G1201 F9 M3 1982 (NLO)


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Earle-McKee American History series -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 95 x 141 cm.
Series: Earle-McKee American History series.
In bottom right corner, within border, '3N40'; below border, 'EMB 101.'

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
artifacts cage RMcN maproll 1 : 3. 2 (PrCt)


1 atlas (xiii, 302 p. : 100 maps) ; 35 x 46 cm.
Includes bibliographical references and indexes.
Based on: The Atlas of congressional roll calls / prepared by the Historical Records Survey in New York City, 1938-39 and New Jersey, 1940-42.
Forward by Clifford Lee Lord.
LC Card Number: 82070583
ISBN 0029201500
oversize G1201 F9 M3 1982 (NLO)


Manifested destiny : a graphic account of the settlement & and growth of America 1790-1970. [Cambridge, Mass.] : Laboratory for Computer Graphics and Spatial Analysis, Harvard Graduate...
United States - Historical geography - Maps - 1798-1920


Authors: Dupuy, R. Ernest (Richard Ernest), 1887-1975 -- Baumer, William Henry, 1909- -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)


Lacking cover title; title supplied from copyright statement.

Maps engraved and printed by Samuel Maverick. Text issued separately.

Contents: (from maps) Introductory map: locations and wanderings of the aboriginal tribes -- First map 1578 -- Second map 1620 -- Third map 1643 [inset] Places mentioned in the history of the Pequot War -- Fourth map 1692 [inset] Places mentioned in the history of King Philip's War -- Fifth map 1732 -- Sixth map 1763 -- 7th map 1776 -- Eighth map 1789 -- Principal seat of the Revolutionary War in the southern section of the U.S. [inset] Principal seat of the Revolutionary War in the northern section of the U.S. -- 1826. Referred to in the History, as the map of the present day -- Principal seats of the War of 1812-13-14.


'Introductory map: locations and wanderings of the aboriginal tribes (1828)' exhibited at the Newberry Library as part of Mapping Manifest Destiny: Chicago and the American West (November 3, 2007-February 16, 2008).

LC Card Number: map65-1047

Case folio G1201.S1 W5 1828 (NLO)

United States - Historical geography - Maps - 1829


Authors: Willard, Emma. 1787-1870 -- Maverick, Samuel, 1789-1845 -- White, Gallaher & White -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v.: 12 maps ; 281 x 231 mm.

Maps engraved by Samuel Maverick. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

1 atlas (2 [p.]., 16 leaves of plates) : maps (some col.) ; 29 cm.

Cover title.

Maps engraved and printed by Samuel Maverick. Text issued separately.

Most maps include illustrations.

Contents: (from maps) Introductory map:

Locations and wanderings of the aboriginal tribes

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
-- First map 1578 -- Second map 1620 -- Third
map 1643 [inset] Places mentioned in the history
of the Pequod War -- Fourth map 1692 [inset]
Places mentioned in the history of King Philip's
War -- Fifth map 1732 -- Sixth map 1763 -- 7th
map 1776 -- Eighth map 1789 -- Principal seat of
the Revolutionary War in the southern section of
the U.S. [inset] Principal seat of the
Revolutionary War in the northern section of the
U.S. -- 1826. Referred to in the History, as the
map of the present day -- Principal seats of the
War of 1812-13-14.
Scales differ.
Printed boards; worn; taped; 12 maps.
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society,
2005; includes CHS ownership markings.
CHS Coll., Atlas no. 88
'Eighth map 1789 (183-?)' exhibited at the
Newberry Library as part of Mapping Manifest
Destiny : Chicago and the American West
Case folio G1201.S1 W5 1830z (NLO)

76211 United States - Historical geography - Maps -
1842 Historical atlases
*History of the United States, or, Republic of
Authors: Willard, Emma, 1787-1870 -- A.S.
Barnes & Co. -- Nelson, Anthony A. -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Barnes
(A.S.) & Co. SEE A.S. Barnes & Co.
maps ; 22 cm.
Contents: (from maps) Map 1. Locations &
wanderings of the aborigines -- Map 2. 1578 --
Map 3. 1620 -- Map 4. 1643 -- Map 5. 1692 --
1776 -- Map 9. 1789 -- Map 10. Principal seat of
the War of 1812, 13, 14 -- Map 11. 1840.
Bookplate of Anthony A. Nelson, Fairfield, New
York.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 02005312
Baskes E178.1 .W55 1842 (NLO)

76212 United States - Historical geography - Maps -
1845 Historical atlases
*History of the United States, or, Republic of
Authors: Willard, Emma, 1787-1870 -- A.S.
Barnes & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
22 cm.
Contents: (from maps) Map 1. Locations &
wanderings of the aborigines -- Map 2. 1578 --
Map 3. 1620 -- Map 4. 1643 -- Map 5. 1692 --
1776 -- Map 9. 1789 -- Map 10. Principal seat of
the War of 1812, 13, 14 -- Map 11. 1841 Showing
the dates of the first settlement of the old thirteen
U.S. States and the admission into the Union of
the remainder.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes E178.1 .W55 1845 (NLO)

76213 United States - Historical geography - Maps -
1850 Mexican War, 1846-1848 -
Maps Historical atlases
*History of the United States, or Republic of
America : continued to the close of the Mexican
War.* New York : A.S. Barnes & Co.; Cincinnati :
H.W. Derby & Co., 1850.
Authors: Willard, Emma, 1787-1870 -- A.S.
Barnes & Co. -- H.W. Derby & Co. -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Derby,
maps ; 22 cm.
Contents: (from maps) Map 1. Locations &
wanderings of the aborigines -- Map 2. 1578 --
Map 3. 1620 -- Map 4. 1643 -- Map 5. 1692 --
1776 -- Map 9. 1789 -- Map 10. Principal seat of
the War of 1812, 13, 14 -- Map 11. 1841 Showing
the dates of the first settlement of the old thirteen
U.S. States and the admission into the Union of
the remainder -- [unnumbered map]
Battlegrounds.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes E178.1 .W55 1850 (NLO)

76214 United States - Historical geography - Maps -
1860 United States - Maps -
1860 Mexican War, 1846-1848 -
Maps Historical atlases
*Abridged history of the United States, or,
Republic of America / by Emma Willard.* New
Authors: Willard, Emma, 1787-1870 -- Barnes
-- Suffern, Emma C. -- Sargent, H. B. -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
xix, [1], 13-423 p. : ill., 15 maps ; 19 cm.
New and enl. ed.
Publisher statement on cover: New York :
Published by A.S. Barnes & Co. ; Cincinnati : H.W.
Derby & Co.
Uniform title: History of the United States, or,
Republic of America. Selections
Spine title: Willard's United States
Publisher's illustrated paper-covered boards;
publisher's advertisement on back cover.
Abridgment of: History of the United States, or,
Republic of America.
Title vignette.
Review questions at foot of each page.
Former owner's signature: Emma C. Suffern.
Owner's inscription: [H?]B. Sargent. This book
bought at auction.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes E178.1 .W55 1860 (NLO)
United States - Historical geography - Maps - 1865-1908 - Labor and laboring classes

Labor and laboring classes - United States - Maps - 1865-1908 - Historical atlases


Authors: Bennett, Sari -- Earle, Carville -- University of Maryland. Dept. of Geography xii, 82 p. : ill., col. maps ; 28 cm.

'Produced through the effort of the Advanced Cartography Class at the University of Maryland, Baltimore County, spring 1980' -- Acknowledgements.

Includes bibliographies.

Series: GALI working paper ; #2.

United States - Historical geography - Maps - 1876 - Saint Louis (Mo.) - Pictorial works - 1832 - Cincinnati (Ohio) - Pictorial works - 1810 - Cleveland (Ohio) - Pictorial works - 1833 - New York (N.Y.) - Pictorial works - 1859 - Boston (Mass.) - Pictorial works - 1860 - Chicago (Ill.) - Pictorial works - 1831 - Pictorial works - Chicago (Ill.) - 1831 Historical map of the United States, showing early Spanish, French & English discoveries and explorations ... Chicago : Rufus Blanchard, 1876.


Scale [ca. 1:700,000].

Entered for copyright in Washington, D.C.

Inset maps: Facsimile of a map in the decades of the New World by Peter Martyr. Published in 1555 -- Facsimile of the autograph map of the Mississippi or Conception River, drawn by Father Marquette ... (42 x 36 cm.) -- An Accurate map of the United States of America, according to the Treaty of Peace 1783 -- L'Amerique septentrionale 1690 -- A Map of the country of the Five Nations ... [by Cadwallader Colden] (16 x 23 cm.) -- Map of the United States ... as it was after half a century's growth; Ameriae septentrionalis tabula, ornatis. juveni Thomae Trevor ... 1684 [by Edward Wells] (9 x 15 cm.) -- Map of the United States, showing the country as it was after a half a century's growth (25 x 37 cm.)

Inset views: Chicago in 1831 (11 x 32 cm.) -- St. Louis in 1832. From an original painting by Geo. Catlin -- Cincinnati in 1810. From Howe's History of Ohio -- Cleveland in 1833, from Whittlesey's History of Cleveland -- New Amstordam (New York) 1659 -- Trimountain (Boston), 1630. From Snow's History of Boston.

'Tablet of history outlining the discovery and exploration of America' mounted on versos of sections.

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Ayer 133 .B645 1876 (NLO)

United States - Historical geography - Maps - 1879 - United States - Maps - 1879 - Historical atlases


Rev. ed.

At head of title: Swinton's condensed United States Cover title: Condensed U.S. history Spine title: Swinton's condensed U.S. history "With colored maps and many illustrations."

Publisher's illustrated cloth binding.

Owner's inscription: Philip Kearney Strong, Laurens, N.Y.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

LC Card Number: 02005269

Baskes E178.1 .S95 1879 (NLO)

United States - Historical geography - Maps - 1881 - United States - Maps - 1881 - Historical atlases


'Maps by Mr. Russell Hinman, C.E., and the illustrations by Mr. H.F. Farny ...'--Preface.

Includes review questions for students and index. Publisher's green cloth binding with leather spine.
geography - Maps - 1890-Wall maps
Authors: Goff, Eugenia A. Wheeler (Eugenia Almira Wheeler)
1 map : 140 x 147 cm. on roller
Scale: 500 miles to 4 3/4 inches.
Insets: Result of the French and Indian War -- Grants to Duke of York, Penn, Clarendon, and Oglethorpe -- Virginia and New England grants of 1609 and 1620 -- Demonts' grant, 1604 and King James patent, 1606 -- The commercial world -- Indian reservations in 1889.
maproll G 10831 .35 (NLO)

76224 United States - Historical geography - Maps - 1891-Historical atlases
Authors: Hart, Albert Bushnell, 1854-1943 -- Longmans, Green, and Co.
1 atlas (3 p. l., 14 col. maps) ; 18 x 25 cm.
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 1270.
Phillips 1289.
Duplicate copy: G 108301 .4a
G 108301 .4 (NLO)

76225 United States - Historical geography - Maps - 1893-Historical atlases
Historical atlas of the United States. Chicago : T. Kane & Company, 1893.
Authors: Blanchard, Rufus, 1821-1904 -- Kane (T.) & Co.
1 atlas : maps (part double) ; 70 x 56 cm.
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 1374
oversize G 108301.1 (NLO)

76226 United States - Historical geography - Maps - 1901-Historical atlases
vi, 48 p., [45] leaves of plates : 47 maps ; 19 cm.
Rev. ed.
Cover title: Mac Coun’s historical geography of the United States
"I wish to acknowledge ... the courtesy extended in the use of the sixteenth century map drawings by Justin Winsor, in his "Narrative and critical history of America," and to R.H. Lamberton for some of his maps"--Preface.
Some maps engraved by Bormay & Co. and Struthers, Servoss & Co.
"Copyright 1889 ..., 1890 ..., 1892, by Townsend Mac Coun ..."--T.p. verso.
Publisher’s red cloth over boards with cover title: Mac Coun’s historical geography of the United States.
Stamp: West Chester Public Schools, Church Street no.- Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 1295.
LC Card Number: 01030118
Baskes E179.5 .M313 1901 (NLO)

76227 United States - Historical geography - Maps - 1902-Historical atlases
The Handy historical, statistical and chronological atlas of the United States, A.D. 901-1901 : with a general map of the world showing time lines, international date lines, ocean currents, etc. ... : with 19 pages of colored maps and diagrams / compiled from latest census data, 1901-02. New York : Published by George F. Cram, [1902?].
Authors: George F. Cram Company -- Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (34 p.) : ill. (chiefly col.), 11 maps (chiefly col.) ; 37 cm.
Cover title.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1200 .G46 1902 (NLO)

76228 United States - Historical geography - Maps - 1912-Pictorial maps-Historical atlases
Authors: Crowell, Katharine R. (Katharine Roney), 1854-1926 -- Duruy, Victor, 1811-1894.
General history of the world (1912) -- Review of reviews
7 maps ; 16 x 42 cm. and smaller, fold. to 18 x 11 cm.
In: General history of the world / by Victor Duruy (New York: Review of Reviews Co., 1912), v. 4, at end.
Beginning at the back with a pictorial map representing 1513, subsequent leaves and parts of leaves unfold to show the expansion of settlement in 1663, 1780, 1800, 1830, 1850, 1880, and "Today."
Title from "key" on verso of last map.
D21 .D97 1912, v. 4, at end (PrCt)

76229 United States - Historical geography - Maps - 1920-Historical atlases

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Fox, Dixon Ryan, 1887-1945 -- Harper & Brothers
1 atlas (84, [4], 101-180, [1] p. : maps) ; 26 cm.
'Selected from 'The American nation series', with map studies, by Dixon Ryan Fox.'
Includes bibliographical references.
Phillips 10602
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 1376
LC Card Number: 20021403
F 8301 .31 (NLO)

76234 United States - Historical geography - Maps - 1930<<>>Historical atlases
American history atlas, adapted from the large wall maps, edited by Albert Bushnell Hart ... in collaboration with David Maydole Matteson and Herbert E. Bolton ... Chicago : Denoyer-Geppert Company, [1930].
1 atlas (xviii, 48, xix-xxxxvi p. : 54 maps (part col.), tables) ; 28 x 22 cm.
3d rev. ed.
The text consists of a separate statement concerning each map.
Chiefly political or historical maps.
Phillips 10617.
Ayer 135 .H32 1930 (NLO)

Atlas of the historical geography of the United States. Westport : Greenwood, [1975?].
1 atlas (2 p. l., iii-xv p., 1 l., 162 p., 1 l., 688 maps (part col.) on 166 pl. (part double)) ; 37 cm.
Facsimile reprint.
Maps originally printed by "A. Hoen & Co., Inc."
A collection of maps, cartograms, and reproductions of early maps on many different scales, illustrating the natural environment of the United States and its demographic, economic, political, and military history. The text explains the maps and lists the sources from which they compiled.
Maps originally printed by "A. Hoen & Co., Inc."
Also available online via HathiTrust Digital Library:
http://hdl.handle.net/2027/miun.abl7462.0001.00
1
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

76236 United States - Historical geography - Maps - 1929
Outline historical atlas of the United States.
Authors: Hodder, Frank Heywood -- Ginn and Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 21 maps ; 258 x 190 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)
1932

United States - Maps - Collections - Cartography - United States - History


Published jointly by Carnegie Institution of Washington and the American Geographical Society of New York, 1932.


1 atlas (2 p. l., iii-xv p., 1 l., 162 p., 1 l., 688 maps (part col.) on 166 pl. (part double)) ; 37 cm.

Maps printed by "A. Hoen & Co., Inc."

A collection of maps, cartograms, and reproductions of early maps on many different scales, illustrating the natural environment of the United States and its demographic, economic, political, and military history. The text explains the maps and lists the sources from which they complied.

Series: Carnegie Institution of Washington publication no. 401

Also available online via HathiTrust Digital Library:

http://hdl.handle.net/2027/miun.abl7462.0001.001

References: Phillips 10635; Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 1386; Howes P138; Black p. 117-121

LC Card Number: map32000054

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

76237

United States - Historical geography - Maps - Collections - Cartography - United States - History - Historical atlases


xv, 162 p., 166 [i.e. 123] leaves of plates : maps ; 37 cm. & microfiche (5 cards ; 11 x 15 cm.) in pocket

Reprint of the 1932 ed. published jointly by Carnegie Institution of Washington and the American Geographical Society of New York, which was issued as Publication no. 401 of Carnegie Institution of Washington.

Maps originally printed by "A. Hoen & Co., Inc."

The microfiches are color reproductions of the color plates in the original edition.

Includes bibliographical references and index.

Series: Carnegie Institution of Washington publication ; 401.

Also available online via HathiTrust Digital Library:

http://hdl.handle.net/2027/miun.abl7462.0001.001

LC Card Number: 75014058

79-43668.

ISBN 0837182085

Ref G1201.S1 P3 1975 (NLO)

76238

United States - Historical geography - Maps - Collections - Cartography - United States - History - Historical atlases


Published jointly by Carnegie Institution of Washington and the American Geographical Society of New York, 1932.


1 atlas (2 p. l., iii-xv p., 1 l., 162 p., 1 l., 688 maps (part col.) on 166 pl. (part double)) ; 37 cm.

Maps printed by "A. Hoen & Co., Inc."

A collection of maps, cartograms, and reproductions of early maps on many different scales, illustrating the natural environment of the United States and its demographic, economic, political, and military history. The text explains the maps and lists the sources from which they complied.

Series: Carnegie Institution of Washington publication no. 401

Also available online via HathiTrust Digital Library:

http://hdl.handle.net/2027/miun.abl7462.0001.001

References: Phillips 10635; Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 1386; Howes P138; Black p. 117-121

Formerly Ayer 135 .P2 1932

LC Card Number: map32000054

Map Ref folio G1201.S1 P3 1932 (NLO)

76239

United States - Historical geography - Maps - Collections - Cartography - United States - History - Historical atlases


Published jointly by Carnegie Institution of Washington and the American Geographical Society of New York, 1932.


1944

Also available online via HathiTrust Digital Library:

http://hdl.handle.net/2027/miun.abl7462.0001.001

LC Card Number: 79-43668.

ISBN 0837182085

Ref G1201.S1 P3 1975 (NLO)
1 atlas ([xvii], 162 p. : 166 plates of maps, most col.) ; 37 cm.
Maps printed by "A. Hoen & Co., Inc."
A collection of maps, cartograms, and reproductions of early maps on many different scales, illustrating the natural environment of the United States and its demographic, economic, political, and military history. The text explains the maps and lists the sources from which they complied.
Series: Carnegie Institution of Washington publication no. 401
Inscribed 'A. McNally, July 1935.'
Condition: As new.
Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection.
Previous location: B-bottom shelf.
Also available online via HathiTrust Digital Library:
http://hdl.handle.net/2027/miun.abl7462.0001.001
AMcN III PC 3470 (PrCt)

A Map of the United States showing the dates of the first known printing in the several states / R.A. Benson. [1936?].
Scale not given.
For manuscript version of this map see MS Map2F G3701 .P97 1936 .B4
Forms part of the R. Hunter Middleton papers [Wing Modern MS Middleton].
Wing Z 3283 .541, lining-papers (PrCt)

76242 United States - Historical geography - Maps - 1943
Authors: Adams, James Truslow, 1878-1949 -- Coleman, R. V. (Roy V.), 1885- -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
xi, [1], 360 p. incl. maps. 26 cm.
Pages [1-296] numbered as plates 1-147.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
References: Phillips 10594; Lock, Modern maps and atlases 311; Black,130
LC Card Number: map43000126
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

76243 United States - Historical geography - Maps - 1943->>Historical atlases
Authors: Adams, James Truslow, 1878-1949 -- Coleman, R. V. (Roy V.), 1885-1971 -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
xi, [1], 360 p. (incl. maps) ; 26 cm.
Pages [1-296] numbered as plates 1-147.
Formerly G 1083 .054
Duplicate copy: Ayer 135 .A22 1943
References: Phillips 10594; Lock 311; Black,130
LC Card Number: map43000126
Map Ref G1201.S1 A2 1943 (NLO)

76244 United States - Historical geography - Maps - 1944
Historical atlas of the United States, by Clifford L. ... (1936) no. 1386.
References: Cf. Phillips 10594; Lock, Modern maps and atlases 311; Black,130
LC Card Number: map43000126
Map Ref G1201.S1 A2 1943 (NLO)
United States - Historical geography - Maps - 1944 Historical atlases

Authors: Lord, Elizabeth H. -- Lord, Elizabeth H. (Elizabeth Hubbard), 1912- -- Henry Holt and Company -- Edward E. Ayer Art Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (xviii, 253 p. : 317 maps (part double)) ; 29 x 22 cm.
'Sources': p. vii-viii.
References: Phillips 10627; Black, 131
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

1951 Buffaloes, American SEE American bison American buffaloes SEE American bison

America and the buffalo. 1951.
Authors: Bevans, Michael H. -- Kansas Heritage Center
1 map ; 51 x 66 cm.
Includes views in margins and inset: Ranges in Canada.
77-33847
M1105
map4F G3701.D4S1 1951 .B4 (PrCt)

United States - Historical geography - Maps - 1955 Historical atlases
Authors: C.S. Hammond & Company -- American Heritage Publishing Company
1 atlas (viii, 160 p. : ill., maps (some col.)) ; 32 cm.
Includes index.
folio G1201.S1 H3 1955 (NLO)

United States - Historical geography - Maps - 1957 Historical atlases

Authors: C.S. Hammond & Company -- Danzer, Gerald A.
1 atlas (48 p.) : chiefly col. maps ; 32 cm.
Relief shown by shading.
Maps on inside and back covers.
Scales differ.
Owner's signature: Jerry Danzer.
LC Card Number: 2006627574 map60000346
folio G1030 .H32 1957 (NLO)

United States - Historical geography - Maps - 1959 Historical atlases

Authors: C.S. Hammond & Company
1 atlas (40 p.) : col. ill., col. maps ; 32 cm.
'On the written story of history which tells what happened, this atlas superimposes maps showing where it happened.'
Relief shown by shading and spot heights.
Text and maps on inside covers.
Scales differ.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
(Newberry Library).

artifacts cage RMcN maproll 3 : 4. 1 (PrCt)

76261 United States - Historical geography - Maps - 1970<=>Wall maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Frantz, Joe B. -- Graff, Henry F. -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ;122 x 92 cm.
Includes six historical drawings in right margin.
Series: American History Series.
Mounted in metal clamp with three other American History maps.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
artifacts cage RMcN maproll 4 : 2. 1 (PrCt)

76262 United States - Historical geography - Maps - 1970<=>Wall maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Frantz, Joe B. -- Graff, Henry F. -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ;122 x 99 cm.
Includes five historical drawings in right margin.
Series: American History Series.
Paper and cloth map on plastic rollers.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
artifacts cage RMcN maproll 3 : 8. 1 (PrCt)

76263 United States - Historical geography - Maps - 1970<=>Wall maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Frantz, Joe B. -- Graff, Henry F. -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ;92 x 122 cm.
Includes five historical drawings in top margin.
Series: American History Series.
Mounted in metal clamp with three other American History maps.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Copy 1 of 2.
artifacts cage RMcN maproll 4 : 2. 2 (PrCt)

76264 United States - Historical geography - Maps - 1970<=>Wall maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Frantz, Joe B. -- Graff, Henry F. -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ;92 x 122 cm.
Includes five historical drawings in top margin.
Series: American History Series.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Copy 2 of 2.
artifacts cage RMcN maproll 4 : 7. 2 (PrCt)

76265 United States - Historical geography - Maps - 1970<=>Wall maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Frantz, Joe B. -- Graff, Henry F. -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ;122 x 92 cm.
Includes five historical drawings in right margin.
Series: American History Series.
Paper and cloth map on plastic rollers.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
artifacts cage RMcN maproll 4 : 7. 3 (PrCt)

76266 United States - Historical geography - Maps - 1970<=>Wall maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Frantz, Joe B. -- Graff, Henry F. -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 92 x 123 cm.
Includes four historical drawings in top margin.
Paper map on plastic rollers.
Series: American History Series.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
artifacts cage RMcN maproll 3 : 3. 1 (PrCt)

76267 United States - Historical geography - Maps - 1970<=>Wall maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Frantz, Joe B. -- Graff, Henry F. -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 122 x 99 cm.
Includes four historical drawings in right margin.
Series: American History Series.
Torn in two places on left side.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Two copies, one paper and cloth on plastic rollers.
artifacts cage RMcN maproll 3 : 3. 2 (PrCt)

76268 United States - Historical geography - Maps - 1970<=>Wall maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Frantz, Joe B. -- Graff, Henry F. -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ;122 x 99 cm.
Inset map (29 x 36 cm.); Natural Vegetation.
Includes four historical drawings in right margin.
Series: American History Series.
Mounted in metal clamp with three other American History maps.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
artifacts cage RMcN maproll 3 : 4. 3 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
United States - Historical geography - Maps - 1974


United States - Historical geography - Maps - 1974


United States - Historical geography - Maps - 1976


United States - Historical geography - Maps - 1976


United States - Historical geography - Maps - 1976


United States - Historical geography - Maps - 1977

Includes maps, graphs, and diagrams depicting the economic, social, political, demographic, and ecological factors that have molded American history.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
LC Card Number: 84081724
ISBN 0843774657 ; 9780843774658
folio G1201.S1 H33 1984 (NLO)

76279 United States - Historical geography - Maps - 1985
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (64 p.) : 84 maps ; 27 cm.
'7th printing, 1985.'
Includes index.
No ISBN.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .T4 1985 (PrCt)

76280 United States - Historical geography - Maps - 1986
A Historical series of restored early American cartography. San Antonio, Tex. ; St. Louis, Mo.
Carto-Graphic Galleries, c1986 .
Authors: Fletcher, Harvey F., 1922- -- Carto-Graphic Galleries -- Fletcher & Boeselt
21 maps : most col. ; on sheets 46 x 52 cm.
'Reproduced from the Fletcher-Boeselt Collection, A Historical Series of Restored Early American Cartography ... Copyright, Nov. 1986, Fletcher-Boeselt, Carto-Graphics Galleries.'
Includes historical notes.
CONTENTS: 1. North American Indian tribal groups, 1653. -- 2. [The same, black and white].
map4F G3701.S1A 1986 .F5 (PrCt)
76281 United States - Historical geography - Maps - 1987
Authors: Ferrell, Robert H. -- Natkiel, Richard -- Facts on File, Inc.
1 atlas (192 p.) : ill., 118 map plates (some col.), ports. ; 29 cm.
Scales differ.
Includes index.
ISBN 0816010285
folio G1201.S1 F47 1987 (NLO)

76282 United States - Historical geography - Maps - 1988
United States - Maps - 1988
Authors: National Geographic Society (U.S.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (289 p. : ill. (col.)) : 200 maps, (1 fold. in back) ; 47 cm.
Includes index.
References: Wolf 342
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
References: Wolf 342
LC Card Number: 8875398
ISBN 0870447475 ; 0870447483 (deluxe)
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

76283 United States - Historical geography - Maps - 1988
United States - Maps - 1988
Historical atlases
Authors: National Geographic Society (U.S.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (289 p. : ill. (col.)) : 200 maps, (1 fold. in back) ; 47 cm.
Includes index.
References: Wolf 342
Formerly oversize G1201.S1 N3 1988
LC Card Number: 8875398
ISBN 0870447475 ; 0870447483 (deluxe)
Map Ref oversize G1201.S1 N3 1988 (NLO)

76284 United States - Historical geography - Maps - 1989
United States - Maps - 1989
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 50 maps ; 280 x 215 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

76285 United States - Historical geography - Maps - 1990
Authors: Ferrell, Robert H. -- Natkiel, Richard -- Facts on File, Inc. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 113 maps ; 287 x 227 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 81 maps ; 28 cm.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .A465 1991 (PrCt)

76287 United States - Historical geography - Maps - 1993
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Houghton, Mifflin and Company
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (63 p.) : col. maps ; 26 cm.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0395697530
RMcN atlas .A465 1993, copy 1 (PrCt)

76288 United States - Historical geography - Maps - 1993
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Houghton, Mifflin and Company
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (63 p.) : col. maps ; 26 cm.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0395697530
RMcN atlas .A465 1993, copy 2 (PrCt)

76289 United States - Historical geography - Maps - 1993
Annexation
Annexation - United States - Historical geography - Maps - 1993
Annexation
United States - Historical geography - Maps - 1993
Authors: Ridge, Martin -- Rand McNally and Cambric, Steve
76297 United States - Historical geography - Maps - 1999 - Railroads
Authors: Stover, John F. -- Routledge (Firm)
1 atlas (144 p.) : ill. (some col.), maps, ports. ; 26 cm.
Series: Routledge atlases of American history
Includes bibliographical references (p. 134-137) and indexes.
LC Card Number: 99027356
ISBN 0415921341 ; 9780415921343 ; 0415921406 (PBK.) ; 9780415921404 (PBK.)
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 528934570
folio RMcN atlas .A465 1999 (PrCt)

76300 United States - Historical geography - Maps - Collections, 1800-1899
[Maps removed from Bancroft's History of the U.S.]. [18--].
Authors: Bancroft, Hubert Howe, 1832-1918
1 map
temp map1F G3701.A 18-- .B3 (PrCt)

76301 United States - Historical geography - Maps - Counties - Boundaries
Authors: Long, John Hamilton -- DenBoer, Gordon, 1933-- Goodridge, George E. -- Sinko, Peggy Tuck -- Thorne, Kathryn Ford -- Simon and Schuster, inc. -- Charles Scribner's Sons
v. : maps ; 29 cm.
Duplicate copy: Ref G1201.F7 A8 1993
Local History Ref G1201.F7 A8 1993 (NLO)

76298 United States - Historical geography - Maps - 2005
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Borman, Laurie D. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (80 p.) : col. maps ; 26 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 528934570
folio RMcN atlas .A465 2005 (PrCt)

Authors: Swift, Michael
144 p. : ill. (some col.), maps (some col.) ; 26 x 29 cm.
Includes index.
To Collection Services for cataloging, April 2011 (PrCt)
United States - Historical geography -
Maps - United States - Economic conditions -
United States - Population
Authors: Lord, Clifford Lee, 1912- -- Lord, Elizabeth H. (Elizabeth Hubbard), 1912- -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
viii, 253 p. : maps (part double) ; 29 x 22 cm.
*Sources*: p. vii-viii.
Ayer 135 .L86 1944 (NLO)

United States - Historical geography -
Maps - United States - Geography - Study and teaching (Elementary) -
Authors: Ligature, Inc.
Cover title.
Series: Houghton Mifflin social studies; Map activities.
ISBN 0395545978.
map4C G3701 .S1 1991 .H6, no. 1:1 (PrCt)

United States - Historical geography -
Maps - United States - Geography - Study and teaching (Elementary) -
Authors: Ligature, Inc.
Cover title.
Series: Houghton Mifflin social studies; Map activities.
map4C G3701 .S1 1991 .H6, no. 1:2 (PrCt)

United States - Historical geography -
Maps - United States - Geography - Study and teaching (Elementary) -
Authors: Ligature, Inc.
Cover title.
Series: Houghton Mifflin social studies; Map activities.
map4C G3701 .S1 1991 .H6, no. 3:2 (PrCt)

United States - Historical geography -
Maps - United States - Geography - Study and teaching (Elementary) -
Authors: Ligature, Inc.
Cover title.

United States - Historical geography -
Maps - United States - Geography - Study and teaching (Elementary) -
Authors: Ligature, Inc.
[42] p. : maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
Series: Houghton Mifflin social studies; Map activities.
map4C G3701 .S1 1991 .H6, no. 5 (PrCt)

United States - Historical geography -
Maps - United States - Geography - Study and teaching (Elementary) -
Authors: Ligature, Inc.
Cover title.
Series: Houghton Mifflin social studies; Map activities.
map4C G3701 .S1 1991 .H6, no. 4:1 (PrCt)

United States - Historical geography -
Maps - United States - Geography - Study and teaching (Elementary) -
Authors: Ligature, Inc.
[42] p. : maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
Series: Houghton Mifflin social studies; Map activities.
ISBN 0395549213.
map4C G3701 .S1 1991 .H6, no. 4:2 (PrCt)

United States - Historical geography -
Maps - United States - Geography - Study and teaching (Elementary) -
Authors: Ligature, Inc.
Cover title.
Series: Houghton Mifflin social studies; Map activities.
map4C G3701 .S1 1991 .H6, no. 3:1 (PrCt)

United States - Historical geography -
Maps - United States - Geography - Study and teaching (Elementary) -
Our United States, its history in maps. Chicago :
Denoyer Geppert, 1956.
Authors: Wesley, Edgar Bruce, 1891-1980 -- Denoyer-Geppert (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 47 maps ; 280 x 217 mm.
1st ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
References: Phillips 10643
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Authors: Stephens, W. B.
BHC 1486
Vert 1081 (PrCt)

**76314 United States - History - Chronology - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1842<><>Canada - History - Chronology - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1842<><>Mexico - History - Chronology - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1842<><>United States - Historical geography - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1842<><>North America - Historical geography - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1842**
*Atlas of American history. : On a novel plan. Presenting, at one view, the most important events in the history of the country, from its discovery by Columbus down to the present time, 1842, including the Spanish and English navigators of the fifteenth century; plantation of colonies; founding of cities; governors of the colonies and of the Republic: Indian wars; sachems, divines, first printers, statesmen, orators, warriors, admirals, commodores, ministers plenipotentiary, secretaries and presidents; battles, sieges, earthquakes, and remarkable phenomena; population at different periods, literature, slave trade, and ecclesiastical history, arranged contemporaneously with the kings of England, France, and at particular times, of other kingdoms. / by Jerome B. Holgate ; designed to be the same to history that maps are to geography. [Cambridge, Mass.?] : Holgate, 1842.*
Authors: Holgate, Jerome Bonaparte -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
10 p. : 6 double tables (col.) ; 45 cm.
Includes no maps.
Each table printed on one side of double leaf.
NL 33-5665
Ayer 8929
oversize Ayer 135 .H65 1842 (NLO)

**76315 United States - History - Chronology - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1979<><>Chronology, Historical - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1979<><>Wall maps**
1 poster : col. ; 84 x 294 cm. on two sheets
Center part of poster consists of 7 timelines for categories of history, such as territory, politics, domestic affairs, economy, science, etc. Illustrations in all four margins.
Bottom right: Designed and Produced by New World Arts Ltd. London.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
artifacts cage RMcN maproll 6 : 3. 1 (PrCt)

**76316 United States - History - Civil War, 1861-1865 - Charts, diagrams, etc. <><>United States - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1866**
*The Union war chart. New York : Lorenzo Dow, 1866.*
Authors: Knight, E. H. (Edward H.) -- Dow, Lorenzo, 19th cent. -- Howes, Wright -- Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 chart : hand col. ; 75 x 104 cm. fold. in cloth covers to 16 x 10 cm.
Cover title: The Union war chart and statistics of the war for the union.
Not a map.
Advertising inside front cover.
Condition: fine.
Forms part of the Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Gift 1976, Wright Howes.
map3C G3701.S1 1866 K6 (PrCt)

**76317 United States - History - Civil War, 1861-1865 - Maps**
*Chronology of the great rebellion & war map. Cincinnati : C. Tuttle, 1864.*
Authors: Asher & Co. -- E. R. Jewett & Co. -- Charles E. Tuttle Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 5 maps ; 137 x 90 mm.
fldg615x615:E:ERJewett
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

**76318 United States - History - Civil War, 1861-1865 - Maps**
*Chrono of Civil War & hand atlas of the South. New York : Johnson & Ward, 1863.*
1 v. : 10 maps ; 222 x 160 mm.
1st ed.
Txt:RSFisher;Sabin24486
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Phillips 1350
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

76319 United States - History - Civil War, 1861-1865 - Maps
Authors: McElfresh Map Co. -- McElfresh, Earl B.
1 map : col. ; 44 x 58 cm.
Col. printed reproduction of watercolor original (21st-century painting).
Identifies locations of the 383 most important battles of the Civil War.
Shows important waterways, railroads, trails and cities; does not show army movements.
Scale [1:8,689,371].
Insets (10 x 8 cm. and 15 x 30 cm.): [Map of the Richmond region, Virginia] -- Virginia and Tennessee.
Verso includes reproductions of maps of Jackson, Mississippi (1863), Franklin County, Pennsylvania (1858), region around Savannah, Georgia (1865), Battle of Winchester, Virginia (1862), and Battle of Chattanooga, Tennessee (1863), 26 x 18 cm. or smaller.
Series: Crossroads of America map series
OCLC 55038028
Holzheimer 2005072801
LC Card Number: 2003621335
ISBN 1885294247
map4C G3861.S5 2002 .M3 (NLO)

76320 United States - History - Civil War, 1861-1865 - Maps
Authors: McPherson, James M. -- Macmillan & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (223 p.) : col. ill., 95 col. maps, ports. ; 31 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 216) and index.
Scales differ.
Also issued online.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 94016962
ISBN 0025790501 ; 9780025790506
Baskes folio G1201.S5 A85 1994 (NLO)

76321 United States - History - Civil War, 1861-1865 - Maps
Authors: O'Shea, Richard -- Greenspan, David -- Krick, Robert K. -- American Heritage Publishing Company -- Smithmark (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (176 p.) : ill. (some col.), 82 col. maps, ports. ; 33 cm.
Some maps copyrighted by American Heritage.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
ISBN 0831713720 ; 9780831713720
Baskes folio G1201.S5 O8 1994 (NLO)

76322 United States - History - Civil War, 1861-1865 - Maps
Authors: Paris, Louis Philippe comte de -- Coates 4 v. ; 23 cm.
F 834 .65 (NLO)

76323 United States - History - Civil War, 1861-1865 - Maps
1 v. : 19 maps ; 444 x 325 mm.
Includes maps by Wuhrer?
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
References: Cf. Phillips 1352
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

76324 United States - History - Civil War, 1861-1865 - Maps
Authors: Ropes, John Codman, 1836-1899
4 v. ; 23 cm. + atlas in 2 v.
F 834 .75 (NLO)

76325 United States - History - Civil War, 1861-1865 - Maps
Authors: Swanson, Mark, 1951- -- Langley, Jacqueline D.
1 atlas (viii, 141 p. : col. maps) ; 26 x 36 cm.
'Maps by Mark Swanson, with Jacqueline D. Langley.'
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Contents: Introduction : origins of the Civil War -- The rise of the Republican Party and the 1860 presidential election -- The 1860 census and its implications for the Civil War -- Month-by-month maps of the Civil War -- Appendix : the Civil War in the far West.
For electronic book review see H-Net.org (accessed October 2006):
United States - History - Civil War, 1861-1865 - Maps

Authors: Time-Life Books -- Woodhead, H. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
3 v. : ill. (chiefly col.), 137 col. maps, ports. ; 29 cm.
Edited by H. Woodhead.
Contents: [v. 1]. Arms and equipment of the Union -- [v. 2]. Arms and equipment of the Confederacy -- [v. 3]. Illustrated atlas of the Civil War.
Includes bibliographical references and indexes. Issued in slipcase.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio E468 .E23 1991 (NLO)

United States - History - Civil War, 1861-1865 - Maps

Selected Civil War maps reproduced from originals made by the U.S. Coast Survey, 1861-1865. 1962.
Authors: U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey
26 maps and 2 views ; on 20 sheets each 76 x 61 cm.
Facsimiles of orginals published 1861-1865. Sheet no. 1 serves as index map.
M1272
map4F G3701 .S5 1962 U5 (PrCt)

United States - History - Civil War, 1861-1865 - Maps

[Maps of the battlefields of the Civil War]. [Various places : various publishers], 1865-1877.
Authors: United States. Army. Corps of Engineers
11 maps ; on 14 sheets 66 x 78 cm. (or smaller)
Scale not given.
oversize G 10834 .906 (NLO)

United States - History - Civil War, 1861-1865 - Maps

Military maps illustrating the operations of the armies of the Potomac & James, May 4th, 1864 to April 9th, 1865, including battlefields of the Wilderness, Spottsylvania, Northanna, Totopotomoy, Cold Harbor. The siege of Petersburg and Richmond. Battlefields of Five Forks, Jetersville & Sailor’s Creek, Highbridge, Farmville & Appomattox Court-House. New York : J. Bien, 1869.
1 atlas : 17 maps ; 60 cm.
'Surveyed & drawn by Maj. J.E. Weyss, assisted by F. Theilkuhl, J. Strasser & G. Thompson.'
Scale 3 miles to the inch and larger.
Phillips 3688
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 1426
oversize G 10834 .91 (NLO)

United States - History - Civil War, 1861-1865 - Maps

Authors: United States Military Academy -- Avery
1 atlas : 58 map plates ; 35 cm.
folio G1201 .S5 A8 1986 (NLO)

United States - History - Civil War, 1861-1865 - Maps

Authors: United States. War Department -- Davis, G. -- Arno Press -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 171 maps ; 422 x 340 mm.
Edited by Geo. Davis.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Cf. Phillips 10684
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

United States - History - Civil War, 1861-1865 - Maps

1 atlas : 171 maps and plans, ill. ; 42 cm.
Reprint of atlas of redrawings of maps originally compiled during the Civil War by the U.S. Army's Corps of Engineers and Confederate Army engineers.


References: Cf. Phillips 10684

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

76333 United States - History - Civil War, 1861-1865 - Maps


1 atlas : 171 maps and plans, ill. ; 42 cm.

Reprint of atlas of redrawings of maps originally compiled during the Civil War by the United States Army's Corps of Engineers and Confederate Army engineers.


References: Cf. Phillips 10684

oversize G1201.S5 U6 1893 (NLO)

76334 United States - History - Civil War, 1861-1865 - Maps

Atlas to accompany the official records of the Union and Confederate armies. Published under the direction of the ... secretaries of war, by Maj. George B. Davis ... Mr. Leslie J. Perry ... Mr. Joseph W. Kirkley ... board of publication. Comp. by Capt. Calvin D. Cowles ... Washington : Government Printing Office, 1891-1895.


3 v. : 1006 maps and plans (many col.), ill. ; 48 x 40 cm.


Other title: Official records of the Union and Confederate Armies.

Includes redrawings of maps originally compiled during the Civil War by the United States Army's Corps of Engineers and Confederate Army engineers.

Includes maps printed by Julius Bien & Co. of New York.

Issued in 37 parts and published as 52d Congress, 1st session, v. 40, House Miscellaneous Document 261 (Serial Set 2998). Document number appears on binder's title on some copies, but not on title page.

Inserted into some copies: Additions and corrections .... Washington, Govt. print. off., 1902. 2 p., 23 cm. Other insertions in some copies: Authorities, Index. Additions and corrections in separate volume.

Duplicate copy: oversize Govt. 2998 (PrCt)


References: Phillips 1353

oversize Govt. W 45.8 (NLO)

76335 United States - History - Civil War, 1861-1865 - Maps


Authors: Vandiver, Frank Everson, 1925- -- United States. National Park Service -- Random House (Firm)

160 p. : ill. (some col.), col. maps ; 29 cm. 1st ed.

Includes bibliographical references (p. 158). Publisher description on Library of Congress website (accessed Dec. 2007):

http://www.loc.gov/catdir/description/random0412/96146431.html

Includes index.

ISBN 0679448985

collo G641 .V36 1996 (NLO)

76336 United States - History - Civil War, 1861-1865 - Maps

Atlanta Campaign, 1864 - Maps -- Georgia - History - Civil War, 1861-1865 - Maps -- Johnston, Joseph E. (Joseph Eggleston), 1807-1891 Narrative of military operations, directed during
Authors: Johnston, Joseph E. (Joseph Eggleston), 1807-1891 -- D. Appleton and Company -- Davis, Jefferson, 1808-1889 -- Davis, Varina Anne, 1864-1898 -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
Jefferson Davis' copy with his autograph on the inside front cover. Annotations in pencil appear throughout the book, presumably in his hand. Signed on p. 61 by his daughter: Varina A. Davis. Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Maps also cataloged separately. Duplicate copies: U 2.455 -- Dawes F 861.45
LC Card Number: 02-8018
Graff 2227 (NLO)

76337 United States - History - Civil War, 1861-1865 - Maps - Battlefields
A Battlefield atlas of the Civil War / by Craig L. Symonds ; cartography by William Clipson.
Authors: Symonds, Craig L -- Clipson, William J. -- Nautical and Aviation Pub. Co. of America -- United States Naval Institute -- U.S. Naval Institute SEE United States Naval Institute -- Naval Institute (U.S.) SEE United States Naval Institute
1 atlas (xv, 106 p. : ill., maps) ; 26 cm.
Bibliography: p. 105-106.
LC Card Number: 83013325
ISBN 0933852401
G1201.S5 S9 1983 (NLO)

76338 United States - History - Civil War, 1861-1865 - Maps - Battlefields
Authors: Symonds, Craig L -- Clipson, William J. -- Clipson, William J. -- Ian Allan Ltd. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Allan (Ian) Ltd. SEE Ian Allan Ltd.
1 atlas (xv, 110 p. : ill., 45 col. maps, ports. ; 26 cm.
[2nd ed.]
Edition statement from dust jacket.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 109-110).
Scales differ.
Relief shown by hachures.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
ISBN 0711015511 ; 9780711015517
Baskes G1201.S5 S9 1985 (NLO)

76339 United States - History - Civil War, 1861-1865 - Maps - Bibliography
Library of Congress - Map collections - Catalogs
Authors: Stephenson, Richard W., 1930- -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division
v. 138 p. : map (on cover) ; 26 cm.
Formerly Govt. LC 5.2 :C49
LC Card Number: 61060061
Map Ref Z6027.U5 U55 1961 (NLO)

76340 United States - History - Civil War, 1861-1865 - Maps - Bibliography
National Ocean Survey - Map collections - Bibliography
Authors: National Ocean Survey v, 64 p. ; 28 cm.
"NOAA-NOS technical service publication, Office of Program Development and Management."
Formerly folio Z6026.H6 N38
LC Card Number: 80600096
Map Ref folio Z6026.H6 N38 (NLO)

76341 United States - History - Civil War, 1861-1865 - Maps - Bibliography
Authors: Bosse, David C. xv, 253 p. : ill., maps ; 23 cm.
Includes index.
Series: Bibliographies and indexes in military studies, no. 5
Formerly Z6027.U5 B67 1993
LC Card Number: 92043100
ISBN 0313287058 (alk. paper)
Map Ref Z6027.U5 B67 1993 (NLO)

76342 United States - History - Civil War, 1861-1865 - Maps - Bibliography
United States - National Archives - Map Collections - Catalogs
Civil War maps in the National Archives. 1964.
Authors: United States. National Archives and Records Administration
National Archives Publication no. 64-12 (1964).
BHC 2525
Vert 2065 (PrCt)
76343 United States - History - Civil War, 1861-1865 - Maps - Collections

Authors: Formby, John -- John Murray (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
2 v. : 66 maps ; 225 x 150 mm.
Phillips 10657
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

76347 United States - History - Civil War, 1861-1865 - Maps - Collections

Maps - Collections

Authors: United States. Army. Corps of Engineers
1 atlas (2 v.) ; oversize
'Compiled by authority of the ... Secretary of War, in the Office of the Chief of Engineers, U.S. Army.'
Dawes oversize G 10834 .89 (NLO)

76344 United States - History - Civil War, 1861-1865 - Maps - Collections

Authors: United States. Army. Corps of Engineers
1 atlas (2 v.) ; oversize
'Compiled by authority of the ... Secretary of War, in the Office of the Chief of Engineers, U.S. Army.'
Dawes oversize G 10834 .89 (NLO)

76345 United States - History - Civil War, 1861-1865 - Maps - Collections

Cartography - United States - History - 1861-1865

Mapping the Civil War : featuring rare maps from the Library of Congress / text by Christopher Nelson ; captions by Brian Pohanka.
Authors: Nelson, Christopher, 1944-- Pohanka, Brian C., 1955-- Library of Congress.
Geography and Map Division -- Starwood Pub. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
176 p. : ill. (some col.), 53 maps (some col.) ; 27 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 174) and index.
Series: Library of Congress classics
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 92017799
ISBN 1563730014 ; 9781563730016
Baskes E468 .N38 1992 (NLO)

76346 United States - History - Civil War, 1861-1865 - Maps - Collections

United States Coast Survey

Authors: United States Coast Survey -- United States. Government Printing Office
1 atlas (20 plates : mostly maps, fascims.) ; 79 cm.
Maps produced by Coast Survey Assistants to the various military arms of the Union forces during the Civil War.
Scales differ.
LC Card Number: map62000068

76348 United States - History - Civil War, 1861-1865 - Maps - Collections

Newspaper maps

[Scrapbook of U.S. Civil War newspaper maps and articles]. [1861-1865].
1 scrapbook ([116] leaves : 71 maps (some hand col.), 3 views, articles) ; 40 x 26 cm.
Cover title (paste-on newsprint clipping): War maps.
Comprised chiefly of maps printed 1861-1862 from wood engravings; most are not dated and are clipped from unidentified newspapers.
Includes items from the Chicago Tribune (Jan. 24, 1861), New York World (July 21, 1861), Milwaukee Morning Sentinel (July 29, 1861), New York Herald (Sept. 11, 1861), New York Weekly Tribune (May 10, 1862), and a clipping (dated April 18, 1865) about Abraham Lincoln from an unidentified newspaper.
Includes maps compiled by G.W. Colton, Edward S. Hall and Waters & Son.
Also includes separately published [?] hand-colored lithograph (30 x 43 cm.): War map, showing the vicinities of Baltimore and Washington / compiled by ... G.M. Hopkins, C.E. ; published by Jacob Weiss ... Philadelphia [1861].
Mounted in blank ledger book with running title: Abstract of fire policies and renewal receipts issued at the agency of the Protection Insurance Comany.
Signature on front endleaf: John W. Swank [?].
Monroe. Green County, Wisconsin. Manuscript index inside from cover.
map6C G3701.S5 186- S3 (PrCt)
Collections, 1861
War maps and diagrams. [New York : New York Herald, 1861].
Authors: New York herald
8 p. : 8 maps ; 58 cm.
Caption title.
Issue of July 23, 1861.
Baskes folio G 10834 .62 (NLO)

Torn in two : 150th anniversary of the Civil War ; an exhibition from the collections of the Boston Public Library, May 12 to December 31, 2011 / exhibition catalog written by Ronald E. Grim and Debra Block, with contributions by Angela Bonds, Stephanie Cyr, Monique Doyle Spencer, and Catherine Wood ; edited by Janet H. Spitz and Dale Rosen ; forward by Amy E. Ryan ; essays by Debra Newman Ham, Susan Schulten, David Bosse, Richard F. Miller and Ronald E. Grim.
Boston : Boston Public Library, Norman B. Leventhal Map Center, c2011.
152 p. : ill., maps, facsimiles ; 28 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 148-149).
Inscribed by Ronald E. Grim.
LC Card Number: 2010680881
ISBN 9780615474021 ; 0615474020
folio E468.9 .T67 2011 (NLO)

Civil War newspaper maps : a historical atlas / David Bosse.
Authors: Bosse, David C. -- Johns Hopkins UP -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (x, 162 p.) : ill., 61 maps ; 29 cm.
Includes an introduction on journalistic cartography.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 151-157) and index.
Maps on end papers.
http://www.loc.gov/catdir/description/jhu051/92033942.html
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 92033942
ISBN 080184553X (alk. paper) ; 9780080184553 (alk. paper)
Baskes folio G1201.S5 B6 1993 (NLO)

Authors: Sharpe, Mike, 1970- -- PRC Pub.
1 atlas (144 p.) : col. ill., col. maps ; 25 x 29 cm.
Scale not given.
Includes index of maps.
ISBN 1856485846 ; 9781856485845
folio G1201.S5 S5 2000b (NLO)

76352 United States - History - Civil War, 1861-1865 - Maps - United States - History - Civil War, 1861-1865 - Centennial celebrations, etc. - Maps - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company
1 map : col. ; 46 x 50 cm., on sheet 46 x 74 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Civil War centennial historical sites.
Scale [ca. 1:4,000,000]
Maps on verso (31 x 31 cm. or smaller): Tour one [Virginia, Maryland and southern Pennsylvania] -- Tour two [Cairo, Ill. to Columbia, S.C., via Chattanooga, Atlanta, Savannah, and Charleston] -- Tour three [St. Louis, Mo. to Montgomery, Ala., via Vicksburg and New Orleans].
Includes illustrations, list of historic sites and schedule of centennial events.
Issued folded to 23 x 11 cm.
References: Stephenson, Civil War maps ...
Library of Congress (1961) p. 15, no. 81b
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
map4F G3701.S5 1961 .R3 (PrCt)

1 atlas (255 p.) : ill. (some col.), col. maps, 35 cm.
"In this one-of-a-kind atlas, [General Stonewall] Jackson's map and dozens more, both archival and newly created, trace the battles, political turmoil, and defining themes of the nation's most pivotal conflict." --Dust jacket.

Contents: About this book -- Introduction: mapping the war -- 1861, a change of flags -- 1862, war on a grand scale -- 1863, a harvest of death -- 1864, the landscape of war -- 1865, tightening the noose -- Appendix -- Index. Includes bibliographical references and index.

Scales differ.

LC Card Number: 2008035066
ISBN 9781426203473 (regular) ; 1426203470 (regular) ; 9781426203480 (deluxe) ; 1426203489 (deluxe)

Map Ref G1201.S5 N2 2009 (NLO)

76354 United States - History - Civil War, 1861-1865 - Maps<<><><>United States - History - Civil War, 1861-1865 - Study and teaching
A Chart history of the Civil War, 1861-1865 : with numerous shaded maps showing the progress of the Union armies in different campaigns and during different years for the use of schools.
Chicago : A. Flanagan, 1893.
Authors: Gibson, J. W. (John William), b. 1841 -- Flanagan, A. -- J. Manz & Co. (Chicago, Ill.) -- Morrison (Ill.) Public school -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)
117 p. : 18 maps ; 24 cm.
LC Card Number: 02008006

Baskets E470 .G44 1893 (NLO)

76355 United States - History - Civil War, 1861-1865 - Maps<<><><>United States - Maps - 1961 - Road maps<<><><>Road maps
Gulf souvenir map and folder of the Civil War centennial. [Chicago] : Rand McNally & Co., [1961]?
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 46 x 50 cm., on sheet 46 x 74 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title. Added title: Civil War centennial historical sites Plate no. 6131
Maps on verso (31 x 23 cm. and smaller): Tour one [road and battle site map of Virginia and the Washington D.C. region] -- Tour two [road and battle site map of the southern United States] -- Tour three [road and battle site map of the southeastern United States]. Includes references 1-80 to war sites and photos of generals.
Panel art: Photos of a cannon, statues of Lee and Jackson, and the McLean House.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1107 (PrCt)

76356 United States - History - Colonial Period, ca. 1600-1775 - Historical Geography
Geography and history: spatial perspectives for the study of the colonial period. 1977.
Authors: Cook, Edward M., 1944- 25 p.; 28 cm.

Newberry Library. Papers in Family & Community History, 77-4D.

BHC 1154

Vert 766 (PrCt)

76357 United States - History - French and Indian War, 1755-1763<<><><>Cartography - North America - History - 1755-1763
Authors: Schwartz, Seymour I., 1928- -- Simon and Schuster, inc. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
ix. 177 p. : ill., 103 maps ; 19 x 26 cm.
Contents: 1753-George Washington's mission -- 1754-The first engagements -- 1755-Braddock's defeat, Johnson's victory, and cartographic claims -- 1756-French advances -- 1757-French victories -- 1758-The tide begins to turn -- 1759-Victory on three fronts -- 1760-The fate of Canada -- The Curtain comes down-slowly. Includes bibliographical references (p. 165-168) and index.

Inscribed for Roger Baskes by the author. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection. LC Card Number: 94003406
ISBN 0133242374 (alk. paper)
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

76358 United States - History - French and Indian War, 1755-1763<<><><>Cartography - North America - History - 1755-1763
Authors: Schwartz, Seymour I., 1928- -- Simon and Schuster, inc.
ix. 177 p. : ill., 103 maps ; 19 x 26 cm.
Contents: 1753-George Washington's mission -- 1754-The first engagements -- 1755-Braddock's defeat, Johnson's victory, and cartographic claims -- 1756-French advances -- 1757-French victories -- 1758-The tide begins to turn -- 1759-Victory on three fronts -- 1760-The fate of Canada -- The Curtain comes down-slowly. Includes bibliographical references (p. 165-168) and index.

LC Card Number: 94003406
ISBN 0133242374 (alk. paper)
Map Ref E199 .S376 1994 (NLO)

76359 United States - History - French and Indian
### Newbery Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

#### War, 1755-1763 - Maps - Bibliography

Index to maps of the French and Indian War in books and periodicals, illustrating the background of the conflict, British and French military operations in North America, the Cherokee War, the Havana Campaign and post-war boundaries. Fayetteville, N.C., 1974.

Authors: Clark, David Sanders

x, 118 p.; 29 cm.

"Publications indexed": p. 89-118.

5A 8039 (NLO)

#### 76360 United States - History - French and Indian War, 1755-1763 - Maps - Cartography - North America - History - French and Indian War, 1755-1763


Authors: Historic Deerfield, Inc.

64p.: 8 col. maps; 27 cm.

This issue of Historic Deerfield (9, no. 1 [Summer 2008]) is devoted to the French and Indian War.

Vert 636, no. 2 (PrCt)

#### 76361 United States - History - French and Indian War, 1755-1763 - Maps - Cartography - North America - History - French and Indian War, 1755-1763


Authors: John Carter Brown Library

32 p.: maps, views, port., ill.; 22 cm.

BHC 1069

Vert 636, no. 1 (PrCt)


Authors: Esposito, Vincent J. (Vincent Joseph), 1900-1965 -- United States Military Academy -- West Point (Military academy) SEE United States Military Academy -- U.S. Military Academy SEE United States Military Academy -- Praeger (Frederick A.), publishers SEE Praeger Publishers

2 v. (various paging): chiefly maps, ill.; 27 x 37 cm.


Contents: v. 1. 1689-1900.--v. 2. 1900-1953.

References: Phillips 10639

folio G 108301.916 (NLO)


Authors: Esposito, Vincent J. (Vincent Joseph), 1900-1965 -- United States Military Academy -- Praeger Publishers -- Roger S. Baskes Collection

1 atlas in 2 v.: 412 maps; 265 x 363 mm.

References: Phillips 10639

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

[A3819 Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

#### 76364 United States - History - Revolution, 1775-1783 - Campaigns - Maps


(Newberry Library)

2 v.: 122 maps; 295 x 250 mm.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

#### 76365 United States - History - Revolution, 1775-1783 - Maps


Authors: Carrington, Henry Beebee, 1824-1912 -- Arno Press -- Roger S. Baskes Collection

(Newberry Library)

1 v.: 41 maps; 439 x 289 mm.

repr1881ed;Black,47

Cf. Phillips 01336

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

#### 76366 United States - History - Revolution, 1775-1783 - Maps


Authors: Carrington, Henry Beebee, 1824-1912 -- Barnes, A. B.

1 v.: 24 cm.

Phillips 01336

Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 1413

G 10832 .15 (NLO)

#### 76367 United States - History - Revolution, 1775-1783 - Maps


Authors: Hammond Incorporated

1 map: col.; 62 x 95 cm.

Includes 9 views and portraits in margins.

Insets: Engagements near Boston -- Retreat from New York 1776-1777 -- Middle Colonies 177-1780 -- The High seas.

M1100

map6F G3701.S3 1976 H3 (PrCt)

#### 76368 United States - History - Revolution, 1775-1783 - Maps


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
United States - History - Revolution, 1775-1783 - Maps

The American military pocket atlas: being an approved collection of correct maps, both general and particular, of the British colonies, especially those which now are, or probably may be, the theatre of war. London: R. Sayer and J. Bennett, [1776].


1 atlas (viii p.: 6 col. maps); 23 cm.


Sabin 1147.

Streeter Americana, I, 73.

Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 1416. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

76370

United States - History - Revolution, 1775-1783 - Maps


Authors: Smith, Karl -- Lineweave (Firm: Springfield, Mass.)

1 map : col.; 57 x 45 cm.

Scale: 1 in. = ca. 180 miles.

The first of a series of four maps showing the territorial expansion of the United States and notes of historical events of the era.

References: OCLC 50987420 temp map4F G3701 .S1 1957 .L5 (PrCt)

76371

United States - History - Revolution, 1775-1783 - Maps - Bibliography

Index to maps of the American Revolution in books and periodicals illustrating the Revolutionary War and other events of the period 1763-1789. Washington: s.n., 1969.

Authors: Clark, David Sanders xii, 288 p.; 29 cm.

Bibliography: p. 233-288

Formerly lower case folio g 10832 .175

LC Card Number 78009649 Map Ref folio Z6026.H6 C55 1969 (NLO)

76372

United States - History - Revolution, 1775-1783 - Maps - Bibliography


Includes bibliographical references (p. 139-150). Includes index.

Formerly lower case g 10832 .615


76373

United States - History - Revolution, 1775-1783 - Maps - Bibliography


Authors: Ristow, Walter W. (Walter William), 1908-2006


76374

United States - History - Revolution, 1775-1783 - Maps - Bibliography


Authors: Stevens (Henry), Son and Stiles, firm, booksellers p. 103-139.

From published catalog of Henry Stevens, Son and Stiles: The American War of Independence: its history, origin, and progress as recorded in books, pamphlets, manuscripts, maps and plans (London, 1931).

Another copy: lower case f 832 .844.

BHC 2290 Vert 1845 (PrCt)

76375

United States - History - Revolution,
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
United States - History - Revolution, 1775-1873 - Maps - Collections
Authors: Nebenzahl, Kenneth, 1927- -- Higgenbotham, Don -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (218 p. : ill., 56 maps (part col.)) ; 39 cm.
'Map selection and commentary by Kenneth Nebenzahl ; narrative text by Don Higgenbotham.'
Includes facsimile reproductions of Revolutionary War maps.
Includes index.
Padded blue leather.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
LC Card Number: 74006976
folio RMcN atlas .A63 1974 copy 1 (PrCt)

United States - History - Revolution, 1775-1873 - Maps - Collections
Authors: Nebenzahl, Kenneth, 1927- -- Higgenbotham, Don -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (218 p. : ill., 56 maps (part col.)) ; 39 cm.
'Map selection and commentary by Kenneth Nebenzahl ; narrative text by Don Higgenbotham.'
Includes facsimile reproductions of Revolutionary War maps.
Includes index.
Padded blue leather.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
LC Card Number: 74006976
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .A63 1974 copy 2 (PrCt)
facsimiles.

Partial contents: A Background to surveying and mapping at the time of the American Revolution; an essay on the state of the art, by Louis De Vorsey, Jr. -- Index of names, [by] Barbara A. Lynch.


Series: Naval Documents of the American Revolution.

map8C 4 (PrCt)


Authors: Faden, William, 1749-1836 -- Clinton, Henry, 1738?-1795

2 leaves, stubs for mounting maps ; 57 cm.
Pencilled note inside front cover: This collection was made by the late Sir Henry Clinton and bought at his sale for twenty guineas.

Binding for made-to-order atlas comprised of 29 maps; includes manuscript table of contents.

Disbound in 1971; maps cataloged individually, and filed sequentially as Map 4F 3701.S3.1-36 (with 7 other maps not originally forming part of the atlas).

map7C 5 (PrCt)

United States - History - Revolution, 1775-1783 - Maps - Collections-Manuscripts - Facsimiles-Feb 1775-1783 - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles


Press -- Hammond Incorporated -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (v, [1], 138p. : 50 maps (part col.)) ; 34 cm.

Colored maps on lining papers.

'Sources': p. 130-136.

Indexed.

29 Imago 90

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

(PrCt)

United States - History - Revolution, 1775-1783 - Maps - Collections-Manuscripts - Facsimiles

Campaigns of the American Revolution : an atlas of manuscript maps. Ann Arbor ; Maplewood, N.J. University of Michigan Press ; Hammond

Incorporated , 1976.


Press -- Hammond Incorporated

1 atlas (v, [1], 138p. : 50 maps (part col.)) ; 34 cm.

Colored maps on lining papers.

'Sources': p. 130-136.

Indexed.

29 Imago 90

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

BHC 1771
Vert 1351, no. 1 (PrCt)

76395 United States - History - Revolution, 1775-1783 - Maps -> Historical atlases
Authors: Symonds, Craig L. -- Clipson, William J. -- Nautical & Aviation Publishing Company of America -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 29 x 39 cm., folded to 14 x 8 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 109-110).
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 86063201
ISBN 0933852533 ; 9780933852532
Baskes G1201.S3 S96 1986 (NLO)

76396 United States - History - Revolution, 1775-1783 - Maps -> Newspaper maps - 1940-1949
The Revolution. [Chicago : Chicago Tribune, 194-?].
Authors: Chicago tribune
1 map : col. ; on sheet 27 x 17
Clipping from unidentified issue of the Chicago Tribune (published 194-?).
Verso includes partial text of article about Josef Stalin by Lloyd Wendt.
Filed with another Tribune map: War of 1812 [Map1F G3701.S1 194-.C5 sheet 2 of 2 (PrCt)]
map1F G3701.S1 194-.C5 sheet 1 of 2 (PrCt)

The Era of the American Revolution / illustrated by George Armstrong ; consultant, David W. Kamens, Assistant Professor of History, Ball State University. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Company, c1973.
1 map : col. ; 59 x 44 cm., folded to 21 x 12 cm.
Possibly issued for the Disabled American Veterans; cf. variant and smaller version of this map bearing attribution "Compliments of the Disabled American Veterans"; see RMcN Clients 648 (PrCt)
Panel title.
Added title: The Era of the American Revolution 1763-1783
Pictorial map with historical illustration.
Inset (7 x 8 cm.): George Rogers Clark captures three British posts on the frontier : 1778-1779.
Text on verso: Personalities of the Revolution For larger variant of this map see RMcN Clients 649 (PrCt)
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 648 (PrCt)

The Era of the American Revolution / illustrated by George Armstrong ; consultant, David W. Kamens, Assistant Professor of History, Ball State University. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Company, c1973.
1 map : col. ; 59 x 44 cm., folded to 21 x 12 cm.
Possibly issued for the Disabled American Veterans; cf. variant and smaller version of this map bearing attribution "Compliments of the Disabled American Veterans"; see RMcN Clients 648 (PrCt)
Panel title.
Added title: The Era of the American Revolution 1763-1783
Pictorial map with historical illustration.
Inset (7 x 8 cm.): George Rogers Clark captures three British posts on the frontier : 1778-1779.
Text on verso: Personalities of the Revolution For larger variant of this map see RMcN Clients 649 (PrCt)
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 649 (PrCt)

Authors: Cappon, Lester Jesse, 1900-1981 -- Petchenik, Barbara Bartz -- Long, John Hamilton

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
8. Sketch of the St. Lawrence from Cornwall to Lawrence County, N.Y. Vol. III. Page 187

1776-1814 Bladensburg, Battle of, Bladensburg, Md., 1814 - Maps Barren Hill, Battle of, Pa., 1778 - Maps Philadelphia Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1778 Grant, James, 1720-1806 - Lafayet, Marie Joseph Paul Yves Roch Gilbert Du Motier, marquis de, 1757-1834 - Rouses Point (N.Y.) - Maps - 1814 Otter Creek, Battle of, Vt., 1814 Vergennes Region (Vt.) - Maps - 1814 Vermont - Maps - 1814 Rahl, Johann Gottlieb, Colonel, ca. 1726-1776 SEE: Rall, Johann Gottlieb, Colonel, ca. 1726-1776 - La Cole (Québec) SEE Lacolle (Québec) - Bridgewater, Battle of, Ont., 1814 SEE Lundy's Lane, Battle of, Ont., 1814 SEE Lundy's Lane, Battle of, Ont., 1814


References: Phillips 1344; Graff 4670 LC Card Number: 13025491 Graff 4670 v. 4 (PrCt)


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1778<<>>Grant, James, 1720-1806<<>>Lafayette, Marie Joseph Paul Yves Roch Gilbert Du Motier, marquis de, 1757-1834<<>>Rouses Point (N.Y.) - Maps - 1814<<>>Otter Creek, Battle of, Vt., 1814<<>>Vergennes Region (Vt.) - Maps - 1814<<>>Vermont - Maps - 1814


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. References: Phillips 1344; Graff 4670

LC Card Number: 13025491

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

76403 United States - History - Revolution, 1775-1783 - Maps<<>>Washington, George, 1732-1799


OCLC 4345325.

Case E 5 .W275505 (NLO)

76404 United States - History - Revolution, 1775-1783 - Maps<<>>Washington, George, 1732-1799


E 5 .W27551 (NLO)

76405 United States - History - War of 1812 - Battlefields - Maps<<>>United States - History - War of 1812 - Battlefields - Pictorial works


"Companion to the PBS television special."

Other title: War of 1812 (Television program) Descriptions of War of 1812 battles are followed by how the battlefields appear today. Includes bibliographical references (pages 182-183) and index.

Contents: The war that shaped a continent -- Northwest theater : war in the wilderness -- Niagara theater : thunder beside the falls -- Lake Ontario theater : warships on an inland sea -- St. Lawrence/Champlain theater : a matter of marching -- Northeast theater : quiet corner -- Chesapeake theater : battle for the bay -- Southern theater : cannon before New Orleans.

LC Card Number: 2011934407

ISBN 9781596528307 ; 1596528303

2012071602 on order (NLO)


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
United States - History - War of 1812 - Maps - 1813 - Canada - Maps - 1813
Authors: Melish, John, 1771-1822 -- Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Palmer, G. -- Vansittart, Nicholas, 1766-1851 -- Parry, Miss -- I. R. -- R., I. -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library)
6, 34, [3]-20, 29 p. [12] leaves of plates : 12 maps (9 fold.) ; 23 cm.
Scales differ.
Inscription inside front cover: Belonged to N. Vansittart afterwards Lord Buxley, & given to me by Miss Parry about 1854. I. R. Nicholas Vansittart was chancellor of the exchequer from 1812-1822.
Condition: Original marbled boards, 3/4 red morocco, ties missing, otherwise v. fine. Maps excellent, crisp and bright on heavy paper.
Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection.
References: Shaw & Shoemaker 35247; Sabin 47432; Howes U.S. iana, 1962, M492
Case G1201.S42 M4 1815 (NLO)

United States - History - War of 1812 - Maps - 1815 - Niagara River Valley (N.Y. and Ont.) - History - War of 1812
Map no. 6. War of 1812 / by Russell Hinman C.E. [Columbus, Ohio? Nitschke Bros., ? 1907].
Authors: Hinman, Russell, 1853-1912 -- Howe, Frances R. (Frances Rose), 1851-1917. The Story of a French homestead in the Old Northwest (1907) -- Nitschke Bros. (Columbus, Ohio) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 16 x 20 cm., folded to 20 x 13 cm. Insets (each 7 x 4 cm.): Operations about Washington -- Operations about Niagara. At bottom left: 'Eclectic U.S. History no. 6 Chaps. XXIV-XXV.' Bottom corners numbered '(228)' and '(229)'. In Howe, Frances R. The Story of a French homestead in the Old Northwest (Columbus, 1912) -- Nitschke Bros.
United States - History - War of 1812
Newspaper maps - War of 1812. [Chicago : Chicago Tribune, 194-?].
Clipping from unidentified issue of the Chicago Tribune (published 194-?).
Verso includes partial text of article about Josef Stalin by Lloyd Wendt.
Filed with another Tribune map: The Revolution of 1807-1815.
1 map : col. ; on sheet 26 x 20 cm.
Travel Vertical File G3701 .E635 1999 .B3 (PrCt)

United States - Hydrographic Office
The Hydrographic Office of the U.S. Navy. 1931.
BHC 2013
Vert 656 (PrCt)

Includes indexes.
Series: Special list (United States. National Archives and Records Service) ; no. 43.
LC Card Number: 78060193
Map Ref CD3034.H9 U54 1978 (NLO)

Authors: Johnson, Maizie -- Heynen, William J. -- United States. National Archives and Records Administration
(National Archives Inventory Series No. 4).
BHC 2503
Vert 2049 (PrCt)

Indian tribes in 1650 : approximate locations.
Authors: Scholastic Magazines, inc. -- Vogel, Virgil J.
1 map : col. ; on sheet 74 x 107 cm.
Pictorial map.
A very generalized map, dividing the United States into eight areas.
Removed from Virgil J. Vogel Papers.
map6F G3701.A5 1970 S3 (PrCt)

Authentic map of Indian tribes of the United States : showing basic tribe locations and cultural areas prior to white settlement and present / . Carson City, Nev. Hickory, Inc., 1976.
Authors: Hickory, Inc. -- Atlas of Historical County Boundaries Project (Newberry Library) -- Hickory Plaque, Inc. SEE Hickory, Inc. 1 map : col. ; on sheet 37 x 28 cm.
Note on map proper: Copyright 1973, Hickory Plaque, Inc.
Map is surrounded by line drawings.
From the files of the Atlas of Historical County Boundaries Project, the Newberry Library.

Authors: Sturtevant, William C. -- Geological Survey (U.S.) National atlas of the United States of America -- Vogel, Virgil J.
2 maps : col. ; 43 x 66 cm. and 32 X 32 cm.
Separate publication of maps from the National
atlas of the United States of America.
On verso: Alaska and Hawaii.
Removed from the Virgil J. Vogel Papers.
map4F G3701.E1 1983 S8 (PrCt)


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Hill, W. J. -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; on sheet 71 x 56 cm.
Anonymous map-collage using wax-engraved maps clearly produced by Rand McNally; cf. maps in their Unrivaled atlas of the World (1899). Above a map of the continental U.S. is a view of 'The Capitol, Washington.' Uncle Sam is standing on Cuba, holding Spain under his arm. His hands hold lassos circling Hawaii, the Philippines, and Puerto Rico, while John Bull looks on from the British Isles. The title is on a signpost sticking into the Philippines. Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection, where it was in an envelope marked 'Miscellaneous maps [gift of] W. J. Hill...Washington, D.C., July 1956.'
map4F G3650 1899 R3 (PrCt)

76420  United States - Insular Possessions - Maps - 1909 <= Alaska - Maps - 1909 <= Panama Canal (Panama) - Maps - 1909 <= Panama Canal (Panama) SEE ALSO Canal Zone
106 p.: ill., maps; 26 cm.
Text with maps.
29683
Ayer 135.A48 1909 (NLO)

Survey of northern and northwestern lakes: catalogue of charts. [1895?].
Authors: United States. Army. Corps of Engineers -- U. S. Lake Survey
BHC 2372
Vert 1923 (PrCt)

How 'tis done: a thorough ventilation of the numerous schemes conducted by wandering canvassers ... 1879.
Authors: Harrington, Bates
BHC 2338
Vert 1890 (PrCt)

Authors: Lackey, Richard S. -- Prologue (1977) p. 43-45
BHC 1581
Vert 1168 (PrCt)

Location of stocks of the American race within the present United States at the time of the arrival of Europeans / prepared by Daniel J. Brinton ... [Washington : Government Printing Office, 1894].
1 map: 14 x 23 cm.
Reprint of original published in "Races and peoples," lecture on the science of ethnography, 1890.'
Identifies broad tribal regions, ca. 1500.
At upper right: Indians.
Duplicate copies: Govt. I 12.5 v. 10 and folio Graff 4396
A Map of Florida and ye Great Lakes of Canada
United States
F 83.157
1790.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scale [ca. 1:5,500,000].
opposite p. 528.
Authors: Moore, Joseph Roswell Hawley, 1877-1946 -- Channing, Edward, 1856-1931 -- Macmillan & Co.
1 map : col. ; 39 x 38 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:5,500,000].
Relief shown by hachures.
Shows extent of settled areas in 1660, 1700, and 1760 and French and Spanish settlements in 1754.
F 83.157 v. 2, at end (PrCt)
1688 .
Authors: Morden, Robert, d. 1703
1 map
Detached from an unidentified text p. [587]; English letterpress text below plate and on verso.
temp map1F G3700 1688 .M6 (PrCt)
76429 United States - Maps - 1709 Mexico - Maps - 1709
Carte contenant le royaume du Mexique et la Floride, dressez sur les meilleures observations & sur les mémoires les plus nouveaux.
Amsterdam, 1709.
Authors: Chatelain, Henri Abraham -- L'Honoré, François -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 41 x 52 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:11,500,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
Prime meridian: [Ferro].
Shows area between ca. 7-45° north.
Includes 'Remarque.'
oversize Ayer 135 .C4 1705 v. 4, bet. p. 90-91 (PrCt)
76430 United States - Maps - 1717 Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Authors: Vermale, Sieur -- Marcel, Gabriel, 1843-1909 -- Marcel, Gabriel, 1843-1909.
Reproductions de cartes & de globes relatifs à la découverte de l'Amérique du XVle au XVIIIe siècle (1893) -- Leroux, E. -- France. Dépôt des cartes et plans de la marine -- William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 25 x 39 cm., reduced from 58 x 92 cm.
Facsimile of 1717 manuscript in the Dépot des Cartes de la Marine.
Scale [ca. 1:11,000,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
Prime meridian: [Ferro].
Forms part of the William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library).
oversize Greenlee 4891 .M31 1893 atlas [no.] 25 (PrCt)
76431 United States - Maps - 1718 Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1718 Mobile Bay (Ala.) - Maps - 1718
Carte de la Louisiane et du cours du Mississippi: dressée sur un grand nombre de memoires entrautres sur ceux de Mr. le Maire. [Ithaca, N.Y. Historic Urban Plans, 198?-].
76432 United States - Maps - 1718<<<<Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1718<<<<Mobile Bay (Ala.) - Maps - 1718

Carte de la Louisiane et du cours du Mississippi: dressée sur un grand nombre de memoires entrautres sur ceux de Mr. le Maire. [Rouen : Léon Deshays, 1870].
Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675--Le Maire, François, 1675-1726 -- Académie des sciences (France) -- Gravier, Gabriel, 1827-1904 -- Deshays, Léon -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 35 x 51 cm.
Redrawn facsimile of original published Paris, 1718.
Issued in: Gravier, Gabriel. Découvertes et établissements de Cavelier de La Salle ... (Rouen : Léon Deshays, 1870).
Scale [ca. 1:6,150,000].
Prime meridian: [Ferro].
Relief shown pictorially.
Inset: Carte particuliere des embouchures de la Rivie. S. Louis et de la Mobile.
Duplicate copy: Graff 1624 no. 2
Ayer 123 .L2 G7 1870 [map] (PrCt)

76435 United States - Maps - 1718<<<<Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1718<<<<Mobile Bay (Ala.) - Maps - 1718

Carte de la Louisiane et du cours du Mississippi : dressée sur un grand nombre et memoires entrautres sur ceux de Mr. le Maire / par Guillaume Delisle ... A Paris : chez l'auteur le Sr. Delisle ... Juin 1718.
Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Le Maire, François, 1675-1748 -- Académie des sciences (France) -- Coxe, Daniel, 1673-1739 -- French, B. F. (Benjamin Franklin), 1799-1877 -- Daniels and Smith
1 map ; 35 x 41 cm.
Facsimile of map originally published Paris, [1718]; facsimile issued in reprint of Coxe, Daniel.
A Description of the English province of Carolina. Reprint issued in French, B. J. Historical collections of Louisiana (Philadelphia: Daniels and Smith, 1850) pt. 2, at back.
Scale [ca. 1:6,200,000].
Relief shown pictorially and by hachures.
Prime meridian: [Ferro].
Centered on Mississippi River.
Inset: Carte particuliere des embouchures de la Rivie. S. Louis et de la Mobile.
Cf. Karpinski L.
F 876 .31 at back (PrCt)
United States - Maps - 1719<<>>North America - Maps - 1719
Carte de la Nouvelle France, ou se vois le cours des grandes rivières ... Amsterdam, 1719.
Authors: Chatelain, Henri Abraham -- Fer, Nicolas de. Le Cours de Mississipi, ou de St. Louis ... (Paris, 1718)
1 map
Derived from Fer, Nicolas de. Le Cours de Mississipi, ou de St. Louis ... (Paris, 1718).
Karpinski 133.

United States - Maps - 1720
A New map of Louisiana and the River Mississipi / by Iohn Senex. London, 1720.
Authors: Senex, John, judge advocate -- Roberts, J. -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 25 x 23 cm.
Scale [ca: 1:9,300,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
Prime meridian: [London].
Ayer 143.5 S6 1720 opp. t.p. (PrCl)

United States - Maps - 1720<<>>Mexico - Maps - 1720
Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Homann Erben (Firm) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; hand col. ; 48 x 58 cm. fold. to 27 x 16 cm. in slip case
Scale [ca. 1:9,350,000] at 45° north; about 22 German miles to an inch.
Relief shown pictorially.
Prime meridian: [Ferro].

United States - Maps - 1720<<>>Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1720
Carte de la Louisiane et du cours du Mississipi. Amsterdam : [J.F. Bernard?], 1720.
Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Le Maire, François, 1675-1748 -- Bernard, Jean-Frédéric, d. 1752 -- Académie des sciences (France) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 36 x 41 cm.
In Bernard, Jean Frédéric. Relations de la Louisiane (Amsterdam: J.F. Bernard, 1720) opposite p. 1
'Dressée sur un grand nombre de memories entrau tres sur ceux de Mr. Le Maire par Guillaume de L'Isle de l'Academie Rle. des Sciences.'
Scale [ca. 1:6,150,000].
Relief shown pictorially and by hachures.
Prime meridian: [Ferro].
Centered on Mississippi River. Duplicate copy: Case G 81.091 opp. p. 1
Ayer 150.5 M6 B5 1720 opp. p. 1 (PrCl)

United States - Maps - 1721<<>>Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1721
A Map of Louisiana and of the River Mississipi / by John Senex. [London : s.n., 1721?].
Authors: Senex, John, -1740 -- Law, William, 1675-1752 -- Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; hand col. ; 46 x 56 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Dedication in cartouche at bottom right: This map of the Mississipi is most humbly inscribed to William Law of Lawreston Esq.
Scale [ca. 1:4,900,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
**United States - Maps - 1721 Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1721**

*A Map of Louisiana and of the River Mississipi / by John Senex.* [London. : s.n., 1721.]

Authors: Senex, John, 1740 -- Law, William, 1675-1752 -- Senex, John, 1740. A New general atlas: containing a geographical and historical account of all the empires, kingdoms, and other dominions of the world ... (1721) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 58 cm.

Title in upper margin.

Dedication in cartouche at bottom right: This map of the Mississipi is most humbly inscribed to "William Law of Lawreston Esq."

William Law was the brother of John Law, notorious for the failed land speculation scheme in French colonial Louisiana commonly known as the Mississippi Bubble.

Scale [ca. 1:4,900,000].

Relief shown pictorially.

Prime meridian: [London].

In: Senex, John. A New general atlas: containing a geographical and historical account of all the empires, kingdoms, and other dominions of the world ... (London : Daniel Browne [and 8 others], 1721), v. 2, between p. 248-249.

References: R. W. Karrow and D. Buisseret, Gardens of delight: maps and travel accounts of Illinois and the Great Lakes from the collections of Hermon Dunlap Smith (Chicago: Newberry Library, 1984), no. 11; Karpinski, Bibliography of the printed maps of Michigan, no. 160, pl. xi; Checklist of printed maps of the Middle West to 1900, 1-1294.

*over size Ayer 135 .S5 1721 v. 2, between p. 248-249 (PrCt)*

**United States - Maps - 1730 Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1730**

*Carte de la Louisiane et du cours de Mississipi : dressée sur un grand nombre de mémoires entr' autres sur ceux de Mr. le Maire / par Guillaume de L'Isle ...* Amsterdam: Chez Jean Covens et Corneille Mortier, geographes, [1730?].

Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675 -- Symon, Edward, d. 1741 -- Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 43 x 55 cm.

In Symon, Edward. A Description of the English province of Carolina (London: Printed for Edward Symon, 1727) opposite p. [1].

Scale [ca. 1:8,500,000].

Also published in the 1741 edition.

Relief shown pictorially.

Prime meridian : London.

Karpinski LII.

Inset: A Map of the mouth of the River Meschacebe.

*VAULT Ayer 150.5 L8 C8 1727 opp. p. 1 (PrCt)*

**United States - Maps - 1737 Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1737**

*Carte de la Louisiane et du cours du Mississipi / dressee sur un grand nombre de memoires entr' autres par Mr le Maire ...* Amsterdam: Chez Jean Covens et Corneille Mortier, geographes, [1730?].

Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675 -- Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 25 x 22 cm.


Scale [ca. 1:9,000,000].

Relief shown pictorially.

Prime meridian: [London].

Shows United States south of 45° north.

Below title: Ker's memoirs part 2d. page 45.

*Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)*

*VAULT drawer Graff 2507 (NLO)*

**United States - Maps - 1726-1727**

*A New map of Louisiana and the River Mississippi. London, 1726-1727.*

Authors: Ker, John, 1673-1726 -- Curil, Edmund

-- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 25 x 22 cm.


Scale [ca. 1:9,000,000].

Relief shown pictorially.

Prime meridian: [London].

Shows United States south of 45° north.

Below title: Ker's memoirs part 2d. page 45.

*Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)*

*VAULT Ayer 150.5 L8 C8 1727 opp. p. 1 (PrCt)*
tres sur ceux de Mr. le Maire par Guillaume de L'Isle de l'Academie Rle. des sciences.

[Amsterdam : J.F. Bernard, 1737?].

Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Le Maire, François, 1675-1748 -- Académie des sciences (France) -- Vega, García de la, 1539-1616. Histoire des Yncas, rois du Perou (1737) -- Académie des sciences (France) -- Bernard, Jean-Frédéric, d. 1752 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 33 x 40 cm., folded to 26 x 20 cm.


Duplicate copy: F 998 .324 v. 2, opposite p. [1].


[Carte de la Nouvelle France...le cours des Grandes Riveries de. S. Lauren's & de Mississippi... Floride... Louisiane... Virginie... Marie-Lande... Nouvelle Yorck... Nouv. Angleterre...]. Gotha : Klett-Perthes, 2002.

Authors: Chatelain, Henri Abraham -- Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756 -- Klett-Perthes (Firm) 1 map ; col. ; 27 x 33 cm.

Facsimile of a map dated by the reprint publisher as 'after 1739.' It lacks a title or author but is clearly derived from the Chatelain map with this title first published in Amsterdam in 1719. Seutter published a very similar version in Augsburg in 1734.

map2F G3300 1739 S4 2002 (PrCt)


A New map of ye north parts of America claimed by France ... 1739.

Authors: Moll, Herman, -1732 1 map

temp map1F G3700 1739 .M6 (PrCt)

76449 United States - Maps - 1741<<>>Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1741<<>>Mobile Bay ( Ala. ) - Maps - 1741

Carte de la Louisiane et du cours du Mississipi. Amsterdam : Jean Covens et Corneille Mortier, [1741?].

Authors: L'isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Cövens et Mortier -- Le Maire, François, 1675-1748 -- L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726. Atlas nouveau, contenant toutes les parties du monde ... [1741?]. -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; hand col. ; 42 x 58 cm.

Inset (12 x 15 cm.): Carte Particuliere des embouchures de la riviere S. Louis et de la Mobile.

Copied from L'Isle's map of 1718.

In: L'Isle, Guillaume de. Atlas nouveau, contenant toutes les parties du monde ... (Amsterdam : J. Covens & C. Mortier, [1741?]) v. 2, pl. [51].

oversize Ayer 135 .L695 1741 v. 2, pl. [51] (PrCt)

76450 United States - Maps - 1744


Authors: Bellin, Jacques Nicolas, 1703-1772 -- Charlevoix, Pierre-François-Xavier de, 1682-1761 -- Arkstée et Merkus -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 40 x 56 cm.


Scale [ca. 1:5,850,000].

Relief shown pictorially.


Ayer 169.1 C47 1756 no. 11 (PrCt)

76451 United States - Maps - 1744


Authors: Bellin, Jacques Nicolas, 1703-1772 -- Heuland, Guillaume d', d. ca. 1770 -- Maurepas, Jean-Frédéric Phélypeaux, comte de, 1701-1781 -- Charlevoix, Pierre-François-Xavier de, 1682-1761 -- Giffart, Pierre François, b. 1677 -- Charlevoix, Pierre-François-Xavier de, 1682-1761. Histoire et description generale de la Nouvelle France (1744) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 40 x 56 cm.


Scale [ca. 1:5,775,000].

Relief shown pictorially.


Dedication: A M. le Comte de Maurepas.

Graff 650 v. 2, opp. p. [1] (PrCt)


Amplissimae regionis Mississipi seu provinciae Ludovicianae ... Nuremberg : Homann Erben, [ca. 1745].

Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Hennepin, Louis, 17th cent. -- Homann Erben (Firm) -- Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724. Atlas novus terrarum orbis (ca. 1745) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; hand col. ; 49 x 58 cm.

In: Homann, Johann Baptist. Atlas novus terrarum orbis (Nuremberg : [Homann Erben, ca. 1745]), [plate 189].

Scale [ca. 1:5,350,000].

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Relief shown pictorially.
Prime meridian: [Ferro].
'Cum privilegio.'
Includes view of Niagara Falls and vignette inscribed 'Ins. Gall. Societatis India Occidentalis.'
Manuscript 'No. 195' and '193' on verso.

oversize Ayer 135 .H7 1730, [plate 189] (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1747
A New & accurate map of Louisiana, with part of Florida and Canada ... [London, 1747].
Authors: Bowen, Emanuel, -1767 -- Bellin, Jacques Nicolas, 1703-1772 -- Charlevoix, Pierre-François-Xavier de, 1682-1761 -- Innys, William, d. 1756 -- Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 33 x 41 cm.
Detached from Bowen's A Complete system of geography (London: printed for W. Innys etc., 1747).
Based on Bellin's 'maps of Canada, Louisiana &c. drawn ... for ye. use of P. Charlevoix's History of New France ... '.
Scale ca. 1:8,100,000.
Relief shown pictorially and by hachures.
Prime meridian: London.
Lower left: No: 100.
Rubber stamp at upper right: G. Heberden.
Cf. Karpinski LXVI (p. 142).
Forms part of the Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library).
map2F G3700 1747 .B6 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1755<<>>North America - Maps - 1755<<>>Louisiana - Maps - 1755
Carte de la Louisiane et des pays voisins, dédiée à M. Rouillé, secrétaire d'Etat, ayant le Département de la marine. [Paris : Dépôt des cartes et plans de la marine?, 1755].
Authors: Bellin, Jacques Nicolas, 1703-1772 -- Rouillé, M. -- France. Dépôt des cartes et plans de la marine -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 51 cm. fold. in case 25 x 19 cm.
'Par le Sr. Bellin, ingr. ordre de la marine, 1750.'
'Sur de nouvelles observations on à corrigé les lacs, et leurs environs, 1755.'
Scale [ca. 1:5,800,000]. 'lieues communes de France', about 40 to an inch.
'Longitude du méridien de l'île de Fer.'
Covers the area from Québec to the Gulf of Mexico and west of Santa Fé, N.M.
Relief shown pictorially.
Shows cities and towns, forts, some trails, and Indian villages and tribal territory.
Stamped on: Dépôt des cartes et jour. de la marine.
LC Maps of North America, 1750-1789, 18 Available also through the Library of Congress website as a raster image (Nov. 2004): http://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g3300.ar001800
ICN 42-2913 1000a
Ayer 133 .B44 1755 L (NLO)

Amplissimae regionis Mississipi seu provinciae Ludovicianae ... Norimbergae [Nuremberg : Homann Erben, ca. 1755?].
Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Homann Erben (Firm) -- Hennepin, Louis, 17th cent. -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 59 cm. fold. to 27 x 18 cm. in slip case
Scale [ca. 1:5,350,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
Prime meridian: [Ferro].
Includes view of Niagara Falls and vignette inscribed 'Ins. Gall. Societatis Indiae Occidentalis.'
Ayer 133 .H657a 17-- (NLO)

United States - Maps - 1767
A Abrégé de l'histoire générale des voyages (Paris?, 1820?)
In [La Harpe, Jean François de. Abrégé de l'histoire générale des voyages (Paris?, 1820?)]

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
atlas plate 44.
‘Pour servir à l’Histoire générale des voyages.
Par M.B.’
Scale [ca. 1:9,250,000].
Relief shown pictorially and by hachures.
Shows area between ca. 18-45° north.
Duplicate copy: Ayer 133 .B44 1757f
Forms part of the William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library).
Greenlee 4891 L18 1820 atlas plate 44 (PrCt)

76458 United States - Maps - 1757
Carte de la Floride, de la Louisiane, et pays voisins ... 1757. [Paris? Dépôt des cartes et plans de la marine?], 1757.
1 map ; 20 x 28 cm. fold. to 23 cm. in slip case.
‘Pour servir à l’Histoire générale des voyages ... Par m. B., ing, de la marine.’
Scale [ca. 1:9,250,000].
Relief shown pictorially and by hachures.
Shows area between ca. 18-45° north.
Duplicate copy: Greenlee 4891 L18 1820 atlas plate 44
Ayer 133 .B44 1757f (NLO)

76459 United States - Maps - 1757
Carte de la Louisiane et pays voisins ... 1757. Paris, 1757.
Authors: Bellin, Jacques Nicolas, 1703-1772 -- Prévost, abbé, 1697-1763
1 map ; 22 x 31 cm.
‘Pour servir à l’Histoire générale des voyages.’
'Tom XIV. No. 12.'
Scale [ca. 1:9,250,000].
Relief shown pictorially and by hachures.
Prime meridian: [London].
G 12 .7, plate IX-12 (PrCt)

76460 United States - Maps - 1757
A Map of Louisiana, with the course of the Mississippi, and the adjacent rivers, the nations of the natives, the French establishment and the mines ... 1757. London, 1763.
1 map ; 26 x 34 cm.
Authors: Lodge, John, -1796 -- Adair, James, ca. 1709-1783 -- E. & C. Dilly (Firm) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 33 x 24 cm.
In Adair, James. The History of the American Indians (London: E. and C. Dilly, 1775,) opposite p. 1
Scale [ca. 1:6,450,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
Prime meridian: [Ferro].
VAULT folio Graff 10 opp. p. 1 (PrCt)

76465 United States - Maps - 1776
Authors: Pingeling, Thomas Albrecht, 1727 -- Buchenröder, Johann Nicolaus Carl -- Mollerische Buchhandlung
1 map : hand col. ; 27 x 38 cm.
'NACH der in London mit Königl. Privilegio ... 7 Jan. 1776 ...'.
In [Buchenröder, Johann]. Das Nordamerika historisch und geographisch beschrieben, 2d ed. (Hamburg: in der Mollerschen Buchhandlung, 1778), inside back cover.
Scale ca. 1:10,500,000.
Relief shown pictorially and by hachures.
Prime meridian: London.
Includes distance table.
Case F83 .129, inside back cover (PrCt)

76466 United States - Maps - 1776<<><>Canada - Maps - 1776
Authors: Dunn, Samuel, -1794 -- Carver, Jonathan, 1710-1780 -- Robert Sayer and John Bennett (Firm) -- Dunn, Samuel, -1794. A New atlas of the mundane system ... (1778) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 29 cm.
In: Dunn, Samuel. A New atlas of the mundane system ... (London : R. Sayer and J. Bennett, 1778), pl. 40.
'Improved from the surveys of Capt. Carver.'
Title page dated 1778; map dated 1776.
oversize Ayer 135 .D85 1778 pl. 40 (PrCt)

76467 United States - Maps - 1777<<><>Canada - Maps - 1777
The British colonies in North America. London, [1777].
Authors: Faden, William, 1749-1836 -- Faden, William, 1749-1836. The North American atlas, selected from the most authentic maps, charts, plans, &c. hitherto published (1777)
1 map : hand col. ; 51 x 62 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:6,450,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
In: Faden, William. The North American atlas, selected from the most authentic maps, charts, plans, &c. hitherto published (London : Printed for William Faden ..., 1777), pl. [1].
Another copy: Smith map4F oG3300 1777 .F3 (PrCt).
map7C 4, pl. 1 (PrCt)

76468 United States - Maps - 1777<<><>Canada - Maps - 1777
The British colonies in North America. [London : Faden, 1777].
Authors: Faden, William, 1749-1836 -- Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 52 x 62 cm.
Detached from Faden, William. The North American atlas, selected from the most authentic maps, charts, plans, &c. hitherto published (London, William Faden, 1777), pl. [1].
Scale [ca. 1:6,450,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
Forms part of the Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library).
Another copy: Map7C 4, pl. 1.
Smith map4F G3300 1777 .F3 (PrCt)

Le Colonie unite dell' America settentrle. di nuova proiezione a s.s.e.e. li signori riformatori dello studio di Padova. Venezia [Venice] : Presso Antonio Zatta, 1778.
Authors: Zatta, Antonio, active 1757-1797 -- Morosini, Count -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col., mounted on cloth ; 1,206 x 1,237 mm. (neat line) on 12 sheets, trimmed and joined
Added title in top margin: America settentrionale. "Con privilegio dell' Eccelletissimo Senato."
Printed in upper left corner margin: Fogl. 1. Insets (approximately 200 x 310 mm., 240 x 230 mm., and 130 x 230 mm.): Le Giammaica -- Le Isole Bermude -- Supplemento alla Florida orientale.
Also issued in Atlante novissimo (Venice: Zatta, 1779-1785) [folio Ayer 135 .Z3 1779]
10 of the 12 U.S. map sheets in the atlas bear separate sheet titles (trimmed off this copy).
Ex Morosini Collection.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Framed and stored in Artifacts Cage (Jan. 2013).
References: Phillips 650 v.1, nos. 57-68.

United States - Maps - 1780

Carte de la Louisiane, et de la Florida / par M. Bonne, Ingénieur-Hydrographie et universel, compiled by G. de L'Ile and P. de la Mobile.

Authors: Bonne, Rigobert, 1727-1794 - Pellet, J.-L. (Jean-Léonard) -- Bonne, Rigobert, 1727-1794. Atlas de toutes les parties connues du globe terrestre ... (1780?) -- William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 33 x 21 cm.

"Liv. XVI." -- At upper left.

"No. 46." -- At upper right.

Scale [ca. 1:6,900,000].

Relief shown pictorially.


Includes continuation inset of the Missouri River Valley (5 x 6 cm.): Supplément.


Forms part of the William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library).

Greenlee 4891 .B71 1780 [map 47] (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1782


Ayer 133 .L77 1782 (NLO)

United States - Maps - 1782

A New and correct map of the United States of America, according to the Treaty of Peace of 1783. Chicago : Blanchard, 1876.

Authors: Bew, John, d. 1793

1 map

temp map2F G3700 1783 .B4 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1783

An Accurate map of the United States of America, according to the Treaty of Peace of 1783. Chicago : Blanchard, 1876.

Authors: Blanchard, Rufus, 1821-1904 -- Blanchard, Rufus, 1821-1904. Historical map of the United States, showing early Spanish, French & English discoveries and explorations ...(1876) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 37 x 40 cm.

Scale [ca. 1:6,550,000].

Inset on Blanchard, Rufus. Historical map of the United States, showing early Spanish, French & English discoveries and explorations ...(Chicago: Blanchard, 1876).

Relief shown pictorially.

Prime meridians: London.

Ayer 133 .B645 1876 inset (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1783

Carte générale des treize Etats Unis indépendants de l'Amerique septentrional ... Amsterdam, 1783.

Authors: Bonne, Rigobert, 1727-1794 -- Cluny, Alexander -- Edward E. Ayer Collection
United States - Maps - 1783
A New and correct map of the United States of North America. 1783.
Authors: Buell, Abel, 1742-1822 -- New Jersey Historical Society -- Meriden Gravure Company
1 map : col. ; 108 x 122 cm. on 4 sheets
Facsimile of original published New Haven, Conn., 1783; reproduced from original held in the New Jersey Historical Society.
Accompanying text in map information file.
71-484
M1217
map4F G3700 1783 .B8 1963 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1783
Map of the United States in North America with the British, French and Spanish dominions adjoining, according to the treaty of 1783. 1783.
Authors: Kitchin, Thomas, 1718-1784
1 map
temp map2F G3700 1783 .K5 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1783
Die Vereinigten Staaten von Nord-Amerika, nach der von Wm. Faden 1783... Berlin : Haude u: Spener, [1783?],
Authors: Soltzman, D. F. -- Faden, William, 1749-1836 -- Haude und Spener
1 map : hand col. ; 20 x 26 c.m.
Scale [ca. 1:13,000,000].
Inset: Neu-Fundland oder Terre-Neuve... . OCLC 5445376.
temp map1F G3700 1783 .S6 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1783<<>>East (U.S.) - Maps - 1783
The United States of America with the British possessions of Canada, Nova Scotia & of Newfoundland, divided with the French... according to ... articles of peace signed at Versailles the 20th of Janry. 1783. London : R. Sayer and J. Bennett, 1783.
Authors: Jefferys, Thomas, d. 1771. The American atlas -- or, A geographical description of the whole continent of America 1782 i. e. 1783 -- Robert Sayer and John Bennett (Firm) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 44 x 49 cm.
In: Jefferys, Thomas. The American atlas; or, A geographical description of the whole continent of America (London : R. Sayer and J. Bennett, 1782 [i.e. 1783?] ); verso handstamped '7'.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .J46 1782 pl. 7 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1783<<>>Greeting cards, Maps on - 1986
A New and correct map of the United States of North America... 1986.
Authors: Buell, Abel, 1742-1822 -- Rand McNally and Company -- McNally, Andrew, 1909- -- Map Library (British Library) -- McNally, Andrew, III, 1909-2001 SEE McNally, Andrew, 1909-1 map : col. ; 51 x 57 cm.
Facsimile of original published New Haven, Conn., 1783; reproduced from original held by the British Library, London.
Notes on verso (2 p.).
Rand McNally Christmas card, 1986; signed by Andrew McNally III.
4315
map4F G3700 1783 .B8 1986 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1784
Carte des Etats-Unis d'Amérique et du cours du Mississippi; rédigée d'après différentes cartes et relations anglaises et les opérations de la dernier guerre; avec les nouvelles limites générales fixées par les articles preliminaires de paix, signés tant à Paris qu'à Versailles le 30 9bre, 1782 et le 20 janr. 1783 et confirmées par le traité definitif du 3 7bre 1783. Paris : Esnats et Rapilly, 1784.
Authors: Brion de la Tour, Louis, -1823 -- Esnauts et Rapilly
1 map : hand col. ; 51 x 71 cm.
'Cette carte composée par le Sr. Brion de la Tour... est accompagnée de celle de l'Amerique Septentrionale entiere, servant aussi à l'intelligence des mêmes articles de paix.'
Scale [ca. 1:4,500,000].
Includes population table.
Duplicate copy (with ms. notes): Ayer 133 B85 1784.
LC Maps of North America, 1750-1789, 746 Available also through the Library of Congress website as a raster image (Nov. 2004): http://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g3700.ar074601
temp map4F G3700 1784 .T7 (PrCt)
United States - Maps - 1784

Authors: Gùsséfeld, F. L. (Franz Ludwig), 1744-1807 -- Homann Erben (Firm) -- Schmidt, Johann Michael -- Hermon Dunlap Smith
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 44 x 57 cm.
Title in upper margin: Les XIII Etats unis de l’Amerique septentrionale....
Scale ca. 1:5,400,000.
Relief shown pictorially.
Prime meridian: Ferro.
Includes keys to 11 numbered towns and 9 abbreviated states.
Forms part of the Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library).
map4F G3700.1784 .G8 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1784

Carte des Etats-Unis de l’Amerique suivant le Traité de Paix de 1783 / Dédieé et présentée a S. Excellence Mr. Benjamin Franklin ... par ... Lattré ; A Paris chez Lattré ... Paris : Lattré, 1784.
Authors: Lattré, Jean -- Franklin, Benjamin, 1706-1790 -- Francis Roux-Devillas (Firm) -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 528 x 745 mm. (neat line), on composite sheet remargined to 581 x 1,044 mm. Engraved text in 2 columns joined to right and left margins of map: Principaux evenêmens militaires entre les Americains et les Anglois. Detached from an atlas; verso includes ms. ‘166.’ Ex Roux-Devillas.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
j54.
Novacco 6F 8 (PrCt)

Authors: Hilliard, Sam Bowers -- Irwin, Daniel Richard, 1930- -- Association of American Geographers. Map supplement no. 16
7 maps : col. ; on sheet 115 x 86 cm.
map4F G3701.E1 1972 .H5 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1784<<>>North America - Maps - 1784

1 map : hand col. ; 19 x 26 cm., folded to 11 x 7 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:12,600,000].
Inset: Neu-Fundland oder Terre-Neuve.
Case miniature F 832 .834, opposite p. 1 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Andrews's History of the war with America, France, Spain and Holland (London, 1786).
Scale [ca. 1:11,000,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
Prime meridian: London.
Shows limits of territorial waters.
In brown cloth portfolio (31 x 23 cm.) with typed label, cloth tie and 'ALC' monogram.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
map4C G3700 1785 .F5 (PrCt)

76488 United States - Maps - 1785
Authors: Fielding, John, bookseller -- Murray, James, 1732-1782 -- Robson, T.
1 map : hand col. ; 20 x 24 cm.
In Murray, James An Impartial History of the war in America (Newcastle upon Tyne: Printed by and for T. Robson; [etc., etc., 1782]) v. 1, at back.
Scale [ca. 1:11,000,000]
Relief shown pictorially.
Prime meridian: London.
Shows limits of territorial waters.
Also published in Andrews, John. History of the war in America (Newcastle upon Tyne: Printed by Robert Sayer and Co., 1787; frontier of settlement; names and boundaries of counties as they were in 1786 and date of organization of counties.

76491 United States - Maps - 1786 - Administrative and political divisions
United States - Land settlement - Maps - 1745-1787
Land settlement - United States - Maps - 1745-1787
United States: development to 1787. Cleveland , 1909.
Authors: Matteson, David Maydole, 1871-1949 -- Burrows Brothers Co. (Cleveland, Ohio) -- Avery, Elroy M. History of the United States (1909)
1 map : col. ; 41 x 36 cm.
Detached from: Avery, Elroy M. History of the United States (Cleveland, 1909) v. 6.
Scale ca. 1:4,500,000.
Relief shown by hachures.
Shows growth of settlement, 1745-1787; frontier of settlement; names and boundaries of counties.
map2F 3701.F7 (PrCt)

76492 United States - Maps - 1786
United States - Maps - 1786
North America - Maps - 1786
A New map of the United States of North America : with the British dominions on that continent &c. / by Samuel Dunn. London : Printed for Robt. Sayer, ... as the Act directs, 10 June, 1786.
Authors: Dunn, Samuel, -1794 -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Dunn, Samuel, -1794. A New atlas of the mundane system ... [1789?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 31 cm., on sheet 57 x 47 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:13,000,000]
Relief shown pictorially.
Prime meridian: Ferro.
In: Dunn, Samuel. A New atlas of the mundane system, or, Of geography and cosmography ... (London : Printed for Robert Sayer and Co., [1789?]), [plate 40].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

76493 United States - Maps - 1787
North America - Maps - 1787
United States - History - Revolution, 1775-1783 - Maps

Authors: Dunn, Samuel, -1794 -- Carver, Jonathan, 1710-1780 -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 46 x 29 cm. fold. to 22 cm.
Scale 1:14,252,953; about 225 British miles to an inch.
Listed as map no. 40 in his New atlas of the mundane system [1786-89]--cf. Phillips 659.
Ayer 133 .D92 1786 (NLO)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
United States - Maps - 1789 - Road maps>>>Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1789 - Road maps>>>Road maps
A Survey of the roads of the United States of America / by Christopher Colles. [New York : s.n.], 1789.
Authors: Colles, Christopher, 1738-1816 -- Tiebout, Cornelius, 1777-1830 -- Rudy Lamont
Ruggles Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (86 [i.e. 84] leaves) : 83 maps ; 22 cm.
Contains 83 numbered strip-maps engraved by Cornelius Tiebout. Numbers 34-39 were not used in the numbering system; numbers 45-47 were used twice.
Scale [ca. 1:35,000].
Engraved title page.
Variants: (Compared with facsimile edition of Walter W. Ristow) Plate 26, left map--trees and hills missing. Plate 51, left map--Grays Ferry & Gardens on Schuykill R. included on Newberry copy.
Manuscript notes: plates 9, 11.
Forms part of the Rudy Lamont Ruggles Collection.
References: Church, E.D. Discovery 1236 ; Evans 21741; Howes, W. U.S.iana (2nd ed.) C584; Phillips 1326; Ristow, W.W. Survey roads United States of America p.117ff; Streeter Americana VII, 3963
LC Card Number: 84675230
VAULT Ruggles 68 no.2 (NLO)

Authors: Thorndale, William -- Dollarhide, William -- Genealogical Publishing Co.
1 atlas, (xxvi, 420 p.) : 394 maps ; 23 x 30 cm.
Shows U.S. county boundary maps for the census decades superimposed on modern county boundaries. Gives background information on each census, including census availability for each county.
Includes index.
Bibliography: p. 399-410.
Scales differ.
LC Card Number: 87080143
ISBN 0806311886

Local History Ref G1201.F7 T5 1987 (NLO)
Scale [ca. 1:7,400,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
Prime meridians: Fer[ro], Paris.
Shows Washington, D.C. and includes list of states and capitals in lower right.
Karpinski 103.
76-26382
ICN78
map4F G3700 1792 .D4 (PrCt)

76500 United States - Maps - 1792<<>>Canada - Maps - 1792<<>>North America - Maps - 1792
A Correct map of the United States of North America : including the British and Spanish territories carefully laid down agreeable to the treaty of 1784 / by T. Bowen, geogr. [London : s.n., 1793?].
Authors: Bowen, Thomas, -1790 -- Bankes, Thomas, b. 1744. A New and authentic system of universal geography, antient and modern : including all the late important discoveries made by the English ... [1793?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 30 x 42 cm.
"Engraved for Bankes's new system of universal geography published by royal authority."
Scale [ca. 1:11,000,000].
Prime meridian: London.
Relief shown pictorially.
In: Bankes, Thomas. A New and authentic system of universal geography, antient and modern : including all the late important discoveries made by the English ... (London : Printed for C. Cooke ... [et al., 1793?]), between p. 492-493.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Digital version of another copy available via the Library of Congress website (accessed September 2011):
http://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g3700.ar075600
Baskes oversize G115 .B36 1793, between p. 492-493 (NLO)

76501 United States - Maps - 1793
A Map of the western part of the territories belonging to the United States of America.
London : J. Debrett, 1793.
Authors: Conder, Thomas, 1746 or 1747 -- Imlay, Gilbert, 1754?-1828? -- Debrett, John, 1752-1822 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 36 x 34 cm.
"Engraved for Imlay's Topographical description of that country."
Scale [ca. 1:6,500,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
Prime meridians: London.
Ayer 160.5 N76 13 1793b opp. t. p. (PrCt)

76502 United States - Maps - 1793
The United States of North America: with the British territories and those of Spain according to the Treaty of 1784. London, 1793.
Authors: Dunn, Samuel, 1754-1828 -- Laurie & Whittle, 12th May 1794.
A New and elegant imperial sheet atlas comprehending general and particular maps of every part of the world ... (London : Printed for C. Cooke ... [et al., 1793?]) no. 47. Stamped "47" on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .R63 1801 no. 47 (NLO)

A Correct map of the United States of North America : including the British and Spanish territories carefully laid down agreeable to the treaty of 1784 / by T. Bowen, geogr. [London : s.n., 1793?].
Authors: Dunn, Samuel, -1794 -- Laurie & Whittle -- Dunn, Samuel, -1794. A New atlas of the

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
mundane system ... (1800) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 31 cm., on sheet 59 x 47 cm.
"Published 12th May, 1794 by Laurie & Whittle, no. 53 Fleet Street, London."
Scale [ca. 1:13,000,000]
Relief shown pictorially.
Prime meridian: Ferro.
Illustrated hand colored title cartouche.
In: Dunn, Samuel. New atlas of the mundane system, or, Of geography and cosmography ... (London : Printed and published by Robert Laurie and James Whittle ... (successors to the late Mr. Robert Sayer), 1800), [plate 40]
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .D86 1800 [plate 40] (PrCt)

76506 United States - Maps - 1794
United States - Geography - 1794
American geography or view of USA. London : J. Stockdale, 1794.
Authors: Morse, Jedidiah, 1761-1826 -- Purcell, Joseph -- Filson, John, approximately 1747-1788 -- Stockdale, John, 1749?-1814 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 25 maps ; 280 x 220 mm.
4th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
References: Phillips 1361; Sabin 50924; Buck 41; Ph M869; LeGear L4
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

76507 United States - Maps - 1795
A Map of the western part of the territories belonging to the United States of America.
London : J. Debrett, 1795.
Authors: Conder, Thomas, 1746 or 1747-1831 -- Debrett, John, 1752-1822 -- Imlay, Gilbert, 1754?-1828? -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 36 x 34cm.
'Engraved for Imlay's Topographical Description of that country.'
Scale [ca. 1:6,500,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
Prime meridian: London.
Graff 2091 opp. t.p. (PrCt)

76508 United States - Maps - 1795
A Map of the United States : compiled chiefly from the state maps ... Philadelphia : Mathew Carey, 1795.
Authors: Lewis, Samuel, 1753 or 1754-1822 -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Harrison, William, 1774- -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 82 x 69 cm.
Detached from: Carey, Mathew. Carey's General atlas ... (Philadelphia : Published by Mathew Carey, April 24th, 1804) pl. 24 [oversize Ayer 135 .C27 1804].
Scale [ca. 1:3,500,000].
Engravers' imprint barely legible.
Includes continuation inset of Florida.
References: Karpinski CXIV.
Ayer ICN78rev.
map6F G3700 1795 .L4 (PrCt)

76509 United States - Maps - 1795
Authors: Scott, J. T. (Joseph T.) -- Francis & Robert Bailey (Firm) -- Scott, J. T. (Joseph T.)
The United States gazetteer ... (1795) (Philadelphia : Printed by F. and R. Bailey, 1795), opposite title page.
Scale [ca. 1:6,550,000].
Covers the U.S. from the Atlantic coast westward through the Mississippi River watershed, between 26-48° N.
'Meridian of Philada.'
Relief shown pictorially.
Case G 833 .8 opposite title page (PrCt)

76510 United States - Maps - 1795
An Historical, geographical, commercial, and philosophical view of the American United States and of the European settlements in America and the West-Indies. London : J. Ridgway ... H.D. Symonds ... and D. Holt, 1795.
Authors: Winterbotham, William, 1763-1829 -- Ridgway, James -- Symonds, H. D. (Henry Delahoy) -- Holt, Daniel
4 v. : ill., maps, ports., plans ; 22 cm.
1st ed.
Vol. 4 concludes with a History of American quadrupeds, etc., and appendices I-VI containing treatise
Sabin 104832.
OCLC 3697924.
G 66 .98 (NLO)

76511 United States - Maps - 1795
An Historical, geographical, commercial, and philosophical view of the American United States and of the European settlements in America and the West-Indies. London : J. Ridgway ... H.D. Symonds ... and D. Holt, 1795.
Authors: Winterbotham, William, 1763-1829 -- Ridgway, James -- Symonds, H. D. (Henry
Delahoy) -- Holt, Daniel -- Edward E. Ayer
Collection (Newberry Library)
4 v. : ill., maps, ports., plans ; 22 cm.
1st ed.
Vol. 4 concludes with a History of American
quadrupeds, etc., and appendices I-VI containing
treaties
Sabin 104832.
OCLC 3697924.
Ayer 2480-2484

**Ayer 105.9 W 1795 (NLO)**

**United States - Maps - 1795**

*An Historical, geographical, commercial, and
philosophical view of the American United States
and of the European settlements in America and
the West-Indies.* London : J. Ridgway ... H.D.
Symonds ... and D. Holt, 1795.
Authors: Winterbotham, William, 1763-1829 --
Ridgway, James -- Symonds, H. D. (Henry
Delahoy) -- Holt, Daniel -- Winterbotham, John H.
4 v. : ill., maps, ports., plans ; 22 cm.
1st ed.
Vol. 4 concludes with a History of American
quadrupeds, etc., and appendices I-VI containing
treaties; the other Newberry copy has
appendices I-IX.
'Directions to the binder'--end of v. 4; lacking in
the other Newberry copy.
Includes index.
'Subscribers' names'--end of v. 4.
Bookplate of John H. Winterbotham.
Sabin 104832.
Cf. Phillips 1363.
OCLC 3697924.

**Case E18 .W78 1795 (NLO)**

**United States - Maps - 1795**

*Historical geometrical & philos view of USA.*
London : J. Ridgway ... H.D. Symonds ... and D.
Holt, 1795.
Authors: Winterbotham, William, 1763-1829 --
Ridgway, James -- Symonds, H. D. (Henry
Delahoy) -- Holt, Daniel -- Winterbotham, John H.
4 v. : ill., maps, ports., plans ; 22 cm.
1st ed.
C.J.Russell;Sabin104832;HowesW581;Buck46
Cf. Phillips 1363.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)**

(PrCt)

**United States - Maps - 1795-1800**

*Atlas of the United States, 1795-1800 / featuring
maps produced by Joseph Scott.* Cleveland, Ohio :
Authors: Scott, J. T. (Joseph T.) -- Francis &
Robert Bailey (Firm) -- Scott, J. T. (Joseph T.)
The United States gazetteer (1795) -- Scott, J. T.

**United States - Maps - 1796**

*The United States gazetteer* (1800) -- Bloch and Co. (Cleveland, Ohio) --
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) --
F. and R. Bailey (Firm), fl. 1795 SEE Francis &
Robert Bailey (Firm) -- Bailey (Francis & Robert),
firm, fl. 1795 SEE Francis & Robert Bailey (Firm)
1 atlas ([25] leaves of plates) : 20 maps ; 29 cm.
'This atlas of the United States features maps
reproduced from 'The United States Gazetteer'
and 'The New and Universal Gazetteer'
published respectively in 1795 and 1800 by
Joseph Scott of Philadelphia.'--Preface.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet
by R. Baskes).
References: Phillips 11021
LC Card Number: map60000008
Baskes folio G1200 .S42 1960 (NLO)

**United States - Maps - 1795-1850**

*Geographical - United States - Gazetteers* *United States gazetteer.* Philadelphia : F. and R.
Bailey, 1795.
Authors: Scott, J. T. (Joseph T.) -- Francis &
Robert Bailey (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 19 maps ; 172 x 110 mm.
1st ed.
HowesS237;Buck45;Rw154;Walsh35
Geography text.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet
by R. Baskes).
Phillips 04521a
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)**

(PrCt)

**United States - Maps - 1795-1800**

*Atlas of the United States, 1795-1800 / featuring
maps produced by Joseph Scott.* Cleveland, Ohio :
Authors: Scott, J. T. (Joseph T.) -- Francis &
Robert Bailey (Firm) -- Scott, J. T. (Joseph T.)
The United States gazetteer (1795) -- Scott, J. T.
The American atlas containing the following maps ... New York : John Reid, 1796.
An Historical, geographical, commercial, and philosophical view of the United States of America ... (1796) -- Tiebout and O'Brien (Firm) -- Tiebout, Cornelius, 1777-1832 -- Hambl, James P., fl. 1811 -- Cornell, Walter, fl. 1811 -- Cornell, Wm., fl. 1881 1 atlas (1 p. l., 20 maps) ; 43 cm.
Title and imprint from engraved table of contents.
Added title from printed cover label (mutilated and mostly illegible): The Atlas for Winterbotham's history of America.
Includes maps variously credited to Alexander Anderson, David Martin, John Roberts, John Scoles, and Benjamin Tanner.
Inscriptions on front endleaf: James P. Hambly to Walter Cornell 1811. Wm. [?] Cornell 1881.
Issued to accompany Winterbotham, William. An Historical, geographical, commercial, and philosophical view of the United States of America and of the European settlements in America, and of the British territories and those of Spain, according to the treaty of 1784. Charing Cross [London] : Published as the Act directs ... by Willm. Faden, Geographer to the King, 1796.
Authors: Faden, William, 1749-1836 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 53 x 64 cm. fold. in covers 28 x 18 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:6,450,000].
Coordinates: (W 97°30´00´´ --W 60°00´00´´ / N 51°30´00´´ --N 22°50´00´´ ).
Relief shown pictorially.
Prime meridian: London.
Includes note on St. Croix River and reference to British domination of Florida.
Colored outlines.
Duplicate copy: Smith map4F G3700 1796 .F3 (PrCt).
Ayer 133 .F14 1796 (NLO)

United States - Maps - 1796<<>>Canada - Maps - 1796
The United States of North America : with the British territories and those of Spain, according to the treaty of 1784. Charing Cross [London] : Published as the Act directs ... by Willm. Faden, Geographer to the King, 1796.
Authors: Faden, William, 1749-1836 -- Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 52 x 62 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:6,450,000].
Coordinates: (W 97°30´00´´ --W 60°00´00´´ / N 51°30´00´´ --N 22°50´00´´ ).
Relief shown pictorially.
Prime meridian: London.
Includes note on St. Croix River and reference to British domination of Florida.
Forms part of the Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library).
Duplicate copy: Ayer 133 .F14 1796
Smith map4F G3300 1796 .F3 (PrCt)
An Accurate map of the United States of America according to the Treaty of Peace of 1783. [New York : John Reid, 1796].
Authors: Winterbotham, William, 1763-1829 -- Anderson, Alexander, 1775-1870 -- Reid, John, 1764?–1828 -- Winterbotham, William, 1763-1829. The American atlas containing the following maps ... (1796)
1 map ; 35 x 44 cm.
In: Winterbotham, William. The American atlas containing the following maps ... (New York : John Reid, 1796) map [3]
Case oversize G 1083 .03 map [3] (PrCt)

Authors: Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824 -- Calcografia camerale (Rome, Italy) -- Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824. Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (1792-1801) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 35 x 48 cm.
In: Cassini, Giovanni Maria. Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (Roma : Presso la Calcogr. camerale, 1792-1801) v. 3 pl. 23.
Map dated 1798.
Scale [ca. 1:11,200,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
Prime meridian: [Ferro] oversize Ayer 135 .C33 1792 v. 3 pl. 23 (PrCt)

Authors: Colles, Christopher, 1738-1816 -- Ristow, Walter W. (Walter William), 1908-2006 -- Harvard University. Press -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
xii, 227 p. : 85 maps ; 25 cm.
Facsimile of 1789 ed.
Edited by W.W. Ristow.
"Bibliography of Christopher Colles": p. 107.
Bibliography: p. 100-114.
Variant title: Colles: Roads of the U.S.A. 1789.
Series: The John Harvard Library
References: Phillips 10768
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Authors: Colles, Christopher, 1738-1816 -- Ristow, Walter W. (Walter William), 1908-2006 -- Harvard University. Press
xii, 227 p. : 85 maps ; 25 cm.
Facsimile of 1789 ed.
Edited by W.W. Ristow.
"Bibliography of Christopher Colles": p. 107.
Bibliography: p. 100-114.
Variant title: Colles: Roads of the U.S.A. 1789.
Series: The John Harvard Library
References: Phillips 10768
G 1083 .174 (NLO)

Authors: Winterbotham, William, 1763-1829 -- Symonds, H. D. (Henry Delahoy) -- Ridgway, James
4 v. (viii, [1], 591; [2], 493; [2], 525; [3], 415, 95, [16] p.) : ill., ports., maps ; 22 cm.
2nd ed.
OCLC 11167571.
G 80 .97 (NLO)

Authors: Gussesfeld, F. L. (Franz Ludwig), 1744-1807 -- Verlag des Industrie Comptoirs
1 map : hand col. ; 45 x 51 cm.
map6F G3700 1800 .G8 (PrCt)

Authors: Michigan Southern and Northern Indiana Railroad Company -- Chicago and Rock Island Railroad Company
1 map ; 41 x 144 cm.
No scale given.
Previously formed part of a map collection or composite atlas with binder’s title: Miscellaneous maps of the U.S.; this collection was dispersed at some unknown date; the Newberry card catalog describes individual maps with collective call number G 1083 .575; location of these maps unknown (June 2007).
G 1083 .575 (NLO)


Authors: Kloss, Heinz -- Elwert, N. G.
1 atlas ([iv], 17 p., [108] leaves of plates : chiefly fold. maps) ; 65 x 46 cm.

20550
ICN76
map8C 7 (NLO)

United States - Maps - 1801

Carey’s American pocket atlas; containing nineteen maps ... with a brief description of each state. Philadelphia: Printed by H. Sweitzer, for M. Carey, 1801.

Authors: Carey, Mathew. 1760-1839 -- Sweitzer, H. -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
4 p.l., 114 p. : 17 maps (fold.) ; 21 cm.
2'd ed. greatly impr. and enl.
Imperfect: p. 110-114 and several maps torn; issued with 19 maps but this copy lacks maps of the United States and Pennsylvania. Maps also cataloged separately.
References: Phillips 1367; Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 1456
Ayer 5857.
Ayer 135 .C27 1801 (NLO)


Map of the United States, Canada, the River St. Lawrence, the Lakes, &c. / Smith & Jones, sculp., 13 Pleasant Row, Pentonville. [London : J. Carpenter, 1801].

1 map ; 40 x 34 cm. fold. to 27 x 20 cm.
In British military library, or, Journal no. 30 (March 1801), opposite p. 600.
Map has imprint in lower margin: London, Published as the Act directs Feb'y. 15th 1801. R. Phillips, St. Paul's Church Yard..

Case U 007 .131, v. 2, opposite p. 600 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1802

A Map of the United States of North America ... 1802 [i.e. 1816].

1 map : hand col. ; 118 x 136 cm. on 2 sheets

Imprint on map: London: Published ... Jan. 1st, 1796, Additions to 1802.
In: Faden, William [and others]. [General atlas of modern geography : a collection of large scale maps and charts of all parts of the world] ([London, etc. : W. Faden, etc., 1775-1816]) v. 2, pl. [38-39].
Versos handstamped '31.
oversize Ayer 135 .G32 1775 v. 2, pl. [38-39] (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1802-1850 - Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.) - Pictorial works - 1802

A Map of the United States of North America ... to the present time ... (1804) -- J. Conrad & Co. -- Hooker, William, 1782-1856 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 20 x 24 cm.
In: Arrowsmith, Aaron. A New and elegant general atlas comprising all the new discoveries, to the present time ... (1804) -- John Conrad & Co. -- Hooker, William, 1782-1856 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

Ayer 135 .A65 1804 pl. 34 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1804


Authors: Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- A New and elegant general atlas comprising all the new discoveries, to the present time ... (1804) -- John Conrad & Co. -- Hooker, William, 1782-1856 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 20 x 24 cm.
In: Arrowsmith, Aaron. A New and elegant general atlas comprising all the new discoveries, to the present time ... (Philadelphia [etc.] : J. Conrad & Co. [and others], 1804) pl. 34.
Ayer 135 .A65 1804 pl. 34 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1804 - List of large scale editions

Carte des Etats du centre, de l'ouest et du sud des Etats-Unis... Glot, 1804.

Authors: Depuis -- Glot, C. B., active 1777-1806 -- Michaux, François André, 1770-1855 -- Levrault, Schoell et Compagnie -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 36 x 51 cm.
In Michaux, François André, 1770-1855. Voyage a l'ouest des monts Alléghanys ... (Paris: Chez Levrault, Schoell et Compagnie, Libraires, 1804). Scale [ca. 1: 4,700,000].
Relief shown pictorially. Prime meridians: Paris and Ferro.
Duplicate copy: Case E164.M6 1804 [map]
Graff 2781 [map] (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1804-1850 - United States

...
- Description and travel - 1804
View of the climate and soil of the United States of America: to which are annexed some accounts of Florida, the French colony on the Scioto, certain Canadian colonies, and the savages or natives; translated from the French of C.F. Volney. London: Printed for J. Johnson by C. Mercier and Co., 1804.
References: Sabin 100693; Howes, W. U.S.iana (2nd ed.), V141
LC Card Number: 01024711
Baskes E164 .V93 1804 (NLO)

76536
United States - Maps - 1805
Ayer 135 .C27 1805 pl. 1 (PrCt)

76537
United States - Maps - 1805
Carey's American pocket atlas; containing twenty maps ... with a brief description of each state, and of Louisiana: also, the census of the inhabitants of the United States, for 1801 and the exports from the United States for ten years. Philadelphia: M. Carey, 1805.
ICN 68.
Ayer 135 .C27 1805 (NLO)

76538
United States - Maps - 1805

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Apparently derived from the map in the Paris, 1804 ed.

Graff 2780 [map] (PrCt)

76539 United States - Maps - 1806


Authors: Cary, John, approximately 1754-1835 -- =Cary, John, approximately 1754-1835. Cary's New universal atlas ... (1811 [i.e. 1812?]) --

Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 44 x 50 cm.

In: Cary, John. Cary's New universal atlas, containing distinct maps of all the principal states and kingdoms throughout the world (London: Printed for J. Cary, 1811 [i.e. 1812?]) pl. [50].

Printed paste-on no. 54.

Map dated 1806.

Scale [ca. 1:5,580,000].

Relief shown pictorially.

Prime meridian: Greenwich.

oversize Ayer 135 .C3 1811 pl. 50 (PrCt)

76540 United States - Maps - 1806


Brooke's General gazetteer improved, or, A new and compendious geographical dictionary ... (1806)

1 map ; 20 x 26 cm.

In: Brookes, Richard. Brooke's General gazetteer improved, or, A new and compendious geographical dictionary ... (Philadelphia : Published by Jacob Johnson & Co. ; John Bioren, printer, 1806) pl.[8], opp. p. LOU-LOU

G 005 .118 pl. 8 (PrCt)

76541 United States - Maps - 1806

Carte générale des États-Unis, par E. Mentelle ... et P.G. Chanlaire ... Paris : Chez les auteurs, 1806.


Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 38 x 48 cm. fold. in covers 26 x 15 cm.

Scale [ca. 1:8,875,000]. About 100 English miles to an inch.

Relief shown pictorially.


At upper left: No. 156.

Ayer 133 .M549 1806 (NLO)

76542 United States - Maps - 1808

A Map of the United States of North America. London : A. Arrowsmith, 1796, 1802 [i.e. 1808].

Authors: Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Hermann Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 123 x 143 cm. cut into 24 sheets 32 x 25 cm. in linen case

Shows area west to ca. 96° W. Long.

Scale ca. 1:1,775,000 (not 1:1,550,000 as indicated by graphic scale).

Imprint from paper label.

"Additions to 1802;" 1808 date from Stevens and Tree, Comparative cartography, no. 79 (e).

Relief shown pictorially and by hachures.

Includes a note on the 'Falls of Niagara,' the subject of the title cartouche, and several MS notations of canal routes.

Sheets are backed with linen.

Forms part of the Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library).

map5C G3700 1808 .A7 (PrCt)

76543 United States - Maps - 1809


Authors: Lewis, Samuel, 1753 or 1754-1822 -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Harrison, William, 1774- -- Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 59 x 86 cm.

Scale ca. 1:3,680,000.


Engravers' imprint barely legible.

Includes continuation inset of Florida.

Reference: Karpinski, Bibliography of the printed maps of Michigan, no. 9.

Forms part of the Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library).

map6F G3700 1809 .L4 (PrCt)

76544 United States - Maps - 1809<<>>Map projection - Albers - 1809<<>>Albers projection (Cartography)


Authors: Reichard, C. G. (Christian Gottlieb), 1774-1840 -- Trummer, C. -- Homann Erben (Firm) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 54 x 72 cm. fold. in slip case 33 x 21 cm.

In lower right margin: Gest. von C. Trummer.

Scale [ca. 1:4,300,000] ;

Covers also part of Canada.

Relief shown by hachures.

Prime meridian: [Ferro].

'Koniglichem privilegio.'

Cities shown according to population size.

Place names in German and English.

Karpinski no.10.

Ayer 133 .R34 1809 (NLO)

76545 United States - Maps - 1809<<>>North America - Maps - 1809

The United States of North America with the...
United States - Maps - 1810

Map of the United States, including Louisiana.

New York : I. Riley, 1810.
Authors: Schultz, Christian, ca. 1770-ca. 1814 -- Scoles, John, 1772?-1853 -- Riley, Isaac, 1770-1824
1 map : 42 x 48 cm.
In Schultz, Christian. Travels on an inland voyage through the states of New-York, Pennsylvania ... (New York: printed by I. Riley, 1810) v. 1, opposite p. 3.
Scale [ca. 1:7,600,000].
Prime meridian: London.
G 833.79 v. 1, opp. p. 3 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1810

Map of the United States including Louisiana.

New York : I. Riley, 1810.
Authors: Schultz, Christian, ca. 1770-ca. 1814 -- Scoles, John, 1772?-1853 -- Riley, Isaac, 1770-1824 -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map : 42 x 48 cm.
In Schultz, Christian. Travels on an inland voyage through the states of New-York, Pennsylvania, Virginia, Ohio, Kentucky and Tennessee ... performed in the years 1807 and 1808 (New York: printed by Isaac Riley, 1810) v. 1, opposite p. xviii.
Scale [ca. 1:7,600,000].
Prime meridian: London.
Duplicate copy: G 833.79 v. 1, opp. p. 3
Graff 3707 v. 1, opp. p. xviii (PrCt)


Travels on an inland voyage through the states of New-York, Pennsylvania, Virginia, Ohio, Kentucky and Tennessee and through the territories of Indiana, Louisiana, Mississippi and New-Orleans performed in the years 1807 and 1808: including a tour of nearly six thousand miles ... New York : Isaac Riley, 1810.
Authors: Schultz, Christian, ca. 1770-ca. 1814 -- Riley, Isaac, 1770-1824 -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
2 v. front. (v.1, port.) plates, fold. maps, fold. plan. 22 cm.
Four maps folded.
Graff 3707 (NLO)

United States - Maps - 1812

A Map of the United States and part of Louisiana.
Philadelphia; Richmond, Va. Johnson and Warner, 1812.
Authors: Kneass, William, 1780-1840 -- Brookes, R. (Richard), active 1721-1763 -- Johnson & Warner -- Brookes, R. (Richard), active 1721-1763. Brookes's General gazetteer improved, or, A new and compendious geographical dictionary ... (1812) 1 map : 20 x 26 cm.
In: Brookes, Richard. Brookes's General gazetteer improved, or, A new and compendious geographical dictionary ... (Philadelphia : Johnson and Warner, 1812) pl. [8], opp. p. UNI-UNI.
G 005.119 pl. 8 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1812

Authors: Melish, John, 1771-1822 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
2 v. : 8 maps ; 220 x 140 mm.
1st ed.
Graff2746;Buck74;Ristow179;HowesM496;Walsh 151;Sabin47436
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1812

Map of the United States of America.
Philadelphia, 1812.
Authors: Melish, John, 1771-1822 -- Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858
1 map : 34 x 45 cm.
Detached from Melish, John. Travels in the United States of America (Philadelphia, 1812) v. 1, opposite title page [Ayer 128.7 M4 1812].
Scale [ca. 1:5,750,000].
Relief shown by hachures.
Oriented with north at upper left.
temp map2F G3700 1812 .M4 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1812 - Guidebooks

Authors: Melish, John, 1771-1822
2 v. : 22 cm.
G 81.566 (NLO)

United States - Maps - 1812 - Guidebooks

Travels in the USA in 1806-7 & 1809-11.
Philadelphia : Melish, 1812.
Authors: Melish, John, 1771-1822 -- Edward E.
Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
2 v. ; 22 cm.
Ayer 128.7 M4 1812 (NLO)

76554 United States - Maps - 1813
Map of the United States of America.
Philadelphia : John Melish, 1813.
Authors: Melish, John, 1771-1822 -- Tanner, Henry Schencck, 1786-1858 -- Palmer, George
1 map : hand col. ; 33 x 44 cm.
Map dated 'June 1813.'
In Documents relative to the negotiations for peace between the United States and Great Britain (Philadelphia: Printed by George Palmer, 1814) opposite title page.
Scale [ca. 1:5,750,000].
Relief shown by hachures.
Prime meridians: [London, Washington].
Includes 'Explanation of the colouring' on paste-on label.
F 8336 .2345, opposite title page (PrCt)

76555 United States - Maps - 1814
Authors: Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Johnson & Warner -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Carey, Mathew. 1760-1839. A General atlas, being a collection of maps of the world and quarters ... (1814)
1 map : hand col. ; 20 x 23 cm.
In: Carey, Mathew. A General atlas, being a collection of maps of the world and quarters ... (Philadelphia : Published by M. Carey, and Johnson & Warner, 1814) pl. [4].
Ayer 135 .C27 1814 pl. 4 (PrCt)

76556 United States - Maps - 1815
A New and correct map of the United States of North America; exhibiting the counties, towns, roads &c. in each state. Philadelphia : Emmor Kimber, 1815.
Authors: Lewis, Samuel, 1753 or 1754-1822 -- Kimber, Emmor, 1775-1850 -- Harrison, William, 1774- -- Harrison, Samuel. 1789-1818
1 map : hand col. ; 172 x 187 cm. on 6 sheets
Scale [ca. 1:1,350,000].
Relief shown by hachures.
Prime Meridian: Philadelphia.
'Copright secured according to law.'
Inset: [Lake of the Woods]
Damaged, with significant loss of detail; previously mounted on cloth and wooden rollers.
Scans on file in Photoduplication Dept.
map6F G3700 1815 .L4 (PrCt)

76557 United States - Maps - 1815
Map of the United States of America.
Philadelphia : John Melish, [1815].
Authors: Melish, John, 1771-1822 -- Melish, John, 1771-1822. Traveller's directory through the United States (1815) -- Tanner, Henry Schencck, 1786-1858 -- Palmer, G. -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 34 x 44 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:5,750,000].
'Entered as the act directs.'.
Prime meridians: [London, Washington].
Figures indicate distances along major roads.
Also published in his 1816 edition.
Ayer 138 M4 1815, opp. t.p. (PrCt)

76558 United States - Maps - 1815 - Guidebooks
Travellers directory through the United States.
Philadelphia : Melish, 1815.
Authors: Melish, John, 1771-1822 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
16 cm.
Ayer 138 M4 1815 (NLO)

76559 United States - Maps - 1815<<>>Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.) - Pictorial works - 1815
1 map : hand col. ; 123 x 142 cm. on 4 sheets
In Arrowsmith, Aaron. Atlas to Thompson's Alcedo, or, Dictionary of America & West Indies ... [London: G. Smeeton, 1816-1817] pl. 4-7.
Scale [ca. 1:1,775,000].
Relief shown pictorially and by hachures.
Includes view and text, 'Falls of Niagara.'
Cf. Stevens & Tree 79 (f).
Ayer
IGN76rev.
oversize Ayer 135 .A65 1816 pl. 4-7 (PrCt)

76560 United States - Maps - 1816<<>>Wall maps
A New and correct map of the United States of North America ; exhibiting the counties, towns, roads &c. in each state. Philadelphia : Emmor Kimber, 1816.
Authors: Lewis, Samuel, 1753 or 1754-1822 -- Kimber, Emmor, 1775-1850 -- Vaughan, William, fl. 19th cent.
1 map : hand col. ; 172 x 187 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:1,350,000].
Relief shown by hachures.
Prime Meridian: Philadelphia.
'Copright secured according to law.'
Inset (11 x 11 cm) : [Lake of the Woods].
Mounted on wooden rollers with remnant of previous owner's label: '... Wm. Vaughn, esq., London.'
Varnish wearing away in areas.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
76561
United States - Maps - 1816<<<West Indies - Maps - 1816
Authors: Melish, John, 1771-1822 -- Vallance, J. (John), 1770-1823 -- Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 44 x 143 cm. folded in slipcase 24 x 16 cm.
Scale [ca. 1: 3,900,000].
Relief shown by hachures.
Inset: West Indies.
Includes 'Statistical table of the several countries exhibited on the map.'
Numerous annotations in ink and pencil (including Fremont's route in 1842) and some erasures of printed text, mostly in western half of map.
Newspapers clippings about the Columbia River are tipped on at upper left; MS note on blue paper tipped on over Lake Superior relates to historical accounts of copper on Isle Royale and concludes 'There are now (summer of 1864) rich mines of copper being opened on Isle Royale by an American company.'
Sectioned and mounted on cloth.
Graff 2744 (NLO)

76562
United States - Maps - 1816<<<West Indies - Maps - 1816
Facsimile of original in the Osher Map Library; serves as poster for the exhibition 'Mapping the Republic: Conflicting Concepts of the Territory and Character of the U.S.A., 1790-1900.'
Inset: West Indies.
Includes 'Statistical table of the several countries exhibited on the map.'
map4F G3700 1816 .M4 2003 (PrCt)

76563
United States - Maps - 1816<<<West Indies - Maps - 1816<<<Wall maps
Authors: Melish, John, 1771-1822 -- Vallance, J. (John), 1770-1823 -- Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 44 x 143 cm. folded in slipcase 24 x 16 cm.
Scale [ca. 1: 3,900,000].
Relief shown by hachures.
Names of states and territories are keyed to the map by numbers.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Graff 303, opposite title page (PrCt)

76566 United States - Maps - 1818

United States of America, compiled from the latest and best authorities. 1968.
Authors: Melish, John, 1771-1822 -- Harrison, Samuel, 1789-1818 -- Murray, Draper, Fairman and Co. -- William Blair & Company
1 map
Facsimile of original published Philadelphia, 1818.
map2F G3700 1818 .M4 1968 (PrCt)

76567 United States - Maps - 1818

Authors: Melish, John, 1771-1822 -- Harrison, Samuel, 1789-1818 -- Murray, George, d. 1822 -- Murray, Draper, Fairman and Co.
1 map : hand col. ; 39 x 48 cm.
Map engraved by Samuel Harrison; cartouche engraved by George Murray.
Scale [ca. 1:8,000,000].
'Entered according to act of Congress 10th July 1818 .... '
Wheat, Mapping Transmississippi West no. 327.
Holzheimer 2003012403
map2F G3700 1818 .M4 1968 (PrCt)

76568 United States - Maps - 1818

Map of the United States with the contiguous British & Spanish possessions, compiled from the latest best authorities. Philadelphia, 1818.
Authors: Melish, John, 1771-1822 -- Vallance, J. (John), 1770-1823 -- Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map on 8 sheets each 57 x 44 cm.
Photostat (negative) from the original in the Library of Congress.
'Entered according to act of Congress 6th day of June 1816 ... improved to the 1st of January 1818.'
Engraved by J. Vaillance and H.S. Tanner.
Scale: about 60 miles to an inch.
Inset: West Indies.
Ayer p133 .MS2 1818a (NLO)

76569 United States - Maps - 1818

Map of the United States with the contiguous British & Spanish possessions. 1974.
Authors: Melish, John, 1771-1822 -- Vallance, J. (John), 1770-1823 -- Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Illinois. University Library. Friends 1 map : 40 x 65 cm., reduced from 88 x 144 cm.
Facsimile of original published Philadelphia, 1818.
map4F G3700 1818 .M4 1974 (PrCt)

76570 United States - Maps - 1818

Authors: Neele & Son -- Melish, John, 1771-1822
1 map: hand col. ; 33 x 43 cm.
'From Melishes. With additions and corrections.'
Scale [ca. 1:6,000,000].
Relief shown by hachures.
Oriented with north at upper left.
Ayer 128.7 P2 1818 opp. t.p. (PrCt)

76571 United States - Maps - 1818

[Map of the United States]. [Philadelphia ; New York etc. Samuel F. Bradford and Murray, Fairman and Co. , Peter A. Mesier etc., 1818 [ie. 1825]].
1 map ; on sheet trimmed to 42 x 28 cm.
Incomplete; lacking right half of the map (including title and eastern U.S.).
"Entered according to Act of Congress, 10th July 1818 .... "
"Engraved by Saml. Harrison."
Ayer 135 .R29 plate [37] (PrCt)

76572 United States - Maps - 1818 - Guidebooks

Authors: Melish, John, 1771-1822 -- Smyth, J. -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
2 v. ; 23 cm.
Ayer 4A 965 (NLO)

76573 United States - Maps - 1818<<<Niagara Falls Region (N.Y. and Ont.) - Maps - 1818

Travels through the United States of America, in the years 1806 & 1807, and 1809, 1810, & 1811; including an account of passages betwixt America & Britain, and travels through various parts of Britain, Ireland, and Canada. With corrections and improvements till 1815. London : Reprinted for Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme & Brown, and John Cuming, Dublin, 1818.
Authors: Melish, John, 1771-1822 -- Burleigh, Clement -- Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme, and Brown -- Cuming, John, fl. 1818

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
United States - Maps - 1819

Die Vereinigten Staaten von Nordamerika. [19-].
Authors: Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Lewis, Samuel, 1753 or 1754-1822 -- Sotzmann, D. F. -- Diwald, Johann Nepomuk, 1774-after 1830. Mackenzie, E. (Eneas), 1778-1832. Philadelphia : Published by the author, 1818. 3rd ed. "Geographical intelligence: The following geographical works have been published by John Melish and are for sale at the prices annexed" p. 177-186.
Bequest of Hermon Dunlap Smith.
Forms part of the Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library).
References: Howes M490; Walsh188; Ristow186.
Case E165 .M514 (NLO)

United States - Maps - 1820

Authors: Melish, John, 1771-1822 -- Tanner, Benjamin, 1775-1848 -- Lavoisne, C. V. -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- M. Carey & Son -- Lavoisne, C. V. A Complete genealogical, historical, chronological and geographical atlas ... (Philadelphia : Published by M. Carey and Son ; printed by T.H. Palmer ..., 1820) map [28]. Printed plate 'No. 68.'
Case E165 .M515 1818 opp. t. p. (Pr Ct)

United States - Maps - 1820

Authors: Mackenzie & Dent, publishers, Newcastle upon Tyne -- Mackenzie, E. (Eneas), 1778-1832. Philadelphia : Published by M. Carey and Son ; printed by T.H. Palmer ..., 1820 map [28]. Printed plate 'No. 68.'
Case E165 .M515 1818 opp. t. p. (Pr Ct)

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Includes the following map opposite p. 504: View of the country round the Falls of Niagara. 17 x 11 cm. Scale 1:350,000.
Case E164 .M53 1818 (NLO)

United States - Maps - 1818<<>>North America - Maps - 1818
Geographical description of United States : with the contiguous British and Spanish possessions intended as an accompaniment to Melish's map of the these countries / by John Melish.
Philadelphia : Published by the author, 1818.
Authors: Melish, John, 1771-1822 -- Palmer, Thomas H., 1782-1861 -- Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library) 185 p. : 5 maps (1 fold.) ; 21 cm.
"Geographical intelligence: The following geographical works have been published by John Melish and are for sale at the prices annexed" p. 177-186.
Bequest of Hermon Dunlap Smith.
Forms part of the Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library).
References: Howes M490; Walsh188; Ristow186.
Case E165 .M514 (NLO)

United States - Maps - 1820

Case E165 .M515 1818 opp. t. p. (Pr Ct)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

76581 United States - Maps - 1820

76582 United States - Maps - 1820

76583 United States - Maps - 1820
The United States of America. [Boston : Cummings, Hilliard & Company, 1820?]. Authors: Wightman, Thomas -- Cummings, J. A. (Jacob Abbot), 1772-1820. [School atlas to Cummings Ancient & modern geography] [1815?] -- Cummings and Hilliard -- Cummings, J. A. (Jacob Abbot), 1772-1820. [School atlas to Cummings Ancient & modern geography] [1820?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col.; 23 x 27 cm. Scale [ca. 1:9,500,000] Relief shown pictorially. Prime meridians: London, Philadelphia. In: Cummings, Jacob Abbot. [School atlas to Cummings Ancient & modern geography] ((Boston : Cummings and Hilliard, 1820?)) map [2]. Although the atlas has been assigned the date 1820, it was probably made to accompany the 1815 edition of the Geography, since this map does not show Illinois as a state, nor does it show Corydon, Indiana's capital from 1816-1825. Ayer 135.C97 1820 map [2] (PrCt)

76584 United States - Maps - 1820-1829
United States. [182?]. 1 map : hand col.; 21 x 19 cm. M1167 map1F G3700 182-.U5 (PrCt)


76586 United States - Maps - 1820<<<Washington (D.C.) - Maps - 1820
Inset: Plan de la ville de Washington.
Shows United States to approx. 96° W. Long.
Piece ca. 18 x 6 cm. missing from
Iowa-Minnesota area.
Forms part of the Hermon Dunlap Smith
Collection (Newberry Library).

76587

United States - Maps - 1821

United States of America compiled from the latest
and best authorities. Philadelphia : M. Carey and
Sons, 1821.
Authors: Lavoisne, C. V. -- Carey, Mathew,
1760-1839 -- Melish, John, 1771-1822 -- Tanner,
Benjamin, 1775-1848 -- Lavoisne, C. V. 
A Complete genealogical, historical, chronological,
and geographical atlas ... (1821)
1 map : hand col. ; 41 x 52 cm.
In: Lavoisne, C. V. A Complete genealogical,
historical, chronological, and geographical atlas ...
(Philadelphia : M. Carey and Sons, 1821) pl. [27].
Printed plate 'No. 68.'

Case oversize G1030 .L4 1821 pl. 27 (PrCt)

76588

United States - Maps - 1821

United States of America / compiled from the latest
& best authorities by John Melish ;
Engraved by B. Tanner. Philadelphia : Published
by M. Carey & Son, 1821.
Authors: Melish, John, 1771-1822 -- Tanner,
Benjamin, 1775-1848 -- Carey, Mathew,
1760-1839 -- M. Carey & Son -- Lavoisne, C. V.
Complete genealogical, historical, chronological
and geographical atlas (1821) -- Hermon Dunlap
Smith Collection (Newberry Library) -- Lavoisne,
M. (C. V.) SEE Lavoisne, C. V. -- Carey (M.) &
Son SEE M. Carey & Son
1 map : hand col. ; 41 x 52 cm.
Detached from Lavoisne, C.V. Complete
genealogical, historical, chronological and
geographical atlas. 3d ed. (Philadelphia, 1821),
no. 68.
Scale ca. 1:7,800,000.
Relief shown pictorially.
Forms part of the Hermon Dunlap Smith
Collection (Newberry Library).

map4F G3700 1821 M4 (PrCt)

76589

United States - Maps - 1822

United States. New Haven, 1822.
Authors: Daggett, Alfred, 1799-1872 -- Morse,
Jedidiah, 1761-1826 -- Converse, Sherman,
1790-1873 -- Davis & Force -- Everett D. Graff
Collection of Western Americana (Newberry
Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 26 x 43 cm.
In Morse, Jedidiah. A Report to the Secretary of
War of the United States, on Indian affairs:
comprising a narrative of a tour performed in the
summer of 1820 ... (New Haven, Conn.: printed
by S. Converse ; published by Davis & Force,
Washington, D.C. [and 15 others in various
places]), 1822.
Scale [ca. 1:11,300,000].
Relief shown by hachures.
Prime meridians: Washington and Greewich.

Graff 2908 [map] (PrCt)

76590

United States - Maps - 1822

A Geographical description of the United States,
with the contiguous countries, including Mexico
and the West Indies; intended as an
accompaniment to Melish's map of these
countries. By John Melish. Philadelphia : The
Author, 1822.
Authors: Melish, John, 1771-1822
23 cm.
A new ed., greatly improved.
LC Card Number: 01024999
Case E165 .M516 (NLO)

76591

United States - Maps - 1822

Travellers directory through the United States.
Philadelphia : Melish, 1822.
Authors: Melish, John, 1771-1822 -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 3 maps ; 165 x 110 mm.
+StatViewUS;HowesM494
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

76592

United States - Maps - 1822

United States of America / engraved by B.
Tanner. [Philadelphia : H.C. Carey and I. Lea,
1822].
Authors: Tanner, Benjamin, 1775-1848 -- H.C.
Carey & I. Lea (Firm) -- H.C. Carey & I. Lea
(Firm). A Complete historical, chronological, and
geographical American atlas (1822) -- William B.
Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 41 x 53 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:7,800,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
"Note. The western part of this map has been
constructed from the surveys of Louis & Clark
and Pike, but subsequent surveys have been
made by Major Long, which are laid down on his
map, No. 35 of this work...."
In: H.C. Carey and I. Lea (Firm). A Complete
historical, chronological, and geographical
American atlas ... (Philadelphia : H.C. Carey and
I. Lea, 1822), [map 4],
"No. 5." -- In letterpress at upper right.
Also published in the 1827 edition of the atlas.
Forms part of the William B. Greenlee Collection
(Newberry Library).

oversize Greenlee 4891 .C27 1822 [map 4]
(PrCt)

76593

United States - Maps - 1822<<>>West Indies -
Maps - 1822<<>>Mexico - Maps - 1822
Map of the United States with the contiguous
British & Spanish possessions. Philadelphia :
John Melish, 1822, c1820.
Authors: Melish, John, 1771-1822 -- Vallance, J. (John), 1770-1823 -- Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 108 x 143 cm. fold. to 23 x 15 cm.
‘Improved to 1822.’
Scale [ca. 1: 3,900,000].
Relief shown by hachures.
Inset: West Indies.
Includes ‘Statistical table of the several countries exhibited on the map.’
References: Karpinski 71; Ristow, ‘Table for identifying variant editions and states of John Melish’s Map of the United States,’ A la carte (Washington: Library of Congress, 1972), pp. 171-82 [this is the 1st state of the 1822 edition].
Sectioned and mounted on cloth.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection.
Graff 2745 (NLO)

76596 United States - Maps - 1823
Authors: Morse, Sidney E. (Sidney Edwards), 1794-1871 -- N. & S.S. Jocelyn (Firm) -- Morse, Sidney E. (Sidney Edwards), 1794-1871. An Atlas of the United States, on an approved plan ... (1823)
1 map : hand col. ; 24 x 40 cm.
In: Morse, Sidney E. An Atlas of the United States, on an approved plan ... (New Haven, Mass. : N. & S.S. Jocelyn, 1823) pl. [1]
Case folio G 1083 .587 pl. [1] (PrCt)

76597 United States - Maps - 1823
A New American atlas containing maps of the several states of the North American union : projected and drawn on a uniform scale from documents found in the public offices of the United States and the state governments and other original and authentic information.
Philadelphia : H.S. Tanner, 1823 [i.e. 1826?].
Authors: Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Tanner, Vallance, Kearny & Co. -- Duffee, William, fl. 1822 -- Israel, Nico
1 atlas (18 p., 22 leaves of plates) : 18 hand col. maps ; 66 cm.
Title page undated; "Geographical memoir" dated Sept. 10, 1823, but "A Map of North America" (map [7]), shows Franklin Bay and the mouth of the Coppermine river, discovered in 1826.
Half title: American atlas.
Plates 6-7, South America, joined together as map [6]; plates 8-11, North America, joined together as map [7]; see index at front.
Two bookdealers’ descriptions laid in, including that of Nico Israel.
Maps also cataloged separately.
For brief collation notes, see Special Collections Information File.
References: Phillips 1374; Howes T29.
Case oversize G1200 .T3 1823 (NLO)

76598 United States - Maps - 1823<<>>South America - Maps - 1823
Authors: Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library)
[3] leaves, 18 p. : 22 (i.e., 18) fold. hand col. maps ; 62 cm.
Two sheets covering South America joined to make one large folding sheet; four sheets comprising map of North America wanting.
Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection. Previous location: A-13 (unboxed, wrapped in brown paper).
United States - Maps - 1823<<><<West Indies
Maps - 1823 (Provisional Heading)

Geog, history & stats of America & West Indies.
London : Carey & Lea, 1823.
Authors: Carey & Lea -- MacPherson -- Neele --
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 15 maps ; 227 x 150 mm.
Sabin10843; HowesC133; E: Neele + Cooper
Geography text.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet
by R. Baskes).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

United States - Maps - 1824

United States of America, compiled from the
latest & best authorities ... 1820. London :
Baldwin, Cradock & Joy, 1824.
Authors: Melish, John, 1771-1822 -- Hall, Sidney
-- Blane, William Newnham, 1800-1825 --
Baldwin & Cradock -- Baldwin, Cradock, and Joy
-- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western
Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 39 x 48 cm.
In Blaine, William N. An Excursion through the
United States and Canada during the years
1822-23 (London; printed for Baldwin, Cradock,
and Joy, 1824) opposite title page.
Scale 1:7,603,200 or '120 [miles] to an inch.'
Relief shown pictorially.
Graff 327 opp. t. p. (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1824

The United States of North America, with the
British territories. London : Jas. Wyld, April 1st,
1824.
Authors: Wyld, James, 1812-1887 -- Hermon
Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 52 x 62 cm.
Detached from an atlas, where it was plate 47.
Scale ca. 1:6,350,000.
Relief shown pictorially.
Prime meridian: London.
Forms part of the Hermon Dunlap Smith
Collection (Newberry Library).
map4F G3700 1824 .W9 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1824-1825 -
Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<><<East (U.S.) -
Maps - 1824-1825 - Manuscripts -
Facsimiles<<><<Niagara Falls Region (N.Y. and
Ont.) - Maps - 1824-1825 - Manuscripts -
Facsimiles<<><<Derby, Edward George
Geoffrey Smith Stanley, Earl of, 1799-1869 -
Travel, 1824-1825 - Manuscript maps -
Facsimiles<<><<Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Author's map showing the route taken during the
tour, 1824-1825. [Edinburgh : s.n., 1930].
Authors: Derby, Edward George Geoffrey Smith
Stanley, Earl of, 1799-1869 -- Derby, Edward
George Geoffrey Smith Stanley, Earl of,
1799-1869. Journal of a tour in America,
1824-1825 (1930) -- R. & R. Clark (Firm) -- J. &
E. Bumpus -- Bumpus (John & Edward, firm
SEE J. & E. Bumpus -- John & Edward Bumpus,
firm SEE J. & E. Bumpus -- John and Edward
Bumpus, firm SEE J. & E. Bumpus
1 map ; 18 x 20 cm., folded to 23 x 14 cm.
Printed title in bottom margin.
Reduced reproduction of unsigned and untitled
manuscript map detailing the eastern U.S. and
the Ohio and Mississippi River valleys.
Inset (4 x 5 cm.): Niagara.
In: Derby, Edward George Geoffrey Smith
Stanley. Journal of a tour in America, 1824-1825
([Edinburgh] : Privately printed [by R. & R. Clark,
References: Graff 1058 (sold as Newberry
duplicate)
Case G 833 .224 between p. 10-11 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1825

Map of the United States, constructed from the
Authors: Finley, A. (Anthony) -- Young, J. H.
(James Hamilton) -- Long, Stephen Harriman,
1784-1864 -- Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 42 x 54 cm.
Scale ca. 1:6,900,000.
Relief shown pictorially.
The publisher is indebted to...Major S. H. Long
for the use of his documents in the construction
of that portion of this map west of the Mississippi
River.
Coverage extends west to southeastern Arizona
and northern Idaho.
At lower left: Statistical table.
Forms part of the Hermon Dunlap Smith
Collection (Newberry Library).
map4F G3700 1825 .F5 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1825

Jocelyn, [1825].
Authors: Morse, Sidney E. (Sidney Edwards),
1794-1871 -- N. & S.S. Jocelyn (Firm) -- Morse,
Sidney E. (Sidney Edwards), 1794-1871. A New
universal atlas of the world, on an approved plan ...
(1825)
1 map : hand col. ; 43 x 26 cm.
In: Morse, Sidney E. A New universal atlas of the
world, on an approved plan ... (New Haven
folio G 1083 .595 pl. [4] (PrCt)

An Improved map of the United States, corrected
and published by Lewis Robinson ... [S.I. s.n.,
19--?].

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
76606 United States - Maps - 1825 - Acquisition of territory
> United States - Maps - 1825
> Slavery
> United States - Maps - 1825
> Population
> United States - Maps - 1825

Authors: Buchon, J. A. C. (Jean Alexandre C.), 1791-1846 -- Historic New Orleans Collection -- Louisiana Historical Association
1 map : col. ; 13 x 23 cm. on sheet 44 x 56 cm.
Facsimile; part of a mailer advertising the Louisiana Purchase Bicentennial Conference, January 22-25, 2003.
Shows American territorial expansion to 1825, with a generous estimate of the Louisiana Purchase, as well as the free and slave population of the several states and territories.
On verso, Boqueta de Woiseri's view of New Orleans in 1803.
map2F G4014.N5A3 1803 B6 (PrCl)

76609 United States - Maps - 1826

Map of the United States, drawn from the most approved surveys. New York : Salmon Schoyer, 1826.
Authors: Merchant, George W., 1789 or 1843 -- Schoyer, Solomon -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 42 x 53 cm. folded in covers 16 x 10 cm.
Cover title: U. States.
Scale [ca. 1:7,150,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
Prime meridians: Washington, [Greenwich].
ICN74 Graff 3706 (NLO)

76610 United States - Maps - 1826 - Canals
> United States - Maps - 1826 - Railroads
> Railroads - Maps

192 p. : 7 hand col. maps (folded); 23 cm.
Incomplete; issued with 10 maps, but this copy includes only 7.
Maps by: J.G. Melish and J. Drayton, and engraved by Kneass, J. Yeager, and Young & Delleker.
Bookplate of: Alexander Parris, Architect, Boston.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Cf. Rumsey, 4214
LC Card Number: 06012475
Baskes TC623 .A72 1826 (NLO)

76611 United States - Maps - 1827

Authors: Tanner, Benjamin, 1775-1848 -- H.C. Carey & I. Lea (Firm) -- H.C. Carey & I. Lea (Firm). A Complete historical, chronological, and geographical American atlas (1827)
1 map : hand col.; 41 x 53 cm.
In: H.C. Carey and I. Lea (Firm). A Complete historical, chronological, and geographical American atlas ... (Philadelphia ; London ; Leipzig

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
United States - Maps - 1828
Reise Sr. Hoheit des herzogs Bernhard zu Sachsen-Weimar-Eisenach durch Nord-Amerika in den jahren 1825 und 1826 (1828) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 39 x 50 cm., folded to 23 x 15 cm.
'Scale of miles 120 to an inch.'
In Bernhard, Duke of Saxe-Weimar-Eisenach.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Graff 279 v. 2, at end (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1828<<>>Atlases - 1828
View of the United States : historical, geographical, and statistical ... Philadelphia : H. S. Tanner, 1828.
Authors: Darby, William, 1775-1854 -- Knight, J. (Jonathan), 1787-1858 -- Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 13 maps ; 150 x 90 mm.
(of14);index&catalog;HowesD67;Buck205
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
OCLC 1593618.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1828<<>>Atlases - 1828
View of the United States : historical, geographical, and statistical ... Philadelphia : H. S. Tanner, 1828.
Authors: Darby, William, 1775-1854 -- Knight, J. (Jonathan), 1787-1858 -- Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
2 v. : 14 maps ; 150 x 96 mm.
+index&catalog;C:HSTanner;E:JKnight
OCLC 1593618.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1828<<>>Atlases - 1828
View of the United States : historical, geographical, and statistical ; exhibiting, in a convenient form, the natural and artificial features of the several states, and embracing those leading branches of history and statistics best adapted to develop the present condition of the North American union / by William Darby. Philadelphia : H.S. Tanner, 1828.
Authors: Darby, William, 1775-1854 -- Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858
iv, 654 p. : fold. maps ; 15 cm.
LC Card Number: 01026775
G 833 .211 (NLO)

Authors: Bernhard, Duke of Saxe-Weimar-Eisenach, 1792-1862 -- Metzroth,

United States of America / by H.S. Tanner ; engraved by H.S. Tanner, assisted by E.B. Dawson, W. Allen & J. Knight. Philadelphia : Published by Henry S. Tanner, 1829.

Authors: Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Dawson, E. B. -- Knight, John, approximately 1802-1872 -- Steel, James W., 1799-1879 -- Allen, William, active 19th century -- Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858. Memoir on the recent surveys, observations, and internal improvements, in the United States... intended to accompany his new map of the United States (Philadelphia : Published by the author ; Mifflin & Parry, printers, 1829). 108, 8 p. ; 19 cm. [Graff 4062]

Accompanied, as a separate volume, by: Tanner, Henry Schenck. Memoir on the recent surveys, observations, and internal improvements, in the United States... intended to accompany his new map of the United States (Philadelphia : Published by the author ; Mifflin & Parry, printers, 1829). 108, 8 p. ; 19 cm. [Graff 4062]

Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.

Duplicate copies: G 833 .862 map (with manuscript inscription of W.C. Redfield on cloth backing); G 833 .862 (accompanying text with stamp of William Sinton on front endleaf).


References: Short, Representing the Republic : mapping the United States, 1600-1900 (2001), p. 150-152; Phillips, Maps of America, p. 885; OCLC 56350777

Graff 279 (NLO)

76619 {{United States - Maps - 1829|Lafayette, Marie Joseph Paul Yves Roch Gilbert du Motier, marquis de, 1757-1834 - Travels, 1824-1825 - Maps|Erie Canal (N.Y.) - 1829 - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc.|Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. - Erie Canal (N.Y.) - 1829

Carte generale des Etats-Unis et itineraire de Lafayette. [Paris? s.n., 1829].

Authors: Levasseur, Auguste -- Howes, Wright -- Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library)

Anonymous map detached from an edition of Levasseur, Auguste. Lafayette en Amérique, en 1824 et 1825... (1829) v. 1, at end. Includes profile of Erie Canal.

Condition: very good.

Forms part of the Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Gift 1976, Wright Howes.

map4F G3700 1829 .L4 (PrCt)

76620 United States - Maps - 1830-1865 - Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.


References: Cf. OCLC 59008728


Ayer 138 .R3 1830, inside back cover (PrCt)

76623 United States - Maps - 1831

United States. Edinburgh : D. Lizards, [1831?].

Authors: Lizards, Daniel, 1760-1812 -- Hamilton, John, fl. 1831 -- Lizards, Daniel, 1760-1812. The Edinburgh geographical and historical atlas ... (1831?)

1 map : hand col. ; 42 x 50 cm.

In: Lizards, Daniel. The Edinburgh geographical and historical atlas ... (Edinburgh [etc.] : John Hamilton [and others, 1831?]) pl. [52].

Engraved plate no. 'LXIII.

oversize G 10 .514 pl. [52] (PrCt)

76624 United States - Maps - 1831


Authors: Melish, John, 1771-1822 -- Tanner, Benjamin, 1775-1848 -- Vallance, J. (John), 1770-1823 -- Goodrich, Andrew Thompson, 1789-1845 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 12 maps ; 220 x 137 mm.

E:BTanner,JVallance

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

76625 United States - Maps - 1831

Geographical & statistical map of the United States, adapted to Woodbridge's geography. [Hartford, Conn. Beach & Beckwith], 1831 [i.e. 1835].

Authors: Woodbridge, William C. (William Channing), 1794-1845 -- Beach & Beckwith -- Woodbridge, William C. (William Channing), 1794-1845. Modern atlas ... (1835)

1 map : hand col. ; 26 x 44 cm.

'Entered according to act of Congress, in the year 1831, by William C. Woodbridge, in ... Connecticuc.'

Inset (16 x 20 cm.): Northern division of the United States.

In: Woodbridge, William C. (William Channing). Modern atlas : on a new plan, to accompany the system of universal geography / by William Channing Woodbridge (Hartford [Conn.] : Beach & Beckwith, 1835) map [7].

Case folio G 10 .979 map [7] (PrCt)

76626 United States - Maps - 1831

Geographical & statistical map of the United States, adapted to Woodbridge's geography. [Hartford : Oliver D. Cooke & Co.], 1831 [i.e. 1833].

Authors: Woodbridge, William C. (William Channing), 1794-1845 -- Cooke, Oliver Dudley, 1766-1833 -- Woodbridge, William C. (William Channing), 1794-1845. Modern atlas, on a new plan ... (1833)

1 map : hand col. ; 26 x 43 cm.

'Entered according to act of Congress, in the year 1831, by William C. Woodbridge, in ... Connecticuc.'

Inset (15 x 19 cm.): Northern division of the United States.

In: Woodbridge, William C. Modern atlas, on a new plan ... (Hartford, Conn. : Oliver D. Cooke & Co., 1833) map [5].

Case folio G 10 .978 map [5] (PrCt)

76627 United States - Maps - 1831


A Map of the eclipses of Feb'y 12th, 1831, and Nov. 30th, 1834, in their passage across the United States. Boston : Charles Bowen, [1835?].

Authors: Bowen, Charles, 19th cent.

1 map ; 19 x 19 cm.

Scale not given.

L 9651 .11 (NLO)

76628 United States - Maps - 1832-1834

Canada - Maps - 1832-1834

North America [I-XIV]. London : Chapman and Hall, 1832-1834 [i.e. 1844].


1 map : hand col. ; on 14 sheets 34 x 47 cm. and smaller

Sheets titled separately and variously dated 1832-1834.

Sheet I subtitled 'Nova-Scotia with part of New Brunswick and Lower Canada.'

Sheet II subtitled 'Lower-Canada and New Brunswick with part of New-York, Vermont and Maine.'

Sheet III subtitled 'Upper Canada with parts of New-York, Pennsylvania and Michigan.'

Sheet IV subtitled 'Lake Superior reduced from the Admiralty Survey' with title in upper margin.

Sheet V subtitled 'The Northwest and Michigan
territories' and credited to 'Tanner ... Printed by Russell, Penge.'
Sheet VII subtitled 'Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Maryland, Delaware, Columbia and part of Virginia' and credited to 'Tanner, Gordon.'
Sheet VIII title in upper margin; subtitled 'Ohio, with parts of Kentucky and Virginia.'
Sheet IX subtitled 'Parts of Missouri, Illinois and Indiana' and credited to 'Tanner ... Printed by Russell, Penge' with title in upper margin.
Sheet X title in upper margin; subtitled 'Parts of Missouri, Illinois, Kentucky, Tennessee, Alabama, Mississippi and Arkansas' and credited to 'Tanner.'
Sheet XI subtitled 'North and South Carolina' and credited to 'Tanner, Brazier.'
Sheet XII title in upper margin; subtitled 'Georgia with parts of North & South Carolina, Tennessee, Alabama & Florida.'
Sheet XIII subtitled 'Parts of Louisiana, Arkansas, Mississippi, Alabama & Florida' and credited to 'Tanner.'
Sheet XIV subtitled 'Florida' and credited to 'Tanner.'


oversize Ayer 133 .M678 1844 v. 2, pl. [130-143] (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1832&lt;&gt;&lt;&gt;New Orleans
Region (La.) - Maps - 1832&lt;&gt;&lt;&gt;Cincinnati
Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1832&lt;&gt;&lt;&gt;Albany
Region (N.Y.) - Maps - 1832&lt;&gt;&lt;&gt;Niagara Falls
Region (N.Y. and Ont.) - Maps -
1832&lt;&gt;&lt;&gt;Boston Region (Mass.) - Maps -
1832&lt;&gt;&lt;&gt;New York Region - Maps -
1832&lt;&gt;&lt;&gt;Philadelphia Region (Pa.) - Maps -
1832&lt;&gt;&lt;&gt;Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps -
1832&lt;&gt;&lt;&gt;Washington Region - Maps -
1832&lt;&gt;&lt;&gt;Charleston Region (S.C.) - Maps -
1832

Authors: Young, J. H. (James Hamilton) -- Haines, D. -- Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col.; 41 x 53 cm.

'Entered according to Act of Congress, in the year 1832, by S. Augustus Mitchell ...'

Prime meridian: Washington.

Shows distances along major roads.

Letterpress sheet (45 x 57 cm.) tipped to front cover includes index, steam-boat and canal routes, and statistical tables.


Issued folded in covers 14 x 8 cm.

Forms part of the Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library).

map6F G3700 1832 .Y6 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1832 (Provisional Heading)


Authors: Hinton, John Howard, 1791-1873 -- Fenner, Sears & Co. -- Simpkin and Marshall -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 16 maps ; 396 x 233 mm.

C:FennerSears;Rumsey3810

Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).

Phillips 3691

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1832&lt;&gt;&lt;&gt;Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 - Bibliography

View of the valley of the Mississippi, or, The emigrant’s and traveller’s guide to the West: containing a general description of that entire country : and also, notices of the soil, productions, rivers, and other channels of intercourse and trade : and likewise of the cities and towns, progress of education, &c. of each state and territory. Philadelphia: H.S. Tanner, 1832.

Authors: Baird, Robert, 1798-1863 -- Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Knight, J.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copy: Ayer F353 .B16 1832
References: Buck, S.J. Travel, 249; Howes, W. U.S.iana (2nd ed.), B45; Sabin 2594, 99586; Thomson, P.G. Ohio, 1134
LC Card Number: 01-8679
Graff 141 (NLO)

United States - Maps - 1832<<>>Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 - Bibliography
View of the valley of the Mississippi, or, The emigrant's and traveller's guide to the West : containing a general description of that entire country : and also, notices of the soil, productions, rivers, and other channels of intercourse and trade : and likewise of the cities and towns, progress of education, &c. of each state and territory. Philadelphia : Published by H.S. Tanner, 1832.
ix, [3], 341, [1], 10 p. : 15 maps (some fold., some col.) ; 19 cm.
[1st ed.?]
Introduction, dated and signed: Philadelphia, September 1832. R.B.
Though today generally attributed to Robert Baird, this work has also been attributed to Richard, or Robert Bache.
Illinois described p. 200-218; with map.
Some maps engraved by J. Knight and E.B. Dawson.
Advertisement: A list of maps, charts, and geographical works, recently published and for sale by H.S. Tanner, geographer & map publisher ...., 10 p. at end.
Bookplate of Hermon Dunlap Smith.
Duplicate copy: Graff 141
Maps in the Graff copy are separately cataloged.
References: Buck, S.J. Travel, 249; Howes, W. U.S.iana (2nd ed.), B45; Sabin 2594, 99586; Thomson, P.G. Ohio, 1134
LC Card Number: 01-8679
Ayer F353 .B16 1832 (NLO)

United States - Maps - 1833
Columbian traveller relating to US. Boston : Carter, Hendee & Co., 1833.
Authors: Hayward, John, 1781-1862 -- Carter, Hendee & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 4 maps : 273 x 161 mm.
HowesH353;Buck242;7maps/4sheets
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCT)
76636 United States - Maps - 1833
United States / Young & Delleker sc. Philada.
[Philadelphia] : A. Finley, [1833].
Authors: Young & Delleker -- Finley, A. (Anthony)
-- Finley, A. (Anthony). A New general atlas ...
(1833) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; hand col. ; 28 x 21 cm.
Covers the U.S. east from the Great Plains and Mississippi River Valley.
In: Finley, Anthony. A New general atlas : comprising a complete set of maps, representing
the grand divisions of the globe ... (Philadelphia : Anthony Finley, 1833), plate 6.
Sheet corner numbered 6.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .F5 1833, plate 6 (PrCt)

76637 United States - Maps - 1833
Indians<>>>Indians - United States - Maps - 1833<>>>United States - Maps - 1833
American bison<>>>American bison - United States - Maps - 1833<>>>Indians of North America - Maps
Outline map of Indian localities in 1833 / G. Catlin. [19--].
Authors: Catlin, George, 1796-1872 -- Tofswill & Myers (Firm) -- Catlin, George, 1796-1872.
Letters and notes on the manners, customs, and condition of the North American Indians (1841)
1 map
Reproduction of orginal published in Catlin, George. his Letters and notes on the manners, customs, and condition of
the North American Indians. Written during eight years' travel amongst the wildest tribes of Indians in North America,
in 1832, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, and 39 ... (London : G. Catlin, 1841)
Also identifies buffalo ranges.
temp map1F G3701 .E1 1833 .C3 19-- (PrCt)

76638 United States - Maps - 1833
Indians<>>>Indians - United States - Maps - 1833<>>>United States - Maps - 1833
American bison<>>>American bison - United States - Maps - 1833<>>>Indians of North America - Maps
George Catlin's map of the Indian Country.
Approximate location of tribes in the United States in 1833, and showing the buffalo ranges.
Authors: Catlin, George, 1796-1872 -- United States. Bureau of the Census. 11th census, 1890. Report on Indians taxed and Indians not
taxed in the United States (except Alaska) : at the eleventh census: 1890 -- United States.
Government Printing Office -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 21 x 33 cm.
Facsimile of Catlin, George. Outline map of
Indian localities in 1833. First published in his
Letters and notes on the manners, customs, and
condition of the North American Indians. Written
during eight years' travel amongst the wildest
tribes of Indians in North America, in 1832, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, and 39 ...
(London : G. Catlin, 1841)
At upper right: Indians.
In United States. Bureau of the Census. Report on
Indians taxed and Indians not taxed in the
United States (except Alaska) : at the eleventh
census: 1890 (Washington, D.C. : Government
Printing Office, 1894) following p. 44.
Duplicate copies: Govt. I 12.5 v. 10 and folio 4396
Ayer folio E98.C3 U5 1894 following p. 44 (PrCt)

76639 United States - Maps - 1833
Indians<>>>Indians - United States - Maps - 1833<>>>United States - Maps - 1833
American bison<>>>American bison - United States - Maps - 1833<>>>Indians of North America - Maps
Authors: Catlin, George, 1796-1872 -- Tofswill & Myers (Firm) -- Catlin, George, 1796-1872.
Letters and notes on the manners, customs, and condition of the North American Indians (1841)
1 map ; 23 x 37 cm., folded to 25 x 17 cm.
Also identifies buffalo ranges.
In: Catlin, George, 1796-1872. Letters and notes
on the manners, customs, and condition of the
North American Indians. Written during eight
years' travel amongst the wildest tribes of Indians
in North America, in 1832, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, and 39 ...
(London : G. Catlin, 1841) v. 1, opposite p. [1]

76640 United States - Maps - 1834
View of the valley of the Mississippi, or, The emigrant's and traveller's guide to the West :
containing a general description of that entire country : and also notices of the soil, productions,
..
References: Graff 141; Howes B45; Buck, S.J. Travel, 249; OCLC 715574
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

76641 United States - Maps - 1834

View of the valley of the Mississippi, or, The emigrant's and traveller's guide to the West : containing a general description of that entire country : and also notices of the soil, productions, rivers, and other channels of intercourse and trade : and likewise of the cities and towns, progress of education, &c. of each state and territory. Philadelphia : H. S. Tanner, 1834.
Authors: Baird, Robert, 1798-1863 -- TANNER, HENRY SCHENCK, 1786-1858 -- Knight, J. (Jonathan), 1787-1858 -- Dawson, E. B. -- BACHE, RICHARD -- Bache, ROBERT -- Howes, WITNESS Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
372 p. : 20 maps on 15 plates (most fold.) ; 19 cm.
2d. edition.
Introduction signed: R.B.
Though today generally attributed to Robert Baird, this work has also been attributed to Richard, or Robert Bache.
Includes index.
Map contents (13 x 15 cm. and smaller): United States -- New York -- Pennsylvania and New Jersey -- Pittsburgh -- Virginia, Maryland and Delaware -- Ohio and Indiana -- Cincinnati -- Michigan -- Kentucky and Tennessee -- Louisville -- Illinois and Missouri -- Environments of St. Louis ; Lead Region ; Environments of Lexington ; Environments of Nashville [4 maps on 1 sheet] -- Louisiana and Mississippi -- Environments of Mobile ; Environments of Pensacola ; New Orleans [3 maps on 1 sheet] -- Georgia and Alabama -- New York.
Scales vary.
Summary coordinates (all maps as one bounded region): (W 92°30'--W 67°30''/N 46°30'--N 29°00').
Maps in the Ayer copy are cataloged separately.
References: Sabin 2594, 99586; Thomson, P.G. Ohio, 1134; Howes, W. U.S.iana (2nd ed.), B45; Buck, S.J. Travel, 249

76643 United States - Maps - 1834

Stati Uniti / Rossi inc. ; Galani scris. [Naples : Luigi Galanti?], 1834.
Authors: Rossi, Antonio, fl. 1834-1847 -- Galanti, Luigi. Atlante di geografia moderna ... (1834-1836 [i.e. 1847?]) -- ROGER S. BASKES COLLECTION (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 25 x 37 cm.
In: Galanti, Luigi. Atlante di geografia moderna : in 30 carte (Naples [i.e. Luigi Galanti], 1834-1836 [i.e. 1847?]), plate 27
Engraved no. 27 at upper right.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1019 .G23 1836, plate 27 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
United States - Maps - 1834
American traveller or guide through US.
Philadelphia : H.S. Tanner, 1834.
Authors: Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 5 maps ; 150 x 97 mm.
1st ed.
fldg460x560;HowesT24;Rw202;Buck281
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1834<>Canada - Maps - 1834
North America : index map to Canada and the United States. London : Chapman and Hall, 1834 [i.e.1844].
Authors: Chapman and Hall -- J. & C. Walker (Firm) -- Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (Great Britain) -- Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (Great Britain).
Maps of the Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (1844) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 35 x 31 cm.
Covers southeastern Canada and the United States as far as 100° W.
Index map for ‘North America : sheet [I-XIV].’
In: Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge.
oversize Ayer 135 .S67 1844 v. 2, pl. [129]
(PrCt)

United States of America / by H.S. Tanner ; engraved by H.S. Tanner, assisted by E.B. Dawson, W. Allen & J. Knight. Philadelphia : Published by Henry S. Tanner, 1834.
Authors: Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Dawson, E. B. -- Knight, John, approximately 1802-1872 -- Steel, James W., 1799-1879 -- Allen, William, active 19th century -- Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 114 x 154 cm., sectioned, mounted on linen, and folded in covers 22 x 17 cm.
Added title from spine of cover: Tanner's map of the U. States.
Cartouche illustration signed by the engraver "J.W. Steel sc."
"Entered according to Act of Congress, in the year 1834, by H.S. Tanner in the Clerks Office of the Eastern District of Pennsylvania."
Scale [ca. 1:2,000,000].
Coordinates: (W 105°--W 65°/N 49°--N 28°).
Relief shown by hachures.
Prime meridian: Washington.
Contents of “Physical sections, projected on uniform scales” (5 x 31 cm. and smaller):
Massachusetts Rail Road -- Profile of the Erie Canal, N.Y. -- Profile of the Ohio Canal -- Morris Canal, N.J. -- Union Canal Pa. -- Schuykill Navigation, Penna. -- Profile of the Pennsylvania Canal -- Columbia Rail Road, Pa. -- Profile of the Chesapeake & Ohio Canal -- Baltimore & Ohio Rail Road -- Profile of the Florida Canal -- Profile of the Grand Portage -- Chesapeake & Delaware Canal -- Profile of the Dismal Swamp Canal.
Includes table of “Statistics of the United States.”
Sectioned into 60 panels, mounted on cloth, and folded to 21 x 16 cm. in covers 22 x 17 cm.
Forms part of the Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library).
Digital image of copy held by the University of Connecticut available on Flickr.com (accessed June 2013):
http://www.flickr.com/photos/uconnlibrariesmagic/3331137172/
map4C G3700 1834 .T3 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1834<>East (U.S.) - Maps - 1834
View of the valley of the Mississippi, or, The emigrant's and traveller's guide to the West : containing a general description of that entire country : and also notices of the soil, productions, rivers, and other channels of intercourse and trade : and likewise of the cities and towns, progress of education, &c. of each state and territory. Philadelphia : H. S. Tanner, 1834.
(PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

372 p. : 20 maps on 15 plates (most fold.) ; 19 cm.
2d. edition.
Introduction signed: R.B.
Though today generally attributed to Robert
Baird, this work has also been attributed to
Richard, or Robert Bache.
Includes index.
Incomplete; lacking map of New York State
present in duplicate copies: G 875 .065 -- Ayer
138 .B2 1834
Map contents (13 x 15 cm. and smaller): United
States -- Pennsylvania and New Jersey --
Ohio and Indiana -- Michigan --
Kentucky and Tennessee -- Louisville -- Illinois
and Missouri -- Environs of St. Louis ; Lead
Region ; Environs of Lexington ; Environs of
Nashville [4 maps on 1 sheet] -- Louisiana and
Mississippi -- Environs of Mobile ; Environs of
Pensacola ; New Orleans [3 maps on 1 sheet] --
Georgia and Alabama -- New York
Scales vary.
Summary coordinates (all maps as one bounded
region): (W 92°30'--W 67°30"/N 46°30'--N 29°00').
Original boards.
Condition: fine, some foxing.
Gift 1977, Wright Howes.
Forms part of the Wright Howes Map Collection
(Newberry Library).
Gift 1976, Wright Howes.
1834
Maps in the Ayer copy are also cataloged
separately.
References: Sabin 2594, 99586; Thomson, P.G.
Ohio, 1134; Howes, W. U.Siana (2nd ed.), B45;
Buck, S.J. Travel, 249
Graff 5279 (NLO)

76648 United States - Maps - 1834<<>>East (U.S.) -
Maps - 1834
United States / J. Knight sc. [Philadelphia : H. S.
Tanner, 1834].
Authors: Knight, J. (Jonathan), 1787-1858 --
Baird, Robert, 1798-1863. View of the valley of the
Mississippi, or, The emigrant's and traveller's
guide to the West ... (1832) -- Tanner, Henry
Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Everett D. Graff
Collection of Western Americana (Newberry
Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 13 x 15 cm.
In: Baird, Robert. View of the valley of the
Mississippi, or, The emigrant's and traveller's
guide to the West ... (Philadelphia : H.S. Tanner,
1832), frontispiece.
"Frontispiece" -- upper margin.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of
Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Graff 141, frontispiece (PrCt)

76650 United States - Maps - 1835<<>>Cincinnati
Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1835<<>>Philadelphia
Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1835<<>>Washington
Region - Maps - 1835<<>>Albany Region
(N.Y.) - Maps - 1835<<>>Boston Region
(Mass.) - Maps - 1835<<>>New York Region -
Maps - 1835
1835.
Authors: Burr, David H., 1803-1875 -- Stiles,
Samuel, 1796-1861 -- Colton, J. H. (Joseph
Hutchins), 1800-1893
1 map : hand col. ; 45 x 55 cm.
'Engraved by S. Stiles & Co.'
Scale ca. 1:5,750,000.
Prime meridian: Greenwich and Washington.
Copyright 1833.
Insets: Environs of Cincinnati -- Environs of
Philadelphia -- Environs of Baltimore &
Washington -- Environs of Albany --Environs of
Boston -- Environs of New York.
Previously filed as Ayer p133 B96 1835.
map2F 3700 (PrCt)

76651 United States - Maps - 1835<<>>Mexico -
Maps - 1835<<>>Wall maps
Map of the United States of America with its
territories and districts. Including also a part of
upper and lower Canada and Mexico. Hartford :
B.B. Barber & A. Willard, 1835.
Authors: Barber, B. -- Willard, Asaph, 1786-1880
1 map : hand col. ; 72 x 108 cm., on two sheets
72 x 54 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:4,200,000] at 45° N.
Relief shown by hachures.
Prime meridian: Washington.
Views: Capitol at Washington -- President's
house at Washington.
Includes distance table with 1830 population
figures for principal towns and table of states and
territories showing area, and 1830 populations.
Ayer 26942
IGN78rev
map6F G3700 1835 .B3 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
United States - Maps - 1836
Authors: Seeley (R.B.) & Burnside (W.), publishers, London -- Latrobe, Charles Joseph, 1801-1875 -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 25 x 29 cm.
Scale [ ca. 1:825,000].
Relief shown by hachures.
G 833.859 (NLO)

United States - Maps - 1836
American traveller or guide through United States. Philadelphia : H.S. Tanner, 1836.
Authors: Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 1 v. : 5 map plates ; 15 cm.
2nd ed.
G 833.859 (NLO)

United States - Maps - 1837
The American traveller : or, Guide through the United States. Containing brief notices of the several states, cities, principal towns, canals and rail roads, &c. With tables of distances, by stage, canal and steam boat routes. The whole alphabetically arranged, with direct reference to the accompanying map of the roads, canals, and railways of the United States. Philadelphia : H.S. Tanner, 1837.
3rd ed.
Case E158 .T35 1837 (NLO)

United States - Maps - 1837
American traveller or guide through US. Philadelphia : H.S. Tanner, 1837.
Authors: Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 5 maps ; 152 x 96 mm.
fdg465x565,18inserts
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1838
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Young, J. H. (James Hamilton) -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 40 x 51 cm. fold. in covers 14 x 9 cm. + text (78 p.)
Condition: Torn at fold with slight loss, otherwise good. Covers worn, soiled. Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection. Previous location: B-31
AMcN III PC 2620 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1838
Authors: Willetts, Jacob, 1785-1860 -- S. Stiles & Co. -- Potter & Wilson -- Willetts, Jacob, 1785-1860. Willetts' Atlas to accompany the New and improved school geography ... [1838] 1 map : hand col. ; 25 x 40 cm.
In: Willetts, Jacob. Willetts' Atlas to accompany the New and improved school geography ... (Poughkeepsie, N.Y. : William Wilson, [1838]) map no. 2.
'Engraved by S.Stiles & Co. N.Y.' and 'entered according to act of Congress in the year 1838 by Potter & Wilson in the ... Southern District of New York.'
Coverage extends to ca. 103° west long.
Scale ca. 1: 8,600,000.
folio G 10 .976, no. 2 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1838
United States Region (Md.) - Maps - 1838-1839
Washington Region - Maps - 1838-1839
Charleston Region (S.C.) - Maps - 1838-1839
Hartford Region (Conn.) - Maps - 1838-1839
New Haven Region (Conn.) - Maps - 1838-1839
Albany Region (N.Y.) - Maps - 1838-1839
Boston Region (Mass.) - Maps - 1838-1839
New York Region - Maps - 1838-1839
Philadelphia Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1838
Mitchell's map of the United States; showing the principal travelling turnpike and common roads; on which are given the distances in miles from one place to another; also, the courses of the canals & rail-roads throughout the country ... Philadelphia : Samuel Augustus Mitchell, 1838, c1835.
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 60 cm., folded to 23 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:5,000,000].
Prime meridians : Washington, Greenwich. 'Sold by Mitchell & Hinman'.
Includes table of distances.
Insets: Environs of Niagara Falls -- Environs of Baltimore and Washington -- Environs of
States, 1600

Representing the Republic: mapping the United States, 1600-1900 (2001), p. 150-152; Cf.

Phillips, Maps of America, p. 885
map4C 5 (PrCt)

76660

United States - Maps - 1838 - Fortification - West (U.S.) - Maps - 1838 - Fortification

Map illustrating the plan of the defences of the Western Frontier. [New York: David Burr?, 1838?].


1 map; 60 x 38 cm., folded to 20 x 9 cm.

'As prepared by Maj. Gen. Gaines in his plan dated Feb. 28th, 1838; compiled by David H. Burr.'

Scale: about 60 miles to an inch.

'Longitude West from Washington City'.

Ayer 133 .B96 1838 (NLO)

76661


Authors: Young, J. H. (James Hamilton) -- Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868

1 map; hand col.; 41 x 52 cm., folded to 12 x 7 cm. + index (1 leaf; 46 x 58 cm., folded to 13 x 7 cm.)

Scale [ca. 1:4,580,000]

Prime meridian: Washington, D.C.

'Entered ... 1832 ...'


Accompanied by separate broadside sheet with 'Index' and tables of statistics, distances, and steam boat routes mounted inside front cover.

References: Graff 4790 (sold as Newberry duplicate)

Case G 1083 .996 (NLO)

76662


Digital image of the 1839 edition of this map available on the David Rumsey Map Collection website (accessed June 2013):
http://bit.ly/17HFyd0

1839

United States - Maps - 1839

The North American tourist. New York :
Published by A.T. Goodrich, Astor House, No.2
Barclay-street. D. Fanshaw, Printer, 1839.

Authors: Melish, John, 1771-1822 -- Goodrich,
Andrew Thompson, 1789-1845 -- Wall, William
Guy, b. 1792 -- Oakley, Geo. P. (George Peters),
d. 1847 -- Tanner, Benjamin, 1775-1848 --
Vallance, J. (John), 1770-1823 -- Atwood, J., Jr.
-- LeCount & Hammond -- Fanshaw, Daniel,
1788?-1860 -- Melish, John, 1771-1822.

Traveller's manual and description of the United
States -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
maps ; 16 cm.
Second edition of The traveller's manual; and
description of the United States by John Melish,
Maps engraved by J. Vallance, B. Tanner and J.
Atwood jr.
Plate of Little Falls, Mohawk River drawn by W.G.
Wall; plate of Palisade Rocks, Hudson River
drawn by G. Oakley. Both engraved by LeCount
& Hammond.

Map contents: New-York, and adjacent country --
View of the country round the falls of Niagara --
Ballston & Saratoga Springs, city of Albany, and
adjacent country -- Boston and adjacent country
-- Philadelphia and adjacent country -- Baltimore,
Annapolis and adjacent country -- District of
Columbia -- Charleston, and adjacent country --
A geological section of the country from
the neighbourhood of Sandy Hook in New Jersey
northward through the Highlands in New York
towards the Catskill Mountains.

In publisher's binding.
Howes, W. U.S.iana (2nd ed.), M495
Sabin 55565
Variant: imprint on plate at facing p.12 (Palisade
Rocks, Hudson River) is Goodrich & Wiley; the
other Newberry copy, G833.63 lacks the name of
Wiley.

Ayer E165 .N86 1839 (NLO)

76664

United States - Maps - 1839

A Map of the United States and the provinces of
Upper & Lower Canada, New Brunswick, and

Authors: Wyld, James, 1812-1887 -- Hermon
Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 124 x 191 cm. in 4 sections,
fold. in slipcase 27 x 19 cm.

Insets: The continuation of East Florida, on the
same scale. -- A General map of North America.
Shows railroads.
Scale ca. 1:2,100,000.
Title on slipcase label: United States.
Forms part of the Hermon Dunlap Smith
Collection (Newberry Library).

map4C G3700 1839 W9 (PrCt)

76665

United States - Maps - 1839

United States. [Philadelphia : Carey & Hart,
1845].

Authors: Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 --
Carey & Hart -- Tanner, Henry Schenck,
1786-1858. A New universal atlas ... (1845)
1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 31 cm.
'Entered according to act of Congress in the year
1839 by H.S. Tanner . . .
In: Tanner, Henry Schenck. A New universal
atlas ... (Philadelphia : Carey & Hart, 1845) map
'5.'

Case oversize G1019 .T2 1845 map 5 (PrCt)

76666

United States - Maps - 1839

A Map of the United States of North America with
parts of the adjacent countries. Washington, D.C.
D. H. Burr, 1839.

Authors: Burr, David H., 1803-1875 --
Arrowsmith, John, 1790-1873
1 map : hand col. ; 91 x 121 cm.
Entered according to the act of Congress, July
10th 1839, by David H. Burr . . . in District Court
of the District of Columbia.'

Engraved by John Arrowsmith.
Wall map printed on 2 sheets; mounted on cloth
detached from rollers.
Cf. OCLC 33390240.

map8F 12 (PrCt)

76667

United States - Maps - 1840

Carte générale des États-Unis. Paris : C.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Gosselin, 1840.
Authors: Chevalier, Michel, 1806-1879 -- Tardieu, Pierre Antoine, 1784-1869 -- Gosselin, Charles, 1795-1859 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map ; 57 x 61 cm., folded to 33 cm.
The name Michel Chevalier appears in the lower left corner, and the title: Voies de communication des États-Unis, Planche 1 at head. This map is no. 1 in the atlas to accompany his work entitled: Histoire et description des voies de communication aux États-Unis, Paris, C. Gosselin, 1840-41.--cf. Phillips 1266.
Engraved by Pierre Tardieu.
Scale 1:2,090,880 about 33 miles to an inch.
Relief shown by hachures.
Includes continuation inset of Florida.
Ayer 133 .C52 1840 (NLO)

76672 United States - Maps - 1840
United States of America. [Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, 1840].
Authors: Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846 -- Lea & Blanchard -- Yeager, Joseph, approximately 1792-1859 -- Drayton, Joseph -- Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (1840)
1 map ; hand col. ; 22 x 27 cm.
Continuation inset (7 x 5 cm.): [Florida].
In: Murray, Hugh. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, successors to Carey & Co., for George W. Gorton, 1840) v. 3, between 370-371
Copperplate engraving: all other maps and views in this work are wax engravings.
G 11 .607 v. 3, p. 370-371 (PrCt)

76673 United States - Maps - 1840 - Canals - Altitutes - Charts, diagrams, etc.<><>Canals - United States - 1840 - Altitutes - Charts, diagrams, etc.
Profiles of canals. [Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, 1840].
Authors: Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846 -- Lea & Blanchard -- Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (1840)
4 profiles ; each 4 x 12 cm., on sheet 26 x 16 cm.
Includes profiles of the Erie, Ohio, Chesapeake & Ohio, and Pennsylvania Canals.
Wax engraving.
G 11 .607 v. 3, p. 451 (PrCt)

76674 United States - Maps - 1840 - Railroads - Maps
Profiles of canals and rail-roads. [Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, 1840].
Authors: Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846 -- Lea & Blanchard -- Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (1840)
8 profiles ; 3 x 11 cm. or smaller, on sheet 26 x 16 cm.
Includes profiles of the Morris and Union Canals, the Schuykill and Lehigh Railways, and the Columbia, Baltimore & Ohio, Danville & Pottsville, and Massachusetts Railroads.
In: Murray, Hugh. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, successors to Carey & Co., for George W. Gorton, 1840) v. 3, p. 452.
Wax engraving.
G 11 .607 v. 3, p. 452 (PrCt)
works of internal improvement throughout the several states. New York : Tanner & J. Disturnell, 1840.
Authors: Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Disturnell, John, 1801-1877
vii, 273 p. : maps (folded) ; 23 cm.
Glossary of the scientific, mechanical, and other terms employed in engineering: p. [235]-264.
Includes index.
First edition published 1834 with title: A brief description of the canals and rail roads of the United States.

TA23 .T35 1840 (NLO)

76675 United States - Maps - 1840 - Eastern States - Maps - 1840
1 map : hand col. ; 18 x 23 cm.
In: Butler, Samuel. An Atlas of modern geography (London : Longman & Co., [1840?]) pl. [20]. Engraved plate no. 'XX.' Inset map, 6 x 5 cm.: Continuation of Florida on the same scale as the Map
Case G1019 .B95 1840 pl. 20 (PrCt)

Map of the half breed Sac & Fox reservation.
New York : E. Jones, [1840?].
Authors: Jones, E., fl. ca. 1840? -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 54 x 66 cm. fold. to 20 x 12 cm. in slip case (21 cm.)
Scale 1:63,360; 'Scale 80 chains to the inch.'
Ayer 133 .M29 1840 (NLO)

U. States' Indian frontier in 1840, showing the positions of the tribes that have been removed west of the Mississippi / G. Catlin. [London] : Tofswill & Myers sc., [1841].
Authors: Catlin, George, 1796-1872 -- Tofswill & Myers (Firm) -- Catlin, George, 1796-1872.
Letters and notes on the manners, customs, and condition of the North American Indians (1841) 1 map ; 22 x 13 cm.
Covers the central U.S. between the Mississippi River Valley and the Rocky Mountains.
In Catlin, George, 1796-1872. Letters and notes on the manners, customs, and condition of the North American Indians. Written during eight years' travel amongst the wildest tribes of Indians in North America, in 1832, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, and 39 ... (London : G. Catlin, 1841) v. 2, opposite p. [1]

United States Indian frontier in 1840. Showing the positions of the tribes that have been removed west of the Mississippi / G. Catlin.
1 map ; 18 x 11 cm.
Facsimile of Catlin, George. U. States' Indian frontier in 1840, showing the positions of the tribes that have been removed west of the Mississippi. First published in his Letters and notes on the manners, customs, and condition of the North American Indians. Written during eight years' travel amongst the wildest tribes of Indians in North America, in 1832, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, and 39 ... (London : G. Catlin, 1841)
At upper right: Indians. Covers the central U.S. between the Mississippi River Valley and the Rocky Mountains.
Ayer folio E98.C3 U5 1894 opp. p. 45 (PrCt)

76679 United States - Maps - 1841
Authors: Bradford, T. G. (Thomas Gamaliel), 1802-1887 -- Bradford, T. G. (Thomas Gamaliel), 1802-1887. A Comprehensive atlas ... (1835, [i.e. 1841?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 18 x 25 cm.
folio Ayer 135 .B75 1835 pl. 24, p. 62 (PrCt)
United States - Maps - 1841
1 map: hand col.; 27 x 22 cm.
"Engraved for Buckingham's America."
Forms part of the Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library).
Duplicate copy: G 833 .128
Case E165 .B92 1841 map (PrCt)

Authors: Bradford, T. G. (Thomas Gamaliel), 1802-1887 -- Bradford, T. G. (Thomas Gamaliel), 1802-1887. A Comprehensive atlas ... (1835, [i.e. 1841?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
15 maps; 5 x 6 cm. each on sheet 29 x 20 cm.
Collective title supplied by cataloger.
folio Ayer 135 .B75 1835 pl. 22, p. 58 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1841<<>>East (U.S.) - Maps - 1841
Authors: Archer, Joshua, fl. 1833-1866 -- Grattan & Gilbert -- Mudie, Robert, 1777-1842. Gilbert's modern atlas of the earth ... (1841) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: hand col.; 27 x 22 cm.
Running title at bottom left: Gilbert's modern atlas
In: Mudie, Robert. Gilbert's modern atlas of the earth ... (London : Grattan and Gilbert, [1841?]), [plate 46].
Printed no. 46 at bottom center.
Baskes folio G1019 .M83 1841, [plate 46] (PrCt)

Authors: Catlin, George, 1796-1872 -- Tofswill & Myers (Firm) -- Catlin, George, 1796-1872. Letters and notes on the manners, customs, and condition of the North American Indians (1841)
1 map; 22 x 13 cm.
Outline map of river systems in the central U.S.; details Mandan sites on the Ohio, Mississippi, and Missouri River valleys.
In: Catlin, George, 1796-1872. Letters and notes on the manners, customs, and condition of the North American Indians. Written during eight years' travel amongst the wildest tribes of Indians in North America, in 1832, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, and 39 ... (London : G. Catlin, 1841) v. 2, opposite p. 259
Ayer 250 .C2 1841 v. 2, opp. p. 259 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1842
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Brightly, Joseph H. -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map; hand col.; 60 x 84 cm. fold. in covers 19 x 12 cm.
On facing sheet (same size), statistical table surrounded by inset maps of 32 cities.
Cover brown morocco with clasp, gold stamped "Mitchell's National Map of the United States...price one dollar & fifty cents," and eagle design on back cover. Condition: Map sheets inexpertly laid down on linen, spine broken. Slight damage to main map at left center fold, otherwise very clean and bright. Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection. Previous location: B-31
AMcN III PC 2660 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1842-1845<<>>Map printing - Cerographs - Maps - 1842-1845<<>>Cerographs The Cerographic atlas of the United States. New...
United States - Maps - 1842
Map printing - Cerographs - Maps - 1842

This copy incomplete; part 1 of 8 only; complete atlas published in fasicles, with a total of 32 maps dated 1841-1845, all published between 1842-1845. Cover title.
At head of title: Supplement to the New York Observer.
"Entered according to act of Congress, in ... 1841, by Sidney E. Morse and Samuel Breese ... ."
Early example of wax engraved printing. Map of New Jersey copyrighted 1841 and "reduced from T. Gordon's map."
Maps also cataloged separately.
LC Card Number: map46000444
NL 39-9342
oversize G 1083 .59 (NLO)

United States - Maps - 1842
Rivers - Mississippi River - Maps - 1842
Ohio River - Maps - 1842
Illinois River (Ill.) - Maps - 1842
A New map of the western rivers : or travellers guide exhibiting the Mississippi, Missouri, Ohio, and Illinois rivers. [Cincinnati? s.n.], 1842.
Authors: Munson, Samuel B., 1806-1880 -- Twichell, Thos. (Thomas) -- Doolittle & Munson -- Howes, Wright -- Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 57 x 29 cm. fold. in paper covers to 12 x 8 cm.
Includes table of distances.
Condition: fine; cover detached
Forms part of the Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Gift 1976, Wright Howes.
map3C G3701.P53 1842 M8 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1843
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Brightly, Joseph H. -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 63 x 84 cm. on sheet 102 x 124 cm.
On original wooden rollers Condition: Some surface dirt, bit tattered at right and top edge, else v. good. Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection.
AMcN III PC 140 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1843
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Young, J. H. (James Hamilton) -- Brightly, Joseph H.
1 map : col. ; 63 x 84 cm.
Includes 32 city inset maps, each 8 x 9 cm.
temp map6F G3700 1843 .M8 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1843
Missouri River - Maps - 1843
Wied, Maximilian, Prinz von, 1782
Sources - Maps - 1843
Wied, Maximilian, Prinz von, 1782-1867 - Travels - Maps - 1843
Map to illustrate the route of Prince Maximilian of Wied in the interior of North America from Boston to the upper Missouri &a. in 1832, 33, & 34 = Reise Charite des Prinzen Maximilian zu Wied innern Nord America von Boston nach dem obem Missouri &a. in 1832, 33, 34 = Carte itinéraire du Prince Maxmilien de Wied dans l'intérieur de l'Amérique Septentionale de Boston au Missouri supérieur &a. en 1832, 33 et 34. [London, 1843].
1 map ; 40 x 80 cm.
Detached from Wied, Maximilian, Prinz von. Travels in the interior of North America (London, 1843), at front [VAULT Ayer oversize E165 .W65 1843a]
Attributed to William Thorn on p. vii; cartouche engraved by Beyer.

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)
Includes profile of 'Great falls of the ... Missouri,' and inset of 'The source of the ... Mississippi.'

mapF G3700 1843 .T47 (PrCt)


1 map : hand col. ; 43 x 96 cm., on sheet 68 x 96 cm.

"Engraved on steel by J. Wells."

Scale [ca. 1:4,800,000].

Left and right hand margins of map trimmed. Relief shown by hachures. Prime meridian: Washington.

Includes insets of northern Maine, New York City, Philadelphia, Boston, Baltimore, New Orleans, Mobile, Cincinnati, St. Louis, Charleston, Pittsburgh, Chicago, Detroit, Washington D.C., and southern Florida.

In left hand margin: A Comparative view of the chief rivers to the world -- [Hemisphere maps of ] the world -- A Comparative view of the principal mountains.

Includes portraits of presidents and illustrations of various historical events at bottom.

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

duplicate copy: temp map6F G3700 1843 .W4 mapF G3700 1843 .W4 (PrCt)

76693 United States - Maps - 1843 - Physiographic provinces


1 map : hand col. ; 43 x 96 cm., on sheet 68 x 96 cm.

"Engraved on steel by J. Wells."

Scale [ca. 1:4,800,000].

Left and right hand margins of map trimmed. Relief shown by hachures. Prime meridian: Washington.

Includes insets of northern Maine, New York City, Philadelphia, Boston, Baltimore, New Orleans, Mobile, Cincinnati, St. Louis, Charleston, Pittsburgh, Chicago, Detroit, Washington D.C., and southern Florida.

In left hand margin: A Comparative view of the chief rivers to the world -- [Hemisphere maps of ] the world -- A Comparative view of the principal mountains.

Includes portraits of presidents and illustrations of various historical events at bottom.

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Missing August 2013.

Duplicate copy: temp map6F G3700 1843 .W4 mapF G3700 1843 .W4 (PrCt)


1 map : hand col. ; 26 x 36 cm.

"Entered according to Act of Congress in the year 1843 by William C. Woodridge in ... Massachusetts."

In: Woodbridge, William C. Modern atlas, ... (Hartford [Conn.] : Belknap & Hamersley, 1843 [i.e. 1845?]) map [8].

Insets (8 x 8 cm. and smaller): Boston and its...
United States - Maps - 1843
- Boundaries - Canada - Maps -
  1842 - Canada - Boundaries - United States - Maps - 1842 - Albany Region (N.Y.) - Maps -
  1843 - Buffalo Region (N.Y.) - Maps -
  1843 - Burlington Region (Vt.) - Maps -
  1843 - Charleston Region (S.C.) - Maps -
  1843 - Cincinnati Region (Ohio) - Maps -
  1843 - Detroit Region (Mich.) - Maps -
  1843 - Frankfort Region (Ky.) - Maps -
  1843 - Hartford Region (Conn.) - Maps -
  1843 - Indianapolis Region (Ind.) - Maps -
  1843 - Lowell Region (Mass.) - Maps -
  1843 - Mobile Region (Ala.) - Maps -
  1843 - Nashville Region (Tenn.) - Maps -
  1843 - Natchez Region (Miss.) - Maps -
  1843 - New Haven Region (Conn.) - Maps -
  1843 - New Orleans Region (La.) - Maps -
  1843 - New York Region - Maps -
  1843 - Philadelphia Region (Pa.) - Maps -
  1843 - Pittsburgh Region (Pa.) - Maps -
  1843 - Portland Region (Me.) - Maps -
  1843 - Portsmouth Region (N.H.) - Maps -
  1843 - Providence Region (R.I.) - Maps -
  1843 - Raleigh Region (N.C.) - Maps -
  1843 - Richmond Region (Va.) - Maps -
  1843 - Rochester Region (N.Y.) - Maps -
  1843 - Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps -
  1843 - Savannah Region (Ga.) - Maps -
  1843 - Springfield Region (Ill.) - Maps -
  1843 - Trenton Region (N.J.) - Maps -
  1843 - Washington Region - Maps -

U.S. Congress, 1844.
Authors: United States Coast Survey -- Bache, A.
D. (Alexander Dallas), 1806-1867 -- United
States. Congress -- Osher Map Library
1 v : 4 maps : 227 x 147 mm.
Cong28-2.SED16;1stReptMaps
This copy forms part of the Roger S. Baskes
Collection; planned as gift to Osher Map Library,
University of Southern Maine (not the Newberry
Library).
Newberry holdings not checked or verified
(September 2012).
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

76697 United States - Maps - 1844 - Guidebooks
American traveller or guide through United
Authors: Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858
1 v ; 15 cm.
G 833.86 (NLO)

76698 United States - Maps - 1844 -
Indians - United States - Maps -
1844-Society of Friends - United States -
Maps - 1844-Quakers SEE Society of
Friends-Religious Society of Friends SEE
Society of Friends-Quakers SEE Society of
Friends-Indians of North
America - Maps
A Map of North America, denoting the boundaries
of the yearly Meetings of Friends and the
locations of the various Indian tribes / James
Bowden, del. [London] : H. Clark, lith., 9 Pancras
Lane, City, 1844.
Authors: Bowden, James, b. 1811 -- Clark, H., fl.
1844 -- London Yearly Meeting (Society of
Friends). Meeting for Sufferings. Aborigines' Committee -- Society of Friends -- Marsh,
Edward, fl. 1844 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 45 x 51 cm., folded to 20 x 14
cm.
In: London Yearly Meeting (Society of Friends).
Meeting for Sufferings. Aborigines' Committee.
Some account of the conduct of the Religious
Society of Friends towards the Indian tribes : in
the settlement of the colonies of East and West
Jersey and Pennsylvania: with a brief narrative of
their labours for the civilization and Christian
instruction of the Indians, from the time of their
settlement in America, to the year 1843 /
published by the Aborigines' Committee of the
Meeting for Sufferings (London : Edward Marsh,
Keyed to colored regions of 'Indian nations once
dwelling east of the Mississippi' and 'Yearly meetings of Friends.'
Includes 3 statistical tables listing specific tribes:
Statement of the number of Indians east of the
Mississippi -- Statement of the number of Indians
who have been removed from the east to the
west of the Mississippi -- Statement of the
number of Indians, natives of the country west of
the Mississippi and east of the Rocky Mountains.
Duplicate copy: D 88 .318

76699 United States - Maps - 1844-Maine - Maps -
1844-Hudson River (N.Y. and N.J.) -
Maps - 1844-Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.) -
Maps - 1844-Champlain, Lake - Maps -
1844
The Picturesque tourist : being a guide through
the northern and eastern states and Canada :
giving an accurate description of cities and
villages, celebrated places of resort, etc. : with
maps and illustrations / edited by O.L. Holley.
New-York : Published by J. Disturnell, no. 102
Broadway, 1844.
Authors: Holley, O. L. (Orville Luther), 1791-1861
-- Wade, William, fl. 1844-1852 -- Booth, T.
Dwight, fl. 1830-1857 -- Carson, C. W. --
Disturnell, John, 1801-1877 -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
maps (2 fold.) ; 17 cm.
Added engraved title page.
Engraved title page and frontispiece drawn by W.
Wade and engraved by Booth.
Map of the Hudson River engraved by C.W.
Carson of Albany.
Imperfect: lacking one folded map.
References: Sabin 32538
LC Card Number: 01-28047
Cl. OCLC19021308.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

76700 United States - Maps - 1844-Maine - Maps -
1844-Hudson River (N.Y. and N.J.) -
Maps - 1844-Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.) -
Maps - 1844-Champlain, Lake - Maps -
1844
The Picturesque tourist : being a guide through
the northern and eastern states and Canada :
giving an accurate description of cities and
villages, celebrated places of resort, etc. : with
maps and illustrations / edited by O.L. Holley.
New-York : Published by J. Disturnell, no. 102
Broadway, 1844.
Authors: Holley, O. L. (Orville Luther), 1791-1861
-- Wade, William, fl. 1844-1852 -- Booth, T.
Dwight, fl. 1830-1857 -- Carson, C. W. --
Disturnell, John, 1801-1877 -- Smith, Hermon
Dunlap, 1900- -- Edward E. Ayer Collection
(Newberry Library)
maps (2 fold.) ; 17 cm.
Added engraved title page.
Engraved title page and frontispiece drawn by W.
Wade and engraved by Booth.
Map of the Hudson River engraved by C.W.
Carson of Albany.
Imperfect: lacking one folded map.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Duplicate copy (imperfect: only 1 folded map; bookplate of Hermon Dunlap Smith; in publisher's binding): Ayer E165 .H62 1844
References: Sabin 32538
LC Card Number: 01-28047
Cf. OCLC19021308.
G 81 .41 (NLO)

76701
A New map of the western rivers or travellers guide. [Cincinnati? s.n.], 1844, c1842.
Authors: Munson, Samuel B., 1806-1880 -- Twinell, Thos. (Thomas) -- Doolittle & Munson -- Howes, Wright -- Wright Howes Map Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map ; 57 x 29 cm. fold. and inserted in paper covers to 12 x 8 cm.
Condition: fine; detached from cover
Forms part of the Wright Howes Map Collection
(Newberry Library).
Howes price $25.
Gift 1976, Wright Howes.
map3C G3701.P53 1844 M8 (PrCt)

76702
Historical atlases
[Maps showing extent of public surveys completed by the U.S. General Land Office in 1844]. [Washington : Gales & Seaton?, 1845].
(Newberry Library)
8 maps ; 55 x 55 cm. and smaller, folded to 24 cm.
Includes maps dated 1844 and variously credited to V. Conway, W. Pelham, S. Reed, W.J. Stone, and J.H. Weakley.
Map contents: [Untitled outline map of the United States detailing boundaries of territories acquired by treaty between 1783-1842 : plate K] -- B. Sketch of the public surveys in Michigan -- Sketch of the public surveys in Wisconsin Territory -- Sketch of the public surveys in Iowa Territory -- H. Diagram of the state of Missouri -- Arkansas -- A Diagram of the state of Alabama -- A Map of the peninsula of Florida showing the present field of surveying in the territory.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Graff 4384 [maps] (PrCt)

76703
Authors: Chapin, William, 1802-1888 -- Wheeler, Henry F., 1819-1848 -- Taylor, J. B. -- Neale, William
1 map : col. ; 101 x 113 cm.
Issued as a wall map; subsequently separated into 6 sheets.
Inset maps: South part of Florida -- British possessions of North America -- Colombia -- The World -- West Indies -- The Western territory of the United States -- Texas -- The North part of Maine.
Margins include portraits of U.S. Presidents and harbor views of Baltimore, Philadelphia, Boston, and New York.
temp map4F G3700 1845 .C5 (PrCt)

76704
Authors: Chapin, William, 1802-1888 -- Wheeler, Henry F., 1819-1848 -- Taylor, J. B. -- Neale, William -- Andrew McNally III Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 100 x 116 cm.
AMcN III PC 150 (PrCt)

76705 United States - Maps - 1845
The Cerographic atlas of the United States. 3. New York : Morse, 1845.
Authors: Morse, Sidney E. (Sidney Edwards), 1794-1871 -- New York observer (New York, N.Y.) -- Chicago Historical Society
1 atlas
Supplement to The New York Observer.
Original printed wrappers, back wrapper partially missing, bound into later cloth backed boards.
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.
CHS Coll., Atlas no. 67
To Collection Services for cataloging, Nov. 2005 (PrCt)

76706 United States - Maps - 1845
United States. [New York : H.S. Tanner, 1845].
Authors: Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858. A New general atlas, comprising a complete set of maps ... (1845)
1 map: hand col.; 27 x 21 cm.
Shows U.S. as far west as 97° W.
In: Tanner, Henry Schenck. A New general atlas, comprising a complete set of maps ... (New York : Tanner's Geographical Establishment, 1845) map '33'.
oversize G 10 .622 map 33 (PrCt)

76707 United States - Maps - 1845
Authors: Young, J. H. (James Hamilton) -- Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Brightly, Joseph H.
1 map: hand col.; 61 x 83 cm., surrounded by insets, within outer border 97 x 119 cm.
'Drawn by J. H. Young.'
'Engraved by J. H. Brightly.'
Scale ca. 1: 3,400,000 at 45 ° N.
Relief shown by hachures.
Prime meridian: Washington,
Includes 1840 population tables and insets of northern Maine and southern Florida, all within neat line.
Issued as a wall map comprised of 4 joined sheets.
The 1843 edition of this map was issued as 2 separate folded sheets in covers, and included a statistical table lacking in this edition; cf. Graff 2838, 5040.
map4F G3700 1845 .Y6 (PrCt)

1 v. : 3 maps : 227 x 147 mm.
Cong29-1, SED13;
This copy forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection; planned as gift to Osher Map Library, University of Southern Maine (not the Newberry Library).

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Newberry holdings not checked or verified
(September 2012).
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

Game of the Star-Spangled Banner or emigrants to the United States. 1889.
Authors: Wallis, Edward
1 map
Photograph of original published 1845.
Gift 1889.
map2F G3700 1845 .W3 (PrCt)

76710 United States - Maps - 1845<<>>North America - Maps - 1845<<>>Wall maps
Authors: Alden, Albert, 1812-1883 -- Coolidge, George, 1817-1888
1 map : col. ; 70 x 94 cm., on sheet 114 x 143 cm.
'Printed at George Coolidge's steam power printing establishment, no. 1 Water street, Boston.'
Margins include 28 pictorial vignettes (13 x 16 cm. each).
Continuation insets (9 x 11 cm. and 15 x 11 cm.):
Northern boundary of Maine, according to the Treaty of Washington, 1842 -- [Southern Florida].
Inset map (25 x 19 cm.): A Map of North America.
Upper portion of map damaged, with extensive loss of detail.
maproll G3700 1845 .A4 (PrCt)

76711 United States - Maps - 1845<<>>Oregon - Maps - 1845<<>>Texas - Maps - 1845
The United States & the relative position of the Oregon & Texas ... London : J. Wyld, [1845].
Authors: Wyld, James, 1812-1887
1 map : hand col. ; 38 x 55 cm., folded to 15 cm.
Title on label on cover: Oregon & Texas.
Scale [ca. 1:9,500,000]
Coordinates: W 125°--W 66°/N 50°--N 23°).
Relief shown by hachures.
Inset: Great Britain on the same scale.
In lower right margin: 27.
Case G 1083 .989 (NLO)

76712 United States - Maps - 1845<<>>Oregon - Maps - 1845<<>>Texas - Maps - 1845
The United States & the relative position of the Oregon & Texas ... London : Wyld, 1845.
Authors: Wyld, James, 1812-1887 -- Howes, Wright -- Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 38 x 54 cm. fold. in cloth cover to 15 x 10 cm.
Cover title: Oregon and Texas.
Includes 2 printed paste-ons, comprised of a hand colored key to references and a flap added above Washington State extending to 54° 40' N.
Condition: very good.
Forms part of the Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Gift 1976, Wright Howes.
map3C G3700 1845 .W9 (PrCt)

76713 United States - Maps - 1846
Authors: Bromme, Traugott, 1802-1866 -- Jahn, H. P., active 1846 -- Bromme, Traugott, 1802-1866. Rathgeber für auswanderungslustige. Wie und wohin sollen wir auswandern ... (1846) -- Hoffmann'sche Verlags-Buchhandlung -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana
(Newberry Library)
1 map : 24 x 38 cm., folded to 19 x 12 cm.
"Lith. von H.P. Jahn."
Running title in top right margin: Zu Bromme's Atlas no.
Scale [ca. 1:12,600,000]
Coordinates: (W 112°--W 66°/N 47°--N 23°)
Inset (10 x 10 cm.): Das Oregon Gebiet.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Graff 409 between p. 24-25 (PrCt)

76714 United States - Maps - 1846
American traveller or guide through US.
Philadelphia : H.S. Tanner, 1846.
Authors: Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 5 maps ; 170 x 110 mm.
10th ed.
fldg470x570;HowesT24;Rw202;Buck281
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

76715 United States - Maps - 1846<<>>Canada - Maps - 1846

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Cover title: Appleton's hand-book through the United States
Attributed to Willis Pope Hazard by NUC
Pre-1956.
Maps by G.W. Boynton and Carson.
Publisher's advertisements, [8] p. at end.
Includes index.
No more published?
Publisher’s green cloth binding with decorative gold-stamped spine.
Former owner’s inscription: Graham 1849.
Bookseller's ticket: Sold by Geo. R. Morton, druggist & bookseller, Sandusky City, O.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copy: G 81 .024
Online version of another copy (but not all maps) available via the HathiTrust Digital Library (accessed July 2011):
http://catalog.hathitrust.org/api/volumes/oclc/4864894.4.html
References: NUC pre-1956, NH 0213869;
236:694; Sabin, 31113
Baskes E158 .H39 1846 (NLO)

United States - Maps - 1846 - Coasts - Nautical charts
United States - 1846 - Coasts - Nautical charts
1 v. : 8 maps ; 227 x 147 mm.
Cong29-2.HE6
This copy forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection; planned as gift to Osher Map Library, University of Southern Maine (not the Newberry Library).
Newberry holdings not checked or verified (September 2012).
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1846 - East (U.S.) - Maps - 1846
United States. [Philadelphia : S. Augustus Mitchell], 1846 [i.e. 1847].
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Burroughs, H. N. -- Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868. A New universal atlas containing maps of the various empires, kingdoms, states, and republics of the world ... (1847)
1 map ; hand col. ; 38 x 28 cm.
Entered according to Act ... 1846 ... .
In: Mitchell, S. Augustus. A New universal atlas containing maps of the various empires, kingdoms, states, and republics of the world ... (Philadelphia : S. Augustus Mitchell, 1847) pl. '5.
oversize G 10 .579 pl. 5 (PrCt)
American West : sources from the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library, Chicago:
http://www.americanwest.amdigital.co.uk/Documents/Images/Graff_2805/0
Graff 2805 [map] (NLO)

76720 United States - Maps - 1847>>>Mexico - Maps - 1847
Ornamental map of the United States & Mexico.
New York : H. Phelps, 1847, c1846.
Authors: Phelps, Humphrey, active 19th century -- Barritt, William
1 map : hand col. ; 34 x 47 cm. on sheet 80 x 59 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:11,750,000].
Added title: Phelp's ornamental map of the United States and Mexico.
Portraits of Cortez, Montezuma, and Washington above map; Gen. Santa Anna, Gen. Taylor below map.
Text and statistics on the U.S., Mexico, Oregon, and California and the seals of the U.S. and Mexico below map.
'Cereographic engraving or woodcut, combined with printed text' --Wheat, Mapping the Mississippi West v. 3, no. 551.
89-103824
map6F G3700 1847 .P5 (NLO)

76721 United States - Maps - 1848 - Acquisition of territory
Authors: Gilman, E. -- P.S. Duval & Son -- United States. Congress. House
1 map : hand col. ; 34 x 54 cm.
Wheat 561; Wheat, gold region, 42.
554
map6F G3701.F35 1848 G5 (PrCt)

76722 United States - Maps - 1848>>>Canada - Maps - 1848<<<Railroads - Maps
Appletons' railroad and steamboat companion: being a travellers' guide through the United States of America, Canada, New Brunswick, and Nova Scotia : with maps of the country through which roads pass, in the northern, middle, and eastern states / by W. Williams. New York ; Philadelphia : D. Appleton & Co. ; Geo. S. Appleton, 1848.
Authors: Williams, W. (Wellington) -- D. Appleton and Company -- Appleton, George Swett, 1821-1878 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Spine title: Appletons' rail-road and steamboat companion
Maps drawn and engraved by W. Williams.
"Forming, likewise, a complete guide to the White Mountains, Catskill Mountains, &c., Niagara Falls, Trenton Falls, &c., Saratoga Springs, Virginia Springs, and other watering-places, with the places of fashionable and healthful resort, and containing full and accurate descriptions of the principal cities, towns, and villages, the natural and artificial curiosities in the vicinity of the routes, with distances, fares, &c."
Publisher's advertisements, [8] p. at end.
Publisher's red cloth binding with gold stamped decorative title and illustrated spine.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copy: G 81 .043
References: HowesW489; Buck 427
Baskes E158 .W55 1848 (NLO)

Pratt's river and railroad guide : with illustrated maps of the Mississippi, Missouri, Ohio, Illinois and Hudson rivers, and the connecting lines of railroad between Boston and New Orleans, with correct table of distances... New York : F.M. Pratt, publisher and proprietor, [1848].
Authors: Pratt, F. M. -- Orr, John William, 1815-1887 -- Felter, John D. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
[1st ed. ?]
Some maps signed by J.W. Orr; maps of the Hudson River signed by J.D. Felter.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes E158 .P91 1848 (NLO)

76724 United States - Maps - 1849
Phelp's new national map of the United States, a travellers guide, embracing the principal rail roads, canals, steam boat & stage routes throughout the Union. New York : Ensign & Thayer, 1849.
Authors: Atwood, John M., approximately 1818-- -- Ensigns & Thayer -- Phelps, Humphrey, active 19th century. Phelps's travellers' guide through the United States ... (1849) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 52 x 66 cm.
Scale [ca. 1: 4,525,000].
Prime meridian: Washington.
Border consists of vignettes of famous Americans, scenes and state seals.
Insets: N. part of Maine -- Southern part of Florida -- Map of Oregon, California & Texas.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Detached from accompanying booklet: Phelps’s Travellers’ guide through the United States .... New York : Ensigns & Thayer, 1849. 70 p.; 15 cm. [Graff 3269]

Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.

LC Card Number: 24-17725

Map filed in VAULT Graff broadside box 9; text shelved separately.

VAULT broadside Graff 3269 [map] (PrCt)

76725

United States - Maps - 1849 - Coasts - Nautical charts

Reports of Supt AD Bache 1847-1849.


3 v. : 38 maps ; 227 x 147 mm.

This copy forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection; planned as gift to Osher Map Library, University of Southern Maine (not the Newberry Library).

Newberry holdings not checked or verified (September 2012).

Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

76726

United States - Maps - 1849 - Postal service

Map of the United States, the British provinces, Mexico &c. : showing the routes of the U.S. mail steam packets to California, and a plan of the Gold Region / drawn & engraved by J. M. Atwood, New York. New York : published by J. H. Colton, 86 Cedar St., 1849.

Authors: Atwood, John M., approximately 1818- - Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Robinson, Fayette, - 1859. California and its gold regions : with a geographical and topographical view of the country ... (1849) -- Stringer & Townsend -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)

1 map: hand col.; 39 x 56 cm.

*Entered according to Act of Congress in the year 1849 by J.H. Colton in the Clerks Office of the District Court of the Southern District of New York."

Hand colored to show overland routes from Independence, Missouri to Oregon and California, and, through Mexico, from southern Texas to the Gila River in Arizona, from Vera Cruz to Acapulco, and across the Isthmus of Tehuantepec.

Scale approximately 1:14,600,000

Coordinates: (W 132°--W 47°/N 60°--N 1°).

Relief shown by hachures.

Inset maps: Greenville and Washington, D.C.

Inset view (10 x 13 cm): Pyramid Lake, Upper California.

Includes distance table.

Detached from: California and its gold regions : with a geographical and topographical view of the country, its mineral and agricultural resources / by Fayette Robinson. New York : Stringer & Townsend, 1849; issued folded to 19 x 12 cm and bound opposite title page [Graff 3527].

Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library. 5

ICN

Also available online via Library of Congress American Memory website:

http://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g3700.mf000058

For variant issue, with added imprint "Printed at Ackerman's rooms, 120 Fulton St. N.Y.", see Graff 835 [map] and Ayer 160.5 .C15 R65 1849 [map].

References: cf. Ladd, R.S. Maps showing explorers' routes (1962), no. 51; cf. Wheat, C.I. Maps of the California gold region (1949), no. 70

VAULT drawer Graff 3527 [map] (NLO)

76727

United States - Maps - 1849 - Postal service

SEE California - Gold discoveries

Map of the United States, the British provinces, Mexico &c. : showing the routes of the U.S. mail steam packets to California, and a plan of the Gold Region / drawn & engraved by J. M. Atwood, New York. New York : published by J. H. Colton, 86 Cedar St., 1849.

Authors: Atwood, John M., approximately 1818- - Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Robinson, Fayette, - 1859. California and its gold regions : with a geographical and topographical view of the country ... (1849) -- Stringer & Townsend -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)

1 map: hand col.; 39 x 56 cm.

*Entered according to Act of Congress in the year 1849 by J.H. Colton in the Clerks Office of the District Court of the Southern District of New York."

Hand colored to show overland routes from Independence, Missouri to Oregon and California, and, through Mexico, from southern Texas to the Gila River in Arizona, from Vera Cruz to Acapulco, and across the Isthmus of Tehuantepec.

Scale approximately 1:14,600,000

Coordinates: (W 132°--W 47°/N 60°--N 1°).

Relief shown by hachures.

Inset maps: Greenville and Washington, D.C.

Inset view (10 x 13 cm): Pyramid Lake, Upper California.

Includes distance table.

Detached from: California and its gold regions : with a geographical and topographical view of the country, its mineral and agricultural resources / by Fayette Robinson. New York : Stringer & Townsend, 1849; issued folded to 19 x 12 cm and bound opposite title page [Graff 3527].

Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library. 5

ICN

Also available online via Library of Congress American Memory website:

http://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g3700.mf000058

For variant issue, with added imprint "Printed at Ackerman's rooms, 120 Fulton St. N.Y.", see Graff 835 [map] and Ayer 160.5 .C15 R65 1849 [map].

References: cf. Ladd, R.S. Maps showing explorers' routes (1962), no. 51; cf. Wheat, C.I. Maps of the California gold region (1949), no. 70

VAULT drawer Graff 3527 [map] (NLO)
Mexico &c. : showing the routes of the U.S. mail steam packets to California, and a plan of the Gold Region / drawn & engraved by J. M. Atwood, New York ; printed at Ackerman's rooms, 120 Fulton St. N.Y. New York : published by J. H. Colton, 86 Cedar St., 1849.


1 map : hand col. ; 39 x 54 cm., folded to 13 x 8 cm. + text (11 p. ; 14 cm.)

Cover title: Colton's map of the United States, Mexico &c. : showing the gold region in California.

"Entered according to Act of Congress in the year 1849 by J.H. Colton in the Clerks Office of the District Court of the Southern District of New York."

Hand colored to show overland routes from Independence, Missouri to Oregon and California, and, through Mexico, from southern Texas to the Gila River in Arizona, from Vera Cruz to Acapulco, and across the Isthmus of Tehuantepec.

Scale approximately 1:14,600,000
Coordinates: (W 132°--W 47°/N 60°--N 1°).
Relief shown by hachures.
Prime meridians: Greenwich and Washington, D.C.

Inset maps (12 x 7 cm. and 18 x 9 cm.): Map of the gold region, California -- From New York to San Francisco via Cape Horn.
Inset view (10 x 13 cm): Pyramid Lake, Upper California.
Includes distance table.
Folded in covers with accompanying text (lacking imprint): Particulars of routes, distances, fares, &c., to accompany Colton's map of California and the gold region. 11 p. ; 14 cm.

Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copy: Ayer 160.5 .C15 R65 1849 [map].
For variant issue, lacking Ackerman's imprint on the map, see VAULT Graff 3527 [map]
References: Ladd, R.S. Maps showing explorers' routes (1962), no. 51; Wheat, C.I. Maps of the California gold region (1949), no. 70

Graff 835 (NLO)

United States - Maps - 1849 - Railroads, Proposed - Railroads - Maps

1 map ; 38 x 44 cm.

In Whitney's Project for a railroad to the Pacific (New York: George W. Wood, 1849), facing t.p. Tables at left side of map give distances from various eastern cities to the Pacific, to Japan, and to China.

Graff 4642, map 2 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1849 - Railroads - Timetables - Wall maps - Railroads - Maps
Skeleton map showing the rail roads completed and in progress in the United States, and those projected through the public lands and their connections with the principal harbours on the lakes and on the seaboard. Washington, D. C. C. B. Graham's Lithy., [1849].

1 map ; 106 x 93 cm.

Scale [ca. 1:3,100,000].

Constructed and contemplated railroads shown in brown.

'Printed by order of the Senate of the United States, the 9th Sess: 31st Congress 1848-9,' 'Accompanied with a report from Hon: Sidney Breese ...'.
Includes 'Table showing the time' from Cairo, Ill. to 24 cities in the U.S. and 'The average time by steamboat route from Cairo to ...': Modelski 13.

Govt. 535, S. Doc. 244, opposite p. 16 (PrCt)


Mitchell's new traveller's guide through the United States, showing rail roads, canals, stage roads &c. ... / by Ira S. Drake. Philadelphia : Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co., 1849, c1848.
Authors: Drake, Ira S. -- Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co. -- Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868. Mitchell's new traveller's guide through the United States, containing the principal cities, towns, &c. (1849) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 55 x 73 cm., folded to 14 x 8 cm.
1 v. : 29 maps ; 300 x 240 mm.
This copy forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection; planned as gift to Osher Map Library, University of Southern Maine (not the Newberry Library).
Newberry holdings not checked or verified (September 2012).
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

76737 United States - Maps - 1851 - Coasts - Nautical charts<<>>Nautical charts - United States - 1851 - Coasts<<>>Nautical charts

Authors: United States Coast Survey -- Bache, A. D. (Alexander Dallas), 1806-1867 -- Osher Map Library
1 v. : 57 maps ; 298 x 247 mm.
Cong32-2,HED26
This copy forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection; planned as gift to Osher Map Library, University of Southern Maine (not the Newberry Library).
Newberry holdings not checked or verified (September 2012).
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

76738 United States - Maps - 1851<<>>Niagara River Valley (N.Y. and Ont.) - Maps - 1851<<>>Havana (Cuba) - Maps - 1851<<>>Cuba - Maps - 1851 A New map of the United States upon which are delineated its vast works of internal communication, routes across the continent &c.: showing also Canada and the Island of Cuba. Philadelphia : Lippincott, Grambo & Co., 1851.
Authors: Williams, W. (Wellington) -- Lippincott, Grambo & Co. -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map ; hand col. ; 62 x 75 cm.
In Williams, Wellington. The Traveller's and tourists's guide through the United States of America ... (Philadelphia: Lippincott, Grambo & Co., 1851) at back.
Scale [ca. 1: 435,000].
Relief shown by hachures.
Prime meridians: Greenwich and Washington.
Insets: Map of the Niagara River and Falls -- City & harbor of Havana -- Map of the Island of Cuba -- Map of California, Oregon, New Mexico, Utah &c.
Graff 4687 at back (PrCt)

76739 United States - Maps - 1851 - Postal service<<>>Postal service - United States - Maps - 1851<<>>Canada - Maps - 1851 - Postal service<<>>Postal service - Canada - Maps - 1851

Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- United States. Post Office Dept. -- Hall, M. K. -- Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 34 maps ; 446 x 363 mm.
tp:NewUniversalAtlas;to MK Hall, 1/25/51
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Phillips 1179
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

76740 United States - Maps - 1851 (Provisional Heading)

Authors: Beadle, Delos W. -- Phelps, Fanning & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 32 maps
Sabin4110;88Reese13
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Authors: Munson, Samuel B., 1806-1880 -- H.S. & J. Applegate & Co. -- Doolittle & Munson -- Howes, Wright -- Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 57 x 28 cm. fold. in cloth covers to 15 x 10 cm.
Cover title: Western rivers.
Includes table. Advertising inside front cover.
Forms part of the Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Gift 1976, Wright Howes.
map3C G3701.P53 1851 M8 (PrCt)

1 v. : 8 maps ; 230 x 147 mm.
Cong32-1,SED1
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

76743 United States - Maps - 1851 - Transportation<<>>Transportation - United States
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

States - Maps - 1851<<>>New England - Maps - 1851
Mitchell's new traveller's guide through the United States, showing the rail roads, canals, stage roads &c ... Philadelphia : Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co., 1851.
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co. -- Phelps & Ensign -- Phelps, Humphrey, active 19th century -- Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868.
Mitchell's new traveller's guide through the United States -- Howes, Wright -- Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 56 x 73 cm.
Insets (24 x 19 cm. or smaller): Map of the Copper Region [in northern Michigan and Wisconsin] -- Map of the maritime and overland routes to California -- Map of the gold and quicksilver district of California -- Map of New England or Eastern States.
In: Phelps & Ensign's travellers' guide through the United States : containing stage, steamboat, canal and railroad routes, with the distances from place to place. Illustrated by a new and accurate map of the United States (Published: New York : Phelps & Ensign, 1838) inside front cover.
Cover title: United States register
Later editions issued under title: Phelps' traveller's guide through the United States.
Condition: very fine.
Gift 1977, Wright Howes.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Graff 5276, inside front cover (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1851<<>>Washington Monument (Baltimore, Md) - Maps - 1851 - Pictorial works
Authors: Rapkin, J. -- Tallis, John, 1817-1876 -- Marchant, J., fl. 1851 -- Rogers, J., fl. 1851 -- Martin, Robert Montgomery, 1803?-1868. Tallis's illustrated atlas, and modern history of the world ... (1851)
1 map : hand col. ; 22 x 30 cm.
In: Martin, Robert Montgomery. Tallis's illustrated atlas, and modern history of the world ... (London ; New York : J. Tallis, 1851) pl. [66].
folio G1019 .M197 1851 pl. [66] (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1851<<>>West (U.S.) - Maps - 1851
Phelps's national map of the United States, a travellers guide : embracing the principal rail roads, canals, steam boat & stage routes, throughout the Union / drawn and engraved by J.M. Atwood N.Y. New York : published by Ensign & Thayer, 50 Ann Street, 1851.
Authors: Atwood, John M., approximately 1818- -- Phelps, Humphrey, active 19th century -- Ensign, Thayer & Co. -- Phelps, Humphrey, active 19th century. Phelps' travelers' guide through the United States (1851) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Phelps, Humphrey, 1799-1875 SEE Phelps, Humphrey, active 19th century
1 map : hand col. ; 53 x 66 cm.
Scale ca. 1:4,500,000.
Copyright 1849.
Prime meridian: Washington.
Detached from: Phelps, Humphrey. Phelps' travelers' guide through the United States : containing upward of seven hundred and fifty railroad, canal, stage, and steamboat routes : accompanied with a new map of the United States (New York : Ensign, Thayer, 1851) [Ayer 138 .P53 1851]
Insets (13 x 15 cm. and smaller): Map of Oregon, California & Texas -- N. part of Maine -- [Southern Florida].
Bordered by state seals and portraits of U.S. Presidents.
Accession no. 20337.
map4F 3700 (PrCt)

76746 United States - Maps - 1852
A History of the United States of America : on a plan adapted to the capacity of youth : and designed to aid the memory by systematic arrangement and interesting associations / by Charles A. Goodrich ; illustrated by engravings and colored maps ; to which are added the Constitution of the United States and the Declaration of Independence. Boston : Jenks, Hickling & Swan, 1852 .
Authors: Goodrich, Charles A. (Charles Augustus), 1790-1862 -- Boynton, George W., -1884 -- Jenks, Hickling, and Swan -- Sanborn, Alden B. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Rev. from former eds., and brought down to the present time.
Half-title: Charles A. Goodrich's History of the United States, for schools
Maps by G.W. Boynton.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Former owner: Alden B. Sanborn.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Another copy available in digital form on the Internet Archive website (accessed September 2011):
http://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gdc/scd0001.00114467315 Baskes E178.1 .G661 1852 (NLO)

76747 United States - Maps - 1852 - Cities and
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Authors: Phelps, Fanning & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 14 maps ; 232 x 148 mm.
1st ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

76748 United States - Maps - 1852 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Beadle, Delos W. -- Phelps, Fanning & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 32 maps ; 198 x 130 mm.
1st ed.
Sabin4101
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

76749 United States - Maps - 1853
The United States from the latest authorities.
Hartford : Case, Tiffany & Co., [1853].
Authors: Case, Tiffany & Co., publishers, Hartford -- Hayward, John, 1781-1862
1 map : hand col. ; 55 x 102 cm.
In Hayward, John. A Gazetteer of the United States of America ... (Hartford: Case, Tiffany & Co., 1853) at back.
Scale [ca. 1:5,000,000].
Relief shown by hachures.
Prime meridains: Greenwich, Washington.
G 833.3943 at back (PrCt)

76750 United States - Maps - 1853
Authors: Lowry, Joseph Wilson, 1803-1879 -- Harper & Brothers -- Chapman and Hall -- Lowry, Joseph Wilson, 1803-1879. Lowry's Universal atlas constructed and engraved from the most recent authorities (1853)
1 map : col. ; 28 x 42 cm.
In: Lowry, Joseph Wilson. Lowry's Universal atlas constructed and engraved from the most recent authorities (New York : Harper and Brothers, 1853) pl. [59-60].
Printed plate nos. 'B' and '90' thru '93.
folio G 10 .525 pl. [59-60] (PrCt)

76751 United States - Maps - 1853
Authors: Lowry, Joseph Wilson, 1803-1879 -- Harper & Brothers -- Chapman and Hall -- Lowry, Joseph Wilson, 1803-1879. Lowry's Universal atlas constructed and engraved from the most recent authorities (1853)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 55 cm. on 2 adjacent sheets. Title from eastern sheet.
Shows continental U.S. as far west as 104° W.
In: Lowry, Joseph Wilson. Lowry's Universal atlas constructed and engraved from the most recent authorities (New York : Harper and Brothers, 1853) pl. [59-60].
Printed plate nos. 'C' and '90' thru '93.
folio G 10 .525 pl. [59-60] (PrCt)

76752 United States - Maps - 1853
Authors: Rapkin, J. -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 22 x 30 cm.
Condition: Fine Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection. Previous location: McNally's vault B1
AMcN III PC 670 (PrCt)

Map of the proposed northern route for a railroad to the Pacific / by Edwin F. Johnson, C.E.
1 map ; 50 x 80 cm., on sheet 56 x 64 cm., folded to 20 x 11 cm.
"Entered according to Act of Congress, in the year 1853, by Edwin F. Johnson, in the clerks office of the District Court of Connecticut."
Outline map of the United States showing drainage, state boundaries, major cities, and names of states, with state population figures. Western states show relief by hachures. Some major rail lines are shown in the northeastern states. Map shows proposed routes from Chicago to San de Fuca; Chicago to Astoria; St. Louis to San Francisco; St. Louis to Walker Pass; New Orleans to San Diego.
Scale [ca. 1:6,653,000] "Scale in [500] statute miles" [= 93 mm.]
Coordinates: (W 132°--W 56°/N 54°--N 22°).
Relief shown with hachures.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Graff 2216, inside back cover (NLO)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
March 8, 1851, the report of Israel D. Andrews in compliance with a resolution of the Senate of the United States. Congress. Senate, 32 Session, 32 Congress.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Newberry holdings not checked or verified (PrCt)

Authors: Andrews, Israel De Wolf -- United States. Congress. Senate -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 15 maps ; 232 x 148 mm.
[If] Phillips 3675
Phillips 3675

Report of Supt AD Bache for 1852
1853
charters<<>>Nautical charts

Author's Beadle, Delos W. -- Ensign, Bridgman & Fanning, 1854.

Maps
United States

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

American lawyer & map for each state. New York : Ensign, Bridgman & Fanning, 1854.
Authors: Beadle, Delos W. -- Fanning -- Ensign, Bridgman & Fanning -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 32 maps ; 193 x 125 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)


1 map ; 55 x 69 cm.


'Print. by Bien & Sterner ... N.Y.'
cale [ca. 1:4,200,000].
Relief shown by hachures.
Case G 81.234 at back (PrCt)


Authors: Williams, W. (Wellington) -- D. Appleton and Company
Case E166.W66 1854 (NLO)

A New Map of the United States, upon which are delineated its vast works of internal communication, routes across the continent &c : showing also Canada and the island of Cuba / by W. Williams. Philadelphia : Lippincott, Grambo & Co., 1854.
Authors: Williams, W. (Wellington) -- Lippincott, Grambo & Co. -- Baldwin, Thomas. A New and
complete gazetteer of the United States (1854) -- Lindsley, L. -- Lindsley, Aleta P. -- Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 63 x 75 cm.
Scale [ca. 1: 435,000].
Relief shown by hachures.
Prime meridians: Greenwich and Washington.
Insets: Map of the Niagara River and Falls -- City & harbor of Havana -- Map of the Island of Cuba -- Map of California, Oregon, New Mexico, Utah &c.
On verso, names of "L. Lindsley" (in pencil) and "Aleta P. Lindsley" (in ink).
Forms part of the Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library).
Digital image of another copy available on Wichita State University Libraries website (accessed Feb. 2010):
http://specialcollections.wichita.edu/collections/maps/detailsframes.asp?offset=20&var=1854-0008
map6F G3700 1854 .WS (NLO)

United States - Maps - 1854 - Coasts - Nautical charts
Authors: United States Coast Survey -- Bache, A. D. (Alexander Dallas), 1806-1867 -- Osher Map Library
1 v. : 49 maps ; 290 x 230 mm.
This copy forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection; planned as gift to Osher Map Library, University of Southern Maine (not the Newberry Library).
Newberry holdings not checked or verified (September 2012).
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

Menken shinzu [= New map of America]. [Japan? s.n.? , 1854].
Authors: Nakayama, Shibi -- Nakayama, Denemon -- Matsuura, Count -- Dawson's Book Shop -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. woodcut ; 40 x 67 cm., folded to 22 x 14 cm.
"New map of America ... made by Nakayama Shibi ..."; issued to accompany the book Kaikoku Zushi, Amerikashu no Bu, published by Denemon Nakayama, 1854); see Beans, George H. A List of Japanese maps of the Tokugawa period. Suppl. B. (1958) p. 39, no. 1854.09.
Accompanied by 2 leaves of ms. notes (in English), written on letterhead stationery of Dawson's Book Shop in Los Angeles.
"Former owner, Count Matsuura of Japan."
In Japanese.
Oriented with north at bottom.
Scale not given.
Imperfect; wormholes, with some loss of text.
64-374
ICN 64-2939
Ayer 133 .N163 1854 (NLO)

United States - Maps - 1854 - Jigsaw puzzle maps
Mitchell's dissected map of the United States. Troy, N.Y. ; Philadelphia : Merriam, Moore & Co. ; Cowperthwait, Desilver & Butler, [1854?].
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Williams, W. (Wellington) -- Merriam, Moore & Co. -- Cowperthwait, Desilver & Butler -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library)
1 jigsaw puzzle (55 pieces) : paper on wood, hand col. ; 28 x 42 cm., in hinged wooden box 24 x 17 x 5 cm.
Entered according to Act of Congress in the year 1854, by S. Augustus Mitchell in ... District Court of ... Pennsylvania.
Box spine title: Mitchell's dissected map, U.S. Box made to look like a book.
Another, undissected copy of the map folded to 21 x 13 cm. and laid in box; serves as key map.
Publisher's advertisement inside of box lid.
Series: Mitchell's series of dissected maps.
Scale [ca. 1:11,000,000].
Relief shown by hachures.
Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library).
LCCN 85-695494
2001
map4C G3701.A9 1854 .M5 (NLO)

Map of all the railroads in the United States in operation and progress. [New York] : Published by H. V. Poor, editor of "The American Railroad Journal", [1854].
Authors: Poor, Henry Varnum, 1812 -- McLellan, David, approximately 1825- -- American Railroad Journal -- Illinois Central Railroad Company
1 map : hand col. ; 89 x 101 cm.
Date from Modelski, Railroad maps of the United States no. 27.
"D. McLellan, lithographer, 26 Spruce St., New York."
Covers the continental U.S. as far west as 96° W. Shows drainage, cities and towns, state boundaries, canals, and the railroad network. In 1923 Poor's Publishing Company of New York issued a reduced redrawing of this map

2001
map4C G3701.A9 1854 .M5 (NLO)
United States - Maps - 1854 - Railroads

*Map of the United States in operation and progress.* New York : [s.n., 1854?].
Authors: American railroad journal (New York, N.Y.) -- McLellan, David, approximately 1825--1825.

- Illinois Central Railroad Company
  - 1 map : hand col. ; map 98 x 106 cm.
  - "Drawn and engraved under direction of the editor of the American railroad journal."
  - "D. McLellan lithographer, 26 Spruce St., N.Y."
- Continuation insets (32 x 18 cm. and 23 x 37 cm.): Map of Florida -- Map of Texas.

Detached from rollers.
Forms part of the Illinois Central Railroad archives, Newberry Library.

Previously shelved as IC Map6F 117.

Other copy available on Library of Congress website as a raster image (accessed June 2011): http://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g3701.p.rn000270

References: Modelski, Railroad maps of the United States no. 27; Checklist of printed maps of the Middle West to 1900, v. 1, p. 374, no. 1-1596; C.C. Mohr, Guide to the Illinois Central archives in the Newberry Library 1851-1906 (Chicago, 1951) p. 179-180.

LC Card Number: 98688318

*map6F G3701.P3 1854 .P6 (NLO)*

United States - Maps - 1854 - Railroads

*Disturnell's new map of the United States and Canada showing all the canals, rail roads, telegraph lines and principal stage routes.* New York : J. Disturnell, 1854.
Authors: Burr, Henry A. -- Disturnell, John, 1801-1877 -- Atwood, John M., approximately 1818- -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

- 1 map : 44 x 71 cm. fold. in covers 24 x 16 cm.
- 'Engraved by J.M. Atwood, N.Y.'

Relief shown by hachures.
Shows finished and unfinished railroads.
Scale [ca. 1:5,440,000]. 60 statute miles (of 1760 yds. each) to the inch.
Relief shown by hachures.

*Ayer 133 .B965 1854 (NLO)*

United States - Maps - 1854 - Transportation

*Colton's map of the United States, the Canadas &c. Showing the rail roads, canals, & stage roads.* New York : J.H. Colton, 1854.
Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- McLellan, David, approximately 1825-1825.

- 1 map : hand col. ; 66 x 78 cm.

In Colton, Joseph Hutchins. Colton's traveler and tourist's route-book through the United States of America and the Canadas (New York, 1854) at back.

-'Printed by D. McLellan, N.Y.'

Scale [ca. 1:3,900,000].
Relief shown by hachures.
Inset: The Isthmus of Panama showing the routes of travel between Chagres & Panama (9 x 9 cm.) -- Map of the United States, Central America &c (10 x 15 cm.) -- Map of New England and eastern New York (25 x 22 cm.).

*G 833.186 at back (PrCt)*

United States - Maps - 1854 - Geography

*Fanning’s illustrated gazetteer of the United States : giving the location, physical aspect, mountains, rivers, lakes, climate, productive and manufacturing resources, commerce, government, education, general history, etc. of the states, territories, counties, cities, towns and post-offices in the American Union : with the population and other statistics from the census of 1850 : illustrated with seals and thirty-one state maps in counties, and fourteen maps of cities.*

New York : Published by Ensign, Bridgman & Fanning, 1854, c1853.
Authors: Ensign, Bridgman & Fanning -- Phelps, Humphrey, active 19th century -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

- 400 p. : ill., 46 maps ; 24 cm.

Printed in double columns.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Full text of another copy available online via HathiTrust Digital Library. (accessed November 2013): http://hdl.handle.net/2027/hvd.32044019623024

*Baskes E154 .F37 1854 (NLO)*

United States - Maps - 1855

Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's atlas of the world ... (1855-1856)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 65 cm.
In: Colton, George Woolworth. Colton's atlas of the world : illustrating physical and political geography (New York ; London : J.H. Colton ; Trübner, 1855-1856) v. 1, pl. [6]. One sheet with two printed plate numbers, 'No. 7' and 'No. 8.'

A New map of our country. New York & Cleveland : Gaston & Johnson, 1855.
Authors: Gaston & Johnson (New York and Cleveland) -- Lipman, L., fl. 1865 -- Dumcke & Keil -- McLean, James P., fl. 1855
1 map : hand col. ; 130 x 148 cm.
'Engra. by L. Lipman N.Y.'
'Dumcke & Keil, no. 12 Frankfort st. N.Y.'
Includes printed endorsement by 'Jas. P. McLean.'
Insets (14 x 21 and 34 x 51 cm.); Map of the Sandwich Islands -- Map of the World on Mercators projection.
Includes population statistics.
maproll G3700 1855 .G3 (PrCt)

A New map of the United States. Upon which are delineated its vast works of internal communication, with the proposed routes across the continent &c. Philadelphia : Lippincott, Grambo & Co., 1855.
1 map : hand col. ; 62 x 75 cm.
In Williams, Wellington. The Traveller's and tourist's guide through the United States, Canada, etc. (Philadelphia : Lippincott, Grambo & Co., 1852) at back.
Scale [ca: 1:4,400,000].
Relief shown by hachures.
Entered for copyright in 1855 by W. Williams.
Insets: Map of Niagara River and Falls (10 x 9 cm.) -- Map of California, Oregon, New Mexico, Utah &c. (27 x 24 cm.) -- Map of the island of Cuba (8 x 24 cm.) -- City & harbor of Havana (8 x 7 cm.),
Ayer 138 W67 1855 at back (PrCt)

67673 United States - Maps - 1856
Authors: Wurster, Johann Ulrich, 1814-1880 -- Bossard, Heinrich -- Zürcher und Furrer
1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 58 cm.
In Bossard, Heinrich. Anschauungen und Erfahrungen in Nordamerika (Zurich: Zürcher und Furrer, 1855) at back.
'Top. anstalt v. J. Wurster u. comp. in Winterthur.'
Scale [ca: 1:4,600,000].
Prime meridian: Washington.
Insets: Karte von Oregon, Californien, und Texas -- [Continuation of southern Florida at reduced scale].
Table: Countys in Iowa.
G 833.112 at back (PrCt)

Map of the United States of America, the British Provinces, Mexico, the West Indies and Central America, with part of New Grenada and Venezuela. New York : J. H. Colton and Co., 1856.
Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Atwood, John M., approximately 1818 -- Barnard, William S., b. ca. 1809 -- Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 77 x 98 cm., sectioned, mounted on linen, and folded to 22 x 14 cm., in slipcase
'Map drawn by Geo. W. Colton, engraved by John M. Atwood, border desigd. & engd. by W. S. Barnard.'
Insets: A map of the Atlantic Ocean showing the American & European ports and the routes of the ocean steamers. -- The Isthmus of Panama showing the routes of travel between Chagres & Panama.
Copyright date in bottom margin is 1848.
On outside, when folded, printed label of 'Longuet, sucer. de Simonneau, graveur-éditeur de cartes géographiques,' with handwritten title 'États Unis, Mexique & Antilles.'
Forms part of the Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library).
Duplicate copy (needing extensive conservation):
temp MapRoll G3300 1856 .C6
map4C G3300 1856 C6 (PrCt)

Reynold's political map of the United States : designed to exhibit the comparative area of the
free and slave states and the territory open to slavery or freedom by the repeal of the Missouri compromise. New York : Chicago : W.C. Reynolds and J.C. Jones ; Rufus Blanchard, 1856.

1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 68 cm.
"Eletrotyped by Filmer & Co. ... New York."
"With a comparison of the principal statistics of the free and slave states, from the census of 1850."
Portraits of Republican Presidential and Vice Presidential candidates J.C. Fremont and W.L. Dayton in top margin.

Previously filed as Map G 1083 .74 and Map6F 3700.3.
Gift 1945, L.C. Karpinski.
ICN 46-1232
map6F G3700 1856 .R4 (PrCt)

76776 United States - Maps - 1856 - Transportation-->>>Transportation - United States - Maps - 1856
A New map for travelers through the United States of North America showing the railroads, canals, & stage roads. New York, 1856.
Authors: Smith, J. Calvin (John Calvin) -- Smith, J. Calvin (John Calvin). Smith's hand-book for travellers through the United States of America (1856) -- J.C. Smith & Son
1 map : hand col. ; 53 x 67 cm.
"With the distances."
Scale [ca. 1:4,200,000].
Prime meridian: Washington
Insets: Railroad & canal routes from Albany to Buffalo -- Map showing the rail roads between the cities of New York, Boston & Albany -- Railroad route from New York to Philadelphia -- Railroad route from Philadelphia to Washington -- Map of Oregon, northern California, Santa Fe &c.
G 833 .818 at back (PrCt)

(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 41 x 67 cm.
'Engraved by J.L. Hazzard and E. Yeager.'
'Entered according to Act of Congress in the year 1856 by Charles Desilver, in the Clerks office of the District court of the Eastern District of Pennsylvania.'
Added title: The United States in 1856 as reproduced by Rand McNally & Company to commemorate its one hundredth anniversary in 1956.
Scale 1:8,750,000.
Prime meridians: Greenwich and Washington. Relief shown by hachures. Shows railroad routes proposed to the Pacific Ocean.
Ayer p133 .Y73 1956 (NLO)

76778 United States - Maps - 1857
Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's general atlas ... (1857)
1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 65 cm.
In: Colton, George Woolworth. Colton's general atlas : containing one hundred and seventy steel plate maps and plans, on one hundred imperial folio sheets (New York : London ; J.H. Colton ; Trübner, 1857), pl. [8]. One sheet with two printed plate numbers, 'No. 10' and 'No. 11.' Map copyrighted 1855.
oversize G 10 .188 pl. 8 (PrCt)

Mitchell's new traveller's guide through the United States and the Canadas : containing the principal cities and towns ; together with rail road, steamboat, stage, and canal routes ... Philadelphia : Charles Desilver, 1857.
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Young, J. H. (James Hamilton). A New map of the United States of America (1857) -- Hazzard, John L. Mitchell's new traveller's guide through the United States, showing the rail roads, canals, stage roads &c. ... (1857) -- Drake, Ira S. Mitchell's new traveller's guide through the United States, showing the rail roads, canals, stage roads &c. ... (1857) --
United States - Maps - 1857-1866


1 atlas : 29 map plates ; 37 cm.
Phillips 3670.

Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 1292.

folio Ayer 135 .R72 1857 (NLO)


1 atlas : 29 map plates ; 37 cm.
Phillips 3670.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Maps also catalogued separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)


Military map of the United States / prepared in the Office of the Quarter Master General U.S.A.
N(ew) Y(ork) : Lith by H. Lawrence, [1858].

Authors: United States. War Department -- Lawrence, Henry -- United States. Congress (35th, 1st session). House

1 map ; 34 x 76 cm.

Scale ca. 1:8,400,000.
Coordinates: W 125°--W 67°/N 49°-N 24°30'.

Relief shown by hachures. Shows forts, barracks, and arsenals, departmental boundaries, roads (some marked with distances), and "extreme line of outposts in 1845."

In upper left margin: Sen Ex. Doc. No. 11 & Ho.
Railroad map of the United States, showing the depots & stations. New York : Ensign, Bridgman & Fanning, 1857, c1856.
Authors: Ensign, Bridgman & Fanning -- Barnard, William S., b. ca. 1809 -- Howes, Wright -- Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 78 x 87 cm. fold. in cloth covers to 16 x 11 cm.
Cover title: The American railway map showing the depot & stations.
Advertising inside front cover.
Condition: very good.
Forms part of the Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Gift 1976, Wright Howes.
map4F G3701 .R2 1857 .U5 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1857 - Saint Lawrence River Valley - Maps - 1857
Map and profile of the valley of the St. Lawrence River & lake country extending from Lake Superior to the Gulf of St. Lawrence. New York : J. Disturnell, 1857.
Authors: Disturnell, John, 1801-1877
1 map ; 49 x 77 cm.
In Disturnell, John. A Trip through the lakes of North America (New York: J. Disturnell, 1857) at back.
Scale [ca. 1:4,000,000].
Relief shown by hachures.
"Profile of St. Lawrence River & lake navigation from Quebec to Fond Du Lac, Lake Superior."
G 90.24 at back (PrCt)

A New map of the United States of America. 1880.
Authors: Young, J. H. (James Hamilton) -- Desilver, Charles -- Hazzard, John L. -- Yeager, E. (Edward)
1 map : hand col. ; 40 x 67 cm.
Facsimile of map published in Mitchell's new traveller's guide (Philadelphia: Charles Desilver, 1857) at back. [Graff 5271].
Insets: Gold region of California -- District of Columbia.
map4F G3700 1857 .Y6 1980 (PrCt)

Boat Lines - Timetables - Railroads - Maps
Authors: D. Appleton and Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 66 maps ; 175 x 128 mm.
 Cf. OCLC 8088812.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1859
Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's atlas of America ... (1859) -- Johnson & Browning
1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 52 cm.
In: Colton George Woolworth. Colton's atlas of America, illustrating the physical and political geography of North and South America and the West India islands (New York : J.H. Colton and Co., 1859), pl. [6]. One sheet with two printed plate numbers, "No. 7" and "No. 8." Map copyrighted 1855.
Case oversize G1100 .C6 1859 pl. 6 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1859
Authors: Ettling, Theodor, b. 1823 -- Weekly dispatch (London, England) -- Day & Son -- Day and Son SEE Day & Son -- Day & Sons SEE Day & Son -- Day (John) & Sons SEE Day & Son -- Ettling, T. (Theodor), b. 1823 SEE Ettling, Theodor, b. 1823
1 map : hand col. ; 84 x 90 cm.
Originally issued in six sheets as supplements to the Weekly Dispatch newspaper; remnants of colored, embossed tax stamps are visible in upper margin.
"Drawn & engraved by T. Ettling, 3 Red Lion Square, Holborn."
"Day & Son, lithrs. to the Queen."
"Weekly Dispatch, 139 Fleet Street."
Coverage extends west to Rocky Mountains.
Reference to a bound copy of the 'Dispatch atlas' shows that the sheets (from upper left to lower right) were published on Sep. 25, Aug. 14, Jul. 17, Dec. 4, Nov. 20, and Oct.23 of 1859.
Detached from unidentified volume; binding stub present on verso.
Accompanied by 1-page description printed February 2007 from the Philadelphia Print Shop website (see Newberry Map Information File).
map6F G3700 1859 .E8 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.


1 map ; 23 x 34 cm.


Scale [ca. 1:15,000,000]

Coordinates: (W 130°--W 64°/N 48°--N 22°). The map was apparently not issued in the report as printed in the Serial Set vol. 1069.

Not in Wheat or Koepp.

Case HE2763 1860 map (NLO)

76794 United States - Maps - 1860 - Railroads<<>>Pacific railroads - Maps - 1860

The Central gold region. The grain, pastoral and gold regions of North America. With some new views of its physical geography; and observations on the Pacific railroad. By William Gilpin...

Philadelphia ; St. Louis ; Sower, Barnes & Co. ; E.K. Woodward, 1860.

Authors: Gilpin, William, 1813-1894 -- Sower, Barnes & Co. -- Woodward, Edward Keyes, 1814-1888 xii, 194 p. : 5 hand col. maps (folded) ; 24 cm. Later editions published (Philadelphia, 1873, 1874) under title: Mission of the North American people, geographical, social and political. Maps also cataloged separately. Issued with 6 maps, but this copy lacks "Hydrographic map of the mountain formation of North America"; see Graf 1556

References: Howes G192

LC Card Number: 03-21050

G 93 .34 (NLO)

76795 United States - Maps - 1861

Our whole country, or, The past and present of the United States : historical and descriptive ... Cincinnati : H. Howe, 1861.


Uniform title: Pacific Railroad Reports

map4F G4051.P3 1853 .U5 v. 12 pt. 1, no. 2 (PrCt)

76796 United States - Maps - 1861


Authors: Barber, John Warner, 1798-1885 -- Howe, Henry, 1816-1893 2 v. in 1 : ill., maps ; 24 cm. OCLC 1690815.

F 83.071 (NLO)

76797 United States - Maps - 1861


Authors: J.H. Colton & Co. -- Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Johnson &
Baskes E158 .A64 1861 (NLO)
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Gift 1976, Wright Howes.

map3C G3700 1861 .C6 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1861
Authors: Smith, J. Calvin (John Calvin) -- Fischer, Theobald -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 16 maps ; 410 x 510 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1861-1865
Maps - Maps on stationery - Maps - 1861-1865
Map of the seat of war. Cincinnati : James Gates, [186-?].
Authors: Gates, James, 19th cent.
1 map ; on printed envelope 8 x 14 cm.
Map printed on an envelope.
Not examined by cataloger; possibly a U.S. map issued during the Civil War.
2006080450 on order (NLO)

United States - Maps - 1861
Appletons' companion hand-book of travel to the United States and British provinces : including California, Kansas, Minnesota, New Mexico, Utah, Nebraska, Washington Territory, Oregon, the Isthmus of Panama, with a description of the principal cities and towns, and places of interest, together with hotels, through routes, and routes of travel. New York : D. Appleton and Co., 1861, c1860.
Authors: D. Appleton and Company -- Williams, W. (Wellington) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Maps drawn and engraved by W. Williams (c1848-1849).
P. 287-288 blank for "Travellers' memorandum."
Includes index.
Previous editions have title Appletons' illustrated hand-book of American travel; later editions have title Appletons' hand-book of American travel.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes E158 .A64 1861 (NLO)

United States - Maps - 1861
Authors: Richards, T. Addison (Thomas Addison), 1820-1900 -- Williams, W. (Wellington) -- D. Appleton and Company -- Trübner & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : ill., 21 folded maps (some col.), plates ; 19 cm.
Issued in 2 volumes, but this copy incomplete; lacking part 2 (July 2011).
"A full and reliable guide by railway, steamboat, and stage, to the cities, towns, waterfalls, battle-fields, mountains, rivers, lakes, hunting and fishing grounds, watering places, summer resorts, and all scenes and objects of importance and interest in the United States and the British Provinces."
"With careful maps of all parts of the country, and pictures of famous places and scenes, from original drawings by the author and other artists." Maps drawn and engraved by W. Williams (c1847-1848).
Each part has added special t.p.
Later editions have title Appletons' companion hand-book of travel or Appletons' hand-book of American travel.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes E158 .R53 1861 (NLO)

United States - Maps - 1861
Wall maps
1 map : hand col. ; 162 x 160 cm.
'By the superintendent, U.S. National Observatory."
Compiled by M.F. Maury and first published in 1860.
This and later editions of the map were issued without Maury's name because of his service in the Confederate navy during the Civil War.
W.H. Holmes, engraver. F. Mahler, C.E., head draughtsmen.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

Includes denominational membership statistics for Christian church sects, chart of time zones in the U.S., and 1860 census statistics.

Damaged with extensive loss of detail; awaiting conservation; not to be used; refer readers to duplicate copy: MapRoll G3700 1861 .W3 (PrCt). maproll G3700 1861 .W3a (PrCt)

76803 United States - Maps - 1861 Mexico - Maps - 1861 Wall maps


1 map : hand col. ; 162 x 160 cm.

'By the superintendent, U.S. National Observatory'; compiled by M.F. Maury and first published in 1860.

This and later editions of the map were issued without Maury's name because of his service in the Confederate navy during the Civil War.

'W.H. Holmes, engraver. F. Mahler, C.E., head draughtsman.'

'Entered according to Act of Congress in the year 1861 by Robert P. Smith in ... the Eastern District of Pennsylvania.'


Includes denominational membership statistics for Christian church sects, chart of time zones in the U.S., and 1860 census statistics.

Mounted on cloth; detached from wooden rollers; damaged with significant loss of detail, especially at top of sheet.

maproll G3700 1861 .W3 (PrCt)
Prime meridian: Washington, D.C.
Compiled by M.F. Maury and first published in 1860; this and later editions of the map were issued without Maury’s name because of his service in the Confederate navy during the Civil War.

"Entered according to act of Congress in the year 1861 by Robert P. Smith...."

Insets (21 x 32 cm. and smaller): Geological map of the United States / compiled by Prof. Edward Hitchcock and C.H. Hitchcock, A.M. of Amherst College -- Map of the United States showing the temperature and the annual fall or rain / by Lorin Blodget, author of American Climatology; the windrose by J.H. Coffin, professor in Lafayette Coll., Pa. -- Map showing the range of zoological distribution of the United States / by Traill Green, professor in Lafayette College, Penna. -- Map of the United States showing the distribution of staples, the distribution of plants and trees / by Traill Green....


Printed on 4 sheets, backed with linen, and fastened to rollers.

Removed Dec. 2010 from CB&Q Archives.

map roll G3700 1861 .W3b (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1861 - Political geography

Map showing the comparative area of the Northern and Southern States, east of the Rocky Mountains. [New York]: Harper’s Weekly, 1861.
Authors: Harper’s Weekly (New York)
1 map ; 23 x 35 cm.


Digital image of the Library of Congress copy available on their "myLOC" website (accessed June 2009):

References: OCLC 53315920
folio A 5 .392 , v. 5, no. 217 (February 23, 1861), p. 124 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1861 - Railroads

Map showing the relative position of Rock Island with the north western states & territories.
Chicago : Lith. of Ed. Mendel, [1861].
Authors: Mendel, Edward, 1827-1884 -- Danforth & Jones (Firm) -- Daily Argus (Rock Island, Ill.)
1 map ; 31 x 98 cm. on sheet 63 x 98 cm.

Insets: Map of Rock Island showing the government property, water power, and Fort Armstrong (32 x 44 cm.) -- Map of Rock Island and vicinity with its coal fields (32 x 50 cm.)
Detached from An Appeal to Congress: by the citizens of Rock Island and Moline, Illinois, and Davenport, Iowa, in favor of a national armory on the site of Fort Armstrong, on the island of Rock Island, in the State of Illinois (Rock Island, Ill.: Printed by Danforth & Jones, at the Daily Argus Book and Job Printing Office, 1861) [4A 6242 inside back cover].

At head of pamphlet title: National armory.

map 6F G3702.R6 1861 M4 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1862

American lawyer & map for each state. New York : Ensign, Bridgman & Fanning, 1862.
Authors: Beadle, Delos W. -- Fanning -- Ensign, Bridgman & Fanning -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 33 maps ; 181 x 124 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1862

The United States & the relative position of the Oregon & Texas / by James Wyld. London : Jas. Wyld, [ca. 1862].
Authors: Wyld, James, 1812-1887 -- Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 37 x 53 cm., folded to 14 x 10 cm.
Sectioned, mounted on linen and folded into green pebble-grain slipcase; Wyld's engraved label has letterpress title: United States.
Scale [ca. 1:9,500,000]
Coordinates: W 125°--W 60°/N 50°--N 20°.
Relief shown by hachures.
Inset: Great Britain on the same scale.
The original plate pre-dates the Mexican War, as evidenced by the name 'Upper California' over the southwestern states; this issue is ca. 1862, since the name of Prince Albert, who died in Dec. 1861, has been removed from the imprint.
Forms part of the Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library).

map 3C G3700 1862 .W9 (PrCt)
"density of population to the square mile in 1860" arranged by U.S. state names. Issued folded. Scale not given. Previously classified and shelved as H 42 .052 map4F G3701.E625 1863 .A74 (NLO)

United States - Maps - 1863 - Railroads - New Brunswick - Maps - 1863 - United States - History - Civil War, 1861-1865 - Maps - United States - History - Civil War, 1861-1865 - Maps - Lloyd's new map of the United States, the Canadas and New Brunswick, and the Atlantic and Gulf coasts : from the latest surveys showing every railroad & station finished to June 1862. New York : J.T. Lloyd, 1863. Authors: Lloyd, James T. -- G.W. Bacon & Co. -- Bacon (G. W.) and Company, ltd. SEE G.W. Bacon & Co. -- G.W. Bacon & Co. SEE ALSO Bacon & Co. 1 map : hand col., sectioned and mounted on cloth ; 96 x 130 cm. fold. to 23 x 14 cm. 'From the United States Superintendent's official reports of the Coast Survey by order of Congress.' 'Entered, according to Act of Congress in the year 1862, by J.T. Lloyd, in the Clerk's Office of the District Court of the United States for the southern district of New York.' Added title and imprint from printed cover label: Lloyd's railway and military map of the United States ... London: Bacon and Co., map publishers ... Scale [ca. 1:2,250,000]. Statute or American miles, 69.1 to a degree Coordinates: (W 99°--W 71°N 46°--29°). Includes continuation inset of southern Florida. Shows parts of Canada and western part of New Brunswick. Relief shown by hachures. LC Civil War maps (2nd ed.), S2 Digital image on the Library of Congress website (accessed June 2008): http://memory.loc.gov/cgi-bin/query/S?ammem/gmd:@FILEREQ@OR(@field(TITLE+@od1(Lloyd's+new+map+of+the+United+States,+the+Canadas+and+New+Brunswick,+from+the+latest+surveys+showing+every+railroad+&+station+finished+to+June+1863,+and+the+Atlantic+and+Gulf+coast+of+the+United+States+Superintendent's+official+reports+of+the+Coast+Survey+by+order+of+Congress++)))+@field(ALTTITLE+@od1(Lloyd's+new+map+of+the+United+States,+the+Canadas+and+New+Brunswick,+from+the+latest+surveys+showing+every+railroad+&+station+finished+to+June+1863,+and+the+Atlantic+and+Gulf+coast+of+the+United+States+Superintendent's+official+reports+of+the+Coast+Survey+by+order+of+Congress++)))+@FIELD(COLLID+rrmap)) G 10834 .51 (NLO)


Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Cooper, H. P., 19th cent.
1 map : hand col., mounted on cloth ; 76 x 100 cm.

Date and authorship statement obscured by printed paste-on of statistical "references" placed immediately below title.

"Printed by H. Cooper, 117, Fulton St., N.Y." at bottom left.

"No. 7" at upper left.


maproll G 1081 .181 (NLO)

76815 United States - Maps - 1864


[1st ed.?]

Cover title: Colton's atlas of the Union


Scales differ.

Owner's inscriptions: 'Wm. M. Hawes, Esq.' and 'Oliver S. Hawes, August 27th, 1878.'

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).

Phillips 1387

LeGear L42

Baskes G1200 .J2 1864 (NLO)

76816 United States - Maps - 1864 - Surveys

Surveys - United States - Maps - 1864

Map of the public land states and territories. Constructed from the public surveys and other official sources in the General Land Office. 1864.

1 map : 71 x 114 cm.

In U.S. 38th Congress, 2nd session, 1864-1865.

House Executive Document 1 (Serial Set 1220).

'Engraved D. McClelland, Washn. D.C.'

Scale [ca. 1:3,850,000].

Relief shown by hachures.


Govt. 1220 [map] (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
[2nd ed.]
Cover title: Colton’s atlas of the Union
Scales differ.
Owner’s inscription: E. Dodge, 1866.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Phillips 11029
LeGear L43
Rumsey 2526
Baskes G1200 .J2 1865 (NLO)

Colton’s new rail road & county map of the United States, the Canadas &c. New York : Published by G.W. and C.B. Colton & Co., 1865.
Authors: G.W. & C.B. Colton & Co. -- Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893
1 map : col. ; 80 x 101 cm., on sheet 82 x 107 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:3,041,280].
Coordinates: (W 104°--W 65°/N 48°--N 24°).
Insets: Southern part of Florida -- Colton’s map of the United States showing the proposed railroad routes to the Pacific Ocean [and Central America] (20 x 26 cm.)
Inset of Florida is a continuation of main map.
G 1083 .18 (NLO)

United States - Maps - 1865 - Surveys---Surveys - United States - Maps - 1865
Map of the public land states and territories. Constructed from the public surveys and other official sources in the General Land Office. 1865.
1 map ; 71 x 114 cm.
In U.S. 39th Congress, 1st session, 1865-1866.
House Executive Document 1 (Serial Set 1248).
'Engraved D. McClelland, Washn. D. Bowen & Co. lith., Philila.'
Scale [ca. 1:3,800,000].
Relief shown by hachures.
At upper left: : Annual report to the ... Gen. Land Office.
Govt. 1248 [map] (PrCr)

United States - Maps - 1865-1865-United States - History - Civil War, 1861-1865 - Wall maps
Authors: Hall, Edward S., b. ca. 1840 -- Horace Waters & Sons -- H.H. Lloyd & Co.
1 map : col. ; 76 x 106 cm. fold. to 41 cm.
At top of map: The rebellion as it was and as it is.
Scale [ca. 1:850,000].
Shows 'territory held by Rebels April 1st, 1865, in red,' 'territory gained from Rebels since January 1st, 1862, in yellow,' and 'Sherman's march from Chattanooga, in blue.'
Battlefields are marked by red lines and strategic places, by red dots.
Indicates towns, railroads, rivers, names and boundaries of states, and relief by hachures.
LC Civil War Maps (2nd ed.), 71
For earlier editions, see Civil War Maps entry nos. 27 and 38.
Description derived from published bibliography. Available through the Library of Congress website as raster image (March 2006): http://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g3701s.cw0071000

Dawes oversize G 10834 .5 (NLO)

76822 United States - Maps - 1866
United States of North America (eastern & central). London : Cassell, Petter & Galpin, [1866].
Authors: Etling, Theodor, b. 1823 -- Cassell, Petter & Galpin -- Cassell, Petter & Galpin.
Cassell's general atlas : consisting of sixty-two beautifully engraved folio maps ... [186-?] 1 map : hand col. ; 43 x 64 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:6,550,000]. Relief shown by hachures.
In: Cassell, Petter & Galpin. Cassell's general atlas : consisting of sixty-two beautifully engraved folio maps ... (London: Cassell, Petter, and Galpin, [186-?]), no. 45. oversize G 10 .15, no. 45 (PrCt)

Map of the United States and territories: shewing the extent of public surveys and other details ... Washington, D.C., 1866.
Authors: United States. General Land Office -- Franks, Theodore -- McLellan, David, approximately 1825-- -- Wilson, Joseph S. 1 map : hand col. ; 72 x 142 cm. on 2 sheets
[Construct from the plats and official sources of the General Land Office under the direction of Hon. Jos. S. Wilson, Commissioner, by Theodore Franks, draughtsman ; engraved by D. McClelland, Washn., D.C.]

Map of the United States and territories: shewing the extent of public surveys and other details ... [Washington] : Department of the Interior, General Land Office, 1866, 1866.
Authors: United States. General Land Office -- Franks, Theodore -- McLellan, David, approximately 1825-- -- Wilson, Joseph S. 1 map ; 71 x 141 cm., folded to quarto (4o)
[Construct from the plats and official sources of the General Land Office, under the direction of Hon. Jos. S. Wilson, Commissioner, by Theodore Franks, draughtsman ; engraved by D. McClelland, Washn., D.C.]

Authors: D. Appleton and Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. : 96 maps ; 175 x 128 mm. 2nd ed.
Cf. OCLC 38524398. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Various proposed canals & RRs: Atlantic-Pacific.
Washington : GPO, 1866.
1 v. : 13 maps ; 228 x 146 mm.
Cong39-1,SED62;AdmChasHDavis
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

76828 United States - Maps - 1867
Map of the United States and territories showing the extent of public surveys and other details, constructed from the plats and official sources of the General Land Office ... New York : Julius Bien, 1867.
Authors: Gorlinski, Joseph -- United States.
General Land Office -- Wilson, Joseph S. -- Bien, Julius, 1826-1909 -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 72 x 141 cm. fold. in covers 24 x 15 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:3,800,000] at 45° north.
Relief shown by hachures.
Also shows mineral localities, railroads.
Graff 4395 (NLO)

76829 United States - Maps - 1867 - Surveys - United States - Maps - 1867
1 v. : 1 map ; 232 x 153 mm.
Includes map of the U.S. by Theodore Franks (717 x 1410 mm.).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

76830 United States - Maps - 1867
Wall maps
Authors: Gorlinski, Joseph -- United States.
General Land Office -- Wilson, Joseph S. -- Bowen & Co. -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 69 x 139 cm., folded to 23 cm.
'Constructed from the plats and official sources of the General Land Office, under the direction of Jos. S. Wilson, commissioner, by Joseph Gorlinski, draughtsman, 1867.'
Scale [ca. 1:3,800,000]
Coordinates: (W 125°--W 66°/N 49°--N 25°).
Relief shown by hachures.
Also shows mine and mineral resources, railroads, and Surveyor General and Land Office locations.
From the General Land Office annual report, 1867.
Includes notes.
LC Card Number: 83691757
Ayer 133 .U57 1867 (NLO)

76831 United States - Maps - 1868
G. Woolworth Colton's new guide map of the United States & Canada, with railroads, counties, &c. 1868.
Authors: Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- G.W. & C.B. Colton & Co.
1 map
Shows U.S. as far west as 103° W.; missing torn section opposite Louisiana coast. Insets: Plan of the southern portion of Florida -- Western portion of the United States -- The southern portion of Texas.
temp map4C G3700 1868 .C6 (PrCt)

Authors: Vernon, Edward -- Fisk & Russell -- National Railway Publication Company -- University Microfilms -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. (various pagings) : illustrations, 20 maps ; 17 cm.
At head of title: June 1868.
Spine title: Official railway guide
Uniform title: Travelers official railway guide for the United States and Canada.
Facsimile of: Travelers' official railway guide, for the United States and Canada / compiled and

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Several maps engraved by Fisk & Russell.
Includes index and advertisements.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes HE2727 .T73 1868a (NLO)

76833
United States - Maps - 1869-1877 - Cities and towns
Cities and towns - United States - Maps - 1869-1877
Map printing - Wood engravings - Maps - 1869-1877
Wood engravings
Miscellaneous plat maps from the Land Owner.
Chicago, 1869-1877.
Authors: Land Owner -- Baker & Co. (Chicago, Ill.) -- J.M. Wing & Co.
19 maps and 4 views : col. ; on 20 sheets, various sizes
Detached from various volumes of The Land Owner (Chicago: J.M. Wing and Co., 1869-1877) [Case Wing +H94.005].
Wood engravings.
Each sheet also separately cataloged.
5176
map4F/6F G3704.A1 1869 .L3 (PrCt)

76834
United States - Maps - 1869 - Cities and towns - Real property - Cities and towns - United States - Maps - 1869 - Real property
Provisional Heading
Land owner. Chicago : Church Goodman D, 1869.
Authors: Wing, John M. (John Mansir), 1845-1917 -- Church Goodman D -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 25 maps ; 325 x 250 mm.
V1,#1(Jan69)-#6(Dec69)+V2,#7(July70)
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

76835
The American continent : topographical and railroad map of the United States, British possessions, West Indies, Mexico, and Central America.
New York : Haasis & Lubrecht, 1869, c1864.
1 map : hand col. ; 94 x 118 cm.
Entered for copyright by Ch. Lubrecht & Co.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scale [ca. 1:4,400,000].
Includes continuation inset of Central America, time and distance table, list of presidents, 1860 population statistics, and explanation of British American possessions.
Karrow, R.W. Checklist of printed maps of the Middle West 1-1683.
Gift 1965.
Previously shelved as Ayer 133 .R788 1869 65-1462
Ayer map8F G3700 1869 .R6 (NLO)

76836
United States - Maps - 1869 - Railroads - Maps
Map of the United States shewing the new and projected lines of railway to the Pacific Ocean.
Authors: G.W. Bacon & Co. -- Blackmore, William, 1827-1878. Colorado : its resources, parks, and prospects ... (1869) -- Sampson Low, Son & Marston -- Ranken & Co. -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col., 42 x 68 cm., folded to 27 x 18 cm.
In: Blackmore, William. Colorado : its resources, parks, and prospects as a new field for emigration; with an account of the Trenchara and Costilla estates, in the San Luis Park (London : Sampson Low, Son, and Marston ; Printed by Ranken and Co., 1869); bound as the first of three maps following title page.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
VAULT folio Graff 318, following title page (PrCt)

76837
United States - Maps - 1869 - Railroads - United States - Railroads - Railroads - Maps
Authors: National Railway Publication Company -- New York Public Library -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library)
1 vol. unpaginated : maps ; 17 cm.
Reprint of June 1869 edition; 'Reprinted from the original in the collection of the New York Public Library, believed to be the only copy in existence.'
Condition: Fine
Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection. Previous location: McNally's storage room
AMcN III PC 4140 (PrCt)

76838
United States - Maps - 1870
Map of the United States of America.
New York, 1870.
Authors: Walling, Henry Francis, 1825-1888 --
Johnson, D. Griffing -- Edward E. Ayer Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map ; 43 x 70 cm.
"Engraved by D. Griffing Johnson."
Previously filed under 2 different numbers: Ayer
p133 W21 1870 -- Map4F 3700.7.
Accession no. 9274.

Ayer map4F G3700 1870 .W3 (PrCt)

76839

United States - Maps - 1870-1879 - Railroads
Union Pacific Railroad Company - Maps - 1870-1879
Central Pacific Railroad Company - Maps - 1878
Railroads - Maps
New map of the American overland route, showing its connections, and land grants of 30,000,000 acres. Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [187-?].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Central Pacific Railroad Company -- Union Pacific Railway Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 90 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:5,000,000]; (W 125°--W 67°/N 49°--N 28°).
Printed at lower right in red-brown ink: Printed under patent of January 12, 187[3 or 87?]. Shows railroads, proposed railroads, and stage routes. Imperfect; lacking all folding panels at far left of sheet.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Digital image of a variant edition, dated 1879 and lacking patent note, but including imprint of "C.H. Waite [?], engr.", as well as promotional text in all 4 margins (printed outside the graticule), available on the David Rumsey Map Collection website (accessed October 2013):
http://www.davidrumsey.com/luna/servlet/s/jye3q

map6F G3701.P3 1870 .R3 (PrCt)

76840

United States - Maps - 1870 - Railroads - Directories - Railroads - Maps
Authors: Campbell, R. A. (Robert Allen), 1836 or 1837-
xxi, 293 p. ; 23 cm.
Advertising matter interspersed.
Presentation copy from R.A. Campbell.

Case HE2721 .C2 1870 (NLO)

76841

1 map : hand col. ; 37 x 103 cm., folded to 10 x 16 cm.
"Scale of 1/5,000,000." Route of the "Northern Pacific R.R." in the northwestern U.S. prominently identified on map covering the northern United States and southern Canada between 35-56° N.
Issued as a loose map with: Coffin, Charles Carleton The Seat of empire (Boston : Fields, Osgood, & Co., 1870), inside back cover pocket. Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Graff 793, inside back cover pocket (PrCt)

76842

Authors: Union Pacific Railway Company -- Fisk, Russell & Ames -- Union Pacific Railway Company. Guide to the Union Pacific railroad lands : 12,000,000 acres ... (1870)
1 map ; 10 x 18 cm.
In: Union Pacific Railway Company. Guide to the Union Pacific railroad lands : 12,000,000 acres best farming and mineral lands in America, for sale by the Union Pacific railroad company, in tracts to suit purchasers and at low prices ... (Omaha, Neb. : Land Department, Union Pacific Railroad Building, 1870), frontispiece.
Digital image available by website subscription to American West : sources from the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library, Chicago (produced by Adam Matthew Digital; accessed June 2010):
http://www.americanwest.amdigital.co.uk/Content/s/image-viewer.aspx?imageid=56618

H 97924 .916, frontispiece (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Railroads - United States - Railroads - Maps
Authors: National Railway Publication Company
-- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library)
1 vol. unpaginated : maps (1 fold.) ; 26 cm.
Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection.
Previous location: McNally's storage room
AMcN III PC 4130 (PrCt)

Authors: Union Pacific Railway Company -- Fisk & Russell -- Union Pacific Railway Company.
Guide to the Union Pacific Railroad lands : 12,000,000 acres ... (1871)
1 map ; 10 x 18 cm.
In: Union Pacific Railway Company. Guide to the Union Pacific Railroad lands : 12,000,000 acres best farming, grazing and mineral lands in the state of Nebraska and territories of Colorado, Wyoming and Utah, for sale by the Union Pacific Railroad Company, in tracts to suit purchasers and at low prices. 4th ed. (Omaha, Neb. : Land Dept., Union Pacific Railroad, 1871), back cover.
H 97924 .917, back cover (PrCt)

Authors: Union Pacific Railway Company -- Fisk, Russell & Ames -- Latham, Hiram, 1832-1902.
Trans-Missouri stock raising : the pasture lands of North America ... (1871) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 10 x 19 cm.
In: Latham, Hiram. Trans-Missouri stock raising : the pasture lands of North America : winter grazing ... (Omaha, Neb. : Daily Herald Steam Printing House, 1871), back cover.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Graff 2408 no. 1, back cover (PrCt)

76846 United States - Maps - 1872
Authors: Asher & Adams -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library)
Condition: Rebound in 3/4 leather; scuffed but otherwise v. good.
Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection.
Previous location: A-1
AMcN III PC 3530 (PrCt)

76847 United States - Maps - 1872
Authors: Swanston, George H. -- A. Fullarton & Co. -- A. Fullarton & Co. The Royal illustrated atlas of modern geography [1872?] 1 map : col. ; 40 x 51 cm.
Printed plate no. "LV" in upper right and pasted on verso.
Case oversize G1019 .A38 1872, plate [55] (PrCt)

Authors: Union Pacific Railway Company -- Fisk & Russell -- Union Pacific Railway Company.
Guide to the Union Pacific railroad lands : 12,000,000 acres ... (1872) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library) -- Fisk, Russell (New York, N.Y.) SEE Fisk & Russell
1 map ; 10 x 19 cm.
In: Union Pacific Railroad Company. Guide to the Union Pacific railroad lands : 12,000,000 acres best farming, grazing and mineral lands in America, in the state of Nebraska and territories of Colorado, Wyoming and Utah, for sale by the Union Pacific railroad company, in tracts to suit purchasers and at low prices. 5th ed. (Omaha, Neb. : Land Department, Union Pacific Railroad Building, 1872), back cover.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Graff 2408 no. 2, back cover (PrCt)

76849 United States - Maps - 1872 - United States - Geography - Dictionaries - 1872
Asher & Adams’ new commercial and statistical atlas and gazetteer of the United States : exhibiting a clear topographical view of the entire country, including portions of the provinces of Ontario and Quebec, with their lines of travel and avenues of trade, and comprising a concise description and the location of cities, villages, post-offices, railroad stations, etc., etc., in the United States : compiled, drawn and engraved by the publishers’ own engineers, topographers, and artists, from authentic and recent astronomical observations, government surveys, and records.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
of the United States and territories, and the several states, surveys of railroads, official reports, etc. New York : Asher & Adams, 1872, c1871.


1 atlas (2 v.) : 28 col. maps ; 46 cm.

One map by C.H. Hitchcock and W.P. Blake.

Scale [ca. 1:1,267,200].

Vol. 2: Former owner's inscription: Richard Cardony, Nasonville, R.I.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Phillips 1271

Baskes oversize G1200 .A83 1872 (NLO)

76850 United States - Maps - 1873<>Atlases - 1873


Authors: Asher & Adams -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library)

256 p. : hand col. maps ; 45 cm.

Last nine pages form a commercial directory of New York City.

Condition: Rebacked in buckram, original front cloth partially torn away but gold stamped title preserved. V. good

Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection.

Previous location: A-1.

AMcN III PC 3540 (PrCt)

76851 United States - Maps - 1873<>Atlases - 1873


1 atlas (175, [21] p. : 21 col. map plates) ; 45 cm.

Irregular pagination.

Contains a geological map of the United States, by Charles H. Hitchcock, p. 38-39; a climatological map of the United States, by Lorin Blodget, p. 26-27; a map of the United States showing the principal botanical divisions, by Thomas C. Porter, p. 30; one showing the principal zoological divisions by Edward D. Cope, p. 35; and historical and numerous other maps. Classified business directories of various cities, [22] p. at end.

References: Phillips 1390: Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 1466

oversize G 1083 .36 (NLO)


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Waite, Charles S. -- Mapes, Carl Herbert, 1900- -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 44 x 65 cm.

Detached from Rand, McNally & Co.'s railway guide (July 1873) [Case HE2727 .R3 (July 1873)]; this edition of the guide and map form part of the Andrew McNally III collection, and were previously shelved as AmCN III PC 1240 (PrCt)]

Scale [ca. 1:4,800,000].

‘Explanation’ at top right refers users to index on pp. 1-23 of Guide.

Inset maps on verso: New mining map of Utah [16 x 9 cm.]. -- [St. Louis & vicinity. 15 x 12 cm.]. -- [Chicago & vicinity. 15 x 12 cm.]. -- Railroads around Cincinnati, 1872-3. [15 x 12 cm.]. -- Railroads around Baltimore and Washington. [15 x 11 cm.]. -- Philadelphia and surroundings [15 x 11 cm.]. -- New York and vicinity [15 x 11 cm.]. -- Boston and vicinity, 1872-3. [15 x 12 cm.].

Accompanied by note: This map is the oldest dated map in our files, published by Rand McNally & Co. -- C. H. Mapes, 4/25/52.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).


map4F G3701.P3 1873 .R3 (PrCt)


Railroad lands in central and southwestern Kansas on eleven years' credit : the government grant of 3,000,000 acres to the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad now open to settlers, 1873. [Topeka, Kansas : Kansas Magazine Pub. Co.], 1873.


1 sheet : 2 maps ; 54 x 72 cm.

At head of title: The finest climate and the most prolific soil in the West.

Added title on verso: The Best enterprise in the West.

Map on recto: Atchison, Topeka, & Santa Fe...
Railroad and connections with 3,000,000 acres: land for sale on eleven years credit & seven percent interest / Fisk & Russell, NY. 1 map; 19 x 66 cm. Scale [ca. 1:5,390,000]. Coordinates: (W 125°00′–W 71°30′/N 45°50′–N 32°45′).

Covers most of the United States; roughly bounded by Oregon, New Hampshire, California, and South Carolina; scale deliberately exaggerated in the central and upper Great Plains.

Map on verso: Map of Kansas: Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railroad / Kansas Magazine Publishing Co., Topeka, Kansas; Bogart & Stillman, engravers, Cin. O.; C. Poor, draughtsman. 1 map; 30 x 56 cm. Scale [ca. 1:1,140,480]. Coordinates: (W 102°30′–W 94°35′/N 40°00′–N 37°00′).

Includes promotional text: The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railroad Company now offer... over 3,000,000 acres... as per particulars, given below. A.E. Touzalin, land commissioner, Topeka, Kansas...

Stamp in red ink on recto: C.P. Bollmar, Agent. Purchased Jan. 2004 from Steve Finer Rare Books, Catalog 150 no. 90; Newberry accession no. 2004012701

map4F G4201.P3 1873 .A7 (NLO)

76854 United States - Maps - 1873 - Railroads Rallroads - Maps


Authors: Vernon, Edward -- American Railroad Manual Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v.: 15 maps; 283 x 204 mm.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

76855 United States - Maps - 1874

Asher & Adams' new statistical and topographical atlas of the United States: with maps showing the Dominion of Canada, Europe and the world: exhibiting a clear topographical view of the United states, from fine copper-plate maps, delineating rivers, landings, railroads, stations, distances, etc., populations of cities and villages containing three hundred inhabitants and upward, as reported by government census for 1870, population of counties in the several states, the territories, and the Dominion of Canada, together with comprehensive statistical tables of the United States and the various countries of the world / compiled, drawn, and engraved under the supervision of the publishers, by their own engineers, topographers, and artists, from the most recent official reports, astronomical observations, surveys, records, and documents of the United States and territories, the Dominion of Canada, the several states, railroad companies, etc. New York: Asher & Adams, c1874.


1 atlas (1 v. (various pagings)): 41 hand col. maps; 46 cm.

Several maps by W.H. Holmes.

Includes index

Scale [1:1,267,200].

Relief shown by hachures.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).

References: Phillips 11033

Baskes oversize G1200 .A84 1874 (NLO)

76856 United States - Maps - 1874


Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Ziegler & McCurdy -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas: 40 maps; 397 x 325 mm.

After A262

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).

References: Cf. Phillips 01183

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

76857 United States - Maps - 1874 Atlases - 1874

Gray's atlas of the United States: with general maps of the world, accompanied by descriptions geographical, historical, scientific, and statistical / by O.W. Gray. Philadelphia: Published by Stedman, Brown & Lyon, 1874, c1873.


1 atlas (175, [29] p.): 73 maps (most hand col.); 45 cm.

Cover title: Gray's atlas of the United States and general maps of the world, with descriptions

Some maps by Charles H. Hitchcock, Lorin Blodget, Thomas C. Porter, and Edward D. Cope; some maps drawn by Frank A. Gray and engraved by J.M. Atwood.

Some maps copyright G.W. & C.B. Colton Co.

Classified business directories of various cities, p. [2]-[29] at end.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Phillips 4526; LeGear L54

Baskes oversize G1200 .G7 1874 (NLO)
Go and see Hardy Gillard’s great American Maps — Pictorial maps

Statistical atlas of the United States based on the results of the ninth census 1870 : with contributions from many eminent men of science and several departments of the government. [New York] : Julius Bien, lith., 1874.
1 atlas (various pagings, 54 leaves of plates) : maps, charts ; 56 cm.
‘Compiled under the authority of Congress by Francis A. Walker.’

Educational panorama over the pacific railway to California. Bird’s eye view of the country from New York to San Francisco, 3,500 miles.

Glasgow : Maclure and Macdonald, 1876.
Authors: Gillard, Hardy -- Maclure and MacDonald Lithographers -- Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company -- Burlington and Missouri River Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; on sheet 27 x 76 cm.
Colored lithograph showing railroad routes in northern U.S.
‘This map is a guide to the large painting 40 x 8 ft., the painting being a key to the Panorama.’
Issued as a souvenir to a panoramic painting on exhibition in London, 1875-1876; promotional text on verso.
Removed July 2000 from CB&Q Archives, box 769.1-41, from a packet of Burlington & Missouri River Railroad Land Dept. materials.

Map of hot springs localities of the United States ... 1875.
1 map : 15 x 22 cm.

United States - Maps - 1875 - Hot Springs

New commercial atlas of the United States and territories ... : a complete shipper's guide. New York : Cram, 1875.
Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928
1 atlas : 48 map plates ; 54 cm.
oversize G 1083 .19 (NLO)
Railroads\textgreater \textless \textgreater United States - Maps - 1875 - Manufactures\textgreater \textless \textgreater Manufactures - United States - Maps - 1875\textless \textgreater Railroads - Maps

Authors: Asher & Adams -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v., various pagings : 42 hand col. maps ; 64 cm.
Maps are the same as used in a small folio atlas and each has two page numbers; in this large format, they are flat, not folded.
Main body of the work consists of heavily illustrated historical descriptions of American manufacturing firms; facing each map is a full letterpress page of advertising for firms and products, including many fine wood-engravings;
cf. OCLC 25292154.
OCLC 1743266.
Condition: Orig. boards, shabby, part of spine missing, interior and maps fine.
Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection.
Previous location: A-12 (unboxed, in brown paper).
AmCn III PC 3780 (PrCt)

76865

United States - Maps - 1875 - Railroads\textgreater \textless \textgreater United States - Maps - 1875 - Stagecoach lines\textgreater \textless \textgreater Stagecoach lines - United States - Maps - 1875\textless \textgreater Railroads - Maps\textless \textgreater Road maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Higgins, Belden & Company. Illustrated historical atlas of St. Joseph Co., Indiana (1875)
1 map : col. ; 43 cm. x 90 cm., on sheet folded to 45 x 37 cm.
Bottom margin (and date?) trimmed away.
Shows existing and proposed railroads and stage coach routes.
Scale ca. 1:15,010,000.
Coordinates: (W 124°40'00"--W 66°59'00" N 47°01'00"--N 26°00'00")
Uppercase letter C in top left margin; uppercase D in top right margin.
Relief shown with hachures.
Digital version of another copy available on the St. Joseph County Public Library website:
http://www2.sjcl.org/1875Atlas/slideshow/?browsetest=view+the+1875+atlas+as+a+slideshow
oversize F 8958 .434, p. [96-97] (PrCt)

76866

United States - Maps - 1876

Topographical map, United States and territories. [19--?].
Authors: Dripps, M. (Matthew) -- Welcke (Edward W. ) & Bro., New York -- New York Public Library 1 map ; 24 x 47 cm., reduced from 54 x 94 cm.
Photocopy (negative) of original published New York, 1876; reproduced from original in New York Public Library.
Inset: Territory of Alaska.
map2F G3700 1876 .D7 (PrCt)
Railroad ([Philadelphia : Pennsylvania Railroad, 1876]), inside back cover [Wing ZP 883 .R1546]
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**map4F G3701.P3 1876 .R3 (NLO)**

**76869** United States - Maps - 1877 - Acquisition of territory
Map of the United States showing acquisition of territory ... [Chicago] : Blanchard, 1877.
Authors: Blanchard, Rufus, 1821-1904
1 map : 29 x 48 cm. fold. to 23 x 17 cm.
Scale not given.
Inset: Alaska.
G 108301 .11 (NLO)

**76870** United States - Maps - 1877 - Atlases - 1877
Gray's atlas of the United States : with general maps of the world : accompanied by descriptions geographical, historical, scientific and statistical / by O.W. Gray. Philadelphia : Published by E.D. & H.C. Marsh, 1877, c1876.
1 atlas (203, [12] p.) : 73 maps (most hand col.) ; 45 cm.
Cover title: Gray's atlas of the United States and general maps of the world, with descriptions Copyright by O.W. Gray and Son.
Many maps by Frank A. Gray; geological map by Charles H. Hitchcock, climatological map by Lorin Blodget, botanical map by Thomas C. Porter, zoological map by Edward D. Cope.
Some maps engraved by J.M. Atwood.
Classification business directory of Massachusetts, [12] p. at end.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1200 .G7 1877 (NLO)

**76871** United States - Maps - 1877 - Railroads - Mexico - Maps - 1877 - Railroads - Maps
Authors: Lloyd, James T. -- Lloyd, E. -- Hunter, Thomas
1 map : col. ; 93 x 120 cm. folded in covers 25 x 22 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:5,375,000] or '83 miles to one inch.'
Borders on map trimmed with loss of latitude figures on the left and longitude figures at the top. 'Entered according to Act of Congress ... by J. T. Lloyd, in ... the Southern District of New York.'
Relief shown by hachures.
Shows steamship routes.
Includes five vignettes of buildings in Philadelphia by 'Thos. Hunter, pub. ... Philadelphia.'
'The public are cautioned against another ... 'Lloyd' ... follows us with an imitation of every map we issue.'
G 1080 .51 (NLO)

Map of the United States exhibiting the grants of lands made ...to aid in the construction of railroads and wagon roads. Washington, 1878.
1 map : col. ; 50 x 73 cm.
578
map4F G3701.G465 1878 US (PrCt)

Rand McNally & Co.'s United States map, showing location of Black Hills. [Chicago] : Rand, McNally & Co., [1878].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Maguire, H. N. (Henry N.) -- New map and guide to Dakota, and the Black Hills ... [1878] -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 30 x 48 cm., folded to 21 x 15 cm. Title in upper margin.
Railroad lines printed in red.
Routes to the Black Hills marked in black ink added by hand (by previous owner?)
In Maguire, H.N. New map and guide to Dakota, and the Black Hills ... (Chicago : Rand, McNally & Co., printers, [1878]) inside back cover.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Graff 2660 inside back cover (PrCt)
Authors: St. Louis, Iron Mountain, and Southern Railway Company -- Chicago Historical Society
1 map ; 26 x 36 cm.
Issued folded to 16 x 8 cm. with panel title: The St. Louis, Iron Mountain and Southern Railway. Includes fare table 'in effect May 1st, 1878.' Text on verso: Eastern Missouri and Arkansas.
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.
CHS Coll., Map no. 548 (PrCt)

76875
United States - Maps - 1878 - Rain and rainfall - United States - Maps - 1878
map4F G3701.C883 1878 .S3 (PrCt)

76876
United States - Maps - 1879 - Canada - Maps - 1879
Authors: D. Appleton and Company -- Erickson, fl. 1943 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
2 v. : ill., 29 maps (some folded), plates ; 18 cm. "With railway maps, plans of cities, and illustrations."
Maps in pocket at end.
Includes index.
Published also in 1 vol.
Pt. 1 bound in publisher's blue cloth binding, illustrated in black with gold stamping and spine title: Appleton's general guide New England, middle states, and Canada.
Pt. 2 bound in publisher's blue cloth binding, illustrated in black with gold stamping and spine title: Appleton's general guide western and southern states
Former owner's inscriptions:"Erickson VII:30:43" (part 1) and "Erickson v-12-45" (part 2).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes E158 .A65 1879 (NLO)

76877
United States - Maps - 1879 - Railroads - Chicago, Burlington & Quincy
Railroad Company - Maps - 1879 - Railroads - Maps
Map of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad and its connections. Chicago : Chicago, Burlington and Quincy Rail Road, April 1879.
Authors: Heubach, Emil -- Roehr, Frank -- Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company -- Chicago Evening Journal 1 map ; 50 x 76 cm. fold. to 19 x 11 cm.
Inset: Map of the western states and territories. Main map shows railroad connections from Lincoln, Maine to Ft. Fred Steele, WyO. and from Duluth to Galveston.
Title on outside when folded: Chicago, Burlington and Quincy Rail Road is the direct route between Chicago, Quincy, Kansas City ... and all points in Missouri, Kansas, Indian Territory, Texas, Colorado, and New Mexico.
Timetables and advertisements on verso.
'Chicago Evening Journal Print.' 'Form A--4--21--79--1 M.' map4F G3701.P3 1879 H4 (PrCt)

76878
United States - Maps - 1879 - Railroads - Maps
Rand, McNally & Co.'s new railroad map, from the Atlantic coast to the Rocky Mountains. [Chicago : Rand, McNally & Co., map engravers, 77 & 79 Madison Street, c1879].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 88 cm., folded to 16 x 9 cm.
Publication information from front cover.
Cover title: Rand, McNally & Co.'s new railroad map embracing the whole country from the Atlantic coast to the Rocky Mountains ...
Insets (15 x 13 cm. and 14 x 24 cm.): Vicinity of Boston -- Vicinity of New York and Philadelphia. Editor's copy (?); new railroad connections marked in blue.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
map3C G3701.P3 1879 .R3 (PrCt)

76879
United States - Maps - 1879 - Surveys - United States - Maps - 1879
Sketch indicating a distribution of the territorial domain of the United States into districts favorable to the operations of parties prosecuting general government surveys...orig. devised...1875. 1879.
Authors: U.S. Geographical Surveys West of the 100th Meridian 1 map : col. ; 51 x 73 cm.
Scale ca. 1:7,000,000 Detached from Govt. W 8.5:1, opposite p.436.
map4F G3701.B5 1879 U5 (PrCt)

76880
United States - Maps - 1879 - West (U.S.) - Maps - 1879 - United States - Surveys - 1879 - West (U.S.) - Surveys - 1879
Atlas of the states and territories over which land...
surveys have been extended / compiled from the official records of the General Land Office and other sources by C. Roese, principal draughtsman, G.L.O. [Washington, D.C. General Land Office, 1879].
1 atlas (29 folded leaves of plates) : 27 color maps ; 68 cm
Cover title (lacking in this copy).
Spine title: Maps of western states and territories
Author statement from maps.
Includes maps compiled by the Geographical Surveys West of the 100th Meridian under the direction of George M. Wheeler.
Publication date from Phillips 1404.
Maps dated 1878-1879.
Relief shown by hachures.
Prime meridians: Greenwich and Washington, D.C.
Issued with 28 maps, but this copy lacking original cover and map of Colorado.
Map of California, on 2 sheets, includes list of private land grants.
Scales differ.
Contemporary half binding of brown cloth and leather with gold stamped spine title: Maps of western states and territories; bookbinder’s ticket: E. Walker’s Son, job bookbindery, 14 Dey Street, New York; maps mounted on linen; map of California on 2 sheets joined to form one sheet in Newberry’s copy.
Bookplate: New Jersey Historical Society.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1201.B5 U55 1879 (NLO)

76881 United States - Maps - 1880
Bradstreet’s pocket atlas of the United States.
New York : Bradstreet Company, 1880, c1879.
Authors: Bradstreet Company -- Macullar, Parker Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
"This edition is published for Macullar, Parker & Company, Boston, Massachusetts."
Cover title: Bradstreet’s miniature atlas of the United States and Canadas
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 11039
Baskes G1200 .B85 1880 (NLO)

76882 United States - Maps - 1880<<>Almanacs, American - 1880<<>Patent medicines - Periodicals
Green’s atlas and diary almanac. Woodbury, N.J.
G.G. Green, 1880.
Authors: G.G. Green Laboratory -- Rand McNally and Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 4 maps ; 225 x 173 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

76883 United States - Maps - 1880 - Coasts - Nautical charts<<>Nautical charts - United States - 1880 - Coasts<<>Nautical charts
Report Supt CP Patterson 6/30/1874-80.
Authors: United States Coast Survey -- Patterson, C. P. -- Osher Map Library
8 v. : 112 maps ; 290 x 230 mm.
This copy forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection; planned as gift to Osher Map Library, University of Southern Maine (not the Newberry Library).
Newberry holdings not checked or verified (September 2012).
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

General guide to United States & Canada.
Authors: D. Appleton and Company -- Adam and Charles Black (Firm)
1 v.
G 81 .039 (NLO)

76885 United States - Maps - 1880 - Indian Reservations<<>Indian Reservations - United States - Maps - 1880
Map showing Indian reservations in the United States west of the 84th meridian and number of Indians belonging thereto. Washington, D.C. , 1880.
Authors: U.S. Office of Indian Affairs

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

1 1 map : 34 x 47 cm.
Detached from U.S. Office of Indian Affairs.
Annual report of the Commissioner (Washington, D.C., 1880).
Scale ca. 1:7,450,000.
Shows 'stations occupied by U.S. troops.'
Ayer
ICN75
map2F 3701.E1 (PrCt)

76886 United States - Maps - 1880 - Public Lands
Does not include maps. 1880-1;1900-9;1920-5;1929
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

76887 United States - Maps - 1880 - Railroads
Chicago and Alton Railroad Company - Maps - 1880 - Railroads - Maps
New general railway map of the United States and the Dominion of Canada, compiled from information obtained from official sources, showing the lines of the Chicago and Alton R. R. and its connections. Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [ca. 1880].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Chicago and Alton Railroad Company -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : col. ; 65 x 107 cm.
On original wooden rollers.
With vignettes of Pullman, dining, and passenger cars. Condition: Brittle, detached from top roller and broken at top (should be easily repaired by conservator), else fine. Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection.
AmCN III PC 130 (PrCt)

76888 United States - Maps - 1880 - Railroads
New map of Kellog's lists : illustrating the situation and distribution of the newspapers of his Chicago, St. Louis & Cleveland lists, being also a revised railroad map. Glasgow : Maclure and Macdonald, 1876, c1880.
Authors: Kellogg (A. N.) Newspaper Co. -- Shober & Carqueville -- Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company -- Burlington and Missouri River Railroad Company 1 map : col. ; on sheet 27 x 76 cm.
'Shober and Carqueville, litho. co., Chicago.'
'For further information, address: A.N. Kellogg Newspaper Co., 77 & 79 Jackson Street, Chicago.'
'Copyright...1880.'
Railroad map of northern U.S. identifying cities with advertising newspapers, keyed to Chicago, St. Louis, and Cleveland lists.
In: Kellogg's Chicago list, comprising 294 weekly newspapers of the better class (Chicago: A.N. Kellogg Newspaper Co., 1881), following p. 10.
Removed July 2000 from CB&Q Archives, box 769.1-.41, from a packet of Burlington & Missouri River Railroad Land Dept. materials.
Temp CB&Q map4C G3701.P3 1880 S5 (PrCt)

76889 United States - Maps - 1881
9th edition.
Uniform title: Commercial atlas.
Selected maps also cataloged separately.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
References: Phillips 1409.
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
Oversize RMcn atlas .C7 1881 (PrCt)

76890 United States - Maps - 1881 - Almanacs, American - 1881 - Patent medicines - Periodicals
Green's atlas and diary almanac. Woodbury, N.J. G.G. Green Laboratory, [1881?].
Authors: G.G. Green Laboratory -- Green Laboratory (Woodbury, N.J.) SEE G.G. Green Laboratory -- Green (George G.) Laboratory, Woodbury, N.J. SEE G.G. Green Laboratory -- Green (G. G.) Laboratory, Woodbury, N.J. SEE G.G. Green Laboratory 1 v. : ill., 4 maps (some col.) ; 22 cm.
Annual publication, but Newberry holdings limited to 1881 issue (as of December 2013)
Maps engraved and printed by Rand McNally and Company.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 2006206662 sn 89041238 Baskes F131 .G73 (NLO)

76891 United States - Maps - 1881 - Atlases - 1881
Authors: Van Antwerp, Bragg & Company -- Steinwehr, A. von (Adolph), 1822-1877 -- Hinman, Russell, 1853-1912 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. : 33 maps ; 325 x 270 mm.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Maps by A. von Steinwehr and Russell Hinman. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Phillips 1411

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)


map3C G3701 .A9 1881 A4 (PrCt)


Previous location: B-30 AMcN III PC 2820 (PrCt)


Baskes E158 .A65 1882 (NLO)


folio G1019 .G463 1883b, p. 28-29 (PrCt)

76897 United States - Maps - 1883 Cram’s standard American atlas of the United States : a complete guide for business men, showing all towns, with their population, villages, post offices, railroads, express routes, etc., etc. Chicago : Geo. F. Cram, [1883]. Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- George F. Cram Company -- Chicago Historical Society 1 atlas (206 p.) : col. maps ; 45 cm. Cover title: Cram’s standard American Atlas 1883 'Compiled from the latest sources.' Includes index and railway lines. Scales differ. Publisher’s cloth; worn. Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005; includes CHS ownership markings. CHS Coll., Atlas no. 49

Case oversize G1200 .C7 1883 (NLO)


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

Errata slips tipped in before p. 1 and 159. Includes index. Publisher’s blue leather binding with gold-stamping on spine: Appleton’s guide to the United States and Canada. A. & C. Black. Published also in 2 vol. Former owner: L. Hiley. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes E158 .A65 1883 (NLO)**


76902 United States - Maps - 1883\-United States - Census, 10th, 1880 - Statistics\-Statistical maps Scribner’s statistical atlas of the United States, showing by graphic methods their present condition and their political, social and industrial development by Fletcher W. Hewes and Henry Gannett ... New York : C. Scribner's Sons, [1883]. Authors: Hewes, Fletcher W. (Fletcher Willis), 1838-1910 -- Gannett, Henry, 1846-1914 -- Charles Scribner's Sons 1 atlas in 2 v. : maps, diagrs., tables ; 49 x 38 cm. Entire atlas reproduced on the Library of Congress website as raster images (Nov. 2005): http://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g3701gm.gct00009 Phillips 1331. oversize H 283 .802 (NLO)

76903 United States - Maps - 1883\-United States - Census, 10th, 1880 - Statistics\-Statistical maps Scribner's statistical atlas of the United States, showing by graphic methods their present condition and their political, social and industrial development by Fletcher W. Hewes and Henry Gannett ... New York : C. Scribner's Sons, [1883]. Authors: Hewes, Fletcher W. (Fletcher Willis), 1838-1910 -- Gannett, Henry, 1846-1914 -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Scribner's Sons SEE Charles Scribner's Sons -- C. Scribner's Sons SEE Charles Scribner's Sons 1 atlas (cxx p., 151 col. pl. (part double, incl. maps, diagrs.) tables) ; 49 x 38 cm. Entire atlas reproduced on the Library of Congress website as raster images (Nov. 2005): http://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g3701gm.gct00009 Phillips 1331. oversize H 283 .802a (NLO)

76904 United States - Maps - 1883\-United States - Census, 10th, 1880 - Statistics\-Statistical maps Scribner's statistical atlas of the United States, showing by graphic methods their present condition and their political, social and industrial development by Fletcher W. Hewes and Henry
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Gannett ... New York : C. Scribner's Sons, 1883.
Authors: Hewes, Fletcher W. (Fletcher Willis), 1838-1910 -- Gannett, Henry, 1846-1914 -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 117 maps ; 469 x 375 mm.
1st ed.
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .D6 1884 copy 2 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1884
Map of the United States and territories.
1 map : col. ; 60 x 98 cm., fold. in covers 24 x 16 cm.
'To accompany annual report of N.C. McFarland, Commissioner, General Land Office for fiscal year which ended June 30, 1884....'
Scale [ca. 1:5,000,000] at 45° north.
Relief shown by hachures.
Prime meridians: [Greenwich], Washington.
Public lands shown in brown.
Included continuation inset of Alaska.
Missing July 2014.
Ayer 133 .U57 1884 (NLO)

United States - Maps - 1884
Authors: Continental Publishing Co. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 50 maps ; 26 cm.
Red cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .D6 1884 copy 1 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1884
Authors: Continental Publishing Co. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 50 maps ; 26 cm.
Green cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

United States - Maps - 1884
New handy atlas of the United States and Dominion of Canada : containing new colored maps of each state and territory in the United States, with special maps of provinces in the Dominion ... New York : Page & Woodworth, 1884.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
United States - Maps - 1884 - Cartoon maps

Nicknames of the states

Names, Geographical - United States - 1884

Railroads

United States - Maps - 1885


Authors: Bartholomew, John, 1831-1893 -- Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- Adam and Charles Black (Firm). Black's general atlas of the world ... (1885)

1 map : col. ; 41 x 55 cm.

In: Adam and Charles Black. Black's general atlas of the world : embracing the latest discoveries, new boundaries, and other changes, accompanied by introductory letterpress and
United States - Maps - 1885-1909 - Time -
Systems and standards "Time - Systems and
standards - United States - Maps -
1885-1909" - Railroads - Maps
The United States. [Chicago] : Rand, McNally &
Co., [1909], c1895.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally and Company. Rand, McNally & Co.'s
enlarged business atlas and shippers' guide ... (1909) -- Rand McNally and Company.
Commercial atlas (1909) -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm.
Eastern, central, mountain, and pacific time
zones overprinted in red.
Running title in top margin: Rand-McNally
indexed atlas
"Copyright, 1895, Rand, McNally & Co." -- At
bottom right.
"Rand, McNally & Co.'s New business atlas map
of the United States. Copyright 1907, by Rand,
McNally & Co." -- Small print beneath bar scale.
Scale [1:7,286,400]. "Statute miles, 115 = 1
inch."
Coordinates: (W 131°--W 62°/N 55°--N 21 °).
Inset (10 x 11 cm.): Alaska.
In: Rand, McNally & Co.'s enlarged business
atlas and shippers' guide ... (Chicago : Rand
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

United States - Maps - 1885-1909 - Time -
Systems and standards "Time - Systems and
standards - United States - Maps -
1885-1909" - Railroads - Maps
The United States. [Chicago] : Rand, McNally &
Co., [1909], c1895.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally and Company. Rand, McNally & Co.'s
enlarged business atlas and shippers' guide ... (1909) -- Rand McNally and Company.
Commercial atlas (1909) -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm.
Eastern, central, mountain, and pacific time
zones overprinted in red.
Running title in top margin: Rand-McNally
indexed atlas
"Copyright, 1895, Rand, McNally & Co." -- At
bottom right.
"Rand, McNally & Co.'s New business atlas map
of the United States. Copyright 1907, by Rand,
McNally & Co." -- Small print beneath bar scale.
Scale [1:7,286,400]. "Statute miles, 115 = 1
inch."
Coordinates: (W 131°--W 62°/N 55°--N 21 °).
Inset (10 x 11 cm.): Alaska.
In: Rand, McNally & Co.'s enlarged business
atlas and shippers' guide ... (Chicago : Rand
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

United States - Maps - 1885-1909 - Time -
Systems and standards "Time - Systems and
standards - United States - Maps -
1885-1909" - Railroads - Maps
The United States. [Chicago] : Rand, McNally &
Co., [1909], c1895.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally and Company. Rand, McNally & Co.'s
enlarged business atlas and shippers' guide ... (1909) -- Rand McNally and Company.
Commercial atlas (1909) -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm.
Eastern, central, mountain, and pacific time
zones overprinted in red.
Running title in top margin: Rand-McNally
indexed atlas
"Copyright, 1895, Rand, McNally & Co." -- At
bottom right.
"Rand, McNally & Co.'s New business atlas map
of the United States. Copyright 1907, by Rand,
McNally & Co." -- Small print beneath bar scale.
Scale [1:7,286,400]. "Statute miles, 115 = 1
inch."
Coordinates: (W 131°--W 62°/N 55°--N 21 °).
Inset (10 x 11 cm.): Alaska.
In: Rand, McNally & Co.'s enlarged business
atlas and shippers' guide ... (Chicago : Rand
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

United States - Maps - 1885-1909 - Time -
Systems and standards "Time - Systems and
standards - United States - Maps -
1885-1909" - Railroads - Maps
The United States. [Chicago] : Rand, McNally &
Co., [1909], c1895.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally and Company. Rand, McNally & Co.'s
enlarged business atlas and shippers' guide ... (1909) -- Rand McNally and Company.
Commercial atlas (1909) -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm.
Eastern, central, mountain, and pacific time
zones overprinted in red.
Running title in top margin: Rand-McNally
indexed atlas
"Copyright, 1895, Rand, McNally & Co." -- At
bottom right.
"Rand, McNally & Co.'s New business atlas map
of the United States. Copyright 1907, by Rand,
McNally & Co." -- Small print beneath bar scale.
Scale [1:7,286,400]. "Statute miles, 115 = 1
inch."
Coordinates: (W 131°--W 62°/N 55°--N 21 °).
Inset (10 x 11 cm.): Alaska.
In: Rand, McNally & Co.'s enlarged business
atlas and shippers' guide ... (Chicago : Rand
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

United States - Maps - 1885-1909 - Time -
Systems and standards "Time - Systems and
standards - United States - Maps -
1885-1909" - Railroads - Maps
The United States. [Chicago] : Rand, McNally &
Co., [1909], c1895.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally and Company. Rand, McNally & Co.'s
enlarged business atlas and shippers' guide ... (1909) -- Rand McNally and Company.
Commercial atlas (1909) -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm.
Eastern, central, mountain, and pacific time
zones overprinted in red.
Running title in top margin: Rand-McNally
indexed atlas
"Copyright, 1895, Rand, McNally & Co." -- At
bottom right.
"Rand, McNally & Co.'s New business atlas map
of the United States. Copyright 1907, by Rand,
McNally & Co." -- Small print beneath bar scale.
Scale [1:7,286,400]. "Statute miles, 115 = 1
inch."
Coordinates: (W 131°--W 62°/N 55°--N 21 °).
Inset (10 x 11 cm.): Alaska.
In: Rand, McNally & Co.'s enlarged business
atlas and shippers' guide ... (Chicago : Rand
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
(published By Rand McNally) inside back cover. Over this advertisement, partially removed bookplate of 'Danbu[ry Public Library?].'
Condition: In original limp cloth, some pages waterstained, good. Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection. Previous location: B-30 AMcN III PC 2720 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 69 x 108 cm., folded to 25 x 16 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:4,100,000].
Shows areas between ca. 23-49° N.
Scale not given.
Relief shown by hachures.
Inset (33 x 17 cm.): Map of Atlantic coast states engraved on enlarged scale.
Also includes insets (5 x 6 cm. and smaller) of Boston, Buffalo, Chicago, Cincinnati, New York, Philadelphia, St. Louis, and Washington, D.C. Mounted on cloth; detached from covers.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
G 1083 .73 (NLO)

76925 United States - Maps - 1885 - Railroads<<<railroads - West (U.S.) - Pictorial works - Collections, 1885<<<railroads - Union Pacific Railway Company - Maps - 1885<<<railroads - Railroads - New map of the Union Pacific Railway : the short, quick and safe line to all points west. Chicago : Rand McNally, [ca. 1885?].
Authors: Union Pacific Railway Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Matthews-Northrup Company -- Chicago Historical Society
1 map : col. ; 65 x 112 cm.
Added title in oversize lettering, upper margin: Union Pacific Railway and connecting lines.
Inset views by the Matthews-Northrup Company (17 x 21 cm. or smaller): Ogden, Utah and Wasatch Mountains -- Cape Horn, Columbia River -- Multnomah Falls -- Bridge at Devil's Gate, Weber Canon, Utah -- Gray's Peak from Graymont, Colorado -- Monterrey, California -- Salt Lake City, Utah -- View near Breckingrige, Colorado -- Port Neuf Canon, Idaho -- Yellowstone Falls, Yellowstone Park -- Devil's Slide, Weber Canon, Utah -- Heights of Gibraltar, Columbia River -- The Three Tetons, Wyoming. Mounted on linen.
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.
CHS Coll., Map no. 557 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 78 x 106 cm., folded to 16 x 12 cm.
Extensive advertising on verso.

76922 United States - Maps - 1885 - Indian reservations<<<indian reservations - United States - Maps - 1885 - Map showing the location of the Indian reservations within the limits of the United States and Territories : compiled from official and other authentic sources, under the direction of the Hon. John D.C. Atkins, Commissioner of Indian Affairs ; Paul Brodie, draughtsman. Washington, D.C. N. Peters, photo-lithographer, 1885.
Authors: U.S. Office of Indian Affairs -- Brodie, Paul -- Norris Peters Co. -- Donaldson, Thomas, 1843-1898 -- United States National Museum
1 map : col. ; 53 x 84 cm.

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 78 x 106 cm., folded to 16 x 12 cm.
Extensive advertising on verso.

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
United States - Maps - 1886 - Canada - Maps - 1886
Authors: D. Appleton and Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : ill., 14 maps ; 18 cm.
Issued in 2 volumes, but this copy incomplete, lacking volume 1 (August 2013).
"With railway maps, plans of cities, and table of railway and steamboat fares."
"Revised each year to date of issue."
Includes index.
Includes advertisements.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes E158 .A65 1886 (NLO)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Champion Harvesting Machine Works -- Whitely, Fassler, & Kelly -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 66 x 112 cm. on sheet 99 x 145 cm. 'Springfield, Ohio' marked with red overprinting on map.
Colored vignettes of earlier harvesting machinery, 'The Builder,' and 'The User' surround map. Condition: Mounted on linen, on modern metal rollers. V. fine. Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection. Previous location: In McNally's closet, on wall
AMcN III PC 440 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1886 - Wall maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Champion Harvesting Machine Works -- Whitely, Fassler & Kelly (Springfield, Ohio) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 67 x 111 cm. on sheet 99 x 145 cm. 'Whitely, Fassler & Kelly Prop's'
Margins include color illustrations of farm equipment in use, as well as portraits of 'the builder' and 'the user.'
On metal rollers.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
artifacts cage RMcN maproll 8 : 2.1 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1886 - Weather - United States - Maps - 1886
Explanation of the weather map. [1886].
Authors: United States. Weather Bureau
4 p. : map ; 25 cm.
BHC 2374
Vert 1925 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1887 - Canada - Maps - 1887
Authors: D. Appleton and Company -- Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
New and rev. ed.
Cover title: Appleton's guide to the United States and Canada
"With railway maps, plans of cities, and illustrations."
Includes index.
Published also in 2 vol.
Publisher's blue leather binding with A. & C. Black gold-stamped on spine.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes E158 .A65 1887 (NLO)

United States - Maps - 1887 - Jigsaw puzzle maps - United States - 1887
Authors: McLoughlin Bros. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 280 x 460 mm. 50-piece jigsaw puzzle.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

76933 United States - Maps - 1887 - Railroads - Canada - Maps - 1887 -

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map: hand col.; 254 x 450 cm., on 3 composite sheets

Scale [ca. 1:1,140,000].

Includes printed paste-on scale notes.

Relief shown hachures.


Inset (28 x 44 cm.): Plan of the land survey of the United States.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Duplicate copy: Ayer 133 .R18 1887

A full-size facsimile of this map was exhibited at the Newberry Library as part of Mapping Manifest Destiny: Chicago and the American West (November 3, 2007-February 16, 2008); see MapRoll G3701 .P3 1887 .R3 2007 (PrCt), mounted on the far eastern wall of the Newberry's Reference Department, 3rd floor (May 2011).

Duplicate copy: MapRoll G3701 .P3 1887 .R3a (PrCt)

A full-size facsimile of this map was exhibited at the Newberry Library as part of Mapping Manifest Destiny: Chicago and the American West (November 3, 2007-February 16, 2008); see MapRoll G3701 .P3 1887 .R3 2007 (PrCt), mounted on the far eastern wall of the Newberry's Reference Department, 3rd floor (May 2011).
3rd floor (May 2011).
Newberry holds 2 copies of the original version:
Ayer 133 R18 1887 and MapRoll G3701 P3
1887 R3a (PrCt)
maproll G3701 P3 1887 R3 2007 (PrCt)

76937 United States - Maps - 1887 - Railroads - Maps
United States. [Chicago : George F. Cram, 1887].
Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1892. Cram's standard American atlas of the world (1887)
1 map : col. ; 37 x 55 cm.
Case oversize G1019 G455 1887, p. 250-251 (PrCt)

76938 United States - Maps - 1887 - Railroads - Maps
Grant's bankers' and brokers' railroad atlas : carefully prepared to fill the wants of banks, bankers, brokers, railroad officials...
New York : A.A. Grant, 1887.
Authors: Grant, A. A. (Alexander A.) -- Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928
1 atlas (324 p. : maps, col. diagrs.) ; 44 cm.
'With a complete alphabetical index, showing locations of towns, railroads, giving population by towns and counties, designating post, money order and telegraph offices, with the number of banks in each place.'
Maps compiled by George F. Cram [?]
O 47
ICN 43-785
oversize G 10 .364 (NLO)

76939 United States - Maps - 1888
Authors: Bradley, William M. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 49 maps ; 152 x 115 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

76940 United States - Maps - 1888
Appleton's atlas of the United States : consisting of general maps of the United States and territories, and a county map of each of the states, together with descriptive text outlining the history, geography, and political and educational organizations of the states, with latest statistics of their resources and industries. New York : D. Appleton and Co., 1888.
Authors: D. Appleton and Company -- Stuart, Oliver J. -- Sorrento Free Library (Sorrento, Me.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
2 p. l., 49 l., 1 l. : 55 maps (part col.) ; 27 cm.
Some maps engraved by O.J. Stuart.
Scales differ.
Ownership stamp: Sorrento Free Library, Maine.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 11049
LC Card Number: map32000031
Baskes G1200 A67 1888 (NLO)

76941 United States - Maps - 1888<<< Almanacs, American - 1888
Authors: Conklin, Geo. W. (George W.) -- Blomgren Bros. & Co. -- Laird & Lee, Publishers -- Gilbert, Charles M. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
440 p. : ill., 50 maps (chiefly col.) ; 14 cm.
Ed. of 1888.
Edition statement from cover.
Maps engraved by Blomgren Bros.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Former owner's inscription: Charles M. Gilbert, Hillsboro, N.H.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 4367
Baskes AY64 C66 1888 (NLO)

76942 United States - Maps - 1888<<< Canada - Maps - 1888
Authors: D. Appleton and Company -- Lownsend, H. L. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
2 v. : ill., 16 maps (some col., some folded), plates ; 18 cm.
"Revised each year to date of issue."
"With railway maps, plans of cities, and table of railway and steamboat fares."
Map in pocket at end.
Contents: Part. 1. New England and middle states and Canada -- pt.2. Western and southern states.
Published also in 1 vol.
Includes index.
Pt. 1 bound in publisher's blue cloth binding, illustrated in black with gold stamping and spine title: Appletons' general guide New England, middle states and Canada.
Former owner: H.L. Lownsend.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes E158 A65 1888 (NLO)
United States - Maps - 1888 - Indian reservations

Map showing the location of the Indian reservations within the limits of the United States and territories. Washington, D.C., 1888.
Authors: U.S. Office of Indian Affairs -- Oberly, John H., 1837-1899 -- Rowe, William H. -- Norris Peters Co.
1 map : col. ; 54 x 85 cm.
'Compiled from official and other authentic sources, under the direction of the Hon. Jno. H. Oberly, Commissioner of Indian Affairs. Wm. H. Rowe, draughtsman.'
Scale ca. 1:5,500,000.
ICN74rev
map4F 3701.E1 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1888 - Politics and government

Authors: Hewes, Fletcher W. (Fletcher Willis), 1838-1910 -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 11 maps ; 476 x 375 mm.
Includes maps illustrating history.
Phillips 1298
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1888 - Railroads

Authors: Commercial & Financial Chronicle -- Dana, W. R. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 56 maps ; 319 x 210 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1888 - Railroads

Authors: Engineering News Publishing Co., 1888.
1 map : col. ; 32 x 49 cm.
'Chas. Hart & Sons Lith., 36 Vesey St. N.Y.' 'Supplement to Engineering News'.
Series: Engineering news series of maps. no. 9
Shows progress of railroad construction during 1886-1888.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1888) between p. xxx-xxxi
H 668 .703 (1888) bet. p. xxx-xxxi (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1888 - Railroads

Authors: Rand McNally and Company. Rand McNally & Co.'s improved indexed business atlas and shipper's guide ... (1888) -- Rand McNally and Company. Commercial atlas (1888)
1 map : col. ; 30 x 47 cm.
Title in upper margin.
In Rand, McNally & Co.'s improved indexed business atlas and shipper's guide ... (Chicago: Rand McNally, 1888) p. 76-77.
Uniform atlas title: Commercial atlas.
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .C7 1888, p. 76-77 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1888 - Railroads

Rand McNally & Co.'s United States - Railroads - 1888 - Indexes - 1888 - Railroads - Maps
Rand McNally & Co.'s improved indexed business atlas and shipper's guide, containing large scale maps ... and the full census returns to date. Chicago : Rand McNally and Company, 1888.
1 atlas (597 p. : 101 col. maps) ; 37 cm.
17th edition
Cover title: Rand, McNally & Co.'s complete business atlas.
Uniform title: Commercial atlas.
Includes 'General index of railroads in the United States and Canada' with 'old names of [rail]roads' --p. 4-15 and 18.
Maps also cataloged separately.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
References: Phillips 945 and 1427; OCLC 22101808
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .C7 1888 (PrCt)
map of the United States. Chicago : Rand McNally, 1889.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Shippers guide
1 map ; on 2 sheets each 105 x 162 cm., folded to 28-31 cm.
Scale 1: 506,880; 8 miles to one inch.
Uniform title: Shippers guide
folio G 1083 .731 (NLO)

76950 United States - Maps - 1889
Authors: Arbuckle Bros. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([28] p.) : col. ill., maps (chiefly col.) ; 18 x 29 cm.
Cover title.
Map of each state surrounded by representative scenes from the state.
Opposite most maps are descriptive notes for each state.
Stab binding.
Scale not given.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 84675543
Baskes folio G1200 .A73 1889 (NLO)

76951 United States - Maps - 1889
'Copyright 1889, by Geo. F. Cram and Henry S. Stebbins.'--t.p. verso.
Map section has separate t.p.: Map Department of Cram's imperial office directory and reference atlas.
Directory sections have separate title pages:
Directory of real estate agents and dealers for the United States and territories; Directory of abstracters of titles for the United States and territories; Attorneys and general law and collection department for the United States and territories; Directory of notaries public and conveyancers for the United States and territories; Directory of mortgage loan agents and investors for the United States and territories; Directory of hotels and travelers; Directory of banks and bankers for the United States and territories. Scales differ.
Publisher's cloth; worn; may lack pp. 199-200. Ownership stamps of S. H. Kerfoot & Co. Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005; includes CHS ownership markings.
CHS Coll., Atlas no. 37
Case oversize G 10 .743 (NLO)

76952 United States - Maps - 1889<<<Mexico - Maps - 1889<<<Wall maps
Rand McNally and Co.'s general map of the United States : with portions of the Dominion of Canada and the Republic of Mexico. Chicago : Rand McNally, 1889 [i.e. 1891?].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company
1 map : col. ; 110 x 160 cm., folded to 58 x 45 cm.
'Compiled from the most reliable sources and engraved by Rand, McNally & Co.'
Scale [ca. 1:2,851,200]; 1 inch = 45 miles.
On verso: Rand, McNally & Co.'s Library map of the world. c1891.
Case folio G1200 .C7 1889 (NLO)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company
1 map : col. ; 78 x 106 cm.
Detached from Rand, McNally & Co.'s Official railroad guide and hand book (November 1889) [Case HE2727 .R3 19th: no. 5, Nov. 1889].
Scale ca. 1:4,550,000.
Designed to be folded to 17 x 12 cm.; on verso, 19 panels (14.5 x 11.1 cm.) of advertising in blue ink.
map6F G3701.P3 1889 .R3 (PrCt)

Burlington Route. Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., map publishers and engravers, [1889?].
Authors: Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company -- Eustis, P. S. (Percy Sprague), b.
76955 United States - Maps - 1889 - Time - Systems and standards

1857 -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col., mounted on cloth ; 68 x 112 cm., on sheet 87 x 116 cm.

Title from oversize lettering in upper margin.
Added title at bottom right: Burlington Route runs daily through trains between Chicago, Peoria or St. Louis ...

Bottom margin dated 1889 in pencil.
"This map is issued by the Passenger Department ... Copies may be had free by addressing P.S. Eustis, General Passenger and Ticket Agent ... Chicago ... "

U.S. time zones prominently labeled in red.
Includes three interior views of Pullman and CB&Q railroad cars at bottom left (10 x 8 cm. and smaller).

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Exhibited in "Everywhere West: Daily Life Along the Chicago, Burlington and Quincy Railroad", as part of the Newberry Library Spotlight Exhibition Series, August 10 - October 16, 2010; checklist of exhibit items available on Newberry website (accessed Oct., 2010):

map6F G3701 .P3 1889 .R3 (PrCt)

Damaged; upper right corner torn away.

1800s - United States, Mexico & Canada - Historical Geography - Maps - 1889

76956 United States - Maps - 1889 - Historical geography - Maps - 1889

A Junior class history of the United States : to which are added the Declaration of independence and the Constitution of the United States, with questions, exercises, copious notes, etc.: fully illustrated with maps, portraits, views, etc. / by John J. Anderson. New York : Effingham Maynard & Co., 1889.

Authors: Anderson, John J. (John Jacob), 1821-1906 -- Effingham Maynard & Co. -- Concordia University (River Forest, Ill.) -- Concordia University (River Forest, Ill.) Collection (Newberry Library)

Spine title: Anderson's junior class history United States
Includes bibliographical references and index.
"Junior class history. Special review."--P. [1]-8 at end.
Publisher's advertisements on front and back end papers.
Publisher's red cloth binding.

Series: Anderson's historical series
Bookplate: Students' Library Concordia Teachers' College River Forest. ILL.
Forms part of the Concordia University (River Forest, Ill.) Collection (Newberry Library).
Cataloged and conserved as part of the Sister Ann Ida Gannon Initiative at the Newberry Library.

E178.1 .A548 1889 (NLO)
United States and territories; Directory of abstracters of titles for the United States and territories; Attorneys and general law and collection department for the United States and territories; Directory of notaries public and conveyancers for the United States and territories; Directory of mortgage loan agents and investors for the United States and territories; Directory of hotels and travelers; guide for the United States and territories; Directory of banks and bankers for the United States and territories. Scales differ.

Ownership stamps of S. H. Kerfoot & Co. Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005; includes CHS ownership markings.

CHS Coll., Atlas no. 33

Case folio G1200 .C7 1890 (NLO)

76958

United States - Maps - 1890-1898 - Germans - Population - Statistics

Gannett, Henry, 1846

United States. Census Office. 11th census, 1890

Authors: Gannett, Henry, 1846


Lithography by Julius Bien & Co.


Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (Pr Ct)

76960


1 atlas (69 p.) : ill., 63 maps, statistical diagrams ; 54 cm.

At head of title: Department of the Interior, Census Office. Robert P. Porter, Superintendent... Carroll D. Wright, Commissioner of Labor in charge.

Lithography by Julius Bien & Co.


oversize Govt. I 12.2 :At6 (NLO)

76961

United States - Maps - 1890 - Canada - Maps - 1890


Authors: D. Appleton and Company -- University of Redlands -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : ill., 14 maps (some folded), plates ; 18 cm. Issued in 2 volumes, but this copy incomplete; lacking part 1.

"Revised each year to date of issue."

"With railway maps, plans of cities, and table of railway and steamboat fares."


Pt. 2 bound in publisher’s blue cloth binding, illustrated in black with gold stamping and spine title: Appleton’s general guide western and southern states.

Published also in 1 vol.

Stamp: Withdrawn from University of Redlands library.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
76962 United States - Maps - 1890 - Coasts - Nautical charts Nautical charts - United States - 1890 - Coasts Nautical charts Report Supt FM Thorn 6/30/1885-90. Washington: U.S. Coast Survey, 1890. Authors: United States Coast Survey -- Thorn -- Osher Map Library 6 v. : 62 maps ; 290 x 230 mm. This copy forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection; planned as gift to Osher Map Library, University of Southern Maine (not the Newberry Library). Newberry holdings not checked or verified (September 2012). Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)


Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)


folio Ayer 402 .P8 1891 inside front cover (PrCt)

76967 United States - Maps - 1890 - Railroads<<><>Canada - Maps - 1890 - Railroads<<><>United States - Maps - 1890 - Cities and towns<<><>Canada - Maps - 1890 - Cities and towns<<><>Cities and towns - United States - Maps - 1890<<><>Cities and towns - Canada - Maps - 1890<<><>Atlas - 1890<<><>Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1890<<><>Railroads - Maps Cram's bankers' and brokers' railroad atlas : carefully prepared to fill the wants of banks, bankers, brokers, railroad officials ... with a complete alphabetical index ... / compiled and published by George F. Cram. Chicago ; New York : [George F. Cram], 415 and 417 Dearborn Street ; 107 Nassau St., W.M. Goldthwaite, manager, [ca. 1890]).

Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- George F. Cram Company -- Goldthwaite, Wm. M. (William M.) 1 atlas ([1-4], 5-402, [403] p.) : col. maps ; 45 cm. Chiefly comprised of railroad maps of U.S. states accompanied by detailed state indexes. Includes several maps and indexes of Canadian provinces; 30 maps of U.S. and Canadian cities; maps of other foreign countries; "Curiosities of statistics or valuable facts for the people" (p. 376-396); and comparative statistical diagrams (illustrating population, wealth, military power, etc., p. 397-402). Page [403] forms part of the Ohio index (p. 66-67, 70-71, and 74).

References: Cf. Phillips 236 and 237 (1899 and 1900 editions); Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 480 oversize G 10 .19 (NLO)


In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1890) opposite p. xvi H 668 .703 (1890) opp. p. xvi (PrCt)


navigation, and canals; labels ocean routes and their distances in miles between cities on the east and west coasts of the United States.


Govt. 3023 [map 1] (NLO)


Map of the Canadian Pacific Railway Co.'s telegraph and connections : including the Postal Telegraph Cable Co., and the Pacific Postal Telegraph Cable Co. in the United States, and the Commercial Cable Co. Buffalo & New York : Matthews, Northrup & Co., [1890?].

Authors: Matthews-Northrup Company -- Canadian Pacific Railway Company -- Postal Telegraph-Cable Company -- Pacific Postal Telegraph Cable Co. -- Commercial Cable Co. -- Gazette Printing Co. (Montreal, Quebec)

1 map : col. ; 30 x 79 cm.

Detached from Canadian Pacific Railway Company. Annual report for the year 1889 and report of proceedings at the ninth annual meeting of shareholders ... 1890 (Montreal: Gazette Printing Co., [1890?] [5A 7267 (1889 vol.) at end]

map4F G3701.P92 1890 .M3 (PrCt)


General guide to United States & Canada.


Authors: D. Appleton and Company -- Adam and Charles Black (Firm)

2 v.

G 81 .04 (NLO)

76972 United States - Maps - 1891 - Railroads<<>>Southern States - Maps - 1891 - Railroads<<>>Wall maps<<>>Railroads - Maps


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Shippers guide -- Chicago Historical Society

1 map : hand col. ; 100 x 158 cm.

Incomplete; forms 1 section of an enormous multi-sheet map (complete in 15 sheets?).

Title, imprint, scale statement, and following note from printed paste-on label: This is the Savannah [sic] section, only, of the above-named map. 'Savannah' written in manuscript to fill in blank space on printed label.

Scale [1:506,880] 'Scale: 8 miles to one inch.' This section roughly bounded by Marion County, Ala., Horry County, S.C., Volusia County, Fla., and Baldwin County, Ala.

Uniform title: Shippers guide Mounted on cloth.

Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.

CHS Coll., Map no. 566 (PrCt)


Rand, McNally & Co.'s letter size map of the United States. [2002].


1 map ; 19 x 28 cm.

Photocopy of original published Chicago: Rand McNally, copyright 1891.

Highlights Chicago as the center of continental railroad traffic with straight lines radiating from Chicago to major cities on the eastern and western coasts of the U.S., Canada, and Mexico. Printed on verso of letterhead stationery with printed heading 'Traffic Department, World's Columbian Exposition, Elbert E. Jaycox, Traffic Manager.'

Typerwritten letter dated December 23, 1892 and addressed to J.C. Welling, vice president, Illinois Central Railroad Company.

Photocopy of original in the Illinois Central archives, Newberry Library [IC 1 W3.3 (Welling : In-letters) 1892 : J]. Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
temp map1F G3701.P3 1891 R3 (PrCt)

76974 United States - Maps - 1892
Rand, McNally & Co.'s enlarged business atlas.
Chicago : Rand McNally, 1892.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Commercial atlas (1892) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 88 maps ; 53 cm.
22nd edition.
Uniform title: Commercial atlas.
Selected maps also cataloged separately.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
References: Phillips 974 and 1432.
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .C7 1892 (PrCt)

76975 United States - Maps - 1892<<<<Canada - Maps - 1892
Authors: D. Appleton and Company -- Matthews-Northrup Company -- Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- Lealah, Mc. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
xvi, 602 p., [48] leaves of plates ; ill., 32 maps (some folded) ; 18 cm.
Spine title: Appleton's guide to the United States and Canada
"Revised each year to date of issue." Published also in 2 vol.
"Copyright by D. Appleton and Company."--T.p. verso.
"With railway maps, plans of cities, and table of railway and steamboat fares."
Map in pocket at end.
Maps by Matthews-Northrup Co.
Original publisher's blue leather binding with gold stumped spine title: Appleton's guide to the United States and Canada.
Former owner's inscription: Mc. Lealah[?] 1893.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
http://babel.hathitrust.org/cgi/pt?id=mdp.39015026994361
Baskes E158 .A65 1892b (NLO)

Rand McNally & Co.'s map of the United States : showing in six degrees the density of the population, 1890. Chicago : Rand, McNally & Co., c1892.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 31 x 48 cm., folded in covers to 16 x 10 cm.
Cover title: Rand, McNally & Co.'s United States showing the increase, decrease, and density of population. 1880 to 1890.
In right margin: "10" and "Rand, McNally & Company's". Center of population is tracked by decade from 1790 to 1890.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
map3C G3701.E2 1892 .R36 (PrCt)

Rand McNally & Co.'s map of the United States showing, in six degrees, the density of population, 1890 . Chicago : Rand, McNally & Co., engr's., c1892.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 30 x 48 cm., folded to 16 x 9 cm.
Cover title: Rand, McNally & Co.'s United States showing the increase, decrease, and density of population 1880 to 1890. Shows shifting "center of population 1790 to 1890" with a series of red stars progressing east to west.
Printed plate no. 10 at upper right.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
map3C G3701.E2 1892 .R3 (PrCt)

76979 United States - Maps - 1892 - Railroads
Grant's bankers & brokers railroad atlas. New York : A.A. Grant, 1892.
Authors: Grant, A. A. (Alexander A.) -- Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 151 maps ; 455 x 345 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

76980 United States - Maps - 1892 - Railroads
Freight and freightage - Rates
Railroads - Rates - Maps - 1892
Railway rates and government control: economic questions surrounding these subjects. Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., 1892, c1891.
Authors: Kirkman, Marshall M. -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library)
Condition: Original cloth, spine much abraded, text block sound. Fair. Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection. Previous location: B-16 AMcN III PC 3330 (PrCt)

76981 United States - Maps - 1892 - Railroads
Richmond and Danville Railroad Company - Maps - 1892
Richmond & Danville Railroad and connections. [New York : s.n., 1892].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1892) -- Richmond and Danville Railroad Company
1 map ; 19 x 23 cm.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1892) between p. 518-519 H 668 .703 (1892) bet. p. 518-519 (PrCt)

76982 United States - Maps - 1892
- Historical geography - Maps - 1892
-Historical atlases
The American republic: discovery, settlement, wars, independence, constitution, dissension, secession, peace: 1492 - 400 years - 1892: official maps in colors of every state and territory in the Union, showing all railroads, post offices, etc., also historical and geographical description of each state and territory, with Declaration of Independence, Constitution of the United States, general government of the United States, and grand panorama main buildings, World's Columbian Exposition: also a complete indexed list of towns and counties in the United States with the population of each according to the 1890 official census. Chicago, Ill. John W. Illif & Co., c1892.
Authors: John W. Illif & Co. -- Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (206 p.) : ill. (some col.), 52 maps (chiefly col., 1 folded) ; 36 cm.
"Published by Geo. F. Cram, Chicago, Ill."--On most maps.
"The World's Columbian Exposition, Chicago, May 1, 1893, to October 31, 1893: its inception, the progress made, estimated expenses and revenue, its officers and organizations": p. 81-[99].
Includes index to towns and counties of the United States.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G120 .J46 1892 (NLO)

76983 United States - Maps - 1893
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm)
1 v. : 39 plates
1st ed.
G 83.06 (NLO)

76984 United States - Maps - 1893
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Muirhead, James F. (James Fullarton), 1853-1934 -- A. Dulau & Co. -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 17 maps, 22 city plans
1st ed.
Edited by J. F. Muirhead.
Includes advertising dated 1893 and priced in dollars.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

76985 United States - Maps - 1893
Authors: Matthews-Northrup Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (244 p.) : ill., 84 col. maps ; 19 cm.
Cover title: Matthews-Northrup adequate atlas, the United States
Spine title: United States adequate atlas. Illustrations on lining papers.
Includes indexes.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Philips 1435

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Baskes G1200 .M38 1893 (NLO)

76986 United States - Maps - 1893
Canada - Maps - 1893
Mexico - Maps - 1893
World maps - 1893 - Trade routes
Trade routes - Maps - 1893
Authors: Blanchard, Rufus, 1821-1904 -- Kane (T.) & Co.
1 map : col. ; 112 x 160 cm. on 4 sheets 69 x 54 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:2,850,000] at 45° north.
Relief shown by hachures.
Insets: Map of the Hawaiian Islands. -- Chart of the ocean steamship lines of the world.
Table: Diagram of United States history.

G 1083 .04 (NLO)

76989 United States - Maps - 1893
Mexico - Maps - 1893
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Dulau & Co. -- Da Capo Press
cviii, 516 p. : maps ; 23 cm.
Includes index.
Bibliography: p. cvii-cviii.
ISBN 0306713411
E158 .B182 (NLO)

76990 United States - Maps - 1893
Mexico - Maps - 1893
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- A. Dulau & Co. -- Da Capo Press -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
cviii, 516 p. : maps ; 23 cm.
Includes index.
Bibliography: p. cvii-cviii.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
ISBN 0306713411
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCl)

76991 United States - Maps - 1893
Railroads
Richmond and Danville Railroad Company - Maps - 1893
Railroads - Maps
Richmond & Danville Railroad and connections. [New York : s.n., 1893].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1893) -- Richmond and Danville Railroad Company
1 map ; 19 x 23 cm.
Roughly bounded by Nebraska, Pennsylvania, Texas, and Florida.
In Poor’s manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1893) between p. 550-551
H 668 .703 (1893) bet. p. 550-551 (PrCl)

76992 United States - Maps - 1894-1945
Geology
United States - Maps - 1894-1945
Topographic maps
Geologic atlas of the United States. Washington,
Authors: Geological Survey (U.S.)
227 v. : ill., plates, maps ; 56 x 50 cm.
Library edition.
Irregular series issued in folios 1-227.
Scales of most maps 1:62,500 or 1:125,000.
Digital version of another copy available via Texas A & M University website:
http://repository.tamu.edu/handle/1969.1/2490
References: OCLC 1715491; National Union Catalog, volume 618, page 552, NU 0183762

oversize Govt I 19.51:1-227 (PrCt)


Authors: D. Appleton and Company -- Matthews-Northrup Company -- Southern Pacific Railroad Company -- Southern Railway (U.S.) -- Atlantic Coast Line Railroad Company -- Erickson, fl. 1943 -- Roberts, F. H., Mrs. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
2 v. : ill., 29 maps (some folded), plates ; 18 cm. "Revised each year to date of issue."
"With railway maps, plans of cities, special itineraries, and table of railway and steamboat fares."
Includes index.
Published also in 1 vol.
Binding note: Pt.1 Publisher’s blue cloth binding, illustrated in black with gold stamping and spine title: Appleton’s general guide New England, middle states and Canada; pt.2 publisher’s blue cloth binding, illustrated in black with gold stamping and spine title: Appleton’s general guide western and southern states.
Pt.1 former owner: Erickson I.30.43.
Pt.2 Former owner: Mrs. F.H. Roberts.
Pt.2 includes railway maps and fare tables for Southern Pacific, Southern Railway, and Atlantic Coast Line (tipped in).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes E158.A65 1895 (NLO)

76997 United States - Maps - 1895 - Railroads - Maps

Map of the Cotton Belt Route : St. Louis
Southwestern Railway Co., St. Louis
Southwestern Railway Co. of Texas, Tyler
Southeastern Railway Co. and connections. [St. Louis? St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company?., 1895?]
Authors: St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company -- Tyler Southeastern Railway Company -- Woodward & Tiernan Printing Co. -- Cotton Belt Railway Company SEE St. Louis


maproll G3701.F35 1895 .U5 (PrCt)
Relief shown by hachures.
Also shows private claims; dates territories were acquired.
Insets (38 x 45 cm. and 6 x 20 cm.): Territory of Alaska -- Aleutian Islands.
Duplicate copy: Ayer 133 .U57 1897
maproll G3701.F35 1897 .US (PrCt)

77010 United States - Maps - 1897 - Acquisition of territory Wall maps Railroads - Maps United States and territories, showing the extent of public surveys. 1897.
Authors: United States. General Land Office -- King, Harry, (Harold G. R.) -- Friedenwald Co. (Baltimore, Md.) -- Illinois Central Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 146 x 215 cm. on 4 sheets
Inset: Territory of Alaska.
Forms part of the Illinois Central Railroad archives, Newberry Library.
519 Illinois Central map6F G3701.F35 1897 U5 (PrCt)

Authors: D. Appleton and Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
"Revised each year to date of issue."
"Illustrated with railway maps, plans of cities, special itineraries, and table of railway and steamboat fares."
Map folded in pocket at end.
Advertisements, p. 1-12 (first sequence) and 15-46 at end.
Series: Appletons' guide-books.
Series statement from publisher's advertisements.
Includes index.
Also issued in 2 vol.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .D37 United States (1897) (NLO)

Washington : U.S. Coast Survey, 1897.
Authors: United States Coast Survey -- Duffield -- Osher Map Library
3 v. : 49 maps ; 290 x 230 mm.
This copy forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection; planned as gift to Osher Map Library, University of Southern Maine (not the Newberry Library).
Newberry holdings not checked or verified (September 2012).
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1897) -- Mobile and Ohio Railroad Company
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.
Text on verso.
Covers the central U.S.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1897) p. 175
H 668 .703 (1897) p. 175 (PrCt)

5A 7267 (1897 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

77015 United States - Maps - 1897 Railroads St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company - Maps - 1897 Railroads - Southern Railway Company ... 1897 (St. Louis: Woodward & Tiernan, 1897) at end.
5A 7267 (1896-1897 vol.) (PrCt)

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Klassen von Arbeiten in allen Geschäftszweigen : enthaltend außerdem über 2,000
Nachversenn wichtiger Ereignisse im Auszug aus den besten historischen statistischen,
biographischen, politischen, geographischen und anderen Werken von allgemeinem Interesse,
W. Conklin ; neu bearbeitet vom Chicago School of Languages. Chicago, Ill. Laird & Lee,
[1900?]. c1898.
Authors: Conklin, Geo. W. (George W.) --
Blomgren Bros. & Co. -- Chicago School of Languages -- Laird & Lee, Publishers --
Schwenk, Geo. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Edition: Neue verb. und erweiterte Aufl.
Uniform title: Conklin's handy manual of useful information and world's atlas. German
Maps engraved by Blomgren Bros.
Includes index.
Bookseller’s stamp: Geo. Schwenk, Detroit, Mich.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes AY64 .C6615 1900 (NLO)

United States - Maps - 1898-1900
United States - Geography - 1898-1900
Texas - Maps - 1898-1900
Texas - Geography - 1898-1900
Topographic atlas of the United States ... folios 1-3. Washington, D.C. U.S. Geological Survey,
1898-1900.
Authors: Geological Survey (U.S.) -- Gannett, Henry, 1846-1914 -- Hill, Robert Thomas,
1858-1941. Physical geography of the Texas region (1900)
1 atlas (3 v. in 1) ; 56 x 47 cm.
geography of the Texas region, by R.T. Hill. 1900.
Missing April 1998; October 2006.
LC Card Number: gs 14000063
oversize Govt. L 19 :10 (NLO)

United States - Maps - 1898 - Acquisition of territory
Newspaper maps - United States - 1898
The Chicago Daily News' map illustrating the territorial growth of the United States with notes
by Rufus Blanchard. [Chicago : Chicago Daily News, 1898?].
Authors: Chicago Daily News, Inc. -- Blanchard, Rufus, 1821-1904
1 map : col. ; on sheet 50 x 54 cm.
Insets: Russian cession [of Alaska], 1867 -- Map of Hawaii Ids. ... 1898 -- Porto Rico ... 1898 --
Philippine Islands ... 1898.
map4F G3701.F35 1898 C5 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1898<<>>>North America - Maps - 1898
Guide through North America / editor, Arthur
Schüler. Berlin ; New York : J. Reichmann &
Cantor, [1898?].
Authors: Schüler, Arthur -- Rand McNally and Company -- Norddeutscher Lloyd -- J.
Reichmann & Cantor -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. (various pagings) : ill. (some col.), 10 maps
(some col.) ; 19 cm.
Preface dated: April, 1898.
Cover title: Guide through north-and central-America
"Souvenir of the North German Lloyd, Bremen."
Includes maps by Rand McNally and Co.
Publisher's color illustrated red cloth binding.
Includes index.
Duplicate copy: E158 .N86
Full text of another copy available online via the Internet Archive (accessed May 2013):
http://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gdc/scd0001.00112720443
LC Card Number: 03020003
Baskes E158 .N86 1898 (NLO)

Map of the Mobile & Ohio R.R. and connections. [New York : s.n., 1898].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1898) -- Mobile and Ohio Railroad Company
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.
Text on verso.
Roughly bounded by Iowa, Ohio, Louisiana, and Florida.
In Poor’s manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1898) p. 179
H 668 .703 (1898) p. 179 (PrCt)

Southern Railway and connections. Buffalo, N.Y.
Matthews-Northrup Company, 1898.
Authors: Matthews-Northrup Company --
Southern Railway (U.S.)
1 map : col. ; 27 x 42 cm.
In Southern Railway. Fourth annual report of the Southern Railway Company ... 1898 [New York?:
Southern Railway?, 1898?] opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1898 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1898-Railroads<< >>>St.
Map of the Cotton Belt Route : St. Louis Southwestern Railway Co., St. Louis
Southwestern Railway Co. of Texas, Tyler Southeastern Railway Co. and connections. [St.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Louis? St. Louis and San Francisco Railway Company?, 1898].
Authors: St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company -- Tyler Southeastern Railway Company -- Woodward & Tiernan Printing Co.
1 map : col. ; 34 x 69 cm.
In St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company.
Seven annual report of the board of directors to the stockholders ... 1898 (St. Louis: Woodward & Tiernan, 1898) at end.

5A 7267 (1897-1898 vol.) (PrCt)

77023 United States - Maps - 1898<->United States - Census, 11th, 1890 - Statistics<->Statistical maps
1 atlas (69 p.) : ill., 63 maps, statistical diagrs. ; 54 cm.
Edited by Henry Gannett; lithography by J. Bien.
At head of title: Department of the Interior, Census Office. Robert P. Porter, superintendent ... Carroll D. Wright, commissioner of labor in charge.Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
S & E 319.
Phillips 1333.
OCLC 904949.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

77024 United States - Maps - 1899
[United States]. 1899.
Authors: Geological Survey (U.S.)
1 map
temp map4F G3700 1899 .U5 (PrCt)

77025 United States - Maps - 1899
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Muirhead, James F. (James Fullarton), 1853-1934 -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 19 maps, 24 city plans
2nd ed.
Edited by J. F. Muirhead.
Includes advertising dated 1900 and priced in dollars.
Condition: Fair.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Pictorial atlas of the greater United States and the world : being the first volume of its kind to bring the old and new possesions of our country to a close association and a prominent and conspicuous position worthy of their importance : every foot of progress made in the new and old world graphically portrayed in handsome reproductions of the latest governmental surveys and softest half-tones, together with a series of magnificent pictures of the greatest climaxes in the Spanish-American War : included in this volume are full and accurate maps, political and historical, educational charts, digrams, etc., and complete statistics, historical, military, naval, financial and industrial / compiled especially for the Philadelphia Inquirer by the Philadelphia Inquirer Company. [Philadelphia : Philadelphia Inquirer Co., 1899].
Authors: Philadelphia Inquirer (Firm) -- George F. Cram Company -- Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (344 p.) : ill. (some col., some folded), 121 col. maps (some folded) ; 38 cm.
Date of publication from cover.
Some maps published by George F. Cram Company.
"Pictorial history of the Spanish-American War, with illustrated descriptions of our new possessions" : p. [192]-221 .
Includes indexes.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1200 .P53 1899 (NLO)

67 maps : col. ; on sheets 28 x 37 cm.
Shelved in Special Collections Open Shelf, 4th floor.
615

Cram’s standard American railway system atlas of the world : accompanied with a complete and simple index of the United States showing the true location of all railroads, towns, villages and post offices. New York : George F. Cram, 1899.

Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Credit Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection

1 atlas (608 p.) : 187 col. maps (some folded) ; 46 cm.

“The Credit Co.’s ed.”

Other title: Bankers register.

At head of cover title: Every wholesale dealer, jobber and manufacturer should have The bankers register in their collection departments.

Spine title: Standard atlas of the world

Includes indexes.

Relief shown by hachures.

Shows railway lines in the United States, Canada and Mexico.

Original publisher's blue cloth binding with silver-stamped cover title and spine title: Standard atlas of the world.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Phillips 241

Baskes oversize G1046.P3 C7 1899 (NLO)
77036 United States - Maps - 1900 - Coasts - Nautical charts - United States - 1900 - Coasts - Nautical charts Report Supt HS Pritchett 6/30/1897-99. Washington : U.S. Coast Survey, 1900. Authors: United States Coast Survey -- Pritchett -- Osher Map Library 3 v. : 72 maps ; 290 x 230 mm. This copy forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection; planned as gift to Osher Map Library, University of Southern Maine (not the Newberry Library). Newberry holdings not checked or verified (September 2012). Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)


77039 United States - Maps - 1900 - Military bases - Military bases - United States - Maps - 1900 - United States. Army - Maps - 1900 [Map showing stations of U.S. Army and state militia]. Washington, D.C. Norris Peters Co., [ca. 1900?]. Authors: Norris Peters Co. 1 map ; 70 x 43 cm. fold. to 24 x 15 cm. Outline map of the continental U.S., Puerto Rico, and Hawaii divided into 17 numbered districts. 'Note: organizations inclosed in black line are composed of regular troops; those not inclosed are militia.' Scale not given.
U 183 .63 (NLO)

maproll G3701.P3 1900 .P4 (PrCt)

H 668 .703 (1900) p. 431 (PrCt)


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library)
30th year, no. 3. September 1900.' Condition: In original paper covers. Back cover and some pages at end (575+) wanting, corner broken off front cover. Else good. Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection. Previous location: B-16
AmCn III PC 3270 (PrCt)

77043 United States - Maps - 1900 - Railroads<<>>Southern States - Maps - 1900 - Railroads<<>>Southern Railway (U.S.) - Maps - 1900<<>>Railroads - Maps
Southern Railway and connections. 1900.
Buffalo, N.Y. Matthews-Northrup Company, 1900.
Authors: Matthews-Northrup Company -- Southern Railway (U.S.)
1 map : col. ; 28 x 42 cm.
In Southern Railway. Sixth annual report of the Southern Railway Company ... 1900 [New York?: Southern Railway?, 1900?] opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1900 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

77044 United States - Maps - 1900 - Railroads<<>>St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company - Maps - 1900<<>>Railroads - Maps
Map of the Cotton Belt Route : St. Louis Southwestern Railway Co., St. Louis Southwestern Railway Co. of Texas, and connections. [St. Louis? St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company?, 1900].
Authors: St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company -- Samuel F. Myerson Printing Co. (Saint Louis, Mo.) -- Myerson (Samuel F.) Printing Co. (Saint Louis, Mo.) SEE Samuel F. Myerson Printing Co. (Saint Louis, Mo.)
1 map : col. ; 34 x 69 cm.
In St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company. Ninth annual report of the board of directors ... 1900 (St. Louis: Sam'l F. Myerson Printing Co., 1900) at end.
5A 7267 (1899-1900 vol.) (PrCt)

1 map : 12 x 18 cm., on sheet 20 x 29 cm.

77046 United States - Maps - 1901
1 atlas : 103 maps ; 53 cm.
31st edition.
Uniform title: Commercial atlas. Selected maps also cataloged separately. Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
oversize RMcN atlas .C7 1901 (PrCt)

77047 United States - Maps - 1901<<>>Almanacs, American - 1901
The New Conklin's handy manual of useful information and world's atlas : for mechanics, merchants, editors, lawyers, printers, doctors, farmers, lumbermen, bankers, bookkeepers, politicians, and all classes of workers in every department of human effort : also a compilation of facts for reference on 2,000 subjects, being an epitome of matters historical, statistical, biographical, political, geographical and of general interest : census for 1900 up to date of publication / compiled by Geo. W. Conklin.
Authors: Conklin, Geo. W. (George W.) -- Blomgren Bros. & Co. -- Chicago School of Languages -- Laird & Lee, Publishers -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes AY64 .C66 1901 (NLO)

77048 United States - Maps - 1901<<>>Canada - Maps - 1901
Authors: D. Appleton and Company -- Smelters, Selby -- Erickson, fl. 1943 -- Brentano's (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1 v. : ill., 13 maps (some folded), plates ; 17 cm.
Issued in 2 volumes, but this copy incomplete; lacking part 1.
"Revised each year to date of issue."
"With railway maps, plans of cities, special itineraries, table of railway and steamboat fares, and some account of Hawaii, Porto Rico, the Philippines, and Cuba."

Pt.2 bound in publisher's red cloth binding, illustrated in black with spine title: Appletons' general guide western and southern states. Published also in 1 vol.
Former owner: Selby Smelters [p.404].
Former owner: Erickson XII-24143.
Bookseller's ticket: Brentano's booksellers & stationers, Union Square, New York.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes E158 .A65 1901 (NLO)

Rand, McNally & Co.'s new commercial railroad map of the United States : with portions of the dominion of Canada, the republic of Mexico, and the West Indies. Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., 1901, c1895.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 95 x 137 cm.
Scale [1:3,801,600], '60 miles to 1 inch.'
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection.
map8F G3701.P3 1901 R3 (PrCt)

Southern Railway and connections. 1901.
Buffalo, N.Y. Matthews-Northrup Company, 1901.
Authors: Matthews-Northrup Company -- Southern Railway (U.S.)
1 map : col. ; 28 x 42 cm.
In Southern Railway. Seventh annual report of the Southern Railway Company ... 1901 [New York?: Southern Railway?, 1901?] opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1901 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Map of the Cotton Belt Route : St. Louis Southwestern Railway Co., St. Louis Southwestern Railway Co. of Texas, and connections. [St. Louis? St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company?, 1901].
Authors: St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company -- Samuel F. Myerson Printing Co. (Saint Louis, Mo.)
1 map : col. ; 34 x 69 cm.
In St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company. Tenth annual report of the board of directors ... 1901 (St. Louis: Sam'l F. Myerson Printing Co., 1901) at end.
5A 7267 (1900-1901 vol.) (PrCt)

77053 United States - Maps - 1902<<>>Atlases - 1902
Pictorial atlas of the greater United States and the world : being the first volume of its kind to bring the old and new possessions of our country to a close association and a prominent and conspicuous position worthy of their importance : every foot of progress made in the new and old world graphically portrayed in handsome reproductions of the latest governmental surveys and softest half-tones : new double-page maps of each of our new possessions, also new double-page maps of the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans, never before shown in any atlas : included in the volume are full and accurate maps, political and historical, of every state in the United States and every country in the world : educational charts, diagrams and complete...
statistics / compiled especially for
Philadelphia Inquirer by the Philadelphia Inquirer
Company, [Philadelphia : Philadelphia Inquirer
Co.], c1902.
Authors: Philadelphia Inquirer (Firm) -- Cram,
George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Roger S. Baskets
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map (350 p.) : ill. (some col.), 121 col. maps
(some folded) ; 38 cm.
"Copyright secured by George F. Cram,
1902."--T.p. verso.
"Published by Geo. F. Cram, Chicago, Ill."--On
some maps.
Includes indexes.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskets folio G1200 .P53 1902 (NLO)

United States - Maps - 1902 -
Railroads::<><>Mobile and Ohio Railroad
Company - Maps - 1902::<><>Railroads - Maps
Map of the Mobile & Ohio R.R. and connections.
[New York : s.n., 1902].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the
United States (1902) -- Mobile and Ohio Railroad
Company
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.
Text on verso.
Roughly bounded by Iowa, Ohio, Louisiana, and
Florida.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United
States (New York, 1902) p. 275
H 668 .703 (1902) p. 275 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1902 -
Railroads::<><>Southern States - Maps - 1902 -
Railroads::<><>Southern Railway (U.S.) - Maps
- 1902::<><>Railroads - Maps
Southern Railway and connections. 1902.
Buffalo, N.Y. Matthews-Northrup Company,
1902.
Authors: Matthews-Northrup Company --
Southern Railway (U.S.)
1 map : col. ; 28 x 42 cm.
In Southern Railway. Eighth annual report of the
Southern Railway Company ... 1902 [New York? :
Southern Railway?, 1902?] opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1902 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1902 -
Railroads::<><>St. Louis and San Francisco
Railroad Company - Maps - 1902::<><>Railroads - Maps
Map of the Frisco System : St. Louis & San
Francisco R. R. and associated lines. [St. Louis? 
St. Louis and San Francisco Railway Company?,
1902].
Authors: St. Louis and San Francisco Railway
Company -- Woodward & Tiernan Printing Co.
1 map ; 21 x 40 cm.
In St. Louis and San Francisco Railway
Company. Sixth annual report of the St. Louis
and San Francisco Railroad Company ... 1902
(St. Louis: Woodward & Tiernan Printing Co.,
1902) at end.
5A 7267 (1901-1902 vol.) (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1902 -
Railroads::<><>St. Louis Southwestern
Railway Company - Maps - 1902::<><>Railroads - Maps
Map of the Cotton Belt Route : St. Louis
Southwestern Railway Co., St. Louis
Southwestern Railway Co. of Texas, and
connections. [St. Louis? St. Louis Southwestern
Railway Company?, 1902].
Authors: St. Louis Southwestern Railway
Company -- Samuel F. Myerson Printing Co.
(Saint Louis, Mo.)
1 map : col. ; 34 x 69 cm.
In St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company.
Eleventh annual report of the board of directors
... 1902 (St. Louis: Sam'l F. Myerson Printing Co.,
1902) at end.
5A 7267 (1901-1902 vol.) (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1903 -
Acquisition of territory::<><>United States - Insular
possessions - Maps - 1903::<><>Wall maps
United States, including territories and insular
possessions, showing the extent of public
surveys, Indian, military and forest reservations,
railroads, canals, national parks and other
Authors: Bond, Frank, 1856--Hendges, M.
(Matthew) -- United States. General Land Office
-- R.F. Bartle & Co.
1 map : col., mounted on linen ; 152 x 213 cm.
'Compiled under the direction of Frank Bond, M.
Hendges draughtsman.'
'Corrected to June 30, 1903.'
Scale [ca. 1:2,344,320]. 37 miles to 1 in. (W
125°--W 65°/N 49°--N 25°)
Shows territorial growth with dates of acquisition
to the 'territory of the original thirteen states.'
Includes 12 insets, including: Aleutian Islands --
Alaska -- Philippine Islands -- Tutuila group of the
Samoan Islands -- Guam -- Hawaiian Islands --
Porto Rico -- Panama Canal -- Isthmus of
Panama -- Index map.
On rollers.
maproll G 1083 .908 (NLO)

United States - Maps - 1903::<><>Atlases - 1903
Pictorial atlas of the greater United States and
the world: being the first volume of its kind to
bring the old and new possessions of our country
to a close association and a prominent and
conspicuous position worthy of their importance:
every foot of progress made in the new and old
world graphically portrayed in handsome
reproductions of the latest governmental surveys
and softest half-tones: new double-page maps of
each of our new possessions, also new
double-page maps of the Atlantic and Pacific

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Oceans, never before shown in any atlas: included in the volume are full and accurate maps, political and historical, of every state in the United States and every country in the world; educational charts, diagrams and complete statistics / compiled especially for the Philadelphia Inquirer by the Philadelphia Inquirer Company. [Philadelphia : Philadelphia Inquirer Co.,] c1903.

Authors: Philadelphia Inquirer (Firm) -- Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- George F. Cram Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (350 p.) : ill. (some col.), 121 col. maps (some folded) ; 38 cm.

"Copyright secured by George F. Cram, 1903."--T.p. verso.

"Published by Geo. F. Cram, Chicago, Ill."--On some maps.

Includes indexes.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1200 .P53 1903 (NLO)

1903 United States - Maps

Railroads<<>>Mexico - Maps - 1903 -
Railroads<<>>Illinois Central Railroad Company - Maps - 1903<<>>Yazoo and Mississippi Valley Railroad Company - Maps - 1903<<>>West Indies - Maps -
1903<<>>Philippines - Maps - 1903<<>>Wall maps<<>>Railroads - Maps
Illinois Central and Yazoo & Mississippi Valley Railroads-- 5,563 miles. Chicago : Poole Bros., c1903.

Authors: Poole Brothers -- Illinois Central Railroad Company -- Yazoo and Mississippi Valley Railroad Company

1 map ; col. ; 71 x 94 cm.

Title from oversize lettering in top margin.

Added title at center: Illinois Central R. R. is the key of the New Orleans gateway to the Panama Canal and central and south American ports

"Copyright, 1903, by Poole Bros., Chicago." Shows shipping routes and mileages to and from New Orleans; includes distance tables from New Orleans to selected West Indian cities.

Scale [ca. 1:5,345,000]

Coordinates: (W 126°--W 59°/N 50°--N 7°).

Insets (28 x 26 cm. or smaller): Alaska -- Cuba -- Pine Island, West Indies -- Porto Rico -- Philippine Islands -- Guam Island - Hawaii - Wake Island -- Midway Island -- Howland Island -- Baker Island -- Part of Somoan Islands.

"M-24-05" at bottom left; "3-24-05" at bottom center; "4-15-05" at bottom right.

Detached from wooden rollers.

Forms part of the Illinois Central Railroad archives, Newberry Library.

Previously shelved as IC Map6F 115


Illinois Central map6F G3701.P3 1903 .P6 (PrCt)


Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1903) p. 267

H 668 .703 (1903) p. 267 (PrCt)


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway Company -- Rock Island-Frisco Lines -- Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway Company -- St. Louis and San Francisco Railway Company -- Choctaw, Oklahoma and Gulf Railroad Company -- Chicago, Rock Island and Texas Railway -- Chicago, Rock Island and Gulf Railway -- Chicago, Rock Island and Mexico Railway -- Chicago, Rock Island and El Paso Railway -- Choctaw, Oklahoma and Texas Railroad -- St. Louis, Kansas City, and Colorado Railroad Company -- El Paso and Northeastern System 1 map ; col. ; 70 x 58 cm.

Covers the central U.S.; roughly bounded by Montana, Michigan, Texas, and Alabama. In Rock Island Company. First annual report of the Rock Island Company ... 1903 [Chicago?: Rock Island Company?, 1903?] at end.

5A 7267 (1903 vol. [1]) (PrCt)
### United States - Maps - 1904

#### 1. United States: Statistics
- **Author:** John Y. Wise
- **Title:** United States. Washington : United States Census Office, 1903.
- **Format:** 1 v. : 403 p. 25 cm.

#### 2. United States: Acquisitions of Territory
- **Author:** N. O. H. Green
- **Title:** United States. Washington : United States General Land Office, 1903.
- **Format:** 1 v. : atlas (part col., incl. maps, statistical diagrams) ; 30 cm.

#### 3. United States: Insular Possessions
- **Author:** J. H. Van Waggoner
- **Title:** United States. Washington : United States, 1904.
- **Format:** 1 v. : 6 maps, 35 city plans 3rd ed.
- **Condition:** Good.
- **Description:** Includes advertising dated 1908 and priced in dollars.

#### 4. United States: Maps
- **Author:** A. Hinrichsen
- **Title:** A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher, 1832-1909, no. E261.
- **Format:** 3rd ed.
- **Condition:** Good.
- **Description:** Includes advertising dated 1908 and priced in dollars.

#### 5. United States: Wall Maps
- **Author:** William A. Richards
- **Title:** United States, including territories and insular possessions; showing the extent of public surveys, Indian, military and forest reservations, railroads, canals, national parks, and other details. Washington : United States General Land Office, 1904.
- **Format:** 1 map ; 149 x 205 cm.
- **Condition:** Good.
- **Description:** 'Compiled under the direction of Frank Bond ... and corrected to June 30, 1904.'

### United States - Maps - 1904 - Railroads

#### 1. United States: St. Louis and San Francisco Railway
- **Author:** Poole Brothers
- **Title:** Poole Brothers' map of the St. Louis & San Francisco Railway Company. Chicago : Poole Bros., 1904.
- **Format:** 1 map ; 39 x 21 cm.
- **Condition:** Good.

#### 2. United States: Southern Railway
- **Author:** Matthews Northrup Company
- **Title:** Matthews Northrup Company's map of the Southern Railway and connections. St. Louis, Mo., 1903.
- **Format:** 1 map ; 149 x 205 cm.

#### 3. United States: Cotton Belt Route
- **Author:** St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company
- **Title:** Map of the Cotton Belt Route : St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company, 1903.
- **Format:** 1 map ; 34 x 69 cm.

#### 4. United States: San Francisco Railway
- **Author:** Chicago and Eastern Illinois Railroad Company
- **Title:** Map of the Chicago and Eastern Illinois Railroad Company. Chicago : Poole Bros., 1904.
- **Format:** 1 map ; 21 x 40 cm.

### Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

United States - Maps - 1904 - Railroads - St. Louis and San Francisco Railway Company - Maps - 1904 - Railroads - Maps Frisco System. [St. Louis? St. Louis and San Francisco Railway Company?, 1904?]. Authors: St. Louis and San Francisco Railway Company -- Con. P. Curran Printing Co. (St. Louis, Mo.) -- Curran (Con. P.) Printing Co. (Saint Louis, Mo.) SEE Con. P. Curran Printing Co. (Saint Louis, Mo.) 1 map ; 21 x 40 cm. In St. Louis and San Francisco Railway Company. Eighth annual report of the St. Louis and San Francisco Railroad Company ... 1904 (St. Louis: Con. P. Curran Printing Co., 1904) opposite title page. 5A 7267 (1904 vol. [1]) (PrCt)


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.


1 map : col. ; 70 x 58 cm.
In bottom margin: June 30, 1905.
Covers the central U.S.; roughly bounded by Montana, Michigan, Texas, and Alabama.
In Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway Company. Twenty-fifth annual report ... for the fiscal year ended ... 1905 [Chicago?: Rock Island Company?, 1905?] at end.
5A 7267 (1905 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Authors: Matthews-Northrup Company -- Southern Railway (U.S.)
1 map : col. ; 28 x 42 cm.
5A 7267 (1905 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1905) -- St. Louis and San Francisco Railroad Company
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Roughly bound by southern Canada, northern Mexico, and Florida.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1905) p. 481
H 668 .703 (1905) p. 481 (PrCt)

Authors: Woodward & Tiernan Printing Co. -- St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company -- Samuel F. Myerson Printing Co. (Saint Louis, Mo.)
1 map : col. ; 34 x 69 cm.
In St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company.

Authors: Collier, Barron G. -- Street Railways Advertising Company -- Library of Congress.
Copyright Office -- John V. Bergen Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 37 x 69 cm.
Panel title.
'Copyright, 1905, by Barron G. Collier.' Scale not given.
Hand stamped with Library of Congress copyright entry, no. 8117, dated June 1, 1906.
Forms part of the John V. Bergen Collection (Newberry Library).
Identifies U.S. cities with street railways.
'Exclusive representation of car advertising in the 700 towns indicated on the enclosed map by a star ... .'
Verso includes population and rolling stock statistics for major cities in each U.S. state, and promotional text for the Street Railways Advertising Co.
Advertising rates, and list of communities with street railways, with estimated number of cars, for each state, Canada, and Mexico, on verso. Issued folded to 20 x 10 cm.
map4F G3701.P33 1905 .C6 (NLO)

Authors: Geological Survey (U.S.).
1 map
temp map2F G3700 1906 .U5 (PrCt)

Coal fields of the United States (1906) -- Newark Public Library -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (149 p.) : ill. (some col.), 28 col. maps ; 47
Cover title: Peabody atlas : coal mines and coal railways
Includes map by Rand McNally (c1906): Coal fields of the United States (p. 10-11).
Relief shown by hachures.
Includes indexes.
Scales differ.
Bookplate: Free Public Library of the city of Newark, New Jersey.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 1268
LC Card Number: map07000025
Baskes oversize G1201.H9 B46 1906 (NLO)

United States - Maps - 1906 - Coal mines and mining
United States - Maps - 1906 - Coal mines and mining - Coal mines and mining - Bituminous coal industry - United States - Maps - 1906
1 atlas (149 p.) : ill. (some col.), 28 col. maps ; 47 cm.
Cover title: Peabody atlas : coal mines and coal railways
Includes map by Rand McNally (c1906): Coal fields of the United States (p. 10-11).
Relief shown by hachures.
Includes indexes.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
References: Phillips 1268
LC Card Number: map07000025
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .P4 1906 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1906 - Railroads
Chicago and Eastern Illinois Railroad Company - Maps - 1906
Railroads - Chicago and Eastern Illinois Railroad and connections. [Chicago? Chicago and Eastern Illinois Railroad Company?, 1906?].
Authors: Chicago and Eastern Illinois Railroad Company -- Gunthorp-Warren Printing Co. (Chicago, Ill.)
1 map ; 38 x 21 cm.
'8-21-'05' --at bottom.
Plate no.: 4276.
Covers the central U.S.; roughly bounded by Iowa, Ohio, Florida, and Louisiana.
5A 7267 (1906 vol. [1]) (PrCt)
Southern Railway and connections. 1906.
Buffalo, N.Y. Matthews-Northrup Co., 1906.
Authors: Matthews-Northrup Company -- Southern Railway (U.S.)
1 map : col. ; 28 x 42 cm.
5A 7267 (1906 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Frisco. [New York : s.n., 1906].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1906) -- St. Louis and San Francisco Railway Company 1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Roughly bound by southern Canada, Pennsylvania, northern Mexico, and Florida. Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1906) p. 501
H 668 .703 (1906) p. 501 (PrCt)

Authors: Woodward & Tiernan Printing Co. -- St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company -- Samuel F. Myerson Printing Co. (Saint Louis, Mo.)
1 map : col. ; 34 x 45 cm.
In St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company. Fifteenth annual report of the board of directors ... 1906 (St. Louis: Sam'l F. Myerson Printing Co., 1906) at end.
5A 7267 (1906 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Authors: Chicago and Eastern Illinois Railroad Company
1 map ; 39 x 27 cm.
'8-15-'07' --at bottom.
Plate no.: 4843
Covers the central U.S.; roughly bounded by Iowa, Ohio, Florida, and Louisiana
5A 7267 (1907 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1907 - Railroads Chicago and North Western Railway Company - Maps - 1907 - Railroads - Maps
Map of the Chicago & North Western Ry. and Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha Railroad - Maps - 1907 - Railroads - Maps
Map showing location of properties of companies under management of and operated by Stone & Webster. [New York : s.n., 1907].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1907) -- Stone & Webster 1 map : col. ; 12 x 19 cm.
City names printed in red; does not include rail lines.
Verso blank.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1907) between p. 1342-1343
H 668 .703 (1907) bet. p. 1342-1343 (PrCt)

Map showing Indian reservations within the limits of the United States ... [Washington, D.C.] : Norris Peters Co., 1907.
Authors: United States. Office of Indian Affairs -- Leupp, F. E. -- Norris Peters Co. -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 52 x 64 cm., folded to 21 x 12 cm.
'Compiled under the direction of ... F.E. Leupp, Commissioner of Indian Affairs ...'
Scale: 1:5,702,400 about 90 statute miles to 1 inch.
Includes insets of Alaska, Mission Ind. Res. in California, and Indian Territory.
Ayer 133 .U583 1907 (NLO)

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Map of the Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha Ry. and Chicago & North Western Ry. Chicago : Poole Bros. [1907].
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha Railroad -- Chicago and North Western Railway Company -- Pioneer Press Co. (Saint Paul, Minn.)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 93 cm.
'7-1-'07' -- at bottom left.
Plate no.: 4760

Issued to accompany Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha Railroad. Twenty-sixth annual report of the Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha Railway Company (St. Paul: Pioneer Press Co., 1907), but mis-bound at end of Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company. Report of the board of directors ... to the stockholders ... 1907 (Chicago: [Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company?], 1908).
5A 7267 (1907 vol. [1]) (PrCt)


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rock Island-Frisco Lines -- Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway Company -- St. Louis & San Francisco Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 71 x 57 cm.
At bottom: June 30, 1907.
Covers the central U.S.: roughly bounded by Montana, Michigan, Texas, and Alabama.
In Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway Company. Twenty-seventh annual report ... for the fiscal year ended ... 1907 [Chicago?: Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway Company?, 1907?] opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1907 vol. [2]) (PrCt)


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rock Island-Frisco Lines -- Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway Company -- St. Louis & San Francisco Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 12 x 19 cm.
Roughly bound by southern Canada,
Pennsylvania, northern Mexico, and Florida. Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1907) p. 707
H 668 .703 (1907) p. 707 (PrCt)

Map of the Cotton Belt Route : St. Louis Southwestern Railway Co., St. Louis
Southwestern Railway Co. of Texas, and connections. St. Louis : Woodward & Tiernan Printing Co., [1907].
Authors: Woodward & Tiernan Printing Co. -- St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company -- Samuel F. Myerson Printing Co. (Saint Louis, Mo.)
1 map : col. ; 34 x 45 cm.
In St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company. Sixteenth annual report of the board of directors ... 1907 (St. Louis: Sam'l F. Myerson Printing Co., 1907) at end.
5A 7267 (1907 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

77108 United States - Maps - 1908-1909 - Railroads - Wall maps - Railroads - Maps
[Railroad map of the United States in three sections], [Chicago] : Rand, McNally & Co., [1909], c1908.
Commercial atlas (1909) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map on 3 sheets : col. ; 67 x 143 cm.
Collective title supplied by cataloger.
Separate sheet titles printed in right margins within square brackets: (East of Chicago) -- (Denver to Chicago) -- (Denver to Pacific coast).
Running title in right margins: Rand-McNally indexed atlas
"Rand, McNally & Co.'s New commercial map of United States. Copyright 1908, by Rand, McNally & Co." -- Small print at bottom of all three sheets.
Scale [ca. 1:3,750,000].
Coordinates: (W 125°--W 67°/N 52°--N 24°).
Continuation insets on eastern sheet (12 x 10 cm. and 11 x 17 cm.): [South Florida] -- [South Texas].
Map printed in three sections, with intervening text and other maps, on p. 22-23, 26-27, and 30-31.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .C7 1909, p.22-23, 26-27, and 30-31 (PrCt)

Map showing location of properties of companies under management of and operated by Stone & Webster organization. [New York : s.n., 1908].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1908) -- Stone & Webster 1 map : col. ; 12 x 19 cm.
City names printed in red; does not include rail lines.
Verso blank.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1908) between p. 1274-1275
H 668 .703 (1908) bet. p. 1274-1275 (PrCt)

77110 United States - Maps - 1908 - Forests and forestry - Forests and forestry - United States - Maps - 1908 - Wall maps
Authors: United States. Forest Service -- United States. General Land Office
1 map (4 sheets) : mounted on linen, col. ; 150 x 210 cm.
Scale [1:2,344,320], 37 miles to 1 inch ; (W 127°--W 65°/N 49°--N 21°).
Relief shown by hachures and spot heights.
At head of title: Gifford Pinchot, Forester.
"March 17, 1908."
"Base map compiled by the Drafting Division of the General Land Office, Department of the Interior. Reissued with the national forests to date by the Drafting Division of the Forest Service."
National forests shown in green.
Includes public land grid of township and range lines.
Insets: Index map, showing relative position of Alaska and recently acquired islands to the United States -- Panama Canal -- Isthmus of Panama showing location of canal -- Porto Rico -- Hawaiian Islands -- Guam -- Tutuila Group of the Samoa Islands -- Philippine Islands -- Alaska. Includes table "Lumber cut during the calendar year 1906" arranged by forest region.
map6F G3701.K2 1908 .U5 (PrCt)

Authors: Chicago and Eastern Illinois Railroad Company
1 map ; 39 x 27 cm. '8-11-'08' -- at bottom.
United States - Maps - 1908 - Railroads

- 1908 - Railroads
- 1908 - Illinois Central Railroad Company - Maps - 1908
- 1908 - Yazoo and Mississippi Valley Railroad Company - Maps - 1908
- 1908 - Indianapolis Southern Railroad - Maps - 1908
- 1908 - Railroads - Maps

Authors: Poole Brothers -- Illinois Central Railroad Company -- Yazoo and Mississippi Valley Railroad Company -- Indianapolis Southern Railroad

1 map : col. ; 58 x 36 cm.

Title in upper margin.

Translated from the original:

Title in upper margin.

Plate no.: 4939.

'4-24-'08 in lower margin.

1908 [Chicago?: Illinois Central Railroad Co.?, 1908?] opposite title page.

5A 7267 (1908 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1908 - Railroads

- 1908 - Southern States - Maps - 1908
- 1908 - Railroads - Maps
- 1908 - Southern States - Maps - 1908
- 1908 - Railroads - Maps
- 1908 - Southern States - Maps - 1908
- 1908 - Railroads - Maps
- 1908 - Southern States - Maps - 1908
- 1908 - Railroads - Maps
- 1908 - Southern States - Maps - 1908
- 1908 - Railroads - Maps
- 1908 - Southern States - Maps - 1908
- 1908 - Railroads - Maps

Authors: Matthews -- Southern Railway (U.S.)

1 map : col. ; 26 x 42 cm.

In Southern Railway. Fourteenth annual report of the Southern Railway Company ... 1908 [New York?: Southern Railway?, 1908?] opposite title page.

5A 7267 (1908 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1908 - Railroads

- 1908 - St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company - Maps - 1908
- 1908 - Railroads - Maps
- 1908 - St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company - Maps - 1908
- 1908 - Railroads - Maps
- 1908 - St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company - Maps - 1908
- 1908 - Railroads - Maps
- 1908 - St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company - Maps - 1908
- 1908 - Railroads - Maps
- 1908 - St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company - Maps - 1908
- 1908 - Railroads - Maps

Authors: Woodward & Tiernan Printing Co. -- St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company -- Security Printing Co. (Saint Louis, Mo.)

1 map : col. ; 34 x 45 cm.

In St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company. Seventeenth annual report of the board of directors ... 1908 (St. Louis: Security Printing Co., 1908) at end.

5A 7267 (1908 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1909

Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- George Allen & Unwin -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- T. Fisher Unwin (Firm)
1 v. : 81 plates
4th ed.
G 83.063 (NLO)

77118 United States - Maps - 1909
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- George Allen & Unwin -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- T. Fisher Unwin (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 33 maps, 48 city plans
4th ed.
Condition: Fair.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

77119 United States - Maps - 1909
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- George Allen & Unwin -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- T. Fisher Unwin (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 33 maps, 48 city plans
4th ed.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

77120 United States - Maps - 1909
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- George Allen & Unwin -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- T. Fisher Unwin (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 33 maps, 48 city plans
4th ed.
Condition: Worn.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

77121 United States - Maps - 1909 - Electric industries - Headquarters
Electric industries - United States - Maps -
Map showing location of properties of companies under management of Stone & Webster organization. [New York : s.n., 1909].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1909) -- Stone & Webster 1 map : col. ; 12 x 19 cm.
City names printed in red; does not include rail lines.
Verso blank.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1909) between p. 1314-1315
H 668 .703 (1909) bet. p. 1314-1315 (PrCt)

1 map : col. ; 70 x 96 cm. on sheet 146 x 114 cm. Title in oversize lettering in upper margin. Added title within neatline: New official railroad map of the United States and Dominion of Canada. Scale [1:5,258,880]. 'Statute miles, 83 = 1 inch.' Includes untitled inset maps of U.S. agriculture and farm stock, historical map detailing U.S. territorial acquisitions, and world map detailing shipping routes (32 x 47 cm. and smaller); 'inset maps from Dodge's Advanced geography published by Rand McNally.' On verso: The Rand-McNally new county, township, and railroad map of Illinois. Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection. Gift 2005, Chicago Historical Society.
map9F G4101.P3 1909 .R3 (PrCt)

Authors: Chicago and Eastern Illinois Railroad Company 1 map ; 39 x 27 cm. '8-11-'08' --at bottom center. Plate no.: 4843 Covers the central U.S.; roughly bounded by Iowa, Ohio, Florida, and Louisiana. In Chicago and Eastern Illinois Railroad Company. Twentieth annual report of the Chicago and Eastern Illinois Railroad Company... 1909 ([Chicago?; Chicago and Eastern Illinois Railroad Company?], 1909) at end.
5A 7267 (1909 vol. [2]) (PrCt)
In St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company. Eighteenth annual report of the board of directors ... 1909 (St. Louis: Security Printing Co., 1909) at end.

On verso: Cotton Belt Route: map of the St. Louis Southwestern Railway lines ... [in the southern United States]

5A 7267 (1909 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

77129 United States - Maps - 1910-1919


Authors: William Collins Sons and Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- William Collins Sons and Co. The Collegiate atlas ... [191-?]

1 map : col. ; 22 x 30 cm.


"U. S. A" in oversize manuscript lettering on verso.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1019 .C625 1910z, [plate] 28 (PrCt)


Map showing location of properties under management of Stone & Webster organization. [New York : s.n., 1910].

Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1910) -- Stone & Webster

1 map : col. ; 12 x 19 cm.

City names printed in red; does not include rail lines.

In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1910) between p. 2628-2629

H 668 .703 (1910) bet. p. 2628-2629 (PrCt)


Authors: United States. Forest Service -- Graves, Henry Solon, 1871-1951 -- Edward E. Ayer

Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; on 4 sheets each 76 x 105 cm. 'Ed. of May 1, 1910.'

At head of title: Henry S. Graves, forester.

Scale [1:2,344,320].

Also shows private irrigated areas and lines of equal precipitation.

Insets: Canal Zone -- Porto Rico -- Guam -- Samoan Islands -- Hawaiian Islands -- Philippine Islands -- Alaska -- Aleutian Islands.

Ayer p133 .US567 1910 (NLO)

77132 United States - Maps - 1910 - Maps, Physical

United States : relief map / compiled by Henry Gannett ; U.S. Geological Survey. George Otis Smith, director ; engraved by U.S.G.S.


Authors: Geological Survey (U.S.) -- Gannett, Henry, 1846-1914 -- Smith, George Otis, 1871-1944

1 map : col. ; 43 x 71 cm. 'Edition of Mar. 1910.'

Scale [1:7,000,000].

temp map4F G3701.C22 1910 .U5 (PrCt)


Authors: Chicago and Eastern Illinois Railroad Company

1 map : 39 x 27 cm. '8-19-'10' --at bottom center.

Plate no.: 4843

Covers the central U.S.; roughly bounded by Iowa, Ohio, Florida, and Louisiana.


5A 7267 (1910 vol. [2]) (PrCt)


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway Company

1 map : col. ; 70 x 58 cm. 'June 30, 1910.'

'6-30'1910' at bottom center.

Covers the central U.S.; roughly bounded by Wyoming, Wisconsin, Mississippi, and Texas.

In Rock Island Company. Eighth annual report of the Rock Island Company ... 1910 ([Chicago?: Rock Island Company?] 1910) opposite title
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Roughly bounded by Iowa, Texas, and Florida. Insets (8 x 9 cm. and 15 x 10 cm.): Birmingham and vicinity -- Florida and Cuba [continuation inset].

Duplicate copy of map issued in Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway Company. Thirtieth annual report of the Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway Company ... 1910 ([Chicago?): Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway Company?] 1910); bound earlier in same volume.

5A 7267 (1910 vol. [2]) (PrCt)


Authors: Poole Brothers -- Illinois Central Railroad Company -- Yazoo and Mississippi Valley Railroad Company -- Indianapolis Southern Railroad.

1 map : col. ; 58 x 36 cm.

Title in upper margin. '9-15-'09' in lower margin.

Plate no.: 4939. '3433 10' in lower left corner.

Roughly bounded by South Dakota, Michigan, Texas and Florida.

In Illinois Central Railroad Company. Sixtieth annual report ... for the year ended June 30, 1910 [Chicago?: Illinois Central Railroad Co.?, 1910?] at end.

5A 7267 (1910 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

77136 United States - Maps - 1910 - Railroads>>>Railroads - Maps


Authors: International Correspondence Schools -- Fisk, E. F. -- International Textbook -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 15 folded maps ; 232 x 148 mm.

Maps engraved by E.F. Fisk.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)


Authors: Matthews-Northrup Company -- Southern Railway (U.S.)

1 map : col. ; 46 x 74 cm.

Roughly bounded by Iowa, Texas,

Massachusetts, and Florida.

In St. Louis and San Francisco Railway Company. Fourteenth annual report of the St. Louis and San Francisco Railroad Company ... 1910 ([St. Louis?: St. Louis and San Francisco Railway Company?], 1910) at end.

5A 7267 (1910 vol. [2]) (PrCt)


Frisco Lines SEE St. Louis and San Francisco Railway Company -> Railroads - Maps


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- St. Louis and San Francisco Railway Company -- Frisco Lines SEE St. Louis and San Francisco Railway Company

1 map : col. ; 70 x 58 cm.

'June 30, 1910.'

Covers the central U.S.; roughly bounded by Wyoming, Wisconsin, Mississippi, and Texas. In St. Louis and San Francisco Railway Company. Nineteenth annual report ... 1910 ([St. Louis?: St. Louis and San Francisco Railway Company?], 1910) at end.

5A 7267 (1910 vol. [2]) (PrCt)


Cotton Belt Route : map of the St. Louis Southwestern Railway lines ... [in the United States]. Buffalo, N.Y. The Matthews-Northrup Works, [1910].

Authors: Matthews-Northrup Company -- St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company -- Security Printing Co. (Saint Louis, Mo.)

1 map : col. ; 34 x 45 cm.

In St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company. Nineteenth annual report ... 1910 (St. Louis: Security Printing Co., 1910), bound as the second leaf before title page.

On verso: Cotton Belt Route : map of the St. Louis Southwestern Railway lines ... [in the southern United States]

5A 7267 (1910 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

77140 United States - Maps - 1910 - Road maps>>>Road maps


Authors: Automobile Club of America

1 v. : maps ; 23 cm.

Periodical issued annually; Newberry holds 1910 issue only (as of July 2009).

Description based on: 1910

Case GV1024 .T7 (NLO)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

Twentieth century transportation. [Chicago?] : Charles Felthousen, c1910.
Authors: Yates, E. S. -- Felthousen, Charles E. -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map

"E.S. Yates, des.., Chi."
"Copyright 1910 by Chas. I. Felthousen."
Elaborate, oversized transportation scenes surrounding a globe with a small, generalized map of the U.S.
Condition: Two copies (?); very fine, brilliant color; copy 2 missing (July 2012).
Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection.

temp map4F G3701.P1 1910 .Y2 copy 1 (PrCt)

77142 United States - Maps - 1911

Authors: Geological Survey (U.S.) -- Gannett, Henry, 1846-1914 -- Smith, George Otis, 1871-1944
1 map : col. ; 43 x 71 cm.
"Edition of Nov. 1911."
Scale 1:7,000,000.
Digital image of this copy available by website subscription to American West : sources from the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library, Chicago (produced by Adam Matthew Digital; accessed November 2011):
http://www.americanwest.amdigital.co.uk/Maps/MapsImageViewer.aspx?imageid=11274&visual=FALSE&map=True&previous=9&vpath=SearchResults

temp map4F G3700 1911 .U5 (PrCt)

77143 United States - Maps - 1911

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library)

68 p.
Imprinted on cover: ‘Compliments of New York Rubber Co.’ Condition: Chipped at lower edge with damage to paper cover and first 16 pages, not affecting printed surface of maps. Fair. Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection.
Previous location: McNally’s vault B 18

AMcN III PC 920 (PrCt)

77144 United States - Maps - 1911

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- New York Rubber Co. -- Rand McNally Collection

(Newberry Library)
1 atlas (68 p.) : 48 maps ; 34 cm.
On front wrapper: Compliments of New York Rubber Co....
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

folio RMcN atlas .N443 1911 copy 3 (PrCt)

77145 United States - Maps - 1911

1 atlas : 105 maps ; 53 cm.
Uniform title: Commercial atlas.
Selected maps also cataloged separately.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
References: Phillips 3642.
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

oversize RMcN atlas .C7 1911 (PrCt)

77146 United States - Maps - 1911 - Coasts - Nautical charts - United States - 1911 - Coasts - Nautical charts

Authors: United States Coast Survey -- Tittmann, O. H. (Otto Hilgard), 1850-1938 -- Osher Map Library
9 v. : 319 maps ; 297 x 235 mm.
msg1902,1908
This copy forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection; planned as gift to Osher Map Library, University of Southern Maine (not the Newberry Library).
Newberry holdings not checked or verified (September 2012).

Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)


Map showing location of properties under management of Stone & Webster organization. [New York : s.n., 1911].
Authors: Poor’s manual of the railroads of the United States (1911) -- Stone & Webster
1 map : col. ; 12 x 19 cm.
City names printed in red; does not include rail lines.
In Poor’s manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1911) between p. 2630-2631

H 668 .703 (1911) bet. p. 2630-2631 (PrCt)

77148 United States - Maps - 1911 - Maps, Physical


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Rock Island and Pacific Railway Company
1 map : col. ; 70 x 58 cm.
'June 30, 1911.'
'6-30'1911' at bottom center.
Covers the central U.S.; roughly bounded by
Wyoming, Wisconsin, Mississippi, and Texas.
Detached from Rock Island Company. Ninth
annual report of the Rock Island Company ...
1911 ([Chicago? : Rock Island Company?] 1911)
[5A 7267 (1911 vol. [2]) at end].
Duplicate copy of map issued in Chicago, Rock
Island and Pacific Railway Company. Thirty-first
annual report of the Chicago, Rock Island and
Pacific Railroad Company ... 1911 ([Chicago?:
Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway
Company?] 1911); bound earlier in same volume.
map4C G3701.P3 1911 .R3 (PrCt)

77156 United States - Maps - 1911 -
Railroads<>>>Chicago, Rock Island and
Pacific Railway Company - Maps -
1911<>>>Rock Island Lines SEE Chicago,
Rock Island and Pacific Railway
Company<>>>Railroads - Maps
Map of Rock Island Lines. Chicago : Poole Bros.
Chicago., 1911.
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Chicago, Rock Island
and Pacific Railway Company -- Rock Island
Lines SEE Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific
Railway Company
1 map : 18 x 26 cm.
'7-10-'11' at bottom left.
Covers the central U.S.; roughly bounded by
Washington, Michigan, Alabama, and Mexico.
In Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway
Company. Thirtieth annual report of the Chicago,
Rock Island and Pacific Railway Company ...
1911 ([Chicago?: Chicago, Rock Island and
Pacific Railway Company?] (1911) p. between
902-903.
H 688 .703 (1911) bet. p. 902-903 (PrCt)

77157 United States - Maps - 1911 -
Railroads<>>>Mississippi River Valley - Maps
- 1911 - Railroads<>>>Illinois Central Railroad
Company - Maps - 1911<>>>Yazoo and
Mississippi Valley Railroad Company - Maps -
1911<>>>Indianapolis Southern Railroad -
Maps - 1911<>>>Railroads - Maps
Illinois Central Railroad, Yazoo & Mississippi
Valley Railroad, and Indianapolis Southern
Railroad. June 30, 1911. Chicago : Poole Bros.,
1911, c1908.
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Illinois Central
Railroad Company -- Yazoo and Mississippi
Valley Railroad Company -- Indianapolis
Southern Railroad
1 map : col. ; 58 x 36 cm.
Title in upper margin.
'7-20-'11' at lower left.
Plate no. : 4939.
Roughly bounded by South Dakota, Michigan,
Texas, and Florida.
In Illinois Central Railroad Company. Sixty-first
annual report ... for the year ended June 30,
1911 [Chicago?: Illinois Central Railroad Co.?,
1911?] at end.
5A 7267 (1911 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

77158 United States - Maps - 1911 -
Railroads<>>>St. Louis and San Francisco
Railway Company - Maps -
1911<>>>Railroads - Maps
Frisco Lines : St. Louis & San Francisco Railroad
and auxiliary lines. Chicago : Rand, McNally &
Co., 1911.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- St.
Louis and San Francisco Railway Company
1 map : col. ; 70 x 58 cm.
'June 30, 1911.'
Covers the central U.S.; roughly bounded by
Wyoming, Wisconsin, Mississippi, and Texas.
In St. Louis and San Francisco Railway
Company. Fifteenth annual report of the St. Louis
and San Francisco Railroad Company ... 1911
([St. Louis?: St. Louis and San Francisco
Railway Company?], 1911) at end.
5A 7267 (1911 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

77159 United States - Maps - 1911 -
Railroads<>>>St. Louis Southwestern
Railway Company - Maps -
1911<>>>Railroads - Maps
Cotton Belt Route : map of the St. Louis
Southwestern Railway lines ... [in the United
States]. Buffalo, N.Y. The Matthews-Northrup
Works, [1911].
Authors: Matthews-Northrup Company -- St.
Louis Southwestern Railway Company -- Security
Printing Co. (Saint Louis, Mo.)
1 map : col. ; 34 x 45 cm.
'The Complete Press' --at bottom right, under
publisher's name.
In St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company.
Twenty-first annual report ... 1911 (St. Louis:
Security Printing Co., 1911) at end.
On verso: Cotton Belt Route : map of the St.
Louis Southwestern Railway lines ... [in the
southern United States]
5A 7267 (1911 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

77160 United States - Maps - 1912
Rand, McNally & Co.'s commercial atlas of
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally and Company. Commercial atlas (1912)
-- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 105 maps ; 53 cm.
Uniform title: Commercial atlas.
Selected maps also cataloged separately.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
References: Phillips 3643.
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .C7 1912 (PrCt)

77161 United States - Maps - 1912 - Electric
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Duplicates copy of map issued in Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway Company ... 1913 (Chicago?: Rock Island and Pacific Railway Company 1913); bound earlier in same volume. 5A 7267 (1913 vol. [2]) (PrCt)


Rock Island Lines. Chicago : Poole Brothers, [1913].
Authors: Poole Brothers - Chicago and Eastern Illinois Railroad Company
1 map ; 39 x 27 cm.
'9-9-'13' - at bottom center.
Plate no.: 4848 [?]
Covers the central U.S.; roughly bounded by Iowa, Ohio, Florida, and Louisiana.
In Chicago and Eastern Illinois Railroad Company. Twenty-fourth annual report of the Chicago and Eastern Illinois Railroad Company ... 1913 [Chicago?: Chicago and Eastern Illinois Railroad Company?, 1913?] at end.
5A 7267 (1913 vol. [2]) (PrCt)


Map showing lines operated by Illinois Central Railroad, Yazoo & Mississippi Valley Railroad, Central of Georgia Railway, Wadley Southern Railway, Ocean Steamship Company of Savannah ...

United States - Maps - 1913 - Railroads - St. Louis and San Francisco Railway Company - Maps - 1913 - Railroads - Maps

Map showing lines operated by Illinois Central Railroad, Yazoo & Mississippi Valley Railroad, Central of Georgia Railway, Wadley Southern Railway, Ocean Steamship Company of Savannah ...


Railroad Company - Ocean Steamship Company of Savannah ... 1913 (Chicago?: Illinois Central Railroad Co., 1913?) at end.
5A 7267 (1913 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1913 - Railroads - St. Louis and San Francisco Railway Company - Maps - 1913 - Railroads - Maps

Central of Georgia Railway - Wadley Southern Railway, Ocean Steamship Company of Savannah ...

United States - Maps - 1913 - Railroads - St. Louis and San Francisco Railway Company - Maps - 1913 - Railroads - Maps

Central of Georgia Railway - Wadley Southern Railway, Ocean Steamship Company of Savannah ...

United States - Maps - 1913 - Railroads - St. Louis and San Francisco Railway Company - Maps - 1913 - Railroads - Maps

Central of Georgia Railway - Wadley Southern Railway, Ocean Steamship Company of Savannah ...

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
United States - Maps - 1914<<<>Alaska - Maps - 1914<<<>Wall maps


*Authors:* Geological Survey (U.S.) -- United States. Department of the Interior -- Smith, George Otis, 1871-1944 -- Gannett, Henry, 1846-1914

*1 map : col. ; 120 x 192 cm., on 2 sheets folded to 66 x 53 cm.*

*Scale 1:2,500,000.*


*First published in 1890. Original compilation under the direction of Henry Gannett.*

*Inset (19 x 34 cm.): Alaska.*

*temp map4F G3700 1914 .U5 (PrCt)*


*Authors:* Matthews-Northrup Company -- Southern Railway (U.S.)

*1 map : col. ; 47 x 74 cm.*

*Roughly bounded by Iowa, Texas, Massachusetts, and Florida.*

*Insets (8 x 8 cm. and 15 x 10 cm.): Birmingham and vicinity -- Florida and Cuba [continuation inset].

*8.13' --at right, above insets.*

*In Southern Railway. Twentieth annual report of the Southern Railway Company ... 1914 [Richmond, Va.? : Southern Railway?, 1914?]*

*opposite title page.*

*5A 7267 (1914 vol. [2]) (PrCt)*


*Authors:* Chicago and Eastern Illinois Railroad Company

*1 map ; 39 x 27 cm.*

*‘9-10’-‘12’ --at bottom center.*

*Plate no. : 4843*

*Covers the central U.S.; roughly bounded by Iowa, Ohio, Florida, and Louisiana.*


*at end.*

*5A 7267 (1914 vol. [2]) (PrCt)*

*Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.*

"Cotton Belt Route : map of the St. Louis Southwestern Railway lines ... in the United States." Buffalo, N.Y. The Matthews-Northrup Works, [1914?].

Authors: Matthews-Northrup Company -- St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company -- Security Printing Co. (Saint Louis, Mo.)

1 map : col. ; 34 x 45 cm.

8.13" at bottom right.

Relief shown by hachures.

In St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company. Twenty-third annual report ... 1914 (St. Louis: Security Printing Co., 1914) at end.

On verso: Cotton Belt Route : map of the St. Louis Southwestern Railway lines ... in the southern United States.

5A 7267 (1914 vol. [1]) (Pr.Ct)

---


99 p., 1., [25], xii p. 503 pl. on 264. (maps, diagrs.) 30 cm.

Prepared under the supervision of Charles S. Sloane, geographer of the census.'

Phillips 4517.

Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 1411.

Govt C3.2.St 1 (NLO)

---


Authors: Murray-Aaron, Eugene, 1852-1941 -- Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- American Geographic Institute -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Aaron, Eugene Murray-, 1852-1941 SEE Murray-Aaron, Eugene, 1852-1941

1 map : col. ; 39 cm.

Includes index. Relief shown by hachures. Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1200 .A44 1915 (NLO)

---


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 30 x 46 cm.

Plate no.: 991G

"Statute miles, 160 = 1 inch."


Issued folded to 13 x 9 cm.; detached from missing covers.

For variant issue, lacking St. Louis business address and dated "c. 1915" in ms. on front cover, see Map3C G3701 .G2 1915 .R3 (Pr.Ct)

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

map2F G3701 .G2 1915 .R3 (Pr.Ct)

---


Issued folded to 13 x 9 cm.; detached from missing covers.

For variant issue, lacking St. Louis business address and dated "c. 1915" in ms. on front cover, see Map3C G3701 .G2 1915 .R3 (Pr.Ct)

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

map2F G3701 .G2 1915 .R3 (Pr.Ct)
United States - Maps - 1915 - Railroads

77191 United States - Maps - 1915 - Railroads

Railroads

Railroad Company - Maps - 1915

Railroad Company - Maps - 1915


Authors: Poole Brothers -- Chicago and Eastern Illinois Railroad Company

1 map ; 39 x 27 cm.

9-29-‘15' -- at bottom center.

Plate no.: 4843

Covers the central U.S.; roughly bounded by Iowa, Ohio, Florida, and Louisiana.


5A 7267 (1915 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

77192 United States - Maps - 1915 - Railroads

Railroads

Railroad Company - Maps - 1915

Railroad Company - Maps - 1915

Map of the Chicago and North Western Ry. and Chicago, Saint Paul, Minneapolis and Omaha Ry.

Chicago : Poole Bros., [1915?].

Authors: Poole Brothers -- Chicago and North Western Railway Company -- Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha Railroad

1 map : col. ; 43 x 93 cm.

‘Errata: Chicago, Saint Paul, Minneapolis and Omaha Railway between Eau Claire and Northline should have been shown as double track.' -- in upper margin.

‘7-16-‘15' --at bottom left.

Plate no.: 4760

Insets (13 x 12 cm. each): [Milwaukee and vicinity] -- [Chicago and vicinity]. Plate no.: 5908.

In Chicago and North Western Railway Company. Fifty-sixth annual report of the Chicago and North Western Railway Company ... 1915 [Chicago?: Chicago and North Western Railway Company?, 1915?] opposite title page.

5A 7267 (1915 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

77193 United States - Maps - 1915 - Railroads

Railroads

Railroad Company - Maps - 1915

Railroad Company - Maps - 1915


Authors: Matthews-Northrup Company -- Southern Railway (U.S.)

1 map : col. ; 47 x 74 cm.

Roughly bounded by Iowa, Texas, Massachusetts, and Florida.

Insets (8 x 8 cm. and 15 x 10 cm.): Birmingham and vicinity -- Florida and Cuba [continuation inset].

‘8.15' --Florida inset.

In Southern Railway. Twenty-first annual report of the Southern Railway Company ... 1915 [Richmond, Va.?: Southern Railway?, 1915?] at end.

5A 7267 (1915 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

77189 United States - Maps - 1915 - Jigsaw puzzle maps

Jigsaw puzzle maps - United States - 1915


Authors: Parker Brothers, inc. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Parker (George S.) and Company, Salem, Mass. SEE Parker Brothers, inc.

1 jigsaw puzzle map ; 307 x 508 mm.

53 piece wooden jigsaw puzzle.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

77190 United States - Maps - 1915 - Railroads

Railroads

Railroad Company - Maps - 1915

Railroad Company - Maps - 1915

Map of the Mississippi River Valley.


5A 7267 (1915 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.


1 wall map : color, mounted on linen ; 107 x 158 cm., folded to 29 x 25 cm.

Added title from printed labels pasted on verso: Rainfall, United States.

Scale 1:3,015,936. Forty-seven and six-tenths statute miles to one in.

Coordinates: (W 130°-W 64°/N 53°--N 22°).

Polyconic projection.

Relief shown with contour lines and spot heights.

Prime meridian: Greenwich

Keyed to color-coded "scale of precipitation" in centimeters and inches.

"76.2 C 101.6 C"

Sectioned into 28 panels (each 29 x 24 cm).

Accompanied by undated Rand McNally sales brochure including a photo portrait of Van Cleef ([4] pages ; 16 cm): Van Cleef's rainfall map of the United States.


Copies of sales brochure and journal review available in Newberry Library Map Information File.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

map5C G3701.C88 1915 .V36 (NLO)

77197


1 map : col. ; 149 x 207 cm.

At head of title: Department of the Interior ...
General Land Office ... 'Compiled under the direction of I.P. Berthrong, chief of Drafting Division.' 'Corrected to June 30, 1915 by M. Hendges.' 'Engraved by R.F. Bartle & Co.' 'Scale: 37 miles to 1 inch.' Includes Cuba (16 x 50 cm.) and following inset maps (37 x 43 cm. and smaller): Alaska -- Aleutian Islands -- Philippine Islands -- American Samoa -- Guam -- Hawaiian Islands -- Porto Rico -- Canal Zone -- Isthmus of Panama showing location of canal -- Index map showing relative location ... Mounted on linen, with a few stains, mostly marginal; detached from wooden rollers. Previous owner: Chicago Municipal Reference Library. Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005. Previously shelved as CHS Coll., Map no. 1172, Rolls .

maproll G3701.F35 1916 U5 (PrCt)


temp map4F G3701.C22 1916 .U5 (PrCt)

77199 United States - Maps - 1916 - Maps, Physical Panama Canal (Panama) - Maps - 1916 New standard atlas of the United States : a new series of over 50 maps in colors, based upon the latest official surveys, with a complete index showing location and population of all cities, towns and villages : the population figures are according to the latest official census. Indianapolis ; New York : Published by National Map Co., c1916. Authors: National Map Company -- Dubois, Wm. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- National Map Company (Indianapolis, Ind.) SEE National Map Company 1 atlas (100 p.) : 50 col. maps ; 39 cm. Map of the Panama Canal drawn by Wm. Dubois. Relief shown by hachures. Includes indexes. Publisher's black limp-cloth binding. Scales differ. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library. References: Phillips 4533 LC Card Number: 2009583034 .

Baskes folio G1200 .N36 1916 (NLO)


5A 7267 (1916 vol. [3]) (PrCt)


5A 7267 (1916 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

1917? opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1916 vol. [4]) (PrCt)

Map of the Chicago and Eastern Illinois Railroad and connections. Chicago : Poole Bros., [1916, i.e. 1918?].
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Chicago and Eastern Illinois Railroad Company
1 map ; 39 x 27 cm.
'7-17-'16' -- at bottom center.
Plate no.: 4843.
Covers the central U.S.; roughly bounded by Iowa, Ohio, Florida, and Texas.
5A 7267 (1917 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Map of the Chicago and Eastern Illinois Railroad and connections. Chicago : Poole Bros., [1916, i.e. 1919?].
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Chicago and Eastern Illinois Railroad Company
1 map ; 39 x 27 cm.
'7-17-'16' -- at bottom center.
Plate no.: 4843.
Covers the central U.S.; roughly bounded by Iowa, Ohio, Florida, and Texas.
In Chicago and Eastern Illinois Railroad Company. Thirtieth annual report ... fiscal year ended December 31, 1918 [Chicago?: Chicago and Eastern Illinois Railroad Company?, 1919?] at front.
5A 7267 (1918 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Map of the Chicago and Eastern Illinois Railroad and connections. Chicago : Poole Bros., [1916, i.e. 1920?].
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Chicago and Eastern Illinois Railroad Company
1 map ; 39 x 27 cm.
'7-17-'16' -- at bottom center.
Plate no.: 4843.
Covers the central U.S.; roughly bounded by Iowa, Ohio, Florida, and Texas.
5A 7267 (1919 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Map of the Chicago and Eastern Illinois Railroad and connections. Chicago : Poole Bros., [1916, i.e. 1921?].
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Chicago and Eastern Illinois Railroad Company
1 map ; 39 x 27 cm.
'7-17-'16' -- at bottom center.
Plate no.: 4843.
Covers the central U.S.; roughly bounded by Iowa, Ohio, Florida, and Texas.
5A 7267 (1920 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Map of the Chicago and Eastern Illinois Railroad and connections. Chicago : Poole Bros., [1916, i.e. 1922?].
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Chicago and Eastern Illinois Railroad Company
1 map ; 39 x 27 cm.
'7-17-'16' -- at bottom center.
Plate no.: 4843.
Covers the central U.S.; roughly bounded by Iowa, Ohio, Florida, and Texas.
In Chicago and Eastern Illinois Railroad Company. Thirty-third annual report ... fiscal year ended December 31, 1921 [Chicago?: Chicago and Eastern Illinois Railroad Company?, 1922?] at end.
5A 7267 (1921 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway Company
1 map : col. ; 70 x 59 cm.
'June 30, 1916.'
'8-16' at bottom center.
Covers the central U.S.; roughly bounded by Wyoming, Wisconsin, Mississippi, and Texas.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
United States - Maps - 1916 - Railroads - Maps
Atlas of railway traffic maps ... / Charles E. Wymond. Chicago : La Salle Extension University, c1916.
Authors: Wymond, Charles E. -- La Salle Extension University -- Rand McNally and Company -- Poole Brothers -- Matthews-Northrup Company -- Allen, Lane & Scott -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library).

Other editions published by different authors. Includes index. Series: Interstate commerce and railway traffic course Scales differ. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio HE2123 S6 1916 (NLO)

United States - Maps - 1916 - Railroads - Maps
1 map : col. ; 52 x 75 cm.
'June 30th, 1916.'
'Copyright, 1912, by Illinois Central Railroad.' '8-2-16' at lower left.
Plate no.: 5571.
Roughly bounded by South Dakota, Maine, Texas, and Florida.
5A 7267 (1916 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

Authors: Matthews-Northrup Company -- St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company -- Security Printing Co. (Saint Louis, Mo.)
1 map : col. ; 34 x 45 cm.
'8.13' --at bottom right.
'The Complete Press' --at bottom right, under publisher's name.
On verso: Cotton Belt Route : map of the St. Louis Southwestern Railway lines ... [in the southern United States].
5A 7267 (1916 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

3rd ed.
Two maps of the United States (one in English, one in Yiddish), by C.S. Hammond & Co., on folded sheet.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
LC Card Number: 16003125
Baskes JV6545.Y5 C3613 1916 (NLO)

77214 United States - Maps - 1916<<>>Yiddish language - Maps - 1916
[Map of the United States in Yiddish and English].
1 map ; 19 x 29 cm.
Scale ca. 1:16,000,000.
In lower right corner: S. Grover.
Names of states and capitals in Yiddish and English, other features and cities in English only, title in Yiddish only.
On verso: United States : Hammond's 8 x 11 map of the United States, c1915.
Baskes JV6545.Y5 C3613 1916, at end (PrCt)

77215 United States - Maps - 1917
New standard atlas of the United States : a new series of over 50 maps in colors, based upon the latest official surveys, with a complete index showing location and population of all cities, towns and villages : the population figures are according to the latest official census.
Indianapolis : Published by National Map Co., c1917.
Authors: National Map Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (100 p.) : 54 col. maps ; 38 cm.
Includes indexes.
Relief shown by hachures.
Greenwich meridian.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 4534
LC Card Number: 2009583037
Baskes folio G1200 .N36 1917 (NLO)

Authors: Matthews-Northrup Company -- Southern Railway (U.S.)
1 map : col. ; 46 x 74 cm.
Roughly bounded by Iowa, Texas, Massachusetts, and Florida.
Insets (8 x 8 cm. and 15 x 10 cm.): Birmingham and vicinity -- Florida and Cuba [continuation inset].
In Southern Railway. Twenty-third annual report of the Southern Railway Company ... June 30, 1917 [Richmond, Va.? : Southern Railway?, 1917?] between p. 48-49.
5A 7267 (1917 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Map of the Southern Railway. Geographically correct. 1917. Buffalo, N.Y. Matthews-Northrup Works, 1917 [i.e. 1918?].
Authors: Matthews-Northrup Company -- Southern Railway (U.S.)
1 map : col. ; 46 x 74 cm.
Roughly bounded by Iowa, Texas, Massachusetts, and Florida.
Insets (8 x 8 cm. and 15 x 10 cm.): Birmingham and vicinity -- Florida and Cuba [continuation inset].
In Southern Railway. Twenty-fourth annual report of the Southern Railway Company ... December 31, 1917 [Richmond, Va.? : Southern Railway?, 1918?] between p. 32-33.
5A 7267 (1917 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Chicago : Poole Bros., 1917 [i.e. 1918?].
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Illinois Central Railroad Company -- Yazoo and Mississippi Valley Railroad Company -- Central of Georgia Railroad -- Wadley Southern Railroad -- Louisville & Wadley Railroad -- Sylvania Central Railroad -- Ocean Steamship Company of Savannah
1 map : col. ; 52 x 75 cm.
'December 31, 1917.'
'Copyright, 1918, by Illinois Central Railroad.'
'2-23-'18' at lower left.
Plate no.: 5571.
Roughly bounded by South Dakota, Maine, Texas, and Florida.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
In Illinois Central Railroad Company. Sixty-eighth annual report ... December 31, 1917 [Chicago?: Illinois Central Railroad Co.?, 1918?] opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1917 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

77219 United States - Maps - 1917 - Railroads>>>St. Louis and San Francisco Railway Company - Maps - 1917>>>Railroads - Maps
St. Louis - San Francisco Railway and auxiliary lines. December 31,1917. St. Louis : Parker Engraving Co., 1917 [i.e. 1918].
Authors: St. Louis and San Francisco Railway Company -- Parker Engraving Co. (St. Louis, Mo.)
1 map : col. ; 72 x 58 cm.
'No. 2  2-18' at bottom center.
Covers the central U.S.; roughly bounded by Nebraska, Indiana, Alabama, and Texas.
In St. Louis and San Francisco Railway Company. Report of the St. Louis-San Francisco Railway Company ... December 31,1917 [St. Louis?: St. Louis and San Francisco Railway Company?, 1918?] bound between p. 24-25.
5A 7267 (1917 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Cotton Belt Route : map of the St. Louis Southwestern Railway lines ... [in the United States], Buffalo, N.Y. The Matthews-Northrup Works, [1917?].
Authors: Matthews-Northrup Company -- St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company -- Samuel F. Myerson Printing Co. (Saint Louis, Mo.)
1 map : col. ; 34 x 45 cm.
'8.13' -- at bottom right.
The Complete Press -- at bottom right, under publisher's name.
In St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company. Twenty-sixth annual report ... December 31, 1916 (St. Louis: Sam'l F. Myerson Printing Co., 1917) at end.
On verso: Cotton Belt Route : map of the St. Louis Southwestern Railway lines ... [in the southern United States].
5A 7267 (1916 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Authors: U.S. Canada Boundary Commission -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. ; 40 maps
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
References: Phillips 10485
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

Location of U.S. forces in training and our important motor highways / compiled from data furnished by military authorities, the Official Automobile Blue Book, highway associations, and the United States Department of the Interior.
Chicago : Published by Motor Age, Malls Building, c1918.
Authors: Motor age -- Automobile Blue Books, Inc. -- United States. Department of the Interior -- Class Journal Company
1 map : col. ; 39 x 67 cm.
"Supplement to Motor Age, the motoring authority of America, issue of April 4, 1918."
"Copyright, 1918, by the Class Journal Co., Chicago."
Includes key to 35 named highways ("Arrowhead Trail", "Borderland Route", etc.) and key to military base symbols, including "National Guard camps", "national Army cantonments", "forts and arsenals", "posts and stations of the Army", "aviation sites", "national aviation bases", "naval training stations", "officers training camps", "ordnance motor schools", "U.S. Army truck routes", and "balloon schools".
Scale [ca. 1:7,180,000].
Coordinates: (W 125°--W 64°/N 52°--N 24°).
Accompanying issue of Motor Age not held by Newberry (December 2011).
map4F G3701.R2 1918 .M6 (NLO)

Map of the United States showing locations of National Guard mobilization training camps, national army cantonment camps, reserve officers training camps and aviation sites.
Chicago : Rand McNally, [1918?].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Rail Road Co.
1 map : col. ; 49 x 91 cm.
'Issued by Rock Island Lines.'
Scale not given.
Text and ill. on verso; issued folded to 20 x 24 cm. with panel title: Putting the United States Army on the map : Rock Island.
Includes lists of national army, national guard and naval training camps.
Cf. OCLC 13787416.
United States - Maps - 1918 - Railroads
St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company - Maps - 1918 - Railroads
*Cotton Belt Route : map of the St. Louis Southwestern Railway lines ... [in the United States].* Buffalo, N.Y. The Matthews-Northrup Works, [1918?].
Authors: Matthews-Northrup Company -- St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company -- Samuel F. Myerson Printing Co. (Saint Louis, Mo.)
1 map : col. ; 34 x 45 cm.
'8.13' -- at bottom right.
'The Complete Press' -- at bottom right, under publisher's name.
In St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company.
Twenty-seventh annual report ... December 31, 1917 (St. Louis: Sam'l F. Myerson Printing Co., 1918) at end.
On verso: Cotton Belt Route : map of the St. Louis Southwestern Railway lines ... [in the southern United States].
5A 7267 (1917 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1919 - Games, Geographical - Games, Geographical - United States - Maps - 1919
*United States geographical lotto.* Baltimore : Statler Manufacturing Co., [1919?].
Authors: Statler Manufacturing Co. (Baltimore, Md.)
20 maps : col. ; on cards 13 x 19 cm., in box 16 x 30 cm.
A table game. Players are dealt the map cards, each showing a separate section of the country with twelve place names indicated. The 'conductor' of the game draws small oval 'lotto' cards with the names of towns and calls them out, giving the place name cards to whichever player hold the map with that name. The first player to fill a card with twelve place names wins. The lotto 'name cards' are in a separate box 10 x 14 x 2 cm.
Game instructions printed inside front cover of box.
map4C G3701.A9 1919 S7 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1919 - Railroads - Freight and freightsage - Rates - Railroads - Maps
*Atlas of railway traffic maps ... / Charles E. Wymond.* Chicago : La Salle Extension University, 1919.
Authors: Wymond, Charles E. -- La Salle Extension University -- Rand McNally and Company -- Poole Brothers -- Matthews-Northrup Company -- Allen, Lane & Scott -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Most maps copyright Rand McNally & Co., and La Salle Extension University; some maps by Poole Bros., Matthews-Northrup Works, and Allen, Lane, & Scott.
Other editions by different authors.
Includes index.
Series: Interstate commerce and railway traffic course.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 10730
LC Card Number: 20003900
Baskes folio HE2123 .S6 1919 (NLO)

*Wall maps.*
*United States.* Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [192-?].
Authors: Goode, J. Paul, 1862-1932 -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 107 x 157 cm.
'Fifth edition.'
Series statement at head of title: J. Paul Goode physical wall map series.
On wooden rollers.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
artifacts cage RMcN maproll 7 : 3. 2 (PrCt)

*Rand McNally new official railroad map of the United States and southern Canada.* Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [192-?].
Rand McNally new official railroad map of the United States and southern Canada. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [192-?].
1 map : col. ; 69 x 95 cm.
Plate no.: 682E
"Average scale: statute miles, 83 = 1 inch."
Manuscript annotation at bottom right: "Original
map carried on first non-stop flight from Los Angeles to New York City. 18hrs. 58 min. Aug. 19-20-1928. [Signed] Arthur C. Goebel [and] Harry J. Tucker. 'Yankee Doodle' Flight route marked in red pencil. Accompanied by black and white photograph of pilot Arthur Goebel, passenger Harry Tucker, and D.H. Haight of Rand McNally holding the map in front of the Yankee Doodle (19 x 24 cm.). Also accompanied by exhibit caption identifying men in the photo and noting "in November 1928, in an effort to lower the record, the 'Yankee Doodle', with Capt. Collyer as pilot and Harry Tucker as passenger, fatally crashed near Prescott, Arizona."


Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).


Authors: Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map: col.; 112 x 162 cm.

Insets: Hawaii. -- Caribbean Sea. -- Profile of the Santa Fe between Chicago and California.

Map torn in several places along sides. Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Two copies, one on wooden rollers.

artifacts cage RMcN maproll 1 : 8. 2 (PrCt)


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)


Authors: La Salle Extension University. Atlas of railway traffic maps (1920) -- Rand McNally and Company

1 map: col.; 31 x 49 cm.

Title in upper margin.

List of industries printed within colored regions.


folio H 6615.98 map 19 (PrCt)

77233 United States - Maps - 1920 - Railroads Chicago Region (Ill.) Maps - 1920 - Railroads Milwaukee Region (Wis.) Maps - 1920 - Railroads Chicago and North Western Railway Company Maps Railroads Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha Railroad Maps - 1920 Railroads Map of the Chicago and North Western Ry. and Chicago, Saint Paul, Minneapolis and Omaha Ry. Chicago : Poole Bros., [1920, i.e. 1921].

Authors: Poole Brothers -- Chicago and North Western Railway Company -- Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha Railroad -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)


Authors: La Salle Extension University. Atlas of railway traffic maps (1920) -- Rand McNally and Company

1 map: col.; 42 x 67 cm.

'Table showing rates of parcel postage' at bottom left.

'Parcel post zone ruler' (4 x 71 cm.) folded and laid inside folded map.


folio H 6615.98 map 17 (PrCt)
North Western Railway Company, 1921?] at end.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library).
5A 7267 (1920 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

77234 United States - Maps - 1920 - Railroads -
Maps - Chicago, Rock Island and
Pacific Railway Company - Maps -
1920 - Railroads - Maps
Map of Rock Island Lines and connections.
Chicago : Poole Bros. [1920 i.e. 1921?].
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Chicago, Rock Island
and Pacific Railway Company
1 map : col. ; 26 x 46 cm.
'12-7-20' at lower left.
Plate no. 4932.
In Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway
Company. Forty-first annual report ... December
31, 1920 [Chicago?: Chicago, Rock Island
and Pacific Railway Company?, 1921?] opposite title
page.
5A 7267 (1920 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

77235 United States - Maps - 1920 - Railroads -
Freight and freightage - Rates -
North America - Maps - 1920 - Railroads -
Freight and freightage - Rates - Railroads - Maps
Map no. 1 : classification territories, certain freight
association territories, and common
Authors: La Salle Extension University -- Atlas of
railway traffic maps (1920) -- Rand McNally
and Company -- Wymond, Charles E.
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
Text 'by C.E. Wymond, Central Freight
Association' on verso.
Covers the United States, southern Canada, and
northern Mexico.
In Wymond, Charles E. (ed.) Atlas of railway
traffic maps (Chicago: La Salle Extension
University, 1920).
folio H 6615 .98 map 1 (PrCt)

77236 United States - Maps - 1920 - Railroads -
Freight and freightage - Rates - Railroads -
United States - Freight and freightage - Rates -
Maps - 1920 - Railroads - Maps
Atlas of railway traffic maps. Chicago : La Salle
Extension University, 1920.
Authors: La Salle Extension University --
Wymond, Charles E. -- Rand McNally and
Company
1 atlas (4 l., 27 maps (part fold.)) ; 30 cm.
Edited by Charles E. Wymond; maps by Rand
 McNally.
'This atlas ... is one of a series of texts on
interstate commerce and railway traffic. The
grouping of traffic territories for rate adjustments
is explained in the treatises devoted to freight
classification and rates and forming a part of the
course in interstate commerce and railway traffic.'
Maps also cataloged separately.

77237 United States - Maps - 1920 - Railroads -
Freight and freightage -
Rates - Southwestern Tariff Committee -
Maps - Railroads - Maps
Map no. 13 : grouping of points in defined
territories on traffic destined to the southwest.
Authors: La Salle Extension University -- Atlas of
railway traffic maps (1920) -- Rand McNally
and Company -- Wymond, Charles E. --
Southwestern Tariff Committee
1 map : col. ; 64 x 59 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Added title on verso: Map no. 13 : grouping of
points in defined territories on traffic destined to
Southwestern Tariff Committee territory, viz.:
Louisiana and Texas, also Texarkana, Ark. -
Texas points.
Text 'by C.E. Wymond, Central Freight
Association' on verso.
Covers the United States between the Great
Plains and most of the Atlantic states.
In Wymond, Charles E. (ed.) Atlas of railway
traffic maps (Chicago: La Salle Extension
University, 1920).
folio H 6615 .98 map 13 (PrCt)

77238 United States - Maps - 1920 -
Railroads - Mexico - Maps - 1920 -
Railroads - Southern Pacific Railroad
Company - Maps - 1920 - Railroads - Maps
Southern Pacific Company and proprietary
companies. 1920. New York : Rand McNally
& Co., 1920 [i.e. 1921?].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company --
Southern Pacific Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 22 x 28 cm.
'186-4-1-21' at lower right.
Covers the U.S. and much of Mexico.
In Southern Pacific Railroad Company.
Thirty-seventh annual report ... December 31,
1920 [San Francisco?: Southern Pacific Co.?,
1921?] at front.
5A 7267 (1920 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

77239 United States - Maps - 1920 -
Railroads - Mississippi River Valley - Maps -
1920 - Railroads - Illinois Central Railroad
Company - Maps - 1920 - Yazoo and
Mississippi Valley Railroad Company - Maps -
1920 - Central of Georgia Railway - Maps -
1920 - Wadley Southern Railway - Maps -
1920 - Louisville & Wadley Railroad - Maps -
1920 - Sylvania Central Railway - Maps -
1920 - Ocean Steamship Company of
Savannah - Maps - 1920 - Railroads - Maps
Map showing lines operated by Illinois Central
Railroad Co., The Yazoo & Mississippi Valley

References: Phillips 10731; Atlases in libraries of
Chicago (1936) no. 1399; OCLC 1427389
LCCN: 20-13087
folio H 6615 .98 (NLO)
United States - Maps - 1920 - Railroads

Railroad Company -- Sylvania Central Railroad -- Ocean Steamship Company of Savannah

1 map : col. ; 52 x 75 cm.

‘December 31, 1920.’

‘Copyright, 1918, by Illinois Central Railroad.’

‘4-26’ at lower left.

Plate no.: 5571.

Roughly bounded by South Dakota, Maine, Texas, and Florida.

In Illinois Central Railroad Company.

Seventy-first annual report ... December 31, 1920

[Chicago? : Illinois Central Railroad Co., 1921?]

Cover title: United States and southern Canada :

1 map : col. ; 70 x 93 cm., folded to 16 x 10 cm.

Cover title: United States and southern Canada:

Rand McNally new official railroad map of the United States and southern Canada.

Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Co., [ca. 1920].

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)


Detached from covers.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

map3C G3701 .P3 1920 .R3 (PrCt)
Cover title.
"Roads that go somewhere" ... organized roads better conditions for motorists ... " -- Front cover.
Most maps dated 1919 or 1920 and signed “G. [?] Harris” and “F.A.D. [Frank A. Davis]."
"Heart of America Information Bureau" logo on front cover obscured with printed paste-on "Automobile Club of Kansas City, Mo." logo on front cover.
Maps include logos for the following named highways: King of Trails, Omaha-Kansas City, Wilson, Chicago-Kansas City-Gulf, Chicago-Kansas City, National Old Trails, Midland Trail, Jefferson, Kansas City-Ft. Scott-Miami & Tulsa, Ozark Trail, New Santa Fe Trail, and Meridian.
Extensive advertising for local businesses in map margins.
Index to highway maps at end.
Scales vary.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
map4C G3701.P2 1920 .D3 (PrCt)

77244 United States - Maps - 1921
Rand McNally commercial atlas of America.
Chicago : Rand McNally, 1921.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Commercial atlas (1921)
-- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 105 maps ; 53 cm.
52nd edition.
Uniform title: Commercial atlas.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Selected maps also cataloged separately.
References: Phillips 6460.
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .C7 1921 (PrCt)

77245 United States - Maps - 1921 - Railroads
Authors: Matthews-Northrup Company -- Southern Railway (U.S.)
1 map : col. ; 46 x 74 cm.
Roughly bounded by Iowa, Texas, Massachusetts, and Florida.
Insets (8 x 8 cm. and 15 x 10 cm.): Birmingham and vicinity -- Florida and Cuba [continuation inset].
In Southern Railway. Twenty-seventh annual report of the Southern Railway Company ... December 31, 1920 [Richmond, Va.? : Southern Railway?, 1921?] at front.

5A 7267 (1920 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Southern Pacific Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 22 x 28 cm.
'2-15-22' at lower right.
Covers the U.S. and much of Mexico.
In Southern Pacific Railroad Company.
Thirty-eighth annual report ... December 31, 1921 [San Francisco?: Southern Pacific Co.?, 1922?] at front.

5A 7267 (1921 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Chicago : Poole Bros., 1921 [i.e. 1922?].
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Illinois Central Railroad Company -- Yazoo and Mississippi Valley Railroad Company -- Central of Georgia Railway -- Wadley Southern Railway -- Louisville & Wadley Railroad -- Sylvania Central Railway -- Ocean Steamship Company of Savannah
1 map : col. ; 52 x 75 cm.
'December 31, 1921.'
'Copyright, 1918, by Illinois Central Railroad.'
'3-10-22' at lower left.
Plate no.: 5571.
Roughly bounded by South Dakota, Maine, Texas, and Florida.
In Illinois Central Railroad Company.
Seventy-second annual report ... December 31, 1921 [Chicago?: Illinois Central Railroad Co.?, 1922?] at end.

5A 7267 (1921 vol. [2]) (PrCt)
Engraving Co., 1921 [i.e. 1922?].
Authors: St. Louis and San Francisco Railway Company -- Parker Engraving Co. (St. Louis, Mo.)
1 map : col. ; 72 x 58 cm.
‘No. 2 2-18’ at bottom center.
Covers the central U.S.; roughly bounded by Nebraska, Indiana, Alabama, and Texas.
In St. Louis and San Francisco Railway Company. Report of St. Louis-San Francisco Railway Company ... December 31, 1921 [St. Louis?: St. Louis and San Francisco Railway Company?, 1922?] at end.

5A 7267 (1921 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

77249 United States - Maps - 1921 - Railroads<<><>St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company - Maps - 1921<<><>Railroads - Maps
Cotton Belt Route : map of the St. Louis Southwestern Railway lines ... [in the United States]. Buffalo, N.Y. The Matthews-Northrup Works, [1921?].
Authors: Matthews-Northrup Company -- St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company -- Security Printing Co. (Saint Louis, Mo.)
1 map : col. ; 34 x 45 cm.
‘8.13’ --at bottom right.
The Complete Press' --at bottom right, under publisher's name.
In St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company. Thirtieth annual report ... December 31, 1920 (St. Louis: Security Printing Co., 1921) at front.
On verso: Cotton Belt Route : map of the St. Louis Southwestern Railway lines ... [in the southern United States].
5A 7267 (1920 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

1 map : col. ; 22 x 28 cm.
‘2’-‘22’ at bottom center.
In Union Pacific Railway Company. Twenty-fifth annual report of Union Pacific Railroad Company ... December 31, 1921 [New York?: Union Pacific Railroad Company?, 1922?] at end.

5A 7267 (1921 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Authors: George Philip & Son -- Unstead, J. F. (John Frederick), 1876-1965 -- Taylor, E. G. R. (Eva Germaine Rimington), 1879-1966 -- London Geographical Institute -- Western Shade Cloth Co. (Chicago, Ill.) -- Southern Illinois University at Carbondale
1 map : color, mounted on linen and wooden rollers ; 79 x 106 cm.
Place and date of publication from British Museum. Map Room. Catalogue of printed maps, charts and plans (1967), volume 14, column 633, shelfmark 71496. (10.) 3-5.
At bottom right: The London Geographical Institute.
Scale 1:4,500,000.
Coordinates: (W 130°--W 64°/N 54°--N 19°).
Covers the United States; does not include Alaska and Hawaii.
Shows mean rainfall totals for May 1 through October 31, July isobars in inches and millibars, and prevailing winds.
"Made in England."--Handstamp at bottom center.
Mounted on linen and rollers by the Western Shade Cloth Co. of Chicago.
"SIU 82108"--SIU library control number in manuscript on verso.
Gift of Southern Illinois University, 2011.
maproll G3701.C8 1921 .P45 (NLO)
1921 Winds - United States - Maps - Wall maps


Authors: George Philip & Son -- Unstead, J. F. (John Frederick), 1876-1965 -- Taylor, E. G. R. (Eva Germaine Rimington), 1879-1966 -- London Geographical Institute -- Western Shade Cloth Co. (Chicago, III.) -- Southern Illinois University at Carbondale

1 map: color, mounted on linen and wooden rollers ; 79 x 107 cm.

Place and date of publication from British Museum. Map Room. Catalogue of printed maps, charts and plans (1967), volume 14, column 633, shelfmark 71496. (10.) 3-5

Covers the United States; does not include Alaska and Hawaii.

Shows mean rainfall totals for November 1 through April 30, January isolars in inches and millibars, and prevailing winds.

Scale 1:4,500,000.

Coordinates: (W 130°--W 64°/N 54°--N 19°).

At bottom right: The London Geographical Institute.

"Made in England." -- Handstamp at bottom right.

Mounted on linen and rollers by the Western Shade Cloth Co. of Chicago.

Detached from top roller.

Gift of Southern Illinois University, 2011.

maproll G3701.C8 1921 .P455 (NLO) 77255

United States - Maps - 1921 - Road maps - Radio stations

Rand McNally official auto trails map of the United States. [Chicago]: Rand McNally & Co., [1921?].

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; col. : 66 x 104 on sheet 69 x 107 cm.

Keyed to 106 named road signs.

Scale [ca. 1:4,408,000].

Issued folded inside cover: Rand McNally official auto trails map : United States [Chicago and New York: Rand McNally]. ; 20 cm.

Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL) art: Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.

Uniform title: Auto trails

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).

RMcN Auto Trails 4C 74 (PrCt) 77253

United States - Maps - 1921 - Road maps

Rand McNally official auto trails map of the United States. [Chicago]: Rand McNally & Co., [1921?].

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; col. : 66 x 104 on sheet 69 x 107 cm.

Keyed to 88 named road signs.

Scale [ca. 1:4,408,000].

Issued folded inside cover: Rand McNally official auto trails map : United States [Chicago and New York: Rand McNally]. ; 20 cm.

Cover handstamped "Register of copyrights, Library of Congress .... " and dated "7/29/21" in ms.

Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.

Uniform title: Auto trails

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN Auto Trails 6F 137 (PrCt) 77254

United States - Maps - 1921 - Road maps

Rand McNally official auto trails map of the United States. [Chicago]: Rand McNally & Co., [1921?].

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; col. : 66 x 104 on sheet 69 x 107 cm.

Keyed to 106 named road signs.

Scale [ca. 1:4,408,000].

Issued folded inside cover: Rand McNally official auto trails map : United States [Chicago and New York: Rand McNally]. ; 20 cm.

Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL) art: Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.

Uniform title: Auto trails

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

One of several variant issues published between 1922-1926.

References: Cf. OCLC 31129324

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
map6F G3701 .P95 1922 .R3 (PrCt)

Map of the Southern Railway system.
Geographically correct. 1922. Buffalo, N.Y.
Matthews-Northrup Works, 1922.
Authors: Matthews-Northrup Company
Southern Railway (U.S.)
1 map : col. ; 46 x 74 cm.
Roughly bounded by Iowa, Texas, Massachusetts, and Florida.
Insets (8 x 8 cm. and 15 x 10 cm.): Birmingham and vicinity -- Florida and Cuba [continuation inset].
In Southern Railway. Twenty-eighth annual report of the Southern Railway Company ... December 31, 1921 [Richmond, Va.? : Southern Railway?, 1922?] at end.
5A 7267 (1921 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Rand McNally new official railroad map of the United States and southern Canada.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 70 x 93 cm., folded in covers to 16 x 11 cm.
Cover title: United States and southern Canada: Rand McNally new official railroad map.
"Average scale: statute miles, 83 = 1 inch."
Plate no.: 682E
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
map3C G3701 .P3 1922 .R3 (PrCt)

Map of Rock Island Lines and connections.
Chicago : Poole Bros. [1922].
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway Company
1 map : col. ; 26 x 46 cm.
'1-16-'22' at lower left.
Plate no.: B 4932.
In Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway Company. Forty-third annual report ... December 31, 1922 [Chicago?: Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway Company?, 1923?] at end.
5A 7267 (1922 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Map of Rock Island Lines and connections.
Chicago : Poole Bros. [1922 i.e. 1924].
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway Company
1 map : col. ; 26 x 46 cm.
'1-16-'22' at lower left.
Plate no.: B 4932.
5A 7267 (1923 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Southern Pacific Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 22 x 28 cm.
'2-15-'23' at lower right.
Covers the U.S. and much of Mexico.
In Southern Pacific Railroad Company. Thirty-ninth annual report ... December 31, 1922 [San Francisco?: Southern Pacific Co.?, 1922?] at front.
5A 7267 (1922 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Savannah - Maps - 1922
Railroads - Maps
'Copyright, 1918, by Illinois Central Railroad.' 'December 31, 1922.' Roughly bounded by South Dakota, Maine, Texas, and Florida.
In Illinois Central Railroad Company. Seventy-third annual report ... December 31, 1922 [Chicago?: Illinois Central Railroad Co., 1923?] at end.
5A 7267 (1922 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

77263
United States - Maps - 1922 - Railroads
St. Louis and San Francisco Railroad Company - Maps - 1922
Railroads - Maps
St. Louis - San Francisco Railway and auxiliary lines. December 31, 1922. St. Louis : Parker Engraving Co., 1922 [i.e. 1923?]. Authors: St. Louis and San Francisco Railway Company -- Parker Engraving Co. (St. Louis, Mo.) 1 map : col. ; 72 x 58 cm.
'No. 2 2-18' at bottom center.
Covers the central U.S.: roughly bounded by Nebraska, Indiana, Alabama, and Texas. Detached from St. Louis and San Francisco Railway Company. Annual report of St. Louis-San Francisco Railway Company ... December 31, 1922 [St. Louis?: St. Louis and San Francisco Railway Company?, 1923?], [5A 7267 (1922 vol. [2]) at front]
map4C G3701.P3 1922 .P3 (PrCt)

77264
United States - Maps - 1922 - Railroads
St. Louis Southwestern Railroad Company - Maps - 1922
Railroads - Maps
Cotton Belt Route : map of the St. Louis Southwestern Railway lines ... [in the United States]. Buffalo, N.Y. The Matthews-Northrup Works, [1922?]. Authors: Matthews-Northrup Company -- St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company -- Security Printing Co. (Saint Louis, Mo.) 1 map : col. ; 34 x 45 cm.
'8.13' --at bottom right.
The Complete Press --at bottom right, under publisher's name.
Covers region roughly bounded by North Dakota, Texas, Florida, and Maine.
In St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company. Thirty-first annual report ... December 31, 1921 (St. Louis: Security Printing Co., 1922) at end. On verso: Cotton Belt Route : map of the St. Louis Southwestern Railway lines ... [in the southern United States].
5A 7267 (1921 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

77265
United States - Maps - 1922 - Railroads
Railroads - Maps
'2-23' at bottom center.
Plate no.: 201.
In Union Pacific Railway Company. Twenty-sixth annual report of Union Pacific Railroad Company ... December 31, 1922 [New York?: Union Pacific Railroad Company?, 1922?] at end.
5A 7267 (1922 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

77266
United States - Maps - 1922 - Railroads
Relief shown by hachures.
Greenwich meridian.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 10778; LeGear L324
Baskes folio G1201.P2 G45 1922 (NLO)

77276 United States - Maps - 1922 - Road maps
Canada - Maps - 1922 - Road maps
Mexico - Maps - 1922 - Road maps
Radio stations - United States - Directories - 1922 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 68 maps ; 53 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
References: Phillips 10724.
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
over size RMcN atlas .B55 1922 copy 3 (PrCt)

77272 United States - Maps - 1923-1928 - Road maps
Authors: Automobile Club of America -- Rosengren, John T. -- Thompson, Elmer P., Jr.
2 v. : ill., maps ; 29 cm.
Incomplete; as of August 2009, Newberry holds only the 1923 and 1928 volumes of this annual publication.
Cover title.
"Published annually since 1914" -- title page of 1928 volume.
Editors: J.T. Rosengren; Elmer P. Thompson, Jr.
LC Card Number: 18017224
Case folio GV1024 .A26 (NLO)

77268 United States - Maps - 1922 - Road maps
Black and white mileage atlas of US. Chicago : Rand McNally, 1922.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 68 maps ; 53 cm.
Annotated.
Phillips 10746.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
over size RMcN atlas .R3 1922 (PrCt)

77269 United States - Maps - 1922 - Road maps
Black and white mileage atlas of US. Chicago : Rand McNally, 1922.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 68 maps ; 53 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Phillips 10746.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
over size RMcN atlas .B55 1922 copy 1 (PrCt)

77270 United States - Maps - 1922 - Road maps
Black & white mileage atlas of US. Chicago : Rand McNally, 1922.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 68 maps ; 53 cm.
With d.j.
Phillips 10746.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
over size RMcN atlas .B55 1922 copy 2 (PrCt)

77271 United States - Maps - 1922 - Road maps
Black & white mileage atlas of US. Chicago : Rand McNally, 1922.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 68 maps ; 53 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
over size RMcN atlas .B55 1922 copy 4 (PrCt)

77273 United States - Maps - 1923 - Radio stations
United States - Maps - 1923 - Radio stations
United States - Maps - 1923 - Time - Systems and standards
1 map : col. ; 47 x 67 cm., on sheet 82 x 72 cm.
Handstamp on front cover: Register of Copyrights, Library of Congress ... Dated "2/23/23" in ms.
Plate nos. "1-38" (?) and "204A."
Keyed to broadcasting radio stations, call letters, radio districts, time zones, and American Radio Relay League divisions.
Bottom margin includes alphabetical directory of radio station call letters ("KDAH Fairport, Va.", "KDC Casper, Wyo."
Verso includes directories of "Radio stations of the United States and Canada" listed by station name ("Aberdeen, Wash.", "Abilen, Tex.", etc.)
Scale [ca. 1:7,200,00]. "Scale statute miles, 115 = 1 inch."
Coordinates; (W 125°--W 65°/N 50°°-N 25°).
Issued folded to 14 x 9 cm. in covers.
Printed in red, black, and blue.
"Price 35¢" -- front cover.
Cover art: Greek god Mercury, electric bolts, radio towers.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Chicago: Rand McNally & Co.), [1923].
1 map : col. ; 47 x 67 cm., folded to 17 x 11 cm.
Keyed to broadcasting radio stations, call letters, radio districts, time zones, and American Radio Relay League divisions.
Bottom margin includes alphabetical directory of radio station call letters.
"Radio stations of the United States and Canada listed by station name."
Plate no. 204A
Printed in red, black, and blue.
Verso includes directories of radio stations of the United States and Canada listed by station name Price 35¢ -- front cover.
Cover art: Greek god Mercury, electric bolts, radio towers.
Embossed and printed stamp at bottom right: 2"-0
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
One of several variant issues published between 1922-1926.
References: Cf. OCLC 31129324
map3C G3701 .R59 1923 .R3b (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1923 - Radio
stations--->Radio stations - United States -
Maps - 1923<--->United States - Maps - 1923 -
Time - Systems and standards<--->Time -
Systems and standards - United States - Maps
- 1923<--->Radio stations - United States -
Directories - 1923<--->Radio stations -
Canada - Directories - 1923<--->American
Radio Relay League - Maps - 1923
Rand McNally radio map of the United States.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [1923].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company --
American Radio Relay League -- Library of
Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 47 x 67 cm., folded to 17 x 11 cm.
Keyed to broadcasting radio stations, call letters, radio districts, time zones, and American Radio Relay League divisions.
Bottom margin includes alphabetical directory of radio station call letters.
"Scale, statute miles, 115 = 1 inch."
Plate no. 204A
Printed in red, black, and blue.
Verso includes directories of radio stations of the United States and Canada listed by station name Price 35¢ -- front cover.
Cover art: Greek god Mercury, electric bolts, radio towers.
Embossed and printed stamp at bottom right: 2"-0
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
One of several variant issues published between 1922-1926.
References: Cf. OCLC 31129324
map3C G3701 .R59 1923 .R3b (PrCt)

Rand McNally new official railroad map of the United States and southern Canada. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1923?].

1 map : col. ; 69 x 95 on sheet 77 x 99 cm.
Scale (c. 1:5,259,000)
Plate no. 682E.

Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 94 (PrCt)

77279 United States - Maps - 1923 - Railroads - Freight - Rates - Railroads - Maps


1 atlas : 29 maps ; 30 cm.
Includes maps by Rand McNally.
Cf. Phillips 10731.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .A59 1923 (PrCt)


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Southern Pacific Railroad Company.
1 map : col. ; 22 x 28 cm.

'2-1-24' at lower right.
Covers the U.S. and much of Mexico.
In Southern Pacific Railroad Company. Fortieth annual report ... December 31, 1923 [San Francisco?: Southern Pacific Co.?, 1924?] at front.
5A 7267 (1923 vol. [2]) (PrCt)


Map showing lines operated by Illinois Central Railroad Co., The Yazoo & Mississippi Valley Railroad Co., Central of Georgia Railway Co., Wrightsville & Tennille Railroad Co., Wadley Southern Railway Co., Louisville & Wadley Railroad Co., Sylvania Central Railway Co., Ocean Steamship Co. of Savannah. Chicago : Poole Bros., 1923 [i.e. 1924?].

Authors: Poole Brothers -- Illinois Central Railroad Company -- Yazoo and Mississippi Valley Railroad Company -- Central of Georgia Railway -- Wrightsville & Tennille Railroad Co. -- Wadley Southern Railway -- Louisville & Wadley Railroad -- Sylvania Central Railroad -- Ocean Steamship Company of Savannah.
1 map : col. ; 52 x 75 cm.

'December 31, 1923.'
'Copyright, 1918, by Illinois Central Railroad.'
'3-17-'24' at lower left.
Plate no.: 5571.
Roughly bounded by South Dakota, Maine, Texas, and Florida.
In Illinois Central Railroad Company.
Seventy-fourth annual report ... December 31, 1923 [Chicago?: Illinois Central Railway Co.?, 1924?] at front.
5A 7267 (1923 vol. [2]) (PrCt)


St. Louis - San Francisco Railway and auxiliary lines. December 31, 1923. St. Louis : Parker Engraving Co., 1923 [i.e. 1924?].

Authors: St. Louis and San Francisco Railroad Company -- Parker Engraving Co. (St. Louis, Mo.)
1 map : col. ; 72 x 58 cm.

'No. 2 2-18' at bottom center.
Covers the central U.S.; roughly bounded by Nebraska, Indiana, Alabama, and Texas.
In St. Louis and San Francisco Railway Company. Annual report of St. Louis-San Francisco Railway Company ... December 31,1923 [St. Louis?: St. Louis and San Francisco Railway Company?, 1924?] at end.
5A 7267 (1923 vol. [2]) (PrCt)


Cotton Belt Route : map of the St. Louis
Southwestern Railway lines ... [in the United States]. Buffalo, N.Y. The Matthews-Northrup Works, [1923?].
Authors: Matthews-Northrup Company -- St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company -- Buxton and Skinner (St. Louis, Mo.)
1 map : col. ; 34 x 45 cm.
'8.13' -- at bottom right.
'The Complete Press' -- at bottom right, under publisher's name.
Covers region roughly bounded by North Dakota, Texas, Florida, and Maine.
On verso: Cotton Belt Route : map of the St. Louis Southwestern Railway lines ... [in the southern United States].
In St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company.
Thirty-second annual report ... December 31, 1922 (St. Louis: Buxton & Skinner, Printers, 1923) at end.
5A 7267 (1922 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

1 map : col. ; 22 x 28 cm.
'2.-'24' at bottom center.
Plate no.: 201.
In Union Pacific Railway Company.
Twenty-seventh annual report of Union Pacific Railroad Company ... December 31, 1923 [New York?: Union Pacific Railroad Company?, 1924?] at end.
5A 7267 (1923 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Gray's transcontinental map between New York and California showing route numbers ... [S.I. O.W. Gray & Son?], c1923.
Authors: O.W. Gray & Son -- Springfield Fire and Marine Insurance Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Gray (O.W.) & Son SEE O.W. Gray & Son
1 map : 20 x 83 cm.
"Attention! Automobile owners: insure your car and personal effects ... in the Springfield Fire and Marine Insurance Company of Springfield, Massachusetts. Western Department, 209 West Jackson Blvd., Chicago." Includes elevation profiles (4 x 34 cm. each) of Lincoln Highway and National Old Trails Highway.
Detailed route itineraries with mileages on verso. Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 179.13 (PrCt)

The Automobile road book with descriptions of highways : presenting the important features of marked highways actually existing ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, c1923.
29 p. : 1 col. map, col. ill. ; 23 cm.
Published "... for free distribution through the list of newspapers represented by [syndicated columnist] Frederic J. Haskin" through his "newspaper information bureau" -- inside front cover.
Includes brief descriptions of 24 named roads (with color reproductions of road signs); these signs are keyed to the "Auto trails map of the United States" inside back cover (21 x 28 cm.)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Also includes list of towns with "camp sites open to visiting motorists in the various states."

Uniform title: Auto trails

Previous owner: H. Woodworth

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection

(Newberry Library).

map4C G3701.P2 1923 .R3 (PrCt)

77288 United States - Maps - 1923 - Road maps

Gorman's auto road guide to Central States.

Chicago : American Road Map, 1923.

Authors: American Road Map Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. ; 25 maps

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

77289 United States - Maps - 1923 - Road maps


Authors: Clason Map Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 44 maps ; 290 x 230 mm.

LeGear L326.

Phillips 10780.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

77290 United States - Maps - 1923 - Road maps


1 map ; photo negative

Lists 11 state highway markers and 99 named roads.

Size of original unknown.

Photo negative made in 1985 from 1923 original for Montgomery Wards by Pallas Photo Labs.

Uniform title: Auto trails

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN Auto Trails 6F 135 (PrCt)

77291 United States - Maps - 1923 - Road maps


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; col. : 66 x 104 on sheet 69 x 107 cm.

Lists 11 state highway markers and keyed to 99 named road signs.

Scale [ca. 1:4,771,000].

Issued folded inside cover: Rand McNally official auto trails map : United States [Chicago and New York: Rand McNally]. ; 19 cm.

Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.

Uniform title: Auto trails

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection

(Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).

RMcN Auto Trails 4C 98 (PrCt)

77292 United States - Maps - 1923 - Road maps


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; col. : 66 x 104 on sheet 69 x 107 cm.

Keyed to 99 named road signs.

Scale [ca. 1:4,771,000].

Issued folded inside cover: Rand McNally official auto trails map : United States [Chicago and New York: Rand McNally]. ; 20 cm.

Cover handstamped "Register of copyrights, Library of Congress ..."and dated "5/28/23" in ms.

Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.

Uniform title: Auto trails

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection

(Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).

RMcN Auto Trails 6F 138 (PrCt)

77293 United States - Maps - 1924 - Railroads


Map of the Southern Railway system.


Authors: Matthews-Northrup Company -- Southern Railway (U.S.)

1 map : col. ; 46 x 74 cm.

Roughly bounded by Iowa, Texas, Massachusetts, and Florida.

Insets (8 x 8 cm. and 15 x 10 cm.): Birmingham and vicinity -- Florida and Cuba [continuation inset].

In Southern Railway. Thirtieth annual report of the Southern Railway Company ... December 31, 1923 [Richmond, Va.? : Southern Railway?, 1924?] at end.

5A 7267 (1923 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

77294 United States - Maps - 1924 - Railroads

Canada - Maps - 1924 - Railroads - Maps

Rand-McNally new official railroad map of the United States and southern Canada. Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Co., [1924?].

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Library...
77295

**United States - Maps - 1924 - Railroads - Distances - Railroads - Maps**

*Mileage map of the United States.* Chicago : Rand McNally and Company, [1924?].

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Association of Railroad Advertising Managers -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 56 x 82 cm.


*RMcN map6F G3701 .P3 1924 R3 1974 (PrCt)*

77296

**United States - Maps - 1924 - Railroads - Freight and freightage - Rates - Railroads - Maps**

*Atlas of traffic maps / prepared by Wayne E. Butterbaugh ... ; assisted by Charles E. Wymond.* Chicago : LaSalle Extension University, 1924.

Authors: La Salle Extension University -- Butterbaugh, Wayne Edgar -- Wymond, Charles E. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Poole Brothers -- Canadian Pacific Railway Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) 1 atlas : 44 folded maps (some col.) ; 28 cm.

[10th ed.?]

"One of a series of texts and reference books comprising a scientific course of training in traffic management."

Includes maps by Rand McNally and Poole Brothers.


77299

**United States - Maps - 1924 - Railroads - Mississippi River Valley - Maps**


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Map of the Missouri Pacific Railroad and connections. 1924. Chicago : Poole Bros., c1924 [i.e. 1925?].
Authors: Missouri Pacific Railroad Company -- Poole Brothers  
1 map : col. ; 44 x 79 cm.  
'3-25' at bottom center.  
Plate no.: 5031.  
In Missouri Pacific Railroad Company.  
Eighth annual report ... December 31, 1924 [Chicago? : Missouri Central Railroad Co.?, 1925?] at end.  
5A 7267 (1924 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Geographically correct map of the United States issued by Union Pacific System. [Chicago?] : W. H. Murray for Union Pacific System, c1924.  
Authors: Union Pacific Railway Company -- Murray, W. H. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Western Illinois University -- John V. Bergen  
Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map : col. ; 87 x 150 cm.  
'Rand McNally & Company, Chicago.'--at bottom center.  
Added title in oversize lettering, upper margin: Union Pacific System.  
77304  United States - Maps - 1924 - Road maps<<>>>>Rand McNally and Company. Auto
77306 United States - Maps - 1924 - Road maps
1 atlas (95 p., chiefly maps) ; 22 cm.
"Prepared for the S. S. Kresge Company"
Running title in upper margins of maps: Junior auto trails atlas of the United States.
Uniform titles: Road atlas -- Junior auto trails -- Auto trails.
All maps include plate numbers "F-...
Cover art: car driving over bridge.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .R6 1924 (PrCt)

77305 United States - Maps - 1924 - Road maps
Authors: National Map Company -- Everhart, Mark Randall, 1953-- -- George F. Crom Company -- Trickett, Kevin -- Capitol Lithograph and Printing (Boise, Idaho).
1 map : col. ; 33 x 50 cm. on sheet 72 x 57 cm.
Includes facsimile reproduction of National Map Company map with red overprinting showing "Transcontinental highways of the United States," color reproductions of "Highway pole markers."
"The cooperation of the George F. Crom Co. of Indianapolis is gratefully acknowledged....Digital artwork done by Kevin Trickett of ATS Solutions.net.
map4F G3701.P2 1924 N3 2003 (PrCt)

77307 United States - Maps - 1924 - Vegetation surveys
1 v. : 2 maps ; 480 x 348 mm.
ed:HLShantz&RaphaelZon
Cf. Phillips 10455
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
and Pacific Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 26 x 46 cm.
'2-7-25' at bottom center.
Plate no.: B 4932.
In Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railroad
Company. Forty-fifth annual report ... December
31, 1924 [Chicago?: Chicago, Rock Island and
Pacific Railroad Company?, 1925?] at end.
5A 7267 (1924 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

77310 United States - Maps - 1925 - Railroads -
Freight and freightage - Rates-Muslim Railroad Company
1925 - Railroads - Maps
Atlas of traffic maps / prepared by Wayne E.
Baxter, Director of Education, Traffic
Management Department, LaSalle Extension
University ; assisted by Charles E. Wymond,
Official Cartographer, Central Freight
Association. Chicago : La Salle Extension
University, 1925.
Authors: La Salle Extension University --
Baxter, Wayne E. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Poole
Brothers -- C.S. Hammond & Company -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
[11th ed.]
Edition statement from p. [6].
Maps by Rand McNally and Poole Brothers.
Railway association, bureau, and committee
maps -- Pt. 3. Railroad rate maps -- Pt. 4.
Railway system maps.
Maps in parts I-III numbered 1-25; followed by
twenty unnumbered maps of named railroads in
part IV.
Text and ancillary maps on versos of some
maps. Includes index.
"One of a series of texts and reference books
comprising a scientific course of training in traffic
management."
Scales differ.
Includes scattered ms. notes in pencil by an
editor, including "marked copy for plates" on front
cover, "Rand McNally edition" on title page, and
"this plate sent to C.S. Hammond & Co. on
6-10-25, 60-62 Franklin Av., Brooklyn N.Y." on
verso of map 1.
Laid in are two typescript lists of map plates.
Pasted to each is a La Salle Extension University
"plate and cut receipt," each dated June 1925.
The atlas was issued in multiple editions between
1913-1950, but apparently none were published
by Rand McNally or C.S. Hammond & Co.
Selected maps also cataloged separately.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
References: OCLC 9166001

LC Card Number: map26000002
folio RMcN atlas .A73 1925 (NLO)

77311 United States - Maps - 1925 -
Railroads-Mexico - Maps - 1925 -
Railroads-San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) -
Maps - 1925-Southern Pacific Company - Maps - 1925-Wall maps-
Railroads - Maps
Southern Pacific Lines. Chicago ; New York :
Authors: Rand McNally and Company --
Southern Pacific Lines -- Western Illinois
University. Map and Geography Library -- John
V. Bergesen Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 92 x 124 cm.
Copyright by the Southern Pacific Co. 1925.
Title in upper margin. Includes northern Mexico, Bahama Islands and Cuba.
Insets (17 x 15 cm. or smaller): San Francisco
and vicinity -- Los Angeles and vicinity -- Portland
and vicinity.
Handstamp at bottom right: Map and Geography
Library. Western Illinois University.
On wooden rollers.
Forms part of the John V. Bergesen Collection
(Newberry Library).
maproll G3701.P3 1925 .R3 (PrCt)

77312 United States - Maps - 1925 -
Railroads-Mexico - Maps - 1925 -
Railroads-Southern Pacific Railroad Company - Maps - 1925-Railroads - Maps
Southern Pacific Lines and affiliated lines.1925 .
1926?]
Authors: Rand McNally and Company --
Southern Pacific Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 22 x 28 cm.
Copyright by the Southern Pacific Co. 1925.
'4088-12-31-25' at lower right.
Covers the U.S. and much of Mexico.
In Southern Pacific Railroad Company.
Forty-second annual report ... December 31,
1925 [San Francisco?: Southern Pacific Co.?,
1926?] at front.
5A 7267 (1925 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

77313 United States - Maps - 1925 -
Railroads-Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1925 - Railroads-Illinois Central Railroad
Company - Maps - 1925-Yazoo and Mississippi Valley Railroad Company - Maps -
1925-Central of Georgia Railway - Maps -
1925-Wrightsville & Tennille Railroad Co. -
Maps - 1925-Adair Southern Railway -
Maps - 1925-Louisville & Wadley Railroad
Maps - 1925-Sylvania Central Railway -
Maps - 1925-Ocean Steamship Company
of Savannah - Maps - 1925-Gulf and Ship
Island Railroad - Maps - 1925-Railroads -
Maps
Map showing lines operated by Illinois Central Railroad Co., The Yazoo & Mississippi Valley Railroad Co., Central of Georgia Railway Co., Wrightsville & Tennille Railroad Co., Wadley Southern Railway Co., Louisville & Wadley Railroad Co., Sylvania Central Railway Co., Ocean Steamship Co. of Savannah, Gulf and Ship Island Railroad Co. Chicago : Poole Bros., 1925 [i.e. 1926?].
1 map : col. ; 52 x 75 cm. 'December 31, 1925.' 'Copyright, 1918, by Illinois Central Railroad.' 2-25'-26' at lower left.
5A 7267 (1925 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

77314 United States - Maps - 1925 - Railroads
Missouri Pacific Railroad Company - Maps - 1925 - Railroads - Maps
Map of the Missouri Pacific Lines and connections. 1925. Chicago : Poole Bros., 1925 [i.e. 1926?] c1924.
Authors: Missouri Pacific Railroad Company -- Poole Brothers
1 map : col. ; 44 x 79 cm. '3-4'-26' at bottom center.
5A 7267 (1925 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

77315 United States - Maps - 1925 - Railroads, Proposed
Main systems of proposed railway systems. [Chicago : La Salle Extension University, 1925].
1 map ; 23 x 42 cm., on sheet folded to 28 x 18 cm.
Added title in bottom margin: Ripley plan of the railway properties of the United States into a limited number of systems.
"(Submitted to the I.C.C. by Prof. Wm. Z. Ripley, August 3, 1921.)" Keyed to 12 named railway systems. Scale [ca. 1:11,900,000]. Coordinates: (W 131°--W 62°/N 55°--N 21°). Editor's ms. note in pencil, top margin: This plate sent to Hammond & Co. 6-10-25.
Verso includes "The Ripley plan of proposed railway consolidation" (2 paragraphs) and "Interstate Commerce Commission's tentative consolidation plan" (2 columns). In: La Salle Extension University. Atlas of traffic maps / prepared by Wayne E. Butterbaugh ... ; assisted by Charles E. Wymond ... (Chicago : La Salle Extension University, 1925), part 4, [map 1]. Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
folio RMcN atlas .A73 1925, part 4, [map 1] (PrCt)

77316 United States - Maps - 1925 - Railroads
St. Louis and San Francisco Railroad Company - Maps - 1925 - Railroads - Maps
St. Louis - San Francisco Railway and auxiliary lines. December 31, 1925. St. Louis : Parker Engraving Co., 1925 [i.e. 1926?].
Authors: St. Louis and San Francisco Railroad Company -- Parker Engraving Co. (St. Louis, Mo.)
1 map : col. ; 72 x 58 cm. 'No. 2  2-18' at bottom center. Covers the central U.S.; roughly bounded by Nebraska, Indiana, Alabama, and Texas. In St. Louis and San Francisco Railway Company. Annual report of St. Louis-San Francisco Railway Company ... December 31, 1925 [St. Louis?: St. Louis and San Francisco Railway Company?, 1926?], at front.
5A 7267 (1925 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

77317 United States - Maps - 1925 - Railroads
1 map : col. ; 22 x 28 cm. '2'-26' at bottom center.
Plate no.: 201.

Maps
"Main systems of proposed railway systems. [Chicago : La Salle Extension University, 1925]."
5A 7267 (1925 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

Authors: Union Pacific Railway Company -- Oregon Short Line Railroad Company -- Oregon-Washington Railroad and Navigation Company -- Los Angeles and Salt Lake Railroad Company  
1 map : col. ; 21 x 28 cm.  
Trimmed at bottom, resulting in loss of imprint.  
In Union Pacific Railway Company. Thirtieth annual report of Union Pacific Railroad Company ... December 31, 1926 [New York?] : Union Pacific Railroad Company?, 1926 [i.e. 1927?].  
5A 7267 (1926 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

Highway<>Pacific Coast Highway (U.S. and Canada) SEE Pacific Coast Highway<>Road maps  
Automobile road map of the United States showing transcontinental routes and other main highways. Los Angeles : Automobile Club of Southern California, [ca. 1925].  
Authors: Automobile Club of Southern California -- B., E. J. -- B., A. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map : 57 x 91 cm.  
E. J. B." and "A. B." in opposite lower corners.  
No. 438 in lower right.  
Shows the following highways: Arrowhead Trail, Atlantic Highway, Colorado to Gulf Highway, Dixie Highway, Jefferson Highway, King of Trails, Lincoln Highway, Meridian Road, Midland Trail, National Old Trails Road, National Parks Gulf Highway, National Parks Trans Highway (Northwest Trail), Ocean Highway, Ocean to Old Spanish Trail, Oregon Trail, Pacific Highway, Pikes Peak to Ocean Highway, Southern National Highway, and Trail to Sunset Highway.  
2002 temp map6F G3701.P2 1925 .A9 (PrCt)

77320 United States - Maps - 1925 - Road maps<>Canada - Maps - 1925 - Road maps<>Mexico - Maps - 1925 - Road maps<>Radio stations - United States - Directories - 1925<>Road maps  
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 atlas : 6 maps ; 34 cm.  
Hand-stamped copyright copy.  
Phillips 10725.  
folio RMcN atlas .R3 1925 (PrCt)

77321 United States - Maps - 1925 - Road maps<>Missouri - Maps - 1925 - Road maps<>Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1925<>Road maps  
1 map : col. ; 28 x 44 cm.  
Running title at top: Junior auto road atlas of the western United States. Pages 16 and 17.  
Date from RMcN AE 181 ms. index.  
Plate no. G-41  
Maps on verso (28 x 23 cm. and 23 x 28 cm.): Missouri [incomplete; lacking eastern half]. Page 18 -- Los Angeles and vicinity. Page 15.  
Unique title: Junior auto trails Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
77322 United States - Maps - 1925 - Road maps
Chicago Motor Club, c1925.
Authors: Chicago Motor Club -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 43 x 58 cm.
Panel title
Added title: Official transcontinental road map.
Mileage table and advertisments on verso.
Panel art: Chicago Motor Club logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

77325 United States - Maps - 1925 - Road maps
Authors: L.L. Poates Engr'g Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Poates (L.L.) Engr'g Co. SEE L.L. Poates Engr'g Co. -- Poates Corporation SEE L.L. Poates Engr'g Co.
170 p. : 90 maps ; 26 x 36 cm.
Road atlas with 3 indexes.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1201.P2 L5 1925 (NLO)

77326 United States - Maps - 1925 - Road maps
1 map ; col. : 63 x 80 on sheet 73 x 88 cm.
Lists 51 named road signs and 26 state official markers.
Scale [ca. 1:5,760,000].
Plate no. G-30.
Includes listing of state parks.
Issued folded inside cover: Rand McNally official auto trails map : United States [Chicago and New York: Rand McNally]. ; 19 cm.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL) art: Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 177 (PrCt)

77327 United States - Maps - 1925 - Road maps
1 map ; col. : 63 x 80 on sheet 73 x 88 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 177 (PrCt)
1 map : col. : 62 x 80 on sheet 73 x 88 cm.
Lists 51 named road signs and 26 state official markers.
Scale [ca. 1:5,760,000].
Plate no. G-30.
Includes listing of state parks.
Issued folded inside cover: Rand McNally official auto trails map : United States [Chicago and New York : Rand McNally]. ; 19 cm.
In ms. on inside front cover: "1. cl. 4 shelf."
Cover art (1 panel, O,B, BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Map ripped from folder.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 207 (Pr Ct)

77328  United States - Maps - 1925 - Road maps
Rand McNally autochum : containing auto road maps of every state in the union, a transcontinental road map of the United States, a mileage distance table to the larger cities and national parks, and a series of convenient forms and record charts for the motorist. Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1925.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (96 p., chiefly maps) ; 12 x 8 cm.
Other title: Rand McNally autochum
Uniform title: Road atlas
Cover art: outline of the continental U.S.
Registered as copyright entry A859806 on June 22, 1925, and renewed as entry R112847 on May 27, 1953. See the US Catalog of Copyright Entries (Renewals) web site (accessed July 2008): http://www.ibiblio.org/ccer/1925a1.htm
2 copies; copy 1 in blue paper cover marked "1925" in black marker; copy 2 in white paper cover marked "25" in pencil.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
map2C G3701.P2 1925 .R3 (Pr Ct)

77329  United States - Maps - 1925 - Road maps
Rand McNally junior auto trails atlas of the United States ... Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1925.
Road atlas -- Rand McNally and Company.
Junior auto trails -- Rand McNally and Company.
Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Kresge (S.S. & Co.) SEE S.S. Kresge Company
1 atlas (95 p., chiefly maps) ; 22 cm.
Cover title: Official automobile road maps of the United States.
"Prepared for the S. S. Kresge Company"
Uniform titles: Road atlas -- Junior auto trails -- Auto trails.
Cover art: car driving over bridge.
All maps include plate numbers "G..."
Maps reduced from original printing proofs used in the production of the atlas; see map1F G3701.P2 1925 .R3 (Pr Ct)
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .R6 1925 (Pr Ct)

77330  United States - Maps - 1925 - Road maps
Rand McNally official auto trails map of the United States. [Chicago] : Rand McNally & Company, [1925?].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; col. : 66 x 103 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 181 ms. index.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Poor condition; separated into several pieces.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Removed from the RMcN AE Series; previously numbered RMcN AE 181.7
RMcN Auto Trails 6F 138.5 (Pr Ct)

77331  United States - Maps - 1925
United States - Census, 14Th, 1920 - Statistics
Prepared under the supervision of Charles S. Sloane, geographer of the census.'
Phillips 10566.
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 1412 Govt C3.2.St 1 1924 (NLO)

77332  United States - Maps - 1926 - Cartoon Maps
Cartoon Maps - United States - Maps - 1926
Cartoon Maps - United States - Maps - 1926
Social Aspects - Cartoon Maps - Maps - 1926
Social History SEE ALSO Automobiles - Social Aspects
SEE Transportation, Automotive SEE ALSO Automobiles - Social Aspects
SEE Caricatures and cartoons - Maps - Specimens
Authors: Life (1883-1936) (January 7, 1926) 1 map ; 13 x 28 cm.
In Life: automobile number (January 7, 1926), p. 18-19.
Cartoon map, showing service stations, garages, Ford dealerships, and traffic jams from coast to coast.

To Collection Services for cataloging, June 2004 (PrCt)

77333


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- American Radio Relay League -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col.; 47 x 67 cm., on sheet 77 x 72 cm. Title from upper margin.

Cover title: Rand McNally radio map of the United States

Front cover dated "9/26" and "1926" in pencil. Places of publication from front cover.

Plate nos. "9" (?) and "204A" Keyed to broadcasting radio stations, call letters, radio districts, time zones, and American Radio Relay League divisions.

Bottom margin includes alphabetical directory of radio station call letters ("KDAH Fairport, Va." etc.)

Verso includes directories of "Radio stations of the United States and Canada" listed by station name ("Aberdeen, Wash.", "Akron, Ohio", etc.)

Scale [ca. 1:7,200,00]. "Scale statute miles, 115 = 1 inch."

Coordinates: (W 125°--W 65°/N 50°--N 25°).

Issued folded to 15 x 9 cm. in covers. Printed in red, black, and blue. "Price 35¢" -- front cover.

Cover art: Greek god Mercury, electric bolts, radio towers.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

One of several variant issues published between 1922-1926.

References: Cf. OCLC 31129324 (1922 edition)

map6F G3701.P95 1926 .R36 (NLO)
In Southern Railway. Thirty-second annual report of Southern Railway Company ... December 31, 1925 [Richmond, Va.? : Southern Railway?, 1926?] at front.
5A 7267 (1925 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

Map of Rock Island Lines and connections. Chicago : Poole Bros. [1926].
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway Company
1 map : col. ; 26 x 46 cm.
'2-9-26' at bottom center.
Plate no.: B 4932.
In Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway Company. Forty-sixth annual report ... December 31, 1925 [Chicago?: Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway Company?, 1926?] at front.
5A 7267 (1925 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Authors: Poole Brothers -- Illinois Central Railroad Company -- Yazoo and Mississippi Valley Railroad Company -- Central of Georgia Railway -- Wrightsville & Tennille Railroad Co. -- Wadley Southern Railway -- Louisville & Wadley Railroad -- Sylvania Central Railway -- Ocean Steamship Company of Savannah -- Gulf and Ship Island Railroad
1 map : col. ; 21 x 28 cm.
'December 31, 1926.'
'Copyright, 1926, by Illinois Central Railroad.'
'9-15-26' at lower left.
Plate no.: 6636.
In Illinois Central Railroad Company, Seventy-seventh annual report ... December 31, 1926 [Chicago?: Illinois Central Railroad Co.?, 1927?] at end.
5A 7267 (1926 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Authors: Southern Pacific Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 21 x 28 cm.
Sheet trimmed at bottom with loss of imprint.
Covers the U.S. and much of Mexico.
In Southern Pacific Railroad Company. Forty-third annual report ... December 31, 1926 [San Francisco?: Southern Pacific Co.?, 1927?] at front.
5A 7267 (1926 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

Map of the Missouri Pacific Lines and connections. 1926. Chicago : Poole Bros., c1926 [i.e. 1927?].
Authors: Missouri Pacific Railroad Company -- Poole Brothers
1 map : col. ; 44 x 79 cm.
'3-1-27' at bottom center.
Plate no.: 5031.
In Missouri Pacific Railroad Company. Tenth annual report ... December 31, 1926 [St. Louis?: Missouri Pacific Railroad Company?, 1927?] at end.
5A 7267 (1926 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

77340 United States - Maps - 1926 - Railroads<->St. Louis and San Francisco Railroad Company - Maps - 1926<->Railroads - Maps
St. Louis - San Francisco Railway and auxiliary lines. December 31, 1926. St. Louis : Parker Engraving Co., 1926 [i.e. 1927?].
Authors: St. Louis and San Francisco Railway Company -- Parker Engraving Co. (St. Louis, Mo.)
1 map : col. ; 72 x 58 cm.
'No. 2 2-18' at bottom center.
Covers the central U.S.; roughly bounded by Nebraska, Indiana, Alabama, and Texas.
In St. Louis and San Francisco Railway Company. Annual report of St. Louis-San Francisco Railway Company ... December 31, 1926 [St. Louis?: St. Louis and San Francisco Railway Company?, 1927?], at end.
5A 7267 (1926 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

Map of the Texas and Pacific Railway and connections. 1926. Chicago : Poole Bros., c1926, [i.e. 1927?].
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Texas & Pacific Railway
United States - Maps - 1926 - Road maps

Clason’s touring atlas of the United States : with road maps of every state and Ontario and Quebec, Canada. Denver ; Chicago : Clason Map Co., [1926?].
Authors: Clason Map Co. -- Willson, M. H.
1 atlas (48 p., maps) ; 31 x 42 cm. fold. to 31 x 22 cm.
Dated 1926 by collector Carl Liedholm.
Cover title: Best roads of all states : Across the continent motor atlas, paved roads, road distances.
Cover art (in blue, yellow, brown, and green) shows touring car on winding road.
Inside front cover (when unfolded) has photomontage titled "Clason's touring atlas shows the best routes to the wonders of America" and signed M. H. Willson.
Does not show U.S. numbered highways, established in 1927.
Dated 1926 by collector Carl Liedholm.
Cf. Phillips 10790.
Acc. no. 2002100101.

United States - Maps - 1926 - Road maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 51 maps ; 313 x 234 mm.
Facsimile.
Alexander, Guide to atlastes 8429
Cf. Phillips 10791
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

United States - Maps - 1926 - Road maps

30 p. ; 1 map, col. ill. ; 23 cm.
Published "... for distribution through the list of newspapers represented by [syndicated columnist] Frederic J. Haskin" through his "newspaper information bureau" -- inside front cover.
Includes sample illustrations of road traffic signs ("stop," "loose gravel," etc.) and numbered official state highway road signs ("Missouri State Highway 12," "N.J. State Highway Route 3," etc.)
Also includes "Rand McNally junior auto trails map of the United States" (19 x 29 cm., on p. 24-25).
Text includes sections on "courtesy of the road," "equipping the car," pitching and breaking camp, cooking in camp, and directories of national and state parks.
Uniform titles: Auto trails -- Junior auto trails.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

United States - Maps - 1926 - Road maps

United States touring map : showing 150,000 miles of principal traveled highways including associated tours of the Automobile Club of America ... Washington, D.C. National Highways Association, 1926.
Authors: National Highways Association -- Automobile Club of America -- Mulford, John C. -- Faunce, C. C. -- Jefferson Davis National Highway -- John V. Bergen Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; col. : 79 x 126 cm.
"20th edition."
Forms part of the John V. Bergen Collection.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

(Hand stamped with Library of Congress ownership stamp dated Jan 18, 1930.
map8F G3701.P2 1926 .N3 (PrCt)

77347 United States - Maps - 1926 - Road maps
Rand McNally transcontinental auto road map of the United States featuring national parks and monuments and state parks. [Chicago] : Rand McNally & Co., [1926?].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; col. : 62 x 79 on sheet 73 x 87 cm.
Lists 20 named road signs and 31 official state markers.
Scale [ca. 1:5,760,000].
Plate no. G-30.
Includes listing of state parks.
Map handstamped "Register of copyrights, Library of Congress ..." and dated "4-19-26" in ms.
Issued folded inside cover: Rand McNally official auto trails map : United States [Chicago and New York: Rand McNally]. ; 19 cm.
In ms. on inside front cover: "1. cl. 4 shelf."
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 44 Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 225 (PrCt)

77348 United States - Maps - 1926 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (96 p.) : col. maps ; 31 cm.
"Golden anniversary celebration." This is a facsimile edition (1926) of the oldest existing Rand McNally Road Atlas. Printed in commemoration of 50 years of continuous Road Atlas publishing.
Collation includes paper covers.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Cf. Phillips 10791.
Gift
ICN76
map4C 111 (NLO)

77349 United States - Maps - 1926 - Road maps
Rand McNally auto road atlas of United States.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (96 p.) : col. maps ; 31 cm.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Cover art: indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .R6 1926 facsimile copy 1 (PrCt)

77350 United States - Maps - 1926 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (96 p.) : col. maps ; 31 cm.
Facsimile reprint of the 1926 edition.
Spine title: 1926 Rand McNally auto road atlas.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
"Golden anniversary celebration" -- cover.
Includes index.
Cover art: indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .R6 1926 facsimile copy 1 (PrCt)

77351 United States - Maps - 1926 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (96 p.) : col. maps ; 31 cm.
Facsimile reprint of the 1926 edition.
Spine title: 1926 Rand McNally auto road atlas.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
"Golden anniversary celebration."
Padded blue binding.
Includes index.
Cover art: indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .R6 1926 facsimile copy 2 (PrCt)

77352 United States - Maps - 1926 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (96 p.) : col. maps ; 31 cm.
Uniform title: Road atlas.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Includes index.
Cover art: indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

77353
United States - Maps - 1926 - Road
maps<<<Yosemite National Park (Calif.) -
Maps - 1926 - Road maps<<<Sequoia
National Park (Calif.) - Maps - 1926 - Road
maps<<<Kings Canyon National Park (Calif.) -
- Maps - 1926 - Road maps<<<Yellowstone
National Park - Maps - 1926 - Road
maps<<<Rocky Mountain National Park
(Colo.) - Maps - 1926 - Road maps<<<Glacier
National Park (Mont.) - Maps - 1926 - Road
maps<<<Atlantic Yellowstone Pacific
Highway - Maps - 1926<<<National
Park-to-Park Highway Association (U.S.) -
- Maps - 1926<<<Road maps
Trans-continental road map : official / Chicago
Motor Club, A.A.A. Washington D.C. American
Automobile Association, c1926.
Authors: Chicago Motor Club -- American
Automobile Association -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 66 x 97 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: General map of transcontinental
routes with principal connections.
Maps on verso (21 x 23 cm. or smaller): Guide
map showing roads in Yosemite National Park --
Guide map showing roads in Sequoia and
General Grant National Parks -- Atlantic
Yellowstone Pacific Highway -- Map of
Yellowstone National Park -- The National
Park-to-Park Highway -- Map of Rocky Mountain
National Park -- Guide map showing roads in
Glacier National Park.
Panel art: logo of CMC and AAA.
Route from Chicago to Los Angeles to Raton,
N.M. shown with manuscript markings (blue
pencil).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 63 (PrCt)

77354
United States - Maps - 1927 -
Climate<<<Climate - United States - Maps -
1927<<<Wall maps
United States. Chicago : Rand McNally &
Company, [1927?].
Authors: Goode, J. Paul, 1862-1932 -- Rand
McNally and Company -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 108 x 156 cm.
'Fourth edition.'
Hand-stamped copyright copy dated 1927.
Manuscript '1926' on verso.
Series statement at head of title: Physical wall
map series by J. Paul Goode.
On wooden rollers.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
artifacts cage RMcN maproll 7 : 2. 1 (PrCt)

77355
United States - Maps - 1927 -
Railroads<<<Birmingham Region ( Ala. ) -
Maps - 1927 - Railroads<<<Cuba - Maps -
1927 - Railroads<<<Southern Railway ( U.S. ) -
- Maps - 1927<<<Railroads - Maps
Map of the Southern Railway system.
Geographically correct. 1927. Buffalo, N.Y. J.W.
Clement Co., 1927.
Authors: J.W. Clement Co. -- Southern Railway
(U.S.)
1 map : col. ; 46 x 73 cm.
Roughly bounded by Iowa, Texas,
Massachusetts, and Florida.
Insets (8 x 8 cm. and 15 x 10 cm.): Birmingham
and vicinity -- Florida and Cuba [continuation
inset].
In Southern Railway. Thirty-third annual report of
Southern Railway Company ... December 31,
1926 [Richmond, Va.?: Southern Railway?,
1927?] at end.
5A 7267 (1926 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

77356
United States - Maps - 1927 -
Railroads<<<Chicago, Rock Island and
Pacific Railway Company - Maps -
1927<<<Railroads - Maps
Map of Rock Island Lines and connections.
Chicago : Poole Bros. . [1927].
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Chicago, Rock Island
and Pacific Railway Company
1 map : col. ; 26 x 46 cm.
'2-5-'27' at bottom center.
Plate no.: B 4932.
In Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway
Company. Forty-seventh annual report ...
December 31, 1926 [Chicago?: Chicago, Rock
Island and Pacific Railway Company?, 1927?] at
end.
5A 7267 (1926 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

77357
United States - Maps - 1927 -
Railroads<<<Illinois Central Railroad
Company - Maps - 1927<<<Yazoo and
Mississippi Valley Railroad Company - Maps -
1927<<<Central of Georgia Railway - Maps -
1927<<<Wrightsville & Tennille Railroad Co.
- Maps - 1927<<<Wadley Southern Railway -
Maps - 1927<<<Louisville & Wadley Railroad
- Maps - 1927<<<Sylvania Central Railway -
- Maps - 1927<<<Ocean Steamship Company
of Savannah - Maps - 1927<<<Gulf and Ship
Island Railroad - Maps - 1927<<<Railroads - Maps
Map showing lines operated by Illinois Central
Railroad Co., The Yazoo & Mississippi Valley
R.R. Co., Central of Georgia Railway Co.,
Wrightsville & Tennille Railroad Co., Wadley

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Authors: Poole Brothers -- Illinois Central Railroad Company -- Yazoo and Mississippi Valley Railroad Company -- Central of Georgia Railway -- Wrightsville & Tennille Railroad Co. -- Wadley Southern Railway -- Louisville & Wadley Railroad -- Sylvania Central Railway -- Ocean Steamship Company of Savannah -- Gulf and Ship Island Railroad
1 map : col. ; 21 x 28 cm.
'December 31, 1927.'
'Copyright, 1926, by Illinois Central Railroad.'
'9-15-'26' at lower left.
Plate no.: 6636.
In Illinois Central Railroad Company.
Seventy-eighth annual report ... December 31, 1927 [Chicago?: Illinois Central Railroad Co., 1928?] at end.
5A 7267 (1927 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Southern Pacific Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 22 x 28 cm.
'6097-2-28' at bottom right.
Covers the U.S. and much of Mexico.
In Southern Pacific Railroad Company.
Forty-fourth annual report ... December 31, 1927 [San Francisco?: Southern Pacific Co., 1928?] at front.
5A 7267 (1927 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

Authors: Missouri Pacific Railroad Company -- Poole Brothers
1 map : col. ; 44 x 79 cm.
'2-22-'28' at bottom center.
Plate no.: 5031.
5A 7267 (1927 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

Only Southern Pacific offers you this choice of routes ... [signed] Lewis Rothe. [S.I. s.n., 1927?].
Authors: Rothe, Lewis -- Southern Pacific Railroad Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 21 x 38 cm.
Title from cartouche at top.
 Mounted on backing sheet; verso includes text obscured by backing.
Plate no. B21.27.
Shows Sunset Route, Golden State Route, Overland Route, and Shasta Route.
Previously bound with a collection of pictorial maps in binders labeled "Points of Interest." Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 190.51 A (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1927 - Railroads - Maps Hammond's Mercantile atlas of the United States of America. With reference maps of the world, its grand divisions, our overseas territories, etc. Also detailed maps of each state showing all cities, villages, post-offices, railroad stations and other places, all railroads and interurban electric lines ... New York : C.S. Hammond & Company, Inc., 1927.
Authors: C.S. Hammond & Company
1 atlas (160, [52] p. : 93 col. maps) : 52 cm.
At head of title: First 1927 edition.
Indexed by states.
Phillips 11058.
7A 33 (NLO)

Authors: St. Louis and San Francisco Railway Company -- Parker Engraving Co. (St. Louis, Mo.)
1 map : col. ; 72 x 58 cm.
'No. 2 2-18' at bottom center.
Covers the central U.S.; roughly bounded by Nebraska, Indiana, Alabama, and Texas.
In St. Louis and San Francisco Railway Company. Annual report of St. Louis-San Francisco Railway Company ... December 31, 1927 [St. Louis?: St. Louis and San Francisco Railway Company?, 1928?], at end.
5A 7267 (1927 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
- 1927->Railroads - Maps
  Map of the Texas and Pacific Railway and connections. 1927. Chicago : Poole Bros., 1927 [i.e. 1928?].
  Authors: Poole Brothers -- Texas & Pacific Railway
  1 map : col. ; 43 x 78 cm. '2-22'-'28' at bottom center.
  Plate no.: 5031.
  Detached from Texas & Pacific Railway. Annual report of the Texas and Pacific Railway Company ... December 31, 1927 [Dallas?: Texas & Pacific Railway?, 1928?] at end [5A 7267 (1927 vol. [3])]

  Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., 1927 [i.e. 1928?].
  1 map : col. ; 22 x 28 cm. '3-'28' at bottom center.
  Plate no.: 201.
  5A 7267 (1927 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

77367 United States - Maps - 1927 - Road maps->Canada - Maps - 1927 - Road maps->Road maps
  Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
  1 atlas (104 p.) : col. maps ; 31 cm.
  Cover title: Rand McNally auto road atlas of United States, Ontario, Quebec and Maritime Provinces
  Uniform title: Road atlas.
  Includes index.
  Cover art: American indian drawing and car standing along road below.
  Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
  Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

77368 United States - Maps - 1927 - Road maps->Road maps
  Map no. 19 : automobile roads in the United States ... Gulf. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1927].
  Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Gulf Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
  1 map : folded to 23 x 11 cm.
  Plate title.
  Title from map proper: Gulf Refining Co. official road map no. 19 : United States (Plate no. A). On verso, insets of 4 cities.
  Cover (1 panel, O.B): Roadster with couple speeding uphill, Supreme Motor Oil logo.
  Distribution: NL 1, LC 0, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 20 (PrCt)

77369 United States - Maps - 1927 - Road maps Road maps
Authors: National Map Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 60 maps ; 380 x 305 mm.
Phillips 11059.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

77370 United States - Maps - 1927 - Road maps Road maps
(Barrington, Ill.) -- Rand McNally and Company.
Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : col. maps ; 31 cm.
On cover: Buick ... Standard Motor Co., Barrington, Ill. ...
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Cover art: man driving car with others along body of water and greeting a pedestrian.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .R6 1927a (PrCt)

Nelson library atlas : containing general reference maps of all parts of the earth, including each state of the United States on large scale and in complete detail : also comprehensive indexes, affording quick reference to location of every county and place in each state, and the latest population figures of all incorporated places : together with a postal guide giving all post-offices arranged alphabetically by states, with parcel post unit and county in which each is located. New York City : Thomas Nelson & Sons, 1927.
Hammond’s mercantile atlas of the United States of America (1927) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (160 [i.e. 166], [52] p.) : 93 maps (some col.) ; 52 cm.
1927 ed.
Maps by C.S. Hammond & Co.
Also published in 1927 by C.S. Hammond under title: Hammond’s mercantile atlas of the United States of America.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1200 .C15 1927 (NLO)

77372 United States - Maps - 1928-1929 - Road maps Road maps
Authors: Gallup Map Company
atlas : maps ; 31 cm.
Newberry holds 1928 and 1929 editions? (May 2009)
Description based on: [1928] ed.
"With city maps, index to population, fish and game laws, etc."
Case folio G1201.P2 G35 (NLO)

77373 United States - Maps - 1928 - Pictorial maps Pictorial maps
Cartograph showing the principal motor highways of the United States : featuring the national parks and places of historic interest, and depicting the agricultural, industrial and recreational life of the nation / orginated by L.G. Read ; made exclusively for Optical Service Corporation. [New York?] : Rand McNally & Co., [1928?].
Authors: Read, L. G., fl. ca. 1928 -- Optical Service Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 33 x 48 cm.
"Copyright Rand McNally & Co."
"6139 - N.Y. - 5-28" -- at bottom center.
Previously bound with a collection of pictorial maps in binders labeled "Points of Interest."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library). 
RMcN AE 190.22 (PrCt)

Wheary touring & travel map : tells where to go and what to see ... [Racine, Wis? Wheary Trunk Co.?], c1928.
Authors: Wheary Trunk Co. (Racine, Wis.) -- Brink, John G. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 63 x 95 cm.
"Copyright 1928, Wheary Trunk Co., Racine, Wisconsin."
Added title: Wheary scenic, recreational touring & travel map : tells where to go and what to see.
"Pictures 400 leading scenic and recreational places in the United States and Canada ... A

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
travelore for hunters of romance."
Manuscript signature on title panel: John. G.
Brink, 7626 N. Ashland Ave., Chicago, Ill.
Previously bound with a collection of pictorial
maps in binders labeled "Points of Interest."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 192.1 (PrCt)

77375 United States - Maps - 1928 -
Railroads<<<Chicago, Rock Island and
Pacific Railway Company - Maps -
1928<<<Railroads - Maps
Map of Rock Island Lines and connections.
Chicago : Poole Bros. [1928].
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Chicago, Rock Island
and Pacific Railway Company
1 map : col. ; 26 x 45 cm.
'2-10-28' at bottom center.
Plate no.: B 4932.
In Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway
Company. Forty-eighth annual report ...
December 31, 1927 [Chicago? : Chicago, Rock
Island and Pacific Railway Company?, 1928?] at
end.
5A 7267 (1927 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

77376 United States - Maps - 1928 -
Railroads<<<Cuba - Maps - 1928 -
Railroads<<<Southern Railway (U.S.) - Maps -
1928<<<Railroads - Maps
Map of the Southern Railway system. 1928.
Buffalo and New York City : The
Whitney-Graham Co., Inc., 1928.
Authors: Whitney-Graham Co. -- Southern
Railway (U.S.)
1 map : col. ; 49 x 76 cm.
Roughly bounded by Iowa, Texas,
Massachusetts, and Florida.
Insets (9 x 9 cm. and 18 x 11 cm.): Cuba --
Florida [continuation inset].
In Southern Railway. Thirty-fourth annual report
of Southern Railway Company ... December 31,
1927 [Richmond, Va.? : Southern Railway?,
1928?] at end.
5A 7267 (1927 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

77377 United States - Maps - 1928 -
Railroads<<<Illinois Central Railroad
Company - Maps - 1928<<<Yazoo and
Mississippi Valley Railroad Company - Maps -
1928<<<Central of Georgia Railway - Maps -
1928<<<Wrightsville & Tennille Railroad Co. -
Maps - 1928<<<Wadley Southern Railway -
Maps - 1928<<<Louisville & Wadley Railroad
- Maps - 1928<<<Sylvania Central Railway -
Maps - 1928<<<Ocean Steamship Company
of Savannah - Maps - 1928<<<Gulf and Ship
Island Railroad - Maps - 1928<<<Railroads - Maps
Map showing lines operated by Illinois Central
Railroad Co., The Yazoo & Mississippi Valley
R.R. Co., Central of Georgia Railway Co.,
Wrightsville & Tennille Railroad Co., Wadley
Southern Railway Co., Louisville & Wadley
Railroad Co., Sylvania Central Railway Co.,
Ocean Steamship Co. of Savannah, Gulf and
Ship Island Railroad Co. Chicago : Poole Bros.,
1928 [i.e. 1929?], c1926.
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Illinois Central
Railroad Company -- Yazoo and Mississippi
Valley Railroad Company -- Central of Georgia
Railway -- Wrightsville & Tennille Railroad Co. --
Wadley Southern Railway -- Louisville & Wadley
Railroad -- Sylvania Central Railway -- Ocean
Steamship Company of Savannah -- Gulf and
Ship Island Railroad
1 map : col. ; 21 x 28 cm.
'December 31, 1928.'
'Copyright, 1926, by Illinois Central Railroad.'
'14-14-29' at lower left.
Plate no.: 6636.
In Illinois Central Railroad Company.
Seventy-ninth annual report ... December 31,
1928 [Chicago? : Illinois Central Railroad Co.?,
1929?] at end.
5A 7267 (1928 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

77378 United States - Maps - 1928 -
Railroads<<<Missouri Pacific Railroad
Company - Maps - 1928<<<Railroads - Maps
Southern Pacific lines and affiliated lines. 1928.
[New York? Southern Pacific Company?], 1928
[i.e. 1929?].
Authors: Southern Pacific Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 22 x 28 cm.
Bottom margin trimmed away.
In Southern Pacific Railroad Company. Forty-fifth
annual report of the Southern Pacific lines and
affiliated companies ... December 31, 1928 [San
Francisco? : Southern Pacific Railroad
Company?, 1929?] at front.
5A 7267 (1928 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

77379 United States - Maps - 1928 -
Railroads<<<Missouri Pacific Railroad
Company - Maps - 1928<<<Railroads - Maps
Map of the Missouri Pacific Lines and
connections. 1928. Chicago : Poole Bros., 1928
[i.e. 1929?], c1926.
Authors: Missouri Pacific Railroad Company --
Poole Brothers
1 map : col. ; 44 x 79 cm.
'2-11-29' at bottom center.
Plate no.: 5031.
In Missouri Pacific Railroad Company. Twelfth
annual report ... December 31, 1928 [St. Louis? :
Missouri Pacific Railroad Company?, 1929?] at
end.
5A 7267 (1928 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

77380 United States - Maps - 1928 - Railroads -
Pictorial maps<<<Pictorial maps - United
States - 1928 - Railroads<<<Road
maps<<<Railroads - Maps<<<Pictorial

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Southern Pacific Lines follow the trails blazed by the pioneers ...

Margins include vignettes of illustrating dated events in the railroad's history.
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society.

Illustration comprised of a clock face with state names of Pennsylvania, New York, Maryland, Virginia at different hour positions.

Artist's monogram "R.R." or "R.T.R." (?) at bottom right of clock illustration.

Mounted on backing sheet; unrelated text on verso obscured by backing.

Previously bound with a collection of pictorial maps in binders labeled "Points of Interest."

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 190.40 A-C (PrCt)
United States - Maps - 1928 - Railroads
St. Louis & San Francisco Railroad Company - Maps - 1928
St. Louis-San Francisco Railway and auxiliary lines. December 31, 1928. St. Louis, Mo. Parker Engraving Co., 1928 [i.e. 1929?].
Authors: Parker Engraving Co. (St. Louis, Mo.) -- St. Louis & San Francisco Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 72 x 58 cm.
At bottom center: 'No. 2 1-18'
Covers the central U.S.; roughly bounded by Nebraska, Indiana, Texas and Alabama.
In St. Louis-San Francisco Railway Company. Annual report ... December 31, 1928 [Saint Louis?: St. Louis-San Francisco Railway Company?, 1929?] at end.
5A 7267 (1928 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1928 - Railroads
Texas & Pacific Railway Company - Maps - 1928
Map of the Texas & Pacific Railway Co. and connections. 1928. Chicago : Poole Bros., 1928 [i.e. 1929?].
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Texas & Pacific Railway
1 map : col. ; 43 x 78 cm.
Added title at lower right: The Texas [&] Pacific Railway
'2-11-29' -- at bottom center
Plate no.: 5031
In Texas & Pacific Railway. Annual report of the Texas and Pacific Railway Company ... December 31, 1928 [Dallas?: Texas & Pacific Railway?, 1928?] at end.
5A 7267 (1928 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1928 - Road maps
Clason's touring atlas of the United States & Canada : with road maps of every state. Denver ; Chicago : Clason Map Co., [1928?].
Authors: Clason Map Co. -- Willson, M. H.
1 atlas (48 p., col. maps) ; 31 x 42 cm. fold. to 31 x 22 cm.
Cover title: Clason's touring atlas of the United States and Canada : featuring U. S. highways, paved roads, road distances, road numbers, populations, trail logs.
Cover art (in red, black, yellow and blue) shows Indian in headdress waving to tourists in rumble seat of passing coupe.
Inside front cover (when unfolded) has photomontage titled "Clason's touring atlas shows the best routes to the wonders of America" and signed M. H. Willson.
Shows U.S. numbered highways, established in 1927.
Cf. Phillips 10790.
Case oversize G1201 .P2 C5 1928 (NLO)

United States - Maps - 1928 - Road maps
Rand McNally auto road atlas of United States and eastern Canada ... Chicago, Ill. Rand McNally and Company, 1928.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (104 p.) : col. maps ; 33 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally auto road atlas of United States, Ontario, Quebec and Maritime Provinces
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Cover art: American indian drawing and car standing along road below.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .R6 1928 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1928 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (48 p.) : col. maps ; 33 x 46 cm.
Title page on verso of front cover.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Incomplete; missing p. 33-34: map of Texas and Oklahoma.
Cover art: man with friends driving orange car along a body of water.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .R6 1928a copy 1 (PrCt)
United States - Maps - 1928 - Road maps
1 atlas (48 p.) : col. maps ; 33 x 46 cm.
Title page on verso of front cover.
Cover title: auto trails atlas of the United States.
Above cover title: St. Louis Post-Dispatch.
Uniform titles: Road atlas -- Auto trails
Includes index.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

77394
United States - Maps - 1928 - Road maps
1 atlas (48 p.) : col. maps ; 33 x 46 cm.
Title from front cover recto.
On cover: Vacuum Oil Company ...
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

77395
United States - Maps - 1928 - Road maps
Map No. 19. US. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1928].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Gulf Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 0, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
United States - Maps - 1928 - Road maps


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : 79 x 100 cm.

Date from RMcN AE 181 ms. index.

Uniform title: Auto Trails

Plate no. J-48

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 181.9 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1929-1934 - Road maps

[Cities Service Oil Company road maps of the United States and Ontario]. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Co. [1929?-1934?].


122 maps : col. ; folded to 23 x 13 cm. or smaller

Collective title supplied by cataloger.

Includes plate numbers beginning with letters K, L, M, N, O, or P, indicating publication dates ranging from 1929 to 1934.


Panel art: various scenes of the Cities Service swordsman, gas stations, logos of oil companies, landscapes, and roads.

Some sheets handstamped "Register of Copyrights, Library of Congress, Washington D.C., certificate no. ... ."

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 435-557 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1929 - Airways


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Transcontinental Air Transport -- Andrew McNally

III Collection (Newberry Library) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- T.A.T. (Firm)

SEE Transcontinental Air Transport -- TAT (Firm)

SEE Transcontinental Air Transport -- Transcontinental Air Transport SEE ALSO Transcontinental & Western Air, Inc.

1 map : col. ; 22 x 66 cm., on sheet 38 x 81 cm., folded in covers 20 x 11 cm.

Cover title: Coast to coast by plane and train : TAT illustrated map : Transcontinental Air Transport Inc.

"Copyright, Rand McNally & Company. [Plate no.] 7134 New York 6-29" -- at bottom right.

Scale [ca. 1:5,500,000]

Approximate coordinates: (W 125°--W 72°/N 46°--N 30°)

Relief shown by shading and spot heights.

Shows air routes between Columbus, Ohio and Waynoka, Okla.; Clovis, N.M. to Los Angeles; and Los Angeles to San Francisco; connections between New York and Columbus and between Waynoka and Clovis are by railroad.

Elevation profile of the United States detailing selected points, heights, and distances in bottom margin (3 x 66 cm.)

Border includes small illustrations of points of interest (chiefly aerial views of cities).

Untitled map on verso (16 x 57 cm.) outlines air routes between Columbus and Waynoka, and Clovis to Los Angeles; identifies "landing fields" and weather "observer" sites keyed to the "Penna. R.R.", "Santa Fe" railroad, "T.A.T.", and "U.S. Weather".

Includes text entitled "weather map", "certificate of flight", "presentation", and blank "log of the flight".

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas : 6 maps ; 34 cm.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

folio RMcN atlas A8 1929 (PrCt)
Illustrated map of the route of Transcontinental Air Transport, Inc. : T.A.T. [New York?] :
Transcontinental Air Transport, [1929].
Authors: Transcontinental Air Transport -- Rand McNally and Company -- Chowdin, J. Chever -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 22 x 66 cm. , on sheet 38 x 81 cm., folded in covers to 19 x 11 cm.
Mounted in blank blue covers.
"Copyright, Rand McNally & Company. [Plate no.] 7134 New York 6-29" -- at bottom right.
Scale [ca. 1:5,500,000]
Approximate coordinates: (W 125°--W 72°/N 46°--N 30°).
Relief shown by shading and spot heights.
Shows air routes between Columbus, Ohio and Waynoka, Okla.; Clovis, N.M. to Los Angeles; and Los Angeles to San Francisco; connections between New York and Columbus and between Waynoka and Clovis are by railroad.
Elevation profile of the United States detailing selected points, heights, and distances in bottom margin (3 x 66 cm.)
Border includes small illustrations of points of interest (chiefly aerial views of cities).
Untitled map on verso (16 x 57 cm.) outlines air routes between Columbus and Waynoka, and Clovis to Los Angeles; identifies "landing fields" and weather "observer" sites keyed to the "Penna. R.R.", "Santa Fe" railroad, "T.A.T.", and "U.S. Weather".
Includes text entitled "weather map", "certificate of flight", "presentation", and blank "log of the flight".
Cover dated "1929" and signed "J. Chever Chowdin[?]" in colored pencil.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Variant copy with cover title (RMcN Airlines 4C 22 (PrCt)): Coast to coast by plane and train : T.A.T. illustrated map / Transcontinental Air Transport, inc.
Digital image of another copy available on the David Rumsey Map Collection website (accessed July 2011):
http://www.davidrumsey.com/maps5768.html
References: OCLC 55796523
RMcN Airlines 4C 21 (PrCt)
77401 United States - Maps - 1929 - Cities and towns
- Real property
- United States - Maps - 1929 - Cities and towns
Preferred business real estate atlas of US cities.
Authors: Nirenstein, Nathan -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 121 maps ; 580 x 455 mm.
OCLC 42918010.
Phillips 10491
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)
77402 United States - Maps - 1929 - Railroads
- Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway Company - Maps - 1929
- Railroads - Maps
Map of Rock Island Lines and connections.
Chicago : Poole Bros. [1929].
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway Company
1 map : col. ; 26 x 45 cm.
'3-2-29' at bottom center.
Plate no.: B 4932.
5A 7267 (1928 vol. [2])
(PrCt)
77403 United States - Maps - 1929 - Railroads
- Cuba - Maps - 1929
- Southern Railway (U.S.) - Maps - 1929
Map of the Southern Railway system. 1929.
Authors: Whitney-Graham Co. -- Southern Railway (U.S.)
1 map : col. ; 48 x 75 cm.
Roughly bounded by Iowa, Massachusetts, Texas, and Florida.
Insets (9 x 9 cm. and 18 x 11 cm.): Cuba -- Florida [continuation inset].
In Southern Railway. Thirty-fifth annual report of Southern Railway Company ... December 31, 1928 [Richmond, Va.?: Southern Railway?, 1928?] at end.
5A 7267 (1928 vol. [3])
(PrCt)
77404 United States - Maps - 1929 - Railroads
- Gulf, Mobile and Northern Railroad Company - Maps -
1929<<>>Railroads - Maps
Gulf, Mobile & Northern Railroad and connections. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1929, i.e. 1932?].
Authors: Gulf, Mobile, and Northern Railroad Company -- Rand McNally and Company
1 map : col. ; 27 x 21 cm.
12-'29' at bottom left.
Covers the central U.S.; roughly bounded by Minnesota, New York, Texas, and Florida.
In Gulf, Mobile and Northern Railroad Company.
Fifteenth annual report ... December 31, 1931 [Mobile, Ala.?; Gulf, Mobile and Northern Railroad Co.?; 1932?] p. 25.
5A 7267 (1931 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1929 - Railroads<<>>Gulf, Mobile and Northern Railroad Company - Maps - 1929<<>>Gulf, Mobile & Northern Railroad and connections. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1929, i.e. 1933?].
Authors: Gulf, Mobile, and Northern Railroad Company -- Rand McNally and Company
1 map : col. ; 27 x 21 cm.
12-'29' at bottom left.
Covers the central U.S.; roughly bounded by Minnesota, New York, Texas, and Florida.
In Gulf, Mobile and Northern Railroad Company.
Sixteenth annual report ... December 31, 1932 [Mobile, Ala.?; Gulf, Mobile and Northern Railroad Co.?; 1933?] p. 25.
5A 7267 (1932 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1929 - Railroads<<>>Gulf, Mobile and Northern Railroad Company - Maps - 1929<<>>Railroads - Maps
Gulf, Mobile & Northern Railroad and connections. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1929, i.e. 1933?].
Authors: Gulf, Mobile, and Northern Railroad Company -- Rand McNally and Company
1 map : col. ; 27 x 21 cm.
12-'29' at bottom left.
Covers the central U.S.; roughly bounded by Minnesota, New York, Texas, and Florida.
In Gulf, Mobile and Northern Railroad Company.
Sixteenth annual report ... December 31, 1932 [Mobile, Ala.?; Gulf, Mobile and Northern Railroad Co.?; 1933?] p. 25.
5A 7267 (1932 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Southern Pacific lines and affiliated lines. 1929.
[New York? Southern Pacific Company?], 1929 [i.e. 1930?].
Authors: Southern Pacific Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 22 x 28 cm.
Bottom margin trimmed away.
In Southern Pacific Railroad Company.
Fifteenth annual report of the Southern Pacific lines and affiliated companies ... December 31, 1929 [Mobile, Ala.?; Gulf, Mobile and Northern Railroad Co.?; 1930?] at end.
5A 7667 (1929 vol. [2]) (PrCt)
5A 7267 (1929 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

Map of the Missouri Pacific lines and connections. 1929. Chicago : Poole Bros., 1929 [i.e. 1930?]. c1926.
Authors: Missouri Pacific Railroad Company -- Poole Brothers
1 map : col. ; 44 x 79 cm.
'2-4-30' at bottom center.
Plate no.: 5031.
5A 7267 (1929 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

St. Louis-San Francisco Railway and auxiliary lines. December 31, 1929. St. Louis, Mo. Parker Engraving Co., 1929 [i.e. 1930?].
Authors: Parker Engraving Co. (St. Louis, Mo.) -- St. Louis & San Francisco Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 72 x 58 cm.
At bottom center: 'No. 2 2-18'
Covers the central U.S.; roughly bounded by Nebraska, Indiana, Texas and Alabama.
In St. Louis-San Francisco Railway Company.
Annual report ... December 31, 1929 [Saint Louis?: St. Louis-San Francisco Railway Company?, 1930?] at end.
5A 7267 (1929 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

Map of the Texas & Pacific Railway and connections. 1929. Chicago : Poole Bros., 1929 [i.e. 1930?], c1926.
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Texas & Pacific Railway
1 map : col. ; 43 x 78 cm.
'2-4-30'--at bottom center
Added title at lower right: The Texas [ & ] Pacific Railway
Plate no.: 5031
In Texas & Pacific Railway. Annual report of the Texas and Pacific Railway Company ... December 31, 1929 [Dallas?: Texas & Pacific Railway?, 1930?] at end.
5A 7267 (1929 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

[Chicago : Rand McNally & Co.?], 1928 [i.e. 1929?].
1 map : col. ; 22 x 28 cm.
5A 7267 (1928 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

[Chicago? Rand McNally & Co.?], 1929 [i.e. 1930?].
1 map : col. ; 21 x 28 cm.
Bottom margin (and imprint?) trimmed away; earlier editions bear imprint of Rand McNally and Company.
5A 7267 (1929 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

Authors: American Automobile Association -- Atlantic, Yellowstone, and Pacific Highway Association
1 map : col. ; 31 x 21 cm.
At top center: 'Revised Jul. 1929'
At bottom center: 'Map No. 7.1 (1929 ed)'
5A 7267 (1929 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
United States - Maps - 1929 - Road maps

Langwith's road map atlas of the United States and Canada. [Minneapolis, Minn. Langwith Publishing Co., 1929.]

Authors: Langwith Inc. (Minneapolis, Minn.) -- Langwith, A. L. (Alfred Logan) -- Independent Oil and Gas Company


Cover title. Possibly incomplete; lacking title page and maps paginated 1-2.

Maps preceded by prominent advertisement dated 1929: "Look for the Independent ... Independent Oil and Gas Company. © 1929. I. O. & G. Co. ..."

Verso of advertisement includes "Quick index map ... published by Langwith Publishing Co., Minneapolis, Minn. and instructions on "how to use 'Langwith's folding road map atlas' ". "Copyright by A.L. Langwith, Minneapolis, Minn."

On maps.

Many maps include titles beginning: Langwith's motor trails map ....

Maps include plate numbers such as "Series C-21-339", "Series S 21-396", etc.

"$5.00" -- Front cover.

Possibly a bookseller's dummy; all leaves bear sewing holes (from previous binding?) and are hole-punched and bound into printed cover with 2 brass fasteners.

References: Cf. OCLC 04340938 (1928 edition)

Accession no. Holzheimer 95111602LC

1 map : col. ; 65 x 99 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Official AAA road map : United States.

Date from RMcN AE 179 ms. index.

Plate no. 4005 C

Maps on verso (20 x 31 cm. and 6 x 34 cm.): Key map : numbers on this map ... correspond to numbers at head of mileage tables ... -- [Strip map of the Atlantic, Yellowstone, and Pacific Highway]

Panel art: AAA logo and car at fork in road.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 179.15 (PrCt)
United States - Maps - 1929 - Road maps
On front cover: Indemnity Casualty Company ... New Mobiloi ...
On back cover: Gulf Refining Company ... Wm. Penn Motor Club ...
Inside front cover: Cities Service oils and gasoline
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .R6 1929a copy 2 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1929 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Randall McNally Collection (Newberry Library) 1 atlas (104 p.) : col. maps ; 33 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Cover art: indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .R6 1929 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1929 - Road maps
Prinicipal highway routes of the United States. New York : General Drafting Co., Inc., [1929].
Authors: General Drafting Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 41 x 67 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 179 ms. index.
Plate no. 429.
Inset (10 x 12 cm.): Washington, New York, Boston section.
Map on verso (33 x 41 cm.): Pictorial relief map of the United States.
Panel art: Car and covered wagon beneath outline of U.S.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMCN AE 179.16 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1929 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- The
1 atlas (48 p.) : col. maps ; 33 x 46 cm.
"1929 edition."
Cover title.
"Issued by the Readers’ Service Bureau of the News, New York’s Picture Newspaper."
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .R6 1929b (PrCt)
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 37 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
"No. 19" and "1929" at head of title.
Added title: Gulf Refining Co. 1929 official road map no. 19 : United States.
"Copyrighted by the H.M. Gousha Company, Chicago, Ill."
Date from RMcN AE 179 ms. index.
Panel no. C-122J.C.
Maps on verso (10 x 14 cm.): New York and vicinity -- Chicago and vicinity -- San Francisco and vicinity -- Los Angeles and vicinity.
Panel art: Car on forest road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 179.17 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1929 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Larkin Co. -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 0, DUp 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 199 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1929 - Road maps
[Texaco road maps of the United States].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Schroeder, W. W. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
28 maps : col. ; folded to 18 x 10 cm.
Collective title supplied by cataloger.
All title panels begin: Texaco road map ...
All sheets dated 1929 in small print.
Panel art: Couple in convertible car at Texaco gas station; slogan "tour with Texaco".
Back panel of Iowa map signed "W.W. Schroeder."
2 copies of Texas map.
Editor's copies; many sheets marked up in colored pencil; most title panels include printed paste-on numbers.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3409-3436 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company.
Air trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
32, xv p. : 2 maps (1 folded) : 24 cm.
Uniform title: Air trails
Folded map contents (1 map : col. ; 64 x 93 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of United States. Scale 1:5,000,000.
"Lines of equal magnetic variation" printed in red; otherwise lacks other air navigation content.
Accompanying index includes key to railroad abbreviations on map (p. 3.), "elements of practical air navigation", "air traffic rules", and "aids to navigation" (p. i-xv).
Index also includes map (14 x 20 cm., on p. 30-31): Rand McNally airway map : United States. Includes "key to [commercial] air lines."
Cover art: Airplane flying above passenger train. "50¢" -- printed on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (October 2010).
RMcN Air Trails 4C 1 (PrCt)

Rand McNally standard map of United States.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [193-?].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company.
Air trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 92 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally standard aeronautical map of the United States.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Uniform title: Air trails
Scale 1:5,000,000.
"Lines of equal magnetic variation" printed in red; otherwise lacks other air navigation content.
Cover art: Airplane in the clouds.
"50¢" - printed on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (October 2010).

77429 United States - Maps - 1930-1939 -
Agriculture>Agriculture - United States - Maps - 1930-1939
Value of farm land and buildings per acre. [193-]. Authors: United States. Department of Agriculture 1 map
temp map6F G3701.J15 193-. U5 (PrCt)

77430 United States - Maps - 1930-1939 -
1 atlas ([1-3], 4-11, [12] p.) : 8 col. maps ; 24 x 14 cm.
Cover title.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25.

77432 United States - Maps - 1930-1939 -
1 map : col. ; 16 x 24 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Incomplete; trimmed on all sides; mounted on backing sheet; backing obscures printed content on verso.
"There are Whites running with profit today with mileage records of 100,000, 200,000, 300,000 miles and more. Their performance makes possible the greatest transportation story ever told." -- Cartouche at upper right, above photo of a White Motor Company bus.
Previously bound with a collection of pictorial maps in binders labeled "Points of Interest." Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 190.29 (PrCt)

77433 United States - Maps - 1930-1939 -
1 map : col. ; 21 x 35 cm
Artist's initial (?) at lower right: D Includes prominent illustration of a Goodyear automobile tire.
Incomplete; trimmed on all sides; mounted on backing sheet; backing obscures printed content on verso.
Previously bound with a collection of pictorial maps in binders labeled "Points of Interest." Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 190.30 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1930-1939 - Outline maps
Texaco-Ethyl : at 40,000 dealers available in all our 48 states. [S.l. s.n., 193-?].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 13 x 19 cm.
Outline map of the United States; does not show Texaco dealer locations.
Mounted on backing sheet; backing obscures printed content on verso.
Previously bound with a collection of pictorial maps in binders labeled "Points of Interest."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 190.31 A (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1930-1939 - Pictorial maps
Conoco pictorial map of the United States. [S.I. Continental Oil Company?, 193-?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Wells, Carveth -- National Broadcasting Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- NBC see National Broadcasting Company -- N.B.C. see National Broadcasting Company
1 map ; 15 x 29 cm.
"Depicts interesting things throughout the U.S. Follow Carveth Wells' explorations on this map weekly."
Panel titles on verso: Exploring America with Conoco and Carveth Wells -- Conoco radio log : listen in over N.B.C. Network.
Incomplete; trimmed on all sides; mounted on backing sheet; backing obscures printed content on verso.
Previously bound with a collection of pictorial maps in binders labeled "Points of Interest."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 190.32 A (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1930-1939 - Pictorial maps
Authors: Fire Association of Philadelphia -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 10 x 12 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Incomplete and lacking imprint; trimmed from unidentified text.
Includes logo associated with the Fire Association of Philadelphia; logo includes a fire pump and hose, the initials "F.A." and the date "1817."
Mounted on backing sheet; verso includes descriptive text obscured by backing.
Previously bound with a collection of pictorial maps in binders labeled "Points of Interest."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 190.33 (PrCt)
United States - Maps - 1930-1939 - Railroads - Wall maps - Railroads - Maps
[Executives indexed map of the United States: southern Canada and northern Mexico]. Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [193-?].

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Morrison & Niesse -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 189 x 301 cm. on 4 sheets
Title cartouche cut out; sheet patched from underneath.
Title derived from individual sheet titles, beginning 'Northeast section, executives indexed map ...', 'Southeast section ...', etc.
Apparently a printer's proof; handwritten printer's notes in graphite and blue pencil in margins, including 'Job #2223-36; Morrison & Niesse.'
Plate no.: 7R36
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
artifacts cage RMcN maproll 8 : 1.1 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1930-1939 - Relief - Road maps
[Relief map of the United States] / R.W. Berry.
[S.I. s.n., 193-?].

Authors: Berry, R. W. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Berry, R. W., fl. ca. 1927-ca. 1930

SEE Berry, R. W.
1 map ; 35 x 53 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Previously bound with a collection of pictorial maps in binders labeled "Points of Interest."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 190.70 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1930-1939 - Road maps - United States Highway 6 - Maps - 1930-1939 - Road maps - Roosevelt Highway (United States Highway 6) SEE United States Highway 6
Roosevelt Highway : the scenic way from the Atlantic to the Pacific. Des Moines, Iowa : U.S. 6, Roosevelt Highway, [193-?].

Authors: U.S. 6, Roosevelt Highway (Firm) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Roosevelt Highway (U.S. 6) firm SEE U.S. 6, Roosevelt Highway (Firm)

1 map : col. ; 28 x 43 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Title repeated on 3 panels; each panel includes highway sign for "U S 6" variously preceded by "Iowa," "Colorado," and "Nebraska."
Added titles Iowa US 6 -- Colorado US 6 -- Nebraska US 6 -- U.S. 6, Roosevelt Highway : United States
"Exclusively for U.S. 6, Roosevelt Highway, Des Moines."
"For further information, write U.S. 6, Roosevelt Highway, Des Moines, Iowa, Coliseum Building."
Maps on verso (14 x 55 cm. and smaller): U.S. 6, Roosevelt Highway : Chicago to Denver via Davenport-Des Moines-Omaha-Lincoln -- U.S. 6, Roosevelt Highway : Chicago to Boston via Cleveland-Scranton-Hartford-Providence -- [16 city maps along U.S. 6 (each 3 cm. in diameter)]. Panel art: Photo of "one of Iowa's many beautiful lakes" and strip map of US 6.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
Accession no.: McNally B 94121900NL
RMcN Clients 4821 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1930-1939 - Shaving - Equipment and supplies - Pictorial maps - Shaving - Equipment and supplies - United States - Maps - 1930-1939 - Road maps - Pictorial maps
[Pictorial map of the United States map showing shaving brushes in Maywood, Ill. and Newton, N.J.]. [S.I. S.n., 193-?].

Authors: R. R. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 7 x 24 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Incomplete and lacking imprint; trimmed from unidentified text.
Artist's monogram "R.R." or "R.T.R." (?) at bottom right.
Shows unidentified manufacturing sites in Maywood, Ill. and Newton, Mass.
Mounted on backing sheet; verso includes descriptive text obscured by backing.
Previously bound with a collection of pictorial maps in binders labeled "Points of Interest."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 190.44 B (PrCt)

In these important cities the original cast iron mains are still in service [in the United States] : Cast Q Iron / [signed] George Annand. [S.I. Cast Iron Pipe Research Association?, 193-?].

Authors: Annand, George -- Cast Iron Pipe Research Association -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Cast Q Iron (Trademark)
SEE Cast Iron Pipe Research Association
1 map ; 16 x 23 cm.
Incomplete and lacking imprint; trimmed from unidentified text.
"Numbers under citites indicate years of service."
Mounted on backing sheet; verso includes descriptive text obscured by backing.
Previously bound with a collection of pictorial maps in binders labeled "Points of Interest."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

RMcN AE 190.46 A (PrCt)

77444 United States - Maps - 1930-1939 - Water-pipes - Pictorial maps


Age of cast iron mains in representative cities.
Chicago : Cast Iron Pipe Research Association, [193-?].
Authors: Cast Iron Pipe Research Association -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 27 x 34 cm.
© Rand McNally & Co.
Faded photocopy of undated original; partly illegible.
Previously bound with a collection of pictorial maps in binders labeled "Points of Interest."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 190.3 (PrCt)


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Air trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
[2] p. : ill., 4 maps, on sheet 31 x 36 cm., folded to 16 x 9 cm.
Panel title.
Map contents (15 x 24 cm. and smaller): The standard aviation map of the United States -- Standard aviation map -- The Rand McNally standard indexed map of the United States with airways and mileage circles -- Air Trails map.
"4MD5M2-30" printed on back page.
Contains description and pricing for "Standard indexed maps with air trails maps" and "Standard aviation map of the United States."
Cover art: drawing of small propeller plane in flight.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25.

RMcN Airlines 4C 72 (PrCt)

77446 United States - Maps - 1930 - Airways - United States - Maps - 1930 - Aeronautical charts

Authors: La Salle Extension University Atlas of traffic maps (1930) -- C.S. Hammond & Company
1 map : col. ; 25 x 35 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Added title at bottom: Hammond's 10 x 14 map of the world.
In Atlas of traffic maps (Chicago: La Salle Extension University, 1930) p. 36-37.
Accompanied by text on p. 38.
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

folio RMcN atlas .A73 1930 p. 36-37 (PrCt)


[Map of Interstate Transportation Co. locations in the United States and southern Canada]. [S.I. s.n., ca. 1930].
Authors: Interstate Transportation Co. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 18 x 24 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Incomplete and lacking imprint; trimmed from unidentified text.
Bus company locations identified with dots; does not show bus routes; includes prominent photo of a bus.
Mounted on backing sheet; verso includes descriptive text obscured by backing.
Previously bound with a collection of pictorial maps in binders labeled "Points of Interest."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 190.51 C (PrCt)


Authors: La Salle Extension University Atlas of traffic maps (1930) -- C.S. Hammond & Company
1 map : col. ; 25 x 36 cm.
List of industries printed within each state.
In Atlas of traffic maps (Chicago: La Salle Extension University, 1930) p. 2-3.
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

folio RMcN atlas .A73 1930 p. 2-3 (PrCt)


Authors: La Salle Extension University Atlas of traffic maps (1930) -- C.S. Hammond & Company
1 map : col. ; 25 x 36 cm.
List of industries printed within each state.
In Atlas of traffic maps (Chicago: La Salle Extension University, 1930) p. 2-3.
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
Authors: La Salle Extension University Atlas of traffic maps (1930) -- C.S. Hammond & Company
1 map; 21 x 36 cm.
Added title in upper margin: Land-grant and bond-aided railroads.
In Atlas of traffic maps (Chicago: La Salle Extension University, 1930) p. 18-19.
Accompanied by text on p. 17.
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .A73 1930 p. 18-19 (PrCt)

Map of the Southern Railway system. 1930.
Authors: Whitney-Graham Co. -- Southern Railway (U.S.)
1 map: col.; 48 x 75 cm.
'2-30'--at bottom right.
Roughly bounded by Iowa, Massachusetts, Texas, and Florida.
Insets (9 x 9 cm. and 18 x 11 cm.): Cuba -- Florida [continuation inset].
In Southern Railway. Thirty-sixth annual report of Southern Railway Company ... December 31, 1929 [Richmond, Va.?; Southern Railway?, 1930?] at end.
5A 7267 (1929 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

Authors: La Salle Extension University Atlas of traffic maps (1930) -- C.S. Hammond & Company
1 map: col.; 25 x 35 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Added title at bottom: Hammond's 10 x 14 map of the world.
Accompanied by text on p. 29.
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .A73 1930 p. 30-31 (PrCt)

77458 United States - Maps - 1930 - Railroads - Freight and freightage - Rates<>Railroads - Maps
Atlas of traffic maps. Chicago: La Salle Extension University, 1930.
Authors: La Salle Extension University -- C.S. Hammond & Company -- J.W. Clement Co. -- Matthews-Northrup Company -- Poole Brothers -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- LaSalle Extension University SEE La Salle Extension University
1 atlas (184 p.: 106 maps) ; 28 cm.
'Prepared by Traffic Research Staff, LaSalle Extension University.'
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Maps also cataloged separately.
Phillips 10734.
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .A73 1930 (PrCt)

77459 United States - Maps - 1930 - Railroads - Freight and freightage - Rates<>Railroads - Maps
Map no. 14 : territorial groups shown in westbound trans-continental tariff no. 1 series ... Chicago: Rand McNally & Co., [1920].
Authors: La Salle Extension University Atlas of railway traffic maps (1920) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Wymond, Charles E.
1 map: col.; 47 x 67 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Added title on verso: map no. 14 : territorial groups shown in westbound trans-continental tariff no. 1 series to illustrate trans-continental grouping in general
Signed 'C.E. Wymond, Central Freight Association' on verso.
folio H 6615 .98 map 14 (PrCt)

77460 United States - Maps - 1930 - Railroads - Freight and freightage - Rates<>Railroads - Maps
Authors: La Salle Extension University Atlas of traffic maps (1930) -- C.S. Hammond & Company
1 map: col.; 25 x 35 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Added title at bottom: Hammond's 10 x 14 map of the world.
In Atlas of traffic maps (Chicago: La Salle Extension University, 1930) p. 42-43.
Accompanied by text and statistics on p. 39-41 and 44.
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .A73 1930 p. 42-43 (PrCt)

77461 United States - Maps - 1930 - Railroads - Freight and freightage - Rates<>Railroads - Maps
Authors: La Salle Extension University Atlas of traffic maps (1930) -- C.S. Hammond & Company
1 map: col.; 25 x 35 cm.
United States - Maps - 1930 - Railroads - Freight and freightage - Rates

Trans-continental territorial groups -- westbound. N. Y. C.S. Hammond & Co., [1930].
Authors: La Salle Extension University  Atlas of traffic maps (1930) -- C.S. Hammond & Company
1 map : col. ; 25 x 35 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Added titles at bottom: Territorial groups -- Hammond's 10 x 14 map of the United States.
In Atlas of traffic maps (Chicago: La Salle Extension University, 1930) p. 110-111.
Accompanied by text on p. 109.
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .A73 1930 p. 110-111 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1930 - Railroads - Freight and freightage - Rates

Authors: La Salle Extension University  Atlas of traffic maps (1930) -- C.S. Hammond & Company
1 map : col. ; 25 x 35 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Added titles at bottom: United States -- Hammond's 10 x 14 map of the United States.
Accompanied by text on p. 105 and 108.
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .A73 1930 p. 106-107 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1930 - Railroads - Freight and freightage - Rates

Authors: La Salle Extension University  Atlas of traffic maps (1930) -- Ripley, William C. -- C.S. Hammond & Company
1 map : col. ; 25 x 35 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Added title at bottom: Hammond's 10 x 14 map of the United States.
Accompanied by text on p. 116.
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .A73 1930 p. 114-115 (PrCt)
77473 United States - Maps - 1930 - Railroads - Pictorial maps
Pictorial maps - United States - 1930 - Railroads - Southern Pacific Railroad Company - Maps - 1930 - Pictorial maps
Pictorial maps - Southern Pacific Railroad Company - 1930 - Railroad maps
Railroads - Maps - Pictorial maps

[Pictorial map of Southern Pacific Railroad routes in the western United States], [S.l. s.n., ca. 1930]. Authors: Southern Pacific Railroad Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library). 1 map ; on sheet trimmed to 14 x 16 cm. Title supplied by cataloger. Added title from oversize lettering at center: United States of America. Incomplete and lacking imprint; trimmed from unidentified text. Shows Sunset Route, Golden State Route, Overland Route, and Shasta Route. Mounted on backing sheet; verso includes descriptive text obscured by backing. Previously bound with a collection of pictorial maps in binders labeled "Points of Interest." Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library). 

RMcN AE 190.47 F (PrCt)


77475 United States - Maps - 1930 - Railroads - St. Louis & San Francisco Railroad Company - Maps - 1930 - Railroads - Maps
St. Louis-San Francisco Railway and auxiliary lines. December 31, 1930. St. Louis, Mo. Parker Engraving Co., 1930 [i.e. 1931?]. Authors: Parker Engraving Co. (St. Louis, Mo.) -- St. Louis & San Francisco Railroad Company 1 map ; col. ; 72 x 58 cm. At bottom center: No. 2 2-18 Covers the central U.S.; roughly bounded by Nebraska, Indiana, Texas and Alabama. In St. Louis-San Francisco Railway Company. Annual report ... December 31, 1930 [Saint Louis?: St. Louis-San Francisco Railway Company?, 1930?] at end. 
5A 7267 (1930 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

Map of the Texas and Pacific Railway and connections. 1930. Chicago : Poole Bros., 1930 [i.e. 1931?], c1926. Authors: Poole Brothers -- Texas & Pacific Railway 1 map : col. ; 43 x 78 cm. '1-19-31'--at bottom center Added title at lower right: The Texas [&] Pacific Railway Plate no.: 5031 In Texas & Pacific Railway. Annual report of the Texas and Pacific Railway Company ... December 31, 1930 [Dallas?: Texas & Pacific Railway?, 1931?] at end. 
5A 7267 (1930 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

5A 7267 (1930 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

77478 United States - Maps - 1930 - Road maps - Bus lines - United States - Maps - 1930 - Wall maps - Road maps

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Inset (23 x 34 cm.): Transcontinental and through routes.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 179.19 (PrCt)

77479 United States - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Canada - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Road maps
Clason's touring atlas of the United States & Canada : an accurate guide to the best roads of every state ... Denver : Clason Map Co., c1930.
Authors: Clason Map Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (48 p.) : ill., 40 col. maps ; 31 x 42 cm., folded to 31 x 22 cm.
Cover title.
Caption title: Touring atlas of the United States and Canada
"Featuring 40 large maps revised annually." --Cover.
"Motor travelers' guide to all states": p. 4-8.
Includes indexes.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 10809
Baskes oversize G1201.P2 C5 1930 (NLO)

77480 United States - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Canada - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Highway atlas of the United States & Canada.
Kansas City : Gallup Map & Supply, 1930.
Authors: Gallup Map Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 40 maps ; 356 x 280 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

77481 United States - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Canada - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (104 p.) : col. maps ; 33 cm.
Missing covers.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .R6 1930 (PrCt)

77482 United States - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Canada - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (47, [1] p.) : col. maps ; 33 x 46 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Cover art: man with friends driving orange car toward a bridge.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .R6 1930a (PrCt)

77483 United States - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Canada - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Rand McNally special auto road atlas of the United States and eastern Canada. Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [ca. 1930].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Wm. Penn Motor Club -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- William Penn Motor Club, Philadelphia SEE Wm. Penn Motor Club -- Penn (Wm.) Motor Club, Philadelphia SEE Wm. Penn Motor Club
1 atlas (48 p.) : 46 col. maps ; 33 x 46 cm. folded to 33 x 23 cm.
Folded paper wrapper with advertisements and cover title: Wm. Penn Tourist : complete automobile maps of the entire United States.
Philadelphia : Issued by The Touring Bureau Wm. Penn Motor Club.
Individual map titles begin: Rand McNally junior auto road map ...
"U.S. interstate highways shown in red." --On maps.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .R36 1930 (NLO)

77484 United States - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Pure Oil Company - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Specifications - Road maps
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
14 maps : col. ; folded to 24 x 11 cm.
Collective title supplied by cataloger.
All sheets include plate numbers beginning with "L".
Many maps identify Pure Oil Company gas stations and refineries.
Includes maps covering Delaware, Illinois, Kentucky, Maryland, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, New England, New Jersey, North Dakota, Ohio, Pennsylvania, South Dakota,
Tennessee, Virginia, West Virginia, and Wisconsin.
Panel art: Illustration of a gas station attendant, car, and Purol Gasoline pump.
2 maps bear Library of Congress copyright handstamps.
RMcN Clients 2098 apparently a printer's proof (?); inconsistent inking.
RMcN Clients 2100 apparently an editor's copy; includes manuscript annotations.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2091-2104 (PrCt)

77485 United States - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Pure Oil Company - Maps - 1930
[Pure Oil pathfinder road maps of the United States]. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1931?].
9 maps : col.; folded to 24 x 11 cm.
Collective title supplied by cataloguer.
"Series 1931" -- Title panels of all sheets.
All sheets include plate numbers beginning with "M".
Many maps identify Pure Oil Company gas stations and refineries.
Includes maps covering Indiana, Kentucky, Michigan, Minnesota, New Jersey, New York, Oklahoma, South Dakota, Tennessee, and Texas.
Panel art: Illustration of a gas station attendant, car, and Purol Gasoline pump.
2 maps bear Library of Congress copyright handstamps.
RMcN Clients 2109 apparently an editor's copy; includes manuscript annotations.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2106-2114 (PrCt)

77486 United States - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Official AAA road map : United States.
Authors: American Automobile Association
1 map : col.; 64 x 100 cm. fold. to 27 x 12 cm.
Panel title: AAA Official road map United States.
On verso, information for travelers, tables of routes, 'Key map' [to numbered routes], strip map showing 'Atlantic Yellowstone Pacific Hiway.'
'Copyright 1930 -- 4-25-30 -- 37M.'
'This map revised annually - next issue April, 1931.'
Includes list of 'U.S. Numbered Routes.'
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4

77490 United States - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 atlas (96 p.) : maps ; 24 x 11 cm.
"Prepared for F. W. Woolworth Co."
Cover art: picture of couple in car touring countryside.
Uniform title: Road atlas
Includes index.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
**RMcN atlas .R6 1930 (PrCt)**

77491 United States - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
1 map : col. ; 28 x 43 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 181 ms. index.
Uniform title: Junior auto trails.
Plate no. L. 1166.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 181.11 (PrCt)**

77492 United States - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (64 p.) : maps ; 24 cm.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Covert art: two couples in a car driving along a lake.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
**RMcN atlas .R6 1930 (PrCt)**

77493 United States - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
*[Outline map of the United States showing roads or railroads].* [S.l. s.n., ca. 1930].
Authors: Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 7 x 12 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Incomplete and lacking imprint; trimmed from unidentified text.
Mounted on backing sheet; verso includes descriptive text obscured by backing.
Previously bound with a collection of pictorial maps in binders labeled "Points of Interest."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 190.46 C (PrCt)**

77494 United States - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
*[Road map of unidentified travel route through the United States starting and ending in New York].* [S.l. s.n., ca. 1930].
Authors: Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 5 x 9 cm.
Tracks 30,000 mile travel route of unidentified individual, starting in New York in January and finishing there in October; identifies cities along the route with specific dates and mileage.
Incomplete and lacking imprint; trimmed from unidentified text.
Mounted on backing sheet; verso includes descriptive text obscured by backing.
Previously bound with a collection of pictorial maps in binders labeled "Points of Interest."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 190.46 J (PrCt)**

77495 United States - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Authors: La Salle Extension University Atlas of traffic maps (1930) -- C.S. Hammond & Company
1 map : col. ; 24 x 35 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Added title at bottom: Hammond's 10 x 14 map of the world.
Accompanied by text and statistics on p. 13 and 16.
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

77496 United States - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
*[Sinclair Oil Corporation road maps of the United States].* Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1930].
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
26 maps : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Collective title supplied by cataloger.
All sheets include plate numbers beginning with the letter "L."
Panel art: color illustration of Sinclair logo and slogan "for highway contentment Sinclair H-C

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
United States - Maps - 1930 - Road maps

United States, 1930. [Washington, D.C.?: Department of Agriculture, 1930.]

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

77497

United States - Maps - 1930 - Road maps

United States system of highways: adopted for uniform marking by the American Association of State Highway Officials, November 11, 1926; based on the Federal Aid Highway system as approved by the Secretary of Agriculture. [Washington, D.C.?]: Department of Agriculture, 1930.


1 map: col.; 63 x 99 cm.


"Corrected to July 15, 1930." Printed correction date revised in manuscript to "Sep. 1, 1931."

Editor's manuscript notes in bottom margin: "Sept. 23 - 1931 addition on by Stille."

Includes ms. revisions to highway network. Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 170.30 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1931 - Road maps

United States, 1931. [Washington, D.C.?: Department of Agriculture, 1931.]

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

77498

United States - Maps - 1930 - Road maps

United States, 1930. [Washington, D.C.?: Department of Agriculture, 1930.]

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 179.20 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1931-1936 - Road maps


Panel art: Couple in convertible car at Texaco gas station; slogan "tour with Texaco." 2 copies each of the maps of the Dakotas, Kentucky, New England, and Tennessee. Some sheets handstamped by the Library of Congress Copyright Office.

United States and Georgia map includes a hand-written list of Texaco maps pasted onto title panel.

Editor's copies; many sheets marked up in colored pencil.


Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

77500

United States - Maps - 1931-1936 - Road maps


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)


map4C G3701.A5 1931.J6 (PrCt)

Map of the Southern Railway system. 1931.
Authors: Whitney-Graham Co. -- Southern Railway (U.S.)
1 map : col. ; 48 x 75 cm.
'2-31'--at bottom right.
Roughly bounded by Iowa, Massachusetts, Texas, and Florida.
Insets (9 x 9 cm. and 18 x 11 cm.): Cuba -- Florida [continuation inset].
In Southern Railway. Thirty-seventh annual report of Southern Railway Company ...
December 31, 1930 [Richmond, Va.? : Southern Railway?, 1931?] at end.
5A 7267 (1930 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

77506 United States - Maps - 1931 - Railroads<->Gulf, Mobile and Northern Railroad Company - Maps - 1931<->Railroads - Maps
Gulf, Mobile, & Northern Railroad and connections. [Mobile, Ala.? Gulf, Mobile, and Northern Railroad Company?, 1931?].
Authors: Gulf, Mobile, and Northern Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 27 x 21 cm.
Covers the central U.S.; roughly bounded by Minnesota, New York, Texas, Florida.
In Gulf, Mobile and Northern Railroad Company. Fourteenth annual report ... December 31, 1930 [Mobile, Ala.? : Gulf, Mobile and Northern Railroad Co.?, 1931?] p. 25.
5A 7267 (1930 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Authors: Poole Brothers -- Illinois Central Railroad Company -- Yazoo and Mississippi Valley Railroad Company -- Central of Georgia Railway -- Wrightsville & Tennille Railroad Co. -- Wadley Southern Railway -- Louisville & Wadley Railroad -- Sylvania Central Railway -- Ocean Steamship Company of Savannah -- Gulf and Ship Island Railroad
1 map : col. ; 21 x 28 cm.
'December 31, 1931.'
'Copyright, 1926, by Illinois Central Railroad.'
'2-12'-32' at bottom center.
Plate no.: 6636.
In Illinois Central Railroad Company.
Eighty-second annual report ... December 31, 1931 [Chicago?: Illinois Central Railroad Co.?, 1932?] at end.
5A 7267 (1931 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

[New York?] : Rand McNally & Co., 1931 [i.e. 1932?].
Authors: Southern Pacific Railroad Company -- Rand McNally and Company
1 map : col. ; 22 x 28 cm.
'9316-N.Y.-2-32' in lower right.
In Southern Pacific Railroad Company. Forty-eighth annual report of the Southern Pacific lines and affiliated companies ... December 31, 1931 [San Francisco?: Southern Pacific Railroad Company?, 1932?] at front.
5A 7267 (1931 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Authors: Union Pacific Railway Company -- Oregon Short Line Railroad Company -- Oregon-Washington Railroad and Navigation Company -- Los Angeles and Salt Lake Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 21 x 28 cm.
Map trimmed at bottom.
5A 7267 (1931 vol. [2]) (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

77510 United States - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
Canada - Maps - 1931 - Road maps

77511 United States - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
Canada - Maps - 1931 - Road maps

77512 United States - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
Canada - Maps - 1931 - Road maps

77513 United States - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
Canada - Maps - 1931 - Road maps

77514 United States - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
Canada - Maps - 1931 - Road maps

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
United States - Maps - 1931 - Road maps

**Cover art:** Indian sketching pictogram above car driving toward a bridge.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

Oversize RMcN atlas R63 1931 [copy 1 of 3]

(PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1931 - Road maps

**Cover art:** Two couples in a convertible car driving toward a bridge.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

Oversize RMcN atlas R6 1931 [copy 2 of 4]

(PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1931 - Road maps

**Cover art:** Two couples in a convertible car.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

Oversize RMcN atlas R6 1931 [copy 4 of 4]

(PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

77520 United States - Maps - 1931 - Road maps

77521 United States - Maps - 1931 - Road maps

77523 United States - Maps - 1931 - Road maps

77524 United States - Maps - 1931 - Road maps

77525 United States - Maps - 1931 - Road maps

77526 United States - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
Clothing trade
United States - Maps - 1931 - Clothing trade
Richman Brothers Co. - Maps - 1931 - Richman Brothers Company road maps of the United States. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, 1931. Authors: Richman Brothers Co. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
United States - Maps - 1932-1939 - Road maps - 1932-1939 - Road maps

[Conoco Travel Bureau road maps of the United States]. Denver : Conoco Travel Bureau, [1932-1939?].

Authors: Conoco Travel Bureau -- Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Camp Hollywood (Cedar Falls, Iowa) -- Harter's Service Station (Los Angeles, Calif.) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

18 maps : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm. or smaller

Collective title supplied by cataloger.

All sheets include titles beginning: 1931 official road map / compliments of Richman Brothers Co.

All sheets include oversize lettering in top margin: Richman Brothers clothes.

All sheets include: 1931 official road map

All sheets include view of Richman factory in Cleveland and identify store locations with pink dots.

Six maps include Library of Congress copyright handstamps.

Some sheets are duplicate copies.

Includes maps covering Delaware, Illinois, Indiana, Kentucky, Maryland, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska, New England, New York, Ohio, Tennessee, Virginia, West Virginia, and Wisconsin.

Allversos blank.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 2313-2328 (PrCt)


A New population map of the United States / by Floyd A. Stilgenbauer, Ph. D., College of the City of Detroit ; assisted by Henry Vozka, M.A., Detroit Northern High School.

Authors: Stilgenbauer, Floyd A. -- Vozka, Henry

Chicago ; San Francisco : Rand McNally & Company, 1932.

1 map : mounted on cloth and rollers ; 107 x 158 cm.

Includes regional inset maps of metropolitan New York City, Chicago, Detroit, Pittsburgh, Cleveland, Boston, San Francisco, and Los Angeles (42 x 25 cm. and smaller).

Partly chipped away at bottom right: No. 101 St. Populatio[n ... ?]

Plate no. 7N32

Gift of Southern Illinois University, 2011.

maproll G3701.E2 1932 .S7 (PrCt)


Map of Rock Island Lines and connections.

Chicago : Poole Bros. [1932].

Authors: Poole Brothers -- Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway Company

1 map : col. ; 26 x 45 cm.

'2-12-'32' at bottom center.
United States - Maps - 1932 - Railroads

- Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway Company - Maps - 1932
- Map of Rock Island Lines and connections.

- Authors: Poole Brothers. [1932?].
- In Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway Company. Fifty-second annual report ... December 31, 1931 [Chicago?: Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway Company?, 1933?] at end.
- 5A 7267 (1931 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1932 - Railroads

- Cuba - Maps - 1932
- Map of the Southern Railway system. 1932.

- Authors: Whitney-Graham Co., Inc., 1932.
- In Southern Railway, Thirty-eighth annual report of Southern Railway Company ... December 31, 1931 [Richmond, Va.?]: Southern Railway?, 1932?] at end.
- 5A 7267 (1931 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1932 - Railroads

- Illinois Central Railroad Company - Maps - 1932
- Authors: Poole Brothers -- Illinois Central Railroad Company -- Yazoo and Mississippi Valley Railroad Company -- Central of Georgia Railroad -- Wrightsville & Tennille Railroad Co. -- Wadley Southern Railway -- Louisville & Wadley Railroad -- Sylvania Central Railway -- Ocean Steamship Company of Savannah -- Gulf and Ship Island Railroad
- 1 map : col. ; 22 x 28 cm.
- 'December 31, 1932.'
- Copyright, 1926, by Illinois Central Railroad.' '2-12-32' at bottom center.
- Plate no.: 6636.
- 5A 7267 (1932 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1932 - Railroads

- Mexico - Maps - 1932
- Map Southern Pacific lines and affiliated lines. 1932. [New York?] : Rand McNally & Co., 1932 [i.e. 1933?].
- Authors: Southern Pacific Railroad Company -- Rand McNally and Company
- 1 map : col. ; 21 x 28 cm.
- Earlier imprint date (1931?) apparently printed over.
- Map trimmed at bottom.
- 5A 7267 (1932 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1932 - Railroads

- Oregon Short Line Railroad Company - Maps - 1932
- Map Los Angeles and Salt Lake Railroad Company - Maps - 1932
- Authors: Rand McNally & Company, 1932 [i.e. 1933?].
- In Los Angeles and Salt Lake Railroad Company. Maps - 1932
- Plate no.: 5715.
- 5A 7267 (1932 vol. [3]) (PrCt)
United States - Maps - 1932 - Road maps
oversize R McNatlas .R6 1932 copy 3 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1932 - Road maps
oversize R McNatlas .R6 1932 copy 1 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1932 - Road maps
oversize R McNatlas .R6 1932 copy 2 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1932 - Road maps
1 map : col. ; 21 x 28 cm. '2-33' at bottom center of map. Plate no.: 201. In Union Pacific Railroad Company. Thirty-sixth annual report of Union Pacific Railroad Company ... December 31, 1932 [New York?: Union Pacific Railroad Company?, 1933?] at end.
5A 7267 (1932 vol. [2]) (PrCt)
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

Hand
1 map (104 p.) : col. maps ; 36 cm.

Copyright Texaco National Road Reports" on verso.
Plate no. N
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
R McNatlas .R6 1932 copy 1 (PrCt)

77543
United States - Maps - 1932 - Road maps

All sheets dated 1932 in small print.
All sheets include plate codes beginning "A ... "
Panel art: Outline of the United States with compass rose; slogan "Tour with Texaco". All sheets except Texas handstamped by the Library of Congress Copyright Office.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3483-3508 (PrCt)

77546 United States - Maps - 1932 - Road maps

Maps - 1932 - Maps - 1932 - Road maps

Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation official 1932 motor trails to the Olympic games : Los Angeles California ... Xth Olympiad, U.S. 1932.

Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1932].


1 map : col. ; 44 x 59 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation map of motor trails to the Olympic games : 1932 Los Angeles, Calif.

"Main through routes to Olympic games shown in red."

Plate no. N

Map on verso (22 x 30 cm.): Los Angeles and Vicinity.

Identifies "locations to Olympic events"; includes "general program" and "Olympic records."

Panel art: Illustrations of Olympic crest and discus thrower statue; Diamond gas logo.


Dated "July 28, 1932" in ink.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 642 (PrCt)

77547 United States - Maps - 1932 - Transportation - History


Globe Oil & Refining road maps of the United States - Maps - 1932 - Road maps


Authors: Paullin, Charles Oscar, 1868 or 9-1944 -- Paullin, Charles Oscar, 1868 or 9-1944. Atlas of the historical geography of the United States (1932) -- Carnegie Institution of Washington.


10 maps on 1 sheet (some col.) ; 16 x 16 cm. and smaller, on sheet 36 x 53 cm.

Running title: Atlas of the historical geography of the United States

"Copyright by Carnegie Institution of Washington."

Printed by "A. Hoen & Co., Inc."


Accompanied by commentary and notes on sources on pages 133-134.

Scale approximately 1:42,000,000

Coordinates: (W 124°25'--W 66°57'/N 49°00'--N 25°06').

Scale approximately 1:20,400,000

Coordinates: (W 124°25'--W 66°57'/N 49°00'--N 25°06').

"Plate 138"


Also available online via HathiTrust Digital Library:
http://hdl.handle.net/2027/miun.abl7462.0001.001?urlappend=%3BSseq=390

Map Ref folio G1201.S1 P3 1932, plate 138

(NLO)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Authors: Globe Oil & Refining Companies --
Rand McNally and Company -- Brink, John G. --
Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) --
Globe Gasoline SEE Globe Oil & Refining
Companies
28 maps : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Collective title supplied by cataloger.
“The Globe Oil and Refining Company” -- back
panels
Maps dated 1933 or 1934.
Plate numbers include letters O or P.
Includes maps covering Arizona, Colorado,
Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Michigan,
Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska, New Mexico,
North Dakota, Ohio, Oklahoma, South Dakota,
Wisconsin, and Wyoming.
Previously bundled together as separate groups
of 1933 and 1934 editions and filed in
cloth-backed sleeves stamped “John G. Brink”.
Map sleeves made from older Rand McNally
maps, and filed as RMcN Clients 819 and 820.
Panel art varies, but all include Globe gasoline
logo and city and rural landscapes.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 791-820 (PrCt)

77549
United States - Maps - 1933 -
Airways---Airways - United States - Maps -
1933---Aeronautical charts
Airways of America, guidebook : the United Air
Lines; a geological and geographical description
of the route from New York to Chicago and San
Francisco / by A.K. Lobeck. New York :
Geographical Press, Columbia University, 1933.
Authors: Lobeck, A. K. (Armin Kohl), 1886-1958 --
United Air Lines, inc. -- International Geological
Congress (16th : 1933 : Washington, D.C.) --
Columbia University. Geographical Press --
Geographical Press, New York SEE Columbia
University. Geographical Press
207 p. : ill., chart, maps ; 27 cm.
"Guidebook no. 1. Published on the occasion of the
sixteenth International Geological Congress
at Washington."
Maps on lining papers; folded map in pocket.
Includes index.
Series: James Furman Kemp Memorial series.
Publication ; no. 2
Bibliography: p. 197-200.
LC Card Number: 33029147
TL726.2 .L6 (NLO)

77550
United States - Maps - 1933 - Beef cattle -
Transportation---Beef cattle -
Transportation - United States - Maps -
1933---Calligraphic maps - 1933
Beef cattle movements in the United States. [S.l.
s.n.], 1933.
Authors: May, Don
1 map ; 15 x 22 cm.
Negative photostat of hand-lettered map, with
two columns of typographic explanation below.
Removed from the Donald May Papers, The
Newberry Library.
map1F G3701 .J5 1933 .M3 (PrCt)

77551
United States - Maps - 1933---Map
projection - Albers Conical Equal-Area -
1933---Albers Conical Equal-Area
projection (Cartography)
The United States and adjoining portions of
Canada and Mexico. Washington ; Baltimore,
Md. National Geographic Society ; A. Hoen &
Co., lithographers, 1933.
Authors: National Geographic Society (U.S.) --
Grosvenor, Gilbert Hovey, 1875-1966 -- Darley,
James Morrison, 1898-- Riddiford, Charles E. --
A. Hoen & Co. -- Edward E. Ayer Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 101 cm. on sheet 68 x 104 cm.
... Gilbert Grosvenor, editor.
Albert H. Bumstead, chief cartographer. Culture
by James M. Darley. Physiography by Charles E.
Riddiford ...'
Scale 1:5,195,520 or 82 miles to the inch.
Albers conical equal-area projection (Standard
parallels 29 1/2° and 45 1/2°).
Ayer p133 .N272 1933 (NLO)

77552
United States - Maps - 1933 -
Railroads---Chicago, Rock Island and
Pacific Railway Company - Maps -
1933---Railroads - Maps
Map of Rock Island lines and connections.
Chicago : Poole Bros. [1933?].
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Chicago, Rock Island
and Pacific Railway Company
1 map : col. ; 26 x 45 cm.
'2-23-'33' at bottom center.
Plate no.: B 4932
In Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific
Railway Company. Fifty-third annual report ... December
31, 1932 [Chicago?: Chicago, Rock Island and
Pacific Railway Company?, 1933?] at end.
5A 7267 (1932 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

77553
United States - Maps - 1933 -
Railroads---Chicago, Rock Island and
Pacific Railway Company - Maps -
1933---Railroads - Maps
Map of Rock Island lines and connections.
Chicago : Poole Bros. [1933?].
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Chicago, Rock Island
and Pacific Railway Company
1 map : col. ; 26 x 45 cm.
'23-'33' at bottom center.
Plate no.: B 4932
In Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific
Railway Company. Fifty-fourth annual report ... December
31, 1933 [Chicago?: Chicago, Rock Island and
United States - Maps - 1933 - Road maps

77559

United States - Maps - 1933 - Road maps


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (96 p.) : col. maps ; 36 cm.

Cover title: Rand McNally road atlas United States and eastern Canada ... main highways lead to Chicago's Century of Progress International Exposition.

Uniform title: Road atlas.

Includes index.

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

oversize RMcN atlas .R6 1933 copy 1 (PrCt)

77560

United States - Maps - 1933 - Road maps


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (96 p.) : col. maps ; 36 cm.

Cover title: Rand McNally special auto road atlas of the United States and eastern Canada.

Uniform title: Road atlas.

Includes index.

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

oversize RMcN atlas .R6 1933 copy 2 (PrCt)

77561

United States - Maps - 1933 - Road maps


Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

23 maps : col. ; folded to 19 x 9 cm.

Collective title supplied by cataloger.

"Spring edition" -- On all sheets.

All title panels begin: Texaco road map ... 1933

All sheets include plate codes beginning "A ... "


Panel art: Outline of the United States with compass rose; slogan "Tour with Texaco".

Maps in cloth-backed sleeve marked "1933 Texaco"; map sleeve made from older map and filed as RMcN Clients 3535.

Some sheets handstamped by the Library of Congress Copyright Office.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 3512-3535 (PrCt)

77562

United States - Maps - 1933 - Road maps - Pictorial maps


Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 31 x 48 cm.

Date from RMcN AE 194 ms. index.

Plate no. J1 .183.0.

On verso of an incomplete road map (of New Jersey?); trimmed and mounted on backing sheet.

Previously bound with a collection of pictorial maps in binders labeled "Points of Interest."

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 194.6 (PrCt)

77563

United States - Maps - 1933 - Road maps

United States. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1933].

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- 'Continent Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 folded map

Panel title.

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 848 (PrCt)
United States - Maps - 1933 - Road maps

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Gulf Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 0, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 873 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
[Pure Oil pathfinder road maps of the United States]. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1933?].
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- American Oil Company (Hattiesburg, Miss.) -- Pure Oil Company of the Carolinas -- Sanders Oil Company (Columbus, Miss.) -- Seaboard Oil Company (Jacksonville, Fla.) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
23 maps : col. ; folded to 24 x 11 cm. + 1 map sleeve
“Tenth edition” -- Title panels of all sheets. Collective title supplied by cataloger.
Most sheets include plate numbers beginning with or including letter "O". Includes maps covering Arkansas, Delaware, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kentucky, Louisiana, Maryland, Michigan, Minnesota, Mississippi, Missouri, New England, New Jersey, New York, North Dakota, Ohio, Pennsylvania, South Dakota, southeastern United States, Tennessee, Texas, Virginia, West Virginia, and Wisconsin. All sheets include map on verso (28 x 44 cm.): Pure Oil pathfinder for United States.
Panel art: illustration of a car on a mountain road. Scattered sheets bear additional imprint of American Oil Company (Hattiesburg, Miss.), Pure Oil Company of the Carolinas, Sanders Oil Company (Columbus, Miss.), and Seaboard Oil Company (Jacksonville, Fla.). Four maps bear Library of Congress copyright handstamps. Most maps previously filed in cloth-backed sleeve; map sleeve made from an older Rand McNally map (filed as RMcN Clients 2163)
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2140-2163 (PrCt)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

Cover title.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (p. 17-33) : maps ; 36 cm.
Incomplete; missing title page and original front cover.

Cover title from variant printed front cover pasted on as editor's copy with manuscript numbers keyed to the maps.

Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).


23 maps : col. ; folded to 19 x 9 cm.
Collective title supplied by cataloger.

"Spring edition" -- On all sheets.

All title panels begin: Texaco road map ... 1934


Panel art: Outline of the United States with compass rose; slogan "Tour with Texaco".
Maps filed in cloth-backed sleeve marked "1934 Texaco spring ed. Texaco : 1 set" and handstamped "John G. Brink, Apr. 5 1934." Map sleeve made from older map.

Some sheets handstamped by the Library of Congress Copyright Office.

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : 62 x 93 cm.
At head of title: Tour with Texaco
Panel no. LS 191 P.
 Insets (11 x 23 cm. and 10 x 20 cm.): Cuba -- Pan-American Highway, Mexico.

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Barr, fl. 1934 -- Rand McNally and Company -- Brink, John G. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

30 maps : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Collective title supplied by cataloger.

"1934 Sinclair road map" -- On all title panels.
All except 5 sheets include plate numbers that begin with "P" (Florida, Georgia, Illinois, Indiana, and Mississippi).


All sheets except Long Island include map on verso (31 x 48 cm.): Sinclair recreational map : United States.
Some maps include "Pennant" stamps indicating location of a Sinclair lodging establishment.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Panel art: Color illustration of a couple in a car waving to a boy with a toy dinosaur; Sinclair gas station in the background; signed "Barr" [?]. Filed in cloth-backed sleeve made from older map of Canada, inscribed "Sinclair 1934, 1 set." and handstamped "John G. Brink."

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 2581-2610 (PrCt)

77583 United States - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

Panel art: Gulf attendant refueling car as child watches.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 877-894 (PrCt)

77585 United States - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

Panel art: Gulf service attendants filling car and showing the driver a map.

Displayed in the Newberry Library exhibition

Paper trails: maps, highways and American journeys in the twentieth century (Sept. 14-Dec.
77587 United States - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Gulf Refining Co. 1934 official road map : United States.
Panel no. P. 44.
Panel art: Gulf servicemen refueling car and assisting man while boy watches.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 181.22 (PrCt)

77588 United States - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
16 maps : col. ; folded to 24 x 11 cm. + 1 map sleeve
"Eleventh edition" -- Title panels of all sheets. Collective title supplied by cataloger.
All sheets include plate numbers beginning with the letter "P".
All sheets include map on verso (28 x 44 cm.): Pure Oil pathfinder for United States.
Panel art: Pure Oil logo sign over map of eastern U.S.A.
Most maps previously filed in cloth-backed sleeve; map sleeve made from an older Rand McNally map (filed as RMcN Clients 2182)
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2166-2182 (PrCt)

77589 United States - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Johnson Wax -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
Advertisement on back cover for S.C. Johnson & Son, Inc., Racine, Wis.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Cover art: car driving over outline of north America.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .R6 1934b (PrCt)

77590 United States - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 37 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell official road map : United States Date from RMcN AE 179 ms. index.
Plate no. H-422-J.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Editor's copy: Shell logo trimmed away from title cartouche.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 179.26 (PrCt)

77591 United States - Maps - 1935

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 18 maps ; 24 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy, with code 'A' in lower right corner of p. 2.
Phillips 11064.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .A77 1935 (PrCt)

77592 United States - Maps - 1935

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 18 maps ; 24 cm.
With code 'B' in lower right corner of p. 2.
Phillips 11064.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .A77 1935a (PrCt)

77593 United States - Maps - 1935 - Airways

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Johnson Wax -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (47, [1] p.) : 56 airways maps, 100 charts ; 36 cm.
Advertisement on back cover for S.C. Johnson & Son, Inc., Racine, Wis.
Uniform title: Airways.
Includes index.
Cover art: airplane flying over outlines of various states.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .R6 1935a (PrCt)
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
5A 7267 (1934 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

77601 United States - Maps - 1935 - Railroads<<>Gulf, Mobile and Northern Railroad Company - Maps - 1935<<>Railroads - Maps Gulf, Mobile & Northern Railroad and connections. [Mobile, Ala.? Gulf, Mobile and Northern Railroad Co.?, 1935?]. Authors: Gulf, Mobile, and Northern Railroad Company 1 map ; 27 x 21 cm. Covers the central U.S.; roughly bounded by Minnesota, New York, Texas, and Florida. In Gulf, Mobile and Northern Railroad Company. Eighteenth annual report ... December 31, 1934 [Mobile, Ala.? Gulf, Mobile and Northern Railroad Co.?, 1934?] p. 25. 5A 7267 (1934 vol. [1]) (PrCt)


77604 United States - Maps - 1935 - Road maps<<>Broadway of America (Highway) - Maps - 1935<<>United States Highway 80 - Maps - 1935<<>Broadway of America (Highway) SEE ALSO United States Highway 80<<>United States Highway 80 SEE ALSO Broadway of America (Highway)<<>Road maps [Road map of the Broadway of America, later known as U.S. Highway 80]. [S.l. Texaco?] , c1935. Authors: Texas Company -- Broadway of America (Highway) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- United States Highway 80 -- Broadway of America (Highway) SEE ALSO United States Highway 80 -- United States Highway 80 SEE ALSO Broadway of America (Highway) 1 map : 18 x 28 cm. Title supplied by cataloger. "© 1935 Texaco national road reports." "S C H" at bottom right. Plate no. 5-36-2500 590. Includes table of distances between New York City and San Diego: "Log of the Broadway of America" Handstamped "Copyrighted" and "Received ... Nov. 1 1937 Rand McNally & Co. ... " Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library). RMcN AE 179.2X (PrCt)

western states. Includes maps of north central states, northeastern states, south central states, southeastern states, and western states.

Panel art: AAA logo and location map (6 x 7 cm. and smaller).

RMcN Clients 5028 (PrCt) handstamped "Received from [blank] Aug 17, 1936 Rand McNally & Co. by [blank]."

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).


Authors: Philco Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas : 6 maps ; 34 cm.

Hand-stamped copyright copy.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

folio RMcN atlas .R3 1935 (PrCt)


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (104 p.) : col. maps ; 41 cm.

Cover title: Rand McNally special auto road atlas: United States, Canada & Mexico.

Uniform title: Road atlas.

Includes index.

Cover art: compas wind-rose above cars on road.

Back cover damaged.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

oversize RMcN atlas .R6 1935 copy 1 (PrCt)


Authors: State Farm Insurance Companies -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

At head of title: The State Farm Insurance Companies' Travel Bureau.

Panel art: State Farm home office building.

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 1518 (PrCt)


Authors: Pure Oil Company -- American Oil Company (Hattiesburg, Miss.) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)

20 maps : col. ; on sheets 68 x 51 cm., folded to 24 x 13 cm. + 1 map sleeve

"Twelfth edition" -- Title panels of all sheets.

Collective title supplied by cataloger.

All sheets except Indiana include plate numbers beginning with "Q".

All maps indentiify Pure Oil Company gas stations and refineries.

Includes maps covering Arkansas, Chicago & vicinity, Delaware, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kentucky, Louisiana, Maryland, Michigan, Minnesota, Mississippi, Missouri, Nebraska, New England, New Jersey, New York, North Dakota, Ohio, Pennsylvania, South Dakota, southeastern
United States, Tennessee, Texas, Virginia, West Virginia, and Wisconsin.
Panel art: Illustration of a car outside a house and a Pure Oil Co. logo over a map of the eastern United States.
Some maps are compliments of the American Oil Company (Hattiesburg, Miss.) and the Pure Oil Company of Tennesse.
Maps filed in cloth-backed sleeved marked "Pure 1935" and "1935 Pure Oil"; map sleeve made from older map of Great Britain (filed as RMcN Clients 2187).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Clients 2187-2207 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Cuba - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Canada - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Road maps
[Texaco road maps of the United States].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
21 maps : col. ; folded to 19 x 9 cm.
Collective title supplied by cataloger.
All panels includes titles beginning: 1935 road map ...
All sheets include panel numbers beginning with "Q".
Includes maps covering Alabama, Arkansas, Colorado, Cuba, Florida, Georgia, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky, Louisiana, Michigan, Minnesota, Mississippi, Missouri, Nebraska, North Dakota, Ohio, Oklahoma, South Dakota, Tennessee, Texas, and Wisconsin.
All sheets include map on verso (28 x 44 cm.):
Shell official road map : United States.
All sheets include panel art: Shell logo and motto "tour with confidence."
Maps filed in cloth-backed map sleeve made from older Rand McNally map (by John G. Brink?).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2408-2429 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
East (U.S.) - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Pan American Highway System - Maps - 1935 - Wall maps - Road maps
Federal Hardware & Implement Mutuals' United States road map including southern Canada and Pan American Highway to Mexico City.
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1935?].
Authors: Federal Hardware & Implement Mutual -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added titles: Federal Hardware & Implement Mutuals' eastern United States -- Federal Hardware & Implement Mutuals' eastern United States.
Inset (17 x 10 cm.): Pan-American Highway to Mexico City
Panel art: Federal Mutual logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
2 copies.
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1364-1365 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Mexico - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Mexico City Region (Mexico) - Maps
- 1935 - Road maps
Cuba - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
[Sinclair Oil Corporation road maps of the United States and Mexico].
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Allen, J. E., fl.
1935 -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
22 maps : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm. + 1 map sleeve
Collective title supplied by cataloger.
All sheets include panel titles beginning: 1935 road map ...
All sheets except Indiana include plate numbers beginning with "Q".
Includes maps covering Alabama, Arkansas, Colorado, Cuba, Florida, Georgia, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky, Louisiana, Michigan, Minnesota, Mississippi, Missouri, Nebraska, North Dakota, Ohio, Oklahoma, South Dakota, Tennessee, Texas, and Wisconsin.
All sheets include map on verso (28 x 44 cm.):
Shell official road map : United States.
All sheets include panel art: Shell logo and motto "tour with confidence."
Maps filed in cloth-backed map sleeve made from older Rand McNally map (by John G. Brink?).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2408-2429 (PrCt)
United States - Maps - 1935 - Road maps

United States - Maps - 1935 - Road maps

United States - Maps - 1935 - Road maps

United States - Maps - 1935 - Road maps

United States - Maps - 1936

Authors: Gross, Alexander, 1879-1958 -- Geographia Map Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (48 p.) : 38 maps (chiefly col.) ; 34 cm.

Includes index to state maps.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Phillips 11066; LeGear L115

LC Card Number: 38000125

Baskes folio G1200 .G76 1936 (NLO)

United States - Maps - 1936-1948 - Bus lines

Greyhound Lines / Rand McNally & Co. [Chicago : Greyhound Corporation, 1936-1948].

Authors: Greyhound Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company

8 maps : col. ; 28 x 40 cm.

Detached from Greyhound Corporation, Annual report to stockholders (Chicago, 1936-1948).

Maps show Greyhound lines and affiliated routes.

map1F G3701 .P22 1936 .G7 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1936-1971 - Road maps

Recreational areas of the United States. 1936.

Authors: Black, John J.

1 map

temp map6F G3701.E63 1936 .B6 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1936 - Pictorial maps

TWA : the Lindbergh Line : airway map and air log : Transcontinental & Western Air, Inc.


Authors: Transcontinental & Western Air, Inc. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Lindbergh Line (Airline) SEE Transcontinental & Western Air, Inc.
1 atlas ([24] p. : 11 col. maps) ; 25 x 23 cm.
Cover title.
Comprised of two proof sheets (49 x 45 cm. and 49 x 90 cm.) designed to be folded into an atlas (to 25 x 23 cm.)
Map contents: TWA : the Lindbergh Line: shortest, fastest coast to coast -- Los Angeles-Winslow ... Los Angeles-Kingman-Winslow -- Winslow-Albuquerque ... Albuquerque- Amarillo -- Amarillo-Wichita ... Wichita-Kansas City -- Kansas City-St. Louis ... St. Louis-Indianapolis -- Indianapolis-Columbus ... Columbus-Pittsburgh -- Pittsburgh-New York ... Pittsburgh-Philadelphia ... Philadelphia-New York -- Kansas City-Chicago -- Chicago-Cleveland -- Cleveland-New York -- Chicago-Pittsburgh.
Cover art: TWA logo
Previously bound with a collection of pictorial maps in binders labeled "Points of Interest."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 193.21.1 - 193.21.3 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1936 - Railroads<<>><><>Railroads - Maps
TWA : the Lindbergh Line : airway map and air log : Transcontinental & Western Air, Inc.
Authors: Transcontinental & Western Air, Inc. -- Trans World Airlines -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([24] p. : 11 col. maps) ; 25 x 23 cm.
Cover title.
Comprised of two proof sheets (49 x 45 cm. and 49 x 90 cm.) designed to be folded into an atlas (to 25 x 23 cm.)
Duplicate copy of second proof sheet numbered as RMcN AE 193.21.3
For complete duplicate copy, see RMcN AE 190.1 (PrCt)
Map contents: TWA : the Lindbergh Line: shortest, fastest coast to coast -- Los Angeles-Winslow ... Los Angeles-Kingman-Winslow -- Winslow-Albuquerque ... Albuquerque-Amarillo -- Amarillo-Wichita ... Wichita-Kansas City -- Kansas City-St. Louis ... St. Louis-Indianapolis -- Indianapolis-Columbus ... Columbus-Pittsburgh -- Pittsburgh-New York ... Pittsburgh-Philadelphia ... Philadelphia-New York -- Kansas City-Chicago -- Chicago-Cleveland -- Cleveland-New York -- Chicago-Pittsburgh.
Cover art: TWA logo
Previously bound with a collection of pictorial maps in binders labeled "Points of Interest."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 193.21.1 - 193.21.3 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1936 - Railroads<<>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><><>><<
1 atlas (104 p.) : col. maps ; 41 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally road atlas : United States, Canada and Mexico.
Includes advertising for American Can Company.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Cover art: outline of north America above cars on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

**United States - Maps - 1936 - Road maps**
> Columbus (Ohio) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

**United States - Maps - 1936 - Road maps**
> Great Lakes Exposition - Maps - 1936 - Great Lakes Exposition

**United States - Maps - 1936 - Road maps**
> Cleveland, Ohio - SEE Great Lakes Exposition - Road maps

**United States - Maps - 1936 - Road maps**
> Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

**United States - Maps - 1936 - Road maps**
> Cities Service serves a nation.

**United States - Maps - 1936 - Road maps**
> Great Lakes Exposition - Cleveland, Ohio - SEE Great Lakes Exposition - Road maps

**United States - Maps - 1936 - Road maps**

**United States - Maps - 1936 - Road maps**

**United States - Maps - 1936 - Road maps**
> Texas Centennial - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

**United States - Maps - 1936 - Road maps**
> Dallas, Tex. - Routes to the Texas Centennial Exposition : Dallas, 1936 : Cities Service serves a nation.

**United States - Maps - 1936 - Road maps**
> Dallas, 1936 - Cities Service serves a nation.

Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Great Lakes Exposition -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

Panel title.

Panel art: Cities Service logo and "serves a nation" slogan.

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 1559 (PrCt)


Highway atlas : a map of every state in the United States also Southern Canada and Mexico : with index to towns showing population. Kansas City, Mo. Gallup Map and Supply Co., [1936].

Authors: Gallup Map Company

1 atlas (76 [i.e. 80] p. ) : col. maps ; 36 cm.

Cover title: Gallup’s Highway atlas of the United States & Canada

Pictorial map of U.S. on cover.

Includes index.

"Seventy five cents."

Scales differ.

LC Card Number: map37000021

Acc. #2008100251

Case folio G1201.P2 G35 1936 (NLO)


Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : 63 x 93 cm., folded to 17 x 12 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Texaco trip map : United States.

Date from RMcN AE 177 ms. index.

Plate no. R. 191.

Insets (21 x 10 cm. and 10 x 23 cm.):

Pan-American Highway, Mexico -- Cuba.

Maps on verso (93 x 63 cm. and 25 x 19 cm.):

Texaco trip map of the United States : Eastern section -- Maritime Provinces.

Panel art: Texaco logo.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 177.1 (PrCt)


Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : 63 x 93 cm., folded to 17 x 12 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Texaco trip map : United States.

Plate no. R. 191.

Insets (21 x 10 cm. and 10 x 23 cm.):

Pan-American Highway, Mexico -- Cuba.

Maps on verso (93 x 63 cm. and 25 x 19 cm.):

Texaco trip map of the United States : Eastern section -- Maritime Provinces.

Panel art: Texaco logo.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 177.1 (PrCt)


Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : 63 x 93 cm., folded to 17 x 12 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Texaco trip map : United States.

Date from RMcN AE 177 ms. index.

Plate no. R. 191.

Insets (21 x 10 cm. and 10 x 23 cm.):

Pan-American Highway, Mexico -- Cuba.

Maps on verso (93 x 63 cm. and 25 x 19 cm.):

Texaco trip map of the United States : Eastern section -- Maritime Provinces.

Panel art: Texaco logo.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 177.1 (PrCt)
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3583 (PrCt)

77644 United States - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
[Chicago Motor Club and American Automobile Association road maps of the United States].
Washington, D.C. American Automobile Association, [1936?].
Authors: Chicago Motor Club -- American Automobile Association -- N.C.T., active approximately 1935 -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
5 maps : col. ; folded to 21 x 10 cm.
Collective title supplied by cataloger.
"Issued annually--next edition spring, 1937" -- All sheets.
All sheets include plate number beginning "400 ... "
"N.C.T." (cartographer's initials?) -- On all maps except north central states.
Includes maps of north central states, northeastern states, south central states [2 copies], and western states.
Panel art: Chicago Motor Club logo, AAA logo, and location map (5 x 7 cm. or smaller).
All sheets handstamped "Copyrighted" and / or "Received from ... Rand McNally & Co. ... "
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 5036-5040 (PrCt)

77645 United States - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
United States map and mileage chart / Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1936?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. J-1.
Panel art: Conoco Travel Club logo with eagle; slogans "America's foremost free motor travel service" and "maintained by Continental Oil Co., est. 1875."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1637 (PrCt)

77646 United States - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
United States map and mileage chart / Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1936?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. 3-J-7.
Panel art: Conoco Travel Club logo with eagle; slogans "America's foremost free motor travel service" and "maintained by Continental Oil Co., est. 1875."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1638 (PrCt)

77647 United States - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Map of the United States and mileage chart / Conoco Travel Bureau of Continental Oil Company. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1936?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Conoco logo; slogan "America's largest free motor travel service. From your mileage merchant."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1639 (PrCt)

77648 United States - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
United States map and mileage chart ... Conoco Travel Bureau ... Continental Oil Company ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1936].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 37 x 56 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Conoco ... official road map : United States
Date from RMcN AE 158 ms. index.
Plate no. J-1
Panel art: Conoco Travel Club logo with eagle.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 158.42 (PrCt)

77649 United States - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Jacobs, Jack, Mrs. -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (24 p.) : maps ; 31 x 46 cm.
"Presented by Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc., White Eagle Division."
Form letter from Socony-Vacuum Touring Service to motorist tipped in.
"Prepared especially for Mrs. Jack Jacobs."
"Your routing starts on page 13"; route from Alcoa, Wyoming, to Boston highlighted in red.

Uniform title: Road atlas.

Includes index.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

oversize RMcN atlas .R6 1936 copy 2 (PrCt)

77650 United States - Maps - 1936 - Road maps


Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 1746 (PrCt)

77651 United States - Maps - 1936 - Road maps


Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Panel art: Cities Service logo and "serves a nation" slogan.

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 1587 (PrCt)

77652 United States - Maps - 1937 - Cartoon maps

Cartoon maps - United States - 1937


Authors: Wallingford, Daniel K. -- Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : 30 x 41 cm.

A humorously distorted map of the United States. 'Copyright by Daniel K. Wallingford, 119 Massachusetts Avenue, Boston, Mass.'

Wallingford's map was first published by The Columbia University Press on an 8.5 x 11 inch sheet, for the 1936 Times Book Fair; at that time, his address was listed as 54 Falmouth Street,

Boston.

Forms part of the Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library).

map2F G3701 .A6 1937 .W3 (PrCt)

77653 United States - Maps - 1937 - Military bases

Pictorial maps>>Military bases - United States - Maps - 1937 - Pictorial maps

1937 - Military bases - Pictures - Maps - 1937 - Military bases - Pictorial maps

Panama Canal (Panama) - Maps - 1937 - Military bases - Pictorial maps

Panama Canal (Panama) - Maps - 1937 - Pictorial maps

Panama Canal (Panama) - Maps - 1937 - Military bases

Panama Canal (Panama) - Maps - 1937 - Military bases - Pictorial maps

Hawaii - Maps - 1937 - Military bases - Pictorial maps

Hawaii - Maps - 1937 - Military bases

United States - Army - Maps - 1937 - Pictorial maps

Pictorial maps - United States. Army - Maps - 1937

Pictorial maps - United States. Army - Maps - 1937

U.S. Army SEE United States. Army - Maps - 1937

Road maps - Pictorial maps


Authors: Roby, Stephen, fl. 1937 -- United States.

Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Rand McNally Company

1 map : col. ; 48 x 69 cm. on sheet 61 x 92 cm. "©1937 Stephen Roby, Capt., FA-res."

Insets (17 x 17 cm. and smaller): Philippine Dept. -- Panama Canal Dept. -- Hawaiian Dept.

Previously bound with a collection of pictorial maps in binders labeled "Points of Interest."

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 193.10 (PrCt)
At center of sheet, "Interesting facts regarding United States and Alaska. Map (on verso) has title: "Excelsior series map of railroad connections. [Mobile, Ala.? Gulf, Mobile and Northern Railroad Co., 1937?]. Authors: Gulf, Mobile, and Northern Railroad Company.

1 map ; 27 x 21 cm.

Covers the central U.S.; roughly bounded by Minnesota, New York, Texas, and Florida. In Gulf, Mobile and Northern Railroad Company. Twentieth annual report ... December 31, 1936 [Mobile, Ala.?: Gulf, Mobile and Northern Railroad Co., 1937?] p. 25.

5A 7267 (1936 vol. [1]) (PrCt)


1 map : col. ; 26 x 41 cm.

Plate no.: 49.


5A 7267 (1936 vol. [1]) (PrCt)


Authors: Southern Pacific Railroad Company.

1 map : col. ; 21 x 28 cm.

Bottom margin trimmed away.

In Southern Pacific Railroad Company. Fifty-fourth annual report ... December 31, 1937 [San Francisco?: Southern Pacific Railroad Company?, 1938?] at front.

5A 7267 (1937 vol. [2]) (PrCt)


Authors: Geographical Publishing Co. -- Danzer, Gerald A.

1 map : col. ; 57 x 85 cm. on sheet 71 x 91 cm.

Map (on verso) has title: "Excelsior series map of United States and Alaska. At center of sheet, "Interesting facts regarding your flag," surrounded by concentric borders showing presidents (Franklin D. Roosevelt's term of office is given as "1933-1937"), state seals, and photographs of prominent buildings in Washington, D.C.

"Price $3.00. Salesmen wanted - write for particulars."

Issued together with The Geographical Publishing Company's world wall atlas, cataloged separately; the two maps were originally jointed at the top margin by a metal strip with eyelets for hanging.


map6F G3200 1937 .G4, sht. 2 (PrCt)


1 atlas (48 p.) : maps ; 31 cm.

Cover title.

'Supplement to Rand McNally Commercial atlas service.'

Uniform title: Handy railroad atlas of the United States.

Includes index.

Hand-stamped copyright copy.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

folio RMcN atlas .H38 1937 (PrCt)


Authors: St. Louis and San Francisco Railway Company.

1 map ; 24 x 40 cm.

Covers region roughly bounded by Nebraska, western Ohio, Texas, and Florida.

In St. Louis and San Francisco Railway Company. Annual report of St. Louis-San Francisco Railway Company ... December 31, 1936 [St. Louis?: St. Louis and San Francisco Railway Company?, 1937?] p. 18-19.

5A 7267 (1936 vol. [2]) (PrCt)


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Union Pacific Railway Company.

1 map : col. ; 22 x 28 cm.

'4-'38' at bottom center
United States - Maps - 1937 - Road
maps Canada - Maps - 1937 - Road
maps Mexico - Maps - 1937 - Road
maps North America - Maps - 1937 - Road
maps Road maps
Touraide. Denver, Colorado : Conoco Travel Bureau, 1937.
Authors: Conoco Travel Bureau -- Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau. Touraide -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (ca. 575 p. in various pagings) : ca. 200 col. maps (1 folded), col. ill. ; 23 x 31 cm.
Title and publisher from front cover.
Uniform title: Touraide
"Touraide prepared especially for" printed on cover, above blank line to be filled in by hand by Conoco Travel Bureau staff.
"Copyright 1937 by Continental Oil Co." -- inside front cover.
"Copyright by the H.M. Gousha Company, Chicago" -- on maps.
Complete stock edition in metal spiral binding, with text and maps for all U.S. states, Canada, and Mexico.
Includes fold-out U.S. map; city and national park maps, mileage chart, hotel directories, descriptive text, and color illustrations.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Company Collection (Newberry Library).
Cf. custom-made Touraides compiled upon request by the Conoco Travel Bureau for individual clients, and comprised of selected text sections and maps marked by hand with unique trip routes [Map4C G3701.P2 1937 .C6a and Map4C G3701.P2 1937 .C6b]
See also the Gousha archives for other complete stock editions published in most years between 1936-1956 (most unbound and uncataloged), and shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
map4C G3701.P2 1937 .C6 (Pc)

United States - Maps - 1937 - Road
maps Canada - Maps - 1937 - Road
maps Mexico - Maps - 1937 - Road
maps Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- American Can Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (104 p.) : col. maps ; 41 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally road atlas : United States, Canada and Mexico.
Includes advertising for American Can Company.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Cover art: outline of north America above cars on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcn atlas .R6 1937 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1937 - Road
maps Great Plains - Maps - 1937 - Road
Authors: Conoco Travel Bureau -- Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau. Touraide -- Fronell, Evelyn B. -- Nixon, E. M. -- Continental Oil Company. Travel Denver, Colorado Springs and vicinity with ... Conoco Travel Bureau (1937)
1 atlas (various pagings) : 10 col. maps (1 folded), col. ill. ; 23 x 31 cm.
Title and publisher from front cover.
Uniform title: Touraide
"Touraide prepared especially for" printed on cover; "Evelyn B. Fronell" written in ms.
"Copyright 1937 by Continental Oil Co." -- inside front cover.
"Copyright by the H.M. Gousha Company, Chicago" -- on maps.
Mileage and expense record filled in by hand and endorsed "I hereby certify that Evelyn B. Fronell is a AA1 driver signed E.M. Nixon"
Includes fold-out U.S. map marked to show trip route from Chicago, Illinois to Denver and Colorado Springs, Colorado; distance chart, regional maps covering adjoining sections of the trip; hotel directories, descriptive text, and color illustrations.
Scales differ.
Cf. complete stock edition of this atlas (ca. 215 p. and ca.190 maps) [Map4C G3701.P2 1937 .C6] Separately issued road map laid in: Travel Denver, Colorado Springs and vicinity with ... Conoco Travel Bureau (Chicago : H. M. Gousha Company, [1937]). Plate no. 11-K. 1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm. Verso includes maps of downtown Denver, Rocky Mountain National Park, and the Colorado Springs-Pikes Peak region.
map4C G3701.P2 1937 .C6 (Pc)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

1 atlas (various pagings) : 9 col. maps (1 folded), col. ill. ; 23 x 31 cm.
Title and publisher from front cover.
Uniform title: Touraide
"Touraide prepared especially for" printed on cover; "Evelyn B. Fronell" written in ms.
"Copyright 1937 by Continental Oil Co." -- inside front cover.
"Copyright by the H.M. Gousha Company, Chicago" -- on maps.
Includes fold-out U.S. map marked to show trip around Lake Michigan; blank mileage and expense record; distance chart, regional maps covering adjoining sections of the trip; hotel directories, descriptive text, and color illustrations.
Scales differ.
Cf. complete stock edition of this atlas (ca. 215 p. and ca.190 maps) [Map4C G3701.P2 1937 .C6a (PrCt)]
map4C G3701.P2 1937 .C6a (PrCt)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Highway atlas : a map of every state in the United States also Southern Canada and Mexico : with index to towns showing population. Kansas City, Mo. Gallup's Inc., c1937, c1937.</td>
<td>Authors: Gallup Map Company</td>
<td>1 atlas (76 [i.e. 80] p.) : col. maps ; 36 cm.</td>
<td>Cover title: Gallup's Highway atlas of the United States &amp; Canada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Case folio G1201.P2 G35 1937 (NLO)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pictorial maps</td>
<td></td>
<td>Panel art: Shell logo and slogan &quot;tour with confidence.&quot;</td>
<td>Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pictorial maps</td>
<td></td>
<td>Added title: Main highways of the United States Map on verso (53 x 78 cm.).: Sights to see in every state ... .</td>
<td>Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
77671 United States - Maps - 1938
1 atlas : 12 maps ; 29 cm.
"Texas Company."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Missing January 2013.
folio RMcN atlas .S4 1938 (PrCt)

77672 United States - Maps - 1938 - Acquisition of territory
United States : Insular possessions - Maps - 1938 - Wall maps United States, including territories and insular possessions, showing the extent of public surveys, national parks and monuments, Indian, military, bird and game reservations, national forests, railroads, canals and other details ... Washington : R.F. Bartle & Co., 1938.
1 map : 146 x 206 cm.
Scale: 1:2,344,320; 37 miles to the inch.
Insets: Alaska -- Aleutian Islands -- Philippine Islands -- American Samoa -- Manua group -- Guam -- Hawaiian islands -- Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands -- Canal Zone -- Isthmus of Panama-- Index map.
On rollers.
maproll G 1083 .92 (NLO)

77673 United States - Maps - 1938 - Airways
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 5 maps ; 31 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

77674 United States - Maps - 1938 - Airways - Pictorial maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 78 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Main highways of the United States Map on verso (53 x 78 cm.): Sights to see in every state ... .
Panel art: Mobilgas sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
folio RMcN atlas .A8 1938 (PrCt)

77675 United States - Maps - 1938 - Bus lines
United States - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Authors: National Bus Traffic Association -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 59 x 93 cm.
"August 1938."
Inset (6 x 4 cm.): [Map of bus route between Laredo, Tex. and Mexico City]
Margins include directories of member companies and connecting carriers.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
folio RMcN atlas .A8 1938 (PrCt)
77677 United States - Maps - 1938 - Pictorial maps
Pictorial maps - United States - 1938
Maps On Rugs - Pictorial maps
Authors: Popular Mechanics Press
1 p. : illis.
Illustration shows girl playing with toy car and house trailer on the rug map.
The manufacturer is not named, nor does this issue contain a 'Where-to-get-it index.
Vert 2232, no. 1 (PrCt)

77678 United States - Maps - 1938 - Pictorial maps
Pictorial maps - United States - Maps - 1938
Pageant of the states / by Dr. Ernest Sutherland Bates and Dr. Herman S. Schiff ; foreword by Grover Whalen ... ; introduction by Frank Monaghan, PH. D. ; maps by Norman Reeves.
Authors: Bates, Ernest Sutherland, 1879-1939 -- Schiff, Herman S., active 1938 -- Reeves, Norman, active 1938 -- Smith, Robert E., active 1938 -- New York World's Fair (1939-1940) -- Rogers, Kellogg, Stillson (New York, N.Y.)
1 atlas ([108] p.) : 24 col. maps ; 23 x 31 cm.
"Book design by Robert E. Smith."
"Officially approved by the New York World's Fair, 1939."
"Rogers-Kellogg-Stillson, New York" -- Printer's name (?) on p. [108].
Pictorial maps of the United States accompanied by descriptive text on adjacent pages.
References: OCLC 1533759.
map4C G3701.A5 1938 .R4 (PrCt)

77679 United States - Maps - 1938 - Railroads
Cuba - Maps - 1938 - Railroads - Southern Railway (U.S.) - Maps
Map of the Southern Railway system. 1938.
Authors: Whitney-Graham Co. -- Southern Railway (U.S.)
1 map : col. ; 48 x 76 cm.
"3-38"--at bottom right.
Roughly bounded by Iowa, Massachusetts, Texas, and Florida.
Insets (9 x 9 cm. and 18 x 11 cm.): Cuba -- Florida [continuation inset].
In Southern Railway. Forty-fourth annual report ... December 31, 1937 [Richmond, Va.? : Southern Railway?, 1938?] at end.
5A 7267 (1937 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

77680 United States - Maps - 1938 - Railroads
Gulf, Mobile and Northern Railroad Company - Maps - 1938
Gulf, Mobile & Northern Railroad and connections. [Mobile, Ala.? Gulf, Mobile and Northern Railroad Co.?, 1938?].
Authors: Gulf, Mobile, and Northern Railroad Company
1 map ; 27 x 21 cm.
Covers the central U.S.; roughly bounded by Minnesota, New York, Texas, and Florida.
In Gulf, Mobile and Northern Railroad Company. Twenty-first annual report ... December 31, 1937 [Mobile, Ala.? : Gulf, Mobile and Northern Railroad Co.?, 1938?] p. 25.
5A 7267 (1937 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

77681 United States - Maps - 1938 - Railroads
Illinois Central Railroad Company - Maps - 1938
Illinois Central System and affiliated lines. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1938?].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Illinois Central Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 26 x 41 cm.
Dated '1-38.'
Plate no.: 49.
In Illinois Central Railroad Company. Eighty-eighth annual report ... December 31, 1937 [Chicago?: Illinois Central Railroad Co.,? 1938?] at end.
5A 7267 (1937 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

77682 United States - Maps - 1938 - Railroads
Mexico - Maps - 1938
Southern Pacific Railroad Company - Maps - 1938
Southern Pacific lines and affiliated lines. 1938.
N.Y. Rand McNally & Co., 1938 [i.e. 1939?].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company --
Southern Pacific Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 22 x 28 cm.
9778-N.Y. 1-39'--bottom right corner.
In Southern Pacific Railroad Company. Fifty-fifth
annual report ... December 31, 1938 [San
Francisco?; Southern Pacific Railroad
Company?, 1939?] at front.
5A 7267 (1938 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

77683 United States - Maps - 1938 -
Railroads<<>>St. Louis and San Francisco
Railway Company - Maps -
1938<<>>Railroads - Maps
Frisco Lines. [St. Louis? St. Louis and San
Francisco Railway Company?; 1938?].
Authors: St. Louis and San Francisco Railway
Company
1 map : 24 x 40 cm.
Covers region roughly bounded by Nebraska,
western Ohio, Texas, and Florida.
In St. Louis and San Francisco Railway
Company. Annual report of St. Louis-San
Francisco Railway Company ... December 31,
1937 [St. Louis?: St. Louis and San Francisco
Railway Company?, 1938?] p. 18-19.
5A 7267 (1937 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

77684 United States - Maps - 1938 -
Railroads<<>>Union Pacific Railway
Company - Maps - 1938<<>>Railroads - Maps
Union Pacific Railroad Company. 1938. Chicago :
Rand McNally & Company, 1938 [i.e. 1939?].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Union
Pacific Railway Company
1 map : col. ; 22 x 28 cm.
'4-39' at bottom center
Plate no.: 201
In Union Pacific Railway Company. Forty-second
annual report of Union Pacific Railroad Company
... December 31, 1938 [New York?; Union Pacific
Railroad Company?, 1939?] at end.
5A 7267 (1938 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

77685 United States - Maps - 1938 - Road
maps<<>>Canada - Maps - 1938 - Road
maps<<>>Mexico - Maps - 1938 - Road
maps<<>>Road maps
Rand McNally road atlas of the United States,
Canada and Mexico. Chicago, Ill. Rand McNally
and Company, 1938.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company --
American Can Company -- Rand McNally and
Company. Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 atlas (104 p.) : col. maps ; 41 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally road atlas : United
States, Canada and Mexico.
Includes advertising for American Can Company.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Cover art: outline of north America, against tan
background, above cars on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .R6 1938 copy 1 (PrCt)

77686 United States - Maps - 1938 - Road
maps<<>>Canada - Maps - 1938 - Road
maps<<>>Mexico - Maps - 1938 - Road
maps<<>>Road maps
Rand McNally road atlas of the United States,
Canada and Mexico. Bloomington, Ill. ; Chicago,
Ill. State Farm Insurance Companies Travel
Bureau ; Rand McNally and Company, 1938.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- State
Farm Insurance Companies -- Rand McNally and
Company. Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([A]-P, [120] p.) : col. maps ; 41 cm.
Title page follows page "P,"
Cover title: State Farm road atlas for travel in
United States, Canada, Mexico. Published by the
State Farm Insurance Companies Travel Bureau,
Bloomington, Illinois.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes "National Parks Touring Information"
and "Hotel Guide."
Includes index.
Cover art: view of State Farm office building.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .R6 1938 copy 2 (PrCt)

77687 United States - Maps - 1938 - Road
maps<<>>Cuba - Maps - 1938 - Road
maps<<>>Road maps
[Texaco road maps of the United States].
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1938?].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and
Company -- Ricketts, J. I. -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
18 maps : col. ; folded to 19 x 9 cm.
Collective title supplied by cataloger.
All panel titles begin "Texaco touring map ... -"
All plate numbers begin "T38 ... "
Includes maps covering California, Colorado,
Cuba, Florida, Indiana, Illinois, Kentucky,
Mississippi, Missouri, Montana, Nebraska,
Nevada, New York, North Carolina, North
Dakota, Oklahoma, South Dakota, Utah and
Wyoming.
Versos include differing "Texaco sectional trip
maps" of United States regions.
Panel art: Texaco logo over outline of United
States, green with red background; slogan "tour
with Texaco".
Handstamp on Utah map: "J.I. Ricketts,
St.George, Utah".
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3617-3634 (PrCt)
77688 United States - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Pan American Highway System - Maps - 1938 - Mexico - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Road maps
Federal Hardware & Implement Mutuals' United States road map : including southern Canada and Pan American Highway to Mexico City. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1938?].
Authors: Federal Hardware & Implement Mutual -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Federal Mutual logo and slogan "all roads lead to Federal Mutual's fire, windstorm and automobile protection."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3136 (PrCt)

77689 United States - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Proofs (Printing) - 1938 - Specimens - Road maps
Authors: Republic Oil Co. -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 40 x 52 cm., folded to 22 x 10 cm.
"1938" in tiny print at bottom right.
Printer's proof (?); verso blank.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3206 (PrCt)

77690 United States - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Map of the United States and mileage time / Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1938?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Conoco logo; slogans "America's foremost free motor travel service" and "maintained by Continental Oil Company."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3135 (PrCt)

77691 United States - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Map of the United States and mileage time ... Conoco Travel Bureau ... Continental Oil Company. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1938].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; col. ; 37 x 56 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Conoco ... official road map : United States
Date from RMcN AE 159 ms. index.
Plate nos. "422-J.C.-10-L" and "4382"
Map on verso (29 x 44 cm.): United States mileage and driving time along main transcontinental highways.
Panel art: Conoco logo.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 16 1938 ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 159.1 (PrCt)

77692 United States - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Authors: Republic Oil Co. -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 39 x 52 cm., folded to 22 x 10 cm.
Corporate logo of shield at head of title: Republic
Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Apparently a printer's proof; verso blank.
"1938 - United States (Republic Oil Co.)" -- in pencil on verso.
Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Sept. 2010).
map2F G3701 .P2 1938 .R4 (PrCt)

77693 United States - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3269 (PrCt)

77694 United States - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; col. ; 43 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell official road map : United States
Date from RMcN AE 179 ms. index.
Added title: Main highways of the United States. Pictorial map on verso (82 x 56 cm): Sights to see in every state. Panel art: Esso logo. Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 18 1938 Rand McNally & Co. ... " Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 168.69 (PrCt)

77698 United States - Maps - 1938 - Road maps Wall maps Road maps


1 map; 107 x 162 cm., folded to 26 x 38 cm. Sectioned into 21 panels and mounted on cloth. Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

map5C G3701.P2 194- .R3 (PrCt)


1 atlas (various pagination) : col. maps ; 41 cm. Uniform titles: Standard highway mileage guide -- Road atlas. Includes 3 fold-out mileage charts (each 94 x 41 cm.), 6 fold-out regional mileage maps (each 77 x 71 cm.), 2 fold-out city mileage maps (46 x 28 cm. and 56 x 28 cm.), and "Rand McNally road atlas of the United States, Canada and Mexico" (copyright 1940) at end. Includes index.

Transcontinental & Western Air, Inc. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 68 cm., on sheet 46 x 121 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
"Copyright by Rand McNally & Company, Chicago, Ill."
"Aviation data and pictorial display copyright 1939 Transcontinental & Western Air, Inc." -- back panel.
Shows United States air routes of TWA and other airlines.
"This map is geographically correct and has not been distorted for sales or advertising purposes."
Scale [ca. 1:7,220,000]
Approximate coordinates: (W 125°--W 64°/N 52°--N 24°).
Relief shown by shading.
Plate no. U.39103.
Ancillary strip maps (10 x 45 cm. and smaller):
Contents of 8 strip maps on verso (each 10 x 45 cm.):
San Francisco-Fresno-Las Vegas-Boulder City-Phoenix -- Los Angeles-Boulder
City-Winslow -- Winslow-Albuquerque-Amarillo -- Amarillo-Wichita-Kansas City -- Kansas City-St. Louis-Indianapolis --
Indianapolis-Dayton-Columbus-Pittsburgh -- Pittsburgh-Harrisburg-Philadelphia-New York -- Kansas City-Chicago.
Illustrations on both sides include a total of 66 numbered sites keyed to the strip maps.
Panel art: TWA logo, passengers boarding propeller airplane on runway, couple waving in foreground.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25.
RMcN Airlines 4C 6 (NLO)
77701
United States - Maps - 1939 - Cartoon maps--Caricatures and cartoons - Maps - Specimens
This map presents a Bostonian's idea of the United States of America. Boston : Daniel K. Wallingford, [1939?].
Authors: Wallingford, Daniel K. -- Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 17 x 23 cm.
A humorously distorted map of the United States.
'Copyright by Daniel K. Wallingford, 222 Marlboro St., Boston, Mass.'
Forms part of the Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library).
map1F G3701 .A6 1939 .W3 (PrCt)
77702
United States - Maps - 1939 - Cartoon maps--Caricatures and cartoons - Maps - Specimens
A New Yorker's idea of the United States of America. Boston : Daniel K. Wallingford, [1939?].
Authors: Wallingford, Daniel K. -- Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 17 x 24 cm.
A humorously distorted map of the United States.
'Copyright by Daniel K. Wallingford, 222 Marlboro St., Boston, Mass.'
Forms part of the Hermon Dunlap Smith Collection (Newberry Library).
map2F G3701 .A6 1939 .W3a (PrCt)
77703
Authors: Attahvich, Sam -- United States. Office of Indian Affairs -- United States. Department of the Interior -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 36 x 58 cm.
'Compiled and drawn by Sam Attahvich, Comanche.'
Uncolored.
Scale not given.
Inset: Alaska. [Scale ca. 1:32,186,880].
Ayer p133 .U583 1939 (NLO)
77704
Authors: Paine, Paul M. (Paul Mayo), 1869-1955 -- Haase, F. -- R.R. Bowker Company
1 map : col. ; 47 x 71 cm., matted, glazed and framed to 65 x 89 cm.
'Copyright Paul M. Paine 1933-1939.'
Additional information about the literary history of Boston, New York, Philadelphia, Chicago, and San Francisco enclosed in scrolls.
map4F G3701 .E65 1939 .P3 (PrCt)
77705
Map of the Southern Railway system. 1939.
Buffalo, N.Y. The Whitney-Graham Co., Inc.,
United States - Maps - 1939 - Railroads - Maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Illinois Central Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 26 x 42 cm.
Dated '1-'39.'
Plate no.: 49.
5A 7267 (1938 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Southern Pacific Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 22 x 28 cm.
'7778-N.Y. 1-'40'--bottom right corner.
In Southern Pacific Railroad Company. Fifty-sixth annual report ... December 31, 1939 [San Francisco?: Southern Pacific Railroad Company?, 1940?] at front.
5A 7267 (1938 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Authors: St. Louis and San Francisco Railway Company
1 map ; 24 x 40 cm.
Covers region roughly bounded by Nebraska, western Ohio, Texas, and Florida.
In St. Louis and San Francisco Railway Company. Annual report of St. Louis-San Francisco Railway Company ... December 31, 1938 [St. Louis?: St. Louis and San Francisco Railway Company?, 1939?] p. 18-19.
5A 7267 (1938 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Union Pacific Railway Company
1 map : col. ; 22 x 28 cm.
'4-'39' at bottom center
Plate no.: 201
5A 7267 (1939 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1939 - Road maps - Mexico - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- American Can Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (112 p.) : col. maps ; 41 cm.
"1939 edition. Revised and improved" -- front cover.
Cover title: Rand McNally road atlas : United States, Canada and Mexico.
Includes advertising for American Can Company.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Cover art: outline of north America above cars on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

United States - Maps - 1939 - Road maps - Mexico - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
1 atlas ([2], 112 p.) : col. maps ; 41 cm.
"Published for the National Transit Corporation ... and Merchants Forwarding Company of Detroit."
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Map of "National Transit Lines and Connections" on cover.
Editor's copy signed "W.P. Wiese."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

United States - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- State Farm Insurance Companies -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([A]-H, 1-[120] p.) : col. maps ; 41 cm. Cover title.
"Published by the State Farm Insurance Companies Travel Bureau: Bloomington, Illinois."
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes "National Parks Touring Information" and "Hotel Guide."
Includes index.
Cover art: view of State Farm office building.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

United States - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- McCauley Map Case Company (Detroit, Mich.). E-Z guide map case (1939) -- Motors Metal Manufacturing Co. (Detroit, Mich.) -- Rummpp
1 map : col. ; 156 x 16 cm., mounted on rollers in viewing case 10 x 21 x 4 cm. + instructions (2 p.)
"Copyright 1939 by the H.M. Gousha Company, Chicago, Ill."
The base was Gousha base map "M-6", which apparently measured ca. 39 x 62 cm. It has been divided into four vertical strips, the strips placed end to end and reprinted lithographically in the form of a strip map mounted on wooden dowels to form a mechanical scroll. Individual map sections measuring about 7.5 x 15.5 cm. are revealed in a window by turning knobs on the right side of the case.
Inside of metal case stamped with McCauley imprint and "Pat. pending - 2110771."
"351 s.c."
Map includes table indicating national park visiting seasons and admissions fees and numbered index to national parks and monuments.
Accompanied by 2 p. of "Instructions, E-Z Guide Map Case."
"From Motors Metal Manufacturing Co., exclusive manufacturers of McCauley Map Cases, 5936 Milford Ave., Detroit, Mich." -- return address printed on original mailing box of copy 2.
Scale [ca. 1:7,150,000]. Relief shown by hachures.
2 copies.
Copy 1 notes: original celluloid window yellowed and cracked; replaced with a mylar window; case covered in blue pebble-grain leather by Rumppe; previously formed part of the Rudd-McLeod Collection; acquired in 1975.
Copy 2 notes: housed in original illustrated mailing box with added title: E-Z guide map case; case includes original celluloid window (warped and cracked); case not covered in leather; acquired in 2008, acquisition #2008100251.

United States - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Map of the United States and mileage time ... / Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1939?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm. Panel title.
Panel art: Conoco logo; slogans "America's foremost free motor travel service" and "from your mileage merchant."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3431 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Authors: Golden State Automobile Club -- Automobile Dealers of California -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 22 x 10 cm. Panel title.
Panel art: Golden State Automobile Club logo, slogan "owned and operated by the Automobile Dealers of California", car, outdoor recreation scenes.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3454 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Authors: Golden State Automobile Club -- Automobile Dealers of California -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 22 x 10 cm. Panel title.
Panel art: Golden State Automobile Club logo, slogan "owned and operated by the Automobile Dealers of California", car, outdoor recreation scenes.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3454 (PrCt)
Gousha Co., [1939?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3586 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Shell road map : United States ... Chicago : H. M. Gousha Company, [1939].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell official road map : United States.
Date from RMcN AE 165 ms. index.
Plate nos. "422-J.C.-10-M" and "10-M 1939-1"
Panel art: Shell logo.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Aug 10 1939 ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 165.37 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- Standard Stations, Inc. -- Standard Oil Company of Texas -- Standard Oil Company of British Columbia, Ltd. -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: outline map of the United States and slogan "at your service throughout the west."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3639 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Touraide prepared especially for Miss Jessie Weiseman. Denver, Colorado : Conoco Travel Bureau, Continental Oil Company, [1939?].
Authors: Conoco Travel Bureau -- Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau. Touraide -- Weiseman, Jessie, Miss
1 atlas (various pagings) : 13 col. maps (1 folded), col. ill. ; 23 x 31 cm.
Title and publisher from front cover; mileage and expense record dated 1939-1940 in ms.
Uniform title: Touraide "Touraide prepared especially for" printed on cover; "Miss Jessie Weiseman" written in ms.
"Copyright by the H.M. Gousha Company exclusively for the Continental Oil Company" -- inside front cover.
"Copyright by the H.M. Gousha Company, Chicago" -- on maps.
Includes fold-out U.S. map marked to show trip route from Palmyra, Wisconsin to New Orleans, Louisiana; distance chart, regional maps covering adjoining sections of the trip, map of the Golden Gate International Exposition in San Francisco; hotel directories, descriptive text, and color illustrations.
Scales differ.
map4C G3701.P2 1939 .C6 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Yellowstone National Park - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Grand Teton National Park (Wyo.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Black Hills Region (S.D.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Road map of the United States / Keystone Automobile Club. Philadelphia : Keystone Automobile Club, Broad and Vine Streets, [1939].
Authors: Keystone Automobile Club -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Rand McNally road map : United States.
Date from RMcN AE 181 ms. index.
Panel no. U.3512
Panel art: Keystone Automobile Club logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 181.31 (PrCt)
any, -

Includes Bingo coordinates A-P and 1-25; does not include index.

Printer's proof or draft printed on opaque plastic, and apparently intended for reduced reproduction in a Pullman Company publication.

Outlines of erased inset maps of Alaska and Hawaii visible at bottom left.

Forms part of the Pullman Company Archives, Newberry Library.

map6F G3701.P3 1940z .P8 (PrCt)


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 101 x 148 cm.

Inset (32 x 11 cm.): Pan American highway to Mexico D.F. and main connecting highways.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

artifacts cage RMcN maproll 8 : 1. 2 (PrCt)


Executives indexed map of the United States .

Chicago : Rand, McNally & Company, [194-?].

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 192 x 306 cm., folded to 31 x 40 cm.

Title cartouche pasted on.

Scale: 1 inch = 25 miles.

Plate no.: 7R48.

Sectioned into 50 panels and mounted on cloth.

2 copies; copy 1 includes pricing notes in manuscript on label attached to vinyl cover.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

map6C G3700 1949z .P8 (PrCt)


Executives indexed map of the United States : southern Canada and northern Mexico .

Chicago : Rand, McNally & Company, [194-?].

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 192 x 306 cm., folded to 27 x 40 cm.

Title cartouche pasted on.

Scale: 1 inch = 25 miles.

Plate no.: 7R48.

Sectioned into 60 panels and mounted on cloth.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

map6C G3700 1949-.R3a (PrCt)

77727 United States - Maps - 1940-1979 -

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Topographic maps

National topographic map series. [ca. 1940-ca. 1979?]

Authors: Geological Survey (U.S.)
maps : col. ; sizes vary, most ca. 56 x 86 cm.
Scale 1:250,000.

Coverage for continental U.S. and Hawaii complete in 473 sheets, each covering 1 degree of longitude and 2 degrees of latitude.

For coverage of Newberry set, see index map.

464

map4F G3700 S250 .J5 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1940 - Acquisition of territory

United States - Historical geography - Maps - 1940
Caribbean Area

Islands for war debts! [Chicago] : Chicago Tribune, 1940.


2 maps : col. ; on sheet 40 x 54 cm.
Signed 'W.H. Wisner [?]'

Author and title from accompanying newspaper article beneath maps; text continues 'on page five', lacking with this copy.

'Graphic section. Chicago Sunday Tribune ... May 5, 1940.'

Added map titles supplied by cataloger: [Map of the continental United States with historical notes on the acquisition of territory]. 29 x 49 cm. -- [Map of the Caribbean Area with historical notes on the acquisition of territory by the U.S.] 16 x 23 cm.

map2F G3701.F35 1940 .W5 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1940 - Airways

Southern States - Maps - 1940 - Airways

Aeromedical charts

Air transport analysis map of the United States / prepared by L.H. Brittin of the Aeronautical Chamber of Commerce of America, Inc. and Helmuth Bay, map consultant for Rand McNally & Company. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1940 or later].

Authors: Brittin, L. H. (Lewis Hotchkiss), b. 1877 -- Aeronautical Chamber of Commerce of America -- Bay, Helmuth -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col., sectioned and mounted on cloth ; 108 x 158 cm., folded to 39 x 26 cm.
At head of title: Aeronautical Chamber of Commerce of America, Inc. Feeder Line Committee.

"Air lines operating Sept. 1 1940 and certified since Sept. 1 1940."

Roughly bounded by southeastern Oklahoma, southern Delaware, eastern Texas, and Florida. Shows major airways and dozens of airport cities variously coded 1-9 (for length of runways varying between 2,500-9,500 feet); also shows mileages between cities and identifies cities with first class post offices and boundaries of trading areas; some routes include airline company abbreviations (AA, EAL, NAL, etc.)

Scale [1:1,584,000]. "Scale 25 miles = 1 inch."

"Base map reproduced from the Rand McNally Standard aviation map of the United States. Base map copyright by Rand McNally & Co., Chicago as Executives indexed map of the U.S."

"Southeast section, Executives indexed map of the United States ... "

Plate no. 7R36

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

map5C G3701.P62 1940 .R3 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1940 - Bus lines - Pictorial maps

Bus lines - United States - Maps - 1940 - Pictorial maps

Greyhound Lines - Maps - 1940 - Pictorial maps

Greyhound Lines - Maps - 1940 - Bus lines

Cartoon maps - United States - Maps - 1940 - Bus lines

Greyhound Lines - Maps - 1940 - Pictorial maps

Road maps - Pictorial maps

Carticatures and cartoons - Maps - Specimens

A Good-natured map of the United States setting forth the services of the Greyhound Lines and a few connecting bus lines. [S.l. s.n., ca. 1940?].

Authors: Greyhound Corporation -- Greyhound Lines -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 48 x 72 cm.
Margins chipped; includes damaged and incomplete imprint at bottom right: 'Lithographed in the U.S.A. by the Reserv'
Verso blank.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Removed from a folder of pictorial maps (RMcN AE 190)

map4F G3701.P22 1940 .G7 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1940 - Literary landmarks

Literary landmarks - United States - Maps - 1940

Children's literature - United States - Maps - 1940

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Authors: Choate, Ernest A. (Ernest Alfred), 1900-1980 -- J.L. Smith Co. -- Home-School Press, Inc. -- General Drafting Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; 54 x 84 cm.
Pictorial map.
map6F G3701 .E65 1940 C5 (PrCt)

Map of the Southern Railway system. 1940.
Authors: Whitney-Graham Co. -- Southern Railway (U.S.)
1 map : col.; 48 x 76 cm.
'2'-40'--at bottom right.
Roughly bounded by Iowa, Massachusetts, Texas, and Florida.
Insets (9 x 9 cm. and 18 x 11 cm.): Cuba -- Florida (continuation inset).
In Southern Railway. Forty-sixth annual report ... December 31, 1939 [Richmond, Va.? : Southern Railway?, 1940?] at end.
5A 7267 (1939 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1940 - Railroads<<>>Gulf, Mobile and Ohio Railroad Company - Maps - 1940<<>>railroads - Maps
The Rebel Route : G M & O : Gulf, Mobile, & Ohio R.R. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1940, i.e. 1944?].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Gulf, Mobile and Ohio Railroad Company
1 map : col.; 22 x 17 cm.
'11'-40'--at bottom right.
Added title in upper margin: Route of the streamlined rebels.
Covers region roughly bounded by Minnesota, Southern Ontario, Texas, and Florida.
In Gulf, Mobile and Ohio Railroad Company. Fifth annual report ... December 31, 1944 [Mobile, Ala.? : Gulf, Mobile and Ohio Railroad Co., 1945?] title page verso.
5A 7267 (1944 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Handy railroad maps of the United States.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, c1940.
1 atlas (48 p.) : maps ; 31 cm.
Cover title.
Uniform title: Handy railroad atlas of the United States.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .H38 1940 1940 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1940 - Railroads<<>>St. Louis and San Francisco Railroad Company - Maps - 1940<<>>railroads - Maps
Frisco lines. [St. Louis? St. Louis and San Francisco Railroad Company?, 1940?].
Authors: St. Louis and San Francisco Railroad Company
1 map ; 24 x 40 cm.
Covers region roughly bounded by Nebraska, western Ohio, Texas, and Florida.
In St. Louis and San Francisco Railroad Company. Annual report of St. Louis-San Francisco Railroad Company ... December 31, 1939 [St. Louis?: St. Louis and San Francisco Railroad Company?, 1940?] p. 18-19.
5A 7267 (1939 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
77739 United States - Maps - 1940 - Road
maps<<>>Canada - Maps - 1940 - Road
maps<<>>Mexico - Maps - 1940 - Road
maps<<>>Distances - United States - Maps -
1940<<>>Distances - Canada - Maps -
1940<<>>Distances - Mexico - Maps -
1940<<>>Trucking - North America - Maps -
1940<<>>Road maps
Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (112 p.) : col. maps ; 41 cm.
Includes 3 fold-out mileage charts (each 94 x 41 cm.), 6 fold-out regional mileage maps (each 77 x 71 cm.), 2 fold-out city mileage maps (47 x 28 and 57 x 28), and "Rand McNally road atlas of the United States, Canada and Mexico" at end.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .R6 1940 copy 1 (PrCt)

77740 United States - Maps - 1940 - Road
maps<<>>Canada - Maps - 1940 - Road
maps<<>>Mexico - Maps - 1940 - Road
maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (112 p.) : col. maps ; 41 cm.
"1940 edition. Revised and improved" -- front cover.
Cover title: Rand McNally road atlas : United States, Canada and Mexico.
Includes advertising for American Can Company.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Cover art: outline of north America above cars on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .R6 1940 copy 3 (PrCt)
Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1940?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Conoco logo; slogans "America's largest free motor travel service" and "from your mileage merchant."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3789 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Official highway map of the United States ... / Federated Hardware Mutuals ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1940?].
Authors: Federated Hardware Mutuals -- Hardware Mutual Casualty Company -- Hardware Dealers Mutual Fire Insurance Co. (Stevens Point, Wis.) -- Minnesota Implement Mutual Fire Insurance Co. (Owatonna, Minn.) -- Federated HMC -- Federated Standard Property Insurance -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Federated Hardware Mutuals logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3790 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Shell map of United States. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1940?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: United States.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3917 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Tour United States with Skelly. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1940.
United States - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
[Texaco road maps of the United States].
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1940].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
7 maps : col. ; folded to 18 x 9 cm.
Collective title supplied by cataloger.
All panel titles begin "Texaco touring map ... ."
All title panels dated 1940 with varying months of the year, for example "9-40".
Includes maps covering Arkansas, Illinois, Indiana, New Jersey, Oklahoma, Tennessee, and Texas.
Versos include differing "Texaco sectional trip maps" of United States regions.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
R McN Clients 3643-3649 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Yellowstone National Park - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Grand Teton National Park (Wyo.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Black Hills Region (S.D.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Road map of the United States / Keystone Automobile Club. Philadelphia : Keystone Automobile Club, Broad and Vine Streets, [1940].
Authors: Keystone Automobile Club -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 42 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Rand McNally road map : United States.
Date from R McN AE 183 ms. index.
Panel no. V.3512
Panel art: Keystone Automobile Club logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
R McN AE 183.7 (PrCt)

Authors: Transcontinental & Western Air, Inc. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Transcontinental & Western Air, Inc. SEE ALSO Trans World Airlines
R McN AE 183.16 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Airlines
1 atlas [16 p.] : 14 col. maps ; 22 x 23 cm., folded to 22 x 12 cm.

Cover title.
"150 M [thousand] @ 56.00 per M, 1941" -- ms.
note on back cover.
"© Rand McNally & Co." -- on maps.
Map contents (20 x 32 cm. and smaller):
Chicago-New York -- Chicago-Ft. Wayne-Dayton
-- Chicago-Pittsburgh -- Kansas City-Chicago --
St. Louis-Cincinnati --
Cincinnati-Dayton-Toledo-Detroit -- [United
States routes] --
Pittsburgh-Harrisburg-Philadelphia-New York... --
Indianapolis-Dayton-Columbus-Pittsburgh --
Kansas City-St. Louis-Indianapolis --
Amarillo-Wichita-Kansas City --
Winslow-Albuquerque-Amarillo -- Los
Angeles-Boulder City-Winslow -- San
Francisco-Oakland-Fresno-Las Vegas-Boulder
City-Phoenix.

Cover art: photo of propellor airplane flying over clouds.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25.

RMcN Airlines 4C 75 (PrCt)

77754 United States - Maps - 1941 - Bus
lines<<United States - Maps - 1941 -
Fortification<<Bus lines - United States -
Maps - 1941<<Greyhound Lines - Maps -
1941<<Bus lines - Greyhound Lines - Maps -
1941<<Road maps
Defense map of America : more of America's military camps and bases are served by
Greyhound than by any other transporation system. [Minneapolis?] : Greyhound Corp.,
[1941?].

Authors: Greyhound Corporation -- Greyhound Lines
1 map : col. ; on sheet 46 x 60 cm.

Panel title: Defense map of America : and how to tell them apart!
Issued folded to 23 x 10 cm.
"On this map are shown military camps, bases, and forts having a force of one thousand or more men ... ."

Generalized map showing Greyhound and connecting bus companies' routes between military installations.
Panel art: U.S. Marine; U.S. Army soldier; 3 servicemen flirting with 1 woman.

Verso includes illustrations and notes about military uniforms and rank insignia.

Plate no.: GA-65-1941
Scale not given.

RMcN Pocket 4C 1 (PrCt)

77755 United States - Maps - 1941 -
Fortification<<United States - Maps - 1941 -
Military bases<<United States - Maps - 1941

- Road maps<<Road maps
Training camp map of the United States .... :
Sohio / published by the Standard Oil Company (Ohio). Chicago : Rand McNally & Company,
[1941].

Authors: Standard Oil Company (Ohio) -- Sohio Petroleum Company -- Rand McNally and
Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 40 x 66 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Sohio training camp map of the United States showing the larger training centers of the Army, Navy and Marine Corps.

Date from RMcN AE 185 ms. index.
Plate no. W. 5147.

Panel art: Sohio sign above map of United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 185.131 (PrCt)

77756 United States - Maps - 1941 -
Indexes<<United States - Maps - 1941 -
Railroads - Indexes<<United States - Maps -
1941 - Road maps - Indexes<<Road maps<<Railroads - Maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Pocket maps -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
32 p. ; 24 cm.

Imperfect; lacking folded maps.

Uniform title: Pocket maps "50¢" -- printed on front cover.

Cover art: Cars on road alongside passenger train.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Jan. 2010).

RMcN Pocket 4C 1 (PrCt)

77757 United States - Maps - 1941 - Indian
reservations<<Indian reservations - United
States - Maps - 1941

Authors: United States. Office of Indian Affairs -- Coulson, E. H. -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 83 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:5,000,000]

Coordinates: (W 126°--W 76°/N 49°--N 26°).

Insets: Taholah and Tulalip jurisdictions. Scale [ca. 1:1,500,000] -- Mission jurisdiction. Scale

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
77758  
**United States - Maps - 1941 - Indian reservations**

**Map showing Indian reservations in the United States / compiled and drawn by E. H. Coulson, Chief Engineering Draftsman, Office of Indian Affairs, Division of Forestry.** 1941, Washington, D.C. Office of Indian Affairs, 1941.

Authors: United States. Office of Indian Affairs -- Coulson, E. H. -- Wheeler-Voegelin, Erminie, 1903-

1 map : col. ; 39 x 62 cm.

Scale ca. 1:5,000,000.


Removed from the papers of Erminie Wheeler-Voegelin; includes some MS annotations.

**map6F G3701.E1 1941 .U5 (PrCt)**

77759  
**United States - Maps - 1941 - Indians - Language and languages**

**Map of North American Indian languages.** New York : J. J. Augustin, [1941?].


1 map : col. ; 88 x 82 cm., folded to 26 x 23 cm.

Compiled and drawn by C. F. Voegelin and E. W. Voegelin. Published by the American Ethnological Society in collaboration with Indiana University.

'Publication no. 20, American Ethnological Society.'

Scale ca. 1:9,500,000.

Overprinted on one of Goode's base maps.

**Ayer 2 A52, no. 20 (NLO)**

77761  
**United States - Maps - 1941 - Literary landmarks**

**America between two covers : a map showing the geographical location of stories, articles and novels published in the Saturday Evening Post during the year 1940.** [Philadelphia : Curtis Publishing Company, 1941].

Authors: Bobri, Vladimir, 1898-1986 -- Saturday Evening Post -- Curtis Publishing Company

1 map : col. ; 68 x 107 cm.

Titles, authors, and dates of stories are printed in appropriate locations on the map; stories without a specified locale, a locale outside the area shown on the map, or a locale with too many references are listed at bottom and right under headings 'Far East,' 'The American scene,' 'Panama Canal,' 'South America,' 'North Atlantic,' 'Massachusetts,' 'Connecticut,' 'New York City,' 'The Washington scene,' and 'World War II.'


**map6F G3701.E5 1941 B6 (PrCt)**

77762  
**United States - Maps - 1941 - Military bases**

**Training camp map of the United States showing the larger training centers of the Army, Navy, and Marine Corps ...** [Chicago?] : published by the Standard Oil Company (Ohio). [1941].

Authors: Standard Oil Company (Ohio) -- Sohio Petroleum Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 40 x 65 cm.

Panel title.

"Copyright by Rand McNally ... Chicago ... "

Added title: Sohio training camp map of the United States ...

Date from RMcN AE 191 ms index.

**map6F G3701.E3 1941 V6 (PrCt)**
"Certain strategic military establishments have been omitted from this map in the interests of National Defense."


Richfield United States defense map. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1941].

Authors: Richfield Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company.

1 map : col. ; 40 x 65 cm.

Panel title: U.S. defense map and Western Hemisphere strategic bases.

'Note: Certain strategic military establishments have been omitted from this map in the interests of National Defense.'

Plate no.: W. 4147

Scale not given.

Directory of U.S. military bases in bottom margin.

Insets (10 x 15 cm. and 18 x 14 cm.): Defense metals, minerals, and mineral products [of the U.S.] -- New England States.

Maps on verso (43 x 48 cm. and 21 x 25 cm.):

Western Hemisphere defense map -- [Map of military bases in the Pacific Ocean].

Bottom margin includes calendar of world events spanning January 13, 1935-July 23, 1941.

Issued folded to 25 x 17 cm.

References: Cf. OCLC 13775448

map4F G3701.R1 1941 .R5 (PrCt)


Authors: Richfield Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company.

1 map : col. ; 40 x 65 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Richfield United States defense map.

Date from RMcN AE 191 ns index.

"Certain strategic military establishments have been omitted from this map in the interests of National Defense."

Plate no. W. 4147.

Directory of U.S. military bases in bottom margin.

Insets (10 x 15 cm. and 18 x 14 cm.): Defense metals, minerals, and mineral products [of the U.S.] -- New England States.

Maps on verso (43 x 49 cm. and 21 x 25 cm.):

Western Hemisphere defense map -- [Map of military bases in the Pacific Ocean].

Bottom margin includes calendar of world events spanning January 13, 1935-July 23, 1941.

Panel art: Statue of Liberty.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 191.3 (PrCt)


Authors: Richfield Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

1 map : col. ; 40 x 65 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: United States defense map.

"Edited as of Dec. 8, 1941."

"Certain strategic military establishments have been omitted from this map in the interests of National Defense."

Plate no. W. 4147.

Directory of U.S. military bases in bottom margin.

Insets (10 x 15 cm. and 18 x 14 cm.): Defense metals, minerals, and mineral products [of the U.S.] -- New England States.

Maps on verso (43 x 49 cm. and 21 x 25 cm.):

Western Hemisphere defense map -- U.S. Outposts attacked by Japan Dec. 7-8 [in Pacific Ocean].

Bottom margin includes calendar of world events spanning January 13, 1935-December 8, 1941.

Panel art: Statue of Liberty.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 191.5 (PrCt)


Authors: Whitney-Graham Co. -- Southern Railway (U.S.)

1 map : col. ; 48 x 76 cm.
Authors: Southern Pacific Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 22 x 28 cm.
Right and bottom margins trimmed.
In Southern Pacific Railroad Company.
Fifty-eighth annual report ... December 31, 1941 [San Francisco?: Southern Pacific Railroad Company?, 1942?] at front.
5A 7267 (1941 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Authors: St. Louis and San Francisco Railway Company
1 map ; 24 x 40 cm.
Covers region roughly bounded by Nebraska, western Ohio, Texas, and Florida.
In St. Louis and San Francisco Railway Company. Annual report of St. Louis-San Francisco Railway Company ... December 31, 1940 [St. Louis? St. Louis and San Francisco Railway Company?, 1941?] p. 18-19.
5A 7267 (1941 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Union Pacific Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 22 x 28 cm.
'4-'39' at bottom center
Plate no.: 201
5A 7267 (1941 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

1 atlas (1a-7a, [1-297] p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm. Cover title.
Includes mileage chart (p. 3-252) and many fold-out maps.
Uniform title: Standard highway mileage guide.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .S72 1941 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1941 - Road maps - Canada - Maps - 1941 - Road maps - Mexico - Maps - 1941 - Road maps - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- American Can Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (112 p.) : col. maps ; 41 cm.
"1941 edition. Revised and improved" -- front cover.
Cover title: Rand McNally road atlas : United States, Canada and Mexico.
Includes advertising for American Can Company.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Cover art: outline of north America, against turquoise background, above cars on road. Front cover damaged.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .R6 1941 copy 1 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1941 - Road maps - Canada - Maps - 1941 - Road maps - Mexico - Maps - 1941 - Road maps - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (154 p.) : col. maps ; 41 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally master highway guide: good roads, good food, good lodging.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes "Guide to good food and lodging" (p.
[113-154).
Includes index.
Spiral binding.
Editor's copy; leaf of manuscript notes stapled to title page.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .R6 1941 copy 2 (PrCt)

77773 United States - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Canada - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Mexico - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (112 p.) : col. maps ; 41 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally road atlas: United States, Canada, Mexico.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Red fabricoid binding.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .R6 1941 copy 3 (PrCt)

77774 United States - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Canada - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Mexico - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
South America - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Central America - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
State Farm road atlas: United States, Canada, Mexico, South America, Central America. Chicago, Ill. Rand McNally and Company, 1941.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- State Farm Insurance Companies -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([A]-J, 1-124 p.) : col. maps ; 41 cm.
Cover title.
"The State Farm Insurance Companies Travel Bureau: Bloomington, Illinois."
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes "National Parks Touring Information" and "Hotel Guide."
Includes index.
Cover art: view of U.S. Route. 30 in Illinois.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Editor's copy; leaf of manuscript notes tipped in.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .R6 1941a (PrCt)

77775 United States - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Maritime Provinces - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Road maps
United States road maps of the United States. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1941?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
19 maps : col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Collective title supplied by cataloger.
All sheets include panel titles beginning: Shell map of ...
All sheets include added titles beginning: Shell official road map of ...
Plate nos. ending in "1941-1" or "1941-2" on all sheets.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
RMcN Clients 5131 (Louisiana) is an editor's copy with manuscript notations.
RMcN Clients 5144 and 5145 (Washington State) have different plate nos.
All sheets handstamped "Copyrighted," "1941",
and "Received from [blank] [varying dates in 1941] Rand McNally & Co. Blazed Trails Dept. by RE."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 5128-5146 (PrCt)

77776 United States - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
New England - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Road maps
[Cities Service Oil Company road maps of the United States road maps]. Chicago : The H.M. Gousha Company, [1941?].
Authors: Cities Service Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
4 maps : col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm. or smaller
Collective title supplied by cataloger.
Includes plate numbers including the letter O, indicating publication date of 1941.
Includes maps covering Connecticut, Kansas, Long Island, Massachusetts, Minnesota, New York region, and Rhode Island.
Panel art: slogans "Cities Service : start every trip at your Cities Service dealers" and "Help give your car an extra year of youth"; Cities Service logo with car driving over landscape.
All sheets handstamped "Copyrighted," "1941",
and "Received ... Rand McNally & Co. Blazed Trails Dept."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
United States - Maps - 1941 - Road maps

[Cities Service Oil Company road maps of the United States]. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1941].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
11 maps : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Collective title supplied by cataloger.
All sheets include added title beginning "Cities Service invites you to tour ..."
Plate nos. all begin with number 3 and contain letter O, Gousha's publication code for 1941.
Includes maps of Kentucky, Maine, Nebraska, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New York, North Dakota, Ohio, Pennsylvania, South Dakota, Tennessee, Vermont, and Wisconsin.
Panel art: Car passing a Cities Service sign; slogan "start every trip at your Cities Service dealer's."
Map of New Jersey (RMcN Clients 5054) imperfect; sections trimmed away.
All sheets handstamped "1941," "Copyrighted," and "Received from [blank] Aug 1-1941, Rand McNally & Co. Blazed Trails Dept. by [blank]."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 5050-5060 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
[Shell map of the United States]. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1941].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 24 x 11 cm.
Collective title supplied by cataloger.
All maps bear plate numbers including letter W. Includes maps covering Arizona, Connecticut, Delaware, Illinois, Kentucky, Maryland, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New Mexico, North Carolina, Rhode Island, South Carolina, Ohio, Tennessee, Vermont, Virginia, and West Virginia.
Panel art: Car driving uphill beneath Gulf sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 492-949 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
7 maps : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Collective title supplied by cataloger.
All added titles begin: Phillips Petroleum Company 1941 official road map ...
Plate nos. on all sheets include letter O indicating 1941.
Includes maps covering Kentucky, Montana, Nebraska, Ohio, Tennessee, Utah, Wisconsin, and Wyoming.
All sheets include maps on verso (28 x 43 cm. and 6 x 10 cm.): Phillips Petroleum Company official road map : United States -- [Phillips 66 credit card map of the United States].
Panel art: winding road, Phillips 66 sign, and slogan "there's a Phillips station ahead."
All sheets handstamped "Copyrighted," "1941," and "Received from [blank] Jul 28 1941 Rand McNally & Co. Blazed Trails Dept. by RE."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 5103-5109 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
3 maps : col. ; on sheets 68 x 50 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Collective title supplied by cataloger.
All sheets include plate numbers beginning with "W.36"
Includes maps covering Arkansas, Indiana, Louisiana, Michigan, Missouri, Mississippi, and Wisconsin.
All sheets include map on verso (28 x 43):
Sinclair recreational map : United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2659-2661 (PrCt)
United States - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Standard travel information : United States road map ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., c1941.
Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- Standard Stations, Inc. -- Standard Oil Company of Texas -- Standard Oil Company of British Columbia, Ltd. -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: multi-colored map of the United States and slogan "At your service throughout the west." Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4299 (PrCt)
United States - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Standard travel information : United States road map ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., c1941.
Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- Standard Stations, Inc. -- Standard Oil Company of Texas -- Standard Oil Company of British Columbia, Ltd. -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: multi-colored map of the United States and slogan "At your service throughout the west." Editor's copy(?): illegible note in pencil at bottom of Transcontinental mileage chart.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4300 (PrCt)
United States - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
4 maps : col. ; folded to 18 x 9 cm.
Collective title supplied by cataloger.
All panel titles begin "Texaco touring map ... ." All title panels include abbreviated dates for 1941, for example "A-41.” Includes maps covering California, Connecticut, Illinois, Massachusetts, Nevada, Rhode Island, and Texas.
Versos include differing "Texaco sectional trip maps" of United States regions.
Panel art: Texaco sign
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3650-3653 (PrCt)
77785 United States - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
United States - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Authors: George F. Cram Company -- Chicago Historical Society
1 atlas (ca. 240 p.) : maps (part col.) ; 38 cm.
Scales differ.
Loose-leaf.
Limp leatherette.
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005; includes CHS ownership markings.
CHS Coll., Atlas no. 5
LC Card Number: map43000032
folio GI200 .C7 1942 (NLO)
United States - Maps - 1942
Ohman's new relief map of the United States and adjoining parts of Canada and Mexico. 1942. Authors: Ohman (Theodore W.) Map Company
1 map : col. ; 56 x 88 cm.
Scale 1:5,385,600.
Panel across top of map includes 6 scenes and 5 maps summarizing American history.
On verso: 1940 official census of the United

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Gulf, Mobile and Ohio Railroad Company
1 map ; 29 x 22 cm.
Combined statistical chart and summary route map.
'Chief Engineer's Office'--at bottom left.
Covers region roughly bounded by St. Louis, New Orleans, and Montgomery.
In Gulf, Mobile and Ohio Railroad Company.
Fourth annual report ... 1943 [Mobile, Alabama?: Gulf, Mobile and Ohio Railroad Company?, 1944?] p. 16.
5A 7267 (1943 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1942 - Railroads
Handy railroad maps of the United States.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, MCMLXII [1942].
1 atlas (48 p.) : maps ; 32 cm.
Title and date from front cover.
Uniform title: Handy railroad atlas of the United States.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .H38 1942 copy 1 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1942 - Railroads
Handy railroad maps of the United States.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, MCMLXII [1942].
1 atlas (48 p.) : maps ; 32 cm.
Title and date from front cover.
Uniform title: Handy railroad atlas of the United States.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Gift 2005, Edward Hintzke, Winnetka, Ill.
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .H38 1942 copy 2 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1942 - Railroads
Frisco Lines. [St. Louis? St. Louis and San Francisco Railway Company?, 1942?].
Authors: St. Louis and San Francisco Railway Company
1 map ; 24 x 40 cm.
Covers region roughly bounded by Nebraska, western Ohio, Texas, and Florida.
In St. Louis and San Francisco Railway Company. Annual report of St. Louis-San Francisco Railway Company ... December 31, 1941 [St. Louis?: St. Louis and San Francisco Railway Company?, 1942?] p. 18-19.
5A 7267 (1941 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1942 - Railroads
Union Pacific Railway Company - Maps - 1942
Union Pacific Railroad Company. 1942 Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, 1942 [i.e. 1943?].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Union Pacific Railway Company
1 map : col. ; 22 x 28 cm.
'4-39' at bottom center
Plate no.: 201
In Union Pacific Railway Company. Forty-sixth annual report of Union Pacific Railroad Company ... December 31, 1942 [New York?: Union Pacific Railroad Company?, 1943?] at end.
5A 7267 (1942 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Touraide. Denver, Colorado : Conoco Travel Bureau, Continental Oil Company, [1942].
Authors: Conoco Travel Bureau -- Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau. Touraide -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (ca. 460 p. in various pagings) : ca.125 col. maps, col. ill. ; 31 x 23 cm.
Title and publisher from front cover.
Map plate numbers include the letter P, the Gousha date code for 1942.
Uniform title: Touraide
"Touraide prepared especially for" printed on cover, above blank line to be filled in by hand by Conoco Travel Bureau staff.
"Copyright by the H.M. Gousha Company exclusively for the Continental Oil Company" -- inside front cover.
"Copyright by the H.M. Gousha Company, Chicago, Ill." -- on maps.
Complete stock edition in plastic spiral binding, with text and maps for all U.S. states, Canada, and Mexico.
Includes U.S. map; city maps, mileage chart, hotel directories, descriptive text, and color illustrations.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Company Collection (Newberry Library).
Cf. custom-made Touraides compiled upon
request by the Conoco Travel Bureau for individual clients, and comprised of selected text sections and maps marked by hand with unique trip routes [Map4C G3701.P2 1937 .C6a and Map4C G3701.P2 1937 .C6b]
See also the Gousha archives for other complete stock editions published in most years between 1936-1956 (most unbound and uncataloged), and shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

77800 United States - Maps - 1942 - Road
maps Canada - Maps - 1942 - Road
maps Mexico - Maps - 1942 - Road
maps Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (112 p.) : col. maps ; 41 cm.
"Latest Edition, Revised and Improved" -- front cover.
Cover title: Rand McNally road atlas: United States, Canada and Mexico.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Includes fold-out "New Automatic Route Finder" at end (41 x 88 cm).
Cover art: outline of north America above cars on road.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .R6 1942 (PrCt)

77801 United States - Maps - 1942 - Road
maps Canada - Maps - 1942 - Road
maps Mexico - Maps - 1942 - Road
maps Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- State Farm Insurance Companies -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([A]-L, 1-124 p.) : col. maps ; 41 cm.
Cover title.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Cover art: view of country from mountainside overlook.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Editor's copy; leaf of manuscript notes tipped in along with typed duplicate of leaf.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

oversize RMcN atlas .R6 1942a (PrCt)

77802 United States - Maps - 1942 - Road
maps Road maps
Map of the United States and mileage chart ... / Conoco Travel Bureau ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1942].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Conoco logo; slogans "America's largest free motor travel service" and "from your mileage merchant."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4462 (PrCt)

77803 United States - Maps - 1942 - Road
maps Road maps
Shell map of United States. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1942?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: United States.
Panel art: Shell logo, statement "all points of military interest have been removed voluntarily from this map and index" and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4591 (PrCt)

77804 United States - Maps - 1942 - Road
maps Wyoming National Park - Maps - 1942 - Road maps Road maps Black Hills Region (S.D.) - Maps - 1942 - Road
maps Road maps Grand Teton National Park (Wyo.) - Maps - 1942 - Road
maps Road maps Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 49 x 65 cm.
Added title: Rand McNally road map : United States.
Date from RMcN AE 187 ms. index.
Panel no. X. 4089
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 187.3 (PrCt)

77805 United States - Maps - 1943
"Geographia" atlas of the United States : containing 32 pages of colored maps, and 10...
References: Phillips 11068
Baskes folio G1200 .G76 1943 (NLO)

77806 United States - Maps - 1943 - Airways
Airways -- Airways - United States - Maps - 1943 -- United Airlines, Inc. - Maps - 1943 -- Road maps -- Aeronautical charts
United Air Lines maps of the main line airways
Authors: Rand McNally and Company
Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (40 p.) : col. maps (chiefly col.) ; 34 cm.
Cover title: New atlas of the United States
Includes index to state maps.
Map on inside of back cover.
Publisher's color illustrated paper binding.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 11068
Baskes folio G1200 .G76 1943 (NLO)

77807 United States - Maps - 1943 - Comparative areas - Europe
Europe -- Comparative areas - United States -- World War, 1939-1945 - Campaigns - Russia ( Federation ) - Maps - 1943
How the Russian front would fit in America.
Chicago : Chicago Tribune, 1943.
Authors: Chicago tribune -- Wisner, William H., fl. 1940-1944 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 35 x 53 cm.
Detached from Chicago Daily Tribune (18 March 1943).
Signed 'W. H. Wisner, '43.'
Map of Europe showing Russian front superimposed over map of U.S., with Moscow at same location as Chicago.
Four columns of text below map.
Scale ca. 1:10,400,000.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Baskes map8C G3201 .S7 1940 .C68, no. 11 (PrCt)

77808 United States - Maps - 1943 - Elections, 1928-1940
Cartograms - United States - 1943
How each state voted in 4 presidential elections, 1928-40.
In National Opinion Research Center, Opinion news 1, no. 3 (October 11, 1943), p. [6].
'Distorted map F3. The area of each state is drawn proportional to the popular vote cast in 1940.'
Gift of Belgian Consulate, Chicago, 2005.
map1F G3701 .F9 1943 N3 (PrCt)

77809 United States - Maps - 1943 - Indian reservations
Indian reservations -- United States - Maps - 1943 -- Alaska - Maps - 1943
Indian reservations -- Alaska - Maps - 1943 -- Indian cartography - Maps - 1943
Authors: Attahvich, Sam -- United States. Office of Indian Affairs -- United States. Department of the Interior
1 map ; 32 x 51 cm.
'Drawn by Sam Attahvich, Comanche; revised April 1943.'
Uncolored.
Scale not given.
Inset: Alaska.
map2F G3701 .E1 1943 .A8 (PrCt)

77810 United States - Maps - 1943 - Maps, Physical
United States - Maps - 1943 -- Physiographic provinces -- United States - Maps - 1943 -- Wall maps
The physiographic provinces of North America (1943) -- Cady, Francis H.
1 map ; 65 x 103 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:4,500,000]; (W 126°--W 66°N 48°--N 24°).
'Third revised edition, 1943.'
Signed in ink below scale bars: Francis H. Cady.
Gift of Ron Decker, 2009.
map6F G3701 .C2 1943 .R3 (PrCt)

77811 United States - Maps - 1943 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Stembridge, Jasper Harry -- Campbell,
Authors: Jefferson, Louise E. -- Friendship Press, inc.
1 map : col. ; 50 x 81 cm.
Pictorial map.
map4F G3701.E1 1944 J4 (PrCl)

United States - Maps - 1944 - Military Districts
United States. Army. Corps of Engineers - Maps - 1944 - Districts
Engineer Department divisions and districts.
1944.
Authors: United States. Army Map Service -- United States. Army. Corps of Engineers -- Military Engineer
1 map
Issued with The Military Engineer v. 36 no. 226 (August 1944).
temp map4F G3701.R1 1944 .A7 (PrCl)

United States - Maps - 1944 - Pictorial maps
Mickey sees the U.S.A. / told by Caroline D. Emerson ; illustrated by the Walt Disney Studio.
Boston : D. C. Heath and company, 1944.
Authors: Emerson, Caroline Dwight, 1891- -- Walt Disney Productions -- Walt Disney Company -- D.C. Heath and Company
[vi], 138 p. : col. ill., maps ; 22 cm.
Endpaper maps: This is the way Mickey saw the U.S.A.
Each of the 17 chapters has a headpiece map showing a portion of Mickey's route.
To Collection Services for cataloging, March 2011 (PrCl)

United States - Maps - 1944 - Railroads - Freight and freightage - Statistics
G. M. & O. R. R. Co. traffic density chart : loaded and empty freight car miles per mile of road operated, 1944. [Mobile, Alabama? Gulf, Mobile and Ohio Railroad Company?], 1944 [i.e. 1945?].
Authors: Gulf, Mobile and Ohio Railroad Company
1 map ; 23 x 16 cm.
Combined statistical chart and summary route map.
'Chief Engineer's Office'--at bottom left.
Covers region roughly bounded by St. Louis, New Orleans, and Montgomery.
5A 7267 (1944 vol. [1]) (PrCl)

United States - Maps - 1944 - Railroads
United States. Army. Corps of Engineers - Maps - 1944 - Wall maps
Great Northern Railway : The Dependable railway between the Great Lakes and the Pacific.
Chicago : Poole Brothers, Aug. 1, 1944.
Authors: Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.) -- Poole Brothers -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 96 x 152 cm. on rollers
Third edition.'
Inset: North America.
Includes row of small illustrations above map.
Plate no. in bottom right corner: 6755.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
artifacts cage RMcN maproll 1 : 5. 1 (PrCl)

United States - Maps - 1944 - Railroads
United States. Army. Corps of Engineers - Maps - 1944 - Railroads
Southern Pacific Railroad Company - Maps - 1944-1945
Railroads - Maps
Frisco Lines. [St. Louis? St. Louis and San Francisco Railway Company?, 1944-1945].
Authors: St. Louis and San Francisco Railway Company
1 map : col. ; 23 x 29 cm.
'1-'45 in lower right corner.
In Southern Pacific Railroad Company. Statistical report ... December 31, 1944 [San Francisco?; Southern Pacific Railroad Company?, 1945?] at front.
5A 7267 (1944 vol. [2]) (PrCl)

United States - Maps - 1944 - Railroads
Union Pacific Railroad Company - Maps - 1944-1945
Railroads - Maps
Union Pacific Railroad Company, 1944. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, 1944 [i.e. 1945?].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Union Pacific Railroad Company
1 map : 24 x 40 cm.
Covers region roughly bounded by Nebraska, western Ohio, Texas, and Florida.
In St. Louis and San Francisco Railway Company. Annual report of St. Louis-San Francisco Railway Company ... December 31, 1943 [St. Louis?; St. Louis and San Francisco Railway Company?, 1944?] p. 20-21.
5A 7267 (1943 vol. [2]) (PrCl)

United States - Maps - 1944 - Railroads
United States. Army. Corps of Engineers - Maps - 1944 - Railroads
Union Pacific Railroad Company - Maps - 1944-1945
Railroads - Maps
Union Pacific Railroad Company, 1944. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, 1944 [i.e. 1945?].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Union Pacific Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 22 x 28 cm.
'2-'45' at bottom center
Plate no.: 201
In Union Pacific Railroad Company. Forty-eighth annual report of Union Pacific Railroad Company ... December 31, 1944 [New York?: Union Pacific

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
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Railroad Company?, 1945?] at end.
5A 7267 (1944 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

77835 United States - Maps - 1944 - Road/maps<<>>Canada - Maps - 1944 - Road/maps<<>>Mexico - Maps - 1944 - Road/maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (112 p.) : col. maps ; 41 cm.
"Latest Edition, Revised and Improved" -- front cover.
Cover title: Rand McNally road atlas: United States, Canada and Mexico.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Includes fold-out "New Automatic Route Finder" at end (41 x 88 cm).
Cover art: outline of north America above cars on road.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Editor's copy; leaf of manuscript notes tipped in.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .R6 1944 (PrCt)

77834 United States - Maps - 1944 - Road
/maps<<>>Canada - Maps - 1944 - Road
/maps<<>>Mexico - Maps - 1944 - Road
/maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- State Farm Insurance Companies -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([2], 1-[114] p.) : col. maps ; 41 cm.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Incomplete; missing supplement listed in table of contents: Military map of the world.
Includes index.
Cover art: outline of North America.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .R6 1944a (PrCt)

/maps<<>>Huber & Huber Motor Express Inc. (Louisville, Ky.) - Maps - 1944<<>>Road maps
Authors: Huber & Huber Motor Express Inc. (Louisville, Ky.) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 39 x 58 cm. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"Printed April, 1944."
Panel title.
Huber & Huber routes between Chicago and Atlanta shown in red.
Inset (22 x 13 cm.): [Routes between Chicago and Atlanta at enlarged scale.]
Map on verso (21 x 38 cm.): Fast economical reliable service between north central and central states [and] southeastern states.
Issued folded as advertising mailer printed with Huber & Huber return address in Louisville, Ky.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1495 (PrCt)

/maps<<>>Aeronautical charts
Authors: U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
87 sheets : col. ; folded in box 26 x 32 x 16 cm.
Sheet editions vary; bulk published 1959-1969.
Covers the United States, scale 1:500,000.
For Newberry holdings see index map filed with collection.
Includes 67th edition of the Chicago region map (1968); for the 40th ed. (1955), see Map4C G4071.P6 1955 .US (PrCt)
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

77833 United States - Maps - 1944 - Road
/maps<<>>Yellowstone National Park - Maps - 1944 - Road
/maps<<>>Grand Teton National Park (Wyo.) - Maps - 1944 - Road
/maps<<>>Black Hills Region (S.D.) - Maps - 1944 - Road
/maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 48 x 65 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 187 ms. index.
Plate no. Z. 4089.
Maps on verso (32 x 24 cm. and 31 x 23 cm.): Yellowstone National Park and Grand Teton National Park -- Black Hills Region.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 187.37 (PrCt)
Authors: Northwest Airlines, Inc. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
Cover title.
Imprint from p. [19]
Cover art: Color photo of forest and mountain.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25.
folio RMcN Airlines 4C 26 (PrCt)

TWA air atlas. [Kansas City, Mo.?] : Transcontinental & Western Air, Inc., c1945.
Authors: Transcontinental & Western Air, Inc. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Neckambus, G. -- Frazier, Mr., fl. ca. 1945
1 atlas [20 p.] : 16 col. maps ; 24 x 23 cm., folded to 24 x 12 cm.
Cover title.
"Copyright 1945 by Transcontinental & Western Air, Inc." -- inside front cover.
"© Rand McNally & Co." -- on maps.
Cover art: color vignettes representing cities and regions around the United States on front cover, around the world on back cover.
Mimeograph slip laid in. detailing distribution and cost notes, e.g. "200,000 air atlases" and $98.65 per M [thousand]; signed in ms. by Rand McNally Commercial Department employees "G. Neckambus" (?) and "Mr. Frazier" (?)
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25.
folio RMcN Airlines 4C 45 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)
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77848
United States - Maps - 1945 - Road maps
Canada - Maps - 1945 - Road maps
Mexico - Maps - 1945 - Road maps
United States - Maps - 1945 - Railroads
Canada - Maps - 1945 - Railroads
Hotels - United States - Directories
North America - Maps - 1945 - Transportation
North America - Maps - 1945 - Road maps
Railroads - Maps
2 v. in 1 (119 and 112 p.): col. maps; 41 cm.
"Revised edition no. 70.
Cover title: Leahy's hotel guide and travel atlas, 1945.
Bound with: Rand McNally road atlas of the United States, Canada and Mexico.
Uniform title: Road atlas
Includes directory of U.S. hotels, road and railroad maps and: Official map of United States airlines / copyright by the Official Aviation Guide Company, Inc.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .L39 1945 (PrCt)

77849
United States - Maps - 1945 - Road maps
Map of the United States and mileage chart ...
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1945].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Conoco Touraide logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4695 (PrCt)

77850
United States - Maps - 1945 - Road maps
Yellowstone National Park - Maps - 1945 - Road maps
Grand Teton National Park (Wyo.) - Maps - 1945 - Road maps
Black Hills Region (S.D.) - Maps - 1945 - Road maps
Rand McNally road map : United States.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1945].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 48 x 65 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 187 ms. index.
Plate no. 454089.
Maps on verso (32 x 24 cm. and 31 x 23 cm.):
Yellowstone National Park and Grand Teton National Park -- Black Hills Region.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 187.40 (PrCt)

77851
United States - Maps - 1946 - Aeronautical Charts
Aeronautical charts
Aeronautical planning chart. Washington, D.C.
AAF Aeronautical Chart Service, 1946.
Authors: U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey -- United States. Aeronautical Chart Service -- United States. Army Air Forces
1 map : col. ; 67 x 112 cm.
Scale 1:5,000,000.
Added title: U.S. Army Air Forces aeronautical planning chart.
Added title, plate no. AP-9: United States. 'First edition subject to correction.' Sheet 9 from 40 sheet series.
'Lines of equal magnetic variation for 1945. Aeronautical information August 1946 by AAF Aeronautical Chart Service.'
Previous plate no. (overprinted by lines): 9W. Accompanied by U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey correspondence to former owner, and graphic indexes to Army Air Forces charts (1:1,000,000 and 1:3,000,000 and 1:5,000,000 series). See Newberry Library Map Information File for SC map7C G3201.P6 s3000 .U5.
Gift, Natalie Alberts 94.
sc map8F G3701.P6 1946 .U5 (NLO)

77852
United States - Maps - 1946 - Airways
Aeronautical charts
Authors: United Air Lines, Inc. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([1-4], 5-34, [35-36] p.) : 19 col. maps; 23 x 18 cm.
Cover title.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Lake City -- Salt Lake City-Cheyenne-Denver --
Denver-Cheyenne-Omaha -- Omaha-Chicago --
Chicago-Cleveland -- Chicago-Detroit-Akron --
Cleveland-Sunbury -- Sunbury-New York City --
Bellefonte-Philadelphia -- Philadelphia-New York
City -- Toledo-Washington --
Sunbury-Hartford-Boston.

Cover art: propeller airplane in flight at sunset.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25.

77853 United States - Maps - 1946 - Folklore -
Pictorial maps
Pictorial maps - 1946 - Literary landmarks -
United States - Maps - 1946 - Maps in
literature - United States - Maps -
1946 - Pictorial maps - United States -
1946 - Folklore - Pictorial maps -
America, its folklore (1946)
William Gropper's America, its folklore. [New
Authors: Gropper, William, 1897-1977 --
Associated American Artists -- General Drafting
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 57 x 83 cm.
Pictorial map, showing historical, literary, and
legendary figures (Ponce de Leon, Pecos Bill,
Paul Bunyan, etc.).
Forms part of the General Drafting Collection
(Newberry Library).
Description and digital image of another copy
available on the Geo Lounge website (accessed
Printout from Geo Lounge available in Newberry
Library map information file.
 Cf. OCLC 770217796; for variant edition issued
in Holiday Magazine (September 1946), cf.
OCLC 32002166
See also: Lozowick, Louis. William Gropper
(Philadelphia ; New York : Art Alliance Press ;
ill. (some col.) ; 32 cm. [Not held by Newberry,
Feb. 2014].

map6F G3701 .E627 1946 .G7 (PrCt)

77854 United States - Maps - 1946 -
Philippines -
Maps - 1946 - Hawaii -
1946 - Puerto Rico -
1946 - United States -
Postal service -
United States -
1946 - Road maps
Map of the United States of America and
detached territories. Chicago : Rand McNally &
Co., c1946.
Authors: Haskin Service (Washington, D.C.) --
Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library) -- Haskin
Information Bureau (Washington, D.C.) --

Haskin Service (Washington, D.C.)
1 map : col. ; 50 x 67 cm.

"Copyright 1946 by Rand McNally & Co."
Added title from panel: The Haskin Information
Bureau : map of the United States.
Plate no. 7R46
Insets (13 x 16 cm. and smaller): Alaska --
Republic of the Philippines -- Hawaiian Is. --
Western Islands of Hawaiian Is. -- Pacific Islands
-- Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands -- Western
extension of Puerto Rico -- St. Croix -- Eastern
extension of Puerto Rico including the Virgin Is. --
Washington and vicinity -- [Panama] Canal Zone
The Federal standard time zones for interstates
commerce and federal activities ... Map on verso
(17 x 25 cm.): U.S. air mail and air
express routes : airline distances between fifty
U.S. cities.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 191.10 (PrCt)

77855 United States - Maps - 1946 -
Railroads -
Cuba - Maps - 1946 -
Southern Railway (U.S.) -
Maps - 1946 - Railroads -
Map of the Southern Railway system. 1946.
Buffalo, N.Y. Baker, Jones, Hausauer, Inc., 1946.
Authors: Baker, Jones, Hausauer, Inc. (Buffalo,
N.Y.) -- Southern Railway (U.S.)
1 map : col. ; 48 x 76 cm.
2'46'--at bottom right.
Roughly bounded by Iowa,
Massachusetts, Texas, and Florida.
Insets (9 x 9 cm. and 18 x 11 cm.): Cuba --
Florida [continuation inset].
In Southern Railway. Fifty-second annual report
December 31, 1945 [Richmond, Va.?:
The Southern Railway?], 1946?] at end.

5A 7267 (1946 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

77856 United States - Maps - 1946 -
Railroads -
Freight and freightage -
Statistics -
Alton Railroad Company -
Maps -
1946 - Statistical maps -
Railroads -
Maps
G. M. & O. R. R. Co. traffic density chart : loaded
and empty freight car miles per mile of road
operated, 1946. [Mobile, Alabama? Gulf, Mobile
and Ohio Railroad Company?]. 1946 [i.e. 1947?].
Authors: Gulf, Mobile and Ohio Railroad
Company -- Alton Railroad Company
1 map ; 23 x 16 cm.
Combined statistical chart and summary route
map.
'C.H.' at bottom right
'Chief Engineer's Office'--at bottom left.
Covers region roughly bounded by St. Louis,
New Orleans, and Montgomery.

In Gulf, Mobile and Ohio Railroad Company,
Seventh annual report ... 1946 [Mobile, Ala.?:
Gulf, Mobile and Ohio Railroad Company?,
1947?] p. 25.

5A 7267 (1946 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1946?].
Authors: Gulf, Mobile and Ohio Railroad Company -- Alton Railroad Company -- Rand McNally and Company

1 map : col. ; 22 x 15 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
'1-'46' at bottom right.
Plate no.: 3
Covers region roughly bounded by Minnesota, Pennsylvania, Texas, and Florida.
In Gulf, Mobile and Ohio Railroad Company.
Sixth annual report ... 1945 [Mobile, Ala.? : Gulf, Mobile and Ohio Railroad Company?, 1946?] title page verso.
5A 7267 (1945 vol. [1]) (PrCt)


Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1946?].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Gulf, Mobile and Ohio Railroad Company -- Alton Railroad Company

1 map : col. ; 21 x 27 cm.
'1-'47' in lower right corner.
5A 7267 (1946 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Authors: St. Louis and San Francisco Railway Company

1 map : col. ; 24 x 40 cm.
Covers region roughly bounded by Nebraska, western Ohio, Texas, and Florida.
In St. Louis and San Francisco Railway Company.
5A 7267 (1945 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Authors: Union Pacific Railway Company

1 map : col. ; 21 x 28 cm.
Trimmed at bottom and right.
5A 7267 (1946 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

"Latest Edition, Revised and Improved" -- front cover.
Cover title: Rand McNally road atlas: United
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

States, Canada and Mexico.
Advertisement on back cover for American Mutual Liability Insurance Company (Boston, Mass.).
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Includes fold-out "New Automatic Route Finder" at end (41 x 88 cm).
Cover art: outline of north America above cars on road.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .R6 1946 copy 1 (PrCt)

1 atlas (112 p.) : col. maps ; 41 cm.
"Latest Edition, Revised and Improved" -- front cover.
Cover title: Rand McNally road atlas: United States, Canada and Mexico.
Advertisement on back cover for American Mutual Liability Insurance Company (Boston, Mass.).
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Includes fold-out "New Automatic Route Finder" at end (41 x 88 cm).
Cover art: outline of north America above cars on road.
Cover signed "O. E. Averson [?], 1945-1946."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .R6 1946 copy 2 (PrCt)

2 v. in 1 (127 and 112 p.) : col. maps ; 41 cm.
"71st edition, 1946"
Cover title: Leahy's hotel guide and travel atlas, 1946.
Bound with: Rand McNally road atlas of the United States, Canada and Mexico.
Uniform title: Road atlas
Includes directory of U.S. hotels, road and railroad maps, and "Air line map."
Includes index.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .L39 1946 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Firestone Tire and Rubber Company -- Copifyer Litho Corp. (Cleveland, Ohio) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (48 p.) : col. maps ; 27 cm.
Includes index.
Cover art: picture of lake near mountain.
"#95615 Copifyer" -- in manuscript on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .F55 1946 copy 1 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Firestone Tire and Rubber Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (48 p.) : col. maps ; 27 cm.
Includes index.
Cover art: picture of lake near mountain.
Stamped "Received Jun 20 1946. Rand McNally ... Blazed Trails ... [?]" on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .F55 1946 copy 2 (PrCt)


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
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1 map: col.; 69 x 103 cm., folded to 22 x 13 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco trip map of United States.
"Fire chief [gasoline] ... cost ... as of 2nd January, 1947".
Plate no. 4624.
Insets (18 x 16 cm. and smaller): Main routes of Mexico -- Pennsylvania Turnpike -- New York and vicinity.
Maps on verso (103 x 69 cm. and smaller):
Texaco trip map of the eastern United States -- Northern & eastern Maine -- Delaware River crossing.
Panel art: Texaco sign; slogan "Tour with Texaco".
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Clients 3667 (PrCt)

77873 United States - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Map of the United States and mileage chart ...
Chicago: H.M. Gousha Co., [1946?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- H.M.
Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Conoco Touraide logo.
Forms part of H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4795 (PrCt)

77874 United States - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Shell map of United States. Chicago: H.M.
Gousha Co., [1946?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha
Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: United States.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "Tour with confidence."
Forms part of H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4914 (PrCt)

77875 United States - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Shell map of United States. Chicago: H.M.
Gousha Co., [1946?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha
Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "Tour with confidence."
Forms part of H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4915 (PrCt)

77876 United States - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Shell map of United States. Chicago: H.M.
Gousha Company, [1946].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha
Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map: col.; 43 x 66 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell official road map of United States featuring mileage and driving time along transcontinental highways.
Date from RMcN AE 166 ms. index.
Plate nos. "522-J.C." and "T-6-1946-2".
Panel art: Shell logo.
Handstamped "received ... Apr 29 1947 Rand
McNally & Co. Blazed Trails Dept. ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 166.1 (PrCt)

77877 United States - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Yellowstone National Park - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Grand Teton National Park (Wyo.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Mount Rainier National Park - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Waterton-Glacier International Peace Park (Mont. and Alta.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Black Hills Region (S.D.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Yosemite National Park (Calif.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Grand Canyon National Park (Ariz.) - Maps - 1946 - Zion National Park (Utah) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Great Smoky Mountains National Park (N.C. and Tenn.) - Maps - 1946 - Colonial National Historical Park (Va.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
United States: Sinclair tour map: Sinclair H-G
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map: 43 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair: United States.
Date from RMcN AE 188 ms. index.
Plate no. 464089.
Maps on verso (22 x 16 cm. and smaller):
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : 42 x 65 cm., folded to 17 x 9 cm.
Added title: Sinclair United States
Plate no. 464089
Panel art: Illustration of service attendant and car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2666 (PrCt)

Authors: United Air Lines, Inc. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([1-4], 5-34, [35-36] p.) : 19 col. maps ; 23 x 18 cm.
Cover title.
Cleveland-Sunbury -- Sunbury-New York City --
Bellefonte-Philadelphia -- Philadelphia-New York City -- Toledo-Washington --
Sunbury-Hartford-Boston.
Cover art: propeller airplane in flight at sunset.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25.
folio RMcN.

77881 United States - Maps - 1947 - Cartoon
Map of the United States as Californians see it.
Authors: Arnold, Oren -- Bisch, Charlene -- Brags Publishing Co.
1 map : col. ; 42 x 53 cm.
Adapted from the book 'California Brags,' collected by Oren Arnold and illustrated by Charlene Bisch.'
map2F G3701.A6 1947 A7 (PrCt)

A Map that talks : first aid in planning trips in the U.S.A. Ship and travel Rock Island lines, the road of planned progress. Chicago : Poole Bros. Inc., [1947].
Authors: Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway Company -- Poole Brothers -- Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company -- Overton, Richard C. (Richard Cleghorn), 1907-1988
1 map : col. ; 43 x 78 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added titles: Map of Rock Island lines : route of the rockets -- Rock Island Lines serve 14 western states : 8000 miles of modern railroad.
Untitled continuation inset of Florida at bottom right (11 x 10 cm.).
Plate no. 6338
"25M-10-47--P.B." -- At bottom right on verso.
Verso includes promotional text, photos, and directory of Rock Island Travel Service Bureaus.
Removed from railroad historian Richard C. Overton's papers, forming part of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company archives at the Newberry Library.
map4C G3701.P3 1947 .C5 (PrCt)

Map of the Southern Railway system. 1947.
Authors: Baker, Jones, Hausauer, Inc. (Buffalo, N.Y.) -- Southern Railway (U.S.)
1 map : col. ; 48 x 76 cm.
'2-47'--at bottom right.
Roughly bounded by Iowa, Massachusetts, Texas, and Florida.
Insets (9 x 9 cm. and 18 x 11 cm.): Cuba -- Florida [continuation inset].
In Southern Railway. Fifty-third annual report ... December 31, 1946 [Richmond, Va.? : Southern Railway?, 1947?] at end.
5A 7267 (1946 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

G. M. & O. R. R. Co. traffic density chart : loaded and empty freight car miles per mile of road operated, 1947. [Mobile, Alabama? Gulf, Mobile and Ohio Railroad Company?]. 1947 [i.e. 1948?].
Authors: Gulf, Mobile and Ohio Railroad Company
1 map ; 25 x 16 cm.
Combined statistical chart and summary route map.
'C.H.' at bottom right
'Chief Engineer's Office'--at bottom left.
Covers region roughly bounded by Kansas City, Chicago, New Orleans and Montgomery.
In Gulf, Mobile and Ohio Railroad Company. 8th annual report ... 1947 [Mobile, Ala.? : Gulf, Mobile and Ohio Railroad Company?, 1948?] p. 21.
5A 7267 (1947 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Southern Pacific lines and affiliated lines. 1947. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Co., 1947 [i.e. 1948?].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Southern Pacific Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 21 x 28 cm.
'2-48'--lower right corner.
In Southern Pacific Railroad Company. 64th annual report ... December 31, 1947 [San Francisco?: Southern Pacific Railroad Company?, 1948?] at end.
5A 7267 (1947 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

[Map of the Pennsylvania Railroad].
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
77887 United States - Maps - 1947 - Railroads - Pictorial maps
77890 United States - Maps - 1947 - Railroads - Union Pacific Railway

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Authors: Pennsylvania Railroad
1 map : col. ; 12 x 20 cm., on sheet 28 x 22 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
'The dotted lines shown here are new ... in 1946
in cooperation with other railroads.'
5A 7267 (1946 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1947 - Railroads - Pictorial maps
-Gulf, Mobile and Ohio Railroad Company - Maps - 1947 - Pictorial maps
-Alton Railroad Company - Maps - 1947 - Pictorial maps
Authors: Gulf, Mobile and Ohio Railroad Company -- Alton Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 29 x 21 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Summary route map covering region roughly bounded by Kansas City, Chicago, New Orleans and Mobile; agricultural and industrial regions shown pictorially.
In Gulf, Mobile and Ohio Railroad Company.
Seventh annual report ... 1946 [Mobile, Ala.? : Gulf, Mobile and Ohio Railroad Co., 1947?] p. [48].
5A 7267 (1946 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

1 map : col. ; 128 x 194 cm. on 4 sheets
'First edition (AMS 1), 1935; revised (AMS 3), 1947.'
Scale 1:2,500,000.
Includes insets of the San Francisco, New York City, and Brownsville regions (16 x 12 cm. and smaller).
Gift 2007, University of Chicago Map Library.
map6F G3701.P3 1947 .U5 (PrCt)

St. Louis and San Francisco Railway Company. [St. Louis? St. Louis and San Francisco Railroad Company?, 1947?].
Authors: St. Louis and San Francisco Railway Company
1 map ; 24 x 41 cm.
Covers region roughly bounded by Nebraska, western Ohio, Texas, and Florida.
In St. Louis and San Francisco Railway Company. 1946 annual report [St. Louis?: St. Louis and San Francisco Railway Company?, 1947?] p. 22-23.
5A 7267 (1946 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

1 map : col. ; 43 x 78 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Geographically correct map of the United States / issued by Union Pacific Railroad.
"Copyright 1947 by C.J. Collins Union Pacific Railroad."
Plate no. 231.
Insets (11 x 13 cm. each): Union Pacific Railroad connecting lines over Pacific Ocean -- Union Pacific Railroad connecting lines over Atlantic Ocean.
Panel art: Union Pacific logo.
map4C G3701 .P3 1947 .U5 (PrCt)

Authors: Collins, C. J., fl. 1927-1947 -- Union Pacific Railway Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 43 x 78 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Geographically correct map of the United States issued by Union Pacific Railroad.
"Copyright 1947 by C.J. Collins Union Pacific Railroad."
Insets (11 x 13 cm. each): Union Pacific Railroad connecting lines over Pacific Ocean -- Union Pacific Railroad connecting lines over Atlantic Ocean.
Panel art: Union Pacific logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 191.11 (PrCt)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalog Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)**

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
United States, Canada and Mexico.

Uniform title: Road atlas
Includes directory of U.S. hotels, road and railroad maps, and "Air line map."
Includes index.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

77897 United States - Maps - 1947 - Road maps

- Canada - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Firestone Tire and Rubber Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (80 p.) : col. maps ; 27 cm.
Cover title.
Includes index.
Cover art: picture of lake near mountain.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

77900 United States - Maps - 1947 - Road maps

- Middle West - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
- Texaco touring service trip map of the United States with central sectional. Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1947?].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 69 x 103 cm., folded to 22 x 13 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco trip map of United States.
"Fire chief [gasoline] ... cost ... as of 2nd January, 1947"
Plate no. 474624.
Insets (18 x 16 cm. and smaller): Main routes of Mexico -- Pennsylvania Turnpike -- New York and vicinity.
Maps on verso (103 x 69 cm. and 9 x 12 cm.): Texaco trip map of central United States -- [Southern tip of Texas].
Panel art: Texaco sign; slogan "Tour with Texaco".
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

77898 United States - Maps - 1947 - Road maps

- Florida - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
- Texaco trip map of central United States and vicinity.
Panel art: Car driving uphill beneath Gulf sign; Florida's panel is a waterfront and cityscape at night.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

77901 United States - Maps - 1947 - Road maps

- Travel United States with Conoco ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1947?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "U", indicating 1947 publication.
Panel art: family standing in front of car and statement "for long trips ask ... about Touraide."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

77899 United States - Maps - 1947 - Road maps

- Pictorial maps - Florida - 1947 - Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
16 maps : col. ; folded to 24 x 11 cm.
Collective title supplied by cataloger.
All maps bear plate numbers that begin with 7.
Includes maps covering Arkansas, Cuba, Delaware, Florida, Georgia, Illinois, Indiana, Kentucky, Louisiana, Maine, Maryland, Mississippi, Missouri, New Jersey, New York, Ohio, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania, Tennessee, Texas, Virginia, and West Virginia.

77902 United States - Maps - 1947 - Road maps

- Standard Oil Company and it subsidiaries Standard Stations Inc., Standard Oil Company of Texas, Standard Oil Company of British Columbia, Ltd., the California...
United States - Maps - 1947 - Road maps

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally & Company -- Rice, Claude R. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
4 maps : col. ; folded to 20 x 10 cm.
Collective title supplied by cataloger.
All sheets include plate numbers beginning "7 - ...".
Map of the Northwestern States (RMcN Clients 3671) handstamped "Terrace Service, Claude R. Rice - South Hiway 97 -- Bend, Oregon".
Panel art: Texaco sign
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3668-3671 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1948 - Railroads

Authors: Baker, Jones, Hausauer, Inc. (Buffalo, N.Y.) -- Southern Railway (U.S.)
1 map : col. ; 48 x 76 cm.
'2-48'--at bottom right.
Roughly bounded by Iowa, Massachusetts, Texas, and Florida.
Insets (9 x 9 cm. and 18 x 11 cm.): Cuba -- Florida [continuation inset].
In Southern Railway. Fifty-fourth annual report ... December 31, 1947 [Richmond, Va.? : Southern Railway?, 1948?] at end.
5A 7267 (1947 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1948 - Railroads - Freight and freightage - Statistics

G. M. & O. R. R. Co. traffic density chart : loaded and empty freight car miles per mile of road operated, 1948. [Mobile, Alabama? Gulf, Mobile and Ohio Railroad Company?], 1948 [i.e. 1949?].
Authors: Gulf, Mobile and Ohio Railroad Company
1 map : 25 x 16 cm.
Combined statistical chart and summary route map.
'Chief Engineer's Office'--at bottom left.
Covers region roughly bounded by Kansas City, Chicago, New Orleans and Montgomery.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

5A 7267 (1948 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Authors: Gulf, Mobile and Ohio Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 22 x 18 cm.
Title from bottom margin.
Covers region roughly bounded by Minnesota, Pennsylvania, Texas, and Florida.
In Gulf, Mobile and Ohio Railroad Company. 8th annual report ... 1947 [Mobile, Ala.?; Gulf, Mobile and Ohio Railroad Company?, 1948?] inside front cover.
5A 7267 (1947 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Chicago : Poole Bros. Inc., [1947, i.e. 1948?].
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Gulf, Mobile and Ohio Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 31 x 23 cm.
'6-19-47'-- at bottom right.
Directory of 'gateways and connections' in right margin.
Plate no.: 7104-G.
Added title at top: GM&O : over a century of service
Covers region roughly bounded by North Dakota, southern Ontario, northeastern Mexico, and Florida.
5A 7267 (1948 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

[Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Co., 1948 [i.e. 1949?].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Southern Pacific Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 21 x 28 cm.
'2'-48'--lower right corner.
In Southern Pacific Railroad Company. 65th annual report ... December 31, 1948 [San Francisco?: Southern Pacific Railroad Company?, 1949?] at end.
5A 7267 (1948 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

5A 7267 (1948 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

[Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Co., [1948? i.e. 1949?].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Southern Pacific Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 21 x 28 cm.
'2'-48'--lower right corner.
5A 7267 (1948 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

How Pennsylvania Railroad's through service has grown! [Philadelphia? Pennsylvania Railroad?, 1948?].
Authors: Pennsylvania Railroad
1 map : 15 x 22 cm., on sheet 29 x 22 cm.
Pictorial map of the Pennsylvania Railroad; agricultural and industrial regions shown pictorially.
5A 7267 (1947 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Union Pacific Railway Company -- Chicago Historical Society
1 map : col. ; 43 x 79 cm.
Issued folded to 23 x 10 cm. with panel title: Map of the United States: Union Pacific Railroad. Text, photos, and panel no. '1-48' on verso.
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.
CHS Coll., Map no. 576 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (112 p.) : col. maps ; 41 cm.
"Latest Edition, Revised and Improved" -- front margin.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
cover.
Cover title: Rand McNally road atlas: United States, Canada and Mexico.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Cover art: outline of north America above cars on road.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

oversize RMcN atlas .R6 1948 copy 1 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Canada - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Mexico - Maps - 1948 - Road maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (112 p.) : col. maps ; 41 cm.
"Latest Edition, Revised and Improved" -- front cover.
Cover title: Rand McNally road atlas: United States, Canada and Mexico.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Cover art: outline of north America above cars on road.
Editor's notes on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

oversize RMcN atlas .R6 1948 copy 2 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Canada - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Mexico - Maps - 1948 - Road maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (112 p.) : col. maps ; 41 cm.
Cover title: Road atlas: United States, Canada, Mexico. Presented by Brooks Transportation Co., Inc.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Cover art: Brooks truck with strip map in background.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

oversize RMcN atlas .R6 1948 copy 3 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1948 - Road maps

Travel United States with Conoco ... Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: family standing in front of car and statement "for long trips ask ... about Touraide." Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 5377 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1948 - Road maps

Shell map of United States. Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 5498 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1948 - Road maps

Standard travel information service : United States road map / Standard Oil Company of California and its subsidiaries ... Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., c1948.
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: car on rural road beneath Standard Travel Information Service sign.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 5520 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1948 - Road maps

Tide Water Associated Oil Company map of the United States. Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948?].
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Gousha Clients 5520 (PrCt)
United States - Maps - 1948 - Road maps

General map of the United States and portions of Canada and Mexico. Chicago ; New York ; San Francisco : Rand McNally & Company, [1948 or later].

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col., sectioned and mounted on cloth ; 106 x 156 cm., folded to 39 x 46 cm.

Plate no.: 11R48

Printed paste-on label at bottom (3 x 8 cm.):
Notice. This map has a washable surface ...
Slightly damaged; lacking section of New Brunswick at upper right (8 x 6 cm.)
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

map5C G3700 1948 .R3 (PrCt)
1949 Aeronautical charts
Air maps of United Air Lines: main line airway.
Denver: Jeppesen & Co. and W.H. Kistler Stationery Co., [1949?].
1 atlas ([16] p.): 7 col. maps; 21 x 28 cm.
Cover title.
Some maps signed "Hal Shelton."
Map contents (57 x 21 cm. and smaller):
Cover art: color vignettes of U.S. cities and regions signed "Dale Maxey" [?].
Front cover signed "Britland" [?] in ms.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25.
folio RMcN Airlines 4C 52 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1949 - Railroads - Maps - 1949
Map of the Southern Railway system. 1949
Authors: Baker, Jones, Hausauer, Inc. (Buffalo, N.Y.) -- Southern Railway (U.S.)
1 map: col.; 48 x 76 cm.
'2-49'--at bottom right.
Roughly bounded by Iowa, Massachusetts, Texas, and Florida.
Insets (9 x 9 cm. and 18 x 11 cm.): Cuba -- Florida [continuation inset].
In Southern Railway. Fifty-fifth annual report...December 31, 1948 [Richmond, Va.?: Southern Railway?]. 1949) at end.
5A 7267 (1949 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1949 - Railroads - Maps - 1949
1 map: col.; 50 x 64 cm.
Insets (19 x 14 cm. or smaller): The Boston area -- The Chicago area -- The New York area.
Portraits of Irving, Cooper, Emerson, Hawthorne, Longfellow, Poe, Thoreau, Melville, Whitman, and Twain at top (each 4 x 3 cm.)
Removed from the papers of Fanny Butcher, chief literary editor of the Chicago Tribune [Midwest MS Butcher]
For earlier editions of this map compiled by Paul M. Paine, see M. Hopkins and M. Buscher,
map4F G3701.E65 1949 J6 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1949 - Railroads - Maps - 1949
Map of Rock Island Lines and connections. [Chicago? Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway Company?, 1949?].
Authors: Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway Company
1 map: col.; 20 x 35 cm.
Summary route map; includes illustrations of four trains at bottom.
Trimmed at top.
5A 7267 (1949 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1949 - Railroads - Maps - 1949
Map of the Southern Railway (U.S.). Maps - 1949
Map of the Southern Railway system. 1949
Authors: Baker, Jones, Hausauer, Inc. (Buffalo, N.Y.) -- Southern Railway (U.S.)
1 map: col.; 48 x 76 cm.
'2-49'--at bottom right.
Roughly bounded by Iowa, Massachusetts, Texas, and Florida.
Insets (9 x 9 cm. and 18 x 11 cm.): Cuba -- Florida [continuation inset].
In Southern Railway. Fifty-fifth annual report...December 31, 1948 [Richmond, Va.?: Southern Railway?]. 1949) at end.
5A 7267 (1949 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1949 - Railroads - Maps - 1949
1 map: col.; 50 x 64 cm.
Insets (19 x 14 cm. or smaller): The Boston area -- The Chicago area -- The New York area.
Portraits of Irving, Cooper, Emerson, Hawthorne, Longfellow, Poe, Thoreau, Melville, Whitman, and Twain at top (each 4 x 3 cm.)
Removed from the papers of Fanny Butcher, chief literary editor of the Chicago Tribune [Midwest MS Butcher]
For earlier editions of this map compiled by Paul M. Paine, see M. Hopkins and M. Buscher,
map4F G3701.E65 1949 J6 (PrCt)

5A 7267 (1948 vol. [1]) (PrCt)


5A 7267 (1948 vol. [1]) (PrCt)


5A 7267 (1949 vol. [2]) (PrCt)


5A 7267 (1949 vol. [2]) (PrCt)


1 atlas (112 p.) : col. maps ; 41 cm.
Cover title: Lumbermens special Rand-McNally road atlas.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Cover art: black and white photo of boy and girl looking at automobile traffic with the caption "Please, Mr. Driver, don't forget us."
Previous owner's signature on front cover: [Illegible] K. [?] Fitzgerald, Clayton New York.
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
Gift 2012, Robert W. Karrow.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
oversize RMcN atlas .R6 1949 copy 5 (PrCt)
77936
United States - Maps - 1949 - Road maps
Canada - Maps - 1949 - Road maps
Mexico - Maps - 1949 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Mister McKee -- McKee, Mister -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (112 p.) : col. maps ; 41 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally special road atlas: United States, Canada, Mexico.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Cover art, signed "Mister McKee," in green and brown: car driving through rolling hills.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .R6 1949 copy 2 (PrCt)
77937
United States - Maps - 1949 - Road maps
Canada - Maps - 1949 - Road maps
Mexico - Maps - 1949 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (112 p.) : col. maps ; 41 cm.
"Latest Edition, Revised and Improved" -- front cover.
Cover title: Rand McNally road atlas: United States, Canada and Mexico.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Cover art: outline of north America above cars on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .R6 1949 copy 1 (PrCt)
77938
United States - Maps - 1949 - Road maps
Canada - Maps - 1949 - Road maps
Mexico - Maps - 1949 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Fox, Virginia L. -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (112 p.) : col. maps ; 41 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally road atlas: United States, Canada, Mexico.
"Compliments of Virginia L. Fox Insurance."
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Green fabricoid binding.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .R6 1949 copy 3 (PrCt)
77939
United States - Maps - 1949 - Road maps
Canada - Maps - 1949 - Road maps
Mexico - Maps - 1949 - Road maps
Road maps
1 atlas (112 p.) : col. maps ; 41 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally road atlas.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Plastic spiral, blue fabricoid binding by "Arthur Hertzberg & Craftsman."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .R6 1949 copy 4 (PrCt)
77940
United States - Maps - 1949 - Road maps
Mexico - Maps - 1949 - Road maps
Mexico City Region (Mexico) - Maps - 1949 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 48 x 65 cm.
Title.
Date from RMcN AE 178 ms. index.
Plate no. 9-464089-3.
Maps on verso (31 x 49 cm. and 12 x 15 cm.): Rand McNally road map : Mexico -- Mexico D.F. and vicinity.
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
United States - Maps - 1949 - Road maps
N.A.C. road map of the United States / prepared by Engineering Department, National Automobile Club. San Francisco ; Los Angeles : National Automobile Club, [1949].
Authors: National Automobile Club -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 61 x 90 cm.
Panel title.
"Edited and lithographed by Rand McNally & Company."
Date from RMcN AE 178 ms. index.
Plate no. (from title panel): 90750
Extensive text on verso, including U.S. mileage table and directory of national parks.
Panel art: National Automobile Club logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 178.19 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1949 - Road maps
N.A.C. road map of the United States / prepared by Engineering Department, National Automobile Club. San Francisco ; Los Angeles : National Automobile Club, [1949].
Authors: National Automobile Club -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 61 x 90 cm.
Panel title.
"Edited and lithographed by Rand McNally & Company."
Date from RMcN AE 178 ms. index.
Plate no. (from title panel): 90750
Extensive text on verso, including U.S. mileage table and directory of national parks.
Panel art: National Automobile Club logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 178.19 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1949 - Road maps
N.A.C. road map of the United States / prepared by Engineering Department, National Automobile Club. San Francisco ; Los Angeles : National Automobile Club, [1949].
Authors: National Automobile Club -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 61 x 90 cm.
Panel title.
"Edited and lithographed by Rand McNally & Company."
Date from RMcN AE 178 ms. index.
Plate no. (from title panel): 90750
Extensive text on verso, including U.S. mileage table and directory of national parks.
Panel art: National Automobile Club logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 178.19 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1949 - Road maps
N.A.C. road map of the United States / prepared by Engineering Department, National Automobile Club. San Francisco ; Los Angeles : National Automobile Club, [1949].
Authors: National Automobile Club -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 61 x 90 cm.
Panel title.
"Edited and lithographed by Rand McNally & Company."
Date from RMcN AE 178 ms. index.
Plate no. (from title panel): 90750
Extensive text on verso, including U.S. mileage table and directory of national parks.
Panel art: National Automobile Club logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 178.19 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1949 - Road maps
N.A.C. road map of the United States / prepared by Engineering Department, National Automobile Club. San Francisco ; Los Angeles : National Automobile Club, [1949].
Authors: National Automobile Club -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 61 x 90 cm.
Panel title.
"Edited and lithographed by Rand McNally & Company."
Date from RMcN AE 178 ms. index.
Plate no. (from title panel): 90750
Extensive text on verso, including U.S. mileage table and directory of national parks.
Panel art: National Automobile Club logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 178.19 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1949 - Road maps
N.A.C. road map of the United States / prepared by Engineering Department, National Automobile Club. San Francisco ; Los Angeles : National Automobile Club, [1949].
Authors: National Automobile Club -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 61 x 90 cm.
Panel title.
"Edited and lithographed by Rand McNally & Company."
Date from RMcN AE 178 ms. index.
Plate no. (from title panel): 90750
Extensive text on verso, including U.S. mileage table and directory of national parks.
Panel art: National Automobile Club logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 178.19 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1949 - Road maps
N.A.C. road map of the United States / prepared by Engineering Department, National Automobile Club. San Francisco ; Los Angeles : National Automobile Club, [1949].
Authors: National Automobile Club -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 61 x 90 cm.
Panel title.
"Edited and lithographed by Rand McNally & Company."
Date from RMcN AE 178 ms. index.
Plate no. (from title panel): 90750
Extensive text on verso, including U.S. mileage table and directory of national parks.
Panel art: National Automobile Club logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 178.19 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1949 - Road maps
N.A.C. road map of the United States / prepared by Engineering Department, National Automobile Club. San Francisco ; Los Angeles : National Automobile Club, [1949].
Authors: National Automobile Club -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 61 x 90 cm.
Panel title.
"Edited and lithographed by Rand McNally & Company."
Date from RMcN AE 178 ms. index.
Plate no. (from title panel): 90750
Extensive text on verso, including U.S. mileage table and directory of national parks.
Panel art: National Automobile Club logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 178.19 (PrCt)
Authors: Northwest Airlines, inc. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : ([24] p.) : 11 col. maps ; 23 x 41 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Cover title.
"Copyright by Rand McNally & Company, Chicago. TR-AD-112 -- p. [21].
Covers routes from New York to Detroit, Detroit to Minneapolis-St. Paul, Minneapolis-St. Paul to Billings, Billings to Seattle-Tacoma, Seattle to Honolulu, Minneapolis-St. Paul to Anchorage, Anchorage to Tokyo, Tokyo to Manila, and projected far east routes.
Panel art: airplanes over world map gores.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25.
RMcN Airlines 4C 53 (PrCt)

Northwest Airlines : the route of the stratocruisers. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [195-?].
Authors: Northwest Airlines, inc. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([24] p. : 12 col. maps) ; 23 x 21 cm.
Cover title.
Cover art: airplane over world map in gores.
For variant issue of this atlas, lacking plate no.p. [21], see folio RMcN Airlines 4C 28 (PrCt)
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25.
folio RMcN Airlines 4C 29 (PrCt)

American Airlines system map : America's leading airline. Convent Station, N.J. General Drafting Co., [195-?].
Authors: American Airlines, inc. -- General Drafting Company -- Kirishjian, Vahe, fl. 1955 -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
6 maps : col. ; 42 x 60 cm. and smaller, on sheet 84 x 61 cm., folded to 22 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
"Prepared for American Airlines, copyright, General Drafting Co., Inc. Convent Station, New Jersey."
"Relief by Vahe Kirishjian."
Panel no. T-197G 1152 450M
Panel art: Family boarding plane and waving.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection

"Relief by V. Kirishjian."


Panel no. T-197F 555 500M.


Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25.

**RMcN Airlines 4C 37 (PrCt)**

**77954**

**United States - Maps - 1950-1959 - Airways - Pictorial maps**


System map : United Air Lines : the main line airway - coast to coast. [S.I. s.n., 195-?].

Authors: United Air Lines, inc. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 40 x 55 cm., folded to 22 x 14 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: United Air Lines : the main line airway - coast to coast.

Panel no. 7470-971 -- MA460 Promotional/informational text and ill. on verso.


Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25.

folio RMcN Airlines 4C 13 (PrCt)

**77955**

**United States - Maps - 1950-1959 - Airways - Pictorial maps**


Authors: United Air Lines -- Boehmner, Ed

1 map : col. ; 40 x 56 cm., folded to 22 x 14 cm.

Panel title.

Promotional and informational text and ill. on verso.

Panel art: illustration of planes in flight.

map4C G3701.P62 1950z .U55 (PrCt)

**77956**

**United States - Maps - 1950-1959 - Cities and towns - Road maps**

[United States - Maps - 1950-1959 - Cities and towns - Road maps]

City rating map of the United States. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [195-?].

Authors: American Oil Company -- Amoco Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

12 maps : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Collective title supplied by cataloger.

Tentatively dated 195-?.

Includes maps covering Baltimore, Boston, Houston, Miami, Miami Beach, Pittsburgh, and Washington D.C. (some in multiple editions).

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 102-113 (PrCt)

**77957**

**United States - Maps - 1950-1959 - Maps, Outline and base**


City rating map of the United States : outline map. [195-?

Authors: U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey

1 map

Wall map in 2 folded sheets.

temp map6F G3700 195-.U5 (PrCt)

**77958**

**United States - Maps - 1950-1959 - Maps, Outline and base**


Wall maps

Cartocraft slated United States. Chicago : Denoyer-Geppert Co., [195-?].

Authors: Denoyer-Geppert (Firm) -- Concordia University (River Forest, Ill.)

1 map : col. ; 97 x 155 cm.

Scale ca. 1:3,420,000.

'Albers' projection.'

Printed in blue and yellow on black, matte-finish cloth for marking with chalk; world map on verso. Mounted on cloth and spring-loaded rollers for classroom use.

On label on bottom roller: CS19b.

Gift of Concordia University, River Forest, 2006.


**77959**

**United States - Maps - 1950-1959 - Marketing**


Marketing city rating map of the United States. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [195-?].

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 78 x 124 cm.

Inset maps of Alaska and Hawaii.

Includes row of inset maps (14 x 16 cm. and smaller) of metropolitan areas at bottom of map. Written in bottom right corner: 4835.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

artifacts cage RMcN maproll 2 : 3. 1 (PrCt)

**77960**

**United States - Maps - 1950-1959 - Marketing**


Marketing city rating map of the United States. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [195-?].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 78 x 124 cm.
Inset maps of Alaska and Hawaii.
Includes row of inset maps (14 x 16 cm. and smaller) of 13 metropolitan areas at bottom of map.
Written in bottom right corner: 4113.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Two copies.
artifacts cage RMcN maproll 6 : 1. 1 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1950-1959 - Marketing
Marketing - United States - Maps - 1950-1959
Wall maps
New business map of the United States. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [195-?].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 141 x 109 cm.
Inset maps (27 x 27 cm. and smaller) of 20 major metropolitan areas.
Bottom right corner: 4550.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Two copies.
artifacts cage RMcN maproll 6 : 5. 3 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1950-1959 - News Agencies
News Agencies - United States - Maps - 1950-1959
American News Company - Maps - 1950-1959
U.S. News & World Report, Inc.
1 map : col. ; 65 x 94 cm.
Index of towns and their populations in right and left margins.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN map6F G3701.P9 195- A4 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1950-1969 - Topographic maps (1:1,000,000)
Alaska - Maps - 1956 - Topographic maps (1:1,000,000)
Topographic maps
United States 1:1,000,000. Washington, D.C.
Geological Survey, 1912-.
Authors: Geological Survey (U.S.) -- United States. Army Map Service
maps : col. ; 51 x 78 cm. and smaller + index map
Forms part of series: International Map of the World.
Most maps published in 1950s and 1960s; some compiled by the Army Map Service.
Includes continental U.S. and Alaska (1956).
For details of holdings, see index map.
ICN78
map6F G3700 s1000 .U5 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1950 - Airways
Airways - United States - Maps - 1950
Trans World Airlines - Maps - 1950 - Airways
Aeronautical charts
Authors: Trans World Airlines -- General Drafting Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([16] p.) : 7 col. maps; 26 x 26 cm.
Cover title.
"©General Drafting Co., Inc., N.Y." -- on most maps.
Cover art: Vignettes of 23 U.S. tourist destinations.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25.
folio RMcN Airlines 4C 40 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1950 - Airways
Airways - United States - Maps - 1950 - Pictorial maps
Pictorial maps - United States - Maps - 1950 - Airways
American Airlines, Inc. - Maps - 1950
Strip maps - Aeronautical charts - Pictorial maps
Flagship information : American Airlines. [S.I. s.n., ca. 1950].
1 packet : 3 items ; 25 cm.
Collective title from packet folder.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Erie sales offices are located in 45 cities in the United States and Canada. [Chicago? Erie Railroad Company?, 1950?]. Authors: Erie Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 9 x 15 cm. Accompanied by directory of sales representatives on p. 41.
In Erie Railroad Company. Statistical statements ... December 31, 1950 (San Francisco: [Southern Pacific Company?], 1951) p. [2].
5A 7267 (1950 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

77976 United States - Maps - 1950 - Railroads>>>Railroads - Maps
Authors: Ullman, Edward L. (Edward Louis), 1912-1976 -- Simmons-Boardman Publishing Corporation -- General Drafting Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 73 x 107 cm. Scale ca. 1:4,350,000.
Legend distinguishes between four & three track, two track, single track with centralized traffic control or automatic signals, "other important lines," and "all others;" electrification (excepting most interurban lines) is also indicated.
Inset: [Boston - Washington - Chicago corridor]. Includes rubber stamp: Please return to Library, General Drafting Co., Inc. Convent Station, N.J. Forms part of the General Drafting Collection (Newberry Library).
map6F G3701 .P3 1950 .U5 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- General Motors Corporation. Pontiac Motor Division -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
Includes index.
Includes list of radio stations in the United States. Cover art: picture of Pontiac, chief of the Ottawas, with arm raised.
RMcN atlas .R62 1950 .U5 (PrCt)

77978 United States - Maps - 1950 - Road maps>>>Canada - Maps - 1950 - Road maps>>>Mexico - Maps - 1950 - Road maps>>>Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (112 p.) : col. maps ; 41 cm.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
United States - Maps - 1950 - Road maps
1 atlas (112 p.): col. maps; 41 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally road atlas: United States, Canada, Mexico.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Black fabricoid binding.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .R6 1950 copy 3 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1950 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (112 p.): col. maps; 41 cm.
"Latest Edition, Revised and Improved" -- front cover.
Cover title: Rand McNally road atlas: United States, Canada and Mexico.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Cover art: outline of north America above cars on road.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .R6 1950 copy 2 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1950 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (112 p.): col. maps; 41 cm.
"Copyright 1950 by Continental Oil Co." -- inside front cover.
"Copyright by the H.M. Gousha Company, Chicago-San Jose" -- on maps.
United States - Maps - 1950 - Road maps


Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Denver-Chicago Trucking Co. -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 43 x 65 cm.
Plate nos. "522-J.C." and "10-X."
Manuscript note in bottom margin: "Denver Chicago Trucking - morgue copy."

Apparently issued as sales sample and / or printer's proof; includes blank cartouches for overprinting.

Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Company Collection (Newberry Library).

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

77990 United States - Maps - 1950 - Road maps

- Yellowstone National Park - Maps - 1950 - Road maps
  - Mount Rainier National Park - Maps - 1950 - Road maps
  - Waterton-Glacier International Peace Park (Mont. and Alta.) - Maps - 1950 - Road maps
  - Black Hills Region (S.D.) - Maps - 1950 - Road maps
  - Yosemite National Park (Calif.) - Maps - 1950 - Road maps
  - Grand Teton National Park (Wyo.) - Maps - 1950 - Road maps
  - Grand Canyon National Park (Ariz.) - Maps - 1950 - Road maps
  - Lake Mead National Recreation Area (Ariz. and Nev.) - Maps - 1950 - Road maps
  - Rocky Mountain National Park (Colo.) - Maps - 1950 - Road maps
  - Colonial National Historical Park (Va.) - Maps - 1950 - Road maps
  - Zion National Park (Utah) - Maps - 1950 - Road maps
  - Great Smoky Mountains National Park (N.C. and Tenn.) - Maps - 1950 - Road maps
  - Road maps


Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection

(Nebraska Library)
1 map; 32 x 64 cm.

Panel title

Added title: Sinclair: United States

Date from RMcN AE 178 ms. index.

Plate no. 5015V.

Maps on verso (22 x 16 cm. and smaller):


Recreational Area -- Rocky Mountain Nat'l Park -- Colonial National Historical Park and vicinity -- Zion National Park -- Great Smoky Mountains National Park and vicinity.

Panel art: Cars on winding rural road under Sinclair road sign.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Nebraska Library)

RMcN AE 178.25 (PrCt)

77991 United States - Maps - 1951 - Maps, Outline and base

- United States - Governors - Photographs - 1951
- Photographs - 1951 - United States
- Maps, Outline and base - Cartographic curiosities
- Maps - 1951 - Railroads - Maps
- Miscellaneous - Specimens

[Photograph of state governors standing upon an outline map of the United States]. [New York: Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company, 1951?].

Authors: Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company

1 map; 14 x 22 cm.

Title supplied by cataloger.

'Governors of 40 of the 48 states ... pose on the lawn of the Greenbrier [Hotel] in the picture below ...'

In Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company.


5A 7267 (1950 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

77992 United States - Maps - 1951 - Railroads

- Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway Company - Maps - 1951
- Railroads - Maps

Map of the Rock Island lines. [Chicago? Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway Company? 1951?].

Authors: Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway Company

1 map; col.; 21 x 28 cm.

Summary route map.


5A 7267 (1950 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

77993 United States - Maps - 1951 - Railroads

- Cuba - Maps - 1951
- Railroads - Southern Railway (U.S.) - Maps - 1951
- Railroads - Maps

Map of the Southern Railway system. 1951.


Authors: Baker, Jones, Hausauer, Inc. (Buffalo, N.Y.) -- Southern Railway (U.S.)
United States - Maps - 1951 - Railroads - Headquarters

77998

United States - Maps - 1951 - Railroads - Headquarters

77996

United States - Maps - 1951 - Railroads - Headquarters

77994

United States - Maps - 1951 - Railroads - Freight and freightsage - Statistics

77995

United States - Maps - 1951 - Railroads - Headquarters

77997

United States - Maps - 1951 - Railroads - Headquarters

77999

United States - Maps - 1951 - Railroads - Headquarters

78000

United States - Maps - 1951 - Railroads

1 map : col. ; 48 x 76 cm.
'2-51' -- at bottom right.
Roughly bounded by Iowa, Massachusetts, Texas, and Florida.
Insets (9 x 9 cm. and 18 x 11 cm.): Cuba -- Florida [continuation inset].
In Southern Railway. Fifty-seventh annual report ...
December 31, 1950 [Richmond, Va.?]: Southern Railway?, 1951?] at end.
5A 7267 (1950 vol. [2]) (Pr.Ct)

Authors: Erie Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 9 x 15 cm.
Accompanied by directory of sales representatives on p. 43.
In Erie Railroad Company. Annual report ... 1950
5A 7267 (1950 vol. [1]) (Pr.Ct)

Authors: Gulf, Mobile and Ohio Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; on sheet 29 x 22 cm.
Outline map of the U.S. identifying location of
Gulf, Mobile and Ohio Railroad Company 'traffic offices.'
Illustration of a train below map.
In Gulf, Mobile and Ohio Railroad Company,
Eleventh annual report ... 1950 [Mobile, Ala.?]: Gulf, Mobile and Ohio Railroad Co.?, 1951?] p. 4.
5A 7267 (1950 vol. [1]) (Pr.Ct)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company
-- Southern Pacific Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 21 x 27 cm.
'1-52' -- at bottom right.
In Southern Pacific Railroad Company. 68th
annual report ... December 31, 1951 [San Francisco?: Southern Pacific Railroad Company?, 1952?] on back cover.
5A 7267 (1951 vol. [2]) (Pr.Ct)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company --
Southern Pacific Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 21 x 27 cm.
'1-52' -- at bottom right.
In Southern Pacific Railroad Company. Statistical
report of the Southern Pacific Company ...
December 31, 1951 (San Francisco: [Southern
Pacific Company?], 1952) p. [2].
5A 7267 (1951 vol. [2]) (Pr.Ct)

Authors: Denver and Rio Grande Western Railroad Company
1 map : on sheet 29 x 22 cm.
Covers region roughly bounded by Kansas City,
Chicago, New Orleans and Montgomery.
In Gulf, Mobile and Ohio Railroad Company.
5A 7267 (1951 vol. [1]) (Pr.Ct)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company --
Southern Pacific Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 21 x 27 cm.
'1-52' -- at bottom right.
In Southern Pacific Railroad Company. 68th
annual report ... December 31, 1951 [San Francisco?: Southern Pacific Railroad Company?, 1952?] on back cover.
5A 7267 (1951 vol. [2]) (Pr.Ct)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company
-- Southern Pacific Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 21 x 27 cm.
'1-52' -- at bottom right.
In Southern Pacific Railroad Company. Statistical
report of the Southern Pacific Company ...
December 31, 1951 (San Francisco: [Southern
Pacific Company?], 1952) p. [2].
5A 7267 (1951 vol. [2]) (Pr.Ct)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company --
Southern Pacific Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 21 x 27 cm.
'1-52' -- at bottom right.
In Southern Pacific Railroad Company. Statistical
report of the Southern Pacific Company ...
December 31, 1951 (San Francisco: [Southern
Pacific Company?], 1952) p. [2].
5A 7267 (1951 vol. [2]) (Pr.Ct)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company --
Southern Pacific Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 21 x 27 cm.
'1-52' -- at bottom right.
In Southern Pacific Railroad Company. Statistical
report of the Southern Pacific Company ...
December 31, 1951 (San Francisco: [Southern
Pacific Company?], 1952) p. [2].
5A 7267 (1951 vol. [2]) (Pr.Ct)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company --
Southern Pacific Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 21 x 27 cm.
'1-52' -- at bottom right.
In Southern Pacific Railroad Company. Statistical
report of the Southern Pacific Company ...
December 31, 1951 (San Francisco: [Southern
Pacific Company?], 1952) p. [2].
5A 7267 (1951 vol. [2]) (Pr.Ct)
United States - Maps - 1951

United States - Maps - 1951 - Road maps
Includes list of radio stations in the United States.
Includes index.
Cover art: picture of couple viewing mountain scenery.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .R62 1951 copy 1 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1951 - Road maps
Includes list of radio stations in the United States.
"$1.00" -- front cover.
Cover art: picture of couple viewing mountain scenery.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .R62 1951 copy 2 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1951 - Road maps
Includes list of radio stations in the United States.
"$1.00" -- front cover.
Cover art: picture of couple viewing mountain scenery.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .R62 1951 copy 3 (PrCt)


United States - Maps - 1951 - Road maps East (U.S.) - Maps - 1951 - Road maps Road maps [Socony-Vacuum Oil Company road maps of the United States]. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1951?]. Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Foldex Limited -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) 16 maps : col. ; folded to 23 x 10 cm. Collectives title supplied by cataloger. "Produced under license from Foldex Limited ... " Each map includes a plate number starting with "51" or "1-4". Includes maps covering the central United States, Chesapeake Bay area, Colorado, Delaware, eastern United States, Indiana, Iowa, Kentucky, Long Island, Maryland, Missouri, New England, New Jersey, New York State, North Carolina, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Putnam County...
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2705-2714 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1951 - Road maps ->>Northwestern States - Maps - 1951 - Road maps ->>Road maps
Touraide prepared especially for Vern Schley / best wishes for a grand trip from your mileage merchant ; Conoco. [Denver, Colo. Conoco Travel Bureau], 1951.
Authors: Conoco Travel Bureau -- Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau. Touraide -- Schley, Vern
1 atlas (various pagings) : 10 col. maps (1 folded), col. ill. ; 31 x 23 cm.
Cover title.
Uniform title: Touraide
"Touraide prepared especially for" printed on cover; "Vern Schley" written in ms; blank line for gas station name precedes printed phrase "your mileage merchant."
"Copyright 1951 by Continental Oil Co."-- inside front cover.
"Copyright by the H.M. Gousha Company, Chicago-San Jose" -- on maps.
Includes fold-out U.S. map marked to show trip route from Minneapolis, Minn. to Seattle, Wash.; blank mileage and expense record; distance chart, regional maps covering adjoining sections of the trip, hotel directories, descriptive text, and color illustrations.
Scales differ.
map4C G3701.P2 1951 .C6 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1951 - Road maps ->>Proofs (Printing) - 1951 - Specimens ->>Dummies (Bookselling) - 1951 - Specimens ->>Road maps
Highway map of United States featuring mileage and driving time along main transcontinental highways. Chicago, Ill. ; San Jose, Calif. H.M. Gousha Company, [1951].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 41 x 62 cm.
Plate nos. "8-Y" and "522-J.C."
Ms. note in top margin: "For Office Supply Co. Nov. '51. All good copies were shipped to fill order. These are waste sheets."
Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Company Collection (Newberry Library).
map4F G3701.P2 1951 .G6 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1951 - Road maps ->>Proofs (Printing) - 1951 - Specimens ->>Dummies (Bookselling) - 1951 - Specimens ->>Road maps
[Road map of the United States]. Chicago, Ill. ; San Jose, Calif. H.M. Gousha Company, [1951].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1 map : 45 x 61 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Plate nos. "8-Y" and "522-J.C."
Apparently issued as sales sample and/or printer's proof; includes blank title panels for overprinting.
Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Company Collection (Newberry Library).

map4F G3701.P2 1951 .G4 (PrCt)

78016 United States - Maps - 1951 - Road maps
[Texaco road maps of the United States and Canada]. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1951?].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
9 maps : col. ; folded to 26 x 11 cm. and smaller
Collective title supplied by cataloger.
All sheets include plate numbers beginning "1 - ...
All title panels include abbreviated dates for 1951, for example "6-51."
Includes maps covering Alabama, Arizona, California, eastern Canada, Colorado, Delaware, Florida, Georgia, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kentucky, Maryland, Missouri, Nevada, New Mexico, Ohio, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania, Tennessee, Texas, Utah, South Carolina, Virginia, West Virginia, and Wyoming.
Panel art, all sheets except one: Texaco sign and slogan "paper is precious ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3684-3692 (PrCt)

78017 United States - Maps - 1951 - Road maps
Road map of United States / Tide Water Associated Oil Company. Chicago-San Jose : H. M. Gousha Company, [1951?].
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Highway map of United States.
Plate nos. "522-J.C." and "8-Y"
Panel art: Color illustration of capital building.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4841 (PrCt)

78018 United States - Maps - 1951 - Population
United States - Maps - 1951 - Population
United States - Maps - 1951
United States / produced under the direction of Alexander Gross, F.R.G.S. New York : Geographia Map Co., [1951?].
Authors: Gross, Alexander, 1879-1958 --
Geographia Map Company
1 map : col. ; 36 x 49 cm.
Title in upper margin: Quick reference map of the United States.
Cover in upper margin: Quick reference map of the United States.
On verso: Percent of change in total population, by states, 1940 to 1950 [11 x 20 cm.]
Issued folded to 23 x 13 cm.
map4F G3700 1951 G8 (PrCt)

Map of the Southern Railway system. 1952.
Authors: Baker, Jones, Hausauer & Savage, Inc. (Buffalo, N.Y.) -- Southern Railway (U.S.)
1 map : col. ; 48 x 76 cm.
'2-52' -- at bottom left.
Roughly bounded by Iowa, Massachusetts, Texas, and Florida.
Insets (9 9 cm. and 18 11 cm.): Cuba -- Florida [continuation inset]
In Southern Railway. Fifty-eighth annual report ... December 31, 1951 [Richmond, Va.? : Southern Railway?, 1952?]
at end.
5A 7267 (1951 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Freight rate territorial map of the United States / Union Pacific Railroad. [Omaha, Neb.?] : Union Pacific Railroad, c1952.
Authors: Union Pacific Railroad Company -- Burns, W. T., active 1952 -- Library of Congress.
Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 79 cm., folded to 25 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"Copyright 1952, W.T. Burns, Union Pacific Railroad."
"January, 1952" -- Lower right hand corner.
"The purpose of this map is to outline the general territory of the various rate bureaus ... ."
Panel art: Union Pacific Railroad logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4625 (PrCt)


Identifies regional office locations of the Denver and Rio Grande Western Railroad Company. Address directory in bottom margin.
In Denver and Rio Grande Western Railroad Company. Annual report ... December 31, 1951 (Denver: [Denver and Rio Grande Western Railroad Company?], 1952?) inside back cover.  
5A 7267 (1951 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Erie sales offices are located in 45 cities in the United States and Canada. [Chicago? Erie Railroad Company?, 1952?]. 
Authors: Erie Railroad Company 1 map : col. ; 9 x 15 cm. 
Accompanied by directory of sales representatives on p. [44-45]. 
5A 7267 (1951 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Southern Pacific Railroad Company 1 map : col. ; 21 x 27 cm. '1-'52':--at bottom right. 
5A 7267 (1952 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Southern Pacific Railroad Company 1 map : col. ; 21 x 27 cm. '1-'52':--at bottom right. 
5A 7267 (1952 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011). 
RMcN atlas .R62 1952 copy 2 (PrCt)

78035 United States - Maps - 1952 - Road maps<<<Canada - Maps - 1952 - Road maps<<<Mexico - Maps - 1952 - Road maps<<<Road maps
1 atlas (116 p.) : col. maps ; 41 cm.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Cover art: montage of images from transportation history: horse, wagon, steam boat, train, and A. C. E. truck.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .R6 1952 copy 1 (PrCt)

78036 United States - Maps - 1952 - Road maps<<<Canada - Maps - 1952 - Road maps<<<Mexico - Maps - 1952 - Road maps<<<Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Custom Displays (Firm) -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (116 p.) : col. maps ; 41 cm.
Advertising for the firm of Custom Displays inside front cover.
Cover title: Road atlas.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Cover art: images of hour glass, automobile, and clock.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .R6 1952 copy 2 (PrCt)

78037 United States - Maps - 1952 - Road maps<<<Canada - Maps - 1952 - Road maps<<<Mexico - Maps - 1952 - Road maps<<<Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Ohio Oil Company -- Marathon Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (116 p.) : col. maps ; 41 cm.

"Compliments of the Ohio Oil Company: Findlay, Ohio" -- front cover.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Red fabricoid binding with Marathon insignia.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .R6 1952 copy 3 (PrCt)

78038 United States - Maps - 1952 - Road maps<<<Canada - Maps - 1952 - Road maps<<<Mexico - Maps - 1952 - Road maps<<<Road maps
1 atlas (116 p.) : col. maps ; 41 cm.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Cover art: car approaching cabin near body of water.
Manuscript note on front cover: R. L. Forstall office copy.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .R6 1952 copy 4 (PrCt)

78039 United States - Maps - 1952 - Road maps<<<Canada - Maps - 1952 - Road maps<<<Mexico - Maps - 1952 - Road maps<<<Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (116 p.) : col. maps ; 41 cm.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Cover art: car on road and street sign reading "Rand McNally Road Atlas."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .R6 1952 copy 5 (PrCt)

78040 United States - Maps - 1952 - Road maps<<<Canada - Maps - 1952 - Road maps<<<Mexico - Maps - 1952 - Road maps<<<Road maps
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

1 atlas (116 p.) : col. maps ; 41 cm.
"Compliments of Diamond Alkali Company: Cleveland, Ohio."
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Red fabricoid binding.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

United States - Maps - 1952 - Road maps - Calendars - 1953 - Road maps
Bardahl official road map of the United States.
Chicago, Ill. ; San Jose, Calif. H.M. Gousha Company, [1952?].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Bardahl Oil Co. -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 29 x 43 cm., on sheet 63 x 46 cm.
Plate no. 570-J-10-Z.
Issued with calendar for 1953 (stapled in bottom margin).
"Distributor name here" prominently printed in bottom margin.
Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Company Collection (Newberry Library).
map4F G3701.P2A 19--.G4, no. 16 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1952 - Road maps - Northeastern States - Maps - 1952 - Road maps
Touraide prepared especially for Marjorie Henningsen / best wishes for a grand trip from your mileage merchant ; Conoco. [Denver, Colo. Conoco Travel Bureau], 1952.
Authors: Conoco Travel Bureau -- Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau. Touraide -- Henningsen, Marjorie
1 atlas (various pagings) : 28 col. maps (1 folded), col. ill. ; 31 x 23 cm.
Cover title.
Uniform title: Touraide
"Touraide prepared especially for" printed on cover; "Marjorie Henningsen" written in ms; blank line for gas station name precedes printed phrase "your mileage merchant."
"Copyright 1952 by Continental Oil Co."-- inside front cover.
"Copyright by the H.M. Gousha Company, Chicago-San Jose" -- on maps.
Includes fold-out U.S. map marked to show trip route from Minneapolis, Minn. to the northeastern U.S., Montréal, and New England; blank mileage and expense record; distance chart, regional maps covering adjoining sections of the trip, hotel

[4 Gulf tourgide maps of the United States].
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1952?].
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Mosedale's Gulf Service (Chester, N.J.) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
8 maps : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Collective title supplied by cataloger.
All maps bear plate numbers that begin with 2.
Includes pictorial map of Michigan.
Western United States map is marked in manuscript and handstamped with arrows (by Rand McNally editor?).
New Jersey map is handstamped with "Mosedale's Gulf Service, Chester, N.J."
Panel art: Car silhouettes below Gulf sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1025-1032 (PrCt)

Touraide prepared especially for Marjorie Henningsen / best wishes for a grand trip from your mileage merchant ; Conoco. [Denver, Colo. Conoco Travel Bureau], 1952.
Authors: Conoco Travel Bureau -- Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau. Touraide -- Henningsen, Marjorie
1 atlas (various pagings) : 28 col. maps (1 folded), col. ill. ; 31 x 23 cm.
Cover title.
Uniform title: Touraide
"Touraide prepared especially for" printed on cover; "Marjorie Henningsen" written in ms; blank line for gas station name precedes printed phrase "your mileage merchant."
"Copyright 1952 by Continental Oil Co."-- inside front cover.
"Copyright by the H.M. Gousha Company, Chicago-San Jose" -- on maps.
Includes fold-out U.S. map marked to show trip route from Minneapolis, Minn. to the northeastern U.S., Montréal, and New England; blank mileage and expense record; distance chart, regional maps covering adjoining sections of the trip, hotel

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
directories, descriptive text, and color illustrations.
Scales differ.
map4C G3701.P2 1952 .C6 (PrCt)

78046 United States - Maps - 1952 - Road maps
- Proofs (Printing) - 1952 - Specimens - Dummies (Bookselling) - 1952
- Specimens - Road maps
[Road map of the United States]. Chicago, Ill. : San Jose, Calif. H.M. Gousha Company, [1952?].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Highway Map Publishing Co. -- H.M. Gousha Collection
1 map ; 45 x 65 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Plate nos. "10-Z-R-2-3-R" and "522-J.C."
Apparently issued as sales sample and / or printer's proof; includes blank title panels for overprinting.
Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Company Collection (Newberry Library).
map4F G3701.P2 1952 .G48 (PrCt)

78047 United States - Maps - 1952 - Road maps
- Proofs (Printing) - 1952 - Specimens - Dummies (Bookselling) - 1952
- Specimens - Road maps
[Road map of the United States]. Chicago, Ill. : San Jose, Calif. H.M. Gousha Company, [1952?].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 45 x 65 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Plate nos. "10-Z" and "522-J.C."
Apparently issued as sales sample and / or printer's proof; includes blank title panels for overprinting.
Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Company Collection (Newberry Library).

78048 United States - Maps - 1952 - Road maps
- Proofs (Printing) - 1952 - Specimens - Dummies (Bookselling) - 1952
- Specimens - Road maps
[United States road map]. Chicago, Ill. : San Jose, Calif. H.M. Gousha Company, [1952?].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Highway Map Publishing Co. -- H.M. Gousha Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map ; 46 x 65 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Plate nos. "10-Z-R" and "522-J.C."
Apparently issued as sales sample and / or printer's proof; includes blank title panels for overprinting.
and shipped in March 1953."
Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Company Collection (Newberry Library).

78049 United States - Maps - 1952 - Road maps
- Proofs (Printing) - 1952 - Specimens - Dummies (Bookselling) - 1952
- Specimens - Road maps
[United States road map]. Chicago, Ill. : San Jose, Calif. H.M. Gousha Company, [1952?].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Highway Map Publishing Co. -- H.M. Gousha Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map ; 46 x 65 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Plate nos. "10-Z-R-2-3" and "522-J.C."
Apparently issued as sales sample and / or printer's proof; includes blank title panels for overprinting.
Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Company Collection (Newberry Library).
map4F G3701.P2 1952 .G48 (PrCt)

78050 United States - Maps - 1952 - Road maps
- Proofs (Printing) - 1952 - Specimens - Dummies (Bookselling) - 1952
- Specimens - Road maps
[United States road map]. Chicago, Ill. : San Jose, Calif. H.M. Gousha Company, [1952?].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Highway Map Publishing Co. -- H.M. Gousha Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map ; 46 x 65 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Plate nos. "10-Z-R-2" and "522-J.C."
Apparently issued as sales sample and / or printer's proof; includes blank title panels for overprinting.
Ms. note on verso: "Hwy. Map Pub. Co. map of U.S. This is 2nd '53 printing from the 1952 neg.
Completed printing 6-2-53."
Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Company Collection (Newberry Library).
map4F G3701.P2 1952 .G48 (PrCt)

78051 United States - Maps - 1952 - Road maps
- Proofs (Printing) - 1952 - Specimens - Road maps
[Sinclair Oil Corporation road maps of the United States]. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1952?].
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
3 maps : col. ; 92 x 45 cm., folded to 17 x 9 cm.
Collective title supplied by cataloger.
All sheets include plate numbers beginning with "2-51."
Includes regional maps covering central, eastern, and western United States.
Panel art: HC Sinclair Gasoline sign and

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

illustration of a Sinclair gas station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2717-2719 (PrCt)

78052
U.S. 80 : San Diego to Savannah via Vicksburg, Mississippi / compliments of the Vicksburg Bridge Commission of Warren County. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Company, [1952?].
Authors: Vicksburg Bridge Commission of Warren County (Vicksburg, Miss.) -- Rand McNally Company -- MWM Color Press -- Poole Brothers -- Illinois Central Railroad Company -- Vicksburg National Military Park (Miss.) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 106 x 156 cm. and smaller) of metropolitan areas.
Panel art: Illustration of the Vicksburg Bridge.
RMcN Clients 4663 (PrCt)

78055
Authors: Rand McNally Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 111 x 160 cm. and smaller)
Inset: Alaska. -- Hawaii. Also 29 insets (22 x 17 cm. and smaller) of metropolitan areas.
No. in bottom right corner: 4553
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Four copies.
artifacts cage RMcN maproll 2 : 1. 2 (PrCt)

78056
Authors: Raisz, Erwin, 1893-1968 -- Rand McNally and Company
1 map : col. ; 25 x 41 cm. Separate issue of a map that appeared on pp. 50-51 in many editions of Goode's Atlas beginning with the 9th, in 1953. Shows southern Canada only.
'Scale 1:12,000,000; one inch to 190 miles.' Polyconic projection.
map2F G3701.C2 1953 R3 (PrCt)

78057
Authors: Quinn, Vernon, 1881-1962 -- Johst, Paul Spener -- J.B. Lippincott & Co. -- Quinn,

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Elizabeth Vernon, 1881-1962 SEE Quinn, Vernon, 1881-1962
200 p. : ill., col. maps ; 26 cm.
LC Card Number: 53010223
E169 .Q74 1953 (NLO)

78058 United States - Maps - 1953 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Bayer, Herbert, 1900-1985 -- Container Corporation of America -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 100 maps ; 40 cm.
Incomplete; bound without pages 145-368.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN map. .W86 1953 copy 3 (PrCt)

Map of the United States, issued by the Chicago and North Western System. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1953].
Authors: Chicago and North Western Railroad Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 46 x 78 cm.
Insets (both 11 x 13 cm.): Chicago and North Western System connecting S.S. lines over Pacific Ocean -- Chicago and North Western System connecting S.S. lines over Atlantic Ocean.
Note in bottom margin: 2-'53.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN mapF G3701 .P3 1953 C4 (PrCt)

Authors: Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company -- Rand McNally and Company
1 map : col. ; 42 x 92 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Map of the Burlington Route and connections.
"Copyright, 1953 by Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company, Chicago" at bottom right.
Plate no. "6775-A" and date "8-1-'53" at bottom left.
"2-15-57--25M--RMCN" [i.e. Rand McNally] -- on verso at bottom left.
Panel art: Passengers boarding Burlington trains and outline of the United States.
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).
mapF G3701 .P3 1953 .C5 (PrCt)

Map of the Southern Railway system, 1953.
Authors: Baker, Jones, Hausauer & Savage, Inc. (Buffalo, N.Y.) -- Southern Railway (U.S.)
1 map : col. ; 48 x 76 cm.
Roughly bounded by Iowa, Massachusetts, Texas, and Florida.
Insets (9 x 9 cm. and 18 x 11 cm.): Cuba -- Florida [continuation inset].
In Southern Railway. Fifty-ninth annual report ... December 31, 1951 [Richmond, Va.? : Southern Railway?, 1953?] at end.
5A 7267 (1952 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Traffic density chart : loaded and empty freight car miles per mile of road operated [by the Gulf, Mobile and Ohio Railroad]. [Mobile, Alabama? Gulf, Mobile and Ohio Railroad Company?, 1953?].
Authors: Gulf, Mobile and Ohio Railroad Company
1 map : 25 x 19 cm.
Combined statistical chart and summary route map.
Covers region roughly bounded by Kansas City, Chicago, New Orleans and Montgomery.
In Gulf, Mobile and Ohio Railroad Company. Thirteenth annual report ... 1952 [Mobile, Ala.? : Gulf, Mobile and Ohio Railroad Co.?, 1953?] p. 11.
5A 7267 (1952 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Illinois Central Railroad freight traffic density map, 1953. [Chicago? Illinois Central Railroad Company?], 1953 [i.e. 1954?].
Authors: Illinois Central Railroad Company
1 map : 43 x 28 cm.
Combined statistical chart and summary route map.
Covers region roughly bounded by Nebraska, Indiana, Louisiana, and Alabama.
artifacts cage RMcN maproll 6 : 6.2 (PrCt)


Railway Company.
1 map : col. ; 28 x 42 cm.
Details region roughly bounded by South Dakota, Minnesota, New Mexico, and Tennessee. This region appears superimposed above a map of the U.S.; industry superimposed pictorially.
5A 7267 (1952 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

78071 United States - Maps - 1953 - Road maps<<<Canada - Maps - 1953 - Road maps<<<Mexico - Maps - 1953 - Road maps<<<Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Lumbermens Mutual Casualty Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 54 maps ; 402 x 305 mm.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

78072 United States - Maps - 1953 - Road maps<<<Canada - Maps - 1953 - Road maps<<<Mexico - Maps - 1953 - Road maps<<<Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (116 p.) : col. maps ; 41 cm.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Spiral binding.
Cover art: view of mountains and car driving.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .R6 1953 copy 1 (PrCt)

78073 United States - Maps - 1953 - Road maps<<<Canada - Maps - 1953 - Road maps<<<Mexico - Maps - 1953 - Road maps<<<Road maps
1 atlas (116 p.) : col. maps ; 41 cm.

Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Red fabricoid inding.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .R6 1953 copy 2 (PrCt)

78074 United States - Maps - 1953 - Road maps<<<Canada - Maps - 1953 - Road maps<<<Mexico - Maps - 1953 - Road maps<<<Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- St. Paul Companies -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (116 p.) : col. maps ; 41 cm.
Cover title: The 1953 Rand McNally reference and road atlas.
On cover: One hundredth anniversary: the Saint Paul companies.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Spiral binding.
Cover art: view of mountains and car driving.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .R6 1953 copy 3 (PrCt)

78075 United States - Maps - 1953 - Road maps<<<Canada - Maps - 1953 - Road maps<<<Mexico - Maps - 1953 - Road maps<<<Road maps
1 atlas (116 p.) : col. maps ; 41 cm.
Cover title: Lumbermens special Rand-McNally road atlas.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Spiral binding.
Cover art: black and white photo of boy and girl looking at automobile traffic with the caption "Please, Mr. Driver, don't forget us."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .R6 1953 copy 4 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (116 p.) : col. maps ; 41 cm.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Black fabricoid binding.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .R6 1953 copy 5 (PrCt)

78077 United States - Maps - 1953 - Road maps
Canada - Maps - 1953 - Road maps
Mexico - Maps - 1953 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (116 p.) : col. maps ; 41 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally special road atlas:
United States, Canada, Mexico.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Cover art: couple with canoe near body of water nestled in the mountains.
Editor's copy; marked throughout.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .R6 1953 copy 6 (PrCt)

78078 United States - Maps - 1953 - Road maps
Great Plains - Maps - 1953 - Road maps
Road maps
Touraide prepared especially for Mrs. J. Reynold Anderson / Conoco. [Denver, Colo. Conoco Travel Bureau], 1953.
Authors: Conoco Travel Bureau -- Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau. Touraide -- Anderson, Reynold, Mrs. -- Anderson, Reynold -- Anderson, J. Reynold, Mrs. SEE Anderson, Reynold, Mrs. -- Anderson, J. Reynold SEE Anderson, Reynold
1 atlas (various pagings) : 10 col. maps (1 folded), col. ill. ; 31 x 23 cm.
Cover title.
Uniform title: Touraide
"Touraide prepared especially for" printed on cover; "Mrs. J. Reynold Anderson" written in ms.
"Copyright 1953 by Continental Oil Co." -- inside front cover.
"Copyright by the H.M. Gousha Company, Chicago-San Jose" -- on maps.
Includes fold-out U.S. map marked to show trip route from Minneapolis, Minn. to Denver and Colorado Springs, Colo.; mileage and expense record filled in by hand; distance chart, regional maps covering adjoining sections of the trip, hotel directories, descriptive text, and color illustrations.
Scales differ.
map4C G3701.P2 1953 .C6 (PrCt)

78079 United States - Maps - 1953 - Road maps
Mexico - Maps - 1953 - Road maps
Maritime Provinces - Maps - 1953 - Road maps
Road maps
[Sinclair Oil Corporation road maps of the United States, Mexico, and Maritime Provinces].
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1953?].
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
6 maps : col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Collective title supplied by cataloger.
All sheets include plate numbers beginning with "3-46" or "53".
Includes maps covering Colorado, Idaho, Indiana, Maine, Maritime Provinces, Mexico, Montana, New Hampshire, New Mexico, Oklahoma, Texas, Utah, Vermont, and Wyoming.
Panel art: Color illustration of a couple looking over a road map while a Sinclair attendant services their car.
Ms. annotation in blue ink on RMcN Clients 2722-2724.
Library of Congress handstamps on RMcN Clients 2723, 2724, 2726, and 2727.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2722-2727 (PrCt)

78080 United States - Maps - 1953 - Road maps
Great Plains - Maps - 1953 - Road maps
[Socony-Vacuum Oil Company road maps of the United States]. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1953?].
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Foldex Limited -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
3 maps : col.; folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Collective title supplied by cataloger.
"Produced under license from Foldex Limited ... " Each map includes a plate number starting with "53" or "3-".
Includes maps covering New England, North Dakota, and the southwest United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1618-1620 (PrCt)

78081 United States - Maps - 1953 - Road maps
Chicago - Maps - 1953 - Road maps
"Copyright by the H.M. Gousha Company, Chicago-San Jose" -- on maps.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
United States <br>Maps 1953 <br><br>Plate no. 3-4915V-20. <br>Insets (9 x 12 cm. and smaller): Alaska -- Aleutian Islands -- [Three maps of Hawaii].<br>Panel art: Color illustration of tourists in a national park.<br>Extensive directory of national parks and monuments on verso.<br>Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).<br>Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).<br>RMcN Clients 2728 (PrCt)<br><br>United States - Wall maps 1953 <br><br>Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).<br>Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).<br>RMcN Clients 3704-3707 (PrCt)<br><br>United States - 1954 <br><br>Aeronautical charts 1954 <br><br>Especially for you: Braniff International Airways. [Dallas, Tex.?]: Braniff Airways, c1954.<br>Authors: Braniff Airways -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).<br>[24] p. : 10 col. maps ; 23 cm.<br>Plate no.: 2-53<br>Apparently a printer's proof; 2 copies of the map on one sheet; Newberry holds 2 sheets, each with 2 copies of the map.<br>Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).<br>artifacts cage RMcN maproll 7 : 8. 3 (PrCt)<br><br>United States - 1954 <br><br>Airways - Aeronautical charts 1954 <br><br>Copyright 1954 Braniff International Airways. [Dallas, Tex.?]: Braniff Airways, c1954.<br>Authors: Braniff Airways -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).<br>[24] p. : 10 col. maps ; 23 cm.<br>Plate no.: 2-53<br>Apparently a printer's proof; 2 copies of the map on one sheet; Newberry holds 2 sheets, each with 2 copies of the map.<br>Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).<br>artifacts cage RMcN maproll 7 : 8. 3 (PrCt)
Traffic density chart: loaded and empty freight car miles per mile of road operated [by the Gulf, Mobile and Ohio Railroad]. [Mobile, Alabama? Gulf, Mobile and Ohio Railroad Company?], 1954?]
Authors: Gulf, Mobile and Ohio Railroad Company
1 map; 29 x 23 cm.
Combined statistical chart and summary route map.
Covers region roughly bounded by Kansas City, Chicago, New Orleans and Montgomery.
5A 7267 (1953 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Authors: Gulf, Mobile and Ohio Railroad Company
1 map; col.; 29 x 23 cm.
Added title at upper left: Traffic density chart. Combined statistical chart and summary route map.
Covers region roughly bounded by Kansas City, Chicago, New Orleans and Montgomery.
5A 7267 (1954 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Outline map of the U.S. identifying Delaware,
Lackawanna and Western Railroad office locations. [New York? Delaware, Lackawanna and Western Railroad Company?, 1954?].

Authors: Delaware, Lackawanna and Western Railroad Company
1 map : 5 x 7 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Address directory of railroad agents printed beneath map.
5A 7267 (1953 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

78096 United States - Maps - 1954 - Railroads - Officials and employees<<>>Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.) - Maps - 1954 - Officials and employees<<>>Railroads - Maps
[Map identifying names and business addresses of the directors of the Great Northern Railway Company]. [Chicago? Great Northern Railway Company?, 1954?].
Authors: Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.)
1 map : col. ; on sheet 31 x 23 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Summary route map printed within the outline of the U.S.
In Great Northern Railway Company. 65th annual report, 1953 (Chicago: [Great Northern Railway Company?, 1954?]) inside front cover.
5A 7267 (1953 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Authors: Union Pacific Railway Company -- Uhler, J. C. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 105 cm. fold. to 27 x 20 cm. + index (15, [1] p. ; 28 cm.)
Issued in pocket of booklet containing index. Includes inset of Los Angeles area.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN map4C G3701 .P3 1954 .U5 (PrCt)

Authors: Union Pacific Railway Company -- Uhler, J. C. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 66 x 105 cm.
Shows principal US railroads by color code. Inset: [Los Angeles]. Bottom edges torn in several places.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN map6F G3701 .P3 1954 .R3 (PrCt)

1 map : col. ; 29 x 24 cm. + 1 chart : col. ; 15 x 21 cm. + index (15, [1] p. ; 28 cm.)
Issued in pocket of booklet containing index. Includes inset of Los Angeles area.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN map G3701 .P3 1954 .R5 (PrCt)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (96 p.) : col. maps ; 27 cm.
Includes index.
Includes list of radio stations in the United States.
Cover art: picture of country road.
"For [blank space] From R.P.A [?]." -- front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

RMcn atlas .R62 1954 copy 1 (PrCt)

78100 United States - Maps - 1954 - Road maps
maps<<>>Canada - Maps - 1954 - Road maps
maps<<>>Mexico - Maps - 1954 - Road maps
maps<<>>Radio stations - United States - Directories - 1954>>>>Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (96 p.) : col. maps ; 27 cm.
Includes index.
Includes list of radio stations in the United States.
Cover art: picture of country road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

RMcn atlas .R6 1954 copy 2 (PrCt)

78101 United States - Maps - 1954 - Road maps
maps<<>>Canada - Maps - 1954 - Road maps
maps<<>>Mexico - Maps - 1954 - Road maps
maps<<>>Road maps
Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
Cover title: Road atlas with Rand McNally maps.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Black fabricoid binding.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

RMcn atlas .R6 1954 (PrCt)

78102 United States - Maps - 1954 - Road maps
maps<<>>Canada - Maps - 1954 - Road maps
maps<<>>Mexico - Maps - 1954 - Road maps
maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company.
Road atlas -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (112 p.) : col. maps ; 41 cm.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Cover art: car on road and street sign reading "Rand McNally Road Atlas."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

oversize RMcN atlas .R6 1954 copy 1 (PrCt)

78103 United States - Maps - 1954 - Road maps
maps<<>>Canada - Maps - 1954 - Road maps
maps<<>>Mexico - Maps - 1954 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company.
Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (112 p.) : col. maps ; 41 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally special road atlas: United States, Canada, Mexico.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Cover art: couple with canoe near body of water nestled in the mountains.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

oversize RMcN atlas .R6 1954 copy 2 (PrCt)

78104 United States - Maps - 1954 - Road maps
maps<<>>Canada - Maps - 1954 - Road maps
maps<<>>Mexico - Maps - 1954 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company.
Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (112 p.) : col. maps ; 41 cm.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Black fabricoid binding.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

oversize RMcN atlas .R6 1954 copy 3 (PrCt)

78105 United States - Maps - 1954 - Road maps
maps<<>>Canada - Maps - 1954 - Road maps
maps<<>>Mexico - Maps - 1954 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company.
Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (112 p.) : col. maps ; 41 cm.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Black fabricoid binding.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

oversize RMcN atlas .R6 1954 copy 4 (PrCt)
Touraide prepared especially for Reynold Anderson / best wishes for a grand trip from Harkman Brothers your mileage merchant; Conoco. [Denver, Colo. Conoco Travel Burea], 1954.

Authors: Conoco Travel Burea -- Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau. Touraide -- Anderson, Reynold, Mrs. -- Anderson, Reynold -- Harkman Brothers (Minneapolis, Minn.)

1 atlas (various pagings) : 11 col. maps (1 folded), col. ill. ; 31 x 23 cm.

Cover title.

Uniform title: Touraide

"Touraide prepared especially for" and "best wishes for a grand trip from" printed on cover;

"Reynold Anderson" and "Harkman Brothers" written in ms.

"Copyright 1954 by Continental Oil Co." -- inside front cover.

"Copyright by the H.M. Gousha Company, Chicago-San Jose" -- on maps.

Includes fold-out U.S. map marked to show trip route from Minneapolis, Minn. to Denver, Grand Junction, Pueblo, and Colorado Springs, Colo.; mileage and expense record filled in by hand; distance chart, regional maps covering adjoining sections of the trip, hotel directories, descriptive text, and color illustrations.

Scales differ.

map4C G3701.P2 1954 .C6 (PrCt)
6 maps: col.; folded to 23 x 12 cm.
Collective title supplied by cataloger.
"Produced under license from Foldex Limited ... "> Each map includes a plate number starting with "4-" or "54-".
Includes maps covering Arizona, California, Delaware, Maryland, Minnesota, New England, Pennsylvania, Putnam County (N.Y.), Virginia, Westchester County (N.Y.), and West Virginia.
Map of California includes imprint of General Petroleum Corporation and Socony-Vacuum Oil Company; relief shown pictorially.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1621-1626 (PrCt)

78113 United States - Maps - 1955
Authors: Geological Survey (U.S.).
1 map
temp map4F G3700 1955 .U5 (PrCt)

78114 United States - Maps - 1955-1966 - Bus lines
Authors: Continental Trailways Bus System
5 maps: some col.; 28 x 42 cm. and smaller
Maps show Continental routes; some also show "affiliated connecting lines.'
map1F G3701 .P22 1955 .C6 (PrCt)

78115 United States - Maps - 1955 - Railroads
Continental Trailways Bus System - Maps - 1955 - Railroads - Southern Railway (U.S.) - Maps - Railroads
Map of the Southern Railway system. 1955.
1 map: col.; 48 x 76 cm.
Roughly bounded by Iowa, Massachusetts, Texas, and Florida.
Insets (9 x 9 cm. and 18 x 11 cm.): Cuba -- Florida [continuation inset].
5A 7267 (1954 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

78116 United States - Maps - 1955 - Railroads
Freight and freightage - Rates - Railroads - Rates
United States - Maps - 1955 - Freight and freightage - Rates
Map of the Southern Railway system. 1955.
1 map: col.; 48 x 76 cm.
Roughly bounded by Iowa, Massachusetts, Texas, and Florida.
Insets (9 x 9 cm. and 18 x 11 cm.): Cuba -- Florida [continuation inset].
5A 7267 (1954 vol. [2]) (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Authors: Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Company.
1 map ; 8 x 12 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
In Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Company. 60th annual report ... December 31, 1954 [Chicago?: Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway?, 1955?] p. 16.
Accompanies text on p. 15-17: Divisions of joint rates between railroads.
5A 7267 (1954 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Authors: Delaware, Lackawanna and Western Railroad Company.
1 map ; 5 x 8 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Address directory of railroad agents printed beneath map.
In Delaware, Lackawanna and Western Railroad Company. 103rd annual report ... December 31, 1954 [New York?: Delaware, Lackawanna and Western Railroad Company?, 1955?] p. 32.
5A 7267 (1954 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Authors: Denver and Rio Grande Western Railroad Company.
1 map : col. ; 13 x 21 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Map emphasizes Utah and Colorado.
Address directory of railroad agents printed beneath map.
5A 7267 (1954 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Illinois Central traffic offices are located in all of the cities show on this map. [Chicago? Illinois Central Railroad Company?, 1955?].
Authors: Illinois Central Railroad Company.
1 map : col. ; on sheet 28 x 22 cm.
Summary route map printed within outline of U. S.
Covers region roughly bounded by Nebraska, Indiana, Louisiana, and Alabama.
5A 7267 (1954 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Call the Nickel Plate traffic representative nearest you. [New York? New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad?, 1955?].
Authors: New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad.
1 map : col. ; 28 x 22 cm.
Identifies U.S. cities with NYC&SL agents; keyed to name and address directory on p. 36.
5A 7267 (1954 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Authors: Illinois Central Railroad Company.
1 map : 9 x 7 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Summary route map of the central U.S.
5A 7267 (1954 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Authors: Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville Railway Company -- Monon (Railroad).
1 map : col. ; 26 x 39 cm., on sheet 28 x 42 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Added title at bottom: The Lifeline of Indiana serves the nation.
Summary route map of the railroad in Indiana printed within an outline of the U.S., with straight lines radiating to major cities outside the state.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

[10-11].
5A 7267 (1954 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

78123 United States - Maps - 1955 - Railroads>Railroads - Maps
1 atlas (50 p.) : maps ; 32 cm.
Uniform title: Handy railroad atlas of the United States.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .H38 1955 copy 1 (PrCt)

78124 United States - Maps - 1955 - Railroads>Railroads - Maps
1 atlas (50 p.) : maps ; 32 cm.
Uniform title: Handy railroad atlas of the United States.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Gift 2005, Edward Hintzke, Winnetka, Ill.
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .H38 1955 copy 2 (PrCt)

1 atlas (311 p.) : col. maps ; 41 cm.
Cover title.
Includes mileage chart (p. 5-195).
Uniform title: Standard highway mileage guide.
Includes index.
Cover art: drawings of truck, car, and bus.

Hand-stamped "Rand McNally Library" -- front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .S72 1955 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (96 p.) : col. maps ; 27 cm.
Includes index.
Includes list of radio stations in the United States.
Cover art: picture of country road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .R62 1955 copy 1 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (96 p.) : col. maps ; 27 cm.
Includes index.
Includes list of radio stations in the United States.
Red fabricoid binding.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .R62 1955 copy 2 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (112 p.) : col. maps ; 41 cm.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Red fabricoid binding.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .R6 1955 copy 1 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
78129 United States - Maps - 1955 - Road maps
Canada - Maps - 1955 - Road maps
Mexico - Maps - 1955 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (112 p.) : col. maps ; 41 cm.
Cover title: Aero Mayflower Transit Company truck in foreground.
Includes index.
Cover art: picture of Mayflower ship with photo of Aero Mayflower Transit Company truck in foreground.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .R6 1955 copy 3 (PrCt)

78132 United States - Maps - 1955 - Road maps
Canada - Maps - 1955 - Road maps
Mexico - Maps - 1955 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- St. Paul Companies -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (112 p.) : col. maps ; 41 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally's reference and road atlas.
Includes index.
Cover art: sketch of roads crossing.
Spiral binding.
Hand-stamped "Rand McNally map library. Non-copyrighted."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .R6 1955 copy 5 (PrCt)
United States, Canada, and Mexico, especially designed for Brown & Bigelow. Chicago, Ill.; San Jose, Calif. H.M. Gousha Company, c1955.
Authors: Brown & Bigelow -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (48 p.) : col. maps ; 26 cm.
Cover title: Redi-map : road atlas with map of 48 states and portions of Canada and Mexico
"Copyright 1955 by the H.M. Gousha Company. Chicago-San Jose."-- p. 1
On most maps: © the H.M.G. Co.
Cover art: color photo of country road during autumn, "© B&B USA."
Includes blank area on front cover for overprinting or handstamp.
Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Company Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34, Range 7 (Jan. 2011).
Gousha atlas 1955 .U5 (PrCt)

78135
United States - Maps - 1955 - Road maps
Mexico - Maps - 1955 - Road maps
Pennsylvania Turnpike (Pa.) - Maps - 1955
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1955 - Road maps
Puget Sound Region (Wash.) - Maps - 1955 - Ferries
Yosemite National Park (Calif.) - Maps - 1955 - Road maps - Grand Canyon National Park (Ariz.) - Maps - 1955 - Road maps
Wall maps
The United States with western sectional ... tour with Texaco. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1955?].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 70 x 103 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco trip map of United States.
Includes table of "gasoline taxes ... corrected to 1st Jan., 1955."
Panel no. 5-494624-5.
Insets (19 x 16 cm. and smaller): New York and vicinity -- Main routes of Mexico -- Pennsylvania Turnpike.
Maps on verso (103 x 70 cm. and smaller):
Panel art: Texaco station on hilly rural road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 188.3X (PrCt)

78136
United States - Maps - 1955 - Road maps
Gulf tourguide maps of the United States.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1955?].
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
9 maps : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Collective title supplied by cataloger.
All maps bear plate numbers that begin with 5.
Panel art: Car silhouettes below Gulf sign.
Includes duplicate copies of some states; some maps include Library of Congress copyright handstamps.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1041-1049 (PrCt)

78137
United States - Maps - 1955 - Road maps
Texaco road maps of the United States.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1955?].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
8 maps : col. ; folded to 21 x 11 cm.
Collective title supplied by cataloger.
All title panels include abbreviated dates for 1955, for example "1055", and slogan "tour with Texaco."
Some sheets have speed limit notices post-dated 1956.
Includes maps covering Alabama, Arkansas, California, Connecticut, Florida, Georgia, Idaho, Kansas, Kentucky, Louisiana, Maine, Massachusetts, Mississippi, Montana, Nebraska, Nevada, New Hampshire, Oklahoma, Oregon, Rhode Island, South Carolina, Tennessee, east Texas, Vermont, and Washington.
Panel art: Texaco gas station on hilly rural road and slogan "tour with Texaco."
"Arizona-New Mexico with Colorado-Utah-Wyoming" recataloged as map4F G4331.P2 1955 .R3 (previously filed as RMcN Clients 3745).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3744-3752 (PrCt)

78138
United States - Maps - 1955 - Road maps
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1955 - Road maps
Touraide prepared especially for Reynolds Anderson / best wishes for a grand trip from

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Ms. note on verso: "1956 American Airlines airfreight map."
Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Company Collection (Newberry Library).


Indian reservations and locations of major Indian health facilities in the United States and Alaska.
1 map : col. ; 61 x 97 cm.
'Indian reservation boundaries are based on a map published by Office of Indian Affairs, dated 1941.'
Shows Beaver Island, Michigan as a reservation; H. H. Tanner has annotated this 'wrong, since 1841.'
Removed from the Helen H. Tanner Papers.
map6F G3701.E1 1956 .U5 (PrCt)

Authors: U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey
1 map : col. ; 114 x 170 cm., on 2 sheets each 121 x 90 cm.
Scale 1:3,000,000 ; Lambert conformal conic projection.
(Base map - U.S.C. and G.S. ; no. 3060c)
Relief shown by hypsometric tints.
ICN78
map6F G3701.C2 1956 U5 (PrCt)

Authors: Pacific Lighting Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company
1 map : col. ; 25 x 37 cm.
Shows pipe lines (existing, certificated, pending, proposed, and proposed abandoned) and gas fields.
map1F G3701.H8 1956 P3 (PrCt)

Authors: Jefferson, Louise E. -- Friendship Press, inc. -- Vogel, Virgil J.
1 map : col. ; 65 x 90 cm.
Pictorial map.
Removed from the Virgil J. Vogel Papers.
map6F G3701.A5 1956 J4 (PrCt)

Authors: Baker, Jones, Hausauer, Inc. (Buffalo, N.Y.) -- Southern Railway (U.S.)
1 map : col. ; 48 x 76 cm.
Roughly bounded by Iowa, Massachusetts, Texas, and Florida.
Insets (9 x 9 cm. and 18 x 11 cm.): Cuba -- Florida [continuation inset].
In Southern Railway. Sixty-second annual report ... December 31, 1955 [Richmond, Va.?]: Southern Railway?, 1956?) at end.
5A 7267 (1955 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Traffic density chart : loaded and empty freight car miles per mile of road operated. [Mobile, Alabama? Gulf, Mobile and Ohio Railroad Company?, 1956?].
Authors: Gulf, Mobile and Ohio Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 24 x 17 cm.
Combined statistical chart and summary route map.
Covers region roughly bounded by Kansas City, Chicago, New Orleans and Montgomery.
5A 7267 (1955 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Authors: Denver and Rio Grande Western Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 13 x 21 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Map emphasizes Utah and Colorado.
Address directory of railroad agents printed beneath map.
In Denver and Rio Grande Western Railroad


To Collection Services for cataloging, April 2011 (PrCt)


Spiral binding.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

纵横文

78159 United States - Maps - 1956 - Road maps
Canada - Maps - 1956 - Road maps
Mexico - Maps - 1956 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (112 p.) : col. maps ; 41 cm.
On cover: Rand McNally 100th anniversary, 1856-1956.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Red fabricoid binding.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

78160 United States - Maps - 1956 - Road maps
Canada - Maps - 1956 - Road maps
Mexico - Maps - 1956 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (112 p.) : col. maps ; 41 cm.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Cover art: car on road and street sign reading "Rand McNally Road Atlas."
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

78161 United States - Maps - 1956 - Road maps
Canada - Maps - 1956 - Road maps
Road maps
1 atlas (48 p.) : col. maps ; 23 cm.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Map margins include pictorial vignettes of tourist sites.
Cover art: images of North American tourist sites on road map background.
2 copies; copy 2 with Library of Congress handstamp.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

78157 United States - Maps - 1956 - Road maps
Canada - Maps - 1956 - Road maps
Mexico - Maps - 1956 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (112 p.) : col. maps ; 41 cm.
"Centennial edition: 100 years of experience."

78162 United States - Maps - 1956 - Road maps
Maps - Calendars - 1957 - Road maps
Bardahl official road map of the United States. Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Company, c1956.
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Bardahl Oil Co. -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 29 x 43 cm., on sheet 69 x 46 cm.
Plate nos. "8-DD-570" and "8-DD."
Issued with calendar for 1957 (stapled in bottom margin).
Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Company Collection (Newberry Library).
map4F G3701.P2A 19--.Q4, no. 17 (PrCt)

78163 United States - Maps - 1956 - Road maps<>Maritime Provinces - Maps - 1956 - Road maps<>Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
17 maps : col. ; on sheets 74 x 46 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Collective title supplied by cataloger.
All sheets include plate numbers beginning with "6" or "56".
Panel art: 4 illustrations of "scenic wonders" and family in car.
7 sheets handstamped with a 1956 date.
Duplicate copies have differing plate numbers and/or front panel annotations.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2752-2768 (PrCt)

78164 United States - Maps - 1956 - Road maps<>Mexico - Maps - 1956 - Road maps<>Canada - Maps - 1956 - Road maps<>Road maps
United States, Canada, and Mexico, especially designed for Brown & Bigelow. Chicago, Ill. ; San Jose, Calif. H.M. Gousha Company, c1956.
Authors: Brown & Bigelow -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Pettes, Robert -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (48 p.) : col. maps ; 26 cm.
Cover title: Redi-map : road atlas with map of 48 states and portions of Canada and Mexico
"Copyright 1956 by the H.M. Gousha Company. Chicago-San Jose."-- p. 1
"© B&B USA" -- front cover
On most maps: © 1956 by the H.M. Gousha Co.
Cover art: color lithograph of 192-? roadster and a couple asking for directions from a farmer; signed "Robert Pettes,; © B&B USA."
Includes blank area on front cover for overprinting or handstamp.
Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Company Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34, Range 7 (Jan. 2011).
Gousha atlas 1956 .U5 (PrCt)

[Sooxny Mobil Oil Company road maps of the United States]. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1956?].
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
13 maps : col. ; folded to 23 x 12 cm.
Collective title supplied by cataloger.
All maps bear plate numbers that begin with 6.
Includes maps covering Alabama, Arizona, Arkansas, Colorado, Delaware, Florida, Illinois, Iowa, Kentucky, Louisiana, Maryland, Michigan, Minnesota, Mississippi, Nebraska, New Mexico, Tennessee, Texas, Virginia, West Virginia, Wisconsin, and Wyoming.
Includes 2 variant issues each for Colorado and Wisconsin.
Includes pictorial maps of Cuba, Florida and Michigan.
Panel art: Car silhouettes below Gulf sign.
Florida's panel art: Waterfront and cityscape at night.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1051-1063 (PrCt)

78166 United States - Maps - 1956 - Road maps<>Milwaukee (Wis.) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps<>Portland (Or.) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps<>Seattle (Wash.) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps<>Road maps
[Sooxny Mobil Oil Company road maps of the United States]. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1956?].
Authors: Socony Mobil Oil Company -- General Petroleum Corporation -- Foldex Limited -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
16 maps : col. ; folded to 23 x 12 cm.
Collective title supplied by cataloger.
All sheets include plate numbers beginning "56..." or "6-...".
Includes maps covering Arizona, California, Delaware, Georgia, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Maryland, Milwaukee (Wis.), Missouri, Montana, Nebraska, New Mexico, North Carolina, Oregon,
78167 United States - Maps - 1956 - Road maps

Touraide prepared especially for Reynold Anderson / best wishes for a grand trip from Harkman Brothers your Conoco dealer. [Denver, Colo. Conoco Travel Bureau], 1956.

Authors: Conoco Travel Bureau -- Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau. Touraide -- Anderson, Reynold, Mrs. -- Anderson, Reynold -- Harkman Brothers (Minneapolis, Minn.)

1 atlas (various pagings) : 10 col. maps (1 folded), col. ill. ; 31 x 23 cm.

Cover title.

Uniform title: Touraide

"America's finest auto travel guide", "touraide prepared especially for", and "best wishes for a grand trip from" printed on cover; "Reynold Anderson" and "Harkman Brothers" written in ms. © 1956, Continental Oil Company"-- inside front cover.

"Copyright 1956 by the H.M. Gousha Company, Chicago-San Jose"-- on maps.

Includes fold-out U.S. map marked to show trip route from Minneapolis, Minn. to Banff, Alberta and Seattle, Washington; mileage and expense record filled in by hand; distance chart, regional maps covering adjoining sections of the trip, hotel directories, descriptive text, and color illustrations.

Scales differ.

map4C G3701.P2 1956 .C6 (PrCt)

78168 United States - Maps - 1956 - Road maps


Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

7 maps : col. ; folded to 21 x 11 cm.

Collective title supplied by cataloger.

All title panels include abbreviated dates for 1956, for example "556", and slogan "tour with Texaco."

Includes maps covering Alabama, Arizona, Arkansas, California, Chesapeake Bay Area, Colorado, Delaware, Florida, Georgia, Idaho, Kentucky, Louisiana, Maryland, Mississippi, Montana, Nevada, New Mexico, North Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessee, Utah, Virginia, West Virginia, and Wyoming.

Panel art: Texaco gas station on hilly rural road and slogan "tour with Texaco" Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Airlines 4C 38 (PrCt)

78172 United States - Maps - 1957 - Maps, Physical

Physiographic diagram of the United States. 1957.

Authors: Geographical Press -- Lobeck, A. K. (Armin Kohl), 1886-1958

1 map

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
| Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. |
| For more information refer to the title page of this volume. |

Map showing C & E I Railroad system and its nationwide traffic sales offices. [Chicago? Chicago and Eastern Illinois Railroad Company?, 1957?].
Authors: Chicago and Eastern Illinois Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 14 x 21 cm.
Outline map of the U.S. identifying C & E I office locations; generalized route of the railroad shown in Illinois only.
5A 7267 (1956 vol. [1]) (PrCt)


[Outline map of the U.S. identifying Denver & Rio Grande Western Railroad office locations].
[Denver? Denver and Rio Grande Western Railroad Company?, 1957?].
Authors: Denver and Rio Grande Western Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 13 x 21 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Map emphasizes Utah and Colorado.
Address directory of railroad agents printed beneath map.
5A 7267 (1956 vol. [1]) (PrCt)


45 traffic offices [of the Gulf, Mobile, and Ohio Railroad]. [Chicago? Gulf, Mobile and Ohio Railroad Company?, 1957?].
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Gulf, Mobile and Ohio Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 29 x 42 cm.
Summary route map of the region between Kansas City, Chicago, New Orleans, and Montgomery; printed upon an outline map of the U.S.
5A 7267 (1956 vol. [1]) (PrCt)


33 traffic offices [of the Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad]. [Minneapolis? Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad?, 1957?].
Authors: Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad
1 map : col. ; on sheet 28 x 22 cm.
Locations of M & St. L. offices shown on outline map of the U.S.; includes directory of agents keyed to the names of cities.
In Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad. 1956 annual report [Minneapolis?: Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad?, 1957?] inside back cover.
5A 7267 (1956 vol. [1]) (PrCt)


Call the Nickel Plate traffic representative nearest you. [New York? New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad?, 1957?].
Authors: New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad
1 map : col. ; 22 x 28 cm.
Identifies U.S. cities with NYC & SL agents; keyed to name and address directory on p. 36.
5A 7267 (1956 vol. [2]) (PrCt)


Authors: Illinois Central Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 9 x 7 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Summary route map printed without place names on an outline map of the United States.
5A 7267 (1956 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

78186 United States - Maps - 1957 - Railroads - Headquarters>>Railroads - Maps

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

Lackawanna railroad: the route of the phoebe snow. [new york? delaware, lackawanna and western railroad company?], 1957?

Authors: delaware, lackawanna and western railroad company

1 map : on sheet 28 x 23 cm.

Summary route map roughly bounded by minneapolis, portland, dener, and new york.

Includes pictorial inset map (13 x 17 cm.) detailing the region bounded by buffalo, portland, and new york city.

In delaware, lackawanna and western railroad company. 105th annual report ... december 31, 1956 [new york? : delaware, lackawanna and western railroad company?, 1957?] on back cover.

5A 7267 (1956 vol. [1]) (PrCt)


Railroad map of the united states. [washington? U.S. army map service?], 1957.

Authors: united states. army map service -- united states. army. corps of engineers -- university of chicago. library -- chicago region map collection (newberry library) -- U.S. army map service see united states. army map service

1 map : col. ; 128 x 194 cm. on 4 sheets

At bottom left: 8204. Edition 5 AMS. Revised to April 1957.

Scale 1:2,500,000.

Includes insets of the san francisco, chicago, new york city, and philadelphia regions (20 x 16 cm. and smaller).

Gift 2007, University of chicago map library.

Forms part of the chicago region map collection (Newberry library).

map6F G3701.P3 1957 .U5 (PrCt)


Great northern railroad and number of shareholders by states. [St. Paul, Minn.? Great northern railroad company?, 1957?].

Authors: great northern railroad company (U.S.)

1 map : 15 x 22 cm.

Summary route printed on color-coded map of united states.

In great northern railway company. 68th annual report ... 1956 [St. Paul, Minn.? : great northern railway company?, 1957?] p. 22.

5A 7267 (1956 vol. [1]) (PrCt)


[Outline map of the united states showing locations of new york, Chicago & St. Louis railroad shareholders]. [new york? : new york, Chicago & St. Louis railroad?, 1958?].

Authors: New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad

1 map : col. ; 11 x 9 cm.

Title supplied by cataloger.

Accompanying text at bottom: How shareholders can help increase business on the Nickel Plate ...


5A 7267 (1957 vol. [2]) (PrCt)


Toledo, Peoria & Western railroad company. [Peoria, Ill.? Toledo, Peoria, and Western railroad company?].

Authors: Toledo, Peoria & Western railroad company

1 map : 16 x 23 cm.

Title in upper margin.

Summary route map.

Inset (3 x 15 cm.): [toledo, peoria & western route between keokuk and effner]

In toledo, peoria, & western railroad company. Annual report ... 1957 [Peoria, Ill.? Toledo, Peoria, and Western railroad company?, i.e. 1958?] p. [13].

5A 7267 (1957 vol. [2]) (PrCt)


Authors: Rand McNally and company -- united states. national park service -- Rand McNally collection (Newberry library)

1 map : col. ; 77 x 122 cm.

Bottom right: '2-57.

Shows national parks, national forests, Indian reservations, and wildlife-game refuges.

Note in legend: Prepared and copyrighted by Rand McNally & Co. for this week magazine in cooperation with the National Park service. Routes traced in red, purple, and green marker.

Forms part of the Rand McNally collection (Newberry library).

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
United States - Maps - 1957 - Road maps

RMcN map6F G3701.G5 1957 R3 (PrCt)

78192

United States - Maps - 1957 - Road maps
Canada - Maps - 1957 - Road maps
Mexico - Maps - 1957 - Road maps
Radio stations - United States - Directories - 1957 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (96 p.) : col. maps ; 27 cm.
Includes index.
Includes list of radio stations in the United States.
Cover art: photo of barn.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .R6 1957 copy 1 (PrCt)

78193

United States - Maps - 1957 - Road maps
Canada - Maps - 1957 - Road maps
Mexico - Maps - 1957 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (120 p.) : col. maps ; 41 cm.
Cover title: Road Atlas, by Rand McNally: United States, Canada, Mexico.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Brown fabricoid binding.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .R6 1957 copy 1 (PrCt)

78194

United States - Maps - 1957 - Road maps
Canada - Maps - 1957 - Road maps
Mexico - Maps - 1957 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (120 p.) : col. maps ; 41 cm.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Cover art: aerial view of highway with cars.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .R6 1957 copy 2 (PrCt)

78195

United States - Maps - 1957 - Road maps

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

78196

United States - Maps - 1957 - Road maps
Canada - Maps - 1957 - Road maps
Directories
Dummies (Bookselling) - 1957 - Specimens
Road maps
Vacation guide and road atlas. [Chicago? H.M. Gousha Company?], c1957.
Authors: Brown & Bigelow -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (48 p.) : col. maps ; 26 cm.
Cover title.
Added title on p. 5: United States, Canada, and Mexico : especially designed for Brown & Bigelow / copyright 1957 by the H.M. Goushá Company. Chicago-San Jose.
On most maps: © 1957 by the H.M. Goushá Co.
Cover art: illustrations of leisure activities.
Includes blank area on front cover, possibly designed for overprinting; apparently issued as sales sample and / or printer's proof for prospective commercial clients.
Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Company Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34, Range 7 (Jan. 2011).
map4C G3701.P2 1957 .C6 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Gousha atlas 1957 .V3 (PrCt)

78197 United States - Maps - 1957 - Road maps
Mexico - Maps - 1957 - Road maps
Canada - Maps - 1957 - Road maps
Road maps
Vacation guide and road atlas. [Chicago? H.M. Gousha Company?], c1957.
Authors: Brown & Bigelow -- Pipe Coupling Manufacturers, Inc. (Martins Ferry, Ohio) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Akerman, James R. -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 43 x 65 cm.
"Copyright 1957 by the H.M. Goushá Company Chicago-Dan Jose."
Includes "Gousha G road maps" logo.
Plate nos. "9-EE" and "522-J.C."
Apparently issued as sales sample and / or printer's proof; includes blank title panels for overprinting.
Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Company Collection (Newberry Library).

78200 United States - Maps - 1957 - Trucking
U.S. Truck Lines, Inc. - Maps - 1957
Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 43 x 65 cm.
"Copyright 1957 by the H.M. Goushá Company Chicago-Dan Jose."
Includes "Gousha G road maps" logo.
Plate nos. "9-EE" and "522-J.C."
Apparently issued as sales sample and / or printer's proof; includes blank title panels for overprinting.
Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Company Collection (Newberry Library).

78198 United States - Maps - 1957 - Road maps
National road atlas : United States, Canada, Mexico / Farmers Insurance Group. [Chicago, Ill. ; San Jose, Calif. H.M. Gousha Company], c1957.
Authors: Farmers' Insurance Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (48 p.) : 26 cm.
Cover title.
Added title from p. 1: United States, Canada, and Mexico.
Adders of the H.M. Gousha Company.
Copyright 1957 by the H.M. Goushá Company Chicago-San Jose.
On most maps: © 1957 by the H.M. Goushá Co.
"Pipe Coupling Manufacturers, Inc. Martins Ferry, Ohio. Black and hot dip galvanized couplings."
Front cover.
Cover art: illustrations of leisure activities.
Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Company Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34, Range 7 (Jan. 2011).
Gift 2013, James R. Akerman.

78201 United States - Maps - 1957 - Trucking
United States - Maps - 1957
Road maps
System map and points served by Ryder System, Inc., common carrier division. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally and Company, [1957?].
Authors: Ryder Systems, Inc. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 43 x 65 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added titles: Highway map of United States showing the common carrier motor freight routes of Ryder System, Inc. -- System map and direct points of service, common carrier division, Ryder System, Inc.
Plate no. 7-4915V-8.
Trucking routes shown in red.
Panel art: Ryder System logo and three trucks.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2334 (PrCt)

78199 United States - Maps - 1957 - Road maps
Proofs (Printing) - 1957 - Specimens
Dummies (Bookselling) - 1957 - Specimens
Road maps
Highway map of United States featuring mileage and driving time along main transcontinental highways. Chicago, Ill. H.M. Gousha Company, c1957.
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 43 x 65 cm.
"Copyright 1957 by the H.M. Goushá Company Chicago-Dan Jose."
Includes "Gousha G road maps" logo.
Plate nos. "9-EE" and "522-J.C."
Apparently issued as sales sample and / or printer's proof; includes blank title panels for overprinting.
Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Company Collection (Newberry Library).

78202 United States - Maps - 1958 - Airways
Airways - United States - Maps - 1958
United States - Maps - 1958 - Airways maps
Highways - United States - Maps - 1958 - Airways

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

Especially for you : Braniff International Airways.

Authors: American Airlines, inc. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Danzer, Gerald A. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 60 x 105 cm., on sheet 77 x 153 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added titles: Map 1. Eastern United States -- Map 2. Western United States.
"Copyright by Rand McNally & Company."
"July 1958" and "T 197J" on back panel.
Scale [ca. 1:3,284,000].
Coordinates: (W 124°48'00"--W 69°51'00"/N 45°49'00"--N 29°04'00")
Relief shown with shading and spot heights.
Insets (21 x 23 cm. and smaller): [Index map] -- American Airlines system map [of North America] -- Mexico.
Panel art: Three American Airlines planes in flight, AA logo, world graticule.
Gift 2011, Gerald Danzer.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25.


Authors: American Airlines, inc. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 60 x 105 cm., on sheet 77 x 153 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added titles: Map 1. Eastern United States -- Map 2. Western United States.
"Copyright by Rand McNally & Company."
"July 1958" and "T 197J" on back panel.
Scale [ca. 1:3,284,000].
Coordinates: (W 124°48'00"--W 69°51'00"/N 45°49'00"--N 29°04'00")
Relief shown with shading and spot heights.
Insets (21 x 23 cm. and smaller): [Index map] -- American Airlines system map [of North America] -- Mexico.
Panel art: Three American Airlines planes in flight, AA logo, world graticule.
Gift 2011, Gerald Danzer.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25.
- 1958>Railroads - Maps
Authors: Baker, Jones, Hausauer, Inc. (Buffalo, N.Y.) -- Southern Railway (U.S.)
1 map : col. ; on sheet 48 x 76 cm.
Roughly bounded by Nebraska, Massachusetts, Texas, and Florida.
Insets (9 x 9 cm. and 18 x 11 cm.): Cuba -- Florida [continuation inset].
In Southern Railway. Sixty-fourth annual report ... December 31, 1957 [Richmond, Va.?; Southern Railway?, 1958?] at end.
5A 7267 (1957 vol. [2]) (PrCt)
Traffic density chart : loaded and empty freight car miles per mile of road operated. [Mobile, Alabama? Gulf, Mobile and Ohio Railroad Company?, 1958?].
Authors: Gulf, Mobile and Ohio Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 21 x 17 cm.
Combined statistical chart and summary route map.
Covers region roughly bounded by Kansas City, Chicago, New Orleans, and Montgomery.
5A 7267 (1957 vol. [1]) (PrCt)
Authors: Gulf, Mobile and Ohio Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; on sheet 29 x 22 cm.
Summary route map.
Covers region roughly bounded by Kansas City, Chicago, New Orleans, and Montgomery.
In Gulf, Mobile and Ohio Railroad Company. 18th annual report, 1957 [Mobile, Ala.?; Gulf, Mobile and Ohio Railroad Co.?, 1958?] inside back cover.
5A 7267 (1957 vol. [1]) (PrCt)
Authors: Denver and Rio Grande Western Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 13 x 21 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Map emphasizes Utah and Colorado.
Address directory of railroad agents printed beneath map.
5A 7267 (1957 vol. [1]) (PrCt)
Authors: Illinois Central Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 12 x 18 cm.
Summary route map printed with the names of cities with ICRR offices.
5A 7267 (1957 vol. [1]) (PrCt)
Authors: Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad
1 map : col. ; on sheet 21 x 28 cm.
Identifies location of the M & SL offices within outline map of the U.S.; includes untitled circular inset of the Middle West (11 cm. in diam.)
In Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad. 1958 annual report [Minneapolis?: Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad?, 1959?] inside back cover.
5A 7267 (1957 vol. [2]) (PrCt)
Authors: Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad
1 map : col. ; 14 x 21 cm.
Identifies location of the M & SL offices within outline map of the U.S.; includes names of company agents.
In Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad. 1957 annual report [Minneapolis?: Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad?, 1958?] inside back cover.
5A 7267 (1957 vol. [2]) (PrCt)
78220 United States - Maps - 1958 - Road maps
maps>>Canada - Maps - 1958 - Road maps
maps>>Mexico - Maps - 1958 - Road maps
maps>>Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (44 p.) : col. maps ; 25 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally road atlas.
Includes index.
Cover art: picture of country road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .I55 1958 (PrCt)

78224 United States - Maps - 1958 - Road maps
maps>>Canada - Maps - 1958 - Road maps
maps>>Mexico - Maps - 1958 - Road maps
maps>>Road maps
Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (120 p.) : col. maps ; 41 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally road atlas: United States, Canada and Mexico.
On cover: John H. Juda Agency ... Cable, Wisconsin ... representing Hartford Fire Insurance Co, Hartford Accident and Indemnity Co.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Cover art: picture of buck with mountains in background.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .R6 1958 copy 3 (PrCt)

78222 United States - Maps - 1958 - Road maps
maps>>Canada - Maps - 1958 - Road maps
maps>>Mexico - Maps - 1958 - Road maps
maps>>Road maps
Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (120 p.) : col. maps ; 41 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally road atlas: United States, Canada and Mexico.
On cover: John H. Juda Agency ... Cable, Wisconsin ... representing Hartford Fire Insurance Co, Hartford Accident and Indemnity Co.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Cover art: picture of buck with mountains in background.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .R6 1958 copy 4 (PrCt)
United States - Maps - 1958 - Road maps
Bardahl official road map of the United States.
Chicago, Ill. ; San Jose, Calif. H.M. Gousha Company, c1958.
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Bardahl Oil Co. -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 29 x 43 cm., on sheet 68 x 46 cm.
Plate nos. "FF-6-570-J" and "FF-6."
Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Company Collection (Newberry Library).
map4F G3701.P2A 19. .G4, no. 10 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1958 - Road maps
United States - Maps - 1958 - Road maps
Mexico - Maps - 1958 - Road maps
Canada - Maps - 1958 - Road maps
Dummies (Bookselling) - 1958 - Specimens
Authors: Brown & Bigelow -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (48 p.) : col. maps ; 26 cm.
Cover title.
Added title on p. 5: United States, Canada, and Mexico especially designed for Brown & Bigelow / copyright 1958 by the H.M. Goushá Company.
On most maps: © 1958 by the H.M. Goushá Co.
Cover art: color photo of lake scene within outline of stop sign; road map in background.
Includes blank area on front cover, possibly designed for overprinting; apparently issued as sales sample and / or printer's proof for prospective commercial clients.
Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Company Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34, Range 7 (Jan. 2011).
Gousha atlas 1958 .V3 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1958 - Road maps
United States - Maps - 1958 - Road maps
United States - Maps - Mexico - 1958 - Road maps
Road maps
[Sinclair Oil Corporation road maps of the United States and Mexico]. [Chicago] : Rand McNally & Company, [1958?].
Authors: Sinclair Auto Tour Service -- Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
9 maps : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Collective title supplied by cataloger.
All sheets include plate numbers beginning with "8" or "58".
Includes maps covering Illinois, Indiana, Kentucky, Mexico, Michigan, Minnesota, New Mexico, Ohio, Oklahoma, Tennessee, Texas, western United States, and Wisconsin.
Panel art: Sinclair logo and dinosaur mascot, gas station, and motto "Sinclair's Auto Tour Service will help plan your trip."
RMcN Clients 2786  handstamped "Jul 7 1958."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2779-2787 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1958 - Wall maps
Authors: Jeppesen and Company -- Barcaba, Iwan -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 94 x 154 cm. on sheet 126 x 154 cm.
Added title: Jeppesen natural-color relief map Scale: 50 miles to one inch.
Lambert conformal conical projection.
Includes hand stamp of previous owner (?): Iwan Barcaba
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
artifacts cage RMcN maproll 8 : 8. 1 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1959-1978 - Road maps
Consolidated Freightways, inc. - Maps - 1959-1979 - Road maps
Authors: Consolidated Freightways, inc. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
3 maps : col. ; folded to 21 x 12 cm. and smaller
Includes ca. 1959, 196-?, and 1978 editions.
Collective title supplied by cataloger.
Panel art: Consolidated Freightways logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 387-389 (PrCt)

Airways - Mexico - Maps - 1959
American Airlines, inc. - Maps - 1959 - Aeronautical charts
System map / American Airlines. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Company, [1959?].
Authors: American Airlines, inc. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
4 maps : col. ; 61 x 92 cm. and smaller, on sheet 61 x 92 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"Copyright Rand McNally & Company."
Authors: United Air Lines, inc. -- Jeppesen and Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 3 maps ; 155 x 268 mm.
Maps by Jeppesen and Co.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)  (PrCt)

Authors: Geological Survey (U.S.)
1 map : col. ; 61 x 97 cm.
Diocesan boundaries drawn in red pencil on Geological Survey Base map (1933, reprinted 1951).
Scale 1:5,000,000. Approximately 80 miles to 1 inch.
Shows county boundaries, major cities, rivers.
map6F G3701 .E423 1959 D5 (PrCt)

Authors: Baker, Jones, Hausauer Inc. (Buffalo, N.Y.) -- Southern Railway (U.S.)
1 map : col. ; 48 x 77 cm.
Roughly bounded by Nebraska, Massachusetts, Texas, and Florida.
Insets (9 x 9 cm. and 18 x 11 cm.): Cuba -- Florida [continuation inset].
In Southern Railway. Sixty-fifth annual report ... December 31, 1958 [Richmond, Va.? : Southern Railway?, 1959?] at end.
5A 7267 (1958 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Traffic density chart : loaded and empty freight car miles per mile of road operated [on the Gulf, Mobile and Ohio Railroad]. [Mobile, Alabama? Gulf, Mobile and Ohio Railroad Company?, 1959?].
Authors: Gulf, Mobile and Ohio Railroad Company
1 map ; 28 x 21 cm.
Title expanded by cataloger.
Combined statistical chart and summary route map.
Covers region roughly bounded by Kansas City, Chicago, New Orleans, and Montgomery.
5A 7267 (1958 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Authors: Denver and Rio Grande Western Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; on sheet 30 x 23 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Map emphasizes Utah and Colorado.
Address directory of railroad agents printed beneath map.
5A 7267 (1958 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Authors: Gulf, Mobile and Ohio Railroad Company
1 map ; 29 x 42 cm.
Summary route map of the region between Kansas City, Chicago, New Orleans, and Montgomery.
Accompanied by directory of offices and contact information on p. 36.
In Gulf, Mobile and Ohio Railroad Company. Nineteenth annual report ... 1958 [Mobile, Ala.? : Gulf, Mobile and Ohio Railroad Co.?, 1959?] p. 36-[37].
5A 7267 (1958 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

78237 United States - Maps - 1959 - Railroads - Headquarters>>>New York, Chicago & St.  (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Call the Nickel Plate traffic representative nearest you. [New York? New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad?, 1959?].
Authors: New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad
1 map : col. ; 22 x 28 cm.
Title from accompanying directory on p. 36.
Text at bottom: How shareholders can help increase business on the Nickel Plate ... .
Outline map of the United States; identifies cities with NYC & SL agents; keyed to name and address directory on p. 36.

Authors: Illinois Central Railroad Company
1 map ; 14 x 22 cm.
Summary route map printed with the names of cities with ICRR offices.
In Illinois Central Railroad Company. Annual report ... December 31, 1958 (Chicago: Illinois Central Railroad Co., [1959?]) inside front cover. 5A 7267 (1958 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Authors: St. Louis-San Francisco Railway Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 93 cm.
Scale: 1:5,000,000
Shows US cities and their populations according to map grid on right and left sides of border. Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
4 copies, 1 on metal rollers. artifacts cage RMcN maproll 1 : 2. 2 (PrCt)

Toledo, Peoria & Western Railroad Company by passes big-city yards ... [Peoria, Ill.? Toledo, Peoria, and Western Railroad Company?, 1959?].
Authors: Toledo, Peoria & Western Railroad
1 map ; 16 x 23 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Summary route map.
Inset (3 x 15 cm.): [Toledo, Peoria & Western route between Keokuk and Effner].

78241 United States - Maps - 1959 - Recreation - Wall maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- United States. National Park Service -- This Week Magazine -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 77 x 122 cm.
Bottom right: 2-'59.
Shows national parks, national forests, Indian reservations, and wildlife-game refuges.
Note in legend: Prepared and copyrighted by Rand McNally & Co. for This Week Magazine in cooperation with the National Park Service.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
artifacts cage RMcN maproll 5 : 1. 3 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Bethlehem Steel Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (96 p.) : col. maps ; 25 cm.
"Courtesy Bethlehem Steel Company" -- front cover.
Includes index.
Includes list of radio stations in the United States. Cover art: aerial view of highway.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (1-[96] p.) : col. maps ; 25 cm.
Includes index.
Includes list of radio stations in the United States. Cover art: photo of highway and mountain range.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Includes index.

Cover art: aerial view of highway with cars.

Hand-stamped copyright copy.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

**oversize RMcN atlas .R6 1959 copy 4 (PrCt)**

**78250**

United States - Maps - 1959 - Road maps
Mexico - Maps - 1959 - Road maps
North America - Maps - 1959 - Pictorial maps


1 atlas (44 p.) : col. maps ; 25 cm.

"Price $1.00" on title page.

Uniform title: Road atlas.

Cover art: pictorial map of the United States with a picture of Montgomery Ward's Riverside tire.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

**RMcN atlas .R6 1959 (PrCt)**

**78251**

United States - Maps - 1959 - Road maps
Maps - Calendars - 1959-1960
Bardahl transcontinental road map.

Chicago, Ill. ; San Jose, Calif. H.M. Gousha Company, c1959.

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Bardahl Oil Co. -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 29 x 43 cm., on sheet 68 x 46 cm.

Plate no. 7-MC-HH-570-J.

"Your imprint here" -- bottom margin.


Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Company Collection (Newberry Library).

map4F G3701.P2A 19-- .G4, no. 11 (PrCt)

**78252**

United States - Maps - 1959 - Road maps
Mexico - Maps - 1959 - Road maps
Canada - Maps - 1959 - Road maps
North America - Maps - 1959 - Pictorial maps

Skelly highway atlas. Chicago, Ill. ; San Jose, Calif. H.M. Goushá Company, c1959.

Authors: Skelly Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (56 p.) : col. maps ; 26 cm.

Cover title.

Added title from p. 1: United States Canada and Mexico

"Copyright 1959 by the H.M. Goushá Company. Chicago-San Jose." -- p. 1

"© 1959, Skelly Oil Company, Tulsa, Oklahoma"

-- inside back cover.

Cover art: cartoon of a man relaxing in the office in front of a pictorial map of North America.

"75c" -- front cover.

Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Company Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34, Range 7 (Jan. 2011).

**Gousha atlas 1959 .S5 (PrCt)**

**78253**

United States - Maps - 1959 - Road maps
Mexico - Maps - 1959 - Road maps
Canada - Maps - 1959 - Road maps
Proofs (Printing) - 1959 - Specimens
Dummies (Bookselling) - 1959 - Specimens
Road maps

United States road atlas including Canada and Mexico.

Chicago, Ill. ; San Jose, Calif. H.M. Gousha Company, c1959.

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (56 p.) : col. maps ; 26 cm.

"Copyright 1959 by the H.M. Goushá Company. Chicago-San Jose."

On most maps: © 1959 by the H.M. Gousha Co. Includes blank covers, probably designed for overprinting; apparently issued as sales sample and/or printer's proof for prospective commercial clients.

Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Company Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34, Range 7 (Jan. 2011).

**Gousha atlas 1959 .U5 (PrCt)**

**78254**

United States - Maps - 1959 - Road maps
Mexico - Maps - 1959 - Road maps
Canada - Maps - 1959 - Road maps
Road maps
Mayflower highway atlas.

Chicago, Ill. ; San Jose, Calif. H.M. Goushá Company, c1959.

Authors: Aero Mayflower Transit Co., Inc. -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (56 p.) : col. maps ; 26 cm.

Cover title.

Added title from p. 1: United States, Canada and Mexico.

"Copyright 1959 by the H.M. Goushá Company. Chicago-San Jose." -- p. 1

Cover art: color photo of a Mayflower truck on a rural road.

Includes prominent blank space on front cover intended for handstamp of local Mayflower mover.

Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Company Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34, Range 7 (Jan. 2011).

**Gousha atlas 1959 .M3 (PrCt)**

**78255**

United States - Maps - 1959 - Road maps
Mexico - Maps - 1959 - Road maps

Gousha highway atlas.

Chicago, Ill. ; San Jose, Calif. H.M. Gousha Company, c1959.

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (56 p.) : col. maps ; 26 cm.

Cover title.

"Copyright 1959 by the H.M. Goushá Company.

Chicago-San Jose." -- p. 1

Cover art: color photo of a Mayflower truck on a rural road.

Includes prominent blank space on front cover intended for handstamp of local Mayflower mover.

Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Company Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34, Range 7 (Jan. 2011).

**Gousha atlas 1959 .M3 (PrCt)**

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
maps & Road maps

78257

United States - Maps - 1959 - Road maps

Gousha atlas 1959 .N3 (PrCt)

78258

United States - Maps - 1959 - Road maps

Gousha atlas 1959 .A7 (PrCt)

78259

United States - Maps - 1959 - Road maps

Gousha atlas 1959 .U5a (PrCt)

78260

United States - Maps - 1959 - Road maps

Gousha atlas 1959 .J5a (PrCt)

78261

United States - Maps - 1959 - Road maps

Gousha atlas 1959 .T6 (PrCt)

78262

United States - Maps - 1959 - Road maps

Gousha atlas 1959 .U5b (PrCt)

78263

United States - Maps - 1959 - Road maps

Gousha atlas 1959 .U5c (PrCt)

78264

United States - Maps - 1959 - Road maps

Gousha atlas 1959 .U5d (PrCt)

78265

United States - Maps - 1959 - Road maps

Gousha atlas 1959 .U5e (PrCt)

78266

United States - Maps - 1959 - Road maps

Gousha atlas 1959 .U5f (PrCt)

78267

United States - Maps - 1959 - Road maps

Gousha atlas 1959 .U5g (PrCt)

78268

United States - Maps - 1959 - Road maps

Gousha atlas 1959 .U5h (PrCt)

78269

United States - Maps - 1959 - Road maps

Gousha atlas 1959 .U5i (PrCt)

78270

United States - Maps - 1959 - Road maps

Gousha atlas 1959 .U5j (PrCt)

78271

United States - Maps - 1959 - Road maps

Gousha atlas 1959 .U5k (PrCt)

78272

United States - Maps - 1959 - Road maps

Gousha atlas 1959 .U5l (PrCt)

78273

United States - Maps - 1959 - Road maps

Gousha atlas 1959 .U5m (PrCt)

78274

United States - Maps - 1959 - Road maps

Gousha atlas 1959 .U5n (PrCt)

78275

United States - Maps - 1959 - Road maps

Gousha atlas 1959 .U5o (PrCt)

78276

United States - Maps - 1959 - Road maps

Gousha atlas 1959 .U5p (PrCt)

78277

United States - Maps - 1959 - Road maps

Gousha atlas 1959 .U5q (PrCt)

78278

United States - Maps - 1959 - Road maps

Gousha atlas 1959 .U5r (PrCt)

78279

United States - Maps - 1959 - Road maps

Gousha atlas 1959 .U5s (PrCt)

78280

United States - Maps - 1959 - Road maps

Gousha atlas 1959 .U5t (PrCt)

78281

United States - Maps - 1959 - Road maps

Gousha atlas 1959 .U5u (PrCt)

78282

United States - Maps - 1959 - Road maps

Gousha atlas 1959 .U5v (PrCt)

78283

United States - Maps - 1959 - Road maps

Gousha atlas 1959 .U5w (PrCt)

78284

United States - Maps - 1959 - Road maps

Gousha atlas 1959 .U5x (PrCt)

78285

United States - Maps - 1959 - Road maps

Gousha atlas 1959 .U5y (PrCt)

78286

United States - Maps - 1959 - Road maps

Gousha atlas 1959 .U5z (PrCt)
United States - Maps - 1959 - Road maps
[Standard Oil Company (Indiana) road maps of the United States]. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Company, [1959?].
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
6 maps : col. ; on sheets 74 x 47 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Collective title supplied by cataloger.
All sheets include plate numbers beginning with "95-".
Includes maps covering Illinois, Indiana, Kentucky, Missouri, Tennessee, and regional maps of the central and eastern United States.
Panel art: Standard flaming torch sign and illustration of gas station attendant helping a woman in a car read a map; slogan "as you travel, ask us."
Shows state lines and major towns; no other features.
Gift of Ron Decker, 2009.
LC Card Number: map60000009
78263 United States - Maps - 1959 - Wall maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company
1 map ; 78 x 119 cm.
Scale 1: 4,055,040, or 1"=64 statute miles.
In lower right corner: 7:59. CSR 101.
Shows state lines and major towns; no other features.
Gift of Ron Decker, 2009.
maproll G3700 1959 .R3 (PrCt)
78264 United States - Maps - 1960
Authors: National Geographic Society (U.S.) -- Darley, James Morrison, 1898-1969
1 atlas (72 p. : 15 col. maps) ; 49 cm.
Phillips 11082.
Gift '74
ICN 74
LC Card Number: map60000009
map6C 70 (NLO)
78265 United States - Maps - 1960
National Geographic atlas of the fifty United States. Washington : [National Geographic Society?, 1960].
Authors: National Geographic Society (U.S.) -- Darley, James Morrison, 1898-1969 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (72 p. : 15 col. maps) ; 49 cm.
'Atlas index' p. 33-72.
Phillips 11082.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
LC Card Number: map60000009
78266 United States - Maps - 1960-1969
Authors: Northwest Airlines, inc. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
78266 United States - Maps - 1960-1969 - Maps,
Outline and base
United States: History,
Local - Bibliography - Indexes
Newberry Library - Indexes
Maps, Outline and base
Manuscript maps
Counties - Maps
Authors: American Map Company (New York, N.Y.) -- Newberry Library
1 atlas : 48 maps ; 29 cm.
Collective title supplied by cataloger.
Separately printed U.S. state maps bound together with intervening leaves of tracing paper marked by hand with the dates of published county histories held by the Newberry Library.
Lacking bibliographic citations to recorded dates.
Each map bears separate title and sheet number, for example: Cleartype county-town trading center map of Alabama [etc.] ... Map no. 6501 [etc.]
2-page manuscript list, in pencil, of "Indiana Co. Histories" laid in.
map4C G3701.A9 1960z .A4 (PrCt)

78267 United States - Maps - 1960-1969 - Maps,
Outline and base
United States: History,
Local - Bibliography - Indexes
Newberry Library - Indexes
Maps, Outline and base
Manuscript maps
Counties - Maps
Authors: American Map Company (New York, N.Y.) -- Newberry Library
1 atlas : 48 maps ; 29 cm.
Collective title supplied by cataloger.
Separately printed U.S. state maps bound together with intervening leaves of tracing paper marked by hand with the dates of published county histories held by the Newberry Library.
Lacking bibliographic citations to recorded dates.
Each map bears separate title and sheet number, for example: Cleartype county-town trading center map of Alabama [etc.] ... Map no. 6501 [etc.]
2-page manuscript list, in pencil, of "Indiana Co. Histories" laid in.
map4C G3701.A9 1960z .A4 (PrCt)

78268 United States - Maps - 1960-1969 -
Marketing
Sales control map of the United States. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [196-?].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 111 x 161 cm.
Insets: Alaska -- Hawaii -- 29 metropolitan areas (17 x 23 cm. and smaller ).
Laminated copy.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
artifacts cage RMcN maproll 2 : 5. 3 (PrCt)

78269 United States - Maps - 1960-1969 -
Railroads
Norfolk and Western Railway. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [196-?].
Authors: Norfolk and Western Railway Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 93 x 137 cm.
Plate no. : 6 -65.
On metal rollers.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
artifacts cage RMcN maproll 8 : 1. 3 (PrCt)

Routes
United States - Maps - 1960-1969 - Road maps
Road maps
Highway map of the United States showing the common carrier motor freight routes of Pacific Intermountain Express. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [196-?].
Authors: Pacific Intermountain Express -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 84 x 127 cm.
Includes mileage table in bottom left.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Two copies.
artifacts cage RMcN maproll 6 : 1. 2 (PrCt)

Rand McNally portrait map of United States. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [196-?].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 79 x 133 cm.
'Scale 1 inch = 60 statute miles
Plate nos: A-220569-730-2.2-2.2
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
map6F G3700 196- .R3 (PrCt)

78272 United States - Maps - 1960-1969 - West
(U.S.) - Maps - 1960-1969
East (U.S.) - Maps - 1960-1969
Hawaii - Maps - 1960-1969 - Wall maps
United States. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [196-?].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 162 x 122 cm. on 2 sheets each 173 x 132 cm.
Added title on western sheet: New standard map of the western United States.
Scale: 1:2,125,000 -- one inch equals approximately 34 statute miles.
Plate no.: A-520500764.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

50 State map of the United States
Maps - United States
United States - Maps - 1960

Additional title box: QTH Radio amateur call prefix areas, copyrighted by Bartley-Walker.
Includes table showing radio frequencies and their usage.
Includes state flower, bird, nickname, population, and date of admission into the U.S. for each state in bottom margin.
Bottom right: 5'-60.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Two copies.

78275

United States - Maps - 1960 - Radio
stations<<>>Radio stations - United States -
Maps - 1960<<>>Wall maps
50 State map of the United States.
Authors: Bartley-Walker (firm) -- Rand McNally
and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 76 x 122 cm.
Insets (24 x 28 cm. and smaller): Alaska --
Hawaii.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Ocean and principal steamship lines between Pacific ports. -- [Alaska and the Aleutian Islands]. -- [Hawaii]. -- The Atlantic Ocean and principal steamship lines between Atlantic ports. 
Editor's note in manuscript: Mr. N -- I certainly would not call these margins uniform. 
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library). 

artifacts cage RMcN mapprol 5 : 6. 3 (PrCt)

Serving the heart of America ... [New York? Wabash Railroad Company?, 1960?]. 
Authors: Wabash Railroad Company 1 map : col. ; 6 x 9 cm. 
Summary route map without place names. 
5A 7267 (1959 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

[Pan Am road map of the United States]. 
Authors: Pan American World Airways, Inc. -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm. 
Title supplied by cataloger. 
"Copyright 1960 by the H.M. Goushá Company Chicago, U.S.A." 
Maps on verso (21 x 28 cm. each): [Alaska] -- [Hawaiian Islands]. 
Plate nos. "10-HH" and "522-J.C." 
Panel art: Drawing of Statue of Liberty; Pan Am logo. 
Apparently issued as sales sample and / or printer's proof; includes blank title panels for overprinting. 
Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Company Collection (Newberry Library). 
map4F G3701.P2 1960 .P3 (PrCt)

"Courtesy Bethlehem Steel Company" -- front cover. 
"Pratz copy" -- in manuscript on front cover. 
Includes index. 
Includes list of radio stations in the United States. 
Cover art: aerial view of highway. 
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library). 
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011). 
RMcN atlas .R62 1960 copy 1 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Bethlehem Steel Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) 1 atlas (96 p.) : col. maps ; 25 cm. 
"Courtesy Bethlehem Steel Company" -- front cover. 
Includes index. 
Includes list of radio stations in the United States. 
Cover art: aerial view of highway. 
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library). 
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011). 
RMcN atlas .R62 1960 copy 2 (PrCt)

Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) 1 atlas (112 p.) : col. maps ; 41 cm. 
"New Albany Exchange Club ... New Albany, Indiana" -- front cover. 
Uniform title: Road atlas. 
Includes index. 
Cover art: color photo of car driving along seaside by Fred Ragsdale. 
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library). 
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011). 
oversize RMcN atlas .R6 1960 copy 1 (PrCt)


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. 
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Touraide

**United States - Maps - 1960 - Road maps**

*Mayflower highway atlas.* Chicago, Ill. ; San Jose, Calif. H.M. Gousha Company, c1960.
Authors: Aero Mayflower Transit Co., Inc. -- H.M. Gousha Company -- I. S. Berlin Press (Chicago, Ill.) -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 atlas (56 p.) : col. maps ; 26 cm.
Cover title.
Added title from p. 1: United States, Canada, Mexico.
"Copyright 1960 by the H.M. Gousha Company."
Cover art: color illustration of a stag based on Edwin Landseer’s painting "Monarch of the Glen".
Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Company Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34, Range 7 (Jan. 2011).

**Gousha atlas 1960 .M3 (PrCt)**

**United States - Maps - 1960 - Road maps**

*Conoco touraide : Continental Oil Company / prepared by the H.M. Gousha Company.*
Chicago, Ill. ; San Jose, Calif. H.M. Gousha Company, [1960], c1960.
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau. Touraide -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 atlas (64 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title: Touraide
© 1960, Continental Oil Company.
"[Conoco] trademark owned ... by Shell Oil Company" -- inside back cover.


**United States - Maps - 1960 - Road maps**

1 atlas (56 p.) : col. maps ; 26 cm.
Cover title.
Added title from p. 1: United States, Canada, Mexico.
"Copyright 1960 by the H.M. Gousha Company."
Cover art: color illustration of a scenic highway.
Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Company Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34, Range 7 (Jan. 2011).

**Gousha atlas 1960 .C6 (PrCt)**

**United States - Maps - 1960 - Road maps**

*United States road atlas : including Canada and Mexico / Hartford Fire Insurance Company Group.* [Chicago, Ill. ; San Jose, Calif. H.M. Gousha Company], c1960.
1 atlas (56 p.) : col. maps ; 26 cm.
Cover title.
Added title from p. 1: United States, Canada, Mexico.
"Copyright 1960 by the H.M. Gousha Company. Chicago-San Jose."
Cover art: color illustration of a stag based on Edwin Landseer's painting "Monarch of the Glen".
Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Company Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34, Range 7 (Jan. 2011).

**Gousha atlas 1960 .U5 (PrCt)**

**United States - Maps - 1960 - Road maps**

1 atlas (56 p.) : col. maps ; 26 cm.
Cover title.
Added title from p. 1: United States, Canada, Mexico.
"Copyright 1960 by the H.M. Gousha Company. Chicago-San Jose."
Cover art: color illustration of a scenic highway.
Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Company Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34, Range 7 (Jan. 2011).

**Gousha atlas 1960 .G4, nos. 3-4 (PrCt)**

**United States - Maps - 1960 - Road maps**

*Road maps of the United States.* Chicago, Ill. ; San Jose, Calif. H.M. Gousha Company, c1960.
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Kenworth Truck Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 39 x 57 cm., on sheet 88 x 57 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Kenworth Truck dealerships identified with company logos; issued with calendar for Dec. 1960-Dec. 1961 (stapled in bottom margin).
2 copies
Copy 2 [Map4F G3701.P2A 19--.G4, no .4] is an editor's copy; includes manuscript note "replace red map detail."
Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Company Collection (Newberry Library).
map4F G3701.P2A 19--.G4, nos. 3-4 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

78301 United States - Maps - 1960 - Road maps
Pan American Highway System - Maps - 1960
Central United States / Standard Oil Company.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1960?].
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company
1 map : col. ; 42 x 91 cm. fold. to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: North central Section
Plate no. 0-5803D1-5
Inset (9 x 6 cm.): [Map showing Standard, Utoco and Amoco oil company distribution territories] Maps on verso (42 x 70 cm. and smaller): South central section -- Lower Rio Grande Valley -- Inter-American Highway (Pan-American Highway).
Collectively, both sides are roughly bounded by Montana, Ohio, Alabama, and Texas. Panel art: Standard Oil service man assisting woman with map.
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).
Road map 4C G3701 .P2 1960 .S7 (PrCt)

78302 United States - Maps - 1960 - Road maps
United States - Maps - 1960 - Truck stops
United States - Maps - 1960 - Truck stops
Central United States / Standard Oil Company.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1960?].
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company
1 map : col. ; 42 x 91 cm. fold. to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: South central Section
Plate no. 0-5803D1-5
Inset (9 x 6 cm.): [Map showing Standard, Utoco and Amoco oil company distribution territories] Maps on verso (42 x 70 cm. and smaller): South central section -- Lower Rio Grande Valley -- Inter-American Highway (Pan-American Highway).
Collectively, both sides are roughly bounded by Montana, Ohio, Alabama, and Texas. Panel art: Standard Oil service man assisting woman with map.
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).
Road map 4C G3701 .P2 1960 .S7 (PrCt)

78303 United States - Maps - 1960 - Wall maps
American Highway (Pan-American Highway).
Rand McNally imperial map of the United States.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company
1 map : col. ; 53 x 45 cm., folded to 19 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. 605716.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2222 (PrCt)

78304 United States - Maps - 1961
Authors: Geological Survey (U.S.)
1 wall map on 2 folded sheets.
temp map 6G G3700 1961 .U5 (PrCt)

78305 United States - Maps - 1961 - Airways
United States - Maps - 1961
Central America - Maps - 1961
South America - Maps - 1961

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of each volume.
78312 United States - Maps - 1961 - Railroads - Maps
1 map : col. ; 48 x 76 cm. Roughly bounded by Nebraska, Massachusetts, Texas, and Florida. Insets (9 x 9 cm. and 18 x 11 cm.): Cuba -- Florida [continuation inset]. In Southern Railway. Sixty-seventh annual report ... December 31, 1960 [Richmond, Va.?: Southern Railway?., 1961?] at end. 5A 7267 (1960 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

78315 United States - Maps - 1961 - Railroads - Maps

78316 United States - Maps - 1961 - Railroads - Maps

78317 United States - Maps - 1961 - Railroads - Maps
1961?].
Authors: Toledo, Peoria & Western Railroad
1 map ; 18 x 24 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Summary route map.
Inset (4 x 17 cm.): [Toledo, Peoria & Western route between Keokuk and Effner].
5A 7267 (1960 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

78318 United States - Maps - 1961 - Road maps<<<Canada - Maps - 1961 - Road maps
maps<<<Mexico - Maps - 1961 - Road maps
maps<<<Distances - United States - Maps - 1961
Distances - Canada - Maps - 1961
Distances - Mexico - Maps - 1961
Trucking - North America - Maps - 1961
Road maps
1 atlas (384 p. : col. maps ; 41 cm.
Above title: Household Goods Carriers' Bureau. Title and imprint on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .S72 1961 (PrCt)

78319 United States - Maps - 1961 - Road maps<<<Canada - Maps - 1961 - Road maps
maps<<<Mexico - Maps - 1961 - Road maps
maps<<<Distances - United States - Maps - 1961
Bus lines - United States - Maps - 1961
Road maps
Trailways bus system : special road atlas of the United States, Canada and Mexico. [Chicago / Rand McNally and Company, 1961?].
1 atlas (156 p. : col. maps ; 41 cm.
Cover title.
Uniform title: Road atlas. Includes index.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .T7 1961 (PrCt)

78320 United States - Maps - 1961 - Road maps<<<Canada - Maps - 1961 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Texaco, inc. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (48 p. : col. maps ; 25 cm.
Cover title: Texaco 50-state plus Canada-Mexico road atlas.
".25c" -- front cover.
Includes index.
"Printed on paper with built-in sunglasses for your eye comfort" -- front cover.
Cover art: map of the United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .T42 1961 copy 1 (PrCt)

78321 United States - Maps - 1961 - Road maps<<<Canada - Maps - 1961 - Road maps
maps<<<Mexico - Maps - 1961 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Texaco, inc. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (48 p. : col. maps ; 25 cm.
Cover title: Texaco 50-state plus Canada-Mexico road atlas.
".25c" -- front cover.
Includes index.
"Printed on paper with built-in sunglasses for your eye comfort" -- front cover.
Cover art: map of the United States.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .T42 1961 copy 2 (PrCt)

78322 United States - Maps - 1961 - Road maps<<<Canada - Maps - 1961 - Road maps
maps<<<Mexico - Maps - 1961 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- St. Paul Companies -- Moore, Case, Lyman & Hubbard (Chicago, Ill.) -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (112 p. : col. maps ; 41 cm.
"The St. Paul Western Insurance Companies ... St. Paul Fire and Marine, St. Paul Mercury, Western Life" -- front cover.
"Compliments of Moore, Case, Lyman & Hubbard"
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Spiral binding.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

78323
United States - Maps - 1961 - Road maps
Canada - Maps - 1961 - Road maps
Mexico - Maps - 1961 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Cohen, Max -- Greene Export Packaging Corp. (Chicago, Ill.) -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (1-[114] p.) : col. maps ; 41 cm.
Cover title: Road atlas: United States, Canada, Mexico.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Brown fabricoid dust jacket; compliments of Greene Export Packaging Corp. (Chicago, Ill.).
Gold lettering on d.j.: Max Cohen.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

78324
United States - Maps - 1961 - Road maps
Canada - Maps - 1961 - Road maps
Mexico - Maps - 1961 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Cohen, Max -- Greene Export Packaging Corp. (Chicago, Ill.) -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (112 p.) : col. maps ; 41 cm.
Cover title: Road atlas: United States, Canada, Mexico.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Blue fabricoid binding.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

78325
United States - Maps - 1961 - Road maps
Canada - Maps - 1961 - Road maps
Mexico - Maps - 1961 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Cohen, Max -- Greene Export Packaging Corp. (Chicago, Ill.) -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (112 p.) : col. maps ; 41 cm.
Cover title: Road atlas: United States, Canada, Mexico.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Cover art: images of different U.S. regions against map background (blue).
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

78326
United States - Maps - 1961 - Road maps
Canada - Maps - 1961 - Road maps
Mexico - Maps - 1961 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Cohen, Max -- Greene Export Packaging Corp. (Chicago, Ill.) -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (112 p.) : col. maps ; 41 cm.
"New census edition" -- front cover.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Cover art: color photo of country road and a map of the Cincinnati region.
Editor's copy.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

78327
United States - Maps - 1961 - Road maps
Canada - Maps - 1961 - Road maps
Mexico - Maps - 1961 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas and travel guide -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (84 p.) : col. maps ; 25 cm.
Cover title: Road atlas and travel guide.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Cover art: four travel related photos.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

78328
United States - Maps - 1961 - Road maps
Canada - Maps - 1961 - Road maps
Mexico - Maps - 1961 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas and travel guide -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (84 p.) : col. maps ; 25 cm.
Uniform title: Road atlas and travel guide.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Includes index.
Cover art: four travel related photos.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 34, Range 7 (Jan. 2011).
RMcN atlas .R63 1961 copy 2 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1961 - Road maps
1960-1961<>Road maps
Bardahl transcontinental road map. Chicago, Ill. ; San Jose, Calif. H.M. Gousha Company, c1961.
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Bardahl Oil Co. -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 29 x 43 cm., on sheet 68 x 46 cm.
Plate no. 10-MC-II-570-J.
"Your imprint here" -- bottom margin.
Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Company Collection (Newberry Library).
map4F G3701.P2A 19--.G4, no. 12 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1961 - Road maps
1961-1962<>Road maps
Bardahl transcontinental road map. Chicago, Ill. ; San Jose, Calif. H.M. Gousha Company, c1961.
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Bardahl Oil Co. -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 29 x 43 cm., on sheet 68 x 46 cm.
Plate no. 10-MC-II-570-J.
"Your imprint here" -- bottom margin.
Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Company Collection (Newberry Library).
map4F G3701.P2A 19--.G4, no. 13 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1961 - Road maps
1961<>Road maps
Bardahl transcontinental road map. Chicago, Ill. ; San Jose, Calif. H.M. Gousha Company, c1961.
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Bardahl Oil Co. -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 29 x 43 cm., on sheet 68 x 46 cm.
Plate no. 10-MC-II-570-J.
"Your imprint here" -- bottom margin.
Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Company Collection (Newberry Library).
map4F G3701.P2A 19--.G4, no. 14 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1961 - Road maps
1961-1962<>Road maps
Bardahl transcontinental road map. Chicago, Ill. ; San Jose, Calif. H.M. Gousha Company, c1961.
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Bardahl Oil Co. -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 29 x 43 cm., on sheet 68 x 46 cm.
Plate no. 10-MC-II-570-J.
"Your imprint here" -- bottom margin.
Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Company Collection (Newberry Library).
map4F G3701.P2A 19--.G4, no. 16 (PrCt)
Authors: American Airlines, inc. -- Rand McNally
and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 61 x 89 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"Feb. 1962" on back panel.
Added title: American Airlines system map.
Plate no. 6135.
Verso includes extensive promotional text, illustrations, and map and aerial photo of
Manhattan.
Panel art: 990 Astrojet.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25.
RMcN Airlines 4C 34 (PrCt)

78340 United States - Maps - 1962 -
Airways<><>Airways - United States - Maps -
1962<><>United Air Lines, inc. - Maps -
1962<><>Aeronautical charts
United system map. Denver, Colo. ; [Chicago, Ill.]
Authors: Jeppesen and Company -- United Air
Lines, inc. -- Shelton, Hal -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library) -- Shelton, Henry
Wood, 1916-2004 SEE Shelton, Hal
1 map : col. ; 46 x 75 cm., on sheet 54 x 92 cm.,
folded to 27 x 16 cm.
Panel titles: Air atlas. United, the extra care
airline -- United air atlas.
© 1962, Jeppesen & Co. Denver, Colo., U.S.A."
"Natural color" system attributed to Hal Shelton
by Ralph Ehrenberg.
Scale [1:6,336,000]. "100 statute miles per inch,
87 nautical miles per inch"
Approximate coordinates: (W 125°--W 64°/N
52°--N 24°).
Relief shown by shading and spot heights.
Inset (11 x 15 cm.) Hawaiian Islands. Scale
[1:4,118,400].
Margins include text blocks "the land beneath
us", "all about pressure" ("...water", ". ice, and
"...wind"), "jet jargon", and "position plotter".
Verso includes illustrations of flight attendant
"Mary Mainliner", air mileage tables, "points of
historical interest", and other text and tables.
Panel art: color photo of United DC-8 Mainliner
jet in flight.
"MA-456, 500M, 7/62"
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25.
References: OCLC 43436608
folio RMcN Airlines 4C 51 (NLO)

78341 United States - Maps - 1962 -
Distances<><>Distances - United States -
Maps - 1962
United States featuring transcontinental mileage
and driving time. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally &
Company, [1962?].
Authors: Motor Club of America -- Rand McNally
and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library) -- M.C.A. (Motor club) SEE
Motor Club of America -- M.C.A. (Motor club)
SEE Motor Club of America
1 map : 28 x 38 cm., folded to 20 x 10 cm.
Logo of the Motor Club of America at head of
title.
Plate no. 625111
Verso includes United States mileage chart.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4232 (PrCt)

78342 United States - Maps - 1962 -
Ecclesiastical geography<><>Ecclesiastical geography -
United States - Maps - 1962<><>United States
- Maps - 1962 - Church history<><>Church
history - United States - Maps - 1962
Historical atlas of religion in America. New York :
Harper & Row, [1962].
Authors: Gaustad, Edwin S. (Edwin Scott) --
Harper & Row, Publishers
1 atlas (179 p. : maps (1 fold. col. in pocket)
diagrs.) ; 31 cm.
[1st ed.]
Includes bibliographies.
Phillips 10351.
6A 160 (NLO)

78343 United States - Maps - 1962 -
Hydrology<><>United States - Maps - 1962 -
Hydrography<><>United States - Maps - 1962
- Water-supply<><>Hydrology - United States
- Maps - 1962<><>Hydrography - United
States - Maps - 1962<><>Water-supply -
United States - Maps - 1962
Water atlas of the United States : basic facts
about the Nation’s water resources / [by David W.
Miller, James J. Geraghty and Robert S. Collins],
Port Washington, N. Y. Water Information Center,
c1962.
Authors: Miller, David William, 1929-- -- Geraghty,
James J. -- Collins, Robert S. (Robert Sloane) --
Water Information Center, inc.
1 atlas (unpaged) : 40 col. maps, (col.) ; 23 x 34
cm.
Scale of [ca. 1:16,250,000].
Text on versos of col. maps.
References: Phillips 10998
folio G1201.C3 M5 1962 (NLO)

78344 United States - Maps - 1962 -
Pictorial maps<><>Pictorial maps - United States -
1962<><>United States - Guidebooks -
1962<><>Pictorial maps
Seven great auto tours of the United States / by
the editors of Life ; with photographs by Dimitri
Kessel ... [et al.] ; illustrated maps by Richard
Erdoes ; Art Rosser ; James Lewicki ; Michael
Ramus ; Antonio Petruccelli . New York :

United States - Maps - 1962 - Railroads - Maps
Authors: Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 86 x 138 cm.
Insets (17 x 19 cm. and smaller): Hawaii -- Alaska.
Mounted on metal rollers.
Note in bottom right corner: 6-'62.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
artifacts cage RMcN maproll 3 : 2. 1 (PrCt)

Authors: Illinois Central Railroad Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 93 x 139 cm.
Inset: Mexico, West Indies, Central and South America.
Includes ms. notes in margin regarding changes for edition of November 1966.
Large title above map: Illinois Central Railroad.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
artifacts cage RMcN maproll 1 : 4. 3 (PrCt)

Authors: Pan American World Airways, Inc. -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
"Copyright 1962 by the H.M. Gousha Company Chicago, U.S.A."
Maps on verso (21 x 28 cm. each): [Alaska] -- Hawaiian Islands.
Plate nos. "10-JJ" and "522-J."
Panel art: Drawing of Statue of Liberty; Pan Am logo.
Apparently issued as sales sample and / or printer's proof; includes blank title panels for overprinting.
Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Company Collection (Newberry Library).
map4F G3701.P2 1962 .P3 (PrCt)

1 atlas (112 p.) : col. maps ; 41 cm.
In manuscript on front cover: L. Freile.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Cover art: images of different U.S. regions against map background (green).
Hand-stamped "Rand McNally map library. Non-copyrighted."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .R6 1962 copy 2 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Howard Johnson Co. -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (112 p.) : col. maps ; 41 cm.
"38th annual edition" -- front cover.
"Special edition with complete list of Howard Johnson's restaurants and motor lodges" -- front cover.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Cover art: intersecting highways and vignette of family outside of a Howard Johnson lodge.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Hand-stamped "Rand McNally map library. Non-copyrighted."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .R6 1962 copy 3 (PrCt)

78357


oversize Gousha atlas 1962 .A4 (PrCt)

78358


78359


78360


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
United States - Maps - 1963 - Road maps
Canada - Maps - 1963 - Road maps
Mexico - Maps - 1963 - Road maps
Road maps
Rand McNally road atlas and travel guide.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas and travel guide -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (84 p.) : col. maps ; 25 cm.
Uniform title: Road atlas and travel guide. Includes index.
Hand-stamped copyright copy (U.S. and Canada).
Cover art: photo of row boat against a map. Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .R63 1963 copy 2 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1963 - Road maps
Canada - Maps - 1963 - Road maps
Mexico - Maps - 1963 - Road maps
Road maps
Rand McNally road atlas and travel guide.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas and travel guide -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (84 p.) : col. maps ; 25 cm.
"$1.00" -- front cover.
Uniform title: Road atlas and travel guide. Includes index.
Stamped "Rand McNally Map Library" and "Received ... Nov 27 1964 ... 
Cover art: four travel related photos. Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .R63 1963 copy 1 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1963 - Road maps
Canada - Maps - 1963 - Road maps
Mexico - Maps - 1963 - Road maps
Road maps
Rand McNally road atlas and travel guide.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas and travel guide -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (84 p.) : col. maps ; 25 cm.
Uniform title: Road atlas and travel guide. Includes index.
Cover art: photo of row boat against a map. Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .R63 1963 copy 3 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1963 - Road maps
Kenworth Truck Company - Maps - 1963
Truck industry - United States - Maps - 1963
Road maps
Calendars - 1964-1965
[Road map of the United States]. Chicago, Ill. ; San Jose, Calif. H.M. Gousha Company, c1963.
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Kenworth Truck Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 39 x 57 cm., on sheet 88 x 57 cm. Title supplied by cataloger.
Kenworth Truck dealerships identified with company logos; issued with calendar for Dec. 1964-Dec. 1965 (stapled in bottom margin). Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Company Collection (Newberry Library).
map4F G3701.P2A 19-- .G4, no. 9 (PrCt)
United States - Maps - 1963 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Conoco Truck Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 39 x 57 cm., on sheet 88 x 57 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Kenworth Truck dealerships identified with company logos; issued with calendar for Dec. 1963-Dec. 1964 (stapled in bottom margin).
Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Company Collection (Newberry Library).
map4F G3701.P2A 19-- .G4, no. 6 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1963 - Road maps
Bardahl transcontinental road map. Chicago, Ill. ; San Jose, Calif. H.M. Gousha Company, c1963.
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Bardahl Oil Co. -- Johnson Distributing Co. (Lebanon, Mo.) -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 29 x 43 cm., on sheet 68 x 46 cm.
Plate no. 11-KK-570-J.
"Johnson Distributing Co. ... Lebanon, Missouri" -- bottom margin.
Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Company Collection (Newberry Library).
map4F G3701.P2A 19-- .G4, no. 14 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1963 - Road maps
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau.
Touraide -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (128 p.) : col. maps ; 31 cm.
Spine title: Deluxe Touraide
"© 1963, by the H.M. Goushá Company, Chicago-San Jose"
Uniform title: Touraide
Cover art: color photo of St. Mary Lake in Glacier National Park "©1963, Continental Oil Company."
folio Gousha atlas 1963 .C6 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1963 - Road maps
Authors: Travelmats (Firm)
2 maps ; on sheet 26 x 36 cm.
Issued as a placemat, with scalloped edges.
Lists of "Recommended stops between Norfolk, Virginia and Afton, Oklahoma" and "between Los Angeles, California and Afton, Oklahoma" are keyed to maps.
Printed in green ink.
"763 F I."
map1F G3701 .P2 1963 .T7, Hwy. 60 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1963 - Road maps
Bardahl transcontinental road map. Chicago, Ill. ; San Jose, Calif. H.M. Gousha Company, c1963.
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Bardahl Oil Co. -- Johnson Distributing Co. (Lebanon, Mo.) -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 29 x 43 cm., on sheet 68 x 46 cm.
Plate no. 11-KK-570-J.
"Johnson Distributing Co. ... Lebanon, Missouri" -- bottom margin.
Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Company Collection (Newberry Library).
map4F G3701.P2A 19-- .G4, no. 6 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1963 - Road maps
Bardahl transcontinental road map. Chicago, Ill. ; San Jose, Calif. H.M. Gousha Company, c1963.
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Bardahl Oil Co. -- Johnson Distributing Co. (Lebanon, Mo.) -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 29 x 43 cm., on sheet 68 x 46 cm.
Plate no. 11-KK-570-J.
"Johnson Distributing Co. ... Lebanon, Missouri" -- bottom margin.
Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Company Collection (Newberry Library).
map4F G3701.P2A 19-- .G4, no. 14 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1963 - Road maps
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau.
Touraide -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (128 p.) : col. maps ; 31 cm.
Spine title: Deluxe Touraide
"© 1963, by the H.M. Goushá Company, Chicago-San Jose"
Uniform title: Touraide
Cover art: color photo of St. Mary Lake in Glacier National Park "©1963, Continental Oil Company."
folio Gousha atlas 1963 .C6 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1963 - Road maps
Authors: Travelmats (Firm)
2 maps ; on sheet 26 x 36 cm.
Issued as a placemat, with scalloped edges.
Lists of "Recommended stops between Norfolk, Virginia and Afton, Oklahoma" and "between Los Angeles, California and Afton, Oklahoma" are keyed to maps.
Printed in green ink.
"763 F I."
map1F G3701 .P2 1963 .T7, Hwy. 60 (PrCt)
California, between 1964-1968?].
Authors: Wilshire Oil Company of California -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 32 x 49 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Each state labeled with date admitted as a state, population, electoral votes, and state capitol.
Border includes portraits of all U.S. Presidents through Lyndon Johnson, whose portrait is dated "1963-.
Panel art: Color photo of White House.
Apparently a printer's proof; verso blank.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
References: Cf. OCLC 9859758 (with text on verso about Presidents, government, political parties and the electoral college).
RMcN Clients 4711 (PrCt)

Authors: Slick Airways -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 36 x 54 cm. on sheet 41 x 56 cm. 4 copies.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
map4F G3701.P6 1964 R3 (PrCt)

Authors: Slick Airways, Inc. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 36 x 54 cm., folded to 21 x 9 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Slick Airways scheduled air freighter service
© 1964 by Rand McNally & Co."
"Slick Airways general offices, San Francisco International Airport ... "
Inset (4 x 4 cm.): Chicago [region]
Plate no. 646000-4.
Panel art: Slick Airways logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25.
RMcN Airlines 4C 8 (PrCt)

Authors: United Air Lines, inc. -- Jeppesen and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 46 x 75 cm., folded to 16 x 27 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: United system map.
© 1958, Jeppesen & Co. Denver, Colo., U.S.A....revised 4-64."
Inset (11 x 15 cm.) Hawaiian Islands.
Promotional text and ill. on verso.
Panel art: color photo of United airplane in flight.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25.
folio RMcN Airlines 4C 12 (PrCt)
Authors: Southern Pacific Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 92 x 124 cm.
Note in bottom right corner: 8-64.
Insets (15 x 14 cm. and smaller): Portland and vicinity -- San Francisco and vicinity -- Los Angeles and vicinity -- Houston and vicinity -- New Orleans and vicinity.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
artifacts cage RMcN maproll 2 : 6. 2 (PrCt)

Supplement no. 4 to mileage guide no. 7.
[Chicago : Rand McNally & Company], 1964.
47 p. ; 41 cm.
Title and date on front cover.
"Issued: July 8, 1964. Effective: August 17, 1964."
Uniform title: Standard highway mileage guide.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .S72 1961 supplement (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Howard Johnson Co. -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (1-[114] p.) : col. maps ; 41 cm.
Special edition with complete list of Howard Johnson's restaurants and motor lodges.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Cover art: vignette of family outside of a Howard Johnson lodge.
Green fabricoid binding over paperback front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .R6 1964 copy 1 (PrCt)

1 atlas (120 p.) : col. maps ; 41 cm.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Cover art: photo of New York City, cowboys, and cactus.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .R6 1964 copy 2 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Cover title: Road atlas by Rand McNally: United States, Canada, Mexico.

United States - Maps - 1964 - Road maps


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Freile, L.

Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (112 p.) : col. maps ; 41 cm.

In manuscript on front cover: L. Freile.

Uniform title: Road atlas.

Includes index.

Cover art: photo of a lighthouse and a map of Tennessee, North Carolina, and Georgia borders.

Stamped "Received ... 1964" and "Rand McNally map library. Non-copyrighted."

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

oversize RMcN atlas .R6 1964 copy 7 (PrCt)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas and travel guide -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (84 p.) : col. maps ; 25 cm.
$1.00" -- front cover.
Uniform title: Road atlas and travel guide.
Includes index.
Cover art: two photos and a map inside an arrow design.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
R McN atlas. R63 1964 copy 1 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1964 - Road maps
Canada - Maps - 1964 - Road maps
Mexico - Maps - 1964 - Road maps
Road maps
Rand McNally road atlas and travel guide.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas and travel guide -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (84 p.) : col. maps ; 25 cm.
Uniform title: Road atlas and travel guide.
Includes index.
Cover art: two photos and a map inside an arrow design.
Hand-stamped copyright copy (U.S. and Canada).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
R McN atlas. R63 1964 copy 2 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1964 - Road maps
East (U.S.) - Maps - 1964 - Road maps
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1964 - Road maps
Interstate Highway System - Maps - 1964
Road maps
Authors: Humble Oil and Refining Company (Incorporated in Del.) -- General Drafting Company -- Clarence Thruway Service (Clarence, N.Y.) -- Rahn, Walter F. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. : 65 x 86 cm., folded to 22 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"Issued April 1964" for the "Humble Oil & Refining Company."
Insets (14 x 17 cm. and smaller): Alaska -- Aleutian Islands -- Hawaii -- Oahu -- [Florida continuation].
Panel art: Birds-eye view of a highway and various scenic landscapes; Esso logo.
Handstamp: Walter F. Rahn, Clarence Thruway Service, NYS Thruway, Clarence, N.Y.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

United States - Maps - 1964 - Road maps
Interstate Highway System - Maps - 1964
Map projection - Lambert conformal - 1964
Lambert azimuthal projection (Cartography)
Road maps
Authors: General Drafting Company -- Portland Cement Association
1 map : col. ; 60 x 84 cm.
Panel title: Interstate highway system : facts about the interstate system.
Published for "Portland Cement Association ... Chicago, Illinois ...".
"© MCMLXIV, General Drafting Company, Inc., Convent Station, N.J."
"This is a map of the National System of Interstate and Defense Highways ... Scheduled for completion in 1972 ..."
Scale 1:5,700,000. "1 inch equals about 90 miles."
Coordinates: (W 128°--W 64°/N 52°--N 25°).
"Lambert conformal projection."
Insets (14 x 17 cm. and smaller): Alaska -- Aleutian Islands -- Hawaii -- Oahu.
Includes table, "Approximate mileages via interstate highways."
Map of U.S. on verso (14 x 23 cm.) keyed to artist's renderings of 10 scenes along interstate highways (each 11 x 15 cm.). Close-up look at your new Interstate Highway System.
Text on verso: Facts about the Interstate System.
Issued folded to 20 x 11 cm.
References: OCLC 13715701
map6F G3701.P2 1964 .G6 (NLO)

United States - Maps - 1964 - Road maps
Mexico - Maps - 1964 - Road maps
Canada - Maps - 1964 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: Montgomery Ward -- I. S. Berlin Press (Chicago, Ill.) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library) -- Wards Riverside tires SEE Montgomery Ward -- Ward Riverside tires SEE Montgomery Ward
1 atlas (64 p.) : col. maps ; 26 cm.
"New 1964 edition" and "drive America's highways on Wards Riverside tires." -- front cover
Cover title.
Added title from p. 1: United States, Canada and Mexico
"Copyright by the H.M. Goushá Company. Chicago-San Jose."
"Printed and distributed by I. S. Berlin Press, Chicago 18, Illinois"-- p. 1
Cover art: color illustration of an interstate...
highway with car tire in foreground.

"$1.45" -- back cover
Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Company
Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34, Range 7 (Jan.
2011).

Gousha atlas 1964 .M6 (PrCt)

78398
United States - Maps - 1964 - Road

maps<<<Mexico - Maps - 1964 - Road
maps<<<Canada - Maps - 1964 - Road
maps<<<Road maps

National Safety Council road atlas travel safety

guide. Chicago, Ill. ; San Jose, Calif. H.M.
Gousha Company, c1964.
Authors: National Safety Council -- H.M. Gousha
Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry
Library)
1 atlas (64 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
Added title from p. 1: United States, Canada,
Mexico

"©1964 the H.M. Gousha Company.
Chicago-San Jose."

"©1964 National Safety Council. Maps
copyrighted by the H. M. Gousha Co" -- inside
front cover

"200M106407 ... stock no. 398.51" -- inside back
cover
Cover art: color photo collage in the shape of the
United States.

"$1.00" -- front cover
Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Company
Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34, Range 7 (Jan.
2011).

folio Gousha atlas 1964 .N3 (PrCt)

78399
United States - Maps - 1964 - Road

maps<<<Pure Oil Company - Ohio - Maps -
1964<<<Road maps

[Pure Oil Company road maps of the United
States] [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Co., c1964.
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and
Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry
Library)
11 maps : col. ; folded to 23 x 12 cm.
Collective title supplied by cataloger.
All sheets include plate numbers beginning with
"4" and explicit 1964 copyright statements.
Includes maps covering Arkansas, Delaware,
Georgia, Indiana, Iowa, Louisiana, Maryland,
Michigan, Minnesota, Mississippi, North Carolina,
North Dakota, Ohio, South Carolina, South
Dakota, Virginia, West Virginia, and Wisconsin.
Map of Ohio identifies Pure Oil station locations.
Panel art: Pure Oil Co. sign and Firebird gas
logo; motto "See America best by car."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2227-2237 (PrCt)

78400
United States - Maps - 1964 - Road

maps<<<Road maps

United States : featuring the interstate highway
system : Esso : happy motoring! Convent Station,
N.J. General Drafting Co., Inc., c1964.
Authors: Esso Standard Oil Company -- Humble
Oil & Refining Company -- General Drafting
Company -- Akerman, James R.
1 map : both sides, col. ; 64 x 122 cm. fold. to 21
x 11 cm.
Panel title.

"Humble Oil & Refining Company" -- beneath
map legend.
Plate no. A11.
Inset maps (14 x 11 cm. or smaller): [Southern
Florida] -- How to estimate distances -- Alaska --
Aleutian Islands -- Hawaii -- Oahu.
Panel art: Highway interchange surrounded by
images from around the United States.
Displayed in the Newberry Library exhibition
Paper trails : maps, highways and American
journeys in the twentieth century (Sept. 14-Dec.
14, 1996).
See unpublished typescript of exhibition captions
compiled by James Akerman [Vert 1713, no. 2,
part 1, p. 75]
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4
Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).

Road map4C G3701 .P2 1964 .E8 (PrCt)

78401
United States - Maps - 1964 - Road

maps<<<Vicksburg Bridge (Vicksburg,
Miss.) - Access routes - Maps -
1964<<<Vicksburg (Miss.) - History - Siege,
1863 - Pictorial works - 1964 <<<Vicksburg
National Military Park (Miss.) - Pictorial works
- 1964<<<Road maps

San Diego to Savannah via Vicksburg /
compliments of the Vicksburg Bridge Comission
of Warren County. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally &
Co., c1964.
Authors: Vicksburg Bridge Comission of Warren
County (Vicksburg, Miss.) -- Rand McNally and
Company -- American Heritage Publishing
Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry
Library)
1 map : col. ; 44 x 65 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: United States : Rand McNally road
map.
Plate no. 5-4915V-24.
Insets (9 x 12 cm. and smaller): Alaska --
Aleutian Islands -- [3 maps of Hawaii].
Aerial view on verso (28 x 43 cm.).: The campaign
and siege of Vicksburg, December, 1862-July
1863. From the American Heritage picture history
of the United States, © and publ. by the
American Heritage Publishing Co., Inc.
Panel art: Color photo of the Vicksburg Bridge.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1 atlas (64 p.) : col. maps ; 32 cm.
Uniform title: Handy railroad atlas of the United States.
Includes index.
Cover art: color image of railroad signal.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .H38 1965 copy 1 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1965 - Railroads>Railroads - Maps
1 atlas (64 p.) : col. maps ; 32 cm.
Uniform title: Handy railroad atlas of the United States.
Includes index.
Incomplete; lacking covers.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .H38 1965 copy 2 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1965 - Railroads>Railroads - Maps
1 atlas (64 p.) : col. maps ; 32 cm.
Uniform title: Handy railroad atlas of the United States.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Gift 2005, Edward Hintzke, Winnetka, Ill.
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .H38 1965 copy 3 (PrCt)

Authors: Southern Pacific Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally.
1 map : col. ; 92 x 124 cm.
Note in bottom right corner: '65. Inset (15 x 14 cm. and smaller): Portland and vicinity -- San Francisco and vicinity -- Los Angeles and vicinity -- Houston and vicinity -- New Orleans and vicinity. Legend includes 'Lines under construction.' Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
artifacts cage RMcN maproll 2 : 6. 3 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1965 - Road maps>Mexico - Maps - 1965 - Road maps
1 atlas (84 p.) : col. maps ; 25 cm.
Cover title: Only the champions test Riverside Tires / Montgomery Ward.
Uniform title: Road atlas and travel guide.
Includes index.
"$1.45" -- Back cover.
"... [D]esigned to fit into the glove compartment of your car"; issued folded 25 x 11 cm.
Cover art: Race car and illustrations of race car drivers Rodger Ward and Parnelli Jones.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4228 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1965 - Road maps>Canada - Maps - 1965 - Road maps
1 atlas (108 p.) : col. maps ; 26 cm.
Includes index.
Hand-stamped copyright copy (U.S. and Canada).
Cover art: three photos inside map outline of North America.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .V2 1965 (PrCt)
Rand McNally road atlas and travel guide
1 atlas (84 p.) : col. maps ; 25 cm.
Uniform title: Road atlas and travel guide.
Includes index.
Cover art: three photos and a map inside road crossing sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .R63 1965 copy 4 (PrcT)

United States - Maps - 1965 - Road maps

78424 United States - Maps - 1965 - Road maps
Rand McNally road atlas and travel guide.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (220 p.) : col. maps ; 38 cm.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Cover art: various photos and maps.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .T4 1965 (PrcT)

78427 United States - Maps - 1965 - Road maps
State Farm road atlas and travel guide.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- State Farm Insurance Companies -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas and travel guide -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (iv, 88 p.) : col. maps ; 25 cm.
Cover title: State Farm road atlas and travel guide: United States, Mexico, Canada.
Uniform title: Road atlas and travel guide.
Includes index.
Includes brown plastic folding slipcover.
Cover art: pictorial map of the U.S.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .R63 1965 copy 3 (PrcT)

78425 United States - Maps - 1965 - Road maps
Rand McNally road atlas and travel guide.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (84 p.) : col. maps ; 25 cm.
"$1.00" -- front cover.
Uniform title: Road atlas and travel guide.
Includes index.
Cover art: two photos and a map inside arrow design.
Hand-stamped copyright copy (U.S. and Canada).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .R63 1965 copy 1 (PrcT)

78428 United States - Maps - 1965 - Road maps - Distances
United States featuring transcontinental mileage and driving time.
[Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Company, [1965?].
1 map ; 28 x 38 cm., folded to 11 x 21 cm.
Plate no. 65A511
Table on verso: United States mileage chart
Forms part of a collection of stock editions of Rand McNally road maps, some apparently issued as sales samples and / or printer's proofs for prospective commercial clients.
Uniform series title (established by cataloger): Stock road maps
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Two copies.
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (April 2010).
RMcN Stock 200 (PrcT)

78426 United States - Maps - 1965 - Road maps
Rand McNally road atlas and travel guide.

78429 United States - Maps - 1965 - Road maps
Kenworth Truck Company - Maps -
United States - Maps - 1965 - Road maps
[Truck industry - United States - Maps - 1965
Road maps] [Road map of the United States]. Chicago, Ill.: San Jose, Calif. H.M. Gousha Company, c1965. Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Kenworth Truck Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : col. ; 39 x 57 cm., on sheet 88 x 57 cm. Title supplied by cataloger. Kenworth Truck dealerships identified with company logos; issued with calendar for Dec. 1965-Dec. 1966 (stapled in bottom margin). Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Company Collection (Newberry Library). map4F G3701.P2A 19--.G4, no. 5 (PrCt)

78432
United States - Maps - 1965 - Road maps
[Johnson Service - United States - Maps - 1965
Road maps] [Road map of the United States]. San Jose, Calif. H.M. Gousha Company, c1965. Authors: Chevron Oil Company -- Califo... Frome, national travel authority" -- p. 1 "At the sign of the CHEVRON we take better care of your car" -- Full-page advertisement on back cover, comprised of driver's view of Chevron gas station attendant cleaning windshield. Cover art: Color photo of car passing beneath natural rock bridge on highway. Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Company Collection (Newberry Library). Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34, Range 7 (Jan. 2011).

folio Gousha atlas 1965 .J5 (PrCt)

78430
United States - Maps - 1965 - Road maps
[United States - Maps - 1965 - Road maps]

folio Gousha atlas 1965 .N6 (PrCt)

78433
United States - Maps - 1965 - Road maps
[United States - Maps - 1965 - Road maps]

folio Gousha atlas 1965 .P3 (PrCt)

78431
United States - Maps - 1965 - Road maps
[United States - Maps - 1965 - Road maps]

folio Gousha atlas 1965 .P4 (PrCt)
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34, Range 7 (Jan. 2011).

**United States - Maps - 1965 - Road**

*Maps* Mexican - Maps - 1965 - Road

*Maps* Canadian - Maps - 1965 - Road

*Road maps*


Authors: National Safety Council -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (64 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.

"Revised 1965 edition" -- Inside front cover

Cover title.

Added title from p. 1: United States, Canada and Mexico

"Copyright MCMLXV by the H.M. Gousha Company. San Jose." -- p. 1

"Regional descriptions on pages 2-16 by Michael Frome, national travel authority" -- p. 1

Full page advertisement for Gulf Oil diesel fuel inside front cover.

Cover art: B&W aerial photo of a Truckstops motel.

Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Company Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34, Range 7 (Jan. 2011).

**United States - Maps - 1965 - Road**


Authors: Truckstops Corporation of America -- Gulf Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Frome, Michael -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (64 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.

Cover title.

Added title from p. 1: United States, Canada and Mexico

"Copyright MCMLXV by the H.M. Gousha Company. San Jose." -- p. 1

"Regional descriptions on pages 2-16 by Michael Frome, national travel authority" -- p. 1

Full page advertisement for Gulf Oil diesel fuel inside front cover.

Cover art: B&W aerial photo of a Truckstops motel.

Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Company Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34, Range 7 (Jan. 2011).

**United States - Maps - 1965 - Road**


Authors: Mobil Oil Company -- Socony Mobil Oil Company -- Rand McNally Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

6 maps : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Collective title supplied by cataloger.

"Mobil Oil Company, a division of Socony Mobil Oil Company ... New York ..." -- On back panel of all sheets.

All sheets include plate numbers beginning "65 ..." or "5 ..."

Includes maps covering Georgia, Idaho, Indiana, Michigan, Nevada, North Carolina, North Dakota, Ohio, South Carolina, South Dakota, and Utah.

Panel art: Gas station attendant holding a copy of the Mobil Travel Guide and talking with couple in car.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

**United States - Maps - 1965 - Road**


Authors: Socony Mobil Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

4 maps : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Collective title supplied by cataloger.

"Copyright © 1965 by Rand McNally & Co." -- all
sheets.
All sheets include plate no. beginning with "5". Includes maps covering Arizona, Delaware, Maryland, New Mexico, Oklahoma, Texas, Virginia, West Virginia, and Wisconsin.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 229-247 (PrCt)

78442 United States - Maps - 1966-1967 - Road maps
[Road map of the United States]. San Jose, Calif. H.M. Gousha Company, [1966?].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Kenworth Truck Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 39 x 57 cm., on sheet 88 x 57 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Kenworth Truck dealerships identified with company logos; issued with calendar for Dec. 1966-Dec. 1967 (stapled in bottom margin).
Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Company Collection (Newberry Library).
map4F G3701.P2A 19-. . .G4, no. 2 (PrCt)

1 atlas ; 46 cm.
Phillips 10498.
oversize G1201 .A1 P3 1966 (NLO)

1 atlas (xii, 403 p.) : 1031 maps ; 30 cm.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 393-400) and index.
Scale not given.
Former owner: Universitätsbibliothek Düsseldorf.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1201.C8 V5 1966 (NLO)


Bipolar oblique conic conformal projection of American Geographical Society base map. Includes table of languages.

1 map : col. ; 152 x 123 cm.

Scale [ca. 1:6,400,000]

Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

Author: Voegelin, C.F. (Charles Frederick),

Former owner: Universitätsbibliothek Düsseldorf.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1201.C8 V5 1966 (NLO)


Inset explanation of map symbols and language family index.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

artifacts cage RMcN map roll 5 : 8. 3 (PrCt)

78448 United States - Maps - 1966 - Railroads - Freight - Rates

1966 - Road maps - West (U.S.) - Maps - 1966 - Trucking

Road maps - Railroads - Maps

Rate group map of the United States / Santa Fe. [Chicago?]: Rand McNally & Co., 1966?

Authors: Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 49 x 79 cm., folded to 26 x 10 cm.

Panel title.

Added titles: Santa Fe geographically correct map of the United States / issued by the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe railway system -- Transcontinental territorial rate group map.

"Copyright by Rand McNally & Co."

Dated "4-66" at bottom right.

Insets (10 x 11 cm. and smaller): Alaska -- Hawaii -- Aleutian islands.

Maps on verso (26 x 61 cm. and 26 x 41 cm.):

Santa Fe Rail and truck routes [in the western United States] -- Railroad rate territories of the United States.

Panel art: Blue outline of the United States.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 2361 (PrCt)


1 atlas (336 p.) : col. maps ; 45 cm.

Title, imprint, and "$16.50" on front cover.

Uniform title: Standard highway mileage guide. Includes index.


Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

*oversize RMcN atlas .S72 1966 copy 1 (PrCt)*


1 atlas (338 p.) : col. maps ; 45 cm.

Above title: Household Goods Carriers' Bureau. Title and imprint on front cover.

*Cancels mileage guide no. 7* -- front cover.

Uniform title: Standard highway mileage guide. Includes index.

Editor's copy; manuscript notes throughout.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

*oversize RMcN atlas .S72 1966 copy 2 (PrCt)*

United States - Maps - 1966 - Road maps\textrigh> Canada - Maps - 1966 - Road maps\textrigh> Mexico - Maps - 1966 - Road maps\textrigh> Dummies (Bookselling) - 1966 - Specimens\textrigh> Road maps


1 atlas (64 p.) : maps ; 17 cm.

Title supplied by cataloger.

Editor's copy or mark-up; lacking title page and covers; bound together with a single staple. Plate numbers indicate 1966 publication (for example, Alabama map includes plate number 665002.)

Forms part of a collection of stock editions of Rand McNally road maps, some apparently issued as sales samples and / or printer's proofs for prospective commercial clients.

Uniform series title (established by cataloger): Stock road maps

Uniform titles: Road atlas -- Pocket road atlas

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (April 2010).

RMcN Stock 205 (PrCt)
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Cover art: photo of mountains, map of Washington D.C. region, and photo of church steeple.
Forms part of the McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

**oversize RMcN atlas .R6 1966 copy 1 (PrCt)**

Authors: Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 atlas ([i]-vii, 2-114 p.) : col. maps ; 41 cm.
Cover title: Road atlas by Rand McNally: United States, Canada, Mexico.
Phrase "Rand McNally" in manuscript gold lettering on cover.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Brown fabricoid binding.
Forms part of the McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

**oversize RMcN atlas .R6 1966 copy 2 (PrCt)**

1 atlas ([i]-vii, 2-114 p.) : col. maps ; 41 cm.
Cover title: Marine Testing Institute and Rand McNally road atlas : United States, Canada, Mexico.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Brown fabricoid binding.
Forms part of the McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

**oversize RMcN atlas .R6 1966 copy 3 (PrCt)**

1 atlas (220 p.) : col. maps ; 38 cm.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Cover art: various photos and maps.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Forms part of the McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

**folio RMcN atlas .T4 1966 (PrCt)**

maps\(\Rightarrow\)Road maps
Rand McNally road atlas and travel guide.
1 atlas (84 p.) : col. maps ; 25 cm.
Uniform title: Road atlas and travel guide.
Includes index.
Title page signed "W. Szwec"[?] in manuscript.
Cover art: photo of a lake inside arrow outline.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .R63 1966 copy 1 (PrCt)

78461 United States - Maps - 1966 - Road maps\(\Rightarrow\)Canada - Maps - 1966 - Road maps\(\Rightarrow\)Mexico - Maps - 1966 - Road maps\(\Rightarrow\)Road maps
Rand McNally road atlas and travel guide.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas and travel guide -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (84 p.) : col. maps ; 25 cm.
Uniform title: Road atlas and travel guide.
Includes index.
Cover art: photo of a lake inside arrow outline.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .R63 1966 copy 2 (PrCt)

78462 United States - Maps - 1966 - Road maps\(\Rightarrow\)Canada - Maps - 1966 - Road maps\(\Rightarrow\)Mexico - Maps - 1966 - Road maps\(\Rightarrow\)Road maps
Rand McNally road atlas and travel guide.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas and travel guide -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (84 p.) : col. maps ; 25 cm.
Uniform title: Road atlas and travel guide.
Includes index.
Cover art: photo of county home and unmarked map.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .R63 1966 copy 3 (PrCt)

78463 United States - Maps - 1966 - Road maps\(\Rightarrow\)Canada - Maps - 1966 - Road maps\(\Rightarrow\)Mexico - Maps - 1966 - Road maps\(\Rightarrow\)Road maps
Rand McNally road atlas and travel guide.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas and travel guide -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (84 p.) : col. maps ; 25 cm. folded in vinyl binder 26 x 11 cm.
Uniform title: Road atlas and travel guide.
Includes index.
Cover art: photo of a lake inside arrow outline.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .R63 1966, copy 4 (PrCt)

78464 United States - Maps - 1966 - Road maps\(\Rightarrow\)Canada - Maps - 1966 - Road maps\(\Rightarrow\)Mexico - Maps - 1966 - Road maps\(\Rightarrow\)Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([i]-vii, 2-114 p.) : col. maps ; 41 cm.
Cover title: Road atlas by Rand McNally: United States, Canada, Mexico.
Uniform titles: Road atlas -- Pocket road atlas
Issued with "Deluxe edition" strip of gold leaf for personalized autograph; see pocket at end. For examples of its use, see atlases signed "Paul Tiddens" (oversize RMcN Atlas .R6 1964 copy 8 and oversize RMcN Atlas .R6 1966 copy 3).
Includes index.
Brown fabricoid binding.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .R6 1966 copy 4 (PrCt)

78465 United States - Maps - 1966 - Road maps\(\Rightarrow\)East (U.S.) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps\(\Rightarrow\)West (U.S.) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps\(\Rightarrow\)Interstate Highway System - Maps - 1966\(\Rightarrow\)Road maps
United States : featuring the interstate highway system / Esso. Convent Station, N.J. General Drafting Co., Inc., c1966.
Authors: Humble Oil and Refining Company (Incorporated in Tex.) -- Esso Standard Oil Company -- General Drafting Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 65 x 86 cm., folded to 22 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"Issued April 1966" for the "Humble Oil & Refining Company."
Insets (14 x 17 cm. and smaller): Alaska -- Alutian Islands -- Hawaii -- Oahu -- [Florida continuation].

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
United States - Maps - 1966 - Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
5 maps : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm. Collective title supplied by cataloger. All sheets except Ohio include Library of Congress copyright handstamps with certificate numbers.
"Copyright © 1966 by Rand McNally & Co." -- all sheets. All sheets include plate numbers beginning with "6-5" or "66". Includes maps covering Kansas, Missouri, Nebraska, New York, Ohio, Oklahoma, and Texas. Panel art: Sinclair logo, car in front of a Sinclair gas station, 3 travel scenes, and motto "drive with care and buy Sinclair". Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library). Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1519 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1966 - Wall maps
1 map : col. ; 75 x 120 cm. on sheet 97 x 133 cm. Dated 1966 in pencil beneath imprint. Insets (24 x 28 cm. and 13 x 20 cm.): Alaska -- Hawaii. Bottom margin includes brief facts about each state. Plate number: A-520500-234-4A-4A-5A-3A-4A. Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library). 2 copies.
maproll G3700 1966 .R3 (PrCt) [copies 1-2]

United States - Maps - 1966 - Wall maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 36 x 54 cm. on sheet 41 x 56 cm. Scale: one inch equals 48 miles. Plate nos.: 6P66 -- MB101. Insets (31 x 47 cm. and 31 x 33): Alaska -- Hawaii. Series statement at head of title: A Rand McNally beginners map. Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
artifacts cage RMcN maproll 8 : 6. 3 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1967-1968 - Road maps
[Road map of the United States]. [San Jose, Calif.?] : H.M. Gousha Company, [1967?]. Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Kenworth Truck Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 39 x 57 cm., on sheet 88 x 57 cm. Title supplied by cataloger. Kenworth Truck dealerships identified with company logos; issued with calendar for Dec. 1967-Dec. 1968 (stapled in bottom margin). Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Company Collection (Newberry Library).
map4F G3701.P2A 19--.G4, no. 8 (PrCt)
maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 106 x 171 cm.
Relief shown by shading and hypsometric tints.
Ancillary maps (79 x 135 cm. and smaller):
[Alaska]. -- [Hawaii]. -- [Location map].
Special: RandMark IV.
Bottom right: 145177 1N68; RandMark IV
United States Enlarged.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
artifacts cage RMcN maproll 4 : 3. 3 (PrCt)

Welcome aboard TWA. Convent Station, NJ : General Drafting Company, c1967.
1 packet : 2 items ; 24 x 17 cm.
Collective title from packet folder.
Includes 4 General Drafting Co. maps dated 1967 and printed in color back-to-back (United States, world routes, routes in Africa and Asia, and routes in Europe ; 45 x 82 cm. and smaller, on sheet folded to 23 x 14 cm.), with panel title: Welcome to the world of Trans World Airlines. Also includes brochure with descriptive text and line drawing of planes in service between 1926-1966 ([16] p. : ill. ; 14 x 22 cm.), with cover title: TWA wings for the world Cover art: airplane silhouette; draftsmen at work; TWA logo. Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library). Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25.
folio RMcN Airlines 4C 4 (PrCt)

Authors: Trans World Airlines -- General Drafting Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
3 maps : col. ; 45 x 82 cm. and smaller, folded to 23 x 16 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: TWA : United States routes. "© MCMLXVII, General Drafting Co., Inc., Convent Station, N.J."
Plate no. A14.
folio RMcN Airlines 4C 11 (PrCt)

Authors: Oxford University Press -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 74 maps ; 261 x 195 mm. Phillips 10556 Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

78482 United States - Maps - 1967<<<Wall maps
America - Maps - 1967<<<Wall maps
Authors: Pattison, William David, 1921- -- Rand McNally and Company -- RandMark I series -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 87 x 165 cm. mounted on roller.
Scale 1:7,300,000.
Five circular ancillary maps on top titled 'Global Views, Polar Series.'
In lower left corner: '14-5006, '6R68.'
Series : RandMark I.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
artifacts cage RMcN maproll 1 : 4. 1, copy 1 (PrCt)

78483 United States - Maps - 1967<<<Wall maps
America - Maps - 1967<<<Wall maps
Authors: Pattison, William David, 1921- -- Rand McNally and Company -- RandMark I series -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 87 x 165 cm.
Scale 1:7,300,000.
Five circular ancillary maps on top titled 'Global Views, Polar Series.'
In lower left corner: '14-5006, '6R68.'
Series : RandMark I.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
artifacts cage RMcN maproll 1 : 4. 1, copy 2 (PrCt)

1 atlas (64 p.) : col. maps ; 32 cm.
Uniform title: Handy railroad atlas of the United States.
Includes index.
Cover art: image of railroad light signal and locomotive.
Incomplete; lacking table of contents, railroad map of U.S., and railroad map of Alabama (p. 3-6).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .H38 1967 copy 1 (PrCt)

1 atlas (64 p.) : col. maps ; 32 cm.
Uniform title: Handy railroad atlas of the United States.
Includes index.
Cover art: image of railroad light signal and locomotive.
Incomplete; lacking table of contents, railroad map of U.S., and railroad map of Alabama (p. 3-6).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .H38 1967 copy 1 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

78489 United States - Maps - 1967 - Road maps
maps>>>Canada - Maps - 1967 - Road maps
maps>>>Mexico - Maps - 1967 - Road maps
maps>>>Distances - United States - Maps - 1967
maps>>>Distances - Canada - Maps - 1967
maps>>>Distances - Mexico - Maps - 1967
maps>>>Trucking - North America - Maps - 1967

United States - Maps - 1967 - Road maps
Canada - Maps - 1967 - Road maps
Mexico - Maps - 1967 - Road maps
Distances - United States - Maps - 1967
Distances - Canada - Maps - 1967
Distances - Mexico - Maps - 1967
Trucking - North America - Maps - 1967


1 atlas (336 p.) : col. maps ; 45 cm.
Above title: Household Goods Carriers' Bureau. Title and imprint on front cover.
Editor's copy; "Wyche to furnish corr"s" noted on front cover; memos variously concerning Art DuBois, John Potratz, Al Winterfeld, Fred Surgany, and Richard G. Sander tipped in.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

78490 United States - Maps - 1967 - Road maps
maps>>>Canada - Maps - 1967 - Road maps
maps>>>Mexico - Maps - 1967 - Road maps
maps>>>Distances - United States - Maps - 1967
maps>>>Distances - Canada - Maps - 1967
maps>>>Distances - Mexico - Maps - 1967
maps>>>Trucking - North America - Maps - 1967
maps>>>Dueympies (Bookselling) - 1967 - Speciments


1 atlas (336 p.) : col. maps ; 45 cm.
Above title: Movers' & Warehousemen's Association of America, Inc
Cover title; imprint on copy of cover tipped in.
"Cancels mileage guide no. 6" -- front cover.
Uniform title: Standard highway mileage guide. Includes index.
Editor's copy with dummies labels.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

78491 United States - Maps - 1967 - Road maps
maps>>>Canada - Maps - 1967 - Road maps
maps>>>Mexico - Maps - 1967 - Road maps
maps>>>Road maps


1 atlas ([i]-vii), 2-114 p.) : col. maps ; 41 cm.
On cover: Traiico Manufacturing and Sales Company.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Cover art: 16 photos of various locations in North America.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

78492 United States - Maps - 1967 - Road maps
maps>>>Canada - Maps - 1967 - Road maps
maps>>>Mexico - Maps - 1967 - Road maps
maps>>>Road maps


1 atlas ([i]-vii, 2-114 p.) : col. maps ; 41 cm.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
"43rd annual edition" -- front cover.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Cover art: three photos and a map of the southern Los Angeles region.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

78493 United States - Maps - 1967 - Road maps
Canada - Maps - 1967 - Road maps
Mexico - Maps - 1967 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Howard Johnson Co. -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (vii, 2-[116] p.) : col. maps ; 41 cm.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Cover art: pictures of Howard Johnson lodge and photo of family in restaurant.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

78494 United States - Maps - 1967 - Road maps
Canada - Maps - 1967 - Road maps
Mexico - Maps - 1967 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Expo 67 (Montréal, Québec) -- Thomas Allen & Son Limited -- Don Mills (North York, Ont.) -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([ii]-vii, 2-114 p.) : col. maps ; 41 cm.
"43rd annual edition. all roads lead to Expo67 Thomas Allen & Son Limited/Don Mills, Ontario" -- front cover.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Cover art: photos of Expo67 pavillions and map of Montréal region.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

78495 United States - Maps - 1967 - Road maps
Canada - Maps - 1967 - Road maps
Mexico - Maps - 1967 - Road maps
Road maps
Rand McNally road atlas and travel guide.

78496 United States - Maps - 1967 - Road maps
Canada - Maps - 1967 - Road maps
Mexico - Maps - 1967 - Road maps
Road maps
1 atlas ([i]-vii, 2-114 p.) : col. maps ; 41 cm.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Cover art: 6 photos of various locations in North America.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

78497 United States - Maps - 1967 - Road maps
Canada - Maps - 1967 - Road maps
Mexico - Maps - 1967 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Texaco, inc. -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Cover art: various photos.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

78498 United States - Maps - 1967 - Road maps
Canada - Maps - 1967 - Road maps
Mexico - Maps - 1967 - Road maps
Road maps
Rand McNally road atlas and travel guide.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
United States - Maps - 1967 - Road maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas and travel guide -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (96 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally interstate road atlas.
Uniform title: Road atlas and travel guide.
"$1.00" -- front cover.
Includes index.
Cover art: photo of bridge.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .R63 1967a copy 2 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1967 - Road maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas and travel guide -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (96 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally interstate road atlas.
Uniform title: Road atlas and travel guide.
"$1.00" -- front cover.
Includes index.
Cover art: photo of bridge.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .R63 1967a copy 1 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1967 - Road maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas and travel guide -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (96 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally interstate road atlas.
Uniform title: Road atlas and travel guide.
"$1.00" -- front cover.
Includes index.
Cover art: photo of bridge.
Hand-stamped Canadian copyright copy.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .R63 1967a copy 1 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1967 - Road maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas and travel guide -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (96 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally interstate road atlas.
Uniform title: Road atlas and travel guide.
"$1.00" -- front cover.
Includes index.
Cover art: photo of bridge.
Hand-stamped Canadian copyright copy.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .R63 1967a copy 2 (PrCt)
Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Times Mirror Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (A-D, 72 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
"1967 edition" -- Appears on map of "Transcontinental United States", p. 19
Cover title.
"© MCMLXVI, MCMLXVII the H.M. Gousha Company. San Jose." -- p. 1
"The H.M. Gousha Company, a subsidiary of the Times-Mirror Company" -- p. 1
Cover art: color photos of U.S. landscapes; American Oil Motor Club sign.
Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Company Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34, Range 7 (Jan. 2011).

**United States - Maps - 1967 - Road maps**

**North American vacation guide and road atlas.**
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Times Mirror Company -- Frome, Michael -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (64 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
"©MCMLXVI, MCMLXVII the H.M. Gousha Company San Jose." -- p. 1
"The H.M. Gousha Company, a subsidiary of the Times-Mirror Company" -- p. 1
"Regional descriptions on pages 3-15 by Michael Frome, national travel authority" -- p. 1
Cover art: color photos of U.S. landscapes; outline map of North America
Stock edition of the atlas, lacking a Gousha client name.
Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Company Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34, Range 7 (Jan. 2011).

**United States - Maps - 1967 - Road maps**

**Goodyear : America's no. one tire : 1967 vacation guide and road atlas.**
Authors: Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Frome, Michael -- Times Mirror Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (64 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
"© MCMLXVI, MCMLXVII the H.M. Gousha Company. San Jose." -- p. 1
"The H.M. Gousha Company, a subsidiary of the Times-Mirror Company" -- p. 1
"Regional descriptions on pages 3-15 by Michael Frome, national travel authority" -- p. 1
Cover art: color photo of U.S. landscapes; outline map of North America
Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Company Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34, Range 7 (Jan. 2011).
Authors: Orange County Automobile Club (Calif.) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Orange County Insurance Agency (Santa Ana, Calif.) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"Insurance at reduced rates to club members ... Orange County Insurance Agency ... Santa Ana, California ... " -- Advertisement on title panel.
Plate no. 7-4915V-26
Insets (9 x 12 cm. and smaller): Alaska -- Aleutian Islands -- [Three maps of Hawaii].
Map on verso (42 x 60 cm.): Mexico.
Panel art: Orange County Automobile Club logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1913 (PrCt)

Authors: Orange County Automobile Club (Calif.) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Orange County Insurance Agency (Santa Ana, Calif.) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"Insurance at reduced rates to club members ... Orange County Insurance Agency ... Santa Ana, California ... " -- Advertisement on title panel.
Plate no. 7-4915V-26
Insets (9 x 12 cm. and smaller): Alaska -- Aleutian Islands -- [Three maps of Hawaii].
Map on verso (42 x 60 cm.): Mexico.
Panel art: Orange County Automobile Club logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1913 (PrCt)

Authors: World Publishing Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Frome, Michael -- Times Mirror Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
All sheets except Ontario include imprint of Tempo Designs, Inc. of Lincolnwood, Ill. Includes maps covering Connecticut, Massachusetts, Ontario, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, and western United States.
"Copyright © 1967 by Rand McNally & Co.”
All maps include plate numbers beginning with “67” or “7.”
All panel art includes outlines of states or provinces and “American” gas sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2938-2941 (PrCt)

Authors: Mobil Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
16 maps : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Collective title supplied by cataloger.
All sheets include plate numbers beginning “6...”
"Copyright © 1967 by Rand McNally & Co.”
All maps include plate numbers beginning with “67” or “7.”
All panel art includes outlines of states or provinces and “American” gas sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34, Range 7 (Jan. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2938-2941 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
United States - Maps - 1967 - Road maps

Authors: Union Oil Company of California -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
7 maps : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Collective title supplied by cataloger.
Issued for the Union Oil Company of California.
"Copyright © 1967 by Rand McNally & Co." -- All sheets.
All plate numbers begin "67 ... " or "7- ... ".
Includes maps covering Alaska, Arizona, California, Colorado, Idaho, Montana, Nevada, New Mexico, North Dakota, South Dakota, the United States, western United States, Utah and Wyoming.
Panel art: 76 Union logo above gas station.
Some sheets include certificate no. handstamps from the Register of Copyrights, Library of Congress, Washington, D.C.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4549-4555 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1968

Authors: Reader's Digest Association
236 p. : ill., maps ; 21 cm.
Series: Reader's digest family refere
Not at Newberry?; OCLC 473193 (June 2003).
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1968-1969 - Road maps

8 maps : col. ; folded to 23 x 21 cm.
Maps copyrighted 1968 or 1969.
Collective title supplied by cataloger.
Includes maps covering Atlanta, Baltimore, Maritime Provinces, northeastern United States, Ontario, Quebec, United States, and Washington D.C.
Panel art: CITGO sign in a field of flowers and slogan ... a nice place to visit."
"CITGO-Trademark Cities Oil Company, subsidiary of Cities Service Company." -- back panels.
Some maps include handstamp "Register of Copyrights, Library of Congress, Washington
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

D.C. ...", with individual certificate numbers F 49849, F 50696, F 50697, and F 51103.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 427-434 (PrCt)

78518 United States - Maps - 1968-1969 - Road maps
Kenworth Truck Company - Maps - 1968-1969 - Truck industry - United States -
[Road map of the United States]. [San Jose, Calif.?] : H.M. Gousha Company, [1968].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Kenworth Truck Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 39 x 57 cm., on sheet 88 x 57 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Kenworth Truck dealerships identified with company logos; issued with calendar for Dec.
Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Company Collection (Newberry Library).
map4F G3701.P2A 19--.G4, no. 1 (PrCt)

(1:1,000,000) - Aeronautical Charts - United States - Maps - 1968-1970 - Aeronautical
charts - Topographic maps
World aeronautical charts, [continental United
Authors: U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey
43 maps : col. ; 52 x 71 cm.
Scale ca. 1:5,500,000.
Lambert conformal conic projection.
Relief shown by contours and hypsometric tints.
Index map on verso of each sheet.
ICN78
map4F G3701.P6 1968 US (PrCt)

78520 United States - Maps - 1968-1976 - Road
maps - Alaska - Maps - 1968-1976 - Road
maps - Hawaii - Maps - 1968-1976 - Road
maps - Road maps
Road map of the United States / published by
National Automobile Club. [Chicago?] : Rand
Authors: National Automobile Club -- Rand
McNally and Company -- Library of Congress.
Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
6 maps : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Identical panel title on 4 editions of the map
All maps include "Copyright © 1968 [etc.] by
National Automobile Club. Edited and
lithographed by Rand McNally & Company."
Maps on all versos (31 x 42 cm. and smaller):
Rand McNally map of United States featuring
transcontinental mileage and driving time -- Rand
McNally Alaska -- Rand McNally Hawaii.
Panel art: National Automobile Club logo.
Two duplicate copies bear Library of Congress
copyright handstamps.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1753-1758 (PrCt)

78521 United States - Maps - 1968 -
Airways - United States - Maps - 1968
Airways - Hawaii - Maps - 1968
Airways - United States - Maps - 1968
Puerto Rico - Maps - 1968
Airways - Puerto Rico - Maps - 1968
Alaska - Maps - 1968
Airways - Alaska - Maps - 1968
Wall maps - Aeronautical charts
1968 airline map of the United States : Texaco ...
/ compiled by Official Airline Guide ... Chicago, Illinois. [Chicago? Reuben H. Donnelley
Corporation?]. 1968.
Authors: Texaco, inc. -- Official Airline Guides,
inc. -- Reuben H. Donnelley Corporation -- Rand
McNally and Company -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 72 cm., on sheet 79 x 110 cm.,
folded to 28 x 20 cm.
"Routes and cities served corrected up to Dec. 1, 1967."
"Copyright by the Reuben H. Donnelley
Corporation. Lithographed in U.S.A. by Rand
McNally & Co."
Added title: Trunk airline routes
Airways keyed to directory of airlines in margin.
Insets (32 x 50 cm. and smaller): Principal non
stop routes -- Regional airline routes -- Hawaii --
Puerto Rico -- Alaska airline routes -- Aleutian
Islands.
Verso blank.
Panel art: photo of airplane in flight and Texaco
logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25.
folio RMcN Airlines 4C 17 (PrCt)

78522 United States - Maps - 1968 - Electric
lines - United States - Maps - 1968 -
Interconnected electric utility
systems - United States - Maps - 1968 -
Electric power distribution - United States -
Maps - 1968 - Electric power
plants - United States - Maps - 1968 -
Power-plants - Electric lines - United
States - Maps - 1968 - Interconnected
electric utility systems - United States - Maps
1968 - Electric power distribution - United
States - Maps - 1968 - Electric power
plants - United States - Maps - 1968 -
Power-plants - Electric lines - United
States - Maps - 1968 - Edison Electric Institute - Maps

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1968 Wall maps
Principal interconnected transmission lines in the United States. New York, N.Y. Edison Electric Institute, [1968].
Authors: Edison Electric Institute -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 106 x 159 cm.
"Base copyright by Rand McNally & Co. 58876-N.Y.-6-68."
"Edison Electric Institute Pub. No. 68-31 10-68/1,000."
Scale [ca. 1:2,980,000]
Coordinates: (W 125°22'00"--W 66°49'00"/N 49°24'00"--N 24°45'00")
Shows electric power transmission lines in operation and under construction at the end of 1967.
Keyed to symbols for fossil, nuclear, and hydroelectric plants, and color-coded to identify lines transmitting from 500 to less than 100 kilovolts.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Two copies.
Previously shelved as artifacts cage RMcN
maproll G3701.N4 1968 .E3 [copies 1 and 2]
(NEWBERRY LIBRARY)

78523 United States - Maps - 1968 - Road
maps<<<<>Canada - Maps - 1968 - Road
maps<<<<>Mexico - Maps - 1968 - Road
maps<<<<>Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Howard Johnson Co. -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([i]-vii, 2-[116] p.) : col. maps ; 41 cm.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Cover art: photo of Howard Johnson lodge and restaurant.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RmCN atlas .R6 1968 copy 1 (PrCr)

78524 United States - Maps - 1968 - Road
maps<<<<>Canada - Maps - 1968 - Road
maps<<<<>Mexico - Maps - 1968 - Road
maps<<<<>Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([i]-vii, 2-[116] p.) : col. maps ; 41 cm.
"Goodyear special edition" -- front cover.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Cover art: photo of Howard Johnson lodge and restaurant.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RmCN atlas .R6 1968 copy 2 (PrCr)

78525 United States - Maps - 1968 - Road
maps<<<<>Canada - Maps - 1968 - Road
maps<<<<>Mexico - Maps - 1968 - Road
maps<<<<>Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (p. [i]-iv and p. 111-114) : col. maps ; 41 cm.
Incomplete printer's proof [?]; includes multiple copies of the pagination recorded above.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Cover art: photo of Howard Johnson lodge and restaurant.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RmCN atlas .R6 1968 copy 3 (PrCr)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

1 atlas ([ii]-vii, 2-114 p.) : col. maps ; 41 cm. "44th annual edition" -- front cover.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Cover art: photo of New York City and unidentified coast.
Hand-stamped "Rand McNally Library" -- front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .R6 1968 copy 5 (PrCt)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([ii]-vii, 2-114 p.) : col. maps ; 41 cm. "44th annual edition" -- front cover.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Cover art: photo of New York City and unidentified coast.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .R6 1968 copy 6 (PrCt)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Texaco, inc. -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Cover art: various photos and a map.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .T4 1968 copy 1 (PrCt)
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Cover art: various photos and a map.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .T4 1968 copy 2 (PrCt)
1 atlas (96 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Uniform titles: Road atlas and travel guide -- Interstate road atlas "$1.00" -- front cover.
Includes index.
Cover art: two photos and a map inside outline of U.S.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .R63 1968a (PrCt)
1 atlas (96 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
"The Tetra Company ... Chicago ... " -- front cover.
Uniform title: Road atlas and travel guide.
Includes index.
Cover art: photo of highway framed by a triangle-shaped map.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .R63 1968 copy 2 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1 atlas (96 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Uniform title: Road atlas and travel guide.
Includes index.
Cover art: photo of highway framed by a triangle-shaped map.
Hand-stamped copyright copy (U.S. and Canada).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

**folio RMcN atlas .R63 1968 copy 1 (PrCt)**

78536

**United States - Maps - 1968 - Road maps**

Maritime Provinces - Maps - 1968 - Road maps

[© The H.M. Gousha Company. A subsidiary of the H.M. Gousha Company]

1968 edition

Cover title.

Added title on p. 6: Road map of the United States.

"Base map ©MCMLXVIII Jeppeson & Co." -- front cover

© The H.M.G. Co. -- on maps

"© The H.M. Gousha Company. A subsidiary of the Times-Mirror Company" -- p. 6

Uniform title: Touraide

Cover art: color highway map of the United States

Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Company Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34, Range 7 (Jan. 2011).

**folio Gousha atlas 1968 .A7 (PrCt)**

78537

**United States - Maps - 1968 - Road maps**

Mexico - Maps - 1968 - Road maps

Canada - Maps - 1968 - Road maps

Road maps

The Farmers Insurance Group discover America road atlas. [San Jose, Calif.?] : H.M. Gousha Company, c1968.

Authors: Farmers' Insurance Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Times Mirror Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (various paginations) : col. maps ; 28 cm.

Cover title.

© MCMLXVIII the H.M. Gousha Company" -- p. 1

"The H.M. Gousha Company, a subsidiary of the Times-Mirror Company" -- p. 1

Cover art: idealized birds-eye view of rolling countryside in color.

Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Company Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34, Range 7 (Jan. 2011).

**folio Gousha atlas 1968 .F3 (PrCt)**

78538

**United States - Maps - 1968 - Road maps**

Mexico - Maps - 1968 - Road maps

Canada - Maps - 1968 - Road maps

Road maps

The Farmers Insurance Group discover America road atlas. [San Jose, Calif.?] : H.M. Gousha Company, c1968.

Authors: Farmers' Insurance Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Times Mirror Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (various paginations) : col. maps ; 28 cm.

Cover title.

© MCMLXVIII the H.M. Gousha Company. A subsidiary of the Times-Mirror Company." -- p. 1

Cover art: idealized birds-eye view of rolling countryside in color.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
**Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)**

**maps<>Road maps**
Authors: Greyhound Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Times Mirror Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (various pagination) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
"1968 edition" -- p. A
Cover title.
"Hello! All of here at Greyhound extend our best wishes ... " -- p. A
© MCMLXVIII the H.M. Gousha Company." -- p. 1
"The H.M. Gousha Company, a subsidiary of the Times-Mirror Company" -- p. 1
Cover art: color photos of U.S. landscapes and Greyhound buses.
Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Company Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34, Range 7 (Jan. 2011).

**folio Gousha atlas 1968 .A4 (PrCt)**

**United States - Maps - 1968 - Road maps<>Mexico - Maps - 1968 - Road maps<>Canada - Maps - 1968 - Road maps<>Road maps**
*Discover America road atlas.* [San Jose, Calif.?] : H.M. Gousha Company, c1968.
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Times Mirror Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (64 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
"©MCMLXVIII the H.M. Gousha Company." -- p. 1
"The H.M. Gousha Company, a subsidiary of the Times-Mirror Company" -- p. 1
Cover art: idealized birds-eye view of rolling countryside in color.
Stock edition of the atlas, lacking a Gousha client name.
Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Company Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34, Range 7 (Jan. 2011).

**folio Gousha atlas 1968 .D5 (PrCt)**

**United States - Maps - 1968 - Road maps<>Mexico - Maps - 1968 - Road maps<>Canada - Maps - 1968 - Road maps<>Road maps**
Authors: I.S. Berlin Press (Chicago, Ill.) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Times Mirror Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (64 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
"© MCMLXVIII the H.M. Gousha Company. A subsidiary of the Times-Mirror Company." -- p. 1
Cover art: grid containing outline map of the United States.
Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Company Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34, Range 7 (Jan. 2011).

**folio Gousha atlas 1968 .B4 (PrCt)**

**United States - Maps - 1968 - Road maps<>Mexico - Maps - 1968 - Road maps<>Canada - Maps - 1968 - Road maps<>Road maps**
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Times Mirror Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (15 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
"1968 edition" -- p. 12
Cover title.
Added title from p. 12: Road map of the United States
©1968 the H.M. Gousha Company. A subsidiary of the Times-Mirror Company." -- p. 1
Cover art: color illustration of a Phillips 66 gas station.
Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Company Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34, Range 7 (Jan. 2011).

**folio Gousha atlas 1968 .P5 (PrCt)**

**United States - Maps - 1968 - Road maps<>Mexico - Maps - 1968 - Road maps<>Canada - Maps - 1968 - Road maps<>Road maps**
*Shell USA travel guide.* [San Jose, Calif.?] : H.M. Gousha Company, c1968.
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Times Mirror Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (31 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
"© MCMLXVIII the H.M. Gousha Company" -- inside front cover
"The H.M. Gousha Company, a subsidiary of the Times-Mirror Company" -- inside front cover
Cover art: outline map of the United States with the Shell logo.
Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Company Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34, Range 7 (Jan. 2011).

**folio Gousha atlas 1968 .S5 (PrCt)**

**United States - Maps - 1968 - Road maps<>Mexico - Maps - 1968 - Road maps<>Canada - Maps - 1968 - Road maps<>Road maps**

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
United States - Maps - 1968 - Road maps
3 maps : col. ; folded to 19 x 10 cm.
Collective title supplied by cataloger.
Map of U.S. lacks copyright statement.
All sheets include plate numbers beginning "68".
Prominent advertisement on back panel for the Society of Independent Gasoline Marketers of America (SIGMA).
Includes maps covering Kansas, North Dakota, Oklahoma, Minnesota, South Dakota, United States.
Panel art: color photographs of a beach, a road, a lake, and sailboats.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2842-2845 (PrCt)
78547
78548 United States - Maps - 1968 - Road maps
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1968 - Road maps
Alaska Highway - Maps - 1968 - Road maps
Authors: Union Oil Company of California -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress.
Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: 76 Union Oil Company : United States.
Insets (9 x 12 cm. and smaller): Alaska -- Aleutian Islands -- Hawaiian Islands -- Honolulu.
Plate no. 8-4915V-27.
Maps on verso (78 x 57 cm. and smaller): Union Oil road map : western United States -- International Hwy. -- Seattle-Tacoma -- San Francisco & vicinity -- Los Angeles & vicinity. Relief shown with shading and spot heights.
Panel art: 76 Union sign against night sky.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4759 (PrCt)

78549 United States - Maps - 1969-1970 - Road maps
Authors: Atlantic Richfield Co. -- Rand McNally and Company -- R.R. Donnelley and Sons Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
18 maps : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm. or smaller
Collective title and imprint supplied by cataloger.
Most maps by Rand McNally; others by R.R. Donnelley and Sons.
Includes maps covering Alabama, Arizona, Arkansas, Colorado, Delaware, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky, Louisiana, Maryland, Michigan, the Middle West, Mississippi, Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska, Nevada, New Mexico, North Dakota, the Northeastern States, Oklahoma, South Dakota, Tennessee, Texas, Utah, Virginia, West Virginia, Wyoming, and Wisconsin.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Panel art: solid colors (orange, blue, red, green, and purple).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1435-150 (PrCt)

78550 United States - Maps - 1969-1973 - Cities and towns - Road maps
Cities and towns - Road maps
United States - Maps - 1969-1973 - Road maps
Authors: Atlantic Richfield Co. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
14 maps : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Collective title supplied by cataloger.
All maps "Copyright © ... by Rand McNally & Co."
Includes maps covering Baltimore, Birmingham, Corpus Christi, Denver, Houston, Jacksonville, Kansas City, Minneapolis, Newark, Oklahoma City, Salt Lake City, Saint Louis, Saint Paul, Saint Petersburg, Tampa, Tulsa, and Washington (D.C.). Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 119-132 (PrCt)

Authors: American Airlines, inc. -- Johnson, Doug, fl. 1970
1 map : col. ; 53 x 70 cm.
Panel title.
"This map was created and produced by American Airlines ..."
Details American Airlines routes in the U.S. and Mexico.
"AA form T 197Z".
Verso includes historical notes about the airline to 1969 and illustrations of tourist attractions by Doug Johnson.
Panel art: Colored arrows
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
map3C G3701 .P62 1969 .A2 (PrCt)

Authors: Southern Pacific Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 92 x 124 cm.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Note in bottom right corner: 7-'69.
Insets (15 x 14 cm. and smaller): Portland and vicinity -- San Francisco and vicinity -- Los Angeles and vicinity -- Houston and vicinity -- New Orleans and vicinity.
Legend includes "Southern Pacific Pipelines, Inc.;" "Black Mesa Pipeline, Inc. (Initial operation 1970);" "San Diego Pipeline Company."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

78553
United States - Maps - 1969 - Road maps
maps-->Canada - Maps - 1969 - Road maps
maps-->Mexico - Maps - 1969 - Road maps
maps-->Road maps
Hammond road atlas and travel guide.
Authors: Hammond Incorporated -- C.S. Hammond & Company
1 atlas (48 p.) : col. ill., col. maps ; 32 x 17 cm.
Cover title: Road atlas and travel guide
Issued in multiple editions, but Newberry holds 1969 ed. only (as of Dec. 2010).
Variant or uniform title (from 1967 ed.): Hammond road atlas of the United States, Canada, Mexico : with the new scale-o-matic mileage guide
Most sheets include photograph, location map, relief map, indexes, and guide to points of interest.
Scales differ.
Relief shown by shading and spot heights.
Also shows points of interest and recreation areas.
Issued 1964-1966 by the firm under its earlier name: C.S. Hammond and Company.
Issued in 1964 as World's Fair ed.
Gift of Newberry Book Fair, 2010.
LC Card Number:map64000003
folio G1201.P2 H45 (NLO)
RS
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .R6 1969 copy 1 (PrCt)

78555
United States - Maps - 1969 - Road maps
maps-->Canada - Maps - 1969 - Road maps
maps-->Mexico - Maps - 1969 - Road maps
maps-->Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([:i]-vii, 2-114 p.) : col. maps ; 41 cm.
"45th annual edition" -- front cover.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Cover art: maps and photos of places in North America.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .R6 1969 copy 2 (PrCt)

78556
United States - Maps - 1969 - Road maps
maps-->Canada - Maps - 1969 - Road maps
maps-->Mexico - Maps - 1969 - Road maps
maps-->Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([:i]-vii, 2-114 p.) : col. maps ; 41 cm.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Cover art: three photos of places in North America.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .R6 1969 copy 3 (PrCt)

78557
United States - Maps - 1969 - Road maps
maps-->Canada - Maps - 1969 - Road maps
maps-->Mexico - Maps - 1969 - Road maps
maps-->Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([:i]-vii, 2-114 p.) : col. maps ; 41 cm.
"45th annual edition" -- front cover.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Cover art: maps and photos of places in North America.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
78561 United States - Maps - 1969 - Road
maps<br>Canada - Maps - 1969 - Road
textious
Mexico - Maps - 1969 - Road
textious
Road maps
Road maps
1 atlas (96 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Uniform title: Interstate road atlas -- Road atlas and travel guide.
Includes index.
Cover art: photo of ocean-side highway framed by crossing arrow.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .R63 1969a copy 1 (PrCt)

78560 United States - Maps - 1969 - Road
maps<br>Canada - Maps - 1969 - Road
tentious
Mexico - Maps - 1969 - Road
tentious
Road maps
Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas and travel guide -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (96 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Uniform title: Road atlas and travel guide.
Includes index.
Cover art: photo of ocean-side highway framed by crossing arrow.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .R63 1969a copy 1 (PrCt)

78562 United States - Maps - 1969 - Road
maps<br>Canada - Maps - 1969 - Road
tentious
Mexico - Maps - 1969 - Road
tentious
Road maps
Road maps
1 atlas (96 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Uniform title: Interstate road atlas -- Road atlas and travel guide.
Includes index.
Includes black plastic folding slipcover;
"Interstate road atlas by Rand McNally" on slipcover flap.
Cover art: map of Washington, D.C area.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .R63 1969a copy 2 (PrCt)

78559 United States - Maps - 1969 - Road
maps<br>Canada - Maps - 1969 - Road
tentious
Mexico - Maps - 1969 - Road
tentious
Road maps
Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas and travel guide -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (96 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Uniform title: Road atlas and travel guide.
Includes index.
Cover art: map of Washington, D.C. area.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .R63 1969a copy 1 (PrCt)

78558 United States - Maps - 1969 - Road
maps<br>Canada - Maps - 1969 - Road
tentious
Mexico - Maps - 1969 - Road
tentious
Road maps<br>Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Texaco, inc. -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Cover art: various photos and a map.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .T4 1969 (PrCt)

78563 United States - Maps - 1969 - Road
maps<br>Canada - Maps - 1969 - Road
tentious
Mexico - Maps - 1969 - Road
tentious
Road maps<br>Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas and travel guide -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (96 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Uniform title: Road atlas and travel guide.
Includes index.
Cover art: photo of ocean-side highway framed by crossing arrow.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .R63 1969 copy 2 (PrCt)

78557 United States - Maps - 1969 - Road
maps<br>Canada - Maps - 1969 - Road
tentious
Mexico - Maps - 1969 - Road
tentious
Road maps<br>Road maps
1 atlas (96 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Uniform title: Interstate road atlas -- Road atlas and travel guide.
Includes index.
Includes black plastic folding slipcover;
"Interstate road atlas by Rand McNally" on slipcover flap.
Cover art: map of Washington, D.C area.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .R63 1969a copy 1 (PrCt)
"69."
Regional maps covering the eastern, central, and western United States.
Verses of central and western maps include strip maps of individual interstate highways keyed to main map.
Panel art: regional outlines and "American" gas sign, with slogan "As you travel, ask us."
Two maps include Library of Congress handstamps.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

United States - Maps - 1969 - Road maps
Maritime Provinces - Maps - 1969 - Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
10 maps : col. ; folded to 24 x 11 cm.
Collective title supplied by cataloger.
Includes maps covering Alabama, Arkansas, California, Connecticut, Delaware, Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, Louisiana, Maine, Maritime Provinces, Maryland, Massachusetts, Michigan, Mississippi, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New York, North Carolina, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Puerto Rico, Rhode Island, South Carolina, Tennessee, Texas, Vermont, Virginia, and West Virginia.
Includes pictorial maps of Florida and Puerto Rico.
Panel art: Illustration of road and Gulf service station; Florida's panel art varies.
All maps, except for New York-New Jersey, include Library of Congress copyright handstamps and certificate numbers.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

United States - Maps - 1969 - Road maps
Mexico - Maps - 1969 - Road maps
Canada - Maps - 1969 - Road maps
[Shell Oil Company road maps of the United States].
[Chicago?] : R.R. Donnelley & Sons
United States - Maps - 1970-1979 - Road maps

78569 United States - Maps - 1969 - Road maps

Wall maps


1 map : col. ; 97 x 140 cm.

Insets (29 x 34 cm. and smaller): Alaska -- Hawaii.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

artifacts cage RMcN maproll 6 : 6. 3 (PrCt)

78570 United States - Maps - 197 - Military bases

Military bases - United States - Maps - 1997

Road maps


1 map : col. ; 59 x 98 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.


'Map cartography updated by JDL Design ...

Odenton, MD ... ' -- on verso

Shows location of military bases, does not map data within base boundaries.


Verso includes state-bystate directory of military facilities (with date of scheduled base closing as applicable), commissaries, exchanges, lodging, recreation sites, etc.

Scale not given.

ISBN 0914862626

map4C G3701.R1 1997 .M5 (PrCt)


Counts


1 map : col. ; 48 x 77 cm.

Insets (10 x 10 cm. and smaller): Alaska -- Hawaii.

Bottom right: 4549.

Lists the Basic Trading Areas in bottom margin.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN map4F G3701.Q4 197- R3 (PrCt)

78572 United States - Maps - 1970-1979 - Railroads


Wall maps

Railroads - Maps


1 map : col. ; 90 x 152 cm.

Insets (31 x 27 cm. and smaller): The Pacific Ocean and principal steamship lines between Pacific ports. -- [Alaska and the Aleutian Islands]. -- [Hawaii]. -- The Atlantic Ocean and principal steamship lines between Atlantic ports.

3 copies (1 on metal rollers).

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

artifacts cage RMcN maproll 1 : 3. 1 (PrCt)

78573 United States - Maps - 1970-1979 - Road maps

Distances - United States - Maps - 1970-1979 - Road maps

Cartographic curiosities - 1970-1979

Maps - Miscellaneous - Specimens

Hertz/Rand McNally dist-o-map. [Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, 197-?]. Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Hertz Corporation -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas : 7 col. maps ; 19 cm.

Cover title.

Comprised of circular maps (19 cm. in diameter) riveted to moveable distance tables.

Spiral binding.

Covert art: map of northern U.S.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
78574 United States - Maps - 1970-1979>>Wall maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Society for Visual Education -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 98 x 152 cm.
Bottom margin includes photographs
Series: Simplified merged relief United States
Plate nos.: 101S -- 3P66
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
artifact: RMcN maproll 7 : 1.3 (PrCt)

Authors: United Air Lines, inc. -- Jeppesen and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 46 x 75 cm., folded to 27 x 15 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: United Air Lines system map.
Plate no. MA-456, 500M 1-70 (24) on back panel.
Inset (9 x 20 cm.): Non-stop routes to Hawaii Map on verso (27 x 46 cm.): The Hawaiian Islands.
Panel art: Photograph of United flight attendant with balloons.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25.
folio RMcN Airlines 4C 5 (PrCt)

American Airlines route map ... [S.I. American Airlines?, ca. 1970?].
Authors: American Airlines, inc. -- Hertz Rent A Car -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 61 cm., on sheet 55 x 88 cm., folded to 27 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Maps on verso (35 x 55 cm. and smaller): [Pacific Ocean routes] -- Hawaiian Islands -- Fiji Islands -- Samoa -- Tutuila-Samoan -- Moorea and Tahiti.
Panel art: American Airlines jet on runway; Hertz Rent A Car advertising; photo of couple on beach.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25.
folio RMcN Airlines 4C 9 (PrCt)
beach.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25.

RMcN Airlines 4C 42 (PrCt)

1 map : col. ; 54 x 70 cm., on sheet 55 x 88 cm., folded to 27 x 12 cm.
Panel title.
"This map was create and produced by American Airlines especially for our passengers... " at bottom right.
Verso includes illustrations of American destinations, signed "Doug Johnson."
Panel art: Colored arrows pointing in different directions, Hertz advertisement featuring couple in front of palm trees.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25.

RMcN Airlines 4C 43 (PrCt)

Authors: Delta Air Lines -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Times Mirror Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 41 x 67 cm., folded to 21 x 10 cm.
"1970 edition"
Panel title.
Added title: System route map : Delta Air Lines "© The H.M. Gousha Company, a subsidiary of the Times Mirror Company."
Plate no. 10-RR-1046-S.
Map on verso (22 x 56 cm.): Delta Air Lines Caribbean routes. Showing Delta Air Lines routes in the United States.
Panel art: Delta airplane.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25.

RMcN Airlines 4C 10 (PrCt)

Authors: Texaco, inc. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 79 x 110 cm.
Shows all passenger service and cargo carriers and their routes, also identifies those that use Texaco aviation products.
Four major maps (47 x 71 cm. and smaller):
Trunk airline routes -- Principal non stop routes -- Regional airline routes -- Alaska airline routes; with two inset maps (12 x 21 cm. and smaller) of Hawaii and Puerto Rico.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN map6F G3701.P62 1970 T4 (PrCt)

Authors: Union Barge Line -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 75 x 68 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN map6F G3701.P53 1970 U5 (PrCt)

Authors: United States. Bureau of the Census.
United States maps, GE-50, no. 49
1 map : col. ; 66 x 99 cm.
M225

map4F G3701.E1 1970 U5 (PrCt)

Authors: United States. Bureau of the Census
1 map : col. ; 44 x 66 cm.
Population shown by white dots in blue background.
M1275

map4F G 3701.E2 1970 U5 (PrCt)


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
United States - Maps - 1970 - Road maps

The United States. Chicago : Nystrom, [ca. 1970?].
Authors: Nystrom (Firm) -- A.J. Nystrom and Company -- Carnation Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. raised relief model ; 97 x 154 cm.
Added titles: The United States -- Nystrom raised relief map.
"Nystrom, division of Carnation Company.
Plate nos. "NR1" and "P6ANR17"
Series: Nystrom raised relief map ; NR1
"Scale 1:3,168,000. One inch = 50 miles."
Vertical scale [1:3,100,000]. "31 kilometers to the centimeter. Vertical exaggeration, 20 times."
Coordinates: (W 125°25'00"--W 65°44'00"/N 49°26'00"--N 23°48'00")
Insets (12 x 19 cm. and 21 x 41 cm.): Hawaii -- Alaska.
Plastic map mounted over cardboard with metal frame.
"Markable surface. Use only soluble markers on this map."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Stored upright in the Artifacts Cage, 4 Stacks (September 2012).
References (for edition questionably dated 1950?-1980?): Cf. OCLC 19692689
artifacts cage framed map G3701.C18 1970 .N9 (PrCt)

78587
United States - Maps - 1970 - Road maps

Cover art: color photos of U.S. landscapes; American Oil Motor Club logo.
Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Company Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34, Range 7 (Jan. 2011).
folio Gousha atlas 1970 .A4 (PrCt)

78588
United States - Maps - 1970 - Road maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Howard Johnson Co. -- Rand McNally and Company.
Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
United States - Maps - 1970 - Road maps

1 atlas ([ii-vii, 2-114 p.) : col. maps ; 41 cm.
"46th annual edition" -- front cover.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Cover art: pictures of travelers and Howard Johnson's restaurants.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Cover art: photo of a weather vane.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

United States - Maps - 1970 - Road maps

United States - Maps - 1970 - Road maps

Cover title: Texaco travel atlas by Rand McNally.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Cover art: photo of weather vane.
Paperback binding issued with separate brown fabricoid cover printed with "Lyric Opera Luncheon: June 10, 1970."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

United States - Maps - 1970 - Road maps

United States - Maps - 1970 - Road maps

Rand McNally road atlas and travel guide.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Union Chemical and Oil Company (Chicago, Ill.) -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas and travel guide -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (96 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
"Union Chemical and Oil Company ... Chicago ... " -- front cover.
Uniform title: Road atlas and travel guide.
Includes index.
Cover art: picture of forest.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

United States - Maps - 1970 - Road maps

United States - Maps - 1970 - Road maps

Rand McNally road atlas and travel guide.
United States - Maps - 1970 - Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- American Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Tempo Designs, Inc. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
4 maps : col ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"Effective April, 1970." -- All maps.
Collective title supplied by cataloger.
Each map: "This map published by Tempo Designs, Inc. ... Chicago Illinois, 60680"
Includes maps covering central, northeastern, southeastern, and western United States.
Each map includes plate number beginning with "70"
Each map highlights interstates with colors keyed to strip maps of individual highways on verso.
Panel art: Standard flaming torch sign and slogan "as you travel, ask us"; outline of region.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3229-3232 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1970 - Road maps
Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
17 maps : col. ; various sizes, folded to 23 x 10 cm.
"Copyright © 1970 Rand McNally & Co." -- on all maps.
All maps bear seven-digit plate numbers, all beginning "706."
Includes maps covering Alabama, Arizona, Connecticut, Delaware, Florida, Georgia, Idaho, Illinois, Indiana, Kansas, Kentucky, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts, Mexico, Michigan, Montana, Nebraska, Nevada, New Hampshire, New Mexico, North Carolina, North Dakota, Rhode Island, South Carolina, South Dakota, Tennessee, Utah, Vermont, Virginia, and West Virginia.
Panel art: Color illustration of a Phillips 66 service station.
All maps bear Library of Congress copyright handstamps.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1978-1994 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1970 - Road maps
Mini atlas of the United States. San Jose, Calif.
Authors: Jeppesen and Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Times Mirror Company -- Wyoming Travel Commission -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (various pagination) : col. maps ; 14 cm.
Cover title.
"©1958, Jeppesen & Co. Denver, Colo., U.S.A. ... Revised 1970" -- inside front cover
"Published by the H.M. Gousha Company, A subsidiary of the Times-Mirror Company." -- inside front cover
Blank space on back cover intended for overprinting or handstamp.
Cover art: color photograph of a mountain landscape, "courtesy of Wyoming Travel Commision."
Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Company

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Collections (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34, Range 7 (Jan. 2011).

Gousha atlas 1970 .M5 (PrCt)

78604 United States - Maps - 1970 - Road maps
<<>><Road maps
Interstate highway map of the United States.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 61 x 88 cm.
Insets (18 x 22 cm. and smaller): Alaska -- Hawaii.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN map4F G3701.P2 1970 R3 (PrCt)

78605 United States - Maps - 1970 - Road maps
Authors: Society of Independent Gasoline Marketers of America -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
8 maps : col. ; folded to 19 x 10 cm.
Collective title supplied by cataloger.
All sheets include plate numbers beginning "70". Prominent advertisement on back panel for the Society of Independent Gasoline Marketers of America (SIGMA).
Includes maps covering Alabama, Arkansas, Delaware, Florida, Georgia, Illinois, Indiana, Kentucky, Louisiana, Maryland, Michigan, Mississippi, Missouri, New Jersey, North Carolina, Ohio, Pennsylvania, South Carolina, Tennessee, Virginia, West Virginia, Wisconsin.
Panel art: color photographs of a beach, a road, a lake, and sailboats.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2513-2520 (PrCt)

78606 United States - Maps - 1970 -
Telephone<><Telephone - United States - Maps - 1970<><United States - Maps - 1970 -
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Logility Transportation (Des Plaines, Ill.) -- Centre Mark Co. (Elmhurst, Ill.)
1 map : col. ; 33 x 46 cm. folded to 18 x 10 cm.
Scale ca. 1:9,500,000.
Cover title when folded: Telephone area code & time zone map of the United States.
With MS annotations by Logility or an earlier firm, Centre Mark.
Gift, Logility Transportation, 2010
map2F G3701 .P94 1970 .R3 (PrCt)

Authors: Geological Survey (U.S.) -- Gerlach, Arch Clive, 1911-1972 -- United States. Department of the Interior
1 atlas (xiii, 417 p. : col. maps) ; 49 cm.
Six transparent overlays in envelope inserted. Scales vary.
Formerly oversize G1200 .U47 1970b
Duplicate copy: Ref G1200 .U57 1970
LC Card Number: 79654043
Map Ref oversize G1200 .U57 1970b (NLO)

78608 United States - Maps - 1970<><Wall maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 150 x 128 cm.
Bottom right: 3 R 70.
Relief shown by shading and hypsometric tints. Ancillary maps (56 x 96 cm. and smaller): [Alaska], -- [Hawaii], -- [Location map].
Special: Randmark II.
Mounted in metal clamp with 4 other RandMark II maps.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
artifacts cage RMcN maproll 3 : 7. 2 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Forstall, Richard L. -- Baier, Martin -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (136 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .Z51 1970 (PrCt)

78610 United States - Maps - 1971 -
United Air Lines air atlas ... [San Jose, Calif.?] : H.M. Gousha Company, 1971.

United States - Maps - 1971 - Indians

United States - Maps - 1971 - Indians

United States - Maps - 1971 - Indian land areas: general

United States - Maps - 1971 - Indian land areas: industrial
Authors: Burlington Northern Railroad Company
-- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 96 x 154 cm.
Insets (27 x 32 cm. and smaller): Alaska -- Hawaii -- Japan.
In bottom right corner: Form 22061.
Six copies: four copies mounted on metal rollers and two loose copies (copy 6 is a printer's proof).
Manuscript note in bottom margin of printer's proof: Reference only. Do not use.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
artifacts cage RMcN maproll 1 : 6.2 (PrCt)

78620 United States - Maps - 1971 - Railroads - Wall maps
1 atlas (64 p.) : col. maps ; 32 cm.
Uniform title: Handy railroad atlas of the United States.
Includes index.
Cover art: image of railroad light signal and locomotive.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .H38 1971 copy 1 (PrCt)

78621 United States - Maps - 1971 - Railroads - Wall maps
1 atlas (64 p.) : col. maps ; 32 cm.
'A special supplement to the 102nd edition of the Commercial atlas and marketing guide' -- front cover.
Uniform title: Handy railroad atlas of the United States.
Includes index.
Cover art: image of railroad signal and locomotive.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .H38 1971 copy 2 (PrCt)

78619 United States - Maps - 1971 - Railroads - Wall maps
Burlington Northern Railroad Company - Maps - 1971 - Wall maps - Railroads - Maps

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

78623 United States - Maps - 1971 - Railroads - Maps
Union Pacific Railway
Company - Maps - 1971 - Wall maps - Railroads - Maps
Map of the United States (geographically correct) issued by Union Pacific Railroad.
Authors: Union Pacific Railway Company.
1 map : col. ; 90 x 152 cm.
Date from manuscript notes on verso: 'U.P. 1971' on copy 1; '6-71' on copy 2.
Inserts (31 x 27 cm. and smaller): The Pacific Ocean and principal steamship lines between Pacific ports. -- [Alaska and the Aleutian Islands]. -- [Hawaii]. -- The Atlantic Ocean and principal steamship lines between Atlantic ports.
2 copies on metal rollers.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
artifact cage RMcN maproll 5 : 6. 2 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Howard Johnson Co. -- Rand McNally and Company.
1 atlas ([i-xj], 2-118 p.) ; col. maps ; 41 cm.
"47th annual edition" -- front cover.
"Howard Johnson's: contains a complete list of restaurants and motor lodges" -- front cover.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Cover art: photo of Howard Johnshon's lodge within outline of United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .R6 1971 copy 1 (PrCt)

1 atlas ([i-xj], 2-118 p.) ; col. maps ; 41 cm.
"47th annual edition" -- front cover.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Cover art: photo of Basin State Park, Utah by Ray Atkeson.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .R6 1971 copy 2 (PrCt)

1 atlas ([i-xj], 2-118 p.) ; col. maps ; 41 cm.
"47th annual edition" -- front cover.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Cover art: photo of Basin State Park, Utah by Ray Atkeson.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .R6 1971 copy 3 (PrCt)

1 atlas ([i-xj], 2-118 p.) ; col. maps ; 41 cm.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
78634 United States - Maps - 1971 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (32 p.): col. maps; 20 cm.
"50c" -- front cover.
Cover art: photo inside outline of Lady Liberty's torch.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .J6 1971 copy 1 (PrCt)

78635 United States - Maps - 1971 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (32 p.): col. maps; 20 cm.
"50c" -- front cover.
Cover art: photo inside outline of Lady Liberty's torch.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .J6 1971 copy 2 (PrCt)

78637 United States - Maps - 1971 - Wall maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; on sheet 150 x 128 cm.
Relief shown by shading and hypsometric tints.
Ancillary maps (56 x 96 cm. and smaller):
[Alaska]. -- [Hawaii]. -- [Location map].
Special: Randmark IV.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
artifacts cage RMcN maproll 3 : 8. 3 (PrCt)

78638 United States - Maps - 1971 - Wall maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
3 maps: col.; on sheet 178 x 130 cm.
Scale 1:3,800,000.
Relief shown by shading and hypsometric tints.
Ancillary maps (56 x 96 cm. and smaller):
[Alaska]. -- [Hawaii]. -- [Location map].
Series: RandMark III.
At lower right corner, '14-5026;' '3R71.'
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
artifacts cage RMcN maproll 1 : 1. 2 (PrCt)

Route map and flight notes. [Eagan, Minn., Northwest Orient Airlines, 1972].
3 maps: col.; on sheets 66 x 67 cm.
Pictorial maps in the United States:
""50c" -- front cover.
Panels: Color photo of truck stop with Mid-Continent logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 2A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4210 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Oversize RMcN atlas .R6 1972 copy 1 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1972 - Road maps
United States - Maps - 1972 - Road maps
United States - Maps - 1972 - Road maps
United States - Maps - 1972 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Howard Johnson Co. -- Rand McNally and Company.
Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
"Special issue" and "48th annual edition" -- front cover.
"Howard Johnson's: contains a complete list of resaurants and motor lodges" -- front cover.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Cover art: aerial photo of beach.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .R6 1972 copy 2 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1972 - Road maps
United States - Maps - 1972 - Road maps
United States - Maps - 1972 - Road maps
United States - Maps - 1972 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Howard Johnson Co. -- Rand McNally and Company.
Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
"Special issue" and "48th annual edition" -- front cover.
"Howard Johnson's: contains a complete list of resaurants and motor lodges" -- front cover.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Cover art: aerial photo of beach.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .R6 1972 copy 3 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1972 - Road maps
United States - Maps - 1972 - Road maps
United States - Maps - 1972 - Road maps
United States - Maps - 1972 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Texaco, inc. -- Rand McNally and Company.
Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (224 p.) : col. maps ; 38 cm.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Cover art: outline of U.S. inside road sign.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection

Table of distances on verso.

Include offering 1973 appointment calendar.

--
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(Neberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .T4 1972 copy 1 (PrCt)

78645 United States - Maps - 1972 - Road
maps>>>Canada - Maps - 1972 - Road
maps>>>Mexico - Maps - 1972 - Road
maps>>>Road maps
Rand McNally road atlas and travel guide.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally and Company. Road atlas and travel
guide -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry
Library)
1 atlas (96 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Uniform title: Road atlas and travel guide.
Includes index.
Cover art: photo of Golden Gate Bridge.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Neberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .R63 1972 copy 1 (PrCt)

78646 United States - Maps - 1972 - Road
maps>>>Canada - Maps - 1972 - Road
maps>>>Mexico - Maps - 1972 - Road
maps>>>Road maps
Rand McNally road atlas and travel guide.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally and Company. Road atlas and travel
guide -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry
Library)
1 atlas (96 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Uniform title: Road atlas and travel guide.
Includes index.
Cover art: photo of Golden Gate Bridge.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Neberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .R63 1972 copy 2 (PrCt)

78647 United States - Maps - 1972 - Road
maps>>>Canada - Maps - 1972 - Road
maps>>>Mexico - Maps - 1972 - Road
maps>>>Road maps
Rand McNally interstate road atlas. Chicago :
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally and Company. Interstate road atlas --
Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas and travel
guide -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry
Library)
1 atlas (96 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Uniform titles: Interstate road atlas -- Road atlas
and travel guide.
Includes index.
Cover art: photo of a waterfall.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Neberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .R63 1972a copy 1 (PrCt)

78648 United States - Maps - 1972 - Road
maps>>>Canada - Maps - 1972 - Road
maps>>>Mexico - Maps - 1972 - Road
maps>>>Road maps
Rand McNally interstate road atlas. Chicago :
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally and Company. Interstate road atlas --
Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas and travel
guide -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry
Library)
1 atlas (96 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
"$1.00" -- front cover.
Uniform titles: Interstate road atlas -- Road atlas
and travel guide.
Includes index.
Cover art: photo of a waterfall.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Neberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .R63 1972a copy 2 (PrCt)

78649 United States - Maps - 1972 - Road maps -
Distances<<<Distances - United States -
Maps - 1972 - Road maps<<<Road maps<<<Cartographic curiosities -
1972<<<Maps - Miscellanea - Specimens
Corp., 1972.
Authors: Plumly Mfg. Corp. (Fort Worth, Tx.) --
Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 7 col. maps ; 19 x 20 cm.
Cover title.
Not attributed to Rand McNally and Co., but
clearly related to other editions of the Dist-o-map
in the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry
Library).
Comprised of circular maps (19 cm. in diameter)
riveted to moveable distance tables.
Spiral binding.
Cover art: Color hexagons.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Neberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .D5 1972 (PrCt)

78650 United States - Maps - 1972 - Road
maps<<<Dummies (Bookselling) - 1972 -
Specimens<<<Road maps
Rand McNally : interstate highway map of the
United States. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Co.,
1972.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally and Company. Stock road maps -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 61 x 88 cm., folded to 23 x 11cm.
"1972 Edition."
"Copyright © by Rand McNally & Co.,
lithographed in U.S.A."
Plate no. A-620500-446 6D 6D 6D 6D.
Verso blank (for overprinting?).
Forms part of a collection of stock editions of

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Rand McNally road maps, some apparently issued as sales samples and/or printer's proofs for prospective commercial clients.

Uniform series title (established by cataloger):
Stock road maps
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (April 2010).
RMcN Stock 11 (PrCt)

78651 United States - Maps - 1972 - Road maps
Shell USA travel guide. [San Jose, Calif. H.M. Gousha Company, 1972?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Times Mirror Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (31 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
"© The H.M. Gousha Company ... San Jose, Calif. ... A subsidiary of the Times-Mirror Company" -- map on p. 9
Some maps include "TT" within their plate numbers, suggesting 1972 publication.
2 copies.
Copy 2 apparently an editor's copy; sections of p. 3 and 5 trimmed away.
Cover art: cloverleaf highway and Shell logo.
Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Company Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34, Range 7 (Jan. 2011).
folio Gousha atlas 1972 .S5 [copies 1 and 2] (PrCt)

78652 United States - Maps - 1972 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- GSB Travel Center Inc. (Glenview, Ill.) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([20] p.) : 9 col. maps ; 18 x 13 cm.
Cover title.
"Copyright © 1972 by Rand McNally & Co."
"50c" -- front cover.
Cover art: photo inside outline of Lady Liberty's torch.
Handstamp on back cover: GSB Travel Center Inc. ... Glenview, Illinois ...
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .I6 1972 copy 3 (PrCt)

78653 United States - Maps - 1972 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (32 p.) : col. maps ; 20 cm.
"50c" -- front cover.
Cover art: photo of a beach.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .I6 1972 copy 1 (PrCt)

78654 United States - Maps - 1972 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (32 p.) : col. maps ; 20 cm.
Cover art: photo of a beach.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .I6 1972 copy 2 (PrCt)

78655 United States - Maps - 1972 - Road maps
Standard Oil Divsion, American Oil Company
transicard System SEE Standard Oil Company
Authors: Standard Oil Company -- American Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Transicard System SEE Standard Oil Company
1 map : col. ; on sheet 61 x 87 cm., folded to 22 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
"Standard Oil Division, American Oil Company" -- Back panel.
Added titles: Interstate highway map of the United States -- American Oil truck stops, plazas.
Plate no. A-620500-446-6-6-6-6
Insets (22 x 19 cm. and smaller): Alaska -- Aleutian Islands -- [Two maps of Hawaii] -- [Chicago region].
Dozens of numbered American Oil truck stops keyed to directory on verso.
Panel art: Standard flaming torch logo, illustration of trees on horizon.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3235 (PrCt)

78656 United States - Maps - 1973
Authors: Nagels Reiseführer -- Nagel Publishers -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
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78657 United States - Maps - 1973-1975 - Road maps
[Gulf tourguide maps of the United States].
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally
and Company -- Rolph-Clark-Stone Limited -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
15 maps : col. ; folded to 24 x 11 cm. and smaller
Collective title supplied by cataloger.
Includes maps covering Alabama, Arkansas, California, central United States, Connecticut,
Delaware, eastern United States, Georgia, Illinois, Indiana, Kansas, Kentucky, Louisiana,
Maine, Maritime Provinces, Maryland, Massachusetts, Michigan, Mississippi, New
Hampshire, New Jersey, New York, North Carolina, Ohio, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania, Rhode
Island, South Carolina, Tennessee, Texas, United States, Vermont, Virginia, West Virginia, and
western United States.
All maps have publication year edition
statements, except for United States.
"Rolph Clark Stone Ltd., Toronto, 1975" --
Atlantic Provinces map.
Panel art: Gulf logo with 2 vertical stripes.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1325-1339 (PrCt)

78658 United States - Maps - 1973 - Coasts - Nautical charts
Nautical charts - United States - Maps - 1973 - Coasts
Nautical charts, [American waters], Washington,
D.C. National Ocean Survey, 1973-.
Authors: U.S. National Ocean Survey
maps : col. ; 126 x 122 cm. or smaller.
Scales vary.
Mercator projection.
Soundings in fathoms.
For Newberry holdings, see marked copy of
Catalog of nautical charts.
ICN78
map6F G3701.P5 svar U5 (PrCt)

78659 United States - Maps - 1973 - Fishes - Pictorial maps
Fishes - United States - Maps - 1973
- Pictorial maps - United States - 1973 - Fishes
-c- Road maps
78661 United States - Maps - 1973 - Railroads
Railroads - Canada - Maps - 1973
Railroads - Railroads - Maps

78660 United States - Maps - 1973 - Hydrology
United States - Maps - 1973 - Hydrography
United States - Maps - 1973 - Water-supply
Authors: Geraghty, James J. -- Miller, David
1 atlas ([197] p.) : ill., 122 col. maps ; 24 x 35 cm. 3rd ed.
Cartographers: Miklos Pinter, Rober S. Collins.
Cf. half-t.p. verso.
One map by Erwin Raisz; base maps by U.S.C. &
G.S.
Series: A Water Information Center publication --
Water Information Center publication.
Scales differ.
Includes bibliographical references.
Previous edition (1962) by D.W. Miller.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
References: Alexander, Guide to atlases 7531;
Lock, Modern maps and atlases 305; Cf. Phillips
10999
LC Card Number: 73076649
ISBN 091239403X ; 9780912394039
Baskes folio G1201.C3 M5 1973 (NLO)
1 atlas (64 p.) : col. maps ; 32 cm.
Uniform title: Handy railroad atlas of the United States.
Includes index.
Cover art: logos of railroad companies and lines.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528210653
folio RMcN atlas .H38 1973 copy 1 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1973 - Road maps
1 atlas (142 p.) : col. maps ; 45 cm.
Uniform title: Standard highway mileage guide.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .S72 1973 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1973 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Handy railroad atlas of the United States -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (64 p.) : 52 col. maps ; 32 cm.
At head of title: Rand McNally.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1201.P3 R36 1973 (NLO)

United States - Maps - 1973 - Road maps
1 atlas (128 p.) : col. maps ; 41 cm.
"49th annual edition" -- front cover.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Cover art: photo of California shoreline by Ray Atkeson.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .R6 1973 copy 1 (PrCt)
78669 United States - Maps - 1973 - Road maps
1 atlas (128 p.) : col. maps ; 41 cm.
"49th annual edition" -- front cover.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Cover art: photo of California shoreline by Ray Atkeson.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .R6 1973 copy 4 (PrCt)

78670 United States - Maps - 1973 - Road maps
1 atlas (128 p.) : col. maps ; 41 cm.
"49th annual edition" -- front cover.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Cover art: photo of wooded mountain range.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .R6 1973 copy 7 (PrCt)

78671 United States - Maps - 1973 - Road maps
1 atlas (128 p.) : col. maps ; 41 cm.
"Frontenac Company" in cursive gold lettering on front cover.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Brown fabricoid binding.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .R6 1973 copy 5 (PrCt)
United States - Maps - 1973 - Road maps
Canada - Maps - 1973 - Road maps
Mexico - Maps - 1973 - Road maps
Road maps
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Brown fabricoid binding.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .R6 1973 copy 8 (PrCt)
United States - Maps - 1973 - Road maps
Canada - Maps - 1973 - Road maps
Mexico - Maps - 1973 - Road maps
Road maps
Cover title: Kemper Insurance Rand McNally road atlas.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Cover art: pictures of U.S. national monuments and travelers.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .R6 1973 copy 9 (PrCt)
United States - Maps - 1973 - Road maps
Canada - Maps - 1973 - Road maps
Mexico - Maps - 1973 - Road maps
Road maps
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Cover art: photo of mountain range in an outline of a car.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folios RMcN atlas .T4 1973 copy 1 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1973 - Road maps
Canada - Maps - 1973 - Road maps
Mexico - Maps - 1973 - Road maps
Road maps
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Cover art: photo of a beach.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folios RMcN atlas .T4 1973 copy 2 (PrCt)

78673
78674
78675
78676
78677
78678
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)


United States - Maps - 1974


United States - Maps - 1974 - Airways

"© 1958, Jeppesen & Co. Denver, Colo.... Revised 3-73. Published by the H.M. Gousha Co."
"MA-456 600M 4/74 (36)" -- back panel. Inset (13 x 19 cm.) The Hawaiian Islands. Verso includes images of assorted United Air Lines brochures for vacation destinations served by United Air Lines (Hawaii, Las Vegas, The Midwest, etc.), each 21 x 9 cm. Panel art: clouds, mountains, trees and their reflections in lake. Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library). Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25. folio RMcN Airlines 4C 54 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1974 - Railroads


artifacts cage RMcN maproll 1 : 6. 3 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1974 - Road maps


oversize RMcN atlas .R6 1974 copy 1 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1974 - Road maps


oversize RMcN atlas .R6 1974 copy 2 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1974 - Road maps


artifacts cage RMcN maproll 1 : 6. 3 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1974 - Road maps


oversize RMcN atlas .R6 1974 copy 1 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1974 - Road maps


oversize RMcN atlas .R6 1974 copy 2 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1974 - Road maps


artifacts cage RMcN maproll 1 : 6. 3 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1974 - Road maps


oversize RMcN atlas .R6 1974 copy 1 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1974 - Road maps


oversize RMcN atlas .R6 1974 copy 2 (PrCt)
Signed "W. Szwec"[?] in manuscript on front cover.
Cover art: photo of San Juan Island.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .R63 1974 copy 5 (PrCt)

78697
United States - Maps - 1974 - Road maps
Canada - Maps - 1974 - Road maps
Mexico - Maps - 1974 - Road maps
Road maps
1 atlas (96 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
"$1.00" -- front cover.
Uniform titles: Interstate road atlas -- Road atlas and travel guide.
Includes index.
Cover art: photo of Pikes Peak, Colorado.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4303-4339 (PrCt)

78698
United States - Maps - 1974 - Road maps
Canada - Maps - 1974 - Road maps
United States - Historical geography - Maps - 1974
Canada - Historical geography - Maps - 1974
McDonald's Corporation - Maps - 1974
Road maps
Authors: McDonald's Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress.
Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
37 maps : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Collective title supplied by cataloger.
Series title from folded panels: Heritage roads
All sheets include "McD 529 6-74."
Maps keyed to directories of McDonald's restaurants and historical notes in margins.
Panel art: Color illustrations of historical scenes, eagle with shield, and McDonald's logo.
Includes duplicate copies of all sheets handstamped by the Library of Congress Copyright Office.
One copy of region 15 is an editor's copy; includes pencilled note about removing an illustration.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1328-1331 (PrCt)
maps<<>>Mexico - Maps - 1974 - Road
maps<<>>Canada - Maps - 1974 - Road
maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Jeppe sen and Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau. Touraide -- Times Mirror Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (15 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
"1974 edition" -- p. 2
Cover title.
Uniform title: Touraide
Added title on p. 2: Road map of the United States.
"Base map ©MCMLVIII Jeppeson & Co." -- front cover
"© The H.M. Gousha Company... San Jose, Calif... A subsidiary of the Times Mirror corporation"
-- p. 2
Editor's copy; "return to RW [?]" in manuscript on front cover; slight annotations p. 6-7.
Cover art: color highway map of the United States
Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Company Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (April 2010).
folio Gousha atlas 1974 .C6 (PrCt)

78701
United States - Maps - 1974 - Road
maps<<>>Mexico - Maps - 1974 - Road
maps<<>>Canada - Maps - 1974 - Road
maps<<>>Road maps
The Traveller / Dominion Automobile Association ; North American Automobile Association.
Vancouver, Canada : Smith Grant Mann Limited, c1974, c1967.
Authors: Dominion Automobile Association -- North American Automobile Association -- Association de l'Automobile Quebec -- Smith Grant Mann Limited -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (various pagination) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
"© MCMLXVI, MCMLXVII, MCMLXVIII, MCMLXX, MCMLXXIV. © Smith Grant Mann Limited" -- p. i
Cover art: logos of the Dominion Automobile Association, the North American Automobile Association, and L'Association de l'Automobile Quebec above outline map of North America.
Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Company Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34, Range 7 (Jan. 2011).
folio Gousha atlas 1974 .D6 (PrCt)

78702
United States - Maps - 1974 - Road
maps<<>>Mexico - Maps - 1974 - Road
maps<<>>Road maps
Rand McNally map of United States, Mexico.
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"1974 Edition."
Panel title.
Added title: United States.
Plate no. 74-4915V-33
Includes insets of Alaska, Aleutian Islands, Hawaii, and Oahu (9 x 12 cm. and smaller)
Map on verso (42 x 60 cm.): Road map of Mexico = Carto de caminos : Mexico.
Panel art: road signs.
Forms part of a collection of stock editions of Rand McNally road maps, some apparently issued as sales samples and / or printer's proofs for prospective commercial clients.
Uniform series title (established by cataloger): Stock road maps
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34, Range 7 (Jan. 2011).
folio Gousha atlas 1974 .C6 (PrCt)


44 maps : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Collective title supplied by cataloger.

All sheets include panel title beginning: TraveLodge motel & motor hotel map, directory...


Includes duplicate copies of some sheets handstamped by the Library of Congress Copyright Office.

Panel art: TraveLodge logo and various color photos.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).


1 atlas ([6], xvi, 3-64, [4] p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.


Cover title: Farmers Insurance Group road atlas and tour guide

"Gousha Times-Mirror" -- p. [3]


Some maps include "UU" within their plate numbers, Gousha's 1973 date code.

Cover art: color photos of U.S. landscapes.

Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Company Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34, Range 7 (Jan. 2011).

ISBN 0913040231

folio Gousha atlas 1975 .B5 (PrCi)


1 atlas (various pagination) : col. maps ; 28 cm.

Cover title: The Sandoz vacation guide and road atlas

"Editor: Charles Jones" -- title page verso.

Some maps include "UU" within their plate numbers, Gousha's 1973 date code.

"Gousha Times-Mirror" -- p. 1

Cover art: color photos of U.S. landscapes.

Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Company Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34, Range 7 (Jan. 2011).

ISBN 0913040231

folio Gousha atlas 1975 .B5 (PrCi)
subsidary of the Times-Mirror Company." -- p. 1
Cover art: color photograph of a mountain landscape, "courtesy of the Wyoming Travel Commission"
Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Company Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34, Range 7 (Jan. 2011).
Gousha atlas 1975 .B4 (PrCt)

Authors: Derdyen, Eugene -- Creative Sales Corp. -- Maki, Dru -- Avis Rent-a-Car System -- Budget Rent-a-Car (Firm) -- Hertz System, inc. -- Thrifty Rent-a-Car -- National Car Rental (Firm) -- American International Rent-a-Car maps on 51 sheets

temp map1F G3701.A 1975 .C7 (PrCt)

Authors: Texaco, inc. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Texaco, inc. Cruising chart -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) 10 maps : col. ; folded to 20 x 11 cm. "1975 edition"
Collective title supplied by cataloger.
Uniform title: Cruising chart.
Title panels, all sheets: Texaco cruising chart no. ....
Includes maps covering coastal waterways of Alabama, Alaska, Bahama Islands, California, Columbia River, Connecticut, Delaware, Florida, Georgia, the Great Lakes, Gulf of Mexico, Long Island, Louisiana, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts, Mississippi, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New York, North Carolina, Puget Sound, Rhode Island, Richelieu River, San Francisco Bay, San Quintin (Mexico), Saint Lawrence River, South Carolina, Texas, Thousand Islands, and Virginia.
Panel art: Color aerial photo of boats docked at harbor
Uniform title: Cruising chart.
"Texaco Waterways Service, 135 East 42nd St., New York, N.Y. 10017" -- Title panel.
Panel art: Color aerial photo of boats docked at harbor.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN Clients 3958-3967 (PrCt)

Union Mechling map of inland waterways.
Authors: Union Mechling Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : col. ; 75 x 68 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN map6F G3701.P53 1975 U5 (PrCt)

Authors: Photo-Geographic International (Firm) -- Ward Richie Press -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 atlas : 66 maps ; 322 x 245 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Photo-atlas of the United States : a complete

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .R6 1975 copy 3 (PrCt)

78717 United States - Maps - 1975 - Road maps
watershed .R6 1975 copy 4 (PrCt)

78718 United States - Maps - 1975 - Road maps
watershed .R6 1975 copy 4 (PrCt)

78719 United States - Maps - 1975 - Road maps
watershed .R6 1975 copy 4 (PrCt)

78720 United States - Maps - 1975 - Road maps
watershed .R6 1975 copy 4 (PrCt)

78721 United States - Maps - 1975 - Road maps
watershed .R6 1975 copy 4 (PrCt)

78722 United States - Maps - 1975 - Road maps
watershed .R6 1975 copy 4 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
United States - Maps - 1975 - Road maps
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
ISBN 528893696
folio RMcN atlas .R63 1975 copy 5 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1975 - Road maps
Pocket road atlas. San Jose, Calif. The H.M. Gousha Company, [1975?].
Authors: World Council of Credit Unions -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Times Mirror Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library) -- Worldwide Foundation for Credit Unions SEE World Council of Credit Unions
1 atlas (64 p.) : col. maps ; 16 cm.
"The Worldwide Foundation for Credit Unions : help us to help others."-- front cover
"© The H.M. Gousha Company ... a subsidiary of the Times-Mirror Company" -- title page.
Some maps include "WW" within their plate numbers, suggesting 1975 publication.
Cover art: color photographs of U.S. landscapes.
Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Company Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34, Range 7 (Jan. 2011).
Gousha atlas 1975 .P6 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1975 - Road maps
Bicentennial roadbook : maps and travel guide for the rediscovery of America / Shell. [San Jose, Calif. H.M. Gousha Company, 1975?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Times Mirror Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
All sheets include plate nos. beginning with "75", except Hawaii (746221-14).
Includes maps covering Alabama, Arizona, Arkansas, Colorado, Delaware, Georgia, Hawaii, Idaho, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky, Louisiana, Maryland, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, Mississippi, Montana, Nebraska, New Mexico, North Carolina, North Dakota, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania, South Carolina, South Dakota, Southeastern U.S., Tennessee, Texas, Virginia, West Virginia, Wisconsin, and Wyoming.
Panel art: illustration of goose flying over mountain landscape.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2033-2053 (PrCt)

These entries are for the following collections:

**United States - Maps - 1976**

- **Road maps**
  - United States - Maps - 1976 - Road maps
  - Howard Johnson Co. - Maps - 1975
  - Road maps
  - Authors: Howard Johnson Co. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
  - 7 maps: col.; folded to 22 x 11 cm.
  - Truncated panel titles.
  - At head of panel titles: April 1 to September 30, 1975.
  - Contents: East central states -- Florida -- Middle Atlantic states -- Northeastern states -- Southeastern states -- West central states -- Western states.
  - All versos include Howard Johnson directories and dozens of small hotel location maps (13 x 10 cm. and smaller).
  - Panel art varies, but all include color photographs.
  - Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
  - Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
  - RMcN Clients 1450-1456 (PrCt)

- **Cities and towns**
  - United States - Maps - 1976 - Cities and towns
  - Authors: Abler, Ronald -- Adams, J. S. -- Ki-Suk, Lee -- University of Minnesota. Press -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
  - 1 atlas: 400 maps; 339 x 240 mm.
  - Maps by Ki-Suk Lee.
  - Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
  - Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

- **Social Conditions**
  - United States - Maps - 1976 - Social Conditions
  - Authors: Abler, Ronald -- Lee, Ki-Suk -- Association of American Geographers.
  - Comparative Metropolitan Analysis Project -- University of Minnesota. Press
  - xxii, 503 p.: ill.; 34 cm.
  - ROLG1201 A1 A3 1976 (NLO)

These entries are for the following collections:

**United States - Maps - 1976 - Coasts**

- **Nautical charts**
  - Bahamas - Maps - 1976 - Nautical charts
  - Saint Lawrence River - Maps - 1976 - Nautical charts
  - Great Lakes Region (North America) - Maps - 1976 - Nautical charts
  - Mississippi River - Maps - 1976 - Nautical charts
  - Mexico, Gulf of - Maps - 1976 - Nautical charts
  - Atlantic Coast (U.S.) - Maps - 1976 - Nautical charts
  - Pacific Coast (North America) - Maps - 1976 - Nautical charts
  - United States - Maps - 1976 - Nautical charts
  - Authors: Texaco, Inc. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Texaco, Inc. Cruising chart -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
  - 10 maps: col.; folded to 20 x 11 cm.
  - "1976 Edition"
  - Collective title supplied by cataloger.
  - Uniform title: Cruising chart.
  - Title panels: Texaco cruising chart no. 1 [-10]
  - All sheets include plate nos. ending "...76"
  - Includes maps covering coastal waterways of Alabama, Bahama Islands, California, Columbia River, Connecticut, Delaware, Florida, Georgia, the Great Lakes, Gulf of Mexico, Long Island, Louisiana, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts, Mississippi, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New York, North Carolina, Puget Sound, Rhode Island, San Francisco Bay, Saint Lawrence River, South Carolina, Texas, Thousand Islands, and Virginia.
  - Panel art: Color aerial photo of boats docked at harbor
  - Uniform title: Cruising chart.
  - "Texaco Waterways Service, 135 East 42nd St., New York, N.Y. 10017" -- Title panel.
  - Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
**Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)**

(Nebraska Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4000-4009 (PrCt)

78733 United States - Maps - 1976 - Ecclesiastical geography
United States - Churches history - United States - Maps - 1976
Authors: Gaustad, Edwin S. (Edwin Scott) -- Harper & Row, Publishers
xii, [2]. 189 p. : 71 maps ; 31 cm. + maps in pocket (2 maps : col. ; 66 x 98 cm.)
Rev. ed.
Includes bibliographies and indexes.
33278
ISBN 0060630892
folio G1201.E4 G3 1976 (NLO)

78734 United States - Maps - 1976 - Elections
Road maps
1 map : col. ; 28 x 59 cm., on sheet 46 x 61 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Key states, current incumbents and population figures [in the U.S.]
Includes portraits of U.S. Presidents.
Verso includes text "The Spirit and politics of '76."
Forms part of a collection of stock editions of Rand McNally road maps, some apparently issued as sales samples and/or printer's proofs for prospective commercial clients.
Uniform series title (established by cataloger):
Stock road maps
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Panel art: eagle with U.S. shield.
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (April 2010).
RMcN Stock 203 (PrCt)

78735 United States - Maps - 1976 - Railroads
Union Pacific Railroad
Company - Maps - 1976
Railroads - Maps
Authors: Union Pacific Railroad Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 46 x 78 cm., folded to 25 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Map of the United States (geographically correct) / issued by Union Pacific Railroad
Dated "6-76" at bottom right.
Insets (10 x 13 cm. and smaller): Union Pacific Railroad connecting lines over Pacific ocean -- Alaska -- Hawaii -- Union Pacific Railroad connecting lines over Atlantic ocean.
Panel art: Union Pacific logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4627 (PrCt)

78736 United States - Maps - 1976 - Road maps
Canada - Maps - 1976 - Road maps
Mexico - Maps - 1976 - Road maps
Road maps
Pocket road atlas. San Jose, Calif. H.M. Gousha Company, [1976?].
Authors: Foremost Foods Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Times Mirror Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (64 p.) : col. maps ; 16 cm.
"Foremost Foods Company, Industrial Foods Division, San Francisco ... " -- front cover.
"© The H.M. Gousha Company ... a subsidiary of the Times-Mirror Company." -- title page
Some maps include "XX" within their plate numbers, suggesting 1976 publication.
Cover art: color photographs of U.S. landscapes.
Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Company Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34, Range 7 (Jan. 2011).
Gousha atlas 1976 .P6 (PrCt)

78737 United States - Maps - 1976 - Road maps
Canada - Maps - 1976 - Road maps
Mexico - Maps - 1976 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Millikan, Dorothy -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 77 maps ; 277 x 216 mm.
"Bicentennial edition."
Edited by Dorothy Millikan.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

78738 United States - Maps - 1976 - Road maps
Canada - Maps - 1976 - Road maps
Mexico - Maps - 1976 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Texaco, inc. -- Millikan, Dorothy -- W. Birch & Son -- Robert Campbell and Co. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Birch (W.) & Son SEE W. Birch & Son -- Campbell, Robert, fl. 1806-1831 SEE ALSO Robert Campbell and Co. -- Robert Campbell and Co. SEE ALSO Campbell, Robert, fl. 1806-1831
1 atlas (240 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
"Bicentennial edition."
Edited by Dorothy Millikan.
Includes index.
Cover art: facsimile of engraved view of Second Street in Philadelphia by W. Birch & Son;
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

United States - Maps - 1976 - Road
maps<>>>Canada - Maps - 1976 - Road
maps<>>>Mexico - Maps - 1976 - Road
maps<>>>Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Texaco, inc. -- Millikan, Dorothy -- W. Birch & Son -- Robert Campbell and Co. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (240 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
"Bicentennial edition."
Edited by Dorothy Millikan.
Includes index.
Cover art: facsimile of engraved view of Second Street in Philadelphia by W. Birch & Son;
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

United States - Maps - 1976 - Road
maps<>>>Canada - Maps - 1976 - Road
maps<>>>Mexico - Maps - 1976 - Road
maps<>>>Road maps
Rand McNally road atlas : United States,
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- The James Company (Chicago, Ill.) -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([2], 128, [2] p.) : col. maps ; 41 cm.
"The James Company" -- front cover.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Cover art: abstract U. S. flag design.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

United States - Maps - 1976 - Road
maps<>>>Canada - Maps - 1976 - Road
maps<>>>Mexico - Maps - 1976 - Road
maps<>>>Road maps
Rand McNally road atlas : United States,
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- The James Company (Chicago, Ill.) -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([2], 128, [2] p.) : col. maps ; 41 cm.
"52nd annual edition" -- front cover.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Cover art: photo of body of water with mountain in background.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

United States - Maps - 1976 - Road
maps<>>>Canada - Maps - 1976 - Road
maps<>>>Mexico - Maps - 1976 - Road
maps<>>>Road maps
Rand McNally road atlas : United States,
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Marketing Central Inc. (Addison, Ill.) -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([2], 128, [2] p.) : col. maps ; 41 cm.
"Marketing Central Inc." -- front cover.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Green fabricoid binding.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

United States - Maps - 1976 - Road
maps<>>>Canada - Maps - 1976 - Road
maps<>>>Mexico - Maps - 1976 - Road
maps<>>>Road maps
Rand McNally road atlas : United States,
United States - Maps - 1976 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company.
Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([2], 127, [3] p.) : col. maps ; 41 cm.
"52nd annual edition" -- front cover
Includes index.
Cover art: photo of body of water with mountain in background.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .R6 1976 copy 6 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1976 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company.
Interstate road atlas -- Rand McNally and Company.
Title page: hand-stamped copyright copy.
Includes index.
Cover art: photo of Concord Bridge, Massachusetts.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .R63 1976a copy 1 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

ISBN 528890093
folio RMcN atlas .R63 1976a copy 2 (PrCt)

4 maps : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Collective title supplied by cataloger.
Series title from folded panels: Heritage roads All sheets include "McD-1432-3-76."
Maps keyed to directories of McDonald's restaurants and historical notes in margins.
Panel art: American eagle with shield and McDonald's logo.
Regions 13 and 17 are editor's copies, with ms. revisions in ink.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN atlas .P631 1976 (PrCt)

78751 United States - Maps - 1976 - Road maps>>>>Canada - Maps - 1976 - Road maps>>>>Road maps
Authors: Mobil Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rolph-Clark-Stone Limited -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
14 maps : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Collective title supplied by cataloger.
"1976 edition" on all U.S. maps.
Most U.S. maps include plate numbers starting with "76."
© Rolph Clark Stone Ltd., Toronto 1976 on all Canadian maps.
Panel art: Illustrations of trees, cars on expressway, canoeing, golfing, and unidentified bridge.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (May 2011).
RMcN Clients 4340-4343 (PrCt)

Authors: McDonald's Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress.
Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
4 maps : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Collective title supplied by cataloger.
Series title from folded panels: Heritage roads All sheets include "McD-1432-3-76."
Maps keyed to directories of McDonald's restaurants and historical notes in margins.
Panel art: American eagle with shield and McDonald's logo.
Regions 13 and 17 are editor's copies, with ms. revisions in ink.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1337-1339 (PrCt)

Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
3 maps : col. ; folded to 22 x 11 cm. and smaller "1976 edition"
Collective title supplied by cataloger.
Strip maps covering highways in the eastern, midwestern, south central, southeastern, and southwestern regions of the United States.
Panel art varies.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1337-1339 (PrCt)

Authors: Chevron Travel Club -- Chevron Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Dalbey,
United States - Maps - 1976 - Road maps

Chevron travel club atlas and travel guide. San Jose, Calif. Gousha Publications; [1976].

Authors: Chevron Travel Club -- H.M. Gousha Company

Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Company Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34, Range 7 (Jan. 2011).

folio Gousha atlas 1976 .B5 (PrCt)

---

United States - Maps - 1976 - Road maps


Added title: Rand McNally map of interstate United States.


Authors: Texaco, inc. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 61 x 88 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.

“1976 Edition.” All sheets

All sheets include plate numbers beginning “76...”


Panel art: Illustration of attendant filling up sports car at Texaco station.

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 4010-4033 (PrCt)

---

United States - Maps - 1976 - Road maps


Added title: Chevron Travel Club road atlas and travel guide.

Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Company Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 3997 (PrCt)
Rand McNally road maps, some apparently issued as sales samples and / or printer's proofs for prospective commercial clients.

Uniform series title (established by cataloger):
Stock road maps
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (April 2010).
RMcN Stock 12 (PrCt)

Union 76 auto truckstop interstate directory map.
Authors: Union Oil Company of California -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 61 x 88 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.
"1976 edition."
Panel title.
Added titles: Union 76 auto truckstop station map -- Union 76 auto truckstop interstate network.
Issued for the Union Oil Company of California.
Plate number A-520500-44610-10-1010.
Inset (12 x 11 cm.): Ohio.
Directory on verso includes location maps (5 x 3 in.) of dozens of Union 76 gas stations.
Panel art: Color illustration of United States with "76" logos.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4613 (PrCt)

78760 United States - Maps - 1977 - Administrative and Political Divisions
Authors: Andriot, John L. -- Andriot Associates
724 p. : maps ; 29 cm.
Includes indexes.
Ref G1201.F7 A5 1977 (NLO)

Authors: Louisiana Board of Commissioners of the Port of New Orleans -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 81 x 139 cm.
Added title at top: United States exports and imports move economically to and from world markets via Port of New Orleans.
Includes inset map of New Orleans foreign trade routes and table of approximate distances and travel times from New Orleans, Louisiana to selected cities.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Two copies.
artifacts cage RMcN maproll 2 : 2. 3 (PrCt)

Authors: Missouri Pacific Railroad Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Mo-Pac (Railroad) SEE Missouri Pacific Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 48 x 81 cm., folded to 26 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Mo-Pac : Missouri Pacific Railroad "Copyright © by Rand McNally & Co. 2-77"
Inset (15 x 15 cm.): [Mexico].
Verso blank.
Panel art: Missouri Pacific Railroad logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4222 (PrCt)

Authors: Geological Survey (U.S.) -- United States. Federal Railroad Administration -- Logility Transportation (Des Plaines, Ill.)
82 maps : col. ; 55 x 43 or 43 x 55 cm. fold. to 22 x 28 cm. + cover letter ([2] p. ; 28 cm.)
Title and publication data from cover letter.
Because of variances in scale, two or more states are combined in some instances on one map, while other states are split in two, resulting in a total of 41 maps in each edition.
Includes two separate versions of transportation maps for each state, the Transportation zone edition and the State edition. All maps show single and double-track railroads and stations (in red), rail mileage, owning railroad and trackage rights, and major highways; the Transportation zone edition also shows the boundaries of the

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
486 "transportation zones."
map 4C G3701 .P3 1977 .U5 (PrCt)

1 atlas (128 p.) : col. maps ; 41 cm.
"53rd annual edition" -- front cover.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .R6 1977 copy 1 (PrCt)

1 atlas (128 p.) : col. maps ; 41 cm.
"53rd annual edition" -- front cover.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .R63 1977 copy 1 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- State Farm Insurance Companies -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (128 p.) : col. maps ; 41 cm.
Cover title: State Farm road atlas: United States, Mexico, Canada.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .R6 1977 copy 3 (PrCt)

1 atlas (96 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
"Compliments of the Colonial Penn Insurance Company, Philadelphia ... " -- front cover.
Uniform title: Road atlas and travel guide.
Includes index.
Cover art: photos of U.S. Capital Building and ocean.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .R63 1977 copy 1 (PrCt)
Hand-stamped copyright copy.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

folio RMcN atlas .R63 1977 copy 2 (PrCt)

78769 United States - Maps - 1977 - Road maps

maps


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas and travel guide -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (96 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.

Uniform title: Road atlas and travel guide.

Includes index.

Cover art: photo of village above small vacation related drawings.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

folio RMcN atlas .R63 1977 copy 3 (PrCt)

78770 United States - Maps - 1977 - Road maps

maps


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Forlow Tours (Oakbrook Terrace, Ill.) -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas and travel guide -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (96 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.

"Forlow Tours" -- front cover.

Uniform title: Road atlas and travel guide.

Includes index.

Cover art: photo of village above small drawings of tourist sites.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

folio RMcN atlas .R63 1977 copy 4 (PrCt)

78771 United States - Maps - 1977 - Road maps

maps


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Metropolitan Life Insurance Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas and travel guide -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (96 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.

"Metropolitan Life" -- front cover.

Uniform title: Road atlas and travel guide.

Includes index.

Cover art: photo of village above small drawings of tourist sites.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

folio RMcN atlas .R63 1977a copy 1 (PrCt)

78772 United States - Maps - 1977 - Road maps

maps


1 atlas (96 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.

"$1.95" -- front cover.

Uniform titles: Interstate road atlas -- Road atlas and travel guide.

Includes index.

Cover art: photo of Beacon Hill, Boston.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

ISBN 0528890352

folio RMcN atlas .R63 1977a copy 2 (PrCt)

78773 United States - Maps - 1977 - Road maps

maps


1 atlas (96 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.

"$1.95" -- front cover.

Uniform titles: Interstate road atlas -- Road atlas and travel guide.

Includes index.

Hand-stamped copyright copy.

Cover art: photo of Beacon Hill, Boston.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

ISBN 0528890352

folio RMcN atlas .R63 1977a copy 3 (PrCt)

78774 United States - Maps - 1977 - Road maps

maps


Authors: Texaco, inc. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

8 maps : col. ; folded to 19 x 10 cm.

"1977 Edition" -- All sheets.

Collective title supplied by cataloger.
All sheets include plate numbers beginning "77..."
Includes maps covering Arizona, Arkansas, Colorado, Idaho, Louisiana, Mississippi, Montana, Nevada, New Mexico, North Carolina, Oregon, South Carolina, Texas, Utah, Washington, and Wyoming.
Panel art: Landscape photos.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528210653
folio RMcN atlas .H38 1978 (PrCt)

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

1978<>Road maps
1 atlas (128 p.) : col. maps ; 41 cm.
"54th annual edition ... revised and updated" -- front cover.
Uniform title: Road atlas. Includes index.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Cover art: photo of mountain side.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

United States - Maps - 1978 - Road maps
Canada - Maps - 1978 - Road maps
Mexico - Maps - 1978 - Road maps
Road maps
Rand McNally road atlas : United States,
1 atlas (128 p.) : col. maps ; 41 cm.
"54th annual edition ... revised and updated" -- front cover.
Dodson U.S.A. logo on front cover.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Cover art: photo of mountain side.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

United States - Maps - 1978 - Road maps
Canada - Maps - 1978 - Road maps
Mexico - Maps - 1978 - Road maps
Road maps
Rand McNally road atlas : United States,
1 atlas (128 p.) : col. maps ; 41 cm.
"Sherman Carburetor Parts Co." -- front cover.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Brown fabricoid binding.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

United States - Maps - 1978 - Road maps
Canada - Maps - 1978 - Road maps
Mexico - Maps - 1978 - Road maps
Road maps
1 atlas (96 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
"Kleenex little travelers ... " -- front cover.
Uniform title: Road atlas and travel guide.
Includes index.
Cover art: photo of timber truss bridge.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
1 atlas (112 p.) : col. maps ; 41 cm.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Cover art: Photograph of beach, lighthouse at sunset.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

United States - Maps - 1978 - Road maps
2.25"
$2.25"
Gousha / Chek-Chart, America's map maker for over 50 years" and "a Signet special, XJ2049,
"Times Mirror Company" -- Title page.
Map of North America on p. 2: "United States, Canada, Mexico / © 1956, Jeppesen & Co., Denver, Colo. ... ; Published by the H.M. Gousha Co. revised 1977."
Most maps include "ZZ" within their plate numbers, indicating 1978 publication.
"Gousha / Chek-Chart, America's map maker for over 50 years" and "a Signet special, XJ2049,
$2.25" -- Front cover.
Cover art: color photos of 6 unnamed scenic locations.
Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Company Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34, Range 7 (Jan. 2011).

United States - Maps - 1979 - Administrative and Political Divisions
Andriot Associates, [1979].
Authors: Andriot, John L. -- Andriot Associates
xxix, 1184 p. : maps ; 29 cm.
Includes indexes.
Local History Ref G1201.F7 A5 1979 (NLO)
Coast (North America) - Maps-
1979 Nautical charts - Pacific Coast
(North America) - Maps - 1979
[Nautical charts
[Texaco cruising charts of the United States].
Authors: Texaco, inc. -- Rand McNally and
Company -- Texaco, inc. Cruising chart -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
6 maps : col. ; folded to 20 x 11 cm.
Collective title supplied by cataloger.
Uniform title: Cruising chart.
Title panels: Texaco cruising chart no. 1 [-4, 6-7]
All sheets include plate nos. ending "...79"
Includes maps covering coastal waterways of
Alabama, Bahama Islands, Columbia River,
Connecticut, Delaware, Florida, Georgia, Gulf of
Mexico, Long Island, Louisiana, Maine, Maryland,
Massachusetts, Mississippi, New Hampshire,
New Jersey, New York, North Carolina, Puget
Sound, Rhode Island, South Carolina, Texas,
and Virginia.
Panel art: Color aerial photo of boats docked at harbor
Uniform title: Cruising chart.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .R6 1979 copy 1 (PrCt)
78800
United States - Maps - 1979 - Road
maps Canada - Maps - 1979 - Road
maps Mexico - Maps - 1979 - Road
maps Road maps
Rand McNally road atlas : United States,
Canada, Mexico. Chicago, Ill. Rand McNally and
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally and Company. Road atlas -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (128 p.) : col. maps ; 41 cm.
"55th annual edition, revised and updated" --
front cover.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Cover art: photo of a stand of trees in autumn.
Includes folding vinyl cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .R6 1979 copy 2 (PrCt)
78801
United States - Maps - 1979 - Road
maps Canada - Maps - 1979 - Road
maps Mexico - Maps - 1979 - Road
maps Road maps
Rand McNally road atlas : United States,
Canada, Mexico. Chicago, Ill. Rand McNally and
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- State
Farm Insurance Companies -- Rand McNally and
Company. Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 atlas (128 p.) : col. maps ; 41 cm.
Cover title: State Farm road atlas: United States,
Canada, Mexico
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Cover art: pictorial of eastern United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .R6 1979 copy 3 (PrCt)
78802
United States - Maps - 1979 - Road
maps Canada - Maps - 1979 - Road
maps Mexico - Maps - 1979 - Road
maps Road maps
Rand McNally road atlas : United States,
Canada, Mexico. Chicago, Ill. Rand McNally and
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally and Company. Road atlas -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (128 p.) : col. maps ; 41 cm.
"55th annual edition, revised and updated" --
front cover.
Green fabricoid binding.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .R6 1979 copy 1 (PrCt)
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Cover art: photo of a stand of trees in autumn.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
*oversize RMcN atlas .R6 1979 copy 4 (PrCt)*

78803 United States - Maps - 1979 - Road
maps<<>Canada - Maps - 1979 - Road
maps<<>Mexico - Maps - 1979 - Road
maps<<>Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (128 p.) : col. maps ; 41 cm.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Cover art: photo of wagon in enclosed field.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
*oversize RMcN atlas .R6 1979 copy 5 (PrCt)*

78804 United States - Maps - 1979 - Road
maps<<>Canada - Maps - 1979 - Road
maps<<>Mexico - Maps - 1979 - Road
maps<<>Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (128 p.) : col. maps ; 41 cm.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Green fabricoid binding.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
*oversize RMcN atlas .R6 1979 copy 6 (PrCt)*

78805 United States - Maps - 1979 - Road
maps<<>Canada - Maps - 1979 - Road
maps<<>Mexico - Maps - 1979 - Road
maps<<>Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (128 p.) : col. maps ; 38 cm.
"55th annual edition, revised and updated" -- front cover.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Cover art: photo of a stand of trees in autumn.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.

78806 United States - Maps - 1979 - Road
maps<<>Canada - Maps - 1979 - Road
maps<<>Mexico - Maps - 1979 - Road
maps<<>Road maps
1 atlas ([1]-112 p.) : col. maps ; 38 cm.
Cover title: Allstate Motor Club road atlas: United States, Canada & Mexico.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Cover art: photo of crashing waves on rocky shore.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
*oversize RMcN atlas .R6 1979 copy 7 (PrCt)*

78807 United States - Maps - 1979 - Road
maps<<>Canada - Maps - 1979 - Road
maps<<>Mexico - Maps - 1979 - Road
maps<<>Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- WTTW (Television station : Chicago, Ill.) -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas and travel guide -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (96 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
"WTTW/Channel 11 Chicago" -- front cover.
Uniform title: Road atlas and travel guide.
Includes index.
Cover art: photo of island.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
*folio RMcN atlas .R63 1979 copy 8 (PrCt)*

78808 United States - Maps - 1979 - Road
maps<<>Canada - Maps - 1979 - Road
maps<<>Mexico - Maps - 1979 - Road
maps<<>Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas and travel guide -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (96 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Uniform title: Road atlas and travel guide.
Includes index.
Cover art: photo of island.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .R63 1979 copy 2 (PrCt)

78809 United States - Maps - 1979 - Road maps
Canada - Maps - 1979 - Road maps
Mexico - Maps - 1979 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas and travel guide -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (96 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Uniform title: Road atlas and travel guide. Includes index.
Cover art: photo of island.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .R63 1979 copy 3 (PrCt)

78810 United States - Maps - 1979 - Road maps
Canada - Maps - 1979 - Road maps
Mexico - Maps - 1979 - Road maps
Road maps
1 atlas (96 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
"Kleenex little travelers ... " -- front cover.
Uniform title: Road atlas and travel guide. Includes index.
Cover art: photo of island.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .R63 1979 copy 4 (PrCt)

78811 United States - Maps - 1979 - Road maps
Canada - Maps - 1979 - Road maps
Mexico - Maps - 1979 - Road maps
Road maps
1 atlas (96 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
"$1.95" -- front cover.
Uniform titles: Interstate road atlas -- Road atlas and travel guide. Includes index.
Cover art: photo of San Juan Mountains, Colorado.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 52889112X
folio RMcN atlas .R63 1979a (PrCt)

78812 United States - Maps - 1979 - Road maps
Canada - Maps - 1979 - Road maps
Mexico - Maps - 1979 - Road maps
Road maps
Rand McNally pocket road atlas : United States, Canada, Mexico. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Company, [1979?].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Compton Building & Loan (Compton, Md.) -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (64 p.) : col. maps ; 16 cm.
" ... Compton Building & Loan ... Compton, MD. ... " -- front cover.
Uniform titles: Road atlas -- Pocket road atlas Includes index.
Cover art: photo of a forest in winter.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .P631 1979 (PrCt)

78813 United States - Maps - 1979 - Road maps
Mobil Oil Corporation road maps of the United States]. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Co., [1979?].
Authors: Mobil Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
7 maps : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Collective title supplied by cataloger.
All maps include plate numbers starting with "79".
Includes maps covering California, central United States, New England, North Dakota, Ohio, South Dakota, western United States, and Wisconsin.
Panel art: Illustrations of trees, cars on expressway, canoeing, golfing, and unidentified bridge.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1826-1832 (PrCt)

78814 United States - Maps - 1979 - Road maps
Southern States - Maps - 1979 - Road maps
Union Oil Company of California - Maps - 1979 - Road maps
[Union Oil Company of California road maps of the United States]. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Co., [1979?].
Authors: Union Oil Company of California -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
4 maps : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Collective title supplied by cataloger.
Issued for the Union Oil Company of California.
All plate numbers begin "7967 ... " or "7978 ... "

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Includes maps covering Alabama, California, Minnesota, Oregon, southeastern United States, and Washington State.

All maps identify Union 76 gas stations and truckstops with 76 logo.

Panel art: Two stylized and multi-colored directional arrows; 76 logo.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 4619-4622 (PrCt)

78815 United States - Maps - 1979 - Road maps

Standard Oil Company - Maps - 1979 - Road maps


Authors: Standard Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

8 maps : col ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

All sheets include plate numbers beginning with "79..."

Collective title supplied by cataloger

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 3267-3274 (PrCt)

78816 United States - Maps - 1979 - Road maps

Vagabond Hotels, Inc. (San Diego, Calif.) - Maps - 1979 - United States - Maps - 1979 - Hotels

Vagabond country / Vagabond Hotels, Inc. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Co., [1979?].

Authors: Vagabond Hotels, Inc. (San Diego, Calif.) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col ; 36 x 54 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Added title: Rand McNally United States.

"New [hotel] acquisitions effective: March 1979."

"Vagabond Hotels, Inc., executive offices ... San Diego, California ..." -- Title panel.

Plate no. 796000-22.

Inserts (7 x 9 cm. and smaller): Alaska -- Aleutian Islands -- [2 maps of Hawaii] -- [11 city maps showing locations of hotels].

Maps on verso (49 x 23 cm. and smaller):

Western United States -- Metropolitan San Francisco -- Metropolitan Los Angeles -- [44 city maps showing locations of hotels].

Panel art: Color photos of swimming pool and hotel with list of amenities.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 4655 (PrCt)


Contemporary United States. Chicago : Rand McNally and Company, [198-?].

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 85 x 127 cm. on sheet 93 x 137 cm.

Scale: 1:1,390,000 -- one inch equals approximately 62 miles -- one centimeter equals approximately 39 kilometers.

Albers conical equal area projection.


Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

artifacts cage RMcN maproll 8 : 5. 3 (PrCt)


Dist-o-map : the automatic mileage dialer.

[Chicago] : Rand McNally & Company, 198-?].

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Photri -- Mead Corporation -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas : 7 col. maps ; 19 cm.

Cover title.

Comprised of circular maps (19 cm. in diameter) riveted to moveable distance tables.

"$4.95."

Spiral binding.

Covert art: photo of country road by Photri, courtesy Mead Paper Company.

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

ISBN 0528850520

RMcN atlas .D5 198- (PrCt)


Ryder Systems, Inc.

System map and direct points of service:

Common carrier division, Ryder System, Inc.

Chicago : Rand McNally and Company, [196-?].

Authors: Ryder Systems, Inc. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm.

Lists and describes each company in the Ryder Common Carrier Division in right margin, includes B&W photographs in right margin.

U.S. mileage table inset in bottom left.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN map4F G3701.P22 1996- R9 (PrCt)

78820 United States - Maps - 1980-1989 -

T.I.M.E. Freight, Inc. [Route Map]. Chicago : Rand McNally and Company, [198-?].
Authors: T.I.M.E. Freight, Inc. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
2 maps: col. ; 48 x 76 cm. on sheet 98 x 64 cm.
Shows cross-country routes and relief on perspective projection of North America.
Uncut press proof showing two identical maps.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

artifacts cage RMcN maproll 6 : 4. 3 (PrCt)


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 162 x 234 cm. on 2 sheets.
Western map has additional title: Rand McNally new standard map of the Western United States.
Insets; 35 x 49 cm.: Alaska -- 18 x 32 cm.: Hawaii.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

artifacts cage RMcN maproll 5 : 3. 1 (PrCt)


Zip code map of the United States. Chicago : Rand McNally and Company, [198-?].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 78 x 125 cm.
Insets (17 x 17 cm. and smaller): Alaska -- 17 metropolitan areas in the U.S.
Bottom right: 4840.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Three copies.

artifacts cage RMcN maproll 5 : 7. 3 (PrCt)


Authors: Prucha, Francis Paul -- Cameron, Ardis
1 map : 50 x 81 cm.
Base map by U.S.G.S.
Scale ca. 1:6,000,000
Gift, 1986.
538

map4F G3701.E1 1980 P7 (PrCt)


Authors: Patterson, William David, 1921 -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 87 x 165 cm. mounted on roller.
Scale 1:7,300,000.
Five circular ancillary maps on top titled 'Global Views, Polar Series.'
In lower left corner: '80-798,' '12116.'
Series : RandMark I.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

artifacts cage RMcN maproll 1 : 4. 2 (PrCt)


Authors: Mac Publishing -- United States. Dept. of Transportation -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- U.S. Dept. of Transportation
SEE United States. Dept. of Transportation
1 atlas : 207 maps ; 280 x 217 mm.
Incomplete?: covers the eastern U.S., but apparently issued as part of a 5-vol. railroad atlas covering entire U.S.; see OCLC 8295883.
Maps prepared for the Dept. of Transportation.
Contents of complete set: West -- Prairie -- Midwest -- East -- South.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([1]-128 p.) : col. maps ; 39 cm.
“Deluxe edition” -- front cover.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Maroon fabricoid binding.
$7.95” -- adhesive label, front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .R6 1980 copy 1 (PrCt)


United States - Maps - 1980 - Road maps


Cover title: Allstate Motor Club road atlas : United States, Canada and Mexico

Uniform title: Road atlas.

Includes index.

Cover art: photo of lake.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Request and cite items by complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
United States - Maps - 1980 - Road maps

-Authors: Cummings Engine Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
-1 atlas ([xxxii], [1]-64, [65-96] p.) : coll. maps ; 16 cm.
-Cover title.
-Added title from page [1]: Rand McNally pocket road atlas : United States, Canada, Mexico.
-© Rand McNally & Co."
-
-Fold-out map forming inside of front cover (16 x 39 cm.): Cummings national service network : over 2,400 locations to serve you / ©1980 Cummings Engine Company, Inc. Columbus, Indiana 47201, Bulletin No. 3386290
-Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
-Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 395 (PrCt)

78839

United States - Maps - 1980 - Road maps

-Authors: Cummings Engine Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
-1 atlas ([xxxii], [1]-64, [65-96] p.) : coll. maps ; 16 cm.
-Cover title.
-Added title from page [1]: Rand McNally pocket road atlas : United States, Canada, Mexico.
-© Rand McNally & Company."
-
-Fold-out map forming inside of front cover (16 x 39 cm.): Cummings national service network : over 2,400 locations to serve you / ©1980 Cummings Engine Company, Inc. Columbus, Indiana 47201, Bulletin No. 3386290
-Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
-Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

78840

United States - Maps - 1980 - Road maps

-Cummins Engine Company - Maps - 1980 - Road maps
-Authors: Cummins Engine Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
-1 atlas ([xxxii], [1]-64, [65-96] p.) : coll. maps ; 16 cm.
-Cover title.
-Added title from page [1]: Rand McNally pocket road atlas : United States, Canada, Mexico.
-© Rand McNally & Co."
-
-Fold-out map forming inside of front cover (16 x 39 cm.): Cummins national service network : over 2,400 locations to serve you / ©1980 Cummins Engine Company, Inc. Columbus, Indiana 47201, Bulletin No. 3386290
-Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
-Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 395 (PrCt)
United States - Maps - 1981 - Road maps

1 atlas (128 p.) : col. maps ; 21 cm.
Cover title: Raleigh Lights road atlas.
Uniform title: Road atlas and travel guide.
Includes index.
Cover art: photo of truck driving on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .R6 1981 copy 6 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1981 - Road maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([1]-128 p.) : col. maps ; 39 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally road atlas : United States, Canada, Mexico.
Includes index.
"The North American way" -- front cover.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Includes three fold-out highway mileage charts.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .R6 1981 copy 4 (PrCt)
United States - Maps - 1981 - Road maps
Canada - Maps - 1981 - Road maps
Mexico - Maps - 1981 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([1]-128 p.) : col. maps ; 39 cm.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Cover art: photo of cactus at sunset and map of Texas.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .R6 1981 copy 6 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1981 - Road maps
Canada - Maps - 1981 - Road maps
Mexico - Maps - 1981 - Road maps
Road maps
1 atlas (96 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
"Liberty Mutual ... Boston" -- front cover.
Uniform title: Road atlas and travel guide.
Includes index.
Cover art: photo of cactus at sunset and map of Texas.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .R6 1981 copy 3 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1981 - Road maps
Canada - Maps - 1981 - Road maps
Mexico - Maps - 1981 - Road maps
Road maps
1 atlas ([6], 96, [6] p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
"Montgomery Ward" -- front cover.
Uniform title: Road atlas and travel guide.
Includes index.
Cover art: pictures of various Montgomery Ward auto products.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .R6 1981 copy 4 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1981 - Road maps
Canada - Maps - 1981 - Road maps
Mexico - Maps - 1981 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Howard Johnson Co. -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas and travel guide -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (96 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
"Howard Johnson's" and "$2.95" -- front cover.
Uniform title: Road atlas and travel guide.
Includes index.
Cover art: photo of mountain range.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .R6 1981 copy 5 (PrCt)
United States - Maps - 1981 - Road maps

1 atlas (96 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.

$2.95 -- front cover.
Uniform titles: Interstate road atlas -- Road atlas and travel guide.
Includes index.
Cover art: photo of Juniper Canyon, Texas.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
ISBN 089577092X

To Collection Services for cataloging, Sept. 2010 (PrCt)
1982
Authors: American Commercial Barge Line Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 75 x 68 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN atlas .H38 1982 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1982 - Railroads
United States - Maps - 1982 - Railroads
1 atlas (64 p.) : col. maps ; 32 cm.
Uniform title: Handy railroad atlas of the United States.
Includes index.
Cover art: close-up photo of locomotive wheel on track.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528241478
folio RMcN atlas .H38 1982 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1982 - Road maps
United States - Maps - 1982 - Road maps
United States - Maps - 1982 - Road maps
Road maps
Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 60 x 90 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"1982 edition."
Panel title.
Maps on verso (31 x 42 cm. and smaller): United States mileage and driving-time map -- Alaska -- Aleutian Islands -- Anchorage -- Fairbanks -- Honolulu -- Hawaii -- Oahu -- Maui.
Panel art: National Automobile Club logo; icons of a suitcase, car, road, and interstate sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1773 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1982 - Road maps
United States - Maps - 1982 - Road maps
United States - Maps - 1982 - Road maps
1 atlas (566 p.) : col. maps ; 45 cm.
Title and imprint on front cover.
Uniform title: Standard highway mileage guide.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .S72 1982 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1982 - Road maps
United States - Maps - 1982 - Road maps
United States - Maps - 1982 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Oil Field Haulers Association, Inc. -- Rand McNally and Company. Standard highway mileage guide -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (566 p.) : col. maps ; 45 cm.
Title and imprint on front cover.
Uniform title: Standard highway mileage guide.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .S72 1982 c (PrCt)
Uniform title: Standard highway mileage guide. Includes index.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

Interstate mileage basing tariff UNT 100-A.
Uniform title: Standard highway mileage guide. Includes index.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

78871 United States - Maps - 1982 - Road maps>>>Canada - Maps - 1982 - Road maps>>>Mexico - Maps - 1982 - Road maps>>>Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Motorola, inc. -- Schweber Electronics -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([1]-128 p.) : col. maps ; 39 cm.
Cover title: Schweber & Motorola road atlas.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Cover art: photo of man in jumpsuit against aerial photo of highway.
"Please do not remove from conference room" -- on adhesive, front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .R6 1982 copy 1 (PrCt)

78872 United States - Maps - 1982 - Road maps>>>Canada - Maps - 1982 - Road maps>>>Mexico - Maps - 1982 - Road maps>>>Road maps
1 atlas (viii, 136 p.) : col. maps ; 40 cm.
Added title: Rand McNally road atlas: United States, Canada, Mexico.
"$6.95" -- front cover.
Uniform titles: Road atlas -- Business traveler's road atlas.
Includes index.
Cover art: aerial photo of Chicago.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 528894455
oversize RMcN atlas .B8 1982 copy 1 (PrCt)

78873 United States - Maps - 1982 - Road maps>>>Canada - Maps - 1982 - Road maps>>>Mexico - Maps - 1982 - Road maps>>>Road maps
1 atlas (viii, 136 p.) : col. maps ; 40 cm.
Added title: Rand McNally road atlas: United States, Canada, Mexico.
Uniform titles: Road atlas -- Business traveler's road atlas.
Includes index.
Cover art: photo of country road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .R63 1982 copy 1 (PrCt)

78874 United States - Maps - 1982 - Road maps>>>Canada - Maps - 1982 - Road maps>>>Mexico - Maps - 1982 - Road maps>>>Road maps
1 atlas (xvi, 128 p.) : col. maps ; 40 cm.
Added title: Rand McNally road atlas: United States, Canada, Mexico.
Uniform titles: Road atlas -- Business traveler's road atlas.
Includes index.
Brown imitation-leather hardback binding.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 528890840
oversize RMcN atlas .B8 1982a (PrCt)

78875 United States - Maps - 1982 - Road maps>>>Canada - Maps - 1982 - Road maps>>>Mexico - Maps - 1982 - Road maps>>>Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Howard Johnson Co. -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas and travel guide -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (96 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Uniform title: Road atlas and travel guide.
Includes index.
Cover art: photo of Dallas skyline with map of Dallas in background.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 528894674
oversize RMcN atlas .B8 1982 copy 2 (PrCt)

78876 United States - Maps - 1982 - Road maps>>>Canada - Maps - 1982 - Road maps>>>Mexico - Maps - 1982 - Road maps>>>Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Allstate

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.


Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([1]-128 p.) : col. maps ; 39 cm.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Cover art: photo and map design.
"$5.95" -- front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

United States - Maps - 1983 - Road maps
Canada - Maps - 1983 - Road maps
Mexico - Maps - 1983 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([1]-128 p.) : col. maps ; 39 cm.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Cover art: photo and map collage.
Hand-stamped "Rand McNally & Co. Library" -- front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

United States - Maps - 1983 - Road maps
Canada - Maps - 1983 - Road maps
Mexico - Maps - 1983 - Road maps
Road maps
1 atlas ([1]-112 p.) : col. maps ; 39 cm.
Cover title: Road atlas: United States, Canada, Mexico: Allstate Motor Club.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Cover art: photo of lake.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

United States - Maps - 1983 - Road maps
Canada - Maps - 1983 - Road maps
Mexico - Maps - 1983 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas and vacation guide -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (221, [3] p.) : col. maps ; 40 cm.
"$12.95" -- front cover.
Uniform title: Road atlas and vacation guide.
Includes index.
Cover art: three photos and one map.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 528894501

United States - Maps - 1983 - Road maps
Canada - Maps - 1983 - Road maps
Mexico - Maps - 1983 - Road maps
Road maps
Cover title: Road atlas & vacation guide: United States, Canada, Mexico.
"$12.95" -- front cover.
Uniform title: Road atlas and vacation guide.
Includes index.
"American Express" -- title page and front cover.
Cover art: three photos and one map.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 528249614

United States - Maps - 1983 - Road maps
Canada - Maps - 1983 - Road maps
Mexico - Maps - 1983 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas and vacation guide -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (221, [3] p.) : col. maps ; 40 cm.
"$12.95" -- front cover.
Uniform title: Road atlas and vacation guide.
Includes index.
Cover art: photo of coastline.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528895125

Experiment with error-correcting code...
1 atlas ([i]-viii, [1]-80, ix-xvi p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Added title on p. [1]: Rand McNally interstate road atlas.
"Control-o-fax" -- front cover.
Uniform titles: Road atlas and travel guide -- Interstate road atlas.
Includes index.
Cover art: photo and map of Montana.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).  
ISBN 0528243799

folio RMcN atlas .R63 1983 copy 1 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

78894 United States - Maps - 1983 - Road maps
maps Mexico - Maps - 1983 - Road maps
Road maps
1 atlas ([i]-viii, [1]-80, ix-xvi p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Added title on p. [1]: Rand McNally interstate road atlas.
Uniform titles: Road atlas and travel guide -- Interstate road atlas.
Includes index.
Cover art: photo and map of Montana.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 528248804
folio RMcN atlas .R63 1983 copy 6 (PrCt)

78895 United States - Maps - 1983 - Road maps
maps Mexico - Maps - 1983 - Road maps
Road maps
1 atlas (80 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
"$2.95" -- front cover.
Uniform titles: Interstate road atlas -- Road atlas and travel guide.
Includes index.
Cover art: photo of interstate interchange, Chicago.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 528894706
folio RMcN atlas .R63 1983a copy 1 (PrCt)

78896 United States - Maps - 1983 - Road maps
maps Mexico - Maps - 1983 - Road maps
Road maps
1 atlas (80 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Uniform titles: Interstate road atlas -- Road atlas and travel guide.
Includes index.
Cover art: photo of beach and map of Seattle area.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .R63 1983a copy 2 (PrCt)

78897 United States - Maps - 1983 - Road maps
maps Mexico - Maps - 1983 - Road maps
Road maps
1 atlas (80 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Uniform titles: Interstate road atlas -- Road atlas and travel guide.
Includes index.
"Sample Ballot Morton High School - Dist. 201 ...
Frank G. Chobak, Sr. ... John R. Pellegrini ...
Richard M. Weidenhoeft" on back cover.
Cover art: photo of beach and map of Seattle area.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

7898
United States - Maps - 1983 - Road maps
R McN atl...-1983a copy 3 (PrCt)

7899
United States - Maps - 1983 - Road maps
R McN atl...-1983a copy 4 (PrCt)

78900
United States - Maps - 1983 - Zip Codes
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (152 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

78901
United States - Maps - 1984 - Road maps
R McN atl...-1984 copy 2 (PrCt)


1 atlas ([1]-112 p.) : col. maps ; 39 cm.

Cover title: Road atlas: United States, Canada, Mexico: Allstate Motor Club.

Uniform title: Road atlas.

Includes index.

Cover art: photo of ocean at sunset.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

oversize RMcN atlas .R6 1984 copy 3 (PrCt)

78906

United States - Maps - 1984 - Road maps

maps<><><><>Canada - Maps - 1984 - Road maps<><><><>Mexico - Maps - 1984 - Road maps<><><><>Road maps


Uniform title: Road atlas.

Includes index.

Black plastic cover over paper cover.

"Hilton Head, 1984" and "GAFT 60th anniversary, 1924-1984" -- printed on plastic cover.

"Andrew McNally III" -- embossed on plastic cover.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

oversize RMcN atlas .R6 1984 copy 4 (PrCt)

78907

United States - Maps - 1984 - Road maps

maps<><><><>Canada - Maps - 1984 - Road maps<><><><>Mexico - Maps - 1984 - Road maps<><><><>Road maps


1 atlas (xxxii, 128 p.) : col. maps ; 40 cm.

Added title: Rand McNally road atlas: United States, Canada, Mexico.

"$9.95" -- front cover.

Uniform titles: Road atlas -- Business traveler's road atlas.

Includes index.
Cover title: Oldsmobile pocket road atlas.
Uniform titles: Road atlas -- Pocket road atlas
Includes index.
Maps have codes '84-1.'
Cover art: photo of rural river and mountains 'by
Ray Atkeson.'
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528244841
RMcN atlas .P631 1984 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1985 -
Indians<<>>United States - Maps - 1985 -
Indian Reservations<<>>United States - Maps - 1985<<>>Indian Reservations
- United States - Maps - 1985<<>>Indians of
North America - Maps
1985.
Authors: Native American Science Education
Association -- Gould, Laura K.
1 map : col. ; 47 x 72 cm.
Insets: Hawaiian home lands -- Alaska Native
regional corporations.
86-90343
4248
map4F G3701.E1 1985 N3 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1985 -
Railroads<<>>Canada - Maps - 1985 -
Railroads<<>>Railroads - Maps
Rand McNally handy railroad atlas of the United
States. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company,
1985.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally and Company. Handy railroad atlas of
the United States -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 atlas (638 p.) : col. maps ; 45 cm.
Uniform title: Handy railroad atlas of the United
States.
Includes index.
Cover art: photo of approaching locomotive at
sunset.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528216732
folio RMcN atlas .H38 1985 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1985 -
Rivers<<>>Cartography in art - Maps - 1985 -
Specimens<<>>Lyons, Robert Emmett
Lawrence - Map art<<>>Maps in art
Authors: Lyons, Robert Emmett Lawrence
1 map
Negative photographic reproduction of drawing
showing mythical figures with a small map of
major U. S. rivers in lower right corner.
temp map2F G3701.C3 1985 .L9 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1985 - Road
maps<<>>Canada - Maps - 1985 - Road
maps<<>>Mexico - Maps - 1985 - Road
maps<<>>Distances - United States - Maps -
1985<<>>Distances - Canada - Maps -
1985<<>>Distances - Mexico - Maps -
1985<<>>Trucking - North America - Maps -
1985<<>>Road maps
Rand McNally standard highway mileage guide.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally and Company. Standard highway
mileage guide -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 atlas (638 p.) : col. maps ; 45 cm.
"Golden Anniversay edition" -- front cover.
Title and imprint on front cover.
Uniform title: Standard highway mileage guide.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .S72 1985 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1985 - Road
maps<<>>Mexico - Maps - 1985 - Road
maps<<>>Distances - United States - Maps -
1985<<>>Distances - Canada - Maps -
1985<<>>Distances - Mexico - Maps -
1985<<>>Trucking - North America - Maps -
1985<<>>Road maps
Mileage guide OFH 103-B. Skokie : Rand
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Oil Field
Haulers Association, Inc. -- Rand McNally and
Company. Standard highway mileage guide --
Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (638 p.) : col. maps ; 45 cm.
Above title: Oil Field Haulers Association, Inc.
Cover title; imprint inside front cover.
"ICC OFH 103-B cancels ICC OFH 103-A" --
front cover.
Uniform title: Standard highway mileage guide.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .S72 1985 d (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1985 - Road
maps<<>>Canada - Maps - 1985 - Road
maps<<>>Mexico - Maps - 1985 - Road
maps<<>>Distances - United States - Maps -
1985<<>>Distances - Canada - Maps -
1985<<>>Distances - Mexico - Maps -
1985<<>>Trucking - North America - Maps -
1985<<>>Road maps
Mileage guide 101-B. Skokie : Rand McNally &
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Movers’
& Warehousemen's Association of America, Inc.
-- Rand McNally and Company. Standard
highway mileage guide -- Rand McNally

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
78921 United States - Maps - 1985 - Road maps
    >>> Canada - Maps - 1985 - Road maps
    >>> Mexico - Maps - 1985 - Road maps
    >>> Distances - United States - Maps - 1985
    >>> Distances - Mexico - Maps - 1985
    >>> Trucking - North America - Maps - 1985
    >>> Road maps
    Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
    oversize RMcN atlas .S72 1985 c (PrCt)

78922 United States - Maps - 1985 - Road maps
    >>> Canada - Maps - 1985 - Road maps
    >>> Mexico - Maps - 1985 - Road maps
    >>> Dummies (Bookselling) - 1985 - Specimens
    >>> Road maps
    Pocket road atlas [United States, Canada, Mexico]. San Jose, Calif. : H.M. Gousha Company, [1985?].
    Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Times Mirror Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
    1 atlas (64 p.) : col. maps, ill.) ; 16 cm.
    © The H.M. Gousha Company ... a subsidiary of the Times Mirror Company. ...
    Apparently a printer's proof or mock-up; lacks covers; pages untrimmed and bound together with a single metal staple.
    Maps include plate numbers beginning with "CP"
    Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Company Collection (Newberry Library).
    Three copies.
    ISBN 0671864734
    map3C G3701 .P2 1985 .G6 (PrCt)

78923 United States - Maps - 1985 - Road maps
    >>> Canada - Maps - 1985 - Road maps
    >>> Mexico - Maps - 1985 - Road maps
    >>> Road maps
    1 atlas (224 p.) : col. maps ; 28 x 11 cm.
    Uniform title: Compact road atlas.
    "$3.95" -- front cover.
    Includes index.
    oversize RMcN atlas .S72 1985 b (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Cover art: photo of a city at dusk.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528896156
folio RMcN atlas .C51 1985 copy 1 (PrCt)
78924 United States - Maps - 1985 - Road maps<<<Canada - Maps - 1985 - Road maps<<<Mexico - Maps - 1985 - Road maps<<<Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Disneyland (Calif.) -- General Motors Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company. Compact road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (viii, [1]-224 p.) : col. maps ; 28 x 11 cm.
Title on p. [1]
Cover title: The General Motors vacation road atlas.
Uniform title: Compact road atlas.
Advertising for Disneyland and General Motors inside front cover.
Includes index.
Cover art: photo of Disneyland.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .C51 1985 copy 2 (PrCt)
78925 United States - Maps - 1985 - Road maps<<<Canada - Maps - 1985 - Road maps<<<Mexico - Maps - 1985 - Road maps<<<Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Compact road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (viii, [1]-224 p.) : col. maps ; 28 x 11 cm.
Uniform title: Compact road atlas.
"$4.95" -- front cover.
Includes index.
Cover art: three photos of the Compact road atlas.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528897160
folio RMcN atlas .C52 1985 (PrCt)
78926 United States - Maps - 1985 - Road maps<<<Canada - Maps - 1985 - Road maps<<<Mexico - Maps - 1985 - Road maps<<<Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([8], [1]-128, [8] p.) : col. maps ; 39 cm.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Cover art: deer crossing sign made out of a photo of a doe framed by a quadrogon.
"$5.95" -- front cover.
Hand-stamped copy-right copy.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .R6 1985 copy 1 (PrCt)
78927 United States - Maps - 1985 - Road maps<<<Canada - Maps - 1985 - Road maps<<<Mexico - Maps - 1985 - Road maps<<<Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([8], [1]-128, [8] p.) : col. maps ; 39 cm.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Cover art: deer crossing sign made out of a photo of a doe framed by a quadrogon.
"$5.95" -- front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .R6 1985 copy 2 (PrCt)
78928 United States - Maps - 1985 - Road maps<<<Canada - Maps - 1985 - Road maps<<<Mexico - Maps - 1985 - Road maps<<<Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([8], [1]-128, [8] p.) : col. maps ; 39 cm.
"Deluxe edition" -- front cover.
"Compliments of: Rand McNally - TDM, Inc.; computerized mileage and routing systems for the transportation industry" -- front cover.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Brown fabricoid binding.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .R6 1985 copy 3 (PrCt)
78929 United States - Maps - 1985 - Road maps<<<Canada - Maps - 1985 - Road maps<<<Mexico - Maps - 1985 - Road maps<<<Road maps
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas and vacation guide -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (221, [3] p.) : col. maps ; 40 cm.
Uniform title: Road atlas and vacation guide. Includes index.
Cover art: photo of stream.
Front cover detached.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 052889109X
oversize RMcN atlas .R6 1985 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1985 - Road maps
Canada - Maps - 1985 - Road maps
Mexico - Maps - 1985 - Road maps
Road maps
Allstate Motor Club North American road atlas.
1 atlas (128 p.) : col. maps ; 36 cm.
Cover title: Road atlas: United States, Canada, Mexico.
Uniform title: Road atlas. Includes index.
Cover art: photo of Deadhorse Point Canyonlands, South Utah, by David Muench.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .R6 1985 copy 4 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1985 - Road maps
Canada - Maps - 1985 - Road maps
Mexico - Maps - 1985 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: Saab-Scania (Firm) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
[i], [4], 5-160 p. : col. maps ; 23 x 11 cm.
Cover title: Road atlas courtesy of Saab-Scania "© Copyright Saab-Scania of America, Inc. 1985 48M ... "-- back cover
Cover art: Saab-Scania logo on navy blue background
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .P635 1985 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1985 - Road maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Gerber Products Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (64 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Road atlas with preliminary text discussing travel with a baby.
Cover art: drawing of mother, father, and baby against a photo of a lighthouse.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .G47 1985 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1986 - Economics
United States - Maps - 1986 - Social conditions
United States - Maps - 1986
1 atlas (159 p.) : col. ill., 42 col. maps ; 25 cm.
"A Nomad book."
On cover: A concise introduction to the economic, social, and political status of the USA. Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
ISBN 086367058X ; 9780863670589
Baskes G1200 .D3 1986 (NLO)

United States - Maps - 1986 - Economics
United States - Maps - 1986 - Social conditions
United States - Maps - 1986
Authors: Glassborow, Jilly -- Freeman, Gillian -- Barber, Pat -- Nomad Publishers Limited -- Dempsey, Michael W. -- Macmillan & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (127 p.) : col. ill., 65 col. maps ; 26 x 36 cm.
"Copyright by Nomad Publishers Ltd./Michael W. Dempsey"--T.p. verso.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 85675603
ISBN 0029228301 ; 9780029228302
Baskes folio G1201.G1 A8 1986 (NLO)
Cover art: photo of daily planner, keys, and atlas. Spiral binding.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528896075

United States - Maps - 1986 - Road
maps>>>Canada - Maps - 1986 - Road
maps>>>Mexico - Maps - 1986 - Road
maps>>>Road maps
Rand McNally road atlas : United States,
Canada, Mexico. Chicago, Ill. Rand McNally and
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally and Company. Road atlas -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([8], [1]-128, [8] p.) : col. maps ; 39 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally 1986 road atlas: United
States, Canada, Mexico.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Cover art: aerial photo of mountain range.
"$5.95" -- front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

United States - Maps - 1986 - Road
maps>>>Canada - Maps - 1986 - Road
maps>>>Mexico - Maps - 1986 - Road
maps>>>Road maps
Allstate road atlas : United States, Canada,
Mexico. Chicago, Ill. Rand McNally and
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Allstate
Motor Club -- Rand McNally and Company. Road
atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry
Library)
1 atlas ([1]-128 p.) : col. maps ; 39 cm.
Cover title: Road atlas: United States, Canada
and Mexico: Allstate Motor Club.
"25th anniversary" -- front cover.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Cover art: four photos.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

United States - Maps - 1986 - Road
maps>>>Canada - Maps - 1986 - Road
maps>>>Mexico - Maps - 1986 - Road
maps>>>Road maps
Rand McNally family adventure road atlas.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally and Company. Road atlas -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (xvi, 144 p.) : col. maps ; 40 cm.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Added title (p. [1]): Rand McNally road atlas:
United States, Canada, Mexico.
Includes index.
"$7.95" -- front cover.
Cover art: four family-vacation related photos.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528896385

United States - Maps - 1986 - Road
maps>>>Canada - Maps - 1986 - Road
maps>>>Mexico - Maps - 1986 - Road
maps>>>Road maps
Rand McNally road atlas & vacation guide : United
States, Canada, Mexico. Chicago : Rand
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally and Company. Road atlas and
vacation guide -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry
Library)
1 atlas (221, [3] p.) : col. maps ; 40 cm.
"$12.95" -- front cover.
Uniform title: Road atlas and vacation guide.
Includes index.
Cover art: photo of wagon.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528896091

United States - Maps - 1986 - Road
maps>>>Canada - Maps - 1986 - Road
maps>>>Mexico - Maps - 1986 - Road
maps>>>Road maps
Rand McNally road atlas & travel guide : United
States, Canada, Mexico. Chicago : Rand
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- WTTW
(Television station : Chicago, Ill.) -- Rand McNally
and Company. Road atlas and travel guide --

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1 atlas ([i]-viii, [1]-80, ix-xvi p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Added title on p. [1]: Rand McNally interstate road atlas.
Uniform titles: Road atlas and travel guide -- Interstate road atlas.
Includes index.
Includes brown plastic folding slip-cover with "WTTW" on front.
Cover art: photo of shoreline.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528246747

**folio RMcN atlas .R63 1986 copy 1 (PrCt)**

78943 United States - Maps - 1986 - Road maps

1 atlas ([i]-viii, [1]-80, ix-xvi p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Added title on p. [1]: Rand McNally interstate road atlas.
Uniform titles: Road atlas and travel guide -- Interstate road atlas.
Includes index.
Cover art: photo of shoreline.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528246747

**folio RMcN atlas .R63 1986 copy 3 (PrCt)**

78944 United States - Maps - 1986 - Zip Codes

1 atlas ([i]-viii, [1]-80, ix-xvi p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Added title on p. [1]: Rand McNally interstate road atlas.
"Northwestern Mutual Life ... Milwaukee" -- front cover.
Uniform titles: Road atlas and travel guide -- Interstate road atlas.
Includes index.
Cover art: photo of shoreline.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 528210688

**folio RMcN atlas .Z51 1986 copy 1 (PrCt)**

78945 United States - Maps - 1986 - Zip Codes

1 atlas ([i]-viii, [1]-80, ix-xvi p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Added title on p. [1]: Rand McNally interstate road atlas.
"Northwestern Mutual Life ... Milwaukee" -- front cover.
Uniform titles: Road atlas and travel guide -- Interstate road atlas.
Includes index.
Cover art: photo of shoreline.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528246747

**folio RMcN atlas .R63 1986 copy 4 (PrCt)**

78942 United States - Maps - 1986 - Road maps

1 atlas ([i]-viii, [1]-80, ix-xvi p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Added title on p. [1]: Rand McNally interstate road atlas.
Uniform titles: Road atlas and travel guide -- Interstate road atlas.
Includes index.
Cover art: photo of shoreline.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528246747

**folio RMcN atlas .R63 1986 copy 2 (PrCt)**
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (160 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 528210688
folio RMcN atlas .Z51 1986 copy 2 (PrCt)
78949
Sunset road atlas : U.S., Canada, Mexico.
California : Lane, 1987.
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Sunset magazine -- Lane (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 83 maps ; 365 x 265 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)
78947
Rand McNally road atlas : United States, Canada, Mexico.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([8], [1]-128, [8] p.) : col. maps ; 39 cm.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Cover art: photo of suitcase containing daily planner and atlas.
Spiral binding.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528890708X
oversize RMcN atlas .B8 1987 (PrCt)
78950
Rand McNally road atlas & vacation guide : United States, Canada, Mexico.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas and vacation guide -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (221, [3] p.) : col. maps ; 40 cm.
"$12.95" -- front cover.
Uniform title: Road atlas and vacation guide.
Includes index.
Cover art: photo of desert.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528897101
oversize RMcN atlas .R62 1987 (PrCt)
78951
Includes index.
Cover art: photo of river and mountain range. "$5.95" -- front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .R6 1987 copy 2 (PrCt)
Rand McNally family adventure road atlas.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (xvi, 144 p.) : col. maps ; 40 cm.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Added title (p. [1]): Rand McNally road atlas: United States, Canada, Mexico.
Includes index.
"$7.95" -- front cover.
Cover art: four family-vacation related photos.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528897322
oversize RMcN atlas .F3 1987 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1987 - Road maps
<<>>Canada - Maps - 1987 - Road maps
<<>>Mexico - Maps - 1987 - Road maps
<<>>Road maps
1 atlas ([i]-viii, [1]-88 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Added title on p. [1]: Rand McNally interstate road atlas.
"The Great American road belongs to Buick" -- front cover.
Uniform titles: Road atlas and travel guide -- Interstate road atlas.
Includes index.
Cover art: photo of Gold Gate Bridge, Mt. Rushmore, Amawalk Reservoir, and Monument Valley.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528251058
folio RMcN atlas .R63 1987, copy 2 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1987 - Road maps
<<>>Canada - Maps - 1987 - Road maps
<<>>Mexico - Maps - 1987 - Road maps
<<>>Road maps
1 atlas ([i]-viii, [1]-88 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Added title on p. [1]: Rand McNally interstate road atlas.
"The Great American road belongs to Buick" -- front cover.
Uniform titles: Road atlas and travel guide -- Interstate road atlas.
Includes index.
Cover art: photo of Gold Gate Bridge, Mt. Rushmore, Amawalk Reservoir, and Monument Valley.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528251058
folio RMcN atlas .R63 1987, copy 2 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1987 - Road maps
<<>>Canada - Maps - 1987 - Road maps
<<>>Mexico - Maps - 1987 - Road maps
<<>>Road maps
1 atlas ([i]-viii, [1]-88 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Added title on p. [1]: Rand McNally interstate road atlas.
"The Great American road belongs to Buick" -- front cover.
Uniform titles: Road atlas and travel guide -- Interstate road atlas.
Includes index.
Cover art: photo of Gold Gate Bridge, Mt. Rushmore, Amawalk Reservoir, and Monument Valley.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528251058
folio RMcN atlas .R63 1987, copy 2 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1987 - Road maps
<<>>Canada - Maps - 1987 - Road maps
<<>>Mexico - Maps - 1987 - Road maps
<<>>Road maps
1 atlas ([i]-viii, [1]-88 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Added title on p. [1]: Rand McNally interstate road atlas.
"The Great American road belongs to Buick" -- front cover.
Uniform titles: Road atlas and travel guide -- Interstate road atlas.
Includes index.
Cover art: photo of Gold Gate Bridge, Mt. Rushmore, Amawalk Reservoir, and Monument Valley.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528251058
folio RMcN atlas .R63 1987, copy 2 (PrCt)
cookbook and AAA road atlas.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4844 (PrCt)

1 atlas (xii, 315 p.) : maps (some col.) ; 29 x 44 cm.
oversize G1201 E1 A4 1988 (NLO)

Authors: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich
176 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
"Landmark edition."
Series: HBJ Social studies.
ISBN 0153729198.
To Collection Services for cataloging, August 2010 (PrCt)

1 atlas ([8], [1]-34, [1]-150 p.) : col. maps ; 40 cm.
Title from the first p. [1].
Uniform titles: Motor carriers' road atlas -- Road atlas
Includes index.
Cover art: photo of truck at dawn.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528898108
oversize RMcN atlas .M6 1988 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (i-viii, [1]-128, [ix]-xvi p.) : col. maps ; 39 cm.
"Deluxe edition" -- front cover.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Brown fabricoid binding.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .R6 1988 copy 1 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (i-viii, [1]-128, [ix]-xvi p.) : col. maps ; 39 cm.
"64th edition" -- front cover.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Cover art: photo of road and snow covered mountain range.
Includes folding plastic cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .R6 1988 copy 2 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (i-viii, [1]-128, [ix]-xvi p.) : col. maps ; 39 cm.
"64th edition" -- front cover.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Cover art: photo of road and snow covered mountain range.
78962 United States - Maps - 1988 - Road maps
Rand McNally business traveler's road atlas and guide to major cities.
Includes index.
Cover art: photo of Bixbi Bridge
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
1 atlas ([j]-viii, [1]-88 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Added title on p. [1]: Rand McNally interstate road atlas.
Uniform titles: Road atlas and travel guide -- Interstate road atlas.
Includes index.
Cover art: photo of Bixbi Bridge
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528252550
folio RMcN atlas .R63 1988 copy 1 (PrCt)

78965 United States - Maps - 1988 - Road maps
Rand McNally road atlas & vacation guide : United States, Canada, Mexico.
Includes index.
Cover art: photo of Bixbi Bridge
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 052889806X
oversize RMCN atlas .B8 1988 (PrCt)

78966 United States - Maps - 1988 - Road maps
Rand McNally road atlas & vacation guide : United States, Canada, Mexico.
Includes index.
Cover art: photo of Bixbi Bridge
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528898086
oversize RMCN atlas .R62 1988 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
"Chicago Child Care Society" on flap.
Cover art: photo of Bixbi Bridge
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528252550

**Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)**

78967

**United States - Maps - 1988 - Road maps**
- **Canada - Maps - 1988 - Road maps**
- **Mexico - Maps - 1988 - Road maps**
- **Road maps**

Interstate road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([j]-viii, [1]-88 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Added title page on p. [1]: Rand McNally interstate road atlas.
"... Murphy Credit Union, Inc. ... Houston, Ohio" -- front cover.
Uniform titles: Interstate road atlas -- Road atlas and travel guide. Includes index.
Cover art: photo of San Francisco skyline.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528252615

78969

**United States - Maps - 1988 - Road maps**
- **Canada - Maps - 1988 - Road maps**
- **Mexico - Maps - 1988 - Road maps**
- **Road maps**

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Murphy Credit Union, Inc. (Houston, Ohio) -- Rand McNally and Company. Interstate road atlas -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas and travel guide -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (xvi, [1]-96 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Added title page on p. [1]: Rand McNally interstate road atlas.
"... Murphy Credit Union, Inc. ... Houston, Ohio" -- front cover.
Uniform titles: Interstate road atlas -- Road atlas and travel guide. Includes index.
Cover art: photo of San Francisco skyline.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528252615

78970

**United States - Maps - 1988 - Road maps**
- **Canada - Maps - 1988 - Road maps**
- **Mexico - Maps - 1988 - Road maps**
- **Road maps**

1 atlas (xvi, [1]-96 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Added title page on p. [1]: Rand McNally interstate road atlas.
Uniform titles: Interstate road atlas -- Road atlas and travel guide. Includes index.
Cover art: photo of San Francisco skyline.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528252615

78971

**United States - Maps - 1988 - Road maps**
- **Canada - Maps - 1988 - Road maps**
- **Mexico - Maps - 1988 - Road maps**
- **Road maps**

1 atlas (64 p.) : col. maps ; 16 cm.
Uniform titles: Road atlas -- Pocket road atlas
Includes index.
Cover art: Rural road in fall, dairy farm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
R McNal atlas .P631 1988 (PrCt)

78972 United States - Maps - 1988 - Road maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Hamilton, David W., fl. 1988 -- Image Bank (Agency) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (80 p.) : col. maps ; 23 x 11 cm.
Cover art: color photo of "Bolina Road, Ca., © David W. Hamilton / The Image Bank".
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 528253476
R McNal atlas .G5 1989 (PrCt)


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Tribune Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (272 p.) : col. maps ; 38 cm.
'Second printing 1988.'
'Tribune Radio Networks' embossed on front cover.
Includes index.
Imitation leather hardcover binding.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528911436
folio R McNal atlas .A332 1988 (PrCt)

78974 United States - Maps - 1989 - Airports

Authors: Bailey, Dean -- Airmaps, Inc. -- University of Minnesota. Dept. of Geography.
1 map
temp map4F G3701.P61 1989 .B3 (PrCt)

78975 United States - Maps - 1989 - Children's maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 52 maps ; 28 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio R McNal atlas .C455 1989 (PrCt)

78976 United States - Maps - 1989 - Jigsaw puzzle maps

Authors: American Map Corporation -- Pacific Puzzle Company (Anacortes, Wash.)
1 map : col. ; 21 x 28 cm.
Paper map mounted on 1/2 inch plywood.
map4C G3701.A9 1989 A4 (PrCt)

78977 United States - Maps - 1989 - National parks and reserves

National Geographic's guide to the national parks of the United States. Washington, D.C. National Geographic Society, 1989-.
Authors: National Geographic Society (U.S.)
1 v. ; ill., maps ; 22 cm.
1st ed.-
Issues for 2003- called: National Geographic guide to the national parks of the United States LC Card Number: 2005213853 89013018 92005851 97168279 2003269667 ISSN 1554-9097 E160 .N244 (NLO)

78978 United States - Maps - 1989 - Population

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Commercial Map Division -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (A1-A4, B1-B48, C1-C140 p.) : maps ; 28 cm.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528200941
folio R McNal atlas 1989 (PrCt)

78979 United States - Maps - 1989 - Population

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 52 maps ; 28 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio R McNal atlas .C455 1989 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Maps - 1989
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Commercial Map Division -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (A1-A102, B1-B48, C1-C140 p.) : maps ; 28 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally 'Planning Atlas' series.
Includes fold-out 'City-County-State MarketMap' of the U.S.
Includes index.
Cover art: map outline of U.S. and map of Ohio.
Spiral binding.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528200933
folio RMcN atlas .P58 1989 III (PrCt)

Authors: Chrysler Corporation. Dodge Division -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Simon and Schuster, inc. -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library) -- Dodge Automobile Corporation SEE Chrysler Corporation. Dodge Division
1 atlas (various paginations) : col. maps ; 16 cm.
Cover title: Dealer directory road atlas
"Dodge. Dodge trucks" logo on front cover.
"© The H.M. Gousha Company ... Simon & Schuster Inc." -- title page.
Cover art: color drawing of car dealer handing car keys to woman.
Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Company Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34, Range 7 (Jan. 2011).
Gousha atlas 1989 .P6 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (i-xvi, [1]-128, xvii-xxxii p.) : col. maps ; 39 cm.
"65th edition" -- front cover.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Cover art: photo of road along shoreline.
"$6.95" -- front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .R6 1989 (PrCt)

1 atlas (xxxii, 128 p.) : col. maps ; 40 cm.
Added title: Rand McNally road atlas: United States, Canada, Mexico.
"$14.95" -- front cover.
Uniform titles: Road atlas -- Business traveler's road atlas.
Includes index.
Cover art: photo of suitcase containing daily planner and atlas.
Spiral binding.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528899147
oversize RMcN atlas .B8 1989 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas and vacation guide -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (221, [3] p.) : col. maps ; 40 cm.
"$14.95" -- front cover.
Uniform title: Road atlas and vacation guide.
Includes index.
Cover art: photo of Ponderosa Canyon, Utah.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528899163
oversize RMcN atlas .R62 1989 (PrCt)

Rand McNally road atlas & travel guide : United

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

United States - Maps - 1989 - Road maps

United States - Maps - 1990 - Cities and towns

United States - Maps - 1990 - Cities and towns

United States - Maps - 1990 - Cities and towns
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .C512 1990 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1990 - Cities and towns
Cities and towns - United States - Maps - 1990
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Time, inc. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (64 p.) : col. maps ; 16 cm.
"Presented by Time" -- front cover.
Cover art: photo of Chicago
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528266661
RMcN atlas .T51 1991 v. 2 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1990 - Military history
Military history - United States - Maps - 1990
United States - Historical geography - Maps - 1990
Historical atlases
Authors: Natkiel, Richard -- Dorset Press -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (160 p.) : ill., 116 maps, ports. ; 29 cm.
Author from spine.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
ISBN 0880295546 ; 9780880295543
Baskes folio G1201.S1 N38 1990 (NLO)

United States - Maps - 1990 - Road maps
Canada - Maps - 1990 - Road maps
Mexico - Maps - 1990 - Road maps
Distances - United States - Maps - 1990
Distances - Canada - Maps - 1990
Distances - Mexico - Maps - 1990
Trucking - North America - Maps - 1990
Road maps
630, [1] p. ; 37 cm.
"Cancels mileage guide no. 1" -- front cover.
Uniform title: Standard highway mileage guide. Includes index.
Cover art: photo of U.S. flag.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .S72 1990 c (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1990 - Road maps
Canada - Maps - 1990 - Road maps
Mexico - Maps - 1990 - Road maps
Distances - United States - Maps - 1990
Distances - Canada - Maps - 1990
Distances - Mexico - Maps - 1990
Trucking - North America - Maps - 1990
Road maps
1 atlas in 2v. (719 and 167 p.) : col. maps ; 38 cm.
"Cancels mileage guide no. 14" -- front cover.
Mileage guide in v. 1; road maps in v. 2.
Uniform title: Standard highway mileage guide. Includes index.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .S72 1990 b 2v. (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1990 - Road maps
Canada - Maps - 1990 - Road maps
Mexico - Maps - 1990 - Road maps
Distances - United States - Maps - 1990
Distances - Canada - Maps - 1990
Distances - Mexico - Maps - 1990
Trucking - North America - Maps - 1990
Road maps
1 atlas in 2v. (719 and 152 p.) : col. maps ; 38 cm.
Cover title; imprint on inside front cover.
Mileage guide in v. 1; road maps in v. 2.
Uniform title: Standard highway mileage guide. Includes index.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .S72 1990 2v. (PrCt)
maps<<>>Mexico - Maps - 1990 - Road
1 atlas (511 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title: imprint inside front cover.
Uniform title: Standard highway mileage guide.
Includes index.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .S72 1990 a (PrCt)
78996 United States - Maps - 1990 - Road
maps<<>>Canada - Maps - 1990 - Road
maps<<>>Mexico - Maps - 1990 - Road
maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Creative Sales Corp. -- Sunset Magazine -- Lane (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 140 maps ; 276 x 215 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)
78997 United States - Maps - 1990 - Road
maps<<>>Canada - Maps - 1990 - Road
maps<<>>Mexico - Maps - 1990 - Road
maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Simon and Schuster, inc. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 50 maps ; 157 x 95 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)
78998 United States - Maps - 1990 - Road
maps<<>>Canada - Maps - 1990 - Road
maps<<>>Mexico - Maps - 1990 - Road
maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Simon and Schuster, inc. -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (64 p.) : col. maps ; 16 cm.
Cover title: Gousha pocket road atlas : United States, Canada, Mexico
Cover art: color photo of rural road.
"$1.95" -- Front cover.
Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Company Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34, Range 7 (Jan. 2011).
ISBN 0136224652
Gousha atlas 1990 .P6 (PrCt)
78999 United States - Maps - 1990 - Road
maps<<>>Canada - Maps - 1990 - Road
maps<<>>Mexico - Maps - 1990 - Road
maps<<>>Road maps
1 atlas (268 p.) : col. maps ; 28 x 11 cm.
Title and imprint on p. 45.
"Cambridge $mart money" -- front cover.
Includes advertising for Cambridge cigarettes.
Uniform title: Compact road atlas.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .C52 1990 (PrCt)
79000 United States - Maps - 1990 - Road
maps<<>>Canada - Maps - 1990 - Road
maps<<>>Mexico - Maps - 1990 - Road
maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
"66th edition" -- front cover.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Cover art: photo of road leading to snow-capped mountains.
"$7.95" -- front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .R6 1990 copy 1 (PrCt)
79001 United States - Maps - 1990 - Road
maps<<>>Canada - Maps - 1990 - Road
maps<<>>Mexico - Maps - 1990 - Road
maps<<>>Road maps

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
maps>Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([1]-128 p.) : col. maps ; 39 cm.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Cover art: photo design.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .R6 1990 copy 2 (PrCt)
79004 United States - Maps - 1990 - Road maps>>>Canada - Maps - 1990 - Road maps>>>Mexico - Maps - 1990 - Road maps>>>Road maps
1 atlas (xxxii, 128 p.) : col. maps ; 40 cm.
Added title: Rand McNally road atlas: United States, Canada, Mexico.
"$16.95" -- front cover.
Uniform titles: Road atlas -- Business traveler's road atlas.
Includes index.
Cover art: photo of daily planner, keys, and atlas.
Spiral binding.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528800167
oversize RMcN atlas .B8 1990 (PrCt)
79005 United States - Maps - 1990 - Road maps>>>Canada - Maps - 1990 - Road maps>>>Mexico - Maps - 1990 - Road maps>>>Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas and vacation guide -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (221, [3] p.) : col. maps ; 40 cm.
"$14.95" -- front cover.
Uniform title: Road atlas and vacation guide.
Includes index.
Cover art: photo of South Sister Mountain, Oregon.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528800183
oversize RMcN atlas .R62 1990 (PrCt)
79006 United States - Maps - 1990 - Road maps>>>Canada - Maps - 1990 - Road maps>>>Mexico - Maps - 1990 - Road maps>>>Road maps
1 atlas ([ii]-viii, [1]-88 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title: State Farm road atlas: United States, Canada, Mexico.
Added title on p. [1]: Rand McNally interstate road atlas.
Uniform titles: Road atlas and travel guide -- Interstate road atlas.
Includes index.
Adhesive label on front cover: Kathy Rago, Agent ... Chicago ...
Cover art: pictorial map of the U.S.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .R63 1990 copy 1 (PrCt)
79007 United States - Maps - 1990 - Road maps>>>Canada - Maps - 1990 - Road maps>>>Mexico - Maps - 1990 - Road maps>>>Road maps
Interstate road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([ii]-viii, [1]-88 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Added title on p. [1]: Rand McNally interstate road atlas.
"C & W Auto Body ... Chicago ... " -- front cover.
Uniform titles: Road atlas and travel guide -- Interstate road atlas.
Includes index.
Cover art: photo of highway inside photo of highway.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .R63 1990 copy 2 (PrCt)
United States - Maps - 1990 - Wall maps
United States. [Chicago] : Rand McNally, [1990?].
Authors: Denoyer-Geppert (Firm) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Concordia University (River Forest, Ill.)
1 map : col. ; 56 x 153 cm.
'This map is .... one of the Denoyer-Geppert Series of Visual Relief Maps ... '
'Scale of main map 1:3,200,000 (approximately 30 km to the cm. - 50 miles to the inch).'
'Modified Denoyer semi-elliptical projection.'
Relief shown by shading and hypsometric tints.
Inset: Average annual rainfall.
Series: Visual relief map ; 12006.
Plate no.: 10142 90-898765
Mounted on spring-loaded rollers for classroom use with another map: Alaska.
Gift of Concordia University, River Forest, 2006.
artifacts cage RMcN maproll 6 : 2. 1 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1991 - Cities and towns
Cities and towns - United States - Maps - 1991 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (64 p.) : col. maps ; 16 cm.
Cover art: photo of Chicago.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .C512 1991 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1991 (Provisional Heading)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (160 p.) : col. ills., maps ; 38 cm.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .P68 1991 (PrCt)

Mexico - Maps - 1991 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Interstate road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (iv, [1]-84 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Added title page on p. [1]: Rand McNally interstate road atlas.
Uniform title: Interstate road atlas.
"$4.95" -- front cover.
Includes index.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Interstate road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (iv, [1]-84 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Added title page on p. [1]: Rand McNally interstate road atlas.
Uniform title: Interstate road atlas.
"$4.95" -- front cover.
Includes index.
Includes index.
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Cover art: photo of Seattle skyline.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528805177

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Interstate road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (i[v]-viii, [1]-88 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Added title on p. [1]: Rand McNally interstate road atlas.
Uniform titles: Road atlas and travel guide -- Interstate road atlas.
Includes index.
Includes index.
Includes brown plastic folding slipcover; "20th anniversary 'All Things Considered' National Public Radio" and "91.5 WBEZ" on slipcover flap.
Cover art: photo of Poudre Lake, Colorado.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528256246

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
"Deluxe 1991 edition" -- front cover.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Maroon fabricoid binding.
"$11.95" -- back cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528805347

1 atlas (viii, [1]-88 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Uniform titles: Interstate road atlas -- Road atlas and travel guide.
Includes index.
Cover art: photo of interstate interchange.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
United States - Maps - 1992 - Cities and towns

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Prentice-Hall, inc. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 vol. : 80 maps ; 273 x 205 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

United States - Maps - 1992 - Road maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Motor carriers' road atlas
-- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([A1-A16], [1]-42, [1]-150 p.) : col. maps ; 40 cm.
Title from the first p. [1].
Half-title page at front: Motor carriers' road atlas.
Uniform titles: Motor carriers' road atlas -- Road maps

United States - Maps - 1992 - Natural resources

Authors: Esselte kartor (Firm) -- Interarts, Ltd. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (184 p.) : col. ill., 53 col. maps ; 19 cm.
Includes index and terrain, environmental, cultural, and statistical facts for each state.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 93675180 92081435
ISBN 1879856018 : 9781879856011
Baskes G1200 .15 1992 (NLO)

United States - Maps - 1992 - Juvenile literature

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Brendon, Stuart -- Grandreams Limited (London)
-- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([12] p.) : col. maps ; 61 cm.
Cover title.
'Illustrated by Stuart Brendon.'
'Published in association with Grandreams Limited: London.'
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528834959
oversize RMcN atlas .G5 1992 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1992 - Mexico

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Brendon, Stuart -- Grandreams Limited (London)
-- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([12] p.) : col. maps ; 61 cm.
Cover title.
'Illustrated by Stuart Brendon.'
'Published in association with Grandreams Limited: London.'
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528834959
oversize RMcN atlas .G5 1992 (PrCt)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Ineman, Kathleen -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([1]-[128] p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Edited by Kathleen Ineman.
Includes directory of sports teams and city maps locating sports stadiums.
Cover art: sports equipment design.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528250450
folio RMcN atlas .S66 1992 copy 2 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Ineman, Kathleen -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([1]-[128] p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Edited by Kathleen Ineman.
Includes directory of sports teams and city maps locating sports stadiums.
Cover art: sports equipment design.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528257870
folio RMcN atlas .S66 1992 copy 3 (PrCt)
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

**United States - Maps - 1993-1994 - Road maps**

Maps variously include additional imprints of Macmillan, Paramount Communications, Prentice-Hall, or Simon & Schuster.

Recreation map contents: Golf map of coastal South Carolina (sht. .119) -- Napa, Sonoma : wine country (sht. .200) -- Western USA ski map (sht. .201)

*Gousha map4C 93.1-201 (PrCt)*

---

**Cities and towns - Road maps**


Uniform title: Fastmap

Laminate-encapsulated maps of the world, United States, and U.S. states and cities. "Sold under license from Wood-Howard Products, Inc., San Francisco .... "

Maps variously include imprints of Macmillan, Paramount Communications, Prentice-Hall, or Simon & Schuster.

Maps not dated, but the map of Los Angeles (sheet .242) includes note about the January 1994 earthquake.


Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Company Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34, Range 7 (May 2010).

*Gousha map4C 93.220-.270 (PrCt)*

---

**United States - Maps - 1993 - Jigsaw Puzzle Maps**

*World maps - 1993 - Jigsaw Puzzle Maps*
Milton Bradley's map of the United States.
Authors: Milton Bradley & Co -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 35 x 50 cm. cut into 83 pieces, in cardboard box 23 x 32 x 4 cm.
Scale 1:10,000,000.
"Key to symbols" indicates 25 types of projects.
On verso: Milton Bradley map of the world / Rand McNally & Company. 1 map : col. ; 24 x 50 cm.
on sheet 37 x 52 cm. Scale 1:104,000,000; one inch represents 1640 miles. With ancillary maps of north and south poles, 'major continents.
Title on box: Map of the Unit4ed States : Puzzle pieces cut in the shape of states.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
map5C G3701 .A9 1993 M5 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1993 - Road maps
maps<<<Canada - Maps - 1993 - Road maps
maps<<<Mexico - Maps - 1993 - Road maps
maps<<<Distances - United States - Maps - 1993
maps<<<Distances - Canada - Maps - 1993
maps<<<Distances - Mexico - Maps - 1993
maps<<<Trucking - North America - Maps - 1993
maps<<<Road maps
1 atlas ([A1-A16], [1]-42, [1]-150 p.) : col. maps ; 40 cm.
Title from the first p. [1].
Cover title: Rand McNally motor carriers’ road atlas: United States, Canada, Mexico.
Half-title page at front: Motor carriers’ road atlas.
Uniform titles: Motor carriers' road atlas -- Road atlas
Includes index.
"$16.95" -- front cover.
Cover art: photo of truck driving along Mt. Hood, Oregon.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528810804
oversize RMcN atlas .M6 1993 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1993 - Road maps
maps<<<Canada - Maps - 1993 - Road maps
maps<<<Mexico - Maps - 1993 - Road maps
maps<<<Road maps
Authors: AAA/Bluegrass -- American Automobile Association -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Paramount Communications -- Simon and Schuster, inc. -- Gulf & Western Industries -- Gnass, Jeff -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library) -- AAA Kentucky SEE AAA/Bluegrass -- Kentucky AAA SEE AAA/Bluegrass -- AAA Blue grass/Kentucky SEE AAA/Bluegrass
1 atlas (80 p.) : col. maps ; 16 cm.
"1993 edition."
Cover title: AAA Kentucky pocket road atlas : United States, Canada, Mexico
"A Gousha travel publication" -- front cover.
"H.M. Gousha Company ... Simon & Schuster. A Paramount Communications Company" -- title page.
Cover art: color photograph of Grand Teton National Park, Wyoming "by Jeff Gnass".
Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Company Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34, Range 7 (Jan. 2011).
Gousha atlas 1993 .P62 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1993 - Road maps
maps<<<Canada - Maps - 1993 - Road maps
maps<<<Mexico - Maps - 1993 - Road maps
maps<<<Road maps
1 atlas (80 p.) : col. maps ; 16 cm.
"1993 edition."
"CoreSource: healthcare & workers compensation solutions ... Mt. Clemens, MI ... " -- front cover
"A Gousha travel publication" -- front cover
"H.M. Gousha Company ... Simon & Schuster. A Paramount Communications Company" -- title page.
Cover art: color photograph of southwestern U.S. landscape by "Tony Stone Worldwide/Chicago Ltd."
Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Company Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34, Range 7 (Jan. 2011).
ISBN 0137186363
Gousha atlas 1993 .P63 (PrCt)
1 atlas (80 p.) : col. maps ; 16 cm.
"1993 edition."
"DieHard WeatherHandler "designed for where you drive"" -- front cover
"A Gousha travel publication" -- front cover
"H.M. Gousha Company ... Simon & Schuster. A Paramount Communications Company" -- title page.
Cover art: color photograph of southwestern U.S. landscape by "Tony Stone Worldwide/Chicago Ltd."
Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Company Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34, Range 7 (Jan. 2011).
ISBN 0137186363
Gousha atlas 1993 .P64 (PrCt)

Authors: Econo Lodge -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Simon and Schuster, inc. -- Paramount Communications -- Tony Stone Worldwide (Firm) -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library) -- Choice Hotels International -- EconoLodge Motels SEE Econo Lodge
1 atlas (80 p.) : col. maps ; 16 cm.
"1993 edition"
"Econo Lodge. Tomah, Wisconsin ... " -- front cover.
"A Gousha travel publication" -- front cover
"H.M. Gousha Company ... Simon & Schuster : a Paramount Communications Company" -- title page.
Cover art: color photograph of southwestern U.S. landscape by "Tony Stone Worldwide/Chicago Ltd."
Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Company Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34, Range 7 (Jan. 2011).
ISBN 0135883288
Gousha atlas 1993 .P68 (PrCt)

Cover art: photo of Monitor Pass, Sierra Nevada.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528250264

United States - Maps - 1993 - Road maps


1 atlas ([i]-viii, [1]-88 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Added title on p. [1]: Rand McNally road atlas.
Uniform titles: Road atlas and travel guide.
Includes index.
With imprint of Northwestern Mutual Life on front cover.

Cover art: photo of mountains and waterfall.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528250264

oversize Gousha atlas 1993 .G6 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1993 - Road maps


Authors: Berg Grain & Produce -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Simon and Schuster, inc. -- Paramount Communications -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (160 p.) : col. maps ; 39 cm.
Cover title: Berg Grain & Produce road atlas: United States, Canada, Mexico
"Copyright © 1993 by H.M. Gousha, a division of Simon & Schuster Inc." -- title page
"H.M. Gousha, Simon & Schuster, Inc., a Paramount Communications Company" -- back cover.

Cover art: a color photograph of a mountain road.
Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Company Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34, Range 7 (Jan. 2011).
ISBN 0671864742
Company -- Simon and Schuster, inc. -- Paramount Communications -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (160 p.) : col. maps ; 39 cm.
Cover title: Travelers Motor Club road atlas: United States, Canada, Mexico
"Copyright © 1993 by H.M. Gousha, a division of Simon & Schuster Inc."-- title page
"H.M. Gousha, Simon & Schuster, Inc., a Paramount Communications Company"-- back cover.
Cover art: color photograph of a mountain road.
Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Company Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34, Range 7 (Jan. 2011).
ISBN 0132133318
oversize Gousha atlas 1993 .G687 (PrCt)

79072 United States - Maps - 1994
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Automobile Association (Great Britain) -- Automobile Association (short format); cf. A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher, 1832-1990, p. 277.
Cover price: $24.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Company. Fastmap -- Wood-Howard Products (San Francisco, Calif.) -- Minnesota State Lottery -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
50 maps : col., laminated ; on sheets 29 x 55 cm., folded to 29 x 11 cm.
Uniform title: Fastmap
Laminate-encapsulated maps of the United States and U.S. states and cities.
"Sold under license from Wood-Howard Products, Inc., San Francisco ... ."
Most sheets not dated; map of New Hampshire and Vermont copyrighted 1994 (sht. .114)
Includes 2 issues of the Minnesota map (sheets .112 and .113); sheet .113 lacks title but includes imprint of the Minnesota State Lottery and copyrighted 1995.
Most sheets include Comfort, Texas as place of publication.
Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Company Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34, Range 7 (May 2010).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Gousha map4C 95.97-.132 (PrCt)

79074 United States - Maps - 1994 - Children's maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Voisin, Russell L., 1932- -- Leverenz, Jon M. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (109 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
$7.95
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528835408
folio RMcn atlas .C455 1994 (PrCt)

[New York, N.Y. or Comfort, Tex.?] : H.M.
United States - Maps - 1994 - Golf courses
Golf courses: United States - Maps - 1994
USA sports golf atlas: the complete guide to public access golf courses in the United States.
Authors: USA Sports -- USA today (Arlington, Va.) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Balliett & Fitzgerald -- Simon and Schuster, inc. -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (208 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
At head of title: Gousha.
Variant title: Gousha USA sports golf atlas
"Published by the H.M. Gousha Company ... a division of Simon & Schuster, Inc. Text copyright © 1995 by Balliett & Fitzgerald, inc. Gannett Satellite Information Newark, Inc., a division of Gannett Co., Inc. and the H.M. Gousha Company."
"Edited by USA Today golf staff and Balliett & Fitzgerald" -- Cover.
Includes indexes, state golf course listings and course diagrams.
"$2.98" -- adhesive label on front cover.
Cover art: color photo of "the 11th at Wailea Gold Course ... Hawaii ... PhotoGraphics-John R. Johnson."
Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Company Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34, Range 7 (Jan. 2011).
ISBN 0671534572
Gousha map4C 93.202-.216 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1994 - Road maps
Road maps: United States - Maps - 1994
1 atlas ([A1-A16], [1]-50, [1]-150 p.) : col. maps ; 40 cm.
Title from the first p. [1].
Cover title: Rand McNally motor carriers' road atlas: United States, Canada, Mexico.
Half-title page at front: Motor carriers' road atlas. Uniform titles: Motor carriers' road atlas -- Road atlas "$17.95" -- front cover.
Cover art: photo of truck driving on I-70 in Utah.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528611673
oversize RMcN atlas .M6 1994 (PrCt)
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34, Range 7 (May 2011).

ISBN 0671864734

Gousha atlas 1994 .P6 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1994 - Road maps


Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Simon and Schuster, inc. -- Paramount Communications -- O'Clair, Dennis -- Tony Stone Worldwide (Firm) -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

Cover title: Gousha new pocket road atlas : United States, Canada, Mexico "$2.50" -- front cover.

Cover art: color photo of road to Durango, Colorado by "Dennis O'Clair / Tony Stone Worldwide".

Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Company Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34, Range 7 (May 2010).

ISBN 0671864742

Gousha map6C 93.2 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1994 - Road maps


Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Simon and Schuster, inc. -- Paramount Communications -- O'Clair, Dennis -- Tony Stone Worldwide (Firm) -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

Cover title: Gousha interstate road atlas : United States, Canada, Mexico "H.M. Gousha, a division of Simon & Schuster, a Paramount Communications company." -- back cover.

"$2.50" -- front cover.

Cover art: a color photo of "the road to Durango, Colorado" by "Dennis O'Clair/Tony Stone Worldwide".

Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Company Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34, Range 7 (Jan. 2011).

ISBN 0671864734

Gousha atlas 1994 .P62 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1994 - Road maps


Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Simon and Schuster, inc. -- Paramount Communications -- O'Clair, Dennis -- Tony Stone Worldwide (Firm) -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)


Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Simon and Schuster, inc. -- Paramount Communications -- O'Clair, Dennis -- Tony Stone Worldwide (Firm) -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (160 p. : col. maps) ; 39 cm.

Cover title: Gousha new deluxe 1994 road atlas : United States, Canada, Mexico "$7.95" -- front cover.

Cover art: color photo of road to Durango, Colorado by "Dennis O'Clair, Tony Stone Worldwide".

Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Company Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34, Range 7 (May 2010).

ISBN 0671864742

Gousha map6C 93.2 (PrCt)
Road atlas with text "Fishing made easy" (p. i-viii).
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Cover art: collage of fishing drawings.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

**United States - Maps - 1994 - Road maps**

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Simon and Schuster, inc. -- Paramount Communications -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (160 p.) : col. maps ; 39 cm.
Cover title: Gousha new deluxe road atlas : United States, Canada, Mexico
Stock edition of the atlas; includes blank space at top of front cover (for overprinting with client name?).
"Copyright © 1994 by H.M. Gousha, a division of Simon & Schuster Inc."-- title page
"H.M. Gousha, Simon & Schuster, Inc., a Paramount Communications Company" -- back cover.
Cover art: a color photograph of a mountain road.
Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Company Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34, Range 7 (Jan. 2011).

**United States - Maps - 1994 - Road maps**

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Simon and Schuster, inc. -- Paramount Communications -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (160 p.) : col. maps ; 39 cm.
Cover title: Gousha new deluxe road atlas : United States, Canada, Mexico
Stock edition of the atlas; includes blank space at top of front cover (for overprinting with client name?).
"Copyright © 1994 by H.M. Gousha, a division of Simon & Schuster Inc."-- title page
"H.M. Gousha, Simon & Schuster, Inc., a Paramount Communications Company" -- back cover.
Cover art: a color photograph of a mountain road.
Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Company Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34, Range 7 (Jan. 2011).

**United States - Maps - 1994 - Road maps**

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Simon and Schuster, inc. -- Paramount Communications -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (160 p.) : col. maps ; 39 cm.
Cover title: Gousha new deluxe road atlas : United States, Canada, Mexico
Stock edition of the atlas; includes blank space at top of front cover (for overprinting with client name?).
"Copyright © 1994 by H.M. Gousha, a division of Simon & Schuster Inc."-- title page
"H.M. Gousha, Simon & Schuster, Inc., a Paramount Communications Company" -- back cover.
Cover art: a color photograph of a mountain road.
Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Company Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34, Range 7 (Jan. 2011).
ISBN 0671864742

**United States - Maps - 1994 - Road maps**

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Simon and Schuster, inc. -- Paramount Communications -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (160 p.) : col. maps ; 39 cm.
Cover title: Gousha new deluxe road atlas : United States, Canada, Mexico
Stock edition of the atlas; includes blank space at top of front cover (for overprinting with client name?).
"Copyright © 1994 by H.M. Gousha, a division of Simon & Schuster Inc."-- title page
"H.M. Gousha, Simon & Schuster, Inc., a Paramount Communications Company" -- back cover.
Cover art: a color photograph of a mountain road.
Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Company Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34, Range 7 (Jan. 2011).
ISBN 0671864742

**United States - Maps - 1994 - Road maps**

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Simon and Schuster, inc. -- Paramount Communications -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (160 p.) : col. maps ; 39 cm.
Cover title: Gousha new deluxe road atlas : United States, Canada, Mexico
Stock edition of the atlas; includes blank space at top of front cover (for overprinting with client name?).
"Copyright © 1994 by H.M. Gousha, a division of Simon & Schuster Inc."-- title page
"H.M. Gousha, Simon & Schuster, Inc., a Paramount Communications Company" -- back cover.
Cover art: a color photograph of a mountain road.
Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Company Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34, Range 7 (Jan. 2011).
ISBN 0671864742

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
The Atlas of contemporary America: portrait of a United States
Politics and government

ISBN 0899339530

 telephone area code and exchange.

Users can print and export maps, search elevation lines and block numbers of streets.

ponds, rivers, parks, and railroads. Identifies street segments and over one million lakes, 

Contains street

recessed niche in foam insert, in box with lid (26 x 18 cm.)

Contains street-level maps of the United States. Provides access to more than twelve million street segments and over one million lakes, ponds, rivers, parks, and railroads. Identifies elevation lines and block numbers of streets. Users can print and export maps, search by name, block range, town, zip code, and telephone area code and exchange.

ISBN 0899339530

CD-ROM G1201.P2 S77 1994 (NLO)

United States - Maps - 1994 - Social conditions

United States - Maps - 1994 - Politics and government


Authors: Henwood, Doug -- Simon and Schuster, inc. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (127 p.) : 35 col. maps; 25 cm. [1st ed.?]

Includes bibliographical references.

Contents: Demographics -- Economy -- Society -- Government.

Scales differ.

'A Touchstone book.'

Form not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

79097

79096

United States - Maps - 1994 - Social conditions

United States - Maps - 1994 - Politics and government


Authors: Doyle, Rodger Pirnie -- Facts on File, Inc.

1 atlas (254 p.) : maps (some col.) ; 29 cm.

Includes bibliographical references (p. 234-238) and index.

Scale not given.

LC Card Number: 90675147
ISBN 0816025452 (alk. paper) ; 9780816025459 (alk. paper)

folio G1200 .D6 1994 (NLO)

79098

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
United States - Maps - 1995

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (160 p.) : col. ill., maps ; 38 cm.
'1995 edition.'
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

**Gousha map4C 95.1** (Newberry Library).
12 maps : col. ; folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Collective title supplied by cataloger.
Unitform title: CitiMap
"1995/96 edition" -- on most maps.
All maps copyrighted 1995, except Boston and Pittsburgh (both lack copyright dates).
"American Automobile Association" and "Canadian Automobile Association" -- map of Ottawa.
Panel art: color photos of city views.
Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Company Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34, Range 7 (May 2010).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**Gousha map4C 95.85** (Newberry Library).

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Imprint from added title page: Rand McNally road atlas contents: United States, Canada, Mexico.
Cover title: Rand McNally road atlas: United States, Canada, Mexico.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Black fabricoid binding.
"$12.95" -- back cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528814206
oversize R McN atlas .R6 1995 copy 6 (PrCt)

79112 United States - Maps - 1995 - Road maps
Canada - Maps - 1995 - Road maps
Mexico - Maps - 1995 - Road maps
Road maps
1 atlas ([1]-176 p.) : col. maps ; 39 cm.
Uniform titles: Road atlas -- Easy-to-read travel atlas.
Includes index.
Cover art: photo of Moraine Lake, Banff National Park, Alberta, Canada by Roy Ooms/Masterfile.
"$14.95" -- front cover.
Cardboard covers and spiral binding.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528814397
oversize R McN atlas .E3 1995 (PrCt)

79113 United States - Maps - 1995 - Road maps
Canada - Maps - 1995 - Road maps
Mexico - Maps - 1995 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company.
Road atlas and vacation guide -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
"$18.95" -- front cover.
Uniform title: Road atlas and vacation guide.
Includes index.
Cover art: photo of Makapuu Beach, Hawaii.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528814249
oversize R McN atlas .R62 1995 (PrCt)

79114 United States - Maps - 1995 - Road maps
Canada - Maps - 1995 - Road maps
Mexico - Maps - 1995 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas and travel guide -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([i]-viii, [1]-88 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Added title on p. [1]: Rand McNally road atlas.
Uniform titles: Road atlas and travel guide -- Road atlas.
Includes index.
Cover art: photo of Ampitheatre Mountain and Capital Building.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio R McN atlas . R63 1995 (PrCt)

79115 United States - Maps - 1995 - Road maps
Canada - Maps - 1995 - Road maps
Mexico - Maps - 1995 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company.
Road atlas and travel guide -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (176 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
"$7.95" -- front cover.
Uniform title: Road atlas and travel guide.
Includes index.
Spiral binding.
Cover art: photo of lighthouse in Pemaquid, Maine.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528814265
folio R McN atlas .R632 1995 (PrCt)

79116 United States - Maps - 1995 - Road maps
Canada - Maps - 1995 - Road maps
Mexico - Maps - 1995 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company.
Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (viii, [1]-88 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Added title page on p. [1]: Rand McNally road atlas.
Uniform titles: Road atlas.
"$4.95" -- front cover.
Includes index.
Cover art: photo of Yosemite National Park, California.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (528 p.) : maps ; 24 cm.
"$6.95" -- front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528814133
Gousha map6C 95.8 (PrCt)

79123 United States --Maps - 1996
Authors: Mattson, Mark T. -- Macmillan Library Reference USA -- Prentice-Hall, Inc -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (377 p.) : col. ill., 275 col. maps ; 32 cm.
"The family reference to the USA"--Cover.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 96010494
ISBN 0028646592 (alk. paper) ; 9780028646596 (alk. paper) ; 0028648897 (pbk.) ; 9780028648897 (pbk.)

Baskes folio G1200 .M4 1996 (NLO)

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 80 maps ; 39 x 281 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Simon and Schuster, inc -- Levenson, Alan -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (223 p. : col. maps) ; 39 cm.
"Third edition"
"1996 edition"

1 atlas ([A1-A16], [1]-50, [1]-150 p.) : col. maps ; 40 cm.
Title from the first p. [1].
Cover title: Rand McNally motor carriers' road atlas: United States, Canada, Mexico.
Half-title page at front: Motor carriers' road atlas.
Uniform titles: Motor carriers' road atlas -- Road atlas
Includes index.
"$19.95" -- front cover.
Cover art: photo of bright red truck.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528814761
oversize RMcN atlas .M6 1996 (PrCt)

1 atlas (50, 150 p.) : col. maps ; 40 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally motor carriers' road atlas: United States, Canada, Mexico.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Uniform titles: Motor carriers’ road atlas -- Road atlas
"1996 deluxe" -- front cover.
Includes index.
Cover art: photo of man climbing into truck cabin.
Spiral binding and laminated pages.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528814796
oversize RMcN atlas .M6 1996a (PrCt)

79128 United States - Maps - 1996 - Road maps
Canada - Maps - 1996 - Road maps
Mexico - Maps - 1996 - Road maps
Golf courses - United States - Directories - 1996 - Road maps
The Golfer’s road atlas & vacation guide.
Chicago : Rand McNally, 1996.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (xvi, [1]-96 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Imprint and added title page on p. [1]: Rand McNally road atlas.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes directory golf courses and country clubs.
Includes index.
Cover art: three golf-related photos.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .G62 1996 (PrCt)

79129 United States - Maps - 1996 - Road maps
Canada - Maps - 1996 - Road maps
Mexico - Maps - 1996 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Simon and Schuster, inc. -- Rosenquist, Bob -- Basin & Range Research (Firm) -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (96 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
"Twenty-ninth edition."
"1996 edition."
"A Simon & Schuster Company."
"U.S. $5.95 / Can. $7.95" -- front cover.
Cover art: color photo of Courthouse Butte in Sedona, Arizona by "Bob Rosenquist, Basin & Range Photography"
Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Company Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34, Range 7 (May 2010).
ISBN 067155316X
Gousha map6C 95.7 (PrCt)

79131 United States - Maps - 1996 - Road maps
Canada - Maps - 1996 - Road maps
Mexico - Maps - 1996 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Nature Conservation Society -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (xvi, [1]-80 p.) : col. maps ; 22 cm.
Added title page on p. [1]: Rand McNally map compartment road atlas.
Cover title: Rand McNally scenic byways road atlas: United States, Canada, Mexico.
"Nature Conservation Society" -- front cover.
Includes index.
Cover art: Brant Lake Village, New York.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .M3 1996a (PrCt)

79132 United States - Maps - 1996 - Road maps
Canada - Maps - 1996 - Road maps
Mexico - Maps - 1996 - Road maps
Road maps
Rand McNally map compartment road atlas.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rotary International -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (64 p.) : col. maps ; 22 cm.
Includes index.
Includes blue plastic slip-cover.
"Rotary International ... " on slip-cover.
Cover art on paper cover: photos of Pacific Grove, California, and Chicago.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .M3 1996 (PrCt)

Uniform title: Compact road atlas.
"$6.95" -- front cover.
Includes index.
Cover art: photo of New York City.
Printed on glossy paper stock.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528814893
folio RMcN atlas .C52 1996 copy 1 (PrCt)

Uniform title: Compact road atlas.
"$6.95" -- front cover.
Includes index.
Cover art: photo of New York City.
Printed on glossy paper stock.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528814893
folio RMcN atlas .C52 1996 copy 2 (PrCt)

1 atlas (1-[216] p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
"$9.95" -- front cover.
Uniform title: Business traveler's road atlas.
Includes index.
Spiral binding.
Cover art: photo of briefcase with many airline tags.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 052881480X
folio RMcN atlas .B8 1996 (PrCt)

Cover title.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Cover art: Pictorial map of U.S.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .R6 1996, c. 5 (PrCt)

Imprint from added title page: Rand McNally road atlas contents: United States, Canada, Mexico.
Cover title: Rand McNally road atlas: United States, Canada, Mexico.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Includes folding vinyl cover.
Cover art: photo of Big Sur, California by John Warden/Tony Stone Worldwide, LTD.
"$13.95" -- front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528814745
oversize RMcN atlas .R6 1996 copy 1 (PrCt)

Imprint from added title page: Rand McNally road atlas contents: United States, Canada, Mexico.
Cover title: Rand McNally road atlas: United States, Canada, Mexico.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Includes folding vinyl cover.
Cover art: photo of Big Sur, California by John Warden/Tony Stone Worldwide, LTD.
"$13.95" -- front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528814745
oversize RMcN atlas .R6 1996 copy 1 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Includes index.
Cover art: pictorial map of the U.S.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

79143 United States - Maps - 1996 - Road maps
Canada - Maps - 1996 - Road maps
Mexico - Maps - 1996 - Road maps
1 atlas ([i]-vii, [1]-88 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Added title on p. [1]: Rand McNally road atlas.
Uniform titles: Road atlas and travel guide -- Road atlas.
Includes index.
Cover art: photo of McDonald Lake, Montana.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

79146 United States - Maps - 1996 - Road maps
Mexico - Maps - 1996 - Road maps
Canada - Maps - 1996 - Road maps
Road maps
1 atlas (186 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
"$7.95" -- front cover.
Uniform title: Road atlas and travel guide -- Road atlas.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

79144 United States - Maps - 1996 - Road maps
Canada - Maps - 1996 - Road maps
Mexico - Maps - 1996 - Road maps
1 atlas (184 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
"$7.95" -- front cover.
Uniform title: Road atlas and travel guide.
Includes index.
Spiral binding.
Cover art: photo of Mt. Shuksan, Washington.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528814850

79147 United States - Maps - 1996 - Road maps
Canada - Maps - 1996 - Road maps
Mexico - Maps - 1996 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (96 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
"Twenty-ninth edition" and "1996 edition" -- title page
"A Simon and Schuster Company" -- title page
Cover art: a color photograph of the "Courthouse Butte ... Arizona, copyright notice: Bob Rosenquist, Basin & Range Photography." -- title page

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
"U.S. $5.95/Can $7.95" -- front cover
Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Company
Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34, Range 7 (Jan. 2011).
ISBN 0671553585
folio Gousha atlas 1996 .G6 (PrCt)

79148
United States - Maps - 1996 - Road
Map, United States, Centennial Olympic Games :
Atlanta 1996 . Comfort, Tex. H.M. Gousha
Authors: Atlanta Committee for the Olympic Games -- Olympic Games (26th : 1996 ; Atlanta, Ga.) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 45 x 67 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.
"1996 edition."
Panel art: male discus thrower.
Added title: United States interstate road map
"TM, © 1992, ACOG"
Plate no. ZM-5-1046S
 Insets (12 x 14 cm. and smaller): Alaska -- Aleutian Islands -- Hawaiian Islands -- Oahu.
Verso includes 8 summary "climate maps" (each
6 x 9 cm.)
Panel art: male discus thrower.
Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Company
Collection (Newberry Library).
Also issued as one of five items in folded plastic
case with cover title: The Official commemorative
map collection : Atlanta 1996; see Gousha
map4C 95.83 [copies 1 and 2]
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34, Range 7 (May 2010).
ISBN 0671558102
Gousha map4C 95.80 (PrCt)

79150
United States - Maps - 1996 - Zip
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (431 p.) : maps ; 24 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(PrCt)
maps>>>Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (viii, [1]-88 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Added title page on p. [1]: Rand McNally road atlas.
Uniform title: Road atlas.$5.95" -- front cover.
Includes index.
Cover art: photo of Yosemite National Park, California.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528815601
folio RMcN atlas .R64 1997 (PrCt)

1 atlas (xvi, [1]-96 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Uniform titles: Business traveler's road atlas -- Road atlas.
Includes index.
Cover art: photo of Seattle skyline, two men, and a Cessna.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .B8 1997 copy 2 (PrCt)

1 atlas (64 p.) : col. maps ; 16 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally pocket road atlas : United States, Canada, Mexico
Uniform titles: Road atlas -- Pocket road atlas "$2.95" -- front cover.
Includes index.
Cover art: photo of Arches National Park, Utah.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528815628
RMcN atlas .P631 1997 (PrCt)

79166 United States - Maps - 1997 - Road maps>>>North America - Maps - 1997 - Road maps>>>Road maps
Authors: C.S. Hammond & Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 49 maps ; 310 x 240 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 49 maps ; 21 cm.
Cover art: photo of Seattle, Washington.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .C512 1998 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (80 p.) : col. maps ; 21 cm.
Includes index.
Cover art: photo of El Capitan, Yosemite National Park, California.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .E96 1998 (PrCt)

1 atlas ([1-16], A1-A50, 150 p.) : col. maps ; 40 cm.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)
Cover title: Rand McNally motor carriers' road atlas: United States, Canada, Mexico.
Uniform titles: Motor carriers' road atlas -- Road atlas
Includes index.
"$19.95" -- front cover.
Cover art: photo of truck driving on highway.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 052883911X
oversize RMcN atlas .M6 1998 (PrCt)

79170 United States - Maps - 1998 - Road maps
Canada - Maps - 1998 - Road maps
Mexico - Maps - 1998 - Road maps
Road maps
1 atlas (1-[208] p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
"$9.95" -- front cover.
Uniform title: Business traveler's road atlas.
Includes index.
Spiral binding.
Cover art: photo of Chicago's Loop.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528839098
folio RMcN atlas .B8 1998 (PrCt)

79171 United States - Maps - 1998 - Road maps
Canada - Maps - 1998 - Road maps
Mexico - Maps - 1998 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
Imprint from added title page: Rand McNally road atlas: United States, Canada, Mexico.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Cover art: photo of road along shoreline.
"US $9.95, CAN $13.95" -- front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528815903
oversize RMcN atlas .R6 1998 (PrCt)

79172 United States - Maps - 1998 - Road maps
Canada - Maps - 1998 - Road maps
Mexico - Maps - 1998 - Road maps
1 atlas ([i]-viii, [1]-88 p.) : col. maps ; 39 cm.
Imprint from added title page: Rand McNally easy-to-read road atlas: United States, Canada, Mexico.
Uniform titles: Road atlas -- Easy-to-read travel atlas.
Includes index.
Cover art: photo of Blacktail Ponds by Kathy Clay.
"$9.95" -- front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528839071
oversize RMcN atlas .E3 1998 (PrCt)

79173 United States - Maps - 1998 - Road maps
Canada - Maps - 1998 - Road maps
Mexico - Maps - 1998 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas and vacation guide -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (224 p.) : col. maps ; 40 cm.
"All new edition. $19.95" -- front cover.
Uniform title: Road atlas and vacation guide.
Includes index.
Cover art: various travel related photos.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528815784
oversize RMcN atlas .R62 1998 (PrCt)
Includes index.
Spiral binding.
Cover art: photo of Peabody River, New Hampshire.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528839152
folio RMcN atlas .R632 1998 (PrCt)

79175
United States - Maps - 1998 - Road maps
 Mex - Maps - 1998 - Road maps
Mexico - Maps - 1998 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company.
Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (viii, [1]-88 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Added title page on p. [1]: Rand McNally road atlas.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
"$5.95" -- front cover.
Includes index.
Cover art: photo of Peabody River, New Hampshire.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528839292
folio RMcN atlas .R64 1998 (PrCt)

79176
United States - Maps - 1998 - Road maps
Can - Maps - 1998 - Road maps
Mexico - Maps - 1998 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company.
Road atlas and trip planner -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([i]-viii, [1]-88 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Added title on p. [1]: Rand McNally road atlas.
Uniform titles: Road atlas and trip planner.
Includes index.
With imprint of Northwestern Mutual Life on front cover.
Cover art: photo of Peabody River. Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528839195
folio RMcN atlas .R63 1998 (PrCt)

79177
United States - Maps - 1999 - Road maps
Can - Maps - 1999 - Road maps
Mexico - Maps - 1999 - Road maps
Distances - United States - Maps - 1999
Distances - Canada - Maps -
1999
Distances - Mexico - Maps - 1999
Distances - North America - Maps - 1999
Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company.
Motor carriers' road atlas -- Rand McNally and Company.
Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([1]-16], A1-A50, 158 p.) : col. maps ; 40 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally motor carriers' road atlas: United States, Canada, Mexico.
Uniform titles: Motor carriers' road atlas -- Road atlas.
Includes index.
"$19.95" -- front cover.
Cover art: photo of Kenworth truck driving on highway.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528841025
oversize RMcN atlas .M6 1999 (PrCt)

79178
United States - Maps - 1999 - Road maps
Can - Maps - 1999 - Road maps
Mexico - Maps - 1999 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company.
Business traveler's road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (1-[208] p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
"$9.95" -- front cover.
Uniform title: Business traveler's road atlas.
Includes index.
Spiral binding.
Cover art: photo of New York City skyline.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 052884038X
folio RMcN atlas .B8 1999 copy 1 (PrCt)

79179
United States - Maps - 1999 - Road maps
Can - Maps - 1999 - Road maps
Mexico - Maps - 1999 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company.
Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (64 p.) : col. maps ; 21 cm.
Includes index.
Cover art: photo of Vermont countryside.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .M3 1999 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

79180 United States - Maps - 1999 - Road maps
Canada - Maps - 1999 - Road maps
Mexico - Maps - 1999 - Road maps
Road maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- French, Peter -- Bruce Coleman, Inc. -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
"75th anniversary edition, 1924-1999" -- front cover.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Cover art: photo of Cascade Mt. Highway.
Printed notice pasted on title page: ...
Instructions ... on how to jump start a battery are incorrect ...
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528840215

79181 United States - Maps - 1999 - Road maps
Canada - Maps - 1999 - Road maps
Mexico - Maps - 1999 - Road maps
Road maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([1]-144 p.) : col. maps ; 39 cm.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Cardboard covers and spiral binding.
Cover art: photo of Chief Mountain Park, Montana by Peter French/ Bruce Coleman, Inc. "$10.95" -- back cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528840096

79182 United States - Maps - 1999 - Road maps
Canada - Maps - 1999 - Road maps
Mexico - Maps - 1999 - Road maps
Road maps

1 atlas ([i]-viii, [1]-88 p.) : col. maps ; 39 cm.
Uniform titles: Road atlas -- Easy-to-read travel atlas.
Includes index.
Printed notice pasted on title page: ...

79183 United States - Maps - 1999 - Road maps
Canada - Maps - 1999 - Road maps
Mexico - Maps - 1999 - Road maps
Road maps

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 052884024X

79184 United States - Maps - 1999 - Road maps
Canada - Maps - 1999 - Road maps
Mexico - Maps - 1999 - Road maps
Road maps

1 atlas (232 p.) : col. maps ; 40 cm.
"$19.95" -- front cover.
Uniform title: Road atlas and vacation guide.
Includes index.
Cover art: photo of Waikiki Beach, Hawaii.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528840509

79185 United States - Maps - 1999 - Road maps
Canada - Maps - 1999 - Road maps
Mexico - Maps - 1999 - Road maps
Road maps

1 atlas ([i]-vii, [1]-88 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Added title on p. [1]: Rand McNally road atlas. Uniform titles: Road atlas and travel guide -- Road atlas.
Includes index.
Cover art: photo of Cascade Mt. Highway.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .R63 1999 (PrCt)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas and travel guide -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (176 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
"$7.95" -- front cover.
Uniform title: Road atlas and travel guide.
Includes index.
Spiral binding.
Cover art: photo of Hoh River Road, Washington.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528840363
folio RMcN atlas .R632 1999 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1999 - Road maps
Road maps
Rand McNally road atlas & safety guide.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (viii, [1]-88 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Added title page on p. [1]: Rand McNally road atlas.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Cover art: photo of child wearing helmet riding bicycle.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .S2 1999 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 1999 - Road maps
Road maps
1 atlas (xvi, [1]-96 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Added title page on p. [1]: Rand McNally road atlas.
Uniform titles: Business traveler's road atlas -- Road atlas.
Includes index.
Cover art: photo of Chicago skyline.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .B8 1999 copy 2 (PrCt)
79191 United States - Maps - 2000 - Ecclesiastical geography
Ecclesiastical geography - United States - Maps - 2000
United States - Church history
Church history - United States - Maps - 2000
Authors: Carroll, Bret E., 1961-- -- Routledge (Firm)
1 atlas (144 p.) : ill. (some col.), col. maps ; 26 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (136-137) and index.
Scales differ.
Series: Routledge atlases of American history.
ISBN 0415921317 (hardcover : alk. paper) ; 0415921376 (pbk. : alk. paper)
G1201.E4 C3 2000 (NLO)

79192 United States - Maps - 2000 - Ethnology
Ethnology - United States - Maps - 2000
United States - Census, 22nd, 2000 - Maps
1 atlas (v, 107 p.) : col. maps ; 22 x 28 cm.
Cover title.
Scales differ.
Series: CENSUS ; 01-1
Shipping list no.: 2001-0311-P.
Also available via Internet from the U.S. Census website (May 2006):
http://purl.access.gpo.gov/GPO/LPS15452
LC Card Number: 2001627475
ISBN 0160618002
folio G1201.E1 B74 2001b (NLO)

79193 United States - Maps - 2000 - Ethnology
Ethnology - United States - Maps - 2000
United States - Census, 22nd, 2000 - Maps
1st ESRI Press ed.
Originally published by the U.S. Census Bureau.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 103).
Scales differ.
ISBN 1589480147

79194 United States - Maps - 2000 - Postal service
Postal service - United States - Maps - 2000
Zip codes - Maps - 2000
United States Postal Service - Maps - 2000
U.S. Postal Service SEE United States Postal Service
Authors: United States Postal Service -- National Information Data Center (U.S.) -- Logility Transportation (Des Plaines, Ill.) -- U.S. Postal Service SEE United States Postal Service
1 sheet of maps ; 53 x 72 cm.
Scales vary.
Includes maps of the 50 states, the District of Columbia, Los Angeles, New York City, and Puerto Rico identifying the service areas represented by the first three digits of the zip code.
Printed on both sides.
map2F G3701 .P8 2000 .U5 (PrCt)

79195 United States - Maps - 2000 - Road maps
Canada - Maps - 2000 - Road maps
Mexico - Maps - 2000 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- State Farm Insurance Companies -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([1]-152 p.) : col. maps ; 39 cm.
Cover title: State Farm road atlas millennium edition: United States, Canada, Mexico.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Cover art: various photos against American flag background.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .R6 2000a (PrCt)

79196 United States - Maps - 2001 - Airports
Airports - United States - Maps - 2001
Authors: Case, Nat -- Marietta, Don -- Hedberg Maps, Inc.
1 map : col., laminated ; 25 x 53 cm., folded to 26 x 11 cm.
United States - Maps - 2001 - Ecclesiastical geography

The Road atlas : large scale United States.

United States cities.

Rand McNally the city atlas : pocket size : United States cities.

Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).


Rand McNally & Company.

Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
United States - Maps - 2004 - Road maps


ISBN 052884511X

RMcN atlas .R6 2004 copy 1 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col., plastic ; 103 x 172 cm.
Scale ca. 1:2,787,840, or "one inch represents about 44 miles;" Albers equal area proj.; (W 125°--W 65°/N 50°--N 25°).
Title at top of map: United States.
Relief shown by shading, gradient tints, and spot heights; depths shown by gradient tints.
"Markable surface."
Includes cross section of the United States showing the elevation profile between N 36° and N 39°.
"Reorder #12169 LC N 39°."
Untrimmed copy with color registration marks around border of sheet.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
artifacts cage RMcN maproll 8 : 3. 3, no. 2 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([A1]-A46, 278 p.) : col. maps ; 40 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally motor carriers' road atlas, '05: United States.
"32% larger maps."
"No glare pages."
Includes index.
Cover art: photo of truck.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528900633
oversize RMcN atlas .M6 2005a (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([A1]-A50, 158 p.) : col. maps ; 40 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally motor carriers' road atlas '05: United States, Canada & Mexico.
Uniform titles: Motor carriers' road atlas -- Road atlas
Includes index.
Cover art: photo of truck.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528900609
oversize RMcN atlas .M6 2005 (PrCt)

1 atlas ([A1]-A46, 278 p.) : col. maps ; 40 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally motor carriers' road atlas, '05: United States.
Uniform titles: Motor carriers' road atlas -- Road atlas
"32% larger maps."
"No glare pages."
Includes index.
Cover art: photo of truck.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528900633
oversize RMcN atlas .M6 2005a (PrCt)
1 atlas ([i]-vi, 138 p.) : col. maps ; 39 cm.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Cover art: photo of beach by Ryan McVay/Getty/Photodisc.
"Special price $6.99" -- front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528845564
oversize RMcN atlas .R6 2005 copy 3 (PrCt)

1 atlas ([i]-vi, 138 p.) : col. maps ; 39 cm.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Cover art: photo of beach by Ryan McVay/Getty/Photodisc.
"Special price $6.99" -- front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528845578
oversize RMcN atlas .R6 2005 copy 6 (PrCt)

1 atlas ([i]-vi, 138 p.) : col. maps ; 39 cm.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Cover art: photo of woman and man on cliff by CJRW/Bernie Jungkind.
"Wal-mart price $4.97" -- front cover.
Includes "Wal-mart & Sam's Club store directory."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528845586
oversize RMcN atlas .R6 2005 copy 5 (PrCt)

1 atlas ([i]-xiv, 90 p.) : col. maps ; 39 cm.
Uniform titles: Road atlas -- Easy-to-read travel atlas.
Includes index.
Cover art: photo of Paria River Canyon, Utah by John Kelly/Image Bank.
"Wal-mart price $4.97" -- front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 052884556X
oversize RMcN atlas .E3 2005 (PrCt)
United States - Maps - 2005

79239 United States - Maps - 2005

United States - Maps - 2005 - Road maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (64 p.) : col. maps ; 21 cm.
Cover title: The Road atlas : map compartment : United States, Canada, Mexico
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Cover art: color photo of a forest road, "© John Warden / Stone"
"200-13088-4" -- back cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .R6 2005b (PrCt)

79240 United States - Maps - 2005

United States - Maps - 2005 - Wall maps

1 map : col. ; 74 x 120 cm. in plastic tube 6.5 x 6.5 x 82 cm.
Scale ca. 1:4,120,000.
'Remarkable surface.'
Relief shown by hypsometric tints; below map, 'Cross-section of the United States.'
Scale ca. 1:9,125,000 or 'one inch represents about 144 miles.'
On verso, 'Rand McNally outline map of the United States' at same scale.
map2F G3700 2005 .R3 (PrCt)

79238 United States - Maps - 2005

United States - Maps - 2005 - Road maps

1 atlas (264 p.) : col. maps ; 39 cm.
Uniform titles: Road atlas -- Easy-to-read travel atlas.
Includes index.
Cover art: photo of Bandon, Oregon.
Paperback binding.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528845497
oversize RMcN atlas .E3 2005 copy 1 (PrCt)

79241 United States - Maps - 2006

United States - Maps - 2006 - Road maps

1 atlas ([A1]-A48, [1]-264 p.) : col. maps ; 39 cm.
Title and imprint on p. [1].
Includes: Sam's Club and Wal-Mart store directory.
Uniform titles: Road atlas -- Easy-to-read travel atlas.
Includes index.
Cover art: photo of Palouse region, Washington.
Spiral binding.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528845608
oversize RMcN atlas .E3 2005 copy 2 (PrCt)
79245 United States - Maps - 2006 - Road maps
maps<<>>Canada - Maps - 2006 - Road maps
maps<<>>Mexico - Maps - 2006 - Road maps
maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([i]-vi, 138 p.): col. maps ; 39 cm.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
"Special price $6.99" --front cover.
"$11.95" --back cover.
Cover art: photo of Vermillion Widerness, Arizona by Kerrick James.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528958046
oversize RMcN atlas .R6 2006 (PrCt)

79243 United States - Maps - 2006 - Road maps
maps<<>>Canada - Maps - 2006 - Road maps
maps<<>>Mexico - Maps - 2006 - Road maps
maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas
(Target)RA
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Missing Jan. 2006
ISBN 0528958011
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

79244 United States - Maps - 2006 - Road maps
maps<<>>Canada - Maps - 2006 - Road maps
maps<<>>Mexico - Maps - 2006 - Road maps
maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (256 p.): col. maps ; 39 cm.
"Wal Mart price $12.82" --front cover.
Cover art: photo of Multnomah Falls, Columbia River Gorge, Oregon, by Walter Bibikow.
Plastic spiral binding.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528957996
oversize RMcN atlas .R6 2006c (PrCt)
United States - Maps - 2006 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Wal-Mart (Firm) -- Sam's Club -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (various paginations) : col. maps ; 39 cm.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Cover art: color photo of Vermilion Wilderness, Arizona, © Kerrick James / Getty Images.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528957988
oversize RMcN atlas .R6 2006e (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 2006 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (various paginations) : col. maps ; 39 cm.
Cover title: The Road atlas & complete state-by-state travel guide.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Spiral binding; stiff cardboard covers.
"$24.95" -- back cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528957988
oversize RMcN atlas .R6 2006h (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 2006 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Target Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (various paginations) : col. maps ; 39 cm.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Cover art: photo of Vermilion Wilderness, Arizona.
"Target price $ 4.99" -- front cover.
"$11.95" -- back cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528957880
oversize RMcN atlas .R6 2006f (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 2006 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Wal-Mart (Firm) -- Sam's Club -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (various paginations) : col. maps ; 39 cm.
Cover title.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
"Includes Wal-Mart & Sam's Club store directory." -- front cover.
Includes index.
Cover art: color photo of beach in Miami, Florida, © James Randklev / Getty Images.
"Wal-Mart price $4.97" -- front cover.
"$11.95" -- back cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528957880
oversize RMcN atlas .R6 2006g (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 2006 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (various paginations) : col. maps ; 39 cm.
Cover title.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Includes index.
Cover art: photo of beach in Miami, Florida, © James Randklev / Getty Images.
"$11.95" -- back cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528957988
oversize RMcN atlas .R6 2006i (PrCt)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (various paginations) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
"Includes protective [plastic] cover" -- front cover
Cover art: photo of Vermilion Wilderness, Arizona, © Kerrick James / Getty Images.
"$15.95" -- back cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528957945
RMcN atlas .R6 2006 R copy 2 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 2006 - Road
maps<<<Canada - Maps - 2006 - Road
maps<<<Mexico - Maps - 2006 - Road
maps<<<Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (xxii, 90 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Cover art: photo of Niagra Falls, New York, ©Dallas and John Heaton / Corbis.
"$7.95" -- back cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528957945
RMcN atlas .R6 2006k (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 2006 - Road
maps<<<Canada - Maps - 2006 - Road
maps<<<Mexico - Maps - 2006 - Road
maps<<<Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (192 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title: The Road atlas '06 : deluxe midsize
Uniform title: Road atlas.
"$9.95" -- back cover.
Metal spiral binding.
Cover art: photo of Yosemite National Park, California, © Getty Images
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528957953
RMcN atlas .R6 2006 L copy 1 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 2006 - Road
maps<<<Canada - Maps - 2006 - Road
maps<<<Mexico - Maps - 2006 - Road
maps<<<Road maps
The Road atlas '06 : pocket size. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Company, c2006.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (64 p.) : col. maps ; 16 cm.
Uniform titles: Road atlas -- Pocket road atlas
"$3.95" -- back cover.
Includes index.
Cover art: color photo of Wisconsin Dells, © Glen Allison / Getty Images.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528957961
RMcN atlas .P631 2006 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 2006 - Road
maps<<<Canada - Maps - 2006 - Road
maps<<<Mexico - Maps - 2006 - Road
maps<<<Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (viii, [1]-88 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title: The Road atlas & safety guide : U.S., Canada, Mexico
Uniform titles: Business traveler's road atlas -- Road atlas.
Cover art: color photo of highway safety cones, © Getty / Stone / Laurence Dutton
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 200120566
folio RMcN atlas .B8 2006 (PrCt)
United States - Maps - 2006 - Road maps

1 atlas (various paginations) : col. maps ; 39 cm. "$13.88" and "$34.85" -- front cover.
Includes Sam's Club and Wal-Mart store directories.
Plastic spiral binding.
Uniform titles: Road atlas -- Road atlas : large scale.
Issued with: The Road atlas'06 : map compartment (68 p. : col. maps ; 21 cm.)
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528958038

United States - Maps - 2007 - Cartograms


Authors: Beck, Brian Kevin -- Wonderside Productions
1 map ; 20 x 26 cm.
Shows the continental U.S., divided into counties, distorted into the shape of France.
Notes include: Projection - Defensive, Pedomorphic-precursor, Coniferous; Map skail - 1:'larger'; Geofizzikel features - Post-'Global contortionalizing.'

United States - Maps - 2007 - Juvenile literature

Cartoon Maps - United States - 2007 - Cartoons and cartoons - Maps - Specimens

Authors: Martony, E. Andrew (Elod Andrew) -- Olson, Ed -- Schoolside Press
1 map : col. ; 54 x 94 cm.
Wall map to accompany Martonyi's The Little man in the map : with clues to remember all 50 states (2007) [folio E161.3 .M33 2007].
Printer's proof?


1 atlas ([A1]-A50, 158 p.) : col. maps ; 40 cm.
Uniform titles: Motor carriers' road atlas -- Road atlas "79.95" -- back cover

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Metal spiral binding; laminated pages.
Cover art: color photo of a semitruck provided by "International Truck and Engine Corporation"
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 9780528900761
oversize RMcN atlas .M6 2007 (PrCr)

79273

United States - Maps - 2007 - Road maps
Canada - Maps - 2007 - Road maps
Mexico - Maps - 2007 - Road maps
Distances - United States - Maps - 2007 - Road maps
1 atlas ([A1]-A46, 278 p.) : col. maps ; 40 cm.
Uniform titles: Motor carriers' road atlas -- Road atlas "32% larger maps."
Metal binding and "no glare pages."
$125.00" -- back cover
Cover art: color photo of a semitruck provided by "International Truck and Engine Corporation"
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 9780528900754
oversize RMcN atlas .R5 2007 (PrCr)

79274

United States - Maps 2007 - Road maps
Canada - Maps - 2007 - Road maps
Mexico - Maps - 2007 - Road maps
Authors: Harley-Davidson Motor Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (R[1]-R52, [1]-284 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title: Ride atlas of North America: U.S., Canada, Mexico
Most maps include summary of state motorcycle laws, key to "featured rides", and directory of Harley-Davidson dealerships.
Cover art: grey scale photo of a motorcycle "US $34.95, CAN $39.95" -- back cover
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528939556

 folio RMcN atlas .R3 2007 (PrCr)

79275

United States - Maps - 2007 - Road maps
Canada - Maps - 2007 - Road maps
Mexico - Maps - 2007 - Road maps
Authors: NASCAR (Association) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (384 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title: The Ultimate Nascar road trip guide : the road tripper's guide to all 31 NASCAR-sanctioned tracks
Series statement (on spine): NASCAR library collection
Includes aerial photographs and maps of NASCAR tracks, state maps indicating distances to named tracks with radiating circles, and tourist information.
Map inside front cover (21 x 28 cm.):
NASCAR-sanctioned tracks in North America
Cover art: Color photo of a NASCAR race "$14.95" -- back cover
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 9780528938306

 folio RMcN atlas .N3 2007 (PrCr)
The Road atlas '07
maps <-> Road maps
maps <-> Mexico - Maps - 2007 - Road maps
maps <-> Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Wal-Mart (Firm) -- Sam's Club -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (various paginations) : col. maps ; 39 cm.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
"Includes Wal Mart & Sam's Club Canada / U.S. store directory" -- front cover
"$8.96" -- front cover.
Cover art: color photo of mountain scene with a caribou (?), "© Getty Images / Thomas Kitchin & Victoria Hurst."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0886403197
oversize RMcN atlas R6 2007a (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Wal-Mart (Firm) -- Sam's Club -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (various paginations) : col. maps ; 39 cm.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
"Includes Wal Mart & Sam's Club Canada / U.S. store directory" -- front cover
"$5.97" -- front cover.
"$13.95" -- back cover.
Cover art: color photo of Bass Lake, California, "© Jack Dykinga / Getty Images"
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528958240
oversize RMcN atlas R6 2007b (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (various paginations) : col. maps ; 40 cm.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
"Includes protective cover" -- front cover
"$16.95" -- back cover.
Cover art: color photo of Phalarope Lake, Oregon, "© Claire Hayden / Getty Images."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 9780528958298
oversize RMcN atlas R6 2007c (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (various paginations) : col. maps ; 39 cm.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
"$6.99" -- front cover.
"$13.95" -- back cover.
Cover art: color photo of Phalarope lake, Oregon, "© Claire Hayden / Getty Images."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 9780528958472
oversize RMcN atlas R6 2007d (PrCt)

1 atlas (various paginations) : col. maps ; 39 cm.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
"K Mart price $5.99" -- front cover
"$13.95" -- back cover.
Cover art: color photo of Phalarope Lake, Oregon, "© Claire Hayden / Getty Images."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 9780528958403
oversize RMcN atlas R6 2007e (PrCt)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Target Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company.
Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (various paginations) : col. maps ; 39 cm.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
"Target price $5.99" -- adhesive label on front cover.
"$13.95" -- back cover.
Cover art: color photo of Phalarope Lake, Oregon, "© Claire Hayden / Getty Images."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 9780528959839
oversize RMcN atlas .R6 2007i (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (xxi, 90 p.): col. maps ; 28 cm.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
"$7.95" -- back cover.
Cover art: color photo of the Great Smoky Mountains National Park, Tennessee "© Altrendo Nature / Getty Images"
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 9780528958304
RMcN atlas .R6 2007h (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (xvi, 80, xxxii p.): col. maps ; 28 cm.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
"A Sam's Club exclusive" -- front cover
"$14.62" -- front cover
Plastic spiral binding; includes adhesive label "Bonus! Guide to free places in the U.S.A."
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 9780528958427
oversize RMCN atlas .R6 2007g (PrCt)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalog Number</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Edition</th>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Shelving Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Includes aerial photographs and maps of NASCAR tracks, state maps indicating distances to named tracks with radiating circles, and tourist information.

Map inside front cover (21 x 28 cm.):
NASCAR-sanctioned tracks in North America Cover art: Color photo of a Shell Oil / Pennzoil race car and Shell Oil logo.

"$14.95" -- back cover Nascar library collection -- spine Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

ISBN 9780528941948

**folio RMcN atlas .N3 2008 (PrCt)**

79289 United States - Maps - 2008 - Road maps

79291 United States - Maps - 2008 - Road maps
maps<>Mexico - Maps - 2008 - Road maps<>Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Wal-Mart (Firm) -- Sam's Club -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (various paginations) : col. maps ; 40 cm.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
"Includes Wal Mart & Sam's Club store directory" -- front cover
"$5.97" -- front cover.
"$13.95" -- back cover.
Cover art: color photo of Point Vicente Lighthouse at San Pedro Harbor, California, © Joe Sohm / Visions of America / Getty Images.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528939815
oversize RMcN atlas .R6 2008b (PrCt)

79292 United States - Maps - 2008 - Road maps<>Canada - Maps - 2008 - Road maps<>Mexico - Maps - 2008 - Road maps<>Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (various paginations) : col. maps ; 40 cm.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
"$13.95" -- back cover
Cover art: color photo of the Mitten Buttes in Monument Valley Navajo Tribal Park, Utah, © Corbis / PunchStock.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528939610
oversize RMcN atlas .R6 2008c (PrCt)

79293 United States - Maps - 2008 - Road maps<>Canada - Maps - 2008 - Road maps<>Mexico - Maps - 2008 - Road maps<>Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (various paginations) : col. maps ; 39 cm.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
"Special price $6.99" -- front cover.
"$13.95" -- back cover
Cover art: color photo of the Mitten Buttes in Monument Valley Navajo Tribal Park, Utah, © Corbis / PunchStock.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

79294 United States - Maps - 2008 - Road maps<>Canada - Maps - 2008 - Road maps<>Mexico - Maps - 2008 - Road maps<>Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Wal-Mart (Firm) -- Sam's Club -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (various paginations) : col. maps ; 39 cm.
Cover title: The Road atlas and travel guide
Uniform title: Road atlas.
"Includes Sam's Club & Wal Mart store directory" -- front cover.
"Road atlas + lighted magnifier = $34.94 value, only $14.88 at Sam's Club" -- adhesive label on the front cover.
Issued with battery-operated magnifying glass (12 x 5 x 2 cm.); packaged and mounted on leaf inside back cover.
"... $14.88 ... cover price $34.94" -- front cover.
"$34.94" -- back cover.
Plastic spiral binding.
Cover art: color photo of Diamond Head lighthouse, Oahu, Hawaii, © James Randklev / Photographer's Choice / Getty Images.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528940465
oversize RMcN atlas .R6 2008e (PrCt)

79295 United States - Maps - 2008 - Road maps<>Canada - Maps - 2008 - Road maps<>Mexico - Maps - 2008 - Road maps<>Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (various paginations) : col. maps ; 39 cm.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
"$19.95" -- back cover.
Cover art: color photo of Gateway Arch, St. Louis, Missouri, © Travel Pix / Taxi / Getty Images.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 9780528939716
oversize RMcN atlas .R6 2008f (PrCt)

79296 United States - Maps - 2008 - Road maps<>Canada - Maps - 2008 - Road maps<>Mexico - Maps - 2008 - Road maps<>Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (various paginations) : col. maps ; 39 cm.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
"Includes Sam's Club & Wal Mart store directory" -- front cover.
"Road atlas + lighted magnifier = $34.94 value, only $14.88 at Sam's Club" -- adhesive label on the front cover.
Issued with battery-operated magnifying glass (12 x 5 x 2 cm.); packaged and mounted on leaf inside back cover.
"... $14.88 ... cover price $34.94" -- front cover.
"$34.94" -- back cover.
Plastic spiral binding.
Cover art: color photo of Diamond Head lighthouse, Oahu, Hawaii, © James Randklev / Photographer's Choice / Getty Images.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528940465
oversize RMcN atlas .R6 2008e (PrCt)
United States - Maps - 2008 - Road maps

United States - Maps - 2008 - Road maps

79298

United States - Maps - 2008 - Road maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (64 p.) : col. maps ; 16 cm.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
"$3.95" -- back cover
Includes index.
Cover art: color photo of Split Rock Lighthouse, Minnesota, © Joseph Sohm / Visions of America / Corbis
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528949215
oversize RMcN atlas .P631 2008 (PrCt)

79301

United States - Maps - 2009 - Road maps

United States - Maps - 2009 - Road maps

79300

United States - Maps - 2009 - Road maps

1 atlas ([A1]-A50, 158 p.) : col. maps ; 40 cm.
Uniform titles: Motor carriers’ road atlas -- Road atlas
"Printed in Peru" -- title page
"19.95" -- back cover
Cover art: color photo of a semitruck provided by "Western Star Truck Sales, Inc."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528942115

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

McNally and Company. Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (xxii, 90 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
"$7.95" -- back cover
Cover art: color photo of Pipe Organ Cactus, Arizona © Preston Shlebusch / Stone / Getty.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528939688
RMcN atlas .P69 2009h (PrCt)

79297

United States - Maps - 2008 - Road maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (192 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
"$9.95" -- back cover
Metal spiral binding.
Cover art: color photo of the Brooklyn Bridge, New York City © Silvia Otte / Photonica / Getty Images
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528939696
RMcN atlas .R6 2008g (PrCt)

79300

United States - Maps - 2009 - Road maps

United States - Maps - 2009 - Road maps

79300
United States - Maps - 2009 - Road maps
maps<>>>Canada - Maps - 2009 - Road maps
maps<>>>Mexico - Maps - 2009 - Road maps
maps<>>>Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (various paginations) : col. maps ; 40 cm.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
"$19.95" -- back cover.
Plastic spiral binding.
Cover art: color photo of Niagra Falls, New York, "© Don Emmert / AFP / Getty Images".
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528942107
oversize RMcN atlas .R6 2009b (PrCt)
79305
United States - Maps - 2009 - Road maps
maps<>>>Canada - Maps - 2009 - Road maps
maps<>>>Mexico - Maps - 2009 - Road maps
maps<>>>Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (various paginations) : col. maps ; 40 cm.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
"$19.95" -- back cover.
Plastic spiral binding.
Cover art: color photo of Niagra Falls, New York, "© Don Emmert / AFP / Getty Images".
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528942107
oversize RMcN atlas .R6 2009b (PrCt)
79305

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
United States - Maps - 2009 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (various paginations) : col. maps ; 40 cm.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
"$13.95" -- back cover.
Cover art: color photo of hot-air balloons in Snowmass, Colorado, "© David Carriere / Index Stock / Jupiter Images."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 9780528942198
79310 United States - Maps - 2009 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (192 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
"$9.95" -- back cover.
Metal spiral binding.
Cover art: color photo of the Statue of Liberty, New York City "© Photodisc / Punchstock."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528942077
RMcN atlas .R6 2009i (PrCt)

United States - Maps - 2009 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (xxii, 90 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
"$7.95" -- back cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528942069
RMcN atlas .R6 2009h (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

1 atlas (various paginations) : col. maps ; 40 cm.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
"Includes Wal Mart & Sam's Club store directory" -- front cover
"$5.97" -- front cover.
"$13.95" -- back cover.
Cover art: color photo of Mount Rushmore, South Dakota, "© Tomlinson/ Lonely Planet Images / Getty Images."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Duplicate copy: oversize RMcN atlas .R6 2009g
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 052894200X
oversize RMcN atlas .R6 2009i (PrCt)

1 atlas (various paginations) : col. maps ; 39 cm.
Cover title: The Road atlas & travel guide
"$29.90" -- back cover.
Cover art: color photo of ocean view in Key West, Florida, "© Mark Lewis / Photographer's Choice / Getty Images."
Plastic spiral binding.
1 map : col. ; 62 x 93 cm., folded to 22 cm. on Title panel includes color photo of the Statue of Liberty.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528942301
oversize RMcN atlas .R6 2009a (PrCt)

79316 United States - Maps - 2010 - Road maps<<>>Canada - Maps - 2010 - Road maps<<>>Mexico - Maps - 2010 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Home Depot (Firm) -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (various paginations) : col. maps ; 39 cm.
Cover title: The Road atlas : GPS & online travel partner
Uniform title: Road atlas.
"The Home Depot $5.97" -- front cover
"$13.95" -- back cover.
Cover art: color photo of father and two sons flying a kite on a beach, "© Ron Chapple / Corbis / Jupiter Images."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528877690
oversize RMcN atlas .R6 2010b (PrCt)

79317 United States - Maps - 2010 - Road maps<<>>Canada - Maps - 2010 - Road maps<<>>Mexico - Maps - 2010 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Target Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas
(Special Price)
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Missing Jan. 2006
ISBN 0528958046
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

79315 United States - Maps - 2010 - Road maps<<>>Canada - Maps - 2010 - Road maps<<>>Mexico - Maps - 2010 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Wal-Mart (Firm) -- Sam's Club -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (various paginations) : col. maps ; 40 cm.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
"Includes Wal Mart & Sam's Club store directory" -- front cover
"$9.97" -- front cover.
"$24.95" -- back cover.
Plastic spiral binding.
Cover art: color photo of Grand Teton National Park, Wyoming, "© Ron Niebrugge / Alamy."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528942638
oversize RMcN atlas .R6 2010a (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Library
1 atlas (various paginations) : col. maps ; 40 cm.
Cover title: The Road atlas : GPS & online travel partner
Uniform title: Road atlas.
"Target price $5.99" -- front cover.
"$13.95" -- back cover.
Cover art: color photo of father and two sons flying a kite on a beach, "© Ron Chapple / Corbis / Jupiter Images."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528942654

oversize RMcn atlas .R6 2010c (PrCt)

79318 United States - Maps - 2010 - Road maps<<>>Canada - Maps - 2010 - Road maps<<>>Mexico - Maps - 2010 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company, Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (various paginations) : col. maps ; 39 cm.
Cover title: The Road atlas : GPS & online travel partner
Uniform title: Road atlas.
"Special price $6.99" -- front cover.
"$13.95" -- back cover.
Cover art: color photo of father and two sons flying a kite on a beach, "© Ron Chapple / Corbis / Jupiter Images."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528852590

oversize RMcn atlas .R6 2010d (PrCt)

79319 United States - Maps - 2010 - Road maps<<>>Canada - Maps - 2010 - Road maps<<>>Mexico - Maps - 2010 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Wal-Mart (Firm) -- Sam’s Club -- Rand McNally and Company, Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (various paginations) : col. maps ; 40 cm.
Cover title: The Road atlas : GPS & online travel partner
Uniform title: Road atlas.
"Includes Wal Mart & Sam’s Club store directory" -- front cover.
"$5.97" -- front cover.
"$13.95" -- back cover.
Cover art: color photo of Inyo National Forest, California, "© Russ Bishop/ Alamy."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

79320 United States - Maps - 2010 - Road maps<<>>Canada - Maps - 2010 - Road maps<<>>Mexico - Maps - 2010 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company, Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (various paginations) : col. maps ; 40 cm.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
"$19.95" -- back cover.
Plastic spiral binding.
Cover art: color photo of man kayaking on a river in a mountain landscape, "© StockPile / Punchstock."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528942565

oversize RMcn atlas .R6 2010h (PrCt)

79321 United States - Maps - 2010 - Road maps<<>>Canada - Maps - 2010 - Road maps<<>>Mexico - Maps - 2010 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company, Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (xxii, 90 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
"$7.95"-- back cover.
Cover art: color photo of Lake Powell, Arizona and Utah "© Stock Connection / Getty Images."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528852590

RMcn atlas .R6 2010i (PrCt)

79322 United States - Maps - 2010 - Road maps<<>>Canada - Maps - 2010 - Road maps<<>>Mexico - Maps - 2010 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company, Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (192 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Uniform title: Road atlas.
"$9.95"-- back cover.
Metal spiral binding.
Cover art: color photo of San Francisco, California "© Jonson/ zefa / Corbis."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

ISBN 0528942611
oversize RMcn atlas .R6 2010f (PrCt)
79330 United States - Maps - Bibliography - 1784-1920

United States. National Archives - Map collections - Catalogs
Authors: Hargett, Janet L. -- United States.
National Archives and Records Administration
Reasonably full descriptions of 887 maps, many of them produced by federal agencies.
Series: National Archives. Special list no. 29 -- Special list (National Archives (U.S.)) ; no. 29.
LC Card Number: 78183183
Map Ref Z6027.U5 H37
Duplicate copy: Map Ref Z6027.U5 H37
Formerly lower case g

79331 United States - Maps - Bibliography - 1784-1920

United States. National Archives - Map collections - Catalogs
Authors: Hargett, Janet L. -- United States.
National Archives and Records Administration
Reasonably full descriptions of 887 maps, many of them produced by federal agencies.
Series: National Archives. Special list no. 29 -- Special list (National Archives (U.S.)) ; no. 29.
Formerly Z6027.U5 H37
Duplicate copy: Vert 2048 (PrCt)
LC Card Number: 78183183
Map Ref Z6027.U5 H37 (NLO)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

appearing in Claussen and Friis's Descriptive Catalog of Maps Published by Congress, 1817-1843. 

Map Ref Z1223.Z7 C26 1995 (NLO)

79334 United States - Maps - Bibliography - 1795-1895
United States - Map industry and trade
Map industry and trade - United States
Authors: Sheets, K. A.
160 p. : ill., maps ; 29 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [159]).
LC Card Number: 95126179
Map Ref folio Z6027.US S53 1994 (NLO)

79335 United States - Maps - Bibliography - 1800-1950
Indians of North America - Maps - Bibliography - 1800-1950
United States. National Archives - Map collections - Inventories
Indians of North America - Maps
Authors: Kelsay, Laura E. -- United States. National Archives and Records Administration -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
127 p. ; 27 cm.
Series: National Archives publication ; no. 55-1. Special lists, no. 13
Formerly Ayer 290 .U5na 1954
Duplicate copy: Vert 2052
Later edition (1977) issued under title: Cartographic records of the Bureau of Indian Affairs [Map Ref Z1209.2 U5 U53 1977].
LC Card Number: a 54009587
BHC 2507
Map Ref Z1209.2.U5 U53 1954 (NLO)

79336 United States - Maps - Bibliography - 1800-1950
Indians of North America - Maps - Bibliography - 1800-1950
United States. National Archives - Map collections - Inventories
Indians of North America - Maps
Cartographic records of the Bureau of Indian Affairs / compiled by Laura E. Kelsay. Washington, D.C. National Archives and Records
Authors: Kelsay, Laura E. -- United States. National Archives and Records Administration
vii, 187 p. ; 27 cm.
'Reprinted 1981.'
Collection-level descriptions of 977 map series, with many items singled out for individual description.
Duplicate copy: Case Z1209.2.U5 U53 1977
Series: Special list - National Archives and Records Service ; no. 13
Previous ed. (1954) issued by the body under title: List of cartographic records of the Bureau of Indian Affairs.
LC Card Number: 77009434
Map Ref Z1209.2.U5 U53 1977 (NLO)

79337 United States - Maps - Bibliography - 1882-1940 - Topographic maps
Geological Survey (U.S.) - Bibliography - Indexes - 1882-1940
Authors: Moffat, Riley Moore, 1947-
vx, 1 v. (various pagings) : ill., col. maps ; 21 x 28 cm.
USGS topo sheets keyed to state index maps.
Series: Occasional paper / Western Association of Map Libraries ; no. 10
Formerly folio GA405 .M64 1986
LC Card Number: 84021984
ISBN 0939112124 (pbk.)
Map Ref folio GA405 .M64 1986 (NLO)

79338 United States - Maps - Bibliography - Catalogs
Howes, Wright - Map collections - Bibliography - Catalogs
Newberry Library - Map collections - Bibliography - Catalogs
Maps from Wright Howes gift, Nov. 1976. [1976?].
Authors: Karrow, Robert W. -- Howes, Wright -- Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library)
20 leaves ; 28 cm.
Photocopy of typescript of checklist of 144 titles, chiefly separate maps.
Brief descriptions of maps of the continental U.S., individual states, U.S. regions, 1 atlas, and several travel guides.
Also lists 3 maps of Mexico (1846-1847) and 1 map of Chile (1852).
Some items cataloged as part of the Graff Collection ca. 1977; others apparently sold as duplicates of titles in the Graff collection (cataloged before 1977), the Ayer collection, and the General Collection.
Includes 2006 cataloging notes in pencil. Maps cataloged separately.

Vert 1779 (Pr Ct)

Categories - Library of Congress - Map collections - Bibliography - 
Categories - Newberry Library - Map collections - Bibliography - 
Categories - Landowners - Maps
Authors: Stephenson, Richard W., 1930 - -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division
xxv, 86 p. : ill., maps ; 26 cm.
Serves as index to microfiche map series held by the Newberry Library (and marked to identify 174 of 1447 maps not reproduced on microfiche): Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Formerly Z6027.U5 U54
Duplicate copies: Local History Ref Z6027.U5 U54 -- lower case g 10.916 -- Vert 2039
LC Card Number: 67060091
BHC 2494
Map Ref Z6027.U5 U54 (NLO)

National Archives - Map collections - Inventories
Authors: Kelsay, Laura E. -- United States. National Archives and Records Administration -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
v, 202 p. ; 26 cm.
Series: National Archives publication ; no. 64-9 -- Special list (United States. National Archives and Records Service) ; no. 19.
Formerly Ayer 290 .U5na 1964
LC Card Number: a 64007123
Map Ref CD3035.G4 A5 1964 (NLO)

Authors: Hébert, John R., -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division
v, 118 p. : ill. ; 23 x 29 cm.
Includes bibliographical references.
LC Card Number: 73018312
ISBN 0844401145
lower case g 1081 .916 (NLO)

Authors: Hébert, John R., -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division
v, 118 p. : ill. ; 23 x 29 cm.
Includes bibliographical references.
LC Card Number: 73018312
ISBN 0844401145
lower case g 1081 .916 (NLO)

79343 United States - Maps - Collections - 1600-1783 - United States - Historical geography - Maps - 1600-1783
A Book of old maps delineating American history from the earliest days down to the close of the Revolutionary War. Cambridge : Harvard University Press, 1926.

Authors: Fite, Emerson David, 1874-1953 -- Freeman, Archibald, 1866- -- Harvard University. Press -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
299 p. : 74 maps ; 420 x 292 mm.
[1st ed.]
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
References: NMM 550; LC 108; Fiat 83

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

79344 United States - Maps - Collections, 1600-1783
A Book of old maps delineating American history from the earliest days down to the close of the Revolutionary War / compiled and edited by Emerson D. Fite & Archibald Freeman. New York : Dover Publ., c1969.

Authors: Fite, Emerson David, 1874-1953 -- Freeman, Archibald, 1866- -- Dover Publications, Inc. -- Campbell, Eila M. J. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

xv, 299 p. : 74 maps, 35 cm.
Includes bibliographical references and index.

Condition: Fine.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
References: LC 108
LC Card Number: 72097866
ISBN 0486220842

Map Ref folio GA405 .F5 1969 (NLO)

79347 United States - Maps - Collections, 1600-1783
A Book of old maps delineating American history from the earliest days down to the close of the Revolutionary War / compiled and edited by Emerson D. Fite & Archibald Freeman. New York : Harvard University Press, 1926.

Authors: Fite, Emerson David, 1874-1953 -- Freeman, Archibald, 1866- -- Harvard University. Press -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library)

299 p. : 74 maps ; 420 x 292 mm.
[1st ed.]
Includes bibliographical references and index.

Condition: Fine.
Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection.
References: NMM 550; LC 108; Fiat 83

AMcN III PC 970 (PrCt)

79348 United States - Maps - Collections, 1765 - Fortification
A Book of old maps delineating American history from the earliest days down to the close of the Revolutionary War / compiled and edited by Emerson D. Fite & Archibald Freeman. New York : Arno, 1970.

Authors: Fite, Emerson David, 1874-1953 -- Freeman, Archibald, 1866- -- Arno Press -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

v., 75 maps
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Includes Vinland Map.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
References: LC 108; HT 115

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

79346 United States - Maps - Collections, 1600-1783
A Book of old maps delineating American history from the earliest days down to the close of the Revolutionary War / compiled and edited by Emerson D. Fite & Archibald Freeman. New York : Dover Publ., c1969.

Authors: Fite, Emerson David, 1874-1953 -- Freeman, Archibald, 1866- -- Harvard University. Press -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
299 p. : 74 maps ; 420 x 292 mm.
[1st ed.]
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
References: LC 108; HT 115

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

23656.
ICN 45-739.
LC Card Number: 74175031
VAULT Ayer 135 .R68 1765 (NLO)

The American military pocket atlas : being an approved collection of correct maps, both general and particular; of the British colonies; especially those which now are, or probably may be the theatre of war; taken principally from the actual surveys and judicious observations of engineers De Brahm and Römans; Cook, Jackson, and Collet / Maj. Holland, and other officers, employed in His Majesty's fleets and armies.
Known as the 'Holster atlas' because British Officers carried it in their holsters.
"List of maps: 1 North America -- 2 The West Indies -- 3 The Northern Colonies -- 4 The Middle Colonies -- 5 The Southern Colonies -- 6 Lake Champlain."
Bookplate: " ... M. Duval, avocat."
Bookseller's label inside front cover: "Ch. Chadenat ... Paris."
Maps also cataloged separately.
Duplicate copy: VAULT Ruggles 9.
Third copy in the Roger Baskes Collection.
Fourth copy available on Library of Congress website as a raster image (accessed September 2011): http://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g3300m.gar00005
References: LC Maps of North America, 1750-1789, 143, 714, 1073, 1396, 1697; Phillips 1206 and 1343; Sabin 1147; Streeter Americana.

79350 United States - Maps - Collections, 1776<<>><>United States - History - Revolution, 1775-1783 - Maps
The American military pocket atlas : being an approved collection of correct maps, both general and particular, of the British colonies, especially those which now are, or probably may be, the theatre of war. London : R. Sayer and J. Bennett, [1776], Authors: Robert Sayer and John Bennett (Firm) -- Dunn, Samuel, -1794 -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Holland, Samuel, 1728-1801 -- Great Britain. Admiralty -- Great Britain. Board of Trade -- Cook, James, 1728-1779 -- Carver, Jonathan, 1710-1780 -- Pownall, Thomas, 1722-1805 -- Romans, Bernard, ca. 1720-ca. 1784 -- De Brahm, John Gerar William, 1717-approximately 1799 -- Collet, John -- Mouzon, Henry -- Brasier, William -- Amherst, Jeffery Amherst, Baron, 1717-1797 -- Jackson, Capt., fl. 1756 -- Holster atlas -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 atlas (viii : 6 hand col. maps) ; 23 cm.
Known as the 'Holster atlas' because British Officers carried it in their holsters.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Another duplicate copy in the Roger Baskes Collection.
Phillips 1206 and 1343.
Sabin 1147.
Streeter Americana. I, 73.
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 1416.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

Authors: Emlen, Robert P. -- University Press of New England

1 atlas (ix, 198 p.) : ill. (some col.), 100 maps ; 29 cm.

Includes index.


LC Card Number: 86040393
ISBN 0874513979 ; 0874514207 (pbk.)

folio G1201.E423 E7 1987 (NLO)

79352 United States - Maps - Collections, 1800-2009
- Landowners - Electronic information resources

United States - Atlases - Collections, 1800-2009 - Landowners - Electronic information resources

United States - County maps - Collections, 1800-2009 - Electronic information resources

United States - Maps - Collections, 1800-2009 - County maps - Electronic information resources

Canada - Maps - Collections, 1800-2009 - Landowners - Electronic information resources

Canada - Atlases - Collections, 1800-2009 - Landowners - Electronic information resources

Canada - County maps - Collections, 1800-2009 - Electronic information resources

Canada - Maps - Collections, 1800-2009 - County maps - Electronic information resources

Osher Map Library - Map collections - Electronic information resources

Counties - Maps

Historic Map Works : residential genealogy [Internet resource]. c2009.

Authors: Historicmapworks.com -- Osher Map Library

Internet resource

Subscription-based commercial website offering digital reproductions of the "world's most extensive collection of American land ownership maps ... presently contains 515,917 digital maps and views from the 19th and early 20th centuries searchable by name and geographic location."

"© 2009 Historic Map Works, LLC. Residential Genealogy ™"

Also includes digital collection of antiquarian maps held by the Osher Map Collection by Waldseemuller, Ortelius, Mercator, Hondius, Blaeu, Visscher, Coronelli, Speed, Bellin, and Des Barres and others.

Last accessed March 2009:
http://www.historicmapworks.com/Browse/North_America/
http://www.historicmapworks.com/Browse/North_America/ (PrCT)

79353 United States - Maps - Collections, 1851-1860
- Railroads

[Reports of railroad companies. 1854-1859].
[Various places : various publishers], 1854-1859.


5 v. : ill., tables, 17 maps (part fold. & part col.) ; 23 cm.

Collective title supplied by cataloger.


Maps also cataloged separately.

Case 4A 3175 (NLO)
United States - Maps - Collections, 1852
1 v. : 8 maps ; 230 x 147 mm.
Cong32-2,HED1
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

United States - Maps - Collections, 1853
1 v. : 37 maps ; 295 x 225 mm.
Cong33-1,SED1;+29harbors,7Liberia
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

United States - Maps - Collections, 1857-1859
[Maps issued to accompany annual report of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers]. [Washington, 1858].
Filed flat in 6F map folder beneath the Chicago Historical Society map collection, far southwestern map case, 4th floor stacks (June 2007).
For complete contents see Koepp 1001 (35-2) H.exdoc 2, map[s] 1-21.
For duplicate copies of the maps issued by the Senate, see Govt. 978.
Govt. 1001 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - Collections, 1857-1859
[Maps issued to accompany annual report of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers]. [Washington, 1858].
Filed flat in 6F map folder beneath the Chicago Historical Society map collection, far southwestern map case, 4th floor stacks (June 2007).
For complete contents see Koepp 978 (35-2) S.exdoc 1, map[s] 1-11.
For duplicate copies of the maps issued by the House, see Govt. 1001.
Govt. 978 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - Collections, 1860-1918
Authors: Ancestry.com (Firm)
Internet resource
Screen title.
http://search.ancestrylibrary.com/Browse/list.aspx?dbid=1127&path=
http://search.ancestrylibrary.com/Browse/list.aspx?dbid=1127&path= (PrCt)

United States - Maps - Collections, 1866-1902

79358 United States - Maps - Collections, 1860-1918
Authors: Ancestry.com (Firm)
Electronic information
Screen title.
http://search.ancestrylibrary.com/Browse/list.aspx?dbid=1127&path=
http://search.ancestrylibrary.com/Browse/list.aspx?dbid=1127&path= (PrCt)

79359 United States - Maps - Collections, 1866-1902

79357 United States - Maps - Collections, 1857-1859
[Maps issued to accompany annual report of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers]. [Washington, 1858].
Filed flat in 6F map folder beneath the Chicago Historical Society map collection, far southwestern map case, 4th floor stacks (June 2007).

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Railroads>>>Michigan - Maps - 1871 - Postal service>>>Postal service - Michigan - Maps - 1871

Railroads>>>Wisconsin - Maps - 1871 - Postal service>>>Postal service - Wisconsin - Maps - 1871

Railroads>>>Mississippi - Maps - 1899 - Postal service>>>Postal service - Mississippi - Maps - 1899


Railroads>>>Indiana - Maps - 1870 - Postal service>>>Postal service - Indiana - Maps - 1870

Railroads>>>Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1869 - Postal service>>>Postal service - Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1869

Railroads>>>Puerto Rico - Maps - 1902 - Postal service>>>Postal service - Puerto Rico - Maps - 1902

Railroads>>>Texas - Maps - 1874 - Postal service>>>Postal service - Texas - Maps - 1874

Railroads>>>Atlantic States - Maps - 1874 - Postal service>>>Postal service - Atlantic States - Maps - 1874

Railroads>>>North Carolina - Maps - 1875 - Postal service>>>Postal service - North Carolina - Maps - 1875

Railroads>>>South Carolina - Maps - 1875 - Postal service>>>Postal service - South Carolina - Maps - 1875

Railroads>>>Wall maps>>>Railroads - Maps

[Post route maps of the United States], [Washington, D.C. U.S. Post Office Dept., 1866-1901].


map G 1083 .926 (NLO) 79360


*Showing their mileage, stocks, bonds, cost, earnings, expenses, and organizations; with a sketch of their rise, progress, influence, &c., together with an appendix, containing a full analysis of the debts of the United States, and of the several states.*

With an appendix containing a full analysis of the debts of the United States, the several states,
municipalities etc.; also statements of street railway and traction companies, industrial corporations, etc.'

Includes maps variously credited to American Bank Note Company, Charles Hart Litho., Poole Bros., Poor & Greenough, Rand McNally and Co., Struthers & Co., and others. Uniform title of annual series also issued with the following variant titles: Manual of the railroads of the United States -- Poor's manual of railroads. Incomplete; issued through 1924 (?), but Newberry lacks all volumes issued after 1912. The Newberry's incomplete collection of this series includes maps issued between 1872-1912. Includes railroad maps of Canada. Maps also cataloged separately (all citing uniform title of Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States).

H 668 .703 (NLO)


5A 7267 (NLO)


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
79364 United States - Maps - Collections, 1925 - Road maps
- Strip maps: Los Angeles : Automobile Club of Southern California. [CA. 1925].
Authors: Automobile Club of Southern California -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
8 map series: on 71 sheets each 10 × 27 cm.+
index map
Indexed by Transcontinental strip map index of the National Old Trails Road, Lincoln Highway and principal tributaries.
The strip maps form part of the Rand McNally Archives, and were separated from 2 folding maps issued by the ACSC ca. 1925: Automobile road map of the United States showing transcontinental routes and other main highways [temp map6F oG3701.P2 1925 A9] -- Automobile road map of southern California showing highway systems and principal points of interest [temp map4F oG4361.P2 1925 A9] 2002
Authors: Feller, Siegfried, 1926-2009
58 map postcards
'Collected by Sigfried Feller and presented by him to the Newberry Library 17 October 1995.'
Tentatively dated ca. 1920-ca. 1990.
Authors: University of Chicago -- Dominican University -- University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign -- Iowa State University -- University of Iowa -- Loyola University of Chicago -- University of Michigan -- Northwestern University (Evanston, Ill.) -- University of Notre Dame -- Oregon State University -- Pratt Institute -- Ripon College -- University of Virginia -- University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Loyola University (Chicago, Ill.) SEE Loyola University of Chicago 18 maps: some col., some folded; 57 x 88 cm. and smaller
Collective title supplied by cataloger.
Includes campus maps of the University of Chicago (1959 and [1992?]), Dominican University [2011?], University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign [198-?], Iowa State

Removed as duplicates from the Library of Congress; most maps bears LC ownership stamps.
Forms part of the John V. Bergen Collection (Newberry Library).
Authors: University of Chicago -- Dominican University -- University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign -- Iowa State University -- University of Iowa -- Loyola University of Chicago -- University of Michigan -- Northwestern University (Evanston, Ill.) -- University of Notre Dame -- Oregon State University -- Pratt Institute -- Ripon College -- University of Virginia -- University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Loyola University (Chicago, Ill.) SEE Loyola University of Chicago 18 maps: some col., some folded; 57 x 88 cm. and smaller
Collective title supplied by cataloger.
Includes campus maps of the University of Chicago (1959 and [1992?]), Dominican University [2011?], University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign [198-?], Iowa State

Authors: University of Chicago -- Dominican University -- University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign -- Iowa State University -- University of Iowa -- Loyola University of Chicago -- University of Michigan -- Northwestern University (Evanston, Ill.) -- University of Notre Dame -- Oregon State University -- Pratt Institute -- Ripon College -- University of Virginia -- University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Loyola University (Chicago, Ill.) SEE Loyola University of Chicago 18 maps: some col., some folded; 57 x 88 cm. and smaller
Collective title supplied by cataloger.
Includes campus maps of the University of Chicago (1959 and [1992?]), Dominican University [2011?], University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign [198-?], Iowa State

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

map1F G3701.E68A 19- - .C3 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - Collections, 1975-1992
- Universities and Colleges - Pictorial maps

79366

United States - Maps - Collections, 1975-1992
- Universities and Colleges - Pictorial maps
Advertising maps
- 1975-1992
Pictorial maps

Authors: Derdyn, Eugene -- Perspecto Map Co.
15 maps : some col. ; various sizes
Contents: Brookdale Community College (Lincroft, N.J.) -- Contra Costa College (San Pablo, Calif.) -- Calvin College and Seminary (Grand Rapids, Mich.) -- Erie Community College (Buffalo, N.Y.) -- Essex Community College (Baltimore, Md.) -- Florida Atlantic University (Boca Raton, Fla.) -- Manatee Junior College (Bradenton, Fla.) -- Mount Vernon Nazarene College (Mount Vernon, Ohio) -- State University College of Arts and Science (Plattsburgh, N.Y.) -- Sterling College (Sterling, Kan.) -- Trinity Christian College (Palos Heights, Ill.) -- University of North Carolina at Charlotte (Charlotte, N.C.) -- University of Wisconsin - Eau Claire (Eau Claire, Wis.) -- University of Wisconsin - Platteville (Platteville, Wis.) -- Upsala College (East Orange, N.J.).

map1F G3701.E68A 197 - .P4 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - Collections, 1980-2012
- Road maps

79367

United States - Maps - Collections, 1980-2012
Road maps
McClendon, Dennis - Map collections
Road maps - Collections, 1980-2012
Atlases - Collections, 1980-2012
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps
Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps
Atlases - Chicago Region (Ill.)
Atlases - California - Maps - 1984-2002
Atlases - California - Maps - 1984-2002
Atlases
Counties - Maps

[20th-century road maps and atlases of the United States collected by cartographer Dennis McClendon of Chicago]. [Various places : various publishers, ca. 1980-ca. 2012].

Authors: McClendon, Dennis -- DeLorme (Firm) -- DeLorme Mapping Company -- Thomas Bros. Maps -- Sidwell Company -- Rand McNally and

Company -- American Map Corporation -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)

Approx. 1,400 folded road maps ; various sizes, in 8 boxes + approx. 100 atlases (40 cm. and smaller)

Collective title supplied by cataloger.

Includes maps and atlases compiled and published by many small firms no longer in business.

Boxes 1-6 include approx. 1,200 folded road maps (mostly of the United States, sorted by state and city names); boxes 7-8 include approx. 200 unsorted, oversize, and miniature maps.

Includes approximately 100 United States city and state road atlases and miscellaneous world atlases, published ca. 1980-ca.2102.

Boxes 1-6 sorted by U.S. state names; boxes 7-8 are unsorted.


Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 3, Ranges 13-14 (June 2012).

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Purchased 2012 from cartographer Dennis McClendon of Chicago; accession no. McNally 2012060502.

map6C G3701.P2A 19- - .M3 (PrCt)

United States - Maps - Collections

79368

United States - Maps - Collections
- Cartography - United States - History


Authors: Ermen, Eduard van -- Atomium Books
144 p. : ill., 80 col. maps ; 39 cm.
1st U.S. ed.
Maps on lining papers.

Includes bibliographical references (p. 142-143).
References: Cf. Wolf 234

Formerly folio GA405 .E76 1990
ISBN 1561820156

Map Ref folio GA405 .E76 1990 (NLO)

79369

United States - Maps - Collections
- Cartography - United States - History


Authors: Ermen, Eduard van -- Atomium Books -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 78 maps ; 395 x 305 mm.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

References: Wolf 234

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

79370 United States - Maps - Collections>>>Cartography - United States - History
Authors: Ermen, Eduard van -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
144 p. : ill., 80 col. maps ; 39 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .U5 1990 (PrCt)

i, 187 p. ; 28 cm.
Includes over 2,700 entries; 79 relate to Canada.
Map Ref Z6027.U5 N48 2001c (NLO)

Cadastral survey and county atlases of the United States. 1972.
Authors: Thrower, Norman Joseph William -- Cartographic Journal p. 43-51 : ill., maps
Offprint.
Vert 126 (PrCt)

79373 United States - Maps - Counties>>>United States - Maps - Boundaries>>>United States - Maps - Administrative and political divisions
5 v. : maps ; 28 cm.
County maps published at the scale of 1:625,000.
Includes bibliographies.
Duplicate copy: Ref folio G1201 F7 H57 1984
ISBN 081610431X
Local History Ref G1201.F7 H57 1984 (NLO)

79374 United States - Maps - Exhibitions - Catalogs>>>Staatsbibliothek Preussischer Kulturbesitz - Map collections - Exhibitions - Catalogs
Authors: Zögner, Lothar
64 p. : ill. ; 24 cm.
Series: Staatsbibliothek Preussischer Kulturbesitz : Ausstellungskataloge ; 6
Bibliography: p. 63.
GA190 .A45 (NLO)

Authors: Avakian, Monique -- Facts on File, Inc.
1 atlas (ix, 214 p. : ill. (some col.), maps (some col.)) ; 31 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 206-208) and index.
Series: Facts on File library of American history LC Card Number: 00049509
ISBN 0816036993 (alk. paper) ; 0816041288 (pbk. : alk. paper)
folio E184.A75 A89 2002 (NLO)

Authors: Geological Survey (U.S.)
1 map : col. ; 60 x 97 cm.
Scale 1:5,000,000 ; Albers equal area proj., standard parallels 29½° and 45½° ; (W 126°--W 66°/N 50°--N 24°).
'Sheet of the National Atlas of the United States.'
Includ
Staunton, Virginia”

Published in cooperation with the Center for

xii, 379 p. : ill., maps ; 29 x 44 cm.

Design and construction<<>>Bridges

Maps<<>>Bridges

Collections<<>>Roads

Pictorial works<<>>Parkways

Maps<<>>Pictorial maps

Maps

Collections<<>>National parks and

reserves

Historic American Engineering Record

A.

Authors: Davis, Timothy, 19

- Croteau, Todd A. -- Marston, Christopher H. -- Historic American Engineering Record

xii, 379 p. : ill., maps ; 29 x 44 cm.

"Published in cooperation with the Center for American Places, Santa Fe, New Mexico, and Staunton, Virginia"--Half t.p.

Includes bibliographical references and index.

Contents: Drawing on the road / by Timothy Davis. -- A brief history of national park roads and parkways. -- The HAER NPS Park Roads and Bridges Program. -- National park roads. Acadia National Park ; Crater Lake National Park ; Glacier National Park (Going-to-the-Sun Road) ; Great Smoky Mountains National Park ; Marsh-Billings-Rockefeller National Historical Park ; Mount Rainer National Park ; Rocky Mountain National Park ; Scotts Bluff National Monument ; Sequoia National Park (Generals Highway) ; Shenandoah National Park (Skyline Drive) ; Yellowstone National Park ; Yosemite National Park ; Zion National Park. -- Parkways. Baltimore-Washington Parkway ; Blue Ridge Parkway ; Colonial Parkway ; George Washington Memorial Parkway ; Natchez Trace Parkway ; Rock Creek and Potomac Parkway. -- National military parks. Chickamauga and Chattanooga National Military Park ; Gettysburg National Military Park ; Shiloh National Military Park ; Vicksburg National Military Park. -- Park road precedents. Bronx River Parkway ; Columbia River Highway. -- Appendix: The Historic American Engineering Record National Park Service Park Roads and Bridges Projects.

ISBN 0801878780

To Collection Services for cataloging, 30 June 2010 (PrCt)


Authors: Hinckle, Marianne -- Slyke, Martin Van -- Hinckle & Sons Printing Office -- Año Nuevo Island Press

1 map : col. ; 12 x 18 cm. + envelope 14 x 19 cm.

The card is die-cut in the shape of a maps of the US, overlaid with a flag printed in shades of green, and with word "Change" repeated within the stripes.

"Greetings for our New Year 2009 from Marianne deVerE Hinckle."

"This New and correct green map of the lower 48 states is imbedded with wildflower seeds. Plant in soil and dampen with a little water. Watch for blooms in the spring."

Includes mailing envelope.

map1F G3701 .A9 2009 .H5 (PrCt)


Authors: Geological Survey (U.S.)

1 map : col. ; 61 x 97 cm.

'Reprinted 1951.'

In upper margin: 'Preliminary edition subject to corrections.'

Scale 1:5,000,000. Approximately 80 miles to 1 inch.


map6F G3701.A1 1933 .G4 1951 (PrCt)


Authors: G.W. & C.B. Colton & Co.

1 map ; 112 x 165 cm.

Main map extends only as far west as the Rockies.

Scale 1:2,217,600; 35 statute miles to one inch.

Insets: The southern portion of Texas -- Plan of New Brunswick and Nova Scotia -- Plan of the western portion of the United States (scale: 120 miles to 1 inch)

maproll G 1083 .176 (NLO)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: United States. National Archives and Records Administration -- Ashby, Charlotte Munchmeyer 
xi, 444 p. : maps (on lining papers) ; 24 cm. 
Series: Its Publication no. 71 
Formerly lower case g 10 .92 
LC Card Number: 76611061 
Map Ref Z6028 .U575 1971 (NLO)
publications and finding aids of the Cartographic Division.
Vert 162 (PrCt)

79390 United States. National Archives. Center For Polar Archives--Polar regions - Map Collections
The Center for Polar Archives, Washington, D.C.
Authors: Wilson, Alison
From Polar record 16 (1973): 541-552.
Vert 181 (PrCt)

79391 United States. National Archives - Map Collections - History
BHC 2269
Vert 1824 (PrCt)

Authors: Ehrenberg, Ralph E., 1937- -- United States. National Archives and Records Administration [7], 22 p. ; 23 cm.
BHC 2510
Vert 2055 (PrCt)

Cover title.
Preliminary draft for the Conference on the National Archives and Research in Historical Geography (1971).
lower case g 10 .9211 no. 4 (NLO)

Authors: Ehrenberg, Ralph E., 1937- -- United States. National Archives and Records Administration 17 leaves ; 28 cm.
Paper prepared for Conf. on the National Archives and Research in Historical Geography (1971).
Vert 881 (PrCt)

Cover title.
Compiled by Patrick D. McLaughlin.
Preliminary draft prepared for the National Archives Conference on Research on the Second World War.
lower case g 10 .9211 no. 6 (NLO)

Authors: National Park Foundation 1 sheet : col map, ills, photos ; fold to 22 x 11 cm
Travel Vertical File G3701 . G52 1990 .N3 (PrCt)

Authors: Kelsay, Laura E. -- United States. National Archives and Records Administration

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
United States Naval Expedition to Japan (1852-1854)
Narrative of the expedition of an American squadron to the China seas and Japan: performed in the years 1852, 1853, and 1854, under the command of Commodore M.C. Perry, United States Navy, by order of the government of the United States / compiled from the original notes and journals of Commodore Perry and his officers, at his request and under his supervision, by Francis L. Hawks. New York ; London : D. Appleton and Co. ; Trubner & Co., 1856.

United States. Naval Oceanographic Office
Display Center
National Ocean Survey's Display Center ... [197-?].
Authors: United States. Naval Oceanographic Office
Undated flyer.
Vert 323 (PrCt)

United States. Naval Oceanographic Office
Hydrographic Surveying, American
The Hydrographic work of the United States Navy. 1977.

United States. Navy - History - Salaries, etc
Poor pay and no pensions. 1883.
Authors: Carpenter, Frank D., b. 1850
p. 187-198
Ayer Modern MS Karrow, box 2, folder 16, no. 7 (PrCt)

United States. Navy - History - Salaries, etc
Rank and title. 1883.
Authors: Carpenter, Frank D., b. 1850
p. 453-456
Ayer Modern MS Karrow, box 2, folder 16, no. 8 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Ayer Modern MS Karrow, box 2, folder 16, no. 5 (PrCt)

79406 United States. Ordinance of 1785 - Bibliography
Authors: Corbett, Richard
1p.
From paper 'Northwest Ordinance of 1785: a bicentennial view', read at Chicago Map Soc. meeting (23 May, 1985).
BHC 1182
Vert 796 (PrCt)

79407 United States. Ordinance of 1785<>United States. General Land Office - Surveys
Authors: Carstensen, Vernon Rosco, 1907-
BHC 1116
Vert 728 (PrCt)

Authors: Gross, Sally Lorensen -- Yale University. Art Gallery
48 p. ; ill. ; 25 cm.
'This catalogue accompanies an exhibition at the Yale University Art Gallery 29 March-11 June 1989'--T.p. verso.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 35-41).
LC Card Number: 89050442
ISBN 0894670506
HT123 .G75 1989 (NLO)

79409 United States - Pictorial works - 1853 - Cities and towns<>Cities and towns - United States - Pictorial works - 1853<>New Orleans Region (La.) - Maps - 1853<>Cincinnati (Ohio) - Maps - 1853<>Hamilton County (Ohio) - Maps - 1853<>United States - Railroads - Timetables - 1853<>Map printing - Wood engravings - Maps - 1853<>Wood engravings
James' travelers companion: being a complete guide through the West and South, to the Gulf of Mexico and the Pacific ... : with historical notes, statistical tables, and a vast amount of general information, with numerous illustrations: to which is added, a new and complete rail road and route book ... Cincinnati: J.A. & U.P. James, no. 167 Walnut Street, 1853.
Authors: Massey, S. L. (Stephen L.) -- J.A. & U.P. James (Firm) -- James, Joseph A. -- James, U.

Anonymous 1853 edition; the 1851 edition was written by Stephen L. Massey, and based on Samuel Cumings' The Western navigator. Includes city views and maps (wood engravings, 8 x 11 cm. and smaller).
Original blue cloth binding with blind embossed covers.
Includes indexes.
Views and maps also cataloged separately.
Includes travelling distances and fares for routes by stagecoach, river, and railroad.
In box.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Gift, 1964.
Graff 946 (NLO)

79410 United States - Pictorial works - 1922 - Cartoon maps - Manuscripts<>Cartoon maps - United States - Pictorial works - 1922 - Manuscripts<>Caricatures and cartoons - Maps - Specimens
The New Yorker's idea of the United States. 1922.
Authors: McCutcheon, John T. (John Tinney), 1870-1949 -- Chicago tribune
1 ms. cartoon view ; on sheet 45 x 36
Manuscript version of cartoon published in the Chicago Tribune July 27, 1922.
Title in pencil in bottom margin.
Cartoon view of the United States as seen by two wealthy New Yorkers looking west and commenting "Would you like to go out in the back yard and and look over my place?"
New York City portrayed as a mansion, Washinton D.C. as "annex'" Detroit as "garage", Chicago as "food warehouses", etc.
Pen-and-ink on cardboard.
Forms part of the John T. McCutcheon papers (Newberry Library), Midwest MS McCutcheon works-drawings-originales, oversize box 13, folder 382
For similar cartoon drawn by Saul Steinberg and published in the New Yorker March 29, 1976, see

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

http://www.cartoonbank.com/assets/2/50326_1.jpg

Midwest MS McCutcheon, oversize box 13, folder 382 (PrCt)

[Cartoon view of the United States as seen from New York City looking west]. 1976.
Authors: Steinberg, Saul -- New Yorker 1 cartoon view : col. ; 28 x 23 cm. Cartoon map published on the cover of the New Yorker March 29, 1976. Digitally reproduced on the New Yorker's Cartoonbank.Com website (Nov. 2005):
http://www.cartoonbank.com/assets/2/50326_1.jpg

For similar cartoon drawn by John T. McCutcheon and published July 27, 1922 in the Chicago Tribune, see Midwest MS McCutcheon, oversize box 13, folder 382
Not at Newberry Library (Nov. 2005) (PrCt)


Checklists and catalogs of map and print collections containing North American town plans and views : a bibliography of guides to the location of graphic records of urban development prior to 1900 / compiled by John W. Reps. Ithaca, N.Y. Dept. of City and Regional Planning, College of Architecture, Art and Planning, Cornell University, 1971.
Formerly lower case g 1081.735
Map Ref folio Z6027.A5 R47 1971a (NLO)

79413 United States - Pictorial works - Cities and towns - Collections, 1497-1899<>Cities and towns - United States - Pictorial works - Collections, 1497-1899<>New York Public Library - Map collections

Map Ref folio N8214.5.U6 D43 1988 (NLO)

79414 United States - Pictorial works - Cities and towns - Collections, 1564-1883<>Cities and towns - United States - Pictorial works - Collections, 1564-1883<>New York Public Library - Map collections

Map Ref folio N8214.5.U6 D42 1976 (NLO)


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.


Includes indexes.

Also issued online.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes NE954.2 .N39 1933 (NLO)


Authors: Gerster, Georg, 1928-- Diamanti, Joyce -- American Farmland Trust -- Harper Weldon Owen

256 p. : col. ill., col. maps ; 37 cm.

1st ed.

Includes over 200 artistic aerial photographs and index.

LC Card Number: 90004553

ISBN 0060164638 ; 9780060164638

S441 .G46 1990 (NLO)


Records and policies of the Post Office Department relating to place-names. Washington, D. C., 1971.

Authors: United States. National Archives and Records Administration -- Hecht, Arthur -- Heynen, William J. -- Conference on the National Archives and Research in Historical Geography


Preliminary draft prepared for the Conference on the National Archives and Research in Historical Geography.

lower case g 10 .9211 no. 5 (NLO)

79418 United States - Railroad land grants - Maps - 1882--United States - Maps - 1882 -


Map showing how the people's land has been squandered upon corporations. [New York] : Justice Publishing Co., [1882?].

Authors: Justice Publishing Co., New York -- U.S. Geographical and Geological Survey of the Rocky Mountain Region

1 map : 49 x 71 cm.

'Note. -- A large portion of the land thus given away is the best in the country, the railroads usually selecting the easiest routes and avoiding the mountainous and sterile districts.'

Scale ca. 1:7,300,000.


Based on: U.S. Geographical and Geological Survey of the Rocky Mountain Region. Map of the United States exhibiting the grants of lands made...to aid in the construction of railroads and wagon roads (Washington, D.C., 1878).

Exhibited at the Newberry Library as part of Mapping Manifest Destiny : Chicago and the American West (November 3, 2007-February 16, 2008) and reproduced in the accompanying catalog (Conzen and Dillon, Mapping manifest destiny, p. 83) [Map Ref GA408.5.W47 C66 2007c].

For digital image of a similar map, see website of the bookdealer Martayan Lan (accessed Nov. 2009):

http://www.martayanlan.com/cgi-bin/image.cgi?2 522.zm.1.jpg

map4F 3701.G465 (PrCt)


How the public domain has been squandered : map showing the 139,403,026 acres of the people's land -- equal to 871,268 farms of 160 acres each; worth, at $2 an acre, $278,806,052, given by Republican Congresses to railroad corporations ; this is more land than is contained in New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Ohio, and Indiana. Chicago : Rand, McNally & Co., 1884.

Authors: Democratic Party (U.S.) -- Rand McNally and Company -- U.S. Geographical and Geological Survey of the Rocky Mountain Region
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

1 map : 29 x 39 cm. on sheet 60 x 42 cm.

Below map: We believe that the public lands ought, as far as possible, to be kept as homesteads for actual settlers; that all unearned lands heretofore improvidently granted to railroad corporations by the action of the Republican party should be restored to the public domain; and that no more grants of land shall be made to corporations, or be allowed to fall into the ownership of alien absentee.

-- Democratic Platform, 1884.

Scale ca. 1:11,350,000.

Based on: U.S. Geographical and Geological Survey of the Rocky Mountain Region. Map of the United States exhibiting the grants of lands made... to aid in the construction of railroads and wagon roads (Washington, D.C., 1878).

A similar map was exhibited at the Newberry Library as part of Mapping Manifest Destiny : Chicago and the American West (November 3, 2007-February 16, 2008) and reproduced in the accompanying catalog (Conzen and Dillon, Mapping manifest destiny, p. 83) [Map Ref GA408.5.W47 G465 1884 .D4 (PrCt)].


Missing January 2012.

Digital image available of another copy on website of bookdealer Martayan Lan (accessed Jan. 2012):

http://www.martayanlan.com/cgi-bin/image.cgi?2522.zm.1.jpg

map4F G3701.1 .G465 1884 .D4 (PrCt)

79422


Authors: Modelski, Andrew M., 1929- -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division

v, 112 p. : maps ; 26 cm.

Includes index.

Formerly lower case q 1083 .915

Duplicate copy: AMcN III PC 3890

LC Card Number: 75619007

ISBN 0844401552

Map Ref Z6026.R3 U54 1975 (NLO)

79423


v. : ill.


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
of the Andrew McNally III collection, and were previously shelved as AMcN III PC 1240 (PrCt); accompanied by card with note "This map is the oldest dated map in our files, published by Rand McNally & Co. C. H. Mapses, 4/25/52." -- Rand McNally & Co.'s new official railroad map of the United States, Canada and Mexico (Chicago: Rand McNally, 1998) [Map6F G3701.P3 1889 .R3 (PrCt)].

Case HE2727 .R3 (NLO)

Authors: Akerman, James R.
p. 10-20 : 6 maps ; 28 cm.

Vert 1334, no. 2 (PrCt)

Authors: Akerman, James R.
Typescript of 'paper presented at the annual meeting of the Association of American Geographers, San Diego, Calif., 19 April 1992.'

BHC 1752
Vert 1334, no. 1 (PrCt)

Authors: Travelmats (Firm)
16 maps ; on sheets 26 x 36 cm. + 2 napkins, coaster, and descriptive sheet.
"Travel Mats. The original, famous, nationally known TRAVEL MATS - now available to you in a special package for home use. Wonderful conversation can develop at the dinner table with these mats at every place. Complete 64 piece package includes: 16 entirely different TRAVEL MATS in assorted colors of ink and paper; 16 large, soft, facial dinner napkins with the nationally known TRAVEL MATS insignia on them; 16 extra fancy, round cellulose, no drip coffee cup coasters with the nationally known TRAVEL MATS insignia on them; 16 square, scalloped beverage napkins - identical to those used in restaurants across the nation - with the famous TRAVEL MATS insignia on them. All 64 pieces are in this one package." -- Descriptive sheet.

All but two maps dated 1963.
Issued in a sealed plastic bag. All but one example of napkins and coaster have been removed from this set.

map1F G3701 .P2 1963 .T7 (PrCt)

Authors: Travelmats (Firm)
1 atlas : 203 p. of maps ; 18 x 27 cm.
Reproduces, at reduced scale, 203 maps originally produced as place mats to promote motels, restaurants and tourist attractions along various routes. Includes maps of US highways 1 - 522, plus various state highways and interstates. Most maps dated 1969.

Back cover has map of "Nation-wide Travel mat routes."
Spiral bound.

map3C G3701 .P2 1969 .T7 (PrCt)

79428 United States - Road maps - 2006 Canada - Road maps - 2006 Mexico - Road maps - 2006 Road maps Road atlas large scale. Chicago : Rand McNally, c2006.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Missing Jan. 2006
ISBN 052895797X

Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

79429 United States - Road maps - Bibliography Road maps Bibliography : main roads in the United States, 1825. [195-?].
Authors: Pargellis, Stanley McCrory, 1898- [8] leaves ; 28 cm.
Photocopy of undated typescript in the Newberry Library Archives.

BHC 1928
Vert 1494 (PrCt)

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Authors: Yorke, Douglas A. -- Margolies, John
132 p. : ill. (some col.), maps (some col.) ; 22 x 28 cm.
Bibliography: p. 131.
Formerly folio GA405.5 .Y67 1996
LC Card Number: 95021551
ISBN 0760733708
1 v.
Authors: McNichol, Dan -- Silver Lining Books 1989); title from cover.
Description based on: V
Continues: 'Fill 'er up'.
Chapter 1
"A View of Opening a Trade": Post Revolution, Louisiana, Abolition, and the Foreign Slave Trade -- Chapter 2
"A Particular Kind of Force": Judicial Pursuits, Resistance, and Frontier Justice -- Chapter 3
"Turbulent and Bad Men": Transshipments and the Texas Dilemma -- Chapter 4
"Difficult to Repress": Expansion, Runaways, and Maintenance -- Chapter 5
"A Great Frontier Movement": Sanctuaries for the Post-1808 Foreign Slave Trade 000 -- Chapter 6
"No Argument Could Be Made": Secession, the Civil War, and the Politics of Suppression -- ConclusionThe Post-1808 Foreign Slave Trade in American History.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 229-250) and index.
LC Card Number: 2007030918
ISBN 9781557288585 (hardcover : alk. paper) ; 1557288585 (hardcover : alk. paper)
E446 .O23 2007 (NLO)

United States - Road maps - 1834-1965 - Maps - 1965
Authors: Obadele-Starks, Ernest, 1959-
1, 270 p. : ill., maps, ports. ; 24 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 229-250) and index.
LC Card Number: 2007030918
ISBN 9781557288585 (hardcover : alk. paper) ; 1557288585 (hardcover : alk. paper)
E446 .O23 2007 (NLO)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Cover title: 385 stage routes.
Does not include map.
List of towns and cumulative distances (apparently the record of a journey) pencilled inside front cover.
Printed label pasted onto advertising at front: For representative in Congress, William Hosmer.
Condition: fine.
Gift 1977, Wright Howes.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Graff 5272 (NLO)

United States - State Atlases - Bibliography<<><>State Atlases - Illinois - Bibliography
Authors: Bergen, John Victor, 1930-
[19] leaves
BHC 1953
Vert 1518 (PrCt)

American boundaries: the nation, the states, the rectangular survey / Bill Hubbard, Jr. Chicago : University of Chicago Press, 2009.
Authors: Hubbard, Bill, 1947-
xiv, 452 p. : ill., maps ; 29 cm.
Contents: Introduction: Boundaries in the United States as the manifest division of the nation’s lands -- The colonies stake claims to land in the West -- The idea of a national domain emerges -- The national domain expands -- A method of forming new states emerges -- The evolution of the territories and states -- Inventing a rectangular survey in the Ordinance of 1785 -- Putting a rectangular survey on the ground in Ohio -- The rectangular survey evolves into its final form -- The survey is extended across the public domain -- The spread of the survey across Montana -- Epilogue: Other ways to apportion a public domain.
Summary: For anyone who has looked at a map of the United States and wondered how Texas and Oklahoma got their panhandles, or flown over the American heartland and marveled at the vast grid spreading out in all directions below, this book will yield a welcome treasure trove of insight. The first book to chart the country's growth using the boundary as a political and cultural focus, the author’s narrative begins by explaining how the original thirteen colonies organized their borders and decided that unsettled lands should be held in trust for the common benefit of the people. He goes on to show, with the help of photographs, diagrams, and hundreds of maps, how the notion evolved that unsettled land should be divided into rectangles and sold to individual farmers, and how this rectangular survey spread outward from its origins in Ohio, with surveyors drawing straight lines across the face of the continent. Mapping how each state came to have its current shape, and how the nation itself formed within its present borders, this book provides historians, geographers, and general readers alike with the story behind those fifty distinctive jigsaw puzzle pieces that together form the United States. Includes bibliographical references (p. 439-440) and index.
LC Card Number: 2007030995
ISBN 9780226355917 (hardcover : alk. paper) ; 0226355918 (hardcover : alk. paper)
folio E179.5 .H83 2009 (NLO)

United States - Surveys
The Orderly landscape: landscape tastes and the United States Survey. 1977.
Authors: Johnson, Hildegard Binder
19 p.
BHC 1494
Vert 1052 (PrCt)

United States - Surveys
Getting to know the national domain. 1979.
Authors: Stegner, Wallace Earle, 1909-
BHC 2285
Vert 1840 (PrCt)

United States - Surveys
Authors: Tillman, Thomas A.
p. 24-30 ; 22 cm.
Detached from Proceedings of the American Congress on Surveying and Mapping 32nd annual meeting.
Vert 274 (PrCt)

United States - Surveys
'That ain't the way I heared it'. 1977.
Authors: Young, J. Larry
79443 United States - Surveys - 1886
United States - Surveys - 1886

Ayer Modern MS Karrow, box 2, folder 16, no. 1 (PrCt)

Vert 446 (PrCt)

79447 United States - Surveys - United States.
United States - Surveys - United States.
General Land Office
United States - Surveys - United States.
General Land Office
Yes, there is some left [i.e. evidence of original GLO surveys]. 1977. Authors: Strode, Thomas L From ACSM Proceedings, 1977, p.327-328.

Vert 449 (PrCt)

79444 United States - Surveys - History
United States - Surveys - History

78-38661
GA59 .C38 (NLO)

79445 United States - Surveys - History
United States - Surveys - History
Measuring America : how the United States was shaped by the greatest land sale in history / Andro Linklater. New York : Penguin Group, c2002 (Plume, 2003 printing).

Authors: Linklater, Andro
311 p. : ill., maps, ports. ; 22 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 289-292) and index.


ISBN 0452284597 (pbk.) ; 9780452284593 (pbk.)

E161.3 .L46 2002 (NLO)

79449 United States - Trails - 1996
United States - Trails - 1996

Authors: Ryan, Karen-Lee
1 booklet (29 p.) : photos, maps ; 23 x 11 cm Letters to members and return envelope laid in.


79450 United States - Transportation - Maps - Bibliography - United States. National Archives - Map Collections - Inventories
United States - Transportation - Maps - Bibliography - United States. National Archives - Map Collections - Inventories

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Vert 402 (PrCt)


A Year's work on the main line of mid-America: freight traffic by commodities for 1945. [Chicago? Illinois Central Railroad Company?], 1945 [i.e. 1946?].

Authors: Illinois Central Railroad Company

1 map : col. ; 27 x 41 cm.

Includes table of commodity freight statistics; various agricultural and industrial regions identified pictorially.

In Illinois Central Railroad Company. Ninty-sixth annual report ... December 31, 1945 (Chicago: [Illinois Central Railroad Co.?, 1946?] p. [8-9].

5A 7267 (1945 vol. [1]) (PrCt)


Illinois Central Railroad freight traffic density 1947. [Chicago? Illinois Central Railroad Company?], 1947 [i.e. 1948?].

Authors: Illinois Central Railroad Company

1 map : col. ; 41 x 27 cm.

Combined statistical chart and summary route map.

Rail service roughly bounded by Iowa, Indiana, Louisiana and Alabama.

In Illinois Central Railroad Company. Ninety-eighth annual report ... December 31, 1947 (Chicago: [Illinois Central Railroad Co.?, 1948?] p. [16-17].

5A 7267 (1947 vol. [1]) (PrCt)


Authors: Illinois Central Railroad Company

1 map : col. ; 20 x 22 cm.

Title in bottom margin.

Summary route map; does not include place names.

Rail service roughly bounded by Iowa, Ohio, Louisiana and Florida.


5A 7267 (1946 vol. [1]) (PrCt)


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Kilenyi, fl. 1951 -- Illinois Central Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 44 x 29 cm.
Roughly bounded by Minnesota, Indiana, Louisiana and Alabama.
In Illinois Central Railroad Company. Annual report ... December 31, 1951 (Chicago: [Illinois Central Railroad Co.?, 1952?]) p. [48-49].
5A 7267 (1951 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

United States. War Dept. Atlas to accompany the official records of the Union and Confederate Armies<<>>Cartography - United States - History - Civil War, 1861-1865<<>>United States - History - Civil War, 1861-1865 - Sources
The Official records of the American Civil War, a researcher's guide. Foreword by Egon Weiss.
West Point, N.Y. United States Military Academy, [1972].
Authors: Aimone, Alan Conrad, 1941-
68 p. ; 23 cm.
Contains a discussion of the sources, compilation, and accuracy of the atlas accompanying the Official Records.
Series: USMA library bulletin, no. 11
Z1242 .A34 (NLO)

Authors: O'Reilly, Noel Sever, 1909-1999 -- Bosse, David C. -- Karrow, Robert W. -- Hermon Dunlap Smith Center for the History of Cartography -- Newberry Library
68 p. : chiefly maps ; 28 cm.
Series: Occasional publication / Hermon Dunlap Smith Center for the History of Cartography ; no. 1 -- Occasional publication (Hermon Dunlap Smith Center for the History of Cartography) ; no. 1.
The Atlas was first published in 1891, has been reprinted under several titles, and is a companion to War of the rebellion.
Duplicate copy: Local History Ref G1201.S5 U6 Index
Map Ref folio GA101 .O33 no.1 (NLO)

Universität Di Bologna. Istituto Di Geografia - Map Collections - Catalogs
Catalogo ragionato delle carte geografiche

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
4 v. : illus., ports., facsims. ; 26 cm.
Contents: pt. 1. The foundation.-- pt. 2. The
development.-- pt. 3. The full growth.-- pt. 4.
Strengthened maturity.
Bibliographical footnotes.
I 7465 .5933 (NLO)

79472 University of Illinois at Chicago - Map
collections <<>> Belgium - Maps -
Bibliography - Catalogs <<>> Manuscript maps -
Belgium - Bibliography - Catalogs
Repertorium van handschriftelijke kaarten en
plattegronden tot omstreeks 1855 bewaard op
het Universiteitsarchief Van De K. U. Leuven /
door Luc Janssens. Bruxelles [Brussels] :
Authors: Janssens, Luc -- Universiteitsarchief van
de K.U. Leuven
xii, 194 p. ; 24 cm.
Includes index.
Series: Archives et bibliothèques de Belgique
Formerly Z6028.J35 1988
Map Ref Z6028.J35 1988 (NLO)

79473 University of California, Los Angeles -
Map collections <<>> Shearman, Warren C. -
Map collections
The Shearman collection: an acquisition of rare
geographical books and maps. 1966.
Authors: Thrower, Norman Joseph William --
UCLA Librarian19, no. 6 (June, 1966)
p. 61-65 ; maps, ill.
From UCLA Librarian, supplement to 19, no. 6
(June, 1966): 61-65. maps, ill.
BHC 2327
Vert 1879 (PrCt)

79474 University of California, Los Angeles - Map
Library
The UCLA Map Library. 1967.
Authors: Hagen, Carlos Busquets
From Special Libraries Association, Geography
and Map Division. no. 70 (December 1967),
p.6-10.
Xerox copy.
Vert 170 (PrCt)

79475 University of Glasgow - Maps - 1693 - Pictorial
works
Patterson, 1874.
Authors: Slezer, John -- Patterson, William
1 view ; 29 x 41 cm.
Facsimile of original published London, 1693.
In: Slezer, John. Theatrum Scotiae (Edinburgh,
1874), pl. 21.
oversize G 43 .82, pl. 21 (PrCt)

79476 University of Illinois at Chicago - Map
collections
Recommendations for a map collection at the
Chicago undergraduate div. University of Illinois.

79477 University of Illinois at Chicago - Map
collections <<>> Selmer, Marsha L.
Map librarian holds whole world in her hands. [ca.
1990?].
Authors: Flood, Susan -- University of Illinois at
Chicago
[1] p. ; 43 x 30 cm. fold. to 22 x 15 cm.
Undated campus newspaper article probably
published by the University of Illinois at Chicago.
BHC 1303
Vert 910 (PrCt)

79478 University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign -
Cavagna Collection <<>> Italian Cartography
Italian cartography : the University of Illinois
library’s Cavagna Collection. 1976.
Authors: Cobb, David A., 1945-- -- University of
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
Vert 382 (PrCt)

79479 University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign -
Map Collections - Catalogs <<>> United States -
Atlases - Bibliography - Catalogs
Maps of the 16th to 19th centuries in the
University of Kansas Libraries : an analytical
carto-bibliography / by Thomas R. Smith and
Bradford L. Thomas. Lawrence : University of
Authors: Smith, Thomas Russell, 1910-- --
Thomas, Bradford L. -- University of Kansas
Libraries -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry
Library) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry
Library)
137 p. ; 26 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 131-133)
and index.
Series: University of Kansas publications. Library
series ; no. 16
Formerly lower case g 10 .825
Duplicate copies: Ayer 290 .S662 1963 -- Baskes
Z6028 .S65 1963
LC Card Number: 62063443
Map Ref Z6028 .S65 1963b (NLO)

79481 University of Missouri--Kansas City - 1968 -
Authors: University of Missouri--Kansas City 1 map : col. ; on sheet 28 x 22 cm. Legend in bottom margin keyed to 40 buildings. "Office location directory" on verso. Issued folded to 10 x 22 cm.
map1F G4164.K2:2U5 1965 .U5 (PrCt)


Authors: Nicholls, Sutton -- Smith, Joseph, fl. 1724-1728 1 view ; 44 x 68 cm. References 1-32 in bottom margin. Probably detached from Nouveau théâtre de la Grande Bretagne ... (London : Joseph Smith, 1724-1728) vol. 3. pl. 45.
map4F G5754.O8A3 1724 .N5 (PrCt)

Authors: Winearls, Joan [1], 14 p. ; 28 cm. "[C]ontribution to the Historical Atlas of Canada Conference...1975."
BHC 2561 Vert 2099 (PrCt)


Authors: Office of University Publications 1 sheet : col. photos, map ; fold. to 22 x 10 cm.
Travel Vertical File G3884 .C4:2U5 1996 .O3 (PrCt)


Authors: Woods, Cheryl A. -- University of Western Ontario. Map Library vii, 124 p. ; 28 cm. Checklist of 20th-century atlases held by the

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
University of Western Ontario; arranged by geographic region.
Series: Geographical papers / Department of Geography, the University of Western Ontario, no. 58
Formerly folio Z6028 .W49 1989
ISBN 0771410786
Map Ref folio Z6028 .W49 1989 (NLO)

79489 Univerzitní knihovna v Brne - Map collections
- Catalogs--<>Moll, Bernard Paul, 1697-1780 -
  Map collections - Catalogs <> Austria - Maps
- Bibliography - Catalogs <> Germany - Maps
- Bibliography - Catalogs <> Map collections
- Brno (Czech Republic) - Catalogs
Authors: Kuchar, Karel, 1906- -- Dvorácková, Anna -- Univerzitní knihovna v Brne -- Moll, Bernard Paul, 1697-1780 -- Státní pedagogické nakladatelství -- Universita v Brne SEE
In Czech, with summaries and table of contents in German.
Contains essays by Karel Kuchar on the origin and importance of the Bernhard Paul Moll map collection in the Univerzitní knihovna v Brne, Moll's contemporaries, what happened to the collection after Moll's death, reasons for uncertainty of the collection, and mining fictions, geographical oddities, and false names in the collection. Lists of the German and Austrian atlases, catalogs of the atlases, and name and place indexes by Anna Dvorácková. Includes bibliographical references (p. 463-467) and indexes.
Indexes.
Formerly Z6028 .B88 1959
Map Ref Z6028 .B88 1959 (NLO)

79490 Unterfranken (Germany) - Historical geography - Maps - 1970
Authors: Jäger, Helmut, 1923-
p. 188-189
Bibliography: p. 188-189.
4A 14026, p. 188-189 (PrCt)

79491 Upper Austria (Austria) - Maps - 1695<->Lower Austria (Austria) - Maps - 1695<->Danube River - Maps - 1695
Partie du cercle d'Austriche scelfast l'archiduché d'Austriche divisé en haute et basse ... Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : Chez H. Jaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], [1695?].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. Atlas nouveau : contenant toutes les parties du monde (1692 [i.e. 1695?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 52 x 85 cm.
Added title, upper margin: Partie du cercle d'Austriche, scelfast l'archiduché d'Austriche, divisé en haut, ou av dessus ... .
In counterfeit edition of: Sanson, Nicolas. Atlas nouveau : contenant toutes les parties du monde (Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : H. Jaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], 1692 [i.e. 1695?]) pl. [79].
Map dated 1692.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .S19 1692 pl. [79] (PrCt)

79492 Upper Austria (Austria) - Maps - 1700
Archiducatus Austriae superioris. Nuremberg, [ca. 1700].
Authors: Vischer, Georg Matthaeus, 1625-
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 57 cm.
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
2300
VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:59 (PrCt)

79493 Upper Austria (Austria) - Maps - 1710
Austrie archiducatus pars superior in omnes ejusdem quadrantes díliones accuratissime et distincte delineata. Amst. Bat. [i.e. Amsterdam] : Nic. Visscher [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher, 1710?].
Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1600-1743 -- Mortier, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
II:59
1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 56 cm.
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
2300
VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:59 (PrCt)
Added title: Le haute Autriche qui se divise en 4 quartieres ...
In: Homann, Johann Baptist. Atlas novus terrarum orbis (Nuremberg : [Homann Erben, ca. 1745]), [plate 108].
Manuscript ‘No. 110’ and ‘112’ on verso.

**Upper Austria (Austria) - Maps - 1756**

*Maps of Upper Austria (Austria)*; (ca. 1756).
In: Matthaeus, Matthaeus, 1625--1695 -- Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724.

1 map : hand col. ; 45 x 56 cm.

French title in lower left corner: Haute Autriche Scale [ca. 1:250,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
In Latin and French with most place names in German.
Forms one of nine plates bound together without title page in a composite atlas (57 x 38 cm.) with spine title: Maps of Europe.

**Upper Austria (Austria) - Maps - 1800**

*Upper Austria (Austria) - Maps - 1800*.
Neueste Karte Erzherzogthums Oesterreich ob und unter der Enns ... 1800 [i.e. 1816?].
1 map : hand col. ; 55 x 88 cm.
In: Faden, William [and others]. [General atlas of modern geography : a collection of large scale maps and charts of all parts of the world] ([London, etc. : W. Faden, etc., 1775-1816]) v. 1, pl. [46].
Imprint on map: ... Artaria und Compagn. in Wien 1800.
Verso handstamped ‘31.’

**Upper Golderland (The Netherlands and Germany) - Maps - 1710**

*Upper Golderland (The Netherlands and Germany) - Maps - 1710*.
Geldern eine Statt und Haupt Vestung im Herzogthum gleiches Nahmen gelegen mit der Gegend auf 4 Stunden... Augsberg : Gabriel Bodenehr, 1710.
Authors: Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. -- Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. Atlas curieux -- oder, Neuer und compendieuser atlas 1710 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 15 x 24 cm.
In: Bodenehr, Gabriel. Atlas curieux; oder, Neuer und compendieuser atlas ... ([Augsburg : Gabriel Bodenehr, 1710?]) pl. [36]. Engraved plate no. ‘37.’

**Upper Lusatia (Germany) - Maps - 1717**

*Upper Lusatia (Germany) - Maps - 1717*.
Lusatia superior. Amsterdam, [ca. 1717].
Authors: Scultetus, Bartholomäus, 1540-1614 -- Schenk & Valck, Amsterdam -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:39
1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 48 cm.
Copy 1 of 2.

2283
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:39 (PrCt)

79501 Upper Lusatia (Germany) - Maps - 1717
Lusatia superior. Amsterdam, [ca. 1717].
Copy 2 of 2.
Copy 1: Sack *map8C oG5700 1740 .S2 no. II:39.
Phillips 4217 v. 2, no. 85.
3215 Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6092.U6 1717 S3 (PrCt)

79502 Upper Lusatia (Germany) - Maps - 1732
Lusatiae superioris tabula chorographica. Nuremberg, 1732.
Authors: Schreiber, Johann Georg, 1676-1750 -- Homann Erben (Firm) -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:38 1 map : hand col. ; 43 x 54 cm.
2282 Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:38 (PrCt)

79503 Upper Lusatia (Germany) - Maps - 1740
Marchionatus Lusatiae superioris felicissimo Poloniae regis, electoris Saxoniae ... [Augsburg] : Matth Seutter, [ca. 1740?].
Authors: Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756 -- Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756. [A Collection of Seutter maps] [1726-1773] -- Lotter, Tobias Conrad, 1717-1777 1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 57 cm.
Forms part of a made-to-order composite atlas chiefly comprised of undated maps issued ca. 1734-ca. 1744.
Case oversize G 1007 .81 pl. [70] (PrCt)

79504 Upper Lusatia (Germany) - Maps - 1745
Lusatiae superioris tabula chorographica exacte tradita ... Nuremberg : Homann Erben, [ca. 1745].
In: Homann, Johann Baptist. Atlas novus terrarum orbis (Nuremberg : [Homann Erben, ca. 1745]). [plate 155].
Map dated 1732.
Manuscript '157' and '159' on verso.
overse Ayer 135 .H7 1730, [plate 155] (PrCt)

79505 Upper Peninsula (Mich.) - Description and travel - 1993
Authors: Travel and Recreation Association 186 p : col photos, ill, maps ; 28 cm Travel Vertical File G4112 .J6 1993 .T7 (PrCt)

Map of that part of the mineral lands adjacent to Lake Superior ceded to the United States ... 1842. 1845.
Authors: Talcott, George, d. 1862 -- Gray, A. B. (Andrew Belcher), 1820-1862 -- Seib, John -- United States. Congress. House 1 map : hand col. ; 90 x 115 cm.
Detached from a House of Representatives document in U.S. 29th Congress, 1st session, 1845-1846 (Serial Set 486) [Govt 486].
Inset: [Lake Superior region].
Vignette: Camp Gray ... Karpsinski 736.
map6F G4112.N6 1845 T3 (PrCt)

Diagram of the boundary line between Michigan and Wisconsin : as run and established by Wm. A. Burt, D.S. in the summer of 1847... / D. McClelland, sc. [Washington : Govt. Print. Off., 1847].
Scale [1:506,880]. 8 miles to an in.
Reference: Koepp, Carto-bibliography of maps, 504 (30-1) S.exdoc. 2, map 1.
Govt. 504, map 1 (PrCt)

Authors: Foster, J. W. (John Wells), 1815-1873 -- Whitney, J. D. (Josiah Dwight), 1819-1896 -- Hill, S. W. -- Schlatter, W. -- Duval, Peter S., 1804 or 1805-1886
1 map : hand col. ; 45 x 90 cm.
Scale ca. 1:174,000.
Shows geological formations by seven colors; also mineral lands, mines, and furnaces.
References: Karpinski 764; Midwest Map Catalog 5-2834; cf. Koepf 571 (31-1) H.exdoc 5, map 8.
map6F G4112 .U6C5 1850 F6 (PrCt)

Geological and topographical map of the mineral district of Lake Superior, Michigan. 1855.
1 map : hand col. ; 122 x 191 cm. on 2 sheets
MMC 5-2616
86-89189
4281
map8F G4112.U6H1 1855 B6 (PrCt)

79510 Upper Peninsula (Mich.) - Maps - 1856 - Copper mines and resources<>Copper mines and resources - Upper Peninsula (Mich.) - Maps - 1856 - Copper mines and resources<>Copper mines and resources - Michigan - Maps - 1856<>Beaver Island (Mich.) - Maps - 1856<>Isle Royale (Mich.) - Maps - 1855
Map of the states of Michigan and Wisconsin, embracing a great part of Iowa and Illinois, and the whole mineral region with a chart of the lakes ... compiled from the State Topographical Department ... Detroit : John Farmer, 1856, c1849.
Authors: Farmer, John, 1798-1859 -- McBride, W. D. -- Howes, Wright -- Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 52 x 98 cm. fold. in cloth covers 15 x 10 cm.
Cover title: Farmer's map of the Copper region exhibiting the sections.
Shows only the Upper Peninsula of Michigan.
Insets: Plat of Isle Royale as laid out into sections ... 1855 (15 x 23 cm.) -- Map of Beaver Islands ... 1855 (9 x 12 cm.) -- Map of the surveyed part of Minesota ... 1855, c1847 (24 x 32 cm.)
Inscription inside front cover: W.D. McBride [?].
Condition: fine.
Forms part of the Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Gift 1976, Wright Howes.
map3C G4112.N6H1 1856 F3 (PrCt)

Map of the Upper Peninsula of Michigan showing the location of the mineral lands of the Saint Mary's Falls Ship Canal Co. Detroit : Lith by S.D. Elwood, [1858].
Authors: Saint Mary's Falls Ship Canal Company -- Elwood, S. D., 19th cent. -- Barnes, H., 19th cent.
1 map : 48 x 89 cm.
Scale not given.
One of three maps detached from Report of the Directors of the St. Mary's Falls Ship Canal Co. ... September 1858 (Detroit: H. Barnes, Tribune Office, Woodward Avenue, 1858) opposite title page [Case 4A 3175 (1858 vol., part 2)]
Cf. OCLC 28989266.
map6F 4110 sht. 1 of 2 (PrCt)

79512 Upper Peninsula (Mich.) - Maps - 1859
Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's atlas of America ... (1859) -- Johnson & Browning 1 map : hand col. ; 29 x 36 cm.
In: Colton George Woolworth. Colton's atlas of America, illustrating the physical and political geography of North and South America and the West India islands (New York : J.H. Colton and Co., 1859), pl. [38]. Printed plate 'No. 43.' Map copyrighted 1855.
Case oversize G1100 .C6 1859 pl. 38 (PrCt)

79513 Upper Peninsula (Mich.) - Maps - 1881 - Railroads<>Railroads - Maps
1 map : col. ; 24 x 32 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:1,540,000].
In Rand, McNally & Co.'s new indexed business atlas, 9th ed. (Chicago, 1881) p. 252; index and population statistics on p. 254-260.
map4F G4111.P3 1896 .R3 (PrCt)


oversize RMcN atlas .C7 1901, p. 226-227 (PrCt)


oversize RMcN atlas .C7 1911, p. 216-217 (PrCt)


RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 415 map 1of 2 (PrCt)

1 map : col. ; 46 x 65 cm.
The Rand McNally new commercial atlas map of northern Michigan ... -- at top right.
Plate no. : 156F.
Includes key to railroads numbered 10-190 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Michigan railroads (northern peninsula).
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of northern Michigan. 1 map : col. ; 46 x 65 cm.
Plate no. : 1006H.
Issued folded in accompanying index (59 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Michigan. Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1922.
Handstamp on front cover: Register of Copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.
'10/6/22' -- ms. note on front cover.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMCN Shippers Guide 4C 417 map 1of 2

79526
1 map : col. ; 46 x 65 cm.
The Rand McNally new commercial atlas map of northern Michigan ... -- at top right.
Plate no. : 9R23.
Includes key to railroads numbered 10-190 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Michigan railroads (northern peninsula).
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of northern Michigan. 1 map : col. ; 46 x 65 cm.
Plate no. : 3N24.
Issued folded in accompanying index (60 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Michigan. Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1924.
Probably issued with accompanying map of the southern peninsula (Michigan), but missing in this copy of the index.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMCN Shippers Guide 4C 420 (PrCt)

79525
1 map : col. ; 46 x 65 cm.
The Rand McNally new commercial atlas map of northern Michigan ... -- at top right.
Plate no. : 156G.
'G' -- at bottom left.
Includes key to railroads numbered 10-190 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Michigan railroads (northern peninsula).
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of northern Michigan. 1 map : col. ; 46 x 65 cm.
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Upshur County (Tex.) - Maps - 1897 -
Landowners-<>-Counties -
Maps-<>-Landowners - Maps
Authors: Pressler, Chas. W. -- Terrell, O. O. -- Texas. General Land Office -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Microfiche 583, no. 1154 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
79542  Ures (Sonora, Mexico) - Maps - 1769<<>>>Cerro Prieto, Battle of, Mexico, 1769 - Maps - 1769 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles Mapa que demuestra el ataque que se hizo al corazón del Cerro Prieto en la Sonora. 29 de Noviembre de 1769. [19--]. Authors: Armona, Matías de -- Archivo General de Indias. 96-1-11 (2) -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map Photostatic reproduction of 1769 manuscript accompanying a description of the Misión de los Ures. Torres Lanzas, Pedro. Relación descriptiva de los mapas, planos, & de México y Floridas existentes en el Archivo General de Indias (Sevilla, 1900) v. 1: 252,179 Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

MapPhoto Spain AGI 96-1-11 (2) (PrCt)


79545  Usedom Island (Germany) - Maps - 1761<<>>>Szczecin Lagoon (Poland and Germany) - Maps - 1761<<>>>Wolin Island (Poland) - Maps - 1761<<>>>Pommersches Haff (Poland and Germany) SEE Szczecin Lagoon (Poland and Germany)<<>>>Szczecin Lagoon (Poland and Germany)<<>>>Stettin Lagoon (Poland and Germany) SEE Szczecin Lagoon (Poland and Germany)<<>>>Stettiner Haff (Poland and Germany) SEE Szczecin Lagoon (Poland and Germany) Thespi belli in Pomerania citeriori fol. III / [exhibens Auspic. Acad. Reg. Scient. Berol. Berger Sculpit]. [Berlin : s.n., 1761]. Authors: Berger, Friedrich Gottlieb, b. 1713 -- Lopez-Majano, Jadwiga 1 map ; hand col. ; 43 x 55 cm. Scale [ca. 1: 140.000] In lower right corner: 3. Apparently part of a four-sheet map. Gift, Jadwiga Lopez-Majano, 2009.

map4F G6197 .U8 1761 .B4 (PrCt)


map2F G4341.P2S1 1948 M6 (PrCt)


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Digital image of this copy available by website subscription to American West : sources from the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library, Chicago (produced by Adam Matthew Digital; accessed November 2011):
http://www.americanwest.amdigital.co.uk/Maps/M apsImageViewer.aspx?imageid=74618&visual=Fa lse&map=True&previous=9&vpath=SearchResu lts
References: Wheat 823
map4F G4051.P3 1853 .U5 v. 11, pt. 2, no. 24 (PrCt)

79550 Utah - Maps - 1865<<>>Nevada - Maps - 1865 County map of Utah and Nevada. 1864.
Authors: Gamble, W. H. (William H.)
1 map 1864 facsimile. Originally published 1864. Accession no. 85-81143
temp map2F G4340 1865 .G3 1984 .A8 (PrCt)

79551 Utah - Maps - 1870 Map of the Territory of Utah ... 1870.
Authors: Froiseth, B. A. M.
1 map 1870 facsimile. Originally published 1870. Accession no. 85-81142
temp map2F G4340 1870 .F7 1984 .A8 (PrCt)

Authors: G.W. & C.B. Colton & Co. 1 map : col. ; 29 x 36 cm. on sheet 35 x 32 cm. Dated in pencil on verso: 1874. Scale 1 in. = 50 mi. Coordinates: (W 114°00´00´´--W 102°00´00´´/N 42°00´00´´--N 36°00´00´´).
Shows D. & R.G. and Kansas Pacific Railroad lines. Colorado River shown as both Bunkara and Grand River; Gunnison River shown as South Fork of Grand River. Shows part of Nevada as south of Utah (pre-Arizona). On verso: part of Colton's Kansas, no. 81. Map is no. 82 in an atlas. Verso is no. 81 in an atlas and shows Eastern Kansas. Has ornamental border. Longitude west from Greenwich on top, west from Washington on bottom. Shows 20 counties, including Greenwood. Inclusion of Greenwood County indicates publication date of 1874, since county was only in existence for a short time.
map G 10935 .188 (NLO)

Authors: Froiseth, B.A.M. -- A.L. Bancroft & Company -- Utah State Historical Society 1 map ; 96 x 74 cm. Reduced facsimile of original published Salt Lake City, Utah, 1878. "2d ed., rev."
Scale [ca 1:610,000] not '8 miles to an inch.' Relief shown by hachures.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
73-8175
ICN73
map6F 4340 (PrCt)

79554  Utah - Maps - 1878 - Land
Classification>>Land Classification - Utah - Maps - 1878
1 map : col. ; 92 x 73 cm.
579
map6F G4341.G434 1878 .U5 (PrCt)

79555  Utah - Maps - 1879
Authors: United States. General Land Office -- Roeser, C. (Charles) -- Bien, Julius, 1826-1909
1 map : col. ; 75 x 57 cm.
Scale 1:950,400.
M1179
map6F G4340 1879 .U5 (PrCt)

Territory of Utah. New York : Bien, [1879].
Authors: Roeser, C. (Charles) -- Bien, Julius, 1826-1909 -- United States. General Land Office -- Chicago Historical Society
CHS Coll., Map no. 70 (PrCt)

79557  Utah - Maps - 1883
Utah. Chicago : Geo. F. Cram, [1883].
Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928. Cram's unrivaled family atlas of the world (1883)
1 map : col. ; 29 x 23 cm.
In: Cram, George Franklin. Cram's unrivaled family atlas of the world (Chicago : Geo.F. Cram, c1883), p. 73.
folio G1019 .G463 1883b, p. 73 (PrCt)

79558  Utah - Maps - 1883 - Railroads>>Railroads - Maps
1 map : col. ; 16 x 12 cm.
Title in upper margin. In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1883) opposite p.897
H 668 .703 (1883) opp. p. 897 (PrCt)

79559  Utah - Maps - 1884 - Railroads>>Railroads - Maps
Map of Utah. For Poor's manual of railroads for 1884. Chicago : Rand, McNally & Co., 1884. Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1884)
1 map : col. ; 16 x 12 cm.
Title in upper margin. In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1884) opposite p. 872
H 668 .703 (1884) opp. p. 872 (PrCt)

79560  Utah - Maps - 1885 - Railroads>>Railroads - Maps
1 map : col. ; 16 x 12 cm.
Title in upper margin. In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1885) opposite p. 849
H 668 .703 (1885) opp. p. 849 (PrCt)

Post route map of the territory of Utah : with parts of adjacent states and territories showing post offices with the intermediate distances and mail routes in operation on 1st of February 1887.[Washington, D.C. U.S. Post Office Dept., 1887]. Authors: United States. Post Office Dept. -- Nicholson, W. L. -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 111 x 80 cm. folded to 23 x 14 cm. *Published by order of Postmaster General William F. Vilas, under the direction of W.L. Nicholson, topographer P.O. Dept.* Scale [1:633,600]""""Scale ten miles to the inch (nearly).""
Contains explanation of mail service. At head of title: Seal of Post Office Dept. Some ms. additions, including at the end of the 'Explanation' the date 'April 1st, 1887.' Cut and mounted on cloth. Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

resources<<>>Mineral resources -
Utah - Maps - 1900<<>>Rio Grande Western
Railway Company - Maps -
1900<<>>Railroads - Maps
The Rio Grande Western Railway: Great Salt
Lake Route. [New York: s.n., 1900].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the
United States (1900) -- Rio Grande Western
Railway Company.
Title in upper margin.
Includes key to railroads numbered 6-20 (with
gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Utah.
Railroads.
Rand, McNally and Co.'s new business atlas
map of Utah ... Copyright, 1907 ...' -- at bottom.
Issued folded in accompanying index (14 p.; 17
cm.): Rand, McNally & Co.'s indexed county and
township pocket map and shippers' guide of
Utah. Chicago and New York: Rand, McNally &
Co., c1907.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 845 (PrCt)

79578
Utah - Maps - 1911 - Railroads<<>>Railroads -
Maps
Rand, McNally and Co.'s Utah. Chicago: Rand
McNally & Co., 1911, c1893.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 47 x 32 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Includes key to railroads numbered 43-154 (with
gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Utah.
railroads.
Rand, McNally and Co.'s new business atlas
map of Utah ... Copyright, 1911 ...' -- at bottom.
Issued folded in accompanying index (30 p.; 17
cm.): Rand McNally & Co.'s indexed county and
township pocket map and shippers' guide of
Utah. Chicago and New York: Rand McNally &
Co., c1911.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 846 (PrCt)

79579
Utah - Maps - 1913 - Railroads<<>>Railroads -
Maps
The Rand-McNally new commercial atlas map of
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 64 x 46 cm.
Dated '1-12-'12' at bottom left.
Includes key to railroads numbered 39-154 (with
gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Utah.
railroads.
Issued folded in accompanying index (19 p.; 17
cm.): Rand McNally & Co.'s indexed county and
township pocket map and shippers' guide of
Utah. Chicago and New York: Rand McNally &
79580 Utah - Maps - 1913 - Railroads>>>Railroads - Maps
1 map : col. ; 64 x 46 cm.
Dated '1-12-'12 at bottom left.
Includes key to railroads numbered 39-154 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Utah railroads.
Issued folded in accompanying index (19 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally & Co.'s indexed county and township pocket map and shippers' guide of Utah. Chicago and New York : Rand McNally & Co., c1913.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
'Copyrighted by Rand McNally & Co. April 22, 1913' in ms. on title page verso.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

79581 Utah - Maps - 1914 - Railroads>>>Railroads - Maps
The Rand-McNally new commercial atlas map of Utah. Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., 1914,
c1912.
1 map : col. ; 64 x 46 cm.
Includes key to railroads numbered 39-154 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Utah railroads.
Issued folded in accompanying index (19 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally & Co.'s indexed county and township pocket map and shippers' guide of Utah. Chicago and New York : Rand McNally & Co., c1914.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
'Copyrighted by Rand McNally & Co. April 22, 1913' in ms. on title page verso.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

79582 Utah - Maps - 1916 - Railroads>>>Railroads - Maps
1 map : col. ; 64 x 46 cm.
Plate no.: 253A.
Includes key to railroads numbered 37-154 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Utah railroads.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
'Copyrighted R. McN & Co. CJW Jan 7th, 1916' in ms. on title page verso.
'11-1 Envelope 13' in ms. on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

79583 Utah - Maps - 1919 - Railroads>>>Utah - Maps - 1919 - Road maps>>>Road maps>>>Railroads - Maps
1 map : col. ; 64 x 46 cm.
Plate no.: 253D.
Includes key to railroads numbered 37-154 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Utah railroads.
On verso: Utah automobile road map. 1 map ; 64 x 46 cm. Plate no. 645C. 'National Highways Association roads used by permission.'
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
'Copyright June 6/19' in ms. on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
On verso: Utah automobile road map. 1 map ; 64 x 46 cm. Plate no. 645C. 'National Highways Association roads used by permission.'
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Editor's copy; many entries marked with red pen.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

**RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 852 (PrCt)**

**79587**

**Utah - Maps - 1920 - Railroads**

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- National Highways Association.

Uniform title: Shippers guide.

On verso: Utah automobile road map. 1 map ; 64 x 46 cm. Plate no. 645E. 'National Highways Association roads used by permission.'


Uniform title: Shippers guide.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

**RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 853 (PrCt)**

**79588**

**Utah - Maps - 1921 - Road maps**

Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company.

Uniform title: Auto trails.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

**RMcN Auto Trails 6F 139.5 (PrCt)**

**79589**

**Utah - Maps - 1922 - Road maps**

Authors: Rand McNally and Company.

Uniform title: Shippers guide.

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

**RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 854 (PrCt)**

On verso: Utah automobile road map. 1 map ; 64 x 46 cm. Plate no. 645E. 'National Highways Association roads used by permission.'


Uniform title: Shippers guide.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
Utah' -- at upper right.
Plate no.: 253G.
Includes key to railroads numbered 37-154 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Utah railroads.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Utah. 1 map ; 64 x 47 cm. Plate no. 1027H.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Handstamp on front cover: Register of Copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.
Dated '11/20/22' in ms. on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
\textbf{RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 857 (PrCt)}

\textbf{Utah - Maps - 1925 - Railroads\textless\textgreater\textless\textgreater Utah - Maps - 1925 - Road maps\textless\textgreater\textless\textgreater Road maps\textless\textgreater\textless\textgreater Railroads - Maps}
1 map : col. ; 64 x 47 cm.
Includes key to railroads numbered 37-154 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Utah railroads.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Utah. 1 map ; 64 x 47 cm. Plate no. 3N25.
Includes key to 10 named 'principal trails in Utah.'
Issued folded in accompanying index (26 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Utah. San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1925.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
\textbf{RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 858 (PrCt)}

\textbf{Utah - Maps - 1924 - Road maps\textless\textgreater\textless\textgreater United States - Maps - 1924 - Road maps\textless\textgreater\textless\textgreater Road maps}
1 map : col. ; 56 x 53 on sheet 72 x 57 cm.
Keyed to 12 named road signs.
Scale. [ca. 1:1,217,000].
Shows locations of Continental Oil stations.
On verso: Rand McNally junior auto trails map of the United States. Keyed to 27 named road signs and 48 national monuments and parks.--Salt Lake City and vicinity
Uniform titles: Junior auto trails -- Auto trails.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
\textbf{RMcN Auto Trails 6F 139 (PrCt)}

\textbf{Utah - Maps - 1924 - Railroads\textless\textgreater\textless\textgreater Utah - Maps - 1924 - Road maps\textless\textgreater\textless\textgreater Road maps\textless\textgreater\textless\textgreater Railroads - Maps}
1 map : col. ; 64 x 47 cm.
Includes key to railroads numbered 37-154 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Utah railroads.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Utah. 1 map ; 64 x 47 cm. Plate no. 3N25.
Includes key to 10 named 'principal trails in Utah.'
Issued folded in accompanying index (26 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Utah. San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1925.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
\textbf{RMcN Auto Trails 6F 140 (PrCt)}

\textbf{Utah - Maps - 1923 - Railroads\textless\textgreater\textless\textgreater Utah - Maps - 1923 - Road maps\textless\textgreater\textless\textgreater Road maps\textless\textgreater\textless\textgreater Railroads - Maps}
\textit{Rand McNally & Company, c1923.}
1 map : col. ; 64 x 47 cm.
Includes key to railroads numbered 37-154 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Utah railroads.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Utah. 1 map ; 64 x 47 cm. Plate no. 1027H.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Handstamp on front cover: Register of Copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.
Dated '11/20/22' in ms. on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
\textbf{RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 856 (PrCt)}

\textbf{Utah - Maps - 1923 - Railroads\textless\textgreater\textless\textgreater Utah - Maps - 1923 - Road maps\textless\textgreater\textless\textgreater Road maps\textless\textgreater\textless\textgreater Railroads - Maps}
\textit{Rand McNally and Company, c1923.}
1 map : col. ; 64 x 47 cm.
Includes key to railroads numbered 37-154 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Utah railroads.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Utah. 1 map ; 64 x 47 cm. Plate no. 1027H.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Handstamp on front cover: Register of Copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.
Dated '11/20/22' in ms. on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
\textbf{RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 856 (PrCt)}
(Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 0, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 37 (PrCt)

79599
Utah - Maps - 1928 - Road maps
Highway map and guide of Utah ... Authorized Guide & Map Service of Utah. Aurora, Mo. Mid-West Map Company, [1928].
Authors: Mid-West Map Company -- Authorized Guide & Map Service -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 48 x 33 cm. on sheet 51 x 36 cm.
Panel title.
Date from R McN AE 141 ms. index.
Plate no. M 926 C.
Directory of Authorized garages, hotels, and assorted businesses on verso.
Panel art: Authorized Guide & Map Service logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 141.12 (PrCt)

79600
Utah - Maps - 1929 - Road maps
Road map of Utah ... 1929 / issued by State Road Commission ... ; H.S. Kerr, chief engineer. Minneapolis, Minn. ; Salt Lake City, Utah : Langwith Publishing Co. ; Utah State Road Commission, 1929.
Authors: Kerr, H. S., fl. ca. 1929-1932 -- Knowlton, Ezra C. (Ezra Clark), b. 1891 -- Utah State Dept. of Highways -- Langwith Inc. (Minneapolis, Minn.) -- Brink, John G. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 48 x 33 cm. on sheet trimmed to 40 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Road map of Utah
*Copyright Langwith Publishing Co., Minneapolis, Minn. : Utah State Road Commission, Salt Lake City.
Maps on verso (30 x 22 cm. and smaller): Map of western United States showing showing U.S. highways and connecting roads -- Brigham -- Salt Lake City -- Logan -- Ogden -- Provo.
Panel art: Utah state seal.
Editor's copy; ms. annotations identify bridge locations and types.
Accompanied by typescript letter (1 leaf) dated November 20, 1930 from Utah engineers H.S. Kerr and Ezra C. Knowlton to Rand McNally cartographer John G. Brink; handstamped "Rand McNally & Co. ... 1930 Nov 24 ... ."
Filed with a group of related U.S. state maps identifying bridges along major highways, ca. 1927-ca. 1939 (in RMCN AE folders 172 and 173).

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

79601
Utah - Maps - 1929 - Road maps
Conoco 1929 road map of Utah ... / compliments of Continental Oil Co. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, 1929.
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; on sheet trimmed to 40 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Continental Oil Co. official road map : Utah.
Plate no. C 148 J.
Margins trimmed.
Panel art: Service station, derricks and refineries.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 141.14 (PrCt)

79602
Utah - Maps - 1929 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 122 (PrCt)

79603
Utah - Maps - 1929 - Road maps
Road map of Utah ... 1929 / issued by State Road Commission ... ; H.S. Kerr, Chief Engineer. Minneapolis, Minn. ; Salt Lake City, Utah : Langwith Publishing Co. ; Utah State Road Commission, 1929.
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Firestone Tire and Rubber Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 156 (PrCt)

79604
Utah - Maps - 1929 - Road maps
Road map of Utah ... 1929 / issued by State Road Commission ... H.S. Kerr, Chief Engineer. Minneapolis, Minn. ; Salt Lake City, Utah : Langwith Publishing Co. ; Utah State Road Commission, 1929.
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 0, DUP 0.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 172.44 (PrCt)
1 map ; 57 x 44 cm.

Panel title.
Maps on verso (30 x 22 cm. and smaller): Map of Western United States ... -- Brigham -- Salt Lake City -- Logan -- Ogden -- Provo.
Panel art: Seal of the state of Utah.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 141.13 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company.
Air trails -- Johnson, William, E., fl. 1929 -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
31 p. : ill., 3 maps (2 col., folded) ; 24 x 11 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally standard indexed map with air trails : Utah.
Uniform title: Air trails.
Includes two maps on one folded sheet (each 64 x 47 cm., folded to 24 x 11 cm.).: Rand McNally standard map of Utah -- Rand McNally standard map of Utah with air trails.
Standard map keyed to numbered railroads; plate no. 7R28.
Air trails map includes key to aeronautical data symbols; plate nos. 12N28 and 7R28.
Scale 1:963,000.
Accompanying text includes index of cities and towns, counties, and physical features (p. 5-19), airport directory (p. 22), aids to navigation (p. 23), and Elements of practical air navigation by William E. Johnson, chief, Department of Cartography, Rand McNally and Company (p. 24-31).
Text also includes map (15 x 20 cm., on p. 20-21): Rand McNally airway map : United States. Includes key to [commercial] air lines.
Cover art: Airplane flying above passenger train. 50¢ -- front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Air Trails 4C 50 A (PrCt)

Rand McNally standard map of Utah. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [193-?].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company.
1 map ; col. ; 64 x 47 cm.
Includes key to railroads numbered 39-154 (with gaps in numbering) : Utah railroads.
Plate nos. "1:435", "C", and "7R29".
Map on verso (47 x 64 cm.).: Rand McNally standard map of Utah with air trails.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 140.1 (PrCt)

79607 Utah - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company.
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 299 (PrCt)

79608 Utah - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Utah. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1930].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company -- H.M. Gousha Company.
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 349 (PrCt)

79609 Utah - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
1 map ; col. ; 43 x 28 xcm.
Date from RMcN AE 140 ms. index.
Plate no. L-1132
Uniform title: Junior auto trails.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 140.8 (PrCt)

79610 Utah - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Buehler -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; col. ; 58 x 38 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Conoco 1931 official road map: Utah.
Plate no. E-148 - J.C.
Maps on verso (28 x 44 cm. and smaller): Conoco 1931 official road map: United States - Salt Lake City.
Panel art: Car by lake and mountains; signed "Buehler."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 141.25 (PrCt)

79611 Utah - Maps - 1931 - Road maps>>>Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 483 (PrCt)

79612 Utah - Maps - 1931 - Road maps>>>West (U.S.) - Maps - 1931 - Road maps>>>Road maps
Road map of Utah ... 1931 ... / issued by State Road Commission ... H.S. Kerr, Chief Engineer.
Minneapolis, Minn.; Salt Lake City, Utah : Langwith Inc.; Utah State Road Commission, 1931.
1 map; 57 x 44 cm.
Panel title.
Maps on verso (29 x 22 cm. and smaller): Map of Western United States ... -- Brigham -- Salt Lake City -- Logan -- Ogden -- Provo.
Panel art: Seal of the state of Utah.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 141.24 (PrCt)

23 p.: 4 maps (2 folded); 24 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally pocket maps : Utah:
counties, cities, towns, auto roads, railroads, city maps, hotels, 1930 census
Uniform title: Pocket maps
Index includes maps of Ogden and Salt Lake (p. 23).
Cover art: Cars on road alongside passenger train.
"50c" -- printed on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).

RMcN Pocket 4C 262 (PrCt)

79614 Utah - Maps - 1932 - Road maps>>>Road maps
Utah. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1932].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 653 (PrCt)

79615 Utah - Maps - 1932 - Road maps>>>Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 folded map
Panel title.
Map colors: Yellow w/ red lettering.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 723 (PrCt)

79616 Utah - Maps - 1932 - Road maps>>>Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Utah Oil Refining Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 2.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 795 (PrCt)

79617 Utah - Maps - 1932 - Road maps>>>United
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
States - Maps - 1932 - Pictorial maps
Travel Utah with Conoco ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1932].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 38 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Conoco ... official road map : Utah.
Date from RMcN AE 141 ms. index.
Plate no. F-248-J.
Maps on verso (22 x 29 cm. and smaller): Pictorial map of the United States - Salt Lake City - Ogden.
Panel art: Conoco logo and rose compass over outline of the U.S.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
R McN A E 141.27 (PrCt)

79621 Utah - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Road map of Utah ... 1932 ... / issued by State Road Commission ... H.S. Kerr, Chief Engineer.
Minneapolis, Minn. ; Salt Lake City, Utah : Langwith Inc. ; Utah State Road Commission, 1932.
Authors: Utah. State Dept. of Highways -- Kerr, H. S., fl. ca. 1929-1932 -- Langwith Inc.
(Minneapolis, Minn.) -- Langwith, A. L. (Alfred Logan) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 54 x 41 cm.
Panel title.
Maps on verso (29 x 22 cm. and smaller): Map of Western United States ... -- Brigham -- Salt Lake City -- Logan -- Ogden -- Provo.
Panel art: Seal of the state of Utah.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
R McN A E 141.26 (PrCt)

79619 Utah - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Road map of Utah ... 1933 ... / issued by State Road Commission. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, 1933.
Authors: Utah. State Dept. of Highways -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 38 cm.
Panel title.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 849 (PrCt)

79620 Utah - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil Company -- Lee, Robert E., fl. 1933 -- H.M.
Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Cover: License plate motif.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 0, DUP 0.
Panel art: Shell logo, license plates, woman driving convertible car, dog, signed by artist "Robert E. Lee."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 946 (PrCt)

79622 Utah - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Road map of Utah ... 1933 ... / issued by State Road Commission. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, 1933.
Authors: Utah. State Dept. of Highways -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Plate no. G-248-J.C.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 994 (PrCt)

79623 Utah - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Road map of Utah ... 1934 ... / issued by State Road Commission. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, 1934.
Authors: Utah. State Dept. of Highways -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 38 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. G-248-J.C.
Maps on verso (28 x 21 cm. and smaller): Western United States -- Brigham -- Salt Lake City -- Logan -- Ogden -- Provo.
Panel art: Seal of the state of Utah.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
R McN AE 141.28 (PrCt)
79625 Utah - Maps - 1934 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (3 panel, R,Y): Diagonal "Shell" on red stripe, logo.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1164 (PrCt)

79626 Utah - Maps - 1934 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
[Texaco road map of Utah]. [Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, 1934].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; on sheet trimmed to 33 x 27 cm.
Title and imprint supplied by cataloger.
Imperfect; editor's copy of a Texaco road map trimmed on all sides to outline a single U.S. state.
Includes manuscript numbers.
Date from previous binding marked "Points of Interest" and dated 1934.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 189.42 (PrCt)

79627 Utah - Maps - 1934 - Road maps<<>>West (U.S.) - Maps - 1934 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Utah Oil Refining Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (2 panel, R,B): Pictorial map of Utah.
Plate no. H-248-JC.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1221 (PrCt)

79628 Utah - Maps - 1934 - Road maps<<>>Zion National Park (Utah) - Maps - 1934 - Road maps<<>>Bryce Canyon National Park (Utah) - Maps - 1934 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
1 map : col. ; 53 x 41 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: 1934 road map of Utah.
Plate no. P-3410.
Maps on verso (44 x 29 cm. and smaller): 1934 road map of western United States prepared exclusively for Standard Oil Company of California -- Zion National Park -- Salt Lake City -- Bryce Canyon Nat'l Park vicinity.
Panel art: "Standard Gasoline unsurpassed, on sale everywhere" and National Recovery Act emblem.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 140.14 (PrCt)

79629 Utah - Maps - 1935 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Travel Utah with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1935?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1344 (PrCt)

79630 Utah - Maps - 1935 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Standard Oil Company of California -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. I-286-S.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Authors: Utah Oil Refining Company
Gousha Co., 1935.

Utah "the center of scenic America" highway map
Maps
1 map; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Pictorial map of Utah, Vico motor oil, Pep 88 gasoline logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 1228 (PrCt)

79635 Utah - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Grand Canyon National Park (Ariz.) - Maps - 1936
Road maps
Salt Lake City (Utah) - Maps - 1936
Road maps
Ogden (Utah) - Maps - 1936
Road maps
Zion National Park (Utah) - Maps - 1936
Road maps
Bryce Canyon National Park (Utah) - Maps - 1936
Road maps
Travel Utah with Conoco: every Conoco station is a branch of the Conoco Travel Bureau.

Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1936].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 58 x 38 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Conoco official road map: Utah.
Date from RMcN AE 158 ms. index.
Plate no. 3-J-7
Maps on verso (21 x 28 cm. and smaller): Grand Canyon National Park -- Salt Lake City -- Ogden -- Zion National Park -- Bryce Canyon National Park.
Panel art: Conoco logo over outline of North America.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 158.43 (PrCt)

79634 Utah - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Utah - Maps - 1935 - Pictorial maps
Pictorial maps - Utah - 1935
Road maps
Utah "the center of scenic America" highway map:
Vico motor oil, Pep 88 gasoline.
Authors: Utah Oil Refining Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library) -- Vico Motor Oil SEE Gem State Oil Company OR SEE Utah Oil Refining Company -- Pep 88 Gasoline SEE Gem State Oil Company OR SEE Utah Oil Refining Company.
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Pictorial map of Utah, Vico motor oil, Pep 88 gasoline logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 1632 (PrCt)
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: woman driving car and slogan "for all your motoring needs drive to Standard Stations, Inc., and Standard Oil dealers."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1768 (PrCt)

Utah - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Authors: Utah. State Dept. of Highways -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)/
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Utah state seal and photo of Utah capital building.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1800 (PrCt)

Utah - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Road map of Utah ... 1936 ... / issued by State Road Commission. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, 1936.
Authors: Utah. State Dept. of Highways -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Van, Ill. 1936 -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 38 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. J-4
Maps on verso (28 x 21 cm. and smaller):
Western United States -- Brigham -- Salt Lake City -- Logan -- Ogden -- Provo.
Panel art: Seal of the state of Utah and photograph of the capitol building.
Panel stamped "Received from [blank] Aug 17 1936 Rand McNally & CO. by Van [?]."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 141.1X (PrCt)

Utah - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 37 cm.
Panel title.
Plate nos. "286-S.C." and "J-1".
Maps on verso (27 x 44 cm. and smaller): 1936 road map : United States -- Zion National Park -- Salt Lake City -- Bryce Canyon National Park -- Ogden.
Panel art: woman driving car.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 169.24 (PrCt)

Utah - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Road maps
Travel Utah with Conoco : every Conoco station is a branch of the Conoco Travel Bureau.
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1937].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 38 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Conoco ... official road map : Utah.
Date from RMcN AE 158 ms. index.
Plate nos. "248-J.C." and "9-H"
Maps on verso (21 x 28 cm. and smaller): Grand Canyon National Park -- Salt Lake City -- Ogden -- Zion National Park -- Bryce Canyon National Park.
Panel art: Conoco logo over outline of North America.
Handstamped "1937" and "copyrighted".
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 158.44A (PrCt)

Utah - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Road maps
Travel Utah with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1937?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1908 (PrCt)

Utah - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection


79649 Utah - Maps - 1938 - Road maps - Road maps Travel Utah with Conoco : every Conoco station is a branch of the Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1938]. Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1 map: col.; 58 x 38 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Conoco ... official road map of Utah
Date from RMcN AE 159 ms. index.
Plate nos. "348-J, 9-L" and "43822"
Maps on verso (21 x 28 cm. and smaller): Grand Canyon National Park -- Salt Lake City -- Ogden -- Zion National Park -- Bryce Canyon National Park.
Panel art: Conoco logo over outline of North America.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 16 1938 ... ." Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 159.33 (PrCt)

79650 Utah - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Travel Utah with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1938?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3131 (PrCt)

79651 Utah - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: car, Phillips 66 tanker truck on road, Phillips 66 sign, and slogan "there's a Phillips station ahead."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3201 (PrCt)

79652 Utah - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 58 x 38 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Phillips 66 ... 1938 official road map : Utah.
Plate no. 348-J, 9-L
Map on verso (29 x 44 cm.): Phillips 66 ... official road map : United States.
Panel art: Car approaching Phillips 66 truck on curving road.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 18 1938 ... ." Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 162.18 (PrCt)

79653 Utah - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3283 (PrCt)

79654 Utah - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Utah : Standard Oil road map ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, 1938.
Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 58 x 42 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: 1938 road map : Utah / prepared exclusively for Standard Oil Company of California
Plate nos. "286 S.C." and "11-L".
Maps on verso (27 x 44 cm. and smaller): 1938 road map : United States -- Salt Lake City.
Panel art: Standard gasoline station and crown logo.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Aug 1 1938 Rand McNally & Co. . . . ." Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 168.42 (PrCt)
Utah - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

**Grand Canyon National Park (Ariz.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps**
*Newberry Library*.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection

Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Aug 17 1939 ... ." Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**Utah - Maps - 1939 - Road maps**

*Road map of Utah 1939 / issued by State Road Commission for free distribution. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1939.*

Authors: Utah. State Dept. of Highways -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Panel art: B&W photo of Utah capital building.

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

**Gousha Clients 3637 (PrCt)**

---

**Utah - Maps - 1939 - Road maps**

*Road map of Utah 1939 / issued by State Road Commission for free distribution. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1939.*

Authors: Utah. State Dept. of Highways -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Panel art: B&W photo of Utah capital building.

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

**Gousha Clients 3637 (PrCt)**
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Library.
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3847 (PrCt)

79667 Utah - Maps - 1940 - Road maps Road maps
Utah official road map / Phillips 66. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, 1940.
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 38 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Maps on verso (28 x 43 cm. and 6 x 10 cm.): Phillips Petroleum Company official road map : United States -- [Phillips 66 credit card map of the United States].
Panel art: winding road, Phillips 66 sign, and slogan "there's a Phillips station ahead."
Handstamped "Copyrighted."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
RMcN Clients 5102 (PrCt)

79668 Utah - Maps - 1940 - Road maps Road maps
Utah : Standard Oil road map ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., c1940.
Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3973 (PrCt)

79669 Utah - Maps - 1941 - Road maps Grand Canyon National Park (Ariz.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps Bryce Canyon National Park (Utah) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps Zion National Park (Utah) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps West (U.S.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Texaco touring map : Utah with sectional map of adjoining states ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1941].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 50 x 42 cm.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Utah.
Date from RMcN AE 142 ms. index.
Includes table of "State and federal gasoline taxes -- as of 2nd May, 1941."
Plate no. W.3842.
Insets (17 x 17 cm. and smaller): Grand Canyon National Park area -- Bryce Canyon National Park -- Ogden -- Provo -- Salt Lake City -- Zion National Park and vicinity.
Maps on verso (50 x 50 cm. and 6 x 7 cm.):
Texaco sectional trip map [of the western U.S.] -- San Francisco, Oakland and vicinity.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 142.14 (PrCt)

79670 Utah - Maps - 1941 - Road maps Grand Canyon National Park (Ariz.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps Bryce Canyon National Park (Utah) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps Zion National Park (Utah) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps West (U.S.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Texaco touring map : Utah with sectional map of adjoining states ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1941].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 50 x 42 cm.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Utah.
Date from RMcN AE 142 ms. index.
Includes table of "State and federal gasoline taxes -- as of 28th Dec., 1940."
Plate no. W.3842.
Insets (17 x 17 cm. and smaller): Grand Canyon National Park area -- Bryce Canyon National Park -- Ogden -- Provo -- Salt Lake City -- Zion National Park and vicinity.
Maps on verso (50 x 50 cm. and 6 x 7 cm.):
Texaco sectional trip map [of the western U.S.] -- San Francisco, Oakland and vicinity.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 142.15 (PrCt)

79671 Utah - Maps - 1941 - Road maps Travel Utah with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1941?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4126 (PrCt)

79672 Utah - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 38 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Maps on verso (28 x 43 cm. and 6 x 10 cm.): Phillips Petroleum Company official road map : United States -- [Phillips 66 credit card map of the United States].
Panel art: winding road, Phillips 66 sign, and slogan "there's a Phillips station ahead."
Handstamped "Copyrighted."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN AE 142.15 (PrCt)
Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: road, Phillips 66 sign, and slogan "there's a Phillips station ahead."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4198 (PrCt)

79673 Utah - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Road maps
Utah : Standard Oil road map ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., c1941.
Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm. Panel title.
Panel art: Standard station, gasoline logo, and slogan "At your service from Canada to Mexico, Standard Stations Inc., authorized distributors, Standard dealers."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4297 (PrCt)

79674 Utah - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Utah : Standard Oil road map ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., c1941.
Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm. Panel title.
Panel art: Standard station, gasoline logo, and slogan "At your service from Canada to Mexico, Standard Stations Inc., authorized distributors, Standard dealers."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4297 (PrCt)

79675 Utah - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Travel Utah with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1942?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm. Panel title.
Panel art: Conoco logo. Back panel art: red bird with worm and slogan "the fill that stretches, Conoco Bronze-z-z gasoline."
Includes maps with plate numbers suggesting 1941 and 1942 dates of publication.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4526 (PrCt)

79676 Utah - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm. Panel title.
Panel art: road, Phillips 66 sign, and slogan "there's a Phillips station ahead."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4455 (PrCt)

79677 Utah - Maps - 1945 - Road maps
Travel Utah with Conoco ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1945?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : col. ; 65 x 41 cm. Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Back panel art: red bird with worm and slogan "there's a Phillips station ahead."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4569 (PrCt)

79678 Utah - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Bryce Canyon National Park (Utah) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Authors: Utah Oil Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : col. ; 65 x 41 cm. Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Back panel art: red bird with worm and slogan "there's a Phillips station ahead."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4693 (PrCt)
National Park -- Zion National Park.
Panel art: UTOCO sign over car at gas pumps.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 143.15 (PrCt)

79679 Utah - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Road maps
Travel Utah with Conoco ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1946].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4790 (PrCt)

79680 Utah - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: road, Phillips 66 sign, and slogan
"there's a Phillips station ahead."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4839 (PrCt)

79681 Utah - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Road maps
Utah points of interest and touring map ... / Standard stations and Chevron gas stations.
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., c1946.
Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- Chevron Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company
-- Logan, Maurice, 1886-1977 -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: couple in mountain landscape signed
"Maurice Logan" and slogan "at your service from
Canada to Mexico."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4950 (PrCt)

79682 Utah - Maps - 1947-1955 - Natural gas pipelines
Mountain Fuel Supply Company gas system.
Authors: Mountain Fuel Supply Company -- Shelton, Hal -- Jeppesen and Company
8 maps : some col. ; 28 x 43 cm. and smaller
Detached from Mountain Fuel Supply Company, Annual reports (Salt Lake City, 1948-1956).
Maps show pipe lines, gas fields, and distribution centers in Utah, Wyoming, and Colorado.
Beginning with the 1953 report, maps are on a base drawn by Hal Shelton and published by
Jeppesen and Co.
map1F G4341 .H8 1947 M6 (PrCt)

79683 Utah - Maps - 1947 - Maps, Physical
Authors: Geological Survey (U.S.) -- Utah. State Dept. of Publicity and Industrial Development -- General Drafting Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 57 x 46 cm.
Scale 1:1,000,000 or 1 inch=16 miles.
Relief shown by shading and spot heights.
With rubber stamp "Please return to Compilation Dept. File, General Drafting Co., Inc., 21 West St.
New York 6, N.Y." and date in red "6-13-49."
Forms part of the General Drafting Collection (Newberry Library).
map4F G4341 .C2 1947 .U5 (PrCt)

79684 Utah - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Road maps
Bryce Canyon National Park (Utah) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Zion National Park (Utah) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Highway map, travel hints : Utah : UTOCO ... / complimentary of Utah Oil Refining Company.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1947].
Authors: Utah Oil Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 41 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Road map : Utah Oil Refining Co. :
Utah.
Date from RMcN AE 143 ms. index.
Plate no. 7- 42 40 82-4
Maps on verso (12 x 12 cm. and smaller): Salt Lake City -- Ogden -- Provo -- Bryce Canyon National Park -- Zion National Park.
Panel art: UTOCO sign over car at gas pumps.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 143.20 (PrCt)

Utah - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Nevada - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Railroads - Maps - 1947-1955
Mountain Fuel Supply Company gas system.
Authors: Mountain Fuel Supply Company -- Shelton, Hal -- Jeppesen and Company
8 maps : some col. ; 28 x 43 cm. and smaller
Detached from Mountain Fuel Supply Company, Annual reports (Salt Lake City, 1948-1956).
Maps show pipe lines, gas fields, and distribution centers in Utah, Wyoming, and Colorado.
Beginning with the 1953 report, maps are on a base drawn by Hal Shelton and published by
Jeppesen and Co.
map1F G4341 .H8 1947 M6 (PrCt)
79687  Utah - Maps - 1951 - Road maps<<<<Bryce Canyon National Park (Utah) - Maps - 1951 - Road maps<<<<Zion National Park (Utah) - Maps - 1951 - Road maps
Highway map, travel hints : Utah Oil Refining Co. : [195?].
Authors: Utah Oil Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col ; 65 x 41 cm., folded to 25 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Road map : Utah Oil Refining Co. : Utah.
Plate no. 1-424082-7.
Maps on verso (12 x 12 cm. and smaller): Salt Lake City -- Ogden -- Provo -- Bryce Canyon National Park -- Zion National Park.
Panel art: Car at gas pumps at UTOCO service station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMCN 4635 (PrCt)

79690  Utah - Maps - 1952 - Road maps<<<<Nevada - Maps - 1952 - Road maps<<<<Road maps

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Signal highway map: Utah, Nevada... Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1952].
Authors: Signal Oil and Gas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 47 x 60 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Rand McNally road map: Nevada, Utah.
Date from RMcN AE 144 ms. index.
Plate no. 2-463628V-8.
Map on verso (31 x 48 cm.): Rand McNally road map: United States.
Panel art: Cartoons of outdoor activities, Signal Gas logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 144.1X (PrCt)**

79691 Utah - Maps - 1952 - Road maps

1 map: col.; 69 x 45 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: 1952 Utah official highway map... / E.G. Johnson ... Chief Engineer.
Plate no. 2-514082V-1.
Maps on verso (22 x 19 cm. and smaller): Western United States -- Salt Lake City -- Ogden -- Provo -- Logan.
Panel art: Colorful Bryce Canyon; signed "Fennel."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 144.8 (PrCt)**

79692 Utah - Maps - 1954 - Road maps

Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally & Company, [1954].
Utah: 1954 official highway map... / Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 65 x 41 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Utah Oil Refining Co.: Utah.
Date from RMcN AE 144 ms. index.
Plate no. 4-424082-10.
Maps on verso (12 x 12 cm. and smaller): Salt Lake City -- Ogden -- Provo -- Bryce Canyon National Park -- Zion National Park.
Panel art: UTOCO sign over car at gas pumps.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 143.3X (PrCt)**

79693 Utah - Maps - 1954 - Road maps

1 map: col.; 69 x 45 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: 1954 Utah official highway map... / E.G. Johnson ... Chief Engineer.
Plate no. 4-514082V-3.
Maps on verso (22 x 19 cm. and smaller): Western United States -- Ogden, Salt Lake City area -- Salt Lake City-- Ogden -- Provo -- Logan.
Panel art: Color photo of woman and car by rural road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 144.4X (PrCt)**

79694 Utah - Maps - 1954 - Road maps

Utah: Zion National Park (Utah) - Maps - 1954 - Road maps--Salt Lake City (Utah) - Maps - 1954 - Road maps--Salt Lake City Region (Utah) - Maps - 1954 - Road maps

Utah: Sinclair... Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1954].
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 57 x 42 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair: Utah.
Date from RMcN AE 143 ms. index.
Plate no. 4-5177-3.
Inset (16 x 14 cm.): Zion National Park
Maps on verso (33 x 33 cm. and 36 x 26 cm.): Sinclair: Salt Lake City street map -- Sinclair: Central Utah.
Panel art: Sinclair station with attendant and customers in car.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 143.3X (PrCt)**

79695 Utah - Maps - 1954 - Road maps

Utah: Zion National Park (Utah) - Maps - 1954 - Road maps--Salt Lake City (Utah) - Maps - 1954 - Road maps--Salt Lake City Region (Utah) - Maps - 1954 - Road maps

Utah: Sinclair... Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1954].
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 57 x 42 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair: Utah.
Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Company Collection (Newberry Library).

map4F G4341.C2 1965 .U8 (PrCt)

79701 Utah - Maps - 1965 - Road maps
Utah highway map 1965. [Salt Lake City, Utah?] : State Road Commission of Utah, c1965.

Authors: Utah. State Department of Highways -- Utah. State Road Commission -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- State Road Commission of Utah SEE Utah. State Road Commission

1 map : col. ; 69 x 45 cm., folded to 24 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: 1965 Utah official highway map / State Road Commission of Utah.

"Copyright © 1965 by State Road Comission of Utah. Prepared by Rand McNally & Co."

"Issued for free distribution by the Utah State Department of Highways."

Plate no. 5-514082V-12.

Inset (10 x 15 cm.): The golden circle of scenic and recreation areas.

Maps on verso (26 x 19 cm. and 20 x 19 cm.):

Central Utah -- Western United States.

Panel art: Photo of rock arch.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 4644 (PrCt)

79702 Utah - Maps - 1965 - Road maps
Salt Lake City (Utah) - Maps - 1965 - Road maps
Zion National Park (Utah) - Maps - 1965 - Road maps
Bryce Canyon National Park (Utah) - Maps - 1965 - Road maps
Utah / Issued by Texaco]. San Jose : The H.M. Gousha Company, [1965].

Authors: Texaco, inc. -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 65 x 38 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.

"1965 edition."

Panel title.

Plate no. 8-MM-285-S.

Inset (19 x 11 cm.): Enlarged map of the Salt Lake City, Ogden district.

Maps on verso (22 x 37 cm. and smaller):

Transcontinental touring map [of the United States] -- Salt Lake City and vicinity -- Downtown Salt Lake City -- Ogden -- Zion National Park -- Bryce Canyon National Park.

Panel art: Color photo of lake and mountain and slogan "trust your car to the man who wears the [Texaco] star."

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).


RMcN Clients 3824 (PrCt)

79703 Utah - Maps - 1966 - Road maps
Salt Lake City (Utah) - Pictorial works - 1966
Salt Lake City (Utah) - Aerial photographs -

1966>>Road maps
Utah highway map 1966. [Salt Lake City, Utah?] : State Road Commission of Utah, c1966.

Authors: Utah. State Department of Highways -- Utah. State Road Commission -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 69 x 45 cm., folded to 24 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: 1966 Utah official highway map / State Road Commission of Utah.

"Copyright © 1966 by State Road Comission of Utah. Prepared by Rand McNally & Co."

"Issued for free distribution by the Utah State Department of Highways."

Plate no. 6-514082V-13.

Inset (10 x 15 cm.): The golden circle of scenic and recreation areas.

Maps on verso (26 x 19 cm. and 20 x 19 cm.):

Central Utah -- Western United States.

Verso includes aerial photograph of Salt Lake City (10 x 18 cm.)

Panel art: Photo of boat in water next to rock formation.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 4645 (PrCt)

79704 Utah - Maps - 1967-1975 - Road maps
Up to Utah - Maps - 1967-1975 - Counties
Road maps
Counties
Maps
Road maps
Counties
Maps
General highway map : ... County, Utah / prepared by the Utah State Department of Highways ; in cooperation with the U.S. Department of Transportation, Federal Highway Administration. Salt Lake City : Utah State Department of Highways, 1967-1975.

Authors: Utah. State Dept. of Highways -- United States. Federal Highway Administration -- Logility Transportation (Des Plaines, Ill.)

1 atlas ([93] p. : all maps ; 45 x 60 cm. in post binder 50 x 68 cm.

Scale [ca. 1:127,500].

Title of each map: General highway map ... County, Utah.

Selected populated areas shown in circular insets.

Dates of original maps vary from 1967-75.


map8C G4221 .P2 1963, Utah (PrCt)

79705 Utah - Maps - 1967 - Road maps
Salt Lake City (Utah) - Pictorial works - 1966
Salt Lake City (Utah) - Aerial photographs -

1967>>Road maps
Utah highway map 1967. [Salt Lake City, Utah?] : State Road Commission of Utah, c1967.


1 map : col. ; 69 x 45 cm., folded to 24 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: 1967 Utah official highway map / State Road Commission of Utah.


"Issued for free distribution by the Utah State Department of Highways."

Plate no. 6-514082V-13.

Inset (10 x 15 cm.): The golden circle of scenic and recreation areas.

Maps on verso (26 x 19 cm. and 20 x 19 cm.):

Central Utah -- Western United States.

Verso includes aerial photograph of Salt Lake City (10 x 18 cm.)

Panel art: Photo of boat in water next to rock formation.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 4646 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

1 map : col. ; 69 x 45 cm., folded to 24 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
 Added title: 1967 Utah official highway map / State Road Commission of Utah.
"Issued for free distribution by the Utah State Department of Highways."
Plate no. 7-514082V-14.
Inset (10 x 15 cm.): The golden circle of scenic and recreation areas.
Maps on verso (26 x 19 cm. and 20 x 19 cm.):
Central Utah -- Western United States.
Panel art: Photo of rock arch.
Includes three Library of Congress Copyright Office handstamps and certificate nos.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4646 (PrCt)

79706 Utah - Maps - 1968 - Road maps
Road maps
Utah highway map 68. [Salt Lake City, Utah?] : State Road Commission of Utah, c1968.
1 map : col. ; 69 x 45 cm., folded to 24 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
 Added title: 1968 Utah official highway map / State Road Commission of Utah.
"Issued for free distribution by the Utah State Department of Highways."
Plate no. 8-514082V-15.
Inset (10 x 15 cm.): The golden circle of scenic and recreation areas.
Maps on verso (26 x 19 cm. and 20 x 19 cm.):
Central Utah -- Western United States.
Panel art: Photo of canyon with native plants in foreground.
Includes two Library of Congress Copyright Office handstamps and certificate nos.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4647 (PrCt)

79707 Utah - Maps - 1969 - Road maps
John Wesley Powell Memorial Highway - Maps - 1969
Powell (John Wesley) Memorial Highway SEE John Wesley Powell Memorial Highway
Utah highway map 69. [Salt Lake City, Utah?] : State Road Commission of Utah, c1969.
1 map : col. ; 67 x 43 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
 Added title: 1969 Utah official highway map / State Road Commission of Utah.
"Issued for free distribution by the Utah State Department of Highways."
Plate no. 9-514082V-16.
Inset (11 x 9 cm.): The Powell Memorial highway.
Maps on verso (26 x 19 cm. and 20 x 19 cm.):
Central Utah -- Western United States.
Panel art: Photo of boaters on water.
Two copies.
RMcN Clients 4649 includes handstamp:
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4648-4649 (PrCt)

79708 Utah - Maps - 1970 - Road maps
Road maps
Utah highway map 70. [Salt Lake City, Utah?] : State Road Commission of Utah, c1970.
1 map : col. ; 67 x 43 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
 Added title: 1970 Utah official highway map / State Road Commission of Utah.
"Issued for free distribution by the Utah State Department of Highways."
Plate no. 7007.
Maps on verso (26 x 19 cm. and 19 x 19 cm.):
Central Utah -- Western United States.
Panel art: Photo of waterfall.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4650 (PrCt)

79709 Utah - Maps - 1971 - Road maps
Road maps
Utah highway map 1971. [Salt Lake City, Utah?] : State Road Commission of Utah, c1971.
1 map : col. ; 67 x 43 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
 Added title: 1971 Utah official highway map / State Road Commission of Utah.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
"Issued for free distribution by the Utah State Department of Highways."
Plate no. 717007-1.
Maps on verso (26 x 19 cm. and 19 x 19 cm.):
Central Utah -- Western United States.
Panel art: Photo of tree in desert.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4651 (PrCt)

Utah - Maps - 1972 - Road maps
Utah highway map 72. [Salt Lake City, Utah?] : State Road Comission of Utah , c1972.
1 map : col. ; 67 x 43 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: 1972 Utah official highway map / State Road Comission of Utah.
"Copyright © 1972 by State Road Comission of Utah. Prepared by Rand McNally & Co."
"Issued for free distribution by the Utah State Department of Highways."
Plate no. 727007-2.
Maps on verso (19 x 20 cm. and smaller):
Western United States -- Salt Lake City -- Ogden -- Provo.
Panel art: Photo of waterfall by Cal Briggs.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4652 (PrCt)

Utah - Maps - 1973 - Road maps
Utah highway map 73. [Salt Lake City, Utah?] : State Road Comission of Utah , c1973.
Authors: Utah. State Department of Highways -- Utah. State Road Commission -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 67 x 43 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: 1973 Utah official highway map / State Road Comission of Utah.
"Issued for free distribution by the Utah State Department of Highways."
Plate no. 737007-3.
Maps on verso (23 x 18 cm. and smaller): Utah! -- Western United States -- Salt Lake City -- Ogden -- Provo.
Verso includes aerial nighttime photograph of Salt Lake City (8 x 30 cm.).
Panel art: Photo of sun through trees in Manti-LaSal National Forest.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4653 (PrCt)

Utah - Maps - 1974 - Road maps
Utah highway map 74-75. [Salt Lake City, Utah?] : State Road Comission of Utah , c1974.
Authors: Utah. State Department of Highways -- Utah. State Road Commission -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 67 x 43 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: 1974 Utah official highway map / State Road Comission of Utah.
"Issued for free distribution by the Utah State Department of Highways."
Plate no. 747007-4.
Maps on verso (23 x 18 cm. and smaller): Utah! -- Western United States -- Salt Lake City -- Ogden -- Provo.
Panel art: Photo of Angel Arch in Canyonlands National Park.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4654 (PrCt)

Utah - Maps - 1981 - Counties - Maps
Authors: Greer, Deon C. -- Gurgel, Klaus D. -- Wahlquist, Wayne L., 1931 -- Christy, Howard A., 1933-- Weber State College
1 atlas (xvii, 300 p. : ill.) : maps ; 32 x 32 cm.
Scale of principal maps [ca. 1:2,000,000].
Includes bibliographical references (p. 281-287) and index.
Errata page included: p. 289.
Contents: Reference -- The land -- The people -- Social institutions -- Government -- The economy -- Recreation.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 281-287) and index.
LC Card Number: 81675069
ISBN 084218311
folio G1515 .A8 1981 (NLO)

Utah - Maps - 1990 - Utah - Maps, Physical - 1990 - Wall maps
Utah / map prepared by Allan Cartography of Medford, Oregon, using base materials from the
Authors: Allan Cartography (Firm) -- Raven Maps & Images -- Geological Survey (U.S.)
1 map : col. ; 109 x 85 cm.
Scale 1:500,000. 1 in. = approx. 8 miles. 1 cm. = 5 km. ; (W 114°--W 109°/N 42°--N 37°).
Relief shown by gradient tints, shading, and spot heights.
maproll G4340 1990 A5 (PrCt)

79715 Utah - Maps - 2004 - Road maps
Authors: DeLorme (Firm)
1 atlas (64 p.) : col. maps ; 40 cm.
6th ed.
Caption title.
Cover title: Utah : detailed topographic maps : back roads, recreation sites, GPS grids, boat ramps, campgrounds, places to explore
Relief shown by contours, shading, and spot heights.
Includes indexes.
ISBN 9780899332550 ; 0899332552
oversize G1515 .D4 2008 (NLO)

79716 Utah - Maps - Bibliography - To 1900
Printed maps of Utah to 1900 : an annotated cartobibliography / by Riley Moore Moffat. Santa Cruz, Calif. Western Association of Map Libraries, 1981.
Authors: Moffat, Riley Moore, 1947- -- Western Association of Map Libraries
xvi, 176 p. ; 23 cm.
Originally presented as the author’s thesis (M.A.), Brigham Young University, 1980.
Includes index.
Series: Occasional paper (Western Association of Map Libraries) ; no. 8.
Formerly Z6027.U5 M74 1981
LC Card Number: B1000659
Map Ref Z6027.U5 M74 1981 (NLO)

Plan of the White River Agency (as described by Chief Douglas). [New York : Harper & Brothers, 1886].
Authors: Douglas, Chief, fl. ca. 1879 -- Dunn, Jacob Piatt, 1855-1924. Massacres of the mountains : a history of the Indian wars of the far west (1886) -- Harper & Brothers -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map : 15 x 11 cm.
Details site of the 1879 White River Massacre; includes 13 lettered references.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copies: Ayer 4A 967 -- F 807 .24
Graff 1181 p. [707] (PrCt)

79718 Utenhove, Karel, ca.1510-1580: Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594: Universität Duisburg - History - 1500-1599
Authors: Kirmse, Rolf -- Kreis Moers Jahrbuch 30 (1973)
p. 142-155 : port., facsims. ; 23 cm.
Vert 3138, no. 9 (PrCt)

79719 Utica (N.Y.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps
Rome (N.Y.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps
Syracuse (N.Y.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- NAVTEQ (Firm) -- Rand McNally and Company.
Street guide -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
"1st edition" -- front cover.
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder. "$16.95" -- back cover
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528873113
RMcN StrFdr 2008 .U8 (PrCt)

79720 Utica Region (N.Y.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Citograph of Utica ... Socony-Vacuum ... Standard Oil of New York ... New York City : General Drafting Co., Inc., 1937.
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Standard Oil Company of New York -- General Drafting Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 16 x 14 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Socony citograph of Utica ...
Date from RMcN AE 99 ms. index.
Panel art: Socony sign over rural landscape
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 99.3X (PrCt)

79721 Utica Region (N.Y.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Citograph of Utica ... Standard Oil of New York, division of Socony-Vacuum Oil Company, Inc. New York City : General Drafting Co., Inc., [1937?].
Authors: Standard Oil Company of New York -- Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- General Drafting Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 16 x 14 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Socony citigraph of Utica.
Panel art: Socony sign.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "1937"
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 169.61A (PrCt)

79722 Utica Region (N.Y.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Citograph of Utica ... Standard Oil of New York, division of Socony-Vacuum Oil Company, Inc. New York City : General Drafting Co., Inc., [1938?].
Authors: Standard Oil Company of New York -- Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- General Drafting Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 16 x 14 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Socony citigraph of Utica.
Panel art: Socony sign.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Aug 11 1938 Rand McNally & Co. ..."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 168.66 (PrCt)

Authors: Holbein, Ambrosius, 1494?-1518? - More, Thomas, Sir, Saint, 1478-1535 - More, Thomas, Sir, Saint, 1478-1535. De optimo reip. statu, deqve noua insula Vtopia ... (1518) -- Froben, Johann, d. 1527
1 map : woodcut ; 20 x 12 cm.
Anonymous woodcut without imprint attributed to Abrosius Holbein.
Letterpress title in top margin, numbered as p. 12.
Verse on verso (p. 11, sig. b2): Hexastichon anemolii poetae lavreati ...
Duplicate copy (trimmed with loss of title): VAULT Case J 205 .586, p. [12]
Digital copy (trimmed with loss of title): VAULT Case J 205 .586, p. [12]
VAULT Case J 205 .582, title page verso (PrCt)

Authors: More, Thomas, Sir, Saint, 1478-1535 -- Morris, John P. 1 map ; 40 x 26 cm.
map2F G9930 1518 .M6 197- (PrCt)

Authors: Holbein, Ambrosius, 1494?-1518? -- More, Thomas, Sir, Saint, 1478-1535 -- More, Thomas, Sir, Saint, 1478-1535. De optimo reip. statu, deqve noua insula Vtopia ... (1518) -- Froben, Johann, d. 1527
1 map : woodcut ; 20 x 12 cm.
Anonymous woodcut without imprint attributed to Abrosius Holbein.
Letterpress title in top margin, numbered as p. 12.
Verse on verso (p. 11, sig. b2): Hexastichon anemolii poetae lavreati ...
Duplicate copy (trimmed with loss of title): VAULT Case J 205 .586, p. [12]
Digital copy (trimmed with loss of title): VAULT Case J 205 .586, p. [12]
VAULT Case J 205 .582, title page verso (PrCt)

Authors: Holbein, Ambrosius, 1494?-1518? -- More, Thomas, Sir, Saint, 1478-1535 -- More, Thomas, Sir, Saint, 1478-1535. De optimo reip. statu, deqve noua insula Vtopia ... (1518) --
Froben, Johann, d. 1527
1 map : woodcut ; trimmed to 18 x 12 cm.
Anonymous woodcut without imprint attributed to
Abrosius Holbein.
Letterpress title and page no. 12 trimmed from
top margin; for complete copy see VAULT Case J
205.586, p. 12.
Verse on verso (p. 11, sig. b2): Hexastichon
anemolii poetae lavrati ...
In: More, Thomas. De optimo reip. statu, deqve
noua insula Vtopia ... (Basel : Johann Froben,
December 1518), [p. 12].
Digital image of another copy available on
VAULT Case J 205.5862, p. [12] (PrCt)

79727
Utopias - Maps - 1595<<<Imaginary places -
Maps - 1595<<<Maps in literature -
1595<<<More, Thomas, Sir, Saint, 1478-1535.
Utopia<<<Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598.
Utopiae typus, ex narratione Raphaelis
Hythlodaei, descriptione D. Thomae Mori,
delineatione Abrahami Ortelii (1595)
Utopiae typus, ex narratione Raphaelis
Hythlodaei, descriptione D. Thomae Mori,
delineatione Abrahami Ortelii. [Alphae an den
Rijn : Caer-Thresoor, 2004].
Authors: Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598 -- More,
Thomas, Sir, Saint, 1478-1535 -- Wacker von
Wackenfels, Johann Matthäus, 1550-1619 --
Broecke, M. P. R. van den. De Utopia kaart van
Ortelius (2004)
1 map ; 36 x 46 cm.
Facsimile of the only surviving copy of map
published ca. 1595, in the private collection of
Marcel van den Broecke.
Issued laid in Caert-Thresoor 23, no. 4 (2004),
where it was a supplement to van den Broecke's
article 'De Utopia kaart van Ortelius' (pp. 89-93)
[folio GA101.C34 - In Map Room]
Raphael Hythlodaeus was a character in More's
Utopia.
Refs.: Karrow, Mapmakers of the sixteenth
century, 1/210; van der Krogt, Atlantes
Neerlandici, 9999:31; van den Broecke 234.
map2F G9930 1595 .O6 2004 (PrCt)

79728
Utrecht (Netherlands) - Maps - 1620
Traiectvm. [Cologne? s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 --
Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 --
Civilitates orbis terrarum -- Hoorn, Melchisedech
van, fl. 1569 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 32 x 47 cm.
Map derived from a 1569 print by Melchisedech
van Hoorn; see R.A. Skelton's Introduction to the
1980 facs. ed. of Civilitates orbis terrarum.
Latin letterpress text on verso under title:
Traiectvm.
In: Braun, Georg and Franz Hogenberg. Civilitates
orbis terrarum [Cologne: Pieter van Brachel?, ca.
1620] v. 1, plate 19
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 1, pl. 19
(PrCt)

79729
Utrecht (Netherlands) - Maps -
1757<<<Utrecht Region (Netherlands) - Maps -
1757
Kaart van de stad Utrecht en van derzelver
Vryheid. te Amsterdam : by Isaak Tirion, 1757.
Authors: Tirion, Isaak -- Tirion, Isaak. Nieuwe en
beknopte hand-atlas ... (1748 [i.e. 1769?]) --
Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 16 x 29 cm.
Verso numbered "N 63" in manuscript.
North oriented to the upper left.
In: Tirion, Isaak. Nieuwe en beknopte hand-atlas ...
(Amsterdam : Isaak Tirion, 1744 [i.e. 1769?]),
plate [61].
oversize Ayer 135 .T55 1744, plate [61] (PrCt)

79730
Utrecht (Netherlands) - Maps -
Collections<<<Cartography - Utrecht
(Netherlands) - History
Authors: Donkersloot-De Vrij, Y. Marijke -- HES
Publishers -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 v. : 60 maps ; 316 x 245 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

79731
Utrecht (Netherlands) - Province - Maps -
1624<<<Utrecht (Netherlands) - Pictorial
works - 1624
Ultraiectum dominium. [Amsterdam] : C. J.
Visscher excudebat, 1624.
Authors: Visscher, Claes Jansz., 1586 or 7-1652
-- Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 35 x 46 cm.
Includes portrait of natives in local costume and
view of city of Utrecht (3 x 11 cm.): Traiectum.
A reissue of the map in Kaerius' Germania
Inferior, 1617, drawn originally by Hornovius in
1599.'--Campbell, Tony. Claes Jansz. Visscher :
a hundred maps described (1968), p. 24, no. 93.
Remnants of binding stub on verso.
Forms part of the Visscher Map Collection
(Newberry Library).
73.
Visscher 116 (PrCt)

79732
Utrecht (Netherlands) - Province - Maps -
1680
Ultraiectini dominii tabula / multo aliis auctior et
corrector per I. Danckerts. Amsterdam, [ca.
1680].
Authors: Danckerts, Justus, 1635-1701 --
Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 45 x 53 cm.
In: Danckerts, Justus. Atlas (Newberry Library)
J. Danckers, [ca. 1680]) pl. [54]. Ms. no. '56' in
Utrecht (Netherlands : Province) - Maps - 1682
Ultraiectini dominii tabula. Amsterdam : C. Allard, [1682?].
1 map : col. ; 47 x 55 cm.
In: Allard, Carel. Atlas minor sive tabulae geographicæ proecipuorum regnorum regionum, insularum, provinciarum, etc. (Amsterdam : C. Allard, 1682?): pl. 78.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .D18 A pl. 54 (PrCt)

Utrecht (Netherlands : Province) - Maps - 1690
Ultraiectini dominii tabula. Amsterdam, [ca. 1690].
Authors: Danckerts, Justus, 1635-1701 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
III:M31
1 map ; 44 x 53 cm.
3400
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6003.U8 1690 D3 (PrCt)

Utrecht (Netherlands : Province) - Maps - 1695
La Seigneurie d'Utrecht. Paris, 1696.
Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1712 -- Visscher, 1710?].
1 map : 41 x 54 cm.
3393
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6003.U8 1696 J3 (PrCt)

Utrecht (Netherlands : Province) - Maps - 1696
Authors: Roy, Bernard de, fl. 1664-1700 -- Canaletto (Firm)
1 v. ; 41 cm.
oversize G1863 U8 R6 1973 (NLO)

Utrecht (Netherlands : Province) - Maps - 1696
La Seigneurie d'Utrecht. Paris, 1696.
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
III:M29
1 map ; 41 x 54 cm.
3393
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6003.U8 1696 J3 (PrCt)

Utrecht (Netherlands : Province) - Maps - 1696
Names, Geographical<<>>Names, Geographical - Utrecht (Netherlands : Province) - Maps - 1696<<>>Gazetteers La Seigneurie d'Utrecht. Dressé sur les memoires les plus nouveaux ... Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : H. Jaillot [i.e. P. Mortier], 1696.
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. [Atlas nouveau contenant toutes les parties du monde ... ] (1696) 1 map : hand col ; 42 x 55 cm.
Accompanied, on the previous leaf by: Table alphabétique des noms de villages ... de la seigneurie d'Utrecht.
In: Sanson, Nicolas. [Atlas nouveau contenant toutes les parties du monde ... ] (Amsterdam : Pierre Mortier, 1696) v. 1, map [8].
Forms part of atlas published by P. Mortier in Amsterdam; chiefly comprised of maps bearing the counterfeit imprint of H. Jaillot in Paris.
Case oversize G 1007 .781 v. 1, map [8] (PrCt)

Utrecht (Netherlands : Province) - Maps - 1700
La Seigneurie d'Utrecht. Paris, 1700.
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
III:M30
1 map ; 41 x 55 cm.
3394
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6003.U8 1700 J3 (PrCt)

Utrecht (Netherlands : Province) - Maps - 1700
Ultraiectini dominii tabula. Amsterdam : Fredrick de Wit, [ca. 1700?].
1 map : hand col ; 47 x 57 cm.
Oriented with north at bottom right.
In: Wit, Frederik de. Atlas (Amsterdam : bij Frederck de Wit in de Calverstraet bij den Dam inde Witte Paskaert. [ca. 1700?]) no. [113].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .W8 A no. [113] (PrCt)

Utrecht (Netherlands : Province) - Maps - 1710<<>>Gelderland (Netherlands) - Maps - 1710
Tabula nova provinciae Ultrajectinae ... [Amsterdam] : Nicol. Visscher [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher, 1710?].
1 map : hand col ; 45 x 83 cm.
79742 Utrecht (Netherlands : Province) - Maps - 1720 - Canals
Nieuwe en nette aftekening van de door gravinge
der staat te geschieden beginnende van de
stad Utrecht to aan Spakenborg in de Zuider
Zee met des zelfs afbakinge &c / gedrukt tot
Amsterdam by de wed. Ioachim Ottens op de
Nieuwendyk inde Warelt kaart. [Amsterdam : s.
n.], 1720.
Authors: Ottens, Joachim, 1663-1722
1 map ; 17 x 68 cm. in two panels on sheet 49 x
41 cm. fold. to 40 x 25 cm.
In: Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry
Library) II:M33
Verso numbered "N 62" in manuscript.

79743 Utrecht (Netherlands : Province) - Maps - 1720<->Gelderland (Netherlands ) - Maps - 1720
Tabula nova provinciae Ultrajectinae.
Amsterdam, [ca. 1720].
Authors: Roy, Bernard de, fl. 1664-1700 --
Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Schenk, Pieter,
c. 1698-1775 -- Anse, Lughtvan, fl.
1690-1716 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection
(Newberry Library). III:M33
1 map ; 45 x 73 cm.
3395 rev
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map
Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6003.U8 1720 S3 (PrCt)

79744 Utrecht (Netherlands : Province) - Maps - 1725
Ultrajectini dominii tabula. Amsterdam, [ca.
1725].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Côvens et Mortier --
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry
Library). III:M32
1 map ; hand col. ; 45 x 55 cm.
3401
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map
Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6003.U8 1725 C6 (PrCt)

79745 Utrecht (Netherlands : Province) - Maps - 1769
De Provincie van Utrecht. [Amsterdam : Isaak
Tirion, 1769?].
Authors: Tirion, Isaak -- Tirion, Isaak. Nieuwe en
beknopte hand-atlas ... (1748 [i.e. 1769?]) --
Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; hand col. ; 31 x 42 cm.
Verso numbered "N 62" in manuscript.
In: Tirion, Isaak. Nieuwe en beknopte hand-atlas...
(Amsterdam : Isaak Tirion, 1744 [i.e. 1769?]),
plate [60].
oversize Ayer 135 .T55 1744, plate [60] (PrCt)

79746 Utrecht (Netherlands : Province) - Maps - 1769<->Utrecht Region (Netherlands) - Maps - 1769
Nieuwe kaart van het Nederkwartier, en van het
Kwartier van Montfoort, des strichts van Utrecht.
te Amsterdam : by Isaak Tirion, [1769?].
Authors: Tirion, Isaak -- Tirion, Isaak. Nieuwe en
beknopte hand-atlas ... (1748 [i.e. 1769?]) --
Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; hand col. ; 35 x 37 cm.
In: Tirion, Isaak. Nieuwe en beknopte hand-atlas...
(Amsterdam : Isaak Tirion, 1744 [i.e. 1769?]),
plate [62].
Digital image of another copy available on the
Edward Wells Cartografisch Antiquariaa website,
based in Ermelo, Netherlands (accessed March
2010):
http://www.edward-wells.nl/catalogus/index.php?
productID=2403&categoryID=11
oversize Ayer 135 .T55 1744, plate [62] (PrCt)

79747 Utrecht (Netherlands : Province) - Maps - 1769<->Utrecht Region (Netherlands) - Maps - 1769
Nieuwe kaart van de Kwartieren van Eemland
en't Overkwartier in't stricht van Utrecht. te
Amsterdam : by Isaak Tirion, [1769?].
Authors: Tirion, Isaak -- Tirion, Isaak. Nieuwe en
beknopte hand-atlas ... (1748 [i.e. 1769?]) --
Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; hand col. ; 32 x 36 cm.
In: Tirion, Isaak. Nieuwe en beknopte hand-atlas...
(Amsterdam : Isaak Tirion, 1744 [i.e. 1769?]),
plate [63].
oversize Ayer 135 .T55 1744, plate [63] (PrCt)

79748 Vac (Hungary) - Maps - 1689 - Pictorial works
Authors: Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718 --
Padoani, Domenico, fl. 1689 -- Edward E. Ayer
Collection (Newberry Library) -- Coronelli,
Vincenzo, 1650-1718. Citta, fortezze, isole, e
porti principale dell' Europa ... (1689)
1 map ; 13 x 17 cm.
In: Coronelli, Vincenzo. Citta, fortezze, isole, e
porti principale dell’ Europa, in pianti, et in
eluatione, deporti principale dell' Europa,
in pianti, et in eluatione, descritte, e publicate ad uso dell'
Academia cosmografica degli argonauti ([Venice]
: Domenico Padoani, 1689) pl. [42]. Engraved
plate '361.' One of four plates printed on same
sheet, opening [42].
VAULT folio Ayer 135 .C8 1689 pl. 42 (PrCt)
Carte de l’Isle à Vache. 1723.
Authors: Beauvilliers, sieur de, d. 1730 -- Cartes Marines Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library). Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 30, sheet 71A
1 ms. map : hand col. ; 530 x 380 mm. Shows Vache Island (or Île-à-Vache) and a portion of the south central coast of Haiti, immediately east of present day Les Cayes. Sugar cane fields and 3 buildings shown on the island.
Scale [ca. 1:107,000], ‘2 lieues’ [=104 mm.]
Sheet 71A of 117 in the Cartes Marines Manuscript Map Collection, detailing French colonial interests worldwide, ca. 1640-ca. 1726. Relief shown pictorially and with shading. Pen-and-ink and watercolor (blue, grey, yellow, red); mounted on cloth.
Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 158 Ayer ms map proj 01
Digital image available as part of the Newberry Library’s Great Lakes Digital Collection via the CARLI Digital Collections website (accessed Nov. 2010):
http://collections.carli.illinois.edu/u?/nby_grlakes, 943 VAULT drawer Ayer MS map 30 sheet 71A (NLO)

Vadianus, Joachim, 1484-1551
1484-1551 Cartography - History - 1534 World maps - 1534 Watt, Joachim von, 1484-1551 SEE Vadianus, Joachim, 1484-1551
Authors: Vadianus, Joachim, 1484-1551 -- Dürst, Arthur -- Watt, Joachim von, 1484-1551 SEE Vadianus, Joachim, 1484-1551
2 leaves
Series: Documenta Cartographiae sht. 10 (June 1968).
A reproduction of Watt's map accompanied by a page of notes, issued to commemorate the 80th birthday of Walter Blumer.
Vert 93, no. 4 (PrCt)

Vadianus, Joachim, 1484-1551 - Map Collections - Stadtbibliothek (Vadiana) St. Gallen - Map collections - Caulet, Thomas.
Portolan chart of Mediterranean, ca. 1530
Alte karte aus der bibliothek Vadians. [Wien : Österreichische geographische Gesellschaft, 1926].
Authors: Hassinger, Hugo, 1877-
p. 224-234. Extract from Mitteilungen der Geographischen gesellschaft in Wien, bd. 69, nr. 7-9.
Ayer 129 .H35 1926 (NLO)

Vadianus, Joachim, 1484-1551. Typvs cosmographicvs universalis (1534)
Vadianus Weltkarte von 1534 / Arthur Dürst.
Authors: Dürst, Arthur 8 p. : 4 maps ; 22 cm. + facsimile map (on sheet 30 x 42 cm. fold. to 21 x 15 cm.)
Cover title.
Vert 42, no. 3 (PrCt)

1 view ; on sheet 14 x 22 cm.
Forms part of U.S. Serial Set 517 in series: 30th Congress, 1st session ; Ex. doc. no. 41 -- Ex. doc. (United States. Congress. House) ; 30th Congress, 1st session, no. 41.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library. Duplicate copies: Govt. 517 and Ayer 128.3 U5h 1848 Graff 1249 between p. 506-507 (PrCt)

Valais (Switzerland) - Maps - 1552 Rhône River Valley (Switzerland and France) - Maps - 1552 Woodcuts
Valesia, Wallisier land. [Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552].
Authors: Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552. Cosmographiae universalis ... (1552) -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : woodcut ; 27 x 17 cm., on sheet 32 x 20 cm.
Title in oversize lettering at top left.
Oriented with north at left. Relief shown pictorially.
In: Münster, Sebastian. Cosmographiae uniuersalis ... (Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552), p. 331.
VAULT folio Ayer 7 .M8 1552, p. 331 (PrCt)

Valdivia (Chile : Province) - Maps - 1649 - [Baldivia (Chile : Province) SEE Valdivia (Chile : Province)]
Abbildung vnd Entdeckung des flusses Baldivia.

Valcour Island (N.Y.), Battle of, 1776 - Champlain, Lake - History - Revolution, 1776 - United States - History - Revolution, 1775-1783 - Maps
The Attack and defeat of the American fleet under Benedict Arnold, by the Kings fleet commanded by Captn. Thos. Pringle, upon Lake Champlain, the 11th of October, 1776 / from a sketch taken by an officer on the spot. London : Wm. Faden, 1776.
Scale ca. 1:71,000.
Relief shown by hachures.
A letterpress 'Account of the expedition' at the bottom of the sheet concludes with 'to be had of Messrs. Wallis and Stonehouse, booksellers, Ludgate-Street.'
Detached from: Faden, William. [Atlas of battle plans, ca. 1783], no. 5. The atlas was previously owned by British general Sir Henry Clinton.
map4F 3701.S3.5 (PrCt)

Valcour (N.Y.), Battle of, 1776 - Champlain, Lake - History - Revolution - United States - History - Revolution, 1775-1783 - Maps
The Attack and defeat of the American fleet under Benedict Arnold, by the Kings fleet commanded by Captn. Thos. Pringle, upon Lake Champlain, the 11th of October, 1776. London, 1777.
Authors: Faden, William, 1749-1836 -- Faden, William, 1749-1836. The North American atlas, selected from the most authentic maps, charts, plans, &c. hitherto published (1777)
1 map : hand col. ; 24 x 42 cm.
In: Faden, William. The North American atlas, selected from the most authentic maps, charts, plans, &c. hitherto published (London : Printed for William Faden ..., 1777), pl. [15].
map7C 4, pl. 15 (PrCt)

Valdivia (Chile : Province) - Maps - 1649 - [Baldivia (Chile : Province) SEE Valdivia (Chile : Province)]
Abbildung vnd Entdeckung des flusses Baldivia.

[Franckfurt am Mayn : In Verlegung Christophel Le Blon, 1649].
In upper right corner: P. 29.
Includes coastal profile at bottom center.
VAULT Ayer 110 .H9 1608, v. 3, pt. 25, p. 29 (PrCt)

Valdivia (Chile : Province) - Maps - 1700-1799 - Manuscript maps
Plan de Baldivia coste du Chilly par la latte. sud de 39 degres 36 minutes. [17--?].
Authors: Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 ms. map : hand col. ; 241 x 241 mm. (neat line), on sheet 367 x 256 mm.
Unsigned and undated manuscript.
Added title (in a different hand?): Amerique Septent.
Town of Valdivia shown pictorially.
Includes references A-I and L-P.
Oriented with north at lower left.
Pen-and-ink and wash (green).
Not based on 1764 map with similar title by J.N. Bellin (cf. Phillips 3508 v.2 no. 69).
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
ms16 Novacco 2F 15 (PrCt)

Valencia, Gulf of (Spain) - Maps - 1753 - Coasts - Nautical charts
Valencia Bay or Grao road. [London : W. and J. Mount, T. and T. Page, 1753].
Authors: Gaudy, John, fl. ca. 1705-ca.1740 -- Parker, Samuel, active 1719-1751 -- W. and J. Mount, T. and T. Page (Firm), fl. ca. 1753-1755 -- English Pilot. Part 3 (1753) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 18 x 26 cm.
Engraved map printed on page of letterpress text. Oriented with north at lower right.
In: The English pilot. Part III. Describing the sea-coasts, capes, head-lands, bays, roads, harbours, rivers and ports ... in the whole Mediterranean Sea ... (London : Printed for W. and J. Mount, T. and T. Page, on Tower-Hill,
79761 **Valencia (N.M.) - Pictorial works - 1848**


1 view ; on sheet 14 x 22 cm.

In: United States. Army. Corps of Topographical Engineers. Notes of a military reconnaissance : from Fort Leavenworth, in Missouri, to San Diego, in California, including parts of the Arkansas, Del Norte, and Gila rivers / by Lieut. Col. W.H. Emory : made in 1846-7, with the advanced guard of the "Army of the West" ... (Washington : Wendell and Van Benthuysen, printers, 1848) opposite p. 49.

Forms part of U.S. Serial Set 517 in series: 30th Congress, 1st session ; Ex. doc. no. 41 -- Ex. doc. (United States. Congress. House) ; 30th Congress, 1st session, no. 41.

Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library. Duplicate copies: Govt. 517 and Ayer 128.3 U5h 1848

Graff 1249 opposite p. 49 (Pr.Ct)

79762 **Valencia (Spain) - Maps - 1771 - Coasts - Nautical charts<<<<<<<<Nautical charts - Valencia, Gulf of (Spain) - 1771 - Coasts<<<<Nautical charts**

*Valencia Bay or Grao Road ... / by Ion. Gaudy ; S Parker sculpt.* [London : J. Mount and T. Page, 1771].

Authors: Gaudy, John, fl. ca. 1705-ca.1740 -- Parker, Samuel, active 1719-1751 -- Mount, John, d. 1786 -- Page, Thomas, d. 1781 -- English Pilot. Part 3 (1771) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 18 x 26 cm. on sheet 47 x 30 cm.

Engraved map printed beneath letterpress text (p. 14): Prospects of the land upon the coast of Spain.

Oriented with north at bottom right.

In: The English pilot : Part III : Describing the coasts ... in the whole Mediterranean Sea (London : Printed for J. Mount and T. Page, on Tower-Hill, 1771), [plate 11]


79763 **Valencia (Spain) - Maps - 1584-1588<<<<Valencia (Spain : Region) - Maps - 1584-1588**


Authors: Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594 -- Hondius, Jodocus, 1563-1612 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:R7 1 map ; 33 x 46 cm.

Anonymous map without imprint probably detached from an edition of the Mercator-Hondius Atlas (Amsterdam, 1606 or later).

Oriented with north to right.

Remnants of binding stub and manuscript no. '140'on verso.

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Koeman v. 2, p. 304, Me 15, no. [114].

Sack map4F G6562.V2 1606 .M4 (Pr.Ct)

79764 **Valencia (Spain : Province) - Maps - 1584-1588<<<<<Valencia (Spain : Region) - Maps - 1584-1588**

*Valentiae regni, olim Contestanorvm si Ptolemaeo, Edetanorum si Plinio credimvs typvs.* [Antwerp : Christophe Plantin, 1584 [i.e. 1588].


1 map : hand col. ; 33 x 48 cm.

Oriented with north at right.

In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatre de la tierra vniversal (Antwerp : Christophe Plantin, 1588), [plate 18].

Printed no. 18 and Spanish letterpress text on verso beginning: El Reyno de Valencia. Los Heditanos dize Ptolemaeo, que estan en España ... .

Digital image of a duplicate or variant edition available on Marcel P.R. van den Broecke's Cartographica Neerlandica website (accessed Feb. 2012):


VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1588, [plate 18] (Pr.Ct)

79765 **Valencia (Spain : Province) - Maps - 1584-1606<<<<Valencia (Spain : Region) - Maps - 1584-1606**

*Regntae regni, olim Contestanorvm si Ptolemaeo, Edetanorum si Plinio credimvs typvs.* [London : John Norton], 1584 [i.e. 1606].

Reference to the title page of this volume.
Theatrum orbis terrarum ... (1606) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 33 x 48 cm.
Oriented with north at right.
Printed no. 18 and English letterpress text on verso beginning: The kingdome of Valentia.
Ptolemy calles the people inhabiting this part of Hispania ...
In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatrum orbis terrarum ... (London : J. Norton, 1606), [plate 19].
Digital image of a duplicate or variant edition available on Marcel P.R. van den Broecke's Cartographica Neerlandica website (accessed June 2012):
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1606, [plate 19] (PrCt)

Valencia (Spain : Region) - Maps - 1680
Valentia regnum. Amsterdam, [ca. 1680].
Authors: Schenk & Valck, Amsterdam -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
I:56
1 map : hand col. ; 33 x 45 cm.
2189
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6562.V2 1680 S3 (PrCt)

Valencia (Spain : Region) - Maps - 1705
Les Royaumes de Valence et de Murcie. Paris, [ca. 1705].
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Danet, Guillaume, ca. 1670-1732 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
I:54
1 map : hand col. ; 39 x 54 cm.
2240
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6562.V2 1705 F4 (PrCt)

Valencia (Spain : Region) - Maps - 1740
Les Royaumes de Valence et de Murcie. Paris, [ca. 1740].
Authors: Nolin, Jean Baptiste, 1648-1708 -- Cantel, Pierre Joseph, 1645-1684 -- Mendes Silva, Rodrigo, b. 1607 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
I:55
1 map : hand col. ; 54 x 41 cm.
Added title: Los Reynos de Valencia y de Murcia.
Cf. Phillips 5985 [113].
Inset: Royaume et isles de Maillorque.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Valenciennes (France) - Maps - 1794
Il regno di Valenza con le isole di Majorica, Minorica e Ivica delineate sulle ultime osservazioni. Rome : Calcografia camerale, 1797.
1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 43 cm.
Map dated 1794.
overse Ayer 135 .C33 1792 v. 2 pl. 8 (PrCt)

Valenciennes (France) - Maps - 1620
Valenciennes, quondam cygnorvm Vallis, vrbs Han. ... [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Deventer, Jacob van, d. 1575 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 39 cm.
Derived from a drawing by Jacob van Deventer; see R.A. Skelton’s Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.
Added title at top in uppercase lettering: Valenciennes.
Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Valenciennae.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 3, pl. 25 (PrCt)

Valenciennes (France) - Maps - 1695
Fortification
Valenciennes ville forte des Pais Bas, du comte de Hainaut. [Paris : De Fer, 1695].
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes -- avec leurs fortifications ... (1695-1696)
1 map ; 21 x 28 cm.
In: Fer, Nicolas de. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes -- avec leurs fortifications ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, 1695-1696) pt. 4, map [61].
Manuscript '(4)' at upper right.
Case folio U 26. 293 pt. 4, map [61] (PrCt)

79772 Valenciennes (France) - Maps - 1709 Plan de la ville et citadelle de Valenciennes. Brussels, 1709.
Authors: Fricx, Eugène-Henri, d. 1733 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
III:U64
1 map ; 37 x 47 cm.
Phillips 7962 no. [66].
3100
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G5834.V3 1709 F7 (PrCt)

79773 Valenciennes (France) - Maps - 1713 - Fortification Valenciennes ville forte des Pais Bas, du comte de Hainaut ... Paris : De Fer, [1713?].
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Introduction à la fortification ... [1713?]
1 map ; 21 x 28 cm.
In: Fer, Nicolas de. Introduction à la fortification ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, [1713?]) map [70].
Map dated 1693.
For later state of this map, with engraved plate number, see Case folio U 26 .292.
For earlier version of this map, engraved on different plate, see Case folio U 26 .293.
Case oversize U 26 .2919 map [70] (PrCt)

Authors: Valentine Chamber of Commerce
1 booklet (38 p) : photos (some col.), maps ; 28 cm
Travel Vertical File G4194 .V2E635 1996 .V3 (PrCt)

79775 Valenza (Italy) - Maps - 1695 - Fortification Valence, ville sorte d'Italie ... [Paris : De Fer, 1695].
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes -- avec leurs fortifications ... (1695-1696)
1 map ; 20 x 27 cm.
In: Fer, Nicolas de. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes; avec leurs fortifications ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, 1695-1696) pt. 3, map [50].
Manuscript '(17)' at upper right.
Case folio U 26. 293 pt. 3, map [50] (PrCt)

79776 Valenza (Italy) - Maps - 1713 - Fortification Valence, ville sorte d'Italie ... [Paris : De Fer, 1713?].
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Introduction à la fortification ... [1713?]
1 map ; 19 x 27 cm.
In: Fer, Nicolas de. Introduction à la fortification ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, [1713?]) map [142].
Map dated 1705.
For later state of this map, with engraved plate number, see Case folio U 26 .292.
For earlier version of this map, engraved on different plate, see Case folio U 26 .293.
Case oversize U 26 .2919 map [142] (PrCt)

79777 Valetta (Malta) - Maps - 1632 Valetta, die neue Statt in Malta. [Franckfurt am Mayn : Wolfgang Hoffmann in Verlegung Friderici Hulsij, 1632].
Authors: Breithaupt, Johann Friedrich, b. ca. 1590 -- Breithaupt, Johann Friedrich, b. ca. 1590. Die drey vnd zwantzigste Schiffahrt Eygentliche vnnd auszführliche Beschreibung der Reyse ... nach der weitberümbten Christlichen Helden Insel Malta (1630) -- Hoffmann, Wolfgang, fl. 1624-1647 -- Hulsius, Friedrich van, b. 1580 -- Hulsius, Levinus, d. 1606. [Sammlung von sechs und zwanzig Schiffahrten] (1608-1650)
1 map ; 17.0 x 26.7 cm. (plate mark)
In Breithaupt, Johann Friedrich, Die drey vnd zwantzigste Schiffahrt Eygentliche vnnd auszführliche Beschreibung der Reyse ... nach der weitberümbten Christlichen Helden Insel Malta (Franckfurt am Mayn: Wolfgang Hoffmann in Verlegung Friderici Hulsij, 1632), opp. p. 72.
In upper right corner: Pag. 72.
Engraving extends to edges of plate.
VAULT Ayer 110 .H9 1608, v. 3, pt. 23, p. 72 (PrCt)

79778 Valkenberg Park (Breda, Netherlands) - Pictorial works - 1743 Den Hof van Valkenberg / P. De Swart, ad viv. del. : B. F. Immink fec et sculp. 1743.
[s'Gravenhage : Jacobus vanden Kieboom, 1744].
Authors: Swart, Pieter de, 1709-1773 -- Immink, B. F. -- Goor, Thomas Ernst van, 1710-1750. Beschryving der stad en lande van Breda (1744) -- Kieboom, Jacobus van den, fl. 1729-1744
1 view ; 29 x 39 cm.
In Goor, Thomas Ernst van, Beschryving der stad en lande van Breda (s'Gravenhage: J. vanden Kieboom, 1744), after p. 62.
In upper right corner: Pag. 63.
Reproduced in Breda in kaart (Breda: Breda's
Valladolid (Spain) - Pictorial works - 1620
Vallisoletvm aliis princia, comuniter Valladolid dicitur ... [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : hand col.; 13 x 47 cm. on sheet 41 x 54 cm.
Added title: Vallisoletvm.
Anonymous view.
On same sheet with: Toletvm precipua in Hispania ciuitas, Tago fluuiu ... .
Latin letterpress text on verso under added titles: Toletvm -- Pincia vvlgo Valladolid.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 1, pl. 3 (PrCt)

Vallegrand (Bolivia) - Maps - 1906
Plano de la ciudad de Vallegrand, levantado por órden de la h. Junta municipal, 1905-1906 ... La Paz [Bolivia] : Lit. del Ministerio del Relaciones Exteriores, [1906?].
Authors: Jórdan, Froilán C., fl. 1905 -- Bolivia. Ministero de Relaciones Exteriores
1 map ; 30 x 42 cm. fold. to 31 x 24 cm.
Scale 1:400.
One of 11 folded plates bound without title page in composite atlas with spine title: Maps of Bolivia [Various places: various publishers, 1901-1906]
folio G 10997 .55 (NLO)

Vallejo (Calif.) - Maps - 1952 - Road maps
Authors: Vallejo Chambers of Commerce
1 map ; 51 x 41 cm, folded to 22 x 12 cm.
Panel title: Vallejo, home of Mare Island Naval Shipyard, the California Maritime Academy, and center of Bay Area industrial development.
Index to streets and points of interest in lower margin.
Inset: Guadalcanal Village, Mare Island housing. On verso, directory of 'Membership of Vallejo Chambers of Commerce as of January 12, 1952.' map4F G4364 .V3P2 1952 .V3 (PrCt)

Valletta (Malta) - Maps - 1989 - Fortifications
Authors: Ganado, Albert -- Campbell, Eila M. J. -- Bank Valletta -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.; 12 maps
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Valletta (Malta) - Maps - 1566 - Fortifications
Authors: Laffer, Antoine, 1512-1577 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; on sheet trimmed to 512 x 345 mm.
Printed title trimmed from top of sheet and pasted at center.
Printed text in cartouche at upper left trimmed away: Questa citta principiata dal ilmo. monsr. fra. Giovannij di Valletta .... For earlier state of the plate with this text, see Novacco 4F 353.
Relief shown pictorially.
Remants of binding stub on verso.
Cf. Bella and Bella, Cartografia rara ... dalla collezione Franco Novacco (1986) p. 88, no. 80.
Toole 362.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
b122.5
Novacco 2F 182 (PrCt)

Valletta (Malta) - Maps - 1567 - Fortifications
Authors: Laffer, Antoine, 1512-1577 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; on sheet trimmed to 512 x 345 mm.
Printed title trimmed from top of sheet and pasted at center.
Printed text in cartouche at upper left trimmed away: Questa citta principiata dal ilmo. monsr. fra. Giovannij di Valletta .... For later state of the plate, see Novacco 4F 353.
Relief shown pictorially.
Remants of binding stub on verso.
Cf. Bella and Bella, Cartografia rara ... dalla collezione Franco Novacco (1986) p. 88, no. 80.
Toole 362.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
b122.5
Novacco 2F 182 (PrCt)

Valletta (Malta) - Maps - 1792 - Fortifications
A Plan of the city of Malta. [London? J. Stockdale?, 1792?].
Authors: Andrews, John, 1736-1809 -- Andrews, John, 1736-1809. A Collection of plans of the most capital cities of ... Europe and ... the world [1792?] -- Stockdale, John, 1749?-1814
1 map ; 17 x 25cm.
Case folio G 13 .036 pl. 39 (PrCt)
1555-1576
1 view ; 20 x 15 cm.
View of the fortifications of Valetta being constructed.
Letterpress text on verso.
In: Ballino, Giulio. De' disegni delle più illustri città, et fortezze del mondo ... (Venice: Bolognino Zaltieri, 1569), plate [44].
VAULT Case folio G 117 .06, plate [44] (PrCt)

79793 Valois (Switzerland) - Maps - 1545 Names, Geographical - Valois (Switzerland)
Wie volckrich Walliser Landt ist vn wol erbuown mit fleckn vnd schlosersern : wie wuerderbarlich an seltzamen thien: wie reich an metallen, ist alles beschrihn im buech der Teutschen Comographei. [Murten, Switzerland : Cartographica Helvetica, 1992].
Authors: Münster, Sebastian, 1489-
Gattlen, Anton
1 map ; 26 x 69 cm., on 2 sheets each 38 x 46 cm.
Facsimile of map originally published Basel: Sebastian Münster, 1545.
Accompanied by offprint 'Die altestte Walliskarte' by Anton Gattlen from Cartographica Helvetica no. 5 (Jan. 1992) p. 21-40. Includes text on place names and bibliographic references.
Karrow 58/132-33.
92101900NL
sc map2F G6043.V2 1545 M8 1992 (NLO)

79794 Valona (Albania) - Maps - 1690 - Pictorial works
Authors: Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718 -- Padoani, Domenico, fl. 1689 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718.
Città, fortezze, isole, e porti principale dell’Europa ... (1689)
1 map : 42 x 28 cm.
Inserts: Ancona, 5 x 4 cm., Ravenna, 4 x 4 cm., Fano, 5 x 4 cm., Sinigaglia, 5 x 4 cm., Urbino, 5 x 4 cm., Cragli, 4 x 4 cm.
VAULT folio Ayer 135 .C8 1689 pl. 45 (PrCt)

79795 Valparaiso (Chile) - Pictorial works - 1646
Planta di algunas Yslas, y puertos de las costas de Chile : Puerto de Valparaiso. [Rome : F. Cavalli, 1646].
Authors: Ovalle, Alonso de, 1601-1651 -- Jesuits -- Cavalli, Francisco, fl. 1646 -- Ovalle, Alonso de, 1601-1651. Historica relación del reyno de Chile, y delas missions, y ministerios que exercita en el la Compañia de lesvs (1646)
1 view ; 186 x 141 mm.
In: Ovalle, Alonso de. Historica relación del reyno di Chile (Roma, F. Cavallo, 1646), separately paginated woodcuts at end, p. 1 [i.e. 457].
Woodcut; title from letterpress in upper margin. Oriented with north to upper left.
For the same map in an Italian edition of the book, see Case F 996 .653.
Case F 996 .65, p. [457] (PrCt)

79796 Valparaiso (Chile) - Pictorial works - 1646
Authors: Ovalle, Alonso de, 1601-1651 -- Jesuits -- Cavalli, Francisco, fl. 1646 -- Ovalle, Alonso de, 1601-1651. Historica relatione del regno di Chile ... (1646)
1 view ; 188 x 140 mm.
In: Ovalle, Alonso de. Historica relatione del regno di Cile (Roma, F. Cauallo, 1646), separately (mis-)paginated woodcuts at end, p. 1 [i.e. 383].
Woodcut; title from letterpress in upper margin. Oriented with north to upper left.
For the same map in a Spanish language edition of the book, see VAULT Ayer 1300.5 C5 O96 1646.
Case F 996 .653, p. [383] (PrCt)

79797 Valparaiso (Chile) - Pictorial works - 1646
Planta di algumas Yslas, y puertos de las costas de Chile : Puerto de Valparaiso. [Rome : F. Cavalli, 1646].
Authors: Ovalle, Alonso de, 1601-1651 -- Jesuits -- Cavalli, Francisco, fl. 1646 -- Ovalle, Alonso de, 1601-1651. Historica relación del reyno de Chile, y delas missions, y ministerios que exercita en el la Compañia de lesvs (1646) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view ; 186 x 141 mm.
In: Ovalle, Alonso de. Historica relación del reyno de Chile, y delas missions, y ministerios que exercita en el la Compañia de lesvs ... (Rome : F. Cavalli, 1646), separately paginated woodcuts at end, p. 1 [i.e. 469].
Woodcut; title from letterpress in upper margin. Oriented with north to upper left.
For the same map in an Italian language edition of the book, see Case F 996 .653.
VAULT Ayer 1300.5 C5 O96 1646, p. [469] (PrCt)

79798 Valparaiso Region (Ind.) - Maps - 1951 - Regional planning Valparaiso Region (Ind.) - Maps - 1951 - Transportation Valparaiso Region (Ind.) - Maps - 1951 - Road maps Valparaiso Region (Ind.) - Maps - 1951 - Railroads Regional planning Valparaiso Region (Ind.) - Maps - 1951 - Transportation Valparaiso Region (Ind.) - Maps - 1951 - Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1951 - Regional planning Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1951 -

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Transportation - Chicago Region (III) - Maps - 1951 - Road maps - Chicago Region (III) - Maps - 1951 - Railroads - Regional planning - Chicago Region (III) - Maps - 1951 - Transportation - Chicago Region (III) - Maps - 1951 - Road maps - Railroads - Maps


1 map: col.; 28 x 50 cm. Scale [ca. 1:194,000] Approximate coordinates: (W 87°52'-N 41°20') "This map is designed to show the geographic relationships of Valparaiso to natural features, urban communities, and chief transportation routes of the Calumet-Chicago region. [Signed] A.H. Meyer." Covers the regions around Valparaiso and Chicago in northwest Indiana and northeast Illinois. "Natural features" legend keyed to geologic regions ("glacial lake Chicago plain", etc.); "cultural features" legend keyed to urban communities, U.S. and state highways, and railroads. Inscription on verso: W.L. Necker, March 1966, $1.49.


79801 Valsesia (Italy) - Historical geography - Maps - 1830-1839


79802 Valtellina (Italy) - Maps - 1625 - Fortification - Adda River Valley (Italy) - Maps - 1625 - Fortification - Sondrio (Italy : Province) - Maps - 1625 - Fortification Carte et description generale de la Valtoline. Paris: Melchior Tavernier, 1625. Authors: Tavernier, Melchior, d. 1641 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)


79799 Valseca, Gabriel De - Nautical charts - Nautical charts
La carta nautica di Gabriel de Valseca (1439). 1908. Authors: Almagià, Roberto, 1884-1962

5p. map Revista Maritima. fasc. 7-8 (1908): 89-93. Vert 85, no. 1 (PrCt)

79800 Valseca, Gabriel de Portolan chart, 1449 - Valseca, Gabriel de EE Valseca,
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)


**Atlas of Van Buren County, Michigan.** [Van Buren County, Ohio?] : Van Buren County 4-H Leaders Association, [197?].
Authors: Lake, D. J. -- Titus, C. O. -- Van Buren County 4-H Leaders Association (Ohio)
1 atlas (79 [i.e. 40] p.: chiefly maps) ; 39 cm.
Cover title.
Cf. Phillips 18419.


**Standard atlas of Van Buren County, Michigan.** Chicago : Ogle, 1912.
Authors: Geo. A. Ogle & Co.
1 atlas ; 46 cm.
Phillips 3808a.


**Van Buren County, Michigan, official farm plat book and directory.** LaPorte, Ind. County Plat and Directory Co., [1968].
Authors: County Plat & Directory Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (48 p.) : 20 maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
Scale not given.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

79812 Van Keulen (Firm) - Keulen, Gerard Van, 1678-1726 - Map publishing - Amsterdam - 1725

**Ein Kartenkontrakt der Firma Van Keulen, 1725.** 1977.
Authors: Schilder, Günter -- Quaerendo (1977) -- Newberry Library. John M. Wing Foundation
p. 299-310 : maps.
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.

79813 Van Keulen (Firm) - Rijksmuseum (Netherlands) - Map collections - Exhibitions - Catalogs

**The Firm of Van Keulen.** [19?].
Authors: Rijksmuseum (Netherlands)
4 p. ; 32 cm.
Guide to exhibition at Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam.
English and Dutch.
BHC 1907
Vert 1473 (PrCt)

79814 Van Keulen (Firm) - Van Keulen Cartography Research Project

**The Van Keulen cartography research project.** 1995.
Authors: Van Keulen Cartography Research Project -- International Conference on the History of Cartography (16th : 1995 : Vienna)
1 leaf ; 39 cm.
Paper distributed at Int. Conf. on Hist. of Cartog., 16th, Vienna, 1995.
Vert 2001 (PrCt)


Authors: Vries, Dirk de, 1938- -- Persson, Nils, 1939- -- Vermeulen, Ton -- Van Keulen Cartography Research Project -- Van Keulen (Firm) -- Canaletto (Firm) -- Van Keulen family, mapmakers and publishers SEE Van Keulen (Firm) -- Keulen, Van, family of mapmakers and publishers SEE Van Keulen (Firm)
633 p. : ill. (some col.), maps (chiefly col.) ; 35 cm. + 1 map index (19 p.)
Contents: pt. 1. Family and firm. The importance of the Van Keulens to navigation. The Van Keulens and the Dutch East India Company. The manuscript charts -- pt. 2. Catalogue of...

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
manuscript charts, c.1704-1749.
Includes cartobibliographies of manuscript and printed maps, over 600 color photos of manuscripts (reduced), bibliographical references (p. 232-235), and indexes.
LC Card Number: 2006471025
ISBN 9064698074 ; 9789064698071
Map Ref folio GA923.6 .V36 2005 (NLO)

79816 Van (Turkey) - Description and travel - 1973
Authors: Noonan, John -- Azzi, Robert
9 p. : col. photos and map ; 28 cm

79817 Van Vechten, James. Van Vechten's new suburban and railroad map (1873) - Map industry and trade - Chicago (III.) - 1873
Van Vechten's suburban map, 1873.
Authors: Chicago tribune (December 2, 1873) -- ProQuest (Firm)
1 p.
Publication notice in Chicago Daily Tribune (Dec. 2, 1873) p. 3
Printout from the website of ProQuest Historical Newspapers : Chicago Tribune (1849-1985), accessed 10 August 2007:
http://proquest.umi.com/pqdweb
Vert 327 (PrCt)

79818 Van Wert County (Ohio) - Maps - 1872 - Landowners - Maps - Landowners - Maps
1 map ; 124 x 119 cm. on 4 sheets.
Scale 1:42,240 or '1 1/2 inches to the mile.'
Shows land ownership.
Includes directory to township and a view of 'Union School House'.
map6F G4083.V3G46 1872 W5 1976 (PrCt)

79819 Van Wert County (Ohio) - Maps - 1886 - Landowners - Maps - Landowners - Maps
Authors: Griffing, B. N. -- Griffing, Gordon & Co.
1 atlas (68, [12] p.) : ill., col. maps (1 folded) ; 45 cm.
Some maps are hand colored.
Last section includes maps of Ohio, the U.S., and the world, plus census data on U.S. cities and counties, 1870 and 1880.
oversize G1398.V3 G7 1886 (NLO)

79820 Van Wert County (Ohio) - Maps - 1886 - Landowners - Maps - Landowners - Maps
1 atlas ([4]), 5-67 [i.e. 29] leaves (7 fold.) : 25 maps) ; 44 x 39 cm.
Facsimile (blue line print) of original published Philadelphia: Griffing, Gordon & Co., 1886.
Scale of township maps 1:31,680 or '2 inches to the mile.'
ICN76
map6C 95 (NLO)

79821 Van Wert County (Ohio) - Maps - 1964 - Landowners - Maps - Landowners - Maps
Van Wert County real estate maps 1964. 1964.
Authors: Gardner, Paul E.
12 maps ; 39 x 39 cm. (1 map 56 x 39 cm.)
M1369
map2F G4083.V3G46 1964 G3 (PrCt)

79822 Van Wert County (Ohio) - Maps - 1966 - Landowners - Maps - Landowners - Maps
Van Wert County (Ohio) : official farm plat book and directory. LaPorte, Ind. County Plat and Directory Co., [1966].
Authors: County Plat & Directory Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (24 p.) : 14 maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
Scale not given.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

79823 Van Zandt County (Tex.) - Maps - 1870-1879 - Landowners - Maps - Landowners - Maps
Authors: Texas & Pacific Railway. Land Dept. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 19 x 15.5 in. Scale 1:133,320. Originally published Marshall, Tex.: Texas & Pacific Railway, [187?]. Only covers part of the county.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map...
Vancouver (B.C.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps


Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Microfiche 583, no. 1101 (PrCt)

79824


Microfiche 583, no. 1155 (PrCt)

79825


Authors: Sanborn Map Company -- Map Society of British Columbia


temp map4F G3514 .V3G475 1885 .S3 1985 .M3 (PrCt)

79826

Vancouver (B.C.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps - Vancouver Region (B.C.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps - Victoria Region (B.C.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps - Road maps - Street guide and metropolitan map of Vancouver, B.C. and vicinity : Shell ... [Chicago?] : H. M. Gousha Company, [1938].

Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 34 x 57 cm. Panel title. Added title: Shell street map of Vancouver. Date from RMcN AE 164 ms. index. Plate nos. "M-1-1939-1" and "476-S." Maps on verso (43 x 27 cm and 29 x 21 cm.): Shell: metropolitan Vancouver and vicinity -- Victoria and vicinity. Panel art: Shell logo. Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 18 1938 .... " Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 164.64 (PrCt)

79827

Vancouver (B.C.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps - Vancouver Region (B.C.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps - Victoria Region (B.C.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps - Road maps - Street guide and metropolitan map of Vancouver, B.C. and vicinity : Shell ... Chicago : H. M. Gousha Company, [1939].

Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 34 x 58 cm. Panel title. Added title: Shell street map of Vancouver. Date from RMcN AE 165 ms. index. Plate nos. "M-1-1939-1" and "476-S." Maps on verso (43 x 27 cm and 29 x 21 cm.): Shell: metropolitan Vancouver and vicinity -- Victoria and vicinity. Panel art: Shell logo. Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Aug 10 1939 .... " Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 165.59 (PrCt)

79828

Vancouver (B.C.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps - Vancouver Region (B.C.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps - Victoria Region (B.C.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps - Road maps - Street guide and metropolitan map of Vancouver, B.C. and Victoria, B.C. -- Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1940?].

Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)


Gousha Clients 3918 (PrCt)

79829

Vancouver (B.C.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps - Vancouver Region (B.C.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps - Victoria Region (B.C.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps - Road maps - Standard Oil street and vicinity maps. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1941.

Authors: Standard Oil Company of British Columbia, Ltd. -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)


Gousha Clients 4281 (PrCt)

79830

Vancouver (B.C.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps - Vancouver Region (B.C.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps - Victoria Region (B.C.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps - Road maps - Shell street map of Vancouver, B.C. and Victoria, B.C. -- Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1941].

Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : 34 x 58 cm. Panel title. Added title: Shell street map of Vancouver. Date from RMcN AE 166 ms. index. Plate nos. "M-1-1941-1" and "476-S." Maps on verso (43 x 27 cm and 29 x 21 cm.): Shell: metropolitan Vancouver and vicinity -- Victoria. Panel art: Shell logo. Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 18 1941 .... " Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 166.64 (PrCt)

79831

Vancouver (B.C.) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps - Vancouver Region (B.C.) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps - Victoria Region (B.C.) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps - Road maps - Street guide and metropolitan map of Vancouver, B.C. and Victoria, B.C. -- Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1942].

Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm. Panel title. Added title: Shell street map of Vancouver. Date from RMcN AE 167 ms. index. Plate nos. "M-1-1942-1" and "476-S." Maps on verso (43 x 27 cm and 29 x 21 cm.): Shell: metropolitan Vancouver and vicinity -- Victoria. Panel art: Shell logo. Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 18 1942 .... " Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 167.64 (PrCt)
Shell map of Vancouver, B.C. and Victoria, B.C.

**Authors:** Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

**Panel title:**
Above panel title: Vancouver, B.C, Victoria, B.C.
Added title: Shell street map of Vancouver.
Date from RMcN AE 166 ms. index.
Plate nos. "T-6 1946-2" and "476-S."
Maps on verso (43 x 27 cm and 29 x 21 cm.):
Shell : metropolitan Vancouver and vicinity -- Victoria and vicinity.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Handstamped "received ... Apr 29 1947 Rand McNally & Co. Blazed Trails Dept. .... ". Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 166.67 (PrCt)**

**Vancouver (B.C.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps**

**Authors:** Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

**Panel title:**
Above panel title: Vancouver, B.C, Victoria, B.C.
Added title: Shell street map of Vancouver.
Date from RMcN AE 166 ms. index.
Plate nos. "T-6 1946-2" and "476-S."
Maps on verso (43 x 27 cm and 29 x 21 cm.):
Shell : metropolitan Vancouver and vicinity -- Victoria and vicinity.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Handstamped "received ... Apr 29 1947 Rand McNally & Co. Blazed Trails Dept. .... ". Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 166.68 (PrCt)**

**Vancouver (B.C.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps**

**Authors:** Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

**Panel title:**
Above panel title: Vancouver, B.C, Victoria, B.C.
Added title: Shell street map of Vancouver.
Date from RMcN AE 166 ms. index.
Plate nos. "T-6 1946-2" and "476-S."
Maps on verso (43 x 27 cm and 29 x 21 cm.):
Shell : metropolitan Vancouver and vicinity -- Victoria and vicinity.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Handstamped "received ... Apr 29 1947 Rand McNally & Co. Blazed Trails Dept. .... ". Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 166.69 (PrCt)**

**Vancouver (B.C.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps**

**Authors:** Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

**Panel title:**
Above panel title: Vancouver, B.C, Victoria, B.C.
Added title: Shell street map of Vancouver.
Date from RMcN AE 166 ms. index.
Plate nos. "T-6 1946-2" and "476-S."
Maps on verso (43 x 27 cm and 29 x 21 cm.):
Shell : metropolitan Vancouver and vicinity -- Victoria and vicinity.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Handstamped "received ... Apr 29 1947 Rand McNally & Co. Blazed Trails Dept. .... ". Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4916 (PrCt)

79836  
**Vancouver (B.C.) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps**

* Shell map of Vancouver, B.C. and Victoria, B.C.  
  Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1947?].  
  Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)  
  1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.  
  Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.  
  Panel title.

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5213 (PrCt)

79837  
**Vancouver (B.C.) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps**

* Shell map of Vancouver, B.C. and Victoria, B.C.  
  Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1947?].  
  Authors: United Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)  
  1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.  
  Plate no. includes letter "U", indicating 1947 publication.  
  Panel title.

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5165 (PrCt)

79838  
**Vancouver (B.C.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps**

* Shell map of Vancouver, B.C. and Victoria, B.C.  
  Chicago : San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948?].  
  Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)  
  1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.  
  Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.  
  Panel title.

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4599 (PrCt)

79839  
**Vancouver (B.C.) - Maps - 1967 - Road maps**

* Shell map of Vancouver, B.C. and Victoria, B.C.  
  Chicago : Rolf Clark Stone Ltd., c1967.  
  Authors: Imperial Oil Limited -- Esso Touring Service -- Rolf-Clark-Stone Limited -- Dolesch, Susanne -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)  
  1 map : col. ; 44 x 64 cm., folded to 22 x 11 cm.  
  Panel title.

Added title: Vancouver and vicinity
Possibly issued for Imperial Oil Limited by "Esso Touring Service".

Map verso (18 x 44): District map of Fraser Valley.
Panel art: Color illustration of cityscape by "Canadian artist Susanne Dolesch."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 737 (PrCt)

79840  
**Vancouver (B.C.) - Maps - 1978 - Road maps**

* Shell map of Vancouver, B.C. and Victoria, B.C.  
  Chicago : Rolf Clark Stone Ltd., c1978.

Authors: Rolph-McNally Limited -- Rolph-Clark-Stone Limited -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map : col. ; 52 x 93 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.  
"1978 edition."
Panel title.

Added title: Vancouver and vicinity.
"© Copyright Rolph Clark Stone, Ltd., Toronto."
Maps on verso (35 x 47 cm. and smaller):
Victoria and vicinity -- Vancouver Island -- District map of Fraser Valley
Panel art: Color photo of a city harbor.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2346 (PrCt)

79841  
**Vancouver (B.C.) - Maps - 1993 - Victoria (B.C.) - Maps - 1993**

* Shell map of Vancouver, B.C. and Victoria, B.C.  
  Chicago : Rolf Clark Stone Ltd., c1993.

Authors: Insight guides -- APA Publications (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 v. : 5 maps  
1st ed.  
Cf. OCLC 28848618.  
No. 237 in a series.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

79842  
**Vancouver (B.C.) - Maps - 1995 - Road maps**

* Shell map of Vancouver, B.C. and Victoria, B.C.  

Authors: Imperial Oil Limited -- Esso Touring Service -- Rolf-Clark-Stone Limited -- Dolesch, Susanne -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map : col. ; 44 x 64 cm., folded to 22 x 11 cm.  
Panel title.

Added title: Vancouver and vicinity
Possibly issued for Imperial Oil Limited by "Esso Touring Service".

Map verso (18 x 44): District map of Fraser Valley.
Panel art: Color illustration of cityscape by "Canadian artist Susanne Dolesch."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 737 (PrCt)
Plano del puerto de Cordova en la costa del norte del Estrecho de Fuca por la latitud norte de 48 grados 27 1/2 minutos y la longitud de 18 grados al o. de San Blas. [19-].
Authors: López de Haro, Gonzalo, d. 1823 -- Quimper, Manuel -- Archivo General de Indias. Guadalajara Leg.1.(5) -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1790 manuscript. Torres Lanzas, Pedro. Relación descriptiva de los mapas, planos, & de México y Floridas existentes en el Archivo General de Indias (Sevilla, 1900) v. 2: 425,85.
Wagner, H.R. The Cartography of the northwest coast of America to the year 1800 (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1937) v. 2: 757,354
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto Spain AGI Guadalajara Leg.1.(5) (PrCt)

Vancouver Island (B.C.) - Maps - 1790 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>>Juan de Fuca, Strait of (B.C. and Wash.) - Maps - 1790 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>>Washington (State) - Maps - 1790 - Coasts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles Carta reducida que comprende parte de la costa septentrional de California, correjida y enmendada hasta la boca del Estrecho de Fuca; y levantado el plano de él en la expedicion que se hizo con la balandra de S.M. nombrada 'La Princesa Real', al mando del alférez de navio de la Real Armada Dom Manuel Quimper en el año de 1790. [19-].
Authors: López de Haro, Gonzalo, d. 1823 -- Quimper, Manuel -- Archivo General de Indias. Guadalajara Leg.1.(7) -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1790 manuscript. Torres Lanzas, Pedro. Relación descriptiva de los mapas, planos, & de México y Floridas existentes en el Archivo General de Indias (Sevilla, 1900) v. 2: 427, 86-87.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto Spain AGI Guadalajara Leg.1.(7) (PrCt)
minutos y la longitud de 13 grados 17 minutos al o. del Puerto de San Blas. [19-].
Authors: López de Haro, Gonzalo, d. 1823 -- Quimper, Manuel -- Archivo General de Indias. Guadalajara Leg.1.(3) -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1790 manuscript.
Torres Lanzas, Pedro. Relación descriptiva de los mapas, planos, & de México y Floridas existentes en el Archivo General de Indias (Sevilla, 1900) v. 2: 429,88-89.
Wagner, H.R. The Cartography of the northwest coast of America to the year 1800 (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1937) v. 2: 755,354
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto Spain AGI Guadalajara Leg.1.(3) (PrCt)

79848 Vancouver Island (B.C.) - Maps - 1790 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>>Sooke (B.C.) - Maps - 1790 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles Plano del primero y segundo fondeadero del puerto de Revilla Gigedo, situado en la costa del norte del Estrecho de Fuca por la latitud norte de 48°24' y 18°21' de longitud al o. de San Blas. [19-].
Authors: López de Haro, Gonzalo, d. 1823 -- Quimper, Manuel -- Archivo General de Indias. Guadalajara Leg.1.(9) -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1790 manuscript.
Torres Lanzas, Pedro. Relación descriptiva de los mapas, planos, & de México y Floridas existentes en el Archivo General de Indias (Sevilla, 1900) v. 2: 429,88-89.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto Spain AGI Guadalajara Leg.1.(9) (PrCt)

79849 Vancouver Island (B.C.) - Maps - 1791 - Coasts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles Plan d'une partie de la côte N.O. de l'Amerique decouverte par Mr. Barkly en 1786. [19-].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1791 manuscript detailing the southeastern coast of Vancouver Island.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France ASH 172-4-4 (PrCt)

79850 Vancouver Island (B.C.) - Maps - 1791 - Manuscripts<<>>British Columbia - Maps - 1791 - Coasts - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>>Nautical charts Carta que comprehende las interiores y veril de la costa desde los 48 de Latitud N. hasta los 50, 1791. [19-].
Authors: Eliza, Francisco -- Instituto Hidrográfico de la Marina (Spain). S.H.M. Atlas, Ms.II,13 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1791 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto Spain S.H.M. Atlas, Ms.II,13 (PrCt)

79851 Vancouver Island (B.C.) - Maps - 1792 - Manuscripts<<>>British Columbia - Maps - 1792 - Coasts - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>>Nautical charts Plano redicido que comprehande las costas septentrionales de las California, 1792. [19-].
Authors: López de Haro, Gonzalo, d. 1823 -- Instituto Hidrográfico de la Marina (Spain). S.H.M. Atlas,Ms.II,17 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1792 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto Spain S.H.M. Atlas, Ms.II,17 (PrCt)

79852 Vancouver Island (B.C.) - Maps - 1795<<>>Northwest, Pacific - Maps - 1795 - Coasts Carta esferica de los reconocimientos hechos en 1792 en la costa N.O. de America ... [ca. 1968].
Authors: Spain. Dirección de Hidrografía -- Alcalá-Galiano, Dionisio, 1760-1805 -- Valdés Flores Bazán y Peón, Cayetano, 1767-1835 -- Moreno de Tejada, Juan, fl. 1804 -- Whitcomb County Historical Society, Bellingham, Wash. -- Actalá Galiano, Dionisio, 1760-1805 SEE Alcalá-Galiano, Dionisio, 1760-1805
1 map : col. ; 57 x 88 cm.
Facsimile of 1795 original.
map6F G3512.V3 1795 S6 1968 (PrCt)

79853 Vancouver Island (B.C.) - Maps - 1824 - Coasts<<>>Juan de Fuca, Strait of (B.C. and Wash.) - Maps - 1824 - Nautical
charts

Nautical charts - Juan de Fuca, Strait of (B.C. and Wash.) - Maps - 1824

Nautical charts
Carte de la partie de la côte N. O. de l'Amérique, depuis le Détroit de Juan de Fucask, jusqu'à la pointe aux Brisans au sud de Nootka. [Paris]: Lith. de G. Engelmann, [1824].


Mémoires du capitaine Péron, sur ses voyages aux côtes d'Afrique, en Arabie, à l'Île d'Amsterdam, aux îles d'Anjouan et de Mayotte, aux côtes nord-ouest de l'Amérique, auxîles Sandwich, à la Chine, etc. ... (1824) -- Brissot-Thivars, Louis Saturnin, b. 1792 -- Bossange Frères -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map; 13 x 19 cm., folded to 22 x 13 cm.

In Péron, François. Mémoires du capitaine Péron, sur ses voyages aux côtes d'Afrique, en Arabie, à l'Île d'Amsterdam, aux îles d'Anjouan et de Mayotte, aux côtes nord-ouest de l'Amérique, auxîles Sandwich, à la Chine, etc. ... (Paris: Brissot-Thivars; Bossange Frères, 1824) v. 1, between p. 292-293.

In top margin: 'No. 4. Mémoires du Capitaine Péron. Longitude oriental de Paris. Tome 1er. Page 293.'

Details ship's route.

The British museum catalog attributes this work to François Péron, 1775-1810; Querard and the Bibliothèque nationalecatalogue to Captain Péron; the preface by L.S. Brissot states the author was born in 1769, and that the work was prepared for publication by M. Bénard; H.R. Wagner, in California historical quarterly, v. 1, no. 2, suspects that Péron was a fictitious individual and that Bénard prepared the work from miscellaneous sources.

Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.

Original blue printed wrappers.

Duplicate copy: Ayer 119.6 .P45 1824

Cf. LC Card Number: 05-21366

Graff 3250 v. 1, bet. p. 292-293 (PrCt)

Vancouver Island (B.C.) - Maps - 1865 - Geology - Georgia, Strait of (B.C. and Wash.) - Maps - 1865

Geology - Georgia, Strait of (B.C. and Wash.) - Maps - 1865 - Geology - Vancouver Island (B.C.) - Maps - 1865

Geology - Georgia, Strait of (B.C. and Wash.) - Maps - 1865 - Geological cross sections - 1865 - Georgia, Strait of (B.C. and Wash.) - 1865

SEE Georgia, Strait of (B.C. and Wash.) - Gulf of Georgia (B.C. and Wash.)

SEE Georgia, Strait of (B.C. and Wash.)

No. 8. Geological sketch of the south east of Vancouver Island and part of the coast of the Gulf of Georgia. London: Stanford's Geographical Establishment, [1865].

Authors: Edward Stanford Ltd. -- Palliser, John, 1807-1887 -- Hector, James, Sir, 1834-1907 -- Pemberton, F. D. -- British North American Exploring Expedition -- Palliser, John, 1807-1887. Index and maps to Captain Palliser's reports ... (1865) -- Palliser, John, 1807-1887.

Exploration. -- British North America. The Journals, detailed reports, and observations relative to the exploration, by Captain Palliser, of that portion of British North America ... (1863) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 28 x 37 cm., on sheet folded to 34 x 19 cm.

'See Dr. Hector's geological report, p. 233.' Running title in upper margin: Captain Palliser's Explorations in British North America. To accompany 'The journals ... presented to both houses of Parliament, May 19th, 1863'. Includes geological sections 'by F.D. Pemberton'. In Palliser, John. Index and maps to Captain Palliser's reports ... (London : George Edward Eyre and William Spottiswoode ... for Her Majesty's Stationery Office, 1865) map [2] Forms part of an atlas issued to accompany: Palliser, John. Exploration.--British North America. The Journals, detailed reports, and observations relative to the exploration, by Captain Palliser, of that portion of British North America, which, in latitude, lies between the British boundary line and the height of land or watershed of the northern or frozen ocean respectively, and in longitude, between the western shore of Lake Superior and the Pacific Ocean during the years 1857, 1858, 1859, and 1860. Presented to both houses of Parliament by command of Her Majesty, 19th May, 1863 (London: Printed by George Edward Eyre and William Spottiswoode ... for Her Majesty's Stationery Office, 1863).


Ferry services & motor trips to Vancouver Island
... / Canadian Pacific "Princess Line" ; Puget Sound Navigation Co. "Black Ball Line".
Authors: Canadian Pacific Railway Company. Princess Line (Ferry Service) -- Puget Sound Navigation Company -- Princess Line (Ferry Service) SEE Canadian Pacific Railway Company. Princess Line (Ferry Service)
1 brochure : 1 col. map ; on sheet 46 x 41 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Routes and schedules to Vancouver Island
Includes mileage tables, fare rates, and untitled road map of Washington State and the region around Vancouver Island, Puget Sound, and Georgia Basin (39 x 21 cm.)
Panel art: Hotel Vancouver (Vancouver, B.C.), view of ferry. Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).
Accession no. 2002100101
Road map4C G4281 .P2 1935 .C3 (PrCt)

79856
Vancouver Island (B.C.) - Maps - Collections, 1790-1798
Authors: Map Society of British Columbia -- Baker, Joseph, Lieut., d. 1853 -- Quimper, Manuel -- Narvaez, Jose Maria -- Spittle, John -- Inglis, Robin
3 maps
Facsimiles of originals published 1790, 1791, and 1798.

79857
Vancouver Region (B.C.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
[Vancouver (B.C.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps]
Street guide and metropolitan map of Vancouver, B.C. and vicinity. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1937?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 2081 (PrCt)

79858
Vancouver Region (B.C.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
[Vancouver (B.C.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps]
Street guide and metropolitan map of Vancouver, B.C. and vicinity / Shell. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1938?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3270 (PrCt)

79859
Vancouver Region (B.C.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
[Vancouver (B.C.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps]
Street guide and metropolitan map of Vancouver, B.C. and vicinity / Shell. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1939?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3587 (PrCt)

79860
Vancouver Region (B.C.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
[Vancouver (B.C.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps]
Street guide and metropolitan map of Vancouver, B.C. and vicinity / Shell. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948?].
Authors: British American Oil Company, Ltd. -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
Panel art: B-A logo; drawing of "Vancouver looking south."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5284 (PrCt)

79861
Vancouver (Wash.) - Maps - 1853 - Pictorial works
Pacific railroads - Explorations and surveys - Pictorial works - 1853
Roads - Maps
Fort Vancouver, W. T. New York : Sarony, Major
& Knapp, 1853.
Authors: Sohon, Gustav, 1825-1903 -- Sarony, Major & Knapp Lith. -- United States Pacific Railroad Expeditions and Surveys -- Pacific Railroad Reports, v. 12, pt. 1, pl. 44 -- United States. Congress
1 view : col. ; 16 x 24 cm.
In Pacific Railroad Reports, v. 12, pt. 1, pl. 44, between p. 154-155 [Serial Set 1054].
Uniform title: Pacific Railroad Reports Govt. 1054 pt. 1, pl. 44, bet. p. 154-155 (PrCt)

79862 Vandalia (Ill.) - Maps - 1823
Authors: Beck, Lewis C. (Lewis Caleb), 1798-1853 -- Beck, Lewis C. (Lewis Caleb), 1798-1853. Gazetteer of the states of Illinois and Missouri (1823) -- Webster, Charles Richard, 1762-1834 -- Webster, George, 1762-1823 -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map ; on sheet 24 x 14 cm.
Anonymous map without imprint.
"P.11." -- at upper left.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copies: VAULT Ruggles 22 -- VAULT Ayer 138 .B3 1823
Digital image available as part of the Newberry Library's Great Lakes Digital Collection via the CARLI Digital Collections website (accessed Nov. 2007):
http://collections.carli.illinois.edu/cgi-bin/getimage.exe?CISOROOT=/nby_grlakes&CISOPTR=976 GRAFF 224, between p. 162-163 (PrCt)

79863 Vandalia (Ill.) - Maps - 1823
1 map ; on sheet 24 x 14 cm.
Anonymous map without imprint.
"P.11." -- at upper left.
Duplicate copies: VAULT Ruggles 22 -- Graff 224
Digital image available as part of the Newberry Library's Great Lakes Digital Collection via the CARLI Digital Collections website (accessed Nov. 2007):

79864 Vanderburgh County (Ind.) - Maps - 1920-1929
- Landowners<<>>Vanderburgh County (Ind.)
SEE Vanderburgh County (Ind.)<><><> Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
Authors: W.W. Hixson & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([9] leaves) : 9 maps ; 22 x 28 cm.
Cover title.
"Vanderburg Co., Ind."--On all maps.
Scale not given.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G4093.V3G46 1920z .H5 (NLO)

79865 Vanderburgh County (Ind.) - Maps - 1974 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Pulaski-Alexander Farm Bureau (Ill.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (22 p.) : 11 maps ; 28 cm.
"Rev. 1974."
Cover title.
Includes index to owners and business directory.
Scale [1:50,688]. 1 1/4 in. = 1 mile.
Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

79866 Vandermaelen, Philippe, 1795-1869 - Archives<<>>Bibliothèque royale de Belgique - Map collections - Catalogs
Authors: Wellens-De Donder, Liliane -- Bibliothèque royale de Belgique -- Vandermaelen, Philippe, 1795-1869
vii, 270 p. ; 26 cm.
Series: Publications du Centre national d'histoire des sciences ; 3.
Includes index.
Z6616.M213 W44 1974 (NLO)

1 map : hand col. ; 43 x 30 cm.
Inset: Isole Noreolk, 8 x 8 cm.

79872 Varazdin (Yugoslavia) - Maps - 1689 - Pictorial works
Authors: Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718 -- Padoani, Domenico, fl. 1689 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718. Citta, fortezze, isole, e porti principale dell' Europa ... (1689) 1 map : 13 x 17 cm.
In: Coronelli, Vincenzo. Citta, fortezze, isole, e porti principale dell' Europa, in pianti, et in eluatione, descritte, e publicate ad uso dell' Academia cosmografica degli argonauti ([Venice] : Domenico Padoani, 1689) pl. [40]. Engraved plate '278.' One of four plates printed on same sheet, opening [40].

VAULT folio Ayer 135 .C33 1792 v. 3 pl. 40 (PrCt)

79873 Varenius, Bernhardus, 1622-1650. Geographia Generalis
The Geography of Bernhard Varenius. 1955.
Authors: Baker, John Norman Leonard -- Christie, J. T. 8 p. 28 cm.
Translations from the Latin by J. T. Christie. Photocopy.

BHC 2666
Vert 2193 (PrCt)

79874 Varle, Charles - Biography - Varlé, Pierre Charles, fl. 1791-1833 SEE Varle, Charles

Vert 1440, no. 1 (PrCt)

79875 Varlé, Pierre Charles, fl. 1791-1833. Map of the State of Delaware, 1801
Pierre Charles Varlé and his map of Delaware. 1986.
Vert 1440, no. 2 (PrCt)

79876 Värmlands Län (Sweden) - Maps - 1917<<<Dal (Östergötlands Län, Sweden) - Maps - 1917
"Denna bok är författad av And. Pallin, Stockholm"--T.p. verso.
Maps by Generalstabens litografiska anstalt.
"Prix 5 Kr."--Back cover.
Includes folded map laid-in.
Includes index.
Series: Svenska turistföreningens resehandböcker ; 19
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .S94 [no.] 19 (1917) (NLO)

Maps by Generalstabens.
Includes 1 folded col. map in back pocket.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
"Pris 3 Kr."--Back cover.
Series: Svenska turistföreningens resehandböcker ; 9.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .S94 [no.] 9 (1912) (NLO)

79878 Västergötland (Sweden) - Maps - 1740<<<Dalsland (Sweden) - Maps - 1740<<<Värmlands län (Sweden) - Maps - 1740<<<Götaland (Sweden) - Maps - 1740
Baskes oversize G1015 .A77 1798, [ptie 1], [plate 29] (NLO)

79879 Västergötland (Sweden) - Maps - 1922
"Denna bok är utarbetad av And. Pallin med bidrag af i förordet angivna föfattare"--T.p. verso.
Maps by Kartografiska institutet.
Map inside front cover.
"Prix 4,75"--Back cover.
Includes index.
Series: Svenska turistföreningens resehandböcker ; 22.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .S94 [no.] 22 (1922) (NLO)

79880 Vatican City - Maps - 1569 - Fortification<<<Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1569 - Fortification<<<Borgo (Rome, Italy) SEE Vatican City
La Planta del Borgo di Roma. [Venice : Bolognino Zaltieri, 1569]. Authors: Ballino, Giulio, d. ca. 1592 -- Ballino, Giulio, d. ca. 1592. De’ disegni delle piu illustri città, et fortezze del mondo ... (1569) -- Zaltieri, Bolognino, fl. 1555-1576 1 map ; 21 x 29 cm. Outline map of Vatican City and its fortifications. Oriented with north at bottom.
VAULT Case folio G 117 .06, plate [11] (PrCt)
79882 Vatican City - Museums - 1990

Musei Vaticani = The Vatican Museums - Musées du Vatican : Monumenti, Musei e Gallerie Pontificie. Vatican City : Musei Vaticani, [ca.1990s].

Authors: Musei Vaticani
1 leaflet (5-fold) : col. photos, maps ; fold. to 22 x 10 cm

Text in Italian, English, and French

Travel Vertical File G6714 .R7:3V3 1990 .M8 (PrCt)

79883 Vega (Ship) - Northeast Passage - 1878 - Arctic regions - Discovery and exploration - 1878 - Northeast Passage - Maps - 1878 - Arctic regions - Maps - 1878

The Voyage of the Vega round Asia and Europe : with a historical review of previous journeys along the north coast of the old world / by A.E. Nordenskiöld ; translated by Alexander Leslie. London : Macmillan and Co, 1881.

Authors: Nordenskiöld, A. E. (Adolf Erik), 1832-1901 -- Leslie, Alexander
2 v. : ill., ports., folded maps ; 24 cm.
1st English ed.
Also editions in Swedish (Vegas färd kring Asien och Europa), Danish, German, and French.

Includes index.

G 144 .63 (NLO)


Authors: International Society for Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing
1 map

temp map4F G3201.D2 1987 .T4 (PrCt)

79885 Vegetation surveys - Maps - Bibliography - Phytogeography - Maps - Bibliography


Authors: Küchler, A. W. (August William), 1907-1999 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
4 v. ; 26 cm.

Contents: v. 1. North America.--v. 2. Europe.--v. 3. Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, Asia and Australia.--v. 4. Africa, South America, and the world (General).


LC Card Number: 65063240

Ayer 290 .K95 1965 (NLO)


Authors: Schroeder, Walter A., 1934-- Haefner, Mike -- Missouri. Dept. of Conservation -- Missouri. Conservation Commission
1 map : col. ; 104 x 121 cm.

Scale 1:500,000.

Includes references 1-194.

Based on data variously compiled 1796-1850s.
82-61414

4190

map8F G4161.D2 1825 S3 (PrCt)


SEE ALSO Boats and Boating


Authors: Bradford, T. G. (Thomas Gamaliel), 1802-1887 -- Bradford, T. G. (Thomas Gamaliel), 1802-1887. A Comprehensive atlas ... (1835, [i.e. 1841?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 chart ; 24 x 20 cm.


folio Ayer 135 .B75 1835 pl. E, p. 138 (PrCt)

79888 Vejer de la Frontera (Spain) - Pictorial works - 1620

Vegel. [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].

Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Hoefnagel, Joris, 1542-1601 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : hand col. ; 16 x 48 cm.

Derived from a drawing by Joris Hoefnagel; see R.A. Skelton's Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.

On same sheet with: Velis Malaga.

Latin letterpress text on verso under titles: Vegel -- Velis Malaga.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
79890 Velha Goa (India) - Maps - 1657 - Velha Goa (India) - Maps - 1657 - Pictorial maps - Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1657 - Engravings

Velha Goa (India)

1657 as part of Jan Jansson's townbooks published in 8 volumes, and collectively known as the Theatrum urbium. The Goa map appears in the volume titled Illustriorum Hispaniae urbium tabulae, in opening with signature T on verso; includes Latin lettering on recto and letterpress text on verso. Newberry copy: Case oversize G 117.452 v. 7 pl. [52].

Koeman, C. Atlantes Neerlandici v. 2, p. 200, Ja 17, no. (51).

McNally 00120700NL

map4F G7654.G6 1657 J3 (NLO)

79891 Velha Goa (India) - Maps - 1657 - Velha Goa (India) - Maps - 1657 - Pictorial works - Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1657 - Engravings

Goa Indiae orientalis metropolis. [Amsterdam] : Ex officina Joannis Janssonii, [1657].

Authors: Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664 -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Theatrum urbium (1657)

1 map : hand col. ; 33 x 45 cm.

Author and imprint from t.p.; date from Koeman.

Map and bird's-eye view of Velha Goa (India).

Proof before letters. Lacks place names; cartouches and verso blank.

Not drawn to scale.

Manuscript “43” on verso.

The finished version of the map was issued in 1657 as part of Jan Jansson's townbooks published in 8 volumes, and collectively known as the Theatrum urbium. The Goa map appears in the volume titled Illustriorum Hispaniae urbium tabulae, in opening with signature T on verso; includes Latin lettering on recto and letterpress text on verso. Newberry copy: Case oversize G 117.452 v. 7 pl. [52].

Koeman, C. Atlantes Neerlandici v. 2, p. 200, Ja 17, no. (51).

McNally 00120700NL

map4F G7654.G6 1657 J3 (NLO)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
79895  
**Veluwe (Netherlands) - Maps - 1682**

*_Ducatus Geldriae tetrachia Arnemiensis sive Velavia._* Amsterdam : C. Allard, [1682?].

Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Allard, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709 -- Allard, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709.

Atlas minor sive tabulae geographicae ... [1682?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 47 x 57 cm.

In: Allard, Carel. Atlas minor sive tabulae geographicae proecipuorum regnorum regionum, insularum, provinicularum, etc. (Amsterdam : C. Allard, 1682?) pl. 70.

**VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .A4 A pl. 70 (PrCt)**

79896  
**Veluwe (Netherlands) - Maps - 1741<>Gelderland (Netherlands) - Maps - 1741**

*_Nieuwe kaart van’t kwartier de Veluwe / J. Keizer fecit 1741._* Uitgegeven te Amsterdam : by Isaak Tirion, 1741.

Authors: Tirion, Isaak -- Keyser, J. (Jacob), fl. 1706-1750 SEE Keizer, Jacob, fl. 1706-1750 -- Tirion, Isaak. Nieuwe en beknopte hand-atlas ...

(1748 [i.e. 1769?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 31 x 36 cm.

Verso numbered "No 40" in manuscript.

In: Tirion, Isaak. Nieuwe en beknopte hand-atlas ... (Amsterdam : Isaak Tirion, 1744 [i.e. 1769?]), plate [40].

**oversize Ayer 135 .T55 1744, plate [40] (PrCt)**

---

**Ven Island (Sweden) - Pictorial works - 1586 <> Uraniburg Observatory (Ven Island, Sweden) - Pictorial works - 1586**

*Topographia insulae Huenae in celebris porthmo regni Daniae, quam vulgo Oersunt vocant.*

_Effigiata Coloniae 1586._ Coloniae [i.e. Cologne] : [s.n.], 1586 [i.e. ca. 1620].

Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Brahe, Tycho, 1546-1601 -- Rantzau, Henrik, 1526-1598 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 view : hand col. ; 34 x 48 cm.

Derived from a drawing by Tycho Brahe and forwarded to Braun and Hogenberg by Henrik Rantzau; see R.A. Skelton’s Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum. Inset views of Uraniburg Observatory (15x11 cm. and 13x11 cm.): Vraniburgvm arx, quamplurimis, uaria exacta, ratione ... -- Totius ambit. et capacita tis delieneatio. Includes references A-I and K.

Latin letterpress text on verso under titles: Topographia insulae Hvaenae ... -- Orthographia arcis Vranienbvg ... .


**VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 4, pl. 27 (PrCt)**

---

**Ven Island (Sweden) - Pictorial works - 1586 <> Uraniburg Observatory (Ven Island, Sweden) - Pictorial works - 1586**

*Topographia insulae Huenae in celebris porthmo regni Daniae, quam vulgo Oersunt vocant.*

_Effigiata Coloniae 1586._ Coloniae [i.e. Cologne] : [s.n.], 1586 [i.e. ca. 1620].

Authors: Jansson, Jan, 1588 -- Rantzau; see R.A. Skelton’s Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum. Inset views of Uraniburg Observatory (15x11 cm. and 13x11 cm.): Vranibvrgvm arx, quamplurimis, uaria exactaq. ratione ... -- Totius ambit. et capacita tis delieneatio. Includes references A-I and K.

Latin letterpress text on verso under titles: Topographia insulae Huenae ... -- Orthographia arcis Vranienbvg ... .


**VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 4, pl. 27 (PrCt)**


79902 Venediger Mountains (Austria) - Maps - 1911 Special-Karte der Venediger Gruppe. [S.I.] : Deutsches und Österreichischen Alpenverein, 1911?. Authors: Deutscher und Österreichischer Alpenverein -- Simon Schropp'sche Hof-Landkartenhandlung -- Kartographisches Institut H. Petters -- Schmersahl, Ernst -- Quittner, Dr. 1 map ; 55 x 60 cm. fold. to 17 x 13 cm. Sectioned and mounted on cloth. Scale 1:50,000. Contour interval 100 m. Printed label of dealer pasted on outside of folded map: Simon Schropp'sche Landkarten-Handlung (Ernst Schmersahl). Jägerstrasse 61, Berlin W.8. 5000. [copies printed?] Vi. [June?] 11. [1911?]. In lower right margin: Stich u. Druck Kartogr. Institut v. H. Petters. Stuttgart. Other marginal engraving at lower right and a rubber stamp at lower center have been trimmed off. Ownership stamp of ‘Dr. Quittner’ on outside of folded map. map3C G6492 .V3 1911 D4 (PrCt)

79903 Veneto (Italy) - Maps - 1509 - Road maps<<>Padua Region (Italy) - Maps - 1509 - Road maps<<>Road maps Antiviagri Patavini chorographia / Ruphon sculp. [S.l. s.n., 1509?]. Authors: Ruffoni, 16th cent. -- Schottus, Andreas, 1552-1629 -- Schottus, Franciscus, 1548-1622 -- Ludwig Rosenthal's Antiquariat -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 449 x 363 mm. (neat line), on sheet remargined to 520 x 430 mm. ‘Pag. 114’ detached from an unidentified text. Table of distances at bottom right. Oriented with north at left. Intaglio map surrounded by border printed from woodcut (?). Possibly related to maps appearing in various 17th century editions of the 'Itinerarios' of Italy issued by Andreas and Franciscus Schottus; cf. Arrigoni and Bertarelli, Carte geografiche dell'Italia (1930) p. 165, no. 1502 and p. 376, [no.] G12; cf. Marinelli, Giovanni. Saggio di cartografia della regione veneta (Venice, 1881) p. 136, no. 648. Ex Rosenthal. Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library). d48 Novacco 2F 160 (PrCt)

79904 Veneto (Italy) - Maps - 1568<<>Padua (Italy : Province) - Maps - 1568 ... Nova disegno del territorio Padoano ... / Girolamo Olgiauto fece. Venetia [Venice] : Ferrando Bertelli, M.D. LXVIII [1568]. Authors: Olgiai, Girolamo, fl. 1563-1570 -- Bertelli, Ferrando -- Gastaldi, Giacomo, approximately 1500-approximately 1565 -- Delfino, Giovanni, 1528-1584 -- Gilhofer & Ranschburg (Vienna, Austria) -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 443 x 551 mm. (neat line), 448 x 554 mm. (plate mark) Title from dedication: Al rmo. mons. Gio. Delfino, meritissimo vescouo di Torcello ... questo noua

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
79906 Veneto (Italy) - Maps - 1594 - Rivers
Compendio di tutti li raccordi et suppliche: presente da diversi alla ... Signoria di Venetia ... in proposito d’irrigare la campagna di Verona, così con l’acqua dell’Adige, come con quella del Lago ... Verona: Appresso Girolamo Discepolo, 1594.
Authors: Monte, Teodor da -- Discepolo, Girolamo, d. 1615
1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 47 cm. (4to)
Introduction signed: Teodorico di Monte.
Includes a map of Veneto.
Bound with: Modo d’irrigare la campagna di Verona ... / da M. Christoforo Sorte. In Verona: Nella Stamparia di Girolamo Discepolo, 1593;
Adams M1701
Case HD1741.I8 S6 1593 no.2 [map] (NLO)
79907 Veneto (Italy) - Maps - 1625<<<Venice, Gulf of (Italy) -1625
[Map of Veneto and the Gulf of Venice]. [Padua?]
Authors: Bertelli, Francesco -- Johan Gabriel
Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III: L20
1 map ; 424 x 665 mm. (neat line) on composite sheet
Oriented with north at upper right.
Printed from 2 plates on 2 sheets.
For 1677 edition of the map published by Stefano Scolari, see Arrigoni and Bertarelli, Carte geografiche dell'Italia (1930) p. 156, no. 1411.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6713.V4 1624 B4 (PrCt)
79908 Veneto (Italy) - Maps - 1625<<<Venice, Gulf of (Italy) -1625
[Map of Veneto and the Gulf of Venice]. [Padua?]
Authors: Bertelli, Francesco -- Morosini, Count -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 424 x 665 mm. (neat line) on composite sheet
Oriented with north at upper right.
Printed from 2 plates on 2 sheets.
Remnants of binding stub and manuscript ‘15’ and ‘Teritoria di Venetia’ on verso.
For 1677 edition of the map published by Stefano Scolari, see Arrigoni and Bertarelli, Carte geografiche dell’Italia (1930) p. 156, no. 1411.
Ex Morosini.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Duplicate copy: Sack Map4F G6713.V4 1624 B4. e2-20
Novacco 4F 321 (PrCt)
79909 Veneto (Italy) - Maps - 1680
Territorio Padovano. Amsterdam, [ca. 1680].
Authors: Schenk & Valck, Amsterdam -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
1:172
1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 47 cm. (4to)
2050
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6713.V4 1680 S3 (PrCt)
79910 Veneto (Italy) - Maps - 1700-1750<<<Lombardy (Italy) - Maps - 1700-1750
[Map of Veneto and Lombardy]. [Paris?]
Authors: Bertelli, Francesco -- Basse Lombardie : où sont les estats de Venise en Italie, Mantoue, Parme, Modene, Trente / par N. Sanson d’Abbeville, geogr. du roy. A Paris : Chés le Sr. Robert, geographe ordinaire du roy, quai de l’Horloge du Palais, between 1700 and
Veneto (Italy) - Maps - 1775


Authors: Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632-1712 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:163

1 map : hand col.; 46 x 71 cm.

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Sack map4F G6713.V4 1705 J2 (PrCt)

Veneto (Italy) - Maps - 1775


Authors: Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632-1712 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:L17

1 map : hand col.; 47 x 72 cm.

Includes dedication 'au Roy.'


Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Sack map4F G6713.V4 1705 J3 (PrCt)

Veneto (Italy) - Maps - 1775

Etat de la maison d'Autriche en Italie d'après le traité de paix de Campo Formio près d'Udine du 17. Octobre 1797 ... Bassano : Chez Remondini, 1798.

Authors: Remondini, Guiseppe Antonio, 1747-1811 -- Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (1784 [i.e. 1807?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library).

1 map : hand col.; 46 x 62 cm.

In: Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (Venice : par P. Santini, rue Ste. Justine, chez M. Remondini, 1784 [i.e. 1807?]), v. 2, [no. 6 A].

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskets oversize G1015 .S4 1807, v. 2, [no. 6 A] (PrCt)

Veneto (Italy) - Maps - 1725

Carte nouvelle du Padouan, et le Polesin de Rovigo de la republique de Venise. Amsterdam, [ca. 1725].

Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Covens et Mortier -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:171

1 map : hand col.; 44 x 54 cm.

2159

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Sack map4F G6713.V4 1725 S2 (PrCt)

Veneto (Italy) - Maps - 1750

L'Etat de la republique de Venise / par le Sr. Sanson. Amsterdam : Iean Covens & Corneille Mortier, [ca. 1750?].

Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Covens et Mortier -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:L18

1 map ; 53 x 44 cm.

Untitled inset (20 x 12 cm.): [Bergamo Province, Italy]

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Sack map4F G6713.V4 1750 .S3 (PrCt)

Veneto (Italy) - Maps - 1798

Etat de la maison d'Autriche en Italie d'après le traité de paix de Campo Formio près d'Udine du 17. Octobre 1797 ... Bassano : Chez Remondini, 1798.

Authors: Remondini, Guiseppe Antonio, 1747-1811 -- Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (1784 [i.e. 1807?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library).

1 map : hand col.; 46 x 62 cm.

In: Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (Venice : par P. Santini, rue Ste. Justine, chez M. Remondini, 1784 [i.e. 1807?]), v. 2, [no. 6 A].

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskets oversize G1015 .S4 1807, v. 2, [no. 6 A] (PrCt)

Veneto (Italy) - Maps - 1812

Carta del dipartimento dell'Adige e di una parte dei depti. limitrofi. Verona [Italy : Rouvre?], 1812.

Authors: Rouvre, T. Richard de, fl. 1812

1 map ; 99 x 74 cm. fold. to 19 x 13 cm. in slipcase (18 cm.)

Slipcase title: Carte du département de l'Adige. Sectioned into 32 panels and mounted on 6 cloth sheets.

Finely detailed engraving, especially in the
mountain regions.
77-32561
map3C G6713.V4 1812 R6 (PrCt)

79918 Veneto (Italy) - Maps - 1830-1839 - Ecclesiastical geography - Friuli (Italy) - Maps - 1830-1839 - Ecclesiastical geography - Veneto (Italy) - Maps - 1830-1839 - Ecclesiastical geography - Friuli (Italy) - Maps - 1830-1839 - Domini di Terraferma (Italy) SEE Veneto (Italy) ; Friuli (Italy)


Authors: Pezze, Giuseppe, fl. 1826-1836 -- Litta, Pompeo, 1781-1852. Famiglie celebri di Italia (1819-1852) -- Giusti, P. E.

1 map ; 39 x 45 cm.

In Litta, Pompeo, Famiglie celebri di Italia (Milano: Presso P.E. Giusti, 1819-1852), v. 10, fol. [163-64].

Case oversize E 6835 .5, v. 10, fol. [163-64] (PrCt)

79919 Veneto (Italy) - Maps - 1925 - Venice (Italy : Province) - Maps - 1925


Authors: Touring club italiano -- Guida d'Italia del T.C.I. -- Bertarelli, L. V. (Luigi Vittorio), 1859-1926 -- Corbellini, P. (Pietro) -- Antonio Vallardi (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

3 v. (536, 443, 416 p., [57] leaves of plates) : 70 maps and plans (some col., some folded) ; 16 cm.

[2nd ed.?]

Maps by Antonio Vallardi and P. Corbellini.
Maps on lining papers.
Includes indexes.
Series: Guida d'Italia del T.C.I.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes DG416.C742 V4 1925 (NLO)

79920 Veneto (Italy) - Maps - 1932 - Venice (Italy : Province) - Maps - 1932


Authors: Touring club italiano -- Guida d'Italia del T.C.I. -- Bertarelli, L. V. (Luigi Vittorio), 1859-1926 -- Corbellini, P. (Pietro) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

643 p., [17] leaves of plates (some folded) : ill., 40 maps and plans (some col., some folded) ; 16 cm.

3a ed.

Includes bibliographical references (p. 579-585) and indexes.
Maps by P. Corbellini.
Maps on lining papers.
Series: Guida d'Italia del T.C.I.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 38000949
Baskes DG416.C742 V4 1932 (NLO)


Mapa de Venezuela, Nueva Granada, y Quito : para servir a la historia de las campañas de la guerra de independencia in los años 1819 y 1820. Paris : Lith. de Thierry Frs., [1840].

Authors: Codazzi, Agustín, 1793-1859 -- Thierry frères (Firm) -- Codazzi, Agustín, 1793-1859. Atlas físico y político de la República de Venezuela (1840) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 42 x 58 cm.

Scale [ca. 1:5,400,000]

Coordinates: (W 84°00'00"--W 56°35'00"/N 13°00'00"--S 7°00'00")

Relief shown by hachures.
Prime meridian: Caracas
Hand colored to show regions in Venezuela, Colombia, and much of northern South America held by revolutionaries and Spanish loyalists during the Wars of Independence.
Roughly bounded by southern Nicaragua, Panama, the Essequibo River delta in Guyana, the Amazon River valley in western Brazil, and northern Peru.
Identifies routes of military campaigns led between 1819 and November 25, 1820 by Simón Bolívar, Canzino, José María Córdova, Santiago Mariño, Masa, Mazero, Mariano Montilla, José Antonio Páez, Carlos Soublette, Rafael Urdaneta, and Jerónimo Valdez.
In: Codazzi, Agustín. Atlas físico y político de la República de Venezuela / dedicado por su autor, el coronel de ingenieros, Agustín Codazzi, al Congreso Constituyente de 1830 (Caracas : [s.n.], 1840), [plate 7].

Digital image of another copy available on the David Rumsey Map Collection website (accessed August 2013):
Venezuela - History - War of Independence, 1810-1823 - Maps
Venezuela - Historical geography - Maps - 1812-1819
Venezuela - Maps - 1840

Mapa de Venezuela para servir à la historia de las campañas de la guerra de independencia in los años 1812, 1813 y 1814; Mapa de Venezuela, para servir à la historia de las campañas de la guerra de independencia in los años 1815, 1816 y 1817; Mapa de Venezuela y parte de la Nueva Granada para servir à la historia de las campañas de la guerra de independencia in los años 1818 y parte de 1819.

Paris : Lith. de Thierry frères, [1840].
Authors: Codazzi, Agustín, 1793-1859 -- Thierry frères (Firm) -- Codazzi, Agustín, 1793-1859.
Atlas físico y político de la República de Venezuela (1840) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
3 maps on 1 sheet : hand col. ; each 19 x 42 cm., sheet 68 x 52 cm.
Other title: Mapa de Venezuela, para servir à la historia de las campañas de la guerra de independencia in los años 1815, 1816 y 1817
Other title: Mapa de Venezuela y parte de la Nueva Granada para servir à la historia de las campañas de la guerra de independencia in los años 1818 y parte de 1819
Scale [ca. 1:5,390,000]
Coordinates: (W 76° -- W 58°/N 13°--N 4°)
Relief shown by hachures.
Prime meridian: Caracas
Hand colored to show shifting regions in Venezuela and Colombia alternately held by revolutionaries and Spanish loyalists during the Wars of Independence.
Identifies routes of military campaigns led by Simón Bolívar, José Tomás Boves, Gregor Mac Gregor, Santiago Mariño, Juan Domingo de Monteverde y Rivas, Francisco Tomás Morales, Pablo Morillo (Conde de Cartagena), José Antonio Páez, and Manuel Carlos Piar.
In: Codazzi, Agustín. Atlas físico y político de la República de Venezuela / dedicado por su autor, el coronel de ingenieros, Agustín Codazzi, al Congreso Constituyente de 1830 (Caracas : [s.n.], 1840), [plate 6].
oversize Ayer 135 .C66 1840 [plate 6] (PrCt)

Venezuela - Maps - 1671
Venezuela cum parte australi Nove Andalusiae.
[London : John Ogilby, 1671].
Authors: Ogilby, John, 1600-1676 -- Ogilby, John, 1600-1676. America : being the latest, and most accurate description of the New World ... (1671)
-- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 28 x 35 cm.
In: Ogilby, John. America : being the latest, and most accurate description of the New World ... (London : Printed by the author, 1671) following p. 624.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O3 1671 following p. 624 (PrCt)

Venezuela - Maps - 1700
Venezuela cum parte australi Novae Andalusiae. Amstelodami [Amsterdam] : Ioannes Ianssonius [i.e. Frederik de Wit, ca. 1700?].
1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 46 cm.
Details Venezuela and north central South America.
In: Wit, Frederik de. Atlas (Amsterdam : bij Frederick de Wit in de Calverstraet bij den Dam inde Witte Paskaert. [ca. 1700?]) no. [148].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .W8 A no. [148] (PrCt)

Venezuela - Maps - 1730
Carte particulièr du gouvernement de Venezuela... [Paris , ca. 1776].
1 map ; 19 x 29 cm.
oversize Ayer 135 .A6 1727 pl. 31 (PrCt)

Venezuela - Maps - 1736
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Somer, J. -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Delamarche, Charles François, 1740-1817. Atlas général : contenant le détail des quatre parties du monde [1798?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 39 x 52 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:5,500,000]. Relief shown pictorially. In composite world atlas possibly compiled and published by Charles François Delamarche: Atlas général : contenant le détail des quatre parties du monde [Paris?: s.n., 1798?], [ptie 2], [plate 53]. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes oversize G1015 .A77 1798, [ptie 2], [plate 53] (NLO)**

79927 **Venezuela - Maps - 1806<<<South America - Maps - 1806**

*Government of Caracas, with Guiana.* [London]: Cadell and Davies [et al], 1806 [i.e. 1807]. Authors: Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826 -- Lowry, fl. 1802-1807 -- Cadell & Davies -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826. Modern geography ... (1807) 1 map ; 20 x 25 cm. Published Dec. 1st, 1807. In: Pinkerton, John. Modern geography, a description of the empires, kingdoms, states, and colonies ... (London : T. Cadell and W. Davies ; Longman, Hurst, Rees, and Orme, 1807), 'Vol. III. page 665.' [i.e p. 645]. Covers northeastern South America between latitude 12° N - 5° S, and as far west as 76° W. Scale: 1 map ; 64 x 98 cm. 


**Ayer p133 .S73 1817 (NLO)**

79928 **Venezuela - Maps - 1810<<<Guiana - Maps - 1810<<<South America - Maps - 1810**

*The Caracas.* London : Cadell & Davies [et al], 1810 [i.e. 1815]. Authors: Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826 -- Hebert, Lewis, fl. 1809-1838 -- Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Cadell & Davies -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826. A Modern atlas : from the latest and best authorities ... (1815) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; hand col. ; 48 x 68 cm. Drawn under the direction of Mr. Pinkerton by L. Hebert.' Running title in upper margin: Pinkerton's modern atlas. Shows central South America between 13° N and 5° S. In: Pinkerton, John. A Modern atlas : from the latest and best authorities ... (London : Printed by T. Bensley for T. Cadell and W. Davies and Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme and Brown, 1815), pl. [52].

**oversize Ayer 135 .P6 1815 pl. [52] (PrCt)**

79929 **Venezuela - Maps - 1817 - Coasts - Nautical charts<<<Nautical charts - Venezuela - 1817 - Coasts<<<Nautical charts**


**Ayer p133 .S73 1817 (NLO)**
George Woolworth, Colton's general atlas of America, illustrating the physical and political geography of North and South America and the West India islands (New York : J.H. Colton and Co., 1859), pl. [54]. Printed plate 'No. 59.' Map copyrighted 1855.

**Case oversize G1100 .C6 1859 pl. 54 (PrCt)**


1 map : col. ; 26 x 15 cm.

Added title at upper right: Caracas to Bogota.

Bingham

"Published with the permission of the Royal Geographical Society."

"Scale 1,3,000,000 or 1 inch = 47.35 stat. miles."

Coordinates: (W 76°-W 66°/N 11°-N 4°)

Relief shown with shading and spot heights (in feet).

Inset map (10 x 13 cm) at bottom right outlining Bingham's travel region within northern South America. Scale 1:25,000,000.


Full text of another copy of the book and map available on the Internet Archive (accessed August 2013):

http://archive.org/details/cu31924021137843


**Ayer 1300.5 .C7 B61 1909 map (PrCt)**

**Venezuela - Maps - 1939

Authors: Fergusson, Erna, 1888-1964 -- Alfred A. Knopf, Inc.


1st ed.

Signed by author.

Includes index.
79936 Venezuela - Maps - 1955
Wall maps
Authors: Venezuela. Dirección de Cartografía Nacional -- Venezuela. Ministerio de Obras Públicas -- Krause, Dr. -- Southern Illinois University at Carbondale
1 map : col., mounted on cloth and wooden rollers ; 178 x 184 cm.
"2a. edición Diciembre de 1.955"
Scale 1:1,000,000.
Inset (20 x 15 cm.): Situacion de Venezuela en la America del Sur.
"Donated to SIU Geography Dept., Dr. Krause" -- Manuscript label taped to map at bottom left.
Gift of Southern Illinois University, 2011.
maproll G5280 1955 .V4 (PrCt)
1960 - Road maps
Authors: Texaco, inc. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 50 x 67 cm., folded to 18 x 9 cm. Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Venezuela = Texaco mapa turistico de Venezuela.
Plate no. 0-5917-1
Inset (11 x 13 cm.): [South central continuation].
Maps on verso (33 x 60 cm. and smaller): Plano de Caracas -- Maracaibo -- Barcelona -- Puerto La Cruz -- Valencia -- Maracay.
Panel art: Texaco sign; illustrations of car passing rural and urban gas stations.
In Spanish and English.
Back panel handstamped "Jul 22 1960."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Clients 3805 (PrCt)

79939 Venezuela - Maps - 1962 - Road maps
Authors: Texaco, inc. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 50 x 67 cm., folded to 18 x 9 cm. Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Venezuela = Texaco mapa turistico de Venezuela.
Plate no. 2-5917-3
Inset (11 x 13 cm.): [South central continuation].
Maps on verso (33 x 60 cm. and smaller): Plano de Caracas -- Maracaibo -- Puerto La Cruz -- Maracay -- Valencia.
Panel art: Gas station above Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Clients 3808 (PrCt)

79938 Venezuela - Maps - 1960 - Road maps
Authors: Texaco, inc. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 50 x 67 cm., folded to 18 x 9 cm. Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Venezuela = Texaco mapa turistico de Venezuela.
Plate no. 0-5917-1
Inset (11 x 13 cm.): [South central continuation].
Maps on verso (33 x 60 cm. and smaller): Plano de Caracas -- Maracaibo -- Barcelona -- Puerto La Cruz -- Valencia.
Panel art: Texaco sign; illustrations of car passing rural and urban gas stations.
In Spanish and English.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Clients 3808 (PrCt)
Authors: Venezuela -- A. Hoen & Co. -- William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (2 v.): maps; 42 x 38 cm.
Issued in 4 volumes, but this copy incomplete: lacking text (3 v.; 25 cm.); Greenlee collection has Atlas only (v. 4 in 2 v.) bearing imprint: Baltimore, A. Hoen & Co., 1898.
Forms part of the William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library).
References: Phillips 18414
Greenlee 4891 .V45 1898 (NLO)

79946 Venezuela - Maps - Collections, 1500-1900---->British Guiana - Maps - Collections, 1500-1900---->Venezuela - Boundaries - Historical geography - Maps - Collections, 1500-1900---->British Guiana - Boundaries - Historical geography - Maps - Collections, 1500-1900---->South America - Maps - Collections, 1500-1900---->Central America - Maps - Collections, 1500-1900---->West Indies - Maps - Collections, 1500-1900---->Historical atlases
Venezuela. No. 1 (1896) Appendix no. III. Maps to accompany documents and correspondence relating to the question of boundary between British Guiana and Venezuela... London: Printed by Harrison and Sons, [1896].
1 atlas (1 p. l., 9 fold. maps); 34 cm.
Includes reproductions of maps by Blaeu, d'Anville, Bouchenroeder and Pons.
Bookplate of Yale University.
Phillips 18410.
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 1899.
folio Ayer 135 .G7 1896 (NLO)

79947 Venezuela - Maps - Collections, 1500-1900---->British Guiana - Maps - Collections, 1500-1900---->Venezuela - Boundaries - Historical geography - Maps - Collections, 1500-1900---->British Guiana - Boundaries - Historical geography - Maps - Collections, 1500-1900---->South America - Maps - Collections, 1500-1900---->Central America - Maps - Collections, 1500-1900---->West Indies - Maps - Collections, 1500-1900---->Historical atlases
[Facsimile atlas to accompany reports on the boundary disputes between Venezuela and British Guiana, 1896-1899]. Paris: A. Lahure, 1899, 1899-[1900].
Authors: Brazil -- Lahure, A. (Alexis), 1849-1929 -- Brazil. Frontières entre le Brésil et la Guyane Française (1899-1900) -- France. Treaties, etc., 1895-1899 (Faure) -- Brazil. Treaties, etc., 1894-1898 (Moraes Barros) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
2 v. (oversize)
Atlas title supplied by cataloger.
Forms volumes 6-7 of: Brazil. Frontières entre le Brésil et la Guyane Française. Mémoire présenté par les États Unis du Brésil au gouvernement de la Confédération Suisse, arbitre choisi selon les stipulations du traité conclu à Rio-de-Janeiro, le 10 avril 1897 entre le Brésil et la France... (Paris: A. Lahure, 1899-1900.)
Include reproductions of important early maps of South America, Central America, and the West Indies, originally published in the 15th-19th centuries.
Variant or duplicate copies: oversize Ayer 1300.5 .B8 B81 1899 v. 6 -- oversize Ayer 1300.5 .B8 F81 1899 (atlas) -- oversize Govt. Y 3.V55 :R 29 v. 4
oversize Ayer 1300.5 .B8 B81 1899 v. 6-7 (PrCt)

79948 Venezuela - Maps - Collections, 1500-1900---->British Guiana - Maps - Collections, 1500-1900---->Venezuela - Boundaries - Historical geography - Maps - Collections, 1500-1900---->British Guiana - Boundaries - Historical geography - Maps - Collections, 1500-1900---->South America - Maps - Collections, 1500-1900---->Central America - Maps - Collections, 1500-1900---->West Indies - Maps - Collections, 1500-1900
Authors: Venezuela Boundary Commission -- U.S. Venezuela Boundary Commission -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.: 76 maps; 433 x 380 mm.
+PresidentMessage,Cong55,S. Baske 18412
Includes maps illustrating history.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Phillips 18412
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

79949 Venezuela - Maps - Collections, 1500-1900---->British Guiana - Maps - Collections, 1500-1900---->Venezuela - Boundaries - Historical geography - Maps - Collections, 1500-1900---->British Guiana - Boundaries - Historical geography - Maps - Collections, 1500-1900---->South America - Maps - Collections, 1500-1900---->Central America - Maps - Collections,
1500-1900 West Indies - Maps - Collections, 1500-1900

Counter-case of Venezuala before tribunal. 1898.
Authors: Venezuela Boundary Commission
1 v.
Phillips 02755
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 1902 J 9984 .94 (NLO)

Venezuela - Maps - Collections, 1635-1827

Cartografía histórica de Venezuela, 1635-1946.
Caracas : Comisión Preparatoria de la IV Asamblea General del Instituto Panamericano de Geografía e Historia, 1946.
Authors: Pan American Institute of Geography and History
51 [i.e. 52] p. of maps (part fold., 1 col.) ; 44 x 58 cm.
'Presentada en la IV Asamblea del Instituto Panamericano de Grafía e Historia por la Comisión Venezolana.'
Reverse sides of maps are blank.
Last two maps wanting.
Gift '79

over size G1725 .P35 1946 (NLO)

Venezuela - Maps - Collections - Maps - 1635-1946

Cartografía histórica de Venezuela 1635-1946.
Caracas : Comision Venezolana, 1946.
Authors: Venezolana, Comision -- Comision Venezolana -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 24 maps ; 440 x 570 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Venezuela, Gulf of (Italy) - Maps - 1200 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

Theophanes, 13th cent. [Map of the Gulf of Venice, ca. 1200]
Manuscript maps - Facsimiles

Geographical map of the XIllth century on vellum by Theophanes, a Greek artist, who has inscribed the Latin names in Greek letters = Carte géographique du Xllle siècle, sur velin, executée par une artiste grec, Théophanes, qui a écrit les mots latins en lettres grecques. [London, 1864].
Authors: Theophanes, 13th cent. [Map of the Gulf of Venice, ca. 1200] -- Libri, Guillaume, 1803-1869. Monuments inédits ou peu connus... 2d ed. (1864)
1 map : col. ; 16 x 23 cm.
Facsimile in: Libri, Guillaume, Monuments inédits ou peu connus... 2d ed. (London, 1864), pl. LVIII.
Case oversize Z 4311 .5, pl. LVIII (PrCt)

Venezuela, Gulf of (Italy) - Maps - 1696

Le Golfe Venise avec ses principaux caps ...
79958 Venice (Italy) - Description and travel - 1598 - Istanbul (Turkey) - Description and travel - 1598 - Mediterranean Sea - Maps - 1598 - Harbors - Adriatic Sea Region - Maps - 1598 - Aegean Islands (Greece and Turkey) - Maps - 1598 - Harbors - Mediterranean Sea - Maps - 1598 - Harbors - Adriatic Sea Region - Maps - 1598 - Harbors - Aegean Islands (Greece and Turkey) - Maps - 1598 Viaggio da Venetia a Costantinopoli per mare, e per terra & insieme quello di terra santa Da Giosepppe Rosaccio con brevita descritto ... Venetia : Giacomo Franco, 1598. Authors: Rosaccio, Giuseppe, approximately 1530-approximately 1620 -- Franco, Giacomo, 1550-1620 76 l (i.e. 152 p.) : front. (map), 68 plates (incl. ill., maps) ; 15 x 21 cm. Plate on l. 10 signed 'Franco f.'; other plates not signed. References: S.H. Weber, Voyage (1953), no. 801 (slightly inaccurate); see also Cicogna, Delle iscrizioni veneziani, v. 5, p. 656. Later editions of this book were published by Franco (1606) and by Marco Sadeler and Stefano Scolari (ca. 1620). Case 3A 2168 (NLO) Novacco 4F 210 (PrCt)

79960 Venice (Italy). Maggior consiglio - Pictorial works - 1566 - Sala del Maggior Consiglio (Venice, Italy) - Pictorial works - 1566 - Palazzo Ducale (Venice, Italy) - Pictorial works - 1566 Il Gran consiglio di Venetia / Paulus Furlanus Veronensis. Venetijs [Venice] : Ex aeneis formis Bolognini Zalterij, MDLXVI [1566]. Authors: Forlani, Paolo -- Zaltieri, Bolognino, fl. 1555-1576 -- Morosini, Count -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library) 1 view ; 560 x 430 mm. (plate mark) Bottom margin includes Paulo Forlani's name, the place and date of publication, and descriptive text in 3 columns preceded by dedication: Nicolao Bandae IV cons. exmo. Paulus Furlanus Veronensis ... Venetijs VIII jdis Julij MDLXVI. Bolognino Zaltieri's imprint at upper left. Shows a session of the Maggior Consiglio in the Doges' Palace in Venice.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
In manuscript at upper right: 66.
Ex Morosini.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
References: Woodward 65; Tooley 586.
e2-4
Novacco 4F 290 (PrCt)

79961 Venice (Italy). Maggior consiglio - Pictorial works - 1566 - Sala del Maggior Consiglio (Venice, Italy) - Pictorial works - 1566 - Palazzo Ducale (Venice, Italy) - Pictorial works - 1566
Il Gran consiglio di Venetia / Paulus Furlanus
Authors: Forlani, Paolo -- Zaltieri, Bolognino, fl. 1555-1576 -- [Italian assembled-to-order atlas]
[ca. 1575?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view ; 562 x 433 mm. (plate mark)
Bottom margin includes Paulo Forlani's name, the place and date of publication, and descriptive text in 3 columns preceded by dedication:
Nicolaio Bandae IV cons. exmo. Paulus Furlani Veronensis ... Venetiis VIII jodus Julij MDLXVI.
Bolognino Zaltier'i imprim't at upper left.
Shows a session of the Maggior Consiglio in the Doges' Palace in Venice.
Manuscript note on verso: Il gran consiglio dile Signoria de Ven[c?].
In: [Italian assembled-to-order atlas] [Venice?: s.n., ca. 1575?], plate [39].
Duplicate copy: Novacco 4F 290.
References: Woodward 65; Tooley 586.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .L2 1575 Al, plate [39] (PrCt)

Includes reproduction of Veneto Paolino's 14th-century ms. map of Venice.
Bibliographical references: p. [88]
ISBN 8888548440 : 9788888548449
folio DG673 .R66 2005 (NLO)

79963 Venice (Italy) - Maps - 1486 - Woodcuts - Venetiarvm amplissima & maritima urbs cum multis circumiacentibus insulis / C. S. [Christoph Stimmer]. [Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552].
Authors: Stimmer, Christoph, 16th cent. -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552. Cosmographiae uniersalis ... (1552) -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : woodcut ; 25 x 38 cm., on sheet 32 x 40 cm.
Letterpress title above woodcut view with letterpress place names.
Buildings shown pictorially.
Letterpress 157 and text on verso: Civitas Venetorum. Regina et domina maris ...
In: Münster, Sebastian. Cosmographiae uniersalis ... (Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552), p. 58-559 [i.e. 158-159].
VAULT folio Ayer 7 .M8 1552, p. 58-559 [i.e. 158-159] (PrCt)

Woodcuts - Maps - 1486 - Woodcuts

Venetiarvm amplissima & maritima urbs cum multis circumiacentibus insulis / C. S. [Christoph Stimmer]. [Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552].
Authors: Reuwich, Erhard, fl. 1483-1486 -- Breydenbach, Bernhard von, d. 1497. Sanctarum perigrinationum in montem Syon ad venerandum Christi sepulchrum in Jerusalem (1486) -- Schöffer, Peter, ca. 1475-1547 -- Ludwig Rosenthal's Antiquariat -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view ; woodcut ; hand col. ; 256 x 1,616 mm. (near line) on composite sheet
Detached from Bernhard von Breydenbach, Sanctorum perigrinationum in montem Syon ad venerandum Christi sepulchrum in Jerusalem ...
(Mainz: Peter Schöffer, 1486).
Printed from 4 plates on 4 sheets.
Early editions of Breydenbach's work at the Newberry Library: Inc. folio 8591 (1488); Inc. 2379.5 (1490); Wing ZP 547 D78 (1505); and Case G 61008.11 (1522).


Ex Rosenthal.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
e2-1
Novacco 9F 3 (PrCt)
Venice (Italy) - Maps - 1574
Venetia. [Venice? Giovanni Francesco Camocio?, 1574?].
Authors: Camocio, Giovanni Francesco, 16th cent. -- Camocio, Giovanni Francesco, 16th cent. [Isole famose porti, fortezze, e terre marine sottoposte alla Ser.ma Sig.ria di Venetia ad altri principi christiani, et al Sig.or Turco] [1574?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 16 x 26 cm. Bottom margin includes references 1-105 and A-F.
In atlas lacking title page: Camocio, Giovanni Francesco. [Isole famose porti, fortezze, e terre marine sottoposte alla Ser.ma Sig.ria di Venetia ad altri principi christiani, et al Sig.or Turco, nouame[n]te poste in luce] [Venice? : Alla libraria del segno di S. Marco? ; G.F. Camocio?, 1574?], [plate 3]. Manuscript no. 3 at upper right. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

VAULT Baskes folio G1955 .C3 1574, [plate 3] (PrCt)

Venice (Italy) - Maps - 1620
Venetia. [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 1, pl. 43 (PrCt)

Venice (Italy) - Maps - 1689
Bridges<<>>Bridges - Venice (Italy) - Maps - 1689
Authors: Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718 -- Padoani, Domenico, fl. 1689 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718. Citta, fortezze, isole, e porti principale dell' Europa ... (1689) 1 map ; 27 x 43 cm.

VAULT folio Ayer 135 .C8 1689 pl. 44 (PrCt)

Venice (Italy) - Maps - 1750
Iconografia rappresentazione della inclita città di Venezia consacrata al reggio serenissimo dominio Veneto : Anno salutis M. DCCXXIX / Humilissimo. devotmo. oblmo. servo il Kavalier Lodovico Ughi. [Venice] : Appresso Lodovico Furlanetto, M. DCCXXXIX [1729, i.e. ca. 1750]. Authors: Ughi, Lodovico, fl. 1729 -- Furlanetto, Lodovico, fl. 1780-1797 -- Papadopoli, Nicolò, conte, 1841-1922 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 1,280 x 1,738 mm. (neat line) Ludovico Ughi’s name appears at end of dedication to ‘Serenissimo precipe’ at lower right.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
e2-15
Novacco 8F 8 (PrCt)

Venice (Italy) - Maps - 1792
A Plan of the city of Venice. [London? J. Stockdale?, 1792?].
Authors: Andrews, John, 1736-1809 -- Andrews, John, 1736-1809. A Collection of plans of the most capital cities of ... Europe and ... the world [1792?] -- Stockdale, John, 1749?-1814 1 map ; 17 x 24 cm.

Case folio G 13 .036 pl. 10 (PrCt)

Venice (Italy) - Maps - 1797
Authors: Ughi, Lodovico, fl. 1729 -- Furlanetto, Lodovico, fl. 1780-1797 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; hand col. ; 491 x 670 mm. (neat line) on composite sheet 714 x 801 mm. Includes alphabetized index to 178 sites; printed from separate engraved plate and pasted beneath neat line.


e2-16

Novacco 6F 32 (PrCt)


Facsimiles of maps of Venice compiled by Anton von Zach between 1798-1805, issued with commentary by Massimo Rossi; maps reproduced from originals held by the Österreichisches Staatsarchiv.

'1. ed.'

Includes bibliographical references and index.


Authors: Stockdale, John, 1749?-1814 -- Stockdale, John, 1749?-1814. A Geographical, historical, and political description of the empire of Germany, Holland, the Netherlands, Switzerland, Prussia, Italy, Sicily, Corsica, and Sardinia ... (1800) 1 map ; 18 x 25 cm.

In: Stockdale, John. A Geographical, historical, and political description of the empire of Germany, Holland, the Netherlands, Switzerland, Prussia, Italy, Sicily, Corsica, and Sardinia ... (London : Printed forJohn Stockdale, 1800), plate 25, opposite p. 360.

Includes 'References' 1-132, A. M267

folio G 30 .333 pl. 25, opp. p. 360 (PrCt)

79973 Venice (Italy) - Maps - 1838 Venice Region (Italy) - Maps - 1838 Venice (Italy) - Maps - 1838 Pictorial works


Authors: Clarke, W. B. -- Davies, Benjamin Rees -- Chapman and Hall -- Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (Great Britain) -- Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (Great Britain). Maps of the Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (1844) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 39 x 58 cm., on composite sheet 41 x 61 cm.

'Drawn by W.B. Clarke.'

'Engraved by B.R. Davies.'

Printed on 2 sheets trimmed and joined.

Inset views (7 x 9 cm. and 16 x 12 cm.): View of the mint, St. Mark's Church, the Palace, &c. -- Plan of the environs of Venice, shewing the lagunes .... Bottom margin includes elevation drawings of prominent buildings.


oversize Ayer 135 .S67 1844 v. 2, pl. [209-210] (PrCt)

79974 Venice (Italy) - Maps - 1840 Pictorial works Venice. [Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, 1840].

Authors: Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846 -- Lea & Blanchard -- Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (1840) 1 view ; 4 x 6 cm.


Wax engraving.

G 11 .607 v. 2, p. 40 (PrCt)


6th ed. (rev.) Includes index Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Digital version of another copy available via HathiTrust Digital Library (accessed December 2011):

http://catalog.hathitrust.org/api/volumes/oclc/654555.html

Baskes DG672 .H37 1904 (NLO)
79976 **Venice (Italy) - Maps - 1904**

*Venice and its story / by T. Okey; illustrated by Nelly Erichsen, W. K. Hinchliff & O. F. M. Ward.*


Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

xv, 332 p., [83] leaves of plates (some folded) : ill. (some col., some folded), 2 maps ; 24 cm.

Preface dated "ottobre 1926."

"Corredata di una grande pianta della città, di 22 piantine di itinerari, di 60 illustrazioni nel testo e 96 tavole fuori testo."

Includes folded col. map (49 x 68 cm.).

"Aggiunte e correzioni": p. [813]-816.

Includes bibliographical references (p. 139-140) and indexes.

Series: Guide "Editars"

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes DG672 .V45 1936 (NLO)

79977 **Venice (Italy) - Maps - 1905**

*Venice: its history, art, industries and modern life / by Charles Yriarte; translated from the French by F.J. Sitwell.*


449 p., [29] leaves of plates : ill., 1 folded col. map ; 21 cm.


Each plate accompanied by guard sheet with descriptive letterpress.

Includes index.

Gilt cloth binding and dust jacket.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes DG674 .O38 1904 (NLO)

79978 **Venice (Italy) - Maps - 1923**

*Cook's handbook to Venice : with plans.*


Authors: Thomas Cook Ltd. -- Cook's traveller's handbooks -- Cook's handbooks -- W. & A.K. Johnston Limited -- Simpkin, Marshall, Hamilton, Kent & Co. Ltd. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)


Cover title: Cook’s traveller’s handbook, Venice

Map by W. & A.K. Johnston.

Includes index.

Series: Cook’s traveller's handbooks -- Cook’s handbooks.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G153 .C66 Venice (1923) (NLO)

79979 **Venice (Italy) - Maps - 1926**

*Venezia e il suo estuario : guida storico-artistica / Giulio Lorenzetti.*

Venezia [Venice] : Casa editrice d’arte Bestetti & Tumminelli, [1926].

Authors: Lorenzetti, Giulio, 1886-1951 -- Guide

Editors -- Bestetti & Tumminelli -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

977, xxix p., xcvii, [22] p. of plates (21 folded) : ill., 23 col. maps and plans (some col.) ; 17 cm.

Cover title: Venezia e il suo estuario

"Aggiunte e correzioni": p. [813]-816.

Includes folded col. map (49 x 68 cm.).

"Aggiunte e correzioni": p. [813]-816.

Includes bibliographical references (p. 139-140) and indexes.

Series: Guide "Editars"

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 106 (1929) (NLO)

79980 **Venice (Italy) - Maps - 1929<> Venice Region (Italy) - Maps - 1929**

*Venedig und Umgebung : praktischer Reiseführer.*

Berlin : Grieben-Verlag ; A. Goldschmidt, 1929.

Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag -- Goldschmidt, Albert -- Kraatz, Leopold -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)


10. Aufl. [10th ed.]

"Mit 4 Karten und 4 Grundrissen."

Maps lithographed by Leopold Kraatz.

Advertisements: 5 p. at end.

Includes index.

Series: Grieben-Reiseführer ; Bd. 106

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 106 (1929) (NLO)

79981 **Venice (Italy) - Maps - 1936**

*Venedig und Umgebung : new illustrated guide with a map of the city and estuary.*


Authors: Capello, Cesare -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

192 pages : illustrations, 1 color map ; 17 cm.

"...new list of the hotels h

Errata.

Folded map pasted to inside back cover.

Includes index.

Errata tipped in before title page.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes DG672 .V7 1926 (NLO)

79982 **Venice (Italy) - Maps - 1937<> Venice Region (Italy) - Maps - 1937**

*Venedig und Umgebung.*

Berlin : Grieben-Verlag, 1937.

Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag -- Kraatz, Leopold -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

192 pages : illustrations, 1 color map ; 17 cm.

"Aggiunte e correzioni": p. [813]-816.

Includes bibliographical references (p. 139-140) and indexes.

Series: Guide "Editars"

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 106 (1929) (NLO)
79983 *Venice (Italy) - Maps - 1938*  
*Venice and neighbourhood : a practical guide for the foreigner with numerous illustrations of the principal views of the town, historical survey, time-tables, tariffs, useful information, etc.*  
Milan : A. Scrocchi, [1938?].  
Authors: Scrocchi, A. (Attilo), 1906-1945 -- Arti Grafiche Fantoni & C. (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
x, 166 p. : ill., 1 col. map ; 17 cm.  
Dated p. 166: 1938.  
Edited by A. Scrocchi. Cf. Cover.  
Folded map by Arti Grafiche Fantoni & C. pasted inside back cover.  
Includes index.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.  
**Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 106 (1937) (NLO)**

79984 *Venice (Italy) - Maps - 1957*  
*Venice & environs.*  
London : Benn, 1957.  
Authors: Muirhead, Findlay, 1860--1945 -- Blue guide -- Muirhead, L. Russell (Litellus Russell), 1896- -- Ernest Benn Ltd. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 v. : 3 maps  
1st ed.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.  
**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)**

79985 *Venice (Italy) - Maps - 1961*  
*Venetien, Emilia, Marken und Triest.*  
Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag -- Karl Thiemig AG -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
193 p. : 6 maps (some col., some folded), plans ; 17 cm.  
Map inside front cover.  
Folded maps in pocket.  
Includes index.  
Series: Grieben-Reiseführer ; Bd. 106  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.  

79986 *Venice (Italy) - Maps - 1969*  
*Road maps Venice / Michelin.*  
Watford, Herts. Michelin Tyre PLC, Tourism Department, c1996.  
Authors: Michelin green guides -- Tourist guide -- Michelin Tyre PLC -- Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Leonard, George E., III -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1st ed.  
Cover title.  
Includes bibliographical references (p. 211) and index.  
Series: Michelin green guide to Venice -- Tourist guide -- Michelin green guides.  
Map on back cover.  
Former owner’s signature: George Leonard.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.  

79987 *Venice (Italy) - Maps - 1970*  
*The Companion guide to Venice / Hugh Honour.*  
Rev. ed.  
Maps by K.C. Jordan.  
Includes bibliographical references (p. 281-282) and index.  
Series: The companion guides  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.  
**Baskes DG672 .H66 1970 (NLO)**

79988 *Venice (Italy) - Maps - 1980*  
*Venice.*  
Authors: Muirhead, L. Russell (Litellus Russell), 1896- -- Mawdsley, Evan, 1945- -- Blue guide -- Flower, John, 1929- -- Ernest Benn Ltd. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 v. : 25 maps  
2nd ed.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.  
**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)**

79989 *Venice (Italy) - Maps - 1985*  
*Venezia.*  
Authors: Touring club italiano -- Guida d’Italia del T.C.I. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
794, 15 p. : ill. (some col.), 108 maps and plans ; 17 cm.  
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Venice (Italy) - Maps - Collections

Su alcuni importanti cimeii cartografici conservati a Venezia. 1923.
Authors: Almagià, Roberto, 1884-1962
Pp. 295-302; 22 cm.
Vert 85, no. 4 (PrCt)

Venice (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1500

Venetie MD. [Strassburg ; J.H.Ed. Heitz, 1933].
Authors: Barbari, Jacopo de', 15th cent. -- Kolb, Anton -- Staatliche Museen zu Berlin--Preussischer Kulturbesitz.
Kupferstichkabinett--Sammlung der Zeichnungen und Druckgraphik
1 view ; 19 x 40 cm.
Photographic reproduction (much reduced) of original in the Staatliche Museen zu Berlin--Preussischer Kulturbesitz.
Kupferstichkabinett--Sammlung der Zeichnungen und Druckgraphik.
Case folio W 8014 .25, v. 79 (PrCt)

Venice (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1500<<>>Map printing - Woodcuts - Pictorial works - 1500<<>>Woodcuts

Venetie MD. [Venice : Anton Kolb?], 1500 [i.e.1513 or later].
Authors: Barbari, Jacopo de', 15th cent. -- Kolb, Anton -- Robert de Bourbon, Duke of Parma, 1848-1907 -- Museo Correr -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view on 6 sheets : woodcut ; 1,345 x 2,818 mm.
4th state of the map, printed ca. 1838 from 6 woodblocks revised ca. 1513 or later; includes revision of the Campanile; see G. Romanelli et al. A volo d'uccello : Jacopo de' Barbari ... (1999), p. 137.
Original woodblocks held by the Museo Correr in Venice
Ex Bourbon-Parma.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Venice (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1528

Venice (Italy) - Maps - 1528

Pictorial maps
Pictorial works - Venice (Italy) - 1528 - Vinegia (Italy) SEE Venice (Italy) - Woodcuts

Vinegia. [Venice : Nicolò Zoppino, 1528].

Authors: Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530 -- Zoppino, Nicolò, fl. 1508-1544 -- Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530. Libro di Benedetto Bordon: nel qual si ragiona de tutte l'isole del mondo ... (1528)

1 view : woodcut ; 23 x 32 cm., on sheet 31 x 41 cm.

Title at upper left.

In: Bordon, Benedetto. Libro di Benedetto Bordon: nel qual si ragiona de tutte l'isole del mondo ... (Venice : Nicolò Zoppino, 1528), folio XXX.


Case folio G 117 .108, folio XXX (PrCt)

Venice (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1566

Venetia / ... Paulo Forlani Veronese. [Venice] : ex aeneis formis Bolognini Zaltieri, M. D. XVI [1566].

Authors: Forlani, Paolo -- Zaltieri, Bolognino, fl. 1555-1576 -- Murari, Girolamo, fl. 1566 -- Hoepli, Ulrico, 1847-1935 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 view ; 360 x 731 mm. (neat line), on sheet 444 x 744 mm.

Paolo Forlani's name, the place of publication, and date in dedication at bottom left: Al Sig. Girolamo Mvrari. ... Di Venetia del mese di Aprile M. D. XVI.

Bolognino Zaltieri's imprint beneath title at top center.

References I-XXXV and 1-175 (in mixed order) in 12 columns in bottom margin.


Romanelli and Biadene, Venezia piante e vedute ... Museo Correr (1982) p. 28, no. 9.

Bella and Bella, Cartografia rara ... della collezione Franco Novacco (1986) p. 152, no. 142.


Woodward 42.03

Tooley 582.

Ex Gilhofer.

Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Duplicate copy: VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .L2 1575 Al pl. [17].

Case folio G 117 .108, folio XXX (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Woodward 42.03
Tooley 582.
Duplicate copy: Novacco 4F 283.

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .L2 1575 Al, plate [17] (PrCt)

80000 Venice (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1567
Venetia. Venetia [Venice]: In mezaria [!] all' insegna della Colonna [i.e. Bolognino Zaltieri], M.D. LXVII [1567, i.e.1569].
Authors: Ballino, Giulio, d. ca. 1592 -- Ballino, Giulio, d. ca. 1592. De' disegni delle piu illustri città, et fortezze del mondo ... (1569) -- Zaltieri, Bolognino, fl. 1555-1576
1 view ; 15 x 27 cm.
Includes references 1-105 and A-F.
Letterpress text on verso.
In: Ballino, Giulio. De' disegni delle piu illustri città, et fortezze del mondo ... (Venice: Bolognino Zaltieri, 1569), plate [34].

VAULT Case folio G 117 .06, plate [34] (PrCt)

80001 Venice (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1570
Venetia. In Venetia [Venice] : alla libraria del segno de S. Marco in merzaria Donato Bertelli, [ca. 1570].
Authors: Bertelli, Donato, fl. 1558-1584 -- Gilhofer & Ranschburg (Vienna, Austria) -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view ; 284 x 584 mm. (neat line), 376 x 585 mm. (plate mark)
Bottom margin includes Donato Bertelli's imprint and a total of 216 references (in 10 columns).
Ex De Landau; ex Finaly.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
e2-6

Novacco 4F 285 (PrCt)

80002 Venice (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1572
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Historic Urban Plans (Firm)
1 birds-eye view ; 33 x 47 cm.
Facsimile of original published Cologne, 1572.
Includes references I-XXXV and 1-153.
479
map2F G6714.V4A3 1572 B7 1970 (PrCt)

80003 Venice (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1594<<<Venice (Italy) - History - 1594 - Pictorial works
Authors: Doglioni, Giovanni Nicolò, 1548-1629 -- Bertelli, Andrea, fl. ca. 1568-1592 -- De Landau, Horace, barone, 1824-1903 -- Finaly, Madame, d. 1938 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 broadside (text and view); on sheet 574 x 412 mm.
Letterpress broadside printed on same sheet with engraved view: Venetia. 193 x 267 mm. plate mark.
Text surrounding view includes chronological lists of Venetian doges and historical notes.
Bottom margin of view includes 78 references to locations lettered A - NNNN in 8 columns.
Dedication at upper left: A gli illustriss. Sig. Thomaso, & Franco. Moresini già illustriiss. Sig. Almorò.
Manuscript '131' at bottom right; manuscript '130' and traces of binding stub on verso.
Ex De Landau; ex Finaly.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
e2-11

Novacco 4F 286 (PrCt)

80005 Venice (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1598<<<Map printing - Engravings - Maps -
Engravings

Venetia. [Venice? s.n., 1597?].

Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
e2-13

Novacco 4F 288 (PrCt)

80007 Venice (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1708
Veduta di Venetia, dedicata all'emanentissimo, e reueryendoissimo Sig. Cardinale Pietro Ottobon ... / dal P. Cosmografo Coronelli. [Venice : s.n., 1708-1709].
Authors: Coronelli, Vincenzo. 1650-1718 -- Coronelli, Vincenzo. 1650-1718. Singolarità di Venezia e del serenissimo suo dominio ... (1708-1709) -- Papadopoli, Nicolò, conte, 1841-1922 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Third state of a view variously printed from eight or nine plates in three editions between 1686-1708; see Romanelli and Biadene, Venezia piante e vedute ... Museo Correr (1982) p. 54-55, no. 51.

Third state issued in Coronelli, Vincenzo. Singolarità di Venezia e del serenissimo suo dominio ... (Venice: [s.n.], 1708-1709); see OCLC 19497733.

Title from sheet 5.

View of Venice from the Grand and San Marco Canals.

Ex Papadopoli.

Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
e2-14

Novacco 4F 289 (PrCt)

80008 Venice (Italy) - Province - Maps - 1680
Dominii Veneti in Italia. Amsterdam, [ca. 1680].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

First state of a map printed from eight plates in three editions between 1708-1718 or 9.

Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

80009 Venice (Italy) - Province - Maps - 1705-1717 - Spanish Succession, War of, 1701-1714 - Maps
Venet. reip. dominium, nec non pontifici iuris dictum pars maxima. Amsterdam, [ca. 1705].
Authors: Schenk, Peter. 1660-1718 or 9 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

First state of a map printed from eight plates in three editions between 1708-1718 or 9.

Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

80010 Venice (Italy) - Province - Maps - 1706-1714 - Istria (Croatia and Slovenia) - Maps -

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1706

*Estat de la seigneurie et republique de Venise.*

Paris, 1706.

Authors: Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 --

Cordier, Louis, -1711 --

Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:164

1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 70 cm.

 Covers northeastern Italy.

3022

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**Sack map4F G6712.N59 1706 J3 (PrCt)**

80011  **Venice (Italy : Province) - Maps - 1710**

*Les Environs de Venise.* Amsterdam, [ca. 1710].

Authors: Mortier, Pierre --

Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:169

1 map : hand col. ; 26 x 43 cm. on sheet 53 x 64 cm.

Includes references 1-36.

At upper right, 'Tom. 1 Pag. 1,' at lower right, 'XLVII.'

2094

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**Sack map4F G6713.V4:3V4 1710 M6 (PrCt)**

80012  **Venice (Italy : Province) - Maps - 1750**

*Istria (Croatia and Slovenia) - Maps - 1750 - Venice, Gulf of (Italy) - Maps - 1750 - Partie orientale de la republique de Venise.*

[Amsterdam : Chez Iean Covens & Corneille Mortier, ca. 1750?].

Authors: Côvens et Mortier --

Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 --

Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:E3

1 map ; 53 x 50 cm.

Title in upper margin.

Added title: Golfe de Venise ou Mer Adriatique.

Incomplete; forms anonymous and undated eastern sheet of a 2-sheet map with variant title, authorship statements, and imprint on western sheet: L'Etat de la Republique de Venise par Sr: Sanson (Amsterdam: Chez Iean Covens & Corneille Mortier, ca. 1750?).


Duplicate copy (complete): Sack Map6F G6713.V4 1750 .C7 (PrCt)

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

2631

**Sack map4F G6870 1700 .P3 (PrCt)**

80013  **Venice (Italy : Province) - Maps - 1750 - Istria (Croatia and Slovenia) - Maps - 1750 - Venice, Gulf of (Italy) - Maps - 1750 - L'Etat de la Republique de Venise / par Sr. Sanson. Amsterdam : Chez Iean Covens & Corneille Mortier, [ca. 1750?]**

Authors: Côvens et Mortier --

Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 --

Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:I165

1 map : hand col. ; on composite sheet 53 x 93 cm.

Title in upper margin at left (western sheet).

Added title in margin at upper right (eastern sheet): Partie orientale de la Republique de Venise.

Added title on eastern sheet: Golfe de Venise ou Mer Adriatique.

Includes untitled western continuation inset (19 x 12 cm.)

Printed from 2 plates on 2 sheets.

Manuscript '94' on verso.

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Duplicate copy (eastern half only): Sack Map4F G6870 1700 .P3

**Sack map6F G6713.V4 1750 .C7 (PrCt)**

80014  **Venice (Italy : Province) - Maps - 1776**

*Estat de la seigneurie et republique de Venise en terre ferme / dressée sur les meilleures cartes. À Venise [Venice] ; par P. Santini ; chez Mr. Remondini, 1776.*

Authors: Santini, P. --

Remondini, Guiseppe Antonio, 1747-1811 --

Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (1784 [i.e. 1807?]) --

Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 46 x 64 cm.

In: Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (Venice : par P. Santini, rue Ste. Justine, chez M. Remondini, 1784 [i.e. 1807?]), v. 2, no. "P. II. 6"

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes oversize G1015 .S4 1807, v. 2, no. 6 (PrCt)**

80015  **Venice (Italy : Province) - Maps - 1792 - Istria (Croatia and Slovenia) - Maps - 1792**

*Lo Stato Veneto da terra diviso nelle sue province, seconda parte che comprede porzioni del Dogado del Trevisani del Friuli e dell` Istria.*

Rome : Calcografia camerale, 1792.

Authors: Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824 --

Calcografia camerale (Rome, Italy) --

Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824. Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (1792-1801) --

Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 30 x 43 cm.

In: Cassini, Giovanni Maria. Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (Rome : Presso la Calcogr. camerale, 1792-1801) v. 1 pl. 34.

Map dated 1791.

**oversize Ayer 135 .C33 1792 v. 1 pl. 34 (PrCt)**

80016  **Venice Region (Italy) - Maps - 1780**

*Veneto (Italy) - Maps - Venice, Lagoon of (Italy) - Maps - Venice (Italy) - Maps - 1780**
(Calif.) - Maps - 1996
Los Angeles County (Calif.) - Maps - 1996 - Geology
Geology - Los Angeles County (Calif.) - Maps - 1996 - Counties - Maps
Authors: Dibblee, T. W. (Thomas Wilson), 1911-
Forest Service -- California. Division of Mines and Geology -- Geologic Survey (U.S.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 48 cm., folded to 25 x 21 cm.
Title in left and right margins: Geology - Cobblestone Mountain quadrangle
Prepared in cooperation with the U.S. Forest Service, Los Padres National Forest; Department of Conservation, Division of Mines and Geology; and U.S. Geological Survey.
First printing, December 1996.
Includes acknowledgments, index to sources of geology, 2 col. cross-sections, age correlation chart, and location map.
Includes bibliography.
Relief shown by contours and spot heights.
Scale: 1:24,000.
Coordinates: (W 118°52´30´´--W 118°45´00´´/N 34°37´30´´--N 34°30´00´´).
Series: Dibblee Geological Foundation map ; no. DF-62.
Previously described in the Newberry's main online catalog (ca. 1997); possibly removed for addition to collection of other Dibblee maps still in the private collection of Roger Baskes; see catalog titled "Atlases & books with maps" on the Baskes.Com website (accessed Feb. 2010): http://baskes.com/atlas1home.htm
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Ventura County (Calif.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps
StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 22 x 30 cm.
$19.95
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528999362
RMcN StrFdr 2004. V4 (PrCt)

Ventura County (Calif.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps
Ventura County street guide. Chicago, Ill. Rand McNally, 2007. [i.e. 2005].
StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 22 x 30 cm.
Dated 2006, but received by the Newberry Library in 2005.
$19.95
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528955160
RMcN StrFdr 2006 .V4 (PrCt)
Veracruz (Veracruz-Llave, Mexico) - Maps - 1777 - Coasts
Plano della rada, e della città della Vera Cruz ...
[Livorno : G.T. Masi, 1777].
Authors: Vanni, Violante, fl. 1763 -- Masi, G. T. -- Masi, G. T. Atlante dell' America, contenente le migliori carte geografiche ... (1777) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 21 x 15 cm.
Includes references 1-7.
In: Masi, G. T. Atlante dell' America, contenente le migliore carte geografiche ... (Livorno : Gio. Tommaso Masi, e Comp., 1777) pl. [28].
VAULT folio Ayer 135 .A75 1777 pl. [28] (PrCt)

Veracruz, Llave (Mexico : State) - Maps - 1811 - Harbors
Plan du Port de Veracruz ...
[Paris : F. Schoell, 1811].
1 map ; 21 x 29 cm.
'F. Bauza f. a Madrid. (copié et diminué de moitié par F. Wittich 1807.) d’après le Plan publié par le Deposito hydrografico de Madrid. Le plan gravé par Barrière et l’Ecriture par L. Aubert, directeur. Paris.'
Map dated 1807.
Engraved plate no. ‘11.’
Duplicate copies:folio Graff 2009 -- Baskes oversize G1545 .H8 1811
Case oversize G 98 .425 Pt. 3 Atlas, pl. [10] (PrCt)

Veracruz (Veracruz-Llave, Mexico) - Maps - 1782 - Manuscripts
Facsimiles<>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Mapa que comprende la costa del Seno Mexicanos entre la Punta de Anton Lisardo y Rio Grande. Corre unido con informe de D. Miguel del Corral, fecho en S.Juan de Ulua en 30 de Septiembre de 1782 ... [19--].
Authors: Corral, Miguel del -- Archivo General de Indias. 89-5-5 (1) -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1782 manuscript. Includes inset of fortifications.
Torres Lanzas, Pedro. Relación descriptiva de los mapas, planos, & de México y Floridas existentes en el Archivo General de Indias (Sevilla, 1900): 384,55
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto Spain AGI 89-5-5 (1) (PrCt)
Veracruz (Veracruz-Llave, Mexico) - Maps - 1784 - Waterworks - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

Plan de una porción de terreno comprendido entre la Nueva Vera Cruz y Río Xamapa en que está indicado el proyecto para conducir el agua desde el paso de Masambique hasta el sitio llamado el Moral por Acequia y desde este punto hasta las inmediaciones de Veracruz por cañería. San Juan de Ulúa y Junio 5 de 1784 Miguel Corral. [19-].

Authors: Corral, Miguel del -- Archivo General de Indias. 88-7-17 (3) -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map

Photostatic reproduction of 1784 manuscript. Shows water pipe line and aqueduct to Veracruz; includes 2 plans of aqueducts and dams. Torres Lanzas, Pedro. Relación descriptiva de los mapas, planos, & de México y Florida existentes en el Archivo General de Indias (Sevilla, 1900): 396,64-65

Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

MapPhoto Spain AGI 88-7-17 (3) (PrCt)

Vercelli (Italy) - Province - Historical geography - Maps - 1830-1839 - Biella (Italy - Province) - Historical geography - Maps - 1830-1839

Contea di Vercelli : per trattato co' Visconti 1427, 2 dicembre; Signoria di Biella, per dedizioni degli abitanti 1379, 6 agosto; Principato di Masserano, Marchesato di Crevacuore, per vendita fattane dala casa Ferrero nel 1767, 20 marzo. [Milano : Presso P.E. Giusti, 1819-1852].

Authors: Litta, Pompeo, 1781-1852. Famiglie celebri di Italia (1819-1852) -- Giusti, P. E.

1 map : hand col. ; on sheet 64 x 46 cm.

In Litta, Pompeo. Famiglie celebri di Italia (Milano: Presso P.E. Giusti, 1819-1852), v. 10, fol. [189-90]. At upper right: Tav. XIII. Relief shown by form lines. Seven colored coats of arms below title.

Case oversize E 6835 .5, v. 10, fol. [189-90] (PrCt)

Vercelli (Italy) - Province - Maps - 1725 - Novara (Italy - Province) - Maps - 1725

Seigneurie de Vercell. Amsterdan, [ca. 1725].

Authors: Blaeu, Joan, 1596-1673 -- Covens et Mortier -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:131

1 map : hand col. ; 40 x 48 cm. 2155

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Sack map4F G6713.P5:3V4 1725 B6 (PrCt)

Vercelli (Italy) - Maps - 1695 - Fortification

Vercelli, ville forte en Italie et de Piemont ... [Paris : De Fer, 1695].

Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes -- avec leurs fortifications ... (1695-1696) 1 map ; 17 x 22 cm.

In: Fer, Nicolas de. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes; avec leurs fortifications ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, 1695-1696) pt. 2, map [28].

Manuscript ('19') at upper right.

Case folio U 26. 293 pt. 2, map [28] (PrCt)

Vercelli (Italy) - Maps - 1713 - Fortification

Vercell ville forte en Italie et de Piemont ... Paris : De Fer, [1713].

Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Loon, H.

V. (Herman van) -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Introduction à la fortification ... [1713?] 1 map ; 16 x 23 cm.

In: Fer, Nicolas de. Introduction à la fortification ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, [1713?]) map [133]. For later state of this map, with engraved plate number, see Case folio U 26 .292.

For earlier version of this map, engraved on different plate, see Case folio U 26 .293.

Case oversize U 26 .2919 map [133] (PrCt)

Vercelli (Italy - Province) - Historical geography - Maps - 1830-1839 - Biella (Italy - Province) - Historical geography - Maps - 1830-1839

Contea di Vercelli : per trattato co' Visconti 1427, 2 dicembre; Signoria di Biella, per dedizioni degli abitanti 1379, 6 agosto; Principato di Masserano, Marchesato di Crevacuore, per vendita fattane dala casa Ferrero nel 1767, 20 marzo. [Milano : Presso P.E. Giusti, 1819-1852].

Authors: Litta, Pompeo, 1781-1852. Famiglie celebri di Italia (1819-1852) -- Giusti, P. E.

1 map : hand col. ; on sheet 64 x 46 cm.

In Litta, Pompeo. Famiglie celebri di Italia (Milano: Presso P.E. Giusti, 1819-1852), v. 10, fol. [189-90]. At upper right: Tav. XIII. Relief shown by form lines. Seven colored coats of arms below title.

Case oversize E 6835 .5, v. 10, fol. [189-90] (PrCt)
80042
Verdun (France) - Maps - 1926 - Verdun (France) - Maps - 1926 - World War, 1914-1918 - France - Battlefields - Maps - World War, 1914-1918 - Maps
Authors: Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Illustrated
Michelin guides to the battle-fields (1914-1918) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 41 maps ; 213 x 138 mm.
French.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

80043
Verhees, Hendrik,
1744-1813 - Cartographers - Netherlands - Biography - Cartography - Netherlands - History
Authors: Pel, Hans (Johannes Alexis). 1950- -- Verhees, Hendrik, 1744-1813 -- Stichting Cultuurgeschiedenis Boxtel -- Meierij "Hendrik Verhees"
253 p. : ill. ; 32 cm. + 2 maps : col.
Colophon: De luxe uitgave met als bijlage de Meierijkaart (1794) in vier delen en de komkaart van Boxtel (1803) in origineel formaat is een gebonden uitgave met een linnen band met stofomslag.
Issued with facsimile of 1794 map (in 4 sheets): Verhees, Hendrik. Kaart figuratief van het grootste gedeelte van Bataasch [!] Brabant ... ([Boxtel] : Stichting Cultuurgeschiedenis Boxtel -- Meierij "Hendrik Verhees", 2007); separately cataloged as Map4F G6003 .N6 1794 .V4 2007 Accompanying facsimile of Verhees's 1803 ms. map of Boxtel has been tipped in at the back of the volume.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 176-182) and index.
ISBN 9789079076017 (gebonden uitg.) ; 9079076015 (gebonden uitg.) ; 9789079076024 (luxe uitg.) ; 9079076023 (luxe uitg.) ; 9789079076031 (bibliofiele uitg.) ; 9079076031 (bibliofiele uitg.)
folio GA923.6.V47 P45 2007 (NLO)

80044
Vermeer, Johannes,
1632-1675 - Cartography in art - Cartography - Netherlands - History - 1600-1699 - Art, Dutch - History - 1600-1699 - Art in cartography SEE Cartography in art - Art and cartography
SEE Cartography in art - Maps in art
Vermeer and cartography. 1977.
Authors: Welu, James A.
2 v. in 1 (xxi, 149 p., [72] p. of plates) : ill., maps ; 28 cm.
80045  Vermeer, Johannes, 1632-1675----------Dutch cartography - History - 1600-1699
Authors: Welu, James A.  
64, [3]l. 28 cm.
Electrostatic copy of typescript.
Includes list of illustrations; this copy not illustrated.
Newberry holdings not verified ( Pr Ct)
Vermilion County, Illinois: containing maps of the county, townships, cities and villages... (1915) -- Unigraphic (Evansville, Ind.)
121 p. : ill., maps, ports. ; 36 cm.
Spine title.
Cover title: Illustrated atlas: Heritage Collection from Unigraphic.
121 p. : ill., maps, ports. ; 36 cm.
Spine title.
Cover title: Official three year atlas of Vermilion County, Illinois
'Sponsored and distributed by the Vermilion County Farm Bureau.'
Includes index to owners and business and local government directories.
Scale [1:50,688].
Township maps of scale 1 1/4 in. to 1 mile.
Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Includes folded map, pasted to inside back cover: Soil survey map, Vermilion County / prepared by Agricultural Experiment Station ; R.T. Odell, professor.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Vermilion County (Ill.) - Maps - 1875-1915 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps
121 p. : ill., maps, ports. ; 36 cm.
Spine title.
Cover title: Illustrated atlas: Heritage Collection from Unigraphic.
Cl. Phillips 12523.
78-37457
folio G1408.V4 B7 1977 (NLO)
80054 Vermillion Range (Minn.) - Maps - 1903 - Geology - Vermillion Range (Minn.) - Maps - 1903 - Iron mines and mining - Vermillion Range (Minn.) - Maps - 1903 - Iron mines and mining - Vermillion Range (Minn.) - Maps - 1903
Atlas to accompany monograph XLV on the Vermillion iron-bearing district of Minnesota. Washington : [s.n.], 1903.
The Vermillion iron-bearing district of Minnesota -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (3 leaves : col. ill., col. maps) ; 56 cm.
Printed in New York by J. Bien, lith.
Scales vary.
'57th Cong., 2d sess. House Doc. no. 433.'
Accompanies: The Vermillion iron-bearing district of Minnesota / by J. Morgan Clements.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

80055 Vermillion Range (Minn.) - Maps - 1903 - Geology - Vermillion Range (Minn.) - Maps - 1903 - Iron mines and mining - Vermillion Range (Minn.) - Maps - 1903 - Iron mines and mining - Vermillion Range (Minn.) - Maps - 1903
Atlas to accompany monograph XLV on the Vermillion iron-bearing district of Minnesota. Washington : [s.n.], 1903.
The Vermillion iron-bearing district of Minnesota -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (3 leaves : col. ill., col. maps) ; 56 cm.
Printed in New York by J. Bien, lith.
Scales vary.
'57th Cong., 2d sess. House Doc. no. 433.'
Accompanies: The Vermillion iron-bearing district of Minnesota / by J. Morgan Clements.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

80056 Vermillion County (Ind.) - Maps - 1860 - Mines and mineral resources - Vermillion County (Ind.) - Maps - 1860 - Landowners - Vermillion County (Ind.) - Maps - 1860 - Geology - Vermillion County (Ind.) - Maps - 1860

1860<>Vermillion County (Ind.) SEE Vermillion County (Ind.)<>Counties - Maps<>Landowners - Maps

1 map ; 30 x 12 inches
Identifies coal fields, mines, iron furnaces, and a few land owners.
Detached from Annual report of the Geological Survey of Indiana, made during the year ... (Indianapolis : A.H. Conner, 1869).
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.
Report and map reproduced on the Indiana University website (Jan. 2006):
http://www.indiana.edu/~libgeol/cox1869/69cox.html

CHS Coll., Map no. 361 (PrCt)

80057 Vermillion County (Ind.) - Maps - 1872 - Landowners<>Counties - Maps<>Landowners - Maps

Authors: Tarran, Jas. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 3 parts; 2 are 19.5 x 24.5 in. each and 1 is 20 x 24.5 in. Scale 1:42,240.
Originally published 1872.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Microfiche 583, no. 173 (PrCt)

80058 Vermont - Geography - 1848<>Vermont - Maps - 1848
Authors: Thompson, Zadock, 1796-1856 -- Goodrich, Samuel G. (Samuel Griswold), 1793-1860 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 17 maps ; 170 x 110 mm.
Geography text.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

80059 Vermont - Geography - 1850<>Vermont - Maps - 1850
First book of geography for Vermont children.

Burlington : Goodrich, 1850.
Authors: Thompson, Zadock, 1796-1856 -- Goodrich, Samuel G. (Samuel Griswold), 1793-1860 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 15 maps ; 150 x 100 mm.
Geography text.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

80060 Vermont - Geography 1864>Vermont - Maps 1864
"Recommended by the Board of Education of Vermont for use in the schools of the state."
Maps engraved by Kilburn & Mallory?
Includes problems and exercises.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library (2 copies).
Third duplicate copy: F 843 .383
Baskes F49 .H35 1864 [copies 1 and 2] (NLO)

80061 Vermont - Geography 1870>Vermont - Maps 1870
2nd ed. / rev. by Pliny H. White.
"Recommended by the Board of Education of Vermont, for use in the schools of the state."
Folded map of Vermont engraved by Jewett & Chandler, Buffalo, N.Y.
Includes county maps, Constitution of Vermont, U.S. Constitution, and Declaration of Independence.
Includes questions and lessons for the student.
Evison of: The child's assistant to a knowledge of the geography and history of Vermont / by S.R. Hall. Cf. Preface, p. [7]-[8].
Former owner's inscription: Fred A. Hatch, Chelsea, Vermont.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

80065 Vermont - Maps 1795
Authors: Doolittle, Amos, 1754-1832 -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Guthrie, William, 1708-1770 -- Rochambeau, Jean-Baptiste-Donatien de Vimeur, comte de, 1725-1807 -- Library of Congress. Rochambeau map collection
1 map ; 36 x 29 cm.

Duplicate copy: G 843 .382
Baskes F49 .H35 1870 (NLO)

80062 Vermont - Geography 1878>Vermont - Maps 1878
Authors: Hall, S. R. (Samuel Read), 1795-1877 -- White, Pliny H. (Pliny Holton), 1822-1869 -- Jewett & Chandler -- Freeman Steam Printing House and Bindery -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
280 p., [2] leaves of plates (1 folded) : ill., 15 maps (1 folded) ; 19 cm.
"3rd ed. / rev. by Pliny H. White."
"Authorized by the Legislature of Vermont for use in the schools of the state."
Maps by Jewett & Chandler.
Former owner's signature: G.S. Garbell.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes F49 .H35 1878 (NLO)

80063 Vermont - Maps 1793
A Map of the state of Vermont. Boston, 1794.
Authors: Whitelaw, James, 1748-1829 -- Callender, Joseph, 1751-1821 -- Williams, Samuel, 1743-1817 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 35 x 25 cm.
In Williams, Samuel. The Natural and civil history of Vermont (Walpole, N.H., 1794).
Cobb, Vermont maps, 106.
3005rev
Ayer 150.5 V5 W7 1794 opp. t.p. (PrCt)

80064 Vermont - Maps 1794
Authors: Mutlow, I., ll. 1794-1795 -- Stockdale, John, 1747?-1814 -- Morse, Jedidiah, 1761-1826 -- Morse, Jedidiah, 1761-1826. The American geography -- or, A view of the present situation of the United States of America 1794 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 22 x 17 cm.
In: Morse, Jedidiah. The American geography; or, A view of the present situation of the United States of America ... (London : J. Stockdale, 1794) opposite p. 284.
Ayer 109.5 .M7 1794 opp. p. 284 (PrCt)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Record ID</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Authors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>80067</td>
<td><strong>Vermont - Maps - 1796</strong></td>
<td><strong>Vermont from actual survey.</strong> Philadelphia : M. Carey, 1796.</td>
<td>Carey, Mathew</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80068</td>
<td><strong>Vermont - Maps - 1796</strong></td>
<td><strong>Vermont.</strong> [198-?].</td>
<td>Sotzmann, D. F., Bohn, Carl Ernst, Schmidt, Paulus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80069</td>
<td><strong>Vermont - Maps - 1796</strong></td>
<td><strong>A Correct map of the state of Vermont.</strong> [19-?].</td>
<td>Whitelaw, J.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80070</td>
<td><strong>Vermont - Maps - 1796 - Administrative and political divisions</strong></td>
<td><strong>Vermont.</strong> New York : John Reid, [1796].</td>
<td>Roberts, John</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80071</td>
<td><strong>Vermont - Maps - 1798</strong></td>
<td><strong>A Map of the state of Vermont.</strong> London, 1798.</td>
<td>Allen, Ira, Palmer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80072</td>
<td><strong>Vermont - Maps - 1801</strong></td>
<td><strong>Vermont.</strong> Philadelphia : M. Carey, 1801.</td>
<td>Carey, Mathew, Seymour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80074</td>
<td><strong>Vermont - Maps - 1804</strong></td>
<td><strong>Vermont from actual survey.</strong> Philadelphia : Mathew Carey, 1804.</td>
<td>Carey, Mathew, Doolittle, Amos, Carey</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.**

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
railroad map of the state of Vermont. Published by G.W. & C.B. Colton & Co.
Scale 1:348,480; 5 1/2 miles to an inch.
Scales differ.
Includes eastern edge of New York State.
Inset: Vermont, Massachusetts, [New Hampshire], Rhode Island & Connecticut.

**Case G 10843 .18 (NLO)**

**80091 Vermont - Maps - 1867<<<<New Hampshire - Maps - 1867**

Authors: Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884 -- Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884
Johnson's new illustrated family atlas of the world ... (1869) -- Roger S. Baskets Collection
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1885)
1 map : hand col. ; 55 x 39 cm.
"Entered according to act of Congress in the year 1867, by A.J. Johnson in the Clerk's Office of the District Court of the United States for the Southern District of New York."
In: Johnson, Alvin Jewett. Johnson's new illustrated family atlas of the world ... (New York: A.J. Johnson, publisher, 1869), [plate 13]
Sheet corners numbered 27 and 28.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskets oversize G1019 .J5 1869, [plate 13] (PrCt)**


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1883)
1 map : col. ; 20 x 12 cm.
Title in upper margin.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1883) opposite p. 32
Same as map opposite p.17 with different title: Map of New Hampshire. For Poor's manual of railroads for 1883.

**H 668 .703 (1883) opp. p. 32 (PrCt)**


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1884)
1 map : col. ; 20 x 12 cm.
Title in upper margin.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1884) opposite p. 28
Same as map opposite p.16 with different title: Map of New Hampshire. For Poor's manual of railroads for 1884.

**H 668 .703 (1884) opp. p. 28 (PrCt)**


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1885)
1 map : col. ; 20 x 12 cm.
Title in upper margin.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1885) opposite p. 29
Same as map opposite p.17 with different title: Map of New Hampshire. For Poor's manual of railroads for 1885.

**H 668 .703 (1885) opp. p. 32 (PrCt)**

**80095 Vermont - Maps - 1888 - Railroads<<<<Railroads - Maps**

1 map : col. ; 48 x 30 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Handstamp of another publisher on verso:
Supplied by C. Solon Stevenson ... Washington D.C.
Issued folded in accompanying index (17 p. ; 18 cm.): Rand, McNally & Co.'s indexed county and township pocket map and shippers' guide of Vermont. Chicago and New York: Rand, McNally & Co., 1888.
Handstamp on front cover and title page:
Geographer.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**map2F G3751.P3 1888 .R3 (PrCt)**

**80096 Vermont - Maps - 1888 - Railroads<<<<Railroads - Maps**

Authors: Rand McNally and Company. Rand, McNally & Co.'s improved indexed business atlas and shipper's guide ... (1888) -- Rand McNally and Company. Commercial atlas (1888)
1 map : col. ; 48 x 30 cm.
Title in upper margin.
In Rand, McNally & Co.'s improved indexed business atlas and shipper's guide ... (1888) -- Rand McNally and Company. Commercial atlas (1888)
Keyed to index of towns and railroads on p. 93-95.
Uniform atlas title: Commercial atlas.
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

**oversize RMcN atlas .C7 1888, p. 96-97 (PrCt)**
80097 Vermont - Maps - 1894 - Railroads<<>><>Railroads - Maps
1 map : col. ; 48 x 30 cm.
Title in upper margin.
'Rand, McNally & Co.'s business atlas map of Vermont. Copyright, 1888 ... ' -- at bottom right.
Issued folded in accompanying index (20 p. ; 18 cm.): Rand, McNally & Co.'s indexed county and township pocket map and shippers' guide of Vermont. Chicago and New York: Rand, McNally & Co., c1894.
Handstamp on front cover: Library of Congress copyright Jul. [?] 14 1894...
No. '28206 Z2' [?] in pencil on front cover.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
map2F G3751.P3 1894 .R3 (PrCt)

80098 Vermont - Maps - 1895 - Railroads<<>><>Railroads - Maps
1 map : col. ; 48 x 30 cm.
Title in upper margin.
'Rand, McNally & Co.'s new business atlas map of Vermont. Copyright, 1894 ... ' -- at bottom right.
Includes key to railroads numbered 3-32 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Vermont Railroads.
Issued folded in accompanying index (21 p. ; 18 cm.): Rand, McNally & Co.'s indexed county and township pocket map and shippers' guide of Vermont. Chicago and New York: Rand, McNally & Co., c1895.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
map2F G3751.P3 1895 .R3 (PrCt)

80099 Vermont - Maps - 1900-1960 - Topographic maps<<>><>Topographic maps
Authors: Geological Survey (U.S.)
ca. 45 maps : col. ; on sheets 45 x 33 cm. fold. to 18 x 27 cm.
Scale 1:62,500.
Dates of publication vary.
Moffat lists 58 maps before 1940.
Coverage is not complete at this scale; see index map in box 207.
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisles 42 and 43 (July 2012).
Reference: Moffat, Riley. Map index to topographic quadrangles of the United States, 1882-1940 (Santa Cruz, Calif.: Western Association of Map Libraries, 1986)
map6C G3700 19-- .U5, box 207 (PrCt)

80100 Vermont - Maps - 1900-1960 - Topographic maps<<>><>Topographic maps
Vermont, 7.5 minute series (topographic). Washington, D.C. The Survey, [ca. 1900-ca.1960].
Authors: Geological Survey (U.S.)
ca. 246 maps : col. ; on sheets 54 x 44 cm. fold. to 17 x 28 cm.
Scale 1:24,000.
Dates of publication vary.
According to USGS, coverage at this scale complete in 209 maps.
Coverage may not be complete at this scale; see index map in box 207.
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisles 42 and 43 (July 2012).
map6C G3700 19-- .U5, box 207 (PrCt)

80101 Vermont - Maps - 1907 - Railroads<<>><>Railroads - Maps
1 map : col. ; 47 x 31 cm.
Title in upper margin.
'Rand, McNally and Co.'s new business atlas map of Vermont. Copyright, 1898 ... Copyright 1907 ... ' -- at bottom right.
Includes key to railroads numbered 4-54 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Vermont Railroads.
'Rand, McNally and Co.'s new business atlas map of Vermont. Copyright, 1898 ... Copyright 1907 ... ' -- at bottom right.
Issued folded in accompanying index (14 p. ; 16 cm.): Rand, McNally & Co.'s indexed county and township pocket map and shippers' guide of Vermont. Chicago and New York : Rand, McNally & Co., c1907.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
map2F G3700 19-- .U5, box 207 (PrCt)

80102 Vermont - Maps - 1914 - Railroads<<>><>Railroads - Maps
1 map : col. ; 64 x 47 cm.
Dated '2-1-'12' at bottom right.
Includes key to railroads numbered 9-146 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Vermont railroads.
Issued folded in accompanying index (30 p. ; 16 cm.); Rand McNally & Co.'s indexed county and township pocket map and shippers' guide of Vermont. Chicago and New York : Rand, McNally & Co., c1914.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
'Copyrighted Feb. 3rd 1914 RMcN & Co' -- in ms. on title page verso.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 863 (PrCt)

80103 Vermont - Maps - 1914 - Road maps
Vermont - Maps - 1914 - Roads, Proposed
Highway planning - Vermont - Maps - 1914
Authors: Mulford, John C. -- National Highways Association -- American Bank Note Company -- Chicago Historical Society
1 map : col. ; 27 x 16 cm.
"June 1914."
Scale 1:1,000,000.
map1F G3751.P2 1915 .N3 (PrCt)

80104 Vermont - Maps - 1915 - Railroads-Railroads - Maps
Map of the state of Vermont: prepared under the direction of Public Service Commission of the State of Vermont. Chicago : George F. Cram, c1914.
Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Vermont. Public Service Commission -- Western Illinois University. Map and Geography Library -- John V. Bergen Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; mounted on cloth ; 108 x 66 cm.
Added title at bottom: Public Service Commission map of the state of Vermont.
'Robert C. Bacon ... Chairman ...' [et al]
Handstamp on verso: Map and Geography Library. Western Illinois University.
On wooden rollers.
Forms part of the John V. Bergen Collection (Newberry Library).
maproll G3751.P3 1914 .C7 (PrCt)

80105 Vermont - Maps - 1916 - Railroads-Railroads - Maps
1 map : col. ; 64 x 47 cm.
Plate no.: 108A.
Includes key to railroads numbered 9-146 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Vermont railroads.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
'1-1 Envelope 13' -- in ms. on front cover.
'Copyrighted RMN & Co. CJW Jan 3rd 1916' -- in ms. on title page verso.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 864 (PrCt)

80106 Vermont - Maps - 1918 -Railroads-Railroads - Maps
1 map : col. ; 64 x 47 cm.
Plate no.: 108 O.
Includes key to railroads numbered 9-146 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Vermont railroads.
On verso: Vermont automobile road map. 1 map ; 63 x 37 cm. Plate no. 646C. 'National Highways Association roads used by permission.'
Issued folded in accompanying index (22 p. ; 16 cm.); Rand-McNally indexed pocket map and shippers' guide of Vermont. Chicago ; New York : Rand, McNally & Co., c1918.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Editor's copy; many entries marked with red pen.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 865 (PrCt)
Vermont - Maps - 1920 - Railroads
1 map : col. ; 64 x 47 cm.
Plate no.: 108F.
Includes key to railroads numbered 8-146 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Vermont railroads.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Vermont. 1 map ; 63 x 47 cm. Plate no. 1013F.
Issued folded in accompanying index (17 p. ; 16 cm.).: Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Vermont. Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1921.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Handstamp on front cover: Register of Copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.
Dated 'Feby. 6, 1920' in ms. on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 868 (PrCt)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 47 cm.
'The Rand McNally new commercial atlas map of Vermont' -- at bottom right.
Plate no.: 108H.
Includes key to railroads numbered 8-146 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Vermont railroads.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Vermont. 1 map ; 63 x 47 cm. Plate no. 1013H.
Issued folded in accompanying index (17 p. ; 16 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Vermont. Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1923.
Uniform title: Shippers' guide.
Handstamp on front cover: Register of Copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.
Dated '5-10-23' in ms. on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 871 (PrCt)

1 map : col. ; 64 x 47 cm.
Plate no.: 9R24.
Includes key to railroads numbered 8-146 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Vermont railroads.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Vermont. 1 map ; 63 x 47 cm. Plate no. 2N24.
Includes key to 3 named 'principal trails in Vermont.'
Issued folded in accompanying index (17 p. ; 16 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Vermont. Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1924.
Uniform title: Shippers' guide.
Handstamp on front cover: Register of Copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.
Dated '3-28-25' in ms. on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 872 (PrCt)
Includes key to 3 named ‘principal trails in Vermont.’

Issued folded in accompanying index (20 p.; 16 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists’ and shippers’ guide of Vermont. San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1926.

Uniform title: Shippers guide.

Handstamp on title page: Register of Copyrights.

Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.

Dated ‘6-9-26’ in ms. on title page.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 874 (PrCt)

80118 Vermont - Maps - 1926 - Railroads

Railroads

Vermont - Maps - 1926 - Road maps

Rand McNally standard map of Vermont.

Chicago ; Rand, McNally & Co., [1926].


1 map : col. ; 64 x 47 cm.

Plate no.: 9R25.

Includes key to railroads numbered 8-146 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Vermont railroads.

On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Vermont. 1 map ; 63 x 47 cm. Plate no. 2N24. Includes key to 3 named ‘principal trails in Vermont.’

Issued folded in accompanying index (20 p.; 16 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists’ and shippers’ guide of Vermont. San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1926.

Uniform title: Shippers guide.

‘VT.:’ -- printed label pasted on front cover.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 877 (PrCt)

80119 Vermont - Maps - 1926 - Road maps

Official highway map of the state of Vermont : showing main routes of travel numbered by the State Highway Board. [Montpelier, Vt.? Vermont State Highway Board?], 1926.

Authors: Vermont. Dept. of Highways -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : on sheet 33 x 22 cm.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 81.2.2 (PrCt)

80120 Vermont - Maps - 1926 - Road maps

Official highway map of the state of Vermont : showing main routes of travel numbered by the State Highway Board. [Montpelier, Vt.? Vermont State Highway Board?], 1926.

Authors: Vermont. Dept. of Highways -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Vermont. State Highway Board SEE Vermont. Dept. of Highways

1 map ; on sheet 33 x 22 cm.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Cover art: Cars on road alongside passenger train.
"50c" -- printed on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).

**Vermont - Maps - 1932 - Road maps**

**Vermont : the Green Mountain State : 1932 map / distributed by Bureau of Publicity and the Department of Highways, Montpelier, Vermont.**
New York : General Drafting Co., Inc., 1932.
State Highway Dept. -- General Drafting Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 52 x 40 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Photo of Camel's Hump.
Editor's copy (?); minor ms. marks in red and blue crayon.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**Vermont - Maps - 1932 - Road maps**

**Vermont : the Green Mountain State : 1932 map / distributed by Bureau of Publicity and the Department of Highways, Montpelier, Vermont.**
New York : General Drafting Co., Inc., 1932.
State Highway Dept. -- General Drafting Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 52 x 40 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Photo of Camel's Hump.
Editor's copy (?); minor ms. marks in red and blue crayon.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**Vermont - Maps - 1933 - Road maps**

**Vermont : the Green Mountain State : 1933-4 map / distributed by Bureau of Publicity and the Department of Highways Montpelier, Vermont.**
New York : General Drafting Co., Inc., 1933.
State Highway Dept. -- General Drafting Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 53 x 40 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Photo of Quechee Gorge Bridge.
Panel handstamped "Received Jun 4 1935" and signed "Brink."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**Vermont - Maps - 1938-1939**

*Map of Vermont issued by Vermont Publicity Service. [Montpelier, Vt.?] : Vermont Publicity Service, [1938-1939].*
Authors: Vermont. Publicity Service -- Chicago Historical Society
1 map : col. ; 24 x 13.5 inches
Text on verso.
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.

**Vermont - Maps - 1947 - Railroads**

New York : General Drafting Co., Inc., 1935.
1 map : col. ; 53 x 40 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Map of New Hampshire and Vermont / issued jointly by the New Hampshire State Planning and Development Commission and State Highway Department, Concord, N.H. and the Vermont Publicity Service Department of Conservation & Development and Department of Highways Montpelier, Vt.
Panel art: Photo of Camel's Hump.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**Vermont - Maps - 1947**

1 map : col. ; on sheet trimmed to 31 x 20 cm.
Title and imprint supplied by cataloger.
Imperfect; editor's copy of a Texaco road map trimmed on all sides to outline a single U.S. state.
Manuscript numbers in margins.
Date from previous binding marked "Points of Interest" and dated 1934.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**Vermont - Maps - 1947 - Road maps**

1 map : col. ; 53 x 40 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Map of New Hampshire and Vermont / issued jointly by the New Hampshire State Planning and Development Commission and State Highway Department, Concord, N.H. and the Vermont Publicity Service Department of Conservation & Development and Department of Highways Montpelier, Vt.
Panel art: Photo of Quechee Gorge Bridge.
Panel handstamped "Received Jun 4 1935" and signed "Brink."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**Vermont - Maps - 1938-1939**

*Map of Vermont issued by Vermont Publicity Service. [Montpelier, Vt.?] : Vermont Publicity Service, [1938-1939].*
Authors: Vermont. Publicity Service -- Chicago Historical Society
1 map : col. ; 24 x 13.5 inches
Text on verso.
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.

**Vermont - Maps - 1947 - Road maps**

1 map : col. ; on sheet trimmed to 31 x 20 cm.
Title and imprint supplied by cataloger.
Imperfect; editor's copy of a Texaco road map trimmed on all sides to outline a single U.S. state.
Manuscript numbers in margins.
Date from previous binding marked "Points of Interest" and dated 1934.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**Vermont - Maps - 1947**

1 map : col. ; 53 x 40 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Map of New Hampshire and Vermont / issued jointly by the New Hampshire State Planning and Development Commission and State Highway Department, Concord, N.H. and the Vermont Publicity Service Department of Conservation & Development and Department of Highways Montpelier, Vt.
Panel art: Photo of Quechee Gorge Bridge.
Panel handstamped "Received Jun 4 1935" and signed "Brink."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**Vermont - Maps - 1938-1939**

*Map of Vermont issued by Vermont Publicity Service. [Montpelier, Vt.?] : Vermont Publicity Service, [1938-1939].*
Authors: Vermont. Publicity Service -- Chicago Historical Society
1 map : col. ; 24 x 13.5 inches
Text on verso.
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.

**Vermont - Maps - 1947 - Road maps**

1 map : col. ; on sheet trimmed to 31 x 20 cm.
Title and imprint supplied by cataloger.
Imperfect; editor's copy of a Texaco road map trimmed on all sides to outline a single U.S. state.
Manuscript numbers in margins.
Date from previous binding marked "Points of Interest" and dated 1934.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**Vermont - Maps - 1947**

1 map : col. ; 53 x 40 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Map of New Hampshire and Vermont / issued jointly by the New Hampshire State Planning and Development Commission and State Highway Department, Concord, N.H. and the Vermont Publicity Service Department of Conservation & Development and Department of Highways Montpelier, Vt.
Panel art: Photo of Quechee Gorge Bridge.
Panel handstamped "Received Jun 4 1935" and signed "Brink."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**Vermont - Maps - 1938-1939**

*Map of Vermont issued by Vermont Publicity Service. [Montpelier, Vt.?] : Vermont Publicity Service, [1938-1939].*
Authors: Vermont. Publicity Service -- Chicago Historical Society
1 map : col. ; 24 x 13.5 inches
Text on verso.
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.

**Vermont - Maps - 1947 - Road maps**

1 map : col. ; on sheet trimmed to 31 x 20 cm.
Title and imprint supplied by cataloger.
Imperfect; editor's copy of a Texaco road map trimmed on all sides to outline a single U.S. state.
Manuscript numbers in margins.
Date from previous binding marked "Points of Interest" and dated 1934.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**Vermont - Maps - 1947**

1 map : col. ; 53 x 40 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Map of New Hampshire and Vermont / issued jointly by the New Hampshire State Planning and Development Commission and State Highway Department, Concord, N.H. and the Vermont Publicity Service Department of Conservation & Development and Department of Highways Montpelier, Vt.
Panel art: Photo of Quechee Gorge Bridge.
Panel handstamped "Received Jun 4 1935" and signed "Brink."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**Vermont - Maps - 1947 - Road maps**

1 map : col. ; on sheet trimmed to 31 x 20 cm.
Title and imprint supplied by cataloger.
Imperfect; editor's copy of a Texaco road map trimmed on all sides to outline a single U.S. state.
Manuscript numbers in margins.
Date from previous binding marked "Points of Interest" and dated 1934.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**Vermont - Maps - 1947**

1 map : col. ; 53 x 40 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Map of New Hampshire and Vermont / issued jointly by the New Hampshire State Planning and Development Commission and State Highway Department, Concord, N.H. and the Vermont Publicity Service Department of Conservation & Development and Department of Highways Montpelier, Vt.
Panel art: Photo of Quechee Gorge Bridge.
Panel handstamped "Received Jun 4 1935" and signed "Brink."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Vermont - Maps - 1962-1966
Rand McNally Vermont pocket map. San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1962 [i.e. 1966?].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Pocket maps -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
18 p. : 2 col. maps on 1 sheet (folded) ; 24 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally Vermont pocket reference map ... [and] detailed highway map
Unified title: Pocket maps
Map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back to back, col. ; 66 x 48 cm. and 48 x 66 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of Vermont. Plate no. 6. Includes inset map of northeastern Maine (20 x 23 cm).
Cover art: Cars on road alongside passenger train.
"75¢" -- printed on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Pocket 4C 266 (PrCt)

Vermont - Maps - 1967 - Road maps<<>>Expo 67 (Montréal, Québec) - Access routes - Maps - 1967 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: National Survey Company -- Vermont. Dept. of Highways -- Vermont. Development Department -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 89 x 43 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: 1967 official highway and touring map of Vermont.
"Prepared by the National Survey, Chester, Vermont."
© 1967, State of Vermont.
Panel art: Color photo of car driving through rural area.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Authors: Department of Conservation and Development
1 leaflet (3-fold) : ills, photos, col. map ; fold to 23 x 11 cm
Travel Vertical File G3751 .E635 1939 .D4 (PrCt)

80143 Vernon, Coolie, 1917-. the Northpart of America
A Critical analysis of the Northpart of America, a facsimile atlas of early Canadian maps. 1980.
Authors: Heidenreich, Conrad E., 1936- -- Dahl, Edward H.
BHC 2067
Vert 804 (PrCt)

80144 Vernon County (Mo.) - Maps - 1876 - Landowners<<<Counties - Maps<<<Landowners - Maps
Authors: Kimball, E. E. -- Sherwood, C. W. -- Union Lith. Co. -- Bushwacker Museum (Nevada, Mo.) -- Vernon County Historical Society (Vernon County, Mo.)
1 atlas ([2], 20 p.) : maps ; 28 cm.
Photocopy of 1876 wall map (engraved & printed by C. W. Sherwood, propr. Union Lith Co., Chicago) in possession of Vernon County Historical Society.
Scale: 1:36,206. 'Scale 1 3/4 inch to the mile.'
folio G1438.V4 E35 1876 (NLO)

80145 Vernon County (Mo.) - Maps - 1886 - Landowners<<<Counties - Maps<<<Landowners - Maps
Authors: Bracher, Wm. (William) -- Bourquin, F. (Frederick), b. 1808 -- Hall & Babbs (Stockton, Mo.) -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps on microfiche 1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 6 parts; 4 are 25.5 x 20 in. each and 2 are 25.5 x 21 in. each. Scale: 1:36,205.
Originally published Stockton, Mo.: Hall & Babbs, 1886.
Microfiche 583, no. 409 (PrCt)

80146 Vernon County (Mo.) - Maps - 1886 - Landowners<<<Counties - Maps<<<Landowners - Maps
Plat book of Vernon County, Missouri : compiled from county records and actual surveys.

Sponsored by Vernon County 4-H Leaders Association.
Includes index to owners and business information and addresses; and road laws of Nebraska, Kansas, and Missouri.
Cover title.
Includes geographical index, and index of names.
Series statements: Greene County Archives' bulletin ; no. 53 -- Heritage county atlas reprints ; v. 8
oversize G1438.V4 P63 2001 (NLO)

80147 Vernon County (Mo.) - Maps - 1886 - Landowners<<<Wall maps<<<Counties - Maps<<<Landowners - Maps
Authors: Bracher, Wm. (William) -- Bourquin, F. (Frederick), b. 1808 -- Hall & Babbs (Stockton, Mo.) -- Vernon County Historical Society (Vernon County, Mo.) -- Bushwacker Museum (Nevada, Mo.)
1 atlas ([20] leaves) : maps ; 28 cm.
Photocopy of original wall map published Stockton, Mo.: Hall & Babbs, 1886.
Cover title.
"Eng. by Wm. Bracher, 1o. So. 64th St. Phila., Pa. Printed by F. Bourquin [i.e. Bourquin], 31 So. 6th St., Phila., Pa."
Original in possession of Vernon County Historical Society.
Scale: 1:36,206. "Scale 1 3/4 inch to the mile."
folio G1438.V4 M36 1886 (NLO)

80148 Vernon County (Wis.) - Maps - 1965 - Landowners<<<Counties - Maps<<<Landowners - Maps
Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Vernon County 4-H Leaders Association (Wis.) -- Robinson, Jack, of Ontario, Wis. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (51 p.) : 29 maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
'Sponsored by Vernon County 4-H Leaders Association.'
Includes index to owners and business information and addresses; and road laws of Nebraska, Kansas, and Missouri.
Cover title.
Includes geographical index, and index of names.
Series statements: Greene County Archives' bulletin ; no. 53 -- Heritage county atlas reprints ; v. 8
oversize G1438.V4 P63 2001 (NLO)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 3, pl. 49 (PrCt)

Verona (Italy) - Maps - 1671
Verona / ... hanc nouam editionem Io. Baptista Merulus ciuitatis impressor ... ; Pietro Michieli fi. [S.I. Pietro Michielii?], Pr. id. Feb. M.DC.LXXI [1671].
Authors: Michieli, Pietro, fl. 1671 -- Merulus, Giovanni Baptista, fl. 1671 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 546 x 712 mm. (neat line) on 2 sheets
Includes dedication to 'Io. Baptistae del Bovo, et Mariano Mariano Eqvit' at lower left and references 1-192 in four columns at lower right. Relief shown pictorially.
Printed from 2 plates on 2 sheets.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
f63
Novacco 4F 293 (PrCt)

Verona (Italy) - Maps - 1907
Authors: Wiel, Alethea, b. 1851 -- Erichsen, Nelly -- James, Helen M. -- J. M. Dent & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
192 in four columns at lower right.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Series: Mediaeval towns -- Mediaeval town series.
Publisher's cloth binding with gold stamping.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes DG975.V5 W6 1907 (NLO)

Verona (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1620
Magnifica illa civitas Verona. [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitatis orbis terrarum -- Hoefnagel, Joris, 1542-1601 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : hand col. ; 17 x 48 cm.
Possibly derived from a view by Joris Hoefnagel; see R.A. Skelton's Introduction to the 1980 ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum. Includes references 1-5.
On same sheet with: Colonia Avgvsta Verona nova Gallieniana.
Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Verona.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 3, pl. 49 (PrCt)

Verona (Italy : Province) - Maps - 1579-1606
Veronae vrbis territorivm / a Bernardo Brognolo

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Accademia di agricoltura scienze e lettere di V
secolo XVII e la deviazione della acque vicentine
Una carta topografica della prima meta del
century (1993), p. 15; Broecke, Ortelius atlas
References: Karrow, Mapmakers of the sixteenth
http://www.orteliusmaps.com/book/ort120.html
Cartographica Neerlandica website (accessed
available on Marcel P. R. van den Broecke's
Digital image of another copy available on Marcel P. R. van den Broecke's Cartographica Neerlandica website (accessed July 2012):
http://www.orteliusmaps.com/book/ort120.html
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1606, [plate 73] (PrCt)

80155
Verona (Italy : Province) - Maps - 1588
Veronae vrbis territorvm / a Bernardo Brognolo descriptum. [Antwerp : Christophe Plantin, 1588].
Authors: Brugnoli, Bernardino, 1538 or 9-1583 -- Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598 -- Plantin, Christophe, approximately 1520-1589 -- Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598.
Theatro de la tierra vniversal (1588) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Brognolo, Bernardo, 1538 or 9-1583 SEE Brugnoli, Bernardino, 1538 or 9-1583
1 map : hand col. ; 32 x 45 cm.
Oriented with north at left.
In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatro orbis terrarum ... (London : J. Norton, 1606), [plate 73].
Printed no. 73 and English letterpress text on verso beginning: The liberties of the citie of Verona. The citie of the Cenomanes ...
Digital image of a duplicate or variant edition available on Marcel P. R. van den Broecke's Cartographica Neerlandica website (accessed March 2012):
http://www.orteliusmaps.com/book/ort120.html
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1588, [plate 66] (PrCt)

80156
Verona (Italy : Province) - Maps - 1600-1625<--->Topographic maps - Verona (Italy : Province) - 1600-1625
Una carta topografica della prima meta del secolo XVII e la deviazione della acque vicentine in territorio Veronese. [Verona : Accademia di agricoltura, scienze e lettere di Verona, 1933].
Authors: Sandri, G. -- Atti e memorie della Accademia di agricoltura scienze e lettere di Verona: Sandri, G. -- Atti e memorie della Accademia di agricoltura scienze e lettere di Verona, 1933.

Pp. 179-200
Not at Newberry Library (Dec. 2009) (PrCt)

80157
Verona (Italy : Province) - Maps - 1680
Territorio di Verona. Amsterdam, [ca. 1680].
Authors: Schenk & Valck, Amsterdam -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
I:175
1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 46 cm.
2049
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6713.V4:3V5 1680 S3 (PrCt)

80158
Verona (Italy : Province) - Maps - 1725
Carte nouvelle du territoire de Verone levée par ordre exprès à l'usage des armées en Italie. Amsterdam, [ca. 1725].
Authors: Covens et Mortier -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
I:174
1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 55 cm.
2096 rev
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6713.V4:3V5 1725 C6 (PrCt)

80159
Verona (Italy : Province) - Maps - 1730
Carte de territoire de Verone. Amsterdam, [ca. 1730].
I:173
1 map : hand col. ; 23 x 29 cm. on sheet 53 x 64 cm.
2067
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6713.V4:3V5 1730 O8 (PrCt)

80160
Verona (Italy : Province) - Maps - 1730
Carte de territoire de Verone. Amsterdam, [ca. 1730].
I:173
1 map : hand col. ; 23 x 29 cm. on sheet 53 x 64 cm.
2067
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6713.V4:3V5 1730 O8 (PrCt)

80161
Verona (Italy : Province) - Maps - 1806<--->Verona (Italy : Province) SEE Verona (Italy : Province)
Le Territoire de Verone ... À Venise [Venice] : Chez Mr. Remondini, 1806.
Authors: Remondini, Giuseppe Antonio, 1747-1811 -- Santini, P. Atlas universal dressé
Verrazzano to Francis I, July 8, 1524), MA 776 in reproduction of the Céllere codex (the letter of ports. 30 cm.
xvi, 319 p., 44 plates : ill., charts, facsims., maps, ports. 30 cm.
Reproduction of the Céllere codex (the letter of Verrazzano to Francis I, July 8, 1524), MA 776 in the Pierpont Morgan Library, with Italian transcription and English translation (p. [96]-143).
Includes bibliographical references (p. 279-287) and index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
ISBN 0300012071
Baskes oversize G1015 .S4 1807, v. 2, no. 10 (PrCt)

80162 Verona Region (Italy) - Maps - 1596<<><>>Veneto (Italy) - Maps - 1596
[Map of the Verona region] / ... Bernardino Brugnoli ; Paolo Forlani Veronese ; Francesco Valegio for. [Venice] : Stefano Scolari f. in Venetia a S. Zulian, MDXCVI [1596].
Authors: Brugnoli, Bernardino, 1538 or 9 -- Forlani, Paolo -- Scolari, Stefano, fl. 1598-1650 -- Valegio, Francesco, fl. 1600-1640 -- Ludwig Rosenthal's Antiquariat -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 526 x 351 mm. (neat line), on sheet 531 x 354 mm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Note to reader at upper center: A Benigni lettori.
La Circo[n]fere[n]za di tutto il Veronese ... . New Haven : Published for the Pierpont Morgan Library, with Italian
transcription and English translation (p. [96]-143).
Includes bibliographical references (p. 279-287) and index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
ISBN 0300012071
Baskes oversize G1015 .S4 1807, v. 2, no. 10 (PrCt)

80164 Verrazzano, Girolomo Da, fl. 1524-1528
The Verrazano map. 1878.
Authors: DeCosta, Benjamin Franklin, 1831-1904 22 p. ; maps
Vert 138 (PrCt)

80165 Verrua (Italy) - Maps - 1695 - Fortification
Verrue ville forte d'Italia ... Paris : De Fer, [1695].
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- T. S. F. -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes avec leurs fortifications ... (1695-1696)
1 map ; 20 x 27 cm.
In: Fer, Nicolas de. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes; avec leurs fortifications ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, 1695-1696) pt. 2, map [17].
Manuscript '(8)' at upper right.
Case folio U 26. 293 pt. 2, map [17] (PrCt)

80166 Verrua (Italy) - Maps - 1713 - Fortification
Verrue ville forte d'Italia ... Paris : De Fer, [1713]?
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Loon, H. V. (Herman van) -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Introduction à la fortification ... [1713?]
1 map ; 19 x 27 cm.
In: Fer, Nicolas de. Introduction à la fortification ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, [1713?]) map [134].
For later state of this map, with engraved plate number, see Case folio U 26 .292.
For earlier version of this map, engraved on different plate, see Case folio U 26 .293.
Case oversize U 26 .2919 map [134] (PrCt)

80167 Verrazzano, Giovanni da, 1485-1528<<><>>America - Description and travel - 1524-1528
Manuscript. MA 776 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
xvi, 319 p., 44 plates : ill., charts, facsims., maps, ports. 30 cm.
Reproduction of the Céllere codex (the letter of Verrazzano to Francis I, July 8, 1524), MA 776 in the Pierpont Morgan Library, with Italian transcription and English translation (p. [96]-143).
Includes bibliographical references (p. 279-287) and index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
ISBN 0300012071
Baskes oversize G1015 .S4 1807, v. 2, no. 10 (PrCt)
Wing Z 4125 .7067 (NLO)

Vesalius, Andreas, 1514-1564<<<Udall, Nicholas, 1505-1556>>>Human anatomy - Early works to 1800
Authors: Geminus, Thomas, d. 1562 -- O'Malley, Charles Donald
Not at Newberry Library (Oct. 2012) (PrCt)

Vesprin (Hungary) - Maps - 1689 - Pictorial works
Authors: Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718 -- Padoani, Domenico, fl. 1689 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718. Citta, fortezze, isole, e porti principale dell' Europa ... (1689) 1 map ; 13 x 17 cm.
In: Coronelli, Vincenzo. Citta, fortezze, isole, e porti principale dell' Europa, in pianti, et in eluatione, descritte, e publicate ad uso dell' Academia cosmoografica degli argonauti ([Venice] : Domenico Padoani, 1689) pl. [40]. Engraved plate '362.' One of four plates printed on same sheet, opening [40].
VAULT folio Ayer 135 .C8 1689 pl. 40 (PrCt)

Vespucci, Amerigo, 1451-1512<<<Columbus, Christopher - Landfall<<<Cartography - America>>>America - Discovery and exploration
Contents: Cosmography -- The discovery of the New World -- The life of Vespucius -- The first voyage of Vespucius -- The baptismal font of America -- The "Cosmographiae introductio" -- Scientific geography -- The chartography of the New World.
Includes index.
Duplicate copy: G 801 .87.
Ayer 107 .T3 1896 (NLO)

Vest Agder fylke (Norway) - Maps - 1588 - Coasts - Nautical charts<<<Nautical charts - Vest Agder fylke (Norway) - 1588 -
Coasts - Norway - Maps - 1588 - Coasts - Nautical charts - Norway - 1588 - Coasts - Nautical charts
The Sea coastes of Norway as they doo appeare according to their situation betweene Der Noess & Mardou. [Amsterdam : Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, 1966].
Authors: Waghenae, Lucas Janszoon, 1534 or 5-1606 -- Waghenae, Lucas Janszoon, 1534 or 5-1606. The Mariners mirrour (1588) -- Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, Ltd.
1 map ; 32 x 49 cm.
Details the coast of Vest Agder Fylke in southern Norway.
Includes coastal profiles.
Oriented with north at upper right.
Text on verso (p. VI) under heading: A perfect description of the southermost part of Norway, and of the coasts adioyning.
Map Ref oversize G1025 .T37 ser. 3, v. 2, map [28] (Pr.Ct)
80175
Vest Agder fylke (Norway) - Maps - 1588 - Coasts - Nautical charts - Vest Agder fylke (Norway) - 1588 - Coasts - Nautical charts - Norway - 1588 - Coasts - Nautical charts
Authors: Waghenae, Lucas Janszoon, 1534 or 5-1606 -- Doelcman, Jan van -- Raphelengius, Franciscus, 1539-1597 -- Claesz, Cornelis, ca. 1546-1609 -- Waghenae, Lucas Janszoon, 1534 or 5-1606. Speculum nauticum super navigatone maris Occidentalis confectum, continens omnes oras maritimas Galliae, Hispaniae et praecepuardum partium Angliae (1588) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 32 x 51 cm.
Includes coastal profiles.
Oriented with north at upper right.
Descriptive text on verso (p. 29).
80177
Vicenza (Italy) - Maps - 1580 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Cartography - Vicenza (Italy) - History - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Authors: Barbieri, Franco -- Biblioteca civica bertoliana (Vicenza, Italy) -- Vatican City. Galleria Vaticana delle Carte Geografiche. Manuscript map -- Beard, Randolph -- Beard, Mary -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
18 p., 5 p. of plates : maps ; 23 x 25 cm. + 1 folded ms. facsimile map
'Questo fascicolo è stato stampato nel mese di aprile 1984 in appendice alla ristampa del libro Vicenza città bellissima : iconografia a stampa dal XV al XIX secolo.'--T.p. verso.
Includes reduced color facsimile of anonymous 1580 manuscript map folded in pocket, with original title: Vicenza. 1 map : col. ; 56 x 61 cm. (reduced from 136 x 152 cm.) Added facsimile title in bottom margin: Pianta prospettica della Città di Vicenza inviata nel 1580 alla Galleria vaticana delle Carte Geografiche. Relief shown pictorially.
Blind stamp of Randolph and Mary Beard on t.p. of accompanying text.
80176
Vesuvius (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1802-1820 - Volcanoes - Vesuvius (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1802-1820
Mount Vesuvius, as seen from the Bay of Naples / from an original sketch made in the year 1797, by R. Duppa Esqr. : Lowry sculp. [London] : Longman & Rees, 1802.
1 print ; 17 x 23 cm
Running title in top margin: Natural history
"Published as the Act directs, Septr. 2d 1802, by Longman & Rees, Paternoster Row." In: Rees, Abraham, 1743-1825. Cyclopaedia, or, Universal dictionary of arts, sciences, and literature (London : Printed for Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme & Brown [and 26 others], 1819-1820), Plates volume 5, Natural history, plate V.
"Plate V" bound near the end of plates volume 5 [i.e. 44], comprised of repeating and irregular plate numbers.
Variant edition of this view available online via British Museum website:
http://www.britishmuseum.org/research/collection _online/collection_object_details.aspx?objectid=3 3056711&partId=1&people=126393&peoA=12639 3-2-23&page=1
A 21 .737, Plates volume 5, Natural history, plate V (NLO)
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 85129387
Baskes DG975.V7 B36 1984 (NLO)

80178 Vicenza (Italy) - Maps - 1620

Vicentia amplissima marchiae Tarvisnæ civit.
[Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 --
Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 --
Civitates orbis terrarum -- Edward E. Ayer
Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : hand col. ; 35 x 42 cm.
Anonymous view.
Added title at top in uppercase lettering :
Vicenza.
Includes references 1-93.
Latin letterpress text on verso under title:
Vicentia.
In: Braun, Georg and Franz Hogenberg. Civitates
orbis terrarum [Cologne: Pieter von Brachel?, ca.
1620] v. 4, plate 47
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 4, pl. 47
(PrCt)

80179 Vicenza (Italy) - Maps - Collections,
1400-1999

Vicenza (Italy) - Pictorial works
-Collections, 1400-1999
-Cartography -
Vicenza (Italy) - History
L'immagine di Vicenza : la città e il territorio in
piante, mappe e vedute dal XV al XX secolo /
Authors: Barbieri, Giuseppe, 1955-- -- Canova
238 p. : ill. (some col.), maps (some col.) ; 34 cm.
Includes bibliographical references.
Series: Imago urbis ; 1 -- Imago urbis (Treviso,
Italy) ; 1.
Map on endpapers.
LC Card Number: 2004397342
ISBN 8884090660 ; 9788884090669
folio N8214.5.18 (NLO)

80180 Vicenza (Italy: Province) - Maps -
1650
-Vicenza Region (Italy) - Maps - 1650
Il Territorio Vicentino / delineato per Angelo Gio.
Novello agrimensor et intagliato da Marco
Boschini. [Venice? Marco Boschini?, ca.1650?].
Authors: Novello, Gio. Angelo, 17th cent. --
Boschini, Marco, 1613-1678 -- Morosini, Count --
Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry
Library).
1 map : 845 x 459 mm. (neat line) on 2 sheets
Relief shown pictorially.
Printed from 2 plates on 2 sheets; backed by
heavy paper.
Damaged sections of engraved borders replaced
in manuscript.
Ex Morosini.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map
Collection (Newberry Library).
f64
Novacco 4F 323 (PrCt)

80181 Vicksburg (Miss.) - Description and travel -

1970
The time capsule of the South, McRaven, Home
of three periods, 1797 - 1836 - 1849 . Vicksburg,
Miss. [S.I.], [ca. 1970].
Authors: Bradway Jr., O.E.
1 leaflet (2-fold) : col. photos ; 11 x 24 cm.
(PrCt)

80182 Vicksburg (Miss.) - History - Siege,
1863
- Mississippi - History - Civil War,
1861-1865
- United States - History - Civil
War, 1861-1865 - Maps
The Siege of Vicksburg, May 18, 1862 to July 4,
1863. [Evanston, Ill.] : Cockrell, [1949].
Authors: Cockrell, Monroe F. (Monroe
Fulkerson), b. 1884 -- Ring, Emery L.
1 map ; 78 x 55 cm.
P'Prepared by Monroe F. Cockrell ; drawn by
Emery L. Ring, Jan. 19, 1949.'
Includes list of 10 attempted sieges, distance list,
historical notes, ill., and insets of 'Fort De Russy'
and 'Vicksburg, Miss., 1863.'
Scale 1:633,600; 1 in. = 10 miles.
Photocopy; blue line print.
'F4987 U.S. Copyright Office.'
LC Civil War maps (2nd ed.) 276
map G 10834 .1844 (NLO)

80183 Vicksburg (Miss.) - History - Siege,
1863
- Mississippi - History - Civil War,
1861-1865
- United States - History - Civil
War, 1861-1865 - Maps
Map illustrating the operations of the U. S. forces
Coast Survey Office, [1863].
Authors: United States Coast Survey -- Babcock,
Orville Elias, 1835-1884
1 map : hand col. ; 43 x 40 cm.
Shows area between Natchez and Monticello on
the south and Tallula and Richland on the north.
Hand-drawn lithograph.
Scale 1:390,000.
Sheet 4 of 7 manuscript and printed maps
removed from the papers of U.S. Army General
Orville E. Babcock at the Newberry Library.
VAULT MS map6F G3861.A 1863 .B3 no. 4
(PrCt)

80184 Vicksburg (Miss.) - Maps - 1965 - Road maps -
Pictorial maps
-Vicksburg (Miss.) - Maps - 1965 - Road
maps
Picture map of Vicksburg, Mississippi and the
national military park and cemetery. Vicksburg,
Authors: Derdeyn, Eugene
1 map : col. ; 37 x 48 cm.
Panel title: Souvenir picture map of Vicksburg ...
. Pictorial road map compiled by Eugene Derdyn.
Margin includes notes on points of interest.
temp map4F G3984.V5 1965 .D4 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
80185 Vicovaro (Italy) - History - Siege, 1557 - Maps
Il Vero disegno di Vicovaro occupato da imperiali et recuperato dalla chiesa à di XIIIIL Febraro M. D. LVII / Sebastianus f. [Venice? Sebastiano de' Valentinis da Udine?, 1557?].
Authors: Valentini da Udine, Sebastiano de', fl. ca. 1557 -- Re, Sebastiano di, fl. 1550-1560 -- Lange, Otto, 1879-1944 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 271 x 392 mm. (plate mark)
Attribution to Sebastiano de' Valentini da Udine and place of publication from F. Borroni Salvadori, Carte, piante e stampe storiche delle raccolte Laferriane della Biblioteca nazionale di Firenze (1980) p. 72, no. 218 (II. 105).
View of 1557 military operations in Vicovaro.
Relief shown pictorially.
Infinity symbol used in place of 'M' in date.
Ex Lange.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

80186 Vicovaro (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1567
Il Uero disegno di Vicovaro occupato da Imperiali, et recuperato dalla Chiesa ... M.D. LVII. [Venice : Bolognino Zaltieri], M.D. LVII [1567 i.e. 1569].
Authors: Ballino, Giulio, d. ca. 1592 -- Ballino, Giulio, d. ca. 1592. De' disegni delle piu illustri città, et fortezze del mondo ... (1569) -- Zaltieri, Bolognino, fl. 1555-1576
1 view ; 22 x 29 cm.
Title from cartouche at upper right.
Added title in oversize lettering: Vicovaro Letterpress text on verso.
In: Ballino, Giulio. De' disegni delle piu illustri città, et fortezze del mondo ... (Venice: Bolognino Zaltieri, 1569), plate [40].
VAULT Case folio G 117 .06, plate [40] (PrCt)

80187 Victoria (B.C.) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps-<><>Proofs (Printing) - 1966 - Specimens-<><>Dummies (Bookselling) - 1966 - Specimens-<><>Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map; 46 x 43 cm., on sheet 61 x 48 cm.
"1966 edition."
"Lithographed in Canada."
Inset (21 x 18 cm.): Victoria and vicinity.
Includes index to streets.
Plate nos. "8-NN-695-S" and "8-NN-473-S".

80188 Victoria (B.C.) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps<><>Proofs (Printing) - 1966 - Specimens<><>Dummies (Bookselling) - 1966 - Specimens<><>Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- John Lovell & Son -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map; 46 x 43 cm., on sheet 61 x 48 cm.
Inset (21 x 18 cm.): Victoria and vicinity.
Includes index to streets.
Plate nos. "8-NN-695-S" and "8-NN-473-S".
Apparently issued as sales sample and/or printer's proof; verso blank.
Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Company Collection (Newberry Library).

Authors: Rolph-McNally Limited -- Rolph-Clark-Stone Limited -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; col. ; 35 x 47 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm. "1977-1978 edition."
Panel title.
Added title: Victoria and vicinity.
© Copyright Rolph Clark Stone Ltd., Toronto."
Inset (9 x 16 cm.): [Map of the Vancouver-Victoria region].
Panel art: Color photo of downtown area.
Printer's proof (?); blank verso and back panel.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2340 (PrCt)

80190 Victoria - Maps - 1851<><>Melbourne (Vic.) - Maps - 1851 - Pictorial works
Victoria, or Port Phillip. London & New York : John Tallis & Company, [1851].
Authors: Rapkin, J. -- Tallis, John, 1817-1876 -- Rogers, J., fl. 1851 -- Warren, A., fl. 1851 -- Martin, Robert Montgomery, 1803?-1868. Tallis's illustrated atlas, and modern history of the world ... (1851)
1 map : hand col. ; 22 x 30 cm.
In: Martin, Robert Montgomery. Tallis's illustrated atlas, and modern history of the world ... (London ; New York : J. Tallis, 1851) pl. [49].

folios G1019 .M197 1851 pl. [49] (PrCr)

80194 Victoria - Maps - 1910-1919
Authors: William Collins Sons and Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- William Collins Sons and Co. The Collegiate atlas ... [191-?] 1 map : col. ; 22 x 29 cm.
"Aus: Victoria" in oversize manuscript lettering on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .C625 1910z, [plate] 31 (PrCr)

80195 Victoria (N.S. : County) - Maps - 1864 - Landowners<---Landowners - Maps
Topographical township map of Victoria County ... [Halifax, N.S. Nova Scotia Department of Lands and Forests, 1881].
Authors: Church, A. F. (Ambrose Finson), 1836-1920 1 map ; on 2 sheets 90 x 168 cm. or smaller. Facsimile of map originally published 1864; reproduced from original in Department of Lands and Forests, Halifax, N. S. Scale ca. 1:63,360. Shows landowners in towns as well as rural areas; includes business directories, town insets. Includes Nova Scotia inset dated 1886. M295 map6F G3421.G46 1864 .C5 Victoria (PrCr)

80196 Victoria - Surveys
Authors: Powell, J. From New Zealand geographer 26 (1970): 50-69, illus., maps. 'An outline...of the background and beginnings of surveying in Victoria, and its subsequent progress to 1860.' References cited: p. 69. Xerox copy. Vert 129 (PrCr)

80197 Vienna (Austria) - Arts - 1981
Authors: Kunstverein Wien

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
80198 Vienna (Austria) - History - Siege, 1529 - Maps
[View of the siege of Vienna, 1529] / 1532 A. V.
[Addendum: 1552].
Authors: Salamanca, Antonio, d. 1562 -- Musis, Agostino de -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; on sheet 318 x 362 mm.
'T.A. V.' are the initials of Agostino de Veneziano, better known as Agostino de Musis; cf. Tooley's Dictionary of mapmakers.
Shows the armies of Suleiman I and Charles V outside Vienna; identifies Buda, Strigonia, Ratisbona, and other towns.
Armies, towns, and relief shown pictorially.
The map (253 x 340 mm., trimmed at top) appears above engraved descriptive text (63 x 205 mm., trimmed at bottom); text apparently printed from separate plate onto same sheet.
Beginning of text: Verissimo retratto delli siti et iuvoghi delle parte d'Avstria et Vngaria ....
For variant of this print, without imprint of Antonio Salamanca nor final line of text ('Con gratia, et, privilegio'), see Novacco 2F 25.
For variant of this print, bearing imprint of Antonio Salamanca, see Novacco 2F 25.
Ex Roux

80199 Vienna (Austria) - History - Siege, 1529 - Pictorial works
[View of the siege of Vienna, 1529] / 1532 A. V.
[Addendum: 1552].
Authors: Musis, Agostino de -- Francis Roux-Devillas (Firm) -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view ; on sheet 350 x 347 mm.
'A. V.' are the initials of Agostino de Veneziano, better known as Agostino de Musis; cf. Tooley's Dictionary of mapmakers.
Shows the armies of Suleiman I and Charles V outside Vienna; identifies Buda, Strigonia, Ratisbona, and other towns.
Armies, towns, and relief shown pictorially.
The view (253 x 340 mm., trimmed at top) appears above engraved descriptive text (83 x 205 mm., trimmed at bottom); text apparently printed from separate plate onto same sheet.
Beginning and ending of text (13 lines total): Verissimo retratto deli siti et iuvoghi delle parte d'Avstria et Vngaria ....
For variant of this print, bearing imprint of Antonio Salamanca, see Novacco 2F 25.
Ex Roux-Devillas

80200 Vienna (Austria) - History - Siege, 1529 - Pictorial works
Der stadt Wien belegerung, wie die auff dem hohen sante Steffans thurn allenthalben gerings um die gantze stadt, zu wasser und landt mit allen dingen anzusehen gswest ist, Unj'd von einen berumpten mäler on das auff s. Steffans thurn in der selbe[n] beleger verordent gewest ist, mit gantzem fleiss verzeychnet und abgemacht, geschen nach Christi geburt M.CCCCC.XXIX und im XXX in truch gepracht. [Munich : H. Schmidt, 1930?].
Authors: Beham, Hans Sebald, 1500-1550 -- Meldeman, Niclas, fl. 1518-1552 -- Beham, Sebald, 1500-1550 SEE Beham, Hans Sebald, 1500-1550 -- Newberry Library. John M. Wing Foundation
1 view ; 80 x 85 cm. on 6 sheets
Facsimile of view originally published Nuremberg: Niclas Meldeman, 1530, in the collections of the Staatlichen Museen, Berlin.
Melmans imprint in circular cartouche at lower right.
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.
Wing oversize facsimile ZX 5471 .001, nos. 283-288 (PrCt)

80201 Vienna (Austria) - Hotels - 1981 - Hotel im Palais Schwarzenberg (Vienna : Austria) - 1981
Authors: Hotel im Palais Schwarzenberg
1 booklet (10 p) : col. photos ; 21 x 21 cm
Travel Vertical File G6494 .V4E635 1981 .H6 (PrCt)

80202 Vienna (Austria) - Maps - 1566 - Buildings - Vienna (Austria) - Maps - 1566 - Landowners - Maps
Gemeinderat
1 map : col. ; on sheet 84 x 102 cm. fold. to 42 x 52 cm.
Redrawn facsimile; 'Alb. R. v. Camesina fec. 1878.'
Printed by 'K.k. Hof-Kunstdruckerei v. G. Reiffenstein in Wien.'

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
80203 Vienna (Austria) - Maps - 1594
Il Uero ritratto della fortezza di Vienna in Austria, si ueramente come ogni di si ritroua. L'Anno 1594. Venetia [Venice?] : all'insegna della colonna, 1594.
Authors: Libraria della Colonna (Venice, Italy) -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 196 x 257 mm. (plate mark), on sheet 197 x 258 mm.
In oversize and uppercase lettering at top: Vienna.
Imprint incompletely removed from plate: Jn Venetia all'insegna della colonna.
Apprently a later state of map originally issued 1567; cf. Fauser, Repertorium alter Topographie v. 2, p. 866, no. 15,354.
Relief shown pictorially.
Additional buildings roughly added in pencil.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
c31.5 Novacco 2F 94 (PrCt)

80204 Vienna (Austria) - Maps - 1689
Authors: Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718 -- Padoani, Domenico, fl. 1689 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718. Città, fortezze, isole, e porti principale dell' Europa ... (1689)
1 map ; 27 x 44 cm.
In: Coronelli, Vincenzo. Città, fortezze, isole, e porti principale dell' Europa, in pianti, et in eluatione, descritte, e publicate ad uso dell' Academia cosmografica degli argonauti ([Venice : Domenico Padoani, 1689]) pl. [34].
VAULT folio Ayer 135 .C8 1689 pl. 34 (PrCt)

80205 Vienna (Austria) - Maps - 1695 - Fortification
Vienne : ville forte capitale de l'archiduché d'Autriche ... Paris : [De Fer, 1695].
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes -- avec leurs fortifications ... (1695-1696)
1 map ; 21 x 28 cm.
In: Fer, Nicolas de. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes; avec leurs fortifications ... ([Paris : Nicolas de Fer, 1695-1696]) pt. 4, map [74].
Manuscript (17') at upper right.
Case folio U 26. 293 pt. 4, map [74] (PrCt)

80206 Vienna (Austria) - Maps - 1695 - Pictorial works
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Historic Urban Plans (Firm)
1 birds-eye view ; 46 x 59 cm.
Added title: Wien in Oostenreyk.
Facsimile of original published 1695.
480
map4F G6494.V4A3 1695 W5 1917 (PrCt)

80207 Vienna (Austria) - Maps - 1713 - Fortification
Vienne : ville forte capitale de l'archiduché d'Autriche ... Paris : [Fer, 1713?].
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Introduction à la fortification ... (1713?)
1 map ; 21 x 28 cm.
In: Fer, Nicolas de. Introduction à la fortification ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, [1713?]) map [122].
For later state of this map, with engraved plate number, see Case folio U 26 .292.
For earlier version of this map, engraved on different plate, see Case folio U 26 .293.
Case oversize U 26 .2919 map [122] (PrCt)

80208 Vienna (Austria) - Maps - 1730
Accuratus et novimus prospectus caesarear residencite Vienna ... 1995.
Authors: Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756
temp map4F G6494.V4 1730 .S4 1995 (PrCt)

80209 Vienna (Austria) - Maps - 1750
Authors: Historic Urban Plans (Firm)
1 birds-eye view ; 33 x 59 cm.
Facsimile of original published 1750.
References: 1-102, I-IX.
465
map4F G6494.V4A3 1750 H3 1973 (PrCt)

80210 Vienna (Austria) - Maps - 1771
A Plan of the city of Vienna 1771. [London? : J. Stockdale?, 1792?].
Authors: Andrews, John, 1736-1814 -- Andrews, John, 1736-1809. A Collection of plans of the most capital cities of ... Europe and ... the world [1792?] -- Stockdale, John, 1749?-1814
1 map ; 17 x 24 cm.
Case folio G 13 .036 pl. 15 (PrCt)

80211 Vienna (Austria) - Maps - 1800
A Plan of the city of Vienna. London, 1800.
Authors: Stockdale, John, 1749?-1814 -- Stockdale, John, 1749?-1814. A Geographical, historical, and political description of the empire of Germany, Holland, the Netherlands, Switzerland, Prussia, Italy, Sicily, Corsica, and Sardinia ... (1800)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call No.</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>80215</td>
<td><strong>Vienna (Austria) - Maps - 1840 - Pictorial works</strong></td>
<td>Murray, Hugh. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, successors to Carey &amp; Co., for George W. Gorton, 1840) v. 2, p. 97. Wax engraving.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80216</td>
<td><strong>Vienna (Austria) - Maps - 1885</strong></td>
<td>Neuester plan der k. k. reichshaupt- und residenzstadt Wien und der vororte mit angabe der ahüser-numerirung, nebst einem vollständigen verzeichniss sämtlicher, strassen, gassen, plätze, höfe und sehenswürdigkeiten.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80218</td>
<td><strong>Vienna (Austria) - Maps - 1891</strong></td>
<td>A Handy illustrated guide to Vienna and it's [sic] environs / by Julius Meurer. Vienna [Vienna] ; Pest ; Leipzig : A. Hartleben, 1891.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Additional Information**

- For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
- Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
Vienna (Austria) - Maps - 1999

80219 Vienna (Austria) - Maps - 1896
Vienna Region (Austria) - Maps - 1896
Authors: Peip, Chr. (Christian), b. 1843 -- Hobbing & Büchle -- Kühnel, A. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Kuehnel, A. SEE Kühnel, A.
1 atlas (72 p., [1], [20] leaves of plates (some folded)) : 21 col. maps ; 17 cm.
Spine title: Peip's Wiener Taschen-Atlas
Includes index.
Publisher's illustrated brown cloth binding.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1939.V4 P45 1896 (NLO)

80223 Vienna (Austria) - Maps - 1929
Vienna Region (Austria) - Maps - 1929
Authors: Grieben's guide books -- Grieben-Verlag -- Goldschmidt, Albert -- Reimer, Dietrich, 1818-1899 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
29. Aufl. [29th ed.]
Cover title: Wien und Umgebung 1929
'Mit 8 Karten und 7 Grundrissen.'
Maps by Dietrich Reimer.
'Sucher,' for use with map, in pocket.
Advertisements: 28 p. at end.
Includes index.
Series: Grieben's Reiseführer ; Bd. 6
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 68 (1912-1913) (NLO)

80224 Vienna (Austria) - Maps - 1930
Vienna Region (Austria) - Maps - 1930
Railroads
Railroads SEE Semmerringbahn - Maps
Semmerringbahn SEE Railroads - Maps
Vienna and environs : incl. the Semmerring railway and information for motorists. Berlin ; London : A. Goldschmidt ; Geographia, 1930.
Authors: Grieben's guide books -- Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag -- Goldschmidt, Albert -- Geographia Ltd. -- Kraatz, Leopold -- Semmerringbahn -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Semmerring Railway SEE Semmerringbahn

Includes index.
Series: Hartleben's illustrated guide, no. 40 -- A. Hartleben's illustrierter Führer ; Nr. 40.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .H374 Nr. 40 (1891) (NLO)

80220 Vienna (Austria) - Maps - 1902
Vienna (Austria) - Maps - 1902
Authors: Lansdale, Maria Horner, b. 1860 -- Henry T. Coates & Co. -- Sachs, Paul Joseph -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- vi, 430 p. : ill., fold geneal. table, 1 col. map ; 21 cm.
Each plate accompanied by guard sheet with descriptive letterpress.
Includes index.
Bookplate of Paul Joseph Sachs.
Gilt cloth and just jacket.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 02023628
Baskes DB855 .L2 1902 (NLO)

80221 Vienna (Austria) - Maps - 1908
Authors: Freytag und Berndt -- Freytag und Berndt SEE ALSO Freytag, Berndt and Artaria
1 map : col. ; 72 x 63 cm. fold. to 19 x 12 cm.
Scale 1:15,000.
Sectioned and mounted on linen.
Acc. no. 95103102NL.
map3C G6494 .V4 1908 F7 (PrCl)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Vienna (Austria) - Maps - 1937
Vienna Region (Austria) - Maps - 1937
Vienna Region (Austria) - Maps - 1937
Railroads - Semmeringbahn - Maps - 1927
Railroads - Semmering Railway (Austria) SEE Semmeringbahn Vienna and environs : incl. the Semmering Railway. Berlin ; London : Grieben-Verlag ; "Geographia" Ltd., 1937.
Authors: Grieben-Verlag -- Grieben's guide books -- Geographia Ltd. -- Kraatz, Leopold -- Semmeringbahn -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Semmering Railway (Austria) SEE Semmeringbahn 165, x p., [4] leaves of plates (3 folded) : ill., 7 maps (some col.), plans ; 16 cm. 5th ed.
Maps printed by Leop. Kraatz. "With 6 maps, 5 ground plans, and 8 illustrations."
Includes indexes.
Publisher's advertisements on endpapers and "Appendix to Grieben's guide vol. 199, Vienna and environs", x p. at end.
Series: Grieben's guide books ; v. 199.
Former owner's signature: Prof. Shute.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 199 (1937) (NLO)

Vienna (Austria) - Maps - 1939
Vienna Region (Austria) - Maps - 1939
'Mit 4 Karten und 8 Abbildungen.'
Maps lithographed by Leopold Kraatz. 'Sucher,' for use with map, in pocket.
Advertisements: 19 p. at end.
Includes indexes.
Series: Grieben-Reiseführer ; Bd. 68
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 68 (1939) (NLO)

Vienna (Austria) - Maps - 1943
Niederdonau (Reichsgau) - Maps - 1943
Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. : 16 maps, 22 city plans 1st ed.
A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher,

80239 Vienna (Austria) - Pictorial works - 1567 - Fortification

Vienna. Venetia [Venice] : all'insegna della Colonna [i.e. Bolognino Zaltieri], 1567 [i.e. 1569].
Authors: Ballino, Giulio. ca. 1592 -- Ballino, Giulio. ca. 1592. De' disegni delle più illustri città, et fortezze del mondo ... (1569) -- Zaltieri, Bolognino, fl. 1555-1576
1 view ; 20 x 27 cm.
Title in uppercase lettering at top.
Added title in bottom margin: Il Uero ritrato della fortezza di Vienna ... 1567.
Letterpress text on verso.
In: Ballino, Giulio. De' disegni delle più illustri città, et fortezze del mondo ... (Venice: Bolognino Zaltieri, 1569), plate [18]

VAULT Case folio G 117 .06, plate [18] (PrCt)

80240 Vienna (Austria) - Pictorial works - 1620

Vienna Avstriae metropolis ... [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Hirschvogel, Augustin, 1503-1553 -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : hand col. ; 14 x 47 cm. on sheet 41 x 54 cm.
View derived from a 1550 woodcut supplied by Sebastian Münster, after the 1547 plan by Augustin Hirschvogel; see R.A. Skelton’s Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.
On same sheet with: Buda, vulgo Ofen, prima & regia Vngarici regni ciuitas ... .
Latin letterpress text on verso under titles: Vienna -- Bvda.
In: Braun, Georg and Franz Hogenberg. Civitates orbis terrarum [Cologne: Pieter von Brach?], ca. 1620] v. 1, plate 41

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 1, pl. 41 (PrCt)

80241 Vienna (Austria) - Pictorial works - 1620

Vienna Avstriae. [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Hoefnagel, Jacob, 1573?-approximately 1632 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : hand col. ; 32 x 49 cm.
Derived from a 1609 engraving by Jacob Hoefnagel; see R.A. Skelton’s Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.
Includes references 1-86. Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Vienna.
In: Braun, Georg and Franz Hogenberg. Civitates orbis terrarum [Cologne: Pieter von Brach?], ca. 1620] v. 6, plate 21

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 6, pl. 21 (PrCt)

80242 Vienna (Austria) - Pictorial works - 1678

Authors: Longhi, Giuseppe, fl. 1670-1680 -- Bevilacqua, Eugenia -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view ; 358 x 1,102 mm. (extent of print), on composite sheet 609 x 1,148 mm.
Engraved view assembled with letterpress text (77 lines in 4 columns).
Added letterpress title: Nuova, e vera descrizione della famossissima citta di Vienna.
Letterpress imprint appears below text.
Bottom of view trimmed, possibly resulting in loss of variant imprint.
View and text each printed on 2 sheets; 4 sheets subsequently assembled as 1 composite sheet.
Ex Bevilacqua (perhaps geographer Eugenia Bevilacqua?).
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
c31

Novacco 6F 22 (PrCt)

80243 Vienna (Austria) - Press - 1988

Authors: Das Wiener Blatt
16 p : photos ; 31 cm


80244 Vienna (Austria) - Province - Maps - 1720 - Vienna (Austria) - History - Siege - 1683 - Maps

Vienneense territorium ob res bellicas inter Christianos et Turcas nuperrime editum. Amsterdam, [ca. 1720].
Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Schenck, Pieter, ca. 1698-1775 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:79
1 map : hand col. ; 43 x 54 cm.
Cf. Koeman v. 3 p. 184 [246].
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
2320

VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:79 (PrCt)

80245 Vienna (Austria) - Recreation - 1982

Authors: Wiener Riesenrad
1 leaflet (2-fold) : col. photo ; fold. to 20 x 10 cm
Text in German, Italian, French, English, Spanish, and Dutch.

Travel Vertical File G6494 .V4E63 1982 .W5 (PrCt)

Vert 3100, no. 8, p. 43-47, 121, 202 (PrCt)


80248 Vienna (Austria) - Vital statistics - 1981<<>>>Statistical maps Wien in Zahlen. Austria : Presse- und Informationsdienst der Stadt Wien, [ca.1980]. Authors: Presse- und Informationsdienst der Stadt Wien 1 leaflet (5-fold) : fold to 11 x 8 cm

Travel Vertical File G6494 .V4E24 1980 .P7 (PrCt)


VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .S19 1692 pl. [80] (PrCt)


80252 Vienna Region (Austria) - Pictorial works - 1734<<>>>Vienna Region (Austria) - Maps - 1734 - Pictorial maps Viossna vulgo Vienne de France. [Cologne : s. n., ca. 1620]. Authors: Mazarakini, Leopold K. (Leopold Karl), Gesellschaft für Natur und Heimatkunde, c1989. Authors: Mazarakini, Leopold K. (Leopold Karl), 1914-- Gesellschaft für Natur- und Heimatkunde (Vienna, Austria) 1 portfolio (9 leaves) : maps ; 22 x 31 cm. + 1 guide ([8] p.) Facsimile of original published 1734. Cover title.

G1939.V4S1 P47 1989 (NLO)


VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 5, pl. 19 (PrCt)

80254 Vietnam - Maps - 1653 Royaume d'Annan, comprenant les royaumes de Tumkin et de la Cocinchine / designé par les pères de la Compagnie de Iesus ; I. Somer,拉着河系。
80257 Vietnam - Maps - 1995
Authors: Insight guides -- APA Publications (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 7 maps
1st ed.
No. 255 in a series.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

80258 Vietnam - Maps - 1995
Authors: Nelles guides -- Nelles Verlag -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 12 maps
1st ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

80259 Vietnam - Maps - 1966
Pictorial maps
Vieux Carré (New Orleans, La.) - Maps - 1966
Pictorial maps
Vieux Carré (New Orleans, La.) - Maps - 1966
Pictorial maps
New Orleans (La.) - Maps - 1966
Pictorial maps
New Orleans (La.) - Maps - 1966
Pictorial maps
Authors: Derdeyn, Eugene -- Perspecto Map Co.
1 map : col. ; 33 x 48 cm.
Panel title: Picture map of the New Orleans French Quarter.
Pictorial map compiled by Eugene Derdeyn.
Margins include key to sites and historical and architectural notes.

80260 Vigliarolo, Domenico, fl.
1582-1596
Nautical charts - Italy - History
- 1500-1599
Nautical charts - Spain - History
- 1500-1599
Cartography - Italy - History
- 1500-1599
Cartography - Spain - History
- 1500-1599
Nautical charts
Authors: Macri, Giuseppe Fausto, 1955-223 p. : col. ill. ; 38 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 215) and indexes.
Table of contents on Library of Congress website (Dec. 2008):
http://www.loc.gov/catdir/toc/casalini07/07580789 .pdf
LC Card Number: 2008363314
ISBN 9788849818307 ; 8849818300
folio GA993.5.V54 M33 2007 (NLO)

80261 Vignaud, Henry, 1830-1922
Correspondence
Harrisse, Henry, 1829-1910 - Correspondence
Winsor, Justin, 1831-1897
1 item (1 leaf) ; 11 x 13 cm.
Short note written by Henry Vignaud to Henry Harrisse, a fellow historian of the discovery of America and close friend, probably around 1891. Vignaud's note refers to a recent article about Columbus in the Saturday Review as well as some work done by Justin Winsor on the same topic.
Henry Vignaud, diplomat and historian, was born in New Orleans in 1830. After working with the Confederate mission to France during the Civil
War, he was later appointed to the U. S. legation in Paris in 1875 and was promoted to secretary in 1885. Vignaud also distinguished himself for his researches into the career of Columbus and for studies of aboriginal America.

For more information, consult the Special Collections Info. File.

Acquired by Ayer from bookdealer Charles Chadenat in 1912, no. 365.

Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library)

Butler, R.L. Checklist of Mss. in the Ayer Coll., 951.

VAULT box Ayer MS 951 (NLO)

80262 Vigo Bay, Battle of, Spain, 1702 - Maps

An Exact draught of the bay and harbour of Vigo. [London? Knapton, ca. 1740?].


1 map ; 35 x 47 cm.

Title in bottom margin.

'For Mr. Tindal's continuation of Mr. Rapin's history of England.'

Includes references A-F and 1-9.

Oriented with north at left.


folio F 45 .7341 v. [6] map [33] (PrCt)

80263 Vigo Bay, Battle of, Spain, 1702 - Maps

An Exact draught of the bay and harbour of Vigo. [London : s.n., ca. 1785?].


1 map ; 35 x 47 cm.

Title in bottom margin.

'For Mr. Tindal's continuation of Mr. Rapin's history of England.'

Includes references A-F and 1-9.

Oriented with north at left.


oversize Ayer T5 1732 map [47] (PrCt)

80264 Vigo County (Ind.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners-<>-Counties - Maps-<>-Landowners - Maps


Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960- -- Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)

188 p. : maps ; 28 cm.

1st ed.

Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).

'3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.'

Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).

Includes indexes.

Series: Family maps

ISBN 1420302817

Local History Ref F532.V7 B69 2006 (NLO)

80265 Vigo County (Ind.) - Maps - 1858 - Landowners-<>-Counties - Maps-<>-Landowners - Maps


Authors: Walling, Henry Francis, 1825-1888 -- Peckham, Wm. C. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps

1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.

Size of original: 50 x 59 in. Scale 1:31,680.

Originally published New York: Wm. C. Peckham, 1858.


Microfiche 583, no. 174 (PrCt)
Lake region of northern Wisconsin and Michigan / T.A. Roper del. [S.I. s.n., ca. 1930?].
Authors: Roper, T. A.

View of a fountain in the Tivoli gardens; partly bordered by a covered and rounded walkway bearing statues of 'Sibilla', 'Herculaneo', and 'Amene [?]'.
80273 Villa Farnese (Caprarola, Italy) - Pictorial works - 1570
Villa Farnese (Caprarola, Italy) SEE Villa Farnese (Caprarola, Italy)
Caprarola arx et horti Farnesiani. [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Hoefnagel, Joris, 1542-1601 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : hand col. ; 38 x 50 cm.
Derived from original drawing by Joris Hoefnagel or Georg Braun; see R.A. Skelton's Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum. Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Caprarola.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 5, pl. 61 (PrCt)

Villa Medici (Rome, Italy) - Pictorial works - 1570
Villa Medici (Rome, Italy) SEE Villa Medici (Rome, Italy)
Diegno et sito del svntvoso giardino et palazzo ad ornato con dive[s]e statue antiche del sermo. gra[n]vato di Toscana nel Monte Pincio / Dominicus Butius. [Rome : s.n., ca. 1570].
Authors: Butius, Dominicus, 16th cent. -- Francis Roux-Devillas (Firm) -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view ; 380 x 536 mm. (neat line), on sheet trimmed to 407 x 538 mm.
Signed by Dominicus Butius at end of dedication in upper right: Admodu. illri. ac generoso D. D. Giorgio Fuggero Baroni in Kirchberg ...
At upper left: A I lettori etanta l'amena di questo uaghissimo giardino ... .
References 1-56 in bottom margin.
Title word 'diverse' damaged by center crease; manuscript '48' at bottom right.
Mounted on backing sheet.
Bernard Quaritch (Firm). The 'Speculum Romanae magnificentiae' of Antonio Lafreri: a monument of the Renaissance ... (London : [Strangeways and sons, 1925?]), p. 29, no. 344. Ex Roux-Devillas.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
E27
Novacco 4F 267 (PrCt)

Villanueva del Fresno (Spain) - Pictorial works - 1643
Villanueva del Fresno, Battle of, Spain, 1642 - Pictorial works - Portugal - History - John IV, 1640-1656 - Pictorial works - Portuguese Restoration War (1640-1668) - Pictorial works - 1643
Villanueva del Fresno (Spain) SEE Villanueva del Fresno (Spain)
Vilanova del Fresno [sic] (Spain) SEE Villanueva del Fresno (Spain)
Lope de Vega, Francisco, 1562-1635 -- Varela, Ayres, d. 1665 -- Varela, Ayres, d. 1665. Svcessos qve ovve nas fronteiras d'Elvas, Olivença, Campo Mayor, & Ouguella (1643) -- Lopes Rosa, Domingos, fl. 1643 -- William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 13 x 18 cm., on sheet folded to 16 x 12 cm.
Anonymous view without imprint.
Fourth of four maps issued in: Varela, Ayres. Svcessos qve ovve nas fronteiras d'Elvas, Olivença, Campo Mayor, & Ouguella o segundo anno de recuperación de Portugal, que começou em primeiro de dezembro de 1641. & fez fim em vítimo de novembro de 1642 ... (Lisbon : Domingos Lopes Rosa, 1643), between p. 90-91.
Includes references A-I and L at bottom, and engraved no. 91 at upper right.
View of battle of Villanueva del Fresno in the Spanish province of Badajoz during the border war between Portugal and Spain known as the Portuguese Restoration War or Acclamation War (1640-1668).
Forms part of the William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library).
Greenlee 4504 .P855 1643, between p. 90-91 (PrCt)

Villefranche-sur-Mer (France) - Maps - 1695 - Fortification
Vieue du port et des environs de Ville Franche ... [Paris : De Fer, 1695].
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes -- avec leurs
fortifications ... (1695-1696)
1 map ; 14 x 21 cm.
In: Fer, Nicolas de. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes; avec leurs fortifications ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, 1695-1696) pt. 3, map [53].
Manuscript '(20)' at upper right.

Case folio U 26.293 pt. 3, map [53] (PrCt)

80276
Villefranche-Sur-Mer (France) - Maps - 1713 - Fortification
Veüe du port et des environs de Ville Franche ... [Paris] : De Fer, [1713?].
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Introduction à la fortification ... [1713?]
1 map ; 14 x 21 cm.
In: Fer, Nicolas de. Introduction à la fortification ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, [1713?]) map [136].
For later state of this map, with engraved plate number, see Case folio U 26.292.
For earlier version of this map, engraved on different plate, see Case folio U 26.293.

Case oversize U 26.2919 map [136] (PrCt)

80277
Villefranche-Sur-Mer (France) - Maps - 1753 - Harbors - Nautical charts
Authors: W. and J. Mount, T. and T. Page (Firm), fl. ca. 1753-1755 -- English Pilot. Part 3 (1753) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 12 x 23 cm.
Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger): English Pilot. Part 3 (1753)
oversize Ayer 135 .E55 1753 p. 24 (PrCt)

80278
Villefranche-Sur-Mer (France) - Maps - 1771 - Harbors - Nautical charts
The Bay of Villia Franca. [London : J. Mount and T. Page, 1771].
Authors: Mount, John, d. 1786 -- Page, Thomas, d. 1781 -- English Pilot. Part 3 (1771) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : woodcut ; 10 x 24 cm. on sheet 47 x 30 cm.
Woodcut map printed beneath letterpress text (p. 24): A Description of the coast of Provence and part of Italy.
In: The English pilot : Part III : Describing the sea-coasts ... in the whole Mediterranean Sea (London : Printed for J. Mount, and T. Page, on Tower-Hill, 1771), [plate 20]
Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger): English Pilot. Part 3 (1771)
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1956.P5 E5 1771, [plate 20] (PrCt)

80279
Villiers-en-Couche, Battle of,
Villers-en-Couchies, France, 1794 - Maps - 1800
A Sketch of the action fought on the 24th of April 1794 at Villers en Coughé, when the 15th Regiment of Light Dragoons behaved so gloriously & galantly. [London : J. Carpenter, 1800].
Authors: British military library, or, Journal -- J. Carpenter and Co., publisher, London
1 map : hand col. ; 19 x 18 cm.
In British military library, or, Journal no. 17 (February, 1800), opposite p. 176.
Accompanied by "L. Sketch of the action fought on the 24th of April, 1794, at Villers en Couché, when the 15th Light Dragoons had as many men opposed to them (in comparison to their numbers) as the renowned Black Prince, at the hardfought battles of Cressy and Poictiers," pp. 176-178.
In lower margin: Military Journal No. 17.

Case U 007 .131, v. 2, opposite p. 176 (PrCt)

80280
Villingen (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1552 - Woodcuts
[View of Villingen, Germany]. [Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552].
Authors: Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552. Cosmographiae uniuersalis ... (1552) -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : woodcut ; 6 x 8 cm., on sheet 32 x 21 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Added letterpress title above woodcut: Villingen.
In: Münster, Sebastian. Cosmographiae uniuersalis ... (Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552), p. 591.
Possibly an inaccurate view, since some of the woodcuts in this volume were used for more than one town.

VAULT folio Ayer 7 .M8 1552, p. 591 (PrCt)

80281
Vilniaus Universitetas. Biblioteka - Map collections
Vilniaus Universitas SEE Vilniaus Universitetas
Vilniaus Universitetas SEE Vilniaus State University SEE Vilniaus Universitetas
Stefan Batory University SEE Vilniaus Universitetas
Wilno (Lithuania) SEE Vilnius (Lithuania)
Vilnius (Lithuania) SEE Vilniaus Universitetas
80282 Vilnius (Lithuania) - Maps - 1620
Vilna Litvaniae metropolis. [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].

80283 Vilnius (Lithuania) - Maps - 1657
Vilna Litvaniae metropolis. [Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657].

80284 Vincape. Plan de la Nlle. Orleans, 1803

80285 Vincenza (Italy : Province) - Maps - 1680
Territorio di Vicenza. Amsterdam, [ca. 1680].
Authors: Schenk & Valck, Amsterdam -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). 1:177 1 map : hand col. ; 39 x 47 cm.

80286 Vincenza (Italy : Province) - Maps - 1725-Spanish Succession, War of, 1701-1714 - Maps
Carte nouvelle du territoire de Vicenza. Amsterdam, [ca. 1725]. Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Covens et Mortier -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:176 1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 55 cm. Phillips 3448 v. 5 no. 68. 2123 Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). Sack map4F G6713.V4:3V6 1680 S3 (PrCt)

80287 Vinckeboons, Joan-Cartography - James River (Va.) - History - 1617-Cartography - Virginia - History - 1617
The Vingboons chart of the James River, circa 1617. 1997. Authors: Jarvis, Michael -- Van Driel, Jeroen From William and Mary Quarterly 3d Series, LIV, no. 2, Apr. 1997. BHC 2659 Vert 2186 (PrCt)

80288 Vinland map - Bibliography-Forgeries

80289 Vinland map-Clavus, Claudius, b. 1388-Forgeries

80290 Vinland map - Congresses-Forgeries
[Photographs of participants at Vinland map conference, Smithsonian Museum of History and Technology, 15-16 Nov. 1966]. 1966. Authors: Smithsonian Institution 2 photos.: b&w; 21x26cm. BHC 195 Vert 510 (PrCt)

80291 Vinland map - Congresses-Forgeries
[Photographs published in Proceedings of the Vinland map conference, ed. by Wilcomb E. Washburn]. [1971?]. Authors: Smithsonian Institution
11 photographs: black-and-white; 21 x 26 cm. Photographs supplied by Smithsonian Institution.

BHC 194

Vert 509 (PrCt)

80292 Vinland map - Congresses<>Forgeries
Proceedings. Edited by Wilcomb E. Washburn. [Chicago]: Published for the Newberry Library by the University of Chicago Press, [1971].
Authors: Vinland Map Conference, Smithsonian Institution, 1966-Washburn, Wilcomb E. -- Smithsonian Institution -- Newberry Library -- University of Chicago. Press xvii, 185 p. illus. 29 cm.

Ayer 5A 272 (NLO)

80293 Vinland map<>Forgeries
Map may be from Vikings after all. 1987.
Authors: Browne, Malcolm W.
BHC 1104

Vert 717 (PrCt)

80294 Vinland map<>Forgeries
Verdict on the Vinland map. 1974.
Authors: Campbell, Ella M.J.

Vert 375 (PrCt)

80295 Vinland map<>Forgeries
The Vinland map cartographically considered. [1965?].
Authors: Crone, G. R. (Gerald Roe)
From Geogr. jour. ([1965?]) : [75]-80. -- maps.

Vert 226 (PrCt)

80296 Vinland map<>Forgeries
Authors: Enterline, James Robert 2 p. ; 28 cm.
BHC 2295

Vert 1849 (PrCt)

80297 Vinland map<>Forgeries
The Influence of literature on cartography and the Vinland map. 1966.
Authors: Luca de Tena, Torcuato

Vert 227 (PrCt)

80298 Vinland map<>Forgeries
[Notes and correspondence relating to the Vinland Map posted on MapHist listserv]. 1996.
Authors: MapHist (Online discussion list) -- Cook, Andrew S. -- Enterline, James Robert [3] p. ; 28 cm.
Printouts.
Includes correspondence by A.S. Cook (March 19, 1996) and J.R. Enterline (June 8, 1996)
BHC 2381

Vert 1932 (PrCt)

80299 Vinland map<>Forgeries
Authors: McCrone Research Institute -- Yale University. Library [44] leaves (5 fold.) : map, tables ; 28 cm.
"Copy 10 of --".
5A 7998 (NLO)

80300 Vinland map<>Forgeries
The Vinland map: the world before Columbus. 1988.
Authors: Power, Robert H.
23 p. ; 28 cm.
Confidential: for study and editorial purposes only. August 24, 1988. Nova Albion Foundation, Nut Tree, California.'
BHC 1968

Vert 1527 (PrCt)

80301 Vinland map<>Forgeries
Anmerkungen zur sogenannten Vinland map. 1974.
Photocopy ordered 1974 from Univ. of Calif. Library, but apparently not received.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

80302 Vinland map<>Forgeries
The Vinland map : a short summary / Vinland

Vert 226 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Authors: Vinland Map Study Group -- Bradbury, David J. (David John), 1956-56 p. : ill. ; 21 cm.
"Corrections and additions" (2 p.) tipped inside front cover.
Includes bibliographical references.
LC Card Number: 2004304688
ISBN 1904367208 ; 9781904367208
GA308.Z6 V56 2004 (NLO)
80303 Vinland map<>><<>Forgeries
Disputed medieval map held genuine after all. 1996.
Authors: Wilford, John Noble -- New York times p. B7 and B12
BHC 2280
Vert 1835 (PrCt)
80304 Vinland map<>><<>Forgeries
Authors: Witten, Laurence C.
BHC 2197
Vert 1670 (PrCt)
80305 Vinland map<>><<>Forgeries
Authors: Witten, Laurence C.
BHC 2587
Vert 2124 (PrCt)
80306 Vinland map<>><<>Forgeries<>><<>Cartography - North America - History - 1450
The Sources of the Vinland map. 1966.
Xerox copy.
Vert 68 (PrCt)
80307 Vinland map<>><<>Forgeries<>><<>Fischer, Joseph, 1858-1944
Authors: Seaver, Kirsten A., 1934-xxi, 480 p. : ill., maps ; 23 cm.
Detailed investigation of presumed forgery held by Yale Univeristy, with a biography of suspected compiler Joseph Fischer.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 439-462) and index.
ISBN 0804749639 (pbk. : alk. paper)
GA308.Z6 S43 2004 (NLO)
80308 Vinland map<>><<>Ink - Analysis<>><<>Forgeries
A Transport mechanism for accidental pigments in an ink line. [ca. 1975?].
Authors: Enterline, James Robert 9 leaves ; 29 cm.
Photocopies of undated typescript including references dated to 1974.
BHC 1284
Vert 891 (PrCt)
80309 Vinland map<>><<>Ink - Analysis<>><<>Forgeries
The Selection of apropiate and relevant documents for analysis to investigate the possible use of iron-titanium ores in the preparation of inks during the 15th century and earlier. Washington : Smithsonian Institution, 1974.
Authors: Olin, Jacqueline S. 2 leaves
Xerox copy of a typed memorandum to Wilcomb E. Washburn and Melvin H. Jackson.
Raises the possibility of anatase in the Vinland map ink.
Vert 288 (PrCt)
80310 Vinland map<>><<>Nagyszombat Map<>><<>Forgeries
Hungary's Vinland map. 1972.
Authors: Erdélyi, F. István
Xerox copy.
Describes a manuscript map in the National Széchényi Library in Budapest, probably made by Jesuits in the old Hungarian (now Czechoslovakian) town of Nagyszombat in 1599.
Vert 196 (PrCt)
80311 Vinnytska oblast (Ukraine) - Maps - 1750
Authors: Beauplan, Guillaume Le Vasseur, sieur de, b. ca. 1600 -- Covens et Mortier -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
III:P20
1 map : hand col. ; 43 x 56 cm.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G7102.V5 1750 .B4 (PrCt)
80312 Vinton County (Ohio) - Maps - 1876 - Landowners<>><<>Counties - Maps<>><<>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Lake, D. J. -- Titus, Simmons & Titus (Philadelphia, Pa.) -- Worley & Bracher -- Bourquin, F. (Frederick), b. 1808 -- Union Printing Company, Athens, Ohio -- Vinton County Historical and Genealogical Society -- Vinton County (Ohio). County Commissioners
43 [i.e. 26], [4] p.: ill.; 29 cm. 
Reprint of the 1876 ed., published by Titus, Simmons & Titus, Philadelphia. 'Sponsored by the Vinton County Historical Society and the Vinton County Commissioners.' 'This reprint contains all items included in the original 1876 Vinton County Atlas. Blank pages have been eliminated and some page sequences changed for technical reasons to facilitate reproduction.' 
Cf. Phillips 2416. 
75-21737 
folio G1398.V5 L3 1876a (NLO) 

80317 Virgin Islands - Maps - 1797<<>>West Indies, British - Maps - 1797<<>>Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1797<<>>Engravings 
The Virgin Islands from English and Danish surveys. London: Laurie & Whittle, no. 53, in Fleet Street, 1797. 
Authors: Waring, James, Capt., -- Jefferys, Thomas, -1771 -- Laurie & Whittle 
1 map : hand col.; 45 x 60 cm. 
'[B]y Thomas Jefferys, geographer to the King. Corrected and improved by Capt'n: James Waring, 1797.' 
Scale ca. 1:560,000. 
Detached from an atlas, plate 'III.' 
Cf. Phillips 3496, no.5 and 3497, no.49. 
Includes 11 island profiles and insets 'Plan of Peters Island' and 'Harbour or Road of Tortola.' 
93061002NL 
sc map4F G5005 1797 .W3 (NLO) 

80318 Virgin Islands - Maps - 1826 
The Virgin Islands. 1797. 
Authors: Basire, James, 1796-1869 -- Irish Academy Press 
1 map 
1798 facsimile. Originally published 1826. 
Accession no. 78-42483. 
temp map4F G5005 1826 .B3 1978 .I7 (PrCt) 

80319 Virgin Islands - Maps - 1983 
The United States Virgin Islands. 1983. 
Authors: Schneider, Phillip A. 
1 map 
temp map4F G5005 1983 .S3 (PrCt) 

80320 Virgin Islands - Maps - 1984 - Nautical charts<<>>Nautical charts 
Authors: National Ocean Service (U.S.) 
1 map : col.; 107 x 78 cm. 
Scale 1:100,000 at Lat. 18°04' ; Mercator proj.; (W 65°05'--W 64°25'/N 18°30'--N 17°40'). 
Depths shown by isolines and soundings. 
Relief shown by contours and spot heights. 
Chart no. 25641. 
Soundings in fathoms (soundings in feet on inset). 
Inset: Krause Lagoon Channel. Scale 1:20,000. 
Includes tidal information. 
Gift of Ron Decker, 2009. 
map6F G5006 .P5 1984 .N3 (PrCt)
Virgin Islands - Maps - 1991 - Nautical charts
Charlotte Amalie (V.I.) - Harbors - Maps - 1991
Cruz Bay (V.I.) - Maps - 1991
Road Town (V.I.) - Harbors - Maps - 1991
Virgin Gorda Island (V.I.) - Harbors - Maps - 1991
Nautical charts

Imray-Iolaire yachting charts for the Caribbean Sea: Virgin Islands - St Thomas to Virgin Gorda / the basic information on this chart has been taken from official U. S. charts and other sources with additional information surveyed by Donald M. Street, Jr. St. Ives, Cambridgeshire: Imray, Laurie, Norie & Wilson, 1991.

Authors: Street, Donald M. -- National Ocean Service (U.S.) -- Imray, Laurie, Norie & Wilson
1 map : col., plastic-treated ; 58 x 85 cm.
Scale 1:90,000; Mercator proj.
"Printed & corrected to January 1991."

Depths shown by soundings; relief by hachures and spot heights.
Insets: Charlotte Amalie -- Hannah Bay & Nanny Cay -- Cruz Bay -- Virgin Gorda Yacht Harbour -- Road Harbour.
Chart #A231.
Gift of Ron Decker, 2009.
map6F G5006 .P5 1991 .S7 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
80336 Virginia - History - Civil War, 1861-1865

Maps Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company - Maps 1891 - Railroads - Maps
Map showing the location of battle fields of Virginia. Compiled from official war records and maps for the Chesapeake & Ohio Railway Co., 1891. Chicago : Poole Bros., Engr's., 1892.
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company -- Grand Army of the Republic
Includes 'Chesapeake & Ohio R.R. after the war,' 'other railroads after the war,' 'railroads during the war,' 'plank roads and turnpikes,' 'other roads,' 'rivers, towns, and relief by hachures.'
Scale [ca. 1:680,000]. 10 m
Description derived from published bibliography. LC Civil War Maps (2nd ed.), 504
Available through the Library of Congress website as raster image (February 2005):
http://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g3881s.cw0504000 G 10834 .2 (NLO)

80337 Virginia - History - Civil War, 1861-1865

Maps United States - History - Civil War, 1861-1865 - Maps
Army map of the seat of war in Virginia, showing the battle fields, fortifications, etc. on & near the Potomac River. New York and Wash., D.C. J. Disturnell and Hudson Taylor, 1862.
Authors: Bruff, Joseph Goldsborough, 1804-1889 -- P.S. Duval & Son -- Disturnell, John, 1801-1877 -- Taylor, Hudson, fl. 1862 -- P.S. Duval & Son SEE ALSO P.S. Duval & Co. -- P.S. Duval & Son SEE ALSO Duval, Peter S., 1804 or 5-1886
1 map : col. ; 70 x 63 cm.
'Drawn by J.G. Bruff. Lith. of P.S. Duval & Son, Philada.'
Scale [ca. 1:183,000].
Map of the Potomac River and vicinity from Harpers Ferry to Swan Point showing towns, roads, railroads, names and boundaries of counties, drainage, and relief by hachures. Principal Union and Confederate positions are marked by small flags or underlined in blue and red respectively.
List of 34 forts defending Washington is in the lower right corner.
1861 edition is listed as Civil War Maps entry no. 448.
Description derived from LC Civil War Maps (2nd ed.), 455
Available also through the Library of Congress website as raster image (Dec. 2004):
http://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g3881s.cw0455000 F 8347 .9404 (NLO)

80339 Virginia - Maps - 1590

Maps Americae pars, nunc Virginia dicta... 1893.
Authors: White, John, fl. 1585-1593 -- Bry, Theodor de, 1528-1598 -- Hariot, Thomas, 1560-1621. Narrative of the first English plantation in Virginia (1893) -- Bernard Quaritch (Firm)
temp map1F G3880 1590 .W5 1893 (PrCt)

80340 Virginia - Maps - 1609

Maps Florida - Maps - 1609 Southern States - Maps - 1609 Virginiae et Floridae Americae provinciarum, nova descriptio. [Amsterdam : Jodocus Hondius?, 1609?].
Authors: Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594 -- Hondius, Jodocus, 1563-1612 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 32 x 46 cm.
Scale not given.
Text on verso: Virginie et la Floride ...
This map appears in various editions of Mercator's Atlas major, the first French edition having been published by Jodocus Hondius in 1609.
Ayer p133 .M55 16-- (NLO)

80341 Virginia - Maps - 1612

Maps Maryland - Maps - 1612 Delaware - Maps - 1612 Chesapeake Bay Region (Md. and Va.) - Maps - 1612 Delmarva Peninsula - Maps - 1612 Indian cartography - Virginia 1612
Virginia, discovered and discribed by Captayn John Smith. [198-].
Authors: Smith, John, 1580-1631 -- Hole, William, -1624
1 map 198-? facsimile of original published 1612.


VAULT Ayer 150.5 V7 S6 1612, opposite page 1 (NLO)


Authors: Smith, John, 1580-1631 -- Hole, William, -1624 -- Smith, John, 1580-1631. A Map of Virginia : with a description of the covntrey, the commodities, people, government and religion (1612) -- Barnes, Joseph, -1618 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 32 x 41 cm., folded to 17 x 13 cm.


Scale [ca. 1:1,211,000]

Approximate coordinates: (W 77°15'--W 75°00'N 40°05'--N 37°00')

Relief shown pictorially.

Oriented with north at right.

Covers the region around Chesapeake Bay and the Delmarva Peninsula in Maryland, Delaware, and northeastern Virginia.

Legend at upper right explains the use of Maltese crosses to mark the extent of Smith's knowledge of the region; geographic details for areas beyond the crosses supplied by Indian sources. "Smith's map can be considered a 'silent' witness to Southeastern Indian geographical knowledge ... [L]ong overdue for recognition ... [of] the Powhatan Indians' contributions to ... the exploration and mapping of this quadrant of the Southeast."--Cumming, p. 77

State 1 of the copperplate; see Verner.

Includes undated interior view of the Indian chief "Powhatan" in council with tribe members (11 x 8 cm.) and portrait of a member of the "Sasquesahanoug's" tribe in native costume (14 x 7 cm.).

Digital image of later state of the plate, with "Powhatan" view dated 1607, available on Library of Congress American Memory website (accessed December 2012): http://memory.loc.gov/cgi-bin/query/h?ammem/g md:@field%28NUMBER+@band%28g3880+ct00 0377%29%29


VAULT Ayer 150.5 V7 S6 1612, opposite page 1 (NLO)


Authors: Smith, John, 1580-1631 -- Ristow, Walter W. (Walter William), 1908-2006 -- Library of Congress. Facsimile no. 1

1 map ; 32 x 42 cm. + text (4 p.)

Facsimile of the 6th state published London, [ca. 1624]; reproduced from original in the Library of Congress.


map2F G3880 1624 .S6 1957 (PrCt)


Authors: Smith, John, 1580-1631 -- Hole, William, -1624 -- Purchas, Samuel, 1577?-1626. Purchas his pilgrimes (1625) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; copper engraving ; 32 x 41 cm. fold. to 24 x 19 cm.

In: Purchas, Samuel. Purchas his pilgrimes (1625), v. 4, after p. 1690.

The page numbers 1690 and 1691 are engraved in the upper corners of the plate, which is found between the text pages numbered 1690 and 1691.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
This copy has been trimmed closely at the top, with partial loss of border.


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
80349 Virginia - Maps - 1651<<>>North Carolina - Maps - 1651
A Mapp of Virginia discovered to ye falls and in it's latt: from 35. deg: & 1/2 neer Florida, to 41. deg: bounds of new England. [Ann Arbor] : I. Stephenson [i.e Clements Library], 1651 [i.e. 1954].
1 map ; 25 x 34 cm.
"John Goddard sculp. Domina Virginia [i.e. John] Farrer Collegit ... ."
Scale [ca. 1:2,000,000]
Relief shown pictorially.
Facsimile issued with photo reprint in: The Discovery of New Britain, no. 1. 
[Ayer 150.5 V7 B64 1954]
Portrait of Sir Francis Drake at top.
Ayer 150.5 V7 B64 1954 [map] (PrCt)

80350 Virginia - Maps - 1651<<>>North Carolina - Maps - 1651
[Ayer 150.5 V7 B64 1954]
Portrait of Sir Francis Drake at top.
Duplicate facsimile copy: temp map1F G3880 1651 .G6 19--
Ayer 150.5 V7 B64 1954 [map] (PrCt)

80351 Virginia - Maps - 1662<<>>Maryland - Maps - 1662<<>>Delaware - Maps - 1662<<>>Chesapeake Bay Region (Md. and Va.) - Maps - 1662<<>>Delmarva Peninsula - Maps - 1662
Nova Virginiae tabula. [Amsterdam : Blaeu, 1662].
Authors: Blaeu, Willem Janszoon, 1571-1638 -- Gryp, Dirck -- Smith, John, 1580-1631 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 36 x 46 cm.
"D. Grijp. sculpct."
Krog, Koeman's atlantes, 9410:2:2.
From the Latin edition of the Atlas major, 1662.
map4F G3880 1662 .B5 (PrCt)

80352 Virginia - Maps - 1665<<>>Maryland - Maps - 1665<<>>Delaware - Maps - 1665<<>>Chesapeake Bay Region (Md. and Va.) - Maps - 1665<<>>Delmarva Peninsula - Maps - 1665
Nova Virginiae tabula. [Amsterdam : Ex officina G. Blaeuw, ca. 1665?].
Authors: Blaeu, Willem Janszoon, 1571-1638 -- Gryp, Dirck -- Smith, John, 1580-1631 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 35 x 46 cm.
"D. Grijp. sculpct."
Illustration in upper left corner with legend: Statvs regis Powhatan quando prefectus Smith captivus illi daretur.
Scale: 1:1,181,102; 4 'milaria Germanica communia' to an inch.
Descriptive text in Latin on verso.
Listed as map no. 8 in v. 7 of J. Blaeu's Grooten atlas ... [Amsterdam, J. Blaeu, 1664-1665]; see Phillips 471.
Ayer p133 .N94 B63 (NLO)

80353 Virginia - Maps - 1670-1673<<>>Maryland - Maps - 1670-1673
Virginia and Maryland as it is planted and inhabited this present year 1670. Providence, R.I.
The John Carter Brown Library, 1941.
1 map on 4 sheets ; 41 x 49 cm. each in portfolio 53 x 47 cm.
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

'A facsimile of the original map in the John Carter Brown library... Reproduced in colloTYPE by the Meriden Gravure Company.'

'Surveyed and exactly drawne by the only labour & endeavouer of Augustin Herman bohemiensis ; W: Faithorne sculpt.'

Scale [ca. 1:470,000] 7 1/2 English miles to an inch.

Relief shown pictorially.

Oriented with north toward the right. Includes Chesapeake and Delaware bays and their tributaries.

Includes legend.

Inset (portrait): Avgustine Herman Bohemian.


Ayer p133 .H37 1673 1941 (NLO)

80354 Virginia - Maps - 1670-1673

Virginia and Maryland as it is planted and inhabited this present year 1670. London : Litho. Photographic Inst., [193-?].


1 map ; 78 x 93 cm. on 4 sheets


Photostat (positive) from the facsimile reproduction of an original in the British Museum, 1898.

'Surveyed and exactly drawne by the only labour & endeavouer of Augustin Herrman bohemiensis ; W: Faithorne sculpt.'

Scale [ca. 1:470,000] 7 1/2 English miles to an inch.

Relief shown pictorially.

Oriented with north toward the right. Includes Chesapeake and Delaware bays and their tributaries.

Includes legend.

Inset (portrait): Avgustine Herman Bohemian.


Ayer p133 .H37 1673 193- (NLO)

80355 Virginia - Maps - 1671

Nova Virginiae tabula. [London : John Ogilby, 1671].

Authors: Ogilby, John, 1600-1676 -- Baltimore, Cecil Calvert, Baron, ca. 1605-1675 -- Ogilby, John, 1600-1676. America : being the latest, and most accurate description of the New World ... (1671) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 28 x 35 cm.

Printed title altered in manuscript as follows: Terrae-Marie nova et Virginiae tabula. In: Ogilby, John. America : being the latest, and most accurate description of the New World ... (London : Printed by the author, 1671) following p. 192.

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O3 1671 following p. 192 (PrCt)

80356 Virginia - Maps - 1671

Noua Terrae-Mariae tabula. [London : John Ogilby, 1671].

Authors: Ogilby, John, 1600-1676 -- Baltimore, Cecil Calvert, Baron, ca. 1605-1675 -- Ogilby, John, 1600-1676. America : being the latest, and most accurate description of the New World ... (1671) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 29 x 36 cm.

Dedicated to Lord Baltimore.

In: Ogilby, John. America : being the latest, and most accurate description of the New World ... (London : Printed by the author, 1671) following p. 182.

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O3 1671 following p. 182 (PrCt)

80357 Virginia - Maps - 1672

Virginia - Discovery and exploration - Maps - 1672

A Map of the whole territory traversed by Iohn Lederer in his three marches / Cross sculpsit. [London : s.n., 1672].

Authors: Lederer, John -- Cross, Thomas, active 1632-1682 -- Lederer, John. The Discoveries of John Lederer, in three several marches from Virginia, to the west of Carolina, and other parts of the continent : begun in March 1669, and ended in September 1670 (1672) -- Talbot, William, Sir, d. 1691 -- Cottrell, John, active 1672 -- Heyrick, Samuel -- J. C., active 1672 SEE Cottrell, John, active 1672 -- C., J., active 1672 SEE Cottrell, John, active 1672

1 map ; 16 x 21 cm., on sheet folded to 17 x 12 cm.

Scale [ca. 1:3,000,000].

Approximate coordinates: (W 79°00'--W 83°00'/N 38°30'--N 35°45')

Relief shown pictorially.

Oriented with north at right.

Covers much of inland east-central Virginia, parts of the Carolinas, and sections of the Rapidan, Mattaponi, Pamunkey, Appomattox, James, Roanoke, and Rappahannock Rivers.

Includes key to eight numbered references, including the exploration routes comprising...
Lederer’s three marches taken in search of the Pacific Ocean, believed to be immediately west of the Appalachian Mountains, and identifies Indian villages and regions.

In: Lederer, John. The Discoveries of John Lederer, in three several marches from Virginia, to the west of Carolina, and other parts of the continent : begun in March 1669, and ended in September 1670. Together with a general map of the whole territory which he traversed. Collected and translated out of Latin from his discourse and writings, by Sir William Talbot baronet ... (London : Printed by J[ohn]. C[ottrell], for S. Heyrick, 1672), at end.

Digital image of another copy available on Virginia Historical Society website (accessed March 2013):
http://www.vahistorical.org/lederer.htm

References: Burden, Philip D. The mapping of Virginia and its neighboring lands to the west of Carolina, and the Carpathian mountains, before 1750. In: Speed, John. The Theatre of the Empire of the world v. 64 (Leiden, 1729) [See Ayer 135 .A2 1729]

Scale 1:316,800 ‘lieues d’Allemagne de 15 au degré’, 5 to the inch; ‘lieues de France de 20 au degré’, 5 to 3/4 inch.

In slip case.

Ayer 133 .A11 Av (NLO)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1747 Chesapeake Bay (Md. and Va.) - Maps - 1747
A New and accurate map of Virginia & Maryland. [London : Bowen?, 1747].
Authors: Bowen, Emanuel, -1767 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 33 x 23 cm. in portfolio 42 x 28 cm.
'No. 61' lower left.
Printed notes pasted on verso.
map1F G3880 1747 .B6 (PrCt)

80365
Virginia - Maps - 1752 Maryland - Maps - 1752 Chesapeake Bay (Md. and Va.) - Maps - 1752
Authors: Bowen, Emanuel, -1767 -- Graham Historical Maps
1 map : col. ; 33 x 23 cm.
'No. 61' lower left.
Printed notes pasted on verso.
map1F G3880 1747 .B6 (PrCt)

80366
Virginia - Maps - 1753 Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1753 Southern States - Maps - 1753 Wall maps
A Map of the inhabited part of Virginia containing the whole province of Maryland : with part of Pensilvania, New Jersey and North Carolina / Drawn by Joshua Fry & Peter Jefferson in 1751. [S.l. s.n., 17--?].
Authors: Fry, Joshua, approximately 1700-1754 -- Jefferson, Peter, 1708-1757 -- Jefferys, Thomas, -1771 -- Joynes, Daniel Carroll, 1950-1 map on 4 sheets : col. ; 65 x 121 cm.

Jefferys geographer to His Royal Highness the Prince of Wales at the Corner of St. Martins Lane, Charing Cross, [1753].
Date of original publication from W.P. Cumming, Southeast in early maps, no. 281
Dedication beneath cartouche: 'To the Right Honourable, George Dunk Earl of Halifax ...'
Scale [ca. 1:650,000].
Prime meridian: Philadelphia and Currituck Inlet.
Relief shown pictorially.
Original map mounted on cloth in 32 sections.
Facsimile removed from cardboard backing; previously framed.
Gift 2011, D. Carroll Joynes.
map4F G3880 1753 .F7 19-- (PrCt)

80367
Virginia - Maps - 1754-1794 Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1754-1794 Southern States - Maps - 1754-1794 Fry, Joshua, approximately 1700-1754
Authors: Fry, Joshua, approximately 1700-1754 -- Jefferson, Peter, 1708-1757 -- Verner, Coolie.
47 p. : 2 facsimile maps (1 col.) on 8 folded sheets ; 34 cm.
[2d ed.]
Includes "Checklist of eighteenth-century editions of the Fry & Jefferson map" by Coolie Verner, p. [13]-[21].
Bibliography: p. [23]-[25].
In portfolio.
LC Card Number: 66004760
folio Ayer 133.5 .F94 1966 (NLO)
Prince of Wales at the Corner of St. Martins Lane, Charing Cross, [1755].


1 map on 2 composite sheets: hand col. ; 80 x 123 cm., folded to 53 x 35 cm.

Title and imprint at bottom right.

Includes distance chart added by "J. Dalrymple, London Jany. ye. 1st. 1755."

Dedication beneath title cartouche: To the Right Honourable, George Dunk Earl of Halifax ...


Third state of first edition, cf. Fry & Jefferson map (2nd ed.).

Printed from four copperplates on four sheets trimmed and joined to form two composite sheets.

In slipcase.

Probably detached from an unidentified assembled-to-order atlas; sheets numbered 18 and 18.a in manuscript on verso.

Digital image of another copy available on Library of Congress website (accessed May 2013): http://memory.loc.gov/cgi-bin/query/h?ammem/gmd:@field%28NUMBER+@band%28g3880+ct00 0370%29%29&md:@field%28NUMBER+@band%28g3880+ct00 0370%29%29


LC Card Number: 74693088

VAULT map7C G3880 1751 .F7 1755 (NLO)

Virginia - Maps - 1757

A New and accurate map of Virginia: wherein most of the counties are laid down from actual surveys: with a concise account of the number of inhabitants, the trade, soil, and produce of that province ... [197-].

Authors: Henry, John, 1704 or 5-1773 -- Jefferys, Thomas, -1771

1 map ; 95 x 129 cm. on 8 sheets each 62 x 46 cm.

Photocopy of original published London: Thomas Jefferys, 1770; reproduced from original in the Harvard College Library.

Scale ca. [1:475,000].

Relief shown pictorially.

Prime meridian: Williamsburg.

Text (4 columns, 8 lines each) along bottom of map.

Swem, Maps relating to Virginia, p. 67-68.

Duplicate (negative photostat): map2F oG3880 1770 .H4 1972

ICN78 map2F G3880 1770 .H4 (PrCt)

Virginia - Maps - 1770

A New and accurate map of Virginia: wherein most of the counties are laid down from actual surveys: with a concise account of the number of inhabitants, the trade, soil, and produce of that province ... [197-].

Authors: Henry, John, 1704 or 5-1773 -- Jefferys, Thomas, -1771 -- Wright, Lewis Booker, 1899-.

The John Henry map of Virginia, 1770 -- University Press of Virginia -- Meriden Gravure Company

1 map ; 102 x 137 cm. on 4 sheets each 51 x 69 cm. + booklet ([12] p. ; 35 cm.)

Facsimile reproduced by Meriden Gravure Co. from the original in the Library of Congress.

Scale ca. [1:475,000].

Relief shown pictorially.

Prime meridian: Williamsburg.

Text (4 columns, 8 lines each) along bottom of map.

Accompanied by Wright, Louis B. The John Henry map of Virginia, 1770.

In portfolio.

Swem, Maps relating to Virginia, p. 67-68.

79-41607

map5C G3880 1770 .H4 1977 (PrCt)

Virginia - Maps - 1775

A New and accurate map of Virginia: wherein most of the counties are laid down from actual surveys: with a concise account of the number of inhabitants, the trade, soil, and produce of that province ... [197-].

Authors: Henry, John, 1704 or 5-1773 -- Jefferys, Thomas, -1771

1 map ; 95 x 129 cm. on 8 sheets each 62 x 46 cm.

Photocopy of original published London: Thomas Jefferys, 1770; reproduced from original in the Harvard College Library.

Scale ca. [1:475,000].

Relief shown pictorially.

Prime meridian: Williamsburg.

Text (4 columns, 8 lines each) along bottom of map.

Swem, Maps relating to Virginia, p. 67-68.

Duplicate (negative photostat): map2F oG3880 1770 .H4 1972

ICN78 map2F G3880 1770 .H4 (PrCt)
A Map of the most inhabited part of Virginia containing the whole province of Maryland with part of Pensilvania, New Jersey and North Carolina. London, 1775.


The North American atlas, selected from the most authentic maps, charts, plans, &c. hitherto published (1777)
1 map : hand col. ; 79 x 122 cm., on 2 sheets
In: Faden, William. The North American atlas, selected from the most authentic maps, charts, plans, &c. hitherto published (London : Printed for William Faden ..., 1777), pl. [25 and 26].
On adjacent sheets (plates [25] and [26]): title appears on plate [26].
map7C 4 pl. 25 and 26 (PrCt)

80375 Virginia - Maps - 1775<<>>Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1775<<>>Southern States - Maps - 1775<<>>Wall maps
A Map of the most inhabited part of Virginia, containing the whole province of Maryland ...
Authors: Fry, Joshua, approximately 1700-1754 -- Jefferson, Peter, 1708-1757 -- Jefferys, Thomas, -1771 -- Halifax, George Montagu-Dunk, Earl of, 1716-1771 -- Robert Sayer and John Bennett (Firm) -- Jefferys, Thomas, d. 1771.

The American atlas -- or, A geographical description of the whole continent of America 1775 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 79 x 121 cm. on 2 adjacent sheets
In: Jefferys, Thomas. The American atlas; or, A geographical description of the whole continent of America ... (London : R. Sayer and J. Bennett, 1776); versos handstamped '21' and '22.'
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .J46 1775 pl. 21-22 (PrCt)

80376 Virginia - Maps - 1775<<>>Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1775<<>>Southern States - Maps - 1775<<>>Wall maps
A Map of the most inhabited part of Virginia, containing the whole province of Maryland with part of Pensilvania, New Jersey and North Carolina. London : R. Sayer & T. Jefferys, [1775?].
1 map : hand col. ; 77 x 122 cm. fold. to 21 x 16 cm. in covers
'Drawn by Joshua Fry & Peter Jefferson in 1775.'
Scale: 1 inch to 10 miles.
The distances, with the course of the roads compiled by J. Dalrymple, London, 1755.
State V. Geographic content unchanged from issue of 1755 - Cumming, W. The southeast in early maps. no. 281.
Duplicate copy (in 4 folded sheets): Ayer 133 .F94 1775 copy 2 of 2. Duplicate filed in same slip case as Virginie, Maryland en 2 feuilles par Fry et Jefferson [Ayer 133 .F94 1777].

1000a
ICN 42-2887
Ayer 133 .F94 1775 copy 1 of 2 (NLO)

Authors: Fry, Joshua, approximately 1700-1754 -- Jefferson, Peter, 1708-1757 -- Le Rouge, Georges-Louis -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map on 2 sheets : hand-col. ; 69 x 99 cm., on 2 sheets 69 x 53 cm. fold. to 25 x 16 in slip case
'Par Fry et Jefferson. Traduit, corrigé, augmenté.'
Imperfect: lacking western sheet.
Listed as map no. 18 in G.L. Le Rouge’s Atlas ameriquain septentrional, 1778-[92]-cf. Phillips 1212.
Scale [ca. 1:650,000]; about 3 marine leagues to an inch.
In slip case (26 1/2 cm.)
Relief shown pictorially.
Untitled inset with note: Notta: Cette reduction termine la partie occidentale de la planche premiere.
Filed in same slip case as A Map of the most inhabited part of Virginia ... drawn by Joshua Fry & Peter Jefferson in 1775 [Ayer 133 .F94 1775 copy 2 of 2].

Ayer 133 .F94 1777 (NLO)

80378 Virginia - Maps - 1779
A New and accurate map of the province of Virginia in North America. [London : John Hinton ; Universal magazine of knowledge and pleasure], 1777 [i.e. 1779].
Authors: Universal magazine of knowledge and pleasure -- Hinton, John, -1781 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 27 x 33 cm. fold. to 24 cm.
Date inserted in manuscript.
Scale [ca. 1:1,500,000] (W 77°--W 74°/N 40°--N 37°).
Relief shown by hachures.
From Universal magazine of knowledge and pleasure, v. 65, Dec. 1779.
Jolly, D.C. Maps of America in periodicals before 1800, 334
LC Maps of North America, 1750-1789, 1444
Phillips. Maps of America, p. 983

Ayer 133 .N537 1777 (NLO)

80379 Virginia - Maps - 1781 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>>Maryland - Maps - 1781 -
Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>>Southern States - History - Revolution, 1775-1783 - Manuscript maps <<>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Carte de la Virginie ou precis de la campagne de 1781. [19--].
Authors: Chantavoine -- France. Service hydrographique. Bibliothèque. C 4044-39 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1781 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

MapPhoto France BSH C 4044-39 (PrCl)

Carte de la Virginie. Legende ou precis de la campagne 1781 en Virginie pour servir a l'intelligence de la carte. [19--].
Authors: France. Ministère de la guerre. Archives historiques. L.I.D. 171 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library) 2 maps
Photostatic reproductions of 1781 manuscripts.
Original mss. form part of the Guerre Etat-Major archives.
Photocopy forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

MapPhoto France Guerre Etat Major L.I.D. 171 (PrCl)

1 map : col. ; 46 x 46 cm., on sheet 66 x 51 cm. Reduced reprint of original published in: Jefferson, Thomas. Notes on the state of Virginia (London: John Stockdale, 1878). Added title in upper margin: Virginia (eastern part, including West Virginia) at the time of the ratification of the Constitution ...
Bottom margin includes reduced reproductions of 2 other maps (9 x 13 cm. and 13 x 33 cm.): [Map of the central eastern United States / reproduced from Bulletin 187, U.S. Geological Survey, 1930,
Virginia - Maps - 1794
The State of Virginia from the best authorities.
Philadelphia : M. Carey, 1796.
Authors: Lewis, Samuel, 1753 or 1754-1822 -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Smither, James -- Guthrie, William, 1708-1770 -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839. Carey's General atlas ... (1796) 1 map ; 34 x 50 cm.
In: Carey, Mathew. Carey's General atlas ... (Philadelphia : M. Carey, 1796) map [14].
Case folio G1019.C25 1796 pl. 35 (PrCt)

Virginia - Maps - 1794
Authors: Tanner, Benjamin, 1775-1848 -- Jefferson, Thomas, 1743-1826. Notes on the state of Virginia (1801) 1 map ; 33 x 49 cm. fold. to 19 x 12 cm.
Scale ca. [1:1,600,000]. Relief shown pictorially.
Case F230 .J42 1801a, at front (PrCt)

Virginia - Maps - 1801
Authors: Tanner, Benjamin, 1775-1848 -- Jefferson, Thomas, 1743-1826. Notes on the state of Virginia (1801) 1 map ; 33 x 49 cm.
Scale ca. [1:1,600,000]. Relief shown pictorially.
map2F G3880 1801 .T3 (PrCt)

Virginia - Maps - 1801
Virginia. [Philadelphia : F. and R. Bailey, 1795].
Authors: Scott, J. T. (Joseph T.) -- Francis & Robert Bailey (Firm) -- Scott, J. T. (Joseph T.) The United States gazetteer ... (1795) 1 map ; 14 x 17 cm
Anonymous map without imprint.
In: Scott, Joseph T. The United States gazetteer ... (Philadelphia : Printed by F. and R. Bailey, 1795), opposite column VIR-VIR.
Bar scale of 70 miles = 26 mm. Lon. W. from Philada.'
Duplicate copy: Case 5A 277
Case G 833 .8 opposite column VIR-VIR (PrCt)

Virginia - Maps - 1796
The State of Virginia from the best authorities.
New York : John Reid, 1796.
Authors: Winterbotham, William, 1763-1829 -- Tanner, Benjamin, 1775-1848 -- Reid, John, 1764?-1828 -- Winterbotham, William, 1763-1829. The American atlas containing the following maps ... (1796) 1 map ; 33 x 45 cm. Townships all named.
In: Winterbotham, William. The American atlas containing the following maps ... (New York : John Reid, 1796) map [14].
Case oversize G 1083 .03 map [14] (PrCt)

Virginia - Maps - 1801
Virginia. [Philadelphia : M. Carey, 1801].
Authors: Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Barker, W. (William), fl. 1795-1803 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839. Carey's American pocket atlas ... (1801) 1 map ; 14 x 18 cm.
In: Carey, Mathew. Carey's American pocket atlas ... (Philadelphia : Printed by H. Sweitzer, for M. Carey, 1801) pl. [12].
Ayer 135 .C27 1801 pl. 12 (PrCt)

Virginia - Maps - 1804
Authors: Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 --
80389

Virginia - Maps - 1805
Authors: Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Barker, W. (William), fl. 1795-1803 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839. Carey's American pocket atlas ... (1805) 1 map ; 14 x 18 cm.
In: Carey, Mathew. Carey's American pocket atlas ... (Philadelphia : M. Carey, 1805) pl. [14].
Ayer 135 .C27 1805 pl. 14 (PrCt)
Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823. A New and elegant general atlas comprising all the new discoveries, to the present time ... (1804) -- John Conrad & Co. -- Lewis, Samuel, 1753 or 1754-1822 -- Tanner, Benjamin, 1775-1848 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 20 x 25 cm.
In: Arrowsmith, Aaron. A New and elegant general atlas comprising all the new discoveries, to the present time ... (Philadelphia [etc.] : J. Conrad & Co. [and others], 1804) pl. 46.

Ayer 135 .A65 1804 pl. 46 (PrCt)

80391 Virginia - Maps - 1804<>>>West Virginia - Maps - 1804

Authors: Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Lewis, Samuel, 1753 or 1754-1822 -- Smither, James -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839. Carey's General atlas ... (1804)

1 map ; 34 x 50 cm.
In: Carey, Mathew. Carey's General atlas ... (Philadelphia : Published by Mathew Carey, April 24th, 1804) pl. 36. Map dated 1794.

oversize Ayer 135 .C27 1804 pl. 36 (PrCt)

80392 Virginia - Maps - 1807<>>>Ohio - Maps - 1807

A Map of Virginia : formed from actual surveys, and the latest as well as most accurate observations. Richmond : Virginia State Library, 1862.

1 map : 56 x 86 cm. on 6 sheets, each 36 x 33 cm.
Reduced photostatic reproduction of original published Richmond: James Madison, William Prentis, William Davis, proprietors, March4, 1807; reproduced from original in the Virginia State Library.
Scale [ca. 1:882,000], Scale of original [ca. 1:434,000]. '69.2 [miles] to a degree.'
Photographic target ascribes 1818 publication date, yet map is apparently from the first state of 1807--Cf. Fairfax Harrison, Landmarks of old Prince William, p. 638-9.
Inset: Ohio. [24 x 21 cm.]
62-1846 rev 92

Ayer map2F G3880 1807 .M3 1962 (NLO)

80393 Virginia - Maps - 1814

Authors: Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Johnson & Warner -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839. A General atlas, being a collection of maps of the world and quarters ... (1814)

1 map : hand col. ; 13 x 18 cm.
In: Carey, Mathew. A General atlas, being a collection of maps of the world and quarters ... (Philadelphia : Published by M. Carey, and Johnson & Warner, 1814) pl. [20].

Ayer 135 .C27 1814 pl. 20 (PrCt)

80394 Virginia - Maps - 1820<>>>Maryland - Maps - 1820

Virginia, Maryland and Delaware. Philadelphia : H.S. Tanner, 1820 [i.e. 1826?].
Authors: Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Smither, James -- H.S. Tanner, 1820 [i.e. 1826?] -- Virginia, Maryland and Delaware. Philadelphia : H.S. Tanner, 1820 [i.e. 1826?] -- Virginia, Maryland and Delaware. Philadelphia : H.S. Tanner, 1820 [i.e. 1826?] -- Virginia, Maryland and Delaware. Philadelphia : H.S. Tanner, 1820 [i.e. 1826?]

1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 71 cm.
Running title in upper margin: American atlas. In: Tanner, Henry Schenck. A New American atlas containing maps of the several states of the North American union ... (1823, [i.e. 1826?])

oversize G4891 .C27 1822 (PrCt)

80395 Virginia - Maps - 1822


1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 45 cm.
Engraved title within neatline. Added letterpress title in uppercase and oversize lettering, top margin: Geographical, statistical, and historical map of Virginia In: H.C. Carey and I. Lea (Firm). A Complete historical, chronological, and geographical American atlas ... (Philadelphia : H.C. Carey and I. Lea, 1822), [map 17].

"No. 22." -- In letterpress at upper right. Forms part of the William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library).

oversize Greenlee 4891 .C27 1822 [map 17] (PrCt)

80396 Virginia - Maps - 1826<>>>West Virginia - Maps - 1826

Virginia. Philadelphia : A. Finley, [1826].
Authors: Finley, A. (Anthony) -- Young & Delleker -- Finley, A. (Anthony). A New general atlas, comprising a complete set of maps, representing the grand divisions of the globe ... (1826)

1 map : hand col. ; 21 x 27 cm.
In: Finley, Anthony. A New general atlas, comprising a complete set of maps, representing the grand divisions of the globe ... (Philadelphia :
Virginia - Maps - 1827

Authors: H.C. Carey & I. Lea (Firm) -- Young & Delleker -- H.C. Carey & I. Lea (Firm).
A Complete historical, chronological, and geographical American atlas (1827) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 45 cm.
Engraved title within neatline.
added letterpress title in uppercase and oversize lettering, top margin: Geographical, statistical, and historical map of Virginia
In: H.C. Carey and I. Lea (Firm). A Complete historical, chronological, and geographical American atlas ... (Philadelphia ; London ; Leipzig ; Paris : H.C. Carey & I. Lea ; John Miller ; Bossange Freres, 1827) pl. [17]. Sheet 'No. 22.'
oversize Ayer 135.C268 1827 pl. 17 (PrCt)

Virginia - Maps - 1828

Virginia, Maryland and Delaware. Philadelphia : H.S. Tanner, 1828.
Authors: Knight, John, approximately 1802-1872 -- Darby, William, 1775-1854 -- Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Darby, William, 1775-1854 View of the United States ... (1828)
1 map : hand col. ; 12 x 16 cm.
Case G 83.216 pl. 4 (PrCt)

Virginia - Maps - 1830

Virginia. Philadelphia : A. Finley, 1830.
Authors: Finley, A. (Anthony) -- Young & Delleker
1 map : hand col. ; 32 x 55 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:1,584,000].
With statistical table giving population of Virginia and of District of Columbia according to the census of 1820.
Covers Virginia and West Virginia.
Relief shown pictorially.
Shows counties and distances.
Case G 10863.3 (NLO)

Virginia - Maps - 1832

Map of Virginia and Maryland constructed from the latest authorities. Philadelphia : S. Augustus Mitchell, 1832.
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Young, J. H. (James Hamilton) -- Waldie, Adam, 1792?-1842 -- Bright, W. -- Howes, Wright -- Wright Howes Map
Case folio G1019.F5 1832 pl. 18 (PrCt)

Virginia - Maps - 1833

Authors: Young, J. H. (James Hamilton) -- Finley, A. (Anthony) -- Finley, A. (Anthony). A New general atlas ... (1833) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 32 x 47 cm.
In: Finley, Anthony. A New general atlas : comprising a complete set of maps, representing the grand divisions of the globe ... (Philadelphia : Anthony Finley, 1833), [plate 18].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019.F5 1833, [plate 18] (PrCt)

Virginia - Maps - 1842

Virginia. [New York : Sidney E. Morse & Co., 1842].
Authors: Morse, Sidney E. (Sidney Edwards), 1794-1871 -- Morse, Sidney E. (Sidney Edwards), 1794-1871. The Cerographic atlas of the United States (1842-1845)
1 map ; 26 x 34 cm.
In: Morse, Sidney E. and Samuel Breese. The Cerographic atlas of the United States (New York : Sidney E. Morse & Co., 1842-1845) pl. [6].
Wax engraving.
oversize G 1083.59 pl. [6] (PrCt)

Virginia - Maps - 1845

Transportation

A New map of Virginia with its canals, roads & distances from place to place, along the stage and steam boat routes. [Philadelphia : Carey & Hart, 1845].
Authors: Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Carey & Hart -- Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858. A New universal atlas ... (1845)
1 map : hand col. ; 26 x 35 cm.
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 43 x 56 cm. fold. in leather covers 14 x 9 cm.
Cover title: Virginia & Maryland.
Plate number '7' in upper right.
Inset (10 x 15 cm.): Plan of Washington City & Georgetown.
1830 census data inside front cover printed by 'Adam Waldie, Typ. Philadelphia.'
Inspection inside front cover: W. (?) Bright [?].
Condition: good; torn at upper right and cover detached.
Forms part of the Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Gift 1976, Wright Howes.
map3C G3880 1832.M5 (PrCt)
Inset (6 x 20 cm.): Profile of the Chesapeake and Ohio Canal.

In: Tanner, Henry Schenck. A New universal atlas ... (Philadelphia : Carey & Hart, 1845) map '17.'

Case oversize G1019 .T2 1845 map 17 (PrCt)

80404 Virginia - Maps - 1845<<>>West Virginia - Maps - 1845

Virginia. [New York : H.S. Tanner, 1845].

Authors: Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858. A New general atlas, comprising a complete set of maps ... (1845)

1 map: hand col. ; 21 x 28 cm.

In: Tanner, Henry Schenck. A New general atlas, comprising a complete set of maps ... (New York : Tanner's Geographical Establishment, 1845) map '44'.

oversize G 10 .622 map 44 (PrCt)

80405 Virginia - Maps - 1847<<>>Chesapeake and Ohio Canal - Maps - 1847 - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc.<<>>Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. - Chesapeake and Ohio Canal - Maps - 1847

A New map of Virginia with its canals, roads & distances ... . Philada. S. Augustus Mitchell, 1847.

Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868. A New universal atlas containing maps of the various empires, kingdoms, states, and republics of the world ... (1847)

1 map ; hand col. : 26 x 36 cm.

Inset (6 x 20 cm.): Profile of the Chesapeake & Ohio Canal.

In: Mitchell, S. Augustus. A New universal atlas ... (Philadelphia : S. Augustus Mitchell, 1847) pl. '17.'

oversize G 10 .579 pl. 17 (PrCt)

80406 Virginia - Maps - 1850<<>>Chesapeake and Ohio Canal - Maps - 1850 - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc.<<>>Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. - Chesapeake and Ohio Canal - Maps - 1850

A New map of Virginia with its canals, roads & distances ... . Philadelphia : Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co., 1850 [i.e. 1852].

Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co. -- Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868. Mitchell, S. Augustus. New universal atlas ... (1852)

1 map : hand col. ; 26 x 36 cm.

Entered according to act of Congress in ... 1850 by Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co. .... .


In: Mitchell, S. Augustus. New universal atlas ... (Philadelphia : Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co., 1852) pl. '17.'

oversize G1019 .N49 1852 pl. 17 (PrCt)

80407 Virginia - Maps - 1852<<>>Chesapeake and Ohio Canal - Maps - 1852 - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc.<<>>Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. - Chesapeake and Ohio Canal - Maps - 1852

A New map of Virginia with its canals, roads & distances ... stage & steam boat routes. Philad[elphi]a : Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co., 1852, c1850.

Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co. -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 26 x 32 cm.

Scale: about 32 miles to an inch

Includes West Virginia.

Inset: Profile of the Chesapeake & Ohio Canal.

Listed as map no. 17 in various editions of Mitchell's New universal atlas; cf. Phillips 807 Ayer p133 .M676v 1852 (NLO)

80408 Virginia - Maps - 1853 - Election districts<<>>Newspaper maps - Virginia - 1853

The Gerrymander. [S.I. s.n., 1853?].

Authors: Chicago Historical Society

1 map ; 15 x 23.5 inches

Shows 13 numbered election districts.

Unidentified newspaper text on verso.

Mounted on linen.

Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.

CHS Coll., Map no. 67 (PrCt)

80409 Virginia - Maps - 1855<<>>Richmond (Va.) - Maps - 1855<<>>Norfolk Region (Va.) - Maps - 1855<<>>Portsmouth (Va.) - Maps - 1855


Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's atlas of the world ... (1855-1856)

1 map : hand col. ; 29 x 36 cm.

In: Colton, George Woolworth. Colton's atlas of the world : illustrating physical and political geography (New York ; London : J.H. Colton ; Trübner, 1855-1856) v. 1, pl. [21]. Inset maps, 7 x 9 cm. and 7 x 7 cm.: Richmond, Henrico County, Manchester and Springhill, Chesterfield County -- Norfolk, Portsmouth and Gosport.

oversize G 10 .185 v.1, pl. 21 (PrCt)

80410 Virginia - Maps - 1856<<>>Richmond (Va.) - Maps - 1856<<>>Norfolk (Va.) - Maps - 1856


Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, George Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's atlas of the world ... (1855-1856)

1 map : hand col. ; 29 x 36 cm.

In: Colton, George Woolworth. Colton's atlas of the world : illustrating physical and political geography (New York ; London : J.H. Colton ; Trübner, 1855-1856) v. 1, pl. [21]. Inset maps, 7 x 9 cm. and 7 x 7 cm.: Richmond, Henrico County, Manchester and Springhill, Chesterfield County -- Norfolk, Portsmouth and Gosport.

oversize G 10 .185 v.1, pl. 21 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

c1855.
Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- J.H. Colton & Co. -- Howes, Wright -- Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 31 x 40 cm. fold. in cloth covers 13 x 9 cm.
Cover title: Map of Virginia.
Insets: Richmond, Henrico County, Manchester and Spring Hill, Chesterfield Co. (6 x 9 cm.) -- Norfolk, Portsmouth and Gosport (6 x 7 cm.)
Colton's advertising inside front cover.
Condition: very fine.
Forms part of the Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library).
map3C G3880 1856 .C6 (PrCt)

Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's general atlas ... (1857)
1 map : hand col. ; 29 x 36 cm.
In: Colton, George Woolworth. Colton's general atlas : containing one hundred and seventy steel plate maps and plans, on one hundred imperial folio sheets (New York ; London : J.H. Colton ; Trübner, 1857), pl. [23]. Inset maps, 7 x 9 cm. and 7 x 7 cm.: Richmond, Henrico County, Manchester and Springhill, Chesterfield County -- Norfolk, Portsmouth and Gosport. Printed plate 'No. 27.' Map copyrighted 1855.
oversize G 10 .186 pl. 23 (PrCt)

Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's atlas of America ... (1859) -- Johnson & Browning 1 map : hand col. ; 29 x 36 cm.
In: Colton George Woolworth. Colton’s atlas of America, illustrating the physical and political geography of North and South America and the West India islands (New York : J.H. Colton and Co., 1859), pl. [21]. Inset maps, 7 x 9 cm. and 7 x 7 cm.: Richmond, Henrico County, Manchester and Springhill, Chesterfield County -- Norfolk, Portsmouth and Gosport. Printed plate ‘No. 25.’ Map copyrighted 1855.
Case oversize G1100 .C6 1859 pl. 21 (PrCt)

80413 Virginia - Maps - 1861-1865 - Topographic 
67 maps ; 58 x 65 cm. or smaller on 94 sheets each 61 x 91 cm.
Facsimiles of topographic maps variously dated 1861-1865; originals held by the Virginia Historical Society.
Each map covers a county, region, or military fortification in Virginia, North Carolina, or West Virginia; some maps show names of landowners.
Coverage best for the Virginias; North Carolina coverage limited to Bertie, Brunswick, Hartford, and Northampton Counties.
Relief shown by hachures on some sheets.
Some maps have a presentation inscription from Louisa Minis: Map from the Confederate Engineer Bureau in Richmond, Va., General J.F. Gilmer, chief engineer.
Most of the original maps were donated to the Virginia Historical Society in 1911 by Louisa Minis of Savannah, Ga., J.F. Gilmer's daughter.
Some maps have a memorial card commemorating the lamination of the map by the Sons of the American Revolution in 1942, in memory of George Bryan.
Accompanied by text and index (11 p.; 28 cm.).
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

OCLC 24503138
89-101698
5168 and 5168a
map9C G3880 1865 C6 1989 (PrCt)

Authors: Waters-Son -- Weekly herald (New York, N.Y.) -- New York herald -- London American
1 map ; 41 x 33 cm.
In The Weekly Herald v. 25, no. 25, 'whole no. 1247' (June 22, 1861).
'Waters & Son, engravers, N.Y.'
Scale ca. 1:800,000.
Shows troop positions prior to the 1st Battle of Bull Run (July 21, 1861); '15,000 troops at Manassas Junction ... .'
Wood engraving.
Letterpress text in 6 columns on verso (p. 194):
The rebellion. The latest news from the seat of war ... .
Cf. LC Civil War Maps (2nd ed.), 451.3.
Cf. Bosse, Civil War newspaper maps (1993) no. 648
Cf. raster image at Library of Congress website (April 2004)
map4F G3881.R1 1861 W3 (PrCt)

80415 Virginia - Maps - 1862>Maryland - Maps - 1862>Richmond (Va.) - Pictorial works - 1862
Map of the state of Virginia : containing the counties, principal towns, railroads, rivers, canals & all other internal improvements. Richmond : West & Johnston, 1862.
Authors: West & Johnston -- Denslow, Wm. J., Lieut. Col.
1 map ; 58 x 88 cm., folded to quarto (4o)
'Copyright secured by W. & J., May 1, 1862.'
Cover-title: New map of Virginia, 1864.
Includes railroad directory, ill. 'View of Capitol Square, Richmond, Va.', and imprint of state seal.
Scale [ca. 1:850,000].
Relief shown by hachures.
Prime meridian: Washington D.C.
Also covers Maryland (without relief).
Military features not shown.
Confederate imprint.
Manuscript note on verso of cover: Wm. J.

Denslow, Lieut. Colonel 91st regt. N.Y. vets.
Used during the war by the Lieut. Col. 91 regt. LC Civil War maps (2nd ed.), 475.5
Available through the Library of Congress website as a raster image (Nov. 2006):
http://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g3880.cw0475500
LC Card Number: 2003630414
G 10863.9 (NLO)

80416 Virginia - Maps - 1862>Maryland - Maps - 1862>Virginia - Civil War, 1862>Maryland - Civil War, 1862
J. H. Colton's topographical map of the seat of war in Virginia, Maryland, &c. New York, 1862 .
Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Lang & Cooper (Firm), fl. 1852-1855
1 map : hand col. ; 69 x 49 cm.
Includes advertisement for J.H. Colton at lower left.
M1063
map4F G3880 1862 .C6 (PrCt)

Panorama of the seat of war. New York : John G. Wells, [1862?].
Authors: Wells, John G. (John Gaylord), 1821-1880 -- Waters-Son
1 map ; 26 x 41 cm.
Top margin includes portraits of Com. H.S. Stringham and Com. A.H. Foote; verso includes anti-Confederate cartoons engraved by Waters-Son.
map1F G3880 1862 .W4 (PrCt)

Virginia -- Potomac to Rapidan River. [S.l. s.n., 1900].
Authors: Stevens, Hazard, 1842-1918 -- Stevens, Hazard, 1842-1918. The Life of Isaac Ingalls Stevens (1900) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 15 x 20 cm.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Graff 3974 v. 2, between p. 426-427 (PrCt)

80419 Virginia - Maps - 1864
Map of the State of Virginia compiled from the best authorities and printed at the Coast Survey

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.


Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

H 668 .703 (1884) opp. p. 382 (PrCt)

80426 Virginia - Maps - 1885 - Railroads<<>>Railroads - Maps
Map of Virginia. For Poor's manual of railroads for 1885. Chicago : Rand, McNally & Co., 1885. Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1885)
1 map : col. ; 12 x 21 cm. Title in right margin. In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1885) opposite p. 376
H 668 .703 (1885) opp. p. 376 (PrCt)

Railroad and county map of Virginia, W. Virginia, Maryland and Delaware. [Chicago : George F. Cram, 1887]. Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928. Cram's standard American atlas of the world (1887)
Case oversize G1019 .G455 1887, p. 52-53 (PrCt)

80428 Virginia - Maps - 1888 - Railroads<<>>Railroads - Maps
oversize RMcN atlas .C7 1888, p. 184-185 (PrCt)

80429 Virginia - Maps - 1892 - Railroads<<>>Railroads - Maps
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.

80430 Virginia - Maps - 1894 - Railroads<<>>Railroads - Maps
1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm. Title in upper margin. 'Rand, McNally and Co.'s business atlas map of Virginia. Copyright, 1894 ...' -- at center left.
Continuation inset (14 x 26 cm.): Western portion of Virginia. Issued folded in accompanying index (79 p.; 17 cm.): Rand, McNally & Co.'s indexed county and railroad pocket map and shippers' guide of Virginia. Chicago and New York: Rand, McNally & Co., c1892.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 878 (PrCt)

80431 Virginia - Maps - 1900-1960 - Topographic maps<<>>Topographic maps
Virginia, 15 minute series (topographic). Washington, D.C. The Survey, [ca. 1900-ca.1960]. Authors: Geological Survey (U.S.) ca. 45 maps : col. ; on sheets 45 x 33 cm. fold. to 18 x 27 cm.
Scale 1:62,500.
Dates of publication vary.
Moffat lists 148 maps before 1940. Coverage is not complete at this scale; see index map in box 208.
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisles 42 and 43 (July 2012).
Reference: Moffat, Riley. Map index to topographic quadrangles of the United States, 1882-1940 (Santa Cruz, Calif.: Western Association of Map Libraries, 1986)

Map of Virginia. For Poor's manual of railroads for 1885. Chicago : Rand, McNally & Co., 1885. Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1885)
1 map : col. ; 12 x 21 cm. Title in right margin. In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1885) opposite p. 376
H 668 .703 (1885) opp. p. 376 (PrCt)


Gift, Rand McNally & Co., 1986)
Virginia - Maps - 1900-1960 - Topographic maps

Virginia, 7.5 minute series (topographic). Washington, D.C. The Survey, [ca. 1900-ca.1960].
Authors: Geological Survey (U.S.)
ca. 874 maps : col. ; on sheets 54 x 44 cm. fold. to 17 x 28 cm.
Scale 1:24,000.
Dates of publication vary.
According to USGS, coverage at this scale complete in 818 maps.
Coverage may not be complete at this scale; see index map in box 208.
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisles 42 and 43 (July 2012).

Virginia - Maps - 1907 - Railroads

1 map : col. ; 47 x 63 cm.
‘Rand, McNally and Co.’s new business atlas map of Virginia. Copyright, 1907 ... Copyright, 1904 ...’ -- at center left.
Includes key to railroads numbered 4-64 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Virginia. Railroads.
Continuation inset (15 x 24 cm.): Western portion of Virginia on same scale.
Issued folded in accompanying index (62 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand, McNally & Co.’s indexed county and railroad pocket map and shippers’ guide of Virginia. Chicago and New York: Rand, McNally & Co., c1907.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

Virginia - Maps - 1908 - Railroads

1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm. fold in covers 17 x 11 cm. + index (64, [6] p.)
Cover title.
Map proper, titled ‘Virginia,’ has railroads overprinted in red.
Condition: Map torn at one fold, else v. good.

Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection and the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library). Previous location: B-36

AMcN III PC 2930 (PrCt)

Virginia - Maps - 1911

The Rand-McNally Vest Pocket Map of Virginia.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm. fold. in covers 15 x 7 cm.
Cover title.
Map, titled ‘Virginia,’ has red overprinting showing railroads.
Indexed on verso. Condition: Fine Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection. Previous location: B-36

AMcN III PC 2940 (PrCt)

Virginia - Maps - 1912 - Railroads

1 map : col. ; 47 x 63 cm.
‘The Rand-McNally new commercial atlas map of Virginia,’ -- at center left.
Includes key to railroads numbered 7-158 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Virginia railroads.
Continuation inset (15 x 24 cm.): Western portion of Virginia on same scale.
Issued folded in accompanying index (70 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally & Co.’s indexed county and railroad pocket map and shippers’ guide of Virginia. Chicago and New York: Rand, McNally & Co., c1912.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 880 (PrCt)

Virginia - Maps - 1913 - Railroads

1 map : col. ; 47 x 63 cm.
Includes key to railroads numbered 7-159 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Virginia railroads.
Continuation inset (15 x 24 cm.): Western portion of Virginia on same scale.
Issued folded in accompanying index (73 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally & Co.’s indexed county and railroad pocket map and shippers’ guide of
'Copyrighted Rand McNally & Co., Apr. 19, 1913' in ms. on p. [5].
'Vault 1913' in ms. on front cover.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

80438 Virginia - Maps - 1913 - Railroads
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
Includes key to railroads numbered 7-159 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Virginia railroads.
Continuation inset (15 x 24 cm.): Western portion of Virginia on same scale.
Issued folded in accompanying index (73 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally & Co.'s indexed county and railroad pocket map and shippers' guide of Virginia. Chicago and New York: Rand McNally & Co., c1913.
'Copyrighted Rand McNally & Co., Apr. 19, 1913' in ms. on p. [5].
'Vault 1913' in ms. on front cover.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

80439 Virginia - Maps - 1914 - Railroads
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
Includes key to railroads numbered 7-158 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Virginia railroads.
Continuation inset (15 x 24 cm.): Western portion of Virginia on same scale.
'11-1 Envelope 13' in ms. on front cover.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

80442 Virginia - Maps - 1918 - Railroads

80440 Virginia - Maps - 1914 - Road maps
Washington (D.C.) - Maps - 1914 - Road maps - Norfolk Region (Va.) - Maps - 1914 - Road maps - Richmond Region (Va.) - Maps - 1914 - Road maps - Road maps Mendenhall's guide and road map of Virginia : showing main touring routes, good roads, common roads, railroads etc. Cincinnati : C.S. Mendenhall, 1914.
Authors: C.S. Mendenhall (Firm)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 98 cm. fold. in covers 19 x 12 cm.
Includes 82 numbered routes keyed to automobile driving notes in accompanying text (20 p. ; 17 cm.)
Insets: Western portion of Virginia on same scale. -- Washington, D.C. -- Norfolk Dist., Va. -- Richmond.
Scale [ca. 1:564,000].
Cover art: Car with 4 riders, one holding a map.
"Price $1.50."
Acc. no.: 95080403NL.

map3C G3881 .P2 1914 M4 (PrCt)

map3C G3881 .P2 1914 M4 (PrCt)
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
of Virginia on same scale.
On verso: Virginia automobile road map. 1 map ;
47 x 63. Plate no. 647D. 'National Highways
Association roads used by permission.'
Issued folded in accompanying index (88 p. ; 17
cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists'
and shippers' guide of Virginia. Chicago ; New
Handstamp on front cover: Register of
Copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington,
D.C.
Dated '2/16/20' in ms. on front cover.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 888 (PrCt)

80448 Virginia - Maps - 1920 - Railroads
Roberts - Virginia
Maps - 1920 - Road maps
The Rand McNally new commercial atlas map of
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- National
Highways Association -- Rand McNally
and Company. Shippers guide -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 63 cm.
Plate no. 158E
Includes key to railroads numbered 7-205 (with
gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Virginia
railroads.
Continuation inset (15 x 24 cm.): Western portion
of Virginia on same scale.
On verso: Virginia automobile road map. 1 map ;
47 x 63. Plate no. 647D. 'National Highways
Association roads used by permission.'
Issued folded in accompanying index (88 p. ; 17
cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists'
and shippers' guide of Virginia. Chicago ; New
Handstamp on front cover: Register of
Copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington,
D.C.
Dated 'Pub. 3-16-21' and '3-22-21' in ms. on front cover.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 890 (PrCt)

80450 Virginia - Maps - 1922 - Road
maps
Map of Virginia showing state and county highway
systems (1922)
Map of Virginia showing state and county
highway systems / W.A. Beward, compiler ; B.P.
Harrison, C.E. [Richmond, Va.? Library of
Virginia?, 2000?].
Authors: Beward, W. A., fl. 1922 -- Harrison, B.P.,
fl. 1922 -- Virginia. State Highway Commission --
A. Hoen & Co. -- Library of Virginia
1 map : col. ; 39 x 84 cm.
Facsimile of original published Richmond, Va.:
State Highway Commission, 1922; originally
printed by A. Hoen.
'This ink jet print has water-soluble inks'
Accompanying flyer ([1] leaf : 28 x 22 cm.)
printed on letterhead stationery of 'Virginia in
Maps', exhibit mounted by the Library of Virginia
in 2000. See Map Information File.
Flyer includes description of the map in the book
accompanying the exhibit: Stephenson, Richard
W., and McKee, Marianne M. Virginia in maps :
four centuries of settlement, growth, and
development (Richmond, Va.: Library of Virginia,
2000) [folio G1291.S1 V5 2000]
map4F G3881.P2 1922 .B4 (PrCt)
of Virginia on same scale as main map. On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Virginia. 1 map; 47 x 63. Plate no. 1176J. Issued folded in accompanying index (60 p.; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Virginia. Chicago; New York: Rand McNally & Company, c1923.

Uniform title: Shippers' guide.

Behaves as part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 892 (PrCt)

80455 Virginia - Maps - 1926 - Railroads<<<Virginia - Maps - 1926 - Road maps<<<Road maps<<<Railroads - Maps


1 map: col.; 47 x 63 cm.

Plate no. 10R25

Includes key to railroads numbered 7-205 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Virginia railroads.

Continuation inset (15 x 27 cm.): Western portion of Virginia on same scale as main map. On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Virginia. 1 map; 47 x 63. Plate no. 1176J. Issued folded in accompanying index (60 p.; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Virginia. Chicago; New York: Rand McNally & Company, c1923.

Handstamp on front cover: Register of Copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.

Dated '3/8/25' in ms. on front cover.

Uniform title: Shippers' guide.

Behaves as part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 894 (PrCt)
Includes key to railroads numbered 7-205 (with
gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Virginia
railroads.
Continuation inset (15 x 27 cm.): Western portion
of Virginia on same scale as main map.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of
Virginia. 1 map ; 47 x 63. Plate no. 2N24.
Includes key to 8 named 'principal trails in
Virginia.'
Issued folded in accompanying index (66 p. ; 17
cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists'
and shippers' guide of Virginia. San Francisco ;
Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company,
c1928.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 899 (PrCt)

80460 Virginia - Maps - 1928 - Railroads<>Virginia
- Maps - 1928 - Road maps<>Road
maps<>Railroads - Maps
Rand McNally standard map of Virginia. Chicago :
Rand McNally & Company, [1928].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally and Company. Shippers guide -- Library
of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 63 cm.
Plate no. 7R27
Includes key to railroads numbered 7-205 (with
gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Virginia
railroads.
Continuation inset (15 x 27 cm.): Western portion
of Virginia.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of
Virginia. 1 map ; 47 x 63. Plate no. 2N24.
Includes key to 8 named 'principal trails in
Virginia.'
Issued folded in accompanying index (66 p. ; 17
cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists'
and shippers' guide of Virginia. San Francisco ;
Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company,
c1928.
Handstamp on title page: Register of Copyrights.
Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.
Dated '2-23-28' in ms. on title page.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 900 (PrCt)

80461 Virginia - Maps - 1929<>Virginia - Maps -
1929 - Railroads<>Virginia - Maps - 1929 -
Aeronautical charts<>Aeronautical charts -
Virginia -1929<>Railroads -
Maps<>Aeronautical charts
Rand McNally standard indexed and air trails
maps of Virginia : for tourists, aviators,
commercial travelers, transportation men,
shippers, general, commercial and business
reference. Chicago ; New York ; San Francisco :
Rand McNally & Company, c1929.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally and Company. Air trails -- Johnson,
William, E., fl. 1929 -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
57 p. : 3 maps (2 folded) ; 24 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally standard indexed map
with air trails : Virginia
Uniform title: Air trails
Folded map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back
to back, col. ; each 47 x 64 cm., folded to 25 x 11
cm., inside back cover, scale 1:868,000): Rand
McNally standard map of Virginia. Plate no.
7R28. Includes key to railroads. -- Rand McNally
standard map of Virginia with air trails. Plate nos.
"12N28" and "7R28".
Both folding maps include insets of western tip of
Virginia (15 x 27 cm.).
Accompanying index includes "airport directory",
"aids to navigation", and "elements of practical air
navigation" by William E. Johnson (p. 46-57).
Index also includes map (15 x 20 cm., on p.
States. Includes "key to [commercial] air lines."
Cover art: Airplane flying above passenger train.
"50¢" -- printed on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (October 2010).
RMcN Air Trails 4C 52 (PrCt)

80462 Virginia - Maps - 1930-1939 -
Railroads<>Virginia - Maps - 1930-1939 -
Aeronautical charts<>Aeronautical charts -
Virginia - Maps - 1930-1939<>Road
maps<>Railroads - Maps<>Aeronautical charts
Rand McNally standard map of Virginia. Chicago :
Rand McNally & Company, [193-?].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 63 cm. on sheet 50 x 69 cm.
Plate nos. 7R29 and 1:45S.
Keyed to railroads in red.
On verso: Rand McNally standard map of Virginia
with air trails. Plate nos. 7R29, 1N30, and 1:45S.
Includes elevations.
Both maps include insets of western Virginia.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 13.14X (PrCt)

80463 Virginia - Maps - 1930 -
Railroads<>Virginia Railway - Maps -
1930<>Railroads - Maps
Map of Virginian Railway and connections.
Chicago : Poole Bros., [1930], c1918.
Authors: Poole Brothers -- La Salle Extension
University Atlas of traffic maps (1930) --
Virginian Railway
1 map ; 14 x 26 cm.
Added title in right margin: Virginian Railway.
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Virginia - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Commonwealth of Virginia : Virginia state highway map showing the highway system and connections / compliments of Department of Highways, Richmond. New York : General Drafting Co., Inc., 1930.
1 map : 45 x 78 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Commonwealth of Virginia state highway system and connections.
"Copyright, Commonwealth of Virginia State Highway Commission ... March 1930. Revised Sept. 1930."
Maps on verso (10 x 11 cm. and smaller):
Panel art: Virginia state seal.
Editor's copy; ms. annotations identify bridge locations.
Filed with a group of related U.S. state maps identifying bridges along major highways, ca. 1927-ca. 1939 (in RMcN AE folders 172 and 173).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 172.46 (PrCt)

Virginia - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
[Texaco road map of Virginia]. [Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, 1934?].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; on sheet trimmed to 31 x 66 cm.
Title and imprint supplied by cataloger.
Imperfect; editor's copy of a Texaco road map trimmed on all sides to outline a single U.S. state.
Manuscript numbers in margins.
Date from previous binding marked "Points of Interest" and dated 1934.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 189.44 (PrCt)

Virginia - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 34 x 67 cm. on sheet 54 x 71 cm.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Virginia. Plate no. T.3843.
Includes insets of five cities and Great Smoky Mountains and Colonial National parks.
Verso includes insets southern Florida, three cities and: Texaco sectional trip map [of the eastern U.S.] Plate no. T.3849.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 193.48 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
80475  Virginia - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Authors: Virginia. Dept of Highways -- Everett Waddey Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(NEWBR LIBRARY) -- Waddey (Everett) Company
1 map : col. ; 52 x 99 cm. on sheet 56 x 104 cm.
Title from panel.
Added title: Commonwealth of Virginia state highway system and connections. Plate no. 4701.
Includes insets of five cities and mileage map.
Verso includes map: Commonwealth of Virginia historical and recreational areas. Includes scenic photographs in margins.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (NEWBR LIBRARY).
RMcN AE 15.54A (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Pocket maps -- Rand McNally Collection (NEWBR LIBRARY)
49 p. : 2 col. maps on 1 sheet (folded) ; 24 cm.
"1948 edition."
Cover title: Rand McNally pocket maps : Virginia : complete indexed reference map ... [and] highway map
Uniform title: Pocket maps
Folded map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back to back, col. ; 47 x 64 cm. and 43 x 65 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of Virginia. Plate nos. "6" and "PM 45". Includes key to railroads and inset maps of western Virginia and Washington D.C.--Alexandria (15 x 20 cm. and 13 x 11 cm.) -- Rand McNally road map : Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia. Plate no. 8-463617V-2. Includes inset map of western Virginia (5 x 8 cm.)
Cover art: Cars on road alongside passenger train.
"75c" -- printed on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (NEWBR LIBRARY).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Pocket 4C 270 (PrCt)
Virginia - Maps - 1955 - Road maps
- Virginia - Historical geography -
  Maps - 1955
- Virginia - Maps - 1955
- Pictorial maps
- Road maps
- Pictorial maps


Commonwealth of Virginia Department of Highways, c1955.

Authors: Virginia. Dept. of Highways -- Virginia.
State Highway Commission -- A. Hoen & Co. -- Garden Club of Virginia -- Hensley, D. C., active 1955 -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map: col.; 51 x 98 cm., folded to 19 x 11 cm. Panel title.

Added title: Commonwealth of Virginia state highway system and connections.

"Lithographed in U.S.A. for Virginia Department of Highways by A. Hoen & Co., Richmond, Va."

"Historical garden week in Virginia, April 18-25, 1955 sponsored by the Garden Club of Virginia."

Garden Week event sites printed in green ink.

Plate no. 0-4701-4.

Insets (16 x 20 cm. and smaller): Hampton Roads area -- Alexandria, Arlington area -- Lynchburg area -- Roanoke area -- Williamsburg area -- Petersburg area -- Richmond area
Commonwealth of Virginia mileage map.

Map on verso (26 x 61 cm.): Commonwealth of Virginia : some of the Old Dominion's better known historic shrines...

Panel art: Color photo of entrance to Hampton Roads Bridge tunnel.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 4667 (PrCt)
Insets (16 x 20 cm. and smaller): Hampton Roads area -- Alexandria, Arlington area -- Lynchburg area -- Roanoke area -- Williamsburg area -- Petersburg area -- Richmond area -- Commonwealth of Virginia mileage map.

Map on verso (26 x 61 cm.): Commonwealth of Virginia : some of the Old Dominion's better known historic shrines ... / map by D.C. Hensley.

Panel art: Color photo of interchange on Emporia bypass.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RmCn Clients 4686 (PrCl)


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

1 map : col. ; 68 x 122 cm. on sheet 94 x 127 cm.

Title in upper margin.

Plate numbers: AM45 -- 1R67.

Ancillary maps (18 x 36 cm. and smaller):

Population -- Virginia's heritage -- Land use.

Insets (20 x 28 cm. and smaller): [Washington (D.C.) region] -- [Norfolk region (Va.)] -- [Richmond region (Va.)].

Series: Cosmo series Virginia.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

3 copies.

Maproll G3880 196-R3 (PrCl) [copies 1-3]


1 map : col. ; 48 x 93 cm., folded to 22 x 10 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Commonwealth of Virginia state highway system and connections.


Plate no. 6100.

Insets (16 x 20 cm. and smaller): Hampton Roads area -- Alexandria, Arlington area -- Lynchburg area -- Petersburg area -- Colonial National Historical Park -- Richmond area -- Commonwealth of Virginia mileage map -- Roanoke area.

Map on verso (31 x 72 cm.): Commonwealth of Virginia : some of the Old Dominion's better known historic shrines ... Panel art: Color photo of Lee monument in Richmond.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RmCn Clients 4689 (PrCl)


52 p. : 3 col. maps on 1 sheet (folded) ; 24 cm.

Cover title: Rand McNally Virginia pocket reference map ... [and] detailed highway map

Uniform title: Pocket maps

Folded map contents (3 maps on 1 sheet : back to back, col. ; 63 x 47 cm. and smaller, folded to 23 x 10 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of Virginia. Includes key to railroads and inset maps of western Virginia and Washington D.C.-Alexandria (15 x 20 cm. and 13 x 11 cm.) -- Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia (eastern section) : Rand McNally road map. Plate no. 3-575613-17 -- Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia (western section) : Rand McNally road map.

Also includes maps of western Virginia, Baltimore, Washington D.C., Norfolk-Portsmouth (14 x 14 cm. and smaller). "2 maps" -- front cover.

"$1.50" -- printed on front cover.

Cover art: stylized and labeled map symbols (e.g. "elevations", "points of interest", "air facilities", etc.)

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).

RmCn Pocket 4C 275 (PrCl)

Commonwealth of Virginia Department of Highways, c1964.
Authors: Virginia. Dept. of Highways -- Virginia.
State Highway Commission -- Everett Waddey Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 48 x 93 cm., folded to 22 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Commonwealth of Virginia state highway system and connections.
Plate no. 646100-3.
Insets (16 x 20 cm. and smaller): Hampton Roads area -- Washington D.C. area -- Lynchburg area -- Petersburg area -- Colonial National Historical Park -- Richmond area -- Commonwealth of Virginia mileage map -- Roanoke area -- Danville area.
Map on verso (33 x 68 cm.): Commonwealth of Virginia official Civil War centennial map.
Panel art: Color photo of the Centennial Center in Richmond.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4671 (PrCt)

Virginia - Maps - 1966 - Road maps
 VIRGINIA - HISTORICAL GEOGRAPHY - MAPS - 1964
 PICTORIAL MAPS - 1964 - COLONIAL NATIONAL HISTORICAL PARK (VA.) - MAPS - 1964 - ROAD MAPS
Authors: Virginia. Dept. of Highways -- Virginia.
State Highway Commission -- Everett Waddey Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 48 x 93 cm., folded to 22 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Other title: Official state highway map.
Added title: Commonwealth of Virginia state highway system and connections.
Plate no. 646100-4.
Insets (16 x 20 cm. and smaller): Hampton Roads area -- Washington D.C. area -- Lynchburg area -- Petersburg area -- Colonial National Historical Park -- Richmond area -- Commonwealth of Virginia mileage map -- Roanoke area -- Danville area.
Map on verso (31 x 72 cm.): Commonwealth of Virginia: some of the Old Dominion's better known historic shrines ...
Panel art: Color photo of "Welcome to Virginia" highway sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4672 (PrCt)

Virginia - Maps - 1966 - Road maps
 VIRGINIA - HISTORICAL GEOGRAPHY - MAPS - 1966
 PICTORIAL MAPS - 1966 - COLONIAL NATIONAL HISTORICAL PARK (VA.) - MAPS - 1966 - ROAD MAPS
Authors: Virginia. Dept. of Highways -- Virginia.
State Highway Commission -- Everett Waddey Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 48 x 93 cm., folded to 22 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Commonwealth of Virginia state highway system and connections.
Plate no. 666100-5.
Insets (16 x 20 cm. and smaller): Hampton Roads area -- Washington D.C. area -- Lynchburg area -- Petersburg area -- Colonial National Historical Park -- Richmond area -- Commonwealth of Virginia mileage map -- Roanoke area -- Danville area.
Map on verso (31 x 72 cm.): Commonwealth of Virginia : some of the Old Dominion's better known historic shrines ...
Panel art: Color photo of highway in rural area.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4673 (PrCt)

Virginia - Maps - 1966 - Road maps
maps
Virginia - Historical geography
Maps - 1966
Pictorial maps
Pictorial maps - Virginia - 1966
Colonial National Historical Park (Va.) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps
Pictorial maps
1 map : col. ; 48 x 93 cm., folded to 22 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Commonwealth of Virginia state highway system and connections.
Plate no. 676100-6.
Insets (16 x 20 cm. and smaller): Hampton Roads area -- Washington D.C. area -- Lynchburg area -- Petersburg area -- Colonial National Historical Park -- Richmond area -- Commonwealth of Virginia mileage map -- Roanoke area -- Danville area.
Map on verso (31 x 72 cm.): Commonwealth of Virginia : some of the Old Dominion's better known historic shrines ...
Panel art: Color photo of highway in rural area.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4675 (PrCt)

Virginia - Maps - 1967 - Road maps
maps
Virginia - Historical geography
Maps - 1967
Pictorial maps
Pictorial maps - Virginia - 1967
Colonial National Historical Park (Va.) - Maps - 1967 - Road maps
Pictorial maps
1 map : col. ; 48 x 93 cm., folded to 22 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Commonwealth of Virginia state highway system and connections.
Plate no. 686100-5.
Insets (16 x 20 cm. and smaller): Hampton Roads area -- Washington D.C. area -- Lynchburg area -- Petersburg area -- Colonial National Historical Park -- Richmond area -- Commonwealth of Virginia mileage map -- Roanoke area -- Danville area.
Map on verso (31 x 72 cm.): Commonwealth of Virginia : some of the Old Dominion's better known historic shrines ...
Panel art: Color photo of highway in rural area.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4677 (PrCt)

"Historic garden week in Virginia, April 22-29, 1967 sponsored by the Garden Club of Virginia."

Garden Week event sites printed in green ink.

Plate no. 676100-6.

Insets (16 x 20 cm. and smaller): Hampton Roads area -- Washington D.C. area -- Lynchburg area -- Petersburg area -- Colonial National Historical Park -- Richmond area -- Commonwealth of Virginia mileage map -- Roanoke area -- Danville area.

Map on verso (31 x 72 cm.): Commonwealth of Virginia: some of the Old Dominion's better known historic shrines ...

Panel art: Color photo of highway in rural area.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 4676 (PrCt)
Virginia - Maps - 1973 - Counties
Authors: Ewing, Katherine W. -- Precision Color, Inc.
1 map ; on sheet 59 x 90 cm.
Gift, 1974.
map4F G3881.F7 1973 E8 (PrCt)

Virginia - Maps - 1973 - Road maps
Authors: Virginia. Dept. of Highways -- Virginia.
1 map : col. ; 47 x 91 cm., folded to 22 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Commonwealth of Virginia state highway system.
"40th. annual historic garden week in Virginia, April 21-28, 1973 sponsored by the Garden Club of Virginia."
Garden Week event sites printed in green ink.
Insets (16 x 20 cm. and smaller): Hampton Roads area -- Washington D.C. area -- Lynchburg area -- Colonial National Historical Park -- Petersburg area -- Roanoke-Salem area -- Richmond area -- Charlottesville area -- Danville area.
Map on verso (31 x 72 cm.): Historic, scenic Virginia.
Panel art: Color photo of Interstate 64.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4679 (PrCt)
Virginia - Maps - 1974 - Road maps
Virginia - Historical geography - Maps - 1974
Virginia - Maps - 1974 - Pictorial maps
Colonial National Historical Park (Va.) - Maps - 1974 - Road maps
Road maps
Road maps
1 map : col. ; 47 x 91 cm., folded to 22 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Commonwealth of Virginia state highway system.
"Lithographed in U.S.A. for Virginia Department of Highways & Transportation by Rand McNally & Co., Chicago."
Insets (24 x 30 cm. or smaller): Washington area -- Hampton Roads area -- Colonial National Historical Park -- Richmond area -- Charlottesville area -- Petersburg area -- Roanoke-Salem area -- Danville area -- Lynchburg area -- State capitol-Richmond.
Panel art: Color photo of "the Houdon statue of Washington" in the capitol rotunda.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4682 (PrCt)

Virginia - Maps - 1975 - Road maps
Virginia - Historical geography - Maps - 1975
Virginia - History - Revolution, 1775-1783 - Maps
Colonial National Historical Park (Va.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps
Road maps
Panel art: Color photo of "the Houdon statue of Washington" in the capitol rotunda.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4681 (PrCt)
Virginia - Maps - 1975 - Road maps
Virginia - Historical geography - Maps - 1975
Virginia - History - Revolution, 1775-1783 - Maps
Colonial National Historical Park (Va.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps


1 map : col. ; 45 x 95 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm. Panel title.

Added title: Commonwealth of Virginia state highway system.

"Lithographed in U.S.A. for Virginia Department of Highways & Transportation by Rand McNally & Co., Chicago."

Insets (24 x 30 cm. or smaller): Washington area -- Hampton Roads area -- Colonial National Historical Park -- Richmond area -- Charlottesville area -- Petersburg area -- Roanoke-Salem area -- Danville area -- Lynchburg area -- State capitol-Richmond.

Maps on verso (26 x 60 cm. and smaller): Virginia independence bicentennial 1975-1981 -- [3 location maps of Bicentennial Centers in Alexandria, Charlottesville, and Yorktown].

Panel art: Painting "Storming of Redoubt No. 10, Yorktown" by Louis Eugene Lami.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

80508

Virginia - Maps - 1976 - Road maps
Virginia - Historical geography - Maps - 1976
Virginia - History - Revolution, 1775-1783 - Maps
Colonial National Historical Park (Va.) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps


1 map : col. ; 45 x 95 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm. Panel title.

Added title: Commonwealth of Virginia state highway system.

"Lithographed in U.S.A. for Virginia Department of Highways & Transportation by Rand McNally & Co., Chicago."

Insets (24 x 30 cm. or smaller): Washington area -- Hampton Roads area -- Colonial National Historical Park -- Richmond area -- Charlottesville area -- Petersburg area -- Roanoke-Salem area -- Danville area -- Lynchburg area -- State capitol-Richmond.

Maps on verso (26 x 60 cm. and smaller): Virginia independence bicentennial 1975-1981 -- [3 location maps of Bicentennial Centers in Alexandria, Charlottesville, and Yorktown].

Panel art: Painting "Storming of Redoubt No. 10, Yorktown" by Louis Eugene Lami.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Park (Va.) - Maps - 1979 - Road maps
Virginia official state highway map / Department of Highways and Transportation 1979.
1 map : col. ; 45 x 95 cm., folded to 24 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"Historic garden week, April 21 through April 29, 1979" at head of title panel.
Added title: Commonwealth of Virginia state highway system.
"Lithographed in U.S.A. for Virginia Department of Highways & Transportation by Rand McNally & Co., Chicago."
"46th annual historic garden week, April 21-April 29, 1979 sponsored by the Garden Club of Virginia."
Garden Week event sites printed in green ink.
Insets (24 x 30 cm. or smaller): Washington area -- Hampton Roads area -- Colonial National Historical Park -- Richmond area -- Charlottesville area -- Petersburg area -- Roanoke-Salem area -- Danville area -- Lynchburg area -- State capitol-Richmond.
Map on verso (22 x 50 cm.): Virginia.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4690 (PrCt)

Virginia - Maps - 1979 - Road maps
Rescue work - Virginia - Maps - 1979
Colonial National Historical Park (Va.) - Maps - 1979 - Road maps
U.S. Civil Air Patrol. Virginia Wing
SEE United States. Civil Air Patrol. Virginia Wing
Virginia. Civil Air Patrol SEE United States. Civil Air Patrol. Virginia Wing
Civil Air Patrol. Virginia Wing SEE United States. Civil Air Patrol. Virginia Wing
Search and rescue operations SEE Rescue work
Virginia official state highway map / Department of Highways and Transportation 1979.
1 map : col. ; 45 x 95 cm., folded to 24 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"Historic garden week, April 21 through April 29, 1979" at head of title panel.
Added title: Commonwealth of Virginia state highway system.
"Lithographed in U.S.A. for Virginia Department of Highways & Transportation by Rand McNally & Co., Chicago."
"46th annual historic garden week, April 21-April 29, 1979 sponsored by the Garden Club of Virginia."
Garden Week event sites printed in green ink.
Insets (24 x 30 cm. or smaller): Washington area -- Hampton Roads area -- Colonial National Historical Park -- Richmond area -- Charlottesville area -- Petersburg area -- Roanoke-Salem area -- Danville area -- Lynchburg area -- State capitol-Richmond.
Map on verso (22 x 50 cm.): Virginia.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4691 (PrCt)

Virginia - Maps - 1987 - Road maps
Authors: Virginia. Dept. of Transportation
1 atlas (99 [i.e. 172] leaves) : maps ; 51 x 72 cm.
Cover title.
Running title: General highway map ... County. Roads correct to January 1, 1987.
Scale of most county maps 1:30,000.
Case oversize G1291.P2 V57 1987 (NLO)

Virginia - Maps - 2008 - Wineries
Authors: Virginia Wine Marketing Office -- Mather, Autumn
1 map : col. ; 46 x 91 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Virginia wineries.
Scale [ca. 1:855,360], Includes index of vineyards and wineries.
Gift 2008, Autumn Mather.
References: OCLC 277148401
map6F G3881.E635 2008 .V5 (PrCt)

Virginia - Maps - Bibliography - 1590-1800
Authors: Verner, Coolie [viii], 81 leaves ; 29 cm.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
The first two parts of Verner's unpublished typescript 'The printed maps of Virginia, 1590 to 1800'.

BHC 2483
Vert 2028 (PrCt)

Authors: Sanchez-Saavedra, E. M. -- Virginia State Library
xi, 91 p. ; 28 cm.
Includes index.
folio Z7165.U6 V57 1978 (NLO)

80518 Virginia - Maps - Collections, 1607-1881<<>Cartography - Virginia - History - 1607-1881
A Description of the country : Virginia's cartographers and their maps, 1607-1881.
Authors: Sanchez-Saavedra, E. M. -- Virginia State Library
xi, [2], 130 p. : ill., maps ; 22 cm. + 9 maps (5 col.) on 20 sheets 61 x 72 cm. or smaller.
Accompanying facsimile maps filed as Map 4F 3880.
'Bibliographical essay': p. [125]-130.
ISBN 0884900010
map4C 97 and Map 4F 3880 (NLO)

80519 Virginia - Maps - Collections, 1607-1881<<>Cartography - Virginia - History - 1607-1881
A Description of the country : Virginia's cartographers and their maps, 1607-1881.
Authors: Sanchez-Saavedra, E. M. -- Virginia State Library -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
xi, [2], 130 p. : ill. maps ; 22 cm.
Incomplete; lacking accompanying portfolio of facsimile maps (9 maps (5 col.) on 20 sheets 61 x72 cm. or smaller.)
'Bibliographical essay': p. [125]-130.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library).
Duplicate copy (complete text and maps): Map4C 97 and Map 4F 3880
ISBN 0884900010
Baskes GA455 .S26 (NLO)

The Cartography of Northern Virginia : facsimile reproductions of maps dating from1608 to 1915.
Fairfax County, Va. History and Archaeology Section, Office of Comprehensive Planning, 1981.
Authors: Stephenson, Richard W., 1930-iv, 145 p. : ill., 123 maps ; 28 x 38 cm.
Includes index.
Bibliography: p. 137-141.
folio G1292 .N6 C3 1981 (NLO)

The Cartography of Northern Virginia : facsimile reproductions of maps dating from1608 to 1915.
Fairfax County, Va. History and Archaeology Section, Office of Comprehensive Planning, 1981.
Authors: Stephenson, Richard W., 1930- -- Fairfax County (Va.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
iv, 145 p. : ill., 123 maps ; 28 x 38 cm.
Includes index.
Bibliography: p. 137-141.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Richmond and the Peninsula. [New York : D. Appleton and Co., 1874].
Authors: Johnston, Joseph E. (Joseph Eggleston), 1807-1891. Narrative of military operations, directed, during the late war between the states (1874) -- D. Appleton and Company -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 16 x 39 cm., on sheet folded to 23 x 14 cm.
Anonymous map issued without imprint in Johnston, Joseph E. Narrative of military operations, directed, during the late war between the states (New York : D. Appleton and Co., 1874) between p. 118-119.
Shows theater of operations during the Peninsular Campaign of 1862.
Duplicate copies: U 2 .455 -- Dawes F 861 .45
Graff 2227 between p. 116-119 (PrCt)

80523 Virginia Peninsula (Va.) - Tourism - 1989
Authors: Virginia Peninsula Tourism and Conference Bureau
1 booklet (31 p) : col photos, maps ; 28 cm

80524 Virginia Route 20 (Va.) - 1980<<>Constitution Highway (Va.) SEE Virginia Route 20 (Va.)
Authors: Constitution Highway Association
1 leaflet (5-fold) : photos, maps ; fold to 23 cm
Travel Vertical File G3882 .V572 1980 .C6 (PrCt)

80525

Vis Island (Croatia) - Maps - 1528—Lisa
Island (Croatia) SEE Vis Island (Croatia) — Lissa Island (Croatia) SEE Vis Island (Croatia) — Woodcuts
[Map of Vis and adjacent islands in the Adriatic Sea]. [Venice : Nicolò Zoppino, 1528].
Authors: Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530 -- Zoppino, Nicolò, fl. 1508-1544 -- Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530. Libro di Benedetto Bordone : nel qual si ragiona de tutte l'isole del monde ... (1528)
1 map : woodcut ; within printed borders 8 x 14 cm., on sheet 31 x 21 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Vis island is identified as Lisa.
In: Bordon, Benedetto. Libro di Benedetto Bordenon : nel qual si ragiona de tutte l'isole del monde ... (Venice : Nicolò Zoppino, 1528), folio XXXII.
Case folio G 117 .108, folio XXXII (PrCt)

80526

Visby (Sweden) - Pictorial works - 1620
Visbia Gothorvm. [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Hoefnagel, Jacob, 1542-1601 -- Hoefnagel, Jacob.
Visisbide (Sweden) approx. 1595 -- Visscher, Claes. Jansz., 1586 or 7
1 view : hand col. ; 17 x 45 cm.
Based on 1595 view by Joris Hoefnagel; forwarded to Braun and Hogenberg by Jacob Hoefnagel; see R.A. Skelton’s Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.
On same sheet with: Ovar Germanice Niev Hvisel.
Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Visibis Gothorvm.
In: Braun, Georg and Franz Hogenberg. Civitates orbis terrarum [Cologne: Pieter van Brachel?, ca. 1620] v. 5, plate 56
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 5, pl. 56 (PrCt)

80527

Visby (Sweden) - Pictorial works - 1657
Visbia Gothorvm. [Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657].
Authors: Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664 -- Valdemar I, King of Denmark, 1131-1182 -- Christian IV, King of Denmark and Norway, 1577-1648 -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Illustriorvm principiumque urbis septentrionalium Europae tabulae [1657] -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Theatrum urbiun (1657)
1 view : hand col. ; 33 x 49 cm.
Includes seals of King Valdemar I of Denmark and King Christian IV of Denmark and Norway.
Bottom margin includes dozens of lettered references.
Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Visibas Gothorvm.
In: Jansson, Jan. Illustriorvm principiumque urbis septentrionalium Europae tabulae, v. 1, [plate 19].
Issued in volume 1 of 8 in Jansson’s townbook atlases, collectively known as the Theatrum urbiun (Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657).
Case oversize G 117 .452, v. 1, [plate 19] (PrCt)

80528

Visegrad (Hungary) - Pictorial works - 1595—Plineburg (Hungary) SEE Visegrad (Hungary)
Vizzegrad Germanice Plindebvg. [Cologne : s.n., 1595 [i.e. ca. 1620] .
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Hoefnagel, Jacob, 1542-1601 -- Hoefnagel, Jacob.
Visegrad (Hungary) approx. 1595—Plindeburg (Hungary) SEE Visegrad (Hungary)
1 view : hand col. ; 17 x 45 cm.
Based on 1595 view by Joris Hoefnagel; forwarded to Braun and Hogenberb by Jacob Hoefnagel; see R.A. Skelton’s Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.
On same sheet with: Ovar Germanice Niev Hvisel.
Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Ovar
In: Braun, Georg and Franz Hogenberg. Civitates orbis terrarum [Cologne: Pieter van Brachel?, ca. 1620] v. 5, plate 56
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 5, pl. 56 (PrCt)

80529

Visscher, Claes. Jansz., 1586 or 7-1652
Authors: Simon, Maria, 1931- 2 v. (280, [118] p.) ; 30 cm.
In German.
Dissertation: Inaug. Diss.--Freiburg i.B.
Electrostatic copy of microfilm in the Harvard University Library.
OCLC 11747243. 5A 7907 (NLO)

80530

Visscher, Claes. Jansz., 1586 or 7-1652 - Bibliography
Authors: Campbell, Tony -- Map Collectors' Circle -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 24 p. : 30 maps : 25 cm.
Series: Map collectors’ series ; no. 46.
Duplicate copy: Map Ref Z6003 .M3 no. 46
LC Card Number: 77433956
Ayer 290 .C1445 1968 (NLO)

80531 Visual communication - Graphic arts - Cartographic curiosities - Collections - Pictorial maps - Collections - Pictorial maps - Maps - Miscellanea - Specimens

Authors: Tufte, Edward R., 1942- -- Graphics Press (Cheshire, Conn.)
126 p. : ill. (some col.) ; 28 cm.
3rd printing, with revisions, Dec. 1992
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Formerly Wing P93.5 .T84 1992
Map Ref P93.5 .T84 1992 (NLO)

80532 Viterbo (Italy) - Maps - 1462 - Viterbo (Italy) - Historical geography - Maps - 2006 - Cartography - Viterbo (Italy) - History - 1462 - Wall maps

Authors: Guidoni, Enrico, 1939- -- Armati, Carlo -- Romaniello, Luigina -- Kappa
51 p. : col. maps ; 30 cm. + 1 folded color map in pocket (123 x 97 cm. folded to 25 x 16 cm.)
Includes facsimile of 1462 map (?) and bibliographical references (p. 48-51).
LC Card Number: 2008420357

80533 Viterbo (Italy) - Maps - 1596

Viterbo citta metropoli della provincia del patrimonio / Tarquino Ligustri Viterb. fecc. 1596. [Rome? Tarquino Ligustri?], 1596.
Authors: Ligustri, Tarquino, 16th/17th cent. -- Francis Roux-Devillas (Firm) -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 294 x 457 mm. (neat line), on sheet remargined to 439 x 532 mm.
Dedication in upper right to 'Odoardo Card[ina]le Farnese.'
Relief shown pictorially.
Manuscript '80' and '130' on verso.
Tooley 598.
Ex Roux-Devillas.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Novacco 4F 294 (PrCr)

80534 Viterbo (Italy : Province) - Maps - 1680 - Roma (Italy : Province) - Maps - 1680

Toscana inferiore, detta anticamente Tuscia

suburbicaria. Amsterdam, [ca. 1680].
Authors: Schenk & Valck, Amsterdam -- Honigh, Johanni -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:204
1 map : hand col. ; 40 x 49 cm.
2074
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6713.L3:3V5 1680 S3 (PrCr)

80535 Vitré-En-Artois (France), Battle of, 1710 - Spanish Succession, War of, 1701-1714 - Maps

Authors: Fricx, Eugène-Henri, d. 1733 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
III:U32
1 map ; 15 x 26 cm.
References A-H.
Phillips 7962 no. [48].
3148
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map2F G5834.V592 1710 F7 (PrCr)

80536 L'viv (Ukraine) - Pictorial works - 1620 - Leopoli (Ukraine) SEE L'viv (Ukraine) - L'viv (Ukraine) SEE ALSO Lwów (Poland)

Leopolis : Russice australis vrbis primaria emporium mercium Orientalium celeberrimum. [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : hand col. ; 27 x 50 cm.
Includes city crests dated 1526 and 1586.
Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Leopolis, Rvvssiae australis vrbis primaria ... .
In: Braun, Georg and Franz Hogenberg, Civitates orbis terrarum [Cologne: Pieter von Brachel?, ca. 1620] v. 6, plate 49.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 6, pl. 49 (PrCr)

80537 L'viv (Ukraine) - Pictorial works - 1657

Leopolis : Russice australis vrbis primaria emporium mercium Orientalium celeberrimum. [Amsterdam : Jan Jansson], 1657 [i.e. 1657].
Authors: Jansson, Jan, 1588 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : hand col. ; 27 x 50 cm.
Includes city crests dated 1526 and 1586.
Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Leopolis, Rvvssiae australis vrbis primaria ... .
In: Johann, Jan. Illustriorvm principumque urbium septentrionalium Europae tabulae [1657] -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Theatrum urbium (1657)
1 view : hand col. ; 27 x 50 cm.
Includes city crests dated 1526 and 1586.
Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Leopolis, Russiae australis urbis primaria ... .
In: Jansson, Jan. Illustriorvm principumque urbium septentrionalium Europae tabulae, v. 1,
80538 Viissingen (Netherlands) - Maps - 1816 - Fortification<<Flushing (Netherlands) SEE Viissingen (Netherlands)
Flushing. London : J. Luffman, [1816?].
Authors: Luffman, J. (John), 1756-1846 -- Luffman, J. (John), 1756-1846. Select plans of cities, harbours, forts, &c. ... [1816?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 14 x 19 cm.
In: Luffman, John. Select plans of cities, harbours, forts, &c ... (London: Luffman, [1816?]), plate [31].
folio Ayer 135 .L94 1816 pl. [31] (PrCt)

80539 Viissingen (Netherlands) - Pictorial works - 1620<<Flissingen (Netherlands) SEE Viissingen (Netherlands)
Flissinga. Zelandiae oppidum, tutissimum Nautarum et Nauclerorum domicilium. [Cologne: s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : hand col.; 32 x 45 cm.
Anonymous view.
Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Flissinga.
In: Braun, Georg and Franz Hogenberg. Civitates orbis terrarum [Cologne: Pieter von Brachel?, ca. 1620?] v. 5, plate 28
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 5, pl. 28 (PrCt)

80540 Viissingen (Netherlands) - Pictorial works - 1793<<Flushing (Netherlands) SEE Viissingen (Netherlands)
View of the entrance into the port of Flushing / B. Peters pinx. ; Sparrow sculp. [London : s.n., 1793?].
Authors: Peters, B. fl. ca. 1793 -- Sparrow, S., fl. ca. 1793 -- Bankes, Thomas, b. 1744. A New and authentic system of universal geography, antient and modern : including all the late important discoveries made by the English ... [1793?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view ; 18 x 29 cm., on sheet 40 x 24 cm.
"Engraved for Bankes's new system of geography published by royal authority."
In: Bankes, Thomas. A New and authentic system of universal geography, antient and modern : including all the late important discoveries made by the English ... (London : Printed for C. Cooke ... [et al., 1793?]), opposite p. 825.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G115 .B36 1793, opposite p. 825 (PrCt)

80541 Vlorë Region (Albania) - Maps - 1574<VALORIA (Albania) - Maps - 1574<Flissa (Albania) SEE Vlorë (Albania)
Valona. [Venice? Giovanni Francesco Camocio?, 1574?].
Authors: Camocio, Giovanni Francesco, 16th cent. -- Camocio, Giovanni Francesco, 16th cent. [Isole famose porti, fortezze, e terre maritime sottoposte alla Ser.ma Sig.ria di Venetia ad altri principi christiani, et al Sig.or Turco] [1574?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 16 x 21 cm.
Title from banner at top center.
Blank cartouche at bottom left.
City and naval ships shown pictorially.
Oriented with north at upper left.
In atlas lacking title page: Camocio, Giovanni Francesco. [Isole famose porti, fortezze, e terre maritime sottoposte alla Ser.ma Sig.ria di Venetia ad altri principi christiani, et al Sig.or Turco, nouame[n]te poste in luce] [Venice? : Alla libraria del segno di S. Marco? ; G.F. Camocio?, 1574?], [plate 19].
Manuscript no. 19 at upper right.
Offset image of this map appears on verso of engraved map "Istria sotto il domenio Veneto" (bound as [plate 4] in this copy of the atlas.) Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
VAULT Baskes folio G1955 .C3 1574, [plate 19] (PrCt)

[Pictorial relief map of bridges spanning the Vltava River in Prague]. 2011.
Authors: Barabanova, Yelena
1 map (in 1 color photograph) ; 9 x 15 cm.
Color print of photo taken in September 2011 by Yelena Barabanova of metal and granite pictorial-relief map overlooking the Vltava River in Prague.
Accompanied by photo of bridges detailed in the map.
map1F G6514.P7P2 2011 .P7 (PrCt)

80543 Volcanoes - Maps - 1844<<<<Atlas, German - 1844

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)


Baskes folio G1881.C5 L46 1841 [no. 2 of 2] (NLO)


Volga River Valley (Russia) - Maps - 1700<=>Volgae River SEE Volga River<=>Strip maps Nova et accurata Wolvegae Fluminis, olim Rha dicti delineatio / auctore Adamo Oleario. Amstelodami [Amsterdam] : apud Petrum Schenk et Gerardum Valk, [ca. 1700?]. Authors: Olearius, Adam, 1600-1667 -- Schenk & Valk, Amsterdam -- Bagge de Berga, Benedicto -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:X55 1 map ; 92 x 30 cm ; on sheet 50 x 58 cm. Included dedication to 'Dno. Benedicto Bagge de Berga.' Strip map printed in 2 sections; northern half at right; southern half at left. Sack map4F G7002.V6 1700 .O4 (PrCt)


80548 Volga River Valley (Russia) - Maps - 1700<=>Volgae River SEE Volga River<=>Strip maps Nova et accurata Wolvegae Fluminis, olim Rha dicti delineatio / auctore Adamo Oleario. Amstelodami [Amsterdam] : apud Petrum Schenk et Gerardum Valk, [ca. 1700?]. Authors: Olearius, Adam, 1600-1667 -- Schenk & Valck, Amsterdam -- Bagge de Berga, Benedicto -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:X55 1 map ; 92 x 30 cm ; on sheet 50 x 58 cm. Included dedication to 'Dno. Benedicto Bagge de Berga.' Strip map printed in 2 sections; northern half at right; southern half at left. Sack map4F G7002.V6 1700 .O4 (PrCt)

80550 Volynia (Ukraine) - Maps - 1665
Volynia (Ukraine) SEE Volynia (Ukraine)
Basse Volynie, ou Palatinate de Kiow : tiré entièrement de la gra[n]de Ukraine du Sieur le Vasseur de Beauapau / par le Sr. Sanson d'Abbeville... ; Somer sculp. A Paris : Chez l'Auteur, 1665.
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Beauaplan, Guillaume Le Vasseur, sieur de, b. ca. 1600 -- Somer, J. -- Rollin, Charles, 1661-1741 -- Lopez-Majano, Jadwiga
1 map ; 41 x 55 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:880,000].
A burn hole north of Stary has been patched on verso.
map4F G7102 .V6 1665 .S3 (PrCt)

80551 Volterra (Italy) - Maps - 1560
Archaeology SEE Archaeology - Volterra (Italy) - Maps - 1560
Antiqvissimvs Vvltterrae, regiae olim Thvscorvm vbris, typvs ex monvmentis, et vestigiis antiqvitatvs, desvmpvs / Domenicus Vadorinius Pomaranciensis delineauit. [S.I. s.n., 1560?].
Authors: Vadorinius, Dominicus, 16th cent. -- V. X., 16th cent. -- W., 16th cent. -- C.E. Rappaport (Firm) -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 360 x 535 mm., 411 x 546 mm. (plate mark)
Date from British Library Map Catalogue on CD-ROM ("Maps 23570.(5.))
Double monogram 'VX' [or 'W'?] at bottom right split into two halves right separated by snake coiled around rod surmounted by eagle; cf. monogram 'W' on Vadorinius's ca. 1560 map of Volterra: Vvltterrae nova descriptio (Novacco 4F 297).
Dedication in scroll in upper left: Poretti Cardinal Montalto.
Key to locations A-E, 1-155 in 10 columns in lower margin.
Relief shown pictorially.
Oriented with north at bottom.
Ex Rappaport.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
f61
Novacco 4F 296 (PrCt)

80552 Volterra (Italy) - Maps - 1565
Vvltterrae nova descriptio / D. V. Pomaranciensis delineabat. [S.I. s.n., 1565?].
Authors: Vadorinius, Dominicus, 16th cent. -- V. X., 16th cent. -- W., 16th cent. -- C.E. Rappaport (Firm) -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 344 x 505 mm. (geographic detail), 399 x 516 mm. (plate mark)
Title from small banner at upper left; banner at upper right is blank.
Oversize lettering in upper margin: Tantvm aevi longinqua valet mvtare vetstvas.
Date from British Library Map Catalogue on CD-ROM ("Maps 23570.(4.))
Monogram 'W' at upper left; cf. double monogram 'VX' [or 'W'?] on Vadorinius's ca. 1560 map of Volterra: Antiqvissimvs Vvltterrae ... (Novacco 4F 296).
References 1-73 in in bottom margin.
Relief shown pictorially.
Oriented with north at bottom.
Ex Rappaport.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
f62
Novacco 4F 297 (PrCt)

80553 Volusia County (Fla.) - Maps - 1883 - LandownersSEE Volusia County (Fla.) - Maps - Landowners - Maps
Authors: Rogers, D. D. -- Smith, J. L. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 6 parts; 2 are 20.5 x 31.5 in. each; 2 are 22 x 31.5 in. each and 2 are 23 x 31.5 in. each. Scale 1:63,360. Originally published Philadelphia: J. L. Smith, 1883.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 83 (PrCt)

80554 Vopel, Kaspar, 1511-ca. 1561
Caspar Vopel. [Wolfenbüttel : Heckners Verlag, 1972].
Authors: Haase, Yorck Alexander -- Haase, Yorck Alexander. Alte Karten und Globen in der Herzog August Bibliothek Wolfenbüttel (1972) p. 36-40 : 2 maps ; 22 cm.
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3193, no. 6.
Map Ref GA195.W64 H32 1972, p. 36-40 (NLO)

80555 Vopel, Kaspar, 1511-ca. 1561
[Notes on Caspar Vopel]. [Chicago, 198-?].
Authors: Karrow, Robert W.
1 file folder ; 25 x 30 cm.
Bibliographical notes, photocopies of maps, correspondence, and drafts used in the preparation of the chapter on Caspar Vopel in: Karrow, Mapmakers of the sixteenth century and
their maps (1993).
Vert 3196 (PrCt)

80556 Vopel, Kaspar, 1511-ca. 1561
Authors: Keussen, Hermann, 1862-1943 -- Allgemeine deutsche Biographie (1967-1971) p. 299 ; 24 cm.

80557 Vopel, Kaspar, 1511-ca. 1561
Authors: Koch, Herbert, 1886-48 p. : ill., map ; 20 cm.
Photocopies.
Series: Aus der Geschichte der Familie Vopelius ; Hft. 4. Vert 3195, no. 4 (PrCt)

80558 Vopel, Kaspar, 1511-ca. 1561
Kaspar Vopel (Vopelius). [Düsseldorf : L. Schwann, 1895].

80559 Vopel, Kaspar, 1511-ca. 1561

80560 Vopel, Kaspar, 1511-ca. 1561. [Armillary sphere] (1545)

80561 Vopel, Kaspar, 1511-ca. 1561. [Globes]
Die Kölner Globen des Kaspar Vopelius von Medebach, 1511 bis 1561. [Paderborn : Verlag Bonifacius-Druckerei, 1884].

80562 Vopel, Kaspar, 1511-ca. 1561. Recens et Germana bicornis ac vvidi Rheni omnium Germaniae annium celeberrimi descriptio (1555)
Die Rheinkarte des Kaspar Vopelius. [Schwerin, 1929].

80563 Vopel, Kaspar, 1511-ca. 1561. Recens et Germana bicornis ac vvidi Rheni omnium Germaniae annium celeberrimi descriptio (1558)

80564 Vopel, Kaspar, 1511-ca. 1561. Recens et Germana bicornis ac vvidi Rheni omnivm Germaniae annivm celeberrivm descriptivm (1555)
Introduction. [Stuttgart : Müller & Schindler, 1982].

80565 Vopel, Kaspar, 1511-ca. 1561 SEE Vopel, Kaspar, 1511-ca. 1561
Vopel, Kaspar, 1511-ca. 1561. World map (1545)


Map Ref GA101 .A2, v. 20, p. 392-405 (PrCt)

Vorarlberg (Austria) - Maps - 1961


Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag -- Karl Thiemig AG -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

151 p. : 3 maps (some col., some folded) ; 17 cm. Map inside front cover. Folded map in pocket. Includes index.

Series: Grieben-Reiseführer : Bd. 239

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 239 (1961) (NLO)

Vorau (Austria) - Catholic church buildings - 1980

Das Stift Vorau in Bildern. [Vorau, Austria?], [ca. 1980s].

1 booklet (54 p) : photos, ills (some col.) ; 20 cm

Travel Vertical File G6493 .S8:3V65 1980 .D4 (PrCt)

Vorau (Austria) - Tourism - 1978


Authors: Fremdenverkehrsverein

1 booklet (10 p) : col. photos, map ; 21 cm

Travel Vertical File G6493 .S8:3V65 1978 .F7 (PrCt)

Vosges (France) - Maps - 1917 - Language and languages - Haute Saône (France) - Maps - 1917 - Language and languages - Vosges (France) - Maps - 1917 - Language and languages - Haute Saône (France) - Maps - 1917

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Bloch, Oscar, b. 1877 -- Champion, H.
4 p., xxiv, 33 p. : 810 maps; 28 x 22 cm.
"J'ai réservé pour un lexique, qui fait suite à l'Atlas ... une quantité considérable de matériaux." -- Author's introd., p. xiii.
References: Phillips 8418; OCLC 4562842.

X758945 .095 (NLO)

80573 Vosges (France) - Maps - 1922 Lorraine (France) - Maps - 1922 Alsace (France) - Maps - 1922

ixlvi, 543 p. : 63 maps and plans (some folded, some col.) ; 16 cm.
Rev. / par P. Sixemonts.
Maps by L. Thuillier, L. Hermann, A. Rabin.
Map on endpaper, 2 folded col. maps in pocket.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [xlvii]-xlviii) and index.
Series: Guides bleus

Owner's inscription: J.F. Giffard, Belmont, Jersey.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G153 .G84 Vosges (1922) (NLO)

80574 Vosges (France) - Maps - 1928 Champagne-Ardenne (France) - Maps - 1928 Lorraine (France) - Maps - 1928 Alsace (France) - Maps - 1928

lxxx, 633 p., [29] folded leaves of plates : 70 maps and plans (some col., some folded) ; 16 cm.
[Nouv. éd.] / rév. par Mme. Lucien Tillion.
Preface signed: Marcel Monmarché.
Maps by L. Hermann, L. Thuillier, A. Rabin.
Map on endpaper, 2 folded col. maps in pocket.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [lili]-liv) and index.
Series: Guides bleus Vosges, Lorraine, Alsace

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G153 .G84 Vosges (1928) (NLO)

80576 Vosges (France) - Maps - 1950 Lorraine (France) - Maps - 1950 Alsace (France) - Maps - 1950

Authors: Legros, Jacques, 1914 -- Guides bleus -- Hachette (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Ixvi, 572 p. : 70 maps and plans (some folded, some col.) ; 17 cm.
"Cette édition a été remise à jour par Jacques Legros"--P. [ii].
Includes bibliographical references (p. [I]-liii) and index.

Map on endpaper.
Series: Guides bleus

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

LC Card Number: 50028405

Baskes G153 .G84 Vosges (1950) (NLO)

80577 Vosges (France) - Maps - 1964 Alsace (France) - Maps - 1964

Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag -- Karl Thiemig AG -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
243 p. : 2 maps (some col., some folded) ; 17 cm.
Map inside front cover.
Folded map in pocket.
Includes index.
Series: Grieben-Reiseführer ; Bd. 269

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 269 (1964) (NLO)

80578 Vosges Mountains (France) - Maps - 1907 Jura Mountains (France and Switzerland) - Maps - 1907 Vosges (France) - Maps - 1907 Jura (France) - Maps - 1907

Authors: Monmarché, Marcel, 1872-1945 -- Doré, Robert, 1890- -- Prégent, Paul, 1889- -- Hermann, L., active 1906-1939 -- Guides bleus -- Hachette (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Ivi, 549 p. : 69 maps and plans (some col., some folded) ; 16 cm.
[Nouv. éd.] / établie avec la collaboration de Robert Doré et Paul Prégent.
Preface signed: Marcel Monmarché.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [xliii]-xliv) and index.
Maps by L. Hermann.
Map on endpaper.
Series: Guides bleus

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

LC Card Number: 41039115

Baskes G153 .G84 Vosges (1939) (NLO)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Authors: DeVries, Dirk de
BHC 1724
Vert 1324 (PrCt)

80585 Vossius, Isaac, 1618-1689 - Map collections
Atlases and maps from the library of Isaac Vossius (1618-1689). 1981.
Authors: Vries, Dirk de, 1938-
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

80586 Vowell, Sarah, 1969- Arader, W. Graham, 1950- Map industry and trade
California as an island. 2003.
Authors: Vowell, Sarah, 1969- p. 67-77
Photocopy of humorous essay in Vowell, Sarah.
Details her experience working in W. Graham Arader's bookstore in San Francisco.
For Arader's 2007 reaction to Vowell's piece, see Vert 820 no. 2.
Vert 820 no. 1 (PrCt)

80587 Voyages and travels
Authors: Ramusio, Giovanni Battista, 1485-1557 -- William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library)
3 v. : ill., plates, maps, plans ; 31 cm.
Vol. 1, 5th (repr. of 4th) ed., 1606.
Forms part of the William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library).
Greenlee 4583 .R18 1606 (NLO)

80588 Voyages and travels - 1554- Atlases, Italian - 1554 - Woodcuts
Authors: Ramusio, Giovanni Battista, 1485-1557 -- Ramusio, Giovanni Battista, 1485-1557.
Navigazione et viaggi (1554-56), v. 1 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
[iv], 34, 436 leaves, [6] leaves of plates : ill., maps, plans (woodcuts) ; 33 cm.
Compiled by Giovanni Battista Ramusio.
Colophon: Stampato in Venetia, nella stamperia de gli heredi di Luc'Antonio Giunti, nel mese di marzo, MDLIII.
Includes three maps on double leaves of plates.
Includes index.
The second edition of the first volume of the Navigationi et viaggi (the first edition was in 1550). The manuscript of a second volume was destroyed in a fire, and so the third volume was the next to appear, in 1556. In 1559, after Ramusio's death, all three volumes appeared in a new edition.
Maps also cataloged separately.
VAULT Ayer 110 .R2 1554 (NLO)

Voyages and travels - 1599-1600 - Discoveries in geography - English - 1599-1600
The Principal navigations : voyages, traffices and discoueries of the English nation, made by sea or ouerland, to the remote and farthest distant quarters of the earth, at any time within the compasse of these 1600 yeres: diuided into three seuerall volumes, according to the positions of the regions, whereunto they were directed. The first volume containeth the worthy discoueries &c. of the English toward the north and northeast by sea ... together with many notable monuments and testimonies of the ancient forren trades, and of the warrelie and other shipping of this realme of England in former ages. VWhereunto is annexed a briefe commentary of the true state of Island, and of the northen seas and lands situate that way; as also the memorabel defeat of the Spanish huge Armada, Anno 1588. The second volume comprehendeth the principall navigations, voyages, traffices and discoueries of the English nation made by sea ouer-land, to the south and south-east ... / by Richard Hakluyt, preacher, and sometime Student of Christ-Church in Oxford. London : George Bishop, Ralph Newberie, and Robert Barker, 1599-1600.
Authors: Hakluyt, Richard, 1552?-1616 -- Bishop, George, 1562-1611, printer -- Newberry, Ralph, 1560-1607, printer -- Bishop, George, 1562-1611, printer -- Barker, Robert, d. 1645, printer
3 v. in 2 v. 1 [24] 619 p.; v. 2 [16], 312, 204 p.; v. 3, [16], 868 p. : map ; 29 cm.
Author's name spelled Hackluyt on t.-p. for v. 2. Initiats, head and tail pieces.
Various errors in pagination.
"Bound by W. Pratt for H. Stevens & Son, 1888."
Voyages and travels - 1606
Navigantium atque itinerantium bibliotheca. Or, A complete collection of voyages and travels. Consisting of above six hundred of the most authentic writers ... Originally published by John Harris ... Now carefully revised, with large additions, and continued down to the present time; including particular accounts of the manufactures and commerce of each country. London : T. Woodward [etc.], 1744-1748.
Authors: Harris, John, 1667?-1719 -- Bowen, Emanuel, -1767 -- Campbell, John, 1708-1775 -- Woodward, Thomas, d. 1751? -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
2 v. : ill., ports., 21 maps ; 42 cm.
Edited by John Campbell.
Includes maps by Emanuel Bown.
Printed for Thomas Woodward and 15 others.
Includes index.
Text in red and black.
The first edition was "Originally published in two volumes in folio, by John Harris [London, 1705]"
LC Card Number: 05041507
folio Ayer 110 .H25 1744 (NLO)

Voyages and travels - 1748
Navigantium atque itinerantium bibliotheca. Or, A complete collection of voyages and travels.

Voyages and travels - 1785
A New and complete collection of voyages and travels. London : A. Hogg, [1785?].
Authors: Moore, John Hamilton, -1807 -- Hogg, Alexander, active 1778-1819
2 v. in 1 : fronts., plates, folded maps ; 37 cm.
Paged continuously.
folio G 12 .59 (NLO)

Voyages and travels - 1794
A New, complete, and universal collection of authentic and entertaining voyages and travels to all the various parts of the world ... : describing, in the most accurate manner, (upon an entire new and interesting plan) every place worthy of notice in Europe, Asia, Africa and America / the whole compiled from the original journals of the respective voyagers, and newly written by William Henry Portlock ; assisted by many officers and gentlemen engaged in the various undertakings of which this work is composed.
London : Printed for Alex. Hogg, no. 16 Paternoster-Row : And sold by all the other booksellers and newscarriers in England, wales, Scotland, and Ireland, [1794].
Authors: Portlock, William Henry -- Conder, Thomas, 1746 or 1747-1831 -- Hatchett, J. -- Walker, William (Engraver) -- Bowen, Thomas, -1790 -- Hogg, Alexander, active 1778-1819 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Spine title: Portlock’s voyages
Caption title: New and complete collection of the most remarkable voyages and travels to all the various parts of the world : which have been

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
undertaken and accomplished by British navigators and travellers: including particularly all those performed in the reign of His Present Britannic Majesty, George III, together with some journals translated from the French, &c.

Date of publication from ESTC.

Contents (from title page): New historical journals of the voyages of Captains Phillip, King, Ball, White, and Hunter, &c. to Botany-Bay, Port Jackson, Sydney Cove, New South Wales, Norfolk Island, &c. in the southern ocean. -- Captain Wilson's valuable voyage from Macao to the Pelew Islands. -- Portlock and Dixon's voyages to the north west coast of America and round the world. -- Captains Mears, Tipping, and Douglas's voyages from Bengal and China to the north west coast of America. -- Brisson and Saugnier's voyages to the coast of Africa. -- Rochon's voyage to Madagascar and the East Indies. -- The interesting journal of lieutenant Bligh's voyage. -- Hamilton's voyage round the world in the Pandora. -- Captain Cook's voyages complete. -- Sir Francis Drakes's celebrated voyages round the world. -- The celebrated Lord Anson's voyage round the world. -- Lord Byron's remarkable voyage round the world. -- Captain Wallis's valuable voyages to the South Seas. -- The voyage of Philip Carteret, esq. round the world. -- Lord Mulgrave's voyage towards the North Pole. -- Bruce's most celebrated travels complete into Abyssinia. -- Hodges's curious travels, or tour, in India. -- History of four travels or journeys into the country of the Hottentots and Caffraria, by lieutenant Patterson. -- New travels through Arabia and other countries in the east, translated from the original of Mr. Neibuhr. -- New travels in the United States of America, translated from the French of M. Brissot de Warville. -- Also new tours and travels through France, Austrian Netherlands, Holland, Spain, Italy, Sweden, Poland, &c. &c. together with a new tour or survey of the Russian Empire. Likewise the substand of all other eminent navigators and travellers, such as Morse, Parkinson, Lutwicht, Moore, Hanway, Howard, Drummond, Pocock, Shaw, Carver, Dalrymple, Burnett, Baretti, Thickness, Twifs, Bridone, Wraxhall, Johnson, Pennant, Smollet, Forster, Furneaux, Banks, Solander, Bouganville, Keate, Ross, Anbury, &c. &c. &c.

"Directions to the binder": p. 836.
Printed in double columns.

Subscription list: [2] p. at end.
Frontispiece torn with some loss of text.
Fully bound leather; gold-stamped green leather spine label with title: Portlock's voyages.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: ESTC T67466

Baskes oversize G420 .P67 1794 (NLO)

Voyages and travels -
1824-1831

The Modern traveller: a description of the various countries of the globe / by Josiah Conder. London: Printed for Thomas Tegg and Son; James Duncan, [1824-1831].
Authors: Conder, Josiah, 1789-1855 -- Thomas Tegg and Son -- Lane Theological Seminary -- McCormick Theological Seminary -- McCormick Theological Seminary Collection (Newberry Library)

33 v.: ill., maps (some folded); 15 x 10 cm.
Includes bibliographical references.
Contents: v. 1. Palestine -- v. 2-3. Syria and Asia Minor -- v. 5. Arabia -- v. 5-6. Egypt, Nubia, [etc.].


Bookplate: Lane Seminary Library.
Forms part of the McCormick Theological Seminary Collection at the Newberry Library.

G460 .C6 1824 (NLO)

Voyages and travels -
1824-1831

Atlases, British - 1824-1831

The Modern traveller: a description of the various countries of the globe / by Josiah Conder. London: Printed for Thomas Tegg and Son; James Duncan, [1824-1831].
Authors: Conder, Josiah, 1789-1855 -- Thomas Tegg and Son -- Lane Theological Seminary -- McCormick Theological Seminary -- McCormick Theological Seminary Collection (Newberry Library)

33 v.: ill., maps (some folded); 15 x 10 cm.
Includes bibliographical references.
Contents: v. 1. Palestine -- v. 2-3. Syria and Asia Minor -- v. 5. Arabia -- v. 5-6. Egypt, Nubia, [etc.].


Bookplate: Lane Seminary Library.
Forms part of the McCormick Theological Seminary Collection at the Newberry Library.

G460 .C6 1824 (NLO)
4 v. : plates, map, facsim. : 25 cm.
Partial contents: 1. bd. Altertum bis Ptolemaus.--2. bd. 200-1200 n. Chr.--3. bd. 1200-1415 n. Chr.--4. bd. ...
"Literaturverzeichnis für band I-IV": v. 4, p. [430]-506.

**Ayer 6 .H51 1936 (NLO)**

**80597 Voyages and travels - Early works to 1800**

**80598 Voyages and Travels - Maps - 1907**


Authors: Ramusio, Giovanni Battista, 1485--1557

---

**80599 Voyages and Travels - Maps - 1912**


Authors: Meyers Reisebücher -- Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 26 maps

2nd ed.


Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

---

**80600 Voyages and Travels - Maps - Collections, 1860-1864**

_Vacation tourists and notes of travel in 1860 [1861], [1862-3]._ Cambridge : Macmillan, 1864.

Authors: Galton, Francis, Sir, 1822-1911 -- Macmillan & Co.

3 v. : ill. ; 22 cm.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Voyages and Travels - Maps - Collections, 1890</td>
<td>Illustrated travels. London: Cassell, Petter &amp; Galpin, 1890. Authors: Bates, H.W. -- Cassell, Petter &amp; Galpin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vreedenburgh (Suriname) - Pictorial works - 1791</td>
<td>The Military post Vreedenburgh, at the Marawina. London: Published ... by J. Johnson, 1791. Authors: Stedman, John Gabriel, 1744-1797</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wabash and Erie Canal (Ind. and Ohio) - Maps - 1984</td>
<td>Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. Wabash and Erie Canal (Ind. and Ohio). Authors: Meek, Thomas</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960-- Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)
178 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
1st ed.
'Deluxe edition.'
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).
'3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.' Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).
Includes indexes.
Series: Family maps
ISBN 1420307746 ; 9781420307740
Local History Ref F532.W18 B69 2007 (NLO)
Wabash County Indiana : official farm plat book and directory. LaPorte, Ind. County Plat and Directory Co., [1967].
Authors: County Plat & Directory Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (28 p.) : 12 maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
Scale not given.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Wabash County Indiana : official farm plat book and directory. LaPorte, Ind. County Plat and Directory Co., [1967].
Authors: County Plat & Directory Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (28 p.) : 12 maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
Scale not given.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G4093.W2G46 1967 .T6 (NLO)
Authors: Wabash Railroad Company -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : col. ; 12 x 35 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Printed artwork.
'... Occupying 100 acres in Southwest Chicago ...
At head of cover title: 1958.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
5A 7267 (1958 vol. [2]) (PrCr)
Wabash River Valley - Maps - 1818
Authors: Melish, John, 1771-1822 -- Tanner, Vallance, Kearny & Co. -- Birkbeck, Morris, 1764-1825 -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- M. Carey & Son -- Everett D. Graff Collection of...
Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 17 x 12 cm.
In Birkbeck, Morris. Letters from Illinois (Philadelphia: M. Carey and Son, 1818) opposite p. 3.
Scale [ca. 1:990,000].
Graff 303 opp. p. 3 (PrCt)

80614 Wabasha County (Minn.) - Maps - 1974 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps
Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Wabasha County (Minn.). Soil & Water Conservation District -- Buhr Realty (Rochester, Minn.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (36 p.) : 18 maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
Includes index to owners and business directory.
"Sponsored by Wabasha Soil & Water Conservation District."
Scale [1:50,688], 1 1/4 in. = 1 mi.
Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Former owner’s stamp: Buhr Realty, 909 North Broadway, Rochester, Minn. 55901.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 75332599

80615 Wabasha County (Minn.) - Maps - 1978 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps
Authors: Directory Service Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (44 p.) : 18 maps ; 25 cm.
Cover title.
Publisher and place of publication from back cover.
Includes index to owners.
Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

80616 Wabasha County (Minn.) - Maps - 1986 - Land ownership - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps
Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Wabasha County (Minn.). Soil & Water Conservation District -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (38 p.) : 18 maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
Sponsor: Wabasha Soil & Water Conservation District (Minn.)
Scale [ca. 1:50,688], 1 1/4 in. to 1 mile.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

80617 Wachau (Austria) - Maps - 1927 - Kamp an der Donau Region (Austria) - Maps - 1927 - Lower Austria (Austria) - Maps - 1927
Authors: Woerl, Leo, 1843-1918 -- Woerl's Reisebücherverlag -- Woerl's Reisehandbücher -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Cover title: Wachau und das Kremst- und Kamptal
Forward dated: 1927.
Includes index.
Series: Woerl's Reisehandbücher.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .W64 Wachau (1927) (NLO)

80618 Waco (Tex.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps - Waco Region (Tex.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps - Killeen (Tex.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps - Temple (Tex.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- NAVTEQ (Firm) -- Rand McNally and Company.
Street guide -- Rand McNally and Company.
StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
"1st edition" -- front cover
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
"$18.95" -- back cover
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528686462
RMcN StrFdr 2008 .W32 (PrCt)

80619 Wadena County (Minn.) - Maps - 1906-1990 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps
Atlas of Wadena County, Minnesota : containing maps, plats of the townships, rural directory, pictures of farms and families, articles about history, etc. / compiled 1990 by Title Atlas Company. Minneapolis, Minn. Title Atlas Co., c1990.
Authors: Title Atlas Co. (Minneapolis, Minn.) -- North West Publishing Co. Plat book of Wadena
County, Minnesota (1906) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (various pagings) : ill., maps, ports. ; 33 cm.
Cover title: Pictorial atlas, Wadena County, Minnesota
Includes indexes to owners and directories.
Scale [ca. 1:44,000].
Advertisements interspersed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Wagenaer, Lucas Janszoon, 1534 or 5-1606
Lucas Janszoon Wagenaer: a sixteenth century marine cartographer. [196-?].
Authors: Koeman, C. (Cornelis), 1918-
From Geogr. jour. [196-?]: [202]-217. 2 plates.
Vert 223 (PrCt)

Wagenaer, Lucas Janszoon, 1534 or 5-1606
The Mile used by Lucas Wagenaer in 1583.
Authors: Jacoby, Gustav, 1875-1965 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
p. 116
Map Ref folio GA1 .I6, v. 19, p. 116 (PrCt)

Wahkiakum County (Wash.) - Maps - 1898 - Landowners-Counties - Maps
[Wahkiakum County (Wash.) - 1898: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche].
Authors: Ouellette, L. P. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: Photocopy (positive), 18 x 21.5 in. Scale 1:126,720. Originally compiled [1870].
Microfiche 583, no. 591 (PrCt)

Walbrzych (Poland : Voivodship) - Maps - 1662
Ducatus Silesiae Schwidnicensis. Amsterdam, 1662.
Authors: Kühnovio, Friedrich, d. 1675 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Il:30
1 map : hand col. ; 40 x 51 cm.
Koeman B1 56 [501].
2274
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:30 (PrCt)

Walbrzych (Poland : Voivodship) - Maps - 1680
Comitatus Glatz. Amsterdam, [ca. 1680].
Authors: Scultetus, Jonas, 1603-
Schenk & Valck, Amsterdam -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). Il:22
1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 44 cm.
2265
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:22 (PrCt)

Walcheren (Netherlands) - Maps - 1720
Nieuwe kaart van het Eiland Walcheren. Amsterdam, [ca. 1720].
Authors: Ottens, Aaltje Frede ca.1665-1725 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Il:75
1 map ; 47 x 53 cm.
3384
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6003.Z4:2W3 1720 08 (PrCt)

Walcheren (Netherlands) - Maps - 1753
Kaart van het Eiland Walcheren : op ordre van ... W. C. H. Friso, Prince van Orange en Nassau ... / meetkundig opgenomen in den jaare 1750 door

80624
80625
80626
80627
Waldeck Region (Germany) - Maps - 1860

Waldeccensis comitatus. Amsterdam, [ca. 1680].
Authors: Schenk & Valck, Amsterdam – Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:165
1 map : hand col. ; 37 x 48 cm.
2403
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:165 (PrCr)

Waldeck Region (Germany) - Maps - 1733

Waldecciae ac finitimorum dominiorum Iteriter & Cansteiniani...accurata tabula. Nuremberg, 1733.
Authors: Homann Erben (Firm) -- Nicolai, J. -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:166
1 map : hand col. ; 53 x 46 cm.
2404
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:166 (PrCr)

Waldo County (Me.) - Maps - 1859 - Landowners<<>Counties - Maps<<>Landowners - Maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps: Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
80633 **Waldseemüller, Martin, 1470-1521?**
*Martin Hylacomylus Waltzemüller, ses ouvrages et ses collaborateurs.* Paris : Challamel aîné, 1867.
*Newberry holdings not verified (PrCr)*

80634 **Waldseemüller, Martin, 1470-1521?**
*Notes explicatives sur la 'Cosmographiae introductio' et les cartes de Waldseemüller de 1507 et 1516.* [Saint-Dié : Imprimerie C. Cuny, 1911].
Authors: Ferry, René -- Bulletin de la Société philomatique vosgienne (1911) p. 19-34
*Vert 3200, no. 5 (PrCr)*

80635 **Waldseemüller, Martin, 1470-1521?**
*First map with “America” on it.* [New York : Publishers’ Weekly, 1901].
Authors: Fischer, Joseph, 1858-1944 p. 947; 25 cm.
Discovery of two large maps by Waldseemüller in the library of Prince Waldenburg-Wolfgang at Wolfegg Castle.
*Z 983 .719, p. 947 (PrCr)*

80636 **Waldseemüller, Martin, 1470-1521?**
*Newberry holdings not verified (PrCr)*

80637 **Waldseemüller, Martin, 1470-1521?**
Authors: Franck, Jakob -- Allgemeine deutsche Biographie (1967-1971) p. 488-489; 24 cm.

80638 **Waldseemüller, Martin, 1470-1521?**
*Werde der Kartograph Martin Waldseemüller in Radolfzell geboren?* [Singen : Verein Thorbecke, 1964].
*Vert 3198, no. 8 (PrCr)*

80639 **Waldseemüller, Martin, 1470-1521?**
*Notes on Martin Waldseemüller.* [Chicago, 1980-?].
Authors: Karrow, Robert W. 1 file folder; 25 x 30 cm.
Bibliographical notes, photocopies of maps, and drafts used in the preparation of the chapter on Martin Waldseemüller in: Karrow, Mapmakers of the sixteenth century and their maps (1993).
*Vert 3201 (PrCr)*

80640 **Waldseemüller, Martin, 1470-1521?**

80641 **Waldseemüller, Martin, 1470-1521?**
*Anmerkungen zu Werken von Martin Waldseemüller.* [Bielefeld [etc.]: Velhagen & Klasing [etc.], 1972].
Authors: Meine, Karl-Heinz -- Kartographische Nachrichten (1972) p. 191-197; maps. il., facs. ; 24 cm.
*Vert 3200, no. 6 (PrCr)*

80642 **Waldseemüller, Martin, 1470-1521?**
*Die Karten Martini Waldseemüllers.* [Leipzig ; Wiesbaden ; B. G. Teubner ; Franz Steiner Verlag, 1905].
Photocopies from: Geographische Zeitschrift 11 (1905): 227-233 [lacking the plate].
Waldseemüller, Martin, 1470-1521?

Universalis cosmographia (1507)

Epistolarum familiarium libri duo. Haganoae : Ex officina Petri Brubachij, 1536.

Authors: Trithemius, Johannes, 1462-1516 [16], 344 p. ; 21 cm.
In a letter of 12 August 1507, Trithemius speaks of having recently purchased a small globe and a large map of the world, printed in Strasbourg, clearly referring to Waldseemüller's maps (Karrow, Mapmakers of the 16th Century, 570).

Case E 5 .T732, p. 296 (PrCt)

Waldseemüller, Martin, 1470-1521?

Universalis cosmographia (1507)

Maps - Conservation and restoration


Authors: Wanser, Heather Egan -- Library of Congress Information bulletin p. 194-197 : maps, ills. ; 28 cm.


Vert 437, no. 2 (PrCt)

Waldseemüller, Martin, 1470-1521?

Universalis cosmographia (1507)

Discoveries in geography

The Fourth part of the world : the race to the ends of the Earth, and the epic story of the map that gave America its name / Toby Lester. New York : Free Press, 2009.

Authors: Lester, Toby xii, 462 p. : ill, maps ; 23 cm.

1st Free Press hardcover ed. A chronicle of the early sixteenth-century creation of the Waldseemüller map offers insight into how monks, classicists, merchants, and other contributors from earlier periods shaped the map's creation.

Contents: Awakening -- Old World. Matthew's maps ; Scourge of God ; The description of the world ; through the Ocean Sea ; Seeing is believing -- New World. Rediscovery ; Ptolemy the Wise ; the Florentine perspective ; Terrae incognitae ; Into African climes ; The learned men ; Cape of Storms ; Colombo ; The Admiral ; Christ-bearer ; Amerigo -- The whole world. Gymnasium ; World without end ; Afterworld -- The way of the world -- Appendix. The Stevens-Brown map. Includes bibliographical references (p. 407-435) and index.

Waldseemüller, Martin, 1470-1521?
Universalis cosmographia (1507)
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Waldseemüller, Martin, 1470-1521?
Wale, Peter de, d. 1570

Authors: Choulant, Ludwig, 1791-1861 -- Archiv für die zeichnenden künste mit besonderer beziehung auf kupferstecher- und holzschnede kunst und ihre geschichte 5 (1859) p. 31
Photocopies from: Archiv für die zeichnenden künste mit besonderer beziehung auf kupferstecher- und holzschnede kunst und ihre geschichte (Leipzig : Rudolph Weigel, 1855-1870), v. 5, p. 31 [W 007 .05].
Vert 3017, no. 4 (PrCt)

Wale, Peter de, d. 1570

Wie is Peter de Wale? [Antwerpen : N. v. De Nederlandsche boekhandel, 1941].
Authors: Denucé, Jean, 1878-1915. De Geschiedenis van de Vlaamsche kaartsnijkunst 1941 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) p. 16 ; 20 cm.
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3017, no. 10.
Baskes GA923.5.A1 D39 1941, p. 16 (PrCt)

Wale, Peter de, d. 1570

Peter de Wale (Van de Waele, ab Aggere?). [Antwerpen : Impr. J.-E. Buschmann, 1926].
Authors: Exposition de la cartographie belge aux XVIe, XVIIe et XVIIIe siècles (1926) p. xvi-xvii
Vert 3017, no. 6 (PrCt)

Wale, Peter de, d. 1570

Een skeletprent van Peter de Wale / door J. G. de Lint. [Amsterdam : Nederlandsche Maatschappij tot Bevordering der Geneeskunst, 1923].
Authors: Lint, J. G. de (Jan Gérard), 1867-1936 -- Nederlands tijdschrift voor geneeskunde (1923) p. 1618-1621
Photocopies from: Nederlands tijdschrift voor geneeskunde 67 (1923): 1618-1621.
80682  Wales - Maps - 1573  
*Cambriae typus*. [Conway, Wales : Olwen Caradoc Evans, 1971].  
Authors: Llwyd, Humphrey, 1527-1568 -- Evans, Olwen Caradoc -- Gruffydd, R. Geraint -- Cotswold Collotype Co.  
1 map : hand col. ; 37 x 50 cm.  
Facsimile of original published [Amsterdam: 1573-1586].  
'The first printed map of Wales by Ortelius ... .'  
Scale [ca. 1:520,000].  
Numbered '280' on verso.  
Relief shown pictorially. Includes table of regional names in Latin, Welsh and English.  
Text on verso: Cambria, sive Wallia -- Humphrey Llwyd of Denbigh: some documents and a catalog / by R. Geraint Gruffydd.  
Gift '71  
map2F 5760.1 (PrCt)  

80683  Wales - Maps - 1588  
*Cambriae typvs / auctore Hvmfredo Lhvydo Denbygiense Cambobritaño*. [Antwerp : Christophe Plantin, 1588].  
Theatro de la tierra vniversal (1588) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map : hand col. ; 35 x 47 cm.  
In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatro de la tierra vniversal (Antwerp : Christophe Plantin, 1588), [plate 12].  
Printed no. 12 and Spanish letterpress text on verso beginning: Cambria o Wallia. Desta Cambria hemos facado ... .  
Digital image of a duplicate or variant edition available on Marcel P.R. van den Broecke's Cartographica Neerlandica website (accessed Feb. 2012):  
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1588, [plate 12] (PrCt)  

80684  Wales - Maps - 1606  
Theatro orbis terrarum ... (1606) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map : hand col. ; 35 x 47 cm.  
Printed no. 13 and English letterpress text on verso beginning: Wales. The discourse of this province ... .  
In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatro orbis terrarum ... (London : J. Norton, 1606), [plate 13].  
Digital image of a duplicate or variant edition available on Marcel P.R. van den Broecke's Cartographica Neerlandica website (accessed June 2012):  
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1606, [plate 13] (PrCt)  

Authors: Speed, John, 1552?-1629 -- Sudbury, John -- Humble, George, d. 1640 -- Legate, John, d. 1658 -- Humble, William, 1612-1686 -- Speed, John, 1552?-1629. A Prospect of the most famous parts of the world ... together with ... Great Brittaines empire (1646)  
1 map : 37 x 32 cm. on sheet 42 x 55 cm.  
Includes coats-of-arms.  
Letterpress text on verso (p. 99-100) under the following heading: The Generall description, and severall division of the principalitie of Wales.  
In: Speed, John. A Prospect of the most famous parts of the world ... together with ... Great Brittaines empire (London : Printed by John Legatt, for William Humble, 1646) map [70].
**Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)**

**Case oversize G 117 .82 map [70] (PrCt)**

80686  **Wales - Maps - 1658**

*Principauté de Galles: ou sont les comtés, ou shires de Anglesey I. Carnarvan ...* [Paris : P. Mariette], 1658 [i.e. 1659?].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Mariette, Pierre, 1603-1665 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (1658 [i.e. 1659?])
1 map : hand col.; 35 x 42 cm.
In: Sanson, Nicolas. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (Paris : Pierre Mariette, 1658 [i.e. 1659?]) v. 1, pl. [27]

VAULT Case oversize G1015 .S35 1658 v. 1, pl. [27] (PrCt)

Authors: Speed, John, 1552?-1629 -- Bassett, Thomas -- Chiswell, Richard -- Speed, John, 1552?-1629. The Theatre of the Empire of Great-Britain ... (1676) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 37 x 32 cm. on sheet 42 x 55 cm.
Letterpress text on verso (p. 99-100) under the following heading: The General description, and several divisions of the principality of Wales.
In: Speed, John. The Theatre of the Empire of Great-Britain ... (London : Printed for T. Bassett and R. Chiswell, 1676) map [49].

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .S7 1676 map [49] (PrCt)

80688  **Wales - Maps - 1703**

*The Principality of Wales / by John Seller.* [London : s.n., 1703].
Authors: Seller, John, fl. 1658-1698 -- Seller, John, fl. 1658-1698. A New system of geography : designed in a most plain and easie method ... (1703)
1 map : 11 x 14 cm.; on sheet 15 x 17 cm.

In Seller, John. A New system of geography : designed in a most plain and easie method ... (London : Jeremiah Seller ; Charles Price ; John Senex, 1703) map [11].
Manuscript '[H[?]' in lower right.

Case 3A 1704 map [11] (PrCt)

Authors: Harris, John, 1667?-1719 -- Knapton, James, -1738 -- Harris, John, 1667?-1719. Atlas maritimus & commercialis ... (1728) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
3 maps ; 49 x 30 cm. and smaller on sheet 54 x 64 cm.
In: [Harris, John et al.] Atlas maritimus & commercialis ... (London : Printed for James and John Knapton [et al.], 1728) plate 10.

oversize Ayer 135 .A83 1728 pl. 10 (PrCt)

Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Delamarche, Charles François, 1740-1817. Atlas général : contenant le détail des quatre parties du monde [1798?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; hand col.; 36 x 42 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:875,000].
Relief shown pictorially.

Baskes oversize G1015 .A77 1798, [ptie 1], [plate 9] (NLO)

80691  **Wales - Maps - 1748 - Nautical charts<<<>>Saint George's Channel (Ireland and Wales) - Maps - 1748 - Nautical charts - Wales - Maps - 1748<<<>>Nautical charts - Saint George's Channel (Ireland and Wales) - Maps - 1748<<<>>Nautical charts"
A Chart of the coast of Wales in St. George's Channel, drawn from an actual survey now lying at the Admiralty Office, and made between the years 1737 & 1744. [Conway, Wales] : Olwen Caradoc Evans, [ca. 1970].
Authors: Morris, Lewis, 1700-1765 -- Hill, Nathaniel, 1708-1768 -- Evans, Olwen Caradoc -- Cotswold Collotype Co.
1 map ; 51 x 71 cm.
Facsimile of original published [London]: Lewis Morris, 1748.
Numbered (on verso) '33.'
Scale [ca. 1:383,600].
Oriented with north at right.
Soundings shown in fathoms.
Scenes of Welsh industry surround the dedication cartouche.
Dedication: To ... the Lords Commissioners ... Lewis Morris.
map4F 5761.P5.1 (PrCt)

Wales - Maps - 1831

England - Maps - 1831

Authors: J. & C. Walker (Firm) -- Baldwin & Cradock -- Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (Great Britain) -- Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (Great Britain). A Series of maps, modern and ancient (1829-1831)
1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 36 cm.
Covers Wales and west central England.
Issued, with another map, in paper cover with letterpress text at bottom: No. 13, containing:
oversize G 1001 .82 fascicule 13, map [1] (PrCt)

Wales - Maps - 1839

1 map ; 39 x 63 cm., folded to 15 cm.
Cover-title: Walker's South Wales.
Scale: 69.1 = 1 degree.
Bonaparte 10785 (NLO)

Wales - Maps - 1848

Authors: Cliffe, Charles Frederick -- Dower, John, active 1838-1846? -- Hamilton, Adams, & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 2 maps
2nd ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Wales - Maps - 1851

Authors: Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- John Bartholomew & Co.
1 v. : 4 map plates
Bonaparte 10842 (NLO)

Wales - Maps - 1858

Black's picturesque guide through North and South Wales. Edinburgh : Adam and Charles Black, 1858.
Authors: Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- Black's guide books -- Bartholomew, John, 1805-1861 -- John Bartholomew & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
xv, 406, 58 p., [20] leaves of plates (some folded) : ill., 6 maps (some folded) ; 20 cm.
8th ed.
Series: Black's guide books.
Spine title: Black's picturesque guide through Wales.
Maps by J. Bartholomew.
Series statement from publisher advertisements.
Advertisements: 58 p. at end.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .B55 Wales (1858) (NLO)

Wales - Maps - 1870

Black's Picturesque guide to Wales : north and south, & Monmouth-shire. Edinburgh ; Chester : Adam and Charles Black ; Catherall and Prichard, 1870.
Authors: Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- Black's guide books -- Catherall & Prichard (Chester, England) -- Bartholomew, John, 1805-1861 -- John Bartholomew & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
[1st ed.?]
Spine title: Black's picturesque guide through Wales.
Maps by J. Bartholomew.
Maps on lining papers.
Series: Black's guide books.
Series statement from publisher advertisements.
Advertisements: 104 p. at end.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .B55 Wales (1870) (NLO)

Wales - Maps - 1872

Black's Picturesque guide to Wales. Edinburgh ; Chester : Adam and Charles Black ; Catherall and Prichard, 1872.
Authors: Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- Black's guide books -- Catherall & Prichard (Chester, England) -- Bartholomew, John, 1805-1861 -- John Bartholomew & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
xiv, 433 p., [22] leaves of plates (some folded) :
80703 Wales - Maps - 1876
Philips’ handy atlas to North & South Wales : a series of fourteen maps, including a general map of Wales and a map of Snowdon and its approaches. London : George Philip and Son, 1876.
Authors: George Philip & Son -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (14 folded leaves of plates) : 14 col. maps ; 19 cm.
New and rev. ed.
Cover title: Philips’ handy atlas of North & South Wales
On maps: George Philip & Son, London & Liverpool.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1820 .G46 1876 (NLO)

80700 Wales - Maps - 1882
Authors: Roberts, Askew -- Hodder and Stoughton -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 7 maps
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

80701 Wales - Maps - 1890
Philips’ handy atlas of the counties of Wales / constructed by John Bartholomew. London : George Philip & Son, 1890.
Authors: Bartholomew, John, 1831-1893 -- George Philip & Son -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (16 p., 16 folded leaves of plates) : 16 col. maps ; 19 cm.
Spine title: Philips’ atlas of Wales
"With consulting index."
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1820 .B37 1890 (NLO)

80702 Wales - Maps - 1890
South Wales. London : Murray, 1890.
Authors: John Murray (Firm) -- Murray’s handbooks for travellers -- Bruce, W. N.
1 v.
4th ed.
Lister, W.B.C. A Bibliography of Murray’s handbooks for travellers and biographies of authors, editors, revisers and principal contributors (Dereham: Dereham Books, 1993) no. 348.
G 44 .61 (NLO)

80703 Wales - Maps - 1922
Ivi, 260 p. : 22 maps and plans (some col., some folded) ; 16 cm.
Cover title: Muirhead’s Wales
‘The writer of the major part of the volume is ... J.E. Morris’" -- [v].
Maps by John Bartholomew & Son and Ordnance Survey.
Map on front endpaper.
Includes bibliographical references (p. xl) and plans.
Series: The blue guides -- Blue guide.
Owner’s inscription: F.E. Hunt.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copy: G 44 .59
LC Card Number: 23008878
Baskes G153 .B58 Wales (1922) (NLO)
Wales - Maps - 1932
Authors: Morton, H. V. (Henry Vollam), 1892-1979 -- Taylor, Alfred E., active 1920-1940 -- Methuen & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Map on endpapers by A.E. Taylor.
"With sixteen illustrations and a map."
Includes bibliographical references (p. ix-x) and index.
Publisher’s advertisements, [7] p. at end.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 32022165
*Baskes* DA730 .M67 1932 (NLO)

Wales - Maps - 1935
Authors: Borrow, George Henry, 1803-1881 -- Rhys, Brian -- Collins (Firm : London, England) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
602 p., [15] leaves of plates (1 folded) : ill., 1 map (folded) ; 16 cm.
"14 camera studies in photogravure, special map for tourists."
Illustrations on lining papers.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
*Baskes* DA730 .B66 1935 (NLO)

Wales - Maps - 1936
Authors: Muirhead, L. Russell (Litellus Russell), 1896-- Blue guide -- John Bartholomew and Son -- Ernest Benn Ltd. -- Griffin, Dan -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
3rd ed.
Spine title: Muirhead’s Wales
‘23 maps and plans.’
Maps by John Bartholomew & Son.
Map on endpapers.
Includes bibliographical references (p. xlii) and index.
Series: The blue guides -- Blue guide.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
*Baskes* G153 .B58 Wales (1936b) (NLO)

Wales - Maps - 1945
Authors: Lewis, Eiluned -- Face of Britain -- Lewis, Peter -- Batsford, Brian Cook -- B.T. Batsford Ltd. -- Unwin Brothers (Firm) -- Morrison and Gibb -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
2nd ed., rev.
"Illustrated from photographs."
Maps on lining papers.
Includes bibliographical references (p. vi) and index.
Dust jacket designed by Brian Cook and printed using the Jean Berté process.
Inscription: To Elsie, Christmas 1947.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 38008029
*Baskes* DA730 .L49 1945 (NLO)

Wales - Maps - 1947
Authors: Davies, Rhys, 1901-1978 -- Nichols, F. -- Britain in pictures -- British people in pictures -- William Collins Sons and Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Map by F. Nichols.
"With 8 plates in colour and 30 illustrations in black & white."
Series: Britain in pictures ; 62 -- The British people in pictures -- Britain in pictures ; 62 -- British people in pictures.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Carney, M. Britain in pictures, 62
*Baskes* DA630 .B75 no. 62 (1947) (NLO)

Wales - Maps - 1951
Authors: Gruffydd, William John, 1881-1954 -- 
Festival of Britain (1951) -- About Britain -- 
Geographical Projects (Firm) -- William Collins 
Sons and Co. -- Brewers’ Society (London, 
England) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection 
(Newberry Library) 
92 p. : ill. (some col.), maps ; 22 cm. 
Maps by Geographical Projects, Ltd. 
'A short reading list': p. 92. 
'The About Britain guides are sponsored by the 
Brewer’s society as their contribution to the 
Festival of Britain 1951.' --Inside front cover. 
Series: About Britain ; no. 6 
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at 
the Newberry Library. 
Baskes DA11 .A2 1951 no. 6 (NLO) 

80712 Wales - Maps - 1951
Wales - Historical geography - Maps - 1951
Historical atlases
Wales in maps. Cardiff : University of Wales 
Press, 1951. 
Authors: Davies, Margaret, 1914- -- University of 
Wales Press 
1 atlas (111 p. illus., maps) ; 25 cm. 
Phillips 8221. 
G 1044 .217 (NLO) 

80713 Wales - Maps - 1953
Wales / edited by L. Russell Muirhead. London ; 
Chicago : E. Benn ; distributed in the U.S.A. by 
Rand McNally, 1953. 
Authors: Muirhead, L. Russell (Litellus Russell), 
1896- -- Blue guide -- John Bartholomew and 
Son -- Great Britain. Ordnance Survey -- Banks, 
F. R. -- Ernest Benn Ltd. -- Rand McNally and 
Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection 
(Newberry Library) 
xviii, 320 p., [27] leaves of plates (some folded) : 
24 maps and plans (some folded, some col.) ; 16 
cm. 
4th ed. 
Spine title: Muirhead’s Wales 
'24 maps and plans.' 
Maps by John Bartholomew & Son and Ordnance 
Survey. 
Includes bibliographic references (p. xlix-l) and 
index. 
Maps on endpapers. 
Series: The blue guides -- Blue guide. 
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at 
the Newberry Library. 
Duplicate copy: G 44 .592 
LC Card Number: 55000428 
Baskes G153 .B58 Wales (1953) (NLO) 

80714 Wales - Maps - 1980
National atlas of Wales / editor, H. Carter, 
assistant editor, H.M. Griffiths. [Cardiff, South 
Glamorgan] : Published by the University of 
Wales Press for the Social Science Committee, 
Board of Celtic Studies, University of Wales, 
c1980. 

Authors: Carter, Harold -- Griffths, H. M. -- 
University of Wales. Board of Celtic Studies. 
Social Science Committee 
1 atlas : maps (some col.) ; in portfolio 54 cm. 
Added title page: Atlas cenedlaethol Cymru. 
Scales differ. 
In English and Welsh. 
Two overlay reference maps laid in. 
Includes bibliographies. 
Contents: Physical environment -- Political development -- Culture -- Economic history -- 
Land use and agriculture -- Industry -- Services 
and communications -- Population and settlement 
-- Regional policy and planning. 
Scales differ. 
LC Card Number: 85100766 
Smith 95102415LC 
ISBN 0708307752 ; 9780708307755 
map7C G1820 .N3 1980 (NLO) 

80715 Wales - Maps - 1984 - Guidebooks 
Authors: Morris, Jan, 1926- -- University of 
Wales 
Press -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 
1 v. 
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. 
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) 
(Pr Ct) 

80716 Wales - Maps - 1989
Authors: Insight guides -- Bell, B. -- APA 
Publications (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection 
(Newberry Library) 
1 v. : 14 maps 
No. 150 in a series. 
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. 
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) 
(Pr Ct) 

80717 Wales - Maps - Bibliography - 
1573-1840
Wales - Maps - Collections, 
1573-1840
Cartography - Wales - History 
Antique maps of Wales. Montacute, Somerset : 
Montacute Bookshop, 1977. 
Authors: Booth, John -- Montacute Bookshop 
xiii, 132 p. : maps, ill. ; 26 cm. 
Includes index. 
GA821 .B66 (NLO) 

80718 Wales - Maps - Bibliography - Nautical 
charts
Nautical charts
Wales - Bibliography
Nautical charts
Marine plans and charts of Wales. London : Map 
Collector's Circle, 1969. 
Authors: Evans, Olwen Caradoc -- Map 
Collectors’ Circle -- Edward E. Ayer Collection 
(Newberry Library) 
46 p. : maps. . 25cm. 
Series: Map Collectors’ Circle. Map collectors’ 
series, no. 54 
Ayer 129.5 W172 E92 1969 (NLO) 

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. 
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Includes key to locations.
Scale [ca. 1:633,600].
map2F 5761.A6 (PrcT)

80725 Wales, North - Maps - 1859
Black’s picturesque guide to North Wales.
Edinburgh: Adam and Charles Black, 1859.
Authors: Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- Black’s guide books -- Bartholomew, John, 1805-1861 -- Marshall, B. Witton -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
: ill., 2 maps (folded) ; 18 cm.
Maps by J. Bartholomew.
Series: Black’s guide books.
Owner’s inscription: B. Witton Marshall, Chester, 1 June 1860.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .B55 North Wales (1859) (NLO)

80726 Wales, North - Maps - 1864-1865
A Handbook for travellers in north Wales. London: John Murray, 1864 [i.e. 1865?].
xxviii, 178, 72 p. : 1 map ; 18 cm.
2nd ed.
Publisher’s advertisements on endpapers and "Murray’s handbook advertiser, 1865", 72 p. at end.
Cover title: Murray’s hand-book, north Wales
Folded map in pocket engraved by W. & A.K. Johnston.
Imperfect: lacking p. 1-64, third sequence
"With a travelling map."
Includes index.
Series: [Murray’s handbooks for travellers] -- Murray’s handbooks for travellers.
Bookseller’s embossed stamp: H. Smith & Son.
Former owner’s inscription: A.P. Whately, 1865.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray’s handbooks for travellers, 350
Baskes G153 .M97 no. 350 (1864) (NLO)

80727 Wales, North - Maps - 1884-1885
North Wales / by M.J.B Baddeley and C.S. Ward
2 v. in 1 (4, xxiii, [1], 218; xvi, 147, 4, xxx p.) : 19 hand col. maps (chiefly folded) ; 17 cm.
Index map on lining paper.
Each vol. has separate t.p.
"Chester, Rhyl, Llandudno, Bangor, Llanrwst, Bettws-y-Coed, Carnarvon, Llanberis, Beddgelert, and Festiniog sections."--Vol. 1 t.p.
"Llangollen, Bala, Dolgelley, Barmouth, Oswestry, Shrewsbury, Welshpool, Llanidloes, Machynlleth, and Aberystwith sections."--Vol. 2 t.p.
"Errata": vol. 1, p. [xxiv]; vol. 2, p. xvi.
Advertisements: 4, xxx p. at end.
Includes indexes.
Series: Thorough guide series ; 8, 9
Publisher’s red cloth binding.
Owner’s inscription: E.S. Morphene, 1886, Sheatham, Surrey.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 North Wales (1884) (NLO)

80728 Wales, North - Maps - 1885
xvi, 147, 4, xxx p. ; 8 hand col. maps ; 17 cm.
Index map on lining paper.
"Errata," p. xvi.
Includes index.
Imperfect: p. 3-60 of "Thorough guide advertiser" wanting
Advertisements: 4, xxx p. at end.
Series: Thorough guide series ; 9
Publisher’s red cloth binding.
Two copies; copy 1 includes advertisements at end (4, xxx p.) and inscribed "J.H. Westacott, Glenthorpe, Maplesbury Rd., Brondesbury"; copy 2 imperfect, lacking p. 3-60 (of 64 p. total) of "Thorough guide advertiser" at end.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .T56 North Wales, pt. 2 (1885) [copies 1 and 2] (NLO)

80729 Wales, North - Maps - 1885
A Handbook for travellers in North Wales ...
London : J. Murray, 1885.
Authors: John Murray (Firm) -- Murray’s handbooks for travellers -- Davies, J., xlii, 190 p. : folded maps, plan ; 17 cm.
Uniform title: Wales, North Map in pocket.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Wales, North - Maps - 1886
Black's picturesque guide to North Wales.
Edinburgh : Adam and Charles Black, 1886.
Authors: Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- Black's guide books -- Bartholomew (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
xii, 229 p., [12] leaves of plates : ill., 10 maps (some folded), plans ; 17 cm.
19th ed.
Cover title: North Wales
Maps by Bartholomew.
Map inside front cover.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .B55 North Wales (1886) (NLO)

Wales, North - Maps - 1887
2 v. in 1 : 22 maps (chiefly hand col., chiefly folded) ; 17 cm.
2nd ed.
Spine title: Baddeley and Ward's North Wales
Index map on lining paper.
Each vol. has separate t.p.
"Chester, Rhyl, Llandudno, Bangor, Llanrwst, Bettws-y-Coed, Carnarvon, Llanberis, Beddgelert, and Ffestinog sections."--Vol. 1 t.p.
"Llangollen, Bala, Dolgelley, Barmouth, Oswestry, Shrewsbury, Welshpool, Llanidloes, Machynlleth, and Aberystwith sections."--Vol. 2 t.p.
"Thorough guide advertiser": 64 p. at end of vol. 2.
Includes indexes.
Series: Thorough guide series ; 8, 9
Publisher's red cloth binding.
Illegible owner's inscription on t.p.; ms. annotations on verso of "Section map no. 4."
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .T56 North Wales (1887) (NLO)

Wales, North - Maps - 1889
2 v. in 1 : 23 maps (chiefly col.), col. plan ; 17 cm.
Maps engraved by John Bartholomew & Co.
Index map on front endpapers.
Includes indexes.
"Thorough guide advertiser": [64] p. at end of pt. 2.
Series: Thorough guide series ; 8, 9.
Publisher's red cloth binding.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .T56 North Wales (1887b) (NLO)

Wales, North - Maps - 1892
4th ed. rev.
"19 maps, plans and panoramas by Bartholomew."
Maps engraved by John Bartholomew & Co.
Index map on front lining papers.
Includes index.
"Thorough guide advertiser": 76 p. at end.
Series: Thorough guide series ; 8.
Armorial bookplate: Colin Charles Hood.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .T56 North Wales, pt. 1 (1892) (NLO)

Wales, North - Maps - 1895
2 v. in 1 : 23 maps (chiefly col.), col. plan ; 17 cm.
Maps engraved by John Bartholomew & Co.
Index map on front endpapers.
Includes indexes.
"Thorough guide advertiser": [64] p. at end of pt. 2.
Series: Thorough guide series ; 8, 9.
Publisher's red cloth binding.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .T56 North Wales, pt. 1 (1892) (NLO)
Wales, North

80735 Wales, North - Maps - 1898 - Guidebooks

1 v.
1st ed.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

80736 Wales, North - Maps - 1899<<>>Cader Idris (Wales) - Pictorial works - 1899

xvi, 154, 96 p., [14] leaves of plates (chiefly folded) : col. ill., 14 hand col. maps, 1 view ; 17 cm.
5th ed.

Index map on lining paper.
"Thorough guide advertiser": 96 p. at end.

Includes index.
Series: Thorough guide series ; 9

80737 Wales, North - Maps - 1900

Authors: Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- Black's guide books -- Bartholomew, John, 1805-1861 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
xi, 244, 132 p., [9] leaves of plates (some folded) : ill., 13 maps (some col., some folded), 6 plans ; 17 cm.
22nd ed.

Maps by J. Bartholomew.
Map on lining papers.
Folded map in pocket at end.
Series: Black's guide books.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G153 .B55 North Wales (1900) (NLO)

80738 Wales, North - Maps - 1902

7th ed., rev.

Index map on lining paper.
"Thorough guide advertiser": 96 p. at end.

Includes index.
Series: Thorough guide series ; 9
Publisher's red cloth binding.
Owner's inscription: John S. Smithson, 24 March 1904.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .T56 North Wales, pt. 1 (1902) (NLO)

80739 Wales, North - Maps - 1904

xvi, 158, 80 p., [16] leaves of plates (chiefly folded) : 16col. ill., maps (chiefly col.), 1 view ; 17 cm.
6th ed.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Wales, North - Maps - 1905 - Guidebooks
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Baskes G153 .T56 North Wales, pt. 2 (1904) (NLO)

Wales, North - Maps - 1909
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Baskes G153 .T56 North Wales, pt. 1 (1909) (NLO)

Wales, North - Maps - 1910-1911
Bettws-y-Coed (Wales) - Maps - 1910-1911
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .W3 Bettws-y-Coed (1910) (NLO)

Wales, North - Maps - 1915
Cader Idris (Wales) - Pictorial works - 1915

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Wales, North - Maps - 1920

Wales, North - Pictorial works - 1922-1932


Authors: Little guides -- Story, Alfred Thomas, 1842-1934 -- Methuen & Co. -- Bristow, Leslie

Beaconfield -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)


2nd. ed.

Imperfect; issued with 2 maps, but this copy lacks p. [iii]-vi and folded map.

Map inside front cover.

Includes index.

Series: Little guides.

Armorial bookplate: Leslie Beaconfield Bristow.

Eastbourne, Sussex.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Full text of another copy available on HathiTrust Digital Library (includes railroad map at front; lacks folding map at end; accessed March 2011):

http://catalog.hathitrust.org/api/volumes/oclc/8863567.html

Baskes G153 .L58 North Wales (1920) (NLO)

Wales, North - Maps - 1922-1923

A Pictorial and descriptive guide to North Wales (southern section) : Aberystwyth, Aberdovey, Towyn, Barmouth, Portmadoc & Borth-y-Gest, Criccieth, Pwllheli, Snowdon, Llangollen, Corwen, Bala ... : eight district maps and plans of Chester, Aberystwyth, Barmouth, Criccieth, and Pwllheli.

London : Ward, Lock and Co., [1922 or 1923].

Authors: Ward, Lock and Company, ltd. -- Ward Lock guides -- John Bartholomew and Son -- Butler & Tanner Ltd. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. (various pagings, [34] leaves of plates (10 folded)) : ill., 14 maps (chiefly col., 10 folded) ; 17 cm.


Publication date from binder's instructions.

Cover title: North Wales : southern section

Maps by John Bartholomew & Son.

Printed by Butler & Tanner.

"With an appendix for anglers ... over sixty illustrations"

Series title from cover.

Includes index, advertisements and business directories.

Laid in: two admission tickets to Rhuddlan castle.


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G153 .T56 North Wales (1922) (NLO)

Wales, North - Maps - 1923


London : Ward, Lock, [between 1922 and 1932].


"John Bartholomew & Son, Ltd."--On maps.

Index maps on lining papers.

Previous 9 editions published as part of Thorough guide series.

Includes index.

Series: Ward, Lock & Co.'s tourist handbooks.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G153 .T56 North Wales (1922) (NLO)

Wales, North - Maps - 1949

North Wales / by W.T. Palmer. Harmondsworth,
Authors: Palmer, William T., 1877-1954 -- Penguin guides -- Penguin (Firm) -- John Bartholomew and Son -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)
155 p., 8 p. of plates : 5 col. maps ; 18 cm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 49028139

80750 Wales, North - Maps - 1951
92 p. : ill. (some col.), maps ; 22 cm.
Maps by Geographical Projects, Ltd.
'A short reading list': p. 92.
'The About Britain guides are sponsored by the Brewer's society as their contribution to the Festival of Britain 1951.'--Inside front cover.
Series: About Britain ; no. 7
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskets DA11 .A2 1951 no. 7 (NLO)

80751 Wales, North (Wales) - Tourism - 1975
North Wales / published and designed by the Wales Tourist Board. Cardiff, Wales : Wales Tourist Board, c1975.
Authors: Wales Tourist Board
1 booklet (80 p) : ills, photos (some col.), maps ; 21 cm
Travel Vertical File G5762 .W3 1975 .W3 (PrCt)

80752 Wales, South - Historical geography - Maps<<>>Wales, South - Boundaries - 1300-1399y - Maps<<<>>Welsh Borders (England and Wales) - Historical geography - Maps
Authors: Rees, William, 1887-1978 -- Western Mail & Echo -- Great Britain. Ordnance Survey 23 p. ; 24 cm. + map (1 map : col. ; on 4 sheets 76 x 104 cm. and smaller)
Cover-title : Handbook to the historical map of South Wales and the Border in the fourteenth century.
Consists of a handbook, and four maps mounted on cloth and folded, with separate cover-titles.
Map bears same title with imprint: Southampton,

England : Ordnance Survey Office.
Cover-title: Handbook to the historical map of South Wales and the Border in the fourteenth century.
G 1044 .74 [map] (PrCt)

Wales, South - Maps - 1860
xxxvi, 140, 24 p. : 1 map ; 18 cm.
Cover title: Murray's hand-book, south Wales
Spine title: Hand-book, south Wales
Folded map in pocket engraved by W. & A.K. Johnston.
Series statement from publisher's advertisements on front endpapers.
"With a travelling map."
Includes index.
"Murray's English handbook advertiser, 1860": 24 p. at end
Series: [Murray's handbooks for travellers] -- Murray's handbooks for travellers.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection at the Newberry Library.
Full text of another copy (but not the map) available online via Hathi Trust Digital Library (accessed February 2013):
http://hdl.handle.net/2027/uc1.b4071988
References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray's handbooks for travellers, 345
LC Card Number: 03005390
Baskets G153 .M97 no. 345 (1860) (NLO)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
xvi, 192, 48 p. : 16 maps (some col., some folded), plans : 17 cm.
Maps by John Batholomew & Co.
Map on front lining papers.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Series: Thorough guide series ; 10
Baskes G153 .T56 Wales, South (1908) (NLO)

Wales, South - Maps - 1913<<<South Wales
SEE Wales, South
Authors: Little guides -- Wade, George Wöosung, 1858-- Wade, Joseph Henry, 1861-- Fraser, Maxwell -- John Bartholomew & Co. -- Methuen & Co. -- Turnbull & Spears -- Bristow, Leslie Beaconsfield -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
xiii, 295 p., [33] leaves of plates : ill. 2 maps (1 col., 1 folded) ; 16 cm.
Maps by John Bartholomew & Co.
Printed by Turnbull & Spears.
Map inside front cover.
Includes index.
Series: Little guides.
Armillary bookplate: Leslie Beaconsfield Bristow. Eastbourne, Sussex.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 13013550
Baskes G153 .L58 South Wales (1913) (NLO)

Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960-- Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)
364 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
1st ed.
'Deluxe edition.'
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).
'3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.'
Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).
Includes indexes.

Walker County (Ga.) - Maps - 1893 - Landowners<<<Counties - Maps<<<Landowners - Maps
Authors: Street, Sam -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 23.5 x 18 in. Scale 1:126,720.
Originally published Dalton, Ga.: Sam Street, 1893.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps: Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 96 (PrCt)

Walker County (Tex.) - Maps - 1879 - Landowners<<<Counties - Maps<<<Landowners - Maps
Authors: Texas. General Land Office -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 18.5 x 15.5 in. Scale 1:133,320.
Originally compiled 1879.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps: Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 1156 (PrCt)

Walker County (Tex.) - Maps - 1889 - Landowners<<<Counties - Maps<<<Landowners - Maps
Authors: Sweeney, Frank R. -- Texas. General Land Office -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: Blueprint, 40.5 x 33.5 in. Scale 1:66,660. Originally compiled 1889; traced 1903.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps: Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 1156 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Wall maps - History
Authors: Klemp, Egon -- International Conference on the History of Cartography (5th : 1973 : Warsaw)
Vert 201, no. 5 (PrCr)

Wall maps - History
Dutch wall maps of Germany in the 16th and 17th century. 1979.
Authors: Schilder, Günter -- International Conference on the History of Cartography (8th : 1979 : Berlin)
Paper presented at Int. Conf. on the Hist. of Cartog. (8th), Berlin, 1979.
Vert 1235 (PrCr)

Wall maps - Storage - Photographs
1910-1912
Maps - Filing cabinets - Photographs - 1910-1912
Filing cabinets - Maps - Photographs - 1910-1912
Rand McNally and Company. Map-tack systems
8 photographs (some col.) ; 23 x 17 cm. and smaller
Includes: Views of 2 different map cabinets, each comprised of three 12-drawer map cases stacked upon a wooden base issued with a metal label: "Manufactured by Rand McNally & Co. Chicago--New York"; 2 detail views of drawers labelled 'New York E.,' 'New York W.,' etc.; and 3 detail views of 3 printed maps mounted on drawer bottoms.
Printouts of digital photographs of cabinets owned by Bowen Depke (location unknown) and Lloyd Armstrong (of Hutchinson, Kansas) accompanying emails of June 22, 2007 (Depke) and May 14, 2009 (Armstrong), both addressed to Patrick Morris.
Filed with photocopy of Catalog of Rand McNally map-tack systems (Chicago and New York : Rand McNally, [191-?]), 28 p. : ill. : 23 cm.
Original filed with several other undated trade catalogs issued ca. 1910-ca. 1940, all forming part of the Rand McNally archives, series 4 (marketing), box 3, folder 33 [3A stacks, aisle 56]
Vert 326 (PrCr)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

80772  Walla Walla County (Wash.) - Maps - 1909 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps
Standard atlas of Walla Walla County, Washington; incl. a plat book of the villages, cities and townships ... Patrons directory ... Chicago : Ogle, 1909.
Authors: Geo. A. Ogle & Co. 1 atlas (122, xii p.: ill., maps) : 30 cm.
References: Phillips 3928.
oversize F 9449 .643 (NLO)

80773  Walla Walla County (Wash.) - Maps - 1980 - Counties - Maps
Authors: Metsker Maps -- Metsker, Thomas Charles -- Metsker, Mark F. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : blue line print ; 92 x 90 cm., folded in envelope 23 x 14 cm.
"Copyright by Thos. C. Metsker/Mark F. Metsker."
Title on envelope: Metsker's Walla Walla County map
Scale [ca. 1:112,640].
Relief shown by hachures and spot heights.
Includes indexes of county roads and places.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
map4C G4283.W3 1980 .M4 (NLO)

80774  Waller County (Tex.) - Maps - 1879 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps
Authors: Texas. General Land Office -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: Blueprint, 45 x 27 in. Scale 1:66,660. Originally compiled Austin, Tex.: U.S. General Land Office, 1897; traced 1900.
Microfiche 583, no. 1159 (PrCt)

80775  Waller County (Tex.) - Maps - 1897 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps
Authors: Pressler, Herman -- Morris, J. W. -- Texas. General Land Office -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.


Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)


Walt Disney World Resort area map on sheet 36 x 29 cm.; map of Disney's Wilderness Lodge on sheet 44 x 28 cm.

Gift of Katherine Stotis, who visited the park in May 2011.

map 1F G3932.W3A 2011 .W3 (PrCt)

80792

Walters Art Gallery (Baltimore, Md.).

Manuscript W. 660.

The Earliest Ottoman maritime atlas -- the Walters 'Deniz atlası' / Th. D. Goodrich.


Authors: Goodrich, Thomas D. -- Archivum Ottomanicum

Pp. [25]-50 : 14 maps ; 24 cm.


On a portolan atlas which bears many stylistic characteristics of small Italian atlases of the 16th century.


Vert 2301, no. 3 (PrCt)

80793

Walworth County (Wis.) -- Maps - 1873 - Landowners - Counties - Maps

Combination atlas map of Walworth County, Wisconsin / Compiled, drawn and published from personal examinations and surveys by Everts, Baskin and Stewart. Chicago : Everts, Baskin and Stewart, 1873.

Authors: Everts, Baskin, and Stewart

1 atlas (73 p.) : 23 col. maps (part fold.) ill. ; 44 x 37 cm.

Includes drawings of many of the principal buildings and residences of Walworth County.

References: Phillips 2665; Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 1844

oversize G 10902 .27 (NLO)

80794

Walworth County (Wis.) -- Maps - 1900 - Landowners - Counties - Maps


Authors: Hovey, Arthur Miller, 1873- -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally

1900: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche


1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.


Walworth County (Wis.). Plan of the Parish of Walthamstow in the County of Essex (1822) Cartography - Walthamstow (England).


Authors: Coe, John, 1777-1839. Plan of the Parish of Walthamstow in the County of Essex (1822) -- Law, A. D. (Anthony David) -- Walthamstow Museum

2 v. in 1 ; 27 x 28 cm.

Facsimile of original published 1822, 'with notes by A.D. Law.'

Index (Monograph 5a) bound in.

Series: Walthamstow Antiquarian Society. Monographs, n.s., no. 5, 5a

DA690.W233 W3 .M6 no. 5-5a (NLO)

80791

Walthamstow (England) -- Maps - 1822 - Essex (England) -- Maps -


Walthamstow Antiquarian Society, Index (Monograph 5a) bound in.

John Coe's map of Walthamstow in 1822.


Authors: Coe, John, 1777-1839. Plan of the Parish of Walthamstow in the County of Essex (1822) -- Law, A. D. (Anthony David) -- Walthamstow Museum

2 v. in 1 ; 27 x 28 cm.

Facsimile of original published 1822, 'with notes by A.D. Law.'

Index (Monograph 5a) bound in.

Series: Walthamstow Antiquarian Society. Monographs, n.s., no. 5, 5a

DA690.W233 W3 .M6 no. 5-5a (NLO)
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 17 maps ; 37 cm.
Brown cloth cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .A78 1900 copy 1 (PrCt)

80795
Walworth County (Wis.) - Maps - 1900 - Landowners<->Counties - Maps<->Landowners - Maps
Authors: Hovey, Arthur Miller, 1873-- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 atlas : 17 maps ; 37 cm.
Brown leather cover, thick pages.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Needs Conservation Attention
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .A78 1900 copy 2 (PrCt)

80796
Walworth County (Wis.) - Maps - 1900 - Landowners<->Counties - Maps<->Landowners - Maps
Authors: Hovey, Arthur Miller, 1873-- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 atlas : 17 maps ; 37 cm.
In envelope, no hard cover, no title on cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Needs Conservation Attention
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .A78 1900 copy 3 (PrCt)

80797
Walworth County (Wis.) - Maps - 1900 - Landowners<->Counties - Maps<->Landowners - Maps
[Walworth County (Wis.) - 1900: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche], [Washington, D.C.] : LC G&M Division , [1983?].
Authors: W.W. Hixson & Co. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 39 x 17 in. Scale 1:42,240.
Microfiche 583, no. 1441 (PrCt)

80798
Walworth County (Wis.) - Maps - 1907 - Landowners<->Counties - Maps<->Landowners - Maps
Authors: Hennessey & Co.
oversize G1418.W2 H45 1907 (NLO)

80800
Wang P’an, b. 1539<->Cartography - China - History - 1500-1599
Vert 197 (PrCt)

80801
Wang P’an, b. 1539<->Chinese cartography - History - 1500-1599
Authors: Destombes, Marcel, 1905-1983
Vert 394 (PrCt)

80802
Wapello County (Iowa) - Maps - 1870 - Landowners<->Counties - Maps<->Landowners - Maps
Authors: Warner, George E., 1826?-1917 -- Harrison & Warner -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)


Microfiche 583, no. 206 (PrCt)


Microfiche 583, no. 207 (PrCt)

80804 Wapowski, Bernard, 1475-1535<<<Cartography - Poland - History - 1526 An Attempt at reconstructing the lost maps of Sarmatia and Poland (1526) by Bernard Wapowski (1475-1535). [Chicago]: The Newberry Library, 2005. Authors: Karrow, Robert W. 1 map: col.; 72 x 106 cm. Manuscript annotations on National Geographic base map.

map4F G6521 .B7 1526 K3 2005 (PrCt)


Baskes G1046.R1 K5 1983 (NLO)


Baskes G1046.R1 K47 1991 (NLO)


VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 3, pl. 37
80808  

80809  

80810  
map2F G4292.W2S1 1949 S5 1974 (NLO).

80811  

80812  

80813  
Okey, 1540 42nd Street, Des Moines 11, Iowa.
Advertisements on covers and interspersed.

Township maps Scale [1:50,688].
'Sponsored by Warren County Farm Bureau.'

1 atlas (40 p.) : 16 maps ; 22 x 28 cm.
(Newberry Library)
Okey, Elmer E.
County Farm Bureau (Ill.)
Authors: Rockford Map Publishers, 1956.

Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Warren County Farm Bureau (Ill.) -- Okey, Mina R. -- Okey, Elmer E. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (40 p.) : 16 maps ; 22 x 28 cm.
Cover title.
'Sponsored by Warren County Farm Bureau.'
Scale [1:50,688]; Township maps of scale 1 1/4 in. to 1 mile. Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Former owners: Mrs. Mina R. Okey, Elmer E. Okey, 1540 42nd Street, Des Moines 11, Iowa.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G4103.W3G46 1956 .R58 (NLO)

Standard atlas of Warren county, Illinois ...
Authors: Geo. A. Ogle & Co.
1 atlas (83, xxiii p. : ill., ports, col. maps) ; 46 cm.

Oversize F 8969 .642 (NLO)

Stacy's farm plat book, Warren Co. [Illinois].
Rockford, Ill. Stacy Map Publishers, c1941.
Authors: Stacy Map Publishers -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (16 leaves) : 16 maps (1 folded) ; 22 x 28 cm.
Cover title; stamped on cover as part of title:
Warren Co.
Scale not given.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G4103.W3G46 1941 .S73 (NLO)

Cover title.
Cf. Phillips 1574.

Scale [ca. 1:50,688]. 1 1/4 in. to 1 mile.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.


For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Landowners - Maps
Authors: J. H. Beers & Co. -- Chicago Historical Society
1 atlas ([5], 6-61 p.) : ill., hand col. maps ; 46 cm. Complete; lacking p. 39-40 and 49-50. Cover title: Illustrated historical atlas of Warren County, Indiana
Includes directories, brief history of Warren County and individual townships, biographies and portraits of early Warren County residents, brief history of the state of Indiana, sectional and township map of Indiana, railroad map of the United States, and world map. Scales differ.
Library buckram.
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005; includes CHS ownership markings.
CHS Coll., Atlas no. 93
LeGear. Atlases of the United States, 4577
LC Card Number: 2005627017
oversize G4093.W3G46 1877 .B4 (NLO)

Warren County (Iowa) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners - Maps - Counties
Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960-- Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)
206 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
1st ed.
'Deluxe edition.'
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).
'3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.' Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).
Includes indexes.
Series: Family maps
ISBN 1420305050 ; 9781420305050 ; 1420305069 ; 9781420305067
Local History Ref F627.W25 B69 2007 (NLO)

Warren County (Iowa) - Maps - 1899 - Landowners - Maps
Authors: Lake, D. J. -- Warner, A. -- Stone & Titus -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Collective facsimile title from spine.
Includes indexes.
Series: Heritage collection illustrated atlas from Unigraphic
LC Card Number: 79-689668 /MAP folio G1403.W3 E5 1978 (NLO)
80824

Warren County (Iowa) - Maps - 1859 - Landowners - Maps - Counties
Authors: Lake, D. J. -- Warner, A. -- Stone & Titus -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Includes indexes.
Series: Family maps
ISBN 1420305050 ; 9781420305050 ; 1420305069 ; 9781420305067
Local History Ref F627.W25 B69 2007 (NLO)
80825
**Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)**

Authors: Poorman, Dan. A. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 6 parts; 4 are 28 x 16 in. each and 2 are 28 x 17 in. each. Scale 1:32,000.
Originally published [1859?]
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
**Microfiche 583, no. 208 (PrCt)**

80829  
**Warren County (Iowa) - Maps - 1915 - Landownership - Counties - Maps**
Authors: Midland Map and Engineering Company -- Bank of Milo (Milo, Iowa) -- Schee Bros. & Co. (Milo, Iowa) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (37 p.) : 18 maps ; 46 cm.
The Bank of Milo, Schee Bros. & Co., Milo, Iowa presents this Atlas of Warren County, Iowa with compliments'--Cover.
Scales differ.
Includes index to townships.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Le Gear, C. U.S. Atlases, 4663

80830  
**Warren County (Iowa) - Maps - 1977 - Landowners - Counties - Maps**
Authors: Directory Service Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (64 p.) : 18 maps ; 25 cm.
Cover title.
Scale not given.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

80831  
**Warren County (Iowa) - Maps - 1984 - Landowners - Counties - Maps**
Authors: R.C. Booth Enterprises -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (41 p.) : 18 maps ; 32 cm.
Includes directory.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

80832  
**Warren County (Ky.) - Maps - 1877 - Landowners - Counties - Maps**
Authors: D.G. Beers & Co. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division
Includes index.
folio G1433.W25 H69 1902 (NLO)

80826  
**Warren County (Iowa) - Maps - 1872 - Landowners - Counties - Maps**
Atlas of Warren County, Iowa : drawn from actual surveys and the county records, to which is added a railroad map of the state of Iowa.
Authors: Harrison & Warner -- Chicago Historical Society
1 atlas (45, 52-53 p.) : col. maps ; 40 cm.
Scale [1:36,205]
Library buckram.
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005; includes CHS ownership markings.
CHS Coll., Atlas no. 119
oversize G4153.W25G46 1872 .H3 (NLO)

80827  
**Warren County (Iowa) - Maps - 1872 - Railroads - Counties - Maps**
Atlas of Warren County, Iowa : drawn from actual surveys and the county records to which is added a railroad map of the state of Iowa. [S.I. Warren County Historical Society, 1980?].
Authors: Harrison & Warner -- Worley & Bracher -- Bourquin, F. (Frederick), b. 1808 -- Warren County Historical Society (Iowa)
1 atlas ([25] p. : maps) ; 51 cm.
Reprint of the 1872 ed. published by Harrison & Warner, Marshalltown, Iowa.
Cover title.
Cf. Phillips 1702.
80-48819
oversize G1433.W25 H3 1872a (NLO)

80828  
**Warren County (Iowa) - Maps - 1902 - Landowners - Counties - Maps**
Atlas of Warren County, Iowa, 1902 : drawn from the county records and official surveys / by Hovey & Frame. Knoxville, Iowa : Hovey & Frame, c1902.
Authors: Hovey & Frame
1 atlas (27 p.) : col. maps ; 36 cm.
Scale [1:42,240]
land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 4 parts, 27.5 x 19.5 in each.
Scale 1:50,688. Originally published Philadelphia:
D. G. Beers & Co., 1877.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing
19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map
Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
[Washington, D.C. : Library of Congress,
Geography and Map Division, 1983?].
Microfiche 583, no. 242 (PrCt)


Map of Warren County [Mississippi]. [1863].
Authors: Wilson, James Harrison, 1837-1925 -- Babcock, Orville Elias, 1835-1884
1 ms. map : hand col. ; on sheet 94 x 64 cm.
Manuscript, pen and ink on tracing linen.
Shows names of many landowners.
'Scale 1 inch to the mile.'
'Official. J. H. Wilson, Lt. Col. A. I. G., 1st Lieut. Engrs.'
Sheet 6 of 7 manuscript and printed maps
removed from the papers of U.S. Army General
Orville E. Babcock at the Newberry Library.
VAULT MS map6F G3861.A 1863 .B3 no. 6 (PrCt)


Authors: McCarty, D. -- Library of Congress,
Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division
land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 50 x 37.5 in. Scale: 1:47,520.
Originally published 1852.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing
19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map
Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
[Washington, D.C. : Library of Congress,
Geography and Map Division, 1983?].
Microfiche 583, no. 468 (PrCt)


Authors: Walling, Henry Francis, 1825-1888 -- Hopkins, Griffith Morgan -- Smith, Gallup & Co. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing
19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map
Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
[Washington, D.C. : Library of Congress,
Geography and Map Division, 1983?].
Microfiche 583, no. 469 (PrCt)

80836 Warren County (N.J.) - Maps - 1874 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Warren County (N.J.) - Maps - Landowners

Authors: Beers, F. W. (Frederick W.) -- Genealogical Researchers
1 atlas (55 p. : maps) ; 40 cm.
References: Cf. Phillips 2171
oversize G1258.W3 B4 1983 (NLO)

80837 Warren County (N.J.) - Maps - Collections, 1789-1918 - Landowners - Sussex County (N.J.) - Maps - Collections, 1789-1918 - Landowners

Maps - Warren County (N.J.) - Maps - Landowners

Maps of Warren and Sussex County estates filed at Newton, New Jersey between 1789-1918. [s.l. s.n.], 1978.
Authors: Brown, Virginia Alleman 363 p. ; 29 cm.
Includes index.
80-48663
folio F142.W2 B761 (NLO)

80838 Warren County (N.J.) - Maps - Collections, 1839 - Counties - Maps

1 map : hand col. ; 41 x 38 cm.
In Burr, David H. and Simeon De Witt. An Atlas of the State of New York : containing a map of the State and of the several counties (New York: David H. Burr, 1829; republished Ithaca: Stone and Clark, 1839) pl. [20]. Map dated 1829 and 1839; engraved 'No. 21.'

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Case oversize G 10851 .13 pl. 20 (PrCt)

Authors: Chace, J. -- Balch, E. A. -- Shearer, W. O. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 37.5 x 53.5 in. Scale: 1:67,000.
Originally published Philadelphia: E. A. Balch and W. O. Shearer, 1858.
Microfiche 583, no. 572 (PrCt)

Authors: Beers, F. W. (Frederick W.) -- F.W. Beers & Co. -- Wehle, Martin
1 atlas (86 leaves of maps) ; 41 cm.
No. 212 of 300 copies.
'No. 40 of a series.'
Cf. Phillips 2260.
79-43568
ICN 79
oversize G1253.W2 B4 1876a (NLO)

80841 Warren County (Ohio) - Maps - 1903 - Landowners<< Counties - Maps<<<<<<<<Landowners - Maps Centennial atlas of Warren County, Ohio : containing complete maps of the county and each of its townships and villages ... a general history of the county ... Lebanon, Ohio : Centennial Atlas Association, 1903.
Authors: Centennial Atlas Association (Lebanon, Ohio) -- McKay, Will S.
1 atlas (116 p. : ill., maps) ; 43 cm.
Includes history compiled by Will S. McKay.
Phillips 16460.
oversize G 89294 .95 (NLO)

80842 Warren County (Pa.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners<< Counties - Maps<<<<<<<<Landowners - Maps [Warren County (Penn.) land ownership map, 18--]. [18--].
1 map
Anonymous map detached from unidentified 19th century text.
oversize G 83823.W2G46 18-- (PrCt)

Authors: Ludlow, Andrew H. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 26 x 36.5 in. Scale: 1:63,360.
Originally published 1838.
Microfiche 583, no. 807 (PrCt)

Authors: Barnes, Rufus L. -- Russell, R. R. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Microfiche 583, no. 808 (PrCt)

Authors: Beers, Ellis & Soule -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 33 x 46 in. Scale: 1:50,688.
Originally published New York: Beers, Ellis & Soule, 1865.
Landowners>>>Counties -
Maps>>>Landowners - Maps
Microfiche 583, no. 812 (PrCt)

80850  Warren County (Pa.) - Maps - 1889 -
Landowners>>>Counties -
Maps>>>Landowners - Maps
Microfiche 583, no. 813 (PrCt)

80851  Warren County (Pa.) - Maps - 1900 -
Landowners>>>Counties -
Maps>>>Landowners - Maps
Microfiche 583, no. 814 (PrCt)

80852  Warren County (Pa.) - Maps - 1984 -

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Landowners<>Counties - Microfiche 583, no. 1345 (PrCt)

Warrick County (Ind.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners<>Counties - Microfiche 583, no. 1345 (PrCt)

Warrick County (Ind.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners<>Counties - Microfiche 583, no. 1345 (PrCt)

Warrick County (Ind.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners<>Counties - Microfiche 583, no. 1345 (PrCt)

Warrick County (Ind.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners<>Counties - Microfiche 583, no. 1345 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
of Fort Wayne and Allen County
1 atlas (80 p. : maps) : 28 cm.
Facsimile of original published 1880.
Includes index.
Cf. Phillips 1634.
folio F532.W4 E93 1966a (NLO)

80858 Warrick County (Ind.) - Maps - 1971 - Landowners<<<>Counties - Maps<><>Landowners - Maps
Triennial atlas & plat book, Warrick County, Indiana. Rockford, Ill.; Boonville, Ind. Rockford
Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Warrick County Rural Youth Club (Ind.) -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (32 p.) : 15 maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
"Sponsored by Warrick County Rural Youth
Club."
Includes index to owners and business directory.
Scale [1:50,688], 1 1/4 in. = 1 mile.
Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

80859 Warrick County (Ind.) - Maps - 1977 - Landowners<<<>Counties - Maps<><>Landowners - Maps
Map Publishers ; Distributed by Warrick County Rural Youth Club (Ind.) -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (32 p.) : 18 maps (1 folded) ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
Folded map of Warrick County in pocket.
Includes index to owners and business directory.
Scale [1:50,688], 1 1/4 in. = 1 mile.
Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

80860 Warsaw (Poland) - 1998<<<>Narcotics - 1998 Crossing Europe: this continental divide can be felt on a bus (third of seven parts) / Peter Ford.
Authors: Ford, Peter
2 p. : col. photos and maps
Travel Vertical File G6524 .W3E625 1998 .F6 (PrCt)

80861 Warsaw (Poland) - Maps - 1792
A Plan of the city of Warsaw. [London? J. Stockdale?, 1792?].
Authors: Andrews, John, 1736-1809 -- Andrews, John, 1736-1809. A Collection of plans of the most capital cities of ... Europe and ... the world [1792?] -- Stockdale, John, 1749?-1814
1 map : 17 x 25 cm.
Case folio G 13 .036 pl. 31 (PrCt)

80862 Warsaw (Poland) - Maps - 1831
Warsaw (Warszawa). London : Chapman & Hall, 1831 [i.e.1844].
Authors: Clarke, W. B. -- Nicholson, T. E. -- Chapman and Hall -- Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (Great Britain) -- Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (Great Britain).
Maps of the Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (1844) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 29 x 38 cm.
'Drawn by W.B. Clarke, Arch.'
'Engraved by T.E. Nicholson.'
Bottom margin includes elevation drawings of prominent buildings.
oversize Ayer 135 .S67 1844 v. 2, pl. [212] (PrCt)

80863 Warsaw (Poland) - Pictorial works - 1620<<<>Varsovia (Poland) SEE Warsaw (Poland)
Varsovia. [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : hand col. ; 32 x 48 cm.
Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Varsovia.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 6, pl. 47 (PrCt)

80864 Warsaw (Poland) - Pictorial works - 1656
Authors: Dahlbergh, Erik Jönsson, greve, 1603-1670 -- Perelle, Gabriel, 1603-1667 -- Pufendorf, Samuel, Freiherr von, 1632-1694 -- Lopez-Majano, Jadhiga
1 view ; 20 x 56 cm.
Facsimile reprint of engraving in Pufendorf's De rebus a Carolo Gustavo Sveciae rege gestis commentarius iuri septim (Nuremberg, 1696)
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Warsaw (Poland) - Pictorial works - 1657
Varsovia. [Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657].
Authors: Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664 -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Illustriorvm principumque urbium septentrionalium Europae tabulae [1657] -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Theatrum urbiu (1657)
1 view : hand col.; 32 x 47 cm.
Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Varsovia.
In: Jansson, Jan. Illustriorvm principumque urbium septentrionalium Europae tabulae, v. 1, [plate 46].
Issued in volume 1 of 8 in Jansson's townbook atlases, collectively known as the Theatrum urbiu (Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657).
References: Krogt, Peter van der. Koeman's Atlantes Neerlandici, vol. IV (1657)
References: Richa
Catalogue of the Etched Work of Wenceslaus Hollar, no. 1069ii.

Warwick (England) - Maps - 1911-1912<<>>Leamington (England) - Maps - 1911-1912
London : Ward, Lock & Co., [1911 or 1912].
Authors: Ward, Lock and Company, ltd. -- Ward Lock guides -- John Bartholomew & Co. -- Butler & Tanner Ltd. -- Selwood Printing Works -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Printed by Butler & Tanner, the Selwood Printing Works.
Series title from cover.
Includes indexes, advertisements and business directories.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .W3 Warwick (1911) (NLO)

Warwick (England) - Maps - 1915-1851
Authors: Warwickshire (England). County Record Office -- Warwickshire Museum -- Cotswold Collotype Co. [1], 20 leaves ; 49 x 62 cm.
 Looseleaf.
361
map8C G5754.W2A 1977 W2 (PrCt)

Warwick (England) - Pictorial works - 1654
The Prospect of Warwick : from Coventre road on the northeast part of the towne [top view] : the prospect of it from London road on the south side of the towne [bottom view] / W. Hollar fecit 1654. 1730.
Authors: Hollar, Wenceslaus, 1607-1677 -- Dugdale, William, Sir, 1605-1686. Antiquities of Warwickshire illustrated (1730)
2 views ; 6.8 x 29.5 cm. and 7.1 x 29.5 cm. on rubber stamp on verso.

Warwick (England) - Maps - 1510-1862
Authors: Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: Blue line print, 11 x 16 in.
Originally compiled [1862]. Only covers part of the county.
Microfiche 583, no. 1369 (PrCt)

Warwick (England) - Maps - 1654
The Ground plot of Warwick / W. Hollar fecit 1654. 1730.
Authors: Hollar, Wenceslaus, 1607-1677 -- Dugdale, William, Sir, 1605-1686. Antiquities of Warwickshire illustrated (1730)
1 map ; 17.7 x 22.0 cm.
The graphic 'Scale of pases [sic] shows 200 paces = 44 mm.

80865

80868

80869
In Dugdale, William. Antiquities of Warwickshire illustrated (London, 1730), v. 1, after p. 424. The top view has the arms of the city at upper left and a key to buildings (1-6) at upper right; the bottom view has '298' at upper left and a key to buildings (1-7) at upper right.


Case oversize F 024594 .252, v. 1, after p. 424 (PrCt) 80874 Warwick (England) - Maps - 1860 - 


Warwick Valley in 1805. 1933.
Authors: Van Duzer, Elizabeth, C. -- Historical Society of the Town of Warwick
1 map ; 34 x 50 cm.
Inset: Warwick -- 1805.
78-42183
M1135
depository
map2F G3803.05:3W3 1933 V3 (PrCt)

Warwickshire (England) - Maps - 1805 - Landowners - Counties - Maps

Farm map of the town of Warwick, Orange Co. New York. [197-?].
Authors: Hughes, Michael -- Friend, Norman M., b. ca. 1815 -- Orange County Genealogical Society
1 map ; 51 x 70 cm.
Facsimile of original published Philadelphia, 1863.
Includes 21 illustrations and list of subscribers.
78-42177
M1037
depository
map4F G3803.05:3W3 1863 H8 197- (PrCt)

Warwickshire (England) - Maps - 1725

A Mapp of Warwickshire, containing the roads in measur’d & computed containing ye roads in measur’d & computed
rills, the Roman roads & stations, the parish churches & chapels, from an actual survey made in ye year 1725 / by Henry Beighton, Fellow of ye Royal Society, 1729 ; I. Mynde, sc. 1730. Authors: Beighton, Henry, 1686 or 7-1743 -- Mynde, J., fl. 1740-1770
1 map ; 35 x 32 cm.
'Containing ye roads in measur’d & computed
miles, depopulated [sic] places, seats of ye nobility & gentry, chaces, parkes, Ks. houses, baronies, monastaries, castles, battels, garisons, mines, & medicinal waters.'
map2F G5753.W3 1725 B4 2008 (PrCt)

Warwickshire (England) - Maps - 1725

A Mapp of Warwickshire, describing the mines, & medicinal waters.'

The Counti of Warwick, the Shire towne and citie of Coventre described. [London] : Thomas Bassett ... and Richard Chiswell, 1610 [i.e. 1676]. Authors: Speed, John, 1552?--1629 -- Hondius, Jodocus, 1563-1612 -- Sudbury, John -- Humble, George, d. 1640 -- Legate, John, d. 1658 -- Humble, William, 1612-1686 -- Speed, John, 1552?-1629. A Prospect of the most famous parts of the world ... together with ... Great Brittaines empire (London : Printed by John Legatt, for William Humble, 1646) map [49].

Case oversize G 117 .82 map [49] (PrCt) 80875 Warwickshire (England) - Maps - 1805 - Landowners - Counties - Maps

The Counti of Warwick, the Shire towne and citie of Coventre described. [London] : Thomas Bassett ... and Richard Chiswell, 1610 [i.e. 1676]. Authors: Speed, John, 1552?--1629 -- Hondius, Jodocus, 1563-1612 -- Bassett, Thomas -- Chiswell, Richard -- Speed, John, 1552?-1629. The Theatre of the Empire of Great-Britain ... (1676) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 37 x 50 cm. on sheet 42 x 55 cm.
Insets (11 x 14 cm. each): Warwicke -- Coventree.
Inset of Warwicke possibly printed from a different plate in the 1676 edition of the atlas; cf. coat-of-arms.
Letterpress text on verso (p. 53-54) under the following heading: Warwick-shire.
In: Speed, John. A Prospect of the most famous parts of the world ... together with ... Great Brittaines empire (London : Printed by John Legatt, for William Humble, 1646) map [49].

Case oversize G 117 .82 map [49] (PrCt) 80876 Warwickshire (England) - Maps - 1725

A Mapp of Warwickshire, describing the mines, & medicinal waters.'

"In upper left corner of top view 'Fol. 424 & 425.' Reference: Richard Pennington, A Descriptive Catalogue of the Etched Work of Wenceslaus Hollar, no. 1070iiii."
Topographical and statistical description of the county of Warwick : containing an account of its situation, extent, towns, roads, rivers, minerals, fisheries, manufactures, commerce, agriculture, markets, curiosities, antiquities, biography, natural history, civil and ecclesiastical jurisdictions, &c. : to which is prefixed a copious travelling guide ... which form a complete county itinerary : with a list of the fairs, and an index table shewing at one view the distances of all the towns from London and of towns from each other / by G. A. Cooke, Esq. ; illustrated with a map of the county. London : Printed by assignment from the executors of the late C. Cooke for Sherwood, Neely and Jones, Paternoster-Row : and sold by all booksellers, [1822?].

Authors: Cooke, George Alexander -- Cooke, Charles, fl. 1789-1817 -- Sherwood, Neely, and Jones -- Dean, Ruth -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)


Frontispiece engravings of views of Warwickshire.

Includes index.

Bound with 3 other titles; binding error: frontispiece for fourth title, Topographical and statistical description of the county of Rutland, bound at beginning of third title, Topographical and statistical description of the county of Huntingdon.

Contemporary half bound brown leather, marbled papers over boards.

Illustrated bookplate of Ruth Dean; written in ms.: Of Sanders, High St., Oxford, for 3/-, Spring '30.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes DA670.C2 C66 1822 (NLO)

80879 Warwickshire (England) - Maps - 1866


Authors: Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- Black’s guide books -- Bartholomew, John, 1831-1893 -- Paget, J. C. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)


Cover title: Black’s guide to Warwickshire "Drawn & engraved by J. Bartholomew."--On maps.

Maps and advertisements on lining papers.

Series statement from publisher’s advertisement.

"Black’s guide book advertiser": 48 p. at end.

Includes index.

Series: Black’s guide books.

Owner’s inscription: J.C. Paget, 31 East Grove, Learington.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G153 .B55 Warwickshire (1866) (NLO)

80880 Warwickshire (England) - Maps - 1874


Authors: Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- Black’s guide books -- Bartholomew, John, 1805-1861 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Spine title: Black's Warwickshire
Maps by J. Bartholomew.
Map on lining papers.
Series: Black's guide books.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Warwickshire (England) - Maps - 1899 - Guidebooks

Authors: John Murray (Firm) -- Murray's handbooks for travellers -- King, R. J. (Richard John), 1818-1879 -- Cundall, H. M. (Herbert Minton), 1848-1940
1 v.:
1st ed.
Lister, W.B.C. A Bibliography of Murray's handbooks for travellers and biographies of authors, editors, revisers and principal contributors (Dereham: Dereham Books, 1993) no. 404.
G 4593 .6 (NLO)

Warwickshire (England) - Maps - 1923

Authors: Little guides -- Cox, J. Charles (John Charles), 1843-1919 -- John Bartholomew and Son -- Methuen & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
xiii, 187 p., [29] leaves of plates (3 folded) : ill., 6 maps and plans (1 col.) ; 16 cm.
2nd ed., rev.
"With twenty-four illustrations from photographs and six maps and plans."
Map of Warwickshire by John Bartholomew & Son.
Map on lining papers.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 177-179) and index.
Series: Little guides.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

A Man, a mountain... and 200 volunteers. 1988.
Authors: Capone, Lisa

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
On the mapping Mt. Washington and the
Presidents.
BHC 1299
Vert 906 (PrCt)

80888 Washburn County (Wis.) - Maps - 1915 - 
Landowners<<>>Counties - 
Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
Shell Lake, Wis. White Birch Printing for
Washburn County Historical Society, 1979.
Authors: Geo. A. Ogle & Co. Standard atlas of
Washburn County, Wisconsin (1915) -- White
Birch Printing (Shell Lake, Wis.) -- Washburn
County Historical Society (Wis.)
1 atlas ([40] p. : ill., maps) ; 28 cm.
Facsimile reprint of Standard atlas of Washburn
County, Wisconsin. Chicago : Geo. A. Ogle,
1915.
Cf. Phillips 5108.
folio G1418.W3 O3 1979 (NLO)

80891 Washington County (Ill.) - Maps - 1906 - 
Landowners<<>>Counties - 
Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
Combined History and 1906 Standard atlas of
Washington County, Illinois. Evansville, Ind.
Whipporwill Publications, [1984?].
Authors: Brink, McDonough & Co. History of
Washington County, Illinois (1879) -- Geo. A.
Ogle & Co. Standard atlas of Washington
County, Illinois (1906) -- Winnetka Public Library
-- Heritage House (Thomson, Ill.) -- Historical
Society of Washington County (Ill.) -- Whipporwill
Publications
1 atlas (96 p., [52], 27 p., [16] leaves of plates : 
il., maps, ports.) ; 35 cm.
Facsimile reprints of: History of Washington
County, Illinois, with illustrations, descriptive of its
scenery, and biographical sketches of some of its
prominent men and pioneers. Philadelphia :
Brink, McDonough, 1879 -- Standard atlas of
Washington County, Illinois. Chicago : Geo A.
Ogle, 1906.
'An index to the names of persons appearing in
History of Washington County, Illinois / prepared
by Genealogy Projects Committee, the Winnetka
Public Library, Winnetka, Illinois.' Thomson, Ill. :
Heritage House [1973]. (p. 1-27 in the last
group).
'The reproduction of this publication has been
made possible through the sponsorship of the
Historical Society of Washington County,
Nashville, Illinois.
folio F 547.W3 C65 1984 (NLO)

80892 Washington County (Ill.) - Maps - 1952 - 
Landowners<<>>Counties - 
Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
Plat book, Washington County, Illinois. Rockford,
Authors: General Map Company -- May, T. R. --
Day, Wilson -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
Cover title.
Imperfect: lacking cover.
"Sponsored by T.R. May, 600 West St. Louis
Street, Nashville, Illinois."
"Maps were revised by T.R. May and Wilson
Scale [ca. 1:51,000]
"Washington Co., Ill."--On all maps.
Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.


Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Washington County Farm Bureau (Ill.) -- Nashville Savings & Loan Association (Ill.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (40 p.) : 16 maps; 28 cm.
Rev. 1976.
Cover title.
"Sponsored by Washington County Farm Bureau."
Includes index to owners and business directory.
Scale [1:50,688]. 1 1/4 in. = 1 mile.
Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.


Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Washington County Farm Bureau (Ill.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (46 p.) : 17 maps; 28 cm.
Rev. 1978.
Cover title.
"Sponsored by Washington County Farm Bureau."
Includes index to owners and business directory.
Scale [1:50,688]. 1 1/4 in. = 1 mile.
Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.


1 atlas (36 p.) : 16 maps (1 col.); 28 cm.
Cover title.
Includes index to owners and business directory.
Scale [1:50,688]. 1 1/4 in. = 1 mile.
Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.


Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960--Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)
250 p. : maps; 28 cm.
1st ed.
"Deluxe edition."
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).
'3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.'
Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).
Includes indexes.
Series: Family maps
ISBN 1420304518 ; 9781420304510
Local History Ref F532.W45 B69 2006 (NLO)

80897 Washington County (Iowa) - Maps - 1874 - Landowners<->Counties - Maps<->Landowners - Maps
Atlas of Washington County, Iowa : drawn from actual surveys and the county records, to which is added a rail road & sectional map of the state of Iowa. Clinton, Iowa : Harrison & Warner, 1874.
Authors: Harrison & Warner -- Chicago Historical Society
1 atlas (47, [4] p.): maps; 42 cm.
Scale [1:31,680]
Library buckram; lacks outline plan of city, p. 5.
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005; includes CHS ownership markings.
CHS Coll., Atlas no. 118
oversize G4153.W3G46 1874 .H3 (NLO)

80898 Washington County (Iowa) - Maps - 1906 - Landowners<->Counties - Maps<->Landowners - Maps

Maps\<\>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Iowa Publishing Co. (Davenport, Iowa)
1 atlas (165 p.) : ill., ports., col. maps ; 48 cm.
Scale not given.

*oversize G4153.W3G46 1906 .H3 (NLO)*

80909 Washington County (Iowa) - Maps - 1947 - Landowners\<\>Counties - Maps\<\>Landowners - Maps
*Detailed plat of Washington County : showing townships and farm ownerships as set forth in the court house records, August 1, 1947.* Washington, Iowa : Evening Journal, [1947].
Authors: Evening Journal (Washington, Iowa) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([1], 16 leaves) : ill., 17 maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
Scale not given.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

*Baskes folio G4153.W3G46 1947 .E8 (NLO)*

80900 Washington County (Iowa) - Maps - 1970 - Landowners\<\>Counties - Maps\<\>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Hawkeye Farm Plat Book Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (40 p.) : ill., 18 maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
Includes farmers directory.
Scale not given.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

*Baskes folio G4153.W3G46 1970 .H3 (NLO)*

80901 Washington County (Iowa) - Maps - 1976 - Landowners\<\>Counties - Maps\<\>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Hawkeye Farm Plat Book Company -- National Bank of Washington (Washington, Iowa) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Hawkeye Plat Book (Cedar Rapids, Iowa) SEE Hawkeye Farm Plat Book Company
1 atlas (27 p.: 17 maps) ; 30 cm.
Cover title.
Includes farmers’ directory.
Scale not given.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

*Baskes folio G4153.W3G46 1976 .H3 (NLO)*

80902 Washington County (Ky.) - Maps - 1877 - Landowners\<\>Counties - Maps\<\>Landowners - Maps
Authors: D.G. Beers & Co. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Microfiche 583, no. 238 (PrCt)

80903 Washington County (Md.) - Maps - 1859 - Landowners\<\>Counties - Maps\<\>Landowners - Maps
*An illustrated atlas of Washington County, Maryland. Evansville, Ind. Unigraphic, 1875.* Authors: Lake, Griffing & Stevenson (Evansville, Ind.)
1 atlas (56 p. : ill., maps) ; 35 cm.
Size of original: 2 parts, 29.5 x 68 in. each. Scale: 1:32,500. Originally published 1859.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Microfiche 583, no. 304 (PrCt)

80904 Washington County (Md.) - Maps - 1877 - Landowners\<\>Counties - Maps\<\>Landowners - Maps
*An illustrated atlas of Washington County, Maryland. Evansville, Ind. Unigraphic, 1875.* Authors: Lake, Griffing & Stevenson (Evansville, Ind.)
1 atlas (56 p. : ill., maps) ; 35 cm.
Size of original: 2 parts, 29.5 x 68 in. each. Scale: 1:32,500. Originally published 1859.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 2 parts, 29.5 x 68 in. each. Scale: 1:32,500. Originally published 1859.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 2 parts, 29.5 x 68 in. each. Scale: 1:32,500. Originally published 1859.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 2 parts, 29.5 x 68 in. each. Scale: 1:32,500. Originally published 1859.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 2 parts, 29.5 x 68 in. each. Scale: 1:32,500. Originally published 1859.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 2 parts, 29.5 x 68 in. each. Scale: 1:32,500. Originally published 1859.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 2 parts, 29.5 x 68 in. each. Scale: 1:32,500. Originally published 1859.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
1839<<>>Counties - Maps

1 map : hand col. ; 60 x 32 cm.
In Burr, David H. and Simeon De Witt. An Atlas of the State of New York : containing a map of the State and of the several counties (New York: David H. Burr, 1829; republished Ithaca: Stone and Clark, 1839) pl. [19]. Map dated 1829 and 1839; engraved 'No. 20.'
Case oversize G 10851 .13 pl. 19 (PrCt)

80913 Washington County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1853 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps

Authors: Levey, Morris -- Scott, James D. -- Smith, Robert Pearsall, 1827-1898 -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 2 parts, 28 x 40 in. and 29 x 40 in. Scale 1:52,000. Originally published Philadelphia: James D. Scott and Robert Pearsall Smith, 1853.
Microfiche 583, no. 573 (PrCt)

80914 Washington County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1866 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps

New topographical atlas of Washington County, New York. From actual surveys especially for this atlas. Churchville, N.Y. Martin Wehle, 1876.
Authors: Stone & Stewart -- Wehle, Martin
1 atlas (73 p. : ill., maps) ; 41 cm.
No. 151 of 300 copies.
'No. 33 of a series.'
Cf. Phillips 15916.
79-43569
oversize G1253.W3 S7 1866a (NLO)

80915 Washington County (Neb.) - Maps - 1920 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps

Authors: Anderson Publishing Company
1 atlas (28, [17] p.) : col. maps ; 45 cm.
Scale [1:36,205]. Scale of township maps: 1 3/4 inches to 1 mile.
Phillips 15613
oversize F 92494 .054 (NLO)

80916 Washington County (Ohio) - Maps - 1845 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps

Authors: Emerson, William D. (William Dana), 1813-1891 -- Schroeder, Ralph L. -- Cottle, Delmer Leroy, 1902- -- Cottle, Elizabeth S. -- Washington County Historical Society (Ohio) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (ii, 34 p. : 13 maps) ; 28 cm.
Reduced and adapted reprint of the 1845 ed. of the map of Washington County, Ohio by William D. Emerson.
"The individual maps on pages 1-12 were prepared by Ralph L. Schroeder."
Index by Delmer L. & Elizabeth S. Cottle: p. 14-34.
'Issued on the 188th Anniversary of the Old Northwest Territory, April seventh, 1876.'
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: OCLC 4489506
Baskes folio G1398.W3 W3 1976 (NLO)

80917 Washington County (Ohio) - Maps - 1858 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps

Authors: Lorey, Wm. -- Gardner, Edwin P. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Microfiche 583, no. 686 (PrCt)

80918 Washington County (Ohio) - Maps - 1875 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps

Authors: Lake, D. J. -- Beresford, C.M. -- Titus, Simmons & Titus (Philadelphia, Pa.) -- Worley & Bracher -- Bourquin, F. (Frederick), b. 1808 -- Mayhill Publications, Knightstown, Ind. -- Cottle,

19th and early 20th century landownership maps: William J. Barker, 1856. 1:63,360. Originally published North Hector, N.Y.:


Microfiche 583, no. 816 (PrCt) 43 cm.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

80928 Washington County (Vt.) - Maps - 1873 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Beers, F. W. (Frederick W.) -- Charles E. Tuttle Co.
65 p. : maps ; 41 cm.
 Cf. Phillips 2602.
Duplicate copy: 7A 51
78-38073
deluxe G1228.W3 B4 1971 (NLO)

80929 Washington County (Vt.) - Maps - 1873 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Beers, F. W. (Frederick W.) -- Charles E. Tuttle Co.
65 p. : maps ; 41 cm.
 Cf. Phillips 2602.
Duplicate copy: oversized G1228.W3 B4 1971 7A 51 (NLO)

80930 Washington County (Wis.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960-
232 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
1st ed.
'Deluxe edition.'
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).
'3 maps per township: Homesteads & other Land Patents; Roads ; Rivers, Creeks & Railroads.'
Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).
Includes indexes.
Series: Family maps
ISBN 1420308300 ; 9781420308303
Local History Ref F587.W19 B69 2007 (NLO)

80931 Washington County (Wis.) - Maps - 1892 - Landowners<<>>Ozaukee County (Wis.) -
Includes index to owners.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.


Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Washington County Publishing Company (West Bend, Wis.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (20 p.) : 15 maps ; 28 cm.
Sponsored by the Washington County Publishing Company.
Cover title.
Scale 1:50,688 or 1 1/4 inch equals 1 mile.
Includes indexes.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.


80936

Authors: Reps, John William -- Princeton Architectural Press
xv, 231 p. : illus., maps, plans ; 23 x 27 cm.
Bibliography: p.206-211.
7Q 345 (NLO)

80937

Washington (D.C.) - Maps - 1791
Washington, D.C. 1796.
Authors: L'Enfant, Pierre Charles, 1754-1825
1 map
1796 facsimile. Originally published 1791.
temp map6F G3850 1791 .E5 1976 .U5 (PrCt)

80938

Washington (D.C.) - Maps - 1791 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

1 map : col. ; 74 x 104 cm.

Facsimile of 1791 manuscript.

Added titles: Full-color facsimile of Pierre Charles L’Enfant's 1791 manuscript plan for the city of Washington -- L’Enfant's 1791 manuscript plan of the city of Washington.

'Computer graphics, United States Geological Survey, William E. Schinkel ... [et al.]; map editing, Library of Congress, Richard W. Stephenson, with the assistance of Ralph E. Ehrenberg and Andrew J. Cosentino.'

Published with the support of the National Geographic Society.


Accompanied by computer-assisted reproduction of the original (1 map ; 74 x 104 cm.).

Also accompanied by text: L'Enfant's 1791 manuscript plan of the city of Washington: facsimile and computer-assisted reproduction (8 p. ; 22 cm.); see Newberry Library Map Information File.

Includes text, notes, and index of 'References.'

Scale [ca. 1:15,840].

911202LC03

sc map6F G3850 1791 .L4 1991 (NLO)

80939 Washington (D.C.) - Maps - 1791 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

Plan of the city intended for the permanent seat of the government of [the] United States ...

[196-?].

Authors: L’Enfant, Pierre Charles, 1754-1825 -- U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey -- Library of Congress

1 map : col. ; 81 x 121 cm.

Reproduction (196-?) of tracing made in 1887 of 1791 manuscript in the Library of Congress.

M223

map6F G3850 1791 .L4 196- (PrCt)

80940 Washington (D.C.) - Maps - 1792

Plan of the city of Washington in the Territory of Columbia, ceded by the states of Virginia and Maryland to the United States of America, and by them established as the seat of their government, after the year MDCCCLX. Ithaca, N.Y. Historic Urban Plans. 1964.

Authors: Ellicott, Andrew, 1754-1820 -- L’Enfant, Pierre Charles, 1754-1825 -- Thackara & Vallance -- Historic Urban Plans (Firm)

1 map ; on sheet 59 x 78 cm.

Facsimile of original published Philadelphia: Thackara & Vallance, 1792.

Scale 1:19,800.

River soundings in feet.
Based on the plan of L’Enfant.
Includes notes: Observations explanatory of the plan -- Breadth of the streets.

map4F 3850.1 (PrCt)

80941 Washington (D.C.) - Maps - 1792


Authors: Hill, Samuel, 1766?-1804 -- Ellicott, Andrew, 1754-1820 -- Massachusetts magazine

1 map ; 21 x 12 cm.

Detached from Massachusetts magazine 4, no. 5 (May 1792).

Scale [ca. 1:28,800].

Defective; left half of map missing.
A version of the Andrew Ellicott survey.
Wheat and Brun 528.
Missing July 2002.

ICN75

map1F 3764.B6 (PrCt)

80942 Washington (D.C.) - Maps - 1792


Authors: King, Robert, 1775-1821 -- Schwarz, C. -- Historic Urban Plans (Firm)

1 map ; 53 x 68 cm.

Facsimile of original published Washington, D.C.: Robert King, [1818]; 'reproduced ... from an engraving in the Library of Congress ... number 37 of an edition limited to 500 copies.'

Scale [ca. 1:14,000].

Relief shown by hachures.
Includes elevations: South front of the Presidents House -- East front of the Capitol of the United States.

73-7369

ICN73

Map4 3850.2 (PrCt)

80943 Washington (D.C.) - Maps - 1792


Authors: Thackara & Vallance -- Ellicott, Andrew, 1754-1820 -- National Ocean Survey

1 map

Facsimile of original published 1792.

'Bic-47.'

'A-5164'

temp map4F G3850 1792 .T5 1976 .U5 (PrCt)

80944 Washington (D.C.) - Maps - 1792

Plan of the city of Washington / Thackara & Vallance sc. [Philadelphia : s.n., 1792].

Authors: L’Enfant, Pierre Charles, 1754-1825 -- Ellicott, Andrew, 1754-1820 -- Thackara & Vallance -- Universal asylum, and Columbian magazine (March 1792)

1 map ; 21 x 26 cm., on sheet 27 x 29 cm.
First printed edition of Pierre Charles L’Enfant's...
map, as adapted by Andrew Ellicott.
Detached from accompanying journal article:
"Description of the city of Washington ... ceded
by the states of Virginia and Maryland ... and by
them established as the seat of their government,
after the year 1800" in The Universal asylum, and
Columbian magazine (March 1792), opposite p.
[155] [Case A 5 .221]
Scale [ca. 1:39,000].
Includes latitude/longitude statement.
Issued folded to 20 x 11 cm.; this copy separated
into 2 pieces and filed flat.
Digital image of another copy available on Library
of Congress American Memory website
(accessed Jan. 2010):
http://memory.loc.gov/cgi-bin/query/h?ammem/g
md:@field%28NUMBER+@band%28g3850+ct00 0509%29%29
References: Miller, Washington in maps,
LCCN: 88-694159
map1F G3850 1792 .L4 (PrCt)

80945 Washington (D.C.) - Maps - 1794
Stockdale, 1794. Authors: Morse, Jedidiah, 1761-1826 --
Stockdale, John, 1749?-1814 -- Morse, Jedidiah,
1761-1826. The American geography -- or, A
view of the present situation of the United States
of America 1794 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map ; 17 x 22 cm.
In: Morse, Jedidiah. The American geography; or, A
view of the present situation of the United States
of America ... (London : J. Stockdale,
1794) opposite p. 468.
Ayer 109.5 .M7 1794 opp. p. 468 (PrCt)

80946 Washington (D.C.) - Maps - 1794
Plan de la ville de Washington en Amérique /
[Gotha : C.W. Ettinger, 1795]. Authors: Weidner,
I. G. L. -- Klinger, Johann Georg, 1764-1806 -- Almanac de Goth a
L'Annee 1795 -- Klinger, J. G. (Johann Georg),
1764-1806 SEE Klinger, Johann Georg,
1764-1806 -- Weidner, jun. SEE Weidner, I. G. L.
1 map ; 15.9 x 19.9 cm. fold to 9 x 6 cm.
In Almanac de Goth a pour L'Annee 1795 ...
Scale ca. [1:51,500].
References: Verner (Imago mundi 23 [1969]), 11;
Digital image available on Old World Auctions
website: http://bit.ly/5uCFCa
Case 2A 43, 1795, p. 1 (PrCt)

80947 Washington (D.C.) - Maps - 1795
<--->Georgetown (Washington, D.C.) -
Maps - 1795
Plan of the city of Washington in the territory of
Columbia, ceded by the States of Virginia and
Maryland to the United States of America, and by
them established as the seat of their government,
after the year 1800 / [Pierre Charles L'Enfant].
Authors: L'Enfant, Pierre Charles, 1754-1825 --
Russell, John, active 1733-1795 -- Ridgway,
James -- Winterbotham, William, 1763-1829. An
Historical, geographical, commercial, and
philosophical view of the American United States
(1795)
1 map : 40 x 52 cm. fold. to 22 x 13 cm.
In: Winterbotham, William, An Historical,
geographical, commercial, and philosophical view
of the American United States (London, J.
Ridgway [et al.], 1795), v. 3, opp p. 67.
Scale [ca. 1:79,600].
In lower left corner: J. Russell sculp. Constitu :
Row, Grays Inn Road.
Case E18 .W78 1795 v. 3, opp p. 67 (PrCt)

80948 Washington (D.C.) - Maps - 1822
District of Columbia. Philadelphia : H.C. Carey
and I. Lea, 1822. Authors: H.C. Carey & I. Lea (Firm) -- Young &
Delleker -- H.C. Carey & I. Lea (Firm). A
Complete historical, chronological, and
geographical American atlas (1822) -- William B.
Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 25 x 25 cm.
Engraved title within neatline.
Added letterpress title in uppercase and oversize
lettering, top margin: Geographical, statistical,
and historical map of District of Columbia
In: H.C. Carey and I. Lea (Firm). A Complete
historical, chronological, and geographical
American atlas ... (Philadelphia : H.C. Carey
and I. Lea, 1822), [map 16].
"No. 21." -- In letterpress at upper right.
Forms part of the William B. Greenlee Collection
(Newberry Library).
oversize Greenlee 4891 .C27 1822 [map 16] (PrCt)

80949 Washington (D.C.) - Maps -
1827<--->Arlington County (Va.) - Maps - 1827
District of Columbia. Philadelphia : H.C. Carey
and I. Lea, 1827. Authors: H.C. Carey & I. Lea (Firm) -- Young &
Delleker -- H.C. Carey & I. Lea (Firm). A
Complete historical, chronological, and
district of Columbia...
80950  **Washington (D.C.) - Maps - 1833**  
1 map : hand col. ; 39 x 51 cm. fold. in covers 15 x 9 cm.  
'Drawn by F. C. DeKrafft, City Surveyor; engd. by Mrs. W. I. Stone.'  
William James Stone is identified by Tooley as the engraver of the 1828 edition of De Krafft's map of Washington, but no information has been found about his wife's work as an engraver.  
Scale ca. 1:19,400.  
Red morocco covers with title in gold: Washington City  
Forms part of the Andrew McNally Collection (Newberry Library).  
Case oversize G 1019 .T2 1845 map 16 (PrCt)  

80951  **Washington (D.C.) - Maps - 1836**  
*City of Washington.* [Philadelphia : Carey & Hart, 1845].  
Authors: Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Carey & Hart -- Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858. A New universal atlas ... (1845)  
1 map : hand col. ; 29 x 37 cm.  
'Entered according to act of Congress, in the year 1836 by H. S. Tanner ... .'  
Inset (6 x 8 cm.): Plan of the principal floor of the Capitol.  
In: Tanner, Henry Schenck. A New universal atlas ... (Philadelphia : Carey & Hart, 1845) map '16.'  
Case oversize G1019 .T2 1845 map 16 (PrCt)  

80952  **Washington (D.C.) - Maps - 1838**  
Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's atlas of the world ... (1855-1856)  
1 map : hand col. ; 29 x 36 cm.  
oversize G 10 .185 v.1, pl. 20 (PrCt)  

80953  **Washington (D.C.) - Maps - 1847**  
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Burroughs, H. N. -- Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868. A New universal atlas containing maps of the various empires, kingdoms, states, and republics of the world ... (1847)  
1 map : hand col. ; 29 x 37 cm.  
Includes 77 references.  
Inset (8 x 6 cm.): Plan of the principal floor of the Capitol.  
In: Mitchell, S. Augustus. A New universal atlas containing maps of the various empires, kingdoms, states, and republics of the world ... (Philadelphia : S. Augustus Mitchell, 1847) pl. '16.'  
oversize G 10 .579 pl. 16 (PrCt)
Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's general atlas ... (1857) 1 map : hand col. ; 29 x 36 cm.

Case oversize G 10 .188 pl. 26 (PrCt)

80957 Washington (D.C.) - Maps - 1859
Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's atlas of America ... (1859) -- Johnson & Browning 1 map : hand col. ; 29 x 36 cm.
In: Colton George Woolworth. Colton's atlas of America, illustrating the physical and political geography of North and South America and the West India islands (New York : J.H. Colton and Co., 1859), pl. [20]. Printed plate 'No. 24.' Map copyright 1855.

Case oversize G1100 .C6 1859 pl. 20 (PrCt)

80958 Washington (D.C.) - Maps - 1860
Authors: Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884 -- Johnson & Browning -- Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884. Johnson's new illustrated (steel plate) family atlas ... (1860) 1 map : hand col. ; 29 x 36 cm.
Inset views (7 x 12 cm. and smaller): Smithsonian Institution -- The Capitol -- Washington Monument.
In: Johnson, Alvin Jewett. Johnson's new illustrated (steel plate) family atlas ... (New York : Johnson and Browning, 1860) plate [30a].

oversize G 10 .454 pl. 30a (PrCt)

80959 Washington (D.C.) - Maps - 1868
Authors: Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884 -- Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884. Johnson's new illustrated family atlas of the world ... (1869) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 40 cm.
"Entered according to act of Congress in the year 1868, by A.J. Johnson in the Clerk's Office of the District Court of the United States for the Southern District of New York."
In: Johnson, Alvin Jewett. Johnson's new illustrated family atlas of the world ... (New York : A.J. Johnson, publisher, 1869), [plate 20]
Sheet corner numbered 41.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1019 .J5 1869, [plate 20] (PrCt)

80960 Washington (D.C.) - Maps - 1872
Authors: Bartholomew, John, 1831--1873 -- A. Fullarton & Co. -- A. Fullarton & Co. The Royal illustrated atlas of modern geography [1872?] 8 maps : col. ; 14 x 23 cm. and smaller, on sheet 48 x 32 cm. Collective title in upper margin.
Printed plate no. "LX. A" at upper right.

Case oversize G1019 .A38 1872, plate [60 A] (PrCt)

80961 Washington (D.C.) - Maps - 1876
Authors: Roose, William S. -- Gibson Brothers (Printers) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) xvi, 95 p.; [28] leaves of plates (1 folded) : ill., 1 map ; 16 cm. 2nd ed.
"One of the most exquisite companion and guide books of Washington and vicinity every printed has just been published by Mr. W.S. Roose ..."--P. [i].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes F192.3 .R66 1876 (NLO)

80962 Washington (D.C.) - Maps - 1876
Morrison's stranger's guide for Washington city :
Washington and its environs: maps, diagrams and illustrations: 1882

Former Ownership History:

"Revised annually."

Frontispiece map by Photo Eng. Co.
Duplicate map bound in: Map of Washington City, District of Columbia, 1876
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

LC Card Number: 06042605

Baskes F199 .K45 1882 (NLO)

80966 Washington (D.C.) - Maps - 1886
240 p. : ill., 1 col. map, plan ; 20 cm.
Folded map pasted to inside back cover compiled by J.C. Lang; lithographed by N. Peters.
Imperfect: p. 115-116 have sections cut out.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes F192.3 .N49 1886 (NLO)

80967 Washington (D.C.) - Maps - 1887 - Real property
Wall maps
Authors: Hopkins, Griffith Morgan -- Mac Cormac, Walter S.
1 map : hand col. ; 172 x 128 cm.
'Walter S. Mac Cormac, eng't, Philadelphia.'
'Entered according to Act of Congress in year 1887 ... at Washington.'
Scale 1:9,600. 800 ft. to 1 in.
Coordinates: (W 77°08'--W 76°54' / N 39°00'--N 38°48').
Shows major buildings. Shows block numbers in central city and Georgetown. Shows land tracts, owners' names, and acreages beyond old city limits.
Depths shown by contours.
Oriented with north toward the upper right.
Originally printed on 4 sheets; joined and mounted on roller.
Includes inset of southern extremity.
23582 U.S. Copyright Office
maproll G 10859 .415 (NLO)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

80968 Washington (D.C.) - Maps - 1889 - Road maps<<>Knights Templar (Masonic order) - Parades - Washington (D.C.) - Maps - 1889<<>Road maps
Map of part of the city of Washington showing position of the several divisions and route of the Knights Templar Parade, October 8th, 1889.
Washington, D. C. Bell Bros., Photo-Lithographers, [1889?].
Authors: Bell Bros. Photo-Lithographers (Washington, D.C.) -- Knights Templar (Masonic order) -- Parker, Myron M., fl. 1889 -- Chicago Historical Society -- Freemasons. Knights Templars SEE Knights Templar (Masonic order)
1 map ; 24 x 36 inches
Shows parade route through central Washington, D.C.
Mounted on linen.
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.
CHS Coll., Map no. 473 (PrCt)

80969 Washington (D.C.) - Maps - 1892 - Pictorial works
Authors: Currier & Ives -- Historic Urban Plans (Firm)
1 birds-eye view : col. ; 44 x 69 cm.
Facsimile of original published 1892.
Includes references.
407
map4F G3851.A3 1892 C8 1970 (PrCt)

80970 Washington (D.C.) - Maps - 1898
Authors: Reynolds, Charles B. (Charles Bingham), 1856-1940 -- Matthews-Northrup Company -- Foster & Reynolds (Washington, D.C.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
16, [33]-178 p., [34] p. of plates (2 folded) : ill., 3 maps, plans, ports. ; 21 cm.
Cover title: Washington, the nation's capital
One map by Matthews-Northrup Co.
"With 120 illustrations."
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes F192.3 .R49 1898 (NLO)

80971 Washington (D.C.) - Maps - 1900-1960 - Topographic maps<<>Topographic maps
Authors: Geological Survey (U.S.)
4 maps : col. ; on sheets 54 x 44 cm. fold. to 17 x 28 cm.
Scale 1:24,000.

Dates of publication vary.
Coverage is complete at this scale; see index map in box 41.
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisles 42 and 43 (July 2012).
map6C G3700 19 -- U5, box 41 (PrCt)

80972 Washington (D.C.) - Maps - 1900 - Roads maps<<>Road maps
Authors: Graham, Andrew B. -- Dewey Hotel (Washington, D.C.) -- Babcock, James Seymour -- J.L.B. -- B., J. L. -- Storrs, Marguerite Deville Chabrol
1 map ; 45 x 59 cm., folded in covers to 16 x 9 cm.
Title from key to references 1-22.
Margins include views of the Dewey Hotel, U.S. Capitol, U.S. Treasury, U.S. Pension Office, and White House (11 x 13 cm. or smaller).
"Compliments Dewey Hotel, Fourteenth and L Streets N.W." -- text surrounding hotel illustration on front cover.
"April 19 '05 J.L.B." and"James Seymour Babcock" -- former owners' manuscript inscriptions on verso.
Removed from the Marguerite Deville Chabrol Storrs family papers, Newberry Library [Midwest MS Storrs]
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (April 2011).
Road map4CG3851.P2 1900 .G7 (PrCt)

80973 Washington (D.C.) - Maps - 1914-1925 - Road maps - Pictorial maps<<>Road maps - Pictorial maps - Washington (D.C.) - 1914-1925 - Road maps<<>Pictorial maps
Authors: Capital Sight-Seeing Co. -- Raleigh Hotel (Washington, D.C.) -- Royal Blue Line Company -- Hotel Harrington (Washington, D.C.) -- Royal Blue Line Company. Free map and guide to Washington (1925) -- Niles, F. W. 1 map ; 38 x 20 cm., folded to 11 x 22 cm.
"Copyright 1914 by Capital Sight-Seeing Co."
"Starting point, the Raleigh Hotel, Pennsylvania Ave. and 12th Street ... "
The guide is printed on pages 23 x 21 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm. (31, [1] p. : ill.)
"Copyright 1925, F.W. Niles" -- p. 1 of the guide.
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Washington (D.C.) - Maps - 1917 - Road maps
viii, 166, [20], 32 p. : ill., plans, 2 folded maps (1 col.) ; 20 cm.
Cover title: Washington standard guide
Former Ownership History: "With 200 illustrations."
Folded col. map, pasted in at end, engraved by Matthews-Northrup Co. and published by Foster & Reynolds Co. and B.S. Reynolds Co.
Advertisements: [20], 32 p. at end.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskets F192.3 .R49 1917 (NLO)

Washington (D.C.) - Maps - 1922
Authors: Reynolds, Charles B. (Charles Bingham), 1856-1940 -- Foster & Reynolds (Washington, D.C.) -- B.S. Reynolds Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
80 p. : ill., map, ports. ; 20 cm.
Map by Foster & Reynolds.
"With ninety-five illustrations."
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskets F192.3 .R49 1922 (NLO)

Washington (D.C.) - Maps - 1928 - Road maps
City map of Washington showing principal streets, AAA hotels and points of interest for the Congress of American Physicians and Surgeons ... Washington, D.C. American Automobile Association, [1928?].
Authors: American Automobile Association -- Congress of American Physicians and Surgeons -- Chicago Historical Society
1 map : col. ; 35 x 43 cm.
Shows major roads only.
Bottom margin includes references 1-100.
Plate no.: 7000.
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.
CHS Coll., Map no. 472 (PrCt)

Washington (D.C.) - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Pictorial maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company of New Jersey -- Esso Standard Oil Company -- General Drafting Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 40 x 52 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: "Standard" pictorial road map of Washington, D.C.
Includes ESSO logo.
"Copyright, General Drafting Co. ... New York."
Inset (3 x 5 cm.): Division of Washington, D.C.
Map on verso (42 x 36 cm.): "Standard" road map of Washington & vicinity.
Panel art: U.S. Capitol building; George Washington on horseback.
Previously bound with a collection of pictorial maps in binders labeled "Points of Interest."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 192.8 (PrCt)
80980 Washington (D.C.) - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- S. C. H. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 42 x 54 cm. on sheet 43 x 56 cm.
Added title: Federal buildings in our nation's capitol.
Verso includes maps of the metropolitan area and surrounding region.
Lower right, all three maps: SCH.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 13.50 (PrCt)

80984 Washington (D.C.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Authors: Esso Standard Oil Company -- Standard Oil Company of New Jersey -- General Drafting Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; col. ; 47 x 63 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Esso pictorial map of Washington ...
Plate no. 535
Maps on verso (43 x 38 cm. and 11 x 10 cm.): Esso road map of Washington and vicinity -- Historic landmarks of Alexandria.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 169.26 (PrCt)

80985 Washington (D.C.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Cities Service logo and "serves a nation" slogan.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1588 (PrCt)

80986 Washington (D.C.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Travel Washington and vicinity with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1936].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1491 (PrCt)

80988 Washington (D.C.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; col. ; 58 x 43 cm. on sheet 61 x 46 cm.
Added title: Road map of metropolitan Washington D.C. and vicinity. Plate no. R.3681.
On verso: Downtown Washington D.C. featuring points of interest, parks and principal buildings.
Plate no. R.3636.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 13.20X (PrCt)
80987 Washington (D.C.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps>>>Washington Region - Maps - 1936 - Road maps>>>Road maps
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1748 (PrCt)

80988 Washington (D.C.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps>>>Mount Vernon (Va. : Estate) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps>>>Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 57 x 42 cm. on sheet 61 x 46 cm.
Verso includes inset of Mount Vernon and: Downtown Washington D.C. featuring points of interest, parks and principal buildings. Plate no. S.3636.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 14.15 (PrCt)

80989 Washington (D.C.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps>>>Washington Region - Maps - 1937 - Road maps>>>Road maps
Travel Washington and vicinity with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1937?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1910 (PrCt)

Authors: Esso Standard Oil Company -- Standard Oil Company of New Jersey -- General Drafting Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 63 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Esso pictorial map of Washington ... Pictorial maps on verso (47 x 41 cm. and 12 x 11 cm.): Happy motoring in Washington and vicinity -- Historic landmarks of Alexandria.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 18 1938 Rand McNally & Co. ....".
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 168.57 (PrCt)

80991 Washington (D.C.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps>>>Washington Region - Maps - 1938 - Road maps>>>Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Texaco Waterways Service -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 42 x 54 cm. on sheet 45 x 56 cm.
Added title: Federal buildings in our nation's capital. Plate no. 3852T.
Verso includes maps of the metropolitan area identifying Texaco station locations, map of the surrounding region, and map identifying principal downtown hotels.
Lower right, all three maps: T.
Panel annotated ‘T-38.’
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 14.3A (PrCt)

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 54 x 42 cm., folded to 19 x 9 cm.
Title panel.
Added title: Federal buildings in our nation's capital
Plate no. 3852T.
Maps on verso (37 x 36 cm. and smaller):
Panel art: Texaco logo over outline of United States; slogan "tour with Texaco".
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Clients 3616 (PrCt)
80993 Washington (D.C.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps>>>Washington Region - Maps - 1939 - Road maps>>>Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Texaco Waterways Service -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 50 x 61 cm. on sheet 54 x 71 cm.
Added title: Texaco street map : Washington D.C.
Plate no. U. 3919.
Panel annotated 'U-39.'
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 14.4A (PrCt)
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map , col. ; 50 x 61 cm., folded to 18 x 9 cm.
Title panel.
Added title: Texaco street map : Washington, D.C.
Plate no. U.3919.
Maps on verso (50 x 45 cm. and smaller): Texaco touring map of Washington, D.C. and vicinity
with directory of Texaco gas stations] -- [Middle Atlantic States] -- Principal hotels of downtown Washington, D.C.
Panel art: Texaco logo over outline of United States; slogan "tour with Texaco".
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Clients 3638 (PrCt)
80995 Washington (D.C.) - Maps - 1940-1949 - Road maps<<<>Washington Region - Maps - 1940-1949 - Road maps<<<>Road maps
Authors: Nesterman, Lewis J. -- Capitol Souvenir Company
1 map : col. ; 56 x 82 cm., folded to 10 x 22 cm.
Anonymous map without imprint, but very similar to a map copyrighted in 1942 by Lewis J. Nesterman, published by the Capitol Souvenir Company, and held by the Library of Congress; cf. OCLC 15653529
Oriented with north at upper left.
Scale [ca. 1:20,000]. "1000 feet" [= 151 mm.]
Maps on verso (21 x 26 cm. and 39 x 47 cm.):
Verso includes street index, directory of "Washington points of interest", and description of "the Capitol City, Washington."
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).
Road map4C G3851.P2 194-.N4 (PrCt)
80996 Washington (D.C.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps<<<>Road maps
1 map ; 45 x 58 cm. fold. to 16 x 13 cm.
To Collection Services for cataloging, 9 Feb. 2009 (PrCt)
80997 Washington (D.C.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps<<<>Washington Region - Maps - 1940 - Road maps<<<>Road maps
Travel Washington and vicinity with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1940?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Washington (D.C.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps

Map of metropolitan Washington and Baltimore ... Amoco. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1941].
Authors: American Oil Company -- Amoco Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 47 cm. on sheet 68 x 50 cm.
Includes inset of downtown Washington D.C. Plate no. 4030.
Verso includes inset of downtown Baltimore (plate no. W.4149) and: Road map of Baltimore and vicinity: American Amoco gas. Plate no. W.4150.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 14.8A (PrCt)

Washington (D.C.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps

Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 57 x 42 cm. on sheet 61 x 46 cm.
Verso includes inset of downtown Washington D.C. featuring points of interest, parks and principal buildings. Plate no. W. 3636.
Panel annotated 'W-41.'
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 14.9A (PrCt)

Washington (D.C.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 50 x 61 cm. on sheet 54 x 71 cm.
Panel no. A-41.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 14.10A (PrCt)
Washington (D.C.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps

Authors: Reynolds, Charles B. (Charles Bingham), 1856-1940 -- B.S. Reynolds Co. -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)
165 p. : ill., 2 maps (1 folded) ; 20 cm.
Cover title: Washington standard guide
Folded map pasted in at end.
"With 200 illustrations."
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskets F192.3 .R49 1946 (NLO)

Washington (D.C.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps

Authors: Reynolds, Charles B. (Charles Bingham), 1856-1940 -- B.S. Reynolds Co. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
165 p. : ill., 2 maps (1 folded) ; 20 cm.
Cover title: Washington standard guide
Folded map pasted in at end.
"With 200 illustrations."
Includes index.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 15.32A (PrCt)

81008 Washington (D.C.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps

Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 53 cm. on sheet 50 x 68 cm.
Includes inset of truck routes through Washington D.C.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 15.70A (PrCt)

81009 Washington (D.C.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps

Travel Washington and vicinity with Conoco ... Chicago : San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
Panel art: family standing in front of car and statement "for long trips ask ... about Touraide."
Forms part of the H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5110 (PrCt)
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5379 (PrCt)

81010  Washington (D.C.) - Maps - 1948
Washington Region - Maps - 1948
A Pocket map of Washington, District of Columbia; A Pocket map of suburban Washington, D.C., Maryland & Virginia. 1948.
Authors: National Geographic Society (U.S.) -- Darley, James Morrison, 1898- -- A. Hoen & Co. 2 maps on 1 sheet : col. ; 58 x 66 cm.
Issued separately (?) to accompany National Geographic Magazine v. 44, no. 5 (September 1948).
On verso: A Pocket map of suburban Washington D.C., Maryland & Virginia. 1 map : col. ; 58 x 66 cm.
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.

CHS Coll., Map no. 462 (PrCt)

81011  Washington (D.C.) - Maps - 1948
Washington Region - Maps - 1948
Authors: National Geographic Society (U.S.) -- A. Hoen & Co. -- Chicago Historical Society 1 map : col. ; 58 x 66 cm.
Issued separately (?) to accompany National Geographic Magazine v. 44, no. 5 (September 1948).
On verso: A Pocket map of Washington D.C., Maryland & Virginia. 1 map : col. ; 58 x 66 cm.
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.

CHS Coll., Map no. 462 (PrCt)

81012  Washington (D.C.) - Maps - 1949 - Local transit
Local transit - Washington (D.C.) - Maps - 1949
Washington (D.C.) - Maps - 1949
Road maps
Capital Transit Company - Maps - 1949
Road maps
Authors: Wittmann, Charles R. -- Capital Transit Company -- Chicago Historical Society 1 map : col. ; 48 x 63 cm.
Panel title.
On verso: [Untitled map of central Washington, D.C.] 1 map : col. ; 39 x 63 cm.
Includes ancillary route maps and indexes to streets and car and bus routes.
Cover art: Bus and streetcar in front of U.S. Capitol.
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.

CHS Coll., Map no. 465 (PrCt)

81013  Washington (D.C.) - Maps - 1949 - Road maps
Washington Region - Maps - 1949
Road maps
Authors: American Oil Company -- Amoco Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : col. ; 43 x 49 cm. on sheet 46 x 61 cm.
On verso: Road map of Washington D.C. and vicinity. Plate no. 9-463681-1.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 15.1 (PrCt)

81014  Washington (D.C.) - Maps - 1950 - Road maps
Washington Region - Maps - 1950
Road maps
Mount Vernon (Va. : Estate) - Maps - 1950
Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : col. ; 47 x 53, folded to 17 x 9 cm.
Panel title.
Inset (7 x 7 cm.): Truck routes through Washington, D.C.
On verso: Truck routes through Washington, D.C.
Panel art: HC Sinclair Gasoline sign and bird's-eye view of a road with cars.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2697 (PrCt)

81015  Washington (D.C.) - Maps - 1951 - Road maps
Washington Region - Maps - 1951
Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : col. ; 47 x 53 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Includes inset of truck routes through Washington D.C.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 15.20 (PrCt)

81016  Washington (D.C.) - Maps - 1952 - Road maps
Washington Region - Maps - 1952
Road maps
Authors: American Oil Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : col. ; 39 x 58 cm. on sheet 44 x 61 cm.
On verso: Road map of Washington D.C. and vicinity. Plate no. 6-463681-3.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 15.20 (PrCt)
Road maps
Authors: American Oil Company -- Amoco Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 49 cm. on sheet 46 x 61 cm. Panel no. A.O.C. 52.
Includes inset of truck routes through Washington D.C.
On verso: Road map of Washington D.C. and vicinity. Plate no. 2-463681-4
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 15.38 (PrCt)

Washington (D.C.) - Maps - 1952 - Road maps
Authors: Sun Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
On verso: Metropolitan Washington, D.C. Plate no. 2-453681-4
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 15.44 (PrCt)

Washington (D.C.) - Maps - 1952 - Road maps
Authors: Esso Standard Oil Company -- General Drafting Company -- Coleman Bros. Esso Service Station (Halethorpe, Md.) -- Akerman, James R.
1 map : col. ; 63 x 60 cm. fold. to 22 x 11 cm. Panel title.
Inset (10 x 10 cm.): Historic landmarks of Alexandria.
Map on verso (63 x 60 cm.): Pictorial guide to central Washington and nearby Arlington County, Va.
Panel art: President George Washington laying the cornerstone of the National Capitol.
Handstamp: Coleman Bros. Esso, 5608 Southwestern Blvd., Halethorpe 27, Md., Arb 236
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).
Road map G3851 .P2 1952 .E8 (PrCt)

Washington (D.C.) - Maps - 1954 - Road maps
1 map : col. ; 55 x 61 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm. Panel title.
Added title: Street map Washington D.C. Plate no. 4-453919-7
Inset (7 x 8 cm.): Truck routes through Washington D.C.
Verso blank.
Panel art: Washington Monument.
Forms part of a collection of stock editions of Rand McNally road maps, some apparently issued as sales samples and / or printer's proofs for prospective commercial clients.
Uniform series title (established by cataloger): Stock road maps
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (April 2010).
RMcN Stock 54 (PrCt)

Washington (D.C.) - Maps - 1954 - Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 49 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm. Panel title.
Map on verso (57 x 42 cm. and smaller): Sinclair metropolitan Washington D.C. -- Mount Vernon -- Truck routes through Washington, D.C.
Panel art: Color illustration of a Sinclair gas station attendant reading map with a couple in a convertible car.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2733 (PrCt)
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
All about Metro / Metropolitan Area Transit Authority ... Washington, D.C. ... [Washington, D.C.? Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Authority?, 1979?].
Authors: Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Authority -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 34 x 43 cm., folded to 18 x 9 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Metro service.
"10/79-12" -- At bottom right.
Inset (10 x 21 cm.): [Downtown Washington D.C. metro lines].
Panel art: Color photo of Metrorail train with U.S. Capitol building in the background.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4213 (PrCt)

81033 Washington (D.C.) - Maps - 1979 - Road maps\[\to\]Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1979 - Road maps\[\to\]Washington Region - Maps - 1979 - Road maps\[\to\]Mount Vernon (Va. : Estate) - Maps - 1979 - Road maps\[\to\]Road maps
Authors: Mobil Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 55 x 68 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.

1 map : col. ; 105 x 95 cm., folded to 24 x 13 cm.
"1980 edition."
Panel title.
Added title: Washington, D.C. transportation map.
"Prepared by District of Columbia Department of Transportation, Office of Transportation Policies and Plans in cooperation with the U.S. Department of Transportation, Federal Highway Administration. Cartography Alexandria Drafting Company."
"Printed by Defense Mapping Agency Hydrographic/Topographic Center."
Maps on verso (42 x 46 cm. and smaller):
Panel art: Color photo of tree-lined street.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4693 (PrCt)

81035 Washington (D.C.) - Maps - 1991\[\to\]Road maps
Authors: Michelin green guides -- Tourist guide -- Michelin Travel Publications (Firm) -- Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

1st ed.  
Cover title.  
Includes bibliographical references (p. 26) and indexes.  
Map on back cover.  
Series: Michelin green guide to Washington DC --  
Touring guide -- Michelin green guides.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.  
ISBN 206701577X (pbk.) ; 9782067015777 (pbk.)  
(NLO)

81036 Washington (D.C.) - Maps - 1993  
Authors: Accessguides -- Wurman, Richard Saul,  
1935- -- HarperCollins (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes  
Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 v. : 44 maps  
4th ed.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.  
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)  
(PrCt)

81037 Washington (D.C.) - Maps - 1994  
Flashmaps Washington D.C. New York : Fodor’s  
Travel Publs., 1994.  
Authors: Pritchard, Marcy -- Lindroth, David --  
Flashmaps Publications Inc. -- Fodor’s Travel  
Publications, Inc. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection  
(Newberry Library)  
1 v. : 58 maps ; 214 x 105 mm.  
Edited by Marcy Pritchard; maps by David  
Lindroth.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.  
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)  
(PrCt)

81038 Washington (D.C.) - Maps - 1994 - Road  
maps----Montgomery County (Md.) - Maps - 1994 -  
Road maps----Prince George's County (Md.) -  
Maps - 1994 - Road maps----Montgomery  
County (Md.) - Maps - 1994 - Road  
maps----Road maps----Counties - Maps  
Washington D.C. & vicinity StreetFinder. Skokie,  
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand  
McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand  
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 atlas (224 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.  
"New updated edition" --front cover."  
$17.95  
Uniform title: StreetFinder.  
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection  
(Newberry Library).  
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).  
ISBN 0528972154  
RMcN StrFdr 1997 .W42 (PrCt)

81039 Washington (D.C.) - Maps - 1997 - Road  
maps----Washington Region - Maps - 1997 -  
Road maps----Road maps

Washington D.C. & vicinity StreetFinder. [Skokie,  
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand  
McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand  
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 atlas (224 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.  
"New updated edition" --front cover."  
$15.95  
Uniform title: StreetFinder.  
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection  
(Newberry Library).  
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).  
ISBN 0528972154  
RMcN StrFdr 1997 .W42 (PrCt)

81040 Washington (D.C.) - Maps - 2002 - Road  
maps----Montgomery County (Md.) - Maps - 2002 -  
Road maps----Anne Arundel County  
(Md.) - Maps - 2002 - Road maps----Fairfax  
County (Va.) - Maps - 2002 - Road  
maps----Prince George County (Va.) - Maps  
- 2002 - Road maps----Prince George's  
County (Va.) SEE Prince George County  
(Va.)----Prince Georges County (Va.) SEE  
Prince George County (Va.)---Road  
maps----Counties - Maps  
Metropolitan Washington D. C.: the Thomas  
Guide street guide & directory. Skokie, Ill. Rand  
McNally , 2002.  
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand  
McNally and Company. Street guide -- Rand  
McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Thomas  
-- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 atlas (734,1,397 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm. + 1  
CD-ROM  
Accompanied by CD-ROM disc with title:  
Date on cover:  2002.  
$34.95  
Uniform titles: StreetFinder -- Street guide.  
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection  
(Newberry Library).  
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).  
ISBN 1-58174-416-1  
RMcN StrFdr 2002 .W42 (PrCt)

81041 Washington (D.C.) - Maps - 2003 - Road  
maps----Montgomery County (Md.) - Maps - 2003 -  
Road maps----Prince George's  
County (Md.) - Maps - 2003 - Road  
maps----Road maps----Counties - Maps  
Washington, D.C. metro:  Montgomery & Prince  
George's counties and Northern Virginia. Skokie,  
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand  
McNally and Company. Street guide -- Rand  
McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Thomas  
-- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 atlas (734,1,397 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm. + 1  
CD-ROM  
Accompanied by CD-ROM disc with title:

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.  
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Date on cover: 2003.
$35.95
Uniform titles: StreetFinder -- Street guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-99700-9
RMcN StrFdr 2003 .W42 (PrCt)

81042 Washington (D.C.) - Maps - 2003 - Road maps
Date on cover: 2003.
$19.95
Uniform titles: StreetFinder -- Street guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0-528-99703-3
RMcN StrFdr 2003 .W42a (PrCt)

81043 Washington (D.C.) - Maps - 2003 - Road maps
Panel title.
Uniform title: EasyFinder Laminated.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
ISBN 0528997890
RMcN Road Map 2003 WasDC (PrCt)

81044 Washington (D.C.) - Maps - 2003 - Road maps
Washington Region - Maps - 2003 - Road maps
Alexandria Region (Va.) - Maps - 2003 - Road maps
Authors: ADC (Firm) -- ADC (Firm) see also Alexandria Drafting Company
1 atlas (192 p.) : col. maps ; 22 cm.
5th ed.
Cover title.
Scale of sectional street maps [1:25,260]. 1 in. = 2,105 ft.; (W 77°12'30"--W 76°50'00"/N 39°02'30"--N 38°47'30").
"Includes: Potomac, Landover, Hyattsville, Falls Church, Silver Spring."
"Comprehensive index, airport maps, downtown map, visitor information, Metro Rail system, downtown map, Old Town Alexandria and much more."
Includes index map.
References: OCLC 56627192
ISBN 0875503862

81045 Washington (D.C.) - Maps
Bibliography
Authors: United States. National Archives and Records Administration p. 40-41
5S 3, v. 3, p. 40-41 (PrCt)

81046 Washington (D.C.) - Maps - Collections, 1793-1852
"Printed in pursuance of a resolution of the Senate of the United States."
Includes the Ellicott map of the Territory of Columbia.
Scale not given.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Bryan, W.B. Bib. of the District of Columbia, p. 118; Phillips 3711 and 3712
LC Card Number: map64000212
Baskes folio G3851.G46 1852 D57 (NLO)

Authors: Miller, Iris, 1938- -- Davis, Timothy -- Rizzoli International Publications
1 atlas (176 p.) : ill. (some col.), maps (some col.) ; 28 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 168-171) and index.
Timeline on lining papers.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
81048 Washington (D.C.) - Maps - Exhibitions - Catalogs
Authors: Cosentino, Andrew J. -- Stephenson, Richard W., 1930-
BHC 1313
Vert 920 (PrCt)

81049 Washington (D.C.) - Pictorial works - 1852
View of Washington. [Ithaca, N.Y. Historic Urban Plans, 197-].
Authors: Sachse, Edward, 1804-1873 -- Historic Urban Plans (firm)
1 birds-eye view : col. ; 32 x 48 cm.
Facsimile of original published 1852.
369
map4F G3851.A3 1852 S2 197- (PrCt)

81050 Washington (D.C.) - Pictorial works - 1875
Panorama of Washington, D.C. from the Smithsonian Castle, 1875. [Washington, D.C.
Authors: Hacker, Francis
1 view ; 14 x 107 cm.
In Mark Klett and Merry A. Foresta, Capital view : a new panorama of Washington, D.C.
Reduced facsimile of original photographs in the National Museum of American History.
F195 .K64 1994 [view 1 of 3] (PrCt)

81051 Washington (D.C.) - Pictorial works - 1896
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
55 p. : chiefly ill. ; 17 x 23 cm.
Publisher's green cloth binding with gold stamping.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Bryan, W.B. Bib. of the District of Columbia, p. 156
Baskes F199 .F46 1896 (NLO)

81052 Washington (D.C.) - Pictorial works - 1900
Authors: Rand McNally and Company
206 p. : ill. maps, plans ; 22 cm.
Cover title: Pictorial guide to the city of Washington
Includes index and advertisements.
Full text of another copy (but not all the maps) available online from HathiTrust Digital Library (accessed February 2013):
http://hdl.handle.net/2027/mdp.39015027775280
LC Card Number: 00000248
F192.3 .R18 1900 (NLO)

81053 Washington (D.C.) - Pictorial works - 1903
Authors: Brehm, F. W. (Frederick W.)
1 view ; 12 x 125 cm.
In Mark Klett and Merry A. Foresta, Capital view : a new panorama of Washington, D.C.
Reduced facsimile of original photographs in the Law Office of Hogan and Hartson, Washington, D.C.
F195 .K64 1994 [view 2 of 3] (PrCt)

81054 Washington (D.C.) - Pictorial works - 1908
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library)
Condition: Paper covers detached, chipped; text block and map fine.
Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection.
AMcN III PC 1050 (PrCt)

81055 Washington (D.C.) - Pictorial works - 1967
Future Washington / drawn by staff artist Snejinka Stefanoff ; research by Dorothy A.
Authors: Stefanoff, Snejinka; Nicholson, Dorothy A./=National Geographic Society (U.S.).
Geographic Art Division
1 map : col. ; 40 x 74 cm.
Bird's-eye view.
Scale ca. 1:6,400.
Covers federal enclave and central business district.
Oriented with north toward the upper left.

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Scales differ.
LC Card Number: 2002102946
ISBN 0847824470
folio G1276.S1 M54 2002 (NLO)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Includes index to existing, planned, under construction, and proposed buildings and sites.

81056 Washington (D.C.) - Pictorial works - 1985
Authors: Fox, David A. (David Alan)
1 view : col. ; 55 x 86 cm.
Bird's-eye view.
map4F G3851 .A3 1967 .S7 (PrCt)

81057 Washington (D.C.) - Pictorial works - 1993
Authors: Klett, Mark, 1952-- Klett, Mark, 1952-.
1 view : col. ; 22 x 248 cm.
In Mark Klett and Merry A. Foresta, Capital view : a new panorama of Washington, D.C.
F195 .K64 1994 [view 3 of 3] (PrCt)

81058 Washington (D.C.) - Pictorial works - Collections, 1790-1991
Authors: Reps, John William
5 v. : col. photos, maps ; fold. to 18 x 9 cm
Travel Vertical File G3850 1988 .N3 (PrCt)

Welcome to Washington. Washington, D.C.
Authors: National Park Service
1 sheet : col. photos, maps ; fold. to 18 x 9 cm
Travel Vertical File G3850 1988 .N3 (PrCt)

81060 Washington, George, 1732-1799
Authors: Harley, J. B. (John Brian)
From Geographical Magazine 48 (1976): 588-594. maps, ills..
BHC 2033
Vert 676 (PrCt)

81061 Washington, George, 1732-1799 Marshall County (W. Va.) - Surveys - 1771
From Weinstein, Randy F., The American Traditions...A catalogue...Southfield, Ma., [1991?], pp.73-75. map.
Bookseller's description.

81062 Washington, George, 1732-1799 - Real property - Surveys - 1771
Authors: Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division
p. [1] ; 28 cm.
BHC 2489
Vert 2034 (PrCt)

81063 Washington, George, 1732-1799 - Travels Washington, George, 1732-1799 United States - Maps - Collections, 1700-1799
The George Washington atlas : a collection of eighty-five maps including twenty-eight made by George Washington, seven used and annotated by him, eight made at his direction, or for his use or otherwise associated with him, and forty-two new maps concerning his activities in peace and war and his place in history. Washington, D.C.
Authors: Martin, Lawrence, 1880-1955-- Washington, George, 1732-1799-- United States George Washington Bicentennial Commission
Edited by Lawrence Martin.
Plate 1, front lining-paper; plate 50 (continued), back lining paper.
Contains a list of 110 maps made or annotated by Washington.
Phillips 10652.
72-3642
map6C 33 (NLO)

81064 Washington, George, 1732-1799 United States - Historical geography - Maps - 1732-1799
A Map of the travels of George Washington.
Washington : National Geographic Society, 1931.
Authors: National Geographic Society (U.S.) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 70 x 48 cm.
'Prepared in accordance with the Joint Act of Congress known as the 71st Congress, Second Session, S.3398, in cooperation with the United States Commission for the Celebration of the Two Hundredth Anniversary of the Birth of George Washington.'
Scale 1:2,500,000 or 39.5 miles to the inch.
Insets: New York and the lower Hudson; Mount Vernon; Tidewater Virginia; Boston and vicinity; Philadelphia and vicinity.
Ayer p133 .N272 1931 (NLO)

81065 Washington, George, 1732-1799 United States - History - Revolution, 1775-1783 -
Maps

Authors: Marshall, John, 1755-1835 -- Yeager, Joseph, approximately 1792-1859 -- Wayne, Caleb Pary, 1776-1849

**Case E 5 .W2755 (NLO)**

81066 **Washington Map Society - Directories - Directories**

Authors: Washington Map Society
4 p. ; 28 cm.
"Update 1, November 14, 2009."

Vert 2252, no. 2 (PrCt)

81067 **Washington - Maps - 1900-1960 - Topographic maps**

*Topographic maps*

Authors: Geological Survey (U.S.)
49 maps : col. ; on sheets 45 x 33 cm. fold. to 18 x 27 cm.
Scale 1:62,500.
Dates of publication vary.
Moffat lists 148 maps before 1940.
Coverage is not complete at this scale; see index map in box 211.
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisles 42 and 43 (July 2012).
Reference: Moffat, Riley. Map index to topographic quadrangles of the United States, 1882-1940 (Santa Cruz, Calif.: Western Association of Map Libraries, 1986)

81068 **Washington - Maps - 1900-1960 - Topographic maps**

*Topographic maps*

Authors: Geological Survey (U.S.)
11 maps : col. ; on sheets 45 x 33 cm. fold. to 18 x 27 cm.
Scale 1:125,000.
Dates of publication vary.
Moffat lists 63 maps before 1940.
Coverage is not complete at this scale; see index map in box 211.
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisles 42 and 43 (July 2012).
Reference: Moffat, Riley. Map index to topographic quadrangles of the United States, 1882-1940 (Santa Cruz, Calif.: Western Association of Map Libraries, 1986)

81069 **Washington - Maps - 1900-1960 - Topographic maps**

*Topographic maps*

Authors: Geological Survey (U.S.)
ca. 1658 maps : col. ; on sheets 54 x 44 cm. fold. to 17 x 28 cm.
Scale 1:24,000.
Dates of publication vary.
According to USGS, coverage at this scale complete in 1436 maps.
Coverage may not be complete at this scale; see index map in box 211.
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisles 42 and 43 (July 2012).
map6C G3700 19--.U5, box 211 (PrCt)

81070 **Washington - Maps - 1938 - Road maps**

*Road maps*

Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Standard Oil gas station, Standard Gasoline logo and slogan "at your service from Canada to Mexico, Standard Stations Inc., Standard Oil Dealers."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3284 (PrCt)


*Chicago South Park Commission plan of the south open ground, the upper plaisance, the midway plaisance, the lake open ground, the lagoon plaisance and the parkway quadrant as proposed to be laid out by Olmsted Vaux & Co., landscape architects. New York : New York Lithography, Engraving and Printing Co., 1871*
Authors: New York Lithographing and Engraving Co. -- Olsted, Vaux & Co. -- Chicago (Ill.). South Park Commissioners -- Olsted, Vaux & Co.
1 map : hand col. ; 44 x 35 cm.
*Photo-Lith. by the N.Y. Lithg. Engrg. & Printg.

**Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)**

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Hopkins, Griffith Morgan -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Phillips 1499
LC Card Number: 76354156
Baskes oversize G3851.P6 1930 .U5 (NLO)

Authors: Geological Survey (U.S.); Topographic Branch -- United States. Army. Air Corps -- United States. Army. Engineer Reproduction Plant -- Ehrenberg, Ralph E., 1937-1 map : col. ; 81 x 26 cm., on sheet folded to 24 x 27 cm.
"1927--R-1930".
*2644.51/55.73" -- bottom right corner
Scale 1:500,000.
Coordinates: (W 81°19'-W 76°18'/N 40°53'--N 38°14')
Oriented with north at upper right.
Relief shown by contours and gradient tints.
Gift 2011, Ralph Ehrenberg
map4C G3851.P6 1930 .U5 (NLO)
Road maps<<>>Wall maps<<>>Road maps

Authors: Geological Survey (U.S.) -- United States. Army. Air Corps -- U.S. Army. Air Corps
SEE United States. Army. Air Corps
1 map : col. ; 117 x 107 cm.
'Ed. of 1929, repr. 1932.'
Surveyed in 1913-1915. Culture revised in 1927, from aerial photographs taken by Air Corps, U.S. Army.'
Scale 1:31,680
Coordinates: (W 77°15'00''--W 76°52'30''/N 39°05'00''--N 38°45'00'').
Polyconic projection.
Relief shown by contours and spot heights.
Road classifications shown by red overprint dated 'Mar. 1932.'
Includes notes.
LC Card Number: 87693029
maproll G 10859 .916 (NLO)

81077 Washington Region - Maps - 1934 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Travel Washington and vicinity with Conoco.
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1934].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (3 panel,R,G): Outline map of North America, logo.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1058 (PrCt)

81078 Washington Region - Maps - 1934 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Shell road map : metropolitan Washington.
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1934].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (3 panel, R,Y): Diagonal "Shell" on red stripe, logo.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 0, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1166 (PrCt)

81079 Washington Region - Maps - 1935 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"Tourist edition."
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of car, Cities Service logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1298 (PrCt)

81080 Washington Region - Maps - 1935 - Road maps<<>>Washington D.C. Region SEE Washington Region<<>>Road maps
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"Tourist edition."
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of car, Cities Service logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1297 (PrCt)

Travel Washington and vicinity with Conoco : every Conoco station is a branch of the Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1936].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 38 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Conoco ... official road map: Washington and vicinity.
Date from RMcN AE 158 ms. index.
Plate no. J-2
Panel art: Conoco logo over outline of North America.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 158.5 (PrCt)
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 64 x 47 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Cities Service invites you to tour metropolitan Washington.
Plate no. J-2
Maps on verso (37 x 48 cm. and 21 x 19 cm.):
Panel art: Cities Service logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 157.38A (PrCt)

Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 58 x 38 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Conoco ... official road map: Washington and vicinity.
Plate no. 12-K
Maps on verso (28 x 37 cm. and smaller):
Panel art: Conoco logo over outline of North America.
Handstamped "1937" and "copyrighted".
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 158.7A (PrCt)

Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 58 x 43 cm. on sheet 61 x 46 cm.
On verso: Downtown Washington, D.C. featuring points of interest, parks and municipal buildings.
Plate no. R.3681.
Panel annotated 'R-36.'
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 14.1A (PrCt)

Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 58 x 38 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Conoco ... official road map: Washington and vicinity.
Plate no. 12-K
Maps on verso (28 x 37 cm. and smaller):
Panel art: Cities Service logo over outline of North America.
Handstamped "1937" and "copyrighted".
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 159.43 (PrCt)
81091 Washington Region - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Washington D.C. metropolitan area road map : Cities Service ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1938].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 57 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Cities Service invites you to tour metropolitan Washington.
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 2083 (PrCt)

81092 Washington Region - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: car driving through hills, Cities Service sign.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3091 (PrCt)

81093 Washington Region - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3272 (PrCt)


Gousha Clients 3386 (PrCt)


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
81100  Washington Region - Maps - 1940 - Road maps<<<>>Washington (D.C.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps<<<>>Road maps
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: road with cars, Cities Service sign and gas station attendant; slogan "helpful service wherever you go!"
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3745 (PrCt)

81101  Washington Region - Maps - 1940 - Road maps<<<>>Washington (D.C.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps<<<>>Road maps
Shell map of metropolitan Washington D.C. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1940?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: Washington, D.C.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3920 (PrCt)

81102  Washington Region - Maps - 1941 - Road maps<<<>>Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps<<<>>Road maps
Map of metropolitan Washington and Baltimore / American Oil Company ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1941?].
1 map : col. ; 65 x 46 cm., on sheet folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Road map of metropolitan Washington D.C.
Plate no. W. 3681
Inset (18 x 32 cm.): Downtown Washington D.C.
Maps on verso (42 x 46 cm. and 21 x 18 cm.):
Road map of Baltimore and vicinity -- Downtown Baltimore.
Panel art: "American Amoco gas" logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

81103  Washington Region - Maps - 1941 - Road maps<<<>>Washington (D.C.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps<<<>>Road maps
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: car, Cities Service sign and infant dressed as a gas station attendant; slogan "start every trip at your Cities Service dealer's."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4090 (PrCt)

81104  Washington Region - Maps - 1941 - Road maps<<<>>Washington (D.C.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps<<<>>Road maps
Shell map of metropolitan Washington D.C. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1941?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: Washington, D.C.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4261 (PrCt)

81105  Washington Region - Maps - 1942 - Road maps<<<>>Washington (D.C.) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps<<<>>Road maps
Washington, D.C. metropolitan area road map / Cities Service Oils ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1942?].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: rural road scene, Cities Service Oils logo, and slogan "start every trip at your Cities Service dealer's."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4403 (PrCt)

81106  Washington Region - Maps - 1942 - Road maps<<<>>Washington (D.C.) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps<<<>>Road maps
Shell map of metropolitan Washington, D.C. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1942?].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: rural road scene, Cities Service Oils logo, and slogan "start every trip at your Cities Service dealer's."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4426 (PrCt)


Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1942?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: Washington, D.C.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4594 (PrCt)

81107 Washington Region - Maps - 1945 - Road maps<>>Washington (D.C.) - Maps - 1945 - Road maps<>>Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 55 x 61 cm. on sheet 59 x 81 cm.
Panel no. 75.
Added title: Texaco map of Washington, D.C., Shenandoah, Norfolk area. Plate no. 454434.
Includes inset: Rock Creek and Potomac Parkway, Constitution Avenue. Plate no. 454088.
Includes inset of truck routes through Washington D.C.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 15.44A (PrCt)

81108 Washington Region - Maps - 1946 - Road maps<>>Washington (D.C.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps<>>Road maps
Shell map of metropolitan Washington, D.C. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1946?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 47 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 166 ms. index.
Plate no. T-5 1946-2
Inset (5 x 12 cm.): Downtown Alexandria.
Maps on verso (36 x 48 cm. and 21 x 19 cm.):
Panel art: Shell logo.
Handstamped "received ... April 29 1947 Rand McNally & Co. Blazed Trails Dept. ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 166.69 (PrCt)

81109 Washington Region - Maps - 1946 - Road maps<>>Washington (D.C.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps<>>Road maps
Map of metropolitan Washington / compliments of American Oil Company ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1946?].
Authors: American Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 49 cm., on sheet folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Washington, D.C. street map.
Plate no. 4616
Inset (6 x 7 cm.): Truck routes through Washington, D.C.
Map on verso (43 x 28 cm.): Road map of Washington, D.C. and vicinity.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2921 (PrCt)

81110 Washington Region - Maps - 1946 - Road maps<>>Washington (D.C.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps<>>Road maps
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4918 (PrCt)

Authors: Geological Survey (U.S.) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 71 cm. on sheet 64 x 79 cm.
Scale 1:250,000 'Compiled in 1946'
Plate nos.: 665007 -- NJ 18-4 -- N3800 - W7600/100 x 200 -- Type B-AMS 1 -- A.M.S. V501
Maps on verso (30 x 30 cm. and smaller):
Washington, DC -- Annapolis, MD -- Fredericksburg [!], VA.
3 copies.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5343 (PrCt)

81118 Washington Region - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Shell map of metropolitan Washington, D. C.
Chicago : San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5501 (PrCt)

81119 Washington Region - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Texaco Waterways Service -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 55 x 61 cm. on sheet 59 x 82 cm.
Panel nos. 51 and 18.
Added title: Texaco map of Washington, D.C., Shenandoah, Norfolk area. Plate no. 8-4434V-2.
Includes inset: Rock Creek and Potomac Parkway, Constitution Avenue. Plate no. 8-454088-2.
On verso: Texaco street map: Washington D.C.
Plate no. 8-453919-2.
Includes inset of truck routes through Washington D.C.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 15.71A (PrCt)

81120 Washington Region - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Road map of metropolitan Washington, D. C. ... / Tide Water Associated Oil Company, New York, Tulsa, San Francisco. Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948?].
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
Panel art: gas station attendant talking to a man in car, "Tydol flying 'A' gasoline" sign and slogan "at this sign ... everything that's good for your car."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5562 (PrCt)

81121 Washington Region - Maps - 1954 - Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 57 x 42 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. 4-533681V2-1.
Insets (6 x 7 cm. and 11 x 10 cm.): Truck routes through Washington, D.C. -- Mount Vernon, Virginia.
Map on verso (43 x 66 cm.): Washington, D.C. street map.
Margins include illustrations of landmarks.
Panel art: Illustration of the Capitol Building.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1037 (PrCt)

81122 Washington Region - Maps - 1954 - Road maps
Mount Vernon (Va. : Estate) - Maps - 1954 - Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 57 x 42 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. 533681V2-1.
Insets (6 x 7 cm. and 11 x 10 cm.): Truck routes through Washington, D.C. -- Mount Vernon, Virginia.
Map on verso (43 x 66 cm.): Washington, D.C. street map.
Margins include illustrations of landmarks.
Panel art: Illustration of the Capitol Building.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1088 (PrCt)

81123 Washington Region - Maps - 1956 - Road maps
Mount Vernon (Va. : Estate) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 57 x 42 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. 5-533681V2-1.
Insets (6 x 7 cm. and 11 x 10 cm.): Truck routes through Washington, D.C. -- Mount Vernon, Virginia.
Map on verso (43 x 66 cm.): Washington, D.C. street map.
Margins include illustrations of landmarks.
Panel art: Illustration of the Capitol Building.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1089 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 42 cm., folded to 24 x 12 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. 6-533681V2-3.
Insets (6 x 7 cm. and 11 x 10 cm.): Truck routes through Washington, D.C. -- Mount Vernon, Virginia.
Map on verso (43 x 66 cm.): Washington, D.C. street map.
Margins include illustrations of landmarks.
Panel art: Illustration of the Capitol Building.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
**RMcN Clients 1068 (PrCt)**

**81126 Washington Region - Maps - 1959 - Road maps**
**Washington (D.C.) - Maps - 1959 - Road maps**
**Hertz Corporation - Maps - 1959 - Automobile leasing and renting - Maps - 1959**
**Hertz Rent a Car map of Washington and Vicinity.** [Chicago] : Rand McNally & Company, [1959?].
Authors: Hertz Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 30 x 25 cm., folded to 22 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Washington, D.C. and vicinity
Plate no. R.L. 59 S 54
Map on verso (19 x 32 cm.): Central Washington Includes illustration of car with "1960" on the front license plate.
Identifies Hertz office locations.
Panel art: Car on highway ramp; cityscape in the background.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
**RMcN Clients 1425 (PrCt)**

**81127 Washington Region - Maps - 1960 - Road maps**
**Washington (D.C.) - Maps - 1960 - Road maps**
**Hertz Corporation - Maps - 1960 - Automobile leasing and renting - Maps - 1960**
**Hertz Rent a Car map of Washington and Vicinity.** [Chicago] : Rand McNally & Company, [1960?].
Authors: Hertz Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 48 x 34 cm., folded to 22 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Washington, D.C. and vicinity
Plate no. R.L. 60-S-99B
Includes illustration of car with "1960" on the front license plate.
Map on verso (20 x 32 cm.): Central Washington Identifies Hertz office locations.
Panel art: Car on highway ramp; cityscape in the background.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
**RMcN Clients 1426 (PrCt)**

**81128 Washington Region - Maps - 1960 - Road maps**
**Washington (D.C.) - Maps - 1960 - Road maps**
**Mount Vernon (Va. : Estate) - Maps - 1960 - Road maps**
**Metropolitan Washington / American Oil**

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Washington Region - Maps - 1969 - Road maps
Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1969
Washington (D.C.) - Maps - 1969
Mount Vernon (Va.) - Maps - 1969
Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 55 x 68 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. 586400-5
Inset (9 x 7 cm.): Mount Vernon, Virginia
Maps on verso (55 x 68 cm. and 7 x 8 cm.):
Washington D.C., street map -- Truck routes through Washington, D.C.
Includes two Library of Congress copyright handstamps with certificate numbers.
Panel art: Illustration of the Capitol Building.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1218 (PrCt)

81132
Washington Region - Maps - 1970 - Road maps
Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1970
Washington (D.C.) - Maps - 1970
Mount Vernon (Va.) - Maps - 1970
Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 55 x 68 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. 706400-7

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Inset (9 x 7 cm.): Mount Vernon, Virginia
Maps on verso (55 x 68 cm. and 7 x 8 cm.):
Washington D.C., street map -- Truck routes through Washington, D.C.
Includes two Library of Congress copyright handstamps with certificate numbers.
Panel art: Illustration of the Capitol Building.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1297 (PrCt)

Panell title.
"1973 edition."
Panel title.
Added title: Washington, D.C. street map.
Plate no.73-584520V2-19.
Inset (7 x 8 cm.): Truck routes through Washington, D.C.
Maps on verso (55 x 68 cm. and 8 x 7 cm.):

Panel art: Shell logo and color illustration of the U.S. Capitol Building.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 2508 (PrCt)

Panell title.
"1974 edition."
Panel title.
Added title: Washington, D.C., and vicinity street map.
Authors: Alexandria Drafting Company -- Byrd Enterprises (Alexandria, Virginia) -- Alexandria Drafting Company See Also ADC (Firm)
1 atlas (xiv p., 24 [i.e. 26] p.) : col. maps ; 31 cm.
Cover title.
Added title inside front cover: Street map of Washington, D.C., and vicinity.
Handstamped "Distributed by Byrd Enterprises ... Alexandria, Virginia .... ."
Scale [1:240,000] (W 77014'--W 76050'/N 39002'--N 38047').
Cf. OCLC 6237873.
map4C G3851.P2 1973 A4 (PrCt)

Panell title.
"1973 edition."
Panel title.
Plate no. 716400-8
Inset (9 x 7 cm.): Mount Vernon, Virginia
Maps on verso (55 x 68 cm. and 7 x 8 cm.):
Washington D.C., street map -- Truck routes through Washington, D.C.
Panel art: Illustration of the Capitol Building.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1321 (PrCt)

Panell title.
"1973 edition."
Panel title.
Plate no. 746400-8
Inset (9 x 7 cm.): Mount Vernon, Virginia
Maps on verso (55 x 68 cm. and 7 x 8 cm.):
Washington D.C., street map -- Truck routes through Washington, D.C.
Panel art: Illustration of the Capitol Building.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1327 (PrCt)
maps<<>>Road maps<<>>Counties - Maps
1 atlas (A-N, 847-1365 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm. +1 CD-ROM.
$24.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528955195
RMcN StrFdr 2004 .W3 (PrCt)

1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm. +1 CD-ROM.
"7th edition" --front cover.
$37.95
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528955616
RMcN StrFdr 2004 .W3 b (PrCt)

1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm. +1 CD-ROM.
$37.95
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528955616
RMcN StrFdr 2004 .W3 b (PrCt)

1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm. +1 CD-ROM.
1 atlas (A-N, 847-1365 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm. +1 CD-ROM.
$24.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528955195
RMcN StrFdr 2004 .W3 (PrCt)

81141 Washington Region - Maps - 2006 - Road maps<<>>Arlington County (Va.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps<<>>Fairfax County (Va.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps<<>>Montgomery County (Va.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps<<>>Prince George County (Va.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps<<>>Road maps<<>>Counties - Maps
Washington Region - Maps - 2006 - Road maps<<>>Arlington County (Va.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps<<>>Fairfax County (Va.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps<<>>Montgomery County (Va.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps<<>>Prince George County (Va.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps<<>>Road maps<<>>Counties - Maps
1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm. +1 CD-ROM.
$24.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528955195
RMcN StrFdr 2004 .W3 (PrCt)
(later the site of the Newberry Library); bounded by North, State, Chicago, and Haltsted.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Case oversize G1409.C4 P3 1879, pl. 6 (PrCl)

Authors: Greeley-Carlson Company -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; on sheet 68 x 48 cm.
Real estate map showing Near North Side neighborhood around Washington Square Park (later the site of the Newberry Library); bounded by Division, State, Chicago, and Sedgwick.
In: Greeley, Carlson & Co’s atlas of the city of Chicago (Chicago, 1884), pl. 20.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Case oversize G1409.C4 G7 1884, pl. 20 (PrCl)

Authors: Chicago Recreation Commission -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 5 x 5 cm.
The Survey includes many other park plans not cataloged separately, as well as recording and mapping a great variety of recreational activities in the city.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
folio V 0896 .16 v. 4, section 8 (PrCl)

Authors: Hermon Dunlap Smith Center for the History of Cartography -- Rettig, Chris -- Sjoberg, Deborah -- Teare, Elizabeth -- Wegner, Kathryn -- Wright, Susan Delaney -- National Endowment for the Humanities -- Newberry Library -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 ms. map : hand col. ; 66 x 66 cm.
Compiled as a surveying and mapping exercise for the 2005 NEH seminar Developing Cartographic Literacy with Historic Maps, held by the Hermon Dunlap Smith Center for the History of Cartography at the Newberry Library.
Includes legend keyed to distribution of people in the park in 10-minute intervals.
Scale: "1 square [1 inch] = 12 ft."
Hand drawn on graph paper with black and colored pencil.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Detritus of Washington Square, July 1, 2005 / compiled from an original survey and charted collaboratively by Gina Difino, Andrew Martin, George Mewborn, Martha Regalis, Darel Shelton. 2005.
Authors: Hermon Dunlap Smith Center for the History of Cartography -- Difino, Gina -- Martin, Andrew -- Mewborn, George L. -- Regalis, Martha -- Shelton, Darel -- National Endowment for the Humanities -- Newberry Library -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 ms. map : hand col. ; 40 x 40 cm., on sheet 83 x 69 cm.
Compiled as a surveying and mapping exercise for the 2005 NEH seminar Developing Cartographic Literacy with Historic Maps, held by the Hermon Dunlap Smith Center for the History of Cartography at the Newberry Library.
Legend includes key to distribution of trash and trash cans.
"Scale: 1 inch = 20 feet (approximate)"
Hand drawn on graph paper with black and colored pencil.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

exercises, etc. - Maps - 2005 - Manuscripts<<>>Manuscript maps
[Map of Washington Square Park in Chicago] / by, Barb [Bein Laux], Steven [Berbeca], Carol [Dickson], Christine [Bodner], John [Gerace].
2005.

Authors: Hermon Dunlap Smith Center for the History of Cartography -- Bein Laux, Barbara -- Berbeca, Steven -- Dickson, Carol -- Bodner, Christine -- Gerace, John -- National Endowment for the Humanities -- Newberry Library -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 ms. map : hand col. ; on sheet 83 x 69 cm.
Compiled as a surveying and mapping exercise for the 2005 NEH seminar Developing Cartographic Literacy with Historic Maps, held by the Hermon Dunlap Smith Center for the History of Cartography at the Newberry Library.
Legend includes key to distribution of people and dogs.
"Map depicts park usage Friday, July 1 2005 between 11:00-11:15 a.m."
Scale not given.
Inset (10 x 10 cm.): Doggy domain on Delaware Street side of Washington Square Park.
Identifies "dog park area (proposed)."
"Dog park proposal per petition in Coffee Expressions" [coffee shop on N.E. corner of Walton St. and Dearborn Ave.]
Hand drawn on graph paper with colored markers.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
map6F G4104.C6:2W31 2005 .N4 no. 3 of 3 (PrCt)


1 ms. map : hand col. ; on sheet 69 x 83 cm. Cartouche title.

Compiled as a surveying and mapping exercise for the 2007 NEH Summer Seminar for Elementary and Secondary School Teachers held by the Hermon Dunlap Smith Center for the History of Cartography at the Newberry Library, and signed on verso by the following participants: Rich Kirsten, Paige North, Susan Nutter, Anne Ryckbost, and Wendy Sellers.
'Scale of distance 1sq = 20 ft.' Keyed to locations of trash cans and loose trash.
Hand drawn on graph paper with colored pencil.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Washington Square + its man made objects. 2007.
Authors: Hermon Dunlap Smith Center for the History of Cartography -- National Endowment for the Humanities -- Newberry Library -- Epstein, Erica L. -- Lydy, Kevin M. -- Telles, Scott L. -- Spaight, Maureen W. -- West, Anne L. -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 ms. map : hand col. ; on sheet 69 x 83 cm.
Compiled as a surveying and mapping exercise for the 2007 NEH Summer Seminar for Elementary and Secondary School Teachers held by the Hermon Dunlap Smith Center for the History of Cartography at the Newberry Library, and signed on verso by the following participants: Erica Epstein, Kevin M. Lydy, Maureen W. Spaight, S.L. Telles, and Anne West.
Scale: [1:152.16] '1' inch = 12.68 feet.'
Keyed to lampposts, benches, the fountain, and trash cans.
'This map was accompanied by an interpretive dance that communicated the map. July 2007'--note on verso.
Hand drawn on graph paper with colored pencil.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
map6F G4104.C6:2W31 2007 .N4 no. 3 of 3 (PrCt)

<>>Bughouse Square (Chicago, Ill.) SEE Washington Square Park (Chicago, Ill.)
1 ms. map : hand col. ; 51 x 51 cm., on sheet 83 x 69 cm.
Compiled as a surveying and mapping exercise for the 2009 NEH seminar Developing Cartographic Literacy with Historic Maps, held by the Hermon Dunlap Smith Center for the History of Cartography at the Newberry Library.

Authors: Hermon Dunlap Smith Center for the History of Cartography -- National Endowment for the Humanities -- Newberry Library -- McCleod, Paul J. -- Lantos, Jeff B. -- Haupt, Sandra M. -- Harris, Marisa -- Graham, Linda J. -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 ms. map : hand col. ; 46 x 46 cm., on sheet 69 x 83 cm.
Compiled as a surveying and mapping exercise for the 2009 NEH seminar Developing Cartographic Literacy with Historic Maps, held by the Hermon Dunlap Smith Center for the History of Cartography at the Newberry Library.
"Contour interval = 5 plants."
Scale: [1 inch = 16 feet].
Hand drawn on graph paper with colored pencil. Accompanied by 3 sheets of lined notebook paper with draft versions of the map, including a legend keyed to letters for "adults", "children", "dogs", and "indigenous" (not included on final draft).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
map6F G4104.C6:2W31 2009 .N4 no. 1 of 3 (PrCt)

1 ms. map : hand col. ; 45 x 48 cm., on sheet 69 x 83 cm.

Compiled as a surveying and mapping exercise for the 2009 NEH seminar Developing Cartographic Literacy with Historic Maps, held by the Hermon Dunlap Smith Center for the History of Cartography at the Newberry Library.

Includes legend keyed to distribution of adults, children, and dogs on "Friday, July 3, 2009, 11:15 to 11:30 a.m."

Verso signed in pencil by seminar participants: Sarah J. Levin, Alison C. Damaskos, Sara K. Jones, Laurie P. Wiesinger, and John C. Mohn, Jr.

Scale: [1 inch] = 16 feet.

Hand drawn on graph paper with colored pencil.

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

map6F G4104.C6:2W31 2011 .N4 no. 3 of 3 (PrCt)

81157


Washington Square Park / [signed] Stephanie Carlyle, Ebby Melahn, Nia Mason, Nicole Parker English. [2011].


1 ms. map : hand col. ; on sheet 71 x 83 cm.

Compiled as a surveying and mapping exercise for the 2011 NEH seminar Envisioning America in Maps and Art, held by the Hermon Dunlap Smith Center for the History of Cartography at the Newberry Library.

Scale: [1:288]. "One square [inch] = eight paces, [approximately] 24 ft."

Right margin includes artist's conception of original floor plan and profile view of Unity Unitarian Church (19 x 23 cm. and 49 x 23 cm.) Hand drawn on graph paper with colored pencil.

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).


81159


Washington Square / DeVito, Donohue, Jones, Harris. [2011].

Authors: Hermon Dunlap Smith Center for the History of Cartography -- National Endowment for the Humanities -- Newberry Library -- DeVito, Amy -- Donohue, Nancy, fl. 2011 -- Jones,
Michael, fl. 2011 -- Harris, Andrew, fl. 2011 -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 ms. map : hand col. ; 64 x 63 cm., on sheet 83 x 69 cm.
Compiled as a surveying and mapping exercise for the 2011 NEH seminar Envisioning America in Maps and Art, held by the Hermon Dunlap Smith Center for the History of Cartography at the Newberry Library.
Scale [1:156]. "One square [inch] = 13 ft."
Bird's-eye view and artist's conception of original floor plan at bottom left (11 x 12 cm. and 8 x 5 cm.).: Unity Church Chicago, Ill. 1891-1895.
Robert Collier, pastor, founder.
Hand drawn on graph paper with colored pencil.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

1 ms. map : hand col. ; 55 x 55 cm., on sheet 69 x 83 cm.
Compiled as a surveying and mapping exercise for the 2011 NEH seminar Envisioning America in Maps and Art, held by the Hermon Dunlap Smith Center for the History of Cartography at the Newberry Library.
"Scale 1 inch = 15 chain links."
Pictorial view and artist's conception of original floor plan at top (26 x 26 cm. and 21 x 29 cm.).: Unity Church. Rebuilt 1867. Robert Collier: first minister.
Hand drawn on graph paper with colored pencil.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

81161 Washington Square Park (Chicago, Ill.) - Pictorial works - 1898 - Newberry Library - Pictorial works - 1898 - Near North Side (Chicago, Ill.) - Pictorial works -

Chart of the northwest coast of America. [197-].
2 maps ; 39 x 50 cm. and 36 x 50 cm.
Facsimiles of originals published in La Pérouse, Jean-François de Galaup, comte de, A Voyage around the world (London, 1799), atlas sheets no.17 and 29.
Shows coasts of Washington State and British Columbia in 1786.
M1114
map4F G4282.C6 1786 .R6 197- (PrCt)

81163 Washington (State) - Maps - 1790 - Coasts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Juan de Fuca, Strait of (B.C. and Wash.) - Maps - 1790 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Plano del puerto de la Bodega y Quadra, situado en la costa del sur del Estrecho de Fuca por la latitud norte de 48 grados 4 minutos y la longitud 17 grados 19 minutos al o. del puerto de San Blas. [19-].
Authors: López de Haro, Gonzalo, d. 1823 -- Quimper, Manuel -- Archivo General de Indias, Guadalajara Leg.1.(10) -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
Authors: American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions -- American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions. Maps and illustrations of the missions of the American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions, 1841 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 18 x 11 cm.
In: American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions. Maps and illustrations of the missions of the American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions, 1841 (Boston, Mass.?: American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions?, 1841).
Forms pl. 13B of a collection of wax-engraved maps, apparently detached from assorted Board publications, and bound together as a separate atlas. Added letterpress title from bottom margin: Oregon Mission.
Ayer 136.A5 1841 pl. 13B (PrCt)

Authors: C.J. Peters & Son -- Stevens, Hazard, 1842-1918 -- Stevens, Hazard, 1842-1918. The Life of Isaac Ingalls Stevens (1900) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library) -- Peters (C.J.) & Son SEE C.J. Peters & Son
1 map ; 25 x 18 cm.
In Stevens, Hazard. The Life of Isaac Ingalls Stevens (Boston ; New York ; Cambridge : Houghton, Mifflin and Company ; Riverside Press, 1900) v. 2, between p. 172-173.
Identifies forts, block houses, and permanent and temporary Indian reservations.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Graff 3974 v. 2, between p. 172-173 (PrCt)

Authors: Stevens, Hazard, 1842-1918 -- Stevens, Hazard, 1842-1918. The Life of Isaac Ingalls Stevens (1900) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 18 x 34 cm., on sheet folded to 23 x 14 cm.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Graff 3974 v. 2, between p. [16]-17 (PrCt)

1 map : col. ; 155 x 59 cm.
'Compiled ... by J.W. Trutch and G.W. Hyde.' Scale [ca. 1:506,880]. Relief shown with hachures. Shows drainage, township & section lines, etc. Wheat Mapping Transmississippi West v. 4 no. 899 (reprod. opp. p. 41)
Ayer p133.P93 1856 (NLO)

Steedman, printer, 1858]) [Govt. 945].
Scale: 1:763,200, or "12 miles to an inch."
Coordinates: W 121°06’--W 117°17’/N 49°08’--N45°18’.
Relief shown by hachures.
With engraved signature of James Tilton,
Reference: Koepp 945 (35-1) H.exdoc. 2, map 8.
map4F G4280 1857 .U5 (PrCt)

Scale ca. 1:1,275,000.
Coordinates: W 124°30’--W 117°17’/N 45°18’--N 45°30’.
Relief shown by hachures.
Shows progress of surveys, Indian reservations, prairies, swamps, saw mills, flooring mills, roads, trails, and lighthouse reservations.
With engraved signature of James Tilton,
"Surveyor Generals Office, Olimpia [sic], W.T. Sept. 21st 1857."
Reference: Koepp 945 (35-1) H.exdoc. 2, map 12.
map2F G4280 1857 .U5 (PrCt)

A Correct map of the coal and gold regions...[Washington State, May 1858]. 1889.
Authors: Waddington, A. -- Map Society of British Columbia
1 map
1889 facsimile. Originally published 1858. The Society's Facsimile no. 5.

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1883) 1 map : col. ; 12 x 17 cm. Title in right margin. In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1883) opposite p.931 H 668 .703 (1883) opp. p. 931 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1884) 1 map : col. ; 12 x 17 cm. Title in right margin. In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1884) opposite p. 910 H 668 .703 (1884) opp. p. 910 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1885) 1 map : col. ; 12 x 17 cm. Title in right margin. In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1885) opposite p. 886 H 668 .703 (1885) opp. p. 886 (PrCt)

81179 Washington (State) - Maps - 1887 - Railroads - Maps Railroad and county map of Washington.


government lands, school sections, drainage, county boundaries, townships, sections and quarter sections. Scale [1:380,160]. 6 miles to 1 in. (?c (W 120°15'--W 116°00'N 48°45'--N 45°25'). Inset (9 x 20 cm.): Map showing Northern Pacific Railroad system. On verso (29 x 23 cm.): Map of Washington, Oregon and northern Idaho. Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library). 9100200NL

VAULT drawer Graff 5466 (NLO)

81182 Washington (State) - Maps - 1892
Map of western Washington, compiled from official records and personal reconnaissance / by Thomsen & White, civil engineers; F.M. Dehly, draughtsman. Philadelphia: E.P. Noll & Co., [1892?].
Authors: Thomson & White, civil engineers -- Dehly, F. M. -- Pumphrey, W. H. -- E.P. Noll & Co. -- Noll (E. P.) & Co. SEE E.P. Noll & Co. 1 map; on 2 sheets each 62 x 75 cm. fold. to 16 x 11 cm. Copyright of W.H. Pumphrey. Scale 1:285,120; Scale 1:285,120. 6 miles to 1 in. (W 120°15'--W 116°00'N 48°45'--N 45°25'). Inset (9 x 20 cm.): Map showing Northern Pacific Railroad system. On verso (29 x 23 cm.): Map of Washington, Oregon and northern Idaho. Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library). 9100200NL

Case G 10944 .717 (NLO)

Authors: Amerine, A. H. -- K., J. -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 65 x 98 cm. fold. to 14 x 10 cm. 'Amerine & Crockett, map publishers, 801 Union St., San Francisco, Cal.' -- p. [8] of index. Folded into printed paperboard cover; includes 6 p. index. Note 'I have marked the Monte Christo Silver Creek and Troublesome District on this map in red ink also the route to same from Seattle. ...[S]howing the relative position of your claim in regard to the mineral district. J.K. ... ' -- manuscript note on verso. 93100602NL

folio Graff 5446 (NLO)

Authors: Washington (State). Harbor Line Commission -- Prosser, William F. -- White. O. C. 14 folded maps; [in quarto (4o) binding?]


map4F G4281.P3 1893 .R3 (PrCt)

Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1899)
1 map: col.; 25 x 19 cm. Title in right margin. Added title in right margin: Poor's manual--Railroad map of the United States, 1899. Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1899) between p. 688-689 H 668 .703 (1899) bet. p. 688-689 (PrCt)

Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1900)
1 map: col.; 25 x 19 cm. Title in right margin. Added title in right margin: Poor's manual--Railroad map of the United States, 1900. Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1900) between p. 608-609 H 668 .703 (1899) bet. p. 688-689 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

81188 Washington (State) - Maps - 1901 - Railroads<->Oregon - Maps - 1901 - Railroads<->Railroads - Maps
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1901)
1 map : col. ; 26 x 20 cm.
Title in right margin.
Added title in right margin: Poor's manual--Railroad map of the United States, 1901.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1901) between p. 608-609
H 668 .703 (1901) bet. p. 608-609 (PrCt)

81189 Washington (State) - Maps - 1901 - Railroads<->Railroads - Maps
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm. fold in covers 17 x 11 cm. + index (30, [2] p.)
Cover title.
Map proper, titled 'Rand McNally & Co.'s Washington,' has railroads overprinted in red.
Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection and the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library). Previous location: B-16 AMcN III PC 3280 (PrCt)

Post route map of the state of Washington ... 1st of December, 1902. [Washington, D.C. U.S. Post Office], 1902.
1 map : col. ; 81 x 107 cm.
Damaged with some loss of detail. Inset (13 x 17 cm.): Seattle and vicinity.
Removed as duplicate from the Library of Congress; bears LC ownership stamp. Forms part of the John V. Bergen Collection (Newberry Library).
map4F G4281.P8 1902 .U5 (PrCt)

Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1902)
1 map : col. ; 26 x 20 cm.
Title in right margin.
Added title in right margin: Poor's manual--Railroad map of the United States, 1902.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1902) between p. 592-593
H 668 .703 (1902) bet. p. 592-593 (PrCt)

81192 Washington (State) - Maps - 1903 - Railroads<->Oregon - Maps - 1903 - Railroads<->Railroads - Maps
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1903)
1 map : col. ; 26 x 20 cm.
Title in right margin.
Added title in right margin: Poor's manual--Railroad map of the United States, 1903.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1903) opposite p. 641
H 668 .703 (1903) opposite p. 641 (PrCt)

81193 Washington (State) - Maps - 1904 - Railroads<->Oregon - Maps - 1904 - Railroads<->Railroads - Maps
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1904)
1 map : col. ; 26 x 20 cm.
Title in right margin.
Added title in right margin: Poor's manual--Railroad map of the United States, 1904.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1904) between p. 576-577
H 668 .703 (1904) bet. p. 576-577 (PrCt)

81194 Washington (State) - Maps - 1905 - Railroads<->Oregon - Maps - 1905 - Railroads<->Railroads - Maps
Washington and Oregon. New York : American
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Bank Note Co., 1905.
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1905)
1 map : col. ; 26 x 20 cm.
Title in right margin.
Added title in right margin: Poor's manual--Railroad map of the United States, 1905.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1905) between p. 608-609
H 668 .703 (1905) bet. p. 608-609 (PrCt)

Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1906)
1 map : col. ; 26 x 20 cm.
Title in right margin.
Added title in right margin: Poor's manual--Railroad map of the United States, 1906.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1906) between p. 624-625
H 668 .703 (1906) bet. p. 624-625 (PrCt)

81196 Washington (State) - Maps - 1906 - Railroads<>Railroads - Maps
1 map : col. ; 47 x 63 cm.
'Rand, McNally & Co.'s new business atlas map of Washington. Copyright, 1906 ... Copyright, 1905 ... ' -- at bottom left.
Includes key to railroads numbered 1-34 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Washington. Railroads.
Issued folded in accompanying index (28 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand, McNally & Co.'s indexed county and township pocket map and shippers' guide of Washington. Chicago and New York : Rand, McNally & Co., c1906.
Signature of 'A.N. Foster' on front cover.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 901 (PrCt)

Map showing the railways and power plants of 'Inland Empire System.' Spokane and Inland Empire Railroad Co. [New York : s.n., 1907].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1907) -- Spokane and Inland Empire Railroad Company
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.
Covers eastern Washington and northwestern Idaho.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1907) between p. 1327-1328
H 668 .703 (1907) p. 1327 (PrCt)

81198 Washington (State) - Maps - 1907 - Railroads<>Oregon - Maps - 1907 - Railroads<>Railroads - Maps
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1907)
1 map : col. ; 26 x 20 cm.
Title in right margin.
Added title in right margin: Poor's manual--Railroad map of the United States, 1907.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1907) between p. 864-865
H 668 .703 (1907) bet. p. 864-865 (PrCt)

81199 Washington (State) - Maps - 1907 - Railroads<>Railroads - Maps
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
'Rand, McNally & Co.'s new business atlas map of Washington. Copyright, 1907 ... Copyright, 1905 ... ' -- at bottom left.
Includes key to railroads numbered 1-34 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Washington. Railroads.
Issued folded in accompanying index (29 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand, McNally & Co.'s indexed county and township pocket map and shippers' guide of Washington. Chicago and New York : Rand, McNally & Co., c1907.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 902 (PrCt)
gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Washington railroads.
On verso: Washington automobile road map. 1 map ; 47 x 63 cm. Plate no. 648C. 'National Highways Association roads used by permission.' Issued folded in accompanying index (56 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map tourists' and shippers' guide of Washington. Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1920.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Handstamp on front cover: Register of Copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.
Dated '2/13/20' in ms. on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 910 (PrCt)

81211 Washington (State) - Maps - 1920 - Railroads<<>>Washington (State) - Maps - 1920 - Road maps<<>>Railroads - Maps
1 map : col. ; 47 x 63 cm.
Plate no. 117E.
Includes key to railroads numbered 4-134 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Washington railroads.
On verso: Washington automobile road map. 1 map ; 47 x 63 cm. Plate no. 648C. 'National Highways Association roads used by permission.' Issued folded in accompanying index (56 p. ; 17 cm.) with cover title: Washington : Rand McNally indexed pocket map tourists' and shippers' guide. Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, [1920].
Imperfect; lacking title page.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 911 (PrCt)

81212 Washington (State) - Maps - 1921 - Railroads<<>>Washington (State) - Maps - 1921 - Road maps<<>>Railroads - Maps
1 map : col. ; 47 x 63 cm.
'The Rand McNally new commerical atlas map of Washington' -- at bottom right.
Plate no. 117F.
Includes key to railroads numbered 3-134 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Washington railroads.
On verso: Washington automobile road map. 1 map ; 47 x 63 cm. Plate no. 648C. 'National Highways Association roads used by permission.' Issued folded in accompanying index (47 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Washington. Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1921.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Handstamp on front cover: Register of Copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.
Dated '3/26/21' in ms. on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 912 (PrCt)

81213 Washington (State) - Maps - 1922 - Railroads<<>>Washington (State) - Maps - 1922 - Road maps<<>>Railroads - Maps
1 map : col. ; 47 x 63 cm.
'The Rand McNally new commerical atlas map of Washington' -- at bottom right.
Plate no. 891G.
Includes key to railroads numbered 3-134 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Washington railroads.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Handstamp on front cover: Register of Copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.
Dated '9/26/22' in ms. on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 913 (PrCt)

81214 Washington (State) - Maps - 1923 - Railroads<<>>Washington (State) - Maps - 1923 - Road maps<<>>Railroads - Maps
1 map : col. ; 47 x 63 cm.
'The Rand McNally new commerical atlas map of Washington' -- at bottom right.
Plate no. 117F.
Includes key to railroads numbered 3-134 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Washington railroads.
of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 63 cm.
'The Rand McNally new commerical atlas map of
Washington' -- at bottom right.
Plate no. 891H.
Includes key to railroads numbered 3-134 (with
gaps in numbering) beneath added title:
Washington railroads.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of
Washington. 1 map ; 47 x 63 cm. Plate no. 996J.
Issued folded in accompanying index (46 p. ; 17
cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists'
and shippers' guide of Washington. Chicago ;
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Handstamp on front cover: Register of
Copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington,
D.C.
Dated '6/6/23' in ms. on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 914 (PrCt)

81215 Washington (State) - Maps - 1924 -
Railroads<><>Washington (State) - Maps -
1924 - Road maps<><>Road
maps<><>Railroads - Maps
Rand McNally standard map of Washington.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [1924].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally and Company. Shippers guide -- Library
of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 63 cm.
'The Rand McNally new commerical atlas map of
Washington' -- at bottom right.
Plate no. 7R23.
Includes key to railroads numbered 3-150 (with
gaps in numbering) beneath added title:
Washington railroads.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of
Washington. 1 map ; 47 x 63 cm. Plate no. 2N24.
Includes key to 7 named 'principal trails in
Washington.'
Issued folded in accompanying index (47 p. ; 17
cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists'
and shippers' guide of Washington. Chicago ;
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Handstamp on front cover: Register of
Copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington,
D.C.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 915 (PrCt)

81216 Washington (State) - Maps - 1924 - Road
maps<><>Road maps
State of Washington showing federal aid 7% system, 1924. [Olympia : Jay Thomas, 1926.
Authors: Washington (State). State Highway
Engineer -- Hoover, J. W.
1 map ; 32 x 53 cm.
In Washington (State). State Highway Engineer,
Eleventh biennial report...for the period Oct. 1,
1924 to Sept. 30, 1926 (Olympia: Jay Thomas,
Key to "Primary federal aid highways" and
"Secondary federal aid highways," with mileages,
at lower left..
At lower right: JWH.
map2F G4281 .P2 1926 W3, no. 2 (PrCt)

RMcN AE 172.47 (PrCt)

81229 Washington (State) - Maps - 1928 - Road maps

Highway map and guide of Washington ... Authorized Guide & Map Service of Washington ... Aurora, Mo. Mid-West Map Company, [1928].

Authors: Mid-West Map Company -- Authorized Guide & Map Service -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 33 x 48 cm.
Panel title.

Date from R McN AE 147 ms. index.
Directory of Authorized garages, hotels, and assorted businesses on verso.
Panel art: Authorized Guide & Map Service logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 147.13 (PrCt)

81230 Washington (State) - Maps - 1928 - Road maps

State of Washington road map and information folder / ... issued by the Seattle Chamber of Commerce ... [Seattle, Wash.?] : Seattle Chamber of Commerce, c1928.

Authors: Seattle Chamber of Commerce -- A. A. S., fl. 1928 -- S., A., fl. 1928 -- Grettner-Diers Printing Co. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 37 x 52 cm.
Panel title.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 147.14 (PrCt)

81231 Washington (State) - Maps - 1928 - Road maps


Authors: Washington (State). Dept. of Highways -- Humes, Samuel J., fl. 1928 -- Kies, E. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 41 x 62 cm.

Manuscript notes on verso: Wash. - Rec'd July 8, 1929. August - U.S. detours E. Kies, 8-6-29.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 147.15 (PrCt)

81232 Washington (State) - Maps - 1928 - Road maps

Highway map and guide of Washington and Oregon ... Authorized Guide & Map Service of

Road map4C G4281.P2 1928 .A9 (PrCt)

81233 Washington (State) - Maps - 1928 - Road maps

Highway map and guide of Washington and Oregon ... Authorized Guide & Map Service of

Road map4C G4281.P2 1928 .H6 (PrCt)

81234 Washington (State) - Maps - 1929 - Road maps

Highway map and guide of Washington and Oregon ... Authorized Guide & Map Service of
America. Aurora, Mo. Mid-West Map Company, [1929].
Authors: Mid-West Map Company -- Authorized Guide & Map Service -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map; 53 x 40 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Highway map and guide of Washington and Oregon ... Nation-Wide map service.
Date from RMcN AE 147 ms. index.
Plate no. A921E
Directory of Authorized garages, hotels, and assorted businesses on verso.
Panel art: Authorized Guide & Map Service logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 147.19 (PrCt)

81235 Washington (State) - Maps - 1929 - Road maps>>Road maps
Texaco road map : Washington, Oregon ... Conoco 1929 road map of Washington ... McQuay 1929 road map of Washington ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, 1929.
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map; col. ; 68 x 53 cm.
Panel title.
Date "1929" in tiny font.
Maps on verso (54 x 33 cm. and smaller): Texaco road map : 1929 : western United States -- Portland, Oregon -- Seattle, Wash. -- Olympia -- Tacoma -- Salem -- Spokane -- Key map : Texaco road maps.
Panel art: Texaco serviceman showing couple in car directions on a Texaco map.
Pasted back-to-back to to RMcN AE 149.8 A
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 149.8 A (PrCt)

81236 Washington (State) - Maps - 1929 - Road maps>>Road maps
Conoco 1929 road map of Washington ... Conoco 1929 road map of Washington ... McQuay 1929 road map of Washington ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, 1929.
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map; col. ; 38 x 58 cm., on sheet trimmed to 40 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Continental Oil Co. official road map : Washington.
Plate no. C-146 J.C.
Incomplete; trimmed on three sides.
Panel art: Mountainous landscape behind Continental Oil station and logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 147.16 (PrCt)

81237 Washington (State) - Maps - 1929 - Road maps>>Road maps
Washington road map ... Firestone Service Stores Incorporated, Longview, Washington.
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1929].
Authors: Firestone Tire and Rubber Company -- Firestone Service Stores Inc. (Longview, Wash.) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map; col. ; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. C-146 J.C.
Map on verso (28 x 43 cm.): Firestone : official road map [of the United States].
Panel art: Cars driving away from cityscape.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 147.17 (PrCt)

81238 Washington (State) - Maps - 1929 - Road maps>>Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 123 (PrCt)

81239 Washington (State) - Maps - 1929 - Road maps>>Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Independent Oil Men of America -- "=Valley Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 188 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand...
47 p. : 3 maps (2 folded) ; 24 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally standard indexed map with air trails : Washington
Uniform title: Air trails
Folded map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back to back, col. ; each 47 x 64 cm., folded to 25 x 11 cm., inside back cover, scale 1:950,400): Rand McNally standard map of Washington. Plate no. 7R28. Includes key to railroads. -- Rand McNally standard map of Washington with air trails. Plate nos. "12N28" and "7R28".
Accompanying index includes "airport directory", "aids to navigation", and "elements of practical air navigation" by William E. Johnson (p. 36-47). Index also includes map (15 x 20 cm., on p. 36-37): Rand McNally airway map : United States. Includes "key to [commercial] air lines."
Cover art: Airplane flying above passenger train. "50¢" -- printed on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (October 2010).
RMcN Air Trails 4C 53 (PrCt)

Rand McNally standard map of Washington.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [193?-].
1 map : col. ; 47 x 63 cm.
Includes key to railroads numbered 3-150 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Washington railroads.
Plate nos. "No.1-46S" "C," and "7R29."
Map on verso (47 x 63 cm.): Rand McNally standard map of Washington with air trails Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 149.1X (PrCt)

Washington (State) - Maps - 1930 - Road maps - Oregon - Maps - 1930 - Road maps - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Date "1930" in tiny font.
Maps on verso (33 x 54 cm. and smaller): Texaco road map : 1930 : United States -- Portland -- Seattle -- Spokane -- Tacoma.
Panel art: Texaco attendant directing couple in car with map.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 148.9 (PrCt)

Washington (State) - Maps - 1930 - Road maps - Oregon - Maps - 1930 - Road maps - Road maps
Texaco road map : 1930 : Washington, Oregon ...
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 53 cm.
Date "1930" in tiny font.
Pasted back-to-back to to RMcN AE 149.8 A
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 149.8 B (PrCt)

Washington (State) - Maps - 1930 - Road maps - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 300 (PrCt)

Washington (State) - Maps - 1930 - Road maps - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 350 (PrCt)

Washington (State) - Maps - 1931 - Road maps - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 53 cm.
Plate no. M-1145.
Uniform title: Auto trails.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 149.10 (PrCt)

81247 Washington (State) - Maps - 1931 - Road maps<<>>Oregon - Maps - 1931 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 58 cm.
Plate no. M-1145
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 148.11 (PrCt)

81248 Washington (State) - Maps - 1931 - Road maps<<>>Oregon - Maps - 1931 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 58 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 148.10 (PrCt)

81249 Washington (State) - Maps - 1931 - Road maps<<>>Oregon - Maps - 1931 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 53 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 149.11 (PrCt)

81250 Washington (State) - Maps - 1931 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Buehler -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
 Added title: Conoco 1931 official road map : Washington.
Plate no. E-146 J.C.
Maps on verso (29 x 44 cm. and smaller):
Conoco 1931 official road map : United States -- Seattle -- Spokane.
Panel art: Car on coastal road heading toward mountains; Conoco logo; signed "Buehler."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 147.29 (PrCt)

81251 Washington (State) - Maps - 1931 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 0, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Gousha Clients 484 (PrCt)

81252 Washington (State) - Maps - 1931 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
See Washington and the entire Pacific west ...
Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 28 x 44 cm.
Plate no. M-1245
Maps on verso (21 x 14 cm. and smaller):
Panel art: Woman in car reading map.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 149.9 (PrCt)

81253 Washington (State) - Maps - 1931 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
1 map : 43 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
"Samuel J. Humes, Director of Highways" "R.B. Lee, del."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 149.10 (PrCt)

81254 Washington (State) - Maps - 1931 - Road maps<<>>Road maps<<>>Railroads
1931<<>>Washington (State) - Maps - 1931 - Railroads<<>>Washington (State) - Maps - 1931 - Road maps<<>>Oregon - Maps - 1931 - Road maps<<>>Road maps<<>>Railroads -

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Washington (State) - Maps - 1932 - Road maps

TEXACO PICTORIAL MAPS

Added title: Conoco ... official road map: Washington.

Legend includes key to roads "scheduled for construction in 1932."

Maps on verso (22 x 29 cm. each): Mt. Rainier National Park: Washington -- Conoco pictorial map of the United States.

Panel art: Outlines of U.S. with Conoco logo and compass.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 147.30 (PrCt)

81256 Washington (State) - Maps - 1932 - Road

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1 folded map
Panel title.
Map colors: Yellow w/ red lettering.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 2.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 724 (PrCt)

81260 Washington (State) - Maps - 1932 - Road maps
Authors: Union Oil Company of California -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 38 x 57 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Automobile road map of Washington
Plate no. 19.N36M
Maps on verso (43 x 28 cm. and smaller):
Automobile road map of western United States -- Seattle -- Tacoma -- Spokane.
Panel art: Couple standing on a cliff overlooking mountains.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 149.13 (PrCt)

81261 Washington (State) - Maps - 1932 - Road maps
Olympia, Wash.: Department of Highways, January 1932.
Authors: Washington (State). Dept. of Highways -- Humes, Samuel J., fl. 1928 -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: 43 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
"Samuel J. Humes, Director of Highways."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 147.31 (PrCt)

81262 Washington (State) - Maps - 1932 - Railroads
Washington (State) - Maps - 1932 - Railroads
Authors: Washington (State). Dept. of Highways -- Humes, Samuel J., fl. 1928 -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 43 x 24 cm. fold. to 23 x 10 cm. Shows roads, Black Ball ferries, other ferries, forest trails.
Table of milages in right margin.
On verso: Touring the Puget Sound country.
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).
Road map 4C G4281 .P2 1933 P9 (PrCt)

81263 Washington (State) - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Road map: Puget Sound Region (Wash.) -- Maps - 1933 - Ferries
Authors: Puget Sound Navigation Company -- Black Ball Ferry Line SEE Puget Sound Navigation Company
1 map: 43 x 24 cm. fold. to 23 x 10 cm. Shows roads, Black Ball ferries, other ferries, forest trails.
Table of milages in right margin.
On verso: Touring the Puget Sound country.
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).
Road map 4C G4281 .P2 1933 P9 (PrCt)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 58 cm.  
Panel title.  
Plate no. A6. 3228  
Maps on verso (36 x 52 cm. and smaller): Texaco road map : 1933 : United States -- Spokane -- Tacoma -- Portland -- Seattle.  
Panel art: Outline of U.S with Texaco logo on compass.  
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).  
RMcN AE 148.15 (PrCt)  

81265  
**Washington (State) - Maps - 1933 - Road maps**  
**>>Oregon - Maps - 1933 - Road maps**  
**Road maps**  
Texaco road map : Washington, Oregon : 1933 ...  
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map : col. ; 68 x 53 cm.  
Panel title.  
Plate no. A6. 3228  
Maps on verso (35 x 52 cm. and smaller): Texaco road map : 1933 : United States -- Spokane -- Tacoma -- Portland -- Seattle.  
Panel art: Texaco compass logo over outline of U.S.  
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).  
RMcN AE 149.14 (PrCt)  

81266  
**Washington (State) - Maps - 1933 - Road maps**  
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- =Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 folded map  
Panel title.  
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).  
Gousha Clients 850 (PrCt)  

81267  
**Washington (State) - Maps - 1933 - Road maps**  
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil Company -- Lee, Robert E., fl. 1933 -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 folded map  
Panel title.  
Cover: License plate motif.  
Distribution: NL 1, LC 0, DUP 0.  
Panel art: Shell logo, license plates, woman driving convertible car, dog, signed by artist "Robert E. Lee."  
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).  
Gousha Clients 947 (PrCt)  

81268  
**Washington (State) - Maps - 1933 - Road maps**  
**Road maps**  
**>>Road maps**  
Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.  
Plate no. O-1245  
Maps on verso (44 x 29 cm. and smaller): 1933 road map of western United States -- [Mileage chart of the U.S.] -- Seattle -- Tacoma -- Spokane.  
Panel art: Photograph of state capitol in Olympia.  
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).  
RMcN AE 149.15 (PrCt)  

81269  
**Washington (State) - Maps - 1933 - Road maps**  
State of Washington Department of Highways official map ... 1933. Olympia, Wash. Department of Highways, June 1, 1933.  
Authors: Washington (State). Dept. of Highways -- Murrow, Lacey V., fl. 1933 -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map ; 43 x 65 cm.  
Panel title.  
"Lacey V. Murrow, Director of Highways"  
Maps on verso (21 x 10 cm. and smaller): Route map of Seattle -- Route map of Tacoma -- Route map of Spokane.  
Panel art: Photograph of state capitol in Olympia.  
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).  
RMcN AE 147.32 (PrCt)  

81270  
**Washington (State) - Maps - 1934 - Road maps**  
**>>Mount Rainier National Park - Maps - 1934 - Road maps**  
Travel Washington with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1934].  
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.  
Panel title.  
Added title: Conoco ... official road map : Washington.  
Date from RMcN AE 147 ms. index.  
Plate no. H-246 J. C.  
Maps on verso (29 x 43 cm. and 21 x 28 cm.): Conoco ... official road map : United States -- Mt. Rainer National Park.  
Panel art: Outline of the U.S. with Conoco logo
and compass.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 147.34 (PrCt)

81271 Washington (State) - Maps - 1934 - Road maps<><>Oregon - Maps - 1934 - Road maps<><>Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. 3228
Maps on verso (36 x 52 cm. and smaller): Texaco road map : 1934 : United States -- Spokane -- Tacoma -- Portland -- Seattle.
Panel art: Outline of U.S with Texaco logo on compass.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 148.18 (PrCt)

81272 Washington (State) - Maps - 1934 - Road maps<><>Oregon - Maps - 1934 - Road maps<><>Road maps
Texaco road map : Washington, Oregon : 1934 ...
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 53 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. 3228
Maps on verso (35 x 51 cm. and smaller): Texaco road map : 1934 : United States -- Spokane -- Tacoma -- Portland -- Seattle.
Panel art: Texaco compass logo over outline of the U.S.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 149.17 (PrCt)

81273 Washington (State) - Maps - 1934 - Road maps<><>Oregon - Maps - 1934 - Road maps<><>Road maps
Washington, Oregon : Texaco road map ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1934].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 53 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco road map : Washington, Oregon.
Date from RMcN AE 149 ms. index.
Plate no. 3228
Maps on verso (35 x 51 cm. and smaller): Texaco road map : United States -- Spokane -- Tacoma -- Portland, Oregon -- Seattle, Wash.
Panel art: Texaco compass logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 149.20 (PrCt)

81274 Washington (State) - Maps - 1934 - Road maps<><>Road maps
Travel Washington with Conoco. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1934].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (3 panel, R,Y): Diagonal "Shell" on red stripe, logo.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1057 (PrCt)

81275 Washington (State) - Maps - 1934 - Road maps<><>Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (3 panel, R,Y): Diagonal "Shell" on red stripe, logo.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1165 (PrCt)

81276 Washington (State) - Maps - 1934 - Road maps<><>Road maps
[ Texaco road map of Washington]. [Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, 1934?].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; on sheet trimmed to 32 x 49 cm. Title and imprint supplied by cataloger.
Imperfect; editor's copy of a Texaco road map trimmed on all sides to outline a single U.S. state. Includes manuscript numbers.
Date from previous binding marked "Points of Interest" and dated 1934.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 189.45 (PrCt)

81277 Washington (State) - Maps - 1934 - Road maps<><>Road maps
State of Washington : Department of Highways: official map : 1934. Olympia : Department of
Highways, Sept. 30, 1934.
Authors: Washington (State). Dept. of Highways--Murrow, Lacey V., fl. 1933--Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 43 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
"Lacey V. Murrow, Director of Highways"
Maps on verso (21 x 10 cm. and smaller): Route map of Seattle -- Route map of Tacoma -- Route map of Spokane.
Panel art: Photograph of state capitol in Olympia.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 147.33 (PrCt)

Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.
Added titles: Road map of Washington : let Chevron be your guide ... -- 1934 road map of Washington : prepared exclusively for Standard Oil Company of California.
Plate no. P.186
Maps on verso (45 x 29 cm. and smaller): 1934 road map of western United States ... -- U.S. mileage map -- Tacoma -- Spokane -- Seattle -- Mt. Rainier National Park.
Panel art: Standard Stations Inc. logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 149.19 (PrCt)

Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1935?].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 53 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco road map : Washington, Oregon.
Includes table of "State and federal gasoline taxes as of May 23rd, 1935."
Plate no. 3228
Maps on verso (35 x 51 cm. and smaller) : Texaco road map : United States -- Spokane -- Tacoma -- Portland -- Seattle.
Panel art: Texaco compass logo.
Adhesive label no. "29" on verso.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 170.28 (PrCt)

81280 Washington (State) - Maps - 1935 - Road maps>>>Oregon - Maps - 1935 - Road maps Washington, Oregon : Texaco road map ...
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco road map : Washington, Oregon.
Plate no. 3228
Maps on verso (36 x 52 cm. and smaller): Texaco road map : United States -- Spokane -- Tacoma -- Portland -- Seattle.
Panel art: Texaco logo on compass.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 148.21 (PrCt)

81281 Washington (State) - Maps - 1935 - Road maps>>>Oregon - Maps - 1935 - Road maps Road maps Washington, Oregon : Texaco road map ...
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1935].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 53 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco road map : Washington, Oregon.
Date from RMcN AE 149 ms. index.
Plate no. 3228
Maps on verso (35 x 51 cm. and smaller): Texaco road map : United States -- Spokane -- Tacoma -- Portland -- Seattle.
Panel art: Texaco compass logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 149.22 (PrCt)

Authors: Union Oil Company of California -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: landscape vignettes.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1525 (PrCt)

81283 Washington (State) - Maps - 1935 - Road maps>>>Oregon - Maps - 1935 - Road maps>>>West (U.S.) - Maps - 1935 - Road maps>>>Road maps...
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Road map of Washington, Oregon and the Western States / Signal Products. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1935?].
Authors: Signal Oil and Gas Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Signal products stoplight logo and slogan "Signal service from Canada to Mexico."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1471 (PrCt)

81287 Washington (State) - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1492 (PrCt)

81285 Washington (State) - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Standard Oil Company of California -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. I-284-S.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1229 (PrCt)

81289 Washington (State) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 52 cm.
Panel title.
Plate nos. "284-S.C." and "J-1".
Maps on verso (27 x 44 cm. and smaller): 1936 road map : United States -- Tacoma -- Spokane -- Seattle -- Mount Rainier National Park.
Panel art: woman driving car.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 169.25 (PrCt)

81286 Washington (State) - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
N.A.C. road map of Washington ... / prepared by Engineering Department, National Automobile Club. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1935?].
Authors: National Automobile Club -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: National Automobile Club logo, list of district offices.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1229 (PrCt)

81288 Washington (State) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Mount Rainier National Park - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 52 cm.
Panel title.
Plate nos. "284-S.C." and "J-1".
Maps on verso (27 x 44 cm. and smaller): 1936 road map : United States -- Tacoma -- Spokane -- Seattle -- Mount Rainier National Park.
Panel art: woman driving car.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 169.25 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
vicinity.
Panel art: Conoco logo over outline of North America.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 158.44 (Pr Ct)

81290 Washington (State) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps Pacific Coast (North America) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps Strip maps
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H. M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Plate nos. "246 - J.C." and "12-J.", Maps on verso (28 x 44 cm. and smaller): Shell official road map : United States -- Pacific Coast strip map : Vancouver B.C. to Agua Caliente, Mexico [in three sections].
Panel art: Shell logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 163.40B (Pr Ct)

81291 Washington (State) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Travel Washington with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau . Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1936?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1633 (Pr Ct)

81292 Washington (State) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1747 (Pr Ct)

81293 Washington (State) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: woman driving car and slogan "for all your motoring needs drive to Standard Stations, Inc., and Standard Oil dealers."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1769 (Pr Ct)

81294 Washington (State) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps Mount Rainier National Park - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Washington ... Standard Oil road map ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company , 1937.
Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 52 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Standard gas crown logo.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "1937".
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 169.47A (Pr Ct)

81295 Washington (State) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps Mount Rainier National Park - Maps - 1937 - Road maps Vancouver Region (B.C.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Travel Washington with Conoco : every Conoco station is a branch of the Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1937].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Conoco ... official road map : Washington.
Date from RMcN AE 158 ms. index.
Panel art: Conoco logo over outline of North America.
Handstamped "1937" and "copyrighted".
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
Washington (State) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps

Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 2082 (PrCt)

Washington (State) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps

Washington, Oregon highway map ... Union Oil Company. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1937].
Authors: Union Oil Company of California -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 57 x 47 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 145 ms. index.
Added title: Triton Oil : Washington, Oregon highway map
Plate no. S.3683
Maps on verso (33 x 20 cm. and smaller): Triton Oil highway map : western United States -- Portland -- Everett -- Seattle -- Spokane -- Salem -- Tacoma.
Panel art: Cartoon of couple driving in car.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 145.5 (PrCt)

Washington (State) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps

Travel Washington with Conoco : every Conoco station is a branch of the Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1938].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 53 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Conoco ... official road map of Washington
Date from RMcN AE 159 ms. index.
Plate nos. "346-J.-10-L" and "5382"
Panel art: Conoco logo over outline of North America.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 16 1938 ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 159.34 (PrCt)

Washington (State) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 57 x 47 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 145 ms. index.
Plate no. T.3683.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 145.9 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Gousha Company, [1938].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 53 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell official road map of Washington.
Date from RMcN AE 164 ms. index.
Plate nos. "346-J.10-L" and "12-L 1938-1"
Maps on verso (29 x 44 cm. and 63 x 10 cm.):
Legend : United States mileage and driving time along main transcontinental highways -- Pacific Coast strip map : Vancouver B.C. to Agua Caliente, Mexico [in 3 sections].
Panel art: Shell logo.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 15 1938 ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Gousha Clients 3132 (PrCt)

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

81305
Washington (State) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: 1938 road map : Washington / prepared exclusively for Standard Oil Company of California
Plate nos. "284-S.C." and "11-L".
Maps on verso (27 x 44 cm. and smaller): 1938 road map : United States ... -- Seattle.
Panel art: Standard gasoline station and crown logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 168.43 (PrCt)

RMcN AE 164.36 (PrCt)

81306
Washington (State) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Washington : Standard Stations road map.
Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- Standard Stations, Inc. -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 52 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate nos. "284-S.C." and "11-L".
Maps on verso (27 x 44 cm. and smaller): 1938 road map : United States -- Seattle -- [Standard Oil Company district map of the western United States].
Panel art: Standard gasoline station,"RPM motor oil" and Standard crown logos; slogan "At your service from Canada to Mexico : Standard Stations, Inc. ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3132 (PrCt)

81304
Washington (State) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3271 (PrCt)

81307
Washington (State) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Texaco touring map : Washington ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1938].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 39 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Washington.
Date from RMcN AE 145 ms. index.
Includes table of "State and federal gasoline taxes as of February 1st, 1938."
Plate no. T.3844.
Insets (10 x 16 cm. and smaller): Mt. Rainer National Park -- Seattle -- Spokane -- Tacoma -- Vancouver.
Maps on verso (68 x 50 cm. and 6 x 7 cm.): Texaco sectional trip map [of the western U.S.] -- San Francisco, Oakland and vicinity.
Panel art: Texaco logo over outline of the U.S.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
81308 Washington (State) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps - 1938 - Road maps - 1938 - Road maps - 1938 - Road maps - 1938 - Road maps - 1938 - Road maps
Texaco touring map : Washington ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1938].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 39 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Washington.
Date from RMcN AE 145 ms. index.
Includes table of "State and federal gasoline taxes as of December 2nd, 1938."
Plate no. (3) T.3844.
Insets (10 x 16 cm. and smaller): Mt. Rainer National Park -- Seattle -- Spokane -- Tacoma -- Ferry tolls and schedules : Seattle, Vancouver, Victoria and vicinity.
Maps on verso (68 x 50 cm. and 6 x 7 cm.): Texaco sectional trip map [of the western U.S.] -- San Francisco, Oakland and vicinity.
Panel art: Texaco logo over outline of the U.S.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 145.7 (PrCt)

Puget Sound Power and Light Company territory served. [Seattle : Puget Sound Power and Light Company, 1940-1945].
Authors: Puget Sound Power and Light Company
5 maps : col. ; 18 x 18 cm.
Detached from Puget Sound Power and Light Company, Annual report (Seattle, 1940-1946).
Shows transmission lines, power plants, and communities served in Washington State.
map1F G4281 .N4 1939 P8 (PrCt)

81310 Washington (State) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps - 1939 - Road maps - 1939 - Road maps - 1939 - Road maps - 1939 - Road maps
Travel Washington with Conoco : every Conoco station is a branch of the Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1939].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Conoco ... official road map of Washington.
Date from RMcN AE 159 ms. index.
Plate no. 346-J.C.-10-M
Panel art: Conoco logo over outline of North America.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Aug 17 1939 ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 159.34A (PrCt)

81311 Washington (State) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps - 1939 - Road maps - 1939 - Road maps - 1939 - Road maps - 1939 - Road maps
Shell road map : Washington ... Chicago : H. M. Gousha Company, [1939].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 53 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell official road map of Washington.
Date from RMcN AE 165 ms. index.
Plate nos. "346-J.C.-10-M" and "10-M 1939-1" Maps on verso (29 x 44 cm. and smaller):
Legend : United States mileage and driving time along main transcontinental highways -- Olympic National Park -- Mount Rainier National Park.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "1939".
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 165.34 (PrCt)

81312 Washington (State) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps - 1939 - Road maps - 1939 - Road maps - 1939 - Road maps - 1939 - Road maps
Travel Washington with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau . Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1939].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3428 (PrCt)

81313 Washington (State) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps - 1939 - Road maps - 1939 - Road maps - 1939 - Road maps - 1939 - Road maps
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3638 (PrCt)

81314 Washington (State) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- Standard Stations, Inc.-- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Standard station and Standard gasoline logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3588 (PrCt)

81315 Washington (State) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- Standard Stations, Inc.-- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 42 x 52 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Road map of Washington / prepared exclusively for Standard Oil Company of California.
Plate nos. "284-S.C." and "10-M".
"M-226" - back panel.
Maps on verso (27 x 44 cm. and smaller): Road map of United States -- Seattle -- [Standard Oil Company district map of the western United States].
Panel art: Standard gasoline station,"RPM motor oil" and Standard crown logos, and slogan "At your service from Canada to Mexico : Standard Stations, Inc. ... ."
Editor's copy (?): lightly annotated in black ink.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4967 (PrCt)

81316 Washington (State) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
1 map: col.; 46 x 68 cm., folded to 22 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Highways of the state of Washington.
"Specially prepared by Rand McNally & Co. Lithographed by North Pacific Bank Note Company, Seattle, U.S.A."
Plate no. U.39115.
Maps on verso (21 x 54 cm. or smaller): Seattle -- Spokane -- Tacoma -- Washington : from Idaho west to the Cascades [pictorial map] -- Washington : Pacific ocean east to the Cascades [pictorial map].
Panel art: Color illustration of state capitol building.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4696 (PrCt)

81317 Washington (State) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Authors: Washington (State). Dept. of Highways -- Rand McNally and Company -- North Pacific Bank Note Company (Seattle, Wash.) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 46 x 68 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Highways of the state of Washington.
"Specially prepared by Rand McNally & Co. Lithographed by North Pacific Bank Note Company, Seattle, U.S.A."
Plate no. U.39115.
Maps on verso (21 x 54 cm. or smaller): Seattle -- Spokane -- Tacoma -- Washington : from Idaho west to the Cascades [pictorial map] -- Washington : Pacific ocean east to the Cascades [pictorial map].
Panel art: Color illustration of state capitol building.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4967 (PrCt)

81318 Washington (State) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Texaco touring map : Washington with sectional map of adjoining states ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1939].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 39 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Washington.
Date from RMcN AE 145 ms. index.
Includes table of "State and federal gasoline taxes as of September 1st, 1939."
Plate no. U.3844
Insets (10 x 16 cm. and smaller): Mt. Rainer National Park -- Seattle -- Spokane -- Tacoma -- Ferry tolls and schedules: Seattle, Vancouver, Victoria and vicinity.
Maps on verso (68 x 50 cm. and 6 x 7 cm.): Texaco sectional trip map [of the western U.S.] -- San Francisco, Oakland and vicinity.
Panel art: Texaco logo over outline of the U.S.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 145.10 (PrCt)

81319 Washington (State) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Rand McNally road map: Washington, Oregon.
Chicago: Rand McNally & Co., [1940].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 57 x 47 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 145 ms. index.
Plate no. V. 3683.
Map on verso (31 x 47 cm.): Rand McNally road map: United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 145.11 (PrCt)

81320 Washington (State) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Travel Washington with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago: H.M. Gousha Co., [1940?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3785 (PrCt)

81321 Washington (State) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Shell map of Washington. Chicago: H.M. Gousha Co., [1940?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: Washington.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3919 (PrCt)

81322 Washington (State) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Washington: Standard Oil road map ... Chicago: H.M. Gousha Co., c1940.
Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Standard station, gasoline logo, and slogan "At your service from Canada to Mexico, Standard Stations, Inc., Standard oil dealers".
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3974 (PrCt)

81323 Washington (State) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Authors: Washington (State). Dept. of Highways -- Rand McNally and Company -- North Pacific Bank Note Company (Seattle, Wash.) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 46 x 68 cm., folded to 22 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Highways of the state of Washington.
"Specially prepared by Rand McNally & Co. Lithographed by North Pacific Bank Note Company, Seattle, U.S.A."
Plate no. U.39115.
Maps on verso (21 x 54 cm. or smaller): Seattle -- Spokane -- Tacoma -- Washington: from Idaho west to the Cascades [pictorial map]-- Washington: Pacific ocean east to the Cascades [pictorial map].
Panel art: Color illustration of state capitol building.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4697 (PrCt)

81324 Washington (State) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Texaco touring map: Washington with sectional
map of adjoining states ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1940].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 39 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Washington. Date from RMcN AE 145 ms. index.
Includes table of "State and federal gasoline taxes as of 2nd July, 1940."
Plate no. V.3844
 Insets (10 x 16 cm. and smaller): Mt. Rainer National Park -- Seattle -- Spokane -- Tacoma -- Ferry tolls and schedules : Seattle, Vancouver, Victoria and vicinity.
Maps on verso (68 x 50 cm. and 6 x 7 cm.):
Texaco sectional trip map [of the western U.S.] -- San Francisco, Oakland and vicinity.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 145.12 (PrCt)

81327 Washington (State) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Washington, Oregon highways / Tide Water Associated Oil Company. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1941?].
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Flying A gasoline logo and slogan "let's get associated."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4342 (PrCt)

81328 Washington (State) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Travel Washington with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1941?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4127 (PrCt)

81329 Washington (State) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Shell map of Washington. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1941?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: Washington.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4260 (PrCt)

81330 Washington (State) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Washington : Standard Oil road map ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., c1941.
Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
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Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Standard station, gasoline logo, and slogan "At your service from Canada to Mexico, Standard Stations Inc., authorized distributors, Standard dealers."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4298 (PrCt)

81331 Washington (State) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Mount Rainier National Park - Maps - 1941 - Road maps
Road maps
Texaco touring map : Washington with sectional map of adjoining states ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1941].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 39 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Washington.
Date from RMcN AE 145 ms. index.
Includes table of "State and federal gasoline taxes as of 28th Dec., 1940."
Plate no. W.3844
Insets (10 x 16 cm. and smaller): Mt. Rainer National Park -- Seattle -- Spokane -- Tacoma -- Ferry tolls and schedules : Seattle, Vancouver, Victoria and vicinity.
Maps on verso (68 x 50 cm. and 6 x 7 cm.): Texaco sectional trip map [of the western U.S.] -- San Francisco, Oakland and vicinity.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 145.14 (PrCt)

81332 Washington (State) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Oregon - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Rand McNally road map : Washington, Oregon.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [1942].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 48 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 126 ms. index.
Plate no. X.3683
Map on verso (31 x 47 cm.): Rand McNally road map : United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 126.3 (PrCt)

81333 Washington (State) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Oregon - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Rand McNally road map : Washington, Oregon.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [1942].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 57 x 47 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 146 ms. index.
Plate no. X.3683
Map on verso (31 x 47 cm.): Rand McNally road map : United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 146.5 (PrCt)

81334 Washington (State) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Oregon - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Authors: Union Oil Company of California -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 48 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Washington, Oregon.
Date from RMcN AE 126 ms. index.
Plate no. X.3683
Maps on verso (31 x 44 cm. and smaller): United States -- Portland -- Spokane -- Seattle -- Tacoma.
Panel art: Cartoons of motorists.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 126.2 (PrCt)

81335 Washington (State) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Travel Washington with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1942].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Back panel art: circus elephant with slogan "mileage you'll never forget Conoco Nth Motor oil."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4456 (PrCt)

81336 Washington (State) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: Washington.
Panel art: Shell logo, statement "all points of..."
military interest have been removed voluntarily from this map and index" and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4593 (PrCt)

81337 Washington (State) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Standard station; slogan "At your service from Canada to Mexico."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4624 (PrCt)

81338 Washington (State) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Washington with sectional map of adjoining states : Texaco ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1942].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 39 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Washington.
Date from RMcN AE 146 ms. index.
Includes table of "State and federal gasoline taxes as of 2nd Jan., 1943."
Plate no. Y.3844
Insets (10 x 16 cm. and smaller): Mt. Rainer National Park -- Seattle -- Spokane -- Tacoma -- Ferry tolls and schedules : Seattle, Vancouver, Victoria and vicinity.
Maps on verso (68 x 50 cm. and 6 x 7 cm.): Texaco sectional trip map [of the western U.S.] -- San Francisco, Oakland and vicinity.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 146.10 (PrCt)

81340 Washington (State) - Maps - 1944 - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 72 x 50 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Washington, Oregon.
Date from RMcN AE 76 ms. index.
Plate no. Z. 4400
Inset (15 x 8 cm.): Ferry tolls and schedules Seattle-Vancouver-Victoria and vicinity.
Map on verso (55 x 67 cm.): Texaco touring map of Idaho-Montana, Wyoming.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 76.11 (PrCt)

81341 Washington (State) - Maps - 1944 - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 72 x 50 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Washington, Oregon.
Date from RMcN AE 146 ms. index.
Includes table of "Gasoline taxes as of 2nd Nov., 1944."
Plate no. Z. 4400
Inset (15 x 8 cm.): Ferry tolls and schedules :
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Tacoma.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**81347** Washington (State) - Maps - 1945 - Road maps
*Travel Washington with Conoco ...* Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1945?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Conoco logo.
Forms part of the H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4694 (PrCt)

*Public power systems in the state of Washington.* [Seattle : Puget Sound Power and Light Company, 1946].
Authors: Puget Sound Power and Light Company
1 map : col. ; on sheet 27 x 41 cm.
Shows transmission lines, service areas of P.S.P. & L.C. and other systems; includes table of systems with approx. no. of customers.

**81349** Washington (State) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Authors: Signal Oil and Gas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 61 x 51 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Road map of Washington, Oregon.
Date from RMcN AE 146 ms. index.
Plate no. 463683.
Maps on verso (52 x 34 cm. and smaller) : Road map of Idaho -- Portland -- Seattle -- Spokane -- Tacoma.
Panel art: Cartoons of Royal Canadian Mounted Police trooper; a Mexican wearing sombrero; cars on winding road by Signal gas logo; and slogan “Signal gasoline from Canada to Mexico.” Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**81350** Washington (State) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Authors: Signal Oil and Gas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 62 x 52 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Road map of Washington, Oregon.
Date from RMcN AE 125 ms. index.
Plate no. 463683.
Maps on verso (52 x 34 cm. and smaller) : Road map of Idaho -- Portland -- Seattle -- Spokane -- Tacoma.
Panel art: Cartoons of Royal Canadian Mounted Police trooper; a Mexican wearing sombrero; cars on winding road by Signal gas logo; and slogan “Signal gasoline from Canada to Mexico.” Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**81351** Washington (State) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Authors: Signal Oil and Gas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 61 x 52 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Road map of Washington, Oregon.
Date from RMcN AE 146 ms. index.
Plate no. 463683.
Maps on verso (52 x 34 cm. and smaller) : Road map of Idaho -- Portland -- Seattle -- Spokane -- Tacoma.
Panel art: Cartoons of Royal Canadian Mounted Police trooper; a Mexican wearing sombrero; cars on winding road by Signal gas logo; and slogan “Signal gasoline from Canada to Mexico.” Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**81352** Washington (State) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Library
1 map : col. ; 73 x 50 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Washington, Oregon.
Date from RMcN AE 76 ms. index.
Plate no. 6-44400-4
Inset map (18 x 8 cm.): Ferry tolls and schedules:
Seattle-Vancouver-Victoria and vicinity.
Map on verso (55 x 67 cm.): Texaco touring map of
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 76.20 (PrCt)

81353 Washington (State) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Oregon - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Northwestern States - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 73 x 50 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Washington, Oregon.
Date from RMcN AE 76 ms. index.
Plate no. 6-44400-6
Inset map (18 x 8 cm.): Ferry tolls and schedules:
Seattle-Vancouver-Victoria and vicinity.
Map on verso (55 x 67 cm.): Texaco touring map of
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 76.21 (PrCt)

81354 Washington (State) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Oregon - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Northwestern States - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 73 x 50 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Washington, Oregon.
Includes table of "Gasoline taxes as of 2nd June, 1946".
Plate no. 6-44400-5
Inset map (18 x 8 cm.): Ferry tolls and schedules:
Seattle-Vancouver-Victoria and vicinity.
Map on verso (55 x 67 cm.): Texaco touring map of
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Wyoming : Texaco ... _. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1946].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; 72 x 50 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Washington, Oregon.
Date from RMcN AE 146 ms. index.
Includes table of "Gasoline taxes as of 2nd June, 1946."
Plate no. 6-4400-5.
Inset (15 x 8 cm.): Ferry tolls and schedules:
Seattle, Vancouver, Victoria and vicinity.
Map on verso (55 x 67 cm.): Texaco touring map of Idaho, Montana, Wyoming.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 146.25 (PrCt)

81358 Washington (State) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Washington (State) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Oregon - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Northwestern States - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; 72 x 50 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Washington, Oregon.
Date from RMcN AE 146 ms. index.
Includes table of "Gasoline taxes as of 16 Nov., 1946."
Plate no. 6-4400-6.
Inset (15 x 8 cm.): Ferry tolls and schedules:
Seattle, Vancouver, Victoria and vicinity.
Map on verso (55 x 67 cm.): Texaco touring map of Idaho, Montana, Wyoming.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 146.26 (PrCt)

81359 Washington (State) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Washington (State) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Rand McNally road map : Washington, Oregon.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [1946].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; 57 x 48 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 125 ms. index.
Plate no. 463683
Map on verso (32 x 48 cm.): Rand McNally road map : United States
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 125.15 (PrCt)

81360 Washington (State) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Washington (State) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Travel Washington with Conoco ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1946?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4791 (PrCt)

81361 Washington (State) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Washington (State) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Shell map of Washington. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1946?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: Washington.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4917 (PrCt)

81362 Washington (State) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Washington (State) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Washington points of interest and touring map ... Standard stations and Chevron gas stations.
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., c1946.
Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- Chevron Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Logan, Maurice, 1886-1977 -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: couple in mountain landscape signed "Maurice Logan" and slogan "at your service from Canada to Mexico."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4951 (PrCt)

81363 Washington (State) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Washington (State) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Vancouver Region (B.C.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Olympic National Park (Wash.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Mount Rainier National Park - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4963 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
81364 Washington (State) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps

81367 Washington (State) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps

81368 Washington (State) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Washington, Oregon.
Date from RMcN AE 146 ms. index.
Includes table of "Gasoline taxes as of 2nd Feb. 1947."
Plate no. 7-4400-8.
Inset (15 x 8 cm.): Ferry tolls and schedules: Seattle, Vancouver, Victoria and vicinity.
Map on verso (55 x 67 cm.): Texaco touring map of Idaho, Montana, Wyoming.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 146.33 (PrCt)

81372 Washington (State) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "U", indicating 1947 publication.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5214 (PrCt)

81370 Washington (State) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Washington points of interest and touring map ... Chicago: H.M. Gousha Co., c1947.
Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- Chevron Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Logan, Maurice, 1886-1977 -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: couple in mountain landscape signed "Maurice Logan"; Standard Oil Company of California logos for "RPM motor oil" and "Chevron supreme" gas.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5027 (PrCt)

81374 Washington (State) - Maps - 1948 - Pictorial maps
Authors: Union Oil Company of California -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col. ; 55 x 48 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 125 ms. index.
Plate no. 1977.
Insets (22 x 17 cm. and smaller): Portland - Tacoma -- Seattle -- Spokane.
Map on verso (58 x 48 cm.): Washington, Oregon.
Panel art: Cartoon of motorists in car at pump with Union "Minute Men."
Gousha Clients 5109 (PrCt)
81380 **Washington (State) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps**

Authors: Signal Oil and Gas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 60 x 50 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Road map of Washington, Oregon.
Date from RMcN AE 146 ms. index.
Plate no. 8-463683-2
Maps on verso (50 x 33 cm. and smaller) : Road map of Idaho -- Portland -- Seattle -- Spokane -- Tacoma.
Panel art: Map showing pictorial guide of Pacific states, Nevada and Signal gas logo; and slogan "Signal gasoline at dealer owned stations ... from Canada to Mexico."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 146.42 (PrCt)**

81381 **Washington (State) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps**

Authors: Bay Petroleum Corp. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 55 x 47 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate number 8-463683-2.
Map on verso (31 x 47 cm.) : Rand McNally road map : United States.
Panel art: couple in car at pump beneath Bay gas station sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
**RMcN Clients 301 (PrCt)**

81382 **Washington (State) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps**

Rand McNally road map : Washington, Oregon.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [1948].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 57 x 48 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 126 ms. index.
**RMcN AE 146.43 (PrCt)**

81383 **Washington (State) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps**

Rand McNally road map : Washington, Oregon.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [1948].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 57 x 48 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 126 ms. index.
Plate no. 8-463683-3
Map on verso (32 x 48 cm.): Rand McNally road map : United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 126.34 (PrCt)**

81384 **Washington (State) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps**

Rand McNally road map : Washington, Oregon.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [1948].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 56 x 47 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 146 ms. index.
Plate no. 8-463683-2.
Map on verso (31 x 47 cm.) : Rand McNally road map : United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 146.41 (PrCt)**

81385 **Washington (State) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps**

Rand McNally road map : Washington, Oregon.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [1948].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 56 x 47 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 146 ms. index.
Plate no. 8-463683-3.
Map on verso (31 x 47 cm.): Rand McNally road map : United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 146.43 (PrCt)**

81386 **Washington (State) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps**

Travel Washington with Conoco ... Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
**RMcN AE 146.44 (PrCt)**
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
Panel art: family standing in front of car and statement "for long trips ask ... about Touraide."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5378 (PrCt)

81387 Washington (State) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Shell map of Washington. Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5500 (PrCt)

81388 Washington (State) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Washington points of interest and touring map ... Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., c1948.
Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- Chevron Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([1], 15 p.) : 10 col. maps ; 23 x 21 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Cover title.
"Prepared exclusively for Standard of California" -- Page 2
Imprint from p. 2.
Text and maps printed back-to-back on 4 sheets (each 23 x 40 cm.), stapled and folded to 23 x 11.
Panel art: lake with mountain; logos for "RPM motor oil" and "Chevron supreme" gas. Includes index map at front.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5304 (PrCt)

81389 Washington (State) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Pocket maps -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
36 p. : 2 col. maps on 1 sheet (folded) ; 24 cm.
"1948 edition."
Cover title: Rand McNally pocket maps:
Washington : complete indexed reference map ... [and] highway map
Uniform title: Pocket maps
Folded map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back to back, col. ; 47 x 64 cm. and 56 x 47 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of Washington. Plate nos. "6" and "PM 46". Includes key to railroads. -- Rand McNally road map : Washington, Oregon. Plate no. 8-463683-2.
Cover art: Cars on road alongside passenger train.
"50c" -- printed on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Pocket 4C 278 (PrCt)

81390 Washington (State) - Maps - 1949 - Road maps
Authors: Signal Oil and Gas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 60 x 50 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Road map of Washington, Oregon.
Date from RMcN AE 150 ms. index.
Plate no. 9-463683-3
Maps on verso (50 x 33 cm. and smaller) : Road map of Idaho -- Portland -- Seattle -- Spokane -- Tacoma.
Panel art: Scenes of natural landforms and Signal logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 150.1 (PrCt)

81391 Washington (State) - Maps - 1950 - Railroads
Important irrigation and power-projects [on the Great Northern Railway]. [Minneapolis, Minn.? Great Northern Railway Company?, 1950?].
Authors: Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.)
Washington (State) - Maps - 1950
Washington (State) - Maps - 1950 - Railroads
Washington (State) - Maps - 1950 - Road maps
Oregon - Maps - 1951 - Road maps
Road maps
Signal highway map: Washington, Oregon...
Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1951].
Authors: Signal Oil and Gas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map: col.; 60 x 50 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Road map of Washington, Oregon.
Date from RMcN AE 150 ms. index.
Plate no. 1-463683(V)-5
Maps on verso (33 x 50 cm. and smaller): Road map of United States -- Portland -- Seattle -- Spokane -- Tacoma -- Vancouver.
Panel art: Cartoons of outdoor activities and Signal logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 150.7 (PrCt)

Washington (State) - Maps - 1952 - Road maps
Oregon - Maps - 1952 - Road maps
Rand McNally road map: Washington, Oregon.
Chicago: Rand McNally & Co., [1952].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map: col.; 56 x 47 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 150 ms. index.
Plate no. 2-463683-7
Map on verso (31 x 48 cm.): Rand McNally road map: United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 150.8 (PrCt)

Washington (State) - Maps - 1952 - Railroads
Washington (State) - Maps - 1952 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map: col.; 29 x 22 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 150 ms. index.
Plate no. 1-463683-6
Map on verso (31 x 48 cm.): Rand McNally road map: United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 150.5 (PrCt)
Cover art: Schematic road sign labeled "reference map ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Pocket 4C 280 (PrCt)

81397 Washington (State) - Maps - 1952
- Washington (State) - Maps - 1952 - Railroads - Washington (State) - Maps - 1952 - Road maps - Railroads - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Pocket maps -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
32 p. : 2 col. maps on 1 sheet (folded) ; 24 cm.
"1952 edition."
Cover title: Rand McNally Washington pocket map : reference map ... [and] detailed highway map
Uniform title: Pocket maps
Folded map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back to back, col. ; 47 x 64 cm. and 43 x 65 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of Washington. Plate no. 5432. Includes key to railroads. -- Rand McNally road map : Washington. Plate no. 533844(A)V.
"2 maps in one, $1" -- front cover.
Cover art: Schematic road sign labeled "reference map ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Pocket 4C 281 (PrCt)

81398 Washington (State) - Maps - 1953 - Railroads - Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.) - Maps - 1953 - Railroads - Maps
Great Northern Railway Co. salutes the great agricultural and industrial State of Washington.
[Boston?] : Babson Institute, [1953].
Authors: Gallagher, Barrett, fl. 1952 -- Babson Institute -- Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.)
1 map ; 31 x 44 cm.
'Barret Gallagher -- Babson Institute relief map' at bottom left.
Summary route map; relief show with shading. Includes 9 photo views (6 x 8 cm. and smaller).
In Great Northern Railway Company. 64th Great Northern Railway Company annual report, 1952 [St. Paul, Minn.?: Great Northern Railway Company?, 1953?] p. [12-13]
5A 7267 (1952 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Authors: Washington Water Power Company 1 map ; 23 x 37 cm.
Shows electric transmission lines, steam and hydroelectric plants, and communities served in Washington and Idaho.
map1F G4281 .N4 1954 W3 (PrCt)

Authors: Washington Water Power Company -- Gamble, Lester R.
1 map ; 27 x 34 cm.
Shows (and illustrates with colored photos) hydroelectric plants in Washington and Idaho.
map1F G4281 .N33 1954 W3 (PrCt)

81401 Washington (State) - Maps - 1954 - Road maps - Oregon - Maps - 1954 - Road maps - Road maps
Authors: Signal Oil and Gas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 60 x 50 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Road map of Washington, Oregon.
Date from RMcN AE 150 ms. index.
Plate no. 4-463683(V)-7
Maps on verso (33 x 50 cm. and smaller) : Road map of United States -- Portland -- Seattle -- Spokane -- Tacoma -- Vancouver.
Panel art: Cartoons of outdoor activities and Signal logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 150.2X (PrCt)

81402 Washington (State) - Maps - 1954 - Road maps - Oregon - Maps - 1954 - Road maps - Road maps
Road map of Washington, Oregon ... Union Oil Company. San Francisco : Rand McNally &
Company, [1954].
Authors: Union Oil Company of California -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Union Oil road map : Washington
Date from RMcN AE 150 ms. index.
Plate no. 4-533844(A)V-1
Map on verso (43 x 53 cm.): Union Oil road map : Oregon.
Panel art: Union "Minute Men" servicing two cars.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 150.3X (PrCt)
81403 Washington (State) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps
Miracle-fold road map : Washington, Oregon ... Mobilgas ... General Petroleum Corporation, a Socony Mobil Company ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1956].
Authors: General Petroleum Corporation -- Socony Mobil Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Washington
Plate no. 6-533844(A)V-3
Insets (21 x 15 cm. each): Portland -- Seattle.
Date from RMcN AE 146 ms. index.
Maps on verso (43 x 53 cm. and smaller):
Oregon -- Spokane -- Tacoma.
Panel art: Mobilgas logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 146.3X (PrCt)
81406 Washington (State) - Maps - 1960 - Natural gas pipelines
Washington (State) - Maps - 1960 - Oregon - Maps - 1960
Cascade Natural Gas Corporation - Maps - 1960
Cascade Natural Gas Corporation service area.
[Seattle, Wash. Cascade Natural Gas Corporation, 1960-].
Authors: Cascade Natural Gas Corporation
maps : col. ; 28 x 42 cm. and smaller
Detached from Cascade Natural Gas Corporation, Annual reports (Seattle, Wash., 1960-).
Maps show pipe lines and communities served in Washington and Oregon.
map1F G4281 .H8 1960 C3 (PrCt)
81407 Washington (State) - Maps - 1961 - Geology
Washington (State) - Maps - 1961 - Wall maps - specimens
1 map : col. ; 79 x 118 cm., on sheet 129 x 192
35 p. : 2 col. maps on 1 sheet (folded) ; 24 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally Washington pocket reference map [and] detailed highway map
Uniform title: Pocket maps
"2 maps" -- front cover.
Map contents (3 maps on 2 sheets, col.; 47 x 64 cm. and smaller, folded to 23 x 11 cm., loose inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of Washington. Includes key to railroads -- Washington : the evergreen state [road map].
"Copyright © 1968 [!]" Plate no. 686723-1. Includes inset maps of Seattle-Tacoma, Mount Rainier National Park, and Spokane (25 x 11 cm. and smaller.) On verso: Oregon : the beaver state. Plate no. 686724-1. Includes inset map of Portland (20 x 17 cm.)
Cover art: stylized and labeled map symbols (e.g. "elevations", "points of interest", "air facilities", etc.)
"$1.95" -- printed on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Jan. 2010).
RMcN Pocket 4C 282 (PrCt)

1 atlas [ca. 200 p. ] : 39 maps, most col.; 43 x 49 cm. and smaller, in post binder
Title on cover: County maps.
Scale [ca. 1:125,000].
Title of each map: General highway map ... County, Washington.
All maps on multiple sheets, most include location map and sheet diagram.
Many sheets include insets of cities and towns.
Includes MS annotations by Logility or an earlier firm, Centre Mark.
map7C G4281 .P2 1966 .W3 (PrCt)
81412 Washington (State) - Maps - 1970 - Road maps

81413 Washington (State) - Maps - 1970 - Road maps
Seattle Region (Wash.) - Maps - 1970 - Road maps
Tacoma Region (Wash.) - Maps - 1970 - Road maps
Interstate 5 - Maps - 1970 - Road maps

81414 Washington (State) - Maps - 1973 - Road maps
Seattle Region (Wash.) - Maps - 1973 - Road maps
Tacoma Region (Wash.) - Maps - 1973 - Road maps
Spokane (Wash.) - Maps - 1973 - Road maps
Interstate 5 - Maps - 1973 - Road maps
Road maps

1 map : col. ; 41 x 58 cm., folded to 21 x 10 cm. Panel title.

Added title: Washington state.

"Published as a public service by ... Washington State Highway Commission."

Insets (48 x 87 cm. or smaller): Interstate 90 eastbound : Interstate 90 westbound [3 strip maps] -- Interstate 5 northbound : Interstate 5 southbound [6 strip maps].


Panel art: Color photo of "Mount Rainier as seen from State Highway 16, Tacoma."

2 copies.

RMcN Clients 4969 handstamped "Received from [blank], Jul 16 1973, Rand McNally & Co., Road Map Research."

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 4968-4969 (PrCt)

81416 Washington (State) - Maps - 1974 - Road maps>>Mount Rainier National Park (Wash.) - Maps - 1974 - Road maps


Added title: Washington Plate no. 756723-8

Insets (25 x 11 cm. and smaller): Mount Rainier Natl. Park -- Spokane -- Seattle-Tacoma.

Maps on verso (44 x 57 cm. and 20 x 17 cm.): Oregon -- Portland.

Panel art: road signs.

Forms part of a collection of stock editions of Rand McNally road maps, some apparently issued as sales samples and / or printer's proofs for prospective commercial clients.

Uniform series title (established by cataloger): Stock road maps

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (April 2010).

RMcN Stock 167 (PrCt)

81418 Washington (State) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps>>Mount Rainier National Park (Wash.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps


Added title: Washington Plate no. 746723-7

Insets (25 x 11 cm. and smaller): Mount Rainier Natl. Park -- Spokane -- Seattle-Tacoma.

Maps on verso (44 x 57 cm. and 20 x 17 cm.): Oregon -- Portland.

Panel art: road signs.

Forms part of a collection of stock editions of Rand McNally road maps, some apparently issued as sales samples and / or printer's proofs for prospective commercial clients.

Uniform series title (established by cataloger): Stock road maps

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (April 2010).

RMcN Stock 166 (PrCt)

81417 Washington (State) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps>>Mount Rainier National Park (Wash.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps


Authors: Majors, Harry M., 1945- -- Van Winkle Publishing Co.


Maps based on U.S.G.S. 1:250,000 sheets. Includes place-name and subject indexes. Gift.

IGN76

map6C 99 (NLO)

81419 Washington (State) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps>>Mount Rainier National Park (Wash.) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps


1 map : col. ; 44 x 74 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm. "1976 Edition" Panel title.

Added title: Washington Plate no. 766723-9

Insets (25 x 11 cm. and smaller): Mount Rainier Natl. Park -- Spokane -- Seattle-Tacoma.

Maps on verso (44 x 57 cm. and 20 x 17 cm.): Oregon -- Portland.

Panel art: road signs.

Forms part of a collection of stock editions of Rand McNally road maps, some apparently issued as sales samples and / or printer's proofs for prospective commercial clients.

Uniform series title (established by cataloger): Stock road maps

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (April 2010).

RMcN Stock 166 (PrCt)
Forms part of a collection of stock editions of Rand McNally road maps, some apparently issued as sales samples and / or printer's proofs for prospective commercial clients.

Uniform series title (established by cataloger): Stock road maps

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (April 2010).

RMcN Stock 168 (PrCt)


Authors: Allan Cartography (Firm) -- Raven Maps & Images -- Geological Survey (U.S.)

1 map : col. ; 79 x 122 cm.

Scale 1:500,000. 1 in. = approx. 8 miles. 1 cm. = 5 km. ; (W 124°--W 118°/N 49°--N 46°). Relief shown by gradient tints, shading, and spot heights.

maproll G4280 1991 A5 (PrCt)


Libraries. Pacific Northwest Collection - Map collections - Bibliography - Catalogs


Authors: Garber, Robert

21 leaves ; 29 cm.

Electrostatic copy of paper prepared for The School of Librarianship, University of Washington.

Describes 51 maps in the Northwest Collection, University of Washington.

lower case g 10944 .32 (NLO)

81422 Washington (State) - Maps - Collections, 1804-1914<<>Trails - Washington (State) - Maps - Collections, 1804-1914<<>Counties - Maps


Authors: Preston, Ralph N. -- Western Guide Publishers (Corvallis, Or.)

[68] p. : chiefly maps (some col.), photos ; 44 cm.

Cover title.

Includes reproduction of 17 maps, 1804-1914.

oversize G1485.E2 1974 (NLO)

81423 Washington (State) - Maps - Collections<<>Washington (State) - Historical geography - Maps<<>Oregon - Historical geography - Maps<<<>Cartography - Washington (State) - History<<<>Cartography - Oregon - History

Historical atlas of Washington & Oregon / [Derek Hayes ; design and layout, Derek Hayes ; editing and copyediting, Iva Cheung ; index, Judith Anderson]. Berkeley : University of California Press, c2011.

Authors: Hayes, Derek, 1947- -- Cheung, Iva -- Anderson, Judith -- University of California Press 1 atlas (240 p.) : ill. (some col.), maps (some col.) ; 33 cm.

Includes bibliographical references (p. 232-233) and index.

Maps on lining papers.

Scales differ.

LC Card Number: 2011922318
ISBN 9780520266155 ; 0520266153
folio G1486.E1 H3 2011 (NLO)

81424 Washington Street Bridge (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1890<<>Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1890 - Bridges<<>Bridges - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1890

Plan of the Washington Street Bridge and viaduct, Chicago, Ill., 1890. [Chicago : Bureau of Engineering, 1891].

Authors: Chicago (Ill.). Bureau of Engineering -- Verreault, George T. -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 18 x 27 cm.

Detached from Chicago (Ill.). Dept. of Public Works, Fifteenth annual report (Chicago: Cameron, Amberg & Co., 1891), opp. p. 120.

In upper margin: Plate IV.

Scale ca. 1:1,020.

Cross-section above map shows boat in river, trolleys going through tunnel.

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

map1F G4104 .C6P24 1890 C6, no. 1 (PrCt)


Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960- -- Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)

322 p. : maps ; 28 cm.

1st ed.

'Deluxe edition.'

Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).

'3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.'

Includes maps showing county location within...
state, surrounding counties, congressional
townships within the county, cities and towns
within the county, and county cemeteries. There
is also an index of surnames for county patents
(with parcel-counts for each surname), and a
surname/township index (with parcel-counts for
each surname by township).
Includes indexes.
Series: Family maps
ISBN 1420303333
Local History Ref F572.W3 B69 2006 (NLO)

81426 Washtenaw County (Mich.) - Maps - 1856 -
Landowners<<>Counties -
Maps<<>Landowners - Maps
[Washtenaw County (Mich.) - 1856: LC G&M land
ownership maps on microfiche]. [Washington,
D.C.] : LC G&M Division, [1883?].
Authors: Bechler, Gustavus R. -- Wenig, Emile --
Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division
land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 43 x 48 in. Scale: 1: 50,688.
Originally published Philadelphia: Bechler, Wenig &
Co., 1856.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing
19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map
Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
[Washington, D.C. : Library of Congress,
Geography and Map Division, 1983?].
Microfiche 583, no. 360 (PrCt)

81427 Washtenaw County (Mich.) - Maps - 1864 -
Landowners<<>Counties -
Maps<<>Landowners - Maps
[Washtenaw County (Mich.) - 1864: LC G&M land
ownership maps on microfiche]. [Washington,
D.C.] : LC G&M Division, [1883?].
Authors: Bechler, Gustavus R. -- Wenig, Emile --
Geil, Samuel -- Library of Congress. Geography
and Map Division. LC G&M Division land
ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 4 sheets; 2 are 28.5 x 38 in. each
and 2 are 28.5 x 19 in. each. Scale: 1: 63,360.
Originally published Philadelphia: Samuel Geil,
1864.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing
19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map
Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
[Washington, D.C. : Library of Congress,
Geography and Map Division, 1983?].
Microfiche 583, no. 361 (PrCt)

81428 Washtenaw County (Mich.) - Maps - 1874 -
Landowners<<>Counties -
Maps<<>Landowners - Maps
Combination atlas map of Washtenaw County,
Authors: Everts & Stewart -- UMI Books on
Demand
1 atlas (111, [16] p. : chiefly ill., maps, ports.) ; 27
cm.
Xerographic facsimile. Ann Arbor, Mich. : UMI
Books on Demand, 2004. 27 cm.
'Authorized facsimile made from the master copy
of the original book ... [by] Books on Demand ... a
publishing service of UMI'--p. [1].
Includes maps of Washtenaw County townships,
cities and villages; lithographic views of
residences in 20 townships; portraits of citizens,
with some biographical information; and a section
containing township history, patrons' directory,
and list of county officers.
Ownership stamp of the Ann Arbor, Mich. Public
Library on t.p.
F 572.W3 E84 1874 (NLO)

81429 Washtenaw County (Mich.) - Maps - 1896 -
Landowners<<>Counties -
Maps<<>Landowners - Maps
[Washtenaw County (Mich.) - 1896: LC G&M land
ownership maps on microfiche]. [Washington,
D.C.] : LC G&M Division, [1883?].
Authors: Dickson (M. M.) & Co. -- Library of
Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC
G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 24.5 x 31 in. Scale: 1: 63,360.
Originally published Ann Arbor, Mich.: M. M.
Dickson & Co. [ca.1896].
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing
19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map
Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
[Washington, D.C. : Library of Congress,
Geography and Map Division, 1983?].
Microfiche 583, no. 362 (PrCt)

81430 Washtenaw County (Mich.) - Maps - 1930-1939 -
Landowners<<>Counties -
Maps<<>Landowners - Maps
Plat book of Washtenaw County, Mich. Rockford,
Ill. W.W. Hixson & Co., [193-?].
Authors: W.W. Hixson & Co. -- Hendley, James C. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry
Library)
1 atlas ([40] p.) : 20 maps ; 21 x 27 cm.
Cover title.
Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Scale not given.
Former owner’s stamp: Library of James C.
Hendley.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes G4113.W2G46 1939z .H5 (NLO)

81431 Washtenaw County (Mich.) - Maps - 1935 -
Landowners<<>Counties -
Maps<<>Landowners - Maps
Washtenaw County, Michigan, official farm plat
book and directory. LaPorte, Ind. County Plat and

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
his Majesty's agreement to an agreement made with them by a Short Term Fellowship in the History of Sovereignty, territory, and the mapping of Water boundaries<br>

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Two Bibles in Essex Street."
Accompanied by descriptive text and advertisement, dated 1737, describing new dock
at Waterford built by Ambrose Congreve.
In: The English pilot. Part 1, describing the coasts ... in the southern navigation upon the coasts of
England, Scotland, Ireland, Holland, Flanders,
Spain, Portugal ... (Dublin: Jane Grierson, 1766)
following p. 44.
Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger):
English Pilot. Part 1 (1766)
oversize Ayer 135 .E55 1766 following p. 44 (PrCt)

81437 Waterford (Ireland : County) - Maps - 1685
Waterford County. [London : Francis Lamb, 1685].
Authors: Petty, William, Sir, 1623-1687 -- Lamb, Francis -- Petty, William, Sir, 1623-1687. A
Geographical description of ye kingdom of Ireland ... [1685]
1 map ; 11 x 14 cm.
In: Petty, William. A Geographical description of ye kingdom of Ireland ... (London: Francis Lamb, [1685]) pl. [34].
Engraved plate number '28).
Case G 1042 .668 pl. [34] (PrCt)

81438 Waterloo, Battle of, Waterloo, Belgium, 1815 - Maps
A Sketch of the Battle of Waterloo fought Sunday June 18th, 1815 / Davies sculpt. [London] : Sold
by J. Booth, 1815.
Authors: Booth, John -- Davies, Benjamin Rees -- Booth, John. Battle of Waterloo (1815)
1 map : hand col. ; 19 x 25 cm.
In: Booth, John, The Battle of Waterloo [4th ed.]
(London : J. Booth and T. Egerton, 1815),
opposite title page.
Includes 'Explanation of the colours' and references A-G.
Case DC242 .B7 1815, opposite title page
(PrCt)

81439 Waterloo, Battle of, Waterloo, Belgium, 1815 - Maps
Plan of the Battle of Waterloo at nearly 8 o'Clock P. M., Sunday 18th June, 1815. [Mont-St.-Jean :
Printed for the author), 1854.
Authors: Cotton, Edward, 1792-1849 --
Hoffmann, L. T. -- Andrew McNally III Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 33 x 34 cm. fold. in covers 16 x 11 cm.
'Drawn for Cotton's Voice from Waterloo 1854.'
Scale ca. 1:13,200.
Cover title: Battle of Waterloo.
'Déposé le 1er Janvier 1846.'
'Outline Map of the Waterloo Campaign...Printed
by L. T. Hoffmann...Brussels' on paste-down endpaper.
Map is surrounded by descriptive text.
Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection
(Newberry Library).
map4F G6014.W3S55 1854 C6 (PrCt)

81440 Waterloo, Battle of, Waterloo, Belgium, 1815 - Maps
Plan of the Battle of Waterloo or Mount St. John, reduced from the large plan ... published in 1816.
Brussels : H. Gérard, [1845?].
Authors: Craan, W. B. -- Géraud, Hercule,
1812-1844
1 map : hand col. ; 37 x 49 cm.
Detached from Souvenirs de Waterloo: album contenant douze vues et un plan de la bataille (Brussels: H. Gérard, [1845?]) [Case oDH811.W35 G4 1845].
Includes many references in margins.
362
map4F G6014.W3S55 1845 C7 (PrCt)

Sons, 1893, c1892.
Authors: Ropes, John Codman, 1836-1899 --
Munroe, William H. -- Heliotype Printing Co. --
Charles Scribner's Sons -- Ropes, John Codman,
1836-1899. The Campaign of Waterloo (1906) --
Friedman, Hyman -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 atlas (14 folded leaves of plates) : 14 maps
(some col.) ; 40 cm.
Maps by Heliotype Printing Co. and Wm. H.
Munroe.
"Designed to accompany the author's The
campaign of Waterloo, a military history" published 1906.
This copy of the atlas lacks accompanying text (?)
Scales differ.
Illustrated bookplate and former owner's
signature: Hyman Friedman.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copy (atlas with accompanying text): F
3943 .75
References: Phillips 2873
Baskes oversize G1869.W3S55 R67 1893
(NLO)

An Atlas of the campaign of Waterloo / by John Codman Ropes. London : G.P. Putnam's Sons,
1893, c1892.
Authors: Ropes, John Codman, 1836-1899 --
Munroe, William H. -- Heliotype Printing Co. --
Charles Scribner's Sons -- Ropes, John Codman,
1836-1899. The Campaign of Waterloo (1906) --
Friedman, Hyman -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 atlas (14 folded leaves of plates) : 14 maps
(some col.) ; 40 cm.
Maps by Heliotype Printing Co. and Wm. H.
Munroe.
"Designed to accompany the author's The
campaign of Waterloo, a military history" published 1906.
This copy of the atlas lacks accompanying text (?)
Scales differ.
Illustrated bookplate and former owner's
signature: Hyman Friedman.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copy (atlas with accompanying text): F
3943 .75
References: Phillips 2873
Baskes oversize G1869.W3S55 R67 1893
(NLO)
Waterloo, Battle of, Waterloo, Belgium, 1815 - Maps

A Map of the country exhibiting the field of battle ... which terminated at Waterloo in favour of the Allies. London : I. Luffman, 1815 [i.e. 1816]?

Ayers Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 25 x 20 cm.

Waterloo directory, 1877
3 v. in 1 (2 atlases and 1 directory : 96 p. ill., maps) ; 45 cm.

Waterloo directory, 1877

Waterman Building
Waterman Globe (Mobile, Ala.)

Waterman Globe (Mobile, Ala.)

Waterman Building - Lobby Murals

Waterman Building - Lobby Murals

Waterman Globe (Mobile, Ala.)

Mobile's 'world' back together. 1950-1996. 9 items.


BHC 2316
Vert 1868 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Authors: Beans, George Harry, 1894-1978 -- Tall Tree Library Publications, no. 13 -- Edward E.
Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
Bibliography: p. 2.
Blank pages for "Additions" and "Notes" (33-39).
Series: [Tall Tree Library Publications, no. 13].
Ayer 290 .B29 1938 (NLO)

81449 Watermarks - 1500-1599>>>>Beta Radiography>>>>Italian Cartography - 1500-1599>>>>Map Printing
Authors: Woodward, David, 1942-2004 -- International Conference on the History of Cartography (9th : 1981 : Pisa, Italy, etc.)
[12] leaves; ill.
Paper prepared for Int. Conf. on the Hist. of Cartog. (9th), Pisa, Florence, Rome, 1981.
Abstract (1 leaf) filed as Vert 549, no. 8.
Vert 544 (PrCl)

81450 Watermarks - Italy - 1500-1599>>>>Italy - Map industry and trade - 1500-1599>>>>Map industry and trade - Italy - 1500-1599>>>>Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
Authors: Woodward, David, 1942-2004 -- University of Chicago. Press
204 p. : ill. ; 25 cm.
Many of the examples are from the Newberry Library's Novacco Map Collection.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 17-19) and index.
LC Card Number: 96018053
ISBN 0226907279
Map Ref GA893.5.A1 W66 1996 (NLO)

81451 Watermarks>>>>Paper - History
Authors: Leif, Irving P. -- Newberry Library. John M. Wing Foundation
viii, 160 p. ; 23 cm.
The most complete guide to the large and scattered literature on the watermarks of various periods and regions, with 2185 entries.
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.
Wing Z7914.P2 L527 (NLO)

Authors: Geological Survey (U.S.) -- Natural Resources Canada -- Instituto Nacional de Estadística, Geografía e Informática (Mexico) -- Commission for Environmental Cooperation (Montréal, Québec)
1 map : col. ; 90 x 105 cm. fold. to 27 x 19 cm. Scale 1:10,000,000; (E 170°00'--W 0°00'/S 5°00'--N 90°).
Depths shown by gradient tints.
Includes text and generalized watershed inset map.
'Three countries working together to map our shared environment.'
Other titles: Atlas de América del Norte, Cuencas hidrográficas; Atlas nord-américain, Bassins hydrographiques; Watersheds; Cuencas hidrográficas; Bassins hydrographiques.
map4C G3301 .C315 2006 G4 (PrCl)

Authors: Texaco, inc. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 25 x 32 cm., folded to 18 x 9 cm.
Plate no. 550.
Map on verso (25 x 32 cm.): Yellowstone National Park Wyo.
Identifies Texaco gas station locations.
Printed with black ink.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4808 (PrCl)

Authors: Texaco, inc. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 25 x 32 cm., folded to 18 x 9 cm.
Plate no. 351.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

81455 Watertown (Mass.) - Maps - 1900<>Newton (Mass.) - Maps - 1900 Town of Watertown. [S.l.? s.n., ca. 1900?]. Authors: Watertown (Mass.) 1 map ; 22 x 45 cm., folded 256 x 17 cm. Scale: 800 ft. to an inch. J 7844 .94 (NLO)


81457 Watertown (Wis.) - Maps - 1949 Historical and illustrated map of Watertown Wisconsin, [1949]. Authors: Chicago Historical Society 1 map : col. ; 18.75 x 25.5 inches Mounted on linen. Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005. CHS Coll., Map no. 5 (PrCt)


"C'est au sieur Watin fils, éditeur de l'ouvrage, rue Sainte Apolline, n°. 33, qu'il faut adresser, francs de port, les renseignemens ou avis qu'on desire faire insérer dans l'ouvrage; c'est à lui ou au sieur son père que l'on pourra s'adresser pour faire venir de la capitale les articles détaillé dans l'ouvrage"--P. 11. Includes notice for Jean-Félix Watin's "L'art du peintre, doreur, vernisseur." Includes prices. Ms annotations. Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library. Case Wing Z 45 .18 ser. 1a no. 157 (NLO)


81461 Waukesha County (Wis.) - Maps - 1859 - Landowners<>Counties - Maps<>Landowners - Maps Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
19th and early 20th century landownership maps: Weekly Press, 1900. Size of original: 40 x 37 in. Scale 1:42,000. 1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm. G&M Division land ownership maps.

Authors: Waukesha Weekly Press

D.C. : LC G&M Division , [1983?].

Microfiche 583, no. 1442 (PrCr)

---

**Waukesha County (Wis.) - Maps - 1873 - Landowners - Maps**


Authors: Harrison & Warner -- H.J. Toudy & Co.
1 atlas (49 p.) : maps (1 folded) ; 42 cm. Printed by H.J. Toudy & Co., Philadelphia.


Scale [ca. 1:31,680]. 2 in. = 1 mile.

Phillips 2668.

7A 54 (NLO)

---

**Waukesha County (Wis.) - Maps - 1900 - Landowners - Maps**

*Map of the lakes and drives in the vicinity of Oconomowoc & Waukesha* ... Milwaukee : Milwaukee Litho. & Engr. Co., [ca. 1900?].

1 map : col. ; 36 x 48 cm. Mounted on linen.

Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.

CHS Coll., Map no. 580 (PrCr)

---

**Waukesha County (Wis.) - Maps - 1901 - Road maps - Oconomowoc Region (Wis.) - Maps**

*Map of the lakes and drives in the vicinity of Oconomowoc & Waukesha* ... Chicago : General Passenger Department, 1901.

1 map : col. ; 14.75 x 19.5 inches, fold. in original printed wrappers.

May 1901.

Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.

CHS Coll., Map no. 8 (PrCr)
Company -- Chicago Historical Society
1 map : col. ; 14.74 x 19.5 inches.
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.
CHS Coll., Map no. 9 (PrCt)

**81467**

**Waukesha County (Wis.) - Maps - 1914 - Landowners<->Counties - Maps<->Landowners - Maps**

Authors: Geo. A. Ogle & Co.
1 atlas (133, [22] p. : ill., col. maps, ports.) ; 46 cm.
Includes index.

*oversize G1418.W5 G45 1914 (NLO)*

**81468**

**Waukesha County (Wis.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps<->Road maps<->Counties - Maps**

Authors: Smith, Les -- Waukesha County (Wis.).
Highway Commission -- Stevens, Ashton
1 map ; 32 x 31 cm.
Removed from Ashton Stevens Papers, Midwest Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library)

*map2F G4123 .W5P2 1940 .W5 (PrCt)*

**81469**

**Waukesha County (Wis.) - Maps - 1961-1963 - Landowners<->Counties - Maps<->Landowners - Maps**

Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Waukesha County Investment Association (Iowa) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (35 p.) : 20 maps ; 28 cm.

*Sponsored by Waukesha County Investment Association.*

*Cover title.
Scale [ca. 1:51,000].
Includes indexes.
Soil survey map attached inside back cover.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

*Baskes folio G4123.W5G46 1961 .R58 (NLO)*

**81470**

**Waukesha County (Wis.) - Maps - 1970 - Landowners<->Counties - Maps<->Landowners - Maps**

Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Waukesha County farm Bureau (Wis.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (40 p.) : 18 maps ; 32 cm.

*Sponsored by Waukesha County Farm Bureau.*
Scale: 1:50,688. Cadastral maps of townships: 1 1/4 inch equals 1 mile.

Includes indexes.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

*Baskes folio G4123.W5G46 1970 .R6 (NLO)*

**81471**

**Waukesha County (Wis.) - Maps - 1972 - Road maps<->Road maps<->Counties - Maps Street atlas, Waukesha County, Wisconsin. [Waukesha, Wis.?] : Waukesha County Park and Planning Commission, 1972.**
Authors: Waukesha County Park and Planning Commission -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([35] p.) : 17 maps ; 39 x 44 cm.
7th ed.
Scale [ca. 1:33,000].
Includes indexes.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

*LC Card Number: 83675273 Baskes oversize G4123.W5P2 1972 .W3 (NLO)*

**81472**

**Waupaca County (Wis.) - Maps - 1965 - Landowners<->Counties - Maps<->Landowners - Maps**

Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Waupaca County 4-H Leaders Association (Wis.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (55 p.) : 23 maps ; 28 cm.
Scale [1:50,688]. 1 1/4 in. = 1 mile.

*Cover title.
'Sponsored by Waupaca County 4-H Leaders Association.'
Includes business directory and index to owners.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.


**81473**

**Waupaca County (Wis.) - Maps - 1979 - Landowners<->Counties - Maps<->Landowners - Maps**

Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Waupaca County 4-H Leaders Association (Wis.) -- Mehregan, Virginia -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (58 p.) : 26 maps ; 29 cm.

*Cover title.
"Copyright 1968, revised 1979"--P. 1.
"Sponsored by Waupaca County 4-H Leaders Association"--Cover.
Includes maps of boat landings and campgrounds, business directory, and index to landowners.
Scale [1:50,688]. 1 1/4 in. = 1 mile.
Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Former owner: Virginia Mehregan.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
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Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 79318224

81474 Waushara County (Wis.) - Maps - 2009
Authors: Washara Argus-Reporter
1 booklet (151 p.) ; col. ills., map ; 28 x 21 cm.
Travel Vertical File G4123 .W7 2009 .W3 (PrCt)

81475 Wayne County (Ill.) - Maps - 1881-1910
Landowners - Maps
Authors: Lake, D. J. Standard atlas of Wayne County, Illinois (1881) -- Geo. A. Ogle & Co.
Standard atlas of Wayne County, Illinois (1910) -- Unigraphic (Evansville, Ind.)
2 atlases in 1 v. (134 p. in various pagings : ill., maps, ports.) ; 37 cm.
Chicago, 1910.
Spine title.
Includes indexes.
folio G4108.W4 S7 1977 (NLO)

81476 Wayne County (Ill.) - Maps - 1930
Landowners - Maps
Authors: W.W. Hixson & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([27 l.]) : 25 maps (1 fold.) ; 28 cm.
Imperfect: Cover lacking.
Scale of township maps [ca. 1:50,000].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 12542; OCLC 13983216
LC Card Number: map53001087

81477 Wayne County (Ill.) - Maps - 1953
Landowners - Maps
Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Wayne County Home Bureau (Ill.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (43 p.) : 26 maps ; 22 x 28 cm.
Cover title.
"Sponsored by the Wayne County Home Bureau."
Scale [1:50,688]. 1 1/4 in. = 1mile.
Advertisements on covers and interspersed.

81478 Wayne County (Ill.) - Maps - 1962
Landowners - Maps
Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Wayne County 4-H Clubs (Ill.) -- Agricultural Extension Council (Ill.) -- Ankenbrand, Mike -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (35 p.) : 21 maps ; 22 x 28 cm.
Cover title.
"Sponsored by the Wayne County 4-H Clubs with members of the Agricultural Extension Council and others assisting."
Includes index to owners and business directory.
Scale [1:50,688]. 1 1/4 in. = 1 mile.
Former owner’s inscription: Mike Ankenbrand, R.R. 1 ...
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

81479 Wayne County (Ill.) - Maps - 1974
Landowners - Maps
Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Wayne County 4-H Foundation (Ill.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (48 p.) : 22 maps ; 28 cm.
'Sponsored by Wayne County 4-H Foundation.'
Scale [1:50,688] Scale of township maps: 1 1/4 inch to 1 mile.
Includes index to owners.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

81480 Wayne County (Ill.) - Maps - 1979
Landowners - Maps
Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Wayne County 4-H Foundation (Ill.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (44 p.) : 24 maps ; 28 cm.
"Rev. 1979."
Cover title.
Includes index to owners and business directory.
Scale [1:50,688]. 1 1/4 in. = 1 mile.
Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
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Wayne County (Ill.) - Maps - 1897 - Landowners - Counties - Maps

Landowners - Counties - Maps

Family maps of Wayne County, Iowa : with homesteads, roads, waterways, towns, cemeteries, railroads, and more / by Gregory A. Boyd. Norman, Okla. Arphax Pub. Co., 2007. Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960---Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.) 216 p. : maps ; 28 cm. 1st ed. 'Deluxe edition.' Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov). '3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.' Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township). Includes indexes. Series: Family maps ISBN 1420305220 : 9781420305227 Local History Ref F627.W28 B69 2007 (NLO)

Wayne County (Mich.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners - Counties - Maps


Create complete call number forming last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Includes index.
F572.W4 P43 (NLO)

Wayne County (Mich.) - Maps - 1812 - Landowners - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Counties - Maps
Authors: McNiff, Robt. King -- Tatham, Wm. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: Manuscript, 27.5 x 44.5 in. Scale: 1: 135,000. Originally compiled 1812.
Microfiche 583, no. 363 (PrCt)

Wayne County (Mich.) - Maps - 1855 - Landowners - Counties - Maps
Authors: Farmer, John, 1798-1859 -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 29.5 x 35 in. Scale: 1: 67,000. Originally published 1855.
Microfiche 583, no. 363a (PrCt)

Wayne County (Mich.) - Maps - 1860 - Landowners - Counties - Maps
Authors: Geil & Jones -- Geil & Harley -- Freed, I. G. -- Geil, Harley & Siverd -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 6 parts; 4 are 26 x 18.5 in each and 2 are 26 x 19.5 in. each. Scale: 1: 42,240. Originally published Philadelphia: Geil, Harley & Siverd, 1860.
Microfiche 583, no. 364 (PrCt)

Wayne County (Mich.) - Maps - 1894 - Landowners - Counties - Maps
Authors: Brown, Mason L. -- Farmer (Silas) & Co. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Microfiche 583, no. 365 (PrCt)

Wayne County (Mo.) - Maps - 1882 - Landowners - Counties - Maps
Authors: Cahoon, B. B. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 18.5 x 24 in. Scale: 1:115,000. Originally published 1882.
Microfiche 583, no. 410 (PrCt)

Wayne County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1839 - Counties - Maps
1 map : hand col. ; 28 x 37 cm.
In Burr, David H. and Simeon De Witt. An Atlas of the State of New York : containing a map of the State and of the several counties (New York: David H. Burr, 1829; republished Ithaca: Stone and Clark, 1839) pl. [42]. Map dated 1829 and 1839; engraved 'No. 43.'
Case oversize G 10851 .13 pl. 42 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Wayne County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1853 -
Landowners<<>Counties -
Maps<<>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Walling, Henry Francis, 1825-1888 -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 37 x 56 in. Scale 1:40,000. Originally published 1853.
Microfiche 583, no. 575 (PrCt)

Wayne County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1858 -
Landowners<<>Counties -
Maps<<>Landowners - Maps
Size of original: 30 x 56.5 in. Scale 1:42,240. Originally published Philadelphia: John E. Gillette et al, 1858.
Microfiche 583, no. 576 (PrCt)

Wayne County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1874 -
Landowners<<>Counties -
Maps<<>Landowners - Maps
Facsimile of original published Philadelphia: D.G. Beers & Co. ; 'no. 137 of 300 copies.' 'Engd. by Worely & Bracher. Printed by J. H. Toudy & Co.'
'To this atlas I have added several prints' (p. [1]); several prints have been added from the History of Wayne by W.H. McIntosh.
Scale of most township maps [ca. 1:40,800] not '1 1/2 inches to the mile.' Versos of maps are blank.
Includes business directories.
Cf. Phillips 4933.
72-2424
ICN74
LC Card Number: 86198775
map6C 59 (NLO)

Wayne County (Ohio) - Maps - 1856 -
Landowners<<>Counties -
Maps<<>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Lorey, Wm. -- Hein, J. -- Baker & Gager -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Microfiche 583, no. 687 (PrCt)

Wayne County (Ohio) - Maps - 1873-1897 -
Landowners<<>Wooster (Ohio) - Maps - 1873-1897 - Landowners<<>Counties -
Maps<<>Landowners - Maps
Caldwell's Atlas of Wayne Co. and of the city of Wooster, Ohio : from actual surveys / by and under the direction of J. A. Caldwell ; assisted by John Brinkerhoff ... [et al.]. Evansville, Ind. Unigraphic, 1974.
References: Cf. Phillips 16461
folio G1398.W4 C35 1974 (NLO)

Wayne County (Ohio) - Maps - 1981 -
Landowners<<>Counties -
Maps<<>Landowners - Maps

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map ; on sheet 44 x 58 cm., folded to 22 x 13 cm.
Scale [1:9,600]. 'Scale 800 feet to 1 inch.'
Relief shown by hachures.
At bottom of sheet: Profile of section of Weber Cañon ... (23 x 51 cm.)
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library. Graff 4250 between p. 12-13 (PrCt)

Authors: Jenkins, Washington -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 4 parts, 36.5 x 21 in. each. Scale 1:39,600. Originally published 1888.
Microfiche 583, no. 1180 (PrCt)

81504 Webster County (Iowa) - Maps - 1909 - Landowners<< Counties - Maps<< Landowners - Maps Standard atlas of Webster County, Iowa : including a plat book of the villages, cities, and townships of the county : map of the state, United States and the world ; patrons directory, reference business directory and departments devoted to general information; analysis of the system of U.S. land surveys, digest of the system of civil government, etc., etc. / compiled and published by Geo. A. Ogle & Co. Chicago : Geo. A. Ogle, 1909.
Authors: Geo. A. Ogle & Co. -- Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (125, [3], xxii p.) : ill., 46 hand col. maps, ports. : 46 cm.
Imperfect: missing map of Iowa (p. 84-85) and p. 117-118.
Maps of U.S. and world by Geo. F. Cram.
Scale of township maps 1:31,680. 2 in. to 1 mile. Includes supplement (p. i-xxii): Analysis of the system of United States land surveys; Digest of the system of civil government; General

Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- First National Bank (Fort Dodge, Iowa) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (40 p.) : ill., 21 maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
Scale [1:50,688]. 1 1/4 in. to 1 mile.
Includes business directory and index to owners. Advertisements on cover and interspersed. Imperfect: missing back cover.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Authors: Strickland, Tom. C. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 16 x 11 in. Scale: 1:130,000. Originally published 1877.
Microfiche 583, no. 411 (PrCt)

Authors: Strickland, Tom C. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 16 x 11 in. Scale: 1:130,000.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
81508  Webster County (Neb.) - Maps - 1923 - Landowners - Landowners - Maps

Standard atlas of Webster County, Nebraska, including a plat book of the villages, cities and townships of the county. Map of the state, United States and world ... Chicago : Geo. A. Ogle & Co., 1923.

Authors: Geo. A. Ogle & Co.
1 atlas (47, 22 p. : col. maps, ports.) ; 46 cm.
oversize F 92496 .642 (NLO)

81509  Weddell Sea (Antarctica) - Maps - 1960 - Coasts - Proofs (Printing) - 1960 - Specimens

Weddell Sea from the latest information in the Hydrographic Department 1960. London : Admiralty, [1960?].

Authors: Great Britain. Hydrographic Office -- Collins, K. St. B. -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library) -- Fitzgerald (Gerald F.) Collection (Newberry Library) SEE Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
Added title: The Antarctic.
'Published at the Admiralty 30th Nov. 1956, under the superintendence of Commodore K. St. B. Collins ... Hydrographer. New editions 23rd Sept. 1960.'

'Crown copyright 1960.'
Printing proof with paste-on notice: 'Note: In addition to any coloured areas shown on this chart, corrections have been made as follows ...'.
'Natural scale 1 / 2,750,000 (at lat. 68°).'
In upper right: 270.60.
Fitzgerald polar map 295 (PrCr)

81510  Weehawken (N.J.) - Pictorial works - 1949 - Railroad yards - Railroad yards - Railroads - Maps

... Central's terminal yards at Weehawken, N. J. [New York? New York Central Railroad Company?, 1949?].

Authors: New York Central Railroad Company 1 view ; 9 x 21 cm.
New York skyline visible in background.
5A 7267 (1948 vol. [2]) (PrCr)

81511  Weil, Plain of (Germany), Battle of, Weimar (Thuringia, Germany) - Maps - 1914 - Weimar Region (Thuringia, Germany) - Maps - 1914

Plaine de Weille. [Paris : De Fer, 1695].
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes -- avec leurs fortifications ... (1695-1696)
1 map ; 21 x 27 cm.
Title from center left.
Bottom margin includes 6 lines of text.
In: Fer, Nicolas de. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes; avec leurs fortifications ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, 1695-1696) pt. 2, map [10].
Manuscript '(1) at upper right.
Oriented with north at upper left.
Case folio U 26. 293 pt. 2, map [10] (PrCr)

81512  Weil, Plain of (Germany), Battle of, Weimar (Thuringia, Germany) - Maps - 1713

Plaine de Weill. Paris : De Fer , [1713?].
Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720. Introduction à la fortification ... [1713?] map [107].
Map dated 1705.
Bottom margin includes 2 columns of text.
Oriented with north at upper left.
For later state of this map, with engraved plate number, see Case folio U 26 .292.
For earlier version of this map, engraved on different plate, see Case folio U 26 .293.
Case oversize U 26. 2919 map [107] (PrCr)

81513  Weimar (Thuringia, Germany) - Maps - 1620

Winmaria, fertiliss. Thuringiae vrbs ... [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Wolf, Johann, 16th cent. -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Wolfius, Johann, 16th cent. SEE Wolf, Johann, 16th cent.
1 map : hand col. ; 35 x 48 cm.
'Johann Wolfius Rector Gymnasii Ratisbonensis F. C.'
Added title at top in uppercase lettering: Weimar.
Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Winmaria.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 3, pl. 42 (PrCr)

81514  Weimar (Thuringia, Germany) - Maps - 1914 - Weimar Region (Thuringia, Germany) - Maps - 1914

Winmaria ... [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum [Cologne: Pieter van Brachel?, ca. 1620] v. 3, plate 42
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 3, pl. 42 (PrCr)
Weimar (Thuringia, Germany) - Maps - 1914
'Mit zwei Karten.' Maps lithographed by Leopold Kraatz. Includes index.
Series: Grieben's Reiseführer ; Bd. 139
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 139 (1914) (NLO)

Weimar (Thuringia, Germany) - Maps - 1932
'Mit 4 Karten und 2 Grundrissen.' Maps lithographed by Leopold Kraatz. Map on inside front cover. Includes index.
Series: Grieben's Reiseführer ; Bd. 139
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 139 (1932) (NLO)

Weimar (Thuringia, Germany) - Pictorial works - 1620
Weimaria nobile Thuringiae opp. illust. Saxoniae dvcvm sedes. [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 view : hand col.; 10 x 44 cm. on sheet 41 x 54 cm.
Anonymous view.
Added tile in uppercase lettering at top: Weimaria.
On same sheet with: Iena Thuringiae vrbs, cum propter Musas ... -- Erdfordia, magnifica atq[ue] celeberrima Thuringorum vrbs -- Gotha, celebrerbi murorum ambitu, propugnaculis, formis planis ... -- Fvidensis civitatis, et celeberrimae abbatiae eiusdem imago.
Latin letterpress text on verso under titles: Weimaria -- Erdfordia -- Iena -- Gotha -- Fvlda.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 1, pl. 25 (PrCt)

Weld County (Colo.) - Maps - 1948 - Schools<<>>Counties - Maps
Authors: Irvine, Ben -- Greeley Tribune 1 map; on sheet 57 x 74 cm.
'Drawn by Ben Irvine.' Scale ca. 1:210,000. Imprint from label of typographical union. Shows roads, railroads, trails, rivers, creeks, ditches, towns, schools and cemeteries. Table at upper left gives 'Location of schools,' with name, school district number, township, range and section number. Some pencilled annotations at lower right.
map4F G4313 .W4E68 1948 17 (PrCt)
81520 Wellington (Ohio) - Tourism - 2000
Wellington, Ohio, [ca. 2000].
1 sheet : ils, map ; fold to 22 x 10 cm
(PrCt)

81521 Wellington (Ont. : County) - Maps - 1906 -
Landowners<<<Counties -
Maps<<<Landowners - Maps
Historical atlas of the county of Wellington,
Ontario ... [Guelph] : Corporation of the County
township of Wellington, 1972.
Authors: Historical Atlas Publishing Co.
(Toronto, Ont.) -- Wellington (Ont. : County). Corporation
1 atlas (108 p. illus.) ; 45 cm.
Facsimile of original published Toronto: Historical
The world map section has been omitted in this
reprint.'Historical sketch of the County of Wellington,' pp.
1-10; 'Biographical sketches,' pp. 10-71.
Cf. Phillips 10421.
map6C 38 (NLO)

81522 Wells County (Ind.) - Maps - 1830-1849 -
Landowners<<<Counties -
Maps<<<Landowners - Maps
Original land entries of Wells County, Indiana.
Authors: Harter, Stuart
11 leaves : maps ; 61 cm.
'Drawn from book of original land entries, County
Recorder's Office, Bluffton, Indiana.'
Includes entries variously dated ca. 1830-ca.1849.
Includes index.
oversize G1403.W7 H37 1982 (NLO)

81523 Wells County (N.D.) - Maps - 1960 -
Landowners<<<Counties -
Maps<<<Landowners - Maps
Atlas of Wells County, North Dakota : containing
plats of each township, a county road map, a
rural directory of farmers, a farm numbering
system and other features ... Fergus Falls,
Authors: Thomas O. Nelson Company -- Roger
S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
'Contents ... believed to be accurate from data of
record on the 14th day of May, 1960.'
Scale not given.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Phillips 16345
LC Card Number: map60000440

81524 Wells (England) - Maps -
1934<<<Glastonbury (England) - Maps -
1934<<<Somerset (England) - Maps - 1934
A Pictorial and descriptive guide to Wells,
Glastonbury, Wookey, Cheddar,
Weston-super-Mare, Clevedon, etc. : plans of
Wells and Wells cathedral and six other plans
Authors: Ward, Lock and Company, ltd. -- Ward
Lock guides -- Ward Lock & Co.'s illustrated guide
books -- Butler & Tanner Ltd. -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
[2], xvi, xxiv, 8, 24, 48, 36, [4], 47, [3] p., 12, 20,
maps (some col., some folded) ; plans : 18 cm.
Cover title: Wells, Glastonbury, Wookey,
Cheddar and north-east Somerset
Half-title: Wells, Glastonbury and District
Issued with 7 maps, but this copy lacking 1 map.
Printed by Butler & Tanner.
Includes index.
Series: Ward, Lock & Co.'s illustrated guide
books -- Ward Lock guides.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .W3 Wells (1934) (NLO)

81525 Wells Street Bridge (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps -
1888<<<Bridges - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps -
1888<<<Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1888 - Bridges
Wells St. Bridge, Chicago, Ill. 1888. [Chicago :
Bureau of Engineering, 1889].
Authors: Chicago (Ill.). Bureau of Engineering --
Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry
Library)
1 map ; 31 x 48 cm.
Detached from Chicago (Ill.). Dept. of Public
Works, Thirteenth annual report (Chicago:
Scale ca. 1:432.
Cross-section above map shows boat in river.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library).
map4F G4104 .C6P24 1888 C6, no. 2 (PrCt)

81526 Welsh Borders (England and Wales) - Maps -
1946
Welsh border country / by P. Thoresby Jones.
Authors: Jones, Thoresby (Percy Thoresby) --
Face of Britain -- Batsford, Brian Cook -- B.T.
Batsford Ltd. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
maps ; 22 cm.
2nd ed., rev.
Imperfect: lacking t.p. and p. v-vi
Maps on lining papers.
Dust jacket designed by Brian Cook.
Includes index.
Series: The face of Britain -- Face of Britain.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 82240963
Baskes DA740.B7 J57 1946 (NLO)

81527 Wening, Michael, 1645-1718<<<Bavaria -
A Romance with life
John M. Wing Foundation
2 v. (6), 568 p. ; 28 cm.
Autobiography.
Typescript (photocopy).
'Copy #11, please return to author'-- Inside back covers.
Laid in: 'Continuation of pg. 563,' (6 leaves); includes cover note from the author to Andrew McNally III, previous owner of this copy.
Managerial and sales executive with several Chicago-area offset printing companies: Millar Publishing Company, American Offset Corporation, Advance Lithographing Company, Veritone Company. By the end of Wenninger's career, Veritone was a wholly-owned subsidiary of Rand McNally and Company.
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.
VAULT folio Wing MS 31 (NLO)

81531 Werner, Johannes, 1468-1528
Authors: Folkerts, Menso -- Dictionary of scientific biography (1970-1980)
p. 272-277 ; 29 cm.
Ref Q141 .D5, v. 14, p. 272-277 (PrCt)

81532 Wesel (North Rhine-Westphalia, Germany) - Pictorial works - History - Siege, 1629 - Maps<>>Wesel (North Rhine-Westphalia, Germany) - Maps - 1629<>>Gent, Otto van, 1578-1635
De Wijt vermaerde stadt Wesel ... [Amsterdam] : C. J. Visscher excudebat, 1629.
Authors: Visscher, Claes Jansz., 1586 or 7-1652 -- Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 28 x 40 cm.
Details the 1629 capture of Wesel by Colonel Otto van Gent.
Includes view (9 x 13 cm.) of soldiers breaching fortifications.
Oriented with north at upper left.
Remnants of binding on verso.
Forms part of the Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Hollstein, F. W. H. Dutch and Flemish etchings,
Facsimile of original published Toronto: Page & Smith, 1875.
'Compiled, drawn and published from personal examinations and surveys by Page & Smith.'
Cover title: Wentworth Co. illustrated. Published by H.R. Page, Toronto, Ontario. 1875.
Includes 'Historical sketch of the county of Wentworth,' by R.K. Kernighan.
Cf. Phillips 10422.
LC Card Number: 73167001
map6C 40 (NLO)

81530 Werden (Essen, Germany) - Pictorial works - 1620
Civitatis Werdenae exactiss. descrip. [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : hand col. ; 19 x 42 cm.
Anonymous view.
Added title at top in uppercase lettering: Werden. On same sheet with: Civitatis Essensis exactiss. descrip.
Latin letterpress text on verso under titles: Werdena -- Essendia.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 3, pl. 40 (PrCt)

81529 Wentworth (Ont. : County) - Maps - 1875 - Landowners-<>>Counties - Maps<>>Landowners - Maps
Illustrated historical atlas of the county of Wentworth, Ont. [Dundas, Ont. Dundas Valley School of Art, 1971].
1 atlas (63 [i.e. 71] p. : ill., maps) ; 44 cm.
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
engravings, and woodcuts, ca. 1450-1700 (1949-), no. (68).  
**Visscher 117 (PrCt)**

Authors: Prieur, Jutta, 1953– -- Aymans, Gerhard -- Stadtarchiv Wesel (North Rhine-Westphalia, Germany)  
112 p. : 16 maps (some folded) ; 21 x 30 cm. + index maps (folded in back pocket)  
Bibliography: p. 96-97.  
Includes indexes.  
Formerly folio Z6027.G3 P75 1987  
ISBN 3924380503  
**Map Ref folio Z6027.G3 P75 1987 (NLO)**

81534 *Wesel (North Rhine-Westphalia, Germany)* - Maps - 1620  
Hermannvs Hammelman Wesalia in ducatu Cluensis vrbs clara opibus ... [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].  
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-- 1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Hamelmann, Hermann, 1525-1595 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map : hand col. ; 34 x 47 cm.  
Added title at top in uppercase lettering: Wesel.  
Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Vesalbia inferior.  
In: Braun, Georg and Franz Hogenberg. Civitates orbis terrarum [Cologne: Pieter von Brachel?], ca. 1620) v. 4, plate 19  
**VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 4, pl. 19 (PrCt)**

81535 *Weser River (Germany)* - Maps - 1670 – Visurgis River (Germany) SEE Weser River (Germany) – Strip maps Nobilis Saxoniae fl. Visurgis cum terris adjacentib. ab inclyta Brema, ad Ostium Maris / J. van Loon fecit. [Amsterdam? s.n., ca. 1670].  
Authors: Loon, J. van, ca. 1611-1686 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).  
III:X21  
1 map : hand col. ; on sheet 50 x 56 cm.  
Strip map in 2 sections; title from bottom section.  
The upper section details the interior course of Weser River (18 x 54 cm.); the bottom section covers the mouth of the river (29 x 54 cm.)  
Oriented with north at lower right.  
Includes references a-i and k-q and dedication: Magnificis, nobiliss. clariss. consultiss. ...  
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).  
**Sack map4F G6082.W4 1670 .L6 (PrCt)**

81536 *Weser River (Germany)* - Maps - 1808 - Mouth - Nautical charts – Elbe River (Czech Republic and Germany) - Maps - 1808 - Mouth - Nautical charts – Jade Bay (Germany)  
1808 - Nautical charts – Cuxhaven (Germany) - Maps - 1808 – Nautical charts – Weser River (Germany) - Maps - 1808 - Mouth – Nautical charts – Elbe River (Czech Republic and Germany) - Mouth - Maps - 1808 – Nautical charts – Jade Bay (Germany) - Maps - 1808 – Nautical charts A Chart of the mouths of the Elbe, Weser, & Jahde Rivers including Helgoland ... 1802. 1808 [i.e. 1816?].  
1 map : hand col. ; 58 x 78 cm.  
In: Faden, William [and others]. [General atlas of modern geography : a collection of large scale maps and charts of all parts of the world] ([London, etc. : W. Faden, etc., 1775-1816]) v. 1, pl. [26].  
Imprint on map: London ... 1808 ... William Faden.  
Verso handstamped '22.'  
Insert: Plan of Cuxhaven.  
Imprint on map: London ... W. Faden ... 1808.  
**oversize Ayer 135 .G32 1775 v. 1, pl. 26 (PrCt)**

81537 *Weser River Valley (Germany)* - Maps - 1680 Nobilis Saxoniae fl. Visurgis cum terris adjacentib. Amsterdam. [ca. 1680].  
Authors: Loon, Johannes van, ca. 1611-1682 -- Schenk & Valck, Amsterdam -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).  
II:336-337  
1 map : hand col. ; 38 x 102 cm. on 2 sheets each 53 x 63 cm.  
Covers the lower Weser River valley.  
**2572**  
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.  
**VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:336-337 (PrCt)**

Authors: Meyers Reisebücher -- Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 12 maps
1st ed.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

81539 Wesergebirge (Germany) - Maps - 1956<<<>Leine River Valley (Germany) - Maps - 1956<<<>Weser Mountains (Germany) SEE Wesergebirge (Germany)

Weserbergland mit Leinetal und Hannover.
Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag -- Karl Thiemig AG -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
211 p. : 4 maps (some col., folded) ; 17 cm.
Maps on folded sheet in pocket.
Includes index.
Series: Grieben-Reiseführer ; Bd. 45
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 45 (1956) (NLO)

81540 Wessex (England) - Maps - 1951

Provinces d'West, autrefois royaume d'Westsex : ou sont aujourd'hui les comtés Hant-Shire, et l'Isle de Wight, Barck-Sh., Wilt-Sh., Dorcet-Sh., Somerset-Sh., Devon-Sh. et Cornwall, &c. / par le S. Sanson, geogr. ord. du roi. A Paris : Chés le Sr Robert, geographe ord. du roi, quai de l'Hortoloe du Palais, 1741.
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1686-1776 -- Delamarche, Charles François, 1740-1817. Atlas général : contenant le détail des quatre parties du monde [1798?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 52 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:875,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
In composite world atlas possibly compiled and published by Charles François Delamarche: Atlas général : contenant le détail des quatre parties du monde [Paris? : s.n., 1798?], [ptie 1], [plate 7].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .A77 1798, [ptie 1], [plate 7] (NLO)

81541 Wessex (England) - Maps - 1951

Wessex / with a portrait by Geoffrey Grigson.
London : Published for the Festival of Britain Office [by] Collins, 1951.
92 p. : ill. (some col.), maps ; 22 cm.
Maps by Geographical Projects, Ltd.
'Some recent books on Wessex': p. 92.
The About Britain guides are sponsored by the Brewer's society as their contribution to the Festival of Britain 1951.'--Inside front cover.
Series: About Britain ; no. 2
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes DA11 .A2 1951 no. 2 (NLO)

81542 West Africa - Maps - 1741

Carte de la Barbarie, de la Nigritie ... Amsterdam : Jean Covens et Corneille Mortier, [1741?].
Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1688-1766 -- Covens et Mortier -- L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726. Atlas nouveau, contenant toutes les parties du monde ... [1741?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 60 cm.
Title above neat line.
In: L'Isle, Guillaume de. Atlas nouveau, contenant toutes les parties du monde ... (Amsterdam : J. Covens & C. Mortier, [1741?]) v. 2, pl. [37]
oversize Ayer 135 .L695 1741 v. 2, pl. [37] (PrCt)

81543 West Africa - Maps - 1886-1887

1 map ; 36 x 53 cm.
'Expedition Gallieni 1886-87...Dressée, sous la direction de Commandant Valliere, par le Sous-Lieutenant Plat;...Dessiné par J. Hansen; Imp. Erhard Freres.'
Bassett & Scheven, Maps of Africa to 1900, no. 2287.
map2F G8735 1886 H3 (PrCt)

81544 West Africa - Maps - 1886-1888

Authors: Gallieni, Joseph-Simon, 1849-1916 -- Erhard Bros. (Firm) -- Société de géographie (France)
1 map ; 36 x 53 cm.
'Gravé par Erhard.'
Bassett & Scheven, Maps of Africa to 1900, no.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

2307.
map1F G8735 1886 G3 (PrCt)

81545 West Africa - Maps - 1887
Authors: Binger, Louis Gustave, 1856-1936 -- Hansen, Jules, 1849-1931 -- Erhard Bros. (Firm) -- Société de géographie (France)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 42 cm.
'Levé et dressé par le Capitaine L. G. Binger...dessiné par J. Hansen; imprimé par Erhard.'
Bassett & Scheven, Maps of Africa to 1900, no. 2304.
map2F G8735 1887 B5 (PrCt)

Authors: Jahshan, Ghattas J. -- Jahshan, Maheeba Akra -- National Printing Press (Jordan) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
2nd ed.
Imprint from colophon.
"20-XIII-1961"--Colophon.
Maps by Ghattas J. Jahshan.
Leaflet on Bethany laid in.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes DS110.W47 J34 1961 (NLO)

81547 West Baton Rouge Parish (La.) - Maps - 1883 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Erhard Bros. (Firm) -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Microfiche 583, no. 251 (PrCt)

81548 West Bengal (India) - Maps - 1786<<>>Bengal (India) - Maps - 1786<<>>Bihar and Orissa (India) - Maps - 1786<<>>Uttar Pradesh (India) - Maps - 1786
A Map of Bengal, Bahar, Oude & Allahabad with part of Agra and Delhi exhibiting the course of the Ganges from Kurdwar to the sea . 1786 [i.e. 1816]?
1 map : hand col. ; 70 x 104 cm.
The road from Allahabad....corrected by.....Revrd. Wm. Smith.'
In: Faden, William [and others]. [General atlas of modern geography : a collection of large scale maps and charts of all parts of the world] ([London, etc. : W. Faden, etc., 1775-1816]) v. 2, pl. [9].
Imprint on map: London ... William Faden ...
Jany.1st 1786.
Verso handstamped '7.

Authors: McCerren, Landry & Powell -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 40.5 x 30 in. Scale 1:75,000.
Microfiche 583, no. 251 (PrCt)

81550 West Chester (Pa.) - Maps - 1959<<>>Chester County (Pa.) - Maps - 1959<<>>Baldwin's Book-Barn (West Chester, Pa.) - 1959<<>>Counties - Maps
[Baldwin's Book-Barn Country Store and Museum]. [West Chester, Pa.? Baldwin's Book-Barn?, 1959?].
Authors: Baldwin's Book-Barn (West Chester, Pa.) -- Chicago Historical Society
1 map ; 9 x 8 inches
Text on verso.
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.
CHS Coll., Map no. 105 (PrCt)

81551 West Country (England) - Maps - 1675 - Road maps<<>>Ogilby, John, 1600-1676. Britannia (1675)<<>>Road maps

Facsimiles of the maps showing the West Country from John Ogilby's Britannia, with the original text accompanied by a modern commentary describing the present routes. Includes bibliographical references and index.

ISBN 1899383824 (pbk.) ; 9781899383825 (pbk.)
Baskes DA670.C8 0455 2005 (NLO)


Authors: Manning-Sanders, Ruth, 1895--Face of Britain -- B.T. Batsford Ltd. -- Rantanen, Walter J. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
"Illustrated from prints and photographs."
Maps on lining papers.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Series: [The "Face of Britain" series] -- Face of Britain.
Series statement from publisher's advertisements in other works in series.
Illustrated bookplate of Walter J. Rantanen.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes DA631 .M36 1949 (NLO)


92 p. : ill. (some col.), maps ; 22 cm.
Maps by Geographical Projects, Ltd.
'A short reading list': p. 92.
'The About Britain guides are sponsored by the Brewer's society as their contribution to the Festival of Britain 1951.'--Inside front cover.
Series: About Britain ; no. 1
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes DA11 .A2 1951 no. 1 (NLO)


92 p. : ill. (some col.), maps ; 22 cm.
Maps by Geographical Projects, Ltd.
'A short reading list': p. 92.
'The About Britain guides are sponsored by the Brewer's society as their contribution to the Festival of Britain 1951.'--Inside front cover.
Series: About Britain ; no. 1
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes DA11 .A2 1951 no. 1 (NLO)


Authors: Michelin green guides -- Michelin Tyre PLC -- Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Great Britain.
Ordinance Survey -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
263 p. : ill. (chiefly col.), 38 col. maps ; 26 x 12 cm.
2nd ed. Cover title.
The maps and town plans in this guide are based upon the Ordnance Survey of Great Britain ...
--P. 21.
Includes index.
Map on back cover.
"Michelin map no 403, Wales, West Country, Midlands ... is the map to use with this guide"--Back cover.
Series: [Michelin green guides] -- Michelin green guides.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
ISBN 206015622X ; 9782060156224


Authors: Wilkinson, Gerald -- Great Britain.
Ordinance Survey -- Webb & Bower -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
96 p. : col. ill., 47 maps (chiefly col.) ; 23 cm.
"The maps in this publication are reproduced from Ordnance Survey maps ..."--T.p. verso.
Maps on inside covers and back cover.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
ISBN 0863500544 (pbk) ; 9780863500541 (pbk)
Baskes DA670.W49 W55 1986 (NLO)
Other title: Motoring atlas of Great Britain and Ireland.
"The maps and town plans in this guide are based upon the Ordnance Survey ..."—Colophon.
"This guide is designed to be used with the Michelin map 403 and the Motoring atlas of Great Britain and Ireland ..."—Back cover.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 394) and index.
Maps on back cover.
Series: Michelin green guide to the West Country -- Michelin green guides.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
ISBN 2061562043 : 9782061562048

81558 West Elsdon (Chicago, Ill.) - Buildings, structures, etc. - Designs and plans - 1900 - Architectural drawings - United States - Illinois - 19th century - Chicago (Ill.) - Buildings, structures, etc. - Designs and plans - 1900 - Chicago and Northern Pacific Railroad Station (West Elsdon, Chicago, Ill.) - Designs and plans - 1900 - Manuscript maps
Suburban depot on Chicago Central R. R. at 59th St. Chicago : Office of Chief Eng., [ca. 1900].
Authors: Chicago and Northern Pacific Railroad -- Dewey, C. P. -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
3 ms. drawings : ink on tracing linen ; 79 x 56 cm.
Scale ¼ ' = 1'
Includes north, south, east, and west elevations, as well as various details.
Signed 'Approved C. P. Dewey.'
Sheets are numbered, in lower right corners, 4 B 59, 5 B 59, and 8 B 59.
This station must have been at the approximate location of the Midway Station on the CTA Orange Line (59th and Kenton Ave.).
Gift of Bruce Klapper, 2008.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
map4F G4104 .C6:2W3 1900 C5 (PrCt)

81559 West Flanders (Belgium) - Maps - 1682
Flandriae comitatus pars septentrionalis, comprehendens Franconatum Brugensem et subjacentia territöria. Amsterdam : C. Allard, [1682?].
Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Allard, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709 -- Allard, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709. Atlas minor sive tabulae geographicæ ... [1682?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 56 cm.
In: Allard, Carel. Atlas minor sive tabulae geographicæ proecipuorum regnorum regionum, insularum, provinçarum, etc. (Amsterdam : C. Allard, 1682?) pl. 65.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .A4 A pl. 65 (PrCt)

81560 West Flanders (Belgium) - Description and Travel - 1836 - Names, Geographical - West Flanders (Belgium) - 1836 - Gazetteers Dictionnaire géographique de la Flandre occidentale. Bruxelles : Culture et civilisation, 1970.
Authors: Vandermaelen, Philippe, 1795-1869
iv, 237, 121 p. ; 23 cm.
Reprint of the 1836 ed. published by À l' Etablissement géographique, Brussels.
DH414.M22 1970 (NLO)

81561 West Flanders (Belgium) - Maps - 1682
Flandriae comitatus pars media... Amsterdam : C. Allard, [1682?].
Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Allard, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709 -- Allard, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709. Atlas minor sive tabulae geographicæ ... [1682?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 44 x 55 cm.
In: Allard, Carel. Atlas minor sive tabulae geographicæ proecipuorum regnorum regionum, insularum, provinçarum, etc. (Amsterdam : C. Allard, 1682?) pl. 69.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .A4 A pl. 69 (PrCt)

81562 West Flanders (Belgium) - Maps - 1700
Flandriae comitatus pars septentrionalis, comprehendens Franconatum Brugensem et
West Flanders (Belgium) - Maps - 1700<>Nord (France : Dept.) - Maps - 1700
Flandriae pars occidentalis continens ambactas siue officia ... [Amsterdam : Frederik de Wit, ca. 1700?].
Authors: Janssonius van Waesberge, Johannes, ca. 1700?].
In: Wit, Frederik de. Atlas (Amsterdam : bij Frederik de Wit in de Calverstraet bij den Dam inde Witte Paskaert. ca. 1700?) no. [123].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .W8 A no. [123] (PrCt)

West Flanders (Belgium) - Maps - 1710<>Ghent Region (Belgium) - Maps - 1710
Brugge, Gent, Damme, Oostende, Schluys...und Vestungen mitt deren Gegenden. Augsburg : Gabriel Bodenehr, 1710.
Authors: Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. -- Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. Atlas curieux -- oder, Neuer und compendieus"er atlas 1710 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 14 x 29 cm.
In: Bodenehr, Gabriel. Atlas curieux; oder, Neuer und compendieus"er atlas ... ([Augsburg : Gabriel Bodenehr, 1710?]) pl. [23]. Engraved plate no. '24.'
Ayer 135 .B6 pl. 23 (PrCt)

West Flanders (Belgium) - Maps - 1710<>Lille Region (France) - Maps - 1710
Menin in Flandern mitt nahe gelegenen staedtten Ypern, Cortryck, Ryssel, Dornick. Augsburg : Gabriel Bodenehr, 1710.
Authors: Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. -- Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. Atlas curieux -- oder, Neuer und compendieus"er atlas 1710 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 14 x 28 cm.
In: Bodenehr, Gabriel. Atlas curieux; oder, Neuer und compendieus"er atlas ... ([Augsburg : Gabriel Bodenehr, 1710?]) pl. [22]. Engraved plate no. '22.'
Ayer 135 .B6 pl. 21 (PrCt)

West Flanders (Belgium) - Maps - 1720<>Nord-Pas-De-Calais (France) - Maps - 1720
Flandriae comitatus pars occidentalis. Amsterdam, [ca. 1720].
Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Schenk, Pieter, ca. 1698-1775 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:M83
1 map ; 48 x 55 cm.
3443 rev
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6013.W4 1720 S3 (PrCt)

West Flanders (Belgium) - Maps - 1710
Flandriae comitatus pars septentrionalis comprehendens Franconatum Brugensem ... Amst. Bat. [i.e. Amsterdan] : Nichols. Visscher [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher, 1710?].
Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Visscher, Elizabeth, fl. 1702-1726 -- Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702. Atlas minor ... [1710?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 56 cm.
Title in upper margin.
In: Visscher, Nicolaes. Atlas minor ... (Amstelaedami [Amsterdam] : ex officina Nicolai Visscher [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher], [1710?]) map [52].
Manuscript '54' in upper right.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .V8 1700 map [52] (PrCt)

West Flanders (Belgium) - Maps - 1710
Brugge, Gent, Damme, Oostende, Schluys...und Vestungen mitt deren Gegenden. Augsburg : Gabriel Bodenehr, 1710.
Authors: Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. -- Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. Atlas curieux -- oder, Neuer und compendieus"er atlas 1710 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 14 x 29 cm.
In: Bodenehr, Gabriel. Atlas curieux; oder, Neuer und compendieus"er atlas ... ([Augsburg : Gabriel Bodenehr, 1710?]) pl. [23]. Engraved plate no. '24.'
Ayer 135 .B6 pl. 23 (PrCt)

West Flanders (Belgium) - Maps - 1710
Menin in Flandern mitt nahe gelegenen staedtten Ypern, Cortryck, Ryssel, Dornick. Augsburg : Gabriel Bodenehr, 1710.
Authors: Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. -- Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. Atlas curieux -- oder, Neuer und compendieus"er atlas 1710 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 14 x 28 cm.
In: Bodenehr, Gabriel. Atlas curieux; oder, Neuer und compendieus"er atlas ... ([Augsburg : Gabriel Bodenehr, 1710?]) pl. [22]. Engraved plate no. '22.'
Ayer 135 .B6 pl. 21 (PrCt)
West Indies, British - Maps - 1929

Handbook to the British West Indies. London: West India Committee, 1929.
Authors: Aspinall, Algernon Edward, Sir, 1871-1952 -- John Bartholomew & Co. -- West India Committee -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 1 map
Ayer 989 A84 (NLO)

West Indies, French - Maps - 1717-1819

Antilles, Lesser - Maps - Windward Islands (West Indies) - Maps - 1717

Carte des Antilles Francoises et des isles voisines : dressée sur les memoires manuscrits de Mr. Petit, Ingenieur du Roy ... / par Guillaume Del'isle ... A Paris : chez l'auteur sur le Quay de l'Horloge ... Juillet 1717.
Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1725

Maps in composite atlas without title page: L'Isle, Guillaume de. [Collection of maps of the world] [1732?]. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 63 x 36 cm.

"En 1706 le R.P. Feuillée observa dans l'Isle de la Martinique, que la variation de l'Aigule aimantée etoit de 6. degrez 10. minutes vers. le nord-ouest."

In composite atlas without title page: L'Isle, Guillaume de. [Collection of maps of the world. Paris : s.n., 1732?], [plate 92].
Number "92" in ms. on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
VAULT Baskes oversize G1015 .L57 1700, [plate 92] (PrCt)

West Indies - Historical geography - Maps - 1775-1878


Korte verklaringe van verscheidene actiën tusschen de Engelsche en Fransce vlooten gedurende den laasten oorlog in de West-Indiën voorgevallen. Te Amsterdam: By Gerard Hulst van Keulen, 1791.
Authors: Matthews, John, lieutenant in the Royal Navy -- Grasse, François Joseph Paul de Grasse, comte de, 1722-1788 -- Kinsbergen, Jan Hendrik van, 1735-1819 -- Keulen, Gerard van -- Rudy Lamont Ruggles Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : woodcut ; 12 x 8 cm., on sheet 20 x 14 cm.
Title from prominently labeled islands.
Imaginary pictorial map or view of one of Christoph Columbus's ships sailing in the West Indies during his 1492 voyage of discovery to America.
Forms part of the so-called Columbus Letter or
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 81575 | **West Indies - Maps - 1528 - Caribbean Area**

- **Maps - 1528**
- **Jamaica - Maps - 1528**
- **Hispaniola - Maps - 1528**
- **South America - Maps - 1528**
- **Woodcuts**

[Map of the West Indies and Caribbean region, including Jamaica, Hispaniola, and northern South America.] [Venice: Nicolò Zoppino, 1528].

- Authors: Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530 -- Zoppino, Nicolò, fl. 1508-1544 -- Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530.

-Libro di Benedetto Bordoné: nel qual si ragiona de tutte l'isole del mondo ... (1528)

- 1 map: woodcut; 8 x 14 cm., on sheet 31 x 21 cm.

- Title supplied by cataloger.

-In: Bordon, Benedetto. Libro di Benedetto Bordoné: nel qual si ragiona de tutte l'isole del mondo ... (Venice: Nicolò Zoppino, 1528), folio XII.


- **Case folio G 117.108, folio XII (PrCt)**

---

| 81576 | **West Indies - Maps - 1538 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles**

- **Caribbean Area - Maps - 1538**
- **Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles**
- **Nautical charts - West Indies - Maps - 1538**
- **Manuscripts - Facsimiles**

[Manuscript chart of the Caribbean region, ca. 1538].

-[Caracas: Enzo Papi, 1987].

- Authors: González, Hermann -- Papi, Enzo -- Koninklijke Bibliotheek (Netherlands).


- 1 map: col., ill.; 25 x 33 cm.

- Reduced facsimile of chart in anonymous Portuguese portolan atlas (manuscript) held by the Koninklijke Bibliotheek in the Hague.


- Portuguese portolan atlas (manuscript) held by the Koninklijke Bibliotheek in the Hague.


- [Map of the West Indies and Caribbean region, including Jamaica, Hispaniola, and northern South America].

- [Venice: Nicolò Zoppino, 1528].

- Authors: Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530 -- Zoppino, Nicolò, fl. 1508-1544 -- Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530.

- Libro di Benedetto Bordoné: nel qual si ragiona de tutte l'isole del mondo ... (1528)

- 1 map: woodcut; 8 x 14 cm., on sheet 31 x 21 cm.

- Title supplied by cataloger.

-In: Bordon, Benedetto. Libro di Benedetto Bordoné: nel qual si ragiona de tutte l'isole del mondo ... (Venice: Nicolò Zoppino, 1528), folio XII.


- **Case folio G 117.108, folio XII (PrCt)**

---
maps - Facsimiles

The West Indies & the Spanish Main. 1981.
Authors: Martines, Joan, 1556-1590 -- Wallis, Helen -- Map Library (British Library). Harley Ms. 3450, map
1 map : col., 17 x 25 cm., mounted in folder 25 x 30 cm.
Facsimile of 1578 manuscript in the British Library (Harley Ms. 3450, map); issued with note by Helen Wallis.
Added title: Chart of the Gulf of Mexico and north-east coast of America.
Covers the West Indies and eastern North America.
359
map1F G4900 1578 .M3 1981 (PrCt)

West Indies - Maps - 1598<<>>East Indies - Maps - 1598<<>>Atlases, British - 1598

Authors: Linschoten, Jan Huygen van, 1563-1611 -- Wolfe, J.
4 v. in 1 : 29 cm.
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 268
Case folio G 131 .506 (NLO)

West Indies - Maps - 1655<<>>Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1655<<>>Engravings

The Ylandes of the West Indies. [London?] : sump[tibus] Mi. Sparke, [1655?].
Authors: Sparke, Michael, d. 1653 -- Gage, Thomas, 1603?-1656. A New survey of the West-India's ... (1655) -- Cotes, E. -- Sweeting, John, d. 1661 -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 16 x 23 cm.
Imprint of Michael Sparke partly erased from plate.
In: Gage, Thomas. A New survey of the West-India's: or, The English American his travell by sea and land; containing a journal of three thousand and three hundred miles within the main land of America (London : Printed by E. Cotes, and sold by John Sweeting, 1655), between p. 20-21.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Later state of map issued in Gerhard Mercator and Jodocus Hondius's Historia mundi, or, Mercators atlas (London, 1637); see VAULT folio Ayer 135 .M5 1637, p. 891.
folio Graff 1471, between p. 20-21 (PrCt)

West Indies - Maps - 1656

Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Somer, J. -- Mariette, Pierre, 1603-1657 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 37 x 54 cm. fold. to 22 cm.
VAULT Ayer 133 .522a 1656 (NLO)

West Indies - Maps - 1657<<>>Caribbean Area - Maps - 1657

[Map of the West Indies]. [London : s.n., 1657].
Authors: Jenner, Thomas, fl. 1618-1673 -- Jenner, Thomas, fl. 1618-1673. A Book of the continuation of foreign passages : that is, of the peace made between this common-wealth, & that of the United Provinces of the Netherlands ... (1657) -- M. S., fl. 1657 -- S., M., fl. 1657 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 14 x 19 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Anonymous map without imprint in: Jenner, Thomas. A Book of the continuation of foreign passages: that is, of the peace made between this common-wealth, & that of the United Provinces of the Netherlands, with all the articles of that peace, Apr. 5, 1654 : and the articles of peace, friendship and intercourse agreed between England and Sweden, in a treaty at Upsall, May 9, 1654: as also the substance of the articles of the treaty of peace betwixt England and France ... 20 of Novemb: 1655 ... Moreover, an attempt on the island of Jamaica, and taking the town of St. Jago de la Viga ... May 10, 1655 ... (London : Printed by M.S. for Thomas Jenner, 1657), p. [41].
Engraved map apparently derived from a larger map (of the world or America?); letterpress p. 42 printed on verso.
'B. de Tocobago' at upper left; oversize and uppercase "Tropicus" (Tropic of Cancer) at upper right; 'Panama' at bottom left; 'L Trinidad' at bottom right.
VAULT Ayer 1000.5 .J25 B72 1657, p. [41] (PrCt)

West Indies - Maps - 1657 - Coasts - Nautical charts

Nautical charts - West Indies - Maps - 1657 - Coasts

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
West Indies - Maps - 1684
Bucaniers of America : or, A true account of the most remarkable assaults committed of late years upon the coasts of the West-Indies, by the bucaniers of Jamaica and Tortuga ... Written originally in Dutch, by John Esquemeling ... now faithfully rendered into English. London : Printed for William Crooke, at the Green Dragon without Temple-bar, 1684-1685.
2 v. illus., 4 plates (part fold.), 4 ports., 3 fold. maps. 23 cm.
The original Dutch "De Americansche zeeroovers" was published at Amsterdam, 1678. Vol. 2 has title: Bucaniers of America. The second volume. Containing the dangerous voyage and bold attempts of Captain Barthomew Sharp, and others; performed upon the coasts of the South Sea, for the space of two years, &c. From the original journal of the said voyage. Written by Mr. Basil Ringrose, Gent. who was all along present at those transactions ... References: STC II E 3894 and E 3897; Church catalogue, v.4, no. 689.
Case G 979 .273 (NLO)

81586
West Indies - Maps - 1684
Bucaniers of America : or, A true account of the most remarkable assaults committed of late years upon the coasts of the West-Indies, by the bucaniers of Jamaica and Tortuga, both English and French : wherein are contained more especially, the unparallel'd exploits of Sir Henry Morgan, our English Jamaican hero, who sack'd Puerto Velo, burnt Panama, &c. London : Printed for William Crooke, 1684-1685.
2 v. illus., 4 plates (part fold.), 4 ports., 3 fold. maps. 23 cm.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
A Description of Jamaica island and the Caribies ...

Authors: Hacke, William -- British Library. Add. Ms. 5414, art. 25 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1687 manuscript.
MapPhoto England BL Add. Ms. 5414, art. 25 (PrCt)

81588 West Indies - Maps - 1688
*Archipelago del Mexique.* [198-].
Authors: Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718
1 map
198- facsimile. Originally published 1688.
temp map 2F G4900 1688 .C6 198- (PrCt)

81589 West Indies - Maps - 1700<<>>Antigua - Maps
- 1700<<>>Bermuda Islands - Maps
- 1700<<>>Saint Kitts and Nevis - Maps
- 1700<<>>Barbados - Maps
- 1700<<>>Jamaica - Maps
- 1700<<>>Bridgetown (Barbados) - Maps
- 1700<<>>Port Royal (Jamaica) - Maps - 1700 - Harbors

*The Principall islands in America belonging to the English Empire ...* Cheapside [London] [i.e. Amsterdam] : Phillip Lea [i.e. Frederik de Wit, ca. 1700?].
Authors: Lea, Philip, fl. 1683-1700 -- Wit, Frederik de -- Wit, Frederik de. Atlas [ca. 1700?] --
Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
6 maps : hand col. ; 24 x 55 cm. and smaller, on sheet 54 x 64 cm.
Collective title in upper margin.
Contents: Antegoa -- Bermuda -- A General map of the Cariby Islands -- St Christopher --
Barbadoes -- [Jamaica].
Map of Barbados includes inset of Bridgetown (7 x 9 cm.);
Map of Jamaica includes inset of the Port Royal harbor (9 x 11 cm.)
In: Wit, Frederik de. Atlas (Amsterdam : bij Frederick de Wit in de Calverstraet bij den Dam inde Witte Paskaat. [ca. 1700?]) no. [143].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .W8 A no. [143] (PrCt)

81590 West Indies - Maps - 1701<<>>South America - Maps - 1701
*Terra firma, and the Caribbe Islands &c.* [London : T. Childe, 1701].
Authors: Moll, Herman, -1732 -- Childe, Timothy -- Moll, Herman, -1732. A System of geography --
or, A new & accurate description of the earth 1701
1 map ; 15 x 18 cm.
Covers the West Indies and South America to 5°S.
Case folio G 117 .58 pt. 2. p. 199 (PrCt)

Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Somer, J. -- Delamarche, Charles François, 1740-1817.

Atlas général : contenant le détail des quatre parties du monde [1798?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 37 x 54 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:6,000,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
Includes explicative note on colors.

Baskes oversize G1015 .A77 1798, [ptie 2], [plate 51] (NLO)

West Indies - Maps - 1703 - Nautical charts

81592

West Indies - Maps - 1703 - Nautical charts


1 map : 44 x 58 cm.
Oriented with north at right.
In: The Fourth part of the general English pilot. Describing the ... east-coast of America : from Greenland to the River Amazones ... (London : Printed by I. Dawks, for Jer. Seller, and Cha. Price at the Hermitage-Stairs in Wapping, 1703) pl. [17].

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .E55 1690 [pt. 4], pl. [17] (Pr Ct)

West Indies - Maps - 1721 - Jamaica - Maps - 1721 - Bridgetown (Barbados) - Maps - 1721 - Antigua - Maps - 1721 - Bermuda Islands - Maps - 1721 - Tobago (Trinidad and Tobago) - Maps - 1721 - Saint Kitts - Maps - 1721 - Port Royal (Jamaica) - Maps - 1721 - Saint Michaels (Barbados) SEE Bridgetown (Barbados) SEE St. Michaels (Barbados) SEE Bridgetown (Barbados)

A New map of the English Empire in the Ocean of America or the West Indies / revis'd by I. Senex ; I: Harris sculp. [London : s.n., 1721].
Authors: Senex, John, -1740 -- Harris, John, active 1680-1739 or 1740 -- Stamford, Thomas Grey, Earl of, 1654-1720 -- Senex, John, -1740.
A New general atlas : containing a geographical and historical account of all the empires, kingdoms, and other dominions of the world ... (1721) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
9 maps : hand col. ; 28 x 60 cm. and smaller, on sheet 55 x 64 cm.
Collective title in upper margin.
Contents: A New map of Jamaica ... inscrib'd to ... Thomas Earl of Stamford &c. -- Barbado -- S. Michaels or the Bridge Town -- A General chart of the West Indies -- Antego -- Bermudos -- Tobago -- St. Christophers -- The Harbour of Port Royal.
In: Senex, John. A New general atlas : containing a geographical and historical account of all the empires, kingdoms, and other dominions of the world ... (London : Daniel Browne [and 8 others], 1721), v. 2, between p. 242-243.

oversize Ayer 135 .S5 1721 v. 2, between p. 242-243 (Pr Ct)

West Indies - Maps - 1732 - Central America - Maps - 1732 - Mexico City (Mexico) - Maps - 1732 - Pictorial works

A Map of the West-Indies or islands of America. [ca. 1732].
Authors: Moll, Herman, -1732 -- Paterson, William, 1658?-1719 -- King, John, fl. 1710-1749 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 57 x 100 cm.
In Moll, Herman. The World described; or, A new

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
and correct sett of maps ... ([London]: T. Bowles, [between 1732 and 1735]) no. 10.
Scale [ca. 1:500,000].
Includes 5 harbor insets and view of Mexico City.
2004
oversize Ayer 135 .M7 1730 no. 10 (PrCt)

81596 West Indies - Maps - 1732 - Nautical charts
Nautical charts - West Indies - Maps - 1732
Nautical charts - Bahamas - Maps - 1732
Windward Passage - Maps - 1732 - Nautical charts
Windward Passage - Maps - 1732 - Cuba - Maps - 1732
Nautical charts - Cuba - Maps - 1732
Nautical charts - Hispaniola - Maps - 1732
Nautical charts - Hispaniola - Maps - 1732
New chart of the Bahama Islands and the Windward Passage. [London : Thomas Page and William Mount, 1732].
Authors: Page, Thomas, d. 1733 -- Mount, William, d. 1769 -- T. Page and W. Mount (Firm), fl. ca.1729-1733 -- English Pilot. Part 4 (1732) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 43 x 52 cm.
In: The English pilot : the fourth book : describing the West-India navigation, from Hudson's-Bay to the river Amazones ... (London : Printed for Thomas Page and William Mount, at the Postern on Tower-Hill, 1732), [plate 28].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1106.P5 E5 1732, [plate 28] (PrCt)

81597 West Indies - Maps - 1735 - Manuscripts
Caribbean Area - Maps - 1735
Nautical charts - Mexico, Gulf of - Maps - 1735
Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Mexico, Gulf of - Maps - 1735
Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Nouvelle carte, réduite, de tote la coste de Cartagene, les Isles du Vent, Golfe du Mexico ... Rochefort 1735. [19--].
Authors: Junquieres, J. B. -- France. Service hydrographique. Archives. 140-1-15 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1735 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France ASH 140-1-15 (PrCt)

81598 West Indies - Maps - 1737 - Manuscripts
Mexico, Gulf of - Maps - 1737
Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Carte de toutes les costes de Terre Ferme ... 1737. [19--].
Authors: Gerald, M. F. -- France. Service hydrographique. Archives. 140-1-19 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1737 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France ASH 140-1-19 (PrCt)

81599 West Indies - Maps - 1746 - Mexico, Gulf of - Maps - 1746
Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Caribbean Area - Maps - 1746
Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Carte de toutes les cotes de terre ferme des Isles du Vent, Golphe de Mexique, ressifs, sondes, ances, canaux, et riveres nouvellement corrigee de quelques erreurs par l'experience de differents pilots pratiques. [19--].
Authors: Bibliothèque nationale (France). Ge C 5110 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1746 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France BN Ge C 5110 (PrCt)

81600 West Indies - Maps - 1747
An Accurate map of the West Indies. London : W. Innys et al, 1747.
Authors: Bowen, Emanuel, -1767 -- Innys, William, d. 1756 -- Bowen, Emanuel, -1767. A Complete system of geography ... (1747) v. 2, pl. [64].
Case oversize G114 .B68 1747 v. 2, pl. 64 (PrCt)

81601 West Indies - Maps - 1747 - Nautical charts
Mexico, Gulf of - Maps - 1747 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Manuscripts - West Indies - Maps - 1747 - Manuscripts - Nautical charts
Carte du Cap François de Saint Domingue, de l'isle de Cuba, de la Jamaique avec le Canal de Bahama, l'entrée du fleuve St. Louis, et le pays de la Louisiane et les isles adjacentes, le tout depuis 16 degres de latitude jusqu'a trente six. [1747].
Ayer MS 257 map 1 -- Archives nationales (France). Manuscript map. N° no. 2
1 ms. map ; hand col. ; on sheet 336 x 680 mm.

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Details lower Louisiana, the Gulf of Mexico, and the West Indies.
No. 1 of 23 maps and drawings detached and bound together, from: Dumont de Montigny.
Memoire de Lxx Dxx Officiere Ingenieur, contenant les evenemens qui se sont passeés à la Louisiane depuis 1715 jusqu’a present [1747] [Ayer MS 257]; detached opposite title page.
'Remarque le rouge est la terre aux francois; le jaune aux espagnols, et le bleu aux anglois.' Scale [ca. 1:7,000,000].
Note on verso: Carte general no. 1.
Pen-and-ink and watercolor (green, yellow, red, blue).
Forms part of both the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection and the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library).
Ms. memoire adapted by Jean Baptiste Le Mascnier and published as Dumont de Montigny, Mémoires historiques sur la Louisiane. Paris: C.J.B. Bauche, 1753.
Photostat of related manuscript map in the Archives Nationales (France), number N³ no. 2.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library).
Photographic transparency available in Spec. Coll. Image Index.
Ayer ms map proj 98
VAULT oversize Ayer MS 257 map 1 (NLO)

West Indies - Maps - 1748 - Nautical charts
A New & accurate chart of the West Indies with the adjacent coasts of North and South America. ... [London, 1748].
Authors: Bowen, Emanuel, -1767 -- Harris, John, 1667?-1719 -- Woodward, Thomas, d. 1751? -- Harris, John, 1667?-1719. Navigantium atque itinerantium bibliotheca. Or, A complete collection of voyages and travels (1744-1748) 1 map ; 36 x 44 cm.

West Indies - Maps - 1750 - Caribbean Area - Maps - 1750
Partie de la Mer du Nord, où se trouvent les grandes et petites Isles Antilles, et les Isles Lucayes / par le Sr. Robert ... ; Guill. Delahaye sculpit. [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy], 1750.
Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1668-1766 -- Haye, G. de la -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1668-1766. Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1758?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 57 cm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1757, [plate 107] (PrCt)

West Indies - Maps - 1760 - South America - Maps - 1760
The West Indies, exhibiting the English, French, Spanish, Dutch & Danish settlements. London, 1760.
Authors: Jefferys, Thomas, -1771 1 map ; 47 x 45 cm.
F 80.45 pt. 2, opp. p. 1 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

A New chart of the Bahama Islands and the Windward Passage. London: W. Mount and T. Page, [1760].
1 map : 42 x 52 cm.
Ayer oversize G1106.P5 E5 1760 following p. 46 (PrCt)

West Indies - Maps - 1766 - Nautical charts
The West-India pilot. Containing piloting directions for Port Royal and Kingston Harbours in Jamaica, in and out through the kays ... The whole illustrated with a number of maps and plans engraved by the best artists, describing the ports and bays ... with the true soundings laid down with the utmost exactness. By an officer who has served upwards of twenty years in the West-Indies. London: Sold by W. Griffin, 1766.
Authors: Speer, Joseph Smith -- Griffin, William, fl. 1758-1776 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
53 p.: 13 maps : 41 cm.
Dedication signed: Joseph Smith Speer.
Sabin 89247
Phillips 2696
LC Card Number: 74180316
oversize Ayer 135 .S74 1771 (NLO)

West Indies - Maps - 1771 - Nautical charts
A Compleat map of the West Indies containing the coasts of Florida, Louisiana, New Spain, and Terra Firma: with all the islands. London: Robt. Sayer [i.e. R. Sayer & J. Bennett], 1774 [i.e. 1776].
Authors: Dunn, Samuel, -1794 -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Robert Sayer and John Bennett (Firm). The American military pocket atlas ... [1776] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 44 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:9,000,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
'Longitude from Ferro.'
In: Robert Sayer and John Bennett (Firm). The American military pocket atlas ... (London: R. Sayer and J. Bennett, [1776]); verso handstamped '2.' Engraved '41' on recto.
OCLC 5412808.
Another copy available on Library of Congress website as a raster image (accessed September 2011):

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
http://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g3300m.gar00005
Ayer 135 .A5 1776 no. 2 (PrCt)

81612 West Indies - Maps - 1774<<<Caribbean Area
- Maps - 1774
*A Compleat map of the West Indies, containing the coasts of Florida, Louisiana, New Spain, and Terra Firma: with all the islands.* London : R. Sayer and J. Bennett, 1778.
Authors: Dunn, Samuel. -1794 -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Robert Sayer and John Bennett (Firm) -- Dunn, Samuel, -1794. A New atlas of the mundane system ... (1778) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 44 cm.
In: Dunn, Samuel. A New atlas of the mundane system ... (London : R. Sayer and J. Bennett, 1778), pl. 41. Title page dated 1778; map dated 1774.
oversize Ayer 135 .D85 1778 pl. 41 (PrCt)

81613 West Indies - Maps - 1774 (Provisional Heading)
*Description of Spanish islands of West Indies.*
Authors: Jefferys, Thomas. -1771 -- Faden, William, 1749-1836 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 33 maps ; 253 x 210 mm.
2nd ed.
Sabin35960
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Cf. Phillips 03941
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

81614 West Indies - Maps - 1777
*Carta esatta rappresentante l'isola di Cuba estratta dalle carte del Sig. Poppler.* [Livorno : G.T. Masi, 1777].
Authors: Terreni, Giuseppe Maria, 1739-1811 -- Popple, Henry, d. 1743 -- Masi, G. T. Atlante dell' America, contenente le migliori carte geografiche ... (1777) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 25 x 31 cm.
Derived from Henry Popple's 1733 map of North America.
In: Masi, G. T. Atlante dell' America, contenente le migliori carte geografiche ... (Livorno : Gio. Tommaso Masi, e Comp., 1777) pl. [18].
VAULT folio Ayer 135 .A75 1777 pl. [18] (PrCt)

81615 West Indies - Maps - 1778
*AA New chart of the west Indian islands as they are possessed by the European powers.* London : Robt. Sayer and Jo. Bennett, 1778.
Authors: Robert Sayer and John Bennett (Firm). Neptune occidental : a pilot for the West-Indies ... (1778) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 48 x 57 cm.
In: Robert Sayer and John Bennett (Firm). Neptune occidental : a pilot for the West-Indies ... (London : R. Sayer and J. Bennett, 1778); verso handstamped '8.'
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .N44 1778 pl. 8 (PrCt)

West Indies - Maps - 1778 - Nautical charts<<<Nautical charts - West Indies - 1778<<<Nautical charts
*Neptune occidental : a pilot for the West-Indies : comprehending the Channel, Bay of Biscay, and Atlantic islands : also, the Windward Passage, and Old Channel of Bahama : with their bays, harbours, keys, rocks, land-marks, depths of water, latitudes, longitudes, &c. &c. ... / done from actual surveys and observations ; the whole engraved on sixteen copper plates.* London : Printed for R. Sayer and J. Bennett, map, chart, and print sellers, Fleet-street, M,DCC,LXXVIII [1778].
Maps dated 1761-1778.
Contents: A chart of the British Channel ... -- The Bay of Biscay, with the soundings ... -- A chart of the Atlantic Ocean. I. Sheet -- A chart of the Maderas and Canary Islands -- Praya Bay in the island St. Jago [view] ... The Cape Verd Islands, laid down ... Chart of the Ac?ores (Hawks) Islands, called also Flemish and Western Islands -- The Bermudas, or, Summer's Islands -- A new chart of the west Indian islands as they are possessed by the European powers -- An accurate draught of the Windward Passage from Jamaica, with the French part of Hispaniola &c. -- Turks Islands, from a survey made in 1753 by the Sloops l'Aigle and l'Emeraude ... -- An accurate draught of the Gulph Passage from Jamaica, with the West end of Cuba &c. -- An accurate draught of the Old Straits of Bahama, made from remarks taken in the year 1762 -- The Caribbee Islands,
81625  West Indies - Maps - 1794<>>Caribbean Area - Maps - 1794
A Compleat map of the West Indies : containing the coasts of Florida, Louisiana, New Spain, and Terra Firma : with all the islands / by Samuel Dunn. London : Laurie & Whittle, 1794.
Authors: Dunn, Samuel, -1794 -- Laurie & Whittle
1 map : hand col.; 31 x 45 cm., on sheet 47 x 59 cm.
"Published by Laurie & Whittle, 53 Fleet Street, London, as the Act directs 12th May 1794."
Scale [ca. 1:9,000,000]
Relief shown pictorially.
Prime meridian: Ferro.
In: Dunn, Samuel. New atlas of the mundane system ... (1800) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .R63 1801 no. 51 (NLO)

81626  West Indies - Maps - 1794<>>Caribbean Area - Maps - 1794
Authors: Morse, Jedidiah, 1761-1826 -- Stockdale, John, 1749?-1814 -- Morse, Jedidiah, 1761-1826. The American geography -- or, A view of the present situation of the United States of America 1794 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 23 x 39 cm.
Showing the explorations of Bougainville, Carteret, Cook, and Wallis.
In: Morse, Jedidiah. The American geography; or, A view of the present situation of the United States of America ... (London : J. Stockdale, 1794) opposite p. 608.
Ayer 109.5 .M7 1794 opp. p. 608 (PrCt)

81627  West Indies - Maps - 1795<>>Caribbean Area - Maps - 1795
A New map of the West Indian Islands as they are possessed by the European powers ... London : Laurie & Whittle, 12th May, 1795.
Authors: Laurie & Whittle -- Laurie & Whittle. A New and elegant imperial sheet atlas comprehending general and particular maps of every part of the world ... [1801?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 47 x 57 cm.
In Robert Laurie and James Whittle. A New and elegant imperial sheet atlas comprehending general and particular maps of every part of the world ... (London : printed and published by R. Laurie and J. Whittle, 1800 [i.e. 1801?]) no. 51. Stamped "51" on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .R63 1801 no. 51 (NLO)

81628  West Indies - Maps - 1796<>>Caribbean Area - Maps - 1796
A New map of the West Indies : exhibiting the English, French, Spanish, Dutch, & Danish settlements with the adjacent parts of North & South America, from the best authorities. [London : s.n., 1793?].
Authors: Bankes, Thomas, b. 1744 -- Bankes, Thomas, b. 1744. A New and authentic system of universal geography, antient and modern : including all the late important discoveries made by the English ... [1793?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 18 x 27 cm.
Anonymous map without imprint.
"References to the Caribbee Islands according to the Treaty of Peace 1783."
In: Winterbotham, William, 1763-1829. An Historical, geographical, commercial, and philosophical view of the present situation of the United States of America 1794 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 31 x 45 cm., on sheet 47 x 59 cm.
"Published by Laurie & Whittle, 53 Fleet Street, London, as the Act directs 12th May 1794."
Scale [ca. 1:9,000,000]
Relief shown pictorially.
Prime meridian: Ferro.
In: Dunn, Samuel. New atlas of the mundane system ... (1800) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .D86 1800 [plate 41] (NLO)
An Accurate map of the West Indies with the adjacent coast of America. New York : John Reid, 1796.

Authors: Winterbotham, William, 1763-1829 -- Martin, David, fl. 1796-1797 -- Reid, John, 1764?-1828 -- Winterbotham, William, 1763-1829. The American atlas containing the following maps ... (1796)
1 map ; 33 x 43 cm.
In: Winterbotham, William. The American atlas containing the following maps ... (New York : John Reid, 1796) map [20]
Case oversize G 1083 .03 map [20] (PrCt)

West Indies - Maps - 1796 - Nautical charts

A General chart of the West India Islands with the adjacent coasts of the Spanish Continent.
London : W. Faden, 1796 [i.e. 1817?].
Authors: Faden, William, 1749-1836 -- Faden, William, 1749-1836. [General atlas] [1817?]
1 map ; hand col. ; 51 x 74 cm.
Map dated 1796; verso handstamped '54.'

oversize G 10 .282 pl. 55 (PrCt)

West Indies - Maps - 1797

Le isole Antilles delineate sulle ultime osservazioni. Rome : Calcolografia camerale, 1798 [i.e. 1801].
Authors: Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824 -- Calcolografia camerale (Rome, Italy) -- Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824. Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (1792-1801) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; hand col. ; 30 x 43 cm.
Map dated 1798.

oversize Ayer 135 .C33 1792 v. 3 pl. 30 (PrCt)

West Indies - Maps - 1798-1801 - Nautical charts

A Complete pilot for the West-Indies, including the British channel, Bay of Biscay, and all the Atlantic islands : done from actual surveys and observations of the most experienced navigators in His Majesty's and the merchants' service / by the late Thomas Jefferys. London : Printed and published by Robert Laurie and James Whittle, no. 53. Fleet-Street, successors to the late Mr. Robert Sayer, 1798 [i.e. 1801].
Authors: Jefferys, Thomas, -1771 -- Laurie & Whittle -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (30 leaves of plates) : 28 maps (some folded) ; 55 cm.
A new ed., corr. to the present time / neatly engraved on thirty plates. Comprising twenty-seven charts.
Last map "A new chart of Surinam River and the coast approaching in to Paramarabo" not listed on t.p.
"Price 1 L. 11s. 6d. half-bound, with a Book of sailing directions."
Bathymetry shown in soundings; relief on land shown by hachures and pictorially.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
References: Shirley, R. Maps in the atlases of the British Library, M.Jeff-8; Phillips 18157; Sabin, 9:35956
LC Card Number: map45000161
Baskes oversize Q2806.P5 J44 1801 (NLO)

West Indies - Maps - 1798-1801

West Indies. [Philadelphia : s.n., 1798].
Authors: Encyclopaedia -- or, A dictionary of arts sciences and miscellaneous literature 1798 -- Encyclopaedia Britannica (1798)
1 map ; 16 x 27 cm.

81632
81630
81631
81633
Anonymous map in an American edition of the Encyclopaedia Britannica, issued as: Encyclopaedia; or, A dictionary of arts, sciences, and miscellaneous literature ... (Philadelphia: Thomas Dobson, 1798) v. 9, opposite p. 219. 'Miles 60 to a Degree.' Engraved 'Plate CCLV.'

A 2.254 v. 9, opposite p. 219 (PrCt)

81634 West Indies - Maps - 1799
Map of the West Indies, July 1799. [London : J. Carpenter, 1799]. Authors: British military library, or, Journal -- J. Carpenter and Co., publisher, London 1 map ; 23 x 38 cm. fold. to 27 x 20 cm.
In British military library, or, Journal no. 14 (November 1799), opposite p. 64. Despite the date on the map, our copy seems to have been issued with the November number.
In lower margin: Military Journal.

Case U 007 .131, v. 2, opposite p. 64 (PrCt)

81635 West Indies - Maps - 1801
The History, civil and commercial, of the British colonies in the West Indies ... London, 1798 [i.e. 1801]. Authors: Edwards, Bryan, 1743-1800 -- Stockdale, John, 1749?-1814 3 v. : fronts. (v. 1; 3; v. 3: port.), plates, maps (part fold.), fold. tables ; 27 cm.

F 97.257 (NLO)

81636 West Indies - Maps - 1801
The History, civil and commercial, of the British colonies in the West Indies ... London : J. Stockdale, 1798 [i.e. 1801]. Authors: Edwards, Bryan, 1743-1800 -- Stockdale, John, 1749?-1814 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 3 v. : fronts. (v. 1: port.), plates, maps (part fold.), fold. tables ; 27 cm.

Ayer 8511-8513

Ayer 1000.3 E7 E2 1801 (NLO)

81637 West Indies - Maps - 1801

'Engraved for Guthries New system of Geography.'
Scale [ca. 1:8,150,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
Prime meridian: London.
1000a

map2F 4900 (PrCt)


Most maps by Thomas Jefferys; includes 2 maps by De Foligne and P.L. Grouwton, respectively, not included in 1777 edition.
Maps dated 1778-1779 published by Georges-Louis Le Rouge; those dated 1801-1802 published by Charles Dien; one map dated 1788 bears imprint of both publishers.
Relief shown by hachures and pictorially; depths shown by soundings.
Quarter bound green paper and leather over boards; gold stamped spine title: Atlas des Indes occid. Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1600 J4214 1802 (NLO)

81639 West Indies - Maps - 1803 Caribbean Area - Maps - 1803

'August 1, 1803.'
Scale [ca. 1:9,000,000].
Coordinates: (W 99°-W 58°/N 37°--N 4°)
Relief shown pictorially.
Phillips 714, no. 58.

Ayer 133 .C33 1803 (NLO)

81640 West Indies - Maps - 1804
West Indies from the best authorities. [Charlestown, Mass. Samuel Etheridge et al, 1804]. Authors: Gridley, Enoch G. -- Morse, Jedidiah, 1761-1826 -- Etheridge, Samuel, 1771-1817 -- Morse, Jedidiah, 1761-1826. The American gazetteer, exhibiting a full account of the civil divisions ... (1804) 1 map ; 19 x 31 cm.
In Morse, Jedidiah. The American gazetteer: exhibiting a full account of the civil divisions ... . 2nd ed. (Boston: printed by and for Samuel Etheridge [etc.], 1804) opposite column WES.
M1169
Case G 80 .611 opp. col. WES (PrCt)

81641 West Indies - Maps - 1805-1806
The History, civil and commercial, of the British colonies in the West Indies ... Philadelphia : James Humphreys, 1805-1806.
Authors: Edwards, Bryan, 1743-1800 -- Humphreys, James -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
4 v. : front. (port.), maps (part fold.), tables (part fold.) ; 22 cm.
V1-3,4e,1805;V4,1806
Ayer 1000.3 E7 E2 1805 (NLO)

81642 West Indies - Maps - 1806
West Indies. Philadelphia : Jacob Johnson & Co., 1806.
Authors: Ralph, William -- Brookes, R. (Richard), active 1721-1763 -- Jacob Johnson & Co. -- Brookes, R. (Richard), active 1721-1763. Brookes's General gazetteer improved, or, A new and compendious geographical dictionary ... (1806)
1 map ; 17 x 23 cm.
In: Brookes, Richard. Brookes's General gazetteer improved, or, A new and compendious geographical dictionary ... (Philadelphia : Published by Jacob Johnson, & Co. : John Bioren, printer, 1806) pl.[7], opp. p. IMM-IND.
G 005 .118 pl. 7 (PrCt)

81643 West Indies - Maps - 1806<<<Caribbean Area - Maps - 1806
West Indies. [London] : Cadell and Davies [et al], 1806 [i.e. 1807].
Authors: Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826 -- Lowry, fl. 1802-1807 -- Cadell & Davies -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826. Modern geography ... (1807)
1 map ; 20 x 25 cm.
Published Dec. 1st, 1806 ... .
folio G 11 .693 v. 3, opp. p. 381 (PrCt)

81644 West Indies - Maps - 1806 (Provisional Heading)
New atlas of the British West Indies. Philadelphia : Jas. Humphreys, 1806.
Authors: Edwards, Bryan, 1743-1800 -- Humphreys, James -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 11 maps ; 302 x 275 mm.
4th ed.
Walsh114;Sabin21901
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

81645 West Indies - Maps - 1807-1819

The History, civil and commercial, of the British colonies in the West Indies ... London : J. Stockdale [et al], 1807-1819.
5 v. : ill., maps, tables ; 27 cm.
Volume 4-5, 5th ed., 1819, 'with a continuation to the present time.'
Volume 3 is a new edition of the author's 'Historical survey of the French colony in the island of St. Domingo,' and practically a reprint of the 3d ed., 1801.
62331-35 NL 33-1142
F 97 .2571 (NLO)

A General Chart of the West Indies and the Gulf of Mexico ... 1808 [i.e. 1816?].
[1775-1816] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 121 x 185 cm. on 4 sheets
[D]rawn from the surveys taken by Mr. G. Gauld and others, the new Spanish charts ... and adjusted from recent observations by J. Foss Dessiou ...
In: Faden, William [and others]. [General atlas of modern geography : a collection of large scale maps and charts of all parts of the world] ([London, etc. : W. Faden, etc., 1775-1816]) v. 2, pl. [41-44].
Versos handstamped '32'
Imprint on map: Published by W. Faden ... London ... June 4, 1808.
Insets: Chart of the Virgin Islands -- Chart of the Coast of Biruquete, Panama & Veragua.
oversize Ayer 135 .G32 1775 v. 2, pl. [41-44] (PrCt)

West Indies - Maps - 1809<<<Caribbean Area - Maps - 1809
West Indies. London : Cadell & Davies [et al], 1809 [i.e. 1815].
Authors: Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826 -- Hebert, Lewis, fl. 1809-1838 -- Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Cadell & Davies -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826. A Modern atlas : from the latest and best authorities ... (1815) -- Edward E. Ayer

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
West Indies - Maps - 1809 - Nautical charts
\[\text{Portulano de la America Setentrional : dividido en quatro partes. Madrid : Dirección de Trabajos Hidrográficos, 1809.}\]
\[\text{1 atlas ([2], 15, [1], 40, [1], 34, [1], 13, 9 leaves) : 104 maps ; 28 x 36 cm.}\]
\[\text{Contents: Puertos de las Islas Antillas -- Puertos de las costas de tierra-firme, Florida y seno Magicoano -- Puertos de la isla de Cuba -- Puertos de las islas de Santo Domingo y Jamayca.}\]
\[\text{Shows select ports of the Greater and Lesser Antilles, Mexican gulf coast, Central American gulf coast, Colombian gulf coast, Texas gulf coast, and Florida.}\]
\[\text{Relief shown by hachures and pictorially. Depths shown by soundings.}\]
\[\text{Includes indexes.}\]
\[\text{Scales differ.}\]
\[\text{Phillips 1223}\]
\[\text{Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 1288}\]
\[\text{LC Card Number: map51000902}\]
\[\text{Ayer 135 .S69 1809 (NLO)}\]

West Indies - Maps - 1811
\[\text{A New map of the West Indian Isles, from the latest authorities. London : J. Cary, 1811.}\]
\[\text{Authors: Cary, John, approximately 1754-1835 -- Cary, John, approximately 1754-1835. Cary's New universal atlas ... (1811 [i.e. 1812?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- 1 map : hand col. ; 44 x 50 cm.}\]
\[\text{In: Cary, John. Cary's New universal atlas, containing distinct maps of all the principal states and kingdoms throughout the world (London: Printed for J. Cary, 1811 [i.e. 1812?]) pl. [54]. Printed paste-on no. 58.}\]
\[\text{oversize Ayer 135 .C3 1811 pl. 54 (PrCt)}\]

West Indies - Maps - 1812
\[\text{West Indies. Philadelphia; Richmond, Va. Johnson and Warner, 1812.}\]
\[\text{Authors: Ralph, William -- Brookes, R. (Richard), active 1721-1763 -- Johnson & Warner -- Brookes, R. (Richard), active 1721-1763.}\]
\[\text{Brooke's General gazetteer improved, or, A new and compendious geographical dictionary ... (1812) 1 map ; 17 x 23 cm.}\]
\[\text{In: Brookes, Richard. Brooke's General gazetteer improved, or, A new and compendious geographical dictionary ... (Philadelphia : Johnson and Warner, 1812) pl. [7], opp. p. IND-IND.}\]
\[\text{G 005 .119 pl. 7 (PrCt)}\]

West Indies - Maps - 1813
\[\text{Authors: Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Neele, George -- Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824. Neele's general atlas : consisting of a complete set of maps compiled from the best authorities ... (1814 [i.e. 1815]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- 1 map : hand col. ; 21 x 28 cm.}\]
\[\text{In: Neele, Samuel John and George. Neele's general atlas : consisting of a complete set of maps compiled from the best authorities, and including all the new discoveries (London : [Samuel and George Neele] ; Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme, and Brown ; Cadell & Davies, 1814 [i.e. 1815], [plate 58]. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library. Engraved no. XLII at lower right.}\]
\[\text{Baskes folio G1019 .N4 1814, [plate 58] (PrCt)}\]

West Indies - Maps - 1815
\[\text{Porto Rico and Virgin Isles ; Haiti, Hispaniola or St. Domingo. [Edinburgh : John Thomson & Co.], 1815.}\]
\[\text{Authors: John Thomson & Co. -- J. & G. Menzies -- Menzies (J. & G.), Edinburgh SEE J. & G. Menzies}\]
\[\text{2 maps ; 22 x 58 cm. and 26 x 59 cm. on sheet 54 x 66 cm., folded to 28 x 35 cm.}\]

West Indies - Maps - 1817
\[\text{West Indies - Maps - 1817 Caribbean Area}\]
The History of America. London: Printed for Cadell and Davies ... [and 23 others], 1817.


West Indies - Maps - 1818

West Indies / drawn under the direction of Mr. Pinkerton by L. Hebert ; Neele sculpt. 352 Strand. Philadelphia ; New York : Published by Bradford & Inskeep, Philadelphia ; Inskeep & Bradford, New-York and Moses Thomas, Philadelphia, [1818].

Authors: Hebert, Lewis, fl. 1809-1838 -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826 -- Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Charles, H. -- Bradford and Inskeep -- Inskeep and Bradford -- Thomas, Moses, 1787-1865 -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826. A Modern atlas : from the latest and best authorities exhibiting the various divisions of the world ... (1818) 1 map : hand col.; 49 x 68 cm. "Printed by H. Charles."

Running title: Pinkerton's modern atlas


West Indies - Maps - 1818 - Nautical

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
81659 West Indies - Maps - 1824

New general atlas of West India islands.

Baltimore: F. Lucas, 1824.

Authors: Lucas, Fielding, Jr., 1781-1854 -- Welch, B. T. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection

1 v. : 21 maps ; 384 x 301 mm.

1st ed.

E:BTWelch&co;Sabin42611;Rw268

Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).

Phillips 2709

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

81660 West Indies - Maps - 1825


Authors: Morse, Sidney E. (Sidney Edwards), 1794-1871 -- N. & S.S. Jocelyn (Firm) -- Morse, Sidney E. (Sidney Edwards), 1794-1871.

A New universal atlas of the world, on an approved plan ... (1825)

1 map : hand col. ; 20 x 25 cm.

In: Morse, Sidney E. A New universal atlas of the world, on an approved plan ... (New Haven [Mass.] : N. & S.S. Jocelyn, 1825) pl. [15]

81661 West Indies - Maps - 1826

West Indies. Philadelphia : A. Finley, [1826].

Authors: Finley, A. (Anthony) -- Young & Delleker -- Finley, A. (Anthony). A New general atlas, comprising a complete set of maps, representing the grand divisions of the globe ... (1826)

1 map : hand col. ; 21 x 28 cm.

In: Finley, Anthony. A New general atlas, comprising a complete set of maps, representing the grand divisions of the globe ... (Philadelphia : A. Finley, 1826) pl. 32.

81662 West Indies - Maps - 1827


Authors: H.C. Carey & I. Lea (Firm) -- Lucas, Fielding, Jr., 1781-1854 -- Young & Delleker -- H.C. Carey & I. Lea (Firm). A Complete historical, chronological, and geographical American atlas ... (Philadelphia : Carey & Hart, 1845) map 1873

81663 West Indies - Maps - 1832


Authors: Arrowsmith, John, 1790-1873

A New general atlas of the West Indies, exhibiting the physical & political divisions of the various countries of the world, constructed from original materials

[London : J. Arrowsmith, 1837], map 45.

81664 West Indies - Maps - 1833

West Indies / Young & Delleker sc. Philada.

[Philadelphia] : A. Finley, [1833].

Authors: Young & Delleker -- Finley, A. (Anthony) -- Finley, A. (Anthony). A New general atlas ... (1833) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection

1 map : hand col. ; 21 x 28 cm.

In: Finley, Anthony. A New general atlas : comprising a complete set of maps, representing the grand divisions of the globe ... (Philadelphia : Anthony Finley, 1833), plate 33.

Sheet corner numbered 33.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

81665 West Indies - Maps - 1834

West Indies. [Philadelphia : Carey & Hart, 1845].

Authors: Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Carey & Hart -- Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858. A New universal atlas ... (1845)

1 map : hand col. ; 27 x 37 cm.

'Entered according to act of Congress, in the year 1834, by H. S. Tanner ...'

In: Tanner, Henry Schenck. A New universal atlas ... (Philadelphia : Carey & Hart, 1845) map
West Indies - Maps - 1835

The Antilles or West India Islands. London : Chapman and Hall, 1835 [i.e.1844].
1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 38 cm.

oversize Ayer 135 .S67 1844 v. 2, pl. [144] (PrCt)

West Indies - Maps - 1835

The British Islands in the West Indies. London : Chapman and Hall, 1835 [i.e.1844].
15 maps : hand col. ; 22 x 26 cm. and smaller, on sheet 34 x 41 cm.
Contents: Virgin Islands -- Jamaica -- Leeward Islands -- Grenadines or Granadillos -- St. Lucie -- Grenada -- Trinidad -- Dominica -- St. Vincent -- New Providence -- Anguilla -- Grand Cayman -- Rotaan -- Tobago -- Barbadoes.

oversize Ayer 135 .S67 1844 v. 2, pl. [145] (PrCt)

West Indies - Maps - 1840

Map of the West Indies. [Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, 1840].
Authors: Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846 -- Lea & Blanchard -- Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (1840) 1 map ; 9 x 11 cm.
Covers region between 30° N-8° N.
Keyed to dozens of references below map.
In: Murray, Hugh. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, successors to Carey & Co., for George W. Gorton, 1840) v. 3, p. 281.
Wax engraving.

G 11 .607 v. 3, p. 281 (PrCt)

West Indies - Maps - 1841

West Indies. [Boston : J. W. Wilkins & R. B. Carter, 1841?].
Authors: Bradford, T. G. (Thomas Gamaliel), 1802-1887 -- Bradford, T. G. (Thomas Gamaliel), 1802-1887. A Comprehensive atlas ... (1835, [i.e. 1841?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 18 x 24 cm.

folio Ayer 135 .B75 1835 pl. 28, p. 71 (PrCt)

West Indies - Maps - 1845

West Indies. [New York : H.S. Tanner, 1845].
Authors: Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858. A New general atlas, comprising a complete set of maps ... (1845) 1 map : hand col. ; 21 x 27 cm.
In: Tanner, Henry Schenck. A New general atlas, comprising a complete set of maps ... (New York : Tanner's Geographical Establishment, 1845) map '31'.

oversize G 10 .622 map 31 (PrCt)
81673 West Indies - Maps - 1847
*West Indies.* [Philadelphia : S. Augustus Mitchell, 1847].
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868. A New universal atlas containing maps of the various empires, kingdoms, states, and republics of the world ... (1847)
1 map ; hand col. ; 27 x 37 cm.
In: Mitchell, S. Augustus. A New universal atlas containing maps of the various empires, kingdoms, states, and republics of the world ... (Philadelphia : S. Augustus Mitchell, 1847) pl. [38].
Printed plate no. '37' changed to manuscript '38.
*oversize G 10.579 pl. [38] (PrCt)*

81674 West Indies - Maps - 1850
*West Indies.* [Philadelphia] : Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co., 1850 [i.e. 1852].
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co. -- Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868. Mitchell, S. Augustus. New universal atlas ... (1852)
1 map : hand col. ; 27 x 37 cm.
Entered according to act of Congress in ... 1850 by Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co. ...
In: Mitchell, S. Augustus. New universal atlas ... (Philadelphia : Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co., 1852) pl. '39'.
*oversize G1019 .N49 1852 pl. 39 (PrCt)*

81675 West Indies - Maps - 1851 CARIBBEAN AREA - Maps - 1851 PICTORIAL WORKS
*West India Islands.* London & New York : John Tallis & Company, [1851].
Authors: Rapkin, J. -- Tallis, John, 1817-1876 -- Warren, H., fl. 1851 -- Rogers, J., fl. 1851 -- Martin, Robert Montgomery, 1803?-1868. Tallis's illustrated atlas, and modern history of the world ... (1851)
1 map : hand col. ; 22 x 30 cm.
Inset views (4 x 12 cm. and smaller): [Untitled seal] -- Kingston, Jamaica ... -- [Native couple] -- [Sailing scene].
In: Martin, Robert Montgomery. Tallis's illustrated atlas, and modern history of the world ... (London ; New York : J. Tallis, 1851) pl. [76].
*folio G1019 .M197 1851 pl. [76] (PrCt)*

81676 West Indies - Maps - 1853 CARIBBEAN AREA - Maps - 1853 CENTRAL AMERICA - Maps - 1853
*West Indies and Central America.* London [i.e. New York] : Chapman and Hall [i.e. Harper & Brothers, 1853].
Authors: Lowry, Joseph Wilson, 1803-1879 -- Harper & Brothers -- Chapman and Hall -- Lowry, Joseph Wilson, 1803-1879. Lowry's Universal atlas constructed and engraved from the most recent authorities (1853)
1 map : col. ; 21 x 28 cm.
Inset (7 x 13 cm.): Jamaica.
In: Lowry, Joseph Wilson. Lowry's Universal atlas constructed and engraved from the most recent authorities (New York : Harper and Brothers, 1853) pl. [62].
Printed plate nos. 'B' and '95.
*folio G 10 .525 pl. [62] (PrCt)*

81677 West Indies - Maps - 1861 CARIBBEAN AREA - Maps - 1861 CENTRAL AMERICA - Maps - 1861
Authors: Johnston, Alexander Keith, 1804-1871 -- W. & A.K. Johnston Limited -- William Blackwood and Sons -- Johnston, Alexander Keith, 1804-1871. The Royal atlas of modern geography ... (1861)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 59 cm.
Running title: Keith Johnston's general atlas.
In: Johnston, Alexander Keith. The Royal atlas of modern geography : exhibiting, in a series of entirely original and authentic maps ... (Edinburgh and London : William Blackwood and Sons, 1861), map 46.
*oversize G 10 .456, map 46 (PrCt)*

81678 West Indies - Maps - 1864 CARIBBEAN AREA - Maps - 1864 BERMUDA ISLANDS - Maps - 1864
Authors: Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884 -- Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884 -- Johnson's new illustrated family atlas of the world ... (1869) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 34 x 51 cm.
"Entered according to act of Congress in the year 1864, by A.J. Johnson in the Clerk's Office of the District Court of the United States for the Southern District of New York."
Inset (9 x 10 cm.): The Bermuda Islands.
In: Johnson, Alvin Jewett. Johnson's new illustrated family atlas of the world ... (New York : Harper & Brothers, 1864) pl. [38].
Sheet corners numbered 75 and 76. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
*Baskes oversize G1019 .J5 1869, [plate 38] (PrCt)*

81679 West Indies - Maps - 1866 JAMAICA - Maps - 1866 GUYANA - Maps - 1866
*West India Islands / by J. Bartholomew, F.R.G.S.* London & Liverpool : George Philip & Son, [1866].

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Bartholomew, John, 1831-1893 -- Hughes, William, 1817-1876. Grand atlas universel : ou collection de cartes nouvelles ... (1866) -- George Philip & Son

1 map : col. ; 49 x 60 cm.

Inset (9 x 17 cm. and 15 x 8 cm.): Jamaica -- British Guiana.

In: Hughes, William. Grand atlas universel : ou collection de cartes nouvelles ... (Paris ; Leipzig ; London : J. Rothschild ; G. Philip and Son, 1866), plate 46.

No. "46" printed on verso.

oversize G 10 .42, plate 46 (PrCI)


Authors: Swanston, George H. -- A. Fullarton & Co. -- A. Fullarton & Co. The Royal illustrated atlas of modern geography [1872?]

1 map : col. ; 41 x 52 cm.

"Engd. by G. H. Swanston Edinburgh".

Collective title of 13 inset maps: The Most important of the lesser British islands on an enlarged scale.

Contents of insets (9 x 16 cm. or smaller): The Bermudas or Somers' Is. (British) -- Virgin Islands -- Antigua -- Barbuda -- Anguilla -- St. Christopher [and] Nevis -- St. Vincent --St. Lucie -- Dominica -- Grenadines -- Grenada -- Barbadoes -- Tobago.


Printed plate no. "LXI" at upper right and on pasted verso.

Case oversize G1019 .A38 1872, plate [61] (PrCI)

81681 West Indies - Maps - 1885<<>><>Jamaica - Maps - 1885 West India Islands / J. Bartholomew, Edinburgh.

Edinburgh : A. & C. Black, [1885].

Authors: Bartholomew, John, 1831-1893 -- Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- Adam and Charles Black (Firm). Black's general atlas of the world ... (1885)

1 map : col. ; 27 x 38 cm.

Inset (8 x 16 cm.): Enlarged map of Jamaica.

In: Adam and Charles Black. Black's general atlas of the world : embracing the latest discoveries, new boundaries, and other changes, accompanied by introductory letterpress and index (Edinburgh : Adam and Charles Black, 1885), plate 45.

oversize G1019 .B63 1885, plate 45 (PrCI)

81682 West Indies - Maps - 1887 Down the islands : a voyage to the Caribbees / by William Agnew Paton ; with illustrations from drawings by M.J. Burns. New York : C. Scribner's Sons, 1887.

Authors: Paton, William Agnew, 1848-1918 -- Burns, M. J. -- Heidlage, Jeannette -- Charles Scribner's Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)


Bookplate of Jeannette Heidlage.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

LC Card Number: 02013426

Baskes F2001 .P31 1887 (NLO)

81683 West Indies - Maps - 1888<<><>Windward Islands (West Indies) - Maps - 1888


1 map : col. ; 23 x 31 cm.

Title in upper margin.

In Rand, McNally & Co.'s improved indexed business atlas and shipper's guide ... (Chicago: Rand McNally, 1888) p. 28.

Keyed to index on p. 29.

Inset (15 x 11 cm.): Lesser Antilles.

Uniform atlas title: Commercial atlas.

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

oversize RMcN atlas .C7 1888, p. 28 (PrCI)

81684 West Indies - Maps - 1889 The West Indies / by C. Washington Eves.

London : Sampson Low, Marston, Searle & Rivington, 1889.

Authors: Eves, C. Washington (Charles Washington) -- Harrison & Sons -- Cassell & Company -- Harrison -- Royal Colonial Institute (Great Britain) -- Sampson Low, Marston, Searle & Rivington -- Spottiswoode & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

xxiv, 322 p.; [29] leaves of plates (some folded) : ill., 9 maps (col., folded), port. ; 20 cm.

"Published under the auspices of the Royal Colonial Institute."

Maps by Harrison & Sons and by Cassell (?) Printed by Spottiswoode and Co.

Publisher's illustrated cloth binding.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Full text of another copy available online via
West Indies - Maps - 1897
The West Indies / by C. Washington Eves.
London : Sampson Low, Marston, Searle & Rivington, 1897.
Authors: Eves, C. Washington (Charles Washington) -- Edward Stanford Ltd. -- Sampson Low, Marston, Searle & Rivington -- Royal Colonial Institute (Great Britain) -- Spottiswoode & Co. -- Clarke, G. L. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
'Published under the auspices of the Royal Colonial Institute.'
Printed by Spottiswoode and Co.
Publisher's illustrated cloth binding.
Former owner's inscription: G.L. Clarke, "Rambler," at Barbados March '98.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes F1611 .E92 1897 (NLO)

West Indies - Maps - 1892
Goff's historical map of the Spanish-American War in the West Indies, 1898 / copyrighted 1899, by Eugenia Wheeler Goff and Henry Slade Goff, authors of Goff's Historical maps for schools and families. Chicago : Fort Dearborn Pub. Co. map engravers and publishers, 1899.
Authors: Goff, Eugenia A. Wheeler (Eugenia Almira Wheeler) -- Goff, Henry Slade, 1842-1917 -- Fort Dearborn Publishing Co. -- John V. Bergen Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 32 x 45 cm.
'Scale 1 inch = 100 miles.'
Includes notes on various military campaigns.
Insets (15 x 21 cm. or smaller): San Juan, island of Puerto Rico -- Havana, city and harbor -- Santiago campaign June-July 1898.
Another copy available through the Library of Congress website as a raster image (accessed November 2011):
http://memory.loc.gov/cgi-bin/query/h?ammem/gmd:@field(NUMBER+r@band(g4901s+ct000349)
) Forms part of the John V. Bergen Collection (Newberry Library).
LC Card Number: 98687149
map2F G4900 1899 .G6 (NLO)

West Indies - Maps - 1892
The West Indies. [Chicago] : Rand McNally, 1892.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. New business atlas of Cuba (1902)
1 map : col. ; 30 x 47 cm., folded to 27 cm.
Date from copyright statement.
Cover-title: War map of Cuba, the world, West Indies.
Scale [ca. 1:6,336,000]
Insets (15 x 5 cm. and smaller): [Lesser Antilles, Guadeloupe to Santa Lucia] -- Porto Rico -- Jamaica.
'Rand McNally New Library Atlas map of West Indies.'--at bottom
Part of a world map on verso; obscured by cloth backing.
Bound with 2 other folding maps.
Possibly also issued in Rand McNally & Co.'s New business atlas of Cuba (c1902).
G 10835 .71 (NLO)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
West Indies - Maps - 1907
Authors: Aspinall, Algernon Edward, Sir, 1871-1952 -- Edward Stanford Ltd. -- Magee, George W. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

West Indies (1907; Carribean Area)

West Indies - Maps - 1908
A Guide to the West Indies and Bermudas / by Frederick A. Ober ; with maps and many illustrations. New York : Dodd, Mead & Co., 1908.
Authors: Ober, Frederick A. (Frederick Albion), 1849-1913 -- L.L. Poates Engr’g Co. -- Dodd, Mead & Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

West Indies (1908; Bermudas)

West Indies - Maps - 1914
The Pocket guide to the West Indies, British Guiana, British Honduras, the Bermudas, the Spanish Main, and the Panama Canal / by Algernon E. Aspinall. London ; Chicago : Duckworth & Co. ; Rand, McNally & Co., 1914.

West Indies (1914; Caribbean Area)

West Indies - Maps - 1923
The Pocket guide to the West Indies, British Guiana, British Honduras, the Bermudas, the Spanish Main, and the Panama Canal / by Algernon Aspinall. New York : Brentano’s, 1923.
Authors: Aspinall, Algernon Edward, Sir, 1871-1952 -- Sifton, Praed & Co. -- Brentano’s (Firm) -- Keene Public Library (Keene, N.H.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

West Indies (1923; Caribbean Area)
West Indies - Maps - 1923

The Pocket guide to the West Indies, British Guiana, British Honduras, the Bermudas, the Spanish Main, and the Panama Canal / by Algernon Aspinall. London : Sifton, Praed & Co., 1923.


x, [4], 479, [1], xxxvi p., [35] leaves of plates (chiefly folded) : ill., 25 maps and plans (chiefly col.) ; 18 cm.

New and rev. ed.
Maps by Sifton, Praed & Co.; Edinburgh Geographical Institute; and John Bartholomew & Son.

Includes bibliographical references (p. 25-30) and indexes.

Advertisements: xxxvi p. at end.


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

West Indies - Maps - 1927

The Pocket guide to the West Indies, British Guiana, British Honduras, the Bermudas, the Spanish Main, and the Panama Canal / by Algernon Aspinall. London : Sifton, Praed & Co., 1927.


xiv, 493, [1], xxiv p., [38] leaves of plates (some folded) : ill., 25 maps and plans (chiefly col.) ; 18 cm.

New and rev. ed.
Maps by Sifton, Praed & Co.; the Edinburgh Geographical Institute; and John Bartholomew & Son.

Includes bibliographical references (p. 28-33) and indexes.

Advertisements: xxiv p. at end.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

West Indies - Maps - 1928


Authors: Ober, Frederick A. (Frederick Albion), 1849-1913 -- L.L. Poates Engr'y Co. -- Dodd, Mead & Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

ix, 533 p., [75] p. of plates (5 folded) : ill., 5 col. maps ; 18 cm.

3rd rev. ed.

Cover title: Guide to the West Indies and Panama Maps engraved by L.L. Poates.

Includes index.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Full text of another copy available (but not the maps) online via HathiTrust Digital Library (accessed April 2013):

http://hdl.handle.net/2027/mdp.39015009036479

West Indies - Maps - 1930


Authors: W. & A.K. Johnston Limited -- Denoyer-Geppert Company -- Southern Illinois University at Carbondale

1 map : col., mounted on cloth ; 101 x 121 cm.

"Scale 43 miles = 1 inch or 1:2,724,450 of nature."

Insets (21 x 43 cm. or smaller): Jamaica -- Trinidad -- British Guiana -- Panama Canal. Relief shown with hachures; bathymetry shown with hypsometric tints. Colored to show British, French, Dutch, and U.S. possessions.


Gift of Southern Illinois University at Carbondale, 2011.
References: Cf. OCLC 21659152 maproll G4900 1930z .J6 (PrCt)

West Indies - Maps - 1934

The Cradle of the deep: an account of a voyage to the West Indies / by Sir Frederick Treves. London : John Murray, [1934].

Authors: Treves, Frederick, 1853-1923 -- Emery Walker Limited -- John Murray (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

81701 West Indies - Maps - 1939<<>>Caribbean Area - Maps - 1939
The Pocket guide to the West Indies, British Guiana, British Honduras, Bermuda, the Spanish Main, Surinam, and the Panama Canal / by Sir Algernon Aspinall. London : Sifton, Praed & Co., 1939.
xv, 527, [3], xix-xl p., [40] leaves of plates (some folded) ; ill., 29 maps and plans (chiefly col.) ; 17 cm.
New and rev. ed.
Maps by Sifton, Praed & Co.; the Edinburgh Geographical Institute; and John Bartholomew & Son.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 12-16) and indexes.
Advertisements: p. xix-xl at end.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 36003794
Baskes F1609 .A84 1939 (NLO)

81702 West Indies - Maps - 1963<<>>Guiana - Maps - 1963
Authors: Clerc, Maurice, fl. 1963 -- Clerc, Jacqueline, fl. 1963 -- Guides bleus -- Clerc, M. -- Hachette (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
515 p. : 27 maps (some folded col.) ; 17 cm.
Cover title: Antilles, Guyanes
Map on endpaper.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [127]-131) and index.
Series: Guides bleus
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G84 Antilles (1963) (NLO)

Authors: Mitchell, Carleton, 1910-- -- Grosvenor, Melville Bell, 1901-1982 -- National Geographic Society (U.S.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
208 p. : col. ill., col. maps. ; 26 cm.
Laid in: folded, colored map.
Maps on lining papers.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 66029134

81704 West Indies - Maps - 1966 - Guidebooks
Authors: Bayley, Robert -- Duell, Sloan & Pearce -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.
1st ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrOt)

Authors: Waddell, D. A. G. (David Alan Gilmour), 1927- -- Prentice-Hall, inc. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
x, 149 p. : map ; 21 cm.
"A Spectrum book."

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Series: Modern nations in historical perspective
Includes bibliographical references (p. 137-140) and index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes F1621 .W27 1967 (NLO)

81706 West Indies - Maps - 1980<>>>Caribbean Area
- Maps - 1980
Authors: National Geographic Society (U.S.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
215 p. : col. ill., col. maps ; 26 cm.
Folded, colored map laid in: Tourist islands of the West Indies.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 215) and index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 78061266
ISBN 0870442740; 9780870442742

81707 West Indies - Maps - Bibliography<>>>Florida
- Maps - Bibliography<>>>Otto G. Richter
Library, Archives and Special Collections
Dept. - Map collections - Catalogs
The West Indies and Florida to 1900 : an annotated carto-bibliography / Olga Espejo.
Chicago : Map and Geography Round Table, American Library Association, 1995.
Authors: Espejo, Olga -- Otto G. Richter Library. Archives and Special Collections Dept.
v, 148, vi-lv p. : ill. ; 28 cm.
Catalog of maps in the Archives and Special Collections Department of the Otto G. Richter Library, University of Miami.
Includes bibliographical references (p. vi-vii) and indexes.
Formerly folio Z6027.W53 E76 1995
LC Card Number 96208589
ISBN 0838978223 (pbk.) ; 9780838978221 (pbk.)
Map Ref folio Z6027.W53 E76 1995 (NLO)

81708 West Indies - Maps - Collections, 1500-1599
- Manuscripts - Facsimiles<>>>Drake, Francis, Sir, 1540?-1596
- Voyages<>>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Un Atlas inconnu de la dernière expédition de Drake (vues prises de son bord). Paris :
Imprimerie nationale, 1909.
Authors: La Roncière, Charles Germaine Marie Bourel de, 1870--Drake, Francis, Sir, 1540?-1596 -- Imprimerie nationale (France) -- Bulletin de géographie historique et descriptive -- Bibliothèque nationale (France). Manuscript.
Anglais 5, 1 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (11 p. : 17 maps and profiles (facsimils.)) ; 25 cm.
Includes reproductions of 16th-century manuscript maps of the West Indies; originals form part of a ship's log held by the Bibliothèque nationale, Paris.
Facsimiles numbered, 'PI. VII-XXIII', from Ms. 5, 1, in the Bibliothèque nationale.
'Extrait du Bulletin de géographie historique et descriptive, no. 3, 1909.'
Ayer 116 .D7 L3 1909 (NLO)

81709 West Indies - Maps - Collections, 1621-1792
- Manuscripts - Facsimiles<>>>Caribbean Area
- Maps - Collections, 1621-1792 - Manuscripts
- Facsimiles<>>>North America - Maps - Collections, 1621-1792 - Manuscripts
- Facsimiles<>>>South America - Maps - Collections, 1621-1792 - Manuscripts
- Facsimiles<>>>Africa - Maps - Collections, 1621-1792 - Manuscripts
- Facsimiles<>>>West-Indische Compagnie (Netherlands) - Maps - Collections, 1621-1792
- Manuscripts - Facsimiles<>>>Nationaal Archief (Netherlands) - Map collections - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<>>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Grote atlas van de West-Indische Compagnie = Comprehensive atlas of the Dutch West India Company. Voorburg ; 'S-Gravenhage ; Utrecht :
Authors: West-Indische Compagnie (Netherlands) -- Heijer, H. J. den -- Asia Maior (Firm) -- Nationaal Archief (Netherlands) -- Koninklijk Nederlands Aardrijkskundig Genootschap -- Rijksuniversiteit te Utrecht. Faculteit Geowetenschappen
2 volumes (416, 492 pages) : illustrations, maps, facsimiles ; 59 cm.
First edition.
Facsimile reproductions of manuscript maps, charts, town plans and drawings.
"This publication was made possible by financial contributions from: Stichting prins Bernhard Cultuurfonds, Amsterdam; Stichting VSB Fonds, Utrecht ; Stichting K.F. Hein Fonds, Utrecht." -- from colophon, page 8.
Contents: I. De oude WIC 1621 -- II. De nieuwe WIC, 1674-1791 = The new WIC, 1674-1791 / Henk den Heijer ... [and others]
Includes bibliographic references (volume 1, page 416 ; volume 2, page 472).
Text in Dutch and English.
ISBN 9789074861007 (v. 2 : in slipcase) ; 9074861008 (v. 2 : in slipcase) ; 9789074861335 (v.1, in slipcase) ; 9074861334 (v.1, in slipcase)
oversize HF483.W6 G76 2011 (NLO)

81710 West Indies - Maps - Collections, 1632
- Harbors - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<>>>Caribbean Area - Maps - Collections, 1632 - Harbors - Manuscripts -
Facsimiles<<Baja California (Mexico : Peninsula) - Maps - Collections, 1632 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<Manuscript maps - Facsimiles


111 p. : ill., 42 maps ; 23 cm.

A translation of the 1623 manuscript held by the Biblioteca Nacional (Madrid): Cardona, Nicolás de. Descripciones, geographicas e hydrographicas de muchas tierras y mares del norte y sur en las Indias.

Translated and edited by W. Michael Mathes. The maps are of various harbors in the West Indies, Central America, and Mexico.

'A Cardona bibliography': p. 109-111.

Series: Baja California Travels Series ; 35. Cont.

ICN74.

Ayer 4A 2214 (NLO)

81711 West-Indische Compagnie (Netherlands)<<Laet, Joannes de, 1593-1649<<Brazil - Maps - 1637<<South America - Maps - 1637


Authors: Laet, Joannes de, 1593-1649 -- Gerritsz., Hessel, 1581?-1632 -- West-Indische Compagnie (Netherlands) -- Teensma, Benjamin Nicolaas

190 p. : ill., maps, port. ; 25 cm.

Translated by B.N. Teensma from the 1637 ed.; includes facsimiles of maps by Hessel Gerritsz, bibliographical references (p. 177-180), and index


ISBN 9789057305849 : 9057305844

F2511 .S85 2009 (NLO)

81712 West Palm Beach (Fla.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps<<Road maps


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. EasyFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; fold. to 24 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Unifom title: EasyFinder

Laminated.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

ISBN 0528854739

RMcN Road Map 2005 WesFL (PrCt)

81713 West Penwith Region (England) - Historical geography - Maps - 1976<<Historical atlases


Authors: Maxwell, Ian Stanley -- Hall, J. E. -- University of Sheffield. Dept. of Geography

1 atlas (vii, 20 p., 20 leaves of plates : ill., 20 col. maps) ; 29 x 34 cm. + transparent plastic overlay Scale [ca. 1:80,000].

Maps drawn by J.E. Hall.

'Gazetteer of names': p. 18-20.

LC Card Number 78319084

77-32585


81714 West Point (N.Y.) - Maps - 1780 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<Manuscript maps - Facsimiles

De Westpoint du Nord. [19--].

Authors: France. Service hydrographique, Bibliothèque. 2847-5 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map

Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1780 manuscript.

Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

MapPhoto France BSH 2847-5 (PrCt)

81715 West Point (N.Y.) - Maps - 1780 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<Manuscript maps - Facsimiles

Plan de West-Point du Sud. [19--].

Authors: France. Service hydrographique, Bibliothèque. 2847-7 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map

Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1780 manuscript.

Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

MapPhoto France BSH 2847-7 (PrCt)

81716 West Riding of Yorkshire (Eng.) - Maps - 1086

Domesday map of Yorkshire West Riding (Section I & III). London, 1912.

Authors: Farrer, William, 1861-1924 -- Page, William, 1861-1934

2 maps : col. ; each 26 x 33 cm.


Scale [ca. 1:320,000]. Indicates places where the King, Archbishop and various nobles owned lands.

F 45999.9 v. 2, opp. p. 144 (PrCt)
Authors: Little guides -- Morris, Joseph E. (Joseph Ernest) -- John Bartholomew and Son -- Methuen & Co. -- Turnbull & Spears -- Bristow, Leslie Beaconsfield -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
xviii, 569 p., [34] leaves of plates : ill., 2 maps (1 col., 1 folded), plans ; 16 cm.
Maps by John Bartholomew and Son.
Printed by Turnbull & Spears.
Map inside front cover.
Includes index.
Series: Little guides.
Armorial bookplate: Leslie Beaconsfield Bristow. Eastbourne, Sussex.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 12013691
Baskes G153 .L58 West Riding of Yorkshire (1911) (NLO)

Insurance maps of Chicago, Illinois. Pelham, N.Y.
Authors: Sanborn Map Company -- Draper & Kramer (Chicago, Ill.) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
2 v. : col. maps ; 62 cm.
Issued in 50 volumes, but this copy incomplete; comprised of v. 6-7; lacking v. 1-5 and 8-50.
Volumes 6 and 7 (published 1916 and 1917, both revised to 1951) cover area bounded by Augusta Blvd., Halsted St., 14th St., and Western Ave. in West Town and the Near West Side.
Formerly owned by the real estate firm of Draper & Kramer.
For variant copies forming part of a complete 50-volume set revised through ca. 1993 see temp map8C G1409.C4 S3 1916 (PrCt)

81719 West (U.S.) - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1855<p>Pacific railroads - Explorations and surveys - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. - Railroads - Maps</p>
Profiles of the main routes surveyed. 1855.
12 elevation profiles ; on sheet 135 x 121 cm.
Detached from Pacific Railroad Reports, v. 11, pt. 2, no. 15
Inset: Profiles of railroads ... across the Alleghany Mountains.
Uniform title: Pacific Railroad Reports map6F G4051.P3 1853 .U5 v. 11, pt. 2, no. 15 (PrCt)

81720 West (U.S.) - Archival resources - Newspapers<p>The Use of early western newspapers in historical research. 1989.</p>
Authors: Madsen, Brigham D. p. 19-25 ; ill.
Ayer Modern MS Karrow, box 3, folder 29, no. 3 (PrCt)

xxv, 854 p. : port. ; 27 cm.
Includes hundreds of maps, some 860 of which are indexed by place and Graff catalogue number in Index to Maps in the Catalogue of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Chicago: Hermon Dunlap Smith Center for the History of Cartography at the Newberry Library, 1972).
Bibliography: p. xix-xxv.
This copy heavily annotated by Newberry staff;
includes a copy of Brenda Berkman’s Index to maps in the catalogue of the Everett D. Graff collection of western Americana (Chicago : Hermon Dunlap Smith Center for the History of Cartography at the Newberry Library, 1972) tipped inside back cover.
LC Card Number: 66020577
Map Ref Z1251.W5 N43 1968 (NLO)

vi. [7]-177, [7] p. : 3 maps on 2 sheets (fold.) ; 15 cm.
Maps: (43 x 99 cm. and smaller): Kansas and Nebraska -- Nebraska and Kanzas showing Pike's Peak and the gold region -- Military map of parts of Kansas, Nebraska and Dakota / by Lieut. G.K. Warren.
First 2 maps on sheet folded inside front cover; 3rd map folded inside back cover.
Red cloth binding.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Graff 3437 (NLO)
81728  West (U.S.) - Guidebooks - 1883 - Mines and mineral resourcesWest (U.S.) - Guidebooks - 1883West (U.S.) - Maps - 1883
Authors: Gleed, Charles S. (Charles Sumner), 1856-1920 -- Rand McNally and Company
"Rev. ed."
Imperfect: lacking folded map.
Former Ownership History:
Published in 1882 with title: From river to sea : a tourist's and miner's guide from the Missouri River to the Pacific Ocean ...
Includes advertisements.
Full text of another copy available at HathiTrust Digital Library (accessed July 2011):
http://catalog.hathitrust.org/api/volumes/oclc/4939177.html
LC Card Number: 01021765
Case F595 .R23 1883 (NLO)

81729  West (U.S.) - Historical geography - Maps - 1804-1806<=Lewis and Clark Expedition (1804-1806) - Maps - 1893<=Lewis, Meriwether, 1774-1809<=Clark, William, 1770-1838
Authors: Coues, Elliott, 1842-1899 -- Clark, William, 1770-1838 -- Lewis, Meriwether, 1774-1809. History of the expedition under the command of Lewis and Clark ... (1893)
-- Biddle, Nicholas, 1786-1844 -- Allen, Paul, 1775-1826 -- Harper, Francis P. (Francis Perego), 1856?-1932 -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 29 x 69 cm., folded to 20 x 11 cm. In: Lewis, Meriwether. History of the expedition under the command of Lewis and Clark : to the sources of the Missouri River, thence across the Rocky Mountains and down the Columbia River to the Pacific Ocean, performed during the years 1804-5-6, by order of the government of the United States / [edited by Elliott Coues] (New York : Francis P. Harper, 1893), v. 4, folded map 3 of 3.
Duplicate copy: G 89 .502
Graff 2484, v. 4, folded map 3 of 3 (PrCt)

81731  West (U.S.) - Historical geography - Maps - 1804-1869 - Road maps<<>>Great Plains
1804-1869 - Historical geography - Maps - 1804-1869 - Road maps<<>>Lewis and Clark Expedition (1804-1806) - Maps - 1945<<>>Lewis, Meriwether, 1774-1809<<>>Clark, William, 1770-1838<<>>Road maps
The Trail of Lewis and Clark, 1804-1806.
Authors: American Pioneer Trails Association -- The Clarke Press (Manchester, N.H.)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 74 cm.
M1102
map4F G4051.P2S1 1945 A4 (PrCt)

Map of the Butterfield Overland Mail Route over the southern route 1858-1861 and the lines that followed over the central route 1861-1869 /
West (U.S.) - Historical geography - Maps

81736 West (U.S.) - Historical geography - Maps - Postal service

81735 West (U.S.) - Historical atlases

81734 West (U.S.) - Historical geography - Maps - 1970

81733 West (U.S.) - Historical geography - Maps - 1970

--- History - Maps

- Historical atlases

Authors: Helbock, Richard W
1 v. ; 28 cm.
folio G1466 P8 H4 1981 (NLO)

West (U.S.) - Historical geography - Maps

Collections

Authors: Hayes, Derek, 1947- -- University of California Press
1 atlas (288 p.) : ill. (chiefly col.), maps (chiefly col.) ; 35 cm.
"Presents a sweeping history of the American West through more than 600 original full-color maps and extensive explanatory text."--Jacket.
Contents: A new perspective on the history of the west -- The native west -- A west before the west -- Seven cities of gold -- An English interloper -- The northern provinces of New Spain -- Other nations explore the west -- France in the west -- A river to the west -- A great land to the east -- The sea of the west -- Charting the west coast -- The road to Manifest Destiny -- Before Lewis and Clark -- The Louisiana Purchase -- Ocean in view -- The great American desert -- Mountain men -- Russia in California -- The Mexican west -- The republic of Texas -- The Oregon question -- An American west -- The rush west -- Oregon and the Oregon Trail -- The Mormon trek -- California gold -- The Comstock lode -- Gold and silver -- War in the west -- Linking the west -- By stage and wagon and Pony Express -- Surveying a railroad -- A transcontinental railroad -- Opening the west -- The Kansas Pacific -- The Oregon Short Line -- A northwest link -- Southern lines -- More transcontinentals -- A mineral bonanza -- Liquid gold -- A unequal fight -- Settling and watering the west -- Subdividing the land -- A western utopia -- Reclaiming the dry lands -- Selling the west to settlers -- Science and surveys -- The political evolution of the west -- An urban west -- San Francisco and the Bay Area -- Los Angeles -- San Diego -- Central Valley cities -- Las Vegas -- The Pacific northwest -- Salt Lake City -- Arizona capitals -- Albuquerque -- Denver -- Colorado Springs -- The gateways to the Plains -- The cities of Texas -- Anchorage -- Selling the west -- Enticing the east west--tourism -- Send the west east--produce -- Opening the west-- yet more -- Good roads everywhere -- Distance tamed -- Want, water, and war -- The Depression years -- The big water projects -- The west at war -- The postwar west -- Railroads -- Freeways -- Escape -- Alaska -- Water--again -- Energy -- The fun west -- Retirement and resorts -- The west...
today -- Map catalog -- Sources of other illustrations -- Bibliography -- Index.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 278-279) and index.
Maps on lining papers.
ISBN 9780520256521 ; 0520256522
folio G1381.S1 H39 2009 (NLO)

81738 West (U.S.) - History - 1800-1899 - Sources
Authors: Smith, Dwight La Vern, 1918-1988
BHC 2319
Vert 1784 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Frantz, Joe B. -- Graff, Henry F. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ;122 x 99 cm.
Includes four historical drawings in right margin.
Series: American History Series.
Paper and cloth map on plastic rollers.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
artifacts cage RMcN maproll 3 : 5. 2 (PrCt)

81740 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1540-1880 - History - Road maps<<>>Santa Fe National Historic Trail - Maps<<>>Road maps The Santa Fe trail. 1946.
Authors: Shope, Irvin -- American Pioneer Trails Association
1 map : col. ; 38 x 57 cm.
M1096
map4F G4051.P2S1 1946 S5 (PrCt)

81741 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1593<<>>North America - Maps - 1593 Quivirae regnum[m], cum alij versus borea[m]. [Antwerp : s.n., 1593?].
Authors: Jode, Gerard de, 1509-1591 -- Wierix, Antonie, -1604 -- Jode, Gerard de, 1509-1591. Specvlvm orbis terrarvvm (1593)
1 map : hand col. ; 29 x 22 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Printed on same sheet as another map (each map printed from a separate plate): Nova Gvineae forma, & situs.
Latin letterpress text on verso (fol. 12, sig. M): Quivirae regnvm ...
Engraving attributed to Antonie Wierix.
In: Jode, Gerard de. Specvlvm orbis terrarvvm (Antwerp : A. Coninx, 1593), map [12].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .H9 1593, map [12]

Authors: Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718 -- Du Tralage, Jean Nicolas, d. 1699 -- Nolin, Jean Baptiste, 1648-1708 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 43 x 58 cm. fold. in slipcase (27 cm.)
"Par le Pere Coronelli, cosmographe de la ssme. Republique de Venise ; corrigée et augmentée par le Sr. Tillemon."
"Avec privilege du Roy, 168."
Scale [ca. 1:454,000]. About 25 'lieues communes de France' to an inch.
Relief shown pictorially.
Shows California as an island.
Has watermarks.
Includes "Avertissement," list of provinces and notable towns, text, and decorative cartouche.
References: McLaughlin, Mapping of California as an island, no. 95; Wheat, Mapping of the transmississippi West, 66
VAULT Ayer 133 .C81 1688 (NLO)

[The Hague : s.n., 1703].
Authors: Lahontan, Louis Armand de Lom d'Arce, baron de, 1666 -- Wierix, Frantz, [The Hague : s.n., 1703].
1708. Nouveaux voyages de Mr. le baron de Lahontan dans l'Amerique Septentrionale [second printing] ... (1703) -- Frères l'Honoré -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
2 maps ; 11 x 13 cm. and 11 x 18 cm., on sheet 15 x 34 cm., folded to 15 x 9 cm.
Anonymous and without imprint.
The maps detail the course of the fictional Long (or Longue) River between the Mississippi River and the Rocky Mountains; both are drawn within the same neat lines, but are divided by parallel

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Mississippi River (North America : Imaginary place)

Carte de la Riviere Longue : et de quelques autres, qui se dechargent dans le grand fleuve de Mississippi ; Carte que les Gnacsitares ont dessiné sur des paux de cerfs ... [The Hague : s.n., 1703].

Authors: Lahontan, Louis Armand de Lom d'Arce, baron de, 1666-1716 -- Lahontan, Louis Armand de Lom d'Arce, baron de, 1666-1716. Nouveaux voyages de Mr. le baron de Lahontan, dans l'Amerique Septentroniale [first issue] ... (1703) -- Frères l'Honoré -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
2 maps on 1 sheet ; 27 x 27 cm. and 27 x 39 cm., on sheet 30 x 66 cm., folded to 16 x 5 cm.
Anonymous and without imprint.
Maps detail the course of the fictional Long (or Longue) River between the Mississippi River and the Rocky Mountains; both are drawn within the same neat lines, but are divided by parallel dashed lines with the caption "separation des ces deux cartes."

Map on right and eastern half of sheet includes Lake Superior and Lake Michigan and shows the extent of Baron de Lahontan's westward voyage on the Long River from its confluence with the Mississippi River (probably near the mouth of the Minnesota River; cf. Wheat).

Map on left and western half of sheet is attributed to native Indian sources and shows the Long River ending at the foot of the Rocky Mountains and an unnamed river flowing west from the mountains through the "pais de Mozeeleek."

Approximate coordinates: (W 131°--W 83°/N 51°--N 36°)

Relief shown pictorially.
Prime meridian: [Ferro].
Identifies Indian tribal regions and French and Indian villages.
Includes illustrations of a "medaille des Tahuglahuk" (ornamental collar or gorget), Indian longhouse, and large canoe.
Binder's instructions at upper left: "Tome 1er Pag [blank]"

In: Lahontan, Louis Armand de Lom d'Arce, baron de. Nouveaux voyages de Mr. le baron de Lahontan dans l'Amerique Septentroniale [second printing] ... (La Haye [The Hague] : Chez les fréres l'Honoré, 1703), v. 1, opposite p. 136.

Reduced version of maps published in the first French edition, first issue; see Graff 2365.

For English version of these maps, see Graff 2364.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.


Graff 2366, v. 1, opposite p. 136 (PrCt)

Carte de la Riviere Longue : et de quelques autres, qui se dechargent dans le grand fleuve de Mississippi ; Carte que les Gnacsitares ont

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

A Map of ye Long River and of some others that fall into that small part of ye great river of Mississippi [sic] which is here laid down; A Map drawn upon stag skins by ye Gnacsitares ... / H. Moll s. [London : s.n., 1703].

Authors: Moll, Herman, -1732 -- Lahontan, Louis Armand de Lom d'Arce, baron de, 1666-1716 -- Lahontan, Louis Armand de Lom d'Arce, baron de, 1666-1716. New voyages to North America ... (1703) -- Bonwicke, Henry, d. 1706 -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)

2 maps; 16 x 13 cm. and 16 x 21 cm., on sheet 25 x 37 cm., folded to 17 x 8 cm.
The maps detail the course of the fictional Long (or Longue) River between the Mississippi River and the Rocky Mountains; both are drawn within the same neat lines, but are divided by parallel dashed lines with the caption "separation des ces deux cartes".
The first map, on the right and eastern half of the sheet, includes Lake Superior and Lake Michigan, and shows the extent of Baron de Lahontan's westward voyage on the Long River from the Great Lakes through the Rocky Mountains and an unnamed river flowing west from the mountains through "Mozeemlek country."

Approximate coordinates: (W 131°--W 83°/N 51°--N 36°)

Relief shown pictorially.

Prime meridian: "Ferro I."

Identifies Indian tribal regions and French and Indian villages.

Includes illustrations of a "medaille des tahuglahuk" (ornamental collar or gorget), Indian longhouse, and large canoe.

Binder's instructions at upper left: "Vol. I. [sic] p. I. B."


Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.

Digital image available as part of the Newberry Library's Great Lakes Digital Collection via the CARLI Digital Collections website (accessed Nov. 2007):


Duplicate copy: VAULT Ayer 123 .L16n 1703

Reduced version of maps published in the first French edition, first issue; see Graff 2365.


Graff 2364, v. 2, opposite p. 1 (PrCt)


Authors: Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650--1716 -- Tralage, Jean Nicolas, d. 1699 -- Du Tralage, Jean, d. 1706 -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)

1 map; 43 x 58 cm., folded to 26 cm.

"Corrigée et augmentée par le Sr. Tillemont."

The imprint on the original '168[8?] plate has been erased and '1742' and publisher's address 'à present rue St. Jacques' added.

Scale [ca. 1:454,000]. About 25 'lieues communes de France' to an inch.

Relief shown pictorially.

Shows California as an island.

References: McLaughlin, Mapping of California as an island, no. 95; Cf. Wheat, Mapping of the transmississippi West, 66

Digital image on Library of Congress website (last accessed August 2008):

http://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g4420.c1000638

ICN 42-2103

LC Card Number: 2002624042

Ayer 133 .C81 1742 (NLO)


Authors: Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718 -- Du Tralage, Jean Nicolas, d. 1699 -- Norlin, Jean Baptiste, 1648-1708 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map; 43 x 58 cm., folded to 26 cm.

"Corrigée et augmentée par le Sr. Tillemont."

The imprint on the original '168[8?] plate has been erased and '1742' and publisher's address 'à present rue St. Jacques' added.

Scale [ca. 1:454,000]. About 25 'lieues communes de France' to an inch.

Relief shown pictorially.

Shows California as an island.

References: Wheat, Mapping of California as an island.

Digital image on Library of Congress website (last accessed August 2008):

http://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g4420.c1000638

ICN 42-2103

LC Card Number: 2002624042

Ayer 133 .C81 1742 (NLO)
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

of marbling over printed waste sheets; text not identified.

Portrait of Pike is an engraving in stipple by David Edwin.

Howes, W. U.S.iana (2nd ed.) P373.

Streeter Americana V, 3125.

Wagner-Camp 9.

Ayer F 592 .P63 1810 (NLO)

West (U.S.) - Maps - 1805-1807

Pike, Zebulon Montgomery, 1779-1813 - Expedition, 1805-1807

Exploratory travels through the western territories of North America : comprising a voyage from St. Louis, on the Mississippi, to the source of that river ... performed in the years 1805, 1806, 1807 ... London : Printed for Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme, and Brown, 1811.

Authors: Pike, Zebulon Montgomery, 1779-1813 -- Rees, Thomas, 1777-1864 -- Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme, and Brown -- Everett D. Graff

Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)

xx, 436 p. front. (fold. map) map, tables. 30 cm.

This is the standard English edition, prepared under the ... editorship of Dr. Thomas Rees, from a manuscript copy transmitted to England at the time that the original manuscript went to press in America.'--Pike, Expeditions; ed. by Coues, 1895. The American edition, Baltimore, 1810, was issued under title: An account of expeditions to the sources of the Mississippi, and through the western parts of Louisiana ... .

folio Graff 3292 (NLO)

Ayer F 592 .P63 1810 (NLO)

West (U.S.) - Maps - 1805-1807

Pike, Zebulon Montgomery, 1779-1813 - Expedition, 1805-1807

An Account of expeditions to the sources of the Mississippi ... during the years 1805, 1806, and 1807. Philadelphia : C. & A. Conrad, & Co. [etc.], 1810.


Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)

5, 277, 65, 53, 87 p., [4] leaves of plates : port. ; 24 cm. + 1 atlas (6 fold. maps, 3 fold. tables ; 27 cm.)

First edition.

Phillips 11024.

Howes, W. U.S.iana (2nd ed.) P373.

Streeter Americana V, 3125.

Wagner-Camp 9.

folio Graff 3290 (NLO)

Ayer F 592 .P63 1810 (NLO)

West (U.S.) - Maps - 1805-1807

Pike, Zebulon Montgomery, 1779-1813 - Expedition, 1805-1807

The Expeditions of Zebulon Montgomery Pike, to headwaters of the Mississippi River, through Louisiana Territory, and in New Spain, during the years 1805-6-7. New York : F.P. Harper, 1895.


Collection (Newberry Library)

3 v. : front. (port.), 7 maps (6 fold.), fold. facsim. ; 24 cm.

A new ed., now first reprinted in full from the original of 1810, with copious critical commentary, memoir of Pike ... and complete index by Elliott Coues.'

Paged continuously.

'Edition limited to eleven hundred and fifty copies.'

The memoir of the author contains a detailed bibliographical account of the earlier editions of this work.


OCLC 720934 (June 2003).

Ayer 128.3 P6 1895 (NLO)

West (U.S.) - Maps - 1805-1807

Louisiana.

Ayer 135 .C27 1805 pl. 20 (PrCt)


Authors: Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Barker, W. (William), fl. 1795-1803 -- Edward E. Ayer

Collection (Newberry Library) -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839. Carey's American pocket atlas ... (1805)

1 map ; 18 x 14 cm.

In: Carey, Mathew. Carey's American pocket atlas ... (Philadelphia : M. Carey, 1805) pl. [20].

Ayer 135 .C27 1805 pl. 20 (PrCt)

Ayer 135 .C27 1805 pl. 20 (PrCt)

West (U.S.) - Maps - 1806-1811

Manuscripts

Lewis and Clark Expedition (1804-1806) - Maps - 1806-1811

Manuscripts

West (U.S.) - Maps - 1811-1844

Indians

Indians

Indians - West (U.S.) - Maps - 1811-1844

Manuscript maps

Indians of North America - Maps

A Map of Lewis and Clark’s track across the western portion of North America from the Mississippi [sic] to the Pacific Ocean. [ca. 1811].


VAULT map9C G4050 1811 .CS -- Clark, William, 1770-1838. Map of Lewis and Clark's track, across the western portion of North America ... (1814) -- Lewis, Meriwether, 1774-1809. History of the expedition under the command of Captains

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Lewis and Clark ... (1814) -- Fitzgerald, Gerald. F. (Gerald Francis), 1925-- -- Fitzgerald, Gerald. F. (Gerald Francis), 1925-2010 SEE Fitzgerald, Gerald. F. (Gerald Francis), 1925--

1 ms. map : hand col. ; 28.5 x 69 cm., in box 39 x 85 x 4 cm.

Manuscript copy, reduced, of William Clark’s 1806-1811 manuscript map in the William Robertson Coe Collection of Western Americana, Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University (Lewis and Clark Expedition

maps and receipt, ca. 1803-1810, WA MSS 303-304).

Possibly prepared by George Shannon, a private in the Corps of Discovery, who was working in Philadelphia with Nicholas Biddle, the editor of the Journals (see Letter 343, Nicholas Biddle to Clark, Phila. July 8, 1811, in Donald Jackson, Letters of the Lewis and Clark Expedition (Urbana, 1962), p. 569).

Sometimes attributed in error to Nicholas King; for example see Sotheby’s catalogue cited below. Possibly used to guide the engraver Samuel Lewis for the printed version published in 1814 as “Map of Lewis and Clark’s track, across the western portion of North America : from the Mississippi to the Pacific Ocean, by order of the executive of the United States, in 1804, 5 & 6 / copied by Samuel Lewis from the original drawing by Wm. Clark ; Saml. Harrison fct.”

Scale [ca. 1:4,400,000]

Coordinates: (W 125°--W 88°/N 51°--N 39°)

Relief shown by hachures.

Identifies Indian tribal regions.

Drawn in sepia ink, with some red and blue highlighting and outlining, captioned in dark brown ink, the whole framed in yellow wash.

Manuscript annotations on verso: Old Lewis & Clark map, probably 1811 [and, in another hand] Very old map Lewis & Clark tract [sic] 1803 & 4 found among papers N.J. Beach, 1914 Lowville St. home -- S.H. Beach.

The printed version was issued in: Lewis, Meriwether. History of the expedition under the command of Captains Lewis and Clark, to the sources of the Missouri thence across the Rocky mountains and down the Columbia River to the Pacific Ocean; performed during the years 1804-5-6; by order of the government of the United States [edited by Nicholas Biddle and] prepared for the press by Paul Allen (Philadelphia : Published by Bradford and Inskipe ; New York : Abm. H. Inskipe ; J. Maxwell, printer, 1814), v. 1, opposite title page.

Accompanied by information folder in box.


VAULT map9C G4050 1811 .C5 (NLO)

West (U.S.) - Maps - 1806 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<< Lewis and Clark Expedition (1804-1806) - Maps - 1806 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<< Manuscript maps - Facsimiles

A Map of part of the continent of North America : between the 35th and 51st degrees of north latitude, and extending from 89° degrees of west longitude to the Pacific Ocean / Compiled from the authorities of the best informed travellers, by M. Lewis ... ; Copied by Nicholas King 1806. N.Y. [New York] : Reproduced from the original by the Lithotype Printing Co., Ill Naussau St., 1806 [i.e. 1893].


1 map ; 51 x 73 cm., folded to 21 x 11 cm.

Redrawn facsimile of manuscript map in the U.S. National Archives; includes ornamental border around title which spells out "War Department of the United States."

In: Lewis, Meriwether. History of the expedition under the command of Lewis and Clark : to the sources of the Missouri River, thence across the Rocky Mountains and down the Columbia River to the Pacific Ocean, performed during the years 1804-5-6, by order of the government of the United States / [edited by Elliott Coues] (New York : Francis P. Harper, 1893), v. 4, folded map 2 of 3. Duplicate copy: G 89 .502

References: Wheat, Mapping the

Graff 2484, v. 4, folded map 2 of 3 (PrCt)

West (U.S.) - Maps - 1806 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<< Lewis and Clark Expedition (1804-1806) - Maps - 1806 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<< Manuscript maps - Facsimiles

A Map of part of the continent of North America : between the 35th and 51st degrees of north latitude, and extending from 89° degrees of west longitude to the Pacific Ocean / Compiled from the authorities of the best informed travellers, by M. Lewis ... ; Copied by Nicholas King 1806. [Lincoln, Neb. University of Nebraska Press], 1806 [i.e. 1983].

Facsimile of manuscript map held by the U.S. National Archives.


References: Wheat, Mapping the United States. President (1801-1809), opposite p. [1].

Ayer oversize G1380 .A84 1983 v.1, map 32b (PrCt)


Authors: Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Longman & Co. -- Lewis, Meriwether, 1774-1809.


Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.

This copy for bibliographical purposes only; see duplicate copy: Ayer 128.3 .L6 T5 1809.


Sketch of the routes of Hunt & Stuart. [Philadelphia : Carey, Lea, & Blanchard, 1836].


Details Wilson P. Hunt's 1810-1812 route from the Missouri River to Astoria, and Robert Stuart's 1812-1813 route from Astoria to the Missouri River.

Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.

References: Wheat, Mapping the United States. President (1801-1809), opposite p. [1]. Form 419; Sabin 35130; BAL 10148: v. 1 is state 1; v. 2 is state 2. Cf. LC Card Number: rc 37-1 Graff 2158 v. 1, opposite title page (PrCt)


Carte de la partie occidentale des États-Unis : dressée pour servir à l'intelligence des découvertes des Américains dans cette partie et notamment pour celles de M.M. Hunt et Stuart faites en 1811, 12 et 13 / par le Chev. Lapie, géographe. 1821 ; Gravée par Ger. Lemaitre, Rue des Fossés St. Victor, no. 32. [Paris : s.n.],
Celestial observation from the junction of the upper part of Clark's river and the lower globe in which the Missouri, Jefferson's, Lewis's informed travelers traveled. A Map of part of the continent of North America. Details Wilson P. Hunt's 1810 1 m Library (PrCt) 1850. West (U.S.) - Maps - 1814</br>Missouri and Mississippi to the entrance of the Columbia into the Pacific Ocean ... shewing Lewis & Clark's rout over the Rocky Mountains in 1805 on their rout to the Pacific from the United States / by William Clark [1811]. [Meriden, Connecticut] : Reproduced by the Meriden Gravure Co., 1950. Authors: Clark, William, 1770-1838 -- Yale University. Library -- Meriden Gravure Company 1 map : col. ; 76 x 140 cm. on 4 sheets Facsimile of manuscript map drawn by William Clark; begun in 1806 and completed in 1811. Original in the Coe collection of western Americana at Yale University. Scale [ca. 1:3,168,000]. "50 miles to one inch." Lacking description (2 leaves) issued by Yale University News Bureau. Described and reproduced in Fellman, Bruce. "The Map that changed the west : the master map of the Lewis and Clark expedition, now in the Beinecke, shaped the self-image of a nation" in Yale Alumni Magazine (March-April 2005): 36-43. Copy of article on file in Newberry Library Bibl. of the Hist. of Cartography Vertical File 2265.

map4F G4050 1811 .C5 1950 (NLO)
1758-1824 -- Lewis, Meriwether, 1774-1809 -- Lewis, Meriwether, 1774-1809. Travels to the source of the Missouri river and across the American continent to the Pacific Ocean ... (1814) -- Clark, William, 1770-1838 -- Biddle, Nicholas, 1786-1844 -- Allen, Paul, 1775-1826 -- Rees, Thomas, 1777-1864 -- Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme, and Brown -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 28 x 67 cm., folded to 26 x 20 cm.
Scale [ca. 500 yards to one inch].
In: Lewis, Meriwether. Travels to the source of the Missouri river and across the American continent to the Pacific Ocean ... / [edited by Nicholas Biddle and Paul Allen] (London : Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme and Brown, 1814), opposite title page.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.

Digital image of another copy available on the David Rumsey Historical Map Collection website (accessed July 2010):

References: Wheat 317

81769

**West (U.S.) - Maps - 1814<<<Lewis and Clark Expedition (1804-1806) - Maps - 1814**

**Map of Lewis and Clark's track, across the western portion of North America : from the Mississippi to the Pacific Ocean, by order of the executive of the United States, in 1804, 5 & 6 / copied by Samuel Lewis from the original drawing by Wm. Clark ; Saml. Harrison fct.**

[Philadelphia : Bradford & Inskeep, 1814].

Authors: Clark, William, 1770-1838 -- Lewis and Clark Expedition (1804-1806) -- Lewis, Samuel, 1753 or 1754-1822 -- Harrison, Samuel, 1789-1818 -- Lewis, Meriwether, 1774-1809.

History of the expedition under the command of Captains Lewis and Clark ... (1814) -- Biddle, Nicholas, 1786-1844 -- Allen, Paul, 1775-1826 -- Bradford and Inskeep -- Inskeep, A. H. (Abraham Hulings). 1780-1857 -- Rudy Lamont Ruggles Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 29 x 69 cm.
Detached from: Lewis, Meriwether. History of the expedition under the command of Captains Lewis and Clark, to the sources of the Missouri : thence across the Rocky mountains and down the river Columbia to the Pacific ocean : performed during the years 1804-5-6 : by order of the government of the United States / [edited by Nicholas Biddle and] prepared for the press by Paul Allen (Philadelphia : Published by Bradford and Inskeep ; New York : Abm. H. Inskeep ; J. Maxwell, printer, 1814), v. 1, opposite title page. Small hole in paper (ca. 1 x 3 mm.) below "ca" in "America" in title.

Filed in vault map case (July 2008).

Forms part of the Rudy Lamont Ruggles Collection (Newberry Library)

Duplicate copies: VAULT Graff 2477 and VAULT Graff 2478

For ca. 1811 manuscript version of this map held by the Newberry Library, see VAULT map9C G4050 1811 .C5

VAULT drawer Ruggles 222 [map] (PrCt)

81770

**West (U.S.) - Maps - 1814<<<Lewis and Clark Expedition (1804-1806) - Maps - 1814**

**Map of Lewis and Clark's track, across the western portion of North America : from the Mississippi to the Pacific Ocean, by order of the executive of the United States, in 1804, 5 & 6 / copied by Samuel Lewis from the original drawing by Wm. Clark ; Saml. Harrison fct.**

[Philadelphia : Bradford & Inskeep, 1814].

Authors: Clark, William, 1770-1838 -- Lewis and Clark Expedition (1804-1806) -- Lewis, Samuel, 1753 or 1754-1822 -- Harrison, Samuel, 1789-1818 -- Lewis, Meriwether, 1774-1809.

History of the expedition under the command of Captains Lewis and Clark ... (1814) -- Biddle, Nicholas, 1786-1844 -- Allen, Paul, 1775-1826 -- Bradford and Inskeep -- Inskeep, A. H. (Abraham Hulings). 1780-1857 -- Rudy Lamont Ruggles Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 29 x 69 cm.
Detached from: Lewis, Meriwether. History of the expedition under the command of Captains Lewis and Clark, to the sources of the Missouri : thence across the Rocky mountains and down the river Columbia to the Pacific ocean : performed during the years 1804-5-6 : by order of the government of the United States / [edited by Nicholas Biddle and] prepared for the press by Paul Allen (Philadelphia : Published by Bradford and Inskeep ; New York : Abm. H. Inskeep ; J. Maxwell, printer, 1814), v. 1, opposite title page. Small hole in paper (ca. 1 x 3 mm.) below "ca" in "America" in title.

Filed in vault map case (July 2008).

Forms part of the Rudy Lamont Ruggles Collection (Newberry Library)

Duplicate copies: VAULT Graff 2477 and VAULT Graff 2478

For ca. 1811 manuscript version of this map held by the Newberry Library, see VAULT map9C G4050 1811 .C5

VAULT drawer Ruggles 222 [map] (PrCt)
History of the expedition under the command of Captains Lewis and Clark ... (1814) -- Biddle, Nicholas, 1786-1844 -- Allen, Paul, 1775-1826 -- Bradford and Inskeep -- Inskeep, A. H. (Abraham Hulings), 1780-1857 -- Maxwell, James -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana

(Newberry Library)

1 map ; 29 x 69 cm.

In: Lewis, Meriwether. History of the expedition under the command of Captains Lewis and Clark, to the sources of the Missouri : thence across the Rocky mountains and down the river Columbia to the Pacific ocean : performed during the years 1804-5-6 : by order of the government of the United States / [edited by Nicholas Biddle and] prepared for the press by Paul Allen

(Philadelphia : Published by Bradford and Inskeep, 1814).

This copy previously owned by Thomas Jefferson, William Clark, Julia Clark, and William J. Holliday.

Six symmetrical stains (foxing?) near center of map.

Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.

This copy considerably foxed.

Duplicate copies: VAULT drawer Ruggles 222 [map] and VAULT Graff 2478

For ca. 1811 manuscript version of this map held by the Newberry Library, see VAULT map9C G4050 1811 .C5

VAULT Graff 2477, v. 1, opposite title page (PrCt)

West (U.S.) - Maps - 1814<<>>Lewis and Clark Expedition (1804-1806) - Maps - 1814

Map of Lewis and Clark's track across the western portion of North America, from the Mississippi to the Pacific Ocean, by order of the executive of the United States in 1804, 5 & 6 / Copied by Samuel Lewis from the original drawing by Wm Clark ; Neele sculp. 352, Strand . London : Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme & Brown, Paternoster Row, April 28th 1814.

Authors: Clark, William, 1770-1838 -- Lewis and Clark Expedition (1804-1806) -- Lewis, Samuel, 1753 or 1754-1822 -- Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Lewis, Meriwether, 1774-1809 -- Lewis, Meriwether, 1774-1809. Travels to the source of the Missouri river and across the American continent ... in the years 1804, 1805, and 1806 (1815) -- Clark, William, 1770-1838 -- Biddle, Nicholas, 1786-1844 -- Allen, Paul, 1775-1826 -- Rees, Thomas, 1777-1864 -- Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme, and Brown -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)

1 map : 28 x 67 cm., folded to 22 x 13 cm.

Scale [ca. 500 yards to one inch].

In: Lewis, Meriwether. Travels to the source of the Missouri river and across the American continent to the Pacific ocean : performed by order of the government of the United States, in the years 1804, 1805, and 1806 / [edited by Nicholas Biddle and Paul Allen] (London : Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme, and Brown, 1815), v. 1, opposite title page.

Requests forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Digital image of another copy available on the David Rumsey Historical Map Collection website (accessed July 2010):

References: Wheat 317
Graff 2481, v. 1, opposite title page (PrCt)

81773  West (U.S.) - Maps - 1817<<>><Lewis and Clark Expedition (1804-1806) - Maps - 1817

A Map of Lewis and Clark's track across the western portion of North America from the Mississippi to the Pacific Ocean : by order of the Executive of the United States in 1804 5 & 6 / copied by Samuel Lewis from the original drawing of Wm. Clark. [Philadelphia? s.n., 1817].
Authors: Clark, William, 1770-1838 -- Lewis and Clark Expedition (1804-1806) -- Lewis, Samuel, 1753 or 1754-1822 -- Lewis, Meriwether, 1774-1809. History of the expedition under the command of Captains Lewis and Clarke ... (1817) -- Biddle, Nicholas. 1786-1844 -- Allen, Paul, 1775-1826 -- Bradford and Inskipe -- Inskipe, A. H. (Abraham Hulings), 1780-1857 -- Christie, James, fl. 1817 -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library) -- Bradford & Inskipe, publishers, Philadelphia SEE Bradford and Inskipe -- Christie, J. (James), fl. 1817 SEE Christie, James, fl. 1817 1 map : hand col. ; 15 x 34 cm., on sheet folded to 22 x 13 cm.

In: Lewis, Meriwether. History of the expedition under the command of Captains Lewis and Clarke, to the sources of the Missouri, thence across the Rocky Mountains and down the river Columbia to the Pacific Ocean ... / [edited by Nicholas Biddle and] prepared for the press by Paul Allen (Philadelphia ; New York ; Dublin : Bradford and Inskipe ; Abm. H. Inskipe ; J. Christie, 1817), v. 1, opposite title page.
Reduced version of map published [Philadelphia : Bradford & Inskipe, 1814]; see VAULT Graff 2478, v. 1, opposite title page
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library. Graff 2482, v. 1, opposite title page (PrCt)

81774  West (U.S.) - Maps - 1821 - Boundaries - Mexico, North - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>><Mexico, North - Maps - 1821 - Boundaries - West (U.S.) - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>><Manuscript maps - Facsimiles

Mapa de la nueva demarcacion del virreyntado de Mexico, segun el proyecto, ó memoria, presentado por el capitán de caballería Don Pablo Rongel. Madrid 29 de Diciembre de 1821. [19--].
Authors: Rongel, Pablo -- Archivo General de Indias. 94-7-15 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map

Photostatic reproduction of 1821 manuscript. Shows provincial boundaries and includes population data.
Title and date from: Torres Lanzas, Pedro. Relación descriptiva de los mapas, planos, & de México y Floridas existentes en el Archivo General de Indias (Sevilla, 1900) v. 2: 514,149-150
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto Spain AGI 94-7-15 (PrCt)


Map 1 : route of Jedediah Smith's party over the South Pass in 1823-14, and the route of James Clyman's return to Fort Atkinson. [San Francisco : California Historical Society, 1928].
Authors: Clyman, James, 1792-1881 -- Clyman, James, 1792-1881. James Clyman, American frontiersman, 1792-1881 (1828) -- Camp, Charles Lewis, 1893-1975 -- California Historical Society 1 map : 13 x 22 cm.
Anonymous map without imprint.
References: Graff 769 (sold as Newberry duplicate).

Digital image available by website subscription to American West : sources from the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library, Chicago (produced by Adam Matthew Digital; accessed June 2010): http://www.americanwest.amdigital.co.uk/Content/s/image-viewer.aspx?imageid=15542&previous=0
F 941 .142 no. 3, opposite p. 38 (PrCt)

81776  West (U.S.) - Maps - 1830-1870 - Trails<<>><Trails - West (U.S.) - Maps - 1830-1870<<>><Road maps

Western emigrant trails 1830-1870. 1993.
Authors: Oregon-California Trails Association -- Berry, Robert L. -- Bier, James A.
1 map

81777  West (U.S.) - Maps - 1830-1876 - American bison<<>><American bison - West (U.S.) - Maps - 1830-1876<<>><West (U.S.) - Maps - 1877 - Indian reservations<<>><Indian reservations - West (U.S.) - Maps - 1877

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
by treaty in early America (1982).
'This is a copy of a map accompanying the report of the 1835 expedition of Col. Henry Dodge. Carl Wheat, Mapping the trans-mississippi west, vol. 2, pp. 142-150, discusses McCoy's influence on the published maps of the early 1830s. His MS maps were used as sources, and his advice was sought by the War Department. This is a copy of one prepared by Lt. Washington Hood in 1835. It is known that Hood worked with McCoy. We can infer that McCoy furnished data for this map. The Pawnees never occupied the area north of the Platte River.' -- Inscription by Miss. Jones on verso.
Gift of Dorothy V. Jones.
map4F G4201.G6 1837- M3, no. 4 (PrCt)

81781 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1837
Map of the territory west of the Rocky Mountains.
Philadelphia, 1837.
1 map ; 42 x 40 cm.
Graff 2160 v. 2, opp. t. p. (PrCt)

Map of the United States Territory of Oregon west of the Rocky Mountains, exhibiting the various trading depots or forts occupied by the British Hudson Bay Company connected with the western and northwestern fur trade / compiled in the Bureau of Topographical Engineers from the latest authorities, under the direction of Col. J.J. Abert by Wash. Hood ; M.H. Stansbury del. Washn. [Washington, D.C] : W.J. Stone sc., 1838 [i.e. 1843].
1 map ; 43 x 50 cm., folded to 24 x 15 cm.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library. Duplicate copy: Graff 4381 no. 2 opposite p. [1] (PrCt)
For variant issue, including printed phrase 'S. Doc. No. 470 25 Con. 2 S.', see Graff 4380 between p. 470-471 (PrCt)
References: Wheat, Transmississippi west, no. 434
Graff 3243 between p. 28-29 (PrCt)
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library. Covers region between 95-135° W and 35-56° N. Duplicate copy: Graff 3243 between p. 28-29 (PrCt)

For variant issue, including printed phrase 'S. Doc. No. 470 25 Con. 2 S.', see Graff 4380 between p. 470-471 (PrCt)

References: Wheat, Transmississippi west, no. 434

Graff 4381 no. 2 opposite p. [1] (PrCt)

81785

West (U.S.) - Maps - 1842<<Lewis and Clark Expedition (1804-1806) - Maps - 1842


Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library. Duplicate copy, issued in a variant Harper & Brothers edition of 1842 (lacking all other plates): Ayer 128.3 L6 1842

Digital image of another copy available on the Central Pacific Railroad Photographic History Museum website (accessed July 2010): http://cprr.org/Museum/Maps/Lewis_and_Clark.htm

Graff 2483, v. 1, opposite title page (PrCt)

81786

West (U.S.) - Maps - 1843 - Indians - West (U.S.) - Maps - 1843 - Shoshoni Indians - West (U.S.) -


At upper right: S. Doc. No. 470 25 Con. 2 S.

Covers region between 95-135° W and 35-56° N.

Series: Senate document (United States. Congress. Senate) ; 25th Congress, 2d session, no. 470.

Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.

For variant issue, lacking phrase 'S. Doc. No. 470 25 Con. 2 S.', see Graff 3243 between p. 28-29 (PrCt)

References: Wheat, Transmississippi west, no. 434

Graff 4380 following p. 8 (PrCt)
Maps - 1843<>Shoshone Indians SEE
Shoshoni Indians<>Snake Indians SEE
Shoshoni Indians<>Indians of North America - Maps
[Map of the western United States identifying Indian tribal regions]. [London] : W. Lake, lith., 170 Fleet St., [1843].
Authors: Lake, W., fl. 1843 -- Marryat, Frederick, 1792-1848. The Travels and romantic adventures of Monsieur Violet among the Snake Indians and wild tribes of the great western prairies (1843) -- Longman, Brown, Green, and Longmans -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 17 x 30 cm., on sheet folded to 20 x 12 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
"Shoshones" printed diagonally in oversize lettering.
Issued in fictional travel account: Marryat, Frederick. The Travels and romantic adventures of Monsieur Violet among the Snake Indians and wild tribes of the great western prairies (London : Longman, Brown, Green, & Longmans, 1843) v. 1, opposite title page.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copy: F 81 .854 Graff 2686 v. 1, opposite title page (PrCt)

Map of the Territory of Oregon / engrd. by H.F. Wheeler. [Columbus, Ohio : Ohio Statesman, 1843].
Authors: Wheeler, Henry F., 1819-1848 -- Columbus (Ohio). Citizens' Committee. Report on the Territory of Oregon, by a committee, appointed at a meeting of the citizens of Columbus, to collect information in relation thereto (1843) -- Medary, S. (Samuel), 1801-1864 -- Ohio Statesman -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map : wood engraving ; 13 x 12 cm.
In Columbus (Ohio). Citizens' Committee. Report on the Territory of Oregon, by a committee, appointed at a meeting of the citizens of Columbus, to collect information in relation thereto (Columbus, Ohio : Ohio Statesman, 1843) opposite p. [3].
Accompanying text includes 'Report of Mr. Medary, from the committee ...'
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
VAULT Graff 840 opposite p. [3] (PrCt)

Map to illustrate an exploration of the country lying between the Missouri River and the Rocky Mountains, on the line of the Nebraska or Platte River / by Lieut. J.C. Frémont, of the Corps of Topographical Engineers. [Baltimore?] : E. Weber & Co., Liths., [1843].
1 map : hand col. ; 35 x 81 cm., folded to 21 x 11 cm.
Forms part of Senate report no. 243, 27th Cong., 3d. Sess.
Details route of Fremont's expedition from the mouth of the South Platte to St. Vrain's Fort (about 40 miles north of present-day Denver), northward to Fort Laramie and westward along the North Platte and Sweetwater Rivers through South Pass to the lakes west of the Wind River Mountains.
Covers southern Wyoming, northern Colorado, and adjacent areas.
Scale 1:1,000,000; (W 110°--W 102°/N 43°--N 41°).
Relief shown by hachures.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copies: Ayer 128.3 .F8 1843 (with accompanying information file) -- Govt. 416 For digital image of another copy (sold by Riddell Rare Maps & Fine Prints in Dallas), see the AntiqueMapShop.com website (accessed June 2010):
http://www.antiquemapshop.com/gallery/ShowItem?inventory_number=R10188
LCCN 96-688037
Graff 1437 [map] (PrCt)

West (U.S.) - Maps - 1844-1846 - Trails<>West (U.S.) - Maps - 1844-1846 - Road maps<>Road maps
Map 3 : emigrant trails to Oregon and California in 1844-46. [San Francisco : California Historical Society, 1928].
Authors: Clyman, James, 1792-1881 -- Clyman, James, 1792-1881. James Clyman, American
Mountains in the year 1842 and to Oregon &

Maps

Charles, 1813
West (U.S.)

Anonymous map without imprint.

In: Clyman, James. James Clyman, American
frontiersman, 1792-1881 : the adventures of a
trapper and covered -wagon emigrant as told in
his own reminiscences and diaries / edited by
Special publication ; no. 3 (San Francisco :
California Historical Society, 1928), opposite p.
212.

References: Graff 769 (sold as Newberry
duplicate).

Digital image available by website subscription to
American West : sources from the Everett D.
Graff Collection of Western Americana at the
Newberry Library, Chicago (produced by Adam
Matthew Digital; accessed June 2010): http://www.americanwest.amdigital.co.uk/Content
viewer.aspx?imageid=15630&previous=
F 941 .142 no. 3, opposite p. 212 (PrCt).

West (U.S.) - Maps - 1845<<>>Frémont, John
Charles, 1813-1890 - Travel - West (U.S.) -
Maps

The Expeditions of John Charles Frémont /
edited by Donald Jackson and Mary Lee Spence.
Urbana, Ill.. University of Illinois Press,

Authors: Frémont, John Charles, 1813-1890 --
Jackson, Donald Dean, 1919- -- Spence, Mary
Lee -- University of Illinois (Urbana-Champaign
campus). Press -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library) -- University Press (University
of Illinois) SEE University of Illinois
(Urbana-Champaign campus). Press -- University
of Illinois Press SEE University of Illinois
(Urbana-Champaign campus). Press
3 v. in 4 : ill., maps, ports. ; 25 cm. + portfolio (5
folded maps)

The map portfolio contains a 16 page
commentary by D. Jackson and 5 maps of the
Frémont expeditions, map 4 being in 7 sections.
Contents: v. 1. Travels from 1838 to 1844.--v. 2.
The Bear Flag revolt and the court-martial.--v. 2.
suppl. Proceedings of the court-martial.--v. 3.
Travels from 1848 to 1854.

Includes bibliographies.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Duplicate copy: Ayer F592 .F852
LC Card Number: 73100374
ISBN 0252000862 (v. 1)
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt).

West (U.S.) - Maps - 1845<<>>Frémont, John
Charles, 1813-1890 - Travel - West (U.S.) -
Maps

Map of an exploring expedition to the Rocky
Mountains in the year 1842 and to Oregon &
north California in the years 1843-44. Baltimore :
Lith by E. Weber & Co., [1845].

Authors: Frémont, John Charles, 1813-1890 --
Preuss, Charles, 1803-1854 -- Edward Weber &
Co. -- Frémont, John Charles, 1813-1890.
Report of the exploring expedition to the Rocky
Mountains in the year 1842 : and to Oregon and
north California in the years 1843-44 (1845) --
Gales & Seaton -- United States. Congress.
Senate -- Senate executive document (United
States. Congress. Senate) : 28th Congress, 2nd
session, no. 174 -- Sage, Rufus B., 1817-1893 --
Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) --
Rudy Lamont Ruggles Collection (Newberry
Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 78 x 130 cm.
Cartography by Charles Preuss.
Detached from: Frémont, John Charles. Report of
the exploring expedition to the Rocky Mountains
in the year 1842 : and to Oregon and north
California in the years 1843-44 (Washington :
Gales and Seaton, 1845) [Ayer 128.3 .F8 1845]
Series: Senate executive document (United
States. Congress. Senate) ; 28th Congress, 2nd
session, no. 174 [Serial Set 461].

This copy lacks imprint.
Duplicate copies: map6F G4050 1845 .F7a --
Govt W 7.5:F881 -- VAULT Ruggles 134 (with
manuscript annotations by Rufus B. Sage.)
Variant issue (lacking imprint): Graff Map8F 1436
References: Wheat, Transmississippi, no. 497;
Wheat, Calif. gold region, no. 21; Checklist of
printed maps of the Middle West to 1900, 1-1706
map8F G4050 1845 .F74 (PrCt)

West (U.S.) - Maps - 1845<<>>Frémont, John
Charles, 1813-1890 - Travel - West (U.S.) -
Maps

The Expeditions of John Charles Frémont /
edited by Donald Jackson and Mary Lee Spence.
Urbana, Ill.. University of Illinois Press,

Authors: Frémont, John Charles, 1813-1890 --
Jackson, Donald Dean, 1919- -- Spence, Mary
Lee -- University of Illinois (Urbana-Champaign
campus). Press -- Edward E. Ayer Collection
(Newberry Library)
3 v. in 4 : ill., maps, ports. ; 25 cm. + portfolio (5
folded maps)

The map portfolio contains a 16 page
commentary by D. Jackson and 5 maps of the
Frémont expeditions, map 4 being in 7 sections.
Contents: v. 1. Travels from 1838 to 1844.--v. 2.
The Bear Flag revolt and the court-martial.--v. 2.
suppl. Proceedings of the court-martial.--v. 3.
Travels from 1848 to 1854.

Includes bibliographies.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Duplicate copy: Ayer F592 .F852
LC Card Number: 73100374
ISBN 0252000862 (v. 1)
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt).
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1845 Frémont, John Charles, 1813-1890 - Travel - West (U.S.) - Maps Wall maps
Map of an exploring expedition to the Rocky Mountains in the year 1842 and to Oregon & north California in the years 1843-44. [Baltimore? E. Weber & Co.?, 1845].


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
California ... (1849) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection


Contents: A report on an exploration of the country lying between the Missouri River and the Rocky Mountains, on the line of the Kansas and Great Platte Rivers (p. 11-79) -- Catalogue of plants collected by Lieutenant Fremont, in his expedition to the Rocky Mountains, by John Torrey (p. 83-98) -- Astronomical observations (p. 99-101) -- A report of the exploring expedition to Oregon and north California, in the years 1843-'44 (p. 105-290) -- Table of distances along the road travelled by the expedition in 1843 and 1844 (p. 291-294) -- Appendix. A. Geological formations, by James Hall (p. 295-303). B. Organic remains, by James Hall (p. 304-310). C. Notes concerning the plants collected in the second expedition of Captain Fremont, by John Torrey (p. 311-319) -- Astronomical observations made during the expedition of 1843-'44 (p. 321-558) -- Meteorological observations made during the expedition of 1843-'44 14 (cont) (p. 561-583) -- Astronomical observations made during the expedition to the Rocky Mountains in the year 1842 (p. 586-669) -- Meteorological observations (p. 673-693).

Cartography by Charles Preuss.
Maps printed by Edward Weber & Co. of Baltimore.

One map detached and filed separately as map8F Ayer p128.3 F8 1845: Frémont, John Charles. Map of an exploring expedition to the Rocky Mountains in the year 1842 and to Oregon & north California in the years 1843-44. Baltimore : Lith by E. Weber & Co. [1845]
Maps also cataloged separately.
Duplicate copies: Govt. W 7.5 :F881 -- Govt. 461 -- Graff 1436 [uncut] -- VAULT Ruggles 134 [uncut]
References: Wheat, Transmississippi West 497; Wheat, Gold region 21; Graff coll. 1436; Grolier. 100 Amer. books 49; Howes, W. U.S.iana (2nd ed.) F370; Sabin 25845; Streeter Americana V, 3131
Ayer 128.3 .F8 1845 (NLO)

West (U.S.) - Maps - 1846-1847 - Roadmaps

Authors: Peterson, Charles, S. -- United States. Bureau of Outdoor Recreation 1 atlas ([8], 74 p. illus., 54 maps) : 28 cm.
'The Mormon Battalion Trail Guide is an adaptation of the report prepared for the Bureau of Outdoor Recreation'
Details longest march in military history, consisting of 2,000 miles from Council Bluffs, Iowa to San Diego, California.
Scale of maps 1:150,000; (not 1:150,000 as stated on map 1)
Bibliography: p. 69-73.
Series: Western trail guide series, no. 1 18674
ICN75
map4C 62 (NLO)

West (U.S.) - Maps - 1846-1847 - Maps
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1823-1824 - Maps
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1846-1848 - Maps
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1846-1847 - Road maps

From: R.B. Sage's Scenes in the Rocky Mountains ... 1846.
Scale [ca. 1:4,725,000].
Wheat, C.I. Maps of the California gold region.
1942 no. 30  
Wheat, C.I. Mapping the Transmississippi West.  
1957-1963. v. 3, no. 527 (reprod. opp. p. 41)  
Ayer p133 .S12 1846 (NLO)

Topographical map of the road from Missouri to Oregon, commencing at the mouth of the Kansas in the Missouri River and ending at the mouth of the Wallah Wallah in the Columbia : in VII sections / from the field notes and journal of Capt. J.C. Frémont, and from sketches and notes made on the ground by his assistant Charles Preuss ; compiled by Charles Preuss, 1846 by order of the Senate of the United States. Baltimore : Lithogr. by E. Weber & Co., [1846?].  
1 strip map on 7 sheets ; 127 x 312 cm., sheets 41 x 67 cm.  
Strip map in 7 sections detailing Fremont's 1842-43 expedition on the Oregon Trail between Westport (Kansas City, Mo.) and Fort Walla Walla (Wash.), along stretches of the Kansas, Platte, Sweetwater, Bear, Snake, and Walla Walla river valleys.  
Extensive marginal notes include quotations from: Report of the exploring expedition to the Rocky Mountains in the year 1842 : and to Oregon and north California in the years 1843-'44 / by Brevet Captain J. C. Frémont, of the topographical engineers, under the orders of Col. J.J. Abert, chief of the Topographical Bureau : printed by order of the Senate of the United States (Washington : Gales and Seaton, printers, 1845). The report was issued without this 7-sheet map in: U.S. 28th Congress, 2nd Session, 1844-1845. Senate Executive Document 174 (Serial Set 461).  
Identifies Indian tribal regions and includes "meteorological observations".  
Scale [1:633,600]. "10 miles to the inch."  
Coordinates: (W 118°55'-W 94°20'/N 47°19'-N 38°40')  
Relief shown by hachures.  
Inscription on sheet VI verso: Road from Missouri to Oregon  
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.  
References: Wheat, C.I. Mapping the transmississippi West, 523; Cf. Koepp, U.S. Serial Set index ... maps, 546 (30-2) H.rp. 145, map 6 (variant without imprint).  
VAULT drawer Graff 3360 (NLO)

81800 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1846<>>>West (U.S.) - Maps - 1846 - Road maps<>>>West (U.S.) - Maps - 1846 - Trails<>>>Trails - West (U.S.) - Maps - 1846<>>>Road maps  
A New map of Texas, Oregon, and California with the regions adjoining. [Austin, Tex. Michael D. Heaston], 1995.  
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Burroughs, H. N. -- Michael D. Heaston (Firm). Rare Americana ... catalog 23 (1995) -- Heaston (Michael D.), firm SEE Michael D. Heaston (Firm)  
1 map  
Detached from: Michael D. Heaston (Firm). Rare Americana ... catalog 23 (Austin, Tex. : Michael D. Heaston, 1995), opposite title page.  
temp map4F G4050 1846 .M5 1995 (PrCt)

81801 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1846<>>>West (U.S.) - Maps - 1846 - Road maps<>>>West (U.S.) - Maps - 1846 - Trails<>>>Trails - West (U.S.) - Maps - 1846<>>>Road maps  
A New map of Texas, Oregon, and California with the regions adjoining / compiled from the most recent authorities. Philadelphia : published by S. Augustus Mitchell, N.E. corner of Market & Seventh Streets, 1846, c1845.  
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Burroughs, H. N. -- Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868. Accompaniment to Mitchell's new map of Texas, Oregon and California with the regions adjoining (1846) -- Clymer, Geo., Jr. -- Howes, Wright -- Wright Howes Map Collection
(Newberry Library) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 57 x 53 cm., folded in leather covers 14 x 9 cm. + 1 guide (46 p. ; 14 cm.)
Cover title (embossed in yellow on publisher's blue leather binding): Texas, Oregon and California.

"Entered according to act of Congress in the year 1845 by H.N. Bourroughs in the clerk's office of the District Court of the eastern district of Pennsylvania."
Scale [ca. 1:6,652,800]
Coordinates: (W 134°--W 87°/N 56°--N 25°).
Relief shown with hachures.
Prime meridians: Greenwich and Washington.
Includes descriptive text and table: Emigrant route from Missouri to Oregon.
"The emigrant route to Oregon, the route of Fremont's explorations, the Caravan route from Missouri to Santa Fe and the Great Spanish Trail from California to Santa Fe, are all shown on the map."
Pages 42-43 include description of the map and its sources: "New map of Texas, Oregon, and California ... It includes the State of Texas, Oregon as claimed by the United States, and the whole of Upper California .... "
Former owner's inscription on inside front cover: Geo. Clymer Jr. Washington, Febry. 9th, 1846
Forms part of the Wright Howes Map Collection.
Duplicate copy: Graff 2841
Condition: very fine.
Digital image of another copy available on the David Rumsey Map Collection website (accessed November 2012):
http://www.davidrumsey.com/luna/servlet/detail/RUMSEY--8~1~238~20003
References: Wheat, Mapping the Transmississippi west, v. 3, p. 34-35 and 253-254, no. 520; Wheat, C.I. Maps of the California gold region, p. 18, no. 29; Graff coll. 2841
LC Card Number: 01007520
Gift; Wright Howes; 1976.
map3C G4050 1846 .M5 (NLO)

81803 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1846<<><>West (U.S.) - Maps - 1846 - Road maps<<><>West (U.S.) - Maps - 1846 - Trails<<><>Trails - West (U.S.) - Maps - 1846<<><>Road maps
A New map of Texas, Oregon, and California with the regions adjoining. Philadelphia : S. Augustus Mitchell, 1846, c1845.
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Burroughs, H. N. -- Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868. Accompaniment to Mitchell's new map of Texas, Oregon and California with the regions adjoining (1846) -- Howes, Wright -- Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 57 x 53 cm. fold. in leather covers to 14 x 9 cm.
Cover title: Texas, Oregon and California.
Bound with: Accompaniment to Mitchell's new map of Texas, Oregon and California with the regions adjoining (46 p.).
Condition: very fine.
Forms part of the Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library).
References: Wheat, C.I. Mapping the Transmississippi west, 520; Wheat, C.I. Maps of the California gold region, 29; OCLC 47648727
Gift 1976, Wright Howes.
map3C G4050 1846 .M5a (PrCt)

81804 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1846<<><>West (U.S.) - Maps - 1846 - Road maps<<><>West (U.S.) - Maps - 1846 - Trails<<><>Trails - West (U.S.) - Maps - 1846<<><>Road maps
A New map of Texas, Oregon, and California with the regions adjoining. Philadelphia : S. Augustus Mitchell, 1846, c1845.
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Burroughs, H. N. -- Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868. Accompaniment to Mitchell's new map of Texas, Oregon and California with the regions adjoining (1846) -- Howes, Wright -- Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 57 x 53 cm. fold. in leather covers to 14 x 9 cm.
Cover title: Texas, Oregon and California.
Bound with: Accompaniment to Mitchell's new map of Texas, Oregon and California with the regions adjoining (46 p.).
Condition: very fine.
Forms part of the Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library).
References: Wheat, C.I. Mapping the Transmississippi west, 520; Wheat, C.I. Maps of the California gold region, 29; OCLC 47648727
Gift 1976, Wright Howes.
map3C G4050 1846 .M5b (PrCt)
Untitled map of the Americas in left margin (14 x 11 cm.); outlines ship routes to California.
In Simpson, Henry I. Three weeks in the gold mines, or, Adventures with the gold diggers of California in August, 1848 : together with advice to emigrants ... (New York : Joyce and Co., 1848) opposite title page.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
References: Wheat, Maps of the California Gold Region
VAULT Graff 3788 opp. t.p. (PrCt)

81809 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1848<<>>New Mexico - Maps - 1848<<>>Arizona - Maps - 1848
Notes of a military reconnaissance : from Fort Leavenworth, in Missouri, to San Diego, in California, including parts of the Arkansas, Del Norte, and Gila rivers / by Lieut. Col. W.H. Emory : made in 1846-7, with the advanced guard of the "Army of the West" ... Washington : Wendell and Van Benthuysen, printers, 1848.
Spine title: New Mexico and California.
Forms part of U.S. Serial Set 517 in series: 30th Congress, 1st session ; Ex. doc. no. 41 -- Ex. doc. (United States. Congress. House) ; 30th Congress, 1st session, no. 41.
Published also, without the reports of J. W. Albert, P. St. G. Cooke, and A. R. Johnson, as Senate Ex. doc. 7, 30th Congress, 1st session.
Robert Campbell's copy.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copies: Govt. 517 and Ayer 128.3 U5h 1848 (Ayer copy lacks map Military reconnaissance of the Arkansas, Rio del Norte and Rio Gila)
All maps and selected view also cataloged separately (Graff copy only).
References: Howes E145 LC Card Number: rc 18-2 //r482
Graff 1249 (NLO)

81810 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1849
Map of routes to California and Oregon. Buffalo : Lith. of Hall & Mooney, [1849].
Authors: Steele, Oliver G. (Oliver Gray), 1805-1879 -- Hall & Mooney -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 11 x 25 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:15,000,000].
Relief shown with hachures.
Prime meridian: Greenwich.
In Steele, Oliver G. Steele's Western guide book, and emigrant's directory; containing different routes through the states of New York, Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Michigan, Wisconsin, Iowa, Min[n]esota, etc., etc. ... (Buffalo, O.G. Steele, 1849). 16th ed. [Graff 3966 opposite p. 55] Cf. Sabin 91143.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copy: Graff 5274, opposite p. 55.
Graff 3966 opp. p. 55 (PrCt)

81811 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1849
Map of routes to California and Oregon. Buffalo : Lith. of Hall & Mooney, [1849].
Authors: Steele, Oliver G. (Oliver Gray), 1805-1879 -- Hall & Mooney -- Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 11 x 25 cm.
'Scale [ca. 1:15,000,000].'
Relief shown with hachures.
Prime meridian: Greenwich.
In Steele, Oliver G. Steele's western guide book and emigrant's directory : containing different routes through the states of New York, Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Michigan, Wisconsin, Iowa, Minnesota [!], etc., etc. ..... 17th ed. Buffalo : Oliver G. Steele, [1849] [Graff 5274 opposite p. 55].
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library. Duplicate copy: Graff 3966, opposite p. 55.
Graff 5274 opp. p. 55 (PrCt)

Map of California, New Mexico and adjacent countries showing the gold regions. [19--].
Authors: Disturnell, John, 1801-1877
1 map
19-- facsimilie. Originally published 1849.
temp map4F G4050 1849 .D5 19-- (PrCt)

Map of the route to California : compiled from accurate observations and surveys by government / engraved by Joseph E. Ware, No. 31, Locust Street, St. Louis. St. Louis : [J. Halsall], [1849].
Authors: Ware, Joseph E. -- Frémont, John Charles, 1813-1899 -- Ware, Joseph E. The emigrants' guide to California, containing every point of information for the emigrant ... [1849] -- Halsall, J. (John), active 1849-1857 -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 30 x 117 cm., folded to 14 x 9 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:2,259,202]
Coordinates: (W 123°02'00"-W 94°44'00"/N 39°49'00"-N 36°36'00")
Relief shown by hachures.
Largely based on earlier work by John Frémont; see Wheat, Mapping the Transmississipi West. Shows western United States gold rush routes from northwestern Missouri to San Francisco.
Inset map of the central United States (13 x 9 cm.): Diagram of the shortest routes to the frontier at Independence, at Independence & St. Joseph.
Elevation profile at top (5 x 113 cm.): Profile of the route, from the mouth of the Kansas to San Francisco, California.
Detached from: Ware, Joseph E. The Emigrants' guide to California, containing every point of information for the emigrant -- including routes, distances, water, grass ... with a large map of routes, and profile of country, &c. -- with full directions for testing and assaying gold and other ores (St. Louis, Mo. : J. Halsall [1849]) [Graff 4538]
Wood engraving printed on 3 sheets trimmed and joined to form a single composite sheet on cloth backing.
Graff 4538 map (NLO)

81814 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1850
A New map of the state of California, the territories of Oregan & Utah, and the chief part of New Mexico. [Philadelphia] : Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co., 1850 [i.e. 1852].
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co. -- Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868. Mitchell, S. Augustus. New universal atlas ... (1852)
1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 29 cm.
Entered according to act of Congress in ... 1850 by Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co. ... : Later edition of map previously published by S.A. Mitchell.
oversize G1019 .N49 1852 pl. 37 (PrCt)

81815 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1850-1870 - Road maps <>> Coaching (Transportation) - West (U.S.) - Maps - 1850-1870 <>> Road maps Transcontinental stage lines. [Wichita, Kan. McCormick-Armstrong Co., 1957].
1 map : col. ; on sheet 22 x 28 cm.
Shows Butterfield trail, Central stage route, Leavenworth -- Pikes Peak or Solomon River route, and Santa Fe trail.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

81816 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1850<->Mexico - Maps - 1850<->Wall maps
Map of the United States and their territories between the Mississippi and the Pacific Ocean; and of part of Mexico / compiled in the Bureau of the Corps of Topog. Engs. under a resolution of the U.S. Senate, from the best authorities which could be obtained. New-York : Engraved by Sherman & Smith, 1850.
1 map ; 110 x 97 cm., folded to 24 x 18 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:3,200,000]
Coordinates: (W 126°--W 86°/N 50°--N 18°)
Relief shown by hachures.
Sectioned and mounted on cloth.
Signature on cloth backing of 'John R. Bartlett', appointed United States boundary commissioner following the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo.
Close derivative of map issued in the U.S. Congressional Serial Set; cf. Koepf 832 (34-1) S.exdoc 108, map 1.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Graff 4302 (NLO)

81817 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1851
Authors: Marzolla, Benedetto, 1801-1858 -- Ferry, Hipolito -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 35 x 49 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:4,400,000].
Prime meridian: Paris
'... Atlante Geografico di B. Marzolla ... 1851.'
Wheat, C.I. Maps of the California gold region 1848-1857 p. 90, no. 191. 91082002PL.
VAULT Graff 5430 (NLO)

1 atlas (14 items : maps, profiles, sections ; on 27 sheets 86 x 116 cm. and smaller) ; in binding 24 cm.
Atlas without title page accompanying 2-volume report; lacking text v. 3, which may not have been issued in regular form.

Graff 4435 Atlas (PrCt)

81819 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1853-1854 - Railroads - Explorations and surveys

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
81820 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1853 - Road maps - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Overland journeys to the Pacific - Maps - 1853 - Manuscripts - Sparks, John Henry - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles - Road maps

[Facsimile of manuscript map of an overland journey from Salt Lake City to Sacramento City]. 1875.

Authors: Sparks, John Henry -- Purdy, James R.

81821 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1855-1873

West (U.S.) - Maps - 1855-1873


"Rev. for autumn of 1873."

Maps copyright 1855 by J.H. Colton & Co.

Spine title: Hand-book of Western travel

Book-label: Blackie & Son Limited private library.

Bookplate: Blackie & Son, Glasgow. Priv:Lib:.


"Being a complete guide to the Rocky Mountains, Yosemite Valley, Sierra Nevada, the mining regions of Utah, Nevada, etc., and other famous localities, with full descriptive sketches of the cities, towns, rivers, lakes, water-falls, mountains, hunting and fishing grounds, and all the places and objects of interest within the district named."

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).

Includes index.

References: Buck 583

LC Card Number: 01023441

Baskes F590.3 .A65 1873 (NLO)
81823

**West (U.S.) - Maps - 1856**

**Map illustrating the general geological features of the country west of the Mississippi River.**

Compiled from the surveys of W.H. Emory and from the Pacific Railroad surveys & other sources / by James Hall, assisted by J.P. Lesley, Esq; drawn by Ths. Jekyll.


1 map : hand col.; 52 x 59 cm.

Includes color coded chart to show geologic age of rocks; identifies forts, state boundaries, cities, roads, and rivers; Kansas and Minnesota shown as territories.

Scale [ca. 1:5,829,120]; (W 1280--W 840/N 500--N 10007)

Relief shown by hachures.

Relief shown pictorially.


Exhibited at the Newberry Library as part of Mapping Manifest Destiny: Chicago and the

Graft 1650, opposite title page (PrCr)

81824

**West (U.S.) - Maps - 1856**


Authors: Miller, Orton & Mulligan, publishers, New York -- Beadle, Erastus Flavel, 1821-1894 -- Warren & Buell, lithographers, Buffalo -- Ferris, Jacob -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col.; 38 x 64 cm.

In Ferris, Jacob. The States and territories of the great West: including Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Missouri, Michigan, Wisconsin, Iowa, Minnesota [sic], Kansas and Nebraska (New York and Auburn: Miller, Orton, and Mulligan; Buffalo: E.F. Beadle, 1856.)

'Lith. Warren & Buell, Buffalo.'

Scale [ca. 1:4,150,000].

Relief shown by hachures.

Graft 1309 [map] (PrCr)

81825

**West (U.S.) - Maps - 1857**

**Geology**

**West (U.S.) - Maps - 1857**

Map illustrating the general geological features of the country west of the Mississippi River: compiled from the surveys of W.H. Emory and from the Pacific Railroad surveys & other sources / by James Hall, assisted by J.P. Lesley, Esq; drawn by Ths. Jekyll.


1 map : hand col.; 52 x 59 cm.

Includes color coded chart to show geologic age of rocks; identifies forts, state boundaries, cities, roads, and rivers; Kansas and Minnesota shown as territories.

Scale [ca. 1:5,829,120]; (W 1280--W 840/N 500--N 240)

Relief shown by hachures.

Relief shown pictorially.


Exhibited at the Newberry Library as part of Mapping Manifest Destiny: Chicago and the

Graft 1650, opposite title page (PrCr)
Wheat 922
OCLC 52289336
574 and 576
map6F G4051.C5 1857 .H3 (PrCt)

1 map ; 75 x 55 cm. fold. to 15 x 9 cm.
Scale 1:3,850,000.
Relief shown by hachures.
Covers Nebraska extending to the Canadian border and westward to Oregon and Kansas including present day Colorado.
Includes illus. and insets of United States and 'Map of the territory acquired from Mexico by the Gadsden Treaty, 1854.'
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Available on microfilm at the Newberry Library.
Graff 836 (NLO)

Map of the territory of the United States from the Mississippi to the Pacific Ocean ... to accompany the reports of the explorations for a railroad route ... 1854-5-6-7. [Washington, D.C.? s.n., 1857?].
1 map ; 106 x 115 cm. on 2 sheets each 55 x 119 cm.
'Compiled ... by Lieut. G.K. Warren, Topl. Engrs. ... under the direction of Bvt. Maj. W.H. Emory ... and of Capt. A.A. Humphreys, Topl. Engrs.'
'Engr. by Selmar Siebert.'
Title and authorship statements from bottom sheet.
Scale 1:3,000,000.
Detached from Pacific Railroad Reports, v. 11, p. 2, no. 14
Duplicate copy: map6F G4050 1857 .W3a (Gift, A. Holzheimer).
For variant edition see Graff 4308.
Uniform title: Pacific Railroad Reports
References: Wheat v. 4, p. 227, no. 936
5211
map6F G4051.P3 1853 .U5 v. 11, pt. 2, no. 14 (PrCt)

Skeleton map of the overland mail route to California. [United States : s.n., 1857?].
Authors: Butterfield, John, 1801-1869 -- United States. Post Office Dept. -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map ; hand col. ; 20 x 33 cm., on sheet 44 x 36 cm.
Outlines southern and central routes proposed for express postal service in the western United States. The southern route, in green, includes Memphis, Tenn., El Paso, Texas, and San Francisco, Calif. The central route, in red, includes Saint Louis, Mo., Albuquerque, N.M., and San Francisco.
"Route adopted by the [Post Office] Department traced in green. Route proposed by John Butterfield and others (who were the lowest bidders) in red."
"In the text, Butterfield presses the advantages of his [central] route over that chosen [the southern route]. The broadside was circulated by parties dissatisfied with the decision of Postmaster General Brown of Tennessee to take the road through Tennessee and bypass northern cities ... The date is 1857." -- Storm, Colton. Catalogue of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (1968), p. 82-83, no. 526
Scale [1:16,100,000].
Coordinates: (W 130°--W 60°/N 52°--N 24°)
Lithographed.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Digital image available by website subscription to American West : sources from the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
VAULT broadside Graff 526 (NLO)

New map of the Pikes Peak gold region : showing all the routes from the Mississippi & Missouri Rivers, and the outfitting points / drawn by A.M. Bailye C.E. St. Louis, Mo. published by

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

81830 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1859 - Road maps
Authors: Campbell, Albert H. (Albert Henry), 1826-1899 -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library) -- Graff 558 (NLO)

81831 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1859 - Trails
Sketch of the different roads embraced in the itineraries [for the western United States]. [New York : Harper & Brothers, 1859].
Authors: Marcy, Randolph Barnes, 1812-1887 -- Harper & Brothers -- Marcy, Randolph Barnes, 1812-1887. The Prairie traveler (1859) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library) -- Graff 4304 (NLO)

p. 340.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Graff 2676, following p. 340 (PrCl)

81832 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1860
Routes to the Pikes Peak gold regions. St. Louis, Mo. A. McLean Lith., 1860.
Authors: McLean, Alexander, ca. 1823-1872 -- Villard, Henry, 1835-1900 -- Sutherland & McEvoy -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library) -- Graff 4486 opp. p. 112 (PrCl)

81833 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1860-1862
Utah - Maps - 1860-1862
-- West (U.S.) - Maps - 1860-1862 -- Railroads
-- Utah - Maps - 1860-1862 -- Railroads
Central Pacific Railroad Company - Maps - 1860-1862
Union Pacific Railway Company - Maps - 1860-1862
Wall maps
Railroads - Maps
Territory and military department of Utah / compiled in the Bureau of Topographl. Engrs. of the War Depart. chiefly for military purposes under the authority of Hon. J. B. Floyd, Sec. of War ; engraved by W.H. Dougall. [Washington? s.l.], 1860 [i.e.1862?].

02853 Alexandria - Maps - 1855-1856

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
A New map of the principal routes to the gold regions of Colorado Territory / drawn by Aug. F. Harvey, civil engineer. St. Louis, Mo. Juls. Hutawa, lithographic and map publishing office, 65 Chestnut St. ... 1862.

Authors: Harvey, August F. -- Hutawa, Julius -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library) -- Harvey, Augustus Ford, 1830-1900 SEE Harvey, August F.

1 map : hand col., mounted on linen ; 48 x 85 cm. Names stations along the Platte River route, with notes on accommodations and provisions. Lists stage stations; shows forts, routes, gold districts.

Top and bottom margins include 18 advertisements for Nebraska City business. Scale [ca. 1:1,900,000.] Relief shown by hachures.


Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library; previously filed as Graff 1809.


ICN73

map4F G4051.P8 1860 H6 (PrCt)
-- Amerman, John W., fl. 1864 -- Jones, Herschel V. (Herschel Vespasian), 1861-1928 -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)

1 map : wood engraving ; 8 x 17 cm.

In: Bliss, Edward. A brief history of the new gold regions of Colorado Territory ... (New-York : John W. Amerman, printer, 1864), p. [31].

Provenance: Herschel V. Jones copy.

Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.

VAULT Graff 330, p. [31] (PrCt)


Duplicate copies of the 1865 edition of the map issued in the 1865 and 1866 editions of the book; see Graf 370 and G 89 .1099.

Digital reproduction of another copy available on the "Collection of digitized Kansas maps" website administered by Wichita State University Libraries (accessed March 2009):


For 1868 edition of the map and book, see G 89 .11.

G 1089 .11 (NLO)


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
In: Young, Francis Crissey. Across the plains in '65. A youngster's journal from "Gotham" to "Pike's Peak" (Denver, Colo. : [Lanning Bros.?], 1905), frontispiece.
Covers parts of Nebraska, Kansas, Colorado, and Wyoming; details Young's 1865 route between Atchison, Kansas, and Denver, Colorado.
References: Graff 4787 (sold as Newberry duplicate)
For digital image of the Ayer copy, see the subscription website American West : sources from the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library, Chicago (produced by Adam Matthew Digital; accessed June 2010):
http://www.americanwest.amdigital.co.uk/Content/s/image-viewer.aspx?imageid=64427&previous=3

Ayer 128.3 .Y71 1905, frontispiece (PrCt)

West (U.S.) - Maps - 1866
The Pacific states, the territories and a portion of the north-western states / by J. Bartholomew, F.R.G.S. London & Liverpool : George Philip & Son, [1866].
Authors: Bartholomew, John, 1831-1893 -- Hughes, William, 1817-1876. Grand atlas universel : ou collection de cartes nouvelles ... (1866) -- George Philip & Son
1 map : col. ; 50 x 64 cm.
At head of title: "(United States, No. II (western division)"
In: Hughes, William. Grand atlas universel : ou collection de cartes nouvelles ... (Paris ; Leipzig ; London : J. Rothschild ; G. Philip and Son, 1866), plate 43.
No. "43" printed on verso.
oversize G 10 .42, plate 43 (PrCt)

West (U.S.) - Maps - 1866
Route map to accompany Colonel Meline's "Two Thousand Miles on Horseback". New York : Endicott & Co. Lith., 59 Beekman St., [1868].
Authors: Endicott & Co. (New York, N.Y.) -- W. Endicott & Co. -- Meline, James F. (James Florant), 1811-1873 -- Travel - 1866 - Maps
1 map ; 30 x 43 cm., folded to 18 x 10 cm.
In: Meline, James F. Two thousand miles on horseback : Santa Fé and back, a summer tour through Kansas, Nebraska, Colorado, and New Mexico, in the year 1866 (New York : Hurd and Houghton, 1868, c1867), opposite title page.
Covers much of the western U.S., but most detailed in Colorado and New Mexico; includes table of distances; identifies U.S. forts.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copy: Ayer 128.5 .M5 1868
Graff 2743, opposite title page (PrCt)

West (U.S.) - Maps - 1866 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Cartographic and Architectural Branch Manuscript map. RG 77, Civil Works Map File, Q-118 -- Newberry Library. Manuscript map.
1 map ; 570 x 811 mm.
Photocopy made from 1866 photographic publication of manuscript map held by the Newberry Library (VAULT Case MS folio G4050 1866 .D6).
Original of this copy held by the U.S. National Archives, Record Group 77, Civil Works Map File, Q-118.
Initially compiled in 1866, when Dodge was appointed Chief Engineer of the Union Pacific Railroad Company.
Includes notes added after photographic publication, one of which credits U.S. General Christopher Columbus Augur (commander of the Military Department of the Platte) with furnishing information for the map.
The original manuscript was extensively revised

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
following photographic publication, and includes modifications to the projected transcontinental railroad route.

Scale at center [ca. 1:2,375,000].

Coordinates: (W 118°25'--W 92°20'/N 49°15'--N 36°55')

Prime meridian: Greenwich.

Relief shown by hachures.

Bar scale of 50 miles = 35 mm.

Covers much of the western United States; roughly bounded by Idaho, the Dakotas, Utah and Kansas.

Shows extent of UPRR construction, many U.S. military posts, army expedition routes variously dated 1843-1860, wagon roads, and trails.

Includes distance tables; does not identify Indian regions.

For duplicate or variant copies of the published version, see Ayer 133 .U515 1869, VAULT Ayer MS 3008 box 6 folder 100, and Graff 3528.


Ayer ms map proj 97

map 6F G4050 1866 .D6 1988 (NLO)


Manuscript map. VAULT Ayer MS 3008 box 6 folder 100 -- Newberry Library. Manuscript map. VAULT Case MS folio G4050 1866 .D6 -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 671 x 955 mm.

Reduced photographic print of 1866 manuscript map held by the Newberry Library (VAULT Case MS folio G4050 1866 .D6).

Initially compiled in 1866, when Dodge was appointed Chief Engineer of the Union Pacific Railroad Company.

Another copy of this photograph at the U.S. National Archives includes note crediting U.S. General Christopher Columbus Augur with furnishing information for the map; cf. Wheat. This copy forms part of Augur's Papers (Ayer MS 3008), the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection and the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library).

The original manuscript was extensively revised following photographic publication, and includes modifications to the projected transcontinental railroad route.

Scale at center [ca. 1:2,000,000]; bar scale of 50 miles = 41 mm.

Coordinates: (W 118°25'--W 92°20'/N 49°15'--N 36°55')

Prime meridian: Greenwich.

Relief shown by hachures.

Covers much of the western United States; roughly bounded by Idaho, the Dakotas, Utah and Kansas.

Shows extent of UPRR construction, many U.S. military posts, army expedition routes variously dated 1843-1860, wagon roads, and trails.

Includes distance tables; does not identify Indian regions.

Sectioned into 28 panels; mounted on cloth and folded to 173 x 139 mm.

For duplicate or variant copies of the published version, see Ayer 133 .U515 1869, Graff 3528, and map 6F G4050 1866 .D6 1988.


Ayer ms map proj 97

VAULT Ayer MS 3008 box 6 folder 100 (NLO)


Manuscript map. VAULT Case MS folio G4050 1866 .D6 -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)

Reduced photographic print of 1866 manuscript map held by the Newberry Library (VAULT Case MS folio G4050 1866 .D6).

Initially compiled in 1866, when Dodge was appointed Chief Engineer of the Union Pacific Railroad Company.

Another copy of this photograph at the U.S. National Archives includes note crediting U.S. General Christopher Columbus Augur with furnishing information for the map; cf. Wheat.

The original manuscript was extensively revised following photographic publication, and includes modifications to the projected transcontinental railroad route.

Scale at center [ca. 1:2,000,000]; bar scale of 50 miles = 41 mm.

Coordinates: (W 118°25'--W 92°20'/N 49°15'--N 36°55')

Prime meridian: Greenwich.

Relief shown by hachures.

Covers much of the western United States; roughly bounded by Idaho, the Dakotas, Utah and Kansas.

Shows extent of UPRR construction, many U.S. military posts, army expedition routes variously dated 1843-1860, wagon roads, and trails.

Includes distance tables; does not identify Indian regions.

Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.

For duplicate or variant copies of the published version, see Ayer 133 .U515 1869, VAULT Ayer MS 3008 box 6 folder 100, and map6F G4050 1866 .D6 1988.


Graff 3528 (NLO)
Grenville Mellen. Map of the military district, Kansas and the territories (Leavenworth, Kan.: R. Stevenson & Co., photograph rooms, 48 Delaware Street, 1866).

Following its 1866 publication, the manuscript was extensively revised.

For Newberry copies of the published version, see Ayer 133 .U515 1869, VAULT Ayer MS 3008 box 6 folder 100, Graft 3528, and map6F G4050 1866 .D6 1988.

Pen-and-ink (black, brown, red), pencil, and watercolor (blue, red, yellow). Sectioned into 28 panels; formerly mounted on cloth and folded to 307 x 245 mm.

Exhibited at the Newberry Library as part of Mapping Manifest Destiny: Chicago and the American West (November 3, 2007-February 16, 2008).

For more information, see the Newberry Library Map Information File.

This photocopy missing April 2012.

map1F G4050 1866 .D6 1990 (PrCt)


1 ms. map in 28 sections : hand col.; 1,193 x 1,682 mm.

Compiled with contributions from General Christopher Columbus Augur, commander of the Military Department of the Platte; cf. Wheat and Conzen & Dillon.

Initially compiled in 1866, when Dodge was appointed Chief Engineer of the Union Pacific Railroad Company, but includes many subsequent corrections and erasures.

Scale at center [ca. 1:1,138,000]. Bar scale of 50 miles = 71 mm.

Coordinates: (W 118°25'-W 92°20'/N 49°15'--N 36°55')

Prime meridian: Greenwich.

Relief shown by hachures.

Covers much of the western United States; roughly bounded by Idaho, the Dakotas, Utah and Kansas.

Shows extent of UPRR construction, many U.S. military posts, army expedition routes variously dated 1843-1860, wagon roads, and trails.

Includes distance tables; does not identify Indian regions.

Accompanied by photocopy of letter dated June 4, 1915 from Dodge to Edgar Rubey Harlan of Des Moines, Iowa, concerning publication of the map.

An earlier state of this manuscript was published in 1866 as a reduced photographic print: Dodge, Grenville Mellen. Map of the military district, Kansas and the territories (Leavenworth, Kan.: R. Stevenson & Co., photograph rooms, 48 Delaware Street, 1866). Following its 1866 publication, the manuscript was extensively revised, including erasures and modifications to the projected transcontinental railroad route. Cf. Thurman and Wheat.

Pen-and-ink (black, brown, red), pencil, and watercolor (blue, red, yellow). Sectioned into 28 panels; formerly mounted on cloth and folded to 307 x 245 mm.

Exhibited at the Newberry Library as part of Mapping Manifest Destiny: Chicago and the American West (November 3, 2007-February 16, 2008).

For Newberry copies of the published version, see Ayer 133 .U515 1869, VAULT Ayer MS 3008 box 6 folder 100, Graft 3528, and map6F G4050 1866 .D6 1988.


For more information, see the Newberry Library Map Information File.

Photographic transparencies also available; see Newberry Library Spec. Coll. Image Index. Gift of Arthur Holzheimer (1986?).

Previously shelved as VAULT MS map6F G4050 1866 .D6 1990 (PrCt)

VAULT Case MS folio G4050 1866 .D6 (NLO)
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1867

National map of the territory of the United States from the Mississippi River to the Pacific Ocean. [Washington, D.C.]: J.F. Gedney, lithographer, engraver & plate printer, 1867.


1 map : hand col. ; 119 x 144 cm. on 4 sheets, mounted and folded in cover 27 x 23 cm.

Scale [1:2,280,960]. 'Scale 36 miles to an inch.'

'Made by authority of the Hon. O.H. Browning, Secretary of the Interior, in the office of the Indian Bureau, chiefly for government purposes under the direction of the Hon. N.G. Taylor, Commrs. of Indian Affairs & Hon. Chas. E. Mix, Chief Clerk of the Indian Bureau.'

Cover title: Keeler's map of the U.S. territories, Pacific R.R. routes, mineral lands and Indian reservations.

For photocopy of Notes to accompany Keeler's map of the U.S. Territory... (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1867; 30 p.) see Newberry Library Map Information File (filed by call number of duplicate copy of the map, Graff folio 2281).


Relief shown by hachures.

Forms part of the papers of U.S. Army General Christoper C. Augur in the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection.

'Genl. Augur.'--inscription inside front cover.

Includes a few annotations in pencil; military forts and posts underlined in crayon.

Graff Coll. 2281.


Identifies military posts, Indian reservations, extent of Union Pacific R.R. construction and public land surveys, wagon roads, and mineral resources.

Previously shelved as VAULT Ayer MS 3008 box 2 map 2

Ayer MS Proj 97

VAULT Ayer MS 3008 box 6 folder 101 (NLO)

West (U.S.) - Maps - 1867 - Fortification - Great Plains - Maps - 1867 - Fortification

Map of the states of Kansas and Texas and Indian Territory, with parts of the territories of Colorado and New Mexico. New York : J. Bien Lith., 1867.


1 map : hand col. ; 115 x 86 cm. fold. in covers to 20 x 12 cm.

Above title: Engineer Bureau. War Department.

Cover title: Kansas, Texas, and Indian Territory, with parts of Colorado and New Mexico.

Army forts underlined in red.


Acquired 197-?

map3C G4050 1867 .U5 (PrCt)


Authors: Union Pacific Railway Company -- D. Appleton and Company -- Union Pacific Railway Company. Union Pacific Railroad : the great national highway between the mountains and the east (1867) -- Horton & Leonard -- Everett D.
G 89 .11 opposite title page (PrCt)

West (U.S.) - Maps - 1868 - Railroads

G 89 .1099 -- G 1089 .11

Three copies of the 1865 edition of the map held by the Newberry: Graff 370 -- G 89 .1099 -- G 1089 .11

Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library) -- Horton & Leonard -- Horton and Leonard (Chicago, Ill.) SEE Horton & Leonard 1 map ; 15 x 23 cm., on sheet folded to 17 x 13 cm.

"(See Appleton's Railway Guide)" -- at bottom right.

Map of the western U.S.; roughly bounded by parts of Wisconsin, Arkansas, Montana, and Arizona.

In: Union Pacific Railroad : the great national highway between the mountains and the east (Chicago : Horton & Leonard, Book and Job Printers, 1867), inside back cover.

Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.

Digital image available by website subscription to American West : sources from the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.

Graff 4252, inside back cover (PrCt)

81854

West (U.S.) - Maps - 1868 - Railroads


Graff 4252, inside back cover (PrCt)

81853

West (U.S.) - Maps - 1868 - Railroads


Authors: G.W. & C.B. Colton & Co. -- Bowles, Samuel, 1826-1878. Across the continent : a summer's journey to the Rocky mountains ... (1868) -- Samuel Bowles and Company -- Hurd & Houghton

1 map : hand col. ; 34 x 45 cm., folded to 11 x 8 cm.

"New edition 1868."

Scale [ca. 1:8,000,000]; 1 inch equals approx. 125 miles.

Shows "finished R. R.s" and "route traveled by [U.S. House of Representatives Speaker] Mr. [Schuyler] Colfax."

Inset (13 x 16 cm.): Plan of central California on an enlarged scale.


VAULT Graff 4244, inside front cover (PrCt)

81855

West (U.S.) - Maps - 1868 - Railroads

Union Pacific Railroad Company. Map of surveys in 1864, 1865 & 1866 : from the Missouri River to Pacific Ocean / G.M. Dodge, chief engr. [S.I. s.n.], 1868.

Authors: Union Pacific Railroad Company -- Dodge, Grenville M., 1831-1916 -- Union Pacific Railroad Company. Report of G.M. Dodge, chief engineer, to the Board of Directors on a branch railroad line from the Union Pacific Railroad to Idaho, Montana, Oregon, and Puget's Sound (1868) -- Philip & Solomons -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 27 x 143 cm., folded to 20 x 13 cm.


Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.

Digital image available by website subscription to American West : sources from the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.

Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library, Chicago (produced by Adam Matthew Digital; accessed July 2010): http://www.americanwest.amdigital.co.uk/Content s/image-viewer.aspx?imageid=27512

VAULT Graff 4244, inside front cover (PrCt)
the chief engineer, with accompanying reports of division engineers, for 1866 (Washington, D.C.: Philp & Solomon, 1868), frontispiece.

Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library. Digital image available by website subscription to American West: sources from the Everett D. Graf Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library, Chicago (produced by Adam Matthew Digital; accessed July 2010): http://www.americanwest.amdigital.co.uk/Content/stateviewer.aspx?imageid=55155

Graff 4248, frontispiece (PrCt)


Territory of the United States from the Mississippi River to the Pacific Ocean [cartographic material]: originally prepared to accompany the reports of the explorations for a Pacific railroad route: made in accordance with the 10th & 11th sections of the Army Appropriation Act of March 3, 1853; compiled from authorized explorations and other reliable data by Lieut. G.K. Warren, Topl. Engrs., in the office of Pacific Railroad Surveys, War Dep't., under the direction of Bvt. Major W.H. Emory, Topl. Engrs. in, Capt. A.A. Humphreys, Topl. Engrs. in 1854-1858; recompiled and redrawn under the direction of the Chief of Corps of Engineers by Edward Freyhold, 1865-66-67-68; engraved & printed by Julius Bien, N.Y. [Washington, D.C.]: War Dep't., [1868].


1 map: hand col., mounted on linen; 105 x 115 cm., folded to 29 x 31 cm.

At head of title: Head Quarters Corps of Engineers, War Department. "Engraved & printed by Julius Bien, N.Y."

Scale 1:3,000,000.

Coordinates: (W 128° -- W 82° / N 49° -- N 22°)

Relief shown by hachures and spot heights. Inset (33 x 44 cm.): Territory of Alaska ceded by Russia to the United States 1868. Scale 1:9,000,000.

Dozens of "authorities" dated 1804-"to date" listed at bottom right.

This copy includes manuscript annotations by G.K. Warren and at least one other hand. Hand colored with red, blue, and green pencil to identify additional railroad lines, the extent of the "buffalo range in 1872", and more.

Printed on 4 sheets, sectioned into 16 panels, and mounted on linen.

Printed label of "Wetherby & Co. 9 Birchen Lane E.C." with manuscript title "Map of the territory of the United States from the Mississippi to the Pacific Ocean 1865-66-67-68" pasted on verso.

Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

Duplicate copy (uncolored; printed on 4 sheets trimmed and joined to form 1 composite sheet, sectioned into 35 panels, mounted on linen, and folded to 23 x 18 cm and bound in brown morocco with cover title: Territory of the United States from the Mississippi River to the Pacific Ocean): Graff 4309


References: Wheat, Mapping the Transmississippi West, v. 5, pt. 2, p. 243-246 and 412-413, no. 1185; Graff coll. 4309

LC Card Number: gm 71000836

Ayer 133 .U565 1868 (NLO)


Watson's new map of the western states, territories, Mexico and Central America. New York: Gaylord Watson, 1869.

Authors: Watson, Gaylord -- Wadsworth, W. W. -- Beach, Chilton -- Howes, Wright -- Wright Howes

Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map: hand col.; 95 x 74 cm. fold. in cloth covers to 18 x 12 cm.

Cover title: Watson's new map of the western territories and Central America. Inset (13 x 28 cm.): Central America. Advertising inside front cover.

Condition: fine.

Hand stamp on verso: C. Beach, bookseller, Mont'y. St. S.F.

Forms part of the Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library).


map3C G4050 1869 .W3 (PrCt)


Cabinet map of the western states and territories on a rectangular projection showing the location of gold silver and other minerals the rail roads and principal cities the meridian lines base lines and congressional townships as far as public surveys have been extended. Chicago : Rufus Blanchard, 1869, c1868.

Authors: Blanchard, Rufus, 1821-1904 -- Gouget, Rufus, 1821-1904

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
81859 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1869 - Railroads - Maps - Union Pacific Railway Company - Maps - 1869 - Wall maps

Map of the Union Pacific Railroad and surveys of 1864, 65, 66, 67, 1868 from Missouri River to Humboldt Wells, G.M. Dodge, Chief Engineer. [S.l. s.n.] 1869.

Authors: Dodge, Grenville M., 1831-1916 -- Lambach, H. -- Union Pacific Railway Company -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 52 x 166 cm., folded to 28 x 16 cm. 'H. Lambach del., January 1869.' Scale 1:1,267,200. 20 miles to 1 inch. Topographical strip map between Council Bluffs, Iowa, to west of Great Salt Lake, Utah, showing located and experimental lines and profile of grades. Description derived from LC Railroad maps, 592 Available through the Library of Congress website as a raster image (March 2012): http://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g4051p.rr005920 LC Card Number: 98688835 Ayer 133 .U515 1869 (NLO)

81860 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1870-1879 - Railroads - Maps - 1870-1879 - Railroad maps

Map of the Pacific Railroad. [San Francisco? Winterburn & Co.?, 1870-?]. Authors: Pacific Railroad Company -- Winterburn & Co. (San Francisco, Calif.) -- Williams, Loren L., 1828-1881. Journal (1851-1880) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 15 x 63 cm., folded to 17 x 12 cm. Printed strip map detailing railroad routes between Iowa, Missouri, and California. Advertising on verso for Winterburn & Co. ('printers and electrotypers' in San Francisco) and six other firms. Pasted into: Williams, Loren L. Journal v. 4, opening [62]. Forms part of Williams's manuscript journals, chronicling his life in Oregon between 1851-1880. Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library. VAULT folio Graff 4683 v. 4, opening [62] (Pr Ct)


Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Signed by previous owner: R.B. Ball, Leak [?]
Box [?] 611.
In: Union Pacific Railway Company. Guide to the
Union Pacific railroad lands: 12,000,000 acres
best farming and mineral lands in America, for
sale by the Union Pacific railroad company, in
tracts to suit purchasers and at low prices ...
(Omaha, Neb.: Land Department, Union Pacific
Railroad Building, 1870), back cover.
Digital image available by website subscription to
American West: sources from the Everett D.
Graff Collection of Western Americana at the
Newberry Library, Chicago (produced by Adam
Matthew Digital; accessed June 2010):
http://www.americanwest.amdigital.co.uk/Content
s/image-viewer.aspx?imageid=56643
H 97924 .916, back cover (PrCt)

81864
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1870 -
Railroads - Kansas - Maps - 1870 -
Railroads - Nebraska - Maps - 1870 -
Railroads - Wall maps - Railroads - Maps
The Combination map: being a sectional map of
Kansas & Nebraska to the sixth principal
meridian, western Iowa & Missouri, combined
with a general map of the western states &
territories / compiled & published by Snyder
Brothers ; lith. Chas. Shober, Chicago. Chicago:
Snyder Brothers, 1870.
Authors: Snyder Brothers (Chicago, Ill.) --
Shober, Charles
2 maps: hand col., mounted on cloth; 124 x 56
cm. and 97 x 116 cm., on sheet 176 x 171 cm.
Margins include extensive business directories
for Chicago, St. Louis, Kansas, Nebraska, and
Missouri.
Purchased from Martayan Lan of New York,
2010.
maproll G4050 1870 .S6 (PrCt)

81865
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1870 -
Railroads - Pacific railroads - Maps -
1870 - Railroads - Maps
Map of the Pacific railroad route from the
Mississippi River to the Pacific Ocean ... New
York: G.W. & C.B. Colton & Co.; Chicago: Rufus
Blanchard, 1870.
Authors: G.W. & C.B. Colton & Co. -- Blanchard,
Rufus, 1821-1904
1 map; 14 x 96 cm. (18mo)
Details Pacific railroad connections with
Milwaukee, Chicago, St. Louis, Detroit, Toledo
and Cincinnati.
Scale 1:3,168,000; 50 miles to the inch.
Series: Cheap series [of maps]
G 1089 .18 (NLO)

81866
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1871 - Railroad land
grants - Railroad land grants - West (U.S.) -
Maps - 1871 - Union Pacific Railway
Company - Maps - 1871 - Railroad land
grants - Railroads - Maps - Strip maps
Map of the land grant & connections of the Union
Pacific Railroad: 1,037 miles of road, 12,000,000
acres of land. Chicago: lith. by Charles Shober &
Co., props. Chicago Lith. Co., 7 & 9 Jefferson St.,
1871.
Authors: Union Pacific Railway Company --
Kimball, Thos. L., fl. 1871 -- Davis, O. F., fl.
1871-1875 -- Charles Shober & Co. -- Shober,
Charles -- Chicago Lithographing Co. -- Union
Pacific Railway Company. Guide to the Union
Pacific Railroad lands: 12,000,000 acres ...
(1871) -- Charles Shober & Co. SEE ALSO
Shober, Charles -- Shober, Charles SEE ALSO
Charles Shober & Co. -- Chicago Lith. Co. SEE
Chicago Lithographing Co.
1 map: col.; 18 x 70 cm., on sheet folded to 20 x
11 cm.
At head of title: Thos. L. Kimball, general ticket
agent, Omaha. O.F. Davis, Land Commissioner,
Omaha.
Strip map covering central corridor in the western
U.S.; roughly bounded by parts of Illinois,
Wisconsin, Idaho, and Utah.
In: Union Pacific Railway Company. Guide to the
Union Pacific Railroad lands: 12,000,000 acres
best farming, grazing and mineral lands in the
state of Nebraska and territories of Colorado,
Wyoming and Utah, for sale by the Union Pacific
Railroad Company, in tracts to suit purchasers
and at low prices. 4th ed. (Omaha, Neb.: Land
Dept., Union Pacific Railroad, 1871), frontispiece.
H 97924 .917, frontispiece (PrCt)

West (U.S.) - Maps - 1872 - Military
bases - West (U.S.) - Maps - 1872 -
Forts - West (U.S.) - Maps - 1872 -
Indian reservations - West (U.S.) - Maps -
1872 - United States. Army. Military Division of
the Missouri - Maps - 1872 - United States.
Army. Military Division of the Missouri -
Forts - Military bases SEE ALSO
Military bases SEE ALSO
Forts
Map showing the location of military posts, Indian
reservations & principal routes in the states &
territories comprising the Military Division of the
Missouri, Lieut. General P.H. Sheridan,
commanding. [Chicago]: Engineer Office, Hd.
Qrs. Milr. Div. of the Mo., Major J.N. Barlow,
Chief Engineer, 1872.
Authors: United States. Army. Military Division of
the Missouri -- Reubach, Emil, fl. 1872 --
Grierson, Benjamin Henry, 1826-1911 -- Charles
Shober & Co. -- Chicago Lithographing Co. --
Newberry Library. Manuscript. Ayer MS 3039 --
Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection (Newberry
Library)
1 map: col.; 27 x 31 cm.
Transcription of Reubach's name uncertain;
imprint obscured.
Detached from either the 1872 or 1876 edition of:
Outline descriptions of the posts in the Military

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Division of the Missouri, commanded by Lieutenant General P.H. Sheridan. Chicago: Headquarters Military Division of the Missouri.

Forms part of the Papers of U.S. cavalry officer Benjamin Henry Grierson (Ayer MS 3039) and the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library).

Boundaries of military districts and Indian reservations outlined in color.

Scale [ca. 1:10,100,000]. 'Scale 1 inch = 165 miles.'

Prime meridian: Greenwich.

Duplicate copy folded into: Graff 4327

VAULT drawer Ayer MS 3039 map 9 (NLO)

In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1872-1873) p. [xxii]

H 668 .703 (1872-1873) p. [xxii] (PrCt)

West (U.S.) - Maps - 1872 - Railroads - Maps


Authors: National Railway Publication Company -- Northern Pacific Railway Company -- Northern Pacific Railway Company. Führer durch die Ländereien der Nördlichen Pacific Eisenbahn in Minnesota (1872)

1 map : hand col. ; 20 x 70 cm., folded to 19 x 12 cm.

In Führer durch die Ländereien der Nördlichen Pacific Eisenbahn in Minnesota (New-York: Geschäftslkal des Departements für Ländereien der Nördlichen Pacific Eisenbahn, 1872), at back.

Case F604.3 .F67 1872 [map 1 of 2] (PrCt)

West (U.S.) - Maps - 1872 - Railroads - Maps

Croftt's trans-continental tourist's guide ... over the Union Pacific railroad, Central Pacific railroad of Cal., their branches and connections by stage and water: from the Atlantic to the Pacific ocean: illustrated. New York: Geo. A. Croftt, publisher, c1872.

Authors: Croftt, George A. -- Hayden, F. V. (Ferdinand Vandeven), 1829-1887 -- Horgesheimer, E. -- Froiseth, B.A.M. -- Atwell, H. W. -- Union Pacific Railway Company -- Central Pacific Railroad Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)


'Fourth vol., third annual revise.'

Added illustrated t.p.


Includes index.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes F 594 .F67 1872 (NLO)

The West (U.S.) - Maps - 1873 - Physiographic provinces - Maps

Authors: Gilpin, William, 1813-1894 -- J.B.
Lippincott & Co. -- Edward E. Ayer Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 54 x 57 cm.
Scale ca. 1:6,000,000.
Shows railroads, mountain chains, and
physiographic regions distinguished by colors.
In Gilpin, William. Mission of the North American
people, geographical, social, and political:
illustrated by six charts delineating the physical
architecture and thermal laws of all the continents
(Philadelphia: J.B. Lippincott & Co., 1873)
oppoite p. 70.
Ayer 4A 955, opp. p. 70 (PrCt)

81873 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1874<->Colorado -
Maps - 1874

County map of Colorado, Wyoming, Dakota,
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel
Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Edward E. Ayer
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 39 x 58 cm.
Scale [1:3,484,800] 1 in. to ca. 55 miles.
Pages 53-54 from his New general atlas?
Includes much of Nebraska and Kansas.
Shows forts, locations of Indian tribes, and
wagon roads.
Ayer p133 .M678 1874 (NLO)

81874 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1874 -
Railroads<->Railroads - Maps

Authors: Hinchman, Walter -- Denver and Rio
Grande Railroad Company -- Weise, A. L. --
Chicago Historical Society
1 map ; 23 x 14 cm.
Added title, upper margin: Denver & Rio Grande
Railway : Soda Springs, Pikes Peak, Monument
Park, South Park, Santa Fé.
Text onn verso: Southern Colorado! The Pueblo
Colony and Cañon City, on the Denver & Rio
Grande Railway ... .
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society,
2005.
CHS Coll., Map no. 534 (PrCt)

81875 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1875 - Cattle
trails<->Great Plains - Maps - 1875 - Cattle
trails<->Texas - Maps - 1875 - Cattle
trails<->Cattle trails - West (U.S.) - Maps -
1875<->Cattle trails - Great Plains - Maps -
1875<->Cattle trails - Texas - Maps -
1875<->West (U.S.) - Maps - 1875 -
Railroads<->Great Plains - Maps - 1875 -
Railroads<->Kansas Pacific Railway
Company - Maps - 1875<->Atchison,
Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Company -
Maps - 1875<->Cattle trade - West (U.S.) -
Maps - 1875<->Road maps<->Railroads -
Maps
Kansas Pacific Railway : the best and shortest

cattle trail from Texas. Kansas City, Mo. K.C.
Lith. Co., [1875].
Authors: Kansas Pacific Railway Company --
Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway
Company -- K.C. Lith. Co. (Kansas City, Mo.) --
Oakes, T. F. -- Ramsey, Millett & Hudson --
Morgan, E. Buford (Edwin Buford) -- Everett D.
Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry
Co. (Kansas City, Mo.)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 38 cm., folded to 15 x 9 cm. +
guide (21 p. ; 17 cm.)
Cover title: Guide map of the great Texas cattle
trail from Red River crossing to the old reliable
Kansas Pacific Railway.
Scale [ca. 1:2,990,000]
Approximate coordinates: (W 121°10'00"-W
110°00'00"/N 40°10'00"--N 27°50'00")
Covers Texas, Oklahoma and parts of Colorado,
Kansas, and New Mexico on the Great Plains of
the western United States.
Details network of minor Texas cattle trails
leading to the "Ellsworth Cattle Trail" and "J.S.
Chisum's Trail", and their connections to the
Kansas Pacific Railway and the Atchison,
Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway.
Issued folded at end of accompanying text: Guide
map of the best and shortest cattle trail to the
Kansas Pacific Railway : with a concise and
accurate description of the route, showing
distances, streams, crossings, camping grounds,
wood and water, supply stores, etc., from the
Red River crossing to Ellis, Russell, Ellsworth,
Brookville, Salina, Solomon and Abilene.
Title page undated; front cover dated 1875.
Accompanying text signed, p. 11: T.F. Oakes,
G.F.A.; printed by Ramsay, Millett & Hudson,
Kansas City, Mo.
Former owner's inscription inside front cover:
E.B. Morgan, Denver, Colr.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of
Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Digital image available by website subscription to
American West : sources from the Everett D.
Graff Collection of Western Americana at the
Newberry Library, Chicago (produced by Adam
Matthew Digital; accessed November 2012):
http://www.americanwest.amdigital.co.uk/Content
s/image-viewer.aspx?imageid=30142&previous=
1
VAULT Graff 2275 (NLO)

81876 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1875<->Middle West -
Maps - 1875

Map of the western states and territories.
Chicago : Rufus Blanchard, 1875.
Authors: Blanchard, Rufus, 1821-1904
1 map : col. ; 40 x 52 cm.
On verso: Blanchard's guide map of Illinois.
86-81866
4275
map4F G4100 1875 .B5 (PrCt)
81877 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1876-1877 - Railroads - Maps
1 atlas (51 p. illus., 22 maps (part fold., part col.)) ; 39 x 54 cm.
Uniform title: Commercial atlas.
References: Phillips 11035
Formerly Ayer 135 .R18 1956
LC Card Number: map57000005
Map Ref oversize G1380 .R35 1956 (NLO)

81878 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1876-1877 - Railroads - Maps
1 atlas (51 p. illus., 22 maps (part fold., part col.)) ; 39 x 54 cm.
Historical texts by Dale L. Morgan.
Uniform title: Commercial atlas.
Facs1876busA;C145.173;Lock, Modern maps and atlases 306;Rw474;Fiat197
Phillips 11035
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

81879 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1876-1877 - Railroads - Maps
1 atlas (51 p. illus., 22 maps (part fold., part col.)) ; 39 x 54 cm.
Uniform title: Commercial atlas.

81880 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1876-1877 - Railroads - Maps
1 atlas (51 p. illus., 22 maps (part fold., part col.)) ; 39 x 54 cm.
Uniform title: Commercial atlas.
Typed label on front endleaf: Property of Andrew McNally III
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
References: Phillips 11035
LC Card Number: map57000005
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .P57 1956 copy 2 (PrCt)

81881 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1876-1877 - Railroads - Maps
1 atlas (51 p. illus., 22 maps (part fold., part col.)) ; 39 x 54 cm.
Uniform title: Commercial atlas.
Editor's copy.
Inserted: 1876 Business atlas cut-outs
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
References: Phillips 11035
LC Card Number: map57000005
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .P57 1956 copy 3 (PrCt)

81882 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1876-1877 - Railroads - Maps
1 atlas (51 p. illus., 22 maps (part fold., part col.)) ; 39 x 54 cm.
Uniform title: Commercial atlas.
McNally, 1969.
1 atlas ; 39 x 54 cm.
Facsimile reproductions of maps and indexes from the 1876 first edition of Rand, McNally & Co.'s Business Atlas.
Historical texts by Dale L. Morgan.
Uniform title: Commercial atlas.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

81883 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1876 - Fortification - Great Plains - Maps - 1876 - Fortification
Map of the states of Kansas and Texas and Indian Territory, with parts of the territories of Colorado and New Mexico. From the most recent official surveys and explorations and other authentic information. Prepared by authority of the Hon. Secretary of War in the Office of the Chief of Engineers ... [Washington, D.C.? U.S. Engineer Dept., 1876?].
1 map ; 59 x 87 cm., folded to 24 cm.
3d edition, with corrections ...
Scale: 1:1,500,000.
G 1089 .91 (NLO)

81884 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1876 - Geology - United States - Maps - 1876
1 atlas ([25] leaves) : maps ; 83 x 64 cm.
Full digital reproduction available on University of Nevada, Reno website (accessed June 2010): http://contentdm.library.unr.edu/u?/hmaps,4811
LC Card Number: 03023452
Ayer oversize G3701.S12 A1 1876 (NLO)

1876<>Fort Snelling (Minn.) - Maps -
1876<>Camp Stambaugh (Wyo.) - Maps -
1876<>Fort Stanton (N.M.) - Maps -
1876<>Fort Stockton (Tex.) - Maps -
1876<>Fort Sill (Okla.) - Maps -
1876<>Fort Sisseton (S.D.) - Maps -
1876<>Fort Fred Steele (Wyo.: Fort) - Maps -
1876<>Fort Stevenson (N.D.) - Maps -
1876<>Fort Sully (S.D.) - Maps -
1876<>Fort Supply (Okla.) - Maps -
1876<>Fort Totten (Fort Totten, N.D.) - Maps -
1876<>Fort Union (N.M.) - Maps -
1876<>Fort Wallace (Kan.) - Maps -
1876<>Fort Washakie (Wyo.) - Maps -
1876<>Fort Wingate (N.M.) - Maps -
1876<>Indian reservations - South Dakota - Maps -
1876<>Indian reservations - North Dakota - Maps -
1872 - Military bases <> West (U.S.) - Maps -
1872 - Fortification <> Fort Wadsworth (S.D.)
SEE Fort Sisseton (S.D.) <> Fort McKeen
(N.D.) <> Fort Abraham Lincoln
(N.D.) <> Camp Baker (Mont.) SEE Fort Logan (Mont.: Fort) <> Grand River Agency
(N.D. and S.D.) SEE Standing Rock Indian Reservation
(N.D. and S.D.) <> Sherman Barracks (Neb.) <> Fort Omaha
(Neb.) <> Fort D.A. Russell (Wyo.) SEE Fort David A. Russell (Wyo.) <> Fort Russell (Wyo.) <> Fort Fred Steele (Wyo.) <> Fort Camp Brown (Wyo.)
SEE Fort Washakie (Wyo.) <> Fort Stambaugh (Wyo.) SEE Camp Stambaugh (Wyo.) <> Camp Beaver (Utah) SEE Fort Cameron (Utah) <> Post at Santa Fe (N.M.)
SEE Fort Marcy (N.M.) <> Camp Supply (I.T.)
SEE Fort Supply (Okla.) <> Fort Bennett (S.D.) SEE Cheyenne River Indian Reservation
(S.D.)
Outline descriptions of the posts in the Military Division of the Missouri, commanded by Lieutenant General P.H. Sheridan: accompanied by tabular lists of Indian superintendencies, agencies and reservations, and a summary of certain Indian treaties. Chicago: Headquarters Military Division of the Missouri, 1876.
'This edition was begun by Maj. J.W. Barlow, and completed by Maj. George L. Gillespie.'
Spine title: Military posts.
Folded map at end: Map showing the location of military posts, Indian reservations & principle routes in the States & Territories comprising the Military Division of the Missouri. Lieut. General P.H. Sheridan, commanding. 1872. [lower left:] Drawn by Paul Reubach, draughtsman. [lower right:] Chas Shober & Co Prop: Chicago Lith Co.
1 map : hand col. ; 27 x 31 cm., folded to 19 x 12 cm.
Includes maps of the following military camps, reservations, agencies, and forts (each on pages 19 x 12 cm.): Abercrombie, Austin, Baker (later Logan), Bayard, Bennett (later Cheyenne River Indian Reservation), Benton, Bliss, Bridger, Camp Brown (later Fort Washakie), Fort Brown, Brule, Buford, Cameron, Cheyenne, Cheyenne Depot, Clark, Concho, Craig, Cummings, Davis, Dodge, Douglas, Duncan, Ellis, Fetterman, Garland, Gibson, Grand River (later Standing Rock), Griffin, Harker, Hartstuff, Hays, Laramie, Larned, Leavenworth, Lincoln, Logan, Lyon, McIntosh, Mackavett, McPherson, McRae, Marcy, North Platte, Pembina, Quitman, Randall, Rice, Richardson, Riley, Ringgold, Ripley, Robinson, Russell, Sanders, Santa Fe, Selden, Stockton, Seward, Shaw, Sheridan, Sidney, Snelling, Stambaugh, Stanton, Sill, Sisseton, Steele, Stevenson, Supply, Sully, Totten, Union, Wadsworth (later Sisseton), Wallace, Washakie, Wingate, and Wood & Hay.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Manuscript additions to maps and plans vary occasionally from those in duplicate copy: Ayer F594 .U57 1876
Howes, W. U.S.iana (2nd ed.) S394
LC Card Number: 10-31143
Graff 4327 (NLO)

81886 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1876<>Southwest, Old - Maps - 1876
'Emil Heubach, draughtsman, Morton Collins, engraver.'
Scale 1:2,000,000. 1 inch to 31.565 statute miles.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Includes parts of Kansas, Arkansas, Missouri, Louisiana, Oklahoma, and Texas. This map is part of a series developed by the Wheeler survey. This survey was responsible for mapping the Territories west of 100 longitude. Formerly part of the Papers of Benjamin Henry Grierson at the Newberry Library.

Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.

VAULT drawer Graff 4310 (NLO)

81887 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1876

Yellowstone National Park - Maps - 1876

General map : showing the situation of the Yellowstone National Park, and the location of views no. 4, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, and 15. Boston : Published by L. Prang and Company, [1876].

Authors: Hayden, F. V. (Ferdinand Vandeveer), 1829-1887 -- L. Prang & Co. -- Hayden, F. V. (Ferdinand Vandeveer), 1829-1887. The Yellowstone National Park, and the mountain regions of portions of Idaho, Nevada, Colorado and Utah (1876) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 24 x 35 cm.

In top margin: F.V. Hayden. The Yellowstone National Park


Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.

Digital image available by website subscription to American West: sources from the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library, Chicago (produced by Adam Matthew Digital; accessed July 2010):
http://www.americanwest.amdigital.co.uk/Content

VAULT oversize Graff 1830, p. 15 (PrCt)

81888 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1878-1879 - Military bases


1878 -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
2 p. l., 104 p. : 69 maps (1 fold.) ; 20 cm.
Folded map at front: Outline map of Military Division of the Pacific, Major General Ervin McDowell, commanding / Emil Eckhoff, Top. Asst. ([San Francisco?: U.S. Army, Division of the Pacific?], 1878) 1 map ; 48 x 36 cm., folded to 18 x 10 cm.
Includes lithographic and blueprint maps of the following military camps, reservations, and forts (each on pages 20 x 12 cm.): Alcatraz Island, Angel Island, Apache, Benicia, Bidwell, Boise, Bowie, Canby (later Cape Disappointment), Coeur d'Alene (later Sherman), Colville, Gaston, Grant, Halleck, Harney, Howard, Huachucha, John A. Rucker, Klamath, Lapwai, Lowell, McDermitt, McDowell, Mojave, Point, Presidio of San Francisco, Reynolds, San Diego, San Jose, Stevens, Thomas, Townsend, Vancouver, Verde, Walla Walla, Whipple, and Yuma.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Graff 4356 (NLO)

81891 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1879 - Railroads<=>Northern Pacific Railway Company - Maps - 1879
Map of the Northern Pacific Railroad, and connections. Chicago : Rand McNally, [1879].
Authors: Northern Pacific Railway Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Chicago Historical Society
1 map ; 14 x 45 cm.
Issued folded to 18 x 9 cm. with panel title, timetable, and advertising on verso: The shortest, quickest and only direct route to all points in the new northwest is via the Northern Pacific ... . Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.
CHS Coll., Map no. 543 (PrCt)

272 p., 18 folded leaves of plates : ill., 4 maps ; 20 cm.
[2nd ed.]
'Vol. 2--1879-80.'
A revision, not a continuation of v.1. 'Illustrated'--Spine.
Owner's inscription: Sylvester Ward.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: re 01001555 re 01001555
Baskes F594 .C763 1879 (NLO)

81893 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1879 - Surveys<=>Surveys - West (U.S.) - Maps - 1879<=>West (U.S.) - History - Explorations
Sketch indicating the advancement of the surveys of the public lands and the military

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
topographical and geographical surveys west of the Mississippi, 1879.
Authors: U.S. Geographical Surveys West of the 100th Meridian -- Wheeler, George M. (George Montague), 1842-1905
1 map : col. ; 83 x 114 cm.
Detached from U.S. Geographical Surveys West of the 100th Meridian [Govt W 8.5:1, opp. p. 412].
Scale 1:3,000,000.
Digital image of this copy available by website subscription to American West : sources from the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library, Chicago (produced by Adam Matthew Digital; accessed November 2011):
http://www.americanwest.amdigital.co.uk/Maps/MapsImageViewer.aspx?imageid=60491&visual=False&map=True&previous=7&vpath=SearchResults
Exhibited at the Newberry Library as part of Mapping Manifest Destiny : Chicago and the American West (November 3, 2007-February 16, 2008).

Authors: St. John, Everitte, 1844-1908 -- Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Hollister, Ovando James, 1834-1892. The Resources and attractions of Utah (1882) -- Zeehendelaar, A. -- Tribune Printing and Publishing Co. (Salt Lake City, Utah) -- Saint John, Everitte, 1844-1908 SEE St. John, Everitte, 1844-1908 -- Great Rock Island Route SEE Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway Company
1 map : mounted on cloth ; 31 x 46 cm., folded to 23 x 13 cm.
In: Hollister, Ovando James, 1834-1892. The Resources and attractions of Utah (Salt Lake City : published by A. Zeehendelaar, secretary and special agent for Utah at Denver exposition ; Tribune Printing and Publishing Co., 1882), between p. 64-65.
This copy of the book bound with two other works in one volume with binder's title: Geography of Utah.
G 935 .33, [pt. 1], between p. 64-65 (PrCt)

Authors: Oregon and California Railroad Company -- Oregon Railway and Navigation Company -- Northern Pacific Railroad Company -- Rand McNally and Company
1 map ; col. : 33 x 75 cm.
Detached from Oregon and California Railroad Company. Annual report of the president to the stockholders for the year 1881 and the first quarter of 1882 [New York?: s.n., 1882?] opposite title page [5A 7267 (1881-1882 vol.)] Separated into several pieces.
map4F G4051.P3 1882 R3 (PrCt)

Company SEE Union Pacific Railroad Company
Company SEE Union Pacific Railway Company
Company SEE Railroads - Maps

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
'Scale 1/3,800,000.'
Detached from Report to the stockholders of the Union Pacific Railway Company, for the year 1881 (New York: Rufus Adams & Co., 1882) [5A 7267 (1881 vol.) opposite title page]. Separated into several pieces.
map4F G4051.P3 1882 C6 (PrCt)

Detached from Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Company. Annual report of the board of directors of the Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railroad Co. ... for the year ending ... 1882 (Boston: Geo. H. Ellis, 1883) [5A 7267 (1882 vol. 2) following title page].
map4F G4051.P3 1883 C6a (PrCt)

Map of the Northern Pacific Railroad, its branches and allied lines. [New York?] : Julius Bien and Co. lith., [1883].
Authors: Julius Bien & Co. -- Northern Pacific Railway Company -- E. Wells Sackett & Rankin (Firm) -- Wells (E.) Sackett & Rankin SEE E. Wells Sackett & Rankin 1 map : col. ; 29 x 68 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Detached from Northern Pacific Railway Company. Report of the president to the stockholders ... 1883 (New York: E. Wells Sackett & Rankin, 1883) [5A 7267 (1882-1883 vol.) at end]
map4F G4051.P3 1883 B5 (PrCt)

Reading Coal & Iron Co. - Maps - 1884 - Railroads - Maps
Map of the Oregon Railway and Navigation Co.'s system, its branches and allied lines. [New York?] : Julius Bien and Co. lith., [1883].
Authors: Julius Bien & Co. -- Oregon Railway and Navigation Company -- E. Wells Sackett & Rankin (Firm) 1 map : col. ; 29 x 68 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Detached from Oregon Railway and Navigation Company. Fourth annual report of the president to the stockholders ... 1883 (New York: E. Wells Sackett & Rankin, 1883) [5A 7267 (1882-1883 vol.) at end].
map4F G4051.P3 1883 B5a (PrCt)

West (U.S.) - Maps - 1883 - Railroads - Maps - St. Louis and San Francisco Railway Company - Maps - 1883 - Railroads - Maps
Map of St. Louis and San Francisco Ry, operated lines and connections. Chicago : Poole Bros. [1883].
Authors: Poole Brothers -- J. A. -- A. J. -- St. Louis and San Francisco Railway Company -- Levison & Blythe Stationery Co. (Saint Louis, Mo.) 1 map ; 15 x 21 cm.
Signed 'J.A.' at bottom right. Covers parts of Kansas, Missouri, Arkansas, Oklahoma, Texas, and Mississippi. In St. Louis and San Francisco Railway Co. Sixth annual report of the St. Louis and San Francisco Railway Company ... 1882 (Saint Louis: Levison & Blythe Stationery Co., 1883) opposite title page 5A 7267 (1882 vol. 2) (PrCt)

Authors: G.W. & C.B. Colton & Co. -- Rufus Adams & Co. (New York, N.Y.) -- Union Pacific Railway Company 1 map : hand col. ; 55 x 83 cm.
Detached from Union Pacific Railway Company. Report to the stockholders of the Union Pacific Railway for the year 1882 (New York: Rufus Adams & Co., 1883) [5A 7267 (1882 vol. 2) opposite title page]
map4F G4051.P3 1883 C6 (PrCt)

Landscape wonders of the western world. Chicago : Passenger Department, 'Burlington Route, 1883.
Authors: Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad...
Company -- Andrew McNally III Collection
(Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
At back: Map of the 'Burlington Route' C. B. & Q. R. R. Across the Continent (col., 30 x 47 cm.)
Condition: Papers covers, fine Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection. Previous location: McNally's vault B 25
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
AMcN Ill PC 1100 (PrCt)

Authors: Julius Bien & Co. -- Oregon Railway and Navigation Company -- Rockwell and Churchill
1 map : col. ; 31 x 69 cm.
map4F G4051.P3 1884 B4 (PrCt)

81906 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1884 - Railroads><><St. Louis and San Francisco Railway Company - Maps - 1884 - Railroads - Maps
Map of the St. Louis and San Francisco Railway and connections. Chicago : Poole Bros., [1884].
Authors: Poole Brothers -- St. Louis and San Francisco Railway Company -- Hildreth, Hugh R.
1 map ; 16 x 23 cm
In St. Louis and San Francisco Railway Company. Seventh annual report of the St. Louis and San Francisco Railway Company ... 1883 (St. Louis: Hugh R. Hildreth, 1884) opposite title page
5A 7267 (1883 vol.) (PrCt)

81907 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1884 - Railroads><><Union Pacific Railway Company - Maps - 1884 - Railroads - Maps
Authors: G.W. & C.B. Colton & Co. -- Rufus Adams & Co. (New York, N.Y.) -- Union Pacific Railway Company
1 map ; hand col. ; 58 x 81 cm.
Detached from Union Pacific Railway Company. Report to the stockholders of the Union Pacific Railway ... 1883 (New York: Rufus Adams & Co., 1884) [5A 7267 (1883 vol.) opposite title page]
map6F G4051.P3 1884 C6 (PrCt)

81908 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1885
California, Nevada, Oregon, Washington, Idaho,
Authors: Bartholomew, John, 1831-1893 -- Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- Adam and Charles Black (Firm). Black's general atlas of the world ... (1885)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 54 cm.
In: Adam and Charles Black. Black's general atlas of the world : embracing the latest discoveries, new boundaries, and other changes, accompanied by introductory letterpress and index (Edinburgh : Adam and Charles Black, 1885), plate 44M.
oversize G1019 .B63 1885, plate 44M (PrCt)

81909 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1885 - Railroads><>Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Company - Maps - 1885 - Railroads - Maps
Map showing the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe railroad system with its connections. New York : G.W. & C.B. Colton & Co., 1885, c1883.
Authors: G.W. & C.B. Colton & Co. -- Rufus Adams & Co. (New York, N.Y.) -- Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Company -- Ellis, George H., printer
1 map : col. ; 51 x 80 cm.
'January 1st, 1885.'
Detached from Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway Company. Annual report of the board of directors of the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad Co. to the stockholders ... 1884 (Boston: Geo. H. Ellis, 1885) [5A 7267 (1884 vol.) following title page]
map4F G4051.P3 1885 C6 (PrCt)

[Map of the Kansas City, Fort Scott, and Gulf R.R. Company in Missouri, Arkansas, and Kansas]. Chicago : Poole Bros., [1885].
Authors: Poole Brothers -- J. A. -- A., J. -- Kansas City, Fort Scott, and Gulf R.R. Company -- Ripley, T. W.
Signed 'J.A.' at bottom right.
Covers Missouri and parts of Kansas, Arkansas, and Oklahoma.
In Kansas City, Fort Scott, and Gulf R.R. Company. Sixth annual report of the Kansas City, Fort Scott, and Gulf R.R. Company ... 1884 (Boston: T.W. Ripley, 1885), at front, before title page.
5A 7267 (1884 vol.) (PrCt)

81911 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1885 - Railroads><>Northern Pacific Railway Company - Maps - 1885 - Railroads - Maps
[Map of the Northern Pacific Railway Company]. Chicago : Geo. H. Ellis, 1885) [5A 7267 (1884 vol.) opposite title page]
map6F G4051.P3 1884 C6 (PrCt)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Entry</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>81918</td>
<td><strong>West (U.S.) - Maps - 1886 - Railroads</strong>&lt;br&gt;Missouri - Maps - 1886 - Railroads&lt;br&gt;Kansas City, Fort Scott, and Gulf R.R. Company - Maps - 1886&lt;br&gt;Railroads - Maps&lt;br&gt;[Map of the Kansas City, Fort Scott, and Gulf R.R. Company in Missouri, Arkansas, and Kansas]. Chicago : Poole Bros., [1886].&lt;br&gt;Authors: Poole Brothers -- J. A. -- A., J. -- Kansas City, Fort Scott, and Gulf R.R. Company -- Ripley, T. W.&lt;br&gt;1 map ; 21 x 16 cm.&lt;br&gt;Signed 'J.A.' at bottom right.&lt;br&gt;Covers Missouri and parts of Kansas, Arkansas, and Oklahoma.&lt;br&gt;In Kansas City, Fort Scott, and Gulf R.R. Company. Seventh annual report of the Kansas City, Fort Scott, and Gulf Railroad Company ... 1885 (Boston: T. W. Ripley, 1886), at front, before title page.&lt;br&gt;5A 7267 (1885 vol.) (PrCt)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81919</td>
<td><strong>West (U.S.) - Maps - 1886 - Railroads</strong>&lt;br&gt;Group 7. Central western states ... Chicago : Rand McNally &amp; Co., 1886.&lt;br&gt;Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1886)&lt;br&gt;1 map : col. ; 19 x 26 cm.&lt;br&gt;Title in upper margin.&lt;br&gt;In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1886) between p. 400-401&lt;br&gt;H 668 .703 (1886) bet. p. 400-401 (PrCt)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81920</td>
<td><strong>West (U.S.) - Maps - 1886 - Railroads</strong>&lt;br&gt;Union Pacific Railway Company - Maps - 1886&lt;br&gt;Railroads - Maps&lt;br&gt;The Union Pacific Railway and branch lines. Boston : Rand, Avery &amp; Co., [1886?].&lt;br&gt;Authors: Rand, Avery &amp; Co. -- Union Pacific Railway Company&lt;br&gt;1 map : hand col. ; 20 x 27 cm.&lt;br&gt;Dashed line 'indicates lines under construction' -- note in bottom margin.&lt;br&gt;In Union Pacific Railway Company. Report of the directors of the Union Pacific Railway Company ... 1886 [Boston? : Rand, Avery and Company?, 1886?] opposite title page.&lt;br&gt;5A 7267 (1885-1887 vol.) (PrCt)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81922</td>
<td><strong>West (U.S.) - Maps - 1887 - Railroads</strong>&lt;br&gt;Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Company - Maps - 1887&lt;br&gt;Railroads - Maps&lt;br&gt;Map showing the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe rail road system with its connections March 1st, 1887. New York : G.W. &amp; C.B. Colton &amp; Co., 1887, c1883.&lt;br&gt;Authors: G.W. &amp; C.B. Colton &amp; Co. -- Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Company -- Geo. H. Ellis Company (Boston, Mass.)&lt;br&gt;1 map : hand col. ; 54 x 82 cm.&lt;br&gt;Detached from Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Company. Fifteenth annual report of the board of directors of the Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Co. to the stockholders ... 1886 (Boston: Geo. H. Ellis, 1887) [5A 7267 (1886 vol.) following title page]&lt;br&gt;map4F G4051.P3 1887 C6 (PrCt)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81923</td>
<td><strong>West (U.S.) - Maps - 1887 - Railroads</strong>&lt;br&gt;Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway Company - Maps - 1887&lt;br&gt;Railroads - Maps&lt;br&gt;[Map of the Chicago, Rock Island &amp; Pacific Railway]. Chicago : Rand McNally and Co., [1887].&lt;br&gt;Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway Company&lt;br&gt;1 map : col. ; 23 x 38 cm.&lt;br&gt;In Chicago, Rock Island &amp; Pacific Rail Road Co. Seventh annual report of the directors to the stockholders ... 1887 [S.l.: s.n., 1887?] opposite title page.&lt;br&gt;5A 7267 (1886-1887 vol.) (PrCt)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 81924 | **West (U.S.) - Maps - 1887 - Railroads**<br>St. Louis and San Francisco Railway Company - Maps - 1887<br>Railroads - Maps<br>Map of the St. Louis and San Francisco Railway and connections. Chicago : Poole Bros., [1887].
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West (U.S.) - Maps - 1888 - Railroads


Authors: G.W. & C.B. Colton & Co. -- Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Company -- Geo. H. Ellis Company (Boston, Mass.)
1 map : col. ; 40 x 83 cm.
Detached from Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Company. Sixteenth annual report of the board of directors of the Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Co. to the stockholders ... 1887 (Boston: Geo. H. Ellis, 1888) [5A 7267 (1887 vol.) following title page]

West (U.S.) - Maps - 1888 - Railroads

Map showing the Union Pacific Railway and branches. New York: American Bank Note Co., [1886].

Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Chicago, Milwaukee, and St. Paul Railway Company -- Cramer, Aikens & Cramer (Milwaukee, Wis.)
1 map : col. ; 41 x 46 cm.

West (U.S.) - Maps - 1888 - Railroads - Tourist maps

Map showing Crofutt's (new series) descriptive overland tours. Chicago : Rand, McNally & Co., map engravers, c1888.

1 map : col. ; 41 x 56 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm. Scale [ca. 1:1,6,300,000]
Coordinates: (W 125°--W 85°/N 50°--N 28°).

Railroad map of the western United States. Overland route no. 1 printed in green to detail routes of Oregon Railway and Navigation Co., Union Pacific Railway, and "auxiliary lines by rail, water, and stage" across 13,850 miles.
Overland route no. 2 printed in red to detail routes of the Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway, Central Pacific Railroad, Denver and Rio Grande Railroad, Southern Pacific Railroad, Union Pacific Railway, and auxiliary lines across 10,000 miles.
"This map goes in all editions of Tours no.1 and 2. The cards inserted in this department are charged for at ten dollars for two lines ... " -- Text on verso, adjacent to business directory of goods and services offered by various firms in various states.
In: Crofutt, George A. Crofutt's overland tours : consisting of over six thousand miles of main tours, and three thousand miles of side tours. Also six thousand miles by stage and water, descriptive--illustrated (Chicago ; Philadelphia : H.J. Smith & Co., 1889), inside back cover.

West (U.S.) - Maps - 1888 - Railroads

Map showing the Union Pacific Railway and branch lines. New York : William Mann & Son, stationers & printers, 88 Maiden Lane, 1888.

Authors: G.W. & C.B. Colton & Co. -- Union Pacific Railway Company -- William Mann & Son (New York, N.Y.) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 29 x 86 cm.
'Entered according to act of Congress in the year 1888 by G.W. & C.B. Colton & Co. in the office of the Librarian of Congress at Washington.'
Scale 1:3,800,000.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.

West (U.S.) - Maps - 1888 - Railroads

Map showing Crofutt's (new series) descriptive overland tours. Chicago : Rand, McNally & Co., map engravers, c1888.

1 map : col. ; 41 x 56 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm. Scale [ca. 1:1,6,300,000]
Coordinates: (W 125°--W 85°/N 50°--N 28°).

Railroad map of the western United States. Overland route no. 1 printed in green to detail routes of Oregon Railway and Navigation Co., Union Pacific Railway, and "auxiliary lines by rail, water, and stage" across 13,850 miles.
Overland route no. 2 printed in red to detail routes of the Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway, Central Pacific Railroad, Denver and Rio Grande Railroad, Southern Pacific Railroad, Union Pacific Railway, and auxiliary lines across 10,000 miles.
"This map goes in all editions of Tours no.1 and 2. The cards inserted in this department are charged for at ten dollars for two lines ... " -- Text on verso, adjacent to business directory of goods and services offered by various firms in various states.
In: Crofutt, George A. Crofutt's overland tours : consisting of over six thousand miles of main tours, and three thousand miles of side tours. Also six thousand miles by stage and water, descriptive--illustrated (Chicago ; Philadelphia : H.J. Smith & Co., 1889), inside back cover.

G 89 .199 map (PrCt)

West (U.S.) - Maps - 1888 - Railroads

Map showing the Union Pacific Railway and branches. New York : William Mann & Son, stationers & printers, 88 Maiden Lane, 1888.

Authors: G.W. & C.B. Colton & Co. -- Union Pacific Railway Company -- William Mann & Son (New York, N.Y.) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 29 x 86 cm.
'Entered according to act of Congress in the year 1888 by G.W. & C.B. Colton & Co. in the office of the Librarian of Congress at Washington.'
Scale 1:3,800,000.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Railroads<>Union Pacific Railway
Company - Maps - 1889<>Railroads - Maps
Map showing the Union Pacific Railway and
branch lines. New York : G.W. & C.B. Colton &
Co., 1888.
Authors: G.W. & C.B. Colton & Co. -- William
Mann & Son (New York, N.Y.) -- Union Pacific
Railway Company -- Mann (William) & Son (New
York, N.Y.) SEE William Mann & Son (New York,
N.Y.)
1 map : hand col. ; 29 x 85 cm.
Detached from Union Pacific Railway Company.
Report of the directors of the Union Pacific
Railway Company ... 1887 [New York? : Union
Pacific Railway?., 1888?] [5A 7267 (1885-1887
vol.) opposite title page].
map4F G4051.P3 1888 C6 (PrCt)

81930 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1889
Map of that portion of the Department of the
Platte and adjacent territory west of the 103rd
of Engineers, 1889.
Authors: Chittenden, Hiram Martin, 1858-1917 --
Smith, Augustus -- United States. Army. Corps of
Engineers -- Edward E. Ayer Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : cloth-backed ; 124 x 110 cm., folded to
24 x 18 cm.
'Projected and compiled by Hiram M. Chittenden,
assisted by Augustus Smith.'
'Drawn by Augustus Smith.'
Scale [ca. 1:1,000,000]
Coordinates: (W 115°00'--W 102°30'/N 46°00'--N
37°00').
Includes list of authorities.
Relief shown by hachures and spot heights.
Ayer 133 .U565 1889 (NLO)

81931 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1889 -
Military bases<>West (U.S.) - Maps - 1889 -
Fortification<>Military bases - West (U.S.) -
Maps - 1889<>Utah - Maps - 1889 - Indian
reservations<>Colorado - Maps - 1889 -
Indian reservations<>Arizona - Maps - 1889 -
Indian reservations<>New Mexico - Maps -
1889 - Indian reservations<>Indian
reservations - Utah - Maps - 1889<>Indian
reservations - Colorado - Maps -
1889<>Indian reservations - Arizona - Maps -
1889<>Indian reservations - New Mexico -
Maps - 1889<>Navajo Indian Reservation -
Maps - 1889<>Fort McDowell (Ariz.) - Maps -
1889<>Camp Verde (Ariz.) - Maps -
1889<>Fort Verde Region (Ariz.) - Maps -
1889<>Fort Apache Indian Reservation
(Ariz.) - Maps - 1889<>Fort Apache (Ariz.) -
Maps - 1889<>Fort Selden (N.M.) - Maps -
1889<>Fort Selden (N.M.) - Pictorial works -
1889<>Cerro Roblero (N.M.) - Pictorial
works - 1889<>Point Loma (San Diego,
Calif.) - Maps - 1889<>San Pedro (Los
Angeles, Calif.) - Maps - 1889<>United
States. Army. Dept. of Arizona<>United
States. Army. Cavalry, 10th<>Buffalo
Soldiers (10th Cavalry, U.S. Army) SEE United
States. Army. Cavalry, 10th
Annual report of Colonel B. H. Grierson, Tenth
Cavalry : Brevet Major-General, U.S. Army,
Commanding, Department of Arizona, 1889 / [by]
B. H. Grierson. Los Angeles : Headquarters,
Dept. of Arizona, 1889.
Authors: Grierson, Benjamin Henry, 1826-1911
-- United States. Army. Dept. of Arizona -- United
States. Army. Cavalry, 10th -- Grierson, Benjamin
Henry, 1826-1911. Annual report of Colonel B.
H. Grierson, Tenth Cavalry : Brevet
Major-General, U.S. Army, Commanding,
Department of Arizona, 1889 -- Everett D. Graff
Collection of Western Americana (Newberry
Library) -- Buffalo Soldiers (10th Cavalry, U.S.
Army) SEE United States. Army. Cavalry, 10th
32 p. : 8 blueprint maps (some folded) and 1
blueprint view ; 21 cm.
Cover title.
Titles of 'Maps explanatory of report' listed on p.
[34]: No. 1. Navajo Reservation -- No. 2. Fort
McDowell Reservation -- No. 3 Fort Verde
Reservation -- No. 4. Fort Apache Reservation --
No. 5. Fort Bowie Reservation -- Nos. 6 & 7. Fort
Selden Reservation, and Cerro Roblero, (looking
south from post) -- No. 8. Point Loma
Reservation.
Maps measure 39 x 13 cm. and smaller.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of
Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
References: Howes G 417
Graff 1673 (NLO)

81932 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1889 -
Railroads<>Chicago, Rock Island and
Pacific Railway Company - Maps -
1889<>Railroads - Maps
Map of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific
Railway System. [Chicago? Chicago, Rock Island &
Pacific Railway Co.?, 1889?].
Authors: Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific
Railway Company
1 map : col. ; 17 x 38 cm.
In Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Rail Road Co.
Ninth annual report of the directors to the
stockholders ... 1889 [Chicago?: Chicago, Rock
Island & Pacific Railway Co.?., 1889?] opposite
title page
5A 7267 (1888-1889 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

81933 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1890 -
Railroads<>Atchison, Topeka, and Santa
Fe Railway Company - Maps -
1890<>Railroads - Maps
Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fé railroad system.
[New York : s.n., 1890].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the
United States (1890) -- Atchison, Topeka, and
Santa Fe Railway Company
1 map : 19 x 23 cm.
Advertising on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1890) between p. 912-913
H 668 .703 (1890) bet. p. 912-913 (PrCt)

81934 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1890 - Railroads<<>>Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway Company - Maps - 1890<<>>Railroads - Maps
Map of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railway System. [Chicago? Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railway Co.?, 1890?].
Authors: Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway Company
1 map ; 17 x 28 cm.
In Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Rail Road Co. Tenth annual report of the directors to the stockholders ... 1890 [Chicago?: Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railway Co.?, 1890?] opposite title page
5A 7267 (1889-1890 vol.) (PrCt)

Authors: Chicago and North Western Railway Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Bessey, Henry, fl. 1886
1 map ; col. : 22 x 38 cm.
In Chicago and North Western Railway Company. Annual report for the thirty-first fiscal year, ending May 31st, 1890 (New York: Henry Bessey, 1890) opposite title page
5A 7267 (1889-1890 vol.) (PrCt)

Authors: Julius Bien & Co. -- Northern Pacific Railway Company -- Sackett & Fiske Stationary Co. (New York, N.Y.)
1 map ; col. ; 31 x 70 cm.
In Northern Pacific Railway Company. Report of the board of directors to the stockholders ... 1890 (New York: Sackett & Fiske Stationary Co., 1890) at end.
5A 7267 (1889-1890 vol.) (PrCt)

Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1890) -- Northern Pacific Railway Company
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1890) p. 539
H 668 .703 (1890) p. 539 (PrCt)

Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1890) -- Pacific Short Line Railway
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1890) p. 811
H 668 .703 (1890) p. 811 (PrCt)

Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1890) -- Southern Pacific Railroad Company
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1890) p. 962
H 668 .703 (1890) p. 962 (PrCt)

Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1890) -- St. Louis and San Francisco Railway Company
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1890) p. 821
H 668 .703 (1890) p. 821 (PrCt)

81941 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1890 - Railroads<<>>Union Pacific Railway Company - Maps - 1890<<>>Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. - West (U.S.) - 1890<<>>West (U.S.) - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1890<<>>Railroads - Maps Tourist map of Union Pacific, the overland route, and of connecting lines. [S.I. s.n., 1890].
Authors: Union Pacific Railway Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Union Pacific Railway Company. Sights and scenes in Utah for tourists (1890)
1 map : col. ; 21 x 59 cm., folded to 21 x 11 cm. Includes elevation profiles in top and bottom
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### West (U.S.) - Maps - 1890 - Railroads

**Union Pacific Railway Company - Maps - 1890**

*Maps Union Pacific system and connections.* [New York : s.n., 1890].

Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1890) -- Union Pacific Railway Company

1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.

Text on verso.

In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1890) p. 931

H 668 .703 (1890) p. 931 (PrCt)

### West (U.S.) - Maps - 1891 - Railroads

**Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Company - Maps - 1891**

*Map showing the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railroad system with its connections.* June 30th, 1891. [New York : G.W. & C.B. Colton & Co., 1891, c1890].

Authors: G.W. & C.B. Colton & Co. -- Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Company

1 map : col. ; 41 x 82 cm.

In Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Company

Nineteenth annual report of the board of directors to the stockholders ... 1891 ([New York?: Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway?:, 1891?]) opposite title page.

5A 7267 (1890-1891 vol.) (PrCt)

### West (U.S.) - Maps - 1891 - Railroads

**Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Company - Maps - 1891**

*Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fé Railroad system.* [New York : s.n., 1891].

Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1891) -- Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Company

1 map ; 19 x 23 cm.

Advertising on verso.

In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1891) between p. 16-17

H 668 .703 (1891) bet. p. 16-17 (PrCt)

### West (U.S.) - Maps - 1891 - Railroads

**Chicago and North Western Railway Company - Maps - 1891**

*Map of the Great Northern Railway and proprietary lines.* Chicago : Poole Bros., [1891].

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 82 cm.
Detached from Great Northern Railway Company. Second annual report of the Great Northern Railway Company ... 1891 [St. Paul, Minn.?; Great Northern Railway Company?, 1891?] [5A 7267 (1890-1891 vol.) opposite title page]
map4F G4051.P3 1891 .P6 (PrCt)

Authors: Julius Bien & Co. -- Northern Pacific Railway Company -- Sackett & Fiske Stationary Co. (New York, N.Y.)
1 map ; col. : 32 x 72 cm.
In Northern Pacific Railway Company. Report of the board of directors to the stockholders ... 1891 (New York: Sackett & Fiske Stationary Co., 1891) at end
5A 7267 (1890-1891 vol.) (PrCt)

Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1891) -- Union Pacific Railway Company
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1891) p. 918
H 668 .703 (1891) p. 918 (PrCt)

81954 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1892<<<<North Dakota - Maps - 1892<<<<Lincoln Territory (U.S.) SEE North Dakota
1 map ; col. ; 31 x 40 cm.
Running title in upper margin: Atlas L. Grégoire "No. 73"
State of North Dakota identified as "Lincoln (terre.)"
In: Grégoire, Louis. Atlas universel de géographie physique & politique (Paris : Garnier frères, [ca. 1892]), plate 73
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1019 .G74 1892, plate 73 (PrCt)

Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1891) -- Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Company
1 map ; 19 x 23 cm.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1892) between p. 16-17
H 668 .703 (1892) bet. p. 16-17 (PrCt)

81956 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1892 - Railroads<<<<Chicago and North Western Railway Company - Maps - 1892<<<<Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha Railroad - Maps - 1892<<<<Fremont, Elkhorn, and

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1893) -- Northern Pacific Railway Company
1 map : 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1893) p. 485
H 668 .703 (1893) p. 485 (PrCt)

Authors: Rio Grande Western Railway Company -- Clark, William H., fl. 1891
1 map : 19 x 26 cm.
Title repeated in upper margin.
5A 7267 (1892-1893 vol.) (PrCt)

Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1893) -- Southern Pacific Railroad Company
1 map : 19 x 12 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1893) p. 994
H 668 .703 (1893) p. 994 (PrCt)

Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1893) -- Union Pacific Railway Company
1 map : 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1893) p. 381
H 668 .703 (1893) p. 381 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Union Pacific Railway Company -- Rand, Avery & Co.
1 map : col. ; 48 x 66 cm.
In Union Pacific Railway Company. Thirteenth annual report of the directors of the Union Pacific Railway Company ... 1892 (Boston: Rand Avery Supply Company, [1893?]) between p.156-157.
5A 7267 (1892 vol.[1]) (PrCt)

Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1894) -- Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Company
1 map : 19 x 23 cm.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1894) between p. 274-275
H 668 .703 (1894) bet. p. 274-275 (PrCt)

Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1894) -- Chicago and North Western Railway Company -- Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha Railroad -- Fremont, Elkhorn, and Missouri Valley Railroad -- Sioux City and Pacific Railroad Company
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1894) p. 381
H 668 .703 (1894) p. 381 (PrCt)
Map of the Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway System and its connections. [Chicago? Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railway Co.?., 1894?].
Authors: Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway Company
1 map ; 18 x 28 cm.

Map of the Rio Grande Western Railway and connections. [Salt Lake City? Rio Grande Western Railway Company?, 1894?].
Authors: Rio Grande Western Railway Company -- Clark, William H., fl. 1891
1 map ; 19 x 26 cm.
Title repeated in upper margin.
In Rio Grande Western Railway Company.
Annual report of the Rio Grande Western Railway Company to the stockholders ... 1894 (New York: William H. Clark, Printer, [1894?]) opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1893-1894 vol.) (PrCt)

West (U.S.) - Maps - 1894 - Railroads-Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway Company - Maps - 1894-Railroads - Maps
Map of the Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway system and its connections. [New York : s.n., 1894].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1894) -- Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway Company
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.

In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1894) p. 415
H 668 .703 (1894) p. 415 (PrCt)

West (U.S.) - Maps - 1894 - Railroads-Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.) - Maps - 1894-Railroads - Maps
Great Northern Railway and proprietary lines.
Chicago : Poole Bros., [1894].
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 82 cm.

In Great Northern Railway Company. Fifth annual report of the Great Northern Railway Company ... 1894 [St. Paul, Minn.? : Great Northern Railway Company?, 1894?] opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1893-1894 vol.) (PrCt)

West (U.S.) - Maps - 1894 - Railroads-Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.) - Maps - 1894-Railroads - Maps
Map of the Great Northern railway lines. [New York : s.n., 1894].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1894) -- Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.)
1 map ; 11 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.

In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1894) p. 457
H 668 .703 (1894) p. 457 (PrCt)

West (U.S.) - Maps - 1894 - Railroads-Rio Grande Western Railway Company - Maps - 1894-Railroads - Maps
Map of the Rio Grande Western Railway and

Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1894) -- Union Pacific Railway Company
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.

In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1894) p. 827
H 668 .703 (1894) p. 827 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Union Pacific Railway Company -- Rand, Avery & Co.
1 map : col. ; 48 x 65 cm.

Detached from Union Pacific Railway Company. Fourteenth annual report of the directors of the Union Pacific Railway Company ... 1893 (Boston: Rand Avery Supply Company, [1894?]) [5A 7267 (1893 vol.[1]), following p.176.]
map4F G4051.P3 1894 .R3 (PrCt)

West (U.S.) - Maps - 1894 - Railroads-United States - Maps - 1894-Railroads - Maps
Railway and steamship lines owned or operated by the Southern Pacific Company. Chicago : Rand, McNally and Co., [1894?].

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Map of the Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway System and its connections. [Chicago? Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railway Co.?, 1895?]. Authors: Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway Company
1 map ; 18 x 28 cm.
In Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Rail Road Co. Fifteenth annual report of the directors to the stockholders ... 1895 [Chicago?: Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railway Co.?, 1895?] opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1894-1895 vol.) (PrCt)

Map of the Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway system and its connections. [New York : s.n., 1895]. Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1895) -- Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway Company
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1895) p. 419
H 668 .703 (1895) p. 419 (PrCt)

81990 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1895 - Railroads - Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.) - Maps - 1895 - Railroads - Maps
Great Northern Railway and proprietary lines. Chicago : Poole Bros., [1895?]. Authors: Poole Brothers -- Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.)
1 map ; col. ; 42 x 82 cm.
Detached from Great Northern Railway Company. Sixth annual report of the Great Northern Railway Company ... 1895 [St. Paul, Minn.? : Great Northern Railway Company?, 1895?] [5A 7267 (1894-1895 vol.) at end].
map4F G4051.P3 1895 .P6 (PrCt)

81991 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1895 - Railroads - Great Northern Railway

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Southern Pacific Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 28 x 45 cm. on sheet 29 x 68 cm.
Untitled ancillary map in left margin (22 x 28 cm.):
[Railroad map of the United States].
In Southern Pacific Railroad Company. Annual report of the Southern Pacific Company, its
proprietary companies and leased lines ... 1895
[San Francisco?: Southern Pacific Railroad Company?, 1896?] opposite title page
5A 7267 (1895 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

82004 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1897 -
Railroads<<>>Chicago, Rock Island and
Pacific Railway Company - Maps -
1897<<>>Railroads - Maps
Map of the Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific
Railway System and its connections. [Chicago?
Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railway Co.?, 1897?].
Authors: Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific
Railway Company
1 map ; 18 x 28 cm.
In Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Rail Road Co.
Seventeenth annual report of the directors to the
stockholders ... 1897 [Chicago?: Chicago, Rock
Island & Pacific Railway Co.?, 1897?], opposite second leaf before title page.
5A 7267 (1896-1897 vol.) (PrCt)

82005 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1897 -
Railroads<<>>Chicago, Rock Island and
Pacific Railway Company - Maps -
1897<<>>Railroads - Maps
Map of the Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific
Railway system and its connections. [New York : s.n., 1897].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the
United States (1897) -- Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific
Railway Company
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United
States (New York, 1897) p. 728
H 668 .703 (1897) p. 728 (PrCt)

82006 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1897 -
Railroads<<>>Great Northern Railway
Company (U.S.) - Maps - 1897<<>>Railroads - Maps
Great Northern Railway and proprietary lines.
Chicago : Poole Bros. , [1897?].
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Great Northern
Railway Company (U.S.)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 82 cm.
In Great Northern Railway Company. Eighth
annual report of the Great Northern Railway
Company ... 1897 [St. Paul, Minn.? : Great
Northern Railway Company?, 1897?] at end.
5A 7267 (1897-1898 vol.) (PrCt)

82007 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1897 -
Railroads<<>>Great Northern Railway
Company (U.S.) - Maps - 1897<<>>Railroads - Maps
Map of the Great Northern Railway lines. [New
York : s.n., 1897].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the
United States (1897) -- Great Northern Railway
Company (U.S.)
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United
States (New York, 1897) p. 443
H 668 .703 (1897) p. 443 (PrCt)

82008 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1897 -
Railroads<<>>Northern Pacific Railway
Company - Maps - 1897<<>>Railroads - Maps
Map of the Northern Pacific Railway (western
section). [New York : s.n., 1897].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the
United States (1897) -- Northern Pacific Railway
Company
1 map ; 11 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United
States (New York, 1897) p. 573
H 668 .703 (1897) p. 573 (PrCt)

82009 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1897 -
Railroads<<>>Southern Pacific Railroad
Company - Maps - 1897<<>>Railroads - Maps
Southern Pacific Company : Pacific system. [New
York : s.n., 1897].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the
United States (1897) -- Southern Pacific Railroad
Company
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United
States (New York, 1897) p. 728
H 668 .703 (1897) p. 728 (PrCt)

82010 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1898 -
Railroads<<>>Chicago, Rock Island and
Pacific Railway Company - Maps -
1898<<>>Railroads - Maps
Map of the Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific
Railway System and its connections. [Chicago?
Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Rail Road Co.?, 1898?].
Authors: Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific
Railway Company
1 map ; 18 x 28 cm.
In Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Rail Road Co.
Eighteenth annual report of the directors to the
stockholders ... 1898 [Chicago?: Chicago, Rock
Island & Pacific Railway Co.?, 1898?], opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1898 vol.) (PrCt)

82011 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1898 -
Railroads<<>>Chicago, Rock Island and
Pacific Railway Company - Maps -
1898<<>>Railroads - Maps
Map of the Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific
Railway system and its connections. [New York : s.n., 1898].
Authors: Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific
Railway Company
1 map ; 18 x 28 cm.
In Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Rail Road Co.
Eighteenth annual report of the directors to the
stockholders ... 1898 [Chicago?: Chicago, Rock
Island & Pacific Railway Co.?, 1898?], opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1897-1898 vol.) (PrCt)
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1898) -- Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway Company
1 map : 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
Roughly bounded by Wyoming, Wisconsin, Arizona, and Missouri.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1898) p. 401
H 668 .703 (1898) p. 401 (PrCt)

82012 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1898 - Railroads<<>>Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.) - Maps - 1898<<>>Railroads - Maps
Great Northern Railway and proprietary lines.
Chicago : Poole Bros., [1898?].
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 82 cm.
In Great Northern Railway Company. Ninth annual report of the Great Northern Railway Company ... 1898 [St. Paul, Minn.?: Great Northern Railway Company?, 1898?] at end.
5A 7267 (1897-1898 vol.) (PrCt)

82013 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1898 - Railroads<<>>Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.) - Maps - 1898<<>>Railroads - Maps
Map of the Great Northern Railway lines. [New York : s.n., 1898].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1898) -- Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.)
1 map : 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1898) p. 461
H 668 .703 (1898) p. 461 (PrCt)

Map of Oregon Railroad & Navigation Co. and connecting lines. Chicago : Poole Bros., [1898?].
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Oregon Railway and Navigation Company
1 map : col. ; 21 x 40 cm.
Plate no.: 3027
5A 7267 (1897-1898 vol.) (PrCt)

Map of Oregon Railroad & Navigation Co. and connecting lines. Chicago : Poole Bros., [1899].
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Oregon Railway and Navigation Company
1 map : col. ; 20 x 39 cm.
Plate no.: 3027
map1F G4051.P3 1889 .P6 (PrCt)

82016 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1898 - Railroads<<>>Southern Pacific Railroad Company - Maps - 1898<<>>Railroads - Maps
Southern Pacific Co. lines : Pacific system. [New York : s.n., 1898].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1898) -- Southern Pacific Railroad Company
1 map ; 19 x 12 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1898) p. 748
H 668 .703 (1898) p. 748 (PrCt)

82017 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1899 - Railroads<<>>Burlington, Cedar Rapids, and Northern Railway Company of Iowa - Maps - 1899<<>>Railroads - Maps
Map of Burlington, Cedar Rapids and Northern Railway and connections. Chicago : Franklin Co., [1899].
Authors: Burlington, Cedar Rapids, and Northern Railway Company of Iowa -- Republican Printing Company (Cedar Rapids, Iowa) -- Franklin Co., Engravers (Chicago, Ill.)
1 map : col. ; 21 x 39 cm.
In Burlington, Cedar Rapids, and Northern Railway Company of Iowa. Twenty-second annual report ... 1898 (Cedar Rapids: Republican Printing Company, 1899) at end.
5A 7267 (1898 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Map of the Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway System and its connections. [Chicago?] Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Rail Road Co.?, 1899?].
Authors: Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway Company
1 map ; 27 x 19 cm.
In Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Rail Road Co. Nineteenth annual report of the directors to the stockholders ... 1899 [Chicago?: Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Rail Road Co.?, 1899?], bound as the second leaf before title page.
5A 7267 (1898-1899 vol.) (PrCt)


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Map of the Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway system and its connections. [New York : s.n., 1899].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1899) -- Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway Company
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
Roughly bounded by southwestern Canada, California, and Illinois.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1899) p. 295
H 668 .703 (1899) p. 295 (PrCt)

Authors: Denver and Rio Grande Railway Company -- Smith-Brooks Co.
1 map : col. ; 35 x 48 cm.
In Denver and Rio Grande Railway Company. Annual report to the stockholders ... 1899 (Denver: Smith-Brooks Printing Company, 1899.) at end.
5A 7267 (1898-1899 vol.) (PrCt)

82021 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1899 - Railroads<<>>Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.) - Maps - 1899<<>>Railroads - Maps
Great Northern Railway and proprietary lines. Chicago : Poole Bros., [1899?].
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 82 cm.
In Great Northern Railway Company. Tenth annual report of the Great Northern Railway Company ... 1899 [St. Paul, Minn.? : Great Northern Railway Company?, 1899?] opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1898-1899 vol.) (PrCt)

82022 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1899 - Railroads<<>>Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.) - Maps - 1899<<>>Railroads - Maps
Map of the Great Northern Railway lines. [New York : s.n., 1899].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1899) -- Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.)
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
Roughly bounded by southwestern Canada, California, and Illinois.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1899) p. 627
H 668 .703 (1899) p. 627 (PrCt)

Authors: L.L. Poates Engr’g Co. -- Northern Pacific Railway Company -- Poates (L.L.) Publishing Company SEE L.L. Poates Engr’g Co.
1 map : col. ; 27 x 74 cm.
Includes color-coded key to proposed railroad extensions and Indian, forest, and military reservations.
In Northern Pacific Railway Company. Third annual report of the Northern Pacific Railway Company ... 1899 [New York?: Northern Pacific Railway Company?, 1899?] opposite title page. 5A 7267 (1899 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Southern Pacific Co. lines : Pacific system. [New York : s.n., 1899].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1899) -- Southern Pacific Railroad Company
1 map ; 19 x 13 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1899) p. 686
H 668 .703 (1899) p. 686 (PrCt)

Railway and steamship lines owned or operated by the Southern Pacific Company, Chicago : Rand, McNally and Co., [1899?].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Southern Pacific Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 28 x 45 cm. on sheet 30 x 69 cm.
Untitled ancillary map in left margin (22 x 28 cm.): [Railroad map of the United States].
In Southern Pacific Railroad Company. Fifteenth annual report of the Southern Pacific Company, its proprietary companies and leased lines ... 1899 [San Francisco?: Southern Pacific Railroad Company?, 1899?] opposite title page
5A 7267 (1899 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

82026 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1900 - Railroads<<>>Chicago and North Western Railway Company - Maps - 1900<<>>Railroads - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Chicago and North Western Railway Company
1 map : col. ; 38 x 68 cm.
In Colorado and Southern Railway. Company. Annual report for the forty-first fiscal year ... 1900 [Chicago?: Chicago and North Western Railway Company?, 1900?] at end. 5A 7267 (1899-1900 vol.) (PrCt)

82027 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1900 - Railroads<--Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway Company - Maps - 1900<--Railroads - Maps Map of the Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway System and its connections. [Chicago? Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Rail Road Co.?, 1900?]. Authors: Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway Company 1 map ; 18 x 28 cm. In Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Rail Road Co. Twentieth annual report of the directors to the stockholders ... 1900 [Chicago?: Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Rail Road Co.?, 1900?] opposite title page. 5A 7267 (1899-1900 vol.) (PrCt)

82028 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1900 - Railroads<--Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway Company - Maps - 1900<--Railroads - Maps Map of the Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway system and its connections. [New York : s.n., 1900]. Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1900) -- Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.) 1 map ; 12 x 19 cm. Roughly bounded by southwestern Canada, California, and Illionis. In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1900) p. 561 H 668 .703 (1900) p. 253 (PrCt)

82029 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1900 - Railroads<--Colorado and Southern Railway - Maps - 1900<--Fort Worth and Denver City Railway Company - Maps - 1899<--Colorado Midland Railway Company - Maps - 1900<--Railroads - Maps Map of the Colorado & Southern Ry., the Ft. Worth & Denver City Ry. (Textline to Ft. Worth), the Colorado Midland Ry. (in red), and the Rio Grande Western Ry. Chicago : Poole Bros., [1900]. Authors: Poole Brothers -- Colorado and Southern Railway -- Fort Worth and Denver City Railway Company -- Colorado Midland Railway Company -- Rio Grande Western Railway Company -- Smith-Brooks Co. 1 map : col. ; 22 x 39 cm. Plate no.: 3094 In Colorado and Southern Railway. Annual report to the stockholders ... for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1900, including a report for the period January 1 to June 30, 1899 (Denver, Co.: Smith-Brooks Printing Co., 1900) at end. 5A 7267 (1899-1900 vol.) (PrCt)

82030 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1900 - Railroads<--Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.) - Maps - 1900<--Railroads - Maps Great Northern Railway and proprietary lines. Chicago : Poole Bros., [1900?]. Authors: Poole Brothers -- Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.) 1 map : col.; 42 x 82 cm. In Great Northern Railway Company. Eleventh annual report of the Great Northern Railway Company ... 1900 [St. Paul, Minn.?; Great Northern Railway Company?, 1900?] at end. 5A 7267 (1899-1900 vol.) (PrCt)

82031 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1900 - Railroads<--Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.) - Maps - 1900<--Railroads - Maps Map of the Great Northern Railway lines. [New York : s.n., 1900]. Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1900) -- Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.) 1 map ; 12 x 19 cm. Roughly bounded by southwestern Canada, California, and Illionis. In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1900) p. 561 H 668 .703 (1900) p. 561 (PrCt)


1 map : col. ; 27 x 73 cm.
Includes color-coded key to proposed railroad extensions and Indian, forest, and military reservations.
In Northern Pacific Railway Company. Fifth annual report of the Northern Pacific Railway Company ... 1901 [New York?: Northern Pacific Railway Company?, 1901?] opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1901 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

82041 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1901 - Railroads Southern Pacific Company - Maps - 1901 <<>>Railroads - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Southern Pacific Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 58 x 88 cm.
In Southern Pacific Railroad Company. Seventeenth annual report of the Southern Pacific Company and its proprietary companies ... 1901 [San Francisco?: Southern Pacific Railroad Company?, 1901?] at end.
5A 7267 (1901 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Southern Pacific System : Pacific system. [New York : s.n., 1901].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1901) -- Southern Pacific Railroad Company
1 map ; 20 x 13 cm.
Roughly bounded by Washington, Montana, California and New Mexico; includes parts of southern Canada and northern Mexico.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1901) p. 612
H 668 .703 (1901) p. 612 (PrCt)

82043 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1901 - Railroads Union Pacific Railway Company - Maps - 1901 <<>>Railroads - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Union Pacific Railway Company
1 map : col. ; 48 x 65 cm.
In Union Pacific Railway Company. Fourth annual report of Union Pacific Railway Company ... 1901 [New York?: Union Pacific Railway Company?, 1901?] opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1901 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

[Map of Chicago and North Western Railway Company, Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha Railroad, and Fremont, Elkhorn, and Missouri Valley Railroad]. [Chicago? Chicago and North Western Railway Company?, 1902?].
Authors: Chicago and North Western Railway Company -- Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha Railroad -- Fremont, Elkhorn, and Missouri Valley Railroad
1 map : col. ; 62 x 90 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
In Chicago and North Western Railway Company. Annual report of the Chicago & North Western Railway Company ... 1902 [Chicago?: Chicago and North Western Railway Company?, 1902?] at end
5A 7267 (1901-1902 vol.) (PrCt)

Map of the Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway System and its connections. [Chicago? Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Rail Road Co.?, 1902?].
Authors: Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway Company
1 map : 19 x 28 cm.
In Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Rail Road Co. Twenty-second annual report of the directors to the stockholders ... 1902 [Chicago?: Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railway Co.?, 1902?] opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1901-1902 vol.) (PrCt)

Rock Island System. [New York : s.n., 1902].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1902) -- Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway Company
1 map ; 20 x 25 cm.
Roughly bounded by Wyoming, Wisconsin, New Mexico, and Mississippi.
Verso blank.
In Poor’s manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1902) between p. 630-631
H 668 .703 (1902) bet. p. 630-631 (PrCt)

Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1902) -- Denver and Rio Grande Railway Company
1 map ; 12 x 17 cm.
Text on verso.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1902) p. 449
H 668 .703 (1902) p. 449 (PrCt)

Map showing Great Northern Railway system, Northern Pacific Railway system, Chicago, Burlington & Quincy R. R. system (owned by the Great Northern and Northern Pacific Railway companies jointly). Chicago : Poole Bros., [1902].
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.) -- Northern Pacific Railway Company -- Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company 1 map : col. ; 42 x 82 cm.
8 '26-'02 -- in bottom margin
In Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.). Thirteenth annual report ... 1902 [St. Paul, Minn.? : Great Northern Railway Company?, 1902] at end.
5A 7267 (1901-1902 vol.) (PrCt)

Map showing Northern Pacific Railway system, Great Northern Railway system, Chicago, Burlington & Quincy R. R. system (owned by the Great Northern and Northern Pacific Railway companies jointly). Chicago : Poole Bros., [1902].
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Northern Pacific Railway Company -- Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.) -- Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company 1 map : col. ; 42 x 82 cm.
8 '26-'02 -- in bottom margin
Detached from Northern Pacific Railway Company. Sixth annual report ... 1902 [St. Paul, Minn.? : Northern Pacific Railway Company?, 1902?] [5A 7267 (1902 vol. [1]) opposite title page].
map4F G4051.P3 1902 .P6 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Southern Pacific Railroad Company 1 map : col. ; 58 x 88 cm.
In Southern Pacific Railroad Company. Eighteenth annual report of the Southern Pacific Company and its proprietary companies ... 1902 [San Francisco?: Southern Pacific Railroad Company?, 1902?] at end.
5A 7267 (1902 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

82051 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1902 - Railroads<>>>Union Pacific Railway Company - Maps - 1902<>>>Railroads - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Union Pacific Railway Company 1 map : col. ; 48 x 66 cm.
5A 7267 (1902 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

82052 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1903 - Railroads<>>>Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway Company - Maps - 1903<>>>Railroads - Maps
Rock Island System. [New York : s.n., 1903].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1903) -- Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway Company 1 map ; 15 x 21 cm.
Roughly bounded by Utah, Wisconsin, Arizona, and Alabama. Includes untitled inset map of the United States at upper left (5 x 8 cm.)
Verso blank.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1902) between p. 1520-1521 H 668 .703 (1903) bet. p. 1520-1521 (PrCt)

82053 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1903 - Railroads<>>>Denver and Rio Grande Railroad Company - Maps - 1903<>>>Railroads - Maps
Map of the Denver & Rio Grande railroad system ... 1903. [New York : s.n., 1903].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1903) -- Denver and Rio Grande Railroad Company

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1 map : 12 x 17 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1903) p. 477
H 668 .703 (1903) p. 477 (PrCt)

Map showing Great Northern railway system, Northern Pacific Railway system, Chicago, Burlington & Quincy R. R. system (owned by the Great Northern and Northern Pacific Railway companies jointly). Chicago : Poole Bros., [1903].
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.) -- Northern Pacific Railway Company -- Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 42 x 82 cm.
'8-14-'03' -- at bottom near center.
In Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.).
Fourteenth annual report ... 1903 [St. Paul, Minn.? : Great Northern Railway Company?, 1903?] at end.
5A 7267 (1902-1903 vol.) (PrCt)

Map showing Northern Pacific railway system, Great Northern Railway system, Chicago, Burlington & Quincy R. R. system (owned by the Great Northern and Northern Pacific Railway companies jointly). Chicago : Poole Bros., [1903].
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Northern Pacific Railway Company -- Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.) -- Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 42 x 82 cm.
'8-14-'03' -- at bottom near center.
In Northern Pacific Railway Company. Seventh annual report ... 1903 [St. Paul, Minn.? : Northern Pacific Railway Company?, 1903?] opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1903 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

82057 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1903 - Railroads -> Southern Pacific Railroad Company - Maps - 1903 - Railroads - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Southern Pacific Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 58 x 89 cm.
In Southern Pacific Railroad Company.

Nineteenth annual report of the Southern Pacific Company and its proprietary companies ... 1903 [San Francisco?: Southern Pacific Railroad Company?, 1903?] at end.
5A 7267 (1903 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

82058 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1903 - Railroads -> Southern Pacific Railroad Company - Maps - 1903 -> Railroads - Maps
Southern Pacific System : Pacific system. [New York : s.n., 1903].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1903) -- Southern Pacific Railroad Company
1 map ; 20 x 13 cm.
Roughly bounded by Washington, Montana, California and New Mexico; includes parts of southern Canada and northern Mexico.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1903) p. 632
H 668 .703 (1903) p. 632 (PrCt)

Lines of the Rock Island System. Chicago : Poole Bros., [1904, i.e. 1905?].
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1905) -- Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway Company
1 map ; 19 x 26 cm.
'12-10-'04' -- at bottom left.
Plate no.: 4258.
Roughly bounded by Montana, Michigan, Arizona, and Alabama.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1905) between p. 1508-1509
H 668 .703 (1905) bet. p. 1508-1509 (PrCt)

Rock Island Lines. Chicago : Poole Bros., [1904, i.e. 1906?].
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1906) -- Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway Company
1 map ; 15 x 21 cm.
'12-10-'04' -- at bottom left.
Plate no.: 4258.
Roughly bounded by Wyoming, Wisconsin, Texas, and Alabama.
Verso blank.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1906) between p. 402-403
H 668 .703 (1906) bet. p. 402-403 (PrCt)


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1904) -- Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway Company
1 map ; 19 x 26 cm.
'6-29-04' --at bottom right.
Plate no.: 4258.
Roughly bounded by Montana, Michigan, Arizona, and Alabama.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1904) between p. 764-765
H 668 .703 (1904) bet. p. 764-765 (PrCt)

Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1904) -- Denver and Rio Grande Railway Company
1 map ; 12 x 17 cm.
Covers parts of Utah, Wyoming, Nebraska, Colorado, Arizona, and New Mexico.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1904) p. 459
H 668 .703 (1904) p. 459 (PrCt)

West (U.S.) - Maps - 1904 - Railroads - Northern Pacific Railway Company - Maps - 1904 - Railroads - Maps
Map showing Northern Pacific railway system, Great Northern Railway system, Chicago, Burlington & Quincy R. R. system (owned by the Great Northern and Northern Pacific Railway companies jointly). Chicago : Poole Bros., [1904?].
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Northern Pacific Railway Company -- Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.) -- Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company
1 map ; 12 x 17 cm.
'C 5-29-04' --at bottom near center.
In Northern Pacific Railway Company. Eighth annual report ... 1904 [St. Paul, Minn.?; Northern Pacific Railway Company?, 1904?] opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1904 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Southern Pacific System : Pacific system. [New York : s.n., 1904].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Southern Pacific Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 58 x 89 cm.
In Southern Pacific Railroad Company. Twentieth annual report of the Southern Pacific Company and its proprietary companies ... 1904 [San Francisco?: Southern Pacific Railroad Company?, 1904?] opposite title page
5A 7267 (1904 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1905) -- Southern Pacific Railroad Company
1 map ; 20 x 13 cm.
Roughly bounded by Washington, Montana, California and New Mexico; includes parts of southern Canada and northern Mexico.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1904) p. 606
H 668 .703 (1904) p. 606 (PrCt)

Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1905) -- Denver and Rio Grande Railway Company
1 map ; 12 x 17 cm.
Covers parts of Utah, Wyoming, Nebraska, Colorado, Arizona, and New Mexico.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1904) p. 429
H 668 .703 (1905) p. 429 (PrCt)

West (U.S.) - Maps - 1905 - Railroads - Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.) - Maps - 1905 - Railroads - Maps
Map showing Northern Pacific railway system, Great Northern Railway system, Chicago, Burlington & Quincy R. R. system (owned by the Great Northern and Northern Pacific Railway companies jointly). Chicago : Poole Bros., [1905].
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Northern Pacific Railway Company -- Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.) -- Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company
1 map ; 12 x 17 cm.
'H 5-12-04' --at bottom near center.
In Great Northern Railway Company. Eight annual report ... 1905 [St. Paul, Minn.?; Northern Pacific Railway Company?, 1905?] opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1905 vol. [1]) (PrCt)
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1905) p. 586
H 668 .703 (1905) p. 586 (PrCt)

82074 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1905 -
Railroads<<>>>Union Pacific Railway
Company - Maps - 1905<<>>>Railroads - Maps
Union Pacific system of railroad and steamship lines, 1905. [New York : s.n., 1905].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1905) -- Union Pacific Railway Company
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1905) p. 563
H 668 .703 (1905) p. 563 (PrCt)

82075 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1905 -
Railroads<<>>>Union Pacific Railway
Company - Maps - 1905<<>>>Railroads - Maps
Union Pacific system of railroad and steamship lines, 1905. [New York : s.n., 1905] [i.e. 1906].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1906) -- Union Pacific Railway Company
1 map ; 12 x 19 cm.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1906) p. 563
H 668 .703 (1906) p. 563 (PrCt)

82076 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1906 -
Railroads<<>>>Denver and Rio Grande
Railway Company - Maps - 1906<><>Railroads - Maps
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1906) -- Denver and Rio Grande Railway Company
1 map ; 12 x 17 cm.
Covers parts of Utah, Wyoming, Nebraska, Colorado, Arizona, and New Mexico.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1906) p. 471
H 668 .703 (1906) p. 471 (PrCt)

82077 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1906 -
Railroads<<>>>Great Northern Railway
Company (U.S.) - Maps - 1906<><>Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company -
Maps - 1906<><>Northern Pacific Railway
Company - Maps - 1906<><>Railroads - Maps
Map showing Great Northern Railroad system, Chicago, Burlington & Quincy R. R. system (owned by the Great Northern and Northern Pacific Railway companies jointly). Chicago : Poole Bros., [1906].
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.) -- Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company -- Northern Pacific Railway Company
1 map : col. ; 42 x 82 cm.
'8-15-'06' -- at bottom near center.
In Great Northern Railway Company, Seventeenth annual report ... 1906 [St. Paul, Minn.? : Great Northern Railway Company?, 1906?] opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1906 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

82078 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1906 -
Railroads<<>>>Great Northern Railway
Company (U.S.) - Maps - 1906<><>Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company -
Maps - 1906<><>Northern Pacific Railway
Company - Maps - 1906<><>Railroads - Maps
Map showing Great Northern Railroad system, Chicago, Burlington & Quincy R. R. system (owned by the Great Northern and Northern Pacific Railway companies jointly). [New York : s.n., 1906].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1906) -- Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.) -- Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company -- Northern Pacific Railway Company
1 map ; 16 x 29 cm.
Roughly bounded by Washington State, upper Michigan, California, and Missouri.
Text on verso.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1906) between p. 558-559
H 668 .703 (1906) bet. p. 558-559 (PrCt)

82079 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1906 -
Railroads<<>>>Northwestern Pacific Railway
Company (U.S.) - Maps - 1906<><>Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company -
Maps - 1906<><>Great Northern Railway
Company (U.S.) - Maps - 1906<><>Railroads - Maps
Map showing Northwestern Pacific Railway system, Chicago, Burlington & Quincy R. R. system (owned by the Great Northern and Northern Pacific Railway companies jointly). Chicago : Poole Bros., [1906].
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Northern Pacific Railway Company -- Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company -- Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 82 cm.
'8-15-'06' -- at bottom near center.
5A 7267 (1906 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

82080 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1906 -
Railroads<<>>>Portland Region (Or.) - Maps -
1906 - Railroads<<>>>San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1906 - Railroads<<>>>Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1906 -
Railroads<<>>>Union Pacific Railway

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

Map showing Northern Pacific Railway system, Chicago, Burlington & Quincy R. R. system (owned by the Great Northern and Northern Pacific Railway companies jointly). Chicago : Poole Bros., [1907].

Authors: Poole Brothers -- Northern Pacific Railway Company -- Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company -- Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.)

1 map : col. ; 42 x 82 cm.

'9-30-'07' --at bottom near center.


5A 7267 (1907 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

82087 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1907 - Railroads<>>>Northern Pacific Railway Company - Maps - 1907<>>>Railroads - Maps

Map of the Northern Pacific Railway and connections. [New York : s.n., 1907].

Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1907) -- Northern Pacific Railway Company

1 map ; 11 x 19 cm.

Roughly bounded by Washington, Wisconsin, California and Arkansas.

Text on verso.

In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1907) p. 795 H 668 .703 (1907) p. 795 (PrCt)


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Union Pacific Railway Company -- Southern Pacific Railroad Company

1 map ; 21 x 36 cm.

Roughly bounded by Oregon, Wisconsin, northwestern Mexico, and Alabama.

In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1907) between p. 826-827 H 668 .703 (1907) bet. p. 826-827 (PrCt)


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Union Pacific Railway Company -- Southern Pacific Railroad Company

1 map ; 77 x 105 cm.

Insets (10 x 16 cm. and smaller): Portland and vicinity -- San Francisco and vicinity -- Los Angeles and vicinity.

In Union Pacific Company. Tenth annual report of Union Pacific Railroad Company ... 1907 [New York?: Union Pacific Railroad Company?, 1907?] opposite title page.

5A 7267 (1907 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

82090 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1907 - Railroads<>>>Southern Pacific Railroad Company - Maps - 1907<>>>Railroads - Maps

Map of the Southern Pacific System. [New York : s.n., 1907].

Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1907) -- Southern Pacific Railroad Company

1 map ; 77 x 105 cm.

Roughly bounded by Oregon, Wisconsin, northwestern Mexico, and Alabama.

In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1907) between p. 826-827 H 668 .703 (1907) bet. p. 826-827 (PrCt)

82091 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1907 - Railroads<>>>Union Pacific Railway Company - Maps - 1907<>>>Railroads - Maps

Union Pacific system of railroad and steamship lines, 1907. [New York : s.n.], 1907.

Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1907) -- Union Pacific Railway Company

1 map ; 20 x 26 cm.

Verso blank.

In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1907) between p. 804-805 H 668 .703 (1907) bet. p. 804-805 (PrCt)


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Rand, McNally & Co.'s enlarged business atlas and shippers' guide ...
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1908 - Railroads - Union Pacific Railway Company - Maps

Text on verso. Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company - Maps - 1908 - Railroads - Maps

Roughly bounded by Montana, Michigan, Nebraska and Illinois. Inset (3 x 7 cm.): The North-Western Line and connections via St. Paul and Minneapolis. Inset (2 x 7 cm.): Map of the Chicago, Union Pacific and North-Western Line.

In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1909) p. 349

H 668 .703 (1909) p. 349 (PrCt)

West (U.S.) - Maps - 1909 - Railroads - Chicago and North Western Railway Company - Maps - 1909 - Railroads - Maps

Roughly bounded by Montana, Michigan, Nebraska and Illinois. Inset (3 x 7 cm.): The North-Western Line and connections via St. Paul and Minneapolis. Inset (2 x 7 cm.): Map of the Chicago, Union Pacific and North-Western Line.

Text on verso.

In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1909) between p. 626-627

H 668 .703 (1909) bet. p. 626-627 (PrCt)

West (U.S.) - Maps - 1909 - Railroads - Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.) - Maps - 1909 - Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company - Maps - 1909 - Railroads - Maps

Map showing Great Northern Railroad system, Chicago, Burlington & Quincy R. R. system (owned by the Great Northern and Northern Pacific Railway companies jointly). Roughly bounded by Washington State, upper Michigan, California, and Illinois.

In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1909) between p. 626-627

H 668 .703 (1909) bet. p. 626-627 (PrCt)

West (U.S.) - Maps - 1909 - Railroads - Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.) - Maps - 1909 - Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company - Maps - 1909 - Railroads - Maps

Map showing Great Northern Railway system, Chicago, Burlington & Quincy R. R. system (owned by the Great Northern and Northern Pacific Railway companies jointly). Roughly bounded by Washington State, upper Michigan, California, and Illinois.

In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1909) between p. 626-627

H 668 .703 (1909) bet. p. 626-627 (PrCt)


Map showing Great Northern Railway system, Chicago, Burlington & Quincy R. R. system (owned by the Great Northern and Northern Pacific Railway companies jointly). Roughly bounded by Washington State, upper Michigan, California, and Illinois.

In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1909) between p. 626-627

H 668 .703 (1909) bet. p. 626-627 (PrCt)


Map showing Great Northern Railway system, Chicago, Burlington & Quincy R. R. system (owned by the Great Northern and Northern Pacific Railway companies jointly). Roughly bounded by Washington State, upper Michigan, California, and Illinois.

In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1909) between p. 626-627

H 668 .703 (1909) bet. p. 626-627 (PrCt)


Map showing Great Northern Railway system, Chicago, Burlington & Quincy R. R. system (owned by the Great Northern and Northern Pacific Railway companies jointly). Roughly bounded by Washington State, upper Michigan, California, and Illinois.

In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1909) between p. 626-627

H 668 .703 (1909) bet. p. 626-627 (PrCt)


Map showing Great Northern Railway system, Chicago, Burlington & Quincy R. R. system (owned by the Great Northern and Northern Pacific Railway companies jointly). Roughly bounded by Washington State, upper Michigan, California, and Illinois.

In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1909) between p. 626-627

H 668 .703 (1909) bet. p. 626-627 (PrCt)
Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway Company - Maps - 1910

Map showing Great Northern Railway system.
Chicago : Poole Bros., [1910].
Plate no.: 5314. 1 map : col. ; 66 x 29 cm.
Roughly bounded by Washington State, upper Michigan, California, and Illinois.

In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1910) between p. 1222-1223
H 668 .703 (1910) bet. p. 1222-1223 (PrCt)

West (U.S.) - Maps - 1910 - Railroads
Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway Company - Maps - 1910

Map of Rock Island Lines and connections.
Chicago : Poole Bros., [1910, i.e. 1911].
Plate no.: 5204. 1 map ; 18 x 26 cm.

In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1911) between p. 864-865
H 668 .703 (1911) bet. p. 864-865 (PrCt)

West (U.S.) - Maps - 1910 - Railroads
Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway Company - Maps - 1910

Map showing Great Northern Railway system, Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway Company
1 map ; 18 x 26 cm.
'12-28-'10' --at bottom left.
Plate no.: 5204.
Roughly bounded by Washington State, Wisconsin, northern Mexico, and Alabama.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1911) between p. 864-865
H 668 .703 (1911) bet. p. 864-865 (PrCt)

West (U.S.) - Maps - 1910 - Railroads
Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.) - Maps - 1910

Map showing Great Northern Railway system, Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway Company
1 map ; 19 x 29 cm.
'12-28-'10' --at bottom left.
Plate no.: 5204.
Roughly bounded by Washington State, upper Michigan, California, and Illinois.

In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1910) between p. 1222-1223
H 668 .703 (1910) bet. p. 1222-1223 (PrCt)

West (U.S.) - Maps - 1910 - Railroads
Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.) - Maps - 1910

Map showing Great Northern Railway system.
Chicago : Poole Bros., [1910].
Plate no.: 5314. 1 map : col. ; 66 x 29 cm.
Roughly bounded by Washington State, upper Michigan, California, and Illinois.

In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1910) between p. 1222-1223
H 668 .703 (1910) bet. p. 1222-1223 (PrCt)

West (U.S.) - Maps - 1910 - Railroads
Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.) - Maps - 1910

Map showing Great Northern Railway system, Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway Company
1 map ; 18 x 26 cm.
'12-28-'10' --at bottom left.
Plate no.: 5204.
Roughly bounded by Washington State, upper Michigan, California, and Illinois.

In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1910) between p. 1222-1223
H 668 .703 (1910) bet. p. 1222-1223 (PrCt)

West (U.S.) - Maps - 1910 - Railroads
Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.) - Maps - 1910

Map showing Great Northern Railway system, Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway Company
1 map ; 19 x 29 cm.
'12-28-'10' --at bottom left.
Plate no.: 5204.
Roughly bounded by Washington State, upper Michigan, California, and Illinois.

In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1910) between p. 1222-1223
H 668 .703 (1910) bet. p. 1222-1223 (PrCt)

West (U.S.) - Maps - 1910 - Railroads
Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.) - Maps - 1910

Map showing Great Northern Railway system.
Chicago : Poole Bros., [1910].
Plate no.: 5314. 1 map : col. ; 66 x 29 cm.
Roughly bounded by Washington State, upper Michigan, California, and Illinois.

In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1910) between p. 1222-1223
H 668 .703 (1910) bet. p. 1222-1223 (PrCt)

West (U.S.) - Maps - 1910 - Railroads
Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.) - Maps - 1910

Map showing Great Northern Railway system.
Chicago : Poole Bros., [1910].
Plate no.: 5314. 1 map : col. ; 66 x 29 cm.
Roughly bounded by Washington State, upper Michigan, California, and Illinois.

In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1910) between p. 1222-1223
H 668 .703 (1910) bet. p. 1222-1223 (PrCt)

West (U.S.) - Maps - 1910 - Railroads
Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.) - Maps - 1910

Map showing Great Northern Railway system.
Chicago : Poole Bros., [1910].
Plate no.: 5314. 1 map : col. ; 66 x 29 cm.
Roughly bounded by Washington State, upper Michigan, California, and Illinois.

In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1910) between p. 1222-1223
H 668 .703 (1910) bet. p. 1222-1223 (PrCt)

West (U.S.) - Maps - 1910 - Railroads
Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.) - Maps - 1910

Map showing Great Northern Railway system.
Chicago : Poole Bros., [1910].
Plate no.: 5314. 1 map : col. ; 66 x 29 cm.
Roughly bounded by Washington State, upper Michigan, California, and Illinois.

In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1910) between p. 1222-1223
H 668 .703 (1910) bet. p. 1222-1223 (PrCt)
1910<<<>Maps
1 map : col. ; 110 x 111 cm. Inset (13 x 21 cm. and smaller): Portland and vicinity -- San Francisco and vicinity -- Los Angeles and vicinity.
In Southern Pacific Railroad Company. Twenty-sixth annual report ... 1910 [San Francisco?: Southern Pacific Railroad Company?, 1910?] opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1910 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

1 map : col. ; 110 x 111 cm. Inset (13 x 21 cm. and smaller): Portland and vicinity -- San Francisco and vicinity -- Los Angeles and vicinity.
5A 7267 (1910 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

1 map : col. ; 66 x 81 cm. '9-29-10' --at bottom near center.
Plate no.: 5314 In Northern Pacific Railway Company. Fourteenth annual report ... 1910 [St. Paul, Minn.?]: Northern Pacific Railway Company?, 1910?] opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1910 vol. [2]) (PrCt)
Western Line.

H 668 .703 (1912) bet. p. 902-903 (PrCt)


Map showing Great Northern Railway system, Chicago, Burlington & Quincy R. R. system, Spokane, Portland & Seattle Railway and its subsidiary lines (owned by Northern Pacific and Great Northern Railway companies jointly), Spokane & Inland Empire Railroad, Colorado & Southern Railway system (controlled by Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company). Chicago : Poole Bros., [1911, c1910].
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Great Northern Railway Company, 1911?] at end.
5A 7267 (1911 vol. [1]) (PrCt)


Map showing Great Northern Railway system, Chicago, Burlington & Quincy R. R. system, Spokane, Portland & Seattle Railway and its subsidiary lines (owned by the Great Northern and Northern Pacific Railway companies jointly). [New York : s.n., 1911].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1911) -- Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.) -- Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company -- Northern Pacific Railway Company
1 map ; 19 x 29 cm.
Roughly bounded by British Columbia, Ontario, California, and Illinois.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1911) between p. 1222-1223
H 668 .703 (1911) bet. p. 1222-1223 (PrCt)


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Southern Pacific Railroad Company -- Union Pacific Railway Company
1 map ; col. ; 110 x 111 cm.
5A 7267 (1911 vol. [2]) (PrCt)


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Southern Pacific Railroad Company -- Union Pacific Railway Company
1 map ; col. ; 110 x 111 cm.
5A 7267 (1911 vol. [2]) (PrCt)
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Union Pacific Railway Company -- Southern Pacific Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 110 x 111 cm.
Insets (13 x 21 cm. and smaller): Portland and vicinity -- San Francisco and vicinity -- Los Angeles and vicinity.
5A 7267 (1911 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

1 map : col. ; 43 x 56 cm.
'9-12-'11' at lower left.
Plate no.: 5031A.
In Missouri Pacific Railway Company. Second annual report of the president ... 1911 (St. Louis: R.P. Studley & Co., 1911) at end.
5A 7267 (1911 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Authors: Poole Brothers -- Northern Pacific Railway Company -- Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company -- Spokane, Portland, and Seattle Railway -- Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.) -- Spokane and Inland Empire Railroad Company -- Colorado and Southern Railway
1 map : col. ; 66 x 81 cm.
'9-22-'11' -- at bottom left.
Plate no.: 5314
In Northern Pacific Railway Company. Fifteenth annual report ... 1911 [St. Paul, Minn.? : Northern Pacific Railway Company?, 1911?] opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1911 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Authors: L.L., Poates Engr'g Co. -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1911) -- Northern Pacific Railway Company
1 map ; 20 x 30 cm.
Roughly bounded by Washington State, Wisconsin, northern Mexico, and Alabama.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1910) between p. 1256-1257
H 668 .703 (1911) bet. p. 1256-1257

Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1911) -- Southern Pacific Railroad Company
1 map ; 21 x 37 cm.
Roughly bounded by Oregon, Wisconsin, northern Mexico, and Alabama.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1911) between p. 1332-1333
H 668 .703 (1911) bet. p. 1332-1333 (PrCt)

82137 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1911 - Railroads st. louis southwestern railroad company - maps - 1911 - railroads - maps cotton belt route. [Chicago : Poole Brothers, 1911, i.e. 1912].
Authors: St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1912)
1 map : 13 x 18 cm.
'12-14-'11' -- bottom center
Plate no. 5467A
Roughly bounded by Colorado, Illinois, northern Mexico, and Alabama.
Text on verso.


82143 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1912 - Railroads - Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.) - Maps - 1912 - Railroads - Maps Map showing Great Northern Railway system, Chicago, Burlington & Quincy R. R. system, Spokane, Portland & Seattle Railway, and Northern Pacific Railway companies jointly. 1912. St. Paul, Minn. : Great Northern Railway Company, 1912 [?]. Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1912) -- Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.) -- Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company -- Northern Pacific Railway Company


82144 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1912 - Railroads - Northern Pacific Railway Company (U.S.) - Maps - 1912 - Railroads - Maps Map showing Great Northern Railway system, Chicago, Burlington & Quincy R. R. system, Spokane, Portland & Seattle Railway, and Northern Pacific Railway companies jointly. 1912. St. Paul, Minn. : Great Northern Railway Company, 1912 [?]. Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1912) -- Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.) -- Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company -- Northern Pacific Railway Company

1 map ; 19 x 29 cm.
Roughly bounded by British Columbia, Ontario, California, and Illinois.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1912) between p. 1286-1287
H 668 .703 (1912) bet. p. 1286-1287 (PrCt)

82144 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1912 - Railroads - Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.) - Maps - 1912 - Wall maps - Railroads - Maps
Great Northern Railway and connections. Chicago : Poole Bros., 1912.
Authors: Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.) -- Poole Brothers -- John V. Bergen Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col., mounted on cloth ; 76 x 142 cm.
"Copyright, 1912, by Great Northern Railway Co., St. Paul, Minn."
Oversize lettering in bottom margin: Zone of plenty
Plate no. 4370 at bottom right.
Imperfect: damaged at top center, with loss of detail in Saskatchewan.
Handstamp on verso: Map and Geography Library. Western Illinois University.
On wooden rollers.
Forms part of the John V. Bergen Collection (Newberry Library).
maproll G4051 .P3 1912 .G7 (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Union Pacific Railway Company -- Southern Pacific Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 110 x 111 cm.
Insets (13 x 21 cm. and smaller): Portland and vicinity -- San Francisco and vicinity -- Los Angeles and vicinity.
Detached from Union Pacific Railway Company. Fifteenth annual report of Union Pacific Railway Company ... 1912 [New York?: Union Pacific Railway Company?, 1912?] [5A 7267 (1911 vol. [2]) at end].
map4C G4051.P3 1912 .R3 (PrCt)

Authors: McGill-Warner Co. -- Northern Pacific Railway Company -- Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company -- Spokane, Portland, and Seattle Railway -- Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.) -- Spokane and Inland Empire Railroad Company -- Colorado and Southern Railway
1 map : col. ; 66 x 81 cm.
In Northern Pacific Railway Company. Sixteenth annual report ... 1912 [St. Paul, Minn.?: Northern Pacific Railway Company?, 1912?] opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1912 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

82147 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1912 - Railroads - Northern Pacific Railway Company - Maps - 1912 - Railroads - Maps
Authors: L.L. Poates Engr’g Co. -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1912) -- Northern Pacific Railway Company
1 map ; 20 x 30 cm.
Roughly bounded by Washington State, Wisconsin, northern Mexico, and Alabama.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1912) between p. 1322-1323
H 668 .703 (1912) bet. p. 1322-1323 (PrCt)

Map of the Southern Pacific Lines. [New York : s.n., 1912].
Authors: Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1912) -- Southern Pacific Railroad Company
1 map ; 21 x 37 cm.
Roughly bounded by Oregon, Wisconsin, northern Mexico, and Alabama.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1912) between p. 1410-1411
H 668 .703 (1912) bet. p. 1410-1411 (PrCt)

82149 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1913 - Railroads - Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Company - Maps - 1913 - Railroads - Maps
The Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway system. 1913. New York : American Bank Note

Map showing Northern Pacific Railway system, Chicago, Burlington & Quincy R. R. system, Spokane, Portland & Seattle Railway and its subsidiary lines (owned by Northern Pacific and Great Northern Railway companies jointly), Spokane & Inland Empire Railroad, Colorado & Southern Railway system (controlled by Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company). Chicago : Poole Bros., [1913], c1910.

In Great Northern Railway Company. Twenty-fourth annual report of the Great Northern Railway Company ... 1913 [St. Paul, Minn.? : Great Northern Railway Company?, 1913?] at end. 5A 7267 (1913 vol. [1]) (PrCt)


Authors: McGill-Warner Co. -- Northern Pacific Railway Company -- Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company -- Spokane, Portland, and Seattle Railway -- Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.) -- Spokane and Inland Empire Railroad Company -- Colorado and Southern Railway

1 map : col. ; 66 x 81 cm.
8-XIII’ at lower left corner.

In Northern Pacific Railway Company. Seventeenth annual report ... 1913 [St. Paul, Minn.? : Northern Pacific Railway Company? , 1913?] opposite title page. 5A 7267 (1913 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Map showing Great Northern Railway system, Chicago, Burlington & Quincy R. R. system, Spokane, Portland & Seattle Railway and its subsidiary lines (owned by Northern Pacific and Great Northern Railway companies jointly), Spokane & Inland Empire Railroad, Colorado & Southern Railway system (controlled by Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company). June 30, 1913. St. Paul, Minn. McGill-Warner Co., 1913.

Authors: Poole Brothers -- Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.) -- Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company -- Spokane, Portland, and Seattle Railway -- Northern Pacific Railway Company -- Spokane and Inland Empire Railroad Company -- Colorado and Southern Railway

1 map : col. ; 66 x 80 cm.

‘June 30, 1913.’

8-XIII’ at bottom left.

In Great Northern Railway Company. Eighteenth annual report of the Great Northern Railway Company ... 1913 [San Francisco?: Southern Pacific Co., 1913?] at end. 5A 7267 (1913 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Map showing Great Northern Railway system, Chicago, Burlington & Quincy R. R. system, Spokane, Portland & Seattle Railway and its subsidiary lines (owned by Northern Pacific and Great Northern Railway companies jointly), Spokane & Inland Empire Railroad, Colorado & Southern Railway system (controlled by Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company). June 30, 1913. St. Paul, Minn. McGill-Warner Co., 1913.

Authors: Poole Brothers -- Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.) -- Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company -- Spokane, Portland, and Seattle Railway -- Northern Pacific Railway Company -- Spokane and Inland Empire Railroad Company -- Colorado and Southern Railway

1 map : col. ; 81 x 84 cm.
Railroad Company -- Oregon-Washington Railroad and Navigation Company
1 map : col. ; 57 x 103 cm.
Insets (10 x 9 cm. and 12 x 9 cm.): Portland and vicinity -- Los Angeles and vicinity.
'Copyright, by Union Pacific R. R. Co.' at lower right.
In Union Pacific Railway Company. Sixteenth annual report of Union Pacific Railroad Company ... 1913 [New York?: Union Pacific Railroad Company?, 1913?] opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1913 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

82154 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1913 - Railroads
Union Pacific System - Maps - 1913
- Oregon Short Line Railroad Company - Maps - 1913
- Oregon-Washington Railroad and Navigation Company - Maps - 1913
- San Pedro, Los Angeles & Salt Lake Railroad Company - Maps - 1913
- Camas Prairie Railroad Co. - Maps - 1913
- Railroads - Maps
1 map : col. ; 57 x 103 cm.
Also shows the San Pedro, Los Angeles & Salt Lake Railroad, and the Camas Prairie Railroad.
Insets (10 x 9 cm. and 12 x 9 cm.): Portland [Oregon] and vicinity -- Los Angeles and vicinity. Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.
CHS Coll., Map no. 532 (PrCt)

82155 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1914 - Railroads
Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Company - Maps - 1914
Authors: American Bank Note Company -- Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Company -- Burgoyne, C. G., fl. 1893
1 map : col. ; 44 x 92 cm.
In Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Company. Nineteenth annual report of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway Company ... 1914 (New York: C.G. Burgoyne, [1914]) at end.
5A 7267 (1914 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

West (U.S.) - Maps - 1914 - Railroads
Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.) - Maps - 1914
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company - Maps - 1914
Spokane, Portland, and Seattle Railway - Maps - 1914
Northern Pacific Railway Company - Maps - 1914
Spokane and Inland Empire Railroad Company - Maps - 1914
Colorado and Southern Railway - Maps - 1914
Great Northern Pacific Steamship Company - Maps - 1914
Railroads - Maps
Map showing Great Northern Railway system, Chicago, Burlington & Quincy R. R. system, Spokane, Portland & Seattle Railway and its subsidiary lines (owned by Northern Pacific and Great Northern Railway companies jointly), Spokane & Inland Empire Railroad, Colorado & Southern Railway system (controlled by Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company), Great Northern Pacific Steamship Company. Saint Paul, Minn. McGill-Warner Co., [1914].
Authors: McGill-Warner Co. -- Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.) -- Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company -- Spokane, Portland, and Seattle Railway -- Northern Pacific Railway Company -- Spokane and Inland Empire Railroad Company -- Colorado and Southern Railway -- Great Northern Pacific Steamship Company
1 map : col. ; 65 x 81 cm.
'June 30, 1914.'
In Great Northern Railway Company. Twenty-fifth annual report of the Great Northern Railway Company ... 1914 [St. Paul, Minn.?: Great Northern Railway Company?, 1914?] at end.
5A 7267 (1914 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

West (U.S.) - Maps - 1914 - Railroads
Mexico - Maps - 1914
Portland Region (Or.) - Maps - 1914
San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1914
Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1914
Southern Pacific Railroad Company - Maps - 1914
Railroads - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Southern Pacific Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 81 x 84 cm.
'Copyright by Southern Pacific Co.' at lower right. Inset (17 x 15 cm. and smaller): Portland and vicinity -- San Francisco and vicinity -- Los Angeles and vicinity. '13' in lower left corner.
In Southern Pacific Railroad Company. Thirtieth annual report of the Southern Pacific Company ... 1914 [San Francisco?: Southern Pacific Co.?, 1914?] at end.
5A 7267 (1914 vol. [2]) (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)


Authors: Poole Brothers -- Missouri Pacific Railway Company -- St. Louis, Iron Mountain, and Southern Railway Company -- Denver and Rio Grande Railroad Company -- Western Pacific Railroad Company -- Texas & Pacific Railway -- International & Great Northern Railroad

1 map : col. ; 43 x 56 cm.

8-13-'14 at lower left.
Plate no.: 5031A.

In Missouri Pacific Railway Company. Fifth annual report ... 1914 [St. Louis?: Missouri Pacific Railway Company?, 1914?] at end.

5A 7267 (1914 vol. [2]) (PrCt)


1 map : col. ; 57 x 103 cm.

'Copyright, by Union Pacific R. R. Co.' at lower right.

Insets (10 x 9 cm. and 12 x 9 cm.): Portland and vicinity -- Los Angeles and vicinity.

'13' at lower left.


5A 7267 (1914 vol. [2]) (PrCt)


Authors: McGill-Warner Co. -- Northern Pacific Railway Company -- Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company -- Spokane, Portland, and Seattle Railway -- Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.) -- Spokane and Inland Empire Railroad Company -- Colorado and Southern Railway -- Great Northern Pacific Steamship Company

1 map : col. ; 66 x 81 cm.


5A 7267 (1914 vol. [2]) (PrCt)


Authors: Martin B. Brown Company (New York, N.Y.) -- Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Company -- Burgoyne, C. G., fl. 1893

1 map : col. ; 44 x 92 cm.

In Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Company. Twentieth annual report of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway Company ... 1915 (New York: C.G. Burgoyne, [1915]) at end.

5A 7267 (1915 vol. [1]) (PrCt)


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Southern Railway - Maps - 1915

Great Northern Pacific Steamship Company - Maps - 1915

Railroads - Maps

Map showing Great Northern Railway system, Chicago, Burlington & Quincy R. R. system, Spokane, Portland & Seattle Railway and its subsidiary lines (owned by Northern Pacific and Great Northern Railway companies jointly), Spokane & Inland Empire Railroad, Colorado & Southern Railway system (controlled by Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company), Great Northern Pacific Steamship Company. Saint Paul, Minn. McGill-Warner Co., [1915].


1 map : col. ; 65 x 81 cm.

June 30, 1915.

Detached from Great Northern Railway Company. Twenty-sixth annual report of the Great Northern Railway Company ... 1915 [St. Paul, Minn.?: Great Northern Railway Company?, 1915?] [5A 7267 (1915 vol. [2]) opposite title page].

map4C G4051.P3 1915 .M3 (PrCt)

West (U.S.) - Maps - 1915


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Southern Pacific Railroad Company.

1 map : col. ; 81 x 84 cm.

'Copyright by Southern Pacific Co.' at lower right. Insets (17 x 15 cm. and smaller): Portland and vicinity -- San Francisco and vicinity -- Los Angeles and vicinity.

'13' in lower left corner.

In Southern Pacific Railroad Company. Thirty-first annual report of the Southern Pacific Company ... 1915 [San Francisco?: Southern Pacific Co.?, 1915?] at end.

5A 7267 (1915 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

West (U.S.) - Maps - 1915

Railroads\(\rightarrow\)Western Pacific Railroad Company - Maps - 1915\(\rightarrow\)Texas & Pacific Railway - Maps - 1915

International & Great Northern Railroad - Maps - 1915


Authors: Poole Brothers -- Missouri Pacific Railway Company -- St. Louis, Iron Mountain, and Southern Railway Company -- Denver and Rio Grande Railway Company -- Western Pacific Railway Company -- Texas & Pacific Railway -- International & Great Northern Railroad

1 map : col. ; 43 x 56 cm.

'7-20-15' at lower right.

Plate no.: 5031A.

In Missouri Pacific Railway Company. Sixth annual report ... 1915 [St. Louis?: Missouri Pacific Railway Company?, 1915?] opposite title page.

5A 7267 (1915 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

West (U.S.) - Maps - 1915


Authors: Poole Brothers -- Missouri Pacific Railway Company -- St. Louis, Iron Mountain, and Southern Railway Company -- Denver and Rio Grande Railway Company -- Western Pacific Railway Company -- Texas & Pacific Railway -- International & Great Northern Railroad

1 map : col. ; 43 x 56 cm.

'7-20-15' at lower right.

Plate no.: 5031A.

In Missouri Pacific Railway Company. Sixth annual report ... 1915 [St. Louis?: Missouri Pacific Railway Company?, 1915?] opposite title page.

5A 7267 (1915 vol. [2]) (PrCt)
1 map : col. ; 57 x 103 cm.
'Copyright, by Union Pacific R. R. Co.' at lower right.
Insets (10 x 9 cm. and 12 x 9 cm.): Portland and vicinity -- Los Angeles and vicinity.
'13' at lower left.
5A 7267 (1915 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

82167
Authors: Martin B. Brown Company (New York, N.Y.) -- Texas & Pacific Railway
1 map : col. ; 26 x 41 cm.
5A 7267 (1915 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

82168
Authors: Martin B. Brown Company (New York, N.Y.) -- Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Company -- Burgoyne, C. G., fl. 1893
1 map : col. ; 44 x 92 cm.
5A 7267 (1916 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

82169
Map showing Great Northern Railway system, Chicago, Burlington & Quincy R. R. system, Spokane, Portland & Seattle Railway and its subsidiary lines (owned by Northern Pacific and Great Northern Railway companies jointly), Spokane & Inland Empire Railroad, Colorado & Southern Railway system (controlled by Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company), Great Northern Pacific Steamship Company. Saint Paul, Minn. McGill-Warner Co., 1916.
Authors: McGill-Warner Co. -- Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.) -- Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company -- Spokane, Portland, and Seattle Railway -- Northern Pacific Railway Company -- Spokane and Inland Empire Railroad Company -- Colorado and Southern Railway -- Great Northern Pacific Steamship Company
1 map : col. ; 65 x 81 cm.
'June 30th, 1916.'
In Great Northern Railway Company. Twenty-seventh annual report of the Great Northern Railway Company ... June 30, 1916 [St. Paul, Minn.? : Great Northern Railway Company?, 1916?] opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1916 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

82170
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Southern Pacific Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 81 x 84 cm.
5A 7267 (1916 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

82171
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1916 - Railroads - Maps


1 map: col.; 57 x 103 cm.

'Copyright, by Union Pacific R. R. Co.' at lower right.

Insets (10 x 9 cm. and 12 x 9 cm.): Portland and vicinity -- Los Angeles and vicinity.

'13' at lower left.


5A 7267 (1916 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

West (U.S.) - Maps - 1916 - Railroads - Maps

1916 - Wall maps - Maps

57. 57.

5A 7267 (1916 vol. [3]) (PrCt)
5A 7267 (1916 vol. [4]) (PrCt)

5A 7267 (1916 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

82176 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1917 - Railroads<<>>Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Company - Maps - 1917<<>>Railroads - Maps
5A 7267 (1917 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

5A 7267 (1917 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Map showing Great Northern Railway system, Chicago, Burlington & Quincy R. R. system, Spokane, Portland & Seattle Railway and its subsidiary lines (owned by Northern Pacific and Great Northern Railway companies jointly), Spokane & Inland Empire Railroad, Colorado & Southern Railway system (controlled by Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company). Saint Paul, Minn. McGill-Warner Co., 1917 [i.e. 1918?]. Authors: McGill-Warner Co. -- Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.) -- Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company -- Spokane, Portland, and Seattle Railway -- Northern Pacific Railway Company -- Spokane and Inland Empire Railroad Company -- Colorado and Southern Railway 1 map : col. ; 65 x 81 cm. 'December 31st, 1917.' In Great Northern Railway Company. Twenty-ninth annual report of the Great Northern Railway Company ... December 31, 1917 [St. Paul, Minn.? : Great Northern Railway Company?, 1918?] opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1917 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
'13' in lower left corner.
In Southern Pacific Railroad Company.
Thirty-fourth annual report ... December 31, 1917
[San Francisco?: Southern Pacific Co., 1918?]
between p. 80-81.
5A 7267 (1917 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Map showing Northern Pacific Railroad system, Chicago, Burlington & Quincy R. R. system, Spokane, Portland & Seattle Railway and its subsidiary lines (owned by Northern Pacific and Great Northern railway companies jointly), Spokane & Inland Empire Railroad, Colorado & Southern Railway system (controlled by Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company), December 31st, 1917. St. Paul, Minn. McGill-Warner Co., 1917 [i.e. 1918?].
Authors: McGill-Warner Co. -- Northern Pacific Railroad Company -- Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company -- Spokane, Portland, and Seattle Railway -- Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.) -- Spokane and Inland Empire Railroad Company -- Colorado and Southern Railway
1 map : col. ; 66 x 81 cm.
In Northern Pacific Railway Company.
Twenty-first annual report ... December 31, 1917 [St. Paul, Minn.?; Northern Pacific Railway Company?, 1918?] opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1917 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

1 map : col. ; 57 x 103 cm.
'Copyright, by Union Pacific R. R. Co.' at lower right.
Insets (10 x 9 cm. and 12 x 9 cm.): Portland and vicinity -- Los Angeles and vicinity.
'13' at lower left.
5A 7267 (1917 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

82182 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1917 - Railroads<<=>Texas & Pacific Railway - Maps - 1917<<=>Railroads - Maps
Authors: Martin B. Brown Company (New York, N.Y.) -- Texas & Pacific Railway -- Lancaster, J. L., fl. 1917 - Wight, Pearl
1 map : col. ; 26 x 41 cm.
5A 7267 (1916 vol. [4]) (PrCt)

Map showing Great Northern Railway system, Chicago, Burlington & Quincy R. R. system, Spokane, Portland & Seattle Railway and its subsidiary lines (owned by Northern Pacific and Great Northern railway companies jointly), Spokane & Inland Empire Railroad, Colorado & Southern Railway system (controlled by Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company), December 31st, 1917. St. Paul, Minn. Mcilli-Warner Co., 1917 [i.e. 1918?].
Authors: McGill-Warner Co. -- Great Northern Railway Company -- Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company -- Spokane, Portland, and Seattle Railway -- Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.) -- Spokane and Inland Empire Railroad Company -- Colorado and Southern Railway
1 map : col. ; 81 x 91 cm.
In Great Northern Railway Company. Thirtieth annual report ... December 31, 1918. (New Orleans?): J. L. Lancaster and Pearl Wight, receivers [for the Great Northern Railway Company, 1918?] at front.
5A 7267 (1918 vol. [1]) (PrCt)
82184 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1918 - Railroads<>Texas & Pacific Railway - Maps - 1918<>Railroads - Maps
Authors: Martin B. Brown Company (New York, N.Y.) -- Texas & Pacific Railway -- Lancaster, J. L., fl. 1917 -- Wight, Pearl
1 map : col. ; 26 x 41 cm.
5A 7267 (1917 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Ry. Co. and subsidiary lines. Chicago : Poole Bros. [1919].
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Chicago, Milwaukee, and St. Paul Railway Company
1 map : col. ; 21 x 38 cm.
Arrows highlight current and projected electric lines between Harlowton, Montana and Tacoma, Washington.
'4-15-'19' at bottom left.
Plate no. 6132.
5A 7267 (1918 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Southern Pacific Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; on sheet 84 x 52 cm.
Incomplete; eastern half torn away. Title and imprint derived from earlier editions, which measured approximately 81 x 82 cm.
Insets (17 x 15 cm. and smaller): Portland and vicinity -- San Francisco and vicinity -- Los Angeles and vicinity.
In Southern Pacific Railroad Company. Thirty-sixth annual report ... December 31, 1919 [San Francisco?: Southern Pacific Co.?, 1920?] between p. 56-57.
5A 7267 (1919 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

1 map : col. ; on sheet 62 x 74 cm.
Map incomplete; roughly one third of eastern section torn away. Title and imprint derived from earlier editions, which measured approximately 57 x 103 cm.
Insets (10 x 9 cm. and 12 x 9 cm.): Portland and vicinity -- Los Angeles and vicinity.
'13' at lower left.
5A 7267 (1919 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

82188 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1919 - Railroads<>Texas & Pacific Railway - Maps - 1919<>Railroads - Maps
Authors: Martin B. Brown Company (New York, N.Y.) -- Texas & Pacific Railway -- Wight, Pearl
1 map : col. ; 26 x 41 cm.
In Texas & Pacific Railway. Annual report of the Texas & Pacific Railway Company ... December 31, 1918 [(New Orleans?): Pearl Wight, receiver [for the Texas & Pacific Railway Company, 1919?] opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1918 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Authors: Poole Brothers -- Chicago, Milwaukee, and St. Paul Railway Company
1 map : col. ; 21 x 38 cm.
Arrows highlight electric rail lines between Harlowton, Montana and Tacoma, Washington.
'3-15-'20' at bottom left.
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Union Pacific Railway Company 1 map ; 8 x 19 cm. Route map detailing region between Portland, Or., Chicago, Ill., and Los Angeles, Calif. Advertisement in Union Pacific Railway Company. Fortieth annual report of Union Pacific Railway Company ... December 31, 1936 [New York?: Union Pacific Railway Company?, 1937?] p 11. 5A 7267 (1936 vol. [2]) (PrCl)
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
References: OCLC 183884263 map4C G4051.P2 1920 .R5 (PrCl)
Case GVI1024 .A92 1920 v.7 (NLO)


82202 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1921 - Railroads Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.) - Maps - 1921 Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company - Maps - 1921 Spokane, Portland, and Seattle Railway - Maps - 1921 Colorado and Southern Railway Company - Maps - 1921 Railroads Maps Map showing Great Northern Railway system, Chicago, Burlington & Quincy R. R. system, Spokane, Portland & Seattle Railway and its subsidiary lines (owned by Northern Pacific and Great Northern Railway companies jointly), Colorado & Southern Railway system (controlled by Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company). Saint Paul, Minn. McGill-Warner Co., 1921 [i.e. 1922?]. Authors: McGill-Warner Co. -- Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.) -- Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company -- Spokane, Portland, and Seattle Railway -- Northern Pacific Railway Company -- Colorado and Southern Railway Company 1 map : col. ; 65 x 81 cm. 'December 31, 1921.' In Great Northern Railway Company. Thirty-third report of the Great Northern Railway Company ... December 31, 1921 [St. Paul, Minn.? : Great Northern Railway Company?, 1922?] at end. 5A 7267 (1921 vol. [1]) (PrCt)


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1921 - Railroads - Northern Pacific Railway, Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company, Spokane, Portland, and Seattle Railway, Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.), Colorado and Southern Railway

Map showing Northern Pacific Railway system, Chicago, Burlington & Quincy R. R. system, Spokane, Portland & Seattle Railway and its subsidiary lines (owned by Northern Pacific and Great Northern Railway companies jointly), Colorado & Southern Railway system (controlled by Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company), December 31, 1921. St. Paul, Minn. McGill-Warner Co., 1921.

Authors: McGill-Warner Co. -- Northern Pacific Railway Company -- Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company -- Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.) -- Spokane, Portland, and Seattle Railway -- Colorado and Southern Railway

1 map : col. ; 66 x 81 cm.

Issued to accompany Northern Pacific Railway Company. Twenty-fourth annual report of the Northern Pacific Railway Company ... December 31, 1920 [St. Paul, Minn.? : Northern Pacific Railway Company?, 1921?]

Incorrectly bound with Pennsylvania Company. Fiftieth annual report ... December 31, 1921 (Pittsburgh: [Pennsylvania Company?, 1922?] at end.


1 map : col. ; 26 x 41 cm.

Roughly bounded by California, northern Mexico, Mississippi, and Illinois.


West (U.S.) - Maps - 1921 - Road maps - Yellowstone National Park - Maps - 1921 - Road maps - Glacier National Park (Mont.) - Maps - 1921 - Road maps


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; col. : on sheet 87 x 68 cm.

Keyed to 37 named road signs.

Scale [ca. 1:1,738,000].

Printed place name "Bauvard" in Nevada marked "wrong" and "Banvard" in manuscript (blue crayon).


Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection; detached from an unidentified RMcN AE binder; handstamped "3" on verso.

Uniform title: Auto trails

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; col. : on sheet 87 x 68 cm.

Keyed to 37 named road signs.

Scale [ca. 1:1,738,000].


[28] p. : maps, ill. ; 20 cm.


Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.

Uniform title: Auto trails

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

maps
[Chicago]: Rand McNally & Co., 1921.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map; col.: on sheet 87 x 68 cm.
Keyed to 37 named road signs.
Scale [ca. 1:1,738,000].
Correction "Schellbourne" for "Shelbourne" marked in ms. on lower left corner of map.
[28] p.: maps, ill.; 20 cm.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B, BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 72 (PrCt)

82209 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1922 - Railroads<<>>Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Company - Maps - 1922<<>>Railroads - Maps
The Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway System. 1922. New York: Montross & Clarke Co.; Williams Engraving Co., 1922 [i.e. 1923?].
Authors: Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Company -- Montross and Clarke Company -- Williams Engraving Co.
1 map; col.: 44 x 92 cm.
In Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Company. Twenty-eighth annual report of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway Company... December 31, 1922 (New York: Montross & Clarke Co., [1923?]) at end.
5A 7267 (1922 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

82212 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1922 - Railroads<<>>Texas & Pacific Railway - Maps - 1922<<>>Railroads - Maps
1 map; col.; 26 x 41 cm.
Roughly bounded by California, northern Mexico, Mississippi, and Illinois.
5A 7267 (1922 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
The Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway system. 1923. New York : Montross & Clarke Co., 1923 [i.e. 1924?].
Authors: Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Company -- Montross and Clarke Company
1 map : col. ; 44 x 92 cm.
5A 7267 (1923 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Map showing Northern Pacific Railway system, Chicago, Burlington & Quincy R. R. system, Spokane, Portland & Seattle Railway and its subsidiary lines (owned by Northern Pacific and Great Northern Railway companies jointly), Colorado & Southern Railway system (controlled by Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company), Saint Paul, Minn. McGill-Warner Co., 1923 [i.e. 1924?].
Authors: McGill-Warner Co. -- Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.) -- Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company -- Spokane, Portland, and Seattle Railway -- Northern Pacific Railway Company -- Colorado and Southern Railway
1 map : col. ; 65 x 81 cm.
'December 31, 1923.'
In Great Northern Railway Company. Thirty-fifth report of the Great Northern Railway Company ... December 31, 1923 [St. Paul, Minn.? : Great Northern Railway Company?, 1924?] at front.
5A 7267 (1923 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Map showing Great Northern Railway system, Chicago, Burlington & Quincy R. R. system, Spokane, Portland & Seattle Railway and its subsidiary lines (owned by Northern Pacific and Great Northern Railway companies jointly), Colorado & Southern Railway system (controlled by Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad
Company), Saint Paul, Minn. McGill-Warner Co., 1923 [i.e. 1924?].
Authors: McGill-Warner Co. -- Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.) -- Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company -- Spokane, Portland, and Seattle Railway -- Northern Pacific Railway Company -- Colorado and Southern Railway
1 map : col. ; 65 x 81 cm.
'December 31, 1923.'
In Great Northern Railway Company. Thirty-fifth report of the Great Northern Railway Company ... December 31, 1923 [St. Paul, Minn.? : Great Northern Railway Company?, 1924?] at front.
5A 7267 (1923 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
[1923?].
Apparently issued without separately printed and paginated index.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
map3C G4051.P3 1923 .R3 (PrCt)

82220
1 map : col. ; 26 x 41 cm.
Roughly bounded by California, northern Mexico, Mississippi, and Illinois.
In Texas & Pacific Railway. Annual report of the Texas and Pacific Railway Company ...
5A 7267 (1924 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

82221
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1924 - Railroads--Yellowstone National Park - Maps - 1923 - Road maps--Glacier National Park (Mont.) - Maps - 1923 - Road maps--Road maps
Rand McNally official 1923 auto trails map : district no. 13 : Montana, Wyoming, N.W.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 80 x 64 on sheet 87 x 68 cm.
Keyed to 45 named road signs.
Scale [ca. 1:1,789,000].
On verso: Map of Yellowstone National Park.
Plate no. E -- Map of Glacier National Park. Plate no. E.
Cover handstamped "Register of copyrights, Library of Congress .... " and dated "4/26/23" in ms.
Cover art (1 panel, O.B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Index in manila envelope with note " ... for 2 x 2 exhibition."
Uniform title: Auto trails
82222
Map showing Great Northern Railway system, Chicago, Burlington & Quincy R. R. system, Spokane, Portland & Seattle Railway and its subsidiary lines (owned by Northern Pacific and Great Northern Railway companies jointly),

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Colorado & Southern Railway system (controlled by Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company). Saint Paul, Minn. McGill-Warner Co., 1924 [i.e. 1925?].
Authors: McGill-Warner Co. -- Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.) -- Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company -- Spokane, Portland, and Seattle Railway -- Northern Pacific Railway Company -- Colorado and Southern Railway 1 map : col. ; 66 x 81 cm.
'December 31, 1924.'
In Great Northern Railway Company. Thirty-sixth report of the Great Northern Railway Company ... December 31, 1924 [St. Paul, Minn.? : Great Northern Railway Company?, 1925?] at end.
5A 7267 (1924 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

82225 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1925 - Railroads
Northern Pacific Railway Company - Maps - 1924
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company - Maps - 1924
Spokane, Portland, and Seattle Railway - Maps - 1924
Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.) - Maps - 1924
Colorado and Southern Railway - Maps - 1924
Railroads - Maps
Map showing Northern Pacific Railway system, Chicago, Burlington & Quincy R. R. system, Spokane, Portland & Seattle Railway and its subsidiary lines (owned by Northern Pacific and Great Northern Railway companies jointly), Colorado & Southern Railway system (controlled by Chicago, Burlington and Quincy Railroad Company), December 31, 1924. St. Paul, Minn. McGill-Warner Co., 1924 [i.e. 1925?].
Authors: McGill-Warner Co. -- Northern Pacific Railway Company -- Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company -- Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.) -- Spokane, Portland, and Seattle Railway -- Colorado and Southern Railway 1 map : col. ; 66 x 81 cm.
In Northern Pacific Railway Company. Twenty-eighth annual report of the Northern Pacific Railway Company ... December 31, 1924 [St. Paul, Minn.? : Northern Pacific Railway Company?, 1925?] at end.
5A 7267 (1924 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

82226 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1925 - Railroads
Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.) - Maps - 1925
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company - Maps - 1925
Spokane, Portland, and Seattle Railway - Maps - 1925
Northern Pacific Railway Company - Maps - 1925
Railroads - Maps
Map showing Great Northern Railway system, Chicago, Burlington & Quincy R. R. system, Spokane, Portland & Seattle Railway and its subsidiary lines (owned by Northern Pacific and Great Northern Railway companies jointly), Colorado & Southern Railway system (controlled by Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company). Saint Paul, Minn. McGill-Warner Co., 1925 [i.e. 1926?].
Authors: McGill-Warner Co. -- Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.) -- Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company -- Spokane, Portland, and Seattle Railway -- Northern Pacific Railway Company -- Colorado and Southern Railway 1 map : col. ; 65 x 81 cm.
'December 31, 1925.'
In Great Northern Railway Company. Thirty-first annual report of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway Company ... December 31, 1925 (New York: Montross & Clarke Co., [1926?]) at end.
5A 7267 (1925 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

82227 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1925 - Railroads
Northern Pacific Railway Company - Maps - 1925
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company - Maps - 1925
Spokane, Portland, and Seattle Railway - Maps - 1925
Northern Pacific Railway Company (U.S.) - Maps - 1925
Railroads - Maps
Roughly bounded by California, northern Mexico, Mississippi, and Illinois.
5A 7267 (1923 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Maps - 1925>Railroads - Maps
Map showing Northern Pacific Railway system, Chicago, Burlington & Quincy R. R. system, Spokane, Portland & Seattle Railway and its subsidiary lines (owned by Northern Pacific and Great Northern Railway companies jointly), Colorado & Southern Railway system (controlled by Chicago, Burlington and Quincy Railroad Company), December 31, 1925. St. Paul, Minn. McGill-Warner Co., 1925 [i.e. 19267]. Authors: McGill-Warner Co. -- Northern Pacific Railway Company -- Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company -- Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.) -- Spokane, Portland, and Seattle Railway -- Colorado and Southern Railway 1 map : col. ; 66 x 81 cm. In Northern Pacific Railway Company, Twenty-ninth annual report of the Northern Pacific Railway Company ... December 31, 1925 [St. Paul, Minn.? : Northern Pacific Railway Company?, 1926?] at front. 5A 7267 (1925 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

West (U.S.) - Maps - 1925 - Railroads>Texas & Pacific Railway - Maps - 1925>Railroads - Maps

West (U.S.) - Maps - 1925 - Road maps>United States - Maps - 1925 - Road maps>Road maps

West (U.S.) - Maps - 1925 - Road maps>United States - Maps - 1925 - Road maps>Road maps
[Rand McNally junior auto trails atlas of the western United States]. [Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1925]. Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas -- Rand McNally and Company. Junior auto trails -- Skelly Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) 1 atlas : maps ; on 22 loose sheets, each 31 x 45 cm. Incomplete; lacking title page and many maps. Title and imprint derived from complete, published version of the atlas; see oversize RMcN Atlas .R6 1925 west Uniform titles: Road atlas -- Junior auto trails -- Auto trails. Maps include individual alpha-numeric date codes beginning with the letter "G" for publication date of 1925; for example, the map of Missouri is coded "G21". Loose sheets disbound from paperback atlas binding, separated, and bound into various Rand McNally Automobile Editorial (RMcN AE) binders; handstamped with oversize numbers. Subsequently removed from RMcN AE binders and filed together. Includes Junior auto trails map published separately with panel title: Latest road map of Kansas ... Skelly Oil Company. Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library). map2F G3701.P2 1925 .R3 (PrCt)


West (U.S.) - Maps - 1926 - Railroads>Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.) - Maps - 1926>Railroads - Maps
Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.) - Maps - 1926>Railroads - Maps

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

82234 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1926 - Railroads - Texas & Pacific Railway - Maps - 1926 - Railroads - Maps
Authors: Martin B. Brown Company (New York, N.Y.) -- Texas & Pacific Railway
1 map : col. ; 26 x 41 cm.
Roughly bounded by California, northern Mexico, Mississippi, and Illinois.
In Texas & Pacific Railway. Annual report of the Texas and Pacific Railway Company ...
December 31, 1925 [Dallas?: Texas & Pacific Railway?], 1926?] at front.
5A 7267 (1925 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

82235 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1926 - Road maps - United States - Maps - 1926 - Road maps - Automobile travel - West (U.S.) - Guidebooks - 1926 - Automobile travel - United States - Guidebooks - 1926 - Road maps
Authors: Automobile Blue Books, Inc. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
738 p. : ill. (some col.), 150 maps (some folded) ; 24 cm.
"Standard touring guide of America."
General index map and map holder lacking. Includes indexes.
Geographic area covered is represented as a map on title page.
Primarily covers the continental United States west of the Mississippi River. Partially covers the rest of the continental United States and British Columbia, Canada.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes GV1024 .A92 1926 v.4 (NLO)

The Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway system. 1927. New York : Montross & Clarke Co., 1927 [i.e. 1928?].
Authors: Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Company -- Montross and Clarke Company
1 map : col. ; 44 x 92 cm.
In Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Company. Thirty-third annual report of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway Company ...
5A 7267 (1927 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Map showing Great Northern Railway system (broken lines indicate trackage rights over S. P. & S. and Oregon Trunk), Northern Pacific Railway system, Spokane, Portland & Seattle Railway and its subsidiary lines owned by Northern Pacific and Great Northern Railway companies jointly, Colorado & Southern Railway lines (controlled by Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company), Trinity & Brazos Valley Railway Company, Denver, Colo.: Colorado and Southern Railway?, 1928? at end.

5A 7267 (1927 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Map showing Great Northern Railway (U.S.) -- Oregon Trunk Railway -- Northern Pacific Railway Company -- Spokane, Portland, and Seattle Railway -- Colorado and Southern Railway -- Trinity and Brazos Valley Railway Company 1 map : col. ; 66 x 81 cm.

‘December 31, 1927.’

In Great Northern Railway Company. Thirty-ninth annual report of the Great Northern Railway Company ... December 31, 1927 [St. Paul, Minn.?; Great Northern Railway Company?, 1928?] at end.

5A 7267 (1927 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Map showing Great Northern Railway system, Chicago, Burlington & Quincy R. R., Spokane, Portland & Seattle Railway and its subsidiary lines (owned by Northern Pacific and Great Northern Railway companies jointly), Colorado & Southern Railway lines (controlled by Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company), Trinity & Brazos Valley Railway, December 31, 1927. St. Paul, Minn. McGill-Warner Co., 1927 [i.e. 1928?].

Authors: McGill-Warner Co. -- Northern Pacific Railway Company -- Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company -- Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.) -- Spokane, Portland, and Seattle Railway -- Colorado and Southern Railway -- Trinity and Brazos Valley Railway Company 1 map : col. ; 66 x 81 cm.

In Northern Pacific Railway Company. Thirty-first annual report of the Northern Pacific Railway Company ... December 31, 1927 [St. Paul, Minn.?; Northern Pacific Railway Company?, 1928?] at end.

5A 7267 (1927 vol. [3]) (PrCt)


Authors: Gay, F. D. B.

1 map : col. ; 51 x 41 cm. fold. to 22 x 10 cm. Colors indicate paved, improved gravel and dirt, and "other roads."

Title on outside when folded: Travel federal highway 89....

Text on verso includes notes on highway 89, mileage tables, and list of businesses on route.
82241  
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1927 - Road maps
United States - Maps - 1927 - Road maps
1 atlas (64 p.) : col. maps ; 31 cm.
Cover title: Auto trails atlas : western United States
Above cover: North American Automobile Association ...
Uniform titles: Road atlas ...
Includes index.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .R6 1927 west copy 1 (PrCt)

82242  
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1927 - Road maps
United States - Maps - 1927 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Road atlas -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : col. maps ; 31 cm.
Cover title: "No. 8: Arizona, California, Colorado, Idaho, Nevada, New Mexico, Oregon, Utah, Washington."
Uniform title: Road atlas.
Cover art: woman with friends driving red car through countryside.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .R6 1927 west part 3 (PrCt)

82243  
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1927 - Road maps
United States - Maps - 1927 - Road maps
1 atlas (64 p.) : col. maps ; 31 cm.
Cover title: Auto trails atlas : western United States
Above cover title: St. Louis Post-Dispatch ...
Uniform titles: Road atlas -- Junior auto trails.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .R6 1927 west copy 2 (PrCt)

82244  
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1927 - Road maps
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1927 - Parks
National Park-to-Park Highway Association (U.S.) - Maps - 1927
Road maps
1 map : col. ; 52 x 46 cm.
"This map has been donated to the National Park Service by the National Highways Association ..."
"Engraved and printed by the U.S. Geological Survey."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 184.27 (PrCt)

82245  
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1928 - Railroads
Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Company - Maps - 1928
Railroads
The Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway system. 1928. New York : Montross & Clarke Co., 1928 [i.e. 1929?].
Authors: Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Company -- Montross and Clarke Company
1 map : col. ; 44 x 92 cm.
5A 7267 (1928 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

82246  
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1928 - Railroads
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company - Maps - 1928
Railroads
Map showing Chicago, Burlington & Quincy R.
1 map : col. ; 66 x 81 cm.
'December 31, 1928'
In Colorado and Southern Railway. Thirtieth annual report ... December 31, 1928 [Denver, Colo.?: Colorado and Southern Railway?, 1929?] at end.
5A 7267 (1928 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Title in upper margin.
'Mileage, December 31st, 1928, 11,271.24' in bottom margin.
'2-6-29' at bottom left.
Arrows highlight electric rail lines between Harlowton, Montana and Tacoma, Washington. Plate no. : 6132 X.
Roughly bounded by Washington, Michigan, California and Tennessee.
5A 7267 (1928 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

1 map : col. ; 65 x 81 cm.
'December 31, 1928.'
In Great Northern Railway Company. Fortieth report of the Great Northern Railway Company ... December 31, 1928 [St. Paul, Minn.? : Great Northern Railway Company?, 1929?] at end.
5A 7267 (1928 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

1 map : col. ; 61 x 81 cm.
'December 31, 1928.'
In Northern Pacific Railway Company. Thirty-second annual report of the Northern Pacific Railway Company ... December 31, 1928 [St. Paul, Minn.? : Northern Pacific Railway}

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

Map showing Chicago, Burlington & Quincy R. R., Great Northern Railway system (broken lines indicate trackage rights over S.P. & S. and Oregon Trunk), Northern Pacific Railway system, Spokane, Portland & Seattle Railway and its subsidiary lines owned by Northern Pacific and Great Northern Railway companies jointly, Colorado & Southern Railway lines (controlled by Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company), Trinity & Brazos Valley Railway. St. Paul, Minn. McGill-Warner Co., 1929 [i.e. 1930?]. Authors: McGill-Warner Co. - Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company - Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.) - Southern Pacific Railroad Company - Oregon Trunk Railway - Northern Pacific Railway Company - Spokane, Portland, and Seattle Railway - Colorado and Southern Railway - Trinity and Brazos Valley Railway Company.

1 map : col. ; 66 x 81 cm.

'December 31, 1929'

In Colorado and Southern Railway Company. Thirty-first annual report ... December 31, 1929 [Denver, Colo.?: Colorado and Southern Railway?, 1930?] at end.

5A 7267 (1929 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

West (U.S.) - Maps - 1929 - Railroads


1 map : col. ; 66 x 81 cm.

'December 31, 1929'

In Colorado and Southern Railway Company. Thirty-third annual report ... December 31, 1929 [Denver, Colo.?: Colorado and Southern Railway?, 1930?] at end.

5A 7267 (1929 vol. [3]) (PrCt)
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
82259 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1930 - Railroads - Maps - 1930 - Railroad - Maps
Map of the United States. Added title at bottom: Section of Hammond's map. [1930].
Authors: La Salle Extension University; Atlas of Western Trunk Line Committee. 1 map; col.; 25 x 35 cm.

82260 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1930 - Railroads - Maps - 1930 - Railroad - Maps
Map of the United States. Added title at bottom: Section of Hammond's map. [1930].
Authors: La Salle Extension University; Atlas of Western Trunk Line Committee. 1 map; col.; 25 x 35 cm.

82262 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1930 - Railroads - Maps - 1930 - Railroad - Maps
Map of the United States. Added title at bottom: Section of Hammond's map. [1930].
Authors: La Salle Extension University; Atlas of Western Trunk Line Committee. 1 map; col.; 25 x 35 cm.

82263 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1930 - Railroads - Maps - 1930 - Railroad - Maps
Map of the United States. Added title at bottom: Section of Hammond's map. [1930].
Authors: La Salle Extension University; Atlas of Western Trunk Line Committee. 1 map; col.; 25 x 35 cm.

82264 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1930 - Railroads - Maps - 1930 - Railroad - Maps
Map of the United States. Added title at bottom: Section of Hammond's map. [1930].
Authors: La Salle Extension University; Atlas of Western Trunk Line Committee. 1 map; col.; 25 x 35 cm.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

82264 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1930 - Road maps<<>>California - Maps - 1930 - Road maps<<>>Nevada - Maps - 1930 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Pacific Coast Automobile Association Inc. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 69 x 49 cm., on sheet trimmed to 73 x 53 cm.
Added title: Pacific Coast Automobile Association Inc. road map: western United States.
Date from RMcN AE 186 ms. index.
Plate no. L.
Map on verso (incomplete, trimmed to 48 x 62 cm.): [California and Nevada].
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 186.11 (PrCt)

82265 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1930 - Road maps<<>>Canada, Western - Maps - 1930 - Road maps<<>>Northwestern States - Maps - 1930 - Road maps<<>>Wall maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 87 x 127 cm., on sheet 91 x 72 cm.
Plate no. L 1179.
Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto road map of northwestern United States and southwestern Canada ... (Chicago and New York : Rand McNally & Company, 1930). 95 p. : maps, ill. ; 19 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally official auto road map: Northwestern United States and southwestern Canada.
Roughly bounded by British Columbia, Manitoba, California, and Missouri.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 444 (PrCt)

82266 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1930 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Road map of western United States and southwestern Canada / California State Automobile Association, A.A.A. San Francisco, Calif. Calif. State Automobile Ass'n., [1930?].
Authors: California State Automobile Association -- American Automobile Association -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 76 x 65 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Road map of western United States and southwestern Canada
Date from RMcN AE 184 ms. index.
Panel art: California State Automobile Association logo; line drawing of C.S.A. headquarters in San Francisco.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 184.32 (PrCt)

82267 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1930 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Sectional map indicating main automobile roads between Canada & United States (Pacific sheet) / Natural Resources Intelligence Service ... 1930. [Ottawa? Dept. of the Interior?], 1930.
Authors: Canada. Natural Resources Intelligence Service -- Canada. Dept. of the Interior -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 88 x 70 cm.
At head of title: Department of the Interior, Canada ... Inset (4 x 7 cm.): [Index map of Canadian road map series].
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 197.23 (PrCt)

82268 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1930 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Official road map : the Pacific northwest scenic highways ... [Spokane, Wash.? Shaw & Borden Co.?, 1930?]
Authors: Poorman, fl. 1930 -- Shaw & Borden Co. (Spokane, Wash.) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 52 x 39 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 184 ms. index.
Added title: Through the Pacific northwest from Yellowstone Park to Puget Sound / Poorman. “Shaw & Borden Co. 240741” -- on verso.
Panel art: mountain scene with car.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 184.31 (PrCt)

82269 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1930 - Road maps<<>>United States Highway 93 - Maps - 1930<<>>U.S. Highway 93 SEE United States Highway 93<<>>Road maps
U.S. no. 93 highway with extensions: the shorty scenic north and south connecting highway ... [S.I. s.n., 1930?].
Authors: U.S. No. 93 Highway Association -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- United States Highway 93 SEE U.S. No. 93
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
5A 7267 (1930 vol. [1]) (PrCt)  
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1931].  
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map : col. ; 69 x 53 cm.  
Panel title.  
Added title: Cities Service road map of western United States  
Date from RMcN AE 186 ms. index.  
Plate no. M  
Maps on verso (26 x 27 cm and smaller): Los Angeles & vicinity -- San Francisco -- Portland -- Salt Lake City -- Glacier National Park showing roads and trails -- Yellowstone National Park showing roads and trails.  
Panel art: mountain view.  
Editor's copy; includes ms. notes in pencil "stars blk" [?], "bold mileage", and "figures green."  
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).  
RMcN AE 186.17A (PrCt)  
1 map : col. ; 88 x 70 cm.  
At head of title: Department of the Interior, Canada ...  
Scale "40 miles to 1 inch. 1:2,534,400."  
Inset (4 x 7 cm.): [Index map of Canadian road extensions.  
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).  
RMcN AE 197.29 (PrCt)  
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.  
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Sinclair Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 0, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 600 (PrCt)


Authors: United Air Lines, inc.--Boeing Air Transport -- United Aircraft & Transport Corporation -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office
1 map : col. ; 13 x 119 cm., folded to 24 x 11 cm.

Cover title.
Added title: United Air Lines (Boeing Air Transport subsidiary) : San Francisco - Chicago.
Dated "6-32" -- bottom left corner of map.
Left margin includes table of distances.
Map on back cover (8 x 13 cm.): United Air Lines [map of United States].
"Subsidiaries of United Air Lines shown with heavy lines."

map4C G4051 .P62 1932 .U5 (PrCt)


Map of Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul and Pacific Railroad. Chicago : Poole Bros. [1932?].
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul, and Pacific Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 21 x 42 cm.
Title in upper margin.
"3-3-32" at bottom right.
'Mileage, December 31st, 1931, 11,273.78' in bottom margin.
Arrows highlight electric rail lines between Harlowton, Montana and Tacoma, Washington.
Plate no.: 6132 X.
Roughly bounded by Washington, Michigan, California and Tennessee.

5A 7267 (1931 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

82277 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1932 - Road maps - Glacier National Park (Mont.) - Yellowstone National Park - Maps - 1932 - Road maps

Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 69 x 54 cm.

Panel title.
Added title: Cities Service road map of western United States.
Plate no. N.
Maps on verso (26 x 27 cm. and smaller): Glacier Nation Park showing roads and trails
--Yellowstone National Park showing roads and trails -- Los Angeles & vicinity -- San Francisco -- Portland -- Salt Lake City.
Panel art: Cities Service swordsman.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 186.33 (PrCt)

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Sinclair Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 758 (PrCt)


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Midwest Refining Company -- Utah Oil Refining Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 89 x 71 cm.
"Showing highways suitable the year round for truck and trailer transportation of petroleum products in bulk, and locations on such highways

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
of bulk stations of Standard Oil Company (Indiana), Midwest Refining Company and Utah Oil Refining Company and their customers, within 250 miles, respectively of Greybull, Casper, Laramie and Salt Lake City."

Date from RMcN AE 186 index.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 186.34 (PrCt)**

**82280**

**West (U.S.) - Maps - 1933 - Railroad Maps**

*Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul, and Pacific Railroad Company - Maps - 1933*

*Map of Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul and Pacific Railroad. Chicago : Poole Bros. [1933?].*

Authors: Poole Brothers -- Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul, and Pacific Railroad Company

1 map : col. ; 21 x 42 cm.

Title in upper margin.

3-3'-32' at bottom right.

'Mileage, December 31st, 1932, 11,242.78' in bottom margin.

Arrows highlight electric rail lines between Harlowton, Montana and Tacoma, Washington.

Plate no.: 6132 X.

Roughly bounded by Washington, Michigan, California and Tennessee.

In Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul and Pacific Railroad Company. Fifth annual report ...

December 31, 1932 [Chicago?: Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul and Pacific Railroad Company?, 1933?] at end.

**5A 7267 (1932 vol. [3]) (PrCt)**

**82281**

**West (U.S.) - Maps - 1933 - Road maps**

Western United States ... Sinclair 1933 road map. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, 1933.

Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- National Broadcasting Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 48 x 66 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Sinclair 1933 official road map : western United States.

Date from RMcN AE 186 ms. index.

Plate no. P. 3451.

Map on verso (31 x 48 cm.): Sinclair 1933 official road map : southwestern United States.

Panel art: Boy with toy dinosaur waving at car, Sinclair gas station in background; signed "Barr" [?]

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 186.61 (PrCt)**

**82284**

**West (U.S.) - Maps - 1934 - Railroad Maps**

*Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Company - Maps - 1934*

*The Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway system. [Chicago? Rand McNally and Company?, 1934?].*

Authors: Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Company -- Rand McNally and Company

1 map : 12 x 17 cm.

In Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Company. Thirty-ninth annual report of the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway Company ... December 31, 1933 (Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1934?]) at end.

**5A 7267 (1933 vol. [3]) (PrCt)**

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
82285 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1934 -
Railroads><><>Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul,
and Pacific Railroad Company - Maps -
1934><><>Railroads - Maps
Map of Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul and Pacific
Railroad. Chicago : Poole Bros. [1934?].
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Chicago, Milwaukee,
St. Paul, and Pacific Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 21 x 42 cm.
Title in upper margin.
'2-15-'34" at bottom right.
Arrows highlight electric rail lines between
Harlowton, Montana and Tacoma, Washington.
Plate no.: 6132 X.
Roughly bounded by Washington, Michigan,
California and Tennessee.
In Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul and Pacific
Railroad Company. Sixth annual report ...
December 31, 1933 [Chicago?: Chicago,
Milwaukee, St. Paul and Pacific Railroad
Company?, 1934?] at end.
5A 7267 (1933 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

82286 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1934 - Road
maps><><>Glacier National Park (Mont.) -
Maps - 1934 - Road maps><><>Yellowstone
National Park - Maps - 1934 - Road
maps><><>Road maps
Cities Service road map of the western states :
tourist edition ... Chicago : Rand McNally &
Company, [1934].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- Rand
McNally and Company -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 69 x 54 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Cities Service road map of western
United States.
Date from RMcN 186 ms. index.
Plate no. P. 3445.
Maps on verso (26 x 27 cm. and smaller): Glacier
National Park -- Yellowstone National Park -- Los
Angeles & vicinity -- San Francisco -- Portland --
Salt Lake City.
Panel art: Car on country road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 186.52 (PrCt)

82287 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1934 - Road
maps><><>Road maps
[Standard Oil Company of California road maps
of the Western United States], San Francisco :
Authors: Standard Oil Company of California --
Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
5 maps : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Collective title supplied by cataloger.
All sheets include panel titles beginning "Road
map of ... "
All sheets include added titles beginning "1934
road map of ... " "Prepared exclusively for Standard Oil Company
of California, copyright by Rand McNally &
Company, San Francisco, Calif." -- All sheets.
All sheets include plate numbers beginning with
"P."
Includes maps covering California, Idaho,
Nevada, New Mexico, and Utah.
Panel art: Slogans "Standard gasoline
unsurpassed" and "safe driving brings no
regrets."
Filed in cloth-backed sleeve (RMcN Clients 3123)
made from older Rand McNally map, inscribed
"1934, Standard Oil, Calif."
California map (RMcN Clients 3124) incomplete;
lacking section at bottom left.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3123-3128 (PrCt)

82288 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1934 - Road
maps><><>Road maps
[Standard Oil Company of California road maps
of the Western United States], San Francisco :
Authors: Standard Stations, Inc. -- Standard Oil
Company of California -- Rand McNally and
Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
5 maps : col. ; on sheets 46 x 61 cm., folded to 23
x 11 cm.
Collective title supplied by cataloger.
All sheets include panel titles beginning "Road
map of ... "
All sheets include added titles beginning "1934
road map of ... " "Count on Standard Stations, Inc. ... " -- All title
panels.
"Prepared exclusively for Standard Oil Company
of California, copyright by Rand McNally &
Company, San Francisco, Calif." -- All sheets.
All sheets include plate numbers beginning with
"P."
Includes maps covering Arizona, California,
Nevada, Oregon, Washington.
Panel art: Standard Stations Chevron logo and
slogans "Standard gasoline unsurpassed" and
"Let the Chevron be your guide"
"Let the Chevron be your guide"
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3115-3119 (PrCt)

82289 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1935 -
Railroads><><>Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul,
and Pacific Railroad Company - Maps -
1935><><>Railroads - Maps
Map of Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul and Pacific
Railroad. Chicago : Poole Bros. [1935?].
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Chicago, Milwaukee,
St. Paul, and Pacific Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 21 x 42 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Request and cite items by
the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Title in upper margin.
'2-5-'36' at bottom right.
Arrows highlight electric rail lines between
Harlowton, Montana and Tacoma, Washington.
Plate no.: 6132 X.
Roughly bounded by Washington, Michigan,
California and Tennessee.
In Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul and Pacific
Railroad Company. Eighth annual report...
December 31, 1935 [Chicago?: Chicago,
Milwaukee, St. Paul and Pacific Railroad
Company?, 1936?] at end.
5A 7267 (1935 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

82295 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1936 - Road
Railroads - Great Northern Railway
Company (U.S.) - Maps - 1936 - Chicago,
Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company -
Maps - 1936 - Colorado and Southern
Railway - Maps - 1936 - Burlington-Rock
Island Railroad Company - Maps -
1936 - Spokane, Portland, and Seattle
Railway - Maps - 1936 - Railroads - Maps
Great Northern Railway system, Great Northern
subsidiary lines in Canada. Chicago, Burlington &
Spokane, Portland & Seattle Railway (and its
1936.
Authors: McGill-Warner Co. -- Grindhem, Martin
Johansen -- Great Northern Railway Company
(U.S.) -- Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad
Company -- Colorado and Southern Railway --
Burlington-Rock Island Railroad Company --
Spokane, Portland, and Seattle Railway
1 map : col. ; 29 x 42 cm.
Dated 'Jan. 1936.'
Plate no.: 53792
'M. J. G.'--at bottom left.
In Great Northern Railway Company.
Forty-seventh annual report of the Great
Northern Railway Company ... December
31,1935 [St. Paul, Minn.?: Great Northern
Railway Company?, 1936?] at end.
5A 7267 (1935 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

82296 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1936 - Road
Railroads - Union Pacific Railway
Company - Maps - 1936 - Challenger
(Locomotive) - Railroads - Maps
[Outline map of the Union Pacific Railway in the
1936?].
Authors: Union Pacific Railway Company
1 map ; 4 x 9 cm.
In promotional flyer: New travel comfort : Union
Pacific creates a new train : Chicago to Los
Angeles ... The Challenger [New York?: Union
Pacific Railway? , 1936?] at end.
Flyer bound within Union Pacific Railway
Company. Thirty-ninth annual report... December
31, 1935 [New York?: Union Pacific Railway?,
1936?]
82300 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
United States - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Pan American Highway System - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Mexico - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Cuba - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
The Texaco Touring Service trip map of the United States ... western section ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1936].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 12 x 17 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco trip map of the United States : western section.
Date from RMcN 185 ms. index.
Plate no. R 3508.
Maps on verso (62 x 93 cm.): Texaco trip map : United States -- Pan-American Highway, Mexico -- Cuba.
Panel art: Texaco logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 185.85 (PrCt)

82301 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1937-
Railroads<>Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Company - Maps - 1937<>Railroads - Maps
The Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway system. Chicago : Poole Bros., [1937, i.e. 1938?].
Authors: Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Company -- Poole Brothers -- Lincoln Printing Company
1 map ; 12 x 17 cm.
'M. J. G.'--at bottom left.
5A 7267 (1937 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

Map of Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul and Pacific Railroad. Chicago : Poole Bros. [1937?].
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul, and Pacific Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 21 x 42 cm.
Title in upper margin.
'2-15-'37' at bottom right.
Arrows highlight electric rail lines between Harlowton, Montana and Tacoma, Washington.
Plate no.: 6132 X.
Roughly bounded by Washington, Michigan, California and Tennessee.
5A 7267 (1936 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

1 map : col. ; 29 x 42 cm.
Dated 'Jan. 1937.'
Plate no.: 59953
'M. J. G.'--at bottom left.
In Great Northern Railway Company. Forthy-eighth annual report of the Great Northern Railway Company ... December 31,1936 [St. Paul, Minn.? : Great Northern Railway Company?, 1937?] at end.
5A 7267 (1936 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Authors: Union Pacific Railway Company -- Sun Valley Lodge (Sun Valley, Idaho)
1 map : col. ; 10 x 17 cm.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Title expanded by cataloger.
Covers region bounded by Washington, Wisconsin, California, and Missouri
In promotional flyer: America's greatest summer discovery: Sun Valley Lodge... [New York?:
Union Pacific Railway?, 1937?]
Flyer bound within Union Pacific Railway
Company. Fortieth annual report... December
31, 1936 [New York?: Union Pacific Railway
Company?, 1937?] at front.
5A 7267 (1936 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

82305 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1937 - Road
maps<<<>Idaho - Maps - 1937 - Pictorial
maps<<<>Utah - Maps - 1937 - Pictorial
maps<<<>Pictorial maps - Idaho -
1937<<<>Pictorial maps - Utah -
1937<<<>Road maps<<<>Pictorial maps
Authors: Stanolind Oil and Gas Company -- Utah Oil Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 78 x 53 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Utah Oil Refining Company 1937
Plate no. S.3663.
Maps on verso (35 x 53 cm. and smaller): Road map of United States -- Boise -- Pocatello -- Twin Falls -- Idaho Falls -- Salt Lake City -- Ogden.
Panel art: Vico/Pep 88 logo; pictorial map of Idaho and Utah (25 x 13 cm.)
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 195.119 (PrCt)

82308 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1937 - Road
maps<<<>Road maps
Road map of western United States. San Francisco, Calif. California State Automobile Association, [1937?].
Authors: California State Automobile Association -- American Automobile Association -- Erickson, active 1937 -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 84 x 54 cm., folded to 22 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Tentatively dated 1937 based on the handstamps
"Received from Erickson Oct 1 - 1937, Rand McNally & Co. by CH." and "Copyrighted."
Panel art: combined California State Automobile Association and AAA logo; photo of CSAA building.
Editor's copy; directional arrows in blue pencil.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 185.107 (PrCt)

82307 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps<<<>Southwestern States - Maps - 1937 - Road maps<<<>Texas - Maps - 1937 - Road maps<<<>Road maps
Authors: Ohio Oil Company -- Marathon Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 65 x 79 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Marathon road map of Arkansas, Kansas, Missouri, Oklahoma.
Date from RMcN AE 185 ms. index.
Plate no. S.3679
Maps on verso (47 x 65 cm. and smaller): Marathon road map of Texas -- Brownsville section -- St. Louis -- Tulsa -- Dallas -- Ft. Worth -- Oklahoma City -- Wichita -- Springfield.
Panel art: Marathon runner.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 185.107 (PrCt)

82309 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps<<<>West (U.S.) - Maps - 1937 - Pictorial maps<<<>Pictorial maps - West (U.S.) - Maps

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
- 1937 Road maps Pictorial maps
  Authors: Utah Oil Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
  1 map: col.; 69 x 53 cm.
  Plate no. S.3663
  Maps on verso (34 x 53 cm. and smaller): Vico: Pep 88 road map of United States -- Boise -- Pocatello -- Twin Falls -- Idaho Falls -- Salt Lake City -- Ogden.
  Panel art: Vico/Pep 88 logo; pictorial map of western U.S.
  Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
  RMcN AE 142.4 (PrCt)

  Map of Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul and Pacific Railroad. Chicago: Poole Bros. [1938].
  Authors: Poole Brothers -- Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul, and Pacific Railroad Company
  1 map: col.; 21 x 42 cm.
  Title in upper margin.
  '1-26-38' at bottom right.
  Arrows highlight electric rail lines between Harlowton, Montana and Tacoma, Washington.
  Plate no.: 6132 X.
  Roughly bounded by Washington, Michigan, California and Tennessee.
  5A 7267 (1937 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

82311 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1938 - Railroads Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway Company - Maps - 1938 - Railroads Maps
  Map of Rock Island lines and connections. [Chicago? Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway Company?, 1938?].
  Authors: Poole Brothers -- Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway Company
  1 map: col.; 26 x 45 cm.
  5A 7267 (1937 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

  Authors: McGill-Warner Co., -- Grindhem, Martin Johansen -- Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.) -- Burlington-Rock Island Railroad Company -- Spokane, Portland, and Seattle Railway
  1 map: col.; 29 x 42 cm.
  Dated 'Jan. 1938.'
  Plate no.: 62842
  'M. J. G.' -- at bottom left.
  In Great Northern Railway Company. Forthy-ninth annual report of the Great Northern Railway Company ... December 31, 1937 [St. Paul, Minn.?; Great Northern Railway Company?, 1938?] at end.
  5A 7267 (1937 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

  Authors: Utah Oil Refining Company -- Stanolind Products -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
  1 map: col.; 69 x 53 cm. on sheet 82 x 56 cm.
  Panel includes pictorial map of Idaho and Utah; annotated 'T-38.'
  Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
  RMcN AE 4.27B (PrCt)

  Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
5 maps: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Collective title supplied by cataloger.
All sheets include panel titles beginning: Shell
road map ...
All sheets except Michigan include plate number
"12-L 1938-1."
Includes maps covering California, Michigan,
Nebraska, North Dakota, and Washington State.
All sheets include panel art: Shell logo and motto
"tour with confidence."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4998-5002 (PrCt)

82315 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
-1938 - Pictorial maps
-1938 - Road maps
Interstate travel guide : western United States ...
Mobilgas ... Socony-Vacuum Oil Company, Inc.
New York : General Drafting Co., Inc., [1938?].
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company --
General Drafting Company -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 82 x 56 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Socony-Vacuum interstate route map :
western United States.
Map on verso (56 x 41 cm.): Pictorial guide to the
western states ... .
Panel art: Mobilgas sign.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul
18 1938 Rand McNally & Co. ..."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 168.73 (PrCt)

82316 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1939
-Railroads -1939 - Atchison, Topeka, and Santa
Fe Railway Company - Maps -
1939 - Railroads - Maps
The Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway
system. Chicago : Poole Bros., [1939?].
Authors: Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe
Railway Company -- Poole Brothers -- Lincoln
Printing Company
1 map: 12 x 17 cm.
'2-16-'39' in bottom center.
Plate no.: B-2859
In Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway
Company. Forty-fourth annual report of the
Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway
Company ... December 31, 1938 (Chicago:
Lincoln Printing Co., [1939?]) inside back cover.
5A 7267 (1938 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

82317 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1939
-Railroads -1939 - Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul,
and Pacific Railroad Company - Maps -
1939 - Railroads - Maps
Map of Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul and Pacific
Railroad. Chicago : Poole Bros. [1939?].
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Chicago, Milwaukee,
St. Paul, and Pacific Railroad Company
1 map: col.; 21 x 42 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Include mileage note dated 'December 31st,
1938', but dated '3-2-39' at bottom right.
Arrows highlight electric rail lines between
Harlowton, Montana and Tacoma, Washington.
Plate no.: 6132 X.
Roughly bounded by Washington, Michigan,
California and Tennessee.
In Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul and Pacific
Railroad Company. Eleventh annual report ...
December 31, 1938 [Chicago?: Chicago,
Milwaukee, St. Paul and Pacific Railroad
Company?, 1939?] at end.
5A 7267 (1938 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

82318 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1939
-Railroads -1939 - Chicago, Rock Island and
Pacific Railway Company - Maps -
1939 - Railroads - Maps
Map of Rock Island lines and connections.
Chicago : Poole Bros., [1939?].
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Chicago, Rock Island
and Pacific Railway Company
1 map: 18 x 27 cm.
'3-20-'39' in bottom center.
Plate no.: E4932
In Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway
Company. Fifty-ninth annual report ... December
31, 1938 [Chicago?: Chicago, Rock Island
and Pacific Railway Company?, 1939?] inside back
cover.
5A 7267 (1938 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

82319 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1939
-Railroads -1939 - Chicago, Rock Island and
Pacific Railway Company - Maps -
1939 - Railroads - Maps
Map of Rock Island lines and connections.
Chicago : Poole Bros., [1939?].
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Chicago, Rock Island
and Pacific Railway Company
1 map: 18 x 27 cm.
'3-20-'39' in bottom center.
Plate no.: E4932
In Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway
Company. Sixtieth annual report ... December
31, 1939 [Chicago?: Chicago, Rock Island
and Pacific Railway Company?, 1940?] inside back
cover.
5A 7267 (1939 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

82320 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1939
-Railroads -1939 - Great Northern Railway
Company (U.S.) - Maps -
1939 - Railroads - Maps
Great Northern Railway system, Great Northern
subsidiary lines in Canada, Burlington lines,
SEE Grindhem, Martin Johansen -- G., M. J., fl. 1936 SEE Grindhem, Martin Johansen
1 map : col. ; 29 x 43 cm.
Plate no.: 71940
'M. J. Grindhem'--at bottom right.
In Great Northern Railway Company. Fiftieth annual report of the Great Northern Railway Company ... December 31,1938 [St. Paul, Minn.?; Great Northern Railway Company?, 1939?] at end.
5A 7267 (1938 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

West (U.S.) - Maps - 1939 - Railroads - Texas & Pacific Railway - Maps - 1939 - Roads - Map of the Texas and Pacific Railway and connections. Chicago : Poole Bros. Inc., [1939, i.e. 1940?].
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Texas & Pacific Railway
1 map : 21 x 28 cm.
'12-18-39'--at bottom center
Plate no.: A6830.
Left edge trimmed.
In Texas & Pacific Railway. Annual report of the Texas and Pacific Railway Company ... December 31, 1939 [Dallas?: Texas & Pacific Railway?, 1940?] inside back cover.
5A 7267 (1939 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
3 maps : col. ; folded to 18 x 9 cm.
Collective title supplied by cataloger.
All panel titles dated 1939 with varying months of the year, e.g. "10-39".
All sheets include plate numbers beginning with letter "U ..."
Includes maps covering Colorado, Montana, and New Mexico.
Versos include differing "Texaco sectional trip maps" of United States regions.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3639-3641 (PrCt)

West (U.S.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps - Golden Gate International Exposition (1939-1940 : San Francisco, Calif.) - Maps - 1939 - San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Mobilgas travel guide to the California World's Fair and the eleven western states. [California?] : published by General Petroleum Corporation of California, a Socony Vacuum Company, [1939?].
1 map : col. ; 65 x 55 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Road map of the western United States
"Copyright by Rand McNally & Co., Chicago, Ill."
Plate no. U. 3938
Maps on verso (21 x 22 cm. and 21 x 15 cm.):
San Francisco and East Bay cities -- San Francisco's Golden Gate International Exposition 1939 (Treasure Island).
Panel art: Profile illustration of the World's Fair
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1583 (PrCt)

West (U.S.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps - Western United States highways. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1939?].
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"Tide Water Associated Oil Company" -- on opposite panel.
Panel art: gas station attendant standing between two gas pumps; slogan "let's get associated."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3682 (PrCt)

Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (10 p.) : 5 col. maps ; 23 x 21 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Panel title.
Panel art: Calso gasoline station, logo and slogan "Call for Calso Gasoline and RPM Motor Oil in Montana, Wyoming, Nebraska, Colorado, North and South Dakota."
Includes United States road map at front, followed by 4 maps covering routes between Portland, Oregon and Bozeman, Idaho; and routes between San Francisco Bay area and Kansas City.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3340 (PrCt)

82326

West (U.S.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

82329

West (U.S.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

82327

West (U.S.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

Panel art: Standard Oil gas station and slogan "at your service from Canada to Mexico, Standard Stations, Inc., Standard Oil dealers."
Includes United States road map at front, followed by 4 maps covering routes between Calgary and the U.S.-Mexico border.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3634 (PrCt)

West (U.S.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

Pictorial maps

West (U.S.) - Maps - 1939-1939 Pictorial maps

Pictorial maps

Authors: Utah Oil Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 69 x 53 cm.
Panel art: Vico/Pep 88 logo; pictorial map of
western U.S.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 142.9 (PrCt)

82330 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1940 - Mines and mineral resources
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1940 - Railroads
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1940 - Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company - Maps - 1940
Mineral resources map of the Burlington Lines.
Coordinates: (W 109°28'00"--W 83°37'00"/N 46°42'00"--N 27°59'00")
Accompanying legend includes symbols for dozens of mineral resources. "9-40 EEF."
Forms part of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company archives at the Newberry Library.
References: OCLC 10232461
map 6F G4051.H1 1940 .C5 (PrCt)

82331 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1940 - Railroads
Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Company - Maps - 1940
Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway Company - Maps - 1940
The Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway system. Chicago : Poole Bros., [1940]?
Authors: Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Company -- Poole Brothers -- Lincoln Printing Company
1 map ; 12 x 17 cm.
'2-8-40' in bottom center.
Plate no.: B-2859
5A 7267 (1939 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

82332 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1940 - Railroads
Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul, and Pacific Railroad Company - Maps - 1940
Map of Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul and Pacific Railroad. Chicago : Poole Bros. [1940?]
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul, and Pacific Railroad Company
1 map ; 21 x 42 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Include mileage note dated 'December 31st, 1939', but dated '2-6-40' at bottom right.
Arrows highlight electric rail lines between Harlowlton, Montana and Tacoma, Washington.
Plate no.: 6132 X.

Roughly bounded by Washington, Michigan, California and Tennessee.
5A 7267 (1939 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

West (U.S.) - Maps - 1940 - Railroads
Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.) - Maps - 1940
Burlington-Rock Island Railroad Company - Maps - 1940
Spokane, Portland, and Seattle Railway - Maps - 1940
Railroads - Maps
Authors: McGill-Warner Co. -- Grindhem, Martin Johansen -- Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.) -- Burlington-Rock Island Railroad Company -- Spokane, Portland, and Seattle Railway
1 map ; 29 x 43 cm.
Plate no.: 1940.
'M. J. Grindhem'--at bottom right.
Trimmed at top.
In Great Northern Railway Company. Fifty-first annual report of the Great Northern Railway Company ... December 31, 1939 [St. Paul, Minn.? : Great Northern Railway Company?, 1940?] at end.
5A 7267 (1939 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

West (U.S.) - Maps - 1940 - Railroads
Middle West - Maps - 1940 - Railroads
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company - Maps - 1940
Burlington Route SEE Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company - Wall maps - Railroads - Maps
Map of the west : Burlington Route. Chicago : Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company, 1940.
Authors: Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company -- Poole Brothers -- Burlington Route SEE Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company
1 map ; 107 x 150 cm.
map roll G4051.P3 1940 .C5 (PrCt)

West (U.S.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Middle West - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Great Plains - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : 65 x 47 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair : western United States.
Date from RMcN AE 180 ms. index.
Plate no. V. 4009.
Map on verso (65 x 47 cm.): Sinclair : central United States.
Panel art: Sinclair gasoline sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 180.158 (PrCt)

82338 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps

West (U.S.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps

Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : 65 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair tour map : western United States.
Date from RMcN AE 183 ms. index.
Plate no. V. 4009.
Map on verso (31 x 48 cm.): Rand McNally road map : United States.
Panel art: Chief and Golden Eagle gas logos over oil refinery silhouette.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 180.149 (PrCt)

82339 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps

West (U.S.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps

Authors: Idaho Refining Company -- Inland Empires Refineries, Inc. -- Wasatch Oil Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Map of western states
Date from RMcN AE 180 ms. index.
Plate no. V. 4009.
Map on verso (31 x 48 cm.): Rand McNally road map : United States.
Panel art: Chief and Golden Eagle gas logos over oil refinery silhouette.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 180.149 (PrCt)

82340 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps

West (U.S.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps

Western United States highways. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1940?].
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- Associated Oil Company -- Schwabacher-Frey Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library) -- Tide Water Associated Oil Company SEE ALSO Associated Oil Company -- Associated Oil Company SEE ALSO Tide Water Associated Oil Company

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1 atlas ([1], 10, [1] p.) ; 5 col. maps ; 23 x 21 cm., folded to 23 x 11; stapled and folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"Tide Water Associated Oil Company" -- on opposite panel.
"Lithographed in the U.S.A., by Schwabacher-Frey Company" -- on verso.
Panel art: gas station attendant standing between two gas pumps; slogan "let's get Associated."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4021 (Pr Ct)

82343 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1940 - Railroads

1940- Road maps
United States Highway 89 - Maps - 1940
United States Highway 91 - Maps - 1940
United States Highway 93 - Maps - 1940
United States Highway 395 - Maps - 1940
Road maps
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., c1940.
Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([1], 10, [1] p.) ; 5 col. maps ; 23 x 21 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Cover title.
Text and maps printed back-to-back on 3 sheets (each 23 x 40 cm.), stapled and folded to 23 x 11; pagination includes front and back covers.
Panel art: Standard Oil gas station and slogan "at your service from Canada to Mexico, Standard Stations, Inc. & authorized distributors."
Includes United States road map at front, followed by 4 maps covering routes between Calgary and the U.S.-Mexico border.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3970 (Pr Ct)

82344 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1941 - Railroads

Map of Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul and Pacific Railroad. Chicago : Poole Bros., [1941].
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul, and Pacific Railroad Company
1 map ; 12 x 17 cm.
"Feb. 1941" in bottom center.
Plate no.: B-2859
In Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Company. Forty-sixth annual report of the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway Company ... December 31, 1940 (Chicago: Rand McNally & Co., [1941]) inside back cover.
5A 7267 (1940 vol. [3]) (Pr Ct)

82345 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1941 - Railroads

Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway Company - Maps - 1941 - Railroads - Maps
Map of Rock Island lines and connections. Chicago : Poole Bros., [1941].
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway Company
1 map : 18 x 27 cm.
't-17-41' in bottom center.
Plate no.: E4932
In Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway
Company. Sixty-first annual report ... December
31, 1940 [Chicago?: Chicago, Rock Island and
Pacific Railway Company?., 1941?] inside back
cover.
5A 7267 (1940 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

82346
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1941 -
Railroads<<>>Great Northern Railway
Company (U.S.) - Maps -
1941<<>>Burlington-Rock Island Railroad
Company - Maps - 1941<<>>Spokane,
Portland, and Seattle Railway - Maps -
1941<<>>Railroads - Maps
Great Northern Railway system, Great Northern
subsidiary lines in Canada, Burlington lines,
Spokane, Portland & Seattle Railway (and its
1941.
Authors: McGill-Warner Co. -- Grindhem, Martin
Johansen -- Great Northern Railway
Company (U.S.) -- Burlington-Rock Island Railroad
Company -- Spokane, Portland, and Seattle
Railway
1 map : col. ; 29 x 42 cm.
'M. J. Grindhem' -- at bottom right.
Trimmed at top and bottom.
In Great Northern Railway Company. 52nd
annual report of the Great Northern Railway
Company ... December 31, 1940 (St. Paul, Minn.:
[Great Northern Railway Company?, 1941?] at
end.
5A 7267 (1940 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

82347
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1941 -
Railroads<<>>Texas & Pacific Railway - Maps -
1941<<>>Railroads - Maps
Map of the Texas and Pacific Railway and
connections. Chicago : Poole Bros. Inc., [1941?].
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Texas & Pacific
Railway
1 map : 21 x 28 cm.
'1-22-41' -- at bottom center
Plate no.: A6830.
Left edge trimmed.
In Texas & Pacific Railway. Annual report of the
Texas and Pacific Railway Company ... December
31, 1940 [Dallas?: Texas & Pacific
Railway?, 1941?] inside back cover.
5A 7267 (1940 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

82348
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1941 - Road
maps<<>>Middle West - Maps - 1941 - Road
maps<<>>Great Plains - Maps - 1941 - Road
maps<<>>Road maps
Western United States : Sinclair H-C Gasoline
tour map. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company,
[1941].
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally
and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : 65 x 47 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair : western United States.
Date from RMcN AE 180 ms. index.
Plate no. W. 4119.
Map on verso (65 x 47 cm.): Sinclair : central
United States.
Panel art: Sinclair gasoline sign over car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 180.175 (PrCt)

82349
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1941 - Road
maps<<>>Middle West - Maps - 1941 - Road
maps<<>>Great Plains - Maps - 1941 - Road
maps<<>>Road maps
Western United States : Sinclair H-C Gasoline
tour map. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company,
[1941].
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally
and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : 65 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair tour map : western United
States.
Date from RMcN AE 183 ms. index.
Plate no. W. 4119.
Map on verso (65 x 47 cm.): Sinclair tour map :
central United States.
Panel art: Sinclair gasoline sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 183.32 (PrCt)

82350
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1941 - Road
maps<<>>Road maps
Western United States highways / Tide Water
Associated Oil Company. Chicago : H.M. Gousha
Co., [1941?].
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company --
H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Flying A gasoline logo and slogan "let's
get associated."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry
Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4343 (PrCt)

82351
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1941 - Road
maps<<>>Road maps
Western states road map ... / Utah Oil Refining
Co. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1941].
Authors: Utah Oil Refining Company -- Rand
McNally and Company -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Utah Oil Refining Co. map of the
western states.
Date from RMcN AE 180 ms. index.
Plate no. W. 4132.
Map on verso (48 x 28 cm.): Utah Oil Refining Co. map of United States.
Panel art: Cartoon of Utah Oil Refining Co. serviceman with Vico and Pep 88 logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 180.172 (Pr.Ct)

82352 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps

Western states road map ... / Utah Oil Refining Co. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1941].
Authors: Utah Oil Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Utah Oil Refining Co. map of the western states.
Date from RMcN AE 183 ms. index.
Plate no. W. 4132.
Map on verso (48 x 28 cm.): Utah Oil Refining Co. map of the United States.
Panel art: Cartoon of Utah Oil Refining Co. serviceman with Vico and Pep 88 logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 183.29 (Pr.Ct)

82353 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps

Western states road map ... / Utah Oil Refining Co. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1941].
Authors: Utah Oil Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Utah Oil Refining Co. map of the western states.
Plate no. W.4132.
Map on verso (31 x 47 cm.): Utah Oil Refining Co. map of the United States.
Panel art: Cartoon service station attendant; Vico Motor Oil and Pep 88 Gasoline logos.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4633 (Pr.Ct)

82356 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1942 - Railroads

Map of Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul, and Pacific Railroad Company
Chicago : Poole Bros. [1942?].
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul, and Pacific Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 21 x 42 cm.
Title in upper margin.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

5A 7267 (1941 vol. [1]) (PrCt)


5A 7267 (1942 vol. [1]) (PrCt)


5A 7267 (1941 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

82359 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1942 - Railroads>Railroads>Railroads>Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway Company - Maps - 1942>Railroads - Maps Map of Rock Island lines and connections. Chicago : Poole Bros., [1942, i.e. 1943?].

Authors: Poole Brothers -- Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway Company 1 map :20 x 28 cm. '4-1-'42' in bottom center. Plate no.: E4932 In Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway Company. Sixty-fourth annual report ... December 31, 1943 [Chicago?: Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway Company?, 1944?] inside back cover.

5A 7267 (1943 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

82360 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1942 - Railroads>Railroads>Railroads>Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway Company - Maps - 1942>Railroads - Maps Map of Rock Island lines and connections. Chicago : Poole Bros., [1942, i.e. 1945?]. Authors: Poole Brothers -- Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway Company 1 map :20 x 28 cm. '4-1-'42' in bottom center. Plate no.: E4932 In Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway Company. Sixty-fifth annual report ... December 31, 1944 [Chicago?: Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway Company?, 1945?] inside back cover.

5A 7267 (1944 vol. [1]) (PrCt)


5A 7267 (1945 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

82363 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1942 - Railroads - Maps - Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway Company - Maps - 1942 - Railroads - Maps
Map of Rock Island lines and connections.
Chicago : Poole Bros., [1942, i.e. 1948?].
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway Company
1 map : 19 x 27 cm.
'4-1-'42'--bottom center.
Plate no.: E4932
In Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway Company. Sixty-eighth annual report ...
5A 7267 (1947 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

82364 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1942 - Railroads - Maps - Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.) - Maps - 1942 - Burlington-Rock Island Railroad Company - Maps - 1942 - Railroads - Maps
Authors: McGill-Warner Co. -- Grindhem, Martin Johansen -- Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.) -- Burlington-Rock Island Railroad Company -- Spokane, Portland, and Seattle Railway
1 map : col. ; 29 x 43 cm.
'M. J. Grindhem'--at bottom right.
In Great Northern Railway Company. 53rd annual report of the Great Northern Railway Company ... December 31,1941 (St. Paul, Minn.: [Great Northern Railway Company?, 1942?]) at end.
5A 7267 (1941 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

82365 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1942 - Railroads - Maps - Texas & Pacific Railway - Maps - 1942 - Railroads - Maps
Map of the Texas and Pacific Railway and connections. Chicago : Poole Bros. Inc., [1942?].
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Texas & Pacific Railway
1 map : 21 x 28 cm.
'1-26-42'--at bottom center
Plate no. 'A6' incomplete; trimmed at right.
In Texas & Pacific Railway. Annual report of the Texas and Pacific Railway Company ...
December 31, 1941 [Dallas?: Texas & Pacific Railway?, 1942?] inside back cover.
5A 7267 (1941 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Authors: Idaho Refining Company -- Inland Empire Refineries, Inc. -- Wasatch Oil Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Map of Western states
Date from RMcN AE 187 ms. index.
Plate no. X. 4132.
Map on verso (31 x 47 cm.): Rand McNally road map : United States.
Panel art: "Chief" logos, attendants with the car at gas station and outline of oil refinery in the background.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 187.8 (PrCt)

The Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway system. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Co., 1943 [i.e. 1944?].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Company
1 map : 14 x 20 cm.
'11-30-'43' in bottom right.
Plate no.: C-2859
5A 7267 (1943 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

Authors: McGill-Warner Co. -- Grindhem, Martin Johansen -- Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.) -- Burlington-Rock Island Railroad Company -- Spokane, Portland, and Seattle Railway
1 map : col. ; 29 x 44 cm.
Great Northern Railway system, Great Northern
1944<>>R
Portland, and Seattle Railway
Company
1944<>>Burlington
Company (U.S.)
West (U.S.)
1944?

Milwaukee, St. Paul and Pacific Railroad
December 31, 1943 [Chicago?: Chicago,
Railroad Company. Sixteenth annual report ...
1943'; dated '2
Include mileage note dated 'December 31st,
'M. J. Grindhem'-at bottom right.
In Great Northern Railway Company. 55th annual
report ... 1943 (St. Paul, Minn.: [Great Northern
Railway Company?, 1943?] at end.
5A 7267 (1943 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

West (U.S.) - Maps - 1943 -
Railroads<>>>Great Northern Railway
Company (U.S.) - Maps - 1943<>>>Railroads -
Maps
[Great Northern Railway system : map showing
lines added between 1893 -1943]. [St. Paul,
Minn.? Great Northern Railway Company?, 1943?].
Authors: Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.)
1 map : col. ; 10 x 23 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Map appears as part of a 2-page photo-montage
titled: Great Northern Railway Company
completes a half century of trans-continental
service.
Bottom margin trimmed away.
Covers region roughly bounded by Washington,
Minnesota, California, Iowa.
In Great Northern Railway Company, 55th annual
report ... 1943 (St. Paul, Minn.: [Great Northern
Railway Company?, 1944?] p. [20-21]
5A 7267 (1943 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

West (U.S.) - Maps - 1944 -
Railroads<>>>Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul,
and Pacific Railroad Company - Maps -
1944<>>>Railroads - Maps
Map of Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul and Pacific
Railroad. Chicago : Poole Bros. [1944].
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Chicago, Milwaukee,
St. Paul, and Pacific Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 21 x 42 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Include mileage note dated 'December 31st,
1943'; dated '2-09-44' at bottom right.
Arrows highlight electric rail lines between
Harlowton, Montana and Tacoma, Washington.
Plate no.: 6132 X.
Roughly bounded by Washington, Michigan,
California and Tennessee.
Includes elevation profile (5 x 25 cm.)
In Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul and Pacific
Railroad Company. Sixteenth annual report ...
December 31, 1943 [Chicago?: Chicago,
Milwaukee, St. Paul and Pacific Railroad
Company?, 1944?] at end.
5A 7267 (1943 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

West (U.S.) - Maps - 1944 -
Railroads<>>>Great Northern Railway
Company (U.S.) - Maps -
1944<>>>Burlington-Rock Island Railroad
Company - Maps - 1944<>>>Spokane,
Portland, and Seattle Railway - Maps -
1944<>>>Railroads - Maps
Great Northern Railway system, Great Northern
subsidiary lines in Canada, Burlington lines,
Spokane, Portland & Seattle Railway (and its
Co., 1944.
Authors: McGill-Warner Co. -- Grindhem, Martin
Johansen -- Great Northern Railway Company
(U.S.) -- Burlington-Rock Island Railroad
Company -- Spokane, Portland, and Seattle
Railway
1 map : col. ; 30 x 44 cm.
'M. J. Grindhem'-at bottom right.
In Great Northern Railway Company. 55th annual
report ... 1943 (St. Paul, Minn.: [Great Northern
Railway Company?, 1944?] at end.
5A 7267 (1943 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

West (U.S.) - Maps - 1944 -
Railroads<>>>Texas & Pacific Railway - Maps -
1944<>>>Railroads - Maps
Map of the Texas and Pacific Railway and
connections. Chicago : Poole Bros. Inc.,
[1944?].
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Texas & Pacific
Railway
1 map : 21 x 28 cm.
'1-17-44'--at bottom center
Plate no. 'A-68' incomplete; trimmed at right.
In Texas & Pacific Railway. Annual report of the
Texas and Pacific Railway Company ...
December 31, 1943 [Dallas?: Texas & Pacific
Railway?, 1944?] inside back cover.
5A 7267 (1943 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

West (U.S.) - Maps - 1944 -
Railroads<>>>Texas & Pacific Railway - Maps -
1944<>>>Railroads - Maps
Map of the Texas and Pacific Railway and
connections. Chicago : Poole Bros. Inc., [1944,
i.e. 1945?].
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Texas & Pacific
Railway
1 map : 21 x 28 cm.
'1-17-44'--at bottom center
Plate no. A-6830
In Texas & Pacific Railway. Annual report of the
Texas and Pacific Railway Company ...
December 31, 1944 [Dallas?: Texas & Pacific
Railway?, 1945?] inside back cover.
5A 7267 (1944 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

West (U.S.) - Maps - 1944 -
Railroads<>>>Union Pacific Railway
Company - Maps - 1944<>>>Railroads - Maps
[Route map of Union Pacific Railway]. [New
York? Union Pacific Railway Company?, 1944?].
Authors: Union Pacific Railway Company
1 map : col. ; 9 x 18 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
'Serves all the west' in banner in center of map.
Roughly bounded by Washington, Minnesota,
California and Illinois.
In Union Pacific Railway Company. Forty-seventh
annual report of Union Pacific Railroad Company ...
December 31, 1943 [New York?: Union Pacific
82375 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1944 - Road maps>>>Kansas - Maps - 1944 - Road maps
>>>Nebraska - Maps - 1944 - Road maps
>>>Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 55 x 78 cm. on sheet 59 x 82 cm.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Panel no. 114.
On verso: Texaco touring map of Kansas, Nebraska. Cartouche no. 23. Plate no. Z.4417.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 48.7 (PrCt)

82376 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1944 - Road maps>>>Kansas - Maps - 1944 - Road maps
>>>Nebraska - Maps - 1944 - Road maps
>>>Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 55 x 64 cm. on sheet 59 x 82 cm.
Panel no. 114.
On verso: Texaco touring map of Kansas, Nebraska. Cartouche no. 23. Plate no. Z.4417.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 12.6A (PrCt)

82377 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1944 - Road maps>>>Kansas - Maps - 1944 - Road maps
>>>Nebraska - Maps - 1944 - Road maps
>>>Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 55 x 78 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Colorado, Utah-Wyoming.
Date from RMcN AE 76 ms. index.
Plate no. Z. 4416
Map on verso (55 x 68 cm.): Texaco touring map of Kansas, Nebraska.

82378 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1944 - Road maps>>>Kansas - Maps - 1944 - Road maps
>>>Nebraska - Maps - 1944 - Road maps
>>>Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 55 x 78 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Colorado, Utah-Wyoming.
Date from RMcN AE 78 ms. index.
Includes table of "Gasoline taxes - as of 2nd Nov. 1944."
Plate no. Z. 4416
Map on verso (55 x 68 cm.): Texaco touring map of Kansas, Nebraska.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 78.6 (PrCt)

82379 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1944 - Road maps>>>Kansas - Maps - 1944 - Road maps
>>>Nebraska - Maps - 1944 - Road maps
>>>Road maps
Colorado, Utah, Wyoming with Kansas, Nebraska : Texaco ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1944].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 55 x 77 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Colorado, Utah, Wyoming.
Date from RMcN AE 143 ms. index.
Plate no. Z. 4416
Map on verso (55 x 68 cm.): Texaco touring map of Kansas, Nebraska.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 143.5 (PrCt)

82380 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1944 - Road maps>>>Northwestern States - Maps - 1944 - Road maps
>>>Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 55 x 78 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Colorado, Utah-Wyoming
Date from RMcN AE 76 ms. index.
Plate no. Z. 4416
Map on verso (55 x 67 cm.): Texaco touring map of Idaho-Montana, Wyoming.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 76.12 (PrCt)

West (U.S.) - Maps - 1944 - Road maps

82381

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 55 x 64 cm. on sheet 59 x 82 cm.
Panel no. 114.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 12.5A (PrCt)

West (U.S.) - Maps - 1944 - Road maps

82382

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 55 x 77 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Colorado, Utah, Wyoming.
Date from RMcN AE 143 ms. index.
Plate no. Z. 4416
Map on verso (55 x 66 cm.): Texaco touring map of Idaho, Montana, Wyoming.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 143.4 (PrCt)

West (U.S.) - Maps - 1945 - Railroads

82383

Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Company - Maps - 1945
The Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway system. [Chicago?]: Rand McNally & Co., [1945].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Company
1 map: 14 x 20 cm.
'1-11-'45' in bottom right.
Plate no.: C-2859

In Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Company. Forty-ninth annual report of the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway Company ... December 31, 1944 ([New York?: Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway?, 1945?]) at end.
5A 7267 (1944 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

West (U.S.) - Maps - 1945 - Railroads

82384

Map of Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul and Pacific Railroad. Chicago: Poole Bros. [1945].
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul, and Pacific Railroad Company
1 map: col.; 21 x 42 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Include mileage note dated 'December 31st, 1944'; but dated '3-1-'45' at bottom right.
Arrows highlight electric rail lines between Harlowton, Montana and Tacoma, Washington.
Plate no.: 6132 X.
Roughly bounded by Washington, Michigan, California and Tennessee.
Includes elevation profile (4 x 24 cm.)
5A 7267 (1944 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

West (U.S.) - Maps - 1945 - Railroads

82385

Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.) - Maps - 1945
Burlington-Rock Island Railroad Company - Maps - 1945
Spokane, Portland, and Seattle Railway - Maps - 1945
Authors: McGill-Warner Co. -- Grindhem, Martin Johansen -- Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.) -- Burlington-Rock Island Railroad Company -- Spokane, Portland, and Seattle Railway
1 map: col.; 29 x 42 cm.
'M. J. Grindhem'--at bottom right.
Trimmed at top.
In Great Northern Railway Company. 56th annual report ... 1944 (St. Paul, Minn.: [Great Northern Railway Company?, 1945?]) at end.
5A 7267 (1944 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

West (U.S.) - Maps - 1945 - Railroads

82386

Pictorial maps

Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.) - Maps - 1945
Pictorial maps
Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.) - Maps - 1945
Pictorial maps
Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.) -
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1945 - Road maps
North Pacific Railway
Company - Maps - 1945 - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 55 x 78 cm. on sheet 59 x 82 cm.
Panel no. 115.
On verso: Texaco touring map of Kansas, Nebraska. Cartouche no. 23. Plate no. 454417.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 12.11A (PrCt)

West (U.S.) - Maps - 1945 - Road maps
North Pacific Railway
Company - Maps - 1945 - Road maps
Colorado-Utah-Wyoming with Kansas-Nebraska.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1945].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 55 x 78 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Colorado, Utah-Wyoming.
Date from RMcN AE 76 ms. index.
Plate no. 454416
Map on verso (55 x 68 cm.): Texaco touring map of Kansas, Nebraska.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 76.14 (PrCt)

West (U.S.) - Maps - 1945 - Road maps
North Pacific Railway
Company - Maps - 1945 - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 55 x 78 cm. on sheet 59 x 82 cm.
Panel no. 115.
On verso: Texaco touring map of Kansas, Nebraska. Cartouche no. 23. Plate no. 454417.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 48.10 (PrCt)

West (U.S.) - Maps - 1945 - Road maps
North Pacific Railway
Company - Maps - 1945 - Road maps
Colorado-Utah-Wyoming with Kansas-Nebraska.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1945].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 55 x 78 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Colorado, Utah-Wyoming.
Date from RMcN AE 78 ms. index.
Plate no. 454416
Map on verso (55 x 68 cm.): Texaco touring map of Kansas, Nebraska.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 78.8 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
maps\(\Rightarrow\)Road maps


Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map: col.; 55 x 77 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Texaco touring map of Colorado, Utah, Wyoming.

Date from RMcN AE 143 ms. index.

Includes table of "Gasoline taxes -- as of 2nd Nov., 1945"

Plate no. 454416

Map on verso (55 x 68 cm.): Texaco touring map of Kansas, Nebraska.

Panel art: Texaco sign.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 143.7 (PrCt)**

82395

West (U.S.) - Maps - 1945 - Road maps

**Road maps\(\Rightarrow\)Northwestern States - Maps - 1945 - Road maps\(\Rightarrow\)Road maps


Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map: col.; 55 x 78 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Texaco touring map of Colorado, Utah-Wyoming.

Date from RMcN AE 76 ms. index.

Plate no. 454416

Map on verso (55 x 67 cm.): Texaco touring map of Idaho-Montana, Wyoming.

Panel art: Texaco sign.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 76.16 (PrCt)**

82396

West (U.S.) - Maps - 1946 - Railroads\(\Rightarrow\)Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Company - Maps - 1946\(\Rightarrow\)Railroads - Maps

*The Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway system.* [Chicago?]: Rand McNally & Co., [1946].

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Company

1 map; 14 x 20 cm.

'2-5'-'46' at bottom center.

Plate no.: A-S - 7091

In Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Company. Fifty-first annual report of the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway Company... December 31, 1945 ([New York?): Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway?, 1946?]) at end.

**5A 7267 (1945 vol. [3]) (PrCt)**

82397


Authors: Poole Brothers -- Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul, and Pacific Railroad Company

1 map: col.; 21 x 42 cm.

Title in upper margin.

Include mileage note dated 'December 31st, 1945'; but dated '2-12'-'46 at bottom right.

Arrows highlight electric rail lines between Harlowton, Montana and Tacoma, Washington.

Plate no.: 6132 X.

Roughly bounded by Washington, Michigan, California and Tennessee.

Includes elevation profile (4 x 24 cm.)

5A 7267 (1945 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Map of Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul and Pacific Railroad. Chicago : Poole Bros. Inc., [1946, i.e. 1947?].

Authors: Poole Brothers -- Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul, and Pacific Railroad Company

1 map : col. ; 21 x 42 cm.

Title in upper margin.

Include mileage note dated 'December 31st, 1946' dated '2-12-46' at bottom right.

Arrows highlight electric rail lines between Harlowton, Montana and Tacoma, Washington.

Plate no.: 6132 X.

Roughly bounded by Washington, Michigan, California and Tennessee.

Includes elevation profile (4 x 24 cm.)

In Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul and Pacific Railroad Company. Annual report 1946... [Chicago?]: Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul and Pacific Railroad Company?, 1946?]

5A 7267 (1946 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

82401 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1946 - Railroads<<>>Union Pacific Railway Company - Maps - 1946<<>>Railroads - Maps
[Route map of Union Pacific Railway]. [New York? Union Pacific Railway Company?, 1946?].

Authors: Union Pacific Railway Company

1 map : col. ; 9 x 18 cm.

Title supplied by cataloger.

'Serves all the west' in banner in center of map.

Roughly bounded by Washington, Minnesota, California and Illinois.


5A 7267 (1945 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

82402 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps<<>>Kansas - Maps - 1946 - Road maps<<>>Nebraska - Maps - 1946 - Road maps<<>>Road maps

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 55 x 77 cm. on sheet 59 x 82 cm.

Panel art: B&W photo of two women on horseback in mountains.

Issued folded to 23 x 11 cm.

References: OCLC 64099544

Accession no. McNally 2012081750

map4F G4051.A5 1946 .U5 (PrCt)

Western vacationlands / Union Pacific Railroad. [Omaha, Neb. Union Pacific Railroad, 1946].

Authors: Union Pacific Railway Company -- Willmarth, William, fl. 1936-1946 -- Rand McNally and Company

1 map : col. ; on sheet 46 x 61 cm.

Panel title.

Pictorial map signed "Willmarth" at bottom right, possibly the watercolor artist William Willmarth, active in Omaha, Nebraska; see notes by Christine Erkman posted on the Genealogy.Com website on June 19, 2006 (and accessed August 2012):

http://genforum.genealogy.com/willmarth/messages/61.html


Descriptive text "Scenic attractions en route to or from California" and illustrations on verso.

Panel art: B&W photo of two women on horseback in mountains.

Issued folded to 23 x 11 cm.

References: OCLC 64099544

Accession no. McNally 2012081750

map4F G4051.A5 1946 .U5 (PrCt)

5A 7267 (1945 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

5A 7267 (1945 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

5A 7267 (1945 vol. [1]) (PrCt)
82403 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps>>>Kansas - Maps - 1946 - Road maps>>>Nebraska - Maps - 1946 - Road maps>>>Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 55 x 78 cm. on sheet 59 x 82 cm.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Panel no. 46.
On verso: Texaco touring map of Kansas, Nebraska. Cartouche no. 23. Plate no. 6-4417-3.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 48.23 (PrCt)

82404 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps>>>Kansas - Maps - 1946 - Road maps>>>Nebraska - Maps - 1946 - Road maps>>>Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 55 x 78 cm. on sheet 59 x 82 cm.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Panel no. 56.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Colorado, Utah, Wyoming. Cartouche no. 22. Plate no. 6-4416-5.
On verso: Texaco touring map of Kansas, Nebraska. Cartouche no. 23. Plate no. 6-4417-4.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 48.22 (PrCt)

82405 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps>>>Kansas - Maps - 1946 - Road maps>>>Nebraska - Maps - 1946 - Road maps>>>Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 55 x 78 cm. on sheet 59 x 82 cm.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Panel no. 126.
On verso: Texaco touring map of Kansas, Nebraska. Cartouche no. 23. Plate no. 6-4417-7.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 48.12 (PrCt)

82406 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps>>>Kansas - Maps - 1946 - Road maps>>>Nebraska - Maps - 1946 - Road maps>>>Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 55 x 64 cm. on sheet 59 x 82 cm.
Panel no. 16.
On verso: Texaco touring map of Kansas, Nebraska. Cartouche no. 23. Plate no.6-4417-2.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 12.13A (PrCt)

82407 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps>>>Kansas - Maps - 1946 - Road maps>>>Nebraska - Maps - 1946 - Road maps>>>Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 55 x 64 cm. on sheet 59 x 82 cm.
Panel no. 46.
On verso: Texaco touring map of Kansas, Nebraska. Cartouche no. 23. Plate no.6-4417-3.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 12.13A (PrCt)
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps

West (U.S.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps

West (U.S.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps

West (U.S.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps

West (U.S.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Utah, Wyoming.
Date from RMcN AE 143 ms. index.
Includes table of "Gasoline taxes -- as of 2nd May, 1946."
Plate no. 6-4416-7.
Map on verso (55 x 68 cm.): Texaco touring map of Kansas, Nebraska.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
82420 RMcN AE 143.17 (PrCt)

West (U.S.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
<<=>> Kansas - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
<<=>> Nebraska - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
<<=>> Road maps
Colorado, Utah, Wyoming with Kansas, Nebraska: Texaco ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1946].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 55 x 77 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Colorado, Utah, Wyoming.
Date from RMcN AE 176 ms. index.
Plate no. 6-4416-7.
Map on verso (55 x 67 cm.): Texaco touring map of Idaho-Montana, Wyoming.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
82423 RMcN AE 76.23 (PrCt)

West (U.S.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
<<=>> Northwestern States - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
<<=>> Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 36 x 58 cm., folded to 17 x 9 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair Western United States Plate no. 463785V
Maps on verso (42 x 63 cm. and 16 x 16 cm.): Sinclair Mexico -- Mexico D.F. and vicinity. Despite panel title, does not include a pictorial map.
Panel art: Illustration of service attendant and car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
82424 RMcN Clients 2667 (PrCt)

West (U.S.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
<<=>> Northwestern States - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
<<=>> Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 55 x 70 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Colorado, Utah-Wyoming.
Date from RMcN AE 143 ms. index.
Plate no. 6-4416-5.
Map on verso (55 x 68 cm.): Texaco touring map of Idaho-Montana, Wyoming.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
82422 RMcN AE 143.17 (PrCt)
Plate no. 6-4416-4
Map on verso (55 x 66 cm.): Texaco touring map of Idaho, Montana, Wyoming.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 143.14 (PrCt)

82431 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 55 x 77 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Colorado, Utah, Wyoming.
Date from RMcN AE 143 ms. index.
Includes table of "Gasoline taxes -- as of 2nd Dec., 1946"
Plate no. 6-4416-7.
Map on verso (55 x 66 cm.): Texaco touring map of Idaho, Montana, Wyoming.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 143.19 (PrCt)

82432 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Authors: Utah Oil Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 48 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Utah Oil Refining Co. map of the western states.
Date from RMcN AE 188 ms. index.
Plate no. 6-424132-1.
Map on verso (27 x 48 cm.): Utah Oil Refining Co. map of United States.
Panel art: Utoco sign over car at gas pumps.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 188.12 (PrCt)

82433 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1947 - Railroads
The Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway system. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Co., [1947].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Company
1 map ; 14 x 21 cm.
'1-'22-'47 at bottom center.
Plate no.: A-S - 7091
5A 7267 (1946 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

82434 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1947 - Railroads
Great Northern Railway system, Burlington lines, Spokane, Portland & Seattle Railway (and its subsidiary lines). [Minneapolis, Minn.? Great Northern Railway Company?, 1947?].
Authors: Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.) -- Burlington-Rock Island Railroad Company -- Spokane, Portland, and Seattle Railway
1 map : col. ; 29 x 42 cm.
Trimmed at top and bottom.
In Great Northern Railway Company. 58th annual report ... 1946 (St. Paul, Minn.: [Great Northern Railway Company?, 1947?]) at end.
5A 7267 (1946 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

82435 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1947 - Railroads
Authors: Union Pacific Railway Company
1 map : col. ; 9 x 18 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
'Serves all the west' in banner in center of map.
Roughly bounded by Washington, Minnesota, California and Illinois.
5A 7267 (1946 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

82436 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Kansas - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Nebraska - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 55 x 77 cm. on sheet 59 x 82 cm.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Panel no. 67.
7-4416-11.

RMcN AE 48.27 (PrCt)

82437 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
- Kansas - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
- Nebraska - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
- Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 55 x 77 cm. on sheet 59 x 82 cm.
Panel no. 67.
On verso: Texaco touring map of Kansas, Nebraska. Cartouche no. 23. Plate no. 7.4417-9.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 12.32A (PrCt)

82438 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
- Kansas - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
- Nebraska - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
- Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 55 x 79 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Colorado, Utah-Wyoming.
Includes table of "Gasoline taxes - as of 2nd June, 1947."
Plate no. 6.4416-11.
Map on verso (55 x 55 cm.): Texaco touring map of Kansas, Nebraska.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 143.22 (PrCt)

82440 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
- Kansas - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
- Nebraska - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
- Road maps
Colorado, Utah, Wyoming with Kansas, Nebraska: Texaco ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1947].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 55 x 77 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Colorado, Utah-Wyoming.
Date from RMcN AE 143 ms. index.
Includes table of "Gasoline taxes - as of 2nd June, 1947."
Plate no. 7.4416-11.
Map on verso (55 x 68 cm.): Texaco touring map of Kansas, Nebraska.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 78.29 (PrCt)

82441 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
- Middle West - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
- Great Plains - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
- Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 65 x 48 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair tour map: western United States.
Date from RMcN AE 188 ms. index.
Plate no. 473785 V (4).
Map on verso (65 x 48 cm.): Sinclair tour map: central United States.
Panel art: Sinclair attendant in front of road with car and billboard.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 188.19 (PrCt)

82442 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
- Kansas - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
- Nebraska - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
- Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 55 x 78 cm.
Panel title.

Added title: Sinclair tour map: western United States.
Date from RMcN AE 188 ms. index.
Plate no. 473785 V (4).
Map on verso (65 x 48 cm.): Sinclair tour map: central United States.
Panel art: Sinclair attendant in front of road with car and billboard.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 188.19 (PrCt)
82448 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 55 x 77 cm. on sheet 59 x 82 cm.
Panel no. 107.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 12.30A (PrCt)

82449 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 55 x 77 cm.
Panel no. 106.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 12.33A (PrCt)

82450 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 55 x 77 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Colorado, Utah, Wyoming.
Date from RMcN AE 143 ms. index.
Includes table of "Gasoline taxes -- as of 10th Feb., 1947"
Plate no. 7-4416-8.
Map on verso (55 x 66 cm.): Texaco touring map of Idaho, Montana, Wyoming.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 143.21 (PrCt)

82451 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Authors: Utah Oil Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 48 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Utah Oil Refining Co. map of the western states.
Date from RMcN AE 188 ms. index.
Plate no. 7-424132-2.
Map on verso (27 x 48 cm.): Utah Oil Refining Co. map of United States.
Panel art: Utoco sign over car at gas pumps.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 188.39 (PrCt)

82452 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1948 - Bus lines
Santa Fe Trail Transportation Company - Maps - 1948 - Bus lines
Santa Fe Transportation Company (California) - Maps - 1948 - Bus lines
Bus lines - Santa Fe Trail Transportation Company - Maps - 1948
Bus lines - Santa Fe Transportation Company (California) - Maps - 1948
Bus lines - Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Company - Maps - 1948
Bus lines - Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Company - Maps - 1948 - Railroads - Maps
Bus routes of The Santa Fe Railway Trail Transportation Company and Santa Fe Transportation Company (California). [Chicago? Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Company?, 1948?].
Authors: Santa Fe Trail Transportation Company -- Santa Fe Transportation Company (California)
-- Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Company
1 map : col. ; 14 x 21 cm.
5A 7267 (1947 vol. [3]) (PrCt)
The Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway system, [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Co., [1948?].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Company
1 map ; 14 x 21 cm.
'Serves all the west,' lacking here but present on earlier editions of this map.
Roughly bounded by Washington, Minnesota, California and Illinois.
5A 7267 (1947 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Authors: Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul, and Pacific Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 6 x 18 cm., on sheet 28 x 21 cm.
Summary route map accompanied by text detailing expansion in the past year.
5A 7267 (1947 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

82455  West (U.S.) - Maps - 1948 - Railroads Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.) - Maps - 1948 - Railroads
Great Northern Railway. [Minneapolis, Minn.? Great Northern Railway Company?, 1948?].
Authors: Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.)
1 map : col. ; 22 x 29 cm.
In Great Northern Railway Company. 59th annual report ... 1947 [St. Paul, Minn.? : Great Northern Railway Company?, 1948?] inside back cover.
5A 7267 (1947 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

82456  West (U.S.) - Maps - 1948 - Railroads Union Pacific Railway Company - Maps - 1948 - Railroads
[Route map of Union Pacific Railway]. [New York? Union Pacific Railway Company?, 1948?].
Authors: Union Pacific Railway Company
1 map ; 9 x 18 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 177.15 (PrCt)

82460 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 55 x 77 cm. on sheet 59 x 82 cm.
On verso: Texaco touring map of Kansas, Nebraska. Cartouche no. 23. Plate no.8-4417-11.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 48.35 (PrCt)

82461 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 55 x 77 cm. on sheet 59 x 82 cm.
On verso: Texaco touring map of Kansas, Nebraska. Cartouche no. 23. Plate no.8-4417-11.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 78.35 (PrCt)

82462 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 55 x 77 cm. on sheet 59 x 82 cm.
Panel no. 7-50.
On verso: Texaco touring map of Kansas, Nebraska. Cartouche no. 23. Plate no.0-4417-17.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 12.7B (PrCt)

82463 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 55 x 78 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Colorado, Utah-Wyoming.
Date from RMcN AE 78 ms. index.
Includes table of “Gasoline taxes - as of 16th Nov., 1947.”
Plate no. 8-4416-13
Map on verso (55 x 78 cm.): Texaco touring map of Kansas, Nebraska.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 78.35 (PrCt)

82464 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Colorado, Utah, Wyoming with Kansas, Nebraska : Texaco ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1948].
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Company
1 map ; 14 x 21 cm.
5A 7267 (1947 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

82470 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1949 - Indians - Pictorial maps
Indian tribes and trapper trails. Manhattan Beach, Calif. The Authors, 1949.
Authors: Gardiner, James Francis -- Gardiner, Evelyn Norwood -- Rodgers, R. W. -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 64 cm., folded to 27 x 22 cm. in portfolio
Scale [ca. 1:7,000,000].
Shows the United States west of the Mississippi, with illustrations and historical notes.
Pictorial map.
Relief shown pictorially.
Bibliography: 1st and 3d pages of portfolio.
Ayer 250.1 .W5 G22 1949 (NLO)

The Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway system. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Co., [1949?].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Company
1 map ; 14 x 21 cm.
'Copyright by Rand McNally & Company' and '1-'49'--bottom right.
5A 7267 (1948 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

Authors: Denver and Rio Grande Western Railroad Company -- Daniel-Smith Co. (Denver, Colo.)
1 map ; 22 x 39 cm.
'3-1-49'-- at bottom right.
5A 7267 (1948 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

82473 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1949 - Railroads - Great Northern Railway Company - Maps - 1949 - Railroads - Maps
Great Northern Railway. [Minneapolis, Minn.? Great Northern Railway Company?, 1949?].
Authors: Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.)
1 map ; 22 x 29 cm.
Summary route map.
Profile of track elevation printed above map.
Trimmed on edges.
In Great Northern Railway Company. 60th annual report ... 1948 [St. Paul, Minn.? : Great Northern Railway Company?, 1949?] inside back cover.
5A 7267 (1948 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

82474 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1949 - Railroads - Middle West - Maps - 1949 - Railroads - Maps
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company - Maps - 1949 - Wall maps - Railroads - Maps
Authors: Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company -- Poole Brothers
1 map ; col. ; 107 x 150 cm.
'The Centennial cut-off -- the line from Brookfield to Birmingham, Missouri -- under construction in 1949.'
maproll G4051.P3 1949 .C5 (PrCt)

Authors: Union Pacific Railway Company
1 map ; 9 x 18 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Summary route map with prominent banner at center: Serves all the west.
Roughly bounded by Washington, Minnesota, California and Illinois.
5A 7267 (1948 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Authors: Standard Oil Company (Ohio) -- Sohio

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1 map : col. ; 56 x 79 cm.
Panel title damaged and incomplete.
Added title: Rand McNally road map: Central United States.
Insets (8 x 11 cm. and 10 x 7 cm.): Lower Rio Grande Valley -- Main routes in Mexico.
Date from RMcN AE 178 ms. index.
Plate no. 9-47385V(2)-3.
Map on verso (78 x 55 cm.): Rand McNally road map : western United States.
Panel art: Sohio logo above cars on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 178.3 (PrCt)

**82477** West (U.S.) - Maps - 1949 - Road maps - Mexico - Maps - 1949 - Road maps - Road maps
_Sinclair : western United States and Mexico._
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1949].
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 66 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair : western United States.
Date from RMcN AE 178 ms. index.
Plate no. 9-463785V-4.
Map on verso (42 x 64 cm.): Sinclair : Mexico.
Panel art: Sinclair road sign, bird, and rabbit against background of cars on winding road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 178.6 (PrCt)

_New business map of the United States: Western section._
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [195-?].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 141 x 109 cm.
Inset maps (22 x 34 cm. and smaller) of Alaska, Hawaii, and 9 major metropolitan areas.
Bottom right corner: 4552.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Three copies.
artifacts cage RMcN maproll 6 : 6. 1 (PrCt)

_Map of the Denver & Rio Grande Western Railroad and connections._
Denver : Daniel-Smith Co., [1950?].
Authors: Daniel-Smith Co. (Denver, Colo.) --

Denver and Rio Grande Western Railroad Company
1 map ; 21 x 38 cm.
'2-1-50'-- at bottom right.
Photo of train at bottom.
In Denver and Rio Grande Western Railroad Company. Annual report ... December 31, 1949
(Denver: Denver and Rio Grande Western Railroad Company, [1950?]) p. [22-23]
5A 7267 (1949 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

**82480** West (U.S.) - Maps - 1950 - Railroads - Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.) - Maps - 1950 - Railroads - Maps
_Great Northern Railway. [Minneapolis, Minn.? Great Northern Railway Company?, 1950?].
Authors: Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.)
1 map ; 22 x 29 cm.
Summary route map.
Profile of track elevation printed above map.
Trimmed on edges.
Roughly bounded by Washington, Wisconsin, California and Illinois.
In Great Northern Railway Company. Statistical section of the 61st annual report ... 1949 [St. Paul, Minn.? : Great Northern Railway Company?, 1950?] inside back cover.
Within this volume, this report is incorrectly bound following Chicago Great Western Railroad Company. Ninth annual report, 1949 [Chicago?: Chicago Great Western Railroad Company?, 1950?].
5A 7267 (1949 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

**82481** West (U.S.) - Maps - 1950 - Railroads - Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.) - Maps - 1950 - Railroads - Maps
_Great Northern Railway. [Minneapolis, Minn.? Great Northern Railway Company?, 1950?].
Authors: Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.)
1 map ; 22 x 29 cm.
Summary route map.
Profile of track elevation printed above map.
Trimmed on edges.
In Great Northern Railway Company. Sixty-first annual report, 1949 [St. Paul, Minn.? : Great Northern Railway Company?, 1950?] inside back cover.
5A 7267 (1949 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

_Map of the Texas and Pacific Railway and connections._
New York? Texas & Pacific Railway, 1950?.
Authors: Texas & Pacific Railway
1 map : col. ; 20 x 28 cm.
Plate no.: 6830.
Roughly bounded by Oregon, Wisconsin, Mexico,
and Alabama.
In Texas & Pacific Railway. 78th annual report for the year 1949 [Dallas?: Texas & Pacific Railway?, 1950?] inside back cover.
5A 7267 (1949 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

82483 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1950 - Road maps
Northeast Pacific Railroad Company - Maps - 1950
Authors: McGill-Warner Co. -- Northern Pacific Railroad Company
1 map ; 12 x 20 cm.
Plate no.: 9938
5A 7267 (1949 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

82484 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1950 - Road maps
Union Pacific Railroad Company - Maps - 1950
"Route map of Union Pacific Railway." [New York? Union Pacific Railway Company?, 1950?].
Authors: Union Pacific Railway Company
1 map ; 9 x 18 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Summary route map with prominent banner at center: Serves all the west. Roughly bounded by Washington, Minnesota, California and Illinois.
5A 7267 (1949 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

82485 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1950 - Road maps
Western Pacific Railroad Company - Maps - 1950
Western Pacific Railroad and subsidiary lines and connections. [San Francisco? Western Pacific Railroad Company?, 1950?].
Authors: Western Pacific Railroad Company
1 map ; col. ; 14 x 25 cm.
Title in upper margin.
5A 7267 (1949 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

82486 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1950 - Road maps - Pictorial maps
Waterton-Glacier International Peace Park (Mont. and Alta.) - Maps - 1950 - Road maps
Yellowstone National Park - Maps - 1950 - Road maps
Zion National Park (Utah) - Maps - 1950 - Road maps
Bryce Canyon National Park (Utah) - Maps - 1950 - Road
5 maps : col ; folded to 25 x 12 cm.
Collective title supplied by cataloger.
All sheets include plate numbers beginning with "0-42" or "0-46".
Includes maps covering Arizona, California, Idaho, Montana, Nevada, New Mexico, Oregon, Utah, Washington, and Wyoming.
All sheets include pictorial maps on verso except for Nevada-Utah map (RMcN Clients 4465). Panel art: Cartoon of motorists in car at pump with Union "Minute Men."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4462-4466 (PrCt)

82487 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1950 - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; col. ; 55 x 77 cm. on sheet 59 x 81 cm.
Panel no. 9-50.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 12.5B (PrCt)

82488 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1950 - Road maps
The Center of scenic America : main and secondary highways from Salt Lake City to national parks, scenic and business points / Utah State Auto Ass'n. [Salt Lake City] : Utah State Auto Ass'n., [ca. 1950].
Authors: Utah State Automobile Association
1 map ; 40 x 49 cm.
Scale ca. 1:5,075,000.
Shows major highways in United States west of Minneapolis, Springfield, Mo., and Shreveport, La.
A heavy line in orange crayon traces a loop from Salt Lake City to Yellowstone, Denver, Mesa Verde and return, and from Salt Lake City to Oakland, Los Angeles, and return.
Acquisition #2008100251.
map2F G4051.P2 1950 .U8 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

82489 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1951-1955 - Trucking
Trucking - West (U.S.) - Maps - 1951-1955 - Pacific Intermountain Express
- Maps - 1951-1955 - Truck freight lines
SEE Trucking - Trucking industry
SEE Trucking

Pacific Intermountain Express [system map].
Authors: Pacific Intermountain Express
5 maps : col. ; on sheet 22 x 32 cm.
Detached from Pacific Intermountain Express,
Annual report (Oakland, Calif., 1952-1956).
map1F G4051 .P22 1951 P3 (PrCt)

82490 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1951 - Railroads
Denver and Rio Grande Western Railroad Company - Maps - 1951
Railroads - Maps

Authors: Daniel-Smith Co. (Denver, Colo.) -- Denver and Rio Grande Western Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 21 x 35 cm., on sheet 29 x 43 cm.
In Denver and Rio Grande Western Railroad Company. Annual report ... December 31, 1950
(Denver: Denver and Rio Grande Western Railroad Company, [1951?]) p. [22-23]
5A 7267 (1950 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

82491 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1951 - Railroads
Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.) - Maps - 1951
Railroads - Maps

Great Northern Railway. [Minneapolis, Minn.? Great Northern Railway Company?, 1951?].
Authors: Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.)
1 map ; 22 x 29 cm.
Summary route map.
Profile of track elevation printed above map.
Trimmed on edges.
In Great Northern Railway Company. Sixty-second annual report, 1950 [St. Paul, Minn.? Great Northern Railway Company?, 1951?] inside back cover.
5A 7267 (1950 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

82492 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1951 - Railroads
Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.) - Maps - 1951
Railroads - Maps

Great Northern Railway. [Minneapolis, Minn.? Great Northern Railway Company?, 1951?].
Authors: Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.)
1 map ; 22 x 29 cm.
Summary route map.
Profile of track elevation printed above map.
Trimmed on edges.
In Great Northern Railway Company. Statistical
supplement to the 62nd annual report ...
December 31, 1950 [St. Paul, Minn.? Great
Northern Railway Company?, 1951?] inside back cover.
5A 7267 (1950 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

82493 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1951 - Railroads
Mexico - Maps - 1951 - Railroads
Texas & Pacific Railway - Maps - 1951
Railroads - Maps

Map of the Texas and Pacific Railway and connections. [New York? Texas & Pacific
Railway, 1951?].
Authors: Texas & Pacific Railway
1 map ; 20 x 28 cm.
Plate no.: 6830.
Roughly bounded by Oregon, Wisconsin, Mexico, and Alabama.
In Texas & Pacific Railway. 79th annual report ... December, 31 1950 [Dallas?: Texas & Pacific
Railway?, 1951?] inside back cover.
5A 7267 (1950 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

82494 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1951 - Railroads
Northern Pacific Railway Company - Maps - 1951
Railroads - Maps

'Main street of the Northwest, ' busier than ever! [New York City? Northern Pacific
Railway Company?, 1951?].
Authors: Northern Pacific Railway Company
1 map ; 18 x 44 cm.
Summary route map bounded by southern
Canada, Oregon, and Wisconsin.
Illustration of a train at bottom.
In Colorado and Southern Railway Company. Fifty-fourth annual report ... December, 31 1950
[New York City?: Northern Pacific Railway
5A 7267 (1950 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

82495 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1951 - Railroads
Union Pacific Railway Company - Maps - 1951
Railroads - Maps

[Route map of Union Pacific Railway]. [New
York? Union Pacific Railway Company?, 1951?].
Authors: Union Pacific Railway Company
1 map ; 9 x 18 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Summary route map with prominent banner at center: Serves all the west.
Roughly bounded by Washington, Minnesota, California and Illinois.
In Union Pacific Railway Company. Fifty-fourth annual report ... December, 31 1950
5A 7267 (1950 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

82496 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1951 - Railroads
Western Pacific Railroad Company - Maps - 1951
Railroads - Maps

Western Pacific Railroad and subsidiary lines and
connections. [San Francisco? Western Pacific
Railroad Company?, 1951?].
Authors: Western Pacific Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 14 x 25 cm.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Title in upper margin.
5A 7267 (1950 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

82497 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1951 - Road maps
[Socony Oil Corporation corporation maps of the western United States]. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1951?].
Authors: Socony Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
3 maps : 2 col. ; on sheets 68 x 51 cm., folded to 17 x 9 cm.
Collective title supplied by cataloger.
All sheets include plate numbers beginning with "1-46," "1-47" and "1-50".
All sheets include "51" at lower left of title panel.
Includes maps covering Colorado, Idaho, Montana, Utah, western United States, and Wyoming.
Panel art: Illustration of HC Sinclair service attendant refuelling a car.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN AE 12.8B (PrCt)

82498 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1951 - Road maps
[Socony Oil Corporation road maps of the western United States]. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1951?].
Authors: Socony Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
3 maps : 2 col. ; on sheets 68 x 51 cm., folded to 17 x 9 cm.
Collective title supplied by cataloger.
All sheets include plate numbers beginning with "1-46," "1-47" and "1-50".
All sheets include "51" at lower left of title panel.
Includes maps covering Colorado, Idaho, Montana, Utah, western United States, and Wyoming.
Panel art: Illustration of HC Sinclair service attendant refuelling a car.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN AE 12.8B (PrCt)

82499 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1951 - Road maps
Miracle fold road map : western United States ... Mobilgas ... Socony-Vacuum Oil Company, Incorporated. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1951?].
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Foldex Limited -- Foldex Limited -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 82 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
"Produced under license from Foldex Limited."
Added title: Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc. interstate travel map : western section.
Date from RMcN AE 178 ms. index.
Plate no. 513785V5.
Map on verso (43 x 65 cm.): Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc. interstate travel map : United States.
Panel art: Mobilgas logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 178.39 (PrCt)

82500 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1952 - Railroads
[Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway Company - Maps - 1952].
Map of the area served by the Rock Island lines. [Chicago? Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway Company?, 1952?].
Authors: Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway Company
1 map : col. ; 22 x 32 cm.
Summary route map of the U.S., but emphasizes the western states.
Text describing 'a century of service' at right.
5A 7267 (1951 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

82501 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1952 - Railroads
[Denver and Rio Grande Western Railroad Company - Maps - 1952].
Authors: Daniel-Smith Co. (Denver, Colo.) -- Denver and Rio Grande Western Railroad Company
1 map ; 21 x 35 cm., on sheet 29 x 43 cm. '2-1-52' in bottom right.
In Denver and Rio Grande Western Railroad Company. Annual report ... December 31, 1951 (Denver: [Denver and Rio Grande Western Railroad Company?, 1952?]) p. [22-23]
5A 7267 (1951 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

82502 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1952 - Railroads
[Denver and Rio Grande Western Railroad Company - Maps - 1952].
Map of the Denver and Rio Grande Western Railroad and connections. Denver : [Denver and Rio Grande Western Railroad Company?, 1952, i.e 1953?].
Authors: Denver and Rio Grande Western Railroad Company
1 map ; 21 x 38 cm., on sheet 29 x 43 cm. '7-1-52'--bottom right.
5A 7267 (1952 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

82503 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1952 - Railroads<<>>Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.) - Maps - 1952<<>>Railroads - Maps
Great Northern Railway. [Minneapolis, Minn.? Great Northern Railway Company?, 1952?].
Authors: Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.) 1 map ; 22 x 29 cm.
Summary route map. Profile of track elevation printed above map. Trimmed on edges.
In Great Northern Railway Company. 63rd annual report, 1951 [St. Paul, Minn.? : Great Northern Railway Company?, 1952?] inside back cover.
5A 7267 (1951 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

82504 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1952 - Railroads<<>>Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.) - Maps - 1952<<>>Railroads - Maps
Great Northern Railway. [Minneapolis, Minn.? Great Northern Railway Company?, 1952?].
Authors: Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.) 1 map ; 22 x 29 cm.
Summary route map. Profile of track elevation printed above map. Trimmed on edges.
In Great Northern Railway Company. Statistical supplement to the 63rd annual report ... December 31, 1951 [St. Paul, Minn.? : Great Northern Railway Company?, 1952?] inside back cover.
5A 7267 (1951 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Texas and Pacific Railway and connections : route of the eagles. [New York? Texas & Pacific Railway?, 1952?].
Authors: Texas & Pacific Railway 1 map : col. ; 23 x 30 cm.
Roughly bounded by Nevada, Indiana, Mexico, and Mississippi.
In Texas & Pacific Railway. 80th annual report ... December, 31 1951 [Dallas?: Texas & Pacific Railway?, 1952?] inside back cover.
5A 7267 (1951 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

[Route map of Union Pacific Railway]. [New York? Union Pacific Railway Company?, 1952?].
Authors: Union Pacific Railway Company 1 map : col. ; 9 x 18 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger. Summary route map with prominent banner at center: Serves all the west.
Roughly bounded by Washington, Minnesota, California and Illinois.
5A 7267 (1951 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Western Pacific Railroad and subsidiary lines and connections. [San Fransico? Western Pacific Railroad Company?, 1952?].
Authors: Western Pacific Railroad Company 1 map : col. ; 14 x 25 cm.
Title in upper margin.
5A 7267 (1951 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

82508 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1952 - Road maps<<>>Alaska Highway - Maps - 1952 - Road maps<<>>United States - Maps - 1952 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Road map of western United States / issued by Randall Motor Club, Inc. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Company, [1952?].
Authors: Randall Motor Club, Inc. (California) -- E. Broox Randall & Sons, Inc. (California) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : col. ; 78 x 42 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm. Panel title.
Added title: Rand McNally road map : western United States.
"Affiliated with E. Broox Randall & Sons, Inc., insurance for every purpose."
Plate no. 2-S803DW-6.
Inset (14 x 7 cm.): International Highway between Alaska and United States.

82509 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1952 - Road maps<<>>Northwestern States - Maps - 1952 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Colorado, Utah, Wyoming with Idaho, Montana ... tour with Texaco. Chicago : Rand McNally &
National Park (Or.)

maps <<>> Yosemite National Park (Calif.)

Panel art: Utoco sign over car at gas pumps.

Plate no. 2

Date from RMcN AE 178 ms. index.

Added title: Texaco touring map of Colorado, Utah, Wyoming

Plate no. 2-4416-24

Map on verso (54 x 67 cm.). Texaco touring map of Idaho, Montana, Wyoming.

Panel art: Texaco gas station on hilly rural road.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN Clients 3693 (PrCt)

82510 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1952 - Road maps <<>> Road maps


Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 55 x 70 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Texaco touring map of Colorado, Utah, Wyoming

Plate no. 0 and 1


AE index and plate nos. indicate a 1951 date while panel no. indicates 1952.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 12.10B (PrCt)

82511 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1952 - Road maps <<>> Road maps


Authors: Utah Oil Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Utah Oil Refining Co. map of the western states.

Date from RMcN AE 178 ms. index.

Plate no. 2-424132-6.

Map on verso (48 x 28 cm.): Utah Oil Refining Co. map of United States.

Panel art: Utoco sign over car at gas pumps.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 178.44 (PrCt)


Maps <<>> Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul, and Pacific Railroad Company. Chicago: Poole Bros Inc., [1952, i.e. 1953?].

Authors: Poole Brothers -- Ringley-O'Brien Press (Chicago, Ill.) -- Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul, and Pacific Railroad Company -- Milwaukee Road SEE Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul, and Pacific Railroad Company

1 map ; 14 x 26 cm., on sheet 21 x 28 cm.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Title in bottom margin.
Added title from company logo at left center: The Milwaukee Road.
'10-13-'52 at bottom center.
Plate no.: 6132-TT
Arrows highlight electric rail lines between
Harlowton, Montana and Tacoma, Washington.
Inset map (5 x 5 cm.): [Route map of Illinois and Indiana].
Inset profile (3 x 17 cm.): Profile of the main line:
Chicago - St. Paul - Minneapolis to Seattle -
Tacoma ....
Roughly bounded by Washington, Michigan,
California and Indiana.
In Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul and Pacific Railroad Company. 1952 annual report (Chicago:
5A 7267 (1952 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

82517

West (U.S.) - Maps - 1953 -
Railroads<>>Texas & Pacific Railroad - Maps -
1953<>>Railroads - Maps
Map of the Denver and Rio Grande Western Railroad and connections. Denver: Daniel-Smith Co., 1953, i.e. 1954?.
Authors: Daniel-Smith Co. (Denver, Colo.) --
Denver and Rio Grande Western Railroad Company
1 map: 21 x 38 cm., on sheet 29 x 43 cm.
'12-31-53'--bottom right.
In Denver and Rio Grande Western Railroad Company. Annual report ... December 31, 1953
(Denver: [Denver and Rio Grande Western Railroad Company?, 1954?] p. [22-23]
5A 7267 (1953 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

82518

West (U.S.) - Maps - 1953 -
Railroads<>>Union Pacific Railroad Company - Maps -
1953<>>Railroads - Maps
Map of the Union Pacific Railroad - Maps.
Great Northern Railway. [Minneapolis, Minn.?--Great Northern Railway Company?, 1953?].
Authors: Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.)
1 map: col. ; 22 x 29 cm.
Summary route map.
Profile of track elevation printed above map.
Trimmed on edges.
In Great Northern Railway Company. Statistical supplement to the 64th annual report ...
December 31, 1952 [St. Paul, Minn.?--Great Northern Railway Company?, 1953?] inside back cover.
5A 7267 (1952 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

82519

West (U.S.) - Maps - 1953 -
Railroads<>>Western Pacific Railroad Company - Maps -
1953<>>Railroads - Maps
Map of the Western Pacific Railroad and subsidiary lines and connections. Chicago: Poole Bros. Inc., 1953, i.e. 1960?.
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Western Pacific Railroad Company
1 map: col. ; 17 x 21 cm.
'10-1-53'--at bottom left.
'Copyright.1933. by Poole Bros. Inc., Chicago.'

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Title in lower margin.
Roughly bordered by Vancouver, Ontario, Mexico and Louisiana.
In Western Pacific Railroad Company.
Forty-fourth annual report ... 1959 [San Francisco?: Western Pacific Railroad Company?, 1960?] inside back cover.
5A 7267 (1959 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Authors: Western Pacific Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 14 x 25 cm.
Title in upper margin.
In Missouri Pacific Railway Company.
Thirty-seventh annual report ... December 31, 1952 [San Francisco?: Western Pacific Railroad Company?, 1953?] p. [36].
5A 7267 (1952 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Authors: Western Pacific Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 17 x 22 cm.
'10-1-53'-- at lower left.
5A 7267 (1960 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Authors: Western Pacific Railroad Company -- Poole Brothers
1 map : col. ; 14 x 25 cm.
'10-1-53'-- at lower left.
'Copyright 1933 Poole Bros. Inc., Chicago.'
Title in upper margin.
In Western Pacific Railroad Company. Forty-first annual report ... December 31, 1956 [San Francisco?: Western Pacific Railroad Company?, 1957?] inside back cover.
5A 7267 (1956 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Authors: Western Pacific Railroad Company -- Poole Brothers
1 map : col. ; 17 x 22 cm.
'10-1-53'-- at lower left.
'Copyright 1933 Poole Bros. Inc., Chicago.'
Title in upper margin.
In Western Pacific Railroad Company. Thirty-ninth annual report ... December 31, 1954 [San Francisco?: Western Pacific Railroad Company?, 1955?] at end.
5A 7267 (1954 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Authors: Western Pacific Railroad Company -- Poole Brothers
1 map : col. ; 17 x 22 cm.
'10-1-53'-- at lower left.
'Copyright, 1933, by Poole Bros. Inc., Chicago.'
In The Western Pacific Railroad Company. 1957 annual report [San Francisco?: Western Pacific Railroad Company?, 1957?] inside back cover.
5A 7267 (1957 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Authors: Western Pacific Railroad Company -- Poole Brothers
1 map : col. ; 14 x 25 cm.
'10-1-53'-- at lower left.
'Copyright 1933 Poole Bros. Inc., Chicago.'
Title in upper margin.
In Western Pacific Railroad Company. Forty-third annual report ... 1958 [San Francisco?: Western Pacific Railroad Company?, 1959?] inside back cover.
5A 7267 (1958 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Authors: Western Pacific Railroad Company -- Poole Brothers
1 map : col. ; 19 x 22 cm.
'10-1-53'-- at lower left.
'Copyright 1933 Poole Bros. Inc., Chicago.'
In The Western Pacific Railroad Company. 1957 annual report [San Francisco?: Western Pacific Railroad Company?, 1957?] inside back cover.
5A 7267 (1957 vol. [2]) (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)


Authors: Poole Brothers -- Ringley-O'Brien Press (Chicago, Ill.) -- Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul, and Pacific Railroad Company
1 map ; 14 x 26 cm., on sheet 21 x 28 cm.
Title in bottom margin.
Added title from company logo at left center: The Milwaukee Road.
'2-6-'54' at bottom center.
Plate no.: 6132-TT
Roughly bounded by Washington, Michigan, California and Indiana.
Arrows highlight electric rail lines between Harlowton, Montana and Tacoma, Washington.
Inset map (5 x 5 cm.): [Route map of Illinois and Indiana].
Inset profile (3 x 17 cm.): Profile of the main line: Chicago - St. Paul - Minneapolis to Seattle - Tacoma ....
In Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul and Pacific Railroad Company. 1953 annual report ...
5A 7267 (1953 vol. [1]) (PrCt)


Authors: Daniel-Smith Co. (Denver, Colo.) -- Denver and Rio Grande Western Railroad Company
1 map ; 21 x 37 cm.
'12-31-54'-- at bottom right.
Photo of train at bottom.
5A 7267 (1954 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

West (U.S.) - Maps - 1954 - Railroads - Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.) - Maps - 1954 - Railroads - Maps

Great Northern Railway serves two great basins. [St. Paul, Minn.? Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.)?, 1954?].
Authors: Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.)
1 map : col. ; 31 x 44 cm.
Summary route map.
Insets (each 8 cm. in diam.): Columbia basin -- Welliston basin.
Includes 8 photo views (8 x 9 cm. and smaller).
In Great Northern Railway Company. 65th annual report, 1953 (Chicago: [Great Northern Railway Company?, 1954?]) [St. Paul, Minn.? Great Northern Railway Company?, 1954?] p. [12-13]
5A 7267 (1953 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

West (U.S.) - Maps - 1954 - Railroads - Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.) - Maps - 1954 - Railroads - Maps

Great Northern Railway. [Minneapolis, Minn.? Great Northern Railway Company?, 1954?].
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Item Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>82533</td>
<td>West (U.S.) - Maps - 1954 - Roads maps - Texas &amp; Pacific Railway - Maps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Authors: Texas &amp; Pacific Railway</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 map : col. ; 20 x 28 cm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Summary route map.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Plate no.: 6830.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Roughly bounded by Oregon, Indiana, Mexico, and Alabama.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>In Texas &amp; Pacific Railway. 82nd annual report ... December 31, 1953 [Dallas? Texas &amp; Pacific Railway?, 1954?].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Authors: Union Pacific Railway Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 map : col. ; 22 x 28 cm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Summary route map.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>In Union Pacific Railway Company. 57th annual report ... December 31, 1953 [New York?: Union Pacific Railway Company?, 1954?].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Authors: Chicago, Milwaukee, and Pacific Railroad Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 map : 14 x 26 cm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Title in bottom margin.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Added title from company logo at center bottom: The Milwaukee Road and connections.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Plate no.: 6132-1TT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Roughly bounded by Washington, Michigan, California and Indiana.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Arrows highlight electric rail lines between Harlowton, Montana and Tacoma, Washington.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Inset map (5 x 5 cm.): [Route map of Illinois and Indiana].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Title in upper margin.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Title supplied by cataloger.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Summary route map.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
|        | In Western Pacific Railroad Company. Thirty-eighth annual report ... December 31, 1953 [San Francisco? Western Pacific Railroad Company?, 1954?] at end.  
|        | Authors: Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railroad Company                                          |
|        | 1 map : col. ; 20 x 22 cm.                                                                          |
|        | Title supplied by cataloger.                                                                       |
|        | Summary route map.                                                                                  |
|        | Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.    |
|        | For more information refer to the title page of this volume.                                        |
Dakota, Minnesota, New Mexico, and Louisiana. Five cities on map are highlighted and connected to photographs of their railroad facilities. Illustration of train at bottom.


82539 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1955 - Railroads<>Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.) - Maps - 1955<>Railroads - Maps
Great Northern Railway. [St. Paul, Minn.? Great Northern Railway Company?, 1955?].
Authors: Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.)
1 map : col. ; 23 x 31 cm.
Summary route map.
Profile of track elevation printed above map.
In Great Northern Railway Company. 66th annual report ... 1954 [St. Paul, Minn.? : Great Northern Railway Company?, 1955?] inside back cover. 5A 7267 (1954 vol. [1]) (PrCl)

82540 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1955 - Railroads<>Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.) - Maps - 1955<>Railroads - Maps
Great Northern Railway. [St. Paul, Minn.? Great Northern Railway Company?, 1955?].
Authors: Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.)
1 map ; 23 x 31 cm.
Summary route map.
Profile of track elevation printed above map.
In Great Northern Railway Company. Statistical supplement to the 66th annual report ... December 31, 1954 [St. Paul, Minn.? : Great Northern Railway Company?, 1955?] inside front cover. 5A 7267 (1954 vol. [1]) (PrCl)

Authors: Texas & Pacific Railway
1 map ; 20 x 28 cm.
Plate no.: 6830.
Roughly bounded by Oregon, Indiana, Mexico, and Alabama.
In Texas & Pacific Railway. 83rd annual report ... December, 31 1954 [Dallas?: Texas & Pacific Railway?, 1955?] inside back cover. 5A 7267 (1954 vol. [2]) (PrCl)

Union Pacific Railroad : serves all the west! [New York? Union Pacific Railroad Company?, 1955?].
Authors: Union Pacific Railway Company
1 map ; col. ; 28 x 43 cm.
Summary route map.

West (U.S.) - Maps - 1956-1961 - Road maps<>Road maps
Authors: Frontier Oil Refining Co. (Buffalo, N.Y.) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
12 maps : col. ; folded to 24 x 11 cm. and smaller.
Collective title supplied by cataloger.
Most maps tentatively dated 1956, others variously published 1957?-1961?
Includes maps covering Colorado, Iowa, Kansas, Minnesota, Montana, Nevada, northern Idaho, South Dakota, southern Idaho, Utah, and Wyoming.
Plates nos. begin with 56, 0, or 1.
Panel art: Cars on highway; Frontier sign and billboard.
All maps bear dated handstamps ranging between April 25, 1956 and June 17, 1961.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011). RMcN Clients 767-778 (PrCl)

1 map ; 14 x 26 cm.
Title in bottom margin.
Added title from company logo at center bottom: The Milwaukee Road and connections.
‘10-’56’ at bottom center.
Plate no.: 6132-TT
Roughly bounded by Washington, Michigan, California and Indiana.
Arrows highlight electric rail lines between Harlowton, Montana and Tacoma, Washington.
Inset map (5 x 5 cm.): [Route map of Illinois and Indiana].
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1956 - Railroads
Denver and Rio Grande Western Railroad Company - Maps - 1956
Authors: Daniel-Smith Co. (Denver, Colo.) -- Denver and Rio Grande Western Railroad Company
1 map : 21 x 37 cm.
'2-29-56' -- at bottom right.
Photo of train at bottom.
5A 7267 (1955 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

West (U.S.) - Maps - 1956 - Railroads
Denver and Rio Grande Western Railroad Company - Maps - 1956
Map of the Denver & Rio Grande Western Railroad and connections. Denver: Daniel-Smith Co., [1956, i.e. 1957].
Authors: Daniel-Smith Co. (Denver, Colo.) -- Denver and Rio Grande Western Railroad Company
1 map : 21 x 37 cm.
'5-1-56' -- at bottom right.
Photos of trains at bottom.
5A 7267 (1956 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

West (U.S.) - Maps - 1956 - Railroads
Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.) - Maps - 1956
Great Northern Railway. [St. Paul, Minn.? Great Northern Railway Company?, 1956?].
Authors: Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.)
1 map : col. ; 23 x 31 cm.
Summary route map.
Profile of track elevation printed above map.
In Great Northern Railway Company. 67th annual report ... 1955 [St. Paul, Minn.? : Great Northern Railway Company?, 1956?] inside front cover.
5A 7267 (1955 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

West (U.S.) - Maps - 1956 - Railroads
Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.) - Maps - 1956
Great Northern Railway. [St. Paul, Minn.? Great Northern Railway Company?, 1956?].
Authors: Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.)
1 map : 23 x 31 cm.
Summary route map.
Profile of track elevation printed above map.
In Great Northern Railway Company. Statistical supplement to the 67th annual report ...
December 31, 1955 [St. Paul, Minn.? : Great Northern Railway Company?, 1956?] inside front cover.
5A 7267 (1955 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

West (U.S.) - Maps - 1956 - Railroads
Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway Company - Maps - 1956
Pictorial maps
Map of the Rock Island Lines, the Rock Island States of America and the country and connections beyond their borders. (Chicago? Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway Company?, 1956?).
Authors: Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway Company
1 map : col. ; 28 x 43 cm.
Pictorial map of the western U.S.
5A 7267 (1955 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

West (U.S.) - Maps - 1956 - Railroads
Southern Pacific Railroad Company - Maps - 1956
Southern Pacific : map of Southern Pacific lines and affiliated lines. [San Francisco? Southern Pacific Company?, 1956?].
Authors: Southern Pacific Railroad Company -- S. F., fl. 1956 -- F., S., fl. 1956
1 map : col. ; 18 x 28 cm.
Artist's emblem "SF" (?) at bottom right.
Summary route map.
'Off-line traffic and public relations representatives' directory below map.
5A 7267 (1955 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

West (U.S.) - Maps - 1956 - Railroads
Southern Pacific Railroad Company - Maps - 1956
Southern Pacific : Map of Southern Pacific lines and affiliated lines. [San Francisco? Southern Pacific Company?, 1956?].
Authors: Southern Pacific Railroad Company -- S. F., fl. 1956 -- F., S., fl. 1956
1 map : col. ; 18 x 28 cm.
Artist's emblem "SF" (?) at bottom right.
Summary route map.
'Off-line traffic and public relations representatives' directory below map.
In Southern Pacific Railroad Company. Statistical report ... December 31 1955 (San Francisco:
[Southern Pacific Railroad Company?] 1956) at front.

5A 7267 (1955 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

82552 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1956 - Railroads\rightarrow Texas & Pacific Railway - Maps - 1956\rightarrow Railroads - Maps
Map of the Texas Pacific Railway and connections. [New York? Texas & Pacific Railway?, 1956?]. Authors: Texas & Pacific Railway 1 map ; 20 x 28 cm.
Plate no.: 6830.
Roughly bounded by Oregon, Indiana, Mexico, and Alabama.
In Texas & Pacific Railway. 84th annual report for the year ended December 31, 1955 [Dallas?: Texas & Pacific Railway?, 1956?] inside back cover.

5A 7267 (1955 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

82553 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1956 - Railroads\rightarrow Union Pacific Railway Company - Maps - 1956\rightarrow Railroads - Maps
Union Pacific Railroad : serves all the west! [New York? Union Pacific Railroad Company?, 1956?]. Authors: Union Pacific Railway Company 1 map ; col. ; 28 x 43 cm.
Summary route map.

5A 7267 (1955 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

82554 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps\rightarrow Alaska Highway - Maps - 1956\rightarrow Middle West - Maps - 1956 - Road maps\rightarrow Great Plains - Maps - 1956 - Road maps\rightarrow Mexico - Maps - 1956 - Road maps\rightarrow West (U.S.) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps\rightarrow Road maps
Authors: Marathon Oil Company -- Ohio Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; col. ; 79 x 55 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: The Ohio Oil Co. road map of western United States
Date from RMcN AE 178 ms. index.
Plate no. 6-513785V5-7.
Maps on verso (21 x 19 cm. and smaller):
Panel art: 4 scenic illustrations above family in car.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 178.8X (PrCt)

Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; col. ; 81 x 42 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair : western section.
Date from RMcN AE 178 ms. index.
Plate no. 6-513785V5-7.
Maps on verso (21 x 19 cm. and smaller):
Panel art: 4 scenic illustrations above family in car.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 178.11X (PrCt)

West (U.S.) - Maps - 1956 - Trucking\rightarrow Trucking - West (U.S.) - Maps - 1956\rightarrow Pacific Intermountain Express - Maps - 1956
Pacific Intermountain Express [system map]. [Oakland, Calif. Pacific Intermountain Express, 1957].
Authors: Pacific Intermountain Express 1 map ; col. ; on sheet 22 x 32 cm. fold. to 22 x
16 cm. + p. 1-2, 27-28
Detached from Pacific Intermountain Express, 15th Annual report (Oakland, Calif., 1956), covers.
Shows routes of PIE, M & M Fast Freight, Union Freighways, and Orange Transportation Co.
Text pages include key to map, list of terminals and offices.

map1F G4051 .P22 1956 P3 (PrCt)

The Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway system / prepared by C.M. Hutchinson.
[Chicago? Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway], 1957 [i.e. 1957].
Authors: Hutchinson, C. M., fl. 1953 -- Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Company, 1 map : col. ; on sheet 23 x 29 cm.
Added title: Santa Fe system map.
'December, 1957'--bottom right.
In Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Company. 63rd annual report ... December 31, 1957 [Chicago?: Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway?, 1957?] p. [24-25].
5A 7267 (1957 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul, and Pacific Railroad Company; Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [1957, i.e. 1958].
1 map ; 14 x 26 cm.
Title in bottom margin.
Added title from company logo at center bottom:
The Milwaukee Road and connections.
'9-'57' at bottom center.
Plate no.: 6132-TT
Roughly bounded by Washington, Michigan, California and Indiana.
Arrows highlight electric rail lines between Harlowton, Montana and Tacoma, Washington.
Inset map (5 x 5 cm.): [Route map of Illinois and Indiana].
5A 7267 (1957 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Authors: Daniel-Smith Co. (Denver, Colo.) -- Denver and Rio Grande Western Railroad Company
1 map ; 21 x 37 cm.
'5-1-57'-- at bottom right.
Photos of trains at bottom.
5A 7267 (1957 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

82560 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1957 - Railroads<>Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.) - Maps - 1957<>Railroads - Maps
Great Northern Railway. [St. Paul, Minn.? Great Northern Railway Company?, 1957?].
Authors: Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.)
1 map : col. ; 23 x 31 cm.
Summary route map.
Profile of track elevation printed above map.
In Great Northern Railway Company. 68th annual report ... 1956 [St. Paul, Minn.? : Great Northern Railway Company?, 1957?] inside back cover.
5A 7267 (1956 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

82561 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1957 - Railroads<>Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.) - Maps - 1957<>Railroads - Maps
Great Northern Railway. [St. Paul, Minn.? Great Northern Railway Company?, 1957?].
Authors: Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.)
1 map ; 23 x 31 cm.
Summary route map.
Profile of track elevation printed above map.
In Great Northern Railway Company. Statistical supplement to the 68th annual report ... December 31, 1956 [St. Paul, Minn.? : Great Northern Railway Company?, 1957?] inside front cover.
5A 7267 (1956 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Authors: Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 25 x 20 cm., on sheet 28 x 43 cm.
Pictorial map of the western United States shown as a flying segment detached from a view of Earth from space.
In Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railroad Company.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
5A 7267 (1956 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Authors: Southern Pacific Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 18 x 28 cm.
Title extended by cataloger.
Summary route map.
Printed on same sheet with 5 photographs of industrial sites in Oregon, California, Arizona, and Texas (9 x 17 cm. and smaller).
In Southern Pacific Railroad Company.
5A 7267 (1956 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Southern Pacific : map of Southern Pacific lines and affiliated lines, 1956. [San Francisco? Southern Pacific Company?, 1956, [i.e. 1957?].
Authors: Southern Pacific Railroad Company -- S. F., fl. 1956 -- F., S., fl. 1956
1 map : col. ; 18 x 28 cm.
Artist's emblem 'SF' (?) at bottom right.
Summary route map.
Directory of U.S. cities with 'off-line traffic and public relations representatives' below map.
In Southern Pacific Railroad Company.
Seventy-third annual report, 1956 (San Francisco?: Southern Pacific Railroad Company?, 1957?) p. [22].
5A 7267 (1956 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Authors: Texas & Pacific Railway
1 map ; 20 x 28 cm.
Plate no.: 6830.
Roughly bounded by Oregon, Indiana, Mexico, and Alabama.
In Texas & Pacific Railway. 85th annual report ... December 31, 1956 [Dallas?: Texas & Pacific Railway?, 1957?] p. [40].
5A 7267 (1956 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

Union Pacific Railroad : serves all the west! [New York? Union Pacific Railroad Company?, 1957?].
Authors: Union Pacific Railway Company
1 map : col. ; 28 x 43 cm.
Summary route map.
In Union Pacific Railway Company. 60th annual report ... December 31, 1956 [New York?: Union Pacific Railroad Company?, 1957?] p. [24-25].
5A 7267 (1956 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

82567 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1958 - Railroads - Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.) - Maps - 1958 - Railroads - Maps
Great Northern Railway. [St. Paul, Minn.? Great Northern Railway Company?, 1958?].
Authors: Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.)
1 map ; 23 x 31 cm.
Summary route map.
Profile of track elevation printed above map.
In Great Northern Railway Company. 69th annual report, 1957 [St. Paul, Minn.? : Great Northern Railway Company?, 1958?] inside back cover.
5A 7267 (1957 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

82568 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1958 - Railroads - Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.) - Maps - 1958 - Railroads - Maps
Great Northern Railway. [St. Paul, Minn.? Great Northern Railway Company?, 1958?].
Authors: Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.)
1 map ; 23 x 31 cm.
Summary route map.
Profile of track elevation printed above map.
In Great Northern Railway Company. Statistical supplement to the 69th annual report ... December 31, 1957 [St. Paul, Minn.? : Great Northern Railway Company?, 1958?] inside front cover.
5A 7267 (1957 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

Authors: Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway Company
1 map ; 25 x 20 cm., on sheet 28 x 43 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Summary route map bounded by South Dakota, Minnesota, New Mexico, and Louisiana.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

5A 7267 (1957 vol. [1]) (PrCt)


5A 7267 (1958 vol. [3]) (PrCt)


5A 7267 (1958 vol. [1]) (PrCt)


5A 7267 (1957 vol. [2]) (PrCt)


In Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Company. 64rd annual report ... December 31, 1958 [Chicago?: Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway?, 1959?] p. [26-27].

5A 7267 (1958 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

5A 7267 (1958 vol. [2]) (Pr.Ct)

82584 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1959 - Road maps>>>Canada, Western - Maps - 1959 - Road maps
Highway map: western states / Utah Oil Refining Company. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Company, [1959?].
Authors: Utah Oil Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; col. ; 78 x 62 cm., folded to 22 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Utah Oil Refining Co. : western United States.
Plate no. 595803-D.
Map on verso (43 x 65 cm.): Utah Oil Refining Co. : United States.
Panel art: Mobil winged horse logo over gas station.
Texas, New Mexico, Arizona, California, Washington, and Idaho.
Includes maps covering Colorado, Idaho, Montana, and Wyoming.
All sheets except Idaho have map on verso (28 x 43 cm.): Utah Oil Refining Co. highway map: United States.
Panel art: Woman in convertible car reading map with UTOCO station attendant.
All maps have handstamp on title panel: "Jun 22, 1959" or "Jun 26, 1959."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4637-4640 (Pr.Ct)

82585 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1959 - Road maps>>>Mexico - Maps - 1959 - Road maps
[Socalo-Vacuo Oil Company road maps of the western United States and Mexico]. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Company, [1959?].
Authors: Socony-Vacuo Oil Company -- General Petroleum Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
3 maps : col. ; folded to 23 x 12 cm.
Collective title supplied by cataloger.
"Miracle fold road map" -- At head of all title panels.
"General Petroleum Corporation ... 612 South Flower Street, Los Angeles ..." -- On back panel of all sheets.
All sheets include plate numbers beginning "9-...", Includes maps covering Arizona, California, Mexico, Oregon, Washington, and New Mexico.
Panel art: Mobil winged horse logo over gas station.
All sheet handstamped with April 1959 dates.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4078-4080 (Pr.Ct)

82586 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1959 - Road maps>>>Road maps
[Utah Oil Refining Company highway maps of the western United States]. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Company, [1959?].
Authors: Utah Oil Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
4 maps : col. ; folded to 25 x 11 cm. and smaller
Collective title supplied by cataloger.
All plate numbers begin "9-5 ... " or "9-4 ... ."
Includes maps covering Colorado, Idaho, Montana, and Wyoming.
All sheets except Idaho have map on verso (28 x 43 cm.): Utah Oil Refining Co. highway map: United States.
Panel art: Woman in convertible car reading map with UTOCO station attendant.
All maps have handstamp on title panel: "Jun 22, 1959" or "Jun 26, 1959."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4637-4640 (Pr.Ct)

>Harold's Club (Reno, Nev.) - Maps - 1959 - Advertising maps
>Winter Olympic Games - Maps - 1960 - Road maps
Strip maps
Authors: Eddy, Gerald A. -- Harold's Club (Reno, Nev.)
1 map ; 10 x 128 cm. on sheet 11 x 69 cm.
Printed on both sides of sheet.
*Direct routes to Reno and 1960 Winter Olympics.
map 4F G4051 P2 1958 E3, no. 2 (Pr.Ct)

1 map ; 14 x 26 cm.
Title in bottom margin.
Added title from company logo at center bottom: The Milwaukee Road and connections. "9.57" at bottom right.
Plate no.: 6132-6134
Roughly bounded by Washington, Michigan, California and Indiana.
Arrows highlight electric rail lines between Harlowton, Montana and Tacoma, Washington.
Inset map (5 x 5 cm.): [Route map of Illinois and Indiana].
5A 7267 (1959 vol. [1]) (Pr.Ct)

82589 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1960 - Railroads
>Chicago, Rock Island and...
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Pacific Railway Company - Maps - 1960<<<<Railroads - Maps
Authors: Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway Company
1 map : col. ; 28 x 42 cm.
Title expanded by cataloger.
Summary route map.
Outline map of the United States; details region bounded by South Dakota, Minnesota, New Mexico, and Louisiana.
5A 7267 (1959 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

82593 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1960 - Road maps<<<<Canada, Western - Maps - 1960 - Road maps<<<<Road maps
Authors: Utah Oil Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 78 x 62 cm., folded to 22 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Utah Oil Refining Co. : western United States.
Plate no. 0-595803D-1.
Map on verso (43 x 65 cm.): Utah Oil Refining Co. : United States.
Panel art: Woman in convertible car reading map with UTOCO station attendant.
Handstamp date on title panel: Apr 1, 1960.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4643 (PrCt)

82594 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1960 - Road maps<<<<United States - Maps - 1960 - Road maps<<<<Road maps
Hancock western United States road map. [Chicago] : Rand McNally & Company, [1960?].
Authors: Hancock Oil Company of California -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 78 x 42 cm., folded to 21 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Rand McNally road map : western United States.
Plate no. 0-5803DW1-4
Maps on verso: (43 x 65 cm. and smaller): United States -- Alaska -- [Hawaii] -- [Aleutian Islands] -- [Hawaiian Islands].
Panel art: illustration of Hancock gas station.
Handstamp: Jul 29 1960.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1349 (PrCt)

West (U.S.) - Maps - 1961 - Railroads<<<<Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul, and Pacific Railroad Company - Maps -
1961 Maps - Railroads


1 map ; 14 x 26 cm.

Title in bottom margin.

Added title from company logo at center bottom: The Milwaukee Road and connections.

'3-'61' at bottom right.

Plate no.: 6132-TT

Roughly bounded by Washington, Michigan, California and Indiana.

Arrows highlight electric rail lines between Harlowton, Montana and Tacoma, Washington. Inset map (5 x 5 cm.): [Route map of Illinois and Indiana].


5A 7267 (1960 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

5A 7267 (1960 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

82596 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1961 - Railroads

Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway Company - Maps - 1961


Authors: Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway Company

1 map ; on sheet 28 x 43 cm.

Title supplied by cataloger.

Bounded by South Dakota, Minnesota, New Mexico, and Louisiana.


5A 7267 (1960 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

5A 7267 (1960 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

82600 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1961 - Railroads

Union Pacific Railway Company - Maps - 1961


Authors: Union Pacific Railway Company

1 map ; col. ; 28 x 43 cm.

'Serves all the west'

Summary route map.

Roughly bounded by Washington, Michigan, California and Alabama.


5A 7267 (1960 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

82601 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1962 - Road maps

Northwestern States - Maps - 1962 - Road maps

Southwestern States - Maps - 1962 - Road maps

Waterton-Glacier International Peace Park (Mont. and Alta.) - Maps - 1962 - Road maps

Bryce Canyon National Park (Utah) - Maps - 1962 - Road maps

Crater Lake National Park (Or.) - Maps - 1962 - Road maps

Yellowstone National Park - Maps - 1962 - Road maps

Grand Teton National Park (Wyo.) - Maps - 1962 - Road maps

Zion National Park (Utah) - Maps - 1962 - Road maps

Lake Mead National Recreation Area (Ariz. and Nev.) - Maps - 1962 - Road maps

Grand Canyon National Park (Ariz.) - Maps - 1962 - Yosemite National Park (Calif.)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
- Maps - 1962 - Road maps
Western United States road guide map / Gulf.
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 39 x 78 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Northwestern United States.
Plate no. 2-553785V(2)-7
Authors: Mobil Oil Company -- Socony Mobil Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
6 maps : col. ; folded to 22 x 13 cm.
Collective title supplied by cataloger.
"Mobil Oil Company, a division of Socony Mobil Oil Company ... New York ..." -- On back panel of all sheets.
All sheets include plate numbers beginning "64 ..." or "4 ..."
Includes maps covering Illinois, Minnesota, Missouri, New Jersey, Oregon, Washington, and Wisconsin.
Panel art: Mobil winged horse logo over gas station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4090-4095 (PrCt)
82604 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1966 - Precious stones - West (U.S.) - Maps - 1966
Western gem hunters atlas : rock locations from California to the Dakotas and British Columbia to Texas / written and published by Cy Johnson.
Authors: Johnson, Cy (Humphrey Cyril), 1905-
1 atlas (95, [1] p.) : col. maps ; 23 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [96]).
G1381.C5 J6 1966 (NLO)
82605 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps - West (U.S.) - Maps - 1966
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 89 x 51 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Rand McNally road map : Central United States.
Plate no. 668217-6.
Panel art: illustration of Norwalk gas station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1886 (PrCt)
82603 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1964 - Road maps - West (U.S.) - Maps - 1964 - Road maps
Authors: Mobil Oil Company -- Socony Mobil Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
6 maps : col. ; folded to 22 x 13 cm.
Collective title supplied by cataloger.
"Mobil Oil Company, a division of Socony Mobil Oil Company ... New York ..." -- On back panel of all sheets.
All sheets include plate numbers beginning "64 ..." or "4 ..."
Includes maps covering Illinois, Minnesota, Missouri, New Jersey, Oregon, Washington, and Wisconsin.
Panel art: Mobil winged horse logo over gas station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4090-4095 (PrCt)
82610 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1974 - Road maps
<<>>Los Angeles (Calif.) - Maps - 1974 - Road maps
<<>>Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1974 - Road maps
<<>>Interstate 5 - Maps - 1974 - Road maps
<<>>United States Highway 101 - Maps - 1974 - Road maps
<<>>California Highway 1 (Calif.) - Maps - 1974 - Road maps
<<>>Road maps
Strip maps


82612 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1975-1976 - Road maps
<<>>Middle West - Maps - 1975-1976 - Road maps


82611 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1974 - Road maps
<<>>Middle West - Maps - 1974 - Road maps
<<>>Great Plains - Maps - 1974 - Road maps
<<>>Alaska Highway - Maps - 1974 - Road maps
<<>>Inter-American Highway - Maps - 1974 - Road maps


82613 West (U.S.) - Maps - 1975-1978 - Cities and towns - Road maps
<<>>Cities and towns - Road maps
<<>>United States - Maps - 1975-1978 - Cities and towns
<<>>United States - Maps - 1975-1978 - Road maps

Chicago, Council Bluffs, Denver, Denver
mountain parks, Des Moines, Houston, Kansas
City, New Orleans, Ogden, Oklahoma City,
Omaha, Pheonix, Provo, Salt Lake City, and
Tulsa.
Panel art: color photos of various highway
overpasses and cities.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

West (U.S.) - Maps - 1976 - Aeronautical
charts

[Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
family at red rock formation (in Utah?).
Panel art: Shamrock logo
Honolulu.
States
Maps on verso (36 x 54 cm. and smaller): United
Plate no. 756217A
Includes advertising for "products of Diamond
Nebraska, Wy
Mexico, Arizona, Colorado, Oklahoma, Kansas,
Approximate coordinates, US (LO) 7: (W
114°30'--W 90°45'/N 44°05'--N 39°00'). Roughly
bounded by Pennington County (S.D.), Vernon
County (Wis.), Fayette County (Ill.), and Sherman
County (Kan.)
Communications information on verso.
Gift 2011, Ralph Ehrenberg.

West (U.S.) - Maps - 1975 - Road
maps

Arizona, Colorado, Kansas, Louisiana, Nebraska,
New Mexico, Oklahoma, Texas, Utah, Wyoming
highway map / Shamrock. [Chicago?] : Rand
Authors: Shamrock Oil and Gas Corporation -- Diamond
Shamrock, Inc. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 61 x 82 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"1975 edition."
Panel title.
Added title: Shamrock territory : Texas, New
Mexico, Arizona, Colorado, Oklahoma, Kansas,
Nebraska, Wyoming, Utah, Louisiana.
Includes advertising for "products of Diamond
Shamrock Oil and Gas Company."
Plate no. 756217A-18.
Maps on verso (36 x 54 cm. and smaller): United
States -- Alaska -- Aleutian Islands -- Hawaii --
Honolulu.
Panel art: Shamrock logo and illustration of a
family at red rock formation (in Utah?).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

West (U.S.) - Maps - 1976 - Aeronautical
charts

[Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
family at red rock formation (in Utah?).
Panel art: Shamrock logo and illustration of a
family at red rock formation (in Utah?).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection

West (U.S.) - Maps - 1975 - Road
maps

Arizona, Colorado, Kansas, Louisiana, Nebraska,
New Mexico, Oklahoma, Texas, Utah, Wyoming
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1975 - Road
maps

Arizona, Colorado, Kansas, Louisiana, New
Mexico, Oklahoma, Texas, Utah, Wyoming

Diamond Shamrock highway map, station
directory. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Co.,
1976.
Authors: Diamond Shamrock, Inc. -- Shamrock
Oil and Gas Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 61 x 83 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"1976 edition."
Panel title.
Added title: Shamrock territory : Arizona, Colorado, Kansas, Louisiana, New Mexico, Oklahoma, Texas, Utah, Wyoming.
Plate no. 766217A-19.
Maps on verso (36 x 54 cm. and smaller): United
States -- Alaska -- Aleutian Islands -- Hawaii --
Honolulu.
Panel art: Shamrock logo and illustration of a
family at red rock formation (in Utah?).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

(NEWBERRY LIBRARY)  
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).  

RMcN CLIENTS 2378 (PrCt)

82618  
**West (U.S.) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps**  
*Road maps*  
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map : col. ; 78 x 57 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm. and smaller  
"1976 edition"  
Panel title.  
Added title: Western United States  
Plate no. 766218-22  
Maps on verso (88 x 52 cm. and smaller): Central United States -- Minneapolis, St. Paul -- Chicago & vicinity -- Kansas City -- St. Louis & vicinity -- Dallas, Ft. Worth -- Houston -- New Orleans -- Inter American Highway.  
Panel art: Color photos of scenic tourist areas.  
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).  
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).  

RMcN CLIENTS 1341 (PrCt)

82619  
**West (U.S.) - Maps - 1982 - Road maps**  
**West (U.S.) - Maps - 1982 - Ski resorts**  
*West (U.S.) - Maps - 1982 - Road maps*  
Authors: General Foods Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress.  
Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map : col. ; 57 x 46 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.  
Panel title.  
"Free with purchase of 10 oz. jar of Maxwell House Instant Coffee" -- Title panel.  
Map "copyright © 1982 by Rand McNally & Company".  
Advertisement for Maxwell House Dream House Sweepstakes © 1983 by General Foods Corporation."  
Added title: Rand McNally winter recreation map and ski guide : western United States.  
Identifies ski resorts; keyed to numbered directory of ski resorts on verso.  
Panel art: Color photo of couple downhill skiing.  
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).  
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).  

RMcN CLIENTS 4210 (PrCt)

82620  
**West (U.S.) - Maps - 1983 - Road maps**  
*Road maps*  
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Maxwell House Coffee Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 atlas (64 p.) : col. maps : 28 cm.  
"Prepared by Maxwell House Coffee" -- front cover.  
Includes directories of state and national parks.  
Cover art: photo of mountains, a couple, and a compass.  
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).  
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).  

folio RMcN atlas .F49 1983 (PrCt)

82621  
**West (U.S.) - Maps - 1988**  
**Great Plains - Maps - 1988**  
**Lewis and Clark Expedition (1804-1806) - Maps - 1988**  
**Lewis and Clark National Historic Trail - Maps - 1988**  
*Lewis and Clark Trail. 1988.*  
Authors: United States. National Park Service 1 map  
temp map4F G4052 .L4P25 1988 N3 (PrCt)

82622  
**West (U.S.) - Maps - 1997**  
A project of the Center of the American West.'  
1st ed.  
Includes bibliographical references and indexes.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.  
ISBN 0393045501

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.  
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
82625 West (U.S.) - Maps - Bibliography
Cartographic evidence bearing on the westward extension of the United States. 1982.
Authors: Ehrenberg, Ralph E., 193 -
3 leaves; 29cm.
BHC 1289
Vert 896 (PrCt)

82626 West (U.S.) - Maps - Bibliography -
Catalogs>>>Pacific Coast (U.S.) - Maps -
Bibliography - Catalogs>>>Northwest Coast of North America - Maps - Bibliography -
Catalogs>>>Montana - Maps - Bibliography -
Catalogs>>>Indians - North America - Maps -
Bibliography - Catalogs>>>Mansfield
Library. Historical Map Collection -
Catalogs>>>University of Montana - Map
collections - Catalogs>>>University of
Montana. Mansfield Library. Historical Map
Collection SEE Mansfield Library. Historical Map
Collection Indexed, annotated cartobibliography of the
University of Montana, Mansfield Library,
Historical Map Collection / by Constance M.
Piquette. [Missoula, Mont.] : University of
Montana, Mansfield Library, 1983.
Authors: Piquette, Constance M. -- Mansfield
Library. Historical Map Collection -- University of
Montana. Mansfield Library. Historical Map
Collection SEE Mansfield Library. Historical Map
*Emphasising the exploration of the West, the
history of Montana and the Pacific Northwest.
Items of specific interest are the maps of early
Montana national forests, maps of the
development of Kalispell, and maps offering data
relating to the Indians of North America.'
'March 17, 1983.'
Includes index.
Formerly folio Z6027.U5 P56
Map Ref folio Z6027.U5 P56 (NLO)

82627 West (U.S.) - Maps - Bibliography -
Indexes>>>Graff, Everett D. (Everett Dwight),
1885-1964 - Map Collections - Catalogs -
Indexes>>>Everett D. Graff Collection of
Western Americana (Newberry Library) -
Bibliography - Catalogs -
Indexes>>>Newberry Library - Map
Collections - Bibliography - Catalogs -
Indexes
Index to maps in the catalogue of the Everett D.
Graff collection of western Americana / compiled
by Brenda Berkman ; edited by Robert W.
Karrow, Jr. Chicago : Hermon Dunlap Smith
Center for the History of Cartography at the
Newberry Library, 1972.
Authors: Berkman, Brenda -- Karrow, Robert W. --
Everett D. Graff Collection of Western
Americana (Newberry Library) -- Hermon Dunlap
Smith Center for the History of Cartography --
Everett D. Graff collection of Western Americana
(1968)
17 p.: ill.; 26 cm.
'This index is designed to supplement the index
in Colton Storm's Catalogue of the Everett D.
Graff collection of western Americana (Chicago:
West (U.S.) - Maps - Collections, 1800-1899 - Trails - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
- Trails - West (U.S.) - Maps - Collections, 1800-1899 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - West (U.S.) - Maps - Collections, 1800-1899 - Road maps - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles - Road maps


[Colorado Springs, Colo. Stewart Commission on Western History at Colorado College, 1925-1928].


Consists of blue prints or blue line prints of manuscript maps and notes.

Contents: v. 1. The Platte River routes -- v. 2. North and South Platte routes -- v. 3. The Oregon Trail in Idaho and Oregon -- v. 4. The California Trail, Fort Hall to Placerville, with branch to Salt Lake City -- v. 5. The Santa Fé Trail (Raton Mountain route) -- v. 6. The Santa Fé-California Trail.

Includes bibliographical references.


References: Phillips 10764; Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 1277.

NL 34-4901

folio GA405.5 .B46 2002 (NLO)

West (U.S.) - Maps - Exhibitions
- Cartography - West (U.S.) - History - Exhibitions - Overland journeys to the Pacific - Maps - Exhibitions - New York Public Library - Map collections - Exhibitions

Heading west, touring west: mapmakers, performing artists, and the American frontier.


*Published for two exhibitions at the New York Public Library’s Humanities and Social Sciences Library: Heading West : Mapping the Territory ... Mar. 9-May 19, 2001, and, Touring West : 19th-century Performing Artists on the Overland Trails ... April 6-July 7, 2001'--T.p. verso.

Includes bibliographical references (p. 80).

ISBN 087104451X

F591 .H88 2001 (NLO)

West (U.S.) - Maps - Exhibitions
- Cartography - West (U.S.) - History - Exhibitions - University of Texas at Arlington. Libraries. Special Collections Division - Exhibitions


Authors: Huseman, Ben W. -- University of Texas at Arlington. Libraries. Special Collections Division -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 48 p. : col. ill., 34 maps (chiefly col.) ; 28 cm.

Catalog of an exhibition of maps held August 25, 2008-January 3, 2009, in Special Collections, University of Texas at Arlington Library.

Contents: International tensions and Enlightenment knowledge: maps of the West, circa 1800 -- Maps from the Louisiana Purchase

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

Includes bibliographical references (p. 47-48). Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Newberry Library**

**Baskes folio GA408.5.W47 H87 2008 (NLO)**

**82632**  
**West (U.S.) - Maps - Exhibitions - Catalogs**  
**Newberry Library - Exhibitions**  
**Festival of Maps (2007-2008 : Chicago, Ill.)**

*Mapping Manifest Destiny : Chicago and the American West [exhibit checklist].* [2007].

Authors: Conzen, Michael P. -- Dillon, Diane -- Newberry Library -- Kenneth Nebenzahl, Jr., lectures in the history of cartography -- Hermon Dunlap Smith Center for the History of Cartography -- Festival of Maps (2007-2008 : Chicago, Ill.)

7 p. ; 28 cm. + exhibit flyer (1 leaf fold. to 22 x 10 cm.)


Curated by Diane Dillon and Michael Conzen. Organized to coincide with the 16th series of Kenneth Nebenzahl, Jr., Lectures in the History of Cartography (2008); one of the map exhibitions forming part of the Festival of Maps held in Chicago during 2007-2008.

Bound with a photocopy of an exhibit flyer listing Newberry 'exhibition-related public programs' associated with the Festival.

Duplicate copy: Vert 330


**Map Ref folio Z881.C525 N48 2007 (PrCt)**

**82633**  
**West (U.S.) - Maps - Exhibitions**  
**West (U.S.) - Pictorial works**  
**Exhibitions**  
**Turner, Frederick Jackson, 1861-1932 - Exhibitions**  
**Buffalo Bill, 1846-1917 - Exhibitions**  
**Newberry Library - Exhibitions - Catalogs**


Newberry Library


This copy annotated in pencil with Newberry call numbers.

Includes bibliographical references and index.


LC Card Number: 94-8534

ISBN 0520088433 (alk. paper) ; 0520088441 (pbk. : alk. paper)

**Map Ref Z881.C525 N48 1994 (NLO)**

**82634**  
**West (U.S.) - Motels - 1950<<<Best Western Hotels - 1950**

*The Best Western travel guide : covers 25,000 miles of principally traveled highways in the western half of the United States. Long Beach, Calif. Best Western Motels, [1950].

Authors: Best Western Hotels (Firm)

40 p. ; 16 x 8 cm.

Rubber stamp of "Lincoln Auto Court, Cheyenne Wyoming" on back cover.

"This guide should not be used after October 1st, 1951" -- p. 39.


**82635**  

Authors: Shepherd, F. H. -- Butterworth, Hezekiah, 1839-1905. Zigzag journeys in the western states of America ... (1884) -- Dean & Son

3 maps on 1 sheet ; sheet 21 x 34 cm. Title supplied by cataloger.

Includes vignettes of a horseback rider, a shoreline scene, a waterfall, a train on a trestle bridge, and a paddle-wheel boat (reproduced from wood engravings), combined with three segments of one or more unidentified railroad maps of the northern United States, detailing parts of New England, the Great Lakes, and the Middle West (probably reproduced from original lithograph).

Scale [ca. 1:6,090,000]

Coordinates: (W 94°47'00"--W 69°46'00"/N 45°41'00"--N 41°23'00"

In: Butterworth, Hezekiah. Zigzag journeys in the western states of America : the Atlantic to the

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Interstate Company -- Western Pacific Railroad Company -- Smith-Brooks Co. -- Smith-Brooks Printing Company (Denver, Colo.)
SEE Smith-Brooks Co.
[44] p.: col. ill., map; 25 x 29 cm.
'Made exclusively for the Interstate Company.'
'For sale only enroute on Western Pacific Railroad.'
Cover title: From San Francisco to Salt Lake City: along the line of the Western Pacific Railroad, the Feather River Route.
folio F851 .V48 1944 (NLO)

82637 West (U.S.) - Pictorial works - 1992 - Cities and towns - Ghost towns<<>>Cities and towns - West (U.S.) - Pictorial works - 1992 - Ghost towns<<>>Ghost towns - West (U.S.) - Pictorial works - 1992
Authors: Topping, Gary, 1941- -- Radeka, Lynn 160 p.: ill. (chiefly col.); 32 cm.
Photographs by Lynn Radeka; text by Gary Topping.
Survey of 18 authentic ghost towns located throughout the western United States, illustrated with more than 150 color photographs, all commissioned especially for this volume.
'An M & M Book.'
Contents: Rocky Mountain States. Ashcroft, Colorado; Animas Forks, Colorado; Alta, Colorado; South Pass City, Wyoming; Piedmont, Wyoming -- The Northwest. Garnet, Montana; Bannack, Montana; Silver City, Idaho; Molson, Washington -- The Southwest. Golden, New Mexico; Cabezon, New Mexico; Shakespeare, New Mexico; Jerome, Arizona -- The Far West. Gold Point, Nevada; Belmont, Nevada; Berlin, Nevada; Bodie, California; Hornitos, California.
ISBN 0792456556
folio F591 .T674 1992 (NLO)

82638 West (U.S.) - Pictorial works - Collections,
2008 - West Virginia - Maps

2008 - Historical atlases


Authors: Riddel, Frank S.
1 atlas (viii, 306 p. : maps) ; 29 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 275-295) and index.
ISBN 1933202270 ; 9781933202273.

82645 West Virginia - Maps - 1885 - Railroads


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1885)
1 map : col. ; 12 x 15 cm.
Title in right margin.

82646 West Virginia - Maps - 1888 - Railroads

Rand, McNally & Co.'s new map of West Virginia. Chicago : Rand, McNally & Co., [1888].

Authors: Rand McNally and Company. Rand McNally & Co.'s improved indexed business atlas and shipper's guide ... (1888) -- Rand McNally and Company. Commercial atlas (1888)
1 map : col. ; 31 x 47 cm.
Added title in upper margin: Rand, McNally & Co.'s West Virginia.
Continuation inset (15 x 7 cm.): Northern portion of West Virginia.
In Rand, McNally & Co.'s improved indexed business atlas and shipper's guide ... (Chicago: Rand McNally, 1888) p. 200-201.
Keyed to index of towns and railroads on p. 202-207.
Uniform atlas title: Commercial atlas.
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

oversize RMcN atlas .C7 1888, p. 200-201 (PrCt)

82647 West Virginia - Maps - 1890 - Railroads

Rand, McNally and Co.'s new map of West Virginia. Chicago : Rand, McNally & Co., 1890, c1888.

1 map : col. ; 31 x 46 cm.
Added title in upper margin: Rand, McNally and Co.'s West Virginia.
‘Rand, McNally and Co.’s business atlas map of West Virginia. Copyright, 1888 ...’ -- at bottom center.
Continuation inset (15 x 7 cm.): Northern portion of West Virginia.
Issued folded in accompanying index (33 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand, McNally & Co.’s indexed county and railroad pocket map and shippers’ guide of West Virginia. Chicago and New York : Rand, McNally & Co., c1889 [sic].
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 921 (PrCt)

82648 West Virginia - Maps - 1894 - Railroads


For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

1 map : col. ; 31 x 47 cm.

Title in upper margin.

‘Rand, McNally & Co.’s business atlas map of West Virginia. Copyright, 1888 ... ' -- at bottom left.

Continuation inset (15 x 7 cm.): Northern portion of West Virginia.

Issued folded in accompanying index (44 p.; 17 cm.): Rand, McNally & Co.’s indexed county and railroad pocket map and shippers’ guide of West Virginia. Chicago and New York : Rand, McNally & Co., c1894.

Handstamp on front cover: Library of Congress copyright Jul. [?]. 14 1894 ...

No. ‘28208 Z2’ [?] in pencil on front cover.

Uniform title: Shippers guide.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

map6C G3700 19-- .U5, boxes 216-217 (PrCt)

82651 West Virginia - Maps - 1903 - Railroads<<>>Railroads - Maps


1 map : col.; 38 x 65 cm. fold in covers 17 x 11 cm. + index (55, [5] p.)

Cover title.

Map proper, titled ‘Rand McNally & Co.’s West Virginia,' has railroads overprinted in red.

Paper label of J. Leach, Stationer on front cover.


Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection and the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library). Previous location: B-36 AMcN III PC 2880 (PrCt)

82652 West Virginia - Maps - 1907 - Railroads<<>>Railroads - Maps

West Virginia. Copyright, 1907 ... Copyright, 1904 ... ' -- at upper left.

Includes key to railroads numbered 0-68 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: West Virginia. Railroads.

Continuation inset (12 x 6 cm.): Northern portion of West Virginia on same scale.

Issued folded in accompanying index (45 p.; 17 cm.): Rand, McNally & Co.’s indexed county and railroad pocket map and shippers’ guide of West Virginia. Chicago and New York : Rand, McNally & Co., c1907.

Uniform title: Shippers guide.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 922 (PrCt)

82653 West Virginia - Maps - 1911 - Railroads<<>>Railroads - Maps

West Virginia. Copyright, 1911 ... Copyright, 1904 ... ' -- at upper left.

Includes key to railroads numbered 1-201 (with

map6C G3700 19-- .U5, boxes 216-217 (PrCt)

82654 West Virginia - Maps - 1900-1960 - Topographic maps<<>>Topographic maps


Authors: Geological Survey (U.S.)

c. 78 maps : col.; on sheets 45 x 33 cm. fold. to 18 x 27 cm.

Scale 1:62,500.

Dates of publication vary.

Moffat lists 133 maps before 1940.

Coverage is not complete at this scale; see index map in box 216.

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisles 42 and 43 (July 2012).

Reference: Moffat, Riley. Map index to topographic quadrangles of the United States, 1882-1940 (Santa Cruz, Calif.: Western Association of Map Libraries, 1986)


map6C G3700 19-- .U5, boxes 216-217 (PrCt)

82650 West Virginia - Maps - 1900-1960 - Topographic maps<<>>Topographic maps

West Virginia, 7.5 minute series (topographic). Washington, D.C. The Survey, [ca. 1900-ca.1960].

Authors: Geological Survey (U.S.)

c. 627 maps : col.; on sheets 54 x 44 cm. fold. to 17 x 28 cm.

Scale 1:24,000.

Dates of publication vary.

According to USGS, coverage at this scale complete in 495 maps.

Coverage may not be complete at this scale; see index map in box 216.

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisles 42 and 43 (July 2012).


RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 922 (PrCt)
gaps in numbering) beneath added title: West Virginia railroads.
Continuation inset (12 x 6 cm.): Northern portion of West Virginia on same scale.
Issued folded in accompanying index (70 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally & Co.'s indexed county and railroad pocket map and shippers' guide of West Virginia. Chicago and New York : Rand McNally & Co., c1911.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 924 (PrCt)

82654 West Virginia - Maps - 1913 - Mines and Mineral Resources
Map of West Virginia, showing coal, oil, gas, iron ore and limestone areas. 1913.
1 map : col. ; 83 x 106 cm.
Includes list of coal mines.
M1043
map6F G3891.H1 1913 W4 (PrCt)

82655 West Virginia - Maps - 1913 - Railroads
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
'Rand, McNally and Co.'s new business atlas map of Virginia and West Virginia. Copyright, 1904' -- at bottom left.
Includes key to railroads numbered 1-206 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: West Virginia railroads.
Continuation inset (12 x 6 cm.): Northern portion of West Virginia on same scale.
Issued folded in accompanying index (53 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally & Co.'s indexed county and railroad pocket map and shippers' guide of West Virginia. Chicago and New York : Rand McNally & Co., c1913.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 925 (PrCt)

82656 West Virginia - Maps - 1913 - Railroads
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
'Rand, McNally and Co.'s new business atlas map of Virginia and West Virginia. Copyright, 1904' -- at bottom left.
Includes key to railroads numbered 1-206 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: West Virginia railroads.
Continuation inset (12 x 6 cm.): Northern portion of West Virginia on same scale.
Issued folded in accompanying index (54 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally & Co.'s indexed county and railroad pocket map and shippers' guide of West Virginia. Chicago and New York : Rand McNally & Co., c1914.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
'Copyrighted by Rand McNally & Co., April 22, 1913' in ms. on title page verso.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 926 (PrCt)
82660 West Virginia - Maps - 1919 - Railroads - Road maps - Maps

1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
Plate no. 157D.
Includes key to railroads numbered 1-206 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: West Virginia railroads.
Continuation inset (12 x 6 cm.): Northern portion of West Virginia on same scale.
On verso: West Virginia automobile road map. 1 map ; 47 x 63 cm. Plate no. 649C. 'National Highways Association roads used by permission.' Issued folded in accompanying index (67 p.; 17 cm.): Rand-McNally indexed pocket map and shippers' guide of West Virginia. Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Co., c1919.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Editor's copy; map lightly annotated with notes regarding agriculture, mining, and lumber; many index entries marked in red and blue pencil.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library), Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
R McN Shippers Guide 4C 930 (PrCt)

82661 West Virginia - Maps - 1919 - Railroads - Road maps - Maps

1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
Plate no. 157D.
Includes key to railroads numbered 1-206 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: West Virginia railroads.
Continuation inset (12 x 6 cm.): Northern portion of West Virginia on same scale.
On verso: West Virginia automobile road map. 1 map ; 47 x 63 cm. Plate no. 649C. 'National Highways Association roads used by permission.' Issued folded in accompanying index (67 p.; 17 cm.): Rand-McNally indexed pocket map and shippers' guide of West Virginia. Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Co., c1919.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library), Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
R McN Shippers Guide 4C 929 (PrCt)
Handstamp on front cover: Register of Copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.
Dated '2/16/20' in ms. on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 931 (PrCt)

82663 West Virginia - Maps - 1920 - Railroads>>>West Virginia - Maps - 1920 - Road maps>>>Road maps>>>Railroads - Maps
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
Plate no. 157E.
Includes key to railroads numbered 1-206 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: West Virginia railroads.
Continuation inset (12 x 6 cm.): Northern portion of West Virginia on same scale.
On verso: West Virginia automobile road map. 1 map ; 47 x 63 cm. Plate no. 649C. 'National Highways Association roads used by permission.'
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 933 (PrCt)

82666 West Virginia - Maps - 1921 - Postal service>>>Postal service - West Virginia - Maps - 1921 - Railroads>>>West Virginia - Maps - 1921 - Wall maps>>>Railroads - Maps
Post route map of the state of West Virginia ... 1st of January, 1921. [Washington, D.C. U.S. Post Office], 1921.
Authors: United States. Post Office Dept. -- Burleson, Albert Sidney, 1863-1937
1 map : col. ; 78 x 116 cm., folded in covers to 17 x 10 cm.
Cover title: Map of West Virginia.
'Published by order of Postmaster General A.S. Burleson.'
map3C G3891.P8 1921 .U5 (PrCt)

82665 West Virginia - Maps - 1921 - Railroads>>>West Virginia - Maps - 1921 - Road maps>>>Road maps>>>Railroads - Maps
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
'The Rand McNally new commercial atlas map of West Virginia' -- at upper left.
Plate no. 157F.
Includes key to railroads numbered 1-206 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: West Virginia railroads.
Continuation inset (12 x 6 cm.): Northern portion of West Virginia on same scale.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of West Virginia. 1 map ; 47 x 63 cm. Plate no. 1034F.
Issued folded in accompanying index (58 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of West Virginia. Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1921.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Handstamp on front cover: Register of Copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.
Dated '3/15/21' in ms. on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 932 (PrCt)

West Virginia - Maps - 1922 - Railroads>>>West Virginia - Maps - 1922 - Road maps>>>Road maps>>>Railroads - Maps
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
'The Rand McNally new commercial atlas map of West Virginia' -- at upper left.
Plate no. 157G.
Includes key to railroads numbered 1-206 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: West Virginia railroads.
Continuation inset (12 x 6 cm.): Northern portion of West Virginia on same scale.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of West Virginia. 1 map ; 47 x 63 cm. Plate no. 1034G.
Issued folded in accompanying index (59 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of West Virginia. Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1922.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Handstamp on front cover: Register of Copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.
Dated '3/15/21' in ms. on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 932 (PrCt)

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
82667 West Virginia - Maps - 1923 - Railroads - Road maps - Road maps - Railroads - Maps
Rand McNally standard map of West Virginia.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [1923].
1 map : col. ; 47 x 62 cm.
Plate no. 1137H.
Includes key to railroads numbered 8-206 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: West Virginia railroads.
Continuation inset (14 x 16 cm.): Northern portion of West Virginia on same scale as main map.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of West Virginia. 1 map ; 47 x 62 cm. Plate no. 1175J.
Issued folded in accompanying index (53 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of West Virginia. Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1923.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Handstamp on front cover: Register of Copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.
Dated '3/31/23' in ms. on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 934 (PrCt)

82669 West Virginia - Maps - 1925 - Railroads - Road maps - Road maps - Railroads - Maps
Rand McNally standard map of West Virginia.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [1925].
1 map : col. ; 47 x 62 cm.
Plate no. 9R24.
Includes key to railroads numbered 1-206 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: West Virginia railroads.
Continuation inset (14 x 16 cm.): Northern portion of West Virginia.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of West Virginia. 1 map ; 47 x 62 cm. Plate no. 2N24. Includes key to 5 named 'principal trails in West Virginia.'
Issued folded in accompanying index (57 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of West Virginia. San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1925.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Handstamp on front cover: Register of Copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.
Dated '2/28/25' in ms. on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 936 (PrCt)

82668 West Virginia - Maps - 1924 - Railroads - Road maps - Road maps - Railroads - Maps
Rand McNally standard map of West Virginia.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [1924].
1 map : col. ; 47 x 62 cm.
Plate no. 9R23.
Includes key to railroads numbered 8-206 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: West Virginia railroads.
Continuation inset (14 x 16 cm.): Northern portion of West Virginia.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of West Virginia. 1 map ; 47 x 62 cm. Plate no. 1175J.
Issued folded in accompanying index (55 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of West Virginia. Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1924.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Handstamp on front cover: Register of Copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.
Dated '4/1/22' in ms. on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 935 (PrCt)
of West Virginia.

On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of West Virginia. 1 map ; 47 x 62 cm. Plate no. 2N24. Includes key to 5 named 'principal trails in West Virginia.'

Issued folded in accompanying index (61 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of West Virginia. San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1928.

Uniform title: Shippers guide.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 938 (PrCt)

82671 West Virginia - Maps - 1928 - Railroads - Road maps - Railroads - Maps
Rand McNally standard map of West Virginia.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [1928].
1 map : col. ; 47 x 62 cm.
Plate no. 7R27.
Includes key to railroads numbered 5-206 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: West Virginia railroads.

Continuation inset (14 x 16 cm.): Northern portion of West Virginia.

On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of West Virginia. 1 map ; 47 x 62 cm. Plate no. 2N24. Includes key to 5 named 'principal trails in West Virginia.'

Issued folded in accompanying index (61 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of West Virginia. San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1928.

Uniform title: Shippers guide.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 939 (PrCt)

82672 West Virginia - Maps - 1928 - Railroads - Road maps - Railroads - Maps
Rand McNally standard map of West Virginia.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [1928].
1 map : col. ; 47 x 62 cm.
Plate no. 7R27.
Includes key to railroads numbered 5-206 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: West Virginia railroads.

Continuation inset (14 x 16 cm.): Northern portion of West Virginia.

On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of West Virginia. 1 map ; 47 x 62 cm. Plate no. 2N24. Includes key to 5 named 'principal trails in West Virginia.'

Issued folded in accompanying index (61 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of West Virginia. San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1928.

Uniform title: Shippers guide.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 940 (PrCt)
West Virginia - Maps - 1930-1939 - Railroads

Rand McNally standard map of West Virginia.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [193-?].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 63 cm. on sheet 50 x 69 cm.
Plate nos. 7R29 and 1:475.
Keyed to railroads in red.
On verso: Rand McNally standard map of West Virginia with air trails. Plate nos. 7R29, 1N30, and 1:475.
Includes elevations.
Both maps include insets of northern West Virginia.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 13.13X (PrCt)

West Virginia - Maps - 1931 - Railroads

48 p. : 8 maps (2 folded) ; 24 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally pocket maps : West Virginia : counties, cities, towns, auto roads, railroads, city maps, hotels, 1930 census
Uniform title: Pocket maps
Folded map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back to back, col. ; 47 x 64 cm. and 53 x 69 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of West Virginia. Plate nos. "No.1:475", and "7R30". Includes key to railroads and inset of northern West Virginia (14 x 17 cm.). -- Rand McNally official 1931 auto road map : Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia. Plate no. M-1031. Includes inset map of western Virginia (10 x 15 cm.)
Index includes maps of Bluefield, Charleston, Clarksburg, Huntington, Parkersburg, and Wheeling (p. 45-48).
Cover art: Cars on road alongside passenger train.
"50c" -- printed on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Pocket 4C 285 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

giving the name of every stream and showing the boundary lines of each county and the districts thereof, together with all established county and state roads. Clarksburg, W. Va. Clarksburg Pub. Co., c1933.
1 atlas (64 p.) : 56 maps ; 43 cm.
"Compiled by John R. Ice, Belington, W. Va."--On maps.
Includes index to post offices.
Scales differ.
Laid in: General highway map, Braxton County, West Virginia : map prepared by the State Road Commission of West Virginia ... in cooperation with the Federal Works Agency, Public Roads Administration. [Charleston : State Road Commission of West Virginia, 1942].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 34000028
Baskes oversize G1295 .C53 1933 (NLO)

82680 West Virginia - Maps - 1948-1950 - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Pocket maps -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
46 p. : 2 col. maps on 1 sheet (folded) ; 24 cm.
"1948 edition."
Cover title: Rand McNally pocket maps : West Virginia : complete indexed reference map ... [and] highway map
Uniform title: Pocket maps
Folded map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back to back, col. ; 47 x 64 cm. and 42 x 65 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of West Virginia. Plate no. 7890123. Includes key to railroads and inset map of northern West Virginia (14 x 17 cm.) -- Rand McNally road map : Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia. Plate no. 8-463617-V-2.
Cover art: Cars on road alongside passenger train.
"50c" -- printed on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Pocket 4C 286 (PrCt)

82679 West Virginia - Maps - 1938<>>>Wall maps
Rand McNally wall map of West Virginia. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1938]?
Authors: Brown, E. F., 20th cent. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 96 x 110 cm.
"Edited by E.F. Brown, Marshall College, Huntington, W. Va."
Insets (24 x 28 cm.): Rainfall and temperature -- Mineral resources.
Plate nos.: AM47 -- 2N38.
On wooden rollers.
Hand-stamped copyright copy dated 1938.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
artifacts cage RMcN maproll 7 : 6. 1 (PrCt)

82680 West Virginia - Maps - 1948<>>>West Virginia
West Virginia - Maps - 1952
- West Virginia - Maps - 1952 - Railroads
- Atlantic States - Maps - 1952 - Road maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Pocket maps -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
43 p. : 2 col. maps on 1 sheet (folded) ; 24 cm.
"1952 edition."
Cover title: Rand McNally West Virginia pocket map : reference map ... [and] detailed highway map
Uniform title: Pocket maps
Folded map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back to back, col. ; 47 x 64 cm. and 37 x 57 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of West Virginia. Plate no. 54321. Includes key to railroads and inset map of northern West Virginia (14 x 17 cm.) -- Rand McNally road map : Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia. Plate no. 6-463617V-11.
"2 maps in one, $1" -- front cover.
Cover art: Schematic road sign labeled "reference map ... ." Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Pocket 4C 288 (PrCt)

West Virginia - Maps - 1962-1963
- West Virginia - Maps - 1962-1963 - Railroads
- Atlantic States - Maps - 1962-1963 - Road maps

Rand McNally West Virginia pocket map. San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1962 [i.e. 1963?].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Pocket maps -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
40 p. : 3 col. maps on 1 sheet (folded) ; 24 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally West Virginia pocket reference map ... [and] detailed highway map
Uniform title: Pocket maps
Folded map contents (3 maps on 1 sheet : back to back, col. ; 47 x 63 cm. and 42 x 65 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of West Virginia. Includes key to

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
railroads and inset map of northern West Virginia 
(14 x 17 cm.) -- Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, 
West Virginia (eastern section) : Rand McNally 
road map. "Copyright © 1963 [!]" Plate no. 
3-575613-17 -- Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia 
(western section) : Rand McNally road map. 
Also includes maps of western Virginia, 
Baltimore, Washington D.C., 
Northfolk-Portsmouth (14 x 14 cm. and smaller). 
"2 maps" -- front cover. 
"$1.95" -- adhesive label on front cover. 
Cover art: stylized and labeled map symbols (e.g. 
"elevations", "points of interest", "air facilities", 
etc.) 
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection 
(Newberry Library). 
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008). 
RMcN Pocket 4C 292 (PrCt)

82686
West Virginia - Maps - 1962
West Virginia - Maps - 1962 - Railroads
Atlantic States - Maps - 1962 - Road maps

Rand McNally West Virginia pocket map. San Francisco; Chicago; New York: Rand McNally 
& Company, c1962. 
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Pocket maps -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) 
40 p.: 3 col. maps on 1 sheet (folded); 24 cm. 
Cover title: Rand McNally West Virginia pocket reference map ... [and] detailed highway map 
Uniform title: Pocket maps 
Folded map contents (3 maps on 1 sheet: back to back, col.; 47 x 63 cm. and smaller, folded to 
23 x 10 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally 
standard map of West Virginia. Includes key to 
railroads and inset map of northern West Virginia 
(14 x 17 cm.) -- Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, 
West Virginia (eastern section) : Rand McNally 
road map. Plate no. 2-575613-15 -- Maryland, 
Virginia, West Virginia (western section) : Rand McNally road map. 
Also includes maps of western Virginia, 
Baltimore, Washington D.C., 
Northfolk-Portsmouth (14 x 14 cm. and smaller). 
"2 maps" -- front cover. 
"$1.50" -- printed on front cover. 
Cover art: stylized and labeled map symbols (e.g. 
"elevations", "points of interest", "air facilities", 
etc.) 
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection 
(Newberry Library). 
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008). 
RMcN Pocket 4C 291 (PrCt)

82687
West Virginia - Maps - 1970
Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection 
(Newberry Library) 
Hand-stamped copyright copy. 
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection 
(Newberry Library). 
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011). 
RMcN atlas W25 1970 (PrCt)

82688
West Virginia - Maps - 1970 - Road maps

by West Virginia Department of Highways, 
Advanced Planning Division, 1970. 
Authors: West Virginia. Department of Highways. 
Advanced Planning Division -- Rand McNally 
Collection (Newberry Library) 
1 map: col.; 53 x 60 cm., folded to 24 x 10 cm. 
Panel title. 
Added title: 1970 official West Virginia highway map / issued by West Virginia Department of 
Highways. 
Inset (14 x 16 cm.): Mileage diagram. 
Panel art: Color photo of mountains. 
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection 
(Newberry Library). 
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011). 
RMcN Clients 4970 (PrCt)

82689
West Virginia - Maps - 1972 - Road maps

West Virginia - Maps - 1972 - Counties 
West Virginia - Maps - 1972 - Counties maps

General highway map : ... County, West Virginia / prepared by West Virginia Department of 
Highways, Advanced Planning Division ; in 
cooperation with the U.S. Department of 
Transportation, Federal Highway Administration. 
[Charleston]: West Virginia Department of 
Highways, 1972. 
Authors: West Virginia. Dept. of Highways -- United States. Federal Highway Administration -- 
Logility Transportation (Des Plaines, Ill.) -- Centre 
Mark Co. (Elmhurst, Ill.) 
1 atlas ([132] p.): 55 maps; on 128 sheets 22 x 
44 cm. and smaller 
Scale [ca. 1:127,500], 
Title of each map: General highway map ... 
County, West Virginia. 
Index map at front of volume. 
Each county map comprises multiple sheets; 
each sheet includes state location map, index to 
sheets, diagram of townships; some sheets 
include insets of populated places. 
Original maps date from 1963-71; "latest revision 
date" on all sheets is Jan. 1, 1972. 
Includes MS annotations by Logility or an earlier 
firm, Centre Mark. 
map6C G3891 .P2 1972 .W4 (PrCt)
West Virginia - Maps - 1974 - Road maps
1 map : col. ; 54 x 61 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm. Panel title.
Added title: 1974 official West Virginia highway map / issued by West Virginia Department of Highways.
Insets (14 x 16 cm. and smaller): Mileage diagram -- Beckley -- Bluefield -- Clarksburg -- Charleston-South Charleston -- Fairmont -- Huntington -- Martinsburg -- Moundsville -- Morgantown -- Parkersburg -- Wheeling. 
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4704 (PrCt)

West Virginia - Maps - 1997 - Road maps
1 map : col. ; fold. to 24 x 11 cm. Panel title.
Uniform title: EasyFinder Laminated.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
ISBN 0528967010
RMcN Road Map 1997 WestV (PrCt)

West Virginia Turnpike (W. Va.) - Description and travel - 1974
1 brochure ([6] p.) : col. map ; on sheet 22 x 28 cm., folded to 22 x 10 cm. Panel title.
"Toll rates ... effective April 1, 1974."
Includes colored map (22 x 10 cm.). Panel art: Color photo of interstate bridge and West Virginia Turnpike logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4705 (PrCt)

1 map : on sheet 60 x 27 cm Facsimile of 1774 original issued in and detached from Scharf, J. Thomas. History of Westchester County, New York (Philadelphia, 1886). 605
map4F G3804.S38 1774 W4 (PrCt)

A Plan of the Manor of Philipsburgh in the county of Westchester ... with the addition of the southern end of Colen-Donck. 1886. Authors: Hills, John, surveyor -- Scharf, J. Thomas (John Thomas), 1843-1898
map2F G3803.W5 1785 H5 (PrCt)

Westchester County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1829 --> Counties - Maps
Map of the County of Westchester. [Albany] : Published by the Surveyor General pursuant to an Act of the Legislature, 1829.
Authors: Burr, David H., 1803-1875 -- DeWitt, Simeon, 1756-1834 -- New York (State).
Surveyor General -- Rawdon, Clark & Co.--Rawdon, Wright & Co.--Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: hand col.; 46 x 31 cm.
Detached from Burr and DeWitt’s An Atlas of the State of New York: containing a map of the State and of the several counties (New York: David H. Burr, 1829).
Scale ca. 1:167,500.
Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection.
map2F G3803.W5 1829 B8 (PrCt)

82697 Westchester County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1839<--->Counties - Maps
Map of the County of Westchester, New York: Stone and Clark, 1839.
1 map: hand col.; 46 x 32 cm.
In Burr, David H. and Simeon De Witt. An Atlas of the State of New York: containing a map of the State and of the several counties (New York: David H. Burr, 1829; republished Ithaca: Stone and Clark, 1839) pl. [5]. Map dated 1829 and 1839; engraved ‘No. 6.’
Case oversize G 10851 .13 pl. 5 (PrCt)

82698 Westchester County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1851 - Landowners<--->Counties - Maps<--->Landowners - Maps
[Westchester County (N.Y.) - 1851: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche], [Washington, D.C.]: LC G&M Division, [1893?].
Authors: Sidney & Neff -- Brown, Newell S.--Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 1 map; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 2 sheets, 24.5 x 37.5 in. each.
Microfiche 583, no. 577 (PrCt)

82699 Westchester County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1858 - Landowners<--->Counties - Maps<--->Landowners - Maps
[Westchester County (N.Y.) - 1858: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche], [Washington, D.C.]: LC G&M Division, [1983?].
Authors: Merry, F. C.--Dripps, M. (Matthew)--Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 1 map; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 4 parts, 2 are 27.5 x 21 in. each and 2 are 30 x 21 in. each. Scale 1:42,240.
Originally published New York: M. Dripps, 1858.
Microfiche 583, no. 578 (PrCt)

82700 Westchester County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1893 - Landowners<--->Counties - Maps<--->Landowners - Maps
Authors: Bien, Joseph R. -- Bien, Julius, 1826-1909 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([61] leaves of plates (some folded)): 32 col. maps; 53 cm.
Scales differ.
Maps mounted on linen.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 2262
Baskes oversize G3803.W5 G46 1893 .B5 (NLO)

Rand, McNally & Co.’s road maps and cycling guide to Westchester County (New York) : with six original large-scale route maps. Chicago and New York : Rand, McNally & Company, c1896.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Geo. N. Pierce & Co. (Buffalo, N.Y.) -- Covell, William King -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Pierce (Geo, N.) & Co., Buffalo, N.Y.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
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Westchester County, N.Y. and vicinity.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 483 (PrCt)

82706 Westchester County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1928 - Road maps---New York Region - Maps - 1928 - Road maps---Road maps---Counties - Maps
Rand McNally mile to the inch map of Westchester County, N.Y. and vicinity. New York and Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1928?].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 84 x 66 cm.
'5954-New York-5-28' -- at bottom center.
Maps on verso (22 x 28 cm. and 30 x 35 cm): Southern gateways to Westchester County -- Gateways to Westchester County. Section of northeastern United States featuring main highways leading to Westchester County. Includes text sections 'index to cities', 'Westchester County park system', 'golf and county clubs in Westchester', and 'Ferries.'
Cover title: Rand McNally official auto road map : Westchester County, N.Y. and vicinity.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 483 (PrCt)

82707 Westchester County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1935 - Road maps---Putnam County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1935 - Road maps---Road maps---Counties - Maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company of New York -- Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- General Drafting Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 56 x 39 cm., folded to 24 x 12 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Motoring through Westchester and Putnam counties, you will find...
Map on verso (22 x 20 cm.): Main roads to and through Manhattan.
Panel art: "Socony" flying horse logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

82708 Westchester County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps---Putnam County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps---Road maps---Counties - Maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company of New York -- Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- General Drafting Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 63 x 44 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Motoring in Westchester and Putnam counties ...
Map on verso (21 x 20 cm.): Main roads to and through Manhattan.
Panel art: Socony sign over country scene.
Handstamped "1937" and "copyrighted"
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 169.9A (PrCt)

82709 Westchester County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps---Putnam County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps---Road maps---Counties - Maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company of New York -- Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- General Drafting Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 63 x 44 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Motoring in Westchester and Putnam counties ...
Map on verso (21 x 20 cm.): Main roads to and through Manhattan.
Panel art: Socony sign.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 18 1938 Rand McNally & Co. ...." Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 168.79 (PrCt)

82710 Westchester County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps---Putnam County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps---Road maps---Counties - Maps
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 56 x 39 cm.
Westchester County (N.Y.) - Maps
- 1949 - Road maps
- Putnam County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1949 - Road maps
- New York Region - Maps - 1949 - Road maps
- Counties - Maps


Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

1 map : col. ; 57 x 42 cm.
Panel title.

Date from RMcN AE 102 ms. index.
Plate no. 524612V13
Map on verso (43 x 39 cm.): Sinclair : metropolitan New York City.
Panel art: Sinclair H-C gasoline sign and Sinclair station with red cars on a rural road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 102.42 (PrCt)

Westchester County (N.Y.) - Maps
- 1952 - Road maps
- Putnam County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1952 - Road maps
- New York Region - Maps - 1952 - Road maps
- Counties - Maps

Miracle fold road map : Westchester and Putnam counties (New York) ... Mobilgas : Socony-Vacuum ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1952].


1 map : col. ; 57 x 43 cm.
Panel title.

Date from RMcN AE 102 ms. index.
Plate no. 2-514612V9-1
Map on verso (33 x 28 cm.): Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc. : metropolitan New York City.
Panel art: Mobil Oil and Mobilgas logos.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 102.76 (PrCt)

Westchester County (N.Y.) - Maps
- 1954 - Road maps
- Putnam County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1954 - Road maps
- New York Region - Maps - 1954 - Road maps
- Counties - Maps

Miracle fold road map : Westchester and Putnam counties (New York) ... Sinclair H-C gasoline sign and Sinclair station with red cars on a rural road.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

1 map : col. ; 57 x 43 cm.
Panel title.

Date from RMcN AE 102 ms. index.
Plate no. 1-47612-4
Maps on verso (28 x 27 cm. and 19 x 8 cm.): Metropolitan New York City -- [Map of route to Reader's Digest headquarters from New York Central train station in Chappaqua]
Panel art: Reader's Digest logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN Clients 2266 (PrCt)


Westchester County and metro New York City.
SEE New York World's Fair (1964-1965) 1 map : col. ; 70 x 42 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Includes blank title panel (for overprinting?). Plate no. 4-5804D2-15
Inset (19 x 22 cm.): Rapid transit facilities.
Forms part of a collection of stock editions of Rand McNally road maps, some apparently issued as sales samples and / or printer's proofs for prospective commercial clients.
Uniform series title (established by cataloger): Stock road maps
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (April 2010).
RMcN Stock 37 (PrCt)

Authors: Mobil Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 57 x 43 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate nos. "7-544612V19-14" and "7-66-067".
Map on verso (43 x 48 cm.): Metropolitan New York City.
Panel art: Mobil winged horse logo.
Title panel handstamped "Mar. 25 1958."
Editor's copy: section at top left of county map trimmed away (6 x 7 cm.).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4067 (PrCt)

Authors: Mobil Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 57 x 43 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate nos. "9-544612(V)19-16" and "9-66-067".
Map on verso (43 x 38 cm.): Metropolitan New York City.
Panel art: nine Mobil winged horse logos.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4175 (PrCt)

Westchester County (N.Y.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps - Putnam County (N.Y.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps - Counties - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- NAVTEQ (Firm) -- Rand McNally and Company.
Street guide -- Rand McNally and Company.
StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
2 atlases in 1 v. (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
"1st edition" -- front cover.
"© 2006", but received by the Newberry Library in 2005.
Cover title.
Includes two county atlases with separate title pages: Westchester County street guide -- Putnam County street guide.
$16.95
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528858254
RMcN StrFdr 2006 .W472 (PrCt)

Western Air Express Corporation - Maps - 1938 - West (U.S.) - Maps - 1938 - Airways - Aeronautical charts
Western Air Express : skyway to the nation's playgrounds. Portland, Oregon : United States Tourist Service, [1938].

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Western Air Express Corporation -- United States Tourist Service
1 map ; 6.9 x 5.4 cm.
Inset on Official United States Tourist Service map of Idaho-Utah (Portland, Ore., [1938?]).
Pictorial map, part of an advertisement for Western Air Express, which changed its name to Western Air Lines in 1941.
Shows air routes between Great Falls and San Diego.
map2F G4271 .P2 1938 U5 inset (PrCt) 82726

Authors: Western Airlines -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) [12] p. ; 23 x 21 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Cover title.
At head of title: Effective April 29 through May 31, 1962.
Includes map of Western Airlines routes in the U.S., Canada, and Mexico (23 x 21 cm.).
Cover art: Western Airlines logo at top, airplane silhouette at bottom.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25.
RMcN Airlines 4C 76 (PrCt) 82727

Authors: Western Airlines -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) 31 p. ; 22 x 20 cm., folded to 22 x 11 cm.
Cover title; dated "July 1 through September 5, 1972."
"Hawaii/Alaska/Canada/Western USA/Mexico."
Includes map of Western Airlines routes in the U.S., Canada, Mexico, and Hawaii (16 x 20 cm., on p. [1]).
Cover art: Western Airlines logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25.
RMcN Airlines 4C 77 (PrCt) 82728

Authors: Thornton, John, 1641-1710 -- Dampier, William, 1652-1715 -- English Pilot. Part 3 (1703) -- Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, Ltd. 1 map ; 40 x 21 cm.
Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger): English Pilot. Part 3 (1703)
Map Ref oversize G1025 .T37 ser. 5, v. 3, following p. 82 (PrCt)

Inset (8 x 10 cm.): A Draught of Sharks Bay on the coast of New Holland.
In: The English pilot. The third book, Describing the sea-costs ... shewing ... the East-Indies, and all over the Oriental Ocean ... (London : W. and J. Mount and T. Page, 1748) opposite p. 82.
Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger): English Pilot. Part 3 (1748)
oversize Ayer 135 .E55 1748 opp. p. 65 (PrCt)

Western Australia - Maps - 1791 - Coasts<<>>New Zealand - Maps - 1791 - Coasts<<>>Chatham Islands (N.Z.) - Maps - 1791 - Rapa (French Polynesia) - Maps - 1791 A Chart shewing part of the S.W. coast of New Holland with the tracks of His Majesty's sloop Discovery and armed tender Chatham / commanded by George Vancouver, Esq. in the year 1791 ; engraved by T. Foot, Weston Place, Battle Bridge, London : J. Edwards ; G. Robinson, 1798.
Authors: Vancouver, George, 1757-1798 -- Foot, T. (Thomas) -- Edwards, James, 1757-1816 -- Robinson, G. G. (George G.) -- Discovery (Ship :
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Launched 1789) -- Chatham (Ship) -- Cook, James, 1728-1779 -- Vancouver, George, 1757-1798 A Voyage of discovery to the North Pacific Ocean ; and round the world ... performed in the years 1790, 1791, 1792, 1793, 1794, and 1795 (1798) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 30 x 76 cm., sheet 65 x 83 cm. Scale [ca. 1:905,000]; (E 115°'00'--W 122°'00'/S 33°'15'--S 36°'21'). Relief shown by hachures and pictorially; depths shown by soundings. Insets (29 x 35 cm. and smaller): Dusky Bay in New Zealand; copied from a sketch of Captain Cook's with such additions ... -- A survey of King George Illd. Sound on the S.W. coast of New Holland -- Pickersgills Harbour -- Anchor Island Harbour -- Facil Harbour -- A sketch of the Snares with the track of the Chatham between them -- Chatham Island -- The Island of Oparo. In atlas (issued without title page) accompanying Vancouver, George. A Voyage of discovery to the North Pacific Ocean ; and round the world ... performed in the years 1790, 1791, 1792, 1793, 1794, and 1795 (London : Printed for G.G. and J. Robinson, Paternoster-row; and J. Edwards, Pall-mall, 1798) plate [1]. Accompanied, on plate 2, by: Views of parts of the south west coast of New Holland, with the islands of Oparo and the Snares. W. Alexander delt. from sketches made on the spot by J. Sykes ; engraved by B.T. Pouncy. Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library. Reproduced on the David Rumsey Collection website (accessed May 2007): http://www.davidrumsey.com/rumsey/Size6/D002 0/0020016.jpg Cf. OCLC 47836357 VAULT oversize Graff 4456 plate [1] (PrCt)


82733 Western Australia - Maps - 1885 - Land use Physical sketch map of north-west Australia : showing the surface characteristitics of the country, and discoveries of the most recent explorers / by John George Bartholmew. Edinburgh : Scottish Geographical Society, 1885. Authors: Bartholomew, J. G. (John George), 1860-1920 -- Scottish geographical magazine (1885) 1 map : hand col. ; 22 x 21 cm. In: Scottish geographical magazine 1 (1885): between p. 538-539. Scale ca. 1:12,000,000. Textual "note" in left margin of map. To accompany Bartholomew's paper, "North-west Australia : a sketch of the results of recent exploration; and, the scope of the country for commercial development," p. 529-38. G 007 .8, v. 1, between p. 538-539 (PrCt)

82734 Western Hemisphere - Area measurement - Islands - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1851<<>>Islands - Western Hemisphere - Area measurement - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1851<<>>Western Hemisphere - Area measurement - Ocean - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1851<<>>Ocean - Western Hemisphere - Area measurement - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1851<<>>Western Hemisphere - Area measurement - Lakes - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1851<<>>Lakes - Western Hemisphere - Area measurement - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1851<<>>Western Hemisphere - Area measurement - Rivers - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1851<<>>Rivers - Western Hemisphere - Area measurement - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1851<<>>Western Hemisphere - Area measurement - Mountains - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1851<<>>Mountains - Western

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Hemisphere - Area measurement - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1851


Authors: Rapkin, J. -- Tallis, John, 1817-1876 -- Martin, Robert Montgomery, 1803?-1868. Tallis's illustrated atlas, and modern history of the world ... (1851)
1 chart ; 29 x 22 cm.
In: Martin, Robert Montgomery. Tallis's illustrated atlas, and modern history of the world ... (London ; New York : J. Tallis, 1851) pl. [Ab].

82735 Western Hemisphere - Area measurement - Lakes - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1840

A Comparative view of the principal lakes in the Western Hemisphere. London : Mr. Bull, [ca. 1840].

Authors: Starling, Thomas -- Bull and Churton -- Bull, Mr., fl. ca. 1840 -- Starling, Thomas. The Royal cabinet atlas ... [ca. 1840]
1 chart : hand col. ; 14 x 8 cm.
In: Starling, Thomas. The Royal cabinet atlas ... (London : Bull and Churton, [ca. 1840]) 'Pl. VI' [i.e. 4].

82736 Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1527 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

[Carta universal in quse se contiene todo lo que del mvndo sea descubierto fasta aora]. [Caracas : Enzo Papi, 1987].

Authors: Ribero, Diego, -1533 -- González, Hermann -- Papi, Enzo -- Thüringische Landesbibliothek
1 map : col. ; 36 x 31 cm.
Partial facsimile (western hemisphere only) of manuscript world map attributed to Diego Ribero and held by the Thüringische Landesbibliothek in Weimar.

82737 Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1562

Americas sive quarta orbis partis nova et exactissima descriptio. Washington, D.C. Library

82738 Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1562

Amerique sive quartae orbis partis nova et exactissima descriptio. 1877.

Authors: Gutiérrez, Diego, fl. 1554-1569 -- Gutiérrez, Diego, ca. 1485-1554 -- Cock, Hieronymus, ca. 1510-1570 -- Library of Congress -- Lessing J. Rosenwald Collection (Library of Congress) -- Hébert, John R. 1 map ; 83 x 86 cm. + text (4 p. ; 28 cm.)
Facsimile of original published [Antwerp?], 1562; printed from a scanned image of the original in the Lessing J. Rosenwald Collection, Library of Congress.
Scale [ca. 1:17,500,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
Accompanied by [5] p. of notes by John R. Hébert; see Map Information File.
99043005LC

82739 Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1562

Amerique sive quartae orbis partis nova et exactissima descriptio. 1877.

1 map ; 83 x 86 cm. on 4 sheets.
Photograph of copy in the Library of Congress.
4328

82740 Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1600

Amerique sive quartae orbis partis nova et exactissima descriptio. 1877.

1 map ; 83 x 86 cm. on 4 sheets.
Photograph of copy in the Library of Congress.
4328

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
history of America: Tarih-i Yeni Dünya, el-musemma be hadis-i nev (Ayer MS 612, following folio [36]).

Uniform title of host manuscript: Tarih-i Hind-i garbi.

Scale not determined.

Oriented with north at bottom.

Relief shown pictorially.

Pen-and-ink and watercolor (blue, green, red, gold, white).

Entire manuscript translated in Thomas D. Goodrich, The Ottoman Turks and the New World: a study of Tarih-i Hind-i garbi and sixteenth-century Ottoman American (Wiesbaden: Otto Harrassowitz, 1990); the map's place names are translated on p. 408-409.


VAULT Ayer MS 612 map 2 (NLO)

82744 Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1720<<<<America - Maps - 1720
Novissima et accuratissima septentrionalis ac meridionalis Americae ... Amstelodami [Amsterdam] : Fredericum de Witt, [ca. 1700?].
Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Condet, Johannes, 1711-1781 -- Covens et Mortier -- L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726. Atlas nouveau, contenant toutes les parties du monde ... [1741?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 47 cm. in diam., on sheet 55 x 67 cm.
In: L'Isle, Guillaume de. Atlas nouveau, contenant toutes les parties du monde ... (Amsterdam : J. Covens & C. Mortier, [1741?]) v. 1, pl. [5].
oversize Ayer 135 .L695 1741 v. 1, pl. [5] (PrCt)

82745 Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1724<<<<America - Maps - 1724
Hemisphere occidental dressé en 1720 pour l'usage particulier du roy sur les observations astronomiques et geographiques / raportées la même année dans l'Histoire et dans le memoirs de l'Academie Rle. des Sciences par Guillaume Delisle ... ; Delahaye sculp. A Paris : chez l'auteur le sieur Delisle sur le Quay de l'Horloge ..., 15 Septembre 1724.
Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Delahaye, Jean-Baptiste-Henri, d. ca. 1755 -- Académie royale des sciences (France) -- L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726. [Collection of maps of the world] [1732?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 48 cm. in diam., on sheet 51 x 66 cm.
In composite atlas without title page: L'Isle, Guillaume de. [Collection of maps of the world. Paris : s.n., 1732?], [plate 6].
Number "6" in ms. on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

VAULT Baskes oversize G1015 .L57 1700, [plate 6] (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

82747 Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1734<>>>America - Maps - 1734

Totius Americae septentrionalis et meridionalis novissima representaatio ... / Iohannes Baptista Homann. Norimbergae [Nuremberg : Homann, 1734 or later].


1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 57 cm.
In: Homann, Johann Baptist. Kleiner Atlas scholasticus von sechs und zwantzig charten (Leipzig ; Nuremberg : Johann Friedrich Gleditsch ; Johann Baptist Homann, [1734 or later]), [plate 5].

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .H7 1734, [plate 5] (PrCt)

82748 Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1746<>>>America - Maps - 1746

L'Amerique ... Paris : Le Rouge, 1746 [i.e. 1748?].

Authors: Le Rouge, Georges-Louis -- Charlevoix, Pierre-François-Xavier de, 1682-1716 -- La Condamine, Charles-Marie de, 1701-1774 -- Le Rouge, Georges-Louis. Recueil contenant des cartes nouvelles ... (1742 [i.e. 1748?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 63 cm.
[S]uivant ... Charlevoix [et] ... Condamine ... .'
In: Le Rouge, Georges-Louis. Recueil contenant des cartes nouvelles ... (Paris : chez le Sr. Le Rouge, 1742 [i.e. 1748?]).

Manuscript '6' on verso.

oversize Ayer 135 .L6 1742 pl. 6 (PrCt)

82749 Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1746<>>>America - Maps - 1746<>>>Map projection - Stereographic - 1746<>>>Stereographic projection (Cartography)

Americae mappa generalis secundum legitimas projectiones stereographicae regulas ... / I.M. Hasii ... ; delineata ab Aug. Gottl. Boehmio ... [Nuremberg] : Homannianus Hereditibus, A. MDCCXXXVI [1746].

Authors: Hase, Johann Matthias, 1684-1742 -- Boehme, August Gottlieb, 1719-1797 -- Homann Erben (Firm) -- Homann Erben (Firm). Major atlas scholasticus ex triginta sex generalibus et specialibus mappis Homannianis ... [1776?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 45 x 53 cm.
In: Homann Erben (Firm). Major atlas scholasticus ex triginta sex generalibus et specialibus mappis Homannianis ... [Nuremberg : Homannianis Hereditibus, 1776?], [plate 37]
Ms. number "36" on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .H66 1776, [plate 37] (PrCt)

82750 Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1754<>>>America - Maps - 1754

Nieuwe kaart van het Westelykste Deel der weere, dienende tot aanwyzing van de scheepstogten der Nederlanden naar Westindie ... Te Amsterdam : by Is. Tirion, 1754.

Authors: Tirion, Isaak -- Tirion, Isaak. Nieuwe en beknopte hand-atlas ... (1748 [i.e. 1769?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 34 x 34 cm.
Verso numbered "No 3" in manuscript.
In: Tirion, Isaak. Nieuwe en beknopte hand-atlas ... (Amsterdam : Isaak Tirion, 1744 [i.e. 1769?]), plate [3].

oversize Ayer 135 .T55 1744, plate [3] (PrCt)

82751 Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1772<>>>America - Maps - 1772

L'Amerique pour la Concorde de la géographie des differents âges. [Paris : Chez les Frères Estienne, 1772].

Authors: Pluche, Noël Antoine, 1688-1761 -- Lattré, Jean -- Frères Estienne (Firm) -- Pluche, Noël Antoine, 1688-1761. Concorde de la géographie des differents âges (1772)

1 map ; 13 x 19 cm.

G 11 .698 opp. p. 91 (PrCt)

82752 Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1774<>>>America - Maps - 1774

America north and south; with the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans; wherein are distinguished, all the new discoveries. London : R. Sayer and J. Bennett, 1778.

Authors: Dunn, Samuel, -1794 -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Robert Sayer and John Bennett (Firm) -- Dunn, Samuel, -1794. A New atlas of the mundane system ... (1778) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 43 cm.
In: Dunn, Samuel. A New atlas of the mundane system ... (London : R. Sayer and J. Bennett, 1778), pl. 38. Title page dated 1778; map dated 1774.

oversize Ayer 135 .D85 1778 pl. 38 (PrCt)

82753 Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1777<>>>America - Maps - 1777

Nuova ed esatta carta della America ... [Livorno
82754 Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1782<<>>America - Maps - 1782
Western Hemisphere / grav' d by S. Neele.
Authors: Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Stackhouse, Thomas, 1756-1836 -- Stackhouse, Thomas, 1756-1836. An Universal atlas: being a set of maps, to illustrate ancient and modern geography ... (1782) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 34 cm. in diam., on sheet 52 x 42 cm.
In: Stackhouse, Thomas. An Universal atlas: being a set of maps, to illustrate ancient and modern geography ... (London : Printed for the author, and sold by Ashby and Neele ... [et al], 1782 [i.e. 1783?]), plate 2.
Hand stamped with oversize "2" at upper left.
oversize Ayer 135 .S77 1782, plate 2 (PrCt)

82755 Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1783<<>>America - Maps - 1783
Western Hemisphere / grav' d by S. Neele.
Authors: Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Stackhouse, Thomas, 1756-1836 -- Stackhouse, Thomas, 1756-1836. A New universal atlas: consisting of a complete set of maps ... (1785) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 34 cm. in diam., on sheet 52 x 42 cm.
In: Stackhouse, Thomas. A New universal atlas: consisting of a complete set of maps ... (London : Printed for the proprietor, Mrs. Stackhouse ... and sold by T. Longman [and 7 others], 1785), plate 2.
Engraved oversize "2" at upper left.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .S82 1785, plate 2 (PrCt)

82756 Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1786<<>>America - Maps - 1786
Hémisphère occidental ou du nouveau monde / publié sous les auspices de Monseigneur Louis Philippe Duc d'Orléans ... par le Sr. d'Anville ... MDCCCLXI ... chés l'autr. ... ; G. de la Haye.
1 map : hand col. ; 61 cm. in diam., on sheet 72 x 67 cm.
"Revu et augmenté des nouvelles découvertes en 1786 par M. Barbié du Bocage."
In composite atlas without title page: Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d'. [Atlas général] [Paris : s.n., ca. 1786], [plate 1].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1019 .A598 1786, [plate 1] (PrCt)

82756 Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1793-1794 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts
Colnett, James, 1755?-1806 - Travel, 1793-1794 - Manuscript maps <=Nautical charts
A Map exhibiting the track of the merchant ship Rattler on a voyage to the Pacific Oceans & return to England, A.D. 1793, 1794. 1794.
Authors: Colnett, James, 1755?-1806 -- Combe, William, 1742-1823 -- Colnett, James, 1755?-1806. Voyage for whaling and discovery round C. Horn into the Pacific Oceans (1794) -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS 3047 map 1 1 ms. map ; 64 mm. diam., on sheet 288 x 225 mm.
Forms part of British naval officer James Colnett's 1794 manuscript Voyage for whaling and discovery round C. Horn into the Pacific Oceans (Ayer MS 3047 p. [17]), the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection and the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library).
Text compiled by William Combe from Captain Colnett's notes and published as A Voyage to the south Atlantic and round cape Horn into the Pacific Ocean ... (London : Printed for the author by W. Bennett, 1798) [folio Graff 812]; cf. Dict. Nat. Biog., under Combe.
Scale at center [ca. 1:15,000,000].
Prime meridian: Greenwich.
Pen-and-ink and wash (gray).
For printed edition of Colnett's text and maps (published 1798), see folio Graff 812.
Ayer ms map proj 97

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Rattler sailed in January of 1793, spending about a year whaling and evaluating and surveying harbors and bays on Pacific islands (Revolagigedo, Cocos, Galapagos, St. Ambrose, St. Felix) from the Chile coast to Lower California.

Maps also cataloged separately.

Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library); formerly known as Ayer MS 178a.

Revised narrative (with printed maps by Aaron Arrowsmith and Thomas Foot) published as: Colnett, James. A Voyage to the south Atlantic and round Cape Horn into the Pacific Ocean ... (London : W. Bennett [et al], 1798) [folio Graff 812].

For more information, consult the Special Collections Info. File.

Hamill & Barker; purchase; 1948 Sept. 9; 28663; $550.00.

VAULT Ayer MS 3047 (NLO)


Signed and dated at end: James Colnett November 2nd 1794.

Narrative, daily journal, maps, and drawings documenting the voyage of the Rattler to the Pacific coastal islands of South and Central America, and return, Jan. 4, 1793-Nov. 1, 1794. Narrative discusses stops at the Atlantic ports of Rio de Janeiro and Saint Helena; sailing weather, currents, winds, and routes; repairs and provisioning; whaling efforts; bottom measurements, latitude, longitude, terrain, plant and animal life, water, and safety of the various islands; and diet, diseases, and mental state of the crew. Also comments on Colnett's earlier voyages, accounts by previous island visitors, and the necessity of avoiding Spanish ports and vessels. Daily journal entries list longitudes, latitudes, temperatures, barometric pressures, and weather conditions. There are also twenty-eight watercolor drawings (mainly island and coastal views) and eleven maps (showing routes taken and islands explored).

A British naval officer and ship's captain, in 1792 Colnett was nominated by the Admiralty to command the ship Rattler on an expedition to examine ports off the coast of South America that would allow British whalers to refresh and refit. Financed by commercial interests, the mission was also to return with a cargo of whale oil. The
Maps engraved by Thomas Foot and published by Aaron Arrowsmith "January 1st, 1798."
Maps also cataloged separately.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copies: Wing G 16.18 -- Ayer 5A 3
For manuscript versions of the text and maps dated 1794, see VAULT Ayer MS 3047.
LC Card Number: 04-1371 //r933
folio Graff 812 (NLO)

82760 Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1794<<>>America - Maps - 1794
A New map of the whole continent of America : divided into North and South and West Indies ... according to the preliminaries of peace signed at Versailles Jan. 20, 1783. London : Laurie & Whittle, 1794.
Authors: Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d', 1697-1782 -- Pownall, Thomas, 1722-1805 -- Laurie & Whittle -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 102 x 117 cm.
Published by Laurie & Whittle, No. 53 Fleet Street, as the Act directs, 12th May 1794.'
Includes table, 'The Continent and Islands of America are Divided and Possessed as follows viz.'
'65' printed on verso, north half.
Inset: The supplement to North America containing the countries adjoining to Baffins & Hudson bays.
Shows the Western Hemisphere with some political borders, tabular information indicates national possessions; cities and rivers.
Relief shown pictorially.
Prime meridian: Ferro.
Ayer 133 .A63 1794 (NLO)

82761 Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1802<<>>America - Maps - 1802
Western Hemisphere. 1802 [i.e. 1816?].
1 map : hand col. ; 56 cm. diam., on sheet 65 x 60 cm.
In: Faden, William [and others]. [General atlas of modern geography : a collection of large scale maps and charts of all parts of the world] (London, etc. : W. Faden, etc., 1775-1816) v. 1, pl. 1.
Imprint on map: London...Faden...1802.
Pasted to and bound with Eastern Hemisphere map; verso handstamped '1'.
oversize Ayer 135 .G32 1775 v. 1, pl. 1 (PrCt)

82762 Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1802<<>>America - Maps - 1802
Western Hemisphere. London : W. Faden, 1802
[i.e. 1817?].
Authors: Faden, William, 1749-1836 -- Faden, William, 1749-1836. [General atlas] [1817?]
1 map : hand col. ; 57 cm. diam., on sheet 59 x 78 cm.
Map dated 1802; verso handstamped '2'.
oversize G 10 .282 pl. 2 (PrCt)

82763 Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1812<<>>America - Maps - 1812
Western Hemisphere. London : Cadell & Davies [et al], 1812 [i.e. 1815].
Authors: Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826 -- Hebert, Lewis, fl. 1809-1838 -- Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Cadell & Davies -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826. A Modern atlas : from the latest and best authorities ... (1815) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 49 cm. in diam., on sheet 59 x 87 cm.
Drawn under the direction of Mr. Pinkerton by L. Hebert.'
Running title: Pinkerton's modern atlas.
oversize Ayer 135 .P6 1815 pl. [1] (PrCt)

82764 Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1812<<>>America - Maps - 1812<<>>Map projection - Mercator - 1812<<>>Mercator projection (Cartography)
The World on Mercator's projection, western part.
London : Cadell & Davies [et al], 1812 [i.e. 1815].
Authors: Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826 -- Hebert, Lewis, fl. 1809-1838 -- Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Cadell & Davies -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826. A Modern atlas : from the latest and best authorities ... (1815) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 68 x 49 cm.
Drawn under the direction of Mr. Pinkerton by L. Hebert.'
Running title in upper margin: Pinkerton's modern atlas.
In: Pinkerton, John. A Modern atlas : from the latest and best authorities ... (London : Printed by T. Bensley for T. Cadell and W. Davies and Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme and Brown, 1815), pl. [60].
oversize Ayer 135 .P6 1815 pl. [60] (PrCt)

82765 Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1813<<>>America - Maps - 1813

[For more information refer to the title page of this volume.]
complete set of maps compiled from the best authorities ... (1814 [i.e. 1815]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 22 cm. in diam.
In: Neele, Samuel John and George. Neele’s general atlas : consisting of a complete set of maps compiled from the best authorities, and including all the new discoveries (London : [Samuel and George Neele] ; Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme, and Brown ; Cadell & Davies, 1814 [i.e. 1815]), [plate 2].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Engraved no. II at upper right.

Baskes folio G1019 .N4 1814, [plate 2] (PrCt)

82766  Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1813

Nouvelle carte de l’Amérique septentrionale et méridionale : où sont marquées les découvertes les plus récentes faites par Cook, Mackenzie, Vancouver, La Pérouse et Humbold / dressée par Hérisson, élève de Mr. Bonne. A Paris : Chez Basset, rue St. Jacques, no. 64, 1813.
Authors: Hérisson, Eustache, 1759--1803. Bonne, Rigobert, 1727-1794 -- Basset, Paul-André, fl. 1785-1819
1 map : hand col. ; 58 x 87 cm., mounted on linen and folded to 32 x 32 cm.
Scale [ca. 1: 29,000,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
Shows North and South America, the entire Atlantic and most of the Pacific. The oceans are marked with the tracks of the expeditions of Captain James Cook in 1768-1771, 1772-1775 and 1776-1780, and of the Comte de La Pérouse in 1785-1788.
Insets (18 x 14 cm. and 11 x 9 cm.): St. Domingue -- La Martinique.
"Deposée à la direction générale de l’Imprimerie et de la Librairie."

82767  Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1815
Authors: Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1821?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 48 cm. in diam., on sheet 72 x 53 cm.
Includes routes of Cook, La Perouse, Gore, and Vancouver.
In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (Edinburgh ; London ; Dublin : John Thomson and Company ; Baldwin, Craddock, and Joy ; John Cumming, 1817, [i.e. 1821?]) map 5.
Printed paste-on label 'No. 5' on verso.

oversize Ayer 135 .T4 1817 map 5 (PrCt)

82768  Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1815
Authors: Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (Edinburgh ; London ; Dublin : George Ramsay for John Thomson and Company [et al, 1817?]), map 5.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Digital image of another copy available on the David Rumsey Map Collection website (accessed Feb. 2010):
http://www.davidrumsey.com/luna/servlet/detail/RUMSEY--8--1--28326--1120757

Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1817, map 5 (NLO)

82769  Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1818
Western Hemisphere / drawn under the direction of Mr. Pinkerton by L. Hebert ; Neele sculp. 352 Strand. Philada. [Philadelphia] : Published by Dobson, [1818].
Authors: Hebert, Lewis, fl. 1809-1838 --
Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826 -- Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Dobson, Thomas, 1751-1823 -- Thomas Dobson and Son -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826. A Modern atlas : from the latest and best authorities exhibiting the various divisions of the world ... (1818)
1 map : hand col. ; 49 cm. in diam., on sheet, on sheet 55 x 78 cm.
Running title: Pinkerton's modern atlas
In: Pinkerton, John. A Modern atlas : from the latest and best authorities exhibiting the various divisions of the world ... (Philadelphia : Thomas Dobson & Son, 1818), plate [1]
Case oversize G1019 .F5 1818, plate [1]

82772 Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1829<<>>Voyages around the world - Maps - 1768-1792
Authors: Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (1829) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 48 cm. in diam., on sheet 74 x 54 cm
Includes routes of Cook, Gore, La Perouse, and Vancouver, variously dated 1768-1792.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Engraved no. '5' at upper left.
Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1829 map 5 (NLO)

82773 Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1833<<>>America - Maps - 1833
Western Hemisphere / Young & Delleker sc. Philada. [Philadelphia] : Published by Dobson, [1833].
Authors: Hebert, Lewis, fl. 1809-1838 -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826 -- Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Dobson, Thomas, 1751-1823 -- Thomas Dobson and Son -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826. A Modern atlas : from the latest and best authorities exhibiting the various divisions of the world ... (1818)
1 map : hand col. ; 68 x 50 cm.
Running title: Pinkerton's modern atlas
In: Pinkerton, John. A Modern atlas : from the latest and best authorities exhibiting the various divisions of the world ... (Philadelphia : Thomas Dobson & Son, 1818), plate [58]
Case oversize G1019 .P56 1818, plate [58]

82774 Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1841<<>>America - Maps - 1841
Western hemisphere. [Boston : J. W. Wilkins & R. B. Carter, 1841?].
Authors: Bradford, T. G. (Thomas Gamaliel), 1802-1887 -- Bradford, T. G. (Thomas Gamaliel), 1802-1887. A Comprehensive atlas ... (1835, [i.e. 1841?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 19 x 19 cm.

82775 Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1844<<>>America - Maps - 1844
Western Hemisphere. [London : Chapman and Hall, 1844].
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Chapman and Hall -- J. & C. Walker (Firm) -- Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (Great Britain) -- Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (Great Britain).
Maps of the Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (1844) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 32 cm. in diam., on sheet 41 x 34 cm.
Title in upper margin.

oversize Ayer 135 .S67 1844 v. 1, pl. [1] (PrCt)

82779 Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1857<<>>America - Maps - 1857
Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's general atlas ... (1857) 1 map : hand col. ; 33 cm. dia

oversize G 10 .185 v.2, pl. 7 (PrCt)

82780 Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1857<<>>Atlases - 1857
Authors: Colby, Charles Galusha, 1830-1866 -- Morse, Charles W. (Charles Walker), 1823-1887 -- Gaston, S. N. (Samuel N.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 54 maps ; 193 x 168 mm. Buck574; Sabin14260 Phillips 1180 Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection. Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

82781 Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1858<<>>America - Maps - 1858<<>>United States - Maps - 1858<<>>Atlases - 1858
The Diamond atlas : with descriptions of all countries, exhibiting their actual and comparative extent, and their present political divisions, founded on the most recent discoveries and rectifications. The Western Hemisphere / by Charles Colby. New York : Samuel N. Gaston, 1858, c1856.
1 atlas (239 p., [54] leaves of plates (2 folded) : ill. (some hand col.), 59 maps (chiefly hand col.) ; 19 cm.
Printed in double columns.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Former owner's inscription: Prescott Bigelow, 5th Jan[?], 1859.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G1100 .C65 1858 (NLO)

82782 Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1883<->Rivers - Area measurement - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1883<->Mountains - Area measurement - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1883 Western Hemisphere. [Chicago : George F. Cram, 1883].
Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928. Cram's unrivaled family atlas of the world (1883)
1 map : col. ; 23 cm. in diam., on sheet 35 x 28 cm.
Anonymous map without imprint.
Margins include comparative diagrams of rivers and mountains.

goio G1019 .G463 1883b, p. 10 (PrCt)

82783 Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1887<->America - Maps - 1887
Bradley's atlas of the Western Hemisphere : for commercial and library reference : a complete American atlas, with many special and original features, compiled from official state, national and international surveys, supplemented by information furnished by the postal and interior departments of the United States, and from many reliable private sources. Philadelphia, Pa. Wm. M. Bradley & Bros., 1887.
Authors: Wm. M. Bradley & Bros. -- Bradley, William M. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
"Isometric index to each map."
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1100 .W66 1887 (NLO)

Chart of the new eight thousand mile airmail route of the Western Hemisphere. [Chicago : Chicago Daily News, 1929].
Authors: Wood, Junius Boyd, 1877- -- Wood, Junius Boyd, 1877-. Homeward flies the mail : a trip with the airmail from Argentina to the United States ... (1929) -- Chicago Daily News, Inc. 1 map ; 10 x 5 cm., on sheet 20 x 13 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:100,000,000].
Coordinates: (W 99°30'00"--W 45°10'00"/N 44°35'00"--S 35°50'00")
Title in top margin.
Shows route of airplane flights completed by Junius B. Wood during October 1929 between Montevideo, Uruguay and Chicago, Illinois. Statistical "high spots of flight" in right margin. Distance table recording miles between points, "elapsed time", and "flying time" in bottom margin.
In: Wood, Junius Boyd. Homeward flies the mail : a trip with the airmail from Argentina to the United States over the world's longest and fastest mail route, by Junius B. Wood ... (Chicago : Chicago Daily News, 1929) p. 3.
Forms part of Chicago Daily News Reprints no. 43, a collection of reprinted newspaper articles written by Wood in October 1929.

H 65083 .98 p. 3 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

H 65083 .98 [p. 22-23] (PrCt)

82786 Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1960 - Airways
Airways - Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1960 -
Canadian Pacific Railway Company - Maps - 1960 -
CP Air - Maps - 1960 -
Canadian Pacific Airlines SEE CP Air
CP Air SEE ALSO Trans-Canada Airlines -
Maps - Aeronautical charts
Canadian Pacific milestones in the air ...
[Montréal? Canadian Pacific Railway Company?, 1960?].
Authors: Canadian Pacific Railway Company --
CP Air -- Canadian Pacific Airlines SEE CP Air --
CP Air SEE ALSO Trans-Canada Airlines
1 map : col. ; 8 x 8 cm.
Caption title.
Drawn on the background of the Earth's horizon.
Roughly bounded by Russia, Europe, Australia
and South America.
In Canadian Pacific Railway Company. 1959
annual report [Montréal? Canadian Pacific
Railway Company?, 1960?] p. [44].
5A 7267 (1959 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

82787 Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1964 - Maps,
Physical
Relief outline and desk outline maps : book one :
Western Hemisphere. Chicago : Rand McNally,
1964.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 30 maps ; 28 cm.
White rear cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .R75 1964 copy 2 (PrCt)

82788 Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1964 - Relief
models
Relief outline and desk outline maps : book one :
Western Hemisphere. Chicago : Rand McNally,
1964.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 30 maps ; 28 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .R75 1964 copy 1 (PrCt)

82789 Western Hemisphere - Remote sensing
images - 2004 - Earth - Remote-sensing images - 2004
The Planet Earth : a digital portrait of our ocean
Authors: Spaceshots Inc. -- Laboratory for
Atmospheres (Goddard Space Flight Center) --
United States. National Aeronautics and Space
Administration -- United States. National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration -- Geological
Survey (U.S.) -- National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (U.S.) SEE United States.
National Aeronautics and Space Administration --
National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (U.S.) SEE United States.
National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration
1 remote sensing image : col. ; 71 x 56 cm.
"Image provided by Stockli, Nelson, Hasler,
Laboratory for Atmospheres, Goddard Space
Flight Center, courtesy of the National
Aeronautics & Space Administration (NASA),
Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC), National
Oceanic & Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)
and the United States Geological Survey (USGS)
; poster design copyright Spaceshots, Inc."
Digital image on Maps4U website (accessed
Sept. 2009) :
http://www.maps4u.com/products/Charts_Posters
/The_Planet_Earth_A_Digital_Portrait_of_Our_O
cean_Planet_Gloss_Laminated_Ready_to_Hang
_Spaceshots_.html
map4F G3921 .A4 2004 .S6 (PrCt)

82790 Western Mediterranean - Maps - 1942
New map of the Mediterranean war area.
Chicago : Chicago Tribune, 1942.
Authors: Chicago tribune -- Wisner, William H., fl.
1940-1944 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 53 cm.
Detached from Chicago Daily Tribune (19
November 1942).
Signed 'W. H. Wisner, '42.'
Shows western Mediterranean from Gibraltar
to the coast of Albania.
Three lines of text in bottom margin.
Scale ca. 1:4,350,000.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Baskes map8C G3201.S7 1940 .C68, no. 10
(PrCt)

82791 Western Slope (Colo.) - Description and travel
- 1986
Brighter days for the 'sunset slope' / by Bill
Authors: Cleary, Bill
2 p. : ills.
Monday advertising supplement.
(PrCt)

82792 Western States - Maps - 1804
Authors: Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 --
Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823. A New and
elegant general atlas comprising all the new
discoveries, to the present time ... (1804) -- John
Conrad & Co. -- Lewis, Samuel, 1753 or
1754-1822 -- Tanner, Benjamin, 1775-1848 --
Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 25 x 20 cm.
In: Arrowsmith, Aaron. A New and elegant
general atlas comprising all the new discoveries,
Western States - Maps - 1814
Authors: Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Bower, J. (John) -- Johnson & Warner -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839. A General atlas, being a collection of maps of the world and quarters ... (1814)
1 map : hand col. ; 18 x 13 cm.
In: Carey, Mathew. A General atlas, being a collection of maps of the world and quarters ... (Philadelphia : Published by M. Carey, and Johnson & Warner, 1814) pl. [30].
Ayer 135 .C27 1814 pl. 30 (PrCt)

Westerschelde (Netherlands) - Maps - 1640<<>>Zeeland (Netherlands : Province) - Maps - 1680
Kaerte van t'landt van Waes en Hulstere Ambacht, mitgaders een gedelte van Zelandt ... vande Rivieren t'Scheldt ende de Honte ...
[Amsterdam] : C. J. Visscher excudebat, 1640.
Authors: Visscher, Claes Jansz., 1586 or 7-1652 -- Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : 47 x 56 cm.
Oriented with north at left.
Forms part of the Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Visscher 92 (PrCt)

Westerschelde (Netherlands) - Maps - 1685
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Westminster Abbey - Maps - 1818-1823 - Guidebooks
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
(Westminster, London, England) SEE
Westminster Palace (London, England)
7 maps: col.; 50 x 70 cm. or smaller, each folded to 25 x 18 cm. + 1 booklet (vi, 37 p. : ill.; 25 cm.)
Contents: Maps: No. 1. General ground plan of Westminster Hall, The Houses of Lords and Commons and other public buildings situate between New Palace Yard on the north and Parliament Place on the south (50 x 70 cm.) -- No. 2. Ground story offices of the House of Commons together with adjoining portions of the House of Lords and of other public buildings (50 x 58 cm.) -- No. 3. Principal story of the House of Commons and appurtenant offices, also of the House of Lords and portions of its offices, together with adjoining portions of other public buildings (48 x 52 cm.) -- No. 4. Mezzanine story of offices appurtenant to the House of Commons (above the principal story) (43 x 28 cm.) -- No. 5. Two pair story of the House of Commons buildings including adjoining portions of those of the House of Lords and of other public buildings (44 x 48 cm.) -- No. 6. Attic story of the House of Commons buildings including adjoining portions of those of the House of Lords and of other public buildings (47 x 52 cm.) -- No. 7. Section from west to east at the red line drawn upon the several plans nos. 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, extending from St. Margaret's Street to the Embankment of the Speaker's Garden next the River Thames shewing the different stories of the House of Commons buildings, the ordinary height of the river at spring tides, and the height of an extraordinary high tide on the 29th January 1834. All maps reduced to approx. 55% of original size; scales given are for original maps.
Scale [1:120].
Series: London Topographical Society publication ; no. 171 -- Publication (London Topographical Society) ; no. 171.
ISBN 9780902087583 ; 0902087584
G5754.L7:2W482 1834 .P35 2011 (NLO)
82800 Westmoreland County (Pa.) - Maps - 1700-1899 - Landowners<<< Counties - Maps<<< Landowners - Maps
[Westmoreland County (Pa.) - 1857: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche].
Authors: Lake, D. J. -- Ames, N. S. -- Barker, William J. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 44.5 x 58 in. Scale 1:63,360.
Microfiche 583, no. 821 (PrCt)
82801 Westmoreland County (Pa.) - Maps - 1857 - Landowners<<< Counties - Maps<<< Landowners - Maps
[Westmoreland County (Pa.) - 1857: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche].
Authors: Lake, D. J. -- Ames, N. S. -- Barker, William J. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 44.5 x 58 in. Scale 1:63,360.
Microfiche 583, no. 821 (PrCt)
82802 Westmoreland County (Pa.) - Maps - 1867 - Landowners<<< Counties - Maps<<< Landowners - Maps
Authors: Beers, S. N. -- Beers, D. G. (Daniel G.) -- A. Pomeroy & Co. -- Southwest Pennsylvania Genealogical Services
81-58814
345
map5C G3823.W5G46 1867 B4 1981 (PrCt)
82803 Westmoreland County (Pa.) - Maps - 1876 -
Landowners>>Westmoreland County (Pa.) - Maps - 1971>>Counties - Maps>>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Davis, F. A., fl. 1876 -- Kochersperger, H. L. -- Reading Publishing House - Pennsylvania Record Press, Rimensburg, Pa. 1 map (82, iv, 10 p. ill., maps (part col.), ports.) ; 44 cm.
Facsimile of original published Reading, Pa.: Reading Publishing House, 1876.
Includes cadastral maps of townships.
80-17730
LC Card Number: 77-654431 /MAP
oversize G1263.W5 D3 1876a (NLO)

Westmoreland County (Pa.) - Maps - 1890 - Landowners>>Counties - Maps>>Landowners - Maps
[Westmoreland County (Pa.) - 1890: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche].
Authors: Krebs, Otto -- Library of Congress.
Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 6 sheets, 23.5 x 35 in. each.
Originally published Pittsburgh: Otto Krebs, 1890. Only contains part of the county.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps: Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 703 (PrCt)

Westmoreland County (Pa.) - Maps - 1960 - Road maps>>Road maps>>Counties - Maps
Westmoreland County, Penna. : issued by County Commissioners ... [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Company, 1960.
Authors: Westmoreland County (Pa.) County Commissioners -- Rand McNally and Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- County Commissioners of Westmoreland County (Pa.)
SEE Westmoreland County (Pa.) County Commissioners
1 map : col. ; 52 x 67 cm., folded to 23 x 14 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Map of Westmoreland County, Pennsylvania showing public road system.
"Date 1960. Prepared for Westmoreland Co. by Rand McNally & Co."
Plate no. 6059
Verso includes 12 black and white photos.
Panel art: Illustration of Westmoreland County seal.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4707 (PrCt)

Westmoreland County (Va.) - Maps - Collections - 1643-1942 - Landowners>>Westmoreland County (Va.) - Historical geography - Maps - 1643-1942>>Counties - Maps>>Historical atlases>>Landowners - Maps
Historical atlas of Westmoreland county, Virginia; patents, showing how lands were patented from the crown & proprietors of the Northern neck of Virginia, including some history of the patentees, Indians, church & state, parishes, ministers, prominent men, surveys, portraits, maps, airplane views & other data ... By David W. Eaton ... Richmond, Va. Dietz Press, 1942.
Authors: Eaton, David Wolfe, 1862- -- Dietz Press
1 atlas (3 p. l., 79 p., 2 l. : maps ports) ; 41 cm.
Bibliographical references included in foreword.
Author's autograph copy.
References: Phillips 17361.
LC Card Number: 42017960
oversize F 86394 .253 (NLO)

Westmoreland County (Va.) - Maps - 1882 - Countys - Maps
Outline map of Westmoreland County. 1882.
Authors: Albert, George Dallas
1 map
Detached from: Albert, George Dallas. History of the county of Westmoreland (1882) [F 854945 .023].
temp map1F G3823.W5 1882 .A4 (PrCt)

Westmorland (England) - Maps - 1646<<Kendal (England) - Maps - 1646
The Couttie Westmorland and Kendale the cheif towne described ... [London] : George Humble [i.e. J. Legate and W. Humble], [1646].
Authors: Speed, John, 1552?-1629 -- Humble, George, d. 1640 -- Legate, John, d. 1658 -- Humble, William, 1612-1686 -- Speed, John, 1552?-1629. A Prospect of the most famous parts of the world ... together with ... Great Brittaines empire (1646)
1 map ; 37 x 50 cm. on sheet 42 x 54 cm.
Inset (16 x 11 cm.): Kendale. Includes coats-of-arms.
Letterpress text on verso (p. 85-86) under the following heading: Westmorland.
In: Speed, John. A Prospect of the most famous parts of the world ... together with ... Great Brittaines empire (London : Printed by John Legatt, for William Humble, 1646) map [65].

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Case oversize G 117 .82 map [65] (PrCt)

82809 Westmorland (England) - Maps - 1676<<<Kendal (England) - Maps - 1676
The Countie Westmorland and Kendale the cheif towne described. [London] : Thomas Bassett ... and Ric. Chiswell, [1676].
Authors: Speed, John, 1552?-1629 -- Bassett, Thomas -- Chiswell, Richard -- Speed, John, 1552?-1629. The Theatre of the Empire of Great-Britain ... (1676) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 37 x 50 cm. on sheet 42 x 55 cm. Inset (16 x 11 cm.): Kendale.
Includes coats-of-arms.
Letterpress text on verso (p. 85-86) under the following heading: Westmorland.
In: Speed, John. The Theatre of the Empire of Great-Britain ... (London : Printed for T. Bassett and R. Chiswell, 1676) map [44].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .S7 1676 map [44] (PrCt)

82810 Westmorland (England) - Maps - 1800-1809
Topographical and statistical description of the county of Westmoreland : containing an account of its situation, extent, towns, roads, rivers, minerals, fisheries, manufactures, commerce, agriculture, markets, curiosities, antiquities, biography, natural history, civil and ecclesiastical jurisdictions, &c. : to which is prefixed a copious travelling guide ... forming a complete county itinerary : also, a list of the fairs and an index table shewing at one view the distances of the towns from London and from each other / by George Alexander Cooke ; illustrated with a map of the county. London : Printed for C. Cooke, No. 17, Paternoster Row, by G. Brimmer, Water Lane, Fleet Street And sold by all the booksellers in the United Kingdom, [180-?].
Includes bibliographical references (p. [135]-138) and index.
Issued as part of a series of descriptive guides to the counties of Great Britain.
Bound with 2 other titles.
Contemporary half bound brown leather, marbled papers over boards.
Bookplate of Alfred Mead Raymond.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes DA670.W496 C66 1800z (NLO)

82812 Westphalia (Germany) - History - Seven Years' War, 1756-1763 - Campaigns<<<Seven Years' War, 1756-1763 - Maps<<<Estrees, Louis-Charles-Cesar Le Tellier, duc d', 1695-1771<<<Richelieu, Louis Francois Armand Du Plessis, duc de, 1696-1788<<<Clermont, Louis de Bourbon-Conde, comte de, 1709-1771
Camps topographiques de la campagne de MDCCCLVII, en Westphalie : commencée par Mr. le maréchal d'Estrees, continuée par Mr. le duc de Richelieu, & finie par mgr. le comte de Clermont ; avec le journal de ses operations ... La Haye [The Hague] : La veuve van Duren, 1760.
Authors: DuBois, J., 18th cent. -- Schley, Jakob van der, 1715-1779 -- Van Duren, Veuve de -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([63] p., [52] leaves of plates (some folded)) : 51 maps (part fold.), fold. table ; 21 x 27 cm.
'Par le sr. Du Bois ...'
'Ordre de bataille de l'armée de Mr. le Maréchal d'Estrees. 1757.'--table at back.
Scales differ.
Contemporary brown leather binding.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
- 1869-1872
Handbook for Westmorland, Cumberland, and the Lakes. London : Murray, 1869 [i.e. 1872?].
xxxix, 134, 72 p. : 1 map ; 18 cm.
2nd ed., rev.
Publisher's advertisements on endpapers and "Murray's handbook advertiser, 1872", 72 p. at end.
Cover title: Murray's hand-book, the Lakes, Westmorland & Cumberland
Spine title: Hand book for the Lakes
Contributions from J.H.Tremenheere. Cf. Lister.
Folded map in pocket engraved by W. & A.K. Johnston.
"With map."
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Series: [Murray's handbooks for travellers] -- Murray's handbooks for travellers.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Full text of another copy (but not the map) available online via HathiTrust Digital Library (accessed February 2013):
http://hdl.handle.net/2027/nyp.33433066580279
References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray's handbooks for travellers, 367
Baskes G153 .M97 no. 367 (1869) (NLO)

- 1869-1872
Handbook for Westmorland, Cumberland, and the Lakes. London : Murray, 1869 [i.e. 1872?].
xxxix, 134, 72 p. : 1 map ; 18 cm.
2nd ed., rev.
Publisher's advertisements on endpapers and "Murray's handbook advertiser, 1872", 72 p. at end.
Cover title: Murray's hand-book, the Lakes, Westmorland & Cumberland
Spine title: Hand book for the Lakes
Contributions from J.H.Tremenheere. Cf. Lister.
Folded map in pocket engraved by W. & A.K. Johnston.
"With map."
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Series: [Murray's handbooks for travellers] -- Murray's handbooks for travellers.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Full text of another copy (but not the map) available online via HathiTrust Digital Library (accessed February 2013):
http://hdl.handle.net/2027/nyp.33433066580279
References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray's handbooks for travellers, 367
Baskes G153 .M97 no. 367 (1869) (NLO)
Includes minor layout variations on p. [17-62] and different decorative border than duplicate copy, F 4797305 .243.

Baskes G1923.41.S54 D8 1760 (NLO)

82813 Westphalia (Germany) - History - Seven Years' War, 1756-1763

Campaigns [Seven Years' War, 1756-1763]


Camps topographiques de la campagne de MDCCCLVII, en Westphalie : commencée par Mr. le maréchal d'Estrées, continuée par Mr. le duc de Richelieu, & finie par m.r. le comte de Clermont ; avec le journal de ses operations ... La Haye [The Hague] : La veuve van Duren, 1760.

Authors: DuBois, J., 18th cent. -- Schley, Jakob van der, 1715-1779 -- Van Duren, Veve de 1 atlas ([63] p., [52] leaves of plates (some folded)) : 51 maps (part fold.), fold. table ; 21 x 27 cm.

'Par le sr. Du Bois ...'

Maps engraved by Jakob van der Schley.

'Ordre de bataille de l'armée de Mr. le Maréchal d'Estrées. 1757.'--table at back.

Scales differ.

Includes minor layout variations on p. [17-62] and different decorative border than duplicate copy, Baskes G1923.41.S54 D8 1760. This copy also has an additional page of text and errata on p. [63.]

F 4797305 .243 (NLO)

82814 Westphalia (Germany) - Maps - 1579-1588

Westphalae totius, finitimarvmqve regionvm accvrrata descriptio / Christianus Schrot Sonsb. descriptis. [Antwerp : Christophe Plantin], 1579 [i.e. 1588].


1 map : hand col. ; 33 x 48 cm.

Oriented with north at left.

In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatro de la tierra vuniversal (Antwerp : Christophe Plantin, 1588), [plate 46].

Printed no. 46 and Spanish letterpress text on verso beginning: Westphalia. Esta region situada entre los rios Rin y Visurgis ...

Digital image of a duplicate or variant edition available on Marcel P.R. van den Broecke's Cartographica Neerlandica website (accessed March 2012):


VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .07 1588, [plate 46] (Pr.Ct)

82815 Westphalia (Germany) - Maps - 1579-1606

Westphalae totius, finitimarvmqve regionvm accvrrata descriptio / Christianus Schrot Sonsb. descriptis. [London : John Norton], 1579 [i.e. 1606].


1 map : hand col. ; 34 x 49 cm.

Oriented with north at left.

In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatrum orbis terrarum ...

(London : J. Norton, 1606), [plate 54].

Printed no. 54 and English letterpress text on verso beginning: Westphalia, or as vulgarly it is called Westphalen. This country seated between the rivers ...

Digital image of a duplicate or variant edition available on Marcel P.R. van den Broecke's Cartographica Neerlandica website (accessed July 2012):


VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .07 1606, [plate 54] (Pr.Ct)

82816 Westphalia (Germany) - Maps - 1626


Authors: Visscher, Claes Jansz., 1586 or 7-1652 -- Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 39 x 53 cm.


Oriented with north at right.

Left and right sides of map trimmed with some loss of detail; remnants of binding stub and manuscript '98' on verso.

Forms part of the Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Koeman, C. Atlantes Neerlandici (1967-), no. (257).

Visscher 118 (Pr.Ct)

82817 Westphalia (Germany) - Maps - 1642

Authors: Visscher, Claes Jansz., 1586 or 1652
-- Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 39 x 54 cm.
Oriented with north at right.
Forms part of the Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Mounted on heavy paper backing; map margins damaged.
Visscher 119 (PrCt)

82818 Westphalia (Germany) - Maps - 1659
Authors: Visscher, Claes Jansz., 1586 or 7-1652
-- Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 39 x 54 cm.
Oriented with north at right.
Remnants of binding stub on verso.
Forms part of the Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Visscher 120 (PrCt)

82819 Westphalia (Germany) - Maps - 1680
Nova totius Westphaliae descriptio. Amsterdam, [ca. 1680].
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Danckerts, Justus, 1635-1701 -- Danckerts, Justus, 1635-1701.
Atlas [ca. 1680] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 54 cm.
In: Danckerts, Justus. Atlas (Amsterdam : J. Danckers, [ca. 1680]) pl. [20]. Ms. no. '21' in upper right.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .D18 A pl. 20 (PrCt)

82820 Westphalia (Germany) - Maps - 1689
The Circle of Westphalia divided into all its states and sovereignties ... London : Berry , 1689.
Authors: Berry, William, fl. 1669-1708 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Berry, William, fl. 1669-1708. [A Collection of maps of the world] [1680-1689] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 80 x 54 cm.
Added title: The circle of Westphalia...
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B48 1680 pl. 16 (PrCt)

82821 Westphalia (Germany) - Maps - 1695
Le Duché de Westphalie ainsi qu'il et presentement possédé par l'electeur de Cologne ... Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : Chez H. Jaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], [1695?].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. Atlas nouveau : contenant toutes les parties du monde (1692 [i.e. 1695?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 41 x 54 cm.
In counterfeit edition of: Sanson, Nicolas. Atlas nouveau : contenant toutes les parties du monde (Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : H. Jaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], 1692 [i.e. 1695?]) pl. [68].
Map dated 1692.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .S19 1692 pl. [68] (PrCt)

82822 Westphalia (Germany) - Maps - 1696 - Names, Geographical
Le Duché de Westphalie ... Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : H. Jaillot [i.e. P. Mortier], 1696.
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. [Atlas nouveau contenant toutes les parties du monde ... ] (1696) 1 map : hand col. ; 41 x 55 cm.
Accompanied, on the previous leaf, by: Table alphabetic des noms de villes ... de Westphalie.
In: Sanson, Nicolas. [Atlas nouveau contenant toutes les parties du monde ... ] (Amsterdam : Pierre Mortier, 1696) v. 1, map [30].
Forms part of atlas published by P. Mortier in Amsterdam; chiefly comprised of maps bearing the counterfeit imprint of H. Jaillot in Paris.
Case oversize G 1007 .781 v. 1, map [30] (PrCt)

82823 Westphalia (Germany) - Maps - 1696 - Names, Geographical
Le Cercle de Westphalie divisé en tous ses estats ... Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : H. Jaillot [i.e. P. Mortier], 1696.
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. [Atlas nouveau contenant toutes les parties du monde ... ] (1696) 1 map : hand col. ; 81 x 55 cm.
Added title: Le Cercle de Westphalie, ou sont les eveschés ... .
Accompanied, on the previous leaf, by: Table
alphabetique des noms de villes ... du cercle de Westphalie.
In: Sanson, Nicolas. [Atlas nouveau contenant toutes les parties du monde ... ] (Amsterdam : Pierre Mortier, 1696) v. 1, map [31].
Forms part of atlas published by P. Mortier in Amsterdam; chiefly comprised of maps bearing the counterfeit imprint of H. Jaillot in Paris.
Case oversize G 1007 .781 v. 1, map [31] (PrCt)

Westphalia (Germany) - Maps - 1700
Le Cercle de Westphalie divisé en tous ses estats et souverainetés. Paris : Jaillot, 1700 [i.e. 1737?].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Cordier, Robert (Engraver) -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712. [Atlas français] (1700 [i.e. 1737?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 64 x 45 cm.
In: Jaillot, Alexis Hubert. [Atlas français] (Paris : Jaillot, 1700 [i.e. 1737?]) pl. [18].
Map dated 1700.
Manuscript title 'Cercle de Westphalie' and no. '19' on verso.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .J25 1700 pl. [18] (PrCt)

Westphalia (Germany) - Maps - 1710
S.R.I. Wesphaliae circulus, in omnes ejusdem subjacentes provincias ... Amst. Bat. [i.e. Amsterdam] : Nicolaum Visscher [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher, 1710?].
Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Visscher, Elisabeth, fl. 1702-1726 -- Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702. Atlas minor ... [1710?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 57 x 48 cm.
In: Visscher, Nicolaes. Atlas minor ... (Amstelaedam [Amsterdam] : ex officina Nicolai Visscher [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher], [1710?]) map [39].
Manuscript '41' at bottom right.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .V8 1700 map [39] (PrCt)

Westphalia (Germany) - Maps - 1729
Le Cercle de Westphalie comprend six principautés eclesiastiques, les eveschés de Paderborn, Lyge, Munster, Osnabruick, les abbayes principaux, d'hommes de Corvey, de Stablo, neuf principautés seculieres, les duchés de Berg, Cleves, Juliers, Ferden, Moorens, les principautés de Minden, Nassau-Hademar, Nassau-Sigen, Oost-Frise, ou Embden, 4. seigneuries eclesiastiques ..., 31 seigneuries seculieres ... / par le Sr. Sanson, geographe ordre. du roy. A Paris : Chés le Sr. Robert, geographe ordinaire du roi, quai de l'Horloge du Palais, 1729.
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Delamarche, Charles François, 1740-1817. Atlas général : contenant le détail des quatre parties du monde [1798?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 56 x 43 cm.
Place of publication precedes creator's name in cartouche.
Scale [ca. 1:800,000].
Relief shown pictorially.
In composite world atlas possibly compiled and published by Charles François Delamarche: Atlas général : contenant le détail des quatre parties du monde [Paris? : s.n., 1798?], [ptie 1], [plate 85].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .A77 1798, [ptie 1], [plate 85] (NLO)
Westphalia (Germany) - Maps - 1740

Nova et accurata ducatus Cliviae et comitatus Marchiae ... [Augsburg] : Matthaei Seutter, [ca. 1740]?

Authors: Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756 -- Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756. [A Collection of Seutter maps] [1726-1773]
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 56 cm.

Forms part of a made-to-order composite atlas chiefly comprised of undated maps issued ca. 1734-ca. 1744.


Case oversize G 1007 .81 pl. [56] (PrCt)

Westphalia (Germany) - Maps - 1745

Circuli Westphaliae in omnes suos status et provincias accuraté divisi nova et exacta tabula ... Nuremberg : Homann Erben, [ca. 1745].

Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Homann Erben (Firm) -- Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724. Atlas novus terrarum orbis [ca. 1745] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 57 x 48 cm.

In: Homann, Johann Baptist. Atlas novus terrarum orbis [Nuremberg : [Homann Erben, ca. 1745]], [plate 87].

Manuscript 'No. 89' and '91' on verso.

oversize Ayer 135 .H7 1730, [plate 87] (PrCt)

Westphalia (Germany) - Maps - 1751

Cercle de Westphalie divisé en tous ses etats et souverainetés ... / par le Sr. Robert ... [Paris : Robert de Vaugondy], 1751.

Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1758?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 55 cm.

Inset (14 x 19 cm.): Supplement où se trouvent la Principauté d'Oost Frise et le Comté d'Oldenburg.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1757, [plate 60] (PrCt)

Westphalia (Germany) - Maps - 1766

A New and accurate map of the northwest past of Germany, containing Westphalia & Low[e]r Saxony / by Emanuel Bowen. [London : s.n., 1766].

Authors: Bowen, Emanuel, -1767 -- Bowen, Emanuel, -1767. The Maps and charts to The modern part of the universal history (1766) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 31 x 22 cm.

In: Bowen, Emanuel. The Maps and charts to The modern part of the universal history / [with maps by Emanuel Bowen and Thomas Kitchin] (London : Printed for T. Osborne [et al.], 1766), [plate 11].

Manuscript nos. "XI" at upper right and "11" on verso.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .M3 1766, [plate 11] (NLO)

Westphalia (Germany) - Maps - 1769

Nieuwe kaart van de Westfaalse Kreits verdeelt in deszelfs Bisdommen, Vorstendommen, Graafschappen enz na de nauwkeurigste ondervindingen int ligt gegeven. te Amsterdam : by Isaak Tirion, [1769?].

Authors: Tirion, Isaak -- Tirion, Isaak. Nieuwe en beknopte hand-atlas ... (1748 [i.e. 1769?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 28 x 32 cm.

Verso numbered "No 25" in manuscript.

In: Tirion, Isaak. Nieuwe en beknopte hand-atlas...
Westphalia (Germany) - Maps - 1778<<Ostfriesland (Germany) - Maps - 1778<<Oldenburg (Germany : Landkreis) - Maps - 1778


Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Santini, P. -- Remondini, Giuseppe Antonio, 1747-1811 -- Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (1784 [i.e. 1807?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 53 cm.

Inset (14 x 18 cm.): Supplement où se trouvent la Principauté d'Oost-Frise et le Comté d'Oldenburg.

In: Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (Venice : par P. Santini, rue Ste. Justine, chez M. Remondini, 1784 [i.e. 1807?]), v. 1, no. "P.I. 26"

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .S4 1807, v. 1, no. 26 (PrCt)

Westphalia (Germany) - Maps - 1797


Authors: Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824 -- Calcografia camerale (Rome, Italy) -- Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824. Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (1792-1801) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 43 cm.

In: Cassini, Giovanni Maria. Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (Rome : Presso la Calcogr. camerale, 1792-1801) v. 2 pl. 46.

Map dated 1795.

oversize Ayer 135 .C3 1807 v. 1, no. 26 (PrCt)

Westphalia (Germany) - Maps - 1801


Authors: Cary, John, approximately 1754-1835 -- Cary, John, approximately 1754-1835. Cary's New universal atlas ... (1811 [i.e. 1812?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 44 x 50 cm.

In: Cary, John. Cary's New universal atlas, containing distinct maps of all the principal states and kingdoms throughout the world (London: Printed for J. Cary, 1811 [i.e. 1812?]) pl. [19].

Printed paste-on no. 22.

oversize Ayer 135 .C3 1811 pl. 19 (PrCt)

Westphalia (Germany) - Maps - 1831

Westphalia. Edinburgh : D. Lizars, [1831?].

Authors: Lizars, Daniel, 1760-1812 -- Hamilton, John, fl. 1831 -- Lizars, Daniel, 1760-1812. The Edinburgh geographical and historical atlas ... [1831?]

1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 48 cm.

In: Lizars, Daniel. The Edinburgh geographical and historical atlas ... (Edinburgh [etc.] : John Hamilton [and others, 1831?] pl. [18].

Engraved plate no. 'XXII.'

oversize G 10 .514 pl. [18] (PrCt)

Westphalia (Germany) - Maps - 1921


Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 20 maps, 31 city plans

1st ed.

A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher, 1832-1990, no. D244b.

Includes advertising dated 1925 and priced in marks.

Condition: Excellent.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

oversize Ayer 135 .T55 1744, plate [25] (PrCt)
1700-1899 Rhineland (Germany) -
Topographic maps 1700-1899
The early administration maps of the 18th and 19th centuries in Westfalia and the Rhine areas.
1979.
Authors: Kleinn, Hans -- International Conference on the History of Cartography (8th : 1979 : Berlin)
Abstract of paper read at Int. Conf. on the Hist. of Cartog. (8th), Berlin, 1979.
Vert 1136 (PrCt)
82848
Wettersteingebirge (Austria and Germany) - Maps - 1909 Wetterstein Mountains (Germany) - Maps -
1909 Wetterstein Mountains (Germany) - Pictorial works -
1909 Pictorial works - 1909
Baskes DD801.A44 S39 1909 (NLO)
82849
Wetzel County (W. Va.) - Maps - 1865 -
Landowners - Counties -
Maps - Landowners - Maps
82850
Wexford (Ireland : County) - Maps - 1685
Wexford County. [London : Francis Lamb, 1685].
Authors: Petty, William, Sir, 1623-1687 -- Lamb, Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 47 x 58 cm.
In: Le Rouge, Georges. Recueil contenant des cartes nouvelles ... (Paris : chez le Sr. Le Rouge, 1742 [i.e. 1748?]). Manuscript '83' on verso. oversize Ayer 135 .L6 1742 pl. 83 (PrCt)
Francis -- Petty, William, Sir, 1623-1687. A Geographical description of ye kingdom of Ireland ... [1685]
1 map ; 10 x 14 cm.
Engraved plate number '(10).
Case G 1042 .668 pl. [13] (PrCt)

82851
Weymouth (Dorset, England) - Maps - 1933
Dorset (England) - Maps - 1933
A Pictorial and descriptive guide to Weymouth, Portland, Dorchester, Lulworth, Swanage, Sherborne, etc. : with plans of Weymouth, Swanage, Poole and Studland, three maps, and special notes for motorists ; sixty illustrations.
London : Ward, Lock and Co. ltd., [1933].
Authors: Ward, Lock and Company, ltd. -- Ward Lock & Co.’s illustrated guide books -- Ward Lock guides -- John Bartholomew and Son -- Butler & Tanner Ltd. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
x, 80, 48 p., 24, [10] p. of plates (some folded) : ill., 6 maps (col., folded) ; 18 cm.
"Ninth ed., rev."
Cover title: Ward Lock & Co.’s illustrated guide-books, Weymouth, Portland, Dorchester, and South Dorset
Spine title: Weymouth
Map on front cover.
Maps by John Bartholomew & Son.
Printed by Butler & Tanner.
Includes index.
Series: Ward, Lock & Co.’s illustrated guide books -- Ward Lock guides
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .W3 Weymouth (1933) (NLO)

82852
Whales - Anatomy - Drawings - 1798
Physeter, or spermaceti whale : drawn by scale, from one killed on the coast of Mexico, August 1793, and hoisted in on deck / J. Colnett, delin. ; G. Allen [sculp.]. London : A. Arrowsmith, January 1st, 1798.
Authors: Colnett, James, 1755?-1806 -- Allen, George S., II. 1790-1821 -- Colnett, James, 1755?-1806. A Voyage to the South Atlantic and round cape Horn into the Pacific Ocean ... (1798) -- John M. Wing Collection (Newberry Library) 1 drawing ; on sheet 31 x 23 cm.
Detached from: Colnett, James. A Voyage to the south Atlantic and round Cape Horn into the Pacific Ocean ... (London : W. Bennett [et al], 1798), no. 9 (of 9) [Wing G 16.18]
Descriptive text below is keyed to drawing (A-G).
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copies: Graff 812 -- Ayer 5A 3
Digital image available on University of Sydney Library website (accessed June 2010) :

82853
Whales, Bay of (Antarctica) - Maps - 1930
Little America I (Antarctica : Research station) - Maps - 1930
Ross Sea (Antarctica) - Maps - 1930
Antarctica - Discovery and exploration - Maps - 1930
Bay of Whales (Antarctica) SEE Whales, Bay of (Antarctica)
"From surveys of Blackburn and Coman, 1929-30."
Inset (9 x 8 cm.): Inset map of Little America.
Scale 1:6,000.
Details region around the Little America base camp established at the Bay of Whales on the Ross Sea, including two ship anchorages, three supply caches, airplane landing field and hangars, radio towers, beacons, extent of pack-ice in December 1928 and February 1930, several named sledge routes, and other camp sites used by the first Byrd Antarctic Expedition. The Bay of Whales and Little America were destroyed in 1987 when an iceberg broke away from the Ross Ice Shelf.
Scale 1:24,000.
Coordinates: (W 165°15'--W 163°00'/S 78°15'--S 78°45').
Oriented with north at bottom right.
Relief shown by hachures.
Duplicate copies: G 149 .138 -- Fitzgalert G850 1928 .A3 1930b
Case G850 1928.A3 1930, following p. 416 (NLO)

82854
Wharfe, River (England) - Maps - 1890
Wharfedale (England) - Maps - 1890
River Wharfe (England) SEE Wharfe, River (England)
The Wharfe / by Tom Bradley. Leeds : Yorkshire Post, 1890.
Authors: Bradley, Tom, active 1890 -- Yorkshire Weekly Post -- R.L.T. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
43 p. : 1 col. folded map ; 19 cm.
3rd ed.
"Reproduced from The Yorkshire Weekly Post."
Folded map pasted to inside front cover.
"With bird's-eye view of the river and roads adjoining."
Includes index.
Series: Yorkshire rivers ; no. 1.
Former owner’s ms. annotations throughout.
Former owner’s initials: R.L.T.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
82858
82855
Wharton County (Tex.) - Maps - 1880 -
Landowners<<<>Counties -
Maps<<<>Landowners - Maps
[Wharton County (Tex.) - 1880: LC G&M land
ownership maps on microfiche]. [Washington,
D.C.] : LC G&M Division, [1983?].
Authors: Texas. General Land Office -- Library of
Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC
G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 23 x 27.5 in. Scale 1:133,320.
Originally compiled 1880.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing
19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC
G&M Division land ownership maps
[Washington, D.C. : Library of Congress,
Geography and Map Division, 1983?].
Microfiche 583, no. 1162 (PrCt)
82856
Wharton County (Tex.) - Maps - 1895 -
Landowners<<<>Counties -
Maps<<<>Landowners - Maps
[Wharton County (Tex.) - 1895: LC G&M land
ownership maps on microfiche]. [Washington,
D.C.] : LC G&M Division, [1983?].
Authors: Texas. General Land Office -- Library of
Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC
G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 23.5 x 25.5 in. Scale 1:133,320.
Originally compiled 1895.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing
19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC
G&M Division land ownership maps
[Washington, D.C. : Library of Congress,
Geography and Map Division, 1983?].
Microfiche 583, no. 1163 (PrCt)
82857
Whatcom County (Wash.) - Maps - 1960-1969<<<>Wall maps<<<>Counties -
Maps
Metsker’s map of Whatcom County. Tacoma,
Wash. Metsker Maps, [196?-?].
Authors: Metsker Maps -- Metsker, Thomas
Charles -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry
Library)
1 map ; blue line print ; 37 x 135 cm., folded
envelope 23 x 14 cm.
"Copyright by Thos. C. Metsker."
Title on envelope: Metsker’s Whatcom County
map
Scale [1:126,720]. 1/2 in. to 1 mile.
Relief shown by hachures and spot heights.
Includes inset of Point Roberts.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
map4C G4283.W5 1960z .M4 (NLO)
82858
Whatcom County (Wash.) - Maps -
Collections, 1832-1937 -
Landowners<<<>Counties -
Maps<<<>Counties -
Mapwhatcom County in maps, 1832-1937.
Bellingham, Wash. Center for Pacific Northwest
Studies & Fourth Corner Registry, 1983.
Authors: Scott, James William, 1925- --
Turbeville, Daniel E. -- Western Washington
University. Center for Pacific Northwest Studies --
Fourth Corner Registry -- Edward E. Ayer
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (ix, 70 p.) : ill., maps ; 44 cm.
Contents: Exploration and scientific survey --
Early settlements -- Railroad boom -- Economic
expansion and consolidation -- Boom and
depression.
Ayer oversize G1488.W5 S3 1983 (NLO)
82859
Mapping the Transmississippi West,
1540-1861
A Bibliographic addendum to Carl I Wheat's
'Mapping the transmississippi west, 1540-1816'.
1976.
Authors: Seavey, Charles Alden, 1941- From
Special Libraries Association, Geography
and Map Division, Bulletin 105 (Sept. 1976):
12-19.
BHC 2248
Vert 1715 (PrCt)
82860
Wheeler, George M. (George Montague),
1842-1905<<<>West (U.S.) - Surveys,
1869-1878
George Montague Wheeler : last Army explorer of
the American West. West Point, N.Y. United
States Military Academy, 1975.
Authors: Guth, Peter L. -- Edward E. Ayer
Collection (Newberry Library)
74 leaves : maps, port. ; 27 cm.
Photocopy of typescript.
Bibliography: p. 70-74.
Ayer folio F 594.W56 G8 (NLO)
82861
Wheeling (W.V.) - Historical geography -
Maps - 1934 - Manuscripts<<<>Wheeling
(W.V.) - Maps - 1934 -
Manuscripts<<<>Manuscript maps
Historical map of Wheeling, W. Va. : Map #5 / O.
C. George. Canonsburg, Pa., 1934.
Authors: George, Orion C., fl. 1933-1934 --
Mayer, Brantz, 1809-1879. Tah-gah-jute, or
Logan, and Captain Michael Cresap (1851)
1 manuscript map : col. ; 10.5 x 14.3 cm. on...
state, surrounding counties, congressional
townships within the county, cities and towns
within the county, and county cemeteries. There
is also an index of surnames for county patents
(with parcel-counts for each surname), and a
surname/township index (with parcel-counts for
each surname by township).
Includes indexes.
Series: Family maps
ISBN 1420300083
Local History Ref F547.W3 B69 2005 (NLO)

82865 White County (Ill.) - Maps - 1871 -
Landowners<<>>Counties -
Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
[White County (Ill.) - 1871: LC G&M land
ownership maps on microfiche]. [Washington,
D.C.] : LC G&M Division, [1983?].
Authors: Westbrook, J. B. -- Library of Congress.
Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division
land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 4 parts; 2 are 24.5 x 20 in. each
and 2 are 34.5 x 18.5 in. each. Scale 1:42,240.
Originally published 1871.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing
19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map
Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
[Washington, D.C. : Library of Congress,
Geography and Map Division, 1983?].
Microfiche 583, no. 133 (PrCt)

82866 White County (Ill.) - Maps - 1930 -
Landowners<<>>Counties -
Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
W. W. Hixson & Co., [1930?].
Authors: W.W. Hixson & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (24 l.) : 19 maps (1 fold.) ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
Scale of township maps [ca. 1:50,600].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 12546.
LC Card Number: map48000908
Baskes folio G4103.W5G46 1930 .H5 (NLO)

82867 White County (Ill.) - Maps - 1965 -
Landowners<<>>Counties -
Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
Tri-annual atlas & plat book, White County,
Illinois. Rockford, Ill. Rockford Map Publishers,
c1965.
Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- University of
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. Agricultural
Experiment Station. White County general soil
map (1965) -- White County Farm Bureau (Ill.) --
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (41 p.) : 13 maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
"Sponsored by White County Farm Bureau."
Includes index to owners, and business and county government directories.
Scale [1:50,688]. 1 1/4 in. = 1 mile.
Folded map pasted to inside of back cover: White County general soil map / prepared by
Agricultural Experiment Station, Turner Hall, University of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois.
Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 12549
LC Card Number: map65000986
Baskes folio G4103.W5G46 1965 .R58 (NLO)

82868  White County (III.) - Maps - 1975 - Landowners<<<>Counties - Maps<<<>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- White County Farm Bureau (III.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (42 p.) : 14 maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
Rev. 1975.
"Sponsored by White County Farm Bureau."
Includes index to owners and business and government directory.
Scale [ca. 1:50,688]. 1 1/4 in. = 1 mile.
Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G4103.W5G46 1975 .R58 (NLO)

82869  White County (III.) - Maps - 1978 - Landowners<<<>Counties - Maps<<<>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (42 p.) : 20 maps ; 28 cm.
"Rev. 1978."
Cover title.
Includes index to owners, and county government and business directories.
Scale [1:50,688]. 1 1/4 in. = 1 mile.
Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 81675705
Baskes folio G4103.W5G46 1978 .R58 (NLO)

82870  White County (Ind.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners<<<>Counties - Maps<<<>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960- -- Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)
224 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
1st ed.
"Deluxe edition."
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents purchased in the past, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).
"3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads."
Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).
Includes indexes.
Series: Family maps
ISBN 1420320238 ; 9781420320237 ; 1420320246 (pbk.) ; 9781420320244 (pbk.)
Local History Ref F532.W58 B69 2010 (NLO)

82871  White County (Ind.) - Maps - 1896 - Landowners<<<>Counties - Maps<<<>Landowners - Maps
Standard atlas of White County, Indiana : including a plat book of the villages, cities, and townships of the county ... Knightstown, Ind. The Bookmark, 1976.
Authors: Geo. A. Ogle & Co. -- Bookmark (Firm)
1 atlas (40 p. : ill., maps) ; 43 cm.
Bound with 1976 reprint of Atlas and platbook of White County, Indiana, 1920 ... (Des Moines, Iowa: The Kenyon Co., 1920) [oversize G1403 .W804 1896a no. 2]
References: Cf. Phillips 1636
77-33842
oversize G1403 .W804 1896a no. 1 (NLO)

82872  White County (Ind.) - Maps - 1920 - Landowners<<<>Counties - Maps<<<>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Monticello Herald-Journal, Monticello, Ind. -- Kenyon Company (Des Moines, Iowa) -- Bookmark (Firm)
1 atlas ([41]-63 p. : ill., maps) ; 43 cm.
Reprint of the 1920 ed. published by The Kenyon Co., Des Moines, Iowa.
Bound with 1976 reprint of Standard atlas of White County, Indiana ... (Chicago: Geo. A. Ogle & Co., 1896) [oversize G1403 .W804 1896a no. 1]
77-33842
oversize G1403 .W804 1896a no. 2 (NLO)

82873  White Mountains (N.H. and Me.) - Maps - 1859
Newbery Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

- Pictorial maps - Tourist maps
- Pictorial maps - White Mountains (N.H. and Me.) - 1859
- Tourist maps - White Mountains (N.H. and Me.) - 1859 - Pictorial maps


Authors: Leavitt, Franklin -- Brown, Samuel E., -approximately 1860 -- Dillingham & Bragg (Boston, Mass.) -- Grand Trunk Railway Company of Canada -- Brown, S. E. (Samuel E.), -approximately 1860 SEE Brown, Samuel E., -approximately 1860
1 map ; 53 x 67 cm., folded to 28 x 19 cm.
Not drawn to scale.
Approximate coordinates: (W 72°30'--W 71°00'/N 44°30'--N 43°30')
Relief shown pictorially.
Pictorial map with illustrations of hotels, prominent mountains and other geographic features, and notes about local inhabitants.

Inset map (9 x 25 cm.): Map showing line of Grand Trunk Railway of Canadas and United States.

Inset views (12 x 49 cm. and smaller): This view is seen on the south east side -- The Flume in Lincoln N.H. near the Flume House -- Silver Cascade in the Notch of the White Mt's. -- Glen Ellis Falls, Pinkham Notch -- Crystal Falls, Pinkham Notch.

Includes seven tables of distances between stations along railroad lines.
Wood engraving printed from electrotype.
Sectioned into 8 panels, mounted on cloth, and folded to 28 x 19 cm.

More information and a digital image of another copy available on the WhiteMountainHistory.org website (accessed April 2013): http://whitemountainhistory.org/Franklin_Leavitt_Maps.html

Bertheelsen, John F. "Franklin Leavitt, White Mountain cartographer and folk artist" in Dartmouth compass v. 1, no. 3 (Summer 1982): p. 2-5 [Vert 824, no. 1 (PrCt)]; Cobb, David A.

New Hampshire maps to 1900 (1981), p. 38, no. 252; OCLC 14400354
G 10842 .5 (NLO)

82874 White Mountains (N.H. and Me.) - Maps - 1872
- Relief models - New Hampshire - Maps - 1872 - Relief models - Relief models - Maps - 1872 - Map printing - Relief models - Maps - 1872


1 model : col., paper ; 20 x 25 x 1 cm.
Scale 1:400,000. Vertical scale 1:133,333.
Cover title : Raised map of the White Mountains.
Shows roads, railroads, hotels and spot heights.
Map was apparently printed onto a flat sheet first, then subsequently pressed onto a paper or cardboard relief backing.
Stored in original printed boards carrying advertisements for booksellers and publishers in Boston and New York; boards attached with cloth spine.

Inset table lists mountain elevations and area hotels ('houses').
See Newbery Library Map Information File.

References: Cobb, D.A. New Hampshire maps to 1900 no. 37; Bent, A.H. Bibliography of the White Mountains p. 85; 'Newberry acquisitions' in Mapline no.60 (Winter 1990-91), p.10-11. 90-108917
map4C G3742.W5 1872 G4 (NLO)

82875 White Mountains (N.H. and Me.) - Maps - 1881

Map of the White Mountains of New Hampshire from Walling's large map of the state ... New York : Bien, 1881.

Authors: Walling, Henry Francis, 1825-1888 -- Bien, Julius, 1826-1909
1 map : 61 x 72 cm., folded 25 x 16 cm.
Scale not given.
G 10842 .95 (NLO)

82876 White Mountains (N.H. and Me.) - Maps - 1902 - New Hampshire - Maps - 1902


Authors: National Publishing Company (Boston, Mass.)
1 map : col., mounted on cloth ; 90 x 95 cm., folded in covers to 24 x 11 cm.
Cover title: Topographic map of the White Mountains and central New Hampshire.
'Scale 2 miles to an inch.'
Relief shown with contour lines.

Includes indexes of post offices, railroad stations, lakes, streams, and mountains.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
map4C G3742.W5 1902 .N3 (PrCt)

82877 White Mountains (N.H. and Me.) - Maps - 1937
Authors: National Geographic Society (U.S.) -- Bumstead, Albert H. (Albert Hoit), 1875-1940 -- Austin, Margaret B. -- Grosvenor, Gilbert Hovey, 1875-1966 -- A. Hoen & Co.
1 map : col.; 41 x 48 cm.
"July 1937."
Scale [ca. 1:190,080]
Coordinates: (W 71°54'-W 70°56'/N 44°25'--N 43°48').
Relief shown by shading and spot heights.
Includes location map and colored illustrations.
Issued folded to 13 x 17 cm.
References: OCLC 10193501
LC Card Number: 88690926
Accession number 2012032299
map2F G3742.W5 1937 .N3 (PrCt)

82878 White Mountains (N.H. and Me.) - Maps - Exhibitions - Catalogs>>>Harvard Map Collection - Exhibitions - Catalogs
Authors: Apt, Adam Jared -- Harvard Map Collection
30 p.; 28 cm.
Descriptions of 24 maps.
'Further reading,' pp. 29-30.
'70 copies of this catalogue have been printed, of which this is no. 49.'
folio G3742.W52 A68 2006 (NLO)

82879 White Mountains (N.H. and Me.) - Pictorial works - 1886<<<New Hampshire - Pictorial works - 1886<<<Maine - Pictorial works - 1886
Birds eye view of the White Mountains. Portland, Me. G. W. Morris, [1886?].
Authors: Morris, George W. -- Brooks Bank Note Co. -- Morris (G. W.), publisher, Portland, Me.
SEE Morris, George W., fl. ca. 1886
1 map ; 45 x 71 cm.
Imperfect: lacking covers.
Variant cover titles: Picturesque bird's eye view of the White Mountains -- The most perfect map ever issued showing every mountain from the summit of Mt. Washington.
"Brooks Bank Note & Lith'g. Co."
List of 52 locations (principally mountains, with elevations) in bottom margin keyed to map. Not drawn to scale.
"Oriental linen parchment"--Watermark.
Holzheirer 2004112903
map4F G3742.W52A3 1886 .M6 (NLO)

82880 White Mountains (N.H. and Me.) - Pictorial works - 1915<<<New Hampshire - Pictorial works - 1886<<<Maine - Pictorial works - 1915
A Comprehensive view-map of the White Mountains: accurately picturing the mountains and showing the principal highways, points of interest, and distances between towns. West Thornton, N.H. Published at the Robbins nest, New Hampshire's leading tea room, ca. 1915.
Authors: Robbins, John W. -- Robbins Nest
1 map ; 26 x 30 cm.
Panel title.
At head of title: Robbins' eye view.
Copyright J.W. Robbins.
Added title: Robbins' eye view of the White Mountains of New Hampshire
"Points of interest in the order you will see them"--Verso of map.
Not drawn to scale.
"Price 10 cents"
Issued folded to 13 x 10 cm.
map1F G3742.W52A3 1915 .R63 (NLO)

82881 White Plains, Battle of, 1776<<<United States - History - Revolution, 1775-1783 - Maps
Plan of the country from Frogs Point to Croton River, shewing the positions of the American and British armies from the 12th of Oct. 1776 until the engagement on the White Plains on the 28th. Philadelphia, 1832.
Authors: Yeager, Josep
Scale [ca. 1:200,000].
Relief shown by hachures.
Case E5 .W275505 Atlas map 3 (PrCt)

A Military sketch, imperfect, of the disposition of some of the English and American troops, and of General Howe's headquarters, after the affair of White Plains, 25 Oct., 1776. [19--].
Authors: Howe, William Howe, Viscount,
A Large chart of the White Sea. [London : William Mount and Thomas Page, 1740].

Authors: Mount, William, d. 1769 -- Page, Thomas, d. 1762 -- English Pilot. Part 2 (1740) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 44 x 57 cm.

In: The English pilot : The second part : Orlogne.

Baskes oversize G1793 .E552 1740, [plate 26] (PrCt)

82889 White Steamer automobile SEE White Steamer automobile

Advertisements - Automobiles - 1907 SEE White Company

Drive a White Steamer and see the country as you have never seen it before and as you cannot see it in any other way / the White Company, Cleveland, Ohio. [Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Co., 1907].

Authors: White Company (Cleveland, Ohio) -- Rand McNally and Company. New York to Chicago (1907) -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library) -- White Company Automobiles (Cleveland, Ohio) SEE White Company (Cleveland, Ohio)

1 sheet ; including B & W photograph ; 23 x 15 cm.


Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection at the Newberry Library.

Case GV1024 .N49 1907, White Steamer advert (PrCt)


Plan of buildings in the neighbourhood of Whitehall, showing thereon in red colour the Cockpit and ancient buildings in the neighbourhood thereof, as they stood in 1860. London : London Topographical Society, 1900.


1 map : col. ; on sheet 68 x 56 cm.

Facsimile of a map prepared by Sir John Taylor, K.C.B. ... It consists of a modern ground-plan of Whitehall superimposed on Fisher's plan of 1680 as engraved by Vertue.'--London topographical record, v. 16.

Note--the reddish brown lines are taken from 'A survey and ground plot of the royal palace of Whitehall, with the lodgings and apartments belonging to their majesties--A.D. 1680, by John Fisher,' and published in 1747 by G. Vertue.' Also shows buildings and streets of 1897.

'H.M. Office of Works, 1897.'

Scale [ca. 1:725].

Oriented with north to the right.

Cadastral map.

Indexed for lodgings and apartments.

82891 **Whiteside County (Ill.) - Maps - 1872 - Landowners & Counties - Maps**

*Atlas of Whiteside Co. and the state of Illinois ... (1872)* - Indexes


Authors: Warner & Beers. Atlas of Whiteside Co. and the state of Illinois ... (1872) -- Sterling-Rock Falls Historical Society

152 p. : ill., maps ; 28 cm.

Index to, and partial reprint of: Atlas of Whiteside Co. and the state of Illinois ... to which is added an atlas of the United States, maps of the hemispheres, &c. &c. &c. (Chicago : Warner & Beers, 1872).

"With individual illustrated township plats, including complete name and landmark indexes."

Newberry holds 2 copies of the original atlas:

Baskes oversize G4103.W55G46 1872 .W37 -- oversize G 10896 .956

**folios**

82892 **Whiteside County (Ill.) - Maps - 1872 - Landowners & Counties - Maps**

*Atlas of Whiteside Co. and the state of Illinois : to which is added an atlas of the United States, maps of the hemispheres, &c. &c. &c. / assistants, Jos. A. Cox ... [et al.]. Chicago : Warner & Beers, 1872."


1 atlas (3, xxxiv [i.e. lviii], 5-95 p.) : ill., 64 hand. col. maps (some folded) ; 47 cm.

Cover title: State of Illinois combined town, country, state, national, and general atlas


Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Duplicate copy: oversize G 10896 .956


References: Buck1128; LeGear L878; Phillips 1576; Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 1602.

**Baskes oversize G4103.W55G46 1872 .W37 (NLO)**

82893 **Whiteside County (Ill.) - Maps - 1893 - Landowners & Counties - Maps**


Authors: Geo. A. Ogle & Co.

1 atlas (118 p.) : maps ; 30 cm.

Historical directory: p. 115-118.

**oversize F 89692 .642 (NLO)**

82894 **Whiteside County (Ill.) - Maps - 1896 - Landowners & Counties - Maps**

*Plat book of Whiteside County, Illinois : based on latest government surveys and official records. Rockford, Ill. Published by W. W. Hixson & Co. 1908."

Authors: W.W. Hixson & Co.

1 map : col. ; 105 x 136 cm.

Scale [ca. 1:52,000].

Shows land ownership.

Advertising in margins.

Gift 93.

**map8F G4103.W55 1908 .H5 (NLO)**

82895 **Whiteside County (Ill.) - Maps - 1908 - Landowners & Counties - Maps**

*The Sterling evening gazette map of Whiteside County, Illinois : based on latest government surveys and official records. Rockford, Ill. Published by W. W. Hixson & Co. 1908."

Authors: W.W. Hixson & Co.

1 map : col. ; 105 x 136 cm.

Scale [ca. 1:52,000].

Shows land ownership.

Advertising in margins.

Gift 93.

**map8F G4103.W55 1908 .H5 (NLO)**

82896 **Whiteside County (Ill.) - Maps - 1914 - Landowners & Counties - Maps**


Authors: W.W. Hixson & Co.

1 map : col. ; 112 x 136 cm.


Scale [ca. 1:52,000].

Shows land ownership.

Advertising in margins.

Gift 93.

**map8F G4103.W55 1914 .H5 (NLO)**
82897 Whiteside County (Ill.) - Maps - 1950-1959 - Landowners<<<Counties - Maps<<<Landowners - Maps
Whiteside County Illinois, official farm plat book and directory. LaPorte, Ind. County Plat and Directory Co., [195-?].
Authors: County Plat & Directory Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (36 p.) : 22 maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
Includes index to farmers and business directory. Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Scale not given.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G4103.W55G46 1950z .C6 (NLO)

82898 Whiteside County (Ill.) - Maps - 1967 - Landowners<<<Counties - Maps<<<Landowners - Maps
Authors: Title Atlas Co. (Minneapolis, Minn.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([236] p.) : ill., 26 maps, ports. ; 34 cm.
Advertisements interspersed. Directory includes biographical information of owners.
Scale not given.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

82899 Whiteside County (Ill.) - Maps - 1977 - Landowners<<<Counties - Maps<<<Landowners - Maps
Authors: Directory Service Company -- Danzer, Gerald A.
1 atlas (64 p.) : maps ; 25 cm.
Cover title.
Publisher and place of publication from back cover.
Scale [ca. 1:63,360].
Includes index to landowners. Advertisements on cover and interspersed.

82900 Whitfield County (Ga.) - Maps - 1879 - Landowners<<<Counties - Maps<<<Landowners - Maps
Authors: Street, Sam'l M. -- Schultz, Wm. P. -- Smith & Stroup, map publishers, Philadelphia -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 28.5 x 22 in. Scale 1:63,360.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Microfiche 583, no. 98 (PrCt)

82901 Whitley County (Ind.) - Maps - 1830-1849 - Landowners<<<Counties - Maps<<<Landowners - Maps
Authors: Harter, Stuart -- Harter, Karen -- Whitley County (Ind.) -- County Recorder [12] leaves : 9 maps ; 61 cm.
Cadastral maps derived from book of original land entries dated ca. 1830-ca. 1849 in the County Recorder's Office, Columbia City, Indiana.
Includes index.
oversize G1403.W9 H3 1981 (NLO)

82902 Whitley County (Ind.) - Maps - 1873 - Landowners<<<Counties - Maps<<<Landowners - Maps
Authors: Willard, Kingman & McConahy -- Kiser, Ellis -- Leas, W. H. -- Lewis, A. C. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 4 parts; 2 are 22 x 21 in. each and 2 are 24.5 x 21 in. each. Scale 1:42,240.
Originally published 1873.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Microfiche 583, no. 176 (PrCt)

82903 Whitley County (Ind.) - Maps - 1908<<<Counties - Maps
Whitley County Indiana. [Chicago] : Rand McNally, 1908.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Baker & Co. (Indianapolis, Ind.) -- Chicago Historical Society
1 map : col. ; 12.5 x 12.25 inches
CHS Coll., Map no. 362 (PrCt)

82904 Whitwell, Stedman<<<Names, Geographical

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0-528-1626343</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. 
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
82911 Wicklow (Ireland : County) - Maps - 1685
Wicklow County. [London : Francis Lamb, 1685].
Case G 1042 .668 pl. [11] (PrCt)
82912 Wicklow (Ireland : County) - Maps - 1853-1889
Hand-books for Ireland: Dublin and Wicklow.
London : Virtue, 1853.
Authors: Hall, S. C. (Samuel Carter), 1800-1889 -- Hall, S. C., Mrs., 1800-1881 -- Virtue, George, 1793?-1868 1 v. : 3 map plates G 423.38 (NLO)
82913 Wicomico County (Md.) - Maps - 1974 - Road maps
Authors: Maryland. Dept. of Transportation 1 map : col. ; 34 x 48 cm.
82914 Wicconsin - Maps - 1974-1989
[P]prepared at the University of Wisconsin-Madison under the direction of Arthur H. Robinson, Randall D. Sale, Michael L. Czechanski ; edited by Arthur H. Robinson, Jerry B. Culver ; gazetteer prepared at the University of Wisconsin-La Crosse under the direction of Jerry B. Culver.
'Maps printed by Hammond, Inc., Maplewood, New Jersey.' Includes 15 p. of sectional maps 1:500,000 or 8 miles to 1 in. and 5 p. of city maps (1:125,000). 199336 ICN56 ISBN 0299065340 (pbk.) ; 0299065308 map5C 42 (NLO)
82915 Wied, Anton, 1508-1558
[Notes on Anton Wied]. [Chicago, 198-?].
Authors: Karrow, Robert W. 1 file folder ; 25 x 30 cm.
Bibliographical notes, photocopies of maps, and drafts used in the preparation of the chapter on Anton Wied in: Karrow, Mapmakers of the sixteenth century and their maps (1993).
Vert 3203 (PrCt)
82916 Wied, Anton, 1508-1558
Ref N40 .T42 1970 v. 35, p. 524 (PrCt)
82917 Wied, Anton, 1508-1558
Anton Wied, ein dannziger Kartograph des 16ten Jahrhunderts, den Mitgliedern des 15ten deutschen Geographentages gewidmet.
[Amsterdam : Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, 1975].
Authors: Michow, H. (Heinrich), b. 1839 -- Acta cartographica (1975) p. 342-347
82918 Wied, Anton, 1508-1558. ... Moscouia qu[ae] & Alba Russia ... (1542)-Cartographyy - Russia - History - 1525-1631
Das erste Jahrhundert russischer Kartographie, 1525-1631, und die Originalkarte des Anton Wied von 1542. [Amsterdam : Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, 1971].
82919 Wied, Anton, 1508-1558. Moscovies lands newe beschreibung (1544)
Einige Bemerkungen über Anton Wied 'Moscovia' und das zugehörige Urusbild.
[Hildburghausen : Bibliographischen Institut, 1897].
Authors: Nehring, Alfred, 1845-1904 -- Globus (1897) p. 85-89 : ill. ; 31 cm.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

In: Globus 71 (1897): 85-89.
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3202, no. 4.
G 007 .34, v. 71, p. 85-89 (PrCt)

82920 Wiesbaden (Germany) - Maps - 1700<<<>Mainz (Rhineland-Palatinate, Germany) - Maps - 1700 Partie occidentale du Palatinat et eslectorat du Rhein ... Paris, 1700.
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:183 1 map : hand col. ; 41 x 54 cm. 2421 Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack. Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:183 (PrCt)

82921 Wiesbaden (Germany) - Maps - 1700<<<>Mainz (Rhineland-Palatinate, Germany) - Maps - 1700<>Frankfurt am Main Region (Germany) - Maps - 1700 Partie occidentale du temporel de l'archevesché et eslectorat de Mayence. Paris, 1700.
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:187 1 map : hand col. ; 40 x 54 cm. 2426 Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack. Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:187 (PrCt)

82922 Wiesbaden (Germany) - Maps - 1900 Beckmann's neuster plan von Wiesbaden. Stuttgart : Klemm & Beckmann, [1900].
Authors: Beckmann, Otto, 1908 -- Braun, P. -- Bendele, H. -- Klemm & Beckmann 1 map : col. ; 57 x 45 cm. Scale 1:8,500. M1289 map4F G6299.W57 1900 .B4 (PrCt)

Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag -- Meyer-Elbing, Oscar -- Goldschmidt, Albert -- Kraatz, Leopold -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Series: Griebens Reiseführer ; Bd. 76 Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 76 (1912-1913) (NLO)

Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 1 map, 8 city plans 1st ed.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

SEE De La Motte, Count, 18th cent.
Authors: Fricx, Eugène-Henri, d. 1733 -- Harrewijn, Jacobus, 1660-1727 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:U29 1 map ; 24 x 30 cm., on sheet 60 x 38 cm. Engraved map with letterpress text in bottom margin: Relation de l'action qui s'est passée à Wynendale le 28. Septemb. 1708 entre un corps de troupes des alliés, commandé par le

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Major-General Webb, & l'armée des François, commandé par le Comte de la Motte ... A Bruxelles, chez Eugene Henry Fricx, imprimeur du Roy. 1711.

Map details troop positions during the Battle of Wijnendale in the War of Spanish Succession, and includes references A-I, K, L, N and O.

Remnants of binding stub on verso.

Koeman v. 2, p. 110, Fri 1, no. 34.

Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Sack map2F G6014.W5S1 1711 .F7 (PrCt)


Plan of ye battle of Wynendale, between ye troops of ye allies commanded by Major Gen. Webb, & those of France, under Count De La Motte, Sep. 28, 1708. [London? Knapton, ca. 1740?].


folio F 45 .7341 v. [6] map [56] (PrCt)

82927 Wijnendale, Battle of, Wijnendale, Belgium, Battle of, 1708 - Maps-->Webb, John Richard, 1667?-1727<-->De La Motte, Count, 18th cent.

Plan of ye battle of Wynendale, between ye troops of ye allies commanded by Major Gen. Webb, & those of France, under Count De La Motte, Sep. 28, 1708. [London : s.n., ca. 1785?].


Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 35 x 47 cm.

Title in bottom margin.

'For Mr. Tindal's continuation of Mr. Rapin's history of England.'

Includes references A-Q.


oversize Ayer 135 .T5 1732 map [65] (PrCt)

82928 Wilanów (Warsaw, Poland) - Pictorial works - 1835


1 print ; 12 x 21 cm. on sheet 30 x 42 cm.

Facsimile reprint of engraving in Chodzko's La Pologne historique, littéraire, monumentale et pittoresque ... (Paris: Bureau Central, 1835-1842).

Imprint from label on verso.


82929 Wilbarger County (Tex.) - Maps - 1887 - Landowners<-->Counties - Maps<-->Landowners - Maps


Authors: Nabers, J. A. -- Library of Congress.

Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps

1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.

Size of original: 12 x 9 in. Originally compiled 1887.

Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps: Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps


Microfiche 583, no. 1164 (PrCt)

82930 Wilbarger County (Tex.) - Maps - 1890-1899 - Landowners<-->Counties - Maps<-->Landowners - Maps


Authors: Nabers, J. A. -- Lutz, J. E. -- Library of Congress.

Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps

1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.

Size of original: 12 x 8.5 in. Originally published Vernon, Tex.: J.E. Lutz. [1899-?].

Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps: Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps


Microfiche 583, no. 1165 (PrCt)


Authors: Majano, Jadwiga -- Lutz, J. E. -- Library of Congress.

Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps

1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.

Size of original: 12 x 8.5 in. Originally published Vernon, Tex.: J.E. Lutz. [1899-?].

Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps: Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps


Microfiche 583, no. 1166 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Maps<>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960- -- Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)
388 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
1st ed. 'Deluxe edition.'
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).
'3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.' Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township). Includes indexes.
Series: Family maps
ISBN 142030528X ; 9781420305289
Local History Ref F332.W5 B69 2007 (NLO)

82935
Will County (III.) - Maps - 1851 -
Landowners<>Landowners - Will County (III.) - Maps - 1851

82936
Will County (III.) - Maps - 1862 -
Landowners<>Landowners - Will County (III.) - Maps - 1862

82932
Wilkes County (Ga.) - Maps - 1901 -
Landowners<>Counties -\nMaps<>Landowners - Maps
New century map of Wilkes County, Georgia. [197-].
Authors: Granade, Columbus -- Orr, A. J. 1 map ; 29 x 29 cm. Facsimile of original published 1901. Shows population by township, based on 1900 census. 74-16274 2002 map2F G3923.W75G46 1901 G7 197- (PrCt)

82933
Wilkes Land (Antarctica) - Maps - 1955
The Antarctic : latitude 52° 15' S. to 71° 17' S., longitude 87° 00' E. to 150° 27' E. from the latest information in the Hydrographic Department to 1954. London : Admiralty, 1955.
Authors: Great Britain. Hydrographic Office -- Collins, K. St. B. -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 65 x 98 cm. Published at the Admiralty, 28th Oct. 1955, under the superintendence of Captain K. St. B. Collins...Hydrographer.' 'Small corrections.' G.B. Hyd. Dept. Pl. No.: 3172. Upper right: 304.55. Scale 1:2,750,000. Fitzgerald polar map 296 (PrCt)

82934
Wilkin County (Minn.) - Maps - 1949 -
Landowners<>Counties -\nMaps<>Landowners - Maps
19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress, Geography and Map
Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
[Washington, D.C. : Library of Congress,
Geography and Map Division, 1983?].
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library).
Microfiche 583, no. 135 (PrCt)

82937 Will County (Ill.) - Maps - 1862 -
Landowners<<Landowners - Will County
(Ill.) - Maps - 1862<<Will County (Ill.) - Maps
- 1862 - Landowners - Indexes<<Landowners - Will County (Ill.) -
Maps - 1862 - Indexes<<Counties -
Maps<<Landowners - Maps
Will County township plat maps of 1862 : with
index of land owners. Wilmington, Ill. Will/Grundy
Genealogical Society, 2011.
Authors: Burhans, S. H. -- Van Vechten, J. --
Mendel, Edward, 1827-1884 -- Will-Grundy
Counties Genealogical Society -- Chicago Region
Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (89 p.) : ill., maps ; 28 cm.
Probably a reprint of: Burhans, S.H., J. Van
Vechten, and Edward Mendel. Map of Will
County, Illinois (1862).
Issued with indexes of land owners and city
street maps compiled by the Will/Grundy
Genealogical Society, "P.O. Box 24 Wilmington,
II. 60481."
References: Cf. microfiche copy of original map
held by the Library of Congress [Microfiche 583,
no. 135 (PrCt)]
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library).
Local History Ref G4103.W6 G46 2011, .W55
(NLO)

82938 Will County (Ill.) - Maps - 1873 -
Landowners<<Landowners - Will County
(Ill.) - Maps - 1873<<Atlas - Will County
(Ill.) - 1873<<Counties -
Maps<<Landowners - Maps
Combination atlas map of Will County, Illinois,
compiled, drawn and published from personal
examinations and surveys, by Thompson Bro's &
Authors: Thompson Bro's & Burr -- Chicago
Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (139 p. : maps, ill.) ; 45 x 36 cm.
Includes history of the county.
References: Phillips 12555; Atlases in libraries of
Chicago (1936) no. 1604; OCLC 9371853.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library).
oversize G 10896 .874 (NLO)

82939 Will County (Ill.) - Maps - 1873 -
Landowners<<Landowners - Will County
(Ill.) - Maps - 1873<<Atlas - Will County
(Ill.) - 1873<<Counties -
Maps<<Landowners - Maps
[Combination atlas map of Will County, Illinois,
compiled, drawn and published from personal
examinations and surveys, by Thompson Bro's &
Burr]. [S.I. s.n., 19-].
Authors: Thompson Bro's & Burr -- Sclair, Helen,
1930-2009 -- Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 23 loose-leaf maps ; 28 cm.
"Combination atlas map of Will Co. IL. Thompson
Bro's & Burr, 1873" -- At bottom of each map.
Reduced photocopy of unidentified 20th-century
facsimile edition of Combination atlas map of Will
County, Illinois, compiled, drawn and published
from personal examinations and surveys, by
Thompson Bro's & Burr (Elgin, Ill. : Thompson
Bro's & Burr, 1873).
Lacking title page and imprint of facsimile edition.
Comprised of township maps, most reduced to
20 x 20 cm.
Original and full-size 1873 edition at Newberry:
oversize G 10896 .874
Gift 2011, estate of Helen Sclair.
References: Cf. Phillips 12555; Cf. Atlases in
libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 1604; Cf. OCLC
9371853.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library).
map1F G4103.W6G46 1873 .T5 19-- (PrCt)

82940 Will County (Ill.) - Maps - 1909-1910 -
Landowners<<Landowners - Will County
(Ill.) - Maps - 1909-1910<<Will County Anti
Horse-Thief Association (Ill.)<<Counties -
Maps<<Landowners - Maps
Standard atlas of Will County, Illinois : including a
plat book of the villages, cities, and townships of
the county; map of the state, United States, and
Authors: Geo. A. Ogle & Co. -- Zarley, William H.
-- Will County Anti Horse-Thief Association (Ill.)--
Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) --
Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([3]-163, xxii p. : ill., 62 col. maps ; 39 cm.
'Assisted in the plat work of Joliet City by Wm. H.
Zarley, County Surveyor ...
Scales differ.
Laid in: List of members of Will Co. Anti
Horse-Thief Association for 1934, notice from
First State Bank of Matteson dated July 1, 1934,
clipping from Joliet evening herald dated Sept.
26, 1940.
Some landowner names updated in ms.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Phillips 3731
LC Card Number: 2001626400
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection
(Newberry Library).
(NLO)

82941 Will County (Ill.) - Maps - 1948 -
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Landowners<<>Counties - Maps<<>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Will County Farm Bureau (Ill.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([50] p.): 25 maps (1 folded); 22 x 29 cm. Cover title.
"Sponsored by the Will County Farm Bureau."--Cover.
Scale [ca. 1:49,000]
Coordinates: (W 88°16'--W 87°31'N 41°44'--N 41°12').
Folded detail map of Will County tipped in at end. Advertisements on covers and interspersed. Laid in: Illinois Farm Bureaus member windshield sticker
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

82945

Will County (Ill.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps<<>Kendall County (Ill.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps<<>Atlases - Will County (Ill.) - 2004<<>Atlases - Kendall County (Ill.) - 2004<<>Road maps<<>Counties - Maps Will & Kendall counties street guide. [Skokie, Ill.]: Rand McNally, 2004.
1 atlas (A-I, 3194-4035, 45 p.): col. maps; 28 cm. +1 CD-ROM
$19.95
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011). Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN StrFdr 2004 .W54 (Pr Ct)

82946

Will County (Ill.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps<<>Kendall County (Ill.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps<<>Atlases - Will County (Ill.) - 2005<<>Atlases - Kendall County (Ill.) - 2005<<>Road maps<<>Counties - Maps Will & Kendall counties street guide. [Skokie, Ill.]: Rand McNally, 2005.
1 atlas (various pagiantions): col. maps; 28 cm. +1 CD-ROM
$19.95
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

(William L. Clements Library)

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
ISBN 0528956248
RMcN StrFdr 2005 .W54 (PrCt)

82947

Will County (Ill.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps
Kendall County (Ill.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps
Will County (Ill.) - Atlases - 2006 - Atlases - Kendall County (Ill.) - 2006 - Road maps - Counties - Maps
Will & Kendall counties street guide. Chicago, Ill. Randall McNally, 2006 [i.e. 2005].
1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm. Dated 2006, but received by the Newberry Library in 2005.
$19.95
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
ISBN 0528855220
RMcN StrFdr 2006 .W54 (PrCt)

82948

Will Rogers State Historic Park - 1960
Will Rogers state historical park. [Sacramento?] Calif. California Department of Parks and Recreation, [ca. 1960s].
1 leaflet (3-fold) : ill, photos, map ; 23 x 11 cm Gift, J. Akerman, 2009.
Travel Vertical File G4364 .L8:2W5 1960 .D4 (PrCt)

82949

Willdey, George
Willdey's enterprising map of North America. 1962.
Authors: Alexander, Gerard L. In Antiques v. 82 (July 1962): 76-77. The map was published in London c.1720. Cited in Imago Mundi annual bibliography.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

82950

William L. Clements Library SEE William L. Clements Library
Authors: William L. Clements Library -- Clements Library SEE William L. Clements Library
55 p. : ill. ; 26 cm.
BHC 1841
Vert 1408 (PrCt)

82951

William L. Clements Library - Map collections
The Division of Maps, William L. Clements

Authors: Marshall, Douglas W. -- William L. Clements Library
p. 41-47 : ill.
Contains a brief history of the collection, with notes on cataloging, acquisition, etc., and a floor plan of the library.
5S 105, no. 89, p. 41-47 (PrCt)

82952

Williams County (O.H.) - Maps - 1904 - Landowners SEE Counties - Maps SEE Landowners - Maps
Authors: Democrat Publishing Company (Chicago, Ill.)
1 atlas (12 leaves) : col. maps ; 45 cm. Scale: [1:31680]. Scale of township maps: 2 inches to the mile.
oversize G1398.W5 D4 1904 (NLO)

82953

Williams County (Ohio) - Maps - 1864 - Landowners SEE Counties - Maps SEE Landowners - Maps
Microfiche 583, no. 688 (PrCt)

82954

Williams County (Ohio) - Maps - 1874 - Landowners SEE Counties - Maps SEE Landowners - Maps
An Illustrated historical atlas of Williams County, Ohio. Chicago : Andreas & Baskin, 1874.
Authors: Durant, Samuel W. -- Durant, Pliny A. -- Durant, S. W. & P. A., firm, civil engineers, St. Charles, Ill. -- Andreas & Baskin
oversize F 892975.43 (NLO)

82955

Williams County (Ohio) - Maps - 1971 - Landowners SEE Counties - Maps SEE Landowners - Maps

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)


Handstamped "Apr 13 1959"

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 114 (PrCt)

82961 Williamsburg (Va.).- Maps - 1970
*Williamburg area map. Williamsburg, Va., [ca. 1970].*
1 map: col.; 15 x 34 cm
Red overprinting shows location of restaurants and motels.
Travel Vertical File G3884 .W5 1970 .W5 (PrCt)

82962 Williamsburg (Va.).- Maps - 1970-1979
*Map of Colonial Williamsburg, Williamsburg, Virginia. [197-].*
Authors: General Drafting Company -- Colonial Williamsburg, Inc.
1 map: col.; 49 x 61 cm.
Insets: Approaches to Colonial Williamsburg -- Gateway to restored Williamsburg.
Includes index.
M1274
map2F G3884.W5 197- G4 (PrCt)

82963 Williamsburg (Va.).- Tourism - 1986
Authors: Williamsburg Area Chamber of Commerce
1 sheet: map, col photos; fold. to 23 x 11 cm
Title inside: Williamsburg, Virginia's historic triangle.
Travel Vertical File G3884 .W5 1986 .W5 (PrCt)

82964 Williamson County (Ill.).- Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners <=> Counties - Maps <=> Landowners - Maps
Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960-- Illinois State Archives -- Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)
236 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
1st ed.
'Deluxe edition.'
'New! Land-Owner data from the Illinois State Archives!'
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).
'3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.'
Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).
Includes indexes.
Series: Family maps
ISBN 1420302108
Local History Ref F547.W6 B69 2006 (NLO)
82965 Williamson County (Ill.).- Maps - 1908 - Landowners <=> Counties - Maps <=> Landowners - Maps
*Standard atlas of Williamson County, Illinois : including a plat book of the villages, cities and townships of the county ... / comp. by Geo. A. Ogle & Co. ; assisted by T. J. Youngblood. [Evansville, Ind. Unigraphic, 1976].*
Authors: Geo. A. Ogle & Co. -- Unigraphic (Evansville, Ind.)
Reprint of the 1908 ed. published by Geo. A. Ogle & Co., Chicago. Some alternate blank pages in the original are omitted in the reprint.
Includes new index.
Issued with Wilcox, J. F. Historical souvenir of Williamson County.
folio F547.W6 W55 1976 (NLO)
82966 Williamson County (Ill.).- Maps - 1959 - Landowners <=> Counties - Maps <=> Landowners - Maps
*Plat book, Williamson County, Illinois. [Marion, Ill.]: Bill Crews, c1959.*
1 atlas ([20] p.) : 13 maps ; 22 x 26 cm.
Cover title.
"This book sponsored by Bill Crews, Marion, Illinois."--P. [1].
Scale [ca. 1:54,000]
Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: map59001025
Baskes folio G4103.W7G46 1959 .C74 (NLO)
82967 Williamson County (Ill.).- Maps - 1972 - Landowners <=> Counties - Maps <=> Landowners - Maps
Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Williamson County (Ill.). Board of Commissioners -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (30 p.) : 14 maps ; 28 cm.
"Rev. 1972."
Cover title.
"Sponsored by Williamson County Board of Commissioners." Includes index to owners and business directory.
Scale [1:50,688]. 1 1/4 in. = 1 mile.
Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at...
Williamson County (Ill.) - Maps - 1799-1976 - History - Counties - Maps
Authors: Crutchfield, James Andrew, 1938- -- Heritage Foundation of Franklin and Williamson Co.
1 map : col. ; 59 x 89 cm.
Scale 1:126,720.
75-17824
map4F G3963.W7S1 1973 C7 (PrCt)

Williamson County (Tex.) - Maps - 1860-1888 - Counties - Maps
Williamson County, Texas. General Land Office -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Microfiche 583, no. 1167 (PrCt)

Williamson County (Tex.) - Maps - 1880 - Landowners - Counties - Maps
Williamson County, Texas. General Land Office -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Microfiche 583, no. 1167 (PrCt)

Williamson County (Tex.) - Maps - 1880 - Landowners - Counties - Maps
Williamson County, Texas. General Land Office -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Microfiche 583, no. 1167 (PrCt)

Williamson County (Tex.) - Maps - 1880 - Landowners - Counties - Maps
Williamson County, Texas. General Land Office -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Microfiche 583, no. 1167 (PrCt)

Williamson County (Tex.) - Maps - 1888 - Landowners - Counties - Maps
Williamson County, Texas. General Land Office -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Microfiche 583, no. 1166 (PrCt)

Williamson County (Tex.) - Maps - 1888 - Landowners - Counties - Maps
Williamson County, Texas. General Land Office -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Microfiche 583, no. 1166 (PrCt)
Northern Pacific's newest areas of oil development ... [in western North Dakota and eastern Montana]. [New York City? Northern Pacific Railway Company?, 1958?].
Authors: Northern Pacific Railway Company
1 map : col. ; 7 x 21 cm.
Identifies oil wells near the Northern Pacific Railway in Billings and Golden Valley counties in North Dakota, and Wibaux and Dawson counties in Montana.
5A 7267 (1957 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

[Map showing Ohio Company store house on Wills Creek, Maryland, on the north branch of the Potomac River]. [1754?].
1 ms. map ; on sheet 178 x 290 mm.
Rough, unfinished sketch map showing base in northwestern Maryland used in 1753 and 1754 by British colonial forces led by George Washington, later the site of Fort Cumberland. Includes crude drawing of 'Ohio Companies store house' and identifies 'north branch of Potomack', 'part of Virginia', 'artillery park', and 'old road.'
One of seven manuscript maps and plans inserted by Lieut. Alexander Colquhoun into his copy of: Mante, Thomas, fl. 1772. The History of the late war in North-America, and the islands of the West-Indies (London : Printed for W. Strahan and T. Cadell, 1772), between p. 10-11.
Not drawn to scale.
Pen-and-ink and pencil.

Ayer ms map proj 98
VAULT Ayer 183 M2 1772 ms map 1 (NLO)

Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 6 plates
1st ed.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

82977 Wilmette (Ill.) - Historical geography - Maps - 1953 The Village of Wilmette: points of historical interest. 1953.
Authors: Engle, Mary M. -- Wilmette Historical Commission -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 22 x 36 cm.
Includes references to sites 1-67.
351
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
map1F G4104.W6S1 1953 E6 (PrCt)

82978 Wilmette (Ill.) - Maps - 1900 - Real property Map of Wilmette. Chicago : H.A. Hamlin, printer and engraver, 423 Dearborn St., [ca. 1900?].
Authors: Spencer & McCadden Real Estate (Chicago, Ill.) -- Hamlin, H. A.
1 map ; 32 x 55 cm.
Issued by 'Spencer & McCadden Real Estate, room 116, 115 Dearborn St., Chicago . . .' Bounded by latter-day Maloney Farm Preserve, Isabella St., Ridge Rd., and Lake Michigan.
Verso hand stamped 'Wilmette Public Library.'
map2F G4104.W6G46 1900 S6 (PrCt)

82979 Wilmette (Ill.) - Maps - Bibliography - Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - Bibliography - Wilmette Historical Museum (Wilmette, Ill.) - Map Collections - Catalogs
Authors: Wilmette Historical Museum (Wilmette, Ill.)
30 leaves ; 28 cm.
Printout from an ASCII computer text file.
Gift, Tina Reithmaier, 2002.
Vert 2284 (PrCt)

82980 Wilmington (Del.) - Description and travel - 1975 What's doing around Wilmington / by Donald
Wilson, James, 1763-1855

Globes - 1800 - Gores (Maps) - Pictorial works

Photostat of pencil drawing of James Wilson attaching gorges to globe in his workshop, ca. 1800?]. [19-?].

Authors: National Life Insurance Co. (Montpelier, Vermont) -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library)

1 photostat; 26 x 30 cm. mounted on board 41 x 51 cm.
Pencilled below mounted stat: 'National Life Insurance Co., Montpelier, Vermont.'
Condition: Fine
Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection.
Previous location: C-unboxed

NEWBERRY LIBRARY CARTOGRAPHIC CATALOG (2015)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
The Theatre of the Empire of Great-Britain ... (1676) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 37 x 41 cm, on sheet 42 x 55 cm.
Inset (11 x 13 cm.): Salesbry.
Inset view (9 x 16 cm.): Stonhenge.
Includes coats-of-arms.
Letterpress text on verso (p. 25-26) under the following heading: The Description of Wiltshire.
In: Speed, John. The Theatre of the Empire of Great-Britain ... (London : Printed for T. Bassett and R. Cipswell, 1676) map [14].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .S7 1676 map [14] (PrCt)

82989 Wiltshire (England) - Maps - 1773
Authors: Andrews, John, 1736-1809.
A topographical map of Wiltshire, on a scale of 2 inches to a mile, from an actual survey (1773) -- Dury, Andrew -- Caldwell, J. -- Cipriani, J. -- Wiltshire Archaeological and Natural History Society.
1 map (in 18 sections) ; 29 cm. + index map
Series statements: Wiltshire Archaeological and Natural History Society, Record Branch.
F 024596 .945 v. 8 (NLO)

82990 Wiltshire (England) - Maps - 1801
Topographical and statistical description of the county of Wiltts : containing an account of its situation, extent, towns, roads, rivers, lakes, mines, minerals, fisheries, manufactures, trade, commerce, agriculture, fairs, markets, curiosities, antiquities, natural history, civil and ecclesiastical jurisdictions, &c. : to which is prefixed a copious travelling index ..., forming a complete county itinerary ... / by George Alexander Cooke ; illustrated with a map of the county. London : Printed for C. Cooke, No. 17, Paternoster Row, by Brimmer and Co., Water Lane, Fleet Street ; and sold by all the booksellers in the United Kingdom, [not before 1801].
Date of publication inferred from a reference in the bibliography (p. [18]) to a title published in 1801.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [18]-20).
Issued as part of a series of descriptive guides to the counties of Great Britain.
Bound with 2 other titles.
Contemporary half bound brown leather, marbled papers over boards.
Tail-pieces.
Bookplate of Alfred Mead Raymond.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes DA670.B4 C66 1806 (NLO)

82991 Wiltshire (England) - Maps - 1856<<>>Dorset
235, 32 p. : 1 folded map ; 18 cm.
Folded map in pocket engraved by W. & A.K. Johnston.
"With a travelling map."
Includes index.
"Murray's handbook advertiser, 1856": 32 p. at end.
Series: [Murray's handbooks for travellers] -- Murray's handbooks for travellers.
Series statement from publisher's advertisement on front endpapers.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Full text of another copy (but not the map) available on Google Books (accessed February 2013):
http://books.google.com/books?id=OgsHAAAAQAAJ
References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray's handbooks for travellers, 319
Baskes G153 .M97 no. 319 (1856) (NLO)

82992 Wiltshire (England) - Maps - 1859<<>>Dorset
272, 32 p. : 1 folded map ; 18 cm.
New ed.
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)
Spine title: Hand book, Wilts, Dorset and Somerset
Folded map in pocket engraved by W. & A.K. Johnston.

"With a travelling map."
Includes index.

"Murray's English handbook advertiser, 1859": 32 p. at end.
Series: [Murray's handbooks for travellers] -- Murray's handbooks for travellers.
Series statement from publisher's advertisement on front endpapers.
Former owner's inscription: Edward Livering, MD. 52 Queen Anne St. W.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Full text of another copy (but not the map) available online via Hathi Trust Digital Library (accessed February 2013):
http://hdl.handle.net/2027/mdp.39015005727600
References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray's handbooks for travellers, 320

Baskes G153 .M97 no. 320 (1859) (NLO)

Wiltshire (England) - Maps - 1899-1901(1899-1901)
Dorset (England) - Maps - 1899-1901

Wiltshire for residents and travellers in Wiltshire, Dorset, and Somerset. London : John Murray, 1899 [i.e. 1901?].
Authors: Windle, Bertram Coghill Alan, Sir, 1858-1929 -- John Murray (Firm) -- Murray's handbooks for travellers -- Bartholomew, John, 1831-1893 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. (various pagings) : ill., 7 maps (chiefly col.), plans ; 18 cm.
5th ed.
Publisher's advertisements on endpapers and "Murray's handbook advertiser, 1901-1902 ...", 48 p. at end.
Cover title: Murray's hand-book, Wilts and Dorset
Baskes G153 .M97 no. 323 (1899) (NLO)

Wiltshire (England) - Maps - 1882
Authors: Paris, Thomas Clifton, 1818-1909 -- John Murray (Firm) -- Murray's handbooks for travellers
lv, 493, 64 p. : folded map (in pocket), plans ; 18 cm.
4th ed.
References: Lister, W.B.C. A Bibliography of Murray's handbooks for travellers and biographies of authors, editors, revisers and principal contributors (Dereham: Dereham Books, 1993) no. 322.

G 4597 .6 (NLO)

Wiltshire (England) - Maps - 1882
Dorset (England) - Maps - 1882-1883

Wiltshire / by Frank R. Heath ; with thirty-two illustrations, two maps and two plans. London : Methuen & Co., 1913.
Authors: Little guides -- Heath, Frank R. -- John Bartholomew & Co. -- Methuen & Co. -- Riverside Press (Edinburgh, Scotland) -- Fosbrooke, Cicely -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
2nd ed.
Maps by John Bartholomew & Co.
Printed by Riverside Press, Edinburgh.
Map inside front cover.
83001

Authors: Benham, William, 1831-1910 -- Edward Stanford Ltd. -- Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge (Great Britain) -- Free Public Reference Library (Nottingham, England) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
*Published under the direction of the tract committee."
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Map published by London's Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge and engraved by Stanford's Geographical Establishment.
Series: Diocesan histories
Stamp: Free Public Reference Library.
Nottingham.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 04000203
Baskes BX5107.W6 B46 1884 (NLO)

83002

Winchester (England) - Maps - 1897.>>Winchester (England) - Historical geography - Maps - 1897
Winchester / by G.W. Kitchin. London ; New York : Longmans, Green, 1897.
Authors: Kitchin, G. W. (George William), 1827-1912 -- Longmans, Green, and Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
5th ed.
Publisher's catalog: 32 p. at end.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes BX5107.W6 B46 1884 (NLO)

83003

Winchester (England) - Maps - 1912.>>Winchester (England) - Historical geography - Maps - 1912
Authors: Jowitt, Robert Lionel, 1851-1933 -- Longmans, Green, and Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
5th ed.
Publisher's catalog: 32 p. at end.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes BX5107.W6 B46 1884 (NLO)

83004

Winchester (England) - Maps - 1912.>>Winchester (England) - Historical geography - Maps - 1912
Authors: Benham, William, 1831-1910 -- Edward Stanford Ltd. -- Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge (Great Britain) -- Free Public Reference Library (Nottingham, England) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
*Published under the direction of the tract committee."
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Map published by London's Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge and engraved by Stanford's Geographical Establishment.
Series: Diocesan histories
Stamp: Free Public Reference Library.
Nottingham.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 04000203
Baskes BX5107.W6 B46 1884 (NLO)
Windham County (Vt.) - Maps - 1869 - Landowners
- Counties - Maps
- Landowners - Maps
Authors: Beers, F. W. (Frederick W.) -- Sanford, G. P. (George P.) -- Book Cellar (Brattleboro, Vt.) -- Stephen Greene Press
1 portfolio (39 l. illus., maps (part col.)) 42 cm.
Facsimile original published New York, 1869.
"By F.W. Beers, assisted by Geo. P. Sanford and others." 
Cf. Phillips 2603.
7A 52 (NLO)

83013 Windsor and Maidstone (England) - Pictorial works - 1657 - Windsor Castle - Pictorial works - 1657
\[Vindsororvm celeberrimum Anglie castrum locus amoenissimus / Depingebat Georgius Hoefnagle.\] [Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657].
Authors: Hoefnagel, Jacob, 1573?--approximately 1632 -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664 -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Illustriorvm principipumque urbiwm septentrionalium Europae tabulae [1657] -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664. Theatrum urbiwm (1657)
1 view : hand col. ; 17 x 48 cm. on sheet 49 x 58 cm.
On same sheet with: Oxonivm, nobile Angliae oppidum, Septentrionalem Tamesis ... 
In: Jansson, Jan. Illustriorvm principipumque urbiwm septentrionalium Europae tabulae, v. 1, [plate 6].
Issued in volume 1 of 8 in Jansson's townbook atlases, collectively known as the Theatrum urbiwm (Amsterdam : Jan Jansson, 1657).
Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Vindsororvm Castrvm
Case oversize G 117 .452, v. 1, [plate 6] (PrCt)

83014 Windsor Castle. Royal Library. Cumberland Map Collection
- Cumberland, William Augustus, Duke of, 1721-1765 - Map Collections
- Military maps
Cumberland collection of military maps at Windsor Castle. 1987.
Authors: Hodson, Yolande
xii p.; 30cm.
Introduction to the microfiche reproduction of the maps by Ormonde Publishing Ltd., 1987.
BHC 2057
Vert 783 (PrCt)

83015 Windsor County (Vt.) - Maps - 1855 - Landowners
- Counties - Maps
- Landowners - Maps
Authors: Doton, Hosea
6 parts, 18.5 x 22.5 in. each.
Scale 1:65,000. Originally published 1855.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Vindsororvm Castrvm
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 2, pl. 2 (PrCt)
19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Microfiche 583, no. 1193 (PrCt)

83016 Windsor County (Vt.) - Maps - 1856 - Landowners
Maps - Landowners - Maps

83017 Windsor County (Vt.) - Maps - 1856 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps

83018 Windsor County (Vt.) - Maps - 1869 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps
Windward Islands (West Indies) - Maps - 1827

Winesburg (Ohio) (Imaginary place) - Maps - 1919
Winesburg (Ohio) (Imaginary place). New York : B.W. Huebsch (Firm), 1919.
Authors: Anderson, Sherwood, 1876-1941. Winesburg, Ohio -- Maps - 1919

Windward Passage - Maps - 1761 - Nautical charts
Windward Passage - 1761
Nautical charts - Windward Passage - 1761 - West Indies - Maps - 1761
Nautical charts - West Indies - 1761
Coasts - Nautical charts - Jamaica - 1761 - Coasts - Nautical charts - Jamaica - 1761

Winesburg, Ohio (Imaginary place) - Maps - 1919
Anderson, Sherwood

Winesburg, Ohio - Maps - 1919 - Maps in literature - 1919
Map of Winesburg Ohio / Harald Toksvig. [New York : B.W. Huebsch, 1919].
Authors: Toksvig, Harald -- Anderson, Sherwood, 1876-1941. Winesburg, Ohio -- Maps - 1919

Windward Passage - Maps - 1761
Nautical charts - Windward Passage - 1761
West Indies - Maps - 1761
Nautical charts - West Indies - 1761 - Jamaica - Maps - 1761 - Coasts - Nautical charts - Jamaica - 1761 - Coasts - Nautical charts - An Accurate draught of the Windward Passage from Jamaica, with the French part of Hispaniola &c. London : The Author [i.e. R. Sayer and J. Bennett], 1761 [i.e. 1778].
Authors: Bishop, Robert, fl. 1761-1796 -- Great Britain. Admiralty -- Robert Sayer and John Bennett (Firm). Neptune occidental : a pilot for the West-Indies ... (1778) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 99 x 68 cm.

Wine districts - Maps - 1995
Authors: Berry Bros. & Rudd Ltd.
160 p. : ill. ; 18 cm. Maps show relief by shading, elevations in meters.
map

Authors: Johnson, Hugh, 1939- -- Simon and Schuster, inc.
1 atlas (288 p. : ill. (some col.), maps) ; 30 cm. Enl. and completely rev.
Includes index and gazetteer.
LC Card Number: 71163481
ISBN 0671437135
folio

---

Cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
4 atlases in 1 v. ([ca. 400] p. : ill., maps, ports.) ; 36 cm.

83035  Winnebago County (Ill.) - Maps - 1949 - Landowners<<>Counties - Maps<<>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Winnebago County Farm Bureau (Winnebago County, Ill.) -- Schad, Clarence A. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([20] p.) : 19 maps (some folded) ; 28 cm. 'Sponsored by the Winnebago County Farm Bureau.'
Cover title.
Scale [ca. 1:51,000]
Coordinates: (W 89°24'--W 88°56'/N 42°30'--N 42°10').
In ms. on cover: Clarence A. Schad. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

83033  Winnebago County (Ill.) - Maps - 1885 - Landowners<<>Boone County (Ill.) - Maps - 1885 - Landowners<<>Counties - Maps<<>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 33 x 42 cm. fold. in covers 16 x 10 cm.
Cover title.
Map, in typical county atlas or history style, is titled 'Map of Winnebago & Boone Counties Illinois'; does not appear to be a Rand McNally product.
Advertisement for Rand McNally 'Sportsmen's Books' inside front cover. Condition: Cover stained, else fine Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection. Previous location: B-19
AMcN III PC 2450 (PrCt)

83037  Winnebago County (Iowa) - Maps - 19289 - Landowners<<>Counties - Maps<<>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Stacy Map Publishers -- Stacy Press SEE Stacy Map Publishers -- Danzer, Gerald A.
1 atlas ([34] p.) : ill., 26 maps ; 36 cm.
Cover title.
"With new county numbering."
Scale [ca. 1:19,250].
Includes street index, photographs of fire stations.
Advertisements on cover and interspersed. Includes index to streets.
G4103.W8P2 1971 .S7 (NLO)

83034  Winnebago County (Ill.) - Maps - 1940-1949 - Landowners<<>Counties - Maps<<>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Stacy Map Publishers -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (35 p.) : 22 maps (some hand col.) ; 46 cm.
Township maps of scale 1 3/4 in. to 1 mile. Includes indexes to landowners.
83038 Winnebago County (Iowa) - Maps - 1938 - Landowners<->Counties - Maps<->Landowners - Maps
Plat book of Winnebago County, Iowa : containing outline map of the county and plats of all the townships showing cities and villages, federal, state, county and township roads, ownership, acreage, shape and location of farms, lakes, rivers and creeks, schools, churches and cemeteries, and railroads / compiled and published by Reliable Directory Service. Mason City, Iowa : Reliable Directory Service, c1938. Authors: Reliable Directory Service -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 
1 atlas ([28 p.] : 13 maps ; 21 x 28 cm. Scale [ca. 1:63,360]. Advertisements on covers and interspersed. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library. 
LC Card Number: 2005627037
Baskes folio G4153.W5G46 1938 .R4 (NLO)

83041 Winnebago County (Wis.) - Maps - 1873 - Landowners<->Counties - Maps<->Landowners - Maps

83042 Winnebago County (Wis.) - Maps - 1909 - Landowners<->Counties - Maps<->Landowners - Maps
Map and plat book of Winnebago County, Wisconsin : containing plats and diagrams of every city, town and village in the county ... Oshkosh, Wis. Daily Northwestern, 1909. Authors: Gorman & Saudea (Firm) -- Daily Northwestern 
1 atlas (53 p.) ; ill., col. maps ; 40 cm. Cover Title: Plat book of Winnebago County Wisconsin 1909. At head of title: 1909. oversize G1418.W8 G67 1909 (NLO)

83043 Winnebago County (Wis.) - Maps - 1956 - Landowners<->Counties - Maps<->Landowners - Maps
1 atlas (40 p.) ; 16 col. maps ; 28 cm. Cover title. Includes index to landowners and business directory. Includes: Agriculture in Winnebago County / by

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)
Vernon Peroutky.
Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Scale not given.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G4123.W8G46 1956 .F3 (NLO)

83044 Winnebago County (Wis.) - Maps - 1957 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
1 atlas (35 p.) : 17 maps ; 22 x 28 cm.
Cover title.
"Sponsored by Union Grange No. 811, Inc."
Scale [1:50,688], 1 1/4 in. to 1 mile.
Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G4103.W8G46 1957 .R58 (NLO)

83045 Winnebago County (Wis.) - Maps - 1958 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
Farm plat book, with index to land owners, Winnebago County, Wisconsin. Rockford, Ill. Rockford Map Publishers, c1958. Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Winnebago County Farm Bureau (Wis.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (36 p.) : 18 maps ; 22 x 28 cm.
Cover title.
'Sponsored by Winnebago County Farm Bureau.'
Includes index to owners.
Scale [1:50,688], Township maps of scale 1 1/4 in. to 1 mile.
Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G4123.W8G46 1958 .R58 (NLO)

83046 Winnemucca (Nev.) - Maps - 1873
Sketch of Winnemucca, Nevada ... 1873. Authors: U.S. Geographical Surveys West of the 100th Meridian -- Wheelier, George M. (George Montague), 1842-1905. Report upon United States Geographical Surveys West of the One Hundredth Meridian (1875-1889) 1 map ; 11 x 10 cm. with 5 other maps on sheet 30 x 40 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:18,900].
Govt. W 8.5:2 pl. 4, after p. 490 (PrCI)

83047 Winneshiek County (Iowa) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
254 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
1st ed.
'Deluxe edition.'
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).
'3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.'
Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).
Includes indexes.
Series: Family maps
ISBN 1420306405 ; 9781420306408
Local History Ref F627.W7 B69 2007 (NLO)

83048 Winneshiek County (Iowa) - Maps - 1905 - Landowners<<>>Atlases - 1905<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
Standard historical atlas of Winneshiek County, Iowa, containing maps of villages, cities and townships of the county. Maps of state, United States and world. Farmers directory, business directory, general information. Davenport, Iowa : Anderson & Goodwin Co., 1905. Authors: Anderson & Goodwin Company
1 atlas (74, [16], 25, [1], 18, 30 p. incl. 39 col. maps (part double) illus., ports.) ; 47 x 39 cm. Includes advertising matter.
LC Card Number: map05-53
oversize F 912967 .035 (NLO)

83049 Winneshiek County (Iowa) - Maps - 1963 - Landowners<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
1 atlas (56 p.) : 21 maps ; 25 cm.
Cover title.
Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Scale not given.
Owner's mark: William Sanders ... Cresco, Ia.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

83050 Winnipeg (Man.) - Maps - 1967<<>>Eaton's
(Store : Winnipeg, Man.)
Authors: Eaton's (Store : Winnipeg, Man.)
1 sheet : col. photos, map ; fold. to 21 x 11 cm
Travel Vertical File G3484 .W5 1967 .E2 (PrCt)

Winnipeg (Man.) - Maps - 1978 - Road maps
Winnipeg, Brandon : city and suburbs as well as a comprehensive district map / Rolph-McNally.
Authors: Rolph-McNally Limited -- Rolph-Clark-Stone Limited -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 44 x 72 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"1978 edition."
Panel title.

83055 Winnipeg, Lake (N.H.) - Maps - 1903 - Pictorial works
Authors: Geo. H. Walker & Co. 1 map : col. ; 40 x 69 cm. fold. in covers 18 x 10 cm.
Cover title: Colored bird's eye view of Lake Winnipesaukee New Hampshire.
Key to islands (1-59) and mountains (A-Z).
Back cover lists 'Pocket road maps' and 'Bird's-eye views' for sale.
Gift, Rand Burnette, 1993.
map3C G3742 .W5 1903 W3 (PrCt)

Winona County (Minn.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners - Counties - Maps - Landowners - Maps
Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960-
242 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
1st ed.
'Deluxe edition.'
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).
3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads. Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township). Includes indexes.
Series: Family maps
ISBN 1420307118 ; 9781420307115
Local History Ref F612.W7 B69 2007 (NLO)

83057 Winona County (Minn.) - Maps - 1914-1990 - Landowners<<Counties - Maps<<Landowners - Maps
Atlas of Winona County Minnesota : containing maps, plats of the townships, rural directory, pictures of farms and families, articles about history, etc. / compiled 1990 by Title Atlas Company. Minneapolis, Minn. Title Atlas Co., c1990.
Authors: Title Atlas Co. (Minneapolis, Minn.) -- Webb Publishing Co. Atlas and farmers’ directory of Winona County, Minnesota (1914) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (2 v.): ill., 46 maps, ports. ; 34 cm.
Cover title: Atlas, Winona County, Wisconsin Volume 2 has cover title: Pictorial section, Winona County, Minnesota.
Includes indexes to owners and county directories.
Scale [1:45,000].
Advertisements interspersed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

83058 Winona County (Minn.) - Maps - 1972 - Landowners<<Counties - Maps<<Landowners - Maps
Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Winona County (Minn.). Young Adult Citizens Council -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (38 p.) : 21 maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
"Sponsored by Winona County Young Adult Citizens Council."
Includes index to owners and business directory.
Scale [1:50,688]. 1 1/4 in. = 1 mile
Coordinates: (W 92°07’/N 44°13’ -- N 43°49’).
Advertisements interspersed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G4143.W8G46 1972 .R58 (NLO)

83059 Winston County (Miss.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners<<Counties - Maps<<Landowners - Maps
Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960-- Arphax Pub. Co. (Norman, Okla.)
262 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
1st ed.
'Deluxe edition.'
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).
3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.
Includes maps showing location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).
Includes indexes.
ISBN 1420302450
Local History Ref F347.W7 B69 2006 (NLO)

83060 Wisconsin Dells Region (Wis.) - Maps - 1900<<Kilbourn City Region (Wis.) - Maps - 1900<<Chicago, Milwaukee, and St. Paul Railway Company - Maps - 1900<<Railroads - Maps
Dells of the Wisconsin River near Kilbourn City Wis. [Milwaukee?] : Milwaukee Litho., [ca. 1900?].
1 map ; 20.75 x 7.5 inches plus margins
Stamped with Chicago, Milwaukee, and St. Paul Railway Company logo.
Black and white; mounted on linen.
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.
CHS Coll., Map no. 13 (PrCt)

Official earth science polyconic projection map showing the Indians of Wisconsin. Detroit : Hearne Brothers, [196-].
Authors: Hearne Brothers
1 map : col. ; 173 x 128 cm.
Notes and map of original tribal ranges in U.S. on verso.
M197
maproll G4121.E1 196- .H4 (PrCt)

83062 Wisconsin - History<<Wisconsin - Historical geography<<Wisconsin - History - Maps
Authors: Wisconsin Cartographers’ Guild

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
xv, 123 p. : ill. (some col.), maps (some col.) ; 32 cm.
Bibliography: p. 93-106.
ISBN 029915940X
folio F581 .W57 1998 (NLO)

83063 Wisconsin Map Society
Wisconsin Map Society. [ca. 1980?].
Authors: Wisconsin Map Society
[1] leaf
Promotional flyer.
BHC 2579
Vert 2116 (PrCt)

Carte du pays des sauvages Renards depuis la baye du lac Michigan jusques a leur dernier village. [19--].
Authors: Chaussegros de Léry, Gaspard-Joseph, 1682-1756 -- Archives nationales (France). C 11 A126 no. 13 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1730 manuscript.
Shows 'Lac des Puants' [Lake Winnebago], 'Riuire des Renards' [Fox River]; villages of 'Renards' [Fox] and 'Puans' [Winnebago] Indians.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France AN C 11 A126 no. 13 (PrCt)

Authors: Chandler, R. W. -- Martin, Ebenezer -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 38 x 45 cm.
Scale [1:111,513]
Includes region bounded by the Wisconsin, Mississippi, and Rock Rivers in southeastern Wisconsin and northwestern Illinois.
Text in margins.
Duplicate copy (facsimile), detached from Wisconsin Historical Collections 11 (1888) between p. 400-401 [F 902 .981 v. 11], and shelved as map2FG4122.S68H2 1829 C45 1888.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Digital image available as part of the Newberry Library's Great Lakes Digital Collection via the CARLI Digital Collections website (accessed August 2012):
http://collections.carli.illinois.edu/cgi-bin/getimage.exe?CISOROOT=/nby_grlakes&CISOPTR=14
References: MMC 6-2092 and 6-2095.
5084 and 5160
VAULT drawer Graff 645 (NLO)

Authors: Lyon, Lucius, 1800-1851 -- United States. National Archives and Records Administration -- Moody, Thomas A.
1 map ; 58 x 64 cm.
Photocopy of original manuscript map, dated ca.
1830, in the National Archives, Records of the Office of the Chief of Engineers (RG77), Boundary 9.
The same map was reproduced, at a smaller scale, in Tucker, Sara Jones, Indian villages of the Illinois country (1942), pl. 52; this photocopy shows that the map has visibly deteriorated since then.

map4F G4120 1830 .L9 1990 (PrCt)

83068 Wisconsin - Maps - 1832-1866 - Vegetation surveys - Vegetation surveys - Wall maps
Original vegetation cover of Wisconsin. [1978?].
Authors: Finley, Robert William, 1911- -- United States. Forest Service -- University of Wisconsin--Madison. Cartographic Laboratory
1 map : col. ; 109 x 98 cm.
Scale 1:800,000.
Notes on verso describe vegetation types.
Based on data from 1832-1866.
79-46436
4189
map8F G4121.D2 1832 F5 (PrCt)

1 map : hand col. ; 57 x 44 cm.
"Entered according to act of Congress in the year 1835 by S. Morrison, E. Dwelle & J. Hathaway Jr. in the clerks office of the District of Ohio."
"Engraved by Doolittle & Munson."
Relief shown by hachures.
Shows extent of U.S. General Land Office surveys in Door Peninsula and southeast of the Fox and Wisconsin Rivers, including settlements, roads, Indian villages and reservation, and French long lots as private claims on the Fox River at Green Bay.
Scale [ca. 1:878,000]
Coordinates: (W 91°00'00"--W 86°35'00"/N 45°22'00"--N 42°29'00")
Insets (23 x 13 cm and 23 x 16 cm): Townships and fractional townships about Milwaukee. Scale 1:126,720. 1/2 in. to the mile -- Connection of private claims with public surveys at Green Bay. Scale 1:126,720. 1/2 in. to the mile.
Contemporary manuscript additions include a proposed road between Milwaukee and the Mississippi River at Cassville, rivers in southern Wisconsin and northern Illinois, and the town of Chicago.
Verso addressed in manuscript to "Ino. B. Sunbergen, Mt. Jackson, Shenandoah, Co., Va." from "Hon. Joel B. Sutherland, Ch. Com. on

1 map : hand col. ; 57 x 44 cm.
"Entered according to act of Congress in the year 1835 by S. Morrison, E. Dwelle & J. Hathaway Jr. in the clerks office of the District of Ohio."
"Engraved by Doolittle & Munson."
Relief shown by hachures.
Shows extent of U.S. General Land Office surveys in Door Peninsula and southeast of the Fox and Wisconsin Rivers, including settlements, roads, Indian villages and reservation, and French long lots as private claims on the Fox River at Green Bay.
Scale [ca. 1:878,000]
Coordinates: (W 91°00'00"--W 86°35'00"/N 45°22'00"--N 42°29'00")
Insets (23 x 13 cm and 23 x 16 cm): Townships and fractional townships about Milwaukee. Scale 1:126,720. 1/2 in. to the mile -- Connection of private claims with public surveys at Green Bay. Scale 1:126,720. 1/2 in. to the mile.
Contemporary manuscript additions include a proposed road between Milwaukee and the Mississippi River at Cassville, rivers in southern Wisconsin and northern Illinois, and the town of Chicago.
Verso addressed in manuscript to "Ino. B. Sunbergen, Mt. Jackson, Shenandoah, Co., Va." from "Hon. Joel B. Sutherland, Ch. Com. on
Wisconsin - Maps - 1836
Map of the western land district, Wisconsin ...
New York : L. Judson, [1836].
Authors: Judson, Leander -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 65 x 95 cm.
Scale not given.
Ayer p133 .J93 1836 (NLO)

Wisconsin - Maps - 1838-1839
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Young, J. H. (James Hamilton) -- Abel, Henry I. -- Wisconsin Trails Magazine
1 map : col. ; 52 x 41 cm.
Inset: The entire Territory of Wisconsin, as established by act of Congress, April 10, 1836.
map4F G4120 1838 .A2 1990 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Colton's township map of the state of Wisconsin : compiled from the United States surveys & other authentic sources. New York : J. Colton, 1852.
Authors: Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Atwood, John M., approximately 1818-1893 -- 1 map : hand col. ; 60 x 53 cm. fold. to 14 x 9 cm.
Scale: 1:1,000,000.
Within engraved border.
Case G 10902 .188 (NLO)

1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 27 cm. fold. to 13 cm.
Scale: 1:5,334,400; 40 miles to 1 inch.
Within engraved border.
Inset: Vicinity of Milwaukee.
Case miniature G 10902 .192 (NLO)

Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's atlas of the world ... (1855-1856)
1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 29 cm.
oversize G 10 .185 v.1, pl. 43 (PrCt)

83088 Wisconsin - Maps - 1856 Chapman's sectional map of Wisconsin, with the most recent surveys. Milwaukee : Silas Chapman, 1856, c1855.
1 map : hand col. ; 87 x 81 cm. fold. in cloth covers 15 x 10 cm.
Condition: very fine.
Forms part of the Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Gift 1976, Wright Howes.
map3C G4120 1856 .C5 (PrCt)

Authors: Morse, Samuel B., 19th cent. -- Morse & Gaston (Firm : New York) -- Blanchard, Rufus, 1821-1904 -- Muller, Nicholas -- Lincoln, Abraham, 1809-1865 -- Lincoln, Mary Todd, 1818-1882 -- Brown, William P., fl. 1866 -- Thatcher, Frank E., fl. 1866 -- Howes, Wright -- Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 35 x 28 cm.
Cover title: Wisconsin. Morse & Gaston 1856.
'Printed by Nic. Muller, 55 Beekman Street, New-York.'
Advertising inside front cover.
Issued folded in cloth cover to 13 x 9 cm.
Signed on verso: A. Lincoln.
Notarized attestation on verso: This map is from the collection of Abraham Lincoln and was presented to her coachman, Wm. P. Brown by Mrs. Lincoln in 1866. W.P. Brown. The signature is genuine. Frank E. Thatcher, Notary Public, Muskegon County, Mich. My commission expires Aug, 13, 1933.
Lincoln signature and notarized attestation are forgeries, according to proprietor of the Abraham Lincoln Book in Chicago.
Condition: good, but cover detached.
Forms part of the Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Gift 1976, Wright Howes.
map2F G4120 1856 .M6 (PrCt)

Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's general atlas of the world ... (1857)
1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 29 cm.
In: Colton, George Woolworth. Colton's general atlas : containing one hundred and seventy steel plate maps and plans, on one hundred imperial folio sheets (New York ; London : J.H. Colton ; Trübner, 1857), pl. [45]. Inset map, 6 x 8 cm.: Vicinity of Milwaukee. Printed plate 'No. 50.' Map copyrighted 1855.
oversize G 10 .188 pl. 45 (PrCt)


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1 map : 44 x 57 cm.  
At head of title: (No. 1).  
Scale: 1:1,140,480, or "18 miles to an inch."  
Shows progress of surveys, hydrology, Indian tribal lands, and Indian reservations.  
Reference: Koepp 945 (35-1) H.exdoc. 2, map 6.  
map4F G4121 .B5 1857 .U5 (PrCt)  

83092 Wisconsin - Maps - 1859<<>>Milwaukee Region (Wis.) - Maps - 1859  
Authors: Colton, J. H. (Joseph Hutchins), 1800-1893 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901 -- Colton, G. Woolworth (George Woolworth), 1827-1901. Colton's atlas of America ... (1859) -- Johnson & Browning  
1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 29 cm.  
In: Colton George Woolworth. Colton's atlas of America, illustrating the physical and political geography of North and South America and the West India islands (New York : J.H. Colton and Co., 1859), pl. [43]. Inset map, 6 x 8 cm.: Vicinity of Milwaukee. Printed plate 'No. 48.' Map copyrighted 1855.  
Case oversize G1100 .C6 1859 pl. 43 (PrCt)  

83093 Wisconsin - Maps - 1864<<>>Michigan - Maps - 1864  
Authors: Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884 -- Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884. Johnson's new illustrated family atlas of the world ... (1869) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map : hand col. : 42 x 55 cm.  
"Entered according to act of Congress in the year 1864, by A.J. Johnson in the Clerk's Office of the District Court of the United States for the Southern District of New York."  
In: Johnson, Alvin Jewett. Johnson's new illustrated family atlas of the world ... (New York : A.J. Johnson, publisher, 1869), [plate 31]  
Sheet corners numbered 61 and 62.  
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.  
Baskes oversize G1019 .J5 1869, [plate 31] (PrCt)  

83094 Wisconsin - Maps - 1865  
Authors: Chapman, Silas -- Lipman, L., fl. 1865 -- Howes, Wright -- Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map : hand col. ; 82 x 77 cm. fold. in paper covers 14 x 9 cm.  
Cover title: Chapman's sectional map of Wisconsin.  
Chapman's advertising on back cover.  
Condition: fine.  
Forms part of the Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library).  
Gift 1976, Wright Howes.  
map3C G4120 1865 .C5 (PrCt)  

83095 Wisconsin - Maps - 1876<<>>Counties - Maps  
Authors: Walling, Henry Francis, 1825-1888 -- Robinson, C. D., fl. 1873 -- Walling, Tackabury & Co.  
1 atlas (130 p. : 79 col. maps) ; 45 cm.  
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 1825.  
Phillips 2633.  
oversize G 10902 .95 (NLO)  

83096 Wisconsin - Maps - 1878  
Authors: United States. General Land Office -- Roeser, C. (Charles) -- Bien, Julius, 1826-1909  
1 map : col. ; 73 x 66 cm.  
Scale 1:760,320.  
M1186  
map6F G4120 1878 .U5 (PrCt)  

83097 Wisconsin - Maps - 1878<<>>Wisconsin - Historical geography - Maps - 1878<<>>Counties - Maps<<>>Historical atlases  
Historical atlas of Wisconsin : embracing complete state and county maps, city & village plats, together with separate state and county histories ... Milwaukee : Snyder, Van Vechten & Co., 1878.  
Authors: Van Vechten and Snyder -- Snyder, Van Vechten & Co. SEE Van Vechten and Snyder 1 atlas (vii, 322 p. : ill., col. maps, ports.) ; 46 cm.  
Phillips 2634.  
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 1826.  
oversize F 90201 .4 (NLO)  

Illustrated historical atlas of Wisconsin : containing maps of every county in the state, with many village and city plats, also maps of Michigan, Indiana, Ohio, Illinois, Wisconsin, Minnesota, Iowa, Missouri, Dakota, Nebraska, Kansas, Colorado, New Mexico and Texas / compiled from late and authentic sources, together with other valuable information. Chicago : Published by H.R. Page & Co., c1881.  

Wisconsin - Maps - 1884 - Railroads - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1884)
1 map : col. ; 18 x 14 cm.
Title in upper margin.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1884) opposite p. 721
H 668 .703 (1884) opp. p. 721 (PrCt)

Wisconsin - Maps - 1884 - Railroads - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Shippers guide --
Tewksbury, Henry W. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 33 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Issued folded in accompanying index (38 p. ; 18 cm.): Rand, McNally & Co.'s indexed county and
township pocket map and shippers' guide of Wisconsin. Chicago : Rand, McNally & Co., 1883 [sic].
Handstamp on front cover: Henry W. Tewksbury, West Randolph, Vt.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
map2F G4121.P3 1884 .R3 (PrCt)

Wisconsin - Maps - 1885 - Railroads - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1885)
1 map : col. ; 18 x 14 cm.
Title in upper margin.
In Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1885) opposite p. 695
H 668 .703 (1885) opp. p. 695 (PrCt)

Wisconsin - Maps - 1887 - Chicago, Madison & Northern Railroad - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Chicago, Madison & Northern Railroad -- Illinois Central Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 130 x 95 cm.
Issued folded in covers to 17 x 19 cm.; covers filed in Map Info. File.
List of "Rand, McNally & Co.'s maps of foreign countries" inside front cover.
Route of the 'C.M. & N.R.R.' (Chicago, Madison & Northern Railroad) added in colored pencil.
83112 Wisconsin - Maps - 1895
Matthews-Northrup up-to-date map of Wisconsin.
Buffalo, N.Y. Matthews-Northrup Co., c1895.
Authors: Matthews-Northrup Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office
1 map : col. ; 50 x 29 cm., folded to 13 x 6 cm.
Cover title: Matthews-Northrup up-to-date map of Wisconsin : indexed vest-pocket series.
Index on verso.
beneath manuscript '6638 Jan. 28, 1895.'
map3C G4120 1895 .M3 (PrCt)

83113 Wisconsin - Maps - 1896 - Railroads - Maps
1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm. fold in covers 17 x 11 cm. + index (54, [6] p.)
Cover title.
Map proper, titled 'Rand McNally & Co.'s Wisconsin,' has railroads overprinted in red.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Condition: Fine
Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection and the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library). Previous location: B-36
AMcN III PC 2910 (PrCt)

83114 Wisconsin - Maps - 1898 - Railroads - Maps - Geography - 1898 - Names, Geographical - Wisconsin - Road maps - Gazetteers
Hand book of Wisconsin : its history and geography : briefly outlining the early explorations and settlements, with a full exposition of its mathematical, physical and political geography, and resources, industries and commerce : with a detailed description of its largest cities, its most important railroad and steamboat lines, its educational facilities, and its public buildings, all illustrated with many maps, drawings and engravings made specially for this work : also a guide to its summer resorts, its fishing and hunting grounds, and a directory of the leading hotels and business firms / compiled and published by Laura J. and J.M. Turner.
Burlington, Wis. Lura J. and J.M. Turner, [1898].
Authors: Turner, Lura J. -- Turner, J. M. (Joseph M.) -- Reinsch, Paul Samuel, 1869-1923 -- Regent University. Library -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Cover title: Geography hand book and gazetteer of Wisconsin
"Geography of Wisconsin" by Paul S. Reinsch: p. [5]-72.
Page [73] is special t.p.: Turner's hand book and gazetteer of Wisconsin : containing the name and location of every postoffice in the state, with an account of the leading industries carried on at each place : also a map of each county showing all the public highways, and a special directory giving names of leading business men, firms and corporations receiving mail at each post-office.
"For use in schools."
Advertisements: 1A-5A p. at end.
Stamp: CBNU Library.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio F579 .T87 1898 (NLO)

Authors: Wisconsin. Office of the Commissioner of Railroads -- Wisconsin. Dept. of Transportation -- Wisconsin Society of Land Surveyors
8 computer optical discs (4 PDF discs and 4 TIF discs) ; 4 3/4 in.
Cover title.
Reproductions of railroad survey maps originally compiled ca. 1900-ca.1930.
Above list copied from tables of contents of discs 1-4; names with an asterisk* not verified on OCLC, and are likely descriptive terms rather than corporate names.
Includes station maps for the following cities and towns: Antigo, Appleton, Appleton Jct., Ashland, Baraboo, Beaver Dam, Beaver Dam Jct., Beloit, Camp McCoy, Chippewa, Clintonville, De Pere, Eau Claire, Fond du Lac, Green Bay, Hurley, Ives, Janesville, Junction City, Kenosha, La Crosse, Madison, Manitowoc, Marinette.

2003102781
CD-ROM HE2771.W6 W6 2003 (PDF) and CD-ROM HE2771.W6 W62 2003 (TIF) (NLO)

83116 Wisconsin - Maps - 1900-1960 - Topographic maps
>>Topographic maps
Wisconsin, 15 minute series (topographic).
Washington, D.C. The Survey, [ca. 1900-ca.1960].
Authors: Geological Survey (U.S.)
c. 224 maps : col. ; on sheets 45 x 33 cm. fold. to 18 x 27 cm.
Scale 1:62,500.
Dates of publication vary.
Moffat lists 122 maps before 1940.
Coverage may not be complete at this scale; see index map in box 218.
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisles 42 and 43 (July 2012).
Reference: Moffat, Riley. Map index to topographic quadrangles of the United States, 1882-1940 (Santa Cruz, Calif.: Western Association of Map Libraries, 1986)
map6C G3700 19--.U5, box 218 (PrCt)

83117 Wisconsin - Maps - 1900-1960 - Topographic maps
>>Topographic maps
Wisconsin, 30 minute series (topographic).
Authors: Geological Survey (U.S.)
2 maps : col. ; on sheets 45 x 33 cm. fold. to 18 x 27 cm.
Scale 1:125,000.
Dates of publication vary.
Moffat lists 7 maps before 1940.
Coverage is not complete at this scale; see index map in box 218.
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisles 42 and 43 (July 2012).
Reference: Moffat, Riley. Map index to topographic quadrangles of the United States, 1882-1940 (Santa Cruz, Calif.: Western Association of Map Libraries, 1986)
map6C G3700 19--.U5, box 218 (PrCt)

83118 Wisconsin - Maps - 1900-1983 - Topographic maps
>>Topographic maps
Wisconsin, 7.5 minute series (topographic).
Authors: Geological Survey (U.S.)
c. 1176 maps : col. ; on sheets 54 x 44 cm. fold. to 17 x 28 cm.
Scale 1:24,000.
Dates of publication vary; Gillingham and Rockbridge quadrangles dated 1983.
According to USGS, coverage at this scale complete in 1169 maps.
Coverage may not be complete at this scale; see index map in box 218.
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisles 42 and 43 (July 2012).
map6C G3700 19--.U5, boxes 218-221 (PrCt)

83119 Wisconsin - Maps - 1900 - Railroads
>>Railroads - Maps
Wisconsin Central Railway Company - Maps - 1900<<Railroads - Maps
Map of the Wisconsin Central Railway. [New York? Wisconsin Central Railway Company?, 1900?].
Authors: Wisconsin Central Railway Company
1 map ; 19 x 16 cm.
In Wisconsin Central Railway Company. First annual report... 1900 [New York?: Wisconsin Central Railway Company?, 1900?] at end.
5A 7267 (1899-1900 vol.) (PrCt)

83120 Wisconsin - Maps - 1901 - Railroads
>>Railroads - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Commercial atlas (1901)
-- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 47 cm.
Added title, right margin: Rand, McNally & Co.'s Wisconsin.
Scale [ca. 1:1,050,000].
Keyed to 38 railroads numbered in red.
Uniform title: Commercial atlas.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection.
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcn atlas .C7 1901, p. 234-235 (PrCt)

83121 Wisconsin - Maps - 1901 - Railroads
>>Wisconsin Central Railway Company - Maps - 1901<<Railroads - Maps
Map of the Wisconsin Central Railway. [New York? Wisconsin Central Railway Company?, 1901?].
Authors: Wisconsin Central Railway Company
1 map ; 19 x 16 cm.
In Wisconsin Central Railway Company. Second annual report ... 1901 [New York?: Wisconsin Central Railway Company?, 1901?] at end.
5A 7267 (1900-1901 vol.) (PrCt)
Railroads-Wisconsin Central Railway Company - Maps - 1902

Map of the Wisconsin Central Railway. [New York? Wisconsin Central Railway Company?, 1902?].
Authors: Wisconsin Central Railway Company
1 map ; 19 x 16 cm.
In Wisconsin Central Railway Company. Third annual report ... 1902 [New York?: Wisconsin Central Railway Company?, 1902?] at end.
5A 7267 (1901-1902 vol.) (PrCt)

83126 Wisconsin - Maps - 1903-1907
Railroads-Wisconsin Central Railway Company - Maps - 1903-1907

Railroads-Wisconsin Central Railway Company - Maps - 1903-1907

Map showing Wisconsin Central Railway. Buffalo, N.Y. J. N. Matthews Co., 1903 [i.e. 1904].
Authors: Wisconsin Central Railway Company -- J.N. Matthews Co. -- Matthews-Northrup Company
1 map : col. ; 45 x 32 cm.
Copyrighted 1898 by Matthews-Northrup Company and 1903 by J.N. Matthews Co.
In Wisconsin Central Railway Company. Fifth annual report ... 1904 [New York?: Wisconsin Central Railway Company?, 1904?] opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1904 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

83127 Wisconsin - Maps - 1903
Railroads-Wisconsin Central Railway Company - Maps - 1903

File Map of the Wisconsin Central Railway : main lines, branches and logging spurs. Buffalo, N.Y. J. N. Matthews Co., 1903 [i.e. 1907?].
Authors: J.N. Matthews Co. -- Matthews-Northrup Company -- Wisconsin Central Railway Company
1 map : col. ; 44 x 33 cm.
Copyrighted 1898 by Matthews-Northrup Company and 1903 by J.N. Matthews Co.
'8. 05' -- at bottom right
In Wisconsin Central Railway Company. Eighth annual report ... 1907 [New York?: Wisconsin Central Railway Company?, 1907?] opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1907 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

83128 Wisconsin - Maps - 1903
Railroads-Wisconsin Central Railway Company - Maps - 1903

Map of the Wisconsin Central Railway. [New York? Wisconsin Central Railway Company?, 1903?].
Authors: Wisconsin Central Railway Company
1 map ; 19 x 15 cm.
In Wisconsin Central Railway Company. Fourth annual report ... 1903 [New York?: Wisconsin Central Railway Company?, 1903?] at end.
Portion of map cut off at left due to close binding.
5A 7267 (1902-1903 vol.) (PrCt)

83129 Wisconsin - Maps - 1904
Railroads-Rand McNally & Co.'s indexed county and township pocket map and shippers' guide of Wisconsin accompanied by a new and original compilation and ready reference index, showing

In Wisconsin Central Railway Company. Seventh annual report ... 1906 [New York?: Wisconsin Central Railway Company?, 1906?] opposite title page.
5A 7267 (1906 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

83123 Wisconsin - Maps - 1903-1904
Railroads-Wisconsin Central Railway Company - Maps - 1903-1904

Wisconsin Central Railway : main lines, branches and logging spurs. Buffalo, N.Y. J. N. Matthews Co., 1903 [i.e. 1906?].
Authors: J.N. Matthews Co. -- Matthews-Northrup Company -- Wisconsin Central Railway Company
1 map : col. ; 44 x 32 cm.
Copyrighted 1898 by Matthews-Northrup Company and 1903 by J.N. Matthews Co.
In Wisconsin Central Railway Company. Third annual report ... 1902 [New York?: Wisconsin Central Railway Company?, 1902?] at end.
5A 7267 (1901-1902 vol.) (PrCt)
in detail the entire railroad system, the express company doing business over each road, and ... locating all cities, towns, post offices ...

Population according to the latest official census.

Chicago: Rand, McNally & Co., [1904].

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Shippers guide
1 map: col.; folded to 19 cm. + accompanying index (37 p.; 19 cm.)

Uniform title: Shippers guide

Scale not given.

G 902 .73 (NLO)

83130 Wisconsin - Maps - 1904 - Railroads - Maps


1 map: col.; 64 x 46 cm. fold in covers 17 x 11 cm. + index (37, [9] p.)

Cover title.

Map proper, titled 'Wisconsin,' has railroads overprinted in red.

Condition: Map detached with back cover, else good. Uniform title: Shippers guide.

Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection and the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library). Previous location: B-36

AMcN III PC 2920 (PrCt)

83131 Wisconsin - Maps - 1905 - Railroads - Maps


1 map: col.; 64 x 46 cm.

'Rand, McNally and Co.'s new business atlas map of Wisconsin. Copyright, 1904 ... Copyright, 1902 ...' -- at upper right.

Includes key to railroads numbered 0-52 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Wisconsin railroads.

Issued folded in accompanying index (38 p.; 17 cm.): Rand, McNally and Co.'s indexed county and township pocket map and shippers' guide of Wisconsin. Chicago and New York: Rand McNally & Co., c1904.

Uniform title: Shippers guide.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 941 (PrCt)

83132 Wisconsin - Maps - 1907 - Railroads - Maps


1 map: col.; 64 x 46 cm.

'Rand, McNally and Co.'s new business atlas map of Wisconsin. Copyright, 1907 ... Copyright, 1902 ...' -- at upper right.

Includes key to railroads numbered 0-52 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Wisconsin railroads.

Issued folded in accompanying index (42 p.; 17 cm.): Rand, McNally and Co.'s indexed county and township pocket map and shippers' guide of Wisconsin. Chicago and New York: Rand McNally & Co., c1907.

Uniform title: Shippers guide.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 942 (PrCt)
Gerald A.
1 map : col. ; 11 x 86 cm. 
Shows water distances to selected ports; also
shows railroad lines.
At left center: "Wisconsin total population 1910
census, 2,333,860", and Index to "Cities and
towns of 5,000 and over."
Index to counties and towns, with populations, in
left and right margins.
Inset: Milwaukee and vicinity, scale [ca. 
1:288,000]. 1 in. = approx. 4.5 mi. Shows
southeastern Wisconsin.
On wooden rollers.
map G4120 1911 .C7 (PrCt)
83141 Wisconsin - Maps - 1912 - Railroads Wall
maps - Railroads - Maps
Official railroad map of Wisconsin / prepared
under the direction of the Railroad Commission of
Wisconsin. [Madison] : Railroad Commission of
Wisconsin, 1912.
Authors: Railroad Commission of Wisconsin --
Danzer, Gerald A.
1 map : col. ; 103 x 83 cm.
‘Fifteenth biennial edition.’
Index to cities and towns, with 1910 populations,
in lower margin.
Includes list of interstate, intrastate, and street
and inter-urban railways, with mileages.
Also includes list of state institutions, Indian
reservations, and physical features.
Originally backed with linen, on wooden rollers.
map9F G4121 .P3 1912 .W5 (PrCt)
83142 Wisconsin - Maps - 1913 - Railroads -
Indexes - Road maps - Railroads - Maps
Rand McNally & Co.,’s indexed county and
township pocket map and shippers’ guide of
Wisconsin. Chicago and New York : Rand
McNally & Co., c1913.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally and Company. Shippers guide -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
46 p. ; 17 cm.
Imperfect; lacking folded map.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
‘Copyrighted by Rand McNally & Co. April 19,
1913’ in ms. on title page verso.
‘Vault’ in ms. on front cover
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 945 (PrCt)
83143 Wisconsin - Maps - 1913 -
Railroads - Railroads - Maps
Rand McNally & Co.,’s indexed county and
township pocket map shippers’ guide of
Wisconsin. [Chicago] : Rand McNally, 1913.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally and Company. The Rand McNally new
commercial atlas map of Wisconsin (1913) --
Rand McNally and Company. Shippers guide --
Chicago Historical Society
1 map : col. ; fold to 12mo. (in original printed
wrappers)
Together with: The Rand McNally new
commercial atlas map of Wisconsin. [Chicago,]
Rand McNally, 1913. 26 x 18.75 inches plus
margins with text in left margin; mounted on
linen.
Uniform title: Shippers guide
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society,
2005.
CHS Coll., Map no. 17 (PrCt)
83144 Wisconsin - Maps - 1913 - Railroads -
Road maps - Railroads - Maps
The Rand-McNally new commercial atlas map of
Wisconsin. Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., 1913,
c1902.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally and Company. Shippers guide -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 46 cm.
‘Rand McNally & Co.’s new business atlas map of
Wisconsin. Copyright, 1902 ... ’ -- at bottom left.
Includes key to railroads numbered 1-192 (with
gaps in numbering) beneath added title:
Wisconsin railroads.
Issued folded in accompanying index (46 p. ; 17
cm.): Rand McNally and Co.’s indexed county
and township pocket map and shippers’ guide of
Wisconsin. Chicago and New York : Rand
McNally & Co., c1913.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 943 (PrCt)
83145 Wisconsin - Maps - 1913 - Railroads -
Road maps - Railroads - Maps
The Rand-McNally new commercial atlas map of
Wisconsin. Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., 1913,
c1902.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally and Company. Shippers guide -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 46 cm.
‘Rand McNally & Co.’s new business atlas map of
Wisconsin. Copyright, 1902 ... ’ -- at bottom left.
Includes key to railroads numbered 1-192 (with
gaps in numbering) beneath added title:
Wisconsin railroads.
Issued folded in accompanying index (46 p. ; 17
cm.): Rand McNally and Co.’s indexed county
and township pocket map and shippers’ guide of
Wisconsin. Chicago and New York : Rand
McNally & Co., c1913.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
83146 Wisconsin - Maps - 1913 - Road maps

"Automobile travel - Wisconsin - Guidebooks - 1913"

Road maps


Authors: Wisconsin motorist -- Valcq, Hartwell J. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)


Includes indexes.

Scales differ.

Name of former owner stamped into leather casing: Hartwell J. Valcq.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes F579.3 .W5 1913 (NLO)

83147 Wisconsin - Maps - 1913 - Road maps


Authors: Geographical Publishing Co.

1 map : col. ; 69 x 50 cm.

Black and white railroad map overprinted with "automobile roads shown in red."


On verso: Census gazetteer of Wisconsin.

Apparently issued folded in covers ca. 17 x 9 cm.

map4F G4121 .P2 1913 G4 (PrCt)

83148 Wisconsin - Maps - 1914 - Railroads


1 map : col. ; 64 x 46 cm.

'Rand McNally & Co.'s new business atlas map of Wisconsin. Copyright, 1902 ... ' -- at bottom left.

Includes key to railroads numbered 1-192 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Wisconsin railroads.

Issued folded in accompanying index (46 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally and Co.'s indexed county and township pocket map and shippers' guide of Wisconsin. Chicago and New York : Rand McNally & Co., c1914.

Uniform title: Shippers guide.


RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 946 (PrCt)

83149 Wisconsin - Maps - 1915 -

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Beaudette's Garage (Hartford, Wis.) -- Blum, Godfred -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; on sheet 88 x 56 cm.
First map issued in Rand McNally's "Auto Trails" series of regional road maps.
Keyed to 34 named road signs.
Detached from printed cover: Beaudette's Garage. Hartford, Wis. ...
Back cover bears postage stamp and is addressed to "Mr. Godfred Blum, Kenosha, Wis."
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Auto Trails 6F 42.5 (PrCt)

83152 Wisconsin - Maps - 1919 - Railroads<<>Wisconsin - Maps - 1919 - Road maps<<>Road maps<<>Road Railroads - Maps
1 map : col. ; 64 x 46 cm.
Plate no. 140D.
Includes key to railroads numbered 1-192 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Wisconsin railroads.
On verso: Wisconsin automobile road map. 1 map ; 64 x 46 cm. 'National Highways Association roads used by permission.'
Uniform title: Shippers guide. 
'Copyrighted April 26, 1919' in ms. on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 948 (PrCt)

83153 Wisconsin - Maps - 1919 - Road maps<<>Illinois - Maps - 1919 - Road maps<<>Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1919 - Road maps<<>Milwaukee Region (Wis.) - Maps - 1919 - Road maps<<>Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; on sheet 71 x 56 cm.
Keyed to 38 named road signs.
Scale [ca. 1:647,000].
Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto trails map: district no. 8 : southern Wisconsin, northern Illinois (Chicago: Rand McNally, 1919). 28 p. : maps, ill. ; 19 cm.
Added cover title: A Guide to the blazed trails.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Digital image available as part of the Newberry Library's Great Lakes Digital Collection via the CARLI Digital Collections website (accessed Nov. 2007):
http://collections.carli.illinois.edu/cgi-bin/getimage.exe?CISOROOT=/nby_grlakes&CISOPTR=1614
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Auto Trails 6F 43 (PrCt)

83154 Wisconsin - Maps - 1919 - Road maps<<>Illinois - Maps - 1919 - Road maps<<>Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1919 - Road maps<<>Milwaukee Region (Wis.) - Maps - 1919 - Road maps<<>Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; on sheet 71 x 56 cm.
Keyed to 34 named road signs.
Scale [ca. 1:661,000].
Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto trails map: district no. 8 : southern Wisconsin, northern Illinois [Chicago: Rand McNally, 1919]. 28 p. : maps, ill. ; 19 cm.
Cover title: A Guide to the blazed trails.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 26 (PrCt)
83156 Wisconsin - Maps - 1919 - Road maps


RMcN Auto Trails 6F 44 (PrCt)

83158 Wisconsin - Maps - 1920 - Road maps


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

RMcN Auto Trails 6F 43.5 (PrCt)

83159 Wisconsin - Maps - 1920 - Road maps


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

RMcN Auto Trails 4C 44 (PrCt)

83160 Wisconsin - Maps - 1920 - Road maps


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

RMcN Auto Trails 4C 44 (PrCt)
Wisconsin - Maps - 1921 - Road maps


1 map: col.; on sheet 72 x 57 cm.

Keyed to 26 named road signs.

Scale [ca. 1:869,000].


Cover art (1 panel, O,B, BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.

Uniform title: Auto trails

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN Auto Trails 6F 45.5 (PrCt)

83168

Wisconsin - Maps - 1922 - Road maps


1 map: col.; on sheet 72 x 57 cm., folded in covers to 18 x 10

Cover title: Motor routes to Republican Hotel, Third and Cedar, Milwaukee...

Keyed to 26 named road signs.

Scale [ca. 1:869,000].

Uniform title: Auto trails

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Sheveled in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).

RMcN Auto Trails 4C 66.5 (PrCt)

83169

Wisconsin - Maps - 1922 - Railroads


1 map: col.; 63 x 47 cm.

Plate no. 944G.

Includes key to railroads numbered 1-190 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Wisconsin railroads.

On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Wisconsin. 1 map: 64 x 45 cm. Plate no. 1011H.

Issued folded in accompanying index (47 p.; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Wisconsin. Chicago ; New York: Rand McNally & Company, c1922.

Uniform title: Shippers guide.

Handstamp on front cover: Register of Copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.

Dated '8/15/22' in ms. on front cover.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Sheveled in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 951 (PrCt)

83170
83173

**Wisconsin - Maps - 1923 - Road maps**

*Road maps* <--- Wisconsin - Maps - 1923 - Road maps <--- Roadmaps - Maps

*Rand McNally standard map of Wisconsin.*

*Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [1923].*

*Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company.*

*Shippers guide -- Library of Congress.*

*Copyright Office -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).*

*1 map : col. ; 64 x 47 cm.*

*Plate no. 944H.*

*Includes key to railroads numbered 1-190 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Wisconsin railroads.*

*On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Wisconsin. 1 map ; 64 x 46 cm. Plate no. 1011H.*

*Issued folded in accompanying index (46 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Wisconsin. Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1923.*

*Uniform title: Shippers guide.*

*Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).*

*Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).*

**R McN Shippers Guide 4C 953 (PrCt)**

83174

**Wisconsin - Maps - 1923 - Road maps**


*Authors: Chicago Motor Club -- American Automobile Association -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).*

*1 map : col. ; 78 x 88 cm.*

*Plate no. E-150-S.*

*Panel title.*

*Added title: Chicago Motor Club map of Northern Wisconsin lake region showing highways, forests, state parks, golf and country clubs, airports, and other points of interest.*

*Date from R McN AE 153 ms. index.*

*Plate no. E-150-S.*

*Panel art: Chicago Motor Club and A.A.A. logo over "Chicago Motor Club road survey car" on road.*

*Some place names highlighted by hand in yellow.*

*Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection.*

---

**Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.**

**For more information refer to the title page of this volume.**
Wisconsin - Maps - 1923 - Road maps

1 map: both sides, col.; 108 x 116 on sheet 56 x 72 cm.
Keyed to 16 named road signs.
Scale [ca. 1:654,000].
Cover art (1 panel, O.B.BL); Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).


1 map: both sides, col.; 68 x 106 cm.
Keyed to 22 named road signs.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Removed from a Rand McNally Automobile Editorial (RMcN AE) binder; handstamped no. "3" at upper right.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).


1 map: both sides, col.; 64 x 47 cm.
Plate no. 9R23.
Includes key to railroads numbered 1-190 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Wisconsin railroads.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Wisconsin. 1 map; 64 x 46 cm. Plate no. 2N24.
Includes key to 3 named 'principal trails in Wisconsin.'
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Handstamp on front cover: Register of Copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.
Dated '3/19/24' in ms. on front cover.

Refer to the title page of this volume for more information.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 954 (PrCt)

83180 Wisconsin - Maps - 1924 - Railroads

83181 Wisconsin - Maps - 1924 - Road maps

83182 Wisconsin - Maps - 1924 - Road maps

83185 Wisconsin - Maps - 1925 - Railroads

83183 Wisconsin - Maps - 1924 - Road maps

83184 Wisconsin - Maps - 1924 - Road maps

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

gaps in numbering) beneath added title:
Wisconsin railroads.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Wisconsin. 1 map; 64 x 46 cm. Plate no. 2N24.
Includes key to 3 named 'principal trails in Wisconsin.'

Issued folded in accompanying index (49 p.; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Wisconsin. San Francisco; Chicago; New York: Rand McNally & Company, c1925.

Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 956 (PrCt)

83186 Wisconsin - Maps - 1925 - Railroads>Road maps>Road maps Rand McNally standard map of Wisconsin.
Chicago: Rand McNally & Co., [1925].

1 map: col.; 64 x 47 cm.
Plate no. 8R24.
Includes key to railroads numbered 1-190 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Wisconsin railroads.

On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Wisconsin. 1 map; 64 x 46 cm. Plate no. 2N24.
Includes key to 3 named 'principal trails in Wisconsin.'

Issued folded in accompanying index (49 p.; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Wisconsin. San Francisco; Chicago; New York: Rand McNally & Company, c1925.

Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Handstamp on front cover: Register of Copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.

Dated '3/27/25' in ms. on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).

RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 957 (PrCt)

83187 Wisconsin - Maps - 1925 - Road maps>Road maps Mileage map of the best roads of Wisconsin.
[Denver, Colo.?]: The C. M. Co., [1925 or 1926].

Authors: Clason Map Co. -- Bien & Heller Auto Service (Eau Claire, Wisc.) -- Bankers Adv. & Supply Co. (Iowa City, Iowa) -- P. Geo Harmon & Son (Duluth, Minn.) -- C.M. Co. SEE Clason Map Co. -- C. M. Co. SEE Clason Map Co. -- C M Co. SEE Clason Map Co. -- Harmon (P. Geo) & Son, Duluth, Minn., SEE P. Geo Harmon & Son (Duluth, Minn.)

1 map: col.; 35 x 27 cm., folded in covers 12 x 8 cm.
"Copyrighted the C.M. Co. All rights reserved." -- at bottom center.

Cover title: Complete state road map / Bien & Heller Auto Service ... Eau Claire, Wisconsin.
Date of publication inferred from 1925 and 1926 calendars inside accompanying cover.

"Bankers Adv. & Supply Co., Iowa City, Iowa" -- inside back cover.

Cover art: Illustration of "filling station."

Manuscript inscription on verso: "P. Geo Harmon [?] & Son, 1915 W Superior St., Duluth, Minn."

Accession no.: McNally 94121900NL map2C G4121.P2 1925 .C5 (PrCt)


1 map: col.; 80 x 62 on sheet 88 x 73 cm.
Keyed to 11 named road signs.

Scale. [ca. 1:800,000].
Plate no. G-16.

Includes continuation inset of part of northern peninsula of Upper Michigan.


Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.

Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).

RMcN Auto Trails 4C 175 (PrCt)

83189 Wisconsin - Maps - 1925 - Road maps>Road maps Rand McNally official 1925 auto trails map: Wisconsin.

1 map: col.; 80 x 62 on sheet 88 x 73 cm.
Keyed to 11 named road signs.

Scale. [ca. 1:800,000].
Plate no. G-16.

Includes continuation inset of part of northern peninsula of Upper Michigan.


Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.

Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).

RMcN Auto Trails 4C 175 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 176 (PrCt)

83190 Wisconsin - Maps - 1925 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 80 x 62 on sheet 88 x 73 cm.
Keyed to 11 named road signs.
Scale. [ca. 1:800,000].
Plate no. G-16.
Includes continuation inset of part of northern peninsula of Upper Michigan.
In ms. on first page: "1. cl. 3 shelf."
Cover handstamped "Register of copyrights, Library of Congress ..." and dated "4/21/25" in ms.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails Wisconsin: togeth...edition of A.M.A. garages, service stations, and hotels throughout this state.
Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1926].
1 map : col. ; 44 x 29 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Rand McNally special auto road map: Wisconsin
Keyed to 14 named road signs.
"A.M.A. official stations" identified in red and listed in directory on verso.
Plate no. H
Uniform title: Junior auto trails Wisconsin will be publish...distribution within another six months."
Accompanied by three blank A.M.A. "official station application" forms, listing contract terms and member discount rates; and a cardstock sample of the A.M.A. display "emblem" of "official station [member] Bryant's Garage [in] Henryetta, Okla."
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).
Accession no. 2002100101
83194 Wisconsin - Maps - 1926 - Road maps
"Copyright, 1926, by W.B. Dixon."
"Hedstrom-Barry Co., Chicago, Ill."
Map on verso (21 x 9 cm.): Map of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway showing lines under electrical operation / Poole Bros.
Chicago. 5-27-'24.
Panel art: Couple camping near water.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 153.8 (PrCt)

83193 Wisconsin - Maps - 1926 - Road maps
American Motorist Association official map of Wisconsin: together with the names and locations of the officially designated A.M.A. garages, service stations, and hotels throughout this state. Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1926].
1 map : col. ; 44 x 29 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Rand McNally special auto road map: Wisconsin
Keyed to 14 named road signs.
"A.M.A. official stations" identified in red and listed in directory on verso.
Plate no. H
Uniform title: Junior auto trails Wisconsin will be publish...distribution within another six months."
Accompanied by three blank A.M.A. "official station application" forms, listing contract terms and member discount rates; and a cardstock sample of the A.M.A. display "emblem" of "official station [member] Bryant's Garage [in] Henryetta, Okla."
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).
Accession no. 2002100101
83194 Wisconsin - Maps - 1926 - Road maps
"Copyright, 1926, by W.B. Dixon."
"Hedstrom-Barry Co., Chicago, Ill."
Map on verso (21 x 9 cm.): Map of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway showing lines under electrical operation / Poole Bros.
Chicago. 5-27-'24.
Panel art: Couple camping near water.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 153.8 (PrCt)
1 map : col. ; 44 x 28 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 152 ms. index.
Plate no. I -22
Running title: Junior auto road atlas of the western United States. Pages 10 and 11.
Uniform title: Junior auto trails.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 152.6.1 (PrCt)

83200 Wisconsin - Maps - 1927 - Road maps
Mileage map of the best roads of Wisconsin : showing paved roads, road distances, state highways, U.S. highways. Chicago : Published by the Clason Map Co., [1927?].
Authors: Clason Map Co.
1 map : col. ; 59 x 46 cm., folded to 19 x 10 cm.
Cover title: Road map of Wisconsin.
Place of publication and publisher from cover.
"Copyrighted Clason Map."
Includes index in bottom margin.
Scale [ca. 1:1,010,000].
Folded in publisher’s illustrated yellow paper cover.
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).
Road map4C G4121.P2 1927 .C5 (NLO)

83201 Wisconsin - Maps - 1927 - Road maps
1 map : col. ; 37 x 28 cm., folded to 13 x 8 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally junior auto trails : state of Wisconsin / presented by Auto Tire Service Company ... Eau Claire, Wis.
Uniform title: Junior auto trails
Plate no. I-22.
Accession no.: McNally 94121900NL
map3C G4121.P2 1927 .R3 (PrCt)

83202 Wisconsin - Maps - 1927 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 80 x 62 on sheet 88 x 72 cm.
Keyed to 6 named road signs.
Scale. [ca. 1:760,000].
Plate no. I-17.
Includes continuation inset of part of northern peninsula of Upper Michigan and insets of the Minneapolis/Saint Paul and Milwaukee regions.
Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto road map of Wisconsin ... (Chicago and New York: Rand McNally, 1927). 48 p. : maps, ill. ; 20 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally official auto road map: Wisconsin.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 325 (PrCt)

83203 Wisconsin - Maps - 1927 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
48 p. : maps, ill. ; 19 cm.
Map missing.
Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto road map of Wisconsin ... (Chicago and New York: Rand McNally, 1927).
Cover title: Rand McNally official auto road map: Wisconsin.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 330 (PrCt)

83204 Wisconsin - Maps - 1927 - Road maps
[Upper Peninsula (Mich.) - Maps - 1927 - Road maps]
Wisconsin and Upper Michigan state highway systems / the Milwaukee Journal Tour Club.
Racine, Wis. Western Printing and Lithographing Co., [1927].
Authors: Milwaukee journal -- Milwaukee Journal Tour Club -- Milwaukee journal -- Western Printing and Lithographing Company -- Library of Congress. Copyright Office -- Western Illinois University -- Milwaukee Journal (Firm) SEE Milwaukee journal
1 map : col. ; 60 x 51 cm., folded to 13 x 8 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Milwaukee Journal Tour Club map of Wisconsin
Map on verso (34 x 69 cm.): Milwaukee Journal Tour Club map of Upper Michigan. Copyright
Wisconsin - Maps - 1928 - Railroads

83206 Wisconsin - Maps - 1928 - Railroads

Wisconsin - Maps - 1928 - Railroads

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Middle West - Maps - 1928 - Road maps
Wisconsin motor trails are calling ... Standard Oil Company (Indiana). Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1928?].
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 38 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) official road map : Wisconsin
Dated "1929" incorrectly (?) on RMcN AE 153 ms. index.
Plate no. B-128 J.C.
Map on verso (29 x 43 cm.): Standard Oil Company (Indiana) : territorial road map featuring federal system of highways.
Panel art: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
R McN AE 153.17 (Pr Ct)

83210 Wisconsin - Maps - 1928 - Road maps
Minneapolis Region (Minn.) - Maps - 1928 - Road maps
Saint Paul Region (Minn.) - Maps - 1928 - Road maps
Milwaukee Region (Wis.) - Maps - 1928 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 80 x 63 cm.
Continuation inset (7 x 13 cm.): [Northern Wisconsin].
Insets (12 x 15 cm. each): Minneapolis, Saint Paul & vicinity -- Milwaukee & vicinity.
Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto road map of Wisconsin ... (Chicago; New York: Rand McNally & Company, 1928). 44 p. : maps, ill. ; 19 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally official auto road map : Wisconsin.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
R McN Auto Trails 4C 394 (Pr Ct)

83212 Wisconsin - Maps - 1928 - Road maps
Minneapolis Region (Minn.) - Maps - 1928 - Road maps
Saint Paul Region (Minn.) - Maps - 1928 - Road maps
Milwaukee Region (Wis.) - Maps - 1928 - Road maps
1 map : col. ; 80 x 63 cm.
Continuation inset (7 x 13 cm.): [Northern Wisconsin].
Insets (12 x 15 cm. each): Minneapolis, Saint Paul & vicinity -- Milwaukee & vicinity.
Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto road map of Wisconsin ... (Chicago; New York: Rand McNally & Company, 1928). 44 p. : maps, ill. ; 19 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally official auto road map : Wisconsin.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 86 (Pr Ct)

83213 Wisconsin - Maps - 1928 - Road maps
Minneapolis Region (Minn.) - Maps - 1928 - Road maps
Saint Paul Region (Minn.) - Maps - 1928 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Shaffer Oil and Refining Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 8.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 98 (Pr Ct)
Wisconsin. Chicago: H.M. Gousha Co., [1928].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 3.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 108 (PrCt)

83215 Wisconsin - Maps - 1928 - Road maps
Highway map and guide of Wisconsin ... Authorized Guide & Map Service of Wisconsin ...
Aurora, Mo. Mid-West Map Company, [1928].
Authors: Mid-West Map Company -- Authorized Guide & Map Service -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map; 41 x 33 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 153 ms. index.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 153.15 (PrCt)

83216 Wisconsin - Maps - 1928 - Road maps
"Pure Oil" pathfinder for Wisconsin ... the Pure Oil Co. U.S.A. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1928].
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map; col.; 43 x 28 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 152 ms. index.
Plate no. J-37
Maps on verso (8 x 9 cm. each): Ashland -- Appleton -- Eau Claire -- La Crosse -- Madison -- Milwaukee.
Panel art: Pure Oil attendant within compass logo; map of unidentified place.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 152.6.2 (PrCt)

83217 Wisconsin - Maps - 1929 - Road maps
Minneapolis Region (Minn.) - Maps - 1929 - Road maps
Saint Paul Region (Minn.) - Maps - 1929 - Road maps
Milwaukee Region (Wis.) - Maps - 1929 - Road maps
1 map; col.; 80 x 62 cm.
Continuation inset (7 x 13 cm.): [Northern Wisconsin].
Insets (12 x 15 cm. each): Minneapolis, Saint Paul & vicinity -- Milwaukee & vicinity.
Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto road map of Wisconsin ... (Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, 1929). 35 p. : maps, ill. ; 19 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally official auto road map : Wisconsin.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 412 (PrCt)

83218 Wisconsin - Maps - 1929 - Road maps
Minneapolis Region (Minn.) - Maps - 1929 - Road maps
Saint Paul Region (Minn.) - Maps - 1929 - Road maps
Milwaukee Region (Wis.) - Maps - 1929 - Road maps
1 map; col.; 81 x 63 cm.
Plate no. K-21
Insets (12 x 15 cm. each): Minneapolis, Saint Paul & vicinity -- Milwaukee & vicinity.
Issued folded inside back cover of accompanying index: Rand McNally official auto road map of Wisconsin ... (Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, 1929). 35 p. : maps, ill. ; 20 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally official auto road map : Wisconsin.
Cover art (1 panel, O,B,BL): Indian sketching pictogram above car on road.
Uniform title: Auto trails.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Auto Trails 4C 430 (PrCt)

83219 Wisconsin - Maps - 1929 - Road maps
Authors: American Automobile Association -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map; col.; 84 x 55 cm., on sheet trimmed to 87 x 56 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 153 ms. index.
Plate nos. "3017 A" and "3-19-9."
Maps on verso (20 x 10 cm. and 8 x 10 cm.):
Chicago, Ill. & vicinity -- Milwaukee, Wis.
Imperfect; sheet trimmed on all sides, resulting in loss of text on verso.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 153.16 (PrCt)

83220 Wisconsin - Maps - 1929 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Deep Rock Oil Corporation -- Shaffer Oil and Refining Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 2.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 218 (PrCt)

83222 Wisconsin - Maps - 1929 - Road maps
Wisconsin "1929 Red 'G' Road Map Wisconsin". Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1929.
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Inter-State Exchange -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title. Front panel stamped 233.
Plate no. C-128-JC.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 0, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 191 (PrCt)

83223 Wisconsin - Maps - 1929 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Marland Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.

Distribution: NL 1, LC 0, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 218 (PrCt)

83224 Wisconsin - Maps - 1929 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 256 (PrCt)

83226 Wisconsin - Maps - 1929 - Road maps
The Milwaukee Journal Club road map of Wisconsin. 1929.
Authors: Milwaukee Journal Tour Club -- Milwaukee journal
1 map

temp map4F G4120 1929 .M5 (PrCt)

83227 Wisconsin - Maps - 1929 - Road maps
44 p. : 3 maps (2 folded) ; 24 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally standard indexed map with air trails : Wisconsin
Uniform title: Air trails
Folded map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back to back, col. ; each 64 x 46 cm., folded to 25 x 11

Diamond road map of Wisconsin and United States. Kansas City, Mo. Gallup Map & Supply Co., [193-?].
Authors: Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation -- Gallup Map Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 57 x 38 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation motor trails map : Wisconsin.
Diamond gas station locations identified with blue diamonds.
Maps on verso (28 x 43 cm. and smaller):
Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation motor trails map : United States -- Milwaukee, Wis. -- Madison, Wis. -- Superior, Wis. -- Racine, Wis. -- Oshkosh, Wis. -- La Crosse, Wis.
Panel art: Illustration of woman driving car.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
R McN Aeronautical charts

R McN AE 152.1X (PrCt)

83230 Wisconsin - Maps - 1930 - Road maps - Maps - 1930 - Road maps - Maps - 1930 - Road maps

Johnson Wisconsin "tourguide" ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1930].
Authors: Johnson Oil Refining Co. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 37 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Johnson auto road map of Wisconsin.
Date from R McN AE 152 ms. index.
Plate no. L 1081
Map on verso (29 x 44 cm.): Johnson through route map of north-central states.
Panel art: Johnson winged logos.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
R McN AE 152.8 (PrCt)


Rand McNally standard map of Wisconsin.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [193-?].
1 map : col. ; 63 x 46 cm.
Includes key to railroads numbered 1-190 and A (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Wisconsin railroads.
Plate nos. "No.1:48S" "C," and "7R29."
Map on verso (47 x 63 cm.): Rand McNally standard map of Wisconsin with air trails
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
R McN AE 152.1X (PrCt)

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Company, 1930.
Authors: Chicago tribune -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Shaw, Frances Wells, 1872-1937
1 map : col. ; 68 x 53 cm. fold. to 18 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Title on map proper: Chicago Tribune ... auto road map: Wisconsin.
'WGN' in corners.
Includes index, advertisements for Tribune Touring Bureau and want ad section.
Panel art: Tribune Tower, car in circle.
Removed from the Francis Wells Shaw Papers [Newberry Library Midwest MS ShawF].
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3.
Road map4C G4121.P2 1930 C5 (PrCt)

83233 Wisconsin - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 301 (PrCt)

83234 Wisconsin - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Deep Rock Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 312 (PrCt)

83235 Wisconsin - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Wisconsin. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1930].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 351 (PrCt)

83236 Wisconsin - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 426 (PrCt)

83237 Wisconsin - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 450 (PrCt)

83238 Wisconsin - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Western Oil Refining Company -- Columbus Oil Co. (Columbus, Ohio) -- Silver Flash -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Silver Flash appears on all title panels. Silver Flash Motor Oil variously associated with Western Oil Refining Co. and Columbus Oil Co.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 436 (PrCt)

83239 Wisconsin - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally & Company, 1930.
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 53 cm.
Date "1930" in tiny font.
Insets (10 x 13 cm. each): Minneapolis, St. Paul -- Milwaukee & vicinity.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 152.10 (PrCt)

83240 Wisconsin - Maps - 1930 - Road maps
Texaco road map : 1930 : Wisconsin.
Authors: Rand McNally & Company, 1930.
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 53 cm.
Date "1930" in tiny font.
Insets (10 x 13 cm. each): Minneapolis, St. Paul -- Milwaukee & vicinity.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 152.10 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

maps<<>>Wall maps<<>>Road maps

Official highway service map of Wisconsin : 1930
Authors: Wisconsin. State Highway Commission
-- Western Printing and Lithographing Company
-- Kies, E. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 111 x 96 cm.
"This map issued weekly during the construction season by the Wisconsin Highway Commission. Issue of May 7."
Hand stamped with "color overprints."
"Scale - 1 inch = 8 miles."
"Western Printing and Lithographing Company, Racine, Wis."
"Wisconsin, June detours [signed] Kies 6-11-30." -- manuscript note.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 153.18 (PrCt)
Authors: Richman Brothers Co. -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Company (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 397 (PrCt)
33, II-XII p. : 4 maps (2 folded) ; 24 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally standard indexed map : Wisconsin : detailed commercial map, air trails map, road map
Uniform title: Air trails
Accompanying index includes "aids to navigation", "air navigation", and "airport directory" (p. II-XII at end).
Index also includes 2 maps (22 x 20 cm. and 13 x 20 cm., on p.[4-5] and p. II-III at end): Rand McNally motoroad map of Wisconsin -- Rand McNally airway map : United States. Includes "key to [commercial] air lines."
Cover art: Airplane flying above passenger train. "50¢" - printed on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (October 2010).
RMcN Air Trails 4C 57 (PrCt)
83243 Wisconsin - Maps - 1931 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Northern Wisconsin Lake Region. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1931].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Chicago Motor Club -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Plate no. E-150-S.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 3.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 455 (PrCt)
83244 Wisconsin - Maps - 1931 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 485 (PrCt)
83245 Wisconsin - Maps - 1931 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Deep Rock
Wisconsin - Maps - 1931 - Road maps

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 497 (PrCt)

83250 Wisconsin - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
1931 Wisconsin highways are happy ways ... Standard Oil Company (Indiana). Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, 1931.
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 50 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) : 1931 official road map : Wisconsin
Plate no. E-228 J
Map on verso (28 x 43 cm.): Standard Oil Company (Indiana) : 1931 official road map : United States.
Panel art: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 153.21 (PrCt)

83246 Wisconsin - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 571 (PrCt)

83247 Wisconsin - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Sinclair Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 601 (PrCt)

83251 Wisconsin - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 53 cm.
Insets (10 x 13 cm. each): Minneapolis, St. Paul -- Milwaukee & vicinity.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 152.13 (PrCt)

83248 Wisconsin - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 615 (PrCt)

83249 Wisconsin - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Auto trails -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 53 cm.
Plate no. M-1080
Insets (10 x 13 cm. each): Minneapolis, St. Paul -- Milwaukee & vicinity.
83252 Wisconsin - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
Authors: Richman Brothers Co. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 57 x 37 cm.
Plate no. M-37
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 152.12 (PrCt)

83246 Wisconsin - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 497 (PrCt)

83253 Wisconsin - Maps - 1931 - Wall maps
Authors: George F. Cram Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 102 x 80 cm., on sheet 130 x 130

Uniform title: Auto trails.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 152.11 (PrCt)
Wisconsin - Maps - 1931 - Road maps

Racine -- Service road map of United States
Maps on verso (33 x 53 cm. and smaller): Cities Service road map of United States -- Milwaukee -- Kenosha -- La Crosse -- Madison -- Oshkosh -- Racine -- Sheboygan.

Wisconsin - Maps - 1931 - Railroads


Wisconsin - Maps - 1932 - Road maps


Wisconsin - Maps - 1932 - Road maps

Wisconsin. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1932].


Wisconsin. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., fl. 1933 -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)


For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
83260  Wisconsin - Maps - 1932 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 777 (PrCt)

83261  Wisconsin - Maps - 1932 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Tide Water Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 793 (PrCt)

83262  Wisconsin - Maps - 1932 - Road maps
Authors: Producers and Refiners Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company. Junior auto trails -- Rand McNally and Company
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 58 x 38 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Rand McNally senior 1932 auto road map of Wisconsin
Plate no. 10. N37 M
Map on verso (28 x 44 cm.): Rand McNally junior auto road map of United States.
Uniform title: Junior auto trails
Panel art: Parco logo above cityscape and row of cars.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 152.14 (PrCt)

83263  Wisconsin - Maps - 1932 - Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 55 x 48 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair 1932 official road map : Wisconsin
Plate no. F-228-J.C.
Maps on verso (22 x 29 cm. and smaller): United States mileage map -- Chicago and vicinity -- Milwaukee.
Panel art: Battling dinosaurs.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 153.27 (PrCt)

83264  Wisconsin - Maps - 1932 - Road maps
1932 Wisconsin highways are happy ways ... Standard Oil Company (Indiana). Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, 1932.
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 50 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) : 1932 official road map : Wisconsin
Plate no. F-228-J.C.
Map on verso (28 x 44 cm.): Standard Oil Company (Indiana) : 1932 official road map : United States.
Panel art: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 153.23 (PrCt)

83265  Wisconsin - Maps - 1932 - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 53 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: 1932 Texaco road map : Wisconsin
Plate no. A4 2619
Insets (10 x 13 cm. each): Minneapolis, St. Paul -- Milwaukee & vicinity.
Maps on verso (36 x 52 cm. and smaller): Texaco road map : 1932 : United States -- Chicago and vicinity -- Green Bay -- Oshkosh -- Madison -- Racine.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 152.15 (PrCt)

83266  Wisconsin - Maps - 1932 - Road maps
Travel Wisconsin with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, 1932.
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 50 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

-added title: Conoco ... official road map : Wisconsin.
-date from RMcN AE 153 ms. index.
-plate no. F-228-J. C.
inset (4 x 9 cm.): [Keweenaw peninsula]
-maps on verso (22 x 29 cm. and 22 x 22 cm.): Conoco pictorial map of the United States -- Milwaukee.
-panel art: Outline of the U.S. with Conoco logo and compass.
-forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
-RMcN AE 153.22 (PrCt)

83267 Wisconsin - Maps - 1932 - Road maps<>>Wall maps<>>Road maps

-authors: Wisconsin. State Highway Commission -- Western Printing and Lithographing Company -- Huening, Frank T., 1875-1965
-1 map : col. ; 110 x 95 cm.
-scale 1:506,880 or "1 inch = 8 miles."
"This map issued weekly during the construction season by the Wisconsin Highway Commission. Issue of Oct. 5."
-hand stamped with "color overprints."
-in lower left margin: Western Printing and Lithographing Co., Racine, Wis.
-from the collection of Frank T. Huening (gift, 2010).
-map9F G4121 .P2 1932 .W5 (PrCt)


Map showing state and federal highway routes [in Wisconsin] ... : the playground of the Midwestest. Racine, Wis. Western Printing and Lithographing Company, 1932.
-authors: Wisconsin. State Highway Commission -- Western Printing and Lithographing Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
-1 map : col. ; 73 x 63 cm.
-panel title.
-at head of title: State of Wisconsin Highway Commission, Madison
-added title: Official highway map of Wisconsin : 1932
"Scale - 1 inch = 13 miles."
-map on verso (40 x 40 cm.): Wisconsin : pictorial history of Wisconsin
-panel art: State of Wisconsin logo.
-forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
-RMcN AE 153.22 (PrCt)


-54 p. : 25 maps (2 folded) : 24 cm.
-cover title: Rand McNally pocket map : Wisconsin : counties, cities, towns, auto roads, railroads, city maps, hotels, 1930 census
-uniform title: Pocket maps
-folded map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back to back, col. ; 63 x 46 cm. and 69 x 53 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of Wisconsin. Plate nos. "No.1:48S" and "7R30". Includes key to railroads.
-- Rand McNally auto road map : Wisconsin.
-includes inset maps of Minneapolis-St. Paul, and Milwaukee (each 10 x 12 cm.)
-index includes maps of Antigo, Appleton, Ashland, Beloit, Eau Claire, Fond du Lac, Green Bay, Janesville, Kenosha, La Crosse, Madison, Milwaukee, Manitowoc, Marinette-Menominee, Oconto, Oshkosh, Portage, Racine, Rhinelander, Sheboygan, Duluth-Superior, Stevens Point, and Wisconsin Rapids (p. 38-54).
-cover art: Cars on road alongside passenger train.
"50c" -- printed on front cover.
-handstamp on title page: Register of Copyrights, Library of Congress ... 1-4-32.
-forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
-shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
-RMcN Pocket 4C 294 (PrCt)

83270 Wisconsin - Maps - 1933 - Maps, Physical

Physiographic diagram of Wisconsin. 1933.
-authors: Durand, Loyal -- Geographical Press
-1 map
-temp map1F G4121.C2 1933 .D8 (PrCt)

83271 Wisconsin - Maps - 1933 - Road maps<>>Road maps

Cities Service road map of Wisconsin : 1933 edition ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company,
Wisconsin - Maps - 1933 - Road maps

**Wisconsin - Maps - 1933 - Road maps**

*Travel Wisconsin with Conoco : the land of pleasure ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1933].*

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 50 x 43 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Conoco ... official road map : Wisconsin.

Date from RMcN AE 153 ms. index.

Plate no. G-228-J. C.

Inset (4 x 9 cm.): [Keweenaw peninsula]

Maps on verso (28 x 43 cm. and 22 x 22 cm.): Conoco ... official road map : United States -- Milwaukee.

Panel art: Pictorial map of the U.S. with Conoco logo.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 153.28 (PrCt)**

**Wisconsin - Maps - 1933 - Road maps**


Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 folded map

Panel title.

Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

**Gousha Clients 951 (PrCt)**

**Wisconsin - Maps - 1933 - Road maps**


Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil Company -- Lee, Robert E., fl. 1933 -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 folded map

Panel title.

Cover: License plate motif.

Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.

Panel art: Shell logo, license plates, woman driving convertible car, dog, signed by artist "Robert E. Lee."

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

**Gousha Clients 952 (PrCt)**

**Wisconsin - Maps - 1933 - Road maps**


Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 folded map

Panel title.

Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

83279 Wisconsin - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Tide Water Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection
(Individual work entry; Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 992 (PrCt)

83280 Wisconsin - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Texaco road map : Wisconsin : 1933 ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, 1933.
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 53 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: 1933 Texaco road map : Wisconsin : Spring edition
Place no. A4 2619
Insets (10 x 13 cm. each): Minneapolis, St. Paul -- Milwaukee & vicinity.
Pictorial map on verso (39 x 40 cm.): Wisconsin / by Laura R. Kremers ... acknowledgement is due [to] Dr. Louise P. Kellogg, historian, Mr. Charles E. Brown, archaeeologist, Miss Alice E. Smith, historian.
Panel art: Wisconsin state logo.
Previously bound with a collection of pictorial maps in binders labeled "Points of Interest."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 192.2X (PrCt)

83281 Wisconsin - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Authors: Wisconsin. State Highway Commission -- Western Printing and Lithographing Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 110 x 94 cm.
"Scale - 1 inch = 8 miles."
"Western Printing and Lithographing Company, Racine, Wis."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 153.26 (PrCt)

83282 Wisconsin - Maps - 1933 - Road maps
Map showing state and federal highway routes [in Wisconsin] ... : the playground of the Midwest / State of Wisconsin Highway Commission, Madison. Racine, Wis. Western Printing and Lithographing Company, 1933.
Authors: Wisconsin. State Highway Commission -- Western Printing and Lithographing Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 72 x 62 cm.
Panel title.
At head of title: State of Wisconsin Highway Commission, Madison
Added title: Official highway map of Wisconsin : 1933
"Scale - 1 inch = 13 miles."
Map on verso (40 x 40 cm.): Wisconsin : pictorial history of Wisconsin

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
83284  Wisconsin - Maps - 1934 - Road maps<<>>Middle West - Maps - 1934 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Wadhams Oil Company -- Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Langwith Inc. (Minneapolis, Minn.) -- Langwith, A. L. (Alfred Logan) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 76 x 63 cm.
Panel title: "Copyright by A. L. Langwith ..."
Added title: Wadhams official 1934 road map: Wisconsin Maps on verso (57 x 41 cm. and 41 x 17 cm.):
Wadhams 1934 territorial road map [of the Middle West] -- Wadhams road map: Chicago and vicinity.
Panel art: Cars and people outside of rural roadhouse.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 153.32 (PrCt)

83285  Wisconsin - Maps - 1934 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Official Wisconsin road map: Chicago Motor Club: A.A.A.: where we send you we have been. Washington, D.C. American Automobile Association, [1934].
Authors: Chicago Motor Club -- American Automobile Association -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 83 x 56 cm.
Maps on verso (17 x 17 cm. and 17 x 9 cm.):
Panel art: Chicago Motor Club and A.A.A. logo over "Chicago Motor Club road survey car" on road.
Handstamped "May 21, 1934."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 153.29 (PrCt)

83286  Wisconsin - Maps - 1934 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 68 x 44 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 152 ms. index.
Plate no. P-37-P
Maps on verso (33 x 53 cm. and smaller): Cities Service road map of United States -- Milwaukee -- Kenosha -- La Crosse -- Madison -- Oshkosh -- Racine -- Sheboygan.
Panel art: Line drawing of car on country road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 152.22 (PrCt)

83287  Wisconsin - Maps - 1934 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Travel Wisconsin with Globe gasoline: get the most out of motoring ... Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, 1934.
1 map: col.; 58 x 38 cm.
Panel title: Added title: Rand McNally senior 1934 auto road map of Wisconsin Plate no. P. 37
Map on verso (28 x 44 cm.): Rand McNally junior 1934 auto road map of United States.
Uniform title: Junior auto trails.
Panel art: Globe logo with mountain and city scene.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 152.25 (PrCt)

83288  Wisconsin - Maps - 1934 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Barnsdall Oil Co. -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title: Added title: Rand McNally senior 1934 auto road map of Wisconsin Plate no. P. 37
Map on verso (28 x 44 cm.): Rand McNally junior 1934 auto road map of United States.
Uniform title: Junior auto trails.
Panel art: Globe logo with mountain and city scene.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 152.25 (PrCt)

83289  Wisconsin - Maps - 1934 - Road maps<<>>Road maps
Travel Wisconsin with Conoco. Chicago: H.M. Gousha Co., [1934].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Panel title.
Cover (3 panel, R,G): Outline map of North America, logo.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
**Gousha Clients 1060 (PrCt)**

83290 Wisconsin - Maps - 1934 - Road maps<<<Road maps
Wisconsin. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1934].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Deep Rock Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
**Gousha Clients 1073 (PrCt)**

83291 Wisconsin - Maps - 1934 - Road maps<<<Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Johnson Oil Refining Co. -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (3 panel, O,BL): Three logos, line drawings of oil wells, refinery, gas station.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
**Gousha Clients 1089 (PrCt)**

83292 Wisconsin - Maps - 1934 - Road maps<<<Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (3 panel, R,G,BL): Six cars speeding towards service station, logo.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
**Gousha Clients 1108 (PrCt)**

83293 Wisconsin - Maps - 1934 - Road maps<<<Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (3 panel, R,Y): Diagonal "Shell" on red stripe, logo.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
**Gousha Clients 1115 (PrCt)**

83294 Wisconsin - Maps - 1934 - Road maps<<<Road maps
Standard Oil road map : Wisconsin 1934.
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (3 panel, R,B,P): Geese flying over hills, sedan passing lake.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
**Gousha Clients 1190 (PrCt)**

83295 Wisconsin - Maps - 1934 - Road maps<<<Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Tide Water Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (1 panel, O,BL): "Tydol trails thru...[photo woman, attendant, gas pump] Ask the man at the pump!"
Plate no. 2H-228-JC.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
**Gousha Clients 1218 (PrCt)**

83296 Wisconsin - Maps - 1934 - Road maps<<<Road maps
Shell official road map : Wisconsin... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1934].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; col. ; 51 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell official road map : Wisconsin
Date from RMcN AE 153 ms. index.
Plate no. H - 228 - JC
Map on verso (29 x 45 cm.): Shell official road map : United States
Panel art: Shell logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**Gousha Clients 1218 (PrCt)**

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
83297 Wisconsin - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Barr, fl. 1934 -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair 1934 official road map : Wisconsin
Plate no. P. 37
Map on verso (31 x 48 cm.): Sinclair recreational map : United States.
Panel art: Boy with toy dinosaur waving at car, Sinclair gas station in background; signed "Barr"
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 153.33 (PrCt)

83298 Wisconsin - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 57 x 48 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) : 1934 official road map : Wisconsin
Plate no. H - 228 - J.C.
Maps on verso (29 x 44 cm. and smaller):
Standard Oil Company (Indiana) : 1934 official road map : United States -- Chicago and vicinity -- Milwaukee -- Duluth, Minn., Superior, Wis. -- Madison -- Racine.
Panel art: Geese flying over a car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 153.30 (PrCt)

83299 Wisconsin - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 53 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: 1934 Texaco road map : Wisconsin : Spring edition
Plate no. 2619
Insets (10 x 13 cm. each): Minneapolis, St. Paul -- Milwaukee & vicinity.
Maps on verso (36 x 52 cm. and smaller): Texaco road map : 1934 : United States -- Chicago and vicinity -- Green Bay -- Oshkosh -- Madison -- Racine.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 152.21 (PrCt)

83300 Wisconsin - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 53 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: 1934 Texaco road map : Wisconsin : Summer edition
Plate no. 2619
Insets (10 x 13 cm. each): Minneapolis, St. Paul -- Milwaukee & vicinity.
Maps on verso (36 x 52 cm. and smaller): 1934 Texaco road map : Land of Lakes, northern Wisconsin : Summer edition -- Chicago and vicinity -- Green Bay -- Oshkosh -- Madison -- Racine.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 152.26 (PrCt)

83301 Wisconsin - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 54 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. 2619.
Insets (10 x 13 cm. and smaller): Minneapolis-St. Paul -- Milwaukee -- Calumet District.
Includes manuscript numbers.
Maps on verso (35 x 51 cm. and smaller.):
Texaco road map : 1934 : United States -- Chicago and vicinity -- Green Bay -- Oshkosh -- Madison -- Racine.
Previously bound with other maps in a portfolio marked "Points of Interest" and dated 1934.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 189.47 (PrCt)

83302 Wisconsin - Maps - 1934 - Road maps

Map showing state and federal highway routes [in Wisconsin] ... : the playground of the Middlewest. Racine, Wis. Western Printing and Lithographing Company, 1934.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Authors: Wisconsin. State Highway Commission -- Western Printing and Lithographing Company -- Brink, John G. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 72 x 62 cm.
Panel title.
At head of title: State of Wisconsin Highway Commission, Madison
Added title: Official highway map of Wisconsin : 1934
"Scale - 1 inch = 13 miles."
Map on verso (40 x 40 cm.): Wisconsin : pictorial history of Wisconsin
Panel handstamped "Received May 11 1934" and initialed "B" (for John G. Brink) in ms.
Panel art: State of Wisconsin logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 153.31 (PrCt)

83305 Wisconsin - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Northeastern States - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Wisconsin and upper Michigan road map ... "get there with Wadhams" ... New York : General Drafting Company, 1935.
Authors: Wadhams Oil Company -- Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- General Drafting Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 63 x 47 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Motoring in Wisconsin and Upper Peninsula of Michigan in 1935 ...
Inset (11 x 14 cm.): [Milwaukee and vicinity]
Map on verso (22 x 31 cm.): Principal highway routes of the northeastern United States.
Panel art: Speeding car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 5173 (PrCt)

83306 Wisconsin - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Northeastern States - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- Iowa Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"Iowa Oil Co. edition."
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of car, Cities Service logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1301 (PrCt)

83307 Wisconsin - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Northeastern States - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Wisconsin and upper Michigan road map ... "get there with Wadhams" ... New York : General Drafting Co., Inc., 1935.
Authors: Wadhams Oil Company -- Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- General Drafting Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 63 x 47 cm., folded to 25 x 11 cm.
"Tourist edition."
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of car, Cities Service logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1300 (PrCt)

83308 Wisconsin - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Northeastern States - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- Iowa Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"Iowa Oil Co. edition."
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of car, Cities Service logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1300 (PrCt)
83309 Wisconsin - Maps - 1935 - Road maps

Travel Wisconsin with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1935?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1347 (PrCt)

83313 Wisconsin - Maps - 1935 - Road maps

Wisconsin road map ... / compliments of Deep Rock Oil Companies. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1935?].
Authors: Deep Rock Oil Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Gas pump and globe with "gasoline, Deep-Rock, motor oils" logo; line of cars on curving road.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1361 (PrCt)

83314 Wisconsin - Maps - 1935 - Road maps

Travel Wisconsin with the Independent. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1935?].
Authors: Globe Oil & Refining Companies -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Globe gas station attendant; slogans "we are home owned" and "keep rollin' with Globe."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1382 (PrCt)

83315 Wisconsin - Maps - 1935 - Road maps

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Tide Water Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (3 panel, O,B): Profile of woman driver, scarf blowing in wind.
Plate no. I-4-228-JC.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1251 (PrCt)

83312 Wisconsin - Maps - 1935 - Road maps

N.A.C. road map of Wisconsin ... / prepared by Engineering Department, National Automobile Club. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1935?].
Authors: National Automobile Club -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: National Automobile Club logo, list of district offices.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1418 (PrCt)

83310 Wisconsin - Maps - 1935 - Road maps

Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 57 x 38 cm.
Panel title.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1445 (PrCt)
83316 Wisconsin - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Wisconsin - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 57 x 48 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Photo of gas station attendant and slogan "let the Standard Oil Company serve you."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1515 (PrCt)

83317 Wisconsin - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Wisconsin - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Wisconsin : 1935 : go the Standard way ...
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 57 x 48 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) : 1935 official road map : Wisconsin
Plate no. I - 4 - 228 - J.C.
Maps on verso (29 x 44 cm. and smaller): Standard Oil Company (Indiana) : 1935 official road map : United States -- Chicago and vicinity -- Milwaukee -- Duluth ... [and] Superior ... -- Madison -- Racine.
Panel art: Standard attendant.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 153.36 (PrCt)

83318 Wisconsin - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Wisconsin - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 53 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco road map : Wisconsin.
Includes table of "State and federal gasoline taxes as of May 28th, 1935."
Plate no. Q.2619.
Insets (10 x 12 cm. and smaller): Minneapolis-St. Paul -- Calumet district -- Milwaukee & vicinity.
Maps on verso (36 x 52 cm. and smaller) : Texaco road map : Land of Lakes, northern Wisconsin -- Chicago -- Green Bay -- Oshkosh -- Madison -- Racine.
Adhesive label no. "19" on verso.
Panel art: Texaco compass logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 152.36 (PrCt)

83319 Wisconsin - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Wisconsin - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Wisconsin : Texaco road map ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1935].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 53 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco road map : Wisconsin
Date from RMcN AE 151 ms. index.
Includes table of "State and federal gasoline taxes -- as of Aug. 20th, 1935."
Plate no. Q.2619
Insets (10 x 13 cm. and smaller): Minneapolis, St. Paul -- Milwaukee & vicinity -- Calumet district.
Maps on verso (36 x 52 cm. and smaller) : Texaco road map : Land of Lakes, northern Wisconsin -- Chicago and vicinity -- Green Bay -- Oshkosh -- Madison -- Racine.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 152.36 (PrCt)

83320 Wisconsin - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Wisconsin - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Wisconsin - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Petroleum industry and trade ... Petroleum industry and trade - United States - Maps - 1935
Petroleum industry and trade - United States - Maps - 1935
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 48 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Pure Oil pathfinder for Wisconsin
Date from RMcN AE 152 ms. index.
Plate no. Q.1083
Map on verso (43 x 47 cm.): Pathfinder road map of Pure-Oil-Land showing through highways and Pure Oil producing, refining and transportation operations.
Panel art: Pure Oil logo, eastern U.S. map, car and gas station in foreground.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 152.35 (PrCt)

83321 Wisconsin - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Wisconsin - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Wisconsin - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1936].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco
Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 51 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Conoco ... official road map : Wisconsin.
Date from RMcN AE 158 ms. index.
Plate no. 3-J-7
Maps on verso (25 x 21 cm. and smaller):
Chicago and vicinity -- Duluth ... [and] Superior --
Fond du Lac -- Madison -- Racine -- La Crosse --
Milwaukee -- Kenosha -- Green Bay.
Panel art: Conoco logo over outline of North America.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 158.45 (PrCt)

Wisconsin - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Wisconsin road map ... / compliments of Deep Rock Oil Companies. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1936].
Authors: Deep Rock Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 155 ms. index.
Plate no. R.3601
Maps on verso (31 x 48 cm. and smaller):
Panel art: Deep-Rock logo with woman driving car.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 155.6 (PrCt)

Wisconsin - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
1936 Road map of Wisconsin / this map prepared for your convenience by the Farmers Union Central Exchange ... South Saint Paul, Minnesota. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1936.
Authors: Farmers Union Central Exchange (Saint Paul, Minn.) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Farmers Union logo; slogan "patronize your local cooperative."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1643 (PrCt)

83331 Wisconsin - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Travel Wisconsin with the Independent. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1936?].
Authors: Globe Oil & Refining Companies -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Globe gas station attendant; slogans "we are home owned" and "keep rollin' with Globe."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1660 (PrCt)

Wisconsin - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Airplane, car, and boat, Phillips 66 logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1684 (PrCt)

Wisconsin - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 57 x 48 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Phillips 66 ... 1936 official road map : Wisconsin.
Plate nos. "228-J.C" and "J-2"
Maps on verso (29 x 44 cm. and smaller): Phillips 66 ... 1936 official road map : United States -- Milwaukee -- Madison -- Duluth ... [and] Superior -- La Crosse -- Racine.
Panel art: Plane, car and boat under Phillips 66 logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 162.52 (PrCt)

83334 Wisconsin - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1749 (PrCt)

83335 Wisconsin - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 51 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell official road map : Wisconsin.
Plate nos. "228-J.C" and "J-2."
Map on verso (28 x 44 cm.): Shell official road map : United States.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 163.41B (PrCt)

83336 Wisconsin - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Wisconsin : Sinclair road map ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1936].
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Helck, Peter, 1893-1988 -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 42 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair road map : Wisconsin
Date from RMcN AE 155 ms. index.
Plate no. R.3601
Map on verso (31 x 48 cm): Sinclair recreational map : United States.
Panel art: View of Sinclair service station, signed "Helck."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 155.4 (PrCt)

83337 Wisconsin - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Authors: Socony Vacuum Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Mobilgas winged horse logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1757 (PrCt)

83338 Wisconsin - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Guiding you through Wisconsin ... Sovereign Service ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1936].
Authors: Sovereign Service -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Rand McNally road map of Wisconsin.
Date from RMcN AE 155 ms. index.
Plate no. R.3601
Maps on verso (31 x 47 cm. and smaller): Rand McNally road map of United States -- La Crosse -- Madison -- Milwaukee -- Racine.
Panel art: Sovereign logo, attendant, woman driving.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 155.7 (PrCt)

83339 Wisconsin - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 60 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: 1936 Wisconsin road map ... / a presentation of Standard Oil Company (Indiana)
Plate no. R. 3601
Maps on verso (26 x 43 cm. and smaller): 1936 United States road map -- Duluth -- Milwaukee -- Madison -- Kenosha -- Racine -- Chicago & vicinity.
Panel art: Standard crown logo over cars.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 152.32 (PrCt)

83340 Wisconsin - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Standard Oil road map : Wisconsin. Chicago :
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 60 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: 1936 Wisconsin road map ... / a presentation of Standard Oil Company (Indiana)
Plate no. R. 3601
Maps on verso (26 x 43 cm. and smaller): 1936 United States road map -- Duluth -- Milwaukee -- Madison -- Kenosha -- Racine -- Chicago & vicinity.
Panel art: Standard crown logo over cars.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 155.2 (PrCt)

Wisconsin - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Wisconsin : Texaco road map ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1936].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 68 x 53 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco road map : Wisconsin
Date from RMcN AE 155 ms. index.
Includes table of "State and federal gasoline taxes -- as of July 1st, 1936."
Plate no. R.2619
Insets (10 x 13 cm. and smaller): Minneapolis, St. Paul -- Milwaukee & vicinity -- Calumet district.
Maps on verso (36 x 52 cm. and smaller): Texaco road map : Land of Lakes, northern Wisconsin -- Chicago and vicinity -- Green Bay -- Oshkosh -- Madison -- Racine.
Panel art: Texaco logo within compass.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 155.1 (PrCt)

Wisconsin - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Tydol trails thru Wisconsin ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, 1936.
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 50 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: 1936 Tydol trails : Wisconsin.
Plate nos. "228-J" and "J-2."
Maps on verso (29 x 44 cm. and smaller): 1936 Tydol trails : United States -- Duluth ... [and] Superior -- Madison.
Panel art: Cartoon of Tydol "Little Engineer"; automobile license plate.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 171.23B (PrCt)

Wisconsin - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
Wisconsin : Cities Service ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, 1937.
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- Cities Service Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 57 x 48 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Cities Service invites you to tour Wisconsin.
Plate nos. "328-J" and "K-1"
Maps on verso (28 x 43 cm. and smaller): Cities Service territorial road map [of Middle West] -- Milwaukee -- Kenosha -- La Crosse -- Madison -- Sheboygan.
Panel art: Cities Service sign, car and outline of the United States.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jun 3 -1937 ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 157.38 (PrCt)

Wisconsin - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Authors: Barnsdall Oil Co. -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Barnsdall Oil Co. logo and slogan "be square dependable products by Barnsdall, 'America's first refiner'."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1798 (PrCt)

Wisconsin - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Wisconsin 1937 road map : Cities Service ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1937.
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- Cities Service Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 60 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Cities Service invites you to tour Wisconsin.
Plate nos. "328-J" and "K-1"
Maps on verso (28 x 43 cm. and smaller): Cities Service territorial road map [of Middle West] -- Milwaukee -- Kenosha -- La Crosse -- Madison -- Sheboygan.
Panel art: Cities Service sign, car and outline of the United States.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jun 3 -1937 ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 157.38 (PrCt)
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Map of United States, car, Cities Service sign and "serves a nation" slogan.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1863 (PrCt)

83347 Wisconsin - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Travel Wisconsin with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1937?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1911 (PrCt)

83348 Wisconsin - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Travel Wisconsin with Conoco : every Conoco station is a branch of the Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1937].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 51 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Conoco ... official road map : Wisconsin.
Date from RMcN AE 158 ms. index.
Plate nos. "328-J.\" and "K-1.\"
Maps on verso (25 x 21 cm. and smaller):
Chicago and vicinity -- Duluth ... [and] Superior -- Fond du Lac -- Madison -- Racine -- La Crosse -- Milwaukee -- Kenosha -- Green Bay.
Panel art: Conoco logo over outline of North America.
Handstamped "1937" and "copyrighted".
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 158.46A (PrCt)

83349 Wisconsin - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Wisconsin road map ... / compliments of Deep Rock Oil Companies. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1937].
Authors: Deep Rock Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 155 ms. index.
Plate no. S.3601
Maps on verso (31 x 48 cm. and smaller):
Panel art: Road lined with white fence and Deep-Rock sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 155.20 (PrCt)

83350 Wisconsin - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Wisconsin road map ... / compliments of Deep Rock Oil Companies. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1937].
Authors: Deep Rock Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 155 ms. index.
Plate no. S.3601
Maps on verso (31 x 48 cm. and smaller):
Panel art: Road lined with white fence and Deep-Rock sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 155.15 (PrCt)

83351 Wisconsin - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Travel Wisconsin with the Independent. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1937?].
Authors: Globe Oil & Refining Companies -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Globe gas station attendant; slogans "we are home owned" and "keep rollin' with Globe."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1929 (PrCt)

83352 Wisconsin - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Wisconsin road map ... / Johnson Oil Refining Company ... Chicago, Illinois. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1937?].
Authors: Johnson Oil Refining Co. -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Johnson Winged 70 gasoline logo and outline map of the midwestern states.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

83353 Wisconsin - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Welcome to Wisconsin "The Playground of the Middle West". Milwaukee : Meisenheimer, 1937.
Authors: Meisenheimer Printing Co. (Milwaukee, Wis.) -- Chicago Historical Society
1 map : col. ; 30 x 25.75 inches with text on verso.
July 1, 1937
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.
CHS Coll., Map no. 19 (PrCt)

83354 Wisconsin - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
WWM highway map : Wisconsin / compliments of Plankinton House, Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
Aurora, Mo. Mid-West Map Company, [1937?].
Authors: Mid-West Map Company -- Hotel Plankinton (Milwaukee, Wis.) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Plankinton House (Milwaukee, Wis.) SEE Hotel Plankinton (Milwaukee, Wis.)
1 map ; 40 x 35 cm., folded to 22 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: MWM official road map : Wisconsin.
Handstamped "Received from [blank] Jul 15 1937, Rand McNally & Co. by K.L.Y." and "Copyrighted."
"Copyrighted by Mid-West Map Company, Aurora, Mo."
"Compliments of Plankinton House, Milwaukee, Wisconsin" overprinted in red on panel title.
Panel art: Illustration of car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 5098 (PrCt)

83355 Wisconsin - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
1937 Road map : Wisconsin ... / Midland Cooperative Wholesale, Minneapolis, Milwaukee.
Authors: Midland Cooperative Wholesale (Firm) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Midland Coop Products logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1945 (PrCt)

83356 Wisconsin - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: car on road, Phillips 66 sign, and slogan "there's a Phillips station ahead."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1974 (PrCt)

83357 Wisconsin - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 57 x 48 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Phillips 66 ... 1937 official road map : Wisconsin.
Plate nos. "328-J." and "K-1."
Maps on verso (29 x 44 cm. and smaller): Phillips 66 ... official road map : United States -- Milwaukee -- Madison -- Duluth -- La Crosse -- Racine.
Panel art: Car approaching Phillips 66 sign on curving road.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "May 7 1937"
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 162.35 (PrCt)

83358 Wisconsin - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Pure Oil pathfinder for Wisconsin Date from RMcN AE 155 ms. index.
Plate no. S.3601
Map on verso (21 x 49 cm.): Pure Oil pathfinder for United States.
Panel art: Pure Oil sign in front of station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 155.12 (PrCt)

83359 Wisconsin - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Wisconsin : Pure Oil pathfinder ... fourteenth edition. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company,
[1937].
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 65 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Add title: Pure Oil pathfinder for Wisconsin Date from RMcN AE 155 ms. index.
Plate no. S.3601
Map on verso (21 x 49 cm.): Pure Oil pathfinder for United States.
Panel art: Pure Oil sign in front of station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 155.21 (PrCt)

83360 Wisconsin - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 2084 (PrCt)

83361 Wisconsin - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- Pure Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
"From Pure Oil- Hancock, Wis. '37" in pencil on title panel.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 2085 (PrCt)

83362 Wisconsin - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Wisconsin: Sinclair road map ... Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1937].
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Helck, Peter, 1893-1988 -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 65 x 42 cm.
Panel title.
Add title: Sinclair road map: Wisconsin Date from RMcN AE 155 ms. index.
Plate no. S.3601
Map on verso (28 x 43 cm): Sinclair recreational map: United States.
Panel art: View of Sinclair service station, signed "Helck."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 155.11 (PrCt)

83363 Wisconsin - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Wisconsin: Sinclair road map ... Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1937].
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Helck, Peter, 1893-1988 -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 65 x 42 cm.
Panel title.
Add title: Sinclair road map: Wisconsin Date from RMcN AE 155 ms. index.
Plate no. S.3601
Map on verso (28 x 43 cm): Sinclair recreational map: United States.
Panel art: View of Sinclair service station, signed "Helck."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 155.18 (PrCt)

83364 Wisconsin - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Follow the Skelly tailor through Wisconsin with this up-to-date road map. Kansas City, Mo. Greiner-Fifield Litho Co., c1937.
Authors: Skelly Oil Company -- Greiner-Fifield Litho Co. (Kansas City, Mo.) -- Norton Oil Company (Lemont, Ill.) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 51 x 42 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Bottom of title panel overprinted in letterpress: Norton Oil Company, Lemont, Illinois
Inset (16 x 10 cm.): Map of Milwaukee and vicinity.
Maps on verso (28 x 43 cm. and smaller): Skelly 1937 official motor trails map: United States -- Madison -- Duluth ... Superior ...
Panel art: Cartoon tailor holding flag over station, cars and road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMCN Clients 5150 (PrCt)
Panel title.
Added title: Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc. road map of Wisconsin
Date from RMcN AE 155 ms. index.
Plate no. S.3601
Maps on verso (31 x 47 cm. and smaller):
Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc. road map of United States -- La Crosse -- Madison -- Milwaukee -- Racine.
Panel art: Mobilgas logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 155.14 (PrCt)

83366 Wisconsin - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Swinging through Wisconsin ... Sovereign Service road map : United States
Panel title.
Added title: Sovereign Service road map : Wisconsin.
Date from RMcN AE 155 ms. index.
Plate no. S.3601
Maps on verso (31 x 47 cm. and smaller):
Sovereign Service road map : United States -- La Crosse -- Madison -- Milwaukee -- Racine.
Panel art: Mobilgas logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 155.18 (PrCt)

83367 Wisconsin - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Swinging through Wisconsin ... Sovereign Service road map : United States
Panel title.
Added title: Sovereign Service road map : Wisconsin.
Date from RMcN AE 155 ms. index.
Plate no. S.3601
Maps on verso (31 x 47 cm. and smaller):
Sovereign Service road map : United States -- La Crosse -- Madison -- Milwaukee -- Racine.
Panel art: Mobilgas logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 155.15 (PrCt)

83368 Wisconsin - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Swinging through Wisconsin ... Sovereign Service road map : United States
Panel title.
Added title: Sovereign Service road map : Wisconsin.
Date from RMcN AE 155 ms. index.
Plate no. S.3601
Maps on verso (31 x 47 cm. and smaller):
Sovereign Service road map : United States -- La Crosse -- Madison -- Milwaukee -- Racine.
Panel art: Mobilgas logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 155.16 (PrCt)

83369 Wisconsin - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Swinging through Wisconsin ... Sovereign Service road map : United States
Panel title.
Added title: Sovereign Service road map : Wisconsin.
Date from RMcN AE 155 ms. index.
Plate no. S.3601
Maps on verso (31 x 47 cm. and smaller):
Sovereign Service road map : United States -- La Crosse -- Madison -- Milwaukee -- Racine.
Panel art: Sovereign logo, attendant, woman driving.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 2010 (PrCt)

83370 Wisconsin - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Swinging through Wisconsin ... Sovereign Service road map : United States
Panel title.
Added title: Sovereign Service road map : Wisconsin.
Date from RMcN AE 155 ms. index.
Plate no. S.3601
Maps on verso (31 x 47 cm. and smaller):
Sovereign Service road map : United States -- La Crosse -- Madison -- Milwaukee -- Racine.
Panel art: Standard sign over car and gas pump.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 169.48A.1 (PrCt)

83371 Wisconsin - Maps - 1937 - Road maps
Swinging through Wisconsin ... Sovereign Service road map : United States
Panel title.
Added title: Sovereign Service road map : Wisconsin.
Date from RMcN AE 155 ms. index.
Plate no. S.3601
Maps on verso (31 x 47 cm. and smaller):
Sovereign Service road map : United States -- La Crosse -- Madison -- Milwaukee -- Racine.
Panel art: Standard sign over car and gas pump.
Handstamped "copyrighted", "1937", and "received ... Aug 1-1938 ... Rand McNally & Co. ..."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 155.17 (PrCt)
Wisconsin - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

83374

Travel Wisconsin with Conoco: every Conoco station is a branch of the Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago: H.M. Gousha Company, [1938].

Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 51 x 43 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Conoco ... official road map of Wisconsin

Date from RMcN AE 159 ms. index.

Plate nos. "328-J.C. 10-L" and "5382"

Maps on verso (25 x 21 cm. and smaller):

Chicago and vicinity -- [and] Superior -- Fon du Lac -- Madison -- Racine -- La Crosse -- Milwaukee -- Kenoshia -- Green Bay.

Panel art: Conoco logo over outline of North America.

Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 16 1938 ... ."

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 159.35 (PrCt)

Wisconsin - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

83375

Texas Company

Rand McNally & Company, [1938].

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 54 x 43 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Texaco touring map of Wisconsin.

Date from RMcN AE 155 ms. index.

Includes table of "State and federal gasoline taxes -- as of March 15th, 1938."

Plate no. T.3845

 Insets (18 x 16 cm. and smaller): Rhinelander -- Green Bay -- Madison -- Milwaukee -- La Crosse.

Maps on verso (50 x 50 cm. and smaller): Texaco sectional trip [of the Middle West] -- Kansas City -- Minneapolis-St. Paul -- Chicago.

Panel art: U.S. outline, Texaco logo.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 155.22 (PrCt)

Wisconsin - Maps - 1937 - Road maps

83376

Texas Company

Rand McNally & Company, [1938].

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 51 x 43 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Texaco touring map: Wisconsin ... compliments of Texas Company.

Date from RMcN AE 159 ms. index.

Maps on verso (31 x 47 cm. and smaller):

Racine.

Panel art: Standard sign over car and gas pump.

Handstamped "copyrighted" and "1937"

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Formed part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 159.35 (PrCt)

Wisconsin - Maps - 1937 - Road maps

83372

Texas Company

Rand McNally & Company, [1938].

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 51 x 43 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) official road map: Wisconsin.

Plates nos. "328-J." and "3-K-9"

Maps on verso (31 x 47 cm. and smaller):

Standard Oil Company (Indiana) official road map: United States -- Madison -- Milwaukee -- Racine.

Panel art: Standard sign over car and gas pump.

Handstamped "copyrighted" and "1937"

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

RMcN AE 159.48A.2 (PrCt)

Wisconsin - Maps - 1937 - Road maps

83373

Texas Company

Rand McNally & Company, [1938].

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

Panel art: Tydol gasoline and Veedol motor oil logos, and slogan "travel in the best circles."

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 3010 (PrCt)
1 map : col. ; 54 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Wisconsin.
Date from RMcN AE 155 ms. index.
Includes table of "State and federal gasoline taxes -- as of December 2nd, 1938."
Plate no. T.3845
Insets (18 x 16 cm. and smaller): Rhinelander -- Green Bay -- Madison -- Milwaukee -- La Crosse.
Maps on verso (50 x 50 cm. and smaller): Texaco sectional trip [of the Middle West] -- Kansas City -- Minneapolis-St. Paul -- Chicago.
Panel art: U.S. outline, Texaco logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 155.23 (PrCt)

83377 Wisconsin - Maps - 1938 - Road maps<<<Road maps
Wisconsin and Upper Michigan road map : Mobil oil ... Wadhams Oil Company. New York : General Drafting Co., 1938.
Authors: Wadhams Oil Company -- Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- General Drafting Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 47 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Motoring in Wisconsin and Upper Peninsula of Michigan ...
Maps on verso (30 x 47 cm. and 12 x 15 cm.): Interstate route map : North Central states -- [Milwaukee region].
Panel art: Cars on rural road by Wadhams sign, Mobilgas pump and logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 168.45 (PrCt)

83378 Wisconsin - Maps - 1938 - Road maps<<<Road maps
Wisconsin road map ... / Barnsdall ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1938?].
Authors: Barnsdall Oil Co. -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Barnsdall Oil Co. logo and slogan "be square dependable products by Barnsdall, 'America's first refiner'".
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3034 (PrCt)

83379 Wisconsin - Maps - 1938 - Road maps<<<Road maps
Road map, Wisconsin / Chicago Motor Club A.A.A. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1938?].
Authors: Chicago Motor Club -- American Automobile Association -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: car driving through hills, Cities Service sign.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3047 (PrCt)

83380 Wisconsin - Maps - 1938 - Road maps>>>Road maps
Wisconsin road map / Cities Service ahead. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1938?].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: car driving through hills, Cities Service sign.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3092 (PrCt)

83381 Wisconsin - Maps - 1938 - Road maps<<<Road maps
Wisconsin road map : Cities Service ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1938].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 51 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Cities Service invites you to tour Wisconsin.
Date from RMcN AE 156 ms. index.
Plate no. 328-J.C. 10-L
Map on verso (28 x 44 cm.): Cities Service road map of the United States.
Panel art: Cities Service sign, car on winding road.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 18 1938 ... "
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 156.30 (PrCt)

83382 Wisconsin - Maps - 1938 - Road maps<<<Road maps
Wisconsin road map / Cities Service ahead. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1938?].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- Iowa Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"Iowa Oil Co. edition."
Panel title.
Panel art: car driving through hills, Cities Service sign.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
**Gousha Clients 3093 (PrCt)**

### Wisconsin - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

**Travel Wisconsin with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau.** Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1938?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: compass rose and Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
**Gousha Clients 3166 (PrCt)**

### Wisconsin - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

**Wisconsin road map ... / compliments of Deep Rock Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company**
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1938].
Authors: Deep Rock Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Road map : 14th edition : Wisconsin.
Date from RMcN AE 155 ms. index.
Plate no. T.3601
Maps on verso (31 x 48 cm. and smaller): Road map : 14th edition : United States mileage and driving time along main transcontinental highways -- Milwaukee -- Madison -- Duluth ... [and] Superior -- Racine -- Eau Claire -- La Crosse.
Panel art: Deep-Rock sign in front of rural road and river.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 155.28 (PrCt)**

### Wisconsin - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

**Travel Wisconsin with the Independent.** Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1938?].
Authors: Globe Oil & Refining Companies -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Globe gas station attendant; slogans "we are home owned" and "keep rollin' with Globe."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
**Gousha Clients 3174 (PrCt)**

### Wisconsin - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

**Wisconsin official road map / Phillips 66.** Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1938.
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Phillips 66 sign, and slogan "there's a Phillips station ahead."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3202 (PrCt)

83390 Wisconsin - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 56 x 48 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Phillips 66 ... 1938 official road map : Wisconsin.
Plate no. 328-J.C. 10-L
Maps on verso (29 x 44 cm. and smaller): Phillips 66 ... official road map : United States -- Milwaukee -- Madison -- Duluth -- La Crosse -- Racine.
Panel art: Car approaching Phillips 66 truck on curving road.
Handstamped "May 1938"
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 162.19 (PrCt)

83391 Wisconsin - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Wisconsin : Pure Oil pathfinder ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1938].
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 155 ms. index.
Plate no. T.3601
Map on verso (21 x 49 cm.): United States
Panel art: Pure Oil sign in front of station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 155.29 (PrCt)

83392 Wisconsin - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 42 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 155 ms. index.
Plate no. T.3601
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 155.26 (PrCt)

83393 Wisconsin - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3273 (PrCt)

83394 Wisconsin - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Shell road map : Wisconsin ... Chicago : H. M. Gousha Company, [1938].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 51 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell official road map of Wisconsin.
Date from RMcN AE 164 ms. index.
Plate nos. "328-J.C. 10-L" and "12-L 1938-1"
Map on verso (29 x 44 cm.): Legend : United States mileage and driving time along main transcontinental highways.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 15 1938 ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 164.37 (PrCt)

83395 Wisconsin - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 42 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair road map : Wisconsin
Date from RMcN AE 155 ms. index.
Plate no. T.3601
Map on verso (28 x 43 cm.): Sinclair recreational map : United States.
Panel art: Couple in car in front of Sinclair station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 155.24 (PrCt)

83396 Wisconsin - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Tour Wisconsin with Skelly. [Kansas City, Mo.] : Greiner-Fifield Litho Co. [1938].
Authors: Skelly Oil Company -- Greiner-Fifield Litho Co. (Kansas City, Mo.) -- Martin, Bernard, 1912-1998 -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 51 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Skelly logo and slogan "there's a Skelly station ahead."
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Panel title.
Added title: Skelly official motor trails map : Wisconsin.
"Copyright --- Greiner-Fifield Litho Co., K.C., Mo."
Date from RMcN AE 167 ms. index.
Inset (16 x 10 cm.): Map of Milwaukee and vicinity.
Maps on verso (28 x 43 cm. and smaller): Skelly official motor trails map : United States -- Madison -- Duluth, Minnesota, Superior, Wisconsin.
Panel art: Skelly gas station and rural road scene, signed "Bernard Martin."
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Oct 20 1938 Rand McNally & Co. by R.C."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 167.16 (PrCt)

83397 Wisconsin - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Wisconsin : Mobilgas ... Socony-Vacuum Oil Company ... Chicago : Rand McNally and Company, [1938].
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc. road map of Wisconsin
Date from RMcN AE 155 ms. index.
Plate no. T.3601
Maps on verso (31 x 47 cm. and smaller): Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc. road map of United States -- La Crosse -- Madison -- Milwaukee -- Racine.
Panel art: Mobilgas logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 155.25 (PrCt)

83398 Wisconsin - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Swinging through Wisconsin ... Sovereign Service ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1938].
Authors: Sovereign Service -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sovereign Service road map : Wisconsin.
Date from RMcN AE 155 ms. index.
Plate no. T.3601
Maps on verso (31 x 47 cm. and smaller): Sovereign Service road map : United States -- La Crosse -- Madison -- Milwaukee -- Racine.
Panel art: Sovereign logo, attendant, woman driving.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 171.25A (PrCt)

83400 Wisconsin - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Tydol trails thru Wisconsin ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1938.
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Tydol gasoline sign, profiles of three cars, and slogan "stop at this sign for safe motoring."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3324 (PrCt)

83401 Wisconsin - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Tydol trails thru Wisconsin ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, 1938.
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 50 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: 1938 Tydol trails : Wisconsin.
Plate no. 328-J.C. 10-L.
Maps on verso (28 x 44 cm. and smaller): United States -- Duluth ... [and] Superior -- Madison.
Panel art: Tydol sign and cars.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 22 1938 Rand McNally & Co. ..."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 171.25A (PrCt)

83402 Wisconsin - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

Travel Wisconsin with Conoco : every Conoco station is a branch of the Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1938].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Conoco station sign, Chicago scene, signed "Bernard Martiin."
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Oct 20 1938 Rand McNally & Co. by R.C."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 155.27 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago
Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 51 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Conoco ... official road map of Wisconsin
Date from R McN AE 159 ms. index.
Plate no. 343-J.C. 11-M
Maps on verso (25 x 21 cm. and smaller):
Chicago and vicinity -- Duluth ... [and] Superior --
Fond du Lac -- Madison -- Racine -- La Crosse --
Milwaukee -- Kenosha -- Green Bay.
Panel art: Conoco logo over outline of North America.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Aug
17 1939 ... "
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 159.35A (Pr.Ct)

83405 Wisconsin - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Middle West - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Texaco touring map : Wisconsin ... Chicago :
Rand McNally & Company, [1939].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 54 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Wisconsin.
Date from R McN AE 155 ms. index.
Incl. table of "State and federal gasoline
taxes as of 30th October, 1939."
Plate no. U.3845
Insets (18 x 16 cm. and smaller): Rhinelander --
Green Bay -- Madison -- Milwaukee -- La Crosse.
Maps on verso (50 x 50 cm. and smaller): Texaco sectional trip [of the Middle West] --
Minneapolis-St. Paul -- Chicago.
Panel art: U.S. outline, Texaco logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 155.37 (Pr.Ct)

83406 Wisconsin - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Travel Wisconsin with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau.
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1939?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"Tourist edition."
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3387 (Pr.Ct)

83407 Wisconsin - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Wisconsin road map ... / compliments of Deep Rock Oil Companies. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1939].
Authors: Deep Rock Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Date from R McN AE 155 ms. index.
Plate no. U.3601
Maps on verso (31 x 48 cm. and smaller): Road map : 15th edition : United States -- La Crosse --
Milwaukee -- Racine.
Panel art: Deep-Rock logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 155.31 (Pr.Ct)
Wisconsin - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

83408 Wisconsin - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Travel Wisconsin with the Independent. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1939?].
Authors: Globe Oil & Refining Companies -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Globe gas station attendant; slogans "we are home owned" and "keep rollin' with Globe."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3447 (PrCt)

83409 Wisconsin - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Road map of Wisconsin and United States.
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1939?].
Authors: Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation."
Panel art: photograph of gas station attendant and slogan "smiling service, 'all the way.'"
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3477 (PrCt)

83410 Wisconsin - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
1939 road map : Wisconsin ... / Midland Cooperative Wholesale, Minneapolis, Milwaukee.
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1939.
Authors: Midland Cooperative Wholesale (Firm) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Midland Coop Products logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3482 (PrCt)

83411 Wisconsin - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Road map of Wisconsin : En-Ar-Co White Rose dealer / compliments of your En-Ar-Co dealer.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1939].
Authors: National Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title from map: En-Ar-Co road map of Wisconsin.
Date from RMcN AE 155 ms. index.
Plate no. U.3601
Maps on verso (30 x 47 cm. and smaller):
En-Ar-Co road map of United States -- La Crosse -- Madison -- Milwaukee -- Racine.
Panel art: En-Ar-Co White Rose dealer sign, station, red car.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 155.30 (PrCt)

83412 Wisconsin - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Wisconsin official road map / Phillips 66.
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1939.
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: winding road, Phillips 66 sign, and slogan "there's a Phillips station ahead."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3514 (PrCt)

83413 Wisconsin - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Wisconsin ... Pure Oil pathfinder ...
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1939].
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 155 ms. index.
Plate no. U.3601
Map on verso (21 x 49 cm.): United States
Panel art: Pure compass rose logo with cartoon figures.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 155.34 (PrCt)

83414 Wisconsin - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Rand McNally road map : Wisconsin.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [1939].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 42 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 155 ms. index.
Plate no. U.3601
Map on verso (31 x 47 cm.): United States
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 155.32 (PrCt)

83415 Wisconsin - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Shell road map : Wisconsin.
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1939?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company
1 map : col. ; 65 x 42 cm.
Panel title.
Panels title.
Panels art: Wisconsin map.
Forms part of the H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3482 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Wisconsin - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

Shell road map: Wisconsin ... Chicago: H.M. Gousha Company, [1939].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Shell official road map of Wisconsin.
Date from RMcN AE 165 ms. index.
Plate nos. "328-J.C. 11-M" and "11-M 1939-1"
Map on verso (29 x 44 cm.): Legend: United States mileage and driving time along main transcontinental highways.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Aug 10 1939 ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 165.35 (PrCt)

Wisconsin - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Tomaso, Rico, 1898-1985 -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 65 x 42 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair road map: Wisconsin
Date from RMcN AE 155 ms. index.
Plate no. U.3601
Map on verso (28 x 43 cm.): Sinclair recreational map: United States.
Panel art: Couple in car in front of Sinclair station; signed "Rico Tomaso."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 155.33 (PrCt)

Wisconsin - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

Authors: Skelly Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Skelly sign and car.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3676 (PrCt)

Wisconsin - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

Swinging through Wisconsin ... Superman Service ... Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1939].
Authors: Superman Service -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 65 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Superman Service road map: Wisconsin.
Date from RMcN AE 155 ms. index.
Plate no. U.3601
Maps on verso (31 x 47 cm. and smaller): Superman Service road map: United States -- La Crosse -- Madison -- Milwaukee -- Racine.
Panel art: Superman logo, attendant, woman driving.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 165.35 (PrCt)

Wisconsin - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

Highway map: Wisconsin ... compliments of Standard Oil Company of Indiana. Chicago: H.M. Gousha Co., [1939?].
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: cars, gas pumps, and "Standard Service" sign.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3649 (PrCt)

Wisconsin - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Tydol gasoline and Veedol motor oil signs; profiles of stylized cars.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3676 (PrCt)

Wisconsin - Maps - 1940 - Road maps

Middle West - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Wisconsin - Maps - 1940 - Road maps

83423 Wisconsin - Maps - 1940 - Road maps

Wisconsin road map ... / Bareco Oil Company, formerly Barnsdall Refining Corp. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1940.
Authors: Bareco Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Gousha Clients 3699 (PrCt)

83424 Wisconsin - Maps - 1940 - Road maps

Wisconsin road map / Cities Service. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1940?].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: road with cars, Cities Service sign and gas station attendant; slogan "helpful service wherever you go!"
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Gousha Clients 3746 (PrCt)

83425 Wisconsin - Maps - 1940 - Road maps

Travel Wisconsin with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1940?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Gousha Clients 3787 (PrCt)

83426 Wisconsin - Maps - 1940 - Road maps

Highway map of Wisconsin ... Johnson Oil Refining Company. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1940].
Authors: Johnson Oil Refining Co. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Johnson highway map of Wisconsin.
Date from RMcN AE 155 ms. index.
Plate no. V.3601
Maps on verso (31 x 47 cm. and smaller): Johnson highway map of United States -- La Crosse -- Madison -- Milwaukee -- Racine.
Panel art: Johnson winged logo over car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 155.41 (PrCt)

83427 Wisconsin - Maps - 1940 - Road maps

Road map of Wisconsin and United States. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1940?].
Authors: Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation."
Panel art: photograph of gas station attendant and slogan "smiling service, 'all the way'."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Gousha Clients 3818 (PrCt)

83428 Wisconsin - Maps - 1940 - Road maps

Authors: National Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title from map: The National Refining Company road map of Wisconsin.
Date from RMcN AE 155 ms. index.
Plate no. V.3601
Maps on verso (30 x 47 cm. and smaller): The National Refining Company road map of United

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
83429 Wisconsin - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company
Panel title.
Panel art: National sign over rural road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
83430 Wisconsin - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Wisconsin ... Pure Oil pathfinder ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1940].
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company
Panel title.
Panel art: winding road, Phillips 66 sign, and slogan "there's a Phillips station ahead."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
83431 Wisconsin - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
Panel title.
Panel art: National sign over rural road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
83432 Wisconsin - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Shell map of Wisconsin. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1940].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
83433 Wisconsin - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company
Panel title.
Panel art: Sinclair H-C gasoline sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
83434 Wisconsin - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company
Panel title.
Panel art: Sinclair H-C gasoline sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
83435 Wisconsin - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Tour Wisconsin with Skelly. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1940.
Authors: Skelly Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company
Panel title.
Panel art: Skelly sign and car.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
83436 Wisconsin - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Tour Wisconsin with Shell. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1940.
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.
Panel art: cars, gas pumps, and “Standard Service” sign.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 3990 (PrCt)

83437 Wisconsin - Maps - 1940 - Road maps

Tydol trials thru Wisconsin / issued by Tide Water Associated Oil Company ... Tulsa. Chicago: H.M. Gousha Co., 1940.

Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.
Panel art: drawing of a wagon train and slogan "follow the trails of the pioneers in your modern motor car."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 4017 (PrCt)

83438 Wisconsin - Maps - 1941 - Road maps

Texaco touring map: Wisconsin with sectional map of adjoining states ... Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1941].

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

1 map : col. ; 54 x 43 cm.

Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Wisconsin.
Date from RMcN AE 155 ms. index.
Includes table of “State and federal gasoline taxes as of 2nd May, 1941."
Plate no. W.3845
Insets (18 x 16 cm. and smaller): Rhinelander -- Green Bay -- Madison -- Milwaukee -- La Crosse.
Maps on verso (50 x 50 cm. and smaller): Texaco sectional trip [of the Middle West] -- Minneapolis-St. Paul -- Chicago.
Panel art: Texaco sign.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 4091 (PrCt)

83441 Wisconsin - Maps - 1941 - Road maps

Wisconsin road map / Cities Service. Chicago: H.M. Gousha Co., [1941?].

Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.
Panel art: car, Cities Service sign and infant dressed as a gas station attendant; slogan “start every trip at your Cities Service dealer’s.”
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 4091 (PrCt)

83442 Wisconsin - Maps - 1941 - Road maps

Travel Wisconsin with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago: H.M. Gousha Co., [1941?].

Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 4128 (PrCt)

83443 Wisconsin - Maps - 1941 - Road maps

Travel Wisconsin with the Independent. Chicago: H.M. Gousha Co., [1941].
Authors: Globe Oil & Refining Companies -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 22 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Dated "'41" on title panel.
Panel art: Globe gas station attendant; slogans "we are home owned" and "keep rollin' with Globe."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 4199 (PrCt)

83447 Wisconsin - Maps - 1941 - Road maps

Wisconsin ... Pure Oil pathfinder ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1941].
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Date from RMcN AE 155 ms. index.
Plate no. W.3601
Map on verso (21 x 49 cm.): United States Panel art: Pure compass rose logo with cartoon figures.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 155.51 (PrCt)

83448 Wisconsin - Maps - 1941 - Road maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 42 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 155 ms. index.
Plate no. W.3601
Map on verso (31 x 47 cm.): Rand McNally road map : United States
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 155.50 (PrCt)

83449 Wisconsin - Maps - 1941 - Road maps

Shell map of Wisconsin. Chicago: H.M. Gousha Co., [1941].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: Wisconsin. Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 4161 (PrCt)

83446 Wisconsin - Maps - 1941 - Road maps

D-X road map of Wisconsin and United States. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1941?].
Authors: Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation."
Panel art: D-X sign and Diamond gas station facade.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 4161 (PrCt)

83444 Wisconsin - Maps - 1941 - Road maps

Highway map of Wisconsin ... Johnson Oil Refining Company ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1941].
Authors: Johnson Oil Refining Co. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Johnson highway map of Wisconsin.
Date from RMcN AE 155 ms. index.
Plate no. W.3601
Map on verso (31 x 47 cm.): Johnson highway map of United States
Panel art: Johnson winged logo over car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 155.46 (PrCt)
Wisconsin - Maps - 1941 - Road maps

83450

Wisconsin ... Sinclair H-C gasoline road map.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1941].
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 42 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair road map : Wisconsin
Date from RMcN AE 155 ms. index.
Plate no. W.3601
Map on verso (31 x 48 cm.): Sinclair recreational map : United States.
Panel art: Sinclair H-C gasoline sign over car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 155.49 (PrCt)

83451

Wisconsin - Maps - 1941 - Road maps

Tour Wisconsin with Skelly / courtesy of Skelly Oil Company, U.S.A.
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1941.
Authors: Skelly Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Skelly sign and gas station attendant.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4279 (PrCt)

83452

Wisconsin - Maps - 1941 - Road maps

Highway map : Wisconsin ... / compliments of Standard Oil Company of Indiana.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1941].
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) road map : Wisconsin.
Date from RMcN AE 155 ms. index.
Plate no. W.3601
Maps on verso (27 x 48 cm. and smaller):
Standard Oil Company (Indiana) road map : United States -- Green Bay -- Kenosha -- La Crosse -- Madison -- Racine -- Milwaukee.
Panel art: Standard sign over car and gas pump.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 155.45 (PrCt)

83453

Wisconsin - Maps - 1941 - Road maps

Road map : Wisconsin / compliments of Tide

Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: airplane, car and Tydol flying "A" gasoline logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4339 (PrCt)

83454

Wisconsin - Maps - 1942 - Road maps

Travel Wisconsin with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau.
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1942?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: "B Square" logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4362 (PrCt)

83455

Wisconsin - Maps - 1942 - Road maps

Travel Wisconsin with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau.
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1942?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Back panel art: circus elephant with slogan "mileage you'll never forget Conoco Nth Motor oil."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4458 (PrCt)

83456

Wisconsin - Maps - 1942 - Road maps

Travel Wisconsin with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau.
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1942?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Back panel art: red bird with worm and slogan "the fill that stretches, Conoco Bronz-z-z gasoline."
Includes maps with plate numbers suggesting 1941 and 1942 dates of publication.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4459 (PrCt)

**Wisconsin - Maps - 1942 - Road maps**

*Travel Wisconsin with the Independent.* Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1942].
Authors: Globe Oil & Refining Companies -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Dated "42" on title panel.
Panel art: Globe gas station attendant; slogans "we are home owned" and "keep rollin' with Globe."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4473 (PrCt)

**Wisconsin - Maps - 1942 - Road maps**

*Wisconsin road map ... / Cities Service Oils ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1942?].
Authors: Iowa Oil Company -- Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"Iowa Oil Co. edition."
Panel title.
Panel art: rural road scene, Cities Service Oils logo, and slogan "start every trip at your Cities Service dealer's."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4404 (PrCt)

**Wisconsin - Maps - 1942 - Road maps**

*Highway map of Wisconsin ... Johnson Oil Refining Company ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1942].
Authors: Johnson Oil Refining Co. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 42 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Johnson highway map of Wisconsin.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 151.7 (PrCt)

**Wisconsin - Maps - 1942 - Road maps**

*Road map : Wisconsin ... Marathon ... the Ohio Oil Company. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1942].
Authors: Marathon Oil Company -- Ohio Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 64 x 42 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Marathon road map of Wisconsin.
Date from RMcN AE 151 ms. index.
Plate no. X.3601
Map on verso (31 x 47 cm.): Marathon road map of United States.
Panel art: Marathon runner and sign over car, attendant, and gas pump.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 151.1 (PrCt)

**Wisconsin - Maps - 1942 - Road maps**

*D-X road map of Wisconsin and United States. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1942?].
Authors: Mid-Continental Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"Mid-Continental Petroleum Corporation."
Panel art: D-X sign and Diamond gas station facade.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4499 (PrCt)

**Wisconsin - Maps - 1942 - Road maps**

Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: road, Phillips 66 sign, and slogan "there's a Phillips station ahead."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4527 (PrCt)

**Wisconsin - Maps - 1942 - Road maps**

*Pure Oil Pathfinder road map ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1942].
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 42 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Wisconsin ... Pure.
Date from RMcN AE 151 ms. index.
Plate no. X.3601
Map on verso (21 x 48 cm.): United States.
Panel art: Directional road sign over Pure Oil logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 151.4 (PrCt)

83464 Wisconsin - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 42 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 151 ms. index.
Plate no. X.3601
Map on verso (31 x 47 cm.): United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 151.5 (PrCt)

83465 Wisconsin - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Shell map of Wisconsin. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1942].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: Wisconsin.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4595 (PrCt)

83466 Wisconsin - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair : Wisconsin.
Date from RMcN AE 151 ms. index.
Plate no. X. 3601
Map on verso (31 x 48 cm.): Sinclair : United States recreational map.
Panel art: Sinclair H-C gasoline pump.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 151.6 (PrCt)

83467 Wisconsin - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Tour Wisconsin with Skelly : see America now /

Authors: Skelly Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Skelly sign, stars and profiles of cars.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4610 (PrCt)

83468 Wisconsin - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 42 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) road map : Wisconsin.
Date from RMcN AE 151 ms. index.
Plate no. X.3601
Maps on verso (31 x 47 cm. and smaller):
Standard Oil Company (Indiana) road map : United States -- Green Bay -- Kenosha -- La Crosse -- Madison -- Racine -- Milwaukee.
Panel art: Standard sign over car and gas pump.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 151.3 (PrCt)

83469 Wisconsin - Maps - 1945 - Road maps
Wisconsin road map ... / Cities Service Oils ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1945].
Authors: Iowa Oil Company -- Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"Revised edition."
Panel title.
Panel art: rural road scene, Cities Service Oils logo, and slogan "start every trip at your Cities Service dealer's."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4671 (PrCt)

83470 Wisconsin - Maps - 1945 - Road maps
Wisconsin ... Pure Oil road map ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1945].
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 42 cm.
Panel title.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
83474 Wisconsin - Maps - 1946 - Road maps

Wisconsin - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Northeastern States - Maps - 1946 - Road maps

Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 65 x 42 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Gulf : Wisconsin info-map.
Date from RMcN AE 151 ms. index.
Plate no. 6-432601-2
Maps on verso (42 x 58 cm. and 21 x 19 cm.):
Road map of Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kentucky, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, New York, Ohio, Ontario, Pennsylvania, Virginia, West Virginia, Wisconsin -- Milwaukee and vicinity.
Panel art: Gulf sign over car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 151.16 (PrCt)

83476 Wisconsin - Maps - 1946 - Road maps

Wisconsin - Maps - 1946 - Road maps

Wisconsin / Cities Service. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1946?].
Authors: Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection
(Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 65 x 42 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Cities Service oil map.
Date from RMcN AE 151 ms. index.
Plate no. 463601V
Maps on verso (42 x 58 cm. and 21 x 19 cm.):
Road map of Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kentucky, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, New York, Ohio, Ontario, Pennsylvania, Virginia, West Virginia, Wisconsin -- Milwaukee and vicinity.
Panel art: Cities Service gas station, various cartoon images, and slogan "Cities Service dealers help make every trip a treat."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 151.17 (PrCt)
Wisconsin - Maps - 1946 - Road maps

**Wisconsin - Maps - 1946 - Road maps**

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 42 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Diamond sign and Diamond gas station facade.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
**Gousha Clients 4812 (PrCt)**

**Wisconsin - Maps - 1946 - Road maps**

**Travel Wisconsin with Conoco ...** Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1946?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
**Gousha Clients 4792 (PrCt)**

**Wisconsin - Maps - 1946 - Road maps**

**Road map of Wisconsin and United States** Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1946?].
Authors: Marathon Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Marathon runner and sign over cars on rural road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
**Gousha Clients 4919 (PrCt)**

**Wisconsin - Maps - 1946 - Road maps**

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 42 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Highways on Wisconsin.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
**Gousha Clients 4812 (PrCt)**

**Wisconsin - Maps - 1946 - Road maps**

**H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)**

**Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.**

**For more information refer to the title page of this volume.**
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

maps
Authors: Skelly Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Skelly sign, stars and profiles of cars.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4938 (PrCt)

Wisconsin - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 42 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) road map : Wisconsin.
Date from RMcN AE 151 ms. index.
Plate no. 463601-2
Maps on verso (27 x 48 cm. and smaller):
Standard Oil Company (Indiana) road map : United States -- Milwaukee -- Madison -- Racine.
Panel art: Standard sign over car and gas pump.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 151.23 (PrCt)

Wisconsin - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: gas station attendant and man in car.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4996 (PrCt)

Wisconsin - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Wisconsin road map and pictorial sight-seeing guide : Sinclair H-C gasoline ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1946].
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair : Wisconsin.
Date from RMcN AE 151 ms. index.
Plate no. 463601V
Maps on verso (38 x 21 cm. and smaller):
Wisconsin [pictorial map] -- Green Bay -- Milwaukee -- Madison -- Kenosha -- Racine.
Panel art: Sinclair attendant in front of car and billboard.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 151.20 (PrCt)

Wisconsin - Maps - 1946 - Road maps
Wisconsin road map and pictorial sight-seeing guide : Mobilgas ... Socony-Vacuum Oil Company ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1947].
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 50 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Wisconsin : Socony-Vacuum Oil Company, Inc.
Date from RMcN AE 151 ms. index.
Plate number no.: 7-463601V-1
Maps on verso (43 x 58 cm. and smaller): [Middle West] -- Milwaukee and vicinity -- Eastern Upper Peninsula of Michigan.
Panel art: Mobiloil logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 151.26 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
83490 Wisconsin - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Travel Wisconsin with Conoco ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1947?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "U", indicating 1947 publication.
Panel art: family standing in front of car and statement "for long trips ask ... about Touraide."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5215 (PrCt)

83491 Wisconsin - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Wisconsin ... / Cities Service. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1947?].
Authors: Iowa Oil Company -- Cities Service Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"Iowa Oil Co. edition."
Panel title.
Panel art: Cities Service gas station, various cartoon images, and slogan "Cities Service dealers help make every trip a treat."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5067 (PrCt)

83492 Wisconsin - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Road map of Wisconsin : D-X. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1947?].
Authors: Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "U", indicating 1947 publication.
D-X was the trademark of Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation.
Panel art: D-X sign and and slogan "the sign of friendly service."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5135 (PrCt)

83493 Wisconsin - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Shell map of Wisconsin. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1947?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "U", indicating 1947 publication.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5215 (PrCt)

83494 Wisconsin - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 42 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) road map : Wisconsin.
Date from RMcN AE 151 ms. index.
Plate no. 7-423601V-2
Maps on verso (27 x 48 cm. and smaller):
Standard Oil Company (Indiana) road map : United States -- Milwaukee -- Madison -- Racine.
Panel art: Standard sign over car and gas pump.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 151.27 (PrCt)

83495 Wisconsin - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "U", indicating 1947 publication.
Panel art: gas station attendant talking to man in car.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5281 (PrCt)

83496 Wisconsin - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Wisconsin road map and pictorial sight-seeing guide : Sinclair H-C gasoline ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1947].
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
Wisconsin: Maps - 1948 - Road maps

Wisconsin - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Wisconsin and Great Lakes states ... trip map / compliments of your Pure Oil dealer. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1948].
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 42 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Wisconsin ... Pure.
Date from RMcN AE 151 ms. index.
Plate no. 1-463601V-2
Maps on verso (38 x 21 cm. and smaller):
Wisconsin [pictorial map] -- Green Bay -- Milwaukee -- Madison -- Kenosha -- Racine.
Panel art: Sinclair attendant in front of car and billboard.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 151.33 (PrCt)

Wisconsin - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Wisconsin, upper Michigan and adjoining states : Mobilgas ... Socony-Vacuum Oil Company ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1948].
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 50 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Wisconsin : Socony-Vacuum Oil Company, Inc.
Date from RMcN AE 151 ms. index.
Plate number no. : 8-463601V-2
Maps on verso (43 x 48 cm. and 7 x 12 cm.):
Middle West -- Around Lake Superior.
Panel art: Pure logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 151.34 (PrCt)

Wisconsin: Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 42 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Gulf : Wisconsin info-map.
Date from RMcN AE 151 ms. index.
Plate no. 8-463601V-3
Maps on verso (42 x 58 cm. and 21 x 19 cm.):
Road map of Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kentucky, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, New York, Ohio, Ontario, Pennsylvania, Virginia, West Virginia, Wisconsin -- Milwaukee and vicinity.
Panel art: Gulf sign over car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 151.39 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
"Iowa Oil Co. edition."
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
Panel art: Cities Service gas station, various cartoon images, and slogan "Cities Service dealers help make every trip a treat."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5345 (PrCt)

83506 Wisconsin - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 42 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 151 ms. index.
Plate no. 8-463601V-3
Map on verso (31 x 47 cm.): Rand McNally road map : United States
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 151.37 (PrCt)

83507 Wisconsin - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Shell map of Wisconsin. Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Forms part of the H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5503 (PrCt)

83508 Wisconsin - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Tour Wisconsin with Skelly / courtesy of Skelly Oil Company, U.S.A. Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948?].
Authors: Skelly Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
Panel art: Skelly sign, car and group of people on beach.
Forms part of the H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5518 (PrCt)

83509 Wisconsin - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
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Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 42 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) road map : Wisconsin.
Date from RMcN AE 151 ms. index.
Plate no. 8-463601V-3
Maps on verso (27 x 48 cm. and smaller):
Standard Oil Company (Indiana) road map : United States -- Milwaukee -- Madison -- Racine.
Panel art: Standard sign over car and gas pump.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 151.38 (PrCt)

83510 Wisconsin - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Road map : Wisconsin / compliments of Tide Water Associated Oil Company, New York, San Francisco, Tulsa. Chicago ; San Jose ; H.M. Gousha Co., [1948?].
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
Panel art: gas station attendant talking to man in car, Tydol Flying "A" gasoline sign, Veedol motor oil logo, and slogan "at this sign ... everything that's good for your car."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5563 (PrCt)

83511 Wisconsin - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Official highway map of Wisconsin. [Madison, Wis.? Wisconsin State Highway Commission?, 1948].
Authors: Wisconsin. State Highway Commission -- Chicago Historical Society
1 map : col. ; 28 x 24 inches
Text on verso; some marginal loss along right side.
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.
CHS Coll., Map no. 24 (PrCt)

83512 Wisconsin - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Wisconsin - Maps - 1948 - Pictorial maps
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair : Wisconsin.
Date from RMcN AE 151 ms. index.
Plate no. 8-463601V-3
Maps on verso (38 x 21 cm. and smaller):
Wisconsin [pictorial map] -- Green Bay -- Milwaukee -- Madison -- Kenosha -- Racine.
Panel art: Sinclair attendant in front of car and billboard.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 151.36 (PrCt)

83513 Wisconsin - Maps - 1948
Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Pocket maps -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
36 p. : 2 col. maps on 1 sheet (folded) ; 24 cm.
"1948 edition."
Cover title: Rand McNally pocket maps : Wisconsin : complete indexed reference map ... [and] highway map
Uniform title: Pocket maps
Map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back to back, col. ; 63 x 46 cm. and 65 x 42 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of Wisconsin. Plate no. 7890123.
Includes key to railroads. -- Rand McNally road map : Wisconsin. Plate no. 8-463601V-3.
Cover art: Cars on road alongside passenger train.
"50¢" -- printed on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Pocket 4C 295 (PrCt)

83514 Wisconsin - Maps - 1949 - Road maps
Middle West - Maps - 1949 - Road maps
Wisconsin, upper Michigan and adjoining states : Mobilgas ... Socony-Vacuum Oil Company ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1949].
Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 50 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Wisconsin : Socony-Vacuum Oil Company, Inc.
Date from RMcN AE 154 ms. index.
Plate number no.: 9
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Maps on verso (43 x 58 cm. and smaller): [Middle West] -- Milwaukee and vicinity -- Eastern Upper Peninsula of Michigan.
Panel art: Mobiloil logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
*RMcN AE 154.4 (PrCt)*

**83518**  
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 42 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Gulf : Wisconsin info-map.
Date from RMcN AE 154 ms. index.
Plate no. 0-463601V-8
Maps on verso (58 x 42 cm. and 21 x 19 cm.):
Gulf: Minnesota info-map -- Milwaukee and vicinity.
Panel art: Gulf sign over car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
*RMcN AE 154.7 (PrCt)*

**83519**  
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair : Wisconsin.
Date from RMcN AE 154 ms. index.
Plate no. 0-463601V-8
Maps on verso (38 x 21 cm. and smaller):
Wisconsin [pictorial map] -- Green Bay -- Milwaukee -- Madison -- Kenosha -- Racine.
Panel art: Sinclair road sign with a bird, rabbit, and car on rural road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
*RMcN AE 154.5 (PrCt)*

**83515**  
**Wisconsin - Maps - 1949 - Road maps**
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 42 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 154 ms. index.
Plate no. 9-463601V-4
Map on verso (31 x 47 cm.): Rand McNally road map : United States
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
*RMcN AE 154.3 (PrCt)*

**83516**  
**Wisconsin - Maps - 1949 - Road maps**
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) road map : Wisconsin.
Date from RMcN AE 154 ms. index.
Plate no. 9-463601V-4
Maps on verso (27 x 48 cm. and smaller):
Standard Oil Company (Indiana) road map : United States -- Milwaukee -- Madison -- Racine.
Panel art: Standard sign over car and gas pump.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
*RMcN AE 154.2 (PrCt)*

**83517**  
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair : Wisconsin.
Date from RMcN AE 154 ms. index.
Plate no. 9-463601V-4
Maps on verso (38 x 21 cm. and smaller):
Wisconsin [pictorial map] -- Green Bay -- Milwaukee -- Madison -- Kenosha -- Racine.
Panel art: Sinclair H-C gasoline sign overlooking rural road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
*RMcN AE 154.6 (PrCt)*

**83520**  
**Wisconsin - Maps - 1950**<br>**Wisconsin - Maps - 1950 - Railroads**
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalog Entry</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>83521</td>
<td>Wisconsin - Maps - 1951 - Road maps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 map : col. ; 65 x 42 cm. Panel title. Added title: Wisconsin ... Pure. Date from R McN AE 154 ms. index. Plate no. 1-463601V-10 Maps on verso (43 x 48 cm. and smaller); [Middle West] -- Kenosha -- Madison -- Milwaukee -- Racine. Panel art: Pure logo. Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library). R McN AE 154.8 (PrCt)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>83522</td>
<td>Wisconsin - Maps - 1951 - Road maps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Miracle fold road map : Wisconsin and adjoining states ... Mobilgas ... Socony-Vacuum Oil Company ... Chicago : Rand McNally and Company, [1951]. Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Foldex Limited -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm. Panel title. Added title: Wisconsin : Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc. Date from R McN AE 154 ms. index. Plate no. 1-463601V-10 Maps on verso (43 x 48 cm. and smaller); [Middle West] -- Milwaukee -- Duluth-Superior -- Green Bay -- Kenosha -- La Crosse -- Madison -- Racine. Panel art: Mobilgas logo.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>83523</td>
<td>Wisconsin - Maps - 1951 - Road maps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>83524</td>
<td>Wisconsin - Maps - 1951 - Road maps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>83525</td>
<td>Wisconsin - Maps - 1951 - Road maps</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Wisconsin - Maps - 1951 - Road maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 42 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 154 ms. index.
Plate no. 1-463601V-10
Map on verso (31 x 47 cm.): Rand McNally road map : United States
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library),
RMcN AE 154.10 (PrCt)

Wisconsin - Maps - 1951 - Road maps

Wisconsin, Minnesota tour guide map : Gulf ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1952].
Authors: Gulf Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 42 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 154 ms. index.
Plate no. 2-463601V-11
Map on verso (30 x 47 cm.): Rand McNally road map : United States
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library),
RMcN AE 154.14 (PrCt)

Wisconsin - Maps - 1951 - Road maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 42 cm.
Date from RMcN AE 154 ms. index.
Plate no. 2-463601V-11
Map on verso (31 x 47 cm.): Rand McNally road map : United States
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library),
RMcN AE 154.14 (PrCt)

Wisconsin - Maps - 1952 - Road maps

Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair : Wisconsin
Date from RMcN AE 154 ms. index.
Plate no. 2-463601V-11
Maps on verso (33 x 48 cm. and smaller): Sinclair : United States -- Duluth, Minn., Superior, Wis. -- Green Bay -- La Crosse -- Madison -- Racine -- Milwaukee.
Panel art: Sinclair sign over station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library),
RMcN AE 154.18 (PrCt)

Wisconsin - Maps - 1952 - Road maps

Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
 Added title: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) highway map : Wisconsin.
Date from RMcN AE 154 ms. index.
Plate no. 2-463601V-7
Maps on verso (27 x 48 cm. and smaller): Standard Oil Company (Indiana) highway map : United States -- Milwaukee -- Madison -- Racine -- Green Bay -- La Crosse -- Duluth, Minn., Superior, Wis.
Panel art: Standard sign over car and gas pump.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library),
RMcN AE 154.15 (PrCt)

Wisconsin - Maps - 1952 - Railroad maps

Rand McNally Wisconsin pocket map. San...
Kenosha -- Racine -- Madison.
Panel art: Attendant giving map directions to couple at the gas pump.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 151.3X (PrCt)**

83538 **Wisconsin - Maps - 1954 - Road maps**

*Road maps*  
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair : Wisconsin
Date from RMcN AE 151 ms. index.
Plate no. 4-463601V-13.
Maps on verso (33 x 47 cm. and smaller): Sinclair United States -- Milwaukee -- Eau Claire -- Duluth-Superior -- Green Bay -- La Crosse -- Kenosha -- Racine -- Madison.
Panel art: Color illustration of a man photographing a woman in a red car in a national park.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
**RMcN Clients 2746 (PrCt)**

83541 **Wisconsin - Maps - 1955 - Road maps**

*Road maps*  
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 42 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) highway map : Wisconsin.
Date from RMcN AE 151 ms. index.
Plate no. 5-463601V-16
Maps on verso (28 x 43 cm. and smaller): Standard Oil Company (Indiana) highway map : United States -- Milwaukee -- Green Bay -- La Crosse -- Madison -- Duluth-Superior -- Racine.
Panel art: Standard logo and attendant.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 151.9X (PrCt)**

83539 **Wisconsin - Maps - 1954 - Road maps**

*Road maps*  
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 42 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) highway map : Wisconsin.
Date from RMcN AE 151 ms. index.
Plate no. 4-463601V-13.
Maps on verso (28 x 43 cm. and smaller): Standard Oil Company (Indiana) highway map : United States -- Milwaukee -- Green Bay -- La Crosse -- Madison -- Duluth-Superior -- Racine.
Panel art: Standard logo and attendant.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 151.1X (PrCt)**

83542 **Wisconsin - Maps - 1955 - Road maps**

*Road maps*  
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 42 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) highway map : Wisconsin.
Date from RMcN AE 151 ms. index.
Plate no. 5-463601V-16
Maps on verso (28 x 43 cm. and smaller): Standard Oil Company (Indiana) highway map : United States -- Milwaukee -- Green Bay -- La Crosse -- Madison -- Duluth-Superior -- Racine.
Panel art: Standard logo and attendant.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 151.10X (PrCt)**

83540 **Wisconsin - Maps - 1955 - Road maps**

*Road maps*  
Authors: Sinclair Oil Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 65 x 43 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Sinclair Wisconsin.
Plate no. 5-463601V-15.
Maps on verso (33 x 47 cm. and smaller): Sinclair United States -- Milwaukee -- Duluth, Superior -- Green Bay -- La Crosse -- Kenosha -- Racine -- Madison -- Eau Claire.
Panel art: Color illustration of a man photographing a woman in a red car in a national park.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
**RMcN AE 151.XX (PrCt)**

83543 **Wisconsin - Maps - 1956 - Road maps**

*Road maps*  
Authors: American Automobile Association --

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Chicago Historical Society
1 map : col. ; 38.5 x 24 inches
Text on verso.
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.

**CHS Coll., Map no. 27 (PrCt)**

83544 **Wisconsin - Maps - 1956 - Road maps**
*Road map of Wisconsin / Midland Cooperatives, Inc. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1956?].*
Authors: Midland Cooperatives, Inc. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 86 x 60 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Wisconsin : Rand McNally road map.
Plate no. 5604
Insets (18 x 13 cm. and smaller): Milwaukee, Wis. and vicinity -- Duluth ... Superior -- Green Bay -- Madison -- Kenosha -- Racine -- Around the lake.
Panel art: Midland Products logo and line drawing of man at gas pump.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

**RMcN Clients 4217 (PrCt)**

83545 **Wisconsin - Maps - 1957 - Road maps**
*Wisconsin / Standard Oil Company. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Company, [1957?].*
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 86 x 60 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. 7-5604-3.
Insets (18 x 13 cm.): Milwaukee -- [Index map] -- Green Bay -- Madison -- Kenosha -- Racine -- Around the Lake -- Duluth, Superior.
Panel art: Standard flaming torch logo and illustration of gas station attendant handing map to unseen driver in car.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

**RMcN Clients 3181 (PrCt)**

83546 **Wisconsin - Maps - 1959 - Road maps**
*1959 Wisconsin highway map. Racine : Western Printing, [1959].*
Authors: Western Printing and Lithographing Company -- Chicago Historical Society
1 map : col. ; 28 x 24 inches.
Text on verso.
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.

**CHS Coll., Map no. 32 (PrCt)**

83547 **Wisconsin - Maps - 1960-1969 - Road maps**
*Wisconsin ... see America best by car... / Cities Service. St. Louis, Mo. Diversified Map Corp., [196-?].*
Authors: Cities Service Company -- Diversified Map Corporation -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 62 x 43 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Includes city index keyed to 1960 census.
Insets (6 x 4 cm. and 9 x 10 cm.): [Location map] -- Madison.
Maps on verso (38 x 24 cm. or smaller): [Western Wisconsin] -- Milwaukee -- Green Bay -- Around the Great Lakes -- Superior, Wis., Duluth, Minn. -- [Location map] -- Racine.
Panel art: Color illustration of family in convertible car at Cities Service gas station.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

**RMcN Clients 563 (PrCt)**

83548 **Wisconsin - Maps - 1960 - Parks**
*Wisconsin - Maps - 1960 - Forest reserves*
*State parks and forests of Wisconsin. [Madison, Wis.? State of Wisconsin?, 1960].*
Authors: Wisconsin -- Chicago Historical Society
1 map ; 8.5 x 11 inches
Includes text (recto and verso).
Black and white.
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.

**CHS Coll., Map no. 33 (PrCt)**

83549 **Wisconsin - Maps - 1960 - Road maps**
*Wisconsin highway map : 1960 / prepared by the State Highway Commission ... Racine, Wis. Wisconsin State Highway Commission, 1960.*
Authors: Wisconsin. State Highway Commission -- Western Printing and Lithographing Company
1 map : col. ; 68 x 58 cm. fold. to 24 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"Western Printing & Lithographing Co., Racine, Wis."
Maps on verso (22 x 19 cm. and smaller):
Panel art: Photo of woman sitting above waterfall.
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).

**Road map**

83550 **Wisconsin - Maps - 1962-1964**
*Wisconsin - Maps - 1962-1964 - Railroads**
*Wisconsin - Maps - 1962-1964*
Wisconsin - Maps - 1962 - Road maps

*Rand McNally Wisconsin pocket map.* San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1962 [i.e. 1964?].

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Pocket maps -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

39 p. : 2 col. maps on 1 sheet (folded) ; 24 cm.

Cover title: Rand McNally Wisconsin pocket reference map ... [and] detailed highway map

Uniform title: Pocket maps

Folded map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back to back, col. ; 64 x 47 cm. and 88 x 61 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of Wisconsin. Includes key to railroads. -- Wisconsin : Rand McNally road map. "Copyright © 1964 [!]" Plate no. 4-5605-23. Includes inset maps of the Milwaukee region, Green Bay, Madison, Kenosha, Racine, the Lake Michigan region, and Duluth-Superior (18 x 14 cm. and smaller.)

"2 maps" -- front cover.

"$1.50" -- printed on front cover.

Cover art: stylized and labeled map symbols (e.g. "elevations", "points of interest", "air facilities", etc.)

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).

RMcN Pocket 4C 299 (PrCt)
83555 Wisconsin - Maps - 1963 - Road maps
Minnesota - Maps - 1963 - Road maps
Travel map of Wisconsin, Minnesota / Enco. Convent Station, N.J. General Drafting Co., Inc., c1963.
Authors: Enco Oil Company -- Humble Oil and Refining Company (Incorporated in Tex.) -- General Drafting Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 73 x 60 cm., folded to 22 x 11 cm. "Issued March 1963."
Panel title.
Added title: Wisconsin Inset (9 x 9 cm.): Milwaukee and vicinity.
Plate no. A7
Map on verso (63 x 59 cm. and smaller):
Minnesota -- Duluth -- Minneapolis, St. Paul.
Panel art: Color illustration of "Kettle Moraine State Forest, southeastern Wisconsin"; Enco logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 742 (PrCt)

83556 Wisconsin - Maps - 1963 - Road maps
Wisconsin State Highway 13 (Wis.) - Maps - 1963 Road maps
1963 Wisconsin highway map. Racine, Wis. Western Printing, [1963].
Authors: Western Publishing Company -- Chicago Historical Society
1 map : col. ; 30 x 26 inches.
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.
CHS Coll., Map no. 34 (PrCt)

83557 Wisconsin - Maps - 1963 - Road maps
- Maps - 1963 Road maps
Authors: Travelmats (Firm)
1 map ; on sheet 26 x 36 cm.
Issued as a placemat, with scalloped edges.
List of "Recommended stops between Madison & Superior, Wisconsin" is keyed to map.
Printed in green ink.
"763."
map1F G3701 .P2 1963 .T7, Hwy. 13 (PrCt)

83558 Wisconsin - Maps - 1965 - Road maps
Road map of Wisconsin / Farmers Union Co-op Service in Wisconsin; Farmers Union Central Exchange ... St. Paul, Minnesota. [Chicago]: Rand McNally & Co., c1965.
Authors: Farmers Union (Wis.) -- Farmers Union Central Exchange (Saint Paul, Minn.) -- National Cooperatives, Inc. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Farmers Union Co-op Service in Wisconsin SEE Farmers Union (Wis.)
1 map : both sides, col. ; 86 x 60 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Wisconsin : Rand McNally road map Insets (18 x 13 cm. and smaller): [Location map] -- Around the lake -- Milwaukee, Wis. and vicinity -- Green Bay -- Madison -- Kenosha -- Racine -- Duluth, Minn. : Superior, Wis.
Panel art: Illustration of car driving past "Farmers Union Co-op Service" sign on highway.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 626 (PrCt)

83559 Wisconsin - Maps - 1966 - Road maps
1 map : on both sides, col. ; 86 x 60 cm., on sheet 46 x 63 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Includes blank title panel (for overprinting?).
Plate no. 6-5605-29.
Insets (18 x 13 cm. and smaller): Milwaukee -- Green Bay -- Madison -- Kenosha -- Racine -- Around the Lake [Michigan].
Northern Wisconsin on verso.
Map on verso (7 x 8 cm.): Duluth, Minn., Superior, Wis.
Forms part of a collection of stock editions of Rand McNally road maps, some apparently issued as sales samples and / or printer's proofs for prospective commercial clients.
Uniform series title (established by cataloger):
Stock road maps
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (April 2010).
RMcN Stock 120 (PrCt)

83560 Wisconsin - Maps - 1966 - Road maps
County maps of Wisconsin / prepared by the State Highway Commission of Wisconsin. [Madison, Wis. State Highway Commission, 1966].
Authors: Wisconsin. State Highway Commission 1 atlas (unpaged) : all maps ; 30 cm.
Cover title.
Scale [ca. 1:300,000].
"Corrected for Jan. 1966."
folio G1415 .W57 1966 (NLO)
83562 Wisconsin - Maps - 1967 - Road maps

Panel title.
Added title: 1966 official highway map of Wisconsin.
Maps on verso (27 x 42 cm. and smaller):
Panel art: Color photo of state capitol building.
Overprinted "Exhibit 4" on title panel.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

83564 Wisconsin - Maps - 1968

Authors: Collins, Charles W. -- College Printing & Typing Co., c1968.
Panel art: Outline of Wisconsin with a skier, fisherman, hunter, and boater over forest background.
See unpublished typescript of exhibition captions compiled by James Akerman [Vert 1713, no. 2, part 1, p. 68]
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).

83565 Wisconsin - Maps - 1968 - Maps, Physical
State of Wisconsin. 1968.
Authors: Geological Survey (U.S.)
Map on verso (7 x 8 cm.): Duluth, Minn., Superior, Wis.
Forms part of a collection of stock editions of Rand McNally road maps, some apparently issued as sales samples and / or printer’s proofs for prospective commercial clients.
Uniform series title (established by cataloger): Stock road maps
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (April 2010).

83566 Wisconsin - Maps - 1968 - Road maps

Wisconsin 1967 highway map / prepared by the State Highway Commission ... Madison, Wis.
Authors: Wisconsin. State Highway Commission -- Akerman, James R.
Panel title.
Added title: 1967 official highway map of Wisconsin.
Maps on verso (29 x 19 cm. and smaller):
Panel art: Outline of Wisconsin with a skier, fisherman, hunter, and boater over forest background.
See unpublished typescript of exhibition captions compiled by James Akerman [Vert 1713, no. 2, part 1, p. 68]
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).

83563 Wisconsin - Maps - 1967 - Road maps

1 map : col. ; 71 x 61 cm. fold. to 19 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: 1967 official highway map of Wisconsin.
Maps on verso (27 x 42 cm. and smaller):
Panel art: Color photo of state capitol building.
Overprinted "Exhibit 4" on title panel.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).


1 map : col. ; 65 x 62 cm., folded to 23 x 12 cm.
Panel title.
Back panel includes prominent advertising for Kerr-McGee Corporation and Deep Rock Oil Corporation.
Plate no. 696725-1

Inserts (16 x 15 cm. and smaller): Madison -- [Lake Michigan and vicinity] -- Main highways, Milwaukee to Chicago.
Maps on verso (36 x 27 cm. and smaller): Milwaukee and vicinity -- Duluth-Superior -- Green Bay -- Appleton -- Kenosha -- Racine.
Panel art: Illustration of a pheasant flying over grassland.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 1569 (PrCt)
Menominee County is in correct alphabetical sequence but is county no. 72. Includes annotations, including lines of latitude and longitude, by Logility or an earlier firm, Centre Mark Co. Gift, Logility Transportation, 2010.

map9C G4121 .P2 1972 .W5 (PrCt)


RMcN Clients 4712 (PrCt)


RMcN Clients 4714 (PrCt)


RMcN Stock 123 (PrCt)
83577 Wisconsin - Maps - 1975 - Road maps
Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Wisconsin. Division of Highways -- Wisconsin. Dept. of Transportation
1 map : col. ; 71 x 61 cm., folded to 19 x 10 cm.
Cover title.
Includes maps of each county, guides to recreational areas, accommodations, restaurants, etc.
County maps prepared by state Department of Transportation.
Cf. Phillips 17646.
26721
ICN76
map4C 116 (NLO)

83578 Wisconsin - Maps - 1976 - Historic buildings
Wisconsin - Maps - 1976 - Historic sites
Architecture - Wisconsin - Maps - 1976
The Heritage guidebook : landmarks and historical sites in southeastern Wisconsin : historically and/or architecturally significant buildings, monuments, and sites in five southeastern Wisconsin counties / by H. Russell Zimmermann ; photographs by the author.
Authors: Zimmermann, H. Russell -- Inland Heritage Corporation -- Knowles, Warren P. -- Cody, Buzz -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
406 p. : ill., 52 maps ; 23 cm.
Inscription: To Buzz Cody with compliments of Inland Heritage Corp., Warren P. Knowles, 1/27/76.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 76011704
Baskes F579.3 .Z56 1976 (NLO)

83579 Wisconsin - Maps - 1976 - Road maps
Wisconsin '76 : official state highway map / prepared ... [by] the Department of Transportation, Division of Highways. [Madison?]
: State of Wisconsin, Department of Transportation, 1976.
Authors: Wisconsin. Division of Highways -- Wisconsin. Dept. of Transportation
1 map : col. ; 71 x 61 cm. fold. to 19 x 10 cm.
Panel title.

83580 Wisconsin - Maps - 1978 - Road maps
Authors: Wisconsin. Department of Transportation -- Wisconsin. Division of Highways -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 71 x 61 cm., folded to 19 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Maps on verso (23 x 23 cm. and smaller):
Panel art: Historical transportation photographs.
Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 Stacks, Aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).
Road map4C G4121 .P2 1976 .W5 (PrCt)

83581 Wisconsin - Maps - 1978 - Road maps
Authors: Wisconsin. Department of Transportation -- Wisconsin. Division of Highways -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
A Traveller's guide to America's dairyland.
Authors: Wisconsin Milk Marketing Board -- Wisconsin Historical Society
1 map : col. ; on sheet 92 x 61 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Keyed to directory of 116 cheese factories and dairy plants on verso.
Includes notes, advertisements, and illustrations.
Photographs 'courtesy Wisconsin Historical Society.'
map3C G4121.J5 2008 .W5 (PrCt)

A Traveler's guide to Wisconsin: cheese, beer and wine.
Authors: Wisconsin Milk Marketing Board -- Wisconsin Winery Association (Middleton, Wis.) -- Wisconsin. Dept. of Agriculture, Trade, and Consumer Protection -- Mather, Autumn
1 map : col. ; 87 x 56 cm., folded to 10 x 24 cm.
Pictorial tourist map.
Plate no. 9980

Wisconsin River (Wis.) - Maps - 1875
Maps and diagrams in ten plates to accompany the final report ... on the transportation route along the Wisconsin River ... [from Portage to the Mississippi]. 1875.
3 maps ; 49 x 60 cm. + graph of water levels + t.p.
MMC 6-2135. 583 and 584
map4F G4122.W5 1875 U5 (PrCt)
Bibliography

A Union list of topographic maps of Wisconsin (1:24,000 to 1:1,000,000) / compiled by Mary H. Galneder. Elizabeth Singer Maule, Nancy Jo Pickett. Madison : University of Wisconsin, Cartographic Laboratory, 1975.

Authors: University of Wisconsin--Madison. Cartographic Laboratory -- Galneder, Mary H., 1936- -- Maule, Elizabeth Singer -- Pickett, Nancy Jo

ix, 154 p. : 2 folded maps (in pocket) ; 28 cm.

Series: Paper - Cartographic Laboratory, University of Wisconsin--Madison ; no. 1 -- University of Wisconsin--Madison. Cartographic Laboratory. Paper - Cartographic Laboratory, University of Wisconsin--Madison ; no. 1.

"Supplement - as of September 2, 1975" (2 p.) inserted in pocket.

LC Card Number: 76622740

lower case folio g 10902 .978 (NLO)

83592

Wise County (Tex.) - Maps - 1870-1879 - Landowners<<Landowners - Maps


Authors: Texas & Pacific Railway. Land Dept. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps

1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.


Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps: Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps

1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.

In: Pressler, Herman

Microfiche 583, no. 1170 (PrCt)

83593

Wise County (Tex.) - Maps - 1879 - Landowners<<Landowners - Maps


Authors: Texas. General Land Office -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps

1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.

Size of original: 20.5 x 17 in. Scale 1:133,320. Originally compiled 1879.

Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps: Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps

1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.

In: Pressler, Herman

Microfiche 583, no. 1171 (PrCt)

83594

Wise County (Tex.) - Maps - 1895 - Landowners<<Counties - Maps<<Landowners - Maps


Authors: Texas. General Land Office -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps

1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.

Size of original: Blueprint, 40.5 x 36 in. Scale 1:66,660. Originally compiled 1895.

Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps: Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps

1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.

In: Pressler, Herman

Microfiche 583, no. 1172 (PrCt)

83595


Authors: Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718 -- Padoani, Domenico, fl. 1689 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718.

Citta, fortezze, isole, e porti principale dell' Europa ... (1689)

1 map ; 27 x 44 cm.

In: Coronelli, Vincenzo.

Citta, fortezze, isole, e porti principale dell' Europa, in pianti, et in eluatione, descritte, e publicate ad uso dell' Academia cosmografica degli argonauti (Venice : Domenico Padoani, 1689) pl. [26].

VAULT folio Ayer 135 .C8 1689 pl. 26 (PrCt)

83596

Wismar (Germany) - Maps - 1693 - Wismar ville Anseatique d'Allemagne du duché de Meklenburg ... Paris : De Fer, 1693.

Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1700 -- Nicolas de Fer, 1646-1700

Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes; avec leurs porti principale dell' Europa ... (1693)

1 map ; 20 x 25 cm.

In: Fer, Nicolas de. Les forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes; avec leurs fortifications ... pt. 2, map [27].

Manuscript "(18)" at upper right.

Case folio U 26. 293 pt. 2, map [27] (PrCt)

83597

Wismar (Germany) - Maps - 1713 - Wismar ville Anseatique d'Allemagne, du duché de Meklenburg ... Paris : De Fer, [1713?].

Authors: Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Nicolas de Fer, 1646-1720

Introduction à la fortification ... (Paris : Nicolas de Fer, 1695-1696) pt. 2, map [27].

Manuscript "(18)" at upper right.

Case folio U 26. 293 pt. 2, map [27] (PrCt)
Wismar (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1620
Rostochivm, Megapolensis ducatus vrbis nominis celebritate ...
[Colgone : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Weigel, Martin, 16th cent. -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : hand col. ; 14 x 22 cm. on sheet 41 x 54 cm.
According to R.A. Skelton's Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum, the titles of two of four views on this sheet were transposed; 'Wismaria' is a view of Rostock, and 'Rostochivm' is a view of Wismar. View derived from a ca. 1560 woodcut by Martin Weigel; cf. Skelton.
On same sheet with: Wittenbvrga, Saxoniae oppid. vniuersali litterarum studio celebre -- Civitas Francfordiensis in marchionatu Brandeburgensi ... -- Wismaria, natura loci populi frequentia, et aedificijus in ducatu Megapolensi ... .
Latin letterpress text on verso under titles: Wittenberga -- Francfurdua ad Oderam -- Wismaria --Rostochivm.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 1, pl. 27 (PrCt)

Wismar (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1620
Wiismaria. [Colgone : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Rantzau, Henrik, 1526-1598 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : hand col. ; 37 x 50 cm.
Forwarded to Braun and Hogenberg in 1595 by Henrik Rantzau; see R.A. Skelton's Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum. Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Wismaria.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 5, pl. 46 (PrCt)

Wismar Region (Germany) - Maps - 1716<>Wismar (Germany) - Maps - 1715 - Pictorial works
Particulier carte der gegend von Wismar ...
Nuremberg, 1715.
Authors: Varenius, Heinrich -- Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:297
1 map : hand col. ; 49 x 58 cm.
Inset: Prospect der Stadt Wismar.
2535
Forms part of a composite atlas of 325 mostly 17th- and 18th-century maps variously issued by Dutch, French, and German publishers, all bound together without title page for the collector Johan Gabriel Sack.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
VAULT oversize Sack map8C G5700 1740 .S2 no. II:297 (PrCt)

Wissembourg (France) - Maps - 1552 - Pictorial maps<<>>Wissembourg (France) - Pictorial works - 1552<<>>Pictorial maps - Wissembourg (France) - 1552<<>>Weissenburg (France) SEE Wissembourg (France)<<>>Pictorial maps<<>>Woodcuts
Weissenburg. [Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552].
Authors: Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552. Cosmographiae uniuersalis ... (1552) -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : woodcut ; 23 x 35 cm., on sheet 32 x 40 cm.
Title at top center, next to coat-of-arms. Added letterpress title above woodcut: Wyssenegro ciuitas imperialis cum circumiacente ...
Relief shown pictorially. Letterpress 465 and text on verso: Civitas imperialis Wyssenburgensis haud procul à Rheno ...
In: Münster, Sebastian. Cosmographiae uniuersalis ... (Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552), p. 466-467.
VAULT folio Ayer 7 .M8 1552, p. 466-467 (PrCt)

Wissenburg, Wolfgang, 1496-1575
Authors: Gauss, Karl -- Historisch-biographisches Lexikon der Schweiz (1921-1934) p. 574 : port. ; 27 cm.
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3204, no. 1. folio F 38 .408, v. 7, p. 574 (PrCt)

Wissenburg, Wolfgang, 1496-1575
[Notes on Wolfgang Wissenburg]. [Chicago, 198-?].
Authors: Karrow, Robert W.
1 file folder ; 25 x 30 cm.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
83610 Wittenberg (Saxony-Anhalt, Germany) - Pictorial works - 1569 - Fortification
Il Ritratto della città di Wittenberga con li bastioni, trencere, ripari, et forti, come era al tempo dell'affedia. [Venice : Bolognino Zaltieri, 1569].
Authors: Ballino, Giulio, d. ca. 1592 -- Ballino, Giulio, d. ca. 1592. De’ disegni delle più illustri città, et fortezze del mondo ... (1569) -- Zaltieri, Bolognino, fl. 1555-1576
1 view ; 21 x 29 cm.
Letterpress text on verso.
In: Ballino, Giulio, d. ca. 1592 -- Ballino, Giulio, d. ca. 1592. De’ disegni delle più illustri città, et fortezze del mondo ... (1569) -- Zaltieri, Bolognino, fl. 1555-1576

83611 Woensam, Anton, von Worms, ca. 1500-ca. 1541. Colonia (1531) SEE Woensam, Anton, ca. 1500-ca. 1541 SEE Woensam, Anton, ca. 1500-ca. 1541 SEE Woensam, Anton, ca. 1500-ca. 1541 SEE Woensam, Anton, ca. 1500-ca. 1541 SEE Woensam, Anton, ca. 1500-ca. 1541 SEE Woensam, Anton, ca. 1500-ca. 1541
Köln : Bei M. DuMont-Schauberg, 1819.
Authors: Sotzmann, D. F.
Not at Newberry Library (Jan. 2013) (PrCt)

83612 Województwo Malopolskie (Poland) - Maps - 1593<<>>Oswiecim Region (Poland) - Maps - 1593<<>>Zator Region (Województwo Malopolskie, Poland) Maps - 1593<<>>Malopolskie Province (Poland) SEE Województwo Malopolskie (Poland)
Dvcatvs Osweczim[en] et Zatoriensis descriptio. [Antwerp : s.n., 1593?].
Authors: Jode, Gerard de, 1509 -- Jode, Gerard de, 1509-1591 -- Wierix, Antonie, -1604 -- Jode, Gerard de, 1509-1591. Specchvlm orbis terrarvm (1593)
1 map : hand col. ; 33 x 24 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Oriented with north at left.
Latin letterpress text on verso: Dvcatvs Osweczimen et Zatoriensis
In: Jode, Gerard de. Specchvlm orbis terrarvm (Antwerp : A. Coninx, 1593), map [45 A].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .J9 1593, map [45 A] (PrCt)

83613 Wojewodztwo Podkarpackie (Poland) - Maps - 1787<<>>Galicia (Poland and Ukraine) - Maps - 1787
Carte des deux cercles de Dukla et Sanok = Karte der zweyen Kreyson von Dukla und Sanok. [Vienna : Char. et Fred. Bargum et comp., 1787?].
Authors: Maire, François Joseph, b. 1738 -- Carl und Friedrich Bargum (Firm) -- Maire, François Joseph, b. 1738. Atlas des roiaumes de Galicie et de Lodomerie ... (1787[?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 42 x 58 cm.
Covers part of latter-day Wojewodztwo Podkarpackie, Poland in Galicia (Poland and Ukraine).
Scale [ca. 1:340,000].
Relief shown pictorially and by hachures.
French and German.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

83614 Wojewodztwo Podkarpackie (Poland) - Maps - 1803<<>>Malopolska (Poland) - Maps - 1803<<>>Galicia (Poland and Ukraine) - Maps - 1803
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

83617 Wolf's Point (Chicago, Ill.) - Pictorial works - 1815 - Wolf's Point (Chicago, Ill.) - Pictorial works - 1815 - Pictorial works - Chicago (Ill.) - 1815

Wolf's Point. At the junction of the north and south branches [of the Chicago River, ca. 1815] / Miller sc. [Chicago : J. Gager and Co. for Chicago Mechanics' Institute, 1857].

Authors: Chicago magazine : the West as it is (1857 - Gager, John, 19th cent. - Chicago Mechanics' Institute -- Rudy Lamont Ruggles Collection (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library) 1 view ; 6 cm. in diam., on sheet 15 x 24 cm. Added title from text above view: History of Chicago.

In: Chicago magazine : the West as it is ([Chicago : J. Gager and Co. for Chicago Mechanics' Institute, 1857], v. 1 no. 3 (May 1857) p. [197] Scattered issues of this periodical include assorted views and maps; some are cataloged separately. Duplicate copies: VAULT Ruggles 58 -- VAULT Ayer 1 .C5 1857 Entire periodical reproduced on the University of Michigan's Making of America website (accessed Dec. 2007):

http://quod.lib.umich.edu/cgi/t/text/pageviewer-idx?id=moa:cc:moa:rgn=full%20text;idno=afk4278.001.001;didno=afk4278.0001.001;view=image;se=q=0197 Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

VAULT Ruggles 59, v. 1 no. 3 (May 1857) p. [197] (PrCt)


Authors: Blanchard, Rufus, 1821-1904 -- Blanchard, Rufus, 1821-1904. Chicago in 1812 (1893) -- Hartshorn, Annie L. Wolf's Point (Painting) -- Hubbard, Gurdon Saltston. Chicago 1802-1886 -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library) [9] p. : fold. map ; 16 x 13 cm. Wolf's Point was the name first given to the locality at the junction of the two branches of the Chicago River.


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.


Women cartographers
The Role of women in the development of cartography. 1986.
Authors: Ritzlin, Mary McMichael -- AB Bookman’s Weekly 77 (9 June 1986)
p. 2709-2713
In: AB Bookman’s Weekly 77 (9 June 1986):
2709-2713.
Vert 576 (PrCt)

Women cartographers
Authors: Tyner, Judith A.
p. 46-51 : maps, port. ; 28 cm.
46-51.
folio GA 101 .M47, v. 2, no. 6, p. 46-51 (PrCt)

Women cartographers - 1945-
Millie the Mapper and beyond : the role of women in cartography since World War II. 1999.
Authors: Tyner, Judith A.
p. 23-28 ; 28 cm.
folio Z 692 .M3 M47, v. 15, p. 23-28 (PrCt)

Women cartographers - Biography
Authors: Hudson, Alice C., 1947- -- Ritzlin, Mary McMichael -- Cartographica 37, no. 3 (Fall 2000)
p. 3-24 : 7 maps, port. ; 28 cm.
Offprint from Cartographica 37, no. 3 (Fall 2000):
3-24.
The checklist includes nearly 300 names.
Duplicate copy: GA1 .C28 v. 37, no. 3
Vert 871, no. 1 (PrCt)

Women cartographers
Authors: Ritzlin, Mary McMichael -- Cartographica 37, no. 3 (Fall 2000)
p. 1-2 ; 28 cm.
Offprint from Cartographica 37, no. 3 (Fall 2000):
1-2.
On the historical role of women in cartography.
Duplicate copy: GA1 .C28 v. 37, no. 3
Vert 871, no. 2 (PrCt)

Women cartographers
North America - History
Pre-twentieth century women mapmakers. 1989.
Authors: Hudson, Alice C., 1947-
p. 29-33 ; 28 cm.
folio Z 692 .M3 M47 no. 1, p. 29-33 (PrCt)

Women cartographers
Authors: Ritzlin, Mary McMichael -- Meridian 2 (1989)
p. 5-16
In Meridian 2 (1989): 5-16 ; maps.
folio Z 692 .M3 M47 no. 2, p. 5-16 (PrCt)

Women cartographers
Sweeping the skies : some celestial ladies of the 17th-19th centuries. 1999.
Authors: Ritzlin, Mary McMichael -- Meridian 15 (1999)
p. 11-21 : ill., maps, port. ; 28 cm.
folio Z 692 .M3 M47, v. 15, p. 11-21 (PrCt)

Women cartographers
Authors: Hudson, Alice C., 1947-
p. 29-30 ; 28 cm.
folio Z 692 .M3 M47, v. 15, p. 29-30 (PrCt)

Women cartographers
Women geographers
Cartographers, British - 1914-1945
The 'Map Girls' : British women geographers’ war work, shifting gender boundaries and reflections on the history of geography. 2008.
Authors: Maddrell, Avril
p. 127-148 : ill., tables ; 28 cm.
Vert 871, no. 6 (PrCt)

Women cartographers
Women geographers
Cartographers, Women SEE Women cartographers
Library of Congress - Map collections
Authors: Van Ee, Patricia Molen -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division -- Ee, Patricia Molen van SEE Van Ee, Patricia Molen
http://memory.loc.gov/ammem/awhhtml/awgmd7/index.html

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Incomplete contents: Introduction -- Women as mapmakers -- Women geographers -- Women's role in geographic education -- Women's map collections -- Women and map librarianship -- Conclusion.


Vert 871, no. 4 (PrCt)


Authors: Seager, Joni -- Olson, Ann -- Kidron, Michael -- Pluto Press -- Simon and Schuster, inc. -- Touchstone book

1 atlas (128 p.) : col. ill., col. maps ; 25 cm.

Includes bibliographical references (p. 121-126) and index.

'A Pluto Press project.'

A Touchstone book.

OCLC 13455806
ISBN 0671602977

G1046.E1 S4 1986 (NLO)

83638 Women geographers

School marm to author : 19th century women geographers. 1993.

Authors: Ritzlin, Mary McMichael -- Portolan 28 (Fall 1993) p. 12-15

In: The Portolan 28 (Fall 1993): p. 12-15

folio GA101 .P67, no. 28 (Fall 1993), p. 12-15 (PrCt)

83639 Women geographers <<>> Baber, Zonia

Practically all the geographers were women / Janice Monk, Department of Geography and Regional Development, University of Arizona. 2008.

Authors: Monk, Janice -- Society of Woman Geographers

5 p. : portraits ; 28 cm.

"Presentation at Society of Woman Geographers Triennial, May 25, 2008" in Chicago.

Printout from The Society of Woman Geographers website (accessed June 2010): http://www.iswg.org/about1.html

Brief biographical notes on Zonia Baber, Wilma Fairchild, Lucia Harrison, Hildegarde Binder Johnson, Ella Keene, Clara Egli Le Gear, Evelyn Pruitt, Ellen Churchill Semple, Julia Shipman, Helen Strong, Alice Taylor, and Gladys Wrigley.

For 1929 manuscript map of Kashmir by Zonia Baber (University of Chicago geography professor and president of the Chicago Geographical Society), see her letter to Newberry Librarian George B. Utley, Case Archives

83640 Wood County (Ohio) - Maps - 1858-1871 - Landowners<><>Counties - Maps<><>Landowners - Maps


Authors: Ohio Genealogical Society. Wood County Chapter -- Closson Press 1 atlas (vii, 222 p.) : maps ; 28 cm.

Includes facsimile reprints of maps originally published in 1858 and 1871, bibliographical references (p. 220), and indexes.

Scales differ.

'April 1999.'

LC Card Number 99465688

folio G1398.W6 G46 W6 1999 (NLO)

83641 Wood County (Ohio) - Maps - 1875-1912 - Landowners<><>Lucas County (Ohio) - Maps - 1875 - Landowners<><>Counties - Maps<><>Landowners - Maps


Cover title.


Includes indexes.

folio G1398.W6 W6 1982 (NLO)

83642 Wood County (Ohio) - Maps - 1888 - Landowners<><>Counties - Maps<><>Landowners - Maps


Authors: Judson, C. H. -- Library of Congress.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 4 parts, 18 x 29 in. each. Scale: 1:42,000. Originally published 1888. Only covers part of the county.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 648 (PrCt)
83643

Wood County (Ohio) - Maps - 1971 - Landowners<>Counties - Maps<>Landowners - Maps
Wood County, Ohio, plat book & index of owners.
Authors: Town & Country Publishing Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (48 p.) : 48 maps. ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
Includes index to owners, business directory, and city road maps.
Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Scales differ.
Folded and laid in: Map of Wood County, Ohio.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
83647

Wood County (Wis.) - Maps - 1928 - Landowners<>Counties - Maps<>Landowners - Maps
Standard atlas of Wood County, Wisconsin : including a plat book of the villages, cities and townships of the county, map of the state, United States and world, patrons directory, reference business directory and departments devoted to general information, analysis of the system of U.S. land surveys, digest of the system of civil government, etc. etc. Chicago : Brock & Company, 1928.
Authors: Brock & Company -- Geo. A. Ogle & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
-- Brock & Company (Chicago, Ill.) SEE Brock & Company
1 atlas (85, xxii p.) : ill., 41 maps (some col.), ports. : 46 cm.
'Compiled and published by Brock & Company, successors to Geo. A. Ogle & Co. Publishers & Engravers.'
Scale 1:158,400.
Includes index.
Contents: Outline map of Wood County -- Map of the state of Wisconsin -- Map of the United States -- Map of the world -- Patrons' reference directory, Wood County -- Illustrations -- Analysis of the system of United States land surveys -- Digest of the system of civil government -- General information regarding banking and business methods -- Ancient, medieval and modern history chronologically arranged.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at

Size of original: Blueprint, 32 x 33 in. Scale 1:66,660. Originally compiled 1895; traced 1914.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 1174 (PrCt)
83646

Wood County (Wis.) - Maps - 1878 - Landowners<>Counties - Maps<>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Gaynor, J. A. -- Purdy, C. T. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 2 parts, 23.5 x 38 in. each. Scale 1:54,309. Originally published [1878?]
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 1447 (PrCt)
83645

Wood County (Tex.) - Maps - 1895 - Landowners<>Counties - Maps<>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Pressler, Chas. W. -- Bramlette, H. M. -- Texas. General Land Office -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 17991
Baskes oversize G4118.W9 B76 1928 (NLO)

Wood County (Wis.) - Maps - 1968 - Landowners
Maps
Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Wood County 4-H Leaders Association (Wis.) -- Revie, Ned -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (54 p.) : 23 maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
"Sponsored by Wood County 4-H Leaders Association."
Includes index to owners and government and business directories.
Map of Wood County on back cover.
Scale [1:50,688]. 1 1/4 in. to 1 mile.
Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Former owner’s signature: Ned Revie.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 2010587054
Baskes folio G4123.W9G46 1968 .R58 (NLO)

Wood County (Wis.) - Maps - 1976 - Landowners
Maps
Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Wood County 4-H Leaders Association (Wis.) -- Revie, Ned -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (50 p.) : 25 maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
"Copyright 1968, revised 1976"--P. 1.
Includes business directory and index to landowners.
Scale [ca. 1:50,688]. 1 1/4 in. = 1 mile.
Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Woodcutters - Biography - Dictionaries - 1911-1935
Authors: Belleville, Agnès de. -- Newberry Library. John M. Wing Foundation 401 p. ; 26 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 399-401). Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.
ISBN 2913224105
Wing NE1200 .B45 2000 (NLO)

Woodbury County (Iowa) - Maps - 1884 - Landowners
Maps
Authors: Warner & Foote -- Library of Congress.
Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 209 (PrCt)

Woodbury County (Iowa) - Maps - 1902 - Landowners
Maps
Authors: Geo. A. Ogle & Co.
1 atlas (8-134, xxii p.) : chiefly hand col. maps ; 30 cm.
Binder's title: Atlas of Woodbury County, Iowa. oversize F 91297 .642 (NLO)

Woodbury County (Iowa) - Maps - 1986 - Landowners
Maps
Authors: Farm & Home Publishers -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (88 p.) : 50 maps ; 28 cm.
At head of title: FHP.
Cover title: 1986 Woodbury Co., IA
Includes resident and business directories, and index to owners.
Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Scale [1:63,360]. 1 in. to 1 mile.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G4153.W7G46 1986 .F3 (NLO)

Woodcuts - Names, Geographical - 1500-1599
Authors: Engelmann, Gerhard, 1894- -- Karten in Bibliotheken : Festgabe für Heinrich Kramm
Woodford County (III.) - Maps - 1873-1920 - Landowners - Maps
4 atlases in 1 v. (various pagings) : ill., maps ; 35 cm.
'The reproduction of this publication has been made possible through the sponsorship of the Woodford County Historical Society, Eureka, Illinois'--Verso t.p.
Includes indexes.
folio G1408.W9 C66 1992 (NLO)

Woodcuts - Wood engravings
Der Holzschnitt. 1968.
Authors: Merkli, Werner -- Schweizerisches Gutenbergmuseum -- Newberry Library. John M. Wing Foundation
p. 80-82
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.
Wing Z 008.08, v. 54, p. 80-82 (PrCt)

Woodcuts - Wood engravings
Authors: Lake Erie and Western Railroad Company -- Butt, Chas. S. -- Wagner, J. C., surveyor
1 atlas (2, 28 leaves) ; 49 x 130 cm.
Title from cover.
Manuscript maps of the Lake Erie and Western Railroad in Woodford County and Tazewell County, Illinois; surveyed by J.C. Wagner, Dec. 12-18, 1899; maps prepared by Chas. S. Butt, Apr. 28-Sept. 2, 1890.
Scale differs.
Includes 2 index maps.
Two blueprint copies of a map of part of the Peoria region inserted.
Case oversize G4103.W9 P3 1890 .L35 (NLO)

Woodford County (III.) - Maps - 1970 - Landowners - Counties - Maps
Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Woodford County Farm Bureau (Ill.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (52 p.) : 18 maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
Sponsor: Woodford County Farm Bureau.
Scale [ca. 1:50,688]. 1 1/4 in. = 1 mile.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Woodford County (III.) - Maps - 1983 - Landowners - Counties - Maps
Authors: Rockford Map Publishers -- Woodford County Farm Bureau (Ill.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Cover title.
'Distributed by Woodford County Farm Bureau, Eureka, Illinois.'
Scale [ca. 1:50,688].
Township maps of scale 1 1/4 in. to 1 mile. Publisher's catalog, p. [1] at end.
Advertisements on covers and interspersed.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Includes business directory and indexes.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 83675259

83660 Woodford County (Ky.) - Maps - 1861 - Landowners<<>Counties - Maps<<>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Hewitt (E.A. and G.W.) -- Smith, Gallup & Co. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 3 parts; 2 are 18.5 x 55.5 in. each and 1 is 17.5 x 55.5 in. each. Scale 1:63,360. Originally published New York: Smith, Gallup & Co., 1861.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 225 (PrCt)

83661 Woodford County (Ky.) - Maps - 1870 - Landowners<<>Counties - Maps<<>Landowners - Maps
Authors: D.G. Beers & Co. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 243 (PrCt)

Authors: Woodlawn Cemetery (New York, N.Y.) -- Brose Offset Lith. Co. (New York, N.Y.) -- Herman Melville Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 51 x 57 cm.
Includes directory of Woodlawn Cemetery directors and officials.
Scale approximately 1:3,240
Coordinates: (W 73°52'49"--W 73°51'46"/N 40°53'49"--N 40°52'47").
Oriented with north at right.
“A descriptive booklet is issued by the Cemetery containing all required information ... ".
Issued folded to 15 x 21 cm.
“Plan and route to Herman Melville [sic] grave ...” marked by hand with red, blue, and black pencil.
Forms part of the Herman Melville Collection at the Newberry Library.
map4F G3804 N4:2W62 1931 .W6 (NLO)

83663 Woodstock (Conn.) - Maps - 1772 - Landowners<<>Counties - Maps<<>Landowners - Maps
1 map ; on sheet 52 x 83 cm.
M1323
map4F G3783.W5:3W6 1772 C5 1926 (PrCt)

Authors: Lester, John S. -- Williams, George Clinton Fairchild, 1857-1933 -- Heliotype Printing Co. -- Bowen, Clarence Winthrop, 1852-1935.
1 map ; on sheet 52 x 83 cm.
M1324
map6F G3783.W5:3W6 1886 L4 1926 (PrCt)

83665 Woodstock (Ill.) - Historical geography - Maps - 1902<<>Woodstock (Ill.) - Maps - 1902 - Pictorial works
Authors: Mapcraft -- Wilcockson, Tom -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : col.

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

temp map6F G4104.W7S1 1995 .W5 (PrCt)

83666 Woodstock (N.B.) - Maps - 1899 - Pictorial works
Authors: Bailey (O.H.) and Co., Boston -- McAnn (L.W.) and Co. -- Non-entity Press
1 birds-eye view ; 31 x 72 cm.
Facsimile original published 1899; includes vignettes of buildings and references.
449
map6F G3434.W6A3 1889 B3 1980 (PrCt)

83667 Woodward, David, 1942-2004 - Obituaries
Authors: Nebenzahl, Kenneth, 1927-
p. 10-11 ; ports. ; 28 cm.
Vert 2245, no. 1 (PrCt)

83668 Woodward, David, 1942-2004 - Obituaries
Notes : David Woodward. 2006.
Authors: Tedeschi, Martha, 1958-
p. 447-48
Offprint from Print Quarterly 23, no. 4 (2006):
447-448.
Vert 2245, no. 2 (PrCt)

83669 Worcester County (Mass.) - Maps - 1785 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles - Counties - Maps
A New plan of several towns in the county of Worcester. Boston, 1902.
Authors: Putnam, Rufus, 1738-1824 -- Green, Samuel Abbott, 1830-1918 -- Massachusetts Historical Society
1 map ; 32 x 43 cm.
Facsimile of 1785 manuscript in the Massachusetts Historical Society.
Scale [ca. 1:100,000] reduced from [ca. 1:60,000].
Includes notes on the towns.
Shows the area 5 miles north, 5 miles east, 13 miles south, and 19 miles west of Rutland, Mass.
ICN 73
F 84 .36, after p. 48 (PrCt)

83670 Worcester County (Mass.) - Maps - 1793 - Counties - Maps
A Map of the County of Worcester. [18--?].
Authors: Baker, Charles, 18th cent. -- Pierce, John, of Worcester -- Seymour, Joseph H. -- Whitney, Peter, 1744-1816 -- Thomas, Isaiah, 1749-1831
1 map ; 36 x 32 cm.
19th-century (?) lithographic facsimile of original published 1793.
Detached from Whitney, Peter . History of the County of Worcester (Worcester, Mass.: Isaiah Thomas, 1793) [F 844989.9].
Wheat and Brun 211.
603
map2F G3763.W6 1793 B3 18-- (PrCt)

Map of Worcester County, entire; and showing proposed division. Worcester, Mass, 1855.
Authors: Prentiss, Addison -- Whitney, Peter . History of the County of Worcester (Worcester, Mass.: Isaiah Thomas, 1793), to which it was a later addition [F 844989.9].
604
map4F G3763.W6F7 1855 P7 (PrCt)

1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 63 x 63 in. Scale: 1:63,360.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps: Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 320 (PrCt)

Atlas of Worcester County, Massachusetts from actual surveys by and under the direction of F.W. Beers assisted by Geo. P. Sanford and others. New York : Published by F.W. Beers & Co., 1870.
Authors: F.W. Beers & Co. -- Beers, F. W. (Frederick W.) -- Sanford, G. P. (George P.)
1 atlas (2 p. l., 4-99 l., 1 l. incl. plate, col. maps (part double)) : 41 x 33 cm.
oversize G 844989 .087 (NLO)

Atlas of the city of Worcester, Worcester County,
Worcester County (Md.) - Maps

1. 1766 - Road maps

Inset: [Original boundaries of the town].
76-23357
ICN78
map4F G3764 .W6 1776 .B6 (PrCt)

83678
Worcester (Mass.) - Maps - 1999 - Road maps

Authors: Drew, Allis & Co. -- Drew Allis Co. SEE Drew, Allis & Co.
1 map ; 23 x 28 cm.
Probably detached from a city directory.
map1F G3764.W9P2 1913 .D7 (PrCt)

83679
Worcester (Mass.) - Maps - 2002 - Road maps

Worcester Central Massachussetts StreetFinder.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company.
StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN StrFdr 2002 .W77 (PrCt)

83680
Worcester (Mass.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps

Worcester Region (Mass.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- NAVTEQ (Firm) -- Rand McNally and Company.
1 atlas (487, 72 p.) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
Date on cover: 2002.
$15.95
Uniform title: StreetFinder.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN StrFdr 2002 .W77 (PrCt)

83677
Worcester (Mass.) - Historical geography - Maps - 1776

Authors: Bowring, Larry A.
1 map ; on sheet 76 x 56 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:3,945].
Includes 2 columns of text on early settlers and illustrations of local flora.
Identifies individual homes and businesses in Lincoln Square, Washington Square, and Franklin Square triangle.
Worcestershire described. [London] : Thomas Bassett ... and Richard Chiswell, 1610 [i.e. 1676]. Authors: Speed, John, 1552?-1629 -- Saxton, Christopher, b. 1542? -- Hondius, Jodocus, 1563-1612 -- Bassett, Thomas -- Chiswell, Richard -- Speed, John, 1552?-1629. The Theatre of the Empire of Great-Britain ... (1676) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 37 x 50 cm. on sheet 42 x 55 cm. Inset (14 x 14 cm.): Worcester.
Left margin includes coats-of-arms. Letterpress text on verso (p. 51-52) under the following heading: Worcester-shire.
In: Speed, John. The Theatre of the Empire of Great-Britain ... (London : Printed for T. Bassett and R. Chiswell, 1676) map [27].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .S7 1676 map [27] (PrCt)

Worcestershire (England) - Maps - 1805
Topographical and statistical description of the county of Worcester : containing an account of its situation, extent, towns, roads, rivers, minerals, fisheries, manufactures, commerce, fairs, agriculture, markets, curiosities, antiquities, natural history, civil and ecclesiastical jurisdictions, &c. : to which is prefixed a copious travelling guide ... forming a complete county itinerary : also, a list of fairs, and an index table shewing at one view the distances of all the towns from London and from each other / by George Alexander Cooke ; illustrated with a map of the county. London : Printed for C. Cooke, No. 17, Paternoster Row, by Brimmer and Co., Water Lane, Fleet Street : And sold by all the booksellers in the United Kingdom, [ca. 1805]. Authors: Cooke, George Alexander -- Cooke, Charles, fl. 1789-1817 -- Brimmer & Co. (London, England) -- Raymond, Alfred Mead -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 142, [2] p., [1] folded leaf of plates : map ; 15 cm. Added title from red leather spine label: Topography of Oxfordshire, Worcestershire and Monmouthshire.
Issued as part of a series of descriptive guides to the counties of Great Britain.
Bound with 2 (?) other titles, including "Topographical and statistical description of the county of Oxford"?
Contemporary half bound brown leather, marbled papers over boards.
Bookplate of Alfred Mead Raymond.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes DA670.O9 C66 1810 (NLO)

Worcestershire (England) - Maps - 1822
1 map; 103 x 113 cm., on 4 sheets each 51 x 56 cm.
Facsimile of original published 1822; issued with Harley, John Brian. Christopher Greenwood, county map-maker, and his Worcestershire map of 1822 (Worcester, Eng.: Printed for the Worcestershire Historical Society by E. Baylis, 1962) [IF 45998.95399, from pocket inside back cover]. Reproduced from original at the Royal Geographical Society. Scale [ca. 1:63,360].
5144
map4F G5753.W6 1822 .G7 1962 (PrCr)

83687 Worcestershire (England) - Maps - 1889
Spine title: Tourist’s Worcestershire
Map and plan by Stanford’s Geographical Establishment.
Advertisements, 32 p. at end.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 13) and index.
Series: Stanford’s two-shilling series of tourist’s guides -- Stanford’s two-shilling series.
Series statement from publisher’s advertisements.
Former owner’s inscription: Arthur A[?] Sep. 1894.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .S73 Worcestershire (1889) (NLO)

83688 Worcestershire (England) - Maps - 1894
Authors: Maude, Raymond William de Latham, 1852-1897 -- John Murray (Firm) -- Murray’s handbooks for travellers -- Bartholomew, John, 1831-1893 -- Chelsea Public Libraries and Museums -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Cover title: Murray’s hand-book, Worcester & Hereford
Spine title: Worcester and Hereford
Revised by R.W. Maude. Cf. Lister.
Maps engraved by J. Bartholomew.
Folded map in pocket.
"With maps and plans."
Includes index.
Publisher’s advertisements on endpapers and "Murray’s handbook advertiser, 1894-1895", 60 p. at end.
Series: [Murray’s handbooks for travellers] -- Murray’s handbooks for travellers.
Illustrated bookplate: Chelsea Public Libraries.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray’s handbooks for travellers, 372
Baskes G153 .M97 no. 372 (1894) (NLO)

83689 Worcestershire (England) - Maps - 1922
Authors: Little guides -- Houghton, Frederick Tyrie Sidney, Sir -- Methuen & Co. -- John Bartholomew and Son -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
x, 248 p., [27] leaves of plates (some folded): ill., 4 maps (some folded, some col.) ; 16 cm.
‘With twenty-four illustrations, two plans and two maps.’
Maps by John Bartholomew and Son.
Map on lining papers.
Includes index.
Series: Little guides
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 23011053
Baskes G153 .L58 Worcestershire (1922) (NLO)

83690 World - Historical geography - Maps - 1958
Hand-stamped copyright copy.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .A2 1958 (PrCr)

83692 World - Historical geography - Maps - 1964
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand

World - Historical geography - Maps - 1970
(Provisional Heading)
1 atlas : 93 maps ; 27 cm.
Third printing.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .A79 1970 (PrCt)

World - Historical geography - Maps - 1975
(Provisional Heading)
1 atlas : 93 maps ; 26 cm.
Paper, fourth printing.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .A79 1975 (PrCt)

World history - 1891 - Maps - Atlases, Dutch - 1891
Groningen : J.B. Wolters, 1891.
Authors: Hermans, H. -- Woltjer, J. -- Weijer, J. H. van de -- J.B. Wolters (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (52 p., [37] fold. leaves of plates) : 39 col. maps ; 28 cm.
Edition: 3e, vermeerderde druk.
'Lith. v.d. Weijer, Groningen'--on maps.
Scales differ.
Forms part of Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Koeman, Herm A3
Baskes folio G1030 .H47 1891 (NLO)

World history - Maps - 1456 - Atlases, French - 1846
ALSO Historical geography - Maps
Authors: Barberet, Charles, b. 1805 -- Laguillermie -- George, Mme. -- Imprimerie de Ducossois -- Dezobry, E. Magdeleine et Cie. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([4] p., 10 [i.e. 9] folded leaves of plates) : 9 hand col. maps (1 folded) ; 27 cm.
Maps engraved by Laguillermie and Mme. George.
Printed by Imprimerie de Ducossois.
Folded map of Europe, Asia and North Africa numbered as leaves 6-7.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1034 .B37 1846 (NLO)

World history - Maps - 1705-1720 - Historical geography - Maps - 1705-1720-Atlases, French - 1705-1720
Authors: Chatelain, Henri Abraham -- L'Honoré, François -- Gueudeville, Nicolas, ca. 1654-ca. 1721 -- Limiers, H. P. de (Henri Philippe de), d. 1725 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
7 v. : ill., plates (part double), maps (part fold., part double) ; 46 cm.
Titles in red and black; title vignettes, head- and tail- pieces, initials.
Vol. 1-2, 4-5, and 7 have added illustrated title-pages, engraved.
Vol.3 called 'tome II, seconde partie.'
Vol. 2-4 have imprint: 'Chez les frères Châtelain, libraires'; v. 5-7: 'Chez L'Honoré & Châtelain, libraires.'
Duplicate copy (northern sheet only) of Carte tres curieuse de la Mer du Sud in v. 6, opp. p. 117: Novacco 4F 51.
Phillips 548.
24326-32
ICN 45-2376
oversize Ayer 135 .C4 1705 (NLO)

Authors: Perry, Donald Gordon -- John Murray (Firm)
47 p. : maps ; 29 cm.
Photocopy.
79-42051
folio D21.5 .P46 (NLO)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
83699  World history - Maps - 1855<<<Europe - Historical geography - Maps - 1855<<<Atlases, British - 1855<<<Historical atlases
An Elementary atlas of history and geography from the commencement of the Christian era to the present time: containing a series of maps arranged in chronological order, with illustrative memoirs: adapted to the use of colleges and schools / by J.S. Brewer; the maps compiled and engraved by Edward Weller. London: Longman, Brown, Green, and Longmans, [1855].
Authors: Brewer, J. S. (John Sherren), 1810-1879 -- Weller, Edward, -1884 -- Longman, Brown, Green, and Longmans -- Duff, Ainslie Grant -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (x, 96 p., xvi folded leaves of plates) : 16 hand col. maps ; 24 cm.
Cover title: Brewer's historical and geographical atlas
Latest date on maps: 1855.
Publisher's advertisements on lining papers.
Scales differ.
Former owner's signature: Ainslie Grant Duff.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1796.S1 B75 1855 (NLO)

83700  World history - Maps - 1876<<<Historical geography - Maps - 1876
Historical atlas of world illustrated. Chicago: Higgins, 1876.
1 atlas : 68 maps ; 50 cm.
Nebraska edition.
Phillips 00115.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
oversize RMcN atlas .H51 1876 (PrCt)

83701  World history - Maps - 1883<<<Netherlands - Historical geography - Maps - 1883<<<Atlases, Dutch - 1893<<<Historical atlases
Authors: Brugmans, S. J. H. -- Thieme, W. J. -- Emrik & Binger -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (18 leaves of plates) : 18 col. maps ; 25 cm.
Edition: 2e, herz. en verm. dr.
'Lith. Emrick & Binger':--on maps.
Scales differ.
Extensive annotations in pencil on map V.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Koeman VI, Brug A2
Baskes G1019 .B87 1893 (NLO)

1 atlas ([10] p., [29] leaves of plates) : 29 col. maps ; 29 x 34 cm.
Scales differ.
Label pasted on t.p. verso: Stockholm 1883.
Kungl. Boktryckeriet.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Philips 3141
Baskes folio G1030 .H54 1883 (NLO)

83703  World history - Maps - 1890<<<Historical geography - Maps - 1890<<<Atlases - 1891<<<Historical geography SEE ALSO World history - Maps OR SEE [Place] - Historical geography<<<Historical atlases
Authors: Labberton, Robert H. (Robert Henlopen), 1812-1898 -- Struthers, Sersovs & Co. -- Silver Burdett Company -- State University College at Potsdam, N.Y. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (xvi, 213 p., [72] p. of plates) : 71 col. maps ; 28 cm.
Publisher's brown cloth binding with cover title: Labberton's New historical atlas and general history.
Maps engraved by Struthers, Sersovs & Co. Versos of the maps, containing text, are included in pagination.
Series: MacCoun's historical series.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Scales differ.
Bookplate of State Normal School, Potsdam, N.Y. with discarded stamps.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Koeman Dozy C2 (variant)
Baskes G1030 .D6 1896 (NLO)

83707 World history - Maps - 1897<<<<Europe - Historical geography - Maps - 1897<<<<Atlases, German - 1897<<<<Historical atlases
Berlin : Geographische Verlagshandlung Dietrich Reimer, Hoefler & Vohsen, [1897].
Authors: Kiepert, Heinrich, 1818-1899 -- Wolff, Carl, 1838-1908 -- Reimer, Dietrich, 1818-1899 -- Dietrich Reimer Verlag (Berlin, Germany) -- Hoefler & Vohsen -- Nartin, E. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([2], 36 p. of plates) : 36 col. maps ; 24 x 30 cm.
Edition: [7. berichtigte Aufl.]
Date and edition statement from cover and Philips 116.
Maps by Leopold Kraatz. Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Publisher’s printed paper covered boards; publisher’s advertisements on back cover.
Owner’s inscription: E. Nartin.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 2009583627
Baskes folio G1030 .K53 1897 (NLO)

83708 World history - Maps - 1906<<<<Netherlands - Historical geography - Maps - 1906<<<<Atlases, Dutch - 1906<<<<Historical atlases
Authors: Boer, M. G. de (Michael Georg), 1867-1958 -- Hettema, H. (Hette Hettes), b. 1868 -- W.E.J. Tjeenk Willink BV -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (iv p., 26 leaves of plates (some folded)) : 29 col. maps (some folded) ; 26 cm.
Publisher’s maroon cloth binding.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Koeman, C. Atlantes Neerlandici, Hett C1
Baskes G1030 .B64 1906 (NLO)

83709 World history - Maps - 1911<<<<Netherlands - Historical geography - Maps - 1911<<<<Atlases, Dutch - 1911
Kleine schoolatlas der geschiedenis. Zwolle : Tjeenk Willink, 1911.
Authors: Boer, M. G. de (Michael Georg), 1867-1958 -- Hettema, H. (Hette Hettes), b. 1868

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
83710 World history - Maps - 1917-Netherlands - Historical geography - Maps - 1917-Atlases, Dutch - 1917-Historical atlases

Authors: Boer, M. G. de (Michael Georg), 1867-1958 -- Hettema, H. (Hette Hettes), b. 1868 -- W.E.J. Tjeenk Willink BV -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (IV p., 28 leaves of plates (some folded)) : 28 col. maps (some folded) ; 25 cm.
Edition: 3e verb. en verm. dr.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Koeman, C. Atlantes Neerlandici, VI:Hett C3
Baskes G1030 .B64 1917 (NLO)

83711 World history - Maps - 1918-Netherlands - Historical geography - Maps - 1918-Atlases, Dutch - 1918-Historical atlases

Authors: Dozy, G. J. (Gualtherus Jacob), 1841-1911 -- Brugmans, S. J. H. -- Emerik & Binger -- Thieme, W. J. -- Tibbe, Paul -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (XL, VII leaves of plates) : ill., 60 col. maps ; 24 cm.
Edition: 2e, geheel herd. dr. 'Lith., Emerik & Binger.'--on maps.
Scales differ.
Bookplate: Ex Librari Paul Tibbe.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Koeman VI, Dozy C2
Baskes folio G1019 .D6 1918 (NLO)

83712 World history - Maps - 1921-Netherlands - Historical geography - Maps - 1921-Atlases, Dutch - 1921-Historical atlases

Authors: Boer, M. G. de (Michael Georg), 1867-1958 -- Hettema, H. (Hette Hettes), b. 1868 -- W.E.J. Tjeenk Willink BV -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (iv p., 27 leaves of plates (some folded)) : 26 maps (chiefly col., some folded) ; 24 cm.
Edition: 4e verb. en verm. dr.
Imperfect: lacking t.p.; issued with 27 maps, but this copy lacking first map.
Publisher's green cloth binding.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Koeman, C. Atlantes Neerlandici, VI:Hett C4
Baskes G1030 .B64 1921 (NLO)


Kleine schoolatlas der geschiedenis. Zwolle : Tjeenk Willink, [ca. 1925]?
Authors: Boer, M. G. de (Michael Georg), 1867-1958 -- Hettema, H. (Hette Hettes), b. 1868 -- W.E.J. Tjeenk Willink BV -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 26 maps ; 243 x 171 mm.
5th ed.
Issued with 27 maps (?) ; this copy imperfect, lacking 1 map (?)
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
References: Koeman Hett C5
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)


Authors: Boer, M. G. de (Michael Georg), 1867-1958 -- Hettema, H. (Hette Hettes), b. 1868 -- W.E.J. Tjeenk Willink BV -- Tibbe, Paul -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([4] p., 27 leaves of plates (some folded)) : 27 maps (chiefly col., some folded) ; 25 cm.
Edition: 6e, verb. dr.
Presentation letter from publisher dated Nov. 1930 laid in.
Publisher's blue cloth binding.
Scales differ.
Bookplate: Ex libris Paul Tibbe.
Stamp: Aangeboden door den uitgever.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Koeman, C. Atlantes Neerlandici, VI:Hett C6
Baskes G1030 .B64 1931 (NLO)


Authors: Tjeenk Willink, W.E.J. Zwolle : N.V. maatschappij W.E.J. Tjeenk Willink, [ca. 1925?].
Edition: 5th ed.
Imperfect: lacking 1 map (?).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
References: Koeman Hett C5
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Historical geography - Maps - 1938 - <> Atlases, Belgian - 1938 <> Historical atlases

Atlas d'histoire universelle : avec tableaux-résumés / remanié par Paul Schmets.

Authors: Schmets, Paul -- Halkin, Joseph, 1870-1937 -- Roland, C.-G. -- Duchesne, E. -- Wesmael-Charlier -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (109 p.) col. ill., 48 col. maps, 26 cm.
"Nouv. éd. en concordance avec le programme officiel."

Cover title: Atlas d’histoire universelle et d’histoire de Belgique
Series: Cours d’histoire à l’usage de l’enseignement moyen / par Joseph Halkin -- Collection J. Roland et E. Duchesne
Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1030 .B64 1949 (NLO)

---

83716


Kleine schoolatlas der vaderlandse en algemene geschiedenis / door M.G. de Boer en H. Hettema Jr.

Authors: Boer, M. G. de (Michael Georg), 1867-1958 -- Hettema, H. (Hette Hettes), b. 1868 -- W.E.J. Tjeenk Willink BV -- Tibbe, Paul -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([4] p., 28 leaves of plates (some folded)) : 28 maps (chiefly col., some folded) ; 26 cm.
Edition: 8e verb. dr.
Publisher’s blue cloth binding.
Publisher’s advertisements on back past down and flyleaf.
Scales differ.

Bookplate: Ex libris Paul Tibbe.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Koeman, C. Atlantes Neerlandici, Hett C7
Baskes G1030 .B64 1939 (NLO)

---

83717

World history - Maps - 1940 - <> Sweden - Historical geography - Maps - 1940 - <> Atlases, Swedish - 1940

Historiallinen koulukartasto. Helsinki : W. Soderstrom, 1940.

Authors: Gustafson, Jarl -- Werner Soderstrom Osakeyhtio -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 27 maps ; 310 x 225 mm.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

---

83718

World history - Maps - 1942 - <> Historical geography - Maps - 1942 - <> Atlases - 1942 - <> Historical atlases

The Historical atlas : 5700 years of world history.
Authors: C.S. Hammond & Company
1 atlas (32 p.) : 30 col. maps ; 23 cm.
Cover title.
Letterpress on inside front and back covers.
LC Card Number map46000498
G1030 .C25 1942 (NLO)

---

83719


Kleine schoolatlas der vaderlandse en algemene geschiedenis / door M.G. Boer en H. Hettema.

Authors: Boer, M. G. de (Michael Georg), 1867-1958 -- Hettema, H. (Hette Hettes), b. 1868 -- W.E.J. Tjeenk Willink BV -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([4] p., 29 leaves of plates (some folded)) : 29 maps (chiefly col., some folded) ; 26 cm.
Edition: 8e verb. dr.
Publisher’s printed paper covered boards.
Publisher’s advertisements on back past down and flyleaf.
Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1030 .B64 1949 (NLO)

---

83720


Authors: Bolin, Sture -- Carlsson, Josef -- Almqvist & Wiksell -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 46 maps ; 240 x 172 mm.
6th ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

---

83721


1 atlas : 37 maps ; 34 cm.
Wrappers, green.
Version A.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
World history - Maps - 1970

Historical geography - Maps - 1970

The New Cambridge modern history atlas.


Authors: Darby, H. C. (Henry Clifford), 1909-1992

-- Fullard, Harold

xxiv, 319 p. ; col. maps ; 24 cm.

Vol. 14 of the New Cambridge modern history.

Includes index and bibliographical references.

71-978

ICN 72

G 10.621 v. 14 (NLO)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Cover title: Atlas der algemene geschiedenis en der Belgische geschiedenis.
Series: Verzameling Roland
21637
ICN76
map4C 114 (NLO)

83739 World history - Maps - 1976<>Historical
geo\000phy - Maps - 1976
1 atlas : 37 maps ; 34 cm.
Ed:PalmerRR.
Wrappers.
16th printing.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .H5 1976 (PrCt)

83740 World history - Maps - 1978<>Historical
geo\000phy - Maps - 1978<>Atlases - 1978<>Historical atlases
360 p. : col. ill., col. maps ; 37 cm.
Bibliography: p. 296.
ISBN 0843711256.
To Collection Services for cataloging, April 2011 (PrCt)

Authors: Putzger, F. W. (Friedrich Wilhelm), 1849-1913 -- Müller-Wolfer, Th. (Theodor) -- Verein Schweizerische Geschichtelehrer.
Atlasskommission -- H.R. Sauerländer & Co. -- Payot (Firm : Lausanne, Switzerland) -- Velhagen & Klasing (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Sauerländer (H.R.) & Co. SEE H.R. Sauerländer & Co. -- Librairie Payot SEE Payot (Firm : Lausanne, Switzerland)
Edition: 10. Aufl.
Introduction and table of contents in French and German.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1030 .P8 1978 (NLO)

83742 World history - Maps - 1979<>Historical
geo\000phy - Maps - 1979
1 atlas : 37 maps ; 34 cm.
Ed:PalmerRR.
Wrappers.
19th printing.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .H5 1979 (PrCt)

83743 World history - Maps - 1979<>Historical
geo\000phy - Maps - 1979
1 v. : 222 maps ; 375 x 272 mm.
Edition: A1
Ed:GBarraclough;Black144
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

83744 World history - Maps - 1979<>Historical
geo\000phy - Maps - 1979<>Atlases - 1979
Authors: Times Books (Firm) -- Barraclough, Geoffrey, 1908-1984 -- C.S. Hammond & Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 222 maps ; 375 x 272 mm.
Edition: A1
Ed:GBarraclough;Black144
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

83745 World history - Maps - 1979<>Historical
geo\000phy - Maps - 1979<>Atlases - 1979<>Historical atlases
360 p. : col. ill., col. maps ; 37 cm.
'Reprinted with revisions.'
Bibliography: p. 296.
79-45867
78-5403

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
World history - Maps - 1980
Historical geography - Maps - 1980
1 atlas : 37 maps ; 34 cm.
Nd,c1965;Ed:PalmerRR.
In Baskes list; missing in 2004 inventory.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .H5 1980 (PrCt)

World history - Maps - 1981
Historical geography - Maps - 1981
1 atlas : 95 maps ; 32 cm.
General editor: R.I. Moore; associate editors: Mark Greengrass, Bernard Wasserstein.
'Original edition published under the title of Hamlyn historical atlas, by the Hamlyn Publishing Group Limited.'
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .H5 1981 (PrCt)

World history - Maps - 1984
Historical geography - Maps - 1984
Atlases - 1984
Historical atlases
Authors: Times Books (Firm) -- Barracough, Geoffrey, 1908-1984
1 atlas ; 37 cm.
ed:GeoffreyBarracough
Ref G1030 .T54 1984 (NLO)

World history - Maps - 1989
Historical geography - Maps - 1989
Atlases - 1989
Historical atlases
Authors: Stone, Norman -- Barracough, Geoffrey, 1908-1984 -- Times Books (Firm) -- Hammond Incorporated
1 atlas (359 p.) : col. ill., 222 col. maps ; 37 cm.
Previously edited by Geoffrey Barracough.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 296), index, and glossary.
Scale not given.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
LC Card Number: 89675246
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

World history - Pictorial works - 1921
Netherlands - History - Pictorial works - 1921
vii, 200 p. : chiefly ill. and views ; 32 cm.
Edition: 3e. druk.
Spine title: Groote platen-atlas algemeene geschiedenis
Does not include maps.
Publisher's printed paper covered boards; cloth

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
spine with title: Groote platen-atlas algemeene geschiedenis. 
Publisher’s advertisements on flyleaves.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio D21.1.B64 1921 (NLO)

83753 World history - Pictorial works - 1925 - Netherlands - History - Pictorial works - 1925
Historisch platenboek der algemeene geschiedenis. Leiden : Sijthoff, 1925.
Authors: Boer, M. G. de (Michael Georg), 1867-1958 -- Hettema, H. (Hette Hettes), b. 1868 -- A.W. Sijthoff (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 V. ; 308 x 220 mm.
4th ed.
Does not include maps.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

83754 World - History - Religions-Religions - History
Historical maps [showing areas of origin and spread of religion]. Open University Press, 1977.
Authors: Open University Press
10 maps : col. ; 34 x 51 cm. and smaller, in folder 23 x 31 cm.
Series shows religions dealt with in course ‘Man’s Religious Quest.’
79-46743
M1091
map5C G3201.E4S1 1977 O6 (PrCt)

83755 World map - Maps - 1930-1939 - Pictorial maps - Pictorial maps - World map - 1930-1939
Road maps - Pictorial maps [Pictorial world map] / [signed] Paus. [S.l. s.n., 1933-?].
Authors: Paus, fl. ca. 1930? -- Great Atlantic & Pacific Tea Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- A&P (Firm) SEE Great Atlantic & Pacific Tea Company
1 map : col. ; 15 x 21 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Includes corporate logo for A & P grocery stores.
Includes 4 pictorial vignettes of agricultural and fishing scenes (each 4 x 5 cm.)
Incomplete; trimmed on all sides; mounted on backing sheet; backing obscures printed content on verso.
Prominent heading legible on verso: Linens to harmonize with Italian pottery
Previously bound with a collection of pictorial maps in binders labeled “Points of Interest.”
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 190.32 (PrCt)

83756 World map - Maps - 1944-

83757 World maps - 0100-0199 - Map projection - Ptolemaic projection - Ptolemy - 1840
Ptolemaic projection (Cartography)
World according to Ptolemy. [Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, 1840].
Authors: Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846 -- Ptolemy, active 2nd century -- Lea & Blanchard -- Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (1840)
1 map : 11 x 18 cm.
Keyed to dozens of references on p.55.
In: Murray, Hugh. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, successors to Carey & Co., for George W. Gorton, 1840) v. 1, p. 54.
Wax engraving.
G 11 .607 v. 1, p. 54 (PrCt)

83758 World maps - 0700-0799 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Mappam mundi ad exemplar ecclesiae Sancti Severi : quod nunc Parisii asservatur, primum integrum edidit Conradus Miller 1889. [S.l. s.n.], 1929.
Authors: Beatus, Saint, Presbyter of Liebana, d. 798 -- Miller, Konrad, 1844-1933 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.
Facsimile of 8th-century manuscript map.
Modulo quarte parte aucto (5/4).
Nova editio.
Oriented with north at left.
oversize Ayer 133.B36 1929 (NLO)

83759 World maps - 0776 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Authors: Transcontinental & Western Air, Inc. -- Lockheed Aircraft Corporation -- Vaucher-Pirola Publishers
1 map : col. ; 17 x 20 cm.
Panel title.
"Copyright 1944, TWA, Inc."
"Copyright Vaucher & Pirola" at bottom left of map.
Inset (4 x 8 cm.): [Tehran and Basra region].
Includes descriptive text explaining "traffic-generating areas of the world", promotion of Lockheed's Constellation airliner, and timetable of flights from New York, Chicago, and California to major world cities.
Panel art: TWA Constellation airplane and polar view of the Northern Hemisphere showing TWA routes.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
map3C G3201 .P62 1944 .T7 (PrCt)
Abbeville Press, [1986].
Authors: Beatus, Saint, Presbyter of Liebana, d. 798 -- Bibliothèque nationale (France). Ms. Lat. 8878 -- Nebenzahl, Kenneth, 1927-1959. 1 map : col. ; 42 x 65 cm.

Facsimile of manuscript map drawn in 1060 from a lost eighth-century original (Bibliothèque National de France, Ms. Lat. 8878, fol 45v-46r). Issued as the jacket for Kenneth Nebenzahl's Maps of the Holy Land (New York: Abbeville, 1986), and discussed on pp. 26-27.


83763 World maps - 1190 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Facsimile of manuscript map drawn by Idrisi in 1154 and restored by K. Miller in 1927.

Previously cataloged as Ayer p133 E24 1154 1928.
Acc. no. 10903.

Ayer map9F G3200 1154 .E3 (PrCt)


83765 World maps - 1240 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Facsimile of manuscript map drawn by Idrisi in 1154 and restored by K. Miller in 1927.


Monialium Ebstorfensium mappamundi ...
Stuttgart, 1898.
Authors: Gervase, of Tilbury, ca. 1160-ca. 1211 -- Miller, Konrad. 1844-1933 -- Roth, Jos., fl. 1896 -- Kloster Ebstorf (Germany) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 100 cm. diam.
Redrawn facsimile of the so-called Ebstorf Map; the original ca. 1240 ms. was in a Benedictine abbey in Ebstorf, Ger., but destroyed in 1943.
Duplicate copy: Ayer Map8F G3200 1240.G4 1898 5025
Ayer map8F G3200 1240.G4 1898 (PrCt)

Die Ebskart Ebstorer Weltkarte : ein mittelalterliches Weltbild. Luneburg : Universität Lüneburg, 1999.[i.e 2002?].
Authors: Gervase, of Tilbury, ca. 1160-ca. 1211 -- Warnke, Martin -- Kugler, Hartmut -- Kloster Ebstorf (Germany) -- Universität Lüneburg, Rechen- und Medienzentrum Kulturinformatik
1 computer optical disc : col. ill. ; 4 3/4 in. + 1 booklet (19 p. : col. ill. ; 12 x 12 cm.)
Title and imprint from computer screen; jewelbox booklet has same title, with date of 2002.
Interactive information system for the so-called Ebstorf Map of the medieval world, created sometime during the first half of the 13th century, possibly between 1208-1373, by monks of Kloster Ebstorf, Germany, perhaps including Gervase of Tilbury. Map is round, filled with images, and surrounded by text in Latin, in gothic script with capitals in red.
In Latin and German.
Projektleitung: Dr. Martin Warnke; Transkription und Übersetzung: Prof. Dr. Hartmut Kugler; Screendesign und Templates: Yvonne Wilhelm und Hermann Kelderich; Gestaltung des Booklets: Wibke Larink.
Version 1.2.
System requirements: Web browser (Version 4.0) for Windows or Macintosh.
Scale not given.
Includes indexes in Latin and German; clicking on a particular term leads to the portion of text from which it was taken, usually a definition or fuller description, and image.
Descriptive booklet in German, with brief summary in English; contains sections on the physical description of the map; its creation, possibly by Gervasio of Tilbury or by the monks of the Ebstorf abbey in northern Germany; its heterotopia or strange orientation to the east--east lies at the top of the map, with Jerusalem at the very center; the digitization of the map: and a short bibliography.
CD-ROM G3200 1240 .E28 1999 (NLO)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
World maps - 1300 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

83771

World maps - 1300 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

83772

World maps - 1300 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

83773

World maps - 1300 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
83777 World maps - 1300 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - [Circular world map]. [Hanover : Wechel, 1611].
Authors: Vesconte, Pietro -- Sanuto, Marino, 1466-1535 -- Sanuto, Marino, 1466-1535. Liber secretorvm fidelivm crvcis super Terrae Sanctae recvperatione et conservatione ... (1611) -- Bongars, Jacques, 1544-1612. Gesta Dei per Francos, siue Orientalivm expeditionvm ... (1611) 1 map ; 33 cm. diam. (plate mark 34.6 x 35.3 cm.)
In: Sanuto, Marino. Liber secretorvm fidelivm crvcis super Terrae Sanctae recvperatione et conservatione ... (1611), at end, no. 1. This edition of the Liber secretorvm was issued with: Bongars, Jacques. Gesta Dei per Francos, siue Orientalivm expeditionvm ... (Hanoviae [Hanover] : typis Wecheliani, apud heredes I. Aubrii, 1611).
Facsimile of a manuscript world map with rhumb lines characteristic of portolan charts, in Sanuto's Liber secretorvm (ca.1320); the maps in this work have been attributed to both Sanuto and Vesconte.
At upper right: I. References: Shirley, Mapping of the World, 276; Nordenskiöld, Facsimile atlas, fig. 28.
Case folio F 095 .33, map 1 (PrCt)
Sanudo's map of the world. [Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, 1840].
Authors: Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846 -- Vesconte, Pietro -- Sanuto, Marino, 1466-1535 -- Lea & Blanchard -- Murray, Hugh, 1779-1846. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (1840) 1 map ; 10 cm. in diam. Variously attributed to Sanuto and Vesconte. In: Murray, Hugh. The Encyclopaedia of geography ... (Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, successors to Carey & Co., for George W. Gorton, 1840) v. 1, p. 65. Wax engraving.
G 11 .607 v. 1, p. 65 (PrCt)

maproll G 1004 .69 (NLO)

83779 World maps - 1440 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles Vinland map Manuscript maps - Facsimiles The Vinland map-- A world map of about 1440: the oldest known map showing American lands. [Chicago] : Rand McNally, [1965?]. Authors: Rand McNally and Company 1 map ; 39 x 58 cm. on sheet 56 x 97 cm. Includes explanation and index map to place names.
M222
map4F G3200 1440 .V5 1965a (PrCt)

83780 World maps - 1440 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles Vinland map Manuscript maps - Facsimiles The Vinland map: the American-Scandinavian Foundation edition. [Chicago] : Rand McNally, [1965?]. Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- American-Scandinavian Foundation 1 map ; 39 x 58 cm. on sheet 50 x 92 cm. Includes explanation and index map to place names.
M221
map4F G3200 1440 .V5 1965b (PrCt)

map4F G3200 1448 .W3 1987 (NLO)

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Biblioteca Estense di Modena [1908] -- Brunner & Company -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map; 104 cm. in diam., on sheet 110 x 112 cm., fold. in portfolio 31 x 30 cm. + accompanying text (7 p.; 24 cm.)
Title from label pasted inside portfolio cover.
'Edito col concorso di S.E. il Ministro della pubblica istruzione pel Comitato ordinatore del sesto Congresso Geografico Italiano in Venezia, annotato da Mario Longhena e Francesco L. Pullè.'
Issued with accompanying text: Pullè, F.L. II Mappamondo catalano della Biblioteca Estense di Modena. [Modena, Italy, 1908]
Scale not given.
Text on map in Latin.
Oriented with north to the left.
For description see Wright, John Kirtland. The Leardo map of the world, 1452 or 1453 (New York: American Geographical Society, 1929). 74 p. : maps ; 19 cm. [Ayer 133.L43 W95 1929]
For digital reproduction (accessed Dec. 2007) of the original ms. at the American Geographical Society Collection at the the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee see http://www.uwm.edu/Libraries/AGSL/leardo_full_screen.html
1000a
ICN 42-7809
Ayer p133.L43 1452 1929 (NLO)

World maps - 1450 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

83783
Catalan world map (Estense, ca. 1450)
Manuscript maps - Facsimiles

Newberry Library
1 map : col. ; 60 x 60 cm.
Title from upper left.
Includes ill.
Text in Latin below map.

World maps - 1450 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

83784
Leardo, Giovanni. [World map, 1452 or 1453]
Manuscript maps - Facsimiles

Newberry Library
1 map : col. ; 60 x 60 cm.
Title from upper left.
Includes ill.
Text in Latin below map.
83795  World maps - 1480
Authors: Sporer, Hans -- Universitätsbibliothek Würzburg -- Würzburg, Universität. Bibliothek SEE Universitätsbibliothek Würzburg
1 map ; 15.5 cm. diam.
Includes two reproductions of works compiled ca. 1480: Das send die vier Eliment -- Da ist die Welt in drvi Tail ...
Photographic reproduction of original in the Universitätsbibliothek Würzburg.

83796  World maps - 1482
[World map, 1482]. [19--].
Authors: Ptolemy, active 2nd century
1 map
19 -- facsimile. Originally published 1482.
temp map4F G3200 1482 .P8 (PrCt)

83797  World maps - 1485 - Climate
Maps - 1485<<<<Map printing - Woodcuts - Maps - 1485<<<<Woodcuts
[World map of climatic regions]. [Brescia, Italy : s.n., 1485].
Authors: Macrobius, Ambrosius Aurelius Theodosius -- Bonini, Bonino, ca. 1450-1528 -- Macrobius, Ambrosius Aurelius Theodosius. In Somnivm Scipionis expositio ... (1485)
1 map : woodcut ; 15 cm. in diam.
In: Macrobius, Ambrosius Aurelius Theodosius. In Somnivm Scipionis expositio. Saturnalia (Brescia : Bonino Bonini, 1485) fol. [45]
folio Inc. 6962 fol. [45] (PrCt)

83798  World maps - 1486
Authors: Ptolemy, active 2nd century -- Schnitzer, Johann -- William L. Clements Library
1 map : col. ; 36 x 49 cm.
Facsimile of original 1486 map in the Clements Library.
In Clements Library map portfolio: Europe and the Americas, 1486-1606 (Ann Arbor, 1992); accompanied by sheet of explanatory text.
map4F G3291.A 1992 C5, no. 1 (PrCt)

83799  World maps - 1486
Authors: Ptolemy, active 2nd century -- William L. Clements Library
1 map : col. ; 36 x 50 cm. + 1 sheet (1 leaf : ill. ; 44 cm.)
Photographic copy of original published in Ulm, 1486.
temp map4F G3201.A 199- .C5 map 2 (PrCt)

Authors: Martellus Germanus, Henricus, d.1496 -- Edward Stanford Ltd. -- Imprensa Nacional-Casa da Moeda -- Martellus, Henricus, fl. 1480-1496 SEE Martellus Germanus, Henricus, d.1496 -- Germany, Henricus Martellus, fl. 1480-1496 SEE Martellus Germanus, Henricus, d.1496
1 map : col. ; on sheet 31 x 43 cm. Redrawn 'fac simile by Edward Stanford...London, S.W.' Captions below map and notes on verso in Portuguese, Afrikaans, English, German, and Japanese.
map2F G3200 1489 .M3 1988 S7 (PrCt)

83801  World maps - 1490
[World map, 1490]. 1990.
Authors: Martellus Germanus, Henricus, d.1496 -- Schlüsselfelder, Heinrich, d.1496 SEE Martellus Germanus, Henricus, d.1496
1 map Facsimile of 1490 map.
map2F G3200 1490 .M3 1990 R3 (PrCt)

Authors: Martellus Germanus, Henricus, d.1496 -- British Library. Add. MSS. 15760 -- Kreuer, Werner, 1933-- Institute für Geographie der Universität GH Essen
1 map : col. ; on sheet 34 x 47 cm. Facsimile of a 1490 manuscript in the British
World maps - 1490 - Manuscripts
Facsimiles

World maps - 1490 - Manuscripts
Facsimiles

World maps - 1490 - Manuscripts
Facsimiles

World maps - 1490 - Manuscripts
Facsimiles

World maps - 1490 - Manuscripts
Facsimiles

World maps - 1490 - Manuscripts
Facsimiles

World maps - 1490 - Manuscripts
Facsimiles

World maps - 1490 - Manuscripts
Facsimiles
World maps - 1492 - Climate - Maps - 1492 - Map printing - Woodcuts - Maps - 1492 - Woodcuts
[World map of climatic regions]. [Venice : s.n., 1492].
Authors: Macrobius, Ambrosius Aurelius Theodosius -- Rossi, Giovanni Antonio, 1489-1544 -- Macrobius, Ambrosius Aurelius Theodosius. Somnium Scipionis ex Ciceronis libro De republica excerptum (1492) -- Rubens, Joannes Antonius, 1489-1544 SEE Rossi, Giovanni Antonio, 1489-1544
1 map : woodcut ; 14 cm. in diam.
In: Macrobius, Ambrosius Aurelius Theodosius. Somnium Scipionis ex Ciceronis libro De republica excerptum (Venice: [Giovanni Antonio Rossi], 1592) fol. XXII.
References: Shirley, Mapping of the world 13 (block 3); Danzer, Gerald A. Cartographic images of the world on the eve of the discoveries. The Newberry Library slide set ; no. 8. Chicago : Hermon Dunlap Smith Center for the History of Cartography, Newberry Library, 1988, p. 26-30. folio Inc. 5131 fol. XXII (PrCt)

World maps - 1493 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Mediterranean Sea - Maps - 1493 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Nautical charts
[Portolan chart of the Mediterranean Sea, 1493]. [19--].
Authors: Columbus, Christopher -- Bibliothèque nationale (France). Ge AA 562 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1493 manuscript sometimes attributed to Christopher Columbus. Includes inset of a circular world map.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France BN Res Ge AA 562 (PrCt)

World maps - 1493 - Manuscripts - Mediterranean Sea - Maps - 1493 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Nautical charts
Authors: Columbus, Christopher -- Bibliothèque nationale (France). Ge AA 562 -- Imprimerie Union (Firm)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 45 cm. on sheet 52 x 80 cm.
Facsimile of original manuscript map in the Bibliothèque nationale. Map proper shows Europe, Northern Africa, and the Atlantic Islands; a circular world map is drawn in the middle of a cosmographical diagram on the neck of the skin.
MapPhoto France BN G3200 1492.C6 1992 (PrCt)

A Large chart of the world on a plane scale...
[World map]. [19--].
Authors: British Library. Add. Ms. 5413 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 16th-century Latin manuscript.
MapPhoto England BL Add. Ms. 5413 (PrCt)

Globe terrestre en fuseaux. [19--].
Authors: Bibliothèque nationale (France). Ms. Va 8-3 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 16th-century manuscript.
MapPhoto Spain BN Ms. Va 8-3 (PrCt)

Globe terrestre en fuseaux. [19--].
Authors: Bibliothèque nationale (France). Ge D 7824 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 16th-century manuscript globe gorges.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France BN Ge D 7824 (PrCt)

World maps - 1500-1599 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Mediterranean Sea - Maps - 1500-1599 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
[La Mappemonde]. [197--].
Authors: Martines, Joan, 1556-1590

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1 map: 18 x 29 cm.
Photograph of 16th century portolan.
M1302a
map1F G3200 15-.M3 197- (PrCt)

1 atlas (4 p., l., facsim. 2 pl., 20 maps) ; 29 cm. Facsimile of 16th-century manuscript.
Series: Publications of the Hispanic Society of America, no. 81
Phillips 3357.
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 356
Ayer 136 .M3 1911 (NLO)

83816 World maps - 1500-1599 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Nautical charts - 1500-1599 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles - Nautical charts
1 v. : 14 map plates ; 54 cm. Includes reproductions of 16th-century manuscript portolan charts variously compiled by P. Fernandes, N. Desliens, and D. Homem.
Phillips 250.
oversize Ayer 136 H25 1903 (NLO)

83817 World maps - 1500-1599 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Nautical charts - 1500-1599 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles - Nautical charts
[Portuguese portolan chart of the world]. [19--]. Authors: France. Service hydrographique. Archives. 1-4 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 16th-century manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France ASH 1-4 (PrCt)

83818 World maps - 1500-1599 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Nautical charts - 1500-1599 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles - Nautical charts
1 v. : 11 map plates ; 34 cm. Photostatic reproduction of 16th-century manuscript in the Huntington Library; HM28. Italian; 'ascribed to Francesco Gisolfo.'
Ayer map6C G1059 15-- .P6 1925 (PrCt)

2 maps ; on 2 sheets Facsimiles. 'Courtesy Hoffman-LaRouche.'
temp map2F G3201.A 198- .C8 (PrCt)

83820 World maps - 1500-1599 - Contarini, Giovanni Matteo, 1452-1507<<>>Rosselli, Francesco Di Lorenzo, 1445-1513
Vert 2171 (PrCt)

1 ms. map : vellum, hand col. ; on leaf 207 x 154 mm.
Undated hemispheric world map signed on verso in Greek by Hadrianus Negusantius, and tipped into: Mela, Pomponius. Cosmographia, sive De situ orbis. [Venice: Christophorus de Pensis, after 1493?] 38 leaves ; 21 cm. [Inc. *5259] Hain
11013.
Accompanied by 3 leaves of manuscript text sewn with the map into the same gathering, all tipped into the binding.
Manuscript text includes an index of place names keyed to numbers on the map.
Possibly derived from ca. 1490 manuscript maps by Henricus Martellus or Francesco Rosselli's printed map of 1493; cf. Shirley, Mapping of the world, p. xxii-xxiii and p.17, no. 18.
"The map belongs by content and design, to the last decade of the 15th century, [but] in view of the style of drawing and decoration [it] might well have been copied during the 16th century from a considerably earlier prototype exemplifying the Martellus model for the old world."--R.A. Skelton, in his detailed description and notes on the map (3 typewritten pages) in the Special Collections Information File.
Ex O. Lange.
Previously cataloged as Novacco 2F 1.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

ms1
VAULT Inc. 5259 ms. map (PrCt)

83822 World maps - 1500 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
-Nautical charts - 1500 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
-Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
-1500
-1500
-[Portolan world chart, ca. 1500]. [Madrid?] : Imprenta de C.G.A., [2007].
Authors: Cosa, Juan de la, d. 1510 -- C.G.A. (Firm) -- Museo Naval (Spain). No. 690
1 map : col. ; 38 x 73 cm.
Facsimile of 1500 manuscript believed to be the first to show part of North America; reproduced from original in the Museo Naval, Madrid. Forms one of 2,000 copies of this facsimile edition.
See Silió Cervera, Fernando. La Carta de Juan de la Cosa : análisis cartográfico (Santander, España: Fundación Marcelino Botín; Instituto de Historia y Cultura Naval, [1995]).
Gift 2005, Yelena Barabanova.
map4F G3201.P5 1500 C6 2005 (PrCt)

83823 World maps - 1500 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
-Nautical charts - 1500 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
-Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
-Cosa, Juan de la, d. 1510. [World map, 1500]<<<Nautical charts
-[Portolan world chart, ca. 1500]. Madrid : Tipo-litografía de V. Faure, 1892.
Authors: Cosa, Juan de la, d. 1510 -- Faure, V. -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 99 x 186 cm., fold. to 34 x 24 cm. Issued in portfolio, with booklet: 'Ensayo biografico del celebre navegante y consumado cosmografo Juan de la Cosa' (109 p.); see Silió Cervera, Fernando. La Carta de Juan de la Cosa: análisis cartográfico (Santander, España: Fundación Marcelino Botín; Instituto de Historia y Cultura Naval, [1995]).

Portfolio and booklet missing July 2009.
Condition: V. fine
Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection.
Previous location: McNally's vault B 9
AMcN III PC 1020 (PrCt)

83824 World maps - 1500 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
-Nautical charts - 1500 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
-Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
-Cosa, Juan de la, d. 1510. [World map, 1500]<<<Nautical charts
-Portolan world chart, ca. 1500]. Madrid : Tipo-litografía de V. Faure, 1892.
Authors: Cosa, Juan de la, d. 1510 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 97 x 182 cm.
Facsimile accompanying Cánovas del Castillo y Vallejo. Ensayo biográfico del célebre... Juan de la Cosa (Madrid: Tipo-litografía de V. Faure, 1892) [Ayer 133.5 C83 C22 1892]
See Silió Cervera, Fernando. La Carta de Juan de la Cosa : análisis cartográfico (Santander, España: Fundación Marcelino Botín; Instituto de Historia y Cultura Naval, [1995]).
4388
Ayer map9F G3200 1500 .C6 1892 (PrCt)

83825 World maps - 1500 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
-Nautical charts - 1500 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
-Cosa, Juan de la, d. 1510. [World map, 1500]<<<Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
-Cosa, Juan de la, d. 1510. [World map, 1500]<<<Wall maps<<<Nautical charts
Authors: Cosa, Juan de la, d. 1510 -- Romard, M. (Edme-François), 1777-1862 -- Museo Naval (Spain). No. 690 -- Duprat -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 96 x 176 cm., on 3 sheets each 104 x 70 cm.
Facsimile of 1500 manuscript believed to be the first to show part of North America; reproduced from original in the Museo Naval, Madrid. In: Romard, M. Les Monuments de la géographie; ou, Recueil d'anciennes cartes européennes et orientales ... (Paris: Duprat, [1842-1862]) no. XVI; disbound and filed flat in map cases, 4th floor stacks (2006).
References: Silió Cervera, Fernando. La Carta de Juan de la Cosa : análisis cartográfico (Santander, España: Fundación Marcelino Botín; Instituto de Historia y Cultura Naval, [1995]).
4389
oversize Ayer 136 .J7 1842 no. XVI (PrCt)

83826 World maps - 1500 - Nautical charts -
Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<<Nautical charts
- 1500 - Manuscripts -
Facsimiles<<<Manuscript maps -
Facsimiles<<<Nautical charts
[Portolan world chart, ca. 1500]. [19--].
Authors: Cosa, Juan de la, d. 1510 -- Museo Naval (Spain). No. 690 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1500 manuscript.
The earliest extant map showing part of North America.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Map
Photo Spain Oversize Box Mus. Nav. no. 690 (PrCt)

83827 World maps - 1500 - Nautical charts -
Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<<Nautical charts
- 1500 - Manuscripts -
Facsimiles<<<Manuscript maps -
Facsimiles<<<Nautical charts
1 map : col. ; on sheet 48 x 61 cm.
Facsimile of 1500 manuscript believed to be the first to show part of North America; original in the Museo Naval, Madrid.
"Reproduced by American Heritage ... from Jomard's 'Les Monuments de la geographie,' Paris, 1862, pl. 16, nos. 1-2, courtesy the Map Division, the New York Public Library."
"Lithographed in Holland."
Six columns of descriptive text below map.
map4F G3201.P5 1500 .C6 1956 (PrCt)

83828 World maps - 1502 - Manuscripts -
Facsimiles<<<Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1502 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<<America - Maps - 1502 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<<Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1502 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<<Manuscript maps -
Facsimiles<<<Wall maps
Carta da navigar per le Isoloneouame. tr... in le parte de l'India / sono Alberto Cantino, al T. Duca Hercole. Paris : Ernest Leroux éditeur, 1883.
Authors: Cantino, Alberto, fl. 1502 -- Malatesta, fl. 1883 -- Zattera, fl. 1883 -- Antilli, fl. 1883 --
Pilinski père et fils -- Ernest Leroux éditeur -- Biblioteca estense (Modena, Italy). Manuscript map -- Harrisse, Henry, 1829-1910 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 97 x 105 cm.
Facsimile of 1502 manuscript held by the Biblioteca Estense à Modène.
Facsimile title: Fragment du planisphere envoyé de Lisbonne à Hercule d'Este duc de Ferrare avant le 19 novembre 1502.
'Par Alberto Cantino de la grandeur de l'original () ; calqué sur l'original par M.M. Malatesta, Zattera et Antilli, professeurs à l'Ecole militaire de Modène et reproduit en fac-simile par Pilinski père et fils pour l'ouvrage de M. Henry Harrisse intitulé, Les Corte-Real et leurs voyages au Nouveau monde.'
Scale [ca. 1:10,750,000]. At equator.
Framed and mounted at the entrance of the Library Services office, 3rd floor east (Feb. 2010). Duplicate copy: oversize G 12 .74 v. 3 (folded map in portfolio 63 x 40 cm.)
oversize Ayer 112 .C75 H2c 1883 [map] (PrCt)

83829 World maps - 1504 - Manuscripts -
Facsimiles<<<Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Authors: Maggiolo, Vesconte, fl. 1504-1549 -- Astengo, Corradino -- Biblioteca comunale Federicana -- Collezione in Folio
15 p. (4 folded sheets) : col. maps ; 69 cm. in portfolio (70 cm.).
Title from cover and portfolio.
Includes facsimile of the 1504 ms. located in Biblioteca comunale Federicana, Fano, Italy. (p. 6-7, 10-11).
Includes bibliographical references (p. 15).
Series: Theca mundi.
Acc. no. 2005112904.
ISBN 8876633987.
map8C G3200 1504 M3 2004 (PrCt)

83830 World maps - 1504 - Nautical charts,
Manuscript - Facsimiles<<<Nautical charts - 1504 - Manuscripts -
Facsimiles<<<Manuscript maps -
Facsimiles<<<Nautical charts
[Richard King portolan chart]. [San Marino, Calif.
Huntington Library, 1925.
Authors: King, Richard -- Henry E. Huntington
Library and Art Gallery, HM45 -- Edward E. Ayer
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 55 x 95 cm.
Photostat of ca. 1504 manuscript in the
Huntington Library; HM45.
4335
Ayer map4C G3201.P5 1504 R5 1925 (PrCt)

World maps - 1505 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Authors: Caverio, Nicolo di, fl. 1502-1505 -- Bibliotheque nationale (France) -- Cartes et plans, SH Arch. no. 1 -- Imprimerie Union (Firm)
1 map : col. ; 36 x 73 cm.
Facsimile of 1505 manuscript in the Bibliotheque nationale.
.map4F G3200 1505 .C3 1992 (PrCt)

World maps - 1507
Universalis cosmographia secundum Ptolomaei traditionem et Americi Vespuccii aliorumque illustrationes / [by Martin Waldseemüller, 1507].
Authors: Waldseemüller, Martin, 1470-1521?
Colored facsimile, ca. one-half size of original.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

World maps - 1507
Universalis cosmographia secundum Ptolomaei traditionem et Americi Vespuccii aliorumque illustrationes ; Carta marina navigatoria Portugallens navigationes atque tocius cogniti.
Authors: Waldseemüller, Martin, 1470-1521?
Colored facsimile, on 12 sheets, each mounted on linen backing, half size of original.
Newberry map4F G3200 1505 .C3 1992 (PrCt)

World maps - 1507
The World maps of Waldseemüller (Ilacomilus)
Authors: Waldseemüller, Martin, 1470-1521?
Wagner'schen Universitäts-Buchhandlung, 1903.
Universitäts-Buchhandlung -- Henry Stevens Son & Stiles -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
2 maps ; 125 x 229 cm. and 125 x 229 cm., each on 12 sheets mounted on linen backing, folded in portfolio 65 x 55 cm. + accompanying text (4 p., 55 p. : ill., maps : 53 x 36 cm."
Facsimiles of woodcuts originally published [Strassburg?], 1507 and Strassburg, 1516; reproduced from originals held by the Library of Congress.
The Universalis cosmographia is the first to name 'America.'
Accompaniying text by Joseph Fischer and Franz Witter: Die älteste Karte mit dem Namen Amerika aus dem Jahre 1507 und die Carta Marina aus dem Jahre 1516 des M. Waldseemüller (Ilacomilus). German and English in parallel

columns. The English translation is by Rev. George Pickel, S.J.
Duplicate copies of the facsimiles and text bound together in one volume (54 x 38 cm.): Ayer +136 W16 1903b Shirley 26 and 42.
Ayer 7135
Ayer 8694
NL 33-1520
OCLC 826961. Phillips 05794
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 1281 oversize Ayer 136 . W16 1903a (NLO)

83836 World maps - 1507<<>>Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1983<<>>Ruysch, Johannes, d. 1533. Universalior cogniti orbis tabvla ... (1507-1508)<<>>Engravings

Universalior cogniti orbis tabvla ex recentibvs confecta observationi. [Chicago : Speculum Orbis Press, 1983].
1 map : engraving ; 43 x 56 cm., on sheet 52 x 77 cm., + text (1 broadside, [2] columns ; on sheet 52 x 65 cm.)
Intaglio facsimile of original published Rome, 1507; inscribed "publisher's proof, Sarah Burnham Mertz, printer."
As was the case with the 1507 original, the facsimile map is printed from two separate plates (plate marks 279 x 432 mm.). Accompanied by commentary printed as a 2-column broadside: Woodward, David. Universalior cogniti orbis tabvla ex recentibvs confecta observationibvs = A More universal map of the known world produced from recent observations, 1507-1508, Joann Ruysch : commentary. Commentary printed by Bruce Beck.
map4F G3291.A 1983 .S6 no. 1 (PrCt)

83837 World maps - 1508 - Climate<<>>Climate - Maps - 1508<<>>Map printing - Woodcuts - Maps - 1508<<>>Woodcuts

[WORLD map of climatic regions], [Cologne : Officina Librorum Quentell, 1508].
Authors: Sacro Bosco, Joannes de, fl. 1230 -- Faber von Budweis, Wenzel, d. 1518 -- Officina Librorum Quentell -- Quentell, Johann, d. ca. 1551 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : woodcut ; 8 cm. in diam., within border 8 x 8 cm., on sheet 20 x 14
VAULT Ayer QB41 .S12 1508, no. 2, signature G³ (recto) (PrCt)

83838 World maps - 1508 - Climate<<>>Map printing - Woodcuts - Maps - 1508<<>>Woodcuts

[WORLD map of climatic regions], [Cologne : Officina Librorum Quentell, 1508].
Authors: Sacro Bosco, Joannes de, fl. 1230 -- Faber von Budweis, Wenzel, d. 1518 -- Officina Librorum Quentell -- Quentell, Johann, d. ca. 1551 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : woodcut ; 8 cm. in diam., within border 8 x 8 cm., on sheet 20 x 14
VAULT Ayer QB41 .S12 1508 no.1, signature [D6] (recto) (PrCt)

83839 World maps - 1509 - Manuscripts - Forgeries<<>>Haronigio, Bona, Fra, 16th cent. - Forgeries<<>>Manuscript maps

Figura totius orbis thesorarat universale de Fra Bona Harigonio [?] in Venetia anno nativitate domine mcccxxix de Iuo. mcccxxix [1509, i.e. 18--?].
Authors: Harigonio, Bona, Fra, 16th cent. -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
[Map of the Eastern and Western Hemispheres].

[Dedications to Leonardo Loredano, Doge of Venice between 1502-1521].

References: Karrow, Mapmakers of the 16th Century, 80/2.5.

Not at Newberry Library (Aug. 2012) (PrCl)

83846

World maps - 1512 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles


Authors: Maggiolo, Vesconte, fl. 1504-1549 -- Grosjean, Georges -- Biblioteca palatina di Parma. Mss. 1614 -- Urs Graf (Firm)

1 atlas in 2 v. (maps, col. facsimils.) ; 34 cm.

Edited by Georges Grosjean.

Vol. [1] is no. 219 of a limited ed. of 490 copies, and is a facsimile of maps from Mss. 1614 in the Biblioteca Palatina, Parma.


81-45493.

Case folio G1026.M34 1979 (NLO)

83847

World maps - 1512 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Forgeries - Nautical charts

- 1512 - Manuscripts - Forgeries - Bonaldo, Dolfin, 16th cent. - Forgeries - Manuscript maps - Nautical charts

Universale tabula del mon[do] per la necessita da navigazione a la India Nova. mdxii [1512, i.e. 18--?].


1 ms. map : vellum, hand col. ; 220 x 323 mm., on sheet 232 x 332 mm.

Probably a forgery made in the late 19th or early 20th century; see Woodward, David. 'Could these Italian maps be fakes?' in Map Collector 67 (Summer 1994): [2]-10.

Dedication to Leonardo Loredano, Doge of Venice between 1502-1521.

Pen-and-ink and paint (brown, red, yellow, gold). Possibly detached from a binding; sewing hole (?) present in center crease.

Scale not determined.

Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Available as photographic transparency; Spec. Coll. Image Index.

For description of another forgery signed by Dolfin Bonald, see Fischer, Joseph. 'Eine bisher unbekannte angeblich venezianische Welkarte aus dem Janre 1519' in Petermanns Geographische Mitteilungen. vol. 87 (1941), p. 449-451. [Vert 277]

References: Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 9

VAULT folio Ayer MS map 9 (NLO)

83848

World maps - 1513


Authors: Waldseemüller, Martin, 1470-1521? -- Beck, Bruce

1 map ; on 2 sheets


83849

World maps - 1513 - Map printing - Letterpress printing - Maps - 1984 - Waldseemüller, Martin, 1470-1521?


New World Series, 3

1 map ; hand col. ; 42 x 56 cm. + introduction ([11] p. ; 35 x 26 cm.)

Series: Speculum Orbis Press. New World Series. 3.

The facsimile is of the map original published Strasbourg 1513; printed, signed, and dated by Bruce Beck, and numbered "[printer's]p[roof] VII/XV."

Colophon: Typus orbis universalis is the third New World facsimile. It has been carefully produced on a specially watermarked paper made by Kathryn Clark at Twinrocker Handmade Papers and was hand printed from a magnesium engraving using a Vandercook press on dampened paper. It is generally believed that in the Strasbourg Edition of 1513, as originally issued, there were no colored maps; but today, many of those still extant have been subsequently colored.

A preliminary Typus orbis of 1507, hand colored, exists as a unique copy at the John Carter Brown Library. Its colors were duplicated by artist

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)
Susan Doyle in producing a number of hand colored versions which form a part of this SOP edition. The monograph is set in monotype Centaur and Arrighi and was printed on Rives text. The border used on the title page was adapted from the one used in Waldseemüller’s second edition of 1520. The initial letter is based on one used by Nicolas Jenson in 1470. Both the map and the monograph have been produced in editions of 175 numbered and 15 publisher proofs and both have been printed by Bruce Beck at the Turtle Press in Evanston. This is number [publisher] [roof] VII.

Also, a second facsimile, uncolored, signed by Bruce Beck "[publisher] [roof] X.XV."

Accompanied by 11-page introduction: Karrow, Robert W. Orbis typvs vniversalis ivxtra hydrographorvm traditionem M.D.XIII = A Map of the whole world with an indication of hydrography, Martin Waldseemüller, Strassburg 1513

Duplicate copy of introduction (photocopies): Vert 3200, no. 4.

83852

World maps - 1516 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Forgeries - Nautical charts - 1516 - Manuscripts - Forgeries - Brunaciuss, Baldo, 16th cent. - Forgeries - Manuscript maps - Nautical charts

Mapa mvndi. A.D. MD XVI [1516, i.e. 18--?] . Authors: Brunaciuss, Baldo, 16th cent. -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 6

1 ms. map : vellum, hand col. ; 214 x 318 mm., on sheet 229 x 334 mm.

‘Baldo Brvnaciv[s]. Pisano M. F.’

Probably a forgery made in the late 19th or early 20th century; see Woodward, David. ‘Could these Italian maps be fakes?’ in Map Collector 67 (Summer 1994): [2]-10.

Title and date from cartouche comprised of three circles (24 mm. in diam. and smaller); includes the arms of the city of Pisa.

Pen-and-ink and paint (brown, blue, red, green, gold).

Scale not determined.


VAULT folio Ayer MS map 6 (NLO)

83853


Authors: Waldseemüller, Martin, 1470-1521? -- Sanz, Carlos, 1903-1979 -- Gráficas Yagües -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map on 12 sheets ; sheets 48 x 65 cm. folded to 40 x 33 cm. + commentary (1 sheet : facsimil. ; 40 x 64 cm. folded to 40 x 32 cm.)

Facsimile of Carta marina navigat oria Portugallen navigationes atque tocius cogniti, originally published Strassburg, 1516.

Map in Latin; commentary in Spanish

At bottom of commentary sheet: Depósito legal: ... 1959-- Gráficas Yagües, S.L. ....--Madrid.

At bottom of each sheet of the full-size facsimil.: ![XXII] -- Reproducción publicada por Carlos Sanz.

Shirley 42.
World maps - 1516 - Nautical charts
1516 - Waldseemüller, Martin, 1470-1521? - Fries, Lorenz, ca. 1490-1531
Map printing - Woodcuts - Maps - 1516 - Facsimiles

Authors: Petzlka, Meret, 1937--
Waldseemüller, Martin, 1470-1521? -- Fries, Lorenz, ca. 1490-1531
Based on thesis-Zürich.
Bibliography: p. 163-170.
folio G113 .P47 (NLO)

World maps - 1518 - Globes - 1518 - Gores (Maps)
Anonymous globe gores, 1518]. [19--].
Authors: Nordenskiöld, A. E. (Adolf Erik), 1832-1901
1 map
Facsimile of original gores published 1518, and previously in the collection of N.A.E. Nordenskiöld.
temp map2F G3201.B71 1518 .A5 19-- (PrCt)

World maps - 1519 - Nautical charts, Manuscript - Forgeries - Facsimiles
Nautical charts - 1519 - Manuscripts - Forgeries - Facsimiles
Nautical charts - Portolan atlas. [San Marino, Calif. Huntington Library, 1925.
Authors: Chiara, Metheo de -- Henry E. Huntington Library and Art Gallery, HM217 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
4 maps ; 32 cm.
Photostat of 1519 manuscript in the Huntington Library; HM217.
Forgeries, according to Schulz, p. 7.
4351rev
Ayer map4C G1059 1519 CS 1925 (PrCt)

World maps - 1520 - Map printing - Woodcuts - Maps - 1520
Tipvs orbis univerisalis ivxta Ptolomie cosmographi traditionem et Americ Vespucri aliqvre Ivrstrationes a Petro Apiano Leysnico elvcbrat. [Vienna : Ioanne[m] Singreniu[m], impensis honesti Lucae Alantse, ciuis, & bibliopolaie viennensis, 1520].
Authors: Apian, Peter, 1495--
Solinus, C. Julius, 3rd cent.? Ioannis Camertis Minoritani,
artium, et sacrae theologiae doctors, in C. Iulii Solini Polystora enarrationes (1520) -- Edward E.
Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : woodcut ; 280 x 407 mm.
In: Solinus, C. Julius, Ioannis Camertis
Minoritani, artium, et sacrae theologiae doctors, in C. Iulii Solini Polystora enarrationes (Vieinae Austrie ; Per Ioanne[m] Singreniu[m] ; Impensis honesti Lucae Alantse, ciuis, & bibliopolaie viennensis, 1520).
Reference: Karrow, Mapmakers of the 16th Century, 7/1.
VAULT Ayer 7 .S7 1520, [map] (PrCt)

World maps - 1525 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Forgeries
Nautical charts - 1525 - Manuscripts - Forgeries
Barbolano, Hieronymo, 16th cent.
Forgeries

Universala charta da navigatione de Fra Hieronymo Barbolano in Venetia mdxxv. mdxxv [1525, i.e. 18--?].
Authors: Barbolano, Hieronymo, 16th cent. -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library)
Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 7
1 ms. map : vellum, hand col.; 224 x 327 mm., on sheet 235 x 337 mm.
Probably a forgery made in the late 19th or early 20th century; see Woodward, David. 'Could these Italian maps be fakes?' in Map Collector 67 (Summer 1994): 2-10.
Title appears beneath miniature painting of the Lion of St. Mark.
Pen-and-ink and paint (brown, blue, red, green, gold).
Scale not determined.
Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Available as photographic transparency; Spec. Coll. Image Index.
Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 7
VAULT folio Ayer MS map 7 (NLO)

World maps - 1527 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Manuscript maps - Nautical charts

Universa charta da navigatione de Fra Hieronymo Barbolano in Venetia mdxxv. mdxxv [1525, i.e. 18--?].
Authors: Barbolano, Hieronymo, 16th cent. -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library)
Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 7
1 ms. map : vellum, hand col.; 224 x 327 mm., on sheet 235 x 337 mm.
Probably a forgery made in the late 19th or early 20th century; see Woodward, David. 'Could these Italian maps be fakes?' in Map Collector 67 (Summer 1994): 2-10.
Title appears beneath miniature painting of the Lion of St. Mark.
Pen-and-ink and paint (brown, blue, red, green, gold).
Scale not determined.
Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Available as photographic transparency; Spec. Coll. Image Index.
Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 7
VAULT folio Ayer MS map 7 (NLO)
Map of the world by Vicente di Maiollo, 1527.
New York : Hispanic Society of America, 1905.
Authors: Maggiolo, Vesconte, fl. 1504-1549 --
Weise, Arthur James, 1838-1910 or 11 --
Hispanic Society of America -- Biblioteca ambrosiana -- Edward E. Ayer Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map on 4 sheets : col. ; 57 x 179 cm., on sheets 66 x 53 cm. + 1 leaf (66 x 52 cm.)
Facsim. of 1527 manuscript 'reproduced from photographs obtained by Arthur James Weise in
the Biblioteca Ambrosiana of Milan in April, 1903.'
Beneath figure of the Blessed Virgin: Vesconte de Maiollo Composury hanc cartan. In Januo
anno dni 1587 die XX. decenbris
Relief shown pictorially.
For description see Hispanic society of America.

oversize Ayer 133.5 .M188 W42 1527 1905
(NLO)

83861 World maps - 1528 - Climate<<>>Climate -
Maps - 1528<<>>Compass roses -
1528<<>>Woodcuts
[World map of climatic regions]. [Venice : Nicolò Zoppino, 1528].
Authors: Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530 --
Zoppino, Nicolò, fl. 1508-1544 -- Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530.
Libro di Benedetto Bordonone : nel qual si ragiona de tutte l'isole del
monde ... (1528)
1 map : woodcut ; 12 cm. in diam., on sheet 31 x
21 cm.
Illustrations of 2 compass roses beneath map
(each 7 cm. in diam.): Bossolo antico -- Bossolo
da navigar moderno.
In: Bordon, Benedetto. Libro di Benedetto Bordonone : nel qual si ragiona de tutte l'isole del
monde ... (Venice : Nicolò Zoppino, 1528), p. [9].

83862 World maps - 1528<<>>Woodcuts
[Oval world map]. [Venice : Nicolò Zoppino, 1528].
Authors: Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530 --
Zoppino, Nicolò, fl. 1508-1544 -- Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530.
Libro di Benedetto Bordonone : nel qual si ragiona de tutte l'isole del
monde ... (1528)
1 map : woodcut ; 19 x 38 cm., on sheet 31 x 40
cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Verso includes letterpress index to islands
described elsewhere in the book.
In: Bordon, Benedetto. Libro di Benedetto Bordonone : nel qual si ragiona de tutte l'isole del
monde ... (Venice : Nicolò Zoppino, 1528), p. [18-19].
References: Karrow, Mapmakers of the 16th cent. (1993), p. 90
Case folio G 117 .108, p. [18-19] (PrCt)

83863 World maps - 1529
[Diagram showing use of coordinates for finding
places on a map]. [Antwerp : R. Bollaert, 1529].
Authors: Apian, Peter, 1495-1552 -- Gemma, Frisius, 1508-1555 -- Bollaert, Roland --
1502-1571 SEE Grapheus, Johannes, ca.
1502-1571?
1 diagram
In Apian, Peter. Cosmographicus liber Petri Apiani mathematici, studiode correctus, ac
erroribus vindicatus per Gemmam Phrysim (Antwerp : R. Bollaert and J. Grapheus, 1529)
Exhibited at the Newberry Library as part of
Ptolemy's geography and Renaissance
VAULT Ayer 7 .A7 1529 [diagram] (PrCt)

83864 World maps - 1529<<>>Wall maps
Carta universal en que se contiene todo lo que
del mundo se ha descubierto fasta agora. 1887.
Authors: Ribero, Diego, -1533 -- Griggs, William, 1832-1911 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection
(Newberry Library) -- Ribeiro, Diegò, -1533 SEE Ribero, Diego, -1533 -- Ribeiro, Diogo, -1533
SEE Ribero, Diego, -1533 -- Robero, Diogo, -1533 SEE Riberò, Diego, -1533
1 map : col. ; 55 x 141 cm.
Facsimile [*]reproduced from the original in the museum of the 'Propaganda' in Rome.'
Added title: The Second Borgiaian map by Diego Riberò Seville, 1529.
4285
Ayer map8F G3200 1529 .R5 1887 (PrCt)

83865 World maps - 1530
Carta marina navigatoria Portvgallen naviga. ...
Unterschneidheim, Germany : Verlag Walter Uhl,
1972.
Authors: Fries, Lorenz, ca. 1490-1531 --
Waldseemüller, Martin, 1470-1521? -- Grünninger, Johann, d. 1532? -- Bayerische Staatsbibliothek
1 map ; 116 x 200 cm. on 12 sheets, in portfolio
58 x 46 cm. + booklet ([58] p. : ill., 1 fold. ; 28
cm.)
Facsimile of unique woodcut map (Strasbourg: Johann Grünninger, 1530) in the Bavarian State
Library, Munich.
Fries's map was a close copy of the 1516 map of
the same title by Martin Waldseemüller.
Accompanied by facsimile of Fries's explanatory
booklet, Uslegung der Mercarthen oder Cartha
Marina (Strasbourg: Grüninger, 1527).
Cf. Karrow, 28/54.2.
map7C G3200 1530 F7 1972 (PrCt)

83866 World maps - 1530<<>>Globes - 1530 - Gores
(Maps)<<>>Globe gores SEE SUBHEADING
Gores (Maps)<<>>Gores, Globe SEE

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
SUBHEADING Gores (Maps)

Authors: Verrazzano, Giovanni da, 1485-1528
1 map in globe gores
19-- facsimile of gores originally published 1530.
3 copies.

World maps - 1532<<>>Map printing -Woodcuts - Maps - 1532<<>>Woodcuts Typvs cosmographicvs vniversalis. [S.l. s.n., 1532 or later].
Authors: Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Holbein, Hans, 1497-1543 -- Huttich, Johann, 1540?-1544. Novvs Orbis regionum ac insularvm veterribvs incognitarum ... (1532) -- Grynæaus, Simon, 1493-1541 -- Herr, Michael, d. ca. 1550 -- Ulricher, Georg -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Ulricher, Georgen SEE Ulricher, Georg
1 map : woodcut ; 29 x 55 cm. (oval neatline), on sheet 38 x 56 cm., folded to Cartography attributed to Sebastian Münster; engraving attributed to Hans Holbein the Younger.
In: Huttich, Johann and Simon Grynaeus. Die Newelt, der landschafent vnnd insulen, so bis hie her allen altweltbeschrybern vnbekant, jungst aber von den Portugalaeern vnnd Hispaniern jm niderenglencn meer herfunden (Strassburg : Georgen Vlricher [i.e.Georg Ulricher], 1534), following title page.
Tipped into translation by Michael Herr, with additions, of the Novvs orbis regionum, Basel, 1532, ed. by Simon Grynaeus from materials collected by Johann Huttich.
Duplicate or variant editions of the map in:
VAULT folio Ayer 110 .N8 1537, following index -- Case folio G 12. 37, following index.

References: Shirley, Mapping of the world, no. 67; Nordenskiöld, Facsimile-atlas to the early history of cartography, p. 105-106 and plate XLII; Harrisse, Discovery of North America, no. 171, p. 294. Map B

VAULT folio Ayer 110 .N8 1534, following title page (PrCt)

World maps - 1532<<>>Map projection -Double cordiform - 1532<<>>Double cordiform projection (Cartography)

References: Karrow, Mapmakers of the 16th Century, 27/4.
projection - Cordiform - 1532
[Noua, et integra universi orbis descriptio].
[Chicago : The Newberry Library, 1984].
Authors: Fine, Oronce, 1494-1555 -- Karrow, Robert W. -- Speculum Orbis Press
3 maps ; 28 x 56 cm. and smaller
A redrawing, on Aitoff's equal area projection, of
Fine's 1532 world map on the double cordiform projection. The redrawing is centered on the
Americas, an area split into four quadrants by the
double cordiform projection.
Includes original manuscript compilation, reduced-size tracing, and reduced-size
photocopy with lettering.
Scale of finished photocopy ca. 1:100,000,000.
Prepared by Robert Karrow for a booklet (never issued) meant to accompany a facsimile
map2F G3200 1532 .F5 1984 (PrCt)

83874 World maps - 1532<<<<Map projection -
Double cordiform - 1532<<<<Map projection -
Cordiform - 1532<<<<Double cordiform projection (Cartography)<<<<Cordiform maps -
1532
Noua, et integra universi orbis descriptio. [Paris],
1531.
Authors: Fine, Oronce, 1494-1555 -- Wechel,
Chrestien, 1495-1554 -- Huttich, Johann, 1480?-1544. Novvs Orbis regionum ac insularm
vetervbis incognitarum ... (1532) -- Grynaeus,
Simon, 1493-1541 -- Petit, Jean, fl. 1492-1530 --
Hütich, Jean, 1480?-1544 SEE Huttich, Johann,
1480?-1544 -- Vuelch, Christianus, 1495-1554
SEE Wechel, Chrestien, 1495-1554 -- Parvs,
Joannes, fl. 1492-1530 SEE Petit, Jean, fl.
1492-1530 -- Parvum, Joannes, fl. 1492-1530
SEE Petit, Jean, fl. 1492-1530 -- Parrum,
Joannes, fl. 1492-1530 SEE Petit, Jean, fl.
1492-1530
1 map ; 29 x 42 cm.
In: Huttich, Johann and Simon Grynaeus. Novvs
Orbis regionum ac insolvarm
vetervbis incognitarum ... (Paris : Ioannem Paruum [i.e. Jean Petit], 1532), before p. 1.
"Orontivs F. Delph. ad lectorem. Offerimus tibi,
candide lectori, uniuersam orbis terrarum
descriptio[m], iuxta recentium geographorum
ac hydrographorum mentem, servata tum
aequatoris, tum parallelorum ad eas quae ex
centris proportione, gemina cordis humili
formula in plano coextensam: quam laeu
borealum, dextra uero austrealem mundi partem
completitur. Tu igitur munusculem hoc liberalit
excipito: habetouque gratias Christiano VVechelo,
cuius fauore & impensis haec tibi
communicaimus, Vale. 1531. Mense Iulio."
Double cordiform projection.
Scale ca. 1:80,000,000.
Trimmed very closely on sides (inside neat line
on left side).

Reference: Karrow. Mapmakers of the sixteenth
century, 27/4; Shirley, Mapping of the world, no.
66
VAULT Ayer 110 .N8 1532, before p. 1 (PrCt)

83875 World maps - 1534
Recens, et integra orbis descriptio. Murten,
Authors: Fine, Oronce, 1494-1555
1 map ; col. ; 45 x 46 cm.
Facsimile of original published Paris, 1534.
Accompanied by Monique Pelletier, Die
herförmigen Weltkarten von Oronce Fine=Le
monde dans un coeur les deux mappemondes
d'Oronce Fine.
Shirley 69.
temp map4F G3200 1534 .F5 1995 (PrCt)

83876 World maps - 1534
Typvs cosmographicvs vniversalis. [Langnau a.
A. Verlag Dorfresse Gattikon, 1978].
Authors: Vadianus, Joachim, 1484-1551
1 map ; on sheet 30 x 42 cm. fold. to 21 x 15 cm.
With Dürst, Arthur. Vadians Weltkarte von 1534
(1978), laid in.
Vert 42, no. 3 (PrCt)

83877 World maps - 1534<<<<Map printing -
Woodcuts - Maps - 1534<<<<Woodcuts
Typvs cosmographicvs vniversalis. [Zürich : C.
Froschauer, 1534].
Authors: Münster, Sebastian, 1489--
Vadianus, Joachim, 1484-1551. Epitome trivm
terrae partivm (1534) -- Edward E. Ayer
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; woodcut ; 235 x 375 mm.
In: Vadianus, Joachim. Epitome trivm terrae
partivm (Tigvri [Zürich] : Æpvd C. Frosch, 1534).
References: Karrow, Mapmakers of the 16th
Century, 58/471.
VAULT Ayer 7 .V2 1534a, [map] (PrCt)

83878 World maps - 1536 - Manuscripts -
Facsimiles<<<<Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
[World map, 1536]. [19-].
Authors: Agnese, Battista, 16th cent.
1 map
Facsimile of 1536 manuscript.
temp map2F G3200 1536 .A3 (PrCt)

83879 World maps - 1536<<<<Map projection -
 Cordiform - 1536<<<<Cordiform projection
(Cartography)
Recens, et integra orbis descriptio. [Paris :
Bibliothèque Nationale, 197-].
Authors: Fine, Oronce, 1494-1555 -- Bibliothèque
nationale (France)
1 map ; 41 x 43 cm.
Photograph of original in the Bibliothèque
Nationale, Paris; originally published Paris, 1536.
Shirley 69.
map4F G3200 1536 .F5 1997- (PrCt)

83880 World maps - 1540-1549 - Manuscripts -
Facsimiles<<<<Magalhães, Fernão de, d.
World maps - 1540-1549 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

Facsimiles - Nautical charts

Manuscript maps - Facsimiles

- [Portolan atlas, ca. 1540]. 1925.
  Authors: Agnese, Battista, 16th cent. -- Henry E. Huntington Library and Art Gallery; HM25 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
  10 maps; 23 cm.
  Photostat of ca. 1540 manuscript in the Huntington Library; HM25.
  Wagner, X.
  4337

Ayer map4C G1059 1540 .A3 1925 (PrCt)

World maps - 1540 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

- [1540 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Atlases, Italian - 1540 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles].
  Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
  MapPhoto Spain BN Ms. R176. #14 (PrCt)

- [Dieppe world map]. 1925.
  Authors: Bibliothèque nationale (France). Ge DD 738 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
  1 map
  Photostatic reproduction of manuscript compiled ca. 1540.
  Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
  MapPhoto France BN Ge DD 738 (PrCt)

World maps - 1540-1560


Authors: Agnese, Battista, 16th cent. -- Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598 -- Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598. Theatrum orbis terrarum ... (1606) -- Norton, John, 1616 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col.; 45 mm. in diameter
Title from motto circling ca. 1540 world map attributed to Battista Agnese by the Royal Geographical Society.

Engraving printed on sheet trimmed to 59 x 62 mm. and pasted onto endleaf (450 x 320 mm.) in: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatrum orbis terrarum ... (London : J. Norton, 1606).

Digital image of another copy, held by the Royal Geographical Society, available on the Bridgeman Art History Culture website (accessed September 2012):
http://www.bridgemanart.com/asset/64345/T763-Map.265.C.18-

References: Not in Karrow; Not in Van den Broecke; Not in Shirley, Mapping the world VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1606, [plate 159]

(PrCt)

World maps - 1540 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

- [Portolan atlas]. [San Marino, Calif. Huntington Library], 1925.
  Authors: Agnese, Battista, 16th cent. -- Henry E. Huntington Library and Art Gallery; HM25 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
  10 maps; 23 cm.
  Photostat of original in the Huntington Library; HM25.
  Wagner, X.
  4351 rev

Ayer map6C G1059 1540 .A3 1925 (PrCt)

World maps - 1540-1552

Typvs orbis vniversalis. [Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1540].

Authors: Ptolemy, active 2nd century -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Ptolemy, active 2nd century.

Geographia (1540) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. woodcut; 17 x 34 cm., mounted on backing sheet 31 x 38 cm.
Letterpress title above woodcut map with letterpress place names.


Letterpress no. 1 and text on verso: Orbis vniversalis descripicio, in qua praeter Ptolemaei ...
Manuscript notes on verso, including: "Godefredus Daniel liber, Baro de Wunschwitz A: 1713."

Forms part of an incomplete copy of Sebastian Münster's 1540 edition of Ptolemy's Geography (lacking intervening pages of text beween maps).

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.


References: Shirley, Mapping of the world 77; Karrow, Mapmakers of the 16th cent., p. 422; Shirley, T. Ptol-8a

VAULT Baskes folio G1005 1540, [plate 1]

(PrCt)

World maps - 1540-1552

Woodcuts

SEE Magalhães, Fernão de, d. 1521

Magellan, Ferdinand, d. 1521

SEE Magalhães, Fernão de, d. 1521

[Oval world map showing Magellan's route]. [19--].

Authors: Agnese, Battista, 16th cent. -- Biblioteca Nacional (Spain). Ms. R176. #14 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map

Photostatic reproduction of a map in a manuscript atlas compiled by Battista Agnese ca. 1540-1549.

Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

MapPhoto Spain BN Ms. R176. #14 (PrCt)

World maps - 1540-1549 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

- [Dieppe world map]. [San Marino, Calif. Huntington Library], 1925.
  Authors: Agnese, Battista, 16th cent. -- Henry E. Huntington Library and Art Gallery; HM25 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
  10 maps; 23 cm.
  Photostat of ca. 1540 manuscript in the Huntington Library; HM25.
  Wagner, X.
  4337

Ayer map4C G1059 1540 .A3 1925 (PrCt)

World maps - 1540-1552

Woodcuts

Typvs orbis vniversalis. [Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1540].

Authors: Ptolemy, active 2nd century -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Ptolemy, active 2nd century.

Geographia (1540) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. woodcut; 17 x 34 cm., mounted on backing sheet 31 x 38 cm.
Letterpress title above woodcut map with letterpress place names.


Letterpress no. 1 and text on verso: Orbis vniversalis descripicio, in qua praeter Ptolemaei ...
Manuscript notes on verso, including: "Godefredus Daniel liber, Baro de Wunschwitz A: 1713."

Forms part of an incomplete copy of Sebastian Münster's 1540 edition of Ptolemy's Geography (lacking intervening pages of text beween maps).

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.


References: Shirley, Mapping of the world 77; Karrow, Mapmakers of the 16th cent., p. 422; Shirley, T. Ptol-8a

VAULT Baskes folio G1005 1540, [plate 1]

(PrCt)

World maps - 1540-1552

Woodcuts
Typvs orbis a Ptol. descriptvs. [Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1540].

Authors: Ptolemy, active 2nd century -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Ptolemy, active 2nd century.

Geographia (1540) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. woodcut ; 14 x 28 cm., mounted on backing sheet 31 x 38 cm.
Letterpress title above woodcut map with letterpress place names.

Letterpress no. 2 and text on verso: Descriptio orbis generales, ut à Ptolomaeo ....
Forms part of an incomplete copy of Sebastian Münster's 1540 edition of Ptolemy's Geography (lacking intervening pages of text between maps).
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Same woodcut issued with variant letterpress titles in different editions of Münster's Cosmographia and in Münster's editions of Ptolemy's Geographia; see Karrow p. 421.

References: Shirley, Mapping of the world 76; Karrow, Mapmakers of the 16th cent., p. 422; Shirley, T. Ptol.-8a.

VAULT Baskes folio G1005 1540, [plate 2] (PrCt).

83887 World maps - 1542
Authors: Santa Cruz, Alonso de, 1505-1567 -- Dahlgren, E. W. (Erik Wilhelm), 1848-1934 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map on 10 sheets ; 34 x 32 cm. on sheets 59 x 39 cm. in slip case (29 cm.) + 'Explanations' (47 p. ; 27 cm.)
'Reproduction in phototypic facsimile by the Printing Office of the Swedish Staff-General; with explanations by E.W. Dahlgren.'
The descriptive text is accompanied by a title and a dedication leaf and 5 plates bearing the facsimile of the map.
'List of names on Alonzo de Santa Cruz's map': p. [31]-47.'
Scale not given.

Ayer 133 .S23 1542 1892 (NLO)

83888 World maps - 1542 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles>>>Nautical charts - 1542 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles>>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles>>>Nautical charts
Mappemonde peinte sur parchemin par ordre de Henri II, roi de France. [Paris?] : Kaeppelein, [185-?].
1 map : hand col. ; 117 x 240 cm. fold. to 45 x 33 cm.
Facsimile of 1542 manuscript; evidence indicates that this map antedates the reign of Henri II.
Scale not given.
Series: Monumens de la géographie, publiés par M. Jomard ; no. 23-[28].
Sectioned and mounted on cloth; damaged, with significant loss of detail.
Phillips 251, map no. 19
oversize Ayer 133 .M297 1542 185- (NLO)

83889 World maps - 1543 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles>>>Nautical charts - 1543 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles>>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles>>>Nautical charts
[Chart of the world, 1543]. [San Marino, Calif. Huntington Library], 1925.
Authors: Benedetto, Giovanni -- Henry E. Huntington Library and Art Gallery -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 52 x 62 cm.
Photostat of 1543 manuscript in the Huntington Library.
Author and date from Huntington's typescript list of portolan charts.
4352

Ayer map4C G3201.P5 1543 B4 1925 (PrCt)

83890 World maps - 1544
Photostat of the large engraved map of the world by Sebastian Cabot : made in 1544, now in the National Library at Paris. [Boston : Massachusetts Historical Society?, 1929].
Authors: Cabot, Sebastian, 1474 (ca.)-1557 -- Massachusetts Historical Society -- Bibliothèque nationale (France)
1 map ; on 13 sheets 46 x 58 cm. and smaller in portfolio
Facsimile title.
One of 10 photostatic reproductions of untitled original map published [Antwerp?, 1544?]; reproduced from original in the Bibliothèque nationale (France).
Legend in Pacific Ocean: In hac protens in planum figura continetur totus terre glodus [sic] insule ...
In Latin and Spanish.
Shirley 81; Karrow 17/6.1 and 17/A; Church catalogue, no. 81; Harrisse, John Cabot ... and Sebastian his son, 1896, p. 437; Winship, Cabot bibliography, 1900, p. 19-26; Lowery, p. 51-56.
World maps - 1544 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Wall maps
Authors: Cabot, Sebastian, 1474 (ca.)-1557 -- Hervé, Roger -- Sorozabal-Kirschen, Jeanne -- Rossel, André, 1926- -- Yeux ouverts (Firm)
1 map : col. ; 87 x 115 cm. + text ([22] leaves ; 30 cm.)
Facsimile of 1544 manuscript.
Title from accompanying text.
Accompanied by text and "Fac-similé du texte espagnol et latin qui accompagnait la carte."
Not at Newberry Library (Sept. 2012) (PrCt)

World maps - 1544 - Wall maps
[World map, 1544]. [Paris?] : Kaeppelin, [1854].
Authors: Cabot, Sebastian, 1474 (ca.)-1557 -- Jomard, M. (Edmé-François), 1777-1862 -- Bibliothèque nationale (France) -- Lith. Kaeppelin -- Duprat -- Massachusetts Historical Society
1 map ; 110 x 150 cm. in diam. on rollers
Printed redrawing of untitled world map originally published [Antwerp?, 1544?]; based on original held by the Bibliothèque nationale (France).
Legends in Pacific Ocean: In hac protens in insula ... Accompanied by text and "Fac-similé du texte espagnol et latin qui accompagnait la carte."
Not at Newberry Library (Sept. 2012) (PrCt)

World maps - 1546
Vniversale / Giacomo cosmographo In Venetia MDXXXXVI. Venice : [s.n.], 1546.
Authors: Gastaldi, Giacomo, approximately 1500-approximately 1565 -- Almagià, Roberto, 1884-1962 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; on sheet 373 x 529 mm., remargined to 419 x 617 mm.
Ex Almagià.
References: Shirley 85; Tooley 3; Karrow 30/3.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library). Exhibited at the Newberry Library as part of Ptolemy’s geography and Renaissance mapmakers (November 3, 2007-February 16, 2008).
a7
Novacco 4F 4 (PrCt)

Authors: Agnese, Battista, 16th cent.
1 v. ; 38 cm.
folio sc1456 (NLO)

Authors: Freire, Joao -- Henry E. Huntington Library and Art Gallery, HM35 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
7 maps ; 43 cm.
Photostat of 1546 manuscript in the Huntington Library; HM35.
Schulz, p. 4.
83904 **World maps - 1552<>Woodcuts**  
*Altera generalis tab. secundvm Potl.* [Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552].  
Authors: Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552. Cosmographiae uniuersalis ... (1552) -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map : woodcut ; 14 x 28 cm.  
Letterpress title above woodcut map with letterpress place names.  
Letterpress 2 and text on verso: Terreni orbis generalis et Ptolemaica ... .  
In: Münster, Sebastian. Cosmographiae uniuersalis ... (Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552), [plate 2].  
Same woodcut issued with variant letterpress titles in different editions of Münster's Cosmographia and in Münster's editions of Ptolemy's Geographia; see Karrow p. 421.  
References: Shirley, Mapping of the world 77; Mickwitz and Miekkavaara, A.E. Nordensköld collection in the Helsinki University Library (1979-1995), v. 2, p. 79; Cf. Karrow, Mapmakers of the 16th cent., p. 430.  
VAULT folio Ayer 7 .M8 1552, [plate 2] (PrCt)  

83905 **World maps - 1553 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<>Nautical charts - 1553 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles<>Nautical charts**  
*[Portolan atlas].* [San Marino, Calif. Huntington Library], 1925.  
Authors: Agnese, Battista, 16th cent. -- Henry E. Huntington Library and Art Gallery, HM27 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)  
10 maps ; 33 cm.  
Photostat of 1553 manuscript in the Huntington Library; HM27.  
Wagner, LIV.  
4339  
Ayer map5C G1059 1553 .A3 1925 (PrCt)  

83906 **World maps - 1554**  
*[Double-hemisphere world map] / Michaelis Tramezin formis MDLIIL ; Ivlivs de Mvsis Venet. in aes incidit MDLIIII. * Venice, 1554.  
Authors: Tramezzino, Michele, d. 1579 -- Musis, Julius de -- Almagià, Roberto, 1884-1962 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map ; 2 hemispheres, on 2 sheets each ca. 780 x 760 mm.  
Printed from round plates.  
Sheet 1 dimensions, showing east Asia and the Americas: 726 mm. in diam. (neat line), 760 mm. in diam. (plate).  
Sheet 2 dimensions, showing Africa, Europe, and west Asia: 719 mm. in diam. (neat line), 760 mm. in diam. (plate).  
California shown attached to North America.  
Ex Almagià.  
Shirley 97.  
Tooley 18.  
a8  
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).  
Novacco 6F 2 (PrCt)  

83907 **World maps - 1555<>Globes - 1555 - Gores (Maps)**  
*[World map in gores] / Antonivs Florianvs vtin. * [Venice? s.n., ca. 1555?].  
Authors: Florianus, Antonius, fl. 1545-1555 -- Lange, Otto, 1879-1944 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map ; 2 hemispheres each 406 mm. mm. in diam. (neat line), 467 x 832 mm. (plate mark), on sheet 485 x 842 mm.  
Bears no title or imprint.  
Set of 36 globe gores divided between 2 hemispheres on 1 sheet.  
Includes portraits of Claudius Ptolemaeus and Antonius Florianus and 4 blank cartouches.  
Shirley 99.  
Ex O. Lange.  
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).  
a9  
Novacco 4F 46 (PrCt)  

83908 **World maps - 1556<>Map printing - Woodcuts - Maps - 1556<>Woodcuts**  
*[Typo de la carta cosmographica de Gaspar Vopelli Medeburgense / Hieronymo de Girava Tarragone ... * [Venice, 1556?].  
Authors: Vopell, Caspar, 1511-1561 -- Girava, Gerónimo, d. 1556 -- Castellon, Juan Antonio -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map : woodcut ; 283 x 406 mm. (outer limit of printed border), on sheet 318 x 421 mm.  
Probably detached from Girava, Gerónimo. Dos libros de cosmographia (Milan: Juan Antonio Castellon, 1556) or from a later edition published Venice, 1570, under title: La Cosmographia, y geographia del s. Hieronimo Girava Tarragones.  
Shirley 101.  
Karrow 79/5.3.  
a10  
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).  
Duplicate copy: VAULT Ayer 7 G5 1556.  
Novacco 2F 2 (PrCt)  

83909 **World maps - 1559<>Map printing - Woodcuts - Maps - 1559<>Hâci Ahmed, 16th cent. [A Complete and perfect map describing the whole world : translated from Turkish title] (1559?)<>Map projection - Cordiform - 1559<>Cordiform maps - 1559<>Woodcuts**  
*[A Complete and perfect map describing the whole world : translated from Turkish title]. * [Venice : Pinelli, 1795].  
Authors: Hâci Ahmed, 16th cent. -- Pinelli, fl.  

---  
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.  
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

83910 World maps - 1560 [World map] / Paulus de furlanis Veronensis opus hoc exmi. Cosmographi Dno. Iacobi Gastaldi Pedemontani Instaurauit ... et aurato AEquit Dno. Paulo michaeli Vincentino ; Venetiss, Joan Francisci Camotii aereis formis ... anno MDLX. Venice, 1560. Authors: Forlani, Paolo -- Gastaldi, Giacomo, approximately 1500-approximately 1565 -- Vicentino, Joan Francisci -- Camocio, Giovanni Francesco, 16th cent. -- Lange, Otto, 1879-1944 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 292 x 534 mm. (neat line), on sheet remargined to 391 x 581 mm. Based on Gastaldi's map of 1546. Tooley 7: 'with new lettering and symbols and fresh decorations.' Earlier state of Tooley 8 [Novacco 4F 8]. Shirley 106. Woodward 01.01. Ex O. Lange. a12 Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library). Novacco 4F 6 (PrCt)

83911 World maps - 1560<<<<Map projection - Double cordiform - 1560<<<<Map projection - Cordiform - 1560<<<<Double cordiform projection (Cartography)<<<<Cordiform maps - 1560 [Double-cordiform world map]. Romae [Rome] : Ant. Lafrer exc[udebat], [ca. 1560]. Authors: Lafréry, Antoine, 1512 -- Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594 -- Lange, Otto, 1879-1944 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; hand col. ; 324 x 509 mm. (outer limit of engraving), on sheet remargined to 447 x 566 mm. Based on Mercator's 1550 world map. Manuscript "7" on verso; center crease repaired. Ex O. Lange. Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library). Later state of Tooley 1 (Novacco 4F 5). References: Cf. Karrow 56/4.1; Shirley 91; Tooley 2. a6 Novacco 4F 7 (PrCt)

World maps - 1561

Authors: Gastaldi, Giacomo, approximately 1500-approximately 1565 -- Map Library (British Library)
1 map : 86 x 180 cm. on 10 sheets 61 x 51 cm. and smaller.
Photostat of unique copy in the British Library; originally published Venice, 1561.
Shirley 107.
79-46233
4213
map4F G3200 1561 .G3 1979 (PrCt)

World maps - 1561

Ptolemaei typus [world map]. [Venice : s.n., 1561].
Authors: Ruscelli, Girolamo, d. ca. 1565 -- Valgrisi, Vincenzo, fl. 1540-1572 -- Ptolemy, active 2nd century -- Lange, Otto, 1879-1944 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; on sheet 229 x 269 mm.
Verso blank.
Also issued (with letterpress text on verso) in Ptolemy. La Geografia ... nuouamente tradotta di Greco in Italiano, da Girolamo Ruscelli ...
Ex O. Lange.
Shirley 109.
Tooley 24.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
a19
Novacco 2F 3 (PrCt)

World maps - 1562

[World map] / Paulus de furlanis Veronensis opus hoc exmi. Cosmographi Dni. Iacobi gastaldi Pedemontani Instauruit, et ... aurato AEquiti Dno. Paulo michaeli Vincentino ; Venetiis, Joan Francisci Camotii ... anno MDLXII. Venice : Giovanni Francesco Camocio, 1562.
Authors: Forlani, Paolo -- Gastaldi, Giacomo, approximately 1500-approximately 1565 -- Vincentino, Paulo Michaeli -- Camocio, Giovanni Francesco, 16th cent. -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 291 x 528 mm. (neat line), on sheet remargined to 449 x 544 mm.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
map4F G3200 1564. O7 1982 (PrCt)

83919 World maps - 1565
Vniversale descriptione di tvtta la terra conosciuta
in qvi / Paoli di Forlani Veronese fecit. ; Ferando
Berteli exc. 1565 ; Al molto Magco. Sigor.
Bartholamio Zacco Ge[n][tli]thomo Paduano ...
[Venice] : Bertelli, 1565.
Authors: Forlani, Paolo -- Bertelli, Ferando --
Zacco, Bartolommeo -- Franco Novacco Map
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; on sheet 387 x 665 mm.
A larger version of the 1546 Gastaldi map.
Shirley 115.
Tooley 11.
Woodward 35.02.
a16
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map
Collection (Newberry Library).
Novacco 4F 10 (PrCt)

83920 World maps - 1565
Universale descriptione di tutta la terra.
Washington, D.C. Library of Congress, [198:].
Authors: Forlani, Paolo -- Library of Congress --
Stephenson, Richard W., 1930--
1 map ; col. ; 41 x 74 cm.
Facsimile of 1565 map in the Library of Congress.
Accompanying notes by Stephenson in map
information file.
4284
map4F G3200 1565 .F6 state 3a 198- (PrCt)

83921 World maps - 1566
Cosmographia universalis ab Oronio olim
Authors: Fine, Oronce, 1494-1555 -- Cimerlini,
Giovanni Paolo -- Rand McNally and Company
Facsimile of the Cimerlini edition (27/2.3).
map4F G3200 1566 .C5 1969 .R3 (PrCt)

83922 World maps - 1566
Cosmographia unuieralis ab Oranto olim
descripta / Ioannes Pavlis Cimerlinus Veronensis
in aes incidebat Anno 1566. [Verona or Venice] :
Cimerlini, 1566.
Authors: Cimerlini, Giovanni Paolo -- Fine,
Oronce, 1494-1555 -- Matreurs, Henrico --
Lange, Otto, 1879-1944 -- Franco Novacco Map
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 514 x 582 mm. (outer limit, printed
detail), 520 x 594 mm. (plate mark)
Dedication, lower left: Illmo. Viro Henrico Dno.
Matreurs, & Comiti Arandellia ... .
Cordiform map; based on Oronce Finé's 1534
map.
References: Shirley 116; Tooley 19; Karrow
27/2.3
Ex Lange.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map
Collection (Newberry Library).
a17.

83923 World maps - 1566 - Manuscripts -
Facsimiles>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
[World map]. [19-].
Authors: Desliens, Nicolas, fl. 1541-1566 --
Bibliothèque nationale (France). Res Ge D 7895
-- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry
Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1566 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map
Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France BN Res Ge D 7895 (PrCt)

83924 World maps - 1567 - Manuscripts -
Facsimiles>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
[World map]. [19-].
Authors: Teixeira, Domingos, fl. 1565-1595 --
France. Service hydrographique. Archives.
116-11 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1567 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map
Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France ASH 116-11 (PrCt)

83925 World maps - 1569
A large world map, dated 1569, sold at the Sign
of the pyramid in Venice by Joan Franciscus
Camotius : Now in the George H. Beans library.
Philadelphia : [George H. Beans Library], 1933.
Authors: Camocio, Giovanni Francesco, 16th cent.
Cosmographie universalis et exactissima
ivxta postremam neotericorvm traditionem (1569)
-- George H. Beans library. Publications. no. 6 --
Camotij, Jo. Fr., 16th cent. SEE Camocio,
Giovanni Francesco, 16th cent. -- Camozio,
Giovanni Francesco, 16th cent. SEE Camocio,
Giovanni Francesco, 16th cent. -- Camozzi,
Giovanni Francesco, 16th cent. SEE Camocio,
Giovanni Francesco, 16th cent. -- Edward E.
Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
In portfolio.
Facsimile of original published 1569 under title:
Cosmographie universalis et exactissima
ivxta postremam neotericorvm traditionem ... .
no. 6.
Ayer 133 .C18 C18 1933 (NLO)

83926 World maps - 1569 - Manuscripts -
Facsimiles>>Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594.
Nova et aucta orbis terrae descripito ad usum
na vigantium emendatè accommodata
(1569)>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Atlas van de wereld : de wereldkaart van Gerard
Mercator uit 1569 / bezorgd door Sjoerd de Meer.
Authors: Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594 -- Meer,
Sjoerd de -- Walburg Pers -- Maritiem Museum
Rotterdam
World maps - 1569

Nova et avcta orbis terrarum descriptio ad usum nauigantium emendate accommodata. [Paris : Duprat, 1842].
Authors: Mercator, Gerhard, 1512 - Jomard, M. (Edme-François), 1777-1862.
Monuments de la géographie -- Hédin, fl. 1842-ca. 1862 -- Janson, fl. 1842-ca. 1862 -- Duprat
1 map ; 121 x 197 cm. on rollers.
Redrawn facsimile of original published Duisburg, 1569.
Facsimile title: Mappemonde de Gérard Mercator, Duisburg, 1569.
Cartouches redrawn without original text. Text redrawn on accompanying leaf.
Scale not given.
‘Hédin lith.’
"Imp. Janson, 6 rue Antoine-Dubois[is]."
In: Jomard, M. Les Monuments de la géographie; ou, Recueil d'anciennes cartes européennes et orientales ... (Paris: Duprat, [1842-1862]) no. XXI, sheets 75-82 provisoire; disbound and filed flat in map cases, 4th floor stacks (2006).
Duplicate copy on rollers (damaged; lacking text): MapRoll G 1007 .57
References: Shirley 166; Karrow 56/17, oversize Ayer 136.J7 1842 no. XXI (PrCt)

World maps - 1570

Theatrvm orbis terrarvm (1570)
1 map : 25 x 51 cm. (oval neatline), on sheet 40 x 55 cm.
In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatrvm orbis terrarvm (Antwerp : A.C. Diesth, 1570), [plate 1].
Derived from earlier work by Gerhard Mercator and Diego Gutierrez; see Karrow p. 5.
Engraved by Franz Hogenberg; see Karrow, p. 5.
Printed no. 1 and Latin letterpress text on verso beginning: Orbis terrarvm. Haec tabvla compræhendit ...
Digital image of another copy available on Marcel P.R. van den Broecke’s Cartographica

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
World maps - 1570 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Carte geographique universelle description du monde. [19--].

Authors: Cossin, Jehan, fl. 1570 -- Bibliotheque nationale (France). Res Ge D 7896 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map

A map reproduction of 1570 manuscript. Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

World maps - 1570 - Rome (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1570 - Venice (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1570 - Genoa (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1570 - Naples (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1570
Totius orbis descriptio / Valegium formis Venetiis. Venice : [Nicolo Valegio?, 1570?].

Authors: Valegio, Nicolo, fl. 1576-1614 -- Valegio, Francesco, fl. 1600-1640 -- Almagià, Roberto, 1884-1962 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 487 x 769 mm. (plate mark)

Probably by Nicolo or Francesco Valegio; see Shirley 120.

Includes 2 blank cartouches in bottom margin, and views of Rome, Venice, Genoa and Naples in corners. Ex Almagià. Tooley 22.

Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Sacrae geographia tabvlam ex antiquissimorum cvltor. familias a mose recensitis: ad sacorvm libror. explicandor. commoditatem Antverpiae in Philippi regis catholicli gratiam describebat. 1571. Antwerp, [1571].

1 map ; 32 x 53 cm.
1540?-1596 - Voyage, 1577-1580

Golden Hinde : map of the world voyage of Sir Francis Drake. [197-?].

Authors: Drake, Francis, Sir, 1540?-1596 -- John Bartholomew and Son -- Bartholomew (John) & Son, Ltd. SEE John Bartholomew and Son
1 map : col. ; on sheet 102 x 78 cm., fold. to 26 x 16 cm.
Map surrounded by pictorial and textual matter. 77-28559
mapC G3201.S12 197- .B3 (PrCt)

World maps - 1577<>>>Globes - 1577 - Gores (Maps)
[World map in gores]. Romae [Rome] : Marivs Cartarvs Viterbiensis avtor incidebat, MDLXXVII [1577].
Authors: Cartaro, Mario, ca. 1540-1620 -- Almagià, Roberto, 1884-1962 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 267 x 498 mm. (plate mark), on sheet 280 x 510 mm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Set of 12 gores on 1 sheet.
Shirley 137.
Ex Almagià
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
a22
Novacco 2F 8 (PrCt)

World maps - 1578 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<>>>Nautical charts - 1578 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<>>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles<>>>Nautical charts
[Portolan atlas]. [San Marino, Calif. Huntington Library], 1925.
Authors: Martines, Joan, 1556-1590 -- Henry E. Huntington Library and Art Gallery, HM33 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
15 maps ; 33 cm.
Photostat of 1570 manuscript in the Huntington Library; HM33.
Schulz, p. 3.
4343
Ayer map5C G1059 1570 .M3 1925 (PrCt)

World maps - 1581<>>>World maps - 1577-1580 - Explorations<>>>Drake, Francis, Sir, 1540?-1596 - Voyage, 1577-1580
La Herdike enterprise faizit par le Signeur Draeck D'Avoir cirquit toute la terre / Nicola van Sype f. [Antwerp? s.n., 1581?].
Authors: Sype, Nicola van, 1589-1641 -- Drake, Francis, Sir, 1540?-1596 -- Gesselin, I. -- Chadenat, Charles -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 23 x 45 cm.
'Carte veuee et corige par le dict siegneur Drach.' Variant title: La Heroike enterprise faizit par le signeur Draeck d'avoir cirquit toute la terre
Scale not given.
Includes two inset maps and a portrait of Francis Drake.
Shelved in portfolio with spine title: French Drake map. 1641.
Previously owned by Charles Chadenat.
Some copies of the map were included in Le Voyage de l'Illustre signeur et chevalier François Drach (Paris: I. Gesselin, editions of 1627 and 1641); another separate copy held by the British Library, shelfmark Maps C.Z.a.7.(1.)
Digital image of another copy available on Library of Congress website as a raster image (accessed May 2009) :
http://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g3201s.rb000011
35020
ICN 55-5400
VAULT oversize Ayer 133 .D7 H55 1581 (NLO)

Authors: Bünting, Heinrich, 1545-1606 -- Stadthervich Hannover -- Kreuer, Werner, 1933- -- Institute für Geographie der Universität GH Essen
1 map : col. ; 26 x 36 cm.
Facsimile of map originally printed 1584;
reproduced from original in the Stadthervich Hannover.
ISBN 3623004839
temp map6F G3201.A 1999 K7, no. 11 (PrCt)

15 maps : col. ; 28 x 40 cm. or smaller, in portfolio 31 x 48 cm. + accomp. text (32 p. : ill. ;

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
83943 World maps - 1585 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Nautical charts
15 maps : col. ; 28 x 40 cm. or smaller, in portfolio 31 x 48 cm. + accomp. text (32 p. : ill. ; 28 cm.)
'A portfolio of 15 manuscript charts, reproduced in full color, from Atlas K3 in the Library of the Hispanic Society of America. ... .'
Series: Facsimile series / Calouste Gulbenkian Foundation ; no. 1.
Also shows coasts of Europe.
Accompanied by text: Coastal charts of the Americas and west Africa : manuscript K3 from the School of Luís Teixeira / Sandra Sider ; with an excerpt from The Discoverers by Daniel Boorstin (32 p. : ill. ; 28 cm.)
OCLC 28494388.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

83944 World maps - 1587
 Orbis terrae compendiosa descriptio / Quam ex magna vniuersali Gerardi Mercatoris, Domino Richardo Gartho, geographie ac ceterarum bonarum artium amatori ac fatorii summo, in veteris amicitie ac familiaritatis memoriã Rumoldus Mercator fieri curabat Ao. M.D.LXXXII. 1587.
Authors: Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594 -- Mercator, Rumold, ca. 1545-1599 -- Gartho, Richardo -- Francis Edwards (Firm) -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 288 x 520 mm. (plate mark), on sheet 401 x 524 mm.
Letterpress text in 4 columns below plate mark, with heading: De mundi creatione ac constitutione breuis instructio. Ex Francis Edwards. Shirley 157.
Not in Tooley.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library). a23
Novacco 2F 5 (PrCt)

83945 World maps - 1587
Authors: Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598 -- Curtis Paper Company -- Wenner, W.
1 map : col. ; 22 x 43 cm., in cover 41 x 52 cm. + text (1 p. ; 24 cm.)
Facsimile, with descriptive text signed 'W. Wenner.'
'Courtesy of Hoffman-La Roche Inc., Nutley 10, New Jersey.'
map2F G3201.A 1960 .C8, no. 2 (PrCt)

83946 World maps - 1587
 Typvs orbis terrarvm. [Antwerp : A. Ortelius], 1587.
Authors: Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 25 x 48 cm. on sheet 44 x 57 cm. 'On this map the delineation of the western coast of South America has been changed; the Solomon islands have been added. In the s.e. corner the following appears: Ab. Ortelius describ. cum priuilegio decennali 1587. The decoration of the title and the quotations are different from the earlier editions, and in the four corners ... quotations from Seneca and Cicero have been inserted.' Phillips 396.
Descriptive text in French on verso (signature I):
Le Monde universel ... .
Scale [ca. 1:80,000,000]
Coordinates: (W 180°--E 180°/N 90°--S 90°).
Relief shown pictorially.
Includes text: mottos by Cicero and Seneca in Latin.
Illustrations of vessels and sea monsters.
Ayer p133 .077 1587 (NLO)

83947 World maps - 1587-1606
 Typvs orbis terrarvm / Ab. Ortelius describ. cum pruilegio decennali. 1587. [London : John Norton], 1587 [i.e. 1606].
Theatrum orbis terrarum ... (1606) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 25 x 49 cm. (oval neatline), on sheet 45 x 55 cm. Derived from earliers works by other cartographers, including Gerhard Mercator; see

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
83950

World maps - 1587 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

Manuscript maps - Facsimiles

Typvs orbis terrarvm. [Antwerp : A. Ortelius, 1588?]

Authors: Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598 -- Hakluyt, Richard, 1552?-1616. The Principal nauigations, voiages, and discoueries of the English nation ... (London : G. Bishop, R. Newbery and C. Barker, 1589) following title page.

Scale [ca. 1:80,000,000]
Coordinates: (W 180°-E 180°/N 90°-S 90°).
Relief shown pictorially.
Motto in bottom margin: Qvid ei potest videri magnvm in rebvs hvmanis ... Cicero.
References: Shirley, Mapping of the world 122, plate 2, state 3.
Digital image of the Kraus Sir Francis Drake Collection copy on Library of Congress website (accessed Nov. 2007):
http://memory.loc.gov/service/rbc/rbdk/d027/0021

VAULT Ayer 110 .H2 1589 following t.p. (PrCt)

World maps - 1588

Typvs orbis terrarvm. [Antwerp : A. Ortelius, 1588?]

Theatro de la tierra universal (1588) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; hand col. ; 25 x 48 cm. (oval neatline), on sheet folded to 27 x 18 cm.

© Passed from earlier work by Gerhard Mercator and Diego Gutierrez; see Karrow p. 5.
Re-engraved map derived from the 1570 copperplate signed "Franciscus Hogenbergus sculpit.;" this plate lacks Hogenberg's name; cf. VAULT Case oversize G 1007 .64, [plate 1]

83951

World maps - 1588

Typvs orbis terrarvm. [Antwerp : A. Ortelius, 1588?]

Authors: Ortelius, Abraham, 1527-1598 -- Hakluyt, Richard, 1552?-1616. The Principal nauigations, voiages, and discoueries of the English nation ... (London : G. Bishop, R. Newbery and C. Barker, 1589) following title page.

Scale [ca. 1:80,000,000]
Coordinates: (W 180°-E 180°/N 90°-S 90°).
Relief shown pictorially.
Motto in bottom margin: Qvid ei potest videri magnvm in rebvs hvmanis ... Cicero.
References: Shirley, Mapping of the world 122, plate 2, state 3.
Digital image of the Kraus Sir Francis Drake Collection copy on Library of Congress website (accessed Nov. 2007):
http://memory.loc.gov/service/rbc/rbdk/d027/0021

VAULT Ayer 110 .H2 1589 following t.p. (PrCt)

83948

World maps - 1587 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

Facsimiles

Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1588

Engravings

Typvs orbis terrarvm. [Antwerp : Christophe Plantin, 1588].

Theatro de la tierra universal (1588) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; hand col. ; 25 x 48 cm. (oval neatline), on sheet folded to 27 x 18 cm.

© Passed from earlier work by Gerhard Mercator and Diego Gutierrez; see Karrow p. 5.
Re-engraved map derived from the 1570 copperplate signed "Franciscus Hogenbergus sculpit.;" this plate lacks Hogenberg's name; cf. VAULT Case oversize G 1007 .64, [plate 1]
same beinge begun from Plimmouth in the moneth of September 1585 and ended at Portsmouth in July 1586 ... Chicago : Lakeside Press, [19--].


1 map : col. ; 40 x 52 cm.

Facsimile of original published [London?: s.n., 1589?].

'Newlie come forth by Baptista B.'

Engraving attributed to Jodocus Hondius.

Known as the 'Drake Map.'

Scale [ca. 1:42,000,000].

In portfolio.

Relief shown pictorially.

Traces both the outward and return routes of the fleet.


Burden 70.

Similar to 1587 manuscript held by the Yale Center for British Art: Vera descriptio expeditionis nautica: Francisci Draci ... .

Reduced color facsimile of the manuscript published [Chicago]: Rand McNally, 1978 [temp map4F G3200 1587 .D7 1978 R3]

oversize Ayer 133 .B6 1586 (NLO)

World maps - 1589 - Manuscripts<<>>Manuscript maps [Double-hemisphere world map]. 1589.

Authors: Specklin, Daniel, 1536-1589 -- Grynaeus, Simon, 1493-1541 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 ms. map ; vellum, hand col. : 2 hemispheres each 265 mm. in diam. (neat line) on sheet 409 x 584 mm.

Signed and dated by Daniel Specklin, an architect from Stasbourg who produced maps of Alsace and the Strasbourg region (the latter printed by Ortelius in 1580).

Portrait of Christ in upper margin; coat of arms in lower margin.

Above top border: Quid ei potest videri magnum in rebus humanis cvi aeternitas omnis totiusque mundi nota sit magnitudo - Cicero .

Quotation from an edition of Simon Grynaeus's Novus orbis regionum transcribed below hemispheres.

Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

References: Norton, Margaret W. "Daniel Specklin : map-maker and architect" in Mapline
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)
.M3]; Norton, Margaret W. Daniel Specklin,
sixteenth century Strassburg architect, engraver
and map designer (1981 ; 9 p. typescript) [Vert
1457].
ms7
Novacco 4F 14 (PrCt)
83956 World maps - 1589<<>>Sundial maps - 1593
Typvs orbis terrarvm. London, 1593.
Authors: Hondius, Jodocus, 1563-1612
1 map : hand col. ; 8.1 cm diam. on sheet 15 x 14
cm.
Originally mounted on oak block for use as
sundial; block and associated items in
Conservation Lab fragment file.
Cf. Edward Gaspar Box, The Circular maps
(1937) [Vert 368].
M276
map1F G3200 1589 .H6 (PrCt)
83957 World maps - 1589<<>>Western Hemisphere Maps - 1589<<>>Eastern Hemisphere - Maps 1589
Totivs orbis cogniti vniversalis descriptio. Cui
etiam eandam orbis terrae delineationem ... Ao.
M.D. LXXXIX . Antverpien [Antwerp] : Gerardus
Iudoeus excudeb., 1589.
Authors: Jode, Gerard de, 1509-1591 -- Jode,
Cornelis de, 1568-1600 -- Wierix, Antonie, -1604
-- Jode, Gerard de, 1509-1591. Specvlvm orbis
terrarvm (1593) -- Coninx, Arnout, active
1579-1617 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection
(Newberry Library) -- Iudoeus, Corneille de,
1568?-1600 SEE Jode, Corneille de, 1568?-1600
-- Judoeus, Corneille de, 1568?-1600 SEE Jode,
Cornelis de, 1568-1600 -- Iudoejs, Gerard de,
1509-1591 SEE Jode, Gerard de, 1509-1591 -Judoejs, Gerard de, 1509-1591. SEE Jode,
Gerard de, 1509-1591
1 map : hand col. ; 23 x 49 cm., on sheet 42 x 54
cm.
"Hanc orbis vuniuersate[m] descritpionem Corn.
de Iudoejs Antverpien pridie calend. Nove[m]b. ...
Ao. 1589 ... "
Title in upper margin.
Upper margin includes untitled inset maps of the
Western and Eastern Hemispheres (each 11 cm.
in diam.)
Letterpress text on verso (fol. 1, sig. A): Vniversi
orbis, tabula I ...
Engraving attributed to Antonie Wierix.
In: Jode, Gerard de. Specvlvm orbis terrarvm
(Antwerp : A. Coninx, 1593), map [1].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .J9 1593, map [1]
(PrCt)
83958 World maps - 1590<<>>Anthropomorphic
maps - 1590<<>>Cartographic curiosities Maps - 1590<<>>Maps - Miscellanea Specimens<<>>Anthropomorphism - Maps Specimens
[Cordifom world map within fool's cap]. [Antwerp?

s.n., ca. 1590].
Authors: Franco Novacco Map Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map ; on sheet 354 x 477 mm.
Anonymous and undated world map formed in
the visor of a jester's cap.
Includes epigrammatic phrases on the head and
shoulders figure of the jester.
References: Shirley 170; Tooley, Geographical
oddities (Map Collectors' Series 1, 1963) p. 21,
no. 90, plate XX.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map
Collection (Newberry Library).
a24
Novacco 2F 6 (PrCt)
83959 World maps - 1592 - Manuscripts Facsimiles<<>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Praese[n]ti tabulae totius terrae hemispherium
articum ... [Madrid? Caja Duero?, 2001?].
Authors: Sgrooten, Christian, 1532-1608 -Biblioteca Nacional (Spain). Manuscript. Res 266
-- International Conference on the History of
Cartography (19th : 2001 : Madrid) -- Caja Duero
1 map ; col. : 55 x 68 cm. on poster sheet 64 x 70
cm.
Facsimile of world map forming part of Christian
Sgrooten's 1592 manuscript atlas Orbis terrestris
tam geographica ...; reproduced from original in
the Biblioteca Nacional, Madrid.
Reproduced as a poster for the International
Conference on the History of Cartography (19th :
Added title: XIX Congreso Internacional de
Karrow p. 491, no. 70/60
map6F G3200 1592 .S5 2001 (PrCt)
83960 World maps - 1593
Hemispheriu[m] ab aeqvinoctiali linea, ad
circvlv[m] poli Arctici ; Hemispheriu[m] ab
aeqvinoctiali llinea, ad circulv[m] poli A[n]tarctici.
[Antwerp : Jode, 1593?].
Authors: Jode, Cornelis de, 1568-1600 -- Coninx,
Arnout, active 1579-1617 -- Ludwig Rosenthal's
Antiquariat -- Franco Novacco Map Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map ; 2 hemispheres each 256 mm. in diam.
(neat line), 316 x 516 mm. (outer limit of
engraved border), 328 x 516 mm. (plate mark)
Separate cartouches and titles above each
hemisphere.
Map without attribution from an edition of Jode,
Corneille de. Speculum orbis terrarum (Antwerp:
Arnold Coninx, 1593- ).
Ex Rosenthal.
Shirley 184.
Duplicate (hand colored): Ayer *+136 J9 1593.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map
Collection (Newberry Library).
a25
Novacco 4F 15 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.


83961  World maps - 1593
Authors: Jode, Cornelis de, 1568-1600 -- Monckton, John T. -- Speculum Orbis Press -- Black Box Collotype
1 map ; 2 hemispheres, each 68 cm. diam., on sheet 107 x 152 cm.
Facsimile, enlarged from the map in Corneille de Jode's Speculum orbis terrarum, 1593.
509
map8F G3200 1593 .J6 1984 (PrCt)

83962  World maps - 1593<<>>Northern Hemisphere - Maps - 1593<<>>Southern Hemisphere - Maps - 1593
Hemispherium[m] ab aequinoctiali linea, ad circvl[m] poli arctici. Hemispherium[m] ab aequinoctiali linea, ad circvl[m] poli a[n]rtarctici. [Antwerp : s.n., 1593?].
Anonymous map without imprint.
Title in upper margin.
Includes reference to Charles V, Holy Roman Emperor.
Letterpress text on verso (fol. 2, sig. B): Unversi orbis, tabula II...
Engraving attributed to Antonie Wierix.
In: Jode, Gerard de. Speculum orbis terrarvm (Antwerp : A. Coninx, 1593), map [2].

83963  World maps - 1595<<>>Drake, Francis, Sir, 1540?-1596 - Maps<<>>Cavendish, Thomas, 1560-1592 - Maps
Vera totivs expeditionis navtcae descriptio D. Franc. Draci ... ex Anglia solvens ... anno 1577 ... in Angliam redijt ... 1580. Addita est etiam viva delineato navigatio[nis Thomae Caundish ... 1586 ... 1588 ... [S.l. s.n., 19-].
Authors: Hondius, Jodocus, 1563-1612 -- British Library -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 2 hemispheres each 28 cm. in diam., on sheet 47 x 66 cm.
Photostat reproduction (positive) of original published [Amsterdam]: J. Hondius, [1595?]; reproduced from original in the British Library. Also reproduced in Sir Francis Drake's The world encompassed, issued as v. 16 of the Hakluyt Society publications.
Ayer p133 .H7 1595 (NLO)

83964  World maps - 1596<<>>Astronomy - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1596<<>>Celestial charts -1596<<>>Constellations - Charts, diagrams, etc. - Maps - 1596<<>>Astronomical instruments SEE ALSO Astrolabes
Nova orbis terrarum descriptio ... [198-?].
Authors: Blaggrave, John, d. 1611 -- Wright, Benjamin, 1575-1613 -- Matts, W. -- Holzheimer, Arthur
1 map and 1 celestial chart ; each 25 cm. in diameter (on 2 sheets each 40 x 28 cm.) Photocopies of sheet issued with Blaggrave, John. Astrolabium Vranicum generale... [London: printed for T. Purfoot, for W. Matts, 1596]; reproduced from original in the collection of Arthur Holzheimer.
Celestial chart: Astrolabium Vranicum generale... / per Ioannem Blagravum... ; Benjamin Wright...1596.
93.
sc map1F G3200 1596 .B6 198- (NLO)

83965  World maps - 1597
Vniversalis descriptio etu di mondo di Giuseppe Rosaccio cosmographo 1597.
Venice, 1597.
Authors: Rosaccio, Giuseppe, approximately 1530-approximately 1620 -- Mazza, Giovanni Battista, fl. 1590-1597 -- Belegno, Count -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 1,061 x 1,838 mm. (outer limit of engraved border), on 10 sheets 421 x 594 mm. and smaller.
Engraved by Giovanni Battista Mazza.
References: Shirley 205 (state 1); Foncin, Myriem. 'Some manuscript maps recently acquired by the ... Bibliothèque Nationale, Paris' in Imago Mundi 15 (1960): 49-51; Kraus catalog no. 124.
Ex Count Belegno.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
a27
Novacco 4F 16 (PrCt)

83966  World maps - 1597 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles [World map]. [19-].
Authors: Pizzigano, Jennaro de, 16th cent. -- Bibliothèque nationale (France). Ge D 7828 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1597 manuscript. Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France BN Ge D 7828 (PrCt)

83967  World maps - 1598
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

83970

**World maps - 1599**

**Map projection - Mercator - 1599**

**Mercator projection (Cartography)**

*Thou hast here (gentle reader) a true hydrographical description of so much of the world...* London, 1599.

Authors: Wright, Edward, 1558?-1615 -- Hakluyt, Richard, 1552?-1616 -- Molyneux, Emery, d.1598 or 99 -- Hakluyt, Richard, 1552?-1616. The Principal navigations, voyages, traffiqves and discoueries of the English nation... (1598) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 43 x 64 cm.


Mounted between 2 plastic plates (Lakeside mount).

550

VAULT Ayer oversize map9C G3200 1599 .W7

83971

**World maps - 1600-1699**

**Manuscripts - Fascmiles**

**Manuscript maps - Facsimiles [Map of the world]. [19-].**

Authors: Biblioteca Nacional (Spain). Ms. 9109. #1 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map

Photostatic reproduction of 17th-century [?] manuscript.

Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

MapPhoto Spain BN Ms. 9109. #1 (PrCt)

83972

**World maps - 1600-1699**

**Manuscripts - Facsimiles**

**Manuscript maps - Facsimiles [World map]. [19-].**

Authors: Bibliothèque nationale (France). Ge D 7912 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map

Photostatic reproduction of 17th-century [?] manuscript.

Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

MapPhoto France BN Ge D 7912 (PrCt)

83973

**World maps - 1600**

**Manuscript maps**

**Eastern Hemisphere - Maps - 1600**

**Manuscript maps - Nubia - Maps - 1600**

**Manuscript maps - Nova orbis tabvla, ex fide geografi Nvbiensis / delineata studio Petri Bertii. Christianissimi Francorum Regis cosmographi. [ca. 1600?].**

Authors: Bertius, Petrus, 1565-1629 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 ms. map ; 408 x 575mm. (neat line), on sheet 465 x 648 mm.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Showes Eastern Hemisphere on Mercatour's projection; does not include southern Africa and the Americas.

Apparently compiled to accompany an unidentified text; includes many references to page numbers.

Pen-and-ink on paper.

Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

ms9

Novacco 4F 17 (PrCt)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>83974</th>
<th>World maps - 1600 - Manuscripts&gt;&gt;Manuscript maps</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[World map]. [ca. 1600].</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 ms. map : hand col. ; 180 x 251 mm.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forms part of an anonymous Turkish manuscript in Arabic (sometimes attributed to Kâtip Çelebi) detailing the discovery, exploration, and colonial history of America: Tarih-i Yeni Dünya, el-musemme be hadis-i nev (Ayer MS 612, following folio [106]).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uniform title of host manuscript: Tarih-i Hind-i garbi.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map derived from Giacomo Gastaldi's Carta marina nova tabvla, issued in his edition of La geografia di Claudio Ptolemeo Alessandrino ... (Venice: G.B. Pedrezano, 1548); cf. Shirley 88.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scale not determined.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oriented with north at bottom.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relief shown pictorially.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pen-and-ink and watercolor (blue, green, red, gold).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entire manuscript translated in Thomas D. Goodrich, The Ottoman Turks and the New World: a study of Tarih-i Hind-i garbi and sixteenth-century Ottoman Americana (Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 1990); the map's place names are translated on p. 408.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 19</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forms part of both the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection and the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Available as photographic transparency; Spec. Coll. Image Index.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VAULT Ayer MS 612 map 3 (NLO)</td>
<td>83975</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

True hydrographical description of so much of the world as hath been hetherto discoured. 1778.

Authors: Wright, Edward, 1558?-1615 -- John Carter Brown Library

Added title: Edward Wright's map of the then known world, for Hakluyt's Principal Navigations Facsimile of original map in the John Carter Brown Library; originally published [ca. 1600]. Accompanying text in map info. file. 78-41513

M1113

map2F G3200 1600 .W7 1978 (PrCt)

83976 World maps - 1601

Universale descrittione del mondo / ... In Siena li 25 di Agosto 1601... Arnodo di Arnoldi Fiamengo. Siena : [Arnoldi(?)], 1601.

Authors: Arnoldi, Arnolo di, d. 1602 -- Chigi, Christoforo -- Almagià, Roberto, 1884-1962 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 386 x 775 (neat line), on composite sheet 505 x 798 mm. Dedicated to Christoforo Chigi. Ex Almagià. Shirley 228 (state 1).

Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

a28

Novacco 4F 19 (PrCt)

83977 World maps - 1601 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles Mappamonde Arabe [: Arabic revision of Italian portolan], [19-].

Authors: Muhammed ebn-Ali ebn Ahmed al-Scharfi of Sfax -- Bibliothèque nationale (France). Ge C 5089 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map Photostatic reproduction of 1601 manuscript. Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

MapPhoto France BN Ge C 5089 (PrCt)

83978 World maps - 1602

Orbis terrae novissima descriptio / Autheore Gerardo Mercatore... ; I. Hondius sculp. ... ; I. le Clerc excu. 1602. [Paris] : Jean Le Clerc, 1602.

Authors: Le Clerc, Jean, 1560-1621 or 1622 -- Hondius, Jodocus, 1563-1612 -- Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594 -- Destombes, Marcel, 1905-1983 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 2 hemispheres each 248 mm. in diam., 329 x 511 mm. (plate mark), on sheet remargined to 463 x 554 mm. Ms. annotations in upper and bottom margins include illegible signatures (?) of former owners (?). Ex Destombes.

Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library). References: Shirley 233; Cf. map2F oG3200 1602 .M4 (PrCt) a30

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Novacco 4F 20 (PrCt)

83979 World maps - 1602
Authors: Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594 -- Hondius, Jodocus, 1563-1612 -- Le Clerc, Jean, 1560-1621 or 1622 -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 2 hemispheres each 25 cm. in diam., on sheet 39 x 53 cm.
References: Shirley 233 state 1; Cf. Novacco 4F 20.
Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection.
map2F G3200 1602 .M4 (PrCt)

83980 World maps - 1602
Authors: Ricci, Matteo, 1552-1610 -- Society of Chinese Historical Geography
1 map : on 18 sheets, in portfolio 29 x 36 cm.
Not at Newberry Library (Dec. 2009) (PrCt)

83981 World maps - 1602 Calendar
- 1602 Astronomy - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1602 Celestial charts - 1602 Astrology - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1602 Zodiac - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1602 Cosmography - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1602 Teatro del cielo, a della terra / In Brescia, per Comino Presegn, MDCCII ; Con licenza de'Superiori. Brescia : Fatto in casa del Signior Francesco Robacioli, 1602.
Authors: Robacioli, Francesco, active 1602 -- Rosaccio, Giuseppe, approximately 1530-approximately 1620 -- Rosaccio, Aloys -- Presegni, Comino, active 1593-1605 -- Savarola, Giovanni Battista, active 1602 -- Belegno, Count -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Presegni, Comino, active 1593-1605 SEE Presegni, Comino, active 1593-1605 1 broadside : diagram, map, text ; on composite sheet 763 x 1,052 mm., sectioned into 18 sheets each ca. 540 x 425 mm.
Text below dedication with heading:
"Con priuilegio dell'illustrissimo senato di Venetia."
Comprised of 2 letterpress sheets (each containing 2 columns of text) flanking 2 engraved sheets (cosmographic diagram and world map). Diagram 489 mm. in diam., within engraved border 500 x 495 mm.; map 216 x 481 mm. (neat line).
1st and 3rd text columns damaged with loss of text; patched and mounted on backing paper.
References: Shirley 236; Geographical Journal v. 55 (May 1920), p. 404-405
Ex Count Belegno.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
See Map Information File. a29
Novacco 6F 3 (PrCt)

+ 30 plates of maps (part fold., part. col.) ; 66 x 100 cm. and smaller.
Facsimile of the third ed. of the map published in Beijing (or Peking), China, 1602.
Title in red and black, in Italian and in Chinese.
The sheets of the facsimile map are accompanied by duplicate sheets with overprinted Italian translations by Pasquale M. d' Elia.
'Abbreviazioni bibliografiche': p. [xvii]-xxi.
Includes bibliographical footnotes.
Phillips 5790.
LC Card Number: 40009434
71-1193
ICN76
map2C 8 (NLO)

83983 World maps - 1605 Allegorical maps - Antarctica - 1605 - Allegorical maps - 1605 Satyrical maps SEE Allegorical maps
[World map, with enlarged Antarctic region divided into satirical 'countries']. [London : H. Lownes, 1605?].
Authors: Hall, Joseph, 1574-1656 -- Hall, Joseph, 1574-1656. Mundus alter et idem siue Terra Australis (1605) -- Lownes, Humphrey, -1629 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 21 x 25 cm.
In upper left corner: Pag: 18.
Case Y 682 .H14, facing p. 18 (PrCt)

83984 World maps - 1606-1607
Nova orbis terrarum geographica : ac hydrotgr.
83987

World maps - 1607

Nova orbis terrarum geographica ac hydrogr. tabula. Amsterdam, 1811.

Authors: Blaeu, Willem Janszoon, 1571-1638 -- Schilder, Günter -- Israel, Nico -- Stadt- und Universitätsbibliothek Bern

1 map ; 82 x 108 cm. on 4 assembled sheets each 43 x 56 cm.

Facsimile of a map published in 1606-1607 in Amsterdam by Blaeu; reproduced from original in the Stadt- und Universitätsbibliothek in Bern. Original map lacks city views and plans, assorted vignettes, and type text issued as bordering materials.

Detached and assembled from a copy of G. Schilder's Three world maps ... (Amsterdam: Nico Israel, 1981); map described p. 23-40.


Schilder, G. 'Willem Jansz. Blaeu's wall map of the world ... 1606-07' in Imago Mundi v.31 (1979), p. 36-54; Shirley, Mapping of the world 255.

Mercator projection.

Ex Destombes.

Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

map8C G3201.A 1981 .S3 (PrCt)

83988

World maps - 1608

World maps - 1606-1608

Hondius, Jodocus, 1563-1612. [World map, 1608]


1 p. l., 23, [1] p. ; 36 cm. + map facsimile (on 26 sheets ; 40 x 52 cm.)

'Note' at end signed: Arthur R. Hinks, secretary R.G.S.

Series: Royal Geographical Society (Great Britain). Reproductions of early engraved maps ; 1.

Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 375

Duplicate copy: Ayer 133 .H7 H4 1927

oversize G 1001 .76 (NLO)
83990 World maps - 1610<>Hondius, Jodocus, 1563-1612. [World map, 1608]
1 p. l., 23. [1] p. ; 36 cm. + map facsimile (on 26 sheets ; 40 x 52 cm.)
Note at end signed: Arthur R. Hinks, secretary R.G.S.
Series: Royal Geographical Society (Great Britain). Reproductions of early engraved maps ; 1.
Atlases in libraries of Chicago (1936) no. 375
Duplicate copy: oversize G 1001 .76
oversize Ayer 133 .H7 H4 1927 (NLO)

83991 World maps - 1610 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
A Map of the world, on a plane scale, copied apparently from a map ... by a Portuguese artist about 1610. [19--].
Authors: British Library. Add. Ms. 17647 a -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1610 manuscript.
MapPhoto England BL Add. Ms. 17647 a (PrCt)

83992 World maps - 1611
Authors: Keere, Pieter van den, 1571-ca. 1646 -- Schilder, Günter -- Welu, James A.
1 map ; on 2 hemispheres, 79 cm., on 12 sheets each 6 x 44 cm.
Added title: The World map of 1611 by Pieter Van den Keere.
Facsimile of map originally published Amsterdam, ca. 1611; bound with notes by Günther Schilder and James Welu (32 p.)
Shirley 274.
78-34707
4394

83993 World maps - 1611<>Hondius, Jodocus, 1563-1612. Novissima ac exactissima totius orbis terrarum descriptio magna (1611)
Map of the world by Jodocus Hondius, 1611.
New York: [De Vinne Press], 1907.
1 map on 18 sheets ; in portfolio 70 x 60 cm. + index map + text (19 p. ; 24 cm.)
Facsimile of: Hondius, Jodocus. Novissima ac exactissima totius orbis terrarum descriptio magna (Amsterdam, 1611).
Edited by Edward Luther Stevenson and Joseph Fischer.
Reproduced from original in the library of the Princes of Waldenburg zu Wolfegg und Waldsee, Wolfegg, Württemberg; issued under the joint auspices of the American Geographical Society and the Hispanic Society of America.
oversize Ayer 133 .5 .H7 S84 1611 1907 (NLO)

Landt Tafeln der Alten vnd neuen Welt: in die Welt Historia / H.F.M. [Schmalkalden, Germany]: Wolfgang Ketzel?, 1612.
Collection (Newberry Library).

84001 World maps - 1625 - Religions - Religions - Maps - 1625

Designatio orbis Christiani / [Jodocus Hondius].
[London : Printed by W. Stansby for H. Fetherstone, 1625].
Authors: Hondius, Jodocus, 1563-1612 -- Purchas, Samuel, 1577-1626. Purchas his pilgrimes (1625) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : copper engraving ; 14.5 x 18.5 cm. on page 32 x 22 cm.
Letterpress above map: Hondivs his map of the Christian world.

Uses symbols to show the distribution of Christianity, Islam, and idolatry.

Digital image available (although the map is on a different page) on Library of Congress website (accessed Nov. 2010) : http://bit.ly/aZoF75

VAULT Ayer 110 .P9 1625, v. 1, p. 115 (PrCt)

84002 World maps - 1626

Typus orbis terrarum / [Jodocus Hondius].
[London : Printed by William Stansby for Henrie Fetherstone, 1626].
Authors: Hondius, Jodocus, 1563-1612 -- Purchas, Samuel, 1577-1626. Purchas his pilgrimes (1626) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : copper engraving ; 2 hemispheres each 9.7 cm. in diam. on page 32 x 22 cm.
Reference: Shirley, World maps, no. 259.


VAULT Ayer 110 .P9 1626, p. 39 (PrCt)

84003 World maps - 1626 - Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1626 - Engravings

A New and aaccurat map of the world ... made by English or strangers. [London] : Are to be sold in Pops-head Alle by Geor. Humble [i.e J. Legate and W. Humble], 1626 [i.e. 1646].
Authors: Speed, John, 1552?-1629 -- Humbleson, George, d. 1640 -- Legate, John, d. 1658 -- Humble, William, 1612-1686 -- Speed, John, 1552?-1629. A Prospect of the most famous parts of the world ... together with ... Great Brittaines empire (1646)

1 map ; 2 hemispheres each 25 cm. in diam., on sheet 42 x 54 cm.

Earlier version of a map later engraved on a new plate; cf. 1651 state of the map, VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .S7 1676 map [69].

Margins include celestial charts and illustrations.

Letterpress text on verso (p. 1-2) under the following heading: The generall description of the world.

In: Speed, John. A Prospect of the most famous parts of the world ... together with ... Great Brittaines empire (London : Printed by John Legatt, for William Humble, 1646) map [1].

References: Shirley 317

Case oversize G 117 .82 map [1] (PrCt)

84004 World maps - 1630

Nova totius terrarum orbis geographicca ac hydrographica tabula. [S.l. s.n., 199-?].
Authors: Hondius, Hendrik, b. 1573

1 map ; 2 hemispheres each 17 cm. in diam.

Photographic copy of original published Amsterdam: Hondius, 1630; location of original unknown.

Shirley 336.

temp map1F G3200 1630 .H6 199- (PrCt)

84005 World maps - 1630

Authors: Hondius, Hendrik, b. 1573 -- Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594 -- Ludwig Rosenthal's Antiquariat -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 2 hemispheres each 263 mm. in diam. (neatline), 380 x 540 mm. (plate mark), on sheet 423 x 570 mm.

Also issued in Gerardi Mercatoris et I. Hondii atlas (Amsterdam, 1633).

Shirley 336 (state 1).

Ex Rosenthal.

Duplicate in German edition of atlas: Ayer *+135 M5 1633, opp. p. [5].
a39

Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Novacco 4F 25 (PrCt)

84006 World maps - 1630

Nova totivs terrarvm orbis geographicca ac hydrographica tabvla / à Pet. Kaerió ; Amstelodami excudebat Ioannes lanssonius. Amsterdam, [ca. 1630]?
Authors: Keere, Pieter van den, 1571-1630; ca. 1630

1 map ; 2 hemispheres each 263 mm. in diam.

Undated.

Possibly state 4 of Pieter van den Keere's map first issued in 1608, and based on Willem J. Blaeu's map of 1606; cf. Shirley 264.

Ex Destombes.
a35

Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Novacco 4F 22 (PrCt)

84007 World maps - 1630-1639
Authors: Blaeu, Willem Janszoon -- Curry, Warn, W. 1 map : col. ; 23 x 34 cm., in cover 41 x 52 cm. + text (1 p. ; 24 cm.) Facsimile, with descriptive text signed 'W. Wenner.' 'Courtesy of Hoffman-La Roche Inc., Nutley 10, New Jersey.'
map2F G3201.A 1960 .C8, no. 1 (PrCt)

84008 World maps - 1630-1639
Vignettes surround map: At left side, four elements, at right side four seasons, across top seven planets, across bottom seven wonders of world. Condition: Framed. V. fine. Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection. Previous location: Framed in executive reception room AmCN III PC 470 (PrCt)

84009 World maps - 1630-1658
Nova orbis terrarum delineatio singulari ratione accommodata meridiano tabb. Rudolphi astronomicarum / ... Philippis Eckebrecht civis Norimbergensis sumptus facient Jo: Kepplero sculpit Norimberge J. P. Walch Ao. 1630. [Nuremberg or Ulm?], 1630 [i.e. 1658 or later]. Authors: Eckebrecht, Philip, 1594-1667 -- Walch, J. P. (Johann Philipp) -- Kepler, Johannes, 1571-1630 -- Leopold I, 1640-1705 -- Francis Edwards (Firm) -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Walch, Johann Philipp, fl. 1617-1631 SEE Walch, J. P. (Johann Philipp) -- Walch, J. P. (Johann Philipp), fl. 1617-1631 SEE Walch, J. P. (Johann Philipp) 1 map ; central hemisphere 292 mm. in diam. (neat line); 383 x 681 mm. (outer limit of engraved border), 390 x 685 mm. (plate mark), on sheet 500 x 709 mm. Central hemisphere flanked by two half-hemispheres. Issued in Johann Kepler's Tabulae Rudolphinae (Ulm: J. Saurii, 1627). Map dated 1630, but dedicated to Emperor Leopold I of Austria, who came to the throne in 1658. Dated 1658 or later by Shirley 335. Ex Francis Edwards. Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library). a37 Novacco 4F 26 (PrCt)

Authors: Henry E. Huntington Library and Art Gallery, HM39 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 18 maps ; 34 cm. Photostat of 1630 manuscript in the Huntington Library; HM39. 4334 Ayer map5C G1059 1630 .P6 1925 (PrCt)

84011 World maps - 1630 <> Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1630 <> Eastern Hemisphere - Maps - 1630
A New and accurate mappe of the world, drawne according to the best and latest discoveries that have beene made / Ro: Vaughan fecit. [London : s.n., 1630]. Authors: Vaughan, Robert, 1592-1667 -- Botero, Giovanni. 1540-1617. Relations of the most famovs kingdomes and commonwealths thorowout the world (1630) -- Haviland, John -- Partridge, John 1 map ; 2 hemispheres each 9.8 cm. in diam., on sheet 18 x 26 cm. In : Botero, Giovanni. Relations of the most famovs kingdomes and commonwealths thorowout the world (London : Iohn Haviland and ... Iohn Partridge, 1630), opposite p. 1. In upper left margin: Fol: 61. Reference: Shirley, Mapping of the World, no. 326. Digital image available on Wikipedia Commons (accessed Nov. 2009): http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/d/de/Vaughan_-_A_New_and_accurate_Mappe_o f_the_World_drawne_according_to_the_best_an d_latest_discoveries_that_have_been_made.jp g VAULT Ayer 7 .B7 1630, opposite p. 1 (PrCt)

84012 World maps - 1632
Nova totius terrarum orbis geographica ac hydrographica tabula / Amstelodami, apud Ioannem jansonium anno 1632. Amsterdam : Jansson, 1632.
Authors: Lons, Dirck E., 1599-1631? -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664 -- Destombes, Marcel, 1905-1983 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 270 x 420 mm. (neat line), 459 x 566 mm. (plate mark), on sheet 494 x 604 mm. References: Shirley 309 (state 3). Ex Destombes.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**Novacco 4F 27 (PrCt)**

**84013 World maps - 1634 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles**

*Carte universelle hydrographique sur vélin du Dieppeois Jean Guérard, 1634*. Paris : Bibliothèque nationale, 1992. Authors: Guérard, Jean, d. ca. 1640 -- Bibliothèque nationale (France) Cartes et plans, SH Arch. no. 15 -- Florian Création (Firm) 1 map : col. ; 30 x 43 cm. Facsimile of original manuscript map in the Bibliothèque nationale.

**map2F G3200 1634 .G8 1992 (PrCt)**

**84014 World maps - 1634 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles**

*Carte universelle hydrographique / faite par Jean Guerard l'an 1634. [19--].* Authors: Guérard, Jean, d. ca. 1640 -- France. Service hydrographique. Archives. 1-0-3 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map Photostatic reproduction of 1634 manuscript. Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library). Digital image of original colored MS (accessed July 2010) : http://jeanguerardcartographe.chez.com/icons/di xsept/g1634b.jpg

**MapPhoto France ASH 1-0-3 (PrCt)**

**84015 World maps - 1636**

* Nova totius terrarvm orbis geographica ac hydrographica tabvla / auct: Iud: Hondio ; A Paris par Melchior Tauernier ... 1636. Paris : Tavernier, 1636. Authors: Hondius, Jodocus, 1563-1612 -- Tavernier, Melchior, d. 1641 -- Destombes, Marcel, 1905-1983 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 2 hemispheres each 271 mm. in diam. (neat line), 395 x 580 mm. (plate mark), on sheet 420 x 593 mm. Issued in the 1636 and 1637 Paris editions of Melchior Tavernier's Théâtre géographique du Royaume de France. Shirley 337 (state 2). Ex Destombes.

**a41 Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).**

**Novacco 4F 29 (PrCt)**

**84018 World maps - 1645**

* Novelle et exacte description de la terre universelle. A Paris : chez leon Boisseau ..., 1646. Authors: Boisseau, Jean, fl. 1637-1658 -- Boisseau, Jean, fl. 1637-1658. Théâtre Géographique du Royaume de France (1648) -- Destombes, Marcel, 1905-1983 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 2 hemispheres each 260 mm. in diam. (neat line), 388 x 559 mm. (plate mark), on sheet 423 x 568 mm. Map dated 1646, but detached from Jean Boisseau's Théâtre Géographique du Royaume de France (Paris: Boisseau, 1648). Letterpress text on verso with following title: Description de la carte universelle; signature A. Shirley 340 (state 2). Ex Destombes.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

84019  World maps - 1647
Authors: Picard, Nicolas -- Hondius, Jodocus, 1563-1612 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 2 hemispheres each 264 mm. in diam. (neat line), 417 x 559 mm. (plate mark), on sheet 468 x 615 mm.
Shirley 370.
a46
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Novacco 4F 32 (PrCt)

84023  World maps - 1651
New and accurat map of the world ... made by English or strangers. [London] : Tho. Bassett ... and Ric. Chiswell, 1651 [i.e. 1676].
Authors: Speed, John, 1552?-1629 -- Bassett, Thomas -- Chiswell, Richard -- Speed, John, 1552?-1629. The Theatre of the Empire of Great-Britain ... (1676) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 2 hemispheres each 25 cm. in diam., on sheet 42 x 55 cm.
Apparently engraved onto a new plate; cf. 1626 state of the map, Case oversize G 117 .82 map [1].
Margins include celestial charts and illustrations. Letterpress text on verso (p. 1)-2 under the following heading: The general description of the world.
In: Speed, John. The Theatre of the Empire of Great-Britain ... (London : Printed for T. Bassett and R. Chiswell, 1676) map [69].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .S7 1676 map [69] (PrCt)

84024  World maps - 1652
Hydrography
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Mariette, Pierre, 1634-1716 -- Francis Edwards (Firm) -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 2 hemispheres each 264 mm. in diam. (neat line), 406 x 541 mm. (plate mark), on sheet 445 x 594 mm.
Manuscript ‘i’ in upper right margin.
Shirley 390.
Ex Francis Edwards.
a46
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Novacco 4F 30 (PrCt)

84025  World maps - 1653
Nova totivs terrarvm orbis geographica ac hydrographica tabvla. Amstelodami [Amsterdam] : Excudit I. Ianssonius, [1653?].
Authors: Hondius, Hendrik, 1597-1651 -- Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 2 hemispheres each 264 mm. in diam. (neat line), 417 x 559 mm. (plate mark), on sheet 468 x 615 mm.
Manuscript ‘i’ in upper right margin.
Shirley 390.
Ex Francis Edwards.
a46
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Novacco 4F 31 (PrCt)
84028 World maps - 1659 - Climate

Harmonie ou correspondance du globe auecq la sphere ... [Paris : P. Mariette], 1659.
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Somer, J. -- Mariette, Pierre, 1603-1657 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (1658 [i.e. 1659?])
1 map : hand col. ; 2 hemispheres each 26 cm. in diam., on sheet 44 x 57 cm.
In: Sanson, Nicolas. Cartes generales de toutes les parties du monde ... (Paris : Pierre Mariette, 1658 [i.e. 1659?]) v. 1, pl. [3]
Damaged sections at side margins replaced with manuscript paste-on patches.

VAULT Case oversize Ayer 135 .N65 1660 v. 2, pl. [1-2] (PrCt)

84030 World maps - 1660

Authors: Nicolosi, Giovanni Battista, 1610-1670 -- Nicolosi, Giovanni Battista, 1610-1670. Dell'hercole e studio geografico ... (1660) -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 2 hemispheres each 41 cm. in diam., on 2 adjacent sheets each 53 x 42 cm.
"Ioa. Baptista Nicolosivs, S.T.D."
Printed from 2 plates on 2 sheets bearing separate hemisphere titles: Continentem dvvm notam componebat ... -- Continentem noviter detectam componebat ...

In: Nicolosi, Giovanni Battista. Dell' Hercole e studio geografico ... (Rome : Vitale Mascardi, 1660) v. 2, pl. [1-2].
Shirley 418.
Duplicate copy (uncolored): Novacco 4F 33.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .N65 1660 v. 2, pl. [1-2] (PrCt)
84031 World maps - 1660
Mappe monde ou carte generale du globe terrestre representee en deux plan-hemispheres ... / Par le Sr. Sanson ... Paris : chez Pierre Mariette, 1660.
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Mariette, Pierre, 1634-1716 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 2 hemispheres each 277 mm. in diam. (neat line), on sheet 424 x 615 mm. Issued in various Sanson atlases.
Shirley 419.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Novacco 4F 34 (PrCt)

84032 World maps - 1660
Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1618-1679 -- Biblia : dat is: de gantsche H. Schrifture (1660) 1 map ; 2 hemispheres (224 mm. in diam.), on sheet 43 x 51 cm. fold. to 43 x 21 cm.
In: Biblia : dat is: de gantsche H. Schrifture, vervattende alle de Canonicijke Boecken des Ouden en des Nieuwen Testaments (Amsteldam: Gedruckt by de Weduwe wylen Paulus Aertsz van Ravesteyn, 1660), Ouden testaments, before fol. 1.
Letterpress text on versos: Kort en klaer vertoogh der Landschappen des Werelts, ende hoe deselve na de Zunt-vloedt zijn verdeelt ende bewoont door de Nakomelingen van Noah [2 p.].
Much foxed.
Case oversize C 23 .253, Ouden testaments, before fol. 1 (PrCt)

84033 World maps - 1660
Nova totius terrarum orbis tabula auctore F. de Wit / t' Amsterdam by Frederick de Wit in de Calverstraet inde Witte Paskaert, 1660.
Amsterdam, 1660.
Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Ludwig Rosenthal's Antiquariat -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 2 hemispheres each 257 mm. in diam. (neat line), 434 x 557 mm. (outer limit of engraved border), on sheet 436 x 559 mm. Hand colored drawing of a rose on verso.
Shirley 421.
Ex Rosenthal.
a49
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Novacco 4F 36 (PrCt)

84034 World maps - 1660-1669
Nova et accvratissima totivs terrarvm orbis tabvla. [197-].
Authors: Blaeu, Joan, 1596-1673
1 map : col. ; 41 x 55 cm.
Facsimile of world map issued in various Blaeu atlases.
Koeman, B156, no. 435.
Shirley 428.
M1068
map4F G3200 166- .B5 197- (PrCt)

84035 World maps - 1660-1669
Authors: Blaeu, Joan, 1596-1673 -- Newberry Library
1 map : col. ; 40 x 53 cm.
Facsimile of original published Amsterdam, 168--?; reproduced from original in the Newberry Library [Wing oversize ZP 646 .B57 vol. 1 bet. p. i-iii].
Koeman, B156, no. 435.
Shirley 428.
map4F G3200 166- .B5 1987 (PrCt)

84036 World maps - 1660-1669
Nova et acvratissima totivs terrarvm orbis tabvla. Amsterdam : [Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, 1667].
Authors: Blaeu, Joan, 1596-1673 -- Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, Ltd. -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 40 x 53 cm.
Facsimile in Blaeu, Joan. The Third centenary edition of Johan Blaeu Le grand atlas; ou, Cosmographie blaviane. Amsterdam, 1663- (Amsterdam: Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, 1667-[1968]).
Koeman, B156, no. 435.
Shirley 428.
oversize Ayer 135 .B63 1967 v. 1, bet. p. i-ii (PrCt)

84037 World maps - 1660<> World maps - 1660 - Manuscripts<>Manuscript maps [Novissima ac exactissima totivs orbis terrarum descriptio [magna] ... / Auct. C. J. Visscher]. [Amsterdam, 1660].
Authors: Hondius, Jodocus, 1563-1612 -- Visscher, Claes. Jansz., 1586 or 7 -- Visscher, Nicolaes, 1618-1679 -- Visscher, Cornelis, 1629-1658 -- Hondius, Hendrik, b. 1573 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 2 hemispheres each 1,166 mm. in diam. (neat line), on 18 sheets 546 x 430 mm. or smaller.
Printed title replaced in manuscript on sheets 1, 2 and 6 by variant title: Integra et novissima totivs orbis terrarum descriptio / ex novo perfecta geographicis et hydrographicis nuperrimisq. doctorum viorum observationibs. duobus planisphaerijs.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Incomplete copy of printed map; sheets 1, 2, 6, 15, 16 and 18 were replaced in manuscript, but were not copied from a Visscher or Hondius original.

Lower right corner of manuscript sheet 18: ‘Incisore Cornelio Vischer (Olandese) 1610-1670.’


Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Novacco 4F 35 (PrCt)

84038 World maps - 1661


Authors: Wassenaer, Nicolaes van, d. 1631? -- Hoeye, Francois van den, approximately 1590-1636 -- Tielermans, Seeger -- Schilder, Günter.

1 map ; on 2 hemispheres, 76 cm., on 6 sheets. 44 x 56 cm.

Added title: Three world maps.

Added title: Wall maps of the 16th and 17th Centuries, no. IV (1)

Facsimile of map originally published Amsterdam, 1661; issued in Schilder, Günter. Three world maps (Amsterdam, 1981).

Shirley 327.

78-3470

4395

map8C G3201.A 1981 .S3 (PrCt)

84039 World maps - 1662

Nova et accuratissima totivs terrarvm orbis tabvla. Amsterdam : Blaeu, 1662.

Authors: Blaeu, Willem Janszoon, 1571-1638 -- Blaeu, Joan, 1596-1673 -- Newberry Library. John M. Wing Foundation

1 map : hand col. ; 41 x 55 cm.

In Blaeu, Joan. Atlas maior, sive, Cosmographia Blaviana ... (Amsterdam, 1662) v. 1, bet. p. i-ii.

Koeman, Bl 56, no. 435.

Shirley 428.

Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.

Wing oversize ZP 646 .B57 v. 1, bet. p. i-ii (PrCt)

84040 World maps - 1665 - Ocean currents - Manuscripts-<>-Ocean currents - Maps - 1665 - Manuscripts-<>-Manuscript maps Tabula geographico-hydrographica, motus oceani, currentes, abyssos, montes ignivomos in universo orbe ... [ca. 1665?].

Authors: Kircher, Athanasius, 1602-1680 -- Destombes, Marcel, 1905-1983 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 ms. map : hand col. ; 277 x 522 mm. (neat line), on sheet remargined to 426 x 599 mm.


Cf. Shirley 436.

Ex Destombes.

Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

ms12

Novacco 4F 18 (PrCt)

84041 World maps - 1667

Orbis terrarvm nova et accvratissima tabvla. [196-].

Authors: Goos, Pieter, ca. 1616-1675 -- American Heritage Publishing Company

1 map : col. ; 44 x 53 cm.

Added title: Nieuwe werelt kaert.

Added title: The Known globe-1667.

Facsimile of map in the American Heritage collection; originally published Amsterdam, 1667.

Insets: [Arctic region] -- [Antarctic region].

Text on verso.

M1268

map2F G3200 1667 .G6 196- (PrCt)

84042 World maps - 1669


Authors: Hondius, Jodocus, 1563-1612 -- Visscher, Claes Jansz., 1586 or 7-1652 -- Visscher, Nicolaes, 1618-1679 -- Schilder, Günter

1 map on 2 hemispheres, 112 cm. ; on 20 shts., 56 x 34 cm.

Added title: Wall maps of the 16th and 17th Centuries, no. II.

Facsimile of map in the Bibliothèque Nationale (published Amsterdam,1669) under following title: Novissima ac exactissima totius orbis terrarum descriptio magna.

Bound with notes by Günter Schilder (34 p.)

A copy of the 1660 state of this map is cataloged as Novacco 4F 35.

4390

map8C G3200 1611 .H6 1669 1978 (PrCt)

84043 World maps - 1669<<>>Europe - Maps - 1669 - Manuscripts<<>>Manuscript maps Orbis terrarum tipvs de integro mvtis in locis emendatvs / auct. G. Ianssonio. Amstelodami [Amsterdam, i.e. Bologna, Italy? Pietro Todeschi?], MDCCXX [1630, i.e. 16697].

Authors: Blaeu, Willem Janszoon, 1571-1638 -- Geyeckerck, Nicolaes, d. ca. 1657 -- Todeschi, Pietro -- Destombes, Marcel, 1905-1983 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry
Based on Nicolaas Geelkercken's 1617 world map. Despite its Amsterdam imprint, this map is suspected to be of Italian origin, possibly published by Pietro Todeschi in Bologna, and bearing a date apparently altered by hand; cf. Shirley 333, which mentions another copy of the same map with imprint date of 'MDCLXIX' (1669).

Comprised of 4 joined sheets, each ca. 27 x 42 cm. Verso includes manuscript graticule with an incomplete map of Europe and the Mediterranean Sea; includes several Italian place names.

Ex Destombes.

Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Novacco 4F 24 (PrCt)

84047

World maps - 1680

A mapp of all the World in two hemispheres. London : Berry, 1680.

Authors: Berry, William, fl. 1669-1708 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Berry, William, fl. 1669-1708. [A Collection of maps of the world] [1680-1689] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 44 x 89 cm.


VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B48 1680 pl. 1 (PrCt)

84048

World maps - 1680

A Mapp of all the world in two hemispheres... Nevada City, Calif., [197-].

Authors: Berry, William, fl. 1669-1708 -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Charles II, King of Great Britain, 1630-1685, ded. -- Berliner, Harold 1 map ; 44 x 68 cm.

Facsimile of map originally published London, 1680.

Scale ca. 1:80,000,000 at equator.

Shirley 501.

map4F G3200 1680 .B4 197- (PrCt)

84049

World maps - 1680

Nova totius terrarum orbis tabula. Amsterdam : Justus Danckerts, [ca. 1680].


1 map ; 48 x 56 cm.

In: Danckerts, Justus. Atlas (Amsterdam : J. Danckers, [ca. 1680]) pl. [1]. Ms. no. '2' in upper right.

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .D18 pl. 1 (PrCt)

84050

World maps - 1680<br>California - Maps - 1680<br>California as an island - Maps - 1680

Nova totivs orbis tabvla / Olim á Froderico de Wit ... ; Carolus Scottus sculpit. Bologna [Bologna] : Josephi Longi, [ca. 1680].

Authors: Wit, Frederik de -- Longhi, Giuseppe, fl. 1670-1680 -- Scotti, Carlo -- Ludwig Rosenthal's Antiquariat -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 2 hemispheres each ca. 935 mm. in diam. (neat line), on composite sheet ca. 1,350 x 2,000 mm.

Printed in 12 sheets and several border strips; trimmed and joined to form composite sheet. Shows California as an island; not listed in McLaughlin, Mapping of California as an island. Some sections damaged with loss of printed detail, later filled in by hand. Framed and mounted in 4th floor vault (2001).
References: Cf. Shirley 471.
Ex Rosenthal.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
a50
Novacco 9F 1 (PrCt)

84051 World maps - 1682

84052 World maps - 1684
Planisphere, ou Carte générale du monde ... Paris : Chez Madlle. Duval, 1684. Authors: Duval, P. (Pierre), 1619-1682 -- Duval, Mlle., fl. 1684-1703 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 2 hemispheres each 30 cm. in diam., on 1 sheet folded to 22 cm. in slip case (25 cm.) Ayer 133 .D98 1684 (NLO)

84053 World maps - 1686<<<Hand coloring - Netherlands - 1686
Orbis terrarum tabula a recens emendata et in iucem edita / D. Stoopendaal fec. [Dordrecht ; Amsterdam : Hendrick en Jacob Keur ; Marcus Doornick, 1686]. Authors: Stoopendaal, Daniel, fl. ca. 1680-1729 -- Visscher, Nicolaes, 1618-1679 -- Santen, Dirck Jansz van, 1637 or 1638-1708 -- Biblical : dat is, De gantsche H. Schriiture (1686) -- Keur, Hendrik -- Keur, Jacob -- Doornik, Marcus Willemsz. 1 map : hand col. ; 2 hemispheres (221 mm. in diam.) within neatlines 35 x 46 cm. In: Biblical : dat is, De gantsche H. Schriiture (Dordrecht: by Hendrick en Jacob Keur ; Amsterdam : by Marcus Doornick, 1686), Ouden testament, after fol. 4. After a map by Nicolaes Visscher. Elaborate hand color with gold highlighting, similar to coloring by Dirck Jansz van Santen in the 1682 edition of this Bible held by the University Library of Amsterdam; cf. Truusje Goedings, "Master colourist Dirck Jansz van Santen (1637/38-1708)"*, dated 1992 and available on the Paulus Swaen Old Maps and Prints website (accessed May 2013): http://www.swaen.com/Dirk-Jansz-van-Santen.php At lower right, just within neat line: 6. Letterpress text on verso: Korte beschrijvinge van de lantschappen des werelts... [2 p.]. Digital image of another copy available on Leen...

Helmink’s Antique Maps and Atlases website (accessed May 2013): http://www.helmink.com/Antique_Map_Stoopendaal_Keur_World/
References: Delano-Smith, Maps in Bibles in the Newberry Library (1989), no. 20.2 ; Shirley, Mapping of the world (2001), no. 498. VAULT Case oversize C 23 .2532, Ouden testament, after fol. 4 (PrCt)

84054 World maps - 1687 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<<Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Description of all the navigable parts of the world that is yet discovered ... 1687. [19-]. Authors: Hacke, William -- British Library. Add. Ms. 5414, art.6 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map Photostatic reproduction of 1687 manuscript. MapPhoto England BL Add. Ms. 5414, art.6 (PrCt)

84055 World maps - 1688<<<Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1688<<<Eastern Hemisphere - Maps - 1688

84056 World maps - 1690

References: Delano-Smith, Maps in Bibles in the Newberry Library (1989), no. 20.2 ; Shirley, Mapping of the world (2001), no. 498. VAULT Case oversize C 23 .2532, Ouden testament, after fol. 4 (PrCt)

84057 World maps - 1691
...
'Par P. Coronelli, cosmographe, etc., corrigé et augmenté par le Sr. de Tillemont.'
Scale not given.
Coordinates: (W 180°--E 180°/N 90°--S 90°)
Relief shown pictorially.
19256
ICN 43-3911
Ayer p133 .C81 1690 (NLO)

84057  World maps - 1690
1 map
Accession no. 89-102332.

84058  World maps - 1691
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Louis, Duke of Burgundy, Dauphin of France, 1682-1712 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 2 hemispheres each 43 cm. in diam., on sheet 60 x 95 cm. fold. to 29 cm. in slip case (31 cm.)
Dedication in cartouche: Presentee a Monseigneur le Dauphin, par son tres-humble, tres-obeissant, et tres fidele serviteur, Hubert Jaillot.
Scale [ca. 1:55,000,000]
Relief shown pictorially.
Maps of the eastern and western hemispheres, each 43 cm. in diameter.
Ayer 133 .S22 1691 (NLO)

84059  World maps - 1693
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667
1 map
temp map4F G3200 1693 .S3 1976 .B4 (PrCt)

84060  World maps - 1693<<>>Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1693<<>>Eastern Hemisphere - Maps - 1693
Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Delamarche, Charles François, 1740-1817 -- Gervais, 18th cent. -- Delamarche, Charles François, 1740-1817. Atlas général : contenant le détail des quatre parties du monde [1798?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 2 hemispheres each 36 cm. in diam., on sheet 55 x 75 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:75,000,000 at equator].
Relief shown pictorially.
References: Imprint date from M.S. Pedley, Bel et utile, 6(5)
Baskes oversize G1015 .A77 1798, [ptie 1], [plate 1] (NLO)

84061  World maps - 1695
Mappe-monde : geo-hydrographique ou description generale du globe terrestre et aquatique en deux-plans-hemispheres ... Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : Hubert Jaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], [1695?].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. Atlas nouveau : contenant toutes les parties du monde (1692 [i.e. 1695?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 2 hemispheres each 43 cm. in diam., on sheet 63 x 95 cm.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .S19 1692 pl. [1] (PrCt)

84062  World maps - 1696
Mappe-monde : geo-hydrographique ou description generale du globe terrestre ... Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : H. Jaillot [i.e. P. Mortier, 1696].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. [Atlas nouveau contenant toutes les parties du monde ... ] (1696)
1 map : hand col.; 2 hemispheres each 43 cm. in diam., on sheet 63 x 95 cm.
Case oversize G 1007 .78 v. 1, map [1] (PrCt)

84063  World maps - 1698
A Map of the world, shewing the course of Mr.
84066 World maps - 1700

A New map of the terraqueous globe : according to the latest discoveries and most general divisions of it into continents and oceans / delin. M. Burghers sculpt. Univ. Oxon. [Oxford : s.n., 1700].

Authors: Burghers, M. -- William, Duke of Gloucester, 1619-1700 -- Wells, Edward, 1667-1727. A New set of maps both of antient and present geography ... (1700) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 2 hemispheres each 25 cm. in diam., on sheet 42 x 54 cm.

"Dedicated to his highness William Duke of Gloucester."

In: Wells, Edward. A New sett of maps both of antient and present geography ... (Oxford : Printed at the Theater, 1700), plate [2]


84067 World maps - 1700

World maps - 1700

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Manuscript '1' at upper right.


84068 World maps - 1700-1709


Authors: Wit, Frederik de 1 map


temp map4F G3200 170- .W5 1985 .B3 (PrCt)

84069 World maps - 1700-1710

World maps - 1700\textless\textgreater Wall maps\textless\textgreater California - Maps - 1700\textless\textgreater California as an island - Maps - 1700 Mappa-mondo ouero carta generale e della terra divisa in due planisferi, secondo l'osservazioni piu comuni, e perfette ... / Paulo Petrini. [Naples? s.n., ca. 1700].

Authors: Petrini, Paolo -- Fer, Nicolas de, 1646-1720 -- Observatoire de Paris -- Académie des sciences (France) -- D'Avalos, Cesare, fl. ca. 1700 -- Boeing Company -- Paris Observatory SEE Observatory de Paris -- Avalos, Cesare d', fl. ca. 1700 SEE D'Avalos, Cesare, fl. ca. 1700 -- Davalos, Cesare, fl. ca. 1700 SEE D'Avalos, Cesare, fl. ca. 1700 -- De Fer, Nicolas, 1646-1720 -- SEE Fer, Nicolas, de, 1646-1720 1 map : hand col. ; 2 hemispheres each 52 cm. in diam., on sheet ca. 100 x 120 cm.

Derived from earlier work by Nicolas de Fer; issued to celebrate the work of the Observatoire de Paris and the Académie des Sciences; includes dedication signed by 'Paulo Petrini' to Cesare D'Avalos, Marchese of Pescara. Margins include extensive illustration, including mythical characters, natives in local costume, the sun, and the moon.

Shows California as an island; not listed in McLaughlin, Mapping of California as an island. Further description by bookdealer J.T. Monkton Ltd. and color photo in Map Information File classified as map4F G3200 1700 .P4 (PrCt).

References: Buisseter, David. "The Boeing maps at the Newberry Library" in Mapline (Summer 2010), p. [1]-4; Shirley 625 (variant); Wagner, NW Coast of America 468

Framed behind glass and mounted in the hallway opposite the Newberry Library Special
World maps - 1701

Authors: Moll, Herman, -1732 -- Childe, Timothy
-- Moll, Herman, -1732. A System of geography -- or, A new & accurate description of the earth
1701
1 map ; 2 hemispheres each 9 cm. in diam., on sheet 32 x 20 cm.
Circular inset (5 cm. in diam.): [Arctic regions].
In: Moll, Herman. A System of geography; or, A new & accurate description of the earth ...
Case folio G 117 .58 pt. 1, following p. 26 (PrCt)

World maps - 1703

A New mapp of the world / by John Seller, hydrographer to the King. [London : s.n., 1703].
Authors: Seller, John, fl. 1658 -- Seller, John, fl. 1658-1698. A New system of geography :
designed in a most plain and easie method ...
(1703)
1 map : 2 hemispheres each 7 cm. in diam. ; on sheet 15 x 16 cm.
In Seller, John. A New system of geography :
designed in a most plain and easie method ...
(London : Jeremiah Seller ; Charles Price ; John Senex, 1703) map [1].
Case 3A 1704 map [1] (PrCt)

World maps - 1703 - History, Ancient - Maps - 1703

The Planisphere of the antients / by John Seller.
[London : s.n., 1703].
Authors: Seller, John, fl. 1658-1698 -- Seller, John, fl. 1658-1698. A New system of geography :
designed in a most plain and easie method ...
(1703)
1 map : 7 x 14 cm. ; on sheet 15 x 16 cm.
In Seller, John. A New system of geography :
designed in a most plain and easie method ...
(London : Jeremiah Seller ; Charles Price ; John Senex, 1703) map [6].
Manuscript 'f' in lower right.
Case 3A 1704 map [6] (PrCt)

World maps - 1703 - Map projection - Mercator - 1703 - Mercator projection (Cartography)

A New mapp of the world according to Mr. Edward Wright, commonly called Mercator's projection. London [i.e. Amsterdam : Theatrum Orbis Terrarum Ltd., 1970].
Authors: Thornton, John, 1641-1708 -- Clarke, James, fl. ca. 1684-1693 -- Wright, Edward, 1558?-1615 -- Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594 -- Hayes, James, Sir, fl. 1679 -- English Pilot. Part 3 (1703) -- Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, Ltd.
1 map : 42 x 67 cm.
Dedicated to James Hayes.
(Amsterdam : Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, 1970) opposite page 3.
Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger): English Pilot. Part 3 (1703)
Map Ref oversize G1025 .T37 ser. 5, v. 3, opp. p. 3 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Issued in various editions of Herman Moll's The World described (London: [Bowles, 1730?]). Variant states of the map appear in 3 Newberry copies of the atlas: oversize Ayer 135 .A7 1730, Case oversize G 1007.58, and AMcN III PC 3730.

Ex Francis Edwards.

Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

**Novacco 4F 37 (PrCt)**

84077 World Maps - 1709<<>>Deluge - Maps - 1709<<>>Flood, Biblical SEE Deluge

*Totius orbis terrarum tabula, ejusque post diluvium divisio inter filios Noachi.* [Franeker : F. Halma, 1709].


1 map ; 21 x 33 cm.

In Bible. O.T. Greek. Septuagint. 1709. Vetus Testamentum...summa cura edidit Lambertus Bos (Franequerae : Franciscus Halma, 1709), opp. p. 10.

'Per J. Moxon, hydrographum regium in magna Britannia.'

At bottom, key to modern names of countries, 1-50.

In upper right corner: Pag. 10.

**Case C 309 .3615, opp. p. 10 (PrCt)**

84078 World maps - 1710

*Carta hydrographica oder Algemeine Welt und commercien Carte...* Augsburg : Gabriel Bodenehr, 1710.

Authors: Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. -- Bodenehr, Gabriel, 17th/18th cent. Atlas curieux -- oder, Neuer und compendieuser atlas 1710 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand. col ; 4 hemispheres each 5 cm. in diam. or smaller, on sheet 20 x 17 cm.

In: Bodenehr, Gabriel. Atlas curieux; oder, Neuer und compendieuser atlas ... ([Augsburg : Gabriel Bodenehr, 1710?]) pl. [1A]. Engraved plate no. '1.'

**Ayer 135 .B6 pl. 1B (PrCt)**

84081 World maps - 1710

*Orbis terrarum nova et accuratissima tabula.* [Amsterdam] : Nicolao Visscher [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher, 1710?].

Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Berchem, Nicolaas Pietersz, 1620-1683 -- Visscher, Jan de, 1633-ca. 1692 -- Visscher, Elizabeth, fl. 1702-1726 -- Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702. Atlas minor ... [1710?].

-- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col.; 2 hemispheres each 27 cm. in diam., on sheet 54 x 62 cm.

In: Visscher, Nicolaes. Atlas minor ... (Amstelaedami [Amsterdam] : ex officina Nicolai Visscher [i.e. Elizabeth Visscher], [1710?]) map [1].

Manuscript '1' at upper right.

**VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .V8 1700 map [1] (PrCt)**

84082 World maps - 1710-1719

*Diversa orbis terre visu incendente per coluros tropic orum ambos ejus polos et particularis sphæraeae zenith in planum orthographica projectio : quibus additæ provariato haorizonte, omium positiones, forumdemque mutua cum cirulis caelestibus relatio.* Amstelodami [Amsterdam] : P. Schenck, [171?-].

Authors: Schenk, Peter, 1660-1708 or 9 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map ; 2 hemispheres each 28 cm. in diam., on sheet fold. to 27 cm.

Added title: Plat ontwerp van verseheyde Aert-Klooten, in Oogh-beschouwingh soo bovenhare Kruyskringen der zonne standen als byde der selsey Assen, en ook uyteen bysonder toppint; daar ben evnes aengewesen Hun verschillende Gestalten, In opsight vant veranderen der Gesicht eynendr mit gaders aller onderlinge over eunkomst met de gelyk benaande Hemel Ronden.

Scale [ca. 1:100,000,000]

Relief shown pictorially.

Map of the eastern and western hemispheres each 28 cm. in diameter, surrounded by 12 insets (8 views and 4 geodetic diagrams.)

Phillips 3473, map [2] and 3478, map [1].

**Ayer 133 .S32 171- (NLO)**
World maps - 1713
Authors: Aa, Pieter van der, 1659-1733
1 map
Facsimile of original published 1713.
89-102329.

World maps - 1715<->California - Maps - 1715<->California as an island - Maps - 1715<->Atlas (Greek deity) - Pictorial works - 1715
Planisphere représentant toute l'étendue du monde ... A Amsterdam : Chez Louis Renard ..., [1715].
Authors: Renard, Louis -- Renard, Louis. Atlas de la navigation et du commerce qui se fait dans toutes les parties du monde ... (1715) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 26 cm. in diam., on sheet 54 x 33 cm.
Circular world map on northern polar projection, borne on the back of the Greek god Atlas.
Serves as an index to the atlas, in addition to separate table of contents.
Shows California as an island.
In: Renard, Louis. Atlas de la navigation et du commerce qui se fait dans toutes les parties du monde ... (Amsterdam : Chez Louis Renard, 1715), frontispiece
References: Koeman II, El 2 (1) [state 1].
McLaughlin, Mapping of California as an island, no. TP-12
oversize Ayer 135 .R3 1715 frontispiece (PrCt)

World maps - 1717
Mappe-monde, ou, Description du globe terrestre : ou l'on trouve en general le rapport que toutes ses parties ont avec les cieux, entr'elles, et avec l'histoire. Paris : Mollart-Sanson, 1717.
Authors: Moulart-Sanson, Pierre, d. 1730 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; hand col. ; 2 hemispheres each 28 cm. in diameter, on sheet 46 x 61 cm. fold. to 30 x 17 cm.
Scale not given.
Ayer 133 .M885 1717 (NLO)

World maps - 1720<->Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1720<->Eastern Hemisphere - Maps - 1720
Mappemonde a l'usage du roy / par Guillaume Delisle ... A Paris : chez Guillaume Delisle sur le Quay de l'Horloge ..., 15e. Avril 1720.
Authors: L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726. [Collection of maps of the world] [1732?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; hand col. ; 2 hemispheres each 32 cm. in diam., on sheet 51 x 67 cm.
In composite atlas without title page: L'Isle, Guillaume de. [Collection of maps of the world. Paris : s.n., 1732?], [plate 2].
Number "2" in ms. on verso.
World maps - 1728 - Nautical charts<->Nautical charts - 1728<->Map projection - Mercator - 1728<->Nautical charts<->Mercator projection (Cartography)
A Correct sea chart of the whole world, according to Wright's, commonly called Mercator's projection. [London : J. Knapton et al., 1728].
Authors: Harris, John, 1667?-1719 -- Wright,
Edward, 1558?-1615 -- Knapton, James, -1738 -- Harris, John, 1667?-1719. Atlas maritimus & commercialis ... (1728) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; on 2 adjacent sheets each 64 x 83 cm.
Title from eastern sheet.
In: [Harris, John et al.] Atlas maritimus & commercialis ... (London : for James and John Knapton [et al.], 1728) plates '1' and '2.'
oversize Ayer 135 .A83 1728 pl. 1-2 (PrCt)

84090 World maps - 1729
Authors: Aa, Pieter van der, 1659-1733 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 47 x 66 cm. fold. to 27 cm. in slip case
Issued in Asa, Pieter van der. Galerie agréable du monde (Leiden, [1729]) [See Ayer 135 .A2 1729]
Scale not given.
Ayer 133 .A11 Am (NLO)

84091 World maps - 1730
[World map]. [Constantinople (Istanbul) : Ibrahim, 1730].
Authors: Tarih-i Hind-i garchi (1730) -- Tarih-i Yeni Dünya, el-musemma be hadis-i nev (1730) -- Tarih al-Hind el-gharbi (1730) -- Kâtip Çelebi, 1609-1657 -- Ibrahim, 18th cent. -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 15 x 31 cm.
Title and placenames in Turkish.
Text sometimes attributed to Kâtip Çelebi.
In: [Tarih al-Hind el-gharbi]. [Constantinople : Ibrahim, 1730].
This map lacking in duplicate copy of the host text: VAULT Ayer 107 .M9 1730 [copy 1]
VAULT Ayer 107 .M9 1730 [copy 2, map 5] (PrCt)

84092 World maps - 1730
[Cosmographic world map and chart of the universe]. [Constantinople (Istanbul) : Ibrahim, 1730].
Authors: Tarih-i Hind-i garchi (1730) -- Tarih-i Yeni Dünya, el-musemma be hadis-i nev (1730) -- Tarih al-Hind el-gharbi (1730) -- Kâtip Çelebi, 1609-1657 -- Ibrahim, 18th cent. -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 29 cm. in diam., within engraved border 30 x 33 cm., folded to 22 x 17 cm.
Title and notes in Turkish.
The earth at center (37 mm. in diam.) positioned to show South America, Africa, and Antarctica.
Text sometimes attributed to Kâtip Çelebi.
In: [Tarih al-Hind el-gharbi]. [Constantinople : Ibrahim, 1730].
Duplicate copy: VAULT Ayer 107 .M9 1730 [copy 1]
VAULT Ayer 107 .M9 1730 [copy 2, map 1] (PrCt)

84093 World maps - 1730 - Climate
Schematic diagram of the climatic regions of the world. [Constantinople (Istanbul) : Ibrahim, 1730].
Authors: Tarih-i Hind-i garchi (1730) -- Tarih-i Yeni Dünya, el-musemma be hadis-i nev (1730) -- Tarih al-Hind el-gharbi (1730) -- Kâtip Çelebi, 1609-1657 -- Ibrahim, 18th cent. -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 15 cm. in diam., within engraved border 21 x 29 cm.
Title, numeric table, and notes in Turkish.
Text sometimes attributed to Kâtip Çelebi.
In: [Tarih al-Hind el-gharbi]. [Constantinople : Ibrahim, 1730].
Duplicate copy: VAULT Ayer 107 .M9 1730 [copy 1]
VAULT Ayer 107 .M9 1730 [copy 2, map 2] (PrCt)

84094 World maps - 1733
[Calendar - Celestial charts]
Authors: Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1682 -- Rochefort, P. de -- Destombes, Marcel, 1905-1983 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; hand col. ; 2 hemispheres each 318 mm. in diam. (neat line) + table of geographic notes 'Corrigé sur les derrières observations 1733.'
Published by an undetermined member of the Jaillot family.
Printed on 2 composite sheets each comprised of 3 joined sheets; printed from 6 (?) plates altogether.
Upper sheet (537 x 957 mm.) contains title, 2 terrestrial hemispheres and 7 various astronomical and calendar charts and diagrams, 112 mm. in diam. or less.
Lower sheet (553 x 954 mm.) includes imprint, Rochfert's name, and 4 sections of geographic and historical notes separated by engraved pillars.
Ex Destombes.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
a52
Novacco 6F 4 (PrCt)

84095 World maps - 1734
[Celestial charts]
Planiglobii terrestris cum utroq. hemisphaerio caelisit generalis exhibito ... / publice proponit Io. Bapt. Homann ... Nuremberg : Io. Bapt. Homann, [1734 or later].

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Gleditsch, Johann Friedrich, 1653-1716 -- Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724. Kleiner Atlas scholasticus von sechs und zwanzig charten [1734 or later] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 2 hemispheres each 26 cm. in diam., on sheet 51 x 59 cm.
Margins include celestial charts (each 13 cm. in diam.): Hemisphaerium boreale -- Hemisphaerium australis.
Also includes illustrations and text about the Mount Aetna volcano, an earthquake, a flood, and a vortex in the Norwegian Sea.
In: Homann, Johann Baptist. Kleiner Atlas scholasticus von sechs und zwanzig charten (Leipzig ; Nuremberg : Johann Friedrich Gleditsch ; Johann Baptist Homann, [1734 or later]), [plate 1].
Digital image of another copy available on Christie's auction website (accessed August 2010):
http://www.christies.com/LotFinder/lot_details.asp x?intObjectID=1862068

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .H7 1734, [plate 1] (PrCt)

World maps - 1740
Diversi globi terr-aquei statione variante et visu intercedente, per coloros tropicorum, per ambos polos et particul. sphaeaeaethn in planum delineati orthographicici prospectus; quibus additae pro mutatione horizonis differentes sphaeaeaeae positiones earumque mutua cum circ. coelestibus convenientia et relatio / Augustae Vindelicor. Cura et studio Matth. Seutteri ...
[Augsburg : Seutter, 1740?].
Authors: Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756 -- Seutter, Matthaeus, 1678-1756. Atlas novus sive tabulae geographicæ totius orbis faciem, partes, imperia, regna et provincias exhibentes [1740?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 2 hemispheres each 28 cm. in diam., on sheet 52 x 60 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:100,000,000]. Includes 8 ancillary maps showing the globe from various perspectives, and 4 diagrams.
In: Seutter, Matthaeus. Atlas novus sive tabulae geographicæ totius orbis faciem, partes, imperia, regna et provincias exhibentes (Augsburg : [Seutter], 1740?), plate [2].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.


World maps - 1741
Mappemonde a l'usage du Roy. Amsterdam : Jean Covens et Corneille Mortier, [1741?].
1 map : hand col. ; 2 hemispheres each 32 cm. in diam., on sheet 55 x 67 cm.
In: L'Isle, Guillaume de. Atlas nouveau, contenant toutes les parties du monde ... (Amsterdam : J. Covens & C. Mortier, [1741?]) v. 1, pl. [1].

oversize Ayer 135 .L695 1741 v. 1, pl. [1] (PrCt)

World maps - 1741 - Language and languages
Diversi globi terr-aquei statione variante et visu intercedente ...
[Augsburg] : Matth. Seutteri, [ca. 1740?].
Authors: Seutter, Mattheus, 1678-1756 -- Seutter, Mattheus, 1678-1756. [A Collection of Seutter maps] [1726-1773]
1 map : hand col. ; 2 hemispheres each 27 cm. in diam., on sheet 55 x 65 cm.
Forms part of a made-to-order composite atlas chiefly comprised of undated maps issued ca. 1734-ca. 1744.

Case oversize G 1007 .S1 pl. [4] (PrCt)

World maps - Language and languages
Diversi globi terr-aquei statione variante et visu intercedente ...
[Augsburg] : Matth. Seutteri, [ca. 1740?].
Authors: Seutter, Mattheus, 1678-1756 -- Seutter, Mattheus, 1678-1756. Atlas novus sive tabulae geographicæ totius orbis faciem, partes, imperia, regna et provincias exhibentes [1740?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 2 hemispheres each 28 cm. in diam., on sheet 52 x 60 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:100,000,000]. Includes 8 ancillary maps showing the globe from various perspectives, and 4 diagrams.
In: Seutter, Mattheus. Atlas novus sive tabulae geographicæ totius orbis faciem, partes, imperia, regna et provincias exhibentes (Augsburg : [Seutter], 1740?), plate [2].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

diam., on sheet 44 x 55 cm.
Insets (each 7 cm. in diam.): [Northern Hemisphere] -- [Southern Hemisphere]. "No 1" in manuscript at upper right.
In: Tirion, Isaak. Nieuwe en beknopte hand-atlas ... (Amsterdam : Isaak Tirion, 1744 [i.e. 1769?]), plate [1].
oversize Ayer 135 .T55 1744, plate [1] (PrCt)

84106 World maps - 1745
Planiglobii terrestris cum utroq hemisphaerio caelesti ... Nuremberg : Homann Erben, [ca. 1745].
Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Homann Erben (Firm) -- Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724. Atlas novus terrarum orbis [ca. 1745] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 2 hemispheres each 26 cm. diam., on sheet 55 x 62 cm.
In: Homann, Johann Baptist. Atlas novus terrarum orbis [ca. 1745]. [plate 1].
Manuscript 'No. imo. [?] and '2a' on verso.
oversize Ayer 135 .H7 1730, [plate 1] (PrCt)

84107 World maps - 1746
Authors: Hase, Johann Matthias, 1684--1742 -- Lowitz, G. M. (George Moritz), 1722-1774 -- Homann Erben (Firm) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col.; 2 hemispheres each 27 cm. in diam., on sheet 53 x 62 cm. fold. to 24 cm.
Includes 6 ancillary maps showing different views of the globe.
Title also in French: Mappe-monde, qui represente les deux hemispheres ... dressée par ... G.M. Lowitz.
Relief shown pictorially.
Appears in Homann heirs' Schul-atlas von zwanzig general-und special-land karten ... Cf. Phillips, no. 293.
Ayer 133 .H34 1746 (NLO)

84108 World maps - 1746
Essay d'une carte réduite contenant les parties connuees du globe terrestre ... / Par N. Bellin ingeniour ordinaire. de la Marine : Bourgoin le Jeune scripsit. ... [Paris : s.n.], 1748.
Authors: Bellin, Jacques Nicolas, 1703-1772 -- Bourgoin, P. -- Destombes, Marcel, 1905-1983 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 480 x 658 mm. (neat line), 514 x 708 mm. (plate mark), on sheet 541 x 783 mm.
For ca. 1775 state of the map, see Novacco 4F 41.
Ex Destombes.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library). a54
Novacco 4F 39 (PrCt)

84112 World maps - 1748 - Solar eclipses - Maps - 1748
Authors: Lowitz, G. M. (George Moritz), 1722-1774 -- Homann Erben (Firm) -- Schneider, Ruprecht Adam -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 47 x 56 cm.
Scale ca. 1:13,000,000 at the equator.
'Prostat in Officina Honniana Norimb. 1747.'
C.P.S.C.M.G.'
Includes 3 'hemisphere' maps showing eclipsed areas at different times, and 'Projectio orthographica telluris.'
'Sculpsit Ruprecht Adam Schneider, Fürth.'
'Illustri ac per Ommen Europam celberrima viro Dno. Leonhardo Evlero...'
Relief shown pictorially.
Prime meridian: Ferro.
'1tes. blatt.'
Fitzgerald polar map 2 (PrCt)

84113 World maps - 1750-1759 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles 1ère Mappemonde ou presentation du globe terrestre dont les extremites sont developinges selon les regles des projections geographiques ...
Authors: Buache, Philippe, 1700-1773 -- Bibliothèque nationale (France). Ge D 7832 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of unsigned manuscript compiled 175-?; possibly by Philippe Buache.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library). MapPhoto France BN Ge D 7832 (PrCt)

Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724
1 map
temp map4F G3200 1752 .H6 1995 (PrCt)

84115 World maps - 1752 - Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1752 - Engravings Mappemonde ou description du globe terrestre ...

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Ayer 133 .V43 1760 (NLO)

84118 World maps - 1761
Aspecto geográfico del mundo Hispanico ...
[19-].
Authors: Fernandez, Pascual, fl. 1761 -- Bagay, Nicolás de la Cruz, fl. 1734-1761 -- Spain.
Ministerio de la Guerra. J 8a-1a-a,4 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of map originally published 1761.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto Spain Guerra J 8a-1a-a,4 (PrCt)

84119 World maps - 1763
Orbis veteribus notus auspiciis serenissimi principis Ludovici Philippi aurelianorum ducis ... / auctor d'Anville ... ; Guil. De-la-Haye ; H. Gravelot inv. ; N. Le Mire sculp. [Paris] : Apud auctorem in Aedibus Regis, vulgò les Galeries du Louvre, MDCCLXIII [1763].
1 map : hand col. ; 55 x 77 cm.
In composite atlas without title page: Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d'. [Atlas général] [Paris : s.n., ca. 1786?].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1019 .A598 1786, [plate 43] (PrCt)

84120 World maps - 1764
A New map of the world in two hemispheres with the new discoveries & tracts of the two circumnavigators vizt. Dampier and Anson round it : drawn from the latest geographers & greatly improved from the Sieurs D'Anville & Robert.
London : Printed for Robt. Sayer .... [1764?].
The Universal geographer ... [1764?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 2 hemispheres each 47 cm in diam., on sheet 68 x 105 cm.
"Robert" in the statement of authorship is probably Gilles Robert de Vaugondy.
Scale [ca. 1:40,000,000 at equator].
Double hemispherical map of the world with relief shown pictorially.
Shows track of Dampier and Anson, geographical information on hemisphere, continents, summer and winter solstice, geographical terms and wind currents. California shown as peninsula and Australia still joined to New Guinea.
In: Senex, John. The Universal geographer ...
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

84121 World maps - 1765
Carte des variations de la boussole et des vents généraux que l'on trouve dans le mers les plus fréquentes ... / Dressée au Dépost des Cartes de la Marine pour le Service des vaisseaux de la nation ; .../ Par le S. Bellin ingénieur de la marine .../ Dressée au Dépost des Cartes de la Marine ... ; Par le S. Bellin ingénieur de la marine ...MDCCCLXV ; Giovanni Bruno (?) sculpit (?) in Roma 1797? [?].
1 map : hand col. ; 514 x 817 mm. (neat line), on sheet 564 x 874 mm.
Plate altered to obscure imprint of Giovanni Brun. Close copy of map originally printed Paris, 1765 and later; map re-engraved onto a different plate. Detached from an atlas.
Ex Destombes. a56
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Novacco 4F 47 (PrCt)
84125  World maps - 1769-1780 - World maps - 1769-1780 - Explorations - Cook, James, 1728-1779 - Travel - Maps
A General chart exhibiting the discoveries made by Capt. James Cook in this and his two preceding voyages: with tracks of the ships under his command. London : W. Faden, [1817?].
1 map : hand col. ; 53 x 89 cm.
Verso handstamped '5.'
oversize G 10.282 pl. 5 (PrCt)

84126  World maps - 1772
Mappemonde dressée sur les relations les plus nouvelles ... Paris : Chez l'auteur, 1772.
Authors: Desnos, Louis-Charles, 1725-1805 --
Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 2 hemispheres each 36 cm. in diam., on sheet 52 x 76 cm. fold. to 25 cm. in slip case (27 cm.)
Scale not given.
Includes engraved illustrations.
Ayer 133 .D46 1772 (NLO)

84127  World maps - 1772
Mappemonde pour la Concorde de la géographie. [Paris : Chez les Frères Estienne, 1772].
Authors: Pluche, Noël Antoine, 1688-1761 -- Frères Estienne (Firm) -- Pluche, Noël Antoine, 1688-1761. Concorde de la géographie des différens âges (1772)
1 map ; 2 hemispheres each 13 cm. in diam., on sheet 17 x 31 cm.
Hemisphere titles: Hemisphere occidental -- Hemisphere oriental.
Engraved line of text at bottom center erased.
G 11.698 opposite preface (PrCt)

84128  World maps - 1772<<><><><<>Celestial charts - 1772<<><><><<>Moon - Maps - 1772<<><><><<>Map projection - Mercator - 1772<<><><><<>Mercator projection (Cartography)<<><><><<>Astronomy - Charts, diagrams, etc.
Scientia terrarum et coelorum, or, The heavens and earth astronomically and geographically delineated and display'd. London : Robt. Sayer, 1772 [i.e. 1773].
1 map : hand col. ; 2 hemispheres each 30 cm. in diam., on 2 composite sheets each 129 x 55 cm. each.
Hemisphere titles: Western hemisphere or the new world -- Eastern hemisphere or the old world.
Insets (28 cm. in diam. and smaller): The Solar system -- The Northern hemisphere -- The Southern hemisphere -- An Astronomical latitude & longitude analemma -- An Universal scale -- A Chart of the world [18 x 27 cm.] -- Selenography or a map of the moon -- The Vicissitude of the seasons explained -- The Analemma.
In: Kitchin, Thomas. A General atlas describing the whole universe ... (London : Robert Sayer, 1773); versos handstamped '1' and '2.'
Bound with: Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d'. A Complete body of ancient geography ... (London : R. Laurie and J. Whittle, 1799).
oversize Ayer 135 .K6 1773 pl. 1-2 (PrCt)
84129 World maps - 1774
A Map of the world with the latest discoveries...
London, [198-].
Authors: Dunn, Samuel, -1794 -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794
1 map : on 2 spheres each 25 cm. diameter on sheet 48 x 69 cm.
Facsimile (enlarged) of map dated 1774 from an edition of Dunn's A New atlas of the mundane system... (London, 1774-1800); cf. Phillips 659, 684, 3515, 3532.
5209
map4F G3200 1774 .D8 198- (PrCt)

84130 World maps - 1774<<>>Northern Hemisphere
- Maps - 1774<<>>Southern Hemisphere
- Maps - 1774
Hémisphère supérieur de la mappemonde projetée sur l'horizon de Paris ;... / Hémisphère inférieur de la mappemonde projetée sur l'horizon de Paris... / par le P. Chrysologue, Capucin. Paris : [s.n.], MDCCCLXXIV [1774].
Authors: Chrysologue de Gy, Père, 1728-1808 -- Haye, G. de la -- Académie des sciences (France) -- Chrysologue de Gy, Père, 1728-1808. Description et usages de la mappemonde projetée sur l'horizon de Paris... (1774) -- Merigot, fl. 1774 -- Brown, Lloyd Arnold, 1907-1966 -- André, Noël, Père, 1728-1808 SEE Chrysologue de Gy, Père, 1728-1808 -- Haye, Guillaume de la SEE Haye, G. de la -- De La Haye, Guillaume SEE Haye, G. de la -- La Haye, Guillaume de la SEE Haye, G. de la -- Chez Merigot, firm, Paris, fl. 1774 SEE Merigot, fl. 1774 2 maps ; hand col. ; each 59 cm. in diam. on 2 sheets
Accession no. 88-8591
5037
map6F G3200 1774 .N6 (NLO)

84131 World maps - 1775
Essay d'une carte réduite, contenant les parties connues du globe terrestre / Par N. Bellin ingenieur ordinaire. de la marine 1748. [Paris, ca. 1775?].
1 map : hand col. ; 473 x 656 (neat line), 512 x 707 mm. (plate mark), on sheet 531 x 718 mm.
Later state of map originally published 1748 (see Novacco 4F 39). Revised to show the discoveries of Cook's first voyage (1768-1771) and discoveries in Bering Strait.
Ex Destombes.
a57
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Novacco 4F 41 (PrCt)

84132 World maps - 1775
Mappa totius mundi adornata juxta observationes ... / Per G. de L'Isle geographum Parisiis ; Prostat nunc in officina Tobiae Conradi Lotter geogr. et chalcogr.. Aug. Vind ; Matthaeus Albrecht Lotter sculpit... Augsberg : Lotter, [ca. 1775?].
Authors: Lotter, Tobias Conrad, 1717-1777 -- L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 -- Lotter, Matthäus Albrecht, 1741-1810 -- Ludwig Rosenthal's Antiquariat -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 2 hemispheres each 321 mm. in diam. (neat line) 464 x 652 mm. (plate mark), on sheet 521 x 676 mm. Manuscript 'VII' in upper right. Includes insets of the north and south poles, each 96 mm. in diam. Cf. Phillips 3517, no. 3. Ex Rosenthal.
a53
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Novacco 4F 38 (PrCt)

84133 World maps - 1776
Carte generale de la terre ou mappemonde avec les quatre principaux systemes / Corrigée et augmentée d'apres nouvelles observations de Mrs. de l'accademies Rle. des Sciences par Mr. l'Abbé Clouet ; A Paris chez Mondhare Rue St. Jacques près St. Severin. Paris : L. Mondhare, 1776.
Authors: Clouet, Mr. l'abbé (Jean Baptiste Louis), b. 1730 -- Mondhare, Louis Joseph, fl. 1767-1790 -- Académie des sciences (France) -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 2 hemispheres each 427 mm. in diam. (neat line), 953 x 1,202 mm. (outer limit of engraved border), on 4 sheets 493 x 622 mm. or smaller.
Added title: Mappamundi o carta general de la tierra dividida en dos hemisferios .... Margins include 20 Biblical scenes, each accompanied with explanatory French and Spanish notes.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
a58
Novacco 4F 42 (PrCt)

84134 World maps - 1778<<>>Cook, James, 1728-1779 - Travel - Maps

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
84135 World maps - 1780-1789 -
Geomagnetism - Maps - 1780-1789
Authors: Buffon, Georges Louis Leclerc, comte de, 1707-1788 -- Imprimerie royale (France) -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:A1
1 map ; 2 hemispheres each 44 cm. in diam., on sheet 68 x 101 cm.
Engraved 'No. 8.' in upper right corner.
Probably issued in an atlas forming part of:
The atlas may have been issued with volumes [25-29], published 1783-1788: Histoire naturelle des minéraux; cf. OCLC 6371564.
Duplicate copy: Ayer 135.C32 178-
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Cf. British Museum map catalog v. 15, col. 646. 2585
Sack map 6F G3201.C93 178- .B8 (PrCl)

84136 World maps - 1780<< >>Eastern Hemisphere - Maps - 1780<< >>Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1780
"Livre I. et les suivants" -- At upper left.
"No. 1." -- At upper right.

84137 World maps - 1780<< >>Ocean currents - Maps - 1780<< >>Map projection - Mercator - 1780<< >>Mercator projection (Cartography)
Atlas de toutes les parties connues du globe terrestre ... [1780?] -- William B. Greenlee Collection (Newberry Library). 1 map : 21 x 33 cm.
"Livre I. et suivants" -- At upper left.
"No. 2." -- At upper right.
Shaded areas with directional arrows show predominant ocean currents.
Greenlee 4891 .B71 1780 [map 2] (PrCl)

84138 World maps - 1781
Nouvelle mappe monde dediee au progres de nos connoissances. Hemisphere maritime.
Hemisphere terrestre / Dressée par Mr. Boullanger ... Paris : Lattré, [1781?].
Authors: Boullanger, Nicolas Antoine -- Choffard, Pierre-Philippe, 1730-1809 -- Lattré, Jean -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 2 hemispheres each 32 cm. in diam., on sheet fold. to 26 cm.
'Dressée par mr. Boullanger, ingénieur du roy ... revue et corrigée en 1781.' Scale not given.
Ayer 133 .B76 1781 (NLO)
différents états (1784)
A Paris Chés Lattré Graveur ... avec Privil du Roi, revue et corrigée en 1781.
"Les ornements faits par P.P. Choffard." 
Scale not given.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.


84140 World maps - 1781
A Map of the world, with the latest discoveries.
Authors: Dunn, Samuel, -1794 -- Robert Sayer and John Bennett (Firm) -- Dunn, Samuel, -1794.
A New atlas of the mundane system ... (1778) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 2 hemispheres each 25 cm. in diam., on sheet 46 x 54 cm.
Added title, oversize lettering in upper and lower margins, outside neat line: Geography, or description of the earth.
In: Dunn, Samuel. A New atlas of the mundane system ... (London : R. Sayer and J. Bennett, 1778), pl. 1.
Map dated 1781; revised state of Dunn's 1774 map.
5208
oversize Ayer 135 .D85 1778 pl. 1 (PrCt)

84141 World maps - 1781<<>>Map projection - Mercator - 1781<<>>Mercator projection (Cartography)
A Chart of the world, according to Mercator's projection.
Authors: Dunn, Samuel, -1794 -- Robert Sayer and John Bennett (Firm) -- Dunn, Samuel, -1794.
A New atlas of the mundane system ... (1778) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 40 cm.
In: Dunn, Samuel. A New atlas of the mundane system ... (London : R. Sayer and J. Bennett, 1778), pl. 2. Title page dated 1778; map dated 1781.
oversize Ayer 135 .D85 1778 pl. 2 (PrCt)

84142 World maps - 1783
Authors: Janvier, Jean Denis -- Lattré, Jean -- Lattré, Jean. Atlas geographique : contenant la mappemonde et les quatre parties avec les différents états (1784) -- Roger S. Baskes

84145 World maps - 1784
A General chart exhibiting the discoveries made... (London : R. Sayer and J. Bennett, 1778), pl. 2. Title page dated 1778; map dated 1781; revised state of Dunn's 1774 map.
5208
oversize Ayer 135 .D85 1778 pl. 1 (PrCt)

84143 World maps - 1783<<>>Japan - Maps - 1783<<>>Globes - 1783<<>>Wall maps
Chikyu ichiran zu [the globe at a glance]. Osaka and Kyoto, Japan : S. Asai & I. Onoki, 1783.
Authors: Mitsubashi, Kikaku fl. 1783 and Kyoto, Japan : S. Asai & I. Onoki, 1783.
Chikyu ichiran zu [the globe at a glance]. Osaka and Kyoto, Japan : S. Asai & I. Onoki, 1783.
A Map projection - Mercator - 1783<<>>Mercator projection (Cartography)
Chikyu ichiran zu [the globe at a glance]. Osaka and Kyoto, Japan : S. Asai & I. Onoki, 1783.
A Map projection - Mercator - 1783<<>>Mercator projection (Cartography)

84144 World maps - 1783<<>>Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1783<<>>Engravings
Mappemonde ou description du globe terrestre ... / par le Robert de Vaugondy ... ; C. Cohin filius delin. ; Groux. A Paris : Chez Antoine Boudet ..., 1783.
Authors: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766 -- Cochin, Charles Nicolas, 1715-1790 -- Groux, Charles Jacques -- Boudet, Antoine, 1715?-1787 -- Cook, James, 1728-1779 -- Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas universel (1757 [i.e. 1790?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 2 hemispheres each 35 cm. in diam., on sheet 52 x 79 cm.
"Avec les routes, et descouvertes du célèbre Captaine Cook ... ."
In: Robert de Vaugondy, Gilles, 1688-1766. Atlas universel / par M. Robert ... et par M. Robert de Vaugondy son fils ... (A Paris : Chez De la Marche, géographe, rue du Foin St. Jacques, Collège de Me. Gervais, 1757, [i.e. 1790?]), [plate 12].
"13" -- oversize letterpress number stamped on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
For earlier version of the map, on different plate with engraver's name "P.F. Tardieu," and without mention of Cook, see Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1757, [plate 10] (PrCt)
Baskes oversize G1015 .R598 1790, [plate 12] (PrCt)

World maps - 1784
A General chart exhibiting the discoveries made... (London : R. Sayer and J. Bennett, 1779), pl. 1. Map dated 1783; revised state of Dunn's 1774 map.
5208
oversize Ayer 135 .D85 1778 pl. 1 (PrCt)
by Capt. James Cook... [Christchurch, N.Z.] :
Authors: Roberts, Henry, Lieut., 1757-1796 --
Prints
1 map : hand col. ; 41 x 68 cm.
Scale ca. 1:60,900,000 at the equator.
Facsimile of engraving in the Alexander Turnbull
Library [Wellington, N.Z.] no. 647:
Mercator projection.
The original of the map was published in 1784 in
the atlas accompanying the official account of
Cook's voyages.
Accompanied by notes on the map (11).
map4F 3200 (PrCt)

84146 World maps - 1784
Mappe monde géo sphérique, ou, Nouvelle carte
idéale du globe terrestre : pour servir
d'introduction a la géographie, l'hydrographie, et
a la sphere armillaire dans la quelle on voit le
rapport que toutes ces sciences ont entre' elles,
ou avec les cieux ... / par ... Louis Claude de
Vezou ... ; gravée par J. Lattré avec privilege du
roy. A Paris : Chés l'Auteur ... Lattré Graveur ..., [1784?].
Authors: Vezou, Louis Claude de -- Lattré, Jean
-- Lattré, Jean. Atlas geographique : contenant la
mappemonde et les quatre parties avec les
différents états (1784) -- Basset, Paul-André, fl.
1785-1819 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 55 x 72 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:100 000 000] at center.
Two hemispheres (each each 28 cm. diameter)
encircled with information on geography,
hydrography and the armillary sphere.
In: Lattré, Jean. Atlas geographique : contenant la
mappemonde et les quatre parties avec les
différents états (Paris : Chez Lattré, 1784), plate
[2]
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
(NLO)

84147 World maps - 1784<<>>Cook, James,
1728-1779 - Travel - Maps
A General chart exhibiting the discoveries made
by Capt'n James Cook... [1784].
Authors: Roberts, Henry, Lieut., 1757-1796 --
Cook, James, 1728-1779 -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Gift 198-, Gerald F. Fitzgerald.
temp Fitzgerald map6F G3200 1784 .R6 (PrCt)

84148 World maps - 1785
A General chart: Exhibiting the discoveries, made
by Capt.n James Cook in this and his two
preceding voyages; with the tracks of the ships
under his commands. London : G. Nicol and T.
Cadell, 1785.
Authors: Cook, James, 1728-1779 -- Roberts,
1739-1812 -- Cook, James, 1728-1779. A
Voyage to the Pacific Ocean ... (1785) -- Edward
E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 64 x 92 cm.
In: Cook, James. A Voyage to the Pacific Ocean : under the command of His Majesty for
making discoveries in the northern hemisphere ... in the years 1776, 1777, 1778, 1779 and 1780
(London : Printed by H. Hughes, for G. Nicol ... and T. Cadell, 1785) v. 10, pl. 1.
oversize Ayer 118 .C7 v. 10 Atlas, pl. 1 (PrCt)

84149 World maps - 1785
A General chart: Exhibiting the discoveries, made
by Capt.n James Cook in this and his two
preceding voyages; with the tracks of the ships
under his commands. London : G. Nicol and T.
Cadell, 1785.
Authors: Cook, James, 1728-1779 -- Roberts,
1739-1812 -- Cook, James, 1728-1779. A
Voyage to the Pacific Ocean ... (1785) -- Edward
E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 64 x 92 cm.
In atlas accompanying: Cook, James. A Voyage
to the Pacific Ocean ... for making discoveries in the Northern Hemisphere ... in the years 1776,
1777, 1778, 1779, and 1780 (London : Printed by H.
oversize Ayer 118 .C7 1785c Atlas pl. [1]
(PrCt)

84150 World maps - 1785 - Maps, Physical
Planisphere physique : où l'on voit du pole
septentrional ce que l'on connoit de terres et de
mers : avec les grandes chaines de montagnes,
qui traversant le globe, divisent naturellement les
terres soit en parties élevées soit en terreins de
fleuvues inclinés vers chaque mer, et partagent les
mers par une suite de montagnes marines
indique?es par les isles, rochers ou vigies / ...
dressée par Phil. Buache et publiée avec l'approbon.
et sous le privilege de l'Academie des
sciences ... ; gravé par Desbruslins. Paris : Chez
Dezauche, succ'r des srs. de L'Isle et Buache et
avec tous les ouvrages geographiques de Guil.
Delisle, rue des Noyers, [1785].
Authors: Buache, Philippe, 1700 -- Desbruslins,
F., père -- Dezauche, Jean Claude,
active 1770-1824 -- L'Isle, Guillaume de,
1675-1726. Atlas géographique des quatre
parties du monde [1785?] -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 36 cm. in diam., on sheet 55 x
76 cm.
Map of the world centered on the North Pole.
"Cette carte physique de la terre ... se trouve
avec ses détails et les tables analytiques qui y
sont relatives, à Paris, chez Dezauche, suc'r. des
srs. de l'Isle et Buache et avec tous les ouvrages
géographiques de Guil. Delisle, rue des Noyers,
Prepares celle des Anglois.* Includes descriptive text in side margins on continental mountain ranges and other topographical features. Shows Australia joined to New Guinea.

Scale [ca. 1:70,500,000].
Prime meridian: Ferro.
Relief shown by hachures.

"Pl. II."--Upper right margin.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .L565 1785, [plate 21]
(NLO)

84153 World maps - 1785<<>>Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1785<<>>Eastern Hemisphere - Maps - 1785
1 map : hand col.; 2 hemispheres each 32 cm. in diameter, on sheet 55 x 76 cm.
"Avec privilege du roi, année 1785."
Scale [ca. 1:85,000,000 at equator].
Relief shown pictorially.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .L565 1785, [plate 1]
(NLO)

84154 World maps - 1787<<>>Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1787<<>>Eastern Hemisphere - Maps - 1787<<>>Celestial charts - 1787<<>>Moon - Maps - 1787<<>>Wall maps<<>>Astronomy - Charts, diagrams, etc.
A General map of the world or terraqueous globe : with all the new discoveries ... / by Saml. Dunn, mathematician. London : Printed for Robert Sayer, January 6, 1787.
Authors: Dunn, Samuel, -1794 -- Riccioli, Giovanni Battista, 1598-1671 -- Kitchin, Thomas, 1718-1784. A General atlas, describing the whole universe : being a complete collection of the most approved maps extant ... [1787?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 2 hemispheres each 61 cm. in diam., on 2 composite sheets each 54 x 127 cm.
In: Kitchin, Thomas. A General atlas, describing the whole universe : being a complete collection of the most approved maps extant ... (London : Printed for Robert Sayer, [1788?]), no. 1-2
Margins include extensive notes, celestial charts and diagrams, world map on Mercator projection (17 x 27 cm.), and map of the moon "according to Father Riccioli" (29 cm. in diam.)
Printed from 4 plates on 4 sheets joined to form 2 composite and adjacent sheets; northern half stamped "l" on verso; southern half stamped "2" on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .K57 1788, [plates 1-2]
(NLO)

Le Globe terrestre présenté d'une maniere nouvelle ... / Dressé en 1786 ... , Dedié à S. M. le Roi de Sardaigne par ... Salvador Lirelli
geographe ... [S.I. s.n.], 1786.
Authors: Lirelli, Salvador -- Almagià, Roberto, 1884-1962 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
3 maps ; on sheet 593 x 705 mm.
Includes maps of the northern and southern
hemispheres each 267 mm. in diam. (neat line), and world map on Mercator projection 170 x 705 mm. (neat line).
Traces routes of Cook's voyages from 1769-1780.
Ex Almagià
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
N60 Novacco 4F 43 (PrCt)

84153 World maps - 1787<<>>Celestial charts - 1787<<>>Moon - Maps - 1787<<>>Wall maps<<>>Astronomy - Charts, diagrams, etc.
A General map of the world or terraqueous globe : with all the new discoveries ... / by Saml. Dunn, mathematician. London : Printed for Robert Sayer, January 6, 1787.
Authors: Dunn, Samuel, -1794 -- Riccioli, Giovanni Battista, 1598-1671 -- Kitchin, Thomas, 1718-1784. A General atlas, describing the whole universe : being a complete collection of the most approved maps extant ... [1787?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 2 hemispheres each 61 cm. in diam., on 2 composite sheets each 54 x 127 cm.
In: Kitchin, Thomas. A General atlas, describing the whole universe : being a complete collection of the most approved maps extant ... (London : Printed for Robert Sayer, [1788?]), no. 1-2
Margins include extensive notes, celestial charts and diagrams, world map on Mercator projection (17 x 27 cm.), and map of the moon "according to Father Riccioli" (29 cm. in diam.)
Printed from 4 plates on 4 sheets joined to form 2 composite and adjacent sheets; northern half stamped "l" on verso; southern half stamped "2" on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .K57 1788, [plates 1-2]
(NLO)
Maps

World maps

[84155] World maps - 1788
Authors: Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824 -- Cook, James, 1728-1779 -- Calcografia camerale (Rome, Italy) -- Cassini, Gio. Ma. (Giovanni Maria), 1745-ca. 1824. Nuovo atlante geografico universale delineato sulle ultime osservazioni (1792-1801) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 2 hemispheres each 21 cm. in diam., on sheet 32 x 45 cm.
Map dated 1788
oversize Ayer 135 .C33 1792 v. 1 pl. 1 (PrCt)

[84156] World maps - 1789<<>>Map projection - Mercator - 1789<<>>Mercator projection (Cartography)
A New chart of the world : on Mercator's projection with the tracks & discoveries of the latest circumnavigators &c. / by Samuel Dunn. London : Printed for Robert Sayer ... as the Act directs, June 16th 1789.
Authors: Dunn, Samuel, -1794 -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Dunn, Samuel, -1794. A New atlas of the mundane system ... [1789?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 2 hemispheres each 317 x 47 cm., on sheet 47 x 57 cm.
Scale: [ca. 1:100,000,000 at equator].
Relief shown pictorially.
Prime meridian: London.
In: Dunn, Samuel. A New atlas of the mundane system, or, Of geography and cosmography ... (London : Printed for Robert Sayer and Co., [1789?]), [plate 2].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .D86 1789 [plate 2] (NLO)

A New map of the world, with the latest discoveries / by Samuel Dunn, mathematician. London : Printed for Robert Sayer ... published as the Act directs, 10th June, 1789.
Authors: Dunn, Samuel, -1794 -- Sayer, Robert, 1725-1794 -- Dunn, Samuel, -1794. A New atlas of the mundane system ... [1789?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 2 hemispheres, each 25 cm. in diam., on sheet 45 x 57 cm.
Title in margin: Geography, or, description of the earth
Hemispheres separately titled: Western Hemisphere, or, New World -- Eastern Hemisphere, or, Old World.
Scale [ca. 1:75,000,000 at equator].
Double hemispherical map of the world with relief shown pictorially.
In: Dunn, Samuel. A New atlas of the mundane system, or, Of geography and cosmography ... (London : Printed for Robert Sayer and Co., [1789?]), [plate 1].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .D86 1789 [plate 1] (NLO)

Baskes oversize G1015 .D86 1789 [plate G] (NLO)

Baskes oversize G1015 .D86 1789 [plate W] (NLO)

Baskes oversize G1015 .D86 1789 [plate 1] (NLO)

Baskes oversize G1015 .D86 1789 [plate 2] (NLO)

Baskes oversize G1015 .D86 1789 [plate 3] (NLO)

Baskes oversize G1015 .D86 1789 [plate 4] (NLO)

Baskes oversize G1015 .D86 1789 [plate 5] (NLO)

Baskes oversize G1015 .D86 1789 [plate 6] (NLO)

Baskes oversize G1015 .D86 1789 [plate 7] (NLO)

Baskes oversize G1015 .D86 1789 [plate 8] (NLO)

Baskes oversize G1015 .D86 1789 [plate 9] (NLO)

Baskes oversize G1015 .D86 1789 [plate 10] (NLO)

Baskes oversize G1015 .D86 1789 [plate 11] (NLO)
84160 World maps - 1791<=>Maps in literature
A Map of the world, with the latest discoveries: on which is delineated the voyage of Robinson Crusoe / Jno. Lodge sculp. [London : Printed for J. F. and C. Rivington [et al.], 1791].
Authors: Lodge, John, -1796 -- Defoe, Daniel, 1661?-1731. Life and strange surprising adventures of Robinson Crusoe (1791) -- Hawkins, Charlotte, fl. 1800
1 map ; 2 hemispheres each 14.7 cm. in diam., on sheet 19 x 32 cm., fold. to 14 x 9 cm.
In upper right margin: To face the title of the II. vol.
The signature of Charlotte Hawkins, who presumably copied this map to create the embroidered covers on the volumes, is at the top of the title page.
The map has been backed by another sheet of paper and two of the bottom folds are torn.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

84161 World maps - 1792 - Cities and towns<=>Cities and towns - Maps - 1792 (Provisional Heading)
A Collection of plans of the most capital cities of every empire, kingdom, republic and electorate in Europe and some remarkable cities in the other three parts of the world. London : Andrews, 1792.
Authors: Andrews, John, 1736-1809 -- Welsh, Howard E., 1711-1790 -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 42 maps ; 250 x 193 mm.
A. Fordham 14;Beresiner 45; provenance: Welsh
OCLC 22267517.
Maps also cataloged separately (on spreadsheet by R. Baskes).
Phillips 5386
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

84162 World maps - 1793<=>Arctic regions - Maps - 1793<=>Cook, James, 1728-1779 - Travel - Maps<=>Furneaux, Tobias, 1735-1781 - Travel - Maps
The World including the discoveries made by Capt. Cook. [London : s.n., 1793?].
Authors: Bankes, Thomas, b. 1744 -- Bankes, Thomas, b. 1744. A New and authentic system of universal geography, antient and modern : including all the late important discoveries made by the English ... [1793?] -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 2 hemispheres each 22 cm. in diam., on sheet 40 x 47 cm.
Anonymous map without imprint.
Attributed to Thomas Bowen. Cf. Shirley, R.
Maps in the Atlases of the British Library, p. 192.
Scale [ca. 1:111,000,000].
Scale measured at center of hemisphere.
Shows routes of Cook and Furneaux, 1768-1774.
Inset (6 cm. in diam): The North pole shewing the countries from lat. 50 to 90.
Engraved numbers "82 H" and "8 G" in bottom margin.
In: Bankes, Thomas. A New and authentic system of universal geography, antient and modern : including all the late important discoveries made by the English ... (London : Printed for C. Cooke ... [et al., 1793?]), following p. 106.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G115 .B36 1793, following p. 106 (NLO)

84163 World maps - 1793<=>Cook, James, 1728-1779
A New and complete chart of the world: displaying the tracks of Capt'n. Cook and other modern navigators / drawn and engraved by T. Bowen. [London : s.n., 1793?].
Authors: Bowen, Thomas, -1790 -- Bankes, Thomas, b. 1744. A New and authentic system of universal geography, antient and modern : including all the late important discoveries made by the English ... [1793?] -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 31 x 45 cm.
"Engraved for Bankes's New system of geography, published by royal authority." Scale [ca. 1:85,500,000 at equator].
Pacific Ocean at center.
Shows the routes of Cook, Furneaux, Phipps, and Lutwidge with the Endeavor, 1768; Resolution and Adventure, 1772-1775; Resolution and Discovery, 1776-1780; Racehorse and Carcass, 1773.
In: Bankes, Thomas. A New and authentic system of universal geography, antient and modern : including all the late important discoveries made by the English ... (London : Printed for C. Cooke ... [et al., 1793?]), following p. 68.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G115 .B36 1793, following p. 68 (NLO)

84164 World maps - 1794
A New chart of the world on Wright's or Mercator's projection : in which are exhibited all the parts hitherto explored or discovered; with the tracks of the British circumnavigators Byron, Wallis, Carteret and Cook, &c. London : Published by Laurie and Whittle, 53 Fleet-Street,
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

as the Act directs, 12th May, 1794.
Authors: Laurie & Whittle -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 71 x 91 cm.
In MS. (pencil) on verso: No. 2.
Detached from a Laurie and Whittle atlas.
Cf. Phillips 716, 6012 and others.
Fitzgerald polar map 3 (PrCt)

84165 World maps - 1794<<<> Celestial charts - 1794<<<> Moon - Maps - 1794<<<> Wall maps<<<> Astronomy - Charts, diagrams, etc. A General map of the world or terraqueous globe : with all the new discoveries ... / by Saml. Dunn, mathematician. London : Published by Laurie & Whittle, no. 53, Fleet Street, 12th May 1794.
Authors: Dunn, Samuel, -1794 -- Laurie & Whittle -- Kitchin, Thomas, 1718-1784. A General atlas describing the whole universe ... (1795) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 2 hemispheres each 61 cm. in diam., on 2 composite sheets each 55 x 127 cm.
In: Kitchin, Thomas. A General atlas describing the whole universe ... (London : Printed and published by Robert Laurie and James Whittle, no. 53 Fleet Street, 1795), [plates 1-2].
Margins include extensive notes, celestial charts and diagrams, world map on Mercator projection (17 x 27 cm.), and map of the moon "according to Father Riccioli" (29 cm. in diam.)
Printed from 4 plates on 4 sheets joined to form 2 composite and adjacent sheets; northern half stamped "1" on verso; southern half stamped "2" on verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .R63 1801 no. 2 (NLO)

Authors: Morse, Jedidiah, 1761-1826 -- Stockdale, John, 1749?-1814 -- Morse, Jedidiah, 1761-1826. The American geography -- or, A view of the present situation of the United States of America 1794 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 16 x 22 cm.
In: Morse, Jedidiah. The American geography; or, A view of the present situation of the United States of America ... (London : J. Stockdale, 1794) opposite p. 630.
Ayer 109.5 .M7 1794 opp. p. 630 (PrCt)

84167 World maps - 1794<<<> Map projection - Mercator - 1794<<<> Mercator projection (Cartography) A New chart of the world : on Mercator's projection with the tracks & discoveries of the latest circumnavigators &c. / by Samuel Dunn. London : Laurie & Whittle, [1794?].
Authors: Dunn, Samuel, -1794 -- Laurie & Whittle -- Dunn, Samuel, -1794. A New atlas of the mundane system ... (1800) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 29 x 40 cm., on sheet 47 x 59 cm.
"London: published 12th May [1794?], by Laurie & Whittle, 53 Fleet Street."
Scale: [ca. :1:100,000,000]
Relief shown pictorially.
Prime meridian: London.
In: Dunn, Samuel. New atlas of the mundane system, or, Of geography and cosmography ... (London : Printed and published by Robert Laurie and James Whittle ... (successors to the late Mr. Robert Sayer), 1800), [plate 2] Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .D86 1800 [plate 2] (NLO)

84168 World maps - 1794<<<> Map projection - Mercator - 1794<<<> Mercator projection (Cartography) A New chart of the world in Mercator's projection with the tracks & discoveries of the latest circumnavigators &c. / by Samuel Dunn, mathematician. London : Laurie & Whittle, 12th May 1794.
Authors: Dunn, Samuel, -1794 -- Laurie & Whittle -- Laurie & Whittle. A New and elegant imperial sheet atlas comprehending general and particular maps of every part of the world ... (1801?) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 29 x 38 cm.
In Robert Laurie and James Whittle. A New and elegant imperial sheet atlas comprehending general and particular maps of every part of the world ... (London : printed and published by R. Laurie and J. Whittle, 1800 [i.e. 1801?]) no. 2
Recto stamped and engraved "2." Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .R63 1801 no. 2 (NLO)

Authors: Dunn, Samuel, -1794 -- Laurie & Whittle -- Dunn, Samuel, -1794. A New atlas of the mundane system ... (1800) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 2 hemispheres, each 25 cm. in diam., on sheet 45 x 59 cm.
"Published by Laurie & Whittle, no. 53 Fleet Street, London, as the Act directs 12th May, 1794."
Added title in margin: Geography, or, Description of the earth
Added titles from hemispheres: Western Hemisphere, or, New World -- Eastern
Hemisphere, or, Old World.
Scale [ca. 1:75,000,000 at equator].
Double hemispherical map of the world with relief shown pictorially.
In: Dunn, Samuel. New atlas of the mundane system, or, Of geography and cosmography ... (London : Printed and published by Robert Laurie and James Whittle ... (successors to the late Mr. Robert Sayer), 1800), [plate G]
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .D86 1800 [plate G] (NLO)

A Map of the world on a new projection : with a delineation of the various parts of phaenomena of the solar system, to facilitate the principles and study of geography and astronomy / by Benj. Martin with improvements and the addition of the new discoveries. London : Laurie & Whittle, 1794.
Authors: Martin, Benjamin, 1705-1782 -- Dunn, Samuel, -1794 -- Laurie & Whittle -- Dunn, Samuel, -1794. A New atlas of the mundane system ... (1800) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 2 hemispheres each 20 cm. in diam., on sheet 27 x 49 cm.
"London, published by Laurie & Whittle, no. 53 Fleet Street, as the Act directs May the 12th 1794."
Scale: [ca. 1:100,000,000 at equator].
Double hemispherical map of the world with relief shown pictorially.
Insets: Saturn’s ring and five moons -- A solar and lunar eclipse -- Seasons of the year -- Jupiter and his four moons.
In: Dunn, Samuel. New atlas of the mundane system, or, Of geography and cosmography ... (London : Printed and published by Robert Laurie and James Whittle ... (successors to the late Mr. Robert Sayer), 1800), [plate G]
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .D86 1800 [plate G] (NLO)

84171 World maps - 1796
Authors: Thackara & Vallance -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Guthrie, William, 1708-1770 -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839. Carey's General atlas ... (1796)
1 map; 2 hemispheres each 24 cm. in diam.
In: Carey, Mathew. Carey's General atlas ... (Philadelphia : M. Carey, 1796) pl. [1].
Case folio G1019.C25 1796 pl. 1 (Pr Ct)

A Chart of the world according to Mercators projection, shewing the latest discoveries of Captain Cook. Philadelphia : M. Carey, 1796.
Carey's General atlas ... (1796)
1 map; 35 x 45 cm.
In: Carey, Mathew. Carey's General atlas ... (Philadelphia : M. Carey, 1796) pl. [2].
Case folio G1019.C25 1796 pl. 2 (Pr Ct)

84173 World maps - 1797
Map of the world, comprehending the latest discoveries / A. Bell Prin. Wal. sculptor fecit. [Edinburgh : s.n., 1797].
Authors: Bell, Andrew, 1726-1809 -- Cook, James, 1728-1779 -- Mulgrave, Constantine John Phipps, Baron, 1744-1792 -- Encyclopaedia Britannica (1797) -- Encyclopaedia Britannica, inc.
1 map : 2 hemispheres each 17 cm. in diam., on sheet 27 x 41 cm.
In Encyclopedia Britannica; or, A dictionary of arts, sciences, and miscellaneous literature (Edinburgh : A. Bell and C. Mafarquhar, 1797) v. 7, opposite p. 663.
Running title: Geography
Engraved 'Plate CCXIV'
folio A 21 .2583 v. 7, opposite p. 663 (Pr Ct)

84174 World maps - 1797
Cook, James, 1728-1779 Travel - Maps Mulgrave, Constantine John Phipps, Baron, 1744-1792 Travel - Maps
A Map of the world in three sections describing the polar regions to the tropics in which are traced the tracts of Lord Mulgrave and Captain Cook ... ; Torrid zone or tropical regions of the world in which are laid down the new discoveries in the Pacific Ocean or South Sea / A. Bell sculpt.
[Edinburgh : s.n., 1797].
Authors: Bell, Andrew, 1726-1809 -- Cook, James, 1728-1779 -- Mulgrave, Constantine John Phipps, Baron, 1744-1792 -- Encyclopaedia Britannica (1797) -- Encyclopaedia Britannica, inc.
2 maps : 2 hemispheres each 15 cm. in diam. and 6 x 41 cm., on sheet 27 x 41 cm.
In Encyclopedia Britannica; or, A dictionary of arts, sciences, and miscellaneous literature (Edinburgh : A. Bell and C. Macfarquhar, 1797) v. 7, between p. 662-663.
Running title: Geography.
Added hemisphere titles: The South Pole to the Tropic of Capricorn -- The North Pole to the Tropic of Cancer.
Engraved 'Plate CCXIII'
folio A 21 .2583 v. 7, between p. 662-663 (Pr Ct)
84183 World maps - 1801 - Maps, Physical
Planisphere physique : où l'on voit du pole septentrional ce que l'on connoit de terres et de mers : avec les grandes chaines de montagnes, qui traversant le globe, divisent naturellement les terres soit en parties égales soit en terres de fleuves inclinés vers chaque mer, et partagent les mers par une suite de montagnes marines indiquées par les isles, rochers ou vigies / ... dressée par Phil. Buache et publiée avec l'approb. et sous le privilège de l'Académie des sciences ... ; gravé par Desbruslins. Paris : chez Dezauche, suc. des srs. de l'Isle et Buache et avec tous les ouvrages géographiques de Guill. Delisle, rue des Noyers, près celle des Anglois, [1801?].
Authors: Buache, Philippe, 1700-1773 -- Desbruslins, F. -- Dezauche, Jean Claude, active 1770-1824 -- L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726.
Atlas géographique des quatre parties du monde [1801?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 36 cm. in diam., on sheet 56 x 76 cm.
Map of the world centered on the North Pole.
"Cette carte physique de la terre ... se trouve avec ses détails et les tables analytiques qui y sont relatives, à Paris, chez Dezauche, suc. des srs. de l'Isle et Buache et avec tous les ouvrages géographiques de Guill. Delisle, rue des Noyers, près celle des Anglois."
Includes descriptive text in side margins on continental mountain ranges and other topographical features.
Shows Australia joined to New Guinea.
Scale [ca. 1:70,500,000].
Prime meridian: Ferro.
Relief shown by hachures.
"Pl. II."--Upper right margin.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1015 .L565 1801, [plate 2] (NLO)

84182 World maps - 1801 - Maps, Physical
Map projection - Mercator - 1801 - Mercator projection (Cartography)
A Chart of the world, according to Mercator's projection shewing the tracks & discoveries of Captn. Cook. [London?] : G.G. & J. Robinson and J. Mawman, 1798 [i.e. 1801].
1 map ; 31 x 47 cm.
Ayer 133 .C486 1801 (NLO)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Authors: Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826 -- Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Cadell & Davies -- Pinkerton, John, 1758-1826. Modern geography ... (1807) 1 map ; 2 hemispheres each 19 cm. in diam., on sheet 28 x 46 cm. Arrowsmith direxit.

'From Arrowsmith's map of the world.'

'Published March 1st, 1802 ... .'


folio G 11 .693 v. 1, opp. t.p. (PrCt)

84188 World maps - 1804

Mappe monde ou description du globe terrestre / assujettie aux observations astronomiques par le Sr. Janvier, geographe & corrigée par La Marche ... A Venise [Venice] : Joseph Remondini & fils, 1804.

Authors: Janvier, Jean Denis -- Delamarche, Charles François, 1740-1817 -- Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (1784 [i.e. 1807?]) -- Remondini, Giuseppe Antonio, 1747-1811 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- La Marche, Charles François de , 1740-1817 SEE Delamarche, Charles François, 1740-1817 -- LaMarche, Charles François de , 1740-1817 SEE Delamarche, Charles François, 1740-1817 -- Marche, Charles François de la, 1740-1817 SEE Delamarche, Charles François, 1740-1817 1 map : hand col. ; 2 hemispheres each 32 cm. in diam., on sheet 54 x 75 cm. In: Santini, P. Atlas universel dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes (Venice : par P. Santini, rue Ste. Justine, chez M. Remondini, 1784 [i.e. 1807?]), v. 1, no. "P.I. 1." Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes oversize G1015 .S4 1807, v. 1, no. 1 (PrCt)

84189 World maps - 1804

Nouvelle mappe monde dediée au progres de nos connoissances. A Venise [Venice] : chez François Santini, [1804?].


CHS Coll., Map no. 731 (PrCt)

84190 World maps - 1804

Mappe-monde / Gravé par Tardieu l'aïne. [Paris, 1804?].

Authors: Tardieu, Jean-Baptiste Pierre, 1746-1816 -- Mentelle, E. (Edme), 1730-1815. Géographie mathématique, physique et politique (1804) -- Malte-Brun, Conrad, 1775-1826 -- Destombes, Marcel, 1905-1983 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 2 hemispheres each 314 mm. in diam. (neat line), 375 x 687 mm. (plate mark), on sheet 451 x 763 mm. Manuscript border. Possibly detached from the atlas accompanying

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

Ex Destombes.

Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

a62

Novacco 4F 45 (PrCt)

84191 World maps - 1804<>Map projection - Mercator - 1804<>Cook, James, 1728-1779 - Travel - Maps<>Mercator projection (Cartography)

A Chart of the world according to Mercators projection, shewing the latest discoveries of Capt. Cook. Philadelphia: Mathew Carey, 1804.

Authors: Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Barker, W. (William), fl. 1795-1803 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839. Carey's General atlas ... (1804) 1 map; 35 x 45 cm.

In: Carey, Mathew. Carey's General atlas ... (Philadelphia: Published by Mathew Carey, April 24th, 1804) pl. [2].

oversize Ayer 135 .C27 1804 pl. 2 (PrCt)

84192 World maps - 1805

A New chart of the world on Wright's or Mercator's projection... with the tracks of the British circumnavigators... 1805 [i.e. 1816].


oversize Ayer 135 .G32 1775 v. 1, pl. 3 (PrCt)

84193 World maps - 1806


Authors: Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Ralph, William -- Brookes, R. (Richard), active 1721-1763 -- Jacob Johnson & Co. -- Brookes, R. (Richard), active 1721-1763. Brookes's General gazetteer improved, or, A new and compendious geographical dictionary ... (1806) 1 map; on 2 spheres ea. 18 cm. dia.

In: Brookes, Richard. Brookes's General gazetteer improved, or, A new and compendious geographical dictionary ... (Philadelphia: Published by Jacob Johnson, & Co. ; John Bioren, printer, 1806) pl.[1], opposite title page.

G 005 .118 pl. 1 (PrCt)

84194 World maps - 1807

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
maps trimmed and pasted to form 1 world map. Printed paste-on nos 1-2.
oversize Ayer 135 .C3 1811 pl. 1 (PrCt)

oversize Ayer 135 .C3 1811 pl. 2 (PrCt)

84198 World maps - 1812
G 005 .119 pl. 1 (PrCt)

84199 World maps - 1813
The World on Mercator's projection / Neele sculp. London : S. & G. Neele, Strand, Jany. 1st 1813. Authors: Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824 -- Neele, George -- Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824. Neele's general atlas : consisting of a complete set of maps compiled from the best authorities ... (1814 [i.e. 1815]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; hand col. ; 27 x 41 cm. In: Neele, Samuel John and George. Neele's general atlas : consisting of a complete set of maps compiled from the best authorities, and including all the new discoveries (London : [Samuel and George Neele] ; Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme, and Brown ; Cadell & Davies, 1814 [i.e. 1815]), [plate 1]. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library. Engraved no. 1 at upper right.
Baskes folio G1019 .N4 1814, [plate 1] (PrCt)

84200 World maps - 1814
Ayer 135 .C27 1814 pl. 1 (PrCt)

84201 World maps - 1814<<>>Langsdorff, G. H. von (Georg Heinrich), 1774-1852 - Travel, 1803-1807 - Maps<<>>Kruzenshtern, Ivan Fedorovich, 1770-1846 - Travel, 1803-1806 - Maps<<>>Neva (Ship)<<>>Nadezhda (Ship)
folio Graff 2391 v. 2, opposite p. [1] (PrCt)

84202 World maps - 1814<<>>Map projection - Mercator - 1814<<>>Mercator projection (Cartography)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Authors: Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Johnson & Warner -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839. A General atlas, being a collection of maps of the world and quarters ... (1814)
1 map : hand col. ; 17 x 24 cm.
In: Carey, Mathew. A General atlas, being a collection of maps of the world and quarters ... (Philadelphia : Published by M. Carey, and Johnson & Warner, 1814) pl. [2].
Ayer 135 .C27 1814 pl. 2 (PrCt)

84203 World maps - 1814<<>>Voyages around the world - Maps - 1771-1786<<>>Map projection - Mercator - 1814<<>>Mercator projection (Cartography)
Hydrographical chart of the world on Wright or Mercator's projection with tracks of the last circumnavigators / R. Scott sculpt. Edinburgh : drawn and engraved for John Thomson Junr. & Co., 1814.
Authors: Scott, Robert, 1777-1841 -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- John Thomson & Co. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1817?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 24 x 34 cm., on sheet 54 x 37 cm. Includes routes of Cook, Gore, La Perouse, and Vancouver, variously dated 1771-1786. Printed paste-on label 'No. 1' at upper right.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1019 .T4 1817, map 1 (NLO)

Chart of the world, shewing the religion, population, and civilization of each country. London : J. Hatchard , 1815.
1 map : hand col. ; 50 x 77 cm. fold. in slipcase 21 x 14 cm.
Slipcase title: A New map of the world, exhibiting, at one view, the extent, religion, population, and degrees of civilization of each country, with numerous illustrative notes.
'Sold also by Matthews & Leigh ... and Button & Son.'
Scale [ca. 1:58,500,000]. Mercator projection.
8382
IGN74
map4C 17 (PrCt)

Authors: American Geographical Society of New York
1 map ; 39 x 67 cm., on sheet 64 x 97 cm. Scale 1:50,000,000.
From The Geographical Review 41 (1951) ; Atlas of Distribution of Diseases-Plate 2. Insets (22) show areas affected and outbreaks.
M1026
map6F G3201.E51S1 1951 A4 (PrCt)

84206 World maps - 1816<<>>Map projection - Mercator - 1816<<>>Mercator projection (Cartography)
Mappe-monde sur la projection de Mercator : carte encyprotype réduite de celle sur 4 feuilles de même auteur ... / par H. Brué, ingénieur-géographe de S.A. Royale. Paris : Chez Desray ; Chez Goujon, 1816.
Authors: Brué, Adrien Hubert, 1786-1832 -- Desray, Jacques -- Goujon, Jean, fl. ca. 1793-1826 -- Brué, Adrien Hubert, 1786-1832. Grand atlas universel, ou collection de cartes encyprotypes, générales et détaillées des cinq parties du monde ... (1816) -- Charles X, King of France, 1757-1836
1 map : hand col. ; 50 x 73 cm. "Dédiee et présente à Monsieur [le Comte d'Artois]."
"Atlas universel no. 1" -- top right margin.
In: Brué, Adrien Hubert. Grand atlas universel, ou collection de cartes encyprotypes, générales et détaillées des cinq parties du monde ... (Paris : Chez Desray, 1816), plate 1.
Case oversize G1019 .B866 1816, plate 1 (PrCt)

84207 World maps - 1816<<>>Map projection - Mercator - 1816<<>>Wall maps<<>>Mercator projection (Cartography)
Authors: Brué, Adrien Hubert, 1786-1832 -- Desray, Jacques -- Goujon, Jean, fl. ca. 1793-1826 -- Brué, Adrien Hubert, 1786-1832. Grand atlas universel, ou collection de cartes encyprotypes, générales et détaillées des cinq parties du monde ... (1816) -- Charles X, King of France, 1757-1836
1 map : hand col. ; 105 x 150 cm. on 4 sheets
Title from top right sheet.
"Dédicée et présenté à Monsieur [le Comte d'Artois]."
"Mappe monde 1ère. [- 4e.] feuille" and "Atlas universel no. 2 [- 5]" in upper right margins.
In: Brué, Adrien Hubert. Grand atlas universel, ou collection de cartes encyclopédiques, générales et détaillées des cinq parties du monde ... (Paris : Chez Desray, 1816), plates 2-5.

Case oversize G1019 .B866 1816, plates 2-5 (PrCt)

84208 World maps - 1817
The World. Edinburgh : A. Constable and Co., 1817 [i.e. 1823].
Authors: Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Hall, Sidney -- Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823. A New general atlas constructed from the latest authorities ... (1823) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 12 x 25 cm.
In: Arrowsmith, Aaron. A New general atlas constructed from the latest authorities ... Exhibiting the boundaries and divisions, also the chains of mountains and other geographical features of all the known countries in the world (Edinburgh ; London : A. Constable & Co., 1823), pl. 1
folio Ayer 135 .A65 1823 pl. 1 (PrCt)

84209 World maps - 1817
The World on Mercator's projection. Edinburgh : A. Constable and Co., 1817 [i.e. 1823].
Authors: Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823 -- Hall, Sidney -- Arrowsmith, Aaron, 1750-1823. A New general atlas constructed from the latest authorities ... (1823) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 19 x 25 cm.
In: Arrowsmith, Aaron. A New general atlas constructed from the latest authorities ... Exhibiting the boundaries and divisions, also the chains of mountains and other geographical features of all the known countries in the world (Edinburgh ; London : A. Constable & Co., 1823), pl. 2 Map imprint date 1817.
folio Ayer 135 .A65 1823 pl. 2 (PrCt)

84210 World maps - 1820
Authors: Cummings, J. A. (Jacob Abbot), 1772-1820 -- Cummings and Hilliard -- Wightman, Thomas -- Cummings, J. A. (Jacob Abbot), 1772-1820. [School atlas to Cummings Ancient & modern geography] [1820?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 2 spheres, 21 cm. diam. ea.
In: Cummings, Jacob Abbot. [School atlas to Cummings Ancient & modern geography]

Baskes G3200 svar .B7 no. 1 (NLO)

84213 World maps - 1821
Geographical map of the world with the tracks of the most celebrated navigators ... / C. Gros. 1820. Philadelphia : M. Carey & Son, 1820.
Authors: Gros, C. -- Lavoisne, C. V. -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- M. Carey & Son -- Palmer, Thomas H., 1782-1861 -- Yeager, Joseph, approximately 1792-1859 -- Lavoisne, C. V. A Complete genealogical, historical, chronological and geographical atlas ... (1820)
1 map : hand col. ; 2 hemispheres each 24 cm. dia., on sheet 45 x 56 cm. Engraved map with letterpress imprint in margin at bottom right: "Second Philadelphia edition, 1820 -- Printed by Thomas H. Palmer, for M. Carey & Son, from the London edition of 1817, with corrections and additions."
In: Lavoisne, C. V. A Complete genealogical, historical, chronological and geographical atlas ... (Philadelphia : Published by M. Carey and Son ; printed by T.H. Palmer ..., 1820) map [1]. Printed plate 'No. 1.'
oversize F 006 .48 pl. 1 (PrCt)
84214 World maps - 1821 - Religions - Maps - 1821 - Politics and government - Europe, Central - Maps - 1821 - Religions - Religions - Europe, Central - Maps - 1821 Moral & political chart of the inhabited world ... [Hartford : Oliver D. Cooke & Co.], 1821 [i.e. 1833].
Authors: Woodbridge, William C. (William Channing), 1794-1845 -- Cooke, Oliver Dudley, 1766-1833 -- Woodbridge, William C. (William Channing), 1794-1845. Modern atlas, on a new plan ... (1833)
1 map ; 26 x 43 cm.
"Entered according to act of Congress the 28th day of September 1821 by Wm C. Woodbridge of the state of Connecticut."
Inset (9 x 4 cm.) : Central Europe.
In: Woodbridge, William C. Modern atlas, on a new plan ... (Hartford, Conn. : Oliver D. Cooke & Co., 1833) map [2].
Case folio G 10 .978 map [2] (PrCt)

84215 World maps - 1821 - Religions - Maps - 1821 - World maps - 1821 - Politics and government - Europe, Central - Maps - 1821 - Religions - Religions - Europe, Central - Maps - 1821 Moral & political chart of the inhabited world ... [Hartford, Conn. Beach & Beckwith], 1821 [i.e. 1835].
Authors: Woodbridge, William C. (William Channing), 1794-1845 -- Beach & Beckwith -- Woodbridge, William C. (William Channing), 1794-1845. Modern atlas, on a new plan ... (1835)
1 map ; hand col. ; 2 hemispheres each 21 cm. in diam., on sheet 31 x 46 cm.
"Entered according to act of Congress the 28th day of Sept[embr. 1821 by William C. Woodbridge of the state of Conn]."
Bottom margin includes diagrams: Comparative view of rivers & lakes on the western continent -- Comparative view of rivers & lakes on the eastern continent.
Case folio G 10 .979 map [1] (PrCt)

84217 World maps - 1821 - Rivers - Area measurement - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1821 - Lakes - Area measurement - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1821 The World. [Hartford : Oliver D. Cooke & Co., 1821, i.e. 1833].
Authors: Woodbridge, William C. (William Channing), 1794-1845 -- Cooke, Oliver Dudley, 1766-1833 -- Woodbridge, William C. (William Channing), 1794-1845. Modern atlas, on a new plan ... (1833)
1 map ; hand col. ; 2 hemispheres each 21 cm. in diam., on sheet 30 x 46 cm.
"Entered according to act of Congress the 28th day of Septr. 1821 by William C. Woodbridge of the state of Connt."
Bottom margin includes diagrams: Comparative view of rivers & lakes on the western continent -- Comparative view of rivers & lakes on the eastern continent.
Torn section includes missing copyright information; for complete copyright statement see Case folio G 10 .979 map [1].
In: Woodbridge, William C. Modern atlas, on a new plan ... (Hartford, Conn. : Oliver D. Cooke & Co., 1833) map [1].
Case folio G 10 .979 map [1] (PrCt)

84218 World maps - 1821 - Voyages around the world - Maps - 1771-1786 - Map projection - Mercator - 1821 - Mercator projection (Cartography)
Hydrographical chart of the world on Wright or Mercator's projection with tracks of the last circumnavigators / R. Scott sculpt. [Edinburgh : s.n., 1821?].
Authors: Scott, Robert, 1777-1841 -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1821?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 44 x 49 cm.
Includes routes of Cook, Gore, La Perouse, and Vancouver, variously dated 1771-1786.
In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (Edinburgh ; London ; Dublin : John Thomson and Company ; Baldwin, Craddock, and Joy ; John Cumming, 1817, [i.e. 1821]) map 1
Printed paste-on label 'No. 1' on verso.

Case oversize Ayer 135 .T4 1817 map 1 (PrCt)

84219 World maps - 1821>>>Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1821>>>America - Maps - 1821>>>Eastern Hemisphere - Maps - 1821 Geographical map of the world with the tracks of the most celebrated navigators, for the elucidation of Lavoisne's genealogical, historical, chronological, and geographical atlas. Philadelphia : M. Carey and Sons, 1821.
Authors: Lavoisne, C. V. -- Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839 -- Gros, C. -- Lavoisne, C. V. A Complete genealogical, historical, chronological, and geographical atlas ... (1821) 1 map : hand col. ; 2 spheres each 24 cm. dia. on sheet 45 x 55 cm.
In: Lavoisne, C. V. A Complete genealogical, historical, chronological, and geographical atlas ... (Philadelphia : M. Carey and Sons, 1821) pl. [1]. Printed plate 'No. 1.'

Case oversize G1030 .L4 1821 pl. 1 (PrCt)

84220 World maps - 1822>>>Voyages around the world - Maps - 1769-1795>>>Map projection - Mercator - 1822>>>Mercator projection (Cartography)
Authors: Wyld, James, 1790-1836 -- Hall, Sidney -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. -- Thomson, John, 19th cent. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... [1822?] -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; hand col. ; 48 x 58 cm.
Includes routes of Cook, Furneaux, Clerke, La Perouse, and Vancouver, variously dated 1769-1795.
Engraved 'No. 1' at upper right.
In: Thomson, John. A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs ... (Edinburgh ; London ; Dublin : Printed by G. Ramsay and Co. for J. Thomson and Co. ; Baldwin, Craddock and Joy ; John Cumming, 1821 [i.e. 1822?]), v. 1, map 1.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskets oversize G1019 .T4 1821, v. 1, map 1 (NLO)

84221 World maps - 1823 - Temperature>>>Temperature - Maps - 1823 Isothermal chart, or, view of climates & productions ... [Hartford : Oliver D. Cooke & Co.], 1823 [i.e. 1833].
'Drawn from the accounts of Humboldt & others.' 'Entered according to act of Congress the 15th day of January, 1823, by William C. Woodbridge of the state of Connecticut.' Accompanying letterpress text on previous page: Climates and productions of the earth -- with questions on the chart.
In: Woodbridge, William C. Modern atlas : on a new plan ... (Hartford, Conn. : Oliver D. Cooke & Co., 1833) map [3].

Case folio G 10 .978 map [3] (PrCt)
World maps - 1825 - Games, Geographical-Games, Geographical -
Maps - 1825
Géorama universel, ou description générale de la terre. Paris : Le Fuel, Editeur-Libraire ; Delaunay, [ca. 1825].
Authors: Le Fuel, Editeur-Libraire -- Delaunay -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library)
1 card game, consisting of 6 booklets and 314 cards (incl. 62 hand col. maps), all 10.2 x 7.2 cm., in decorative box 16 x 22 x 3.5 cm.
Each engraved map card accompanied by 4 letterpress cards giving geographical details.
Double-hemisphere world map on cover of box.
Contents: Afrique, 76 cards; Europe, 71 cards; Asie, 81 cards; Amérique, 76 cards; Océanie, 10 cards.
Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection.
Case GV1485 .G4 (NLO)

World maps - 1825 - Map projection - Mercator - 1825 - Mercator projection (Cartography)
The World on Mercator's projection. [Philadelphia ; New York etc. : Samuel F. Bradford and Murray, Fairman and Co., Peter A. Mesier etc., 1825-1825?].
1 map ; 23 x 39 cm.
G. Fairman sc.'

World maps - 1826
The World on Mercator’s Projection. Philadelphia : A. Finley, [1826].
Authors: Finley, A. (Anthony) -- Young & Delleker -- Finley, A. (Anthony). A New general atlas, comprising a complete set of maps, representing the grand divisions of the globe ... (1826)
1 map : hand col. ; 21 x 27 cm.
In: Finley, Anthony. A New general atlas, comprising a complete set of maps, representing the grand divisions of the globe ... (Philadelphia : A. Finley, 1826) pl. 3.
Case folio G1019 .F5 1826 pl. 3 (PrCt)

World maps - 1826 - Discoveries in geography - Maps - 1826
The World on Mercator's projection. Philad[elphi]a : H.S. Tanner, [1826?].
Authors: Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858. A New American atlas containing maps of the several states of the North American union ... (1823, [i.e. 1826?])
1 map : hand col. ; 43 x 51 cm.
Running title in upper margin: American atlas.
Details many exploration routes.
In: Tanner, Henry Schenck. A New American atlas containing maps of the several states of the North American union ... (Philadelphia : H.S. Tanner, 1823, [i.e. 1826?]) map [1].
Case oversize G1200 .T3 1823 map [1] (PrCt)

World maps - 1828
Authors: Darby, William, 1775-1854 -- Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Darby, William, 1775-1854 View of the United States ... (1828)
1 map : hand col. ; 12 x 16 cm.
In: Darby, William. View of the United States : historical, geographical, and statistical ... (Philadelphia : H. S. Tanner, 1828) pl. [1], opp. half-title page.
Case G 83 .216 pl. 1 (PrCt)

World maps - 1829 - Discovery and exploration - Map projection - Mercator - 1829 - Wall maps - Mercator projection (Cartography)
A Chart of the world, on Mercator's projections: with the tracks of the more distinguished modern navigators; regulated, throughout, according to the best scientific determinations. London : Richard Holmes Laurie, 1829.
Authors: Purdy, John, 1773-1843 -- Laurie, Richard Holmes -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 120 x 182 cm. on 2 sheets each 96 x 129 cm. folded in portfolio 67 x 49 cm.
'New ed., materially improved.'
'Published August 14th, 1828, by Richard Holmes Laurie ....'
No scale given.
Relief shown by hachures.
oversize Ayer 133 .P98 1829 (NLO)

World maps - 1829 - Voyages around the
woodcut map printed in 1834.
Distributed as "Holiday greetings and best wishes for the New Year" by Gilsun Oh.
Laminated paper.
map1F G3200 1834 .C5 2009 (PrCt)

84236 World maps - 1835<>World projection - Mercator - 1835<>Mercator projection (Cartography)
Authors: Arrowsmith, John, 1790-1873 -- Arrowsmith, John, 1790-1873. The London atlas of universal geography ... [1837] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 59 cm.
Insets (each 13 cm. in diam.): North Pole -- South Pole.
Engraved no. "2" at bottom right.
In: Arrowsmith, John. [The London atlas of universal geography: exhibiting the physical & political divisions of the various countries of the world, constructed from original materials] [London : J. Arrowsmith, 1837], map 2.
Baskes oversize G1019 .A778 1837; map 2 (NLO)

84237 World maps - 1836<>World projection - Mercator - Maps - 1836
Mappamondo fisico / Vincenzo Russo inc. ; Giosuè Russo del. ; Luigi Russo scr. [Naples : Luigi Galanti(?), 1836.
Authors: Russo, Giosuè, 1781-1840 -- Russo, Luigi, fl. 1834-1836 -- Russo, Vincenzo, fl. 1834-1836 -- Galanti, Luigi. Atlante di geografia moderna ... (1834-1836 [i.e. 1847?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 33 x 45 cm.
"Sulla proiezione de Mercatore."
In: Galanti, Luigi. Atlante di geografia moderna : in 30 carte [Naples : Luigi Galanti, 1834-1836 [i.e. 1847?]], plate 3
Engraved no. 3 at upper right.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1019 .G23 1836, plate 3 (PrCt)

84238 World maps - 1838
Authors: Willetts, Jacob, 1785-1860 -- S. Stiles & Co. -- Potter & Wilson -- Willetts, Jacob, 1785-1860. Willetts' Atlas to accompany the New and improved school geography ... [1838] 1 map : hand col. ; 2 hemispheres each 20.4 cm. diam. on sheet 29 x 48 cm.
In: Willetts, Jacob. Willetts' Atlas to accompany the New and improved school geography ... (Poughkeepsie, N.Y. : William Wilson, [1838]) map no. 1.
'Engraved by S. Stiles & Co. New York' and 'entered according to act of Congress in the year 1838 by Potter & Wilson in the ... Southern District of New York.'
folio G 10 .976, no. 1 (PrCt)
geography ... (Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, successors to Carey & Co., for George W. Gorton, 1840) v. 1, p. 165.
Wax engraving.
G 11 .607 v. 1, p. 165 (PrCt)

84248 World maps - 1840<<>>Map projection - Mercator - 1840<<>>Mercator projection
(Cartography)
The World (on Mercators projection) . London : Mr. Bull, [ca. 1840].
Authors: Starling, Thomas -- Bull and Churton -- Bull, Mr., fl. ca. 1840 -- Starling, Thomas. The Royal cabinet atlas ... [ca. 1840]
1 map : hand col. ; 8 x 14 cm.
In: Starling, Thomas. The Royal cabinet atlas ... (London : Bull and Churton, [ca. 1840]) 'Pl. VIII' [i.e. 5].
map3C 5 map [5] (PrCt)

84249 World maps - 1841
Authors: Archer, Joshua, fl. 1833-1866 -- Grattan & Gilbert -- Mudie, Robert, 1777-1842. Gilbert's modern atlas of the earth ... (1841) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 48 cm. Publisher's imprint apparently trimmed away at bottom.
Running title at bottom left: Gilbert's modern atlas
In: Mudie, Robert. Gilbert's modern atlas of the earth ... (London : Grattan and Gilbert, [1841?]), [plate 56].
Baskes folio G1019 .M83 1841, [plate 56] (PrCt)

84250 World maps - 1841<<>>Map projection - Mercator - 1841<<>>Mercator projection
(Cartography)
The World on Mercator's projection. [London : Chapman and Hall], 1841 [i.e. 1844].
1 map : hand col. ; 38 x 59 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Composite map formed from 2 sheets trimmed and pasted together.
oversize Ayer 135 .S67 1844 v. 1, pl. [3-4] (PrCt)

84251 World maps - 1841<<>>Map projection - Mercator - Maps - 1841<<>>Mercator
projection (Cartography)
Authors: Archer, Joshua, fl. 1833-1866 -- Grattan & Gilbert -- Mudie, Robert, 1777-1842. Gilbert's modern atlas of the earth ... (1841) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 48 cm. Publisher's imprint apparently trimmed away at bottom.
Running title at bottom left: Gilbert's modern atlas
In: Mudie, Robert. Gilbert's modern atlas of the earth ... (London : Grattan and Gilbert, [1841?]), [plate 56].
Baskes folio G1019 .M83 1841, [plate 56] (PrCt)

Isothermal chart or view of climates showing also the situation of the principal plants & animals of the world. [Hartford : Belknap & Hamersley], 1843 [i.e. 1845?].
Authors: Woodbridge, William C. (William Channing), 1794-1845 -- Belknap & Hamersley -- Woodbridge, William C. (William Channing), 1794-1845. Modern atlas, physical political and statistical ... (1843 [i.e. 1845?])
1 map : hand col. ; 22 x 29 cm. 'Entered according to Act of Congress in the year 1843 by William C. Woodridge in ... Massachusetts.'
In: Woodbridge, William C. Modern atlas, physical political and statistical ... (Hartford [Conn.] : Belknap and Hamersley, 1843 [i.e. 1845?]) map [3].
folio G 10 .98 map [3] (PrCt)

84253 World maps - 1845
1 map : hand col. ; 2 hemispheres each 18 cm in diam., on sheet 36 x 45 cm
In: Tanner, Henry Schenck. A New universal atlas ... (Philadelphia : Carey & Hart, 1845) map '1'.
Case oversize G1019 .T2 1845 map 1 (PrCt)

84254 World maps - 1845 - Religions<<>>Religions - Maps - 1845<<>>World maps - 1845 - Politics and government<<>>Europe, Central - Maps -
84256 World maps - 1846<<>>Map projection - Polar
1846<<>>Polar projection (Cartography)
The World on a polar projection. Boston, 1846.
Authors: American Board of Commissioners for
Foreign Missions -- American Board of
Commissioners for Foreign Missions. Maps and
illustrations of the missions (1846)=American
Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions.
Maps and illustrations of the missions (1846) --
Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; on 2 hemispheres, each 10 cm.
In: American Board of Commissioners for
Foreign Missions. Maps and illustrations of the missions
([Boston? : American Board of Commissioners
for Foreign Missions?], 1846), pl. 2.
Forms pl. 2 of a collection of wax-engraved maps,
apparently detached from assorted Board
publications, and bound together as a separate
atlas.
Added letterpress title from top margin:
Definitions and explanations.
Ayer 136 .A5 1846, pl. 2 (PrCt)

84257 World maps - 1847
A New map of the world on the globular
projection. Philadelphia : S. Augustus Mitchell,
1847.
Authors: Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel
Augustus), 1792-1868 -- Burroughs, H. N. --
Tanner, Henry Schenck, 1786-1858 -- Williams,
C. S., fl. 1832-1845 -- Humphreys, Francis, b. ca.
1815 -- Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus),
1792-1868. A New universal atlas containing
maps of the various empires, kingdoms, states,
and republics of the world ... (1847)
1 map ; hand col. : on 2 hemispheres each 17
cm. in diam., on sheet 37 x 44 cm.
Hemisphere titles: Western hemisphere --
Eastern hemisphere.
In: Mitchell, S. Augustus. A New universal atlas
containing maps of the various empires,
kings, states, and republics of the world ...
oversize G 10 .579 pl. 1 (PrCt)

84258 World maps - 1847
Mappamondo / A. Rossi inc. ; Giaussiano dis.
; Giovanni Aversano scr. Napoli [Naples] : Presso
Giustino Merolla, 1847.
Authors: Rossi, Antonio, fl. 1834-1847 -- Russo,
Giosuè, 1781-1840 -- Aversano, Giovanni, 19th
cent. -- Merolla, Giustino -- Galanti, Luigi. Atlante
di geografia moderna ... (1834-1836 [i.e. 1847?])
-- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 2 hemispheres each 23 cm. in
diam., on sheet 46 x 59 cm.
In: Galanti, Luigi. Atlante di geografia moderna :
in 30 carte (Naples : [Luigi Galanti], 1834-1836
[i.e. 1847?]), plate 2
Engraved no. 2 at upper right.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1019 .G23 1836, plate 2
(PrCt)

84259 World maps - 1848<<>>Area measurement -
Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1848<<>>Economics
Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1848<<>>Buildings
Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1848<<>>Population
Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1848<<>>Religions
Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1848
Pictorial view of the world. 1848. New York :
Ensign & Thayer, 1848.
Authors: Phelps, Humphrey, active 19th century
-- Ensigns & Thayer -- Chicago Historical Society
1 map : hand col. ; 2 hemispheres each 18 cm.
in diam., on sheet 79 x 59 cm.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Scale not given.
Relief shown by hachures.
Includes explanation, illustrations and textual charts: Distinguished men -- National debts of Europe -- Extent and population of the world, including heights of mountains and length of rivers -- Population of the principal cities in the world -- Religions in the world -- Heights of the highest buildings in the world -- Cities of the ancient world and their population -- Average price of wages in America and Europe -- Chronology of the world, important inventions, discoveries, battles, &c.
Maps and text within an ornamental border.
Mounted on linen.
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.

CHS Coll., Map no. 712 (PrCt)

84260

No. 1: This map shows the position of our continent as compared with Europe and Africa on one side and Asia on the other, placing us in the center... New York: Miller's Lith., [1849].
Authors: Whitney, Asa, 1797-1872 -- Breese, Sidney, 1800-1878 -- Miller Lith. -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map: 32 x 53 cm.
In Whitney's Project for a railroad to the Pacific (New York: George W. Wood, 1849), facing t.p. 'This map was prepared by Mr. Whitney for Mr. Breese's report to the Senate, U. S. 29 Congress.' The reference is to the Report of the Senate Committee on Public Lands, 29th Cong., 1st sess., S. Doc. 466 (Serial Set 478) which was not accompanied by a map.
Shows distances across the Pacific to various Asian ports.
Graff 4642, map 1 (PrCt)

84261

World maps - 1851 - Map projection - Mercator - 1851 - Cook, James, 1728-1779 - Travel - Maps - Mercator projection (Cartography)
The World on Mercator's projection shewing the voyages of Captain Cook round the world.
[London and New York : J. Tallis, 1851].
Authors: Rapkin, J. -- Tallis, John, 1817-1876 -- Martin, Robert Montgomery, 1803?-1868. Tallis's illustrated atlas, and modern history of the world... (1851)
1 map: hand col.; 19 x 29 cm.
folio G1019.M197 1851 pl. [2] (PrCt)

84262

World maps - 1851 - Map projection - Mercator - 1851 - Mercator projection (Cartography)
The World on Mercator's projection. [London and New York : J. Tallis, 1851].
Authors: Rapkin, J. -- Tallis, John, 1817-1876 -- Warren, H., fl. 1851 -- Allen, John Baylis, 1803-1876 -- Martin, Robert Montgomery, 1803?-1868. Tallis's illustrated atlas, and modern history of the world... (1851)
1 map: hand col.; 23 x 32 cm.
Imprint obscured by binding.
In: Martin, Robert Montgomery. Tallis's illustrated atlas, and modern history of the world... (London : New York : J. Tallis, 1851) pl. [1].
folio G1019.M197 1851 pl. [1] (PrCt)

84263

World maps - 1853 - Mercator - 1853 - Azimuthal - 1853 - Azimuthal projection (Cartography)
Perspective map of the world on the horizon of London. London [i.e. New York] : Chapman and Hall [i.e. Harper & Brothers, 1853].
Authors: Lowry, Joseph Wilson, 1803-1879 -- Harper & Brothers -- Chapman and Hall -- Lowry, Joseph Wilson, 1803-1879. Lowry's Universal atlas constructed and engraved from the most recent authorities (1853)
1 map: col.; 2 hemispheres each 22 cm. in diam., on sheet 30 x 48 cm.
Subtitles of hemispheres: Northern hemisphere -- Southern hemisphere.
In: Lowry, Joseph Wilson. Lowry's Universal atlas constructed and engraved from the most recent authorities (New York : Harper and Brothers, 1853) pl. [1].
Printed plate no. 2.
folio G 10.525 pl. [1] (PrCt)

84264

World maps - 1853 - Mercator - 1853 - Mercator projection (Cartography)
Authors: Lowry, Joseph Wilson, 1803-1879 -- Harper & Brothers -- Chapman and Hall -- Lowry, Joseph Wilson, 1803-1879. Lowry's Universal atlas constructed and engraved from the most recent authorities (New York : Harper and Brothers, 1853) pl. [1].
Printed plate nos. '3' and '4.'
Specimens - Maps - 1858<<>>Map printing -

Wan-kuo-yü-t'ü (= Map of the world / Zhuang Tingfu. [Beijing, China? s.n.?, 1858].

Authors: Zhuang, Tingfu, active 18th century -- Kim, Jeongho, active 1834 -- Choe Hangi, active 1834 -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Pegg, Richard A.

1 map : woodcut, hand col. ; 2 hemispheres each 610 mm. in diam. (neat line) on 2 sheets each approximately 1,270 x 750 mm.

Title and date ("8th year of Hsien-Fêng era") translated by Dr. Kazutaka Unno in 1995.

Eastern and western hemispheres printed on separate sheets in Chinese; 2 oversize title words and 43 columns of text printed above each hemisphere.

Sheet centers include a total of 3 celestial diagrams and 1 calendar (each approximately 115 mm. in diam).

Sheet bottoms include pictorial vignettes of towns, mountains and volcanoes with accompanying printed notes.

Printed on paper and mounted on cloths; cloths mounted on wood panels.

Badly damaged, with significant loss of detail.

Shelved separately above Novacco map cases.

According to Richard A. Pegg, art curator for the private collection of Barry MacLean, this map is derived from Zhuang Tingfu's manuscript world maps of 1800 held in the Library of Congress and the MacLean collection; also related to a Korean language variant edited by Kim Jeongho and Choe Hangi and published in 1834.

Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).

References: cf. Pegg, Richard A. Cartographic traditions in East Asian maps (2014), p. 35-42; see also black & white photos, map fragments, and Pegg's 1-page description available in the Map Information File

Novacco 8F 1 (PrCt)

84274 World maps - 1860 - Animals<<>>Animals -
Maps - 1860<<>>World maps - 1860 -
Birds<<>>Birds - Maps - 1860<br>>World maps - 1860 - Economics<<>>Economics -
Maps - 1860

Map of the world showing the geographical distribution & range of the principal members of the animal kingdom ; Map of the world illustrating the productive industry of various countries, & exhibiting the principal features of commerce and navigation. [New York] : Johnson & Browning, [1860].

Authors: Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884 -- Johnson & Browning -- Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884. Johnson's new illustrated (steel plate) family atlas ... (1860)

2 maps : hand col. ; each 16 x 21 cm. on sheet 46 x 36 cm.

Maps numbered 'No. V' and 'No. VI'; sheet numbered '9-10.'

Inset (5 x 9 cm.): Bird map.

In: Johnson, Alvin Jewett. Johnson's new illustrated (steel plate) family atlas ... (New York : Johnson and Browning, 1860).

oversize G 10 .454 pl. 9-10 (PrCt)

84275 World maps - 1860 - Climate<<>>Climate -
Maps - 1860<<>>World maps - 1860 -
Vegetation surveys<<>>Vegetation surveys -
Maps - 1860<<>>World maps - 1860 -
Agriculture<<>>Agriculture - Maps - 1860<br>>World maps - 1860 - Rain and rainfall<<>>Rain and rainfall - Maps - 1860<br>>Rainfall SEE Rain and rainfall

Map of the world illustrating the principal features of meteorology ; Map of the world showing the distribution and limits of cultivation of the principal plants useful to mankind. [New York] : Johnson &
Browning, [1860].
Authors: Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884
--- Johnson & Browning -- Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884. Johnson's new illustrated (steel plate) family atlas ... (1860)
2 maps : hand col.; each 16 x 21 cm. on sheet 46 x 36 cm.
Maps numbered 'No. III' and 'No. IV'; sheet numbered '13-14.'
Inset (5 x 9 cm.): Rain map.
In: Johnson, Alvin Jewett. Johnson's new illustrated (steel plate) family atlas ... (New York : Johnson and Browning, 1860).

Oversize G 10 .454 pl. 13-14 (PrCt)

84276 World maps - 1860<>Map projection - Mercator - 1860<>Mercator projection (Cartography)
Johnson's map of the world on Mercator's projection. [New York] : Johnson & Browning, [1860].
Authors: Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884
--- Johnson & Browning -- Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884. Johnson's new illustrated (steel plate) family atlas ... (1860)
1 map : hand col.; 38 x 61 cm.
Half-sheet titles: Johnson's western hemisphere
--- Johnson's eastern hemisphere.
In: Johnson, Alvin Jewett. Johnson's new illustrated (steel plate) family atlas ... (New York : Johnson and Browning, 1860) plates '6' and '7.'
Oversize G 10 .454 pl. 6-7 (PrCt)

84277 World maps - 1860 - Ocean currents<>Ocean currents - Maps - 1860
Map of the world illustrating the principal features of the land and the co-tidal lines ; Map of the world showing the principal ocean currents & boundaries of river systems. [New York] :Johnson & Browning, [1860].
Authors: Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884
--- Johnson & Browning -- Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884. Johnson's new illustrated (steel plate) family atlas ... (1860)
2 maps : hand col.; each 16 x 21 cm. on sheet 46 x 36 cm.
Maps numbered 'No. I' and 'No. II'; sheet numbered '11-12.'
In: Johnson, Alvin Jewett. Johnson's new illustrated (steel plate) family atlas ... (New York : Johnson and Browning, 1860).
Oversize G 10 .454 pl. 11-12 (PrCt)

Authors: Gilpin, William, 1813-1894 -- Sower, Barnes & Co. -- Gilpin, William, 1813-1894.
1 map : hand col.; ?c 20 x 38 cm., on sheet folded to 22 x 14 cm.
"Sower, Barnes, & Co. Phila."
"Within this are included all the civilized nations of Asia, Europe and America, about 850,000,000 of white people in the aggregate or 9/10 of the human race."
Scale approximately 1:108,000,000
Coordinates: (W 180°--E 180°/N 70°--S 68°).
Prime meridian: Greenwich.
Mercator projection.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copy: G 93 .34
Graff 1556, opposite p. 81 (PrCt)

Map of the world : exhibiting the isothermal zodiac or belt of equal temperature around the Northern Hemisphere of the earth. Phila.
Authors: Gilpin, William, 1813-1894 -- Sower, Barnes & Co. -- Gilpin, William, 1813-1894.

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Central gold region (1860) -- Woodward, Edward Keyes, 1814-1888
1 map : hand col.; ?c 20 x 38 cm., on sheet folded to 22 x 14 cm.
"Sower, Barnes, & Co. Phila."
"Within this are included all the civilized nations of Asia, Europe and America, about 850,000,000 of white people in the aggregate or 9/10 of the human race."
Scale approximately 1:108,000,000
Mercator projection.
Duplicate copy: Graff 1556
G 93 .34, opposite p. 81 (NLO)

Authors: Johnston, Alexander Keith, 1804-1871 -- W. & A.K. Johnston Limited -- William Blackwood and Sons -- Johnston, Alexander Keith, 1804-1871. The Royal atlas of modern geography ... (1861)
1 map : col.; 43 x 59 cm.
Partly hand colored.
Running title: Keith Johnston's general atlas.
In: Johnston, Alexander Keith. The Royal atlas of modern geography : exhibiting, in a series of entirely original and authentic maps ... (Edinburgh and London : William Blackwood and Sons, 1861), map 1.
oversize G 10 .456, map 1 (PrCt)

Gotha ; Chicago : Justus Perthes ; Rufus Blanchard, [1863].
Authors: Berghaus, Hermann, 1828-1890 -- Stülpnagel, F. von -- Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594 -- Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) -- Blanchard, Rufus, 1821-1904 -- Eckhardt -- Weiler, Wilhelm
1 map : 91 x 150 cm. fold. to 48 x 38 cm.
Engraved by Eckhardt and W. Weiler.
Scale not given.
oversize G 10 .09 (NLO)

84283 World maps - 1865<<<Map projection - Mercator - Maps - 1865
Authors: Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884 -- Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884 Johnson's new illustrated family atlas of the world ... (1869) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col.; 38 x 55 cm.
"Entered according to act of Congress in the year 1865, by A.J. Johnson in the Clerk's Office of the District Court of the United States for the Southern District of New York."
In: Johnson, Alvin Jewett. Johnson's new illustrated family atlas of the world ... (New York : A.J. Johnson, publisher, 1869), [plate 6]
Sheet corners numbered 13 and 14.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1019 .J5 1869, [plate 6] (PrCt)

Authors: Bartholomew, John, 1831-1893 -- Hughes, William, 1817-1876. Grand atlas universel : ou collection de cartes nouvelles ... (1866) -- George Philip & Son
1 map : col.; 49 x 62 cm.
No. "2" printed on verso.
oversize G 10 .42, plate 2 (PrCt)

84285 World maps - 1866<<<Southern Hemisphere - Maps - 1866<<<Northern Hemisphere -
Maps - 1866
The World on the plane of a meridian / by J. Bartholomew, F.R.G.S. London & Liverpool : George Philip & Son, [1866].
Authors: Bartholomew, John, 1831-1893 -- Hughes, William, 1817-1876. Grand atlas universel : ou collection de cartes nouvelles ... (1866) -- George Philip & Son
1 map : col. ; 2 hemispheres each 29 cm. in diam., on sheet 55 x 70 cm.
Insets (each comprised of 2 hemispheres, each 14 cm. in diam.): The World, on the plane of the equator -- The World, on the plane of the horizon of London.
No. "I" printed on verso.
oversize G 10 .42, plate 1 (PrCt)

84286 World maps - 1867
Authors: Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884 -- Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884 Johnson's new illustrated family atlas of the world ... (1869) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 2 hemispheres each 26 cm. in diam., on sheet 46 x 68 cm.
Each hemisphere bears separate added title: Western Hemisphere -- Eastern Hemisphere.
"Entered according to act of Congress in the year 1867, by A.J. Johnson in the Clerk's Office of the District Court of the United States for the Southern District of New York."
In: Johnson, Alvin Jewett. Johnson's new illustrated family atlas of the world ... (New York : A.J. Johnson, publisher, 1869), [plate 5]
Sheet corners numbered 11 and 12.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1019 .J5 1869, [plate 5] (PrCt)

84287 World maps - 1872<<<Great Britain - Maps - 1872 - Colonies
Authors: Bartholomew, John, 1831-1893 -- Thom, Alexander, 1801-1879 -- A. Fullarton & Co. -- A. Fullarton & Co. The Royal illustrated atlas of modern geography [1872?]
1 map : col. ; 27 x 50 cm.
"Engraved by J Bartholomew, Edinr."
Margins include pictorial vignettes of natives in local costume.
Printed plate no. "XXII" in top corners and pasted on verso.
Case oversize G1019 .A38 1872, plate [23] (PrCt)

84288 World maps - 1872<<<Map projection - Mercator - 1872<<<Mercator projection (Cartography)
Authors: Swantston, George H. -- A. Fullarton & Co. -- A. Fullarton & Co. The Royal illustrated atlas of modern geography [1872?]
1 map : col. ; 40 x 50 cm.
"Engraved by G.H. Swantston, Edinburgh."
Insets (9 cm. in diam. and 2 hemispheres each 8 cm. in diam.): Regions adjacent to the North Pole -- Hemispheres on the plane of the horizon of London.
Printed plate no. "II" at upper right and pasted on verso.
Case oversize G1019 .A38 1872, plate [2] (PrCt)

84289 World maps - 1872<<<Mountains - Area measurement - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1872<<<Rivers - Area measurement - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1872
Authors: Swantston, George H. -- A. Fullarton & Co. -- A. Fullarton & Co. The Royal illustrated atlas of modern geography [1872?]
1 map : col. ; 2 hemispheres each 24 cm. in diam., on sheet 48 x 58 cm.
Margins include comparative views of mountains and rivers.
Printed plate no. "I" at upper right and pasted on verso.
Case oversize G1019 .A38 1872, plate [1] (PrCt)

Map of the world : delineating the contrasted longitudinal and latitudinal forms of the continents, the isothermal zodiac and axis of intensity around the world, and the line of...
cosmopolitan railway and its longitudinal feeders.
Authors: Gilpin, William, 1813-1894 -- J.B. Lippincott & Co. -- Gilpin, William, 1813-1894.
Mission of the North American people, geographical, social, and political (1873) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 30 x 95 cm.
Apparently on Mercator's projection, the map shows two complete rotations of the earth (i.e. 720° of longitude).
In: Gilpin, William. Mission of the North American people, geographical, social, and political. Illustrated by six charts delineating the physical architecture and thermal laws of all the continents (Philadelphia: J.B. Lippincott & Co., 1873), at front.
Duplicate copy: G 81 .34
Ayer 4A 955, at front (PrCt)

84291 World maps - 1875 - Jigsaw puzzle maps
Authors: Peacock, W. (William), active 1778-1802 -- George Philip & Son -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 62 cm. cut into 92 pieces, in wooden box 28 x 24 x 6 cm.
Title from paper label mounted on cover of box ('The World' is on a separate small label, presumably pasted over 'England & Wales').
Map proper has title 'The World on Mercator's projection' and imprint 'George Philip & Son London & Liverpool.'
Puzzle pieces are mounted on thin wood.
Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library).
temp map4C G3201.A9 1875 P4 (PrCt)

84292 World maps - 1883
[World map]. [Chicago : George F. Cram, 1883].
Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928. Cram’s unrivaled family atlas of the world (1883)
1 map : col. ; 23 cm. in diam., on sheet 35 x 28 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Anonymous map without imprint.
Insets (6 cm. in diam. each): Northern regions -- Southern regions -- Greatest mass of land -- Greatest mass of water.
folio G1019 .G463 1883b, p. 9 (PrCt)

84296 World maps - 1885 - Animals
Animals Maps - 1885
- World maps - 1885 - Plants
Plants Maps - 1885
- World maps - 1885 - Birds
Birds Maps - 1885 - World maps - 1885 - Agriculture
Agriculture Maps - 1885 - Birds - Charts, diagrams, etc.
1885Animals - Charts, diagrams, etc.

84293 World maps - 1883 - Map projection - Mercator - 1883
Mercator projection (Cartography)
Chart of the world on Mercator's projection.
Chicago : Geo. F. Cram, [1883].
Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928. Cram’s unrivaled family atlas of the world (1883)
1 map : col. ; 29 x 44 cm.
folio G1019 .G463 1883b, p. 12-13 (PrCt)

84294 World maps - 1884 - Bicycle trails
Bicycle trails - Maps - 1884
- Stevens, Thomas, 1855- - Travel - 1884 - Maps
Abridged ed.
Maps detail Stevens' bicycle route around the world in 1884.
LC Card Number: 89139246
ISBN 0712619178; 9780712619172
G440 .S84 1988 (NLO)
World maps - 1885 - Map projection - Gall's isographic projection - 1885

Gall's isographic projection: polar distance, perfect; for physical maps, chiefly meteorological and hydrographic. Edinburgh: Scottish Geographical Society, 1885.
Authors: Gall, James, 1808-1895 -- Scottish geographical magazine (1885)
1 map ; 7.5 x 10.4 cm.
Title from letterpress above map; map proper has same title, without subtitle.
Accompanies Gall's paper "Use of cylindrical projection (Cartography)"
84301 World maps - 1885 - Projections - Map projection - Gall's orthographic - 1885 - Gall's orthographic projection (Cartography)

Gall's orthographic projection: equal area, perfect; for physical maps, chiefly statistical.

Edinburgh: Scottish Geographical Society, 1885.

Authors: Gall, James, 1808-1895 -- Scottish geographical magazine (1885)

1 map; 6.2 x 10.3 cm.

In: Scottish geographical magazine 1 (1885): p. 121.

Title from letterpress above map; map proper has same title, without subtitle.

Accompanies Gall's paper "Use of cylindrical projections for geographical, astronomical, and scientific purposes," p. 119-123.

G 007 .8, v. 1, p. 123 (PrCt)

84302 World maps - 1885 - Projections - Map projection - Gall's stereographic - 1885 - Gall's stereographic projection (Cartography)

Gall's stereographic projection of the world: for general purposes.

Edinburgh: Scottish Geographical Society, 1885.

Authors: Gall, James, 1808-1895 -- Scottish geographical magazine (1885)

1 map; 10.4 x 13.5 cm.

In: Scottish geographical magazine 1 (1885): p. 120.

Title from letterpress above map; map proper has same title, without subtitle.

Accompanies Gall's paper "Use of cylindrical projections for geographical, astronomical, and scientific purposes," p. 119-123.

G 007 .8, v. 1, p. 120 (PrCt)

84303 World maps - 1886 - Great Britain - Colonies - Maps - 1886 - Decorative maps - 1886

Imperial Federation -- map of the world showing the extent of the British Empire in 1886.


1 map; 52 x 60 cm.

'Supplement to the Graphic, July 24th, 1886.'

Newberry copy detached from v. 34, no. 869, bet. pp. 88-89 [+A51.375].

To accompany Colomb's article 'Imperial Federation' in the same issue, pp. 90-91, 94.

Includes inset showing '...Extent of the British Territories in 1786.'

Crane's monogram is in lower left corner.

map4F G3200 1886 C7 (PrCt)

84304 World maps - 1887 - London Region (England) - Maps - 1887 - Paris Metropolitan Area (France) - Maps - 1887 - Île-de-France (France) - Maps - 1887 - Berlin Region (Germany) - Maps - 1887 - Saint Petersburg (Russia) - Maps - 1887 - Vienna (Austria) - Maps - 1887 - Cairo Region (Egypt) - Maps - 1887

Chart of the world on Mercator's projection.

[Chicago: George F. Cram, 1887].

Authors: Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928. Cram's standard American atlas of the world (1887)

1 map; col.; 28 x 44 cm.

Contents of insets comprising 'Principal cities of the Old World,' in upper margin (9 x 8 cm. each):


Margins include comparative financial, military, railroad and telegraph statistics.


Case oversize G1019 .G455 1887, p. 254-255 (PrCt)

84305 World maps - 1888

Rand, McNally & Co.'s world.

[Chicago: Rand, McNally & Co., 1888].

Authors: Rand McNally and Company. Rand, McNally & Co.'s improved indexed business atlas and shipper's guide ... (1888) -- Rand McNally and Company. Commercial atlas (1888)

1 map; col.; 31 x 48 cm.

Title in upper margin.

In Rand, McNally & Co.'s improved indexed business atlas and shipper's guide ... (Chicago: Rand McNally, 1888) p. 16-17.

Uniform atlas title: Commercial atlas.

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

Oversize RMcN atlas .C7 1888, p. 16-17 (PrCt)

84306 World maps - 1890-1899

The World on Mercator's projection: showing the British possessions with various means of communication, &c.

London: Stanford's Geographical Estabt, [189-?].

Authors: Edward Stanford Ltd.

1 map; 49 x 60 cm. fold. 31 x 21 cm.

Inset: The West Indies.

Margins inclu...
1 map : col. ; 97 x 135 cm., folded to 58 x 45 cm. On verso: Rand, McNally and Co.’s General map of the United States. c1889
Scale given for insets only.
*Case oversize G 10 .743 (NLO)*

84308 *World maps - 1891 - Ocean currents*<br><br>**Ocean currents - Maps - 1891**<br>**Map projection - Mercator - 1891**<br>**Mercator projection (Cartography)**<br>*Map of world on Mercator’s projection, showing the direction of ocean currents. Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., 1891.*<br>Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594 -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library)<br>1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm. fold. in covers 16 x 9 cm.<br>Condition: Slight tears at folds, else v. fine.<br>Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection.

84309 *World maps - 1892 - Ocean currents*<br><br>**Ocean currents - Maps - 1892**<br>**Map projection - Mercator - 1892**<br>**Spanish American War, 1898 - Maps - Mercator projection (Cartography)**<br>*Rand, McNally & Co.’s indexed statistical map of the world on Mercator’s projection. Showing the direction of the ocean currents. Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., 1892.*
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. New business atlas of Cuba (1902)<br>1 map : col. ; 48 x 65 cm., folded to 27 cm.<br>Date from copyright statement.<br>Cover title: War map of Cuba, the world, West Indies<br>Maps on verso (each 31 x 47 cm. ; obscured by cloth backing): Rand McNally & Co’s new 14 x 24 map of the West Indies [189-?] -- Rand McNally & Co’s indexed atlas of the world map of Cuba [189-?]
Bound with 2 other folding maps.
Possibly also issued in Rand McNally & Co.’s New business atlas of Cuba (c1902).
*G 10835 .71 (NLO)*

84310 *World maps - 1900*<br><br>**The World on Mercator’s projection. London : George Philip and Son, [ca. 1900?].**
Authors: George Philip & Son -- London Geographical Institute -- Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)<br>1 map ; 20 x 30 cm.<br>‘Printed in Great Britain by George Philip & Son, Limited, London.’<br>‘The London Geographical Institute. KBI.’ -- lower right margin.<br>Blank outline map: slight MS. annotation (pencil and ink).<br>*Fitzgerald polar map 4 (PrCt)*

84311 *World maps - 1900 - Wall maps*<br><br>**The World on Mercator’s projection. Edinburgh : W. & A.K. Johnston, [ca. 1900?].**
Authors: W. & A.K. Johnston Limited<br>1 map : col. ; 134 x 159 cm.<br>Mounted on cloth.
Above title: World-Wide Series.
Scale at equator ca. 1:12,500,000.
In lower right margin: Authorized American edition.
Insets: Chart showing rain, winds, isothermal lines and ocean currents. -- Porto Rico. -- Hawaiian Islands. -- Philippine Islands. -- Guam. -- Map showing the territorial growth of the United States. The Philippines are indicated as a U.S. possession.
Title, imprint, and bottom of sheet damaged with some loss of detail.
Gift of Concordia University, River Forest, 2006.
*maproll G3200 1900 .J6 (PrCt)*

84312 *World maps - 1909 - Transportation - Transportation - Maps - 1909 - Wall maps*<br><br>**Principal transportation routes of the world. [Washington?] : Department of Commerce and Labor, Bureau of Statistics, 1909.**
*oversee Govt. C 14.2 :T684 (NLO)*

Authors: William Collins Sons and Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- William Collins Sons and Co. The Collegiate atlas ... [191-?]
Printed plate number "48" on thumb index at right.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes folio G1019 .C625 1910z, [plate] 48 (PrCt)

84316 World maps - 1912-1935
International map of the world 1:1,000,000. [Southampton, etc. various publishers, 1912-1935].
Authors: International Map Committee
ca. 180 maps : col. ; on sheets 67 x 80 cm. and smaller
Incomplete map series issued piecemeal by many different national mapping agencies and coordinated by the International Map Committee. Collective title only appears on scattered sheets; most sheets bear unique titles, and are variously dated 1912-1935.
Issues in quadrangles of 4° latitude by 6° longitude.
Relief shown by contours, hypsometric tints and spot heights.
See incomplete (?) list of sheet titles filed with collection.
For later editions of sheets covering Latin America, see Map6F 4400.
Case oversize G 10 .44 (NLO)

Baskes folio G1019 .C625 1910z, [plate] 1 (PrCt)

84317 World maps - 1912 - Shipping
World maps - 1912 - Commerce
Shipping - 1912 - Maps
Shipping SEE ALSO Trade routes (flipped heading)
Authors: Times (London, England)
1 map : 88 x 54 cm., folded to 24 cm.
Scale for the degrees of latitude: 60 g. m. to 1° of equator.
A 645 .528 (NLO)

Baskes folio G1019 .C625 1910z, [plate] 2 (PrCt)

84318 World maps - 1913 - Meridians (Geodesy)
Meridians (Geodesy) - Maps - 1913
Authors: Haag, Heinrich, 1889--Wigand, Otto
1 map : 42 x 50 cm.
Scale 1:100,000,000.
Mercator projection.
Electrostatic copy.
map2F 3201.B3 (PrCt)

Baskes folio G1019 .C625 1910z, [plate] 3 (PrCt)

84319 World maps - 1913 - Trade routes
Trade routes - Maps - 1913
Commercial chart of the world. [London] : George Philip & Son, Ltd. : The London Geographical Institute, [1913].
Authors: George Philip & Son -- London Geographical Institute -- Philip, George, 1870-1937. Philips' mercantile marine atlas : a
Identifies trade routes and distances, e.g. "Tahiti to S. Cruz 3824 [nautical miles]."

Clock faces at top show "comparative time when noon at Greenwich."

Insets (9 x 17 cm. and 8 x 12 cm.): Magnetic parallels and meridians [in northern and southern hemispheres] -- Variation of the compass (isogonic lines).

In: Philip, George. Philip's mercantile marine atlas: a series of 35 plates ... with ... distances between ports ... (London; Liverpool: G. Philip & Son, Ltd.; The London Geographical Institute; Philip, Son & Nephew, 1913), plate III.

Oversize H 7001 .68, plate III (PrCt)

84322 World maps - 1913 - Trade routes

Trade routes - Maps - 1913 - Panama Canal (Panama) - Maps - 1913 - Panama Canal (Panama) - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1913 - Panama Canal (Panama) - 1913

The Panama Canal effect on ocean routes. [London]: George Philip & Son, Ltd.; The London Geographical Institute, [1913].

Authors: George Philip & Son -- London Geographical Institute -- Philip, George, 1870-1937. Philip's mercantile marine atlas: a series of 35 plates ... with ... distances between ports ... (London; Liverpool: G. Philip & Son, Ltd.; The London Geographical Institute; Philip, Son & Nephew, 1913), plate 22.

Oversize H 7001 .68, plate 22 (PrCt)

84323 World maps - 1914 - Games


Authors: A.J. Nystrom and Company -- Chicago Tribune

1 map: col.; 49 x 82 cm.

Issued in Chicago Sunday Tribune (23 August 1914), pt. 5, color section.

Title from upper margin; map proper has title "World on Mercator's projection."

'Equatorial scale. 1:50,000,000.'

Insets: Russian-German frontier. -- Franco-German frontier. -- North and Baltic Sea. Instructions for 'How to play the war game' printed below map; it was intended to be mounted on cloth or cardboard and colored pins and ribbons were to be used to mark the locations and movement of armies.

On verso: The Million dollar mystery, by Harold MacGrath and Boys, don't flirt! She may be a policewoman, says Oney Fred Sweet. Gift of Martin & Pat Jahn, 2004.

Oversize H 7001 .68, plate IV (PrCt)

84321 World maps - 1913 - Wall maps


Authors: Edward Stanford Ltd. -- Edward Stanford Ltd.

1 map; col.: 123 x 176 cm.

Bottom left margin: Stanford's library series. 'Drawn to an equatorial scale of 350 nautical miles to 1 inch.'

Extensively damaged, with significant loss of detail; see accompanying envelope of fragments separated from bottom of sheet.

Detached from metal spring-loaded roller.

Accession number (?) at bottom right: 298902.

maproll G3200 1913 .S7 (PrCt)

84324 World maps - 1916 - Propaganda maps


What Germany wants: her claims as set forth by [Blank]
Authors: Edward Stanford Ltd. -- Roberts & Leete -- Stanford's Geographical Estabt. SEE Edward Stanford Ltd.
1 map : col. ; 65 x 103 cm.
Includes references 1-36.
Gift, 1945
4043
map6F G3201.F1 1916 S7 (PrCt)

84325
World maps - 1919
Concise peace atlas. Chicago : Rand McNally, 1919.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 10 maps ; 19 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
RMcN atlas .C739 1919 (PrCt)

84326
World maps - 1920 - Shipping
World maps - 1920 - Merchant marine
World maps - 1920 - Steamboat lines
World maps - 1920 - Trade routes
World maps - 1920 - Ocean currents
World maps - 1920 - Cables, Submarine
World maps - 1920 - Telegraph lines
World maps - 1920 - Shipping
World maps - 1920 - Merchant marine
World maps - 1920 - Steamboat lines
World maps - 1920 - Trade routes
World maps - 1920 - Ocean currents
World maps - 1920 - Cables, Submarine
World maps - 1920 - Telegraph lines
World maps - 1920 - Map printing
World maps - 1920 - Cerographs
1 map : col. ; 44 x 65 cm.
"Copyright by the George F. Cram Company, Chicago."
Shows trade routes and mileages of "full-powered steam vessels", "submarine cable lines" and "ocean currents and their directions". 18 color codes identify colonial possessions and spheres of political influence. Includes statistical table "dimensions of the earth."
Wax engraving.
Issued folded to 14 x 8 cm in covers (wanting in this copy).
Plate number "A1258".
Scale along the equator approximately 1:62,000,000.
map4F G3201.P54 1920 .G46 (NLO)

84327
World maps - 1920 - Steamboat lines
World maps - 1920 - Trade routes
World maps - 1920 - Railroads
Map projection - Mercator projection (Cartography)
1 map : col. ; 44 x 80 cm.
At the head of title: Map no. 18. La Salle Extension University. Text on verso.
folio H 6615 .98 map 18 (PrCt)

84328
World maps - 1925
1 map : col. ; 47 x 62 cm. fold i covers 17 x 11 cm.
AMcN III PC 250 (PrCt)

84329
World maps - 1925 - Steamboat lines
World maps - 1925 - Trade routes
World maps - 1925 - Railroads
Map projection - Mercator projection (Cartography)
1 map : col. ; 44 x 82 cm., folded to 24 x 18 cm.
"Copyright, by Rand McNally & Co., Chicago."
"Map no. 6" in upper right corner. Accompanied by three-paragraph text on verso with title: Steamship routes of the world. Scale ca. 1:1:49,800,000.
Coordinates: (E 100°--W 100°/N 72°--S 69°). Mercator projection.
World maps - 1928 - Law

World maps - 1928 - Jurisprudence

World maps - 1928 - Courts


Sheet 1 [-3]: World-map of present-day legal systems / [John H. Wigmore]. [Saint Paul, Minn. West Publishing Company, 1928].


Numbers and letters on map keyed to text in the book's appendix (p. 1133-1146).

"Made on J. Paul Goode's outline homolosine map 101 HC."

The book includes two smaller and variant world maps (p. 1107 and following p. 1108).

K 312 .97, v. 3, p. 1144-1146 (PrCt)

World maps - 1928 - Missions


temp map2F G3201.E424 1928 C3 (PrCt)

World maps - 1928 - Navy-yards and naval stations


Naval bases, stations etc. of the United States, British Empire, Japan and France. Chicago :

Chicago Tribune, 1928.

Authors: Chicago tribune -- United States.

Hydrographic Office -- M. C. S., 20th cent. -- S., M. C., 20th cent. -- Chicago Historical Society 1 map : col. ; 42 x 75 cm. 'New publication: 5th ed., Oct. 1927.'

Cartographer's [?] initials at bottom right: M.C.S. Added title in upper margin: Outline chart of the world.

Previously 'published ... 1922, at the Hydrographic Office ... '

Text in bottom margin: Why the United States rejected the Anglo-French naval compromise ... . From the Chicago Sunday tribune (Nov. 25, 1928).

Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society, 2005.

CHS Coll., Map no. 714 (PrCt)

World maps - 1928 - Voyages and travels


Locating maps for use with 'A Trip around the world through the telebinocular with Burton Holmes'. Meadville, Pa. Keystone View Company, [1928?].

Authors: Holmes, Burton, b. 1870 -- Keystone View Company 3 maps ; fold. in covers 17 x 11 cm.

Cover title.


Includes one page of 'Map explanations.'

The city maps have red overprinting to show the numbers of the photographs and the angles from which they were taken; red overprinting on the world map gives photograph numbers.


map3C G3201 .E635 1928 H6 (PrCt)

World maps - 1929 - Law

World maps - 1929 - Jurisprudence

World maps - 1929 - Courts


84339 World maps - 1930-1939 - Rain and rainfall
World maps - 1930-1939 - Atmospheric temperature
World maps - 1930-1939 - Climate
World maps - 1930-1939 - Weather
World maps - 1930-1939 - Ocean currents
Rain and rainfall - Maps - 1930-1939
Atmospheric temperature - Maps - 1930-1939
Climate - Maps - 1930-1939
Weather - Maps - 1930-1939
Ocean currents - Maps - 1930-1939
Map projection - Gall's stereographic
1930-1939
Gall's stereographic projection
(Cartography)
Wall maps
London: Chicago: printed in Great Britain by George Philip and Son Limited; Denoyer-Geppert Co. ... sole U.S.A. distributors, [193-?].
1 map: col., mounted on cloth and wooden rollers; 78 x 101 cm.
Series statement at head of title: Philips' series of comparative wall atlases
At bottom right: The London Geographical Institute.
"Scale on equator 1:40,000,000. Scale on 45th parallels 1:28,000,000"
"Gall's Stereographic projection"
Color coded to show rainfall variance and the direction of warm, cool, and cold ocean currents.
Insets (each 20 x 20 cm.): Arctic regions -- Antarctic regions.
"Owing to lack of data the currents, etc. shown in the polar regions are largely conjectural."
Mounted on wooden rollers by Western Shade Cloth Co. of Chicago.
Gift of Southern Illinois University, 2011.
maproll G3201.C883 1930z .US (PrCt)
84339 World maps - 1930-1939 - Rain and rainfall
Authors: La Salle Extension University -- Atlas of traffic maps (1930) -- C.S. Hammond & Company
1 map: col.; 24 x 34 cm.
Title in upper margin.
Added title at bottom left: Hammond's 10 x 14 map of the world.
In Atlas of traffic maps (Chicago: La Salle Extension University, 1930) p. 6-7.
Accompanied by text 'Ocean routes' on p. 5 and table of 'Distances between ports' on p. 8.
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .A73 1930 p. 6-7 (PrCt)
84341 World maps - 1930
Wall maps
Authors: Goode, J. Paul, 1862-1932 -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 111 x 157 cm.
Bottom right: 3R30.
Bears Library of Congress stamp.
Paper and cloth map on wooden rollers.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
artifacts cage RMcN maproll 5 : 2. 1 (PrCt)
84342 World maps - 1932-1958 - Maps, Outline and base
Maps, Outline and base
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
64 maps: part col.; 25 x 41 cm and smaller
In post binding.
Collection of outline maps for school use, comprising four series: Loose leaf outline map [14 maps; 8½ x 11 in.]. -- Outline map: Loose leaf 11 x 14½ [14 maps]. -- Berry's relief map of [place]: A Base for charting geography and history facts [8 maps: col.; on sheets 11 x 16½ in.]. -- Goode's School atlas outline map [number, place] [28 maps; 11 x 18 in.].
Many maps are undated; those with dates range from 1932 to 1958.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .O9 1932 (PrCt)
84343 World maps - 1932
Pictorial maps - 1932
Map projection - Mercator - 1932
Pictorial maps - Mercator projection (Cartography)
This map of the world is drawn according to the projection of Gerard Kremer or Gerardus Mercator / by his good neighbor Hendrik Willem van Loon 21/5 XXXII. [New York]: Simon and Shuster, c1932.
1 map: col.; 40 x 50 cm.
In upper and lower margins, list of countries, giving continent, form of government, area, and capital.
Gift, Norma Rubovitz, 2008.
map4F G3200 1932 .V3 (PrCt)

84344 World maps - 1936<>United States - Maps - 1936
Authors: Geographical Publishing Co. -- Danzer, Gerald A.
2 maps : col. ; 45 x 68 cm. and 60 x 88 cm., on sheet 71 x 90 cm.
Map proper has title: Equal-area projection of the world.
On verso: Excelsior series map of United States and Alaska.
Above and below map, photographs of world leaders, with flags; includes Edward VIII, who reigned as king for most of 1936.
"Price $3.00. Salesmen wanted - write for particulars."
Issued together with The Geographical Publishing Company's presidential wall atlas, cataloged separately; the two sheets were originally joined at the top margin by a metal strip with eyelets for hanging.
map6F G3200 1937 .G4, sht. 1 (PrCt)

84345 World maps - 1937 - Missions<>Presbyterian Church - Missions - Maps - 1937<>Wall maps
Presbyterian missions throughout the world.
Chicago : Rand McNally and Company, [1937].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 91 x 155 cm.
Additional title at top: Into all the world.
Bottom right: 327-N.Y.-10-37-N.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Paper and cloth map mounted on wooden rollers.
artifacts cage RMCN maproll 6 : 4. 1 (PrCt)

1 map : col. ; 49 x 66 cm. + sheet of 12 pictures (col. ; 33 x 16 cm.), pin (col. ; 32 mm. diam.) and mailing envelope (col. ; 18 x 27 cm.)
On verso, text about bread with heading "Help Mickey Mouse beat the Big Bad Wolf -- do your part -- buy the bread with the Mickey Mouse band and follow the race 'round the world."
Map proper shows Mickey and the Wolf in various locations and their route; pictures of Mickey, Minnie, Pluto, "Dippy the Goof,"
Clarabelle Cow, and Horace Horsecollar are at left and right, 24 rectangles at top and bottom read "Place a Mickey Mouse Globe Trotter picture here;" advertisement for Freihofer's bread in scroll cartouche at upper left.
Sheet of twelve pictures show Mickey, Minnie, and Donald at various locations around the world. Pin has picture of Mickey with suitcase on projection of a globe, inscription "Mickey Mouse Globe Trotters Member -- eat Freihofer's Perfect Loaf;" paper label inside pin reads "Copyright Walt Disney Enterprises, Kay Kaymen, Ltd., sole representative, 1270 Sixth Avenue, New York." Envelope, with picture of Mickey and inscription "Here they are, Globe Trotter," carries ½ cent Harding stamp with Wilmington, Del. precancel and is addressed to "Joann Roymalay [probably Joan W. Roymalay], 225 Hampton St., Bridgeton, N.J."
Sent to Conservation Lab for treatment (2010). Digital image of variant issue (advertising a different brand of bread) available on Jumpingfrog.com website (accessed April 2010):
http://www.jumpingfrog.com/images/epm08oct23/mzle070a.jpg
map4C G3201 .A6 1937 .W3 (PrCt)

Canadian Pacific Railway and steamships span the world. 1937.
Authors: Canadian Pacific Railway Company -- J.W. Clement Co. -- Clement (J.W.) & Co. SEE J.W. Clement Co.
1 map : col. ; 40 x 93 cm.
Includes table: Some around the world distances.
4216 rev
map6F G3201.P3 1937 C3 (PrCt)

84348 World maps - 1938 - Ethnology<>Ethnology - Maps - 1938<>Race SEE Ethnology<>Wall maps
1 map : col., mounted on muslin : 131 x 249 cm.
Scale 1:16,000,000.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
World maps - 1939-1942 - Airways - Wall maps - Aeronautical charts
Authors: Renner, George T. (George Thomas), 1900-1955 -- Rand McNally and Company -- Southern Illinois University at Carbondale -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col., mounted on linen ; 105 cm. diam., on wooden rollers
Polar azimuthal equidistant projection; scale along meridians, 1:31,680,000 or "one inch = 500 statute miles."
Shows "principal world airlines (operating and proposed lines as of 1939), probable future strategic locations, probable future air routes, caravan routes, highways, railroads."
Insets: Antarctica. -- An interrupted equal area world map centered at the North Pole.
At upper right, "descriptive text" by George T. Renner.
Series: AOW 913.
Code at lower right: 11R42.
Gift of Southern Illinois University, 2011.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
artifacts cage RMcN maproll 3 : 2. 3, no. 2 (PrCt)

World maps - 1940 - Tea trade - Maps - 1940 - Tea industry SEE Tea trade - Wall maps
Authors: Gill, MacDonald, 1884-1947 -- International Tea Market Expansion Board -- S.H.B. Ltd. -- General Drafting Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 71 x 149 cm.
Pictorial map.
Scale ca 1:21,000,000 at equator.
In lower right corner: MacDonald Gill 1940, revised 1951, 1961.
Shows tea growing regions; includes numerous notes about the consumption of, and trade in, tea.
Three scrolls at lower left give statistics on tea production and consumption.
In lower left corner: S.H.B. Ltd. Reqd No 1396.
Annotation on verso, lower right corner: B1-72.
map9F G3201 .D2 1940 .G5 1961 (PrCt)

World maps - 1942 - Standard map of the world on Mercator's projection. New York : Geographia Map Co., [ca. 1942].
Authors: Gross, Alexander, 1879-1958 -- Geographia Map Company
1 map : col. ; 64 x 100 cm.
Shows areas under German occupation.
temp map6F G3200 1942 .G7 (PrCt)
48353 **World maps - 1942-1945**>>**World War, 1939-1945 - Maps**

*Esso war map[s].* New York : General Drafting Co., inc., 1942-1945.

Authors: General Drafting Company -- Esso Standard Oil Company -- General Drafting Collection (Newberry Library).

With the advent of World War II and the associated restrictions on automobile travel, all the oil companies stopped publishing road maps. The Esso Standard Oil Company, under the name Esso Marketers, managed to satisfy some of the public's desire for their 'free' maps by issuing a series of 'War maps' showing the various theaters. These maps were strictly geographical and did not depict battles or troop locations. Thus, they remained useful for the duration of the war and were reprinted, with no apparent changes, some as many as four times. This group includes examples of all states of the maps present in the General Drafting Collection. Individual maps and states of maps are also cataloged separately.

Forms part of the General Drafting Collection (Newberry Library).

```
map4F G3201 .S7 1942 G4 (PrCt)
```

48354 **World maps - 1942 - Atmospheric temperature - Maps - 1942 - Weather - World maps - 1942 - Ocean currents - Maps - 1942 - Climate - Atmospheric temperature - Maps - 1942 - Weather - Maps - 1942 - World maps - 1942 - Phytogeography - Maps - 1942 - Map projection - Van Der Grinten - 1942 - Van Der Grinten projection (Cartography) - Maps - 1942 - Wall maps**

*World thermal regions and ocean currents ; World vegetation regions / copyright by A.A. Walter.* Chicago : A.J. Nystrom and Company, [ca. 1942].


2 maps : col., mounted on cloth and rollers ; each 69 x 121 cm., on composite sheet 152 x 131 cm. Two maps printed on separate sheets mounted together on a single cloth backing.

"Copyright by A.A. Walter" -- At bottom left of both maps.

"Arranged for comparative map studies. Edited by Dr. Wallace W. Atwood." -- Top margin of thermal map.

"Rolland & Carqueville Co." -- At bottom right of vegetation map.

Series: Atwood regional-political series.

Scale 1:32,947,200 or "520 miles = 1 inch."

48357 **World maps - 1942 - Transportation - Maps - 1942 - Canadian Pacific Railway Company - Maps - 1942 - Railroads - Maps**

*Canadian Pacific Railway Company : principal railway, steamship and air lines.* Chicago : Poole Bros. Inc., [1942?].

Authors: Poole Brothers -- Canadian Pacific Railway Company.

"Van der Grinten's projection."

Thermal map includes color coding: hot at all seasons; hot summers, warm winters; hot summers, cool winters; hot summers, cold winters; warm at all seasons; warm summers, cool winters; warm summers, cold winters; cool summers, cold winters; cold at all seasons.

Vegetation map marked by hand with blackboard chalk.

Gift of Southern Illinois University, 2011.

```
maproll G3201.D2 1942 .A8 (PrCt)
```

48355 **World maps - 1942 - Map projection - Polar - 1942 - Polar projection (Cartography) - World War, 1939-1945**

*One world, one war.* 1942.

Authors: Fortune.

1 map : col.; 56 x 58 cm.

 Insets: The Atlantic bridge -- The Pacific vastness.

'Supplement to Fortune, March, 1942... Second edition.'

Shows major ocean routes and travel distances. Includes text.


```
4217
map4F G3200 1942 .F6 (PrCt)
```

48356 **World maps - 1942 - Phytogeography - Maps - 1942 - Wall maps**


1 map : col., mounted on linen ; 69 x 121 cm. on wooden rollers.

Scale 1:32,947,200 or "520 miles = 1 inch."

"Van der Grinten's projection."

Series: Atwood regional-political series.

"Arranged for comparative map studies."

"Rolland & Carqueville Co."

Color coding shows areas of: Forest; Woodland, grass and cultivation; Steppe and grassland; Steppe-desert; Desert; Tundra, mountain and Arctic flora.

Mounted with the author's World thermal regions and ocean currents.

Gift of Southern Illinois University, 2011.

```
maproll G3201.D2 1942 .A8 (PrCt)
```
84358  World maps - 1942 - Transportation
Transportation - Maps - 1942
Canadian Pacific Railway Company
- Maps - 1942
Railroads - Maps
Canadian Pacific Railway Company: principal railway, steamship and air lines. Chicago: Poole Bros. Inc., [1942, i.e. 1943].
Authors: Poole Brothers -- Canadian Pacific Railway Company
1 map: col.; 20 x 48 cm. '1-24-'42' -- at bottom right.
Plate no.: 6073.
On verso: Canadian Pacific Railway Company: world's greatest travel system: Canadian Pacific services
Report lacks title page, but includes a 'Notice to shareholders' dated March 16, 1942.
5A 7267 (1941 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

84359  World maps - 1942 - World War, 1939-1945 - Maps - 1942
Authors: Geographical Publishing Co. -- Sachs, Morris Bernard, 1896-1957 -- Feay, Mary
1 map: col.; 51 x 71 cm., on sheet 71 x 92 cm., folded to 23 x 18 cm. + mailing envelope
Includes overprinting to show areas of occupation, recapture.
Inset: Near Eastern countries.
Advertisements on both sides for Morris B. Sachs [clothing] Store, 6638 S. Halsted, Chicago; mailing envelope has return address of the store and, in lower left corner, "Your new war map courtesy of Morris B. Sachs."
Gift of Mary Feay, 2011.
maph4C G3201.S7 1942 .G4 (PrCt)

84360  World maps - 1942 - World War, 1939-1945 - Maps - 1942
1942 war map Asia and the world: shows important military bases ... bomber distances ... vital sea lanes and airways ... important railroads ... greater detail ... more towns, mountains, rivers, etc. New ... just completed ... authentic.
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library) -- Gousha (H.M.) Company SEE H.M. Gousha Company
2 maps on 1 sheet: both sides, col. : 40 x 65 cm. and 48 x 66 cm., originally folded to 23 x 17 cm.
Panel title.
Contents: [World map] Scale 1:6,000,000. -- Map of European, Asiatic, African, and South Pacific combat areas. Scale 1:3,000,000.
Both maps show steamship distances and times, flying times, 'important military roads' and naval and air bases.
Includes ill., ancillary world map 'Why sea lanes and airways are shown as curved lines,' population table, and tables of 'Air and steamer distances between objectives with flying and sailing time.'
Plate nos.: 594-S P-3 and 595 S.-P-3
Forms part of the H.M. Gousha Company Collection (Newberry Library).
maph4F G3201.S7 1942 G6 (PrCt)

84361  World maps - 1942 - World War, 1939-1945 - Maps - 1942
Airways - Maps - 1942
Shipping - Maps - 1942
Distances - Maps - 1942
Time - Systems and standards - Maps - 1942 - Map projection - Miller cylindrical - 1942
Esso war map: featuring transportation, the key to every successful campaign / edited and published by the makers of the well known Esso road maps. New York: General Drafting Co., Inc., [1942].
Authors: General Drafting Company -- Miller, O. M. (Osborn Maitland), 1897-1979 -- Esso Standard Oil Company -- General Drafting Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map: col.; 37 x 82 cm., on sheet 58 x 84 cm.
Panel title.
"Copyright, General Drafting Co., Inc., 21 West Street, New York, N.Y."
Bottom right corner of map dated "942" (September 1942).
Other versions at the Newberry Library are dated "742" (July 1942) and "445" (April 1945).
Shows airway and shipping distances and time zones, and includes index to places, notes on "Transportation--key to victory" and "Flattening the globe" with cylindrical map projection by "Mr. O.M. Miller of the American Geographical Society of New York," accompanied by color illustrations. Does not identify battle sites or show troop
World maps - 1942

84362

World maps - 1942

- World War, 1939-1945

- Maps - 1942

- Airways - Maps - 1942

- Shipping - Maps - 1942

- Distances - Maps - 1945

- Time - Systems and standards - Maps - 1942

- Map projection - Miller cylindrical - 1942

Esso war map : featuring transportation, the key to every successful campaign. New York : General Drafting Co., inc., 1942.

Authors: General Drafting Company -- Miller, O. M. (Osborn Maitland), 1897-1979 -- Esso Standard Oil Company -- General Drafting Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 37 x 81 cm., fold. to 20 x 14 cm.

Panel title.

Shows air distances and time zones.

Includes index to places, inset 'Over the top of the world,' text and col. ill. about O.M. Miller's cylindrical projection titled 'Flattening the globe,' notes, text, and col. ill.

Map is strictly geographical; shows no information about battles or troop movements.

Text and col. ill. on verso.

In lower right corner of map, '742,' i.e. July 1942.

Title panel stamped 'Please return to Art Department, General Drafting Co., Inc., Convent Station, N.J.'

Forms part of the General Drafting Collection (Newberry Library).

84363

World maps - 1942

- World War, 1939-1945

- Maps - 1942

- Time - Systems and standards - Maps - 1942

Hammond's comprehensive map of the world : on Mercator's projection. Garden City, N.Y.

Garden City Publishing Co., 1942.

Authors: C.S. Hammond & Company -- Garden City Publishing Co.

1 map : col. ; 68 x 105 cm.

Scale [ca. 40,000,000] ; Mercator proj.; (E 90°-E 105°/N 82°--S 66°).

Map includes cutout flags meant to be attached to pins to 'indicate military movements, battle scenes and military occupied areas.'

'Copyright by C.S. Hammond & Co., N.Y.'

In lower right margin: '7442.'

Gift of Marjorie and Eric Rudd, 2006.

map6F G3200 1942 .H3 (PrCt)

84364

World maps - 1943

- Airways - Maps - 1943

- Air-age globalism - Maps - 1943

Air age map used to teach global geography. Chicago : Popular Mechanics Press, 1943.

Authors: Popular Mechanics Press p. 76 : ill., map

Photocopy of article in Popular Mechanics 80, no. 2 (Aug., 1943): 76.

Illustration shows students pointing to circular wall map, centered on North Pole, on which no land masses, only place names, are shown.

Vert 2231 (PrCt)

84365

World maps - 1943

- Airways - Maps - 1943

- Air-age globalism - Maps - 1943

- Willkie, Wendell L. (Wendell Lewis), 1892-1944 - Travels - 1943

- Aeronautical charts


1 map : col. ; 18 cm. in diam.

In: Willkie's One world (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1943), [86 p. ; 28 cm.], inside back cover.

Shows route of Willkie's round-the-world flight, 26 August - 14 September 1943.

Also used as front and back endpaper maps in the hardback edition (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1943). 206p. : 21 cm. [F 129 .975]

To Collection Services for cataloging, 30 Aug. 2007 (PrCt)

84366

World maps - 1943

- Airways - Maps - 1943

- Antarctic - Maps - 1943

- Aeronautical charts


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 58 cm. in diam., on sheet 69 x 51 cm.

Cover title.

Added title: Rand McNally polar map of the world.

"Copyright 1943 by Rand McNally & Company, Chicago."

Inset (21 cm. in diam.): Antarctica.

Includes descriptive explore polar maps. Panel art: Polar map of northern hemisphere with

Map is strictly geographical; shows no information about battles or troop movements. In lower right corner of map, '843' or '943' (i.e. August or September 1943). Map on verso (56 x 55 cm.): Esso war map: Europe and north Africa. 843. Issued folded to 20 x 14 cm. Forms part of the General Drafting Collection (Newberry Library).

maproll G3201 .P62 1943 .B5 (PrCt)


map6C G3201 .A9 1943 .R3 (PrCt)


maproll G3201 .P62 1943 .B5 (PrCt)

U.S. Nurses map / [George Salter]. [New York, 1943-1945?].
1 manuscript map : pencil ; on sheet 38 x 48 cm.
Working drawing for a map, presumably published in a book designed by Salter.
World map on Mercator projection, centered on Western Hemisphere.
Title from pencilled note in lower left corner.
Cartouche at lower right shows symbols for "Army nurses" and "Navy nurses."
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.

Wing Modern MS Salt, Box 69, Folder 1, map 8 (Pr Ct)


Probably world map for Cadet nurses -- Of. of War Inf. / [George Salter]. [New York, 1943-1945?].
1 manuscript map : pencil ; on sheet 40 x 53 cm.
World map on Mercator projection, centered on Europe and Africa.
Title (in Salter's hand) from pencilled note in lower margin.
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.

Wing Modern MS Salt, Box 69, Folder 1, map 8 (Pr Ct)

84374 World maps - 1943 - Phytogeography - World maps - 1943 - Ocean currents - Phytogeography - Maps - 1943 - Ocean currents - Maps - 1943 - Map projection - Gall's stereographic - 1943 - Gall's stereographic projection (Cartography) - Wall maps

1 map : col. mounted on cloth and wooden rollers ; 78 x 102 cm.
"Copyright 1943. George Philip & Son, Ltd."
Series statement at head of title: Philips' series of comparative wall atlases
At bottom right: The London Geographical Institute.
"Scale on equator 1:40,000,000. Scale on 45th parallels 1:28,000,000."
"Gall's Stereographic projection"
Shows direction of warm, cool, and cold ocean currents.
Gift of Southern Illinois University, 2011.

maproll G3201.D2 1943 .U5 (Pr Ct)


Dog map of the world. [New York : Simon & Schuster, 1943].
Authors: Sims, Joseph Patterson, b. 1890 -- Simon and Schuster, inc. -- J.L. Smith Co.
1 map : col. ; 19 x 40 cm.
'On the border of this map are shown most of the breeds of dogs recognized by the American Kennel Club. With each breed is shown the country from which it came, the approximate date of founding of the breed, the maximum height at the shoulder and the maximum weight. There is also given the classification group to which each breed belongs.'
'First published by The J. L. Smith Company ... Philadelphia, Pa. '

Map dated 1933.

map2F G3201.D4 1943 .U5 (Pr Ct)

Authors: National Opinion Research Center
1 map ; 26 x 41 cm.
'Distorted map E. Showing countries of over 100,000 population as they would appear if their area were proportional to their population.'
Inset: World land area.
Gift of Belgian Consulate, Chicago, 2005.

map1F G3201 .E2 1943 N3 (Pr Ct)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

84377  World maps - 1944 - Jigsaw puzzle maps - 1944 - Mercator projection - Wall maps - Mercator projection (Cartography)

New world map jig-saw puzzle (size 43 in. x 26 in.) ... Chicago : U.S. Finishing & Mfg. Co., 773 W. Jackson Blvd., [ca. 1944?].

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- U.S. Finishing & Manufacturing Co. (Chicago, Ill.)

1 jigsaw puzzle map (100 pieces) : cardboard, col.; 64 x 106 cm. (assembled) in box 28 x 33 x 6 cm.

Title and 'U.S. Finishing & Mfg. Co.' printed on original illustrated box.

Imprint on untitled map: Copyright by the H.M. Gousha Company, Chicago, Illinois.

Scale not given.

Mercator projection.

Includes tables 'Air and steamer distances ... with flying and sailing time,' "Populations of countries at war," and text 'Why sea lanes and airways are shown as curved lines' next to untitled inset world map (2 hemispheres each 11 cm. in diam.)

Gift 2006, Nancy Kelly.

map6C G3201.A9 1944 .G6 (PrCt)


Authors: Pitner, L. E. (Lloyd E.) -- Ward, Harold Bernard, 1889- -- Young, George O., fl. 1942 -- Harlos, Stella -- E.F. Schmidt Co. (Milwaukee, Wis.)

1 map (in 8 globe gores) : col.; 48 x 98 cm., on sheet 68 x 100 cm., folded in covers to 26 x 13 cm.

"First edition."

"Copyright 1944 ... maps copyrighted 1942-1943, L.E. Pitner."

World map on one sheet designed to be folded to look like an atlas or booklet; title from panel on verso.

Added title from world map: Illustrated world : Octovue projection

Cover title: New illustrated world : maps, pictures "Lithographed by the E.F. Schmidt Co., Milwaukee."

"Colorful maps for the first time in history showing the entire world in correct size, shape, and position. 51 authentic water color paintings, 270 pen drawings illustrating people, customs, travelways, scenic beauty and natural wonders of the world. Fifty cents." -- Front cover.

Margins of world map include 270 numbered "original pen sketches by George O. Young" (4 x 13 cm. and smaller); examples include "12--sacred cow of India", "140--Arabian horseman", and "249--Zulu huts--South Africa."

Scale [ca. 1:40,200,000]

Coordinates: (W 180°--E 180/N 90°--S 90°)


Maps on verso (24 x 24 cm. and smaller):

Octovue polar hemisphere key maps [of the Northern and Southern Hemispheres] -- Old Northern Hemisphere map -- Old Southern Hemisphere map.

Verso includes 51 color reproductions of "original paintings by Stella Harlos" (8 x 7 cm. or smaller); examples include "Venice, gondolas", "Hudson River, motorcoach", and "Malay States."

Verso includes description of Pitner's Octovue map projection; "world index and gazetteer" listing geographic coordinates and population statistics; and instructions for re-folding the map.

Cover art: globe surrounded by pictorial vignettes.

Accession no. McNally 2012081750

map4C G3201.A5 1944 .P5 (PrCt)


Canadian Pacific Railway Company : principal railway, steamship and air lines. Chicago : Poole Bros. Inc., [1944].

Authors: Poole Brothers -- Canadian Pacific Railway Company

1 map : col.; 20 x 48 cm.

'1-24-'44 --at bottom right.

Plate no.: 6073.

On verso : Canadian Pacific Railway Company: world's greatest travel system: Canadian Pacific services


5A 7267 (1943 vol. [3]) (PrCt)


Canadian Pacific Railway Company : principal railway, steamship and air lines. Chicago : Poole Bros. Inc., [1944, i.e. 1945?].

Authors: Poole Brothers -- Canadian Pacific
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

84381

Authors: Popular Mechanics Press
p. 49 : ill.
Photocopy of article in: Popular Mechanics 81, no. 6 (June, 1944): 49.
Illustration shows man measuring from centerpoint of projection.
The map in the illustration is titled 'Cram's air age U.S. centric world. Gingery projection' but the 'Where-to-buy-it index' on p. 8A lists 'Walter G. Gingery, Washington High School, Indianapolis.'

84382

Authors: General Drafting Company -- Esso Standard Oil Company -- General Drafting Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 56 x 82 cm.
Shows Eurasia, Africa, Australasia.
Map is strictly geographical; shows no information about battles or troop movements.
In lower right corner of map, '144' (i.e. January 1944).
Apparently intended to be issued as 'War map II' with the 'Fortress Europe' map on the back and folded to 20 x 14 cm.; this (proof?) copy has a blank back and is unfolded.
This copy lacks 'Permanent File' stamp in lower right corner.
For complete copy of both maps (published in 1943), see Map4F G3201.S7 1943 G4 (PrCt)
Forms part of the General Drafting Collection (Newberry Library).
map4F G3201 .S7 1942 G4, map 2, state 44/01, verso (Copy 2) (PrCt)

84384

Esso war map: featuring transportation, the key to every successful campaign. New York: General Drafting Co., inc., 1945.
Authors: General Drafting Company -- Miller, O. M. (Osborn Maitland), 1897-1979 -- Esso Standard Oil Company -- General Drafting Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 37 x 81 cm., fold. to 20 x 14 cm. Panel title.
Shows air distances and time zones.
Includes index to places, inset "Over the top of the world," text and col. ill. about O.M. Miller's cylindrical projection titled 'Flattening the globe,' notes, text, and col. ill.
Map is strictly geographical; shows no information about battles or troop movements.
Annotations in red pencil in Central and South America.
Text and col. ill. on verso.
In lower right corner of map, '445,' i.e. April 1945.
Forms part of the General Drafting Collection (Newberry Library).
map4F G3201 .S7 1942 G4, map 1, state 45/04 (PrCt)

84385

World maps - 1946 - Anthropology Anthropology - Maps - 1946
Authors: Braidwood, R. J. -- Krogman, W. M. -- Tax, Sol, 1907- -- University of Chicago. Dept. of Anthropology -- University of Chicago Press
12 maps on 3 sheets : col. ; 14 x 41 cm.
temp map4F G3201.E1 1946.B7 (PrCt)
Shows isothermal lines for January and July; relief and soundings shown by gradient tints.
Plate no. LEL
Duplicate copy: Map Roll G3201.D2 1950 .U5 (PrCt)
Gift of Southern Illinois University, 2011.

maproll G3201.C82 1950 .U5 (PrCt)

World maps - 1950 - Barley
Cereal crops III / by V.C. Finch. Chicago : A.J.
Nystrom, [ca. 1950].
Authors: Finch, Vernor Clifford, 1883-1959 -- A.J.
Nystrom and Company -- A. Hoen & Co. -- Southern Illinois University at Carbondale
1 map : col., mounted on linen ; 60 x 116 cm. on wooden rollers
Scale 1:35,000,000 at equator.
Series: Finch world products series ; no. 6.
"Van der Grinten's projection."
Relief shown by shading.
"A. Hoen & Co., Baltimore."
Mounted with the author's Cereal crops II and rubber.
Shows regions devoted to barley, oats, grain sorghums and millets.
Gift of Southern Illinois University, 2011.

maproll G3201.J1 1950 .F5 (PrCt)

World maps - 1950 - Botany
Economic Botany, Economic - Maps - 1950
Starch foods / by V. C. Finch. Chicago : A.J.
Nystrom, [1950].
Authors: Finch, Vernor Clifford, 1883-1959 -- A.J.
Nystrom and Company -- A. Hoen & Co. -- Southern Illinois University at Carbondale
1 map : col., mounted on linen ; 60 x 116 cm. on wooden rollers
Scale ca. 1:35,000,000 at equator.
Series: Finch world products series ; no. 9.
"Van der Grinten's projection."
Relief shown by shading.
Mounted with the author's Beverage crops.
Shows primary and secondary growing areas for potatoes, bananas, sweet potatoes, yams, and manioc.
"A Hoen & Co. Baltimore."
Gift of Southern Illinois University, 2011.


World maps - 1950 - Botany
Economic World maps - 1950 - Phytogeography
Beverage crops / by V. C. Finch. Chicago : A.J.
Nystrom, [1950].
Authors: Finch, Vernor Clifford, 1883-1959 -- A.J.
Nystrom and Company -- A. Hoen & Co. -- Southern Illinois University at Carbondale
1 map : col., mounted on cloth and wooden rollers ; 60 x 117 cm.
"A Hoen & Co. Baltimore."
Shows primary and secondary growing areas for grapes, tea, coffee, cacao, and yerba mate.
Scale [ca. 1:35,000,000] at equator.
Relief shown by shading.
"Van der Grinten's projection."
Series: Finch world products series ; no. 10.
Mounted with the author's Starch foods.
Gift of Southern Illinois University, 2011.

1 map : col., mounted on linen ; 59 x 117 cm. on wooden rollers
Scale 1:35,000,000 at equator.
Series: Finch world products series ; no. 16.
"Van der Grinten's projection."
Relief shown by shading.
"A. Hoen & Co., Baltimore."
Mounted with the author's Important commercial vegetable oils.
Shows primary and secondary growing regions for cotton, flax, jute and coarse fibers.
Gift of Southern Illinois University, 2011.
maproll G3201.J82 1950 .F5 (PrCt)

1 map : col., mounted on linen ; 59 x 117 cm. on wooden rollers
Scale 1:35,000,000 at equator.
Series: Finch world products series ; no. 8.
"Van der Grinten's projection."
Relief shown by shading.
"A. Hoen & Co., Baltimore."
Mounted with the author's Vegetable fibers.
Shows primary and secondary growing regions for flax seed, olive oil, soybean, peanut, coconut, and palm oil.
Gift of Southern Illinois University, 2011.
maproll G3201.J82 1950 .F5 (PrCt)

84400 World maps - 1950 - Jigsaw puzzle maps - Jigsaw puzzle maps - 1950
Authors: Chase, Ernest Dudley, 1878-1959
1 map : col. ; 43 x 58 cm., dissected, in box 24 x 36 x 7 cm.
Pictorial map showing tourist and historic sights around the world, surrounded by national flags.
map6C G3201 .A9 1954 .C5 (PrCt)

1 map : col., mounted on linen ; 60 x 116 cm. on wooden rollers
Scale 1:35,000,000 at equator.
Series: Finch world products series ; no. 5.
"Van der Grinten's projection."
Relief shown by shading.
"A. Hoen & Co., Baltimore."
Mounted with the author's Cereal crops III.
Shows regions devoted to corn, rye, cultivated and wild rubber.
Gift of Southern Illinois University, 2011.
maproll G3201.J1 1950 .F5 (PrCt)

1 map : col., mounted on linen ; 60 x 116 cm. on wooden rollers
Scale 1:35,000,000 at equator.
Series: Finch world products series ; no. 16.
"Van der Grinten's projection."
Relief shown by shading.
"A. Hoen & Co., Baltimore."
Mounted with the author's Coal - Iron ore - Copper.
Uses graduated circles to show petroleum production in millions of barrels, water power in millions of horsepower.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Gift of Southern Illinois University, 2011.
maproll G3201.H1 1950 .F5 (PrCt)

84404  World maps - 1950 -
Phytogeography - World maps - 1950 - Atmospheric temperature - World maps - 1950 -
Climate - World maps - 1950 -
Weather - World maps - 1950 - Ocean currents - Atmospheric temperature - Maps -
- 1950 - Climate - Maps - 1950 - Weather - Maps - 1950 -
1950 - Map projection - Gall's stereographic projection - 1950 -
Gall's stereographic projection (Cartography) - Wall maps

2 maps : col., mounted on cloth and wooden rollers ; each 78 x 102 cm., on composite sheet 199 x 111 cm.
Two maps printed on separate sheets mounted together on a single cloth backing.
"Copyright, 1950, George Philip & Son, Ltd."
Series statement at head of title: Philips' series of comparative wall atlases
At bottom right: The London Geographical Institute.
Authorship, imprint, and copyright statements from second map.
"Scale on equator 1:40,000,000. Scale on 45th parallels 1:28,000,000."
"Gall's Stereographic projection"
Second map color coded to show rainfall variance and the direction of warm, cool, and cold ocean currents.
Insets on second map (each 20 x 20 cm.): Arctic regions -- Antarctic regions.
"Owing to lack of data the currents, etc. shown in the polar regions are largely conjectural."
Plate no. LEL -- Bottom right of second map. Attached to spring-loaded wooden roller with printed "Hartshorn" label.
Duplicate copy of second map: MapRoll G3201.C883 1950 .U5 (PrCt)
Gift of Southern Illinois University, 2011.
maproll G3701.E2 1950 .U5 (PrCt)

84405  World maps - 1950 -
Population - World maps - 1950 - Rain and rainfall - World maps - 1950 - Rain and rainfall -
World maps - 1950 - Atmospheric temperature - World maps - 1950 -
Climate - World maps - 1950 -
Weather - World maps - 1950 - Ocean currents - Rain and rainfall - Maps -
1950 - Atmospheric temperature - Maps -

World maps - 1950 - Rain and rainfall - Weather - Maps - 1950 - Ocean currents - Maps -
1950 - Map projection - Gall's stereographic projection - 1950 -
Gall's stereographic projection (Cartography) - Wall maps

World-relations, climate, May 1 - Oct. 31 (northern summer -- southern winter) ;


2 maps : col., mounted on cloth and rollers ; each 79 x 101 cm., on composite sheet 169 x 111 cm. Two maps printed on separate sheets mounted together on a single cloth backing.

"Copyright, 1950, George Philip & Son, Ltd."

Series statement at head of title: Philips' series of comparative wall atlases

At bottom right: The London Geographical Institute.

"Scale on equator 1:40,000,000. Scale on 45th parallels 1:28,000,000"

"Gall's Stereographic projection"

Color coded to show rainfall variance; winds shown with arrows.

Second map marked by hand with blackboard chalk.

Duplicate copy of second map: MapRoll G3201.C883 1950 .U57 (PrCt)
Gift of Southern Illinois University, 2011.


---

84407

World maps - 1950 - Rain and rainfall

World maps - 1950 - Atmospheric temperature

World maps - 1950 - Climate

World maps - 1950 - Weather

World maps - 1950 - Ocean currents

World maps - 1950 - Atmospheric temperature

World maps - 1950 - Climate

World maps - 1950 - Weather

World maps - 1950 - Ocean currents

World maps - 1950 - Map projection

Gall's stereographic - 1950

Gall's stereographic projection (Cartography)

Wall maps


1 map : col., mounted on cloth and rollers ; 78 x 102 cm.

"Copyright, 1950, George Philip & Son, Ltd."

Series statement at head of title: Philips' series of comparative wall atlases

At bottom right: The London Geographical Institute.

"Scale on equator 1:40,000,000. Scale on 45th parallels 1:28,000,000"

"Gall's Stereographic projection"

Color coded to show rainfall variance; winds shown with arrows.

Gift of Southern Illinois University, 2011.

maproll G3201.C883 1950 .U57 (PrCt)
Around the World with American President Lines : intercoastal, trans-Pacific-Orient, and round-the-world services. New York ; Chicago ; San Francisco : Rand McNally & Company, [1951?].
Authors: American President Lines, Ltd. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 76 x 114 cm., folded to 21 x 16 cm.
"Copyright by Rand McNally & Company ..."
Plate no. 4R51.
"Reduce width of route line slightly" and "copy of last wall map production" -- editor's notes in manuscript.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25.
folio RMcN Airlines 4C 2 (PrCt)

1 map : col., mounted on cloth and rollers ; 77 x 102 cm.
"Copyright, 1950, George Philip & Son, Ltd."
Series statement at head of title: Philips' series of comparative wall atlases
At bottom right: The London Geographical Institute.
"Scale on equator 1:40,000,000. Scale on 45th parallels 1:28,000,000"
"Gall's Stereographic projection"
Color coded to show rainfall variance; winds shown with arrows.

84411 World maps - 1951<<>>>Wall maps
Rand McNally imperial world. New York ; Chicago ; San Francisco : Rand McNally & Company, [1951?].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company
1 map : col. ; 76 x 122 cm. folded to 24 x 17 cm.
Plate no.: A-510000-215 -3 8aj 3-3
In poor condition: separated at folds, several pieces detached.
map4C G3200 1951 .R3 (PrCt)

Global news map / prepared for Twin City Federal Savings & Loan... ; by Rand McNally & Company. Minneapolis ; St. Paul : Twin City Federal Savings & Loan, [1952?].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Twin City Federal Savings & Loan
5 maps : col. ; 31 x 47 cm. and smaller, on both sides of sheet 68 x 50 cm. fold. to 23 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
Maps 'Copyright by Rand McNally & Co., Chicago.'
Scales vary.
Includes four columns of text on the geographical relations of the communist and democratic powers.
Contents: Air age map of the global crisis. -- Eurasia : homeland of 1,800,000,000 people and goal of communist expansion. -- Eastern Asia : military front between communism and democracy. -- Europe and western Asia. -- Europe from 1914 to 1948. -- Central Europe.
map4F G3201 .S73 1952 R3 (PrCt)

1 map : col. mounted on cloth and wooden rollers ; 66 x 157 cm., on sheet 109 x 160 cm.
"Equatorial scale 400 miles to the inch."
"Modified Denoyer's semi-elliptical projection."
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Insets (each 27 cm. in diam.): North polar regions -- Antarctica.
Relief and bathymetry shown with hypsometric tints.
Series: Denoyer-Geppert series ; Map S9arp physical-political world
Marked by hand with blackboard chalk.
Gift of Southern Illinois University at Carbondale, 2011.
maproll G3200 1952 .S6 (PrCt)

84414 World maps - 1952>>Physical geography - Maps - 1952>>Wall maps
Magna-graphic physical-political map of the world
Authors: Weber Costello Company -- Parker, Edith Putnam, 1886-1961
1 map : col. ; 87 x 168 cm., on sheet 115 x 166 cm.
Scale 1:19,000,000. 1 in.=300 miles. ; Parabolic equal area proj. ; (W 180°--E 180°/N 81°--S 63°).
Relief shown by gradient tints; depths by isolines.
Includes ancillary maps of 'Major steamship lanes of the world,' 'Pacific Ocean' and 'Northern and southern hemispheres.'
Mounted on rollers.
map G3201.C1 1952 .W4 (PrCt)

World-relations, climate, May 1 - Oct. 31
(northern summer -- southern winter) ;
World-relations, climate, Nov. 1 - April 30
(northern winter -- southern summer) / edited by J.F. Unstead, M.A., D.Sc., & E.G.R. Taylor D.Sc., LL.D. London ; Chicago : printed in Great Britain by George Philip and Son, Limited ; Denoyer-Geppert Company ... sole U.S.A. distributors, c1952.
2 maps : col., mounted on cloth and rollers ; each 78 x 102 cm., on composite sheet 179 x 111 cm.
Two maps printed on separate sheets mounted together on a single cloth backing.
"Copyright, 1952, George Philip & Son, Ltd."
Series statement at head of title: Philips' series of comparative wall atlases
At bottom right: The London Geographical Institute.
"Scale on equator 1:40,000,000. Scale on 45th parallels 1:28,000,000"
"Gall's Stereographic projection"
Color coded to show rainfall variance; winds shown with arrows.
Gift of Southern Illinois University, 2011.
map G3201.C883 1952 .U5 (PrCt)

Authors: Canadian Pacific Railway Company
1 map : col. ; 23 x 36 cm.
'Supplement to Annual report, 1952.'
Shows steamship, train, and airline routes.
map1F G3201 .P3 1952 .C3 (PrCt)

1 map : col., mounted on cloth ; 115 x 203 cm.
"Koppen-Geiger" -- At upper left.
"Justus Perthes Darmstadt" -- At upper right.
"Druck: Wiking Druckerei GmbH. Darmstadt" -- At bottom left.
"Printed in Germany" -- Handstamp at bottom left.
Scale 1:16,000,000.
Coordinates: (W 180°--E 180°/N 77°--S 79°).
Winkels projection (?)
Keyed to tables in bottom margin (19 x 70 cm. and smaller): Klimagebiete (Erläuterungen der Klimaformel) -- Beispiele für Köppens Klimazonen, Jahrgang von Temperatur und Niederschlag -- Erklärungen der Grenzen in der

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.


84422 World maps - 1955<<<Coloring books - Maps - 1955<<<Globes - 1955 [World map in the form of four hemispheres]. [ca. 1955]. 4 maps ; 28 cm. diam. The map takes the form of a stapled booklet consisting of four leaves. Projections at the bottom act as a stand, and when the leaves are spread out, it gives the appearance of a globe. The maps are surrounded by flags; sections of the flags and countries on the map are numbered, so this was clearly intended as a coloring book. Based on the flags of Israel and 'Irak,' the piece was produced between 1948 and 1958. Gift of Todd J. Tubutis, 2006.

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

maproll G3201.E65 1955 .F5 (PrCt)

84424 World maps - 1955<<>>Map projection - Mercator - 1955<<>>Wall maps<<>>Mercator projection (Cartography)

Rand McNally cosmopolitan world on Mercator's projection. New York ; Chicago ; San Francisco : Rand McNally & Company, [ca. 1955?].

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col., sectioned and mounted on cloth ; 77 x 124 cm., folded to 33 x 28 cm.

'Scale on the equator approximately 1:37,000,000.'

At bottom right: NYC 901.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

This or a variant edition of the map is described by the poet Gloria Oden in 'The Map', published in American Negro poetry / edited and with an introd. by Arna Bontemps (New York : Hill and Wang, 1963) p. 161-163 [Martin Y 284 .108 and Vert 1757 no. 2 (photocopy)].

See printouts of 2007-2008 email correspondence between Adele Haft and Gloria Oden [Vert 1757]

map5C G3200 1955 .R3 (PrCt)


Authors: Botley, F. V. -- Royal Geographical Society (Great Britain) -- Campbell, Eila M. J. 1 octahedral globe : hand col.; 21 x 27 cm. folded out

From the collection of Eila M. J. Campbell.

Map has been glued to a piece of construction paper 28 x 39 cm.; instructions for assembly are pencilled on the verso.

temp map1F G3201.P62 1956 .B6 (PrCt)

84426 World maps - 1956 - Pictorial maps<<>>Pictorial maps - World - 1956<<>>Pictorial maps


Authors: Editions Blondel La Rougery -- General Drafting Collection (Newberry Library) -- Blondel La Rougery (Firm) SEE Editions Blondel La Rougery

1 map : col.; 51 x 88 cm.

Pictorial map.

'Dépôt légal No. 525-1123. 9-56.'

map6F G3201 .A5 1956 B5 (PrCt)

84427 World maps - 1957<<>>Map projection - Van Der Grinten - 1957<<>>Van Der Grinten projection (Cartography)<<>>Wall maps

The World / compiled and drawn in the Cartographic Section of the National Geographic Society for the National Geographic magazine ; Melville Bell Grosvenor, editor. Washington, D.C.

National Geographic Society, c1957.

Authors: National Geographic Society (U.S.) -- Grosvenor, Melville Bell, 1901-1982 -- A. Hoen & Co.

1 map : col.; 69 x 105 cm.

'Lithographed by A. Hoen and Co., Baltimore, Md.'

Scale 1:39,283,200.

Van der Grinten projection.

'The World. March, 1957', the National Geographic Magazine, Vol. CXI, No. 3' -- at upper right

Inset world maps (11 x 20 cm. and smaller): The United Nations -- Population density -- Land classification -- International time zones.


See printouts of 2007-2008 email correspondence between Adele Haft and Gloria Oden filed with related notes [Vert 1757]

map6F G3201.A 1889 .N3 -- March 1957 (PrCt)


Authors: Smith, J. Russell (Joseph Russell), 1874-1966 -- Karl Wenschow GmbH. -- Denoyer-Geppert Company -- Southern Illinois University at Carbondale

1 map : col., mounted on cloth ; 66 x 158 cm., on sheet 110 x 161 cm.

"Edition 1957"

"Printed in Munich, Western Germany. U.S.A. copyright 1957 by Denoyer-Geppert ... All mountings by Denoyer-Geppert ... " Directory of "board of [11] geographic editors" at upper right.

"Equatorial scale 400 miles to the inch."

"The Modified Denoyer semi-elliptical projection." Insets (42 x 44 cm. and 27 cm. in diam.);

[Northern hemisphere] -- Antarctica.

Relief and bathymetry shown with hypsometric tints and shading.

Series: Denoyer-Geppert relief-like series ; Map RL 9arp relief-like world Detached from wooden rollers.

Gift of Southern Illinois University at Carbondale, 2011.

maproll G3200 1957 .S6 (PrCt)

84429 World maps - 1957 - Population<<>>Population - Maps -
1957 - Map projection - Winkel -
1954 - Winkel projection
(Cartography) - Wall maps
Die Bevölkerung der Erde : Verteilung und
Wachstum / Harms Kartenwerke. Frankfurt ;
Berlin ; Hamburg ; München [Munich] :
Atlantik-Verlag Paul List, [1957].
Authors: Harms Kartenwerke -- Atlantik-Verlag
Paul List -- Klambt-Druck GmbH. (Speyer am
Rhein, Germany) -- Denoyer-Geppert Company
-- Southern Illinois University at Carbondale
1 map : col., mounted on cloth and wooden
rollers ; 121 x 194 cm.
"Klambt-Druck GmbH., Speyer am Rhein." -- At
bottom right.
Scale 1:15,000,000.
"O. Winkels Projektion."
Charts, tables, and racial portraits at bottom (29 x
26 cm. and smaller): Zunahme der Erde
Völkerung [1650-1957] -- Anwachsen der
Einwohnerzahlen von 1650-1957 in Millionen --
VH-Anteil der Kontinente an der Erdbevölkerung
[1650-1957] -- Die drei Hauptstrassenkreise [weiss,
gelb, und schwarz].
"Cartocraft, Denoyer-Geppert Co. ... 5235
Ravenswood Ave. ... Chicago 40 U.S.A." --
Adhesive label at bottom right.
Gift of Southern Illinois University, 2011.
References: OCLC 381359792
maproll G3201.E2 1957 .H3 (PrCt)

84433 World maps - 1958 -
Population - Maps -
1958 - Map projection - Eckert's equal area
- 1958 - Eckert's equal area projection
(Cartography) - Wall maps
Befolkningsfordeling / üdfort i samarbejde med
Københavns Universitets Geografiske
Laboratorium. København [Copenhagen] :
Reproduceret ved Geodaetisk Institut, 1958.
Authors: Geodaetisk institut (Denmark) --
Københavns universitet. Geografisk institut --
Southern Illinois University at Carbondale --
Copenhagen. Universitet SEE Københavns
universitet -- Copenhagen (Denmark).
Universitetet SEE Københavns universitet --
University of Copenhagen SEE Københavns
universitet -- Copenhagen University SEE
Københavns universitet
1 map : col., mounted on cloth and wooden
rollers ; 72 x 141 cm.
At head of title: Geodaetisk Institut
Parallel titles and authorship statements in
Danish, English, and French.
Scale 1:25,000,000.
"Eckert's equal area projection."
Gift of Southern Illinois University at Carbondale,
2011.

84430 World maps - 1957 - Railroads -
Shareholders - Chesapeake and Ohio
Railway Company - Maps - 1957 -
Shareholders - Railroads - Maps
C & O's shareowners live in every U.S. state and
in 42 foreign countries. [New York? Chesapeake
and Ohio Railway Company?, 1957?].
Authors: Chesapeake and Ohio Railway
Company
1 map : col. ; 14 x 18 cm
Shareowner locations marked in red upon outline
map of the world
In Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company.
Annual report, 1956 [New York? Chesapeake
and Ohio Railway Company?, 1957?] p. 20.
5A 7267 (1956 vol. [1]) (PrCt)

84434 World maps - 1958
Universal map of the world. 1958.
Authors: Book Enterprises, Inc.
1 map
temp map6F G3200 1958 .B6 (PrCt)

84432 World maps - 1958 -
Communication - Communication - Maps -
1958 - Wall maps
Communication facilities of the world / compiled
and edited by George F. Jenks [and] Thomas R.
Smith ; consultant Charles C. Colby. Chicago :
Authors: Jenks, George F. -- Smith, Thomas
Russell, 1910 -- Colby, Charles C. (Charles
Carlyle), 1884-1965 -- Denoyer-Geppert
Company -- Southern Illinois University at
Carbondale
1 map : col., mounted on linen ; 64 x 157 cm.
Scale ca. 1:25,344,000 or "equatorial scale 400
miles to the inch."
Series: Denoyer-Geppert World Geography
Series ; Map WG9tr.
Includes auxiliary maps: Reliability of road data.
-- Inland waterways.
Gift of Southern Illinois University at Carbondale, 2011.

[Pictorial world map showing Canadian Railway rail lines, steamships, air lines]. [Montréal? Canadian Pacific Railway Company?, 1959?].
Authors: Canadian Pacific Railway Company
1 map : col. ; 17 x 30 cm.
Titled supplied by cataloger
Pictorial map drawn on the background of the Earth's horizon.
5A 7267 (1958 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

84436 World maps - 1960-1969 - Maps, Outline and base
[Outline map of the world]. [196-?].
Authors: Raisz, Erwin, 1893-1968
1 map : 28 x 44 cm.
73-94946
map1F G3201.A1 196- .R3 (PrCt)

Mickey Mouse world reporter map. Chicago : Rand McNally and Company, [196-?].
Authors: Walt Disney Company -- Vicks Medi-trating Cough Syp -- Procter and Gamble Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 60 x 84 cm.
Promotional map sponsored by Vick's Medi-trating Cough Syp.
Shows various Disney characters with captions in several different countries.
Bordered on all four sides by Disney character pattern.
Inset box (8 x 29 cm.): Headquarters for Mickey Mouse World Reporter Kit.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN map6F G3201.A6 196- R3 (PrCt)

[World map on Miller's modified projection]. [196-].
Authors: U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey -- Miller
1 map
Gift 1976.
temp map4F G3201.B72 196- .U5 (PrCt)

84439 World maps - 1960-1969 - Wall maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; on sheet 133 x 168 cm.
Relief shown by shading and hypsometric tints.
Two ancillary maps (35 cm. diam.) of the North and South polar regions in top margin.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
artifacts cage RMcN map6F 5 : 1. 3 (PrCt)

Route of the Orient Star : Philippine Airlines.
[Manila?]: Philippine Airlines, [1960?].
Authors: Philippine Airlines
1 map : col. ; 12 x 64 cm., semicircular, mounted on a fan
Shows P.A.L. world routes, proposed routes, connecting air lines, and P.A.L. offices.
Across top of fan: Philippine Air Lines - Spanning 2/3 of the world...Route of the Orient Star.
Gift, Miles Harvey, 2005.

Authors: Swissair -- Hallwag AG -- Wirth, Kurt, 1917-1996 -- Marti, Fritz -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; on sheet 49 x 110 cm., folded to 25 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
"© Cartographie Hallwag Bern." 
"Lay-out and designs by Kurt Wirth, assistant Fritz Marti. Printed in Switzerland 1960 by Hallwag Bern."
Promotional text, cross-section of DC-8 jet, and ill. on verso.
Panel art: airplane tail sections.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25.
RMcN Airlines 4C 59 (PrCt)

Authors: Spencer, Robert F. -- Johnson, Elden -- W. C. Brown Co.
1 v. : 52 map plates ; 28 cm.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
folio G1046 .E1 S7 1960 (NLO)


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.


Authors: Rand McNally & Company, [1966].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 70 x 161 cm., on sheet 111 x 164 cm.
Includes polar caps, each 35 cm. in diam.
Below world map: Goodes Homolosine Equal Area Projection.
Below polar caps: Lambert Azimuthal Equal Area Projection.
Attached to blank mylar sheet for overwriting with erasable pen.
Mounted on wooden roller and metal spring-loaded wall bracket.
Plate nos.: MM903 -- 1R65
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
artifacts cage RMcN maproll 7 : 5. 2 (PrCt)

Authors: Trans World Airlines -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 53 x 106 cm.
Uncut press proof of eight maps (27 x 26 cm.) on sheet 53 x 106 cm.
Bottom right: 5'-66.
Pages are numbered 3-18 and apparently constitute part of an atlas; cf. TWA World routes.
Chicago: Rand McNally, 1954. (23p.: ill. (some col.), col. maps ; 26cm.).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN map6F G3201.P62 1966 P3 (PrCt)

World economic and educational status / cartography and printing by Georg Westermann ; English text edition prepared with the editorial assistance of Denoyer-Geppert Company.
Braunschweig ; Chicago, Ill. Georg Westermann Verlag ; Denoyer-Geppert, c1966.
Authors: Georg Westermann Verlag --
Denoyer-Geppert Company -- Southern Illinois University at Carbondale
3 maps on 1 sheet : col. ; 61 x 129 cm., sheet 209 x 138 cm. on wooden rollers
Scale 1:25,000,000 ; Winkels proj.
Contents: Rich and poor countries. -- Occupational structure of the world population. -- Elementary school education.
"Westermann wall map."
"Sole American agents, Denoyer-Geppert Company."
"Map GWe 62[1]."
Gift of Southern Illinois University, 2011.

World maps - 1966 - Topographic maps
(1:2,500,000) - Topographic maps
Authors: Hungary. Orzágos Földügyésési Térképészeti Hivatal
maps : col. ; 56 x 71 cm. + index map.
Relief shown by contours and hypsometric tints. Projections vary with latitude.
Coverage complete in 234 sheets; see index map for Newberry holdings.
13727
ICN78
map6F G3200.s2500 .H8 (PrCt)

World maps - 1966 - Wall maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 70 x 161 cm. on sheet 132 x 168 cm.
Scale: One inch = 400 miles.
Includes polar caps, each 35 cm. in diam.
Below world map: Goodes Homolosine Equal Area Projection.
Below polar caps: Lambert Azimuthal Equal Area Projection.
Attached to blank mylar sheet for overwriting with erasable pen.
Mounted on wooden roller and metal spring-loaded wall bracket.
Plate nos.: GP903 -- 3R66
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN map6F G3201.P62 1966 P3 (PrCt)

Authors: Air Canada -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
artifacts cage RMcN maproll 8 : 2. 3 (PrCt)
the United States, countries without such pacts, shows countries which have defense pacts with them to the United States. Abbreviations next to country names (NATO, SEATO, etc.) indicate the treaties which bind them to the United States.

84464 World maps - 1967\textless\textgreater Map projection - Sinusoidal - 1967\textless\textgreater Sinusoidal projection (Cartography)\textless\textgreater Wall maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 92 x 157 cm.
Plate nos.: RD 906 -- 9R67
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
artifacts cage RMcN maproll 7 : 4. 2 (PrCt)

84465 World maps - 1967\textless\textgreater Map projection - Sinusoidal - 1967\textless\textgreater Sinusoidal projection (Cartography)\textless\textgreater Wall maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 92 x 157 cm.
Plate nos.: R.D. 906 -- 9R67
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
artifacts cage RMcN maproll 7 : 4. 3 (PrCt)

84466 World maps - 1967\textless\textgreater Wall maps

Authors: Pattison, William David, 1921- -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 74 x 153 cm.
Scale 1:27,000,000.
Five circular ancillary maps on top titled 'Global Views, Equatorial Series.'
In lower left corner: '© Rand McNally & Co.'
Series : RandMark I.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Two copies, one mounted on metal roller.
artifacts cage RMcN maproll 4 : 1. 2 (PrCt)

84467 World maps - 1967\textless\textgreater Wall maps

Authors: Pattison, William David, 1921- -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 74 x 153 cm.
Scale 1:27,000,000.
Five circular ancillary maps on top titled 'Global Views, Equatorial Series.'
In lower left corner: '© Rand McNally & Co.'
Series : RandMark I.
Mounted on metal rollers.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Third copy, identical to maps in 4:1.2.
artifacts cage RMcN maproll 4 : 5. 3 (PrCt)

Authors: Braniff international (Periodical) -- Braniff Airways -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Braniff magazine SEE Braniff international (Periodical) -- Braniff International Airways SEE Braniff Airways 26 p. : col. map ; 28 cm.
Cover art: Color photo of Acapulco by moonlight.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25.
folio RMcN Airlines 4C 25 (PrCt)

Authors: Swissair -- Hallwag AG -- Danzer, Gerald A. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; on sheet 46 x 97 cm., folded to 25 x 11 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
"Printed in Switzerland 1969 by Hallwag Berne."
Red and green dots identify Swissair branch offices and general agents.
Scale [1:31,900,000].
Approximate coordinates: (W 135°00'00"--E 180°00'00"/N 50°00'00"--S 50°00'00")
Relief shown by shading.
"18.2.70 80 000" -- At bottom right.
Map on verso (46 x 69 cm.): Switzerland.
Panel art: globe gores of the Eastern and Western Hemispheres.
Gift 2011, Gerald Danzer.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25.
RMcN Airlines 4C 79 (PrCt)

Authors: Universal Leaf Tobacco Co. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 78 x 123 cm.
Inset (18 x 19 cm.): [Tobacco production in the Eastern United States].
Table in bottom margin of world tobacco markets and the types of tobacco grown.
Bottom right: Base map copyright by Rand McNally & Company.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Three copies.
artifacts cage RMcN maproll 5 : 4. 2 (PrCt)

Authors: Presser, Helmut, 1914-- Ahrens, Hermann
1 map ; 51 x 83 cm.
Shows city and date of earliest printing.
M1110
map4F G3201.P97S1 197- P7 (PrCt)

Authors: Air-India -- Esselte kartor (Firm) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Esselte Map Service SEE Esselte kartor 1 map : col. ; 42 x 90 cm., folded to 21 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
"© Esselte Map Service."
"Specially prepared on the authority of Air India and printed in Sweden by Esselte Map Service." World map showing Air India routes.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25.
RMcN Airlines 4C 4 (PrCt)

Authors: Olympiak Aeroporia -- J. Makris S.A. (Athens, Greece) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Olympic Airways SEE Olympiak Aeroporia -- Makris (J.), printer, Athens, Greece SEE J. Makris S.A. (Athens,
84474 World maps - 1970<<>>Wall maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 160 x 127 cm.
2 maps, both 60 x 122 cm., on sheet 160 x 127 cm.
Bottom left: Robinson Projection.
Includes two ancillary maps (both 21 x 38 cm.) of the North and South poles.
Bottom right: 3 R 70.
Special: Randmark II.
Mounted in metal clamp with 4 other RandMark II maps.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
artifacts cage RMcN maproll 3 : 7. 2 (PrCt)

84475 World maps - 1970<<>>Wall maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 85 x 172 cm.
Robinson projection.
Relief shown by shading and hypsometric tints.
Includes two ancillary Robinson's projections of the North and South poles.
Bottom right: 3 N 71.
Special: Randmark.
Paper and cloth map on plastic rollers.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
artifacts cage RMcN maproll 3 : 4. 2 (PrCt)

Authors: Whittlesey, Derwent Stainthorpe, 1890-1956 -- Espenshade, Edward Bowman (1910- ) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 84 x 137 cm.
Goode's Homolosine Equal Area Projection (condensed).
Bottom right: 2 P 71.

BOAC : Follow your route with these maps especially designed for you. London : Sales Promotion Manager, BOAC, 1971.
Authors: British Overseas Airways Corporation -- Gatrell (A. W.) and Company -- Collins-Longman Atlases
1 atlas : 15 col. maps (1 fold.) ; 21 x 15 cm.
Relief shown by gradient tints.
'Cartography by A. W. Gatrell and Company Limited -- Collins-Longman Atlases.'
72K38 - 300m.
map3C G3201.P62 1971 B7 (PrCt)

84478 World maps - 1971<<>>Wall maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 160 x 127 cm.
2 maps, both 60 x 122 cm., on sheet 160 x 127 cm.
Bottom left: Robinson Projection.
Includes two ancillary maps (both 21 x 38 cm.) of the North and South poles.
Special: Randmark II.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
artifacts cage RMcN maproll 4 : 3. 1 (PrCt)

Authors: U.S. National Aeronautics and Space Administration -- U.S. Defense Mapping Agency
1 map : col. ; 53 x 100 cm.
Added title: Skylab mission groundtracks.
Reproduced for the American Congress on Surveying and Mapping, 1974 National Convention.
Includes notes.
4212
map8F G3201.P75 1973 U5 (PrCt)

Earth at night. Salt Lake City, Utah : Hansen Planetarium, 1986.
Authors: Meyer, Kerry -- Sullivan, Woodruff Turner -- Defense Meteorological Satellite
Program (U.S.) -- Hansen Planetarium
1 map : col. ; 47 x 89 cm. + text (1 p. ; 28 cm.)
‘Poster design & image processing by Kerry
Meyer.’
‘Credits: United States Air Force / DMSP
Archives, National Snow & Ice Data Center,
NOAA, University of Colorado / Text and image
copyright 1985 W.T. Sullivan, Ill, University of
Washington, Seattle. Poster design and image
processing by Kerry Meyer /Poster copyright
1986 Hansen Planetarium, Salt Lake City, Utah.
U.S.A.’
‘[B]ased on a mosaic of about forty individual
[nighttime satellite] photographs ... The photos in
the mosaic were taken at various times and
seasons over the period 1974-84.’
Includes text and identification chart with 194
named locations.
Scale not given.
Accompanied by 1 p. (28 cm.) of commentary
with bibliographical references; see Newberry
Library Map Information File.
910913PL13
map4F G3201.A67 1974 .R3 (PrCt)

84483 World maps - 1976 - Pictorial
maps<<<<Pictorial maps - Maps -
1976<<<<Advertising maps -
1976<<<<Pictorial maps
National Car Rental U.S. Bicentennial Global
Record Run / E. Derdyn. [Arlington Heights, Ill.] :
Creative Sales Corporation, 1976.
Authors: Derdeyn, Eugene -- Creative Sales
Corp. -- National Car Rental (Firm)
1 map : col. ; 44 x 62 cm.
Panel title: World map: National Car Rental's
global record run.
Pictorial map by Eugene Derdyn showing route of
automobile race around the world.
Verso includes biographical sketches on drivers
Henry Banks and Paula Murphy.
temp map4F G3201.A5 1976 .D7 (PrCt)

84484 World maps - 1976 - Tobacco
Industry<<<<Wall maps
Tobacco producing areas of the world. Chicago :
Rand McNally and Company, [1976].
Authors: Universal Leaf Tobacco Co. -- Rand
McNally and Company -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 78 x 123 cm.
Inset in bottom margin (18 x 19 cm.); [Tobacco
production in the Eastern United States].
Table in bottom margin of world tobacco markets
and the types of tobacco grown.
Bottom right: BG12-76.
Miller Cylindrical Projection.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Three copies.
artifacts cage RMcN maproll 5 : 4. 3 (PrCt)

84485 World maps - 1977 - Railroads -
Guidebooks<<<<Railroads -
Maps
Authors: Fodor's travel guides -- Whitaker, R. --
D. McKay Co. -- Fodor's Travel Publications, Inc.
-- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

1 v.
P:McKay
Cf. OCLC 3281554.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

International world. Chicago : Rand McNally and Company, [198-?].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 85 x 127 cm. on sheet 93 x 137 cm.
Scale: one inch equals approximately 520 miles at the equator -- one centimeter equals approximately 330 kilometers at the equator.
Mercator projection.
Plate no.: A-210000-276-1-1-1-1-1.
Inset (18 x 25 cm.): Antarctica.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
map6F G3200 198-.R3 (PrCt)

84487 World maps - 1980-1989 Wall maps
World portrait map. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [198-?].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 44 x 90 cm. on sheet 61 x 92 cm.
Robinson projection.
Includes polar caps, each 18 cm. in diam.
Plate no.: 4405 -- A-210000-751-1-2-1-2
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
map4F G3200 198-.R3 (PrCt)

Authors: Huxley, Julian, 1887-1975 -- Zoological Society of London -- Mitchell Beazley Ltd. -- Rand McNally and Company
208 p. : col. ill. ; 38 cm.
Produced in consultation with the Zoological Society of London.
Added titles: Mitchell Beazley atlas of world wildlife -- Rand McNally atlas of world wildlife.
OCLC 6629008.
Ordered May (?) 2004.
ISBN 0855332611
Not at Newberry Library (July 2010) (PrCt)

84489 World maps - 1980 Antarctica - Maps - 1980 Wall maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 85 x 127 cm.
Date from manuscript note on verso: Int'l. World (EBINA cartog.; Mercator proj.) c. '80
Inset (18 x 25cm.): Antarctica

Plate no.: A-210000-276-2-3-4-11-2
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
artifacts cage RMcN maproll 8 : 4. 1 (PrCt)

SEE Norlin Industries
Authors: Norlin Industries -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Moog Synthesizers SEE Norlin Industries
1 map : col. ; 85 x 127 cm., folded to 23 x 13 cm.
"Copyright January 1981" -- Back panel.
"Authorized factory service for Moog, Cordovox accordions, Gibson amplifiers, Maestro sound modifiers ... Moog Music Inc. ... Buffalo, New York ... Norlin Music Instruments Company ... Markham, Ontario, Canada ... Moog Music ... Rotterdam, the Netherlands" -- Back panel.
Plate no. A-210000-276-2-2-3-6-2.
Verso includes international directory of musical product vendors and service providers.
Panel art: Musical company logos: Moog, Cordovox, Gibson, Maestro, Epiphone, LabSeries, and SG.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4229 (PrCt)

Authors: Esselte kartor (Firm) -- Interarts, Ltd. -- DuPont de Nemours (E. I.) and Company
1 map : col., plastic ; 71 x 132 cm.
Printed on DuPont Tyvek plastic sheet; spunbonded olefin.
4179
map8F G3200 1983 .E8 (PrCt)

Authors: Tokyo Katogurafikku Kabushiki Kaisha -- Cathay Pacific Airways -- Discovery (Hong Kong) -- Emphasis, publisher, Hong Kong -- Tokyo Cartographic Co. SEE Tokyo Katogurafikku Kabushiki Kaisha
3 maps : col. ; 29 x 42 cm. and smaller, on 8 pages (each 28 x 21 cm.)
Collective title supplied by cataloger.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Remote-sensing maps - 1990
The Earth from space: a satellite view of the world / created by Tom Van Sant and the Geosphere Project. [Manhattan Beach, Calif. Spaceshots], 1990.
Authors: Van Sant, Tom -- GeoSphere Project -- Spaceshots Inc.
1 remote-sensing image : col. ; 43 x 86 cm.
Scale [1:7,983,360] ; 1' = 726 miles.
'From 520 miles in space.'
'Assembled over a 10 month period of time and completed in April 1990.'
Encapsulated in plastic.
Newberry copy has been trimmed with loss of all identifying information except © Tom Van Sant Inc. 1990.'
map4F G3201 .A4 1990 V3 (PrCt)

World maps - 1990-1999
Map projection - Mercator - 1990-1999
Mercator projection (Cartography)
World on Mercator's projection. [Chicago?] : Rand McNally & Company, [199?].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col., 77 x 122 cm.
At head of title: Rand McNally cosmopolitan series.
Includes 5-line note explaining Mercator's projection.
Plate no. A-510000-215- [illegible]-18-17-34AP
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Framed behind plastic plane within plastic frame; located in the President’s office suite, 2nd floor (May 2010).
map1F G3201 .P62 1985 .T6 (PrCt)

World maps - 1990
Wall maps
Authors: Denoyer-Geppert (Firm) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Concordia University (River Forest, Ill.)
1 map : col. ; 99 x 156 cm.
'Denoyer-Geppert, a resource of Rand McNally' -- top margin.
Title in bottom margin.
'Equatorial scale: 250 kilometers to the centimeter - 400 miles to the inch.'
'Modified Denoyer semi-elliptical projection.'
Ancillary maps at bottom (42 x 44 cm. and 27 cm. in diam.): [Northern Hemisphere] -- Antarctica.
Series: Visual relief map 12079.
Mounted on spring-loaded rollers for classroom use.
Plate nos.: 10144 90-8987654 and A-215600-79D-1Y-1R-1S-1D-1K-1G-1P-1Q
Gift of Concordia University, River Forest, 2006.
map8F G3200 199- .R3 (PrCt)

World maps - 1990-1999
Population - Maps - 1995
Remote-sensing images - Maps - 1995
Authors: Earth Science Enterprise Program (U.S.) -- United States. National Aeronautics and Space Administration
1 map : col. ; 48 x 97 cm.
'The city night lights in this picture connect you to people living in an urban community. Each point of light represents 2500 people or 427 family units per km2 5 percent....The satellite data used to make this image were collected...between fall 1994 and spring 1995....' - Verso.
Key to 50 cities on verso, as well as exercises for grades 5-8 reprinted from the NASA-funded Mission Geography curriculum.
'EW-2002-05-007-GSFC.'
map6F GG3200 1992 .S5 (PrCt)

World maps - 1995 - Tourism
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 39 maps ; 30 cm.
D.j.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .A54 1995 (PrCt)

84499

References: OCLC 34318962
LCCN 96-682618
ISBN 0671558099 (world sheet) ; 9780671558093 (world sheet) ; 0671558102 (U.S. sheet) ; 0671558188 (Georgia sheet) ; 9780671558185 (Georgia sheet) ; 0671558218 (Atlanta sheet) ; 9780671558215 (Atlanta sheet)
Gousha map4C 95.83 [copies 1 and 2] (PrCt)

84501

A New world map : the Lambert equal-area projection of the tangent hemispheres / GSC. [Portland, Me.]: The Osher Map Library & the Smith Center for Cartographic Education, MXMXCVIII [1998].
Authors: Carhart, George S. -- Osher Map Library -- Smith Center for Cartographic Education. 1 map ; 2 hemispheres each 13 cm. in diam., on sheet 33 x 50 cm. Engraved outline map printed on hand-made paper; produced as a student exercise. Gift 2001, G.S. Carhart.
map2F G3200 1998 .C3 (PrCt)

84502

World maps - 1999<<Wall maps
Gousha map4C 95.79 (PrCt)
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col., mounted and framed ; 77 x 122 cm.
Scale ca. 1:35,000,000 at the equator.
Mercator's proj.; (W 180°--E 180°/N 85°--S 66°).
Relief shown by spot heights.
Shows selected water routes and air routes with distances.
Described on wrapper of other copies as 'Up-to-date with an 'antique' look.'
With facsimile signature of Andrew McNally IV.
In lower left corner:
A-510000-215-15QE-18QE-17QE--32QE
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Leaning loose against the Artifacts Cage fencing (Feb. 2009).
ISBN 0528835130
artifacts cage framed map9F G3200 1999 .R3
(PrCt)

84503 World maps - 2000 - Archaeological maps
ARCHAEOLOGICAL MAPS - 2000 - Calligraphic maps - 2000
[Archaeological maps] / Jack Scott. Chicago :
Jack Scott, Archaeological illustrator, [2000?].
Authors: Scott, Jack, 1947- -- Schibeci, Lynn
22 maps ; on sheets 28 x 23 cm. + introductory
page and cover letter
A series of sample maps provided by the
cartographer; published appearances of the
maps are credited.
Includes cover letter (undated) to Lynn Schibeci.
map1F G3201.E15 2000 .S3 (PrCt)

84504 World maps - 2000 - Jigsaw puzzle maps
JIGSAW PUZZLE MAPS - 2000
Puzzle World world atlas : educational tray puzzle.
Authors: Puzzle World (Firm) -- Leap Year
Publishing (Sonoma, Calif.) -- Karrow, Robert W.
1 jigsaw puzzle map (12 pieces) : cardboard, col. ;
22 x 33 cm. (assembled), on cardboard tray 28 x
36 cm.
"Ages 3 and up."
"Printed in Italy."
Gift 2012, Robert W. Karrow.
map1F G3201.A9 2000 .L4 (PrCt)

84505 World maps - 2000 - Map projection - Peters - 2000
PETERS - 2000 - Peters projection (Cartography)
Map of the world : Peters projection, the map
which represents countries accurately according
to their surface areas. [New York? Friendship
Press?, 2000?].
Authors: Akademische Verlagsanstalt -- Oxford
Cartographers Ltd. -- United Nations
Development Programme -- Friendship Press,
inc. -- ODT, Inc.
1 map : col. ; 71 x 112 cm.
Copyright by Akademische Verlagsanstalt ... .
English version by Oxford Cartographers ... .
‘This map is produced with the support of: United
Nations Development Programme through
Friendship Press, New York.’
Adhesive label: ‘ODT Incorporated ... Amherst,
MA ... .' Accompanied by An Explanation of the Peters
bibliography; 22 cm.); see Map Information File.
Cf. OCLC 18638453.
map4F G3200 2000 .A4 (PrCt)

84506 World maps - 2004 - Map projection - Winkel Tripel - 2004
WINKEL TRIPEL - 2004 - Winkel Tripel projection (Cartography)
The World. Washington, D.C. National
Authors: National Geographic Society (U.S.)
1 map : col. ; 54 x 86 cm.
Scale 1:46,360,000.
Winkel Tripel projection.
Composite satellite image on verso: Earth at
night.
map4F G3201.A4 2004 N3 (PrCt)

WORLD MAPS - 2004 - Fires - Maps - 2004
Earth at night. Washington, D.C. National
Authors: National Geographic Society (U.S.) --
Pratt, Bob -- Defense Meteorological Satellite
Program (U.S.) -- MODIS Ocean Team (U.S.) --
United States. National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration -- National Geophysical Data
Center -- United States. Air Force
1 map : col. ; 57 x 67 cm.
'Design: Bob Pratt [et al]'
'Satellite image: MODIS. Night lights data:
NOAA, National Geophysical Data Center;
USAF, Defense Meteorological Satellite
Program.'
'November 2004.'
'Printed July 2004.'
Map on verso: The World.
map4F G3201.A4 2004 N3 (PrCt)

84508 World maps - 2005 - Children’s maps
WALL MAPS
Primary political map of the world / Rand McNally
and Company. [Skokie, Ill.]: Rand McNally,
c[2005?].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col., plastic ; 87 x 170 cm. on sheet 138 x
183 cm.
Scale ca. 1:23,633,280, or "one inch on the map
is about 373 miles on Earth," Robinson proj.
Title at top of map: World.
"Markable surface."
Below map, 5 panels (27 x 40 cm. and smaller):

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Legend. -- Directions. -- Earth [image from space]. -- Globe [western hemisphere]. -- Map [world map].

"Reorder #12195 LC-04."

Untrimmed copy with color registration marks in bottom border of sheet.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Artifacts cage R McN maproll 8 : 3. 3, no. 2 (PrCt)

84509 World maps - 2005 - Maps, Outline and base
Rand McNally physical-political map of the world.
Chicago : Rand McNally, [2005].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
2 maps : col. ; 28 x 53 cm.
Printed on thick stock, laminated; 'markable surface.'
Relief shown by hypsometric tints.
Insets below map: North Polar view. -- The Continents. -- South Polar view.
Scale ca. 1:65,500,000 or 'one inch represents about 1034 miles.'
On verso, 'Rand McNally outline map of the World' at same scale.

Map2F G3200 2005 .R3 (PrCt)

84510 World maps - 2005 - Wall maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 74 x 120 cm. in plastic tube 6.5 x 6.5 x 82 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:28,500,000] at equator.
'Gall stereographic projection.'
Title on tube 'Classic edition world wall map.'
$9.95.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
ISBN 0528934767

Artifacts cage R McN maproll 7 : 1. 1 (PrCt)

84511 World maps - 2006 - Jigsaw puzzle maps - 2006 - Map projection - Robinson - 2006 - Map projection (Cartography)
Authors: Broader View, Inc. (Atlanta, Ga.) -- Map Resources (Firm)
1 map : col. ; 600 pieces, assembled size ca. 46 x 91 cm., in box 22 x 32 x 6 cm.
"Map image derived from map © July, 2006 [by] Map Resources."
"The pieces are actually shaped like individual countries."
Scale 1:45,620,000; Robinson projection, central meridian 0°.
Gift, Newberry Book Fair, 2009.

Map4C G3201 .A9 2006 .B7 (PrCt)

84512 World maps - 2007 - Wall maps
Authors: National Geographic Society (U.S.) -- National Geographic Maps (Firm)
1 map : col. ; 2 hemispheres each 49 cm. in diam., on sheet 63 x 109 cm.
Scale 1:37,330,000. 1 cm. = 373 km. 1 in. = 589 miles ; Lambert azimuthal equal-area proj.
Relief shown by shading and spot heights; depths shown by shading.
Shows political boundaries.
Includes insets: North Polar region. -- South Polar region.
Hemispheres and circular insets appear to be framed in wooden frames.
Digital image on NGS website (accessed Sept. 2009):

Map6F G3200 2007 .N3 (PrCt)

84513 World maps - 2010 - Map projection - Polyhedron - 2010 - Map projection - Waterman - 2010 - Polyhedron projection (Cartography) - Waterman projection (Cartography) - Tissot, Nicolas Auguste, 1824-1897. Indicatrix [map projection distortion analysis] - Waterman projection (Cartography) - Maps - 2010
Authors: Waterman, Steve -- Tissot, Nicolas Auguste, 1824-1897.
1 map : col. ; 58 x 78 cm.
"Copyright July 2010."
Scale 1:50,000,000.
Coordinates: (E160°/W 160° N 90°--S 90°).
Waterman polyhedron projection.
Relief shown by shading, land cover depicted by coloring.
"Areas are within 10 percent of actual, distances are withing 15 percent of actual."
Includes table of countries and capitals, insets showing transformation from sphere cluster to wire frame polyhedron, to partially unfolded map, and Tissot's Indicatrix map projection distortion analysis as applied to the Waterman projection.
Digital image available on author's website (accessed Feb. 2011):
http://www.watermanpolyhedron.com/maps4sale.html
Previously filed as Map 4F G3200 2010 .W3 (PrCt)

Map6F G3200 2010 .W3 (NLO)

84514 World maps - 2010 - Map projection - Polyhedron - 2010 - Map projection -
World maps - 2011
Alcoholism - Cartoon maps
Alcoholism - Cartoon maps - 2011
Caricatures and cartoons - Maps - Specimens
The World according to an alcoholic. c2011.
Authors: Glick, Dustin
1 map ; 18 x 23 cm.
"© 2011 Dustin Glick, dustinland.com."
Added title: Dustinland presents: the world according to an alcoholic
Black-and-white photocopy of colored digital map forming part of cartoonist Dustin Glick's website
(accepted May 2011):
Canada identified as "Molson", United States as "Budweiser", Russia as "Vodka", etc.
map1F G3201.E625 2011 .G5 (PrCt)

World maps - 2011
Middle East - 2011
Wit and humor in cartography
No wonder the Middle East is in deep shit.
1 map ; 11 x 18 cm. on sheet 28 x 22 cm.
Color photo of world map projected upon a person's buttocks; intended as humorous because it is centered upon the Middle East. Black-and-white printout of color digital photograph widely available on the Internet (for several years); this file accessed on the MoneyAndShit.Com website (September 2011):
map1F G3201.A6 2100 .N6 (PrCt)

World maps - 2012
Physicians - Workload - Maps - 2012
Médecins sans frontières (Association) - Maps - 2012
Map projection - Gall's stereographic - 2012
Gall's stereographic projection (Cartography)<><>Médecins sans frontières (Association)<<>Doctors without Borders (Association) SEE Médecins sans frontières (Association)
World: [Chicago?]: Rand McNally, [2012?].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Médecins sans frontières (Association) -- Doctors without Borders (Association) SEE Médecins sans frontières (Association)
1 map : col. ; 37 x 60 cm., folded to 12 x 17 cm.
Title on verso: Doctors Without Borders/Médecins Sans Frontières (MSF): 40 years of independent humanitarian medical assistance around the world.
"© Rand McNally."
Scale [ca. 1:70,000,000]
Coordinates: (W 180°--E 180°/N 85°--S 85°).
"Gall stereographic projection."
Relief shown by shading.
Top margin includes quote from Nicolas de Torrenté, Executive Director, Doctors Without Borders, "We find out where conditions are the worst--the places where others are not going--and that's where we want to be."
MSF is a private, nonprofit organization that was founded in 1971 as the first non-governmental organization to both provide emergency medical assistance and bear witness to the plight of people it assists.
Verso includes summaries of MSF projects in Haiti, Niger & Mali, Libya, Swaziland, Afghanistan, Somalia, and Pakistan.
"MSF45787MP4" -- Map verso.
References: Cf. OCLC 726763055 (2011 ed.)
map4F G3200 2012. R3 (PrCt)

World maps - 400-1499
History
Salvatrix mundi: representing Queen Elizabeth I as a Christ type. [Kalamazoo, Mich. Medieval Institute, 2008].
Pp. 176-215 : ills, maps ; 26 cm.
Vert 1286, no. 2 (PrCt)

World maps - 400-1499
History - Bibliography
Authors: Woodward, David, 1942-2004
84520 World maps - 400-1499 - History<>>>Cartography, Medieval - History<>>>Maps - Symbols
Reality, symbolism, time, and space in medieval world maps. 1985.
Authors: Woodward, David, 1942-2004
BHC 2598
Vert 2135 (PrCt)

84521 World maps - 400-1499 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<>>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles<>>>Cartography, Medieval - History
Authors: Miller, Konrad, 1844-1933 -- Roth, Jos., fl. 1896
1 atlas in 6 v. (ill., maps (part fold.)) ; 30 cm.

84522 World maps - 400-1499 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles<>>>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles<>>>Cartography, Medieval - History
Authors: Miller, Konrad, 1844-1933 -- Roth, Jos., fl. 1896 -- Fleming, J. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas in 6 v. (ill., maps (part fold.)) ; 30 cm.
Previous owner: J. Fleming
HT:22; PP 80;Fiat 191
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Authors: Chandler, Tertius -- Fox, Gerald, 1939-
-- Academic Press
51 maps ; 20 x 14 cm.
In Chandler, Tertius and Fox, Gerald. 3000 Years of urban growth (New York: Academic Press, [1974]).
Scales vary.
5A 8327 [maps] (PrCt)

84524 World maps - Bibliography
Historic maps and views, military fortification plans, prints and manuscripts, 16th-19th century & atlases: Mercator, Ortelius, Sanson, Lafrieri and others. [1971?].
Authors: H.P. Kraus (Firm)
41 p. maps.
Special subject bulletin no. 2
Vert 131 (PrCt)

84525 World maps - Bibliography
Rare geography : comprising a selection of choice and rare atlases, sixteenth century maps, Ptolemy maps, sea charts, American maps, views, etc. London : Orion Booksellers Ltd., 1936.
Authors: Orion Booksellers Ltd.
39p.
Their Catalog 6.
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

84526 World maps - Bibliography
Photocopies.
Vert 1358 (PrCt)

84527 World maps - Bibliography - 1472-1700<>>>World maps - Collections - 1472-1700
Authors: Shirley, Rodney W. -- Holland Press xlv, 669 p. : ill. (some col.) ; 35 cm.
Brief descriptions with substantial commentaries of the 639 maps; includes reproductions of most maps and index.
Bibliography: p. xiii-xliv.
Series: Holland Press cartographica ; v. 9
Superseded by 1993 edition, which included 19 p. of “Corrigenda and Addenda.”
LC Card Number: 84182964
ISBN 0946323038
Map Ref Z6028 .S48 1983 (NLO)

84528 World maps - Bibliography - 1472-1700<>>>World maps - Collections,

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1472-1700<>Newberry Library - Map Collections - Bibliography - Catalogs
Authors: Shirley, Rodney W. -- Early World Press -- Holzheimer, Arthur. Newberry Library copies of maps listed in Rodney Shirley’s The mapping of the world: early printed world maps, 1472-1700 (1986) [46], xhi, 669 p. : ill. (some col.) ; 35 cm. Indispensable cartobibliography. The descriptions are brief, but there are substantial commentaries and virtually every one of the 639 entries is illustrated.
"Corrigenda and Addenda" and "Index ..."--P. [10]-[46], [i]-[viii]. Includes bibliographical references (p. xlii-xlv) and index.
ISBN 0970351801
Map Ref folio Z6028 .S48 2001 (NLO)

Sixteenth-century maps relating to Canada: a check-list and bibliography. Ottawa : Public Archives of Canada, 1956 [i.e. 1957].
LC Card Number: 57002000
Map Ref Z6027.C22 P83 1956 (NLO)

Authors: Newberry Library -- Newberry Library Antiquarian Catalog Collection v. ; various sizes
Includes many thousands of volumes mostly issued by European and American dealers. Interfiled within the collection are approximately 1,500 volumes (approximately 30 linear feet) of catalogs devoted to maps and atlases, and the literature of discovery, exploration, travel, and geography. Arranged by dealer and auction house names in three categories: Auction Houses (primarily Christie’s, Hôtel Drouot, Sotheby’s and Swann’s), Dealer Catalogs (including minor auction houses), and Non-Growing Dealer Catalogs (for firms no longer issuing titles). All shelved in 1 Stacks, but scattered with gaps among Aisles 89-181.
No finding aid available (July 2012).
Newberry Library Rare Book Catalog Collection (PrCt)

Authors: Newberry Library -- Newberry Library Antiquarian Catalog Collection v. ; various sizes
Includes many thousands of volumes mostly issued by European and American dealers. Interfiled within the collection are approximately 1,500 volumes (approximately 30 linear feet) of catalogs devoted to maps and atlases, and the literature of discovery, exploration, travel, and geography. Arranged by dealer and auction house names in three categories: Auction Houses (primarily Christie’s, Hôtel Drouot, Sotheby’s and Swann’s), Dealer Catalogs (including minor auction houses), and Non-Growing Dealer Catalogs (for firms no longer issuing titles). All shelved in 1 Stacks, but scattered with gaps among Aisles 89-181.
No finding aid available (July 2012).
Newberry Library Rare Book Catalog Collection (PrCt)

84531

84529

84532

84530

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
84533  World maps - Collections, 1300-1499 -
Manuscripts - Facsimiles<<<>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles

Choix de cartes & mappemondes 14C-15C. Paris
: E. Leroux, 1896.
Authors: Marcel, Gabriel, 1843-1909 -- Leroux, E.
-- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 16 maps ; 65 cm.
Phillips 254.
oversize Ayer 136 .M31 1896 (NLO)

84534  World maps - Collections, 1300-1499 -
Nautical charts<<<>Nautical charts - Collections, 1300-1499<<<>Nautical charts

Cartografía nautica Española en 14, 15 & 16C.
Authors: Cerezo Martinez, Ricardo -- C. S.
Investg. Científicas -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 v. : 65 maps ; 327 x 253 mm.
1st ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)
(PrCt)

84535  World maps - Collections, 1400-1599 -
Mapas antiguos del mundo : siglos XV-XVI.
Authors: Sanz, Carlos, 1903-1979 -- Gráficas
Yagües -- Oliveros (Firm) -- Edward E. Ayer
Collection (Newberry Library)
2 v. : maps ; 22-26 x 28 cm.
Includes reproductions of world maps from the
14th through 16th centuries.
Contents: [1] Índice de los mapas que se
At head of title in v. 1: Biblioteca Americana
Vestitissima.
Vol. 2 published by Oliveros.
Gift 1966.
ICN 66
OCLC 38621583.
Ayer 135.5 S22 1961 (NLO)

84536  World maps - Collections, 1450-1525 -
Nautical charts - Manuscripts -
Facsimiles<<<>Nautical charts - Manuscripts -
Collections, 1400-1499 -
Facsimiles<<<>Nautical charts - History -
1450-1525<<<>World maps - History -
1450-1525<<<>Biblioteca estense (Modena,
Italy) - Map collections -
Catalogs<<<>Biblioteca universitaria
(Modena, Italy) - Map collections -
Catalogs<<<>Cantino, Alberto, fl. 1502. Carta
da navigar (1502)<<><Digital mapping -
2004<<><Manuscript maps -
Facsimiles<<<>Nautical charts

Antichi planisferi e portolani : Modena, Biblioteca
Estense univesitaria. Modena ; Milano : Il bulino ;
Authors: Biblioteca estense (Modena, Italy) --
Biblioteca estense (Modena, Italy) -- Cantino,
Alberto, fl. 1502. Carta da navigar (1502) --
Milano, Ernesto, 1937 -- Bini, Mauro -- Bini,
Roberto -- Ministero per i beni e le attività
culturali
60 p. : col. ill. ; 19 cm. + 1 CD-ROM (4 3/4 in.)
Text by Mauro Bini; previously published in Alla
scoperta del mondo : l'arte della cartografia da
Includes bibliographical references (p. 59-60).
On cover: Ministero per i beni e le attività
culturali.
Contents (text): Le carte nautiche medievali -- Il
'Mappamondo Catalano Estense' -- Le carte
nautiche del fondo estense -- Due frammenti di
portolani -- La 'Carta del Cantino' -- Alla scoperta
del mondo -- Il 'Planisfero Castiglioni.'
The CD contains detailed reproductions of eight
nautical charts: Mappamondo Catalano Estense,
1450-60 (C.G.A.1). -- Carta del Cantino, 1502
(C.G.A.2). -- Planisferio Castiglioni, 1525
-- Carta nautica, sec XV (C.G.A.5.d). -- Carta
nautica, 1472-82 (C.G.A.5.c). -- Carta nautica,
sec XV (C.G.A.5.a (frammento 1)). -- Carta
nautica, sec XV (C.G.A.5.a (frammento 2)).
CD-ROM: Macintosh; 64 MB RAM; OS 9.0/OS X
10.02 ; Pentium PC; 32 MB RAM; Windows
98/NT/2000/me/XP; CD-ROM drive (16X); Adobe
Acrobat Reader; CD-ROM drive; mouse
Series statements: Scriptorum -- Tesori delle
biblioteche italiane : 3
Gift of Arthur Holzheimer.
ISBN 8888668152
GA193.18 A58 2004 (NLO)

84537  World maps - Collections, 1480-1648

El Mapa del mundo, considerado como creación
y no solo respresentación de la imagen de la
tierra, por Carlos Sanz. [Madrid? Real Sociedad
Geográfica?, 1958].
Authors: Sanz, Carlos, 1903-1979 -- Real
Sociedad Geográfica (Spain) -- Instituto
Geográfico y Catastral (Spain) -- Edward E. Ayer
Collection (Newberry Library)
[5], 10 p. : 9 maps ; 25 cm.
'Homenaje al Instituto Geográfico y Catastral en
el primer centenario de su fundacion.'
Much-reduced reproductions, of poor quality, of
manuscript and printed world maps dated
1480-1648; accompanied by 5 p. commentary.
Reprint?
Ayer 5A 553 (NLO)

84538  World maps - Collections, 1486-1606

Clements Library map portfolio : Europe and the
L. Clements Library. [199-].
Authors: William L. Clements Library
portfolio 44 x 59 cm.
Portfolio includes 11 unbound leaves in a
folded-sheet container.
Maps also cataloged separately.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>84539</td>
<td>World maps - Collections, 1500-1599</td>
<td>Sanz, Carlos</td>
<td>[World maps: facsimiles of 16th century maps]. [Madrid?] : Carlos Sanz, [196-?]. 20 sheets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>84540</td>
<td>World maps - Collections, 1746 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>Pimentel, Manoel</td>
<td>Arde de navegar. Lisbon : F. DaSilva, 1746. 1 v. : 18 maps ; 314 x 220 mm.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
World maps: Physical - 1960
World maps - 1960 - Maps - Physical
Submarine topography - Maps - 1960
Ocean - Maps - 1960 - Submarine topography
Houghton Mifflin presents:

84548 World maps - Study and teaching - 1944
Globes - Study and teaching - 1944
Map projection - Study and teaching - 1944

84549 World - Political geography - Maps - 2006
Atlases - 2006

84550 World politics - Maps - 1934
Atlases, British - 1934
Historical geography - Maps - 1934
World history - Maps - 1934
Historical atlases

84551 World politics - Maps - 1935
Atlases, British - 1935
Historical geography - Maps - 1935
World history - Maps - 1935
Historical atlases

84552 World politics - Maps - 1938
Atlases, 1938

84553 World politics - Maps - 1962
Cartography and politics - 1962
Historical geography - Maps - 1962
World history - Maps - 1962
Atlases - 1962
Historical atlases
Political geography - Maps - 1962
Authors: Panstwowe Przedsiębiorstwo Wydawnictw Kartograficznych -- Dworak, Zofia -- Campbell, Eila M. J. -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (59 p.) : 32 col. maps. ; 19 x 32 cm.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 70654464
Baskes folio G1046.F1 P377 1970 (NLO)

Authors: Kidron, Michael -- Segal, Ronald, 1932-- Plato Press -- Simon and Schuster, inc.
1 atlas ([176] p.) : 66 col. maps ; 26 cm.
Includes index and bibliographies.
'A Pluto Press Project.'
ISBN 0671424386; 0671424394 (pbk.)
G1021 .K46 1981 (NLO)

Authors: Kidron, Michael -- Segal, Ronald, 1932-- Plato Press -- Simon and Schuster, inc.
1 atlas ([174] p.) : 57 col. maps ; 26 cm.
[2nd ed., rev.]
'Pluto Press project.'
Includes bibliographies.
OCLC 25781160
ISBN 0671506633 ; 0671506641 (pbk.) ; 0671472496
G1021 .K46 1984 (NLO)

Authors: Kidron, Michael -- Segal, Ronald, 1932-- Simon and Schuster, inc. -- Roger S. Baskes
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 57 maps ; 244 x 177 mm.
Paperback ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Authors: Tosevic, Dimitrije J. -- Funk 127 p. : 24 col. maps : 21 x 25 cm.
[Rev. and enl. ed.]
Includes bibliographical references (p. 125-127).
LC Card Number: map55000212
G1046.F6 T6 1954 (NLO)

84560 World's Columbian Exposition (1893 : Chicago, Ill.)
Dinner given in honor of the members of the Ways and Means Committee of the World's Columbian Exposition, at the residence of Mr. Edward B. Butler, October twenty-first, eighteen hundred and ninety-five, on the anniversary of 'Dedication Day'. Chicago, 1895.
Authors: Butler, Edward M. -- World's Columbian Exposition (1893 : Chicago, Ill.) -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library)
5 leaves
The center spread is an illustration with photographs of the heads of the 22 members of the committee, with caricatured bodies added in

---

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
water color. The costumes represent nations, and there is a water-color view of the fair at upper left. This copy presented to William J. Chalmers, whose name is printed on the first leaf. Andrew McNally was also on the committee. Condition: Bound in bright paisley-print cloth; v. good. Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection.

Previous location: McNally’s vault B 25

AMcN III PC 1130 (PrCt)

84564 World’s Columbian Exposition (1893 : Chicago, Ill.) - Maps

Handbook of the World’s Columbian Exposition with several descriptive articles ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., 1893. Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)

224 p. : ill., map ; 20 cm.

Condition: Paper covers, spine tattered. Good Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection. Previous location: B-38

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

AMcN III PC 1970 (PrCt)

84565 World’s Columbian Exposition (1893 : Chicago, Ill.) - Maps


1 map : col. ; 33 x 46 cm.

Cover title; map proper has ‘Compliments of Old Times Distillery Co., Louisville, Ky.’ and woodcut of the Old Times exhibit at the fair (6 x 7 cm.) in place of title at upper right. Title repeated in very small type at bottom center with copyright date of 1892. Scale 1:7,008. ‘584 feet to 1 inch.’

Printed in black and two shades of orange, with a red square indicating the Old Times exhibit.

Indexed. Issued folded to 15 x 7 cm. in printed paper cover.


Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

map2F G4104.C6 :2W95 1893 M3 (NLO)

84566 World’s Columbian Exposition (1893 : Chicago, Ill.) - Maps


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)

'aulb.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

1 map : col. ; 33 x 46 cm.
Detached from Rand McNally & Co.'s A Week at the fair (Chicago, 1893), opposite p. 12 [R1832.731].
Title repeated in very small type below 'explanation,' with copyright date of 1893.
Includes references and general index.
Printed in black and two shades of mustard yellow.
Blank verso.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Reference: cf. Midwest Map Catalog 4-2973.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
map2F G4104.C6:2W6 1893 R3a (PrCt)

84569 World's Columbian Exposition (1893 : Chicago, Ill.) - Maps
Title repeated in very small type below 'explanation,' with copyright date of 1893.
Scale 1:7,320. '610 feet = 1 inch.'
Includes references and general index.
Printed in black and two shades of bright yellow.
Blank verso.
Forms part of Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Reference: cf. Midwest Map Catalog 4-2973.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) (PrCt)

84567 World's Columbian Exposition (1893 : Chicago, Ill.) - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 33 x 48 cm.
Title repeated in very small type at bottom center with copyright date of 1892.
Scale 1:6,960. '580 feet to one inch.'
Includes references and general index.
Printed in black and two shades of reddish orange.
On verso: Handy map of Chicago and the World's Fair [printed in black, green, and red].
Reference: cf. Midwest Map Catalog 4-2973.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
map2F G4104.C6:2W6 1893 .R3 (PrCt)

84570 World's Columbian Exposition (1893 : Chicago, Ill.) - Maps
Authors: Kraus, Joseph, active 1893 -- Naurie-Emes (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
Spine title: World's Fair guide, 1893
One map by Josep Kraus.
English and Spanish.
*Price 25 cents*--Cover.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Baskes T500.A2 A64 1893 (NLO)

84568 World's Columbian Exposition (1893 : Chicago, Ill.) - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 32 x 46 cm.
In Rand McNally & Co.'s A Week at the fair (Chicago, 1893), opp. p. 12.
Title repeated in very small type below 'explanation,' with copyright date of 1893.
Scale 1:7,320. '610 feet = 1 inch.'
Includes references and general index.
Printed in black and two shades of bright yellow.
Blank verso.
Forms part of Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Reference: cf. Midwest Map Catalog 4-2973.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) (PrCt)

84571 World's Columbian Exposition (1893 : Chicago, Ill.) - Maps

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
84572  World's Columbian Exposition (1893 : Chicago, Ill.) - Maps -<>>>Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1893
Authors: W.B. Conkey Company -- World's Columbian Exposition (1893 : Chicago, Ill.).
Official catalogue ... (1893) -- Handy, Moses P. (Moses Purnell), 1847-1898 -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 30 x 32 cm.
Includes references 1-43.
Detached from: World's Columbian Exposition (1893 : Chicago, Ill.). Official catalogue ... / edited by the Department of Publicity and Promotion, M.P. Handy, chief (Chicago : W.B. Conkey Company, 1893) inside front cover.
The Official catalogue includes 19 separately paginated parts detailing Departments A-S ('Agriculture Building,' 'Horticulture Building,' etc.) and many views and building plans.
Duplicate copy: Wing ZP 883 .C762174
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
map1F G4104.C6:2W6 1893 .R3a (NLO)

Authors: Heinze, Herman -- World's Columbian Exposition (1893 : Chicago, Ill.) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 50 x 45 cm.
In: World's Columbian Exposition, 1893. [Charts and views of buildings] (Chicago: The Exposition, [1891?]); includes 10 additional views and elevations of proposed buildings.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
W 3725 .16 [map] (PrCt)
map2F G4104.C6:2W6 1893 .C6 (PrCt)

Map of Jackson Park showing proposed improvements for 1893. [Chicago : The Exposition, 1891?].
Authors: Heinze, Herman -- World's Columbian Exposition (1893 : Chicago, Ill.) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 50 x 45 cm.
In: World's Columbian Exposition, 1893. [Charts and views of buildings] (Chicago: The Exposition, [1891?]); includes 10 additional views and elevations of proposed buildings.
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
W 3725 .16 [map] (PrCt)
map8C G4104.C6:2W6 1893 .Y37 (NLO)
Map of the buildings and grounds of the World's Columbian Exposition at Jackson Park and Midway Plaisance ... 1893. Chicago : Department of Surveys and Grades, 1892.
Authors: Heinze, Herman -- Alvord, J. W. -- Chicago (Ill.). Department of Surveys and Grades -- World's Columbian Exposition (1893 : Chicago, Ill.). Dept. of Publicity and Promotion. Official World's Fair guide map and directory (1892) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 29 x 32 cm.
In: Official World's Fair guide map and directory (Chicago: The Exposition. Department of Publicity and Promotion, 1892).
'H. Heinze, chief draughtsman. J.W. Alvord, chief engineer.'
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
R 1832 .0077 [map] (PrC)

84576
World's Columbian Exposition (1893 : Chicago, Ill.) - Maps—>World's Columbian Exposition (1893 : Chicago, Ill.) - Pictorial works
The Century World's Fair book for boys and girls : being the adventures of Harry and Philip with their tutor, Mr. Douglass at the World's Columbian exposition / by Tudor Jenks ; with off-hand sketches by Harry and snap-shots by Philip and illustrations by better-known artists and reproductions of many photographs. New York : Century Co., c1893.
Authors: Jenks, Tudor, 1857-1922 -- Century Company -- De Vinne Press -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
xiv, 245 p. : ill., maps ; 25 cm.
Map of World's Fair with indexes, on front pastedown.
Publisher's illustrated paper covered boards.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 05028584
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Baskes T500.C1 J5 1893 (NLO)

84577
Handy guide to Chicago and World's Columbian Exposition. Illustrated. What to see and how to see it. Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., 1893.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
Condition: Rebound in cloth with leather spine

84578
A Week at the fair, illustrating the exhibits and wonders of the World's Columbian Exposition with several descriptive articles ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., 1893.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
268 p. : ils., maps (1 fold. & col.) ; 23 cm.
Limp red cloth binding with cover stamped in gold: Rand McNally & Co.'s -- A Week at the fair.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) (PrC)

84579
A Week at the fair, illustrating the exhibits and wonders of the World's Columbian Exposition with several descriptive articles ... Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., 1893.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
268 p. : ils., maps (1 fold. & col.) ; 23 cm.
Limp red cloth binding with cover stamped in gold: A Week at the fair.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) (PrC)

84580
A Week at the fair, illustrating the exhibits and wonders of the World's Columbian Exposition with several descriptive articles ... Chicago :
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
268 p. : ills., fold. col. map ; 23 cm.
T.p. signed “Grover Cleveland. 1893.”
Limp red cloth binding with cover stamped in gold: A Week at the fair. Rand McNally & Co.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) (PrCt)

84581
The Graphic history of the fair : containing a sketch of international expositions, a review of the events leading to the discovery of America, and a history of the World’s Columbian Exposition held in the City of Chicago, State of Illinois, May 1 to October 31, 1893. Chicago : Graphic Co., c1894.
239 p. : ill., map, ports. ; 41 cm.
“Describing the notable features in the several departments, the sculpture of buildings and grounds, the department edifices, the state and foreign buildings and pavilions, the exhibits, etc., etc.”
Red cloth and leather binding with gold-stamped illustration.
Bookplate: Ex libris Societatis Verbi Divini Techny, Ill.
Stamp: Fathers’ Library SVD Techny, Ill.
Cataloged and conserved as part of the Sister Ann Ida Gannon Initiative at the Newberry Library. 2010
Forms part of the Catholic Theological Union Collection (Newberry Library).
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
oversize T500.C1 G73 1894 (NLO)

84582
World's Columbian Exposition (1893 : Chicago, Ill.) - Pictorial works - World’s Columbian Exposition (1893 : Chicago, Ill.) - Scarves - Chicago (Ill.) - Specimens - 1893 - Handkerchiefs -

84583
World's Columbian Exposition (1893 : Chicago, Ill.) - Pictorial works - World’s Columbian Exposition (1893 : Chicago, Ill.) - Maps
A Trip through the Columbian Exposition with a camera : a selection of instantaneous photographs of the principal buildings and general views, from negatives made in August and September, 1893 / by Thos. Harrison. Chicago : Globe Lithographing and Printing Co., [1893?].
Authors: Harrison, Thomas -- Globe Lithographing and Printing Co. (Chicago, Ill.) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Case T500.C1 H37 1893 (NLO)

84584
Authors: Hassam, Childe, 1859-1935 -- Montgomery Ward -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
World's Columbian Exposition (1893 : Chicago, Ill.) - Pictorial works

84585

World's Columbian Exposition (1893 : Chicago, Ill.) - Pictorial works

84586

World's Columbian Exposition (1893 : Chicago, Ill.) - Pictorial works

84587

World's Columbian Exposition (1893 : Chicago, Ill.) - Pictorial works

84589

World's Columbian Exposition (1893 : Chicago, Ill.) - Pictorial works

84588

World's Columbian Exposition (1893 : Chicago, Ill.) - Pictorial works

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
World's Columbian Exposition (1893 : Chicago, Ill.) - Pictorial works
- World's Columbian Exposition (1893 : Chicago, Ill.)

World's Columbian exposition : Rand, McNally & Co.'s sketch book : illustrating and describing the principal buildings, with their locations, dimensions, cost, etc., and indexed bird's-eye view of the grounds. Chicago : Rand, McNally, c1892.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Case T500.C1 W93 1892 (NLO)

World's Columbian Exposition (1893 : Chicago, Ill.) - Pictorial works

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library) -- Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library)
104 p. : ill. ; 24 x 29 cm.
With descriptive letterpress.
Other editions published 1893-94 with varying titles: Columbian album, Chicago exposition photographed, The Columbian exposition album and Das columbische weltausstellung's-album. Includes index.
References: Dybwad, G.L. Annotated bib World's Columbian Exp., 1723
LC Card Number: 05028590
Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).
T500.C1 W945 1893 (NLO)
Chicago, Ill.) World's Columbian Exposition (1893 : Chicago, Ill.) - Maps Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1893 Official catalogue ... / edited by the Department of Publicity and Promotion, M.P. Handy, chief.

Chicago : W.B. Conkey Company, 1893.


Includes 19 separately paginated parts, many views and building plans, and one map folded inside front cover: W.B. Conkey Company.


LC Card Number: 05034934 Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library). Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.

Wing ZP 883 .C762174 (NLO)

World's Columbian Exposition (1893 : Chicago, Ill.) - Pictorial works World's Columbian Exposition (1893 : Chicago, Ill.) - Maps Chicago (Ill.) - Pictorial works - 1893 Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1893 United States - Maps - 1893 Martin's World's Fair album-atlas and family souvenir : containing artistic half-tone illustrations of the World's Fair places, and many of Chicago's mammoth buildings that are the marvel of the age, likewise of the civic and military dedication parades : a historical review of states and nations, with tinted maps, forms an interesting feature of the work : a brief sketch of former world's fairs, discourses on the life of Columbus, manners, customs, and religion of the American Indian, Chicago's early history, Chicago in flames, Chicago of to-day, etc., etc. : in short the work is a perfect encyclopedia of authentic, useful, very interesting and carefully selected information. Chicago : National Book and Picture Co., 1893, c1892.


1 v. (unpaged) : ill., 50 maps (chiefly col.), ports. ; 21 x 28 cm.

Copyright J.F. Martin. Cf. t.p. verso.


Forms part of Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Forms part of the Chicago Region Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Full text of another copy available online via HathiTrust Digital Library (accessed October 2013): http://hdl.handle.net/2027/uiuo.ark:/13960/t2j67bq0k

Baskes folio T500.C1 M3 1893b (NLO)


Authors: Kurgan, Laura -- New Visions (Firm) -- United States. National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

1 map : col. ; 61 x 46 cm.


Shows destroyed/damaged buildings, restricted areas, selected real-property information, viewing platforms, surrounding walkway, and temporary memorial sites established as a result of the 11 Sept. 2001 terrorist attack on the World Trade Center.

Selected structures shown pictorially. Also covers surrounding undamaged districts. Aerial photograph by NOAA and text on verso.

Gift, 2002.


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
A Guide to the American battlefields in Europe.
vi, 282 p. : ill., ports., 6 folded col. maps (3 in pocket) ; 21 cm.
All maps, except the last listed below, bear imprint 'Engineer reproduction plant, U.S. Army, Washington barracks, D.C. ...'
Map contents (61 x 58 cm. and smaller): Map illustrating described itinerary in Aisne-Marne region -- Map illustrating described itinerary St. Mihiel operations -- Map illustrating described itinerary in Meuse-Argonne -- St. Mihiel operation, American First Army ... and American Second Army -- Meuse-Argonne operation, American First Army ... 1918 -- American operations in the Aisne-Marne region ... reproduced by permission ... from Soissons sheet, Map of France (1:100,000), Geographical Section, General Staff, British War Office.
OCLC 390108.
map2C G5701.S65 1927 .H3 (PrCt)

1 poster : 5 col. maps, noncol. ills. ; 82 x 105 cm. Center part of poster consists of 5 timelines for different theatres of war. Five maps in left margin, photographs in bottom and right margins. Bottom right: Designed and Produced by New World Arts Ltd. London. Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
artifacts cage RMcN maproll 5 : 6. 1 (PrCt)

Clermont-Ferrand, France ; London, England ; Milltown, N.J. Michelin & Cie. ; Michelin Tyre Company ; Michelin Tire Co., [1920], c1920.
Authors: Pneu Michelin (Firm) -- Michelin Tyre
World War, 1914-1918 - Maps

Nelson’s history of the war / by John Buchan.
Authors: Buchan, John, 1875-1940 -- Thomas Watson & Son -- Rosebery, Archibald Philip Primrose, Earl of, 1847-1929 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

24 v. : ill., maps (some folded) ; 19 cm.
Contents: v. 1. From the beginning of the war to the fall of Namur -- v. 2. From the Battle of Mons to the German retreat to the Aisne -- v. 3. The Battle of the Aisne and the events down to the fall of Antwerp -- v. 4. The great struggle in West Flanders, the two attacks on Warsaw, and the fighting at sea down to the Battle of the Falkland Islands -- v. 5. The War of Attrition in the West, the campaign in the near East, and the fighting at sea down to the blockade of Britain -- v. 6. The campaign on the Niemen and the Narev, the struggle in the Capathians, Neuve Chapelle, and beginning of the Dardanelles campaign -- v. 7. From the second battle of Ypres to the beginning of the Italian campaign -- v. 8. The midsummer campaigns and the battles on the Warsaw Salient -- v. 9. The Italian war, the campaign at Gallipoli, and the Russian retreat from the Warsaw Salient -- v. 10. The Russian stand and the Allied offensive in the West -- v. 11. The struggle for the Dvina and the Great Invasion of Serbia -- v. 12. The retreat from Bagdad, the evacuation of Gallipoli, and the Derby Report -- v. 13. The position at sea, the fall of Erzerum, and the first battle of Verdun -- v. 14. From the fall of Kut to the second battle of Verdun -- v. 15. Brusilov’s offensive and the intervention of Rumania -- v. 16. The battle of the Somme -- v. 17. From the opening of the Rumanian campaign to the change of government in Britain -- v. 18. From the German overtures for peace to the American declaration of war -- v. 19. The spring campaigns of 1917 -- v. 20. The summer campaigns of 1917 -- v. 21. The fourth winter of war -- v. 22. The darkest hour -- v. 23. The dawn -- v. 24. Victory. "With a preface by the Earl of Rosebery, K. G."--T.p. of vol. 1.
Subsequently published in 4 volumes under title: A history of the Great War.
Maps on lining papers.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: war15000086
Baskes D521 .B83 1915 (NLO)

World War, 1914-1918 - Maps

Authors: Banks, Arthur -- Palmer, Alan Warwick -- Heinemann Educational Books
xii, 338 p. : chiefly maps ; 26 cm.
Maps on lining papers.
Includes indexes.
World War, 1914-1918 - Maps

**World War, 1914-1918 - Maps**

*Americans over the top : atlas and manual of the world's greatest war : thirty maps in colors, forty-two illustrations, sixty-four columns of vital text, four de luxe colorgravures / compiled, edited and published by the Geographical Publishing Co. Chicago : Geographical Publishing Co.,c1918.*

Authors: Geographical Publishing Co. -- Thomas, John, fl. ca. 1918 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (59 p.) : ill. (some col.), 19 maps (chiefly col.), ports. (some col.) ; 38 cm.

Edited by John Thomas?

"Victory edition, with reconstructed Europe"--Cover.

Cover title: History of Americans over the top Maps on covers.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

*Baskes folio G1037 .G45 1918 (NLO)*

84606

**World War, 1914-1918 - Maps**


Authors: Germany, Kriegshilfe -- Kriegshilfe -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 30 maps ; 360 x 248 mm.

1914-1916

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

*Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)*

84609

**World War, 1914-1918 - Maps**


Authors: Gilbert, Martin, 1936-- -- Banks, Arthur -- Dorset Press -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas ; 159 maps

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

*Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)*

84610

**World War, 1914-1918 - Maps**


Authors: Johnson, Douglas Wilson, 1878-1944 -- Dill, W. W. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

x, 211 p., [37] leaves of plates (some folded) : ill., 18 maps ; 22 cm.

"With maps and illustrations."

Includes index.

Former owner: W.W. Dill.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

LC Card Number: 17027768

*Baskes D521 .J64 1917 (NLO)*

84611

**World War, 1914-1918 - Maps**


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Chicago Mill and Lumber Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas : 14 maps ; 35 cm.

Cover: European Conflict, Chicago Mill & Lumber Co.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

*folio RMcN atlas .W2 1914 (PrCt)*

84612

**World War, 1914-1918 - Maps**


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Chicago Mill and Lumber Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas : 14 maps ; 35 cm.

Index on front cover.

Light yellow paper covers with 'Compliments of the Chicago Mill and Lumber Company' at bottom.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection.

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

*folio RMcN atlas .A55 1914b (PrCt)*

84613

**World War, 1914-1918 - Maps**


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Dow Jones & Co. -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas : 14 maps ; 35 cm.

Index on front cover.

Goldenrod paper covers with 'Dow, Jones & Co. 44 Broad Street, New York' at bottom.


Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection.

Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
84614 World War, 1914-1918 - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 11 maps ; 35 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

84615 World War, 1914-1918 - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 14 maps ; 35 cm.
Index on front cover.
Goldenrod paper covers with Rand McNally imprint at bottom.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection.
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

84616 World War, 1914-1918 - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 15 maps ; 37 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

84617 World War, 1914-1918 - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 15 maps ; 37 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

84618 World War, 1914-1918 - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 8 maps ; 35 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

84619 World War, 1914-1918 - Maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 11 maps ; 35 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

84620 World War, 1914-1918 - Maps
Concise atlas of World War with battleships. Chicago : Rand McNally, 1917.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 18 maps ; 18 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).

84621 World War, 1914-1918 - Maps
Nelson's war atlas : containing a series of new maps showing the 1917 campaigns. London : Thomas Nelson and Sons, [1918?].
Authors: Thomas Nelson & Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (32 p.) : 17 col. maps ; 25 cm.
4th ed.
Scales differ.
Publisher's paper covered boards.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1037 .N34 1918 (NLO)

84622 World War, 1914-1918 - Maps
1914-1915 - Cartoon maps
Sommerschau über Europa 1915 : erweiterte
Authors: A. K. -- K., A. -- Gräfe, Lucas --
Gebrüder Lüdeking (Hamburg, Germany) -- Lüdeking Brothers (Hamburg, Germany) SEE
Gebrüder Lüdeking (Hamburg, Germany)
1 map : col. ; 50 x 66 cm.
"Zwiete Auflage"--Front cover.
"Druck von Gebrüder Lüdeking, Hamburg 30."
"Zensur Altona 603."
German nationalistic and propaganda map with cartoon characters representing nations involved in World War I; includes humorous captions in Fraktur font.
Issued folded to 28 x 18 cm. in paper cover with identical title.
Fuller description, English translation, and digital image of another copy available on Imperial War Museums website:
http://www.iwm.org.uk/collections/item/object/14514
References: OCLC 61274064
map4F G5701.A6 1915 .S6 (PrCt)

84623 World War, 1914-1918 - Maps - 1984
Authors: Gilbert, Martin, 1936-- Banks, Arthur -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (xi, [6], 159, xxxviii p.) : maps ; 24 cm.
Bibliography: p. xvii-xxvi.
Includes index.
Originally published as First World War Atlas.
ISBN 08802920X.
To Collection Services for cataloging, Dec. 2010 (PrCt)

84624 World War, 1914-1918 - Maps - 1994
Authors: Gilbert, Martin, 1936-- Oxford University Press -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (xxxii, 164 p.) : 164 maps ; 26 cm.
2nd ed.
Jacket title: Atlas of the First World War, the complete history
Includes bibliographical references (xvii-xxvi) and index.
Also issued online.
Scales differ.
"First published in Great Britain by the Orion Publishing Group Limited ... London"--T.p. verso.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Publisher description and contributor biographical information available on Library of Congress website (accessed Oct. 2009):
http://www.loc.gov/catdir/enhancements/fy0636/93048325-d.html --
http://www.loc.gov/catdir/enhancements/fy0723/93048325-b.html
LC Card Number: 93048325
ISBN 0195210751 (hardback) ; 9780195210750 (hardback) ; 0195210778 (paperback) ; 9780195210774 (paperback)
Baskes G1037.GS 1994 (NLO)

84625 World War, 1914-1918 - Maps - Atlas - 1916
Hammond’s frontier atlas of the World War : containing large scale maps of all the battle fronts of Europe and Asia, together with a military and naval map of the United States. New York : C.S. Hammond & Company, [1916?].
Authors: C.S. Hammond & Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (8 p.) : 12 col. maps ; 32 cm.
Cover title.
Maps dated: 1916.
Map on cover and inside front and back covers. Relief shown by gradient and bathymetric tints. Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 5825
Baskes folio G1037 .C74 1916 (NLO)

84626 World War, 1914-1918 - Maps - Atlas - 1917
Authors: Geographical Publishing Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (64 p.) : ill. (some col.), 25 col. maps (some folded) ; 38 cm.
Title from cover (wanting on this copy). Variant cover title?: Defenders of the world, United States and her allies : an atlas of the world's greatest war ...
Caption title: Defenders of the world.
Includes maps by Geographical Publishing Co.? Relief shown by hachures. Scales differ.
Reference: OCLC 21356604; Cf. OCLC 8360866
To Collection Services for cataloging, Nov. 2005 (PrCt)

84627 World War, 1914-1918 - Maps - Atlas - 1917
Defenders of the world, United States and her allies : an atlas of the world's greatest war, containing general maps and the only authentic detailed maps of the fighting fronts, together with text, statistics and illustrations. [United States? s.n., 1917?].
Authors: Geographical Publishing Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (64 p.) : ill. (some col.), 25 col. maps (some folded) ; 38 cm.
Cover title.
Includes maps by Geographical Publishing Co.?
84628 World War, 1914-1918 - Maps<<>>Atlases - 1917
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Western Reserve National Bank (Warren, Ohio) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (32 p.) : ill., 18 col. maps ; 18 cm.
"Presented by the Western Reserve National Bank, Warren, Ohio"--Cover.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 4241
Baskes folio G1037 .R36 1917 (NLO)

84629 World War, 1914-1918 - Maps<<>>Atlases - 1920
The People’s war book and pictorial atlas of the world : containing official war reports and authentic articles / by Marshal Foch ... [et al.].
Cleveland, Ohio : R.C. Barnum Co., 1920.
Autographed ed.
‘War maps, charts and diagrams and nearly five hundred authentic and official pictures of the Great War.’
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Cf. Phillips 6414
Baskes D522 .P46 1920 (NLO)

84630 World War, 1914-1918 - Maps<<>>Atlases, French - 1917
Authors: Pays de France (Paris, France : 1914) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (48 p.) : 56 maps (some folded.) ; 32 cm.
Title and publication information from front covers.
Uniform title: Pays de France (Paris, France : 1914)
‘Prix 1 Fr.’--Cover.
Some maps printed on folded leaves, numbered as 2 pages.
Publisher’s advertisement: inside back cover.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1046.S65 P39 1917 (NLO)

84631 World War, 1914-1918 - Maps<<>>Atlases, French - 1917
Authors: Pays de France (Paris, France : 1914) -- Smith, E.P. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (48 p.) : 56 maps (some folded.) ; 32 cm.
2e éd.
Cover title.
Uniform title: Pays de France (Paris, France : 1914)
Publication information from covers.
"Imp. du Pays de France, 6 Boulevard Poissonnière, Paris"--Back cover.
"Prix 1 Fr."--Cover.
Some maps printed on folded leaves, numbered as 2 pages.
Publisher’s advertisement inside back cover.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Former owner: M. E.P. Smith.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1046.S65 P39 1917b (NLO)

84632 World War, 1914-1918 - Maps<<>>Atlases, French - 1918
Authors: Pays de France (Paris, France : 1914) -- Smith, E.P. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (65 p.) : 56 maps ; 32 cm.
Cover title.
Uniform title: Pays de France (Paris, France : 1914)
Other title: Atlas de guerre
"Imp. du Pays de France, 6 boulevard Poissonnière, Paris."--Back cover.
"Note importante" tipped in before p. [1] with errata on verso.
Includes index.
"Prix 1.50 F."--Front cover.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Former owner: E.P. Smith.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1046.S65 P39 1918 (NLO)

84633 World War, 1914-1918 - Maps<<>>Atlases, German - 1915
Kriegs-Atlas über sämtliche Kriegsschauplätze.
Authors: Geographischer Verlag -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (10 folded leaves of plates) : 10 col. maps ; 20 cm.
Cover title.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 7799
Baskes G1037 .G47 1915 (NLO)

84634 World War, 1914-1918 - Maps<<>>Atlases, German - 1915
Authors: Kriegs-Invaliden-Hilfe (Firm) -- Hinkelmann, W. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (32 folded p.) : 18 maps ; 20 cm.
Cover title.
Maps by W. Hinkelmann.
"Preis 10 Pfg"
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Cf. Phillips 7800
Baskes G1037 .K75 1915 (NLO)

84635 World War, 1914-1918 - Maps<<>>Atlases, German - 1916
Authors: Gea Verlag -- Berliner Lithographisches Institut -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (10 folded leaves of plates) : 10 col. maps ; 22 cm.
Cover title.
84642 World War, 1914-1918 - Maps<<<<Europe - Maps - 1917<<<<Atlases, French - 1917
La Géographie de la guerre : 37 cartes essentielles de tous les fronts. Paris : Librairie Larousse, [1917].
Authors: Larousse (Firm) -- Garneau, J. P. -- Monastère de l'Hôtel-Dieu de Québec -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)
Nouv. éd., entièrement ref.
Cover title: Géographie de la guerre : the world at war : 37 cartes essentielles
Introduction in French and English.
Publisher's label inside cover: ... Majoration temporaire, 20 % du prix marqué, décision du syndicat des éditeurs.

Authors: Edward Stanford Ltd. -- Stanford, Edward, 1827-1904 -- Roberts & Leete
1 map : col. ; 19 x 29 cm. on sheet 25 x 38 cm. fold. to 20 cm.
Map of battle fronts drawn to scale upon a map of the United States showing relative distances of fronts.
Scale ca. 250 miles to the inch. F 1006 .87 (NLO)

84644 World War, 1914-1918 - Maps<<<<Historical geography - Maps - 1937<<<<Atlases, German - 1937<<<<Historical atlases
Authors: Volkman, Erich Otto, 1879-1938 -- Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)
Cover title: E.O. Volkmann Strategischer Atlas zum Weltkrieg
Includes index.
Series: Meyers kleine Handbücher ; 5.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskets Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillipe 5851
LC Card Number: 41025514
Baskets G1037 .V6 1937 (NLO)

84645 World War, 1914-1918 - Maps<<<<Military maps - Europe - 1914-1918
Authors: Marsa-Karten-Verlag -- Hauschting, R. -- Dreesen, Hans -- Richter, Anton -- Roger S. Baskets Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([74], 40 p.) : maps ; 18 cm.
Cancel slip pasted to title page with stamped text: Hans Dreesen, Köln-Lindenthal, Klosterstrasse 126 II. Original text, also stamped, reads: Anton Richter, Mainz, Schusterstr. 13, I., Tel: 2531.
One in a series of atlases of the western theater of war during World War I; index map and advertisement for series on lining papers.

Volume 2 (?). Zentrum der Kampf-front (?)

Advertising sample of series map in "Postkartenform" in back pocket; advertisement for Salem Aleikum cigarettes on pocket.

Scale 1:200,000.

Includes index.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

**Baskes G1801.S65 M37 1915 (NLO)**

84646 World War, 1914-1918 - Maps>>>Military maps - Europe - 1914-1918

Taschenatlas vom westlichen kriegschauplatz.

Königswartha : R. Hauschting, [ca. 1915].

Authors: Marsa-Karten-Verlag -- Hauschting, R.

-- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas : 28 maps ; 174 x 118 mm.

One in a series of atlases of the western theater of war during World War I

Volume 1 (?), Nordechter Fleugel der Kampfront (?)

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)**


Authors: National Map Company

1 atlas : 9 col. maps ; 38 x 30 cm.

Cover title.

The latest date in the 'Table of war declarations' on the map of Europe is May 7, 1918.

'Price one dollar.'

Laid in: Certificate. Free! 'After the War' atlas. This certificate is given free to the purchaser of one copy of our War map, and entitles him to receive free of cost one copy of the National 'After the War' atlas showing all changes in boundaries as the result of the World War....

Base maps with red overprinting to show military features.

Contents: Map of the world. -- Europe. -- Western theatre-European war. -- Albania, Bulgaria, Greece, Montenegro, Roumania, Serbia and Turkey (in Europe). -- Map of Russia. -- Germany. -- [Northern] Italy. -- Turkey. -- United States training camps [with tables of army and navy ranks and pay].

**To Collection Services for cataloging, 25 Sept. 2008 (PrCt)**

84648 World War, 1914-1918 - Maps>>>World War, 1914-1918 - Campaigns - Maps

A Military history of the World War / by C.R.


Authors: Howland, Charles Roscoe, 1871-1946 -- Ely, Hanson Edward, 1867-1958 -- General Service Schools (U.S.) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

2 v. : 151 maps (some folded) ; 24-36 cm.

Includes bibliographical references (v. 1, p. vii-x).


Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Phillips 5828

LC Card Number: 23014956

**Baskes folio DS551 .H65 1923 (NLO)**

84649 World War, 1914-1918 - Maps>>>World War, 1914-1918 - Pictorial works>>>Atlases - 1918

The World's greatest war fully illustrated.

[Chicago? Geographical Publishing Co.?, 1917?].

Authors: Geographical Publishing Co. -- McCutcheon, John T. (John Tinney), 1870-1949


Title from p. [2].

Issued without title page or imprint.

Imprint derived from 'Map of the United States / engraved & published by Geographical Publishing Co. Chicago, Ill.' and 'President Wilson's great message ... read at the joint session of the Congress at Washington, April 2, 1917.'

Removed from the John T. McCutcheon papers (Newberry Library), Midwest MS McCutcheon.

map5C G3201.S1 1917 .G4 (PrCt)

84650 World War, 1914-1918 - Maps>>>World War, 1914-1918 - Pictorial works>>>Atlases - 1918

American crusaders : a portfolio and manual of the world's greatest war : why we are at war.

[Chicago? Geographical Publishing Co.?, 1918?].

Authors: Geographical Publishing Co. -- Morrell, G. F. -- Kurth, O. -- McCutcheon, John T. (John Tinney), 1870-1949


Title from p. [3].

Issued without title page or imprint.

Cover title (above illustration of 'Americans in active bombardment of the German lines'): American crusaders.

Contents (maps ; 50 x 37 cm. and smaller): Military map of the United States -- The world on the Mercator projection -- Europe -- Western battle front : embracing territory from London to Paris / compiled and engraved by the Geographical Publishing Co., Chicago, Ill.

Copyright 1918 (?) -- Map of the Franco-German war front ... / by the Geographical Publishing Company ... -- Map of the United States / Geographical Publishing Co. ... -- Where Germany is keeping captured Americans.

Contents (birds-eye views ; 30 x 22 cm. and smaller): The redoubtable ridges the Germans
are up against / G.F. Morrell -- The latest developments of the German offensive / G.F. Morrell -- Birdseye view of the London-Paris territory / O. Kurth.

Includes thirteen pages of scattered text, various illustrations, and full-page portraits of Woodrow Wilson, General Pershing, General Foch, and General Haig.

Removed from the John T. McCutcheon papers (Newberry Library), Midwest MS McCutcheon.

map5C G3201.S1 1918 .G4 (PrCt)


[64] p. : maps, views, ill., ports. ; 38 cm.

Copyright, 1918 by John Thomas, Chicago, Ill. Photos copyrighted by Underwood & Underwood.'

Cover illustration of trench warfare signed 'Columbian Eng. Co. -- Chi.'

Includes 5 birds-eye views (21 x 26 cm. and smaller): Guarding our food supplies at sea : how it is sometimes done by Convoy / G.F. Morrell -- The redoubtable ridges which the Germans are up against / G.F. Morrell -- The development of the German offensive July 4, 1918 / G.F. Morrell -- The German offensive : new methods by which it has been pursued and how it is countered / G.F. Morrell -- Birdseye view of the London-Paris territory / O. Kurth.

Includes various other illustrations and full-page portraits of Woodrow Wilson, General Pershing, General Foch, and General Haig.

Removed from the John T. McCutcheon papers (Newberry Library), Midwest MS McCutcheon.

map5C G3201.S1 1918 .A5 (PrCt)


Authors: George F. Cram Company -- Cram, George Franklin, 1841-1928 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas ([16] p.) col. ill., 10 col. maps ; 38 cm.

Cover title.

Scales differ.

Relief shown by hachures.

Includes indexes.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

References: Phillips 4222 Baskes folio G1037 .G48 1918 (NLO)


Authors: Martin, Lawrence, 1880-1955 -- American Association for International Conciliation

27 p. : illus., maps ; 20 cm.

The Sixteen maps printed in this document have been prepared as illustrations for the texts of treaties which the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace is to publish.' --Intro. note.

Series: International conciliation; no. 198.

Phillips 6557. J 825.05 no. 198 (NLO)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

84655 World War, 1914-1918 - Treaties - Maps - Collections


Authors: Martin, Lawrence, 1880-1955 -- Carnegie Endowment for International Peace -- Allied and Associated Powers (1914-1920)

2 v. in 1 : maps ; 20 cm.

Contents: v. 1. The Treaty of Versailles, The Treaty of St. Germain-En-Laye and The Treaty of Trianon.--v. 2. The Treaties of Neuilly and Sèvres, the treaties between the United States and Germany, Austria and Hungary respectively, and the Treaty of Lausanne, the convention respecting the régime of the Straits and other instruments signed at Lausanne.

F 1150 .03 (NLO)

84656 World War, 1939-1945 - Atlases, British - 1939


Authors: Baker, John Norman Leonard -- Oxford University Press

1 atlas ([32] p. illus. (maps)) ; 18 cm.

Note signed: J.N.L. Baker.

Cover title.

Series: Oxford pamphlets on world affairs, no. 22

'Publisher's note' (bibliography): p. [32]

J 809 .64, no. 22 (NLO)


1 v. : 34 maps

1st ed.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)


*Mathematical map of the invasion of Normandy, 1944.* London: [s.n.], 1944.

Authors: United States. Army. Engineer Special Brigade, 1st -- Adams, Ernest C. -- Markow, David, 1918-

1 map : mimeographed ; on sheet 33 x 21 cm.

Scale 1:2,000,000.

Shows route, in two strip maps, from Port aux Poules (now Mers el Hadjad, Algeria) to Bizerta, Tunisia.

Shows distances in miles, special symbols indicate availability of gas, oil, and water, and the sites of bivouacs.

On verso, "March Order No. 1, July 2, 1943" giving order of march, speeds, uniforms, rations, etc. and signed "Ernest C. Adams, Major, C.E., Commanding," with "SECRET" in all four corners. Gift of Jesse Markow, 2010 from the collection of his father David, a U.S. soldier during World War II.

map1F G8241 .P2 1943 .U5 (PrCt)


Authors: McElfresh Map Co. -- McElfresh, Earl B.

1 map : col. ; 59 x 112 cm., folded to 22 x 13 cm.

Col. printed reproduction of watercolor original (21st-century painting).

Scale [ca. 1:150,000],

Shows military sites, cities and villages, roads, and topographical features; does not show army movements.

Relief shown by spot heights.

Includes insets: Exit 4 at Utah Beach; Company C, 1st battalion, 502nd parachute infantry, near Utah, June 6, 1944; Last phase of the causeway fight, Normandy, France, 11 June 1944; Pointe du Hoc, 6 June 1944; Omaha Beach; English Channel location map.

On verso: text and 5 photographs.

Series: World battlefields watercolor map series

Includes bibliographical references.

OCLC 58541397

2005072801 Holzheimmer

ISBN 1885294298

map4C G5833.N7R3 2004 .M3 (PrCt)


*Maps of the D-day landing beaches : Sword, Juno, Gold, Omaha, Utah.* showing in minute detail the ground situation in April 1944.


Authors: Great Britain. Hydrographic Office -- Berncastle, Lieut. -- Edgell, John

5 maps : col. ; 80 x 81 cm. or smaller folded to 32 x 21 cm. in portfolio.

Title from portfolio cover.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Reproductions of maps compiled 1943-1944 by a covert Hydrographic Office surveying crew; possibly accompanied by the notes of Lieut. Bernastle (publisher's notes unclear; cf. the H.O. website).
Scale 1:12,500.
Contents: Sword area -- Utah area -- Omaha area -- Gold area -- Juneo area.
Relief shown by contours, hachures, and spot heights.
"Printed under the Superintendence of ... John Edgell ... Hydrographer."
"Information up to 6 April 1944."
"The grid shown is the Lambert zone 1."
Shows beach sectors and objectives.
"Reproductions of the original maps published by the Hydrographic Office of the Admiralty"--Portfolio cover.
ISBN 0707715180 ; 9780707715186
folio G5832.O65 1944 .G73 2005 (NLO)

84661 World War, 1939-1945 - Campaigns - Maps
'The signed maps in this book were executed by Richard Edes Harrison, the balance by enlisted Army personnel.' - verso of t.p.
Gift of Eric Rudd, 2005.
To Collection Services for cataloging, Nov. 2005 (PrCt)

1 poster : 5 col. maps, col. ills. ; 82 x 105 cm.
Center part of poster consists of 5 timelines for different theatres of war.
Five maps in left margin, photographs in bottom and right margins.
Bottom right: Designed and Produced by New World Arts Ltd. London.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
artifacts cage RMcN maproll 5 : 5. 3 (PrCt)

84663 World War, 1939-1945 - Germany - Maps - Germany - History - 1918-1933 - Maps
The Penguin historical atlas of the Third Reich / Richard Overy
Publication:
Description:
Language: English
Standard No: ; 9780140513301; LCCN: 98-108435
SUBJECT(S)
Descriptor: .
Allemagne -- Géographie historique.
Allemagne -- Histoire -- 1918-1933 -- Statistiques.
Allemagne -- Histoire -- 1933-1945 -- Statistiques.
Map Info. Scales differ.
Cartraph Code: Category of scale: a
Note(s):
Authors: Overy, R. J.
1 atlas (143 p.) : ill. (some col.), col. maps ; 25 cm.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Other Titles: Historical atlas of the Third Reich.
ISBN 0140513302.
To Collection Services for cataloging, August 2010 (PrCt)

84664 World War, 1939-1945 - Map Use
The Map as an 'idea': the role of maps in the intellectual history of strategy and diplomacy during World War II. [198-?].
Authors: Henrikson, Alan Keith
70, [7] leaves : 7 maps ; 28 cm.
Photocopy of typescript.
Vert 693 (PrCt)

84665 World War, 1939-1945 - Maps
Authors: Goodenough, Simon -- St. Martin's Press -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (192 p.) : ill. (some col.), 154 col. maps ; 30 cm.
1st U.S. ed.
A guide to the major actions of the second world war including 200 maps and illustrations.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 186) and index.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 82061702
ISBN 0312855842 ; 9780312855840

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Baskes folio G1038 .G65 1982 (NLO)

84666 World War, 1939-1945 - Maps
Authors: Messenger, Charles -- Watson -- DAG -- Macmillan & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 160 maps ; 300 x 228 mm.
Maps by Watson.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

84667 World War, 1939-1945 - Maps
Our fighting forces. Chicago : Rand McNally, 1943.
Authors: Planters Peanuts (Firm) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 6 maps ; 32 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .O7 1943 (PrCt)

84668 World War, 1939-1945 - Maps
Authors: Pure Oil Company -- Kaltenborn, H. v. (Hans), 1878-1965 -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 2 maps ; 33 cm.
Editor: Kaltenborn.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .V5 1944 (PrCt)

84669 World War, 1939-1945 - Maps
War map of the world. Chicago : Rand McNally, 1943.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 1 map ; 34 cm.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .W23 1943 (PrCt)

84670 World War, 1939-1945 - Maps
Authors: Smith, Neville -- Argus Atlas -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 27 maps ; 310 x 232 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

84671 World War, 1939-1945 - Maps
Authors: Stembridge, Jasper Harry -- Oxford University Press -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 60 maps ; 176 x 120 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

84672 World War, 1939-1945 - Maps
Authors: Time, inc. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 8 maps ; 37 cm.
Time, inc.
No date.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
folio RMcN atlas .A685 1943 (PrCt)

84673 World War, 1939-1945 - Maps - 1940
Authors: Salter, George, 1897-1967 -- Newberry Library.
John M. Wing Foundation
1 map : col. ; 19 x 27 cm.
World map on Mercator projection, centered on Western Hemisphere.
Cartouche at lower left indicates "The Union" (British Commonwealth, United States, Norway, Sweden, Finland, France, Belgium, the Netherlands, and Denmark, with their possessions) in white and "The Triangle" (Germany, Italy plus her African possessions, and Japan plus Korea, Manchukuo, and the Marshall, Caroline, and Marianas Islands) in rose.
Belgium, Netherlands, Switzerland, Denmark, and Italy indicated by letter keys.
Apparently a proof copy of endpaper map for a book.
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.
Wing Modern MS Salt, Box 69, Folder 1, map 9 (PrCt)

84674 World War, 1939-1945 - Maps
1940<<<<Europe - Maps - 1940<<<<Europe - Pictorial works - 1940<<<<Atlases, British - 1940
Daily mail war atlas : with 32 pages of fully coloured maps covering the belligerent countries, neutral states and principal theatres of war : complete with large-scale, folding air view map of the Western Front / compiled by George Philip & Son, Ltd. (the London Geographical Institute) exclusively for "The Daily Mail". [London : Daily Mail, 1940].
Authors: George Philip & Son -- Daily mail (London, England) -- London Geographical Institute -- George Philip & Son. Air-view map of the Western Front (1940)=Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (32 p.) : 21 col. maps ; 29 cm.
Folded col. map in pocket (93 x 70 cm): Air-view map of the Western Front.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 5896
LC Card Number: map41000015
Baskes folio G1796.S7 G46 1940 (NLO)

84675
World War, 1939-1945 - Maps - 1942
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- KFYR (Radio station : Bismarck, N.D.)
4 maps : col. ; 46 x 63 cm. and smaller, on both sides of sheet 50 x 68 cm. fold. to 23 x 10 cm.
'Third edition.'
Panel title.
Maps 'Copyright by Rand McNally & Co., Chicago.'
Scales vary.
Includes tables giving information on planes and ships, the 'Victory production program,' and 'Territorial changes and war declarations.'
Contents: KFYR international radio news map [world map] -- [Mediterranean, Africa, Middle East, South Asia] -- Russo-German war front. -- The Far East [with the latest event noted being the Japanese invasion of Java, 28 Feb. 1942].
Missing December 2014.
map4F G3201.S7 1942 .R3 (PrCt)

84676
World War, 1939-1945 - Maps - 1942
1942<<>>Atlases - 1942
Authors: American Education Press -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (48 p.) : ill., 28 maps (some col.) ; 32 cm.
Cover title.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 5854
LC Card Number: 42023128
Baskes folio G1038 .W375 1942 (NLO)

84677
World War, 1939-1945 - Maps - 1942
1942<<>>Atlases - 1942
Authors: Carey Salt Company (Hutchinson, Kan.) -- Geographical Publishing Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (32 p.) : ill., 21 col. maps ; 37 cm.
Title from cover.
Includes terms of common usage in the war, spelling and pronunciation of foreign place names, and insignia of U.S.A. Armed Forces.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1038 .C3 1942 (NLO)

84678
World War, 1939-1945 - Maps - 1942<<>>Atlases - 1942
The Chicago Sun war atlas. [Chicago, Ill. : Chicago Sun, 1942].
Authors: Chicago Sun -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([10] p. : 20 maps (some col.) ; 40 cm.
Cover title.
'March 15, 1942.'
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1038 .C5 1942 (NLO)

84679
World War, 1939-1945 - Maps - 1942<<>>Atlases - 1942
Invasion atlas. Chicago : Chicago Sun, 1942.
Authors: Chicago Sun -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 14 maps ; 360 x 274 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

84680
World War, 1939-1945 - Maps - 1942<<>>Atlases - 1942
1942 war atlas / edited by H.V. Kaltenborn. [Chicago] : Lumbermens Mutual Casualty Co. of Illinois, [1942].
1 atlas ([16] p.) : 11 col. maps ; 34 cm.
Cover title.
Maps copyright Rand McNally & Company.
Relief shown by hachures.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1038 .R36 1942 (NLO)

84681
World War, 1939-1945 - Maps - 1942<<>>Atlases - 1942<<>>Military maps - 1942<<>>Cartography and politics - 1942<<>>Political geography - Maps - 1942
1 atlas ([26] p. : 24 maps (some col.) ; 35 cm.
Cover title.
*Acknowledgment is made of consent to the
inclusion of material from Philadelphia Inquirer, from Chicago Sun Syndicate, and from Repogle
Globes, Inc. ..."--p. [26].
Pagination includes inside front and back covers.
Relief shown by hachures and pictorially.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes folio G1038 .U56 1942 (NLO)
84683
World War, 1939-1945 - Maps -
1942<<>>Cartography and politics -
1942<<>>Political geography - Maps - 1942
The War in maps : an atlas of the New York
Times maps / text by Francis Brown ; maps by
Emil Herlin. New York : Oxford University Press,
1942.
Authors: Brown, Francis, 1903-1995 -- Herlin,
Emil, 1904-1943 -- New York Times Company --
Oxford University Press -- Harrison, Richard
Edes -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry
Library) -- Brown, Ernest Francis, 1903-1995
SEE Brown, Francis, 1903-1995
1 atlas (viii, 159 p.) : ill., 72 maps ; 25 cm.
Embossed stamp: Richard Edes Harrison
Erratum tipped in to p. 91.
Scales differ.
Previous owner: Richard Edes Harrison.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Partial digital reproduction of another copy
available via HathiTrust Digital Library (accessed
December 2011):
http://catalog.hathitrust.org/api/volumes/oclc/119
9560.html
References: Phillips 5858
LC Card Number: map42000124
Baskes G1038 .B76 1942 (NLO)
84684
World War, 1939-1945 - Maps -
1942<<>>Cartography and politics -
1942<<>>Propaganda maps -
1942<<>>Political geography - Maps - 1942
Six ways to invade U.S. : Axis powers can
try it if they combine fleets to win sea
superiority (1942)<<>>Political geography -
Maps - 1942
Six ways to invade U.S. : Axis powers can try it if
they combine fleets to win sea superiority.
[Chicago : Time inc., 1942].
Authors: Life (Chicago, Ill.) (March 2, 1942) --
Wylie, Philip, 1902-1971 -- Jacobs, Frank. Nazis
up the Mississippi, and other Axis invasion
scenarios (2011)
6 maps ; 15 x 34 cm. and smaller + 6 illustrations
(36 x 22 cm. and smaller)
Title from accompanying text.
"An exact set of features for disaster were last
week supplied LIFE by Philip Wylie, peacetime
novelist, who later joined the Office of Facts and
Figures in Washington." -- p. [16].
In Life (Chicago, Ill.), v. 12, no. 9 (March 2,
The maps appear on p. [16-17].
Contents (from caption titles): Plan one calls for a
Japanese hop-skip and -jump across the
northern Pacific ... -- Plan two calls for a frontal
attack on the West Coast via Pearl Harbor -- Plan
three calls for a southern Pacific crossing by
Japan -- Plan four is the much-discussed
invasion by way of Gibraltar-Dakar-Natal-Trinidad
... -- Plan five is hard way to cross the Atlantic ...
from Azores to Bermuda to Norfolk ... -- Plan six
is classic invasion down St. Lawrence and
Hudson valleys.
Accompanied by illustrations on p. [18]-21: Jap
attack on Dutch Harbor, the pivot of Alaskan
defense ... - Japs on Mt. Rainier, south of
Seattle -- In southern California, with burning oil
wells in background, a Jap light tank has stopped
for gas ... -- Bombing war-production factories ...
at an East Coast plant ... -- San Francisco would
be assaulted ... [and] The Oakland Bridge ... is
being blown up ... -- An East Coast airport is here
shown ... captured by German landing forces ...
Digital images of selected map details available
with commentary by Frank Jacobs, dated
January 18, 2011, forming section 492 of the
Strange Maps Web blog, and titled "Nazis up the
Mississippi, and other Axis invasion scenarios"
(accessed Feb. 2011):
http://bighink.com/ideas/26571
Printout of Jacobs's Web blog, including readers'
comments, filed as Vert 1750 no. 2 ([16] p. ; 28
cm.)
84685
World War, 1939-1945 - Maps -
1942<<>>Political geography - Maps - 1942
The War in maps : an atlas of the New York
Times maps / text by Francis Brown ; maps by
Emil Herlin. New York : Oxford University Press,
1942.
Authors: Brown, Francis, 1903-1995 -- Herlin,
Emil, 1904-1943 -- New York Times Company --
Oxford University Press -- Harrison, Richard
Edes -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry
Library) -- Brown, Ernest Francis, 1903-1995
SEE Brown, Francis, 1903-1995
1 atlas (viii, 159 p.) : ill., 72 maps ; 25 cm.
Emb
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

84685 World War, 1939-1945 - Maps - 1943
Authors: Hitt, William M. -- Hitt Map Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 28 maps ; 132 x 87 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
References: Phillips 5881
**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)** (PrCt)

84686 World War, 1939-1945 - Maps - 1943
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 12 maps ; 34 cm.
'Planters war atlas' on cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)** (PrCt)

84687 World War, 1939-1945 - Maps - 1943
Authors: Horrabin, J. F. (James Francis), 1884-1962 -- Thomas Nelson (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
6 v. : 300 maps ; 185 x 125 mm.
Incomplete: lacking v. 7-10.
Sept39-July42
Includes maps illustrating history.
Phillips 5884
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
**Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)** (PrCt)

84688 World War, 1939-1945 - Maps - 1943
*Political geography - Maps - 1943*
1 atlas (viii, 167 p.) : ill., 76 maps ; 24 cm.
2nd ed., rev. and enl.
Publisher's col. illustrated dust jacket.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Partial digital reproduction of another copy available online via HathiTrust Digital Library (accessed December 2011): http://catalog.hathitrust.org/api/volumes/oclc/1073060.html
References: Phillips 5859
LC Card Number: map44000002
Baskes G1038 .B76 1943 (NLO)

84689 World War, 1939-1945 - Maps - 1944
*Cartography and politics - 1944
Political geography - Maps - 1944*
1 atlas (viii, 163, [4] p.) : 78 maps, 2 diagrs., ill. ; 24 cm.
"First edition 1942 ... Third edition, revised and enlarged, 1944."
Maps by Emil Herlin, Vaughn Gray, and Lucas Manditch.
LC Card Number: map44000171
F 1223 .124 (NLO)

84690 World War, 1939-1945 - Maps - 1944
*Wall maps*
*Newsmap for the armed forces : 236th week of the war -- 118th week of U. S. participation.* New York : Prepared for Army Orientation Course ... by Army Information Branch, 1944.
Authors: Newsmap magazine -- United States Army Information Branch -- United States Army Map Service
2 maps : col. ; on sheet 87 x 120 cm.
'Monday, March 20, 1944. Week of March 9 to March 16, Volume II no. 48F.'
Temp 3201.S7 1944 .U5 (PrCt)

84691 World War, 1939-1945 - Maps - 1945
Authors: United States. War Department.
General Staff -- United States. Army Map Service -- Marshall, George C. (George Catlett), 1880-1959 -- Rudd, Eric
1 atlas (101 p.) : maps ; 31 cm.
'Supplement to the Biennial report of the Chief of Staff of the United States Army, July 1, 1943, to June 30, 1945, to the Secretary of War.'
**folio G1038 .U6 1945 (NLO)**

84692 World War, 1939-1945 - Maps - 1945
Authors: Horrabin, J. F. (James Francis), 1884-1962
10 v. ; 20 cm.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
World War, 1939-1945 - Maps - 1946
Cartography and politics - 1946
Political geography - Maps - 1946
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 5861
LC Card Number: 46005447
Baskes folio G1038 .B76 1946 (NLO)

World War, 1939-1945 - Maps - 1985
Authors: Natkiel, Richard -- Military Press 1 atlas; 29 cm.
folio G1038 .N3 1985 (NLO)

World War, 1939-1945 - Maps - 1989
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 89675257 ISBN 0671688804; 9780671688806
Baskes folio G1038 .P6 1989 (NLO)

World War, 1939-1945 - Maps - 1995
Includes bibliographical references (p. 224) and indexes.
Illustrations on endpapers.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 94039820
ISBN 0805039295; 9780805039290
Baskes folio G1038 .P55 1995 (NLO)

World War, 1939-1945 - Maps - 1940
War atlas. New York: Foreign Policy Association, 1940.
Authors: Fry, Varian -- Foreign Policy Association 1 v.; 20 cm.
References: Phillips 5868
J 808.312 no. 23 (NLO)

World War, 1939-1945 - Maps - 1940
Time's atlas of the war / prepared by the editors of Time, the weekly newsmagazine. [New York: Time, 1940?].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 5901
LC Card Number: map41000028
Baskes folio G1038 .T56 1940 (NLO)

World War, 1939-1945 - Maps - 1944
Authors: Council on Books in Wartime -- United States. Office of War Information -- Simon and Schuster, inc. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v.: 52 maps; 365 x 290 mm. 1st ed.
bds
World War, 1939-1945 - Maps Atlases - 1944
Authors: Council on Books in Wartime -- United States. Office of War Information -- Simon and Schuster, inc. -- Denoyer-Geppert (Firm)
1 atlas (86 p : maps, ill.) ; 36 x 29 cm.
With added imprint pasted on title page:
Denoyer-Geppert Company ... Chicago.
'Foreword' by Elmer Davis.
Includes index.
OCLC 36139157
Ordered May 2004?; never received?
Newberry holdings not verified (PrCt)

World War, 1939-1945 - Maps Atlases - 1944
A War atlas for Americans / prepared with the assistance of the Office of War Information. New York : Published for Council on Books in Wartime by Simon and Schuster, 1944.
1 atlas (86 p) : ill., 52 maps ; 36 cm.
"The text was drafted under the guidance of Professor Harold Sprout of Princeton University ... The maps were designed under the direction of Emil Lowenstein, and executed with the assistance of Elmer E. Smith, Charles Ayres Hotaling, R. Dane Chanase, Ernest C. Clegg, Boris W. Dorfman, Bates Gilbert, Arthur S. Reese, Lewis K. Stone, Oskar Waldhauser, and Ross Sanders."--T.p. verso.
Foreword by Elmer Davis.
2nd printing?; paperback.
Includes index.
Scales differ.
Former owner: E.M.J. Campbell.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 44000096
Baskes folio G1038 .W37 1944 (NLO)

World War, 1939-1945 - Maps Atlases - 1944
Cram’s global war atlas : large maps in color covering entire world, special exclusive features, air distance map. [Indianapolis : George F. Cram Co., 1944?].
Authors: George F. Cram Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (32 p) : ill., 18 col. maps, ports ; 38 cm.
Cover title.
Place of publication and publisher from maps.
Some maps show country boundaries in 1939, at the outbreak of World War II.
Illustrations on inside covers.
Includes indexes.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 7172
Baskes folio G1038 .G47 1944 (NLO)

World War, 1939-1945 - Maps Atlases - 1965
Authors: C.S. Hammond & Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas ([16] p.) : 13 col. maps ; 22 cm.
20th commemorative ed.
Cover title.
Printed on covers: A chronology of World War II.
Scales differ.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: map66000434
Baskes G1038 .H34 1965 (NLO)

["Escape maps" of areas in Central and Eastern Europe, printed on tissue paper and meant for use of paratroopers]. [1944?].
Authors: United States. Army Map Service -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library)
34 maps : col. ; 52 x 49 cm. and smaller
No issuing agency named, but some appear to be U.S. Army Map Service, others of British origin.
Scales vary, 1:100,000 - 1:600,000.
Pencilled note on outside of tube says 'complete set.'

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
World War, 1939-1945 - Maps

Collections

McNally, Andrew, 1909-
[Published materials relating to Andrew McNally III's service in World War II, including copies of journal Photogrammetric Engineering; Army Map Service glossaries, technical manuals, specifications, bulletins, etc.; Newmaps and other maps]. [Various places, 19--].

Authors: Photogrammetric Engineering -- United States. Army Map Service -- Newmap magazine


1 record center box

Accompanied by 4 p. typed list.

Condition: V Good.

Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection and the Rand McNally Archives.

Previously cataloged as AmCN III PC 100; previous location: McNally's closet.

Shelved with additions to the Rand McNally Archives, 3A stacks, aisle 56 (June 2012).

Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.

Wing Modern MS Rand McNally [additions]

(PrCt)

World War, 1939-1945 - Maps

Collections

Newspaper Maps - World War, 1939-1945 - Maps

Collections

Atlases - 1942

[Collection of World War II newspaper maps]. [ca. 1939-ca.1945].


43 sheets

Maps from various newspapers and other sources. Approximately half are reprints of maps by Tom P. Barrett and F.C. Manning made for the Chicago Sun. Includes 'war edition' of Hammond's World atlas and gazetteer (New York: C.S. Hammond & Co., c1942 ; 48 p.).

temp map9C G3201 .S7 194- .C6 (PrCt)

World War, 1939-1945 - Maps

Historical geography - Maps - World War, 1939-1945


Authors: Keegan, John, 1934- -- Times Books

(Firm) -- Harper & Row, Publishers -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas (254 p.) : ill. (some col.), 148 col. maps ; 37 cm.

1st ed.

Edited by John Keegan.

Includes bibliographical references (p. 208).

Legend laid in.

Includes index.

Scales differ.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

LC Card Number: 89045070

ISBN 0060161787

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

World War, 1939-1945 - Maps

Historical geography - Maps - World War, 1939-1945

World history - Maps - World War, 1939-1945

Historical atlases


Authors: Keegan, John, 1934- -- Times Books

(Firm) -- Harper & Row, Publishers

1 atlas (254 p.) : ill. (some col.), 148 col. maps ; 37 cm.

1st ed.

Edited by John Keegan.

Includes bibliographical references (p. 208).

Legend laid in.

Includes index.

Scales differ.

LC Card Number: 89045070

ISBN 0060161787

folio G1038 .T6 1989 (NLO)

World War, 1939-1945 - Maps

Newspaper maps - World War, 1939-1945

World War II maps. Chicago : Chicago Tribune, 1940-1944.


16 maps : col. ; on sheets 60 x 43 cm.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Baskes map8C G3201 .S7 1940 .C68 (PrCt)

World War, 1939-1945 - Maps

Silk maps - World War, 1939-1945

Escape maps - World War, 1939-1945


Authors: Bond, Barbara A. -- Map Collector 22 (1983)

p. 10-13 : maps ; 28 cm.


BHC 2288

Vert 1843 (PrCt)

World War, 1939-1945 - Maps

Wall maps


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Graff, Henry F. (Henry Franklin), 1921-
-- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
2 maps : col.; each 65 x 60 cm. on sheet 140 x
127 cm.

Untitled maps of the European and Pacific theaters of war.
Top margin includes world map and B&W photographs of leaders of Axis and Allied powers (Hitler, Hirohito, Mussolini, Roosevelt, Churchill and Stalin).
Bottom margin includes tables illustrating Allied and Axis troop levels and casualties and U.S. military expenditures.
Series statement at head of title: Rand McNally bicentennial American studies series.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Intended to be issued with world map on back and folded to 20 x 14 cm.; this (proof?) copy is blank on the back, unfolded, and printed on heavier stock.
The black cartouche reading 'Esso marketers' at the bottom of the title panel does not have rounded bottom corners, apparently indicating the July 1942 state of the map.
Forms part of the General Drafting Collection (Newberry Library).

84714 World War, 1939-1945 - Pictorial works -
1946<<>>World War, 1939-1945 - Maps -
1946<<>>Atlases - 1946<<>>United States -
Maps - 1946
Pictorial review of World War Two. Chicago, Ill.
Atlas of the world -- Branom, Frederick K. (Frederick Kenneth), 1891 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
96, 80 p. : ill., 61 maps (chiefly col.), ports. ; 26 cm.
Cover title: Monarch atlas of the world : the world remapped : latest census edition completely remapped
Atlas includes index to cities and towns of the United States, with 1940 census figures.
With: Atlas of the world / Lloyd Edwin Smith ;
edited by Frederick K. Branom.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes D743.2 .P5 1946 (NLO)

84715 Worms (Germany) - Pictorial works -
1552<<>>Woodcuts
[View of Worms, Germany] / H. S. D. [Basel :
Heinrich Petri, 1552].
Authors: H. S. D., 16th cent. -- D., H. S., 16th cent. -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 --
Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552.
Cosmographiae uniaversalis ... (1552) -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 --
Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : woodcut ; 26 x 66 cm., on composite sheet 32 x 40 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Added letterpress title above woodcut:
Vetustissima Vangionum cuitias, quam hodie Wormaci... .
Printed from 2 woodblocks on 2 sheets trimmed and joined to form 1 composite sheet.
Letterpress text on verso:
Civitas Wormaciensis, olim Vangionum ... .
In: Münster, Sebastian. Cosmographiae uniaversalis ... (Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552),
[between p. 480-481].
References: Mickwitz and Miekkavaara, A.E.

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Railroad Company - Maps - 1957 Road maps>Railroads - Maps
Authors: New York Central Railroad Company -- Indiana Harbor Belt Railroad Company
1 map : col. ; 9 x 14 cm.
Identifies Calumet Sag Channel, the Illinois Toll Highway, and the Indiana Harbor Belt Railroad; shows extensions of Ridgeland and Laramie Avenues.
Bounded by Harlem Avenue, 115th street, Cicero Avenue, and 127th street.
5A 7267 (1956 vol. [2]) (PrCt)

84722
Wotje Atoll (Marshall Islands) - Maps - 1817>Riurik (Brig) - Travel - 1817 - Maps>Romanoff Islands (Marshall Islands) SEE Wotje Atoll (Marshall Islands)
Plan of the group called Romanoff's Islands, the middle of which is 9° 26' 47' north lat. and 189° 57' 13' west long. of Greenwich ... January 1817 / Sidy. Hall, sculpt. London : Published by Longman & Co., Oct. 8th 1821.
Authors: Hall, Sidney -- Kotzebue, Otto von, 1787-1846. A Voyage of discovery into the South Sea and Beering's Straits for the purpose of exploring a North-east Passage : undertaken in the years 1815-1818 ... (1821) -- Riurik (Brig) -- Longman & Co. -- Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme, and Brown -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 37 x 51 cm., on sheet folded to 21 x 11 cm.
In Kotzebue, Otto von. A Voyage of discovery into the South Sea and Beering’s Straits for the purpose of exploring a North-east Passage : undertaken in the years 1815-1818 ... (1821) -- Riurik (Brig) -- Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme, and Brown, 1821)
v. 2, following p. [434].
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Graff 2356 v. 2, following p. [434] (PrCt)

84723
Woutneel, Ioan. A Description of the Kingdoms of England, Scotland & Ireland (1603)>Kip, William. A Description of the Kingdoms of England, Scotland & Ireland (1603)>Woutneel, Ioan SEE Woutneel, Ioan
Woutneel's map of the British Isles, 1603.
[London : Royal Geographical Society, 1933].
Authors: Lynam, Edward -- Geographical journal Pp. 536-538.
In Geographical journal 82 (1933): 536-538.
The map, engraved by William Kip, is sometimes attributed to him.

84724
Wrangel Island (Russia) - Maps - 1740 - Coasts - Nautical charts>Nautical charts - Wrangel Island (Russia) - 1740 - Coasts>Wrangler Island (Russia) SEE Wrangel Island (Russia)>Nautical charts>Woodcuts
Authors: Mount, William, d. 1769 -- Page, Thomas, d. 1762 -- English Pilot. Part 2 (1740) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : woodcut ; 13 x 16 cm. on sheet 46 x 30 cm.
Running title (p. 52): The Sea coast between Wolf and the outermost parts of the Baltick Sea.
In: The English pilot : The second part : Describing the sea-coasts ... in the whole northern navigation ... the north coast of England and Scotland ... the sea-coast of Flanders ... Norway ... Russia ... and Nova Zamba, as far as the Tartarian Sea ... The sea-coasts of Sweden ... in the Baltick-Sea (London : William Mount and Thomas Page, 1740), [plate 32].
Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger): English Pilot. Part 2 (1740)
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes oversize G1793 .E552 1740, [plate 32] (PrCt)

84725
Wrangel Island (Russia) - Maps - 1925
Authors: Stefansson, Vilhjalmur, 1879-1962 -- Knight, John Irvine -- Knight, Errol Lorne, 1843-1923 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G830 .S8 (NLO)

84726
Wright County (Iowa) - Maps - 1885 - Landowners-Counties - Maps>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Warner & Foote -- Library of Congress.
Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 4 sheets, 25.5 x 23 in. each.
Scale 1:36,205. Originally published Minneapolis: Warner & Foote, 1885.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Geography and Map Division, 1983?]
Microfiche 583, no. 211 (PrCt)

84727 Wright County (Iowa) - Maps - 1973 - Landowners<<>Counties - Maps<<>Landowners - Maps
Authors: R.C. Booth Enterprises -- Wright County (Iowa). Auditor -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (18 p.) : 17 maps ; 32 cm.
Cover title: Plat book of Wright County, Iowa, 1973
'Available at Wright County Auditor’s Office, Ethel C. West, Clarion, Iowa'--Cover.
Scale not given.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

84728 Wright County (Iowa) - Maps - 1979 - Landowners<<>Counties - Maps<<>Landowners - Maps
Authors: R.C. Booth Enterprises -- Wright County (Iowa). Auditor -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (18 p.) : 17 maps ; 32 cm.
Cover title: Plat book of Wright County, Iowa, 1979
'Available at Ethel C. West, Wright County Auditor's Office, Clarion, Iowa'--Cover.
Scale not given.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

84729 Wright County (Iowa) - Maps - 1985 - Landowners<<>Counties - Maps<<>Landowners - Maps
Authors: R.C. Booth Enterprises -- Wright County (Iowa). Auditor -- Flechall, Loran -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (18, [12] p.) : 17 maps ; 32 cm.
Cover title: Plat maps of Wright County, Iowa, 1986.
'Available at Wright County Auditor’s Office, Gladys Riley, Clarion, Iowa'--Cover.
Includes index to owners and tenants.
Scale [ca. 1:50,000].
Owner’s signature: Loran Flechall.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 86213975

84730 Wright County (Iowa) - Maps - 1987 - Landowners<<>Counties - Maps<<>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Farm & Home Publishers -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas (64 p.) : 34 maps ; 28 cm.
Cover title.
At head of title: FHP.
Advertisements on covers and interspersed.Includes resident and business directories, and index to owners.
Scale [1:63,360]. 1 in. to 1 mile.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

84731 Wright County (Mo.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners<<>Counties - Maps<<>Landowners - Maps
288 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
1st ed.
'Deluxe edition.'
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glrecords.blm.gov).
'3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.' Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township). Includes indexes.
Series: Family maps
ISBN 1420308165 ; 9781420308167
Local History Ref F472.W7 B69 2007 (NLO)

84732 Wright, Edward, 1558?-1615
Edward Wright and his work. [London : Henry Stevens, 1939].
Authors: Parsons, E. J. S. (Edward John Samuel) -- Morris, W. F. -- Imago mundi (1939) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
p. 61-71

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Waters, David Watkin, 1911- -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) p. 28-37 : map
Discusses late 16th-century developments, particularly Edward Wright's chart on the Mercator projection.

84734 Wright, Edward, 1558?-1615. Thou hast here (gentle reader) a true hydrographical description of so much of the world ... (1599). World maps - 1599. Map projection - Mercator - 1599. Mercator projection (Cartography).

84735 Wroclaw (Poland : Voivodship) - Maps - 1662. Ducatus Breslaniae sive Wratislaviensis. Amsterdam, 1662.
1 map : hand col. ; 40 x 54 cm.
Koeman B1 56 [500].

84736 Wroclaw (Poland : Voivodship) - Maps - 1720. Ducatus in Silesia inferiore Olsensis. Amsterdam, [ca. 1720].
Authors: Schenk, Pieter, ca. 1698-1775 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:35
1 map : hand col. ; 41 x 57 cm.
Inset: Die hoch fürstliche residentz stadt Oelse.

84737 Wuppertal (Germany) - Maps - Economics - History. Wuppertal (Germany) - Maps - History. Wuppertal (Germany) - Maps - Industries - History. Wuppertal (Germany) - Maps - History - Rhineland (Germany) - Historical geography - Maps - 1982. Historical atlases.

84738 Württemberg (Germany) - Geography - 1890. Württemberg (Germany) - Maps - 1890. Württemberg (Germany)
Maps by J. Mann and Fr. Schwabl.
Illustrations on inside front and back cover. Publisher's advertisement on back cover.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

84739 Württemberg (Germany) - Maps - 1575. Württemberg (Germany) - Manuscripts - Facsimiles. Württemberg (Germany) - Maps - Facsimiles - Cartography - Württemberg (Germany) - History. Der Atlas des Herzogtums Württemberg vom Jahre 1575 : Faksimileausgabe der ältesten kartographischen Aufzeichnung Württembergs : Cod. hist. 4°102 der Württembergischen

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Authors: Schweickher, Heinrich, 1526-1579 -- Irtenkauf, Wolfgang -- Württembergische Landesbibliothek. Manuscript. Cod. hist. 4°102 -- Müller & Schindler
1 atlas (2 v.) : ill. (some col.), maps (chiefly col.) ; 27 x 39 cm.
Einleitung von Wolfgang Irtenkauf.'
Scales differ.
Contents: [v. 1: Text] -- [v. 2: Facsimile]
Includes bibliographical references and index.
LC Card Number: 82109891
Case folio G1923.W8 S39 1979 (NLO)

Württemberg (Germany) - Maps - 1579-1588
Württemberg dvcatvs accurata descriptio in qua ommia eius Opida, Monasteria, pagi, nemora; flumina et riuuli alicuius nominis, diligentissime exprimuntur / auctore Georgia Gardnero. [Antwerp : Christophe Plantin], 1579 [i.e. 1588].
In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatro de la tierra vniversal (Antwerp : Christophe Plantin, 1588), [plate 60].
Printed no. 60 and Spanish letterpress text on verso beginning: El dyvaco Wirtembergense. A este a region describe Ioan Pedio Tethingero ...
Digital image of another copy available on Marcel P.R. van den Broecke's Cartographica Neerlandica website (accessed July 2012):
http://www.orteliusmaps.com/book/or113.html
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1606, [plate 67] (PrCt)

Württemberg (Germany) - Maps - 1579-1588
Württemberg dvcatvs accurata descriptio in qua ommia eius Opida, Monasteria, pagi, nemora; flumina et riuuli alicuius nominis, diligentissime exprimuntur / auctore Georgia Gardnero. [London : John Norton], 1579 [i.e. 1606].
In: Ortelius, Abraham. Theatrum orbis terrarum ... (London : J. Norton, 1606), [plate 67].
Printed no. 67 and English letterpress text on verso beginning: The Dukedom of Wirtemberg. Johannes Pedius Tethingerus in his ...
Digital image of a duplicate or variant edition available on Marcel P.R. van den Broecke's Cartographica Neerlandica website (accessed July 2012):
http://www.orteliusmaps.com/book/or113.html
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .O7 1606, [plate 67] (PrCt)

Württemberg (Germany) - Maps - 1579-1588
Württembergiae tabula VIII. Tübingen, 1977.
Authors: Schickard, Wilhelm, 1592-1635 -- Seck, Friedrich, 1936- -- Verlag J.C B. Mohr (Paul Siebeck)
1 map : col. ; 33 x 44 cm. 
Facsimile of an untitled and undated (ca. 1630?) manuscript map by Schikard in the Hauptstaatsarchivs Stuttgart (J 1/76 b Nr. 104). 'Beilage 4' to accompany Friedrich Seck's Wilhelm Schikard, 1592-1635: Astronom, Geograph, Orientalist, Erfinder der Rechenmaschine (Tübingen: J. C. B. Mohr (Paul Siebeck), 1978); the map is discussed on pp. 343-44. 
map4F G6425 1630 .S3 1977 (PrCt)

Württemberg (Germany) - Maps - 1634
Württembergiae tabula VIII. Tübingen, 1977.
Authors: Schickard, Wilhelm, 1592-1635 -- Seck, Friedrich, 1936- -- Verlag J.C B. Mohr (Paul Siebeck)
1 map : col. ; 33 x 43 cm. 
Facsimile of Schikard's 1634 manuscript map of Württemberg in the Hauptstaatsarchivs Stuttgart (N 1 Nr. 11). 'Beilage 3' to accompany Friedrich Seck's Wilhelm Schikard, 1592-1635: Astronom, Geograph, Orientalist, Erfinder der Rechenmaschine (Tübingen: J. C. B. Mohr (Paul Siebeck), 1978); the map is discussed on pp. 344-47. 
map4F G6425 1634 .S3 1977 (PrCt)

Württemberg (Germany) - Maps - 1682
Ducatus Wurtembergensis cum adjacentibus quibusdam Sueviae regionibus. Amsterdam : C. Allard, [1682?]?
Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Allard, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709 -- Allard, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709. Atlas minor sive tabulae geographicae ...
[1682?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry
Württemberg (Germany) - Maps - 1925

Author: Karl Baedeker (Firm)

1 v. : 25 maps, 42 city plans
1st ed.


Includes advertising dated 1925 and priced in marks.

Condition: Excellent.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

(PrCt)

Württemberg (Germany) - Maps - 1955

Author: Karl Baedeker (Firm)

1 v. : 25 maps, 42 city plans
1st ed.


Includes advertising dated 1925 and priced in marks.

Condition: Excellent.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

(PrCt)

Württemberg (Germany) - Maps - 1983


1 map : hand col. ; 57 x 84 cm. on 2 adjacent sheets.

Map dated 1710.

In: Homann, Johann Baptist. Atlas novus terrarum orbis [ca. 1745].

Inset: Tübingen -- Sylvae Hercinie sive Martiae pars superior ... -- Stuttgart.

Side margins include coats-of-arms.

Manuscript numbers 75, 76, and 78 on versos.

State 2 of the plate.

State 1: Sack *map8C oG5700 1740 .S2 no.


4046

oversize Ayer 135 .H7 1730, [plate 75-76] (PrCt)

Württemberg (Germany) - Maps - 1952

Author: Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552. Cosmographiae uniueralis ... (1552)

1 map : woodcut ; 28 x 40 cm., on sheet 32 x 40 cm.

Title at top center flanked by two unidentified coats-of-arms.


Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag -- Schlauch, Rudolf -- Karl Thiemig AG -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

85 p. : 2 maps (some col., some folded) ; 17 cm.

Edited by Rudolf Schlauch.

Map inside front cover.

Folded map in pocket.

Includes index.

Series: Grieben-Reiseführer ; Bd. 241

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

2 copies.

OCLC 36067470.

Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 241 (1955) copies 1-2 (NLO)

Würzburg, Battle of, Würzburg, Germany, 1796 - Maps - 1839

Author: Jomini, Antoine Henri, baron de, 1779-1869. Atlas pour servir à l'intelligence de l'Histoire critique et militaire des guerres de la révolution (1839) -- Petit, J.-B.

1 map : hand col. ; 48 x 41 cm.


Relief shown by hachures.

Positions of French and Austrian troops indicated by colors.

Scale "2400 toises" = 7.65 cm.

At upper right: Pl. XVI.

Case oversize F 393 .457, pl. 16 (PrCt)

Würzburg (Germany) - Maps - 1952 - Pictorial maps

Author: Württemberg (Germany). Statistisches Landesamt

1 v. : 55 map plates ; 59 cm.

oversize G1923 W8 S1 W84 1983 (NLO)

Würzburg (Germany) - Maps - 1839


1 map : hand col. ; 57 x 84 cm. on 2 adjacent sheets.

Map dated 1710.

In: Homann, Johann Baptist. Atlas novus terrarum orbis [ca. 1745].

Inset: Tübingen -- Sylvae Hercinie sive Martiae pars superior ... -- Stuttgart.

Side margins include coats-of-arms.

Manuscript numbers 75, 76, and 78 on versos.

State 2 of the plate.

State 1: Sack *map8C oG5700 1740 .S2 no.

II:126-127.


4046

oversize Ayer 135 .H7 1730, [plate 75-76] (PrCt)

Württemberg (Germany) - Maps - 1745

Author: Karl Baedeker (Firm)

1 v. : 25 maps, 42 city plans
1st ed.


Includes advertising dated 1925 and priced in marks.

Condition: Excellent.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

(PrCt)

Württemberg (Germany) - Maps - 1755

Author: Karl Baedeker (Firm)

1 v. : 25 maps, 42 city plans
1st ed.


Includes advertising dated 1925 and priced in marks.

Condition: Excellent.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

(PrCt)
City walls, fortifications, moat, and principal buildings shown pictorially.

Oriented with north at right.

In: Münster, Sebastian. Cosmographiae universalis ... (Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552), p. 662-663.


VAULT folio Ayer 7 .M8 1552, p. 662-663 (PrCt)

84754 Würzburg (Germany) - Maps - 1938=Würzburg Region (Germany) - Maps - 1938


Authors: Woel, Leo, 1843-1918 -- Woel's Reisebücherverlag -- Woel's Reisehandbücher -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)


Cover title: Würzburg

Includes index.

Series: Woel's Reisehandbücher

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G153 .W64 Würzburg (1931) (NLO)

84755 Würzburg (Germany) - Maps - 1966


Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 9 plates

1st ed.


Condition: Excellent.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

84756 Würzburg (Germany) - Maps - 1972


Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 9 plates

2nd ed.


Condition: Excellent.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

84757 Würzburg (Germany) - Maps - 1982


Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm)

1 v. : 10 plates

4th ed.

A. Hinrichsen, Baedeker's Reisehandbücher,

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
84767 Wyant, A. H. (Alexander Helwig),

1836-1892 Geographical Surveys West of the 100th Meridian (U.S.) - 1873 Arizona - Surveys - 1873


Authors: Dawdy, Doris Ostrander

p. 255-278


Ayer Modern MS Karrow, box 3, folder 26, no. 5 (PrCt)

84768

Wye, River, Valley (England and Wales) - Maps - 1913 Wales - Description and travel - 1913 Wales - Maps - 1913


Authors: Ward, Lock and Company, ltd. -- Ward Lock guides


5th ed., rewritten and re-illustrated.

Cover title: The Wye Valley.

Includes directories of railway, steamer and forwarding agents; hotels, hydrographic establishments, and boarding houses; and house and estate agents, auctioneers, and valuers.

Advertising matter included in pagination and on end-papers.

Includes index.

Price: 1/net.

Red cloth covers, printed in black.


DA735 .P53 1913 (NLO)

84769

Wye, River, Valley (Wales and England) - Maps - 1887


Series statement from publisher’s advertisements.

Includes index.

Series: Stanford’s two-shilling series of county guides -- Stanford’s two-shilling series.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

-----------------------------------------------
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84770  Wye, River, Valley (Wales and England) - Maps - 1889
Authors: Tourist's guide -- Bevan, E. P. -- Stanford, Edward, 1827-1904 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 3 maps
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation)

Authors: Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- Black's guide books -- John Bartholomew & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
3rd ed.
Spine title: Wye
Maps by John Bartholomew & Co.
Includes index.
Series: Black's guide-books
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

A Pictorial and descriptive guide to the Wye Valley, including Llandrindod Wells and the spas of central Wales ... : three district maps, and plans of Hereford, Llandrindod Wells, etc. London : Ward, Lock & Co., [1934 or 1935].
Authors: Ward, Lock and Company, ltd. -- Ward Lock guides -- Butler & Tanner Ltd. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. (various pagings, [27] leaves of plates (3 folded)) : ill., 13 maps, 1 plan ; 18 cm.
Publication date from binder's instructions.
Incomplete; this copy lacking 6 of 15 maps; also lacking illustrations.
Series title from cover.
Includes index, advertisements and business directories.
Owner's inscription: Miss Hartrey at the Pines, Mortimer Common by Reading.
Owner's inscription: Erikson II-26-43
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

A Pictorial and descriptive guide to the Wye Valley, including Llandrindod Wells and the spas of central Wales. London : Ward, Lock & Co., [1938 or 1939].
Authors: Ward, Lock and Company, ltd. -- Ward Lock guides -- Butler & Tanner Ltd. -- Hartry, Miss -- Erikson -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. (various pagings) : ill., 9 maps ; 17 cm.
Publication date from binder's instructions.
Incomplete; this copy lacking 6 of 15 maps; also lacking illustrations.
Cover title: Wye Valley
Printed by Butler & Tanner.
'Special sections for motorists and anglers.
Fifteen maps and plans. Sixty illustrations'
Series title from cover.
Includes index, advertisements and business directories.
Owner's inscription: Miss Hartrey at the Pines, Mortimer Common by Reading.
Owner's inscription: Erikson II-26-43
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

84774  Wye, River, Valley (Wales and England) - Maps - 1940<br>Llandrindod (Wales) - Maps - 1940
Authors: Ward, Lock and Company, ltd. -- Ward Lock guides -- Butler & Tanner Ltd. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
xxiii, 46, 128, 40 p., 36 p. of plates : ill., 13 maps (1 col., 1 folded), plan ; 18 cm.
Printed by Butler & Tanner ltd.
"The publishers regret that owing to the control of maps order and other exigencies of the situation, it is not at present possible to include the customary complete set of maps and plans in this guide"--Note tipped to p. v.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G153 .S73 Wye River (1887) (NLO)
Baskes G153 .W3 Wye Valley (1934) (NLO)
Baskes G153 .W3 Wye Valley (1938) (NLO)
Baskes G153 .W3 Llandrindod Wells (1940) (NLO)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
84775  Wyld, James, 1812-1887 - Bibliography -
Catalogs - 1850 - Map publishing - England
- Bibliography - Catalogs - 1850 - Map
industry and trade - England - Bibliography -
Catalogs - 1850 - Booksellers and
bookselling - England - Bibliography -
Catalogs - 1850 - Publishers' catalogs -
England - 1850 - Maps - Catalogs -
1850 - Atlases, British - Catalogs -
1850 - Globes - Catalogs -
1850 - Publishers' catalogs - Catalogs -
1850
A Catalogue of atlases, maps, plans, globes and
astronomical, statistical, & geographical works.
London : Glasgow : Edinburgh ; Dublin : James
Wyld ; Jackson & Co. ; Smith and Co. ; Grant &
Son ; J.W. Allen, [ca. 1850].
Authors: Wyld, James, 1812-1887 -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
48 p. : ill. ; 18 cm.
Includes index.
No. 2 of 2 titles bound together.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1019 .W94 1843 (NLO)

84776  Wyld, James, 1812-1887 - Bibliography -
Catalogs - 1855 - Map publishing - England
- Bibliography - Catalogs - 1855 - Map
industry and trade - England - Bibliography -
Catalogs - 1855 - Booksellers and
bookselling - England - Bibliography -
Catalogs - 1855 - Publishers' catalogs -
England - 1855 - Maps - Catalogs -
1855 - Atlases, British - Catalogs -
1855 - Globes - Catalogs -
1855 - Publishers' catalogs - Catalogs -
1855
A Catalogue of atlases, maps, plans, globes and
astronomical, statistical, & geographical works.
London : Published by James Wyld, [ca. 1855].
Authors: Wyld, James, 1812-1887 -- Roger S.
Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
48 p. : ill. ; 18 cm.
With prices.
No. 2 of 2 titles bound together.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
Baskes G1019 .W94 1854 (NLO)

84777  Wyoming County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1853 -
Landowners - Counties -
Maps - Landowners - Maps
[Wyoming County (N.Y.) - 1853: LC G&M land
ownership maps on microfiche], [Washington,
D.C.] : LC G&M Division, [1883?].
Authors: Browne, P. J. -- Brown, Newell S. --
Library of Congress. Geography and Map
Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 2 parts, 40 x 28.5 in. and 40.5 x
29.5 in. Scale 1:43,000. Originally published
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing
19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map
Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
[Washington, D.C. ; Library of Congress,
Geography and Map Division, 1983?].
Microfiche 583, no. 579 (PrCt)

84778  Wyoming County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1902 -
Landowners - Counties -
Maps - Landowners - Maps
New Century atlas of Wyoming County, New
York ; with farm records. Philadelphia : Century
Map Company, 1902.
Authors: Century Map Company
1 atlas (78, [1] p.) : col. maps (some folded) ; 48 cm.
'A record of some of the most valuable and
productive farms of Wyoming County, New York'.
p. [57]-[79].
oversize G1253.W9 N48 1902 (NLO)

84779  Wyoming County (Pa.) - Maps - 1869 -
Landowners - Counties -
Maps - Landowners - Maps
[Wyoming County (Pa.) - 1869: LC G&M land
ownership maps on microfiche], [Washington,
D.C.] : LC G&M Division, [1883?].
Authors: Beers, F. W. (Frederick W.) -- Ellis, A.
D., 19th cent. -- Soule, G. G. -- Library of
Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC
G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 39 x 62.5 in. Scale 1:42,240.
Originally published 1869.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing
19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map
Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
[Washington, D.C. ; Library of Congress,
Geography and Map Division, 1983?].
Microfiche 583, no. 822 (PrCt)

84780  Wyoming County (Penn.) - Maps - 1952 - Road
maps - Counties - Maps
Map of Wyoming County. Harrisburg :
Authors: Pennsylvania. Dept. of Highways
1 map ; 24 x 31 cm. on sheet 51 x 35 cm.
On sheet with map of Susquehanna County.
Advertisement for First National Bank of
Nicholson, dated 1961, on verso.
map1F G3823 .W9 1952 .P4 (PrCt)

84781  Wyoming - Maps - 1874
Map of the Military Department of the Platte
Wyoming. [Omaha, Neb.? Military Intelligence
Division, General Staff?, 1874?]
Authors: Jones, William A. -- Froben, Louis von --
United States. War Department. Military
Intelligence Division -- Chicago Historical Society
1 map ; 20 x 28.75 inches
Purchased from the Chicago Historical Society,
Wyoming - Maps - 1876

Wright, Howes, 1976, Wright Howes.

Condition: fine.

Imprint from front cover of accompanying index (4 p.)

Rand, McNally & Co.'s advertising inside front cover and on back cover.

Condition: fine.

Forms part of the Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Gift 1976, Wright Howes.

84784


Masi's itinerary map of Wyoming: showing reliable routes to the Black Hills of Wyoming and Dacotah from all points on the line of the Union Pacific Railroad, as well as mining districts on the Big Horn, Powder, Tongue, Wind, Platte and Green Rivers, Wyoming, Snake River and North Park, Colorado. Cheyenne, Wyo. Wm. M. Masi & Alex J. Dallas, 1876.

Authors: Masi, Wm. M. (William M.) -- Dallas, Alex J. -- Shober, Charles -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map: col.; 52 x 62 cm. fold. to 23 cm.

Printed by Chas. Shober & Co., Chicago.

'The only correct and reliable guide to the Black Hills and the goldfields of the Northwest showing all the latest discoveries.'

Includes 17 itineraries listing mileage and availability of wood, grass, and water.

Scale [ca. 1:1,750,000]

Coordinates (W 112°--W 101°/N 46°--N 39°)

Relief shown by hachures and spot heights.


Ayer 133 .M39 1876 (NLO)

84785

Wyoming - Maps - 1877

Rand McNally & Co.'s Indexed Map of Wyoming.


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Andrew McNally III Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map: col.; 23 x 30 cm. fold. in covers 16 x 9 cm. + index (4 p. [1 leaf]

Cover title.

Map titled 'Rand McNally & Co.'s Wyoming' and copyrighted 1876

Condition: Some waterstaining and surface dirt, else good Forms part of the Andrew McNally III Collection. Previous location: B-19

AMcN III PC 2390 (PrCt)

84786

Wyoming - Maps - 1878


Authors: Hayden, F. V. (Ferdinand Vandeveer), 1829--1887 -- Peale, A. C. (Albert Charles), 1849-1914 -- Gannett, Henry, 1846-1914 -- Geological and Geographical Survey of the

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Territories (U.S.) -- Julius Bien & Co. -- United States. Congress. House 1 map ; 56 x 82 cm.


map6F G4260 1878 .H3, map 23 (PrCt)


CHS Coll., Map no. 3 (PrCt)


Scale [ca. 1:1,860,000] Coordinates: (W 111°--W 104°/N 45°--N 41°) Relief shown by hachures. Shows 7 counties in Wyoming. County names are those used from 1875-1879. On verso: Map of eastern portions of Nebraska and Kansas. '86.' Ayer p133 .M678 1880 (NLO)


folio G1019 .G463 1883b, p. 75 (PrCt)


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1884)
1 map : col. ; 12 x 16 cm.
Title in right margin.
In Poor’s manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1884) opposite p. 876
H 668 .703 (1884) opp. p. 876 (PrCt)


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Poor's manual of the railroads of the United States (1885)
1 map : col. ; 12 x 16 cm.
Title in right margin.
In Poor’s manual of the railroads of the United States (New York, 1885) opposite p. 876
H 668 .703 (1885) opp. p. 876 (PrCt)
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Title in upper margin.
'Rand, McNally & Co.'s business atlas map of Wyoming. Copyright, 1891 ...' -- at bottom left.
Handstamp on title page: Library of Congress Copyright, 25 1904...
No. 24.444 Z2[?] in pencil on title page.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
map2F G4261.P3 1894 .R3 (PrCt)

84800 Wyoming - Maps - 1895 - Railroads - Maps
1 map: col.; 30 x 47 cm.
Title in upper margin.
'Rand, McNally and Co.'s indexed atlas of the world map of Wyoming. Copyright, 1891 ...' -- at bottom right.
Includes key to railroads numbered 1-4 beneath added title: Wyoming. Railroads.
Handstamp inside front cover: By transfer Jan 14 1913 [from the Library of Congress Copyright Office?]
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 962 (PrCt)

84801 Wyoming - Maps - 1897 - Railroads - Maps
1 map: col.; 31 x 47 cm.
Title in upper margin.
'Rand, McNally & Co.'s indexed atlas of the world map of Wyoming. Copyright, 1897 ...' -- at bottom right.
Includes key to railroads numbered 1-4 beneath added title: Wyoming. Railroads.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
map2F G4261.P3 1895 .R3 (PrCt)

84802 Wyoming - Maps - 1900-1960 - Topographic maps
Authors: Geological Survey (U.S.)
56 maps: col.; on sheets 45 x 33 cm. fold. to 18 x 27 cm.
Scale 1:62,500.
Dates of publication vary.
Moffat lists 14 maps before 1940.
Coverage may not be complete at this scale; see index map in box 222.
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisles 42 and 43 (July 2012).
Reference: Moffat, Riley. Map index to topographic quadrangles of the United States, 1882-1940 (Santa Cruz, Calif.: Western Association of Map Libraries, 1986)
map6C G3700 19--U5, box 222 (PrCt)

84803 Wyoming - Maps - 1900-1960 - Topographic maps
Authors: Geological Survey (U.S.)
2330 maps: col.; on sheets 54 x 44 cm. fold. to 17 x 28 cm.
Scale 1:24,000.
Dates of publication vary.
According to USGS, coverage at this scale complete in 1890 maps.
Coverage may not be complete at this scale; see index map in box 222.
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisles 42 and 43 (July 2012).
map6C G3700 19--U5, boxes 222-228 (PrCt)

84804 Wyoming - Maps - 1907 - Railroads - Maps
1 map: col.; 30 x 47 cm.
Title in upper margin.
'Rand, McNally and Co.'s indexed atlas of the world map of Wyoming. Copyright, 1907 ...' -- at bottom right.
Includes key to railroads numbered 1-10 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Wyoming. Railroads.
Issued folded in accompanying index (15 p.; 17 cm.): Rand McNally and Co.'s indexed county and township pocket map and shippers' guide of Wyoming. Chicago and New York: Rand McNally & Co., c1907.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 963 (PrCt)

84805
Wyoming - Maps - 1908 - Mines and mineral resources
\( \text{Clason's industrial map of Wyoming. Denver, Colo. Clason Map Co., 1908.} \)
1 map : col. ; 72 x 92 cm. fold. to 18 x 10 cm.
'Compiled by H.S. Clason.'
'Drawn by L.A. Miller.'
'Mineral resources by Henry C. Beeler.'
Printed by the Denver Lith. Co.
Scale [ca. 1:675,000]
Scale: 30 miles to 3 inches.
Coordinates: \( \text{W 111°--W 104°/N 45°--N 41°} \)
Accompanied by Index ([16] p.)
Relief shown by hachures.
G 10933 .176 (NLO)

84806
Wyoming - Maps - 1913 - Railroads
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
Dated '1-29-12' at bottom right.
Includes key to railroads numbered 14-153 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Wyoming railroads.
Issued folded in accompanying index (18 p.; 17 cm.): Rand McNally and Co.'s indexed county and township pocket map and shippers' guide of Wyoming. Chicago and New York: Rand McNally & Co., c1913.
'Copyrighted by Rand McNally & Co. May 9, 1913' -- in ms. on p. [7].
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 964 (PrCt)

84807
Wyoming - Maps - 1913 - Railroads
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
Dated '1-29-12' at bottom right.
Includes key to railroads numbered 14-153 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Wyoming railroads.
Issued folded in accompanying index (18 p.; 17 cm.): Rand McNally and Co.'s indexed county and township pocket map and shippers' guide of Wyoming. Chicago and New York: Rand McNally & Co., c1913.
'Copyrighted by Rand McNally & Co. May 9, 1913' -- in ms. on p. [7].
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 964 (PrCt)

84808
Wyoming - Maps - 1914 - Railroads
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.
Includes key to railroads numbered 14-153 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Wyoming railroads.
Issued folded in accompanying index (19 p.; 17 cm.): Rand McNally and Co.'s indexed county and township pocket map and shippers' guide of Wyoming. Chicago and New York: Rand McNally & Co., c1914.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 965 (PrCt)

84809
Wyoming - Maps - 1915 - Railroads
Authors: Clason Map Co. -- Wyoming. Public Service Commission -- Western Illinois University. Map and Geography Library -- John V. Bergen Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col., mounted on cloth ; 38 x 47 cm.
Right margin includes population statistics of cities and counties from 1915 state census.
Handstamp on verso: Map and Geography Library. Western Illinois University.
On wooden rollers.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Forms part of the John V. Bergen Collection  
(Newberry Library).  
maproll G 4261.P3 1915 .C5 (PrCt)

84810 Wyoming - Maps - 1916 - Railroads<>>Railroads - Maps  
The Rand-McNally new commercial atlas map of  
Wyoming. [Chicago] : Rand McNally & Co.,  
[1916].  
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand  
McNally and Company. Shippers guide -- Rand  
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.  
Plate no. 248A.  
Includes key to railroads numbered 14-155 (with  
gaps in numbering) beneath added title:  
Wyoming railroads.  
Issued folded in accompanying index (26 p. ; 17  
cm.): Rand-McNally indexed pocket map and  
shippers’ guide of Wyoming. Chicago ; New York  
‘Copyrighted R. McN. & Co. Jan. 7th, 1916’ -- in  
ms. on title page verso.  
‘11-1 Envelope 13’ -- in ms. on front cover.  
Uniform title: Shippers guide.  
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection  
(Newberry Library).  
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).  
R McN Shippers Guide 4C 967 (PrCt)

84811 Wyoming - Maps - 1917 - Oil Fields<>>Oil  
Fields - Wyoming - Maps - 1917  
Map of the Wyoming oil fields. Denver, Colo.  
Clason Map Co., 1917, c1916.  
Authors: Clason Map Co. -- Out West Petroleum  
Co.  
1 map : col. ; 37 x 46 cm.  
Oil fields indicated by red overprinting on base  
map.  
Index to towns and counties in right margin.  
‘Compliments of Out West Petroleum Co.,  
Denham Building, Denver, Colorado.  
map4F G4261.H8 1917 .C5 (PrCt)

84812 Wyoming - Maps - 1918 - Road  
maps<>>Road maps  
System of state highways : state of Wyoming /  
designated by State Highway Commission 1918 ;  
Z. E. Sevison, state highway engineer.  
[Cheyenne, Wyo? State Highway Commission?],  
1918.  
Authors: Wyoming. State Highway Commission --  
Sevison, Z. E. -- John V. Bergen Collection  
(Newberry Library)  
1 map : col., mounted on cloth ; 36 x 46 cm.  
‘1918 edition.’  
Title in upper margin.  
Bottom margin includes key to road types.  
Right margin includes index to cities and list of  
counties with population figures.  
Handstamp on verso: Map and Geography  
Library. Western Illinois University.  
On wooden rollers.  
84815 Wyoming - Maps - 1920 - Railroads<>>Wyoming - Maps - 1920 - Road  
maps<>>Road maps<>>Railroads - Maps  
The Rand-McNally new commercial atlas map of  
Wyoming. [Chicago] : Rand McNally & Co.,  
[1920].  
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- National  
Highways Association -- Rand McNally and  
Company. Shippers guide -- Rand McNally  
Collection (Newberry Library)  
1 map : col. ; 47 x 64 cm.  
Plate no. 248E.  
Includes key to railroads numbered 14-155 (with

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.  
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
gaps in numbering) beneath added title:
Wyoming railroads.
On verso: Wyoming automobile road map. 1 map ; 64 x 46 cm. Plate no. 651E. 'National Highways Association roads used by permission.'
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 970 (PrCt)

1 map : col. ; 48 x 65 cm.
'The Rand McNally new commercial atlas map of Wyoming' -- at lower left.
Plate no. 248G.
Includes key to railroads numbered 14-153 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title:
Wyoming railroads.
On verso: Wyoming automobile road map. 1 map ; 48 x 65 cm. Plate no. 248E. 'National Highways Association roads used by permission.'
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Handstamp on front cover: Register of Copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.
Dated 'Pub. 3/29/21' and '3/31/21' in ms. on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 972 (PrCt)
Wyoming - Maps - 1924 - Railroads
84820
Wyoming - Maps - 1924 - Road maps
Rand McNally standard map of Wyoming.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [1924].
1 map : col. ; 48 x 65 cm.
'The Rand McNally new commercial atlas map of Wyoming' -- at lower left.
Plate no. 7R23.
Includes key to railroads numbered 14-153 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Wyoming railroads.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Wyoming. 1 map ; 48 x 65 cm. Plate no. 3N24.
Includes key to 10 named 'principal trails in Wyoming.'
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Handstamp on front cover: Register of Copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.
Dated '6/6/23' in ms. on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 974 (PrCt)

84821
Wyoming - Maps - 1925 - Railroads
Rand McNally standard map of Wyoming.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [1925].
1 map : col. ; 48 x 65 cm.
Plate no. 7R24.
Includes key to railroads numbered 14-153 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title:
Wyoming railroads.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Wyoming. 1 map ; 48 x 65 cm. Plate no. 3N24.
Includes key to 10 named 'principal trails in Wyoming.'
Issued folded in accompanying index (21 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Wyoming. San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1925.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Handstamp on front cover: Register of Copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.
Dated '3/28/25' in ms. on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 976 (PrCt)

84822
Wyoming - Maps - 1926 - Railroads
Rand McNally standard map of Wyoming.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [1926].
1 map : col. ; 48 x 65 cm.
Plate no. 10R25.
Includes key to railroads numbered 14-153 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Wyoming railroads.
On verso: Rand McNally main highway map of Wyoming. 1 map ; 48 x 65 cm. Plate no. 3N24.
Includes key to 10 named 'principal trails in Wyoming.'
Issued folded in accompanying index (21 p. ; 17 cm.): Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Wyoming. San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1926.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Handstamp on front cover: Register of Copyrights. Library of Congress. Washington, D.C.
Dated '6/30/26' in ms. on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (June 2008).
RMcN Shippers Guide 4C 977 (PrCt)

84823
Wyoming - Maps - 1927 - Road maps
Rand McNally junior auto road map : Wyoming.
Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1927].
1 map : col. ; 28 x 44 cm. on sheet 31 x 46 cm.
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
84828  Wyoming - Maps - 1928 - Road maps--->Caspar (Wyo.) - Maps - 1928 - Road maps
Wyoming highway map.  AAA, [1928].
Authors: American Automobile Association -- Casper Independent -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map ; 23 x 29 cm. on sheet 29 x 44 cm.
Printed by the Casper Independent.
Includes inset map of Caspar.
Verso includes description of Caspar and photos from around the state.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 24.13 (PrCt)

84829  Wyoming - Maps - 1928 - Road maps--->Cheyenne Region (Wyo.) - Maps - 1928 - Road maps--->Laramie Region (Wyo.) - Maps - 1928 - Road maps--->Road maps
Official Wyoming map. Cheyenne : AAA, [1928?].
Authors: American Automobile Association -- Rocky Mountain Motorists Inc. -- Cheyenne Chamber of Commerce -- M. S. -- United States.
Forest Service -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 28 x 34 cm. on sheet 31 x 47 cm.
Added panel title: Facts about Cheyenne district.
Panel art: Bucking bronco.
Map on verso: Pole Mt. Ranger District: Medicine Bow National Forest, Wyoming / drawn by MS 1928, Denver Colo. USFS.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 24.22.2 (PrCt)

84830  Wyoming - Maps - 1928 - Road maps--->Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 0, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 38 (PrCt)

84831  Wyoming - Maps - 1928 - Road maps--->Road maps
Highway map and guide of Wyoming. Aurora, Mo. Mid-West Map Company, [1928].
Authors: Mid-West Map Company -- Authorized Guide & Map Service -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map ; 31 x 37 cm. on sheet 35 x 51 cm.
Date from AE index.
Panel art: AG&MS logo.
Panel no. L92620.
Plate no. L 926-P.
Section in lower right separated.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 24.12 (PrCt)

(Newberry Library)
27 p. : map ; 24 cm.
Imperfect: issued with 3 maps, but this copy lacks folded maps (2 maps on 1 sheet : back to back, colored.)
Uniform title: Air trails
Index includes "airport directory", "aids to navigation", and "elements of practical air navigation" by William E. Johnson, (p. 16-27).
Includes "key to [commercial] air lines."
Includes "airport directory", "aids to navigation" by William E. Johnson, (p. 16-27).
Index includes map (15 x 20 cm., on p. 16-17): Rand McNally airway map : United States.
Includes "key to [commercial] air lines."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (October 2010).
RMcN Air Trails 4C 58 (PrCt)

84833  Wyoming - Maps - 1929 - Road maps--->Road maps
Authors: Allyn, F. H. -- Wyoming. State Highway Dept. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 25 x 31 cm. on sheet 28 x 43 cm.
Corrected map. 3-29-10M -- lower right.
Verso annotated 'Recd 5/29/29.'
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 24.16 (PrCt)

84834  Wyoming - Maps - 1929 - Road maps--->Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 124 (PrCt)

84835  Wyoming - Maps - 1929 - Road
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
**Road maps**

**Wyoming**. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1929].

**Authors**: H.M. Gousha Company -- Firestone Tire and Rubber Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 folded map

Panel title.

Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 6.

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

**Gousha Clients 157 (PrCt)**

84836 **Wyoming - Maps - 1929 - Road maps**

**Wyoming - Maps - 1929 - Road maps**

**West (U.S.) - Maps - 1929 - Motels - West (U.S.) - Maps - 1929 - Road maps**

Highway map of Wyoming and guide to Rainbow Cottage Camp System. Chicago and Denver : Clason Map Co., [1929].

**Authors**: Clason Map Co. -- Rainbow Cottage Camp System -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 41 x 50 cm. on sheet 48 x 61 cm.

Date from AE index.

Panel art: Cabin and two people.

Added title: Clason's road map of Wyoming showing paved roads.... . Map no. R-237.

"U.S. highways shown in red."

Directory of Rainbow vacation homes in the western states on verso.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 24.22.2 (PrCt)**

84837 **Wyoming - Maps - 1929 - Road maps**

**Wyoming - Maps - 1929 - Road maps**


**Authors**: Midwest Refining Company -- Langwith, A. L. (Afred Logan) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 42 x 50 cm. on sheet 46 x 61 cm.

Panel art: Car, lake, mountains, plane, boat, sign.

Added title: Langwith's motor trails map: Wyoming. 'Standard size.'

Series S 21-396.

On verso: Official Midwest map of the western United States...condensed size. Series C 21-339.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 24.21 (PrCt)**

84838 **Wyoming - Maps - 1930-1939 - Industries - Pictorial maps**

**Wyoming - Maps - 1930-1939 - Industries**

**Pictorial maps**

**Wyoming - Maps - 1930-1939 - Pictorial maps**

Industrial map of Wyoming / [signed] Carrigen. [Sl. s.n., 193-?].

**Authors**: Carrigen, Tom, 1896-1967 -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : 16 x 20 cm.

Incomplete and lacking imprint; trimmed from unidentified text.

Mounted on backing sheet; verso includes text obscured by backing.

Previously bound with a collection of pictorial maps in binders labeled "Points of Interest."

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 190.50 (PrCt)**

84839 **Wyoming - Maps - 1930-1939 - Railroads - Aeronautical charts - Wyom**

**Wyoming - Maps - 1930-1939 - Railroads**

**Aeronautical charts - Wyoming - Maps - 1930-1939**

**Road maps**

**Railroads - Maps - Aeronautical charts**

Rand McNally standard map of Wyoming.

**Chicago** : Rand McNally & Company, [193-?].

**Authors**: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 47 x 65 cm. on sheet 50 x 69 cm.

Plate nos. 1:49S, C, and 7R29.

Keyed to railroads in red.


Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 23.3X (PrCt)**

84840 **Wyoming - Maps - 1930 - Road maps**

**Wyoming - Maps - 1930 - Road maps**


**Authors**: Texas Company -- Warrington, C. C., fl. 1930 -- Brink, John G. -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; on sheet trimmed to 30 x 37 cm.

Incomplete Texaco map of the northwestern U.S. (?); title, imprint and sheet trimmed, leaving only Wyoming and parts of adjoining states; title supplied by cataloger.

Editor's copy; ms. annotations identify bridge locations.

Accompanied by typescript letter dated November 20, 1930 from Wyoming office engineer C.C. Warrington to Rand McNally & Co.; handstamped "Rand McNally & Co. ... 1930 Nov 22 ... "; includes ms. note "rec'd 11/24/30 Brink."

Ms. note in bottom margin: Bridges marked by double circles ... are 300' or more in length."

Filed with a group of related U.S. state maps identifying bridges along major highways, ca. 1927-ca. 1939 (in RMcN AE folders 172 and 173), many associated with Rand McNally cartographer John G. Brink.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 172.50 (PrCt)**
84841 Wyoming - Maps - 1930 - Road maps

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 302 (PrCt)

84842 Wyoming - Maps - 1930 - Road maps

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 352 (PrCt)

84843 Wyoming - Maps - 1930 - Road maps

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 451 (PrCt)

84844 Wyoming - Maps - 1930 - Road maps

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 28 x 43 cm. on sheet 31 x 46 cm.
Plate no. L-1127._
Verso blank.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 23.16 (PrCt)

84845 Wyoming - Maps - 1930 - Road maps

South Dakota - Maps - 1930 - Road maps

Atlantic Yellowstone Pacific Highway - Maps - 1930

Atlantic Yellowstone Pacific Hiway : the Black Hills, Big Horn, Yellowstone section. [Rapid City, S.D.? Atlantic, Yellowstone, and Pacific Highway Association, ca. 1930?].
Authors: Atlantic, Yellowstone, and Pacific Highway Association.
84848 Wyoming - Maps - 1931 - Road maps

Authors: Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm. on sheet 46 x 61 cm.
Panel art: Car, mountains, lake.
Added title: Conoco 1931 official road map:
Wyoming. Plate no. E-243-J.
Verso includes four city insets and: Conoco 1931
official road map: United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 24.34 (PrCt)

84849 Wyoming - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Continental
Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry
Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 486 (PrCt)

84850 Wyoming - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Standard Oil
Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry
Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 616 (PrCt)

84851 Wyoming - Maps - 1931 - Wyoming - Maps -
1931 - Railroads - Northwestern States -
Maps - 1931 - Road maps - Yellowstone
National Park - Maps - 1931 - Road maps
Rand McNally pocket maps of Wyoming : for
tourists, travelers, shippers, general, commercial
and business reference. Chicago ; New York ;
San Francisco : Rand McNally & Company,
c1931.
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand
McNally and Company. Pocket maps -- Rand
McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
20 p. : 7 maps (2 folded) ; 24 cm.
Cover title: Rand McNally pocket maps :
Wyoming : counties, cities, towns, auto roads,
railroads, city maps, hotels, 1930 census
Uniform title: Pocket maps
Folded map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back
to back, col. : 48 x 66 cm. and 54 x 69 cm.,
folded to 23 x 10 cm., inside back cover): Rand
McNally standard map of Wyoming. Plate nos.
"No.1:49S" and "7R30". Includes key to railroads.
-- Rand McNally official 1931 auto road map :

Index includes maps of Casper, Cheyenne,
Laramie, Yellowstone National Park, and
Sheridan (p. 16-20).
Cover art: Cars on road alongside passenger
train.
"50¢" -- printed on front cover.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).
RMcN Pocket 4C 301 (PrCt)

84852 Wyoming - Maps - 1932 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Continental
Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry
Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 656 (PrCt)

84853 Wyoming - Maps - 1932 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil
Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry
Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Map colors: Yellow w/ red lettering.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry
Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 726 (PrCt)

84854 Wyoming - Maps - 1932 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Standard Oil
Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry
Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 778 (PrCt)

84855 Wyoming - Maps - 1932 - Road maps
1932 Wyoming : highways are happy ways.
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M.
Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm. on sheet 46 x 61 cm.
Panel art: Standard product logos.
Panel no. ADV.--759 (A. D. 4527).
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Added title: Standard Oil Company (Indiana)
On verso: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) 1932 official road map: United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 24.39 (PrCt)

Cheyenne, Wyo. Highway Department, 1932.
Authors: Muller, Julius -- Wyoming. State Highway Dept. -- Wyoming. Dept. of Commerce and Industry -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 49 x 62 cm. on sheet 51 x 75 cm.
Panel art: Photo of Grand Tetons and Jackson Lake.
Added title: Wyoming worth knowing.
Shows air routes and historic trails.
Verso includes photo views and untitled map of United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 24.37 (PrCt)

Authors: Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm. on sheet 46 x 61 cm.
Panel art: U.S. outline with Conoco symbol.
Added title: Conoco...official road map: Wyoming. Plate no. F-243-JC.
Verso includes pictures of Conoco office and:
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 24.42 (PrCt)

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil Company -- "Robert E. Lee, Robert E., fl. 1933 -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Cover: License plate motif.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Panel art: Shell logo, license plates, woman driving convertible car, dog, signed by artist "Robert E. Lee."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 949 (PrCt)

Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 folded map
Panel title.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 969 (PrCt)

Authors: Producers and Refiners Corporation -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm. on sheet 46 x 61 cm.
Panel art: Light beacons over cars and city scape.
Added title: Rand McNally senior 1933 auto road map of Wyoming. Plate no. 110. O 38M.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 23.24 (PrCt)

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 23.24 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1933 highway map of the state of Wyoming.
Cheyenne, Wyo. Highway Department, 1933.
Authors: Muller, Julius -- Wyoming. State Highway Dept. -- Wyoming. Dept. of Commerce and Industry -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 49 x 62 cm. on sheet 51 x 75 cm.
Panel art: Photo of Grand Tetons and Jackson Lake.
Added title: Wyoming worth knowing.
Shows air routes and historic trails.
Verso includes photo views and untitled map of western United States.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 24.44 (PrCt)

84863 Wyoming - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Authors: Globe Oil & Refining Companies -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm. on sheet 46 x 61 cm.
Panel art: Mountain and city scape.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 23.27 (PrCt)

84864 Wyoming - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Travel Wyoming with Conoco. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1934].
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Map colors: R,Y,B,G.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 1.
Gousha Clients 1061 (PrCt)

84865 Wyoming - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (3 panel, R,Y): Diagonal "Shell" on red stripe, logo.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1168 (PrCt)

84866 Wyoming - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
Authors: H.M. Gousha Company -- Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Cover (3 panel, R,B,P): Geese flying over hills, sedan passing lake.
Distribution: NL 1, LC 1, DUP 0.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1191 (PrCt)

84867 Wyoming - Maps - 1934 - Road maps
[Texaco road map of Wyoming]. [Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, 1934?].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; on sheet trimmed to 27 x 36 cm.
Title and imprint supplied by cataloger.
Imperfect; editor's copy of a Texaco road map trimmed on all sides to outline a single U.S. state.
Includes manuscript numbers.
Date from previous binding marked "Points of Interest" and dated 1934.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 189.48 (PrCt)

84868 Wyoming - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Travel Wyoming with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1935?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1348 (PrCt)

84869 Wyoming - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Authors: Derby Oil Company (Wichita, Kan.) -- McLaren Tires -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm. on sheet 46 x 61 cm.
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Added panel title: Derby's Flexgas... .
Added panel title: Derby Special Amber 70 ...
Panel art: Car on road.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 23.29 (PrCt)

84870 Wyoming - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Road maps
Travel Wyoming with the Independent. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1935?].
Authors: Globe Oil & Refining Companies -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Globe gas station attendant; slogans"we are home owned" and "keep rollin' with Globe."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1383 (PrCt)

84871 Wyoming - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Road maps
N.A.C. road map of Wyoming ... / prepared by Engineering Department, National Automobile Club . Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1935?].
Authors: National Automobile Club -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: National Automobile Club logo, list of district offices.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1419 (PrCt)

84872 Wyoming - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1446 (PrCt)

84873 Wyoming - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Road maps

Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1493 (PrCt)

84874 Wyoming - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm. on sheet 46 x 61 cm.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Added title: Shell official road map: Wyoming.
Plate no. Q.38.
On verso: Shell official road map: United States.
Plate no. Q.3512.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 23.32 (PrCt)

84875 Wyoming - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: Skelly Oil Company -- Allen, Jimmie, 1917- -- Wilson Gas and Oil Co. (Laramie, Wyo.) -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) -- Tailor-made Gasoline SEE Skelly Oil Company
1 map : col. ; 41 x 57 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Bottom of title panel overprinted in letterpress: Wilson Gas & Oil Co., 602 South 2nd St. Laramie, Wyoming
Maps on verso (28 x 43 cm. and smaller): Skelly 1935 official motor trails map: United States -- Cheyenne -- Laramie.
Panel art: Photo of Jimmie Allen "compliments of Jimmie Allen"; Skelly logo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 5149 (PrCt)

84876 Wyoming - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Wyoming - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
84877

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Photo of gas station attendant and slogan "let the Standard Oil Company serve you."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1516 (PrCt)

Wyoming - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
84878

1 map : 49 x 62 cm. on sheet 51 x 75 cm.
Panel art: Photos of Devil's Tower and Mount Moran.
Added title: Wyoming worth knowing.
Shows air routes and historic trails.
Verso includes a Wyoming mileage chart, photo views and untitled map of the western United States.
Stamped "Received May 6 1935" and signed "Brink."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 24.48 (PrCt)

Wyoming - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
84879

Travel Wyoming with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1936].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1661 (PrCt)

Wyoming - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
84880

Authors: Globe Oil & Refining Companies -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Globe gas station attendant;
slogans "we are home owned" and "keep rollin' with Globe."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1636 (PrCt)

Wyoming - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
84881

Authors: Marathon Oil Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Panel art: Marathon runner.
Added title: Rand McNally road map of Wyoming.
Plate no. R.3625.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 25A.8 (PrCt)

Wyoming - Maps - 1936 - Road maps
84882

Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Airplane, car, and boat, Phillips 66 logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
84883  Wyoming - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

1936 road map : Yellowstone National Park (Colo.). (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 38 x 57 cm.

Panel title.
Added title: Yellowstone National Park (Wyo.) Maps - 1936 - Road maps.

1936 - Road maps>>Grand Teton National Park (Wyo.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Travel Wyoming with Conoco : every Conoco station is a branch of the Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1936].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 57 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Conoco ... official road map : Wyoming.
Date from RMcN AE 158 ms. index.
Plate no. 3-J-7
Maps on verso (21 x 28 cm. and smaller): Rocky Mountain National Park -- Cheyenne -- Ogden -- Casper -- Yellowstone National Park and Grand Teton National Park.
Panel art: Conoco logo over outline of North America.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 163.42B (PrCt)

84884  Wyoming - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 1750 (PrCt)

84885  Wyoming - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

Authors: Sovereign Service -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Panel art: Sovereign logo, attendant, woman driving.
Added title: Rand McNally road map of Wyoming.
Plate no. R.3625.
Verso includes insets of four cities and: Rand McNally road map of United States. Plate no. R.3512.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 25A.7 (PrCt)

84886  Wyoming - Maps - 1936 - Road maps

( Colo.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps>>>Yellowstone National Park - Maps -
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**84893** Wyoming - Maps - 1937 - Road maps

**Sovereign Service road map: United States.**

Chicago : Rand McNally & Company , [1937].

Authors: Sovereign Service -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 42 x 64 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.

Panel title.

Panel art: Sovereign logo, attendant, woman driving.


Verso includes insets of four cities and:

Sovereign Service road map: United States.

Plate no. S.3512.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 25A.14 (PrCt)**

**84894** Wyoming - Maps - 1937 - Road maps

**Wyoming : the California Company road map.**


Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 38 x 57 cm.

Panel title.

Panel art: Conoco gas station attendant.

Added title: Conoco ... official road map : Wyoming.

Date from RMcN AE 158 ms. index.

Plate nos. “243-J.C.” and “9-K”

Maps on verso (21 x 28 cm. and smaller): Rocky Mountain National Park -- Cheyenne -- Ogden -- Casper -- Yellowstone National Park and Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument.

Forms part of the H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

**Gousha Clients 2086 (PrCt)**

**84895** Wyoming - Maps - 1937 - Road maps

**Wyoming - Maps - 1937 - Road maps**

**Rocky Mountain National Park**

(Colo.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps

**Yellowstone National Park**

- Maps - 1937 - Road maps

**Grand Teton National Park**

- Maps - 1937 - Road maps

**Travel Wyoming with Conoco : every Conoco station is a branch of the Conoco Travel Bureau.**

Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1937].

Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 38 x 57 cm.

Panel title.

Panel art: Conoco logo.

Added title: Conoco ... official road map : Wyoming.

Date from RMcN AE 158 ms. index.

Plate nos. “243-J.C.” and “9-K”

Maps on verso (21 x 28 cm. and smaller): Rocky Mountain National Park -- Cheyenne -- Ogden -- Casper -- Yellowstone National Park and Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument.

Forms part of the H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

**Gousha Clients 2086 (PrCt)**
Teton National Park.
Panel art: Conoco logo over outline of North America.
Handstamped "1937" and "copyrighted".
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
**RMcN AE 158.47 A (PrCt)**

**84896 Wyoming - Maps - 1937 - Road maps**

**Yellowstone National Park - Maps - 1937 - Road maps**

**Road maps**

*Highway map : Wyoming : Standard service*.


Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally

Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm. on sheet 46 x 61 cm.
Panel art: Cars, pumps, attendant.


Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 25A.13 (PrCt)**

**84897 Wyoming - Maps - 1937 - Road maps**

**Yellowstone National Park - Maps - 1937 - Road maps**

**Grand Teton National Park (Wy.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps**


Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Frederick Motor Co. (Gillette, Wyo.) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally

Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 38 x 57 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.

Added title: Road map: Wyoming. Plate no. S.3713.

Maps on verso (28 x 44 cm. and 29 x 22 cm.):
Road map : United States -- Yellowstone National Park and Grand Teton National Park.
Panel art: Red, white and blue illustration of cars at gas pumps and slogan "standard service."
Handstamp: "Frederick Motor Co., Phone 91W. Gillette, Wyo."

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).

**RMcN Clients 3147 (PrCt)**

**84898 Wyoming - Maps - 1938 - Road maps**

*Wyoming road map ... / Barnsdall ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1938?].*

Authors: Barnsdall Oil Co. -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.

Panel art: Barnsdall Oil Co. logo and slogan "be square dependable products by Barnsdall, 'America's first refiner'."

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

**Gousha Clients 3035 (PrCt)**

**84899 Wyoming - Maps - 1938 - Road maps**

*Travel Wyoming with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1938?].*

Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.

Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

**Gousha Clients 3134 (PrCt)**

**84900 Wyoming - Maps - 1938 - Road maps**

*Road map : Wyoming and United States.*

Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1938?].

Authors: Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.

Panel art: Compass rose and Diamond, 760 Motor Oil, and D-X Gasoline logos.

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

**Gousha Clients 3167 (PrCt)**

**84901 Wyoming - Maps - 1938 - Road maps**

*Diamond ... road map : Wyoming and United States. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1938].*

Authors: Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 48 x 58 cm.
Panel title.

Added title: Diamond Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation motor trails map : Wyoming.

Date from RMcN AE 160 ms. index.
Plate nos. "343-J." and "9-L".

Maps on verso (29 x 44 cm. and smaller):
Legend : United States mileage and driving time along main transcontinental highways -- Helena -- Cheyenne -- Sheridan -- Casper -- Laramie.
Panel art: Diamond, 760 Motor Oil, and D-X logos; line drawings of cartoon figures.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Oct
12 1938 ... ".
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 160.18 (PrCt)

84902 Wyoming - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: car, Phillips 66 tanker truck on road, Phillips 66 sign, and slogan "there's a Phillips station ahead."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3203 (PrCt)

84903 Wyoming - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: car, Phillips 66 tanker truck on road, Phillips 66 sign, and slogan "there's a Phillips station ahead."
Editor's copy (?); "1938 ed. 1941 out." in pencil on title panel.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3204 (PrCt)

84904 Wyoming - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
 Added title: Phillips 66 ... 1938 official road map : Wyoming.
Plate nos. "343-J." and "9-L".
Map on verso (29 x 44 cm.): Phillips 66 ... official road map : United States.
Panel art: Car approaching Phillips 66 truck on curving road.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 18 1938 ... ".
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 162.20 (PrCt)

84905 Wyoming - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 42 x 64 cm. on sheet 50 x 68 cm.
Plate no. T 3625.
Verso blank.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 25A.52 (PrCt)

84906 Wyoming - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3274 (PrCt)

84907 Wyoming - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Swinging through Wyoming the Sovereign way. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company , [1938].
Authors: Sovereign Service -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 42 x 64 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Panel art: Sovereign logo, attendant, woman driving.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 25A.51 (PrCt)

84908 Wyoming - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Wyoming : California Company road map ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1938.
Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Calso gasoline station and logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3041 (PrCt)

84909 Wyoming - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Road map : Wyoming ... / issued by Tide Water Associated Oil Company, Tulsa, Oklahoma.
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: outdoor recreation scenes, car, and slogan "wherever you go, go on Veedol."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3327 (PrCt)

Wyoming - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 37 x 57 cm.
Panel title.
Plate nos. "343-J." and "4382."
Map on verso (28 x 44 cm.): United States.
Panel art: Veedol logo; vignettes of people engaging in recreational activities.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 22 1938 Rand McNally & Co. ..."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 171.26A (PrCt)

Wyoming - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: outdoor recreation scenes, car, and slogan "wherever you go, go on Texaco."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3327 (PrCt)

Wyoming - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 37 x 57 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Wyoming. Plate no. T.3843.
Includes inset maps of Yellowstone and Grand Teton National Parks, the Black Hills region, Cheyenne, and Casper.
Plate no. T.3851. Includes inset of the San Francisco region.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 25A.53 (PrCt)

Wyoming - Maps - 1938 - Road maps
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 52 cm. on sheet 54 x 71 cm.
Panel art: U.S. outline.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Wyoming.
Plate no. T.3846.
Includes inset maps of Yellowstone and Grand Teton National Parks, the Black Hills region, Cheyenne, and Casper.
On verso: Texaco sectional trip map [of the western U.S.], Plate no. T.3851. Includes inset of the San Francisco region.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 25A.54 (PrCt)
Panel title.
Added title: Shell official road map of Wyoming.
Date from RMcN AE 164 ms. index.
Plate nos. "343-J." and "9-L".
Map on verso (29 x 44 cm. and smaller): Legend:
- United States mileage and driving time along main transcontinental highways -- Yellowstone
- National Park -- Cheyenne -- Grand Teton
- National Park.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Jul 15 1938 ... ."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 164.38 (PrCt)

84915 Wyoming - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Yellowstone National Park - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Grande Teton National Park (Wyo.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps


Chicago : Rand McNally & Co., [1938].
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm. on sheet 46 x 61 cm.
Panel art: Cars, pumps, attendant.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 25A.50 (PrCt)

84916 Wyoming - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

Yellowstone National Park - Maps - 1938 - Road maps

California Company road map : Calso gasoline ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, 1938.
Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; 43 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Plate nos. "343-J." and "9-L".
Maps on verso (27 x 44 cm. and smaller): 1938 road map : United States ... -- Yellowstone National Park.
Panel art: Calso Gasoline station and logo.
Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Aug 1 1938 Rand McNally & Co. . . . . .".
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 168.46 (PrCt)

84917 Wyoming - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

Travel Wyoming with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1939?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3430 (PrCt)

84918 Wyoming - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

Travel Wyoming with the Independent. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1939?].
Authors: Globe Oil & Refining Companies -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Globe gas station attendant; slogans "we are home owned" and "keep rollin' with Globe."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3448 (PrCt)

84919 Wyoming - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

Travel Wyoming with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1939?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation."
Panel art: photograph of gas station attendant and slogan "smiling service, 'all the way.'"
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3478 (PrCt)

84920 Wyoming - Maps - 1939 - Road maps

Authors: National Refining Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Panel art: En-Ar-Co sign, station, red car.
Added panel title: Road map of Wyoming by National.
Added title: En-Ar-Co road map of Wyoming.
Plate no. U.3625.
Verso includes four city insets and: En-Ar-Co road map of United States. Plate no. U.3512.
Annotated "U-39."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 25A.55 (PrCt)

84921  Wyoming - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: winding road, Phillips 66 sign, and slogan "there's a Phillips station ahead."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3515 (PrCt)

84922  Wyoming - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3591 (PrCt)

84923  Wyoming - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Authors: Skelly Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Skelly sign and car.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3609 (PrCt)

84924  Wyoming - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Swinging through Wyoming the Sovereign way. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company , [1939].
Authors: Sovereign Service -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Panel art: Sovereign logo, attendant, woman driving.
Verso includes insets of four cities and:
Sovereign Service road map: United States.
Plate no. U.3512.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 25A.59 (PrCt)

84925  Wyoming - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Wyoming : California Company road map ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., c1939.
Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Calso gasoline station, logo and slogan "Call for Calso Gasoline and RPM Motor Oil in Montana, Wyoming, Nebraska, Colorado, North and South Dakota."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3338 (PrCt)

84926  Wyoming - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Road map : Wyoming ... / issued by Tide Water Associated Oil Company, Tulsa, Oklahoma.
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., 1939.
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: outdoor recreation scenes, car, and slogan "wherever you go, go on Veedol."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3679 (PrCt)

84927  Wyoming - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Rocky Mountain National Park (Colo.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Yellowstone National Park - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Grand Teton National Park (Wyo.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps
Travel Wyoming with Conoco : every Conoco station is a branch of the Conoco Travel Bureau.
Chicago : H.M. Gousha Company, [1939].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- Conoco Travel Bureau -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 58 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Conoco ... official road map of Wyoming
Date from RMcN AE 159 ms. index.
Plate no. 343-J.C.-11-M

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Maps on verso (21 x 28 cm. and smaller): Rocky Mountain National Park -- Cheyenne -- Ogden -- Casper -- Yellowstone National Park and Grand Teton National Park.

Panel art: Conoco logo over outline of North America.

Handstamped "copyrighted" and "received ... Aug 17 1939 ... ."

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 159.36A (PrCt)**

---

**84928 Wyoming - Maps - 1939 - Road maps<<<West (U.S.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps<<<Road maps**


Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map: col.; 42 x 52 cm. on sheet 54 x 71 cm.

Panel art: U.S. outline.

Added title: Texaco touring map of Wyoming.

Plate no. U.3846.

Includes inset maps of Yellowstone and Grand Teton National Parks, the Black Hills region, Cheyenne, and Casper.

Verso includes insets of five city regions and: Texaco sectional trip map [of the western U.S.]. Plate no. U.3939 (M).

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 25A.57 (PrCt)**

---

**84929 Wyoming - Maps - 1939 - Road maps<<<West (U.S.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps<<<Road maps**


Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map: col.; 42 x 52 cm. on sheet 54 x 71 cm.

Panel art: Texaco sign.

Added title: Texaco touring map of Wyoming.

Plate no. U.3846.

Includes inset maps of Yellowstone and Grand Teton National Parks, the Black Hills region, Cheyenne, and Casper.

Verso includes insets of five city regions and: Texaco sectional trip map [of the western U.S.]. Plate no. U.3939 (M).

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

**RMcN AE 25A.58 (PrCt)**

---

**84930 Wyoming - Maps - 1939 - Road maps<<<Yellowstone National Park - Maps - 1939 - Road maps<<<Grand Teton National Park (Wyo.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps<<<Road maps**

*Travel Wyoming with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau.* Chicago: H.M. Gousha Co., [1940].

Gousha Clients 3700 (PrCt)
84934  Wyoming - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3788 (PrCt)

84935  Wyoming - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 43 x 65 cm. on sheet 51 x 68 cm.
Plate no. V.3625.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 25A.62 (PrCt)

84936  Wyoming - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Shell map of Wyoming. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1940?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
At head of panel title: Wyoming.
Panel art: Shell logo and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3922 (PrCt)

84937  Wyoming - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Authors: Skelly Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Skelly sign and car.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3939 (PrCt)

84938  Wyoming - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Conoco logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 3948 (PrCt)

84939  Wyoming - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: outdoor recreation scenes, car, and slogan "wherever you go, go on Veedol."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4020 (PrCt)

84940  Wyoming - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Texaco touring map : Wyoming with sectional map of adjoining states. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company, [1940?].
Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 42 x 52 cm. on sheet 53 x 71 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Texaco touring map of Wyoming.
Plate no. 4-40.
Verso includes inset maps of Yellowstone and Grand Teton National Parks, the Black Hills region, Cheyenne, and Casper.
Gousha Clients 4080 (PrCt)

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Wyoming - Maps - 1940 - Road maps
Texaco sectional trip map [of the western U.S.]. Plate no. 3939 (M).
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 25A.60 (PrCt)

84941

84942

84943

84944

84945

84946

84947

Newbery Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Wyoming - Maps - 1941 - Road maps

84951 Wyoming - Maps - 1941 - Road maps


84952 Wyoming - Maps - 1941 - Road maps


84953 Wyoming - Maps - 1941 - Road maps

West (U.S.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps


84954 Wyoming - Maps - 1942 - Road maps

Wyoming road map ... / by Bareco Oil Company.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Wyoming - Maps - 1942 - Road maps

84958 Wyoming - Maps - 1942 - Road maps

Travel Wyoming with Conoco ... Conoco Travel Bureau. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1942?].
Authors: Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo, statement "all points of military interest have been removed voluntarily from this map and index" and slogan "tour with confidence."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4596 (PrCt)

84959 Wyoming - Maps - 1942 - Road maps

Authors: Skelly Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Skelly sign, stars and profiles of cars.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4611 (PrCt)

84960 Wyoming - Maps - 1942 - Road maps

Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: cars, gas pumps, "Standard Service" sign, and statement "help national defense, conserve paper ....".
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4637 (PrCt)

84961 Wyoming - Maps - 1942 - Road maps

Wyoming - Maps - 1942 - Road maps

**Wyoming - Maps - 1942 - Road maps**

Yellowstone National Park - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Black Hills (S.D. and Wyo.) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps
Road maps

**Wyoming with sectional map of adjoining states**:

*Texaco. Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, [1942].*

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

Panel title.

Panel art: statue of minuteman with caption "buy war bonds and stamps", Tydol gasoline logo, Veedol motor oil logo, and statement "Oil is ammunition, use it wisely."

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 4660 (PrCt)

---

Wyoming - Maps - 1946 - Road maps

**Wyoming - Maps - 1946 - Road maps**

*Travel Wyoming with Conoco ... Chicago: H.M. Gousha Co., [1946?].*

Authors: Continental Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

Panel title.

Panel art: Line drawing of North America, Conoco logo.

Back panel plate no.: 7462.

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 4793 (PrCt)

---

Wyoming - Maps - 1946 - Road maps

**Wyoming - Maps - 1946 - Road maps**

*Travel Wyoming with Phillips 66 ... Chicago: H.M. Gousha Co., 1946.*

Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

Panel title.

Panel art: road, Phillips 66 sign, and slogan "there's a Phillips station ahead."

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 4840 (PrCt)

---

Wyoming - Maps - 1946 - Road maps

**Wyoming - Maps - 1946 - Road maps**

*Shell map of Wyoming. Chicago: H.M. Gousha Co., [1946?].*

Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)

Panel title.

Panel art: Shell oil logo, use it wisely."

Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).

Gousha Clients 4840 (PrCt)
Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 4920 (PrCt)

84971 Wyoming - Maps - 1947 - Road maps

Road maps

Wyoming ... / compliments of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "U", indicating 1947 publication.
Panel art: family standing in front of car and statement "for long trips ask ... about Touraide."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5112 (PrCt)

84972 Wyoming - Maps - 1947 - Road maps

Road maps

Road map of Wyoming : D-X. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1947?].
Authors: Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)/
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "U", indicating 1947 publication.
D-X was the trademark of Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation.
Panel art: D-X sign and and slogan "the sign of friendly service."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5136 (PrCt)

84973 Wyoming - Maps - 1947 - Road maps

Road maps

Authors: Phillips Petroleum Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)/
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "U", indicating 1947 publication.
Panel art: couple in a convertible driving towards a Phillips gas station, Phillips 66 logo, and slogan "for cleanliness and service there's a Phillips 66 station ahead."
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5155 (PrCt)
Wyoming - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Shell map of Wyoming. Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., [1947?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "U", indicating 1947 publication.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5216 (PrCt)

Wyoming - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "U", indicating 1947 publication.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5246 (PrCt)

Wyoming - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Wyoming points of interest and touring map ... Chicago : H.M. Gousha Co., c1947.
Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- Chevron Oil Company -- Logan, Maurice, 1886-1977 -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Panel art: couple in mountain landscape signed "Maurice Logan"; Standard Oil Company of California logos for "RPM motor oil" and "Chevron supreme" gas.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5028 (PrCt)

Wyoming - Maps - 1947 - Road maps
Authors: Wyoming. State Highway Dept. -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 43 x 52 cm.
Panel title.
Incorrectly (?) dated 1946 on RMcN AE 76 ms. index.
Plate no. 4617
Map on verso (30 x 25 cm.): Western United States.
Panel art: Photo of woman on horse.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 76.27 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

84980 Wyoming - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Road map of Wyoming and United States / D-X the sign of friendly service. Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948?].
Authors: Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
D-X was the trademark of Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation.
Panel art: D-X sign.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5519 (PrCt)

84981 Wyoming - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Shell map of Wyoming. Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948?].
Authors: Shell Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
Panel art: Shell logo.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5401 (PrCt)

84982 Wyoming - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Tour Wyoming with Skelly / courtesy of Skelly Oil Company, U.S.A. Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948?].
Authors: Skelly Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
Panel art: Skelly sign, car and group of people on beach.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5504 (PrCt)

84983 Wyoming - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Highway map : Wyoming / compliments of Standard Oil Company (Indiana). Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948?].
Authors: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5532 (PrCt)

84984 Wyoming - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Wyoming points of interest and touring map ... Chicago ; San Jose : H.M. Gousha Co., [1948?].
Authors: Standard Oil Company of California -- Chevron Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- Logan, Maurice, 1886-1977 -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Added title: Road map of Texas prepared for the California Company.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
Panel art: couple in mountain landscape signed "Maurice Logan"; logos for "RPM motor oil" and "Chevron supreme" gas.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5305 (PrCt)

84985 Wyoming - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
Authors: Tide Water Associated Oil Company -- H.M. Gousha Company -- H.M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no. includes letter "V", indicating 1948 publication.
Panel art: car being serviced by station attendants, gas pumps, "Standard" signs.
Forms part of H. M. Gousha Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 3 Stacks, Aisle 34 (April 2011).
Gousha Clients 5519 (PrCt)

84986 Wyoming - Maps - 1948 - Road maps
20 p. : 2 col. maps on 1 sheet (folded) ; 23 cm. "1952 edition."
Cover title: Rand McNally Wyoming pocket map: reference map ... [and] detailed highway map
Uniform title: Pocket maps
Cover art: Schematic road sign labeled "reference map .... ."
RMcN Pocket 4C 303 (PrCt)

1 map ; 43 x 52 cm.
Panel title.
Plate no.2-4617-5
Map on verso (30 x 25 cm.): Western United States.
Panel art: Wyoming landscape photo.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 75.14 (PrCt)

[Map of U.S. Highways 14 and 16 between the Greybull and Buffalo regions of Wyoming]. Los Angeles : Automobile Club of Southern California, [1953?].
Authors: Automobile Club of Southern California -- Automobile Club of Southern California.
Yellowstone National Park, Wyoming to Sioux Falls, South Dakota : via Black Hills, South Dakota : 860.5 miles ([Los Angeles, Calif.] : Automobile Club of Southern California, [1953?]).
1 strip map ; 15 x 23 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Scale [ca. 1:742,000].
Coordinates: (W 108°30'--W 106°30'/N 45°00'--N 43°50')
Relief shown by hachures and spot heights.
Plate no. 1756
"L.M." and "C-9151" -- Bottom of publisher's cartouche.
In: Automobile Club of Southern California.

road map4C G4261.P2 1953 .A9, p. 6-7 (PrCt)


Yellowstone National Park, Wyoming to Sioux Falls, South Dakota : via Black Hills, South Dakota : 860.5 miles / Automobile Club of Southern California. [Los Angeles, Calif.] : Automobile Club of Southern California, [1953?].
Authors: Automobile Club of Southern California -- American Automobile Association -- Akerman, James R. -- Autosocal Printery SEE Automobile Club of Southern California.
1 atlas (15, [17] p.) : 10 maps ; 26 x 10 cm.
Cover title.
"Autosocal Printery 7M 6-53AC 7307"-- Inside back cover.
Newberry's copy dated 1953 in ms. on front cover.
Atlas of strip maps.
Series numbers "32" and "357" on cover.
Coordinates: (W 111°30'--W 96°30'/N 45°10'--N 43°00')
Relief shown by hachures and spot heights.
Scales vary.

road map4C G4261.P2 1953 .A9, p. 9 (PrCt)
"Description and accommodations" of towns along the route: p. [1]-[10] at end.

Cover art: combined logo of Automobile Club of Southern California and American Automobile Association with motto "good roads".

Selected maps also cataloged separately.

Filed in the General Road Map Collection, 4 stacks, aisle 3 (Dec. 2011).


road map4C G4261.P2 1953 .A9 (NLO)


1 strip map ; 8 x 23 cm.

Title supplied by cataloger.

Scale [ca. 1:430,000].

Coordinates: (W 106°30'-W 105°10'N 44°50'--N 44°10')

Relief shown by hachures and spot heights.

Oriented with north at upper left.

Plate no. 1757

"L.M." and "C-241510" -- Bottom of publisher's cartouche.


road map4C G4261.P2 1953 .A9, p. 5 (PrCt)


Authors: Union Pacific Railway Company

1 map : col. ; 5 x 11 cm.

Title supplied by cataloger.

Details 'existing,' 'new,' and 'retired' lines between Hermosa and Cheyenne, Wyoming.


5A 7267 (1953 vol. [2]) (PrCt)


Authors: Socony-Vacuum Oil Company -- Foldex Limited -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : col. ; 43 x 53 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Wyoming : Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc.

Date from RMcN AE 75 ms. index.

Plate nos.:4-513625V-3 -- 4M21

Insets (26 x 16 cm. and 17 x 16 cm.):

Yellowstone and Grand Teton national parks -- Black Hills region.


Panel art: Mobilgas sign.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 75.3X (PrCt)

Wyoming : Socony Mobil Oil Company, Inc.

1 map : col. ; 43 x 53 cm.

Panel title.

Added title: Wyoming : Socony Mobil Oil Company, Inc.

Date from RMcN AE 75 ms. index.

Plate nos.: 6-513625V-5 -- 6M21

Insets (26 x 16 cm. and 17 x 16 cm.):

Yellowstone and Grand Teton national parks -- Black Hills region.

Maps on verso (44 x 48 cm. and smaller):


Panel art: Mobilgas sign.

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

RMcN AE 75.4X (PrCt)


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Pocket maps -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

19 p. : 2 col. maps on 1 sheet (folded) ; 24 cm.

Cover title: Rand McNally Wyoming pocket reference map ... [and] detailed highway map

Uniform title: Pocket maps

Folded map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back to back, col. ; 48 x 65 cm. and 87 x 66 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of Wyoming. Includes key to railroads. -- Idaho, Montana, Wyoming : Rand McNally road map. "Copyright © 1963 [!]" Plate no. 4-5648-14. Includes inset maps of Waterton-Glacier International Peace Park, Yellowstone and Grand Teton National Parks, Boise, Great Falls, and Cheyenne (12 x 14 cm. and smaller.)

"2 maps" -- front cover.

"$1.50" -- adhesive sticker on front cover.

Cover art: stylized and labeled map symbols (e.g. "elevations", "points of interest", "air facilities", etc.)

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).

RMcN Pocket 4C 306 (PrCt)


Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. Pocket maps -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)

19 p. : 2 col. maps on 1 sheet (folded) ; 24 cm.

Cover title: Rand McNally Wyoming pocket reference map ... [and] detailed highway map

Uniform title: Pocket maps

Folded map contents (2 maps on 1 sheet : back to back, col. ; 48 x 65 cm. and 87 x 66 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm., inside back cover): Rand McNally standard map of Wyoming. Includes key to railroads. -- Idaho, Montana, Wyoming : Rand McNally road map. Plate no. 2-5648-10. Includes inset maps of Waterton-Glacier International Peace Park, Yellowstone and Grand Teton National Parks, Boise, Great Falls, and Cheyenne (12 x 14 cm. and smaller.)

"2 maps" -- front cover.

"$1.50" -- printed on front cover.

Cover art: stylized and labeled map symbols (e.g. "elevations", "points of interest", "air facilities", etc.)

Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (July 2008).

RMcN Pocket 4C 305 (PrCt)


1 map : col. ; 38 x 48 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.

Panel title.

"Prepared by Rand McNally & Co."
Wyoming - Maps - 1964 - Road maps

1 map : col. ; 38 x 48 cm., folded to 23 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
"Prepared by Rand McNally & Co."
Plate no. 1-4617-16.
Inset (19 x 17 cm.): Western United States.
Location map on verso (20 x 26 cm.): Wyoming and adjacent area.
Panel art: Color photo of "moving cattle in the high country" by Jack Richard of Cody, Wyoming.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4726 (PrCt)

Wyoming - Maps - 1965 - Road maps

1 map : col. ; 38 x 50 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
"Prepared by Rand McNally & Co."
Plate no. 5-4617-17.
Inset (19 x 17 cm.): Western United States.
Location map on verso (20 x 26 cm.): Wyoming and adjacent area.
Panel art: Color photo of Crazy Creek Falls by Jack Richard.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4727 (PrCt)

Wyoming - Maps - 1966-1977 - Road maps

SEE Wyoming. State Highway Dept.
1 atlas : 24 col. maps ; 43 x 72 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:127,500].
Title of each county map: General highway map ... County, Wyoming.
All maps on multiple sheets; includes a map of each of the 23 counties and one of Yellowstone National Park.
Each county map includes location map and ancillary maps of cities and towns.
Individual maps dated 1953-1977; earliest sheets have revisions to 1967 and later.
Includes annotations by Logility or an earlier firm, Centre Mark.
map9C G4261 .P2 1966 .W9 (PrCt)

Wyoming - Maps - 1966 - Road maps

Wyoming 1966 / issued for free distribution only by Wyoming State Highway Commission.
Authors: Wyoming. State Highway Commission -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 50 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
"Prepared by Rand McNally & Co."
Plate no. 6-4617-18.
Inset (19 x 17 cm.): Western United States.
Location map on verso (20 x 26 cm.): Wyoming and adjacent area.
Panel art: Color photo of lake and mountains.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4728 (PrCt)

Wyoming - Maps - 1967 - Road maps

Wyoming 1967 / issued for free distribution only by Wyoming State Highway Commission.
1 map : col. ; 38 x 50 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
85008 Wyoming - Maps - 1967 - Road maps

85010 Wyoming - Maps - 1969 - Road maps

85009 Wyoming - Maps - 1968 - Road maps

85011 Wyoming - Maps - 1970 - Road maps

85012 Wyoming - Maps - 1971 - Road maps
Insets (19 x 17 cm. and smaller): Western United States -- Sheridan -- Rock Springs -- Casper -- Cheyenne -- Gillette -- Laramie -- Rawlins.
Location map on verso (20 x 25 cm.): [Wyoming and adjacent area].
Panel art: Color photo of Brooks Lake Creek Falls.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4735 (PrCt)

85013 Wyoming - Maps - 1972 - Road maps
Big Wyoming official highway map 1972.
Authors: Wyoming. State Highway Commission -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 50 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
"Prepared by Rand McNally & Co."
Plate no. 72-4617-24.
Insets (19 x 17 cm. and smaller): Western United States -- Sheridan -- Rock Springs -- Casper -- Cheyenne -- Gillette -- Laramie -- Rawlins.
Location map on verso (20 x 25 cm.): [Wyoming and adjacent area].
Panel art: Color photo of red cliffs on Belle Fourche River.
Forms part of the Rand McNALLY Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4736 (PrCt)

85014 Wyoming - Maps - 1973 - Road maps
Authors: Wyoming. State Highway Commission -- A.B. Hirschfeld Press -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 50 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
"Prepared by the A.B. Hirschfeld Press."
Plate no. 72-4617-24.
Insets (10 x 10 cm. or smaller): Sheridan -- Rock Springs -- Casper -- Cheyenne -- Gillette -- Laramie -- Rawlins.
Location map on verso (20 x 25 cm.): [Wyoming and adjacent area, ©1972 by Rand McNally & Co.].
Panel art: Color photo of "autumn color near Battle Mountain."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4737 (PrCt)

85017 Wyoming - Maps - 1975 - Road maps
1 map : col. ; 38 x 50 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
"Prepared by Rand McNally & Co."
Plate no. 74-4617-26.
Insets (10 x 10 cm. or smaller): Sheridan -- Rock Springs -- Casper -- Cheyenne -- Gillette -- Laramie -- Rawlins.
Location map on verso (20 x 25 cm.): [Wyoming and adjacent area].
Panel art: Color photo of "Deep Lake and Temple Peaks in the Bridger wilderness area" by J.H. Burnett.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4738 (PrCt)
85018 Wyoming - Maps - 1975 - Road maps
1 map : col. ; 39 x 50 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
"Prepared by the A.B. Hirschfeld Press." Insets (10 x 10 cm. or smaller): Sheridan -- Rock Springs -- Casper -- Cheyenne -- Gillette -- Laramie -- Rawlins.
Panel art: Color photo of "prairie windmill at sunset near Lusk" by Rick Kilmer.
Handstamp on title panel: Received Jun 10, 1975, Rand McNally & Co., Road Map Research.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4739 (PrCt)

85019 Wyoming - Maps - 1976 - Road maps
Authors: Wyoming. State Highway Commission -- A.B. Hirschfeld Press -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 50 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
"Prepared by the A.B. Hirschfeld Press." Insets (10 x 10 cm. or smaller): Sheridan -- Rock Springs -- Casper -- Cheyenne -- Gillette -- Laramie -- Rawlins.
Location map on verso (20 x 25 cm.): [Wyoming and adjacent area].
Panel art: Color photo of "Big Firehole canyon drive" by Jerry Geist.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4740 (PrCt)

85020 Wyoming - Maps - 1979 - Road maps
Authors: Wyoming. State Highway Commission -- Rand McNally and Company -- Geist, Jerry, active 1979 -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 38 x 50 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
"Prepared by Rand McNally & Co.
Plate no. 7904.
Insets (10 x 10 cm. or smaller): Sheridan -- Rock Springs -- Casper -- Cheyenne -- Gillette -- Laramie -- Rawlins.
Location map on verso (20 x 25 cm.): [Wyoming and adjacent area].
Panel art: Color photo of "Big Firehole canyon drive" by Jerry Geist.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4741 (PrCt)

85021 Wyoming - Maps - 1981 - Road maps
1 map : col. ; 38 x 50 cm., folded to 23 x 10 cm.
Panel title.
"Prepared by Rand McNally & Co.
Plate no. 7904.
Insets (10 x 10 cm. or smaller): Sheridan -- Rock Springs -- Casper -- Cheyenne -- Gillette -- Laramie -- Rawlins.
Location map on verso (20 x 25 cm.): [Wyoming and adjacent area].
Panel art: Color photo of "mountain meadow near US14A" by Keith Rounds.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 4742 (PrCt)
58032 Yale University. Library - Map Collections
Catalogs
Authors: McCorkle, Barbara B.
In Nota Bene: News from the Yale Library 1, no. 2 (Fall 1987): [1-2].
BHC 1481
Vert 1076 (PrCt)

58033 Yalobusha County (Miss.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners - Counties - Maps
Authors: Boyd, Gregory A. (Gregory Alan), 1960-
246 p. : maps ; 28 cm.
1st ed.
'Deluxe edition.'
Maps reconstruct 19th-century homesteads or similar land patents, as recorded on the database of the General Land Office (GLO) of the Federal Bureau of Land Management (www.glorecords.blm.gov).
'3 maps per township: homesteads & other land patents; roads; rivers, creeks & railroads.'
Includes maps showing county location within state, surrounding counties, congressional townships within the county, cities and towns within the county, and county cemeteries. There is also an index of surnames for county patents (with parcel-counts for each surname), and a surname/township index (with parcel-counts for each surname by township).
Includes indexes.
ISBN 1420301586
Local History Ref F347.Y15 B69 2005 (NLO)

58034 Yamhill County (Or.) - Maps - 1879 - Landowners - Counties - Maps
Authors: Lawrence & Ogilbe -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map : on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 22 x 27 in. Scale: 1:84,480.
Originally published Portland, Or.: Lawrence & Ogilbe, 1879.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Microfiche 583, no. 695 (PrCt)

85035 Yarmouth (N.S. : County) - Maps - 1864 -
Landowners<<>>Landowners - Maps
Topographical township map of Yarmouth County... [Halifax, N.S. Nova Scotia Department of Lands and Forests, 1981].
Authors: Church, A. F. (Ambrose Finson), 1836-1920 -- Walling, Henry Francis, 1825-1888 1 map ; on 2 sheets 90 x 168 cm. or smaller.
Facsimile of map originally published 1864; reproduced from original in Department of Lands and Forests, Halifax, N. S. Scale ca. 1:63,360.
Shows landowners in towns as well as rural areas; includes business directories, town insets. Includes inset of Nova Scotia.
M296
map6F G3421.G46 1864 .C5 Yarmouth (PrCt)

85036 Yaruqui Region (Ecuador) - Maps - 1751 -
Surveys - Pictorial works<<>>Quito Region (Ecuador) - Maps - 1751 - Surveys - Pictorial works<<>>Ecuador - Maps - 1751 - Surveys - Pictorial works<<>>Surveys - Ecuador - Maps - 1751 - Pictorial works
Vue de la base mesurée dans la plaine d'Yaruqui pres de Quito, depuis Carabourou jusqu'à Oyambaro ... [Paris : Imprimerie royale, 1751].
Authors: Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d', 1701-1774 -- Maldonado, Pedro (Pedro Vicente), 1704-1748 -- Imprimerie royale (France) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view ; 11 x 43 cm. on sheet 26 x 58 cm.
Bottom margin includes many references.
In La Condamine, Charles-Marie de. Journal du voyage fait par ordre du Roi, a l'equateur, servant ... la mesure de trois premiers degres du méridien (Paris: Imprimerie royale, 1751) opposite p. [1].
Ayer 8.9 M2 L14 1751a opp. p. [1] (PrCt)

Microfiche 583, no. 580 (PrCt)

85038 Yates County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1865 -
Landowners<<>>Counties -
Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
85039 Yates County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1876 -
Landowners<<>>Counties -
Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Everts, Ensign & Everts -- Wehle, Martin -- Alan Offset Service
1 atlas (106 p.) : ill., maps, ports. ; 41 cm.
Facsimile reprint of original published Philadelphia: Everts, Ensign and Everts, 1876.
No. 300 of 300 copies.
'No. 13 of a series.'
Cf. Phillips 4935.
79-43571
ICN 79
oversize G1253.Y3 E9 1876a (NLO)

85037 Yates County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1855 -
Landowners<<>>Counties -
Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
Authors: Burns & Miller -- Denton, L. -- Denton, S. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
85040 Yavapai County (Ariz.) - Maps - 1960 -
Authors: Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Company
2 maps ; 10 x 13 cm. and 8 x 12 cm., on sheet 22 x 14 cm.
Title supplied by cataloger.
Relief shown with shading.
Inset (6 x 6 cm.): [Untitled summary route map of Arizona].
In Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Company. 65th annual report ... December 31,

5A 7267 (1959 vol. [3]) (PrCt)

85043  Yellowford, Battle of the, County Armagh, Northern Ireland, 1598 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

Yellowford, Battle of the, County Armagh, Northern Ireland, 1598 SEE

85045  Yellowstone Lake (Wyo.) - Maps - 1871

Yellowstone Lake, Wyoming Territory / surveyed by the party in charge of F. V. Hayden U. S. Geologist; compiled and drawn by E. Hergesheimer from field notes and sketches of A. Schönborn & H. W. Elliott. [Washington, D.C.]
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

U.S. G.P.O., 1872].
1 map ; 28 x 25 cm.
Scale ca. 1:130,500.
Relief shown by hachures; soundings in fathoms.
One of seven maps issued in Serial Set 1520; nos. 1 and 4-7 detached and filed in Special Collections.
References: Koepp XIV, 1: 348.
map2F G4262 .Y4 1871 .H3, map 4 (PrCt)

85048 Yellowstone Lake (Wyo.) - Pictorial works - 1872
Fig. 34. Lower fall of Yellowstone River / J. D. Woodward ; J. Cole, sc. [Washington, D.C. U.S. G.P.O., 1873].
Authors: Woodward, J. D. -- Cole, Timothy, 1852-1931
1 wood engraving ; 124 x 232 mm.
map1F G4262 .Y4 1872 .H3, fig. 10 (PrCt)

85049 Yellowstone National Park - Maps - 1871
Fig. 12.  White Mountain Hot Springs, Gardiner's River, 1871. [Washington, D.C. U.S. G.P.O., 1872].
1 map ; 19 x 18 cm.
Scale ca. 1:19,500.
Relief shown by hachures and spot heights. Also listed in the table of contents as map no. 1. One of seven maps issued in Serial Set 1520; nos. 1 and 4-7 detached and filed in Special Collections.
References: Koepp XIV, 1: 348.
map1F G4262 .Y4 1871 .H3, map 1 (PrCt)

85050 Yellowstone National Park - Maps - 1871
Fig. 25. Sulphur and mud springs, Yellowstone River, 8 miles below the lake. [Washington, D.C. U.S. G.P.O., 1872].
1 map ; 16 x 12 cm.

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Anonymous map without imprint.
Relief shown by hachures.
Map 2 of 7 maps issued in Serial Set 1520; nos. 1 and 4-7 detached and filed in Special Collections.
References: Koepp XIV, 1: 348-49.
Govt. 1520, H. Ex. Doc. 326, p. 88 (PrCt)

Yellowstone National Park - Maps - 1871
Fig. 26. Sulphur and mud springs, Yellowstone River, 6 miles below the lake. [Washington, D.C. U.S. G.P.O., 1872].
1 map ; 13 x 12 cm.
Anonymous map without imprint.
Relief shown by hachures.
Map 3 of 7 maps issued in Serial Set 1520; nos. 1 and 4-7 detached and filed in Special Collections.
References: Koepp XIV, 1: 348-49.
Govt. 1520, H. Ex. Doc. 326, p. 90 (PrCt)

Yellowstone National Park - Maps - 1871
Yellowstone National Park / from surveys made under the direction of F.V. Hayden U. S. Geologist and other authorities ; compiled and drawn by E. Hergesheimer. [Washington, D.C. U.S. G.P.O., 1872].
1 map ; 28 x 26 cm.
Map of the Yellowstone National Park, showing the location of views no. 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9. Published by L. Prang and Company, [1876].

Authors: Hayden, F. V. (Ferdinand Vandeveer), 1829-1887 -- L. Prang & Co. -- Hayden, F. V. (Ferdinand Vandeveer), 1829-1887. The Yellowstone National Park, and the mountain regions of portions of Idaho, Nevada, Colorado and Utah (1876) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)

Map of Yellowstone National Park: showing the location of views no. 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9. Boston: Published by L. Prang and Company, [1876].

Authors: Hayden, F. V. (Ferdinand Vandeveer), 1829-1887 -- L. Prang & Co. -- Hayden, F. V. (Ferdinand Vandeveer), 1829-1887. The Yellowstone National Park, and the mountain regions of portions of Idaho, Nevada, Colorado and Utah (1876) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)


Authors: Gannett, Henry, 1846-1914 -- Mushbach, J. E. (Joseph Edsall), 1851-1939 -- Geological and Geographical Survey of the Territories (U.S.) -- Julius Bien & Co. -- United States Congress House

Relief shown by hachures.


Authors: Gannett, Henry, 1846-1914 -- Mushbach, J. E. (Joseph Edsall), 1851-1939 -- Hayden, F. V. (Ferdinand Vandeveer), 1829-1887 -- Geological and Geographical Survey of the Territories (U.S.) -- Julius Bien & Co. -- United States Congress House

Relief shown by hachures.


Authors: Gannett, Henry, 1846-1914 -- Mushbach, J. E. (Joseph Edsall), 1851-1939 -- Geological and Geographical Survey of the Territories (U.S.) -- Julius Bien & Co. -- United States Congress House

Relief shown by hachures.
1 map ; 61 x 89 cm.
Relief shown by hachures.
At head of title: Department of the Interior, U.S. Geological Survey of the Territories, F.V. Hayden, geologist in charge
Koepf XIV, 1: 554.
map4F G4260 1878 .H3, map 09 (PrCt)

85062 Yellowstone National Park - Maps - 1878
1 map ; 42 x 61 cm.
Relief shown by hachures and form lines.
At head of title: Department of the Interior, U.S. Geological Survey of the Territories, F.V. Hayden, geologist in charge
Koepf XIV, 1: 553.
map4F G4260 1878 .H3, map 05 (PrCt)

85063 Yellowstone National Park - Maps - 1878
Authors: Geological and Geographical Survey of the Territories (U.S.) -- Julius Bien & Co. -- United States. Congress. House
1 map ; 18.9 x 15.1 cm.
Relief shown by hachures.
'F.V. Hayden U.S. Geologist in Charge.'
Koepf XIV, 1: 554.
map1F G4260 1878 .H3, map 13 (PrCt)

85064 Yellowstone National Park - Maps - 1878
Map of Yellowstone Lake, showing the dimensions of the ancient lake : Plate XXXI / Photo-Eng. Co., N.Y. [Washington, D.C. U.S.
Yellowstone National Park - Maps - 1878


85067 Yellowstone National Park - Maps - 1878

Yellowstone National Park - Maps - 1884

Map of the Yellowstone National Park : compiled from different official explorations and our personal survey, 1882 / Carl J. Hals and A. Rydström, civil engineers. Chicago : Poole Bros., printers and engravers, [1885].

Authors: Hals, Carl J. -- Rydström, A. -- Northern Pacific Railway Company -- Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company

1 map : col. ; 55 x 45 cm.

Front panel title: Alice's adventures in the New Wonderland (the Yellowstone National Park -- Northern Pacific R.R. : the Wonderland Route to the Pacific Coast).

Scale [ca. 1:183,000]
Coordinates: (W 111°07'--W 110°03'/N 45°02'--N 44°08').

Relief shown by shading, form lines, and spot heights.

Shows geyser formations, roads, trails and proposed railroads.

Inset (10 x 15 cm.) : Map of the Yellowstone National Park and surrounding country.

Verso includes descriptive text and views of the park, in the form of a fictional letter addressed to "Edith" from "your affectionate cousin, Alice".

dated "Mammoth Hot Springs Hotel, National Park, Wyoming Territory, U.S., Sept. 2d, 1885", and fashioned after Lewis Carroll's novel Alice's adventures in Wonderland (1865-).

Includes promotional notes about the hotel and Northern Pacific Railway ticket fares and excursions.

Issued folded to 21 x 10 cm.

Probably removed from the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company archives (Newberry Library).

Issued folded to 21 x 10 cm.

Probably removed from the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company archives (Newberry Library).

Exhibited at the Newberry Library as part of Mapping Manifest Destiny : Chicago and the American West (November 3, 2007-February 16, 2008).


map4F G4262.Y4 1884 .H3 (PrCt)

Yellowstone National Park - Maps - 1896


Authors: Geological Survey (U.S.) -- Wallcott, D. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 atlas : 9 maps ; 555 x 470 mm.
folio#30

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)
Yellowstone National Park - Maps - 1915
Authors: Burgoldt, Paul, 1859-1932 -- Woodward & Tiernan Printing Co. -- Chittenden, Hiram Martin, 1858-1917
1 map : col. ; 38 x 28 cm.
Detached from Chittenden's The Yellowstone national park, historical and descriptive (Cincinnati, Stewart & Kidd Co., 1915), facing p. 334.
Scale ca. 1:382,500.
Relief shown by hachures.
Shows tourist routes, patrol stations, bridle trails, and hot springs formations.
Index to mountain peaks, passes, lakes, streams, and waterfalls included in an appendix to the volume (pp. 327-34).
map2F G4262.Y4 1915.B8 (PrCt)

Yellowstone National Park - Maps - 1928
Authors: Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul, and Pacific Railroad Company -- Poole Brothers -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 44 x 38 cm.
"Copyright, 1928, by Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul, and Pacific Railroad, Chicago, Ill."
Dated "2-10-28" at bottom left.
Plate no. 6705
Map on verso (44 x 11 cm.): The Gallatin gateway to Yosemite National Park
Previously bound with a collection of pictorial maps in binders labeled "Points of Interest."
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection

1 map : col. ; 31 x 22 cm. on sheet 35 x 26 cm.
"Copyright 1929 by C.J. Collins for Union Pacific System."
Plate no. 206.
On pages [20-21] detached from unidentified text; photos and descriptive text about Mammoth Hot Springs and fossil forests of Yellowstone on verso, pages "19" and "22."
"(c) NPS" -- p. 19.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
RMcN AE 24.23 (PrCt)

Authors: Texas Company -- Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 32 x 24 cm., folded to 17 x 9 cm.
Plate no. 351.
Map on verso (32 x 25 cm.): Waterton-Glacier International Peace Park Alta.-Mont.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4A Stacks, Aisle 25 (Feb. 2011).
RMcN Clients 3560 (PrCt)

1 map : col. ; 39 x 38 cm. on sheet 46 x 71 cm. fold. to 23 x 11 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:315,000]; (W 111°07'-W 110°00'/N 45°02'-N 44°08').
Panel title: Motorists guide, Yellowstone National Park.
Relief shown by point elevations.
Shows roads, trails, buildings, fire lookouts, and ranger stations.
To left of map and on verso, 19 panels of...
85084 Yellowstone National Park - Pictorial works - 1878
1 view ; 13 x 31 cm.
Not in Koepp.
map1F G4260 1878 .H3, pl. 24 (PrCt)

85085 Yellowstone National Park - Pictorial works - 1878
1 view ; 14 x 62 cm.
Not in Koepp.
map4F G4260 1878 .H3, pl. 23 (PrCt)

85086 Yellowstone National Park - Pictorial works - 1878
1 view ; 16 x 49 cm.
Not in Koepp.
map4F G4260 1878 .H3, pl. 18 (PrCt)

85087 Yellowstone National Park - Pictorial works - 1878
Part of Indian Creek laccolite, looking north across the valley of Indian Creek : Plate XIII. [Washington, D.C. U.S. G.P.O., 1882].
1 view ; 17 x 65 cm.
Not in Koepp.
map4F G4260 1878 .H3, pl. 13 (PrCt)

85088 Yellowstone National Park - Pictorial works - 1878
1 view ; 16 x 58 cm.
Not in Koepp.
map4F G4260 1878 .H3, pl. 15 (PrCt)
85089  Yellowstone National Park - Pictorial works - 1878


4 views : sepia ; 17 x 87 cm. or smaller on sheet 69 x 95 cm.


Contents: The East Gallatin Range from the south east with the Gibbon Geyser Basin in the foreground. -- Yellowstone River from Sepulchre Mt. -- Volcanic tertiary mountains north of the East Fork of Yellowstone River. -- Mt. Evarts from Mammoth Hot Springs.

Not in Koepp.

map6F G4260 1878 .H3, pl. 32a (PrCt)

85090  Yellowstone National Park - Pictorial works - 1878


3 views : sepia ; 16 x 86 cm. on sheet 69 x 95 cm.


3 views : sepia ; 16 x 86 cm. on sheet 69 x 95 cm.

Valley of Snake River in the foreground.

Not in Koepp.

map6F G4260 1878 .H3, pl. 32b (PrCt)

85091  Yellowstone National Park - Pictorial works - 1904


Authors: Underwood & Underwood -- Underwood & Underwood. Tour through Yellowstone National Park (1905)

30 photographic prints on stereo. cards : stereograp in slipcase ; 9 x 18 cm. each + 1 booklet (68 p. ; 17 x 10 cm.) + 1 map (col.; 42 x 32 cm.)

Title from slipcase cover.

Includes views of Yellowstone National Park, images of thermal springs, geysers, railroad trains, coaches, tourists, the Grand Canyon of the Yellowstone and the Yellowstone River, and a map: Tour through Yellowstone National Park.

New York : Underwood & Underwood, c1905 [cataloged separately]


Case F722 .Y35 1904 (NLO)

85092  Yemen (Republic) - Maps - 1703 - Coasts - Nautical charts

A Large draught of the coast of Arabia from Maculla to Dofar. London [i.e. Amsterdam : Theatrum Orbis Terrarum Ltd., 1970].

Authors: Thornton, John, 1641-1708 -- Nicholls, Sutton -- English Pilot. Part 3 (1703) -- Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, Ltd.

1 map ; 24 x 104 cm., on sheet 46 x 54 cm.

Strip map in 2 sections; western half printed above eastern half.

Details the coast between Mukalla and Damqawt in Yemen.


Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger): English Pilot. Part 3 (1703)

Map Ref oversize G1025 .T37 ser. 5, v. 3, following p. 32 (PrCt)

85093  Yemen (Republic) - Maps - 1748 - Coasts - Nautical charts

A Large draught of the coast of Arabia from Maculla to Dofar. [London : W. and J. Mount and T. Page, 1748].

Authors: Nicholls, Sutton -- W. and J. Mount and T. Page, 1748].

30 photographic prints on stereo. cards : stereograp in slipcase ; 9 x 18 cm. each + 1 booklet (68 p. ; 17 x 10 cm.) + 1 map (col.; 42 x 32 cm.)

Title from slipcase cover.

Includes views of Yellowstone National Park, images of thermal springs, geysers, railroad trains, coaches, tourists, the Grand Canyon of the Yellowstone and the Yellowstone River, and a map: Tour through Yellowstone National Park.

New York : Underwood & Underwood, c1905 [cataloged separately]


Case F722 .Y35 1904 (NLO)

85092  Yemen (Republic) - Maps - 1703 - Coasts - Nautical charts

A Large draught of the coast of Arabia from Maculla to Dofar. London [i.e. Amsterdam : Theatrum Orbis Terrarum Ltd., 1970].

Authors: Thornton, John, 1641-1708 -- Nicholls, Sutton -- English Pilot. Part 3 (1703) -- Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, Ltd.

1 map ; 24 x 104 cm., on sheet 46 x 54 cm.

Strip map in 2 sections; western half printed above eastern half.

Details the coast between Mukalla and Damqawt in Yemen.


Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger): English Pilot. Part 3 (1703)

Map Ref oversize G1025 .T37 ser. 5, v. 3, following p. 32 (PrCt)

85093  Yemen (Republic) - Maps - 1748 - Coasts - Nautical charts

A Large draught of the coast of Arabia from Maculla to Dofar. [London : W. and J. Mount and T. Page, 1748].

Authors: Nicholls, Sutton -- W. and J. Mount and T. Page, 1748].

30 photographic prints on stereo. cards : stereograp in slipcase ; 9 x 18 cm. each + 1 booklet (68 p. ; 17 x 10 cm.) + 1 map (col.; 42 x 32 cm.)

Title from slipcase cover.

Includes views of Yellowstone National Park, images of thermal springs, geysers, railroad trains, coaches, tourists, the Grand Canyon of the Yellowstone and the Yellowstone River, and a map: Tour through Yellowstone National Park.

New York : Underwood & Underwood, c1905 [cataloged separately]


Case F722 .Y35 1904 (NLO)
1 view : hand col. woodcut ; 66 x 188 cm.
Cut by Sugita Kinsuke and Asakura Tetsugoro.
Birds-eye view "from Koysau village"; shows
foreign ships anchored in Yokohama harbor, one
of several Japanese ports opened to trade
following the 1854 treaty negotiated with Japan
by U.S. Commodore Matthew C. Perry.
Manuscript annotation at in upper margin: Golfe
de Yeddo contenant les ports de Yokohama de
Kanagawa et de Yido proprement dit.
For original paper covers and unsigned key to
coloring (in English, 198-?) see Map Information
File.
References: Pegg, Richard A. Cartographic
Brown, Lloyd Arnold. The World encompassed :
an exhibition of the history of maps held at the
Baltimore Museum of Art (1952) no. 281 and
plate LVII; Beans, George H. A List of maps of
the Tokugawa era (1951) p. 42, no. 1859.1.
Framed and mounted above the hallway leading
to Special Collections staff offices, between
Room 401 and the Ann Barzel reading room
(May 2011).
map8F G7964.Y6A3 1859 .U8 (PrCt)

85098 Yolla (Tas.) - 1980<<>>Old Yolla Butter
Factory (Restaurant : Yolla, Tas.) - 1980
The Old Yolla Butter Factory. Yolla, Tas.
Tasmania Travel Centre, [ca.1980s].
Authors: Tasmania Travel Centre
1 card : ills, map ; 21 x 10 cm
Travel Vertical File G8964 .Y7E635 1980 .T3
(PrCt)

85099 Yolo County (Calif.) - Maps - 1871 -
Landowners<<>>Counties -
Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
[Yolo County (Calif.) - 1871: LC G&M land
ownership maps on microfiche], [Washington,
D.C.] : LC G&M Division. [1883?].
Authors: Henning, J. S. -- Library of Congress.
Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division
land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 4 parts, 22 x 26 in. each. Scale
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing
19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map
Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
[Washington, D.C. : Library of Congress,
Geography and Map Division, 1983?].
Microfiche 583, no. 50 (PrCt)

85100 Yolo County (Calif.) - Maps - 1900 -
Landowners<<>>Counties -
Maps<<>>Landowners - Maps
[Yolo County (Calif.) - 1900: LC G&M land
ownership maps on microfiche], [Washington,
Authors: Ashley, P. N. -- Library of Congress.
Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division
land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 4 sheets, 30 x 34 in. each. Scale
1:47,520. Originally published 1900.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing
19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map
Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
[Washington, D.C. : Library of Congress,
Geography and Map Division, 1983?].
Microfiche 583, no. 278 (PrCt)

85104 York County (Me.) - Maps - 1872 -

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Landowners-> Counties -
Maps-> Landowners - Maps

85105 York County (N.B.) - Maps - 1878 -
Landowners-> Counties -
Maps-> Landowners - Maps
M1366
oversize G1133.Y6 H5 1973 (NLO)

85106 York County (Neb.) - Maps - 1889 -
Landowners-> Counties -
Maps-> Landowners - Maps
oversize F 92499 .373 (NLO)

85107 York County (Pa.) - Maps - 1746-1846 -
Landowners-> Counties -
Maps-> Landowners - Maps
map4F G3824.H787G46 .H5 (NLO)

85108 York County (Pa.) - Maps - 1821 -
Landowners-> Counties -
Maps-> Landowners - Maps
Microform 583, no. 824 (PrCt)

85109 York County (Pa.) - Maps - 1860 -
Landowners-> Counties -
Maps-> Landowners - Maps
Microform 583, no. 825 (PrCt)

85110 York County (S.C.) - Maps - 1825 -
Landowners-> Cherokee County (S.C.) -
Maps - 1825 -
Landowners-> Counties -
Maps-> Landowners - Maps
South Carolina ... [1825] -- Edward E. Ayer
Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 38 x 60 cm.
'Surveyed by Gordon Moore, 1820. Improved for
Mills’ atlas: 1820.'
In: Mills, Robert. Atlas of the state of South
Carolina ... (Baltimore : F. Lucas, Jr., [1825]) pl. [29].
oversize Ayer 135 .M6 1825 pl. [29] (PrCt)

85111 York County (S.C.) - Maps - 1840 -
Landowners - Manuscripts<<<York County
(S.C.) - Maps - 1840 - Indian land transfers -
Manuscripts<<<Indian land transfers - York
County (S.C.) - Maps - 1840 -
Manuscripts<<<Indians - York County (S.C.) -
- Maps - 1840 - Indian land transfers -
Manuscripts<<<York County (S.C.) - Maps -
1840 - Slavery - Manuscripts<<<Catawba
Indians - York County (S.C.) - Land tenure -
Maps - 1840 - Manuscripts<<<Slavery - York
County (S.C.) - Maps - 1840 -
Manuscripts<<<Dunlap, William B. - Real
property - Maps - 1840 -
Manuscripts<<<Manuscript
maps<<<Counties - Maps<<<Indians of
North America - Maps<<<Landowners -
Maps

South Carolina, York District : the above plat
represents a tract or plantation of land containing
two hundred & ninety eight acres situate in said
state & district in the Indian Land lying on the
west side of the Catawba River on both sides of
the Six Mile Creek, it being land formerly owned
by John Polk, afterwards owned by R. Beadon, &
is now owned by William B. Dunlap, for whom it
is resurveyed, and it has such shape, marks,
butting & bounds [part of text torn away]
above plat represents; resurveyed the 22nd day
of April 1840 by John Roddy, D. S. [Catawba,
S.C.], 1840.
Authors: Roddey, John, fl. 1840 -- Dunlap,
William B. -- Beadon, R. -- Tod, William --
Robison, Thomas -- Fouk, Widow
1 ms. map ; hand col. : on sheet 33 x 42 cm.
'Scale of 10 chains to an inch' [= 1:7,920].
Shows locations of Wm. B. Dunlap's gate and
slave overseers' house.
Surrounding properties owned by William Tod,
Thomas Robison, and the widow Fouk.
Once folded with docket title 'Wm B. Dunlap's
plat, 298 acres, River plantation.'
In the 1850 slave census of York County,
available via RootsWeb.com, Dunlap is listed as
owning 28 slaves (accessed Dec. 2007):
http://www.rootsweb.com/~scyork/Census/1850/
Slave.html
The information file for this map includes the
outline of the parcel plotted on a USGS
topographical map.
VAULT drawer MS map2F G3913.Y6G46 1840
.R6 (PrCt)

85112 York County (Va.) - Maps - 1862 -
Landowners<<<Counties -
Maps<<<<Landowners - Maps
[York County (Va.) - 1862: LC G&M land
ownership maps on microfiche], [Washington,
D.C.] : LC G&M Division, [1933?].
Authors: Library of Congress. Geography and
Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: Blue line print, 11 x 16 in.
Originally compiled [1862]. Only covers part of
the county.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing
19th and early 20th century landownership maps:
Library of Congress. Geography and Map
Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Geography and Map Division, 1983?.
Microfiche 583, no. 1369 (PrCt)

85113 York (England) - Maps - 1924
York / by Joseph E. Morris ; with twenty
illustrations from photographs, four plans, and a
Authors: Little guides -- Morris, Joseph E.
(Joseph Ernest) -- Methuen & Co. -- Jarrold and
Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry
Library)
16 cm.
Printed by Jarrold and Sons Ltd.
Map inside front cover.
Includes bibliographical references (p. xiv-xvi)
and index.
Series: Little guides.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 25003650
Baskes G153 .L58 York (1924) (NLO)

85114 York (England) - Maps - 1951
Batsford, 1951.
Authors: Rodgers, John, 1906- -- British cities
series -- B.T. Batsford Ltd. -- Rantanen, Walter J.
-- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
x, 94 p., [32] p. of plates : ill., map, plans ;
16 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. x) and
index.
Contents: York, the capital city -- York and the
invaders -- Mediaeval York : the capital of the
north -- Mediaeval York : the Church triumphant
-- Tudor York -- Stuart York -- York in the
eighteenth century -- York in the nineteenth
century and to-day.
Series: British cities -- British cities series.
Series statement at head of title.
Illustrated bookplate of Walter J. Rantanen.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at
the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 51008463
Baskes DA630 .B68 York (1951) (NLO)
85115 **York (England) - Maps - 1878**


Authors: Automobile Association (Great Britain) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)

1 v. : 11 maps

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.

Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

85116 **York Harbour (N.L.) - Maps - 1770 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles**

*Lark Harbour (N.L.) - Maps - 1770 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Islands, Bay of (N.L.) - Maps - 1770 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles - Bay of Islands (N.L.) SEE Islands, Bay of (N.L.)*

*A Plan of York Harbour and Lark Bay, within the Bay of Three Islands, in Newfoundland.* [19-].


1 map

Photostatic reproduction of ca. 1770 manuscript.


*folio Ayer 136 .H91 1909 ser. 2, v. 5, pl. 39-42 (PrCt)*

85117 **York (Ont. : County) - Maps - 1878 - Landowners**


*Illustrated historical atlas of the County of York : and the township of West Gwillimbury & town of Bradford in the county of Simcoe, Ont. / compiled, drawn, and published from personal examinations and surveys by Miles & Co.*

[Scarborough, Ont.? Scarborough Historical Society?, 1980?].

Authors: Miles & Co. (Toronto, Ont.) -- Scarborough Historical Society (Ont.)

1 atlas (88 p. : ill., maps, ports.) ; 45 cm.


'At the back of the volume we have reproduced sketches from Grant's Picturesque Canada, 1880. And to give a picture of the rapid growth of the county, we have included Walton's 1837 Directory of Toronto and York, taken from his City of Toronto and home district commercial directory for 1837:'--Foreword.


oversize G1148.Y6 M 5 1980 (NLO)

85119 **Yorkshire (England) - Maps - 1610**

*York Shire. [London]: Iohn Sudbury and G. Humble [i.e. J. Legate and W. Humble], 1610 [i.e. 1646].*

Authors: Speed, John, 1552?-1629 -- Sudbury, John -- Humble, George, d. 1640 -- Legate, John, d. 1658 -- Humble, William, 1612-1686 -- Speed, John, 1552?-1629. A Prospect of the most famous parts of the world ... together with ... Great Brittaines empire (1646)

1 map ; 37 x 50 cm. on sheet 42 x 54 cm.

Letterpress text on verso (p. 77-78) under the following heading: The Description of Yorke-shire.

In: Speed, John. A Prospect of the most famous parts of the world ... together with ... Great Brittaines empire (London : Printed by John Legatt, for William Humble, 1646) map [61].

*Case oversize G 117 .82 map [61] (PrCt)*

85120 **Yorkshire (England) - Maps - 1610**


Authors: Speed, John, 1552?-1629 -- Sudbury, John -- Humble, George, d. 1640 -- Legate, John, d. 1658 -- Humble, William, 1612-1686 -- Speed, John, 1552?-1629. A Prospect of the most famous parts of the world ... together with ... Great Brittaines empire (1646)

1 map ; 38 x 51 cm. on sheet 42 x 54 cm.

Insets (13 x 12 cm. and 15 x 16 cm.): Richmond -- Hull.

Includes coats-of-arms.

Letterpress text on verso (p. 81-82) under the following heading: The North and East.

In: Speed, John. A Prospect of the most famous parts of the world ... together with ... Great Brittaines empire (1646)

85118 **York (Ont. : County) - Maps - 1878 - Landowners**


*Illustrated historical atlas of the County of York, and the Township of West Gwillimbury & Town of Bradford in the County of Simcoe, Ont. / compiled, drawn, and published from personal examinations and surveys by Miles & Co.*

[Scarborough, Ont.? Scarborough Historical Society?, 1980?].

Authors: Miles & Co. (Toronto, Ont.) -- Scarborough Historical Society (Ont.)

1 atlas (88 p. : ill., maps, ports.) ; 45 cm.


'At the back of the volume we have reproduced sketches from Grant's Picturesque Canada, 1880. And to give a picture of the rapid growth of the county, we have included Walton’s 1837 Directory of Toronto and York, taken from his City of Toronto and home district commercial directory for 1837:'--Foreword.


oversize G1148.Y6 M 5 1980 (NLO)
Brittaines empire (London : Printed by John Legatt, for William Humbel. 1646) map [63].
Case oversize G 117 .82 map [63] (PrCt)

The West Ridinge of Yorke Shyre with the most famous and fayre citie Yorke described. [London] : Thomas Bassett ... and Richard Chiswell, 1610 [i.e. 1676].
Authors: Speed, John, 1552?-1629 -- Bassett, Thomas -- Chiswell, Richard -- Speed, John, 1552?-1629. The Theatre of the Empire of Great-Britain ... (1676) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 37 x 45 cm. on sheet 42 x 55 cm. Inset (17 x 19 cm.): Yorke. Includes coats-of-arms in right margin. Letterpress text on verso (p. 79-80) under the following heading: The West Riding of Yorkshire. In: Speed, John. The Theatre of the Empire of Great-Britain ... (London : Printed for T. Bassett and R. Chiswell, 1676) map [41].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .S7 1676 map [41] (PrCt)

The West Ridinge of Yorke Shyre with the most famous and fayre citie Yorke described. [London] : John Sudbury and George Humbel [i.e. J. Legate and W. Humble], 1610 [i.e. 1646].
Authors: Speed, John, 1552?-1629 -- Sudbury, John -- Humble, George, d. 1640 -- Legate, John, d. 1658 -- Humble, William, 1612-1686 -- Speed, John, 1552?-1629. A Prospect of the most famous parts of the world ... together with ... Great Brittaines empire (1646)
1 map ; 37 x 45 cm. on sheet 42 x 54 cm. Inset (17 x 18 cm.): Yorke. Includes coats-of-arms in right margin. Letterpress text on verso (p. 79-80) under the following heading: The West-Riding of Yorke-shire.
In: Speed, John. A Prospect of the most famous parts of the world ... together with ... Great Brittaines empire (London : Printed by John Legatt, for William Humble, 1646) map [62].
Case oversize G 117 .82 map [62] (PrCt)

85123 Yorkshire (England) - Maps - 1676
York Shire. [London] : Thomas Bassett ... and Richard Chiswell, [1676].
Authors: Speed, John, 1552?-1629 -- Bassett, Thomas -- Chiswell, Richard -- Speed, John, 1552?-1629. The Theatre of the Empire of Great-Britain ... (1676) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 37 x 50 cm. on sheet 42 x 55 cm. Letterpress text on verso (p. 77-78) under the following heading: The Description of Yorkshire.
In: Speed, John. The Theatre of the Empire of Great-Britain ... (London : Printed for T. Bassett and R. Chiswell, 1676) map [40].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .S7 1676 map [40] (PrCt)

Authors: Speed, John, 1552?-1629 -- Bassett, Thomas -- Chiswell, Richard -- Speed, John, 1552?-1629. The Theatre of the Empire of Great-Britain ... (1676) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 38 x 47 cm. on sheet 42 x 55 cm. Insets (13 x 12 cm. and 15 x 16 cm.): Richmond -- Hull. Includes coats-of-arms.
Letterpress text on verso (p. 81-82) under the following heading: North and East Ridings. In: Speed, John. The Theatre of the Empire of Great-Britain ... (London : Printed for T. Bassett and R. Chiswell, 1676) map [42].
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .S7 1676 map [42] (PrCt)

85125 Yorkshire (England) - Maps - 1720
A New and correct Map of the County of York in all its divisions ... with a list of the nobility and gentry and their coats-of-arms ... / By John Warburton ... ; surveyed by Joseph Bland and Payler Smith. [S.I. s.n., 1720].
Authors: Warburton, John, 1682-1759 -- Parker, Samuel, active 1719-1751 -- Bland, Joseph -- Smyth, Payler -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 965 x 1,245 mm. (neat line) on 4 sheets, 593 x 823 mm. or smaller. Lacking title, date, and associated names recorded in the British Library Map Catalogue on CD-ROM (Maps K.Top.44.4.8 Tab.End.). Dedicatory cartouche on sheet 4: To the kings most excellent majesty this map is humbly dedicated and presented / by ... John Warburton, Somerset ; Engraven by S. Parker.
I11
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Novacco 6F 15 (PrCt)


1 map ; 234 x 289 cm., on 20 sheets each 72 x 64 cm. + notes (3 p.).

Facsimile of original published London, 1775; reproduced from original in the Brotherton Library.

Based on surveys by J. Ainslie, J. Hodkinson and T. Donald.

Scale [ca. 1:63,360].

Relief shown by hachures.

Views signed: N.T. Dall delin., W. Walker sculp.

Insets (41 x 39 cm. and smaller): Plan of Ripon -- Plan of Kingston upon Hull -- Reduced map or index -- Plan of Sheffield -- View of Middleham Castle -- Plan of Leeds -- Plan of the city of York -- Plan of Scarborough -- View of Fountains Abby.

Dedicated to Charles Watson Wentworth.

Includes introductory essay: Harley, J.B. and J.C. Harvey. A Survey of the County of Yorkshire by Thomas Jefferys, 1775. 2 p., ill., maps ; 64 x 72 cm.

73-9370

ICN73

map6F 5753.Y2 (PrCt)

85127  Yorkshire (England) - Maps - 1806

Topographical and statistical description of the county of York : containing an account of its situation, extent, towns, roads, rivers, lakes, mines, minerals, fisheries, manufactures, trade, commerce, agriculture, fairs, markets, curiosities, antiquities, natural history, civil and ecclesiastical jurisdictions, &c. : to which is prefixed a copious travelling index ..., forming a complete county itinerary ... / by George Alexander Cooke ; illustrated with maps of the respective ridings.

London : Printed for C. Cooke, No. 17, Paternoster Row, by Brimmer and Co., Water Lane, Fleet Street : And sold by all the booksellers in the United Kingdom, [1806]?.


Added title from red leather spine label:

Topography of Durham and Yorkshire.

Includes bibliographical references (p. [26]-33).

Issued as part of a series of descriptive guides to the counties of Great Britain.

Includes index.

Tail-pieces.

Bound with one other title.

Contemporary half bound brown leather, marbled papers over boards.

Bookplate of Alfred Mead Raymond.

Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes DA670.D9 C66 1810 (NLO)


Authors: Harvey, John, 1911-1997 -- Lawton, George, 1779-1869 -- Teesdale, Henry, fl. 1828-1845 -- Payne, D. -- Yorkshire Archaeological Society

1 map ; 60 x 85 cm.

Scale [ca. 1:272,000].

Shows ecclesiastical geography in Yorkshire before ca. 1840.

Insets: York District -- York City.

Cont.

ICN78

map6F G5753.Y6E423 1840 Y6 (PrCt)

85129  Yorkshire (England) - Maps - 1858

Black's picturesque guide to Yorkshire.

Edinburgh : Adam and Charles Black, 1858.

Authors: Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- Black's guide books for tourists -- Black's guide books -- Schenck & M'Farlane -- Douglass, A. C. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)


Cover title: Yorkshire

Spine title: Black's guide through Yorkshire Map by Schenck & Macfarlane.

"With map of the county, and several illustrations."

Includes index.

Publisher's advertisement: 46 p. at end.

Series: Black's guide books for tourists -- Black's guide books.

Series statement from cover.
Yorkshire (England) - Maps - 1867


Cover title: Murray's hand-book, Yorkshire
Spine title: Hand-book for Yorkshire
By R.J. King, with some corrections by W.E. Flaherty. Cf. Lister
One map engraved by W. & A.K. Johnston.
"With map and plans."

Publisher's advertisements on endpapers and "Handbook advertiser, 1867", 64 p. at end.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Series: [Murray's handbooks for travellers] -- Murray's handbooks for travellers.
Bookseller's label: Slatter and Rose, Oxford.
Bookplate: Congregational Library Boston, Mass.
Embossed stamp: American Congregational Association Boston.
Former owner's inscription: William Stubbs, Oriel College.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Lister, W.B.C. Murray's handbooks for travellers, 375

Baskes G153 .M97 no. 375 (1867) (NLO)

Yorkshire (England) - Maps - 1878

Authors: Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- Black's guide books -- Bartholomew, John, 1805-1861 -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
xxvii, 393, 104 p., [12] leaves of plates (6 folded) : ill., 10 maps (some folded), 3 plans ; 18 cm.
10th ed.
Spine title: Black's guide to Yorkshire
Maps by J. Bartholomew.
Includes folded map in pocket at end, and map on lining papers (torn, portion missing).
Includes index.
Business directories and advertisements: 104 p. at end.
Publisher's advertisements on end papers.
Series: Black's guide books for tourists -- Black's guide books.
Series statement from cover.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Baskes G153 .B55 Yorkshire, East (1878) (NLO)

85133
85130
85132
85131
85133
85130
85132
85131
85133

85134  Yorkshire (England) - Maps - 1882
Authors: Maude, Raymond William de Latham, 1852-1897 -- John Murray (Firm) -- Murray's handbooks for travellers
1 v.
3rd ed.
Lester, W.B.C. A Bibliography of Murray's handbooks for travellers and biographies of authors, editors, revisers and principal contributors (Dereham: Dereham Books, 1993) no. 376.
G 4599 .6 (NLO)

85135  Yorkshire (England) - Maps - 1888
Black's guide to the county of York : with map of the county and numerous plans and views.
Authors: Adam and Charles Black (Firm) -- Black's guide books -- John Bartholomew & Co.
-- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
13th ed.
Spine title: Black's guide to Yorkshire
Maps by John Bartholomew & Co.
Map front lining papers.
Includes index.
Series: Black's guide books for tourists -- Black's guide books.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .B55 York (1888) (NLO)

85136  Yorkshire (England) - Maps - 1888
Yorkshire, its scenes, lore and legends : elaborated from a prize essay written for the Bradford geographical exhibition, 1887 ... / by M. Tail ; with contour maps of river valleys, geological map, large folding map of the whole county, and a large folding map of "British and Roman Yorkshire ..." by F.D. King. Leeds: E.J. Arnold, 1888.
Authors: Tait, Matthew -- King, F. D. -- Arnold, E. J. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v., 100 p., [15] leaves of plates (some folded) : ill., 7 maps (col., folded) ; 15 cm.
Includes index.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copy: G 4599 .86
Baskes GR142.Y5 .T35 1888 (NLO)

85137  Yorkshire (England) - Maps - 1893
Authors: Baddeley, Mountford John Byrde, 1843-1906 -- Thorough guide series --
2nd ed., rev.
Index map on lining paper.
Errata slip tipped in facing p. 46, second sequence.
Advertisements: 84, 7 p. at end.
Includes index.
Series: Thorough guide series ; 15
Publisher's red cloth binding.
Owner's inscription: W.V. Best, Coventry.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .T56 Yorkshire, pt. 1 (1893) (NLO)

85138  Yorkshire (England) - Maps - 1893
Yorkshire. Part II, West and part of North Ridings and all parts of the county west of the N.E. main line : also Barnard Castle and Teesdale / by M.J.B. Baddeley ; eighteen maps and plans by Bartholomew. London : Dulau & Co., 1893.
Authors: Baddeley, Mountford John Byrde, 1843-1906 -- Thorough guide series --
Bartholomew, John, 1831-1893 -- John Bartholomew & Co. -- A. Dulau & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
xvi, 147, 84, 7 p., [17] leaves of plates (chiefly folded) : 18 maps and plans (some col.) ; 17 cm.
Index map on lining paper.
Errata slip tipped in at p. 95.
Advertisements: 84, 7 p. at end.
Includes index.
2nd ed., rev.
Publisher's red cloth binding.
Series: Thorough guide series ; 16
Former owner: W.V. Best.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .T56 Yorkshire, pt. 2 (1893) (NLO)

85139  Yorkshire (England) - Maps - 1897
Authors: Baddeley, Mountford John Byrde, 1843-1906 -- Thorough guide series --
Bartholomew, John, 1831-1893 -- John Bartholomew & Co. -- A. Dulau & Co. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
One map engraved by John Bartholomew & Co.
Map on front lining papers.
Includes index.
85140 Yorkshire (England) - Maps - 1901
Yorkshire. Part II, West and part of North Ridings, and all parts of the country west of the N.E. main line: also Barnard Castle and Teesdale / by M.J.B. Baddeley; twenty maps and plans by Bartholomew. London: Dulau & Co., 1901.
Authors: Baddeley, Mountford John Byrde, 1843-1906 -- Thorough guide series -- John Bartholomew & Co. -- A. Dulau & Co. -- Best, W. V. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
xvi, 151, 92 p., [19] leaves of plates (chiefly folded) : 20 col. maps and plans ; 17 cm.
Index map on lining paper.
"Thorough guide advertiser": 92 p. at end.
Includes index.
Series: Thorougbide guide series ; 16
Publisher's red cloth binding.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 02023386
Baskes G153 .T56 Yorkshire, pt. 2 (1901) (NLO)

85141 Yorkshire (England) - Maps - 1902
Authors: Baddeley, Mountford John Byrde, 1843-1906 -- Thorough guide series -- John Bartholomew & Co. -- A. Dulau & Co. -- Best, W. V. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
Index map on lining paper.
"Thorough guide advertiser": 80 p. at end.
Includes index.
Series: Thorougbide guide series ; 15
Publisher's red cloth binding.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .T56 Yorkshire, pt. 1 (1902) (NLO)

85142 Yorkshire (England) - Maps - 1903 - Guidebooks
1 v.

85143 Yorkshire (England) - Maps - 1904
Authors: Maude, Raymond William de Latham, 1852-1897 -- Stanford, Edward, 1827-1904 -- John Murray (Firm) -- Murray's handbooks for travellers
1 v. : 28 maps
4th ed.
Lister, W.B.C. A Bibliography of Murray's handbooks for travellers and biographies of authors, editors, revisers and principal contributors (Dereham: Dereham Books, 1993) no. 377.
G 4599.61 (NLO)

85144 Yorkshire (England) - Maps - 1906
Yorkshire. Part II, West and part of North Ridings, and all parts of the country west of the N.E. main line: also Barnard Castle and Teesdale / by M.J.B. Baddeley; twenty-one maps and plans by Bartholomew. London: Dulau & Co., 1906.
Authors: Baddeley, Mountford John Byrde, 1843-1906 -- Thorough guide series -- John Bartholomew & Co. -- A. Dulau & Co. -- Best, W. V. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
xvi, 151, 80 p., [20] leaves of plates (chiefly folded) : 21 col. maps and plans ; 17 cm.
5th ed., thoroughly rev.
"John Bartholomew & Co."--On maps.
Index map on lining paper.
"Thorough guide adviser": 80 p at end.
Includes index.
Series: Thorougbide guide series ; 16
Publisher's red cloth binding.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .T56 Yorkshire, pt. 2 (1906) (NLO)

85145 Yorkshire (England) - Maps - 1908
Authors: Baddeley, Mountford John Byrde, 1843-1906 -- Thorough guide series -- John Bartholomew & Co. -- Thomas Nelson & Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. (various pagings) : 12 col. maps and plans (some folded) ; 17 cm.
"John Bartholomew & Co."--On maps.
Index map on lining paper.
At head of title: Thorough guide series.
Advertisement facing t.p. also identifies series as "Baddeley's guides."

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
85146 Yorkshire (England) - Maps - 1909
Yorkshire. Part II, West and part of North Ridings, and all parts of the country west of the N.E. main line: also Barnard Castle and Teesdale / by M.J.B. Baddeley ; twenty-one maps and plans by Bartholomew. London ; New York : Thomas Nelson, 1909.
Authors: Baddeley, Mountford John Byrne, 1843-1906 -- Thorough guide series -- John Bartholomew & Co. -- Thomas Nelson & Sons -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 v. (various pagings) : 21 col. maps and plans (some folded) ; 17 cm.
"John Bartholomew & Co."--On maps.
Index map on lining paper.
"Thorough guide advertiser": 56 p. at end.
Includes index.
Publisher’s red cloth binding.
Series: Thorough guide series ; 16
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .W3 Yorkshire, pt. 1 (1908) (NLO)

3rd ed.
Cover title: Yorkshire Dales Maps by John Bartholomew & Son.
"Illustrated"
Series title from t.p. verso.
Includes index, advertisements and hotel directory.
Series: Ward Lock guides
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .W3 Yorkshire Dales (1950) (NLO)

85148 Yorkshire (England) - Maps - 1922-1923<<<>>Ripon (England) - Maps - 1922-1923
A Pictorial and descriptive guide to Ripon, Fountains Abbey, York, Harrogate, Bolton Abbey, Pateley Bridge, etc. : with three district maps and plans of Ripon Cathedral, Fountains Abbey, York Cathedral, etc. London : Ward, Lock & Co., [1922 or 1923].
Publication date from binder's instructions.
Cover title: Ripon, Harrogate, Knaresborough, Pateley Bridge, York Maps by John Bartholomew & Co. and John Bartholomew & Son.
Printed by Butler & Tanner.
Includes index, advertisements and business directories.
Series title from cover.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .W3 Ripon (1922) (NLO)

85149 Yorkshire (England) - Maps - 1923
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

85150 Yorkshire (England) - Maps - 1941-1959
At head of title: The King's England.
"First published October 1941, 7th impression 1959."--T.p. verso.
Includes index.
Series: The King's England
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes DA670.Y6 Y667 1941 (NLO)

Guide to Harrogate : Knaresborough, Ripon, Ilkley, Bolton Abbey, Fountains Abbey, York and...
Authors: Ward, Lock and Company, ltd. -- Ward Lock guides -- John Bartholomew and Son -- Page & Thomas Ltd. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. (various pagings, 12 leaves of plates (4 folded)) : ill., 6 maps (4 folded col.), 3 plans; 17 cm.
15th ed.
Cover title: Harrogate, Ilkley, York and the Yorkshire Dales
Maps by John Bartholomew & Son.
Printed by Page & Thomas.
Includes index and advertisements.
Series title from cover.
Series: Ward Lock's illustrated guide books ; Ward Lock guides
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .W3 Harrogate (1950) (NLO)

85152 Yorkshire (England) - Maps - 1955 - Guidebooks
Authors: Dixon-Scott, J. -- Thomas Nelson (Firm) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.
1st ed.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

85153 Yorkshire (England) - Maps - 1985
Authors: Automobile Association (Great Britain) -- Great Britain. Ordnance Survey -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 29 maps
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

85154 Yorkshire (England) - Maps - 1986
Humberst (England) - Maps - 1986
Authors: County companion -- Clark, K. D. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 8 maps
Cf. OCLC 15680228.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

85155 Yorkshire (England) - Maps - Bibliography
Yorkshire Archaeological Society - Map collections - Bibliography
A Descriptive list of the printed maps of Yorkshire and its ridings, 1577-1900 / edited by Harold Whitaker. [Wakefield : Yorkshire Archaeological Society], 1933.
Authors: Whitaker, Harold -- Yorkshire Archaeological Society
xii, 261 p. : front., maps (part double) facsims. ; 23 cm.
Series: The Yorkshire Archaeological Society. Record series, v. 86
LC Card Number: 34003706
F 45999 .95 v. 86 (NLO)

85156 Yorktown (Va.), Battle of, 1777 - Manuscript maps
Yorktown (Va.) - History - Siege, 1781 - Manuscript maps
York River (Va.) - Maps - 1782 - Mouth - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
York Region (Va.) - Maps - 1782 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Gloucester Point Region (Va.) - Maps - 1782 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Burgoyne, John, 1722-1792 - United States - History - Revolution, 1775-1783 - Maps - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
A Plan of the operations of the French and American forces against the English in York and Gloucester, at the entrance of York River, in Chesapeake Bay, from the 6th to the 15th October, 1777, prior to the capitulation of General Burgoyne; copy from the original, drawn at Juliana, 12th June, 1782, by John Hayman, Lieut., 17th Infantry. [19-].
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1782 manuscript.

85157 Yorktown (Va.) - History - Siege, 1781 - Manuscript maps
Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Plan of the attacks of York in Virginia by the allied armies of America and France commanded by his excellency General Washington, his excellancy the Count Rochambeau commanding the French army. Octer. 29th 1781. [Washington, D.C. National Archives, 1952].
Authors: Gouvion, Jean-Baptiste de, 1747-1792 -- Washington, George, 1732-1799 -- U.S. National Archives
1 map : col. ; 48 x 38 cm.
Facsimile of 1781 manuscript; reproduced from original in the U.S. National Archives.
Cover title: Washington's official map of Yorktown.
Scale [ca.1:8,800].
Relief shown by hachures.
YORKTOWN (Va.) - HISTORY - SIEGE, 1781 - MAPS

Accompanied by 5 p. of text.
Series: National Archives facsimile no. 21.
map6C 47 (PrCt)

85158

YORKTOWN (Va.) - HISTORY - SIEGE, 1781 - MAPS
Carte de la partie de la Virginie ou l'armée combinée de France & des États-Unis de l'Amérique a fait prisonnière l'Armée anglaise commandée par Lord Cornwallis le 19 octobre, 1781, avec le plan de l'attaque d'York-town & de Gloucester...
Paris : Esnauts et Rapilly [1781?].
Authors: Esnauts et Rapilly -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 59 cm.
'Levée et dessinée sur les lieux par ordre des officiers genx. de l'Armée française & américaine.'
Scale [ca. 1:215,000].
Relief shown by hachures.
Situation of the fleets shown pictorially.
LC Maps of North America, 1750-1789, 1462
Available also through the Library of Congress website as a raster image (January 2005):
http://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g3884y.ar146200
Ayer 133 .C32 1781 (NLO)

85159

YORKTOWN (Va.) - HISTORY - SIEGE, 1781 - MAPS
Carte de la partie de la Virginie où l'armée combinée de France & des États-Unis de l'Amérique a fait prisonnière l'Armée anglaise, commandée par Lord Cornwallis le 19 octobre, 1781 : avec le plan de l'attaque d'York-town & de Gloucester...
Authors: Esnauts et Rapilly -- Knox, Dudley Wright, 1877-1960 -- Naval Historical Foundation -- Library of Congress -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 46 x 59 cm.
Facsimile of original published Paris: Esnauts et Rapilly, [1781?].
'Levée et dessinée sur les lieux par ordre des officiers genx. de l'Armée française & américaine.'
Accompanied by text: Yorktown (September-October) 1781 / Dudley W. Knox. ([1] leaf ; 11 x 56 cm.).
'Reproduced by courtesy of the Library of Congress from a rare original in its collection, under the auspices of the Naval Historical Foundation, 1945.'
With an attached note by Capt. Dudley W. Knox on General Washington's strategy which resulted in victory.
Scale ca. 1:225,000.
Relief shown by hachures.
oversize Ayer 133 .C32 1781 1945 (NLO)

85160

YORKTOWN (Va.) - HISTORY - SIEGE, 1781 - MAPS - BIBLIOGRAPHY
Authors: Verner, Coolie -- Map Collectors' Circle -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
64 p. ; 25 cm.
Series: Map Collectors' series ; no. 18
Bibliography: p. 61-63.
LC Card Number: 66001283
Ayer 129.5 .V7 V531 1965 (NLO)

85161

YORKTOWN (Va.) - HISTORY - SIEGE, 1781 - MAPS
Carte de la partie de la Virginie où l'armée combinée de France & des États-Unis de l'Amérique a fait prisonnière l'Armée anglaise, commandée par Lord Cornwallis le 19 octobre. 1781 : avec le plan de l'attaque d'York-town & de Gloucester...
Paris : Esnauts et Rapilly [1781?]; reproduced from original in the Alderman Library, University of Virginia.
Library 1 map ; 16 x 18 cm.
'M. fecit.'
Photocopy of original published Paris: la Ve. de la Gardette, [1781?]; reproduced from original in the Alderman Library, University of Virginia.
Scale [ca. 1:75,000].
Oriented with north at right.
Relief shown pictorially and by hachures.
Includes references A-D.
ICN74
map1F 3701.S3 (PrCt)

85162

YORKTOWN (Va.) - HISTORY - SIEGE, 1781 - MAPS - FACSIMILES
[Maps of the siege of Yorktown]. [19--].
6 maps
Photostatic reproduction of 1781 manuscripts.
Original mss. forms part of the Guerre Etat-Major archives.
Photocopy forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).
MapPhoto France Guerre Etat Major L.I.D. 174 (PrCt)

85163

YORKTOWN (Va.) - HISTORY - SIEGE, 1781 - MAPS - FACSIMILES
Carte des environs d'Yorck en Virginie avec les attaques et la position des armées Française et Ameriquaine pendant le siége en 8. 1781. [19--].
Authors: France. Ministère des colonies. No. 8 -- Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map
Photostatic reproduction of 1781 manuscript.
Forms part of the Louis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library).

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
MapPhoto France MC No. 8 (PrCt)

85164 Yorktown (Va.) - History - Siege, 1781 - Maps - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles

Manuscripts - Manuscript maps
Carte des environs d'York avec les attaques et al position des armées Francaise et Americaine devant cette place. [1781?]. Authors: Crublier d’Opterre, Henri. 1739-1799 -- Dopterre, Henri Crublier , 1739-1799 SEE Crublier d’Opterre, Henri, 1739-1799 1 ms. map : hand col. ; 49 x 66 cm. Manuscript, pen-and-ink and watercolors on tracing paper. Title at upper left: York en Virginie. 1781. Detached from a manuscript journal of the siege (Case MS 6A 43) signed in pencil: 'Dopterre.' Scale [ca. 1:13,600]. 67-3584 ICN75 map4F 3701.S3.36 (PrCt)

Carte de la campagne de la division aux ordres du Mis. de St. Simon en Virginie depuis le 2 7bre. 1781 jusq a la reddition d'Yorck le 19 8bre. meme année. 1781. Authors: D’Aboville, fl. 1781 -- Saint Simon, Claude Anne, Duc de, 1740-1819 -- Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) -- Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 238 -- Aboville, fl. 1781 SEE D’Aboville, fl. 1781 1 ms. map : hand col. ; 422 x 673 mm. Anonymous map of the Yorktown and Williamsburg regions on the Virginia Peninsula possibly compiled by a French engineer named D’Aboville serving under General Claude Anne de Rouvroy, Marquis de Saint-Simon Montblern; see historian Martha McCartney's email correspondence of June 2005 (filed as Vert 1949, no. 2) Shows troop movements made between July 2 and October 8, 1781 in coordination with American forces against the British army during the Yorktown siege. Map legend keyed to sites 1-12 and A-Q. Identifies camps, fortifications, and earthworks. Topographic detail includes wooded areas, cultivated fields, individual buildings, and roads. Includes inset view of Yorktown (113 x 248 mm.) Scale [ca. 1:43,500]. 'Echelle de six mille toises [= 269 mm.]
Relief shown by shading and hachures. Pen-and-ink, watercolor and wash (green, blue, brown, yellow); sectioned into 8 panels, mounted on cloth.
Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 238.

MapPhoto France ASH 136-7-3 (PrCt)

85165 Yorktown (Va.) - History - Siege, 1781 - Maps - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles

MapPhoto France BSH 2847-6 (PrCt)


CHS Coll., Map no. 181 (PrCt)

85167 Yorktown (Va.) - History - Siege, 1781 - Maps - Manuscripts - United States - History - Revolution, 1775-1783 - Maps -

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Listed in Mapping the American Revolutionary War: catalogue of an exhibition, Chicago: Newberry Library, 1974, p. 6, no. 10.
Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Photographic transparency available in Spec.
Coll. Image Index; microfilm copy available.
Ayer ms map proj 98
VAULT drawer Ayer MS map 238 (NLO)

85169 Yorktown (Va.) - History - Siege, 1781 - Maps<<>>United States - History - Revolution, 1775-1783 - Maps
Carte de la partie de la Virginie, où l'armée combiné de France et des Etats-Unis de l'Amérique a fait prisonnier l'armée Anglaise, commandée par le Lord Cornwalls, le 19, 8bre. 1781: avec le plan d'attaque d'Yorktown et de Gloucester. [197-?].
Authors: Brion de la Tour, Louis, -1823 -- Coulubrier, fl. 1770 -- Virginia Historical Society
1 map ; 22 x 31 cm.
'Gravé par Coulubrier.'
Photocopy of original published Paris: Louis Brion de la Tour, [1787?] ; reproduced from original in the Virginia Historical Society.
Original tentatively dated 1787; see Verner, Maps of the Yorktown campaign, XXV.
Scale [ca. 1:325,000].
Prime meridians: Paris and Ferro.
Includes 'renvois,' A-I, K-L.
73-8046
ICN73
map2F 3701.S3.109 (PrCt)

85170 Yorktown (Va.) - History - Siege, 1781 - Maps<<>>United States - History - Revolution, 1775-1783 - Maps
1 map : hand col. ; 72 x 54 cm.
Scale ca. 1:5,750
Relief shown by hachures.
Detached from: Faden, William, [Atlas of battle plans, ca. 1783], no. 29.
The atlas was previously owned by British general Sir Henry Clinton.
map4F 3701.S3.29 (PrCt)

Plan of the siege of York Town in Virginia.
[London, 1794].
Authors: Stedman, C. (Charles), 1753-1812 -- Stedman, C. (Charles), 1753-1812. History of the origin, progress, and termination of the American war (1794) -- Murray, John
1 map ; 33 x 28 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:18,000].
Relief shown by hachures.
Detached from Stedman, Charles, The History of the origin, progress, and termination of the American war (London: J. Murray [etc.], 1794), plate 15 [F 832.84].
map2F 3701.S3.8 (PrCt)

Atlas to Marshall's life of Washington (1832)
1 map : hand col. ; 20 x 23 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:30,500].
Case E5 .W275505 Atlas map 9 (PrCt)

85173 Yorktown (Va.) - History - Siege, 1781 - Maps<<>>Yorktown (Va.) - Maps - 1931
Colonial National Monument, Yorktown Battlefield Monument. 1931.
Authors: Geological Survey (U.S.)
1 map : col. ; 73 x 64 cm.
Scale 1:9,600.
On verso: text, 2 location maps, 4 photographs, view, and reproduction of '[...][P]lan of the investment of York and Gloucester... '.
M1234
map6F G3701.S3319 1931 U5 (PrCt)

85174 Yorktown (Va.) - Tourism - 1988
Authors: Yorktown Victory Center
1 leaflet (3-fold) : col. photos. maps ; fold. to 23 x 10 cm

Authors: Ditton, Richard P. -- McHenry, Donald E. -- Yosemite Natural History Association --

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.


85179 Yosemite National Park (Calif.) - Maps - 1930-1939 - Relief - Road maps [Relief map of Yosemite National Park]. [S.l. s.n., 193-?]. Authors: Hoss, Della Taylor -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : col. ; on sheet trimmed to 21 x 36 cm. Title supplied by cataloger. Inset (9 x 7 cm.): [Location map of Yosemite National Park in California]. Imperfect; trimmed on right side. Previously bound with a collection of pictorial maps in binders labeled "Points of Interest." Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).

85180 Yosemite National Park (Calif.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps - California - Maps - 1940 - Road maps - Yosemite National Park in California. San Francisco : California State Automobile Association, 1940. Authors: California State Automobile Association -- Stevens, Ashton, previous owner 1 map : col. ; 31 x 43 cm. Annotated with marking pen to show routes into and out of the park. Auxiliary map of 'Roads in Yosemite Valley' (13 x 30 cm.), table of mileages, and list of hotels on verso. 'Form M-13 Yosemite National Park...1-40.' With rubber stamp: This map issued by Reno Office. Removed from Ashton Stevens Papers, Midwest Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library).


85182 Yosemite National Park (Calif.) - Tourism - Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

1939
1 sheet : ill. col. photos, map ; fold. to 24 x 11 cm.
Travel Vertical File G4362 .Y6E635 1939 .Y5 (PrCt)

85183 Yosemite National Park (Calif.) - Tourism - 1956
Authors: Yosemite Park and Curry Co.
1 sheet : col. photos, map ; fold to 23 x 10 cm
Travel Vertical File G4362 .Y6E635 1956 .Y9 (PrCt)

85184 'You are here' cartoons - Collections - Specimens - 'You are here' -- a collection of cartoons on the theme assembled by Ed Dahl and David Woodward.
Authors: Dahl, Edward H. -- Woodward, David, 1942-2004
Vert 1255 (PrCt)

85185 Young County (Tex.) - Maps - 1880 - Landowners - Names - Gazetteers
[Young County (Tex.) - 1880: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche], [Washington, D.C. : LC G&M Division, [1983?]].
Authors: Texas. General Land Office -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 34 x 29.5 in. Originally compiled Austin, Tex.: U.S. General Land Office, 1898.
Forms part of a microfiche series reproducing 19th and early 20th century landownership maps: Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
Microfiche 583, no. 1176 (PrCt)

An Accompaniment to Mitchell's reference and distance map of the United States : containing an index of all the counties, districts, townships, towns, &c., in the Union : together with an index of the rivers ... : also, a general view of the United States ... with an account of the actual and prospective internal improvements throughout the Union : the whole, in connexion with the map, illustrating the geography, topography, and statistics of the Union ... Philadelphia : Published by Mitchell and Hinman, No. 6, North Fifth Street, 1835.
Lacking accompanying map.
Binder's title: Mitchell’s United States Duplicate copy: G 83 .58
References: Sabin, 49715
LC Card Number: 06035828
Baskes E154 .M58 1835 (NLO)

85189 Young, J. H. (James Hamilton). Mitchell's reference & distance map of the United States
An Accompaniment to Mitchell’s reference and distance map of the United States : containing an index of all the counties, districts, townships, towns, &c., in the Union : together with an index of the rivers ... : also, a general view of the United States ... with an account of the actual and prospective internal improvements throughout the Union : the whole, in connexion with the map, illustrating the geography, topography, and statistics of the Union ... Philadelphia : Published by Mitchell and Hinman, No. 6, North Fifth Street, 1836.
Lacking accompanying map.
Added title from red leather spine with gold-stamping: Mitchell’s United States.
Half bound marbled papers over boards.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Checklist Amer. imprints, 39015; Sabin, 49715
LC Card Number: 17019092
Baskes E154 .M58 1836 (NLO)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- Rand McNally and Company. EasyFinder -- Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : col. ; fold. to 24 x 11 cm.
Panel title.
Uniform title: EasyFinder Laminated.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
ISBN 0528954652
RMcN Road Map 2005 YouOH (PrCr)

Authors: Rand McNally and Company -- NAVTEQ (Firm) -- Rand McNally and Company.
Street guide -- Rand McNally and Company. StreetFinder -- Rand McNally Collection
(Newberry Library) 1 atlas (various pagings) : col. maps ; 28 cm.
"1st edition" -- front cover
Uniform titles: Street guide -- StreetFinder.
"$9.95" -- back cover
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
Shelved in 4 Stacks, Aisle 1 (May 2011).
ISBN 0528872826
RMcN StrFdr 2008 .Y5 (PrCr)

Authors: Doyle, J. M. -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps 1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 2 parts, 30 x 41 in. each. Scale 1:50,688. Originally published 1887.
Microfiche 583, no. 52 (PrCr)

Reduced photograph of map.
Original map possibly derived from earlier work by the California Geological Survey.
Scale of original [1:63,360]. "Scale : 1 inch to 1...
Documents are 'probanzas,' establishing the nobility status of members of the Xiu family. The record of the proceedings to confirm the nobility of Juan, María, and Petrona Xiu, including testimony of witnesses and the 'auto de permisión,' is dated May 13, 1641 in Tekax. The bulk of the documents are petitions by members of the Xiu family who, on the basis of their nobility status, seek hereditary rights, privileges, and exemptions. Petitions are filed by members of successive generations, such as Alonso Xiu, his widow Catalina Cimé, their children Juan, María, and Petrona, and their grandsons Bonifacio Uc and Roque Xiu. Certifications of baptism often accompany these petitions for privileges. The Maní land treaty of 1557 is a land survey of the province of Maní. Also included are two pictorial documents: one is this pictorial map of the Tutul Xiu province of Maní from 1577, showing the surrounding towns and villages—their names inscribed within a circle topped by a cross—linked by roads to larger municipalities designated by small drawings of churches. The other is a 17th-century Xiu family tree of nine generations, shown arising from the loins of a Maya Indian, Hun-Uitzil-Chac, accompanied by his wife. In Maya and Spanish.

Photographic reproduction from the collection of William E. Gates. Also known as the Ticul Manuscript and the Crónica de Otxkutzcab. Cf. Tozzer, p. 203 and Glass, p. 237.

Six documents on stamped paper. Some loss of text due to fading and damage. See additional descriptions by John B. Glass and Donald Robertson of the map of Maní province and the Xiu genealogical tree in Handbook of Middle American Indians, v. 14, p. 158 (no. 192) and p. 237 (no. 401). Description by John B. Glass and Charles Gibson of the Maní land treaty of 1557 in v. 15, p. 388 (no. 1163).

For additional information, consult the Special Collections Info File. Forms part of the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection and the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library). Butler, R.L. Check list of the mss. in the Ayer Coll., 1622.

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

York -- A. Hoen & Co.
1 map : col. ; 46 x 67 cm.
Series: North America 1:1,000,000. Provisional edition N.F.-16.
Scale 1:1,000,000 or 1 inch to 15.78 miles.
Relief shown by hypsometric tints.
Depths shown by contours and soundings.
1000a
map4F 4750 (PrCt)

85197 Yucatán Peninsula - Maps - 1766-1768 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
Manuscript maps - Facsimiles
Plano de la provincia de Yucatan, su capital la ciudad de Merida ... dibujado en Campeche a 18 de Febrero de 1766, por Don Juan de Dios Gonzalez, y repetido en Madrid a 12 de Marzo, 1768, por Don Juan de la Cruz. [19--].
Authors: Dios Gonzalez, Juan de -- Dios Gonzalez, Juan de. Reconocimiento que se manifiesta por el adjunto plan de la provincia de Yucatan y parte de la costa de Honduras ... 1766 -- Cruz, Juan de la, 18th cent. -- British Library.
Add. Ms. 17654 a -- Newberry Library.
Manuscript. Ayer MS 1079 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Gonzalez, Juan de Dios, 18th cent. see Dios Gonzalez, Juan de 1 map ; 64 x 66 cm. on 4 sheets
Negative photostatic reproduction of manuscript compiled 1766-1768.
Accompanying ms. report: Reconocimiento que se manifiesta por el adjunto plan de la provincia de Yucatan y parte de la costa de Honduras ... 1766. [54] leaves ; 25 cm. Photostatic reproduction of the report shelved as Ayer MS 1079.
MapPhoto England BL Add. Ms. 17654 a (PrCt)

Carta rappresentante la Baia di Campeggio e l'Jucatan. [Livorno : G.T. Masi, 1777].
Authors: Masi, G. T. -- Masi, G. T. Atlante dell' America, contenente le migliori carte geografiche ... (1777) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 23 x 20 cm.
Covers the southern Yucatán Peninsula, Belize and northern Guatemala.
In: Masi, G. T. Atlante dell' America, contenente le migliori carte geografiche ... (Livorno : Gio. Tommaso Masi, e Comp., 1777) pl. [30].
VAULT folio Ayer 135.A75 1777 pl. [30] (PrCt)

Map of Yucatan and the adjacent territories of the Itzaex or Maya Indians, the Tipuans, Quecheachéas, Mopanês, Lacandones, Cholés &c, with the district of La Paz : as were known ... in 1506, to the close of the seventeenth century. Showing also the probable route of Cortes on his march from Mexico to Honduras. London : John Murray, 1854.
Authors: Costello, Dudley, 1803-1865 -- Fancourt, Charles Saint John. The History of Yucatan : from its discovery to the close of the seventeenth century (1854) -- John Murray (Firm) -- Petermann, A. (August), 1822-1878 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) -- Murray (John), firm SEE John Murray (Firm) 1 map ; 32 x 46 cm.
"Lith. by A. Petermann ... ."
Detached from Fancourt, Charles Saint John, The History of Yucatan : from its discovery to the close of the seventeenth century (London: J. Murray, 1854) [Ayer 655.57 Y9 F2 1854 at end].
Ayer map2F G4682.Y8E1 1854 C6 (PrCt)

85200 Yugoslavia - Maps - 1400-1599 - Facsimiles
Part of an atlas published under the auspices of the Société de géographie de Beograd.
Not at Newberry Library (Dec. 2009) (PrCt)

85201 Yugoslavia - Maps - 1600-1699<<>>Albania - Maps - 1600-1699
Dalmatia et Albania et altri stati confinanti ... Venice, [16-?].
Authors: Scolari, Stefano, fl. 1598 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
III:E2
1 map ; 49 x 54 cm.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
2630
Sack map4F G6840 16-- .S3 (PrCt)

85202 Yugoslavia - Maps - 1705
Illyricum Hodiernum ... Amsterdam, [ca. 1705].
Authors: Blaeu, Joan, 1596 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:E1
1 map ; 43 x 52 cm.
Added title: Sclavonia, Croatia, Bosnia cum Dalmatiae parte ... .
2629
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6840 1705 .B6 (PrCt)

85203 Yugoslavia - Maps - 1746
Le Royaume de Dalmacie ... la Morlaquie et la Bosnie. Paris, [ca. 1746].
Authors: Coronelli, Vincenzo, 1650-1718 -- Nolin, Jean Baptiste, 1648-1708 -- Guérard, Nicolas, ca. 1648-1719 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:E4

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
1 map; 44 x 59 cm.
Phillips 5979 [88].
Inset: Partie occidentale de la Dalmatie &c.
2628
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map 4F G6840 1746 .C6 (PrCt)

85204 Yugoslavia - Maps - 1927 - Road maps
Yugoslav - 1927 - Atlasses, Yugoslav -
1927 - Atlasses, Croatian - 1927 (Provisional Heading) -
Croatian Atlasses SEE Atlasses, Yugoslav SEE Atlasses, Yugoslavia - Road maps
Authors: Cvijic, Zivko -- Payer, Franjo --
TisakTipografiya -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.: 21 maps; 230 x 139 mm.
OCLC 15106401.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

85205 Yugoslavia - Maps - 1954
Authors: Gracalic, Ladislav -- Nagel Publishers --
Nagel travel guide series -- Nagel encyclopédie de voyage -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
xi, 251 p., 32 leaves of plates: 32 maps (some col.), plan; 17 cm.
Cover title: Nagel's Yugoslavia travel guide. 'The original text was written by Mr. Ladislav Gracalic'--Publishers' note, p. [vi].
Map inside front cover.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copy: DR304,5 .G7
Another copy available online via HathiTrust Digital Library (accessed June 2011): http://catalog.hathitrust.org/api/volumes/oclc/1225209.html
LC Card Number: 55002519

Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Baedeker Stuttgart -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.: 32 plates
1st ed.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

85207 Yugoslavia - Maps - 1959
Authors: Desrosiers, Luce -- Legros, Jacques, 1914- -- Guides bleus -- Hachette (Firm) --
Imprimerie Michard -- Warner, Julia G. -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
"Cette édition a été établie par Luce Desrosiers et Jacques Legros"--Half title page verso.
Other title: Yugoslavia
Several maps printed by Imprimerie Michard.
Map on front endpapers.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [65]-67) and index.
Series: Les guides bleus -- Guides bleus.
Former owner's inscription: Julia G. Warner ... Wash., D.C.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 59052417
Baskes G153 .G84 Yugoslavia (1959) (NLO)

Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Baedeker Stuttgart -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.: 32 plates
2nd ed.
Condition: Excellent.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

85209 Yugoslavia - Maps - 1964
Authors: Schroeder Reiseführer -- Legat, H. -- Kurt Schroeder Verlag -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v.: 16 maps
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

85210 Yugoslavia - Maps - 1964 - Road maps
Authors: Baedekers Autoführerverlag -- Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Macmillan & Co.
Series: Baedeker's touring guides.
Yugoslavia - Maps - 1966

Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag
-- Karl Thiemig AG -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
222 p. : 5 maps (some col., some folded) ; 17 cm.
Map inside front cover.
Includes index.
Series: Grieben-Reiseführer ; Bd. 282
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Yugoslavia - Maps - 1967

Authors: Karl Baedeker (Firm) -- Baedeker Stuttgart -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 v. : 34 plates
5th ed.
Condition: Good.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

Yugoslavia - Maps - 1969

Yugoslavia : Slovenie, Croatia and Bosnia-Hercegovina, including the Dalmation Coast : by Stevie Nickels ; with 16 photographs by Cora Pongracz. Indianapolis : Bobbs-Merrill, [c1969].
Authors: Travellers' guide -- Nickels, Sylvie -- Pongracz, Cora -- Landau, Janet -- Bobbs-Merrill Company -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
361 p. : ill., fold charts., maps, plans ; 18 cm.
Cover title: Travelers' guide to Yugoslavia Maps by Janet Landau.
Colored map on lining papers.
Includes index.
Series: Travellers' guide
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
LC Card Number: 69020311
Baskes G153 .T7 Yugoslavija (1969) (NLO)

Yugoslavia - Maps - 1969

Authors: United States. Central Intelligence Agency -- Magnus, Albert R.
1 map : col. ; on sheet 57 x 48 cm.
Scale Scale 1:1,850,000.
Relief shown by shading and spot heights.
Guide to the Yukon gold fields, where they are and how to reach them (1895) -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Art Collection (Newberry Library)

Yukon - Surveys - 1872-1908

The Dominion land survey and the gold rush. 1986.

Authors: Whyte, Doug


BHC 1449

Vert 1047 (PrCt)

Yuma Depot (Ariz.) - Maps - 1869<<>>Fort Yuma Reservation (Ariz. and Calif.) - Maps - 1869<<>>Yuma (Ariz.) - Maps - 1869<<>>Yuma Reservation (Ariz. and Calif.)

SEE Fort Yuma Reservation (Ariz. and Calif.) Map of the military reservation at Fort Yuma ... 1869.


1 map ; 39 x 64 cm.

Scale 1:15,840.


86-83998

532

map4F G4364.Y9 1869 .W5 (PrCt)

Yuma Depot (Ariz.) - Pictorial works - 1853<<>>Yuma (Ariz.) - Pictorial works - 1853

Camp Yuma, Big Colorado below the mouth of the Gila. N.Y. [New York] : Ackerman Lith, 379 Broadway, [1853].


1 view ; 11 x 19 cm.

Anonymous view.


Forms part of Senate executive document (United States. Congress. Senate) ; 32nd Congress, 2nd session, no. 59.

Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.

Graff 3809 plate 23 (PrCt)

Yuma Depot (Ariz.) - Pictorial works - 1886<<>>Fort Yuma Reservation (Ariz. and Calif.) - Pictorial works - 1886<<>>Yuma (Ariz.) - Pictorial works - 1886

Old Fort Yuma. [New York : Harper & Brothers, 1886].

Authors: Dunn, Jacob Piatt, 1855-1924. Massacres of the mountains : a history of the Indian wars of the far west (1886) -- Harper & Brothers -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library)

1 view ; 9 x 16 cm.


Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.

Duplicate copies: Ayer 4A 967 -- F 807 .24

Graff 1181 p. [185] (PrCt)

Yuma Region (Ariz.) - Pictorial works - 1848


1 view ; on sheet 14 x 22 cm.

In: United States. Army. Corps of Topographical Engineers. Notes of a military reconnaissance : from Fort Leavenworth, in Missouri, to San Diego, in California, including parts of the Arkansas, Del Norte, and Gila rivers / by Lieut. Col. W.H. Emory : made in 1846-7, with the advanced guard of the "Army of the West" ... (Washington : Wendell and Van Benthuysen, printers, 1848) between p. 94-95.

Forms part of U.S. Serial Set 517 in series: 30th Congress, 1st session ; Ex. doc. no. 41 -- Ex. doc. (United States. Congress. House) ; 30th Congress, 1st session, no. 41.

Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.

Duplicate copies: Govt. 517 and Ayer 128.3 U5h 1848

Graff 1249 between p. 94-95 (PrCt)

Yuquot (B.C.) - Maps - 1791 - Nautical charts<<>>Nautical charts - Yuquot (B.C.) - Maps - 1791<<>>Friendly Cove (B.C.) SEE Yuquot (B.C.)<<>>Nautical charts
Plano de la Cala de Los Amigos situada en la parte occidental de la entrada de Nutka, año 1791 / Cardano lo grabó ; Morato lo escribió.
[Madrid : Imprenta Royal, 1802].

Authors: Malaspina, Alessandro, 1754-1809 -- Espinosa y Tello, Josef, 1763-1815 -- Expedición Malaspina (1789-1794) -- Cardano, José María -- Morato, Juan -- Imprenta Real (Spain) -- Espinosa y Tello, Josef, 1763-1815. Atlas para el viaje de las goletas Sutil y Mexicana al reconocimiento del estrecho de Juan de Fuca en 1792, publicado en 1802 -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western American (Newberry Library)
1 map : 25 x 18 cm.
Scale [ca. 1:255,000]; (W 126037'/N 49036').
Relief shown by hachures; soundings in brazas. 'Núm. 7.'

In Espinosa y Tello, Josef. Atlas para el viaje de las goletas Sutil y Mexicana al reconocimiento del estrecho de Juan de Fuca en 1792, publicado en 1802 [Madrid : Imprenta Royal, 1802] map 7.
Duplicate copy: VAULT Ayer 114 .E7 1802
http://www.davidrumsey.com/rumsey/Size0/D000 8/00080048.jpg
Cf. OCLC 48431901
Wagner, H.R. Cartog. of the NW coast, 787
VAULT folio Graff 1262 map 7 (PrCt)

1 map : col. ; 64 x 47 cm.
Plate no.: 5N25.
Includes key to railroads numbered 11-47 (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Zacatecas and Aguascalientes railroads ... (with gaps in numbering) beneath added title: Zacatecas and Aguascalientes railroads ... 
Issued folded in accompanying index (14 p. ; 17 cm.): Zacatecas and Aguascalientes, México : indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide ... = Mapa de bolsillo ... ; San Francisco ; Chicago ; New York : Rand McNally & Company, c1925.
Uniform title: Shippers guide.
Forms part of the Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library).
map3C G4511.P3 1925 .R3 (PrCt)

Carte über die Richtung u: Reste der Azteken : auf ihrer Einwanderung nach Mexico durch den gegenwärtigen Freistaat von Zacatecas nach örtlichen Forschungen. 1855.
Manuscript map. Ayer MS 1045 map 1
1 ms. map ; hand col. ; 304 x 197 mm.
Tabl: I of 20 in Carl de Berghes's manuscript Beschreibung de Ueberreste Aztekischer Niederlassungen auf ihrer Wanderung nach dem Thale von Mexico durch den gegenwärtigen Freistaat von Zacatecas (Münsterpumpe bei Stolberg, 1855). Shows region bounded by city of Sombrente and Lake Chapala in the Mexican states of Zacatecas, Aguascalientes, and Jalisco; identifies Indian ruins.
Scale [ca. 1:1,120,000]. 'Maastab v. 25 Mex: Leguas , Mitl: Breite.'
Relief shown by shading.
Pen-and-ink, watercolor (grey), and pencil.
Folded to 279 x 209 mm.
Forms part of both the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Map Collection and the Edward E. Ayer Manuscript Collection (Newberry Library).
Smith, C.A. List of ms. maps Ayer Coll., 275.
Berghes' manuscript edited by Hanns J. Prem and published as Beschreibung der Überreste Aztekischer Niederlassungen auf ihrer Wanderung nach dem Thale von Mexico durch den gegenwärtigen Freistaat von Zacatecas (Berlin: D. Reimer, 1990); includes reproduction of map.
Ayer ms map proj 94.
VAULT Ayer MS 1045 map 1 (NLO)

85237 Zacatecas (Zacatecas, Mexico) - Maps - 1860 - Pictorial works
Zacatecas. [New York : Johnson & Browning, 1860].
Authors: Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884 -- Johnson & Browning -- Johnson, A. J. (Alvin Jewett), 1827-1884. Johnson's new illustrated (steel plate) family atlas ... (1860) 1 view ; 6 x 10 cm.
Running title, upper margin: United States of Mexico.
In: Johnson, Alvin Jewett. Johnson's new illustrated (steel plate) family atlas ... (New York : Johnson and Browning, 1860) page '52.
oversize G 10 .454 p. 52 (PrCt)

85238 Zacuto, Abraham Ben Samuel, b. ca. 1450 - Pilot guides, Portuguese
Authors: Barbosa, Antonio 28 p. : table ; 25 cm.
"Separata de O Instituto, vol. 75, no. 5."
5A 6779 (NLO)

85239 Zadar (Croatia) - Maps - 1574 - Zadar Region (Croatia) - Maps - 1574 - Cyprian War, 1570-1571 - Maps - Zarra (Croatia)
SEE Zadar (Croatia)
Zarra et contado citta principale della Dalmatia ... al pnte. molestata da Turchi. [Venice? Giovanni Francesco Camocio?, 1574?].
Authors: Camocio, Giovanni Francesco, 16th cent. -- Camocio, Giovanni Francesco, 16th cent. [Isole famose porti, fortezze, e terre marinete sottoposte alla Ser.ma Sig.ria di Venetia ad altri principi christiani, et al Sig.or Turco] [1574?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map ; 17 x 21 cm.
Armies and naval ships shown pictorially.
In atlas lacking title page: Camocio, Giovanni Francesco. [Isole famose porti, fortezze, e terre marinete sottoposte alla Ser.ma Sig.ria di Venetia ad altri principi christiani, et al Sig.or Turco, nouame[n]te poste in luce] [Venice? : Alla librarria del segno di S. Marco? ; G.F. Camocio?, 1574?], [plate 5].
Manuscript no. 5 at upper right.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
VAULT Baskes folio G1955 .C3 1574, [plate 5] (PrCt)

85240 Zadar Region (Croatia) - Maps - 1571 - Military operations - Dalmatia (Croatia) - Maps - 1571 - Military operations
Das ist die Warhafte contrafettvng der stat Zara in Dalmatia gelegen ist von dem Tvrcke vberzoge vnd belegert worden. [S.l. s.n.], 1571.
Authors: Gilhofer & Ranschburg (Vienna, Austria) -- Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 235 x 328 mm. (neat line), on sheet remargined to 350 x 467 mm.
Relief shown pictorially.
Oriented with north at upper left.
Depicts fighting between Turks and Venetians in the Zadar region of Croatia.
Forms part of the Franco Novacco Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Ex Gilhofer.
b67
Novacco 2F 60 (PrCt)

Authors: Nebenzahl, Kenneth, 1927- From Theatrum Orbin Liberorum: Liber Amicorum presented to Nico Israel... (Utrecht, 1989), p. 39-46. map.
BHC 1101
Vert 714 (PrCt)

85242 Zagreb (Croatia) - Maps - Exhibitions - Catalogs
Authors: Skalamera, Zeljko -- Bozičnik, Marijan -- Pandžić, Ankica -- Umjetnicki pavijon u Zagrebu
Zakynthos (Greece) - Maps - 1574
Zante insula posta nel mare Mediterraneo longi dala Moerea ... [Venice? Giovanni Francesco Camocio?, 1574?].
Authors: Camocio, Giovanni Francesco, 16th cent. -- Camocio, Giovanni Francesco, 16th cent. [Isole famose porti, fortezze, e terre maritime sottoposte alla Ser.ma Sig.ria di Venetia ad altri principi christiani, et al Sig.or Turco] [1574?] -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map : hand col. ; 18 x 21 cm. Relief shown pictorially. In atlas lacking title page: Camocio, Giovanni Francesco. [Isole famose porti, fortezze, e terre maritime sottoposte alla Ser.ma Sig.ria di Venetia ad altri principi christiani, et al Sig.or Turco, nouame[n]te poste in luce] [Venice? : Alla libraria del segno di S. Marco? ; G.F. Camocio?, 1574?], [plate 24]. Manuscript no. 24 at upper right. Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
VAULT Baskes folio G1955 .C3 1574, [plate 24] (PrCt)

Zakynthos Island (Greece) - Maps - 1528<<>>Woodcuts
[Map of the island of Zakynthos in the Ionian Sea]. [Venice : Nicolò Zoppino, 1528]. Authors: Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530 -- Zoppino, Nicolò, fl. 1508-1544 -- Bordon, Benedetto, 1450-1530. Libro di Benedetto Bordone : nel qual si ragiona de tutte l'isole del mondo ... (1528) 1 map : woodcut ; within printed borders 8 x 14 cm., on sheet 31 x 21 cm. Title supplied by cataloguer. The island is identified as Zante. In: Bordon, Benedetto. Libro di Benedetto Bordone : nel qual si ragiona de tutte l'isole del mondo ... (Venice : Nicolò Zoppino, 1528), folio XXXVII. References: Karrow, Mapmakers of the 16th cent. (1993), p. 91. Case folio G 117 .108, folio XXXVII (PrCt)

Northern Rhodesia


Authors: Maire, François Joseph, b. 1738 -- Carl und Friedrich Bargum (Firm) -- Maire, François Joseph, b. 1738. Atlas des roiames de Galicie et de Lodomerie ... (1787[?]) -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 41 x 58 cm.
Covers Zamosc region in latter-day Lublin Voivodeship, Poland, part of Galicia (Poland and Ukraine).
Scale [ca. 1:340,000].
Relief shown pictorially and by hachures.
French and German.
In: Maire, François Joseph. Atlas des roiames de Galicie et de Lodomerie ... (Vienna : Char. et Fred. Bargum et comp., 1787[?]), [map 5].
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.

Zandvliet (Belgium) - Maps - 1628 - Fortification
Pas-caert vande ghelegetheyt vande Schans te Santvliet ... Amsterdam : C.J. Visscher excud., [ca. 1628?].
Authors: Visscher, Claes Jansz., 1586 or 1628 -- Visscher, Nicolaes, 1618-1679 -- Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : hand col. ; 28 x 43 cm.
Details fortifications around Zandvliet, Belgium.
Oriented with north at left.
Forms part of the Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Duplicate copy (printed with letterpress text; uncolored): Visscher 098.
Remnants of binding stub on verso.
 Cf. OCLC 71652596 and 71641925.
Visscher 99 (PrCt)

Zandvliet (Belgium) - Maps - 1632 - Fortification
Caer te vandt Schelt ende Santvliet ... Amsterdam : Claes Janss Visscher, 1632.
Authors: Visscher, Claes Jansz., 1586 or 7-1652 -- Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 28 x 42 cm., trimmed and mounted on sheet 38 x 44 cm.
Details fortifications around Zandvliet, Belgium.
Oriented with north at left.
Date from letterpress text below engraved map:
'Cort Verhael ende perfecte Afbeeldinghe ... Jaer 1627 ... t'Amsterdam, by Claes Jansz. Visscher, Anno 1628.
Forms part of the Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Duplicate copy (lacking letterpress text; colored): Visscher 99.
Manuscript '25' and remnants of binding stub on verso.
 Cf. OCLC 71652596 and 71641925.
Visscher 100 (PrCt)

Zandvliet (Belgium) - Maps - 1632 - Fortification
Pas-caert vande ghelegetheyt vande Schans te Santvliet ... Amsterdam : C.J. Visscher excud., 1628.
Authors: Visscher, Claes Jansz., 1586 or 7-1652 -- Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : 28 x 42 cm. on sheet 38 x 44 cm.
Details fortifications around Zandvliet, Belgium.
Oriented with north at left.
Date from letterpress text below engraved map:
'Cort Verhael ende perfecte Afbeeldinghe ... Jaer 1627 ... t'Amsterdam, by Claes Jansz. Visscher, Anno 1628.
Forms part of the Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Duplicate copy (lacking letterpress text; colored): Visscher 99.
Manuscript '25' and remnants of binding stub on verso.
 Cf. OCLC 71652596 and 71641925.
Visscher 100 (PrCt)

Visscher 101 (PrCt)

Zandvliet (Belgium) - Maps - 1640 - Fortification

Caerte van't Scheldt ende Santvliet ... [Amsterdam]: Claes Janss Visscher, 1640. Authors: Visscher, Claes Jansz., 1586 or 16-1652 -- Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library)


Visscher 102 (PrCt)

Zapadosckesy Kraj (Czechoslovakia) - Maps - 1745

Repraesentatio geographica circuli Egerani, nec non Elnbogensis ... 1742 = Carte du territoire d'Egra, & du cercle d'Elnbogue ... 1742. [Nuremberg: Homann Erben, ca. 1745]. Authors: Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724 -- Homann Erben (Firm) -- Homann, Johann Baptist, 1663-1724. Atlas novus terrarum orbis (ca. 1745) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 1 map; hand col.; 46 x 54 cm. In: Homann, Johann Baptist. Atlas novus terrarum orbis (Nuremberg: [Homann Erben, ca. 1745]), plate 126. Manuscript '128' and '130' on verso. oversize Ayer 135 H7 1730, [plate 126] (PrCt)

Zaragoza (Spain), Battle of, 1710 - Maps - 1700 - Stanhope, James Stanhope, Earl, 1673-1721 - Starhemberg, Guidobald, Graf von, 1657-1737

1661-1725. [Maps and plans of Tindal's continuation of Rapin's History of England]
[1785-1789? -- Edward E. Ayer Collection
(Newberry Library)
1 map ; 36 x 47 cm.
Title in bottom margin.
'For Mr. Tindal's continuation of Mr. Rapin's history of England.'
Includes references A-S.
map [62].
oversize Ayer 135 .T5 1732 map [62] (PrCt)

Zaragoza (Spain : Province) - Maps - 1680<><>Navarre (Spain : Maps - 1680<><>Saragossa (Spain : Province) SEE Zaragoza (Spain : Province)<><>Navarra (Spain : Provincia) SEE Navarre (Spain)
Tarraconensis episcopatus. Amsterdam, [ca. 1680].
Authors: Schenk & Valck, Amsterdam -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
I:50
1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 47 cm.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6563.S4 1680 S3 (PrCt)

Zaragoza (Spain : Province) - Maps - 1680<><>Teruel (Spain : Provincia) - Maps - 1680
Archiepiscopatus Caragocae olime Caesaris Augusti. Amsterdam, [ca. 1680].
Authors: Schenk & Valck, Amsterdam -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
I:40
1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 47 cm.
2193
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6563.S4 1680 .S31 (PrCt)

Zaragoza (Spain : Province) - Maps - 1680<><>Teruel (Spain : Provincia) - Maps - 1680
Archiepiscopatus Caragocae olime Caesaris Augusti. Amsterdam, [ca. 1680].
Authors: Schenk & Valck, Amsterdam -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
I:40
1 map : hand col. ; 36 x 47 cm.
3041
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6563.S4 1680 S31 (PrCt)

Zavala County (Tex.,) - Maps - 1879 - Landowners - Maps - Landowners - Maps
Authors: Texas. General Land Office -- Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division. LC G&M Division land ownership maps
1 map ; on microfiche 11 x 15 cm.
Size of original: 20 x 24.5 in. Scale 1:133,320.
Originally compiled 1879.
Microfiche 583, no. 1178 (PrCt)
85265 Zeelh (Tas.) - Museums - 1970
Authors: Douglas Souvenir Distributors
1 postcard : col photo ; 11 x 14 cm

85266 Zeeland (Netherlands) - Maps - 1570
Authors: Jode, Cornelis de, 1568-1600
1 map
Issued with accompanying article in Caert Thresoor 10, no. 3 (1991) p. 41-46.

85267 Zeeland (Netherlands) - Maps - 1680
Comitatus Zelandiae tabula... Amsterdam, [ca. 1680].
1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 55 cm.
In: Danckerts, Justus. Atlas (Amsterdam : J. Danckers, [ca. 1680]) pl. [56]. Ms. no. '58' in upper right.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .D18 A pl. 56 (PrCt)

85268 Zeeland (Netherlands) - Maps - 1682
Comitatus Zelandiae novissima delineatio. Amsterdam : C. Allard, [1682?].
Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Allard, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709 -- Allard, Carel, 1648-ca. 1709. Atlas minor sive tabulae geographicæ... [1682?] -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map : col. ; 47 x 55 cm.
In: Allard, Carel. Atlas minor sive tabulæ geographicæ proecipuorum regnorum regionum, insularum, provinciarum, etc. (Amsterdam : C. Allard, 1682?) pl. 77.
VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .A4 A pl. 77 (PrCt)

85269 Zeeland (Netherlands) - Maps - 1700
Le Comté de Zeelande. Amsterdam, [ca. 1700].
Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:M72
1 map ; 54 x 78 cm.
3367 rev

85270 Zeeland (Netherlands) - Maps - 1720
Nieuwe kaerte van't landt van Waes ende Hulster Ambacht. Amsterdam, [ca. 1720].
Authors: Visscher, Claes Jansz., 1586 or 7 -- Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Schenk, Pieter, ca. 1698-1775 -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:M79
1 map ; 47 x 55 cm.
3441
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6003.Z4 1720 S3 (PrCt)

85271 Zeeland (Netherlands) - Maps - 1725
Comitatus Zelandiae tabula. Amsterdam, [ca. 1725].
Authors: Vit, Frederik de -- Cövens et Mortier -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:M74
1 map : hand col. ; 46 x 54 cm.
3369
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6003.Z4 1725 C6a (PrCt)

85272 Zeeland (Netherlands) - Maps - 1725
Antwerp (Belgium : Province) - Maps - 1725<<>>East Flanders (Belgium) - Maps - 1725
Carte particuliere des environs d'Anvers, Gand Hulst et de tout le Pays de Waes. Amsterdam, [ca. 1725].
Authors: Cövens et Mortier -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:M81
1 map : hand col. ; 40 x 54 cm.
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
3442
Sack map4F G6003.Z4 1725 C6b (PrCt)

85273 Zeeland (Netherlands) - Maps - 1730
Nieuwe kaart van het araafschap Zeeland. Amsterdam, [ca. 1730].
Authors: R. & J. Ottens -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:M73
1 map ; 45 x 58 cm.
Added title: Nova Zeelandiae comitatus tabula. 3368
Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Sack map4F G6003.Z4 1730 O8 (PrCt)

85274 Zeeland (Netherlands) - Maps - Collections
Authors: Lantsheer, Meinard Frederik, 1819-1877
Zeland (Netherlands : Province) - 1702 - Coasts - Nautical charts


1 map : 42 x 54 cm.

Oriented with north at bottom left.


Describing the sea-coasts, capes, head-lands, bays, roads, harbours, rivers and ports together with the soundings, sands, rocks and dangers in the southern navigation upon the coasts of England, Holland, France, Ireland, Spain, Portugal ... (London : Published by John Seller ... ; Printed by George Larkin ... , 1690 [i.e.1702?]) pl. [6].

Islands variously labelled 'H' and 'Z' in manuscript.

Uniform series title (supplied by cataloger): English Pilot. Part 1 [1702?]


Zelandia inferioris Germania pars magnorum circumdata Oceano plurimis insulis ... [Antwerp : Aegid. Coppenium Diesth, 1591].

Authors: Jode, Gerard de, 1509-1591 -- Wierix, Antonie, -1604 -- Jode, Gerard de, 1509-1591. Specvlvm orbis terrarvm (1593)

1 map : hand col. ; 35 x 47 cm.

Latin letterpress text on verso (fol. 47, sig. Bbbb): Zelandiae tabvla ...

Engraving attributed to Antonie Wierix.

In: Jode, Gerard de. Specvlvm orbis terrarvm (Antwerp : A. Coninx, 1593), map [79].

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .J9 1593, map [79] (PrCt)

Zelandia inferioris Germania pars magnorum circumdata Oceano plurimis insulis ... [Antwerp : Aegid. Coppenium Diesth, 1591].

Authors: Jode, Gerard de, 1509-1591 -- Wierix, Antonie, -1604 -- Jode, Gerard de, 1509-1591. Specvlvm orbis terrarvm (1593)

1 map : hand col. ; 35 x 47 cm.

Latinsanscript text on verso (fol. 47, sig. Bbbb): Zelandiae tabvla ...

Engraving attributed to Antonie Wierix.

In: Jode, Gerard de. Specvlvm orbis terrarvm (Antwerp : A. Coninx, 1593), map [79].

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .J9 1593, map [79] (PrCt)
Zeeland (Netherlands : Province) - Maps - 1695

Le Comité de Zeelande dresse sur les memoires des pl. nouveaux ... Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : H. Jaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], [1695?].

Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. Atlas nouveau : contenant toutes les parties du monde (1692 [i.e. 1695?]) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)

1 map : hand col. ; 55 x 79 cm.


VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .S19 1692 pl. [45] (PrCt)

Zeeland (Netherlands : Province) - Maps - 1696

Names, Geographical

Le Comité de Zeelande dresse sur les memoires des pl. nouveaux ... Paris [i.e. Amsterdam] : H. Jaillot [i.e. Pieter Mortier], [1696].

Authors: Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Jaillot, Alexis Hubert, 1632?-1712 -- Mortier, Pierre -- Sanson, Nicolas, 1600-1667. Atlas nouveau : contenant toutes les parties du monde ... ] (1696) 1 map : hand col. ; 55 x 79 cm.

Accompanied, on the previous leaf by: Table alphabétique des noms de villes ... de Zélande. In: Sanson, Nicolas. [Atlas nouveau : contenant toutes les parties du monde ... ] (Amsterdam : Pierre Mortier, 1696) v. 1, map [3].

Forms part of atlas published by P. Mortier in Amsterdam; chiefly comprised of maps bearing the counterfeit imprint of H. Jaillot in Paris.

Case oversize G 1007 .781 v. 1, map [3] (PrCt)

Zeeland (Netherlands : Province) - Maps - 1700

Comitatvs Zelandiae novissima delineatio.

[Amsterdam : Frederik de Wit, ca. 1700?].

Authors: Visscher, Nicolaes, 1649-1702 -- Wit, Frederik de -- Wit, Frederik de. Atlas [ca. 1700?]
85291  Zell, Christoph, d. 1544<>>Zell, Heinrich, 1518-1564 [Notes on Christoph and Heinrich Zell]. [Chicago, 198-?].
Authors: Bagrow, Leo -- Petermanns geographische Mitteilungen (1926) p. 63-66 ; 28 cm.
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3206, no. 10. G 007 .67, v. 72, p. 63-66 (PrCt)

85292  Zell, Heinrich, 1518-1564 Der Deutsche Kartograph Heinrich Zell. [Gotha : J. Perthes, 1926].
Authors: Bagrow, Leo -- Petermanns geographische Mitteilungen (1926) p. 63-66 ; 28 cm.
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3206, no. 10. G 007 .67, v. 72, p. 63-66 (PrCt)

85293  Zell, Heinrich, 1518-1564 Der Kartograph Heinrich Zell, 1518-1564. [Wroclaw : Ossolineum, 1978].
Vert 3206, no. 13 (PrCt)

85294  Zell, Christoph, d. 1544. Canon oder auslegung diser gegenwertigen Mappen (1533)
Authors: H.P. Kraus (Firm)
1 v.
Catalogue 181.
Item #156 is a booklet published by Christoph Zell, describing his brother Heinrich's map of Europe (Karrow, Mapmakers of the 16th Century, 83/C).
Newberry Library Rare Book Catalog Collection (PrCt)

85295  Zell, Heinrich, 1518-1564
ne
Authors: Bagrow, Leo -- Petermanns geographische Mitteilungen (1926) p. 63-66 ; 28 cm.
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3206, no. 10. G 007 .67, v. 72, p. 63-66 (PrCt)

85296  Zell, Heinrich, 1518-1564
ne
Authors: Bagrow, Leo -- Petermanns geographische Mitteilungen (1926) p. 63-66 ; 28 cm.
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3206, no. 10. G 007 .67, v. 72, p. 63-66 (PrCt)

85297  Zell, Heinrich, 1518-1564
ne
Authors: Bagrow, Leo -- Petermanns geographische Mitteilungen (1926) p. 63-66 ; 28 cm.
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3206, no. 10. G 007 .67, v. 72, p. 63-66 (PrCt)

85298  Zell, Heinrich, 1518-1564
ne
Authors: Bagrow, Leo -- Petermanns geographische Mitteilungen (1926) p. 63-66 ; 28 cm.
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3206, no. 10. G 007 .67, v. 72, p. 63-66 (PrCt)

85299  Zell, Heinrich, 1518-1564
ne
Authors: Bagrow, Leo -- Petermanns geographische Mitteilungen (1926) p. 63-66 ; 28 cm.
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3206, no. 10. G 007 .67, v. 72, p. 63-66 (PrCt)

85291  Zelz, Christoph, d. 1544<>>Zell, Heinrich, 1518-1564 [Notes on Christoph and Heinrich Zell]. [Chicago, 198-?].
Authors: Bagrow, Leo -- Petermanns geographische Mitteilungen (1926) p. 63-66 ; 28 cm.
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3206, no. 10. G 007 .67, v. 72, p. 63-66 (PrCt)

85292  Zelz, Heinrich, 1518-1564 Der Deutsche Kartograph Heinrich Zell. [Gotha : J. Perthes, 1926].
Authors: Bagrow, Leo -- Petermanns geographische Mitteilungen (1926) p. 63-66 ; 28 cm.
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3206, no. 10. G 007 .67, v. 72, p. 63-66 (PrCt)

Vert 3206, no. 13 (PrCt)

Authors: Faulenbach, Heiner -- Monatshefte für Evangelische Kirchengeschichte des Rheinlandes (1973) p. 43-45 ; 24 cm.
Vert 3206, no. 15 (PrCt)

85295  Zelz, Heinrich, 1518-1564
ne
Authors: Bagrow, Leo -- Petermanns geographische Mitteilungen (1926) p. 63-66 ; 28 cm.
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3206, no. 10. G 007 .67, v. 72, p. 63-66 (PrCt)

85296  Zelz, Heinrich, 1518-1564
ne
Authors: Bagrow, Leo -- Petermanns geographische Mitteilungen (1926) p. 63-66 ; 28 cm.
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3206, no. 10. G 007 .67, v. 72, p. 63-66 (PrCt)

85297  Zelz, Heinrich, 1518-1564
ne
Authors: Bagrow, Leo -- Petermanns geographische Mitteilungen (1926) p. 63-66 ; 28 cm.
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3206, no. 10. G 007 .67, v. 72, p. 63-66 (PrCt)

85298  Zelz, Heinrich, 1518-1564
ne
Authors: Bagrow, Leo -- Petermanns geographische Mitteilungen (1926) p. 63-66 ; 28 cm.
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3206, no. 10. G 007 .67, v. 72, p. 63-66 (PrCt)

85299  Zelz, Heinrich, 1518-1564
ne
Authors: Bagrow, Leo -- Petermanns geographische Mitteilungen (1926) p. 63-66 ; 28 cm.
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3206, no. 10. G 007 .67, v. 72, p. 63-66 (PrCt)
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Newberry Library.
Wing folio Z 02 .086, p. 137-147 (PrCt)

85300 Zell, Heinrich, 1518-1564
Gastaldi, Giacomo, approximately 1500-approximately 1565
Cartography - Germany - History - 1500-1599
Authors: Caraci, Giuseppe, 1893-1971 -- Petermanns geographische Mitteilungen (1927) p. 200-205 ; 1 map ; 28 cm.
In: Petermanns geographische Mitteilungen 73 (1927) : 200-205.
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3206, no. 7.
G 007 .67, v. 73, p. 201-205 (PrCt)

85301 Zell, Heinrich, 1518-1564. [Map of Prussia] (1542)
Authors: Horn, Werner, 1903-1978 -- Erdkunde (1950) p. 67-81 : map ; 27 cm.
Vert 3206, no. 6 (PrCt)

85302 Zell, Heinrich, 1518-1564. [Map of Prussia] (1542)
Vert 3206, no. 1 (PrCt)

85303 Zell, Heinrich, 1518-1564. Nova Europe descriptio (1533)
Canon oder auszlegung diser gegenwertigen Mappen, Europa genant, Jn disem. 33. jar zu Nürnberg aussgangen. Gedruckt zu Nürnberg : durch Christoff Zell, [1533].
Authors: Zell, Heinrich, 1518-1564 -- Zell, Christoph, d. 1544 [18] leaves ; 20 cm.
Place of publication and printer from colophon.
Titlepage woodcut; initials; printed marginal notes.
References: Karrow, Mapmakers of the 16th Century 83/C.
Partial duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3206, no. 9.
sco802 (NLO)

85304 Zell, Heinrich, 1518-1564
Printing - Strasbourg (France) - History - 1500-1599
85305 Zell, Heinrich, b. 1545
Henricus Zelius Novesianus, Prediger in Bonn. [Köln [etc.] : Rheinland-Verlag [etc.] , 1973].
Authors: Burmeister, Karl-Heinz -- Monatshefte für Evangelische Kirchengeschichte des Rheinlandes (1973) p. 38-42 ; 24 cm.
In: Monatshefte für Evangelische Kirchengeschichte des Rheinlandes 22 (1973) : 38-42.
Not at Newberry Library (Dec. 2012) (PrCt)

85306 Zeno, Antonio, d. ca. 1505
Voyages of the Zeni. [London : Royal Geographical Society, 1899].
Authors: Beazley, C. Raymond (Charles Raymond), 1868-1955 -- Geographical journal (1899) p. 166-170 ; 24 cm.
In: Geographical journal 13 (1899) : 166-170.
G 007 .33, v. 13, p. 166-170 (PrCt)

85307 Zeno, Antonio, d. ca. 1505
Zeno and the cartography of Greenland.
[Stockholm : Kartografiska Sällskapet, 1949].
Authors: Hobbs, William Herbert, 1864-1952 -- Imago mundi (1949) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) p. 15-16
In: Imago mundi 6 (1949) : 15-19.
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3208, no. 2.
Map Ref folio GA1 .I6, v. 6, p. 15-19 (PrCt)

85308 Zeno, Antonio, d. ca. 1505
Cartography - North Atlantic Ocean - History
Zenokortet dets kilder og dets betydning for den kartografiske udformning af det nordlige Atlanterhav. [København : Det Bibliotek, 1956].
Authors: Kejlbo, Ib Rønne, 1922 -- For the publication of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library. John M. Wing Foundation p. 174-177 ; 28 cm.
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3206, no. 12.
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.
Wing folio Z 3112 .371 1972, p. 174-177 (PrCt)

85309 Zeno, Antonio, d. ca. 1475
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3206, no. 12.
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.
Wing folio Z 3112 .371 1972, p. 174-177 (PrCt)
1515-1565 Cartography - North Atlantic Ocean - History

Discovery of an ancient map in Iceland by Baron Nordenskiöld. [London : Edward Stanford, 1883].
Transcribing a letter from Nordenskiöld received by R. H. Major, with Major's comments.
G 008 .761, n.s. 5, p. 473-475 (Pr Ct)

85310 Zeno, Antonio, d. ca. 1405 - Zeno, Niccolò, d. ca. 1395
SEE Zeno, Niccolò, d. ca. 1395
SEE Zeno, Antonio, d. ca. 1405
Venetian navigators : the voyages of the Zen brothers to the far north / Andrea di Robilant.
Authors: Zurla, Placido, 1769-1834 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
Ayer 125 .N82 1885, p. 1-62

85313 Zeno, Niccolò, 1515-1565 - Zeno, Antonio, d. ca. 1405
Arctic regions - Discovery and exploration - 1500
Dissertazione intorno ai viaggi e scoperte settentrionali di Nicolò ed Antonio fratelli Zeni / di D. Placido Zurla ... Venezia : Dalle stampe Zerletti, 1808.
Authors: Zurla, Placido, 1769-1834 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
Ayer 106 .I7 Z9 1808 (NLO)

85314 Zeno, Niccolò, 1515-1565 - Zeno, Antonio, d. ca. 1405
Arctic regions - Discovery and exploration - Italian - 1500
The Voyages of the Venetian brothers, Nicolò & Antonio Zeno, to the northern seas in the XVth century : comprising the latest known accounts of the lost colony of Greenland and of the Northmen in America before Columbus / translated and edited with notes and an introduction by Richard Henry Major. London : Printed for the Hakluyt Society, 1873.
Contents: Introduction -- The discovery of the islands of Frislanda, Eslanda, Engronelanda, Estotilanda, and Ieria: made by two brothers of the Zeno family ... (with text at foot of page) -- Description of Greenland in the fourteenth century, by Ivar Bardsen (with Danish and Latin versions at foot of page)
Translation of Dello scopimento dell' isole Frislanda.
Uniform title: Dello scopimento dell' isole Frislanda. English & Italian
Series: Works issued by the Hakluyt Society ; no. 62


Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
85320 Ziegler, Jacob, 1480-1549
[Notes on Jacob Ziegler]. [Chicago, 198-?].
Authors: Karrow, Robert W.
1 file folder ; 25 x 30 cm.
Bibliographical notes and drafts used in the preparation of the chapter on Jacob Ziegler in:
Karrow, Mapmakers of the sixteenth century and their maps (1993).
Vert 3211 (PrCt)

85321 Ziegler, Jacob, 1480-1549
Jacob Ziegler. [Freiburg : Herder, 1957-1965].
Authors: Oswald, J. -- Lexikon für Theologie und Kirche (1957-1965)
column 1366 ; 26 cm.
In: Lexikon für Theologie und Kirche (Freiburg: Herder, 1957-1965), v. 10, column 1366.
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3210, no. 6.
Ref BR95 .L48, v. 10, column 1366 (PrCt)

85322 Ziegler, Jacob, 1480-1549
Authors: Schottenhamler, Karl, 1878-1954
Series: Reformationgeschichtliche Studien und Texte ; Heft 8-10.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [ix]-xiv).
E 5 .Z649 (NLO)

85323 Ziegler, Jacob, 1480-1549
Jakob Ziegler. [New York : Funk and Wagnalls company, 1908-1912].
Authors: Schottenhamler, Karl, 1878-1954 -- Schaff-Herzog encyclopedia of religious knowledge (1908-1912)
p. 511-512 ; 27 cm.
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3210, no. 2.
Ref BR95 .S435, v. 12, p. 511-512 (PrCt)

85324 Ziegler, Jacob, 1480-1549 - Bibliography
Authors: Schottenhamler, Karl, 1878-1954 -- Schottenhamler, Karl, 1878-1954. Jakob Ziegler
85325 Ziegler, Jacob, 1480-1549. [Schondia] (1532)
Jacob Ziegler's Palestine Schondia manuscript, University Library, Oslo : MS. 917-4.
Authors: Nissen, Kristian -- Imago mundi (1956)
-- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
p. 45-52
In: Imago mundi 13 (1956). Jakob Ziegler aus Landau an der Isar (1910)
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3210, no. 1.
E 5 .Z649, p. 380-399 (NLO)

85326 Ziegler, Jacob, ca. 1471-1549. Schondia (1532)
Ett geografskt arbete öfver Skandinavien från år 1532. 1878.
Authors: Hildebrand, Hans -- Svenska sällskapet för antropologi och geografi (1878)
From: Svenska sällskapet för antropologi och geografi, Skrifter. Geografiska sektionen tidskrift 1, no. 2; 1-72.
Latin reprint and Swedish translation of the 'Schondia' section of Ziegler's 1532 book, edited by Hans Hildebrand. BHC 2480
Vert 2025 (PrCt)

Authors: Great Britain. Ordnance Survey -- Scott, Alexander De Courcy -- James, H., 1803-1877 -- Newberry Library. John M. Wing Foundation
2nd ed.
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.
Wing folio Z 4141 .802 (NLO)

Rand McNally yellow guide : county codes, zip codes, and latest populations for all places with 100 or more people, arranged on a county by county basis. New York : Rand McNally, [1975].
Authors: Rand McNally and Company
285 p. ; 28 cm.
LC Card Number: 75318685
folio G 836 .7311 (NLO)

85329 Zipa (Netherlands) - Maps - 1625 - Polder
maps - Polder maps - Zipa (Netherlands) - 1625 - Zypani (Netherlands) SEE Zipa (Netherlands)
Agri Zypani nova descript. Amsteloda.
Authors: Visscher, Claes Jansz., 1586 or 7-1652 -- Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library)
1 map ; 36 x 47 cm.
Cadastral map detailing polders. Engraved '13'at lower right.
Manuscript '27' at upper right; remnants of binding stub on verso.
Oriented with north at upper right.
'A reissue of the map in Kaerius' Germania Inferior, 1617' --Campbell, Tony. Claes Jansz.
Forms part of the Visscher Map Collection (Newberry Library).
Koeman, C. Atlantes Neerlandici (1967-1985), v. 3, p. 159, Vis 1A, no. 30 and p. 178, no. 82.
Visscher 125 (PrCt)

85332 Zoogeography - Maps - 1911 - Animals - Maps - 1911 - Atlases, British - 1911
1 atlas ([10], 67, xi p., 36 folded leaves of plates) : col. ill., 37 maps (chiefly col.) ; 47 cm.
Cover title: Zoogeography
Includes bibliographical references (p. [57]-67), index, and addenda.
Relief shown by shading.
Scales differ.
Series: Bartholomew's physical atlas ; v. 5.
Bookplate: Library University of Miami.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
References: Phillips 5378
LC Card Number: agr11000859
Baskes oversize G1046.D4 B37 1911 (NLO)

85334 Zorzi, Alessandro, 1747-1779 - Colón, Bartolomé, d. 1514
Intorno a quattro codici fiorentini e ad uno ferrarese dell'erudito veneziano Alessandro Zorzi. [Firenze : Leo S. Olschki, 1937].
Authors: Almagià, Roberto, 1884-1962 -- La Bibliofilia (1937) -- Newberry Library. John M. Wing Foundation
p. 313-347 : maps ; 30 cm.
At least one of Zorzi's sketch maps was based on a map by Bartholomew Columbus.
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.
Wing folio Z 007 .05, v. 38, p. 313-347 (PrCt)

85334 Zorzi, Giovanni Domenico, ca. 1490-1558
Vera descriptio totius Europe (1545) -- Pagano, Matheo, fl. 1538-1562 - Map industry and trade - Italy -
85335 Zorzi, Giovanni Domenico, fl. 1525-1558

[Excerpts relating to Giovanni Domenico Zorzi]. [198-?].
Authors: Gallo, Rodolfo -- Marshall, Jerily
3 p. : typescript ; 28 cm.
Vert 3212, no. 2 (PrCt)

85336 Zorzi, Giovanni Domenico, fl. 1525-1558

[Notes on Giovanni Domenico Zorzi]. [Chicago, 198-?].
Authors: Karrow, Robert W.
1 file folder ; 25 x 30 cm.
Bibliographical notes, photocopies of maps, correspondence, and drafts used in the preparation of the chapter on Giovanni Domenico Zorzi in: Karrow, Mapmakers of the sixteenth century and their maps (1993).
Vert 3213 (PrCt)

85337 Zorzi, Giovanni Domenico, fl.

1525-1558 SEE Zorzi, Giovanni Domenico, fl. 1525-1558 SEE Greche, Dominic de la, fl. 1525-1558 SEE Zorzi, Giovanni Domenico, fl. 1525-1558 SEE De la Greche, Dominic, fl. 1525-1558 SEE Zorzi, Giovanni Domenico, fl. 1525-1558 SEE Grecis, Dominicus a, fl. 1525-1558 SEE Zorzi, Giovanni Domenico, fl. 1525-1558 SEE Greche, Io. Domenico, fl. 1525-1558 SEE Zorzi, Giovanni Domenico, fl. 1525-1558 SEE Zorzi, Zuan Domenigo, fl. 1525-1558 SEE Zorzi, Giovanni Domenico, fl. 1525-1558

Unbekannte Arbeiten des Domenico delle Greche. [Città del Vaticano : Libreria Vaticana, 1937].
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3212.
Forms part of the John M. Wing Collection at the Newberry Library.
Wing Z 41211.555, v. 2, p. 206-218 (PrCt)

85338 Zsák (Hungary) - Pictorial works - 1569 SEE Zsák (Hungary) - History - Siege, 1566 - Pictorial works SEE Zsák (Hungary) SEE Zsák (Hungary)

Disegno del castello di Saaca in Ongaria ... [Vienna : Bolognino Zaltieri, 1569].
Authors: Ballino, Giulio, d. ca. 1592 -- Ballino, Giulio, d. ca. 1592. De' disegni delle piu illustri città, et fortezze del mondo ... (1569) -- Zaltieri, Bolognino, fl. 1555-1576 1 view ; 21 x 28 cm.
Added title in uppercase lettering above neat line: Saaca.
Includes references A-C.
View of of the 1566 siege of Zsák.
Oriented with north at bottom.
In: Ballino, Giulio. De' disegni delle piu illustri città, et fortezze del mondo ... (Venice: Bolognino Zaltieri, 1569), plate [50].
VAULT Case folio G 117 .06, plate [50] (PrCt)

85339 Zsámboki, János, 1531-1584

[Johannes Sambucus]. [Vienna : Verlag der K. K. Universität, 1865-1888].
Duplicate copy (photocopies): Vert 3166, no. 2.
I 756 .944, v. 3, p. 260-266 (PrCt)

85340 Zsámboki, János, 1531-1584

[Notes on Johannes Sambucus]. [Chicago, 198-?].
Authors: Karrow, Robert W.
1 file folder ; 25 x 30 cm.
Bibliographical notes and drafts used in the preparation of the chapter on Johannes Sambucus in: Karrow, Robert W. Mapmakers of the sixteenth century and their maps (Chicago : Published for The Newberry Library by Speculum Orbis Press, 1993).
Vert 3167 (PrCt)

85341 Zsámboki, János, 1531-1584

Authors: Nehring, Karl -- Biographisches Lexikon zur Geschichte Südosteuropas (1974- ) p. 78 ; 24 cm.
In: Biographisches Lexikon zur Geschichte Südosteuropas (München : R. Oldenbourg, 1974- ), v. 4, p. 78.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

*Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.*
1 atlas (xiii, 154 p.) : ill., maps ; 31 cm.
Includes index.
Bibliography: p. 141-150.
Series: The Civilization of the American Indian Series ; v. 172
LC Card Number: 85040474
ISBN 0806119454
Ayer folio G1496.E1 F4 1985 (NLO)

85359
Map showing the position of the more important ruins near Zuni. [S.l. s.n., 1891].
Authors: Fewkes, Jesse Walter, 1850-1930 -- Fewkes, Jesse Walter, 1850-1930.
Reconnaissance of ruins in or near the Zuñi Reservation (1891) -- Hemenway Southwestern Archaeological Expedition (1886-1894) -- Journal of American ethnology and archaeology (1891) -- Houghton, Mifflin and Company -- Riverside Press (Cambridge, Mass.)
1 map ; 27 x 26 m.
Detached from: Fewkes, Jesse Walter.
"Reconnaissance of ruins in or near the Zuñi Reservation" in A Journal of American ethnology and archaeology (Boston ; New York ; Cambridge, Mass. : Houghton, Mifflin and Co. ; Riverside Press, 1891-[1908]), v. 1 , opposite p. [95].
Forms part of the published reports of the Hemenway Southwestern Archaeological Expedition (1886-1894).
Issued folded to 24 x 18 cm.
Duplicate copy (in poor condition): F 804 .288 v. 1, opposite p. [96]
map2F G432.2Z8E15 1891 .F4 (PrCt)

85360
Zuni (N.M.) - Pictorial works - 1869<<<Pueblo Zuni (N.M.) SEE Zuni (N.M.)
Authors: Vincent Brooks, Day & Son -- Bell, William Abraham. New tracks in North America:
a journal of travel and adventure whilst engaged in the survey for a southern railroad to the Pacific Ocean during 1867-8 (1869) -- Chapman and Hall -- Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (Newberry Library) -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : col. ; 11 x 18 cm.
Forms part of the Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana at the Newberry Library.
Duplicate copy: Ayer 128.5 .B4 1860
Digital image of another copy available on the Google Books website (accessed April 2009):
http://books.google.com/books?id=m2o6AAAAM AAJ&pg=PA164&dq=PA164+IA1&ci=0,119,990,1 306&source=bookclip
Graff 246 v. 1, between p. 164-165 (PrCt)

85361
Zürich, Battle of, Zürich, Switzerland, 1799 (September 25-26)- Maps - 1839<<<Zürich (Switzerland) - Maps - 1799
Plan des environs de Zurich, pour l'intelligence de la bataille gagnée par les Français le 25 septembre 1799. [Paris] : Libraire Militaire de Petit, [1839].
Authors: Jomini, Antoine Henri, baron de, 1779-1869. Atlas pour servir à l'intelligence de l'Histoire critique et militaire des guerres de la révolution (1839) -- Petit, J.-B.
1 map : hand col. ; 29 x 47 cm.
Relief shown by hachures.
Positions of French and Austrian troops indicated by colors.
Scale "une lieue" = 14.85 cm.
At upper right: Pl. XXIX.
Case oversize F 393 .457, pl. 29 (PrCt)

85362
Zurich (Switzerland : Canton) - Historical geography - Maps - 1873<<<Zurich (Switzerland : Canton) - Maps - 1873
Authors: Beust, Friedrich -- Schmidt, Caesar -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
1 atlas : 6 maps ; 360 x 240 mm.
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection.
Not at Newberry Library (Pending Donation) (PrCt)

85363
Zurich (Switzerland : Canton) - Maps - 1566<<<Map printing - Woodcuts - Maps - 1566<<<Woodcuts
Eigentliche Verzeichnuss der Stätten, Graffschaften vnd Herrschaften, welche in der
85365 Zurich (Switzerland : Canton) - Maps - 1942
Authors: Zurich (Switzerland : Canton). Direktion des Erziehungswesens -- Hafner, Karl, 1878- -- Naf, Verena
88 p., 2 folded leaves of plates (1 folded) : ill., folded map ; 21 cm.
Bookplate: Verena Naf.
Includes index.
folio DQ786 .Z8 1942 (NLO)

85366 Zurich (Switzerland) - Maps - 1788-1793
Authors: Müller, Johannes, 1733-1816 -- Cartographica Helvetica
1 computer optical disc : 4 3/4 in.
System requirements: Windows PC or MacIntosh; CD-ROM drive.
Title from disc surface.
'Ingenieur Johannes Müller, 1733-1816.'
Originally accompanying Nr. 24 (July 2001) issue of Cartographica Helvetica.
CD-ROM G6044.Z8S4 M86 2001 (NLO)

85367 Zurich (Switzerland) - Maps - 1930-1942
Authors: Grieben-Reiseführer -- Grieben-Verlag -- Goldschmidt, Albert -- Kraatz, Leopold -- Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)
2. Aufl. [2nd ed.]
'Mit 5 Karten und 2 Grundrissen.'
Maps lithographed by Leopold Kraatz.
Includes index.
Series: Grieben-Reiseführer ; Bd. 113
Forms part of the Roger S. Baskes Collection at the Newberry Library.
Baskes G153 .G75 Bd. 113 (1930) (NLO)

85368 Zurich (Switzerland) - Maps - 1961-1979
Authors: British Petroleum Company -- Misrair Air Lines (Egypt) -- Publicité Routiere Bolze (Geneva, Switzerland) -- BP Petroleum Co. SEE British Petroleum Company -- Bolze Publicité Routiere, firm, Geneva, Switzerland SEE Publicité Routiere Bolze (Geneva, Switzerland) -- Misrair Air Lines (Egypt) SEE ALSO Egypt Air SEE ALSO Misrair Air Lines (Egypt)
1 map : col. ; 25 x 24 cm., on sheet 37 x 50 cm., folded to 19 x 12 cm.
Panel title.
Map on verso (8 x 12 cm.): Principales routes de Suisse = Der Hauptstrassen der Schweiz = Swiss National Highway = Strade principali di Svizzera. Includes advertising for Misrair Air Lines of Egypt.
Panel art: BP logo.
map3C G6044 .Z8 1961 .B7 (PrCt)
uulgo Zabernia.
In: Münster, Sebastian. Cosmographiae uniwersalis ... (Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552), p. 459.
Possibly an inaccurate view, since some of the woodcuts in this volume were used for more than one town.

VAULT folio Ayer 7 .M8 1552, p. 459 (PrCt)

85370 Zurich (Switzerland) - Pictorial works - 1552<<>>Zuerch (Switzerland) SEE Zurich (Switzerland)<<>>Woodcuts
Zuerch. [Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552].
Authors: Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552 -- Münster, Sebastian, 1489-1552. Cosmographiae uniwersalis ... (Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552) -- Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : woodcut ; 12 x 18 cm., on sheet 32 x 21 cm.
Title at top right of woodblock.
In: Münster, Sebastian. Cosmographiae uniwersalis ... (Basel : Heinrich Petri, 1552), p. 369.

VAULT folio Ayer 7 .M8 1552, p. 369 (PrCt)

85371 Zurich (Switzerland) - Pictorial works - 1620
Tigrvrum, siue Turegum, Caesari ... [Cologne : s.n., ca. 1620].
Authors: Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541-1622 -- Hogenberg, Frans, approximately 1539-1590 -- Civitates orbis terrarum -- Murer, Jodocus, 1530-1580 -- Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library)
1 view : hand col. ; 37 x 48 cm.
Derived from a 1576 woodcut by Jodocus Murer; see R.A. Skelton’s Introduction to the 1980 facs. ed. of Civitates orbis terrarum.
Added title at top in gothic lettering: Zurich. Latin letterpress text on verso under title: Tigervrum.

VAULT oversize Ayer 135 .B8 1573, v. 3, pl. 35 (PrCt)

85372 Zurich (Switzerland) - Pictorial works - 1642<<>>Tigurum (Switzerland) SEE Zurich (Switzerland)<<>>Zurych (Switzerland) SEE Zurich (Switzerland)
Authors: Merian, Matthaeus, 1593-1650 -- Historic Urban Plans (Firm)
1 birds-eye-view ; 44 x 59 cm.
Added title: Zürzych.
Facsimile of original published 1642.
References A-Z.
476
map4F G6044.Z8A3 1642 .M4 1965 (PrCt)

85373 Zürich (Switzerland) - Tourism - 1950

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015) : Index

In one alphabet, this index traces subjects, authors, and titles assigned to numbered descriptions in this catalog. Following are examples of index headings:

- Parma (Italy : Province) - Maps - 1740
  - 63381
  - Parnell, Geoffrey
  - Pars altera seu borealis circuli Rhenani...
  - 33891

Subjects headings appear in boldface, and many are comprised of a place name, a hyphen, the subheading “Maps”, another hyphen, and the date of situation. Author names appear in plain font and in inverted order: Lastname, Firstname. Titles appear in italics.

Immediately following all three of these types of headings are catalog record numbers. In the example above, the Parma map dated 1740 is described in catalog record number 63381.

Request Items by Call Numbers, Not Record Numbers: Readers wishing to see an item, request a reproduction of it, or cite it correctly in writing, should do so by its call number, which appears in bold type as the last line of each catalog description. To see or request a copy of the Parma map indexed above and described below, refer to its complete call number, in this case Sack map4F G6713.E5:3P3 1740 N6 (PrCt).

- 63381 Parma (Italy : Province) - Maps - 1740
  - Piacenza (Italy : Province) - Maps - 1740
  - Authors: Nolin, Jean Baptiste, 1648-1708 -- Locato, Omberto -- Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:151
  - 1 map : hand col. ; 31 x 43 cm.
  - Cf, Phillips 5985 [135].
  - 2232
  - Forms part of the Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library).
  - Sack map4F G6713.E5:3P3 1740 N6 (PrCt)

Notes on Record Numbers: Record numbers in this printed catalog and its index are different than those in the electronic version of Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog, a static and obsolete database no longer being updated or revised. Readers are encouraged to use printed catalog descriptions to access main online catalog records for the same items, by using Boolean searches combining the acronym NLCC with keywords found in this catalog. Readers are also encouraged to ask for reference assistance from Newberry staff.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

1. Prise de Newport par d'Estaing, 1778 : 2. Embossage de Temay à Newport, 1780 56944
(1) Russia in Asia. (Siberia) ; (2) Turkestan & Transcaucasia / by J. Bartholomew, F.R.G.S. 67663
#1 Selling map & guide to movie star homes and notorious crime scenes : Beverly Hills, Malibu, Brentwood, Bel Air, Hollywood, Pacific Palisades : this easy-to-read map will guide you to over 200 homes of TV and films' biggest names 51853
100.000 + stratenboek / [Shell Nederland] 53613
100 karten 10437
1000 California place names : their origin and meaning / by Erwin G. Gudde 52213
1000 Island Bridge scenario : skyway linking United States and Canada 95958
107 years of growth and progress [on the Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway] 82589
10th chart of the coast of France, from St. Giles to the entrance of the Gironde, or river of Bordeaux 27812
11th chart of the coast of France, from Royan to Contis, with the river of Bordeaux 27813
12-inch globe 32049
12 [inch] peerless [world globe] / Weber Costello Co. 32076
12th chart of the coast of France, from Contis to Bilbao in Spain 27824
130th Street Bridge (Chicago, Ill.) - Pictorial works - 1949 1
130th Street Bridge over the Calumet river on route Alt. U.S. 30 / [prepared by Stephen J. Michuda, City Bridge & Viaduct Engineer] 1
135 Jahre Kartographie im Bibliographischen Institut 46637
13th chart of the coast of France, in the Mediterranean Sea 27814
13th International Conference on the History of Cartography, Amsterdam and The Hague, June 26 to July 1, 1989 : Abstracts 37514
13th International Conference on the History of Cartography, Amsterdam and The Hague, June 26 to July 1, 1989 : Programme and general information 37513
The 1424 chart and its fantastic interpretation 64890
The 1424 nautical chart 64894
1492, discovery, invasion, encounter : sources and interpretations 21760
14th chart of the coast of France, from Port Vendre to the Petit Rhone 27815
1500 California place names : their origin and meaning / William Bright 52210
15th century manuscript yields first look at Niña 21780
15th chart of the coast of France, from Aiguesmortes to Bregançon 27816
16 Maps from V26 & 9 Erganzungshefte 61-65 9914
1619 Coronelli globe gore 57412
16th-20th century maps of Africa 421
16th century Maltese cartography 18083
16th chart of the coast of France, from the Iles d'Hypere to the River Var, with part of the coast of Italy 27817
The 1730 Fox fort : A recently discovered map throws new light on its siege and location 27524
17th chart including the coast of Italy from the River Var to Orbitello with the Island of Corsica 33198
[18 charts] 10608
18 inch terrestrial globe 32038
18 inch terrestrial globe / by W. & A.K. Johnston, limited, geographers, engravers, printers 32047
The 1806 survey of the North Carolina coast, Cape Hatteras to Cape Fear 18226
The 1830 Olsen-Bredsdorff contour map of Europe 61720
The 1837 maps of Henry Drury Harness 33538
1840 atlas of Cass County, Illinois 18665
1840 Lake County landowner map index 41464
1855 atlas from the map of Greene County, Ohio : new index to landowners, places : separated into townships, villages and pictures. : 1849 history, early gazetteer excerpts, 1868 maps of Green County added in appendix 32951
1859 wall map, 1875 atlas map, 1895 atlas of Macomb County, Michigan 43764
1861 atlas by townships from the map of Perry County, Indiana 64233
1861 atlas by townships from the Map of Perry County, Indiana : complete new index to landowners ... 64232
1865 wall map and atlases of Warren Co., Ind. 80821
1872 historical topographical atlas of the state of Pennsylvania : with descriptions and county histories, with maps of all counties and major cities, historical, scientific and statistical, together with a map of the United States and territories 63581
1875 historical atlas of Lancaster County, Pennsylvania 41573
1878 historical atlas, Tippecanoe County, Indiana : with complete new index 75217
1880 correct map of the south-western mining country ; Map of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy R.R. 81895
1884 Atlas of Union County, Indiana : to which are added various general maps, history, statistics, illustrations, &c. 76029
1885 map of Memphis taxing district of Shelby County 45941
1885 Minneapolis, Minnesota 49450
1890-1990 : a century of service 52122
1893 Landowner atlas, the County of Wayne, Indiana : an imperial atlas and art folio 81483
18th International Conference on the History of Cartography, Athens, 11 - 16 July, 1999 : Abstracts 37517
19. Canada 16340, 16341, 16343
19. Canada (eastern section) 15863
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1931 Illinois : highways are happy ways 35836
1931 Indiana : highways are happy ways 36979
1931 Iowa : highways are happy ways 37789
1931 Kansas : highways are happy ways : Standard Oil Company (Indiana) 40206
1931 Linco highway guide of Illinois and Indiana 35822, 35823
1931 Linco highway guide of Ohio ... the Ohio Oil Company ... 60615
1931 Linco highway guide of Ohio ... / The Ohio Oil Company ... Findlay, Ohio ... 60616
1931 map of South Dakota state highways, showing designated trunk highway system ... / issued by State Highway Commission, Pierre, South Dakota, May 1, 1931 70927
1931 map of trunk highway system : state of Minnesota / published ... by Minnesota Highway Department ... showing trunk conditions as of April 1, 1931 49668
1931 Michigan highways are happy ways : Standard Oil Company 47017
1931 : Missouri highways are happy ways : Standard Oil Company (Indiana) 49676
1931 Montana : highways are happy ways 51408
1931 North Dakota : highways are happy ways ... / compliments of Standard Oil Company (Indiana) 58379
1931 official road map : Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia 47827
1931 official road map : Illinois 35821
1931 official road map : Indiana 36970
1931 official road map : Kentucky, Tennessee 40791
1931 official road map : Michigan : with compliments of Richman Brothers Co. 47004
1931 official road map : Minnesota : with compliments of Richman Brothers Co. 49669
1931 official road map : Missouri : with compliments of Richman Brothers Co. 50808
1931 official road map : Nebraska : with compliments of Richman Brothers Co. 53020
1931 official road map New England / with compliments of Richman Brothers Co. 51437
1931 official road map : New York / with compliments of Richman Brothers Co. 56345
1931 official road map of Michigan / presented by Citizen's Mutual Auto Insurance Co., Howell, Michigan 47000
1931 official road map : Ohio / with compliments of Richman Brothers Co. 60621
1931 official road map : Pennsylvania, New Jersey / with compliments of Richman Brothers Co. 63709
1931 official road map : Wisconsin / with compliments of Richman Brothers Co. 83252
1931 road map of Arizona : Conoco 2627
1931 road map of Idaho : Conoco 35173
1931 road map of Montana : Conoco 51403
1931 road map of New Mexico 55330
1931 road map of New Mexico : Conoco 55327
1931 road map of Oregon : Conoco 62140
1931 road map of Utah : Conoco 79610
1931 road map of Washington : Conoco 81250
1931 road map of Wyoming : Conoco 84848
1931 Socony road map of New England 54133
1931 Socony road map of New England / published by Standard Oil Company of New York, 26 Broadway 54134
1931 Soconylnd : road map of New England 54078
1931 Sohio Ohio road map / The Standard Oil Company (Ohio) 60619
1931 South Dakota highways are happy ways ... / compliments of Standard Oil Company (Indiana) 70918
1931 Standard road map of Kentucky and adjacent territory 40792
1931 "Standard" road map of New Jersey 54911
1931 "Standard" road map of Pennsylvania 63711
1931 Texaco road map : Alabama, Georgia 758, 759
1931 Texaco road map : Arizona, New Mexico 2626
1931 Texaco road map : Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi 71794
1931 Texaco road map : Colorado, Utah 21400
1931 Texaco road map : Colorado, Utah : spring edition 21389
1931 Texaco road map : Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia 3908
1931 Texaco road map : Idaho, Montana, Wyoming 59888
1931 Texaco road map : Illinois 35837
1931 Texaco road map : Iowa 37790
1931 Texaco road map : Kansas, Nebraska 40200
1931 Texaco road map : Kansas-Nebraska : spring edition 40201
1931 Texaco road map : Kentucky, Tennessee 40798
1931 Texaco road map : Michigan : spring edition 47019
1931 Texaco road map : Minnesota 49678
1931 Texaco road map : Missouri : spring edition 50817
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<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Catalog Entry</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1931</td>
<td>Texaco road map: New England States: spring edition</td>
<td>54145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1931</td>
<td>Texaco road map: New Jersey: spring edition</td>
<td>54918</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1931</td>
<td>Texaco road map: New York: Spring edition</td>
<td>56342</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1931</td>
<td>Texaco road map: Ohio: spring edition</td>
<td>60628</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1931</td>
<td>Texaco road map: Oklahoma</td>
<td>61421</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1931</td>
<td>Texaco road map: Pennsylvania: spring edition</td>
<td>63717</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1931</td>
<td>Texaco road map: Texas: spring edition</td>
<td>74670</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1931</td>
<td>Texaco road map: Washington, Oregon: spring edition</td>
<td>81248, 81249</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1931</td>
<td>Texaco road map: Wisconsin</td>
<td>83251</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1931</td>
<td>Wisconsin highways are happy ways ... Standard Oil Company (Indiana)</td>
<td>83250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1931</td>
<td>Texaco road map: Indiana</td>
<td>36980</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1931</td>
<td>Texaco road map: North Carolina, South Carolina: spring edition</td>
<td>58085</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1931</td>
<td>Texaco road map: North Dakota, South Dakota: spring edition</td>
<td>58381</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1932</td>
<td>Chicago and environs</td>
<td>20227, 20228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1932</td>
<td>highway map of the state of Wyoming</td>
<td>84856</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1932</td>
<td>Illinois: highways are happy ways</td>
<td>35854</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1932</td>
<td>Indiana: highways are happy ways</td>
<td>36996</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1932</td>
<td>Iowa: highways are happy ways</td>
<td>37802</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1932</td>
<td>Kansas: highways are happy ways: Standard Oil Company (Indiana)</td>
<td>40215</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1932</td>
<td>Linco highway guide of Illinois and Indiana</td>
<td>35838</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1932</td>
<td>Linco highway guide of Illinois and Indiana / The Ohio Oil Company, Findlay, Ohio and refining subsidiary Lincoln Oil Refining Company, Robinson, Illinois</td>
<td>35839</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1932</td>
<td>Linco highway guide of Ohio / the Ohio Oil Company ...</td>
<td>60631</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1932</td>
<td>Linco highway guide of Ohio / The Ohio Oil Company, Findlay, Ohio and refining subsidiary Lincoln Oil Refining Company, Robinson, Illinois</td>
<td>60632</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1932</td>
<td>Long Island Socony map</td>
<td>42871</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1932</td>
<td>map of South Dakota state &amp; county highways: showing designated trunk highway system ... / issued by State Highway Commission, Pierre, South Dakota, May 15, 1932</td>
<td>70938</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1932</td>
<td>map of trunk highway system: state of Minnesota / published ... by Minnesota Highway Department ... showing trunk conditions as of April 1, 1932</td>
<td>49682</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1932</td>
<td>Michigan highways are happy ways: Standard Oil Company</td>
<td>47036</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1932</td>
<td>: Minnesota highways are happy ways: Standard Oil Company (Indiana)</td>
<td>49691</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1932</td>
<td>: Missouri highways are happy ways: Standard Oil Company (Indiana[a])</td>
<td>50832</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1932</td>
<td>Montana: highways are happy ways</td>
<td>51415</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1932</td>
<td>New England Socony map</td>
<td>54147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1932</td>
<td>New York Socony map</td>
<td>56358</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1932</td>
<td>North Dakota: highways are happy ways ... / compliments of Standard Oil Company (Indiana)</td>
<td>58390</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1932</td>
<td>route map of Maine / issued by State Highway Department, Augusta, Maine</td>
<td>44073</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1932</td>
<td>South Dakota highways are happy ways ... / compliments of Standard Oil Company (Indiana)</td>
<td>70929</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1932</td>
<td>Wisconsin highways are happy ways: Standard Oil Company</td>
<td>83264</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1932</td>
<td>Wyoming: highways are happy ways</td>
<td>84855</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1933</td>
<td>Auto-Owners Insurance Company highway map of Michigan ... / issued by Auto-Owners Insurance Co. ... Lansing (Mich.)</td>
<td>47042</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1933</td>
<td>Auto-Owners Insurance Company highway map of Michigan ... / issued by Auto-Owners Insurance Co. ... Lansing, Michigan</td>
<td>47043</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1933</td>
<td>Detroit and environs / Standard Oil Company (Indiana)</td>
<td>23406</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1933</td>
<td>highway map of the state of Wyoming</td>
<td>84862</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1933</td>
<td>Linco highway guide of Illinois and Indiana</td>
<td>35858, 35859</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1933</td>
<td>Linco highway guide of Ohio / the Ohio Oil Company ... and its refining subsidiary Lincoln Oil Refining Co. ...</td>
<td>60653</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1933</td>
<td>map of trunk highway system: state of Minnesota / published ... by Minnesota Highway Department ... showing trunk conditions as of April 1, 1933</td>
<td>49695</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1933</td>
<td>road map: New Mexico</td>
<td>55339</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1933</td>
<td>Sohio road map of Ohio: Standard Oil Company (Ohio)</td>
<td>60665</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1933</td>
<td>Sohio road map of Ohio / The Standard Oil Company (Ohio)</td>
<td>60666</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1933</td>
<td>Standard Oil road map: Illinois</td>
<td>35876</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1933</td>
<td>Standard Oil road map: Indiana</td>
<td>37014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1933</td>
<td>Texaco road map: northeastern United States</td>
<td>59291</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1933</td>
<td>edition: Chicago Tribune automobile road map of Illinois, Indiana</td>
<td>35892</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1934</td>
<td>Linco highway guide of Illinois and Indiana</td>
<td>35882, 35883</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1934</td>
<td>Linco highway guide of Kentucky, Tennessee</td>
<td>40828</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1934</td>
<td>Linco highway guide of Michigan</td>
<td>47059</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1934</td>
<td>Linco highway guide of Ohio / the Ohio Oil Company ... and its refining subsidiary Lincoln Oil Refining Co. ...</td>
<td>60672</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1934</td>
<td>motor routes for Wisconsin, upper Michigan, Chicago and vicinity: with territorial map of central states: Wadhams, a Socony-Vacuum Company</td>
<td>47071</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1934</td>
<td>edition: 83264</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1934</td>
<td>official map of the Illinois system of highways</td>
<td>35898</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1934</td>
<td>official Michigan highway map / issued by Michigan State Highway Department</td>
<td>47072</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1934</td>
<td>official Michigan highway map ... / issued by State Highway Department ...</td>
<td>47071, 47073</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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1934 road map : Arkansas : Gulf 2954
1934 road map : Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia : Gulf 3936
1934 road map : Florida : Gulf 27001
1934 road map : Georgia : Gulf 31122
1934 road map : Illinois, Indiana : Gulf 35887, 35889
1934 road map : Kentucky, Tennessee 40830
1934 Road map : Louisiana : Gulf 43374
1934 Road map Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont : Gulf ... Gulf Refining Company ... 54197
1934 road map : Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island : Gulf 54183
1934 road map : Michigan : Gulf 47061
1934 Road map : Mississippi : Gulf 50198
1934 road map : New Jersey : Gulf 54951
1934 road map : New York : Gulf 56395
1934 road map : North Carolina, South Carolina : Gulf 58107
1934 road map of Ohio : Fleet-Wing 60675
1934 road map of Pennsylvania : Fleet-Wing ... 63763
1934 road map of West Virginia, Delaware, Maryland, Virginia : Fleet-Wing 3932
1934 road map : Ohio : Gulf ... 60682
1934 road map : Ontario, Quebec, Maritime Provinces : Gulf ... 61870
1934 road map : Pennsylvania : Gulf ... 63771
1934 road map : Texas : Gulf ... 74696
1934 road map : United States : Gulf 77587
1934 road map : United States ... / Gulf Refining Company ... 77586
1934 : Texaco road map : Alabama, Georgia : spring edition 31127
1934 Texaco road map : Arizona, Colorado, New Mexico, Utah 72472
1934 Texaco trip map : United States 77581
1935 Highway map of Indiana 37041
1935 Highway map of Michigan 47091
1935 highway map of Michigan : insured Auto-Owners Insurance Company 47081
1935 Highway map of Ohio 60710
1935 highway map of the state of Wyoming 84877
1935 Linco highway guide of Illinois, Indiana, Ohio, Kentucky 48902
1935 Linco highway guide of Illinois, Indiana, Ohio, Kentucky ... the Ohio Oil Company ... 48896
1935 Linco highway guide of Michigan 47094
1935 map of Minnesota showing trunk highway system / issued by Minnesota Highway Department 49723
1935 map showing state and federal highway routes [in Wisconsin] ... the playground of the Middlewest / drawn by F.L. Bartels 83321
1935 official Michigan highway map / issued by State Highway Department ... Lansing, Michigan, July 1st, 1935 ... 47095, 47096
1935 official Michigan highway map / issued by State Highway Department ... Lansing, Michigan, September 15th, 1935 ... 47097
1935 official road map of Michigan : Citizens' Mutual Auto Ins. Co., Howell, Mich. ... 47082
1935 road map : Alabama : Shell ... 810
1935 Road map : Arizona / Shell 2667
1935 Road map : British Columbia / Shell 14019
1935 Road map : California, Nevada / Shell 15434
1935 Road map [Central United States] 48901
1935 road map : Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, W. Virginia, N. Carolina, S. Carolina / Republic Oil Company, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 47846
1935 road map : Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, W. Virginia : Shell ... 3948, 47844
1935 road map : Florida : Shell ... 27006
1935 Road map : Idaho / Shell 35197
1935 road map : Illinois : Shell : tour with confidence 35932, 35933
1935 road map : Kansas : Shell ... 40280
1935 road map : Louisiana : Shell ... 43394
1935 Road map : Maine and Maritime Provinces / Shell 44082, 44083
1935 Road map : Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island / Shell 54225
1935 Road map : metropolitan Baltimore / Shell 11681
1935 Road map : metropolitan Boston and Cape Cod / Shell 13528
1935 road map : metropolitan Chicago : Shell 20259, 20260, 20261
1935 road map : metropolitan Cleveland / Shell 21039
1935 road map : Metropolitan Detroit : Shell 23410, 23411, 23412
1935 road map : metropolitan Milwaukee : Shell ... 49294, 49295, 49296
1935 road map : metropolitan Minneapolis, St. Paul : Shell 49462, 49463, 49464
1935 Road map : metropolitan Montreal / Shell 51664
1935 Road map : metropolitan New York and Long Island / Shell 55697
1935 road map : metropolitan St. Louis : Shell 68115, 68116
1935 road map : metropolitan St. Louis : Shell : welcome Legionnaires 68114
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1935 Road map: metropolitan Toronto, Hamilton / Shell 75336
1935 Road map: metropolitan Washington D.C. / Shell 80982
1935 road map: Michigan / Shell 47101, 47102
1935 road map: Minnesota / Shell 49737
1935 road map: Missouri / Shell 50875, 50876
1935 Road map: Montana / Shell 51428
1935 road map: Nebraska / Shell 53069
1935 road map: New Hampshire, Vermont / Shell ... 54652, 54656
1935 road map: New Jersey / Shell ... 54963, 54972
1935 Road map: New Mexico / Shell 55352
1935 road map: New York / Republic Oil Company, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 56420
1935 Road map: New York / Shell 56422
1935 Road map: North Carolina, South Carolina / Shell 58117
1935 road map: North Dakota / Shell ... 58430
1935 road map of Ohio / Fleet-Wing 60707
1935 road map of Pennsylvania and New York / Fleet-Wing 63787
1935 road map of Pennsylvania, West Virginia, Virginia and Maryland, Virginia: Fleet-Wing 63781
1935 road map of Pennsylvania, West Virginia, Virginia, Maryland / Fleet-Wing 63782
1935 road map of Ohio / Republic Oil Company, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 60714
1935 road map of Ohio / Shell 60715
1935 road map of Oklahoma / Shell ... 61467
1935 Road map: Ontario / Shell 61878
1935 Road map: Oregon / Shell 62169
1935 road map: Pennsylvania / Republic Oil Company, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 63798
1935 Road map: Pennsylvania / Shell 63800
1935 Road map: Quebec / Shell 66006
1935 Road map: Republic of Mexico / Shell 46512
1935 road map: South Dakota / Shell ... 70975, 70976
1935 road map: Texas / Shell ... 74718
1935 road map: United States / Shell ... 77617, 77618
1935 Road map: Utah / Shell 79632
1935 Road map: Washington / Shell 81287
1935 road map: Wisconsin / Shell ... 83314
1935 Road map: Wyoming / Shell 84873
1935 Sohio road map of Ohio / The Standard Oil Company of Ohio 60718
1935 Sohio: The Standard Oil Company of Ohio: road map of Ohio 60717
1935 Street guide and metropolitan map of Los Angeles / Shell 43088
1935 Street guide and metropolitan map of Portland / Shell 65251
1935 Street guide and metropolitan map of San Francisco and Bay Cities / Shell 68575
1935 Street guide and metropolitan map of Seattle / Shell 69739
1936-1937 road map: Colorado / Dixie 21448
1936-1937 road map: Nebraska / Dixie 53079
1936-1937 road map: Ohio / Dixie ... 60736
1936-1937 road map: Oklahoma / Dixie ... 61478
1936-1937 road map: Texas / Dixie ... 74734
1936-1937 road map: Wisconsin / Dixie ... 83329
1936-7 official Michigan highway map: winter edition / issued by Michigan State Highway Department 47113
1936 Arkansas road map 2978
The 1936 Black Hills map ...: official map of Associated Commercial Clubs of the Black Hills of South Dakota 13193
1936 Colorado road map 21445
1936 Illinois road guide ... 35975
1936 Illinois road map 35949
1936 Indiana road map 37055
1936 Iowa road map 37858
1936 Kansas road map 40272
1936 Michigan road map 47121
1936 Minnesota road map 49749
1936 Missouri road map 50887
1936 Montana highway map / published by State Highway Commission ... 51443
1936 Nebraska road map 53073
1936 North Dakota road map 58440
1936 official Michigan highway map / issued by Michigan State Highway Department 47114, 47132
1936 Ohio road map 60733
1936 Oklahoma road map 61473
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1936 Road map : Alabama / Shell  820
1936 road map : Arizona, New Mexico : Shell ...  2672, 2678
1936 road map : Arkansas : Shell ...  2985, 2986
1936 road map : Boston and Cape Cod : Shell ...  13604
1936 road map : British Columbia : Shell ...  14020, 14022
1936 road map : California : Shell ...  15444
1936 road map : Colorado : Shell ...  21453, 21454
1936 road map : Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, W. Virginia, N. Carolina, S. Carolina / Republic Oil Company, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania  47856
1936 Road map : Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, W. Virginia / Shell  47852, 47853
1936 Road map : Florida / Shell  27025
1936 road map : Georgia : Shell ...  31138, 31139
1936 road map : Idaho : Shell ...  35203, 35204
1936 road map : Illinois : Shell ...  35964, 35965
1936 road map : Indiana : Shell ...  37065, 37066
1936 road map : Iowa : Shell ...  37871, 37872
1936 Road map : Kansas / Shell  40279
1936 road map : Kentucky, Tennessee : Shell ...  40864, 40865
1936 Road map : Louisiana / Shell  43393
1936 road map : Maine and Maritime Provinces : Shell ...  44086, 44087
1936 Road map : Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island / Shell  54252
1936 road map : metropolitan Baltimore : Shell ...  11683, 11716
1936 Road map : metropolitan Boston and Cape Cod / Shell  13530
1936 road map : metropolitan Chicago : Shell ...  19785, 20274
1936 road map : metropolitan Cleveland : Shell ...  21016, 21040
1936 road map : metropolitan Detroit : Shell ...  23365, 23415
1936 Road map : metropolitan Milwaukee / Shell  49350
1936 road map : metropolitan Minneapolis, St. Paul : Shell ...  49409, 49465
1936 road map : metropolitan New Orleans : Shell ...  55492, 55538
1936 Road map : metropolitan New York and Long Island / Shell  55701, 55911
1936 road map : metropolitan Philadelphia : Shell ...  64397, 64460
1936 road map : metropolitan St. Louis : Shell ...  68056, 68118
1936 road map : metropolitan Washington : Shell ...  80987, 81083
1936 road map : Michigan : Shell ...  47135, 47136
1936 road map : Minnesota : Shell ...  49762, 49763
1936 road map : Mississippi : Shell ...  50214, 50215
1936 road map : Missouri : Shell ...  50896, 50897
1936 road map : Montana : Shell ...  51433, 51440
1936 road map : Nebraska : Shell ...  53083, 53084, 53085
1936 road map : Nevada, Utah : Shell ...  53693, 53694
1936 Road map : New Hampshire, Vermont / Shell  54660
1936 Road map : New Jersey / Shell  54988
1936 road map : New York / Republic Oil Company, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania  56445
1936 road map : New York / Shell ...  56427, 56448
1936 road map : North Carolina, South Carolina : Shell ...  58120, 58125
1936 road map : North Dakota : Shell ...  58446, 58447
1936 road map of Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, W. Virginia and United States / compliments of Sterling Oil Company ...  47854
1936 Road map of Minnesota / this map prepared for your convenience by the Framers Union Central Exchange ... South Saint Paul, Minnesota 49755
1936 Road map of Montana / this map prepared for your convenience by the Framers Union Central Exchange ... South Saint Paul, Minnesota 51436
1936 road map of New York and United States / compliments of Sterling Oil Company ...  56451
1936 Road map of North Dakota / this map prepared for your convenience by the Framers Union Central Exchange ... South Saint Paul, Minnesota 58444
1936 road map of Ohio and United States / compliments of Sterling Oil Company ...  60750
1936 road map of Pennsylvania, New Jersey and United States / compliments of Sterling Oil Company ...  63811
1936 Road map of Wisconsin / this map prepared for your convenience by the Framers Union Central Exchange ... South Saint Paul, Minnesota 83330
1936 road map : Ohio / Republic Oil Company, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania  60742
1936 road map : Ohio : Shell ...  60743, 60744
1936 road map : Oklahoma : Shell ...  61483, 61484
1936 road map : Oregon : Shell ...  62171, 62174
1936 road map : Pennsylvania / Republic Oil Company, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania  63827
1936 road map : Pennsylvania : Shell ...  63813, 63829
1936 Road map : South Dakota / Shell  70999
1936 road map : Texas and Mexico : Shell ...  74720, 74721
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1936</td>
<td>Road map: United States / Shell</td>
<td>77650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1936</td>
<td>Road map: Washington : Shell ...</td>
<td>81290, 81292</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1936</td>
<td>Road map: Wisconsin : Shell ...</td>
<td>83334, 83335</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1936</td>
<td>Road map: Wyoming : Shell ...</td>
<td>84884, 84887</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1936</td>
<td>South Dakota road map</td>
<td>70984</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1936</td>
<td>Street guide and metropolitan map of Portland : Shell</td>
<td>65253</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1936</td>
<td>Street guide and metropolitan map of Los Angeles : Shell</td>
<td>43089, 43090</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1936</td>
<td>Street guide and metropolitan map of Portland : Shell</td>
<td>65252</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1936</td>
<td>Street guide and metropolitan map of San Francisco and Bay Cities : Shell</td>
<td>68504, 68576</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1936</td>
<td>Street guide of Seattle and metropolitan maps of Seattle, Tacoma and vicinity: Shell</td>
<td>69726, 69740</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1936</td>
<td>Wisconsin road map</td>
<td>83322</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1936</td>
<td>Arkansas road map</td>
<td>2990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1936</td>
<td>Colorado road map</td>
<td>21467</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1936</td>
<td>Illinois official highway map / Department of Public Works and Buildings, Division of Highways, Springfield</td>
<td>35985</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1936</td>
<td>Illinois road map</td>
<td>35995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1936</td>
<td>Indiana road map</td>
<td>37084</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1936</td>
<td>Iowa road map</td>
<td>37891</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1936</td>
<td>Kansas road map</td>
<td>40288</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1936</td>
<td>Michigan highway map / published by State Highway Commission for free distribution</td>
<td>51453</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1936</td>
<td>Nebraska road map</td>
<td>53095</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1936</td>
<td>North Dakota road map</td>
<td>58461</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1936</td>
<td>Official Michigan highway map : summer edition / issued by Michigan State Highway Department</td>
<td>47168</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1936</td>
<td>Official road map: Chicago and vicinity / courtesy of Skelly Oil Company, U.S.A.</td>
<td>20291</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1937</td>
<td>Ohio road map</td>
<td>60768</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1937</td>
<td>Oklahoma road map</td>
<td>61492</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1937</td>
<td>Road map: Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, W. Virginia / Republic Oil Company, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania</td>
<td>47865</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1937</td>
<td>Road map: Minnesota ... / Midland Cooperative Wholesale, Minneapolis, Milwaukee</td>
<td>49778</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1937</td>
<td>Road map: New York / Republic Oil Company, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania</td>
<td>56481</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1937</td>
<td>Road map: North Carolina, South Carolina / Republic Oil Company, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania</td>
<td>58130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1937</td>
<td>Road map of Michigan : Automobile Club of Michigan : AAA</td>
<td>47205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1937</td>
<td>Road map: Ohio / Republic Oil Company, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania</td>
<td>60777</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1937</td>
<td>Road map: Pennsylvania / Republic Oil Company, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania</td>
<td>63855</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1937</td>
<td>Road map: Wisconsin ... / Midland Cooperative Wholesale, Minneapolis, Milwaukee</td>
<td>83355</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1937</td>
<td>South Dakota road map</td>
<td>70996</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1937</td>
<td>Standard road map of Ohio corrected to July 1st, 1937 : Sohio X-70</td>
<td>60783</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1937</td>
<td>Texas road map</td>
<td>74750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1937</td>
<td>Wisconsin road map</td>
<td>83345</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1938</td>
<td>Alabama and Georgia road map / designed, edited, and lithographed especially for Standard Oil Company Incorporated in Kentucky</td>
<td>843</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1938</td>
<td>Alabama highway map / compliments of Pan American Petroleum Corporation</td>
<td>846</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1938</td>
<td>Auto-Owners Insurance Company highway map of Michigan</td>
<td>47226</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1938</td>
<td>Florida road map / designed, edited, and lithographed especially for Standard Oil Company Incorporated in Kentucky</td>
<td>27052</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1938</td>
<td>Illinois official highway map ... / Department of Public Works and Buildings, Division of Highways, Springfield</td>
<td>36023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1938</td>
<td>In Europe : the entertaining travel annual / edited by Eugene Fodor</td>
<td>26212</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1938</td>
<td>Kentucky and Tennessee road map / designed, edited, and lithographed especially for Standard Oil Company Incorporated in Kentucky</td>
<td>40898</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1938</td>
<td>Louisiana highway map / compliments of Pan American Petroleum Corporation</td>
<td>43406</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1938</td>
<td>Mississippi, Arkansas, Louisiana road map / designed, edited, and lithographed especially for Standard Oil Company Incorporated in Kentucky</td>
<td>71886</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1938</td>
<td>Mississippi highway map / compliments of Pan American Petroleum Corporation</td>
<td>50223</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1938</td>
<td>Montana highway map</td>
<td>51469</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1938</td>
<td>Montana highway map / published by the State Highway Department for free distribution</td>
<td>51468</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1938</td>
<td>Official Michigan highway map : spring edition / issued by Michigan State Highway Department</td>
<td>47219</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1938</td>
<td>Road map: Minnesota ... / Midland Cooperative Wholesale, Minneapolis, Milwaukee</td>
<td>49805</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1938</td>
<td>Road map: Wisconsin ... / Midland Cooperative Wholesale, Minneapolis, Milwaukee</td>
<td>83388</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1938</td>
<td>Tennessee highway map / compliments of Pan American Petroleum Corporation</td>
<td>74401</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1939</td>
<td>Road map: Iowa ... / Midland Cooperative Wholesale, Minneapolis, Milwaukee</td>
<td>37956</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1939</td>
<td>Road map: Minnesota ... / Midland Cooperative Wholesale, Minneapolis, Milwaukee</td>
<td>49829</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1939</td>
<td>Road map: north central United States ... / Midland Cooperative Wholesale, Minneapolis, Milwaukee</td>
<td>48931</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1939</td>
<td>Road map: Wisconsin ... / Midland Cooperative Wholesale, Minneapolis, Milwaukee</td>
<td>83410</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1939</td>
<td>Summer official Michigan highway map / issued by Michigan State Highway Department</td>
<td>47262</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1939</td>
<td>Winter Michigan highway map / issued by Michigan State Highway Department</td>
<td>47220</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1966 Washington boating guide / Union Oil Company of California 65847
1966 Wisconsin highway map / prepared by the State Highway Commission 83561
The 1967 atlas of Buena Vista County, Iowa : with township plats corrected to January 18, 1967 14848
1967 Hawaii boating guide / Union Oil Company of California 33698
1967 highway map : South Dakota 71084
1967 Illinois official highway map 36399
1967 Washington boating guide / Union Oil Company of California 65848
1968 airline map of Central America and South America / compiled by Official Airline Guide ... Chicago, Illinois 70656
1968 airline map of the United States : Texaco ... / compiled by Official Airline Guide ... Chicago, Illinois 78521
1968 highway map : South Dakota 71085
1968 township maps, Lake County, Indiana showing ownerships / prepared by Lake County Surveyor Steve W. Manich 41458
The 1969 atlas of Henry County, Iowa : with township plats corrected to Jan. 21, 1969 / R.C. Booth Enterprises 33820
1969 Illinois official highway map 36401, 36402
1969 Iowa highway map / courtesy Iowa State Highway Commission, Ames, Iowa 38129, 38130
1969 Official Alabama state map 971
1969 official Ohio highway map and economic digest / Ohio Department of Highways ... Columbus, Ohio 61051
1970 Airline map of the United States 78580
1970 Iowa highway map / courtesy Iowa State Highway Commission, Ames, Iowa ... 38131
1970 Texas official state highway map 74998
The 1971 atlas, Hamilton County, Iowa / [compiled and published by] R.C. Booth Enterprises 33414
1971 Iowa highway map / courtesy Iowa State Highway Commission, Ames, Iowa ... 38132
1972-73 Indiana official highway map ... 37390
1972 deer season map & information / New York State Department of Environmental Conservation 56766
1972 Iowa highway map / courtesy Iowa State Highway Commission 38133
1972 official state highway map : Virginia / Department of Highways 80497, 80498
1973-74 official transportation map : highways, railroads, transit, airports : Massachusetts 45498
1973 Ohio transportation map 61057, 61058
1973 travel guide & atlas 78683
1973 Wisconsin highway map / prepared by the Department of Transportation, Division of Highways 83573
1974 map of Connecticut / Department of Transportation ; Department of Commerce ; Department of Environmental Protection ; Department of Motor Vehicles 21976
1974 official highway map : Iowa 38134
1975-1976 map of Connecticut ; CT / Department of Transportation ; Department of Commerce ; Department of Environmental Protection ; Department of Motor Vehicles ; Connecticut Historical Commission 21977
1975 California state highway map / CT Caltrans 15659
1975 official highway map : Iowa 38136
1976-1977 official transportation map ... : Michigan, great lake state 47528, 47529
1976 elections 78734
1976 highway map : Oklahoma 61675
1977 platbook, Adams County, Illinois 58
1978-79 North Carolina transportation map & guide to points of interest 58281
1978-9 RTA map of northeastern Illinois 20483
1979 Saline County atlas and plat book / Rayco Directories 68288
The 1982 atlas of Hardin County, Iowa : with township plats corrected to April 8, 1982 / [compiled and published by] R.C. Booth Enterprises 33513
1984 Grundy County plat book 33074
1985 plat maps of Monona County, Iowa : with township plats corrected to May 28, 1985 51270
1985 plat maps of Pocahontas County, Iowa : with township plats corrected to June 17, 1985 64943
1986 plat maps of Wright County, Iowa : with township plats corrected to September 24, 1985 / [compiled and published by] R.C. Booth Enterprises 84729
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1992 Licking County, Ohio, atlas : a combined reprint of 1847 and 1854 wallmaps and 1866 and 1875 atlases 41964
1992 Mobil road atlas and trip planning guide : United States, Canada and Mexico 79045
1994 Mobil road atlas trip planning guide : United States, Canada and Mexico 79094
1996 road atlas : United States, Canada, Mexico 79126, 79146
19th annual report: V5-forest reserve atlas 5447
The 19th century model of Jerusalem 39769
19th Century returns / by James Egan 52034
19th century state geological surveys: early government support of science 30918
1er position le avril 1782. 2e position a 8 heures 23690
1ère Mappemonde ou presentation du globe terrestre dont les extremites sont developpees selon les regles des projections geographiques ... 84113
1st annual Chicago International Map Fair : September 27-29, 2013 / presented by Harlan J. Berk, Ltd. 20060
2,000 place-names of Alberta, by Eric J. Holmgren and Patricia Holmeng 52140
2. Carte de la Meuse ou théâtre de la guerre sur le Rhin, Moessele, Mayn, le Necker, Meuse avec le pais voisins / par le Sr. Sanson ; K. Huýberts in. et f. 45182
2. Litera del la gloriosa et trionfante entrada del serenissimo principe di Spagna in Bins, citta? di Flandria [ital. u. franz.]. 70097
2. Nachtrag zur Liste alter Globen in Österreich 32134
2. Partie contient la principauté de Piémont, les Marquisats de Saluce et de Suze ... 42029
2 scale Mt. Everest without extra oxygen 26401
20. Canada 15857, 15858, 15859
20. Canada (western section) 16347
20 interesting, educational, and sometimes even amazing trips to take in Illinois 36423
20 scenic motor tours to take in Illinois 36412
2008 Worldwide hotel directory and atlas / choicehotels.com 79299
2009 Washara County Guide 81474
2010 Downtown Oak Park map & guide / Downtown Oak Park 60243
2010 Iowa travel guide 37567
20th annual report: V5-forest reserve maps 5476
20th century atlas of Bureau County, Illinois : containing maps of villages, cities and townships of the county, of the state, United States and world 14940
[20th-century road maps and atlases of the United States collected by cartographer Dennis McClendon of Chicago] 79367
21st annual report: V5-forest reserve maps 5509
22 blinde kaarten de Europa & werelddeelen 10139
25 miles round London / by Alexander Gross 42805
250 Jahre Druckerei Joh. Walch : im über 2000 Jahre alten 250 Tours of Britain 14560
250 Years of map making in the county of Hampshire 17141
27th annual report 5647
27th Ward election precincts 19663
2d chart of the coast of France, from Ostend to Ambleteuse 26748
2e carte de Hongrie 1755 / J. Gibson sculp. 34948
2e. carte de la Turquie Européenne 1755 / J. Gibson sculp. 11537
2me. Carte partielle des costes de Normandie : contenant les costes du Contentin depuis la Pointe de la Percée jusqu'a Gra 57227
2nd voyage NW Pass-Fury & Hecla 1821-3 59802
3.6 mile line change - Triple Divide - Spotted Robe, Montana 31924
3 maps of 17th century London, c1603, 1660, 1702. Drawn from printed and mss. sources by Norman G. Brette-James ... 42741
3 miles to 1 inch road atlas : complete with main town plans and principal strip routes 14501
3 miles to 1 inch : Road atlas of Great Britain 14509
3 minutes across the Ohio River to Louisville, Kentucky and the south via the Municipal Bridge / AAA 24311
3 to 1 road atlas : England, Scotland & Wales 14500
30 inch terrestrial globe / manufactured by Rand McNally & Co. 32037
300 years later ... what have we done to the "Father of Waters"? / Monty Hoyt 50488
33 traffic offices [of the Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad] 78183
35 traffic offices [of the Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad] 78212
3d centenary grand atlas 8703
3d chart of the coast of France, including the British Channel 27825
3d. edn. of Britton & Rey's map of the state of California : issued after the adjournment of the legislature 1858 ... 15254
3M Company 37543
3690
84113
84113
84113
22947
31294
9066
77973
78182
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45 traffic offices throughout the nation at your service 77930
47 Erie service offices 25583
4th chart of the coast of France, from Calais to Fécamp 27818
50 State map of the United States 78275
50 years of development in topographic mapping in the U.S. Geological Survey 18546
50 years on the road 66242
500 Jahre Schweizer Landkarten 17528, 74087
5000 years of history: excerpts from the new 64 page section of full color historical maps appearing in the American People’s Encyclopedia 34306
5th chart of the coast of France, from Fecamp to Barfleur 27819
6. Partie contient le Valentinios, les Dois ... 23828
61 years 57080
6th chart of the coast of France, from Neville to the îles de Brehat, with Jersey and Guernsey 27820
6th National Jamboree: July 17-23 1964 / Boy Scouts of America, Valley Forge, Pa. 64105
70 miles around London: a guide to the road, with an atlas of 48 pages and 10 town plans / edited by Findlay Muirhead 42806
70 °.1 Scoresbysund. 69447
74 years of continuous service, 1899-1963: the Chamber of Commerce of Norwalk Conn., Inc. 60076
76 Arizona highway map / Union Oil Company 2668
76 California, Nevada highway map / Union Oil Company 15438
76 Map of Alcoa, Maryville and Blount County Tennessee / Designed Communications Two 13256
76 Washington, Oregon highway map / Union Oil Company 81282
7th chart of the coast of France, from the Isles de Brehat to Port Louis 27821
8 G M & O industrial areas for new plant locations 78208
8-inch terrestrial globe 32033
8th chart of the coast of France, including the Bay of Biscay or Gulf of Gascony: ...2d. part 13138
8th chart of the coast of France including the entrance of the channel and the coast of Britain: ...1st part 27811
9,837 miles of America’s finest railroad [Union Pacific Railway Company] is directed by men living in Omaha 82195
9th Chart of the coast of France, from L’Orient to St. Giles 27822
A.A.A. (American Automobile Association) SEE American Automobile Association 11312
A.A.A. Utah SEE AAA Utah 82196
A. a Dionantensis 25958, 25959
A. A. Knopf, Inc. SEE Alfred A. Knopf, Inc. 6330
A.A.O.S. see Associated Auto Owners Service (Boston, Mass.) 54079
A.A.S., fl. 1928 81230
A. Ackermann’s Nachf. K. Schüler Hofbuchhandlung (Munich, Germany) 12520
A. and C. Black SEE Adam and Charles Black (Firm) 75822
A. and G.A. Spottiswoode 7979, 7990
A. and W. Galgani SEE ALSO Galgani Library 63112
A. and W. Galgani and Co. 23184, 26081, 26083, 26096, 26098, 26101, 26104, 26112, 26116, 26120, 31538, 31739, 31740, 31741, 31742, 31743, 31745, 31751, 31757, 39091, 39093, 39095, 39097, 39099, 39113, 39117, 39251, 39252, 39255, 39258, 39261, 53531, 53544, 60099, 60101, 63072, 63073, 63076, 63112, 72820, 73875, 73880, 73882, 73883, 73885, 73889, 73905
A. and W. Galgani and Co. SEE ALSO Galgani Library 63112
A. and W. Galgani and Co. (Firm) 24775, 24783, 24786, 24794, 24796, 27933, 27952, 27962, 27967, 27971, 27977, 27983, 27987, 28001, 28004, 31280, 38661, 38682, 38683, 39086, 39090, 39101, 39105, 45734, 63092, 65404, 66914, 67241, 67242, 67243, 67244, 67245, 67247, 67251, 67253, 67258, 67260, 67666, 67679, 67682, 70077, 72826, 72834, 72838, 72852, 73711, 73881, 73886, 73889, 73941, 73942, 74120, 74121
A. and W. Mackinlay (Firm) SEE A. W. Mackinlay (Firm) 60172
A.B.C.F.M. see American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions 47546
The A.B.C. guide to London: with a pictorial plan of central London, illustrations of the principal thoroughfares, buildings, etc., 16 sectional maps, and large coloured map of the environs 42504
The A.B.C. guide to London: with enlarged pictorial London, illustrations of the principal thoroughfares, buildings, &c., 16 sectional maps, and coloured map of the environs within 14 to 20 miles 42534
A. B. Farnham Printing & Stationary Co. SEE Farnham Printing & Stationery Co. (Minneapolis, Minn.) 16114
A.B. Graham Co. 64527
A.B. Graham Co. SEE ALSO Andrew B. Graham Co. 64527
A.B. Graham Co. SEE ALSO Graham, Andrew B. 64527
A. B. Hirschfeld Press 21663, 21664, 85014, 85017, 85018, 85019
A.B. McGee bok- & pappershandel 10860
A.b. Kartografiska institutet 73729, 73719, 73724, 73737, 73739, 73741, 73755
A. Baskin & Burr (Chicago, Ill.) 62032
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The A to Z of Georgian London  42789
The A to Z of Victorian London  42491
A.U.S.N. see Australasian United Steam Navigation Co.   11084
A. V.   75646, 75647
A.V. Carlson förlag   10820, 10821, 10825, 10830, 10834, 10841, 10843, 10844, 10847, 10848, 10859, 10862, 10865, 10866, 10871, 10874, 10875, 12913, 69294, 73713
A. V. K., ca. 1540-1620   70116, 73384
A View of the town of Savannah in the colony of Georgia ... (1741)   31260, 31261
A.W. Elson & Co.   38401, 53550, 69639, 79977
A. W. K., fl. 1934   2653, 2654, 55347, 62164
A. & W. Mackinlay (Firm)   60172
A. & W. Products Co. Inc. [World globe] [196-?]   32141
A.W. Sijthoff (Firm)   8838, 8865, 53340, 53570, 83752, 83753
A. Watson Armour III Collection (Newberry Library)   12733, 12952
A. Watson & Co.   20919
A. Webster and Larkin   72834
A. Xavier (Firm)   31745, 67666
The A to Z of Victorian London  42410
A. Zeese & Co.   2554, 22024
AA concise road atlas Britain 2004   32464
AA illustrated touring atlas /[produced by the Automobile Association ; photographs by the AA Publications Photographic Library and the British Tourist Authority ; maps produced by the Cartographic Department, Publications Division of the Automobile A   32395
Aa, O. L. van der   41352
Aa, Pieter van der, 1659-1733   1632, 8725, 8734, 8735, 8738, 8740, 8743, 8748, 9161, 14192, 43876, 44844, 47567, 50590, 57454, 67116, 71283, 74104, 80360, 80361, 84083, 84090
Aa, Pieter van der, 1659-1733. La galerie agreable du monde (1729)   50590
AA touring guide to England   25407
AA touring guide to Ireland   38432
AA touring guide to Scotland   69681
AAA (American Automobile Association) SEE American Automobile Association   11312
AAA Blue grass/Kentucky SEE AAA/Bluegrass   79054
AAA/Bluegrass   79054
AAA Chicago Motor Club SEE Chicago Motor Club   66984
AAA Europa touring : complete motoring guide of Europe : containing maps and general information on motoring conditions in all European countries   26242
AAA Kentucky SEE AAA/Bluegrass   79054
AAA Minneapolis SEE Automobile Club of Minneapolis   70895
AAA motor routes to Augusta, Georgia, and Florida : climate surpassing even the Riviera   24309
AAA official road map : greater metropolitan district [of New York region]   55880
AAA official road map : Indiana   36921
AAA official road map : Michigan   46934
AAA official road map : New England States   54084
AAA official road map : Ohio   60548
AAA official road map : Pennsylvania, New Jersey : adjacent Del., Md., Vas.   63649, 63655
AAA official road map : United States   77415
AAA official road map Wisconsin   83543
AAA Ohio Auto Club   48706
[AAA road maps of Europe and European countries / American Automobile Association]   26269
AAA SEE American Automobile Association   44920
AAA triptik   24448
AAA United States   78955
AAA Utah   82196
Aachen (Germany) - Maps   1576, 2, 3
Aachen (Germany) - Maps   1912, 4
Aachen Region (Germany) - Maps   1912, 4
Aachener Dom - Pictorial works   1552, 5
AAF cloth chart : Harbin / prepared under the direction of the Chief of Engineers, U.S. Army, by the Army Map Service ; reproduced under the direction of the Commanding General, U.S. Army Air Forces for the Aeronautical Chart Service   44315
AAF cloth chart : Keijo / prepared under the direction of the Chief of Engineers, U.S. Army, by the Army Map Service ; reproduced under the direction of the Commanding General, U.S. Army Air Forces for the Aeronautical Chart Service   41319
AAF cloth chart : Spassk-Dal'niiy / prepared under the direction of the Chief of Engineers, U.S. Army, by the Army Map Service ; reproduced under the direction of the Commanding General, U.S. Army Air Forces for the Aeronautical Chart Service   65554
AAF cloth chart : Vladivostok / prepared under the direction of the Chief of Engineers, U.S. Army, by the Army Map Service ; reproduced under the direction of the Commanding General, U.S. Army Air Forces for the Aeronautical Chart Service   41320
Aahlen & Holm   10854
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Abbott, E. T. 21732
Abbott, Edith, 1876-1957 15743, 19421, 19565, 19648, 19696, 19775
Abbott, Edith, 1876-1957. The Tenements of Chicago, 1908-1935 (1936) 15743, 19421, 19423, 19648, 19654, 19696, 19751, 19753, 19774, 19775, 19776, 39485, 39895
Abbott, G. J. 30179
Abbott Laboratories 1060
Abbott Press (San Francisco, Calif.) 68573
Abbott Ridge (B.C.) - Pictorial works - 1906 16
Abbyes - England - Maps - 1936 25380
ABC du monde 9097
ABC guide to London 42503
ABC London atlas 42710, 42712
ABC London street atlas 42711
The Abd al-A'imma astrolabe forgeries 3468
Abd-Rahmanov, Kairat 26348
Abe Lincoln audio tour 39406
Abel, A. A. 19016
Abel, Annie Heloise, 1873- 18061, 43748
Abel Buell, of Connecticut, prints America's first map of the United States, 1784 / Paul E. Cohen 14844
Abel, Henry I. 83072
Abel Pilon et cie 9460, 27530, 27981
Abelin, Johann Philipp 9577, 9580, 20873, 25920, 40538
Abelin, Johann Philipp. Theatris Europæi 42394
Abell, H. E. 70904, 70927, 70938, 70941, 70964
Abella, Domingo 64507
Abell, Bror 61692
Abenaki Indians, legend, grammar and place names ... 52402
Abenaki Indians - Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1713 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 53846
Abenaki Indians - Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1715 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 53848
Abenaki Indians - New England - Maps - 1713 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 53846
Abenaki Indians - New England - Maps - 1715 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 53848
Abensour, Léon, b. 1889 9524
Abent, Leonard, fl. 1581 20873, 63409
Abenara, Judah 45716, 45899
Abenzar, Judah. [Portolan chart, 1497] 45716
Aber, Harold E. 78611
Aber Wrach (France : Bay) - Maps - 1689 17
Abercrombie, Patrick, 1879-1957 42652
Abercrombie, Thomas, Capt., fl. 1756-1759 1109, 1110, 22457, 27318, 27383, 27386, 27395, 27471, 27472, 27474, 33335, 41528, 51655, 56032, 69347, 89348, 75175
Aberdeen Region (Scotland) - Maps - 1693 - Coasts - Nautical charts 23881
Aberdeen Region (Scotland) - Maps - 1749 - Coasts - Nautical charts 23882
Aberdeen (Scotland). Magistrates 14174, 14225, 23881, 23882
Aberdeen (Scotland) - Maps - 1672 - Harbors 24667
Aberdeen (Scotland) - Pictorial works - 1740 24680
Aberdeen (Scotland) - Pictorial works - 1785 24681
Aberdeen University African Studies Group 16821
Aberdeen University Press 33850, 33868, 40596, 41564, 57257, 73115
Aberdeenshire and Banffshire, Scotland, 1654 18
Aberdeenshire (Scotland) - Maps - 1654 18
Abemethie, Thomas, d. 1796 19229
Abert, Curtis 66372
Abert, J. W. (James William), 1820-1897 3093, 12412, 55244, 55245, 81794, 81806
Abert, John James, 1788-1863 2543, 3093, 19446, 26684, 50654, 55249, 55250, 55251, 55252, 72251, 81782, 81783, 81784, 81806, 81809
Abessinia SEE Ethiopia 25674
Abessinië SEE Ethiopia 25674
Abeydeera, Ananda 16656, 17082, 18453, 18454, 33873, 33874, 60339, 64220, 73050, 73052, 73053, 73054, 73055, 73056
Abhandlungen der Akademie der Wissenschaften in Göttingen, philologisch-historische Klasse (1959) 17229
Abibilia kumbe abuko da ku swenga 12984
Abidin, Mahmud 3409
Abilene Region (Tex.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps 75009, 75010
Abilgaard, S. 23140
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Abruzzo (Italy) - Maps - 1926-1928 39304
Abruzzo (Italy) - Maps - 1938 23
Abruzzo (Italy) - Maps - 1964 76010
Abruzzo (Italy) - Maps - Exhibitions - Catalogs 24, 39030
L’Abruzzo uterio e citerio e la Contea di Molise 22
Abshire Oil Company 36944, 36952, 63685
Abstract of general geography of British Empire 14406

Abstracting 18747, 18748
Abstracting Africa [slide] : thematic mapping and British imperialism, 1870-1930 16818
Abstracts / 14th International Conference on the History of Cartography, 14-19 June 1991 at Uppsala and Stockholm in Sweden 37515
Abstracts of papers (in German) of Coronelli-Weltbundes der Globusfreunde, International symposium, 4th, Krakow, 1972 32146
Abstracts of title to all land in Kenosha County 40566

Abtei Passau (Germany) - Maps - Bibliography 63408
Abu al-Fida’ Ismail ibn ‘Ali, 1273-1331 25
Abu al-Hasan, 1589-ca.1630 51202
Abu Sir Site (Jizah, Egypt) - Pictorial works - 1552 65902
Abulfeda, 1273-1331 SEE Abu al-Fida’ Ismail ibn ‘Ali, 1273-1331 25
Abundance of woody plants in Washington Square Park, July 3, 2009 / [compiled by] group one : Paul McCleod, Jeff Lantos, Sandy Haupt, Marisa Harris, Linda Graham 81155
Abysmal : a critique of cartographic reason / Gunnar Olsson 18312
Abyssinia, Nubia &c 73388
Abyssinia, Nubia &c. / drawn under the direction of Mr. Pinkerton by L. Hebert ; Neele sculpt. 352 Strand 25673

Abyssinia SEE Ethiopia 25674
AC Spark Plug 6573, 6574
Académie nationale des sciences, belles-lettres et arts de Bordeaux 64244
Académie Cosmografica degli Argonauti 25939
Academia de Ciencias de Cuba. Instituto de Geografía SEE Instituto de Geografía (Academia de Ciencias de Cuba) 22526
Academia de la Historia, Madrid SEE Real Academia de la Historia (Spain) 55237
Academia de Marinha (Portugal) 51850
Academia Literarum Regia Monacensis SEE Bayerische Akademie der Wissenschaften 11332
Academia Nacional de Ciencias (Córdoba, Argentina) 2518
Academia Real das Ciencias de Lisboa 65408
Academia Sinica Digital Center SEE Zhong yang yan jiu yuan. Shu wei wen hua zhong xin 20749

Academic Libraries - Special collections - Bibliographies 26
Academic Press 84523
Academic Press Canada 16303, 16304
Académie des sciences (France) - 229, 241, 251, 252, 258, 453, 554, 1463, 1630, 1631, 1633, 1641, 1655, 2086, 2087, 2088, 2265, 3174, 3271, 3274, 3280, 3282, 3286, 3289, 8737, 8747, 8757, 9197, 15218, 15219, 18660, 19098, 24541, 25944, 25969, 27533, 27701, 27708, 27723, 27731, 33988, 34527, 34528, 38864, 43936, 44414, 45564, 48042, 48083, 48105, 57163, 57165, 57166, 57240, 57426, 57543, 57545, 57570, 58704, 58706, 58707, 58708, 58709, 58710, 58711, 59653, 59660, 59664, 61294, 62311, 63321, 63327, 64652, 65627, 67748, 70017, 70054, 70419, 70431, 70432, 71217, 72700, 73070, 73642, 75691, 76431, 76432, 76433, 76434, 76439, 76440, 76446, 83021, 84069, 84130, 84133
Académie française 27732
Académie impériale des sciences (Russia) SEE Imperatorskaïà akademiïà nauk (Russia) 51216
Académie Polonaise 65763

Académie royale des sciences, des lettres et des beaux-arts de Belgique. Biographie nationale (1866- ) 13138, 28680, 32218, 46020, 62339
Académie royale des sciences (France) - 2222, 2347, 2442, 3285, 7787, 7797, 10953, 24542, 25703, 33836, 35358, 38815, 45530, 48084, 48088, 48093, 53638, 58727, 61292, 63040, 67568, 67569, 72695, 82745
Académie royale des sciences (France) SEE Académie des sciences (France) 73642
Academy of Sciences (Russia) SEE Imperatorskaïà akademiïà nauk (Russia) 51840

Acadia - Historical geography - Maps - 1993 29
Acadia - Maps - 1730 57862
Acadia National Park (Me.) - Maps - 1875 51859
Acadia National Park (Me.) - Maps - 1960 78301
Acadia National Park (Me.) - Maps - 1968 44177
Acadia National Park (Me.) - Maps - 1968 - Road maps 44175, 44176, 54532
Acadia National Park (Me.) - Maps - 1969 - Road maps 44178
Acadia National Park (Me.) - Maps - 1971 - Road maps 44180
Acadia Parish (La.) - Maps - 1700-1799 - Landowners 27
Acadia Parish (La.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners 28
Acadia University 64661
Acadian Printing and Publishing Co. 22683
Acadians - Historical geography - Maps - 2005 45092
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Acadie, the odyssey of a people = Acadie, l'odyssée d'un peuple

Acapulco Bay (Mexico) - Maps - 1844
62560
Acapulco Bay (Mexico) - Maps - 1865
28
Acapulco Mexico - Maps - 1778 - Harbors
89
Acapulco Mexico - Maps - 1788 - Harbors
28
Acapulco Mexico - Maps - 1810
46310
Acapulco Mexico - Maps - 1810 - Nautical charts
46309
Acapulco Mexico - Maps - 1815
46326
Acapulco Mexico - Maps - 1864 - Road maps
46567
Acapulco Mexico - Maps - 1866 - Road maps
46569
Acapulco Mexico - Maps - 1970 - Road maps
46583
Acapulco Mexico - Maps - 1973 - Road maps
46589, 46590
Acapulco Mexico - Maps - 1974 - Road maps
46593
Accession books - Pennsylvania - Philadelphia - 1859-1861
44680
Account of the war in India
performed by Commodore Byron, Captain Wallis, Captain Carteret, and Captain Cook, in the Dolphin, the Swallow,
and 1807...

Academic designatio celebris freti prope Andalusiae castellum
Westminster, ye Bourough of Southwark...

Academic delineatio celeberrimae regionis Ludovicianae, vel
oriental studies and librarianship presented to Ulla Ehrensvärd
Accurata descriptio : Studier i kartografi, numismatik, orientalistik och biblioteksväsen tillägnade Ulla Ehrensvärd = Papers
Accurata delineatio celeberrimae regionis Ludovicianae, vel
Acapulco Mexico - Pictorial works - 1615
33
Acapulco Mexico - Pictorial works - 1615 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
34
Acapulco Mexico - Pictorial works - 1624
35
Accademia cosmografica degli argonauti (Venice : Republic : To 1797)
31988, 31989
Accademia d'Ungheria (Venice : Venice : Republic : To 1797)
57047
Accademia nazionale dei Lincei
42008
Accademia nazionale dei Lincei, Classe di scienze morali, storiche e filologiche. Rendiconti (1947)
62893
Accademia Nazionale dei Lincei (Roma) Classe di Scienze Morali, Storiche e Filologiche. Rendiconti
15043, 15058
Accardo, Enzo
24
Access Press
55530, 79012, 79026
Access roads SEE SUBHEADING Access roads UNDER NAMES OF CITIES AND POINTS OF INTEREST
56243
Access to markets from Ohio Edison Country / produced by the Area Development Departments of Ohio Edison Company and Pennsylvania Power Company
61056
Accessguides
55441, 81036
Accessions: District of Columbia maps
81045
Acceipe candide lector absolutissimam septentrionalium regionum, Suetiae, Gotiae, Noruegia, Prussiae, Pomeraniae...
11620
An Accompaniment to Mitchell's map of the world, on Mercator's projection : containing an index to various countries, cities, towns, islands, &c., represented on the map, and so connected therewith that the position of any place exhibited on it may be
51167
An Accompaniment to Mitchell's new map of Texas, Oregon, and California, with the regions adjoining
51168
An Accompaniment to Mitchell's reference and distance map of the United States : containing an index of all the counties, districts, townships, towns, &c., in the Union : together with an index of the rivers...
85188, 85189
Account of the discovery, and natural history of Florida / by William Roberts ; a facsimile reproduction of the 1763 edition, with an introduction and index by Robert L. Gold
28640
Account of the discovery, and natural history of Florida : with a particular detail of the several expeditions and descents made on that coast
26839
Account of the Russian discoveries between Asia and America. To which are added the conquest of Siberia, and the history of the transactions and commerce between Russia and China
67582, 67591
Account of the voyages undertaken by the order of His Present Majesty for making discoveries in the Southern Hemisphere, and successively performed by Commodore Byron, Captain Wallis, Captain Carteret, and Captain Cook, in the Dolphin, the Swallow...
60312, 60313
Account of the war in India
7893, 36532
Accra (Ghana) - Maps - 1851 - Pictorial works
581
Accuracy of coastal outline on early maps of Cyprus (1477-1636)
17104
Accurata delineat. Comitatus Hanoniae, Belgii Austriaci provinc. ...
33303
Accurata delineatio celeberrimae regionis Ludovicianae, vel Gallice Louisiane...
57496, 57507
Accurata descriptio : Studier i kartografi, numismatik, orientalistik och biblioteksväsen tillägnade Ulla Ehrensvärd = Papers in cartography, numismatics, oriental studies and librarianship presented to Ulla Ehrensvärd
17136
Accurata descriptio urbs Londinensis et Westminsterensis, nec non municipii Southwarkensis ...
42786
Accurata designatio celebrii prope Andalusiae castellum Gibraltar ...
31872
Accurata globi terrestrii delineatio
9609
Accurata Scaniae, Blekingiae, et Hallandiae descriptio
41360, 70193, 73764
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Accuratissima Galliae tabula 32820, 32824
Accuratissima archipelagi et Graeciae universae tabula : multis locis hodiernis recens aucta et correcta / per F. de Wit 32823
An Accurate chart of the coast of West Florida, and the coast of Louisiana; from Sawaney River on the west coast of East Florida to 94° 20' west longitude, describing the entrance of the river Mississippi, bay of Mobile, Pensacola harbour &c. 46250
An Accurate chart of the Mediterranean and Adriatic Sea's; with the Archipelago & part of the Black Sea. Exhibiting all the islands in those seas, as also, the adjacent countries on the continents of Europe, Africa & Asia. ... 45866
An Accurate draught of the Gulph Passage from Jamaica, with the West end of Cuba &c. 27176
An Accurate draught of the Old Straits of Bahama, made from remarks taken in the year 1762 22493
An Accurate draught of the Windward Passage from Jamaica, with the French part of Hispaniola &c. 83024
Accurate geographische delineation der Dioeces und des Ammtes Dresden 23823
Accurate geographische delineation ... des Ammtts Grossen Hayn ... 33064
An Accurate map of Asia Minor, as divided into its provinces, before it became possess'd by the Turks 75733
An Accurate map of California / drawn by the Society of Jesuits & dedicated to the King of Spain ; J. Gibson sculp. 15221
An Accurate map of Canada with the adjacent countries 15835, 15836
An Accurate map of Carmarthen shire 16639
An Accurate map of England and Wales with the principal roads from the best authorities 25169
An Accurate map of England and Wales with the principle roads from the best authorities 25156
An accurate map of Europe from the best authorities 26017, 26024
An Accurate map of Glanorgar shire 31935
An Accurate map of Great Britain, France and Ireland ... shewing at one view the true bearing and horizontal distance, of any place within 700 miles of London 26015
An Accurate map of Hindostan or India, from the best authorities 70692, 70697
An Accurate map of His Majesty's province of New-Hampshire in New England & all the adjacent country northward to the River St. Lawrence, & eastward to Penobscot Bay, containing the principal places which relate to the present war on the continent of N 54565
An Accurate map of His Majesty's province of New Hampshire in New England, taken from actual surveys of all the inhabited part, and from the best information of what is uninhabited, together with the adjacent countries, which exhibits the Theatre of th 54568
An Accurate map of Italy : from the latest improvements and regulated by astronomical observations 38887
An Accurate map of North America : describing and distinguishing the British and Spanish dominions ... according to the definitive treaty concluded ... 1763 57604
An Accurate map of North America describing and distinguishing the British and Spanish dominions on this great continent; according to the definitive treaty concluded at Paris 10th Feb. 1763 ... 57614, 57615
An Accurate map of North America. Describing and distinguishing the British, Spanish and French dominions on this great continent; according to the definitive treaty concluded at Paris 10th Feb. 1763 ... 57594
An Accurate map of North and South Carolina with their Indian frontiers ... 57959, 57960, 57961, 57962
An Accurate map of North and South Carolina with their Indian frontiers, shewing in a distinct manner all the mountains, rivers, swamps, marshes, bays, creeks, harbours, sandbanks, and soundings on the coast ... by Henry Mouzon and others 57964
An Accurate map of North and South Carolina with their Indian frontiers : shewing in a distinct manner all the mountains, rivers, swamps, marshes, bays, creeks, harbours, sandbanks and soundings on the coasts; with the roads and Indian paths; as well a 57963
An Accurate map of Portugal laid down according to the Sr. Nolin 65379
An Accurate map of South America : from the best modern maps and charts / by Thos. Bowen geogr. 70481
An Accurate map of Sweden, Denmark and Norway : from the best authorities / by Thos. Bowen 69218
An Accurate map of the commonwealth of Massachusetts : exclusive of the district of Maine ... 45384
An Accurate map of the East Indies exhibiting the course of the European trade ... 24039
An Accurate map of the East Indies : from the latest improvements and regulated by astronomical observations 70691
An Accurate map of the Holy Land 62803
An Accurate map of the Holy Land divided into the XII Tribes of Israel ... / by Eman. Bowen 62808
An Accurate map of the island of Barbadoes 11792
An Accurate map of the Morea together with the neighbouring countries in Greece; also, the islands on the Archipelago and Ægean Seas. ... 32835
An Accurate map of the State and Province of New-Hampshire in New England, taken from actual surveys of all the inhabited part, and from the best information of what is uninhabited, together with the adjacent countries, which exhibits the theatre of th 54570
An Accurate map of the United States of America, according to the Treaty of Peace of 1783 76474, 76521
An Accurate map of the United States of America : according to the treaty of peace of 1783 / Russell del. et sculp. 24088
An Accurate map of the West Indies 81600
An Accurate map of the West Indies with the adjacent coast of America 81628
An Accurate map of the West Indies : with the adjacent coast of America / by J. Russell 81624
An Accurate plan of the city of Chichester, with the suburbs and liberty thereof 20525
Accurate Publishing & Printing, Inc. 27193, 39975, 40567, 45589, 82968
Accurate draught of the bay Guastalla ... uberfall ... 33103
Accurater Grundris der Konigl. Spanischen Haupt und Residentz Stadtt Madrit 43862
Accurater Grundriss u: Gegend der Koenigl: Gross-Britannischen Haupt und Residentz-Stadt London ... 42787
Accuratissima Anglae regni et Walliae principatus descripto 25081, 25100
Accuratissima Anglae regni et Walliae principatus : descriptio distincte divisa in omnes suas provincias / et edita per Fredericum de Witt 25069
Accuratissima circuli Saxoniae tabula quae est pars septentrionalis Germaniae ... 69084, 69086
Accuratissima dominii Veneti in Italia, ducatus Parmae, Placentiae, Modenae regii et Mantuae ... 39048
Accuratissima dominii Veneti in Italia, ducatus Parmae, Placentiae, Modenae regii et Mantuae 39031
Accuratissima Galliae tabula 27669
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Accuratissima Galliae tabula Gallis vulgo dicta le royaume de France 27687
Accuratissima Galliae tabula Gallis vulgo dicta le royaume de France : divisa tam in praefecturas generales quam in provincias separatas cum regionibus aquisitis / per Fredericum de Wit 27654
Accuratissima Galliae tabula, vulgo Royaume de France 27648, 27649
Accuratissima Germaniae tabula denuo in lucem edita 31347, 31348
Accuratissima orbis delineatio. Sive geographia vetus, sacra & profana ... 8712
Accuratissima principatus [sic] Cataloniae et comitatuum Ruscinonis et Cerretaniae / descriptio per C. Allard 18828
Accuratissima principatus Cataloniae, et comitatuum Ruscinonis, et Cerretania descriptio 18829
Accuratissima principatus Catalonieae et comitatuum Ruscinonis et Cerretaniae 18822
Accuratissima regnorum Sueciae, Daniae et Norvegiae tabula 69170
Accuratissima Rheni superioris Mosae et Mosellae tabula ... 66459
Accuratissima totius Asiae tabula ... 3266
Accuratissima totius Asiae tabula in omnes partes ... 3277
Accuratissima totius Asiae tabula : in omnes partes divisa, de nova correcta, ac in lucem edita / per Fredericum de Witt 3267
Accuratissima totius Asiae tabula recens emendata 3261, 3262, 3263
Accuratissima totius regni Hispaniae 72691
Accuratissima totius regni Hispaniae Portugaliae tabula et typus novissimus 72680
Accuratissima totius regni Hispaniae Portugalliae[ae] tabula et typus novissimus / per F. De Witt 35089
Accuratissima totius regni Hispaniae tabula 72677
Accuratissima totius regni Hispaniae, et typus novissimus / per F. De Witt 72676, 72716
Accuratissima Rheni inferiors Mosae et Mosellae tabula ... 66460
Accuratissima Rheni imperii tabula cum omnibus suis regionibus novissima delineatio ... 48071
Acerro 10626
Acedo Latorre, Eduardo 21240, 21243, 21244
Acheria vetus et nova cum observationibus ... 10947
Acheron (Ship) 36
Achieson, Henry 19106, 19462, 19463, 19465, 20092, 25520, 35510, 35511, 35512, 35521, 3981, 60395
Achilles, Walter 17280
Achilleo, Joannes Dominico, fl. 1600 63429
Achin. Galignani's plan of Paris and environs [1851?] 63072
Achirion, Marily 15105
Achtzehnder theil der newen welt 4236
Acincum (Hungary) SEE Budapest (Hungary) 34912
Ackema, Reina 67772
Ackerman (George) Lithr., New York SEE Ackerman Lithr. 76727
Ackerman, James, 179th cent. 15192, 19458, 39522, 66328, 72227, 73445, 73446, 73447
Ackerman Lithr. 2543, 15237, 24109, 36715, 38570, 46186, 61299, 72229, 72256, 72257, 74183, 76727, 76757, 79398, 85229
Ackermann, Paul W., 1913-46735
Ackermann (A.) Nachf. K. Schüler Hofbuchhandlung (Munich, Germany) SEE A. Ackermann's Nachf. K. Schüler Hofbuchhandlung (Munich, Germany) 12520
Ackermann and Co. 2261, 29466, 42434
Ackermann, C. (Constantin) 12761, 12792
Ackerman Lithr., New York SEE Ackerman Lithr. 76727
Ackermann, Rudolph, 1764-1834 34043, 34044
Ackermans, Silke 32138
Ackersdijck, Jan, 1790-1861 - Map collections 4236
Ackia, Battle of, Miss.,1736 - Manuscripts 38
Ackiom, Robert Evertt 36618
Acland family - Maps - 1720-1840 23510
The Acland family : maps and surveys 1720-1840 23510
ACM SEE Associated Colleges of the Midwest 52891
Acme (Mich.) - Museums - 1990 39
Acme Tires 2932, 2933, 2934, 4102, 43362
ACOG see Atlanta Committee for the Olympic Games 84499
Acoma (N.M.) - Pictorial works - 1848 40, 41, 42
Acoma no. 1 42
Acoma no. 2 40
Acoma no. 3 41
Acoma Pueblo (N.M.) SEE Acoma (N.M.) 42
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Acon, Israel SEE Acre, Israel
Acrocorinthus (Corinth, Greece) - Maps - 1689 - Pictorial works 47
Acrocorinto veduto della parte  47
Acrographs  40074, 81823
Acropolis (Athens, Greece) - History, Ancient - Maps - 1841  3583
Acropolis (Athens, Greece) - Maps - 1689  48
Acropolis (Athens, Greece) - Maps - 1832  3586
Acropolis (Athens, Greece) - Maps - 1925 - Manuscripts  28591
Acropolis (Athens, Greece) - Pictorial works - 1829  63493, 63494
Acropolis cittadella d' Atene  48
Across Illinois with Coryell-70 ... / Carpenter Oil Inc., Lincoln & Nebraska  36300
Across the United States : a picture visit to all the fifty states, with an accurate, exciting outline map of each state, showing important places and products to know about  78308
ACSC see Automobile Club of Southern California
ACSM Proceedings (1976)  73536
The Act to regulate parochial assessments and its contribution to the mapping of London  18070
Acta cartographica  14931, 17216, 17304, 17646, 18174, 18368, 33141, 44783, 45993, 46103, 46712, 74485, 75082, 80647
Acta cartographica (1967)  2242, 62332, 62348, 80565
Acta cartographica (1969)  18387, 20955, 33640, 46052, 46098, 46102, 51959, 80563
Acta cartographica (1970)  596, 31938, 45359, 45995, 46048, 51981, 69900, 80560
Acta cartographica (1971)  82918
Acta cartographica (1972)  46043, 73215
Acta cartographica (1973)  2250, 31937, 44486, 61684
Acta cartographica (1974)  18165, 44782
Acta cartographica (1975)  2251, 28602, 34634, 80566, 82917
Acta cartographica (1976)  33141, 44783
Acta cartographica (1977)  46072
Acta cartographica (1981)  46007, 79467
Acta cartographica 26 (1981)  46023
Acta cartographica : a series of monographs and studies on the history of cartography, reprinted from periodicals since 1800  18284
Acta geographica Lovaniensia (1967)  18075, 46107
Actalá Galiano, Dionisio, 1760
Acta cartographica (1970)  1540-1600  1574, 1576
Acta cartographica (1971)  79944
Acquisitio...
Adams, C. V., fl. ca. 1930 56979
Adams, C. W., fl. 1886-1890 28001
Adams County 4-H Federation (Ill.) 58, 59
Adams County (Colo.) - Maps - 1994 - Road maps 23282, 23308
Adams County : Historic Conewago tour 69
[Adams County (Ill.) - 1889: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 55
Adams County (Ill.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners 53
Adams County (Ill.) - Maps - 1872 - Landowners 54
Adams County (Ill.) - Maps - 1889 - Landowners 55
Adams County (Ill.) - Maps - 1952 - Landowners 56
Adams County (Ill.) - Maps - 1975 - Landowners 57
Adams County (Ill.) - Maps - 1977 - Landowners 58
Adams County (Ill.) - Maps - 1982 - Landowners 59
Adams County (Ind.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners 60
Adams County (Ind.) - Maps - 1968 - Landowners 61
Adams County (Iowa) - Maps - 1977 - Landowners 62
Adams County (Ohio) - Maps - 1880 - Landowners 63
[Adams County (Pa.) - 1821: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 64
[Adams County (Pa.) - 1855: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 65
[Adams County (Pa.) - 1858: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 66
Adams County (Pa.) - Maps - 1821 - Landowners 64
Adams County (Pa.) - Maps - 1850-1859 - Landowners 65
Adams County (Pa.) - Maps - 1858 - Landowners 66, 31824
Adams County (Pa.) - Maps - 1863 - Landowners 31821
Adams County (Pa.) - Maps - 1863 - Landowners - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 31824
Adams County (Pa.) - Maps - 1872 - Landowners 67
Adams County (Pa.) - Maps - 1991 69
Adams county (Pa.) - Tourism - 1985 68
Adams County (Pa.) - Tourism - 1991 69
Adams County plat directory, Illinois, 1982 59
Adams County Rural Youth (Ill.) 56
Adams County : Scenic valley tour 68
Adams County (Wash.) - Maps - 1960-1969 70
Adams, D. 2645
Adams, Daniel, 1773-1864 4601, 4633, 4711, 4735, 29246, 29281, 29282, 29297, 29336, 29354, 29378, 29379, 29442
Adams, Daniel, 1773-1864. Geography, or, A description of the world 4601, 4633
Adams, Daniel, 1773-1864. Geography, or, A description of the world (1830) 4711
Adams, David 655
Adams, Ernest C. 84658
Adams (Geo. H.) & Co. 36772
Adams, George 13499
Adams, Henry C. (Henry Carter), 1851-1921 76969
Adams High School 30420
Adams, I.H. 14066
Adams, Ian H. 609, 16731, 69450, 69703
Adams, J. McGregor (John McGregor), 1834-1904 56870, 56871
Adams, J. S. 78730
Adams (J.W.) and Sons, firm SEE J.W. Adams and Sons (Firm) 57027
Adams, James, 1724-1792 40617, 40618
Adams, James N. 52336, 52337
Adams, James Truslow, 1878-1949 76242, 76243
Adams, John, Esq. of Waltham Abbey 70457
Adams, John, fl. 1680 71, 73, 74, 25066, 25095
Adams, John, fl. 1680. Anglicae Totius Tabula, ca. 1685 72
Adams, John, teacher of mathematics at Edmonton 7905, 7940
Adams, Mary Eleanor Hanna 69623
Adams, Michael, fl. 1802 29134
Adams, Moses and Culver (Firm) 6296
Adams, Nicholas 27198
Adams, Oscar S. (Oscar Sherman), b. 1874 44620, 44621, 44645
Adams, Philip S. 29209
Adams Press 19876
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Adams, Randolph Greenfield, 1892-1951  17202, 33566, 76377
Adams-Ray, Edward  73277
Adams, Robert, d. 1595  3102
Adams (Rufus) & Co. SEE Rufus Adams & Co. (New York, N.Y.)  81898
Adams’s descriptive guide to the watering places of England and companion to the coast / by E.L. Blanchard  25274
Adams (S.G.) Printing and Stationery Co., Saint Louis, Mo. SEE S.G. Adams Printing and Stationery Co. (Saint Louis, Mo.)  68080
Adams, Samuel, fl. 1840  58918
Adams, Randolph, 1921-  39832, 53876, 76376
Adams, Robert, d. 1595  3102
Adams-Windus Maps  77985
Adamson, Annie R.  13014
Adamson, Gordon  16409
Adare, Cape (Antarctica) - Maps - 1913  75
Aday, Ron  1848
Adays, Los (Texas) SEE Presidio de Nuestra Señora del Pilar de Los Adae Site (La.)  65534
ADC (Firm)  81044
ADC (Firm) see also Alexandria Drafting Company  81044
Adda, Gerolamo, marchese d’, 1815-1881  21763
Adda, Gerolamo, marchese d’, 1815-1881 - Correspondence  21763
Adda River Valley (Italy) - Maps - 1620  42337
Adda River Valley (Italy) - Maps - 1625 - Fortification  79802
Addendum to Harrisse : Jakob Stoppel  73292
Addington, Stephen, 1729-1796  29041
[Addison County (Vt.) - 1857: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche]  76, 77
Addison County (Vt.) - Maps - 1857 - Landowners  76, 77
Addison County (Vt.) - Maps - 1871 - Landowners  78
Addison, William Wilkinson, Sir, 1905-  52268
Additamentum III. Theatri orbis terrarum  7663
Additional biographical notes on some of the sixteenth-century surveyors and chart-makers  16732
Additions and changes in the L.C. atlas and map classification  18753
Additions to the manuscript atlases of Battista Agnese  594
Addresses, Street SEE Street addresses  44336
The Adelaide atlas : classes IV, V & VI  7555
Adelaide Botanic Garden  80
Adelaide Botanic Garden (Adelaide, S. Aust.) - 1988  80
Adelaide Public Transport Map  79
Adelaide (S. Aust.) - Bus routes - 1988 - Maps  79
Adelaide (S. Aust.) - Hostels - 1987  85095
Adelaide (S. Aust.) - Maps - 1851 - Pictorial works  70732
Adelaide (S. Aust.) - Maps - 1908  7555
Adelaide (S. Aust.) - Maps - 1988  81
Adelaide (S. Aust.) - Parks - 1988  80
Adelaide (S. Aust.) - Railroads - 1988 - Maps  79
Adelaide (S. Aust.) - Tourism - 1988  81
Adelaide (S. Aust.) - Trams - 1988 - Maps  79
Adelaide (S. Aust.) - Wildlife refuges - 1990  20990
Adelhauser, Hans, fl. 1568  20873, 32273, 34783
Adeline, Jules, 1845-1909  67417
Adelphi Press  30852
Adelung, Friedrich von, 1768-1843  33841
Aden  82
Aden (City) SEE Aden (Yemen)  66330
Aden, Menno  24966, 24968, 26449
Aden (Yemen) - History - Siege, 1513 - Pictorial works  82
Aden (Yemen) - Maps - 1804 - Harbors  66330
Aden (Yemen) - Maps - 1804 - Pictorial works  66330
Aden (Yemen) - Maps - 1851 - Pictorial works  26093
Aden (Yemen) - Pictorial works - 1513  82
Aden (Yemen) - Pictorial works - 1620  512
Adguide Promotions  68201
Adhémard, Jean  75078, 75079, 75094
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Adriatic Sea
Adriatic
Adriatic
Adriatic
Adriatic
Adriatic
Adrianopolis (Extinct City) SEE Antinoöpolis (Extinct City)
Adriatic Daily Telegram 41851
Adrian Como (Firm) 72858
Adria Editions 22772
Adria, Dalmatien, Kroatische kueste, Bosnien
Adorno, Rolela 21766
Adonias, Isa 1465, 13866, 18355, 66843
Adolphus Frederick, duke of
Adolphi, Johannis, Archbishop, 16th century 25926, 26379
Adolf Stieler’s Handatlas über alle Theile der Erde und über das Weltgebäude
Adolf Stieler’s Hand Atlas über alle Theile der Erde und über das Weltgebäude
Adolf R. Fluck Service
Adolf, Duke of Schleswig
Admiralty Islands (Papua New Guinea) - Maps - 1840 38526
Admiral's map SEE Waldseemüller, Martin, 1470-1521? Tabula terre nove (1513) 80655
The Admiral's map -- what was it? -- and who the admiral? 80655
The Admiralty chart : British naval hydrography in the nineteenth century 32418
The Admiralty chart : British naval hydrography in the nineteenth century / G.S. Ritchie ; with an introductory essay by Andrew David 32417
Admiralty Islands (Papua New Guinea) - Maps - 1840 38526
Adolf, Duke of Schleswig-Holstein-Gottorff, 1526-1586 29526, 69367
Adolf R. Fluck Service (Madison, Wis.) 48945
Adolf Stieler's Hand Atlas über alle Theile der Erde und über das Weltgebäude 9968
Adolf Stieler's Handatlas über alle Theile der Erde und über das Weltgebäude 10006
Adolf Stieler's Handatlas über alle Theile der Erde und über das Weltgebäude 9920, 9942, 9973, 10015
Adolph, Johann, Archiv, 16th century 25926, 26379
Adolphus Frederick, duke of Cambridge, 1774-1850, ded. 31464
Adonias, Isa 1465, 13866, 18355, 66843
Adorno, Rolela 21766
Adria, Dalmatien, Kroatische kueste, Bosnien 97
Adria Editions 22772
Adria (Italy). Biblioteca comunale SEE Biblioteca comunale di Adria 67426
Adrian Como (Firm) 72858
Adrian Daily Telegraph 41851
Adrianopolis (Extinct City) SEE Antinoöpolis (Extinct City) 2168
Adriatic Coast (Balkan Peninsula) - Maps - 1574 41226, 41340, 69982
Adriatic Coast (Balkan Peninsula) - Maps - 1605 - Manuscripts 41227, 41341, 69983
Adriatic Coast (Balkan Peninsula) - Maps - 1685 87
Adriatic Coast (Balkan Peninsula) - Maps - 1929 22775, 22776
Adriatic Sea - Maps - 1500-1550 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 88
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Call Numbers</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adriatic Sea - Maps - 1500-1599</td>
<td>89</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adriatic Sea - Maps - 1560 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Forgeries</td>
<td>90</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adriatic Sea - Maps - 1568</td>
<td>91, 92</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adriatic Sea - Maps - 1685</td>
<td>87</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adriatic Sea - Maps - 1695</td>
<td>93</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adriatic Sea - Maps - 1696</td>
<td>94</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adriatic Sea - Maps - 1716</td>
<td>38832</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adriatic Sea - Maps - 1753 - Coasts - Nautical charts</td>
<td>79954</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adriatic Sea - Maps - 1771 - Coasts - Nautical charts</td>
<td>79955</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adriatic Sea - Maps - 1771 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adriatic Sea - Maps - 1806 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>96</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adriatic Sea - Maps - 1905</td>
<td>26158</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adriatic Sea - Maps - 1928</td>
<td>22773, 22774</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adriatic Sea - Maps - 1929</td>
<td>11602</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adriatic Sea - Maps - 1930</td>
<td>97, 38649</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adriatic Sea - Maps - 1938</td>
<td>22779</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adriatic Sea - Maps - 1966 - Coasts</td>
<td>85211</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adriatic Sea - Maps - 1969</td>
<td>85215</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adriatic Sea Region - Maps - 1598 - Harbors</td>
<td>79958</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adriatic Sea Region - Maps - Collections, 250-1900</td>
<td>98</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adriatic Sea Region - Maps - Exhibitions</td>
<td>98</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adriatic Sea Region - Maps - 1533-1585</td>
<td>99, 9584, 18033, 18034, 20873, 39741, 39760, 62781</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adriog r i Tasig, Anna Maria</td>
<td>72914</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adstock Photos</td>
<td>79130</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advance copy : Rand McNally air trails maps of Illinois</td>
<td>35760</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advance Lithographing Company</td>
<td>19402</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced atlas for South African schools</td>
<td>10778</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Advanced atlas of modern geography / John Bartholomew</td>
<td>8520, 8531, 8541, 8549</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Advanced atlas of physical and political geography, a new series of maps specially designed for schools, colleges and private students</td>
<td>8412</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Advanced atlas of physical and political geography : a new series of maps specially designed for schools, colleges and private students, with frontispiece showing the state of Europe after the war / by J.G. Bartholomew</td>
<td>8413</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced geography</td>
<td>30405, 30472, 30480</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced Graphics</td>
<td>42775</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced Illus.</td>
<td>49246</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced Litho (Grand Falls, Mont.)</td>
<td>1186</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced map and aerial photograph reading / prepared under direction of the Chief of Engineers</td>
<td>44698</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Advanced modern school atlas : a series of 64 coloured plates, containing 95 maps; physical, political, climate &amp; economic; consulting index, giving latitude and longitude</td>
<td>8543</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Advanced modern school atlas / edited by Charles Matheson ... and W.R. Kermack</td>
<td>8503</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced physical-political map of the United States / Rand McNally and Company</td>
<td>79220</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Advancement of Alton, Illinois : a general city plan study for the Board of Trade / Charles Mulford Robinson</td>
<td>1446</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advatici, evésché de Namur, comité de Namur : cours de la Meuse, où se trouvent Revin, Charlemont, Dinant, Namur, Huy, &amp;c. et cours de la Sambre depuis Maubeuge jusqu'à Namur / par N. Sanson d'Abbey, geogr. ord. d. S.M.</td>
<td>52566</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advent im Stift Altenburg</td>
<td>1444</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adventure and adventurers - Bibliography</td>
<td>75472</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adventure and adventurers - Biography - Encyclopedias</td>
<td>75473</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adventure guide to Oklahoma's Kiamichi Country</td>
<td>61678</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adventure north to Great Lakes area : Michigan, Minnesota, Ontario, Wisconsin ...</td>
<td>32612, 32617</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adventure north to Great Lakes area : Michigan, Minnesota, Ontario, Wisconsin ... your guide to vacation variety</td>
<td>32618</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adventure of sail, 1520-1914</td>
<td>69723</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Adventure of Wrangel island</td>
<td>84725</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AdVenture Publications (Firm : Athens, Greece)</td>
<td>38581</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adventures in a voyage up the Red Sea</td>
<td>4505</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adventures in geography / written and illustrated by Gertrude Alice Kay</td>
<td>30592</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advententies voor kaarten, atlassen, globes e.d. in Amsterdamse kranten, 1621-1811 / P.C.J. van der Krogt ; with an introduction in English</td>
<td>101</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advertising and cartography - 1806</td>
<td>1729</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advertising and cartography - 1857</td>
<td>13232</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advertising and cartography - 1904</td>
<td>66986</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advertising and cartography - 1972-1988</td>
<td>66988</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advertising and cartography - United States - 1920-1929</td>
<td>13264</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advertising - Automobiles - 1907</td>
<td>82889</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advertising - Automobiles - Batteries</td>
<td>23948</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advertising - Illustrations - 1930-1939</td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<th>Codes</th>
</tr>
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<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Advertising maps</td>
<td>46603, 79268</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advertising maps - 1875-1876</td>
<td>76860</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advertising maps - 1876</td>
<td>13179</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advertising maps - 1880</td>
<td>76888</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advertising maps - 1884</td>
<td>26889</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advertising maps - 1890-1899</td>
<td>3821, 66212</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advertising maps - 1891</td>
<td>13511</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advertising maps - 1898</td>
<td>24124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advertising maps - 1899</td>
<td>13512</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advertising maps - 1905</td>
<td>77087</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advertising maps - 1911</td>
<td>49574, 49575</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advertising maps - 1930</td>
<td>77445</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advertising maps - 1939</td>
<td>13532</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advertising maps - 1940</td>
<td>15513</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advertising maps - 1955</td>
<td>24456</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advertising maps - 1962</td>
<td>52695</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advertising Maps - 1963</td>
<td>79426</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advertising maps - 1964</td>
<td>3638</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advertising maps - 1965</td>
<td>80184</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advertising maps - 1967</td>
<td>11430</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advertising Maps - 1969</td>
<td>79427</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advertising maps - 1973</td>
<td>49370</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advertising maps - 1974</td>
<td>1936, 3608, 41522, 65838</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advertising maps - 1975</td>
<td>40614, 67899, 78708</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advertising maps - 1975-1992</td>
<td>79366</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advertising maps - 1976</td>
<td>84483</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advertising maps - 1979</td>
<td>68254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advertising maps - 1980</td>
<td>26308</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advertising maps - 1989</td>
<td>32345</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advertising maps - 1991</td>
<td>12028, 37563, 41793, 73586</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advertising maps - 2000</td>
<td>46604, 66835</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advertising maps - 2011</td>
<td>79530</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advertising maps - Collections, 1944-1978</td>
<td>22213</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advertising maps - Collections, 1974</td>
<td>16309</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advertising - Maps - Netherlands - Amsterdam - History --17th century</td>
<td>101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advertising - Maps - Netherlands - Amsterdam - History --18th century</td>
<td>101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advertising, Newspaper - Netherlands - Amsterdam - History --17th century</td>
<td>101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advertising, Newspaper - Netherlands - Amsterdam - History --18th century</td>
<td>101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advertising - Odometers - 1907</td>
<td>80811</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Advertising plat map of Lincoln Hills, Colorado] 42108

Advielle, Victor 57065
Ady, Julia Mary Cartwright, d. 1924 67260
Aedone, A. d’ 70068
Aedone, Ao. d’, fl. 1757 70073
Aedui 14961

Aedui Brannovices, et Boiorum pars 68874
Aefferden, Francisco de, fl. 1696 SEE Aefferden, Francisco de, fl. 1696 7687
Aegean Islands (Greece and Turkey) - Historical geography - Maps - 1584-1606 102
Aegean Islands (Greece and Turkey) - History, Ancient - Maps - 1843 103
Aegean Islands (Greece and Turkey) - Maps - 1400-1499 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 38503
Aegean Islands (Greece and Turkey) - Maps - 1485 38502
Aegean Islands (Greece and Turkey) - Maps - 1528 104
Aegean Islands (Greece and Turkey) - Maps - 1534 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 105
Aegean Islands (Greece and Turkey) - Maps - 1584-1606 102
Aegean Islands (Greece and Turkey) - Maps - 1588 22403
Aegean Islands (Greece and Turkey) - Maps - 1598 - Harbors 79958
Aegean Islands (Greece and Turkey) - Maps - 1606 22404
Aegean Islands (Greece and Turkey) - Maps - 1700 106, 16802
Aegean Islands (Greece and Turkey) - Maps - 1734 11527
Aegean Islands (Greece and Turkey) - Maps - 1745 11532
Aegean Islands (Greece and Turkey) - Maps - 1756 32836
Aegean Islands (Greece and Turkey) - Maps - 1783 107, 108
Aegean Islands (Greece and Turkey) - Maps - 1861 32877
Aegean Islands (Greece and Turkey) - Maps - 1866 32878
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<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Call Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aegean Islands (Greece and Turkey) - Maps</td>
<td></td>
<td>1872: 109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aegean Islands (Greece and Turkey) - Maps</td>
<td></td>
<td>1884: 32880</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aegean Islands (Greece and Turkey) - Maps</td>
<td></td>
<td>1907: 32891</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aegean Islands (Greece and Turkey) - Maps</td>
<td></td>
<td>1929: 38984</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aegean Islands (Greece and Turkey) - Maps</td>
<td></td>
<td>1971: 32905</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aegean Islands (Greece and Turkey) - Maps</td>
<td></td>
<td>1980: 110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aegean Islands (Greece and Turkey) - Maps</td>
<td></td>
<td>1989: 111, 75823</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aegean Islands (Greece and Turkey) - Maps</td>
<td></td>
<td>1993: 112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aegean Islands (Greece and Turkey) - Maps</td>
<td></td>
<td>1995: 113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aegean Islands (Greece and Turkey) - Maps - Collections</td>
<td></td>
<td>16803, 32916</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aegaean Sea Coast (Turkey) - Description and travel</td>
<td></td>
<td>1981: 114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aegean Sea - Historical geography - Maps</td>
<td></td>
<td>1598-1606: 45698</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aegean Sea - History, Ancient - Maps</td>
<td></td>
<td>1666-1750: 32776</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aegean Sea - Maps</td>
<td></td>
<td>1528: 104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aegean Sea - Maps</td>
<td></td>
<td>1572 - Naval operations: Manuscripts 115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aegean Sea - Maps</td>
<td></td>
<td>1598-1606: 45698</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aegean Sea - Maps</td>
<td></td>
<td>1636 - Nautical charts: Manuscripts 45845</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aegean Sea - Maps</td>
<td></td>
<td>1655 - Nautical charts, Manuscript - Facsimiles 116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aegean Sea - Maps</td>
<td></td>
<td>1666-1750: 32776</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aegean Sea - Maps - 1728 - Nautical Chart</td>
<td></td>
<td>117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aegean Sea - Maps</td>
<td></td>
<td>1741: 32833</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aegean Sea - Maps</td>
<td></td>
<td>1753 - Nautical charts 118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aegean Sea - Maps</td>
<td></td>
<td>1771 - Nautical charts 119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aegean Sea - Maps</td>
<td></td>
<td>1783: 107, 108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aegean Sea - Maps</td>
<td></td>
<td>1786: 45145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aegean Sea - Maps - Collections (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td></td>
<td>32916</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aegeter, Leo, 1875-1953</td>
<td></td>
<td>22666</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aegidius Tschudi</td>
<td></td>
<td>75576</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aegidius Tschudi 1505-1572</td>
<td></td>
<td>75574</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aegidius Tschudi: Geschichtsforscher und Erzähler</td>
<td></td>
<td>75581</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aegidius Tschudi's hand-drawn map of northern Europe</td>
<td></td>
<td>75589</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aegidius Tschudi's maps</td>
<td></td>
<td>75590</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aegidius Tschudi's second map of Switzerland</td>
<td></td>
<td>75583</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aegidius Tschudis kartographische Arbeiten</td>
<td></td>
<td>75572</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aegidius Tschudis Manuscriptkarten österreichischer Gebiete</td>
<td></td>
<td>75582</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aegypten 24804, 24806, 24810, 24820, 24835</td>
<td></td>
<td>24795</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aegypten, Palaestina und Syrien</td>
<td></td>
<td>24795</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aegypten und der Sudan</td>
<td></td>
<td>24822, 24827</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aeypytus antiqua ...</td>
<td></td>
<td>24724</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aeypytus antiqua mandato serenissimi Delphini publici juris facta</td>
<td></td>
<td>24725</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/ auctor d'Anville ...</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aegyptus sicut in libro Herodoti secundo describitur</td>
<td></td>
<td>24723</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aegyptvs 24731</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aegyptvs antiqua. Terra suis contenta bonis, non indiga mercis al</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>louis, in sola tanta est fiducia Nilo Lucanus 8. / ex conatibus geographici Abrahami Ortelij 24716</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aegyptus / [Jodocus Hondius]</td>
<td></td>
<td>24736, 24737</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aelst, Nicolas van, ca. 1527-1613</td>
<td></td>
<td>15798, 18844, 22261, 28541, 64624, 64626, 64634, 67206, 67312</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aenaria Ins. hoogi di Ischia</td>
<td></td>
<td>38484</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aeneae Sylvii Senensis, qvi post adeptvm pontificatvm Pivs eivs nominis secvndvs appellatus est, opera quae extant omnia, nunc demum post corruptissimas additones summa diligentia castigata &amp; in unum corpus redacta, quorum elenchum uersa pa 25892</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aeneae Troia ni navigatio / [Jodocus Hondius]</td>
<td></td>
<td>45699</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aeneae Troiani navigatio ad Virgiliij sex prior Aeneidos / Ex conatibus geographicis Abrahami Ortelij Antverp 45697</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aeneas (Legendary character) - Travel - Mediterranean Region - Maps</td>
<td></td>
<td>1594-1606: 45697</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aeneas (Legendary Character) - Voyages</td>
<td></td>
<td>45704</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aeneas (Legendary Character) - Voyages - Maps</td>
<td></td>
<td>45705</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aeneas (Legendary Character) - Voyages - Maps - 1625</td>
<td></td>
<td>45699</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aeneas Silvius, 1405-1464 SEE Pius II, Pope, 1405-1464/Piccolomini, Aeneas Silvius, 1405-1464 SEE Pius II, Pope, 1405-1464/Silvius, Aeneas, 1405-1464 SEE Pius II, Pope, 1405-1464/Sylvenius, Aeneas, 1405-1464 SEE Pius II, Pope, 1405-1464 25892</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aeneis (Virgil) - Maps</td>
<td></td>
<td>1594-1606: 45697</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aerial exploration - Antarctica - Maps</td>
<td></td>
<td>1929: 15035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aerial exploration - Antarctica - Maps - 1929-1930</td>
<td></td>
<td>15034</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aerial exploration - Ross Ice Shelf (Antarctica) - Maps</td>
<td></td>
<td>1929-1930: 15034</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Aerial exploration - Ross Sea (Antarctica) - Maps - 1929-1930 15034
Aerial exploration - South Pole - Maps - 1929 15035
Aerial exploration - South Pole - Maps - 1929-1930 15034
Aerial photo map [northeastern Illinois] 41431
Aerial photogrammetry industry - Buildings - Designs and plans - 1980-1989 19361
[Aerial photograph of Canal Street in New Orleans at night] 16428
[Aerial photograph of Cedar Grove industrial district of Shreveport, Louisiana] 69989
[Aerial photograph of Central Railroad of New Jersey terminal in Jersey City, New Jersey : looking towards Manhattan] 39725
[Aerial photograph of Denver and Rio Grande Western Railroad lands near Littleton, Colorado] 42233
[Aerial photograph of Des Moines, Iowa] 23348
[Aerial photograph of downtown Alexandria, Louisiana] 1202
[Aerial photograph of downtown Dallas, Tex.] 22745
[Aerial photograph of downtown Dallas, Texas at night] 22746
[Aerial photograph of downtown El Paso, Texas at night] 24882
[Aerial photograph of downtown Fort Worth, Tex.] 27503
[Aerial photograph of downtown Fort Worth, Texas at night] 27504
[Aerial photograph of downtown Montréal] 51688, 51689
[Aerial photograph of downtown New Orleans] 55528
[Aerial photograph of downtown Shreveport, La.] 69987
[Aerial photograph of downtown Shreveport, Louisiana at night] 69988
[Aerial photograph of El Paso, Tex.] 24881
[Aerial photograph of Friant Dam near Fresno, Calif.] 28393
[Aerial photograph of Grand Coulee Dam : looking south] 32316
[Aerial photograph of Inman Yard in Atlanta, Georgia] 37491
[Aerial photograph of Montréal showing proposed Queen Elizabeth Hotel development at Gare Centrale] 66112
[Aerial photograph of new rail track at Pennsylvania Railroad's Conway yard in Pittsburgh] 22005
[Aerial photograph of New York, New Haven, and Hartford Railroad facilities in Providence, Rhode Island] 65666
[Aerial photograph of Northern Pacific Railway yard at Pasco, Wash.] 63404
[Aerial photograph of Peoria on the Illinois River] 64210
[Aerial photograph of Safeway Stores distribution center in Bellevue, Washington] 67823
[Aerial photograph of the Canadian National Railway's Montreal Yard] 51690
[Aerial photograph of the Delaware, Lackawanna and Western Railroad terminal in Hoboken, New Jersey, with the Manhattan skyline in the background] 34516
[Aerial photograph of the Meredith Publishing Company's factory in West Des Moines, Iowa] 46128
[Aerial photograph of the northeast industrial district of Kansas City, Missouri] 40024
[Aerial photograph of the Southern Pacific Company's Englewood Yard in Houston, Texas] 25465
[Aerial photograph of the United States Freight Company's Los Angeles freight terminal] 43158
[Aerial photograph of the United States Freight Company's New York freight terminal] 44362
Aerial photograph shows construction in progress at Central's new electronic yard near Indianapolis ... 37427
Aerial photographs 120, 121, 126, 128, 129, 16789
Aerial photographs - Advertising - 1960 122
Aerial photographs - Archival Resources 123
Aerial photographs - Buffalo (N.Y.) - 1931 - Harbors 14853
Aerial photographs - Buffalo (N.Y.) - Maps - 1929-1931 14857
Aerial photographs - Chicago (Ill.) - Collections, 1938-2014 - Electronic information resources 20070
Aerial photographs - Chicago (Ill.) - Collections, To 1992 19376
Aerial photographs - Chicago Region (Ill.) - 1890-1930 19374
Aerial photographs - Chicago Region (Ill.) - 1970 41431
Aerial photographs - Chicago Region (Ill.) - Collections, 1938-2014 - Electronic information resources 20070
Aerial photographs - Coasts - 1947 21125
Aerial photographs - Developing countries - 1976 124
Aerial photographs - El Paso (Tex.) - 1930 24871
Aerial photographs - Elk Grove (Ill. : Township) - Collections 17137
Aerial photographs - Elk Grove Village (Ill.) - Collections 17137
Aerial photographs - France - 1928 14753
Aerial photographs - France - 1972 27525, 27526
Aerial photographs - History - 1917-1918 18263
Aerial photographs - Idaho Springs (Colo.) - 1940 35318
Aerial photographs - Illinois 125, 14893, 44743
Aerial photographs - Illinois - Catalogs 126
Aerial photographs in the National Archives 76049
Aerial photographs in the National Archives. Compiled by Charles E. Taylor and Richard E. Spurr 76050
Aerial photographs - Interpretation 127
Aerial photographs - Jamaica 44744
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Aerial photographs - Loop (Chicago, Ill.) - 1926 43010
Aerial photographs - Miami (Fla.) - 1936 66162
Aerial Photographs - New Haven (Conn.) - 1929 54741, 54742, 54743
Aerial photographs - New York Region - 1933 55817
Aerial photographs - Norfolk (England) - 1987 57189
Aerial Photographs - Northern Cheyenne Indian Reservation (Mont.) - 1975 59643
[Aerial photographs of the Chicago region (1938-20014) : digital reproductions on HistoricAerials.com : from the past to the present] 20070
Aerial photographs - Paris (France) - 2002 63313
Aerial photographs - San Francisco (Calif.) - 1920-1929 68564
Aerial photographs - San Francisco (Calif.) - 1951 68656
Aerial photographs - Schleswig-Holstein (Germany) - 1976 69397
Aerial Photographs - South Dakota - 1936 70979
Aerial photographs - Texas 44745
Aerial photographs - Thames River (England) - 1990 75036
Aerial photographs - United States - 1975 78117, 78112
Aerial photographs - United States - Collections, ca. 1930-ca. 2014 - Cities and towns - Electronic information resources 76048
Aerial photographs - United States - Collections, ca. 1930-ca. 2014 - Electronic information resources 76048
Aerial photographs - United States - Farms - Collections, 1990 79416
Aerial Photographs - United States - Inventories 76049, 76050
Aerial photographs - United States - Maps 130, 131
Aerial photographs - Venice (Italy) - 1988 79956
Aerial photography 121
Aerial photography SEE Aerial photographs 49251
Aerial view of Arkansas Cement Corporation's new plant at Foreman, Arkansas 2850
Aerial view of Boston 13568
[Aerial view of Central Railroad of New Jersey terminal in Elizabethport, New Jersey : looking across Newark Bay to Jersey City and Bayonne] 24922
[Aerial view of Central Railroad of New Jersey terminal in Jersey City : looking eastward to Manhattan and Brooklyn] 39723
[Aerial view of Central Railroad of New Jersey Terminal, New Jersey, Brooklyn : looking towards Manhattan and New York City] 39724
Aerial view of Cherokee Yard, a partially completed electronic retarder yard at Tulsa, Oklahoma ... 19317
Aerial view of Elizabeth, N.J. meadowland fronting on Newark Bay ... 24920
Aerial view of Houston, showing location of principal [Southern Pacific Company] facilities ... 34768
Aerial view of Long Beach, California, showing Santa Fe described on page 14 42845
Aerial view of new mine and townsite at Lynn Lake, Manitoba 43690
[Aerial view of Reading Terminal in Philadelphia, Pa.] 66304
Aerial view of Tennessee Yard, near Memphis, an electronic retarder type yard ... 74457
[Aerial view of the Adirondack Mountains and Lake Champlain] 86
Aerial view of the Bethlehem Steel Company's Grace Mine at Joanna, Pa. ... 39821
Aerial view of the extensive new East Yard at Grand Junction where all freight trains will be gravity-switched 32318
[Aerial view of the North Station railroad yard in Boston] 58821
An Aerial view of track connecting Wheeling and Nickle Plate districts in Ohio 35029
[Aerial view of Wabash Landers Freight Center railroad yard in Chicago] 80612
Aerial view showing Boston terminal development 13569
Aerial views - Gettysburg, Battle of, Gettysburg, Pa., 1863 - Maps - 1873 31819
Aerial views - Gettysburg National Military Park (Pa.) - Maps - 1873 31819
Aerial views - Gettysburg Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1873 31819
Aerial walkways SEE Skywalks 49455
Aero Distributing Co. (Evanson, Ill.) 20464
Aero Mayflower Transit Co., Inc. 78125, 78252, 78296, 78843
Aero view of Tulsa, Oklahoma 75623
Aerodromes SEE Airports 78974
Aeromexico 46228
Aeronautical Chamber of Commerce of America 77729
Aeronautical Chart and Information Center (U.S.) 28776
Aeronautical chart for 1976 / Iowa Department of Transportation 38137
Aeronautical chart [of Ohio] / prepared and issued by Ohio Aviation Board 60939
Aeronautical charts 132, 133, 134, 135, 136, 137, 138, 403, 624, 625, 626, 627, 628, 629, 630, 631, 632, 633, 634, 625, 626, 637, 638, 639, 640, 641, 642, 740, 747, 1063, 2609, 2610, 2615, 2911, 2918, 3419, 3824, 3887, 3891, 6038, 6523, 11120, 11121, 11431, 15398, 15355, 15908, 16020, 16205, 16208, 16210, 16213, 16218, 16220, 16223, 16225, 16227, 16511, 16600, 16601, 16602, 16603, 16604, 18998, 20478, 20484, 21367, 21378, 21954, 21955, 21956, 21957, 21996, 24361, 24362, 24389, 24390, 24402, 24403, 24415, 24425, 24426, 24461, 24471, 26236, 26237, 26243, 26262, 26274, 26958, 26964, 28037, 31089, 31096, 31608, 32044, 35159, 35167, 35760, 35770, 35796, 36419, 36420, 36939, 36953, 37750, 37765, 38137, 38203, 40176, 40185, 40757, 40768, 41319, 41320, 43328, 43347, 44060, 44061, 44315, 44349, 45327, 45476, 45477, 46190, 46229, 46954, 46974, 46975, 47282, 48933, 48941, 49054, 49638, 50169, 50171, 50776, 50789, 51386, 51393, 51394, 51395, 53002, 53561, 53682, 53683, 54096, 54097, 54260, 54634, 54637, 54638, 54677, 54688, 54889, 54891, 54897, 55316, 55322, 55426, 55436, 56297, 56317, 56318, 56728, 57287, 57288, 57289, 57781, 57814, 57822, 58065, 58069, 58357, 58361, 59552, 59600, 59601, 59687, 59688, 59697, 59719, 59937, 59938, 60325, 60570, 60587, 60999, 61392, 61398, 61400, 62129, 62131, 62630, 62631, 62656, 62921, 62922, 63671, 63672, 63687, 63689, 65108, 65109, 65110, 66214, 66708, 66709,
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67696, 69317, 70375, 70649, 70656, 70825, 70826, 70909, 70910, 72195, 72213, 72214, 72216, 74378, 74379, 74651, 74652, 74681, 75529, 75530, 75531, 76051, 77228, 77398, 77399, 77400, 77427, 77428, 77430, 77431, 77445, 77446, 77501, 77549, 77593, 77594, 77595, 77622, 77624, 77625, 77673, 77674, 77700, 77729, 77753, 77806, 77837, 77838, 77839, 77840, 77851, 77852, 77880, 77924, 77946, 77947, 77948, 77949, 77950, 77951, 77952, 77953, 77955, 77964, 77965, 77990, 78054, 78085, 78086, 78140, 78141, 78142, 78171, 78202, 78203, 78204, 78205, 78230, 78231, 78266, 78273, 78305, 78339, 78340, 78378, 78379, 78380, 78403, 78404, 78405, 78406, 78407, 78449, 78478, 78479, 78480, 78519, 78521, 78551, 78575, 78576, 78577, 78578, 78579, 78580, 78610, 78639, 78640, 78686, 79005, 79060, 80121, 80122, 80461, 80462, 80463, 81075, 81240, 81241, 82255, 82275, 82616, 82673, 82674, 82725, 82726, 82727, 82786, 83227, 83242, 83586, 83756, 84335, 84349, 84365, 84366, 84367, 84368, 84409, 84419, 84420, 84425, 84440, 84441, 84449, 84450, 84453, 84457, 84461, 84468, 84469, 84472, 84473, 84477, 84492, 84832, 84839, 84856, 84862, 84877, 84942

Aeronautical charts - 1928 138
Aeronautical charts - 1943-1947 132
Aeronautical charts - Afghanistan - Maps - 1950 38203
Aeronautical charts - Alabama -1929 740
Aeronautical charts - Alabama - Maps - 1930-1939 747
Aeronautical charts - Arizona -1929 2610
Aeronautical charts - Arizona - Maps - 1930-1939 2615
Aeronautical charts - Arkansas -1929 2911
Aeronautical charts - Arkansas - Maps - 1930-1939 2918
Aeronautical charts - Atlantic States - Maps - 1930-1939 3891
Aeronautical charts - Bibliography 135, 137
Aeronautical charts - California - Maps - 1930-1939 15398
Aeronautical charts - California - Maps - 1966 15635
Aeronautical charts - Canada 133
Aeronautical charts - Canada - Maps - 1949-1970 16218
Aeronautical charts - Chicago Region (Ill.) - 1928 35760
Aeronautical charts - Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1955 49054
Aeronautical charts - Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1968 77837
Aeronautical charts - Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1975 20478
Aeronautical charts - Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1982 20486
Aeronautical charts - Collections, 1944 134
Aeronautical charts - Colorado -1929 21372
Aeronautical charts - Colorado - Maps - 1930-1939 21378
Aeronautical charts - Connecticut -1929 21954
Aeronautical charts - Connecticut -1930 21956, 21957
Aeronautical charts - Connecticut - Maps - 1930-1939 21955
Aeronautical charts - Delaware -1929 45327
Aeronautical charts - England - 1928-1929 28037
Aeronautical charts - Florida -1929 26958
Aeronautical charts - Florida - Maps - 1930-1939 26964
Aeronautical charts - France - 1928-1929 28037
Aeronautical charts - Georgia -1929 31089
Aeronautical charts - Georgia - Maps - 1930-1939 31096
Aeronautical charts - Germany - History - 1959 135
Aeronautical charts - Green Bay Region (Wis.) - Maps - 2002 83586
Aeronautical charts - Harbin Region (China) - 1944-1945 44315
Aeronautical charts - History 137
Aeronautical charts - History - 1959 135
Aeronautical charts - History - 1975 136
Aeronautical charts - Idaho -1929 35159
Aeronautical charts - Idaho - Maps - 1930-1939 35167
Aeronautical charts - Illinois -1928 35760
Aeronautical charts - Illinois - Maps - 1929 - Indexes 35777
Aeronautical charts - Illinois - Maps - 1930-1939 35795
Aeronautical Charts - Illinois - Maps - 1982 20486
Aeronautical charts - Indian Ocean - 1944 134
Aeronautical charts - Indiana - Maps - 1929 - Indexes 36939
Aeronautical charts - Indiana - Maps - 1930-1939 36953
Aeronautical charts - Iowa -1929 37750
Aeronautical charts - Iowa - Maps - 1930-1939 37765
Aeronautical charts - Iowa - Maps - 1976 38137
Aeronautical charts - Iraq - Maps - 1950 38203
Aeronautical charts - Kansas -1929 40176
Aeronautical charts - Kansas - Maps - 1930-1939 40185
Aeronautical charts - Kentucky -1929 40757
Aeronautical charts - Kentucky - Maps - 1930-1939 40768
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| Aeronautical charts - Korea - 1943-1945 | 41319 |
| Aeronautical charts - Korea - 1944-1945 | 41320 |
| Aeronautical charts - Las Vegas Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1966 | 15635 |
| Aeronautical charts - Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1966 | 15635 |
| Aeronautical charts - Louisiana -1929 | 43347 |
| Aeronautical charts - Louisiana - Maps - 1920-1929 | 43328 |
| Aeronautical charts - Madison Region (Wis.) - Maps - 2002 | 83586 |
| Aeronautical charts - Maine -1929 | 44060 |
| Aeronautical charts - Maine - Maps - 1930-1939 | 44061 |
| Aeronautical charts - Manchuria (China) - 1943-1945 | 65554 |
| Aeronautical charts - Manchuria (China) - 1944-1945 | 41320, 44315 |
| Aeronautical charts - Maps - 1943 | 65108 |
| Aeronautical charts - Maps - 1950 | 65110 |
| Aeronautical charts - Maryland -1929 | 45327 |
| Aeronautical charts - Massachusetts -1929 | 45476 |
| Aeronautical charts - Massachusetts - Maps - 1930-1939 | 45477 |
| Aeronautical charts - Michigan -1929 - Indexes | 46954 |
| Aeronautical charts - Michigan - 1930-1939 | 46974, 46975 |
| Aeronautical charts - Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1932 | 47828 |
| Aeronautical charts - Middle West - Maps - 1955 | 49054 |
| Aeronautical Charts - Milwaukee Region (Wis.) - Maps - 1982 | 20486 |
| Aeronautical charts - Milwaukee Region (Wis.) - Maps - 2002 | 83586 |
| Aeronautical charts - Minnesota -1929 | 49638 |
| Aeronautical charts - Mississippi -1929 | 50169 |
| Aeronautical charts - Missouri - Maps - 1930-1939 | 50171 |
| Aeronautical charts - Missouri -1929 | 50776 |
| Aeronautical charts - Montana -1929 - Indexes | 51386 |
| Aeronautical charts - Montana -1930 | 51394 |
| Aeronautical charts - Montana - Maps - 1930-1939 | 51393 |
| Aeronautical charts - Nebraska -1929 - Indexes | 52993 |
| Aeronautical charts - Nebraska - Maps - 1930-1939 | 53002 |
| Aeronautical charts - Nevada -1929 | 53681 |
| Aeronautical charts - Nevada -1930 | 53683 |
| Aeronautical charts - Nevada - 1930-1939 | 53682 |
| Aeronautical charts - New Hampshire -1929 | 54634 |
| Aeronautical charts - New Hampshire -1930 | 54638 |
| Aeronautical charts - New Hampshire - Maps - 1930-1939 | 54637 |
| Aeronautical charts - New Jersey -1929 | 54889 |
| Aeronautical charts - New Jersey - Maps - 1930-1939 | 54897 |
| Aeronautical charts - New Mexico -1929 | 55316 |
| Aeronautical charts - New Mexico - 1971 | 55426 |
| Aeronautical charts - New Mexico - 1984-1985 | 55436 |
| Aeronautical charts - New Mexico - Maps - 1930-1939 | 55322 |
| Aeronautical charts - New Orleans Region (La.) -1929 | 43347 |
| Aeronautical charts - New York (State) -1930 | 56317 |
| Aeronautical charts - North America - Maps - 1967 | 57822 |
| Aeronautical charts - North Atlantic Ocean - 1944 | 134 |
| Aeronautical charts - North Carolina -1929 | 58065 |
| Aeronautical charts - North Carolina -1930 | 58069 |
| Aeronautical charts - North Dakota -1930 | 58361 |
| Aeronautical charts - North Dakota - Maps - 1930-1939 | 58357 |
| Aeronautical charts - North Pacific Ocean - 1944 | 134 |
| Aeronautical charts - Northeastern States - Maps - 1929 | 3887, 54096, 54097, 54891, 56297 |
| Aeronautical charts - Ohio -1929 - Indexes | 60570 |
| Aeronautical charts - Ohio - Maps - 1930-1939 | 60587 |
| Aeronautical charts - Ohio - Maps - 1948 | 60939 |
| Aeronautical charts - Oklahoma -1929 | 61392 |
| Aeronautical charts - Oklahoma -1930 | 61400 |
| Aeronautical charts - Oklahoma - Maps - 1930-1939 | 61398 |
| Aeronautical charts - Oregon -1929 | 62129 |
| Aeronautical charts - Oregon - Maps - 1930-1939 | 62131 |
| Aeronautical charts - Pennsylvania -1929 | 63672 |
| Aeronautical charts - Pennsylvania -1929 - Indexes | 63671 |
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Aeronautical charts - Pennsylvania -1930 63689
Aeronautical charts - Pennsylvania - Maps - 1930 81075
Aeronautical charts - Pennsylvania - Maps - 1930-1939 63687
Aeronautical charts - Polar regions - 1948 65109
Aeronautical charts - Polar regions - Maps - 1943 65108
Aeronautical charts - Polar regions - Maps - 1950 65110
Aeronautical charts - Primorskiy krai (Russia) - 1943-1945 65554
Aeronautical charts - Rhode Island -1929 66708
Aeronautical charts - Rhode Island - Maps - 1930-1939 66709
Aeronautical Charts - Russia - Maps - 1951 67696
Aeronautical charts - San Diego (Calif.) - Maps - 1966 15635
Aeronautical charts SEE ALSO Airways 57822
Aeronautical charts - Seoul Region (Korea) - 1943-1945 41319
Aeronautical charts - South Atlantic Ocean - 1944 134
Aeronautical charts - South Carolina -1929 - Indexes 70825
Aeronautical charts - South Carolina - 1930-1939 70826
Aeronautical charts - South Dakota -1929 70909
Aeronautical charts - South Dakota - Maps - 1930-1939 70910
Aeronautical charts - South Pacific Ocean - 1944 134
Aeronautical charts - Spassk-Dal'niiy Region (Russia) - 1943-1945 65554
Aeronautical charts - Tennessee -1929 74378
Aeronautical charts - Tennessee - Maps - 1930-1939 74379
Aeronautical charts - Texas -1929 74651
Aeronautical charts - Texas - Maps - 1930-1939 74652
Aeronautical charts - Uniontown Region (Fayette County, Pa.) - Maps - 1930 81075
Aeronautical charts - United States 77427
Aeronautical charts - United States -1928 35760
Aeronautical charts - United States - 1929 - Maps 77427
Aeronautical charts - United States - 1930-1939 77428
Aeronautical charts - United States - 1930-1939 - Maps 77428
Aeronautical charts - United States - Maps - 1936 77624, 77625
Aeronautical charts - United States - Maps - 1940 - Advertising 77445
Aeronautical charts - United States - Maps - 1945-1973 77837
Aeronautical Charts - United States - Maps - 1946 77851
Aeronautical charts - Utah -1929 79605
Aeronautical charts - Utah - Maps - 1930-1939 79606
Aeronautical charts - Vermont -1929 80121
Aeronautical charts - Vermont - Maps - 1930-1939 80122
Aeronautical charts - Virginia -1929 80461
Aeronautical charts - Virginia - Maps - 1930-1939 80462
Aeronautical charts - Vladivostok Region (Russia) - 1944-1945 41320
Aeronautical charts - Washington (D.C.) - Maps - 1930 81075
Aeronautical charts - Washington Region - Maps - 1930 81075
Aeronautical charts - Washington (State) -1929 81240
Aeronautical charts - Washington (State) - Maps - 1930-1939 81241
Aeronautical charts - West (U.S.) - Maps - 1976 82616
Aeronautical charts - West Virginia -1929 82673
Aeronautical charts - West Virginia - Maps - 1930 81075
Aeronautical charts - West Virginia - Maps - 1930-1939 82674
Aeronautical charts - Wheeling Region (W. Va.) - Maps - 1930 81075
Aeronautical charts - Wisconsin -1929 83227
Aeronautical charts - Wisconsin - Maps - 1930 83242
Aeronautical charts - Wisconsin - Maps - 1930-1939 83228
Aeronautical Charts - Wisconsin - Maps - 1982 20486
Aeronautical charts - Wisconsin - Maps - 2002 83586
Aeronautical charts - Wyoming -1932 84856
Aeronautical charts - Wyoming -1933 84862
Aeronautical charts - Wyoming -1935 84877
Aeronautical charts - Wyoming - Maps - 1929 - Indexes 84832
Aeronautical charts - Wyoming - Maps - 1930-1939 84839
Aeronautical charts - Wyoming - Maps - 1940 84942
Aeronautical planning chart 77851
Aeronautics - Historical geography - Maps - 1928 138
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Call Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Africa and Asia: Portuguese manuscript maps in the Rhodes Library at Groote Schuur, with an introduction in Portuguese and English entitled 'Ancient Portuguese maps in the collection at Groote Schuur' by A. Teixeira da Mota</td>
<td>423</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa and its several regions</td>
<td>281</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa and its several regions / by Samuel Dunn</td>
<td>290, 294</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa and the cartographer's art</td>
<td>16814</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa and the Indian Ocean in Chinese maps of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries</td>
<td>16815</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa antiqua / engrav'd by S.I. Neele</td>
<td>179, 180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa / by Edwd. Weller, F.R.G.S.</td>
<td>361</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa / by G.H. Swanston ; revised and corrected, including Speke and Grant's researches as to the sources of the Nile. By J. Bartholomew, F.R.G.S.</td>
<td>362</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa / by J. Arrowsmith</td>
<td>338</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa / by J. Bartholomew, F.R.G.S.</td>
<td>365, 366</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa, Central - Historical geography - Maps - 1807</td>
<td>148</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa, Central - Maps - 1540</td>
<td>434</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa, Central - Maps - 1625</td>
<td>149, 150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa, Central - Maps - 1626</td>
<td>151, 152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa, Central - Maps - 1682</td>
<td>153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa, Central - Maps - 1700</td>
<td>154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa, Central - Maps - 1708</td>
<td>519</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa, Central - Maps - 1715 - Coasts - Manuscripts</td>
<td>552</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa, Central - Maps - 1728 - Coasts - Nautical charts</td>
<td>3802</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa, Central - Maps - 1731</td>
<td>155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa, Central - Maps - 1741</td>
<td>263, 520</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa, Central - Maps - 1787 - Coasts</td>
<td>291</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa, Central - Maps - 1872</td>
<td>25674</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa, Central - Maps - 1925</td>
<td>156</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa commercial development / edited by George Philip, F.R.G.S.</td>
<td>385</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L'Africa dalle origini all metà del secolo XIX</td>
<td>16810</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa - Description and travel - 1558</td>
<td>1484</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa - Description and travel - 1591</td>
<td>64734</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa - Description and travel - 1709</td>
<td>28993</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa - Description and travel - 1927</td>
<td>70382</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa - Discovery and exploration - Portuguese - Bibliography</td>
<td>33829</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa divided according to the extent of its principal parts...</td>
<td>233</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa / drawn and printed Karl Wenschow GmbH</td>
<td>395</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa / drawn &amp; engraved by J. Archer, Pentonville, London</td>
<td>347</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa / drawn from the best authorities ...</td>
<td>323, 326</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa / drawn under the direction of Mr. Pinkerton by L. Hebert ; Neele sculpt. 352 Strand</td>
<td>321</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa, East - Coastal profiles - 1649</td>
<td>74143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa, East - Maps - 1565 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>158</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa, East - Maps - 1640 - Coasts - Nautical charts - Manuscripts</td>
<td>159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa, East - Maps - 1649</td>
<td>36699</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa, East - Maps - 1655</td>
<td>160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa, East - Maps - 1682</td>
<td>161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa, East - Maps - 1728 - Coasts - Nautical charts</td>
<td>162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa, East - Maps - 1747</td>
<td>163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa, East - Maps - 1809</td>
<td>524</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa, East - Maps - 1853</td>
<td>164</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa, East - Maps - 1864</td>
<td>165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa, East - Maps - 1903 - Ecclesiastical geography</td>
<td>50073</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa, East - Maps - 1903 - Missions</td>
<td>50073</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa, East - Maps - 1941</td>
<td>166</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa, East - Surveys - History</td>
<td>167</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa, Eastern - Maps - 1625</td>
<td>149</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa, Eastern - Maps - 1626</td>
<td>152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa, Eastern - Maps - 1766</td>
<td>168</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa, Eastern - Maps - 1885</td>
<td>169, 170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa, Eastern - Maps - 1938</td>
<td>171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa / edited by A. E. Parkins</td>
<td>386</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa ex bello Africanan, C. Juli Caesaris</td>
<td>430</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Africa ex magnae orbis terrae descriptione / Iouan Batista Mazza fecc 214
Africa - Geography - 1500 16806
Africa - Geography - 1878 172
Africa - Geography, Medieval 173
Africa - Geography - Tables - 1680 174
Africa - Geography - Tables - 1737 260
Africa / Giosuè Russo del. : Vincenzo Russo inc. : Luigi Russo scr. 340
Africa - Historical geography - Maps - 1501-1900 - Slave trade 175
Africa - Historical geography - Maps - 1650 176, 177
Africa - Historical geography - Maps - 1700 178
Africa - Historical geography - Maps - 1782 179
Africa - Historical geography - Maps - 1783 180
Africa - Historical geography - Maps - 1818 322
Africa - Historical geography - Maps - 1840 72638
Africa - Historical geography - Maps - 1850 352
Africa - Historical geography - Maps - 1854 25806
Africa - Historical geography - Maps - 1909 (Provisional Heading) 181
Africa - Historical geography - Maps - 1913 182
Africa - Historical geography - Maps - 1918 183
Africa - Historical geography - Maps - 1941 184
Africa - Historical geography - Maps - 1942 43794
Africa - Historical geography - Maps - 1951 38492
Africa - Historical geography - Maps - 1957 38493
Africa - Historical geography - Maps - 1960 392
Africa - Historical geography - Maps - 1963 185
Africa - Historical geography - Maps - 1968 186
Africa - Historical geography - Maps - 1971 187
Africa - Historical geography - Maps - 1973 188
Africa - Historical geography - Maps - 1975 189
Africa - Historical geography - Maps - 1976 190
Africa - Historical geography - Maps - 1977 191
Africa - Historical geography - Maps - 1981 38494, 38495
Africa - Historical geography - Maps - 1985 192
Africa - Historical geography - Maps - 1991 193, 48169
Africa - Historical geography - Maps - 1998 194
Africa - History 425
Africa - History, Ancient - Maps - 1840 195, 196
Africa - History, Ancient - Maps - 1990 197
Africa iuxta navigationes et observationes recentissimas aucta correcta ... 261
Africa iuxta navigationes et observationes recentissimas aucta, correcta et in sua regna et status divisa / in lucem edita a Matth. Seuttero ... Aug. 262
Africa / J. & G. Menzies sculpt. 313, 325
Africa : jet age clipper route map : Pan American, world's most experienced airline 403
Africa - Maps - 1501-1900 - Slave trade - History 175
Africa - Maps - 1540 198
Africa - Maps - 1552 199, 200
Africa - Maps - 1554 201
Africa - Maps - 1562 202, 203, 204
Africa - Maps - 1564 205
Africa - Maps - 1565 206
Africa - Maps - 1566 207, 208
Africa - Maps - 1570 209
Africa - Maps - 1570-1588 210
Africa - Maps - 1570-1606 211
Africa - Maps - 1583 - Coasts - Manuscripts 45815
Africa - Maps - 1588 212, 213
Africa - Maps - 1590 214
Africa - Maps - 1591 64734
Africa - Maps - 1593 215
Africa - Maps - 1594 532
Africa - Maps - 1600-1699 216
Africa - Maps - 1600-1699 - Manuscripts 24024
Africa - Maps - 1602 217
Africa - Maps - 1606 218, 219
Africa - Maps - 1608 220
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Africa - Maps - 1625</th>
<th>221</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Africa - Maps - 1626</td>
<td>222, 223, 224</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa - Maps - 1632</td>
<td>225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa - Maps - 1650</td>
<td>177, 226</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa - Maps - 1652</td>
<td>227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa - Maps - 1660</td>
<td>228, 229</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa - Maps - 1662 Atlases, Dutch - 1662</td>
<td>72673</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa - Maps - 1667</td>
<td>230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa - Maps - 1671-1670</td>
<td>231</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa - Maps - 1676</td>
<td>232</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa - Maps - 1680</td>
<td>233, 234, 235</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa - Maps - 1688</td>
<td>236</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa - Maps - 1693-1700 - Coasts - Nautical charts</td>
<td>52745</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa - Maps - 1695</td>
<td>237</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa - Maps - 1696</td>
<td>238</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa - Maps - 1698</td>
<td>239</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa - Maps - 1700</td>
<td>178, 240, 241, 242, 243, 244, 245, 429</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa - Maps - 1701</td>
<td>246</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa - Maps - 1702</td>
<td>247</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa - Maps - 1703</td>
<td>248</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa - Maps - 1703 - Coasts - Nautical charts</td>
<td>249, 250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa - Maps - 1707-1708</td>
<td>251</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa - Maps - 1710</td>
<td>252</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa - Maps - 1715 - Slavery</td>
<td>552</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa - Maps - 1716</td>
<td>7791</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa - Maps - 1719</td>
<td>253</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa - Maps - 1721</td>
<td>254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa - Maps - 1722</td>
<td>255</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa - Maps - 1725</td>
<td>256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa - Maps - 1727</td>
<td>257</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa - Maps - 1730</td>
<td>258</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa - Maps - 1734</td>
<td>259</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa - Maps - 1737</td>
<td>260</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa - Maps - 1740</td>
<td>261, 262</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa - Maps - 1741</td>
<td>263, 264</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa - Maps - 1747</td>
<td>265, 266, 267</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa - Maps - 1747-1774</td>
<td>9616</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa - Maps - 1748 - Coasts - Nautical charts</td>
<td>268</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa - Maps - 1748 - Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast</td>
<td>3806</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa - Maps - 1748 Africa, West - Maps - 1748</td>
<td>9617</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa - Maps - 1756</td>
<td>269, 270</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa - Maps - 1757</td>
<td>271</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa - Maps - 1759</td>
<td>272</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa - Maps - 1763</td>
<td>273</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa - Maps - 1764</td>
<td>274</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa - Maps - 1766</td>
<td>275, 276</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa - Maps - 1766 - Coasts - Nautical charts</td>
<td>277</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa - Maps - 1769</td>
<td>278</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa - Maps - 1772</td>
<td>279, 280</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa - Maps - 1774</td>
<td>281</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa - Maps - 1776</td>
<td>282</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa - Maps - 1780</td>
<td>283, 284</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa - Maps - 1781</td>
<td>285</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa - Maps - 1781-1797 - Maps in literature</td>
<td>286</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa - Maps - 1782</td>
<td>179, 287</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa - Maps - 1783</td>
<td>180, 288</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa - Maps - 1786</td>
<td>289</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa - Maps - 1787</td>
<td>290, 291</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa - Maps - 1788</td>
<td>292</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa - Maps - 1793</td>
<td>293, 29097</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa - Maps - 1794</td>
<td>294, 295</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa - Maps - 1795</td>
<td>296</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa - Maps - 1796</td>
<td>297</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa - Maps - 1797</td>
<td>298, 299</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Africa - Maps - 1800   300, 301
Africa - Maps - 1802   302, 303
Africa - Maps - 1803   304
Africa - Maps - 1804   305, 306
Africa - Maps - 1806   307
Africa - Maps - 1807   308, 309
Africa - Maps - 1811   310, 311
Africa - Maps - 1812   312
Africa - Maps - 1813   313, 314, 315
Africa - Maps - 1814   316, 317, 318, 319
Africa - Maps - 1816   320
Africa - Maps - 1818   321, 322
Africa - Maps - 1820   323, 324
Africa - Maps - 1821   325, 326
Africa - Maps - 1822   327, 328
Africa - Maps - 1823   329
Africa - Maps - 1825   330, 331
Africa - Maps - 1826   332, 333
Africa - Maps - 1827   7691
Africa - Maps - 1829   334
Africa - Maps - 1831   335, 336, 70557, 70558
Africa - Maps - 1833   337
Africa - Maps - 1834   338, 339
Africa - Maps - 1835   340
Africa - Maps - 1838   341
Africa - Maps - 1839   342
Africa - Maps - 1840   343, 344, 345, 346
Africa - Maps - 1841   347, 348
Africa - Maps - 1843   70586
Africa - Maps - 1843 - Physiographic provinces 1775
Africa - Maps - 1845   349
Africa - Maps - 1847 - Administrative and political divisions 350
Africa - Maps - 1849   48134
Africa - Maps - 1850   352
Africa - Maps - 1850 - Administrative and political divisions 351
Africa - Maps - 1851   353
Africa - Maps - 1853   354
Africa - Maps - 1854   25806
Africa - Maps - 1855   355
Africa - Maps - 1857   356
Africa - Maps - 1859 - Ethnology 357
Africa - Maps - 1860   358
Africa - Maps - 1861   359
Africa - Maps - 1864   360
Africa - Maps - 1866   361
Africa - Maps - 1872   362
Africa - Maps - 1877-1878 363
Africa - Maps - 1878   172
Africa - Maps - 1880 - Manuscripts 9912
Africa - Maps - 1882   3402
Africa - Maps - 1883   364
Africa - Maps - 1885   365, 366
Africa - Maps - 1886   367, 368
Africa - Maps - 1887   369
Africa - Maps - 1888   370
Africa - Maps - 1890 - Administrative and political divisions 371
Africa - Maps - 1895 - Manuscripts 9494
Africa - Maps - 1897   9496
Africa - Maps - 1900   372
Africa - Maps - 1903   373
Africa - Maps - 1910-1919 374
Africa - Maps - 1912   375, 376
Africa - Maps - 1913   377
Africa - Maps - 1922   378, 379
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<tr>
<td>Africa, North - Climate - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1975</td>
<td>495</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa, north eastern sheet</td>
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<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
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</tr>
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<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
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Almonte y Muriel, Enrique d’, 1858-1917 44370
Almqvist & Wiksell 83720
Almyros, Gulf of (Crete) - Maps - 1689 66414, 66415
Alnwick, H. (Herbert) 14490
Along the line : Nickel Plate Road 59471
Along the Rivieras of France & Italy / written & illustrated by Gordon Home 66932
Along the westward trails 81733
Alónnisos Island (Greece) - Maps - 1528 1323
Alonso, Patricia A. G. 44461, 62351
Alonso, Patricia, D.1989 28433
Alostvm, vrbs Flandriae imperatoriae firmissima 6
Aloude Hollandsche histori 53427
Aloys Senefelder, Fr. Gleisner et Cie. 11959
Alpaugh & Anderson 30029
Alpenpässe 1394
Alpenvereinkartographie 1865-1970 16836
Alpers, Svetlana 17946
Alpers, Svetlana. The Art of describing (1983) 17946
Alpes Bernoises (Switzerland) SEE Bernese Alps (Switzerland) 12588
Alpes de Savoie et du Dauphine 69012
Alpes du nord : Savoie, Dauphiné / Michelin 69017
Alpes et Rhin 1384
Alpes françaises : Savoie, Dauphiné, Haute-Provence / publié sous la direction de Marcel Monmarché ; rédigé par M. Maurice Paillon 1348
Alpes Francaises : Savoie, Dauphiné, Haute-Provence / ; publié sous la direction de Marcel Monmarché ; rédigé par Maurice Paillon 1350
Alpes Maritimes (France and Italy) SEE Maritime Alps (France and Italy) 27980
Alpes-Maritimes (France) SEE ALSO Nice (France : Arrondissement) 57019
Alpes Savoie-Dauphine 69013
Alpes, Savoie, Dauphiné / Michelin 69014, 69015, 69016
Alpha Gasoline and Oil Co. (Tarentum, Pa.) 60701
Alpha, Tau Rho 44666
The Alphabet : a key to the history of mankind 1324
Alphabet - History 1324
An Alphabetical atlas, or, Gazetteer of Vermont affording a summary description of the state 52521
Alphabetical index of plates in Gent. Mag. from 1731-1818. [Maps, charts, plans and views] 44774
Alphabetical list of the streets in the city [of Chicago], showing their length, and the number of feet improved and unimproved / respectfully submitted, F.H. Bailey, in charge of special assessment 73334
Alphabetized zip code prefix map / U.S. Postal Service 79194
Alphand, A. (Adolphe), 1817-1891 63309
Alphand, A. (Adolphe), 1817-1891. Atlas des anciens plans de Paris (1880) 62999, 63000, 63001, 63002, 63003, 63004, 63007, 63008, 63009, 63010, 63014, 63016, 63018, 63020, 63022, 63023, 63025, 63028, 63029, 63030, 63031, 63034
Alphons J. van der Grinten (1852-1921) : auf den Spuren seines Leben 33044
Alpi retiche occidentali / Luigi Brasca ... [et al.] 1352
Alpine Country 1356
Alpine guide : the western Alps 1368
Alpine journal 16834
Alpine journal (1934) 75587
Alpine Luftbild 33065
The Alpine maps of Aegidius Tschudi 16834, 75587
Alpine Yonkers Ferry 55880
Alpine Yonkers Ferry - Maps - 1928 55880
Alpines Museum (Bern, Switzerland) SEE Schweizerisches Alpines Museum 66374
The Alps 1395
The Alps and Rhine-Land 1385
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L’Alsace ou, Conquêtes du roy en Allemagne, tant deçá que de la Rhein : avec les estats de Souabe, scitués sur le Rhein, possédés tant par la maison d’Austrie que par les marquis de Bade / présentée à Sa Majesté tres chrestienne par ... G. Sanson    1426
Alsata et Brisgoia II. Rheni et VII. Nova tabula   66438
Alsata landgraviatus cum utroque Marchionatu Badensi, Sundgova Brisgova ... 1425
Alsata superior cum Sundgoia et Brisgoia  33641
Alsata tam superior, quam inferior una cum Sundgova ... 1428
Altsberg, Henry Garfield, 1881-
Alsatia tam superior, quam inferior una cum Sundgova ... 1428
Alsatia superior cum Suntgoia et Brisgovia ...  33641
Alsatia et Brisgoia II. Rheni et VII. Nova tabvla  33641
Alsatia landgraviatus cum utroque Marchionatu Badensi, Sundgova Brisgova ... 1425
Alsata et Brisgoia II. Rheni et VII. Nova tabula  66438
L’Alsace divisée en ses principales parties ... 1410
Alsop, George, b. 1638. A Character of the Province of Mary-Land (1666)  45248
Alsop, John  53876
Alston, David  3134
Astrom, Eric  18127
Alt, G.  9824, 9839, 9846, 9876
Alt, T.  9867, 34182
Alt, W.  9071, 9731, 9745, 9752, 9758, 9774, 9782, 9783, 9788, 9789, 9793, 9805, 9806, 9807, 9819, 9820, 9827, 9829, 9845, 9848, 9855, 9868, 9879, 9883, 9897, 9901, 10802, 10805, 10807, 10816, 32652, 34054, 34061, 34064, 34076, 34453, 34458, 34460
L’Alta Lombardia primo foglio che comprende parte degli Stati del re di Sardegna e parte della Repubblica di Genova eiducati di Parma e Placenza e di Modena  39180
L’Alta Lombardia secondo foglio che comprende gli Stati Austriaci della Medesima e porzione degli stati del re di Sardegna  39181
L’Alta Lombardia terzo foglio che comprende parte degli Stati del re di Sardegna e parte della Repubblica di Genova  39182
Altdarena (Calif.) - History - 1900-1999 - Sources  45639
Altdarena (Calif.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps 63393
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| Altadena (Calif.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps | 63394 |
| Altar (Sonora, Mexico) - Maps - 1768 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles | 1441 |
| Altases - 1834 | 34151 |
| Altases - 1845 | 29529 |
| Altases - 1850 | 29589 |
| Altases - 1885 | 34473 |
| Altases - Bibliography | 44779 |
| Altases, British - 1819 | 29305 |
| Altases, British - 1828 | 29397 |
| Altases - Copyright - 1891-1974 | 44919 |

Alt Bayerische Monatsschrift (1907) 2248
Alt Bayerische Monatsschrift (1915-1916) 11326
Alt Berliner Stadtplanen 12559
Alte Bibliotheken der siebenbürger Sachsen und ihre Wiegendrucke / von Constantin I. Karadja 65599
Alte deutsche Landkarten / von Dr. Edgar Lehmann 17227
Alte geographische Atlanten, mit einem Anhang : topographische Werke 13379
Alte geographische Atlanten mit einem Anhang : Old geographical atlases with appendix : topographical works 7736
Alte Globen in Bayern 32142
Alte Globen in Gottingen 31971
Alte Globen in Leningrad 31972
Alte Globen in Ungarn 32181

Alte karte aus der bibliothek Vadians 79751
Alte karten aus meisterhand 6908, 10531
Alte Karten aus Meisterhand: 24 ausgewählte Reproduktionen 17543
Alte Karten und Globen in der Herzog August Bibliothek Wolfenbüttel 33875
Alte Landkarten als sammelobjekte 44876
Alte Thüringer Landkart en 1550-1750 und das Wirken des Cartographen Adolar Erich / Gunter Görner 18519

**Alte (Spain) - Maps - 1753 - Harbors - Nautical charts** 1442
**Alte (Spain) - Maps - 1771 - Harbors - Nautical charts** 1443
Altekurse, active ca. 1959 78253
Altemps, Giovanni Angelo, duca di Gallesie, d. 1620 44493
**Altemps, Giovanni Angelo, Duca Di Gallesie, d. 1620 - Map Collections - Catalogs** 44493
Altemus, H. 1028, 1032
Alten geographie 34033
Alten Stettin 73251
Altenburg (Horn, Austria) - Advent - 1983 1444
**Altenburg Region (Germany) - Maps - 1710** 1445
Alten und neuer Staat des Königreichs Dalmatien : welcher alle und jede historische Merkwürdigkeiten von den ältesten Zeiten an begreifet absonderlich diejenigen so sich in dem Cansdischen und letzten Kriege dann nach dem Carlowitzischen Frieden bis auf 22760
Alter, Willi 62703
Alter generalis tab. secundvm Ptol. 83904
Ältere Erd- und Himmelsgloben in Bayern (Nachträge zu dem 1964 erscheinenden Buch) 32143
Älteres kartographisches Material in deutschen Bibliotheken 44486
Älteste kartographische Erfassung des Bliesgaues 73226
Altevilla, Domino ab 3164, 7752
Althaimatland: bayerische Städte- und Ortsansichten aus dem sechszehnten Jahrhundert, nach der Landesbeschreibung Apians.. 17554
Altier Bay 1442
Altier Bay / by John Gaudy ; S. Parker sculpt. 1443
Alting, Menso, 1541-1612 28428, 28429, 53339, 53440
**Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. - Amazon River Valley - 1866** 70618
**Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. - Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company - Maps - 1842** 45266
**Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. - Black Hills (S.D. and Wyo.) - 1876 - Geology** 13170, 13171, 13172, 13173
**Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. - Canada, Western - Maps - 1906 - Railroads** 16365
**Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. - Canadian Pacific Railway Company - Maps - 1906 - Railroads** 16365
**Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. - Canary Islands - 1775** 16436
**Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. - Cayuga and Seneca Canal (N.Y.) - 1947** 34821
**Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. - Cayuga and Seneca Canal (N.Y.) - 1949** 34822
**Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. - Cayuga and Seneca Canal (N.Y.) - 1951** 34823, 34824
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| Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. | New York (State) | Canals - 1949 | 56670 |
| Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. | New York (State) | Maps - 1862 | Canals | 56092 |
| Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. | Newfoundland and Labrador | Maps - 1784 | 56916 |
| Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. | Ohio and Erie Canal (Ohio) | 1835 | 60383 |
| Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. | Ohio and Erie Canal (Ohio) | 1836 | 60384, 60385 |
| Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. | Ohio and Erie Canal (Ohio) | 1838 | 60386 |
| Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. | Ohio and Erie Canal (Ohio) | 1841 | 60388 |
| Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. | Ohio and Erie Canal (Ohio) | 1843 | 60390 |
| Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. | Ohio and Erie Canal (Ohio) | Maps - 1847 | 60392 |
| Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. | Ohio and Erie Canal (Ohio) | Maps - 1850 | 60393 |
| Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. | Ohio River - 1807-1834 | 26487 |
| Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. | Oswego Canal (N.Y.) | 1947 | 34821 |
| Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. | Oswego Canal (N.Y.) | 1949 | 34822 |
| Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. | Oswego Canal (N.Y.) | 1951 | 34823, 34824 |
| Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. | Oswego Canal (N.Y.) | 1956 | 32596, 32597, 34825 |
| Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. | Panama Canal (Panama) | 1905 | 62923 |
| Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. | Panama Canal (Panama) | 1912 | 62926, 62927 |
| Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. | Panama Canal (Panama) | 1913 | 84320 |
| Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. | Pánuco River (Mexico) | 1891 | 62963 |
| Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. | Pennsylvania Canal (Pa.) | 1840 | 63563 |
| Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. | Pennsylvania Canal (Pa.) | 1847 | 63568 |
| Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. | Pennsylvania Canal (Pa.) | Maps - 1847 | 63569 |
| Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. | Pennsylvania Canal (Pa.) | Maps - 1850 | 63570 |
| Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. | Peoria & Hannibal Railroad - 1860 | Manuscripts | 28474 |
| Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. | Pittsburgh and Steubenville Rail Road Company | 1855 | 63573 |
| Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. | Rheinberg (Germany) | 1633 | Fortification | 66425, 66426 |
| Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. | Rocky Mountains | Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. | 1853-1854 | 81818, 81819 |
| Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. | Ryukyu Islands - 1797-1804 | Pictorial works | 67751 |
| Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. | Schenkenschans (Netherlands) | 1635-1636 | Fortification | 69350, 69351 |
| Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. | Scotland - Coasts | 1693 | 24995 |
| Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. | Scotland - Coasts | 1749 | 24997 |
| Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. | Southwest, New | 1855 | 72229 |
| Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. | Tampico Region (Tamaulipas, Mexico) | 1891 | 62963 |
| Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. | Texas & Pacific Railway | 1895 | 43318 |
| Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. | Tsugaru Strait (Japan) | 1797-1804 | Pictorial works | 75591 |
| Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. | Uchiura Bay (Hokkaido, Japan) | 1797-1804 | Pictorial works | 75591 |
| Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. | Union Pacific Railway Company | 1864 | Railroads | 81501, 81502 |
| Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. | Wabash and Erie Canal (Ind. and Ohio) | 1841 | 36757 |
| Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. | Wabash and Erie Canal (Ind. and Ohio) | Maps - 1847 | 36760 |
| Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. | Wabash and Erie Canal (Ind. and Ohio) | Maps - 1850 | 36761 |
| Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. | Wabash and Erie Canal (Ind. and Ohio) | Maps - 1984 | 80605 |
| Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. | Wales - Coasts | 1693 | 24994 |
| Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. | Wales - Coasts | 1749 | 24996 |
| Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. | Weber Canyon (Utah) | 1864 | Railroads | 81501, 81502 |
| Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. | West (U.S.) | 1849 | 81813 |
| Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. | West (U.S.) | 1890 | 81941 |
| Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. | West (U.S.) | Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. | 1853-1854 | 81818, 81819 |
| Altmann, M. Dr. | 74048 |
| Altmühlen Valley (Germany) - Maps | 1955 | 74281 |
| Alton and Terre Haute Railroad | 35392 |
| Alton and Terre Haute Railroad - Maps | 1855-1909 | Right of way | Manuscripts | 35392 |
| Alton Board of Trade | 1446 |
| Alton Democrat | 70169, 70170 |
| Alton Democrat (Alton, Iowa) | 70171 |
| Alton (Ill.) - Maps | 1914 | 1446 |
| Alton (Ill.) - Pictorial works | 1941 | 1447 |
| Alton Railroad Company | 33197, 72041, 77856, 77857, 77858, 77887 |
| Alton Railroad Company - Maps | 1946 | 77856, 77857, 77858 |
| Alton Railroad Company - Maps | 1947 | 72041 |
| Alton Railroad Company - Maps | 1947 | Pictorial maps | 77887 |
| Alton Region (Ill.) - Maps | 1930 | Road maps | 48860 |
| Alton Region (Ill.) - Maps | 1935 | Road maps | 48897 |
| Alton Region (Ill.) - Maps | 1936 | Road maps | 48906 |
| Alton Region (Ill.) - Maps | 1938 | Road maps | 48923 |
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Alton Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps  48929
Alton Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1955 - Road maps  49062
Alton Route SEE Gulf, Mobile and Ohio Railroad Company  72067
Alton-St. Louis Bridge Co. (Alton, Ill.)  48860, 48897, 48906, 48923, 48929, 49062
Alton-St. Louis Bridge Co. (Alton, Ill.) - Maps - 1930  48860
Alton-St. Louis Bridge Co. (Alton, Ill.) - Maps - 1935  48897
Alton-St. Louis Bridge Co. (Alton, Ill.) - Maps - 1936  48906
Alton-St. Louis Bridge Co. (Alton, Ill.) - Maps - 1938  48923
Alton-St. Louis Bridge Co. (Alton, Ill.) - Maps - 1939  48929
Alton-St. Louis Bridge Co. (Alton, Ill.) - Maps - 1955  49062
Altona Region (Pa.) - Pictorial works - 1952 - Railroads  1448
Alur language - Texts - 1955  13001
Alvar Lopez, Manuel  1957, 16439
Alvares, Francisco, d. ca. 1540  25667
Alvares, Francisco, d. 1540  25667
Alvares, Pedro  13267
Alvares Seco, Fernando SEE Seco, Fernando Alvares  69812
Alvarez, Anton  52864
Alvarez Barreiro, Francisco  15689, 46611, 46612, 46613, 46614, 46615, 46616, 46620, 52887, 52888, 55236, 57613
Alvarez, J.  8735
Alvarez, Pedro  13267
Alvarez Seco, Fernando SEE Seco, Fernando Alvares  69812
Alvino, J. Johnson & Son  5129
Alvord, Burdick & Howson  20444
Alvord, Corydon A., approximately 1812-1874  12825, 29531, 29532, 29550, 34164, 34165
Alvord, J. W.  84575
Alvörsborg (Sweden) - Maps - 1583 - Coasts - Nautical charts  1449
Alvörsborgs läns (Sweden) - Maps - 1583 - Coasts - Nautical charts  1450
Alzate y Ramírez, José Antonio de, 1737-1799  46291, 57613
Alzate y Ramírez, José Antonio de, 1737-1799. Nuevo mapa geographico de la America septentrional ... (1768)  46549
AM-karton (Firm)  69154, 69155
Am. Photo-Litho. Co. N.Y. SEE American Photo-Lithographic Company  58930
Amadio, Dominico  38782
[Amador County (Calif.) - 1866: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche]  1451
[Amador County (Calif.) - 1881: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche]  1452
Amador County (Calif.) - Maps - 1866 - Landowners  1451
Amador County (Calif.) - Maps - 1881 - Landowners  1452
Amador de los Rios, José, 1818-1878  65813, 66307
Amalgamated  8366, 8419, 8427
Amalgamated Lithographers of America  47506, 47507
Amalie Pennsylvania Motor Oil SEE Tresler Oil Company (Cincinnati, Ohio)  60995
Amann, Joseph  16956
Amapá (Brazil : State) - Maps - 1671  33134
Amapá (Brazil : State) - Maps - 1703 - Coasts - Nautical charts  28370
Amapá (Brazil : State) - Maps - 1729  28372
Amapá (Brazil : State) - Maps - 1783  33137
Amarillo Region (Tex.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps  75009, 75010
Amarillo (Tex.) - Chamber of Commerce  75023
Amarillo (Tex.) - Pictorial works - Collections, 1887-1987  1453
Amarillo Texas : the first hundred years : a picture postcard history / by Ray Franks and Jay Ketelle  1453
Amasaeus, Gregorio, 1464-1541 SEE Amaseo, Gregorio, 1464-1541  1454
Amaseo, Gregorio, 1464-1541  1454, 1455, 1456, 1457, 1458, 7645, 7646, 7667, 7752, 10578, 21820, 21821, 21822
Amaseo, Gregorio, 1464-1541. Nova descriptione del Frivi (1561)  1459
Amat, Luciano  19679
Amati, Pietro, fl. 1791-1834  32857
Amatique, Gulf of SEE Honduras, Gulf of  34606
AMAX  6647
Amazikhi Island (Greece) SEE Lefkas Island (Greece)  41802
Amaya Topete, Jesús, b. 1889  46260
Amazing America tourguide : U.S.A., Cananda, Mexico  78538
Amazing America vacation guide : land, sea, air by Greyhound  78565
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Amazon River - Maps - 1623 - Delta - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>45028</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amazon River - Maps - 1689</td>
<td>70414</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amazon River - Maps - 1779</td>
<td>70470</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amazon River Region - Explorations - 1539-1639</td>
<td>1460</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amazon River Region - Maps - 1539-1639 - Indians</td>
<td>1460</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amazon River Region - Maps - 1707</td>
<td>1461</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amazon River Region - Maps - 1710 - Manuscripts</td>
<td>1462</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amazon River Region - Maps - 1737</td>
<td>70438</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amazon River Region - Maps - 1745</td>
<td>1463</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amazon River Region - Maps - 1921</td>
<td>1464</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amazon River Region - Maps - 1966 - Forests and forestry</td>
<td>13862</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amazon River Valley - 1500-1961 - Maps - Bibliography</td>
<td>1465</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amazon River Valley - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1866</td>
<td>70618</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amazon River Valley - Maps - 1856</td>
<td>64263</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amazon River Valley - Maps - 1660 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>33132</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amazon River Valley - Maps - 1699-1705</td>
<td>70417</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amazon River Valley - Maps - 1701</td>
<td>64266</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amazon River Valley - Maps - 1703</td>
<td>1466, 70429</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amazon River Valley - Maps - 1710</td>
<td>70432</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amazon River Valley - Maps - 1716</td>
<td>70433</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amazon River Valley - Maps - 1741</td>
<td>70442</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amazon River Valley - Maps - 1747</td>
<td>64268</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amazon River Valley - Maps - 1777</td>
<td>1467</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amazon River Valley - Maps - 1780</td>
<td>70331, 70472</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amazon River Valley - Maps - 1817</td>
<td>70525</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amazon River Valley - Maps - 1821</td>
<td>70538</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amazon River Valley - Maps - 1822</td>
<td>70543</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amazon River Valley - Maps - 1829</td>
<td>70554</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amazon River Valley - Maps - 1854</td>
<td>1468</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Amazones Country</td>
<td>1466</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amazonia SEE Amazon River Region, Amazon River Valley</td>
<td>1460</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ambassador Bridge (Detroit, Mich., and Windsor, Ont.)</td>
<td>24308</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ambassador Bridge (Detroit, Mich., and Windsor, Ont.) - Access routes - Maps - 1930</td>
<td>24308</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amber waves of grain : America's farmlands from above / Georg Gerster ; text and captions by Joyce Diamanti ; foreword by Garrison Keillor</td>
<td>79416</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ambert, B.</td>
<td>28214</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amblioni</td>
<td>70306</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ambitious project takes Everglades census / by Richard D. Lyons</td>
<td>26415</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ambivaret in Aeduis, ubi postea Vadicasses ...</td>
<td>57089</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ambler, Edward Vassar</td>
<td>2024</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ambletteuse (France) - Maps - 1695 - Fortification</td>
<td>1469</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ambletteuse (France) - Maps - 1713 - Fortification</td>
<td>1470</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ambletteuse (France) - Siege, 1549 - Maps</td>
<td>57068</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ambletteuse, ville ancienne du boule noir</td>
<td>1469, 1470</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amboina Island (Indonesia) SEE Ambon Island (Indonesia)</td>
<td>1471</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ambon Island (Indonesia) - Pictorial works - 1615</td>
<td>1471</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amboyna Island (Indonesia) SEE Ambon Island (Indonesia)</td>
<td>1471</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ambrière, Francis, 1907-</td>
<td>28064, 32899</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ambrose, C. A.</td>
<td>62098</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ambrose Video Publishing</td>
<td>17424</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ambrosi, Francesco</td>
<td>69891</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ambrosius, Ernst, 1866-1940</td>
<td>8655, 9072, 9983, 10019, 10027, 10138, 10158, 10185, 10188, 10194, 10196, 10209, 10210, 10245, 10258, 10265, 10278, 10280, 10281, 10313, 10849, 34274, 34276, 34282</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ambrosius, Marcus, 16th cent.</td>
<td>1472, 1473, 1474, 1475, 1476, 1479, 1482, 3138, 62344, 65235</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ambrosius, Marcus, 16th cent. Arma Regni Poloniae (1562)</td>
<td>1477</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ambrosius, Marcus, 16th cent. Ex libro de Nymphis, Sylvanis, Pygmaeis, Salamandris &amp; Gigantibus (1566)</td>
<td>1477, 1478</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ambrosius Sylvestri, Marcus, 16th cent. SEE Ambrosius, Marcus, 16th cent.</td>
<td>1476</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ambrozy, Marek, 16th cent. SEE Ambrosius, Marcus, 16th cent.</td>
<td>1476</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ambrus-Fallenbüchel, Zoltan</td>
<td>32181</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Amelia County (Va.) - 185- - LC G&amp;M land ownership maps on microfiche]</td>
<td>1480</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amelia County (Va.) - Maps - 1850-1859 - Landowners</td>
<td>1480</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amelia Evans Barry and Gov. Pownall's map: an episode in international bibliophilanthropy</td>
<td>26384</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amelia Island (Fla.) - Maps - 1770 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>1481</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amelia Island (Fla.) - Maps - 1778 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>1482</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amelia Island (Fla.) - Maps - 1812 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>26560</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Review accessible in the missing content.
| America - Maps - 1590-1602 | 1560  |
| America - Maps - 1590-1617 | 1561  |
| America - Maps - 1590-1634 | 1562  |
| America - Maps - 1591 | 1563  |
| America - Maps - 1591-1594 | 1564  |
| America - Maps - 1591-1630 | 1565  |
| America - Maps - 1595 | 1566  |
| America - Maps - 1596 | 1567, 1568, 1569, 1570  |
| America - Maps - 1597 | 1571, 1572, 1573, 28929, 28930, 28931  |
| America - Maps - 1598 | 1502, 1574  |
| America - Maps - 1600-1699 - Coasts - Atlantic Ocean - Nautical charts, Manuscript - Facsimiles | 1575  |
| America - Maps - 1600-1699 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles | 82739  |
| America - Maps - 1601 | 82740  |
| America - Maps - 1605 | 1576  |
| America - Maps - 1606 | 1577, 83985  |
| America - Maps - 1608 | 1578  |
| America - Maps - 1609 | 52866  |
| America - Maps - 1611 | 1579  |
| America - Maps - 1613-1623 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles | 57338  |
| America - Maps - 1614 | 1580  |
| America - Maps - 1617 | 1581  |
| America - Maps - 1621 | 1582, 1583  |
| America - Maps - 1622 | 1584  |
| America - Maps - 1625 | 1585, 1586, 1587  |
| America - Maps - 1626 | 1588, 1589, 1590, 1591  |
| America - Maps - 1628 | 1592, 52867  |
| America - Maps - 1629 | 1593  |
| America - Maps - 1630 | 1595, 1596, 1597, 1598, 1599  |
| America - Maps - 1630-1639 | 1594  |
| America - Maps - 1631 | 1600, 1601, 1602  |
| America - Maps - 1633 | 1603, 1604  |
| America Maps - 1636 | 1605  |
| America - Maps - 1640 | 1606, 1607  |
| America - Maps - 1644 | 1608  |
| America - Maps - 1653 | 1609  |
| America - Maps - 1655 | 1610  |
| America - Maps - 1659 | 1611  |
| America - Maps - 1662 | 1612  |
| America - Maps - 1664 | 1613  |
| America - Maps - 1665 (Provisional Heading) | 1614  |
| America - Maps - 1671 | 1615, 1616, 1617, 1618  |
| America - Maps - 1678 | 1619  |
| America - Maps - 1678 - Ocean currents | 3790  |
| America - Maps - 1680 | 1620, 1621  |
| America - Maps - 1688 | 1622  |
| America - Maps - 1689 | 25939  |
| America - Maps - 1690 | 10618  |
| America - Maps - 1695 | 1623  |
| America - Maps - 1696 | 1624  |
| America - Maps - 1700 | 82741  |
| America - Maps - 1700-1799 | 1625, 1626, 1627, 1628  |
| America - Maps - 1701 | 1629  |
| America - Maps - 1705 | 1630, 25850  |
| America - Maps - 1710 | 1631, 82742, 82743  |
| America - Maps - 1714 | 1632  |
| America - Maps - 1716 | 7791  |
| America - Maps - 1717 | 1633  |
| America - Maps - 1718 | 1634  |
| America - Maps - 1719 | 1635, 1636  |
| America - Maps - 1720 | 82744  |
| America - Maps - 1721 | 1637  |
| America - Maps - 1722 | 1639  |
| America - Maps - 1722 (Provisional Heading) | 1638  |
| America - Maps - 1724 | 1641, 1642, 82745  |
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Area</th>
<th>Maps - Provisional Heading</th>
<th>Call Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>America</td>
<td>1724</td>
<td>1640</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>America</td>
<td>173-</td>
<td>1643</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>America</td>
<td>1730</td>
<td>1645</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>America</td>
<td>1730 - Provisional Heading</td>
<td>1644</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>America</td>
<td>1731</td>
<td>1647</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>America</td>
<td>1731 - Provisional Heading</td>
<td>1646</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>America</td>
<td>1732</td>
<td>216</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>America</td>
<td>1734</td>
<td>82747</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>America</td>
<td>1738</td>
<td>1648</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>America</td>
<td>1739</td>
<td>1649</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>America</td>
<td>1740</td>
<td>1651</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>America</td>
<td>1740-1773</td>
<td>1650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>America</td>
<td>1741</td>
<td>1653</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>America</td>
<td>1741 - Cities and towns</td>
<td>1652</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>America</td>
<td>1741 - Harbors - Nautical charts</td>
<td>1652</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>America</td>
<td>1745</td>
<td>1654, 1655, 1656</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>America</td>
<td>1746</td>
<td>82748, 82749</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>America</td>
<td>1747</td>
<td>1657</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>America</td>
<td>1748</td>
<td>1659</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>America</td>
<td>1748 - Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast</td>
<td>3806, 81602</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>America</td>
<td>1748 - Trade routes</td>
<td>1658</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>America</td>
<td>1753</td>
<td>1661</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>America</td>
<td>1753 - Provisional Heading</td>
<td>1660</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>America</td>
<td>1754</td>
<td>82750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>America</td>
<td>1755</td>
<td>1663</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>America</td>
<td>1755 - Provisional Heading</td>
<td>1662</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>America</td>
<td>1756</td>
<td>1665</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>America</td>
<td>1756 - Provisional Heading</td>
<td>1664</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>America</td>
<td>1757</td>
<td>1666</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>America</td>
<td>1758</td>
<td>1667, 1668, 1669</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>America</td>
<td>1759 - Provisional Heading</td>
<td>1670</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>America</td>
<td>1760</td>
<td>1671</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>America</td>
<td>1761</td>
<td>1672</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>America</td>
<td>1762</td>
<td>52143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>America</td>
<td>1763</td>
<td>1674</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>America</td>
<td>1763 - Provisional Heading</td>
<td>1673</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>America</td>
<td>1764</td>
<td>27529</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>America</td>
<td>1766</td>
<td>1676, 1677</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>America</td>
<td>1766-1769</td>
<td>1675</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>America</td>
<td>1769</td>
<td>1680</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>America</td>
<td>1769 - Provisional Heading</td>
<td>1678, 1679</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>America</td>
<td>1770</td>
<td>1681</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>America</td>
<td>1772</td>
<td>1683, 82751</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>America</td>
<td>1772 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>1682</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>America</td>
<td>1774</td>
<td>82752</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>America</td>
<td>1775</td>
<td>1685, 1686, 1687, 1688, 1689, 1690</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>America</td>
<td>1775 - Manuscripts</td>
<td>1684</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>America</td>
<td>1776</td>
<td>1691, 1692, 1693, 1694, 1695, 1696</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>America</td>
<td>1777</td>
<td>1697, 82753</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>America</td>
<td>1778</td>
<td>1698, 1699</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>America</td>
<td>1781 - Provisional Heading</td>
<td>1700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>America</td>
<td>1782</td>
<td>1701, 82754</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>America</td>
<td>1783</td>
<td>82755</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>America</td>
<td>1784</td>
<td>1702</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>America</td>
<td>1785</td>
<td>1703</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>America</td>
<td>1786</td>
<td>1503, 1704, 1705, 1706, 1707, 82756</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>America</td>
<td>1787</td>
<td>1709</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>America</td>
<td>1787 - Provisional Heading</td>
<td>1708</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>America</td>
<td>1788</td>
<td>1710</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>America</td>
<td>1788-1814 - Coasts</td>
<td>3729</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>America</td>
<td>1793-1794 - Coasts - Manuscripts</td>
<td>62590</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>America</td>
<td>1793-1794 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>82759</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>America</td>
<td>1793-1794 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts</td>
<td>82757, 82758</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>America</td>
<td>1793 - Provisional Heading</td>
<td>1711</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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| America - Maps - 1794 | 1714, 1715, 1716, 82760 |
| America - Maps - 1794 (Provisional Heading) | 1712, 1713 |
| America - Maps - 1795 | 1717, 76516 |
| America - Maps - 1796 | 1718 |
| America - Maps - 1797 | 1719 |
| America - Maps - 1798 (Provisional Heading) | 1720 |
| America - Maps - 1799 | 1722 |
| America - Maps - 1799 (Provisional Heading) | 1721 |
| America - Maps - 1800 | 1724, 1725 |
| America - Maps - 1800-1899 | 1723 |
| America - Maps - 1801 (Provisional Heading) | 1726 |
| America - Maps - 1802 | 1727, 82761, 82762 |
| America - Maps - 1803-1807 | 1728 |
| America - Maps - 1806 | 1729, 1730, 1731 |
| America - Maps - 1807 | 1732, 1733, 1734, 1735 |
| America - Maps - 1810 | 1504, 1505 |
| America - Maps - 1811 | 1736, 1737, 84196 |
| America - Maps - 1812 | 82763, 82764 |
| America - Maps - 1813 | 1738, 1739, 82765, 82766 |
| America - Maps - 1815 | 1741 |
| America - Maps - 1815 (Provisional Heading) | 1740 |
| America - Maps - 1816-1817 | 1742 |
| America - Maps - 1817 | 1743 |
| America - Maps - 1818 | 1744, 82769, 82770 |
| America - Maps - 1819 | 1506, 1745 |
| America - Maps - 182- | 1746 |
| America - Maps - 1820 | 1747 |
| America - Maps - 1821 | 1748, 84219 |
| America - Maps - 1822 | 1512, 1749, 1750, 1751, 57703 |
| America - Maps - 1825 | 1510, 1511, 1753, 1754 |
| America - Maps - 1825 (Provisional Heading) | 1752 |
| America - Maps - 1826 | 1756, 1757 |
| America - Maps - 1826 (Provisional Heading) | 1755 |
| America - Maps - 1827 | 1758, 1759, 7692, 57711 |
| America - Maps - 1828 | 1760 |
| America - Maps - 1829 | 1762, 1763 |
| America - Maps - 1829 (Provisional Heading) | 1761 |
| America - Maps - 1830 | 1766 |
| America - Maps - 1830 (Provisional Heading) | 1764, 1765 |
| America - Maps - 1831 | 1767, 1768 |
| America - Maps - 1832 (Provisional Heading) | 1769 |
| America - Maps - 1833 | 82773 |
| America - Maps - 1835 | 1770 |
| America - Maps - 1837 | 1771 |
| America - Maps - 1839 (Provisional Heading) | 1772 |
| America - Maps - 1840 | 1774 |
| America - Maps - 1840 (Provisional Heading) | 1773 |
| America - Maps - 1841 | 82774 |
| America - Maps - 1843 - Physiographic provinces | 1775 |
| America - Maps - 1844 | 82775 |
| America - Maps - 1845 | 82776 |
| America - Maps - 1846 | 81808 |
| America - Maps - 1849 | 15201 |
| America - Maps - 1849 - Trade routes | 15195, 15196, 15197 |
| America - Maps - 1850 (Provisional Heading) | 1776, 1777 |
| America - Maps - 1852 (Provisional Heading) | 1778 |
| America - Maps - 1853 | 1779 |
| America - Maps - 1854 (Provisional Heading) | 1780 |
| America - Maps - 1855 | 82778 |
| America - Maps - 1857 | 1781, 1782, 82779 |
| America - Maps - 1858 | 82781 |
| America - Maps - 1859 | 1784 |
| America - Maps - 1859 (Provisional Heading) | 1783 |
| America - Maps - 1860 | 1507 |
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America - Maps - 1860 (Provisional Heading) 1785
America - Maps - 1869 1787
America - Maps - 1869 (Provisional Heading) 1786
America - Maps - 1879 57785
America - Maps - 1883 1508
America - Maps - 1883 (Provisional Heading) 1788
America - Maps - 1885 (Provisional Heading) 1789
America - Maps - 1887 82783
America - Maps - 1894 1509, 1790, 25784, 62622
America - Maps - 1899 1791
America - Maps - 1927 1792
America - Maps - 1929 - Air mail service 82784
America - Maps - 1929 - Air mail service - Pictorial maps 82785
America - Maps - 1929 - Centrality of Chicago 19743
America - Maps - 1940 - Pictorial maps 1793
America - Maps - 1940 - Road maps 77743
America - Maps - 1943 1794
America - Maps - 1947 37441
America - Maps - 1950 - Pictorial maps 62919
America - Maps - 1950 - Road maps 62919
America - Maps - 1953 1795
America - Maps - 1954 - Airways 78085
America - Maps - 1958 - Airways 78202
America - Maps - 1961 - Airways 78305
America - Maps - 1962 1796
America - Maps - 1966 (Provisional Heading) 1797
America - Maps - 1968 1515
America - Maps - 1976 (Provisional Heading) 1798
America - Maps - 1979 1799
America - Maps - 1984 (Provisional Heading) 1800
America - Maps - 1988 (Provisional Heading) 1801
America - Maps - 1989 (Provisional Heading) 1802
America - Maps - 1996 1804
America - Maps - Bibliography 1818, 1819, 1820, 1821, 28607, 33323, 41870
America - Maps - Bibliography - 1500-1599 84529
America - Maps - Bibliography - 1503-1587 80664
America - Maps - Bibliography - 1520-1900 - Catalogs 1805
America - Maps - Bibliography - 1527-1865 1806, 1807, 1808
America - Maps - Bibliography - 1570-1830 1809
America - Maps - Bibliography - 1624-1865 1810, 15683
America - Maps - Bibliography - 1677-1800 44773
America - Maps - Bibliography - 1700-1830 1811
America - Maps - Bibliography - 1733-1799 1812
America - Maps - Bibliography - 1900 1813
America - Maps - Bibliography - Catalogs 1814, 1815, 1816, 1817, 40561
America - Maps - Cities and towns - Bibliography - 1556-1945 1822
America - Maps - Collections 1842, 1843, 1845, 1847, 16854, 16855
America - Maps - Collections, 1375-1599 1823, 1824, 1825, 1826
America - Maps - Collections, 1434-1865 1827, 1828
America - Maps - Collections, 1467-1890 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 1829
America - Maps - Collections, 1486-1606 1830
America - Maps - Collections, 1493-1699 1831
America - Maps - Collections, 1497-1769 56936
America - Maps - Collections, 1500-1799 1832, 1833
America - Maps - Collections, 1500-1856 1834
America - Maps - Collections, 1500-1865 1835
America - Maps - Collections, 1500-1899 - Cities and towns 41701
America - Maps - Collections, 1503-1798 1836, 1837
America - Maps - Collections, 1527-1865 1806, 1807, 1808
America - Maps - Collections, 1575 75088
America - Maps - Collections, 1587-1890 46222
America - Maps - Collections, 1600-1799 - Manuscripts 1838, 1839
America - Maps - Collections, 1662-2001 - Slavery - Electronic information resources 3825
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Call Numbers</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>American bison - West (U.S.) - Maps</td>
<td>1872 81856</td>
<td>For more information refer to the title page of this volume.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Blue Book Publishing Co.</td>
<td>71698</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions</td>
<td>580, 1856, 3371, 3387, 4703, 11475, 11768, 11904, 11905, 12085, 12086, 12087, 12377, 15013, 16035, 19013, 20683, 28503, 32642, 32643, 33670, 33671, 33680, 33681, 33682, 33683, 38597, 38598, 38936, 39414, 39415, 39935, 39936, 40513, 40514, 41383, 41386, 41775, 41776, 45354, 45746, 48130, 48131, 49516, 49517, 50062, 50063, 53889, 56084, 60234, 60235, 62060, 62617, 69722, 70363, 70364, 70702, 74201, 74202, 75026, 75027, 75959, 79543, 79544, 81164, 84256</td>
<td>American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions. Maps and illustrations of the missions (1846)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Central Water Line (Canal)</td>
<td>1872 33680, 33681, 38597, 39415, 39935, 40513, 43918, 49516, 60234, 70363, 74201, 75026, 79543, 81164</td>
<td>American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions. Maps and illustrations of the missions (1846)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The American cartographer</td>
<td>18277</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Cartographic Association. Committee on Map Projections</td>
<td>44631, 44632</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Cartography - 1780-1834</td>
<td>49236</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American cartography - 1800-2000</td>
<td>14741</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Central Water Line (Canal) - Maps - 1866 - Proposed routes</td>
<td>1858</td>
<td>American Central Water Line (Canal) - Maps - 1866 - Proposed routes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Central Water Line (Canal) - Planning - Maps - 1866</td>
<td>1858</td>
<td>American Central Water Line (Canal) - Planning - Maps - 1866</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Central Water Line (Canal) - Planning - Maps - 1869</td>
<td>1859</td>
<td>American Central Water Line (Canal) - Planning - Maps - 1869</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American cities : historic maps and views</td>
<td>76093</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Clock &amp; Watch Museum, Incorporated</td>
<td>1860</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Clock &amp; Watch Museum</td>
<td>1860</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Coal Shipping Inc.</td>
<td>59552</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Coal Shipping Inc. - Maps</td>
<td>1947 59552</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American coast pilot</td>
<td>3747, 3748, 3749, 3750, 3751, 3752, 3753, 3754, 3755, 3756, 3757, 3758</td>
<td>American coast pilot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American collector (1927)</td>
<td>26519</td>
<td>American collector (1927)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Commercial Barge Line and affiliated companies map of inland waterways</td>
<td>78860</td>
<td>American Commercial Barge Line and affiliated companies map of inland waterways</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Commercial Barge Line Company</td>
<td>78274, 78860</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Congregational Association</td>
<td>39086, 85130</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Council of Learned Societies</td>
<td>53810, 53811</td>
<td>American Council of Learned Societies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American crusaders : a portfolio and manual of the world's greatest war : why we are at war</td>
<td>84650</td>
<td>American crusaders : a portfolio and manual of the world's greatest war : why we are at war</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Education Press</td>
<td>84676</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Education Society</td>
<td>6179</td>
<td>American Education Society</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American engraved powder horns : the golden age, 1755-1783</td>
<td>65461</td>
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Amsterdam (Netherlands) - Maps - 1662 1898
Amsterdam (Netherlands) - Maps - 1682 - Pictorial works 1898
Amsterdam (Netherlands) - Maps - 1695 - Fortification 1899
Amsterdam (Netherlands) - Maps - 1713 - Fortification 1900
Amsterdam (Netherlands) - Maps - 1720 1901
Amsterdam (Netherlands) - Maps - 1725 1902
Amsterdam (Netherlands) - Maps - 1792 1903
Amsterdam (Netherlands) - Maps - 1800 1904
Amsterdam (Netherlands) - Maps - 1823 1905
Amsterdam (Netherlands) - Maps - 1835 1906
Amsterdam (Netherlands) - Maps - 1840 - Pictorial works 1907
Amsterdam (Netherlands) - Maps - 1855 12381
Amsterdam (Netherlands) - Maps - 1857 12382
Amsterdam (Netherlands) - Maps - 1914 1908
Amsterdam (Netherlands) - Maps - 1914 - Railroads 1908
Amsterdam (Netherlands) - Maps - 1987 1909
Amsterdam (Netherlands) - Maps - 1991 1910
Amsterdam (Netherlands) - Maps - 1992 1911
Amsterdam (Netherlands) - Maps - 2001 1912
Amsterdam (Netherlands) - Maps - Bibliography 1913, 1914
Amsterdam (Netherlands) - Maps - Catalogs 53621
Amsterdam (Netherlands) - Maps - Collections 1888, 1915, 53319
Amsterdam (Netherlands) - Maps - Collections, 1275-1975 1887
Amsterdam (Netherlands) - Maps - Collections, 1572-1776 53621
Amsterdam (Netherlands) - Maps - To 1800 - Exhibitions 83605
Amsterdam (Netherlands) - Pictorial works - Facsimiles 1916, 1917
Amsterdam (Netherlands) - Pictorial works - 1538 1897
Amsterdam (Netherlands) - Pictorial works - 1634 1897
Amsterdam (Netherlands) - Pictorial works - 1793 1918, 1919, 1920
Amsterdam (Netherlands) - Pictorial works - Bibliography 1914
Amsterdam (Netherlands) - Pictorial works - Collections 1921
Amsterdam (Netherlands) - Pictorial works - Exhibitions 1921
Amsterdam Region (Netherlands) - Maps - 1634 14889
Amsterdam Region (Netherlands) - Maps - 1749 58691
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<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Entry Type</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>13373</td>
<td>Analyse de la Carte de la mer Méditerrannée / par M. Bonne ... ; dédiée &amp; présentée ... par ... Lattré ...</td>
<td>13373</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4513</td>
<td>Analyse de la carte générale de l'Atlantique</td>
<td>4513</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22363</td>
<td>Analyse des cartes du Heiligen Landes und die Frage nach leur</td>
<td>22363</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29590</td>
<td>Analysis of geography for schools</td>
<td>29590</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29627</td>
<td>Analysis of geography for schools</td>
<td>29627</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29650</td>
<td>Analysis of geography for schools</td>
<td>29650</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62973</td>
<td>The Analysis of paper and ink in early maps</td>
<td>62973</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18143</td>
<td>[Analysis of Soulard's Topographical sketch of the Missouri...Spanish Map]</td>
<td>18143</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16786</td>
<td>An Analysis of the map as an information system display</td>
<td>16786</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75294</td>
<td>Analyse de la carte générale de l'Atlantique</td>
<td>75294</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10579</td>
<td>Analyse de la carte générale de l'Atlantique</td>
<td>10579</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10595</td>
<td>Analyse de la carte générale de l'Atlantique</td>
<td>10595</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13425</td>
<td>Anaplus Bosphori Thracii : ex indagationibus Petri Gyllii / delineatus à Gulielmo Sanson Nic. filio, regis Christianissimi geographo</td>
<td>13425</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>66316</td>
<td>Anarchism - Maps - 1800-1899</td>
<td>66316</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>66316</td>
<td>Anarchism - Maps - History - 1800-1899</td>
<td>66316</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75748</td>
<td>Anatolia, Syria &amp;c.</td>
<td>75748</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75749</td>
<td>Anatolian studies</td>
<td>75749</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80170</td>
<td>Anatomy - Biography</td>
<td>80170</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80170</td>
<td>Anatomy - History</td>
<td>80170</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72221</td>
<td>Anbile, N. N.</td>
<td>72221</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9502</td>
<td>Ancessi, Victor</td>
<td>9502</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13964</td>
<td>Ancestry.com (Firm)</td>
<td>13964</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>79358</td>
<td>Ancestry.com (Firm)</td>
<td>79358</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30634</td>
<td>Anchor atlas of world history from the Stone Age to the eve of the French Revolution</td>
<td>30634</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52725</td>
<td>Anchor atlas of world history from the Stone Age to the eve of the French Revolution</td>
<td>52725</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52730</td>
<td>Anchor atlas of world history from the Stone Age to the eve of the French Revolution</td>
<td>52730</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5845</td>
<td>Anchor Books</td>
<td>5845</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26122</td>
<td>Anchor Lines</td>
<td>26122</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>83735</td>
<td>Anchor Press</td>
<td>83735</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>83736</td>
<td>Anchor Press</td>
<td>83736</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1929</td>
<td>Anchorage (Alaska) - Aerial photographs - 1968</td>
<td>1929</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1930</td>
<td>Anchorage (Alaska) - Aerial photographs - 1969</td>
<td>1930</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1931</td>
<td>Anchorage (Alaska) - Aerial photographs - 1970</td>
<td>1931</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1929</td>
<td>Anchorage (Alaska) - Maps - 1964 - Road maps</td>
<td>1929</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1930</td>
<td>Anchorage (Alaska) - Maps - 1967 - Road maps</td>
<td>1930</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1931</td>
<td>Anchorage (Alaska) - Maps - 1968 - Road maps</td>
<td>1931</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1932</td>
<td>Anchorage (Alaska) - Maps - 1969 - Road maps</td>
<td>1932</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1933</td>
<td>Anchorage (Alaska) - Maps - 1970 - Road maps</td>
<td>1933</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1934</td>
<td>Anchorage (Alaska) - Maps - 1997 - Road maps</td>
<td>1934</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1935</td>
<td>Anchorage (Alaska) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps</td>
<td>1935</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1935</td>
<td>Anchorage (Alaska) - Maps - 2009 - Road maps</td>
<td>1935</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1929</td>
<td>Anchorage (Alaska) - Pictorial works - 1966</td>
<td>1929</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1930</td>
<td>Anchorage (Alaska) - Pictorial works - 1967</td>
<td>1930</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1931</td>
<td>Anchorage (Alaska) - Pictorial works - 1968</td>
<td>1931</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1932</td>
<td>Anchorage (Alaska) - Pictorial works - 1969</td>
<td>1932</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1933</td>
<td>Anchorage (Alaska) - Pictorial works - 1970</td>
<td>1933</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1936</td>
<td>Anchorage and vicinity</td>
<td>1936</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1929</td>
<td>Anchorage city map / 76 Union</td>
<td>1929</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1930</td>
<td>Anchorage city map / Union 76</td>
<td>1930</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1931</td>
<td>Anchorage city map / Union Oil Company of California</td>
<td>1931</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1932</td>
<td>Anchorage city map / Union Oil Company of California</td>
<td>1932</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1934</td>
<td>Anchorage city map / Union Oil Company of California</td>
<td>1934</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>59734</td>
<td>Anchorage Museum Association</td>
<td>59734</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>59734</td>
<td>Anchorage Museum Association - Exhibitions - Catalogs</td>
<td>59734</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1936</td>
<td>Anchorage Region (Alaska) - Maps - 1974 - Road maps - Pictorial maps</td>
<td>1936</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1936</td>
<td>Anchorage Region (Alaska) - Maps - 1999 - Road maps</td>
<td>1936</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1935</td>
<td>Anchorage Region (Alaska) - Maps - 2009 - Road maps</td>
<td>1935</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1935</td>
<td>Anchorage street guide</td>
<td>1935</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16660</td>
<td>[Anchorages and soundings in the Sacramento River : California]</td>
<td>16660</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72978</td>
<td>Anchorages on the west and north coasts of Spitsbergen / Engraved by Davies &amp; Company.</td>
<td>72978</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46298</td>
<td>L'Ancien et le Nouveau Mexique, avec la Florida et la basse Louisiana. Partie occidentale ...</td>
<td>46298</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46299</td>
<td>L'Ancien et le Nouveau Mexique, avec la Florida et la basse Louisiana. Partie orientale ...</td>
<td>46299</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>84136</td>
<td>L'ancien monde et le nouveau en deux hemispheres / par M. Bonne, Ingenieur-Hydrographe de la Marine</td>
<td>84136</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Ancien royaume de Northumberland aujourd'hui provinces de nort ... 25057
Ancien royaume de Northumberland, aujourd'hui provinces de Nort : ou sont les comtés de Northumberland, Cumberland, Durham, Westmorland, Lancaster, et York / par le Sr. Sanson d'Abb., geogr. ord. du roi 59709
Anciens royaumes de Kent, d'Essex, et de Sussex ... 25448
Anciens royaumes de Kent, d'Essex, et de Sussex : ou sont aujourd'hui les comtés de Kent, d'Essex, Middlesex, et Hartford, de Sussex, et Surrey ; avec le Pas de Calais et partie des costes du Pays-Bas, de Picardie, et Normandie / par le S. Sanson d'Ab 25449
Anciens royaumes de Merci, et de East-Angles ... 49161
Ancient Africa or Libya : part I 432
Ancient Africa or Libya : part II 433
Ancient Asia : according to its general divisions and names of its countries together with their chief cities, rivers, mountains, &c. / delin. M. Burg sculp. Univ. Oxon. 3227
Ancient Asia Minor / S. Neele sculp. 352 Strand 75692, 75693
Ancient atlas 4837, 4845, 4860, 4923, 4940, 4954, 5038, 5066, 5083, 5115, 34407, 34443
Ancient atlas adapted to Morse's new school geography 30659
Ancient atlas : to accompany the Universal geography by William. C. Woodbridge and Emma Willard ... / by Emma Willard ... 34399
Ancient atlas : to accompany the Universal geography by Wm. C. Woodbridge and E. Willard ... 34396
Ancient Babylonian maps and plans 3458
Ancient Britain: a map of the major visible antiquities of Great Britain older than AD. 1066 14067
Ancient Britain I 25033
Ancient Britain II 69457
Ancient Cambodia 15749
Ancient Chinese maps 20760
Ancient cities of Lycia / Cemil Toksöz 43684
Ancient Egypt 24727, 24728
Ancient Egypt / by John Baines and Jaromír Málek 24729
Ancient Egypt / by Lionel Casson and the editors of Time-Life books 24840
The Ancient explorers, by M. Cary, and E.H. Warmington, with fifteen maps 26442
Ancient fortification on the Missouri 51143, 51145
Ancient France or Gallia Transalpina 27581
Ancient geography 29623, 29646, 29972
Ancient geography : as connected with chronology and preparatory to Ancient history : accompanied by an ancient atlas, specially prepared, and furnished with questions for learners / by Emma Willard ; also, problems on the globes, and rules for constru 34430
Ancient geography - Maps SEE Geography, Ancient - Maps 34485
Ancient Greece 32774
Ancient Greece / engrav'd by S. Neele 352 Strand 32771, 32772
Ancient Greece including part of Asia Minor, Epirus, Macedonia, Thrace, Illyria, Moesia, Pannonia and Dacia 32790, 32791
Ancient Greece : northern part 32793, 32794
Ancient Greece : southern part 63473, 63474
Ancient history (4V) 12750
Ancient history atlas 34507
Ancient history atlas / Michael Grant ; cartography by Arthur Banks 34506
Ancient history - Maps SEE History, Ancient - Maps 34485
Ancient Indian geography 36485
Ancient Italy I[-III] 38750
Ancient Italy II 38749
Ancient Macedonia, Thracia, Illyria, Moesia, and Dacia 11490
Ancient maps of the far east, especially Japan 39587
Ancient maps waiting to be read 44736
Ancient monuments of the Mississippi Valley : comprising the results of extensive original surveys and explorations / by E.G. Squier and E.H. Davis 23979
The Ancient names and early cartography of Byelorussia / material for historical research and study compiled and edited by Wiktor Ostrowski 52183
Ancient Palestine 62758
Ancient Persia / Rand McNally and Company ; map editor, Richard N. Frye 38150
Ancient pharaoh statue will be moved in Cairo 15107
Ancient Portuguese maps in the collection at Groote Schuur 16913
Ancient sites of mystery in Latin America 19004
Ancient Spain & Portugal, Hispania or Iberia 72649
Ancient surveying instruments 73543
Ancient Syria 62757
Ancient trade routes in connection with Jerusalem 48143
Ancient works on Noyer Creek 45080, 45081
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Ancona ciuitas Piceni celeberrima, ad mare Adriaticum ...  1938
Ancona / ... d'Ancona a di. 3 di marso 1569 ... : Iacomo Fontana Anco. in. ; Rinier da Prato ex.  1941
Ancona (Italy) - Maps - 1590  1937
Ancona (Italy) - Maps - 1620  1938
Ancona (Italy) - Maps - 1753 - Harbors - Nautical charts  1939
Ancona (Italy) - Maps - 1771 - Harbors - Nautical charts  1940
Ancona (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1569  1941
Ancona (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1585  1942
Ancona (Italy : Province) - Maps - 1564  1943
Ancona (Italy : Province) - Maps - 1565  1944, 1945
Ancona (Italy : Province) - Maps - 1572-1588  70107
Ancona (Italy : Province) - Maps - 1572-1606  70108
Ancona (Italy : Province) - Maps - 1593  1946
Ancona (Italy : Province) - Maps - 1600  68841
Ancona (Italy : Province) - Maps - 1680  64302
Ancona / Romae Claudiij Ducheti formis 1585 ; Ambrosius Bram. fe.  1942
Anconud, Gulf of (Chile) - Maps - 1649  1947
AND Cartographic Publishers Ltd.  8605
and the Sonora and Kinney expeditions ... (1856)  18977
And where is Lake Michigan? / Carl Kupfer  46727
L'Andalusia con i regni di Granada e di Murcia delineati sulle ultime osservazioni  1954
Andalusia (Spain) - Maps - 1568  65344
Andalusia (Spain) - Maps - 1588  1948
Andalusia (Spain) - Maps - 1606  1949
Andalusia (Spain) - Maps - 1680  1950, 1951
Andalusia (Spain) - Maps - 1700  1952
Andalusia (Spain) - Maps - 1710 - Coasts  1953
Andalusia (Spain) - Maps - 1730  32300
Andalusia (Spain) - Maps - 1794  1954
Andalusia (Spain) - Maps - 1811  1169
Andalusia (Spain) - Maps - 1816  1955
Andalusia (Spain) - Maps - 1928  1956
Andalusia (Spain) - Maps - 1929  72935
Andalusia (Spain) - Maps - 1872  1957
Andalusia (Spain) - Maps - 1981  1958
Andaluzia continens Sevillam et Cordubam  1950
Andaman and Nicobar Islands (India) - Maps - 1720 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts  36707
Andaman Islands (India) - Maps - 1780  36676
Andaman Islands (India) - Maps - 1844  38518
Andar ridisognando il mondo : atlante con rivisitazioni di mappe e carte della Biblioteca Poletti ; testi di Mario Bertoni, Dario Ghelfi, Francesco Guccini  17933
Andegavvm vulgo Angiers  1982
Andelfinger, Johann Jacob  13427
Andelman, David  65479
Andermann (Wilhelm), firm, Munich SEE Wilhelm Andermann (Firm)  73763
Andersen, C.  10798
Andersen, Johannes H.  8655
Andersens, Oscar  12953
Anderson, 19th cent.  4748, 4765, 84231, 84232
Anderson, A. H.  66332
Anderson, Alexander, 1775-1870  4563, 12738, 34386, 39736, 40625, 76517, 76518, 76521
Anderson, Allen, Capt.  55257
Anderson, Arthur E.  19906
Anderson, Bertrand & Co.  41155
Anderson, C.  10810
Anderson, C. D.  62064
Anderson, Charles S.  25842
[Anderson County (S.C.) - 1877: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche]  1959
[Anderson County (S.C.) - 1897: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche]  1960
Anderson County (S.C.) - Maps - 1825 - Landowners  60332
Anderson County (S.C.) - Maps - 1877 - Landowners  1959
Anderson County (S.C.) - Maps - 1897 - Landowners  1960
[Anderson County (Tex.) - 1879: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche]  1961
Anderson County (Tex.) - Maps - 1879 - Landowners  1961
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Anderson, Crawford C. 72582
Anderson, D., fl. 1881 41478
Anderson, Donald K. 74142
Anderson, Frank J. 30735
Anderson, G. W. (George William), fl. 1916 1265, 20531, 41255, 52012, 68974
Anderson, G. W. (George William), fl. 1916 SEE ALSO Anderson Publishing Company 52012
Anderson, George, 1802-1878 33929
Anderson & Goodwin Company 64925, 70168, 83048
Anderson, H. (Hugh), 1782-1866 4673, 4674, 40634, 65709, 76577
Anderson, H. (Hugh), 1782-1866. Map of Delaware County : also a part of Marion & Morrow counties (1849) 23000
Anderson Isometric Maps (firm) 44363
Anderson, James, 1678-1874 - Real property - Maps - 1736 - Manuscripts 23707
Anderson, James H. 61316
Anderson, James. The Canada Company 64255
Anderson, John 26387
Anderson, John J. (John Jacob), 1821-1906 76956
Anderson, John M. 43459
Anderson (John) Publishing Co. 81895
Anderson, Judith 81423
Anderson, Malcolm (Malcolm F.) 18196
Anderson, Nancy G. 33549
Anderson Publishing Co. 22356, 41156
Anderson, O. S. (Olof Sigfrid), 1905- SEE Arngart, O. S. (Olof Sigfrid), 1905- 52269
Anderson, Patricia 17925
Anderson, Paul S. 17987
Anderson, Peter, active 1870 33929
Anderson, Pierce, 1870-1924 11419, 44367, 44369
Anderson-Prichard Oil Corp. 49042
Anderson Publishing Co. (Des Moines, Iowa) SEE Anderson Publishing Company 57073
Anderson Publishing Company 1265, 1607, 1669, 15022, 16675, 18681, 18912, 19308, 20531, 20966, 21092, 21175, 22899, 23710, 23776, 23777, 26593, 28367, 33073, 41255, 41300, 41400, 41568, 45623, 45902, 45982, 45984, 52012, 57073, 57135, 57136, 62675, 64917, 64925, 64926, 68290, 68974, 70169, 70170, 74198, 80915, 85044
Anderson Publishing Company. Atlas of Clinton County, Iowa (1925) 21091
Anderson Publishing Company. Atlas of the world (1924) 33073
Anderson Publishing Company. Atlas of the world (1925) 21175
Anderson Publishing Company SEE ALSO Anderson, G. W. (George William), fl. 1916 52012
Anderson, G. W. (George William), fl. 1916 SEE ALSO Anderson Publishing Company 52012
Anderson, R. G. W. (Robert Geoffrey William) 3466
Anderson, Reynold 78078, 78108, 78138, 78167, 78195
Anderson, Reynold, Mrs. 80915
Anderson-Ribadeneira, Andrea 24646
Anderson, Robert 22975
Anderson, Robert Thomas, fl. ca. 1831 60378
Anderson, Samuel, 1773-1857 73692
Anderson, Sherwood, 1876-1941 83027
Anderson, Sherwood, 1876-1941. Winesburg, Ohio (1919) 83027
Anderson, Thomas, fl. 1817-1818 11835, 24655, 70778
Anderson, Tony 79204
Anderson, W. F., of Bonanza, Idaho 35124
Anderson, W. F., of Bonanza, Idaho. Territory of Idaho south of Salmon River and Rocky Mountains ... (1880) 35124
Anderson, William R., fl. 1881-1883 2497
Anderson, Gunnar, 1865-1928 73737
Andersons, Johan Gunnar, 1874-1960 2099
Andersons, Samuel, fl. 1804 73693
Andes - Maps - 1911 1962
Andes, W. F., of Bonanza, Idaho. Territory of Idaho south of Salmon River and Rocky Mountains ... (1880) 35124
Anderson, William R., fl. 1881-1883 2497
Anderson, Gunnar, 1865-1928 73737
Andersons, Johan Gunnar, 1874-1960 2099
Andersons, Samuel, fl. 1804 73693
Andes - Maps - 1911 1962
Andes, W. F., of Bonanza, Idaho. Territory of Idaho south of Salmon River and Rocky Mountains ... (1880) 35124
Anderson, William R., fl. 1881-1883 2497
Anderson, Gunnar, 1865-1928 73737
Andersons, Johan Gunnar, 1874-1960 2099
Andersons, Samuel, fl. 1804 73693
Andes - Maps - 1911 1962
Andes, W. F., of Bonanza, Idaho. Territory of Idaho south of Salmon River and Rocky Mountains ... (1880) 35124
Anderson, William R., fl. 1881-1883 2497
Anderson, Gunnar, 1865-1928 73737
Andersons, Johan Gunnar, 1874-1960 2099
Andersons, Samuel, fl. 1804 73693
Andes - Maps - 1911 1962
The Andes of southern Peru : geographical reconnaissance along the seventy-third meridian / by Isaiah Bowman 1962
Andes - Pictorial works - 1875 20581
Andes Region - Maps - 1843 70586
Anding, M. 75144
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Andorra - Maps - 1960 - Language and languages 1963
Andover Newton Theological School 63073
Andrade, Joseph 34680, 34681, 34682, 34683
Andrade, Pedro Fernandez de Castro y, conde de Lemos, 1576-1622 SEE Lemos, Pedro Fernández de Castro, conde de, 1576-1622 28530
Andrae, P. 7600, 9072, 10019, 10027, 10054, 10065, 10080, 10087, 10106, 10116, 10138, 10152, 10158, 10194, 10209, 10258, 10278, 10359, 10833
André 1970
André, Aimé 9339, 9361
André, Gaspard, active 1768-1801 9213, 9240, 9244, 9262, 10896, 10897, 27864, 29344, 32561, 41097, 50621, 65026, 65027, 75984
André Island (Greece) SEE Andros (Greece : Municipality) 1970
André, John 57796
André Leconte, firm, Paris SEE Editions A. Leconte 63224
André, Noël, Père, 1728-1808 SEE CHRysologue de Gy, Père, 1728-1808 84130
André, Peter 25631
André Thèvet 17635, 75082
André Thèvet (1504-1592) et sa contribution à la cartographie et à l'océanographie 75081
André Thèvet (1504-1592) et sa contribution a la cartographie et a l'océanographie 75096
André Thèvet, collectionneur de portraits 75094
André Thèvet : cosmographe des derniers Valois / Frank Lestringant 75089
André Thèvet's North America 7225
Andrea 9590
Andréa, Lambert, fl. 1592 75094
Andréa, C. A. (Christopher A.), 1949- 16314
Andreae Wechelri Heredes 48062, 48063
Andreas, A. T. (Alfred Theodore), 1839- 75094
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| Arctic regions - Maps - 1850-1859 | 2461 |
| Arctic regions - Maps - 1851 - Geology | 57755 |
| Arctic regions - Maps - 1853 | 2463     |
| Arctic regions - Maps - 1855 | 2464, 2465 |
| Arctic regions - Maps - 1856 | 2466, 2467 |
| Arctic regions - Maps - 1858-1879 - Explorations | 2468 |
| Arctic regions - Maps - 1867 | 2469     |
| Arctic regions - Maps - 1874 | 2470     |
| Arctic regions - Maps - 1875 | 2471     |
| Arctic regions - Maps - 1876 | 2472     |
| Arctic regions - Maps - 1878 | 79883    |
| Arctic regions - Maps - 1878-1879 - Explorations | 2473, 2474 |
| Arctic regions - Maps - 1879 | 2475, 2476, 2477 |
| Arctic regions - Maps - 1880 | 2478     |
| Arctic regions - Maps - 1881 | 58839, 58842 |
| Arctic regions - Maps - 1882 | 2479     |
| Arctic regions - Maps - 1885 | 2480, 2481 |
| Arctic regions - Maps - 1893-1896 | 2482, 2483 |
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The Arctic regions: prepared in the map department of the National Geographic Society for the National Geographic Magazine 2489
The Arctic regions, showing the North-West passage as determined by Cap. R. McClure and other Arctic voyagers / compiled by J. Hugh Johnson F.R.G.S.; engraved by A. Fullarton & Co. 2466
Arctic Sea: Baffin Bay, sheet 1. 11408
Arctic Sea: Baffin Bay, sheet 1 / J. & C. Walker, Sculpt 2384
Arctic Sea: Melville Sound, sheet 2. 1859 with corrections to 1925. 45931
Arctic Sea: showing the discoveries of Mr. William Kennedy, 1851-2 2383
Arctic Sea: showing the new discoveries of Capt. Inglefield, 1852 2382
Arctic (Ship) 2390
Arctic (Ship) - Expedition, 1910 11411
Arctic voyages of Nordenskiold 1858-1879 2468
Arctic whaling journals, V1:1811-13 2392
Ardagh, John, 1928-2008 28077, 28078
Ardales (Spain) - Pictorial works - 1564 2502
Ardath 8489
Ardath, Abdulla 8489
Ardath modern school atlas 8489
ARDE (Firm) 48817
Ardeche (France) - Maps - 1679 66744
Ardèche (France) - Maps - 1969 66746
Ardèche (France) - Guidebooks - 1921 12101
Ardennes (France) - Maps - 1656 45149
Ardennes (France) - Maps - 1680 45150
Ardennes (France) - Maps - 1703 2503
Ardennes (France) - Maps - 1710 64648
Ardennes (France) - Maps - 1712 645, 52564
Ardennes (France) - Maps - 1918 - Topographic maps 2504
Ardglass (Northern Ireland) - Maps - 1810 - Harbors - Nautical charts 23784
Ardissone, Romualdo 52163
Ardit, E. 1250
Ardoin, E. 12628, 28182
Arddijkundige platenatlas van het vaderland 53570
Ardrossan (Scotland) - Maps - 1872 - Harbors 31953
Are we there yet? : the golden age of American family vacations / Susan Sessions Rugh 11301
Area and boundaries of Lincoln Park, 1873 42119
Area bella gerentium in Gallia, et Belgio ... 27683
Area codes, Telephone SEE Telephone - Area codes 78758
Area handbook for Egypt / co-authors, Richard F. Nyrop ... [et al.] 24839
Area handbook for Morocco / co-authors: Richard F. Nyrop ... [et al.] 51790
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Area handbook for the Republic of Tunisia / Co-authors: Howard C. Reese ... [et al.] ; prepared for the American University by Systems Research Corporation 75664

Area handbook for the United Arab Republic (Egypt) / co-authors: Harvey H. Smith ... [et. al.] 24838

Area measurement - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1811 2505
Area measurement - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1833 2506
Area measurement - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1835 2507
Area measurement - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1841 2508, 2509
Area measurement - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1848 84259
Area measurement - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1883 2510
Area measurement - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1908 13852
Area measurement - United States - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1883 76054

The Area served by Arizona Edison Company, Inc. 2788

Area statistics : Everglades National Park 26423

Areaal geology, California, San Mateo quadrangle / U.S. Geological Survey, George Otis Smith, director ; A.H. Thompson, geographer ; Willard D. Johnson, topographer in charge ; triangulation by U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey ; topography by R.B. Marshal 68721

Areas included in housing investigation 1908-1927 [in Chicago] 19648

Areas of importance in the Lancaster Sound Planning Region. 41578

Areas of Indian culture and principal tribes in North America ; Areas of Indian culture and principal tribes in South America 37441

Arecibo (P.R.) - Maps - 1963 - Road maps 65827
Arecibo (P.R.) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps 65828
Arecibo (P.R.) - Maps - 1967 - Road maps 65829, 65830, 65831
Arecibo (P.R.) - Maps - 1968 - Road maps 65832, 65833
Arecibo (P.R.) - Maps - 1969 - Road maps 65834
Arecibo (P.R.) - Maps - 1972 - Road maps 65835, 65836
Arecibo (P.R.) - Maps - 1974 - Road maps 65837
Arecibo (P.R.) - Maps - 1979 - Road maps 65839, 65840
Arecibo (P.R.) - Maps - 1995 - Road maps 65841

Arenhold, Gerhard Justus, d. 1775 33943

Arendts, Carl, 1815

Arenbergio, Carolo, 1550

Arena martis in Belgio, qua Provinciae X. Catholicae inferioris Germaniae cum vicinis Episcopatibus. Coloniensi et Leodiensi ... 12162

Arena Martis in Belgio, qua Provinciae X. Catholicae inferioris Germaniae ... / Io. Baptista Homanno 12155

Arenen County (Mich.) - Maps - 1930 - Landowners 2511

Arendts, Carl, 1815-1881 9762, 9890

Arenhold, Gerhard Justus, d. 1775 33943

Arents, L. 34463

Arentzen, Jörg-Geerd 30856

Arequipa (Peru : Dept.) - Maps - 1818 70529

Areset Kultures 7551

Aretia libri 2512

Arevigiudy, Madame 9098

Arezzo : guida storica e turistica / Matteo Martelli, Filippo Nibbi 2512

Arezzo (Italy) - Maps - 1982 2512

Arefagatus Grefinus [and] Brochard Bonaventura 141

Arfeuille, Nicolas de Nicolay, sieur d’ 57058

Argall, Annie E. 22193

Argaria, Casparo, fl. 1538-1567 20873, 46146, 46149

Argelati, Filippo, 1685-1755 43732, 65953, 69874

Argelati, Filippo, 1685-1755. Bibliotheca scriptorum mediolanensium (1745) 43732, 69874

Argenson, Charles Marc René de Voyer, marquis D’, 1796-1862 26091

Argenson, Marc-René de Voyer d’, 1652-1721 63039

Argenson, Pierre-Marc-Marie de Voyer, comte d’, 1877-1915 27542

Argentina 2513

Argentina - 1777 70467

Argentina - Boundaries - Chile - Maps - 1900 - Topographic maps 2513

Argentina - Boundaries - Chile - Maps - Facsimiles 20592

Argentina / [Central Intelligence Agency] 2528

Argentina. Comisión de estudios hidrológicos 63415

Argentina / Daniel Specklin fecit ; M. Greuter sculptit 73315

Argentina. Dirección General de Ferrocarriles Nacionales 63415

Argentina. Dirección Nacional de Planificacion y Coordinacion 2525

Argentina. Ejército. Instituto Geográfico Militar SEE Instituto Geográfico Militar (Argentina) 2530

Argentina Hidrologicos 2522

Argentina - Historical geography - Maps - 1893 2514

Argentina - Historical geography - Maps - 1909 2515
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Argentina. Instituto Geográfico Militar SEE Instituto Geográfico Militar (Argentina) 2530
Argentina - Maps - 1656 70406
Argentina - Maps - 1668 43898
Argentina - Maps - 1669 20564
Argentina - Maps - 1700-1750 70422
Argentina - Maps - 1703 2516, 20567
Argentina - Maps - 1728 - Coasts - Nautical charts 20568
Argentina - Maps - 1747 20570
Argentina - Maps - 1780 13832, 20571
Argentina - Maps - 1806 70505
Argentina - Maps - 1812 70514
Argentina - Maps - 1822 70542
Argentina - Maps - 1827 70550
Argentina - Maps - 1834 70563
Argentina - Maps - 1840 70577
Argentina - Maps - 1845 70588
Argentina - Maps - 1847 70592
Argentina - Maps - 1850 70595
Argentina - Maps - 1851 20598
Argentina - Maps - 1887 2517
Argentina - Maps - 1891 - Geology 2518
Argentina - Maps - 1893 2514
Argentina - Maps - 1893 - Statistics 2519
Argentina - Maps - 1898 2520
Argentina - Maps - 1909 2515
Argentina - Maps - 1911 30546
Argentina - Maps - 1914 2521, 2522
Argentina - Maps - 1915 2523
Argentina - Maps - 1929 2524
Argentina - Maps - 1932 70641
Argentina - Maps - 1952 - Railroads 2525
Argentina - Maps - 1954 2526
Argentina - Maps - 1958 2527
Argentina - Maps - 1968 2528
Argentina - Maps - 1968 - Road maps 2529
Argentina - Maps - 1971 7553
Argentina - Maps - 1980 - Railroads 2530
Argentina - Maps - 1980 - Road maps 2530
Argentina - Maps - Bibliography 2531
Argentina - Maps - Collections 70667
Argentina - Maps - Collections, 1600-1810 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 70664
Argentina - Maps - Collections, 1601-1900 2513
Argentina - Maps - Collections, 1876-1967 20592
Argentina - Maps - Collections - To 1909 2515
Argentina, Ministerio de Public Works 63414
Argentina, Ministerio de Instrucción Pública 2520, 2523
Argentina, Paraguay, Uruguay : con 13 carte geografiche, 15 piante di città, 6 piante di edifici, 20 stemmi e 3 bandiere 70641
Argentina -- Strassburg 73316
Argentine Atlases SEE Atlases, Argentine 7553
Argentine-Chilian boundary. Report presented to the Tribunal appointed by Her Britannic Majesty's government "to consider and report upon the differences which have arisen with regard to the frontier between the Argentine and Chilian republics" to just 2513
Argentine Republic, Chili, Uruguay & Paraguay 70601, 70603
Argentine Republic, general map, showing the territory submitted to the arbitration of the president of the United States 2519
Argentine Republic, Instituto Geográfico Militar 73173
Argentoratium vulgo Strasburger Gebiet ... 11865
Argentoratum ... / Conradus Morant pictor ... ; A. Cammissarg [?] inc. 73310
Argentoratum (France) SEE Strasbourg (France) 73310
Argentoratumvm cuius ob antiquitatem Ptolemeus ... 73311
Argentoratumvm cuius ob antiquitatem Ptolemeus ... / Abraham Hogenberg excudit Coloniae 73312
Argentre, Bertrand D', 1519-1590. Description du pays Armorique a present Breaigne 17005
Argersinger, Robert 7533, 7541, 7542, 7546, 79269
Argersinger, Robert K. 34351, 34352, 34353, 84549
Argier (Algeria) SEE Algiers (Algeria) 1219
Argolis, Gulf of (Greece) - Maps - 1574 52733
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Argonautica / ex conatibus geographicis Abrah. Ortelij Antverp 45698
Argonne, Battle of the, France, 1918 - Maps 84602
Argonne, Battle of The, France, 1918 - Maps - 1929 84599
Argos (Greece) - Maps - 1689 - Pictorial works 2532
Argosy Book Stores, New York 15267, 55244, 55593
Arguin Island (Mauritania) - Maps - 1715 - Manuscripts 45546
Argus Atlas 84670
Argyle (China) SEE Mong Kok (China) 51250
Argyll and Bute District Library (Argle and Bute, Scotland) 39536
Arhivele Basarabiei : revista de istorie si geografie a Moldovie dintre Prut si Nistru 67120
Aria, Mount (Sicily) - Pictorial works - 1714 38830, 38831
Arias Montano, Benito, 1527 - 1598 7752, 12642, 12643, 39756, 72632, 83933
Arias Montanus, Benedictus, 1527 - 1598 SEE Arias Montano, Benito, 1527 - 1598 13020
Arias, V. 52863
Arichat (N.S.) - Maps - 1715 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts 2533
Ariel Pub. House 62890
Arien und St. Venand mitt nahe Anliegender Gegend 621
Aries Press 65807
Ariminvm Validvm et Munitvm Romandi olae opp. 66831
Arista, Mariano, 1802 - 1855 14745, 46185
Aristide Parigi e compo. SEE Parigi, Aristide 10646
Aristocrat Inns of America - Maps - 1960 19388, 19389
Aristocrat Inns of America - Maps - 1961 19390
Aristotile, Niccolò d’, detto il Zoppino, fl. 1508 - 1544 SEE Zoppino, Nicolò, fl. 1508 - 1544 38507
Arithmetic 2534
Arithmetic - Poetry - 1850 29596
Arithmetic - Poetry - 1851 29613
Arithmetica Joannis Martini, Scilicei, in theoricen, et praxim scissa, nuper ab Orontio Fine, Delphinate, castigata, longeque castigatius quam prius, ipso curante impressa 2534
Ariz., New Mex., Nev., Utah / Sinclair 838
Arizona 2547, 2553, 2557, 2608, 2613, 2614, 2622, 2623, 2628, 2629, 2635, 2636, 2637, 2641, 2642, 2643
Arizona - Description and travel - 2010 2536
An Arizona economic and historic atlas 2537
Arizona Edison Company 2788
Arizona Edison Company - Maps - 1948-1950 2788
Arizona Eng. & Litho. Co. SEE Phoenix, Arizona Engraving & Lithography Co. 2736
Arizona - Geographical cross sections - 1877 2550
Arizona Good Roads 7235
Arizona - Highway Department - Photogrammetry and Mapping Division 2839, 2842
Arizona Highway Department road map of Arizona 2634
Arizona Highway Department road map of Arizona ... 1930 2620
Arizona Highway Department road map of Arizona showing state highway system with national and other route numbers and other roads / compiled and Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
published for free distribution by the Arizona State Highway Commission ... ; W.W. Lane, state highway engi 2617
Arizona Highways - Bibliography - Maps 2848
Arizona Highways Magazine 2612, 2842
Arizona highways / presented by your Smiling Associated Dealer 2697
Arizona - Historical geography - Maps - 1966 2537
Arizona - Historical geography - Maps - 1976 2843
Arizona - Historical geography - Maps - 1979 2538
Arizona - Historical geography - Maps - 1986 2539, 2540
Arizona - Historical geography - Maps - Collections, 1912-1962 16902
Arizona Historical Society 72604
Arizona Index 16903
Arizona Information Press 2843
Arizona / map prepared by Allan Cartography of Medford, Oregon, using base materials from the United States Geological Survey's 1:500,000 scale state map series 2845
Arizona - Maps - 1710 - Hopi Indians 2541
Arizona - Maps - 1762 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 46617
Arizona - Maps - 1765 72246
Arizona - Maps - 1766-1799 - Indians - Missions - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 70325
Arizona - Maps - 1768 57594
Arizona - Maps - 1768 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 2542, 46618
Arizona - Maps - 1772 57604
Arizona - Maps - 1775 - Hopi Indians - Manuscripts 79889
Arizona - Maps - 1777 57625
Arizona - Maps - 1779 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 46623
Arizona - Maps - 1780 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 46625
Arizona - Maps - 1784 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 31896, 31897
Arizona - Maps - 1794 57662
Arizona - Maps - 1797 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 46626
Arizona - Maps - 1847 - Indians 55246
Arizona - Maps - 1847 - Trails 55246
Arizona - Maps - 1848 81809
Arizona - Maps - 1848 - Rivers 55248
Arizona - Maps - 1851 55252
Arizona - Maps - 1851-1852 - Indians 2543
Arizona - Maps - 1853-1854 - Railroads - Explorations and surveys 81818, 81819
Arizona - Maps - 1854 2544
Arizona - Maps - 1856 - Geology 2545
Arizona - Maps - 1857 2546
Arizona - Maps - 1857-1858 - Explorations 62658
Arizona - Maps - 1857-1858 - Road maps 62658
Arizona - Maps - 1948 28504
Arizona - Maps - 1859 - Silver mines and mining 28505
Arizona - Maps - 1864 2547, 55257
Arizona - Maps - 1864 - Indians 2547
Arizona - Maps - 1865 2548, 2549
Arizona - Maps - 1867 - Indians 55258, 55259
Arizona - Maps - 1871 32308, 53649
Arizona - Maps - 1877 2550
Arizona - Maps - 1878 - Railroads 2551
Arizona - Maps - 1879 2552
Arizona - Maps - 1880 2553, 2554
Arizona - Maps - 1880 - Indian reservations 2553
Arizona - Maps - 1880 - Mines and mineral resources 2553
Arizona - Maps - 1880 - Telegraph lines 2553
Arizona - Maps - 1881 - Facsimiles 2555
Arizona - Maps - 1882 - Geology 2556
Arizona - Maps - 1883 2557, 2558
Arizona - Maps - 1883 - Railroads 2559
Arizona - Maps - 1884 - Railroads 2560
Arizona - Maps - 1885 2561
Arizona - Maps - 1885 - Railroads 2562
Arizona - Maps - 1886 2563
Arizona - Maps - 1887 - Railroads 2564
Arizona - Maps - 1888 - Railroads 2565
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Arizona - Maps - 1889 - Indian reservations 81931
Arizona - Maps - 1890 - Heliograph 2566
Arizona - Maps - 1890 - Hopi Indians - Indian reservations 34668
Arizona - Maps - 1890 - Indians 64761
Arizona - Maps - 1891 - Hopi Indians 34667
Arizona - Maps - 1894 - Railroads 2567
Arizona - Maps - 1895 - Railroads - Indexes 2568
Arizona - Maps - 1897 - Railroads 2569, 2570
Arizona - Maps - 1898 - Railroads 2571
Arizona - Maps - 1899 - Railroads 2572
Arizona - Maps - 1900-1960 - Topographic maps 2573, 2574
Arizona - Maps - 1900 - Railroads 2575
Arizona - Maps - 1903 - Railroads 2576
Arizona - Maps - 1907 - Railroads 2577
Arizona - Maps - 1912-1962 - Facsimiles 16902
Arizona - Maps - 1914 - Railroads 2578
Arizona - Maps - 1914 - Road maps 2578
Arizona - Maps - 1915 - Railroads 2579
Arizona - Maps - 1915 - Road maps 2579
Arizona - Maps - 1916 - Railroads 2580, 2581
Arizona - Maps - 1916 - Road maps 2580
Arizona - Maps - 1918 - Railroads - Indexes 2582
Arizona - Maps - 1919 - Railroads 2583
Arizona - Maps - 1919 - Road maps 2583
Arizona - Maps - 1920 - Railroads 2584, 2585
Arizona - Maps - 1920 - Road maps 2584, 2585
Arizona - Maps - 1921 - Railroads 2586
Arizona - Maps - 1921 - Road maps 2586
Arizona - Maps - 1922 - Railroads 2587
Arizona - Maps - 1922 - Road maps 2587
Arizona - Maps - 1923 - Railroads 2588
Arizona - Maps - 1923 - Road maps 2588
Arizona - Maps - 1924 - Railroads 2589
Arizona - Maps - 1924 - Road maps 2589, 21351, 21352, 21353
Arizona - Maps - 1925 - Railroads 2590
Arizona - Maps - 1925 - Road maps 2590, 2591, 2592, 2593
Arizona - Maps - 1926 - Pictorial maps 2595
Arizona - Maps - 1926 - Railroads 2594
Arizona - Maps - 1926 - Relief 2595
Arizona - Maps - 1926 - Road maps 2594, 2596, 2597
Arizona - Maps - 1927 - Railroads 2598
Arizona - Maps - 1927 - Road maps 2598, 2599, 2600, 2601, 74630, 79597
Arizona - Maps - 1928 - Railroads 2602, 2603, 2604, 2605
Arizona - Maps - 1928 - Road maps 2602, 2603, 2604, 2605, 2606, 2607, 2608
Arizona - Maps - 1929 2610
Arizona - Maps - 1929 - Aeronautical charts 2610
Arizona - Maps - 1929 - Airways - Pictorial maps 2609
Arizona - Maps - 1929 - Railroads 2610
Arizona - Maps - 1929 - Road maps 2611, 2612, 2613, 2614
Arizona - Maps - 1930-1939 - Aeronautical charts 2615
Arizona - Maps - 1930-1939 - Railroads 2615
Arizona - Maps - 1930-1939 - Road maps 2616
Arizona - Maps - 1930 - Road maps 2617, 2618, 2619, 2620, 2621, 2622, 2623
Arizona - Maps - 1931 2624
Arizona - Maps - 1931 - Railroads 2624
Arizona - Maps - 1931 - Road maps 2624, 2625, 2626, 2627, 2628, 2629, 2630, 2631, 55326
Arizona - Maps - 1932 - Road maps 2632, 2633, 2634, 2635, 2636, 2637, 2638, 15415, 15416, 15417
Arizona - Maps - 1933 - Road maps 2639, 2640, 2641, 2642, 2643, 2644, 2645, 2646, 15420
Arizona - Maps - 1934 - Road maps 2647, 2648, 2649, 2650, 2651, 2652, 2653, 2654, 2655, 2656, 15424
Arizona - Maps - 1935 52166
Arizona - Maps - 1935 - Road maps 2657, 2658, 2659, 2660, 2661, 2662, 2663, 2664, 2665, 2666, 2667, 2668, 15429, 15430
Arizona - Maps - 1936 - Road maps 2669, 2670, 2671, 2672, 2673, 2674, 2675, 2676, 2677, 2678, 2679, 2680, 2681, 15446, 15447
Arizona - Maps - 1937 - Road maps 2682, 2683, 2684, 2685, 2686, 2687, 2688, 2689, 2690, 2691, 2692, 2693, 2694, 2695, 2696, 2697, 15460, 15461
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Arizona - Maps - 1938 - Cartoon Maps 2698
Arizona - Maps - 1938 - Road maps 2699, 2700, 2701, 2702, 2703, 2704, 2705, 2706, 2707, 2708, 2709, 2710, 2711, 2712, 2713, 2714, 15477, 15478, 55370, 55371
Arizona - Maps - 1939 - Road maps 2715, 2716, 2717, 2718, 2719, 2720, 2721, 2722, 2723, 2724, 2725, 15496, 15497, 55381, 72506
Arizona - Maps - 1940-1950 - Electric Lines 2726
Arizona - Maps - 1940-1950 - Natural gas pipelines 2726
Arizona - Maps - 1940 - Road maps 2727, 2728, 2729, 2730, 2731, 2732, 2733, 2734, 2735, 2736, 2737, 15506, 15507
Arizona - Maps - 1941 - Road maps 2738, 2739, 2740, 2741, 2742, 2743, 2744, 2745, 2746, 2747, 2748, 2749, 55396
Arizona - Maps - 1942 - Road maps 2750, 2751, 2752, 2753, 2754, 2755, 2756, 2757, 2758, 2759, 2760
Arizona - Maps - 1943 - Road maps 2761, 2762
Arizona - Maps - 1944 - Road maps 15537, 15538
Arizona - Maps - 1945 - Railroads 15541
Arizona - Maps - 1945 - Road maps 2763, 2764, 55409, 55410
Arizona - Maps - 1946 - Road maps 2765, 2766, 2767, 2768, 2769, 2770, 2771, 2772, 2773, 2774, 2775, 2776, 2777, 2778, 2779, 2780, 2781, 15546, 15547, 15548, 15549, 15550, 15551, 15552, 15553, 15554, 15555
Arizona - Maps - 1947 - Irrigation 34665
Arizona - Maps - 1947 - Pictorial maps 64569
Arizona - Maps - 1947 - Road maps 2782, 2783, 2784, 2785, 2786, 2787, 15567, 15568, 15569
Arizona - Maps - 1948-1950 - Electric Lines 2788
Arizona - Maps - 1948-1950 - Natural gas pipelines 2788
Arizona - Maps - 1948 - Pictorial maps 2789
Arizona - Maps - 1948 - Road maps 2790, 2791, 2792, 2793, 2794, 2795, 2796, 2797, 2798, 2799, 2800, 2801, 2802, 2803, 2804, 15586, 15587, 15588, 15589, 15590, 15591, 15592
Arizona - Maps - 1949 2805
Arizona - Maps - 1949 - Pictorial maps 64573
Arizona - Maps - 1949 - Railroads 2805
Arizona - Maps - 1949 - Road maps 2805, 2806, 2807, 2808, 15602, 15603, 55415
Arizona - Maps - 1950 - Road maps 2809, 15606
Arizona - Maps - 1951 - Road maps 2810, 2811, 2812, 2813, 2814, 2815, 2816, 2817, 2818, 2819, 15608
Arizona - Maps - 1952 2821, 2822
Arizona - Maps - 1952-1966 - Natural gas pipelines 2820
Arizona - Maps - 1952 - Pictorial maps 75599
Arizona - Maps - 1952 - Railroads 2821, 2822
Arizona - Maps - 1952 - Road maps 2821, 2822, 2823, 2824, 2825, 15618, 55417
Arizona - Maps - 1953 - Pictorial maps 64576, 75600
Arizona - Maps - 1953 - Road maps 15620
Arizona - Maps - 1954-1955 - Pictorial maps 2826
Arizona - Maps - 1954-1955 - Road maps 2826
Arizona - Maps - 1955 - Road maps 2827
Arizona - Maps - 1956 - Road maps 2828, 2829
Arizona - Maps - 1960-1971 - Counties 2830
Arizona - Maps - 1960-1971 - Road maps 2830
Arizona - Maps - 1962 2833
Arizona - Maps - 1962-1963 - Road maps 55418
Arizona - Maps - 1962-1964 2832
Arizona - Maps - 1962-1964 - Railroads 2832
Arizona - Maps - 1962-1964 - Road maps 2832
Arizona - Maps - 1962 - Railroads 2833
Arizona - Maps - 1962 - Road maps 2833, 55419
Arizona - Maps - 1963 - Road maps 2834
Arizona - Maps - 1965 - Road maps 64579
Arizona - Maps - 1966 - Pictorial maps 75601, 75602
Arizona - Maps - 1966 - Road maps 2835, 75603
Arizona - Maps - 1967 - Road maps 2836, 2837
Arizona - Maps - 1969 - Road maps 2838
Arizona - Maps - 1972 - Road maps 2839
Arizona - Maps - 1974 - Road maps 2840, 2841
Arizona - Maps - 1975 - Road maps 2842
Arizona - Maps - 1976 2843
Arizona - Maps - 1976 - Road maps 2844
Arizona - Maps - 1985 - Indians 85358
Arizona - Maps - 1986 2539, 2540
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| Arizona - Maps - 2007 - Road maps | 2847 |
| Arizona - Maps - Bibliography | 2843 |
| Arizona - Maps - Bibliography - 1925-1990 | 2848 |
| Arizona - Maps - Collections, 1912-1962 | 16902 |
| Arizona - Maps, Physical - 1992 | 2845 |
| Arizona, Nevada / Richfield travel guide | 2750, 2765 |
| Arizona, Nevada & Utah : Richfield travel guide | 72554, 72564 |
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| Arizona, New Mexico highway map : Union Oil Company | 2692, 2693, 2706 |
| Arizona, New Mexico info-map : Gulf | 2690, 2691, 2705, 2721, 2731, 2743, 2762, 2769, 2770, 2787, 2807, 2815 |
| Arizona, New Mexico / issued by Orange County Automobile Club ... | 2836 |
| Arizona, New Mexico, Mexico : Sinclair road map | 2671, 2673, 2674, 2684, 2685, 2701, 2717 |
| Arizona, New Mexico, Nevada, Utah: Mobil travel map | 2841 |
| Arizona, New Mexico points of interest and touring map ... | 2786, 2796 |
| Arizona, New Mexico road map / 76 Union | 2835 |
| Arizona, New Mexico road map : Parco | 2633 |
| Arizona, New Mexico : Sinclair 1933 road map | 2640 |
| Arizona, New Mexico : Sinclair H-C Gasoline road map | 2729, 2741, 2754 |
| Arizona, New Mexico Tourgide map : Gulf | 2814, 2824 |
| Arizona, New Mexico, United States / Malco Products, Inc. | 2837 |
| Arizona, New Mexico with Colorado, Utah, Wyoming : Texaco | 2771, 2772, 2773, 2774, 2775, 2776, 2777, 2778, 2797, 2798, 2799, 2800, 2801, 2802, 2809, 2816, 2817 |
| Arizona-New Mexico with Colorado-Utah-Wyoming : tour with Texaco | 2827 |
| Arizona, New Mexico : with routes to Los Angeles, San Diego, Salt Lake City, Oklahoma City, Denver, Amarillo, Dallas, El Paso and Boulder Dam : Goushá guide | 2661 |
| Arizona, New Mexico (with Southern Utah) pictorial road map : Union Oil Company | 2789 |
| Arizona, New Mexico (with Southern Utah) road map : Union Oil Company | 72232, 72233 |
| Arizona Office of Tourism | 2536 |
| Arizona official road map : Phillips 66 | 2708, 2709, 2723, 2734, 2745, 2757, 2781 |
| Arizona Pioneers' Historical Society | 41211, 41212 |
| ... Arizona place names, by Will C. Barnes | 52166 |
| Arizona place names. Rev. and enl. by Byrd H. Granger. Illustrated by Anne Merriman Peck | 52167 |
| Arizona points of interest and touring map ... | 2804 |
| Arizona Public Service Company | 2820 |
| Arizona Public Service Company (and subsidiary) system map | 2820 |
| Arizona Public Service Company - Maps - 1952-1966 | 2820 |
| Arizona Public Service Company SEE ALSO Arizona Edison Company | 2820 |
| Arizona Public Service Company SEE ALSO Central Arizona Light and Power Company | 2820 |
| Arizona Republican Press (Phoenix, Ariz.) | 2571 |
| Arizona road map, 1933 | 2645 |
| Arizona road map, 1951 | 2818 |
| Arizona road map 1951 / issued for free distribution by State Highway Commission | 2819 |
| Arizona road map 1954, 1955 / issued for free distribution by State Highway Commission | 2826 |
| Arizona road map : Standard Service | 2665 |
| Arizona : Standard gasoline unsurpassed : Standard Oil road map | 2662 |
| Arizona : Standard Oil road map | 2669, 2681, 2710, 2711, 2735, 2746, 2758 |
| Arizona : Standard Oil road map. At your service from Canada to Mexico : Standard Stations Inc., Standard Oil dealers | 2724 |
| Arizona ... Standard stations road map | 2696 |
| Arizona State Bureau of Mines | 2831 |
| Arizona. State Highway Commission | 2617, 2620, 2634, 2645, 2732, 2736, 2759, 2819, 2826, 2839 |
| Arizona. Surveyor General | 2551 |
| Arizona - Surveys - 1873 | 84767 |
| Arizona - Surveys - 1874 | 28819, 28820 |
| Arizona territory 1881 | 2555 |
| Arizona / Texaco | 2834 |
| Arizona : the Grand Canyon state official state visitor’s guide | 2536 |
| Arizona:Travel with a Standard road map | 2646 |
| Arizona : travel with a Standard road map / compliments of Standard Oil Company of California | 2644 |
| Arizona, University, Library | 16903 |
| Arizona - Water utilities - 1980 | 2849 |
| Arizona with sectional map of adjoining states : Texaco | 2760 |
| ArizonaHighways | 7235 |
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Arkansas - Maps - 1836 2854
Arkansas - Maps - 1837 50675, 50676
Arkansas - Maps - 1841 43291
Arkansas - Maps - 1841 - Transportation 2855
Arkansas - Maps - 1844 - Surveys 76702
Arkansas - Maps - 1845 - Surveys 2856
Arkansas - Maps - 1846 2857
Arkansas - Maps - 1847 2858
Arkansas - Maps - 1847 - Surveys 2859
Arkansas - Maps - 1850 2860
Arkansas - Maps - 1851 - Surveys 2861
Arkansas - Maps - 1855 2862, 2863
Arkansas - Maps - 1856 - Railroads 2864
Arkansas - Maps - 1857 2865
Arkansas - Maps - 1859 2866
Arkansas - Maps - 1866 2867
Arkansas - Maps - 1872 2868
Arkansas - Maps - 1872 - Geology - Manuscripts 2868
Arkansas - Maps - 1872 - Railroads 2869
Arkansas - Maps - 1876 2870
Arkansas - Maps - 1878 - Public lands - Surveys 2871
Arkansas - Maps - 1883 - Railroads 2872
Arkansas - Maps - 1884 - Railroads 2873
Arkansas - Maps - 1885 50714
Arkansas - Maps - 1885 - Railroads 2874
Arkansas - Maps - 1887 - Railroads 2875
Arkansas - Maps - 1888 - Railroads 2876
Arkansas - Maps - 1889 - Railroads 2877
Arkansas - Maps - 1892 - Railroads 2878
Arkansas - Maps - 1893 - Railroads 2879
Arkansas - Maps - 1894 - Railroads 2880, 2881
Arkansas - Maps - 1898 - Telephone 74586
Arkansas - Maps - 1899 - Telephone 48472
Arkansas - Maps - 1900-1960 - Topographic maps 2882, 2883
Arkansas - Maps - 1906 30522
Arkansas - Maps - 1907 - Railroads 2884, 2885
Arkansas - Maps - 1913 - Railroads 2886, 2887
Arkansas - Maps - 1914 - Railroads 2888
Arkansas - Maps - 1915 - Administrative and political divisions 2889, 2890
Arkansas - Maps - 1915 - Railroads 2889, 2890
Arkansas - Maps - 1916 - Railroads 2891
Arkansas - Maps - 1919 - Railroads 2892, 2893
Arkansas - Maps - 1919 - Road maps 2892, 2893
Arkansas - Maps - 1920 - Railroads 2894
Arkansas - Maps - 1920 - Road maps 2894
Arkansas - Maps - 1921 - Railroads 2895, 2896
Arkansas - Maps - 1921 - Road maps 2895, 2896
Arkansas - Maps - 1922 - Railroads 2897, 2898
Arkansas - Maps - 1922 - Road maps 2897, 2898
Arkansas - Maps - 1923 - Railroads 2899
Arkansas - Maps - 1923 - Road maps 2899
Arkansas - Maps - 1924 - Railroads 2900
Arkansas - Maps - 1924 - Road maps 2900
Arkansas - Maps - 1925 - Railroads 2901
Arkansas - Maps - 1925 - Road maps 2901, 2902
Arkansas - Maps - 1926 - Railroads 2903
Arkansas - Maps - 1926 - Road maps 2903
Arkansas - Maps - 1927 - Railroads 2904
Arkansas - Maps - 1927 - Road maps 2904, 2905, 43339, 61379, 61380
Arkansas - Maps - 1928 - Railroads 2906, 2907, 2908
Arkansas - Maps - 1928 - Road maps 2906, 2907, 2908, 2909, 2910, 61385
Arkansas - Maps - 1929 2911
Arkansas - Maps - 1929 - Aeronautical charts 2911
Arkansas - Maps - 1929 - Railroads 2911
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An Army surgeon’s notes of frontier service, 1833-48 46187
Arn, Stefan 75307
Arnold, George, 1763-1841 8056, 52620
Arnaud, B., fl. 1944 31632
Arnaud, Joseph Pons d’, 1812-1884 2304
Arnaud, Pascal 17162
Amberg, Wolter 73760
Amberger, Erik, 1917- 75074, 75299
Arnberger, Erik, 1917-75074, 75299
Arnberger, Erik, 1917- 75074, 75299
Arnberg, Wolter 73760
Arnold, Helmut 41827, 42143, 73220, 73221
Arnold, E. 30726
Arnold, E. J 85136
Arnold (E.J.) & Son SEE E.J. Arnold & Son 8429
Arnold (Edward), publishers SEE Edward Arnold (Publishers) 3232
Arnold Expedition Historical Society 43943
Arnold-Foster, H. O. 8340
Arnold, Fr. fl. 1811 46319, 46320, 62282, 70111
Arnold, Glen, fl. ca. 1964 61943
Arnold, Harriet S. 3486
Arnold, J. C. 34395
Arnold, J. Warren 54768
Arnold, James, 1781-1868 1302, 50626
Arnold, James, 1781-1868 - Travel - 1847-1848 50626
Arnold, James, 1781-1868 - Travel - 1847-1848 - Manuscripts 1302
Arnold, Joyce W. 42769
Arnold, Marilyn 26
Arnold Muirhead (Firm) 14647
Arnold, Oren 77881
Arnold Pannartz 62955
Arnold, Sarah R. 1302, 50626
Arnold, Sarah R. - Travel - 1847-1848 50626
Arnold, Sarah R. - Travel - 1847-1848 - Manuscripts 1302
Arnold, Thomas Kerchever, 1800-1853 34414
The Arnold trail : Maine’s outstanding national historic place 43943
Arnold, W. H. 3631, 34534, 64337
Arnold, William W. 32937
Arnoldi, Arnoldo di, d. 1602 70106, 75860, 83976
Arnoldi Flamengo, Arnoldo di, d. 1602 SEE Arnoldi, Arnoldo di, d. 1602 70106
Arnoldi (Firm) 73906
Arnoldo Mondadori editore 6866, 6886
Arnoul 62609
Arnout, Jules 63070
Arnsberg 3122, 3123
Arnsberg (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1620 3122
Arnsberg (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1657 3123
Arnsdorf, Vsl 44975
Arnz & Comp. 8777, 34401
Arnz, J. 8777, 9653, 9654, 9662, 9699, 9704, 30677, 34162, 34401, 34433, 34434
Aromax Gasoline SEE Skelly Oil Company 55353
Arona (Italy) - Maps - 1734 - Fortifications 39062
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3146</td>
<td>L’Artibonite (Haiti) - Department SEE Artibonite (Haiti)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3146</td>
<td>Artibonite (Haiti) - Maps - 1790 - Landowners</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3147</td>
<td>Artibonite River Valley (Dominican Republic and Haiti) - Maps - 1776 - Landowners - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3147</td>
<td>Articles dealing with American Indian maps and mapping (1947-1996) / collected by Robert W. Karrow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32051</td>
<td>[Articles relating to an eight-foot globe made by Rand McNally &amp; Co. in Hurley Hall, Notre Dame University, 1932]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32051</td>
<td>[Articles relating to the Wheeler Survey]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32051</td>
<td>[Articles sur Colomb]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41278</td>
<td>The Articulate traveler...Johann Georg Kohl: chronicler of the American continents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75114</td>
<td>The Artist as surveyor in Walden and The Maine woods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11457</td>
<td>An Artist topographer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32361</td>
<td>Artistic International Advertising Co. (Milan, Italy)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17289</td>
<td>Artistic maps of early days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26787</td>
<td>Artistical guide to Florence and district : embellished with historical notes on the city and the principal monuments, views, topographical maps, catalogues of the galleries, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26789</td>
<td>Artistisches Institut Orell Füssli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75114</td>
<td>The Artist as surveyor in Walden and The Maine woods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17372</td>
<td>Artistry as design: L’Enfant’s extraordinary city</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17915</td>
<td>Artists as cartographers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3154, 3155</td>
<td>Artists - Biography - Dictionaries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3156</td>
<td>Artists - Dictionaries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17935</td>
<td>Artists’ maps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25527</td>
<td>Artists’ marks - Dictionaries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3157</td>
<td>Artists - United States - Biography - Dictionaries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3163</td>
<td>Artois Atrebatum regionis vera descriptio / Johanne Surhooio montano Hanno auctore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3164</td>
<td>Artois. Atrebatvm regionis vera descriptio / Johanne Surhooio Montensi auctore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9301</td>
<td>Artois, Charles-Philippe, comte d’, 1757-1836 SEE Charles X, King of France, 1757-1836</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3158</td>
<td>Artois (France) - Maps - 1558-1570</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3158</td>
<td>Artois (France) - Maps - 1558-1588</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3160</td>
<td>Artois (France) - Maps - 1558-1606</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3161</td>
<td>Artois (France) - Maps - 1587-1588</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3161</td>
<td>Artois (France) - Maps - 1593</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3161</td>
<td>Artois (France) - Maps - 1606</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3162</td>
<td>Artois (France) Maps - 1624</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3164</td>
<td>Artois (France) Maps - 1645</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>613, 614</td>
<td>Artois (France) - Maps - 1651</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3167</td>
<td>Artois (France) Maps - 1668</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3168</td>
<td>Artois (France) - Maps - 1680</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3169</td>
<td>Artois (France) - Maps - 1693 - Cities and towns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3169</td>
<td>Artois (France) - Maps - 1693 - Names, Geographical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Region/Title</td>
<td>Volume</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Artois (France) - Maps</td>
<td>1695</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Artois (France) - Maps</td>
<td>1710</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Artois (France) - Maps</td>
<td>1711</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Artois (France) - Maps</td>
<td>1724</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Artois (France) - Maps</td>
<td>1740</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Artois (France) - Maps</td>
<td>1745</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Artois (France) - Maps</td>
<td>1751</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Artois (France) - Maps</td>
<td>1753</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Artois (France) - Maps (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Artois (France) - Maps</td>
<td>1766</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Artois Region (France) - Maps</td>
<td>1710</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Artois (France) - Maps</td>
<td>1711</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Artois (France) - Maps</td>
<td>1724</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Artois (France) - Maps</td>
<td>1740</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Artois (France) - Maps</td>
<td>1745</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Artois (France) - Maps</td>
<td>1751</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Artois (France) - Maps</td>
<td>1753</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Artois (France) - Maps</td>
<td>1766</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Artois (France) - Maps</td>
<td>1769</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Artois (France) - Maps</td>
<td>1777</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Artois Region (France) - Maps</td>
<td>1710</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Artopæus, Petrus, ca. 1500 - 1563</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arts and crafts of Ethiopia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arts and Entertainment Network</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arts - Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps</td>
<td>2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arts et métiers graphiques (1934)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arts - Oak Park (Ill.) - Maps</td>
<td>2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arts, Useful SEE Technology</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Artscanada (1974)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Artstetten (Austria) - Tourism</td>
<td>1970</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Artstetten : Erzherzog Franz Ferdinand Museum</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Artstetten : Wachau-Nibelungengau</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Artus</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Artwork (Clip art) SEE Clip art</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arwad (Syria) - Maps</td>
<td>1840</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arx Carolina</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arx Nassovii</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arx Principi Guiljelmi</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arx Segeberga, quondam Aeberga, Wagriam, nobilem Holstiae ...</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arx [sultan] [View of Cairo]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arzet, Andreas, 1604-1675</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arzolarza, Jesus Heiras</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>As Defesas da Ilha de Santa Catarina no Brasil-Colônia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>As it was : highlights of hydrographic history from the Old Hydrographer's column, Hydro International, volumes 1-6 / by Steve Ritchie and fellow writers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASA Airlines SEE Atlantic Southeast Airlines</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asa L. Shipman's Sons (New York, N.Y.)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asa, Warren</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asai, S., fl. 1783</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asante, Molefi K., 1942-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asbroeck, J. J. W. van</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ascany</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ascany Island (Atlantic Ocean) - Maps</td>
<td>1596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ascension Island (Atlantic Ocean) - Maps</td>
<td>1836</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ascension Island (Atlantic Ocean) - Maps</td>
<td>1836</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ascension Parish (La.) - Maps</td>
<td>1883</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Ascension Parish (La.) - 1883: LC G&amp;M land ownership maps on microfiche]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ascension Parish (La.) - Maps</td>
<td>1883</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aschaffenburg (Germany : Landkreis) - Maps</td>
<td>1680</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aschaffenburg (Germany : Landkreis) - Maps</td>
<td>1700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aschaffenburg (Germany : Landkreis) - Maps</td>
<td>1716</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aschaffenburg (Germany : Landkreis) - Maps</td>
<td>1724</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aschbach, G. A.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aschbach, Joseph, Ritter von</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aschbach, Joseph, Ritter von</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aschbacher, Helmut</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aschehoug (H. ) &amp; Co. (W. Nygaard) SEE H. Aschehoug &amp; co. (W. Nygaard)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aschehougs lommeatlas over Norge / ved K. Gleditsch</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ascher, Marcia, 1935-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Äschler, Jacobus, fl. 1513 SEE Essler, Jacob</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aschmann, E. D.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aschmann, Herman P.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ascoli, Cardinale di, 17th cent.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ascoli Piceno (Italy) - Maps</td>
<td>1689</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Asdrachas, Spyros I. 16803
Asdrahas 32916
Asensio, J. 43864

Ash Hollow, Battle of, Neb., 1855 SEE Blue Water Creek, Battle of, Neb., 1855 13261
Ash, Joshua W. 23006
Ash, Thomas T. 29420

Ashanti War, 1873-1874 - Maps 3184, 31842

Ash, Joshua W. 23006
Ash, Thomas T. 29420

Ashanti War, 1873-1874 - Maps 3184, 31842

Ashbridge, W., fl. 1838 56076
Ashburn, J. Foster 3185, 74767

Ashburn, J. Foster - Bibliography - 1936-1984 3185

Ashburn Map Co. 3185

Asheville (N.C.) - Access routes - Maps - 1929 24295

Asheville (N.C.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps 3186
Asheville street guide 3186

Ashland County Board of Supervisors (Wis.) 3193
[Ashland County (Ohio) - 1861: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 3187, 3188
[Ashland County (Ohio) - 1897: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 3191

Ashland County (Ohio) - Maps - 1861 - Landowners 3187, 3188
Ashland County (Ohio) - Maps - 1874 - Landowners 3189, 3190
Ashland County (Ohio) - Maps - 1874 - Pictorial works 3189, 3190

Ashland County (Ohio) - Maps - 1897 - Landowners 3191
[Ashland County (Wis.) - 1898: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 3192
Ashland County (Wis.) - Maps - 1898 - Landowners 3192

Ashland County (Wis.) - Maps - 1991-1992 - Landowners 3193

Ashland (Firm) 19898, 24356, 24357, 24370, 24371, 24380, 24429, 24435, 24444, 40790, 40814, 48988, 49112, 49365, 49444, 56719, 60648, 60650, 60669
Ashland (Firm) SEE ALSO Independent Quality Service 24430
Ashland Products SEE Ashland (Firm) 40790

[Ashland road maps of the central and western United States] 48988
Ashley, Anthony, Sir, 1551-1628  1615, 1616, 1617, 25904
Ashley County (Ark.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners 3194
Ashley, Elizabeth Juliana, fl. 1848  8059
Ashley, P. N.  85100
Ashley River (S.C.) - Maps - 1891-1992 - Landowners 3193
Ashley River (S.C.) - Maps - 1703  3745
Ashley River (S.C.) - Maps - 1732  3746
Ashley River (S.C.) - Maps - 1816 - Mouth 19202
Ashland, J. M.  65807
Ashmead, Henry Buckley  23007, 30142, 30172, 30253
Ashmun, J. (Jehudi), 1794-1828  4746, 41925
Ashover, M. C.  29385
Ashtabula County Historical Society  3198
[Ashtabula County (Ohio) - 1856: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche]  3196
Ashtabula County (Ohio) - Maps - 1856 - Landowners 3195, 3196
Ashtabula County (Ohio) - Maps - 1874 - Landowners 3197, 3198
Ashtabula (Ohio) - Maps - 1926 - Road maps  60542
Ashton, Joseph, fl. 1844  14371
Ashworth, Mike  42294
[Asia]  3244, 3278, 3279, 3329, 3333, 3334, 3335, 3340, 3342, 3347, 3348, 3353, 3360, 3361, 3362, 3363, 3364, 3365, 3367, 3371, 3372, 3373, 3374, 3377, 3379, 3385, 3386, 3389, 3390, 3392, 3394, 3395, 3403, 3405, 3408, 3420, 3423, 3424, 4341, 78439
Asia / A. Bell sculpt.  3327
Asia : a geography reader  3222
Asia: A Rand McNally merged relief map  3422
Asia according to the best authorities  3326, 3336
[Asia, according to the most recent geographers]  3319
Asia according to the Sieur D'Anville, divided into its empires, kingdoms & states, shewing the European settlements in the East Indies, and all the new discoveries, made by the Russians the Dutch and the English  3311
Asia and it islands according to d'Anville ... and an exact delineation of all the discoveries made in the eastern parts by the English under Capt. Cook  3325
Asia, and its islands / according to d'Anville ; divided into empires ... with the European possessions ... in the East Indies ... by the English under Captn. Cook  3320
Asia antiqua  3228, 3229
Asia at the death of Kublai Khan, 1294  3234
Asia / by Edwd. Weller, F.R.G.S.  3399
Asia / by G.H. Swantston Edinr. ; Engd. by G.H. Swanston Edinburgh  3401
Asia / by J. Arrowsmith  3368
Asia / by J. Bartholomew, F.R.G.S.  3404
Asia / by Keith Johnston, F.R.S.E. ; engraved & printed by W. & A.K. Johnston, Edinburgh  3397
Asia, Central - Maps - 1540  3199, 3200
Asia, Central - Maps - 1552  3201
Asia, Central - Maps - 1568 - Facsimiles  67503
Asia, Central - Maps - 1626  3202
Asia, Central - Maps - 1676  3203
Asia, Central - Maps - 1710  36512
Asia, Central - Maps - 1737  20631
Asia, Central - Maps - 1741  20634
Asia, Central - Maps - 1774  3204
Asia, Central - Maps - 1780  3205
Asia, Central - Maps - 1786  3206
Asia, Central - Maps - 1789  18877
Asia, Central - Maps - 1794  3207
Asia, Central - Maps - 1796  51251
Asia, Central - Maps - 1802  3208
Asia, Central - Maps - 1811  3209
Asia, Central - Maps - 1834  3210
Asia, Central - Maps - 1840  3211
Asia, Central - Maps - 1841  3212, 48125, 70022
Asia, Central - Maps - 1851  3213
Asia, Central - Maps - 1866  67663
Asia, Central - Maps - 1875  3214
Asia, Central - Maps - 1877  3215
Asia, Central - Maps - 1887  3406
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Call Numbers</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Asia, Central - Maps - 1903</td>
<td>3216</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asia, Central - Maps - 1905 - Fortification</td>
<td>3217</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asia, Central - Maps - 1905 - Railroads</td>
<td>3217</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asia, Central - Maps - 1916</td>
<td>3218</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asia, Central - Maps - 1967</td>
<td>3219</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asia, Central - Maps - 1973</td>
<td>3220</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asia - China</td>
<td>3387</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asia cum omnibus imperii provinciis, statibus et insulis ...</td>
<td>3294</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asia cum omnibus imperii provinciis statibus et insulis iuxta observationes recentissimas et accuratissimas / correcta et adornata per Mattaeum Seutter ... Aug. Vindel</td>
<td>3295</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asia - Description and travel - 1709</td>
<td>28993</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asia, divided into it's principal states</td>
<td>3313</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asia divided into its principal regions...</td>
<td>3260</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asia divided into its principal states and regions : with all the islands and the new discoveries made by the English and the Russians in the eastern parts / by Samuel Dunn</td>
<td>3322, 3324</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asia / drawn &amp; engraved by J. Archer, Pentonville, London</td>
<td>3378</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asia drawn from the best authorities</td>
<td>3354, 3356</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asia / drawn under the direction of Mr. Pinkerton by L. Hebert ; Neele sculpt. 352 Strand</td>
<td>3352</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asia ex canatibus geographicis ...</td>
<td>3259</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asia from Irkutsk</td>
<td>3417</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asia / G. Russo del. ; A. Rossi inc.</td>
<td>3388</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asia - Geography - 1897</td>
<td>3221</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asia - Geography - 1912</td>
<td>3222</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asia - Geography - 1936</td>
<td>3223</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asia - Geography - 1950</td>
<td>3231</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asia - Geography - 1961</td>
<td>3233</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asia - Geography - Collections - Exhibitions - Catalogs</td>
<td>3430</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asia - Geography - Tables - 1680</td>
<td>3224</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asia - Historical geography - Maps - 1650</td>
<td>3225, 3226</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asia - Historical geography - Maps - 1700</td>
<td>3227</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asia - Historical geography - Maps - 1736</td>
<td>20629</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asia - Historical geography - Maps - 1739</td>
<td>3293</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asia - Historical geography - Maps - 1782</td>
<td>3228</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asia - Historical geography - Maps - 1783</td>
<td>3229</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asia - Historical geography - Maps - 1802</td>
<td>3354</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asia - Historical geography - Maps - 1821</td>
<td>3356</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asia - Historical geography - Maps - 1827</td>
<td>25855</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asia - Historical geography - Maps - 1833</td>
<td>3230</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asia - Historical geography - Maps - 1840</td>
<td>72638</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asia - Historical geography - Maps - 1854</td>
<td>25806</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asia - Historical geography - Maps - 1935</td>
<td>20604</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asia - Historical geography - Maps - 1950</td>
<td>3231</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asia - Historical geography - Maps - 1951</td>
<td>38492</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asia - Historical geography - Maps - 1954</td>
<td>38493</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asia - Historical geography - Maps - 1967</td>
<td>3233</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asia - Historical geography - Maps - 1969</td>
<td>3234</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asia - Historical geography - Maps - 1966</td>
<td>20605, 20606, 20607</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asia - Historical geography - Maps - 1981</td>
<td>38494, 38495</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asia - Historical geography - Maps - 1991</td>
<td>48169</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asia - Historical geography - Maps - 2010</td>
<td>38496</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asia - History - 1840</td>
<td>3235</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asia - History, Ancient - Maps - 1712</td>
<td>67148</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asia - History, Ancient - Maps - 1726</td>
<td>48033</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asia - History, Ancient - Maps - 1827</td>
<td>25855</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asia in the eyes of Europe : sixteenth through eighteenth centuries</td>
<td>3236</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asia / J. &amp; G. Menzies sculp.</td>
<td>3343, 3355</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asia / [Jodocus Hondius]</td>
<td>3252, 3253</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asia Magazine Inc.</td>
<td>20717</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asia Maior (Firm)</td>
<td>3429, 53345, 81709</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asia - Maps - 1500-1799 - Exhibitions - Catalogs</td>
<td>3236</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asia - Maps - 1540</td>
<td>3237</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asia - Maps - 1552</td>
<td>3238</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asia - Maps - 1559</td>
<td>3239</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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| Asia - Maps - 1561 | 3240, 48053, 48054, 71148 |
| Asia - Maps - 1565 | 206, 36501, 36502, 71149, 71150 |
| Asia - Maps - 1570 | 3241, 3242, 3243, 48055, 71152 |
| Asia - Maps - 1579 | 3244 |
| Asia - Maps - 1588 | 3245, 3246 |
| Asia - Maps - 1590 | 3247 |
| Asia - Maps - 1593 | 3248 |
| Asia - Maps - 1595 | 3249 |
| Asia - Maps - 1606 | 3250, 3251 |
| Asia - Maps - 1625 | 3252 |
| Asia - Maps - 1626 | 3253, 3254, 3255 |
| Asia - Maps - 1632 | 3256 |
| Asia - Maps - 1635 | 71160 |
| Asia - Maps - 1650 | 3226, 3257 |
| Asia - Maps - 1657 | 3258 |
| Asia - Maps - 1660 | 3259 |
| Asia - Maps - 1680 | 3260, 3261, 3262, 3263 |
| Asia - Maps - 1682 | 3264, 3265 |
| Asia - Maps - 1688 | 3266, 3267, 3268 |
| Asia - Maps - 1694 | 3269 |
| Asia - Maps - 1695 | 3270 |
| Asia - Maps - 1696 | 3271, 3272 |
| Asia - Maps - 1700 | 3227, 3273, 3274, 3275, 3276, 3277 |
| Asia - Maps - 1701 | 3278, 67521 |
| Asia - Maps - 1703 | 3279 |
| Asia - Maps - 1705 | 3280, 3281 |
| Asia - Maps - 1710 | 3282 |
| Asia - Maps - 1712 | 67148 |
| Asia - Maps - 1716 | 7791 |
| Asia - Maps - 1719 | 3283 |
| Asia - Maps - 1721 | 3284 |
| Asia - Maps - 1723 | 3285 |
| Asia - Maps - 1725 | 3286, 3287 |
| Asia - Maps - 1730 | 3289 |
| Asia - Maps - 1733 | 3290 |
| Asia - Maps - 1734 | 3291 |
| Asia - Maps - 1736 | 20629 |
| Asia - Maps - 1738-1739 | 67543 |
| Asia - Maps - 1739 | 3292, 3293 |
| Asia - Maps - 1740 | 3294, 3295, 67548 |
| Asia - Maps - 1741 | 3296, 3297, 67551 |
| Asia - Maps - 1744 | 3298, 67552 |
| Asia - Maps - 1745 - Religions | 3299 |
| Asia - Maps - 1747 | 3300, 3301, 8756 |
| Asia - Maps - 1747-1774 | 9616 |
| Asia - Maps - 1748 | 3302 |
| Asia - Maps - 1750 | 3303 |
| Asia - Maps - 1751 | 3304, 3305 |
| Asia - Maps - 1753 | 3306 |
| Asia - Maps - 1755 | 3307 |
| Asia - Maps - 1757 | 57544 |
| Asia - Maps - 1758 | 58714 |
| Asia - Maps - 1764 | 3308 |
| Asia - Maps - 1766 | 3309, 3310 |
| Asia - Maps - 1772 | 3311, 3312 |
| Asia - Maps - 1774 | 3313 |
| Asia - Maps - 1779 | 3314 |
| Asia - Maps - 1780 | 3315 |
| Asia - Maps - 1782 | 3328, 3316 |
| Asia - Maps - 1783 | 3329, 3317 |
| Asia - Maps - 1784 | 3318 |
| Asia - Maps - 1785 - Coasts | 59735, 59736 |
| Asia - Maps - 1787 | 3319, 3320 |
Asia - Maps - 1788
Asia - Maps - 1789
Asia - Maps - 1793
Asia - Maps - 1794
Asia - Maps - 1796
Asia - Maps - 1797
Asia - Maps - 1798
Asia - Maps - 1799
Asia - Maps - 1800
Asia - Maps - 1801
Asia - Maps - 1802
Asia - Maps - 1804
Asia - Maps - 1804 (Provisional Heading)
Asia - Maps - 1806
Asia - Maps - 1807
Asia - Maps - 1808
Asia - Maps - 1811
Asia - Maps - 1812
Asia - Maps - 1813
Asia - Maps - 1814
Asia - Maps - 1818
Asia - Maps - 1820
Asia - Maps - 1821
Asia - Maps - 1822
Asia - Maps - 1823
Asia - Maps - 1825
Asia - Maps - 1826
Asia - Maps - 1827
Asia - Maps - 1829
Asia - Maps - 1831
Asia - Maps - 1832
Asia - Maps - 1833
Asia - Maps - 1837
Asia - Maps - 1838
Asia - Maps - 1840
Asia - Maps - 1841
Asia - Maps - 1843
Asia - Maps - 1843 - Physiographic provinces
Asia - Maps - 1845
Asia - Maps - 1846
Asia - Maps - 1847
Asia - Maps - 1850
Asia - Maps - 1851
Asia - Maps - 1851 - Commerce
Asia - Maps - 1851 - Postal Service
Asia - Maps - 1853
Asia - Maps - 1854
Asia - Maps - 1855
Asia - Maps - 1857
Asia - Maps - 1860
Asia - Maps - 1861
Asia - Maps - 1864
Asia - Maps - 1866
Asia - Maps - 1867
Asia - Maps - 1872
Asia - Maps - 1878
Asia - Maps - 1882
Asia - Maps - 1883
Asia - Maps - 1885
Asia - Maps - 1887
Asia - Maps - 1888
Asia - Maps - 1890 - Missions
Asia - Maps - 1897
Asia - Maps - 1910
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Asia - Maps - 1910-1919 3408, 20712
Asia - Maps - 1912 3222
Asia - Maps - 1922 5882
Asia - Maps - 1923 5898
Asia - Maps - 1925 5922
Asia - Maps - 1927 3410
Asia - Maps - 1936 3223, 3411
Asia - Maps - 1940-1947 3412
Asia - Maps - 1942 3413
Asia - Maps - 1944 3415, 3416, 26225
Asia - Maps - 1944 - Manuscripts 3414
Asia - Maps - 1945 39562
Asia - Maps - 1947 26233
Asia - Maps - 1950-1959 - Airways 77946, 77947, 77948
Asia - Maps - 1952 - Propaganda maps 3417
Asia - Maps - 1956 6511
Asia - Maps - 1956 - Airways 78140
Asia - Maps - 1962 - Postal service 3418
Asia - Maps - 1965 3420, 3421
Asia - Maps - 1965 - Airways 3419
Asia - Maps - 1966 3422
Asia - Maps - 1967 - Airways 78478, 78480
Asia - Maps - 1970-1979 - Travel 62632
Asia - Maps - 1971 3423
Asia - Maps - 1980 - Airways 60325
Asia - Maps - 1983 48167
Asia - Maps - 1990 3424
Asia - Maps - 1991 48169
Asia - Maps - 2005 3425
Asia - Maps - Bibliography 3426
Asia - Maps - Bibliography - Catalogs 3427, 39842, 64551
Asia - Maps - Catalogs 12585
Asia - Maps - Collections 16914
Asia - Maps - Collections, 1000-1850 3428
Asia - Maps - Collections, 1602-1799 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 3429
Asia - Maps - Collections, 1675-1699 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 423
Asia - Maps - Collections, 1700-1899 17133
Asia - Maps - Collections, To 2004 18422, 18423
Asia - Maps - Exhibitions - Catalogs 3430
Asia - Maps - History - To 2008 16915
Asia - Maps, Physical - 1945 3431
Asia Minor 75703, 75704, 75711, 75760, 75761, 75771, 75788
Asia Minor and the adjacent countries 48046
Asia Minor antiqua / P.E. Hamm sc. 75702
Asia Minor in suas partes seu provincias divisa / auctore Robert de Vaugondy ... ; E. Haussard sculp. 75737, 75738
Asia Minor in suas provincias divisa / auctore Robert de Vaugondy ... 75764
Asia Minor SEE Turkey 75738
L'Asia Minore divisa nelle sue parti o provincie 75758
Asia / Neele sculp. 3344
Asia / Neele & Son sc. 352 Strand 3358
Asia, partivm orbis maxima 3248
Asia recens summa cura delineata / Auct: Iud. Hondio 3256
Asia : regional & economic geography 3223
L'Asia secundo le ultime osservazioni divisa ne' suoi stati principali 3321
Asia secundum legitimas projectionis stereographicac regulas ... / Ioh. Matth. Hasio ... et ... a M. Aug. Gottlob Boehmiuo ... = Carte de l'Asie projetée stereographiquement / par le Sr. I.M. Hasius ... [et] par Auguste Gottl. Boehmius ... 1744 3298
Asia, South SEE South Asia 36554
Asia, South West SEE Middle East 48047
Asia, Southeast SEE Southeast Asia 71207
Asia, Southwest SEE Middle East 48047
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Asia, the first part  4346
Asia vetvs  3225
Asia vetvs / autore N. Sanson ... ; A Peyrounin sculp.  3226
Asia, Western SEE Middle East  48047
Asia with its islands, and different regions according to their modern divisions : also the discoveries made by Capt. Cook  3331
Asia with the islands adjoyning described, the atire of the people, & townes of importance ...  3254, 3255
Asia / Young & Delleker sc.  3369
Asiae antiquissimae tabula, humani generis restauranti propagacionem demonstrans, post magnum diluvium ...  48033
Asiae nova descriptio  3242, 3245, 3247, 3249, 3250, 3258
Asiae, quae vulgo minor dicitur, et Syriae tabula geographica  75696
Asiae, quae vulgo Minor, et Syriae ... quam tabulam clariss. Dom. Comes de Caylus ... / auctor d'Anville ... ; Guill. De-la-Haye  75739
Asiae recentissima delineatio, qua status et imperia totius orientis ...  3299
Asian Americans - United States - Maps - 2002 - History  79375
The Asian lake 'Chiamay' in the early European cartography  16911
Asiatic Archipelago / by J. Arrowsmith  71190
The Asiatic part of the Russian Empire / from the maps published by the Imperial Academy of St. Petersburg ; with the new discoveries of Captn. Cook 67595
Asiatic Russia - Maps - 1625  3432
Asiatic Russia - Maps - 1626  3433
Asiatic Russia - Maps - 1662  3434
Asiatic Russia - Maps - 1703  3435
Asiatic Russia - Maps - 1710  3436
Asiatic Russia - Maps - 1796  3437, 3438
Asiatic Russia - Maps - 1823  3439
Asiatic Russia - Maps - 1826  3440
Asiatic Russia - Maps - 1838  3441, 3442
Asiatic Russia - Maps - 1845  3443, 3444
Asiatic Russia - Maps - 1847  3445
Asiatic Russia - Maps - 1850  3446
Asiatic Russia - Maps - 1851  3447
Asiatic Turkey  75770, 75774
Asiatic Turkey / Neele, sculpt. 352 Strand  75767
Asie  3257, 3274
Asie ancienne 1833  3230
Asie ancienne d'apres Ptoleme  16914
Asie centrale (Thibet)  75170
L'Asie divisée en ses empires, royaumes et estats ...  3275
L'Asie divisée en ses empires, royaumes et estats ...  3269
L'Asie divisée en ses principales regions ...  3272, 3283
L'Asie divisée en ses principales regions ...  3270, 3287
L'Asie divisée en ses principaux états / dressée et projetée d'après les cartes de Mr. Bonne ...  3318
L'Asie divisée en ses principaux états ... / par le Sr. Janvier  3339
L'Asie, divisée selon l'étendue de ses principales parties ... sur les observations de ... l'Academie Royale des Sciences ... / dressée de N. de Fer ... ; gravé par H. van Loon  3289
Asie en plusieurs cartes nouvelles  9109
L'Asie mineure et le Bosphore pour l'histoire ancienne de Mr. Rollin...  75697
L'Asie Mineure pour la Concorde de la géographie des différens âges  75741
L'Asie, ou tout les points principaux sont placez sur les observations de Mrs: de l'Academie des Siences / Par N: de Fer geographe ; Guerard invenit et fecit ; Gravé par H. van Loon  3271
L'Asie / par M. Bonne, Ingenieur-Hydrographe de la Marine  3315
L'Asie pour la Condorde de la geographie des differentes âges  3312
L'Asie : representée selon le rapport que toutes ses parties ont avec les cieux, entr'elles, et avec l'histoire : ou l'on trouve les climats, les meridiens, les grandes regions distinguees suivant l'étendue de tous les empires et royaumes qui la partag  3292
L'Asie selon les nouvelles observations de mess. de L'Academie des Siences, etc  3282
L'Asie suivant les dernres. observons. des Muscovites  3301
Asien auf Karten : von der Antike bis zur Mitte des 19. Jahrhunderts = Asia in maps : from ancient times to the mid-19th century  3428
Asilah (Morocco) - Pictorial works - 1620  51799
Asilitre, che si brouana gia nella città di Ravenna  66285
Ask Mr. Foster Travel Service (St. Augustine, Fla.)  48884, 48886, 48893, 48900, 48909, 48920, 66715
Askevold, AI  3449, 12437
Askevold, Anders Manson, 1842-1910  3449, 12437, 81173
Asociación Mexicana Automovilística  46506, 46627
Asociación Nacional del Café (Guatemala)  33113
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>68924</td>
<td>Asole, Angela, 1920-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7413</td>
<td>Asolo: atlante storico</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70352</td>
<td>Asou River (Sask. and N.D.) SEE Souris River</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38487</td>
<td>Aspadana (Iran) SEE Isfahan (Iran)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62752</td>
<td>Aspden, Tim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>84118</td>
<td>Aspecto geográfico del mundo Hispanico ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44759</td>
<td>Aspects of colonial cartography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3450</td>
<td>Aspen (Colo.) - Description and travel - 1988</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3451</td>
<td>Aspen (Colo.) - Pictorial works - 1893</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3452</td>
<td>Aspen (Colo.) - Winter sports - 1962</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3452</td>
<td>Aspen : ski heaven / by Robert L. Whearley ; photographs by John Bryson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81570</td>
<td>Aspinall, Algernon Edward, Sir, 1871-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81690</td>
<td>Aspinwall (Panama) SEE Colón (Panama)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40655</td>
<td>Aspinwall, Thomas, 1786-1876</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30513</td>
<td>Assery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>66329</td>
<td>Assab Region (Eritrea) - Maps - 1765</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3454</td>
<td>Assabet River Valley (Mass.) - Maps - 1973</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44252</td>
<td>L'Assedio de l'isola di Malta 1565</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17190</td>
<td>L'Assedio di Ficarolo (maggio-giugno 1482)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42000, 42001</td>
<td>Asselbergs, Florine G. L. (Florine Gabrielle Laurence), 1975-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64364</td>
<td>Asselineau</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>83909</td>
<td>Assemari, Simone, 1752-1821. Dichiaraione d'una mappa Turchesca incisa in quattro tavole di legno ritrovate nell'archivio dell' Eccelso Consiglio di Dieci [1795]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11772</td>
<td>[Assembled-to-order atlas of historical maps of Europe]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17004</td>
<td>Assessment of ancient mapping of Roman Britain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19647</td>
<td>Assessors' land valuations : city of Chicago, from the quadrennial assessment of 1907 : with systems of valuing real estate, tables showing increase of population and of values : with map of Chicago</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30810, 30814</td>
<td>Assheton, J. T. 12736, 12741, 30808, 30810, 30814</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57666</td>
<td>Assiniboine River (Sask. and Man.) - Explorations - Maps - 1795 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>77792, 77853</td>
<td>Associated American Artists</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54079</td>
<td>Associated Auto Owners Service (Boston, Mass.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52891</td>
<td>Associated Colleges of the Midwest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13193</td>
<td>Associated Commercial Clubs of the Black Hills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>59266</td>
<td>Associated Garages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>59266</td>
<td>Associated Garages - Maps - 1930</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36304</td>
<td>Associated General Fire Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26945</td>
<td>Associated Map Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64454</td>
<td>Associated Merchants of the Garrett Roads (Upper Darby, Pa.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14500</td>
<td>Associated News</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14501</td>
<td>Associated Newspapers (London, England)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15449, 62176, 82340</td>
<td>Associated Oil Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>82340</td>
<td>Associated Oil Company SEE ALSO Tide Water Associated Oil Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7362, 10884, 10885, 13284, 13868, 26401, 64241</td>
<td>Associated Press</td>
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<td>37367, 51848, 64666, 67857, 67940</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlantic Coast (Europe) - Maps</td>
<td>1949</td>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>27123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlantic Coast (France) - Maps</td>
<td>1695</td>
<td>Coasts</td>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td></td>
<td>27658</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlantic Coast (France) - Maps</td>
<td>1702</td>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>27514</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlantic Coast (France) - Maps</td>
<td>1715</td>
<td>Coasts</td>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td></td>
<td>27688</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlantic Coast (France) - Maps</td>
<td>1761 Nautical charts</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>27740</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlantic Coast (France) - Maps</td>
<td>1774</td>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>27775</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlantic Coast (France) - Maps</td>
<td>1793</td>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>27826, 27827</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlantic Coast (France) - Maps</td>
<td>1805</td>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>27862</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlantic Coast (France) - Maps</td>
<td>1967</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3678</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlantic Coast (France) - Maps</td>
<td>1973</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3679</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlantic Coast (France) - Maps</td>
<td>1995</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3680</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlantic Coast (France) - Maps</td>
<td>2001</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3681</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Atlantic Coast from southern New Jersey to northern Florida] 3832

Atlantic coast : from the Loire to the Pyrenees / Michelin 3680

Atlantic Coast Line Railroad Company 3859, 3862, 24299, 71571, 71591, 71602, 71613, 71624, 71640, 71654, 71663, 71673, 76996

Atlantic Coast Line Railroad Company - Maps 1895 76996

Atlantic Coast Line Railroad Company - Maps 1902 3859

Atlantic Coast Line Railroad Company - Maps 1903 3862

Atlantic Coast Line Railroad Company - Maps 1904 71571

Atlantic Coast Line Railroad Company - Maps 1905 71591

Atlantic Coast Line Railroad Company - Maps 1906 71602

Atlantic Coast Line Railroad Company - Maps 1907 71613

Atlantic Coast Line Railroad Company - Maps 1908 71624

Atlantic Coast Line Railroad Company - Maps 1909 71640

Atlantic Coast Line Railroad Company - Maps 1910 71654

Atlantic Coast Line Railroad Company - Maps 1911 71663

Atlantic Coast Line Railroad Company - Maps 1912 71673

Atlantic Coast Line Railroad Company - Maps 1930 24299

Atlantic Coast Line : standard railroad of the south and connections 24299

Atlantic Coast (Me.) - Maps 1947 - Nautical charts 44138

Atlantic Coast (Me.) - Maps 1949 - Nautical charts 44152

Atlantic Coast (Me.) - Maps 1951 - Nautical charts 44155

Atlantic Coast (Middle Atlantic States) - Maps 1941 - Nautical charts 3682, 22990

Atlantic Coast (Middle Atlantic States) - Maps 1946 - Nautical charts 22991

Atlantic Coast (Middle Atlantic States) - Maps 1947 - Nautical charts 3683, 47926

Atlantic Coast (Middle Atlantic States) - Maps 1948 - Nautical charts 3684, 3685

Atlantic Coast (Middle Atlantic States) - Maps 1949 - Nautical charts 3686, 3687

Atlantic Coast (Middle Atlantic States) - Maps 1951 - Nautical charts 3688, 3689, 47959

Atlantic Coast (Middle Atlantic States) - Maps 1952 - Nautical charts 3690, 3691

Atlantic Coast (Middle Atlantic States) - Maps 1956 - Nautical charts 3692, 3693, 3694

Atlantic Coast (Middle Atlantic States) - Maps - 1962 - Nautical charts 19328
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Atlantic Coast (Middle Atlantic States) - Maps - 1963 - Nautical charts 3715
Atlantic Coast (Middle Atlantic States) - Maps - 1964 - Nautical charts 3695
Atlantic Coast (N.J.) - Maps - 1929 - Airways 54887, 54888
Atlantic Coast (N.J.) - Maps - 1943-1949 - Nautical charts 3696
Atlantic Coast (N.J.) - Maps - 1947 - Nautical charts 55107
Atlantic Coast (N.J.) - Maps - 1948 - Nautical charts 3697
Atlantic Coast (N.J.) - Maps - 1949 - Nautical charts 3698, 3699
Atlantic Coast (N.J.) - Maps - 1950 - Nautical charts 3700
Atlantic Coast (N.J.) - Maps - 1951 - Nautical charts 3701, 55163
Atlantic Coast (N.J.) - Maps - 1952 - Nautical charts 3702
Atlantic Coast (N.J.) - Maps - 1963 - Nautical charts 42963
Atlantic Coast (N.S.) - Maps - 1798 - Nautical charts 60163
Atlantic Coast (N.Y.) - Maps - 1947 - Nautical charts 42918
Atlantic Coast (N.Y.) - Maps - 1947 - Pictorial maps 42918
Atlantic Coast (N.Y.) - Maps - 1948 - Nautical charts 42921, 42922
Atlantic Coast (N.Y.) - Maps - 1949 - Nautical charts 42928, 42929
Atlantic Coast (N.Y.) - Maps - 1949 - Pictorial maps 42928
Atlantic Coast (N.Y.) - Maps - 1951 - Nautical charts 42934, 42935, 42936
Atlantic Coast (N.Y.) - Maps - 1952 - Nautical charts 42943, 42944
Atlantic Coast (N.Y.) - Maps - 1956 - Nautical charts 42953, 42954, 42955
Atlantic Coast (N.Y.) - Maps - 1963 - Nautical charts 42963
Atlantic Coast (N.Y.) - Maps - 1974 - Nautical charts 42974
Atlantic Coast (New England) - Maps - 1614-1616 53814
Atlantic Coast (New England) - Maps - 1614-1631 53815
Atlantic Coast (New England) - Maps - 1614-1637 53816
Atlantic Coast (New England) - Maps - 1614-1639 53817
Atlantic Coast (New England) - Maps - 1628 53818
Atlantic Coast (New England) - Maps - 1629 53819
Atlantic Coast (New England) - Maps - 1941 - Nautical charts 3703
Atlantic Coast (New England) - Maps - 1946 - Nautical charts 3704, 3705
Atlantic Coast (New England) - Maps - 1947 - Nautical charts 3706, 44138
Atlantic Coast (New England) - Maps - 1947 - Pictorial maps 44138
Atlantic Coast (New England) - Maps - 1948 - Nautical charts 3707, 42921
Atlantic Coast (New England) - Maps - 1949 - Nautical charts 3708, 44152
Atlantic Coast (New England) - Maps - 1951 - Nautical charts 3709, 44155, 54495
Atlantic Coast (New England) - Maps - 1951 - Pictorial maps 44155
Atlantic Coast (New England) - Maps - 1952 - Nautical charts 3710, 3711
Atlantic Coast (New England) - Maps - 1956 - Nautical charts 3712, 3713, 3714
Atlantic Coast (New England) - Maps - 1963 - Nautical charts 3715
Atlantic Coast (New England) - Maps - 1966 - Nautical charts - Pictorial maps 54530
Atlantic Coast (New England) - Maps - 1968 - Nautical charts - Pictorial maps 54531
Atlantic Coast (New England) - Maps - 1969 - Nautical charts - Pictorial maps 54535
Atlantic Coast (New England) - Maps - 1970 - Nautical charts - Pictorial maps 54536
Atlantic Coast (New England) - Maps - 1971 - Nautical charts - Pictorial maps 54537
Atlantic Coast (New England) - Maps - 1972 - Nautical charts - Pictorial maps 54538, 54539
Atlantic Coast (New England) - Maps - 1973 - Nautical charts - Pictorial maps 54541, 54542
Atlantic Coast (North America) - Maps - 1500-1599 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 57872
Atlantic Coast (North America) - Maps - 1547 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 3716
Atlantic Coast (North America) - Maps - 1582 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 3717
Atlantic Coast (North America) - Maps - 1587 - Manuscripts 3778
Atlantic Coast (North America) - Maps - 1600-1699 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 3718
Atlantic Coast (North America) - Maps - 1670 3719
Atlantic Coast (North America) - Maps - 1681 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 3720
Atlantic Coast (North America) - Maps - 1686 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 3721
Atlantic Coast (North America) - Maps - 1689 - Nautical charts 3722, 16536, 16537, 16538
Atlantic Coast (North America) - Maps - 1732 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 3723
Atlantic Coast (North America) - Maps - 1732 - Nautical charts 3724, 16555
Atlantic Coast (North America) - Maps - 1760 - Nautical charts 3725, 16562
Atlantic Coast (North America) - Maps - 1766 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 46242
Atlantic Coast (North America) - Maps - 1774-1784 - Nautical charts 3726, 3727
Atlantic Coast (North America) - Maps - 1778-1780 57628
Atlantic Coast (North America) - Maps - 1778 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 46244
Atlantic Coast (North America) - Maps - 1783 - Nautical charts 3728, 16572
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Year(s)</th>
<th>Catalog Entry</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Atlantic Coastal Highway (North America) - Maps - 1788-1814 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>3729</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlantic Coastal Highway (North America) - Maps - 1794 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>3730</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlantic Coastal Highway (North America) - Maps - 1893 - Nautical charts - Shipwrecks</td>
<td>3731</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlantic Coastal Highway (North America) - Maps - Collections</td>
<td>16916</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlantic Coastal Highway (North America) - Maps - Facsimiles</td>
<td>16916</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlantic Coastal Highway (North America) - Pictorial works - 1774-1784</td>
<td>3726, 3727</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlantic Coastal Highway (North America) - Surveys</td>
<td>3732</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlantic coast : Poitou, Aquitaine, Basque country</td>
<td>3681</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlantic Coastal Highway (South America) - Maps - 1523 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>1529, 13081</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlantic Coastal Highway (South America) - Maps - 1587 - Manuscripts</td>
<td>3778</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlantic Coastal Highway (South America) - Maps - 1610 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>3733</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlantic Coastal Highway (South America) - Maps - 1616 - Manuscripts</td>
<td>70398</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlantic Coastal Highway (South America) - Maps - 1656 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>70408</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlantic Coastal Highway (South America) - Maps - 1670 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>3719</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlantic Coastal Highway (South America) - Maps - 1698 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>70711</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlantic Coastal Highway (South America) - Maps - 1788-1814 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>3729</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlantic Coastal Highway (South Atlantic States) - Maps - 1935 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>3734</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlantic Coastal Highway (South Atlantic States) - Maps - 1946 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>3735, 3736</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlantic Coastal Highway (South Atlantic States) - Maps - 1947 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>3737, 70719</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlantic Coastal Highway (South Atlantic States) - Maps - 1948 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>3738</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlantic Coastal Highway (South Atlantic States) - Maps - 1949 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>3739</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlantic Coastal Highway (South Atlantic States) - Maps - 1951 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>3740, 70720</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlantic Coastal Highway (South Atlantic States) - Maps - 1952 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>3741</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlantic Coastal Highway (South Atlantic States) - Maps - 1956 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>3742</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlantic Coastal Highway (South Atlantic States) - Maps - 1960 - Nautical charts - Pictorial maps</td>
<td>70721</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlantic Coastal Highway (South Atlantic States) - Maps - 1964 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>3743</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlantic Coastal Highway (South Atlantic States) - Maps - 1966 - Nautical charts - Pictorial maps</td>
<td>70722</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlantic Coastal Highway (South Atlantic States) - Maps - 1968 - Nautical charts - Pictorial maps</td>
<td>70723</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlantic Coastal Highway (South Atlantic States) - Maps - 1969 - Nautical charts - Pictorial maps</td>
<td>70724</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlantic Coastal Highway (South Atlantic States) - Maps - 1970 - Nautical charts - Pictorial maps</td>
<td>70725</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlantic Coastal Highway (South Atlantic States) - Maps - 1971 - Nautical charts - Pictorial maps</td>
<td>70726</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlantic Coastal Highway (South Atlantic States) - Maps - 1972 - Nautical charts - Pictorial maps</td>
<td>70727, 70728</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlantic Coastal Highway (South Atlantic States) - Maps - 1973 - Nautical charts - Pictorial maps</td>
<td>70729, 70730</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlantic Coastal Highway (South Atlantic States) - Maps - 1976 - Nautical charts - Pictorial maps</td>
<td>70731</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlantic Coastal Highway (Spain) - Maps - 1702 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>27514</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlantic coast to the Rocky Mountains ... tour with Texaco</td>
<td>49061</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlantic Coastal (U.S.) - Maps - 1669 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>3744, 58860</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlantic Coastal (U.S.) - Maps - 1703 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>3745, 58864</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlantic Coastal (U.S.) - Maps - 1732 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>3746</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlantic Coastal (U.S.) - Maps - 1783 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>71319</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlantic Coastal (U.S.) - Maps - 1800 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>3747</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlantic Coastal (U.S.) - Maps - 1804 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>3748, 3749</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlantic Coastal (U.S.) - Maps - 1812 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>3750</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlantic Coastal (U.S.) - Maps - 1817 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>3751</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlantic Coastal (U.S.) - Maps - 1822 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>3752</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlantic Coastal (U.S.) - Maps - 1827 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>3753</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlantic Coastal (U.S.) - Maps - 1833 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>3754</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlantic Coastal (U.S.) - Maps - 1837-1838 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>3755</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlantic Coastal (U.S.) - Maps - 1842 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>3756</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlantic Coastal (U.S.) - Maps - 1850 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>3757</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlantic Coastal (U.S.) - Maps - 1867 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>3758</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlantic Coastal (U.S.) - Maps - 1949 - Pictorial maps</td>
<td>3687</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlantic Coastal (U.S.) - Maps - 1951 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>3759, 3760</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlantic Coastal (U.S.) - Maps - 1951 - Pictorial maps</td>
<td>3689</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlantic Coastal (U.S.) - Maps - 1965 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>78410</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlantic Coastal (U.S.) - Maps - 1975 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>78709</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlantic Coastal (U.S.) - Maps - 1976 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>78732</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlantic Coastal (U.S.) - Maps - 1979 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>78797</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlantic Coast (United States) - Maps - 1656 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>3761</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlantic Coastal (Western Hemisphere) - Maps - 1600-1699 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>3780</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlantic Coastal Highway - 1930 - Maps - 1930</td>
<td>26967</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlantic Coastal Highway Association</td>
<td>3877, 3895, 26967, 57202, 59269</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Atlantic Coastal Highway : follow the Indian : Maine, Florida, Cuba</td>
<td>59269</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Atlantic Coastal Highway [in Florida : including Cuba]</td>
<td>26967</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Atlantic Coastal Highway - Maps - 1915 3877
Atlantic Coastal Highway - Maps - 1925 77319
Atlantic Coastal Highway - Maps - 1930 - Pictorial maps 3895, 59269
Atlantic Coastal Highway SEE ALSO United States Highways 1 AND United States Highways 17 3895
[Atlantic County (N.J.) - 1872: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 3762
Atlantic County (N.J.) - Historical geography - Maps - 1962 - Townships 32189
Atlantic County (N.J.) - Maps - 1872 - Landowners 3762
Atlantic County (N.J.) - Maps - 1905 - Road maps 3654
Atlantic County (N.J.) - Maps - 1954 - Road maps 60297
Atlantic County (N.J.) - Maps - 1967 - Road maps 60298
Atlantic County (N.J.) - Maps - 1972 - Road maps 60299
The Atlantic fishing map: Pennsylvania 64110, 64112
The Atlantic ([for Miss Kathleen Raine]) 52705
Atlantic : Georgia, North Carolina, South Carolina, Florida 71961
Atlantic Highway Association SEE Atlantic Coastal Highway Association 3877
Atlantic Highway SEE Atlantic Coastal Highway 3895
Atlantic Hotel (Norfolk, Va.) 11679
Atlantic Intracoastal Waterway - Maps - 1935 - Nautical charts 3734
Atlantic Intracoastal Waterway - Maps - 1941 - Nautical charts 3682, 3703, 22990
Atlantic Intracoastal Waterway - Maps - 1943-1949 - Nautical charts 3696
Atlantic Intracoastal Waterway - Maps - 1946 - Nautical charts 3736, 22991
Atlantic Intracoastal Waterway - Maps - 1947 - Nautical charts 3737, 70719
Atlantic Intracoastal Waterway - Maps - 1948 - Nautical charts 3738
Atlantic Intracoastal Waterway - Maps - 1949 - Nautical charts 3698
Atlantic Intracoastal Waterway - Maps - 1950 - Nautical charts 3700
Atlantic Intracoastal Waterway - Maps - 1952 - Nautical charts 3741
Atlantic Intracoastal Waterway - Maps - 1955 - Nautical charts 3742
Atlantic Intracoastal Waterway - Maps - 1960 - Nautical charts - Pictorial maps 70721
Atlantic Intracoastal Waterway - Maps - 1962 - Nautical charts 19328
Atlantic Intracoastal Waterway - Maps - 1964 - Nautical charts 3743
Atlantic Intracoastal Waterway - Maps - 1966 - Nautical charts - Pictorial maps 70722
Atlantic Intracoastal Waterway - Maps - 1968 - Nautical charts - Pictorial maps 70723
Atlantic Intracoastal Waterway - Maps - 1969 - Nautical charts - Pictorial maps 70724
Atlantic Intracoastal Waterway - Maps - 1970 - Nautical charts - Pictorial maps 70725
Atlantic Intracoastal Waterway - Maps - 1971 - Nautical charts - Pictorial maps 70726
Atlantic Intracoastal Waterway - Maps - 1972 - Nautical charts - Pictorial maps 70727, 70728
Atlantic Intracoastal Waterway - Maps - 1973 - Nautical charts - Pictorial maps 70729, 70730
Atlantic Intracoastal Waterway - Maps - 1976 - Nautical charts - Pictorial maps 70731
Atlantic Islands 16509, 16510
Atlantic Islands / T. Clerk sculp. 16507, 16508
Atlantic Neptune 3732, 23332, 23333, 23334, 23336, 23337, 23338
Atlantic Neptune [ca. 1774-ca. 1784] - Catalogs 23335
The Atlantic Neptune / published for the use of the Royal Navy of Great Britain, by Joseph Des Barres, Esq. under the direction of the Right Honble. the Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty 3727
The Atlantic Neptune; published for the use of the Royal Navy of Great Britain, by Joseph F.W. Des Barres, under the directions of the Right Honble. the Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty. London, 1780 3726
The Atlantic Neptune / Robert Lingel 23338
Atlantic : New England road map 54357
Atlantic : New Jersey road map 55056
Atlantic : New York road map 56561
Atlantic Ocean 3818
Atlantic Ocean - 1633 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 3763
Atlantic Ocean &c., shewing the communication between Europe, North America and the Pacific 3820
Atlantic Ocean / compiled and drawn in the Cartographic Section of the National Geographic Society for the National Geographic magazine ; John Oliver LaGorce, editor 3823
Atlantic Ocean - Historical geography - Maps - 1940 3764
Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1424 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 3765
Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1492 3766
Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1500-1599 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 3767
Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1502 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 83828
Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1503 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 3768
Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1513 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 3769
Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1534 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 3770
Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1540-1549 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 3771
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Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1545 1538
Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1549 1542
Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1550 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 3772
Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1554 1547
Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1560 - Nautical charts 3773, 3774
Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1563 - Manuscripts 10731
Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1566 3775, 3776
Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1573 - Nautical charts 3777
Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1575 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 57331
Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1587 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 3778
Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1594 - Nautical charts 532
Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1599 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 3779
Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1600-1699 - Coasts - Manuscripts - Atlantic Coast (Africa) - Maps - 1600-1699 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 3780
Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1601 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 3781
Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1613 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 3782
Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1614 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 3783
Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1618 - Coasts - Nautical charts - 1618 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 3784
Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1625 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 3785
Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1631 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 3786
Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1664 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 3787
Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1669 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 3788
Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1674 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 3789
Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1678 - Ocean currents 3790
Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1689 - Nautical charts 3792
Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1689 - Nautical charts - 1689 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 3791
Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1700 - Geomagnetism 3793, 3794
Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1700 - Magnetic declination 3794
Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1700 - Nautical charts 3794
Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1700 - Winds 3795
Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1703 - Nautical charts 3666, 3796, 3797
Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1710 - Nautical charts 3798
Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1719 57484, 57485, 57486, 57487
Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1720 - Nautical charts 3799
Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1725 - Nautical charts 3800
Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1728 - Nautical charts 3801, 3802
Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1732 - Nautical charts 3803, 3804
Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1745 - Geomagnetism 3805
Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1748 - Nautical charts 3806, 3807
Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1751 21850
Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1758 3808
Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1760 - Nautical charts 3809, 3810
Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1762 3811
Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1764 27529
Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1780-1789 - Geomagnetism 3812
Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1783 - Nautical charts 3813
Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1785 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 3814
Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1786-1813 - Nautical charts 72754
Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1787 - Nautical charts 33217
Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1788 3815
Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1794 - Nautical charts 3816
Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1798-1801 - Nautical charts 81632
Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1807 - Nautical charts 57903
Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1813 315, 82766
Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1831 - Coasts 3817
Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1841 3818
Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1856 - Temperature 3819
Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1885 - Telegraph lines 3820
Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1885 - Transatlantic cables 3820
Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1890-1899 - Cables, Submarine 3821
Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1890-1899 - Shipping 3821
Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1890-1899 - Telegraph lines 3821
Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1890-1899 - Transatlantic cables 3821
Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1893 - Nautical charts - Shipwrecks 3731
Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1913 - Bathymetric maps 3822
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Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1924 - Trade routes 77301
Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1940 3764
Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1955 3823
Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1955 - Submarine topography 3823
Atlantic Ocean - Maps - Collections 1842
Atlantic Ocean - Maps - Collections, 1375-1599 1823, 1824, 1825, 1826
Atlantic Ocean - Maps - Collections, 1662-2001 - Slavery - Electronic information resources 3825
Atlantic Ocean - Nautical charts - 1650 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 3826
Atlantic Ocean - Nautical charts - 1670 3827
Atlantic Ocean (North America) - Maps - 1689 - Nautical charts 16539
The Atlantic Ocean - physical 3822
Atlantic Ocean SEE ALSO North Atlantic Ocean 3767
Atlantic Ocean SEE ALSO South Atlantic Ocean 3767
Atlantic Ocean - Telegraph lines - 1870 43001
Atlantic Ocean - Telegraph lines - 1873 43003
Atlantic Ocean - Transatlantic cables - 1870 43001
Atlantic Ocean - Transatlantic cables - 1873 43003
Atlantic: Ohio : road map 60853
Atlantic on the main routes including special Civil War tours 4146, 4147
Atlantic or Western Ocean 57906, 57907
Atlantic or Pacific junction. Topographical map of a portion of the isthmus of Darien in site of proposed inter-oceanic navigation. August, 1852 ... 22821
Atlantic : Pennsylvania, New Jersey road map 63943
Atlantic pilot 3816, 27177
Atlantic Provinces - Maps - 1974 - Road maps 66049
Atlantic Refining Company 3910, 3912, 3934, 3947, 3952, 3964, 3965, 3981, 3982, 3993, 4014, 4025, 4037, 4046, 4066, 4067, 4086, 4087, 4096, 4103, 4109, 4120, 4134, 4140, 4142, 4143, 4144, 4146, 4147, 4148, 11692, 13533, 13646, 13652, 14885, 24310, 27133, 31227, 31234, 31247, 46659, 46662, 46663, 46664, 46667, 46672, 46679, 46681, 47797, 54189, 54211, 54218, 54239, 54240, 54268, 54269, 54298, 54322, 54340, 54357, 54372, 54373, 54403, 54404, 54405, 54406, 54432, 54433, 54443, 54454, 54462, 54463, 54464, 54465, 54466, 54479, 54480, 54481, 54498, 54499, 54500, 54512, 54513, 54594, 54998, 55014, 55032, 55045, 55056, 55067, 55098, 55099, 55125, 55126, 55142, 55153, 55156, 55175, 55199, 55711, 55729, 55972, 55973, 55980, 55981, 56010, 56011, 56436, 56437, 56457, 56458, 56498, 56499, 56524, 56543, 56573, 56574, 56575, 56598, 56626, 56627, 56654, 56655, 56656, 56667, 56801, 56946, 57001, 58223, 58232, 58240, 60703, 60727, 60756, 60817, 60837, 60853, 60872, 60894, 60920, 60921, 60941, 60942, 60943, 60964, 60998, 61995, 63637, 63692, 63708, 63724, 63741, 63757, 63785, 63809, 63810, 63840, 63868, 63869, 63901, 63922, 63934, 63957, 63980, 63981, 63982, 63998, 63999, 64000, 64001, 64023, 64024, 64025, 64026, 64041, 64042, 64056, 64069, 64104, 64105, 64398, 64399, 64400, 64401, 64402, 64403, 64405, 64407, 64409, 64412, 64415, 64416, 64468, 64835, 64836, 64839, 71806, 71812, 71817, 71822, 71832, 71841, 71848, 71864, 71865, 71910, 71932, 71961, 71977, 71979, 72027, 72028, 72029, 72057, 72058, 72072, 72088
Atlantic Refining Company - Maps - 1915 - Petroleum industry and trade 63637
Atlantic Refining Company SEE ALSO Atlantic Richfield Co. 61945
[Atlantic Refining Company state road maps of the Atlantic and Eastern United States] 3947, 4109, 4140, 4142, 4148
[Atlantic Refining Company state road maps of the United States] 78441
[Atlantic Refining road maps of Philadelphia and vicinity] 64416
[Atlantic Richfield city road maps of the eastern United States] 24497
[Atlantic Richfield city street maps of the eastern United States] 24491
Atlantic Richfield Co. 14886, 16400, 23699, 24491, 24497, 61945, 61954, 61961, 61963, 64110, 64112, 64416, 78441, 78549, 78550
Atlantic Richfield Co. Caribbean Inc. SEE ARCO Caribbean Inc. 23699
Atlantic Richfield Co. SEE ALSO Atlantic Refining Company 61945
[Atlantic Richfield of United States state road maps] 78549
[Atlantic Richfield street maps of United States cities] 78550
Atlantic road map: ... Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia : the Atlantic Refining Company 3910
Atlantic road map : eastern United States, Florida 24310
Atlantic road map : New York, northeastern states / Atlantic Refining Company, Inc. 56346
Atlantic road map ... New York, northeastern United States 56360
Atlantic road map ... North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, Florida 71806
Atlantic road map : Pennsylvania, Delaware, New Jersey ... 63692
Atlantic road map ... Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Delaware ... 63741
Atlantic road map : Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Delaware, northeastern United States / the Atlantic Refining Company 63708, 63724
Atlantic road map : White Flash Atlantic gasoline : Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia : the Atlantic Refining Company 3921
Atlantic road map : White Flash Atlantic Gasoline : North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, Florida ... 71812
Atlantic road map : White Flash ... New York 56375
Atlantic Southeast Airlines - Maps - 1987 57289
Atlantic States - 1874 - Maps - Railroads 79359
Atlantic States - Historical geography - Maps - 1936 3959, 3960
Atlantic States - Historical geography - Maps - 1937 3971, 3972
Atlantic States - Historical geography - Maps - 1960 - Railroads - Pictorial maps 3828
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Atlantic States - Maps - 1656 - Nautical charts 3761
Atlantic States - Maps - 1695 15828
Atlantic States - Maps - 1718 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 3829
Atlantic States - Maps - 1719 3830
Atlantic States - Maps - 1747 3831
Atlantic States - Maps - 1755 - Coasts - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 3832
Atlantic States - Maps - 1762 3833
Atlantic States - Maps - 1770 24081, 24082, 24083
Atlantic States - Maps - 1778 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 46243
Atlantic States - Maps - 1781 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 3834
Atlantic States - Maps - 1807 3836
Atlantic States - Maps - 1811 3837
Atlantic States - Maps - 1841 3838
Atlantic States - Maps - 1874 - Postal service 79359
Atlantic States - Maps - 1884 - Railroads 3839
Atlantic States - Maps - 1885 3840
Atlantic States - Maps - 1887 - Railroads 3841
Atlantic States - Maps - 1888 - Railroads 3842
Atlantic States - Maps - 1889 - Railroads 3843
Atlantic States - Maps - 1890 - Railroads 3844
Atlantic States - Maps - 1891 - Railroads 3845
Atlantic States - Maps - 1892 - Railroads 3846
Atlantic States - Maps - 1893 - Railroads 3847
Atlantic States - Maps - 1894 - Railroads 3848
Atlantic States - Maps - 1895 - Railroads 3849
Atlantic States - Maps - 1896 - Railroads 3850, 3851
Atlantic States - Maps - 1897 - Railroads 3852
Atlantic States - Maps - 1898 - Railroads 3853
Atlantic States - Maps - 1899 - Railroads 3854
Atlantic States - Maps - 1900 - Railroads 3855, 3856
Atlantic States - Maps - 1901 - Railroads 3857, 3858
Atlantic States - Maps - 1902 - Railroads 3859, 3860, 3861
Atlantic States - Maps - 1903 - Railroads 3862, 3863
Atlantic States - Maps - 1903 - Steamboat lines 26805
Atlantic States - Maps - 1904 - Railroads 3864
Atlantic States - Maps - 1905 - Railroads 3865
Atlantic States - Maps - 1906 - Railroads 3866
Atlantic States - Maps - 1907 - Railroads 3867, 3868
Atlantic States - Maps - 1908 - Railroads 3869, 3870
Atlantic States - Maps - 1909 - Railroads 3871, 3872
Atlantic States - Maps - 1910 - Railroads 3873, 3874
Atlantic States - Maps - 1911 - Railroads 3875
Atlantic States - Maps - 1912 - Railroads 3876
Atlantic States - Maps - 1915 - Road maps 3877, 79362
Atlantic States - Maps - 1915 - Roads, Proposed 3877
Atlantic States - Maps - 1918 - Cities and towns - Road maps 24234
Atlantic States - Maps - 1918 - Road maps 24234
Atlantic States - Maps - 1920-1929 - Road maps 68995
Atlantic States - Maps - 1920 - Railroads - Freight and freightage - Rates 3878
Atlantic States - Maps - 1924-1925 3879
Atlantic States - Maps - 1924-1925 - Road maps 3879
Atlantic States - Maps - 1925 3880
Atlantic States - Maps - 1925 - Road maps 3880
Atlantic States - Maps - 1926 - Road maps 3881, 24271
Atlantic States - Maps - 1927 - Road maps 3882
Atlantic States - Maps - 1928 - Road maps 3883, 3884, 3885, 3886
Atlantic States - Maps - 1929 - Road maps 3887, 3888, 3889, 3890
Atlantic States - Maps - 1930-1939 - Aeronautical charts 3891
Atlantic States - Maps - 1930-1939 - Railroads 3891
Atlantic States - Maps - 1930 - Railroads 3892
Atlantic States - Maps - 1930 - Road maps 3893, 3894, 3896, 3897, 3898, 3899, 3900, 3901, 58072
Atlantic States - Maps - 1930 - Road maps - Pictorial maps 3895
Atlantic States - Maps - 1931 - Road maps 3902, 3903, 3904, 3905, 3906, 3907, 3908, 40790, 80465, 82675
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Atlantic States - Maps - 1932 - Road maps 3909, 3910, 3911, 3912, 3913, 3914, 3915, 3916, 3917, 82676
Atlantic States - Maps - 1933 - Pictorial maps 3918
Atlantic States - Maps - 1933 - Road maps 3918, 3919, 3920, 3921, 3922, 3923, 3924, 3925, 3926, 3927, 3928, 3929, 3930, 60648
Atlantic States - Maps - 1934 - Pictorial maps 3931
Atlantic States - Maps - 1934 - Road maps 3931, 3932, 3933, 3934, 3935, 3936, 3937, 3938, 3939, 3940, 3941, 3942, 3943, 3944, 3945
Atlantic States - Maps - 1935 - Pictorial maps 3946
Atlantic States - Maps - 1935 - Road maps 3946, 3947, 3948, 3949, 3950, 3915, 3951, 3952, 3953, 3954, 3955, 3956, 3957, 3958, 63781
Atlantic States - Maps - 1936 - Pictorial maps 3959, 3960
Atlantic States - Maps - 1936 - Road maps 3959, 3960, 3961, 3962, 3963, 3964, 3965, 3966, 3967, 3968, 3969, 3970
Atlantic States - Maps - 1937 - Pictorial maps 3971, 3972
Atlantic States - Maps - 1937 - Road maps 3971, 3972, 3967, 3974, 3975, 3976, 3977, 3978, 3979, 3980, 3981, 3982, 3983, 3984, 3985, 3986, 3987
Atlantic States - Maps - 1938 - Road maps 3988, 3989, 3990, 3991, 3992, 3993, 3994, 3995, 3996, 3997, 3998, 3999, 4000, 4001, 4002, 4003, 4004, 4005, 4006, 4007, 4008, 4009
Atlantic States - Maps - 1939 - Fishes 4021, 4022
Atlantic States - Maps - 1939 - Road maps 4010, 4011, 4012, 4013, 4014, 4015, 4016, 4017, 4018, 4019, 4020, 4021, 4022, 4023
Atlantic States - Maps - 1940 - Fishes 4034
Atlantic States - Maps - 1940 - History 4035
Atlantic States - Maps - 1940 - Road maps 4024, 4025, 4026, 4027, 4028, 4029, 4030, 4031, 4032, 4033, 4034, 4035
Atlantic States - Maps - 1941 - History 4043
Atlantic States - Maps - 1941 - Pictorial maps 4042
Atlantic States - Maps - 1941 - Road maps 4036, 4037, 4038, 4039, 4040, 4041, 4042, 4043
Atlantic States - Maps - 1942 - Fishes 4052
Atlantic States - Maps - 1942 - History 4054
Atlantic States - Maps - 1942 - Pictorial maps 4052, 4053
Atlantic States - Maps - 1942 - Road maps 4044, 4045, 4046, 4047, 4048, 4049, 4050, 4051, 4052, 4053, 4054
Atlantic States - Maps - 1944 - Road maps 4055, 4056
Atlantic States - Maps - 1945 - Road maps 4057, 4058, 4059
Atlantic States - Maps - 1946 - History 4078, 4079
Atlantic States - Maps - 1946 - Pictorial maps 4078, 4079
Atlantic States - Maps - 1946 - Road maps 4060, 4061, 4062, 4063, 4064, 4065, 4066, 4067, 4068, 4069, 4070, 4071, 4072, 4073, 4074, 4075, 4076, 4077, 4078, 4079, 55080, 55081
Atlantic States - Maps - 1947 - Road maps 4080, 4081, 4082, 4083, 4084, 4085, 4086, 4087, 4088, 4089, 55108
Atlantic States - Maps - 1948 - History 4099
Atlantic States - Maps - 1948 - Pictorial maps 4099
Atlantic States - Maps - 1948 - Road maps 4090, 4091, 4092, 4093, 4094, 4095, 4096, 4097, 4098, 4099, 64021, 80476, 82680
Atlantic States - Maps - 1949 - History 4108
Atlantic States - Maps - 1949 - Pictorial maps 4108
Atlantic States - Maps - 1949 - Road maps 4100, 4101, 4102, 4103, 4104, 4105, 4106, 4107, 4108
Atlantic States - Maps - 1950-1951 - Road maps 4109
Atlantic States - Maps - 1950 - History 4115
Atlantic States - Maps - 1950 - Pictorial maps 4115
Atlantic States - Maps - 1950 - Road maps 4110, 4111, 4112, 4113, 4114, 4115, 80478, 82681
Atlantic States - Maps - 1951-1958 - Road maps 24443
Atlantic States - Maps - 1951 - Pictorial maps 4116, 4117
Atlantic States - Maps - 1951 - Road maps 4116, 4117, 4118, 4119, 4120, 4121, 4122, 4123, 4124, 4125, 4126, 4127, 4128, 4129, 4130
Atlantic States - Maps - 1952 - Pictorial maps 4131
Atlantic States - Maps - 1952 - Road maps 4131, 4132, 4133, 4134, 4135, 4136, 4137, 4138, 4139, 80480, 80481, 80482, 82682, 82683, 82684
Atlantic States - Maps - 1953-1957 - Road maps 4140
Atlantic States - Maps - 1954 - Road maps 4141
Atlantic States - Maps - 1959 - Road maps 4142, 4143, 4144
Atlantic States - Maps - 1960 - Airways 24471
Atlantic States - Maps - 1960 - Road maps 4145
Atlantic States - Maps - 1961 - Road maps 4146, 4147
Atlantic States - Maps - 1962-1963 - Road maps 82685
Atlantic States - Maps - 1962 - Road maps 82686
Atlantic States - Maps - 1963 - Road maps 80488
Atlantic States - Maps - 1964-1965 - Road maps 4148
Atlantic States - Maps - 1964 - Road maps 4149
Atlantic States - Maps - 1965 - Road maps 37544
Atlantic States - Maps - 1966-1967 - Road maps 78441
Atlantic States - Maps - 1966 - Road maps 4150
Atlantic States - Maps - 1971 - Road maps 4151
Atlantic States - Maps - 1974 - Railroads 4152
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Atlas and farm directory of Mercer & Henderson Counties, Illinois; compiled from county records and actual surveys 46117
Atlas and farm directory with complete survey in township plats, Green Lake County, Wisconsin: containing plats of all townships with owners' names: also maps of the state, United States and world: also an outline map of the county showing location 32930
Atlas and farm directory with complete survey in township plats, Todd County, Minnesota: containing plats of all townships with owners' names: also maps of the state, United States and world: also an outline map of the county showing location of towns 75238
Atlas and farmers' directory of Houston County, Minnesota: containing plats of all townships with owners' names... 34712
Atlas and farmers' directory of Jackson County, Wisconsin: containing plats of all townships with owners' names, an outline map of the county and a state map of Wisconsin: compiled from latest data on record and from personal investigation 39367
Atlas and farmers' directory of Lac qui Parle Co., Minnesota: containing plats of all townships with owners' names, also maps of the state and United States with an outline map of the county showing location of townships, villages, roads, schools, churches 41400
Atlas and farmers' directory of McLeod County, Minnesota: containing plats of all townships with owners' names: also maps of the state and United States, with an outline map of the county showing location of townships, villages, roads, schools, churches 45623
Atlas and farmers' directory of Meeker County, Minnesota: containing plats of all townships with owners names 45902
Atlas and guide to Birmingham 13134
Atlas and handbook of physical geography: from original and authentic materials with analytical index 30931
Atlas and history of Ireland 38397
Atlas and history of Kendall County, Illinois. Maps and plats... [by] Burt L. Henning... Maynard Clark. History [by] Oliver C. Johnson [and] Anna French Johnson... Sponsored by Board of Supervisors of Kendall County 40549
Atlas and plat book of Carroll County, Indiana: containing... plats of all the townships with owners' names... names of Carroll County's soldiers, sailors and nurses, history of the World War, both general and county and honor roll 16672
Atlas and plat book of Clarke County, Iowa 20944
Atlas and plat book of Clinton County, Indiana: containing outline map of the county, plats of all the townships with owners' names, Indiana state map, map of the United States, map of the world, map of new Europe, officers' emblems, Clinton County's 21084
Atlas and plat book of Guthrie County, Iowa 33220
Atlas and plat book of Hamilton County, Indiana: containing outline map of the county, plats of all the townships with owner's names, Indiana State map, honor roll of Hamilton County 33412
Atlas and plat book of Hamilton County Nebraska 33416
Atlas and plat book of Jewell County, Kansas containing outline map of the county, plat of all the townships with owner's names; Kansas state map and history and atlas of the World War 39781
Atlas and plat book of Kearney County, Nebraska, containing outline map of the county, plats of all the townships with owners' names; Nebraska state map showing automobile roads and map of the United States; also farm animal chart... 40527
Atlas and plat book of Lenawee County, Michigan: containing outline map of the county, map of Lenawee County and surrounding counties, plats of all the townships with owners' names, state map, map of the United States, map of the world, map of New Europe 41851
Atlas and plat book of Otoe County, Nebraska, containing outline map of the county, plats of all the precincts with owners' names; also state map, United States map, and map of world 62413
Atlas and plat book of Ripley County and part of Franklin County, Indiana: containing outline map of Ripley County, plats of townships with owners' names, Indiana state map, history and atlas of the World War, and honor roll 66863
Atlas and plat book of St. Joseph County, Indiana 67951
Atlas and platbook of White County, Indiana, 1920... 82872
Atlas annexé au Contre-mémoire présenté par le gouvernement de Sa Majesté d'arbitre entre la Grande Bretagne et les États Unis du Brésil selon les articles d'un traité ratifié à Rio de Janeiro le 28 janvier 1902 33231
Atlas antiquus 30654, 30702, 30704, 30705, 30706, 30707, 30709, 30710, 30711, 30712, 30714
Atlas antiquus, sacer, ecclesiasticus et profanus: in quo Terrae Sanctae variae divisiones, dioecesium patriarchalium & episcopali limites, orbisque universus antiquus, prout erat olim excultus & divisus oculis subiciuntur: collectus ex tabulis ge 12690
Atlas antiquus (titlepage in English) 30692
Atlas antiquus: twaalf kaarten behoorende bij de oude geschiedenis / ontworpen en getekend door Heinrich Kiepert 30688
Atlas antiquus: twelve maps of the ancient world for schools and colleges / by Henry Kiepert 30701, 30703
Atlas antiquus. Zwölf karten zur alten geschichte ... 30700
Atlas apercu sur l'etat d'Alger 4714
Atlas arqueologico de la Republica mexicana 6187
Atlas arqueologico del Estado de Yucatan 7056
The Atlas as a book: 1490-1900 9067
Atlas badan starożytności we wzgledzie geografii 34390
Atlas behoorende bij de vaderlandsche geschiedenis: bestaande uit vijftien kaartjes 53507
Atlas behoorende bij Eerste beginselen der wis- en natuurkundige aardrijkskunde / door H. Blink 8849
Atlas behoorende bij Oost-Indische Compagnie 8926
Atlas Bibliicus: continens duas et viginti tabulas quibus accedit Index topographicus in universam geographiam biblia / editore Martino Hagen 12925
Atlas bij onze geschiedenis 34239
The Atlas Blaeu-van der Hem of the Austrian National Library / editorial committee, Günter Schilder, Bernard Aikema, Peter van der Krogt 8667
The Atlas Blaeu-Van der Hem of the Austrian National Library: history of the atlas and the making of the facsimile / contributions by Günter Schilder... [et al.]; edited by Koert van der Horst 8668
Atlas & bref om de Forenta Staterna 10797
Atlas Canada 16242
Atlas carcelario 4829
Atlas cartografico del Chile 17C-19C 20595
Atlas cartogrphico historico 7127
Atlas Catala de Cresques Abraham 8633
L’Atlas Catalá de Cresques Abraham 8629
L’Atlas Catalá de Cresques Abraham, 1375, conserva en la Bibliothèque Nacional, manuscrito español 30, de Paris ... tradicionalmente atribuido a Abraham o Jafuda Cresques y dedicado a Carlos V de Francia ... ] 8632
Atlas céleste de Flamstéed, publie en 1776 par J. Fortin 3502
Atlas Ceskoslovenských dejín 22659
Atlas, Chile: colección de 25 mapas / obsequio del Ministerio de Relaciones Exteriores 20586
Atlas chinesis 4337, 4342
Atlas chorographique elections de Paris 63052
Atlas classica 4724, 4804, 30655, 30658
Atlas classica: being a collection of maps of the countries mentioned by the ancient authors, both sacred and profane, with their various subdivisions at different periods 30657
Atlas classica, or, Select maps of ancient geography, both sacred and profane 34400, 34404
Atlas classique: 2e année: Puissances Européennes 9520
Atlas classique de géographie ancienne & moderne 9519, 9521
Atlas classique de géographie moderne : composé de dix grandes cartes / par Henry Chevallier 9423
Atlas classique de géographie moderne : contenant les figures des animaux et des plantes les plus remarquables de chaque pays : a l’usage de l’enseignement secondaire / by Th. Joly 7705
Atlas classique de géographie physique et politique, ancienne et moderne / dressé par C. Callewaert ; revu par plusieurs professeurs d’histoire et de géographie et augmenté de notions de zoologie et de botanique, touchant les animaux et les plantes lig 7706
Atlas classique de la géographie : ancienne, du moyen age, et moderne, a l’usage des collèges et des pensions / pour servir a l’étude de la géographie et de l’histoire par V. Monin 34420
Atlas classique et général : des cinq parties du monde composé de cartes muettes et écrites / dressé d’après les derniers voyages et les matériaux les plus nouveaux par A. Tardieu et A. Frémé 9381
Atlas classique et universel de géographie ancienne et moderne : dressée pour l'instruction de la jeunesse, et servant à l'intelligence tant de l'histoire que les voyages dans les différentes parties du monde / par M. Lapie 34046
Atlas classique et universel de géographie ancienne et moderne : servent tant à l'instruction de la jeunesse qu’à l’intelligence de l’histoire et des voyages dans les différentes parties du monde / dressé par M. Lapie 9356
Atlas classique et universel de géographie ancienne & moderne : contenant les découvertes et les divisions les plus nouvelles dans les cinq parties du monde pour servir a la lecture des voyages, des ouvrages historiques et des meilleurs traités de gé 9360, 9378
Atlas classique et universel de géographie ancienne et moderne : pour servir a la lecture des voyages, des ouvrages historiques et des meilleurs traités de gé 9447
Atlas classique et universel de géographie ancienne et moderne : contenant les découvertes et les divisions les plus nouvelles dans les cinq parties du monde pour servir à la lecture des voyages des ouvrages historiques et des meilleurs traités de géog 9386
Atlas classique et universel de géographie ancienne et moderne : dressé pour l' instruction de la jeunesse, et notamment pour les collèges royaux et les écoles militaires / par M. Lapie 34141
Atlas classique et universel de géographie ancienne et moderne : dressée pour l'instruction de la jeunesse, et servant à l’intelligence tant de l'histoire que les voyages dans les différentes parties du monde / par M. Lapie 9305
Atlas climat & historique istmo Centroamerica 19002
Atlas colonial Francês 27532
Atlas colonial portugues 5782, 65406
Atlas complet de geographie en relief 9486
Atlas complet du Précis de la géographie universelle de Malte-Brun : dressé conformément au texte de cet ouvrage, et entièrement revu et corrigé par M. J.J.N. Huot 9361
Atlas composé de cartes des XVe, XVe, XVIe et XVIIe siècles, pour la plupart inédites, et devant servir de preuves à l’ouvrage "Sur la priorité de la découverte de la côte occidentale d’Afrique au delà du cap Bojador par les portugais" ... 44837
Atlas compose de mapemondes & cartes 44836
Atlas comprising modern & ancient geography 5020
Atlas containing maps of Chicago River, Illinois and its branches : showing result of improvement by the U.S. Government under direction of Major W.L. Marshall, Corps of Engineers in 1896 to 1899 20506, 20507
Atlas curieux 9130
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Atlas de géographie ancienne, pour servir à l'intelligence des Oeuvres de Rollin; gravé, d'après les cartes originales d'Andriveau

Atlas de géographie ancienne et moderne : contenant les découvertes et les divisions les plus nouvelles, dans les cinq parties du monde / par J. Andriveau-Goujon ; adopté pour les bibliothèques militaires 9404

Atlas de géographie ancienne, pour servir à l'intelligence des Oeuvres de Rollin; gravé, d'après les cartes originales d'Anville [par Ambroise Tardieu] 34389

Atlas de géographie contemporaine : à l'usage des lycées, collèges et pensions / dressé par Louis Bonnefond, revu par H. Vast 9446

Atlas de géographie : contenant sept cartes ... plus une feuille d'étiquettes à coller sur de petites cartes, ou, sur des boules de loto pour servir au jeu de géographie, voyez les Leçons de géographie auxquelles cet atlas se rapporte / par L. Gaultier 9294

Atlas de géographie : (croquis) / par J. Molard 9494

Atlas de géographie du degré supérieur des écoles primaires / par Alexis-M. G. 7717

Atlas de géographie du moyen age, cours de troisième ; pour servir à l'intelligence de l'histoire : depuis l'invasion des barbares jusqu'à la prise de Constantinople par les Turcs Ottomans (376-1453) / par Charles Barberet 83696

Atlas de géographie du toutes parties du monde 9286

Atlas de géographie générale de la Palestine, historique, politique et économique / dressé par le Commandant Z. Khanzadian 62743

Atlas de géographie hist de France & Gaule 7205

Atlas de géographie historique 9495

Atlas de géographie historique de la Belgique 12288
Atlas de la découverte du monde 34338
Atlas de la défense nationale cartographique : cartes des dix-sept départements envahis ou menacés par l'ennemi / atlas dressé sous la direction de Adolphe Joanne 28212
Atlas de la France 27777, 27806, 27973
Atlas de la gastronomie française / Cumonsky 28045
Atlas de la généralité de Paris au XVIIIe siècle 7459
Atlas de la géographie physique de la République de Chine 20581
Atlas de la géographie ancienne, du moyen âge, et moderne : adopté par le conseil royal de l'instruction publique... 9320, 9326, 9336, 9358, 34148, 34150, 34155, 34163
Atlas de la géographie ancienne, du moyen âge, et moderne : adopté par le conseil royal de l'université ; a usage des collèges royaux et des maisons d'éducation ... 9391
Atlas de la géographie universelle ancienne et moderne : mathématique, physique, statistique, politique et historique des cinq parties du monde / publié par MM. Mentelle et Malte-Brun ; composé de 48 cartes, gravées par M. Tardieu l'aîné sur les dessus 9304
Atlas de la guerre 1701-14 4963
Atlas de la historia física y política de Chile 20578
Atlas de la Mer Noir & de la Mer d'Azov 13203
Atlas de la monarchie prussienne 65698
Atlas de la navigation et du commerce qui se fait dans toutes les parties du monde ... 52749
Atlas de la Nouvelle-France = An atlas of New France 15934, 15935
Atlas de la partie méridionale de l'Europe : dressé sur la méridienne de Paris et composé de 54 feuilles qui pouvant se réunir, forment à la même échelle, l'ensemble de la carte la plus détaillée qui ait encore paru des différents états qu'elle comporte 26030
Atlas de la plus grande France : géographique, économique, politique, départemental, colonial : composé de 160 cartes en couleurs accompagnées de 160 pages de notices illustrées de cartes, plans, schémas, coupes et diagrammes ; ouvrage formant le compl 28019, 28026
Atlas de la production de la richesse / par Menier, membre de la Chambre de commerce de Paris, député de Seine-et-Marne 24616
Atlas de la République Argentina : año 1929 2524
Atlas de la République Argentina : físico, político y estadístico 2526
Atlas de la Sainte Bible : en latin et en français : accompagnée de préfaces, de dissertations, de notes explicatives, et de réflexions morales tirées en partie Dom Calmet, l'abbé de Vence, Menochius, Carrières, De Sacy, et autres auteurs / par M. 12772
Atlas de la Sardaigne rurale aux 17e et 18e siecles 7399
Atlas de Macau 43741
Atlas de mapas antiguos de Colombia : siglos XVI a XIX 21243, 21244
Atlas de mapas históricos de Honduras = Honduras, an atlas of historical maps / William Van Davidson ; traduction al español por = translated into Spanish by Jaime Incer Barquero 34618
Atlas de Mozambique 51887
Atlas de natuurkundige aardrijkskunde 8825
Atlas de Navarre : géографique, économomo, histórico / publicado especialmente para la Caja de Ahorros de Navarra 52854
Atlas de nuestro tiempo 6712
Atlas de Oliva (1580) 4197
Atlas de Paris et les environs, pour la poche 63109
Atlas de plus memorables batailles 111907
Atlas de poche 8850, 9516
Atlas de poche : contenant 16 cartes doubles, 35 cartes simples, un texte géographique et statistique et un index alphabétique des noms contenus dans l'atlas avec renvoi aux cartes / dressé au Bureau géographique de la librairie Hachette et cie sous la 9491
Atlas de poche contenant la géographie universelle ancienne et moderne / par Herisson ... ; et gravées au burin par Glot 9280
Atlas de poche de geographie moderne 9300
Atlas de poche de la Suisse 73964
Atlas de poche des chemins de fer Francais 27976
Atlas de population de Castille en 1591 6971
Atlas de Portugal 65415
Atlas de Portugal, publicação comemorativa do duplo centenário subsidiada pelo ‘Fundo Sá Pinto 65411
Atlas de Portugal ultramarino e das grandes viagens portuguesas de descobrimento e expansão 65336
Atlas de Revolution Francaise 27562
Atlas de route 9537
Atlas de routes de France 28047
Atlas de Santarem : facsimile of the final edition, 1849 44838
Atlas de statistique sociale de Finlande 26642
Atlas de tableaux et cartes 9278
Atlas de toutes les parties connues du globe terrestre, dressé pour l'Histoire philosophique et politique des établissements et du commerce des Européens dans les deux Indes / [par Rigobert Bonne] 10896, 10897
Atlas de toutes les parties du monde : pour servir à l'étude de la géographie & de l'histoire / dressé d'après les derniers traités de paix et les relations les plus récentes des voyages par Perrot 9328
Atlas de toutes parties connues 9228
Atlas de trésor elementaire de geographie 9339
Atlas de Trudaine - History 4153, 4154
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Atlas des 20 arrondissements de Paris : index des rues, renseignements, autobus, métropolitain / Dufrénoy 63232
Atlas des 88 départements de la République Française 27829
Atlas des anciens plans de Paris; reproduction en fac-similé des originaux les plus rares et les plus intéressants pour l’histoire de la topographie parisienne, avec une table analytique présentant la légende explicative de chaque plan et un appendice 63309
Atlas des campagnes de la Révolution française de M. A. Thiérs 27563
Atlas des campagnes de la Révolution française, de m. A. Thiérs, dressé par Th. Duvotenay.—Gravé par Ch. Dyonnet 27564
Atlas des cartes et plans relatifs aux campagnes 27903
Atlas des chemins de fer / publié par la Librairie Châix 28002
Atlas des colonies françaises / dressé par ordre du Ministère des colonies par Paul Pelet 28020
Atlas des colonies françaises : protectorats et territoires sous mandat de la France 27533
Atlas des commerçans: moderne & ancienne 9289
Atlas des départements de la France / dressé d’après les documents les plus récents par MM. Morieu et Perrin 28000
Atlas des Deutschen Reichs 31542
Atlas des enfans 7689
Atlas des enfans, ou nouvelle méthode pour apprendre la géographie; avec un nouveau traité de la sphere, et XXIV cartes enluminées 9223, 9224, 9246
Atlas des formes & chartes françaises du 13C 7052
Atlas des formes linguistiques: textes anciens français 7238
Atlas des fronts européens (suite de l’Atlas de guerre) : 56 cartes avec table-répertoire de détail pour les deux atlas / édité par le Pays de France 84632
Atlas des grands ports Francais 28027
Atlas des guerres de la revolution 4794
Atlas des guerres de sept ans & de la revolution 9349
Atlas des guerres sous Louis XV 5231
[Atlas des Indes occidentales] 61638
Atlas des plans, légendes et tableaux d’organisation de l’Histoire militaire de la campagne de Russie en 1812 / par le colonel Boutourlini 67619
Atlas des ports étrangers 33500, 33501
Atlas des quatre-vingt-quatre départements de la République française : destiné aux administrateurs, négociants, gens d’affaires, et a ceux qui étudient la géographie de la France / par une société de géographes sous l’inspection du C. Mentelle 27810
Atlas des ressources (atlas of earth resources) 52724
Atlas des royaumes de Galicie et de Lodomérie : consistant en une carte générale de ces deux royaumes, et en 10 cartes particulières des 19 cercles selon la nouvelle division, avec le district de la Bucovine, rédigées en atlas et au sujet des lois observées 28525
Atlas des routes de la France 27901
Atlas des villes médiévales d’Alsace 1440
Atlas designed to illustrate Burnt’s Geography of the heavens ... 3515
Atlas designed to illustrate geography of heavens 3514
Atlas designed to illustrate the Malte-Brun school geography / by S. Griswold Goodrich 4747
Atlas, designed to illustrate Willetts’ Geography, containing the following maps: 1. The world. 2. North America. 3. United States. 4. South America. 5. Europe. 6. Asia. 7. Africa. 4682
Atlas Deutsch en lebensraums in Mitteleuropa 10424
Atlas & directory, Allamakee County, Iowa 1266
Atlas & directory, Calhoun County, Iowa 15176
Atlas do Brasil 13859
Atlas do Brasil : (geral e regional) / organizado pela Divisão de Geografia do Conselho Nacional de Geografia 13858
Atlas do Brasil: geografia agrícola 13851
Atlas do Brazil. Pelo barão Homem de Mello e pelo dr. Francisco Homem de Mello, com a collaboração do Visconde de de Beaurepaire Rohan ... [et al] 13854
Atlas do history i geografii starozytney / podug planu Joachima Lelewela 34144
Atlas do imperio do Brazil comprehendo as respectivas divisões administrativas, ecclesiasticas, eleitoraes e judiciarias 13847, 13848
Atlas dos Estados Unidos do Brazil 13853
Atlas dresse pour histoire de géographie 9442
Atlas dresse pour l’histoire de géographie 34201, 34202
Atlas du cosmos 9430
Atlas du guide maritime et strateg. de la Mer Noire 13204
Atlas du Larousse du XXe siècle 9538
Atlas du monde 6649
Atlas du monde, 1665 / Nicolas Sanson d’Abbeville ; présenté par Mireille Pastoureau 9105
Atlas du monde : comprenant 28 cartes en couleurs, 48 photographs, 20 tableaux et un index de plus de 1800 noms des villes principales de France, de Belgique, de Suisse, et du monde entier / publié sous la direction de M. Donald Monroe ; avec la coll 9532
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Atlas du voyage de Bruny-Dentrecasteaux 9288
Atlas du voyage de découvertes, à l'océan Pacifique du Nord, et autour du monde : composé de 17 vues et 9 cartes : tome sixième / par George Vancouver ; traduit de l'anglais par P.F. Henry 62547
Atlas du voyage de La Perouse 62593
Atlas du voyage de Vancouver 4565
Atlas du voyage découvertes 4555
Atlas du Voyage du jeune Anacharsis 32852
Atlas du voyage en Islande & Groenland 4818
Atlas du voyage la recherche de Laperouse 62605
Atlas du voyageur Francois 9245
Atlas ecclesiastique 9193
Atlas : eerst[-vierde] deel 53440
Atlas élémentaire : à l'usage des écoles primaires, et de toutes les personnes qui commencent l'étude de la géographie / par Félix Ansart 9362
Atlas élémentaire : composé de 31 cartes, lequel comprend la carte générale de la France Ancienne & de la Nouvelle, celle-ci accompagnée de cartes particulières, qui montrent le développement de la République Française divisée en Départemens, avec les 9261
Atlas élémentaire : composé de XXXII cartes, lequel comprend la carte générale de la France Ancienne & de la Nouvelle, celle-ci accompagnée de cartes particulières, pour le développement de l'Empire Française divisée en Départemens ... / par C.F. Del 9283
Atlas élémentaire de géographie ancienne, du moyen age et moderne : à l'usage des établissements d'instruction publique / par A. H. Dufour 9387
Atlas elementaire de geographie moderne 9465
Atlas élémentaire de géographie moderne : composé de dix cartes sur acier / par G. Beleze 9426
Atlas élémentaire de l'empire d'Alemagne 9209
Atlas élémentaire de la géographie : contenant les quatre parties du monde, les empires, royaumes et républiques de l'Europe : en vingt feuilles / dressée d'après les cartes des meilleurs auteurs, et assujettie aux nouvelles observations de mrs. de l'A 9229
Atlas élémentaire de la nouvelle géographie méthodique / par MM. Achille Meissas et August Michelot 9413
Atlas élémentaire, géographique, historique, chronologique, et généalogique, ou, Choix des dix cartes les plus classiques du grand atlas de A. Lesage (Comte de Las Cases) : à l'usage des collèges et maisons d'éducation pour l'instruction de la jeunesse 34146
Atlas elementaire, géographique, historique, chronologique, et généalogique, ou, Choix des dix cartes les plus classiques du grand atlas de A. Lesage (Comte de Las Cases) : à l'usage des collèges et maisons d'éducation pour l'instruction de la jeunesse 34146
Atlas elementaire portatif 9307
Atlas élémentaire : revues, corrigées et augmentées, tant des nouvelles Découvertes faites en Asie, en Afrique et en Amérique, que des nouveaux changemens politiques survenus en Europe ; lequel comprend aussi, celle-ci accompagnée de cartes particulier 9305
Atlas élémentaire simplifié de géographie ancienne et moderne / par E. Soulier (de Sauge), et J. Andriave-Goujon 9445
Atlas élémentaire simplifié de géographie ancienne et moderne / par E. Soulier (de Suave) et J. Andriave-Goujon 9375
Atlas élémentaire simplifié de géographie moderne / par E. Soulier (de Sauge), professeur et J. Andriave-Goujon 9450
Atlas elemental moderno 10780
Atlas en abrégé 7686
Atlas encyclopédique 9244, 9247
Atlas encyclopédique, contenant la géographie ancienne, et quelques cartes sur la géographie du moyen âge ... 9243
Atlas encyclopédique: géographie physique 9335
Atlas escolar de Colombia 21241
Atlas escolar ilustrado para Puerto Rico 6758
Atlas et description minérales de la France 27784
Atlas, et tables élémentaires de géographie, ancienne et moderne : adopté par plusieur écoles royales militaires 9240
Atlas, et tables élémentaires de géographie, ancienne et moderne : adopté par plusieurs écoles royales militaires 9213
Atlas et tables élémentaires de géographie ancienne et moderne : destinés à l'éducation de la jeunesse, et indispensables pour tous ceux qui s'occupent de géographie, ou qui l'enseignent 9312
Atlas extremae Asiae sive sinarum imperii geographica descriptio : ad lectorum praefatio in qua totiusextremae Asiae descriptio generatim praemittitur / Martino Martini ; a cura del Comitato per la celebrazioni di Martino Martini 45223
Atlas factice, eiller En kartbok avslöjad / Ulla Ehrensvärd 9068
Atlas factice of the Machinzkies - unique collection from the 16th to 18th century 43747
Atlas factices 4155, 4156, 4157, 4158, 4159, 13078, 28347, 43747, 62447
Atlas & farmers' directory of Polk County, Minnesota 65129
Atlas &c de géographie, ou qui l'enseignent 9243
Atlas fisico y politico de la República de Venezuela / dedicado por su autor, el coronel de ingenieros, Agustín Codazzi, al Congreso Constituyente de 1830 / 79930
Atlas florestal do Brasil. Organizad por Henrique Pimenta Veloso 13862
Atlas folio 6553
Atlas for anthropology 2133, 84442
Atlas for folkeskolen 10716
Atlas for Georgia history 6818, 30981
Atlas för skolan och hemmet : försvenskad och delvis bearbetad e 4555
Atlan für folkeskolen 32852
Atlas for the American Civil War 76330
Atlas for the use of schools : containing maps of the Eastern and Western Hemispheres of the world, Europe, Asia, Africa, North America, South America, England and Wales, Scotland, Ireland, France, Spain and Portugal, Italy, Germany, Part 1, The map 7944
Les Atlas français, XVle-XVIIe siècle : répertoire bibliographique et étude / par Mireille Pastoureau ; avec la collaboration de Frank Lestringant pour l'Insulaire d'A. Thevet 7726
Atlas francés 9126
Atlas fuer das Grossherzogthum Hessen 9741
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Atlas geográfico de Estados República Mexicana 46540
Atlas geográfico de la República Argentina 2517
Atlas geográfico de la tierra : colleccion de mapas de las antiguas y actuales divisiones del globo / traducidos de la ultima edicion del Atlas clasico universal, publicado en frances 10782
Atlas geográfico de México 46552
Atlas geográfico del Ecuador 24641
Atlas geográfico del Perú 5010
Atlas geográfico é histórico de la república de Colombia (antigua Nueva Granada) el cual comprende las repúblicas de Venezuela y Ecuador con arreglo á los trabajos geográficos del general de ingenieros Agustín Codazzi ejecutados en Venezuela y Nueva G 21233
Atlas geográfico escolar de la Republica Mexicana 46466
Atlas geográfico, estadístico é histórico de la República Mexicana / formado por Antonio García y Cubas 46370, 46371
Atlas geográfico general de México; con cartas físicas, biológicas, demográficas, sociales, económicas y cartogramas. Preparado por Jorge L. Tamayo. Dibujaron Pio Ruiz Hernandez y Manuel Hernandez 46563
Atlas geográfico general de Mexico : con cartas físicas, biológicas, demográficas, sociales, económicas y cartogramas / preparado por Jorge L. Tamayo ; dibujaron Francisco Cervantes, Manuel Vergara, Luis Gutierrez B., Sergio Trejo 46549
Atlas geográfico ibero-americano 5587
Atlas geográfico Ibero-Americano, Portugal ... 65407
Atlas geográfico Melhoramentos / P. Geraldo JoséPauwels 7744
Atlas geográfico por estados : República Mexicana 46557
Atlas geográfico universal 10781
Atlas geográfico universal : en 16 mapas arreglados al meridiano de Madrid / por Faustino Paluzie 10785
Atlas geográfico universal : en 18 mapas 10784
Atlas geográfico universal : en 18 mapas arreglados al meridiano de Madrid / por Esteban Paluzie 10787
Atlas geográfico universal / para el estudio de la geografía de Balti y Malte-Brun ; publicado por la Sociedad la Maravilla 10783
Atlas geográfico y estadístico de España y Portugal : nuestras posesiones en Africa, planos de las principales capitales, indice alfabetico geografico 72885
Atlas geográfico y estadístico de la República Mexicana 46538
Atlas geográfico y estadístico estados mexicanos 46391
Atlas geograficzny 10722, 10723
Atlas geograficzny dla użytku szkolnego i prywatnego złożony z 24 kart / przez Juliana Loewenberga 9721
Atlas geograficzny / Eugeniusz Romer 10720
Atlas geográfico de la America septentrional y meridional ... Por ... Thomas Lopez pensionista de S.M. en la corte de Paris año de 1758 41688
Atlas geográfico del Ecuador 24637
Atlas geográfico del Reyno del Espana 72737
Atlas geográficos 9597
Atlas geográficos portatilis 4472, 9611
Atlas-geographie : comprenant 54 pages de texte, 15 cartes polychromes, 36 gravures et de nombreux devoirs / par les Frères maristes 8612
Atlas-geographie : étude physique, politique, administrative, économique de la province de Québec et du Canada : avec des notions générales sur les cinq parties du monde / par les Frères maristes 65991
Atlas-geographie : étude physique, politique, administrative, économique du Canada : étude générale des cinq parties du monde, notions de géologie et de cosmographie / par les Frères maristes 16122
Atlas-geographie, ou, Nouveau manuel de géographie générale : ... comprenant la description physique, politique et économique des cinq parties du monde / par F.T.D. 30491
Atlas-geographie, ou, Nouveau manuel de géographie générale : ... comprenant la description physique, politique et économique des cinq parties du monde / par F.T.D. Cours supérieur ... 9497
Atlas-geographie 9186, 9220, 9398, 10641
Atlas-geographie & archéologique 9502
Atlas-geographie, astronomique et historique : servant à l'intelligence de l'histoire ancienne, du moyen âge et moderne et à la lecture des voyages les plus recens / dressé d'après les meilleurs matériaux tant français qu'étrangers conformément aux p. 9351
Atlas-geographie : contenant la mappemonde et les quatre parties avec les différents états 9230
Atlas-geographie de toutes parties connues 9235
Atlas-geographie des deux Ameriques & îles 1752
Atlas-geographie des quatre parties du monde / par Guillaume de L'Ise et Phil. Buache, premiers geographes de l'Académie des sciences ; faits pour les géographies élémentaires de Mrs. Buache et de l'abbé Nicolle de La Croix ; revu et augmenté par De 9265
Atlas-geographie dressé pour l'histoire universelle l'Eglise Catholique de l'Abbé Rohrbacher / pour A.H. Dufour 18853
Atlas-geographie : dressé sous la direction du Conseil Royal de l'instruction publique pour l'usage des collèges, ouvrage adopté pour l'enseignement public 9319
Atlas-geographie / dressé sous la direction du Conseil royal de l'instruction publique, pour l'usage des colleges, par H. Selves, lithographe de l'Université ; ouvrage adopté pour l'enseignement public 9348
Atlas-geographie : dressé sous la direction du Conseil royal de l'instruction publique pour l'usage des colleges / par Selves fils ; ouvrage adopté pour l'enseignement public ... 9321
Atlas-geographie et militaire de la France : divisé en deux parties 27728, 27737
Atlas-geographie et physique du royaume de la Nouvelle-Espagne : fondé sur des observations astronomiques, des mesures trigonométriques et des nivellements barométriques / par Al. de Humboldt 46319, 46320
Atlas-geographie et statistique de la France : divisé en cent huit départements, dont les cartes respectives, placées en regard d'un texte très-détailé.
out été exécutées sous la direction du Cen. Brion père, géographe
Atlas geographique (facs1762Paris,Lattre) 7435
Atlas géographique, historique, statistique, et itinéraire de la Suisse : divisée en vingt-deux cantons, et de la vallée de Chamouny : avec une carte générale de la Suisse / dressé par Ch. Duotenay ; gravé sur acier par Ch. Dyonnet 73859
Atlas geographique [jigsaw puzzle] 39798
Atlas geographique [jigsaw puzzles] 39800, 39801
Atlas geographique les etablissements Jesuites 9187
Atlas géographique renfermant les etablissements des Jesuites : avec la manière dont ils divisent le globe terrestre ; il sert aussi d'introduction au géograp. de l'arbre des Jesuites 39778
Atlas géographique, statistique et historique des départements de la France : contenant 90 cartes avec 200 vignettes et, d'après les documents les plus récents, 90 notices ou tableaux de statistique ... 27966
Atlas géographique, statistique, historique et chronologique des deux Amériques et des îles adjacentes; tr. de l'atlas exécuté en Amérique d'après Lesage, avec des nombreuses corrections et augmentations ... 1511
Atlas geographus 7792, 7793
Atlas geographus, or, A compleat system of geography, ancient and modern 7786
Atlas & geography of Ireland : a description of the country, and of the several counties 38383
Atlas & globe revision supplement 6435, 6436
**Atlas (Greek deity) - Pictorial works - 1715 84084**
Atlas : guide économique et touristique des régions de France et d'Algérie / établi sous la direction d'Armand Megglé. 11, Xie région économique : Provence et Languedoc 65637
Atlas & guide to eastern Japan mountains 39525
The Atlas guide to Stockholm / issued by the Stockholm Tourist Traffic Association (Turisttrafiköreningen) 73277
Atlas-guide to the British Commonwealth 32382
Atlas ha-Tanakh. 30 parashiyot : hartsa'ah, mapot, mar'e mekomot, luah khrnologi 62744
Atlas haalom 7021
Atlas hierarchicus 18859, 70256
Atlas hierarchicus : descriptio geographica et statistica Ecclesiae Catholicae tum Occidentis tum Orientis 18867
Atlas hierarchicus : descriptio geographica et statistica S. Romanae ecclesiae tum occidentis tum orientis juxta statum praesentem accedunt etiam nonnullae notae historicae necnon ethnographicae / consilio et hortatu S. Sedis apostolicae elaboravit Car 18856
Atlas hist econ & sociale du Quebec 1851-1901 6871
Atlas hist & geog of France ancienne & moderne 27752
Atlas histoire de la guerre de Crimee 9456
Atlas histoire de Pologne 64969
Atlas histoire du consulat & empire 4941, 27954
Atlas histoire gen guerre Franco-Allemande 28216
Atlas histoire generale des voyages 9194
Atlas histoire guerre independence Etats-Unis 1764
Atlas historico de América 1515
Atlas historico de Bolivia 7190
Atlas historico de Chile 20554
Atlas historico de Espana 72639
Atlas historico de la América hispano-portuguesa, por J. Dantín Cereceda y V. Loriente Cancio ... 41683
Atlas historico de la ciudad de México 46221
Atlas historico de la Republika Argentina / recopilado y redactado por Jose Juan Biedma y dibujado por Cárlos Beyer 2515
Atlas historico de Mexico 46259
Atlas historico del agua en Guanajuato : de tiempos precolombinos a nuestros dias / José Luis Lara Valdés 33097
Atlas historico del nordeste argentino 7457
Atlas historico e geografico brasileiro 13861
Atlas historico-geografico de Espana 72839
Atlas historico-geografico de España : desde los tiempos primitivos hasta nuestros días / por Juan de la Gloria Artero 72641
Atlas historico geografico de Mexico 6205, 46256
Atlas historico geografico y de paisajes peruanos; elaborado durante los años 1963-1970 64290
Atlas historique 4410, 9144, 34250, 34291
Atlas historique circonscriptions electorales francaises 7451
Atlas historique de France ancienne & moderne 27747
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Atlas of Hunterdon County, New Jersey: from recent and actual surveys and records  35006
Atlas of Ida County, Iowa, 1920  35119
An Atlas of Idaho Territory, 1863-1890 / with annotation by Merle W. Wells  35314, 35315
Atlas of Illinois  36066, 35877
Atlas of India  36589, 36617, 36666
An Atlas of Indian history / by E.W. Green  36492
Atlas of Indian reserves  6868
Atlas of Indiana Co., Pennsylvania / from actual surveys by and under the direction of F.W. Beers  36734
Atlas of industrializing Britain 1780-1914  14088, 14089
[Atlas of Ingria, Karelia, Finland and the Neva River]  37488
Atlas of inland waterways of the USSR  72620
Atlas of international politics  84549
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Atlas of Saunders County, Nebraska: containing maps of townships of the county, maps of state, United States and world, farmers directory, analysis of the system of U.S. land surveys 68974
Atlas of Schuyler County, New York: From actual surveys by and under the direction of Beach Nichols 69421
Atlas of Scotland 69563
Atlas of Scotland: being a new set of county maps from actual surveys showing the cities, towns & villages, principal roads and cross roads, the rivers, canals, hills, &c. : with a general map of Scotland, exhibiting the connexion of the counties with 69535
Atlas of Scotland (facs1725) 7065
Atlas of Scott County, Iowa 69699
Atlas of Scottish history to 1707 / edited by Peter G.B. McNeili and Hector L. MacQueen; cartographer, Anona Lyons 69453
Atlas of scripture geography 12853
An Atlas of scripture geography: adapted for the use of training colleges, pupil teachers, and the upper classes in elementary schools / with illustrative letter-press by Walter M'Leod; the maps compiled and engraved by Edward Weller 12809
Atlas of scripture geography / constructed and engraved by Edward Weller 12873
Atlas of Sebastian County, Arkansas / compiled and drawn from U.S. official surveys, county records, and personal observations by E. L. Hayes 69806
Atlas of secret Europe: a guide to sites of magic and mystery 26329, 26330
Atlas of Seneca County, New York / from actual surveys by and under the direction of Beach Nichols 69853
Atlas of Shawnee Co., Kansas: from recent and actual surveys and records under the superintendence of F.W. Beers 69913
Atlas of Sheboygan County, Wisconsin 69917
Atlas of Shelby Co., Indiana 69928
The Atlas of ship wrecks & treasure: the history, location, and treasures of ships lost at sea / Nigel Pickford 69976
The Atlas of shipwrecks & treasure: the history, location, and treasures of ships lost at sea / Nigel Pickford 69977
The Atlas of Siberia 70010, 70011
Atlas of Sioux County, Iowa 70169, 70170
Atlas of Sioux County, Iowa: containing maps of county and townships and landowners of record 70171
Atlas of slavery 70210
Atlas of South America 7343
Atlas of South-east Asia / with an introduction by D.G.E. Hall 71207
Atlas of Southeast Asia / Richard Ulack, Gyula Pauer; with the assistance of Jane Johnshoy Domier & Julsun D. Pacheco 71210
Atlas of southern India 36597
An Atlas of southern trails to the Mississippi 71250
Atlas of St. Joseph County, Michigan: From actual surveys by and under the directions of D. J. Lake, assisted by B. N. Griffing [and others] 67953
Atlas of state of Illinois 5111
Atlas of State of New York 5046
Atlas of Steuben Co., Indiana, to which are added various general maps, history, statistics, illustrations 73254
Atlas of Steuben County, Indiana / by H. W. Morley 73257
Atlas of Steuben County, New York 73262
Atlas of Stevens County, Minnesota: containing maps, plats of the townships, rural directory, pictures of farms and families, articles about history, etc. / compiled 1997 by Title Atlas Company 73263
Atlas of surveys of Columbiana County Ohio 21756
Atlas of surveys of Mahoning County, Ohio 43934
Atlas of Susquehanna Co., Pennsylvania / from actual surveys by and under the direction of F.W. Beers 73583
Atlas of Sweden 73471
Atlas of Tama County, Iowa ... 74198
Atlas of Tama County, Iowa: drawn from actual surveys and the county records 74197
An Atlas of ten select maps of ancient geography: both sacred and profane: with a chronological chart of universal history & biography: being intended as an accompaniment to Mayo's Ancient geography and history 34387
An Atlas, of ten select maps of ancient geography: both sacred and profane: with a chronological table of universal history & biography: being intended as an accompaniment to Mayo's Ancient geography and history 34388
Atlas of Texas 74994
Atlas of the 20th century / Richard Natkiel; text by Donald Sommerville & John N. Westwood; introduction by John Keegan 7104
Atlas of the American Revolution 76381, 76382, 76383, 76384
Atlas of the Arab-Israeli conflict / Martin Gilbert 62752
The Atlas of the Arab world: geopolitics and society / Rafic Boustan, Philippe Fargues 48169
Atlas of the battlefield of Antietam 2142
Atlas of the battlefields of Chickamauga, Chattanooga, and vicinity 20528
Atlas of the Bayley-Hazen military road 6571
Atlas of the Bible 12932, 13003
Atlas of the Bible / L.H. Grollenberg; translated and edited by Joyce M.H. Reid and H.H. Rowley; foreword by W.F. Albright and H.H. Rowley; preface by Roland de Vaux 13012
Atlas of the Bible lands 6570, 13027
Atlas of the biblical world 13049
Atlas of the Black Sea 13201
Atlas of the British Empire 8269, 8453, 14395
Atlas of the British Empire / [editor, C.A. Bayly; contributors, Alan Atkinson ... et al.] 14100
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<tr>
<td>Atlas of the British Empire in Europe, Asia, Oceania, Africa, &amp; America: with descriptive letterpress / by Keith Johnston</td>
<td>8214</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas of the British Empire: showing her Majesty's dominions throughout the world</td>
<td>32380</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas of the British Islands</td>
<td>1403</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas of the British Isles</td>
<td>14146, 14147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas of the campaign of Waterloo / by John Codman Ropes</td>
<td>81441, 81442</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas of the Caribbean basin</td>
<td>7181</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas of the Chinese empire: containing separate maps of the eighteen provinces of China proper on the scale of 1:3,000,000 and of the four great dependencies on the scale of 1:7,500,000: together with an index to all the names on the maps and a list</td>
<td>20711</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas of the city of Cambridge, Middlesex Co., Massachusetts / by and under the direction of G. M. Hopkins ... engraved by Edward Busch</td>
<td>15765</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas of the City of Chicago, central business property volume: Chicago Avenue to Twenty Second Street, Lake Michigan to Halsted Street</td>
<td>43014, 43015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Atlas of the city of Lancaster, Pennsylvania / compiled from official records, actual surveys &amp; private plans by G. Wm. Baist]</td>
<td>41577</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas of the city of Louisville, Ky.</td>
<td>43468</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas of the city of New Haven, Connecticut. From the triangulations, surveys and maps of the City Engineer's Department</td>
<td>54739, 54740</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas of the city of New York: borough of Manhattan from actual surveys and official plans</td>
<td>44326</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Atlas of the city of New York: embracing all territory within its corporate limits from official records, private plans &amp; actual surveys]</td>
<td>55664</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas of the city of Philadelphia: complete in one volume, from actual surveys and official plans</td>
<td>64384</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas of the city of Philadelphia (North Phila.): Lehigh Ave. to Wingohocking St., wards 25, 33, 37, 38, 43 &amp; 45, from actual surveys and official plans</td>
<td>64388</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas of the city of Worcester, Worcester County, Massachusetts / from actual surveys and under the direction of F. W. Beers, assisted by Geo. P. Sanford and others</td>
<td>83674</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Atlas of the Civil War / edited by James M. McPherson</td>
<td>76320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Atlas of the Civil War, month by month: major battles and troop movements</td>
<td>76325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas of the classical world. Edited by A. A. M. van der Heyden and H. H. Scullard</td>
<td>34503, 34504</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas of the Commonwealth of Australia</td>
<td>11088</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas of the counties of England</td>
<td>25230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas of the county of Lawrence and the state of Pennsylvania, from actual surveys and official records</td>
<td>41733</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas of the county of Montgomery and the state of Pennsylvania</td>
<td>51613</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas of the Crusades / Jonathan Riley-Smith</td>
<td>22465</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas of the Czechoslovak Republic: text accompanying the maps / editor Václava Láska</td>
<td>22653</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas of the English Civil War / Peter Newman</td>
<td>32413</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An Atlas of the English counties: divided into hundreds, &amp;c, containing the rivers, roads, parks, parishes, &amp;c in each: exhibiting the whole of the inland navigation, rail roads, &amp;c, and accompanied with maps of England, Ireland, Scotland, and Wales</td>
<td>25220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas of the environment / Geoffrey Lean, Don Hinrichsen</td>
<td>52731</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas of the environment / Geoffrey Lean, Don Hinrichsen, Adam Markham</td>
<td>52727, 52728</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas of the environs of St. Paul, including the whole of Ramsey County, Minnesota</td>
<td>68205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas of the European conflict: containing detailed maps of the nations, pertinent statistics of the contending powers, analysis of conditions leading to the present struggle</td>
<td>84612, 84613, 84615</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Atlas of the 'Flemish Priest': government, law, and the publishing of the first atlas of Scotland</td>
<td>18404</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Atlas of the geography and history of the ancient world / edited and arranged from latest sources by John King Lord</td>
<td>34485</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas of the German Empire 1892</td>
<td>7308</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas of the great Irish famine / edited by John Crowley, William J. Smyth, and Mike Murphy; GIS consultant, Charlie Roche</td>
<td>26511</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas of the great plains / Stephen J. Lavin, Fred M. Shelley and J. Clark Archer; foreword by David J. Wishart; introduction by John C. Hudson</td>
<td>32638</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas of the Greek world / by Peter Levi</td>
<td>32797</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas of the historical geography of the Holy Land / designed and edited by George Adam Smith and prepared under the direction of J.G. Bartholomew</td>
<td>12940</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas of the historical geography of the United States</td>
<td>76235, 76239</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas of the historical geography of the United States, by Charles O. Paulin, edited by John K. Wright</td>
<td>76237, 76238</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas of the historical geography of the United States / by Charles O. Paulin, edited by John K. Wright</td>
<td>76236</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas of the holocaust</td>
<td>34571</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas of the Holy land</td>
<td>12706</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas of the Hudson River valley from New York City to Troy, including a section of about 8 miles in width. Published by Watson &amp; Co. / compiled from official records and careful surveys, under the supervision of F. W. Beers</td>
<td>34835</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas of the Irish rural landscape / edited by F.H.A. Aalen, Kevin Whelan and Matthew Stout</td>
<td>38442</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas of the Irish rural landscape / edited by F.H.A. Aalen, Kevin Whelan, Matthew Stout</td>
<td>38445</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas of the Jewish world / by Nicholas de Lange</td>
<td>39789</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas of the Lake District</td>
<td>14283, 14291, 14307, 14332</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas of the Lewis and Clark expedition / Gary E. Moulton, editor</td>
<td>81751, 81752</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas of the life of Christ</td>
<td>12916</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas of the Maritime Provinces of Canada</td>
<td>45121</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Atlas of the Middle East 48165
An Atlas of the Mughal Empire 51204
An Atlas of the Mughal Empire: political and economic maps with detailed notes, bibliography and index / Irfan Habib 51203
Atlas of the mysterious in North America / Rosemary Ellen Guiley 57836
[Atlas of the New Orleans, Jackson, and Great Northern Railroad / F.J. Rothe] 55446
Atlas of the new West: portrait of a changing region 82622, 82623
Atlas of the North American Indian 57315
An Atlas of the Northwest 59835
Atlas of the northwest coasts of America: from Bering Strait to Cape Corrientes and the Aleutian Islands with several sheets on the northeast coast of Asia / compiled by M.D. Tebenev and published in 1852, with Hydrographic notes; translated and edited 62562, 62563
Atlas of the oceans 60303
Atlas of the oceans / introduced by Jacques Cousteau; general editors, D.L. Elder, J.C. Perretta 60306
Atlas of the oil region of Pennsylvania / from actual surveys under the direction of F.W. Beers; assisted by Beach Nichols ... [et al.] 63578
Atlas of the Oranges, Essex County, N.J.: comprising the cities of Orange and East Orange, town of West Orange, village and township of South Orange, and the borough of Vailsburg 25618
Atlas of the Pacific Northwest 59789
Atlas of the Philippine Islands 5505, 5506, 64522, 64523
Atlas of the Philippines 64546
Atlas of the Prairie Provinces 65512
Atlas of the prehistoric world / Douglas Palmer 34510
Atlas of the presidents / by Donald E. Cooke; illustrated maps by Dwight Dobbins 65526
Atlas of the Presidents / by Donald E. Cooke; illustrated maps by Dwight Dobbins; pictures of the Presidents based on photographs of portraits supplied by the Library of Congress 65525
An Atlas of the principal places in the world 7906
Atlas of the Roman world / by Tim Cornell and John Matthews 61718
Atlas of the rural country district north of New York city embracing the entire Westchester county; New York, also a portion of Connecticut: Greenwich, Stamford, New Canaan, Darien, Wilton and Ridgefield 82702
Atlas of the Russian Empire 67597, 67606, 67627
Atlas of the settled counties of New South Wales III: with ... a road and distance map of the entire colony 55568
An Atlas of the southern part of India: including plans of all the principal towns & cantonments, reduced from the Grand Trigonometrical Survey of India shewing also the Tennessean Provinces 36679
Atlas of the state of Delaware: from actual surveys / by and under the direction of D.G. Beers 23032
Atlas of the State of Illinois, to which are added various general maps, history, statistics and illustrations 35569, 35570
Atlas of the state of Illinois: to which is added an atlas of the United States, maps of the hemispheres &c. &c. 35555, 35562
Atlas of the state of Iowa 37674
Atlas of the state of Maine: including statistics and descriptions of its history, educational system, geology, railroads, natural resources, summer resorts and manufacturing interests 43989
Atlas of the state of Michigan 46784
Atlas of the state of Michigan, including statistics and descriptions of its topography, hydrography, climate, natural and civil history, railways, educational institutions, material resources, etc. by Alexandre Winchell ... [et al.] Drawn, compiled, and edited, 46783
Atlas of the state of Minnesota 49989
Atlas of the State of Minnesota, containing a map of each county, directories of lakes, cities, Minnesota wetlands, U.S. wetlands and other miscellaneous maps and information 50018
Atlas of the state of Minnesota: containing a map of each county in the state; a listing of the cities and towns of the state, with their locations, and populations if organized; a listing of the lakes in the state with their locations, and other features 49987, 49988
Atlas of the state of Minnesota: containing a map of each county in the state, a listing of the cities and towns of the state with their locations and populations if organized; a listing of the lakes in the state with their locations, and other features 49986
Atlas of the state of New Hampshire, containing statistics and descriptions of its topography, geology, river systems, climatology, railroads, educational institutions, agricultural and botanical productions, mechanical and manufacturing interests, etc 54593
Atlas of the state of New Jersey: carefully compiled from official and private sources by Survey Map Company, 41 Lafayette Place, New York; A.L. Westgard, Chief Engineer 54828
Atlas of the State of New York 56137
An Atlas of the State of New York: containing a map of the State and of the several counties 56070, 56078
Atlas of the State of South Carolina 1825 70776
Atlas of the State of South Carolina: made under the authority of the Legislature / by Robert Mills 70777
Atlas of the state of South Carolina: made under the authority of the Legislature: prefaced with a geographical, statistical and historical map of the state 70779
Atlas of the state of Wisconsin by C.D. Robinson ... [et al.] Drawn, compiled, and edited by H.F. Walling 83095
Atlas of the states and territories over which land surveys have been extended / compiled from the official records of the General Land Office and other sources by C. Rooser, principal draughtsman, G.L.O. 76880
Atlas of the Third World / by George Kurian; designed by Andrew Elias and Eric Elias 23491
Atlas of the town of Pawtucket, R.I.: from actual surveys and records 63435
Atlas of the transatlantic slave trade / David Ellis and David Richardson; foreword by David Brion Davis; afterword by David W. Blight 175
Atlas of the United States 4769, 6088, 7155, 79269
Atlas of the United States, 1795-1800 / featuring maps produced by Joseph Scott 76514
Atlas of the United States: [a thematic and comparative approach] / editors, Jilly Glassborow, Gillian Freeman; cartographer, Pat Barber 78934
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Atlas of World War I / Martin Gilbert ; introduction by Viscount Montgomery of Alamein ; cartography by Arthur Banks 84623

Atlas of World War II 84694, 84703


Atlas of world with geophysical boundaries 7335, 7357

Atlas of Wyandot County, Ohio 84760, 84761

Atlas of York County, Nebraska 85106

Atlas of York County New Brunswick 85105


Atlas öfver alla verldens delar 10799

Atlas öfver allmanna historien 34071

Atlas öfver Sveriges län 73707

Atlas; or, A geographicke description of the world, Amsterdam 1636. With an introduction by R.A. Skelton 8683, 8684

Atlas orbis antiqui 18860

Atlas orbis antiqui : in usum scholarum / editio Arminius Rheinhard 34482

Atlas orbis antiqui totius, secundum optimos scriptores et librum scholasticum Gymnasiorum Austriacorum descriptus / Joseph Dirwaldt 34382

Atlas ou recueil des cartes geographiques 9302

Atlas over breer i Nord-Skandinavien = Glacier atlas of northern Scandinavia / G. Østrem, N. Haakensen, O. Melander 69318

Atlas over den Atlas over den gamle verden 34463

Atlas over Kongeriget Danmark 69252

Atlas over Norden 60131

Atlas over skarsgards-Finland (atlas + text volume) 69312

Atlas over Sverige 69257, 73719, 73722, 73724, 73730, 73732, 73733, 73736, 73739, 73743

Atlas över Sverige 73737

Atlas över Sverige : efter generalstabens generalkarta / redigerad af N. Selander 73709

Atlas over Sverige : National atlas of Sweden 73755

Atlas over Sverige Norge och Danmark 69303

Atlas par H. Brüe 9311

Atlas para el viaje de las goletas Sutil y Mexicana al reconocimiento del estrecho de Juan de Fuca en 1792, publicado en 1802 62548, 62549

Atlas para las historias, Romana y del Imperio de Oriente / escritas por el Conde de Ségur, y traducidas al castellano por Don Alberto Lista ; litografiado en Barcelona en la oficina de Don José Eusebio Monfort, y compuesto de 20 láminas, con la traducción 34405

Atlas Paris par arrondissements 63283, 63288, 63297

Atlas photographique d’Algérie 1238

Atlas pintoresco de los estados unidos mexicanos 46389

Atlas pintoresco é historico de los Estados Unidos Mexicanos ... 46388

Atlas pioneer 42284

Atlas pittoresque des Colonies Francaises 9527

Atlas pittoresque du Rhin depuis Bâle jusqu’à la mer : avec suppléments contenant des parties de la Hollande et de la Belgique, de même que les correspondances des bateaux à vapeur à l’Angleterre : guide complet des voyageurs ... / F.W. Delkeskamp = F. 66491


Atlas & plat book, Champaign County, Illinois 19115


Atlas & plat book, Clinton County and Carlyle reservoir area, Illinois, 1975 21083

Atlas & plat book, Columbia County, Florida 21717


Atlas & plat book, De Witt County, Illinois 22944


Atlas & plat book, Dickinson County, Michigan, 1972 23582

Atlas & plat book, Dickinson County, Michigan, 1975 23583


Atlas & plat book, Fillmore County, Minnesota, 1974 26590


Atlas & plat book, Gibson County, Indiana, 1975 31893

Atlas & plat book, Gladwin County, Michigan 31932


Atlas & plat book, Hamilton County, Indiana, 1974 33413


Atlas & plat book, Iosco County, Michigan 37561
Atlas & plat book, Jackson County, Minnesota 39356
Atlas & plat book, Johnson County, Illinois 39847
Atlas & plat book, Kane County, Illinois, 1974 39967
Atlas & plat book, La Salle County, Illinois 68302
Atlas & plat book, Macon County, Illinois 43769
Atlas & plat book, Marion County, Florida 45068
Atlas & plat book, Marquette County, Michigan, 1976 45155
Atlas & plat book, Marquette County, Michigan, 1979 45156
Atlas & plat book, Mason County, Michigan 45366
Atlas & plat book, McDonough County, Illinois 45587
Atlas & plat book, Midland County, Michigan, 1977 49157
Atlas & plat book, Morgan County, Illinois 51756
Atlas & plat book, Moultrie County, Illinois 51858
Atlas & plat book of DuPage County, Illinois : containing outline map of county and plats of all the townships with owners' names 23910
Atlas & plat book, Pike County, Indiana, 1973 64743
Atlas & plat book, Posey County, Indiana, 1975 65436
Atlas & plat book, Rice County, Minnesota, 1976 66758
Atlas & plat book, Somerset County, Pennsylvania 70289
Atlas & plat book, Spencer County, Indiana 72960
Atlas & plat book, Suwannee County Florida, 1975 73621
Atlas & plat book, Vanderburgh County, Indiana, 1974 79865
Atlas & plat book, Wabasha County, Minnesota, 1974 80614
Atlas & plat book, Wayne County, Illinois 81479
Atlas & plat book, Winona County, Minnesota, 1972 83058

Atlas populaire de géographie physique et politique : d'après les meilleures auteurs allemands / par C.C. et F. 7704
Atlas populaire universel / texte par E. Guilbeau 9489
Atlas portatif contenant la géographie universelle 9281, 9292
Atlas portatif de guerre en Europe 4390
Atlas portatif : dédié à l'Université de Paris & adopté par elle, 44 cartes in-4. rel. en parchemin, 28 liv. Abrégé de géographie ancienne & moderne, pour servir au même Atlas, 1 vol. in-12. relié en veau 3 livres, en parchemin 2 liv. 8 sols. Spheres n 33030
Atlas portatif des principales routes de France : avec un texte explicatif, concordant par la pagination avec la géographie, dressé à grande échelle en kilomètres et en lieues comparatives / par Charle, ingénieur géographe, attaché au Dépôt général de 27932
Atlas portatif et itinéraire de l'Europe : pour servir d'Intelligence au guide des voyageurs dans cette partie du monde : composé de treize cartes et vues 26048
Atlas portatif et itinéraire de l'Europe : pour servir d'intelligence au guide des voyageurs dans cette partie du monde, et y suivre le théâtre de toutes les guerres : composé de cinq grandes cartes enluminées 26027, 26029
Atlas portatif histoire philos & polit deux Indes 8762
Atlas portatif & itineraire de l'Europe 9649, 26050
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<td>Atlas to new Cambridge modern history</td>
<td>34325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas to new system of modern geography</td>
<td>4584, 4595</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas to report on deep waterways</td>
<td>5522</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas to the Memoirs of John, duke of Marlborough: containing maps and plans illustrative of the campaigns, fac-simile autographs, armorial bearings, etc.</td>
<td>25867</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas to the topographical dictionaries of England and Wales</td>
<td>52259, 52260</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas to Thompson's Alcedo</td>
<td>1743, 1754</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas to Thompson's Alcedo, or, Dictionary of America &amp; West Indies: collated with all the most recent authorities, and composed chiefly from scarce and original documents, for that work / by A. Arrowsmith, hydrographer to his royal highness the Princ</td>
<td>1742</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas to topographical dictionary of Ireland</td>
<td>38365</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas to treatise grand military operations</td>
<td>5005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas to Walker's geography</td>
<td>7898, 7899</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[An atlas to Walker's geography and gazetteer]</td>
<td>7879</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas to Warren’s system of geography</td>
<td>4821</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas topographique de l’ancienne province de Normandie et pays limitrophes : dédié en 1770 à Thiroux de Crosne / par Louis Denis ; revu, corrigé, et augmenté en 1817 par H. Brué, géographe ...</td>
<td>57248</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas topographique des environs de Paris</td>
<td>63338</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas topographique &amp; militaire de Boheme</td>
<td>9173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas toutes parties connues du globe</td>
<td>4645</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas tres-exact des Pais Bas Catholiques</td>
<td>9624</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas Tyroliensis</td>
<td>75922</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas über alle Theile der Erde in 27 Blaetter / von J.E. Woerl</td>
<td>9694, 9698</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas über alle Theile der Erde in 28 Blättern / von J.E. Woerl</td>
<td>9724</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas über theile de erde fur schulen</td>
<td>9713</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas universae rei veredarianae, allgemeiner postatlas</td>
<td>7573</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas universal ilustrado. [Con el asesoramiento del señor Ernesto Reguera Sierra; habiendo intervenido en la revision del material Celia Leonor Bosco]</td>
<td>7535</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas universal L N S</td>
<td>9058</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas universal y de México</td>
<td>10708</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas universalis</td>
<td>6840, 6887, 6950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas universel</td>
<td>9242, 9353, 9364, 9367, 9394, 9437, 9449, 9453, 9533</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas universel &amp; classique de géographie</td>
<td>9401, 9429, 9462</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas universel complet de géographie ancienne et moderne : conformément à l’état physique, politique &amp; historique actuel du globe, avec les dernières découvertes, contenant 47 cartes, dont 36 pour la partie moderne &amp; 11 pour la partie ancienne d’après</td>
<td>34051</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas universel complet de géographie ancienne et moderne : conformément à l’état physique, politique &amp; historique actuel du globe : avec les dernières découvertes : contenant 47 cartes, dont 36 pour la partie moderne &amp; 11 pour la partie ancienne, d’apre</td>
<td>9340</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas universel complet en cent cartes géographiques dressées sur les relations &amp; les observations les plus exactes &amp; les plus récentes : par M. Robert &amp; M. de Vaugondy, son fils, géographes ordinaires du roi : grand in-folio, proposé par souscription</td>
<td>67008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas universel d’histoire et de géographie ... / par M.-N. Bouillet</td>
<td>9422</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas universel de géographie ...</td>
<td>9420, 9522</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas universel de géographie anc &amp; mod</td>
<td>34435</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas universel de géographie ancienne et moderne : adopté dans les maisons d’e’ductions / dresse’ par C.V. Monin et A.R. Frémin ; gravé sur acier par Bénard</td>
<td>94419</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas universel de géographie ancienne et moderne / dressé et gravé par Ambroise Tardieu</td>
<td>9389</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas universel de géographie ancienne et moderne / dressé par Ambroise Tardieu ; revu et corrigé par A. Vuillem</td>
<td>9400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas universel de géographie ancienne et moderne / dressé par Ambroise Tardieu ; revu et corrigé par A. Vuillem pour l’intelligence de la Géographie universelle de Matte-Brun Lavallée</td>
<td>9451</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas universel de géographie ancienne et moderne, précédé d’un abrégé de géographie physique et historique / par M. Lapie, et M. Lapie fils</td>
<td>9363, 9395</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas universel de géographie ancienne et moderne : précédé d’un abrégé de géographie physique et historique / par M. Lapie et M. Lapie fils ; dédié au roi</td>
<td>9347</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas universel de géographie moderne : à l’usage des maisons d’éducation, des collèges, des séminaires, des athénées, etc., etc. / [D. Raes]</td>
<td>7700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas universel de géographie moderne. Atlas C, composé de douze cartes</td>
<td>9392</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas universel de géographie moderne : composé de 20 belles cartes ornées des armoiries et pavillons des principales nations, contenant les découvertes les plus nouvelles dans les cinq parties du monde, ainsi que les dernières divisions territoriales</td>
<td>7699</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas universel de géographie physique et politique, ancienne, du moyen âge et moderne / par Ch. Barberet, Ch. Périgot</td>
<td>9443</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas universel de géographie physique, politique, ancienne &amp; moderne : contenant les cartes générales et particulières de toutes les parties du monde : rédigé conformément aux progrès de la science pour servir à l’intelligence de l’histoire, de la géo</td>
<td>9384, 9406</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas universel de géographie physique, politique et historique, ancienne et moderne : contenant les cartes générales et particulières des cinq parties du monde, dressé conformément aux progrès de la science : pour servir à la lecture des meilleurs ouv</td>
<td>9315, 9322</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<tr>
<td>Atlas universel de géographie physique &amp; politique / par L. Grégoire</td>
<td>9488</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas universel de géographie physique, statistique et minéralogique sur l'échelle de 1/1641836 ou d'une ligne par 1900 toises</td>
<td>7690</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas universel des cinq parties du monde / dressé par C.V. Monin &amp; A.R. Fremin ; gravé par Bénard</td>
<td>9359</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas universel des sciences</td>
<td>9366, 9382</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas universel dressé sur les meilleures cartes modernes</td>
<td>10630, 10631</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas universel et classique de géographie ancienne, romaine du moyen âge, moderne et contemporaine / par MM. Drioux et Ch. Leroy</td>
<td>9504</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas universel et classique de géographie ancienne, romaine, du moyen age, moderne et contemporaine : à l'usage des établissements d'instruction publique / par M. M. Drioux et Ch. Leroy</td>
<td>9475</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas universel et classique de géographie ancienne, romaine, du moyen âge, moderne et contemporaine : a l'usage des établissements d'instruction publique / par MM. Drioux et Ch. Leroy</td>
<td>9458</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas universel et classique de géographie ancienne, romaine, du moyen âge, moderne et contemporaine : à l'usage des établissements d'instruction publique / par M. M. Drioux et Ch. Leroy</td>
<td>9471</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas universel et classique de géographie ancienne, romaine, du moyen âge, moderne et contemporaine / par MM. Drioux et Ch. Leroy</td>
<td>9498</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas universel historique et géographique : composé de cent cartes : donnant les différentes divisions et modifications territoriales des diverses nations aux principales époques de leur histoire : avec une notice sur tous les faits importants, et l'i</td>
<td>34158</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas universel historique et géographique : composé de cent une cartes : donnant les différentes divisions et modifications territoriales des diverses nations aux principales époques de leur histoire : avec une notice sur tous les faits importants, et</td>
<td>34166</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas universel historique &amp; géographique</td>
<td>34169</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas universel illustré a l'usage des institutions et des gens du monde pour suivre les cours de géographie et d'histoire d'après Brué, Balbi, Meltebrun, Lapié, etc., etc. / par H. Langlois</td>
<td>9376</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas universel indiquant établissements Jesuites</td>
<td>39779</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas universel / par M. Robert ... et par M. Robert de Vaugondy son fils ...</td>
<td>9169, 9170, 9171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas universel physique, historique et politique de géographie ancienne et moderne / composé et dressé par H. Dufour ; gravé sur acier par Ch. Dyonnet</td>
<td>9410, 9431</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas universel pour géographie Guthrie</td>
<td>9264</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas universel pour l'étude de la géographie et de l'histoire ancienne et moderne par Mr. Philippe et autres auteurs</td>
<td>9241</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas universel pour la Géographie de Guthrie</td>
<td>9268</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas universel pour servir à l'étude de la géographie et de l'histoire anciennes et modernes / dressé par L. Vivien</td>
<td>9333, 9354</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas universel Quillet : physique, économique, politique / dressé par Maurice Allain</td>
<td>9531</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas universel Quillet : physique, économique, politique / dressé par Maurice Allain</td>
<td>9523</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas universel. Vol. 1: Europe</td>
<td>7694</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas universel. Vol. 2: Asie</td>
<td>7693</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas universel. Vol. 3: Afrique</td>
<td>7691</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas universel. Vol. 4 and 5: North America and South America</td>
<td>7692</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas USA</td>
<td>1797</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas USSR</td>
<td>72610</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas usuel de géographie moderne</td>
<td>9440, 9459</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas Uzbek SSR</td>
<td>67702</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas (+V1of2) to Pacific RR surveys (octavo)</td>
<td>4899</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas van Belgie</td>
<td>53608</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas van Belgisch Congo en Ruanda-Urundi / Gaston Derkinderen ; woord vooraf door P. Ryckmans</td>
<td>21856</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas van bladwijzer James Cook</td>
<td>8774</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas van de lagere school</td>
<td>8905</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas van de oude wereld : in 16 Kaarten / van J. Armm</td>
<td>34162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas van de kar: terrienen der Protestantsche zending</td>
<td>8967</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas van de wereld : de wereldkaart van Gerard Mercator uit 1569 / bezorgd door Sjoerd de Meer</td>
<td>83926</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Atlas van de XVII Nederlandsche proviën en / Isaak Tirion]</td>
<td>53443</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas van Europa en de werelddeelen</td>
<td>8937, 8983, 8997</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas Van Halma</td>
<td>62447</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas van het Koningrijk der Nederlanden</td>
<td>53513, 53538</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Atlas van het koningrijk der Nederlanden / gegraveerd en uitgegeven door A. Braakensiek]</td>
<td>53525</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas van het Koningrijk der Nederlanden : in 13 kaarten / naar de laatste kadastrale opmetingen ontworpen, geteekend en gegraveerd door J. Jaeger</td>
<td>53517</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas van historische plaatsen in de Lage Landen</td>
<td>9041</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas van kaartbladen Nederlandsche Oost-Indië</td>
<td>8949</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas van Nederland</td>
<td>8873, 8881, 9042</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas van Nederland de West, Indonesie</td>
<td>8999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas van Nederland / door A.A. Beekman</td>
<td>53546</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas van Nederland en de wereld</td>
<td>9007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas van Nederland en zijn bezittingen</td>
<td>53540, 53541</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Atlas van Nederland & overzeese bezittingen 53545
Atlas van Nederlandsch-Indie / W. Van Gelder en C. Lekkerkerker 37468
Atlas van Nederlandsche bezittingen Oost-Indie 8865
Atlas van Stolk (Foundation) SEE Stichting Atlas van Stolk 18169
Atlas van Stolk : katalogus der historie-, spot- en zinneprenten betrekkelijk de geschiedenis van Nederland, verz. door A. van Stolk Cz. 53343
Atlas van tiend blokken 53521
Atlas van tropisch Nederland 8968, 24056
Atlas van zeevaart 4450
Atlas van Zuid-Amerika 70653
Atlas van Afrika 368
Atlas von Amerika 1512, 1765
Atlas von Bayern 11989
Atlas von Bayern, Geographisch-statistisch-historisches Handbuch zur Kenntniss des Zustandes von bayern in seiner gegenwärtigen Beschaffenheit für alle Stände 11962
Atlas von den deutschen Bundes-Staaten : in 74 Blättern 31494
Atlas von Deutschland : vierundzwanzig Blätter in Farbendruck / H. Lange 31546
Atlas von Europa 26073
Atlas von Europa, part 11: Oesterreichische Staat 9676
Atlas von Europa, part 13: Europaische Russland 9678
Atlas von Europa, part 2.2: Turkey in Europe 9667
Atlas von Europa, parts 13-15 9679
Atlas von Europa, Vol. 1, parts 1-5 9666
Atlas von Innereuropa 11170
Atlas von Japan 39530
Atlas von Japan sieben blätter im masstabe von 1:1,000,000 und eine übersichtskarte im masstabe von 1:7,500,000, entworfen und gezeichnet von Bruno Hassenstein 39531
Atlas von Nord-Amerika 1780, 4882
Atlas voor bibelsche & kerkelijke geschiede 12875
Atlas voor de volkschool 8811, 8812, 8814, 8821, 8822, 8826, 8831, 8834, 8847, 8858, 8872, 8897, 8919, 8921, 8928, 8939
Atlas : voyage en Italie 38869
Atlas : voyage round the world 1803-6 58746
Atlas voyages a Peking, Manille 9291
Atlas vsego Baltiiskogo moria [Atlas of all the Baltic Sea] 11962
Atlas von Erde 9488
Atlas von Erdkunde : Kurzausgabe / bearbeitet von Hermann Lautensach 10478
Atlas von Erdkunde : grosse Ausgabe / bearbeitet von Hermann Lautensach 10487
Atlas von Erdkunde : Kurzausgabe / bearbeitet von Hermann Lautensach 10490
Atlas von Geschichte 83734
Atlas von Geschichte des Preussischen Staates / entworfen von Th. Schade, ungarbeitet im kartographischen Institut der Verlagshandlung 65674
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Atlas zur Geschichte des Preussischen Staates : in 10 Blatt : zum Schulgebrauch bearbeitet und allen Freunden der Preussischen Geschichte gewidmet / von E. Leeder 65673
Atlas zur Kirchengeschichte 6849
Atlas zur Kirchengeschichte : 66 Karten auf 12 Blättern / von Karl Heussi und Hermann Mulert 24600
Atlas zur Landeskunde vom Freistaat Sachsen / C. Diercke ... bearbeitet und ausgeführt in der Kartographischen Anstalt von Georg Westermann in Braunschweig 69129
Atlas zur territorialen Entwicklung Preussens mit geschichtlichen Erläuterungen und einer Abbildung des Königlich Preussischen grossen Wappenschildes / entworfen und bearbeitet von Ida Mück 65727
Atlas zur universalgeschichte 7022
Atlas zur universalgeschichte 7031
Atlas zur weltgeschichte 6516, 10482
Atlase - 1871 34464
Atlases 8626
Atlases - 1100-1199 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 28838
Atlases - 1200-1399 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 4166
Atlases - 1290 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 65775
Atlases - 1400-1499 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 65758
Atlases - 1415 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 65774
Atlases - 1500-1599 4167, 4168
Atlases - 1500-1899 33765
Atlases - 1520 (Provisional Heading) 4169
Atlases - 1522 (Provisional Heading) 4170
Atlases - 1525 (Provisional Heading) 4171, 4172, 4173, 4174, 4175, 43880, 43881, 43882, 43883
Atlases - 1526 (Provisional Heading) 4176
Atlases - 1530 (Provisional Heading) 4177
Atlases - 1534 (Provisional Heading) 4178
Atlases - 1537 (Provisional Heading) 4179
Atlases - 1538-1541 (Provisional Heading) 4180
Atlases - 1540 (Provisional Heading) 4181
Atlases - 1542 (Provisional Heading) 4182
Atlases - 1543 (Provisional Heading) 4183
Atlases - 1546 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 83897
Atlases - 1549 (Provisional Heading) 4184
Atlases - 1551 (Provisional Heading) 4185
Atlases - 1559 (Provisional Heading) 4186
Atlases - 1560 (Provisional Heading) 4187
Atlases - 1561 (Provisional Heading) 4188
Atlases - 1567 (Provisional Heading) 4189
Atlases - 1572 (Provisional Heading) 4190, 4191
Atlases - 1574 (Provisional Heading) 4192
Atlases - 1575 (Provisional Heading) 28918
Atlases - 1576 (Provisional Heading) 4193, 4194
Atlases - 1578 (Provisional Heading) 4195
Atlases - 1579 (Provisional Heading) 4196
Atlases - 1580 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 4197
Atlases - 1585 (Provisional Heading) 4198
Atlases - 1588 (Provisional Heading) 4199, 4200
Atlases - 1590 (Provisional Heading) 4201
Atlases - 1595 (Provisional Heading) 4202, 4203, 4204
Atlases - 1596 (Provisional Heading) 4205, 4206, 4207, 4208, 4209
Atlases - 1598 (Provisional Heading) 4210, 4211, 4212
Atlases - 1599 (Provisional Heading) 4213, 4214, 4215, 4216, 4217
Atlases - 1600 (Provisional Heading) 4218
Atlases - 1601 (Provisional Heading) 4219, 4220
Atlases - 1603 4221, 4222
Atlases - 1603 (Provisional Heading) 4223, 4224, 4225
Atlases - 1604 (Provisional Heading) 4226, 4227, 4228
Atlases - 1605 (Provisional Heading) 4229, 4230, 4231
Atlases - 1606 (Provisional Heading) 4232
Atlases - 1607 (Provisional Heading) 4233
Atlases - 1608 (Provisional Heading) 4234, 4235, 4236, 4237, 4238
Atlases - 1609 (Provisional Heading) 4239, 4240, 4241
Atlases - 1610 (Provisional Heading) 4242, 4243, 4244
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<td>4375, 4376, 4377</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases - 1696 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>4378</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases - 1697 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>4379, 4380, 4381, 4382</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases - 1698 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>4383</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases - 1699 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>4384, 4385</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases - 1700-1850</td>
<td>1840</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases - 1702 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>4386</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases - 1703 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>4387</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases - 1704 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>4388</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases - 1705 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>4389</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases - 1706 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>4390</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases - 1707 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>4391</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases - 1708 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>4392, 4393</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases - 1709 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>4394, 4395</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases - 1710 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>4396</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases - 1711 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>4397, 4398</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases - 1712 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>4399</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases - 1713 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>4400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases - 1716 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>4401, 4402</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases - 1717 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>4403, 4404, 4405</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases - 1718 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>4406</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases - 1719 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>4407</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases - 1720 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>4408, 4409, 4410</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases - 1722 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>4411, 4412, 4413, 4414, 4415</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases - 1725 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>4416, 4417, 4418, 4419</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases - 1726 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>4420, 4421</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases - 1727 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>4422, 4423, 4424, 4425</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases - 1728 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>4426, 4427, 4428</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases - 1729 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>4429, 4430, 4431, 4432</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases - 1730 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>4433, 4434, 4435</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases - 1731 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>4436</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases - 1732 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>4437, 4438, 4439</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases - 1733 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>4440</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases - 1736 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>4441, 4442, 4443, 4444</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases - 1741 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>4445</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases - 1743 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>4446</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases - 1743 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>4447</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases - 1744 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>4448</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases - 1745 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>4449, 4450, 4451</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases - 1747 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>4452, 4453</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases - 1748 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>4454, 4455, 4456, 4457</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases - 1749 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>4458, 4459</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases - 1752 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>4460, 4461, 4462, 4463</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases - 1754 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>4464</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases - 1755 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>4465</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases - 1756 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>4466, 4467, 4468</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases - 1759 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>4469</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases - 1760 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>4470</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases - 1762 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>4471, 4472, 4473, 4474</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases - 1763 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>4475</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases - 1764 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>4476, 4477</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases - 1765 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>4478</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases - 1767 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>4479, 4480</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases - 1768 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>4481, 4482, 4483</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases - 1770 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>4484, 4485</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases - 1771 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>4486</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases - 1772 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>4487, 4488, 4489, 4490</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases - 1773 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>29049</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases - 1773 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>4491</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases - 1774 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>4492, 4493, 4494</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases - 1775 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>4495, 4496</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases - 1777 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>4497, 4498, 4499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases - 1778 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>4500</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Atlases - 1779 (Provisional Heading) 4501, 4502
Atlases - 1780 (Provisional Heading) 4503, 4504, 4505
Atlases - 1782 (Provisional Heading) 4506
Atlases - 1784 (Provisional Heading) 4507, 4508, 4509, 4510
Atlases - 1785 (Provisional Heading) 4511, 4512
Atlases - 1786 (Provisional Heading) 4513
Atlases - 1787 (Provisional Heading) 4514, 4515, 4516
Atlases - 1788 (Provisional Heading) 4517
Atlases - 1789 (Provisional Heading) 4518, 4519, 4520, 4521
Atlases - 1790 29089
Atlases - 1790 (Provisional Heading) 4522
Atlases - 1791 (Provisional Heading) 4523
Atlases - 1792 (Provisional Heading) 4524, 4525, 4526, 4527, 4528
Atlases - 1793 29097
Atlases - 1793 (Provisional Heading) 4529, 4530, 4531, 4532
Atlases - 1794 29100
Atlases - 1794 (Provisional Heading) 4533, 4534, 4535
Atlases - 1795 4536, 29103
Atlases - 1795 (Provisional Heading) 4537, 4538, 4539, 4540, 4541
Atlases - 1796 4542, 29110, 29111, 29112
Atlases - 1796 (Provisional Heading) 4543, 4544
Atlases - 1797 52066
Atlases - 1797 (Provisional Heading) 4545, 4546, 4547, 4548, 4549, 4550
Atlases - 1798 24982
Atlases - 1798 (Provisional Heading) 4551, 4552
Atlases - 1799 52067, 52068
Atlases - 1799 (Provisional Heading) 4553, 4554, 4555, 4556, 4557, 4558
Atlases - 1800 4559
Atlases - 1800 (Provisional Heading) 4560, 4561, 4562, 4563, 4564, 4565, 4566
Atlases - 1801 (Provisional Heading) 4567, 4568, 4569, 4570, 4571, 4572
Atlases - 1802 (Provisional Heading) 4573, 4574, 4575
Atlases - 1803 (Provisional Heading) 4576, 4577
Atlases - 1804 4578, 4579, 4580, 30772, 52147
Atlases - 1805 4581, 29160, 29170
Atlases - 1805 (Provisional Heading) 4582, 4583, 4584, 4585
Atlases - 1806 30775, 30776, 30777
Atlases - 1806 (Provisional Heading) 4586
Atlases - 1807 30778
Atlases - 1807 (Provisional Heading) 4587, 4588, 4589
Atlases - 1808 (Provisional Heading) 4590, 4591, 4592, 4593
Atlases - 1809 29204, 29205
Atlases - 1810 (Provisional Heading) 4594
Atlases - 1811 (Provisional Heading) 4595, 4596
Atlases - 1812 29237, 30781, 30782, 30783
Atlases - 1812 (Provisional Heading) 4597, 4598
Atlases - 1813 4599, 29240
Atlases - 1814 4600, 4601, 29253, 29254, 34386, 34387
Atlases - 1814 (Provisional Heading) 4602, 4603, 4604, 4605, 4606, 4607, 4608, 4609, 4610, 4611
Atlases - 1815 29262, 29263, 30788, 34388
Atlases - 1816 (Provisional Heading) 4612, 4613, 4614, 4615
Atlases - 1817 29279
Atlases - 1817 (Provisional Heading) 4616, 4617, 4618
Atlases - 1818 4619, 29292
Atlases - 1818 (Provisional Heading) 4620, 4621, 4622, 4623
Atlases - 1819 29310
Atlases - 1819 (Provisional Heading) 4624, 4625, 4626, 4627
Atlases - 1820 4628, 4629, 4630, 4631, 4633, 4634, 4635, 29315, 29316
Atlases - 1820-1829 4632
Atlases - 1820 (Provisional Heading) 4636, 4637, 4638
Atlases - 1821 4639, 4640, 4641, 30793
Atlases - 1821 (Provisional Heading) 4642, 4643, 4644, 4645
Atlases - 1822 4646, 4647, 4648, 29331, 30659
Atlases - 1822 (Provisional Heading) 4649
Atlases - 1823 30795
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Provisional Heading</th>
<th>Call Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1849</td>
<td>(Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>4650, 4651, 4652, 4653, 4654, 4655, 4656</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1847</td>
<td>(Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>4657</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1846</td>
<td>(Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>4658, 4659, 4660, 4661, 4662, 4663, 4664, 4665, 4666, 4667, 4668, 4669</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1845</td>
<td>(Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>4670, 4671, 4672, 4673, 4674, 29363</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1845</td>
<td>(Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>4675, 4676, 4677</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1844</td>
<td>(Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>4678, 4679, 4680, 4681, 4682, 4683</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1843</td>
<td>(Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>4684, 4685, 4686, 4687, 4688, 4689, 4690</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1842</td>
<td></td>
<td>4396</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1841</td>
<td></td>
<td>4691</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1840</td>
<td>(Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>4692, 4693</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1839</td>
<td>(Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>4694, 4695, 4696, 4697, 20801, 34399, 76613, 76614, 76615, 76616</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1838</td>
<td>(Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>4698, 4699, 4700, 4701, 4702</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1837</td>
<td></td>
<td>4703, 29406, 29407, 29408, 34400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1836</td>
<td>(Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>4704, 4705, 4706, 4707, 4708</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1835</td>
<td></td>
<td>4709, 4711, 4712, 4713, 29415, 34049</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1834</td>
<td></td>
<td>4710</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1833</td>
<td>(Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>4714, 4715, 4716, 4717</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1832</td>
<td>(Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>4718, 4719, 4720, 4721, 4722, 29424, 29425, 34404</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1831</td>
<td>(Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>4723, 4724, 4725, 4726, 4727, 4728, 4729</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1830</td>
<td>(Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>4730, 4731, 4732, 4733, 4734, 34407</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1829</td>
<td>(Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>4735, 4736, 4737, 4738, 4739, 4740, 4741, 4742, 4743, 4744</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1828</td>
<td>(Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>4745, 4746, 4747, 4748, 29437</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1827</td>
<td>(Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>4749</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1826</td>
<td>(Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>4750, 4751, 4752, 4753, 4754</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1825</td>
<td>(Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>4755, 4756, 4759, 29445, 29446</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1824</td>
<td>(Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>4757, 4758</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1823</td>
<td>(Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>4760, 4761, 4762, 4763, 4765, 4770, 34412</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1822</td>
<td></td>
<td>4764</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1821</td>
<td>(Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>4766, 4767, 4768, 4769</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1820</td>
<td></td>
<td>4771, 34154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1819</td>
<td>(Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>4772</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1818</td>
<td>(Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>4773, 4774, 4775, 4776, 4777, 4778, 4779</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1817</td>
<td>(Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>4780, 29465, 29469</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1816</td>
<td>(Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>4781, 4782</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1815</td>
<td>(Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>4783, 4784, 4785, 29473, 30669</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1814</td>
<td>(Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>4786, 4787</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1813</td>
<td>(Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>4788, 4789, 30671, 30813, 34417</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1812</td>
<td>(Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>4790, 4791, 4792, 4793, 4794, 4795, 4796, 4797</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1811</td>
<td></td>
<td>4798, 29484</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1810</td>
<td>(Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>4800, 4801, 4802, 4803, 4804, 4805, 4806</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1809</td>
<td>(Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>29488</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1808</td>
<td></td>
<td>4807, 4808, 4810, 29492, 29493, 50062</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1807</td>
<td>(Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>4809</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1806</td>
<td></td>
<td>4814, 29502, 71123, 71124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1805</td>
<td>(Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>4811, 4812, 4813</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1804</td>
<td></td>
<td>4820, 29508, 30673</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1803</td>
<td>(Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>30819, 30820</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1802</td>
<td>(Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>4815</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1801</td>
<td>(Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>4816, 4817, 4818, 4819</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1800</td>
<td></td>
<td>4821, 29520, 30674</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1801-1802</td>
<td>(Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>30821</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1800</td>
<td>(Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>4822, 4823, 4824, 4825</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1802-1803</td>
<td></td>
<td>4826, 4827, 4828, 29530, 29531, 29532, 29533, 29534, 29535, 29540, 34430</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1805-1804</td>
<td></td>
<td>34429</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1804</td>
<td>(Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>4829, 4830</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1803</td>
<td></td>
<td>4833, 29550, 29551, 29552, 29553, 29554</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1802</td>
<td>(Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>4831, 4832</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1801</td>
<td></td>
<td>4838, 29565, 29566, 34164</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1800</td>
<td>(Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>4834, 4835, 4836, 4837</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1803</td>
<td></td>
<td>24603, 29572, 29573, 29574, 29575</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1802</td>
<td>(Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>4839, 4840, 4841</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1801</td>
<td></td>
<td>4842, 29578, 29579, 29580, 29581</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1800</td>
<td>(Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>4843, 4844, 4845</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Period</th>
<th>Entries</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1955-1958</td>
<td>640, 6461, 6462, 6481, 6482, 6483</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1959</td>
<td>6490</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1960</td>
<td>6492, 6493, 6494, 6495, 6496, 6497, 6498, 6499, 6500, 6501, 6502, 6503, 6504, 6505, 6506</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1961</td>
<td>6508, 6509, 6510, 6511, 6512, 6523, 6524, 6525, 6526, 34307, 34308, 34309</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1962</td>
<td>6516, 6517, 6518, 6519, 6520, 6521, 6522</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1963</td>
<td>6527, 6529, 6543, 32077, 34311, 34312, 34313</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1964</td>
<td>6530, 6531, 6532, 6533, 6534, 6535, 6536, 6537, 6538, 6539, 6540, 6541, 6542</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1965</td>
<td>6545, 6556, 6567</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1966</td>
<td>6568, 6578, 34503</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1967</td>
<td>6570, 6571, 6572, 6573, 6574, 6575, 6576, 6577, 6578, 6579, 6580, 6581, 6582, 6583, 6584, 6585, 6586</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1968</td>
<td>6588, 6598, 6606, 6607, 6608</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1969</td>
<td>6590, 6591, 6592, 6593, 6594, 6595, 6596, 6597, 6598, 6599, 6600, 6601, 6602, 6603, 6604, 6605</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1970</td>
<td>6609, 6610, 6639, 24628</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1971</td>
<td>6611, 6612</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1972</td>
<td>6613, 6614, 6615, 6616, 6617, 6618, 6619, 6620, 6621, 6622, 6623, 6624, 6625, 6626, 6627, 6628, 6629, 6630, 6631, 6632, 6633, 6634, 6635, 6636, 6637, 6638</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1973</td>
<td>6640, 6641, 6642, 6644, 6660, 6661, 6662, 6663, 14094, 84553</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1974</td>
<td>6645, 6646, 6647, 6648, 6649, 6650, 6651, 6652, 6653, 6654, 6655, 6656, 6657, 6658, 6659</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1975</td>
<td>6664, 6665, 6666, 6667, 6668, 6671, 6682, 6683, 34318, 34319</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1976</td>
<td>6689, 6690, 6691, 6692, 6693, 6694, 6695, 6696, 6697, 6698, 6699, 6700, 6701, 6702, 6703, 6704, 6705, 6706, 6707, 6708, 6709, 6710, 6711, 6712, 6713</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1977</td>
<td>6704, 6705, 6706, 6707, 6708, 6709, 6710, 6711, 6712, 6713</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1978</td>
<td>6714</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1979</td>
<td>6715, 6716, 6717, 6718, 6731, 8470</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1980</td>
<td>6717</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1981</td>
<td>6719, 6720, 6721, 6722, 6723, 6724, 6725, 6726, 6727, 6728, 6729, 6730</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1982</td>
<td>6732, 6733, 6734, 6735, 6736, 6737, 6738, 6758, 6759, 6760</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1983</td>
<td>6739, 6740</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1984</td>
<td>6741, 6742, 6743, 6744, 6745, 6746, 6747, 6748, 6749, 6750, 6751, 6752, 6753, 6754, 6755, 6756, 6757</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1985</td>
<td>6734, 6735, 6736, 6761, 6762, 6763, 6764, 6783, 34504</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1986</td>
<td>6765, 6766, 6767, 6768, 6769, 6770, 6771, 6772, 6773, 6774, 6775, 6776, 6777, 6778, 6779, 6780, 6781, 6782</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1987</td>
<td>6783, 6784, 6785, 34332</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1988</td>
<td>6788, 6789, 6790</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1989</td>
<td>6791, 6792, 6793, 6794, 6795, 6796, 6797, 6798, 6799, 6800, 6801, 6802, 6803, 6804, 6805, 6806, 6807, 6808, 6809, 6810, 6811, 6812, 6813</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1990</td>
<td>6815, 6816, 6835, 34190, 34322</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1991</td>
<td>6817, 6818, 6819, 6820, 6821, 6822, 6823, 6824, 6825, 6826, 6827, 6828, 6829, 6830, 6831, 6832, 6833, 6834</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1992</td>
<td>6835, 6836, 6837, 6838, 6862, 6863, 34232</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1993</td>
<td>6838</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1994</td>
<td>6839, 6840, 6841, 6842, 6843, 6844, 6845, 6846, 6847, 6848, 6849, 6850, 6851, 6852, 6853, 6854, 6855, 6856, 6857, 6858, 6859, 6860, 6861</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1995</td>
<td>6864, 6882, 34191</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1996</td>
<td>6865</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1997</td>
<td>6866, 6867, 6868, 6869, 6870, 6871, 6872, 6873, 6874, 6875, 6876, 6877, 6878, 6879, 6880, 6881</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998</td>
<td>6840, 6883, 6884, 6885, 6902, 84555</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999</td>
<td>6886, 6887, 6888, 6889, 6890, 6891, 6892, 6893, 6894, 6895, 6896, 6897, 6898, 6899, 6900, 6901</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>6841, 6893, 6919, 6920</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year</td>
<td>Provenance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>--------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1981</td>
<td>Provisional Heading</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1982</td>
<td>Provisional Heading</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1983</td>
<td>Provisional Heading</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1984</td>
<td>Provisional Heading</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1985</td>
<td>Provisional Heading</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1986</td>
<td>Children's literature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1987</td>
<td>Provisional Heading</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1988</td>
<td>Provisional Heading</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1989</td>
<td>Provisional Heading</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1990</td>
<td>Provisional Heading</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1991</td>
<td>Provisional Heading</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1992</td>
<td>Provisional Heading</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1993</td>
<td>Provisional Heading</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1994</td>
<td>Children's maps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1995</td>
<td>Provisional Heading</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1996</td>
<td>Provisional Heading</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1997</td>
<td>Provisional Heading</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998</td>
<td>Provisional Heading</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999</td>
<td>Provisional Heading</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>Provisional Heading</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>Children's maps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>Provisional Heading</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Atlastes - 1994 (Provisional Heading)  7422, 7423, 7424, 7425, 7426, 7427, 7428, 7429, 7430, 7431, 7432, 7433, 7434, 7435, 7436, 7437, 7438
Atlastes - 1995  7439, 7440, 7441, 7442, 7445, 7461, 7462
Atlastes - 1995 - Children's maps  7443, 7444
Atlastes - 1995 (Provisional Heading)  7446, 7447, 7448, 7449, 7450, 7451, 7452, 7453, 7454, 7455, 7456, 7457, 7458, 7459, 7460
Atlastes - 1996  7463, 7481
Atlastes - 1996 (Provisional Heading)  7464, 7465, 7466, 7467, 7468, 7469, 7470, 7471, 7472, 7473, 7474, 7475, 7476, 7477, 7478, 7479, 7480
Atlastes - 1997  7482, 7483, 7485, 7493, 20551, 34348
Atlastes - 1997 - Children's maps  7484
Atlastes - 1997 (Provisional Heading)  7486, 7487, 7488, 7489, 7490, 7491, 7492
Atlastes - 1998  7494, 7495, 7496, 7497, 7500, 18471, 18472, 30635
Atlastes - 1998 (Provisional Heading)  7498, 7499
Atlastes - 1999  7501, 7502, 7504, 34350
Atlastes - 1999 (Provisional Heading)  7503
Atlastes - 2000  7508, 25840
Atlastes - 2000 - Children's maps  7505
Atlastes - 2000 (Provisional Heading)  7506, 7507
Atlastes - 2001  7509, 7510
Atlastes - 2002  7511, 7512
Atlastes - 2003  7513, 7514, 7515, 7517, 30636
Atlastes - 2003 - Juvenile literature  7516
Atlastes - 2004  7518, 7519, 7520
Atlastes - 2005  7521, 7522, 7523, 7524, 7525, 7526, 7527, 7534, 7535, 30890, 34351, 34862, 65119
Atlastes - 2005 - Children's maps  7528, 7529, 7530, 7531, 7532, 7533
Atlastes - 2006  7543, 7544, 7545, 24980, 34352, 34353, 84549
Atlastes - 2006 - Children's maps  7536, 7537, 7538, 7539, 7540, 7541, 7542
Atlastes - 2007  7547
Atlastes - 2007 - Children's maps  7546
Atlastes - 2007 - Juvenile literature  76166
Atlastes - 2008  7548, 7549
Atlastes - 2009  7550, 20881
Atlastes - 2010  38496
Atlastes, Albanian - 1962 (Provisional Heading)  7551
Atlastes, Albanian - 1988  7552
Atlastes, American  34018
Atlastes, American - 1986 - Hot spots (Political science)  7553
Atlastes, American - Lettering - 1850-1972  41889
Atlastes, American SEE Atlastes  63815
Atlastes and maps from the library of Isaac Vossius, 1618-1689  80584, 80585
Atlastes and maps of Montgomery County, Indiana, 1864, 1878, 1898, 1917  51586
Atlastes, Arabic - 1154 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  35320
Atlastes, Argentine - 1940-1947  35320
Atlastes, Argentine - 1971  7554
Atlastes, Argentinean - 1911  30546
Atlastes, Atlases, French - 1660  7555
Atlastes, Australian - 1895  7556
Atlastes, Australian - 1908  7556
Atlastes, Australian - 1926  7558
Atlastes, Australian - 1937  7558
Atlastes, Australian - 1939  7559
Atlastes, Australian - 1940  7560
Atlastes, Austrian - 1518 - Manuscripts  7562
Atlastes, Austrian - 1518 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  7563
Atlastes, Austrian - 1521 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  7564
Atlastes, Austrian - 1737  29007
Atlastes, Austrian - 1760 (Provisional Heading)  7565
Atlastes, Austrian - 1769  34135
Atlastes, Austrian - 1781 (Provisional Heading)  7566
Atlastes, Austrian - 1786-1800  7566
Atlastes, Austrian - 1789 (Provisional Heading)  7567
Atlastes, Austrian - 1791 (Provisional Heading)  7568, 7569
Atlastes, Austrian - 1792 (Provisional Heading)  7570
Atlastes, Austrian - 1794 (Provisional Heading)  7571
Atlastes, Austrian - 1796 (Provisional Heading)  7572
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<p>| Atlases, Austrian - 1799 (Provisional Heading) | 7573 |
| Atlases, Austrian - 1800 (Provisional Heading) | 7574 |
| Atlases, Austrian - 1802 (Provisional Heading) | 7575 |
| Atlases, Austrian - 1807 | 7576, 7577 |
| Atlases, Austrian - 1809 | 34381, 34382 |
| Atlases, Austrian - 1818 (Provisional Heading) | 7578 |
| Atlases, Austrian - 1850 (Provisional Heading) | 29593 |
| Atlases, Austrian - 1875-1876 | 7579 |
| Atlases, Austrian - 1884 | 7580 |
| Atlases, Austrian - 1887 (Provisional Heading) | 7582 |
| Atlases, Austrian - 1888 (Provisional Heading) | 7583 |
| Atlases, Austrian - 1889 (Provisional Heading) | 7584 |
| Atlases, Austrian - 1891 | 34223 |
| Atlases, Austrian - 1892 | 7585 |
| Atlases, Austrian - 1892 (Provisional Heading) | 7586, 7587 |
| Atlases, Austrian - 1894 | 7588 |
| Atlases, Austrian - 1894 (Provisional Heading) | 7589 |
| Atlases, Austrian - 1895 | 7590 |
| Atlases, Austrian - 1895 (Provisional Heading) | 7591 |
| Atlases, Austrian - 1896 (Provisional Heading) | 7592 |
| Atlases, Austrian - 1897 | 7593 |
| Atlases, Austrian - 1899 | 7594 |
| Atlases, Austrian - 1900 (Provisional Heading) | 7595 |
| Atlases, Austrian - 1901 | 7596, 7597 |
| Atlases, Austrian - 1902 | 7598, 7599 |
| Atlases, Austrian - 1903 | 34248 |
| Atlases, Austrian - 1904 | 7600 |
| Atlases, Austrian - 1904 (Provisional Heading) | 7601 |
| Atlases, Austrian - 1905 | 7602 |
| Atlases, Austrian - 1905 (Provisional Heading) | 7603 |
| Atlases, Austrian - 1907 | 7604 |
| Atlases, Austrian - 1908 | 7605 |
| Atlases, Austrian - 1909 | 8372, 34087 |
| Atlases, Austrian - 1910 | 7606 |
| Atlases, Austrian - 1911 | 7607 |
| Atlases, Austrian - 1911 (Provisional Heading) | 7608 |
| Atlases, Austrian - 1912 | 7609, 7610, 7611 |
| Atlases, Austrian - 1912 (Provisional Heading) | 7612 |
| Atlases, Austrian - 1920 | 34495 |
| Atlases, Austrian - 1921 | 7613, 7614 |
| Atlases, Austrian - 1922 | 7615 |
| Atlases, Austrian - 1922 (Provisional Heading) | 7616 |
| Atlases, Austrian - 1923 (Provisional Heading) | 7617 |
| Atlases, Austrian - 1924 | 7618 |
| Atlases, Austrian - 1925 | 7619 |
| Atlases, Austrian - 1925 (Provisional Heading) | 7620 |
| Atlases, Austrian - 1926 | 7621 |
| Atlases, Austrian - 1927 | 7622 |
| Atlases, Austrian - 1928 | 7623, 7624 |
| Atlases, Austrian - 1928 (Provisional Heading) | 7625, 7626 |
| Atlases, Austrian - 1929 | 7627, 7628, 18859, 34282 |
| Atlases, Austrian - 1932 | 18862 |
| Atlases, Austrian - 1933 | 18863 |
| Atlases, Austrian - 1935 | 7629 |
| Atlases, Austrian - 1937 | 7630 |
| Atlases, Austrian - 1938 | 7631 |
| Atlases, Austrian - 1951 | 7632 |
| Atlases, Austrian - 1952 | 70253, 70254 |
| Atlases, Austrian - 1968 | 18867 |
| Atlases, Austrian - 1992 | 70256 |
| Atlases, Austrian - Bibliography - 1561-1994 | 7633 |
| Atlases, Austrian - France - Maps - 1791 (Provisional Heading) | 7634 |
| Atlases, Belgian | 1612-1641 | 7635 |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Atlases, Belgian - 1529</th>
<th>7636</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Belgian - 1533</td>
<td>7637</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Belgian - 1534</td>
<td>7638</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Belgian - 1540</td>
<td>7639</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Belgian - 1545</td>
<td>7640</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Belgian - 1548</td>
<td>7641, 7642</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Belgian - 1550</td>
<td>7643</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Belgian - 1555</td>
<td>22297</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Belgian - 1560</td>
<td>28906</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Belgian - 1564</td>
<td>7644</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Belgian - 1570</td>
<td>7645, 7646, 7647, 7648, 7649</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Belgian - 1570-1641 - Selections</td>
<td>82247</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Belgian - 1573</td>
<td>7650, 7651</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Belgian - 1574</td>
<td>7652, 7653</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Belgian - 1575</td>
<td>7654</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Belgian - 1575 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>7655</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Belgian - 1578</td>
<td>7656, 7657</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Belgian - 1580</td>
<td>7658, 7659</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Belgian - 1581</td>
<td>7660</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Belgian - 1584</td>
<td>7661, 7662, 7663, 7664</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Belgian - 1584 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>7665</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Belgian - 1587</td>
<td>7666</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Belgian - 1588</td>
<td>7667, 7668</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Belgian - 1589</td>
<td>7669</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Belgian - 1592</td>
<td>7670</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Belgian - 1593</td>
<td>7671, 7672</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Belgian - 1595</td>
<td>7673, 7674, 7675, 30647</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Belgian - 1597</td>
<td>28929, 28930, 28931</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Belgian - 1598</td>
<td>7676, 7677, 7678</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Belgian - 1601</td>
<td>7679, 7680, 30648</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Belgian - 1602</td>
<td>7681</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Belgian - 1608</td>
<td>7682</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Belgian - 1612</td>
<td>7683, 7684</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Belgian - 1624</td>
<td>7685, 30649, 30650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Belgian - 1692 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>7686</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Belgian - 1696</td>
<td>7687, 7688</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Belgian - 1764</td>
<td>29037</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Belgian - 1766</td>
<td>7689</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Belgian - 1827</td>
<td>7690, 7691, 7692, 7693, 7694, 7695, 7696</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Belgian - 1837</td>
<td>29468</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Belgian - 1840</td>
<td>7697</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Belgian - 1847</td>
<td>7698</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Belgian - 1850</td>
<td>7699, 7700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Belgian - 1851</td>
<td>29608</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Belgian - 1852 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>7701, 7702</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Belgian - 1854</td>
<td>7703</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Belgian - 1858</td>
<td>7704</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Belgian - 1868-1871</td>
<td>7705</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Belgian - 1870</td>
<td>7706</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Belgian - 1881</td>
<td>7707</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Belgian - 1883</td>
<td>7708</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Belgian - 1890</td>
<td>7709</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Belgian - 1897 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>7710</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Belgian - 1899 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>7711, 7712</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Belgian - 1900</td>
<td>7713</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Belgian - 1901</td>
<td>7714</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Belgian - 1901 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>7715</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Belgian - 1903</td>
<td>7716</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Belgian - 1910</td>
<td>7717</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Belgian - 1910 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>7718</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Belgian - 1938</td>
<td>83715</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Belgian - 1938 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>7719</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Belgian - 1944</td>
<td>30598</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Belgian - 1947</td>
<td>7720</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year</td>
<td>Call Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1689 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>7721</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1688</td>
<td>7722</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1682</td>
<td>7723</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1680</td>
<td>83738</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1680 (British)</td>
<td>20909</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1679 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>1821, 7734, 7741, 7742, 7743, 17319, 17320, 17321, 17322, 44780, 44781</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1677</td>
<td>7724</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1676</td>
<td>7725</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1675</td>
<td>7633</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1673 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>1500-1936</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1671</td>
<td>10533</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1670 (British)</td>
<td>1700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1669</td>
<td>7726</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1668</td>
<td>30894</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1667</td>
<td>1965, 1966</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1665</td>
<td>7727</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1664</td>
<td>7728</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1663</td>
<td>7729</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1662</td>
<td>7730</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1661</td>
<td>44778</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1660</td>
<td>7731</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1659</td>
<td>10752</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1658</td>
<td>7732, 7733</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1657</td>
<td>7744</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1656</td>
<td>13855</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1655</td>
<td>13856</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1654</td>
<td>1974</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1653</td>
<td>41957</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1652</td>
<td>7736</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1651</td>
<td>7737, 7738, 7739, 7740, 11887, 11888, 30728, 44790, 45636, 56866, 72630, 79488</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1650</td>
<td>14602, 14603</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1649</td>
<td>7735</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1648</td>
<td>44786</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1647</td>
<td>66220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1646</td>
<td>7736</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1645</td>
<td>7737, 7738</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1644</td>
<td>84530</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1643</td>
<td>62355</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1642</td>
<td>44828</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1641</td>
<td>1932</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1640</td>
<td>7744</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1639</td>
<td>13855</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1638</td>
<td>13856</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1637</td>
<td>7744</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1636</td>
<td>10752</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1635</td>
<td>7736</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1634</td>
<td>7760</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1633</td>
<td>7761, 7762</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1632</td>
<td>7763</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1631</td>
<td>7764</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1630</td>
<td>7765</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1629</td>
<td>7766</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1628</td>
<td>7767</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1627</td>
<td>7768</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1626</td>
<td>7769</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1625</td>
<td>7770</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1624</td>
<td>7771</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1623</td>
<td>7772</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1622</td>
<td>7773</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1621</td>
<td>7774</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1620</td>
<td>7775</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1619</td>
<td>7776</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1618</td>
<td>7777</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1617</td>
<td>7778</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1616</td>
<td>7779</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1615</td>
<td>7780</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1614</td>
<td>7781</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1613</td>
<td>7782</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1612</td>
<td>7783</td>
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Atlases, British - 1864  8150, 8151, 8152, 34457
Atlases, British - 1864 (Provisional Heading)  8153
Atlases, British - 1865  8154, 8155, 8156, 8158, 29837, 29838
Atlases, British - 1865 (Provisional Heading)  8157
Atlases, British - 1866  8159, 8160, 9424, 29851
Atlases, British - 1867  8161, 8162, 8163, 8164, 30686
Atlases, British - 1867 (Provisional Heading)  8165
Atlases, British - 1868  29898
Atlases, British - 1868 (Provisional Heading)  8166, 8167, 8168, 8169
Atlases, British - 1869  8170, 8171, 8172, 29921, 30829, 30930, 34187
Atlases, British - 1869 (Provisional Heading)  8173
Atlases, British - 1870  8174, 8175, 8177, 8178, 8179, 29947, 30689, 30931, 30932
Atlases, British - 1870-1879  8176
Atlases, British - 1871  8180, 8181, 32398, 34464
Atlases, British - 1871 (Provisional Heading)  8182
Atlases, British - 1872  8183, 8184, 8185, 8186, 9867
Atlases, British - 1873  8187, 8188, 8189, 8190, 8191, 8192, 30004, 30005, 30691, 50066
Atlases, British - 1873 (Provisional Heading)  8193
Atlases, British - 1874  8194, 34466
Atlases, British - 1874 (Provisional Heading)  8195
Atlases, British - 1875  8196, 8197, 8198, 8199, 30056, 34467
Atlases, British - 1875-1885  8200, 8201
Atlases, British - 1875-1889  8202
Atlases, British - 1876  8203, 8204, 8205, 8206, 8207, 8208
Atlases, British - 1876 (Provisional Heading)  8209
Atlases, British - 1877  3518, 8210, 8211, 8212, 30693, 39799
Atlases, British - 1877-1878  363
Atlases, British - 1878  8213, 8214, 8215
Atlases, British - 1879  8216, 8217, 8218, 30145, 30146, 30147
Atlases, British - 1879-1880  8219
Atlases, British - 1880  8220, 8221, 8222, 8223, 8224, 8225, 8226, 8227, 8228, 25809, 30934, 34469, 34470
Atlases, British - 1880-1889  34468
Atlases, British - 1880 (Provisional Heading)  8229, 8230, 8231
Atlases, British - 1881  8232, 8233, 8234, 8235, 8238, 30207, 30830
Atlases, British - 1881-1883  8236, 8237
Atlases, British - 1881 (Provisional Heading)  8239
Atlases, British - 1882  8240, 30224, 30225, 30831
Atlases, British - 1882 (Provisional Heading)  8241, 8242
Atlases, British - 1883  30243, 30696, 70716
Atlases, British - 1883 (Provisional Heading)  8243
Atlases, British - 1884  8244, 8245, 30261
Atlases, British - 1884 (Provisional Heading)  8246
Atlases, British - 1885  8247, 8248, 8249, 8250, 8251, 30279, 34218
Atlases, British - 1885 (Provisional Heading)  8252, 8253
Atlases, British - 1886  8254, 8255, 8256, 34476
Atlases, British - 1887  8257, 8258, 8259, 8260, 8261
Atlases, British - 1887 (Provisional Heading)  8262, 8263, 8264, 8265
Atlases, British - 1888  8266, 8267, 8268, 32380
Atlases, British - 1888 (Provisional Heading)  8269
Atlases, British - 1889  8270, 8271, 8272, 8273, 8274, 24617
Atlases, British - 1889 (Provisional Heading)  8275, 8276, 8277
Atlases, British - 1890  3486, 8278, 8279, 8280, 8281, 8282, 8283, 8284, 30362
Atlases, British - 1890 (Provisional Heading)  8285, 8286
Atlases, British - 1891  8287, 8288, 8289, 60307
Atlases, British - 1891 (Provisional Heading)  8290
Atlases, British - 1892  5333, 5334, 8291, 8292, 8293, 8294, 30395, 30935, 34224
Atlases, British - 1892 (Provisional Heading)  8295, 8296
Atlases, British - 1893  8297, 8298, 8299, 8300, 8301, 8302, 8303, 30404
Atlases, British - 1893 (Provisional Heading)  8304, 8305
Atlases, British - 1894  8306, 8307, 8308, 8309, 8310
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Atlases, British - 1895  8311, 8312, 8313, 8314, 8315, 8316
Atlases, British - 1895 (Provisional Heading)  8317
Atlases, British - 1896  8318, 8319, 28376, 50070
Atlases, British - 1896 (Provisional Heading)  8320, 8321, 8322
Atlases, British - 1897  8323, 8324, 8325, 8326, 8327, 8328, 8329, 8330, 52758
Atlases, British - 1898  8331, 8332, 8333
Atlases, British - 1899  8334, 8335, 8336, 8337, 8338, 30478, 34233, 34484, 46162
Atlases, British - 1899 (Provisional Heading)  8339
Atlases, British - 1900  8340, 11027
Atlases, British - 1900-1909  8341
Atlases, British - 1900-1924  32450
Atlases, British - 1901  8342, 34243
Atlases, British - 1902  8343, 8344
Atlases, British - 1902 (Provisional Heading)  8345
Atlases, British - 1903  8346, 8347, 34486
Atlases, British - 1903 (Provisional Heading)  8348, 8349, 8350
Atlases, British - 1904  8351, 34488, 52091, 75429
Atlases, British - 1904 (Provisional Heading)  8352, 8353
Atlases, British - 1905  8354, 8355, 8356, 8357, 34489
Atlases, British - 1905 (Provisional Heading)  8358, 8359
Atlases, British - 1906  8360, 8361, 52099
Atlases, British - 1907  8362, 8363, 24619, 30713, 34253
Atlases, British - 1907 (Provisional Heading)  8364
Atlases, British - 1908  8365, 8366, 8367, 8368, 30531, 30532, 30714, 65770
Atlases, British - 1908 (Provisional Heading)  8369
Atlases, British - 1909  8370, 8371, 8372, 8373, 8374
Atlases, British - 1910  8375, 8376, 8377, 8378, 8380, 20791
Atlases, British - 1910-1919  8379
Atlases, British - 1910 (Provisional Heading)  8381, 8382
Atlases, British - 1911  8383, 8384, 8385, 24620, 34260, 49239, 85332
Atlases, British - 1911 (Provisional Heading)  8386, 8387
Atlases, British - 1912  8388, 8389, 8390, 8391, 24986, 50076
Atlases, British - 1912 (Provisional Heading)  8392, 8393
Atlases, British - 1913  8394, 8395, 8396, 34264, 75431, 75433
Atlases, British - 1913 (Provisional Heading)  8397, 8398, 8399
Atlases, British - 1914  8400, 8401, 24621, 49235
Atlases, British - 1914 (Provisional Heading)  8402
Atlases, British - 1915  8403, 8404, 8408, 84641
Atlases, British - 1915 (Provisional Heading)  8405, 8406, 8407
Atlases, British - 1916  8411, 34493
Atlases, British - 1916 (Provisional Heading)  8409, 8410
Atlases, British - 1917  8412, 34494
Atlases, British - 1920  8413, 8414, 8415, 8416, 34099, 34272, 75434
Atlases, British - 1920 (Provisional Heading)  8417, 8418
Atlases, British - 1921  8419, 8420, 8421, 8422, 8423, 8424, 50077
Atlases, British - 1922  8425, 8426, 8427, 8428, 8429
Atlases, British - 1922 (Provisional Heading)  8430
Atlases, British - 1923  8431, 8432, 8433, 8434, 32381, 32382
Atlases, British - 1923-1934  52766
Atlases, British - 1924  8435, 8436, 14092, 75435
Atlases, British - 1924 (Provisional Heading)  8437, 8438
Atlases, British - 1925  8439, 8440, 8441, 8442
Atlases, British - 1925 (Provisional Heading)  8443, 8444, 8445
Atlases, British - 1926  8446, 8447, 8448, 34275
Atlases, British - 1927  34278
Atlases, British - 1928  5964, 8449, 8450, 8451
Atlases, British - 1928 (Provisional Heading)  8452, 8453
Atlases, British - 1929  8454, 34283
Atlases, British - 1929 (Provisional Heading)  8455
Atlases, British - 1930  8456
Atlases, British - 1930 (Provisional Heading)  8457, 8458, 8459
Atlases, British - 1931  34285
Atlases, British - 1931 (Provisional Heading)  8460
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Atlases, British - 1932  6023, 8461, 8462, 8463, 8464, 34496
Atlases, British - 1932 (Provisional Heading)  8465, 8466
Atlases, British - 1933  8467
Atlases, British - 1933 (Provisional Heading)  8468
Atlases, British - 1934  8469, 8470, 8471, 8472, 8473, 8474, 14093, 84550
Atlases, British - 1934 (Provisional Heading)  8475
Atlases, British - 1935  8476, 8477, 8478, 8479, 8480, 84551
Atlases, British - 1935 (Provisional Heading)  8481, 8482, 8483, 8484
Atlases, British - 1936  8485, 8486, 8487, 8488
Atlases, British - 1936 (Provisional Heading)  8489, 8490
Atlases, British - 1937  24622, 34293, 34294
Atlases, British - 1938  8491, 8492, 8493
Atlases, British - 1938 (Provisional Heading)  8494
Atlases, British - 1939  84656
Atlases, British - 1940  8495, 84674
Atlases, British - 1941  8496
Atlases, British - 1941 (Provisional Heading)  8497, 8498, 8499
Atlases, British - 1942  8500, 8501
Atlases, British - 1943  8502, 8503, 84687
Atlases, British - 1943 (Provisional Heading)  8504, 8505, 8506
Atlases, British - 1944  34300
Atlases, British - 1944 (Provisional Heading)  8507, 8508
Atlases, British - 1945  8509
Atlases, British - 1945 (Provisional Heading)  8510, 8511
Atlases, British - 1947  8512, 8513, 8514
Atlases, British - 1947 (Provisional Heading)  8515
Atlases, British - 1948 (Provisional Heading)  8516, 8517, 8518
Atlases, British - 1949 (Provisional Heading)  8519
Atlases, British - 1950  8520, 8521, 8522
Atlases, British - 1950 (Provisional Heading)  8523
Atlases, British - 1951  8524, 8525, 69968
Atlases, British - 1951 (Provisional Heading)  8526
Atlases, British - 1952  34500, 75436
Atlases, British - 1952 - History, Ancient  8527
Atlases, British - 1952 (Provisional Heading)  8528, 8529, 8530
Atlases, British - 1953  8531
Atlases, British - 1953 (Provisional Heading)  8532, 8533
Atlases, British - 1954  8535, 24624, 24625
Atlases, British - 1954 (Provisional Heading)  8534
Atlases, British - 1955-1959  8536, 8537
Atlases, British - 1955-1960  8538
Atlases, British - 1955 (Provisional Heading)  8539, 8540
Atlases, British - 1956  8541, 8542
Atlases, British - 1956-1961  8543
Atlases, British - 1956 (Provisional Heading)  8544, 8545, 24626
Atlases, British - 1957  8546, 69974, 69975
Atlases, British - 1958  8547
Atlases, British - 1958 (Provisional Heading)  8548
Atlases, British - 1959  24627, 34503
Atlases, British - 1960  8549, 8550
Atlases, British - 1961  8551, 8552, 47557
Atlases, British - 1961 (Provisional Heading)  8553
Atlases, British - 1962  8554, 8555, 14094, 24629, 30611
Atlases, British - 1963  8556
Atlases, British - 1964  8557
Atlases, British - 1964 (Provisional Heading)  8558
Atlases, British - 1965  632, 633
Atlases, British - 1966  8559, 8560, 10708
Atlases, British - 1966 (Provisional Heading)  8561, 8562, 8563
Atlases, British - 1967  8564, 34320, 34504
Atlases, British - 1968  8665, 10721, 32408
Atlases, British - 1970  8666, 34324, 34325
Atlases, British - 1970 (Provisional Heading)  8567
Atlases, British - 1971 (Provisional Heading)  8568, 8569, 8570
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Call Numbers</th>
<th>Call Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, British - 1972</td>
<td>24630, 34042</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, British - 1973</td>
<td>8571, 49242</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, British - 1973 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>8572</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, British - 1974</td>
<td>8573, 20905, 52065</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, British - 1974 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>8574</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, British - 1975</td>
<td>8575</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, British - 1976</td>
<td>8576, 30716</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, British - 1976 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>8577</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, British - 1977</td>
<td>8578, 69969</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, British - 1977 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>8579</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, British - 1978</td>
<td>8580</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, British - 1979</td>
<td>14097</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, British - 1979 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>8581</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, British - 1980</td>
<td>65212</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, British - 1981</td>
<td>34119, 69970</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, British - 1982 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>8582, 8583</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, British - 1983</td>
<td>8584</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, British - 1984</td>
<td>8585</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, British - 1984 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>8586</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, British - 1985</td>
<td>30717</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, British - 1985 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>8587, 8588</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, British - 1986</td>
<td>8589</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, British - 1987</td>
<td>44991</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, British - 1987 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>8590</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, British - 1988</td>
<td>60195</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, British - 1989 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>8591</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, British - 1990</td>
<td>7313, 52121</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, British - 1990 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>8592</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, British - 1991</td>
<td>8593, 14101</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, British - 1992</td>
<td>8594, 8595, 18890</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, British - 1992 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>8596, 8597</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, British - 1993</td>
<td>8598</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, British - 1993 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>8599</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, British - 1994</td>
<td>8600, 8601, 8602, 69977</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, British - 1995</td>
<td>8603</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, British - 1997</td>
<td>25841</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, British - 1997 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>8604</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, British - 2000</td>
<td>8605</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, British - 2003</td>
<td>8606</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, British - 2005</td>
<td>8607</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, British - 2005 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>8608</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, British - 2007</td>
<td>49253</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, British - Bibliography - 1700-1799</td>
<td>30894</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, British - Catalogs - 1850</td>
<td>84775</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, British - Catalogs - 1855</td>
<td>84776</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, British - Maps - 1785-1789</td>
<td>8609</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, British - Maps - 1970</td>
<td>34326, 34327</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Bulgarian - 1984</td>
<td>14905</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Bulgarian - 1984 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>14906</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Canadian - 1812 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>8610</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Canadian - 1872</td>
<td>29984</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Canadian - 1873</td>
<td>30006</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Canadian - 1877</td>
<td>30103</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Canadian - 1879</td>
<td>30148</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Canadian - 1883</td>
<td>30244</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Canadian - 1887</td>
<td>30316</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Canadian - 1888</td>
<td>8611, 30329</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Canadian - 1918</td>
<td>8612</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Canadian - 1919</td>
<td>8613</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Canadian - 1931</td>
<td>8614, 8615</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Canadian - 1939 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>8616</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Canadian - 1943</td>
<td>8617</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Canadian - 1950 - Children's maps</td>
<td>8618, 8619</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Canadian - 1953 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>8620</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Atlases, Canadian - 1955 - Children's maps 8621, 8622
Atlases, Canadian - 1957 (Provisional Heading) 8623
Atlases, Canadian - 1960 - Children's maps 8624
Atlases, Canadian - 1972 8625
Atlases, Catalan - 1375 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 8627
Atlases, Catalan - 1375 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 8628, 8629, 8630, 8631, 8632, 8633, 8634, 8635, 8636, 22393
Atlases, Catalan - 1375 - Manuscripts - Slides 22394
Atlases - Catalogs 12585, 12586, 13379
Atlases - Chicago (Ill.) - 1872 19528
Atlases - Chicago (Ill.) - 1879 19548, 19549
Atlases - Chicago (Ill.) - 1884 19569
Atlases - Chicago (Ill.) - 1886 19574
Atlases - Chicago (Ill.) - 1891 19601, 19602, 43014, 43015
Atlases - Chicago (Ill.) - 1891-1892 19596, 19597
Atlases - Chicago (Ill.) - 1891-1982 - Stockyards 76044
Atlases - Chicago (Ill.) - 1893 19612
Atlases - Chicago (Ill.) - 1895-1896 19620
Atlases - Chicago (Ill.) - 1897 19410
Atlases - Chicago (Ill.) - 1900 19636
Atlases - Chicago (Ill.) - 1901-1993 19639
Atlases - Chicago (Ill.) - 1909 19380, 19381, 19382, 19383
Atlases - Chicago (Ill.) - 1912 19657
Atlases - Chicago (Ill.) - 1912-1989 19656
Atlases - Chicago (Ill.) - 1913 19658
Atlases - Chicago (Ill.) - 1916-1951 81718
Atlases - Chicago (Ill.) - 1917 41426
Atlases - Chicago (Ill.) - 1919 19692
Atlases - Chicago (Ill.) - 1925 19384
Atlases - Chicago (Ill.) - 1926 19720
Atlases - Chicago (Ill.) - 1930 19748
Atlases - Chicago (Ill.) - 1937 19788, 19789
Atlases - Chicago (Ill.) - 1938 19795
Atlases - Chicago (Ill.) - 1940 19812
Atlases - Chicago (Ill.) - 1942 19827
Atlases - Chicago (Ill.) - 1942-1943 19825, 19826
Atlases - Chicago (Ill.) - 1943 19833
Atlases - Chicago (Ill.) - 1945 19836
Atlases - Chicago (Ill.) - 1950 19858
Atlases - Chicago (Ill.) - 1956-1957 22060
Atlases - Chicago (Ill.) - 1958 19864
Atlases - Chicago (Ill.) - 1961-1966 19867
Atlases - Chicago (Ill.) - 1968 19876, 19877
Atlases - Chicago (Ill.) - 1971-2004 79367
Atlases - Chicago (Ill.) - 1976 19889
Atlases - Chicago (Ill.) - 1977 19894, 19895
Atlases - Chicago (Ill.) - 19780 19900
Atlases - Chicago (Ill.) - 1980 17050
Atlases - Chicago (Ill.) - 1983 19904, 19905
Atlases - Chicago (Ill.) - 1986 19907
Atlases - Chicago (Ill.) - 1989 19379, 19911, 22070
Atlases - Chicago (Ill.) - 1992 19912, 19913
Atlases - Chicago (Ill.) - 1994 19916
Atlases - Chicago (Ill.) - 1995 19918, 20495
Atlases - Chicago (Ill.) - 1997 19919
Atlases - Chicago (Ill.) - 1998 19921, 19922
Atlases - Chicago (Ill.) - 1999 19923, 19925, 19926
Atlases - Chicago (Ill.) - 2001 19385, 19929, 19930, 19931, 19932
Atlases - Chicago (Ill.) - 2002 19443, 19935, 19936
Atlases - Chicago (Ill.) - 2003 19937, 20497
Atlases - Chicago (Ill.) - 2004 19938, 19939
Atlases - Chicago (Ill.) - 2005 19941, 19942
Atlases - Chicago (Ill.) - 2006 19944, 19945, 19946
Atlases - Chicago (Ill.) - 2007 19949, 19950
Atlases - Chicago (Ill.) - 2008 19953, 19954
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<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalog Entry</th>
<th>Call Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Atlases - Chicago (Ill.) - 2009</td>
<td>19378, 19957, 19958</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases - Chicago Region (Ill.) - 1895-1896</td>
<td>19620</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases - Chicago Region (Ill.) - 1899</td>
<td>20129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases - Chicago Region (Ill.) - 1900</td>
<td>19636</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases - Chicago Region (Ill.) - 1902</td>
<td>20133, 20134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases - Chicago Region (Ill.) - 1912-1989</td>
<td>19656</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases - Chicago Region (Ill.) - 1913</td>
<td>19658</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases - Chicago Region (Ill.) - 1915</td>
<td>20075, 20076</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases - Chicago Region (Ill.) - 1919</td>
<td>19692</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases - Chicago Region (Ill.) - 1923</td>
<td>48784</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases - Chicago Region (Ill.) - 1925</td>
<td>20177</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases - Chicago Region (Ill.) - 1926</td>
<td>19720</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases - Chicago Region (Ill.) - 1930</td>
<td>19748</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases - Chicago Region (Ill.) - 1937</td>
<td>19788, 19789</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases - Chicago Region (Ill.) - 1968</td>
<td>19876, 19877</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases - Chicago Region (Ill.) - 1971-2004</td>
<td>79367</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases - Chicago Region (Ill.) - 1976</td>
<td>19889</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases - Chicago Region (Ill.) - 1977</td>
<td>19894, 19895</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases - Chicago Region (Ill.) - 1983</td>
<td>19904, 20488</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases - Chicago Region (Ill.) - 1983 - Road maps</td>
<td>20489</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases - Chicago Region (Ill.) - 1990 - Road maps</td>
<td>20492</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases - Chicago Region (Ill.) - 1992 - Road maps</td>
<td>20493</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases - Chicago Region (Ill.) - 2004</td>
<td>19938, 19939</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases - Chicago Region (Ill.) - 2005</td>
<td>19941, 19942</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases - Chicago Region (Ill.) - 2006</td>
<td>19945, 19946</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases - Chicago Region (Ill.) - 2007</td>
<td>19949, 19950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases - Chicago Region (Ill.) - 2008</td>
<td>19953, 19954</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases - Chicago Region (Ill.) - 2009</td>
<td>19957, 19958</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases - Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1800-1899</td>
<td>22010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Chilean - 1911</td>
<td>20584</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Chinese - 1899</td>
<td>8637</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Chinese - 1920 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>20603</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Chinese - 1952</td>
<td>12990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Chinese - 1958</td>
<td>13017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Chinese - 1974</td>
<td>20729</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Chinese - 1977</td>
<td>20732</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Chinese - 1988</td>
<td>20738</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Chinese - 1989 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>20740</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Chinese - 1990 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>20753</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Chinese - 1994 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>20748</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Chinese - 1997</td>
<td>20751</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Chinese - 1998</td>
<td>8638</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases - Collections, 1500-1700 - Manuscripts - Bibliography</td>
<td>44436</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases - Collections, 1980-2012</td>
<td>79367</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases - Congresses</td>
<td>8639, 8640</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases - Cook County (Ill.) - 1896-1912</td>
<td>22026</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases - Cook County (Ill.) - 1912-1899</td>
<td>19656</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases - Cook County (Ill.) - 1938</td>
<td>22046</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases - Cook County (Ill.) - 1956-1957</td>
<td>22060</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases - Cook County (Ill.) - 1983</td>
<td>19904</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases - Cook County (Ill.) - 1986</td>
<td>19907</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases - Cook County (Ill.) - 1989</td>
<td>19911, 22070</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases - Cook County (Ill.) - 1992</td>
<td>19912, 19913</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases - Cook County (Ill.) - 1994</td>
<td>19916</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases - Cook County (Ill.) - 1995</td>
<td>19918, 20495</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases - Cook County (Ill.) - 1998</td>
<td>19921, 19922</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases - Cook County (Ill.) - 1999</td>
<td>19925, 19926</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases - Cook County (Ill.) - 2001</td>
<td>19929, 19930, 19931, 19932</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases - Cook County (Ill.) - 2002</td>
<td>19935, 19936</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases - Cook County (Ill.) - 2003</td>
<td>19937, 20497</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases - Cook County (Ill.) - 2004</td>
<td>19938, 19939</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases - Cook County (Ill.) - 2005</td>
<td>19941, 19942</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases - Cook County (Ill.) - 2006</td>
<td>19945, 19946</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases - Cook County (Ill.) - 2007</td>
<td>19949, 19950</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Atlases - Cook County (Ill.) - 2008 19953, 19954
Atlases - Cook County (Ill.) - 2009 19957, 19958
Atlases, Croatian - 1927 (Provisional Heading) 85204
Atlases, Croatian - Maps - 1954 34111
Atlases, Czech - 1810 14073
Atlases, Czech - 1840 29487
Atlases, Czech - 1854 29654
Atlases, Czech - 1899 (Provisional Heading) 8641
Atlases, Czech - 1921 8642
Atlases, Czech - 1930 8643
Atlases, Czech - 1935 22652
Atlases, Czech - 1936 22653
Atlases, Czech - 1961 22651
Atlases, Czech - 1965 8644, 22659
Atlases, Danish - 1759 29032
Atlases, Danish - 1763-1781 23140
Atlases, Danish - 1832 (Provisional Heading) 8645
Atlases, Danish - 1833-1884 (Provisional Heading) 8646
Atlases, Danish - 1867 8647
Atlases, Danish - 1870 (Provisional Heading) 34463
Atlases, Danish - 1876 8648
Atlases, Danish - 1877 34206
Atlases, Danish - 1883 8649, 34213
Atlases, Danish - 1888 (Provisional Heading) 8650
Atlases, Danish - 1896 8651
Atlases, Danish - 1902 8652, 8653
Atlases, Danish - 1912 30743
Atlases, Danish - 1922 (Provisional Heading) 8654
Atlases, Danish - 1923 8655
Atlases, Danish - 1926 (Provisional Heading) 8656
Atlases, Danish - 1936 8657
Atlases - DuPage County (Ill.) - 1874 23903, 23904, 23905
Atlases - DuPage County (Ill.) - 1904 23909
Atlases - DuPage County (Ill.) - 1927 23910
Atlases - DuPage County (Ill.) - 1983 19904
Atlases - DuPage County (Ill.) - 1986 23913
Atlases - DuPage County (Ill.) - 1992 19912
Atlases - DuPage County (Ill.) - 1994 23915
Atlases - DuPage County (Ill.) - 1995 20495, 23916, 23917
Atlases - DuPage County (Ill.) - 1996 23918
Atlases - DuPage County (Ill.) - 1997 23919
Atlases - DuPage County (Ill.) - 1998 19921, 23920
Atlases - DuPage County (Ill.) - 1999 19925, 23921
Atlases - DuPage County (Ill.) - 2001 19931, 19932, 23922
Atlases - DuPage County (Ill.) - 2002 19936, 23923
Atlases - DuPage County (Ill.) - 2003 20497, 23924
Atlases - DuPage County (Ill.) - 2004 19939, 23925
Atlases - DuPage County (Ill.) - 2005 19942, 23926
Atlases - DuPage County (Ill.) - 2006 19945, 23927
Atlases - DuPage County (Ill.) - 2007 19949, 23928
Atlases - DuPage County (Ill.) - 2007 39863
Atlases - DuPage County (Ill.) - 2008 19953, 23929, 39864
Atlases - DuPage County (Ill.) - 2009 19957, 23930
Atlases, Dutch 9056
Atlases, Dutch - 1573-1592 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 8658
Atlases, Dutch - 1574 8659
Atlases, Dutch - 1578-1592 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 8660
Atlases, Dutch - 1583 8661
Atlases, Dutch - 1598 8662
Atlases, Dutch - 1600 8663
Atlases, Dutch - 1600-1699 8664, 8665, 8666, 8667, 8668
Atlases, Dutch - 1600-1699 - Exhibitions - Catalogs 52742
Atlases, Dutch - 1602-1799 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 3429
Atlases, Dutch - 1605 28946, 28947, 28948
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Call Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Dutch</td>
<td>1606 8669</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Dutch</td>
<td>1607 8670</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Dutch</td>
<td>1609 8671</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Dutch</td>
<td>1611 8672</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Dutch - 1611</td>
<td>Provisional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Heading</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Dutch - 1617</td>
<td>28951</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Dutch</td>
<td>1618 28952, 28953</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Dutch - 1618</td>
<td>Provisional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Heading</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Dutch - 1628</td>
<td>Provisional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Heading</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Dutch</td>
<td>1630 8676, 8679</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Dutch</td>
<td>1630-1636</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Dutch - 1630</td>
<td>Provisional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Heading</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Dutch - 1631</td>
<td>Provisional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Heading</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Dutch</td>
<td>1633 8681</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Dutch</td>
<td>1636 8683, 8684</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Dutch</td>
<td>1636-1663</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Dutch - 1637</td>
<td>Provisional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Heading</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Dutch - 1641-1642</td>
<td>8686</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Dutch</td>
<td>1642 8687</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Dutch - 1643</td>
<td>8688, 8689</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Dutch - 1643-1655</td>
<td>8690</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Dutch - 1644</td>
<td>38790</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Dutch - 1646-1650</td>
<td>8691</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Dutch - 1646</td>
<td>Provisional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Heading</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Dutch - 1649</td>
<td>Provisional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Heading</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Dutch - 1650</td>
<td>8693, 8694, 27638</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Dutch - 1656</td>
<td>52820</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Dutch - 1657</td>
<td>25926</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Dutch - 1658</td>
<td>Provisional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Heading</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Dutch - 1659</td>
<td>52743</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Dutch - 1661</td>
<td>Provisional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Heading</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Dutch - 1662</td>
<td>8701</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Dutch - 1662-1683</td>
<td>Nautical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>charts -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Manuscripts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Facsimiles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Dutch - 1663</td>
<td>8702, 8703, 8704</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Dutch - 1664</td>
<td>Provisional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Heading</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Dutch - 1666</td>
<td>Provisional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Heading</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Dutch - 1668</td>
<td>8707, 52744</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Dutch - 1669</td>
<td>8708</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Dutch - 1672</td>
<td>Provisional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Heading</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Dutch - 1673</td>
<td>Provisional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Heading</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Dutch - 1675</td>
<td>8711</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Dutch - 1675-1687</td>
<td>81583, 81584</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Dutch - 1677</td>
<td>8712</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Dutch - 1680</td>
<td>8713, 8714</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Dutch - 1682</td>
<td>8715</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Dutch - 1682</td>
<td>Provisional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Heading</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Dutch - 1686</td>
<td>28972</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Dutch - 1688</td>
<td>8717</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Dutch - 1686-1688</td>
<td>Provisional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Heading</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Dutch - 1693-1700</td>
<td>52745</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Dutch - 1695</td>
<td>8719, 20874</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Dutch - 1696</td>
<td>8720</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Dutch - 1697</td>
<td>Provisional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Heading</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Dutch - 1698</td>
<td>8721, 8722, 8723</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Dutch - 1700</td>
<td>8724, 28981, 48078, 70711</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Dutch - 1700-1705</td>
<td>8731</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Dutch - 1702</td>
<td>8732, 27514</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Dutch - 1706</td>
<td>Provisional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Heading</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Dutch - 1707</td>
<td>8734</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Dutch - 1707-1707</td>
<td>Provisional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Heading</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Dutch - 1709</td>
<td>8736</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Dutch - 1710</td>
<td>8737</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Call Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Dutch - 1710 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>8738</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Dutch - 1711</td>
<td>52748</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Dutch - 1711 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>8739</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Dutch - 1714</td>
<td>1632, 8740, 48089</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Dutch - 1715</td>
<td>52749</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Dutch - 1717</td>
<td>2428</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Dutch - 1720-1753</td>
<td>52750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Dutch - 1720 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>8741</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Dutch - 1722</td>
<td>34126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Dutch - 1725</td>
<td>12690</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Dutch - 1729</td>
<td>8742, 8743, 8744</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Dutch - 1730</td>
<td>8745, 8746</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Dutch - 1732</td>
<td>48096</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Dutch - 1733</td>
<td>29004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Dutch - 1733-1769</td>
<td>8747</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Dutch - 1735 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>8748, 8749</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Dutch - 1739-1774</td>
<td>8750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Dutch - 1741</td>
<td>8751</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Dutch - 1742</td>
<td>8752</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Dutch - 1742 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>8753, 8754</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Dutch - 1743-1745</td>
<td>34027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Dutch - 1744</td>
<td>45865</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Dutch - 1746 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>8755</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Dutch - 1747</td>
<td>8756</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Dutch - 1749</td>
<td>8757</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Dutch - 1751</td>
<td>8758</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Dutch - 1753-1755</td>
<td>34133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Dutch - 1762 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>8759</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Dutch - 1764</td>
<td>2058</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Dutch - 1765 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>8760</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Dutch - 1769</td>
<td>8761</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Dutch - 1773 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>8762, 8763</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Dutch - 1775-1792</td>
<td>8764</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Dutch - 1776 - Juvenile Literature</td>
<td>8765</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Dutch - 1778</td>
<td>29053</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Dutch - 1779 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>8766</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Dutch - 1780 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>8767, 8768</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Dutch - 1781</td>
<td>29060</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Dutch - 1781-1789</td>
<td>29059</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Dutch - 1782</td>
<td>34372</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Dutch - 1783</td>
<td>29067</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Dutch - 1785</td>
<td>8769</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Dutch - 1788 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>8770</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Dutch - 1792</td>
<td>8771</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Dutch - 1794</td>
<td>8772</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Dutch - 1799 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>8773</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Dutch - 1802</td>
<td>29145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Dutch - 1809</td>
<td>8774</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Dutch - 1817</td>
<td>29280</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Dutch - 1823</td>
<td>29343</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Dutch - 1825</td>
<td>30661</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Dutch - 1829 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>8775</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Dutch - 1830</td>
<td>30667</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Dutch - 1834 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>8776</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Dutch - 1839</td>
<td>8777</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Dutch - 1840 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>8778</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Dutch - 1843</td>
<td>8779</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Dutch - 1844</td>
<td>8780</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Dutch - 1845</td>
<td>29537, 34162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Dutch - 1849</td>
<td>8781</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Dutch - 1850</td>
<td>8782</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Dutch - 1851</td>
<td>8783</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Dutch - 1856 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>8784</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Dutch - 1858</td>
<td>8785, 34056</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Atlasses, Dutch -</th>
<th>1858 (Provisional Heading)</th>
<th>8786, 8787</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Atlasses, Dutch -</td>
<td>1859</td>
<td>8788</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlasses, Dutch -</td>
<td>1859 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>8789</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlasses, Dutch -</td>
<td>1860</td>
<td>8790</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlasses, Dutch -</td>
<td>1861</td>
<td>12830</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlasses, Dutch -</td>
<td>1863</td>
<td>8791</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlasses, Dutch -</td>
<td>1864</td>
<td>8792</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlasses, Dutch -</td>
<td>1865 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>8793</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlasses, Dutch -</td>
<td>1867</td>
<td>8794, 34184</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlasses, Dutch -</td>
<td>1869</td>
<td>30688</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlasses, Dutch -</td>
<td>1870</td>
<td>8795, 34192</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlasses, Dutch -</td>
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<td>8797</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
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<tr>
<td>Atlasses, Dutch -</td>
<td>1880</td>
<td>8815, 8817, 8818</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>8837</td>
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<tr>
<td>Atlasses, Dutch -</td>
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<tr>
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<tr>
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<td>8847</td>
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<td>Atlasses, Dutch -</td>
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<td>8848</td>
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<td>Atlasses, Dutch -</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
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<td>9015, 9016, 9017</td>
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<tr>
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<td>9018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Dutch - 1965 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>9019, 9020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Dutch - 1967</td>
<td>9021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Dutch - 1967 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>9022, 9023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Dutch - 1968</td>
<td>9024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Dutch - 1969 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>9025, 9026</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Dutch - 1970 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>9027, 9028</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Dutch - 1971 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>9029</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Dutch - 1974 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>9030, 9031</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Dutch - 1975 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>9032</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Dutch - 1976</td>
<td>9033, 9034</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Dutch - 1977</td>
<td>34330, 34331</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Dutch - 1977 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>9035, 9036</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>9037, 9038</td>
</tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
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<td>9045, 9046, 9047</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Dutch - 1985 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>9048</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>9049</td>
</tr>
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</tr>
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</tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
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<td>9058</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>16764</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>9059</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>9060</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>9061</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>9062</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Egyptian - Maps - 1896 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>30450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>30459</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
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<td>9068</td>
</tr>
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</table>
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</tr>
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Atlases, German - 1875  9881, 9882, 9883, 9884
Atlases, German - 1875 (Provisional Heading)  9885, 9886
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Atlases, German - 1884  9926, 9927, 9928, 9929, 9930, 9931, 50067
Atlases, German - 1885  9932, 9933
Atlases, German - 1885 (Provisional Heading)  9934
Atlases, German - 1886  9935, 34220, 34221
Atlases, German - 1887  9936, 9937, 9938, 9939, 9940, 9941, 9942, 9943
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Atlases, Italian - 1400-1499 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 28840, 28841
Atlases, Italian - 1409 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 10550, 28842
Atlases, Italian - 1425 - Manuscripts 22308
Atlases, Italian - 1436 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 10551
Atlases, Italian - 1450 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 10552, 10553, 10554, 10555
Atlases, Italian - 1466 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 10556, 28844
Atlases, Italian - 1477 28846, 28847, 28848
Atlases, Italian - 1478 28850, 28851, 28852
Atlases, Italian - 1480 28853, 28854
Atlases, Italian - 1482 28858
Atlases, Italian - 1485 38502
Atlases, Italian - 1490 28860
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Atlases, Italian - 1550 - Manuscripts 10569, 10570, 10571
Atlases, Italian - 1551 10572
Atlases, Italian - 1553-1564 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 10573
Atlases, Italian - 1554 10574, 52865, 80588
Atlases, Italian - 1554-1556 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 10575
Atlases, Italian - 1556 80597
Atlases, Italian - 1559-1575 52000
Atlases, Italian - 1560 38580
Atlases, Italian - 1560-1569 38511
Atlases, Italian - 1561 28907, 28908, 28909
Atlases, Italian - 1562 28910
Atlases, Italian - 1564 28912, 28913
Atlases, Italian - 1569 25739
Atlases, Italian - 1571 10576, 10577
Atlases, Italian - 1574 28915, 28916, 28917, 38579
Atlases, Italian - 1575 10578
Atlases, Italian - 1576 10579
Atlases, Italian - 1578 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 10580
Atlases, Italian - 1580 38580
Atlases, Italian - 1580 - Manuscripts 10582
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| Atlas, Italian - 1580 - Manuscrits - Facsimiles | 10581 |
| Atlas, Italian - 1582 - Manuscrits - Facsimiles | 10583 |
| Atlas, Italian - 1582 - Nautical charts - Manuscrits - Facsimiles | 10584 |
| Atlas, Italian - 1583 - Manuscrits - Facsimiles | 10585 |
| Atlas, Italian - 1586 - Manuscrits - Facsimiles | 10586 |
| Atlas, Italian - 1587 - Nautical charts - Manuscrits - Facsimiles | 10587 |
| Atlas, Italian - 1590 - Nautical charts - Manuscrits - Facsimiles | 10588 |
| Atlas, Italian - 1594 - 10589 |
| Atlas, Italian - 1594 - Nautical charts - Manuscrits - Facsimiles | 10590, 10591 |
| Atlas, Italian - 1594 (Provisional Heading) | 10592 |
| Atlas, Italian - 1595 | 10593 |
| Atlas, Italian - 1595 (Provisional Heading) | 10594 |
| Atlas, Italian - 1596 | 10595, 10596, 28927 |
| Atlas, Italian - 1596 (Provisional Heading) | 10597 |
| Atlas, Italian - 1597 (Provisional Heading) | 10598 |
| Atlas, Italian - 1598 | 10599, 10600, 10601, 10602, 28936, 28937, 28938 |
| Atlas, Italian - 1598 (Provisional Heading) | 10603 |
| Atlas, Italian - 1599 | 28940 |
| Atlas, Italian - 1600-1699 | 3652 |
| Atlas, Italian - 1600-1699 - Publishing - Sources - Manuscrits | 23868 |
| Atlas, Italian - 1600 (Provisional Heading) | 10604 |
| Atlas, Italian - 1602 | 28945 |
| Atlas, Italian - 1604 | 38582 |
| Atlas, Italian - 1604 (Provisional Heading) | 10605 |
| Atlas, Italian - 1605 (Provisional Heading) | 10606 |
| Atlas, Italian - 1606 | 80590 |
| Atlas, Italian - 1613 - Nautical charts - Manuscrits - Facsimiles | 10607 |
| Atlas, Italian - 1618 - Nautical charts - Manuscrits - Facsimiles | 10608 |
| Atlas, Italian - 1620 (Provisional Heading) | 10609 |
| Atlas, Italian - 1621 | 28954 |
| Atlas, Italian - 1629 (Provisional Heading) | 10610 |
| Atlas, Italian - 1640 | 28955 |
| Atlas, Italian - 1642 (Provisional Heading) | 10611 |
| Atlas, Italian - 1655 | 10612 |
| Atlas, Italian - 1658 | 38512 |
| Atlas, Italian - 1659 | 28959 |
| Atlas, Italian - 1660 | 28960 |
| Atlas, Italian - 1666 (Provisional Heading) | 10613 |
| Atlas, Italian - 1667 | 10614 |
| Atlas, Italian - 1674 | 28967 |
| Atlas, Italian - 1674 (Provisional Heading) | 10615 |
| Atlas, Italian - 1679 (Provisional Heading) | 10616 |
| Atlas, Italian - 1688 | 10617 |
| Atlas, Italian - 1689 | 25939 |
| Atlas, Italian - 1690 | 10618 |
| Atlas, Italian - 1693-1701 | 31988, 31989 |
| Atlas, Italian - 1693 (Provisional Heading) | 10619, 10620 |
| Atlas, Italian - 1696-1697 | 10621 |
| Atlas, Italian - 1697 (Provisional Heading) | 10622 |
| Atlas, Italian - 1699 | 34032 |
| Atlas, Italian - 1713 | 30745 |
| Atlas, Italian - 1716 | 10623 |
| Atlas, Italian - 1724 | 10624 |
| Atlas, Italian - 1735 | 29006 |
| Atlas, Italian - 1740-1750 | 10625 |
| Atlas, Italian - 1751 (Provisional Heading) | 10626 |
| Atlas, Italian - 1752 (Provisional Heading) | 10627 |
| Atlas, Italian - 1774-1799 | 10628 |
| Atlas, Italian - 1775 (Provisional Heading) | 10629 |
| Atlas, Italian - 1776-1784 | 10630 |
| Atlas, Italian - 1776-1807 | 10631 |
| Atlas, Italian - 1779 | 10632, 10633, 10634 |
| Atlas, Italian - 1780 | 29057 |
| Atlas, Italian - 1781 (Provisional Heading) | 10635 |
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Call Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Italian - 1784 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>10636</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Italian - 1788</td>
<td>30653</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Italian - 1792-1801 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>10637</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Italian - 1792</td>
<td>10638</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Italian - 1800</td>
<td>10639</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Italian - 1801</td>
<td>10640</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Italian - 1801 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>10641</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Italian - 1802</td>
<td>10642</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Italian - 1804</td>
<td>10642</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Italian - 1807</td>
<td>10642</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Italian - 1807 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>10643</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Italian - 1810</td>
<td>10644</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Italian - 1810 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>10645</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Italian - 1819</td>
<td>10646</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Italian - 1821</td>
<td>10647</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Italian - 1824</td>
<td>10648</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Italian - 1824-1829</td>
<td>10649</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Italian - 1826</td>
<td>10650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Italian - 1827</td>
<td>10651</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Italian - 1832 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>10653</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Italian - 1833</td>
<td>10654</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Italian - 1833 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>10655</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Italian - 1834-1847</td>
<td>10656</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Italian - 1840</td>
<td>10657</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Italian - 1846</td>
<td>10658</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Italian - 1851</td>
<td>10659</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Italian - 1854</td>
<td>10660</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Italian - 1855</td>
<td>10661</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Italian - 1856</td>
<td>10661</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Italian - 1857 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>10662</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Italian - 1858</td>
<td>10663</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Italian - 1859</td>
<td>10664</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Italian - 1860</td>
<td>10664</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Italian - 1861</td>
<td>10665</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Italian - 1865 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>10666, 10667</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Italian - 1869</td>
<td>10668</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Italian - 1871</td>
<td>10669</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Italian - 1873</td>
<td>10670</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Italian - 1876 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>10671</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Italian - 1885</td>
<td>10671, 30280</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Italian - 1887</td>
<td>10673</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Italian - 1892</td>
<td>10673</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Italian - 1894</td>
<td>10674, 30414</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Italian - 1898</td>
<td>10675</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Italian - 1905 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>10676</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Italian - 1906</td>
<td>10677</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Italian - 1907</td>
<td>10678</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Italian - 1911</td>
<td>10678</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Italian - 1912</td>
<td>10678</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Italian - 1920</td>
<td>10679, 30551</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Italian - 1922</td>
<td>30860, 34092</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Italian - 1926-1932</td>
<td>10680</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Italian - 1929</td>
<td>10680</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Italian - 1929 - Road maps (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>10681</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Italian - 1933</td>
<td>10681</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Italian - 1934 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>10682</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Italian - 1937 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>10683</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Italian - 1939 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>10684</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Italian - 1943</td>
<td>10685</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Italian - 1943</td>
<td>10686, 30596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Italian - 1944</td>
<td>10687</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Italian - 1948</td>
<td>10687</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Call Numbers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlasses, Italian - 1952</td>
<td>28538</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlasses, Italian - 1954</td>
<td>30861</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlasses, Italian - 1955</td>
<td>74481</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlasses, Italian - 1957</td>
<td>10688</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlasses, Italian - 1958</td>
<td>18866, 34502</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlasses, Italian - 1958 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>10689</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlasses, Italian - 1965</td>
<td>630</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlasses, Italian - 1968</td>
<td>637</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlasses, Italian - 1974</td>
<td>34117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlasses, Italian - 1985 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>10690</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlasses, Italian - Bibliography</td>
<td>4155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlasses, Italian - Collections, 1318-1554 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>10691, 10692, 10693</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlasses, Italian - Title pages</td>
<td>1575</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlasses, Italian - 1477</td>
<td>28849</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlasses, Japanese - 1893</td>
<td>84573, 85094</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlasses, Japanese - 1903 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>10695</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlasses, Japanese - 1910 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>10696</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlasses, Japanese - 1930</td>
<td>10697</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlasses, Japanese - 1939 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>10698</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlasses, Japanese - 1963</td>
<td>10699</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlasses, Japanese - 1965</td>
<td>10700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlasses, Japanese - 1989 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>10701, 10702, 10703, 10704, 10705</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlasses, Kane County (III.) - 1872</td>
<td>39963</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlasses, Kane County (III.) - 1892</td>
<td>39964</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlasses, Kane County (III.) - 1957</td>
<td>39965</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlasses, Kane County (III.) - 1958</td>
<td>39966</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlasses, Kane County (III.) - 1974</td>
<td>39967</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlasses, Kane County (III.) - 1981</td>
<td>39968</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlasses, Kane County (III.) - 1986</td>
<td>39969</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlasses, Kane County (III.) - 1992</td>
<td>19912</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlasses, Kane County (III.) - 1995</td>
<td>20495, 23916, 23917</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlasses, Kane County (III.) - 1996</td>
<td>23918</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlasses, Kane County (III.) - 1997</td>
<td>23919</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlasses, Kane County (III.) - 1998</td>
<td>19921, 23920</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlasses, Kane County (III.) - 1999</td>
<td>19925, 23921</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlasses, Kane County (III.) - 2001</td>
<td>19931, 19932, 23922</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlasses, Kane County (III.) - 2002</td>
<td>19936, 23923</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlasses, Kane County (III.) - 2003</td>
<td>20497, 23924</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlasses, Kane County (III.) - 2004</td>
<td>19939</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlasses, Kane County (III.) - 2004 - Road maps</td>
<td>23925</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlasses, Kane County (III.) - 2005</td>
<td>19942, 23926</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlasses, Kane County (III.) - 2006</td>
<td>19945, 23927</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlasses, Kane County (III.) - 2007</td>
<td>19949, 23928</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlasses, Kane County (III.) - 2008</td>
<td>19953, 23929, 39864</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlasses, Kane County (III.) - 2009</td>
<td>19957, 23930</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlasses, Kendall County (III.) - 2004</td>
<td>19939, 82945</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlasses, Kendall County (III.) - 2005</td>
<td>19942, 82946</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlasses, Kendall County (III.) - 2006</td>
<td>19945, 82947</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlasses, Kendall County (III.) - 2007</td>
<td>19949, 39863</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlasses, Kendall County (III.) - 2008</td>
<td>19953, 39864</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlasses, Kendall County (III.) - 2009</td>
<td>19957</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlasses, Kenilworth (Ill.) - 1938</td>
<td>22046</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlasses, Lake (Cook County, Ill.: Township) - 1917</td>
<td>41426</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlasses, Lake (Cook County, Ill.: Township) - 1917-1925</td>
<td>41425</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlasses, Lake (Cook County, Ill.: Township) - 1956-1959</td>
<td>41427</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlasses, Lake County (III.) - 1885 - Landowners</td>
<td>41435</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlasses, Lake County (III.) - 1896-1912</td>
<td>22026</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlasses, Lake County (III.) - 1907</td>
<td>41436</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlasses, Lake County (III.) - 1983</td>
<td>19904</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlasses, Lake County (III.) - 1992</td>
<td>19912</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlasses, Lake County (III.) - 1995</td>
<td>20495, 41441</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlasses, Lake County (III.) - 1996</td>
<td>41442</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlasses, Lake County (III.) - 1997</td>
<td>41443</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlasses, Lake County (III.) - 1998</td>
<td>19921, 41444</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Atlases - Lake County (Ill.) - 1999  19925, 41445
Atlases - Lake County (Ill.) - 2001  19931, 19932, 41446
Atlases - Lake County (Ill.) - 2002  19936, 41447
Atlases - Lake County (Ill.) - 2003  20497, 41448
Atlases - Lake County (Ill.) - 2004  19939, 41449
Atlases - Lake County (Ill.) - 2005  19942, 41450
Atlases - Lake County (Ill.) - 2006  19945, 41451
Atlases - Lake County (Ill.) - 2007  19949, 41452
Atlases - Lake County (Ill.) - 2008  19953, 41453
Atlases - Lake County (Ill.) - 2009  19957
Atlases - Lakeview (Chicago, Ill.) - 1917  41426
Atlases, Latvian - 1940  10706
Atlases, Latvian - 1940 (Provisional Heading)  41707
Atlases - Loop (Chicago, Ill.) - 1891  43014, 43015
Atlases - Loop (Chicago, Ill.) - 1893  19612
Atlases - Maps - 1931  77501
Atlases - Maps - 1935  77593, 77594, 77595
Atlases - Maps - 1938  77673
Atlases - Maps - Collections, 1502-1529 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  10707
Atlases - McHenry County (Ill.) - 1872  45592
Atlases - McHenry County (Ill.) - 1908  45593
Atlases - McHenry County (Ill.) - 1981  45594
Atlases - McHenry County (Ill.) - 1982  45595
Atlases - McHenry County (Ill.) - 1991  45596
Atlases - McHenry County (Ill.) - 1992  19912
Atlases - McHenry County (Ill.) - 1995  20495, 41441
Atlases - McHenry County (Ill.) - 1996  41442
Atlases - McHenry County (Ill.) - 1997  41443
Atlases - McHenry County (Ill.) - 1998  19921, 41444
Atlases - McHenry County (Ill.) - 1999  19925, 41445
Atlases - McHenry County (Ill.) - 2001  19931, 19932, 41446
Atlases - McHenry County (Ill.) - 2002  19936, 41447
Atlases - McHenry County (Ill.) - 2003  20497, 41448
Atlases - McHenry County (Ill.) - 2004  19939, 41449
Atlases - McHenry County (Ill.) - 2005  19942, 41450
Atlases - McHenry County (Ill.) - 2006  19945, 41451
Atlases - McHenry County (Ill.) - 2007  19949, 41452
Atlases - McHenry County (Ill.) - 2008  19953, 41453
Atlases - McHenry County (Ill.) - 2009  19957
Atlases, Mexican - 1966  10708
Atlases, Mexican - 1980  10709
Atlases - Near West Side (Chicago, Ill.) - 1916-1951  81718
Atlases - New Trier (Ill.) - 1938  22046
Atlases, Norwegian - 1848  10710
Atlases, Norwegian - 1880  30183
Atlases, Norwegian - 1908  10711
Atlases, Norwegian - 1923  8655, 10712
Atlases, Norwegian - 1933 (Provisional Heading)  10713
Atlases, Norwegian - 1935 (Provisional Heading)  10714
Atlases, Norwegian - 1936  10715
Atlases, Norwegian - 1946  10716
Atlases, Norwegian - 1953 (Provisional Heading)  10717
Atlases, Norwegian - 1972  60136
Atlases of DeKalb County, Illinois : a bicentennial heritage project of the DeKalb County Historical Society  22924
Atlases of Dodge, Saunders, Cuming, and Colfax counties, Nebraska  23675
Atlases of Holt County, Missouri, 1877, 1898, 1918  34580
Atlases of Pennsylvania : a preliminary checklist of county, city, and subject atlases of Pennsylvania / compiled by Jefferson M. Moak  64130
Atlases of Saginaw County, Michigan : 1877, 1896, 1916  67828
Atlases on CD-ROM shrug off the details  23598
Atlases on parade: five centuries of map books: an annotated check list of an exhibition at the Peabody Institute Library, May 20-September 13, 1963  9063
Atlases, Pakistani - 1943  10718
Atlases - Philosophy and Theory  75075
Atlases & plats of Greene County, Illinois 1861-1915  32937
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Atlases, Polish - 1500-1599 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</th>
<th>65763</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Polish - 1806</td>
<td>9644</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Polish - 1818 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>34390</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Polish - 1828</td>
<td>34144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Polish - 1863</td>
<td>10719</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Polish - 1927</td>
<td>1792</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Polish - 1956</td>
<td>10720</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Polish - 1968</td>
<td>10721</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Polish - 1970</td>
<td>84554</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Polish - 1971</td>
<td>10722, 10723</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Polish - 1977</td>
<td>64970</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Polish - 1986</td>
<td>64971</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Polish - Bibliography - 1482-1945</td>
<td>10724</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Polish - Bibliography - 1960</td>
<td>7730</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Portuguese - 1501-1525 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>10725</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Portuguese - 1513 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>10726</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Portuguese - 1513 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>10727</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Portuguese - 1519 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>34596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Portuguese - 1558 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>10728</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Portuguese - 1559 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>10729, 10730</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Portuguese - 1563 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>10731</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Portuguese - 1565-1575 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>10732</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Portuguese - 1565 - Manuscripts</td>
<td>10734</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Portuguese - 1565 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>10733</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Portuguese - 1568 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>10735</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Portuguese - 1570 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>10736, 10737, 10738</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Portuguese - 1571 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>10739, 10740</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Portuguese - 1573 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>10741</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Portuguese - 1580 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>10742</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Portuguese - 1585 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>83942, 83943</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Portuguese - 1600-1699 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>24024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Portuguese - 1746</td>
<td>84540</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Portuguese - 1782</td>
<td>10743</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Portuguese - 1885</td>
<td>10744</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Portuguese - 1903 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>65406</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Portuguese - 1915</td>
<td>10745</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Portuguese - 1925</td>
<td>10746</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Portuguese - 1948</td>
<td>65336</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Portuguese - 1950 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>10747</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Portuguese - Collections, 1500-1699 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>10748, 10749, 10750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Portuguese - Manuscripts - Maps - Collections - Facsimiles</td>
<td>10751</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases published in the Netherlands in the rare atlas collection. Compiled and edited by Lou Seboek</td>
<td>9054</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases - RePictorial works - 1972-1973</td>
<td>10752</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases - Rogers Park (Chicago, Ill.) - 1917</td>
<td>41426</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Romanian - Maps - 1930 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>34100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Russian - 1696-1697 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>70010, 70011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Russian - 1753 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>34369</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Russian - 1755 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>43644</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Russian - 1793 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>10753</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Russian - 1795</td>
<td>67597</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Russian - 1799 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>27851</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Russian - 1812</td>
<td>1014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Russian - 1813</td>
<td>58744, 58745, 58746</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Russian - 1871 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>67711</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Russian - 1885</td>
<td>10754</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Russian - 1894</td>
<td>10755</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Russian - 1895</td>
<td>30427</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Russian - 1901</td>
<td>67737</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Russian - 1903</td>
<td>10756</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Russian - 1905</td>
<td>10757</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Russian - 1913</td>
<td>10758</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Russian - 1928</td>
<td>10759</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Russian - 1938 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>10760</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Russian - 1940 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>10761</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Call Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Russian - 1954</td>
<td>10762</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Russian - 1957</td>
<td>10763</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Russian - 1959</td>
<td>10764</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Russian - 1960</td>
<td>10765, 25861</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Russian - 1963</td>
<td>10766</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Russian - 1964</td>
<td>10767</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Russian - 1967</td>
<td>10768</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Russian - 1974</td>
<td>10770</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Russian - 1974 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>10769</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Russian - 1975 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>10771</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Russian - 1977 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>34118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Russian - 1979</td>
<td>1799</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Russian - 1981</td>
<td>68239</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Russian - 1983</td>
<td>10772</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Russian - 1986</td>
<td>10773</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Russian - Bibliography - 1700-1799</td>
<td>10774</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases - Selections, 1482-1897</td>
<td>10775</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Serbian - 1931 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>10776</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Serbian - 1932</td>
<td>10777</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Serbian - 1947</td>
<td>16627</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Slovakian - 1961 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>22651</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Slovakian - Maps - 1921 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>8642</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Slovenian - 1947</td>
<td>16627</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, South African - 1903 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>10778</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Spanish - 1500-1599 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>10779</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Spanish - 1560</td>
<td>38578</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Spanish - 1561 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>22298</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Spanish - 1786-1813</td>
<td>72754</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Spanish - 1788-1814</td>
<td>3729</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Spanish - 1792 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>10780</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Spanish - 1831</td>
<td>34405</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Spanish - 1834</td>
<td>10781</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Spanish - 1849</td>
<td>10782</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Spanish - 1857</td>
<td>10783</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Spanish - 1870</td>
<td>10784</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Spanish - 1875</td>
<td>72837</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Spanish - 1880</td>
<td>10785</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Spanish - 1889</td>
<td>30348</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Spanish - 1895</td>
<td>10786</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Spanish - 1896</td>
<td>10787</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Spanish - 1908</td>
<td>10788</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Spanish - 1911</td>
<td>10789</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Spanish - 1917</td>
<td>30564</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Spanish - 1924</td>
<td>30574</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Spanish - 1928</td>
<td>10790</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Spanish - 1941</td>
<td>34107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Spanish - 1944</td>
<td>30597</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Spanish - 1945</td>
<td>10791</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Spanish - Bibliography - Catalogs</td>
<td>72915</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases - Study and teaching</td>
<td>18462</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Swedish</td>
<td>9068</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Swedish - 1768 - Children’s maps</td>
<td>10792</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Swedish - 1768 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>29040</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Swedish - 1774 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>10793</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Swedish - 1807 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>10794</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Swedish - 1810 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>34383</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Swedish - 1811 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>10795</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Swedish - 1823</td>
<td>10796</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Swedish - 1824 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>10797</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Swedish - 1827</td>
<td>10798</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Swedish - 1832</td>
<td>10799</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Swedish - 1834</td>
<td>10800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Swedish - 1837</td>
<td>10801</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Swedish - 1847</td>
<td>10802</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
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<th>Call Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Swedish - 1848 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>10803</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Swedish - 1849</td>
<td>10804</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Swedish - 1851</td>
<td>10805</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Swedish - 1856</td>
<td>73673</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Swedish - 1858 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>10806</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Swedish - 1862</td>
<td>10807</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Swedish - 1862 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>10808</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Swedish - 1863 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>10809</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Swedish - 1867</td>
<td>10810</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Swedish - 1867 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>10811</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Swedish - 1870 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>10812</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Swedish - 1871</td>
<td>10813</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Swedish - 1871 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>10814</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Swedish - 1872</td>
<td>34085</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Swedish - 1872 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>10815</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Swedish - 1873</td>
<td>30007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Swedish - 1874</td>
<td>10816</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Swedish - 1874 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>34071</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Swedish - 1875 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>10817</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Swedish - 1881</td>
<td>10818</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Swedish - 1881 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>10819</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Swedish - 1883</td>
<td>83702</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Swedish - 1883 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>10820, 10821</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Swedish - 1885 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>34078</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Swedish - 1888</td>
<td>10822</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Swedish - 1889</td>
<td>17310, 17311, 17312, 17313, 17314</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Swedish - 1893 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>10823</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Swedish - 1894</td>
<td>10824</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Swedish - 1894 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>10825</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Swedish - 1895 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>10826</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Swedish - 1897 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>10827</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Swedish - 1898 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>10828</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Swedish - 1899 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>10829, 10830</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Swedish - 1900</td>
<td>10831</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Swedish - 1902 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>10832</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Swedish - 1904</td>
<td>10833</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Swedish - 1904 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>10834</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Swedish - 1905 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>10835</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Swedish - 1907</td>
<td>10836</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Swedish - 1907 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>10837</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Swedish - 1908 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>30533</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Swedish - 1910</td>
<td>10838, 10839</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Swedish - 1911 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>10840, 10841</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Swedish - 1912</td>
<td>10842</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Swedish - 1914 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>10843</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Swedish - 1916 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>10844</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Swedish - 1917 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>10845</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Swedish - 1919</td>
<td>10846</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Swedish - 1920 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>10847</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Swedish - 1923 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>10848</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Swedish - 1924</td>
<td>10849, 10850</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Swedish - 1924 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>10851</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Swedish - 1925 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>10852, 10853</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Swedish - 1926</td>
<td>10854</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Swedish - 1926 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>10855</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Swedish - 1930 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>10856</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Swedish - 1931 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>10857</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Swedish - 1934 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>10858, 10859, 34103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Swedish - 1935</td>
<td>10860</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Swedish - 1936 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>10861</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Swedish - 1937 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>10862</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Swedish - 1938 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>10863</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Swedish - 1940</td>
<td>83717</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases, Swedish - 1943 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>10864</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Atlases, Swedish - 1944 (Provisional Heading) 10865, 10866
Atlases, Swedish - 1948 (Provisional Heading) 10867
Atlases, Swedish - 1950 10868
Atlases, Swedish - 1950 (Provisional Heading) 10869
Atlases, Swedish - 1951 (Provisional Heading) 10870, 10871
Atlases, Swedish - 1952 (Provisional Heading) 10872, 10873, 10874
Atlases, Swedish - 1954 (Provisional Heading) 10875
Atlases, Swedish - 1955 (Provisional Heading) 10876, 10877
Atlases, Swedish - 1956 (Provisional Heading) 10878
Atlases, Swedish - 1958 (Provisional Heading) 10879
Atlases, Swedish - 1959 (Provisional Heading) 10880
Atlases, Swedish - 1960 83720
Atlases, Swedish - 1960 (Provisional Heading) 10881
Atlases, Swedish - 1961 (Provisional Heading) 10882
Atlases, Swedish - 1971 (Provisional Heading) 10883
Atlases, Swedish - 1988 10884, 10885
Atlases, Swiss - 1538 28879, 28880
Atlases, Swiss - 1540 28884, 28885, 28886, 28887, 28888
Atlases, Swiss - 1542 28891, 28892
Atlases, Swiss - 1543 28894
Atlases, Swiss - 1545 28895, 28896
Atlases, Swiss - 1549 (Provisional Heading) 10886
Atlases, Swiss - 1550 28900, 28901
Atlases, Swiss - 1550 (Provisional Heading) 10887
Atlases, Swiss - 1552 10888, 28902, 28903, 28904
Atlases, Swiss - 1552 (Provisional Heading) 10889
Atlases, Swiss - 1556 (Provisional Heading) 10890
Atlases, Swiss - 1559 10891
Atlases, Swiss - 1571 28914
Atlases, Swiss - 1574 (Provisional Heading) 10892
Atlases, Swiss - 1576 10893, 28920
Atlases, Swiss - 1628 10894
Atlases, Swiss - 1750 10895
Atlases, Swiss - 1780 10896, 10897
Atlases, Swiss - 1780 (Provisional Heading) 10898
Atlases, Swiss - 1836 10899
Atlases, Swiss - 1843 10900
Atlases, Swiss - 1845 10901
Atlases, Swiss - 1857 10902, 50064
Atlases, Swiss - 1864 10903, 73889
Atlases, Swiss - 1886 10904
Atlases, Swiss - 1890 10905
Atlases, Swiss - 1903 10906
Atlases, Swiss - 1906 10907
Atlases, Swiss - 1910 10908
Atlases, Swiss - 1912 (Provisional Heading) 10909
Atlases, Swiss - 1914 10910
Atlases, Swiss - 1924 10911
Atlases, Swiss - 1927 10912
Atlases, Swiss - 1930 10913
Atlases, Swiss - 1935 10914
Atlases, Swiss - 1936 10915
Atlases, Swiss - 1936 (Provisional Heading) 10916
Atlases, Swiss - 1946 10917
Atlases, Swiss - 1948 10918
Atlases, Swiss - 1949 10919
Atlases, Swiss - 1962 10920
Atlases, Swiss - 1962 (Provisional Heading) 10921
Atlases, Swiss - 1965 10922
Atlases, Swiss - 1967 10923
Atlases, Swiss - 1981 34334
Atlases - Title pages - Design - History 10924
Atlases, travel and natural history 33264
Atlases, Turkish - 1465-1470 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 65760
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Atlas Entry</th>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Atmosphere and weather [in the United States] / Glenn T. Trewartha</td>
<td>57809</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atmosphere and weather [in North America] / Glenn T. Trewartha</td>
<td>77822</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlases per shkolat fillore</td>
<td>7551</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atmosphere and weather [in North America] / Glenn T. Trewartha</td>
<td>57809</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atmosphere and weather [in North America] / Glenn T. Trewartha</td>
<td>77822</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atmosphere and weather [in North America] / Glenn T. Trewartha</td>
<td>57809</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atmosphere and weather [in North America] / Glenn T. Trewartha</td>
<td>77822</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Call Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Atmospheric temperature - Maps - 1838-1845</td>
<td>84239</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atmospheric temperature - Maps - 1860</td>
<td>84278, 84279</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atmospheric temperature - Maps - 1930-1939</td>
<td>84336, 84339</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atmospheric temperature - Maps - 1940-1949</td>
<td>84350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atmospheric temperature - Maps - 1942</td>
<td>84354</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atmospheric temperature - Maps - 1950</td>
<td>84392, 84404, 84405, 84406, 84407, 84408</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atmospheric temperature - Maps - 1951</td>
<td>84410</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atmospheric temperature - Maps - 1952</td>
<td>84415</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atmospheric temperature - Maps - 1953</td>
<td>84417</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atmospheric temperature - Maps - 1960</td>
<td>84443, 84444, 84445</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atmospheric temperature - North America - Maps - 1943</td>
<td>57809</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atmospheric temperature - Northern Hemisphere - Maps - 1860</td>
<td>84278, 84279</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atmospheric temperature - United States - Maps - 1943</td>
<td>77822</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atoll-Inseln nach Ptolemaus</td>
<td>65744</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atoumion Books</td>
<td>79368, 79369</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atrebates populi Belgicae secundae</td>
<td>57161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atrebati, episcopalis et metropolitica Artesiae civitas</td>
<td>3132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attacks and defences of the city of Toulon besieged by the army of the allies by sea &amp; land under his royal highness the Duke of Savoy, and Sir Cloudesley Shovel, Admiral of the British Fleet on the 1st of August 1707</td>
<td>75380, 75381</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attaghich, Sam</td>
<td>77703, 77809</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attakapas Historical Association</td>
<td>27, 74299</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attala County (Miss.) - Maps - 1800-1899</td>
<td>10946</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attaque de l'armée des Provinciaux dans Long Island, du 27 aoust 1776</td>
<td>55613</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An Attempt at reconstructing the lost maps of Sarmatia and Poland (1526) by Bernard Wapowski (1475-1535)</td>
<td>80804</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attention to detail: or less is a bore</td>
<td>28807</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atterbury, Paul</td>
<td>14463</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atti del Reale Istituto Veneto di scienze, lettere ed arti</td>
<td>14929, 22681</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atti della R. Accademia delle scienze di Torino (1881)</td>
<td>28607</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atti e memorie della Accademia di agricoltura scienze e lettere di Verona</td>
<td>80156</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attica / E. Mitchell sculpt.</td>
<td>10948, 10949</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attica (Greece) SEE Attike (Greece)</td>
<td>3584, 10947</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attica Interactive Ltd.</td>
<td>7485</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attike (Greece) - Historical geography - Maps - 1745</td>
<td>10947</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attike (Greece) - Maps - 1687- Archaeology</td>
<td>3584</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attike (Greece) - Maps - 1745</td>
<td>10947</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attike (Greece) - Maps - 1815</td>
<td>10948</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attike (Greece) - Maps - 1821</td>
<td>10949</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attinger frères (Paris, France)</td>
<td>28019, 28026</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attractions map : Southeastern Connecticut's coast &amp; country / produced &amp; distributed by the Southeastern Connecticut Tourism District</td>
<td>21978</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attribution to a French engineer named D'Aboville as the possible compiler of the manuscript Carte de la campagne de la division aux ordres du Mis. de St. Simon en Virginie depuis le 2 7bre. 1781 jusqu'a la reddition d'Yorck le 19 8bre. meme année (Aye</td>
<td>16710</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atwell, George</td>
<td>73514</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atwell, H. W.</td>
<td>81871</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atwood, J., Jr.</td>
<td>76683</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atwood, John M., approximately 1818-</td>
<td>4815, 5040, 5058, 5228, 29870, 29942, 29975, 30011, 30031, 30058, 30120, 30153, 30186, 30282, 30317, 30319, 30320, 30333, 30350, 30364, 30384, 30399, 30407, 30432, 37581, 37584, 37585, 37587, 37588, 44540, 44541, 44542, 48256, 48257, 48264, 48267, 48273, 48279, 50687, 50689, 50699, 57740, 57743, 74548, 76671, 76674, 76724, 76726, 76727, 76745, 76759, 76767, 76774, 76870, 83885</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atwood, Joseph</td>
<td>32937</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atwood, Mary Hall, 1894-1950</td>
<td>63393</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atwood, Wallace Walter, 1872-1949</td>
<td>15634, 57807, 57812, 76420, 84354, 84356</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atwood, Wallace Walter, 1872-1949. The physiographic provinces of North America (1943)</td>
<td>77810</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Au service d'Erasme et de l'Empereur: Liévin Algoet</td>
<td>17751</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aubanel, L.</td>
<td>29374</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aube, France (Dept.) SEE Aube (France)</td>
<td>10950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aube (France) - Maps - 1676</td>
<td>10950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aube (France) - Maps - 1679</td>
<td>10951</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aubert</td>
<td>42322</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Augsburg (Germany) - Maps - 1713 - Fortification 10971
Augsburg (Germany) - Maps - 1763 10972
Augsburg (Germany) - Maps - 1792 10973
Augsburg (Germany) - Maps - 1800 10974, 10975
Augsburg (Germany) - Maps - 1982 - Guidebooks 10976
Augsburg (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1568 10977
Augsburg (Germany) - Pictorial works - 2005 23830
Augsburg historical atlas of Christianity in the Middle Ages and Reformation 25842
Augsburg Publishing House 25842
Augsburg Region (Germany) - Maps - 1704 40540
Augsburg Region (Germany) - Maps - 1710 10978
Augsburg Region (Germany) - Maps - 1763 10972
Augsburg Region (Germany) - Maps - 1935 51930
Augspurg mit der Gegend auf 2 Stunden 10978, 40541
Augur, Christopher Columbus, 1821-1898 81844, 81845, 81846, 81847, 81848, 81849
August and September hurricane of 1848 57908
August Gast & Co. 24309, 36731, 43846, 50707, 52924
Augusta Automobile Club (Augusta, Ga.) 24309
Augusta Chamber of Commerce (Augusta, Ga.) 24309
Augusta region StreetFinder 10984
Augusta (Ga.) - Access roads - Maps - 1930 24309
Augusta (Ga.) - Maps - 1857 31018
Augusta (Ga.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps 10984
Augusta (Ga.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps 10985
Augusta, Golfo de (Sicily) 10986
Augusta Region (Ga.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps 10984
Augusta Region (Ga.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps 10985
Augusta street guide 10985
Augusta Taurinorum 75671
Augusta & vicinity StreetFinder 10984
Augusta (W.A.) - Maps - 1833 11058
Augsburg Vindelicorum celiberram, et peruetustam, superioris Germaniae vrbem ... 10967, 10968
The Augustana atlas of the world : and 1920 census : with interesting information pertaining to the history and work of the Augustana Synod 5917
Augustana Book Concern (Rock Island, Ill.) 1903-1962) 5917
Augustana Evang. Lutheran Church 5917
Augustana Historical Atlas of Christianity in the Middle Ages and Reformation 5917
Augustana Synod SEE Augustana Evangelical Lutheran Church 5917
Augustin, Byron 3425, 20880, 34862, 41696, 50707, 52924
Augustine Herrman: the leading cartographer of the seventeenth century 33737
Augustine Herrman's map of Virginia and Maryland 33738
Augustine-Herrman's map of Virginia and Maryland 33738
Augustiner-Chorherrenstift : Reichersberg am Inn 66350
Augustini Ricij, De motu octaue sphaerae, opus mathematica, atque philosophia plenum 3550
Augustinians - Germany - Maps - 1738 31392
Augustinus a Latisana, ca. 1629-1713 25958, 25959
Augustus Frederick, Duke of Sussex, 1773-1843 38345
Augustyn, Robert T. 18189, 44319, 44320, 55799
Augustus, Emperor of Rome, 63 B.C. - Monuments - Pictorial works - 1589 64624
Augustus Frederick, Duke of Sussex, 1773-1843 38345
Augustyn, Robert T. 18189, 44319, 44320, 55799
Augustus, Emperor of Rome, 63 B.C.-14 A.D. - Monuments - Pictorial works - 1589 64624
Augsburg, Emperor of Rome, 63 B.C. - Monuments - Pictorial works - 1589 64624
Aunis (France) - Maps - 1753 64963, 64964
Aupick, J. 27902, 27931
Auraria (Colo.) - Maps - 1859 - Real property 23229, 23230
Aurelianensis praefectura generalis ... 62309
Aurich (Germany : Landkreis) - Maps - 1696 - Names, Geographical 62396
Aurich (Germany) - Maps - 1745 62398
Aurigarius, Lucas Johannes, 1534 or 5-1606 SEE Waghenaer, Lucas Janszoon, 1534 or 5-1606 25903
Aurora Chamber of Commerce 10987
Aurora County (S.D.) - History - 1964 10988
Aurora County (S.D.) - Maps - 1900 - Landowners 10988
Aurora (Ill.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps 39863
Aurora (Ill.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps 39864
Aurora (Ill.) - Pictorial works - 1857 39865
Aurora Printing Co. 33416
Aurora Republican 33416
Aurora (Ship) 38513
Aurora (Ship) - Maps 2116
Aus dem Antiquariat (1978) 2252
Aus der Frühzeit der deutschen Seekarte 52812
Aus der Geschichte der Kartographie 44777, 44782
Aus der Jugend Tillmann Stells 73197
Aus der Kartensammlung der Österreichischen Nationalbibliothek 62393
Aus der Vergangenheit der Ungarischen Kartographie 17886
Aus unser Heimat : 12 Bilderkarten 74070
Ausbourg, ville imperial d'Allemagne ... 10971
Auschwitz (Poland) SEE Oswiecim (Poland) 83615
Auscrasia, recentiorib. seculis dicta ... 66447
Aus dem Tagebuch des kaiserlichen Hofhistoriographen Johannes Sambucus (1531-1584)... 17507
Ausführliche und grundrichtige Beschreibung dess Königreichs Franckreich : Welcher Gestalt nemlich selbiges in 12. Haupt-Theile, oder Provintzien und Gouvernements eingetheilet wird ... : Was vor Städte, Schlösser und Vestungen darinnen befindlich ... 27656
Ausgewählte Verwandtschaftsbezeichnungen in den Sprachen Europas : untersucht anhand der Datensammlungen des Atlas Linguarum Europae 26341
Auslander, Jordan 52330
Auslegung der Carta marina 4329
Auszüg aus Abrahmi Ortey theatro orbis 9568
Aust-Agger fylke (Norway) - Maps - 1853 - Coasts - Nautical charts 10991
Aust-Agger fylke (Norway) - Maps - 1588 - Coasts - Nautical charts 10992
Austen, Jane, 1775-1817 - Homes and haunts - England - Maps 42189
Austen, Jane, 1775-1817 - Settings - Maps 42189
Austen, Robert, 17th cent. 14174, 14225, 24067, 24068
Austin and San Antonio : tour with Texaco ... 10999, 11000, 11001, 11002, 11003
Austin Building and Loan Association (Indiana) 69696
Austin, C. D. 5372
Austin including Georgetown and Round Rock StreetFinder 11017
Austin, Margaret B. 82877
Austin, Mary Hunter, 1868-1934 15354
Austin Motor Company, ltd. 14512
Austin, Pat 44959
Austin Region (Tex.) - Maps - 1876 - Real property 10993, 10994
[ Austin County (Tex.) - 1880: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 10995
Austin County (Tex.) - Maps - 1880 - Landowners 10995
Austin Daily Herald (Austin, Minn.) 70382
Austin, Elizabeth, of Wilkes-Barre, Pa. 26152
Austin, H. (Hiram), b. 1820 45055
Austin, Horatio T. (Horatio Thomas), Sir, 1801-1865 2379, 2380, 2381
Austin including Georgetown and Round Rock StreetFinder 11017
Austin, Mark 82877
Austin, Mary Hunter, 1868-1934 15354
Austin Motor Company, ltd. 14512
Austin, Pat 44959
Austin Region (Tex.) - Maps - 1959 - Road maps 10996
Austin Region (Tex.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps 11016
Austin Region (Tex.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps 11017
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Australasia - Maps - 2006 - Road maps 11018
Australasia - Maps - 2007 - Road maps 11019
Australasia - Maps - 2008 - Road maps 11020

Australasia illustrated 5341
Australasia - Maps - 1802-1815 - Coasts - Nautical charts 11048
Australasia - Maps - 1804 30773
Australasia - Maps - 1806 11050
Australasia - Maps - 1813 11051
Australasia - Maps - 1814 11052
Australasia - Maps - 1818 11023
Australasia - Maps - 1822 11054
Australasia - Maps - 1829 11056
Australasia - Maps - 1831 11057
Australasia - Maps - 1840 11065
Australasia - Maps - 1846 57745
Australasia - Maps - 1853 11024
Australasia - Maps - 1880 11025
Australasia - Maps - 1888 11026
Australasia - Maps - 1900 11027
Australasia - Maps - 1908 11028, 11086
Australasia - Maps 1910 8380
Australasia - Maps - 1913 - Harbors 11029, 11030
Australasia - Maps - 1913 - Trade routes 11029, 11030
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Australia - Maps - 1795</th>
<th>71119</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Australia - Maps - 1795 - Coasts</td>
<td>38525</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia - Maps - 1798</td>
<td>11047</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia - Maps - 1801-1803 - Explorations</td>
<td>11053</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia - Maps - 1802-1815 - Coasts - Nautical charts</td>
<td>11048</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia - Maps - 1804</td>
<td>11049</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia - Maps - 1806</td>
<td>11050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia - Maps - 1813</td>
<td>11051</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia - Maps - 1814</td>
<td>11052, 11053</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia - Maps - 1818</td>
<td>11023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia - Maps - 1822</td>
<td>11054, 55562</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia - Maps - 1823</td>
<td>11055</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia - Maps - 1825</td>
<td>55559</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia - Maps - 1829</td>
<td>11056, 55563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia - Maps - 1831</td>
<td>11057</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia - Maps - 1833</td>
<td>11058</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia - Maps - 1833 - Australia, Discoveries and Exploration - Maps - 1833</td>
<td>11058</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia - Maps - 1834</td>
<td>11059</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia - Maps - 1834 - Discovery and exploration - Maps - 1834</td>
<td>11059</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia - Maps - 1837</td>
<td>11060</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia - Maps - 1839</td>
<td>11061, 11062</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia - Maps - 1840</td>
<td>11063, 11064, 11065</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia - Maps - 1841</td>
<td>11066</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia - Maps - 1845</td>
<td>3385, 3386, 11067</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia - Maps - 1846</td>
<td>57745</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia - Maps - 1847</td>
<td>3389, 44229</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia - Maps - 1848</td>
<td>30720</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia - Maps - 1850</td>
<td>3390</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia - Maps - 1851</td>
<td>11068, 30721</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia - Maps - 1853</td>
<td>11024, 11069</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia - Maps - 1855</td>
<td>11035, 11070</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia - Maps - 1857</td>
<td>11071</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia - Maps - 1860</td>
<td>11072</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia - Maps - 1861</td>
<td>11073, 60321</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia - Maps - 1865</td>
<td>32379</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia - Maps - 1866</td>
<td>11074</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia - Maps - 1867</td>
<td>11075</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia - Maps - 1872</td>
<td>11076</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia - Maps - 1874</td>
<td>55568</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia - Maps - 1875</td>
<td>11077</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia - Maps - 1876</td>
<td>11078</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia - Maps - 1880</td>
<td>11025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia - Maps - 1884</td>
<td>11079</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia - Maps - 1885</td>
<td>11080</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia - Maps - 1886</td>
<td>80193</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia - Maps - 1886 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>11081</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia - Maps - 1887</td>
<td>11082</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia - Maps - 1888</td>
<td>11026, 11083</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia - Maps - 1898 - Railroads</td>
<td>66123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia - Maps - 1900</td>
<td>11084</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia - Maps - 1902</td>
<td>11085</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia - Maps - 1908</td>
<td>11086</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia - Maps - 1910</td>
<td>8380</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia - Maps - 1910-1919</td>
<td>11087</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia - Maps - 1913 - Harbors</td>
<td>11029</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia - Maps - 1913 - Trade routes</td>
<td>11029</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia - Maps - 1915</td>
<td>11022, 11088</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia - Maps - 1915 - Road maps</td>
<td>11089</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia - Maps - 1922</td>
<td>8429</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia - Maps - 1926 - Land use</td>
<td>11090</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia - Maps - 1935</td>
<td>11091</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia - Maps - 1937</td>
<td>7557</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia - Maps - 1940</td>
<td>7559, 11092</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia - Maps - 1941</td>
<td>11093, 11094</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Australia - Maps - 1942 11095
Australia - Maps - 1942 - Pictorial maps 11096
Australia - Maps - 1945 11036
Australia - Maps - 1948 30602
Australia - Maps - 1953 - Guidebooks 11097
Australia - Maps - 1956 6511
Australia - Maps - 1957 - Maps, Physical 11098
Australia - Maps - 1958 - Maps, Physical 11099
Australia - Maps - 1963 11034, 11037
Australia - Maps - 1965 11100
Australia - Maps - 1969 11101
Australia - Maps - 1970-1979 - Travel 62632
Australia - Maps - 1970 - Airways 11102
Australia - Maps - 1972 11103
Australia - Maps - 1977 - Road maps 11104
Australia - Maps - 1984 - Guidebooks 11105
Australia - Maps - 1986 - Road maps 11106
Australia - Maps - 1987 11038
Australia - Maps - 1987 - Guidebooks 11107
Australia - Maps - 1988 11108
Australia - Maps - 1988 - Road maps 11109
Australia - Maps - 1989 11110
Australia - Maps - 1991 - Guidebooks 11111
Australia - Maps - 1993 11112
Australia - Maps - 1995 11113
Australia - Maps - 2003 11114
Australia - Maps - Bibliography 11115, 11116, 11117, 16926, 16927
Australia - Maps - Bibliography - 1050-1666 11118
Australia - Maps - Bibliography - 1780-1830 11119
Australia - Maps - Bibliography - 1800-1899 11120
Australia - Maps - Bibliography - Catalogs 11121
Australia - Maps - Collections 16925
Australia - Maps - Collections, 1500-1900 16926, 16927
Australia. National Library 16929
Australia. National Roads and Motorists' Association SEE National Roads and Motorists' Association 55571
Australia, New Zealand & South Pacific 1105
Australia. Office of the High Commissioner for Australia in London 11088
Australia : official handbook 11093
Australia; official standard names approved by the United States Board on Geographic Names. 52174
Australia - Pictorial works - Collections, 1945 11122
Australia. Property & Survey Branch 2114
Australia. Property & Survey Branch. Graham Land : showing discoveries of land reported for the first time by various explorers, 1818-1937 (1939) 2114
Australia - Railroads - History 66124
Australia. Royal Australian Survey Corps SEE Royal Australian Survey Corps 59701
Australia. Story Trust 11122
Australia unveiled : the share of the Dutch navigators in the discovery of Australia / Günter Schilder ; translated from the German by Olaf Richte 11118
Australian Academy of Science 22075
Australian Academy of the Humanities 45917
Australian Agricultural Company 8056, 55564
Australian and New Zealand Map Society 18279, 28405
Australian Antarctic Expedition 38513
Australian Antarctic Territory - Discovery and exploration - Maps - 1939 2114
Australian Antarctic Territory - Maps - 1939 2114
Australian Atlases SEE Atlases, Australian 7554
The Australian clear school atlas : 90 physical, political, climatic, regional and economic maps, 103 correlated diagrams and photographs, 17 historical illustrations, 13 modern photo-views, 29 page index / edited by F. Thos. Brodie 7559
Australian handbook, incorporating New Zealand 11078, 11079, 11085
Australian Institute of Cartographers 18289
Australian Map Circle 18279
Australian Map Curators' Circle 18279
Australian Map Curators' Circle Seminar and Workshop, 2nd, University of Sydney, 1974 44462
Australian National Publicity Association 11093
Australian National Travel Association 11093
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Australian National University. Business Archives 14919
Australian National University, Canberra. Research School of Pacific Studies. Pacific Manuscripts Bureau 52349
Australian National University Press 14919
Australian News and Information Bureau 11093, 11096
Australian road atlas 11106

Australians, a historical atlas / editors, J.C.R. Camm, John McQuilton; cartographic editor, Trevor W. Plumb; chief cartographer, Steven G. Yorke 11038

Australians, A Historical Atlas - Reviews 11123
Austria 11177, 11187, 11192, 11193, 11195, 11197, 11208, 11246, 11247, 11249, 11249, 11263, 11278, 75773
Austria and the Bavarian Alps 11271
Austria and the Bavarian Alps / Michelin 11273

Austria archducatus 11140

Austria. Bundesamt für Eich- und Vermessungswesen 11267, 80231, 80251
Austria. Bundesdenkmalamt 11280
Austria. Bundesministerium für Unterricht 7632
Austria - Description and travel - 1844 11124
Austria / drawn & engraved by J. Archer, Pentonville, London 11185
Austria folk customs 11125
Austria - Folklore - 1985 11125
Austria - Historical geography - Maps - 1719 11126
Austria - Historical geography - Maps - 1938 11127

Austria - Historiography 41756
Austria-Hungary 11224, 11225, 11226, 11230, 11234, 11238, 11239, 11241
Austria-Hungary / by G.E. Mitton; with 32 full-page illustrations in colour 11244
Austria-Hungary / by J. Bartholomew, F.R.G.S. 11209

Austria - Imprints - Union lists 12021
Austria, including Hungary 11215, 11216, 11219, 11220, 11221, 11222
Austria. Kriegsarchiv 79971
Austria - Maps - 1529-1556 - Military operations 11128
Austria - Maps - 1545-1563 11129
Austria - Maps - 1553 11130, 11131
Austria - Maps - 1561 11132
Austria - Maps - 1565 11133
Austria - Maps - 1570 11134, 11496
Austria - Maps - 1583 11135
Austria - Maps - 1588 11136, 11499
Austria - Maps - 1593 11137, 13292
Austria - Maps - 1606 11138, 11503
Austria - Maps - 1657 11139
Austria - Maps - 1659 31345
Austria - Maps - 1664 34913
Austria - Maps - 1680 11140, 11141
Austria - Maps - 1689 11142, 34920
Austria - Maps - 1692 11143
Austria - Maps - 1695 11144, 11192, 11927
Austria - Maps - 1696 11144, 11145, 11929
Austria - Maps - 1700 11146, 11147, 11148
Austria - Maps - 1701 11149
Austria - Maps - 1704 11150
Austria - Maps - 1710 22811
Austria - Maps - 1720 11151
Austria - Maps - 1725 11152, 11153
Austria - Maps - 1734 25767
Austria - Maps - 1740 11154, 31396
Austria - Maps - 1742 73374
Austria - Maps - 1745 11155
Austria - Maps - 1745 - Ecclesiastical geography 68353
Austria - Maps - 1747 11156, 11157, 11158
Austria - Maps - 1752 11159, 11160, 11161, 11162
Austria - Maps - 1769 11163
Austria - Maps - 1777 11164, 11165
Austria - Maps - 1780 31423
Austria - Maps - 1785 31430
Austria - Maps - 1786 - Canals 11166
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### Austria - Maps - 1789-1797
- 11167

### Austria - Maps - 1796
- 11168, 11169

### Austria - Maps - 1797 (Provisional Heading)
- 11170

### Austria - Maps - 1799 - Postal service
- 11171

### Austria - Maps - 1802
- 11172

### Austria - Maps - 1804
- 11173

### Austria - Maps - 1805
- 31455

### Austria - Maps - 1809
- 11174

### Austria - Maps - 1810
- 11175

### Austria - Maps - 1811
- 11176

### Austria - Maps - 1816
- 34969, 34970

### Austria - Maps - 1822
- 34972

### Austria - Maps - 1825
- 1356

### Austria - Maps - 1826
- 11177

### Austria - Maps - 1829
- 34975

### Austria - Maps - 1831
- 11178

### Austria - Maps - 1832
- 11179, 11180

### Austria - Maps - 1833
- 34975

### Austria - Maps - 1834
- 11182

### Austria - Maps - 1840
- 11184, 31739

### Austria - Maps - 1841
- 11185

### Austria - Maps - 1843
- 11186, 31740

### Austria - Maps - 1844
- 31506

### Austria - Maps - 1845
- 11187, 11188

### Austria - Maps - 1847
- 11189

### Austria - Maps - 1849 - Ethnology
- 11190

### Austria - Maps - 1850
- 11191, 31741

### Austria - Maps - 1851
- 11192

### Austria - Maps - 1853
- 11193

### Austria - Maps - 1855
- 11195

### Austria - Maps - 1855 - Ethnology
- 11194

### Austria - Maps - 1857
- 11197

### Austria - Maps - 1857 - Ethnology
- 11196

### Austria - Maps - 1858
- 31742

### Austria - Maps - 1860
- 11583

### Austria - Maps - 1861
- 11198, 11199

### Austria - Maps - 1864
- 31744

### Austria - Maps - 1866
- 11200

### Austria - Maps - 1867
- 11201, 31745

### Austria - Maps - 1868
- 31746

### Austria - Maps - 1870
- 11202

### Austria - Maps - 1871
- 31747

### Austria - Maps - 1872
- 11203, 31748

### Austria - Maps - 1873
- 11205, 31535, 31749

### Austria - Maps - 1873-1918 - Topographic maps
- 11204

### Austria - Maps - 1876
- 31750, 31751

### Austria - Maps - 1879
- 1359, 1360, 31752, 31753

### Austria - Maps - 1880
- 31756

### Austria - Maps - 1881
- 31541, 31757

### Austria - Maps - 1882
- 11207

### Austria - Maps - 1883
- 1361, 11208, 31759

### Austria - Maps - 1884
- 31760

### Austria - Maps - 1885
- 11209

### Austria - Maps - 1886
- 9935

### Austria - Maps - 1887
- 11210, 11211, 31762

### Austria - Maps - 1888
- 1362, 1363

### Austria - Maps - 1890
- 31764

### Austria - Maps - 1890-1897
- 31763

### Austria - Maps - 1891
- 1364, 1365, 11212, 31765, 31766

### Austria - Maps - 1892
- 26140, 31767

### Austria - Maps - 1892 - Commerce
- 26140

### Austria - Maps - 1894
- 43517

---
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Austria - Surveys 11281
Austria - Surveys - History 16934
Austria : travel guide 11259
Austria : Vienna, 1561 / Wolfgang Lazius ; with an introd. by Ernst Bernleithner 11132
Austria : Vienna, Prague, etc., etc. 11124
Austria. Wissenschaften 31569
Austria : with an appendix for motorists 11258
Austria with approach routes through Bavaria 11264
Austria / Young & Delleker sc. 11181
Austriaca archiducatus pars superior 79495
Austriaca archiducatus pars inferior 43514
Austriaca archiducatus pars inferior in omnes ejusdem quadrantes ditiones accuratissime et distincte delineata 43513
Austriaca archiducatus pars superior in omnes ejusdem quadrantes ditiones accuratissime et distincte delineata 79493
Austrian Alps (Austria) SEE Alps, Austrian (Austria) 1325
Austrian Atlases SEE Atlases, Austrian 7562
Austrian Cartography - 1786-1796 69415
Austrian dominions 11172, 11173, 11174, 11175, 11184, 34972, 34975
Austrian dominions ll-[ll] 11179
Austrian dominions / Neele, sculp. 352, Strand 34969, 34970
Austrian Empire 11188, 11189, 11191
Austrian Empire / by G.H. Swantston Edinr. 11203
Austrian Empire / by J. Arrowsmith 11180
Austrian Empire / by J. Bartholomew, F.R.G.S. 11200
Austrian Empire (eastern sheet) / by Keith Johnston, F.R.S.E. ; engraved & printed by W. & A.K. Johnston, Edinburgh 11198
The Austrian, French, and Dutch Netherlands from the best authorities 12179, 53474
Austrian high quality mapping of tropical mountain systems, South America - first half of 20th century 70669
Austrian National Library SEE Österreichische Nationalbibliothek 62393
The Austrian Netherlands, before the French conquest 53494
Austrian Succession, War of, 1740-1745 65484, 65485, 65486
Austrian Succession, War of, 1740-1745 - Campaigns - France - Brittany - Maps - 1746 - Manuscripts 65459
Austrian Succession, War of, 1740-1745 - Campaigns - Manuscript maps 25843
Austrian Succession, War of, 1740-1745 - Maps 11282, 25975, 25976, 26742
Austro-Hungarian Monarchy 11211
Austro-Hungarian Monarchy. K.u.K. Kriegsministerium 11126, 11282
Austro-Hungarian Monarchy. Militärgéographisches Institut 11194, 11204
Austro-Hungarian Monarchy. Ministerium für Cultus 11207
Austro-Hungarian Monarchy. Ministerium für Unterricht 11207
Austro-Hungarian North-Pole Expedition - Maps 11824
Austro-Italian War, 1866 - Maps 11283
Austro-Turkish War, 1737-1739 - Maps 11528
Austronesian languages in Taiwan 74184
Auswanderungs-atlas Westlichen Hemisphere 1785
Autauga County (Ala.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps 51580
Autentycz relacji Maurycego Beniowskiego Zjego zeglugi przez morze beringa. Pierwszy opis I pierwsze rysunki wyspy sw. wawrzynca 12419
Auteurs de plans et arpenteurs dans le Nord de la France sous l'ancien regime 49237
Authentic account embassy from Britain to China 7885
Authentic account of embassy: Britain to China 4554
The Authentic atlas of the world / produced under the direction of Alexander Gross 6408
Authentic map of Indian tribes of the United States : showing basic tribe locations and cultural areas prior to white settlement and present / 76417
Authentic & pictorial up-to-date map of Boston published expressly for Gray Line Sightseeing, Hotel Brunswick, Boston ... as a supplement of This week in Boston, the official civic weekly for the past thirty years 13532
An Authentic plan of the River St. Laurence from Sillery to the Fall of Montmorenci, with the operations of the siege of Quebec under the command of Vice-Adml. Saunders & Major Genl. Wolfe, down to the 5. Sepr. 1759 68010
An Authentic plan of the River St. Lawrence ... with the operations of the siege of Quebec ... 68009
An Authentic plan of the town and harbour of Cap-Francois in the Isle of St. Domingo 16462
Authentic story of Taiwan 9050
Author's map showing the route taken during the tour, 1824-1825 76062
Authorized Guide & Map Service 31066, 35773, 35792, 36938, 37749, 37762, 40175, 40756, 40821, 44059, 46950, 49637, 50774, 50785, 56310, 58062, 58064, 62125, 63669, 79599, 81229, 81234, 83215, 84831
Authorized map of the Second Byrd Antarctic Expedition 2113
Auto-atlas des Deutschen Reiches 31570, 31602
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Auto atlas : Europa 26267
Auto-atlas, sa prinçnikiom, Krajeljineve Srba, Hravata i Slovenca 85204
Auto atlas von Oesterreich 11257

Auto Courts SEE Motels 40157
Auto ferry across Lake Michigan / Ann Arbor Railroad 47501
Auto Guide Publishing Co. (Chicago, Ill.) 35675
Auto List Publishing Company (Boston, Mass.) 11313
Auto-Owners highway map of Michigan : 1932 47039
Auto-Owners highway map of Michigan. 1936 / issued by Auto-Owners Insurance Co., Lansing, Michigan 47120
Auto-Owners Insurance Company 37041, 46927, 46980, 47006, 47021, 47039, 47042, 47043, 47063, 47081, 47091, 47120, 47172, 47226, 47294, 47322, 47349, 60710
Auto-Owners Insurance Company 1934 highway map of Michigan 47063
Auto-Owners Insurance Company highway map of Michigan 47349
Auto-Owners Insurance Company highway map of Michigan. 1937 47172
[Auto-Owners Insurance road maps and atlas of Michigan] 46927
Auto road atlas of the United States : including a brief description of the national parks and monuments 77348
Auto road atlas of US 77343
Auto road map : Alabama, Georgia 31088
Auto road map of Alabama 732
Auto road map : Wisconsin 83305, 83323
Auto road maps of New York and Pennsylvania, 1926 : Metro : Gargoyle Mobiloil 56268
Auto road maps of New York, Pennsylvania, and New England 1928 / Metro Gas, Gargoyle Mobiloil 56289
Auto route book for Reading, Pa. and vicinity : including touring routes to New York City, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Washington, Harrisburg, Gettysburg, Pittsburgh, etc. : information of great value to all motorists 66302
Auto route distance atlas of Illinois, IN, IL & WI 48802
Auto route distance atlas of Illinois, Indiana, Michigan and Wisconsin 48803
Auto route distance atlas of Maryland, Delaware, Pennsylvania, New York and New Jersey 47780
Auto routes to the Pittsbugher, Pittsburgh, Pa. 59246
Auto Tire Service Company (Eau Claire, Wis.) 83201
Auto touring map of Oregon, Washington and California / issued by Honeyman Hardware Co., Park at Glisan Street, Portland, Oregon 62113
Auto trails and commercial survey of the United States : complete series of state maps with county colors for commercial reference ... / highway information and statistics by courtesy of the National Highway Association 77266
Auto trails atlas 24297, 24316
Auto trails atlas, 1931 24321
Auto trails map of Ohio, eastern Indiana, western Pennsylvania and Kentucky ... / compliments of the Refiners Oil Company Incorporated 60596
Auto trails map of St. Louis and adjacent territory : Missouri, Illinois : showing leading highways to, from and through St. Louis via McKinley Bridge ... affiliated with AAA 68108
Auto-trails : New England and eastern New York / National Survey Co. 54152
Auto trails of Minnesota, the land of ten thousand lakes / prepared especially for Minnesota Retail Hardware Association ; compliments of C.C. Brusche & Son, Good Thunder, Minn. 49619
Auto trails to and from Gettysburg 31829
Auto trails to and from Gettysburg / Gettysburg Chamber of Commerce 59305
Auto trails to the Keokuk and Hamilton Bridge / Keokuk & Hamilton Bridge Co. Keokuk, Iowa, Hamilton, Ill. ... 37882
An Autobiography 49272
Autocar 14511
Autofuhrer Deutsches Reich 31622, 31627, 31628

Autographs - Forgeries 37610, 43292, 59750, 83089
Autolijan Suomi. Tiekartta Finland 26649
Automated map reference retrieval 18799
Automated relief representation : a comparison of different display methods 66382
Automatic signals [: map of the Denver and Rio Grande Western Railroad] 21622
Automating the Illinois State University Map Library 18798
Automation for Newberry's map 18802
Automation in cartography : papers presented at the annual symposium of the British Cartographic Society held in Southampton in September 1973 23592
Automobile Association (Great Britain) 113, 1389, 1909, 3592, 11278, 11478, 11771, 12283, 12552, 12553, 13864, 14463, 14486, 14554, 14555, 14560, 14569, 14571, 14574, 14578, 14583, 15676, 16294, 16296, 16607, 16608, 20746, 21207, 22109, 22331, 22623, 22650, 23199, 24676, 24842, 24845, 25407, 25411, 25412, 26798, 27168, 28036, 28070, 28076, 28287, 28288, 31658, 31660, 32395, 32463, 32464, 32912, 33395, 33713, 34621, 34989, 38432, 38435, 38437, 38441, 38591, 39021, 39023, 39585, 41516, 42177, 42718, 42728, 43873, 46596, 46602, 51837, 51924, 53312, 53610, 53614, 53616, 55781, 58823, 63284, 63300, 65421, 65490, 65492, 65611, 66569, 67299, 68236, 68629, 68631, 69321, 69323, 69661, 69681, 69867, 70164, 70247, 74080, 74084, 75254, 75666, 75827, 75828, 75878, 75881, 79072, 80235, 85115, 85153, 85220
Automobile Association handbook 1936-1937 14486
Automobile Association of New Jersey 24446, 36284
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Automobile Blue Books, Inc. 20834, 47728, 47745, 47748, 47761, 47782, 47795, 48659, 48679, 48694, 48705, 48706, 48729, 48730, 48758, 48783, 48800, 48801, 48808, 48818, 48826, 53805, 53806, 53989, 54001, 54003, 54006, 54010, 54013, 54019, 54028, 54841, 55684, 55691, 55696, 55704, 56191, 56196, 56199, 56206, 56208, 56210, 56228, 56237, 56245, 56251, 56256, 59768, 59863, 71719, 71723, 72418, 72425, 72429, 77222, 77323, 82197, 82235
Automobile Blue Books, Inc. Automobile map of New England showing The Ideal Tour (1912) 53806
Automobile Blue Books, Inc. Standard touring guide of America ... vol. 4 (Western and transcontinental) ... (1925) 48801, 77323
Automobile Blue Books, Inc. Western and southern connections to and from "The Ideal Tour" (1913) 53806
Automobile Club de Suisse 74053
Automobile Club maps: Illinois (Indiana) 66984
Automobile Club Minneapolis SEE Automobile Club of Minnepolis 70895
Automobile Club of America 12496, 12497, 22556, 45436, 54008, 54080, 54098, 54099, 54164, 54213, 71957, 77140, 77272, 77346, 77903
Automobile Club of Berkshire County (Mass.) 12478
Automobile Club of British Columbia 59875
Automobile Club of Buffalo (New York) 47779, 56205
The Automobile Club of Buffalo tour book 1914 56205
Automobile Club of Cuba SEE Automovil Club de Cuba 22518
Automobile Club of Delaware County (Pa.) 54010
Automobile Club of Hartford 33578
Automobile Club of Illinois 48837
Automobile Club of Kansas City 48821, 77243
Automobile Club of Louisiana 43350
Automobile Club of Maryland 11694
Automobile Club of Michigan 23476, 47020, 47205, 57112
Automobile Club of Minneapolis 49408, 49468, 70895
Automobile Club of Missouri 40049, 50792, 68050, 68051, 68054, 68060, 68066, 68073
Automobile Club of New York 11288, 55760, 55777, 55910, 55974
Automobile Club of Nova Scotia 16146
Automobile Club of Philadelphia 24448, 64455
Automobile Club of Rochester 56229
Automobile Club of Southern California 2621, 11285, 11453, 15379, 15625, 41112, 43092, 43216, 43220, 44930, 44931, 46227, 62531, 70321, 71069, 72459, 77319, 79364, 84991, 84992, 84993, 84994, 84995, 84996, 85079
[Automobile Club of Southern California (ACSC) map date codes: draft of August 2012. Planned for future publication on the Road Map Collectors Association (RMCA) website (http://roadmaps.org) / compiled by Brian Hatcher and other members of the RMCA]$ 44931
Automobile Club of Southern California - Date codes - 1900-1999 44922, 44929
Automobile Club of Southern California - Date codes - 1909-2012 44930
Automobile Club of Southern California - Date codes - 1912-2004 44931
Automobile Club of Southern California. Log of the peninsula of Lower California and the Gulf of California ... (1930) 11453
Automobile Club of Southern California. Map Drafting Dept. 15647
Automobile Club of Southern California. Route and Map Service Dept. 77522
Automobile Club of Southern California. Yellowstone National Park, Wyoming to Sioux Falls, South Dakota: via Black Hills, South Dakota [1937?] 11285, 71069, 84991, 84992, 84993, 84995, 84996, 85079
Automobile Club of Southern California. Yellowstone National Park, Wyoming to Sioux Falls, South Dakota: via Black Hills, South Dakota [1953?] - Title pages 11285
Automobile Club of Washington 14012, 59875, 81223, 81233, 82254
Automobile Club of Schweiz 74061
Automobile Dealers of California 15499, 59350, 59367, 59927, 59941, 68419, 71917, 71938, 72509, 72515, 77715
Automobile dealers - United States - Maps - 1984 78904
Automobile dealerships SEE Automobile dealers 78904
Automobile drivers' tests - New York (State) - Handbooks, manuals, etc. 56014
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Automobile roads in Ohio ... Gulf Refining Company ... 60582
Automobile roads in Ontario ... Gulf Refining Company ... 61843
Automobile roads in Pennsylvania ... Gulf ... 63683
Automobile roads in the United States ... / Gulf Refining Company ... 77424
Automobile roads : Mount Baker quadrangle / compiled and copyrighted by Automobile Club of Washington ; drawn by A.P. Neyhart ... 81233
Automobile roads of New York : that good Gulf gasoline ... 56298
Automobile roads of Philadelphia and vicinity ... Gulf ... 64453
Automobile roads : Pittsburgh and vicinity ... Gulf ... 64865
Automobile route book of Ohio and the northeastern states 1927 / published by the Cleveland Automobile Club, the Hollenden, Cleveland, Ohio ... 60550
Automobile route planning ... 1314
Automobile routes : New Haven to Springfield / R.D. Servoss, engraver, N.Y. ... 21926
Automobile routes : Poughkeepsie to Albany / R.D. Servoss, engraver, N.Y. ... 56179
Automobile row ... 77332
Automobile supplies industry - Canada - Maps - 1981 ... 78858
Automobile supplies industry - United States - Maps - 1981 ... 78858
Automobile Touring Club of America ... 39875
Automobile Touring & Travel Bureau (Chicago, Ill.) ... 35771
The Automobile tourist : motor car journeys from Philadelphia with historical and descriptive notes / by Phebe Westcott Humphreys ... 11294
Automobile Trade Association, Limited (Montréal (Québec)) ... 16146
Automobile traffic SEE Traffic flow ... 19733, 19734
Automobile travel - Africa, North - Guidebooks - 1908 ... 28015
Automobile travel - Africa, North - Guidebooks - 1914 ... 28021
Automobile travel - Alps - Guidebooks - 1911 ... 1384, 11287
Automobile travel - Alps - Guidebooks - 1912 ... 1385
Automobile travel - Atlantic States - Guidebooks - 1918 ... 11288, 24234
Automobile travel - Atlantic States - Guidebooks - 1924-1925 ... 3879
Automobile travel - Atlantic States - Guidebooks - 1925 ... 3880
Automobile travel - Atlantic States - Guidebooks - 1926 ... 24271
Automobile travel - Australia - Guidebooks - 1915 ... 11089
Automobile travel - Benelux countries - Guidebooks - 1911 ... 1384
Automobile travel - Benelux countries - Guidebooks - 1912 ... 1385
Automobile travel - Billings Region (Mont.) - Guidebooks - 1937 ... 11289
Automobile travel - Board games - 1937 ... 13268
Automobile travel - British Columbia - Guidebooks - 1920 ... 59768
Automobile travel - British Isles - Guidebooks - 1920-1929 ... 14458
Automobile travel - British Isles - Guidebooks - 1928 ... 14470
Automobile travel - California - Guidebooks - 1917-1918 ... 72425
Automobile travel - California - Guidebooks - 1920 ... 72429
Automobile travel - Cambodia - Guidebooks - 1920-1929 ... 71145
Automobile travel - Canada, Eastern - Guidebooks - 1916 ... 56208
Automobile travel - Canada, Eastern - Guidebooks - 1918 ... 56210
Automobile travel - Canada, Eastern - Guidebooks - 1923 ... 56245
Automobile travel - Canada, Eastern - Guidebooks - 1924 ... 56251
Automobile travel - Canada, Eastern - Guidebooks - 1925 ... 56256
Automobile travel - Canada, Eastern - Guidebooks - 1926 ... 56265
Automobile travel - Canada - Guidebooks - 1917 ... 16146
Automobile travel - Canada - Guidebooks - 1921-1929 ... 54033
Automobile travel - Card games - Specimens - 1944 ... 11290
Automobile travel - Chicago Region (Ill.) - Guidebooks - 1924 ... 20174
Automobile travel - Cleveland (Ohio) - Guidebooks - 1915 ... 48706
Automobile travel - Colorado - Guidebooks - 1912 ... 21334
Automobile travel - Derbyshire (England) - Guidebooks - 1996 ... 23324
Automobile travel - Dorset (England) - Guidebooks - 1996 ... 33455
Automobile travel - East (U.S.) - Guidebooks - 1917 ... 48730
Automobile travel - East (U.S.) - Guidebooks - 1918 ... 24234
Automobile travel - East (U.S.) - Guidebooks - 1920 ... 48758
Automobile travel - East (U.S.) - Guidebooks - 1923 ... 24254
Automobile travel - East (U.S.) - Guidebooks - 1926 ... 24271
Automobile travel - East (U.S.) - Guidebooks - 1994 ... 37542
Automobile travel - England - Guidebooks - 1909 ... 25348
Automobile travel - England - Guidebooks - 1911 ... 14451, 25353
Automobile travel - England - Guidebooks - 1914 ... 25358
Automobile travel - England - Guidebooks - 1915 ... 25359
Automobile travel - England - Guidebooks - 1920 ... 25361
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<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Call Numbers</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Automobile travel - England - Guidebooks - 1920-1929</td>
<td>14458</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automobile travel - England - Guidebooks - 1929</td>
<td>25370</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automobile travel - Europe, Central - Guidebooks - 1910</td>
<td>31571</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automobile travel - Europe, Central - Guidebooks - 1913</td>
<td>31579</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automobile travel - Europe, Central - Guidebooks - 1915</td>
<td>31582</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automobile travel - Europe, Central - Guidebooks - 1924</td>
<td>31589</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automobile travel - Europe, Central - Guidebooks - 1925</td>
<td>31592</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automobile travel - Europe - Guidebooks - 1907</td>
<td>28014</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automobile travel - Europe - Guidebooks - 1908</td>
<td>28015</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automobile travel - Europe - Guidebooks - 1914</td>
<td>28021</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automobile travel - Europe - Guidebooks - 1920</td>
<td>63347</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automobile travel - Europe - Guidebooks - 1922</td>
<td>63348</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automobile travel - Europe - Guidebooks - 1924</td>
<td>11291</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automobile travel - France - Guidebooks - 1909</td>
<td>11292</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automobile travel - France - Guidebooks - 1922</td>
<td>63348</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automobile travel - France - Guidebooks - 1927</td>
<td>28036</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automobile travel - Germany - Guidebooks - 1910</td>
<td>31571</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automobile travel - Germany - Guidebooks - 1913</td>
<td>31579</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automobile travel - Germany - Guidebooks - 1915</td>
<td>31582</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automobile travel - Germany - Guidebooks - 1924</td>
<td>31588, 31589</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automobile travel - Germany - Guidebooks - 1925</td>
<td>31592</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automobile travel - Germany - Guidebooks - 1928</td>
<td>31600</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automobile travel - Guidebooks - History</td>
<td>40474</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automobile travel - Hampshire (England) - Guidebooks - 1996</td>
<td>33455</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automobile travel - Harz (Germany) - Guidebooks - 1929</td>
<td>33625</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automobile travel - Illinois - Guidebooks - 1905</td>
<td>35657, 35658</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automobile travel - Illinois - Guidebooks - 1905-2006</td>
<td>35653</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automobile travel - Illinois - Guidebooks - 1909-1911</td>
<td>35675</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automobile travel - Illinois - Guidebooks - 1917</td>
<td>35701, 48728</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automobile travel - Illinois - Guidebooks - 1924</td>
<td>20174</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automobile travel - Indiana - Guidebooks - 1905</td>
<td>36846</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automobile travel - Indiana - Guidebooks - 1917</td>
<td>36875, 48728</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automobile travel - Interstate 75 - Guidebooks - 1994</td>
<td>37542</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automobile travel - Iowa - Guidebooks - 1913</td>
<td>37688</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automobile travel - Italy - Guidebooks - 1913</td>
<td>74018</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automobile travel - Latin America - Guidebooks - 1953</td>
<td>62920</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automobile travel - Lincoln Highway - Guidebooks - 1916</td>
<td>42100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automobile travel - Maine - Guidebooks - 1918</td>
<td>11293</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automobile travel - Manitoba - Guidebooks - 1920</td>
<td>59863</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automobile travel - Maritime Provinces - Guidebooks - 1914</td>
<td>54001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automobile travel - Maritime Provinces - Guidebooks - 1915</td>
<td>54003</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automobile travel - Maritime Provinces - Guidebooks - 1916</td>
<td>54006</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automobile travel - Maritime Provinces - Guidebooks - 1917</td>
<td>54010</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automobile travel - Maritime Provinces - Guidebooks - 1918</td>
<td>54013</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automobile travel - Maritime Provinces - Guidebooks - 1919</td>
<td>54019</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automobile travel - Maritime Provinces - Guidebooks - 1920</td>
<td>54028</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automobile travel - Mexico - Guidebooks - 1937</td>
<td>46518</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automobile travel - Mexico - Guidebooks - 1952</td>
<td>46551</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automobile travel - Michigan - Guidebooks - 1916</td>
<td>46884</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automobile travel - Michigan - Guidebooks - 1917</td>
<td>48728</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automobile travel - Michigan - Guidebooks - 1927</td>
<td>60550</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automobile travel - Middle Atlantic States - Guidebooks - 1905</td>
<td>11294</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automobile travel - Middle Atlantic States - Guidebooks - 1906</td>
<td>47710</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automobile travel - Middle Atlantic States - Guidebooks - 1910</td>
<td>47728</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automobile travel - Middle Atlantic States - Guidebooks - 1915</td>
<td>54841, 66302</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automobile travel - Middle Atlantic States - Guidebooks - 1916</td>
<td>47745</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automobile travel - Middle Atlantic States - Guidebooks - 1917</td>
<td>47748</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automobile travel - Middle Atlantic States - Guidebooks - 1920</td>
<td>47761</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automobile travel - Middle Atlantic States - Guidebooks - 1921-1929</td>
<td>54033</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automobile travel - Middle Atlantic States - Guidebooks - 1924</td>
<td>47782, 54041</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automobile travel - Middle Atlantic States - Guidebooks - 1926</td>
<td>47795</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automobile travel - Middle Atlantic States - Guidebooks - 1927</td>
<td>48818</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automobile travel - Middle West - Guidebooks - 1909</td>
<td>36864</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automobile travel - Middle West - Guidebooks - 1911</td>
<td>48659</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Range</th>
<th>Call Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Automobile travel - Middle West - Guidebooks</td>
<td>1913</td>
<td>48679</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automobile travel - Middle West - Guidebooks</td>
<td>1914</td>
<td>48694</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automobile travel - Middle West - Guidebooks</td>
<td>1915</td>
<td>48705, 48706</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automobile travel - Middle West - Guidebooks</td>
<td>1917</td>
<td>48728, 48729, 48730</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automobile travel - Middle West - Guidebooks</td>
<td>1920</td>
<td>48758</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automobile travel - Middle West - Guidebooks</td>
<td>1923</td>
<td>48783, 48784</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automobile travel - Middle West - Guidebooks</td>
<td>1925</td>
<td>48800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automobile travel - Middle West - Guidebooks</td>
<td>1926</td>
<td>48808</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automobile travel - Middle West - Guidebooks</td>
<td>1927</td>
<td>48818</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automobile travel - Middle West - Guidebooks</td>
<td>1928</td>
<td>48826</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automobile travel - Montana - Guidebooks</td>
<td>1928</td>
<td>11295</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automobile travel - Montana - Guidebooks</td>
<td>1937</td>
<td>11289</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automobile travel - Nebraska - Guidebooks</td>
<td>1913</td>
<td>52963</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automobile travel - New England - Guidebooks</td>
<td>1906</td>
<td>53972</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automobile travel - New England - Guidebooks</td>
<td>1908</td>
<td>53980, 53981</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automobile travel - New England - Guidebooks</td>
<td>1909</td>
<td>53985, 53986</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automobile travel - New England - Guidebooks</td>
<td>1910</td>
<td>11296, 53989</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automobile travel - New England - Guidebooks</td>
<td>1911</td>
<td>53805</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automobile travel - New England - Guidebooks</td>
<td>1913</td>
<td>53806</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automobile travel - New England - Guidebooks</td>
<td>1914</td>
<td>54000, 54001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automobile travel - New England - Guidebooks</td>
<td>1915</td>
<td>54003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automobile travel - New England - Guidebooks</td>
<td>1916</td>
<td>54005, 54006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automobile travel - New England - Guidebooks</td>
<td>1917</td>
<td>54008, 54010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automobile travel - New England - Guidebooks</td>
<td>1918</td>
<td>54013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automobile travel - New England - Guidebooks</td>
<td>1919</td>
<td>54019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automobile travel - New England - Guidebooks</td>
<td>1920</td>
<td>54028</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automobile travel - New England - Guidebooks</td>
<td>1921-1929</td>
<td>54033</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automobile travel - New England - Guidebooks</td>
<td>1922</td>
<td>59185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automobile travel - New England - Guidebooks</td>
<td>1923</td>
<td>56245</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automobile travel - New England - Guidebooks</td>
<td>1924</td>
<td>54041, 56251</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automobile travel - New England - Guidebooks</td>
<td>1924-1925</td>
<td>3879</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automobile travel - New England - Guidebooks</td>
<td>1925</td>
<td>3880, 56256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automobile travel - New England - Guidebooks</td>
<td>1926</td>
<td>56265</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automobile travel - New England - Guidebooks</td>
<td>1927</td>
<td>54065</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automobile travel - New England - Guidebooks</td>
<td>1929</td>
<td>54090</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automobile travel - New Jersey - Guidebooks</td>
<td>1905</td>
<td>54828</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automobile travel - New Jersey - Guidebooks</td>
<td>1910</td>
<td>11296</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automobile travel - New Jersey - Guidebooks</td>
<td>1914</td>
<td>56206</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automobile travel - New Jersey - Guidebooks</td>
<td>1915</td>
<td>54841, 66302</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automobile travel - New Jersey - Guidebooks</td>
<td>1917</td>
<td>47748</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automobile travel - New Mexico - Guidebooks</td>
<td>1929</td>
<td>55317</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automobile travel - New York (N.Y.) - Guidebooks</td>
<td>1919</td>
<td>55684</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automobile travel - New York Region - Guidebooks</td>
<td>1919</td>
<td>55684</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automobile travel - New York Region - Guidebooks</td>
<td>1953</td>
<td>55974</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automobile travel - New York (State) - Guidebooks</td>
<td>1910</td>
<td>11296, 56191</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automobile travel - New York (State) - Guidebooks</td>
<td>1911</td>
<td>56196</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automobile travel - New York (State) - Guidebooks</td>
<td>1912</td>
<td>56199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automobile travel - New York (State) - Guidebooks</td>
<td>1914</td>
<td>56205, 56206</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automobile travel - New York (State) - Guidebooks</td>
<td>1916</td>
<td>56208</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automobile travel - New York (State) - Guidebooks</td>
<td>1917</td>
<td>56209</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automobile travel - New York (State) - Guidebooks</td>
<td>1918</td>
<td>56210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automobile travel - New York (State) - Guidebooks</td>
<td>1920</td>
<td>56227, 56228, 56229</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automobile travel - New York (State) - Guidebooks</td>
<td>1921</td>
<td>56237</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automobile travel - New York (State) - Guidebooks</td>
<td>1922</td>
<td>59185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automobile travel - New York (State) - Guidebooks</td>
<td>1923</td>
<td>11297, 56245</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automobile travel - New York (State) - Guidebooks</td>
<td>1924</td>
<td>56251</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automobile travel - New York (State) - Guidebooks</td>
<td>1925</td>
<td>56256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automobile travel - New York (State) - Guidebooks</td>
<td>1926</td>
<td>56265</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automobile travel - Northeastern States - Guidebooks</td>
<td>1907</td>
<td>59073, 59074</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automobile travel - Northeastern States - Guidebooks</td>
<td>1909</td>
<td>59102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automobile travel - Northeastern States - Guidebooks</td>
<td>1916</td>
<td>22556</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automobile travel - Northeastern States - Guidebooks</td>
<td>1922</td>
<td>59185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automobile travel - Northeastern States - Guidebooks</td>
<td>1924</td>
<td>54041</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automobile travel - Northeastern States - Guidebooks</td>
<td>1925</td>
<td>11298</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Geographic Region</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Call Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Northeastern States</td>
<td>Guidebooks</td>
<td>60550</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North, Pacific</td>
<td>Guidebooks</td>
<td>22557, 59215, 59217</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northwestern States</td>
<td>Guidebooks</td>
<td>59238</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northwest, Pacific</td>
<td>Guidebooks</td>
<td>59768</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southwestern States</td>
<td>Guidebooks</td>
<td>62275</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southern States</td>
<td>Guidebooks</td>
<td>59863</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio</td>
<td>Guidebooks</td>
<td>48706</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oklahoma</td>
<td>Guidebooks</td>
<td>1915</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oregon</td>
<td>Guidebooks</td>
<td>60494</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsylvania</td>
<td>Guidebooks</td>
<td>1917</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prairie Provinces</td>
<td>Guidebooks</td>
<td>60550</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Québec (Province)</td>
<td>Guidebooks</td>
<td>1920</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhine River Valley</td>
<td>Guidebooks</td>
<td>1920</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saskatchewan</td>
<td>Guidebooks</td>
<td>1920</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scotland</td>
<td>Guidebooks</td>
<td>1927</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southeast Asia</td>
<td>Guidebooks</td>
<td>71145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southern States</td>
<td>Guidebooks</td>
<td>47728</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southern States</td>
<td>Guidebooks</td>
<td>54841</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southern States</td>
<td>Guidebooks</td>
<td>71719</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southern States</td>
<td>Guidebooks</td>
<td>71723</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southern States</td>
<td>Guidebooks</td>
<td>47782</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southern States</td>
<td>Guidebooks</td>
<td>47795</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southwest, New</td>
<td>Guidebooks</td>
<td>72425</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southwest, New</td>
<td>Guidebooks</td>
<td>72429</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southwest, Old</td>
<td>Guidebooks</td>
<td>82197</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southwestern States</td>
<td>Guidebooks</td>
<td>72418</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southwestern States</td>
<td>Guidebooks</td>
<td>72425</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>Guidebooks</td>
<td>73999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>Guidebooks</td>
<td>74018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyrol (Austria)</td>
<td>Guidebooks</td>
<td>74018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>Guidebooks</td>
<td>11300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>History</td>
<td>11301</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>Guidebooks</td>
<td>11302</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>Guidebooks</td>
<td>11308, 11309</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>Guidebooks</td>
<td>42100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>Guidebooks</td>
<td>77243</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>Guidebooks</td>
<td>77266, 77287</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>Guidebooks</td>
<td>11303</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>Guidebooks</td>
<td>77304</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>Guidebooks</td>
<td>24271, 82235</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>Guidebooks</td>
<td>11304</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Avaterus sur la Carte générale de la Géorgie, Arménie, &c. 

Averson, O. E.

Averson, Giovanni, 19th cent.

Averill, J., Jr.

Averill, H. K., Jr.

Averell & Peckett

Averdunk, Heinrich, 1840

Averat-a atlas : world atlas

Averdunk, Heinrich, 1840-

Averell, George W.

Averell & Peckett

Averill, H. K., Jr.

Averill, J., Jr.

Aversano, Giovanni, 19th cent.

Avery

Avery, Catherine B.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Avery Color Studios 32623
Avery, Elroy M. History of the United States (1909) 76491
Avery, H. M. 49492
Avery, H. M., fl. 1888 70173
Avery, Joseph 14261, 25497, 69004
Avery, Joseph, Hydrographer 23339
Avery Library 41412
Avery Library - Catalogs 41412
Avesani, Rino 1455
Avesnes (France) - Maps - 1620 27620
Avey, Geo. 2736, 2759
Avey, George M. 64569
Avey, George M., 1906-1973 2732, 2826, 64573, 64576, 75599, 75600
Avey-Macaya, Armand d', 1800-1875 SEE Avey, Joseph, Hydrographer 44654, 80633
[Augusta Vindelicorum] 10972
Avgvsti apvd Venetos templi D: Marci accvratissima effigvratio 11882
Avgvstodvnvm, Flauia Heduorum, que et Hedua, ab Hedorum augu 11314
Avi-Yonah, Michael, 1904-1974 13057, 38588, 39748, 62762, 74127
Aviateca 33114
Aviation atlas 77398, 77501, 77593, 77594, 77673
Aviation atlas, 1935-1936 77595
Aviation cartography : a historico-bibliographic study of aeronautical charts 137
Avignon 11334
Avignon (France) - Maps - 1611 - Pictorial works 11333
Avignon (France) - Maps - 1620 11334
Avignon (France) - Maps - 1921 11335
Avignon Region (France) - Maps - 1730 28569
Avignon, Villeneuve, Orange, Saint-Rémy, Arles, Les Baux 11335
Avila e de Bolama, Antonio José de Avila, 2. Marquez de, 1842-1917 65408
Avilar, John Avis 29144
Avis 9547
Avis, Inc. 24461
Avis, Johan George 23498, 23499
[Avis-Rent-A-Car road maps of eastern United States cities] 24472
Avis Rent-a-Car System 11899, 13122, 24472, 78708, 78715
Avis sur l'Indicateur fidèle, ou, Guide des voyageurs : qui enseigne, avec la plus grande exactitude, toutes les grandes routes royales & particulières de la France, avec les chemins de communication, levées topographiquement dès le commencement de ce 46713
Avity, Pierre d', sieur de Montmartin, 1573-1635 9087, 9088, 9093, 9577
Avon Books 183
Avon (England). County Council 11336
Avon (England). County Council - Map collections - Bibliography - Catalogs 11336
Avon (England) - Maps - 1749 - Coasts - Nautical charts 11337
Avon (England) - Maps - Bibliography - Catalogs 11336
Avon Fine Prints 22084, 84145
Avon, River (Gloucestershire-Bristol, England) - Maps - 1749 - Nautical charts 11337
Avon, River (Gloucestershire-Bristol, England) - Maps - 1899 73322
Avon, River (Gloucestershire-Bristol, England) - Maps - 1913 73323
Avon, River (Gloucestershire-Bristol, England) - Maps - 1935 73325
Avon, River (Gloucestershire-Bristol, England) - Pictorial works - 1693 69879
Avon, River (Gloucestershire-Bristol, England) - Pictorial works - 1749 69880
[Avoyelles Parish (La.) - 1860: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 11338
[Avoyelles Parish (La.) - 1879: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 11339
Avoylees Parish (La.) - Maps - 1860 - Landowners 11338
Avoylees Parish (La.) - Maps - 1879 - Landowners 11339
Avramea 32916
Avramea, Anna 16803
Avrelia Franciae civitas ad ligeri. flv. sita 62324
Avril, Charles, fl. 1830-1842 9376, 62560
Avril Freres (Firm) SEE Avril fres. 70327
Avril fres. 9399, 50483, 70327
Avril, Philippe, 1654-1698 67534
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Avstria e Vngaria 11130, 11131
Avstria e Vngaria nova descripcio 11133
Avstriae descrip. / per Wolfgangvm Lazivm 11138
Avstriae dvcatvs chorographia / Wolfgango Lazio avctore 11134, 11136
Avstriae dvcatvs sev Pannoniae superiors chorographia Germana svmma fide ac indvstria elaborata / à Wolfgango Lazio 11137
Awad, Hasan Muhammad 65760
Awaiting the hour! [map of Europe] / Roland 26211
Award Design 26459
Axel E. Aamodts lithografiske Etablisse 30743
Axis strongholds bombed by U.S. 70086
Axtell, James 34011
Ayala, Felipe Guamán Poma de, fl. 1613 SEE Guamán Poma de Ayala, Felipe, fl. 1613 70397
Ayala, Juan Manuel de, 1745-1797 68555
Ayasofya Kütüphanesi. Manuscript. Nr. 2610 65760
Ayer, Benjamin Franklin, 1825-1903 19571, 35396
Ayer, Edward Everett, 1841-1927 Book collections 11340, 11341
Ayer, Edward Everett, 1841-1927 Map collections - Bibliography - Catalogs 65770
Ayer, Edward Everett, 1841-1927 Map Collections - Catalogs 57325
Ayer, Edward Everett, 1841-1927 Travel - Maps 1226, 1232, 11237, 26155, 26177, 28010, 38961, 61985, 63130, 73986, 75661
Ayer, Edward Everett, 1841-1927 Travels, ca.1902-1910 26155
Ayer, T. H. 29933
Ayers Rock - Mount Olga National Park (N.T.) SEE Uluru-Kata Tjuta National Park (N.T.) 76006
Ayers Rock National Park (N.T.) SEE Uluru-Kata Tjuta National Park (N.T.) 76006
Aylies Evstratios Island (Greece) - Maps - 1528 42080
Aylies Yeoryios (Chios, Greece) - Maps - 1689 11342, 11343
Aylen, J. F. R. 11409
Aymans, Gerhard 81533
AYP Hiway Inc. SEE Atlantic, Yellowstone, and Pacific Highway Association 77415
AYP Hiway Information Bureau SEE Atlantic, Yellowstone, and Pacific Highway Association. Information Bureau 84845
Ayr (Scotland) - Maps - 1775 11344
Ayr (Scotland) - Maps - 1872 - Harbors 31953
Ayes, J. E. 79400
Ayrshire Archaeological and Natural History Society 45862
Ayrshire (Scotland) - Maps - 1775 11344
Ayscu, Edward 14149
Ayscu, Edward. A Historie contayning the warres, treaties, marriages, and other occurrents between England and Scotland ... (1607) 14149
Ayutta, Viglius van, 1507-1577 SEE Ayutta, Wigle Van, 1507-1577 11345
Ayutta, Wigle Van, 1507-1577 - Map collections 11345
Ayutta, Wigle Van, 1507-1577 - Map collections - Catalogs 44768
Ayuttthaya (Thailand) - Maps - 1792 11346
Azambuja, Bernardo Augusto Nascentes de, d. 1875 or 6 68796
Azara, Félix de, 1746-1821 62983, 70508
Azara, Félix de, 1746-1821 - Travel - Maps 70508
Azel, José 22247
Azemmour (Morocco) - Pictorial works - 1620 51798
Azerbaijan - History, Ancient - Maps - 1667 31271
Azerbaijan - Maps - 1667 31271
Azerbaijan - Maps - 1745 11347
Azerbaijan - Maps - 1794 38172
Azienda Autonoma Soggiorno Turismo Venezia 79990
Azienda Consorzio Trasporti Veneziano (ACTV) 79957
Azienda di Promozione Turistica 64795
Azienda di Promozione Turistica Firenze 26764
Azilia, Margravate of (Ga.) - Maps - 1717 11348
Azimuthal equidistant polar projection (Cartography) 65108, 65110
Azimuthal projection (Cartography) 84263
Aziz, Barbara Nimri 22295
Azolla - Philippines - Maps - 1988 64550
Azores - 1775 - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. 11358
Azores - Maps - 1528 11349, 11350
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Azores - Maps - 1565  11351
Azores - Maps - 1584-1588  11352
Azores - Maps - 1584-1606  11353
Azores - Maps - 1656  3663
Azores - Maps - 1657  11354, 15082
Azores - Maps - 1675  539
Azores - Maps - 1703 - Nautical charts  250
Azores - Maps - 1758 - Nautical charts  11355
Azores - Maps - 1759  272
Azores - Maps - 1763  273
Azores - Maps - 1766 - Nautical charts  277, 11356
Azores - Maps - 1775 - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc.  11357
Azores - Maps - 1775 - Nautical charts  11357, 11358
Azores - Maps - 1787  291
Azores - Maps - 1790 - Nautical charts  11359
Azores - Maps - 1794  295
Azores - Maps - 1798  11360
Azores - Maps - 1802  11361
Azores - Maps - 1803  304
Azores - Maps - 1807  308
Azores - Maps - 1807 - Nautical charts  11362
Azores - Maps - 1814  16507, 16508
Azores - Maps - 1822  16509
Azores - Maps - 1829  16510
Azores - Maps - 1836  38515
Azores - Maps - 1851  38517
Azores - Maps - 1851 - Pictorial works  38517
Azores - Maps - 1872  43795
Azores - Maps - 1880 - Nautical charts  11363
Azores - Maps - 1890  43796
Azores - Maps - 1932  43798, 43799
Azores - Maps - 1939  43801
Azores - Maps - 1956  65413
Azores - Maps - 1968  16438
Azores - Maps - 1997  65424

Azores or Western Isles / surveyed by Captn. A.T.E. Vidal, R.N., 1843, 4 ; J. & C. Walker, sculpt.  11363
Azov, Sea of (Ukraine and Russia) - Maps - 1528  22423
Azov, Sea of (Ukraine and Russia) - Maps - 1850 (Provisional Heading)  13203
Aztec Cartography  11364, 42000, 42001, 46263
Aztec cartography - 1500-1599  11365, 46265
Aztec Cartography - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles  62519, 62520
Aztec Cartography - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  46264, 75376
Aztec language SEE Nahuatl language  52388

[Aztec pictographic map illustrating the conquest of Mexico and founding of Tenochtitlán (later the site of Mexico City) by 10 Aztec chiefs]  46264
Aztec place names, their meaning and mode of composition; selected from the Spanish of Augustin de La Rosa, Antonio Perfil and Cecilio A. Robelo ...  52388

Aztecs - Cartography SEE Aztec Cartography  75376
Aztecs - Historical geography - Maps - 1500-1599  11365, 46264, 46265
Aztecs - History - 800-1299 - Manuscripts  44721
Azzari, Margherita  18524
Azzi, Evangelista, 1793-1848  24563
Azzi, Robert  79816
Azzolino, Decio  15166
B.  34575, 40184, 69385
B., A.  77319
B.A.L. see Bahama Airways Limited  16601
B.A. Oil Company SEE British American Oil Company, ltd.  59597
B.B. and P. Cayman (Firm) SEE B B & P Cayman (Firm)  18900
B B & P Cayman (Firm)  18900
B. B. Russell & Co., publisher  76835
B., C.  55571
B.Chr. Belser AG  83781
B. Crosby and Co.  11894, 30786
B.E.A. see British European Airways Corporation  26262
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Entry Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>77319</td>
<td>B., E. J.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51606</td>
<td>B. &amp; E. Printers, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36875</td>
<td>B.F. Bowen &amp; Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36875, 37688, 46884</td>
<td>B.F. Bowen Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3938, 20161, 31124, 35701, 36893, 46897, 48864, 52970, 54005, 56209, 58108, 59270, 60494, 60497, 60504, 71785, 77511</td>
<td>B. F. Goodrich Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8069</td>
<td>B. F. Lloyd &amp; Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29612</td>
<td>B., I.B.D. see I.B.D.B.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41872</td>
<td>B. I. fl. 1563-1592</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32430, 44406</td>
<td>B. J. 18th cent.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36875, 37688, 46884</td>
<td>B.F. Bowen &amp; Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3938, 20161, 31124, 35701, 36893, 46897, 48864, 52970, 54005, 56209, 58108, 59270, 60494, 60497, 60504, 71785, 77511</td>
<td>B. F. Goodrich Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48145</td>
<td>B. Horton &amp; Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53482</td>
<td>B.I.B. see I.B.D.B.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41872</td>
<td>B. J. fl. 1563-1592</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32430, 44406</td>
<td>B. J. 18th cent.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7581</td>
<td>B. Kozenn’s geographischer Schul-Atlas : für Gymnasien, Real- und Handelsschulen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7611</td>
<td>B. Kozenns zemepisny atlas pro strední skoly : (gymnasia, reály, ústavy ucitelště a skoly prumyslové a obchodní) / zcela nove zpracovali V. Haardt a V. Schmidt ; pro ceské skoly upravil Jindr Metelka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34060</td>
<td>B., L. G.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29612</td>
<td>B., M. fl. 1861</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>59318</td>
<td>B.M.H.R.B. Co. SEE Bear Mountain Hudson River Bridge Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33908</td>
<td>B., M. L. R. D.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34195</td>
<td>B. Marchisio e figli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45499</td>
<td>B., N. E., active 1975</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32207</td>
<td>B.O.A.C Cunard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32456, 33453, 33938, 38998, 41509, 41566, 42137, 42375, 42666, 49150, 52265, 52266, 62495, 69669, 70301, 72893, 73613, 74060, 75052, 80709, 81526, 81552, 82998, 85114</td>
<td>B.O.A.C Cunard - History - 1843-1943</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32456</td>
<td>B.T. Batsford Ltd.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32456, 32460, 33453, 33938, 38998, 41509, 41566, 42137, 42375, 42666, 49150, 52265, 52266, 62495, 69669, 70301, 72893, 73613, 74060, 75052, 80709, 81526, 81552, 82998, 85114</td>
<td>B.T. Batsford Ltd. - History - 1843-1943</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31806</td>
<td>B.V. - Aral SEE Benzol-Verband</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31806</td>
<td>B.V. - Karte 1-14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31806</td>
<td>B.V. - Karte 9 [road map of southwest Germany]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31806</td>
<td>B.V. - Oel SEE Benzol-Verband</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75173</td>
<td>B., W.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>83027</td>
<td>B.W. Huesch (Firm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3824</td>
<td>B.W.I.A. Atlantic, Caribbean flight map / British West Indian Airways</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16601, 16602</td>
<td>B.W.I.A. Caribbean flight map / British West Indian Airways and British Overseas Airways Corporation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16601</td>
<td>B.W.I.A. see British West Indian Airways</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16603</td>
<td>B.W.I.A. : the airline of the Caribbean : North America, Caribbean route map</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4808, 4810, 4814, 4833, 41130</td>
<td>B.W. Thayer &amp; Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34182</td>
<td>B. Westermann &amp; Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39439</td>
<td>B. White and Son</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>59597</td>
<td>BA Oil Company SEE British American Oil Company, ltd.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8752</td>
<td>Baalde</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2058, 2284, 2286, 8770</td>
<td>Baalde, Steven Jacobus, active 1753-1782</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73760</td>
<td>Bäänhielm, Göran, 1941-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68705</td>
<td>Baarsel, Donald L.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8773, 8774, 8776, 29280, 29343, 48195, 53484, 57939</td>
<td>Baarsel, C. van (Cornelius)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29280</td>
<td>Baarsel, Cornelis van, 1761-1826 SEE Baarsel, C. van (Cornelius)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Bab Al-Mandab SEE Mandab, Strait of 66330
Babbs & Stoddard 18913
Babbs, W. 3732
Babcock, A. S., fl. 1949 68607
Babcock, E. 4535
Babcock (E. H.) & Co. 61765
Babcock, G. J. 73583
Babcock, James Seymour 80972
Babcock, Joseph 29256
Babcock, Julia 29256
Babcock, MacLean J. 49132
Babcock, Orville Elias, 1835-1884 31026, 33965, 39374, 40669, 50114, 80183, 80833
Babcock, Rawson 29256
Babel Translations (Firm) 28069, 63280
Babenberga (Germany) SEE Bamberg (Germany) 11758
Baber, Zonia 39481, 83639
Baber, Zonia - Travel - Maps - 1929 - Manuscripts 39481
Babich, G. Thomas 62054
Babicz, Józef 57049
Babicz, Józef 22113, 22114, 30843, 33765, 57054, 65793, 65794
Babillotte, Arthur, 1887-1916 80578
Babinet, Jacques, 1794-1872 SEE Babinet, M. (Jacques), 1794-1872 44639
Babinet, M. (Jacques), 1794-1872 44639
Babin, Mark 65209, 68975
Bablake School (Coventry, England) 8362
Bábo, Klára 14840
Babson College 66375
Babson Institute 81398
Babson, John J. 32192
Babuyan Islands (Philippines) - Maps - 1698 21833
Babuyan Islands (Philippines) - Maps - 1951 64536
Baby, Henry, fl. 1780-1783 SEE Bawbee, Henry, fl. 1780-1783 27304
Babylonia - Maps - 1766 38535
Babylonian cartography SEE Assyro-Babylonian cartography 3457
Baca, Keith A. 52533
Bacchi, Teresa 65605
Bach, Endre 85346
Bach, Henri 22842
Bach, Marie 41274
Bacharach (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1657 11367
Bache, A. D. (Alexander Dallas), 1806-1867 4900, 5011, 13509, 16590, 16591, 42997, 65450, 67083, 76696, 76708, 76716, 76725, 76733, 76736, 76737, 76755, 76762, 80413
Bache, Hartman 16488
Bache, Richard 76632, 76633, 76634, 76640, 76641, 76642, 76647
Bache, Robert 76632, 76633, 76634, 76640, 76641, 76642, 76647
Bachelder, John B. Gettysburg battle-field : battle fought at Gettysburg, Pa. July 1st, 2d & 3d 1863 ... [c1873?] 31823
Bachelder, John B. Gettysburg : what to see, and how to see it (1873) 31819, 31823
Bachelder, John B. (John Badger), 1825-1894 31819, 31820, 31823
Bachem, J. P. 31307, 31308
Bachienne, Willem Albert, 1712-1783 8769, 12706, 12720
Bachiller Gerónimo de Cháves 19285
Bachman, C. 61756
Bachmann, Friedrich, 1860-1947 20883
Bachmann, John 13563, 13565, 19012
Bachmayer, Wolfgang, 1597-1685 75993
Bachmeier, Johann Wolfgang, 1597-1685 75994
Bachrach, Julia Sniderman, 1960- 20053, 20513
Bachrach, Mari H. 14644
Back Creek National School (Amherst, Va.) 8091
Back, George, Sir, 1796-1878 2458, 11368, 34801
Back, Jean Conrad 8759
Back on the map : Northwestern University Library restores a piece of Evanston history / [Nina Barrett] 66335
Back River (Md.) - Pictorial works - 1959 64859
The back staff. 11369
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Back-tracking the conquistadores : motor caravan makes a long, long trail through Old Mexico, New Mexico, Arizona and California as part of a route to link two continents by highway / by Ernest McGaffey 46227

Badka Palanka (Serbia) - Pictorial works - 1617 11370

Backcountry : Glacier National Park, Mt. 31930

Backcountry routes SEE Trails 41437

Background notes : Trinidad and Tobago 75522

Backhouse, Thomas 60163

Backroad journeys of Southern Europe / David Yeadon 26310

Backseat books 79043, 79044, 79209

Backsights : newsletter of the Surveyors Historical Society 73539

Backus, Charles 26459

Bacler d'Albe, Louis Albert Ghislain, baron de, 1761 9269, 38885

Bacon atlas et guide de Londres pour la poche / par G.W. Bacon, F.R.G.S. 42532

Bacon & Co. 4989, 5001, 5012, 11371

Bacon & Co. SEE ALSO G.W. Bacon & Co. 5012

Bacon, Edwin M. (Edwin Monroe), 1844-1916 13513, 13514, 13517, 13519, 13520, 13522

Bacon, Francis, 1561-1626 8689

Bacon (G.W.) and Company, ltd. SEE G.W. Bacon & Co. 76811

Bacon, G. W. (George Washington), 1830-1921 8099, 8257, 8279, 8310, 8320, 8325, 8330, 8331, 8342, 8357, 8358, 8368, 8370, 8375, 8383, 8396, 8414, 11086, 14403, 14404, 14446, 14459, 25376, 32447, 32448, 32449, 32451, 42475, 42490, 42511, 42532, 42561, 42564, 42566, 42601, 42616, 42630, 42635, 42657, 42667, 69655

Bacon, G. W. (George Washington), 1830-1921, Bacon's large scale atlas of London and suburbs ... (1912) 42561

Bacon, G. W. (George Washington), 1830-1921. Richardson's new commercial & reference chart of the British Isles [1912?] 14446

Bacon, Leonard 12842

Bacon, Robert S. 30629

Bacon, Roger, 12147-1294 44646

Bacon's atlas of London 42686

Bacon's Australian atlas of the world : containing twenty-eight double-page maps, letterpress descriptions, gazetteer and index, with supplementary index to towns in Australasia / edited by G.W. Bacon 8380

Bacon's excelsior atlas of the world : with alphabetical index-gazetteer / edited by G.W. Bacon 8370, 8383

Bacon's excelsior atlas of the world : with index, containing thirty-two coloured maps and thirty-seven inset maps 8414

Bacon's excelsior elementary atlas : with index / by G.W. Bacon 8375

Bacon's Geographical Establishment 8257, 8310, 8330, 8357, 8368, 8370, 8380, 8383, 8385, 8396, 8414, 11086, 26186, 32447, 32448, 42585, 42601, 42616, 42630, 42635, 42657, 63109, 69655

Bacon, G. W. (George Washington), 1830-1921. Bacon's popular atlas of the world : containing fifty double page maps and one hundred inset maps including all the latest discoveries, letterpress descriptions, alphabetical index, gazetteer of 2000 principal towns, coloured diagrams of the world's ... 8396

Bacon's popular atlas of the British Isles : revised in accordance with the new Ordnance Survey : containing seventy double-page maps and plans, with index-gazetteer and copious letterpress descriptions, tables of populations, &c. / edited by G.W. Baco 32448

Bacon's popular atlas of the world : containing fifty double-page maps and one hundred inset maps including all the latest discoveries, letterpress descriptions, alphabetical index, gazetteer of 2000 principal towns, coloured diagrams of the world's st 8396

Bacon's popular atlas of the world : containing fifty double page maps, and one hundred inset maps, including all the latest discoveries, letterpress descriptions, alphabetical index, with new populations of 20,000 places, gazetteer of 2000 principal t 8310, 8330

Bacon's popular atlas of the world : containing fifty double page maps and one hundred inset maps including all the latest discoveries, letterpress descriptions, alphabetical index, with populations of 20,000 places, gazetteer of 2000 principal towns, 8357

Bacon's survey map of Central Scotland 69645

Bacon's universal atlas of the world : containing forty-eight double page maps and one hundred inset maps including the latest discoveries and an alphabetical index, with populations of 20,000 places / edited by G.W. Bacon 8385

Bacon's up-to-date pocket atlas of London 42657, 42667

Bacon's war-map of Europe : embracing all the countries involved 26186

Bacot 64516

Bacqué-Grammont, Jean-Louis 64246

Bacquet, Charles 11321, 19058, 28054, 28058

Bacqueville de La Potherie, M. de (Claude-Charles Le Roy), 1668-1738 1638, 15968, 15969

Bad Aussee (Austria) - Spa pools - 1983 11372

Bad Aussee : Preisblatt 1. 5. 83 - 31. 10. 83 : Hotels, Gasthöfe, Pensionen und Sanatorium 11372

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Bad Gastein (Austria) SEE Badgastein (Austria) 11401
Bad Godesberg (Bonn, Germany) - Maps - 1933 11373
Bad Godesberg und das Siebengebirge 11373
Bad Hersfeld (Germany) - Maps - 1680 11374
Bad Hofgastein (Austria) - Maps - 1927 11401
Bad Kissingen (Germany) - Maps - 1939 11375
Bad Kissingen Region (Germany) - Maps - 1939 11375
Bad Kissingen und Umgebung : mit Angaben für Autofahrer 11375
Bad Muskau (Germany) - Maps - 1834 - Parks 11376, 11377, 11378, 11379, 11380
Bad Nauheim (Germany) - Maps - 1910 - Health resorts 11381
Bad Nauheim (Germany). Verkehrskommission 11381
Bad Reichenhall (Germany) - Maps - 1949 - Trails 11382
Bad Reichenhall mit Umgebung : Orientierungskarte für Spaziergänge, Ausflüge und Terrainkuren / Entwurf Ad. Bühler 11382
Baden (Switzerland) - Maps - 1700 - Pictorial works 52680
Baden (Switzerland) - Maps - 1745 - Pictorial works 52677
Baden (Switzerland) - Maps - 1912-1925 82923
Bad Segeberg (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1620 11383
Bad Segeberg (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1657 11384
Badajoz (Spain) - Maps - 1811 - Fortification 1169
Badajoz (Spain): Province - Maps - 1811 1169
Badanie i zbieranie map : przegląd historyczny / Raleigh A. Skelton ; opracował i przetłumaczył Stanisław Pietkiewicz 17359
Baddeley, John F. (John Frederick), 1854
Baddeley, Welbore St. Clair, 1856
Baddeley, John F. (John Frederick), 1854
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Subjects</th>
<th>Call Numbers</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baden-Württemberg (Germany) - Maps</td>
<td>- 1743</td>
<td>1427, 73659, 73660</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baden-Württemberg (Germany) - Maps</td>
<td>- 1745</td>
<td>73661</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baden-Württemberg (Germany) - Maps</td>
<td>- 1911</td>
<td>11400</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baden-Württemberg (Germany), Staatsarchiv Wertheim</td>
<td>SEE Staatsarchiv Wertheim</td>
<td>73126</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baden-Württemberg (Germany), Württembergische Landesbibliothek</td>
<td>SEE Württembergische Landesbibliothek</td>
<td>45565</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baden-Württemberg, Statistisches Landesamt</td>
<td>SEE Statistisches Landesamt Baden-Württemberg</td>
<td>10257</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bäderführer</td>
<td></td>
<td>33729</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Badeslade, Thomas, fl. 1712-1741</td>
<td></td>
<td>12057, 25108, 25109, 25110, 25112, 25118</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Badgastein (Austria) - Maps</td>
<td>- 1927</td>
<td>11401</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Badgastein, Hofgastein, Mallnitz</td>
<td></td>
<td>11401</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Badger, Jeffrey Malcolm</td>
<td></td>
<td>22075</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Badger, Henry C. (Henry Clay), 1832-1894</td>
<td></td>
<td>44460</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Badia, Jodoco del, 1842- SEE Del Badia, Jodoco, 1842</td>
<td></td>
<td>22792, 26769</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Badin, Andrew</td>
<td></td>
<td>29038</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Badische Landesbibliothek Karlsruhe</td>
<td></td>
<td>11402</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Badische Landesbibliothek Karlsruhe</td>
<td></td>
<td>45714</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Badische Landesbibliothek Karlsruhe - Map Collections</td>
<td>SEE Badische Landesbibliothek Karlsruhe - Map Collections</td>
<td>11402</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Badischer Schulatlas / auf Grundlage von Diercke, Schulatlas, kleine Ausgabe ; Heimatkundlicher Teil bearbeitet von Kreisschulrat Ischler in Karlsruhe ; Ausgeführt in der Kartographischen Anstalt von Georg Westermann in Braunschweig</td>
<td></td>
<td>10211</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Badlands National Park (S.D.) - Maps</td>
<td>- 1940-1949 - Road maps</td>
<td>13187</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Badlands (S.D.) - Tourism</td>
<td></td>
<td>13192</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Badziag, Astrid</td>
<td></td>
<td>10532</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baeck, Elias</td>
<td></td>
<td>9593, 9597</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baeck, Thomas</td>
<td></td>
<td>29009</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baeckstrom</td>
<td></td>
<td>10804</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baeder, A. (Adolf)</td>
<td></td>
<td>8780, 8783, 8791, 31506</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baedeker family</td>
<td></td>
<td>40474</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baedeker (G.D.), firm</td>
<td>SEE G. D. Baedeker (Firm)</td>
<td>12915</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baedeker, Hans</td>
<td></td>
<td>69314</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baedeker, Karl, 1801-1859</td>
<td></td>
<td>10142, 40474</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baedeker, Karl, 1801-1859 - Bibliography</td>
<td>- Indexes</td>
<td>20884</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baedeker, Karl, 1801-1859 see also Karl</td>
<td>Baedeker (Firm)</td>
<td>10142, 20884</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baedeker (Karl), firm</td>
<td>SEE Karl Baedeker (Firm)</td>
<td>11215, 20884</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baedeker, Karl Friedrich</td>
<td></td>
<td>40474</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baedeker's Allianz-Reiseführer Österreich</td>
<td></td>
<td>11274</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baedekers Autoführer-Verlag</td>
<td></td>
<td>10497, 11264, 69314, 85210</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baegert, Jacob, 1717-1772. Nachrichten von</td>
<td></td>
<td>1722</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>der amerikanischen Halbinsel Californien: mit</td>
<td></td>
<td>9773</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>einem zweylachen Anhang falscher nachrichten</td>
<td></td>
<td>1722</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baehr, Johann Leopold von, 1793-1893</td>
<td></td>
<td>7579</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baensch, Wilhelm</td>
<td></td>
<td>19010</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baer, Alice</td>
<td></td>
<td>17452</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baerenzenten, E.</td>
<td></td>
<td>8647</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baerenzenten, Emilius &amp; Co. (Copenhagen, Denmark)</td>
<td></td>
<td>8649</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baerle, Caspar van, 1584-1648</td>
<td></td>
<td>25926, 53313, 70401, 70402, 70409</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baerle, Caspar van, 1584-1648 SEE Baerle, Caspar van, 1584-1648</td>
<td></td>
<td>25926</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baeschnin, H.</td>
<td></td>
<td>9726</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baetica sive Hispaniae pars australis ut in</td>
<td></td>
<td>72930</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caesaris descripta de bello Hispanico</td>
<td></td>
<td>11449</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baetzmann, F. (Frederik), 1841-1913</td>
<td></td>
<td>38733</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baffin Bay (North Atlantic Ocean)</td>
<td>- 1777</td>
<td>57625</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baffin Bay (North Atlantic Ocean) - Maps</td>
<td>- 1703</td>
<td>15960</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baffin Bay (North Atlantic Ocean) - Maps</td>
<td>- 1743</td>
<td>11403</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baffin Bay (North Atlantic Ocean) - Maps</td>
<td>- 1768</td>
<td>57594</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baffin Bay (North Atlantic Ocean) - Maps</td>
<td>- 1772</td>
<td>57604</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baffin Bay (North Atlantic Ocean) - Maps</td>
<td>1778</td>
<td>57629</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baffin Bay (North Atlantic Ocean) - Maps</td>
<td>1794</td>
<td>1716, 57662, 57664</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baffin Bay (North Atlantic Ocean) - Maps</td>
<td>1820</td>
<td>11404</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baffin Bay (North Atlantic Ocean) - Maps</td>
<td>1847 - Coasts</td>
<td>11405</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baffin Bay (North Atlantic Ocean) - Maps</td>
<td>1849 - Coasts</td>
<td>11406, 11407</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baffin Bay (North Atlantic Ocean) - Maps</td>
<td>1853</td>
<td>2384</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baffin Bay (North Atlantic Ocean) - Maps</td>
<td>1874</td>
<td>42129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baffin Bay (North Atlantic Ocean) - Maps</td>
<td>1920</td>
<td>11408</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baffin Bay (North Atlantic Ocean) - Maps</td>
<td>1931</td>
<td>11409</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baffin Bay (North Atlantic Ocean) - Maps</td>
<td>1938</td>
<td>22897</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baffin Island (Nunavut) - Maps</td>
<td>1578 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>11410</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baffin Island (Nunavut) - Maps</td>
<td>1911</td>
<td>11411</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baffin, William, d. 1622 - Voyages</td>
<td>34792</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bagarolo, Vanna</td>
<td>11806</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bagay, Nicolás de la Cruz, fl. 1734-1761</td>
<td>64507, 64508, 64509, 84118</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bagel, A. (August), d. 1881</td>
<td>527, 10031, 10032, 10163, 26107, 34236, 34240, 34241, 34242, 34246, 34262</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bagel, Johann, d. 1843</td>
<td>29494</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bagg, L. H.</td>
<td>36628</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bagge</td>
<td>8645</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bagge, C.</td>
<td>39802</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bagge de Berga, Benedicto</td>
<td>80548</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bagge, Gustave</td>
<td>1228, 9472</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bagges (Jacob) Soners, printer SEE Jacob Bagges Soners</td>
<td>10839</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baggs, Tony</td>
<td>15760, 15764</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bagley, J. M., fl. 1880-1883</td>
<td>28351, 55269, 69725, 73231</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baglioni, Tomaso</td>
<td>52866</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bagnaia (Italy) - Pictorial works</td>
<td>31857</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bagrow, Leo. A History of cartography</td>
<td>11413</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bagrow, Leo. A Ortelii catalogus cartographorum</td>
<td>16722</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bagrow, Leo. A Ortelii Catalogus Cartographorum (1928-30)</td>
<td>11414</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bagrow, Leo - Biography</td>
<td>11415</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bagrow, Leo. History of the Geographical Map, 1917</td>
<td>11416</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bagrow, Leo. History of the Geographical Map. Review and Bibliography</td>
<td>11417</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bagrow, Leo. the Study of Ancient Maps, 1917</td>
<td>11416</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bagster, Samuel, 1772-1851</td>
<td>12763, 12803</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bagster (Samuel) and Sons SEE Samuel Bagster and Sons</td>
<td>12788</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bagulo (Philippines) - Maps</td>
<td>11419</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bagulo (Philippines) - Maps - 1951 - Road maps</td>
<td>64537</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baguo Region (Philippines) - Maps - 1962 - Road maps</td>
<td>64548</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bagur, Jacques D.</td>
<td>22598</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bahama Airways Limited</td>
<td>11435, 16601</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bahamas Airways Limited</td>
<td>16601</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bahamas Airways</td>
<td>11431</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bahamas Airways - Maps - 1970-1979</td>
<td>11431</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bahamas Development Board</td>
<td>11428</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bahamas - Historical geography - Maps - 1942</td>
<td>21773</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bahamas - Maps - 1600-1699 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>26828</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bahamas - Maps - 1700-1799 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>71270</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bahamas - Maps - 1703 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>81593</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bahamas - Maps - 1710 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts</td>
<td>11420</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bahamas - Maps - 1722</td>
<td>33988</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bahamas - Maps - 1732 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>81596</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bahamas - Maps - 1743</td>
<td>71289</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Bahamas - Maps - 1754 71295
Bahamas - Maps - 1760 - Coasts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 26838
Bahamas - Maps - 1760 - Nautical charts 81606
Bahamas - Maps - 1773 33313
Bahamas - Maps - 1775 33178, 33179, 33180, 33181, 33182
Bahamas - Maps - 1777 33183, 57624
Bahamas - Maps - 1786 - Coasts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 26853
Bahamas - Maps - 1794 - Nautical charts 11421
Bahamas - Maps - 1816 11422, 11423
Bahamas - Maps - 1822 11424, 22497
Bahamas - Maps - 1827 22498
Bahamas - Maps - 1829 11425
Bahamas - Maps - 1848 11426
Bahamas - Maps - 1891 11427
Bahamas - Maps - 1926 11428, 11429
Bahamas - Maps - 1956 - Nautical charts 3742
Bahamas - Maps - 1967 - Tourism 11430
Bahamas - Maps - 1970-1979 11432, 11433, 11434
Bahamas - Maps - 1970-1979 - Airways 11431
Bahamas - Maps - 1970-1979 - Pictorial maps 11431
Bahamas - Maps - 1970-1979 - Road maps 11431
Bahamas - Maps - 1970 - Airways 11435
Bahamas - Maps - 1972 - Guidebooks 16606
Bahamas - Maps - 1975 - Nautical charts 78709
Bahamas - Maps - 1976 - Nautical charts 78732
Bahamas - Maps - 1979 - Nautical charts 78797
Bahamas - Maps - 1988 - Guidebooks 11436
Bahamas - Maps - 1994 16611
Bahamas maps : 700 friendly tropical islands : Freeport & Grand Bahama, Nassau & New Providence 11432
Bahamas maps : 700 friendly tropical islands : Nassau & New Providence Island 11434
Bahamas maps : Nassau & New Providence Island 11433
Bahat, Dan 39731
Bahia (Brazil : State) - Maps - 1872 13850
Bahía de Campeche (Mexico) SEE Campeche, Bay of (Mexico) 15805
Bahía de Honduras SEE Honduras, Gulf of 34606
Bahía de la Gente (Chile) SEE Hambre Harbor (Chile) 43896
Bahía de Matanzas (Cuba) SEE Matanzas Bay (Cuba) 45529
Bahía de Todos os Santos (Brazil) SEE All Saints Bay (Brazil) 68343
Bahía Honda (Cuba) - Maps - 1669 - Harbors - Nautical charts 11437
Bahía Honda (Cuba) - Maps - 1732 - Harbors - Nautical charts 11438
Bahn (Fr.) Verlag SEE Friedrich Bahn Verlag 25728
Bahn (Friedrich) Verlag SEE Friedrich Bahn Verlag 25728
Bahn, Gilbert S. 52483
Bahr, Henry B., fl. 1912 70881
Bahre, Stephen 2537, 2843
Bahus (Sweden) SEE Bohuslän (Sweden) 13316
Baía de Guanabara (Brazil) SEE Guanabara Bay (Brazil) 33095
Baia (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1620 11439
Baiae 11439
Baie de Chesapeake. Plan de l'attaque des villes de Yorck et Gloucester dan lesquelles etoit fortifié le Général Cornwalis fait prisonnier le 19 Octobre 1781 85161
Baier, Karl Joh. 40477
Baier, Martin 78609
Bailey, A. M., fl. 1856-1859 37599, 81829
Bailey, C. C., active 1862 50684
Bailey, Chas. 30202
Bailey, Dean 78974
Bailey (F. and R.), fl. 1795 SEE Francis & Robert Bailey (Firm) 52515
Bailey, F. H., fl. ca. 1870 73334
Bailey, F. M. 8474
Bailey-Fischer Printing Co. (St. Louis, Mo.) 66108
Bailey, Francis, 1735-1815 52515, 52516
Bailey (Francis & Robert), firm, fl. 1795 SEE Francis & Robert Bailey (Firm) 76514
Bailey, Fred T. 5390
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Bailey, Frederick E.  30783
Bailey, H. H.  41736, 43506
Bailey (J.C.W.) & Co.  19485
Bailey, J. T.  25211
Bailey, James A.  61979
Bailey, John  32324
Bailey, John Read, 1833-1910  43755
Bailey, John Read, 1833-1910. Mackinac, formerly Michilimackinac (1904)  43755
Bailey, M.  29567
Bailey, Mercedes B.  7443
Bailey, Meryl  84518
Bailey (O.H.) and Co., Boston  28348, 67936, 83666
Bailey, Robert, 1774?-1808  52515, 52516
Bailey's outline map of Mackinac Island, Michigan  43755
Bailleul, J.-Ch. (Jacques-Charles), 1762-1843  29373, 29386
Bailliére, Hippolyte  25680
Baillière, J. B.  27543
Bailliere, Tindall, and Cox  26181
Baillieu, Gaspar  18
Baillieu Library (University of Melbourne)  45919
Baillieu, Delalleau de SEE De Baillieul, François  257, 32253
Baillieu, François. Plan de l'Isle de Gorée  32252
Baillieu, Gaspard, fl. 1700-1744  39062
Baillieu, Marie  27699
Baillieu, Nicolas  27699
Baillieu, François, 1758-1819  10634
Baily, John, fl. 1811-1850  18975
Baily, T. Farmer  42447
Bain (Fred B.) Inc. SEE Fred B. Bain, Inc.  69736
Bain, J., of Baltimore  30788
Bain, Robert E. M. (Robert Edward Mather), 1858-1932  12901
Bain, Susan  17456
Baine, H. E.  16143
Baines, Edward, 1774-1848  25803, 41562
Baines, Edward, 1774-1848. History, directory, and gazetteer, of the county Palatine of Lancaster  41562
Baines, John, 1946-  24729
Bains de mer de Bretagne : du Mont Saint-Michel à Saint-Nazaire / par Lucien Lheureux  14640
Baird, J. J., fl. 1923  51372
Baird, P. D.  22959
Baird, Robert, 1798-1863  76632, 76633, 76634, 76640, 76641, 76642, 76647
Baird, Robert, 1798-1863. View of the valley of the Mississippi, or, The emigrant's and traveller's guide to the West ... (1832)  20826, 31007, 35452, 40645, 43287, 43463, 46751, 47610, 51190, 56072, 57745, 60379, 63559, 64818, 68105, 76649
Baird, Robert, 1798-1863. View of the valley of the Mississippi, or, The emigrant's and traveller's guide to the West ... (1834)  20828, 31010, 35458, 40650, 43289, 43464, 46757, 47613, 51191, 56074, 60382, 63562, 64820, 68106, 76648
Barische Landtafeln XXIII darinnen das hochlöblich Fürstenthumb Obern unnd Nidern Bavour undst und Stift Salzburg Eichstet unnd andern mehrern anstossenden Herschaften  11916
Bairro de Alvalade  11440
Bairro de Alvalade (Lisbon, Portugal) - Maps  1949  11440
Baisiez  63051
Baist, George William, 1857-1927  41577
Baja California (Mexico : Peninsula) - Maps  11455
Baja California (Mexico : Peninsula) - Maps - 1600 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  43501
Baja California (Mexico : Peninsula) - Maps - 1679  11441
Baja California (Mexico : Peninsula) - Maps - 1683 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  11442
Baja California (Mexico : Peninsula) - Maps - 1700-1799 - Missions  11443
Baja California (Mexico : Peninsula) - Maps - 1701 - Missions - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  15215
Baja California (Mexico : Peninsula) - Maps - 1710 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  46280
Baja California (Mexico : Peninsula) - Maps - 1726 - Missions  15216
Baja California (Mexico : Peninsula) - Maps - 1743 - Missions  15217
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Baja California (Mexico : Peninsula) - Maps - 1746 - Coasts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 11444
Baja California (Mexico : Peninsula) - Maps - 1747 - Coasts 11445
Baja California (Mexico : Peninsula) - Maps - 1754 - Missions 15218
Baja California (Mexico : Peninsula) - Maps - 1757 - Coasts 62533
Baja California (Mexico : Peninsula) - Maps - 1757 - Missions 15220
Baja California (Mexico : Peninsula) - Maps - 1759 - Missions 15221
Baja California (Mexico : Peninsula) - Maps - 1762 - Missions 15222
Baja California (Mexico : Peninsula) - Maps - 1765 11446, 72246
Baja California (Mexico : Peninsula) - Maps - 1768 57594
Baja California (Mexico : Peninsula) - Maps - 1769 - Coasts - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 15223
Baja California (Mexico : Peninsula) - Maps - 1770 - Coasts - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 15224
Baja California (Mexico : Peninsula) - Maps - 1770 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 11447, 11448
Baja California (Mexico : Peninsula) - Maps - 1772 57604
Baja California (Mexico : Peninsula) - Maps - 1772 - Coasts 11449
Baja California (Mexico : Peninsula) - Maps - 1777 57625
Baja California (Mexico : Peninsula) - Maps - 1786 57652
Baja California (Mexico : Peninsula) - Maps - 1787 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 11450
Baja California (Mexico : Peninsula) - Maps - 1787 - Missions 15226
Baja California (Mexico : Peninsula) - Maps - 1790-1795 - Coasts 15227
Baja California (Mexico : Peninsula) - Maps - 1791 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 15202
Baja California (Mexico : Peninsula) - Maps - 1794 57662
Baja California (Mexico : Peninsula) - Maps - 1794 - Missions 57664
Baja California (Mexico : Peninsula) - Maps - 1797 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 46626
Baja California (Mexico : Peninsula) - Maps - 1798-1804 - Indians - Missions - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 15230
Baja California (Mexico : Peninsula) - Maps - 1845 72252
Baja California (Mexico : Peninsula) - Maps - 1858 28504
Baja California (Mexico : Peninsula) - Maps - 1858-1860 72259
Baja California (Mexico : Peninsula) - Maps - 1859 70327
Baja California (Mexico : Peninsula) - Maps - 1865 2548
Baja California (Mexico : Peninsula) - Maps - 1925 - Railroads 11451, 11452
Baja California (Mexico : Peninsula) - Maps - 1930 - Road maps 11453
Baja California (Mexico : Peninsula) - Maps - 1935 - Road maps 46509
Baja California (Mexico : Peninsula) - Maps - 1957 - Road maps 68440
Baja California (Mexico : Peninsula) - Maps - 1960 - Road maps 46562
Baja California (Mexico : Peninsula) - Maps - 2003 11454
Baja California (Mexico : Peninsula) - Maps - Collections, 1632 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 81710
Baja California (Mexico : Peninsula) - Pictorial works - 1790-1795 - Coasts 15697
Baja California (Mexico : State) - Maps - 1930 - Road maps 11453
Baja California (Mexico : State) SEE Baja California (Mexico : Peninsula) 11451

Baja topographic atlas directory 7226

Bajem, Carl Jay, 1937- 32319
Bajpai, Shiva G. 70671, 70672
Baka, Wladyslaw 41351

Bakel (Senegal) - Maps - 1851 - Pictorial works 581

Bakeman, Mary 57216
Baker, A. A. 41192, 66115
Baker (A. E.) Lithog. SEE A. E. Baker's Lithog. 32923
Baker, A. R., fl. 1888 48331
Baker, Alan 33533
Baker, Alan R. H. 25017, 25018, 34028
Baker, Anthony 32414

Baker, Arthur A. (Arthur Alan), 1897- 11456

Baker, B. (Benjamin), fl. 1766-1824 7872, 7877, 7888, 7889, 7900, 7904, 15228, 24549, 25168, 26748, 27826, 27827, 27830, 29105, 29127, 29162, 30658, 30763, 30767, 30770, 30778, 30780, 34377, 36542, 36546, 39238, 39718, 42273, 45167, 59666, 59801, 62546, 64715, 69830, 71223, 73488, 73602, 82761
Baker, Benjamin, 1766-1841, engraver SEE Baker, B. (Benjamin), fl. 1766-1824 36546
Baker Book House 13048, 13051
Baker, C. H. 40571
Baker Chamber of Commerce (Or.) 62275
Baker, Charles, 18th cent. 83670
Baker (Charles) & Co., London SEE Chas. Baker & Co. 42534
Baker, Charles E. 41602
Baker & Co. (Chicago, Ill.) 18904, 19501, 19505, 19510, 19511, 21788, 26388, 27306, 32249, 32765, 33606, 33923, 33966, 37616, 37617, 37618,
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37619, 37620, 37621, 37622, 37623, 39371, 39978, 40084, 41629, 41767, 43012, 48299, 48300, 48301, 55269, 64918, 66907, 66909, 67834, 75260, 76833, 80606

Baker Co. (Chicago, Ill.) SEE Baker & Co. (Chicago, Ill.) 19510
Baker & Co. (Indianapolis, Ind.) 1293, 24930, 41329, 41419, 45183, 57122, 67950, 73163, 73256, 82903
Baker, D.R., fl. 1933 70833, 70834, 70835, 70837
Baker, Emerson W. 18202
Baker, Ernest Albert, 1869-1941 63449, 63450
Baker, Ernest Hamlin, 1889-1975 84698
Baker, F. A. 65661
Baker & Gager 81496
Baker & Godwin 25579, 35531
Baker, Herbert, Sir, 1862-1946 20897
Baker, D.R., fl. 1933 70833, 70834, 70835, 70837
Baker, J. W. 33568
Baker, James 7901
Baker, James Sherman, 1815-1892 32924
Baker, James T. 19461
Baker, John Norman Leonard 8497, 24023, 30842, 79873, 84656
Baker, John Norman Leonard - Bibliography 30842
Baker, John Norman Leonard - Maps - 1928 74643
Baker, Joseph, Lieut., d. 1853 1010, 1011, 1012, 1013, 13991, 15227, 15228, 33677, 33679, 59801, 62546, 79856
Baker mapped 22835
Baker, Marcus, 1849-1903 21917, 21919, 52134
Baker, Marcus, 1849-1903. Surveys and maps of the District of Columbia (1894) 18762
Baker, Pamela L., 1969- 17876
Baker, R. H. 74383, 74384, 74385, 74389, 74390
Baker, R. H., fl. 1930 74380
Baker, R. H., fl. 1930 74389
Baker & Randolph 48332, 48344
Baker, R.H., fl. 1930 74380
Baker, R., fl. 1930 8097, 62827
Baker, R. H. 74383, 74384, 74385, 74389, 74390
Baker, R.H., fl. 1930 74380
Baker & Randolph 48332, 48344
Baker, Robert, fl. 1746 2149, 81618
Baker, Russell Pierce 3087, 3088
Baker, S. 40556
Baker, S. Harlan ca. 1900 46844
Baker's atlas of Langlade County, Wisconsin / compiled and drawn by Charles E. Baker ; with map of the city of Antigo by Frank K. Quimby 41602
Baker's Bible atlas / by Charles F. Pfeiffer ; consulting editors, E. Leslie Carlson, Martin H. Scharlemann 13048
Baker's concise Bible atlas : a geographical survey of Bible history / J. Carl Laney 13051
Baker, S. Harlan ca. 1900 46844
Baker's map of Ashby Co., Ohio 3195
Baker, Samuel F. 1781, 5034, 24570, 29744, 29745, 29791, 29809, 29820, 29834, 29889, 82781
Baker, Samuel, fl. 1753 67970
Baker & Scribner 12395, 15232, 16662, 23575, 62953, 68649, 68650, 70312
Baker, Sid. 67824
Baker, Sidney 22544
Baker, Simon 2537
Baker, T. W. 33436, 33437, 83672
Baker, Thomas W. 49129, 49130
Baker & Tilden 76, 15163, 25615, 62040, 80927
Baker, Tilden & Co. 20781, 28331, 32317
Baker, T. W. 33436, 33437, 83672
Baker, Thomas W. 49129, 49130
Baker & Tilden 76, 15163, 25615, 62040, 80927
Baker, Tilden & Co. 20781, 28331, 32317
Baker, W. B., fl. 1859 35535
Baker, W. E. 41192, 66115
Baker (W.E.) & Co. 28317
Baker, W. G. (William George) 30335
Baker, William R. 55229
Baker (Wm. E.) & Co. 77, 19298, 83672
Bakersfield (Calif.) - Maps - 1957 - Road maps 11458
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Date Range</th>
<th>Call Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bakersfield (Calif.)</td>
<td>- Maps - 1962</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>41113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bakersfield (Calif.)</td>
<td>- Maps - 1966</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>11459</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bakersfield (Calif.)</td>
<td>- Maps - 1967</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>11460</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bakersfield (Calif.)</td>
<td>- Maps - 1968</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>11461</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bakersfield (Calif.)</td>
<td>- Maps - 1969</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>11462</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bakersfield (Calif.)</td>
<td>- Maps - 1970</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>11463</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bakersfield (Calif.)</td>
<td>- Maps - 1973</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>11464</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bakersfield city map</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>11458</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bakersfield city map</td>
<td>/ 76 Union</td>
<td></td>
<td>11459, 11460</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bakersfield city map</td>
<td>/ Union 76</td>
<td></td>
<td>11463</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bakersfield Region (Calif.)</td>
<td>- Maps - 1957</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>11458</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bakersfield Region (Calif.)</td>
<td>- Maps - 1966</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>11459</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bakersfield Region (Calif.)</td>
<td>- Maps - 1967</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>11460</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bakersfield Region (Calif.)</td>
<td>- Maps - 1968</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>11461</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bakersfield Region (Calif.)</td>
<td>- Maps - 1969</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>11462</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bakersfield Region (Calif.)</td>
<td>- Maps - 1970</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>11463</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bakersfield Region (Calif.)</td>
<td>- Maps - 1973</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>11464</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Bakfgo, E. G. (Eduard Gustavovich), b. 1840 10757
Bakker, Boudewijn 1921
Bakker, Frans de, active 1736-1765 2058
Bakker, J. D., fl. 1882 8830, 8839, 8889
Bakker, Wybren, fl. 1939-1965 53600, 53604, 53605
Bakkon Brothers (Zenda, Wis.) 11463
Bakri, Abu Ubayd Abd Allah ibn Abd al-Aziz, 1040-1094 52051
Bakumar (Firm) 1956
Bal Harbour (Fla.) - Hotels - 1960 11465
BAL see Bahama Airways Limited 16601
Baladiez, N. 30476
Balaguer (Spain), Battle of, 1645 11466
Balaguer (Spain), Battle of, 1709 - Maps 18835
Balaguer (Spain) - Maps - 1645 11467
Balaii, A. E. 9475
Balat (Aydin III, Turkey) - Maps - 1990 - Archaeology - Guidebooks 37557
Balatri, E. 26775
Balbi, Adriano, 1782-1848 7697, 8183, 9355, 10783, 29611, 29751, 73900
Balboa (Newport Beach, Calif.) - Maps - 1968 - Harbors - Nautical charts 15643
Balboa (Newport Beach, Calif.) - Maps - 1970 - Harbors - Nautical charts 62529
Balboa (Panama)- Maps - 1960 - Road maps 18997
Balch Bros. (Firm) 5308
Balch, E. A. 21724, 25621, 32949, 66405, 68892, 80839
Balch, fl. 1895 28005
Balch, George Thatcher, 1824-1894 32647, 32648
Balch, Rawdon, and Co. SEE Balch, Rawdon & Co. 35437
Balch, Rawdon & Co. 25562, 35433, 35434, 35435, 35436, 56064
Balch, Rawdon & Co., engravers, Albany SEE Balch, Rawdon & Co. 35437
Balch, S. 29072
Balch, Stiles & Co. 56071
Balch, Thomas H., 1771-1817 21828
Bald, William, 1803-1857 45569
Baldacci, Osvaldo 1842, 18382, 18383, 21764
Baldaeus, Phillipus 8709, 44213
Baldamurs, Alfred, 1856-1908 34225, 34226, 34228, 34231, 34237, 34247, 34248, 34249, 34252, 34256, 34258, 34266, 34269, 34271, 34274, 34276, 34284, 34289, 34290
Baldauf-Rümmle, H. 10278
Baldet, Alain 18739, 75883
Balding and Mansell, firm, Wisbech 15820
Balding & Mansell 57339
Balding & Mansell (firm), Wisbech 27335, 33527, 75177
Baldiri, Vittorio, d. 1618 10592, 26564
Baldivia (Chile : Province) SEE Valdivia (Chile : Province) 79757
Baldo, Antonio 46172
Baldock, E. D. 44589
Baldock, R. H. 62145, 62150, 62157, 62165
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Balkan Peninsula

Balkan Peninsula - Historical geography - Maps - 1585-1606  75121
Balkan Peninsula - Historical geography - Maps - 1595-1606  11479
Balkan Peninsula - Historical geography - Maps - 1700  11480, 25746
Balkan Peninsula - Historical geography - Maps - 1740  11481
Balkan Peninsula - Historical geography - Maps - 1783  32771, 32772, 34886, 34887
Balkan Peninsula - Historical geography - Maps - 1801  11482
Balkan Peninsula - Historical geography - Maps - 2001  11483, 11484
Balkan Peninsula - History, Ancient  11485
Balkan Peninsula - History, Ancient - 1700-1750  48026
Balkan Peninsula - History, Ancient - 1740-1749  31313
Balkan Peninsula - History, Ancient - Maps - 1640-1703  11504
Balkan Peninsula - History, Ancient - Maps - 1715  75699
Balkan Peninsula - History, Ancient - Maps - 1732  11486, 11487
Balkan Peninsula - History, Ancient - Maps - 1741  11488, 11489, 32782, 75701
Balkan Peninsula - History, Ancient - Maps - 1762  32785
Balkan Peninsula - History, Ancient - Maps - 1764  67161
Balkan Peninsula - History, Ancient - Maps - 1830  11490
Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1528  104, 34888, 34889
Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1529-1566 - Military operations  11128
Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1540  11491, 11492, 11493, 14898
Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1552  11494
Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1553  34891, 34892
Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1559  34893, 34894, 34895, 34896
Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1560  11495, 22798, 32808
Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1566  22799, 22800, 34897
Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1567  34898, 34899
Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1570  11496
Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1572-1588  11497
Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1572-1606  11498
Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1585-1606  75121
Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1588  11499
Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1593  11500, 11501, 11502, 22434, 75716
Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1595-1606  11479
Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1606  11503
Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1640-1703  11504
Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1650-1750  34910
Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1655  11505, 11506
Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1663  34911
Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1680  11507, 11508
Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1683  11509, 11510
Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1688  22806, 34917, 34918
Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1690 - Cities and towns  11511
Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1690 - Harbors  11511
Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1692 - Names, Geographical  11512
Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1694  11513
Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1695  11514, 38807
Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1696  11515
Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1700  11480, 11516, 11517, 11518, 11519, 25746, 25754, 34924
Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1701  11520
Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1703  11521, 11522, 22810, 25757, 34926, 34927
Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1707  32825
Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1708  11523
Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1710  11524, 22812, 22813, 22814
Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1712  11525
Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1715  75699
Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1717  34931
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Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1718 22760
Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1725 11526, 34934
Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1732 11486, 11487
Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1733 75730
Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1734 11527
Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1737 34935
Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1738 11528
Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1740 11529, 32831, 34937, 34938, 48099
Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1741 11530, 11531, 32833, 34939
Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1745 11532, 11533, 22815, 84745
Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1747 11534
Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1754-1763 34947
Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1755 11535, 11536, 11537
Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1759 11538
Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1766 11539
Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1769-1770 67710
Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1772 32837
Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1774 11540, 11541, 34950
Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1776 34951
Balkan Peninsula. - Maps - 1777 11165
Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1780 32838, 34952, 34953, 75745
Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1783 32771, 32772, 32839, 32840, 34886, 34887, 34954, 34955
Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1786 11542
Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1786 - Canals 11166
Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1787 11543, 11544, 11545, 34957
Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1789 34959
Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1792 67124
Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1793 48112
Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1794 11546, 11547, 34963, 75753, 75755
Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1795 75757
Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1796 11548
Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1797 11549
Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1800 32848
Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1800 - Ancient 11550
Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1801 11482
Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1802 11551
Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1804 11552, 11553, 67610
Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1807 75763
Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1811 11554
Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1814 11555, 11556, 34968
Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1815 11557, 11558
Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1818 11559
Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1821 11560
Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1822 11561
Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1823 11562
Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1825 11563, 34974, 38596
Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1826 11564
Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1829 11565, 75773
Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1830 11566, 11567
Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1831 11568
Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1832 11569
Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1833 11570
Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1834 11571
Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1840 11572, 11573, 75781
Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1841 11574, 34978
Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1843 75784
Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1845 11575, 11576
Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1846 38936
Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1847 11577
Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1850 11578
Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1851 11579
Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1853 11580
Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1855 11581, 32875
Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1857 11582
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Ballard, S. and E., booksellers, London SEE S. and E. Ballard (Booksellers) 52058
Ballard, Sebastian 70709
Ballas, Donald J. 22675
Balle Imprimerie SEE Imprimerie de Balle 9411

Ballendine, John, d. 1781. A Map of the Potomack and James Rivers 11609
Ballenger, Thomas Lee, 1882-1987 61319
Baller y Castell, Rafael, 1872-1931 30574, 30597
Ballesteros Beretta, Antonio 1497
Balleti, Caterina 45557

Ballage de Challon sur Saone et en Bourgogne 68875

Ballage de Mascon en Bourgogne 68873
Balliet & Volk (Firm) 10957, 11863, 13992, 15018, 19105, 20925, 23342, 28350, 32937, 33806, 34699, 43700, 43997, 43999, 45030, 51752, 51753, 53309, 67060, 73390, 74295, 81485
Balliet & Fitzgerald 79076
Ballinger, John, 1860-1933 11457

Ballino, Giulio, d. ca. 1592 - 2211, 10977, 15146, 18690, 20916, 22390, 22801, 24706, 25739, 25885, 26514, 26804, 28289, 28730, 28755, 31923, 32272, 32361, 33149, 33248, 33718, 38635, 39755, 41289, 44252, 46157, 46204, 49183, 49267, 50053, 52629, 53633, 62402, 63017, 63375, 63376, 64151, 64224, 64615, 67202, 67311, 70102, 70114, 75098, 75169, 75247, 75547, 79792, 79880, 80000, 80186, 80239, 83610, 85338
Ballino, Giulio, d. ca. 1592. De' disegni delle più illustri città et fortezze del mondo ... (1569) - 2211, 10977, 15146, 18690, 20916, 22390, 22801, 24706, 25885, 26514, 26804, 28289, 28730, 28755, 31923, 32272, 32361, 33149, 33248, 33718, 38635, 39755, 41289, 44252, 46157, 46204, 49183, 49267, 50053, 52629, 53633, 62402, 63017, 63375, 63376, 64151, 64224, 64615, 67202, 67311, 70102, 70114, 75098, 75169, 75247, 75547, 79792, 79880, 80000, 80186, 80239, 83610, 85338

Ballaona Rancho (Calif.) - Maps - 1858 11610

A Balloon view of London : (as seen from Hampstead) 42768
Ballou, Howard M. (Howard Malcomb), 1866-1925 29920, 29922

Ballykelly (Northern Ireland) - Maps - 1622 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 11611
Balmain 19158
Balman, G. 12986
Balmas, Enea Henri 75080
Balne Brothers (Firm) 29509

Bainibarbi (Imaginary place) - Maps - 1726 11612, 41656

Balochistan (Pakistan) - Maps - 1838 143
Balthasar, Floris, 1562 or 3-1616 20873, 62385, 66827, 71103
Balthasar, Floriszoom van Berkenrode SEE Berckenrode, Balthasar Florisz. van, 1591 or 2-1645 71103
Balthasarobiano, 1553-1618 SEE 45967
Balthazar, Floris, 1562 or 3-1616 11613
Baltia, quae et Scandia, Finningia ... 69143

Baltic cartography and history 16945

Baltic Coast (Germany) - Maps - 1924 31722, 31723
Baltic Coast (Germany) - Maps - 1939 11614

Baltic Coast - Maps - 1899 11615
Baltic Coast - Maps - 1903 11616
Baltic Coast - Maps - 1906 11617

Baltic Coast - Maps - 1908-1909 11643
Baltic Coast - Maps - 1910 11618
Baltic Coast - Maps - 1914-1915 11645
Baltic Coast - Maps - 1921 67449

The Baltic Sea 11644

Baltic Sea Coast - Maps - Collections, 1585-1957 - Nautical charts - Exhibitions - Catalogs 11646
Baltic Sea Coast SEE Baltic Coast 11615

Baltic Sea in ancient maps 6631, 17798

Baltic Sea - Maps - 1558 - Nautical charts 11619
Baltic Sea - Maps - 1562 - Nautical charts 11620
Baltic Sea - Maps - 1583 - Nautical charts 26629, 73675
Baltic Sea - Maps - 1588 - Nautical charts 13242, 13243, 25656, 25657, 26630, 28623, 28624, 65154, 65155, 66815, 66816, 67759, 67760, 73676
Baltic Sea - Maps - 1656 - Nautical charts 11621
Baltic Sea - Maps - 1695 - Nautical charts 11622
Baltic Sea - Maps - 1710 11623
Baltic Sea - Maps - 1740 - Nautical charts 3671, 3672, 11624, 11625, 11626, 11627, 11628, 11629, 11630
Baltic Sea - Maps - 1749 - Nautical charts 3674, 11631, 11632, 11633, 11634, 11635, 11636
Baltic Sea - Maps - 1750 - Nautical charts 11637, 11638
Baltic Sea - Maps - 1757 - Nautical charts 11639
Baltic Sea - Maps - 1785 - Nautical charts 11640
Baltic Sea - Maps - 1803 - Nautical charts 11641, 11642
Baltic Sea - Maps - 1816 - Nautical charts 58808, 58809
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Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company - Maps - 1897 58975
Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company - Maps - 1898 58980
Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company - Maps - 1899 58986
Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company - Maps - 1900 58994
Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company - Maps - 1901 24136
Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company - Maps - 1902 24139
Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company - Maps - 1903 24143, 59019
Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company - Maps - 1904 24148, 59027
Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company - Maps - 1905 24154, 59036
Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company - Maps - 1906 24161, 59048
Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company - Maps - 1907 24167, 59063
Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company - Maps - 1908 24177, 59079
Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company - Maps - 1909 24184, 59089
Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company - Maps - 1910 24194, 59104
Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company - Maps - 1911 24199, 59113
Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company - Maps - 1912 24207, 59123
Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company - Maps - 1913 59132
Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company - Maps - 1914 59140
Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company - Maps - 1915 59148
Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company - Maps - 1916 59155
Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company - Maps - 1917 59162
Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company - Maps - 1918 59166
Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company - Maps - 1920 24238
Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company - Maps - 1930 20202, 24300
Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company - Maps - 1941-1946 - Maintenance and repair 59371
Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company - Maps - 1946 59417
Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company - Maps - 1948 59454
Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company - Maps - 1952 59495
Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company - Maps - 1953 59508
Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company - Maps - 1954 59518
Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company - Maps - 1955 59523
Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company - Maps - 1956 59536
Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company - Maps - 1957 59549
Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company - Maps - 1961 59579, 59580
Baltimore and Ohio Railroad : improvements 1941-1946 59371
The Baltimore and Ohio System, The Baltimore and Ohio Chicago Terminal Railroad, Chicago Ill. 20202
Baltimore and the metropolitan area : birthplace of the Star Spangled Banner ... / American Automobile Association 11694
Baltimore and vicinity / Atlantic 11692
Baltimore and vicinity / Sinclair 11741
Baltimore & Anne Arundel counties street guide 11660
Baltimore Association of Commerce 11725
Baltimore Association of Commerce. Tourist Development Bureau 11682, 45331
Baltimore : bicentennial commemorative road map / Amoco Oil Company 11703
Baltimore. Bureau of Plans and Surveys 11680
Baltimore, Cecil Calvert, Baron, ca. 1605-1675 1616, 19204, 45248, 53827, 80355, 80356
Baltimore, Chesapeake, and Atlantic Railway Company 23036, 23037, 23038
Baltimore, Chesapeake, and Atlantic Railway Company - Maps - 1895 23036
Baltimore, Chesapeake, and Atlantic Railway Company - Maps - 1897 23037
Baltimore, Chesapeake, and Atlantic Railway Company - Maps - 1898 23038
Baltimore city, 1905: showing original Baltimore Town as laid out in 1729 11667
Baltimore city & county street guide 11708
Baltimore County : celebrating a legacy 1659-2009 / Barry A. Lanman 11661
[Baltimore County (Md.) - 1639-1705: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 11654
Baltimore County (Md.) - 1850 - Landowners 16677
[Baltimore County (Md.) - 1850: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 11655
Baltimore County (Md.) - 1850 - Road maps 16677
[Baltimore County (Md.) - 1857: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 11656
[Baltimore County (Md.) - 1863: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 11657
Baltimore County (Md.) - Maps - 1639-1705 - Landowners 11654
Baltimore County (Md.) - Maps - 1659-2009 11661
Baltimore County (Md.) - Maps - 1850 - Landowners 11655
Baltimore County (Md.) - Maps - 1857 - Landowners 11656
Baltimore County (Md.) - Maps - 1863 - Landowners 11657
Baltimore County (Md.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps 11658
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Call Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore County (Md.) - Maps - 2003 - Road maps</td>
<td>11659, 11708</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore County (Md.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps</td>
<td>11709, 11710</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore County (Md.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps</td>
<td>11660</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore County (Md.) - Pictorial works - 1659-2009</td>
<td>11661</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore Daily American</td>
<td>11677</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore EasyFinder Plus!</td>
<td>11706</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore in 1752</td>
<td>11669</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore (Md.) - 1941 - Road maps</td>
<td>80998, 81102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore (Md.) - 1954 - Road maps</td>
<td>11662</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore (Md.) - 1955 - Road maps</td>
<td>11663</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore (Md.) - 1956 - Road maps</td>
<td>11664</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore (Md.) - 1962 - Road maps</td>
<td>11747</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore (Md.) - 1966 - Road maps</td>
<td>11748</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore (Md.) - 1970 - Road maps</td>
<td>11665</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore (Md.). Bureau of Plans and Surveys</td>
<td>11690</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore (Md.). City Council</td>
<td>11666, 11667, 11668</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore (Md.). City Council. First records of Baltimore Town and Jones' Town (1905)</td>
<td>11666, 11667, 11668</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore (Md.) - Historical geography - Maps - 1936</td>
<td>11682</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore (Md.) - Maps - 1729</td>
<td>11666, 11667</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore (Md.) - Maps - 1729 - Hydrography</td>
<td>11680</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore (Md.) - Maps - 1750</td>
<td>11668</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore (Md.) - Maps - 1752 - Pictorial works</td>
<td>11669</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore (Md.) - Maps - 1780</td>
<td>11670</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore (Md.) - Maps - 1792</td>
<td>11671</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore (Md.) - Maps - 1801</td>
<td>11672</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore (Md.) - Maps - 1820</td>
<td>76585</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore (Md.) - Maps - 1829</td>
<td>76618</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore (Md.) - Maps - 1834</td>
<td>76646</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore (Md.) - Maps - 1838</td>
<td>76659</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore (Md.) - Maps - 1841</td>
<td>76681</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore (Md.) - Maps - 1844</td>
<td>45267</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore (Md.) - Maps - 1847</td>
<td>45269</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore (Md.) - Maps - 1853</td>
<td>11673</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore (Md.) - Maps - 1855</td>
<td>11674</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore (Md.) - Maps - 1857</td>
<td>11675</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore (Md.) - Maps - 1859</td>
<td>11676</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore (Md.) - Maps - 1860-1880</td>
<td>11711</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore (Md.) - Maps - 1872</td>
<td>11677</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore (Md.) - Maps - 1872 - Harbors</td>
<td>65242</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore (Md.) - Maps - 1888 - Railroads</td>
<td>11678</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore (Md.) - Maps - 1905</td>
<td>11667</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore (Md.) - Maps - 1912 - Road maps</td>
<td>11679</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore (Md.) - Maps - 1931</td>
<td>77502</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore (Md.) - Maps - 1935</td>
<td>11680</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore (Md.) - Maps - 1935 - Road maps</td>
<td>11681</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore (Md.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps</td>
<td>11682, 11683, 11716</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore (Md.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps</td>
<td>11684, 11717, 11718, 11719</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore (Md.) - Maps - 1938</td>
<td>77676</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore (Md.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps</td>
<td>4003, 11720</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore (Md.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps</td>
<td>11721, 11722</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore (Md.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps</td>
<td>11685, 11723</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore (Md.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps</td>
<td>11724</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore (Md.) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps</td>
<td>11686, 11725, 11726</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore (Md.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps</td>
<td>11727, 11728, 11729</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore (Md.) - Maps - 1947 - Harbors</td>
<td>47926</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore (Md.) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps</td>
<td>11687</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore (Md.) - Maps - 1948 - Harbors</td>
<td>3685</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore (Md.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps</td>
<td>11688, 11689, 11732</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore (Md.) - Maps - 1949 - Harbors</td>
<td>3686</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore (Md.) - Maps - 1949 - Postal Service</td>
<td>11690</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore (Md.) - Maps - 1949 - Road maps</td>
<td>11690, 11691, 11733, 11734, 11735, 11736</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore (Md.) - Maps - 1951 - Road maps</td>
<td>76087, 76088</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore (Md.) - Maps - 1951 - Harbors</td>
<td>3688, 47959</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1952-1956 - Road maps</td>
<td>11692</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1952 - Harbors</td>
<td>3691</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1952 - Road maps</td>
<td>11693, 11738, 11739, 11740</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1956 - Harbors</td>
<td>3694</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps</td>
<td>11741</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1959 - Road maps</td>
<td>11742, 11743</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1960 - Road maps</td>
<td>11744, 11745, 11746, 24472</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1964 - Road maps</td>
<td>11694</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1965 - Road maps</td>
<td>19329</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps</td>
<td>11695, 11696, 11697</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1967 - Road maps</td>
<td>11698</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1968 - Road maps</td>
<td>11699</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1969 - Road maps</td>
<td>11749</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1970 - Road maps</td>
<td>11700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1971 - Road maps</td>
<td>11701</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1972 - Road maps</td>
<td>11750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1973 - Road maps</td>
<td>11751</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps</td>
<td>11702</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps</td>
<td>11703, 11704, 11705</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1996 - Road maps</td>
<td>11706</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 2002 - Road maps</td>
<td>11707</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 2003 - Road maps</td>
<td>11708</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps</td>
<td>11709, 11710</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - Bibliography</td>
<td>16948</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - Census, 1860-1880</td>
<td>11711</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore Region (Md.) - Pictorial works - Bibliography</td>
<td>11712</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore metro: Baltimore, Anne Arundel, Carroll, Harford, Howard street guide</td>
<td>11659, 11709, 11710</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore : Mobil travel map</td>
<td>11704</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore Museum of Art</td>
<td>17427</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore &amp; Ohio Chicago Terminal Railroad Company</td>
<td>59148</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore &amp; Ohio Chicago Terminal Railroad Company - Maps - 1915</td>
<td>59148</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore &amp; Ohio R. R.</td>
<td>24300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore &amp; Ohio Railroad and connecting lines</td>
<td>24136, 24139, 58941, 58948, 58954, 58958, 58962, 58965, 58968, 58975, 58980, 58986, 58994</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Baltimore &amp; Ohio Railroad System</td>
<td>24238, 59019, 59027, 59036, 59048, 59063, 59079, 59089, 59104, 59113, 59123, 59132, 59140, 59148, 59155, 59162, 59166</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1802 - Road maps</td>
<td>47599</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1804 - Road maps</td>
<td>47600, 47601, 64450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1816</td>
<td>76112, 76113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1819</td>
<td>76114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1826</td>
<td>76115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1831</td>
<td>64451</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1832</td>
<td>76629, 76630</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1833</td>
<td>76661</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1838</td>
<td>76658, 76662</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1843</td>
<td>76691, 76692, 76693, 76694</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1845</td>
<td>76707</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1846</td>
<td>57745</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1853</td>
<td>11673</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1861</td>
<td>76347</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1896 - Railroads</td>
<td>47653</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1902 - Postal service</td>
<td>45286</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1902 - Railroads</td>
<td>45286</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1907 - Railroads</td>
<td>45288</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1913 - Railroads</td>
<td>45289, 45290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1914 - Railroads</td>
<td>45291</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1915 - Railroads</td>
<td>45292</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1916 - Railroads</td>
<td>45293, 45294</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1917 - Railroads</td>
<td>45295</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1919 - Railroads</td>
<td>45296, 45297, 45298</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1920 - Railroads</td>
<td>45299, 45300, 45301, 45302, 45303, 45304</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1921 - Railroads</td>
<td>45305, 45306, 45307</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1922 - Railroads</td>
<td>45308, 45309</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1922 - Road maps</td>
<td>45308, 45309</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1923 - Railroads</td>
<td>45310, 45311</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1923 - Road maps</td>
<td>45310, 45311</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1924 - Railroads</td>
<td>45312, 45313</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1924 - Road maps</td>
<td>45312, 45313</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1925 - Railroads</td>
<td>45314, 45315, 45316</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1925 - Road maps</td>
<td>45314, 45315, 45316</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1926 - Railroads</td>
<td>45317, 45318, 45319, 45320, 45321</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1926 - Road maps</td>
<td>45317, 45318, 45319, 45320, 45321</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1927 - Railroads</td>
<td>45322</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1927 - Road maps</td>
<td>45322</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1928 - Railroads</td>
<td>45323, 45324, 45325, 45326</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1928 - Road maps</td>
<td>45323, 45324, 45325, 45326</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1930 - Road maps</td>
<td>45328</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1931 - Road maps</td>
<td>11713</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1934 - Road maps</td>
<td>11714, 11715</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1935 - Road maps</td>
<td>11681</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps</td>
<td>11683, 11716</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps</td>
<td>11684, 11717, 11718, 11719</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps</td>
<td>4005, 4006, 4007, 4008, 11720</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps</td>
<td>4021, 4022, 11721, 11722</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps</td>
<td>4032, 4034, 4035, 11685, 11723</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps</td>
<td>4041, 4042, 4043, 11724, 81102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps</td>
<td>4050, 4052, 4053, 4054, 11686, 11725, 11726</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps</td>
<td>4077, 4078, 4079, 11727, 11728, 11729, 11730, 11731</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps</td>
<td>4089, 11687</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps</td>
<td>4099, 11688, 11689, 11732</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1949</td>
<td>11691</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1949 - Road maps</td>
<td>4107, 4108, 11733, 11734, 11735, 11736</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1950 - Road maps</td>
<td>4115, 47958</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1951 - Road maps</td>
<td>4129, 4130, 11737</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1952-1956</td>
<td>11692</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1952 - Road maps</td>
<td>4138, 4139, 11738, 11739, 11740</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1953 - Road maps</td>
<td>47971</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1954 - Road maps</td>
<td>47974</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps</td>
<td>11741</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1959 - Road maps</td>
<td>11742, 11743</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1960 - Road maps</td>
<td>11744, 11745, 11746</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1962 - Road maps</td>
<td>11747</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1964 - Road maps</td>
<td>11694</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps</td>
<td>11695, 11696, 11748</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1966 - Road mapsWashington (D.C.) -</td>
<td>81129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps - 1966 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1967 - Road maps</td>
<td>11698, 81026</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1968 - Road maps</td>
<td>81130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1969 - Road maps</td>
<td>11749, 81131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1970 - Road maps</td>
<td>11665, 81132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1971 - Road maps</td>
<td>11701, 81133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1972 - Road maps</td>
<td>11750, 45341</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1973 - Road maps</td>
<td>11751, 81134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1974 - Road maps</td>
<td>81136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps</td>
<td>11702</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps</td>
<td>11703, 11704, 11705</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1979 - Road maps</td>
<td>81033</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps</td>
<td>11709, 11710</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps</td>
<td>11752</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Baltimore street and vicinity maps / Phillips 66 11665, 11701
Baltimore street map and metropolitan Baltimore and Washington D.C. / ... Sinclair 11695
Baltimore : street map and metropolitan Baltimore and Washington D.C. / [Texaco] 11696, 11698
Baltimore, the Liverpool of America ... map of the city and water front ; commercial facilities ; the proposed extension of limits 11677
Baltimore tourguide map / Gulf 11697, 11699, 11700
Baltimore & Vicinity 11713
Baltimore with Washington, D.C. : Texaco 11693
Baltimore with Washington, D.C. ... tour with Texaco 11662, 11663, 11664
Baltisches historisches Ortslexikon / begonnen von Hans Feldmann ; herausgegeben von Heinz von zur Mühlen 52182
Baluchistan - Maps - 1866 38195
Balzekas, Carole 11753
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Banzechas Museum of Lithuanian Culture. Irene Bakzechas Memorial Map Collection 11753
Balzer (Firm, Switzerland) 74071
Banff 11756, 11757
Bamberg, Capt. SEE Bamberg, Capt. 7841
Bamberg County (S.C.) - Maps - 1825 - Landowners 11835
Bamberg (Germany) - Maps - 1620 11754
Bamberg (Germany) - Maps - 1657 11755
Bamberg (Germany) - Maps - 1966 11756
Bamberg (Germany) - Maps - 1962 - Guidebooks 11757
Bamberg (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1552 11758
Bamberg (Germany) - Tourism - 1949 11759
Bamberg-Hof (Germany) - Maps - 1662 19296
Bamberg-Hof (Germany) - Maps - 1680 3180
Bamberg-Hof (Germany) - Maps - 1724 11760, 11761
Bamberg Region (Germany) - Maps - 1745 11762
Bambergiae episcopalis in Franconiae urbis celeberrimae typus ... 11754, 11755
Bamburg, Capt. SEE Bamburg, Capt. 7841
Bancker, Gerard, 1740
Banca, S. 10614
Banbee, Henry, fl. 1780-1783 SEE Bawbee, Henry, fl. 1780-1783 27304
Banca, S. 10614
Bancker, Gerard, 1740-1799 54768, 54769, 54770, 54771
Bancroft (A. L.) & Co. SEE A.L. Bancroft & Company 68569
Bancroft & Company SEE A.L. Bancroft & Company 68569
Bancroft, Hubert Howe, 1832-1918 59750, 59751, 62637, 76300
Bancroft Library 15231, 27405, 34275
Bancroft Library. MSS M 428 68377
Bancroft Library. Catalog of manuscript and printed maps in the Bancroft Library (a supplement to Index to printed maps) (1975) 57842
Bancroft Library. Friends 46358, 46359
Bancroft Library - Map Collections - Catalogs 57842
Bancroft Library. MSS M-M 428 68377
Bancroft, M. 34275
Bancroft's, map of Oregon, Washington, Idaho, Montana, and British Columbia 59750
Bancroft's official guide map of city and county of San Francisco ... 68569
Bancroft's official guide map of city and county of San Francisco, compiled from official maps in surveyor's office 68571
Bancroft & Thayer 43086, 43087
Banda Aceh Region (Indonesia) - Maps - 1748 - Coasts - Nautical charts 15003
Banda Aceh Region (Indonesia) - Maps - 1752 36531
Banda Islands (Indonesia) - Maps - 1615 11763
Banda Neira (Indonesia) - Pictorial works - 1615 11764
Bander, B. 57101
[Bander County (Tex.) - 1879; LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 11765
Bander County (Tex.) - Maps - 1879 - Landowners 11765
Bandits SEE Brigands and Robbers 13954
Banduri, Anselmo Maria, 1675-1743 9125, 11486, 11487, 11488, 11489, 75699, 75701
Banff-Jasper and Columbia Ice-Field Highway, Alberta, Canada / issued under the authority of the Honourable Alvin Hamilton, M.P., Minister of Northern Affairs and National Resources 21733
Banff National Park (Alta.) - Maps - 1929 16412
Banff National Park (Alta.) - Maps - 1930 16413, 16414
Banff National Park (Alta.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps 16374
Banff National Park (Alta.) - Maps - 1937 16192, 16376, 16377, 16378
Banff National Park (Alta.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps 16379
Banff National Park (Alta.) - Maps - 1938 16383
Banff National Park (Alta.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps 16385
Banff National Park (Alta.) - Maps - 1939 16386
Banff National Park (Alta.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps 16388
Banff National Park (Alta.) - Maps - 1940 16389
Banff National Park (Alta.) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps 16196
Banff National Park (Alta.) - Maps - 1946 16391
Banff National Park (Alta.) - Maps - 1948 16392
Banff National Park (Alta.) - Maps - 1950 16393
Banff National Park (Alta.) - Maps - 1950 - Road maps 16394
Banff National Park (Alta.) - Maps - 1951 16395
Banff National Park (Alta.) - Maps - 1951 - Road maps 16396
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Banff National Park (Alta.) - Maps - 1956 16399
Banffshire (Scotland) - Maps - 1654  18
Banfi, Florio, 1899-1967 14932, 17892, 41757, 57047, 74482
Banfield, A. J. 30818
Bang, Diedrich 11754, 20873
Bangalore 11767
Bangalore (India) - Maps - 1791 11766
Bangalore (India) - Maps - 1840 - Pictorial works 11767
Bangalore March 7th, 1791; Seringapatam 11766
Bangka Strait (Sumatra, Indonesia) 17101
Bangkok (Thailand) 11771
Bangkok Region (Thailand) - Maps - 1836 - Temples 11768
Bangkok Region (Thailand) - Maps - 1841 75026
Bangkok Region (Thailand) - Maps - 1846 75027
Bangkok (Thailand) - Maps - 1928 11769
Bangkok (Thailand) - Maps - 1926 - Railroads 11769
Bangkok (Thailand) - Maps - 1962 - Road maps 75028
Bangkok (Thailand) - Maps - 1965 - Road maps 75029
Bangkok (Thailand) - Maps - 1975 - Pictorial maps 11770
Bangkok (Thailand) - Maps - 1987 11771
Bangkok Times 11769
Bangladesh - Maps - 1540 71146
Bangladesh - Maps - 1811 36551
Bangladesh - Maps - 1841 11772
Bangladesh - Maps - 1851 36593
Bangladesh - Maps - 1995 - Road maps 36669
Bangor and Aroostook Railroad Company 44001, 44003, 44004, 44006, 44007, 44009, 44011, 44013, 44015, 44017, 44019, 44022, 44023, 44024, 44025, 44026
Bangor and Aroostook Railroad Company - Maps - 1897 44001
Bangor and Aroostook Railroad Company - Maps - 1898 44003
Bangor and Aroostook Railroad Company - Maps - 1899 44004
Bangor and Aroostook Railroad Company - Maps - 1900 44006
Bangor and Aroostook Railroad Company - Maps - 1901 44007
Bangor and Aroostook Railroad Company - Maps - 1902 44009
Bangor and Aroostook Railroad Company - Maps - 1903 44011
Bangor and Aroostook Railroad Company - Maps - 1904 44013
Bangor and Aroostook Railroad Company - Maps - 1905 44015
Bangor and Aroostook Railroad Company - Maps - 1906 44017
Bangor and Aroostook Railroad Company - Maps - 1907 44019
Bangor and Aroostook Railroad Company - Maps - 1908 44022
Bangor and Aroostook Railroad Company - Maps - 1909 44023
Bangor and Aroostook Railroad Company - Maps - 1910 44024
Bangor and Aroostook Railroad Company - Maps - 1911 44025
Bangor and Aroostook Railroad Company - Maps - 1912 44026
Bangor Region (Me.) - Maps - 1914 - Road maps 53999
Bangor (Wales) - Maps - 1610 15097, 15098, 80685
Bangor (Wales) - Maps - 1676 80687
Bangs, Nathan, 1778-1862 12765, 12821
Bangs, Richard, 195- 37476
Bangweulu Swamps / plotted by Professor F. Debenham from air photographs ; compiled and drawn by Directorate of Colonial Surveys 11773
Bangweulu Swamps (Zambia) - Maps - 1952 11773
Bank accounts SEE ALSO Savings accounts 25260
Bank of America 68432
Bank of America National Trust and Savings Association indexed San Diego street map 68432
Bank of Cyprus Cultural Foundation SEE Trapeza Kyprou. Politistiko Hidryma 17101
Bank of Ireland - Pictorial works - 1817 38332
Bank of Ireland - Pictorial works - 1822 38337
Bank of Ireland - Pictorial works - 1829 38342
Bank of Milo (Milo, Iowa) 80829
Bank of New South Wales 11092
Bank of Valletta 44248
Bank Valletta 79783
Bankers Adv. & Supply Co. (Iowa City, Iowa) 83187
Bankes, Thomas, b. 1744 1918, 7876, 11878, 11892, 13407, 23852, 29083, 29096, 31438, 38887, 45575, 57668, 64631, 65903, 66160, 70248
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70691, 73422, 74323, 75654, 76014, 81623, 84162
Bankses, Thomas, b. 1744. A New and authentic system of universal geography, antient and modern : including all the late important discoveries made by the English ... [1793?] 293, 1918, 1919, 1920, 3323, 3815, 11878, 11892, 13407, 20771, 21803, 23590, 23852, 26012, 27809, 31438, 32435, 38207, 38887, 40526, 43060, 45178, 45575, 48112, 51317, 53466, 57658, 62591, 64631, 65903, 66160, 67027, 67593, 69218, 70248, 70481, 70691, 72760, 73422, 74172, 74323, 75654, 76014, 76503, 80540, 81623, 84162, 84163, 85349

The Bankruptcy of Thomas Jeffrey: an episode in the economic history of 18th century map-making 39696
Banks, Alexander 8095

Banks and banking - Fort Lauderdale (Fla.) - Maps - 1978 27353
Banks and banking - Houston (Tex.) - Maps - 1975 34753
Banks and banking - Houston (Tex.) - Maps - 1979 34759
Banks and banking - Indianapolis (Ind.) - Maps - 1976 37419
Banks and banking - Los Angeles (Calif.) - Maps - 1942 43104
Banks and banking - Los Angeles (Calif.) - Maps - 1945 43109
Banks and banking - Maps - 1959 1170, 1171
Banks and banking - Phoenix (Ariz.) - Maps - 1949 64573
Banks and banking - Phoenix (Ariz.) - Maps - 1953 64576
Banks and banking - Phoenix (Ariz.) - Maps - 1965 64579
Banks and banking - Rhineland (Germany) - Maps - 1700-1999 66589
Banks and banking - Seattle (Wash.) - Maps - 1962 69782
Banks and banking - Seattle (Wash.) - Maps - 1976 69792
Banks and banking - Syracuse Region (N.Y.) - Maps - 1960 74114
Banks and banking - Tucson (Ariz.) - Maps - 1963 75600
Banks and banking - Tucson (Ariz.) - Maps - 1966 75601, 75602, 75603
Banks and banking - Tucson (Ariz.) - Maps - 1979 75611
Banks, Arthur 8567, 14095, 14096, 14511, 34506, 34507, 39786, 39787, 49240, 49242, 67490, 67491, 67492, 76276, 84604, 84609, 84623
Banks & Co. 42768

Banks County (Ga.) - Maps - 1909 - Landowners 11774
Banks, Edward 15930, 15931, 15933
Banks, F. R. 80713
Banks, Joseph, Sir, 1743-1820 30840, 60312, 60313
Banks, Leslie 75036
Banks, Paul N., 1934-2000 44902, 44917
Banks, Ronald F. 43942
Banks, W. 41474
Bannatyne Club (Edinburgh, Scotland) 24678

Banneker, Benjamin, 1731-1806 11775
Banner Printing Co. 39684
Bannister, Alfred 75621
Bannister, David 34557, 44572, 44892
Bannister, David, 1938- 44894
Bannos, Pamela, 1959- 42127
Bannwarth, Th. 26140
Banta-Brazil 30974
Banta, R. E. 57520
Bantam Books (Firm) 37475

Bantam (Indonesia) - Pictorial works - 1596 11776
Bantam (Indonesia) - Pictorial works - 1625 11777
Bantar, Alice F. 31745
Bantel, Walter 42198

Banten, Bay of (Indonesia) - Maps - 1748 - Nautical charts 39630
Banten Region (Indonesia) - Maps - 1720 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts 39624

Bantustan chief accepts apartheid, seeks more land / by Charles Mohr 75443
Baar, Colm O. 38427
Baptist, 18th cent. 8743
Baptist, J., 17th cent. 1631, 8737, 11524, 25956
Baptist Missionary Society 13025
Baptisto, C. S. Gioano SEE Baptist, J., 17th cent. 11524
Bar Harbor (Me.) - Pictorial works - 1886 11778

Bar Harbor Mt. Desert Island Maine 11778
Bar Harbor Region (Me.) - Maps - 1914 - Road maps 53999
Bär, J. C. 9689, 9696, 9718, 9739, 9758, 9910, 31287
Bär, Joseph Christoph, 1789-1848 SEE Bär, J. C. 31287
Bar-le-Duc (France) - Maps - 1617 11779
Bar (Montenegro) - Maps - 1571 11780
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bar Region (Montenegro) - Maps</th>
<th>1571</th>
<th>11780</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bár, Werner-Francisco, 1935</td>
<td>18080, 18081, 18082</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barabanova, Yelena</td>
<td>12632, 41140, 65493, 65494, 73310, 80542</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baraga County 4-H Council (Mich.)</td>
<td>11781</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Baraga County (Mich.)</strong> - Maps</td>
<td>1968-1989 - Landowners</td>
<td>11781</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barat, Alphons Augustinus</td>
<td>21112</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baratte, A. L. J.</td>
<td>27797</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baratte, Mario, 1868</td>
<td>10680, 28602, 30861, 34117, 34502, 45369</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baratte, A. L. J.</td>
<td>27797</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbanova, Yelena</td>
<td>12632, 41140, 65493, 65494, 73310, 80596</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbados, surveyed by William Mayo ...</td>
<td>11794</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbados</td>
<td>11790, 11793, 11798</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Barbados</strong> - Maps</td>
<td>1657 - Landowners</td>
<td>11783</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbados - Maps</td>
<td>1671</td>
<td>11784</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbados - Maps</td>
<td>1672</td>
<td>11785</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbados - Maps</td>
<td>1673 - Landowners</td>
<td>11786</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbados - Maps</td>
<td>1676</td>
<td>39430</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbados - Maps</td>
<td>1689</td>
<td>16539</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbados - Maps</td>
<td>1700</td>
<td>58863, 81589</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbados - Maps</td>
<td>1703</td>
<td>11787</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbados - Maps</td>
<td>1703 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>39433</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbados - Maps</td>
<td>1719 - Fortification - Manuscripts</td>
<td>11788</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbados - Maps</td>
<td>1721</td>
<td>81594</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbados - Maps</td>
<td>1722</td>
<td>11789</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbados - Maps</td>
<td>1728 - Coasts - Nautical charts</td>
<td>13470</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbados - Maps</td>
<td>1732 - Coasts - Nautical charts</td>
<td>11790</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbados - Maps</td>
<td>1733</td>
<td>11791</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbados - Maps</td>
<td>1747</td>
<td>11792</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbados - Maps</td>
<td>1760 - Coasts - Nautical charts</td>
<td>11793</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbados - Maps</td>
<td>1775</td>
<td>11794</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbados - Maps</td>
<td>1775-1785 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>11795</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbados - Maps</td>
<td>1775 - Landowners - Manuscripts</td>
<td>11796</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbados - Maps</td>
<td>1777</td>
<td>11797</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbados - Maps</td>
<td>1780</td>
<td>41798</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbados - Maps</td>
<td>1783 - Coasts - Nautical charts</td>
<td>11798</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbados - Maps</td>
<td>1814</td>
<td>68256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbados - Maps</td>
<td>1816 - Administrative and political divisions</td>
<td>11799</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbados - Maps</td>
<td>1821</td>
<td>68257</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbados - Maps</td>
<td>1822</td>
<td>68258</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbados - Maps</td>
<td>1829</td>
<td>68259</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbados - Maps</td>
<td>1835</td>
<td>81667</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbados - Maps</td>
<td>1846 - Landowners</td>
<td>11800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbados - Maps</td>
<td>1872</td>
<td>81680</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbados - Maps</td>
<td>1893</td>
<td>11801</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbados - Maps</td>
<td>1935 - Postal Service</td>
<td>11802</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbados - Maps - Bibliography</td>
<td>11803</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbados, Post Office</td>
<td>11802</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbari, Jacopo de’, 15th cent.</td>
<td>11804, 11805, 11810, 20865, 44844, 79995, 79996</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Barbary, Jacopo de’, 15th cent. Venetie MD</strong></td>
<td>11806, 11807, 11808, 11809, 11810, 20865</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbaria</td>
<td>445, 446, 448</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbaria / [Jodocus Hondius]</td>
<td>439, 440</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbaria pars Africæ, comproprehendens praecipua loca versus littora Maris Mediterranei</td>
<td>437</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbariae et Biledvgierd, nova descriptio</td>
<td>435, 436, 438</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbariae et Guineae maritimi à Freto Gibraltar ad Fluvium Gambiae</td>
<td>539</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbato, Ermolao, 1454-1493</td>
<td>28861</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbary and Bildulgerid; A Map of Zaara. Negroe-Land. Guinea &amp;c</td>
<td>449</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Barbary States SEE Africa, North 25879
Barbier, Joseph-Victor, 1840-1898 9485, 27982, 27990
Barbier, René 52636
Barbier, Franco 80177
Barbier, Giuseppe, 1923- 79800, 79893
Barbier, Giuseppe, 1955- 80179
Barbier Selvaggi editori 45352
Barboh, Louis J. 149212
Barbolani, Federigo, d. 1582 25888
Barbolano, Hieronymo, 16th cent. 83859
Barbosa, Antonio 52882, 85238
Barbosa de Bettencourt, J. 65407
Barbosa Machado, Diógo, 1682-1772 17457
Barbosa, Manoel 13758, 20873
Barbot, Jean, 1655-1712 540, 541, 557, 9617
Barbot on Guinea 1678-1712 541
Barbot on Guinea: the writings of Jean Barbot on West Africa 1678-1712 540
Barbou Frères 29557
Barbou, Joseph-Gérard, 1723-1790? 9213, 9240
Barbour, Philip Lemont, 1898-1980 70230
Barbuda, Luis Jorge de, active 1575-1599 7667, 7752, 20611, 20612
Barbuda, Luiz Jorge de, ca. 1654-ca. 1613 62345
Barbuda - Maps - 1780 41798
Barbuda - Maps - 1872 81680
Barca SEE Egypt AND Libya 451
Barcaba, Iwan 78228
Barcelona (Boívar, Anzoátegui, Venezuela) - Maps - 1960 - Road maps 79938
Barcelona (Boívar, Anzoátegui, Venezuela) - Maps - 1962 - Road maps 79939
Barcelona (Boívar, Anzoátegui, Venezuela) - Maps - 1963 - Road maps 79940
Barcelona (Boívar, Anzoátegui, Venezuela) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps 79942
Barcelona, ciutat olímpica de 1992, vista a través de la seva història: exposició de plànols i vistes de 1572 a 1850 11817
Barcelona (Spain), Institut de Cultura 16951
Barcelona (Spain), Instituto Municipal de Historia 72914
Barcelona (Spain), Instituto Municipal de Historia - Map collections - Catalogs 72914
Barcelona (Spain) - Maps - 1696 - Fortification 11811
Barcelona (Spain) - Maps - 1713 - Fortification 11812
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Barnegat Inlet (N.J.) - Maps - 1949 - Harbors 3699
Barnegat Inlet (N.J.) - Maps - 1951 - Nautical charts 3701, 55163
Barnegat Inlet (N.J.) - Maps - 1952 - Nautical charts 3702
Barnes, A. B. 76366
Barnes (A.S.) & Co. SEE A.S. Barnes & Co. 76211
Barnes, Albert, 1798-1870 1856
Barnes, Arthur M. (Arthur Morford) 52346
Barnes & Burr 29669, 29748, 29785, 29792, 29793, 29794, 29810, 29817, 29823, 29824, 29830, 29835, 76214
Barnes, C. M. 41662
Barnes' complete geography / by James Monteith 30285, 30299
Barnes County (N.D.) - Maps - 1928 - Landowners 11830
Barnes County (N.D.) - Maps - 1952 - Landowners 11831
Barnes' elementary geography / by James Monteith 30274
Barnes, H., 19th cent. 46777, 68969, 79353, 79511
Barnes, Helen 38602
Barnes, Ian, 1946- 25838
Barnes, Joseph, - 1618 80342
Barnes, Malcolm, 1909- 14566
Barnes & Noble 2353, 8665, 8704, 34307, 34308, 34309, 34322, 34323, 34333, 34340, 79285
Barnes & Noble Books 8666, 34348, 76022
Barnes Press 44349
Barnes, Raymond G. 79103, 79104
Barnes, Rufus L. 1480, 2049, 2050, 15778, 19346, 26544, 26545, 31018, 37586, 37590, 37591, 37592, 41091, 63571, 69425, 80844
Barnes's complete geography 30337, 30370, 30371, 30372, 30373, 30374, 30422, 30443, 30463
Barnes's complete geography / by James Monteith 30380, 30447, 30448, 30509
Barnes's elementary geography 30272, 30442
Barnes's elementary geography / by James Monteith 30380, 30447, 30448, 30509
Barnes, William Croft, 1858- 52166, 52167
Barnet (London, England) - Maps - Collections, 1600-1850 11832
Barnett, LeRoy 18128, 23398, 37484, 43527, 47537, 47541, 66991, 79531, 79532
Barnett, T. 25217, 25222, 25226
Barney, L. J. 41425
Barnhill, E. G. 76535
Barnhill, Georgia Brady, 1944- . Prints of New England ... (1991) 41770
Barnitz, Mack R. 52908
Barns, John D. 70239
Bärns, W. 9709, 9746
Barnsdall guide to Be Square service [map of the Middle West] 48862
Barnsdall Oil Co. - Maps - 1931 61413
Barnsdall Oil Co. - Maps - 1858-1900 3026
Barnsdall Oil Co. SEE ALSO Bareco Oil Company 3026
Barnsdall Oil Co. SEE ALSO Barnsdall Refining Corp. 3026
Barnsdall Refining Corp. 3026
Barnsdall Refining Corp. SEE ALSO Barnsdall Oil Co. 3026
Barnsley, Lieutenant, later Captain, Henry (fl.1742-1767) 67000
[Barnstable County (Mass.) - 1858: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 11833
Barnstable County (Mass.) - Historical geography - Maps - 1995 - Landowners 11834
Barnstable County (Mass.) - Maps - 1858 - Landowners 11833
Barnstable County (Mass.) - Maps - 1995 - Landowners 11834
Barnstable County (Mass.) - Maps - 2010 - Pictorial maps 26502
Barnstable County (Mass.) - Maps - 2010 - Tourist maps 26502
Barnum and Bailey 14421
Barnum and Bailey - Maps - 1898-1900 14421
Barnum (H.L. & H.S), firm SEE H.L. & H.S. Barnum (Firm) 29437
Barnum (R.C.) Co., Cleveland, Ohio SEE R.C. Barnum Co. (Cleveland, Ohio) 84629
Barnum would still have a few things to hail in Bridgeport / by James H. Winchester 13941
Barnwell County (S.C.) - Maps - 1825 - Landowners 11835
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Barnwell District, South Carolina  11835
Barocna kartografija in grafika na Kranskem v 18. stoletju: [katalog razstave]  17034
Baron Alexander von Humboldt's visit to Washington, D.C., June 1 through June 13, 1804  34874
Baron, Bernard, 1696-1766  57501, 57502, 57503, 57504, 57505, 57506
Baron, Étienne  25787
Baron Frederick Wilhelm von Egloffstein: inventor of the first commercial halftone process in America  24711
The Baron in the Grand Canyon : Friedrich Wilhelm von Egloffstein in the West / Steven Rowan  24710
Baron Ludvig Holberg's geographie  29032
Baron, Samuel H.  33840, 39708, 67477
Baron & Wilson (Firm)  68995
Baroni, Angela, fl. ca. 1740  26564
Baronia di Fossigni : pe' trattati di Parigi 1354, 5 gennajo, e 1355, 5 maggio ceduto ai conti di Savoja con o
maggio alla Francia, che fu annullato 1445, 3 aprile col trattato di Chinon.  Vicariato Imperiale nel 1588, 12 marzo / Allodi inc.  33647
Barousse, printer, Paris  57347, 57350
Barowe  32045
Barr, Edward M.  2537
Barr, fl. 1934  20255, 20256, 35907, 60693, 61454, 70963, 74703, 77582, 82283, 83297
Barr, James  31943
Barr Yard (Riverdale, Ill.) - Maps  - 1931-1944 - Railroads - Manuscripts  11653
La Barre, Antonine Joseph Le Febvre de, d. 1688 SEE Le Febvre de la Barre, Joseph-Antoine, 1622-1690  34996
Barré, Nicolas, fl. 1555-1565  11837
Barre Publishers, Barre, Mass.  3726
Barreiro, Alejo  46186
Barreiro y Ramos, Talleres A.  62983
Barreiros, Eduardo Canabrava  66842
Barrère, Henry  26177, 63345, 63346
Barrère, H. (Henry) SEE Barrère, Henry  26177
Barrère, Henry  26177, 63345, 63346
Barreswil et Andrieux  9345, 27918
Barreswil et Andrieux  9345.
Barres, Joseph F. W.des (Joseph Frederick Wallet des), 1722-1824 SEE Des Barres, Joseph F. W. (Joseph Frederick Wallet), 1722-1824  57628
Barrett, Andrea  17191
Barrett, Carl A.  20284, 20313, 20314
Barrett, David B.  66384
Barrett, Edward J.  36159, 36247, 36291
Barrett, Edward J., 1900-1977  22062, 36213, 36292, 36318
Barrett, Jay Amos, 1865-1936  32645
Barrett, N. S.  48167
Barrett, Nina  66335
Barrett, Tom P.  6369, 6371, 22058, 84706
Barrie and Jenkins (Firm)  42737, 42738
Barrie (Ont.) - Maps  - 1879  70145
Barrie (Ont.) - Pictorial works  - 1875  70145
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Barrie, Robert, Sir, 1774-1841  15844
Barrière frères (Firm)   9310, 9320, 9326, 9336, 12749, 12772
Barrière, le père, b. 1764  32, 9257, 9258, 9298, 26019, 27847, 46307, 46308, 46317, 46318, 46319, 46320, 46321, 46322, 74308, 80029
Barringer, Felicity   23607
Barringer, J. C.   26451
Barrington, Daines, 1727-1800   12456
Barrington, Daines, 1727-1800. Miscellanies (1781)   25791, 59727
Barrington (Ill.) - Maps - 1986 - Election districts   22069
Barrington (Ill.) - Maps - 1986 - Road maps   22069
Barrio, Carlos J.   36443
Barritt, William   76720
Barrois, Jacques-Marie, 1704-1769   7483, 80029
Barron County Adult Health Leaders Association   11843
Barron County (Wis.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners   11841
Barron County (Wis.) - Maps - 1966 - Landowners   11842
Barron County (Wis.) - Maps - 1989 - Landowners   11843
Barron, Michael   23425
Barron, Roderick   17373, 25253
Barron, Walter   62921
Barroux, Robert, 1899-1960   57058, 57059
Barrow, Ian J.   17974
Barrow, John, Sir, 1764-1848. An Account of travels into the interior of Southern Africa in the years 1797 and 1798 ... (1802)   70355
Barrow, John, Sir, 1764-1848. Travel - Africa - Maps   315
Barrow, John, teacher of mathematics   29030
Barrow, S., 1767-1840 SEE Phillips, R. (Richard), Sir, 1767-1840   29222
Barrows, A. S.   26525, 41186, 43233
Barrows, E. P.   12848
Barrows, G.B.   63072
Barrows, H. (Harlan Harland), 1877-1961   30553
Barrows, Lucius D.   44062, 44076, 44077, 44080
Barry, Amelia Evans   26384
Barry County Cooperative Extension Service (Mich.)   11847
[Barry County (Mich.) - 1860: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche]   11845
Barry County (Mich.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners   11844
Barry County (Mich.) - Maps - 1860 - Landowners   11845
Barry County (Mich.) - Maps - 1880   11846
Barry County (Mich.) - Maps - 1960 - Landowners   11847
Barry County (Mo.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners   11848
Barry & Eaton Mutual Insurance Co. (Charlotte, Mich.)   24589
Barry (Italy) SEE Bari (Italy)   11826
Barry, James   31942
Bars (Drinking establishments) - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 2007   19948
Bars (Drinking establishments) - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 2010   19959
Bars (Drinking establishments) - Loop (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1894   43052
Barsanti, Danilo, 1949-   62380
Barsdall Oil Co.   48901
Bart, Captain SEE Bowen, Barton W. Stone, 1829 or 1830-1868   50634
Bart, J.   12898
BART SEE San Francisco Bay Area Rapid Transit District (Calif.)   68536
Barta Press (Boston, Mass.)   59047
Bartels, F. L., fl. 1935   83321
Bartels, George   20508
Bartels, Petrus   46712
Barth (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1620   11849
Barth (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1657   11850
Barth, H.   1386, 1387, 1388, 1390, 1391
Barth, Johann Ambrosius   29094
Barthel   10043
Barthel, Günther   34339
Barthélemy Schultz   69716
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Bartholomew's 'half-inch to mile' map of England & Wales 25342
Bartholomew's handy reference atlas of London : showing postal districts, public buildings, etc., with complete index to street names including latest alterations made by L.C.C. 42602
Bartholomew's map of Scotland of old / by Sir Iain Moncreiffe and Don Pottinger 69677
Bartholomew's one inch to the mile environs of London 42804
Bartholomew's plan of London 42579
Bartholomew's plan of London / John Bartholomew & Co. 42549
Bartholomew's pocket atlas and guide to London 42807, 42617
Bartholomew's reduced Ordnance Survey of Scotland 69633
Bartholomew's reference atlas of greater London 42807

The Bartholomew-Warne atlas of Europe : a profile of western Europe / editorial director, Geoffrey S. Browne ; cartographic editor, John C. Bartholomew 26294

Bartholomew's - on the map 39828
Bartle (R.F.) & Co. SEE R.F. Bartle & Co. 77197
Bartles-Shepherd Oil Company 37792
Bartlett, Alan 14785, 24697, 44642, 67435
Bartlett, Dorothy W. 44864
Bartlett, E.A. (Edgar A.) 30602
Bartlett, F. A. 45351
Bartlett, fl. ca. 1837 29466
Bartlett, Frederick Henry, 1875-41238
Bartlett, George H. 45422
Bartlett, James 44475
Bartlett, John Russell, 1805-1886 66277, 72229, 81816
Bartlett & Newman 62487
Bartlett, Richard A. 65465, 82639
Bartlett, W. O. 81461
Bartlett & Welford 18970, 62061
Bartlett, Wendy L. 43170
Bartlett, William Henry 66100
Bartley, George C. T. (George Christopher Trout), Sir, 1842-1910 66520
Bartley-Walker (firm) 78275
Bartman, George 27315
Bartoli, Pietro Santi, 1635-1700 67225

Bartolomeo dalli Sonetti, Isolario [review] 11862
Bartolommeo da li Sonetti, fl. 1485 11862
Bartolommeo da li Sonetti, fl. 1485 Isolario (1485) 38502
Bartolommeo da li Sonetti, fl. 1485 Isolario (1532) 67362, 83869
Bartolommeo dalli Sonetti, fl. 1485 SEE Bartolommeo da li Sonetti, fl. 1485 11862, 38502
Bartolozzi, Francesco, 1727-1815 7922, 40523
Barton, Benjamin Smith, 1766-1815 29159
Barton, C. W. 29127, 29136
Barton County (Kan.) - Maps - 1902 - Landowners 11863
Barton & Gibbs 69442, 69443
Barton, Priscilla L. 18193
Barton, Rexford W. 156
Barton, William Gary, fl. 1862 29127, 29136
Barton, William T. 69644
Bartram, Archibald, 1774?-1808 29171, 32436

Bartram, John, 1699-1777 - Travel - Maps 71248
Bartram, John, 1699-1777 - Travels 4162
Bartram, William, 1739-1823 - Travel - Maps 71248
Bartram, William, 1739-1823 - Travels 4162
Bartsch, Adam von, 1757-1821 83850
Barucci, Clementina 69870
Baruth, Christopher 17244, 18610, 32151

Bawick-upon-Tweed (England) SEE Berwick-upon-Tweed (England) 34584
Bárdarson, Ívarr, 14th cent. Gronlands beskrivelse [Description of Greenland in the fourteenth century] 85314
Bas-Rhin (France) -1696 31812
Bas-Rhin (France) - Maps - 1588 62694
Bas-Rhin (France) - Maps - 1606 62695
Bas-Rhin (France) - Maps - 1680 11864
Bas Rhin (France) - Maps - 1696 66638
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Call Numbers</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bas-Rhin (France) - Maps</td>
<td>1725</td>
<td>11865</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bas-Rhin (France) - Maps - Topographic maps</td>
<td>1907</td>
<td>80571</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Les Bas Sevrennes dans le Languedoc ...</td>
<td>33934</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basadonna, Antonio</td>
<td>34913</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basal Mantrecht, Yenïlïk</td>
<td>38630</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basan, François, 1723-1797</td>
<td>25523</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bascarini, Niccoliò, fl. 1541-1554</td>
<td>28897, 28898, 28899</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basch &amp; Company</td>
<td>55568</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baschaga Verlag</td>
<td>31570, 31602</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basdevant, D.</td>
<td>24843</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>La Base géométrique des primitifs cartographiques à grand échelle en Pologne an XVl siècle. [Warsaw, 1973]</td>
<td>65100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Base map of Alaska</td>
<td>1024</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Base map of Illinois</td>
<td>35736, 35737</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Base Naval de Estados Unidos en la Bahía de Guantánamo (Cuba)</td>
<td>22524</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEE Guantánamo Bay Naval Base (Cuba)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseball fields - United States - Directories - 1993</td>
<td>76089</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseball fields - United States - Maps - 1993</td>
<td>76089</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basel Region (Switzerland)</td>
<td>11879</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basel on the Rhine, Switzerland</td>
<td>11879</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basel Region (Switzerland) - Maps - 1846</td>
<td>66490, 66494</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basel Region (Switzerland) - Maps - 1910-1919 - Bicycle trails</td>
<td>74004</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basel Region (Switzerland) - Maps - 1910-1919 - Road maps</td>
<td>74004</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basel Schweiz</td>
<td>11880</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basel-Stadt (Switzerland) - Maps - 1593</td>
<td>11866</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basel (Switzerland : Canton) - Maps - 1538</td>
<td>11874</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basel (Switzerland : Canton) - Maps - 1572-1588</td>
<td>11867</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basel (Switzerland : Canton) - Maps - 1572-1606</td>
<td>11868</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basel (Switzerland : Canton) - Maps - 1703</td>
<td>11869</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basel (Switzerland) - Maps - 1538</td>
<td>51984</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basel (Switzerland) - Maps - 1549-1552 - Pictorial maps</td>
<td>11870</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basel (Switzerland) - Maps - 1695</td>
<td>11871</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basel (Switzerland) - Maps - 1713</td>
<td>11872</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basel (Switzerland) - Maps - 1926</td>
<td>74036</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basel (Switzerland). Official Tourist Office</td>
<td>11879, 11880</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basel (Switzerland) - Pictorial works - 1346-1552 - Earthquakes</td>
<td>11873</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basel (Switzerland) - Pictorial works - 1538</td>
<td>11874</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basel (Switzerland) - Pictorial works - 1549-1552</td>
<td>11870</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basel (Switzerland) - Pictorial works - 1552</td>
<td>11875, 11876</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basel (Switzerland) - Pictorial works - 1620</td>
<td>11877, 74091</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basel (Switzerland) - Pictorial works - 1793</td>
<td>11878</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basel (Switzerland) - Tourism - 1950</td>
<td>11879, 11880</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Baseline</td>
<td>66975</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline : a newsletter of the Map and Geography Round Table</td>
<td>44502</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baselland (Switzerland) - Maps - 1639</td>
<td>85364</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baselines, Military SEE Military bases</td>
<td>35609</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basiged John, 1666 or 7-1742 SEE Basketl, John, 1666 or 7-1742</td>
<td>12686</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basheen Islands SEE Babuyan Islands (Philippines)</td>
<td>21833</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bashkortostan (Russia) - Historical geography - Maps - 1552-1740</td>
<td>11881</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basic geodesy : an introduction to the history and concepts of modern geodesy without mathematics / J.R. Smith</td>
<td>28764</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basilea = Basel</td>
<td>11877</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basileae inclytae rauracorum urbis ac eiusdem circumvici agri situs exactissima delineatio /authore Sebastiano Munster</td>
<td>11866</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basilica Di San Giovanni In Laterano (Rome, Italy) - Pictorial works - 1590</td>
<td>64626</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basilica di San Marco (Venice, Italy) - Pictorial works - 1571</td>
<td>64627</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basilica di San Marco (Venice, Italy) - Pictorial works - 1578</td>
<td>11882</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basilica di San Pietro in Vaticano - Pictorial works - 1548</td>
<td>11883</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basilica di San Pietro in Vaticano - Pictorial works - 1564</td>
<td>11884</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basilica di San Pietro in Vaticano - Pictorial works - 1567</td>
<td>64632</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basilica di San Pietro in Vaticano - Pictorial works - 1575</td>
<td>64633</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basilica Di San Pietro in Vaticano - Pictorial works - 1586</td>
<td>60271</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basilica di San Pietro in Vaticano - Pictorial works - 1594</td>
<td>64634</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basilica di San Pietro in Vaticano - Pictorial works - 1705</td>
<td>38820</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basilica di San Pietro in Vaticano - Pictorial works - 1721</td>
<td>67226</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basilica of Superga (Turin, Italy) - Pictorial works - 1830-1839</td>
<td>11885</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>La Basilicata e la terra di Otranto</td>
<td>13963</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basilicata, Francesco</td>
<td>17098</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Basse partie de la Basse Saxe : où sont les duchés de Sleswick, Holse, Meckelenbourg, et Lauwenbourg, subdivisés en leurs principales parties / par N. Sanson d'Abbeville, geog. ordre. du roy 43560
Basse-Terre (Guadeloupe) - Maps - 1760 11891
Basse-Terre (Guadeloupe) - Maps - 1973 - Road maps 45241
[Basse Ulysse image database : part of IREL (Instruments de Recherche en Ligne) : Internet resource including digital collections of manuscript and printed maps in the Archives Nationales d'Outre Mer (ANOM) and other French archives holding North Amer 44850
Basse Ulysse (Internet resource) 44850
Basse Volhynie, ou, Palatinat de Kiow : tiré entierement de la grande Ukraine du Sieur Le Vasseur de Beauplan / par le Sr. Sanson d'Abbeville... ; Somer sculp. 315, 3345, 3496, 35011, 38160, 38558, 38795, 41138
Bassett, Thomas J. 416, 16812, 41292
Bassett, Thomas 232, 1589, 1983, 32819, 33442, 33846, 33866, 34583, 34908, 35011, 38160, 38234, 38545, 38558, 38795, 39430, 40582, 41557, 41815, 41822, 42130, 46059, 46060
Bassett, Douglas Anthony 80719
Bassett Co. (Cleveland, Ohio) 60800
Batre & Vieillemard (Firm) 9383
Bastard, Paul 39798
Bastet (Firm) 9383
Bastet, George, fl. 1796 60800
Bastet, Alfred J. 78001
Bastin-Pariz 38148
Bastardy SEE Illegitimacy 25252
Baster & Vieillemard (Firm) 28210
Bastidas, Luisa F. 20596
Bastide, John Henry 2045, 43241, 43246, 43247, 43256
Bastien, Felipe Enrique Nero, Baron De, 1759-1827 - Land Grants 62452
Bataan, Battle of, Philippines, 1942 - Memorials - Pictorial works 24883
Bataan Memorial Trailway (El Paso, Texas) - Pictorial works - 1951 24883
Bataille de Fleurus, livrée le 26 Juin 1794, entre les armées Française et Autrichienne / Bielaerds ft. 26758
Bataille de Hohenlinden gagnée par le Gén. Moreau sur le Archc. Jean le 3 Decembre 1800 / Bielaerds ft. 34523
Bataille de Jemappes, le 6 9bre 1792 / Bielaerds, ft. 39700
Bataille de la Trebbia gagnée par le Maréchal Suwaroff les 17, 18 & 19 Juin 1799 / Bielaerds ft. 75482
La Bataille de Liorens en Catalogne 11467
Bataille de Merwinden, livrée le 18 Mars 1793 / Bielaerds, ft. 53294
Bataille indecise de Neresheim, livrée le 11 Aoust 1796, entre l'armée du Rhin et celle de S:AR l'Archiduc Charles / Bielaerds ft. 53314
Batailles de Biberach, livrées entre les armées Françaises et Autrichiennes en 1796 et 1800 13094
Bataillon, Lionel, 1891 - 30576, 30577
Batan Islands (Philippines) - Maps - 1951 64536
Batanes (Philippines) - Maps - 1951 - Road maps 64537

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Batanes (Philippines) - Maps - 1962 - Road maps 64548
Batang River (Cameroon) SEE Nyong River (Cameroon) 60228
Batavia 39421
Batavia (Indonesia) SEE Jakarta (Indonesia) 53426
Batchelor, J. J. 70278
Batchelor, L. J. 67824
Bate, John, active 19th century 52650, 52651
Bate, R. B. (Robert Brettell) 2093, 2094, 2376, 2377, 2460, 11405, 11406, 11407, 22558, 22559, 34676, 59721, 59722, 71138, 74532
Batelli (Vincenzo) e compagni SEE Vincenzo Batelli e compagni 10658
Bateman, Newton 35554
Batenburg, D.J.C. van 8851, 8915
Batelli (Vincenzo) e compagni SEE Vincenzo Batelli e compagni 10658
Bate, Victor 18529
Bate v. Illinois Central Railroad Company (1861) 19426, 19434, 19435, 19436, 19437, 19438, 19445, 19446, 43011
Bates, T. M. 7879
Bates, Sidney 42369, 42370
Bates, George C., d. 1886 35395
Bates, Ernest Sutherland, 1879 11895
Bates Creek (Wyo.), Battle of, 1876 SEE Dull Knife Battle, Wyo., 1876 59828
Bates, Charles A. (Charles Ash) 12400
Bates, Charles M. 35745
Bates Creek (Wyo.), Battle of, 1876 SEE Dull Knife Battle, Wyo., 1876 59828
Bates, Ernest Sutherland, 1879-1939 77678
Bates, George C., d. 1886 35395
Bates, George C., d. 1886 - Trials, litigation, etc. 19426, 19434, 19435, 19436, 19437, 19438, 19445, 19446, 43011
Bates, George C., d. 1886 - Trials, litigation, etc. - Collections, 1855-1860 35395
Bates, H. 27977
Bates, H. W. 18986, 80601
Bates Patent Anaglyptograph 52650, 52651
Bates, Sidney 42369, 42370
Bates, T. M. 7879
Bates v. Illinois Central Railroad Company (1861) 19426, 19434, 19435, 19436, 19437, 19438, 19445, 19446, 35395, 43011
Bates, Victor 79529
Bath 11895
Bath and Bristol and forty miles round / by M.J.B. Baddeley 11896
Bath & Bristol 11898
Bath (England) - 1805 11894
Bath (England) - Maps - 1840 - Pictorial works 11895
Bath (England) - Maps - 1908 11896
Bath (England) - Maps - 1922 11897
Bath (England) - Maps - 1965 42713
Bath (England) - Pictorial works - 1610 70290, 70291
Bath Region (England) - Maps - 1800-1899 11898
Bather, Francis Arthur, 1863-1934 52650, 52806, 52807
Bathi (Ithaca Island, Greece) SEE Ithake (Greece) 39332
Bathing beaches - Brittany (France) - Maps - 1921 14640
Baths (Health resorts) SEE Health resorts 68196
Baths of St. Moritz, Upper Engadine, Switzerland : lofty alpine health-resort with chalybeate springs, mineral water baths, and every hydro-therapeutic appliance 68196
Bathurst, Charles 29073
Bathymetric map of the Arctic Basin / by Fridtjof Nansen ; Copyright, 1927, by the American Geographical Society. 2490
Bathymetric maps - Arctic Ocean - Maps - 1994 32996
Bathymetric maps - Arctic Ocean - Maps - 1999 2396
Bathymetric maps - Arctic Ocean - Maps - 2000 2397
Bathymetric maps - Arctic regions - Maps - 1927 2490
Bathymetric maps - Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1913 3822
Bathymetric maps - Baltic Sea - Maps - 1913 58813
Bathymetric maps - Black Sea - Maps - 1913 45896
Bathymetric maps - English Channel - Maps - 1770 9197
Bathymetric maps - Huron, Lake (Mich. and Ont.) - Maps - 1997 35028
Bathymetric maps - Indian Ocean - Maps - 1913 36717
Bathymetric maps - Maps - 1770 9197
Bathymetric maps - Maps - 1988 44666
Bathymetric maps - Mediterranean Sea - Maps - 1913 45896
Bathymetric maps - Michigan, Lake - Maps - 1970 46734
Bathymetric maps - Netherlands - 1800-1999 18172
Bathymetric maps - North Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1856 57910
Bathymetric maps - North Sea - Maps - 1913 58613
Bathymetric maps - Norway - Maps - 1940 - Coasts 60133
Bathymetric maps - Ocean - 1856 60328
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Bathymetric maps - Ocean - 1858 60329
Bathymetric maps - Ocean - 1864 60330
Bathymetric maps - Pacific Ocean - Maps - 1913 62623
Baton Rouge, Hammond & Eastern Railroad - Maps - 1909 - Right of way - Manuscripts 35392
Baton Rouge (L.a.) - Maps - 1772 33177
Baton Rouge (L.a.) - Maps - 1969 - Road maps 11899
Baton Rouge (L.a.) - Maps - 2002 - Road maps 11900
Baton Rouge (L.a.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps 11901
Baton Rouge (L.a.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps 11902
Baton Rouge Region (L.a.) - Maps - 2000 - Road maps 11903
Baton Rouge Region (L.a.) - Maps - 2002 - Road maps 11900
Baton Rouge Region (L.a.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps 11901
Baton Rouge Region (L.a.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps 11902
Baton Rouge street guide 11901, 11902
Baton Rouge tourguide map / Gulf 11899
Baton Rouge & vicinity StreetFinder 11900, 11903
Batres, Leopoldo 74467
Batsford (B.T.) Ltd. SEE B.T. Batsford Ltd. 11366, 25460
Batsford, Brian Cook 1393, 15762, 20813, 23985, 24831, 25380, 25458, 32460, 33938, 41509, 41566, 42137, 42666, 62495, 69669, 80709, 81526
Batsford century 11366
Batsford, Harry 69669
Batson, Raymond M. 18318
The Batson sketching-case (patented) : for use in reconnoissance and topographical surveys / manufactured and for sale by W. & L.E. Gurley, manufacturers of civil engineers' and surveyors' instruments 73544
La Battaglia sotto Calamata 39929
Bataille de'Arcole gagné par l'armée d'Italie les 15, 16, & 17 Novembre, 1796 2396
The Battel at Newport, A.D. 1600 50782
Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn, Inc. 26572
Batten, Kit 23569, 23570
Batteries erected before the town of Halifax, in 1755 ; A Colored ground plan of His Majesty's Naval Yard at Halifax, and a plan of a proposed dock adjoining to it 33344
Battersby, Joseph 43042
The Battersby map of Chicago's downtown (Loop) district 43042
Batticaloa (Sri Lanka) - Pictorial works - 1837 - Missions 11904, 11905
Batticotta (Sri Lanka) SEE Batticaloa (Sri Lanka) 11904, 11905
Battigelli, Franca 28448
Battini, Annalisa 28844
Battista, Giovanni 57878
Battistini, Mario 33139
Battle Creek (Mich.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps 47534
Battle Creek (Mich.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps 47535
Battle fields of today 84618
Battle fields of yesterday 84614, 84619
The battle for Cuba's soul / by Brook Larmer 22470
The Battle fronts of Europe 84643
Battle ground of Palo Alto, May 8th 1846 62914
Battle ground of Resaca de la Palma, May 9th 1846 66411
Battle maps & charts of Amer Revolution 76366
Battle maps & charts of American revolution 76365
Battle Mountain (Landner County, Nev.) - Maps - 1873 11906
Battle of Brandywine in which the rebels were defeated, September the 11th 1777, by the army under the command of General Sr. William Howe 13800
The Battle of Brunanburh and its period elucidated by place-names, by John Henry Cockburn 14752
Battle of Cerro Gordo 19046
Battle of Chantilly, September 1, 1862 19181
Battle of Corinth, Miss. : Fri.-Sat., Oct. 3-4, 1862 22154
Battle of Donawert fought on the 2d. of June 1704 between a detachment of ye allies, and a body of French and Bavarian troops 23702, 23703
Battle of First Manassas ... July 21, 1861 : Manassas National Battlefield Park, Virginia 14909
Battle of Franklin, Tenn., Nov. 30, 1862 28305
Battle of Guildford, fought on the 15th of March 1781 33148
Battle of James Island, June 16, 1862 69807
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### Battle of Jemappes fought on the 6th of November 1792 between the French and Austrian armies / Smith & Jones, sculp., Pentonville

**Call Number:** 39699

The battle of Jemappes fought on the 6th of November 1792 between the French and Austrian armies / Smith & Jones, sculp., Pentonville

### The Battle of Prague, May 6th, 1757 / for the British Military Journal, Jany. 1799 ; engraved by T. Foot

**Call Number:** 65477

The Battle of Prague, May 6th, 1757 / for the British Military Journal, Jany. 1799 ; engraved by T. Foot

### Battle of the Yellow Ford, County Armagh, Northern Ireland, 1598 SEE Yellow Ford, Battle of the, County Armagh, Northern Ireland, 1598

**Call Number:** 85043

Battle of the Yellow Ford, County Armagh, Northern Ireland, 1598 SEE Yellow Ford, Battle of the, County Armagh, Northern Ireland, 1598

### Battle of Tourcoing, 1794 SEE Tourcoing, Battle of, Tourcoing, France, 1794

**Call Number:** 75401

The Battle of Tourcoing, 1794 SEE Tourcoing, Battle of, Tourcoing, France, 1794

### The Battle of Verdun (1914-1918)

**Call Number:** 81445

The Battle of Verdun (1914-1918)

### A Battlefield atlas of the American Civil War / by Craig L. Symonds ; cartography by William J. Clipson

**Call Number:** 76338

A Battlefield atlas of the American Civil War / by Craig L. Symonds ; cartography by William J. Clipson

### A Battlefield atlas of the American Revolution / by Craig L. Symonds ; cartography by William Clipson

**Call Number:** 76395

A Battlefield atlas of the American Revolution / by Craig L. Symonds ; cartography by William Clipson

### A Battlefield atlas of the Civil War / by Craig L. Symonds ; cartography by William Clipson

**Call Number:** 76337

A Battlefield atlas of the Civil War / by Craig L. Symonds ; cartography by William Clipson

### A Battlefield atlas of the English Civil War

**Call Number:** 32414

A Battlefield atlas of the English Civil War

### The Battle of Cold Harbor, Hanover County, Virginia 1864

**Call Number:** 21161

The Battle of Cold Harbor, Hanover County, Virginia 1864

### The Battle of Gettysburg showing position and elevation of batteries, July 1, 1863 ; Height of land [in Gettysburg, Pa.] ; [Map of Gettysburg campaign troop movements and relative distances : centered on Washington, D.C.]

**Call Number:** 31822

The Battle of Gettysburg showing position and elevation of batteries, July 1, 1863 ; Height of land [in Gettysburg, Pa.] ; [Map of Gettysburg campaign troop movements and relative distances : centered on Washington, D.C.]

### The Battlefield of Pea Ridge, Arkansas, 1862

**Call Number:** 63442

The Battlefield of Pea Ridge, Arkansas, 1862

### The Battlefield of Shiloh, Tennessee, 1862

**Call Number:** 69965

The Battlefield of Shiloh, Tennessee, 1862

### Battlefields - British Isles - 1994

**Call Number:** 14068

Battlefields - British Isles - 1994

### Battlefields - British Isles - Maps - 1944

**Call Number:** 32455

Battlefields - British Isles - Maps - 1944

### Battlefields - Great Britain - Maps - 1944

**Call Number:** 32455

Battlefields - Great Britain - Maps - 1944

### Battlefields - Ile-de-France (France) - Maps - 1928

**Call Number:** 63205

Battlefields - Ile-de-France (France) - Maps - 1928

### Battlefields in Britain / C.V. Wedgwood

**Call Number:** 32455

Battlefields in Britain / C.V. Wedgwood

### Battlefields in Valley of Mexico : Contreras, Churubusco, Molino del Rey, Chapultepec, capture of city

**Call Number:** 49253

Battlefields in Valley of Mexico : Contreras, Churubusco, Molino del Rey, Chapultepec, capture of city

### Battlefields - Maps

**Call Number:** 49253

Battlefields - Maps

### Battlefields - New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1776

**Call Number:** 76380

Battlefields - New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1776

### Battlefields of the First World War : a traveller's guide / Tonie and Valmai Holt

**Call Number:** 12103

Battlefields of the First World War : a traveller's guide / Tonie and Valmai Holt

### Battlefields of the First World War : a traveller's guide / Tonie and Valmai Holt

**Call Number:** 12103

Battlefields of the First World War : a traveller's guide / Tonie and Valmai Holt

### The Battles of Frederick the Great : abstracted from Thomas Carlyle's biography of Frederick the Great / edited by Cyril Ransome

**Call Number:** 65672

The Battles of Frederick the Great : abstracted from Thomas Carlyle's biography of Frederick the Great / edited by Cyril Ransome

### Battles of Mexico : line of operations of the U.S. Army under the command of Major General Winfield Scott on the 19th and 20th of August, 1847

**Call Number:** 46210

Battles of Mexico : line of operations of the U.S. Army under the command of Major General Winfield Scott on the 19th and 20th of August, 1847

### Battles of the American Revolution

**Call Number:** 76380

Battles of the American Revolution

### Battleships - Pictorial works - 1948

**Call Number:** 55234

Battleships - Pictorial works - 1948

### Battles, Nathaniel

**Call Number:** 21811

Battles, Nathaniel

### Batty, Michael

**Call Number:** 28793

Batty, Michael

### Bauaria

**Call Number:** 11913

Bauaria

### Bauche

**Call Number:** 9172, 9204

Bauche

### Baud, Marcelle, b. 1890

**Call Number:** 24833

Baud, Marcelle, b. 1890

### Baudouin, Charles

**Call Number:** 51647

Baudouin, Charles

### Baudrillard, J., 1854

**Call Number:** 30571, 30591

Baudrillard, J., 1854

### Bauer, Hubert A. (Hubert Anton), 1886

**Call Number:** 16907, 84368

Bauer, Hubert A. (Hubert Anton), 1886

### Bauer, John T.

**Call Number:** 11284

Bauer, John T.

### Bauer, Raymond

**Call Number:** 46741, 46750

Bauer, Raymond

### Bauer und Raspe

**Call Number:** 9700, 9705, 12074

Bauer und Raspe

### Bauer, William H.

**Call Number:** 52232

Bauer, William H.

### Bauer Keller & Cie.

**Call Number:** 42434

Bauer Keller & Cie.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Bauerkeller's handatlas: erste abtheilung 9740
Bauerkeller's new embossed plan of London 42434

Baum, Julian 19173
Baum, K. 10194, 10209, 10258, 10278
Baum, K. 10194, 10209, 10258, 10278
Baum, Robert Kenneth 41818
Bauman, Sebastian, 1739-1803 44569
Bauman, William 2478, 55291, 55293
Baumann, Gustave, 1881-1971 55317
Baumeister, F. 7579
Baumeister, I., fl. 1762 9601, 44432
Baumer, William Henry, 1909-1976 66206
Baumgarten 1660, 9807
Baumgarten, Friedrich 34453
Baumgartner, Ulrich 75307
Baumüller, Wilhelm, 19th cent. 11196
Baur, Carl Friedrich 9786, 9797, 29852
Baur, Hans 61708, 61709
Baur, Joh. Wilhelm (Johann Wilhelm), 1600-1642 12115, 12116
Bauskett, W. T. 65120
Les Baux-de-Provence (France) - Maps - 1921 11335
Bauxar, J. Joseph 36380, 36381
Bauzá Felipe 1003, 3729, 62534, 80029
Bavaria (1589) 2253
Bavaria - Cartography - History 11328
Bavaria (Germany) - Description and travel - 1589 2253
Bavaria (Germany) - Description and travel - 1644 12007
Bavaria (Germany) - Ecclesiastical geography - Historical geography - Maps - 1960 11909
Bavaria (Germany) - History 11332
Bavaria (Germany). Landesvermessungsamt 11910
Bavaria (Germany). Landesvermessungsamt - History 11910
Bavaria (Germany). Map collections 32142
Bavaria (Germany) - Map collections - Catalogs 32143
Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1523 11911
Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1540 11912
Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1545 66576, 66577
Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1552 11913, 11914
Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1566 11915
Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1568 11916
Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1570 11917, 11918
Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1588 11919
Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1593 11920, 11921, 28223
Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1606 11922
Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1644 12007
Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1655 11923
Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1680 11924
Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1689 11925
Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1690-1699 11926
Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1695 11927, 11928
Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1696 11929
Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1696 - Names, Geographical 11930
Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1700 11931, 11932, 11933
Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1701 11934, 11935
Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1704 11936, 11937
Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1710 11938, 22811
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Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1720 11939, 11940, 11941, 11942
Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1725 11943
Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1728 11944, 11945
Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1730 11946
Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1740 11947, 11948, 60287
Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1742 11949
Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1745 11950
Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1745 - Ecclesiastical geography 68353
Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1751 11951, 11952
Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1769 11163
Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1776 11953, 28251
Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1778 11954
Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1794 11955
Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1796 11956
Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1797 11957
Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1805 11958
Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1808 11959
Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1811 11960
Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1831 11961
Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1836 11962
Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1880 11963
Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1882 11964
Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1884 11965
Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1886 11966
Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1890 11967
Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1892 11968
Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1896 11969
Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1898 11970
Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1900 11971
Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1902 11972
Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1904 11973
Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1906 11974
Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1908 11975
Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1910 11976
Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1912 11977
Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1913 10149
Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1913-1914 11978
Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1914 11979
Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1916 10171
Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1921 51927, 51928
Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1924 11980
Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1925 11981
Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1926 11982
Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1927 11983
Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1928 51929
Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1929 11984
Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1930 11985, 11986, 22816
Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1931 66559
Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1932 10296
Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1933 11987
Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1934-1951 11988
Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1935 51931
Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1936 11989
Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1939 11990
Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1942 11991
Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1950 51932
Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1951 11992, 11993, 11994, 51933
Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1952 11995
Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1953 11996, 11997, 11998
Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1955 51934, 51935
Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1958 11999, 12000
Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1960 51936
Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - 1962 12001, 12002, 12003
Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - Bibliography - Catalogs 12004
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Call Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - Collections</td>
<td>12005, 12006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bavaria (Germany) - Maps - Exhibitions - Catalogs</td>
<td>12005, 12006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bavaria (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1644 - Cities and towns</td>
<td>12007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bavaria (Germany). Topographisches Bureau</td>
<td>12008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bavaria (Germany), Topographisches Bureau - Catalogs - 1900</td>
<td>12008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bavaria, Heer. Generalstab. Topographisches Bureau</td>
<td>31596, 51908</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bavaria - Maps - Collections, 1666-1718</td>
<td>81527</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bavaria - Pictorial works - Collections, 1666-1718</td>
<td>81527</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bavaria proper</td>
<td>11961</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bavaria. State Library SEE Bayerische Staatsbibliothek</td>
<td>1844</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bavariae circulus et electorat, in suas quas que ditiones ...</td>
<td>11950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bavariae circulus et electorat. in suasque ditiones / ... per lo. Baptism Homannum</td>
<td>11944</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bavariae circulus et electorat. in suasquasque ditiones tam cum adiacentibus quam insertis regionibus / accuratissime divisus per lo. Baptism Homannum</td>
<td>11953</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bavariae circulus et electoratique in suas quasque ditiones</td>
<td>11945</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bavariae olim Vindeliciae delineationis compendium / ex tabula Philippi Apiani math.</td>
<td>11919, 11922</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bavariae Palatinatus vulgo die Ober-Pfalz</td>
<td>11941</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bavariae pars inferior...</td>
<td>11932, 11940</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bavariae pars inferior tam in sua regimina generalia quam in eorundem praefecturas particulares accuratè divisa ...</td>
<td>57078</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bavariae pars superior</td>
<td>11931, 11939</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bavariae pars superior tam in sua regimina principaliora quam in eorundem praefecturas particulares accuratè divisa ...</td>
<td>60274</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bavariae vtriusqve cvm inferioris tensorioris vera et ad amvs sim descriptio / Ioannes à Deutecu[m] f.</td>
<td>11920</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bavarian Academy of Sciences SEE Bayerische Akademie der Wissenschaften</td>
<td>11332</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bavarian Alps (Germany) SEE Alps, Bavarian (Germany)</td>
<td>1326</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bavarian Forest (Germany) - Guidebooks - 1962</td>
<td>12009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bavarian Forest (Germany) - Maps - 1913</td>
<td>12010, 12011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bavarian Forest (Germany) - Maps - 1928</td>
<td>12012, 69128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bavarian Forest (Germany) - Maps - 1929</td>
<td>12013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bavarian Forest (Germany) - Maps - 1932</td>
<td>12014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bavarian Forest (Germany) - Maps - 1957</td>
<td>12015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bavarian Forest (Germany) - Maps - 1957</td>
<td>12017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Bavarian Geodetic Survey : structure of organization, history, present duties</td>
<td>11910</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bavarian State Library SEE Bayerische Staatsbibliothek</td>
<td>1844</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bawbee, Henry, fl. 1780-1783</td>
<td>27304</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bawiff, Samuel</td>
<td>16994</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baxter, Ena</td>
<td>69683</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baxter, Henry H.</td>
<td>14874</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baxter, W. E.</td>
<td>73590</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baxter, William, fl. 1909-1915</td>
<td>23553, 25640, 33449, 38407, 38410, 38414, 38569, 73500, 80744</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bay and harbor of New York</td>
<td>55658</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Bay and piers of Saint Sebastian ...</td>
<td>68738</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bay Area metro: metro areas of Alameda, Contra Costa, Marin, San Francisco, San Mateo, Santa Clara Counties street guide</td>
<td>68544, 68545</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bay Area Metro street guide</td>
<td>68543, 68546, 68547</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bay Area Rapid Transit District (Calif.) SEE San Francisco Bay Area Rapid Transit District (Calif.)</td>
<td>68536</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bay Bulls</td>
<td>12018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bay Bulls (N.L.) - Maps - 1689 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>12016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bay Bulls (N.L.) - Maps - 1732 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>12017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bay Bulls (N.L.) - Maps - 1760 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>12018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bay Bulls, part of Newfound</td>
<td>12016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bay Bulls, part of Newfound-Land</td>
<td>12017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bay County (Mich.) - Maps - 1860</td>
<td>46779</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bay County (Mich.) - Maps - 1930 - Landowners</td>
<td>12019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bay Gasoline SEE Tenneco Oil Company</td>
<td>1173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bay, Helmuth</td>
<td>77729</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bay, Helmuth, 1895-1964</td>
<td>17327</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bay Motor Oil SEE Tenneco Oil Company</td>
<td>1173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Bay of Biscay, with the soundings ...</td>
<td>13136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Bay of Boulogne and St. John's Road, with all the batteries and new works</td>
<td>63392</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Bay of Cadiz.  The Isle of Cadiz / Robt. Vaughn sculp.</td>
<td>15082</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bay of Campeche (Mexico) SEE Campeche, Bay of (Mexico)</td>
<td>15805</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Bay of Cartegena / by John Gaudy</td>
<td>16704</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bay of Cartegena</td>
<td>16706</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Bay of Espiritu Santo, in East Florida</td>
<td>74206</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Bay of Honda (Cuba) SEE Bahia Honda (Cuba) 11438

Bay of Islands (N.L.) - Maps - 1784 - Nautical charts 56919

Bay of Islands (N.L.) SEE Islands, Bay of (N.L.) 85116

Bay of Marcellia 45165, 45166

Bay of Marseille (France) SEE Marseille, Bay of (France) 45166

Bay of Old Head (Ireland) SEE Kinsale Harbour (Ireland) 41214

Bay of Pigs (Cuba) - Maps - 1783 - Nautical charts 34598

Bay of Pigs Invasion, Cuba, 1961 SEE Cuba - History - Invasion, 1961 22524

Bay of San Francisco 68500

Bay of St. Iago in Cuba 68857

Bay of St. Martin 68181, 68182

Bay of Toloun 75389

Bay of Toulon 75390

Bay of Tunis 75644, 75645

Bay of Whales (Antarctica) SEE Whales, Bay of (Antarctica) 82853

Baye de Chesapeake, en 4 feuilles, avec ... les ... entrées, sondes et routes ou l'on donne les parties navigables des rivièr... 19325

Baye de Espirity Santo 45516

Baye de la Delaware avec les ports, sondes, dangers, bancs, &c. depuis les caps jusqu'à Philadelphie d'après la carte de Joshua Fisher 22989

Baye de Pleaisance (N.L.) SEE Placentia Bay (N.L.) 64899

Bay View magazine 72857

Baye de where Hudson did winter / by Linden J. Lundstrom 39468

Bay View railway 68502

Bayshore Railroad 46458, 68502

Bay Shore Railroad (Calif.) - Maps - 1908 68502

Bay State Street Railway Company 45444

Bay State Street Railway Company - Maps - 1912 45444

Bay View magazine 72857

La Baye de Espirity Santo 45516

Baye de la Delaware avec les ports, sondes, dangers, bancs, &c. depuis les caps jusqu'à Philadelphie d'après la carte de Joshua Fisher 22989

Bay of Whales (Antarctica) SEE Whales, Bay of (Antarctica) 82853

Bay of Yedo / as surveyed by officers of the U. S. Expedition to Japan in 1854 75248

Bay Petroleum Corp. 23269, 81381

Bay Saint Louis (Miss.) - Maps - 1768 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 12020

Bay Saint Louis (Miss.) - Maps - 1768 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 12020

Bay Shore Railway 68502

Bay Shore Railway (Calif.) 46458, 68502

Bay State Street Railway Company 45444

Bay State Street Railway Company - Maps - 1912 45444

Bay View magazine 72857

La Baye de Espirity Santo 45516

Baye de la Delaware avec les ports, sondes, dangers, bancs, &c. depuis les caps jusqu'à Philadelphie d'après la carte de Joshua Fisher 22989

Baye de Pleaisance (N.L.) SEE Placentia Bay (N.L.) 64899

Bay, Fritz 10004, 10076

Bay, H. 10689

Bay, Herbert, 1900-1985 6460, 6461, 6463, 6464, 78058

Bay Kulturbaumaunt 31596


Bayrischer Akademie der Wissenschaften 11332

Bayrische Akademie der Wissenschaften 11332

Bayrische Ostmark 31626

Bayrische Staatsbibliothek 1844, 1845, 12005, 12006, 12021, 17931, 37549, 83865

Bayrischer Schulbuch 10449, 34317

Bayrischer Schulbuch-Verlag 83733

Bayrischer und Boehmerwald 12010, 12013, 12014

Bayrischer und Böhmerwald 12011

Bayrischer Wald, Oberpfälzer Wald und das Niederbayern südlich der Donau 12009

Bayrischer Wald, Oberpfälzer Wald und Niederbayern 12015

Bayrisches Hauptstaatsarchiv 12004

Bayrisches Hauptstaatsarchiv - Map collections - Bibliography - Catalogs 12004

Bayrisches Hochland, München und Augsburg : mit Angaben für Automobilisten und Wintersportler 11990

Bayrisches Hochland und München, Innsbruck, Salzburg : mit Angaben für Automobilisten und Wintersportler 11984, 11987

Bayern = Baviere : ou sont l'elecrat. et palatnat. de Baviere, archevché. de Saltzbourg, evschés. de Ratisbone, Passau, Freisingue, et Aichstet., palatinat de Neubourg, landgravial de Leuchtemberg, comtes de Chamb, de Hag, d'Ortembourg, &c, villes impe 11946
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Bayern, Baviere, ou sont les duché, escleat, et palatnat de Baviere ... 11923
Bayeux (France) - Maps - 1924 15096
Bayfield County (Wis.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners 12023
Bayfield, H.W., Lt. 58289, 68189, 73086
Bayfield, Henry, Lieut. 31274
Bayfield, Henry Wolsey, 1795-1885 31275, 35060, 35061, 41536, 57009, 68190, 73099
Bayhan, Susan 37557
Bayischer schulatlas 10149, 10296
Bayle, Pierre, 1647-1706 31906, 31914
Bayle, Pierre, 1647-1706. General dictionary, historical and critical (1734-1741) 31906, 31914
Bayley, Charles, 17th cent. 45815
Bayley, Robert 81704
Bayley, William Shirley, 1861-1943 46829, 46830
Baylies, Francis, 1783-1852 52501
Baylieux, H.W., Lt. 58289, 68189, 73086
Baylis, E. 83686
Bayliss, E. P. 2114
Bayliss, Samuel S. 61733
Bayly, A. 16760
Bayly, C. A. (Christopher Alan) 14100
Bayly, I., active 1755-1794 SEE Bayly, J. 57958
Bayly, John Abraham, active 1755-1794 SEE Bayly, J. 57958
Bayly, J. 7787, 20806, 20807, 22203, 22204, 23687, 25128, 25791, 29061, 29062, 38278, 57958, 67568, 67569, 75234
Bayly, J. 7787, 20806, 20807, 22203, 22204, 23687, 25128, 25791, 29061, 29062, 38278, 57958, 67568, 67569, 75234
Baymon Inn and Suites 76412
Baymont Inn and Suites : Directory 76412
Baynard Press 632, 633, 42639
Baynes and Son (London, England) 30800
Baynes, C., fl. 1829 30804
Baynes-Cope, Arthur D. 44763, 44916
Baynes, H. S. (Henry Samuel) 30800
Baynton-Williams, Ashley 7368, 14597, 17286, 18296, 49253
Baynton-Williams, Miles 17286, 49253
Baynton-Williams, Roger 44884
Baytun 14314, 57444
Bayonne 12027
Bayonne (France) - Maps - 1611 - Pictorial works 12024
Bayonne (France) - Maps - 1696 - Fortification 12025
Bayonne (France) - Maps - 1713 - Fortification 12026
Bayonne (France) - Maps - 1745 - Fortification 12027
Bayonne (N.J.) - Maps - 1907 - Election districts 39720, 39721
Bayonne, Pyrenees-Atlantiques: plan & notice 7120
Bayonne Region (France) - Maps - 1813 65913
Bayonne ville forte et port ... 12025, 12026
Bayot, Alphonse, 1876-1937 69897
Bayou Manchac (La.) SEE Manchac, Bayou (La.) 44305
Bayous - Louisiana - Saint Martinville Region - Maps - 1795 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 68185
Bayrische Hochland mit München und Allgäu : kleine Ausgabe, mit Angaben für Automobilisten und Wintersportler 11986
Bayrische Hochland, Salzburg, Salzkammergut : kleine Ausgabe 11978
Bayrupert (Ship) 34801
Bays - Alaska SEE ALSO Alaska, Gulf of (Alaska) 1002
Bays - Madagascar - Maps - 1670 - Manuscripts 2173
Baystate Medical Center (Springfield, Mass.) - Maps - 1991 - Pictorial maps 12028
Baystate Medical Center, Springfield Massachusetts ... 12028
Baywater (London, England) - Maps - 1903 - Description and Travel 45567
Bazas, Gironde: plan & notice 7125
Bazin 12081
Bazin, Francois & Felix Cadet 27947
BBDO SEE Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn, Inc. 26572
BD&L (Firm) 19975, 42740, 55804, 63310, 67307
Be Square Products SEE Barnsdall Oil Co. 51089
Be Square trails : Colorado 21391
Be square trails : Oklahoma 61413
BEA : about your flight = votre vol = ihr flug 26262
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BEA see British European Airways Corporation 26262
Beach & Beckwith 2507, 4765, 26065, 26068, 59684, 62611, 64451, 70557, 76625, 84215, 84216, 84222, 84232
Beach, Charles L. 29884
Beach, Chilion 81857
Beach, Harlan Page, 1854-1933 50072, 50078
Beach, J. 29472
Beach, Nelson J. 81759
Beach, R. 381
Beach, Russell 25407, 38432, 69681
Beach, S. H. 81759
Beachen, Albert E. 34288
Beaches SEE ALSO Bathing beaches 14640
Beacon Hill (Boston, Mass.) - Maps - 1963 21816
Beacon Oil Company (Everett, Mass.) 54068
Beadel, G. W. 26177
Beadle, Delos W. 76740, 76748, 76758, 76807
Beadle, Erastus Flavel, 1821-1894 48280, 81824
Beadon, R. 85111
Beagle Channel (Argentina and Chile) - Maps - Collections, 1876-1967 20592
Beagle Channel (Argentina and Chile) - Maps - Facsimiles 20592
Beaghole, John Cawte 22074, 22078
Beal, George L. 5237
Beal, J. A. 18668
Beale, Edward Fitzgerald, 1822-1893 16410, 72260
Beale, Edward Fitzgerald, 1822-1893 - Travel, 1858-1859 16410
Beale, H. A. 52071
Bealey, Wigham Richardson 73942
Beall, G. W. 65571, 65572
Beall, George W. 2050
Beals, F. F. 14736, 27191
Beals, H. K. (Herbert Kyle), 1934 62568
Beals, Joseph J. 54
A beam of protons illuminates Gutenberg's genius 63386
Beaman, W. M. (William Major), 1867-1937 75321
Bean, George Ewart 75705
Bean, P. B. 34413
Beans, George Harry, 1894- 14136
Beans, George Harry, 1894-1978 12030, 12031, 12032, 12033, 35031, 39588, 39589, 75958, 75959, 81448
Beans, George Harry, 1894-1978. List of Japanese maps of the Tokugawa era (1951) 12029
Beans, George Harry, 1894-1978 - Map Collections 12030, 12031
Beans, George Harry, 1894-1978 - Map collections - Catalogs 12032, 12033, 41757
Bear Island (Norway) - Maps - 1929 12034
Bear Island (Norway) SEE ALSO Svalbard (Norway) 72973
Bear Mountain Bridge Company (N.Y.) 59318
Bear Mountain Bridge (N.Y.) - Access routes - Maps - 1936 59318
Bear Mountain Bridge (N.Y.) - Maps - 1928 55880
Bear Mountain Bridge (N.Y.) - Maps - 1930 59267
Bear Mountain Bridge (N.Y.) - Maps - 1932 59281
Bear Mountain Bridge (N.Y.) - Pictorial works - 1920-1929 59171
Bear Mountain Hudson River Bridge Co. 55880, 59267, 59281, 59318
Bear River (Utah-Idaho) - Maps - 1845 12035, 70258
Bearblock John, fl. 1566 62498
Beard, Geoffrey W. 28497
Beard, Ivan B. 19744
Beard, Mary 80177
Beard, Randolph 80177
Beardsley, D. D. 67352
Beardsley, F. W. 22828, 22955
Beare, Agnes Dorothy 8083
Béarn (France) - Maps - 1741 28157
Beans, Edwin C. 2143, 14907, 14909, 63442, 69965
Beart, Edward 39544, 39545
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Beasley, T. D. 68454
Beaton, Kendall 69938
Beatrizet, Nicolas, 1507?-1570? 18691, 19036, 20773, 31325, 38579, 40483, 41394, 41886, 52884, 60271, 62714, 63419, 67197, 67198, 68372, 75100
Beaton, John 56100
Beattie, Judith Hudson 36684, 36685
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Bellin, Jacques Nicolas, 1703-1772. Partie Occidentale de la Nouvelle France 12316
Bellin, Jacques Nicolas, 1703-1772. Partie Orientale Du Canada, 1745 & 1755 12317, 12318
Bellin, Jacques Nicolas, 1703-1772. Remarque sur la carte reduite des Isles Philippines... (1752) 64514
Bellingan, Captain, fl. 1756 67984
Bellingham Region (Wash.) - Maps - 1928 - Road maps 81233
Bellingham (Wash.) - Maps - 1926 - Road maps 81233
Bellinghausen, Faddei Faddeevich, 1779-1852 71131
Bellinghausen Sea (Antarctica) - Maps - 1939 2059
Bellinghausen Sea (Antarctica) - Maps - 1957 12319
Bellinghausen Sea (Antarctica) - Maps - 1960 1925
Bellinghausen, Faddei Faddeevich von, 1779-1852 74266
Bellinghausen, Faddei Faddeevich von, 1779-1852 74266
Bellizard, Dufour et cie 75785
Bellizard (Fd.) et cie SEE Fd. Bellizard et cie 75785
Bellman, Tillior 9631
Bello, Muhammad, Sultan of Sokoto, d. 1837 18197
Bello, Hilaire, 1870-1953 63207
Bellodi, Lucio Casanova 28548
Belloni, Petri, 16th cent. 7667, 7752, 22610, 22611
Bellori, Giovanni Pietro, 1613-1696 67225
Bellows, John, 1831-1902 28376
Le Bellunese et le Feltrino 12321
Le Bellunese, le Feltrin, et le Cadorin dressé les meilleures cartes 12322
Belluno (Italy : Province) - Maps - 1752 12320, 12321
Belluno (Italy : Province) - Maps - 1777 12322
Belluno (Italy : Province) - Maps - 1867 75951
Belmont County (Ohio) - Maps - 1868 - Landowners 12323
Belmont Press 42276
Belo (A.H.) & Co. SEE A.H. Belo Corporation 74553
Beloglazova, O. A. 72610
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Beloit (Wis.) - Pictorial works - 1857 12324, 12325
Beloit, Wisconsin, from the Illinois side / Miller 12324
Beloit, Wisconsin. (See note at foot of page 74) / BrandonPag (?) 12325
Belon, Pierre, 1517?-1564 12326
Beloochistan SEE Baluchistan 38195
Belorussee SEE Belarus 65046
Belorusskaia SSR : uchebnaia karta dlia srednei shkoly / narta sostavlena Minskoi kartograficheskoi fabrikoi ; relantor V. S. Soboleva 12092
Belotti, Oreste 12428
Belov, Mikhail Ivanovich, fl. 1952 18416, 18417
Belser Studio 45716, 83781
Belser Verlag 8682, 83792
Belt, De (Denmark) SEE Great Belt (Denmark) 70348
Belt Division Railroad SEE Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company 20096
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Belt Railway Company of Chicago - Maps - 1890 19593, 20103, 35593
Belt Railway Company of Chicago - Maps - 1891 20108
Belt Railway Company of Chicago - Maps - 1892 20110
Belt Railway Company of Chicago - Maps - 1893 20115
Belt Railway Company of Chicago - Maps - 1894 20116
Belt Railway Company of Chicago - Maps - 1899 20127
Belt Railway Company of Chicago - Maps - 1908 20136
Belt Railway Company of Chicago - Maps - 1910 20142, 20143
Belt Railway Company of Chicago - Maps - 1911 20146
Belt Railway Company of Chicago - Maps - 1914 20151
Belt Railway Company of Chicago - Maps - 1915 20152
Belt Railway Company of Chicago - Maps - 1916 20153
Belt Railway Company of Chicago - Maps - 1917 20154
Belt Railway Company of Chicago - Maps - 1918 20155
Belt Railway Company of Chicago - Maps - 1919 20157
Belt Railway Company of Chicago - Maps - 1920 20159
Belt Railway Company of Chicago - Maps - 1921 20165
Belt Railway Company of Chicago - Maps - 1922 20167
Belt Railway Company of Chicago - Maps - 1923 20168
Belt Railway Company of Chicago - Maps - 1924 20172
Belt Railway Company of Chicago - Maps - 1925 20178
Belt Railway Company of Chicago - Maps - 1926 20182
Belt Railway Company of Chicago - Maps - 1927 20187
Belt Railway Company of Chicago - Maps - 1928 20193
Belt Railway Company of Chicago - Maps - 1929 20198
Belt Railway Company of Chicago - Maps - 1930 20203
Belt Railway Company of Chicago - Maps - 1931 20212
Belt Railway Company of Chicago - Maps - 1932 20220
Belt Railway Company of Chicago - Maps - 1933 20233
Belt Railway Company of Chicago - Maps - 1934 20244
Belt Railway Company of Chicago - Maps - 1935 20257
Belt Railway Company of Chicago - Maps - 1936 20269
Belt Railway Company of Chicago - Maps - 1937 20279
Belt Railway Company of Chicago - Maps - 1938 20293
Belt Railway Company of Chicago - Maps - 1939 20309
Belt Railway Company of Chicago - Maps - 1940 20318, 20319
Belt Railway Company of Chicago - Maps - 1941 20326, 20327
Belt Railway Company of Chicago - Maps - 1942 20336, 20337
Belt Railway Company of Chicago - Maps - 1943 20344, 20345
Belt Railway Company of Chicago - Maps - 1944 20346, 20347
Belt Railway Company of Chicago - Maps - 1945 20348, 20349
Belt Railway Company of Chicago - Maps - 1946 20352, 20353
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<tr>
<td>Belt Railway Company of Chicago - Maps - 1950</td>
<td>20391, 20392</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belt Railway Company of Chicago - Maps - 1951</td>
<td>20393, 20394</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belt Railway Company of Chicago - Maps - 1952</td>
<td>20402, 20403</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belt Railway Company of Chicago - Maps - 1953</td>
<td>20412, 20413</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belt Railway Company of Chicago - Maps - 1954</td>
<td>20414, 20415</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>20418, 20419</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>20428, 20429</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
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<td>20445, 20446, 20447</td>
</tr>
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<td>12327</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beltrami, Giacamo Constantino, 1779-1855</td>
<td>18138</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beltrami, Giacomo Constantino, 1779-1855</td>
<td>50624</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beltrami's unpublished manuscript map of the sources of the Mississippi</td>
<td>18138</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beltrán, Alberto</td>
<td>1851</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beltrán Llors, Miguel</td>
<td>2322</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belt Railway Company of Chicago - Maps - 1951</td>
<td>20393, 20394</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belt Railway Company of Chicago - Maps - 1952</td>
<td>20402, 20403</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belt Railway Company of Chicago - Maps - 1953</td>
<td>20412, 20413</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belt Railway Company of Chicago - Maps - 1954</td>
<td>20414, 20415</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belt Railway Company of Chicago - Maps - 1955</td>
<td>20418, 20419</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belt Railway Company of Chicago - Maps - 1956</td>
<td>20428, 20429</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belt Railway Company of Chicago - Maps - 1957</td>
<td>20440, 20441</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belt Railway Company of Chicago - Maps - 1958</td>
<td>20445, 20446, 20447</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bemerkungen zu Aventins Karte von Bayern</td>
<td>17693</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bemerkungen zu dem römischen Kartenfragment von Dura Europos</td>
<td>44996</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bemidji Civic &amp; Commerce Association (Bemidji, Minn.)</td>
<td>12327</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bemidji, Minnesota : attractively located in the heart of Minnesota's Ten Thousand Lakes region / EJB April 1931</td>
<td>12327</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bemidji Region (Minn.) - Maps - 1930 - Road maps - Pictorial maps</td>
<td>12327</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bemis Heights, Battle of, N.Y., 1777 SEE Saratoga Campaign, N.Y., 1777</td>
<td>68890</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BemisJD</td>
<td>2936</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bemont, Fredy</td>
<td>6982</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bemporad (R.) &amp; Figlio editori SEE R. Bemporad &amp; Figlio editori</td>
<td>26781</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BenFranklin Printing Co. (Akron, Ohio)</td>
<td>59217</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ben Zara, lehuda SEE Abenzara, Judah</td>
<td>45716</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bénard de La Harpe, Jean Baptiste, 1683-1765</td>
<td>33170, 50585, 50586, 50587, 50588, 66857</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bénard de la Harpe, Jean Baptiste, 1683-1765 - Travel - Maps - Manuscripts</td>
<td>33170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bénard (Engraver)</td>
<td>9357, 9359, 9370, 24103, 34416, 34419, 73859, 75683, 75762</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bénard, J. F. (Jacques François)</td>
<td>1633, 16422, 16423, 16424, 18836, 25966, 41615, 50580, 63041, 64957, 67534, 70060</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bénard, M., fl. 1800</td>
<td>1886, 14794, 66111, 79853</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bénard, Robert, b. 1734</td>
<td>69878</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benard, Leonard</td>
<td>52200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benbenishti, D.</td>
<td>62761</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benchmark Education Company</td>
<td>7529, 7533, 7536, 7541, 7542, 7546</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benet, Lodovico del, fl. 1571</td>
<td>45813</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benecia</td>
<td>12394, 12395</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benecia (Calif.) - Pictorial works - 1853</td>
<td>12329</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benecia (Calif.) - Pictorial works - 1853 - Fortification</td>
<td>12328</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benecia (Calif.) SEE Benecia (Calif.)</td>
<td>12395</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benedetto Bordon, miniator, and cartography in early sixteenth-century Venice / Lilian Armstrong</td>
<td>13414</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benedetto Bordone</td>
<td>13412</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benedetto, Giovanni</td>
<td>4183, 83889</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benedetto Marzolla : brindisino, geografo e cartografo dell'800 europeo / Vladimiro Valerio ; appendice documentaria a cura di Paola Valenti</td>
<td>45352</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benedict, 19th cent.</td>
<td>11208, 11592, 26128, 73923</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benedict, Anton, 1767-1854</td>
<td>28527, 43598</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benedict, C.</td>
<td>65120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benedict &amp; Co. (Chicago, Ill.)</td>
<td>84562, 84596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benedict, Friedrich</td>
<td>52369</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benedict, George</td>
<td>25533</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benedict, Lyle A.</td>
<td>19965</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benedict, Roy G.</td>
<td>20522</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Benelux 12273, 12276, 12278
Benelux countries - Bibliography 12334
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Benelux countries - Historical geography - Maps - 1792-1796 27597
Benelux countries - Maps - 1570 12335
Benelux Countries - Maps - 1588 12336, 53357
Benelux countries - Maps - 1593 12110
Benelux countries - Maps - 1594-1606 12102
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Benelux Countries - Maps - 1607 53359
Benelux Countries - Maps - 1610-1619 12111
Benelux Countries - Maps - 1617 53367, 53368, 53369
Benelux Countries - Maps - 1622 12113, 53375
Benelux countries - Maps - 1626 53376
Benelux countries - Maps - 1630 12338
Benelux Countries - Maps - 1630-1639 12339
Benelux Countries - Maps - 1640 12115, 12340
Benelux Countries - Maps - 1647 12116
Benelux Countries - Maps - 1648 12119
Benelux Countries - Maps - 1651 12121
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Benelux Countries - Maps - 1676 12123, 53389
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Benelux countries - Maps - 1688 12344
Benelux Countries - Maps - 1691 31354
Benelux Countries - Maps - 1692 - Names, Geographical 12345
Benelux Countries - Maps - 1695 12346, 25700
Benelux Countries - Maps - 1696 12347, 12348
Benelux Countries - Maps - 1697 25701
Benelux Countries - Maps - 1700 12349, 12350, 12351
Benelux Countries - Maps - 1700-1747 12131
Benelux Countries - Maps - 1701 12352, 25702, 25703
Benelux countries - Maps - 1702 12353
Benelux countries - Maps - 1703 53408
Benelux Countries - Maps - 1703 - Military maps 12139
Benelux Countries - Maps - 1705 - Hydrography 31364
Benelux Countries - Maps - 1706-1747 - Military maps 12141
Benelux Countries - Maps - 1709 - Postal Service 31366
Benelux Countries - Maps - 1710 12143, 12144, 12354, 12355, 31371, 53415
Benelux Countries - Maps - 1712 - Military maps 12145
Benelux Countries - Maps - 1713 12356
Benelux countries - Maps - 1713-1715 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 13252
Benelux Countries - Maps - 1715 31376
Benelux Countries - Maps - 1718 - Postal Service 31378
Benelux Countries - Maps - 1720 12357, 25705, 31380
Benelux Countries - Maps - 1725 12358, 25707, 31385
Benelux Countries - Maps - 1725 - Postal Service 31388
Benelux Countries - Maps - 1726 25709
Benelux Countries - Maps - 1732 25710
Benelux countries - Maps - 1740 12359, 12360
Benelux Countries - Maps - 1742 12361
Benelux Countries - Maps - 1743-1744 12160
Benelux Countries - Maps - 1745 12362
Benelux Countries - Maps - 1745 - Ecclesiastical geography 31403
Benelux Countries - Maps - 1747 12363
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Benelux countries - Maps - 1748 12364
Benelux countries - Maps - 1751 12365, 12366
Benelux countries - Maps - 1766 53446
Benelux Countries - Maps - 1772 12166
Benelux countries - Maps - 1787 53463
Benelux countries - Maps - 1794 12367, 53471
Benelux Countries - Maps - 1795 12368, 12369, 12370, 12371
Benelux Countries - Maps - 1796 53474
Benelux Countries - Maps - 1800 25718
Benelux Countries - Maps - 1801 31448
Benelux Countries - Maps - 1814 12183, 53490, 53491
Benelux countries - Maps - 1815 53492
Benelux countries - Maps - 1816 53494
Benelux countries - Maps - 1822 53499
Benelux Countries - Maps - 1825 12372
Benelux countries - Maps - 1829 53504
Benelux countries - Maps - 1830 53505
Benelux Countries - Maps - 1840 12373, 12374, 12375, 53511
Benelux Countries - Maps - 1841 12376
Benelux countries - Maps - 1845 53515
Benelux Countries - Maps - 1846 12377
Benelux Countries - Maps - 1847 12378
Benelux Countries - Maps - 1850 12379
Benelux Countries - Maps - 1853 12380
Benelux Countries - Maps - 1855 12381
Benelux Countries - Maps - 1857 12382
Benelux Countries - Maps - 1860 53523
Benelux countries - Maps - 1885 53539
Benelux countries - Maps - 1887 12211
Benelux countries - Maps - 1911 1384
Benelux countries - Maps - 1912 1385
Benelux Countries - Maps - 1914 12383
Benelux Countries - Maps - 1960 - Economics - History 14516
Benelux countries - Maps - Bibliography - 1500-1599 33143
Benelux countries - Names, Geographical - 2nd cent. 65796
Benes, Peter ed 7086
Beneventano, Marco SEE Marcus, de Benevento 28862
Beneventanus, Marcus SEE Marcus, de Benevento 28863
Bénézet, Louis Paul, 1878-1961 25824

A Bengal atlas: containing maps of the theatre of war and commerce on that side of Hindoostan / compiled from the original surveys and published by order of the Honourable the Court of Directors for the affairs of the East India Company by James Renne 12387

A Bengal atlas: containing maps of the theatre of war and commerce on that side of Hindostan 12388, 12389

Bengal, Bay of (India) - Maps - 1748 - Nautical charts 12385, 12386
Bengal, Bay of - Maps - 1720 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts 36707, 36708
Bengal, Bay of - Maps - 1728 - Nautical charts 12384

Bengal, Behar & Orissa, comprising the lieut: governorship of Bengal, 1868 ... 12391

Bengal (India) - Maps - 1748 - Coasts - Nautical charts 12385, 12386

Bengal (India) - Maps - 1780 12387
Bengal (India) - Maps - 1781 12388, 12389
Bengal (India) - Maps - 1786 12390, 81548
Bengal (India) - Maps - 1868 12391
Bengal (India) - Maps - 1882-1889 12392

Bengali language - Texts - 1950 12983

Bengston, H. 34317
Bengtson's litogr. 26508
Benham, William, 1831-1910 83001
Beni River Valley (Bolivia) - Maps - 1743 13329
Beni River Valley (Bolivia) - Maps - 1762 13330
Bensians, E. A. 14093
Benicia (Calif.) - Maps - 1847 12393
Benicia (Calif.) - Maps - 1850 - Nautical charts 16660
Benicia (Calif.) - Maps - 1879 81888
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Benicia (Calif.) - Pictorial works - 1850 12394, 12395
Benicken, F. W. 34045
Benin, Bight Of - Maps - 1701 - Nautical charts 12396
Benin - Maps - 1715 - Coasts - Manuscripts 12397
Benin - Maps - 1715 - Manuscripts 12397
Benin - Maps - 1715 - Slavery - Manuscripts 12397
Benin - Maps - 1789 - Slave trade 22669
Benincasa, Andrea, fl. 1476-1508. [Portolan chart, 1508] 12398
Benincasa, Grazioso, ca. 1400-After 1482. [Hydrographic Chart], 1468 12399
Benincasa, Grazioso, ca. 1420-1482 44837, 45785, 45786, 45787, 45788, 45789
Benitz, A. 75785, 79930
Benizy, l’aîné 63063
Benjamin Banneker : surveyor, astronomer, publisher, patriot 11775
Benjamin Eastburn, Thomas Noxon, and the earliest map of the lower counties 24513
Benjamin Franklin: An relocated French map of the Gulf Stream 28306
Benjamin Franklin Hotel (Philadelphia, Pa.) - Access roads - Maps - 1930 59268
Benjamin Franklin Hotel (Philadelphia, Penna.) 59268
The Benjamin Franklin Philadelphia 59268
Benjamin H. Sanborn and Co. 30512, 34485
Benjamin, J. P. (Judah Philip), 1811-1884 34815
Benjamin’s new map of the Hudson River 34815
Benlind Publishers, Nyack, N.Y. 67081
Benn (Ernest) Ltd. SEE Ernest Benn Ltd. 12281
Benn, Susan E. 20744
Benn, W. G. 71096, 71100
Bennett, T. 7781
Bennett, Albert A. (Albert Arnold), 1888-1971 66663
Bennett, C. A., Jr. 60329
Bennett & Cammermeyer (Firm) 60101, 60110
Bennett, Charles E. (Charles Edwin), 1858-1921 27590
Bennett County Auditor (Newspaper) 12400
Bennett County (S.D.) - Maps - 1910 - Landowners 12400
Bennett County (S.D.) - Maps - 2010 - Landowners 12401
Bennett County South Dakota / Western Cartographers, 1-800-752-3402 12401
Bennett, Edward H. (Edward Herbert), 1874-1954 19380, 19381, 19382, 19383
Bennett, James, fl. ca. 1675-1677 1218, 1219, 38860, 38871, 45872, 45877
Bennett, John, d. 1787 69515
Bennett, John, d. 1787 SEE Robert Sayer and John Bennett (Firm) 1691
Bennett, John F. 81693
Bennett & Walton 52071, 52073
Bennett, L. G. (Lyman G.) 23902, 40545, 66199
Bennett, Matthew, 1954- 49246
Bennett, N. B. 43970
Bennett’s handbook for travellers in Norway : with 16 maps 60108
Bennett’s handbook for travellers in Norway : with maps 60106
Bennett’s handbook for travellers in Norway : with through routes to Sweden and Denmark : with route map and four plans 60123
Bennett’s Travel Bureau 60123
Bennett, Sari 7050, 76215
Bennett, Stuart & Nicholas 7446
Bennett, Thomas, 1814-1898 60106, 60108
Bennett, U. P. 52025
Bennett, W. A. G. 81407
Bennett, W., fl. 1798 82759
Bennett & Walton 52071, 52073
Bennewitz, Beate 66754
Bennion, Robert 12483, 55467
Bennington 7147
Bennington, Battle of, N.Y., 1777 - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles 68888
Bennington, Battle of, N.Y., 1777 - Maps 14950, 14951, 14952
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Bennington Museum  80139
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Bensley, Thomas, ca. 1760-1835  7938, 7939, 14295
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Benson, R. A., fl. 1936  76240, 76241

Benson, Vera  7361, 7416

Bent County (Colo.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners  12410

Bent, J.  30755, 30756

Bent's Fort (Colo.) - Maps - 1845-1988  12412

Bent's Fort (Colo.) SEE ALSO Bent's Old Fort National Historic Site (Colo.)  12411

Bent's Old Fort National Historic Site, Colorado  12411

Bent, Silas, 1820-1887  33218, 39522

Bent, William, 1747-1823  12715

Bentham, Joseph, d. 1778  12701

Bentham (S.V., publishers, Middelburg) SEE S.V. Bentham (Firm : Middelburg)  53482

Bentley, M., fl. 1698  56981, 57420, 57421

Bentley, R. Ford  27201

Bentley, Richard, 1794-1871  69560

Bentley, Samuel, 1785-1868  69560

Benton County (Ark.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners  12413

Benton County (Ind.) - Maps - 1970 - Landowners  12414

Benton County (Iowa) - Maps - 1872 - Landowners  12415

Benton County (Iowa) - Maps - 1972 - Landowners  12416

Benton County (Minn.) - Maps - 1914-1993 - Landowners  12417

Benton County (Minn.) - Maps - 1958 - Landowners  12418

Benton, Iowa, county directory  12416
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Benton, William, fl. ca. 1966  6732

Bentonville (Ark.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps  26550

Bentor, Yaakov K.  38588

Bents Fort  12412

Benyaard, William Henry Harrison  15721, 15725, 15726, 19560, 19570, 19575

Benyowsky, Maurice Auguste, Comte De, 1746-1786. Memoirs and Travels, 1790  12419

Benyowsky, Maurice Auguste, Comte De, 1746-1786 - Scientific expeditions  12420
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<td>Berlin (Germany)</td>
<td>Maps - 1969</td>
<td>12550, 31810</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berlin (Germany)</td>
<td>Maps - 1971</td>
<td>31652</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berlin (Germany)</td>
<td>Maps - 1974</td>
<td>12551</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berlin (Germany)</td>
<td>Maps - 1982</td>
<td>31655</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berlin (Germany)</td>
<td>Maps - 1984</td>
<td>12552</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berlin (Germany)</td>
<td>Maps - 1986</td>
<td>12556</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berlin (Germany)</td>
<td>Maps - 1987</td>
<td>12553</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berlin (Germany)</td>
<td>Maps - 1991</td>
<td>12554</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berlin (Germany)</td>
<td>Maps - 1997</td>
<td>12555</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berlin (Germany)</td>
<td>Maps - Bibliography</td>
<td>12556</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berlin (Germany)</td>
<td>Maps - Collections</td>
<td>12560</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berlin (Germany)</td>
<td>Maps - Collections, 1650-1914</td>
<td>12557</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berlin (Germany)</td>
<td>Maps - Collections, 1652-1920</td>
<td>16964</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berlin (Germany)</td>
<td>Maps - Collections, 1652-1947</td>
<td>12558</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berlin (Germany)</td>
<td>Maps - Collections, 1688-1977</td>
<td>12559</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berlin (Germany)</td>
<td>Pictorial works - Collections</td>
<td>12560</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berlin (Germany)</td>
<td>Pictorial works - Collections, 1650-1914</td>
<td>12557</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berlin (Germany). Staatsbibliothek Preussischer Kulturbesitz SEE Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin--Preussischer Kulturbesitz</td>
<td>73130</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berlin (I.S.) Press, Chicago, Ill. SEE I. S. Berlin Press (Chicago, Ill.)</td>
<td>78299</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berlin in alten Karten</td>
<td>12558</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berlin in der Tasche : Stadt-Atlas mit Strassen- und Adressenverzeichnis / bearbeitet von Max Spindler</td>
<td>12545</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berlin-Information</td>
<td>12559</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berlin, Jonathan</td>
<td>19960, 20499</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berlin, Julius</td>
<td>9768</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berlin-Kreuzberg</td>
<td>41359</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berlin : nebst Potsdam und Umgebungen</td>
<td>12551</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berlin, Potsdam and environs; practical guide</td>
<td>12532</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berlin, Potsdam and environs : with information for motorists</td>
<td>12538</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Berlin, Potsdam / Michelin</th>
<th>12555</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Berlin Region (Germany) - Maps - 1780</td>
<td>12561</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berlin Region (Germany) - Maps - 1845</td>
<td>65719</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berlin Region (Germany) - Maps - 1847</td>
<td>65720</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berlin Region (Germany) - Maps - 1850</td>
<td>65721</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berlin Region (Germany) - Maps - 1861</td>
<td>65723</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berlin Region (Germany) - Maps - 1887</td>
<td>12507, 84304</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berlin Region (Germany) - Maps - 1889</td>
<td>12508</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berlin Region (Germany) - Maps - 1894</td>
<td>12509</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berlin Region (Germany) - Maps - 1896</td>
<td>12510</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berlin Region (Germany) - Maps - 1898</td>
<td>12511</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berlin Region (Germany) - Maps - 1903</td>
<td>12512</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berlin Region (Germany) - Maps - 1904</td>
<td>12513</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berlin Region (Germany) - Maps - 1905</td>
<td>12514, 12515</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berlin Region (Germany) - Maps - 1907</td>
<td>12516</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berlin Region (Germany) - Maps - 1908</td>
<td>12518, 12519</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berlin Region (Germany) - Maps - 1910</td>
<td>12523, 12524, 12525, 12526, 12527</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berlin Region (Germany) - Maps - 1912</td>
<td>12528</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berlin Region (Germany) - Maps - 1914</td>
<td>12529</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berlin Region (Germany) - Maps - 1920-1921</td>
<td>12530</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berlin Region (Germany) - Maps - 1921</td>
<td>12531</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berlin Region (Germany) - Maps - 1923</td>
<td>12533, 12534</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berlin Region (Germany) - Maps - 1927</td>
<td>12535</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berlin Region (Germany) - Maps - 1929</td>
<td>12537</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berlin Region (Germany) - Maps - 1936</td>
<td>12540</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berlin Region (Germany) - Maps - 1939</td>
<td>12542</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berlin-Reinickendorf</td>
<td>66357</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berlin-Schoeneberg</td>
<td>69407</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berlin &amp; seine umgebung im kartenbild</td>
<td>7247</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berlin-Spandau</td>
<td>72940</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berlin-Steglitz</td>
<td>73193</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berlin-Tempelhof</td>
<td>74319</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berlin-Tiergarten</td>
<td>75187</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berlin &amp; umgebung</td>
<td>7137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berlin und Potsdam</td>
<td>12541</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berlin und Potsdam, kleine ausgabe</td>
<td>12539</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berlin und Umgebung : kleine Ausgabe mit Angaben für Autofahrer</td>
<td>12542</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berlin und Umgebung : mit Angaben für Automobilisten</td>
<td>12540</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berlin und Umgebung : praktischer Reiseführer</td>
<td>12523, 12530</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berlin und Umgebung : praktischer Wegweiser</td>
<td>12514</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berlin und umgebungen</td>
<td>12507, 12508, 12509, 12510, 12511, 12526, 12535</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berlin-Wilmersdorf</td>
<td>82976</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berliner Central V</td>
<td>10088</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berliner Grundschulatlas</td>
<td>12544</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berliner grundschulatlas (heimatlas)</td>
<td>12536</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berliner, Harold</td>
<td>1655, 13327, 76608, 84048</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berliner Lithog. Inst.</td>
<td>10169</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berliner Lithographisches Institut</td>
<td>31550, 31573, 65727, 65728, 84635, 84638</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berliner Morgenpost</td>
<td>12545, 26198</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berliner Realschule</td>
<td>9633</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berliner Verkehrs-Betriebe (BVG)</td>
<td>12555</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berliner Volksschulatlas für die oberen Klassen / H. Harms ; herausgegeben unter Mitarbeit von W. Ratthey und E. Kube</td>
<td>10241</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berliner Zeitung</td>
<td>10350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berlinghieri, Francesco, 1440-1501</td>
<td>10555, 12562, 28853, 28854, 28858, 65785</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berlinguero, Nicolas</td>
<td>67944</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berlitz travel guide</td>
<td>75824</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bermuda Island (Bermuda Islands) - Maps - 1971</td>
<td>27157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bermuda Islands - Maps - 1622 - Landowners</td>
<td>12563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bermuda Islands - Maps - 1626 - Landowners</td>
<td>12564</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bermuda Islands - Maps - 1671 - Landowners</td>
<td>12565</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bermuda Islands - Maps - 1676 - Landowners</td>
<td>12566</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bermuda Islands - Maps - 1700</td>
<td>58863, 81589</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bermuda Islands - Maps - 1721</td>
<td>81594</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bermuda Islands - Maps - 1728 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>13470</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Bernuda Scardeonii canonici Patavini de antiquitate urbis Patavii et claris civibus Patavinis libri tres, in quindecim classes distincti : Eiusdem appendix

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Entry</th>
<th>Call Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Bermudas, or Summer's Islands</td>
<td>12567</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bem. Schweizerisches Alpines Museum</td>
<td>66374</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bern Region (Switzerland) - Maps</td>
<td>1552, 53636</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bern Region (Switzerland) - Maps</td>
<td>1578, 12579</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bern (Switzerland) - Map collections</td>
<td>67746</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bern (Switzerland) - Maps</td>
<td>1549-1552, 12581</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bern (Switzerland) - Maps</td>
<td>1792, 12582</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bern (Switzerland) - Maps</td>
<td>1800, 12583</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bern (Switzerland) - Maps</td>
<td>1811-1939, Collections, 73774</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bern (Switzerland) - Maps</td>
<td>1840, Pictorial works, 12584</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bern (Switzerland) - Maps</td>
<td>1926, 74036</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bern (Switzerland) - Pictorial works</td>
<td>1549-1552, 12581</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bern (Switzerland) - Pictorial works</td>
<td>1620, 74091</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bern (Switzerland) - Pictorial works</td>
<td>1620, 74091</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bern (Switzerland) - Coasts - Nautical charts</td>
<td>12571</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bermudas</td>
<td>12567, 12571, 12574</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
de sepulchris insignibus exterorum Patavii iacentium 17767
Bernardo Silvano e la sua edizione della Geografia di Tolomeo 17531
Bernardo Silvano e la sua edizione della Geografia di Tolomeo. Note de Giulia Guglielmi-Zazo 70143
Bernard, E., active 1877-1878 51844
Bernardus Albingaunensis 65803
Bernasconi, Patricia A. C. M. 2530
Berncastle, Lieut. 84660
Bemdlt, Johann Christian, 1748-1812 24084
Bemdlt, Randall 18609
Bemdlt, Walter 30540, 30549
Berne 12584
Berne (Switzerland) SEE Bern (Switzerland) 74036
Berneck, Fortunat Sprecher von, 1585-1647 73788
Berner Bros. Pub. Co. (Antigo, Wis.) 41602
Berner Oberland : Jungfrau-Region, Schweiz Switzerland Suisse Svizzera 39906
Bernese Alps (Switzerland) - Maps - 1816 12587
Bernese Alps (Switzerland) - Maps - 1903 12588
Bernese Alps (Switzerland) - Maps - 1922 74029
Bernese Alps (Switzerland) - Maps - 1925 12589
Bernese Alps (Switzerland) - Maps - 1963 12590
Bernese Alps (Switzerland) - Maps - 1964 74073
Bernese Oberland & Lucerne 12590
Bernhard, Duke of Saxe -Weimar, 1604-1639 13891
Bernhard, Duke of Saxe-Weimar-Eisenach, 1792-1862 13435, 25565, 26478, 55629, 55839, 60376, 64356, 64816, 64936, 66091, 76084, 76612, 79485
Bernhard, Herzog v Sachsen 9675
Bernece Pauahi Bishop Museum 45201
Bernice Pauahi Bishop Museum. Archives 33672
Bernier, Joseph Elzear, 1852-1934 11411
Bernier, Oliver 65480
Berniere, Henry de, fl. 1775 SEE De Berniere, Henry, fl. 1775 14923
Bernigeroth, Johann Martin, 1713-1767 12698
Bernmizet, Mr. 62595, 62596
Bernmizet, Mr. Geographical memoir on Easter Isle (1786) 24517
Berkneise-Kues (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1620 18943
Berkneise-Kues (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1657 18944
Bernleithner, Ernst 6765
Bernleithner, Ernst, 1903-1940 11132, 16931, 18378, 1301, 32153, 32173, 33839, 41754, 41760, 41761, 46090, 66421, 75582
Bernou, Claude, fl. 1676-1682 25575, 32513, 32523, 32524, 32526, 35024, 35025, 46730, 57389, 61776, 68022, 73437
Bernoulli, C. Chr. (Carl Christoph), 1861-1923 12698
Bernuset 29065
Berol 62282, 70111
Berqueman, A. 14775
Berresford, Richard 57492, 57493
Berrett, A. M. 30957, 30958, 49169
Berrett, Anthony M. SEE Berrett, A. M. 49169
Berrett, Tony SEE Berrett, A. M. 49169
[Berrien County (Mich.) - 1860: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 12591
Berrien County (Mich.) - Maps - 1860 - Landowners 12591
Berrien County (Mich.) - Maps - 1873 - Landowners 12592
Berrien County (Mich.) - Maps - 1880 12593
Berrien County (Mich.) - Maps - 1917 - Landowners 12594
Berrien County (Mich.) - Maps - 1963 - Landowners 12595
Berrien County (Mich.) - Maps - 2000 - Road maps 70743
Berrien County (Mich.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps 70744, 70745
Berrien County (Mich.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps 70746
Berrien County, Michigan, official farm plat book and directory 12595
Berrien, John MacPherson, d. 1876 53791
Berry Bros. & Rudd Ltd. 83026
Berry, D. W. (Dean Walter), 1904- 26189
Berry (France) - Maps - 1570 12596
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Entry</th>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Pages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Berry (France) - Maps - 1588</td>
<td>12597</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berry (France) - Maps - 1593</td>
<td>12598</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berry (France) - Maps - 1606</td>
<td>12599</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berry (France) - Maps - 1678</td>
<td>12600</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berry (France) - Maps - 1707</td>
<td>12601</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berry (France) - Maps - 1753</td>
<td>12602, 12603</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berry (France) - Maps - 1756</td>
<td>43082, 43083</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berry (France) - Maps - 1777</td>
<td>12604</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berry (France) - Maps - 1973</td>
<td>64216</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berry (France) - Maps - 1987</td>
<td>12605</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berry, Ian</td>
<td>17939</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berry, Limousin / Michelin</td>
<td>12605</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berry Publishing Company</td>
<td>39360</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berry, R. W.</td>
<td>77440</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berry, R. W., fl. ca. 1927-ca. 1930</td>
<td>SEE Berry, R. W. 77440</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berry, Robert L.</td>
<td>81776</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berry, Rogers, and Berry</td>
<td>29097</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berry, William, fl. 1669-1708</td>
<td>174, 233, 1353, 3224, 3260, 7771, 11142, 11509, 11510, 11925, 12127, 13775, 16616, 18823, 21194, 21863, 23110, 25070, 25753, 25933, 25936, 27655, 28969, 31352, 38241, 38800, 38803, 41825, 45856, 51943, 57383, 57385, 62737, 66454, 66581, 67712, 69171, 70412, 70413, 72678, 72679, 73637, 75725, 76004, 82820, 84047, 84048</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berry, William, fl. 1669-1708. [A Collection of maps of the world] [1680-1689]</td>
<td>174, 233, 1353, 3224, 3260, 11142, 11509, 11510, 11925, 12127, 13775, 16616, 18823, 21194, 21863, 23110, 25070, 25753, 25933, 25936, 27655, 28969, 31352, 38241, 38800, 38803, 41825, 45856, 51943, 53392, 57383, 57385, 62737, 66161, 66454, 66581, 67712, 69171, 70412, 70413, 72678, 72679, 73637, 75725, 76004, 82820, 84047, 84048</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bersano Begey, Marina</td>
<td>17462</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bersselius, Nils Fredrik, fl. 1873</td>
<td>34065</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berta and Elmer Hader's picture book of the states</td>
<td>77528</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bertacchi, Cosimo</td>
<td>18000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bertacchi, Cosimo, 1854-1887</td>
<td>SEE Bertacchi, Cosimo 18000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bertani, Pietro, 1611-1678</td>
<td>SEE Bertani, Pietro, 1611-1678 28959</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bertano, Pietro, 1611-1678</td>
<td>28959</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bertarelli, Achille, 1864-1926</td>
<td>42365</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bertarelli, L. V. (Luigi Vittorio), 1859-1926</td>
<td>SEE Bertarelli, L. V. (Luigi Vittorio), 1859-1926 Piemonte, Lombardia, canton Ticino 39152</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bertault, engraver</td>
<td>32843</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berthault, M.</td>
<td>9251</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berthaut, Henri Marie A</td>
<td>5563</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berthe, Maurice</td>
<td>7108</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bertheseimer, Jules</td>
<td>34416</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berthelette, Josée</td>
<td>57850</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berthelot, André, 1862-1938</td>
<td>16820, 16914, 17096, 27591, 65748</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bertheslen, Barbara P.</td>
<td>17077, 72952</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bertheslen, Christian</td>
<td>32991</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bertheslen, John F.</td>
<td>41768, 82984</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Berthelsen & Mortensen 32991
Berthier, 18th cent. 66662
Berthold, Lothar 34339
Berthol, C. 9259, 9275
Berthon, Simon 17375
Berthoud, Edward L. 67091
Berthoud, Ferdinand, 1727-1807 81618
Berthoud, H. (Henry), 19th cent. 34043, 34044
Berthrong, I. P. 55291, 55293, 61351, 76125, 76126, 77197
[Bertie County (N.C) - 1863: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 12606
Bertie County (N.C.) - Maps - 1863 - Landowners 12606
Bertin, F. 28741, 34032
Bertin, J. 34342
Bertius, Petrus, 1565-1629 4299, 4339, 4366, 4403, 8669, 8674, 9090, 9572, 18329, 27634, 28946, 28947, 28948, 28952, 28953, 31337, 31340, 32426, 34372, 53375, 53379, 65766, 67134, 83973
Bertius, Petrus, 1565-1629. Breviarium totius orbis terrarum (1701) 28987
Bertius, Petrus, 1565-1629. Breviarivm totivs orbis terrarvm 28967
Bertius, Petrus, 1565-1629. Commentariorum rerum germanicarum libritres. Selections 26361
Bertolazzi, Lucio 21764
Bertold, Lothar 83734
Bertolini, G. L. 17463
Bertolini, Giulio Cesare 10646
Bertoni, Mario 17933
Bertot, Jean 28006
Bertram Bryan Co. 39540
Bertram, Robert J. S. 24062, 58780
Bertrand 64515
Bertrand, Arthus, fl. 1800-1857 9331, 16327, 22533, 34376, 50546, 50623, 61269, 61283, 61284, 61285, 62559, 62560, 62609, 62613
Bertrand (Neb.) - Maps - 1908 3631
Berwood, C. M. 12886
Berwyn (Ill.) - Aerial photographs - 1925 19374
Besançon, fl. 1798-1835 62613
Besançon (France) - Maps - 1620 12607
Besançon (France) - Maps - 1696 - Fortification 12608
Besançon (France) - Maps - 1713 - Fortification 12609
Besançon ville forte capitale de la Franche Comte ... 12608, 12609
Besant, Walter, Sir, 1836-1901 42554, 45567
Besantinopolis (Extinct City) SEE Antinoöpolis (Extinct City) 2168
Bescapè, Carlo, 1550-1615 12610
Beschorner, Hans, 1872-1944 17464, 17465
Beschreibung der jetzigen Stadt Jerusalem 39759
Beschreibung des Erczherzogtumb Oesterreich ober enns durch / Augustin Hirshuogel 11135
Beschreibung des gantzen welt-kreises 9142
Beschreibung des gantzen welt-kreises V3:Africa 9141
Beschreibung dess Haerten Landes 62784
Beschreibung von Arabien aus eigenen beobachtungen und im Lande selbst gesammten Nachrichten abgefasset von Carsten Niebuhr 2281
Beschreibung von dem Lande Kamtschatka ; Reise von Kamtschatka nach Amerika ; AusfUhrliche Beschreibung von sonderbaren Meerthieren 39951
Beschrijvinge der Zee custen van Galissien beginnende van Capo de Finisterre tot Camino ... = Orae maritimae Galliciae, a Promontorio Finis Terrae Caminium vsque ad vivum delineatio 22267
Beschrijvinge der Zee Custen van Landt va[n] Argarbe. en. ee. deel vande Condado ... = Algarbae orae maritimae, et partis Condadae accurata descriptio ... 1212
Beschrijvinge van een deel vann Schottlandt van Bambourg tot Aberdein daer Edinburg de princepaele Coepstat in is ... = Orae maritimae Scotiae a Bamburgo ad Aberdinum, vera delineatio 69461
Beschrijvinge vande vermaerde stroemen, Tviile ende Tmaersdiep, opstreckende Inde Zuyder Zee voerbi Enchuyzen tot Amstelredam ... 35337
Beschrijvinge vande wtere omlopende custe van ludtlandt aen weder zijden op de Belt en. Noortzee. In zijn wesen en. gedaente tusschen Aelburg diep en. Rijncopen = Orae extremae marinae luttiae, nemp a parte maris Balcici et Borealis, inte Aelburgii 39917
Beschrijvinge der Zee Custen van Engelandt tusschen Wicht ende Doveren ... = Orae maritimae Angliae inter Wicht et Doverium, simul et praecipuorum portuum accurata descriptio et eiusdem terrae vera facies 25444
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Beschrijvinghe van de Zee Custen van Oost Vriesslandt, met allen undiepten en bakenen = Orae maritimae Frisiae Orientalis omniumque vadorum, signorumque littoralium exactissima delineatio 43530

Beschrijvinghe van West-Indien 1599

Beschrijvinghe vande Zee Custen van Engelandt tusschen Blacgneij en Scharenburch Alsoe dat Landt in zijn wesen en, gedaente is = Orae maritimae Angliae inter Blanqueym et Scarenburgum exactissima descriprio 25009

Beschrijvinghe vande Zeeusche Eylanden, Soe die op hare Strome[n] geleghen zijn, met een deel vande Zee Custen van Vlaenderen. enn. hollant ... 12108

Beschryving van Friesland 8705

Beschryving van Guiana 4485

Beschrijving van oud en nieuw Rome, verdeelt in die deele[n] : waar in de gansche gelegenheit dezer magtige stad, van de grondlegginge af, tot onder de regeeringe der keizeren, en vervolgens der pauen, ten aanzien van hare wyken, tempelen, raadhoven, kerk ... 67225

Beschrijvinghe van Amsterdam 4373

Beschrijvinghe van alle de Neder-Landen 53371

Beschrijvinghe van alle de Neder-Landen (facs) 53363, 53370

Besenval, Jacques-Charles, 1674-1738 9084, 9085

Besenval, Jean-Victor, baron de, 1671-1736 9084, 9085

Besenval, Pierre-Victor, baron de, 1721-1791 9084, 9085

Beseliev, Bojan 17006

Besitzstandkarte von 1628 : Historischer Atlas von Pommern, Karte 1 (neue Folge) 65150

Besitzstandkarte von 1780 : Historischer Atlas von Pommern, Karte 2 (neue Folge) 65151

Beske Kartographisches Institut 26176

Beskrivning till Carta marina, översat av Gudrun och Willy Billsten 17701

Beskwh, E. G. 81818, 81819

Besley, Henry 23517

Besley, E., fl. 1887 21320

Besley, Edward 8260

Besobrasoff 3463

Besobrasoff, lls (Firm). The Best Western travel guide (1965) 82634

Best Eastern Motels 76121

Best, Edward 8260

Best Gas Stations SEE Independent Quality Service 78470

Best, Head Pottinger 34040

Best mode of defending villages / Smith & Jones, sculpt., Pentonville 27516

Best motor routes through Europe 26179

The Best of Charleston, South Carolina 2010 [southern section] / Resortmaps.com 19236

The Best of Falmouth, Massachusetts, 2010 26502

The Best of Portland, 2000-2001 ; The Best of Portland, 2000-2001 65319

Best route road map [of the northeastern United States] / published by and distributed with the compliments of Associated Gar ... 59266

Best Western Hotels (Firm) 78683, 82634

The Best Western travel guide (1965) 76121

The Best Western travel guide : covers 25,000 miles of principally traveled highways in the western half of the United States 82634

Bestand der historischen Karten in der Bibliothek der Basler Mission / bearbeitet von Tilman Renz unter der Leitung von Marcus Buess = Cartes historiques/géographiques correspondantes à disposition à la bibliothèque de la mission de Bâle / rédigé de Ti 26380

Bestandskatalog der Atlanten, Erdbeschreibungen und Golben des Niederrheinischen Museums der Stadt Duisburg / bearbeitet von Astrid Lüer 57079

Bestandskatalog der Landkartensammlung / bearbeitet von Jobsb - Heinrich Müller und Barbara Waechter 25735


Bestelli & Tumminelli 79979

Bestor, Norman 3093, 81806, 81809

Bet ha-sefarim ha-le'umi veha-universita'i bi-Yerushalayim 62883, 62884, 62887

Bet ha-sefarim ha-le'umi veha-universita'i bi-Yerushalayim - Map collections - Catalogs 62883

Bet ha-sefarim ha-le'umi veha-universita'i bi-Yerushalayim - Map collections - Exhibitions - Catalogs 62887

Bet ha-sefarim ha-le'umi veha-universita'i bi-Yerushalayim - Map collections - Exhibitions - Electronic information resources 62884

Beta Radiography 32367, 81449

Betaillli (firm, Milan, Italy) 63067
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12611</td>
<td>Betizons Bay (Spain) - Maps, 1801 - Nautical charts</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12612</td>
<td>Betham-Edwards, Matilda, 1836-1919</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12613</td>
<td>Bethany Beach (Del.) - Description and travel, 1987</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12614</td>
<td>Bethany-Fenwick Area Chamber of Commerce</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12615</td>
<td>Betha, P. Y.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1305</td>
<td>Bethlehem (Pa.) - Maps, 2009 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1306</td>
<td>Bethlehem (Pa.) - Pictorial works, 1798</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1307</td>
<td>Bethlehem Region (Pa.) - Maps, 2009 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1308</td>
<td>Bethlehem Steel Company</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1309</td>
<td>Bethlehem Steel Company - Pictorial works, 1959</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1310</td>
<td>Betholine SEE Sinclair Oil Corporation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1311</td>
<td>Bethune a strong town in the Earldom of Artois in the Low Countries, subject to the French</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1312</td>
<td>Bethune (France) - Maps, 1645</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1313</td>
<td>Bethune (France) - Maps, 1696 - Fortification</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1314</td>
<td>Bethune (France) - Maps, 1700-1799 - Fortification</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1315</td>
<td>Bethune (France) - Maps, 1700-1799 - Military operations</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1316</td>
<td>Bethune (France) - Maps, 1710 - Siege</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1317</td>
<td>Bethune (France) - Maps, 1711 - Fortifications</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1318</td>
<td>Bethune (France) - Maps, 1713 - Fortification</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1319</td>
<td>Bethune (France) - Maps, 1785 - Fortification</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1320</td>
<td>Bethune (France) - Pictorial works, 1620</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1321</td>
<td>Bethune in der Graffschafft Artois, mit nahe anliegender Gegend</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1322</td>
<td>Bethune, John Drinkwater, 1762-1844</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1323</td>
<td>Béthune (France) - Maps, 1710</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1324</td>
<td>Béthune ville forte des Pays Bas, du Comté d'Artois ...</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1325</td>
<td>Bethvnae vrbis Artesiae Gervinae descrip.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1326</td>
<td>Betjeman, John, 1906-1984</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69410</td>
<td>Betrachtungen zu Erdgloben von Schöner und Mercator aus den Sammlungen des Staatl. Mathematisch-Physikalischen Salons</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69411</td>
<td>Betrachtungen zu Erdgloben von Schöner und Mercator aus den Sammlungen des Staatl. Mathematisch-Physikalischen Salons in Dresdner Zwinger</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24314</td>
<td>Between east and west thru historically interesting country, [signed] Everett Henry</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>59249</td>
<td>Better plant locations [on the Norfolk and Western Railway]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24456</td>
<td>Better plant locations [on the Norfolk and Western Railway]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29008</td>
<td>Bettlesworth (Arthur) and Hitch (Charles), firm SEE A. Bettlesworth and C. Hitch (Firm)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29009</td>
<td>Bettlesworth, Arthur, d. 1739</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32006</td>
<td>Betts's new portable terrestrial globe, compiled from the latest and best authorities</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32007</td>
<td>Betts, G.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54811</td>
<td>Betts, J. Brognard</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8045</td>
<td>Betts, John, fl. 1844-1863</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8070</td>
<td>Bettex, Albert W</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48097</td>
<td>Bett, G.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6590</td>
<td>Betts, John</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8070</td>
<td>Betts, John, fl. 1844-1863</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13145</td>
<td>Beüch, Daniel, d. 1670</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8080</td>
<td>Beumer, P. J. (Philipp Jakob), 1809-1885</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29494</td>
<td>Beust, Friedrich</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85362</td>
<td>Beutler, Jos.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8777</td>
<td>Bevans, Michael H.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>76247</td>
<td>Bevens, Fendol</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>84395</td>
<td>Beverage crops / by V. C. Finch</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>84770</td>
<td>Beverley Hills (Calif.) - Maps, 2005 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>84770</td>
<td>Beverley Hills (Chicago, Ill.) - Aerial photographs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>84770</td>
<td>Bevers, Fendol</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80623</td>
<td>Bevilacqua, Eugenia</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13836</td>
<td>Bevilacqua, Mario, 1960-1836</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Bew, John, d. 1793   2150, 34800, 76473
Bew, John 30256
Beward, W. A., fl. 1922   80450
Beward, W. A., fl. 1922. Map of Virginia showing state and county highway systems (1922) 80450
Beware: grizzly bears 45603
Bewy, John 30256
Bexar County (Tex.) - Maps - 1879 - Landowners 12623
Bexar County (Tex.) - Maps - 1887 - Landowners 12624, 12625
Bexar County (Tex.) - Maps - 1897 - Landowners 12626
Bexar County (Tex.) - Maps - 1989 - Road maps 68382
Bexar County (Tex.) - Maps - 1997 - Road maps 68383
Bexar County (Tex.) - Maps - 2001 - Road maps 68384
Bexar County (Tex.) - Maps - 2003 - Road maps 68385
Bexar County (Tex.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps 68386
Bexar County (Tex.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps 68387
Bexar County (Tex.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps 68388
Bexar County (Tex.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps 68389
Bexar County (Tex.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps 68390
Béxar (Mexico) SEE San Antonio (Tex.) 68377
Béxar (Tex.) SEE San Antonio (Tex.) 68377
Bexhill (England) - Maps - 1905 73498
Bey, Muhammad Hamdi 9062
Beyel, Christian, 1808-1858 73889
Beyer, 76690
Beyer, Carlos 2515
Beyer, Ernest 1436
Beyer, F. 60109
Beyer, Georg Leonhard 11962
Beyer, Johnn 12121
Beyer-Rothoff, Brigitte 66617, 66618
Beyer, Victor 22841
Beyerman, J. J. 17467
Bejermann, Arthur 34081
Beylen, Jules van 46076
Beyond Burnham: an illustrated history of planning for the Chicago region / [Joseph P. Schwieterman and Alan P. Mammoser; edited with a postscript by John A. Shuler] 19378
Beyroot Region (Lebanon) SEE Beirut Region (Lebanon) 12085
Beytrage zur kriegs-kunst von 1756-1763 25866
Bezdruzic, Krystof Harant z, 1564-1621 SEE Harant z Polzic a Bezdruzic, Krystof, 1564-1621 64755
Bèze, Théodore de, 1519-1605 12646, 12648, 12651, 75493
Beziade, Claude Theophile de, fl. ca. 1713 SEE Theophile, Claude, fl. ca. 1713 73802
Béziers (France) - Maps - 1708 33836
Béziers (France) - Maps - 1710 33833
Béziers (France) - Maps - 1739 33837
Bezzara 10666
Bezzel, Irmgard, 1931-2021, 14758
BFB's varaldsatlas 10876
Bhutan - Maps - 1965 12627
A Bi-centennial map of Williamson County, 1799-1976 82969
Biodene, Susanna 20865
Bianchi, Rossella 41867
Bianchi, Vittorio Emanuele 67262, 67270
Bianchini, Giuseppe, b. 1704 67316
Bianco, Andrea, 15th cent. 10551, 10691, 10692, 10693, 44837
Bianco Lunos bogtrykkeri 12884
Biarritz and the Basque country: 4 plans, 4 maps, 40 illustrations 12628
Biarritz (France) - Maps - 1912 12628
Biasioli, G. 34195
Biasutti, Renato, 1878-1965 16804, 17468, 28611
Blavet River (France) - Maps - 1793 - Mouth - Nautical charts 12629
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| Bible - Geography - Maps - 1599 | 12648 |
| Bible - Geography - Maps - 1606 | 12649, 48029 |
| Bible - Geography - Maps - 1610 | 12650 |
| Bible - Geography - Maps - 1615 | 12651, 12652 |
| Bible - Geography - Maps - 1621 | 12653 |
| Bible - Geography - Maps - 1623 | 12654 |
| Bible - Geography - Maps - 1629 | 12655 |
| Bible - Geography - Maps - 1632 | 12656 |
| Bible - Geography - Maps - 1642 | 12657 |
| Bible - Geography - Maps - 1651 | 12658, 12659 |
| Bible - Geography - Maps - 1660 | 12660, 12661, 26433, 45702 |
| Bible - Geography - Maps - 1665 | 12662 |
| Bible - Geography - Maps - 1669 | 12663 |
| Bible - Geography - Maps - 1674 | 12664 |
| Bible - Geography - Maps - 1686 | 12665, 12666, 12667, 12668, 26434, 45703 |
| Bible - Geography - Maps - 1688 | 48076 |
| Bible - Geography - Maps - 1692 | 12669 |
| Bible - Geography - Maps - 1694 | 12670 |
| Bible - Geography - Maps - 1695-1730 | 48171 |
| Bible - Geography - Maps - 1696 - Names, Geographical | 12671 |
| Bible - Geography - Maps - 1699 | 34032 |
| Bible - Geography - Maps - 1700 | 12672, 12673, 12674 |
| Bible - Geography - Maps - 1700-1750 | 48026 |
| Bible - Geography - Maps - 1701 | 7777 |
| Bible - Geography - Maps - 1703 | 12675, 12676 |
| Bible - Geography - Maps - 1704 | 12677 |
| Bible - Geography - Maps - 1707 | 12678, 12679 |
| Bible - Geography - Maps - 1709 | 62735 |
| Bible - Geography - Maps - 1710 - Electronic information resources | 26436 |
| Bible - Geography - Maps - 1712 | 12680, 12681, 12682 |
| Bible - Geography - Maps - 1713 | 39791 |
| Bible - Geography - Maps - 1714 | 12683 |
| Bible - Geography - Maps - 1716 | 12684 |
| Bible - Geography - Maps - 1717 | 12685 |
| Bible - Geography - Maps - 1718 | 12686 |
| Bible - Geography - Maps - 1719 | 12688 |
| Bible - Geography - Maps - 1719-1720 | 12687 |
| Bible - Geography - Maps - 1721 | 34361 |
| Bible - Geography - Maps - 1724 | 12689 |
| Bible - Geography - Maps - 1725 | 12690 |
| Bible - Geography - Maps - 1726 | 12691, 45709, 48033, 62755 |
| Bible - Geography - Maps - 1728 | 12692 |
| Bible - Geography - Maps - 1729 | 12693, 12694 |
| Bible - Geography - Maps - 1732 | 12696 |
| Bible - Geography - Maps - 1732-1747 | 12695 |
| Bible - Geography - Maps - 1734 | 12697, 22379 |
| Bible - Geography - Maps - 1736 | 34365 |
| Bible - Geography - Maps - 1739-1760 | 12698 |
| Bible - Geography - Maps - 1740 | 12699, 12700, 62800, 62801 |
| Bible - Geography - Maps - 1746 | 12701, 12702 |
| Bible - Geography - Maps - 1747 | 48039 |
| Bible - Geography - Maps - 1750 | 12703, 62805, 62806 |
| Bible - Geography - Maps - 1754 | 12704 |
| Bible - Geography - Maps - 1760 | 62807 |
| Bible - Geography - Maps - 1764 | 12705, 38544 |
| Bible - Geography - Maps - 1768 | 12706 |
| Bible - Geography - Maps - 1769 | 12707 |
| Bible - Geography - Maps - 1774 | 12708, 12709 |
| Bible - Geography - Maps - 1775 | 12710, 30652 |
| Bible - Geography - Maps - 1776 | 12711 |
| Bible - Geography - Maps - 1777 | 12712 |
| Bible - Geography - Maps - 1779 | 62811 |
| Bible - Geography - Maps - 1782 | 34371, 62812 |
| Bible - Geography - Maps - 1783 | 12713, 12714, 34373, 62814 |
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| Bible - Geography - Maps - 1784 | 62815 |
| Bible - Geography - Maps - 1785 | 12715, 12716 |
| Bible - Geography - Maps - 1786 | 12717, 12718, 12719, 62756 |
| Bible - Geography - Maps - 1788 | 12720 |
| Bible - Geography - Maps - 1794 | 12721, 12722, 12723, 39784, 39785 |
| Bible - Geography - Maps - 1795 | 12724 |
| Bible - Geography - Maps - 1797 | 12725, 12726 |
| Bible - Geography - Maps - 1799 | 52421 |
| Bible - Geography - Maps - 1801 | 12727 |
| Bible - Geography - Maps - 1803 | 12728 |
| Bible - Geography - Maps - 1804 | 12729 |
| Bible - Geography - Maps - 1806 | 12730 |
| Bible - Geography - Maps - 1809 | 12731 |
| Bible - Geography - Maps - 1811 | 12732, 12733, 12734 |
| Bible - Geography - Maps - 1812 | 12736, 12737 |
| Bible - Geography - Maps - 1812-1817 | 12735 |
| Bible - Geography - Maps - 1813 | 12738 |
| Bible - Geography - Maps - 1814 | 12739, 12740, 34387 |
| Bible - Geography - Maps - 1815 | 12741 |
| Bible - Geography - Maps - 1816 | 12742 |
| Bible - Geography - Maps - 1817 | 12743, 12744 |
| Bible - Geography - Maps - 1820 | 12745, 12746 |
| Bible - Geography - Maps - 1824 | 12747, 12748 |
| Bible - Geography - Maps - 1825 | 12749 |
| Bible - Geography - Maps - 1827 | 12751, 12752, 12753, 12754, 39737 |
| Bible - Geography - Maps - 1827-1828 | 12750 |
| Bible - Geography - Maps - 1830 | 12755, 12756 |
| Bible - Geography - Maps - 1831 | 12757, 12758, 12759 |
| Bible - Geography - Maps - 1832 | 12760, 12761, 12762, 12763, 12764 |
| Bible - Geography - Maps - 1833 | 12765, 12766, 12767 |
| Bible - Geography - Maps - 1834 | 12768, 12769 |
| Bible - Geography - Maps - 1835 | 12770, 12771 |
| Bible - Geography - Maps - 1836 | 12772, 12773, 12774 |
| Bible - Geography - Maps - 1837 | 12775, 12776 |
| Bible - Geography - Maps - 1838 | 12777, 12778 |
| Bible - Geography - Maps - 1839 | 12779, 12780 |
| Bible - Geography - Maps - 1840 | 12781, 12782, 12783 |
| Bible - Geography - Maps - 1841 | 12784, 12785 |
| Bible - Geography - Maps - 1843 | 12786, 12787, 12788, 12789 |
| Bible - Geography - Maps - 1844 | 12790, 12791 |
| Bible - Geography - Maps - 1845 | 12792 |
| Bible - Geography - Maps - 1845-1848 | 34429 |
| Bible - Geography - Maps - 1846 | 12793 |
| Bible - Geography - Maps - 1847 | 12794, 12795, 12796 |
| Bible - Geography - Maps - 1848 | 12797, 12798, 12799 |
| Bible - Geography - Maps - 1849 | 12800 |
| Bible - Geography - Maps - 1850 | 12801, 12802, 12803 |
| Bible - Geography - Maps - 1851 | 12804, 12805, 12806, 12807 |
| Bible - Geography - Maps - 1853 | 12808, 12809, 12810 |
| Bible - Geography - Maps - 1854 | 12811, 12812, 12813 |
| Bible - Geography - Maps - 1855 | 12814, 12815, 12816, 12817, 12818, 12819 |
| Bible - Geography - Maps - 1856 | 12820, 12821, 70154 |
| Bible - Geography - Maps - 1857 | 12822, 34449 |
| Bible - Geography - Maps - 1858 | 12823, 12824 |
| Bible - Geography - Maps - 1859 | 12825, 12826, 12827, 45711 |
| Bible - Geography - Maps - 1860 | 12828, 12829 |
| Bible - Geography - Maps - 1861 | 12830 |
| Bible - Geography - Maps - 1862 | 12831 |
| Bible - Geography - Maps - 1863 | 12832 |
| Bible - Geography - Maps - 1864 | 12833, 12834 |
| Bible - Geography - Maps - 1865 | 12835, 70157 |
| Bible - Geography - Maps - 1866 | 12836 |
| Bible - Geography - Maps - 1868 | 12837, 12838, 12839, 34461 |
| Bible - Geography - Maps - 1869 | 12840, 12841, 12842, 12843, 12844 |
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Bible - Geography - Maps - 1870 12846, 12847
Bible - Geography - Maps - 1870-1879 12845
Bible - Geography - Maps - 1870 - Manuscrypts 62736
Bible - Geography - Maps - 1871 12848, 12849, 12850, 12851
Bible - Geography - Maps - 1872 12852, 62832
Bible - Geography - Maps - 1874 12853, 12854, 34466
Bible - Geography - Maps - 1875 12855, 34467
Bible - Geography - Maps - 1876 12856, 30074
Bible - Geography - Maps - 1877 12857, 12858, 12859, 12860, 12861, 48145
Bible - Geography - Maps - 1878 12862, 12863
Bible - Geography - Maps - 1879 12864, 12865, 12866, 12867
Bible - Geography - Maps - 1880 12869, 12870, 12871, 48147, 62835
Bible - Geography - Maps - 1880-1881 12868
Bible - Geography - Maps - 1881 12872
Bible - Geography - Maps - 1882 34212
Bible - Geography - Maps - 1883 12873, 12874
Bible - Geography - Maps - 1884 12875, 12876, 12877, 12878, 12879, 12880
Bible - Geography - Maps - 1885 12881, 12882, 12883, 45712
Bible - Geography - Maps - 1886 12884, 12885
Bible - Geography - Maps - 1887 12886, 12887, 12888, 12889
Bible - Geography - Maps - 1888 12890, 12891
Bible - Geography - Maps - 1889 12892, 12893, 12894, 70158
Bible - Geography - Maps - 1890 12895, 12896, 12897, 12898
Bible - Geography - Maps - 1892 12899
Bible - Geography - Maps - 1894 12900, 12901
Bible - Geography - Maps - 1895 12902
Bible - Geography - Maps - 1896 12903, 12904
Bible - Geography - Maps - 1897 12905, 12906, 12907, 12908
Bible - Geography - Maps - 1898 12909
Bible - Geography - Maps - 1899 12910, 12911, 12912, 12913
Bible - Geography - Maps - 1900 12914, 12915, 12916, 12917, 12918
Bible - Geography - Maps - 1902 12919, 12920, 12921
Bible - Geography - Maps - 1905 12922
Bible - Geography - Maps - 1906 12923
Bible - Geography - Maps - 1907 12924, 12925
Bible - Geography - Maps - 1908 12926
Bible - Geography - Maps - 1909 12927
Bible - Geography - Maps - 1910 12929
Bible - Geography - Maps - 1910-1919 12928
Bible - Geography - Maps - 1911 12930, 12931, 12932
Bible - Geography - Maps - 1912 12933, 12934
Bible - Geography - Maps - 1914 12935, 12936, 12937, 12938
Bible - Geography - Maps - 1915 12939, 12940
Bible - Geography - Maps - 1916 12941, 34493
Bible - Geography - Maps - 1918 12942, 12943, 12944
Bible - Geography - Maps - 1920 12946
Bible - Geography - Maps - 1920-1929 12945
Bible - Geography - Maps - 1923 12947
Bible - Geography - Maps - 1926 12948
Bible - Geography - Maps - 1928 12949, 12950, 12951
Bible - Geography - Maps - 1930 12952
Bible - Geography - Maps - 1932 12953, 12954
Bible - Geography - Maps - 1934 12955
Bible - Geography - Maps - 1935 12956, 12957
Bible - Geography - Maps - 1936 12958, 12959, 12960, 12961, 12962, 12963
Bible - Geography - Maps - 1939 12964
Bible - Geography - Maps - 1940 12965, 12966, 12967
Bible - Geography - Maps - 1945 12968, 12969, 12970
Bible - Geography - Maps - 1947 12971, 12972, 12973
Bible - Geography - Maps - 1948 12974, 12975, 12976
Bible - Geography - Maps - 1949 12977, 12978, 12979, 12980
Bible - Geography - Maps - 1950 12981, 12982, 12983, 12984, 12985
Bible - Geography - Maps - 1951 12986, 12987, 12988
Bible - Geography - Maps - 1952 12989, 12990, 12991, 12992, 12993
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<th>Call Number</th>
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</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bible - Geography - Maps - 1953</td>
<td>12994, 12995, 12996, 12997, 12998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bible - Geography - Maps - 1954</td>
<td>12999, 13000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bible - Geography - Maps - 1955</td>
<td>13001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bible - Geography - Maps - 1956</td>
<td>13002, 13003, 13004, 13005, 13006, 13007, 13008, 13009, 13010, 13011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bible - Geography - Maps - 1957</td>
<td>13012, 13013, 13014, 13015, 13016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bible - Geography - Maps - 1958</td>
<td>13017, 13018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bible - Geography - Maps - 1959</td>
<td>13019, 13020, 13021, 13022, 13023, 13024, 13025, 13026, 13027, 13028, 13029, 13030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bible - Geography - Maps - 1960</td>
<td>13031, 13032, 13033, 13034</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bible - Geography - Maps - 1961</td>
<td>13035, 13036, 13037, 13038</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bible - Geography - Maps - 1962</td>
<td>13039, 13040</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bible - Geography - Maps - 1966</td>
<td>13041</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bible - Geography - Maps - 1968</td>
<td>13042</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bible - Geography - Maps - 1969</td>
<td>13043</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bible - Geography - Maps - 1977</td>
<td>13044</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bible - Geography - Maps - 1978</td>
<td>13045</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bible - Geography - Maps - 1981</td>
<td>13046, 13047</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bible - Geography - Maps - 1982</td>
<td>13048, 13049</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bible - Geography - Maps - 1983</td>
<td>13050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bible - Geography - Maps - 1988</td>
<td>13051</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bible - Geography - Maps - 1991</td>
<td>13052</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bible - Geography - Maps - 1993</td>
<td>13053</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bible - Geography - Maps - 1996</td>
<td>13054</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bible - Geography - Maps - 2009</td>
<td>13055</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bible - Geography - Maps - 2012</td>
<td>13056</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bible - Geography - Maps - 565</td>
<td>13057</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bible - Geography - Maps - Bibliography</td>
<td>62883</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bible - Geography - Maps - Bibliography - 1500-1600</td>
<td>13058, 13059, 13060, 13061</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bible - Geography - Maps - Bibliography - 1500-1800</td>
<td>13062</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bible - Geography - Maps - Bibliography - Methodology</td>
<td>13063</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bible - Geography - Maps - Collections</td>
<td>13065, 13066, 48170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bible - Geography - Maps - Collections, 1462-1927 - Electronic resources</td>
<td>62884</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bible - Geography - Maps - Collections, 1500-1600</td>
<td>13058, 13061</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bible - Geography - Maps - Collections, 1500-1700</td>
<td>13064</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bible - Geography - Maps - Collections, To 1992</td>
<td>18264, 18265</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bible - Geography - Maps - Pictorial works - 1847</td>
<td>12794</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bible - Geography - Maps - Pictorial works - Bibliography</td>
<td>13067</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bible - Geography - Problems, Exercises, Etc. - Maps - 1870 - Manuscripts</td>
<td>62736</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Bible hand-book : for Sunday-schools and Bible-readers / by Albert L. Rawson</td>
<td>12846</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[The Bible in Tigrinya]</td>
<td>13038</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bible maps, or, A historical and descriptive atlas of scripture geography : wherein the ancient authorities are verified and corrected from the information of travellers and writers up to the present time / by William Hughes</td>
<td>12811</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bible - Names, Geographical - 1590</td>
<td>59649</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bible - Names, Geographical - 1696</td>
<td>12671</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bible - Names, Geographical - 1784</td>
<td>13068</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bible - Names, Geographical - 1797</td>
<td>13069</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bible - Names, Geographical - 1813</td>
<td>13070</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bible - Names, Geographical - 1837</td>
<td>12776</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bible - Names, Geographical - 1847</td>
<td>12795</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bible - Names, Geographical - 1849</td>
<td>12800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bible - Names, Geographical - 1871</td>
<td>12851</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bible - Names, Geographical - 1874</td>
<td>12854</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bible - Names, Geographical - 1877</td>
<td>12859</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bible - Names, Geographical - 1889</td>
<td>12894</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bible - Names, Geographical - 1900-1999</td>
<td>13071</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bible - Names, Geographical - 1981</td>
<td>13072</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bible - Names, Geographical - 2005</td>
<td>13073</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bible, O.T. Greek. Septuagint. 1709</td>
<td>39739, 62735, 84077</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bible senuma lahitud koro ni lahitud kura do</td>
<td>13037</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bible Society of India and Ceylon (1956-1966)</td>
<td>13025, 13026, 13035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bible story atlas / compiled by A. W. Reed</td>
<td>13042</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bible student's manual</td>
<td>12866</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bible - Study and teaching - Italy - History</td>
<td>13074</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Bible, that is, the Holy Scriptures contained in the Olde and New Testament : translated according to the Ebrew and Greece, and conferred with the best translations in divers languages, with most profitable annotations upon all the hard places, and</td>
<td>12646</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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[The Bible, that is, the Holy Scriptures conteined in the Olde and Newe Testament] 12651, 12652
Biblia, das ist, die Ganze Heilige Schrift des Alten und Neuen Testaments : nach der deutschen Ubersetzung D. Martin Luthers ; mit eines jeden Capitels kurzen Summarien ; auch beygufegten vielen aufs neue berichtigen Parallelten 12766
Biblia, dat is de gantsche H. Schrifture 12666
Biblia : dat is: de gantsche H. Schrifture (1660) 12660, 12661, 26433, 39734, 45702, 84032
Biblia : dat is, De gantsche H. Schrifture (1686) 12667, 12668, 26434, 39735, 45703, 84053
Biblia, dat is de gantsche H. Schrifture, vervattende alle de cononijcke boecken des Ouden en des Nieuwen Testaments : door last der Hoogh-Mog, Heeren Staten Generael vande Vereenighde Nederlanden en volgens het besluyt vande Synode Nationaen, gehouden 12687
Biblia : knigi svischchennogo pisania Vetkhogo i Novogo Zaveta : kanonicheskie, v Russkom perevode s parallelnym mestami 12974
Biblia parralelo-harmonico-ex getsica, das ist, Die mit sich selbst wohl übereinstimmende, und sich selbst erklärende, ganze Heilige Schrift : Alten und Neuen Testaments nach den accuratesten Exemplarien der deutschen Ubersetzung des seligen D. Martin 12698
Biblia sacra vulgate editionis : cum selectis annotationibus ex optimis quibusque interpretibus excerptis : pars prima[ altera] 12700
A Biblia Sagrada : Antigo e Novo testamento / traduzida em Português por João Ferreira de Almeida 13019
La Biblia Vulgata Latina / traducida en español, y anotada conforme al sentido de los santos padres y expositores católicos por el P. Phelipe Scio de San Miguel 12726
A Biblical and theological dictionary : explanatory of the history, manners, and customs of the Jews, and neighboring nations, with an account of the most remarkable places and persons mentioned in Sacred Scripture, an exposition of the principal doct 12821
A Biblical and theological dictionary : explanatory of the history, manners, and customs of the Jews, and neighbouring nations, with an account of the most remarkable places and persons mentioned in Sacred Scripture, an exposition of the principal doct 12765
Biblical annual or scripture cabinet atlas 12768
Biblical atlas 8042, 9162
Biblical atlas and scripture gazetteer : with geographical descriptions and copious Bible references / the maps by Henry Courttier 12895
The Biblical atlas : containing seventeen maps, with explanatory notices 12812
The Biblical atlas, containing twenty-four maps, illustrative of scripture geography : drawn and engraved from the best authorities 12773
The Biblical cyclopaedia, or, Dictionary of the Holy Scriptures 12748
Biblicocartography 44797
Bibliofilia 73051
Bibliografia di Rodolfo Gallo ... redatta, con l'aiuto di Marina Gallo, da Lucia Casanova Bellodi 28548
Bibliografie van de geschiedenis van de kartografie van de Nederlanden = Bibliography of the history of cartography of the Netherlands / Peter van der Krogt, Marc Hameleers, Paul van den Brink 18173
Bibliographers 46723
Bibliographia cartographica 16977
Bibliographia geographica Palaestinae 62729
A Bibliographic addendum to Cart I Wheat's 'Mapping the transmissipi west, 1540-1816' 82859
Bibliographica cartographica 16976
A Bibliographical account of the different states of the maps of New England, Virginia, and the Summer Isles in the works if Cap 70227
Bibliographical check list of all works on trigonometry published up to 1700 A.D. 75518
[Bibliographical description of an excerpt from the works of Paracelsus published by Marcus Ambrosius] 1478
[Bibliographical entries for books by Marcus Ambrosius] 1477
Bibliographical notes upon the makers, engravers and publishers 16730
Bibliographical Society of America 1864
Bibliographical Society of Canada 43749, 43750
Bibliographical Society of the University of Virginia 65135
Bibliographie antarctique / J. Denucé 2074
Bibliographie de cartographie ecclesiastique. 24606
Bibliographie de l'oeuvre de Pierre Aplan 17710
Bibliographie der Arbeiten über Sebastian Münster vom 1850-1960 51960
Bibliographie der geographischen Literatur in deutscher Sprache 30726
Bibliographie der Gesamtkarten der Schweiz von Anfang bis 1802 : mit einem Überblick über die Geschichte der Karten und Atlanten, kurzen Beschreibungen, historischen und biographischen Anmerckungen und Abbildungen / bearbeitet von Walter Blumer ; hrsg. 74086
Bibliographie der Schriften des Colmarer Arzttes Lorenz Fries 28401
Bibliographie der Schriften des Universitätsprofessors Dr. Hans von Mzik : zu seinem 60. Geburtstage dargebracht von Freunden, Kollegen und vom Verlag 52039
Bibliographie der siebenbürgischen Frühdrucke, herausgegeben vom Hermannstädtier Brukenthalmuseum unter Mitarbeit von Elisabeth Soltesz-Juhász 17592
Bibliographie géographique 30731
Bibliographie géographique annuelle 30733
Bibliographie géographique internationale = International geographical bibliography 30734
Bibliographie Lyonnaise : Recherches sur les imprimeurs, libraires, relieurs et fondeurs de lettres de Lyon au XVle siècle 65594
Bibliographie sommaire de l'oeuvre mercatorienne 17711
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A Bibliography of Ptolemy's Geography 65769
A Bibliography of statistical applications in geography 30880
A Bibliography of statistical cartography 73178

Bibliography of the history of cartography at the Newberry Library / compiled by Robert W. Karrow, Jr., Peggy Hafner, and Patrick A. Morris 17408
Bibliography of the Licking River Valley in Kentucky; annotated citations of printed and manuscript sources touching upon its history, cartography, geology, paleontology, and mineral resources 41968
Bibliography [of the Northwest Ordinance of 1785] 79406
Bibliography of the Polish geodetic and cartographic publications for the period 1918-1978 16974
Bibliography of the printed maps of Michigan, 1804-1880; with a series of over one hundred reproductions of maps constituting an historical atlas of the Great Lakes and Michigan / by Louis C. Karpinski, PH. D.; including discussions of Michigan maps 32625
Bibliography of the published work of Prof. Dr. Karol Buczek 14818
Bibliography [of works on maps in midwestern collections] 44497
Bibliography on propaganda maps 44758

Bibliography: the Imago Mundi of Matteo Ricci 66753
Bibliomappe: Amerique Meridionale & Oceanie 29386
Bibliomappe, ou, Livre-cartes : leçons de chronologie et de géographie / rédigées d’après les plans de M.B. (J.-Ch.), par une Société d’hommes de lettres et de savans géographes; sous la direction et la vérification ... de M. Dannou ... de M. Eyréis ... 29373
Bilbion : the bulletin of the New York Public Library (1993) 18190
Bilbion : the bulletin of the New York Public Library (1995) 55816
Bibliophile belge (1859) 13319
Bibliophile Society 57796
Biblioteca ambrosiana 10691, 10692, 10693, 14905, 21763, 43912, 83860
Biblioteca angelica (Rome, Italy). MSCR. 1131 1544
Biblioteca apostolica vaticana 10685, 13076, 13077, 22796, 28538, 28618, 57054, 57055, 62972, 74481, 83982
Biblioteca apostolica vaticana. Manuscript. Borgia 8 12398
Biblioteca apostolica vaticana. Manuscript. Borgia VII 45716
Biblioteca apostolica vaticana. Manuscript. Pal. lat. 1362 B. 83781
Biblioteca apostolica vaticana - Map collections - Facsimiles 13076, 13077, 28538, 74481
Biblioteca apostolica vaticana. Mss. (Cod. vat. lat. 5698) 28838
Biblioteca apostolica vaticana. Mss. (Cod. vat. Urb. graec. 83) 28838
Biblioteca apostolica vaticana. Vat. Lat. 2972 45770
Biblioteca Augustana 62767
Biblioteca borbónica SEE Biblioteca nazionale (Naples, Italy) 28841
Biblioteca Capitular Colombina (Seville, Spain) SEE Biblioteca Colombina 33978
Biblioteca casanatense di Roma SEE Biblioteca casanatense 13079
Biblioteca Casanatense - Map Collections 13078, 13079
Biblioteca civica berioliana (Vicenza, Italy) 80177
Biblioteca civica d'arte Luigi Poletti SEE Biblioteca di storia dell'arte Luigi Poletti 17933
Biblioteca civica di Adria SEE Biblioteca comunale di Adria 67426
Biblioteca Colombina 21765, 33978
Biblioteca comunale di Adria 67426
Biblioteca comunale di Adria - Map collections - Exhibitions - Catalogs 67426
Biblioteca comunale di Piacenza 13080
Biblioteca comunale di Piacenza - Map collections - Exhibitions 13080
Biblioteca comunale di Trento (Italy) 20621, 45223
Biblioteca comunale Federiciania 83829
Biblioteca de Ayuda. Cod. 51 13822
Biblioteca de D. Manuel II 24024
Biblioteca dell'Archivum Romanicum. Serie 1, Storia-letteratura-paleografia (1965) 75080
Biblioteca di S.M. il re (Turin, Italy) 13081
Biblioteca di S.M. il re (Turin, Italy). Manuscript map 1529
Biblioteca di S.M. il re (Turin, Italy). [Manuscript portolan chart of the Caribbean area and the Atlantic coast of eastern South America, 1523] 13081
Biblioteca Di S. Marco SEE Biblioteca Nazionale Marciana 83769
Biblioteca Di San Marco SEE Biblioteca Nazionale Marciana 83769
Biblioteca di storia dell'arte Luigi Poletti 17933
Biblioteca estense (Modena, Italy) 84536
Biblioteca estense (Modena, Italy). Manuscript 28844
Biblioteca estense (Modena, Italy). Manuscript map 16455, 83828
Biblioteca estense (Modena, Italy). Manuscript map. C.G.A. 1 83782, 83783
Biblioteca estense (Modena, Italy) - Map collections - Catalogs 16455, 84536
Biblioteca geográfica cubana. Selections 22531
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Biblioteca governativa e civica di Cremona - Map collections 46052
Biblioteca marciana see Biblioteca Nazionale Marciana 83769
Biblioteca medicea laurenziana 10691, 10692, 10693, 26767, 30848
Biblioteca medicea laurenziana - Maps collections - Catalogs 26767
Biblioteca Nacional (Brazil) 45028
Biblioteca Nacional Espana 72919
Biblioteca Nacional (Portugal) 13867
Biblioteca Nacional (Brazil) - Exhibitions 3700
Biblioteca Nacional (Spain) - Exhibitions 13082
Biblioteca Nacional (Spain) - Map collections - Catalogs 13867
Biblioteca Nazionale Di Firenze SEE Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale Di Firenze 69146
Biblioteca Nazionale Di Firenze - Map collections - Catalogs 13083
Biblioteca Nazionale Marciana Manuscript Gr. Z. 388 (=333) - Facsimiles 83769
Biblioteca Nazionale Marciana Manuscript Gr. Z. 388 (=333) - Manuscripts 13084, 83769
Biblioteca Nazionale Marciana Manuscript. It. IV, 62 10575
Biblioteca Nazionale di Napoli SEE Biblioteca nazionale (Naples, Italy) 28841
Biblioteca nazionale (Naples, Italy) - Map collections 13083
Biblioteca Nazionale Marciana Manuscript Gr. Z. 388 (=333) - Manuscripts 83769
Biblioteca Palatina di Parma 52803, 83778
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Bibliotheca palatina di Parma - Map collections - Exhibitions 52803
Biblioteca palatina di Parma. Ms. 1614 83846
Biblioteca Poletti SEE Biblioteca di storia dell'arte Luigi Poletti 17933
Biblioteca statale isontina 13085
Biblioteca statale isontina - Map collections - Catalogs 13085
Biblioteca Universitaria de Sevilia - Map collections 13086
Biblioteca universitaria (Modena, Italy) 16455
Biblioteca universitaria (Modena, Italy) - Map collections - Catalogs 16455, 84536
Biblioteca Vaticana SEE Biblioteca apostolica vaticana 13077
Bibliotek (Denmark) SEE Kongelige Bibliotek (Denmark) 28347
Biblioteca Czartoryskich W Krakowie 4158
Biblioteka Jagiellonska 65092, 65095
Biblioteca Jagiellonska - Map collections - Bibliography - Catalogs 65092
Biblioteka Kornicka 28460
Biblioteka Miejska (Breslau, Germany) SEE Stadtbibliothek zu Breslau 73134
Biblioteka Narodowa (Poland) 65090, 65091, 65096
Biblioteka Narodowa (Poland). Boz. 1, 2 65793
Biblioteka Narodowa (Poland). Manuscript. Sign. BOZ. 1, 2 65794
Biblioteka Narodowa (Poland) - Map collections - Bibliography - Catalogs 65091
Biblioteka Narodowa (Poland). Zaklad Zbiorów Kartograficznych 65092, 65095
Biblioteka Polska (Firm) 65073
Biblioteka Uniwersytecka We Wrociawiu - Map Collections 43747
Biblioteka Uniwersytecka we Wroclawiu. Bibliotekoznawstwo (1962) 64805
Bibliotheca americana : A catalogue of books relating to North and South America in the library of the late John Carter Brown of Providence, R.I. / with notes by John Russell Bartlett 66277
Bibliotheca americana : a dictionary of books relating to America, from its discovery to the present time 1864
Bibliotheca americana cartographica 1817
Bibliotheca americana vetustissima ... 17765
Bibliotheca americana vetustissimae : a description of works relating to America, published between the years 1492 and 1551 1493
Bibliotheca Americana vetustissima : a description of works relating to America published between the years 1492 and 1551 ; additions 1492
Bibliotheca Belgica : Bibliographie générale des Pays-Bas 12334
Bibliotheca Bipontina 73209
Bibliotheca cartographica 16976, 16977
Bibliotheca cartographica nova #1 10524
Bibliotheca geographicæ Palatinæ 17753
Bibliotheca Heberiana SEE Heber, Richard, 1773-1833 25926
Bibliotheca hispana sive Hispanovm, qvi vsqvm vnqvmvre sive latina sive populari sive alia quavis lingua scripto aliquid consignaverunt notitia, his ovis praecesserunt locypetior et certior brevia elogia, editorum atque ineditorum operum catalogum dv 72629
Bibliotheca instituva et collecta, primmva a Conrado Gesnero: deinde in epitomen redacta, & nouorum librorum accessione locupletata, tertio? recogni ... 1864
Bibliotheca Lusitana historica, critica, e cronologica. 17457
Bibliotheca Lindsay SEE Bibliotheca Lindesiana 28899
Bibliotheca Lindesiana 25926, 28899
Bibliotheca Lusitana historica, critica, e cronologica. 17457
Bibliotheca Patrum Capucinorum (Marathon, Wis.) 26176
Bibliotheca Regia Hafniensis SEE Kongelige Bibliotek (Denmark) 28347
Bibliotheca Scholasticatus Majoris, C.S.S.R. 18865
Bibliotheca scriptorum mediolanensium : seu Acta, et elogia virorum omnigena eruditione illustrium, qui in metropoli Insubria ... 1833 25926
Bibliotheca Thysiana 8704
Bibliotheca Tilburgi 9341
Bibliotheca Urbica Vratislaviensi SEE Stadtbibliothek zu Breslau 73134
Bibliotheca Urbica Vratislaviensi SEE Stadtbibliothek zu Breslau 73134
Bibliotheca viuennisalis ... 44769
Bibliothec Cassianeum Donauworth SEE Pädagogische Stiftung Cassianeum 9736
Bibliothek der Basler Mission SEE Evangelische Missionsgesellschaft in Basel. Bibliothek 50064
Bibliothek des Gymnasiums Casimirianum in Coburg 51983
Bibliothek des Kollegiatstiftes Zeitl. Lat. Histor. 497, f. 47r 38756
Bibliothek des Kollegiatstiftes Zeitl. Lat. Histor. 497, f. 48r 69145
Bibliothek des Kollegiatstiftes Zeitl. Lat. Histor. 497, f. 49r 83790
Bibliothek für Militäranwärter zum Selbstunterricht. Bd. VI : mit einem aus 50 Haupt- und 17 Nebenkarten bestehenden : atlas sowie vielen Chromo- und Kunstdrucktafeln und mehreren hundert Tertilluminationen 10059
Bibliothek Hammer (Stockholm, Sweden) 26029
Bibliothèque Albert ler SEE Bibliothèque royale de Belgique 53353
Bibliothèque d'humanisme et renaissance (1948) 70149
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Bibliothèque d'humanisme et Renaissance. Travaux et documents (1971) 26611
Bibliothèque d'humanisme et Renaissance. Travaux et documents (1974) 26612
Bibliothèque de l'Arsenal (Paris, France) 3717
Bibliothèque de la Mission de Bâle SEE Evangelische Missionsgesellschaft in Basel. Bibliothek 50064
Bibliothèque du Haut-Buisson 36557
Bibliothèque et Archives nationales du Québec 57310
Bibliothèque historique & militaire, V8: Atlas 9397
Bibliothèque municipale de la Part-Dieu SEE Bibliothèque municipale de Lyon 4154
Bibliothèque municipale de Lille 28087
Bibliothèque municipale de Lille - Map collections - Exhibitions - Catalogs 28087
Bibliothèque municipale de Lyon 4154
Bibliothèque municipale de Lyon. Manuscript. 2002 4154
Bibliothèque Municipale de Nancy - Map Collections 65795
Bibliothèque municipale du Havre. Manuscript. 243 1829
Bibliothèque nationale de France 32166
Bibliothèque nationale du Québec 57841, 57850
Bibliothèque nationale du Québec - Map collections 66053
Bibliothèque nationale du Québec - Map Collections - Bibliography - Catalogs 57850
Bibliothèque nationale du Québec - Map collections - Bibliography - Catalogs - 1500-1820 57841
Bibliothèque nationale (France) 3652, 13099, 13091, 14135, 15095, 15951, 17044, 17065, 17469, 18151, 18322, 25880, 26352, 28151, 32528, 32802, 44851, 45839, 50555, 57364, 57472, 57859, 63307, 65509, 65949, 70395, 83879, 83890, 83892
Bibliothèque nationale (France). Cabinet des estampes. Manuscript map. Vd. 30 50551
Bibliothèque Nationale (France). Carte
Bibliothèque nationale (France). Cartes et Plans, Ge AA 562 21761
Bibliothèque nationale (France). Cartes et Plans, Rés. Ge Aa 562 21761
Bibliothèque nationale (France). Cartes et Plans, SH Arch. no. 1 83831
Bibliothèque nationale (France). Cartes et Plans, SH Arch. no. 15 84013
Bibliothèque nationale (France). Cartes et Plans, SH Arch. no. 3 83934
Bibliothèque nationale (France). Département des cartes et plans 7726, 13089, 17178, 17179, 22206, 63469
Bibliothèque nationale (France). Département des estampes et de la photographie Manuscript map. Estampes Vd. 20 16550, 16552
Bibliothèque nationale (France). Département des estampes et de la photographie. Manuscript map. Estampes Vd. 20 no. 3 2340
Bibliothèque nationale (France). Département des manuscrits 10550, 28842
Bibliothèque nationale (France). Estampes 55460
Bibliothèque nationale (France). Estampes, Vb 133 II 44249
Bibliothèque nationale (France). Estampes Vd. 19 64177
Bibliothèque nationale (France). Estampes Vd. 20 (1) 16553
Bibliothèque nationale (France). Estampes Vd. 20 (2) 57433
Bibliothèque nationale (France). Estampes Vd. 20 (3) 2341
Bibliothèque nationale (France). Estampes Vd. 21 (1) 55600
Bibliothèque nationale (France). Estampes Vd. 21 (2) 13456
Bibliothèque nationale (France). Estampes Vd. 21 (3) 56045
Bibliothèque nationale (France). Estampes Vd. 21 (4) 13479
Bibliothèque nationale (France). Estampes Vd. 22 (1) 52691
Bibliothèque nationale (France). Estampes Vd. 22 (10) 64178
Bibliothèque nationale (France). Estampes Vd. 22 (11) 57430
Bibliothèque nationale (France). Estampes Vd. 22 (2) 67848
Bibliothèque nationale (France). Estampes Vd. 22 (3) 51181
Bibliothèque nationale (France). Estampes Vd. 22 (4) 22851
Bibliothèque nationale (France). Estampes Vd. 22 (5) 19213
Bibliothèque nationale (France). Estampes Vd. 22 (6) 52684
Bibliothèque nationale (France). Estampes Vd. 22 (7) 55473
Bibliothèque nationale (France). Estampes Vd. 22 (9) 50582
Bibliothèque nationale (France). Estampes Vd. 30 50552, 50553
Bibliothèque nationale (France). Fonds Lat. 18249 10564
Bibliothèque nationale (France). Ge AA 562 83808, 83809
Bibliothèque nationale (France). Ge AA 566 45713
Bibliothèque nationale (France). Ge AA 570 45818
Bibliothèque nationale (France). Ge AA 626 10729
Bibliothèque nationale (France). Ge AA 640 3769
Bibliothèque nationale (France). Ge B 1118 45766
Bibliothèque nationale (France). Ge B 1119 45789
Bibliothèque nationale (France). Ge B 1131 45776
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Shelf Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ge B 1136</td>
<td>36702</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ge B 1138</td>
<td>24033</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ge B 1140</td>
<td>24031</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ge B 550</td>
<td>48064</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ge B 696</td>
<td>45775</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ge C 1139</td>
<td>27290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ge C 1140</td>
<td>27255</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ge C 1141</td>
<td>27259</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ge C 2341</td>
<td>45842</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ge C 2342</td>
<td>45832</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ge C 2815</td>
<td>68170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ge C 2854</td>
<td>51217</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ge C 3576</td>
<td>45863</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ge C 4052</td>
<td>1555</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ge C 4607</td>
<td>45781</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ge C 4616</td>
<td>45850</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ge C 4639</td>
<td>3147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ge C 5084</td>
<td>45803</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ge C 5086</td>
<td>10730</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ge C 5089</td>
<td>83977</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ge C 5090</td>
<td>45784</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ge C 5095</td>
<td>45823</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ge C 5100</td>
<td>45792</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ge C 5101</td>
<td>45831</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ge C 5110</td>
<td>81599</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ge C 5115</td>
<td>50586</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ge CC 54</td>
<td>8628, 8629, 8630, 8631, 8632, 8633, 8634, 22394</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ge D 10645</td>
<td>57595</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ge D 10646</td>
<td>71300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ge D 1069</td>
<td>11782</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ge D 1859</td>
<td>27251</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ge D 3656</td>
<td>13960</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ge D 4296</td>
<td>57900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ge D 4497</td>
<td>45806</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ge D 6274</td>
<td>57901</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ge D 7824</td>
<td>83813</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ge D 7828</td>
<td>83966</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ge D 7832</td>
<td>84113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ge D 7849</td>
<td>27289</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ge D 7883</td>
<td>71279</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ge D 7912</td>
<td>83972</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ge D 8010</td>
<td>18740</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ge D 8042</td>
<td>32527</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ge D 8043</td>
<td>61780</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ge D 8049</td>
<td>23689</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ge D 8050</td>
<td>32551</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ge D 8063</td>
<td>67923</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ge D 8064</td>
<td>68167</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ge D 8074</td>
<td>62933</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ge D 8075</td>
<td>35025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ge D 8078</td>
<td>73451</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ge D 8087</td>
<td>68862</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ge DD 1988</td>
<td>45786</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ge DD 2003</td>
<td>45804</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ge DD 2006</td>
<td>45814</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ge DD 2007</td>
<td>45794</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ge DD 2008</td>
<td>45796</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ge DD 2009</td>
<td>45797</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ge DD 2010</td>
<td>45795</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ge DD 2012</td>
<td>45798</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ge DD 2019</td>
<td>45846</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ge DD 2022</td>
<td>45852</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ge DD 2632</td>
<td>71268</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ge DD 2779</td>
<td>45785</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Bibliothèque nationale (France). Portef. 106-86 11795
Bibliothèque nationale (France). Portef. 106-87 13948
Bibliothèque nationale (France). Portef. 40-172 68979
Bibliothèque nationale (France). Res Ge AA 567 105
Bibliothèque nationale (France). Res Ge AA 568 3784
Bibliothèque nationale (France). Res Ge AA 569 24534
Bibliothèque nationale (France). Res Ge B 1120 3768
Bibliothèque nationale (France). Res Ge B 1129 24537
Bibliothèque nationale (France). Res Ge B 1132 3770
Bibliothèque nationale (France). Res Ge B 1133 45816
Bibliothèque nationale (France). Res Ge B 1137 36703
Bibliothèque nationale (France). Res Ge B 1148 3767
Bibliothèque nationale (France). Res Ge B 1149 45821
Bibliothèque nationale (France). Res Ge C 5007 13821
Bibliothèque nationale (France). Res Ge C 5083 45793
Bibliothèque nationale (France). Res Ge C 5085 45791
Bibliothèque nationale (France). Res Ge C 5087 45855
Bibliothèque nationale (France). Res Ge C 5088 45780
Bibliothèque nationale (France). Res Ge C 5091 70388
Bibliothèque nationale (France). Res Ge C 5093 45838
Bibliothèque nationale (France). Res Ge C 5094 45820
Bibliothèque nationale (France). Res Ge C 5098 45801, 45844
Bibliothèque nationale (France). Res Ge C 5099 45841
Bibliothèque nationale (France). Res Ge D 3005 45777
Bibliothèque nationale (France). Rés. Gé. D.7678 64635
Bibliothèque nationale (France). Res Ge D 7884-7891 45843
Bibliothèque nationale (France). Res Ge D 7893 57882
Bibliothèque nationale (France). Res Ge D 7894 58790
Bibliothèque nationale (France). Res Ge D 7895 83923
Bibliothèque nationale (France). Res Ge D 7896 83931
Bibliothèque nationale (France). Res Ge D 7897 24535
Bibliothèque nationale (France). Res Ge D 7900 45778
Bibliothèque nationale (France). Res Ge FF 14409 9082
Bibliothèque nationale (France). Section de géographie 1521
Bibliothèque nationale (Luxembourg) 7725

Bibliothèque Nationale (Luxembourg) - Map collections - Catalogs 7725
Bibliothèque portative des voyages : atlas 3 voyages 9308
Bibliothèque royale de Belgique 12334, 14778, 26349, 31981, 31982, 53353, 53628, 62342, 73534, 79866
Bibliothèque Royale de Belgique - Exhibitions - Catalogs 16960
Bibliothèque royale de Belgique. Manuscript. 21596 8658
Bibliothèque royale de Belgique - Map collections - Catalogs 79866
Bibliothèque royale de Belgique - Map collections - Exhibitions - Catalogs 53628
Bibliothèque universelle des dames. Atlas portatif 9236

Biblische Geschichte des alten und neuen Testamentes : für katholische Volksschulen / nach Regens Busingers Ausgabe neu bearbeitet von Arnold Walther 12891
Biblischer atlas 12823
Bibona, Duca dì, fl. 1567 46146
Bicentennial tourguide : celebrating our country’s 200th birthday 78705, 78706
Bicentennial atlas & plat book, Greene County, Pennsylvania, 1976 32962
Bicentennial atlas & plat book, Livingston County, Missouri, 1976 42255
Bicentennial Commission of Pennsylvania 63508, 63509
The Bicentennial map : Niagara-on-the-Lake 1781-1981 57004
Bicentennial Pennsylvania : host to the nation in 1976 / produced by the Bicentennial Commission of Pennsylvania 63508
Bicentennial roadbook : maps and travel guide for the rediscovery of America / Shell 78725
Bicentennial tourguide : celebrating our country’s 200th birthday 78754
Bickel, Paul S. A. 41901
Bickford, John D. 29478
Bickham, George, 1684?-1758? 4447, 14221, 14222, 14232, 29036
Bickmore 8529, 8548
Bickmore, Albert S. (Albert Smith), 1839-1914 24054, 24055

Bickmore, Albert S. (Albert Smith), 1839-1914 - Travel - Indonesia 24054, 24055
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Bicycle trails - North America - Maps - 1973 57825
Bicycle trails - Paris (France) - Maps - 1903-1906 63130
Bicycle trails - Paris Metropolitan Area (France) - Maps - 1894 63345
Bicycle trails - Pennsylvania - Maps - 1898 63617, 63618, 63619
Bicycle trails - Pistoia (Italy : Province) - Maps - 1899 64803, 64804
Bicycle Trails - Portland Region (Or.) - 1896 65306
Bicycle trails - Potenza (Italy : Province) - Maps 22286, 22287
Bicycle trails - Potenza (Italy : Province) - Maps 1897 65449
Bicycle trails - Reggio di Calabria (Italy : Province) - Maps - 1897 66343, 66344, 66345
Bicycle trails - Salerno (Italy : Province) - Maps - 1897 65449
Bicycle trails - Slovenia - Maps - 1910-1919 38648
Bicycle trails - Spain - Maps - 1897 72855
Bicycle trails - Styria (Austria) - Maps - 1910-1919 38648
Bicycle trails - Sunbury Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1898 63617
Bicycle trails - Switzerland - Maps - 1910-1919 74004
Bicycle trails - Tuscany (Italy) - Maps - 1896-1905 38951
Bicycle trails - Tyrol (Austria) - Maps - 1910-1919 75928
Bicycle trails - United States - Maps - 1890-1900 13093
Bicycle trails - Westchester County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1890 21913
Bicycle trails - Westchester County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1896 82701
Bicycle trails - Williamsport Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1898 63617
Bicycle trails - Württemberg (Germany) - Maps - 1910-1919 74004
Bicycling in Gettysburg National Military Park 31827
Bicycling SEE Cycling 13093
Bidasoa River (Spain and France) - Pictorial works - 1803 72773
Biddeford (Me.) - Maps - 1699 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 27406
Biddle, C. A. 1974
Biddle (E.C. & J.), firm, Philadelphia SEE E.C. & J. Biddle (Firm) 12793
Biddle, John 81915
Biddle, Martin 42698
Biddle, Mary 64348, 64349
Biddle, Nicholas, 1786-1844 21735, 21736, 21737, 21738, 21739, 21741, 32491, 32492, 32493, 32494, 32495, 32496, 32497, 32498, 32499, 32500, 32501, 32502, 32503, 32504, 43518, 43519, 43520, 43521, 43522, 43523, 51142, 51143, 51144, 51145, 51146, 51147, 81730, 81759, 81760, 81767, 81768, 81769, 81770, 81771, 81772, 81773, 81785
Biddle, Richard, 1796-1847 15067
Bideaux, Michel 9201
Bideford (England) - Maps - 1911-1912 23551
Bidimensional regression : a computer program 28790
Bidlack, Russell E. (Russell Eugene), 1920- 28829
Bidlake, J. P. 29766
Bidlake Map 17112
Bidrag till Nordens äldsta kartografi 17688
Bidrag till Olai Magni historia 17702
Bidwell, John 75077
Bidwill, Joseph E. 35620, 35625
Bielawski, C. 30517
Bieberach, Battle of, Biberach an der Riss, Germany, 1796 - Maps - 1839 13094
Bieberach, Battle of, Biberach an der Riss, Germany, 1800 - Maps - 1839 13094
Biecz 13095, 13096
Biecz (Poland) - Pictorial works - 1620 13095
Biecz (Poland) - Pictorial works - 1657 13096
Bieder, M. 85373
Biedermann, E. 9756, 9757, 9792, 9811, 9842, 9881, 65673
Biedermann, Zoltán 64246
Biedma, José Juan, 1864-1933 2515
Bielaers, J.-B. 14606, 24720, 24965, 26758, 27597, 33309, 34523, 39037, 39700, 42025, 44194, 45042, 53294, 53314, 57151, 62466, 62754, 65908, 66437, 66619, 66970, 69400, 73271, 75482
Bielaerts, J.-B. 25846
Bielawski, C. 15258
Bielefeld (Germany : Gebietseinheiten) - Maps - 1680 13097, 23749
Biener, Wilhelm 51561, 66933
Bieling 34033
Bielliniene, Aldona 42212
Biella (Italy : Province) - Historical geography - Maps - 1819 45507
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Big Sky Books 51548

**Big Spring Region (Tex.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps** 75009, 75010

Big Stick, Inc. 19928

**Big Wyoming official highway map 1971** 85012
**Big Wyoming official highway map 1972** 85013

Bigelow, John, 1841-31818
Bigelow, John Milton, 1804-1878 72235

Bigelow, Prescott 82781

Biger, Gidean 18263

Bigg, George 16899, 16900

Biggar, Henry Percival, 1872-1938 15053

Bigelow, Prescott 82781

Bighorn Mountains (Wyo. and Mont.) - Maps - 1874 - Indians - Wars 84782

**Big Horn River (Wyo. and Mont.) - Maps - 1845-1873 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles** 59818

Biglano, Mary 29081

Bigland, John, 1750-1832 29340

Bihar and Orissa (India) - Maps - 1780 12387

Bihar and Orissa (India) - Maps - 1781 12388, 12389

Bihar and Orissa (India) - Maps - 1786 81548

Bihar (India) - Maps - 1766 12390

Bihar (India) - Maps - 1868 12391

**Bij de arrestatie van Geeraard Mercator 1544** 46016

Bijbel-atlas 12830

*Bijdrage tot de dateering van de oudere Nederlandsche stadsplattegronden* 17575
*Bijdrage tot de geschiedenis der instrumentmakerskunst in de noordelijke Nederlanden tot omstreeks 1840* 69440

Bijdragen en Mededelingen (1935) 23498

Bijenveld, Erven J 8900

*Bike trails SEE Bicycle Trails* 28008

Biking SEE Cycling 13093

Bikol language - Texts 12931, 12935

**Billbao (Spain) - Pictorial works - 1620** 13104


*Bildliche Darstellung der Kartenzeichen in den amtlichen deutschen Karten = Illustrated German conventional signs and symbols* 45024

*Bildnis des Jobst Bürgi (1552-1632) aus Lichtensteig: Mechaniker, Mathematker, Astronom und Globenmacher.* Zürich, 1968. 14947

**Biledulgerid SEE Africa, West** 550

*Bilistens miniatyrrataler över Sverige : 17 kartor i skalan 1:2 000 000 jämte namnregistre / av Bror Thordeman och Georg Eriksson* 73751

Bill 48134

Bill, Edward Lyman, 1862-1916 55681

**Bill Henry's presidential election map** 65529

Bill, John, d. 1630=Edward E. Ayer Collection (Newberry Library) 7752

Billaine, L. 230

Billaine, Louis, d. 1681 45099

Billaine, Louis, fl. 1660-1679 9087

Billard, Jules B. 6945, 6946

Billecocq, J. B. L. J. (Jean Baptiste Louis Joseph), 1765-1829 58731, 58734

Biller, Dominik 10545, 29654

Biller, Franz 10545, 29487, 29654

Billige atlashefte 10220

Billing and Sons 25348, 25353, 33452, 42778, 49148

Billing, P. O. 3631, 34534, 64337

Billings Advertising Co. (Mont.) 11295

[Billings County (N.D.) - 1897: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 13105

**Billings County (N.D.) - Maps - 1897 - Landowners** 13105
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<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
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<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Billings, Edward Everett, 1855-</td>
<td>59720</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Billings Gazette (Mont.)</td>
<td>11295</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Billings (Mont.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps</strong></td>
<td>11289</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Billings, Pat</td>
<td>52784</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Billings Region (Mont.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps</strong></td>
<td>11289</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Billington, William</td>
<td>35567, 35568</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Billocardus, Bonata</td>
<td>26769</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Billy, C.</td>
<td>67704</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Billings Gazette (Mont.)</strong></td>
<td>11295</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Billings (Mont.) - Maps</td>
<td>1937-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>11289</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Billings Region (Mont.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps</strong></td>
<td>11289</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Blum's commercial traveler's map of Kentucky and Tennessee 40786
Blum's commercial traveler's map of Nebraska 53015
Blum's commercial travelers' auto road map of New York 56224
Blum's commercial travelers' map of Alabama and Mississippi 741
Blum's commercial travelers' map of Maine 44054
Blum's commercial travelers' map of Massachusetts 45475
Blum's commercial travelers' map of North Dakota and South Dakota 58372
Blum's commercial travelers' railroad and bus route map of Massachusetts, Connecticut and Rhode Island 54020, 54021
Blum's maps make all traveling easy : 25¢ and 35¢ 13264
Blume, Mary 17176
Blumenau 9937
Blumer, Walter, 1888- 18495, 46054, 74086, 75571, 75572, 75583
Blümlin (G.) & Co. SEE G. Blümlein & Co. 66509
Blundell, Joe Whitlock 42727
Blunden, Caroline 20733, 20739
Blundeville, Thoma, fl. 1561 44965, 64908
Blunston, G. P. 25344
Blunston, Samuel 23707, 23708
Blunt, Carlton 3533, 60304
Blunt, Edmund M. (Edmund March), 1770-1862 3747, 3748, 3749, 3750, 3751, 3752, 3753, 3754, 3755, 3756, 3757, 3758, 13265, 44552, 52838, 52858, 52859, 57903, 60380, 65938
Blunt, Edmund M. (Edmund March), 1770-1862. Traveller's guide to and through the state of Ohio : with sailing directions for Lake Erie (1833) 60380
Blunt, N. B. 43163, 61987, 80017
Blunt, Simon Fraser, d. 1854 68563, 68729
Blunt, Wilfrid, 1901-1987 3220
Blusse 53467
Bo Hai (China) - Maps - 1662 33731
Bo Hai (China) - Maps - 1663 33732
Bo Hai Region (China) - Maps - 1662 33731, 33732
Boa Vista (Pernambuco, Brazil) - Maps - 1671 - Pictorial works 13266
BOAC and BOAC Cunard : flight guide 633
BOAC and BOAC Cunard : flight information and route maps 632
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Boer, M. G. de (Michael Georg), 1867-1958 83708, 83709, 83710, 83712, 83713, 83714, 83716, 83719, 83752, 83753
Boer War, 1899-1902 SEE South African War, 1899-1902 70379
Boereman 8970
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Boetticher, J. G. (Jakob Gottlieb), 1754-1792 25782, 25783, 79790
Boffito, Giuseppe, 1869-1944 26799, 26800
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Bogart & Folger (Cincinnati, Ohio) 13750
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Bogaz Köprüsü (Istanbul, Turkey) - 1973 13284
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Bogotá (Colombia) - Description and travel - 1997 13286
Bogotá (Colombia) - Maps - 1959 - Road maps 21235
Bogotá (Colombia) - Maps - 1961 - Road maps 21236
Bogotá (Colombia) - Maps - 1962 - Road maps 21237
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Bohemia 13299
Bohemia (Czech Republic) - Description and travel - 1650 13296
Bohemia (Czech Republic) - Maps - 1552 13287, 13288
Bohemia (Czech Republic) - Maps - 1560 13289
Bohemia (Czech Republic) - Maps - 1570 13290
Bohemia (Czech Republic) - Maps - 1588 13291
Bohemia (Czech Republic) - Maps - 1593 13292
Bohemia (Czech Republic) - Maps - 1606 13293
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Bohemia (Czech Republic) - Maps - 1654 13297
Bohemia (Czech Republic) - Maps - 1680 13298
Bohemia (Czech Republic) - Maps - 1683 13299
Bohemia (Czech Republic) - Maps - 1698 13300
Bohemia (Czech Republic) - Maps - 1703 13301
Bohemia (Czech Republic) - Maps - 1720 13302
Bohemia (Czech Republic) - Maps - 1725 13303
Bohemia (Czech Republic) - Maps - 1729 13304
Bohemia (Czech Republic) - Maps - 1734 13305
Bohemia (Czech Republic) - Maps - 1740 11154, 22636
Bohemia (Czech Republic) - Maps - 1742 22637
Bohemia (Czech Republic) - Maps - 1748 13306
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Bohemia (Czech Republic) - Maps - 1779  13309
Bohemia (Czech Republic) - Maps - 1796  13310
Bohemia (Czech Republic) - Maps - 1797  13311
Bohemia (Czech Republic) - Maps - 1811  13312
Bohemia (Czech Republic) - Maps - 1882  22645
Bohemia (Czech Republic) - Maps - Collections  13313
Bohemia & Moravia : provinces of Austria  22644
Bohemia newly described  13294, 13295
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Bohemiae descriptio uixta insigniores eius ciuitates & oppida  13288
Bohemian Club (San Francisco, Calif.)   13314
Bohemian Club (San Francisco, Calif.) - Maps - 1954  13314
Bohemian Forest - Maps - 1913  12010, 12011
Bohemian Forest - Maps - 1928  12012, 69128
Bohemian Forest - Maps - 1929  12013
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Bohemian Grove (Calif.) - Maps - 1954 - Road maps  13314
Bohemian National Cemetery Association (Chicago, Ill.)   13315
Bohemian National Cemetery (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1902  13315
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Bohn, Erven F.  29343
Bohn, François, 1757 - 1819  58695
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Bohr, Georg  8652
Bohrad, Aaron  19860
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Boileau de Buillon, Gilles. La Sphere des deux mondes (1555)  51824
Boileau de Buillon, Gilles. Nova et exactiss}[m]a Sabavdie Dvcat. (1556)  13323, 13324, 13325
Bois Brule River (Wis.) - Maps - 1834  67897
Bois St. Lys, G., fl. 1792  2362
Boisdin, T. A.  52076
Boise and the Snake River Valley street guide  13326
Boise (Idaho) - 2006 - Road maps  13326
Boise River Valley (Idaho) - Maps - 1865  13327
Boishebert  67895
Boissard, Jean Jacques, 1528 - 1602. Bibliotheca chalcographica (1669)  41758
Boissevin, L.  9091
Boisseries, T. A.  52076
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Bokland, George  34781
Bol'shakov, Vasilii Dmitrievich  18477
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Bolan, P.J., fl. 1893  5365
Bolderston, George  26081
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Bolin, Sture  83720
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Bolitho, Hector  11366
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Bolivia - Maps - 1906 - Railroads  13335
Bolivia - Maps - 1907  13336
Bolivia - Maps - 1968  13337
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Bolivia. Ministerio de Gobierno  13335, 13338
Bolivia. Ministerio de R.R.E.E.  13333, 68822
Bolivia. Ministerio de Relaciones Exteriores  13334
Bolivia. Ministero de Relaciones Exteriores  79780
Bolivia: official standard names approved by the United States Board on Geographic Names  52187
Bolivia: Oficina Nacional de Inmigración, Estadística y Propaganda Geográfica  68822
Bolivia: Oficina Nacional de Inmigración, Estadística y Propaganda Geográfica. Diccionario geográfico de la república de Bolivia (1904)  52419
Bolivia or Upper Peru; Chili and the United Provinces of South America, ...  70559
Boll and Daidly (Firm)  25867
Boll. d. R. Soc. geogr. it. SEE Bollettino della R. Società geografica italiana  64733
Boll. d. R. Soc. Geogr. Ital. SEE Bollettino della R. Società geografica italiana  65742
Bollaert, Roland  7636, 83863
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</tr>
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<td>13341</td>
<td>Bologna (Italy) - Maps - 1600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13342</td>
<td>Bologna (Italy) - Maps - 1602</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13343</td>
<td>Bologna (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1552</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13344</td>
<td>Bologna (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1582</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13345</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
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<td>Booksellers and bookselling - France - Prospectuses - 1764</td>
<td>38544</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Booksellers and bookselling - France - Prospectuses - 1766</td>
<td>38535, 38543</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Booksellers and bookselling - France - Prospectuses - 1770</td>
<td>41703</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Booksellers and bookselling - France - Prospectuses - 1770-1779</td>
<td>46713</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Booksellers and bookselling - France - Prospectuses - 1771</td>
<td>39888</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Booksellers and bookselling - France - Prospectuses - 1776</td>
<td>13966</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Booksellers and bookselling - France - Prospectuses - 1777</td>
<td>2222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Booksellers and bookselling - France - Prospectuses - 1779</td>
<td>3913</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Booksellers and bookselling - France - Prospectuses - 1780</td>
<td>3914</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Booksellers and bookselling - France - Prospectuses - 1784</td>
<td>33030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Booksellers and bookselling - France - Prospectuses - 1789</td>
<td>81458</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Booksellers and bookselling - France - Prospectuses - 1791</td>
<td>22972</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Booksellers and bookselling - France - Prospectuses - 1822</td>
<td>41638</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Booksellers and bookselling - Germany - Bibliography - Catalogs - 1738-1739</td>
<td>67543</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Booksellers and bookselling - Germany - Prospectuses - 1827-1828</td>
<td>1763</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Booksellers and bookselling - Germany - Prospectuses - 1900</td>
<td>12008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Booksellers and bookselling - Great Britain - Indexes - 1475-1640</td>
<td>65135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Booksellers and bookselling - Netherlands - Prospectuses - 1739</td>
<td>14779</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Booksellers and bookselling - Scotland - Prospectuses - 1899</td>
<td>46162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Booksellers' catalogs - France - 1763</td>
<td>39902</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Booksellers' catalogs - France - 1770</td>
<td>41703</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Booksellers' catalogs - France - 1770-1779</td>
<td>46713</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Booksellers' catalogs - Germany - 1900</td>
<td>12008</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Boone County Agricultural Conservation Association (Ill.) 13383, 13384
Boone County (Ark.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners 13380
Boone County Farm Bureau (Ill.) 13383, 13384
Boone County (Ill.). Board of Supervisors 13384
Boone County (Ill.) - Maps - 1877 13381
Boone County (Ill.) - Maps - 1885 - Landowners 83033
Boone County (Ark.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners 13382, 83032
Boone County (Ill.) - Maps - 1935 - Landowners 13383
Boone County (Ill.) - Maps - 1946 - Landowners 13384
Boone County (Ill.) - Maps - 1952 - Landowners 13385
Boone County (Ill.) - Maps - 1960-1969 - Landowners 13386
[Boone County (Ind.) - 1865: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 13388
Boone County (Ind.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners 13387
Boone County (Ind.) - Maps - 1865 - Landowners 13388
Boone County (Ind.) - Maps - 1875 - Landowners 13394
Boone County (Ky.) - Maps - 1883 - Landowners 13394
Boone County (Mo.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners 13395
Boone County (Mo.) - Maps - 1875 - Landowners 13396
[Boone County (W. Va.) - 1895: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 13397
Boone County (W. Va.) - Maps - 1895 - Landowners - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 13397
Boone, E. L. (Elmer L.), 1881-1952 24871
Boone, Hendricks Counties, Indiana : plat book, index of owners, city street maps 13390
Boone Hotel (Charleston, W. Va.) SEE Daniel Boone Hotel (Charleston, W. Va.) 59239
Boone Publications, inc., Lubbock, Tex. 68301
Boone (T. & W.), publishers, London SEE Thomas and William Boone 2459
Boonlert 75028
Boot, Adriaen, d. 1638 34
Boot, Adrian 33, 46205
Booth, Arlyn 35417, 36446, 36447
Booth, C. H. 83084
Booth, Charles, 1840-1916 42494, 42496, 42497, 42499
Booth, Edward Townsend, 1890-1964 51167
Booth, Frederick A. 38391
Booth, George, Earl of Warrington 3284, 7797
Booth, Grace Estella 32239, 32240, 32241, 32242, 32243, 32244, 32245
Booth, John 80717, 81438, 81444
Booth, John, 1926-16997
Booth, John, Battle of Waterloo (1815) 81438, 81444
Booth, John C. 79509
Booth, John, fl. 1810-1828 1015
Booth (R.C.) Enterprises SEE R.C. Booth Enterprises 33220
Booth, T. Dwight, fl. 1830-1857 76699, 76700
Booth, William, 1829-1912 25442, 25443
Boothia, Gulf of (N.W.T.) - Maps - 1835 13398
Boothroyd, Benjamin, 1768-1836 12747
Boppard (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1620 13399
Boqueta de Woiseri, John L. 55532
Bocebly, Andor, 1896-1972 16940, 17885, 17888, 17889, 49265, 51219, 66981, 85350
Borborch 13689
Borchers, Walter 18249
Borchert, John R. 50015
Borcover, Alfred S. 19873
Bord, Colin 14567
Bord, Janet 14567
Borda, Jean Charles de, 1733-1799 11362, 56917, 58806
Bordas (Firm) 9539, 34120
Bordas S.A. (Paris, France) 48169
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Borger, Ellen 13214
Borger, G. J. 58676
Borghi, A. B. 26775
Borghi, Bartolomeo, 1750-1821 10639, 10646
Borgia Map, [1410-1458] 16738, 34884
Borgne, Lake (La.) - Maps - 1815 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 13416, 13417
Borgo (Rome, Italy) SEE Vatican City 79880
Borgomarino (Geometra), firm, Italy SEE Geometra Borgomarino (Firm : Italy) 38951
Borgomo, Tomaso, 1620-1683 SEE Borgonio, Giovanni Tommaso, 1620-1683 69060
Borgonio, Giovanni Tommaso, 1620-1683 9170, 10631, 16835, 19059, 64694, 64700, 68915, 69026, 69029, 69060, 69061, 69065
Borgstrom, Albert 19845
Boriaud, Jean-Yves 1166
Bork, Robert Odell, 1967-75470
Borlase, William, 1695-1772 32387
Borman, Laurie D. 76298
Bormay & Co. 5610, 5741, 24811, 25813, 25814, 33662, 53803, 76226, 76620, 84629, 85072
Born, C. L. 26521
Bornholm (Denmark) - Maps - 1650 13422
Bornholm (Denmark) - Maps - 1866 23179
Bornholm (Denmark) - Maps - 1872 23181
Bornholms Amt (Denmark) - Maps - 1855 23176
Bornholms Amt (Denmark) - Maps - 1857 23177
Bornholms Amt (Denmark) - Maps - 1861 23178
Bornholdt, Jens P. 17267
Borniger & Collin 66487
Bornmüller, H. 9756, 9757, 9792
Bories, S. Zahara 13423
Boromolm 13422
Boros (Spain) - Pictorial works - 1564 13423
Boron Oil Company 4150, 24502, 24506, 24507, 24509, 24510, 32602, 61041, 61045, 61059
Boron Oil Company - Maps - 1963 61041
Boron Oil Company - Maps - 1966 61045
[Boron Oil Company state road maps of the eastern United States] 24502, 24507, 24510
Boronat, Francisco 72640
Boronat & Sature, Franco 72640
Boronat y Satorre, Francisco SEE Boronat, Francisco 72640
The Borough corporat of Ipswich in corum, Suff. 38145
Borough of Manhattan 1st [-31st] assembly district 44336
Borough of Wolverhampton. Library and Information Services Division 83623
Borough, William, 1536-1599 39708
Borowski, Alicja 16980
Borri, Roberto, 1954- 26347, 39029
Borri, Roberto, 1954- - Map collections - Catalogs 26347, 39029
Borrissowits, Foedor, fl. 1651 67507, 67508
Borroni Salvadori, Fabia 13083
Borrow, George Henry, 1803-1881 80707
Bors, Johann Jakob von 31416
Borsa, Gedeon 34647, 34650, 34652
Börsenblatt für den deutschen Buchhandel 18752
Borsi, Stefano 67216
Borso d’Este, Duke of Ferrara, Modena, and Reggio, 1413-1471 28844
Borup, T. L. 29032
Borussiae regnum su fortissimo tutamine et justissimo regimine ... 65690
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Bosporus (Turkey)

Bosphorus Bridge (Istanbul, Turkey) SEE Bogaz Köprüsü (Istanbul, Turkey)

Bosphorus Cimmerius et regnum Bosphoranum / ex collectionibus geographicis, Guli

Bosnia and Hercegovina

Bosmans, Henri, 1852

Boschini, Marco, 1613

Bosch, Johannes, Graaf van den, 1780

Bosatlas van de wereldgeschiedenis

Bos, Pieter Roelof, 1847-1902. Schoolatlas der geheele aarde / herzien door P. Eibergen 8969, 8989

Bos, Pieter Roelf, 1847-1902. Schoolatlas der geheele aarde / herzien door J.F. Niermeyer 8888

Bosatlas van de wereldgeschiedenis 9045

Bosch, Balthasar van den, 16th cen 20873, 43704

Bosch, Cornelis, 1506 or 10-ca. 1570 20873

Bosch y Medina, Juan 42472

Bochini, Marco, 1613-1678 17098, 22405, 38512, 80180

Bosco, Celia Leonor 7553

Bosco, Editorial Don 9058

Boscovich, Ruggero Giuseppe, 1711-1787 38900, 62970

Bosforo Tracio haggidi canale di Constantinopoli 13426

Bosforo Tracio (Turkey) SEE Bosphorus (Turkey) 22809

Bosma, Benjamin 8760

Bosman, H. W. 8865

Bosmans, Henri, 1852- 2235

Bosnia and Hercegovina - Maps - 1740 70218

Bosnia and Hercegovina - Maps - 1792 38647

Bosnia and Hercegovina - Maps - 1905 11227

Bosnia and Hercegovina - Maps - 1907 11229

Bosnia and Hercegovina - Maps - 1910 11236

Bosnia and Hercegovina - Maps - 1930 97

Bosnia and Hercegovina (Federated Republic, 1945-) SEE Bosnia and Hercegovina 11227

Bosphore de Thrace (Turkey) SEE Bosphorus (Turkey) 22809

The Bosphorus and Dardanelles 13429

Bosphorus Bridge (Turkey) SEE Bogaz Köprüsü (Istanbul, Turkey) 13284

Bosphorus Cimmerius et regnum Bosphoranum / ex collectionibus geographicis, Guilielmi Sanson Nicolai Fili, regis Christianissimi geographi 41096

Bosphorus (Turkey) SEE Bosphorus (Turkey) 22809

Bosporus Bridge (Istanbul, Turkey) SEE Bogaz Köprüsü (Istanbul, Turkey) 13284

Bosporus (Turkey) - Description and travel - 1982 13424

Bosporus (Turkey) - History, Ancient - Maps - 1666 13425

Bosporus (Turkey) - Maps - 1666 13425

Bosporus (Turkey) - Maps - 1689 13426

Bosporus (Turkey) - Maps - 1695 22807

Bosporus (Turkey) - Maps - 1696 22809

Bosporus (Turkey) - Maps - 1735 13427

Bosporus (Turkey) - Maps - 1764 75696, 75739

Bosporus (Turkey) - Maps - 1816 13428

Bosporus (Turkey) - Maps - 1819 38638

Bosporus (Turkey) - Maps - 1831 67639

Bosporus (Turkey) - Maps - 1841 38597

Bosporus (Turkey) - Maps - 1845 75786

Bosporus (Turkey) - Maps - 1846 38598

Bosporus (Turkey) - Maps - 1847 48133
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Boston and Maine Railroad - Maps - 1902 53948, 53949
Boston and Maine Railroad - Maps - 1903 53953
Boston and Maine Railroad - Maps - 1904 53957
Boston and Maine Railroad - Maps - 1905 53961
Boston and Maine Railroad - Maps - 1906 53969
Boston and Maine Railroad - Maps - 1907 53973
Boston and Maine Railroad - Maps - 1908 53977
Boston and Maine Railroad - Maps - 1909 53982
Boston and Maine Railroad - Maps - 1910 53988
Boston and Maine Railroad - Maps - 1911 53990
Boston and Maine Railroad - Maps - 1912 53992, 53993
Boston and Maine Railroad - Maps - 1913 53994, 53995
Boston and Maine Railroad - Maps - 1914 53997
Boston and Maine Railroad - Maps - 1915 54002
Boston and Maine Railroad - Maps - 1916 54004
Boston and Maine Railroad - Maps - 1930 59253
Boston and Maine Railroad - Maps - 1945 59413, 59414
Boston and Maine Railroad - Maps - 1948 54448
Boston and Maine Railroad - Maps - 1954 54517
Boston and Maine Railroad - Maps - 1955 - Passenger traffic - Statistics 54521
Boston and Maine Railroad passenger traffic density : year ending 1955 54521
Boston and Maine Railroad - Pictorial works - 1947 - Railroad stations 58819
Boston and Maine Railroad - Pictorial works - 1954 - Railroad stations 58820
Boston and Maine Railroad - Pictorial works - 1955 - Railroad stations 58821
Boston and Maine Railroad - Pictorial works - 1961 13569
Boston and Northern Street Railway Co. 45435, 45437, 45439, 45440, 45441, 45443
Boston and Providence Railroad Corporation 45396, 45397, 45398
Boston and Providence Railroad Corporation - Maps - 1827-1829 45396
Boston and Providence Railroad Corporation - Maps - 1828-1829 45397, 45398
Boston and suburbs, street map and directory ... 1975-76 / Amoco Oil Company 13536, 13537
Boston and surroundings 13592, 13595, 13596, 13597
Boston and the adjacent country 13586
Boston and vicinity 13447
Boston and vicinity : Atlantic ... 13533, 13646, 13652
Boston and vicinity, Cape Cod / Esso 13535
Boston and vicinity : Cape Cod ... Standard Oil of New York, division of Socony-Vacuum Oil Company, inc. 13609
Boston and Worcester Railroad Corporation 20533, 21984, 33435, 45403, 73040
Boston and Worcester Railroad Corporation - Maps - 1847 33435, 45403
Boston Athenaeum 1846, 13466, 81751, 81752
Boston Athenaeum - Map Collections - Exhibitions - Catalogs 1846
Boston, Barbara 68821, 70340
Boston Bay (Mass.) - Maps - 1780 13487
Boston & beyond : a bird's eye view of New England : an exhibit from the collections of the Norman B. Leventhal Map Center at the Boston Public Library, January 2008-June 2008 / written and edited by Ronald E. Grim, Roni Pick, and Eileen Warburton ; fo 13663
Boston : bicentennial commemorative road map / Amoco Oil Company 13539
Boston. Bird's-eye view from the north 13565
Boston by Bostonians : the printed plans and views of the colonial city by its artists, cartographers, engravers, and publishers 16983
Boston Chamber of Commerce 13527
Boston Chamber of Commerce, New England Affairs Bureau 54068, 54122
Boston Common (Boston, Mass.) - Maps - 1934 - Pictorial maps 13432
Boston daily advertiser (Boston, Mass. : 1813) 4713, 13493, 45372, 45396, 45397, 45398
Boston & eastern Massachusetts street guide 13550, 13552
Boston & Eastern Massachusetts street guide 13548, 13549
Boston & Eastern Massachusetts StreetFinder 13546, 13547
Boston EasyFinder Plus! 13662
Boston Elevated Railway Company 13529
Boston Elevated Railway Company - Maps - 1936 13529
Boston elevated railway system map / Richard F. Lutkin, cartographer 13529
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Boston. Engineering Dept. 13553, 13554
Boston (England) - Historical geography - Maps - 1974 13433, 13434
Boston (England) - Maps - Collections, 1675-1887 13433, 13434
Boston Five Cents Savings Bank 13524, 13526
Boston from 1630 : from wigwam to statehouse, from Puritan to racketeer, from calash to automobile, from saints and sinners to sinners and saints : all set forth, diagramed and dated / drawn by I.A. Chisholm, Braintree, Mass. 13441
Boston Harbor in New-England 13449
Boston Harbor (Mass.) - Maps - 1731 53852
Boston Harbor (Mass.) - Maps - 1775 - Nautical charts 53872
Boston Harbor (Mass.) - Maps - 1828 13435
Boston Harbor (Mass.) - Maps - 1875 13436
Boston Harbor (Mass.) - Maps - 1889 - Nautical charts 13509
Boston Harbor (Mass.) - Maps - 1939-1940 - Nautical charts 32506
Boston Harbor (Mass.) - Maps - 1947 - Nautical charts 3706
Boston Harbor (Mass.) - Pictorial works - 1905 13437
Boston Harbor, Massachusetts ... 13509
Boston Harbour 13456, 13471
Boston Harbour ; Bermuda ; Antegoa ; Barbadoes 13470
Boston Harbour, giving location of military works ... 13479
Boston, its environs and harbour, with the rebels works raised against that town in 1775 ... 13442
Boston Journal 5511
Boston Latin School (Mass.) 6052, 6132, 6181
Boston & Maine R.R. and controlled lines 53973, 53977, 53982, 53988, 53990, 53992, 53994, 53997, 54002, 54004
Boston & Maine Railroad : ‘minute man service’ 54448, 59413, 59414
Boston Map Co. ‘ 13507
Boston (Mass.). City Registrar 13490
Boston (Mass.) - Engravers 13438
Boston (Mass.) - Historical geography - 1700-1799 13439
Boston (Mass.) - Historical geography - Maps - 1630-1930 13440
Boston (Mass.) - Historical geography - Maps - 1797-2001 13488
Boston (Mass.) - Historical geography - Maps - 1880 13445
Boston (Mass.) - Historical geography - Maps - 1940 - Pictorial maps 13441
Boston (Mass.) - History - Revolution, 1775-1783 - Maps 45382, 53872
Boston (Mass.) - History - Revolution, 1775-1783 - Maps - Pictorial maps 13441
Boston (Mass.) - History - Siege, 1775-1776 - Maps 13442, 13443
Boston (Mass.) - Maps 18095
Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1600-1699 - Harbors - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 13444
Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1600-1775 - Exhibitions - Catalogs 13559
Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1645 - Landowners 13445
Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1678 - Harbors 13446
Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1683 - Harbors - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 13447
Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1687 - Harbors - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 13448
Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1689 - Harbors - Nautical charts 13449
Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1692 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 13450
Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1693 - Harbors - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 13451
Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1694 - Harbors - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 13452
Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1697 - Harbors - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 13453
Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1699 - Harbors - Fortification - Manuscripts 18727
Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1700-1799 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 13454
Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1700-1799 - Harbors - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 13455, 13456, 13457
Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1705 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 13458, 13459
Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1705 - Harbors - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 18728
Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1711 - Harbors - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 13460
Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1719 - Harbors 57484, 57485, 57486, 57487
Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1720-1835 13490
Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1722 13461, 13462, 13463, 13464, 13465
Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1728-1729 13466, 13467, 13468, 13469
Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1728 - Harbors 13470
Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1731 - Harbors - Nautical charts 53852
Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1733 - Harbors 13471
Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1747 - Harbors 13472
Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1755 53855, 53856
Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1755 - Harbors 53855, 53856, 53857, 53858
Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1760 - Fires 13473
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Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1760 - Harbors - Nautical charts 53862
Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1764 13474
Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1769 13475
Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1773 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 13476, 13477
Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1773 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 13478
Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1773 - Pictorial works 13583
Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1774 53865, 53866, 53867, 53868, 53869
Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1774 - Harbors 53866, 53867, 53868, 53869
Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1775 13482, 45382, 53872
Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1775 - Fortification 14920
Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1775 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 13479
Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1775 - Harbors 41916, 41917, 41918, 53870, 53872
Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1775 - Harbors - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 13480
Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1775 - History - Revolution, 1775-1783 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 13481
Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1775 - History - Revolution, 1775-1783 - Maps - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 13480
Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1776 13483, 53873
Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1776 - Fortification 14921
Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1776 - Harbors 53873
Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1777 53874
Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1777 - Harbors 13484, 13485, 53874
Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1778 13486
Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1778 - Nautical charts 13442
Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1780 - Harbors 13487
Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1783 - Harbors - Nautical charts 53877
Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1797 13488
Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1800 13489
Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1816 76112, 76113
Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1819-1820 13490
Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1820 13491, 76585
Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1829 13492, 76618
Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1829 - Railroads 13493
Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1834 76646
Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1837 13494
Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1838 76659
Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1840 13495
Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1841 45401, 76681
Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1842 13496
Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1846 13497
Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1847 13498, 45404
Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1848 13499
Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1850 45405, 76735
Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1855 13500
Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1855 - Water Utilities 13501
Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1857 13502
Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1859 13503
Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1860 13504
Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1860 - School districts 13504
Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1872 - Harbors 65242
Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1874 - Annexation 13505, 13506
Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1875 - Harbors 13436
Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1878 - Railroads 45412
Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1881 13507
Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1883 - Railroads 45413
Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1888 - Railroads 13508, 45419
Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1889 - Harbors - Nautical charts 13509
Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1890 13510
Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1891 13511
Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1899 - Railroads 13512
Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1903 13513
Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1905 45433
Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1905 - Road maps 13592
Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1907 13514, 13515
Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1908 - Road maps 23716
Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1909 - Railroads 13516
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| Boston (Mass.) | Maps - 1910 | 13517 |
| Boston (Mass.) | Maps - 1910 - Road maps | 13595, 13596, 13597 |
| Boston (Mass.) | Maps - 1911 - Local transit | 53991 |
| Boston (Mass.) | Maps - 1911 - Railroads | 13518 |
| Boston (Mass.) | Maps - 1911 - Road maps | 53991 |
| Boston (Mass.) | Maps - 1916 | 13519 |
| Boston (Mass.) | Maps - 1922 | 13520 |
| Boston (Mass.) | Maps - 1927 | 13521 |
| Boston (Mass.) | Maps - 1928 | 13522 |
| Boston (Mass.) | Maps - 1929-1963 - Fire risk assessment | 13523 |
| Boston (Mass.) | Maps - 1929 - Pictorial maps | 13524 |
| Boston (Mass.) | Maps - 1929 - Road maps | 13525 |
| Boston (Mass.) | Maps - 1930 - Pictorial maps | 13526 |
| Boston (Mass.) | Maps - 1931 | 77502 |
| Boston (Mass.) | Maps - 1932 - Road maps | 13527 |
| Boston (Mass.) | Maps - 1934 - Parks - Pictorial maps | 13432 |
| Boston (Mass.) | Maps - 1935 - Road maps | 13528 |
| Boston (Mass.) | Maps - 1936 - Bus lines | 13529 |
| Boston (Mass.) | Maps - 1936 - Local transit | 13529 |
| Boston (Mass.) | Maps - 1936 - Railroads, Elevated | 13529 |
| Boston (Mass.) | Maps - 1936 - Road maps | 13530, 13531, 13603, 13604 |
| Boston (Mass.) | Maps - 1936 - Street-railroads | 13529 |
| Boston (Mass.) | Maps - 1936 - Subways | 13529 |
| Boston (Mass.) | Maps - 1937 - Road maps | 13605, 13606 |
| Boston (Mass.) | Maps - 1938 | 77676 |
| Boston (Mass.) | Maps - 1938 - Road maps | 13608, 13609, 13610, 13611, 13612 |
| Boston (Mass.) | Maps - 1939 - Pictorial maps | 13532 |
| Boston (Mass.) | Maps - 1939 - Road maps | 13532, 13614, 13615, 13616 |
| Boston (Mass.) | Maps - 1940 - Road maps | 13617, 13618 |
| Boston (Mass.) | Maps - 1941 - Road maps | 13619, 13620, 13621 |
| Boston (Mass.) | Maps - 1942 - Road maps | 13622, 13623, 13624 |
| Boston (Mass.) | Maps - 1946 - Road maps | 13628, 13629, 13632 |
| Boston (Mass.) | Maps - 1947 | 21816 |
| Boston (Mass.) | Maps - 1947 - Harbors - Nautical charts | 3706 |
| Boston (Mass.) | Maps - 1947 - Road maps | 13633, 13634, 13635 |
| Boston (Mass.) | Maps - 1948 - Harbors | 3707 |
| Boston (Mass.) | Maps - 1948 - Road maps | 13636, 13637, 13638, 13639, 13640, 13641 |
| Boston (Mass.) | Maps - 1949 - Harbors | 3708 |
| Boston (Mass.) | Maps - 1949 - Road maps | 13642, 13643 |
| Boston (Mass.) | Maps - 1950 - Road maps | 13644 |
| Boston (Mass.) | Maps - 1951 | 76087, 76088 |
| Boston (Mass.) | Maps - 1951-1957 - Road maps | 13533 |
| Boston (Mass.) | Maps - 1951 - Harbors | 3709, 54495 |
| Boston (Mass.) | Maps - 1951 - Road maps | 13646, 13647, 13648 |
| Boston (Mass.) | Maps - 1952 - Harbors | 3710 |
| Boston (Mass.) | Maps - 1952 - Road maps | 13649, 13650, 13651, 13652 |
| Boston (Mass.) | Maps - 1954 - Road maps | 13534 |
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<td></td>
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</tr>
<tr>
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<td></td>
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<tr>
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<td></td>
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Brandenburg, Provinz Sachsen 13794, 13795
Brandenbvgensis marchae descriptio 13768
Brandis, Lucas, fl. ca. 1460-1480 62766
Brandis, Pasquale 18384
Brändlein 34054, 34061, 34076
Brandmair, Eduard 17478
Brandon (Man.) - Maps - 1978 - Road maps 83051
Brandow Printing Co. (Albany, N.Y.) 77079
Brandozzi, Gianni 17174, 39030
Brandozzi, Gianni - Map collections - Exhibitions 17174
Brandozzi, Gianni - Map collections - Exhibitions - Catalogs 24, 39030
Brandozzi, Maria 17174, 39030
Brandrup, A. 9072, 9918, 10019, 10027, 10138, 10194, 10209, 10258, 10278
Brandt, Heinrich 9912
Brandt, Otto 1892-1935 69390
Brandt, Otto 1892-1935. Schleswig-Holsteins Geschichte und Leben in Karten und Bildern 69390
Brandywine, Battle of, Pa., 1777 13800
Brandywine Creek (Pa. and Del.) - Description and travel - 1983 13801
Brandywine Creek (Pa. and Del.) - Description and travel - 1987 13802
Brandywine Creek (Pa. and Del.) - Description and travel - 1991 13803
Brandywine River (Pa. and Del.) SEE Brandywine Creek (Pa. and Del.) 13801
Branford, Victor 17000
Braniff Airways 78085, 78202, 78305, 84468
Braniff Airways - Maps - 1954 78085
Braniff Airways - Maps - 1958 78202
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Braniff Airways - Maps - 1968 84468
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Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541 - 1622. Civitates orbis terrarum 20870, 20885
Braun, Georg, 1540 or 1541 - 1622. Civitates orbis terrarum. Selections 20885
Braun, Greger 73214
Braun & Hogenberg's The city maps of Europe : a selection of 16th century town plans & views 25737
Braun, J. 60213
Braun, Molly 57315, 76199
Braun, P. 82922
Braun, Robert 31898
Braun, Samuel, 1580 - 1668 18650, 24948, 27381
Braun, Samuel, 1580 - 1668. Die neuntzehende Schiffarth inhaltendt Fünff Schiffarthen Samuel Brauns Burgers und Wund Artzt zu Basel ... in Africam und dessen Provincien Congo ... (1626) 18650, 24948, 27381
Braun, Stephen 44879
Braun, Walter 28327
Braunhold & Sonne 20002, 20003
Braunsburger, Edmund 16440
Braunsburger, Karin 16440
Braunschweig (Duchy) SEE Braunschweig (Germany : State) 13818
Braunschweig (Germany) - Maps - 1606 13809
Braunschweig (Germany) - Maps - 1794 13810
Braunschweig (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1552 13811
Braunschweig (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1620 13812
Braunschweig (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1657 13813
Braunschweig (Germany). Stadtbibliothek SEE Stadtbibliothek Braunschweig 73133
Braunschweig (Germany : State) - Maps - 1630 22880
Braunschweig (Germany : State) - Maps - 1650 13814
Braunschweig (Germany : State) - Maps - 1700 13815, 13816
Braunschweig (Germany : State) - Maps - 1710 13817
Braunschweig (Germany : State) - Maps - 1745 13818
Braunstahl, H. J. 53344
Brausdruck GMBH 33747
Braver, Moshe 62745
Braza Insurance Company (Texas) 33777
Brawer, M. 48165
Brawer, Moshe 7343
Brawnner, Tom 33147
Bray, William, bookseller 7797, 7799
Bray, Alfred Thomas Townshend Verney-Cave, Baron, 1849-1928 12925
Brayley, E. W. (Edward Wedlake), 1773 - 1854 25190, 82798
Brayshay, Mark 18319
Brazier, Robert H. B. 8056, 76628
Brazil 13834, 13835, 13842, 13843, 13844, 13845, 13864, 70660, 70661, 70662, 70663, 79946
Brazil and Guayana 13846, 70605
Brazil - Area measurement - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1908 13852
Brazil - Boundaries - French Guiana - Maps - Collections, 1500-1899 70660, 70661, 70662, 70663
Brazil / by J. Arrowsmith 13840
Brazil. Campanha Nacional de Material de Ensino 13861
Brazil, Candida 39840
Brazil. Cartography - 1600-1630 13819
Brazil. Comissão do Registro Geral e Estatística das Terras Públicas e Possuídas 68796
Brazil. Departamento de Imprensa Nacional 39317
Brazil. Dept. Estad. Geog. & Cartog. 26813
Brazil. DeptEstadGeog&Cartog 68797
Brazil - Discovery and exploration 52881
Brazil. Frontières entre le Brésil et la Guyane Française (1899-1900) 79946
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Brazil - Maps - 1565 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  
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Breda (Netherlands) - Maps - 1622 13883
Breda (Netherlands) - Maps - 1624 13878, 13879
Breda (Netherlands) - Maps - 1625 57921
Breda (Netherlands) - Maps - 1637 13880, 13881
Breda (Netherlands) - Maps - 1700 13884
Breda (Netherlands) - Maps - 1743 13885
Breda (Netherlands) - Maps - Collections 13886
Breda (Netherlands) - Pictorial works - 1500 13887
Breda (Netherlands) - Pictorial works - 1656 13888
Breda (Netherlands) - Pictorial works - Collections 13886
Breda Region (Netherlands) - Maps - 1744 13889
Breda’s Museum (Breda, Netherlands) 13886
Breda’s Museum (Breda, Netherlands) - Map collections 13886
Breda zoo als die stad in het jaar 1350 door Jan van Polanen, [sic] met muuren en wallen omringt is / B. F. I. Fecit 13882
Breda zoo als die stad zig vertoonde omtrent het jaar 1500 / P. De Swart del. 1739 ; B. F. Immink sculp. 1743 13887
Breedensteiner & Associates (Indianapolis, Ind.) 37385, 37390, 37391, 37393
Brederode, J. J. van 41310
Bredsdorff, J. H. (Jacob Hornemann), 1790-1841. Esquisse Ographique de L’Europe, 1830 61720
Breddt, Ernst Wilhelm, 1869-1938 1399
Breed’s Hill, Battle of, Boston, Mass., 1775 SEE Bunker Hill, Battle of, Boston, Mass., 1775 13486
Breen, Daniel van, 1599-1665 58692
Breen, J. van 2187
Breese, Samuel, 1802-1873 2274, 12791, 12810, 12825, 35488, 35489, 39738, 40657, 41087, 45710, 45711, 57742, 62759, 76685, 76686
Breese, Sidney, 1800-1878 50549, 57489, 76729, 84260
Bref om de Foerenta Staterna 4662
Bregas, M. 34577
Bregenzerwald (Austria) - Maps - 1922 1307
Bregenzerwald (Austria) - Maps - 1925 1308
Bregenzerwald (Austria) - Maps - 1929 1309
Bréhier frères 9415, 9448, 9458, 9471, 9475, 9498, 9504
Brehm, F. W. (Frederick W.) 81053
Brehm, F. W. (Frederick W.) - Exhibitions 64672
Breidert, Helen A. 35389
Brein, Michael 34625, 34626, 34627
Breisach am Rhein (Germany) - 1713 - Fortification 13890
Breisach am Rhein (Germany) - History - Siege, 1638 - Maps 13891
Breisach am Rhein (Germany) - Maps - 1638 13891
Breisach am Rhein (Germany) - Maps - 1695 - Fortification 13892
Breisach am Rhein (Germany) - Maps - 1710 13893
Breisach am Rhein (Germany) - Maps - 1725 73321
Breisach am Rhein (Germany) - Maps - 1734 13894
Breisach am Rhein (Germany) - Maps - 1740 66680
Breisach am Rhein (Germany) - Maps - 1745 66605
Breisach am Rhein (Germany) - Maps - 1747 31411
Breisach am Rhein (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1552 13895
Breisgau (Germany) - Maps - 1682 1405
Breislak, Scipione, 1748-1826 15801
Breitenbauch 9637
Breitfeld, K. 10525, 10530
Breitfuss, L. 49278
Breithaupt, G. 9897, 9916, 27582
Breithaupt, Johann Friedrich, b. ca. 1590 18847, 28507, 44271, 46158, 52630, 62724, 65476, 79777
Breithaupt, Johann Friedrich, b. ca. 1590. Die drey vnd zwantzigste Schiffahrt Eygentliche vnnd ausführliche Beschreibung der Reyse ... nach der weitemrumten Christlichen Helden Insel Malta (1630) 18847, 28507, 44271, 46158, 52630, 62724, 65476, 79777
Breitkopf, Bernhard Christoph 12698
Breitkopf, Johann Gottlob Immanuel, 1719-1794 41826, 43503, 43504, 44603
Breitkopf, Johann Gottlob Immanuel, 1719-1794. Beschreibung des Reichs der Liebe (1777) 43504
Breitkopf, Johann Gottlob Immanuel, 1719-1794. Das Reich der Liebe : zweyter Landchartensatz-Versuch (1777) 43503
Breitkopf, Johann Gottlob Immanuel, 1719-1794. Gegend um Leipzig : eine Landchartensatz Probe (1776) 41826
Breitkopfschen Buchdruckerey (Leipzig, Germany) 43504
Brekenoke both shyre and towne described 13876
Brekenoke both shyre and towne described 13875
Brema 13904, 13908
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Brema vrbis Hanseatici foederis ... 13902
Brema vrbis Hanseatici foederis ad Visvgvm Flv. ... 13903
Breme (Italy) - History - Siege, 1638 - Pictorial works 13896
Bremen (Germany : Duchy) - Maps - 1680 13897
Bremen (Germany : Duchy) - Maps - 1682 13898
Bremen (Germany : Duchy) - Maps - 1697 24976
Bremen (Germany : Duchy) - Maps - 1700 13899, 24977
Bremen (Germany : Duchy) - Maps - 1716 13900, 33374
Bremen (Germany : Duchy) - Maps - 1720 33375, 53419, 69380
Bremen (Germany : Duchy) - Maps - 1725 33376
Bremen (Germany : Duchy) - Maps - 1737 24979
Bremen (Germany : Duchy) - Maps - 1745 13901
Bremen (Germany) - Maps - 1620 13902
Bremen (Germany) - Maps - 1657 13903, 13904
Bremen (Germany) - Maps - 1700 13905
Bremen (Germany) - Maps - 1716 - Pictorial works 13900
Bremen (Germany) - Maps - 1741 33489
Bremen (Germany) - Maps - 1855 31516
Bremen (Germany) - Maps - 1857 31520
Bremen (Germany) - Maps - 1920 13906
Bremen (Germany) - Maps - 1921 13907
Bremen (Germany) - Maps - 1922 33489
Bremen (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1620 13908
Bremen (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1657 13813
Bremen (Germany) - Tourism - 1551 69399
Bremen Region (Germany) - Maps - 1920 13906
Bremen Region (Germany) - Maps - 1922 13907
Bremen und Umgebung : praktischer Reiseführer 13906, 13907
Bremer County (Iowa). Auditor 13910
Bremer County (Iowa) - Maps - 1875 - Landowners 13909
Bremer County (Iowa) - Maps - 1973 - Landowners 13910
Bremer schulatlas 10191
Bremerhaven (Germany) - Maps - 1696 - Fortification 13911
Bremerhaven (Germany) - Maps - 1713 - Fortification 13912
Bremervörde (Germany) - Maps - 1741 33489
Bremond, Estienne 116
Bremond, Laurent, fl. ca. 1727-ca. 1730 22226, 22227, 27706, 45163, 45164, 45872, 45877, 72734, 72746
Bremt, Fr. van den 52016, 52017
Bren Libreria SEE Libreria de Bren 64518
Brennan, Margaret 44817
Brend-aimour, Simhart & Co. 11989
Brendel, W. 25516
Brender, G. 8770
Brendon, Stuart 79033
Brenier, Henri 9517
Brenneman, Mark 67229
Brenner, Gerhard Ernst, 1940- 14055
Brenner, Oskar, 1854-1920 61683, 61684
Brenner Pass (Austria and Italy) - Maps - 1930 13913
Brentano’s (Firm) 8403, 11292, 26193, 28010, 28182, 38405, 38961, 63181, 66528, 73986, 77048, 81694
Brentel, Frédéric, ca. 1580-1651 20873, 52571
Brenton, E. P., fl. 1798 55626, 73098
Briou, Forsey 51260
Briou (Forsey) & Co. 26427
Brepols (Firm) 45556, 45557, 64246
Brescia (Italy : Province) SEE Brescia (Italy : Province) 13921
Brescia (Italy) - Maps - 1600 13914
Brescia (Italy) - Maps - 1926 28571
Brescia (Italy) - Maps - 1931 28572
Brescia (Italy) - Maps - Bibliography - Catalogs 13915
Brescia (Italy) - Pictorial works - Bibliography - Catalogs 13915
Brescia (Italy : Province) - History - 1792-1815 - Maps - 1839 13916
Brescia (Italy : Province) - Maps - 1590-1606 13917
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Brescia (Italy : Province) - Maps - 1597  13918
Brescia (Italy : Province) - Maps - 1680  13919
Brescia (Italy : Province) - Maps - 1725  13920
Brescia (Italy : Province) - Maps - 1806  13921
Bresciano. Brixiani agrì typvs. Brixia, Cygneà supposita in specula  13917
Brest 5303
Le Bresil, don la coste est possédée par les Portugais  13824
Le Bresil, dont la coste est possédée par les Portugais et divisée en quatorze capitanieries : le milieu du pays est habité par un tresgrand nombre de peuples presque tous inconnus : nous avons remarqué la plus part de ceux qui sont dessus, ou approch  13825
Breslau (Germany) - Maps - 1620  13922
Breslau (Germany) SEE ALSO Wroclaw (Poland)  13922
Breslau (Germany) SEE Wroclaw (Poland)  70128
Breslau (Germany). Stadtbibliothek SEE Stadtbibliothek zu Breslau  73134
Breslau, Martin, firm, booksellers, London  17479
Breslauer Stadtbibliothek SEE Stadtbibliothek zu Breslau  73134
Bresle River Valley (France)  1710
Bressanone (Italy)  27748
Bressay (Scotland)  13822
Bressay (Scotland)  13922
Bressanone (Italy)  27749
Bressanone (Italy)  13922
Bresil, dont la coste est possédée par les Portugais ...  13824
Le Bresil, dont la coste est possédée par les Portugais et divisée en quatorze capitanieries : le milieu du pays est habité par un tresgrand nombre de peuples presque tous inconnus : nous avons remarqué la plus part de ceux qui sont dessus, ou approch  13825
Bresil (France)  1749 - Coasts - Nautical charts  69951
La Bresse, le Bugey, le Valromey, la principauté de Dombes et le Viennois  66740
Brest  13928
Brest (France) - Maps - 1689  13928
Brest (France) - Maps - 1693 - Harbors  25474
Brest (France) - Maps - 1695 - Fortification  13929
Brest (France) - Maps - 1702 - Harbors -  27673
Brest (France) - Maps - 1713 - Fortification  13930
Brest (France) - Maps - 1745  14628
Brest (France) - Maps - 1747 - Harbors  27724
Brest (France) - Maps - 1758 - Harbors - Nautical charts  27735
Brest (France) - Maps - 1766 - Harbors  27748
Brest (France) - Maps - 1766 - Harbors - Nautical charts  27749
Brest (France) - Maps - 1790 - Harbors - Nautical charts  27802
Brest (France) - Maps - 1793 - Harbors - Nautical charts  13931
Brest (France) - Maps - 1800-1802 - Harbors - Nautical charts  38459
Brest (France) - Maps - 1872 - Harbors  63087
Brest (France) - Pictorial works - 1793  13407, 67027
Brest Region (France) - Maps - 1695  13932
Brest Region (France) - Maps - 1713  13933
Brest ville considerable de la basse Bretagne ...  13929, 13930
Bretagne : 28 cartes et 20 plans / publié sous la direction de Marcel Monmarché  14643
Bretagne : avec un appendice pour les îles anglaises de Jersey et de Guernesey / par P. Joanne  14635
La Bretagne divisée en ses neuf evesches qui font aussi l'estendue des receptes dela generalité de Nantes ...  14620
La Bretagne divisée en ses neuf evesches qui sont aussi l'estendue des receptes generalité de Nantes  14624
La Bretagne divisée en ses neuf evesches qui sont aussi l'estendue des receptes dela generalité de nantes  14617
Bretagne (France) SEE Brittany (France)  14660
Bretagne : la côte, de Granville au sud de la Loire  14649
Bretagne / Michelin  14659
Bretagne / publié sous la direction de Marcel Monmarché ; [rédigé par M. Lucien Lheureux ; introduction par Anatole Le Braz]  14638
Bretagne / rédigé par Georges Monmarché  14650
La Bretagne divisée ses neuf evesches ...  14625
Bretez, Louis, d. 1738  63043, 63044, 63045
Brethren of the Common Life SEE Brothers of the Common Life  33274
Brethren Pub. House  12912
Brethren's Society for the Furtherance of the Gospel among the Heathen  41397
Bretons & Dieu: atlas religieuse 1300-1800  7191
Brett, Bernard Gore  11035
Breit–James, Norman G. (Norman George), 1879- 42741
Bretz, J. Harlen 20176, 20308
Breu, Jörg, ca. 1510-1547 1241
Breu, Jörg, der Jüngere SEE Breu, Jörg, ca. 1510-1547 1241
Breuer, H. 51791
Breusing, Arthur, 1818-1892 17480, 17481, 45991
[Brevard County (Fla.) - Maps - 1885 - Landowners 13934
Brevard County (Fla.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps 13935
Brevard County Street guide 13933
Breve compendio de la sphera y de la arte de navegar 52864
Breve compendio de sphera & arte de navegar 4185
Breventano, Angelo, 16th cent. 7752, 41742
Brevis exactaq[ue] totivs novi orbis, et Pervviae regionis descriptio, recens edita 1549
Brevis exactaque totivs novi orbis eivsque insularvm / descriptio recens a Ioan Bellero edita 1548
Brevis exactaqve Moscoviae descriptio 51824
Brewer, Bobolink 50089
Brewer, Cynthia A., 1960-79192, 79193
Brewer, Eugenie 30024
Brewer, J. S. (John Sherren), 1810-1879 83699
Brewer, Richard 46758
Brewer, William Henry, 1828-1910 30368, 30501
Breweries - Wisconsin - Maps - 2005 - Tourist maps 83588
Brewers' Society (London, England) 20601, 23986, 24058, 25436, 25451, 33939, 41565, 43583, 59693, 80711, 80750, 81541, 81553
Brewerton (N.Y.) - Maps - 1770-1779 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 13936
Brewington, Marion V 11369, 22445
Brewise, John 16519, 20538, 27273, 33342
Brewster, Charles, fl. 1879 1828-1910 30368, 30501
Brewster Co. [Texas] / compiled by T. F. Pinckney ; drawn by J. K. Duke ; traced by O. O. Terrell 13938
[Brewster County (Tex.) - Maps - 1891 - Landowners 13937
Brewster County (Tex.) - Maps - 1904 - Landowners 13938
Brewster, E. 28971, 28988
Brewton Co. 27153
Breydenbach, Bernhard von, d. 1497. Sanctarum perigrinationum in montem Syon ad venerandum Christi sepulchrum in Jerusalem (1486) 79963
Brian Stevens Historic Prints 25181
Brianza (Italy) - Maps - Collections, 1500-1699 13939
Briarcliff (Aurora, N.Y.) - Pictorial works - 1900 - Railroad stations 13940
Briare Canal (France) - Maps - 1697 62318
Brice & Smith 22449
Brice, William Charles 38494, 38495
Brick, C. 9065
Brick, Herbert 22192
Bricke, Thomas 17340, 17343, 17344, 17358
Brickhouse, R. 34753, 34759
Bricon, J. 39803
Bridel, Jean Louis, 1759-1851. Le Pour et le contre 56052
Bridge[s] on state highway[es] in Rhode Island 66710
Bridgar, John, fl. 1678-1687 - Manuscripts 34795
Bridge across the Bosporus 13285
Bridge map of Nebraska 52994
Bridge on the Donn near York; Bridge on Donn 75364
Bridge, W. F. 19749
Bridgeman, Sarah 73301
Bridgeman, S. 12469, 22548, 41772
Bridgeport (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1886 - At Illinois and Michigan Canal 35377
Bridgeport (Chicago, Ill.) - Pictorial works - 1886 35383
Bridgeport (Conn.) - Description and travel - 1979 13941
Bridgeport (Conn.) - Economy - 1991 13942, 13943
Bridgeport (Conn.) - Economy - 1994 13944
Bridgeport (Mass.) - Maps - 1951 76087, 76088
Bridgeport Region (Conn.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps 13945, 13946
Bridgeport Region (Conn.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps 13947
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Bridgeport uses bankruptcy act to avert deficit / by George Judson 13943
Bridges - Alabama - Maps - 1930 748
Bridges - Arizona - Maps - 1930 2617
Bridges - Arkansas - Maps - 1930 2912
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Bridges - Calumet River (Ill.) - Pictorial works - 1949 1
Bridges - Chicago (Ill.) - Designs and plans - 1870 - Railroad crossings 33369
Bridges - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1870 - Railroad crossings 33369
Bridges - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1887 24856, 39382
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Bridges - New York Region - Maps- 1934 55897
Bridges - New York Region - Maps- 1939 30969, 55942
Bridges - Newark Region (N.J.) - Maps- 1929 55883
Bridges - North Dakota - Maps - 1930 58362
Bridges - Ohio - Maps - 1930 60591
Bridges - Ohio River - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1928 61264
Bridges - Oregon - Maps - 1930 62133
Bridges - Pennsylvania - Maps - 1932 63721
Bridges - Regensburg (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1552 66341
Bridges - Rhode Island - Maps - 1930 66710
Bridges - South Carolina - Maps - 1930 70827
Bridges - South Dakota - Maps - 1930 70911
Bridges - Tennessee - Maps - 1930 74380
Bridges - Utah - Maps - 1929 79600
Bridges - Venice (Italy) - Maps - 1689 79967
Bridges - Virginia - Maps - 1930 80464
Bridges - Washington (State) - Maps - 1928 81228
Bridges - Wyoming - Maps - 1930 84840
[Bridgetown, Barbados] 13949
Bridgetown (Barbados) - Maps - 1700 81599
Bridgetown (Barbados) - Maps - 1721 81594
Bridgetown (Barbados) - Maps - 1722 11789
Bridgetown (Barbados) - Maps - 1775-1785 - Harbors - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 13948
Bridgetown (Barbados) - Maps - 1775-1785 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 11795
Bridgetown (Barbados) - Maps - 1775 - Manuscripts 11796
Bridgetown (Barbados) - Maps - 1851 13949
Bridgewater, Battle of, Ont., 1814 SEE Lundy's Lane, Battle of, Ont., 1814 76401
Bridgland, M. P. (Morrison Parsons), 1878-1948 51866, 69839
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Bridgman, E. C. 60412
Bridgman's atlas of the state of Ohio 60412
Bridle paths SEE Trails 41437
Bridle trail regulations : Gettysburg National Military Park 31834
Bridlington Bay (England) - Maps - 1666 - Coasts - Nautical charts 13950
Bridlington Bay (England) - Maps - 1749 - Coasts - Nautical charts 13951
Bridlington Region (England) - Maps - 1666 - Coasts - Nautical charts 13950
Bridlington Region (England) - Maps - 1749 - Coasts - Nautical charts 13951
Bridlington Region (England) - Maps - 1766 - Coasts - Nautical charts 13952
Brie (France) - Maps - 1659 19083
Brie (France) - Maps - 1700 19103
A Brief account of the Lewis and Clark Expedition from St. Louis, Missouri, to the mouth of the Columbia River, Oregon and return, 1804-1806 : with illustrative map 41903
A Brief analysis of Mappi Mundi 1500 in connection with the explorers' voyage of Alonso de Obeda 34526
A Brief biography of William Henry Holmes 34569
A Brief course in geography 30018, 30041, 30071, 30115, 30128, 30163, 30164, 30188, 30234, 30242, 30250, 30291, 30388
A Brief description of England & Wales 25140
A Brief description of Nova Scotia 4623
A Brief description of Project 400 for a proposed historical museum 65608
A Brief description of universal maps & cards and of their use: necessary for those that delight in reading of histories; and also for travellers by land or sea 44965
A Brief descriptive geography of the Empire State 5392, 5444
A Brief guide to dating Bartholomew maps / this page has been compiled by Ken Winch, retired Bartholomew's Librarian and Map Curator 39830
A Brief history of Matthew Fontaine Maury's large role in the interest of the United States in the Arctic especially the Northwest Passage 18240
A Brief history of Rand McNally 66224
A brief history of the U.S. Geological Survey 30908
A brief history on cartography in Indonesia 17976
A Brief review of official United States geographical exploration of the Arctic realm and subarctic portion of the north Pacific Ocean as it was conducted from the Pacific coast prior to 1914 18231
Brief schriften & reisbeschreibungen missionarisch 9602, 9603
[Brief sketch of the life of Duncan Ferguson, 1810-1882, of Glasgow, Scotland and Rockford, Ill.] 26557
Briefe: Lateinisch und Deutsch, hrsg. und übersetzt von Karl Heinz Burmeister 17675
Brieflicher unterricht des wissens (3V) 10029
Brielle (Netherlands) - Maps - 1620 13953
Brierley, Jane, 1935- 7366
Briesemeister, A. 64533
Briesemeister, William A. 34672
Briesen, A. F. van 60349
Briet, Philippe, 1601-1668 9092, 9094, 25794
Briex, Alain 3471
Brigands and Robbers - Italy - Maps - 1866 13954
Briggs, Cal 79710
Briggs, Charles F. (Charles Frederick), 1804-1877 57912
Briggs, Charles F. (Charles Frederick), 1804-1877. Story of the telegraph, and a history of the great Atlantic cable (1858) 57912
Briggs, Henry, 1561-1630 15689, 57344
Briggs, S. W. 14736, 40564, 66147, 83041
Briggs, Thomas Graham 53772
Brigham, Albert Perry, 1855-1932 30560, 30566, 30567, 30582, 30583, 30585
Brigham, H. G. 21093, 32355
Bright, J., 18th cent. 12680
Bright shadows in Bronzetown : the story of the Southside Community Committee 14677
Bright Spot Map Publishers 41654
Brighton (Boston, Mass.) - Maps - 1909 - Road maps 14681
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British and Russian America / drawn & engraved by J. Archer, Pentonville, London  16032
British Antarctic Expedition, 1907-1909  13984, 13985, 13986, 13987
British Antarctic Expedition (1910-1913)  35095
British Antarctic (Terra Nova) Expedition (1910-1913)  75, 2103, 2105, 2109, 13988, 16890, 22963, 26381, 32330, 32331, 45626, 45627, 67353, 67354, 67355, 67356, 67357, 67358, 74478
British Art Center at Yale SEE Yale Center for British Art  1498
British Art SEE Art, British  3140
British Association for Discovering the Interior Parts of Africa  302
British Association for the Advancement of Science  36683
British atlas  5609, 14310, 14373, 25237
British atlas (cover)  14369
British atlas, first part  14347
British atlas of historic towns V3: City of London  7297
British atlas of the counties of England  14355
British Atlases SEE Atlases, British  7746
British, Australian, and New Zealand Antarctic Research Expedition (1929-1931) - Maps  - 1939  2114
British Broadcasting Corporation. Open University Production Centre  32480
British Broadcasting Corporation. Television Service  17424
British camp at Trudruffrin from the 18th to the 21st of September 1777, with the attack made by Major General Grey against the rebels near White Horse Tavern on the 20th of September  62964
British Cartographic Society  16906, 18281, 23592
British Cartographic Society, Library  16978
British Cartographic Society. Library - Catalogs  16978
British cartography  13990, 75305
British cartography - 1500-1700  44979
British cartography - Bibliography  13989
British cartography - History - 1600-1799  17150
British cartography - History - 1900-1960  75301
British cartography - North America - History - 1700-1799  18216
British cartography of eighteenth-century North America  18216
British cartography - United States - History - 1675-1715  18539
British cartography - United States - History - 1700-1799  18540
The British Channel  25502, 25503
The British Channel / J. & G. Menzies sculp. Edinr.  25500, 25501
British Channel SEE English Channel  25490
British cities series  15762, 24672, 62495, 85114
British Colonial Survey SEE Great Britain. Directorate of Colonial Surveys  75305
The British colonies in North America  15997, 76467, 76468
British colonies, their history, extent  8114
British & Colorado Mining Bureau (London, England) SEE British and Colorado Mining Bureau  21283
British Columbia  13997, 14017, 14063
British Columbia, Alaska and the Alaska Highway road map / Union Oil Company of California  1077
British Columbia, Alberta  14058
British Columbia, Alberta : Vancouver Island and Fraser Valley, Yukon and Northwest Territories / Rolph-McNally  14061
British Columbia and Vancouver Island / by J. Bartheolomew, F.R.G.S.  13995
British Columbia. Dept of Lands  14016
British Columbia. Dept. of Public Works  14016
British Columbia. Dept. of Travel Industry  14055
British Columbia - Description and travel  39890
British Columbia Development Association  13998
British Columbia Government Travel Bureau  14053
British Columbia highway and travel map / Department of Public Works ... ; Department of Public Lands ...  14016
British Columbia - Maps - 1766 - Coasts  81162
British Columbia - Maps - 1790-1795 - Coasts  1011, 13991
British Columbia - Maps - 1791-1792 - Coasts  62548, 62549, 62550
British Columbia - Maps - 1791 - Coasts - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  79850
British Columbia - Maps - 1792 - Coasts - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  79851
British Columbia - Maps - 1793  15998, 16000
British Columbia - Maps - 1793-1801  16325
British Columbia - Maps - 1799 - Coasts - Manuscripts  57147
British Columbia - Maps - 1841  62056
British Columbia - Maps - 1844  59817
British Columbia - Maps - 1845  62059
British Columbia - Maps - 1849  62062, 62063
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British Columbia - Maps - 1858 - Coal mines and mining 13992
British Columbia - Maps - 1858 - Gold mines and mining 13992
British Columbia - Maps - 1862 13993
British Columbia - Maps - 1865 59827
British Columbia - Maps - 1866 57775
British Columbia - Maps - 1870 - Gold mines and mining 13994
British Columbia - Maps - 1872 13995
British Columbia - Maps - 1874-1875 - Indians 59751
British Columbia - Maps - 1880 - Indians - Ethnology 13996
British Columbia - Maps - 1886 - Gold mines and mining 32329, 70151
British Columbia - Maps - 1888 69836
British Columbia - Maps - 1888 - Railroads 13997
British Columbia - Maps - 1890 69837
British Columbia - Maps - 1892 69838
British Columbia - Maps - 1897 1030, 1035
British Columbia - Maps - 1897-1898 1029
British Columbia - Maps - 1898 13998, 13999
British Columbia - Maps - 1906 - Railroads 69839
British Columbia - Maps - 1908 - Railroads 14000
British Columbia - Maps - 1913 - Railroads 14001, 14002, 14003, 14004
British Columbia - Maps - 1914 - Railroads 14005
British Columbia - Maps - 1916 - Railroads 14006
British Columbia - Maps - 1920 - Railroads 14007, 14008, 14009
British Columbia - Maps - 1920 - Road maps 59768
British Columbia - Maps - 1922 - Railroads 14010
British Columbia - Maps - 1923 - Railroads 14011
British Columbia - Maps - 1923 - Road maps 14012
British Columbia - Maps - 1924 - Road maps 62106, 62107
British Columbia - Maps - 1925 - Railroads 14013, 14014
British Columbia - Maps - 1925 - Road maps 62109, 62110, 62111, 62112
British Columbia - Maps - 1926 - Road maps 1150, 15380
British Columbia - Maps - 1927 - Road maps 1151, 1152
British Columbia - Maps - 1930 - Airports 14016
British Columbia - Maps - 1930 - Road maps 14015, 14016
British Columbia - Maps - 1933 - Road maps 14017, 62153, 62154, 81263
British Columbia - Maps - 1934 - Road maps 14018, 62161, 62162
British Columbia - Maps - 1935 - Road maps 14019, 79855
British Columbia - Maps - 1936 - Road maps 14020, 14021, 14022, 14023, 14024
British Columbia - Maps - 1937 - Road maps 14025, 14026, 14027, 14028, 16382, 62182
British Columbia - Maps - 1938 - Road maps 14029, 14030, 14031, 14032, 14033
British Columbia - Maps - 1939 - Road maps 14034, 14035, 14036, 62202
British Columbia - Maps - 1940 - Road maps 14037, 14038, 14039, 62206
British Columbia - Maps - 1941 - Road maps 14040, 14041
British Columbia - Maps - 1942 - Road maps 14042, 14043
British Columbia - Maps - 1945 - Road maps 14044
British Columbia - Maps - 1946 - Road maps 14045, 14046, 14047
British Columbia - Maps - 1947 - Road maps 14048, 14049, 14050, 16212
British Columbia - Maps - 1948 - Road maps 14051, 14052, 16216
British Columbia - Maps - 1953 - Road maps 1156
British Columbia - Maps - 1956 - Road maps 1004
British Columbia - Maps - 1957 - Road maps 1062
British Columbia - Maps - 1958 - Road maps 1065
British Columbia - Maps - 1960-1969 - Pictorial maps 14053
British Columbia - Maps - 1960-1969 - Road maps 14053
British Columbia - Maps - 1961 - Road maps 1067
British Columbia - Maps - 1964 - Road maps 1005, 1157, 44396
British Columbia - Maps - 1966 - Road maps 1071
British Columbia - Maps - 1969 - Road maps 44397
British Columbia - Maps - 1970 - Road maps 1079, 14054, 78585
British Columbia - Maps - 1971 - Road maps 1080, 16400
British Columbia - Maps - 1972 - Road maps 1160, 14055
British Columbia - Maps - 1974 - Road maps 1083, 14056
British Columbia - Maps - 1976 - Road maps 1086, 14057, 16403
British Columbia - Maps - 1977 - Road maps 1087
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| British Columbia - Maps - 1978 - Road maps | 14058 |
| British Columbia - Maps - 1979 | 14059, 14060 |
| British Columbia - Maps - 1979 - Road maps | 14061 |
| British Columbia - Maps - 1983 - Natural gas pipelines | 14062 |
| British Columbia - Maps - 1983 - Petroleum pipelines | 14062 |
| British Columbia - Maps - 1983 - Water-power | 14062 |
| British Columbia - Maps - 1992 - Guidebooks | 14063 |
| British Columbia - Maps - Bibliography | 16995 |
| British Columbia - Maps - Collections, 1792-1906 | 69840 |
| British Columbia - Maps - Fire risk assessment - Bibliography | 26668 |
| British Columbia - Maps - Fire risk assessment - Bibliography - 1889 | 22671 |
| British Columbia, Ministry of Finance | 14062 |
| British Columbia, Provincial Museum of Natural History and Anthropology | 13996 |
| British Columbia: Standard gasoline unsurpassed: Standard Oil road map | 14025 |
| British Columbia: Standard Oil road map | 14021, 14023, 14024, 14026, 14028, 14031, 14033, 14039, 14041, 14043 |
| British Columbia: Standard Oil road map. At your service: Standard Stations and Standard Oil dealers | 14036 |
| British Columbia - Surveys - History | 1867 | 14064 |
| British Columbia - Surveys, Hydrographic | 35064 |
| British Columbia - Topographic maps - 1955 | 16316 |
| British Columbia / United Oil Limited, British Columbia | 14049, 14050 |
| British Columbia, University Library | 42144 |
| British Columbia, University, Library - Map Collections - Catalogs | 42144 |
| British Committee of Historic Towns | 14070 |
| British Committee on Map Information & Catalogue Systems | 16819 |
| British Commonwealth countries | SEE Great Britain - Colonies | 17187 |
| British commonwealth in pictures | 166, 11094, 16193, 36646, 56828, 70373 |
| British dominions in North America | 4723, 4737 |
| British Dominions SEE Great Britain - Colonies | 17187 |
| British East Africa SEE Africa, East | 158 |
| British Empire Exhibition 1924 : Wembley Park April-October : its situation described in relation to the railways of London | 14065 |
| The British Empire in 1822 : being a popular grammar of British geography in the four quarters of the world : with seven maps and one hundred views / by the Rev. J. Goldsmith | 29333 |
| The British Empire in 1865 ... / by W. Hughes, F.R.G.S. | 32379 |
| British Empire in America | 57460, 57461 |
| British Empire in North America with the West India isles | 57601 |
| British Empire Producers' Organisation | 8390 |
| British Empire SEE Great Britain - Colonies | 17187 |
| British Empire throughout the world exhibited in one view / compiled by John Bartholomew Junr. F.R.G.S. ; figures designed & engraved by A. Thom | 84287 |
| British Empire Universities=Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) | 32382 |
| The British Empire universities up-to-date atlas-guide to the British Commonwealth of nations and foreign countries : illustrating the historical development, physical features, natural resources, trade and international relations of the British Empire | 32381 |
| British European Airways Corporation | 632, 633, 26262 |
| British European Airways Corporation - Maps | 1964 | 26262 |
| British European Airways Corporation - Maps - 1965 | 632, 633 |
| The British & French dominions in North America : particularly shewing the French encroachments through all the British plantations from Nova Scotia down to the Gulf of Mexico | 57570 |
| British gazetteer & guide to UK | 52195 |
| British geography 1918-1945 | 14076 |
| British Geological Survey | 25201 |
| British Graham Land Survey | 52579 |
| British Guayana | 33230 |
| British Guiana | 33229 |
| British Guiana - Boundaries - Historical geography - Maps - Collections, 1500-1900 | 79945, 79946, 79947, 79948, 79949 |
| British Guiana - Maps - Collections, 1500-1900 | 79945, 79946, 79947, 79948, 79949 |
| British Guiana SEE Guyana | 33229 |
| British headquarters maps and sketches used by Sir Henry Clinton while in command of the British forces operating in North America during the war for independence, 1775-1782 : a descriptive list of the original manuscripts and printed documents now pre | 76377 |
| British heritage series (B.T. Batsford Ltd.) | 42666 |
| British high roads : arranged for the use of tourists : illustrated by forty-one maps, on a scale of 3/8 of an inch to the mile : in four parts, each part complete in itself | 14399 |
| British hills and mountains / by J.H.B. Bell, E.F. Bozman and J. Fairfax-Blakeborough | 32456 |
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| British Isles - Historical geography - Maps - 1820   | 14335 |
| British Isles - Historical geography - Maps - 1821   | 14337 |
| British Isles - Historical geography - Maps - 1839   | 25025 |
| British Isles - Historical geography - Maps - 1864   | 14091 |
| British Isles - Historical geography - Maps - 1871   | 32398 |
| British Isles - Historical geography - Maps - 1922   | 14463 |
| British Isles - Historical geography - Maps - 1924   | 14092 |
| British Isles - Historical geography - Maps - 1934   | 14093 |
| British Isles - Historical geography - Maps - 1946   | 32407 |
| British Isles - Historical geography - Maps - 1947   | 14109 |
| British Isles - Historical geography - Maps - 1962   | 14094 |
| British Isles - Historical geography - Maps - 1968   | 14095, 14096, 32408 |
| British Isles - Historical geography - Maps - 1979   | 14097 |
| British Isles - Historical geography - Maps - 1981   | 14098, 32409, 32410 |
| British Isles - Historical geography - Maps - 1989   | 14099, 14100 |
| British Isles - Historical geography - Maps - 1991   | 14101 |
| British Isles - Historical geography - Maps - 2000   | 14102 |
| British Isles - Historical geography - Maps - 2001   | 14103 |
| British Isles - Historical geography - Maps - To 1066 | 14105 |
| British Isles - Historical geography - Maps - To 1485 | 14106 |
| British Isles - History, Ancient - 1740-1749         | 14213 |
| British Isles - History, Ancient - Maps - 1815       | 14107 |
| British Isles - History, Ancient - Maps - 1848       | 14108 |
| British Isles - History, Ancient - Maps - 1947       | 14109 |
| British Isles - History, Ancient - Maps - 1956       | 14110 |
| British Isles - History, Ancient - Maps - 1993       | 14111 |
| British Isles - History - Anglo Saxon Period, 449-1066 - Maps | 14112, 14113, 14115 |
| British Isles - History - Anglo-Saxon period, 449-1066 - Maps - 1740 | 14114 |
| British Isles - History, Local - Maps - Historiography | 14117, 14118, 14119 |
| British Isles - History - Roman Period, 55 B.C.-449 A.D. | 14121 |
| British Isles - History - Roman period, 55 B.C.-449 A.D. - Maps | 32415 |
| British Isles - History - Roman period, 55 B.C.-449 A.D. - Maps - 1740 | 14122 |
| British Isles - Land use - 1958-1961                | 14123, 14124 |
| British Isles - Manuscript maps - Bibliography -Catalogs | 14125 |
| British Isles - Map - 1540                           | 14126 |
| British Isles - Map - 1830                           | 25220 |
| British Isles - Maps - 1360 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles | 14069, 14127, 14128, 14129, 14130, 32285 |
| British Isles - Maps - 1490 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles | 14131 |
| British Isles - Maps - 1528                          | 14132 |
| British Isles - Maps - 1536 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles | 14133 |
| British Isles - Maps - 1540                          | 14134 |
| British Isles - Maps - 1546                          | 14135, 14136 |
| British Isles - Maps - 1552                          | 14137 |
| British Isles - Maps - 1556                          | 14138 |
| British Isles - Maps - 1558                          | 14139 |
| British Isles - Maps - 1562                          | 14140 |
| British Isles - Maps - 1570                          | 14141 |
| British Isles - Maps - 1588                          | 14142 |
| British Isles - Maps - 1589                          | 3102 |
| British Isles - Maps - 1593                          | 14143 |
| British Isles - Maps - 1595-1606                     | 14079 |
| British Isles - Maps - 1600                          | 32420, 32421 |
| British Isles - Maps - 1600-1699                      | 14144, 14145 |
| British Isles - Maps - 1605                          | 14146, 14147 |
| British Isles - Maps - 1606                          | 14148 |
| British Isles - Maps - 1607                          | 14149, 32422 |
| British Isles - Maps - 1610                          | 14150, 25046 |
| British Isles - Maps - 1616                          | 14151, 14152, 14153 |
| British Isles - Maps - 1617                          | 32423 |
| British Isles - Maps - 1620                          | 14154 |
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Call Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1622 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>14155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1625</td>
<td>14156</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1627</td>
<td>14157, 14158</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1635</td>
<td>14159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1637</td>
<td>32424, 32425</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1639</td>
<td>32426</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1641</td>
<td>14081</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1643</td>
<td>14599</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1646</td>
<td>7762</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1649</td>
<td>14160, 25422</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1650</td>
<td>14161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1651</td>
<td>14162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1656 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>14163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1657</td>
<td>25423, 25424</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1661 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>14164</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1662 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>14165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1668</td>
<td>25425</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1673 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>14166</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1676</td>
<td>7767, 14167, 14168, 25930</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1680</td>
<td>14169, 14170, 14171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1685</td>
<td>14172</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1688</td>
<td>14173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1693 - Coasts - Nautical charts</td>
<td>14174</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1695</td>
<td>14175, 32427, 32428, 32429</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1695 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>14176</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1696</td>
<td>14177, 14178, 14179</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1700</td>
<td>14084, 14180, 14181, 14183</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1700-1850 - Landscape - Exhibitions</td>
<td>14182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1701</td>
<td>14184, 32430</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1702</td>
<td>14185, 14186</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1702 - Coasts - Nautical charts</td>
<td>14187, 14188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1703</td>
<td>14189</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1703 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>14190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1706</td>
<td>14191</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1707 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>14192</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1710</td>
<td>14193, 14194, 14195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1712</td>
<td>38258</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1715</td>
<td>14196, 14197</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1718</td>
<td>14198</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1719 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>14199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1722</td>
<td>32431</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1724 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>14200, 14201</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1725</td>
<td>14202</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1725 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>14203</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1728 - Coasts - Nautical charts</td>
<td>14204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1728 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>14205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1730</td>
<td>14206, 14207, 14208</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1732 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>14209</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1734</td>
<td>14210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1740</td>
<td>14211, 14212</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1740-1749</td>
<td>14213</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1740 - Coasts - Nautical charts</td>
<td>67914</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1741</td>
<td>14214, 14215</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1743</td>
<td>14216</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1744</td>
<td>14217</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1745</td>
<td>14218</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1746 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>14219</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1747</td>
<td>14220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1747 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>14221</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1748</td>
<td>14223, 67915, 67916, 67917</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1748-1754</td>
<td>14222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1748 - Coasts - Nautical charts</td>
<td>38269</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1748 - Geography - (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>14223</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1748 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>14224</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1749 - Coasts - Nautical charts</td>
<td>14225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1749 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>14226</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1750</td>
<td>14085, 14086</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1750-1759</td>
<td>14227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1753</td>
<td>14228, 32432</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1753 - Coasts - Nautical charts</td>
<td>14229</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1754</td>
<td>14230, 14231</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1755 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>14232, 14233, 14234</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1757</td>
<td>14236, 14237</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1757 - Coasts - Nautical charts</td>
<td>14235</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1757 - Postal service</td>
<td>14239, 14240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1757 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>14238</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1757 - Road maps</td>
<td>14239, 14240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1758 - Coasts - Nautical charts</td>
<td>3675, 14241, 38277</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1759</td>
<td>14072</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1759 - Harbors (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>14242</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1764</td>
<td>14243</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1764 - Cities and towns</td>
<td>14244</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1766 - Coasts - Nautical charts</td>
<td>14245</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1767 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>14246</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1767 - Road maps</td>
<td>14247</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1772</td>
<td>14248, 14249</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1772 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>14250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1774</td>
<td>14251</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1775 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>14252</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1776</td>
<td>14253</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1776 - Postal Service</td>
<td>14254, 14255</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1776 - Road maps</td>
<td>14254, 14255, 14256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1778</td>
<td>14087</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1779</td>
<td>14257</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1780</td>
<td>14258</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1783 - Postal Service</td>
<td>14259</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1783 - Road maps</td>
<td>14259</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1784 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>14260</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1785 - Coasts - Nautical charts</td>
<td>67920</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1785 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>14261</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1785 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>14262, 14263</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1786</td>
<td>14264</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1786 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>14265</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1787 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>14266, 14267, 14268, 14269</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1788</td>
<td>14271</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1788 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>38298, 38299</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1788 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>14270</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1789</td>
<td>32434</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1790 - Coasts - Nautical charts</td>
<td>3677, 14272, 38305</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1790 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>14273</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1791 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>14274, 14275, 14276</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1792 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>14277</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1793 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>14278</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1794</td>
<td>14279, 14280, 26015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1794 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>38309</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1794 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>14281, 14282, 14283, 14284</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1795 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>25497</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1795 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>14285</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1796 - Road maps</td>
<td>14286</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1797</td>
<td>14287</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1798 - Road maps</td>
<td>25159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1799 - Ancient</td>
<td>14288</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1799 - Road maps</td>
<td>14471</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1800</td>
<td>14289</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1800 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>14290, 14291, 14292</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1801</td>
<td>14090, 14293, 67921</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1801 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>14294</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
| British Isles - Maps - 1801 - Rivers          | 14295 |
| British Isles - Maps - 1802                | 14296 |
| British Isles - Maps - 1803 - Road maps    | 25167 |
| British Isles - Maps - 1804                | 14297, 22184, 32436 |
| British Isles - Maps - 1804 (Provisional Heading) | 14298 |
| British Isles - Maps - 1805 (Provisional Heading) | 14299, 14300 |
| British Isles - Maps - 1806                | 32437 |
| British Isles - Maps - 1806 (Provisional Heading) | 14301 |
| British Isles - Maps - 1806 - Road maps    | 25174 |
| British Isles - Maps - 1807                | 14302 |
| British Isles - Maps - 1808                | 25177, 52190, 52191 |
| British Isles - Maps - 1808 (Provisional Heading) | 14303 |
| British Isles - Maps - 1809 - Children's maps | 14304 |
| British Isles - Maps - 1809 (Provisional Heading) | 14305, 14306, 14307, 14308, 14309 |
| British Isles - Maps - 1810                | 14310 |
| British Isles - Maps - 1810 (Provisional Heading) | 14311, 14312 |
| British Isles - Maps - 1810 - Road maps    | 25182 |
| British Isles - Maps - 1811                | 14313 |
| British Isles - Maps - 1811 (Provisional Heading) | 14314, 14315 |
| British Isles - Maps - 1812                | 14320 |
| British Isles - Maps - 1812 (Provisional Heading) | 14316, 14317, 14318, 14319 |
| British Isles - Maps - 1812 - Road maps    | 25184 |
| British Isles - Maps - 1813                | 14321 |
| British Isles - Maps - 1814 (Provisional Heading) | 14322, 14323 |
| British Isles - Maps - 1815                | 14107, 14324, 14325 |
| British Isles - Maps - 1815 (Provisional Heading) | 14326 |
| British Isles - Maps - 1815 - Road maps    | 25189 |
| British Isles - Maps - 1816 (Provisional Heading) | 14327 |
| British Isles - Maps - 1817                | 14328 |
| British Isles - Maps - 1817 - Road maps    | 25192, 25193 |
| British Isles - Maps - 1818                | 14330 |
| British Isles - Maps - 1818 (Provisional Heading) | 14329 |
| British Isles - Maps - 1819 - Canals       | 14331 |
| British Isles - Maps - 1819 (Provisional Heading) | 14332, 14333 |
| British Isles - Maps - 1819 - Road maps    | 25198 |
| British Isles - Maps - 1820                | 14334, 14335 |
| British Isles - Maps - 1820 (Provisional Heading) | 14336, 25200 |
| British Isles - Maps - 1821                | 14337 |
| British Isles - Maps - 1821 - Road maps    | 25203 |
| British Isles - Maps - 1822                | 14074, 14075, 14338 |
| British Isles - Maps - 1822 (Provisional Heading) | 14339 |
| British Isles - Maps - 1823 (Provisional Heading) | 14340 |
| British Isles - Maps - 1823 - Road maps    | 14341 |
| British Isles - Maps - 1824                | 14342 |
| British Isles - Maps - 1824 (Provisional Heading) | 14343 |
| British Isles - Maps - 1825                | 14344, 14345 |
| British Isles - Maps - 1825 - Canals       | 14346 |
| British Isles - Maps - 1825 - Railroads    | 14346 |
| British Isles - Maps - 1826 (Provisional Heading) | 14347 |
| British Isles - Maps - 1826 - Road maps    | 25213 |
| British Isles - Maps - 1828 - Manuscripts   | 20801 |
| British Isles - Maps - 1828 (Provisional Heading) | 14348, 14349, 14350 |
| British Isles - Maps - 1828 - Road maps    | 25215 |
| British Isles - Maps - 1829                | 14351, 25217, 52192 |
| British Isles - Maps - 1830 (Provisional Heading) | 14352 |
| British Isles - Maps - 1831                | 14353, 25222 |
| British Isles - Maps - 1831 (Provisional Heading) | 14354, 14355 |
| British Isles - Maps - 1832                | 25226 |
| British Isles - Maps - 1832 - Administrative and political divisions | 25225 |
| British Isles - Maps - 1832 (Provisional Heading) | 14356 |
| British Isles - Maps - 1832 - Road maps    | 32438 |
| British Isles - Maps - 1833                | 52193 |
| British Isles - Maps - 1834                | 14357 |
| British Isles - Maps - 1834 (Provisional Heading) | 14358 |

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
British Isles - Maps - 1835 (Provisional Heading) 14359
British Isles - Maps - 1836 (Provisional Heading) 14360
British Isles - Maps - 1838-1842 - Coasts - Nautical charts 14361
British Isles - Maps - 1838 - Commerce 84240
British Isles - Maps - 1839 - Railroads - Timetables (Provisional Heading) 14362, 14363
British Isles - Maps - 1840 - Administrative and political divisions 14365
British Isles - Maps - 1841 14367
British Isles - Maps - 1843 14368, 14369, 14370
British Isles - Maps - 1843 - Railroads - Timetables 14370
British Isles - Maps - 1844 14371
British Isles - Maps - 1844 (Provisional Heading) 14372, 14373
British Isles - Maps - 1845 (Provisional Heading) 14374
British Isles - Maps - 1846 (Provisional Heading) 14375
British Isles - Maps - 1848 (Provisional Heading) 14376, 14377, 14378
British Isles - Maps - 1849 - Cities and towns - Public Libraries 14379
British Isles - Maps - 1849 (Provisional Heading) 14380, 14381
British Isles - Maps - 1850 - Railroads 14382
British Isles - Maps - 1851 14383
British Isles - Maps - 1852 (Provisional Heading) 14384
British Isles - Maps - 1852 - Railroads 14385
British Isles - Maps - 1853 14386
British Isles - Maps - 1855 (Provisional Heading) 14387
British Isles - Maps - 1856-1863 8123
British Isles - Maps - 1857 (Provisional Heading) 14388
British Isles - Maps - 1862 14389, 25289
British Isles - Maps - 1862 - Geology 32443
British Isles - Maps - 1862 - Railroads 25289
British Isles - Maps - 1863 (Provisional Heading) 14390
British Isles - Maps - 1864 14091
British Isles - Maps - 1864 - Ecclesiastical geography 32444
British Isles - Maps - 1864 - Health resorts 14391
British Isles - Maps - 1864 (Provisional Heading) 14392
British Isles - Maps - 1865 32379
British Isles - Maps - 1866 - Geology 14393
British Isles - Maps - 1866 - Industries 14393
British Isles - Maps - 1866 - Manufactures 14393
British Isles - Maps - 1866 - Population 14393
British Isles - Maps - 1868 14394, 52194
British Isles - Maps - 1868 (Provisional Heading) 14395
British Isles - Maps - 1869 8178
British Isles - Maps - 1870 - Cities and towns 8178
British Isles - Maps - 1870 - Railroads 8178
British Isles - Maps - 1872 - Railroads 14396
British Isles - Maps - 1873 (Provisional Heading) 14397
British Isles - Maps - 1875 (Provisional Heading) 14398
British Isles - Maps - 1877 - Road maps 14399
British Isles - Maps - 1878 52084
British Isles - Maps - 1879 - Geology 14400
British Isles - Maps - 1882 52195
British Isles - Maps - 1882 (Provisional Heading) 14401
British Isles - Maps - 1882 - Statistics 14402
British Isles - Maps - 1883 14403
British Isles - Maps - 1883 - Cities and towns 14403
British Isles - Maps - 1884 14404
British Isles - Maps - 1884 - Cities and towns 14404
British Isles - Maps - 1885 8251, 14405
British Isles - Maps - 1886 - Geography - (Provisional Heading) 14406
British Isles - Maps - 1887 14407, 14408
British Isles - Maps - 1887 (Provisional Heading) 14409, 14410, 14411
British Isles - Maps - 1887 - Railroads 14412
British Isles - Maps - 1889 - Geology 32446
British Isles - Maps - 1889 (Provisional Heading) 14413
British Isles - Maps - 1890 14414

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
| British Isles - Maps - 1890 - Cities and towns | 42498 |
| British Isles - Maps - 1891 - Geography - (Provisional Heading) | 14415 |
| British Isles - Maps - 1894 | 14416, 14417, 14418 |
| British Isles - Maps - 1894 - Geology | 14419 |
| British Isles - Maps - 1896 | 32447 |
| British Isles - Maps - 1896 - Cities and towns | 32447 |
| British Isles - Maps - 1897 | 14420, 52312 |
| British Isles - Maps - 1898-1899 - Circus | 14421 |
| British Isles - Maps - 1899 (Provisional Heading) | 14422 |
| British Isles - Maps - 1901 | 14423, 14424, 14425 |
| British Isles - Maps - 1903 (Provisional Heading) | 14426 |
| British Isles - Maps - 1904 | 32448 |
| British Isles - Maps - 1904 - Cities and towns | 32448 |
| British Isles - Maps - 1904 (Provisional Heading) | 14427 |
| British Isles - Maps - 1905 | 14428 |
| British Isles - Maps - 1906 | 14429, 14430, 14431, 14432, 14433, 14434 |
| British Isles - Maps - 1906 (Provisional Heading) | 14435, 14436 |
| British Isles - Maps - 1907 (Provisional Heading) | 14437, 14438 |
| British Isles - Maps - 1909 (Provisional Heading) | 14439, 14440 |
| British Isles - Maps - 1910 | 14441, 14442, 14443, 14444, 14445 |
| British Isles - Maps - 1910 - Commerce | 14446 |
| British Isles - Maps - 1910 - Economics | 14446 |
| British Isles - Maps - 1910 - Transportation | 14446 |
| British Isles - Maps - 1911 | 14447 |
| British Isles - Maps - 1911 (Provisional Heading) | 14448, 14449, 14450 |
| British Isles - Maps - 1911 - Road maps | 14451 |
| British Isles - Maps - 1913 | 14452 |
| British Isles - Maps - 1913 (Provisional Heading) | 14453 |
| British Isles - Maps - 1914 | 14454 |
| British Isles - Maps - 1914 - Administrative and political divisions | 14455 |
| British Isles - Maps - 1919 (Provisional Heading) | 14456 |
| British Isles - Maps - 1920 | 8416, 14457 |
| British Isles - Maps - 1920-1929 - Road maps | 14458 |
| British Isles - Maps - 1920 (Provisional Heading) | 14459, 14460, 14461 |
| British Isles - Maps - 1922 | 14462, 14463 |
| British Isles - Maps - 1923 (Provisional Heading) | 14464 |
| British Isles - Maps - 1924 | 14092 |
| British Isles - Maps - 1925 | 14465 |
| British Isles - Maps - 1925 - Geology | 32449, 32451 |
| British Isles - Maps - 1927 | 14466, 14467, 14468, 25369 |
| British Isles - Maps - 1927 (Provisional Heading) | 14469 |
| British Isles - Maps - 1928 - Road maps | 14470, 14471 |
| British Isles - Maps - 1929 - Pictorial maps - Literary landmarks | 14472 |
| British Isles - Maps - 1929 - Road maps | 14473 |
| British Isles - Maps - 1930 | 14474, 14475 |
| British Isles - Maps - 1930 - Road maps | 14476 |
| British Isles - Maps - 1930 - Sports - Pictorial maps | 14477 |
| British Isles - Maps - 1931 | 14478 |
| British Isles - Maps - 1931 - Road maps | 32453 |
| British Isles - Maps - 1932 | 14479 |
| British Isles - Maps - 1932 - Road maps | 14480 |
| British Isles - Maps - 1934 | 14093 |
| British Isles - Maps - 1934 - Cities and towns - Road maps | 14481 |
| British Isles - Maps - 1935 - Pictorial maps | 14482 |
| British Isles - Maps - 1935 (Provisional Heading) | 14483, 14484 |
| British Isles - Maps - 1935 - Road maps | 14485 |
| British Isles - Maps - 1936 (Provisional Heading) | 14486 |
| British Isles - Maps - 1937 | 14487, 14488, 14489 |
| British Isles - Maps - 1937 - Pictorial maps | 14490 |
| British Isles - Maps - 1937 - Road maps | 14491 |
| British Isles - Maps - 1938 - Road maps | 14492 |
| British Isles - Maps - 1939 - Description and Travel | 14493 |
| British Isles - Maps - 1939 - Railroad | 14494 |
| British Isles - Maps - 1941 (Provisional Heading) | 14495 |

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Call Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1943 (Provisional</td>
<td>14496, 14497</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heading)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1944 - Battlefields</td>
<td>32455</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1944 (Provisional</td>
<td>14498</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heading)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1945 - Literary</td>
<td>14499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>landmarks</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1946</td>
<td>32407</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1946 - Harbors</td>
<td>32457</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1947</td>
<td>14109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1947 - Road maps</td>
<td>14500, 14501</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1948 - Horse racing</td>
<td>32459</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1948 - Road maps</td>
<td>14502</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1949</td>
<td>14503</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1951 - Guidebooks</td>
<td>14504</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1953</td>
<td>14505</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1953 (Provisional</td>
<td>14506</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heading)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1955 (Provisional</td>
<td>14507</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heading)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1955 - Road maps</td>
<td>14508, 14509</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1956 (Provisional</td>
<td>14510</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heading)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1956 - Road maps</td>
<td>14511, 14512</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1957 (Provisional</td>
<td>14513</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heading)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1959 (Provisional</td>
<td>14514, 14515</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heading)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1960 - Economics -</td>
<td>14516</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>History</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1961 (Provisional</td>
<td>14517</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heading)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1962 (Provisional</td>
<td>14518, 14519</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heading)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1963</td>
<td>14520</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1964</td>
<td>14521</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1964 - Road maps</td>
<td>14522</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1965-1974</td>
<td>14523</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1965 (Provisional</td>
<td>14524</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heading)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1965 - Road maps</td>
<td>14525</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1966</td>
<td>14526, 14527</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1966 - Archaeology</td>
<td>14121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1968</td>
<td>14528, 14529, 32408</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1968 (Provisional</td>
<td>14530</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heading)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1970</td>
<td>14531</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1970 - Guidebooks</td>
<td>14532</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1970 - Regional</td>
<td>14533</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>planning</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1971 (Provisional</td>
<td>14534</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heading)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1971 - Road maps</td>
<td>14535</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1972 (Provisional</td>
<td>14536</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heading)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1973 - Literary</td>
<td>14537</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Landmarks</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1973 (Provisional</td>
<td>14538</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heading)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1973 - Road maps</td>
<td>14539</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1976 - Historic</td>
<td>14540</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sites</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1976 - Railroads</td>
<td>14541</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1978 - Road maps</td>
<td>14542</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1979</td>
<td>14097, 14543</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1979 - Road maps</td>
<td>14544</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1980 - Archaeology</td>
<td>14120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1980 - Literary</td>
<td>42188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>landmarks</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1980 - Pictorial</td>
<td>26308</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maps</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1981</td>
<td>32409, 32410</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1982 - Guidebooks</td>
<td>14545</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1982 - Road maps</td>
<td>14546</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1983</td>
<td>14547</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1983 - Historic</td>
<td>14548</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sites</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1983 (Provisional</td>
<td>14549, 14550</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heading)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1983 - Road maps</td>
<td>14551</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1984 - Guidebooks</td>
<td>3140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1984 (Provisional</td>
<td>14552</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heading)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1985 - Politics</td>
<td>14553</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and government</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1985 (Provisional</td>
<td>14554, 14555</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heading)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1985 - Road maps</td>
<td>14556, 14557, 14558,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1986</td>
<td>14560, 32461</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1986 - Road maps</td>
<td>14561</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1987 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>14562, 14563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1987 - Road maps</td>
<td>14564, 32462</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1989 - Economics</td>
<td>14099</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1989 - Hotels, taverns, etc. - Guidebooks (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>14565</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1989 - Museums</td>
<td>14566</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1990 - Folklore</td>
<td>14567</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1990 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>14568</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1991 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>14569, 14570</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1992 - Cities and towns</td>
<td>14571</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1992 - Railroads</td>
<td>14572</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1993 - Road maps</td>
<td>14573</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1993 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>14574, 14575, 14576</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1993 - Road maps</td>
<td>14577</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1994</td>
<td>14578</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1994 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>14579</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1994 - Road maps</td>
<td>14580</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1996 - Road maps</td>
<td>14581</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1999 - Guidebooks</td>
<td>14582</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 1999 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>14583</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 2005 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>14584</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 2005 - Road maps</td>
<td>32464</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 2007 - Genealogy</td>
<td>14585</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - 2008</td>
<td>14586</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - Bibliography</td>
<td>14587, 17001, 18641</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - Bibliography - 1410-1860</td>
<td>14588</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - Bibliography - 1477-1650</td>
<td>14589, 14590</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - Bibliography - 1570-1620</td>
<td>16999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - Bibliography - 1579-1703</td>
<td>14591</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - Bibliography - 1579-1870</td>
<td>14592</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - Bibliography - 1650-1750</td>
<td>14593</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - Bibliography - 1700-1799</td>
<td>30894</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - Bibliography - 1703-1789</td>
<td>14594</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - Bibliography - Catalogs</td>
<td>32469, 32470</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - Collections, 1000-1579</td>
<td>14595</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - Collections, 1500-1800 - Cities and towns</td>
<td>14596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - Collections, 1800-1855 - Cities and towns</td>
<td>14597</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - Collections, 1830-1896</td>
<td>14598</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Maps - SEE ALSO Great Britain - Maps</td>
<td>14382</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Names, Geographical - 1643</td>
<td>14599</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles / Neele sc. 352 Strand</td>
<td>14330</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The British Isles / Peter van der Krogt &amp; Elger Heere</td>
<td>16999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Pictorial works - 1794 - Cities and towns</td>
<td>14280</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Pictorial works - 1824</td>
<td>14342</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles pocket atlas</td>
<td>8499, 14498</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles pocket atlas for touring</td>
<td>14485, 14496</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles railway atlas : with gazetteer / M.G. Ball</td>
<td>14572</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Surveys, Hydrographic - 1500-1855</td>
<td>35073</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Surveys, Hydrographic - 1600-1799</td>
<td>35074</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Isles - Tourism - 1979</td>
<td>14600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British itinerary</td>
<td>14263</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Library</td>
<td>1838, 10924, 14151, 14152, 14153, 14602, 14603, 14605, 16536, 16537, 16538, 16748, 17076, 17145, 17188, 17373, 17429, 17878, 17879, 17880, 17881, 18066, 18108, 23064, 25913, 27613, 27614, 28858, 28864, 31988, 31989, 32375, 38218, 38228, 42746, 42763, 44568, 44780, 44781, 44937, 44942, 52771, 52795, 52796, 57858, 62613, 80354, 83868, 83963, 84532, 84543</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Library. Add. Ms. 10133</td>
<td>45854</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Library. Add. Ms. 11267</td>
<td>83787</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Library. Add. Ms. 11287</td>
<td>57585</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Library. Add. Ms. 11547</td>
<td>45787</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Library. Add. Ms. 12206, 1, 6</td>
<td>34792</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Library. Add. Ms. 13970 a</td>
<td>53834</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Library. Add. Ms. 13970 b</td>
<td>71267</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Library. Add. Ms. 13972</td>
<td>56886</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Library. Add. Ms. 14036 a</td>
<td>33788</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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British Library. Crown 119:60   60159
British Library. Crown 119:63   20538
British Library. Crown 119:64   20539
British Library. Crown 119:68   27273
British Library. Crown 119:69   27274
British Library. Crown 119:7.1  15833
British Library. Crown 119:7.2  57602
British Library. Crown 119:70   27276
British Library. Crown 119:72   27358
British Library. Crown 119:73   33338
British Library. Crown 119:76   33343
British Library. Crown 119:77   33342
British Library. Crown 119:78   33344
British Library. Crown 119:80   2042
British Library. Crown 119:81a  2037
British Library. Crown 119:82   2046
British Library. Crown 119:86   16466
British Library. Crown 119:87   43242
British Library. Crown 119:88 (1)  43243
British Library. Crown 119:88 (2)  43246
British Library. Crown 119:89   43247
British Library. Crown 119:91   43248
British Library. Crown 119:92   43241
British Library. Crown 119:95a  43256
British Library. Crown 120:18   43947
British Library. Crown 120:19   43946
British Library. Crown 120:20   43948
British Library. Crown 120:22   43945
British Library. Crown 120:23   40559
British Library. Crown 120:24   53859
British Library. Crown 120:27   64799
British Library. Crown 120:28 a.b.  27268
British Library. Crown 120:29   27267
British Library. Crown 120:32   13460
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British Library. Crown 120:34    13478
British Library. Crown 120:38    13477
British Library. Crown 120:39.a.b    18728
British Library. Crown 120:40    66660
British Library. Crown 120:44    13983
British Library. Crown 120:6    58874
British Library. Crown 121:1    56033, 58875
British Library. Crown 121:10    56029
British Library. Crown 121:100    27429
British Library. Crown 121:101    27431
British Library. Crown 121:103    27432
British Library. Crown 121:104    73269
British Library. Crown 121:106    27435, 27436
British Library. Crown 121:107.a    75178
British Library. Crown 121:107.b    75176
British Library. Crown 121:108.1    27465
British Library. Crown 121:108.2    27467
British Library. Crown 121:108.3    27469
British Library. Crown 121:11    34807
British Library. Crown 121:111    27473
British Library. Crown 121:112    27464
British Library. Crown 121:113    27471
British Library. Crown 121:114 a    27472
British Library. Crown 121:115    27258
British Library. Crown 121:118.b    56984
British Library. Crown 121:118.c    56983
British Library. Crown 121:12    34808
British Library. Crown 121:13    51207
British Library. Crown 121:14    61783
British Library. Crown 121:15.1    61782
British Library. Crown 121:15.2    13745
British Library. Crown 121:16    19131
British Library. Crown 121:17    19132
British Library. Crown 121:19    19133
British Library. Crown 121:2    56033
British Library. Crown 121:2 e    27322
British Library. Crown 121:2 f    1111
British Library. Crown 121:20    41530
British Library. Crown 121:21    41534, 43949
British Library. Crown 121:22    41529
British Library. Crown 121:23    41528
British Library. Crown 121:24    75173
British Library. Crown 121:26    75174
British Library. Crown 121:27    41527
British Library. Crown 121:28    19130
British Library. Crown 121:29    61751
British Library. Crown 121:30    61750
British Library. Crown 121:32    34804
British Library. Crown 121:33    69406
British Library. Crown 121:34    55621
British Library. Crown 121:35    44323
British Library. Crown 121:39    1106
British Library. Crown 121:40    1107
British Library. Crown 121:41    1108
British Library. Crown 121:42    27233
British Library. Crown 121:44    27235
British Library. Crown 121:45.1&2    27234
British Library. Crown 121:45 2    33526
British Library. Crown 121:46    13936
British Library. Crown 121:47    22456
British Library. Crown 121:48,49,50    22460
British Library. Crown 121:52    22458
British Library. Crown 121:53    19134, 22459
British Library. Crown 121:54    22462
British Library. Crown 121:55  27314
British Library. Crown 121:57  27319
British Library. Crown 121:58  27325
British Library. Crown 121:59  27317
British Library. Crown 121:60  27315
British Library. Crown 121:62  27326
British Library. Crown 121:63  27321
British Library. Crown 121:64  27320
British Library. Crown 121:65  41531
British Library. Crown 121:66  41532, 41533
British Library. Crown 121:67  33336
British Library. Crown 121:68  33335
British Library. Crown 121:70  33855
British Library. Crown 121:71  27374
British Library. Crown 121:72  27375
British Library. Crown 121:73  56995
British Library. Crown 121:74  61697
British Library. Crown 121:75  61698
British Library. Crown 121:76  61701
British Library. Crown 121:77  61699
British Library. Crown 121:78  61700
British Library. Crown 121:78.2  62404
British Library. Crown 121:80  27383
British Library. Crown 121:81,82  27385
British Library. Crown 121:83  27393
British Library. Crown 121:84  27389
British Library. Crown 121:87  27387
British Library. Crown 121:88  27386
British Library. Crown 121:89  27388
British Library. Crown 121.9.1  56032
British Library. Crown 121.9.1.a  51655
British Library. Crown 121.9.1.b  22457
British Library. Crown 121.9.1.c  75175
British Library. Crown 121.9.1.d  1109, 1110
British Library. Crown 121.9.1.e  27318
British Library. Crown 121.9.1.f  27474
British Library. Crown 121.9.1.g  27395
British Library. Crown 121.9.2.e  27323
British Library. Crown 121.9.1.h  27390
British Library. Crown 121.9.2.h  27391
British Library. Crown 121.9.4  27392
British Library. Crown 121.9.6  69422
British Library. Crown 121.9.7  69423
British Library. Crown 121.9.8  69347, 69348
British Library. Crown 121.9.9  27430
British Library. Crown 121.g.2  34809
British Library. Crown 122:10  27238
British Library. Crown 122:104  34606
British Library. Crown 122:105  34607
British Library. Crown 122:106  51851
British Library. Crown 122:11  27240
British Library. Crown 122:11b  27239
British Library. Crown 122:12  27246
British Library. Crown 122:13  42005
British Library. Crown 122:14  42006
British Library. Crown 122:16  27309
British Library. Crown 122:17,18  27312
British Library. Crown 122:19,20  27400
British Library. Crown 122:21  27401
British Library. Crown 122:22  64809
British Library. Crown 122:27  34806
British Library. Crown 122:29a  73174
British Library. Crown 122:30  55626
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British Library. Crown 122:38  27271
British Library. Crown 122:4  63527
British Library. Crown 122:50  57956
British Library. Crown 122:52  57955
British Library. Crown 122:72  68248
British Library. Crown 122:74  68250
British Library. Crown 122:75  68251
British Library. Crown 122:76  27422
British Library. Crown 122:77b  27336
British Library. Crown 122:82  33154
British Library. Crown 122:83  67872
British Library. Crown 122:83b  67869
British Library. Crown 122:85  67873
British Library. Crown 122:86.2a  67867
British Library. Crown 122:86.2b  67868
British Library. Crown 122:89  71314
British Library. Crown 122:90  50615, 50616
British Library. Crown 122:91  50591, 50592
British Library. Crown 122:94.1  51174
British Library. Crown 122:96  64181
British Library. Crown 122:98  55455
British Library. Crown 199:83  2045
British Library. Crown 199:84  43635
British Library. Crown 210:3  19201, 43230
British Library. Crown 211:1  26845
British Library. Crown 211:12  26847
British Library. Crown 211:6  26846
British Library. Crown 211:7  67876
British Library. Crown:85  16465
British Library. Crown Collection  51210
British Library. Crown Maritime, ii, 4  2441
British Library. Crown Maritime VII.g.  53843
British Library. Crown Ms. 210.8  24594
British Library cumulative atlas listing: author sequence, April 1997  14603
British Library. Dept. of Manuscripts. Marlborough Papers  14601
British Library. Dept. of Printed Books - Exhibitions  66193
British Library. Dept. of Printed Books - Exhibitions - Catalogs  3553
British Library. Egerton Ms. 819  10607
British Library - Exhibitions - Catalogs  17429
British Library. Harleian Ms. 3450  10608
British Library. Harleian Ms. 3489  10580
British Library. India Office Library and Records SEE India Office Library and Records  36499
British Library. King's 209-3  33345
British Library. King's Ms. 206-6  30968
British Library. King's Ms. 209-1  68919
British Library. King's Ms. 209-10  2047
British Library. King's Ms. 209-11  27275
British Library. King's Ms. 209-12  83019
British Library. King's Ms. 209-13  67934
British Library. King's Ms. 209-14  53291
British Library. King's Ms.209-5  45508
British Library. King's Ms. 209-7  33346
British Library. King's Ms. 209-8  33347
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British Library. Manuscript 22166, 42078
British Library. Manuscript. Additional 15332 c.d.e 57650
British Library. Manuscript. Additional 15332 kii 27241, 50463, 50470
British Library. Manuscript. Additional 17038 68795
British Library. Manuscript. Additional 22070. A and B 68795
British Library. Manuscript. Additional 22070. C 68795
British Library. Manuscript. Cotton Augustus I.i.9 14133
British Library. Manuscript. Cotton Domitian A. 18, f. 97 38222
British Library. Manuscript. Cotton Augustus I. ii. 56 24678
British Library. Manuscript. Cotton Domitian A. 18, f. 97 38222
British Library. Manuscript. Egerton 2803 10557, 10558, 83815
British Library. Manuscript. Royal 20 E IX 7747, 7748
The British Library map catalogue on CD-ROM 44781
British Library - Map collections 17373, 30964, 44848, 75297
British Library - Map collections - Bibliography - Catalogs 13060
British Library - Map collections - Catalogs 14602, 14603, 32375, 52771
British Library - Map collections - Exhibitions - 2010 14604, 14605, 44942
British Library - Map Collections - Exhibitions - Catalogs 44937
British Library. Maps 25. c. 13. 28149
British Library. Maps C.7.C.I 25040
British Library. Maps Roll 17.a.3 42392
British Library. MS 40582 28843
British Library. Old Royal Library Ms. 14 C.V. 7746
British Library. Royal, 17 A xlviii (1), (2), (3), (4) 32971
British Library. Sloane, 48 f. 80. 67017
British Library. Sloane Ms. 117, art.1 83867
British Library. Sloane Ms. 3254 A 42399
British Library. Sloane Ms. 4723 70753
British Library. Map Room 44780
British Library. Map Room SEE ALSO Map Library (British Library) 44780
British Library. MSS. (Lansdowne 762) 73525
British Library. MSS. (Sloane 213) 73524
British Library Publications, Ltd. 51660
British Library quarterly 41224
British Library. Six early printed maps, selected from those exhibited at the British library on the occasion of the International Geographical Congress, 1928 25871
British Library. Six early printed maps, selected from those exhibited at the British museum on the occasion of the International Geographical Congress, 1928 25871
British National Committee for Geography. Cartography Subcommittee 17121
British North America 16028, 16029, 16037, 57719, 57720
British North America / by permission dedicated to the honble. Hudson's Bay Company ... by their obedient servant, J. Arrowsmith. 1832 16049
British North America / S. Hall sculpt. 57755
British North America SEE Canada 16029
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Call Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Brittany (France) - Maps - 1741</td>
<td>14627</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brittany (France) - Maps - 1745</td>
<td>14628</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brittany (France) - Maps - 1751</td>
<td>14629, 14630</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brittany (France) - Maps - 1758 - Coasts</td>
<td>67882</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brittany (France) - Maps - 1769</td>
<td>14631</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brittany (France) - Maps - 1777</td>
<td>14632</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brittany (France) - Maps - 1781 - Coasts - Naval operations</td>
<td>57900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brittany (France) - Maps - 1791 - Inland Navigation</td>
<td>14633</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brittany (France) - Maps - 1816</td>
<td>66134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brittany (France) - Maps - 1878</td>
<td>57251</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brittany (France) - Maps - 1883</td>
<td>14634</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brittany (France) - Maps - 1885</td>
<td>14635</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brittany (France) - Maps - 1891</td>
<td>75398</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brittany (France) - Maps - 1898</td>
<td>57254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brittany (France) - Maps - 1900</td>
<td>14636</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brittany (France) - Maps - 1901</td>
<td>19161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brittany (France) - Maps - 1909</td>
<td>75399</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brittany (France) - Maps - 1910</td>
<td>57260</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brittany (France) - Maps - 1911-1912</td>
<td>19163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brittany (France) - Maps - 1913</td>
<td>14637</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brittany (France) - Maps - 1920</td>
<td>14638</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brittany (France) - Maps - 1920-1929 - Road maps</td>
<td>14639</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brittany (France) - Maps - 1921 - Bathing beaches</td>
<td>14640</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brittany (France) - Maps - 1922</td>
<td>14641</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brittany (France) - Maps - 1923</td>
<td>14642</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brittany (France) - Maps - 1924-1929</td>
<td>14643</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brittany (France) - Maps - 1925</td>
<td>14644</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brittany (France) - Maps - 1927</td>
<td>14645</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brittany (France) - Maps - 1927 - Language and languages</td>
<td>14646</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brittany (France) - Maps - 1928</td>
<td>14647</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brittany (France) - Maps - 1930</td>
<td>14648</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brittany (France) - Maps - 1934</td>
<td>14649</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brittany (France) - Maps - 1936-1937</td>
<td>19165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brittany (France) - Maps - 1950</td>
<td>19166</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brittany (France) - Maps - 1953</td>
<td>14650, 14651</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brittany (France) - Maps - 1963</td>
<td>14652</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brittany (France) - Maps - 1965</td>
<td>14653</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brittany (France) - Maps - 1974</td>
<td>14654</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brittany (France) - Maps - 1981</td>
<td>14655</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brittany (France) - Maps - 1983</td>
<td>14656</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brittany (France) - Maps - 1991</td>
<td>14657</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brittany (France) - Maps - 1993</td>
<td>14658</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brittany (France) - Maps - 1994</td>
<td>14659</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brittany (France) - Maps - Exhibitions - Catalogs</td>
<td>14660</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brittany (France) - Pictorial works - 1927</td>
<td>14645</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brittan, L. H. (Lewis Hotchkiss), b. 1877</td>
<td>77729</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Britske og Udenlandske Bibelselskabs Bekostning SEE British and Foreign Bible Society</td>
<td>12884</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Briton &amp; Co.</td>
<td>2547, 13327, 13993, 15258, 59748</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Briton, John, 1771-1857</td>
<td>25190, 42765, 45351</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Briton &amp; Rey</td>
<td>2551, 12393, 15191, 15242, 15254, 41109, 60256, 68568, 68652, 68653, 68660, 68662, 68716, 68717, 68718, 80329, 80331</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Britton, Rey &amp; Co.</td>
<td>2550</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Britton (S.D.) - Maps - 1884 - Real property</td>
<td>14661</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brival, Jacques, 1751-1820</td>
<td>22225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brixia Tyrolis</td>
<td>13927</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brixia Tyrolis</td>
<td>13926</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brizzi, Andrea</td>
<td>22471</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brno, Universita SEE Univerzitni knihovna v Brne</td>
<td>79489</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brno (Czech Republic) - Maps - 1682</td>
<td>51727</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brno (Czech Republic) - Maps - 1720 - Pictorial works</td>
<td>51733, 51734</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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| Brno (Czech Republic) - Maps - 1742 - Fortification | 51737 |
| Brno (Czech Republic) - Pictorial works - 1617 | 14662, 14663 |
| Brno (Czech Republic) - Pictorial works - 1627 | 51724 |
| Brno (Czech Republic) - Pictorial works - 1630 | 51725 |
| Brno (Czech Republic) - Pictorial works - 1664 | 51726 |
| Brno (Czech Republic) - Pictorial works - 1690 | 51728 |
| Brno (Czech Republic) - Pictorial works - 1740 | 51735 |
| Broad Beach (Mich.) - Maps - 1920 - Real property | 14664 |
| Broad Beach [Michigan] | 14664 |
| Broad, George A. | 34578 |
| Broadbent, Ben | 12795 |
| Broader View, Inc. (Atlanta, Ga.) | 84511 |
| Broaders, Edward R. | 4761 |
| Broader View, Inc. (Atlanta, Ga.) | 84511 |
| Braddock, Bonaventure, 16th cent. | 140, 141, 14667, 14668 |
| Brock & Company | 11830, 13668, 22377, 22901, 41203, 45192, 53301, 66204, 67955, 68928, 73189, 73354, 75423, 80786, 83647 |
| Brock & Company (Chicago, Ill.) | SEE Brock & Company 83647 |
| Brock & Company. Standard atlas of Champaign County, Illinois (1929) | 19105, 19108 |
| Brockedon, William, 1787-1854 | 1396, 1397, 1398, 73861, 73862 |
| Brocken Mountain (Germany) - Description and travel | 73210 |
| Brockesby | 29870, 30319 |
| Brockley | 29975 |
| Brocksopp | 11027 |
| Brockway, Ethel | 29818 |
| Brockway (N.D.) - Maps - 1884 - Real property | 14669 |
| Brockway Weber & Brockway Engineers | 62910 |
| Brockwell, Charles | 7801 |
| Brod, Raymond M. | 69875 |
| Brod, Walter Michael, 1912- | 22118, 22119, 22120, 67371, 67372, 67375 |
| Brodard et Taupin | 12272, 12275, 15121, 69309 |
| Brodard, Paul | 15096, 23612, 63150, 63155 |
| Brodard (Paul) Imprimerie, Coulommiers, France SEE Imprimerie Paul Brodard (Coulommiers, France) | 42583 |
| Brodell, Thomas J. | 10718 |
| Brodeur, David Dallin, 1932- | 21816 |
| Brodhead, Daniel, 1736-1809 | 27304 |
| Brodie, Dowding and Luxford | 29216 |
| Brodie, F. Thomas | 7559 |
| Brodie, Paul | 76922 |
| Brodick, M. | 24805, 24808, 74123 |
| Brodick, Thomas | 7808, 53417 |
| Brodsky, Harold | 52904 |
| Broe, Eric F. | 41720 |
| Broë, S. de, seigneur de Citry et de La Guette, 17th cent. | 46289 |
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Broeck, J. van den, active 1817 29053
Broecke, M. P. R. van den 62341, 62347, 62353, 62354, 62355
Broecke, M.P.R. van den (Marcel Peter René), 1942- SEE Broecke, M. P. R. van den 62347
Broecke, Pieter van den, 1585-1640 3657
Broecke, Steven vanden 46026
Broeckhuysen, Steven 8755
Broedelet, Willem, active 1692-1719 28987, 56980, 57416, 57417
Broeders des Gemeenen Levens SEE Brothers of the Common Life 33274
Broeders van het Gemeene Leven SEE Brothers of the Common Life 33274
Broederschool Sint Jozef (Bandung, Indonesia)=J.B. Wolters (Firm) 37467
Broek, Jan Otto Marius, 1904-1974 52188
Broen, Gerrit de 28428, 28429, 31355
Broen, Joannes de, 1649-1730 19059, 25700, 64694, 69026, 69029
Broendlein, B. 9865
Broenner, Heinrich Ludwig, fl. 1760-1777 58885
Broesike, Max 31558, 31559, 52304, 52305
Broglie, Victor François, Duc De, 1718-1804 33908
Brognolo, Bernardo, 1538 or 9-1583 SEE Brugnoli, Bernardino, 1538 or 9-1583 80155
Brohier, Richard Leslie, 1892-21247
Brokaw, Edward V., fl. 1897 79568
Brokaw, S. E. (Sanford E.) 81223
Brokaw, Sanford E., 1888- SEE Brokaw, S. E. (Sanford E.) 81223
Brokaw, Thomas John SEE Brokaw, Tom 7396
Brokaw, Tom 7396
Broke, Horatio George 67901
Broke, Horatio George - Travels, 1888-1889 67901, 67902
Broke, Horatio George. With sack and stock in Alaska (1891) 67901, 67902
Broken Arrow (Okla.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps 75636
Broken Arrow (Okla.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps 75637
Broiling, G. 73692
Bromage, W. H. 6663, 6760, 6784, 38211, 42672
Brome County (Québec) - Maps - 1864 14670
Brome County (Québec) - Maps - 1864 - Landowners 14671
Brome (Québec : County) - Maps - 1881 - Landowners 24581
Bromfield, Davenport 68719
Bromfield, J.C. Coley 30665
Bromley, Edward A. (Edward Augustus), 1848-1925 58292
Bromley, George Washington 43014, 43015, 44326, 64368, 64384, 64388, 65662
Bromley, Judith 20053
Bromley, Walter Scott 43014, 43015, 44326, 64384, 64388
Bromme, Traugott, 1802-1866 9769, 9787, 9812, 9885, 34462, 46753, 46754, 57745, 68107, 76713
Bromme, Traugott, 1802-1866. Rathgeber für auswanderungslustige. Wie und wohin sollen wir auswandern ... (1846) 68107, 76713
Bromsall, Thomas 57492, 57493
Bronchorst, Jan van, 1494-1570 28883
Bronnen der Colombia / door P.-J. De Smet ; Ed. Vande Steene 21752
Bronnen der Rivier Tête-Plate / gemaekt door P.-J. De Smet ; Ed. Vande Steene 26755
Bronx County Historical Society 52199
Bronx (New York, N.Y.) - Maps - 1902 55673
Bronx (New York, N.Y.) - Maps - 1903 14672
Bronx (New York, N.Y.) - Maps - 1909 14673
Bronx (New York, N.Y.) - Maps - 1912 - Road maps 44333
Bronx (New York, N.Y.) - Maps - 1918 14674, 14675
Bronx (New York, N.Y.) - Maps - 1922 - Road maps 55580
Bronx (New York, N.Y.) - Maps - 1926 - Local transit 44341
Bronx (New York, N.Y.) - Maps - 1926 - Road maps 55688
Bronx (New York, N.Y.) - Maps - 1931 - Cemeteries 83662
Bronx (New York, N.Y.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps 55910
Bronx (New York, N.Y.) - Pictorial works - 1955 - Railroads 14676
Bronzetown (Chicago, Ill.) SEE Bronzeville (Chicago, Ill.) 14677
Bronzeville (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1949 - African Americans - Juvenile delinquency 14677
Brook, Richard 7826
[Brooke County (W. Va.) - 1871: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 14678
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Brooklyn (New York, N.Y.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps 14702
Brooklyn (New York, N.Y.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps 55704, 55915
Brooklyn (New York, N.Y.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps 55705, 55706
Brooklyn (New York, N.Y.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps 55712, 55713, 55714
Brooklyn (New York, N.Y.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps 14703, 14704, 55718
Brooklyn (New York, N.Y.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps 55720, 55721
Brooklyn (New York, N.Y.) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps 55723
Brooklyn (New York, N.Y.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps 55728
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<td>14954</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1584-1588</td>
<td>14955</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1584-1606</td>
<td>14956</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1589-1606</td>
<td>14957</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1593</td>
<td>14958</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1648</td>
<td>14959</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1700</td>
<td>14960</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1703</td>
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<td>1704</td>
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<td>14977</td>
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<tr>
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<tr>
<td>1939</td>
<td>14981</td>
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<td>1953 - Wine and wine making</td>
<td>14982</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1960</td>
<td>14983</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1961</td>
<td>14984</td>
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<td>1963</td>
<td>14985</td>
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<td>1968</td>
<td>14986</td>
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<td>14987</td>
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<td>14988</td>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Call Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Burlington-Rock Island Railroad Company - Maps - 1940</td>
<td>82333</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burlington-Rock Island Railroad Company - Maps - 1941</td>
<td>82346</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burlington-Rock Island Railroad Company - Maps - 1942</td>
<td>82364</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burlington-Rock Island Railroad Company - Maps - 1943</td>
<td>82368</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burlington-Rock Island Railroad Company - Maps - 1944</td>
<td>82371</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burlington-Rock Island Railroad Company - Maps - 1945</td>
<td>82385</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burlington-Rock Island Railroad Company - Maps - 1946</td>
<td>82399</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burlington-Rock Island Railroad Company - Maps - 1947</td>
<td>82434</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burlington Route</td>
<td>48844, 76954</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burlington Route : best line between Chicago, Denver, St. Louis, St. Paul, Minneapolis, Omaha, Kansas City and Billings, Mont.</td>
<td>77001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burlington route : cheap lands west of the Missouri River</td>
<td>52943</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burlington Route : Chicago, Burlington and Quincy R.R. and connecting lines</td>
<td>48364, 48376, 48391, 48401, 48413, 48427, 48443, 48460, 48478, 48492, 48600, 48614, 48631, 48645, 48663</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burlington Route : Chicago, Burlington and Quincy R.R. and connections</td>
<td>48340, 48352</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burlington Route : Chicago, Burlington and Quincy Ry. and connecting lines</td>
<td>48512, 48531, 48546, 48562, 48573, 48586</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burlington Route Historical Society</td>
<td>19370</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burlington Route Historical Society - Periodicals</td>
<td>19370</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burlington Route SEE Chicago, Burlington &amp; Quincy Railroad Company</td>
<td>48413, 82334</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burlington Route : United States map : vacation guide and United States map</td>
<td>78060</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burma - Maps - 1340</td>
<td>71146</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burma - Maps - 1748 - Coasts - Nautical charts</td>
<td>15003</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burma - Maps - 1829</td>
<td>15004</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burma - Maps - 1840</td>
<td>71192</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burma - Maps - 1841</td>
<td>11772</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burma - Maps - 1851</td>
<td>20687</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burma - Maps - 1866</td>
<td>36602</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burma - Maps - 1875</td>
<td>15005</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burma - Maps - 1887</td>
<td>36612</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burma - Maps - 1894</td>
<td>36618</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burma - Maps - 1898</td>
<td>36621</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burma - Maps - 1901</td>
<td>36623</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burma - Maps - 1906</td>
<td>36626</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burma - Maps - 1907</td>
<td>36627</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burma - Maps - 1909</td>
<td>36628</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burma - Maps - 1910</td>
<td>36630</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burma - Maps - 1911</td>
<td>36631</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burma - Maps - 1913</td>
<td>36632</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burma - Maps - 1918</td>
<td>36635</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burma - Maps - 1921</td>
<td>36636</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burma - Maps - 1924</td>
<td>36637</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burma - Maps - 1926</td>
<td>36638</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burma - Maps - 1929</td>
<td>36640</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burma - Maps - 1933</td>
<td>36643</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burma - Maps - 1938</td>
<td>36645</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burma - Maps - 1942</td>
<td>36647</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burma - Maps - 1943</td>
<td>15006</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burma - Maps - 1949</td>
<td>36653</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burma - Maps - 1955</td>
<td>36655</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burma - Maps - 1959</td>
<td>36656</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burma - Maps - 1962</td>
<td>36657</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burma - Maps - 1965</td>
<td>36658</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burma - Maps - 1966</td>
<td>36659</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burma - Maps - 1982</td>
<td>36661</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burma - Maps - 1988</td>
<td>75033</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burma; official standard names approved by the United States Board on Geographic Names.</td>
<td>52205</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burmah, Siam, and Cochín China / by J. Arrowsmith</td>
<td>37445</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burmeister (E.) Kartographisches Institut SEE Kartographisches Institut von E. Burmeister</td>
<td>84638</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burmeister, Karl-Heinz</td>
<td>17484, 17485, 51950, 51951, 51960, 51961, 51962, 51963, 51964, 51980, 51988, 66424, 85297, 85305</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burmeister, Karl-Heinz, Sebastian Münster : eine Bibliographie (1964)</td>
<td>51963</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burmese language - Texts - 1951</td>
<td>12988</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burn, George</td>
<td>14261, 25497</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burned for his beliefs : the story of Michael Servetus</td>
<td>69869</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burns, Alexander, Sir</td>
<td>1805-1841</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burns, Emma</td>
<td>29865</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Busey, Carvel  26790
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Bush, Fred W.  3581
Bush, Geo.  12774
Bush, Harvey S.  9966
Büsch, Otto  31453

Bush Terminal Co.  55674
Bush Terminal Company (New York, N.Y.) - Maps - 1905 - Railroad Stations  55674
Bush Terminal Company (New York, N.Y.) - Maps - 1906 - Railroad stations  55675
Bush Terminal Company (New York, N.Y.) - Maps - 1907 - Railroad stations  55676
Bushkill Falls (Firm)  47834
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Business atlas and shippers' guide, improved indexed  5220
Business atlas and shippers' guide, new indexed  5173, 5188
Business atlas of western Europe  26293
Business Equipment Exposition and Conference (50th : Chicago, Ill.)  19871
Business Equipment Manufacturers Association (U.S.)  19871
Business Express Airlines - Maps - 1987  57289
Business section of Seattle  69735
Business traveler's atlas  79046
Business traveler's road atlas  7458
Business traveler's road atlas and trip planner  79133
Busing, Brenda  68289
Businger, L. C. (Lucas Caspar), 1832-1910  12891
Busius, Albertus  9561
Busnes (France) - Maps - 1782 - Manuscripts  15016
Busnes (France) - Maps - 1782 - Manuscripts - Indexes  15015
Busquet, Gérard  66183
Bussche, Georg Wilhelm von dem, 1726-1794  18250
Butard  27744
Butcher, Fanny, 1888-1987  7925
Butcher, H. J.  12995
Butcher, L. H., active 1952  55741
Butcher, N. E.  30938
Butler County (Ala.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners  15017
Butler County (Iowa) - Maps - 1897: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche  15019
Butler County (Iowa). Auditor  15020, 15021
Butler County (Iowa) - Maps - 1895 - Landowners  15018
Butler County (Iowa) - Maps - 1897 - Landowners  15019
Butler County (Iowa) - Maps - 1897 - Landowners - Roads  15020
Butler County (Iowa) - Maps - 1981 - Landowners  15021
Butler County (Neb.) - Maps - 1918 - Landowners  15022
Butler County (Ohio) - Maps - 1855: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche  15023
Butler County (Ohio) - Maps - 1855 - Landowners  15023
Butler County (Ohio) - Maps - 1875 - Landowners  15024
Butler County (Ohio) - Maps - 1895 - Landowners  15025
Butler County (Pa.) - Maps - 1858: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche  15026
Butler County (Pa.) - Historical geography - Maps - 2006  52208
Butler County (Pa.) - Maps - 1858 - Landowners  15026
Butler County (Pa.) - Maps - 1874 - Landowners - Indexes  15027
Butler County (Pa.) - Maps - 2003 - Road maps  64851
Butler County (Pa.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps  64852
Butler County (Pa.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps  64853
Butler County (Pa.) - Maps - 2006  52208
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Butler County (Pa.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps  64854
Butler County (Pa.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps  64856
Butler (E.H.) & Co. SEE E.H. Butler & Co.  30315
Butler, Edward M.  84560
Butler, Frederick  4670
Butler, George, 1819-1890  5156, 8227, 8270, 8287, 8354, 30693, 30694, 34476, 34489
Butler (George) Associates SEE George Butler Associates  19379
Butler, J.  33674, 42238
Butler (J.H.) & Co. SEE J.H. Butler & Co.  30317
Butler, J. M. (John M.)  57908, 60329
Butler, J. W., fl. 1899  5493
Butler, John F., active 1930-1935  21962, 54116
Butler, Joline J.  29572
Butler, Lowell  15625
Butler, M.  4617, 4618, 4622
Butler National Golf Club (Oak Brook, Ill.) - Maps - 1975  19887
Butler, Robert A, 1786-1860  15028, 26869
Butler, Rush C. (Rush Clark). b. 1871. Chicago, the world's youngest great city (1929)  19743
Butler, Ruth Lapham, b. 1896  81828
Butler, Ruth Lapham, b. 1886  30682, 30713, 31500, 34392, 34432, 34437, 36583, 38354, 39083, 39245, 57728, 69243, 69570, 70570, 72813, 76675, 81668, 84242
Butler, Samuel, 1774-1839  343, 3373, 7965, 7977, 7979, 7990, 8017, 8028, 8034, 8049, 8082, 8148, 8155, 8173, 8382, 8443, 11063, 11572, 12373, 12926, 20950, 25242, 26075, 27922, 27923, 30665, 30669, 30671, 30673, 30674, 30682, 30713, 31500, 34392, 34432, 34437, 36583, 38354, 39083, 39245, 57728, 67727, 69243, 69570, 70570, 72813, 76675, 81668, 84242
Butler Sheldon  30481, 30482
Butler, Simeon, 1770-1847  29220, 29231, 29232, 29247, 29275, 29276, 29277, 29278
Butler & Tanner Ltd.  12240, 12255, 12258, 13693, 13694, 13695, 13957, 1614 SEE Ormond, Thomas Butler, Earl of,  1531
Butler, Samuel, 1774-1839  343, 3373, 7965, 7977, 7979, 7990, 8017, 8028, 8034, 8049, 8082, 8148, 8155, 8173, 8382, 8443, 11063, 11572, 12373, 12926, 20950, 25242, 26075, 27922, 27923, 30665, 30669, 30671, 30673, 30674, 30682, 30713, 31500, 34392, 34432, 34437, 36583, 38354, 39083, 39245, 57728, 67727, 69243, 69570, 70570, 72813, 76675, 81668, 84242
Butler Sheldon  30481, 30482
Butler, Thomas, Earl of Ormond, 1531-1614 SEE Ormond, Thomas Butler, Earl of,  1531-1614  22224
Butler, William  8010, 29342
Butler, William Francis, Sir, 1838-1910. The Great lone land : a narrative of travel and adventure in the northwest of America (1872)  16339
Butler, William Francis, Sir, 1838-1910 - Travel, 1873-1874 - Maps  31842
Butler, William Francis, Sir, 1838-1910 - Travel - Maps  16339
Butlin, N. G. (Noel George)  14919
Butlin, R. A. (Robin Alan), 1938-  58825
Butt, Chas. S.  83657
Butt, D. L. R.  22085
[Bute County (Calif.) - 1877: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] - 15029
[Bute County (Calif.) - 1886: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] - 15030
Butte County (Calif.) - Maps - 1877 - Landowners  15029
Butte County (Calif.) - Maps - 1886 - Landownes  15030
Butte County (Mont.) - Maps - 1886 - Mines and mineral resources  15031
Butte (Mont.) - Maps - 1925 - Road maps  51374
Butte (Mont.) - Pictorial works - 1884  15032
Buttenfield, Barbara Pfeil  28800
Butter & Miller (Indianola, Iowa)  5370
Budderbaugh, Wayne Edgar  77279, 77296, 77297, 77310
Butterfield, Henry J.  39099
Butterfield, John, 1801-1869  81828
Butterfield Overland Trail - Historical geography - Maps - 1858-1869  81732
Butterfield Overland Trail - Maps - 1857  81828
Butters, Robert  14298
Butterworth, Hezekiah, 1839-1905. Zigzag journeys in the western states of America ... (1884)  82635
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Butterworth, James, 1771-1837   69535
Butterworths (Firm)   75480, 75481
Buttery, Lewis M., 1924- 7290, 72245, 72250, 72254, 72255, 72605, 75015, 81890
Butterly-Thierry Imprimerie SEE Imprimerie Butterly-Thierry   63227
Butterly’s place maps at UTA   75024
Buttet, Mr.   33991
Büttner, Manfred   51951, 51988
Büttner, Manfred. Wandlungen im geographischen Denken (1979)   51951
Buttwr- Thierry Imprimerie SEE Imprimerie Buttner- Thierry   63227
Button & Leigh, firm, London   84204
Button, Thomas, Sir, d. 1634   Manuscripts   34795
Buxton and Skinner (St. Louis, Mo.)   71564, 71581, 71605, 71628, 71630, 71644, 71665, 71735, 71743, 71749, 71755, 71762, 77283
Buxton (Derbyshire, England) - Pictorial works - 1610   23316
Buxton (Derbyshire, England) - Pictorial works - 1666   23317
Buxton, Edward North, 1840-1924   25549, 42609
Buy de Mornas, Claude   9180
Buy with confidence at this sign: Red Head for less: road map of Illinois   36285
Buyck-Sloot (Netherlands) SEE Buiksloot (Netherlands)   14889
Buyes, J., 1724-1801   29059
Buytewech, Willem, 1591 or 2-1624   15033
Bychaviae, siue Fuldensis ditiones typvs / Wolfgango Regnwill auctore ; Waldoccensis comitatis descripctio accvratissima / Iustus Moers describ.   28465, 28466
Bvda citerioris Hvngariae capvt regni auita sedes vulgo Ofen / communicauit Georgius Houfnaglius anno 1617   14837
Bvda / E. V. 1542   14835
Bvdingen   14841, 14842
Bvrgos celebris et antiqua Hispaniae ciuitas, quae Auca, Brauum, Masburgi ...   14949
Bvrgyniae comitatis / Hugo Cusinus, sive Cognatus patriam suam sic describebat   14957
Bvrgyniae comitatis recentiss. descriptio / Dio. Ferdinando Lannoyo auctore   14954
Bvrgyniae inferioris, qvae dcvatvs nomine censetvr, des.   14956
Bvrgyniae inferioris, qvae dcvatvs nomine censetvr, des. 1584   14955
Bvsclvmducis oppidum ludo literario ...   67755
BWIA see British West Indian Airways   16601, 75524
By July 4, 1776 Wethersfield, Connecticut had been a thriving community for one hundred and forty-two years! / Design & illustration by Philip Lohman   82843
By order of the proprietaries surveyed on the sixth day of April ano. Dom. 1736 to John Stuart a tract opf land on Sasquehana River in the Township of Donegal in the county of Lancaster... / surveyed by Sa: Blunston   23708
By the light of the pole-star : Swedish map-making   73765
By the light of the pole star : Swedish map-making / manus Ulla Ehrensvärd   73766
By the light of the pole star : Swedish map-making / manus: Ulla Ehrensvärd, Krigsarkivet   18485
By trolley through western New England / compiled by Robert H. Derrah   53804
By virtue of a warrant from the Proprietarie ... bearing date the 17th day of August 1699 surveyed and laied unto Tobias Collett, Michael Russel, Daniel Quaire & Henry Goldney seven thousand five hundred acres on Delaware River within the county of Buc   14811
By virtue of a warrant from the proprietaries dated the 2d day of September 1735 surveyed to James Anderson the above described tract of land situate in Donegal Township in the county of Lancaster bounded and containing as is above noted / surveyed the   23707
Bybelsche geographicus   12711
Bybelsche huis en zak-atlas   8767
Bye and Law   30767, 34377
Bye, Joseph P.   7910, 7943, 7961, 7970, 11362, 14308, 14341, 27862, 34380, 34391, 58805, 76535
Byelorussia SEE Belarus   65046
Byelorussia SEE Belarus   65046
Byer's Atlantic Service (Miami, Fla.)   46679
Byers, S. H. M. (Samuel Hawkins Marshall), 1838-1933   73907
Byles, Anthony D.   32951, 32952, 43831
Byles, J. B.   39090
Byne, John, fl. 1813   14849
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### Cadiz

**Cadell & Davies**
- Cadiz Bay (Spain) - Historical geography - Maps - 1859-1866 [72632]
- Cadiz Bay (Spain) - History - Maps - 1859 [5080]
- Cadiz Bay (Spain) - Maps - 15081
- Cadiz Bay (Spain) - Maps - 15086-15087 [72632]
- Cadiz Bay (Spain) - Maps - 15087 [72632]
- Cadiz Bay (Spain) - Pictorial works - 1702 - Nautical charts [26374, 72697]
- Cadiz Bay (Spain) - Maps - 1710 - 72709
- Cadiz Bay (Spain) - Maps - 1713 - 15087
- Cadiz Bay (Spain) - Maps - 1725 - Fortification - Manuscripts - 15083
- Cadiz Bay (Spain) - Maps - 1725 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - 15083
- Cadiz Bay (Spain) - Maps - 1748 - Nautical charts - 25982
- Cadiz Bay (Spain) - Maps - 1758 - Nautical charts - 25988, 72738
- Cadiz Bay (Spain) - Maps - 1790 - Nautical charts - 26010
- Cadiz Bay (Spain) - Maps - 1816 - Nautical charts - 15088
- Cadiz Bay (Spain) - Pictorial works - 1803 - 72773

**Cadiz (Spain)**
- Cadiz, olim Gades, eiusdem nominis Insulae oppidum nobile ... [15092]
- Cadiz Region (Spain) - Maps - 1766 - Nautical charts [65382]
- Cadiz Region (Spain) - Maps - 1805 - Harbors - Nautical charts [15084]
- Cadiz Region (Spain) - Maps - 1816 - 1955
- Cadiz (Spain) - Maps - 15084 [72757]
- Cadiz (Spain) - Maps - 15086-15087 [72757]
- Cadiz (Spain) - Maps - 15087 [72757]
- Cadiz (Spain) - Maps - 15088
- Cadiz (Spain) - Maps - 15089
- Cadiz (Spain) - Maps - 15090
- Cadiz (Spain) - Maps - 15091
- Cadiz (Spain) - Maps - 15092
- Cadiz (Spain) - Maps - 15093
- Cadiz (Spain) - Maps - 1766 - Harbors - Nautical charts [25994]
- Cadiz (Spain) - Maps - 1816 - Harbors [15088]
- Cadiz (Spain) - Maps - 1840 - Pictorial works [15089]
- Cadiz (Spain) - Pictorial works - 1564 - 18724
- Cadiz (Spain) - Pictorial works - 1599 - 15090
- Cadiz (Spain) - Pictorial works - 1620 - 15091
- Cadiz (Spain) - Pictorial works - 1620 - 15092
- Cadiz (Spain) - Pictorial works - 1725 - Manuscripts [15093]
- Cadiz (Spain) - Pictorial works - 1740 - 31872
- Cadiz (Spain) - Maps - 15087 - 31867
- Cadiz (Spain) - Maps - 1587 - Coasts - Nautical charts [34853]
- Cadiz (Spain) - Maps - 1588 - Coasts - Nautical charts [34854]
- Cadiz (Spain) - Provencia - Maps - 1710 - 15094
- Cadogans Books [1911, 23744, 31659, 39025, 42731, 43874, 75879]
- Cadogans county companions [22562, 23566]
- Cadogans guides [112, 1911, 11108, 12554, 16610, 16611, 22562, 23566, 28185, 31659, 36663, 39025, 42364, 42731, 43874, 51796, 65423, 69686, 72906, 75033, 75879]
- Cadomum (France) SEE Caen (France) [15095]
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>74495</td>
<td>California - Description and travel - 1849</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22659</td>
<td>Cafourek, Petr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15100</td>
<td>Cagliari, Gulf of (Italy) - Maps - 1753 - Nautical charts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15101</td>
<td>Cagliari, Gulf of (Italy) - Maps - 1771 - Nautical charts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15102</td>
<td>Cagliari (Italy) - Maps - 1552 - Pictorial maps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25915</td>
<td>Cagliari (Italy) - Maps - 1620</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68914</td>
<td>Cagliari (Italy) - Maps - 1745</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15102</td>
<td>Cagliari (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1552</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68912</td>
<td>Cagliari (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1734</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18078</td>
<td>Cagniard, E.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32518</td>
<td>Caguas (P.R.) - Maps - 1950 - Road maps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57376</td>
<td>Caguas (P.R.) - Maps - 1963 - Road maps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57377</td>
<td>Caguas (P.R.) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15104</td>
<td>Caieta (Italy) SEE Gaeta (Italy)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28570</td>
<td>Caille, Jean de la, d. 1720 SEE La Caille, Jean de, d. 1720</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28507</td>
<td>Cailliaud, Frederic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64796</td>
<td>Caillet, J. (Jules), b. 1825</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30374</td>
<td>Calasso (Italy) - Maps - 1597</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28507</td>
<td>Caietta (Italy) SEE Gaeta (Italy)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28507</td>
<td>Caille, Jean de la, d. 1720 SEE La Caille, Jean de, d. 1720</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28507</td>
<td>Cailleau, Andre, d. 1751</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>63074</td>
<td>Cain, Mead T.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28561</td>
<td>Caine, Alice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31512</td>
<td>Cairo, Alexandria and environs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15105</td>
<td>Cairo - Architecture - 1992</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15105</td>
<td>Cairo Bridge : map showing Mississippi and Ohio Rivers in vicinity of Cairo, Illinois</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35510</td>
<td>Cairo City</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15128</td>
<td>Cairo City and Canal Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15129</td>
<td>Cairo City and Canal Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15130</td>
<td>Cairo City and Canal Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15131</td>
<td>Cairo City and Canal Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24104</td>
<td>Cairo City and Canal Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24105</td>
<td>Cairo City and Canal Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35477</td>
<td>Cairo City and Canal Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15106</td>
<td>Cairo - Description and travel - 1985</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15107</td>
<td>Cairo (Egypt) - Archaeological sites - 1995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15108</td>
<td>Cairo (Egypt) - Archeological sites - 1980</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15109</td>
<td>Cairo (Egypt) - Archeological sites - 1983</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15110</td>
<td>Cairo (Egypt) - Architecture - 1984</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15111</td>
<td>Cairo (Egypt) - Conservation and cultural heritage - 1982</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15114</td>
<td>Cairo (Egypt) - Description and travel - 1549</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15118</td>
<td>Cairo (Egypt) - Historical geography - Maps - 1902</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15119</td>
<td>Cairo (Egypt) - Historical geography - Maps - 1906</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15120</td>
<td>Cairo (Egypt) - Local transit - 1987</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Call Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cairo (Egypt) - Local transit</td>
<td>1995 15113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cairo (Egypt) - Maps</td>
<td>1549 15114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cairo (Egypt) - Maps</td>
<td>1590 15115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cairo (Egypt) - Maps</td>
<td>1620 15116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cairo (Egypt) - Maps</td>
<td>1632 225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cairo (Egypt) - Maps</td>
<td>1836 479</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cairo (Egypt) - Maps</td>
<td>1840 - Pictorial works 15117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cairo (Egypt) - Maps</td>
<td>1851 - Pictorial works 24778</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cairo (Egypt) - Maps</td>
<td>1902 15118, 15119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cairo (Egypt) - Maps</td>
<td>1906 15120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cairo (Egypt) - Maps</td>
<td>1963 15121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cairo (Egypt) - Pictorial works</td>
<td>1678 15122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cairo (Egypt) - Pictorial works</td>
<td>1902 15118, 15119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cairo (Egypt) - Pictorial works</td>
<td>1906 15120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cairo (Egypt) - Population</td>
<td>1975 15123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cairo (Egypt) - Population</td>
<td>1983 15124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cairo (Egypt) - Restaurants</td>
<td>1982 15125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cairo (Egypt). Scientific Institute SEE Institut français d'archéologie orientale du Caire</td>
<td>24750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cairo (Ill.) - Maps</td>
<td>1807 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 15126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cairo (Ill.) - Maps</td>
<td>1816 - Real property 15127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cairo (Ill.) - Maps</td>
<td>1837 15128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cairo (Ill.) - Maps</td>
<td>1838-1839 - Railroads 15129, 15130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cairo (Ill.) - Maps</td>
<td>1838 - Canals 15131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cairo (Ill.) - Maps</td>
<td>1839 - Centrality 24104, 24105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cairo (Ill.) - Maps</td>
<td>1839 - Railroad connections 24104, 24105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cairo (Ill.) - Maps</td>
<td>1850 15132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cairo (Ill.) - Maps</td>
<td>1855 - Railroads 15133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cairo (Ill.) - Pictorial works</td>
<td>1838 15134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cairo (Ill.) - Pictorial works</td>
<td>1841 15135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cairo (Ill.) - Pictorial works</td>
<td>1858 15136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cairo (Ill.) - Pictorial works</td>
<td>1888 15137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cairo, Illinois</td>
<td>15135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cairo is crumbling under the burden of its people / by William E. Farrell</td>
<td>15124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cairo: magnet for Egypt's landless / Richard Critchfield</td>
<td>15123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cairo Region (Egypt) - Maps</td>
<td>1887 84304</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cairo Region (Egypt) - Maps</td>
<td>1888 - Railroads 370</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cairo Region (Ill.) - Maps</td>
<td>1854 - Railroads 35510</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cairo Region (Ill.) - Maps</td>
<td>1861 50633</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cairo Region (Ill.) - Maps</td>
<td>1890 - Railroads 15138</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cairo Region (Ill.) - Maps</td>
<td>1906 - Geology 15139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cairo, St. Louis &amp; New Orleans Railroad</td>
<td>15138</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cairo, St. Louis &amp; New Orleans Railroad - Maps</td>
<td>1890 15138</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cairo underground metro line</td>
<td>15113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cairo works to make 12th-century fortress last</td>
<td>15109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cairoqs qvae olim Babylon; Aegypti maxima vrbs</td>
<td>15116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cairo, qvae olim Babylon; Aegypti maxima vrbs</td>
<td>15115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caisse nationale des monuments historiques et des sites (France)</td>
<td>66365</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caisse nationale des monuments historiques et des sites (France) SEE Institut français d'archéologie orientale du Caire</td>
<td>66365</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caius, John, 1510-1573</td>
<td>80169</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caiz, Juan la, fl. 1708</td>
<td>46239</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caja de Ahorros de Navarra</td>
<td>52854</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caja Duero</td>
<td>72919, 83959</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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California - Maps - 1938 - Road maps 15476, 15477, 15478, 15479, 15480, 15481, 15482, 15483, 15484, 15485, 15486, 15487, 15488, 15489, 15490, 15491, 15492, 15493, 62191
California - Maps - 1939 - Cartoon maps 15494
California - Maps - 1939 - Road maps 15495, 15496, 15497, 15498, 15499, 15500, 15501, 15502, 15504, 72506
California - Maps - 1939 - Road maps - Pictorial maps 15503
California - Maps - 1940-1954 - Natural gas pipelines 15505
California - Maps - 1940 - Road maps 15506, 15507, 15508, 15509, 15510, 15511, 15512, 15514, 15515, 15516, 15517, 15518, 15519, 85180
California - Maps - 1940 - Road maps - Pictorial maps 15513
California - Maps - 1940 - Water resources development - Pictorial maps 19016
California - Maps - 1941 - Road maps 15520, 15521, 15522, 15523, 15524, 15525, 15526
California - Maps - 1942 - Road maps 15527, 15528, 15529, 15530, 15531, 15532, 15533, 15534, 15535, 15536
California - Maps - 1944 - Road maps 15537, 15538, 15539, 15540
California - Maps - 1945 - Railroads 15541
California - Maps - 1945 - Road maps 15542, 15543, 15544, 15545
California - Maps - 1946 - Road maps 15546, 15547, 15548, 15549, 15550, 15551, 15552, 15553, 15554, 15555, 15556, 15557, 15558, 15559, 15560, 15561, 15562, 15563, 15564, 15565, 15566, 43209
California - Maps - 1947 - Cartoon Maps 77881
California - Maps - 1947 - Irrigation 34665
California - Maps - 1947 - Pictorial maps 77881
California - Maps - 1947 - Road maps 15567, 15568, 15569, 15570, 15571, 15572, 15573, 15574, 15575, 15576, 15577, 15578, 15579, 15580, 15581, 15582, 15583, 15584
California - Maps - 1948-1980 - Electric lines 15585
California - Maps - 1948 - Road maps 15586, 15587, 15588, 15589, 15590, 15591, 15592, 15593, 15594, 15595, 15596, 15597, 15598, 15599, 15600
California - Maps - 1949 15601
California - Maps - 1949 - Railroads 15601
California - Maps - 1949 - Road maps 15601, 15602, 15603, 15604
California - Maps - 1950 15605
California - Maps - 1950-1953 - Population 77945
California - Maps - 1950 - Railroads 15605
California - Maps - 1950 - Road maps 15605, 15606, 15607, 43210
California - Maps - 1951 - Road maps 15608, 15609, 15610, 15611, 15612, 15613, 15614, 15615
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>California - Maps</th>
<th>1952</th>
<th>15616, 15617</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>California - Maps</td>
<td>1952 - Railroads</td>
<td>15616, 15617</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California - Maps</td>
<td>1952 - Road maps</td>
<td>15616, 15617, 15618, 15619</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California - Maps</td>
<td>1953 - Road maps</td>
<td>15620</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California - Maps</td>
<td>1954 - Road maps</td>
<td>15621, 15622</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California - Maps</td>
<td>1955 - Natural gas pipelines</td>
<td>15623</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California - Maps</td>
<td>1955 - Railroads - Floods</td>
<td>15624</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California - Maps</td>
<td>1956 - Missions</td>
<td>15625</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California - Maps</td>
<td>1957-1962 - Electric lines</td>
<td>15626</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California - Maps</td>
<td>1958 - Road maps</td>
<td>76182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California - Maps</td>
<td>1960-1969 - Gold mines and mining</td>
<td>15199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California - Maps</td>
<td>1960-1969 - Road maps - Pictorial maps</td>
<td>15199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California - Maps</td>
<td>1960 - Road maps</td>
<td>15627</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California - Maps</td>
<td>1962</td>
<td>15628</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California - Maps</td>
<td>1962 - Railroads</td>
<td>15628</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California - Maps</td>
<td>1962 - Road maps</td>
<td>15628, 15629</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California - Maps</td>
<td>1963 - Road maps</td>
<td>15630, 15631, 15632, 62257</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California - Maps</td>
<td>1965</td>
<td>15633</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California - Maps</td>
<td>1965 - Economics</td>
<td>15633</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California - Maps</td>
<td>1965 - Maps, Physical</td>
<td>15634</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California - Maps</td>
<td>1965 - Physiographic provinces</td>
<td>15634</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California - Maps</td>
<td>1966 - Aeronautical charts</td>
<td>15635</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California - Maps</td>
<td>1966 - Nautical charts - Pictorial maps</td>
<td>15636</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California - Maps</td>
<td>1966 - Road maps</td>
<td>15637, 15638, 15639, 15640</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California - Maps</td>
<td>1967 - Nautical charts - Pictorial maps</td>
<td>15641</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California - Maps</td>
<td>1967 - Road maps</td>
<td>15642</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California - Maps</td>
<td>1968 - Harbors</td>
<td>15643</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California - Maps</td>
<td>1968 - Nautical charts - Pictorial maps</td>
<td>15644</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California - Maps</td>
<td>1969 - Nautical charts - Pictorial maps</td>
<td>15645</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California - Maps</td>
<td>1969 - Road maps</td>
<td>15646</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California - Maps</td>
<td>1969 - Road maps - Pictorial maps</td>
<td>15647</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California - Maps</td>
<td>1970 - Nautical charts - Pictorial maps</td>
<td>15648</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California - Maps</td>
<td>1971 - Nautical charts - Pictorial maps</td>
<td>15649</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California - Maps</td>
<td>1971 - Road maps</td>
<td>15650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California - Maps</td>
<td>1972 - Nautical charts - Pictorial maps</td>
<td>15651, 15652</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California - Maps</td>
<td>1972 - Road maps</td>
<td>15653, 15654</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California - Maps</td>
<td>1973 - Nautical charts - Pictorial maps</td>
<td>15655, 15656</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California - Maps</td>
<td>1974</td>
<td>15207, 15208</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California - Maps</td>
<td>1974 - Ghost towns</td>
<td>15657</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California - Maps</td>
<td>1974 - Road maps</td>
<td>15658</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California - Maps</td>
<td>1975 - Road maps</td>
<td>15659</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California - Maps</td>
<td>1976 - Nautical charts - Pictorial maps</td>
<td>15660</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California - Maps</td>
<td>1976 - Road maps</td>
<td>15661</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California - Maps</td>
<td>1977 - Phytogeography</td>
<td>15662</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California - Maps</td>
<td>1977 - Plants</td>
<td>15662</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California - Maps</td>
<td>1977 - Vegetation surveys</td>
<td>15662</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California - Maps</td>
<td>1978 - Road maps</td>
<td>15663</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California - Maps</td>
<td>1979</td>
<td>15664</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California - Maps</td>
<td>1980 - Cell phones</td>
<td>15665</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California - Maps</td>
<td>1980 - Mobile communication systems</td>
<td>15665</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California - Maps</td>
<td>1980 - Road maps</td>
<td>15665</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California - Maps</td>
<td>1983</td>
<td>15209</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California - Maps</td>
<td>1984-2002 - County maps</td>
<td>79367</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California - Maps</td>
<td>1985</td>
<td>15667</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California - Maps</td>
<td>1985 - Cities and towns</td>
<td>15667</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California - Maps</td>
<td>1985 - Road maps</td>
<td>15667</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California - Maps</td>
<td>1988</td>
<td>15211, 15212</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California - Maps</td>
<td>1990 - Road maps</td>
<td>15668</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California - Maps</td>
<td>1991 - Guidebooks</td>
<td>15669</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California - Maps</td>
<td>1992</td>
<td>15670</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California - Maps</td>
<td>1992 - Wine districts</td>
<td>15671</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California - Maps</td>
<td>1993 - Wine and wine making</td>
<td>15672</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California - Maps</td>
<td>1994</td>
<td>15674</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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| California - Maps - 1994-1995 - Road maps | 15673 |
| California - Maps - 1995 - Road maps | 15675 |
| California - Maps - 1996 | 15676 |
| California - Maps - 2003 - Road maps | 15677 |
| California - Maps - 2004 - Road maps | 15678 |
| California - Maps - 2005 - Road maps | 15679 |
| California - Maps - 2008 - Road maps | 15680 |
| California - Maps - Bibliography | 15681, 15682, 15688 |
| California - Maps - Bibliography - 1622-1785 | 17010 |
| California - Maps - Bibliography - 1624-1865 | 15683 |
| California - Maps - Bibliography - 1800-1899 | 15684 |
| California - Maps - Bibliography - 1848-1857 | 15685 |
| California - Maps - Bibliography - 1848-1865 | 15686 |
| California - Maps - Bibliography - 1867 | 15687 |
| California - Maps - Collections | 41211, 41212 |
| California - Maps - Collections, 1500-1803 | 15689 |
| California - Maps - Collections, 1500-1803 - Coasts | 15689 |
| California - Maps - Collections, 1540-2006 | 15690 |
| California - Maps - Collections, 1570-1785 | 15691 |
| California - Maps - Collections, 1604-1767 | 15692 |
| California - Maps - Collections, 1700-1850 - Land grants | 15693 |
| California - Maps - Collections, 1700-1850 - Landowners | 15693 |
| California - Maps - Collections, 1989-1996 - Geology | 15694 |
| California - Maps - Collections, To 1974 | 15208 |
| California - Maps - Collections, To 1983 | 15209 |
| California - Maps - Collections, To 1988 | 15211, 15212 |
| California - Maps - Facsimiles - Land grants | 15693 |
| California - Maps - Facsimiles - Landowners | 15693 |
| California - Maps, Physical - 1992 | 15670 |
| California / Michelin | 15674 |
| California missions, with date of founding | 15263 |
| California / Mobil | 15630 |
| California : more zip at your toe tip with Veltex Gasoline / Fletcher Oil Company ... | 15614 |
| California National Historic Trail - Maps - 2002 | 15695 |
| California, Nevada | 15402, 15409 |
| California, Nevada and Los Angeles area road map / Douglas aviation tested gasoline | 15621 |
| California, Nevada, Arizona : General gasoline road map | 2639, 15420 |
| California, Nevada, Arizona : Mobilgas : Socony-Vacuum | 15590 |
| California, Nevada, Arizona road map : Mobilize with Mobilgas ... | 15429, 15430, 15446, 15447, 15460, 15461, 15478 |
| California, Nevada, Arizona road map : Mobilize with Mobilgas : Mobil : General Petroleum Corporation | 15477 |
| California, Nevada, Arizona, Utah : Mobilgas : Socony-Vacuum : travel the route of the flying red horse : General Petroleum Corporation, a Socony-Vacuum company | 72558, 72559 |
| California, Nevada, Arizona, Utah : Mobilgas : Socony-Vacuum : travel the route of the flying red horse : General Petroleum Corporation of California, a Socony-Vacuum company | 72548 |
| California-Nevada ghost town atlas / by Robert Neil Johnson | 15657 |
| California-Nevada highway map / Union Oil Co. | 15482 |
| California, Nevada highway map : Union Oil Company | 15471, 15472 |
| California, Nevada highways | 15500 |
| California, Nevada highways / presented by your smiling Associated dealer | 15449, 15481 |
| California, Nevada highways / Tide Water Associated Oil Company | 15522 |
| California, Nevada, Oregon, Washington : Sinclair road map | 15448, 15453, 15464, 15465, 15501, 62191 |
| California, Nevada road map ... / Bareco Oil Company, formerly Barnsdall Refining Corp. | 15508, 15520 |
| California, Nevada road map ... / Barnsdall ... | 15479, 15485 |
| California, Nevada road map ... / by Bareco Oil Company | 15527 |
| California, Nevada road map : Parco | 15418 |
| California, Nevada road map : Union Oil Company | 15543 |
| California, Nevada : Texaco road map | 15435, 15436, 15437, 15442 |
| California, Nevada, Washington, Oregon : Sinclair H-C gasoline road map | 15512, 15523, 15529, 15530, 15531 |
| California, Nevada, Washington, Oregon : Sinclair road map | 15452 |
| California, Nevada, Washington, Oregon : Texaco road map | 15454, 15455 |
| California, Nevada with Arizona, New Mexico : Texaco | 15537, 15538, 15546, 15547, 15548, 15549, 15550, 15551, 15552, 15553, 15567, 15568, |
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

15586, 15587, 15588, 15589, 15602, 15606, 15608, 15618
California, Nevada with Oregon, Washington : Texas 15539, 15540, 15556, 15557, 15560, 15561, 15562, 15563, 15570, 15571, 15572, 15573, 15575, 15576, 15577, 15578, 15579, 15580, 15595, 15596, 15607, 15613
California north coast : 1970 boating guide / Union Oil Company of California 62528
California, Northern - Maps - 1906 68501
California, Northern - Maps - 1906 - Earth movements 15331, 68501
California, Northern - Maps - 1906 - Earthquakes 15331, 68501
California, Northern - Maps - 1906 - Faults (Geology) 15331
California, Northern - Maps - 1906 - Triangulation 15331
California, Northern - Maps - 1914 - Geology 68503
California, Northern - Maps - 1914 - Topographic maps 68503
California, Northern - Maps - 1959 - Road maps 61731
California, Northern - Redwoods - 1970 15696
California Northwestern Railway Co. 15319, 15321, 15323, 15328, 15330, 15334
California Northwestern Railway Co. - Maps - 1900 15319
California Northwestern Railway Co. - Maps - 1901 15321
California Northwestern Railway Co. - Maps - 1902 15323
California Northwestern Railway Co. - Maps - 1903 15326
California Northwestern Railway Co. - Maps - 1904 15328
California Northwestern Railway Co. - Maps - 1905 15330
California Northwestern Railway Co. - Maps - 1906 15334
California Northwestern Ry. Co., lessee of San Francisco and North Pacific Ry. 15319, 15321, 15323, 15326, 15328, 15330, 15334
California. Office of State Printing 15190
California. Office of Tourism and Visitor Services 15190, 15653, 15654
California official highway map / published for free distribution by the California State Department of Public Works 15638, 15640
California official tourist picture map 15443
California Oil Company 54436, 56640, 64002
The California-Orient Express: Pacific-Orient map 62631
California & other early maps illustrating the history of cartography, 1375-1873 : an exhibition 17012
California / per Ferdinandian Consaq S.I. et alios 11449
California - Photography - 1933 15189
California - Pictorial works - 1790-1795 - Coasts 15697
California - Pictorial works - 1886-1887 15276
California - Pictorial works - 1944 82636
California points of interest and touring map ... 15599
California points of interest and touring map ... / Standard stations and Chevron gas stations 15566, 15583
California Promotion Committee 68661
California. Railroad Commission SEE Railroad Commission of the State of California 15356
California : Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide 15361
California / Richfield travel guide 15532, 15564, 15581
California road atlas 15677, 15680
California road atlas & driver's guide / Thomas Bros. Maps 15667
California road map / Union Oil Company of California 15646
California Rotogravure Co. 15189
California's golden chain: State Highway 49 : the Mother Lode highway 15199
California : showing the San Joaquin Valley, Sierra Nevada Mountain Region 'the Playground of the World,' together with the Golden State Highway and its tributaries / map prepared by the Progressive Map Service, Fresno, California 15204
California south coast : 1970 boating guide / Union Oil Company of California 62529
California, Southern - Description and travel - 1939 15708
California, Southern - Description and travel - 2005 15709
California, Southern - Historical geography - Maps - 1958 - Pictorial maps 15704
California, Southern - Maps - 1920 15698
California, Southern - Maps - 1947 - Nautical charts 15699
California, Southern - Maps - 1947 - Pictorial maps 15699
California, Southern - Maps - 1949 - Nautical charts 15700
California, Southern - Maps - 1949 - Pictorial maps 15700
California, Southern - Maps - 1950-1959 - Road maps 15701, 15702
California, Southern - Maps - 1953 - Road maps 15703
California, Southern - Maps - 1958 - Road maps - Pictorial maps 15704
California, Southern - Maps - 1958 - Tourist maps 15704
California, Southern - Maps - 1979 - Nautical charts 15705
California, Southern - Maps - 1992 15706
California, Southern - Maps - 2005 - Road maps 15707
California, Southern - Maps, Physical - 1992 15706
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California, Southern - Pictorial works - 1939  15708
California, Southern - Surveys - 1876  28823
California, Southern - Transportation - History  15709
California : Standard gasoline unsurpassed : Standard Oil road map ...  15459
California Standard Oil Co. de Mexico SEE Standard Oil Company of California  46522
California : Standard Oil road map  15445, 15457, 15490, 15536
California : Standard Stations and Chevron Gas stations road map  15535
California ... Standard stations road map  15475, 15489, 15517
California State Automobile Association  15514, 24372, 43216, 43220, 82266, 82306, 85180
California State Automobile Association - Date codes - 1900-1999  44922, 44929
California. State Earthquake Investigation Commission  15331, 15332, 68501, 68660, 68662
California. State Earthquake Investigation Commission. California earthquake of April 18, 1906  15331, 15332, 68501, 68660, 68662
California State Fair and Exposition - Maps - 1899-1971 - Pictorial maps  43198
California. State Highway Engineer SEE California. Division of Highways  15393
California State Library  43087
California State Library, Sacramento  18789, 18790
California State Office of Tourism SEE California. Office of Tourism and Visitor Services  15190
California State Route 170 - Maps - 1954 - Road maps  43213
California State Route 170 - Maps - 1955 - Road maps  43214
California State Telegraph Company  53646
California State University  28861
California State University, Fullerton. Collection for the History of Cartography  13664, 17132, 28369, 84544
California State University, Fullerton - Exhibitions - Catalogs  17012
California State University, Fullerton - Map collections - Bibliography  13664
California State University, Fullerton - Map collections - Catalogs  28369
California State University, Northridge  68741
California State University, Northridge. Dept. of Geography  43222
California State University, Northridge - Map Collections - Catalogs  68741
California - Surveys - 1853  15710
California - Surveys - 1871-1872  28814
California - Surveys - History  15711
California / Texaco  15632, 15663
California, Texas, and the gold regions; to which is affixed, their history, topography, agriculture, commerce and general statistics. Designed as a guide to emigrants  74495
California : the cornucopia of the world ; room for millions of immigrants ; 43,795,000 acres of government lands untaken ; railroad and private lands for a million farmers ; a climate for health and wealth ; without cyclones or blizzards  15276
California : the land of the sun / painted by Sutton Palmer ; described by Mary Austin  15354
California : the world within a state / official California tourism map  15653, 15654
California - Transportation - History  15709
California : travel with a Standard road map  15422
California : travel with a Standard road map / compliments of Standard Oil Company of California  15423
California. University. Bancroft Library  68377
California University Press SEE University of California Press  58753
California : the world of the sun / painted by Sutton Palmer ; described by Mary Austin  15354
California : the world within a state / official California tourism map  15653, 15654
California Zephyr (Express train) - Pictorial works - 1960  65329
Californians Inc., San Francisco  68564
Californians, Inc. (San Francisco, Calif.)  15443
Californias : antiqua y nueva / Diego Troncoso sc. Mexco. ao. 1787  15226
La Californie ou Nouvelle Caroline : teatro de los trabajos, Apostolicos de la Compa. e Jesus en la America Septe  46281, 46282
California (Ship)  58707, 58708, 58710, 58711
Caliz  18650
Caliz [i.e. Cádiz]  15090
Caliz (Portugal) SEE Cascais (Portugal)  18650
Caliz (Spain) SEE Cádiz (Spain)  15090
Calkar (Düsseldorf, Germany) SEE Kalkar (Düsseldorf, Germany)  39939
Calkin, John Burgess  30395, 30403
Calkins, Carroll C.  78857
Calkins & Co. (Chicago, Ill.)  55269, 70257
Call of Kentucky map : 1975 official highway and parkway map  41077
Call the Nickel Plate traffic representative nearest you  78120, 78150, 78184, 78237, 78281
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| Calligraphic maps | 15717, 17919, 17920, 18852, 22391 |
| Calligraphic maps - 1933 | 77550 |
| Calligraphic maps - 1936 | 76240, 76241 |
| Calligraphic maps - 1937 | 34842 |
| Calligraphic maps - 1941 | 25775 |
| Calligraphic maps - 1942 | 3413, 43794, 73076 |
| Calligraphic maps - 1944 | 3415, 20609, 36649, 36650, 67495 |
| Calligraphic maps - 1944 - Manuscripts | 3414 |
| Calligraphic maps - 1945 | 59412 |
| Calligraphic maps - 1949 | 31222 |
| Calligraphic maps - 1955 | 57290 |
| Calligraphic maps - 1998 | 39773 |
| Calligraphic maps - 1999 | 39774 |
| Calligraphic maps - 2000 | 84503 |
| Calligraphic maps - 2002 | 39775 |
| Calligraphic maps - 2009 | 39776 |
| Calligraphy | 22391 |
| Calligraphy : a cartographic tool? | 15717 |
| Calligraphy : an aid to cartography? | 17919, 17920 |
| Calligraphy - Illinois - Chicago | 1904 | 45628, 45629 |
| Calligraphy - Specimens | 1904 | 45628, 45629 |
| Calling on North America | 78953 |
| Callington, W. R. | 56987 |
| Callogene, Julian | 50091 |
| Callot, Jacques, 1592-1635 | 1592-1635, 1628 | 16992 |
| Callot, Jacques, 1592-1635. Tabula Obsidionis Bredanæ, 1628 | 16992 |
| Calmelet, H. (Hedwig), 1814- | 63346 |
| Calmet, Augustin, 1662-1757 | 4427, 12693, 12696, 12703, 12707, 12724, 12735, 12744, 12760, 12775 |
| Calmet's great dictionary of the Holy Bible, historical, critical, geographical, and etymological : wherein are explained all the proper names in the Old and New Testament, of men, women, cities, countries, rivers, mountains, &c, also most of the signi | 12735 |
| Calmette, Joseph, 1873-1952 | 34291 |
| Calmon, Miguel, 1879-1935 | 13852 |
| Caloiro | 70205 |
| Caloiro dalla parte d' osto | 39945 |
| Caloiro dalla parte di Tramontana | 39946 |
| Caloiro Island (Greece) | 70205 |
| Caloiro et Oliva, P. | 45844 |
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Calvert Company (Seattle, Wash.)  45847, 45848, 52791, 52792
Calques et fac-similes: l'anciennes cartes sur l'Amerique avant 1550 surtout  1829
Calsetey, Walter van de  13886
CALSO see Standard Oil Company of California  21510
Caltech conference "Ptolemy in Perspective" (2007 : Pasadena)  65738
Caltex Petroleum Corporation  25698
Calumet Region Congress (1949)  1
Calumet Harbor, Illinois, showing work done during the fiscal year ending June 30th, 1885  1885
Calumet Harbor, Illinois, showing work done at the close of the fiscal year ending June 30th, 1882  1882
Calumet Region Congress (1949)  1
Calumet Region (Ill. and Ind.) - Geography  2003
Calumet Region (Ill. and Ind.) - Historical geography - Maps  2003
Calumet Region (Ill. and Ind.) - Maps  1930
Calumet Region (Ill. and Ind.) - Maps - 1998 - Land use  15742
The Calumet River, 1871
Calumet River, Ill. and Ind. showing result of dredging below the forks during the fiscal year ending June 30th, 1894
Calumet River (Ill.) - Maps  1881
Calumet River (Ill.) - Maps  1888
Calumet River (Ill.) - Maps  1889
Calumet River (Ill.) - Maps  1893
Calumet River (Ill.) - Maps  1894
Calumet River (Ill.) - Maps  1896
Calumet River (Ill.) - Maps  1898
Calumet River (Ill.) - Maps  1970 - Nautical charts  36457
Calumet River (Ill.) - Maps  1998 - Land use
Calumet River (Ill.) - Maps  1998 - Natural resources
Calumet River (Ill.) - Pictorial works - 1871
Calumet River (Ill.) - Pictorial works - 1949 - Bridges
Calumet-Saganashkie Channel (Ill.) SEE Cal-Sag Channel (Ill.)
Calumet-Saganashkie Channel (Ill.) SEE Cal-Sag Channel (Ill.)  36457
Calvados (France) - Maps  1718
Calvados (France) - Maps  1895
Calvariae Zebrzydowska (Poland) SEE Kalwaria Zebrzydowska (Poland)
Calvert, Albert Frederick, 1872-1946
Calvert Company (Seattle, Wash.)  13118, 27518, 85226
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Calver County (Md.) - Maps - 1969 - Road maps 15745
Calvert, W. 41679
Calvete, Juan Christoval, 16th cent. 20873, 43926
Calvi Harbor (Corsica, France) - Maps - 1793 15746
Calvino, Antonio 75370
Calwaria Zebrzydowska (Poland) SEE Kalwaria Zebrzydowska (Poland) 39947
Cam. Gilbert Arthur, 1906– 46079
Camaguéy (Cuba) - Maps - 1951 - Road maps 22520, 22523
Camaguéy (Cuba) - Maps - 1956-1961 - Road maps 22521
Camaguéy (Cuba) - Maps - 1960 - Road maps 22522
Camaldolese, Mauro, fl. 1457-1459 64889
Camard, Demetrio, 1821
Camargo, Armand du, marquis de Coislin, 1635
Cambridge & Ely 15772
Cambridge (England) - Maps - 1610 15768, 15769
Cambridge (England) - Maps - 1620 15757
Cambridge (England) - Maps - 1657 15758
Cambridge (England) - Maps - 1763 - Description and Travel 15759
Cambridge (England) - Maps - 1885-1886 - Real property 15760
Cambridge (England) - Maps - 1885-1886 - Road maps 15760
Cambridge (England) - Maps - 1936 15761
Cambridge (England) - Maps - 1945 15762
Cambridge (England) - Maps - 1950 15763
Cambridge (England) - Maps - 1995 62497
Cambridge (England) - Maps - Collections, 1574-1904 - Road maps 15764
Cambridge (England) Record Office 13700
The Cambridge guide to the museums of Britain and Ireland / Kenneth Hudson and Ann Nicholls 14566
Cambridge illustrated atlas, warfare : Renaissance to revolution, 1492-1792 / Jeremy Black 49245
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Camp, M. Jean 46559
Camp Reynolds (Calif.) SEE Angel Island (Calif.) 81888
Camp's geography: key to Mitchell's outline maps 29781
Camp San Jose (Calif.) - Maps - 1879 81888
Camp Sheridan (Neb.) - Maps - 1876 81885
Camp sites, trailer parks, picnic grounds in Prince Edward Island 65556
Camp Stambaugh (Wyo.) - Maps - 1876 81885
Camp Supply (I.T.) SEE Fort Supply (Okla.) 81885
Camp Tenderfoot Hunting and Fishing Resort (Wis.) 80268
Camp Verde (Ariz.) - Maps - 1879 81888
Camp Verde (Ariz.) - Maps - 1889 81888
Camp, Walter Mason, 1867-1925 32660, 32661, 42216
Camp, Yvette 46559
La Campagna di Roma il Patrimonio di S. Pietro e la Sabina 41746
Campagna di Roma (Italy) - Maps - 1858 67241
Campagna di Roma (Italy) - Maps - 1862 67242
Campagna di Roma (Italy) - Maps - 1864 67243
Campagna di Roma (Italy) - Maps - 1867 67244
Campagna di Roma (Italy) - Maps - 1869 67245
Campagna di Roma (Italy) - Maps - 1875-1877 67247
Campagna di Roma (Italy) - Maps - 1881 67255
Campagna di Roma (Italy) - Maps - 1888 67253
Campagna di Roma (Italy) - Maps - 1894 67258
Campagna di Roma (Italy) - Maps - 1899 67260
Campagna di Roma, olim Latium 41745
Campagna (Italy) - Maps - 1750 15794
Campagna (Italy) - Maps - 1878 67248
Campagna (Italy) - Maps - 1908 67267, 67268
Campagna (Italy) - Maps - 1925 38720
Campagna (Italy) - Maps - 1926 38721
Campagne 8793, 8805
Campagnola, Giulio, 1482?-1515? 11805
Campaign in Mississippi 50090
Campaign in northern Georgia. No. 1 30983
Campaign in northern Georgia. No. 2 30982
Campaign in northern Georgia. No. 3 30984
The Campaign of Sedan, August-September, 1870 / by George Hooper 69815
Campaigns of the American Revolution : an atlas of manuscript maps 76391, 76392
Campana, A., fl. 1833 10654
Campana, Anton R., fl. 1833 SEE Campana, A., fl. 1833 10654
Campana, Pietro, 1725 or 1727- ca.1765 67230
Campanella, Richard 55447
Campanella, Tommaso, 1568-1639 8689
Campania (Italy) - Maps - 1560 15795, 15796, 15797
Campania (Italy) - Maps - 1580 15798
Campania (Italy) - Maps - 1586 15799
Campania (Italy) - Maps - 1588 15800
Campania (Italy) - Maps - 1725 51218
Campania (Italy) - Maps - 1776 64564
Campania (Italy) - Maps - 1797 - Volcanoes 15801
Campania (Italy) - Maps - 1940 15802
Campania (Italy) - Maps - Bibliography 39313
Campania (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1620 64565
Campania (non compresa Napoli e dintorni) Con 12 carte geografiche, 7 piante di città, e 6 piante di edifici e schemi / L. V. Bertarelli 15802
Campanius Holm, Tomas 4386, 4757
Campbell, A. Fleming 68959
Campbell, Albert H. (Albert Henry), 1826-1899 1130, 1875, 2260, 2544, 4933, 12606, 13665, 13666, 14755, 14798, 15244, 15803, 15804, 16652,
Campbell, Alexander B.  65564
Campbell, Alexander, fl. 1852  20579
Campbell, Allan, 1815-1894  20579
Campbell, Archibald, 1739-1791  69008
Campbell, Bryce  48187
Campbell, Caroline, fl. 1956-1961  13037

Campbell County (Va.) - Maps - 1863 - Landowners  13394
[Campbell County (Va.) - 1863: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche]  15803
[Campbell County (Va.) - 1864: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche]  15804

Campbell County (Va.) - Maps - 1860-1869 - Landowners - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  15803

Campeche, Bay of (Mexico) - Maps - 1700  15805
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Call Numbers</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Campeche (Campeche, Mexico) - Maps - 1671 - Pictorial works</td>
<td>15806</td>
<td>Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>This entry includes information about maps of Campeche, Mexico.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Campeche (Campeche, Mexico) - Maps - 1680 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>15807</td>
<td>Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>This entry includes information about maps of Campeche, Mexico.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Campeche (Campeche, Mexico) Pictorial works - 1633</td>
<td>15808</td>
<td>Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>This entry includes information about maps of Campeche, Mexico.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Campeche (Mexico : State) - Maps - 1925 - Railroads</td>
<td>15809, 15810</td>
<td>Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>This entry includes information about maps of Campeche, Mexico.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada. Board on Geographical Names</td>
<td></td>
<td>Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>This entry includes information about maps of Canada.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada Bank Note Co. (Montréal, Québec)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>This entry includes information about maps of Canada.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada. Army Survey Establishment</td>
<td>16316</td>
<td>Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>This entry includes information about maps of Canada.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada. Army. Corps</td>
<td></td>
<td>Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>This entry includes information about maps of Canada.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada and part of the United States</td>
<td></td>
<td>Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>This entry includes information about maps of Canada.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada and Nova Scotia / Engd. by W. Dassauville Edinr.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>This entry includes information about maps of Canada.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada and Nova Scotia</td>
<td></td>
<td>Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>This entry includes information about maps of Canada.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada and her story / Mary Graham Bonner</td>
<td>16201</td>
<td>Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>This entry includes information about maps of Canada.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada and Nova Scotia / Engd. by W. Dassauville Edinr.</td>
<td>16007, 16016</td>
<td>Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>This entry includes information about maps of Canada.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada and part of the United States</td>
<td>61790</td>
<td>Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>This entry includes information about maps of Canada.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada. Army, Corps of Royal Engineers</td>
<td>59812</td>
<td>Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>This entry includes information about maps of Canada.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada. Army Survey Establishment</td>
<td>16316</td>
<td>Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>This entry includes information about maps of Canada.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada - Atlases - Collections, 1800-2009 - Landowners - Electronic information resources</td>
<td>79352</td>
<td>Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>This entry includes information about maps of Canada.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada Bank Note Co. (Montréal, Québec)</td>
<td>16061, 16063, 16065, 16066, 16068, 16069, 37546, 66787</td>
<td>Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>This entry includes information about maps of Canada.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada. Board on Geographical Names SEE Geographic Board of Canada</td>
<td>52139</td>
<td>Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>This entry includes information about maps of Canada.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Page Numbers</th>
<th>Call Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Canada - Bondaries - United States - Cartography - History - 1733-1845</td>
<td>76075</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada - Boundaries - Minnesota</td>
<td>76074</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada - Boundaries - United States</td>
<td>76074</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada - Boundaries - United States - Maps - 1842</td>
<td>76694</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada - Boundaries - United States - Maps - Collections, 1790-1865</td>
<td>59796</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada - Boundaries - United States SEE Northern boundary of the United States</td>
<td>18237</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada - Boundaries - United States - Surveys - Maps - 1818 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>73120</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada : canals and lakes / drawn by E.J. Powell. Hydrographic Office, February, 1862</td>
<td>32566</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada - Canals - Historical geography - Maps - 1997</td>
<td>16314</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada - Cartography - History - 1783-1869</td>
<td>16317</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada - Colonization - 1886</td>
<td>16064</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada. Commissioners Appointed to Consider the Defences of Canada. Canada lakes : memoranda on the assistance which can be rendered to the Province of Canada by Her Majesty's navy in the event of war with the United States [1862?]</td>
<td>32566</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada Company</td>
<td>64255</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada. Consulate General (Chicago, Ill.). Library</td>
<td>16231, 68020</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada - County Maps - Bibliography - 1860-1896</td>
<td>15818</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada - County maps - Collections, 1800-2009 - Electronic information resources</td>
<td>79352</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada. Crown Land Dept.</td>
<td>16043, 59724, 62432, 65961, 65962, 67836, 68192</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada. Crown Lands Dept.</td>
<td>15851, 53778, 61797</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada. Customs and Excise</td>
<td>1004, 1005</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada. Department of Agriculture</td>
<td>16064, 16074</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada. Department of Trade and Commerce</td>
<td>16217</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada. Dept. of Energy, Mines and Resources</td>
<td>16234, 16235</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada. Dept. of Fisheries and Oceans</td>
<td>23331</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada. Dept. of Immigration and Colonization</td>
<td>16191</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada. Dept. of Marine and Fisheries</td>
<td>11411</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada. Dept. of Marine and Fisheries. Report on the dominion government expedition to the northern waters and Arctic Archipelago of the D. G. S. 'Arctic' in 1910=Gerald F. Fitzgerald Collection (Newberry Library)</td>
<td>11411</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada. Dept. of Militia and Defence</td>
<td>16061</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada. Dept. of Militia and Defence. Report upon the suppression of the rebellion in the North-West Territories, and matters in connection therewith, in 1885</td>
<td>16061</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada. Dept. of Mines and Resources</td>
<td>1126, 16324, 59812</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada. Dept. of National Revenue. Customs and Excise SEE Canada. Customs and Excise</td>
<td>1004</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada. Dept. of Northern Affairs and National Resources</td>
<td>21733</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada. Dept. of Northern Affairs and National Resources. Northern Administration and Lands Branch SEE Canada. Northern Administration and Lands Branch</td>
<td>1004</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada. Dept. of Public Works</td>
<td>1005, 73101</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada. Dept. of Railways and Canals</td>
<td>16076</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada. Dept. of the Interior</td>
<td>16, 15880, 15883, 16089, 16100, 16105, 16106, 16131, 16132, 16137, 16138, 16162, 16174, 16179, 16183, 16323, 16356, 16357, 16359, 16365, 24940, 32579, 32580, 48863, 48870, 51860, 53784, 53786, 57793, 57794, 59725, 60175, 60176, 60177, 60178, 65565, 65982, 66001, 69836, 69837, 69838, 69839, 69840, 69841, 69842, 73771, 82267, 82273</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada. Dept. of the Interior. Natural Resources Intelligence Branch SEE Canada. Natural Resources Intelligence Service</td>
<td>16184</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada. Dept. of Transport. Meteorological Branch</td>
<td>1005</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada - Description and travel - 1500-1599</td>
<td>37438</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada - Description and travel - 1792-1793</td>
<td>43751</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada - Description and travel - 1800</td>
<td>76111</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada descriptive atlas</td>
<td>16148, 16169</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada: descriptive atlas. Issued by direction of Hon. T.A. Crerar, minister of immigration and colonization. T. Magladery, deputy minister</td>
<td>16191</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada - Discovery and exploration - 1792-1793</td>
<td>43751</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada - Discovery and exploration - Maps</td>
<td>15939</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada. Dominion Lands Lithographic Office</td>
<td>15168</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada East, formerly Lower Canada</td>
<td>15849, 65957, 65958</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada east or lower Canada and New Brunswick</td>
<td>16042, 65963, 65964</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada East SEE Québec (Province)</td>
<td>65960</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1534-1542 - Explorations</td>
<td>15819</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1578 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>57876</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1592</td>
<td>15820</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1600-1699 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 15821, 53812
Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1625 15822
Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1654 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 32517
Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1678 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 15823, 15824
Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1681 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 15825
Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1684 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 34793, 58858, 58859
Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1689 - Coasts - Nautical charts 15826
Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1691 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 68025
Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1693 15827
Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1695 15828
Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1700 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 53843
Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1710 58865
Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1713 - Abenaki Indians - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 53846
Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1713 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 53847
Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1715 - Abenaki Indians - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 53848
Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1725 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 32539
Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1732 - Coasts - Nautical charts 15829
Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1740 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 15830
Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1755 15831, 15832, 24076, 57558, 57559
Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1755-1757 57553
Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1759 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 15833
Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1760 - Coasts - Nautical charts 15834
Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1761 15835, 15836
Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1762 3833
Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1770 24081, 24082, 24083
Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1776 15837, 58881
Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1777 15838
Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1780 56908
Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1783 - Coasts - Nautical charts 15839
Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1785 76489
Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1794 15840, 76504
Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1797 58899
Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1812 58904
Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1813 15841, 58905
Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1823 15842
Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1825 16009
Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1827 15843
Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1833 16026
Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1834 15844
Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1840 15845, 15846
Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1841 15847, 15848
Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1845 15849
Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1853 15850
Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1857 67836
Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1859 - Railroads 82873
Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1861 15851, 15852, 15853
Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1865 - Railroads 76818
Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1866 15854
Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1872 15855
Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1883 15856
Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1885 45122, 58932
Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1886 - Railroads 58933
Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1887 - Railroads 15857, 58935
Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1888 - Railroads 15858, 58937, 58938
Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1889 - Railroads 15859, 58940
Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1890 - Railroads 15860, 58945
Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1891 - Railroads 15861
Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1892 - Railroads 15862
Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1893 - Railroads 15863
Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1894 - Railroads 15864
Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1895 - Railroads 15865
Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1896 - Railroads 15866
Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1897 - Railroads 15867
Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1898 - Railroads 15868
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Call Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1899 - Railroads</td>
<td>15869</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1900 - Railroads</td>
<td>15870</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1901 - Railroads</td>
<td>15871</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1902 - Railroads</td>
<td>15872</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1903 - Railroads</td>
<td>15873</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1904 - Railroads</td>
<td>15874</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1905 - Railroads</td>
<td>15875</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1906 - Railroads</td>
<td>15876</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1907 - Railroads</td>
<td>15877</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1908 - Railroads</td>
<td>15878</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1909 - Railroads</td>
<td>15879</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1916 - Road maps</td>
<td>56208</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1918 - Road maps</td>
<td>56210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1923 - Road maps</td>
<td>56245</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1924 - Road maps</td>
<td>54047, 56251</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1925 - Road maps</td>
<td>24265, 56256, 59302</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1926 - Road maps</td>
<td>24272, 56265</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1928 - Road maps</td>
<td>54077, 54078, 60561</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1929-1930 - Road maps</td>
<td>24293</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1929 - Road maps</td>
<td>54091</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1930-1939 - Hotels</td>
<td>59251</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1930-1939 - Road maps</td>
<td>59251</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1930 - Road maps</td>
<td>15880, 15881, 15882, 54112, 61845</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1931 - Road maps</td>
<td>15883, 54133, 54134, 61859</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1932 - Road maps</td>
<td>15884, 15885, 54147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1933 - Road maps</td>
<td>15886, 15887, 54168</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1934 - Cities and towns - Road maps</td>
<td>24338</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1934 - Road maps</td>
<td>15888, 15889, 15890, 15891, 24338, 54185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1935 - Road maps</td>
<td>15892, 15893, 15894, 54208</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1936 - Cities and towns - Road maps</td>
<td>24352</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1936 - Road maps</td>
<td>15895, 15896, 15897, 15898, 24352, 54234, 59310, 66007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1937-1938 - Road maps</td>
<td>59324</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1937 - Road maps</td>
<td>15899, 15900, 15901, 16376, 16377, 16378, 44095, 54664, 59327, 59328</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1938 - Road maps</td>
<td>15902, 15903, 15904, 15905, 44102, 54670, 59333, 59336, 66013</td>
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<td>Cantonment of His Majesty's forces in N. America according to the disposition now made...with the alterations to Summer 1767...</td>
<td>57592</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cantonment of the forces in North America, 11th Octr. 1765</td>
<td>57585, 57586</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cantonova, Juan Antonio, 1697-1731</td>
<td>16653</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cantuaria viris fertils simae Angiliae celebris; archiepiscopati sede, commendata</td>
<td>16450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cantvarbry</td>
<td>16451</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cantwell Printing Company</td>
<td>22786</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canu</td>
<td>50060</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canut</td>
<td>9125, 14965</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canvassing</td>
<td>22342</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cao</td>
<td>20616, 20618, 20751</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cao, Zhijie</td>
<td>20738</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cap-Français (Haiti) SEE Cap-Haïtien (Haiti)</td>
<td>70457</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cap-Haïtien (Haiti) - Maps - 1723 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts</td>
<td>16460</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cap-Haïtien (Haiti) - Maps - 1723 - Pictorial works - Manuscripts</td>
<td>16461</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cap-Haïtien (Haiti) - Maps - 1760</td>
<td>16462</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cap-Haïtien (Haiti) - Maps - 1772</td>
<td>70457</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cap-Haïtien (Haiti) - Maps - 1789</td>
<td>16463</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cap-Haïtien (Haiti) - Maps - 1978 - Road maps</td>
<td>33320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capacci, Alberto</td>
<td>42037</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cape Ann (Mass.) SEE Ann, Cape (Mass.)</td>
<td>2024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Cape Ann Trail / compliments of City of Gloucester and Gloucester Chamber of Commerce</td>
<td>2024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cape Ann Trail (Highway) - 1930 - Pictorial maps</td>
<td>2024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cape Blanco (Or.) SEE Blanco, Cape (Or.)</td>
<td>13235</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cape Bluff (N.L.) - Maps - 1766 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>41398</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cape Breton Island (N.S.) - 1716 - Maps</td>
<td>16464</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cape Breton Island (N.S.) - 1720 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts</td>
<td>67978</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cape Breton Island (N.S.) - Discovery and exploration</td>
<td>16457</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cape Breton Island (N.S.) - Maps - 1672</td>
<td>45099</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cape Breton Island (N.S.) - Maps - 1700-1799 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>16465, 16466</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cape Breton Island (N.S.) - Maps - 1716 - Indians - Manuscripts</td>
<td>16467</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cape Breton Island (N.S.) - Maps - 1716 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts</td>
<td>16467</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cape Breton Island (N.S.) - Maps - 1718 - Manuscripts</td>
<td>16468</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cape Breton Island (N.S.) - Maps - 1744</td>
<td>16469</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cape Breton Island (N.S.) - Maps - 1745 - Manuscripts</td>
<td>43251</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cape Breton Island (N.S.) - Maps - 1896</td>
<td>60172</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cape Breton Island (N.S.) - Maps - 1901-1907 - Railroads</td>
<td>24135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cape Breton Island (N.S.) - Maps - 1928 - Road maps</td>
<td>60174</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cape Breton Island (N.S.) - Maps - 1929 - Road maps</td>
<td>60175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cape Breton Island (N.S.) - Maps - 1930 - Road maps</td>
<td>60176</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cape Breton Island (N.S.) - Maps - 1932 - Road maps</td>
<td>60177</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cape Breton Island (N.S.) - Maps - 1933 - Road maps</td>
<td>60178</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cape Breton (N.S.) : County - Maps - 1864 - Landowners</td>
<td>16470</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cape Canso (N.S.) -1720 - Fisheries - Manuscripts</td>
<td>16471</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cape Canso (N.S.) -1720 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts</td>
<td>16471</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cape Canso (N.S.) - Maps - 1761 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>16446</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cape Cod Canal (Mass.) - Maps - 1947 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>3706</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cape Cod Canal (Mass.) - Maps - 1948 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>3707</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cape Cod Canal (Mass.) - Maps - 1949 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>3708</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cape Cod Canal (Mass.) - Maps - 1951 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>3709, 54495</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cape Cod Canal (Mass.) - Maps - 1952 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>3710</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cape Cod Canal (Mass.) - Maps - 1956 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>3712</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cape Cod Chamber of Commerce</td>
<td>16475, 16476</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cape Cod / Kenneth E. Morang fecit</td>
<td>16476</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cape Cod, Martha's Vineyard and Nantucket Hotel Association</td>
<td>16475</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cape Cod (Mass.) - Maps - 1902 - Bicycle trails</td>
<td>16472</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cape Cod (Mass.) - Maps - 1902 - Road maps</td>
<td>16472</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Cape Cod (Mass.) - Maps - 1905 - Pictorial works 16473
Cape Cod (Mass.) - Maps - 1910 - Road maps 16474
Cape Cod (Mass.) - Maps - 1926 - Road maps 54059
Cape Cod (Mass.) - Maps - 1928 - Road maps 54080
Cape Cod (Mass.) - Maps - 1929 - Road maps 16475
Cape Cod (Mass.) - Maps - 1933 - Road maps 13601
Cape Cod (Mass.) - Maps - 1934 - Road maps - Pictorial maps 16476
Cape Cod (Mass.) - Maps - 1935 - Road maps 13528
Cape Cod (Mass.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps 13530, 13603
Cape Cod (Mass.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps 13605, 13607
Cape Cod (Mass.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps 13608
Cape Cod (Mass.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps 13614
Cape Cod (Mass.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps 13617
Cape Cod (Mass.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps 13619, 13620, 39473
Cape Cod (Mass.) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps 13622, 13623
Cape Cod (Mass.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps 13628, 13629, 13632
Cape Cod (Mass.) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps 13633, 13634
Cape Cod (Mass.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps 13636, 13637, 13638, 13639, 13640
Cape Cod (Mass.) - Maps - 1949 - Road maps 13642, 13643
Cape Cod (Mass.) - Maps - 1950 - Road maps 13644, 16477
Cape Cod (Mass.) - Maps - 1951 - Road maps 13646, 13647, 13648, 16478
Cape Cod (Mass.) - Maps - 1952 - Road maps 13649, 13650, 13651, 13652, 54510
Cape Cod (Mass.) - Maps - 1960 - Road maps 13654, 13655
Cape Cod (Mass.) - Maps - 1964 - Road maps 13656
Cape Cod (Mass.) - Maps - 1965 - Nautical charts 45494
Cape Cod (Mass.) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps 13657
Cape Cod (Mass.) - Maps - 1968 - Road maps 13659
Cape Cod (Mass.) - Maps - 1969 - Road maps 13660
Cape Cod (Mass.) - Maps - 1970 - Road maps 13661
Cape Cod (Mass.) - Maps - 1974 - Road maps 54543
Cape Cod (Mass.) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps 54546
Cape Cod (Mass.) - Maps - 2000 - Road maps 16479
Cape Cod (Mass.) - Maps - 2002 - Road maps 16480
Cape Cod (Mass.) - Maps - 2003 - Road maps 16481
Cape Cod (Mass.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps 45503
Cape Cod (Mass.) - Maps - 2010 - Pictorial maps 26502
Cape Cod (Mass.) - Maps - 2010 - Tourist maps 26502
Cape Cod (Mass.) - Pictorial works - 1905 13437
Cape Cod Region (Mass.) - Maps - 1779 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 13585
Cape Cod Region (Mass.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps 13604, 54235
Cape Cod Region (Mass.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps 13609, 13612, 54290
Cape Cod Region (Mass.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps 13616
Cape Cod Region (Mass.) - Maps - 1966-1968 - Road maps 13535
Cape Cod Region (Mass.) - Maps - 2003 - Road maps 16481
Cape Cod Region (Mass.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps 16482
Cape Cod, southern Massachusetts street guide 16481
Cape Cod, Southern Massachusetts StreetFinder 16479, 16480
Cape Cod: Sunoco road map and historical scenic guide ... 16477, 16478
Cape Colony 16498
Cape Colony, Natal &c. 70370
Cape Colony (south Africa no. 1) / drawn & engraved by J. Archer, Pentonville, London 70362
Cape Colony (South Africa) SEE Cape of Good Hope (South Africa) 528
Cape Disappointment State Park (Wash.) - Maps - 1879 81888
Cape Fear River (N.C.) - Maps - 1662-1679 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 57945
Cape Fear River (N.C.) - Maps - 1662 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 57946
Cape Francois (Haiti) SEE Cap-Haitien (Haiti) 70457
[Cape Girardeau, Clark, Miller, Ozark, and St. Genevieve county maps by Missouri Bureau of Geology and Mines] 50695
Cape Girardeau County (Mo.) - Maps - 1861 - Geology 16483
Cape Girardeau Southwestern Railway 50719, 50720
Cape Girardeau Southwestern Railway - Maps - 1890 50719
Cape Girardeau Southwestern Railway - Maps - 1891 50720
Cape Haitien (Haiti) SEE Cap-Haitien (Haiti) 70457
Cape Horn : the story of the Cape Horn region, including the straits of Magellan, from the days of the first discoverers, through the glorious age of sail, to the present time; recounting the exploits of Magellan, Drake, Schouten, Fitzroy, Darwin, Melv 34672
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Cape Verde - Maps - 1528 16432
Cape Verde - Maps - 1565 16500
Cape Verde - Maps - 1656 3663
Cape Verde - Maps - 1675 539
Cape Verde - Maps - 1698 18957
Cape Verde - Maps - 1701 449
Cape Verde - Maps - 1703 - Nautical charts 250
Cape Verde - Maps - 1747 16499
Cape Verde - Maps - 1758 - Nautical charts 16501
Cape Verde - Maps - 1766 38523
Cape Verde - Maps - 1766 - Nautical charts 277, 16502
Cape Verde - Maps - 1775 - Nautical charts 16503, 16504
Cape Verde - Maps - 1780 567
Cape Verde - Maps - 1790 - Nautical charts 16505
Cape Verde - Maps - 1798 16506
Cape Verde - Maps - 1814 16507, 16508
Cape Verde - Maps - 1822 16509
Cape Verde - Maps - 1829 16510
Cape Verde - Maps - 1836 38515
Cape Verde - Maps - 1851 38517
Cape Verde - Maps - 1864 360
Cape Verde - Maps - 1872 362
Cape Verde - Maps - 1968 16438
Capel, Frances 75033
Capellari, Giovanni Antonio, 1727-1807 28446
Capelli, Gianni 63378
Capello, Carlo Felice 12610, 16753, 18315
Capello, Cesare 79981
Caper, Johannes, fl. 1562 20873, 65497
Capizzi, E. 9472, 30349
Capitaine, Louis 27853
Capitaine, Michel, 1746-1804 2034
Capital Airlines 16511, 24415
Capital Airlines - Maps - 1945 24415
Capital Airlines - Maps - 1948 16511
Capital Airlines SEE ALSO Pennsylvania Central Airlines 24415
Capital Airlines [timetable] : 21 years of experience in serving air minded America. October 1, 1948 16511
Capital Airlines - Timetables - 1948 16511
Capital Centre 68203
Capital Development Board (Ill.) 20520
Capital District (New York State) SEE Albany (N.Y.) 1117
Capital District street guide 1117
A Capital plan 24988
Capital Sight-Seeing Co. 80973
Capital Transit Company 81003, 81012
Capital Transit Company - Maps - 1943 81003
Capital Transit Company - Maps - 1949 81012
Capital Transit guide map : Washington, D. C. street car & bus lines 81012
Capital Transport 20889
Capital Transport Publishing 42813
Capital view : a new panorama of Washington, D.C. 64672
The Capital way to go places ... : PCA Capital Airlines 24415
La Capitanata e la terra di Bari 27186
Capitanate, ou Mesapiae et Iapygiae 27188
Capiteyn, André 31852
Capitol city tour trips: St. Paul, Minnesota 68211
Capitol Freehold Land & Investment Co. 72605
Capitol International Airways 84462
Capitol International Airways air guide 84462
Capitol International Airways - Maps - 1967 84462
Capitol Lithograph and Printing (Boise, Idaho) 77305
Capitol (Rome, Italy) SEE Capitoline Hill (Italy) 16513
Capitol Souvenir Company 80995
Capitol (Steamship) 55490
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The Capitol tour: a scenic and historic motor trip through the Blue Ridge section of Pennsylvania, Delaware, Maryland and Virginia, the Shenandoah Valley, Old Point Comfort: visiting the ancient Confederate and national capitals / arranged by Henry M. 11288

Capitol Tour Association 11288, 47811

Capitolii, et adiacentium sibi aedificiorum dextra, sinistrae[n]e nuper instauratorum, simulque, equestris Mar. Aurel. in media area, quae occidentem prospicit, aeneae statuae imago. Romae 16513

Capitoline Hill (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1569 64625

Capocacia, Giuseppe 26561, 26562

Capon, Charles R. (Charles Reginald), b. 1885 13524

Capon, W. G. (William Good) 74097

Cappelens atlas 10717

Cappelens internasjonale atlas 6991, 7095

Cappelens (J.W.) forlag SEE J.W. Cappelens forlag 34340

Cappelens Norges atlas for skolen 60136

Cappelier, Bernard 9601, 57167, 75414

Cappellano, Carlo Curonico 9763

Cappeller, W. S. (William S.) 60410

Capper, Arthur, 1865-1951 6104, 6133, 23580

Capper, Benjamin Pitts 30785, 52190, 52191, 52192

Capper Publications, Inc. 6104, 6133, 6332

Capper's 1937 atlas of the world / by Lloyd Edwin Smith; edited by Frederick K. Bronan 6133

Capper's 1936 atlas of the world / by Frederick K. Bronan ... , Lloyd Edwin Smith 6104


Capps, Marie T. 44903, 76378

Capparola arx et horti Farnesiani 80271

Caphrara (Italy) - Historical geography - Maps - 1986 (Provisional Heading) 16514

The Caphrara portrait of Columbus 21784

Caphrara's Sala della Cosmografia 52001

Caphrara (Viterbo): atlante storico 16514

Capri: atlante storico 7292

Capriolo e Massimin 38951

Capron, E. S. (Elisha Smith), 1806-1883?: History of California: from its discovery to the present time ... (1854) 15246

Capt. Parry's discoveries in the polar regions, 1819-20, Compiled and drawn, from the Admiralty records, by W. Lane, hydrographer and teacher of navigation. Naval Academy, 79, Leadenhall Street, London. 2454

Captain Bryan's Pacific war atlas: containing 75 detailed maps of Pacific areas and of the world, also complete index of 5000 place names / by Edwin H. Bryan, Jr. 62626

Captain Collins' Coasting pilot: a carto-bibliographical analysis 21181

Captain Cook, navigator and scientist: papers 22075


[Captain James Cook, F.R.S.] 22080

Captain James Cook & his voyages of discovery in the Pacific 55560

Captain Javan B. Irvine and the 1871 Eastern Yellowstone surveying expedition 38476

Captain John Smith's map of Virginia 70231

Captain Matthew Flinders, R.N.: his life and place in the exploration of Australia 26759

Captain Matthew Flinders, R.N.: his life and place in the exploration of Australia 26759

Captain Philip Pittman's The present state of the European settlements on the Mississippi: with a geographical description of that river 50498, 50499

Captain Scott Antarctic Fund 2103, 16890

Captain Snow's sketch of the country by himself, and the best accounts he could receive from the Indian traders 63525

Captain Snow's sketch 63526

Captains Bay (Alaska) - Maps - 1869 76013

Captured maps - United States - History - Civil War, 1861-1865 24112

Capuca, Matteo de 15800

Capuchin Seminary of St. Anthony (Marathon, Wis.) 25924, 25959

Capuchins 16516, 25924, 25958, 25959

Capuchins - Atlases - 1632 16515

Capuchins. General Curia SEE Franciscans. General Curia 16516

Capuchins - Maps - 1649 25924

Capuchins - Maps - 1712 25958, 25959

Capuchins - Maps - 1929 - Missions 16516
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Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839. Carey's General atlas ... (1796) 297, 2447, 3326, 11548, 15994, 16576, 20652, 21882, 23018, 25156, 25717, 26017, 27840, 28093, 30995, 38313, 38893, 40626, 43952, 45255, 45386, 53473, 53474, 54571, 54778, 56048, 57968, 62586, 63544, 66666, 67601, 69224, 69528, 70489, 70692, 70765, 72765, 73831, 74329, 80067, 80382, 84171, 84172

Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839. Carey's General atlas ... (1804) 306, 2450, 3336, 11552, 12179, 12729, 15992, 16579, 20657, 21886, 23021, 25169, 25719, 26024, 27861, 28094, 30997, 33315, 38323, 38902, 40629, 43959, 45259, 45390, 46821, 53480, 54577, 54782, 56054, 57972, 58725, 60362, 63548, 65053, 66670, 67607, 69228, 69533, 70501, 70697, 70770, 72775, 73838, 74333, 80074, 80391, 84187, 84191

Caribbean American atlas 76516

Caribbean Area's American pocket atlas; containing nineteen maps ... with a brief description of each state 76529

Caribbean's American pocket atlas; containing twenty maps ... with a brief description of each state, and of Louisiana: also, the census of the inhabitants of the United States, for 1801 and the exports from the United States for ten years 76537

Carey's General atlas ... 4542, 4580

Carey's minor American atlas 4573

Carey's World war atlas 84677

Carey Salt Company (Hutchinson, Kan.) 84677

Carey, T. J. (Thomas Joseph), b. 1853 1027

Carey, W. M. 71132

Carez, J. 1511, 1752, 35442, 48227

Cargill, D. O., fl. 1930

Carey Salt Company (Hutchinson, Kan.) 84677

Carey, W. M. 71132

Cargados Carajos Shoals (Mauritius) - Maps - 1703 - Nautical charts 45548

Cargados Carajos Shoals (Mauritius) - Maps - 1748 - Nautical charts 45550

Cargados Carajos (Mauritius) SEE Cargados Carajos Shoals (Mauritius) 45548

Cargill, D. O., fl. 1930 66710

Carhart, George S. 84501

Carhart, Mead & Co. 21754

Caribbean 16610

Caribbean and Gulf lands 16598

Caribbean Area - Boundaries - Maps - 1724 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 16549

Caribbean Area - Boundaries - Maps - 1726 - Manuscripts 16550

Caribbean Area - Boundaries - Maps - 1729 - Manuscripts 16552

Caribbean Area - Boundaries - Maps - 1731 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 16553

Caribbean Area - Geography - 2008 57304

Caribbean Area - Historical geography - Maps - 1933 - Pictorial maps 16599

Caribbean Area - Historical geography - Maps - 1940 77728

Caribbean Area - Manuscript maps - Bibliography - Catalogs 1522

Caribbean Area - Maps - 1511 81574

Caribbean Area - Maps - 1519 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 16530

Caribbean Area - Maps - 1523 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 1529, 13081

Caribbean Area - Maps - 1528 81575

Caribbean Area - Maps - 1538 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 81576

Caribbean Area - Maps - 1598 71261

Caribbean Area - Maps - 1600-1699 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 46230, 46231

Caribbean Area - Maps - 1631 - Description and Travel 16531

Caribbean Area - Maps - 1656 - Nautical charts 3665, 16532

Caribbean Area - Maps - 1657 81582

Caribbean Area - Maps - 1667 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 16533

Caribbean Area - Maps - 1671 16534, 39427

Caribbean Area - Maps - 1675 - Coasts - Nautical charts 81583, 81584

Caribbean Area - Maps - 1682 16535

Caribbean Area - Maps - 1682 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 70659

Caribbean Area - Maps - 1687 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 81587

Caribbean Area - Maps - 1689 16542

Caribbean Area - Maps - 1689 - Coasts - Nautical charts 16536, 16537, 16538

Caribbean Area - Maps - 1689 - Nautical charts 16539, 16540, 16541

Caribbean Area - Maps - 1696 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 46234

Caribbean Area - Maps - 1699 18957

Caribbean Area - Maps - 1700-1799 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 46235, 46236, 46237, 57432

Caribbean Area - Maps - 1703 16544

Caribbean Area - Maps - 1703 - Coasts - Nautical charts 16543

Caribbean Area - Maps - 1703 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 33166

Caribbean Area - Maps - 1703 - Nautical charts 81593

Caribbean Area - Maps - 1708 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 46239

Caribbean Area - Maps - 1710 16545

Caribbean Area - Maps - 1715 16546, 16547

Caribbean Area - Maps - 1720 16548

Caribbean Area - Maps - 1724 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 16549

Caribbean Area - Maps - 1726 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts 16550
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| Caribbean Area | Maps | 1728 | Coasts | Nautical charts | 16551 |
| Caribbean Area | Maps | 1729 | Nautical charts | Manucripts | 16552 |
| Caribbean Area | Maps | 1731 | | | 16554 |
| Caribbean Area | Maps | 1731 | Nautical charts | Manuscripts | Facsimiles | 16553 |
| Caribbean Area | Maps | 1732 | Coasts | Nautical charts | 16555, 16556 |
| Caribbean Area | Maps | 1732 | Manuscripts | Facsimiles | 3723 |
| Caribbean Area | Maps | 1732 | Nautical charts | | 16557 |
| Caribbean Area | Maps | 1734 | Manuscripts | Facsimiles | 16558 |
| Caribbean Area | Maps | 1735 | Manuscripts | Facsimiles | 81597 |
| Caribbean Area | Maps | 1741 | Nautical charts | | 45538 |
| Caribbean Area | Maps | 1742 | Manuscripts | Facsimiles | 46240 |
| Caribbean Area | Maps | 1745 | | | 16561, 57531, 57532 |
| Caribbean Area | Maps | 1745 | Manuscripts | Facsimiles | 16559, 16560 |
| Caribbean Area | Maps | 1746 | Manuscripts | Facsimiles | 81599 |
| Caribbean Area | Maps | 1750 | | | 81603, 81604 |
| Caribbean Area | Maps | 1759 | Manuscripts | Facsimiles | 46241 |
| Caribbean Area | Maps | 1760 | Coasts | Nautical charts | 16562, 16563 |
| Caribbean Area | Maps | 1761 | Manuscripts | Facsimiles | 16564 |
| Caribbean Area | Maps | 1765 | | | 46290 |
| Caribbean Area | Maps | 1766 | Manuscripts | Facsimiles | 46242 |
| Caribbean Area | Maps | 1766 | Nautical charts | | 81607 |
| Caribbean Area | Maps | 1769 | | | 81608 |
| Caribbean Area | Maps | 1769 | Manuscripts | | 16565 |
| Caribbean Area | Maps | 1771 | Nautical charts | | 81609, 81610 |
| Caribbean Area | Maps | 1774 | | | 81611, 81612 |
| Caribbean Area | Maps | 1775 | | | 16567 |
| Caribbean Area | Maps | 1775 | Index Maps | | 16566 |
| Caribbean Area | Maps | 1776 | Manuscripts | Facsimiles | 16568 |
| Caribbean Area | Maps | 1777 | | | 16569 |
| Caribbean Area | Maps | 1778 | Manuscripts | Facsimiles | 46243, 46244 |
| Caribbean Area | Maps | 1779 | | | 81617 |
| Caribbean Area | Maps | 1780 | | | 16570, 81618, 81619 |
| Caribbean Area | Maps | 1780 | Nautical charts | | 46245, 46246 |
| Caribbean Area | Maps | 1782 | Manuscripts | Facsimiles | 81620 |
| Caribbean Area | Maps | 1782 | Nautical charts | Manuscripts | 16571 |
| Caribbean Area | Maps | 1783 | Coasts | Nautical charts | 16572 |
| Caribbean Area | Maps | 1784 | Manuscripts | Facsimiles | 16573, 33184 |
| Caribbean Area | Maps | 1786 | | | 57652, 81621 |
| Caribbean Area | Maps | 1787 | Manuscripts | Facsimiles | 16574 |
| Caribbean Area | Maps | 1793 | | | 81623 |
| Caribbean Area | Maps | 1794 | | | 81625, 81626 |
| Caribbean Area | Maps | 1795 | | | 16575, 81627 |
| Caribbean Area | Maps | 1796 | | | 16576, 81628 |
| Caribbean Area | Maps | 1796 | Nautical charts | | 81629 |
| Caribbean Area | Maps | 1797 | | | 81630 |
| Caribbean Area | Maps | 1797 | Manuscripts | Facsimiles | 46247 |
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Carte de l’Espagne / dressée par Guillaume Delisle sur la description de Rodrigo Mendez Sylvia et sur diverses relators, et cartes mstes. ou imprimées, rectifiées par les observons. astronomiqes. ... le tout augmenté et vérifié en 1789 par Phil. Buache, d 72757
Carte de l’entendue de la juridiction de la Cour des Aydes ... 27680
Carte de l’évesché de Nantes ... 42311, 42312
Carte de l’île de Saint Domingue, ainsy que celles de Cube, de la Jamaique, avec le Canal de Bahama, et la province de la Louiissianne, l’entrée du fleuve de saint Louis ... 71282
Carte de l’île de St. Christophe 67969
Carte de l’île / dressée pour la Compagnie des Indes ; par le Sr. d’Anville secrétaire de S.A.S. Mgr. le Duc d’Orleans ; Guill. De-la-Haye 36531
Carte de l’île Dauphine 51184
Carte de l’île à Vache 79749
Carte de l’île d’Orleans et du passage de la traverse dans le Fleuve St. Laurent 35345
Carte de l’île d’Orleans ou Polo Condor 21834
Carte de l’île Dauline 22856
Carte de l’île de Caléenne et des rivières voisines ... / Par le Sr. d’Anville ...Mars 1729 ; Delahaye sculpsit 18898
Carte de l’île de Ceylan 73071
Carte de l’île de Ceylan / dressée sur les observations de Mrs. de l’Academie Royale des Sciences par le Sr. de L’Isle 73070
Carte de l’île de Ceylan / par le Sr. de l’Isle ... ; gravé par Berey 73069
Carte de l’île de java ou sont les viles de Bataua et Bantam 39624
Carte de l’île de leso et de ses environs pour servir à concilier les differentes idées que l’on en a eues jusqu’à présent / dressée par Philippe Buache de l’Academie des Sciences ... ; Delahaye l’aîné sculpsit 34527
Carte de l’île de la Barbade avec plan de Bridge Town 11795
Carte de l’île de la Jamaïque / par M. Bonne, Ingénieur-Hydrographe de la Marine 39442
Carte de l’île de la Martine, colonie Francoise de l’une des Isles Antilles de l’Amerique / dressée sur des plans manuscrits entr’autres sur celui de Mr. Houel Ingenieur du Roy ... avec des memoires particuliers de feu Mr. Guill. Delisle ... 45227
Carte de l’île de la Martinique et du passage de la traverse dans le Fleuve St. Laurent 36421
Carte de l’île de la Martinique colonie Francoise de l’une des Isles Antilles de l’Amerique 45228
Carte de L’île de Montreal et de ses environs 51693
Carte de l’île de Saint-Domingue ... 33991, 33993
Carte de l’île de Saint-Domingue, dressée en 1722 pour l’usage du Roy ... 33989
Carte de l’île de Saint Domingue dressée en 1722 pour l’usage du roy sur les memoires de Mr. Frazier, Ingenieur de S. M. et autres ... / par G. Delisle ... ; Marin, sculpsit 33990
Carte de l’île de Saint Dominique 33988
Carte de l’île de St. Domingue une des Grandes Antilles ... / par M. Bonne, Ingénieur-Hydrographe de la Marine 34000
Carte de l’île de Terra-Neuve 56897
Carte de l’île et royaume de Sicile 70054, 70064
Carte de l’île et Royaume de Sicile / par Guillaume Del’Isle ... 70055, 70069
Carte de l’île et royaume de Sicile / par Guillaume Delisle ... 70071
Carte de l’île Royale 16469
Carte de l’île Royale 16468
Carte de l’île Royale : sicrue par 45.degr. 15.minut. et 46.degr. 50.min. nord et par 321.degr. 40.minu. et 323.degr. 10.min. de longitude 16464
Carte de l’île Saint Pierre 73118
Carte de l’île St. Thomas 68253
Carte de l’Italie dans laquelle sont tracées les routes des postes / par le Sr. Robert ... ; Elisabeth Haussard sculp. 38862, 38863
Carte de l’Italie proprement dite où l’objet principal a été de tracer les voyes Romaines, pour l’intelligence de l’Histoire Romaine de Mr. Rollin / par le Sr. D’Anville, Géographe ordre. du Roi, Juillet 1739 ; gravée pour Bourgoin l’aîne 38739
Carte de l’île Ceylon et parte de la coste de Coromandel : commencent a Pondichery jusqu’a Manepar 73067
Carte de l’Ocean Occidental et partie de l’Amérique septentrionale 57892
Carte de l’Orient pour la Concorde de la géographie des différent ages 48109
Carte de la Baie de Chesapeake ... 19324
Carte de la Baie de Tous les Saints a ... la coste du Brazil situee par 13 d’ sud 1262
Carte de la Barbarie contenant les royaumes de Maroc, de Fez, d’Alger, de Tunis et de Tripoli ... / dressée sus les cartes des SSrs. d’Anville et Robert de Vaugondy 464
Carte de la Barbarie, de la Nigritie ... 81542
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Carte de la Barbarie de la Nigritie et de la Guinée
Carte de la Barbarie, de la Nigritie, et de la Guinée / par Guillaume De l’Isle ... / C. Inselin, sculpst.
Carte de la Baye de Hudson 34796, 34798
Carte de la Baye de la Table au Nord du Cap de Bonne Esperance : par la latitude de 34 degrez sud 74144
Carte de la Baye de Saldagné : spolié par 33 degréz 20 minute sud 68268
Carte de la Baye des Chaleurs / Chirisset (?)] 19074
Carte de la baye des Mazelages ou Nouveaux Menages : située dans l’isle de Madagascar, par la latitude de 17 degrez sud 2173
Carte de la baye, isle et enuiron de Cadix 15083
Carte de la baye, ville, port et environs d’Yorc 55824
Carte de la Beaute du Gatoinois de la Sologne ... 62311
Carte de la Beaute du Gatoinois de la Sologne et pays voisins dans la generalité d’Orleans 62314
Carte de la Beaute du Gatoinois de la Sologne et pays voisins compris dans la generalité d’Orleans / par Guillaume Delisle ... 62312
Carte de la Californie suivant I. la Carte manuscrite de l’Amérique de Mathieu Néron Pecchi olen dresses a Florence en 1604, II. Sanson 1656, III. De l’Isle Amérique Sept. 1700, IV. le Pere Kino Jesuite en 1705, V. la Société des Jésuites en 1767 ... 15692
Carte de la campagne de la division aux ordres du Mis. de St. Simon en Virginie depuis le 2 7bre. 1781 jusq’a la reddition d’Yorck le 19 8bre. mene année 16710, 85168
Carte de la Carolina du Nord et du Sud 71273
Carte de la Caroline et Georgie : pour servir à l’Histoire générale des voyages 71296
Carte de la Champagne et des pays voisins ... 19088, 19093
Carte de la Champagne et des pays voisins ou lön voit la generalite de Chalons partie de celle de Soissons &c. / par Guillaume Delsile ... 19089
Carte de la côte de la Floride depuis le Cap St. Blanco jusques aux isles San Diego 659
Carte de la côte de St.Laurens. 1689 68023
Carte de la côte de la Louisiana ... 71280
Carte de la côte de Guinée tres juste au faite au grand point depuis la Pointe de Galines jusques au Cap de Lopes 552
Carte de la côte de la Louisiana, depuis la Baye de St. Bernard jusqu’a celle de Saint Joseph : ou tous les ports, rades, et bons mouillages sont exactement marquez avec les sondes, et la profondeur des terres jusqu’au dessus des Natchez 33170
Carte de la côte de la Louisiana depuis La Baye de St. Louis, ou de St. Bernard, jusqu’a celle de St.Joseph ... aux années 1719 et 1720 33168
Carte de la côte de la Nouvelle Angleterre ... 53838
Carte de la côte de Labrador depuis les isles de Maingan jusqu’au detroit de Belisle ... 67981
Carte de la côte du Nouveau Biloxy avec les isles des environs 50659
Carte de la côte et des environs du fleuve Mississipi. 1699 50566
Carte de la côte et des environs du fleuve Mississipi. 1699 33163
Carte de la côte et des environs du Vieux Biloxy 13109
Carte de la côte de Barbarie depuis le cap Spartial isusqa Ste Croix. et des cotes de Spagne et de Portugal depuis Cadix jusqu’a Sizimbre, deresse sur les observations faites en 1737 par lescadre francoises. Commandée Par Mr. Marquis D’Antin 45863
Carte de la côte de l’Amérique sur l’océan Pacifique septentrional : comprenant le territoire de l’Orégon, les Californies, la Mer Vermeille, partie des territoires de la compagnie de la Baie d’Hudson et de l’Amérique Russe 16327
Carte de la côte de la Louisiana depuis l’embouchure de la Riviere De Micissipy jusques à la Riviere de St. Martin 71271
Carte de la cote de la Louisiane depuis l’embouchure du Mississippi jusqu’a la Baie de St. Joseph 71281
Carte de la cote du Brazil depuis Rio Janeiro jusqu’au Cap Negre 66845
Carte de la decouverte faite l’an 1663 dans l’Americque septentrionale / Liebaux sculp. 71280
Carte de la decouverte faite l’an 1673 dans l’Americque septentrionale / Liebaux sculp. 33163
Carte de la decouverte faite l’an 1673 dans l’Americque septentrionale / Liebaux sculp. 50548
Carte de la defense de Mexico contre l’attaque du Major General Scott en 1847 : pour servir à l’intelligence des operations militaires de l’armee française en 1863 46225
Carte de la descouverte du Sr Jolliet ou Ion voit la communication du fleuue St. Laurens, avec les lacs Frontenac, Enré, Lac des Huron et Illinois [1674] 32521
Carte de la decouverte faite l’an 1663 dans l’Americque septentrionale 50560
Carte de la decouverte faite l’an 1673 dans l’Americque septentrionale 50558
Carte de la decouverte faite l’an 1663 dans l’Americque septentrionale / Liebaux sculp. 50548
Carte de la decouverte faite l’an 1673 dans l’Americque septentrionale / Liebaux sculp. 50550
Carte de la descouverte du Sr Jolliet ou Ion voit la communication du Flevue St. Laurens avec les lacs Frontenac, Enré, Lac des Huron et Illinois : le Lac Frontenac est séparé par un sault de demeye lieue du Lac Enré, duquel on entre dans celuy des H 57381
Carte de la Dominiqne ... 7 Septembre 1778 23688
Carte de la Floride, de la Louisiana, et pays voisins ... 1757 76457, 76458
Carte de la Floride occidentale et Louisiana. La peninsule et golfe de la Floride ou canal de Bahama avec les isles de Bahama 33183
Carte de la France à l’échelle de l pour 320,000 [microform] 27941
Carte de la France, comprenant la détermination de toutes les municipalités 27853
Carte de la France divisée en 109 départements : avec les pays conquis endeça du Rhin &c ... / d’apres la Paix Universelle du 1802 / par le Ctin. Poirçon, ingénieur géophraph, 1803 ; gravée, et écrite par J. Bonatti 27858
Carte de la France : où l’on a essaye de donner la configuration de son territoire par une nouvelle méthode de nivellements ... 27852
Carte de la Géorgie et des pays situés entre la Mer Noire et la Mer Caspienne / dessinée à Petersbourg en 1738 ... . Publiee en 1766 par Mr. Joseph Nicolas de l’Isle ... sous les auspices de M. le Duc Choiseul ministre et secrétaire d’état ... 31273
Carte de la Grande Grece y compris la Sicile dressée pour l’intelligence de l’histoire ancienne de Mr. Rollin... 39189
Carte de la Grande Ryssia ov Moscovie / par Du Val geographer ; A. Peyrounin fecit 67516
Carte de la Grece ... 32827, 32830, 32832
Carte de la Grece : dressée sur un grand nombre de memoires anciens et nouveaux, sur ceux de Mrs. Wheler et Tournefort, sur les observations astronomiques de Mr. Vemon du P. Feullide Minime &c. / par G. de L’Isle de l’Academie re. des scie[n]ces et I 32838
Carte de la Grece dressée sur un grand nombre de memoires anciens et nouveaux, sur ceux de Mrs. Wheler et Tournefort, sur les observations astronomiques de Mr. Vemon du P. Feullide Minime &c. / par G. de L’Isle de l’Academie re. des scie[n]ces et I 32838
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Carte de la nouvelle découverte que les R.R. pères Jesuites ont fait en l'année 1672; et continuée par le R. Père Jacques Marquette accompagné de quelq. francois, en l'année 1673 qu'on pourra nommer en francois la Manitoumie...

Carte de la Nouvelle Angleterre, Nouvelle Yorck, et Pensilvanie hallée en 1718 ou 1719

Carte de la Nouvelle Angleterre jusque à la Virginie d'apres Robert Morden

Carte marine, par son très humble serviteur Joseph Roux, hydrographe du roy, sur le Port à St. Jean à

Carte de la Mer Méditerranée en douze feuilles / dédiée à Mgr. le duc de Choiseul, colonel général des Suisses et Grisons, mi

Carte de la Mer des Indes avec les parties des îles d'Aracan, Pegu, Bengala, Orixa et Tenasserin

Czariène / gravé par Liébaux, 1723

Carte de la Mer Caspiène distingué

Carte de La Manche faite par ordre du roy pour le service de ses armées de Mer.

Carte de la Louisiane / Par le Sr. d'Anville. ; Guill. De la Haye 1679, 80, 81 & 82

Carte de la Louisiane, ou des voyages du Sr. de La Salle & des pays qu'il découverts de 1700 à 1720

Carte de la Louisiane et pays voisins, dédiée à M. Rouillé, secrétaire d'État, ayant le Département de la marine

Carte de la Louisiane et du cours de Mississipi : dressée sur un grand nombre de memoires et cartes manuscrites ou imprimées rectifiée par les observations du cte. Marsilli et quelques autres / par Guillaume De l'Isle géographe, de l'Acad...34952, 34953

Carte de la Louisiane et du cours de Mississipi : dressée sur un grand nombre et memoires ent'autres sur ceux de Mr. le Maire / par Guillaume De l'Isle...

Carte de la Lorraine et du Barrois...dressée pour la lecture du mémoire de M. Rouillé l'aîné / par le Sr. Robert de Vaugondy...34960, 34969

Carte de la Lithuanie Russienne qui comprend les palatinats de.../ dressée sur l'exemple des Héritiers Homan 1775

Carte de la Lorraine et du Barrois...dressée pour la lecture du mémoire de M. Durival l'aîné / par le Sr. Robert de Vaugondy...; M. C. Haussard 43082

[Carte de la Louisiane] 48194, 57400

Carte de la Louisiane. 1685

Carte de la Louisiane, cours du Mississipi et pays voisins 76451

Carte de la Louisiane dressée en Mai 1732

Carte de la Louisiane en l'Amérique septentrionale, depuis la Nouvelle France jusque 'au golfe de Sieur de La Salle a decouverts dans un grand continent compris depuis 50. degr. de l'elevation du pole, jusque a 25, les années 1679. 80. 81. 82 57396

Carte de la Louisiane, et de la Florne / par M. Bonne, Ingénieur-Hydrogr[aph]e de la Marine

Carte de la Louisiane et des pays voisins, dédiée à M. Rouillé, secrétaire d'État, ayant le Département de la marine

Carte de la Louisiane et du cours de Mississipi ; dressée sur un grand nombre de memoires ent'autres sur ceux de Mr. le Maire, de L'Isle...

Carte de la Louisiane et du cours de Mississipi : dressée sur un grand nombre et memoires ent'autres sur ceux de Mr. le Maire / par Guillaume Delisle...

Carte de la Louisiane et du cour du Mississipy sur la Relation d'André Penicaut

Carte de la Louisiane et du cours de Mississipi 76440, 76449

Carte de la Louisiane et du cours du Mississipi avec les colonies anglais...76471

Carte de la Louisiane et du cours du Mississipi / dressée sur un grand nombre de memoires ent'reau tres sur ceux de Mr. le Maire par Guillaume de L'Isle de l'Academie Rle. des Sciences

Carte de la Louisiane et du cours du Mississippi 76439

Carte de la Louisiane et du cours du Mississipi: dressée sur un grand nombre de memoires ent'autres sur ceux de Mr. le Maire 76431, 76432, 76433, 76434

Carte de la Louisiane et particulièrement du fleuve Mississipi

Carte de la Louisiane et pays voisins 76463

Carte de la Louisiane et pays voisins...1757 76459

Carte de la Louisiane, ou des voyages du Sr. de La Salle & des pays qu'il découverts depuis la Nouvelle France jusqu'au Golfe Mexique, les années 1679, 80, 81 & 82 57395

Carte de la Louisiane ou des voyages du sr. de La Salle et des pays qu'il a découverts ...

Carte de la Louisiane / Par le Sr. d'Anville. ; Guill. De la Haye 33174, 43275

Carte de la Manche faite par ordre du roy... 25473

Carte de La Manche faite par ordre du roy pour le service de ses armées de Mer. 25476

Carte de la Mer Cazplène distinguée suivant les différentes representations des geographes tant anciens que modernes jointes a celle de Sa Majesté Czarinë / gravé par Liébaux, 1723 18660

Carte de la Mer des Indes avec les parties des îles d'Aracan, Pegu, Bengala, Orixa et Tenasserin 36708

Carte de la Mer Méditerranée en douze feuilles / dédiée à Mgr. le duc de Choiseul, colonel général des Suisses et Grisons, ministre de la guerre et de la marine, par son très humble serviteur Joseph Roux, hydrographe du roy, sur le Port à St. Jean à Ma 45875

Carte de la Nouvelle France et de la Louisiana nouvellement decouverte / dediée au Roy l'an 1683 par le Reuerend Pere Louis Hennepin...; Roussel scriptis 57391, 57392

Carte de la Nouvelle Angleterre jusque a la Virginie d'apres Robert Morden geographe anglois envoyé dans ceipar le Roy d'angleterre avec le docteur hallé en 1718 ou 1719 3829

Carte de la Nouvelle Angleterre, Nouvelle Yorck, et Pensilvanie 53860

Carte de la nouvelle decouverte que les R.R. pères jesuistes ont fait en l'année 1672, et continuée ...

Carte de la nouvelle decouverte que les peres Jesuistes ont fait en l'année 1672 et continuée par le P. Jacques Marquette de la mesme compagnie : accompagné de quelq. francois, en l'année 1673 qu'on pourra nommer en francois la manitoumie a cause de la s

Carte de la nouvelle decouverte que les peres Jesuistes ont fait en l'année 1672; et continuée par le P. Jacques Marquette de la mesme compagnie, accompagné de quelq. francois, en l'année 1673; quon pourra nommer en francois la manitoumie ...

Carte de la nouvelle decouverte que les R.R. peres Jesuistes ont fait en l'année 1672; et continuée par le R. Pere Jacques Marquette de la mesme
Carte de la rivièe de Canton en Chine 20810
Carte de la rivièe de Surinam : depuis la Vegie jusques en dedans du bourg de Paramaribo et de la maniere qu'on doit entrer marqué par les brasses de cinq pieds de France, les chiffres rouge marquent la quantité des pieds 62986
Carte de la rivièe de la Gironde et partie de celle de la Garone : avec les plans des fortifications qui sont sur les dites rivières 31911
Carte de la Riviere aux Perles depuis Boukoucha jusqu’a son embouchure qui est àla passe a Dion vis a vis isle aux Oyes levé à l'estime le 14 juillet 1732 par Monsieur Regis Du Roulet, officer dans la colonie 63456
Carte de la rivièe de Coutilkouk, 1752 21983
Carte de la Rivière de Canada ... 1699 67996
Carte de la riviere des Tournaisiens, de l'Ardenne, et pays voisins 47381, 47382, 47383

Carte de la riviere de la Virginie ou precis de la campagne de 1781
Carte de la Virginie.  Legende ou precis de la campagne 1781 en Virginie pour servir a l'intelligence de la carte

45078

Carte de la Riviere de Richelieu et du Lac Champlain 19128
Carte de la Riviere de Savonnerie autrement Manche ou Canal de Bristol : copiée sur celle du Pilotte costier de la Grande Bretagne de Greenville Collins 69881
Carte de la riviere des Cheraquis ou Grande Riviere, avec les tribus Chaouanos, Allibamons, Talapouchas, Abecas, etc. 66856
Carte de la Riviere des Pascagoula, ou l'on voit la situation des isles, lacs t terrain des habitans ... 30 Octobre 1726 63401
Carte de la riviere du Detroit depuis le lac Erie ... lac Ste. Claire 23482
Carte de la Riviere du Détroit fait a Quebec le 22 Octobre 1749 23481
Carte de la Riviere du Gange depuis son embouchure jusqu’a Chinchura: avec une partie du Golphe de Bengale ou sont comprises la Pointe de Palmiers, les rades & entrées des Rivieres de Balassor & de Pipély, les bancs comme ils paraissent a basse mer et 34858
Carte de la Riviere Longue et de quelques autres ... ; Carte que les Gnasctares ont dessinné ... 81743
Carte de la Riviere Longue ; et de quelques autres, qui se dechargent dans le grand fleuve de Mississipi ... ; Carte que les Gnasctares ont dessinné sur des paux de cerfs ... 81744
Carte de la Riviere St. George ... 39471
Carte de la Rivière des Pascagoula, ou l'on voit la situation des isles, lacs t terrain des habitans ... 30 Octobre 1726 63401
Carte de la route entre les villages St. Jacques et la Conception et le lac Ontario ... 61779
Carte de la route qui a tenuée l'escadre du roy en 1707 57884
Carte de la route qui mene depuis la capitale de la Nouvelle Espagne jusqu’a S. Fe du Nouveau Mexique / dessiné et redigé par F. Friesen, 46307, 46308
Carte de la Sonore et de la Basse California / dressée par A. Vuillemin d'apres les docume ... 30 Octobre 1726
Carte de la riviere du Detroit depuis le lac Erie ... lac Ste. Claire 23482
Carte de la riviere du Detroit depuis le lac Erie ... lac Ste. Claire 23482
Carte de la riviere du Detroit depuis le lac Erie ... lac Ste. Claire 23482
Carte de la riviere de Canton en Chine 20810
Carte de la rivièe de Surinam : depuis la Vegie jusques en dedans du bourg de Paramaribo et de la maniere qu'on doit entrer marqué par les brasses de cinq pieds de France, les chiffres rouge marquent la quantité des pieds 62986
Carte de la rivièe de la Gironde et partie de celle de la Garone : avec les plans des fortifications qui sont sur les dites rivières 31911
Carte de la Riviere aux Perles depuis Boukoucha jusqu’a son embouchure qui est àla passe a Dion vis a vis isle aux Oyes levé à l'estime le 14 juillet 1732 par Monsieur Regis Du Roulet, officer dans la colonie 63456
Carte de la rivièe de Coutilkouk, 1752 21983
Carte de la Rivière de Canada ... 1699 67996
Carte de la riviere de Gènes, pour l'intelligence des opérations militaires de 1792 à 1800, et particulièrement pour les affa ... 39471
Carte de la rivière de Gènes, pour l'intelligence des opérations militaires de 1792 à 1800, et particulièrement pour les affa ... 39471
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Carte de l'Isle de la lamayque apartenant aux anglois : située 18 degrés 5 minutes latitude nord et 300 degrés 30 minutes de longitude  39429
Carte de l'Isle de Nieve  53771
Carte de l'Isle de Monreal  51640
Carte de l'Isle Sainte Helene aux Anglois  67928
Carte de l'Isle St. Domingue et dependances débouquoyant des Caïques et isles adiacentes  33987
Carte de l'Isle St Domingue Et Dependences, ca.1713-21  56872
La Carte de Lorraine sous le duc Charles III  46040
Carte de Mallaye, Siam et d'une partie de Cambodja  70859
Carte de Moaly: situé par 12 degr. de latitude sud ou il'y a 20 degr. 25 min. de variation NO  21824
Carte de Moscovie  67527, 67716
Carte de Moscovie / dressée par Guillaume De l'Isle  67581
Carte de Moscovie / dressée par Guillaume De l'Isle ... ; gravé par Liebaux le fils ; N. G. s.  67526
Carte de Moscovie / dressée par Guillaume De l'Isle, premier géographe de l'Académie, a Son Excellence Monseigneur André Artémonidés de Matueof, ministre d'Etat de Sa Majesté cérénâie l'empereur des Russes, son lieutenant gênerjal en la principauté  67580
Carte de Moscovie / dressée par Guillaume De l'Isle, premier géographe du roy a Son Excellence Monseigneur André Artémonidés de Matueof, ministre d'Etat de Sa Majesté cérénâie l'empereur des Russes, son lieutenant gênerjal en la principauté de Jaroslav  67579
Carte de Moscovie / dressée par Guillaume de l'Isle, premier geographe du roy ; Gravé par Liebaux le fils  67523
Carte de Normandie ...  57240
Carte de Normandie ou sont marquez exactement les pays ...  57243
Carte de Normandie ou sont marquez exactement. les pays ou contrées enfermées das cette province ... / par Guillaume Dellsle ...  57241
Carte de partie de la costa du Nouveau Biloxy, environ douze cents toises à l'est et à l'ouest de l'endroit ou l'on doit placer le fort  13106
Carte de partie de la Louissance qui comprend le cours de Mississipi depuis son embouchure jusques aux Arcanasas ...  71286
Carte de partie du cours du fleuve St. Louis  50460
Carte de Perse  38163
Carte de Perse : dressée pour l'usage du roy / par G. Delsile ... ; gravé par P. Starch-man  38162
Carte de Perse dressée pour l'usage du Roy / par G. Delisle premier geographe ... ; Gravé par P. Starch-man  48094
Carte de Picardie septentrionale d'Artois ...  57169
Carte de ports d'Exmouth, Tinnmouth, Darmouth, et Salcomb ... : copiée sur la carte Angloise du Pilote costier de la grande Bretagne de Greenville Collins  23512
Carte de Provence et des terres adiacentes  65627, 65630
Carte de Provence et des terres adiacentes / par Guillaume Dellsle ... ; Derozier sc.  65628
Carte de retraite des dix mille acordée aux observations de l'Academie / gravé par Liebaux, 1723  75691
Carte de royaume de d'Esclavonie et du duché de Syrmie ...  75691
Carte de royaume de d'Esclavonie et du duché de Syrmie ...  75691
Carte de Suisse : où sont les cantons de Zurich, Berne, Lucerne, Uri, Schwitz, Unterwald, Zug, Glaris, Basle, Fribourg, Soleurre, Schaffouze et Appenzel, les aliez qui sont la ville de Bienne, l'abbe et la ville de S. Gal, les 3 lignes des Grisons,  73826, 73835
Carte de Suisse, ou sont les cantons de Zurich, Berne, Lucerne [etc.]. ... / dressée sur les memoires de Mr. Merveilleux ... par Guillaume del Isle ...  73802
Carte de Suisse ou sont les treize cantons leurs alliés et leurs sujets ... / par Abr. Rouvier, 1760 ; T. Kitchin sculp.  73819
Carte de Tartarie  67551
Carte de Tartarie dressée sur les relations de plusieurs voyageurs de differentes nations et sur quelques observations qui ont été faites dans ce pais la / par Guillaume de l'Isle ... ; N. Guerard inve. fecit ; des Rosiers sc.  67571
Carte de Tartarie : dressée sur les relations de plusieurs voyageurs de differentes nations ... / par Guillaume Del'Isle ... ; des Rosiers sc. ; N. Guerard ... fecit  67524
Carte de Tartarie dressée sur les relations de plusieurs voyageurs / par Guillaume de l'Isle ... ; N. Guerard inve. fecit ; des Rosiers sc.  67525
[Carte de tendre = Map of love]  43502
Carte de terre de Verone  80159, 80160
Carte de territoire de Verone ...  80159
Carte de toutes les costes de Terre Ferme des Isles du Vent, Golphe de Mexique, ressifs, sondes, ances, caneaux, et rivieres nouvellement corrigée de quelques erreurs par l'experience de differents pilots pratiques  81599
... Le Carte del Lazio  17496, 41750
Carte dela Colchide : appelee maintenant Mengrelie et par cevv dv pays, Odisci  31272
Le carta della Toscana di D. Stefano Buonsignori  14931
Carte depuis la petite Baye des Rochers jusqua'a la Baye St. Louis, coste de Labrador  67980
(Carte depuis la prairie de la Magdalaine jusque à la rivière de Chambly où est marqué le chemin de la prairie à Jean où mouille la barque du Lac Champlain;" drawn about 1720  67932
Carte depuis la Riviere des Hommes jusqua'à la petite Baye des Rochers, Coste de Labrador ; Carte de puis la Riviere des Equimaux jusqu'a la pointe de Belsampton  67979
Carte depuis le Cap Blanc jusqua l'Isle d'Arquiun  45546
Carte depuis le Lac Huron jusqua'au Sault Ste. Marie  35026
Carte der Europaeischen Turkey (box)  75773
Carte des Alpes Noriques pour l'intelligence de la campagne de 1797  16642
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<tr>
<td>Carte des Antilles Françoises et des îles voisines</td>
<td>2160, 83021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carte des Antilles Françoises et des îles voisines : dressée sur les</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>memoirs manuscrits de Mr. Petit, Ingenieur du Roy ... / par Guillaume</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Del'isle ...</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81571</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carte des bayes, rades et port de Plaisance dans l'île de Terre Neuve</td>
<td>64905</td>
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<td>Carte des Black Hills du Dakota ; [Carte des États Unis] / gravé par</td>
<td></td>
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<td>Carte des cercles du Haut et du bas Rhin où se trouvent dans le</td>
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<td>66606, 66607</td>
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<td>...</td>
<td></td>
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<td>Carte des cercles du Haut et du Bas Rhin ... / par le Sr. Robert de</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vaugondy, Geogr. Ord. du Roy 1753</td>
<td>33904</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carte des chasses du Roi, a Fontainebleau</td>
<td>27197</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>26373</td>
</tr>
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<td>32554, 32555</td>
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<td>33304</td>
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<td></td>
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<td>Guillaume Del'isle ... / Desrosiers sc.</td>
<td>33298</td>
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<td>Carte des costes d'Afrique</td>
<td>159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carte des costes d'Asie</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carte des costes d'une partie de l'Amérique Septentrionale ...</td>
<td>1703, 33166</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carte des costes de la Floride Françoise. Suivant les premières</td>
<td>71290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>découvertes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carte des côtes de Malabar et de Coromandel</td>
<td>36521</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carte des Côtes de Malabar et de Coromandel / par ... G. Delisle ...</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marin sculpsit</td>
<td>36515</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carte des Côtes de Malabar et de Coromandel / presentée au roy /</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>par ... G. Delisle ; Marin sculpsit</td>
<td>36514</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carte des Couronnes du Nord</td>
<td>69187, 69200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carte des couronnes du Nord : comprenant la Suede, le Danemarc, &amp;c.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>, la Norwege, la Laponie suedoise, danoise, et moscovite / par Guill.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>de Lisle premier géographe, de l'Académie des sciences ; revue</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>et augmentée par Dezauche en 1788 ; Ph. Buache P.G.d.</td>
<td>69216</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carte des couronnes du Nord : dediée au très-puissant et très-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>invincible prince Charles XII, roi de Suède, des Gots et des</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vandalies, grand duc de Finlande &amp;c. &amp;c. / par son très-humble et</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>très-obéissant serviteur Guillaume de L'Isle premier géogr. d</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69210</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carte des déclinaisons et inclinaisons de l'aiguille aimantée [Atlantic</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ocean] : redigée d'apres la table des observations magnetiques faite</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>par les voyageurs depuis l'année 1775</td>
<td>38112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carte des déclinaisons et inclinaisons de l'aiguille aimantée [Indian</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ocean] : redigée d'apres la table des observations magnetiques faite</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>par les voyageurs depuis l'année 1775</td>
<td>36712</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carte des déclinaisons et inclinaisons de l'aiguille aimantée</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Pacific Ocean] : redigée d'apres la table des observations magnetiques</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>faite par les voyageurs depuis l'année 1775</td>
<td>62587</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carte des découvertes, de l'Amal. de Fonte selon la carte Anglaise</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>donnee par l'ecrivain du vaisseau la Californie dans son voyage à</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>la Baye d'Hudson : avec les terres vués et reconnues par les Russes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>et comparaison des cartes du 16e. et 58708</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carte des deux cercles de Brody et Brzeccany = Karte deren zween</td>
<td>28521</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kreisen von Brody und Brzeczany</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carte des deux cercles de Dukla et Sanok = Karte der zweyen Kreysen</td>
<td>83613</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>von Dukla und Sanok</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carte des deux cercles de Sambor et Stry = Karte der zweyen Kreisen</td>
<td>43683</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>von Sambor und Stry</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carte des deux cercles de Tarnopol et Zaleszyk = Karte der zweyen</td>
<td>74477</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kreisen von Tarnopol und Zaleszay</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carte des deux cercles de Tarnow et Rzeszow = Karte der zweyen Kreisen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>von Tarnow und Rzeszow</td>
<td>44243</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carte des deux regions polaires jusquu au 45e de latitude / Grave</td>
<td>65105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>par Blanchard</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carte des deux regions polaires jusquu au 45e degrte de latitude</td>
<td>65103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carte des diverses routes par lesquelles les richesses metalliques</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>refuient d'un continent a l'autre</td>
<td>84195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carte des ecoles chretiennes de la Macedonie</td>
<td>43744</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carte des embouchures du Mississippi, sur les manuscrits du Depot</td>
<td>50494</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>des Cartes et Plans de la Marine</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carte des environs d'York avec lesattaques et al position des</td>
<td>85167</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>armées Francaise et Americaine devant cette place</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carte des environs d'York en Virginie avec les attaques et la position</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>des armées Françoise et Americaine pendant le siége en 8. 1781</td>
<td>85163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carte des environs de la Mer Noire où se trouvent l'Ukrayne, la</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Petite Tartarie et les confins de la Russie Européene et de la</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turquie / par le Sr. Robert de Vaugondy géog.</td>
<td>13206</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carte des environs de la Nouvelle York</td>
<td>55821</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carte des environs de Lille et Courtray : pour l'intelligence des</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>battales de Torcoin et de Pont a Chin, en 1794</td>
<td>57150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carte des environs de Paris : contenat toutes les villes ...</td>
<td>63340</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carte des environs du Mississippi. Donné par M. d'Iberville en 1701</td>
<td>57439</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carte des etats de Parme, et de Modène ...</td>
<td>63383</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carte des Etats du centre, de l'ouest et du sud des Etats-Unis</td>
<td>70534</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carte des Etats-Unis d'Amerique et du cours du Mississippi: redigee</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d'apres differentes cartes et relations anglaises et les operations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>de la derniere guerre; avec les nouvelles limites generales fixees</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>par les articles preliminaires de paix, signes ta</td>
<td>76481, 76482</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carte des États-Unis d'Amérique / gravée sur pierre par L. Bouffard,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rue du Regard 19</td>
<td>24103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carte des Etats-Unis de l'Amerique ...</td>
<td>24086</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carte des Etats-Unis de l'Amerique Septentrionale</td>
<td>76586</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carte des Etats-Unis de l'Amérique suivant le Traité de Paix de 1783</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/ Dediee et presente a S. Excellence Mr. Benjamin Franklin ... / ...</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lattré ; A Paris chez Lattré ...</td>
<td>76484</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carte des europeas- und eines Theils des asiatisch-russischen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reiche nach den neuesten astronomischen Ortsbestimungen, den</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grossen Atlas und andern Karten des Russisch-kaiserl: Karten-Depots</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>verfasst ... von Jwan Danielow ...</td>
<td>67617, 67618</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carte des fausses positions de Mexico, Acapulco, Veracruz et du</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pic d'Orizaba</td>
<td>46315</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carte des gouvernements d'Anjou et du Saumurois ... / par M. Bonne ...</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a Paris 1771, 2017</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carte des gouvernements de Bourgogne, de Franche Comité et de</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lyonnais / ... par M. Bonne ... a Paris 1771</td>
<td>14977</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carte des gouvernements de Dauphine et de Provence ... / par M.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bonne ... a Paris 1771</td>
<td>22874</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Carte du fleuve St. Laurent dressée sur les mémoires et observations du Sr. Jolliet en 46 voyagea. Par J.B. Louis Franquelin.

Carte du Fleuve Missisipi avec les noms des peuples qui l'habitent et des establissements des Espagnols et Anglois qui en sont proches.

Carte du fleuve de St. Laurent depuis le Lac Ontario jusqu’a la Pointe aux Vaches

Carte du fleuve de Saint Laurent depuis la Pointe aux Vaches jusqu’a son embouchure

Carte du duché de Bourgogne et de comtez en dependans dresée par l’ordre de Mrs. les Elus Generaux de la province sur un grand nombre de relations imprimées ou manuscrites / par Guillaume Del'Isle, premier géographe de l’Académie royale des sciences 15987

Carte du Canada qui comprend la partie septentrionale des Etats Unis d’Amérique : dressée sur plusieurs observations et sur un grand nombre de relations imprimées ou manuscrites / par Guillaume Del'Isle, premier géographe du roi et de l’Académie royale 15986

Carte du Canada sur un tres grand nombre de memoires des plus recents augmentée et corrigée sur toutes celles qui ont été faittes avant 1711 15966

Carte du Canal de Mosambique, contenant l'Isl'e de Madagascar ... / par M. Bonne, Ingénieur Hydrographe de la Marine 523

Carte du Canal S. Georges ou Mer d'Iraldie : copiée sur celle du Pilote costier de la Grande Bretagne de Greenville Collins 67919

Carte du Cap Francois, coste St. Domingue et de l'etendue de son port et de ses environs 16460

Carte du Cap François de Saint Domingue, de l'isle de Cuba, de la Jamaïque avec le Canal de Bahama, l'entrée du fleuve St. Louis, et le pays de la Louisiana et les isles adjacentes, le tout depuis 16 degres de latitude jusqu’a trente six 81601

Carte du centre de l'Amérique Méridionale relative a la navigation de l'Amazone et de la Plata 13331

Carte du cercle de Bukovine = Karte des Kreises von Zamosc 14895

Carte du cercle de Stanislawow = Karte des Kreises von Stanislawow 39336

Carte du cercle de Zamosc = Karte des Kreises von Zamosc 85248

Carte du chemin du Fort de la Mobile aux villages des Tchaktas / leveé par estime en 1732 le 14 juillet par Monsieur Regis du Roulet officier dans la colonie 51173

Carte du Chili, depuis le sud du Pérou jusqu’au Cap Horn ... / par Mr. Bonne, Ingénieur Hydrographe de la Marine 20571

Carte du Chili méridionale, du Rio de la Plata, des Patagons, et du Détroit de Magellan ... / par le Sr. d'Anville 70469

Carte du comte de Flandre 26726

Carte du comte de Flandre dressée sur differens morceaux ... 26741

Carte du comte de Flandre dressée sur differens morceaux levez sur liieux fixez par les observations astronomiques / par Guillaume De l'isle ... ; gravé par Liébaut, le fils 26727

Carte du Congo et du pays des cafres ... 520

Carte du Congo et pays des Cafres / par G. De l'isle ... 519

Carte du cours de la rivière aux Perle depuis son embouchure qui est au Lac Pontchartrain jusqu’a Boukoufouka levée en 1732 par Mr. Regis qui a estimé les distances de sa route et les airs de vents avec une boussolle de 4 a 5 pouces ... a Paris ce 25 Aou 63457

Carte du cours de la rivière du Saguenay, appelée par les savages Pitchitaouichet 67835

Carte du cours du Fleuve Mississipi ou de Saint Louis depuis la Nouvelle Orleans jusqu’au Natchez levé en 1731 50591

Carte du cours du fleuve St. Louis, depuis dix lieues au dessus de la Nouvelle Orleans, Jusqu’ a soon embouchure, ou sont marquees les habitations formees et les terrains concedez, auxquels on n’a pas travaille‘ drawn about 1740 50472

Carte du cours du Maragnon ou de la grande Riviere des Amazones 1463

Carte du cours du Rhin de Strasbourg à Mayence pour servir à l’intelligence des operations militaires de 1792 à 1796 / Bielaards, ft. 66437

Carte du Détroit entre le Lac Superieur et le Lac Huron, avec le Sault Sainte Marie et le poste de Michillimakinac 68188

Carte du detroit appelé Pongo de Mansériché dans le Maragnon ou la Riviere des Amazones 44414

Carte du Detroit de Magellan et des nouvelles decouvertes dans la Mer du Sud 22938

Carte du Détroit de Smith pour suivre l’expédition polaire anglaise 52653, 52654

Carte du detroit d’Erie remontent jusqu’au lac Huron ... 67895

Carte du Détroit et partie du Lac Erie et du Lac St. Clair ... 23479

Carte du diocèse Beauvais dressée sur les memoires de M. Le Scellier, conseiller du roy, secretaire de la cour / par Guillaume Del Isle ... 61295

Carte du diocèse d’Uzès 28569

Carte du diocèse de Beauvais 61294, 61296

Carte du diocèse de Beziers 33833, 33837

Carte du diocèse de Beziers dressée sur les lieux par le S. Gautier ingenieur et architecte de la province de Languedoc et rectifiée sur les observations de l’Academie Rle. des Sciences / par Guillaume Del’Isle ... ; Desroziers sc. 33836

Carte du diocèse de l’Evêché d’Eureux en Normandie 25694

Carte du diocèse de Narbonne 10954, 10955

Carte du diocèse de Narbonne dressée par Guillaume Lafont bourgeois de Narbonne / rectifiée sur les observations de l’Académie Royale des Sciences par Guillaume Delisle ... 10953

Carte du domaine du Roy en Canada dressée par le Pere Laure Missionaire J. 1731. Augmentée ... 1732 15972

Carte du duché de Bourgogne et de comtez en dependans dressée par l’ordre de Mrs. les Elus Generaux de la province sur un grand nombre de memoires m.s. envoyez par Mrs. les Elus et encore sur ceux de Mrs. Languet de Sivry, de Mr. Canut &c ... / par Guil 14965

Carte du duché de Bourgogne, et des comtez ... 14963, 14971

Carte du Duché de Luxembourg ... / par le Sr. Robert de Vaugondy ... ; E Haussard sculp. 43673, 43674

Carte du fleuve de Mississippi 50571

Carte du fleuve de Saint Laurent depuis la Pointe aux Vaches jusqu’a son embouchure 68027

Carte du fleuve de St. Laurent depuis le Lac Ontario jusqu’a la Pointe aux Vaches 68026

Carte du fleuve Mississippi : avec les noms des peuples qui l’habitent et des establissements des Espagnols et Anglois qui en sont proches 57418

Carte du Fleuve Mississippi avec les noms des peuples qui l’habitent et des establissements des Espagnols et Anglois qui ensors proches par de Louis de la Porte de Louvigny 50767

Carte du fleuve St. Laurent dressée sur les memoires et observations du Sr. Jolliet en 46 voyagea. Par J.B. Louis Franquelin.1685. 67995
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terreins inclinés vers chaque mer, et dont les eaux s’y déchargent depuis les chaînes de montaignes / d 59664
Carte marine et portulain au XIIe siècle : le Liber de existencia riveniarum et forma maris nostri Mediterranei (Pise, circa 1200) / Patrick Gautier Dalché 52738
Carte maritime du Mississipy 33172
Carte militaire des frontières de France : depuis Maubeuge a Douay, pour servir à l'intelligence des campagnes de 1793 & 1794 / Bielaerds, ft. 57151
Carte militaire des Pyrénées orientales pour l'intelligence des operationes de 1793 à 1795 / Bielaerds, ft. 65908
Carte militaire du cours de la Sambre : pour l'intelligence des opérations qui ont eu lieu depuis 1792, jusqu'en 1794, et notamment aux campagnes de 1793 et 1794 68368
Carte militaire pour l'intelligence des affaires de Rastadt et d'Ettlingen le 5 et 9 Juillet 1796 66278
Carte militaire pour l'intelligence des operationes de l'armée d'Italie en 1796 / Bielaerds, ft. 39037
Carte militaire pour servir à l'intelligence des batailles de l'Ourte et de Juliers en 1794 : ainsi que pour les operations de l'armée du Prince de Cobourg contre celle de Dumourier aux environs de Mastricht en 1793 / Bielaerds ft. 62466
Carte nautique italienne dal XIV al XVI secolo conservate in Emilia-Romagna : archivi e biblioteche pubbliche / Pietro Frabetti 44434
Carte nautique sur vélin de l'Atlantique et de la Méditerranée, attribuée a Christophe Colomb, 1492 83809
Carte nouvelle de la mer Méditerranée 45728
Carte nouvelle contenant la partie d'Amérique la plus septentrionale ... 45103
Carte nouvelle de l'Amérique Anglaise 24081, 57491
Carte nouvelle de l'Amérique angloise contenant tout ce que les anglais possedent sur le continent de l'Amérique septentrionale ... 24082, 24083
Carte nouvelle de l'isle de Cadix & du detroit de Gibraltar ... 31874
Carte nouvelle de l'isle et royaume de Sardagne &c. 68910
La Carte nouvelle de la France ses conquetes, ses acquisitions et ses bornes 27705
Carte nouvelle de la Louisiane, et de la Riviere de Missisipi decouverte par seu Mr. de la Salle, es années 1681 et 1686, dans l'Amerique septentr-onale, et de plusieurs autres rivieres, jusqu'ic inconnuës: qui tom-bent dans la Baye e de St. Louis 57470
Carte nouvelle de la Louisiane, et de la Riviere de Missisipi, decouverte par seu Mr. de la Salle, es années 1681 et 1686, dans l'Amerique septentr-onale, et de plusieurs autres rivieres, jusqu'ic inconnües ‘qui tom-bent dans la Baye e de St. Louis! 57471
Carte nouvelle de la Louisiane et pais circonvoins. 1716 57478
Carte nouvelle de la Louisiane et pays circonvoins ... 1716 71279
Carte nouvelle de la partie de l'ouest ... de la Louisiane sur les observations et decouvertes du ... Bernard de la Harpe 50587
Carte nouvelle de la partie de l'ouest de la provence de la Louisianna sur les observations et decouvertes du Sieur Bernard de la Harpe, commandant sur la Riviere Rouge et ou paroissent ses routes colorées de jaune et etablissement retalis á son journal 50586
Carte nouvelle de la partie de l'ouest de la province de la Louisiane 50588
Carte nouvelle de Royaumes de Naples, et de Sicile ... / par le Sr. Sanson ... 39232
Carte nouvelle de tout l'empire de la Grande Russie dans l'estat ou il s'est trouvé á la mort de Pierre le Grand 67536
Carte nouvelle des royaumes de Naples et de Sicile 39218
Carte nouvelle des royaumes de Tunis et d'Alger 1217
Carte nouvelle du Cremasco a la republice de Venise 22383
Carte nouvelle du duché de Mantoue 44428, 44429
Carte nouvelle du duché de Modene de Regio et de Carpi 24961
Carte nouvelle du duché et legation de Ferrare a l'église 26566
Carte nouvelle du Milanez pour l'intelligence de la guerre levez sur les lieu / par le Sr. Gaspard Bailliul ingenieur et geog 24082, 24083
Carte nouvelle de la Louisiane, et de la Riviere de Mis... septentmale, et du plusieurs autres rivieres, jusqu'icy inconnuës ... 57471
La Carte nouvelle de la France ses conquetes, ses acquisitions et ses bornes 27705
Carte nouvelle de la Louisiane, et de la Riviere de Missisipi découverte par seu Mr. de la Salle, es années 1681 et 1686, dans l'Amerique septent-nionale, et de plusieurs autres rivières, jusqu'icy inconnûes ‘qui tom-bent dans la Baye e de St. Louis! 57471
Carte nouvelle de la Louisiane et pais circonvoins. 1716 57478
Carte nouvelle de la Louisiane et pays circonvoins ... 1716 71279
Carte nouvelle de la partie de l'ouest ... de la Louisiane sur les observations et découvertes du ... Bernard de la Harpe 50587
Carte nouvelle de la partie de l'ouest de la provence de la Louisianna sur les observations et decouvertes du Sieur Bernard de la Harpe, commandant sur la Riviere Rouge et ou paroissent ses routes colorées de jaune et etablissement retalis á son journal 50586
Carte nouvelle de la partie de l'ouest de la province de la Louisiane 50588
Carte nouvelle de Royaumes de Naples, et de Sicile ... / par le Ss. Sanson ... 39232
Carte nouvelle de tout l'empire de la Grande Russie dans l'estat ou il s’est trouvé á la mort de Pierre le Grand 67536
Carte nouvelle des royaumes de Naples et de Sicile 39218
Carte nouvelle des royaumes de Tunis et d'Alger 1217
Carte nouvelle du Cremasco a la republice de Venise 22383
Carte nouvelle du duché de Mantoue 44428, 44429
Carte nouvelle du duché de Modene de Regio et de Carpi 24961
Carte nouvelle du duché et legation de Ferrare a l'église 26566
Carte nouvelle du Milanez pour l'intelligence de la guerre levez sur les lieu / par le Sr. Gaspard Bailliul ingenieur et geographe suivant les armées de sa majesté 1734 39062
Carte nouvelle du Padouan, et le Polesin de Rovigo de la republique de Venise 79914
Carte nouvelle du royaume de France 27679
Carte nouvelle du territoire de Verone levée par ordre expris à l'usage des armées en Italie 80158
Carte nouvelle du territoire de Vicenza 80286
Carte nouvelle et très exacte d'une partie de la Louisiana et de l'isle de Cube en 1718 33167
Carte ou description nouvelle de la ville cite universite et fauxbours de Paris 1609 / Francois Quesnel, inventor ; VLJ secul. 63022
Carte particuliére contenant depuis les Nouvelles Orléans 10 lieus de longueur le long du fleuve avec le terrain des habitants qui fleurissoient sous Mr. Périer 55448
Carte particuliére d'Anjou et de Touraine ... 43936
Carte particuliére d'Anjou et de Touraine ou de la partie meridionale de la generalité de Tours 2016
Carte particuliére d'Anjou et de Touraine ou de la partie meridionale de la generalité de Tours / par Guillaume Delisle ... 2015
Carte particuliére d'une partie de la Belle Riviere et de la route que le detachement du Canada a tenu depuis le saut du Niagara jusqu'au fleuve St.Louis ... 1740 61277
Carte particuliére de l'embouchure du fleuve du Missisippy 50463
Carte particuliére de l'embouchure du Missisippy. 1722 50462
Carte particuliére de l'embouchure du fleuve du Mississippy : avec le projet d'un port et d'une place maritime marqués en ligne jaune / P. Binetuel del 50464
Carte particuliére de l'embouchure du Fleuve St. Louis 50467
Carte particuliére de l'embouchure du fleuve St. Louis : ou sont marqué les passes avec les sondes justes prises á mer basse, ainsi la situation du Fort de l'isle de la Balise, de celle presente de l'Islot, du S.E. le tout reliatif au proces verbal bien 50470
Carte particuliére de l'embouchure du Fleuve St. Louis, 1740 50473
Carte particuliére de l'isle de Corse divisée par ses dix provinces ... / par le Sr. Bernard Antoine Jaillot ... 22248
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Carte particulière de la bailliage de Culmbach, la ville et la forteresse de Plassenburg  41378
Carte particulière de la coste d'Accadie depuis Gaspe jusqu'à Quinibequi  45102
Carte particulière de la côte occidentale de l'Afrique depuis le Cap Blanc jusqu'au Cap de Verga et de cours des rivières de Sénéga et de Gambie ... / dressée pour la Compagnie des Indes par le Sr. d'Anville en Janvier M DCC LI ; gravé Guill. De la Hay  559
Carte particulière de la Hongrie de la Transilvanie de la Croatie et de la Sclavonie  11531
Carte particulière de la Hongrie, de la Transilvanie ...  34930
Carte particulière de la Hongrie, de la Transsilvanie de la Croatie et de la Sclavonie  34931
Carte particulière de la Hongrie, de la Transilvanie, de la Croatie, et de la Sclavonie : dressée sur les observations de Mr. le Comte Marsili ... / par G. De/Isle ...  34932
Carte particulière de la Moravie  51737
Carte particulière de Natchez ...  52690
Carte particulière des costes de Flandres, de Picardie et Normandie : depuis Nieuport jusqu'à Dieppe avec les costes d'Angleterre aux environs du Pas de Calais. Faitte par ordre exprez du Roy de France  57228
Carte particulière des environs d'Anvers, Gand Halst et de tout le Pays de Waes  85272
Carte particulière des environs d'Artois du Boulenois et d'une partie de la Picardie  63389
Carte particulière des environs d'Avesnes, Landrecy, la Capelle, Guise, etc.  645
Carte particulière des environs de Dunkerque ...  57160
Carte particulière des environs de Liege, Limbourg, et partie de Luxembourg  41994
Carte particulière des environs de Lier et d'une partie de la Campe  2217
Carte particulière des environs de Lille, Tourmay, Valenciennes, Bouchain, Douray, Arras, Bethune  57162
Carte particulière des environs de Louvain ...  13728
Carte particulière des environs de Maestricht, partie de Liege, Faucquemont, et pays d'Outre-Meuse  42071
Carte particulière des environs de Menin, Courtray, Ypre, Dixmude, et Deynse  81564
Carte particulière des environs de Mons ...  33297
Carte particulière des environs de Namur, Huy, Dinant, Philippeville, etc.  52562
Carte particulière des environs de Paris ...  63326
Carte particulière des environs de Paris / Par Messrs. de l'Academi ...  63321
Carte particulière des environs de Philippeville, Charlemon, Marienburg, Rocroy, Charleville, Mezieres, Sedan, etc.  52564
Carte particulière des environs de Roermonde, Venlo, le Marais de Peel ... sur la copie de Bruxelles par E. H. Friex  42075
Carte particulière des environs de St. Malo ...  68179, 68180
Carté particulière des îles de St. Pierre et de Miquelon  73119
Carte particulière des isles de Malte du Goze et du Cuming  44281
Carte particulière des Natchitoches ...  1792  52698
Carte particulière des pays de Bresse, Bugey et Gex, levée géométriquement par les ingénieurs & Saucier dessinateur  2217
Carte particulière des pays qui sont situez entre le Rhein ...  66595
Carte particulière des postes de France  27659, 27662
Carte particulière des postes de l'Italie  38824
Carte particulière des routtes faite du fort de l'Assomption au Chicachachats  27237
Carte particulière des royaumes de Matamba et de Benguela  1987
Carte particulière du Bressan ...  13920
Carte particulière du Canal de la Riviere d'Eure depuis Pontgouin, jusques a Versailles ... / dediée au Roy par ... Hubert laillot ...  16417
Carte particulière du cours du Mississippi depuis le Missouri et le pays des Illinois  50573
Carte particulière du diocese de Rouen  33645
Carte particulière du duché de Milan  42346
Carte particulière du fleuve Saint Louis dressée sur lieux avec les noms des sauvages du pais ...  32537
Carte particulière du fleuve sicij St. Louis dix lieues au dessus de la Nouvelle Orleans : ou sont marqué les habitations et les terrains concedés à plusieurs particuliers au Mississipy  55452
Carte particulière du gouvernement de Venezuela...  79925
Carte particulière du havre de Boston avec les sondes les bancs de Sable, les rochers les Amaies et les autres directions utiles à la navigation. Réduite de la carte anglaise de J.E.S. Des Barres, écuyer. La déclinaison de l'aiguille aimantée à été ob  13487
Carte particulière du nouveau canal. Fait pour la conduite de la Riviere d'Eure, depuis Pontgùin, jusques a Versailles  16420, 16423
Carte particulière du nouveau canal : partie de l'est)  16421, 16424
Carte particulière du nouveau canal : partie de l'ouest)  16419, 16422
Carte particulière du Port Louis : au nord ouest de l'Isle de France et de ses environs avec les fortifications proposée pour sa defense et sureté  65224
Carte particulière du Royaume de Congo ...  155
Carte Particuliere dune partie de la Louisiana ou les fleuve & rivièrre ont esté relevées a l'estime & les routtes par terre relevées & mesurés aux pas par les Fr. Brouin, de Vergès ingenieurs & Saucier dessinateur  50597
Carte particulière du terroir et des environs des Paris qui est la plus grande partie de l'Isle de France ...  35357
Carte particiicipiers des dvczhe de Mantove, Milan, Parme, Plazinance, Gennes et Piedmont  39043
Carte: partie occidenatale de la Nouvelle France ou Canada ...  32514
Carte per navigare : la raccolta di portolani della Biblioteca Palatina di Parma  52803
Carte physique, administrative et routière de la France : indiquant aussi la navigation interieure du royaume / par A.H. Brué, Geographe de S.A.R. Monsieur, Comte d'Artois  27886
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Carte physique des terres les plus élevés de la partie occidentale du Canada : où l'on voit les nouvelles découvertes des officiers Français à l'ouest du Lac Supérieur; avec les rivières et les lacs dont M. Jeremie a parlé dans la relation de la Baye  
57545

Carte physique et politique de l’Afrique / par A.H. Brué, Geographe de S.A.R. Monsieur  
327

Carte physique et politique de l’Amérique méridionale / par A.H. Brué, Géographe de S.A.R. Monsieur  
70536

Carte physique et politique de l’Americque septentrionale / par A.H. Brué, Geographe de S.A.R. Monsieur  
57696

Carte physique et politique de l’Asie / dressée par L. Dussieux, 1845 ; gravé par Martier  
3384

Carte physique et politique de l’Asie / par A.H. Brué, Geographe de S.A.R. Monsieur  
3357

Carte physique et politique de l’Europe / par A.H. Brué, Geographe de S.A.R. Monsieur  
26053

Carte physique ou géographie naturelle de la France : divisée par chaînes de montagnes et aussi par terres de fleuves et rivières / présentée en MSt. à l’Acade. des sciences en 1744 et 1752 (par Phil. Buache ler. géographe)  
27761

Carte physique ou géographie naturelle de la France : divisée par chaînes de montagnes et aussi par terres de fleuves et rivières / présentée en MSt. à l’Acade. des sciences en 1744 et 1752 (par Phil. Buache ler. géographe du roi)  
27760

Carte, piante e stampe storiche delle raccolte laferianee della Biblioteca nazionale di Firenze / [a cura] di Fabia Borrowi Salvadori  
13083

Carte, piante e vedute di XVIII secolo nelle stampe della Biblioteca della Provincia di Roma  
18364

Carte Pisane  
45766

Carte Pisane (ca. 1290)  
45766, 64757

Carte poltique de la Suisse pour touristes = Politische Reisekarte der Schweiz = Political map of Switzerland for tourists / Kümmerly & Frey  
74071

Carte pour donner une idéa de la positions des villages sauvages ou l'on voit par une ligne ponctulee en rouge la separation des Sauvages qui tiennent pour nous d'avec ceux qui tiennent pour Englois  
658

Carte pour l'expedition d'Anibial et sur laquelle son passage en Italie ... pour l'histoire ancienne de Mr. Rollin ...  
67163

Carte pour l'expedition de Cyros le Jeune et la retraite des dix-mil Grecs dressée sur Xenophon pour l'histoire ancienne de Mr. Rollin...  
74116

Carte pour l'intelligence des combats qui ont eu lieu sur l'Eliz arib Fribourg au Mois d'Octobre 1796 / Bielaers, ft.  
24965

Carte pour l'intelligence des guerres de la Vendée / Bielaers, ft.  
14606

Carte pour l'intelligence des opérations militaires entre la Lahn et la Sieg du 14 au 21 Juin 1796 / Bielaers, ft.  
66619

Carte pour les hauteurs des terres et pour servir de limite suivant la paix  
53848

Carte pour servir à l'éclairissement du papier de la Nouvelle France  
15824

Carte pour servir à l'intelligence de l'histoire des Assyriens, Medes, Babyloniens, et Perses; comprise dans l'histoire ancienne de Mr. Rollin...  
48025

Carte pour servir à la lecture de l'histoire ancienne des Egyptiens, ...  
25852

La Carte primitive de Boileau de Buillon (1556) et les modifications que lui fit subir Ortelius. Commentaire sur l'oeuvre cartographique de celui-ci  
13323

Carte qui comprend tous les lieux de la France qui ont été determinés par les opérations géométriques par Mr. Cassini de Thury de l’Academie Royale des Sciences  
27723

Carte qui contient la principauté de Piémont, le Monferrat ...  
64717

Carte qui représente la partie méridionale du Brésil et du Perou, le Chili septentrional et le Paraguay ... / par le Sr. d'Anville  
70468

Carte qui représente les différentes connosseances que l'on a eues des Terres Antiques depuis 1650 jusqu'en 1747 auxquelles il faut comparer la carte suivante c[art]/ ... / par M. de Vaugondy 1773  
2443, 2444

[Carte reduite d'une partie des cotes qui bordent l'océan et la Mer Méditerranée : sur la quelle on a placé par des lignes de couleur différente la marche journaliere de l'escadre du Roi, commandée par Mr. le Cte. d'Estaing, Vice Amirail de France; part]  
57899

Carte reduite d'une partie des cotes qui bordent l'océan et la Mer Méditerranée : sur laquelle on a placé par des lignes de couleur différente la marche journaliere de l'escadre du roi, commandée par Mr. le Cte. d'Estaing, Vice Amirail de France; parti  
57898

Carte reduite de l'extremité de l'Amérique Meridionale dans la partie du sud ...  
75190

Carte reduite de l'ile de Terre-Neuve  
56918

Carte reduite de l'ile de Terre-Neuve dressée d'après les Plan Anglois de James Cook et Michael Lane, et assujettie aux observations astronomiques  
67989

Carte reduite de l'ile de Terre-Neuve / dressée d'après les plans anglois de James Cook and Michael Lane, et assujettie aux observations astronomiques  
56911

Carte reduite de L'Isle de la Martinique ...  
45229

Carte reduite de l'Ocean Meridionale, contenant toutes les costes de l'Amerique Meridionale depuis l'equateur jusqu'au 57 degre de latitude et les costes d'Afrique qui leur sont opposées  
70712

Carte reduite de l'océan occidental  
3814

Carte reduite de la carte générale d'Allemagne, servant aussi à rassembler les neuf feuilles dont celle carte est composée ...  
31447

Carte reduite de la côte méridionale du Brésil, comprise entre le Rio-Grande de San-Pedro et le Cap Sainte Marie du Rio de La Plate, levé en 1831 par Mr. Barral  
13841

Carte reduite de la partie orientale de la Nouvelle Espagne depuis le plateau de la ville de Mexico jusqu'au Port de la Veracruz ...  
46322

Carte reduite de la route d'Acapulco à Mexico ...  
46317

Carte reduite des bancs et de l'ile de Terre-Neuve avec les côtes du Golfe du St. Laurent et de L'Acadie  
32306

Carte reduite des costes du Golfe du Mexique ...  
1731  
16553

Carte reduite des costes du Golfe du Mexique et des isles de l'Amerique, ou sont marquées la route des gallions, et celle de la flotte / Dressée en 1726 par Philippe Buache, Hydrographe du Dépost des Cartes de la Marine sur les observations astronomique  
16552

Carte reduite des côtes du Golfe du Mexique et des isles de l'Amerique, ou est marquée la route des gallions / Dressée par Ph. Buache sur les observations astronomiques faites a St. Domingue &a. conciliées avec ce qu'il y a de plus exact sur ces côtes,  
16550

Carte reduite des Isles Britanniques dressé au Depot des Cartes, Plans et Journaux de la Marine ... / Par M. Bellin ... MDCCCLVII  
14237

Carte reduite des Isles Britanniques en cinq feuilles pour servir au vaisseaux du Roy, dressée au Dépost des Cartes, Plans, et Journaux de la Marine ... / Par M. Bellin ... MDCCCLVII  
14236

Carte reduite des Isles de l'Amerique et du Golfe du Mexique  
16549

Carte reduite des Isles de la Guadeloupe  
33078

Carte reduite des isles de la Guadeloupe, Marie Galante, et les Saintes. Dressée au Dépost des cartes, plans et journaux de la marine. Pour le service
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des vaisseaux du roy   33079
Carte réduite des Isles Philippines, pour servir aux vaisseaux du Roy   64514
Carte réduite des mers du nord pour servir à l'Histoire des Voyages / par M. B. Ingr. de la Marine 1758   3808
Carte réduite des routes qu'a parcourues l'armée française commandée par M. le Cte. de Guichen... 1781   57900
Carte relative au mémoire sur l'attaque de la Grenade   33017
Carte représentant la partie du Genesy country, que la Compagnie hollandoise, ainsi que Mrs. William et John Willink et autres, ont acquise sur les dernières de l'état de New-York   56052
Carte représentant le 'Messisippi' entre le 49e d. et le 42e d. ou aboutit la rivière 'Wisconsin' lac Supérieure, lac des Illinois et lac 'Alemepigon'   32531
Carte roule ou reduite fort necessaire a tous navigateurs qui desire travailler   3788
Carte routière de Allemagne sud, Autriche, Tyrol (grands itinéraires)   11237
Carte routière de la France   27884
Carte routière et touristique de la Province de Québec = Highway and tourist map of the Province of Québec   65999
Carte routière pour cyclistes & automobiles   28010
Carte toponomique, idéogram & geolog Roma e Campagna   67248
Carte topographique & militar, pour servir à l'intelligence de la bataille de Stockach gagnée par S. A. R. le A   61293, 61297
Carte topographique de l'Isle de St. Martin   68183
La Carte topographique de la Belgique, 1/20,000 par Philippe Vandermaelen: Variantes conservees a Bruxelles   79869
Carte topographique de la plus grande partie du duche de Mantoue levee sur les lieux   44424
Carte topographique des environs de Berlin, Potsdam & Potsdam   12561
Carte topographique des environs de Charleroy jusqu'a Philippeville levee géométriquem sur les lieux   19196
Carte topographique du cours du Rhin de Philisbourg à Mayence contenant partie de l'evché de Spir et de Worms   66483
Carte topographique du diocese de Senlis   61293, 61297
Carte topographique du diocese de Senlis levee sur les lieux par Mr. Parent Curé d'Aumont, et assujettie aux observatios. astronmiq., et aux operations geometriques de messieurs de l'Academie Royale des Sciences / par Guillaume Del'Isle... Desrosie   61292
Carte topographique & militar, pour servir à l'intelligence de la bataille de Stockach gagnée par S. A. R. le Archiduc Charles, en 1799 et des batailles de Engen et de Moskirck, gagnees par larmee du Rhin en 1800 / Bielaerts ft.   73271
Carte topographique, minéralogique et statistique de la France : réduite de celle de Cassini à l'échelle de 1/388,800 (1 lig. de Engen et de Moskirck, gagnées par l'armée du Rhin en 1800 / Bielaers ft.   61293, 61297
Carte topographique, minéralogique et statistique de la France : réduite de celle de Cassini, à l'échelle de 1/388,800 1 lig. pr. 450t.) : éctifier d'après les nouvelles observations astronomiques, les levés du cadastre, les travaux des ponts et chauss. 27949
Carte topographique, minéralogique et statistique de la France : réduite de celle de Cassini, à l’échelle de 1/388,800 1 lig. pr. 450t.): rectifiée d'après les nouvelles observations astronomiques, les levés du cadastre, les travaux des ponts et cha 27885
Carte tres curieuse de la Mer du Sud, contenant des remarques nouvelles et tres utiles non seulement sur les ports et iles de cette me... 1635
Carte tres curieuse de la Mer du Sud, contenant des remarques nouvelles et tres utiles non seulement sur les ports et iles de cette mer, mais aussi sur les principaux pays de l'Amerique tant septentrionale que meridionale, avec les noms & à la route des 1636
Carte tres juste des terres et environs de Balaguer et Lerida, oüon peut distinctement voir ou la bataille s'est donée, entre l'armée du Roy Charles, et celle de Philippe... 18835
Carte tres particuliare de la Riviere de Saint Laurens avec ses environs... commencans aux Isles de Richilieu et finissant au Cap Oies 68031
Carte tres particuliere des environs de Douay 23754
Carte tres-particuliere du Pays de Waes 24015
Carte über die Richtung u: Reste der Azteken : auf ihrer Einwanderung nach Mexico durch den gegenwärtigen Freistaat von Zacatecas nach örtlichen Forschungen 85236
Carte universelle hydrographique / faite par Jean Guerrard, l'an 1634 84014
Carte universelle hydrographique sur vérin de Dieppois Jean Guérard, 1634 84013
Carte velocipédique des environs de Paris dressée par le Touring-Club de France 63345
Carte vinicole du Département de la Gironde 31913
Carte vinicole de la ville de Dieppe dressée par le Touring-Club de France 29657
Carte universelle du commerce, c'est à dire Carte hydrographique... Avec les routes pour la navigation des Indes... 84045
[La Carte universelle, ou Description de tout la Gaule, appellee France] 27619
Carte von Cook’s-Strasse in Neu-Seeland 22084
Cartech Inc. 36410, 38134, 38136, 38138, 38141, 58275, 74445
Cartée, Cornelius S. (Cornelius Sowel), 1806-1885 4902, 29657
Cartée, Cornelius S. (Cornelius Sowel), 1806-1885. Elements of physical and political geography (1856) 4902
Cartegena in terra firma America sita... 16699
Carter, Andrews & Co. 29836
Carter, Charles H. From the Renaissance to the Counter-Reformation (1965) 51972
Carter, Charles L. 34623
Carter County (Mo.)- Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners 16711
Carter, George, b. 1842 34493
Carter, H. W. 13025
Carter, Harold 30625, 80714
Carter, Hendee & Co. 4747, 34151, 52075, 76635
Carter, Lee, cartographer 36981, 36982
Carter, Nancy A. 62448, 62449
Carter, Paul, 1951- 17080
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Cartes, globes, et instruments scientifiques allemands du XVIIe siècle à la Bibliothèque nationale de Paris 16735
Cartes Itinéraires Dunlop SEE Itinéraire Dunlop 26243
Cartes marines à l’usage des armées du roy de la Grande Bretagne ... 25954
Cartes marines : à la subvention du Valdeco proche Silevy en Svisse, MDCCXVII 9085
Cartes marines : à la subvention du Valdeco proche Silevy en Svisse, MDCCXVII ; [Ayer MS map 30 photocopies] 9084
Cartes marines, constructions navales, voyages de découverte chez les Normands, 1500-1650, par l’abbé A. Anthiaume ... Préface de l’amiral Buchard ... 18199
Cartes Marines Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library) 159, 552, 553, 1217, 1262, 1462, 2031, 2038, 2039, 2040, 2041, 2173, 2340, 2533, 9084, 9085, 11420, 11788, 12397, 13107, 13350, 15083, 15093, 16460, 16461, 16467, 16550, 18897, 19074, 20810, 21824, 21834, 22201, 22938, 27236, 27241, 27286, 27287, 27330, 27359, 31911, 32252, 33170, 33653, 34795, 34857, 34858, 36504, 36516, 36517, 36707, 36708, 37450, 37451, 39429, 39624, 39634, 39635, 39636, 43059, 43249, 43265, 43266, 43761, 43900, 43901, 43902, 44216, 44217, 45353, 45549, 50468, 50470, 51172, 51185, 51649, 51650, 51809, 53495, 53496, 53497, 53498, 53499, 53847, 62281, 62463, 62464, 62846, 62848, 64311, 64901, 65186, 65219, 65220, 65224, 66055, 66056, 66059, 66845, 66848, 67388, 6741, 67928, 67968, 67979, 67980, 67981, 68027, 68168, 68268, 70069, 70581, 70859, 70860, 71168, 71169, 73067, 74144, 75259, 75371, 79749
Cartes nouvelles pour la guerre d’Allemagne 31365
Cartes particulières de la France suivant l’ordre des provinces ecclesiastiques des dioeceses de ses archeveschés et eveschés jusques a l’estendue de l’ancienne Gaule : distinguées en leurs archidiaconnés & doyennés ruraux, où tous les chapitres, abbaye ... 27641
Cartes particulières des îles de France, de Bourbon et de Rodrigue / par M. Bonne, Hydrographe de la Marine 66416
Cartes, planches et tableaux de L’agriculture 9111
Cartes & tables de geographie physique 9198
Cartes marines : a la substitution de Valdec proche Solevre en Svisse, MDCCXXVII : [Ayer MS map 30 photocopies] 9084
Cartes Itinéraires Dunlop SEE Itinéraire Dunlop 26243
Cartes Itinéraires Dunlop Bibliographic Laboratory, University of Idaho 35307
The Carto-philatelist 44993
Carto-Philatelists (Organization) 44992, 44993
Carto-quotes : an inspirational companion for the map-maker and the map-user 44984
Cartobibliographie de Jean-Baptiste-Louis Franquelin 28336
Cartobibliographies SEE Maps - Bibliography 66984
Cartobibliography 44806, 44807
Cartobibliography and map cataloging 44814
Cartobibliography for catalogers : reference materials to support the identification of early printed maps 18786
A Cartobibliography of maps, plans and views in Dutch books about Russia and neighboring countries (16th-18th centuries) 67707
Cartobibliography SEE Maps - Bibliography - Methodology 44818
Cartobibliography : whither and why? 44823
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cartographers</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Dates</th>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cartographers</td>
<td>France</td>
<td>1500-1650</td>
<td>18199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartographers</td>
<td>France</td>
<td>1731-1778</td>
<td>67006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartographers</td>
<td>France</td>
<td>1798-1846</td>
<td>73571</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartographers</td>
<td>Germany</td>
<td></td>
<td>16736</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartographers</td>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>1500-1599</td>
<td>17228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartographers</td>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>1500-1599 - Catalogs</td>
<td>16735</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartographers</td>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>1800-1999</td>
<td>46637</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartographers</td>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>1900-1999 - Biography</td>
<td>34589</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartographers</td>
<td>Ireland</td>
<td>History</td>
<td>17984</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartographers</td>
<td>Ireland</td>
<td>History</td>
<td>1549-1622</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartographers</td>
<td>Italy</td>
<td></td>
<td>17413</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartographers</td>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>History</td>
<td>17984</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartographers</td>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>1497-1556</td>
<td>16738</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartographers</td>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>History</td>
<td>16737</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartographers</td>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>Biography</td>
<td>18021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartographers</td>
<td>Jewish</td>
<td></td>
<td>16739, 16740</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartographers</td>
<td>Maine</td>
<td>Biography</td>
<td>33004, 33005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartographers</td>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>History</td>
<td>64914</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartographers</td>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>Biography</td>
<td>46038, 80043</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartographers</td>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>Biography</td>
<td>13209, 13210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartographers</td>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>Biography</td>
<td>46058</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartographers</td>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>Biography</td>
<td>46039</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartographers</td>
<td>New York, N.Y.</td>
<td>History</td>
<td>1800-1899</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartographers</td>
<td>Northwest, Canadian</td>
<td>Biography</td>
<td>75109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartographers</td>
<td>United States</td>
<td>Biography</td>
<td>24710</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartographers</td>
<td>Welsh</td>
<td></td>
<td>18581</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartographers</td>
<td>Welsh</td>
<td>1837-1850</td>
<td>16745</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartographers</td>
<td>Welsh</td>
<td>Military cartographers</td>
<td>16717</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartographers</td>
<td>Poland</td>
<td></td>
<td>65235</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartographers</td>
<td>Portuguese</td>
<td>1500-1699</td>
<td>65115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartographers</td>
<td>Portugal</td>
<td>Portraits</td>
<td>16742, 16743, 28786</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartographers</td>
<td>Portugal</td>
<td>Portraits</td>
<td>16723</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartographers</td>
<td>Scotland</td>
<td>Biography</td>
<td>49272</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartographers</td>
<td>Spain</td>
<td></td>
<td>16744</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartographers</td>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>1500-1599</td>
<td>16744</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartographers</td>
<td>Spanish</td>
<td></td>
<td>22276</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartographers</td>
<td>Spanish</td>
<td>1500-1599</td>
<td>16884</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartographers</td>
<td>Swiss</td>
<td>Exhibitions</td>
<td>18489</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartographers</td>
<td>United States</td>
<td>Biography</td>
<td>24710</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartographers</td>
<td>Welsh</td>
<td></td>
<td>18581</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartographers</td>
<td>Welsh</td>
<td>1837-1850</td>
<td>16745</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartographers, Women</td>
<td></td>
<td>Women cartographers</td>
<td>83630</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartographers, Women connus par Abraham Ortelius en 1570 et 1592</td>
<td>62344</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Les Cartographes du XVIe siècle : Jan de Surhon</td>
<td>73461</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartographia</td>
<td>34991</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartographia : mapping civilizations / Vincent Virga and the Library of Congress ; introduction by Ronald E. Grim ; afterword by James H. Billington</td>
<td>17416</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartographic acquisitions at the Library of Congress</td>
<td>41947</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartographic and associated sources. A note on American Indians</td>
<td>76313</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartographic and geographic activities of the Lewis and Clark expedition</td>
<td>18060</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Cartographic and literary study of the word ‘malaria’</td>
<td>45685</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartographic Archives Division</td>
<td>79389</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartographic citations : a style guide / by Suzanne M. Clark, Mary Lynette Larsgaard and Cynthia M. Teague</td>
<td>44802</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartographic collections at Yale</td>
<td>85032</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Cartographic collections of the Newberry Library</td>
<td>56861</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Cartographic collections, University of Southern Maine</td>
<td>62370</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Cartographic commercialism and the making of the federal highway system 79425
Cartographic Curiosities 3120, 16749, 17923, 18314, 32186, 64667
Cartographic curiosities - 1500-1599 - Exhibitions 16746
Cartographic curiosities - 1534-1882 2135
Cartographic curiosities - 1537-1620 2134
Cartographic curiosities - 1628 2136
Cartographic curiosities - 1884 41153
Cartographic curiosities - 1889 57789
Cartographic curiosities - 1893 84581
Cartographic curiosities - 1896 58972
Cartographic curiosities - 1939 77713
Cartographic curiosities - 1951 79456
Cartographic curiosities - 1970 78598
Cartographic curiosities - 1970-1979 78573
Cartographic curiosities - 1972 78649
Cartographic curiosities - 1973 36471
Cartographic curiosities - 1979 36470
Cartographic curiosities - 1980-1989 78818
Cartographic curiosities - 1988 7258
Cartographic curiosities - 1995 79119
Cartographic curiosities - 2000 32132, 32133
Cartographic curiosities - 2009 36469
Cartographic curiosities - 2011 73310, 79530
Cartographic curiosities - Bibliography 16747
Cartographic curiosities - Bibliography - 1537-1638 26342
Cartographic curiosities - Collections 80531
Cartographic curiosities - Exhibitions 16748
Cartographic curiosities - India - Collections, 1900-1999 17968, 17969
Cartographic curiosities - Maps - 1590 83958
Cartographic curiosities - Maps - 1875 66312
Cartographic curiosities - Maps - 1883 3569
Cartographic curiosities - Maps - 1913-1914 10148
Cartographic curiosities - Maps - 1915 84622
Cartographic curiosities - Maps - 1920 65442
Cartographic curiosities - Maps - 1937 13268
Cartographic curiosities - Maps - 1951 77991
Cartographic curiosities - Maps - 1959 34741
Cartographic curiosities - Maps - 1979 22578
Cartographic curiosities - Maps - 2000 46604, 66835
Cartographic curiosities - Maps - 2011 65494, 73169, 80542
Cartographic curiosities SEE ALSO Maps - Miscellanea - Specimens 79530
Cartographic curiosity no. 7 3120
Cartographic Data Bases 16750, 44442, 44468, 44649, 47553
The Cartographic definition of France's eastern boundary in the early seventeenth century 17205
Cartographic development of modern road maps, as exemplified by Ohio road maps 61289
The Cartographic development of the central California coastal region / by Eric T. McGuire 15688
Cartographic Distortions 16751
Cartographic encounters : an exhibition of Native American maps from Central America to the Arctic / by Mark Warhus 36686
Cartographic encounters : indigenous peoples and the exploration of the New World / John Rennie Short 36695
Cartographic encounters : perspectives on Native American mapmaking and map use / edited by G. Malcolm Lewis 36692
Cartographic evidence bearing on the westward extension of the United States 82625
Cartographic generalisation : some concepts and explanation / H.J. Steward 16756
Cartographic history, 1524-1850 17225, 30971
A Cartographic history of Arlington and the Dallas-Fort Worth area 17111
The Cartographic illustration of land surveying instruments and methods 73548
Cartographic image of 'the country' in early modern England 17138
Cartographic images of the world on the eve of the discoveries 18110
The Cartographic impact of MacDonald Gill's Wonderground map of 1913 / Elisabeth Burdon 31899
Cartographic implications of the Nuremberg Chronicle of 1493. 69336, 69339
Cartographic Journal 17914, 18197, 18281, 18287, 18436, 34868, 79372
Cartographic journal (1972) 49392
Cartographic Journal (1985) 25014
Cartographic journal (1986) 30944
Cartographic Journal 23 (1986) 22339
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Cartographical curiosities 16748
Cartographical innovations : an international handbook of mapping terms to 1900 / edited by Helen M. Wallis and Arthur H. Robinson 17127

Cartographical Innovations (Wallis & Robinson, 1987) - Reviews 16752
Cartographical periodicals and international cooperation in cartography 18288

The Cartographical relationships between Italy and the Low Countries in the sixteenth century 17994, 38651

CartoGraphics (Firm) 52598
La Cartographie au XVIIIe siècle et l'oeuvre du comte de Ferraris (1726-1814) : colloque international = De Cartografie in de 18de eeuw en het werk van graaf de Ferraris (1726-1814) : internationaal colloquium, Spa, 8-11 sept. 1976 : actes ... 26569

Cartographie coloniale 6077

Cartographie de l'Ile de Délos 17498

Cartographie de la France et du monde de la renaissance au siècle des lumières 17217

La Cartographie de Madagascar 18078

Cartographie door de eeuwen, door Alfred H. de Vries. Uitgegeven ter gelegenheid van de cartographische tentoonstelling (uit de collectie A. H. de Vries) in de Bijenkorf te Amsterdam van 23 April t/m 4 Mei 1938 17325

Cartographie door de eeuwen, door Alfred H. de Vries. Uitgegevender gelegenheid van de cartographische tentoonstelling (uit de collectie A. H. de Vries) in de Bijenkorf te Rotterdam van 10 t/m 21 Juli 1937. 17324

Cartographie et places centrales au XVIIe siecle 44749

Cartographie Nagel SEE Nagel Publishers 26265

Cartographie picturale ou cartographie enrichie d'éléments picturaux / Luc Janssens 17911

Cartographie & politique Belgique du 19C 9049

La Cartographie reflet de l'histoire : recueil d'articles 17206

Cartographie russe au XVI-XVII siecles dans les etudes des savants sovietiques 18370

Cartographie thématique : problèmes particuliers d'illustration = Thematic cartography : problems particular to illustration 75057

Cartographies of disease : maps, mapping, and medicine 45688

Cartographies of travel and navigation / edited by James R. Akerman 17393

Cartographies of Tsardom : the land and its meanings in seventeenth-century Russia 18372

Cartography 16753, 16754, 16755, 16756, 16770, 17035, 17036, 17128, 17131, 17136, 17278, 17355, 17356, 18035, 18289, 18314, 18521, 18563, 21124, 24909, 26438, 34863, 44650, 44831, 63318, 63319, 63469

Cartography 1598 16757

Cartography 1775 45530

Cartography - 1800-1899 - Study and Teaching 16758

Cartography - 1855-1958 - Periodicals 16759

Cartography - 1856 - Handbooks, manuals, etc. 16760

Cartography - 1895 16761

Cartography - 1910 16762

Cartography - 1920 16763

Cartography - 1922 16764, 16765, 16766, 16767

Cartography - 1928 16768

Cartography - 1930 16769

Cartography - 1936 16770, 16771

Cartography - 1938 16772

Cartography - 1942 611

Cartography - 1943 16773

Cartography - 1945 30599

Cartography - 1949 16774, 16775

Cartography - 1950 16776, 16777

Cartography - 1950 - Juvenile literature 16778

Cartography - 1959 28702

Cartography - 1960 16779, 16780

Cartography - 1962 16781, 30612

Cartography - 1962 - Juvenile literature 16782

Cartography - 1963 30613

Cartography - 1964 16783, 30614

Cartography - 1965 16784

Cartography - 1966 16785

Cartography - 1967 16786

Cartography - 1968 - Juvenile literature 16787

Cartography - 1969 16788, 16789

Cartography - 1970 44746

Cartography - 1971 16790, 44934

Cartography - 1972-1982 16791

Cartography - 1974 16792

Cartography - 1976 30626

Cartography - 1979 16793
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Cartography - 1983 16794
Cartography - 1985 16795
Cartography - 1988 16796
Cartography - 1989 16797
Cartography - 1998 - Juvenile literature 16798
Cartography - 2002 - Problems, exercises, etc. - Juvenile literature 18040
Cartography - 2004 16799
Cartography - 2006 17391
Cartography - 2007 17394
Cartography - 2011 16800

Cartography, a review and guide for the construction and use of maps and charts 16773
Cartography, Aboriginal SEE Indian cartography 36689
Cartography - Abstracts 17962, 66391
Cartography - Abstracts - Periodicals 30638, 30639, 66391
Cartography - Acre (Israel) 16801
Cartography - Adriatic Sea Region - History 98
Cartography - Aegean Islands (Greece and Turkey) - History 16802, 16803
Cartography - Aegean Sea - History 16803
Cartography - Africa - 1500 16806
Cartography - Africa - 1500-1599 16804, 16805
Cartography - Africa - 1541 46091
Cartography - Africa - 1918 16807
Cartography - Africa, East - History - 1800-1899 16808
Cartography - Africa, East - History - 1890-1914 75302
Cartography - Africa, East - History - 1890-1946 167
Cartography - Africa, East - History - 1962 75303
Cartography - Africa - Exhibitions - Catalogs 426, 16809, 16810, 16811
Cartography - Africa - History 425, 16812, 16813, 16814, 16819, 16820, 16822, 65544
Cartography - Africa - History - 1100-1700 419
Cartography - Africa - History - 1300-1499 16815
Cartography - Africa - History - 1450 24612
Cartography - Africa - History - 1500-1700 410
Cartography - Africa - History - 1600-1699 16816
Cartography - Africa - History - 1675-1699 16913
Cartography - Africa - History - 1800-1899 16824
Cartography - Africa - History - 1870-1878 16817
Cartography - Africa - History - 1873-1929 - Slides 16818
Cartography - Africa - History - 1900-1960 75301
Cartography - Africa - History - Congresses 16821
Cartography - Africa, North - Exhibitions - Catalogs 75830
Cartography - Africa, Southern - History - 1500-1599 16823
Cartography - Africa, Sub-Saharan - History - 1800-1899 16824
Cartography - Air Defenses - British Isles - History - 1940 17002
Cartography - Alaska - History 16825, 16803, 39958
Cartography - Alaska - History - 1500-1899 17029
Cartography - Alaska - History - 1784-1914 18231
Cartography - Alexander Island (Antarctica) - History 16826
Cartography - Alexandria (Va.) - Exhibitions - Catalogs 16827
Cartography - Alpes-Maritimes (France) - History - Earthquakes 16828
Cartography - Alpes 16829
Cartography - Alps - 1800-1899 16830
Cartography - Alps - History 16831, 16832, 16833
Cartography - Alps - History - 1500-1599 16824
Cartography - Alps - History - 1680-1772 16835
Cartography - Alps - History - 1865-1970 16836
Cartography - Alps - Pictorial works - History - 1800-1899 36475
Cartography - Alps Region - History - 1400-1599 16837, 16838, 16839
Cartography - Alps Region - History - 1400-1799 16840
Cartography - Amazon River - History - 1595-1630 17269
Cartography - Amazon River Region - History - 1700-1799 17135
Cartography - America 16845, 80173
Cartography - America - 1400-1599 - Slides 16841
Cartography - America - 1482-1522 16842
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Cartography and politics
Cartography and politics - 1492-1800  16843
Cartography and politics - 1500-1599  16844
Cartography and politics - 1550  15051
Cartography and politics - Cities and towns - Exhibitions - Catalogs  16846
Cartography and politics - Collections - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  1838, 1839
Cartography and politics - Exhibitions - Catalogs  16847
Cartography and politics - Historical geography - Maps - 1400-1499  21764
Cartography and politics - History  1827, 1828, 1842, 1843, 3765, 15068, 16848, 16856, 16857, 16858, 16859, 22281, 31937, 67345
Cartography and politics - History - 1375-1599  1823, 1824, 1825, 1826
Cartography and politics - History - 1400-1499  17908, 31976
Cartography and politics - History - 1425  64890, 64891, 64892, 64895
Cartography and politics - History - 1450  16849
Cartography and politics - History - 1497-1769  18195
Cartography and politics - History - 1500-1599  13081, 41945, 66205, 80647
Cartography and politics - History - 1500-1699  72949
Cartography and politics - History - 1500-1799  1832
Cartography and politics - History - 1500-1945  16850
Cartography and politics - History - 1503-1587  80664
Cartography and politics - History - 1527  16851
Cartography and politics - History - 1600-1699  16852, 17149, 32384, 32385
Cartography and politics - History - 1675-1715  16853
Cartography and politics - History - 1700-1830  1811
Cartography and politics - History - 1800-1850  34869
Cartography and politics - History - 1892  16854, 16855
Cartography and politics - History - Bibliography  18549, 28607
Cartography and politics - History - Exhibitions  16860, 16861, 44723
Cartography and politics - History - Sources - 1467-1890  1829
Cartography and politics - History - To 1507  1853, 80666
Cartography and politics - History - To 1800  16862
Cartography and politics - Amsterdam (Netherlands) - History - Exhibitions  44587
Cartography, Ancient SEE Subheading 'History, Ancient' under Places and headings for 'Roman cartography', etc.  17160
Cartography and airships  16863
Cartography and archaeology  2352
Cartography and art / edited by William Cartwright, Georg Gartner, Antje Lehn  17922
Cartography and art SEE Cartography in art  17945
Cartography and boundaries' making on the Pamir (eighteenth and nineteenth centuries)  18269
Cartography and colonization : the British in the West Indies after 1763  18587
Cartography and communication networks  16864
Cartography and genealogy SEE Maps as genealogical sources  38312
Cartography and geographic information science  18292
Cartography and geography  17302
Cartography and History Summer Institute Program (Newberry Library)  22394, 76077
Cartography and history: the Atlas of early American history as a case study  4163
Cartography and ideology  16865, 16866
Cartography and ideology - Middle West  16867
Cartography and law  16868, 84330, 84334
Cartography and literature SEE Maps in literature  44984
Cartography and nationalism SEE Cartography and politics  17169
Cartography and Navigation - 1400-1599  16869
Cartography and navigation - Periodicals  52880
Cartography and politics  16871, 16872, 16875, 16876, 16877, 16880, 16883, 16963, 17035, 17169, 18288, 21785, 34863, 44761, 44762
Cartography and politics - 1755  57560
Cartography and politics - 1822  79418
Cartography and politics - 1915  84622
Cartography and politics - 1916  84324
Cartography and politics - 1917  26185
Cartography and politics - 1936  25786
Cartography and politics - 1937  10360, 34104
Cartography and politics - 1938  31624
Cartography and politics - 1939  10388
Cartography and politics - 1942  611, 84681, 84682, 84683, 84684
Cartography and politics - 1943  84688
Cartography and politics - 1944  6326, 6327, 6328, 6329, 6330, 84689
Cartography and politics - 1944-1954  84559
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Cartography and politics - 1946 6356, 84693
Cartography and politics - 1947 16870
Cartography and politics - 1948 6376
Cartography and politics - 1952 3417, 26239
Cartography and politics - 1960 84447
Cartography and politics - 1962 84553
Cartography and politics - 1966 6738
Cartography and politics - 1967 6763
Cartography and politics - 1972 84555
Cartography and politics - Bibliography 44758
Cartography and politics - Collections, 1939-1941 26346
Cartography and politics - Colombia - History 17081
Cartography and politics - Cyberspace - 2003 22597
Cartography and politics - England - 1500-1700 44979
Cartography and politics - England - 1848-1856 16873
Cartography and politics - England - History - 1000-1534 18101
Cartography and politics - Europe - Maps - 1917 26184
Cartography and politics - Exhibitions - Catalogs 16874, 17964
Cartography and politics - France 17213
Cartography and politics - France - History - 1660-1848 17212
Cartography and politics - Germany - Exhibitions - Catalogs 31290
Cartography and politics - History - 1800-1899 66316
Cartography and politics in nineteenth-century England: the case of the Ordnance Survey and the General Board of Health, 1848-1856 16873
Cartography and politics - India - History - 1600-1699 51202
Cartography and politics - India - History - 1900-1999 17968, 17969
Cartography and politics - Internet - 2003 22597
Cartography and politics - Israel - Maps - 1976 62748
Cartography and politics - Israel - Maps - 1993 62752
Cartography and politics - Israel - Maps - 2005 62753
Cartography and politics - Italy - History - 1500-1599 17995
Cartography and politics - Maps - 1938 65117
Cartography and politics - Maps - 1952 65118
Cartography and politics - Maps - Exhibitions - Electronic information resources 16878, 16879
Cartography and politics - Mediterranean Region - 1938 45760
Cartography and politics - Mexico 16881
Cartography and politics - North America - 1718-1873 - Slides 16882
Cartography and politics - North America - Maps - 1856 57765
Cartography and politics - Palestine - Maps - 1976 62748
Cartography and politics - Palestine - Maps - 1993 62752
Cartography and politics - Palestine - Maps - 2005 62753
Cartography and politics - Russia - History 18339
Cartography and politics - Scotland - History - 2001 69452
Cartography and politics SEE ALSO Propaganda maps 3417
Cartography and politics - Spain - 1500-1599 16884
Cartography and politics - Switzerland - History - 1800-1899 18492
Cartography and politics - United States - Exhibitions 18536
Cartography and politics - United States - Maps - 1899 76419
Cartography and public policy SEE Cartography and politics 17169
Cartography and ships 16885
Cartography and state - national topographic maps and territorial statistics in the nineteenth century / Francesc Nadal and Luis Urteaga 75308
Cartography and statecraft SEE Cartography and politics 17169
Cartography and statecraft: studies in governmental mapmaking in modern Europe and its colonies 16883
Cartography and vision 16886
Cartography - Antarctica 16897, 16888
Cartography - Antarctica - 1515-1763 16889
Cartography - Antarctica - 1910-1913 16890
Cartography - Antarctica - Exhibitions - Catalogs 17091
Cartography - Antarctica - Historiography 16891
Cartography - Antarctica - History 13988, 16892, 16893, 16926, 16927, 76144
Cartography - Antarctica - History - 1840-1960 35097
Cartography - Antillia - History - 1424 64892
Cartography - Antillia - History - 1425 64893
Cartography - Antwerp (Belgium) - History 16962
Cartography - Antwerp (Belgium) - History - 1500-1599 62346
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Cartography - Arabian Peninsula - History 16894, 16895
Cartography - Arabian Peninsula - History 16896
Cartography - Arabian Peninsula - History - 1500-1799 64246
Cartography - Aragon (Spain) - History - 1500-1899 2336
Cartography - Arctic Ocean - 1978 16897
Cartography - Arctic regions - 1500-1599 16898
Cartography - Arctic regions - Exhibitions - Catalogs 18233, 18234
Cartography - Arctic regions - History 11368, 16899, 16900, 16901
Cartography - Arctic regions - History - 1482-1601 69325
Cartography - Argentina - History 2514
Cartography - Arizona - History - 1912-1962 16902
Cartography - Arizona - History - Bibliography 16903
Cartography - Arlington County (Va.) - History 16904
Cartography - Arlington (Tex.) - History 17111
Cartography - Armada, 1588 16905
Cartography - Armenia - History 3106
Cartography - Armenia - History - 00600-2004 3107
Cartography As A Profession 16906, 16907
Cartography as a vital element of administration in the Dutch colonial government of maritime Sri Lanka 1658-1796 18453
Cartography - Asia, Central - History - 1600-1699 16908
Cartography - Asia - Exhibitions - Catalogs 16909, 16910
Cartography - Asia - History 16914
Cartography - Asia - History - 0500-1450 17164
Cartography - Asia - History - 1300 65140, 65141
Cartography - Asia - History - 1500-1599 17302
Cartography - Asia - History - 1500-1699 16911
Cartography - Asia - History - 1600 16912
Cartography - Asia - History - 1600-1699 16816
Cartography - Asia - History - 1675-1699 16913
Cartography - Asia - History - 1700-1899 17133
Cartography - Asia - History - To 2004 18422, 18423
Cartography - Asia - History - To 2008 16915
Cartography - Asia, Southeastern - History 17134
Cartography - Asti (Italy : Province) - History - 1700-1799 3460
Cartography - Atlantic Coast (North America) - History 16916, 18254
Cartography - Atlantic Coast (North America) - History - 1700-1799 23336, 23337, 23338
Cartography - Atlantic Ocean - History - 1275-1499 52804
Cartography - Austerlitz, Battle of, 1805 16917
Cartography - Australia - 1540-1570 16918
Cartography - Australia - 1600-1799 16919
Cartography - Australia - 1800-1975 16920
Cartography - Australia - History 16921, 16925, 16926, 16927, 16928, 16929
Cartography - Australia - History - 1500-1599 16922
Cartography - Australia - History - 1541-1606 23651
Cartography - Australia - History - 1541-1770 16923
Cartography - Australia - History - 1600-1699 16924
Cartography - Australia - Literary Sources - 1600-1699 16930
Cartography - Australia - Periodicals 18289
Cartography - Austria - History 16720, 16931, 16932, 16933, 16934, 16935
Cartography - Austria - History - 1500-1599 11132
Cartography - Austria - History - To 1873 16936
Cartography - Automation - 2005 16937
Cartography - Australia - History - 1050-1666 11118
Cartography - Azores - History - 1400-1499 16938
Cartography, Aztec SEE Aztec Cartography 75376
Cartography - Baden-Württemberg (Germany) - History 60340
Cartography - Baja California (Mexico : Territory) - History 16939
Cartography - Balaton, Lake (Hungary) - History 16940
Cartography - Balkan Peninsula - Exhibitions - Catalogs 75830
Cartography - Balkan Peninsula - History 17894, 17895, 17896, 74259
Cartography - Balkan Peninsula - History - 1500-1899 - Slides 16941
Cartography - Balkan Peninsula - History - Exhibitions - Catalogs 11606
Cartography - Baltic Sea Coast - History - 1585-1957 - Exhibitions - Catalogs 11646
Cartography - Baltic Sea - History 16943, 16944
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Cartography - Baltic Sea - History - 1400-1599 18232  
Cartography - Baltic Sea - History - 1500-1599 16942  
Cartography - Baltic Sea - History - 1585-1957 - Exhibitions - Catalogs 11646  
Cartography - Baltic States 16945  
Cartography - Baltic States - History - 1700-1799 16946  
Cartography - Baltic States - History - Exhibitions - Catalogs 16947  
Cartography - Baltimore (Md.) - History 16949  
Cartography - Baltimore (Md.) - History - 1730-1823 16948  
Cartography - Baluchistan - History - 1765-1947 17966  
Cartography - Barbados - History - 1646 33499  
Cartography - Barcelona (Spain) - History - 2010 16951  
Cartography - Barcelona (Spain : Province) - Cities and towns - History - 1845-1895 16950  
Cartography - Barcelona (Spain : Province) - Cities and towns - History - 2010 16951  
Cartography - Barcelona (Spain : Province) - History - 2010 16951  
Cartography - Basel (Switzerland) 16952  
Cartography - Basel (Switzerland : Canton) - History 51966  
Cartography - Bavaria (Germany) - History 12005, 12006, 16953, 16954  
Cartography - Bavaria (Germany) - History - 1750-1800 16955  
Cartography - Bavaria (Germany) - History - 1800-1899 16956  
Cartography - Bavaria - History 16957  
Cartography - Bayreuth (Principality) - History 16958  
Cartography - Belarus - History 52183  
Cartography - Belcher Islands (Nunavut) - History 12093  
Cartography - Belgium 16959  
Cartography - Belgium - 1570-1641 62347  
Cartography - Belgium - Antwerp - History - 1500-1599 62341  
Cartography - Belgium - Cities and towns - Exhibitions - Catalogs 16960  
Cartography - Belgium - Exhibitions - Catalogs - 1500-1800 18164  
Cartography - Belgium - History 12287, 16962  
Cartography - Belgium - History - 1400-1599 16868  
Cartography - Belgium - History - 1800-1899 16961  
Cartography - Belgium - History - Exhibitions - Catalogs 12289  
Cartography - Benelux countries - History - 1500-1599 17994  
Cartography - Benelux countries - History - 1500-1700 16963  
Cartography - Benelux Countries - History - 1700-1799 26569  
Cartography - Benelux Countries - Exhibitions - Catalogs - 1500-1800 18164  
Cartography - Bengal (India) - History 66398  
Cartography - Berlin (Germany) - History 12556  
Cartography - Berlin (Germany) - History - 1652-1920 16964  
Cartography - Bermuda - History - 1788-1787 16965  
Cartography - Bermuda Islands - History - 1500-1599 60146  
Cartography - Bern (Switzerland : Canton) - Exhibitions - Catalogs 73125  
Cartography - Bern (Switzerland : Canton) - History 66352  
Cartography - Bible 44968  
Cartography - Bibliography 16966, 16967, 16970, 16971, 16978, 17330, 17408, 17445, 30726, 30727, 66336, 80782  
Cartography - Bibliography - 1913-1965 16968  
Cartography - Bibliography - 1968 16969  
Cartography - Bibliography - Catalogs 11887, 11888, 16972, 16973, 17409, 17410, 30729  
Cartography - Bibliography - Catalogs - Maps - Collections 84530  
Cartography - Bibliography - Methodology 16974  
Cartography - Bibliography of bibliographies 16975, 30730  
Cartography - Bibliography - Periodicals 16976, 16977, 18290  
Cartography - Bibliography - To 1816 9304  
Cartography - Biesbosch (Netherlands) - History 69906  
Cartography - Birmingham (England) - Historical geography - Maps - 1975 16979  
Cartography - Birmingham (England) - Historical geography - Maps - 2009 16980  
Cartography - Black Sea Coast - History - 1300-1699 14905  
Cartography - Black Sea Region - History 16981  
Cartography - Boston (Mass.) - Exhibitions 16982  
Cartography - Boston (Mass.) - History - 1670-1775 16983  
Cartography - Boston Region (Mass.) - Exhibitions 13663  
Cartography - Boundaries 21258  
Cartography - Boundaries - History - 1733-1845 76075  
Cartography - Boundaries - History - 1965 16984  
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Brandenburg (Germany)</td>
<td>1400-1599</td>
<td>16985</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Brandenburg (Germany)</td>
<td>1724</td>
<td>33219</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Braunschweig (Germany : State) - History</td>
<td></td>
<td>22880</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Brazil - Coasts - History</td>
<td>1695-1710</td>
<td>16986</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Brazil - Exhibitions - Catalogs</td>
<td>16987, 16988</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Brazil - History - 1500-1599</td>
<td>16989, 16990</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Brazil - History - 1500-1800</td>
<td>16850, 16991</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Brazil - History - 1750</td>
<td>44722</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Brazil - History - Bibliography - 1700-1822</td>
<td>13867</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Breda (Netherlands) - History</td>
<td>13886</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Breda (Netherlands) - History - Siege, 1624-1625</td>
<td>16992</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Brianza (Italy) - History - 1500-1699</td>
<td>13939</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - British Columbia</td>
<td>16993</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - British Columbia - History</td>
<td>16995, 79844</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - British Columbia - History - 1579</td>
<td>16994</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - British Isles</td>
<td>44747</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - British Isles - 1700-1799</td>
<td>51224</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - British Isles - Cities and towns - History - Bibliography</td>
<td></td>
<td>16996</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - British Isles - History</td>
<td>16997, 17360</td>
<td>32473</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - British Isles - History - 1000-1579</td>
<td>14595</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - British Isles - History - 1300-1399</td>
<td>14129, 32281</td>
<td>32282, 32283, 32285</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - British Isles - History - 1500-1599</td>
<td>16998, 60193</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - British Isles - History - 1524-1526</td>
<td>22131</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - British Isles - History - 1570-1620</td>
<td>16999</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - British Isles - History - 1700-1799</td>
<td>70270</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - British Isles - History - 1900-1999</td>
<td>17000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - British Isles - History - 1914</td>
<td>17001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - British Isles - History - 1940</td>
<td>17002</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - British Isles - History - 1944</td>
<td>16729</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - British Isles - History - 1953</td>
<td>17003</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - British Isles - History, Ancient</td>
<td>17004</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography, British SEE British cartography</td>
<td>18540, 44979</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Brittany (France) - History - 1588-1642</td>
<td>17005</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Bruges (Belgium) - History</td>
<td>1571</td>
<td>65460</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Brussels (Belgium) - History</td>
<td>14778</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Buckinghamshire (England) - History</td>
<td>14808, 14810</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Buffalo (N.Y.) - History</td>
<td>14874</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Bulgaria - History</td>
<td>1300-1699</td>
<td>14905</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Bulgaria- History</td>
<td>1800</td>
<td>17006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Bundaleer Plains (Qld.) - History</td>
<td>14919</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography, Byzantine SEE Byzantine cartography</td>
<td>15036</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - California - Exhibitions - Catalogs</td>
<td>17007</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - California - History</td>
<td>15688, 15690</td>
<td>17009, 17010, 17011, 41211, 41212</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - California - History - 1604-1767</td>
<td>15692</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - California - History - 1700-1850</td>
<td>15693</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - California - History - 1769-1873</td>
<td>17008</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - California - History - 1800-1899</td>
<td>32212</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - California - History - Exhibitions - Catalogs</td>
<td>17012</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Campeche (Campeche, Mexico) - History</td>
<td>1500-1799</td>
<td>17013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Canada - 1547</td>
<td>17014</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Canada - 1867-1970</td>
<td>17015</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Canada - Boundaries - United States - History</td>
<td>18530, 44459</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Canada - Cities and towns - History - 1700-1799 - Slides</td>
<td></td>
<td>17016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Canada - Congresses - Periodicals</td>
<td>18291</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Canada - History</td>
<td>3136, 16307, 17017, 17018, 17020, 17021, 17023, 17024, 17025, 34850, 34852</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Canada - History - 1600-1699</td>
<td>19147</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Canada - History - 1700-1799</td>
<td>75110, 75111</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Canada - History - 1923-1970</td>
<td>17019</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Canada - History - 1969</td>
<td>73564</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Canada - History - Congresses</td>
<td>17022</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Canada - History - Exhibits - Catalogs</td>
<td>16312</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Canada - Methodology - History - 1800-1899</td>
<td>17026</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Canada - Study and Teaching</td>
<td>17027</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Canada, Western - Exhibitions - 1700-1886</td>
<td>17028</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Call Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Canada, Western - History</td>
<td>18603</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Canada, Western - History 1500-1899</td>
<td>17029</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Canada, Western - History 1670-1795</td>
<td>17030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Canada, Western - History 1770-1779</td>
<td>33802</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Canada, Western - History 1792-1813</td>
<td>75107, 75108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Canals - Exhibitions - Catalogs</td>
<td>35382</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Cape Breton Island (N.S.) - History</td>
<td>17031</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Caribbean Area 1620-1763</td>
<td>17032</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Caribbean Area - History</td>
<td>18054</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Caribbean Area - History 1500-1650</td>
<td>17033</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Carniola (Slovenia) - Exhibitions - Catalogs</td>
<td>1736-1791 17034</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Çatal Mound (Turkey) - History</td>
<td>17037, 17038, 17039</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Catalonia (Spain) - Exhibitions - Catalogs</td>
<td>18843</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Catalonia (Spain) - History</td>
<td>17040</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Catalonia (Spain) - History - Collections, 975-2004</td>
<td>17041</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Catania (Italy) - History</td>
<td>17042</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Caucasus - 1700-1799</td>
<td>17043</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Caucasus - History 1700-1799</td>
<td>38536</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Celestial charts</td>
<td>18318</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Celestial charts - History 1250-1840</td>
<td>3537, 3538</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Celestial charts - History 1490-1856</td>
<td>3539</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Celestial charts - History - Exhibitions</td>
<td>17044</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Central America - History</td>
<td>18053, 18054, 34618</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Central America - History -1820-1945</td>
<td>17045</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Central America - History 1849-1865</td>
<td>73048</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Central America - History 2007</td>
<td>17267</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Champlain, Lake</td>
<td>17046</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Charcot Island (Antarctica) - History</td>
<td>16826</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Charleston (S.C.) - Siege, 1780</td>
<td>17047, 51240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Chautauqua (N.Y.) - History 1800-1899</td>
<td>17048</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Chelsea (London, England) - History</td>
<td>19295</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Chesapeake Bay (Md. and Va.) - History</td>
<td>17049, 45348</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Chesapeake Bay (Md. and Va.) - History 1524-1750</td>
<td>18092</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Chimay, Lake - History 1500-1699</td>
<td>16911</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Chicago (Ill.) - History 1980</td>
<td>17050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Chicago (Ill.) - History 17051, 19411, 19975, 33635, 84561, 85094</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Chicago (Ill.) - History 1612-2002</td>
<td>17052</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Chicago (Ill.) - History 1674-1996 - Study and teaching</td>
<td>19969</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Chicago (Ill.) - History 1812-1910</td>
<td>17053</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Chicago (Ill.) - History 1849-2008 - Electronic information resources</td>
<td>42127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Chicago (Ill.) - History 1856-1958 - Slides</td>
<td>17054</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Chicago (Ill.) - History - Prospectuses 1612-2002</td>
<td>19968</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Chicago (Ill.) - History - Sources 1830-1980</td>
<td>20500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Chicago Region (Ill.)</td>
<td>17055</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Chicago Region (Ill.) - Exhibitions - Catalogs</td>
<td>35382</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Chicago Region (Ill.) - History 1600-1915</td>
<td>20075, 20076</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Chicago Region (Ill.) - History 1681-1852</td>
<td>20078</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Chicago Region (Ill.) - History Sources 1830-1980</td>
<td>20500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Chile</td>
<td>66378</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Chile - History</td>
<td>20593, 20594, 20596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Chilli - History</td>
<td>17056</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - China - 1500-1599</td>
<td>17057</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - China - 1586</td>
<td>17058</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - China - 1990</td>
<td>17059</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - China - Bibliography</td>
<td>17060</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - China - Exhibitions</td>
<td>66754</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - China - Exhibitions - Catalogs</td>
<td>67383</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - China - History</td>
<td>17061, 17070, 20749, 20754, 20764, 20765</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - China - History 1500-1599</td>
<td>80800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - China - History 1500-1630</td>
<td>17062</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - China - History 1580-1760</td>
<td>17063</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - China - History 1583-1772</td>
<td>17064</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - China - History 1590</td>
<td>20613</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - China - History 1594</td>
<td>17065</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Cartography - Lincoln (England) - History - 1610-1920 18062
Cartography - Lithuania - History 42211
Cartography - Livorno (Italy) - History 18063
Cartography - Local transit - History 42294
Cartography - Loch Goosie (Scotland) - History - 1775 3120
Cartography - London (England) - History - 1553-1667 18064
Cartography - London (England) - History 18065, 18066, 18067, 42397, 42427, 42745, 42746
Cartography - London (England) - History - 1500-1599 42382
Cartography - London (England) - History - 1550-1610 18068
Cartography - London (England) - History - 1553-1559 18069
Cartography - London (England) - History - 1600-1699 42395
Cartography - London (England) - History - 1746-1950 42735
Cartography - London (England) - History - 1836-1848 18070
Cartography - Long Island (N.Y.) - History 18071
Cartography - Lorraine (France) - History - 1500-1599 46040
Cartography - Louisiana - History - 1524-1996 18072
Cartography - Louisiana - History - 1683-1720 18073
Cartography - Louisiana Purchase - Exhibitions - Catalogs - 2004 18074
Cartography - Louisiana Purchase - History - 1803-1810 18439
Cartography - Louvain (Belgium) - History - 1500-1599 18075
Cartography - Luxembourg - Exhibitions - Catalogs 18076
Cartography - Luxembourg - History 43678
Cartography - Luxembourg (Luxembourg) - History - 1581-1867 43652
Cartography - Macerata (Italy) - History 18077
Cartography - Madagascar - History 18078
Cartography - Madrid (Spain) - History 43875
Cartography - Magdeburg (Germany) - History - 1938 43893
Cartography - Maine - History 33004
Cartography - Maine - History - 1763-1860 44190
Cartography - Maine - History - 1800-1899 33005
Cartography - Maine - History - Exhibitions - Catalogs 17431, 18079
Cartography - Majorca (Spain) - History - 1400-1700 18080
Cartography - Majorca (Spain) - History - 1500-1699 18081, 18082
Cartography - Malta - 1500-1599 18083
Cartography - Malta - 1536-1563 18084
Cartography - Malta - 1600-1799 18085
Cartography - Malta - Exhibitions - Catalogs - 1536-1900 18086
Cartography - Malta - History 18087, 18088
Cartography - Malta - History - Siege, 1565 18089
Cartography - Malta - Siege, 1566 18090
Cartography, Manchurian 18091
Cartography - Manhattan (New York, N.Y.) - History 18190
Cartography - Mansfeld (Grafschaft) - 1557 73219

Cartography (map making) 16907
Cartography - Maritime Provinces - History 45137
Cartography - Marshall Islands - History 45200
Cartography - Maryland - Cities and towns - History 18575, 80328
Cartography - Maryland - History 45347, 45348
Cartography - Maryland - History - 1524-1750 18092
Cartography - Mason-Dixon Line - History 18093, 18094
Cartography - Massachusetts - Boston 18095
Cartography - Massachusetts - History - 1600-1799 18096, 18097
Cartography - Mathematics 18098
Cartography - Mathematics - History - 1600-1699 17149
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| Cartography - Mechelen (Belgium) - History - 1500-1599 | 18099 |
| Cartography - Mecklenburg (Germany : Region) - History | 45671, 45676 |
| Cartography, Medieval | 18100, 18102, 18113 |
| Cartography, Medieval - England | 18101 |
| Cartography, Medieval - England - History | 63320 |
| Cartography, Medieval - England - History - 1485-1603 | 17145, 17146 |
| Cartography, Medieval - Exhibitions - Catalogs | 13364 |
| Cartography, Medieval - History | 14906, 16806, 16849, 17162, 17164, 17171, 18104, 18105, 18106, 18107, 18108, 18109, 18111, 18112, 18208, 18708, 22309, 22393, 24612, 30856, 30862, 30863, 32919, 44651, 64563, 66749, 66750, 66751, 69339, 73556, 73557, 80038, 83770, 83771, 83772, 83773, 83774, 84520, 84521, 84522 |
| Cartography, Medieval - History - America | 18103 |
| Cartography, Medieval - History - Bibliography | 84519 |
| Cartography, Medieval - History - Slides | 18110 |
| Cartography, Medieval - London (England) - History | 63320 |
| Cartography, Medieval - Manuscripts - Bibliography | 83764 |
| Cartography, Medieval SEE ALSO World maps - 400 - 1499 | 18110 |
| Cartography - Mediterranean Region - History | 18114 |
| Cartography - Mediterranean Region - History - 1000-1470 | 52821 |
| Cartography - Mediterranean Region - History - 1500-1699 | 52823 |
| Cartography - Mediterranean Sea - History | 18115 |
| Cartography - Methodology | 17035, 17250, 17276, 18116, 18117, 18118, 18313 |
| Cartography - Methodology - 1850 | 18499 |
| Cartography - Methodology - 1956 Atlases, French - 1956 | 66376 |
| Cartography - Mexico - 1500-1599 | 18119 |
| Cartography - Mexico - 1840-1849 | 14745 |
| Cartography - Mexico City (Mexico) - History | 36690 |
| Cartography - Mexico - Guanajuato (State) - History | 18120 |
| Cartography - Mexico, Gulf of - History - 1500-1799 - Slides | 18121 |
| Cartography - Mexico - History | 16881, 18053, 18054, 18126, 34867, 34868, 34871, 41211, 41212 |
| Cartography - Mexico - History - 1500-1899 | 18122 |
| Cartography - Mexico - History - 1800-1899 | 18123 |
| Cartography - Mexico - History - 1811 - Map accuracy | 46315 |
| Cartography - Mexico - History - 1947 | 46634 |
| Cartography - Mexico - History - Cities and towns - 1500-1799 | 46606, 46607 |
| Cartography - Mexico - History - Jesuits | 18124, 18125 |
| Cartography - Mexico - History - Slides | 76077 |
| Cartography - Mexico, Valley of (Mexico) - History | 46635 |
| Cartography - Michigan - 1700-1850 | 18127 |
| Cartography - Michigan - History | 18128, 18129, 18130, 18131 |
| Cartography - Michigan - History - 1587-1880 | 32625 |
| Cartography - Michigan - History - 1820-1829 | 22135 |
| Cartography - Michigan, Lake - History - 1762-1825 | 18132 |
| Cartography - Michigan, Lake - History - 1979 | 32508 |
| Cartography - Michigan, Lake - History - 1981 | 32509 |
| Cartography - Middle Atlantic States - History - 1751-1794 | 80367 |
| Cartography - Middle East - Exhibitions - Catalogs | 75830 |
| Cartography - Middle East - History - 1477-1925 | 38199, 38200, 38201 |
| Cartography - Middle East - History - 1835-1839 | 51226 |
| Cartography - Middle West - Boundaries - History - 1850-1859 | 18133 |
| Cartography - Middle West - History | 49116, 49117, 49118, 49120 |
| Cartography - Milan (Italy) - History | 18134 |
| Cartography, Military SEE Military maps | 49256 |
| Cartography, Military SEE Military maps AND Military art and science | 32376 |
| Cartography - Minas Gerais (Brazil) - History - 1720-1879 | 49374 |
| Cartography - Minnesota - History | 22343, 50033 |
| Cartography - Mississippi - Exhibitions | 18135 |
| Cartography - Mississippi River - History | 21250, 21251 |
| Cartography - Mississippi River Valley | 18139, 22208, 39865 |
| Cartography - Mississippi River Valley - Exhibitions - Catalogs | 50647 |
| Cartography - Mississippi River Valley - Exhibitions - Catalogs - Electronic information resources | 50646 |
| Cartography - Mississippi River Valley - History | 18136, 45159, 45160, 45161, 45162, 50643 |
| Cartography - Mississippi River Valley - History - 1684 | 18137 |
| Cartography - Mississippi River Valley - History - 1750-1775 | 17902 |
| Cartography - Mississippi River Valley - History - 1820-1829 | 18138 |
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Cartography - Missouri River - History - 1804-1806 81751, 81752
Cartography - Missouri River Valley - History 18140, 18141, 18144, 18145, 18146, 51150
Cartography - Missouri River Valley - History - 1795 18142, 18143
Cartography - Mogul Empire - History - 1800 51205, 51206
Cartography - Mont Cenis Pass (France) - History - 1400-1599 16838, 16839
Cartography - Moon 18147, 18149
Cartography - Moon - History 18148
Cartography - Moravia - History - 1569 18150
Cartography - Mountains - Exhibitions 18151
Cartography - Mullan Road - History 18152
Cartography - Münster (Ecclesiastical principality) - 16th - 17th centuries 31895
Cartography - Muscle Shoals (Ala.) - History 18153
Cartography - Naples (Italy) - History 18154
Cartography - Naples (Italy : Province) - History 18155, 42019
Cartography - Naples (Kingdom) - 1600-1799 18156
Cartography - Naples (Kingdom) - History - 1600-1699 3652
Cartography - Natural resources 8626
Cartography - Navarre (Spain) - History - 1977 52854
Cartography - Nederlandsche Oost-Indische Compagnie - 1730-1742 18157
Cartography - Netherlands 16959, 18158, 18159, 18161, 18177
Cartography - Netherlands - Amsterdam - Exhibitions 83605
Cartography - Netherlands - Cities and towns - History 53319
Cartography - Netherlands - Delfland - History 18160
Cartography - Netherlands - Exhibitions 66824
Cartography - Netherlands - Exhibitions - 1600-1699 18162, 18163
Cartography - Netherlands - Exhibitions - Catalogs 13210, 53628
Cartography - Netherlands - Exhibitions - Catalogs - 1500-1800 18164
Cartography - Netherlands - History 18165, 18166, 18167, 18174, 18175, 18176, 44783, 53619, 53621, 53624, 53626, 53627, 80043
Cartography - Netherlands - History - 1500-1599 8658, 34525, 46041, 53617, 53623, 53625
Cartography - Netherlands - History - 1500-1699 18168
Cartography - Netherlands - History - 1548-1794 53619
Cartography - Netherlands - History - 1560-1600 53353
Cartography - Netherlands - History - 1600-1699 13212, 80044
Cartography - Netherlands - History - 1600-1799 18169
Cartography - Netherlands - History - 1615-1797 18170
Cartography - Netherlands - History - 1680-1885 79815
Cartography - Netherlands - History - 1795-1814 18171
Cartography - Netherlands - History - 1800-1899 41353, 53332
Cartography - Netherlands - History - 1800-1999 18172
Cartography - Netherlands - History - 1877-1992 8808, 8809
Cartography - Netherlands - History - 300 64325
Cartography - Netherlands - History - Bibliography 18173
Cartography - Netherlands - History - Nautical charts - 1600-1699 53290
Cartography - Netherlands - History - Sources 53397
Cartography - New England - 1650 18202
Cartography - New England - Coasts - Exhibitions 16982
Cartography - New England - History - 1513-1800 54555
Cartography - New England - History - 1616 70228
Cartography - New England - Methodology 18178
Cartography - New Hampshire - History 18179, 41769, 41770
Cartography - New Hampshire - History - Bibliography 41768
Cartography - New Haven (Conn.) 18180
Cartography - New Haven (Conn.) - 1637-1775 18181
Cartography - New Haven (Conn.) - History - 1700-1799 18182
Cartography - New Jersey 18183
Cartography - New Jersey - Boundaries - 1606-1968 18184
Cartography - New Jersey - History 18186, 18187
Cartography - New Jersey - History - Bibliography 18185
Cartography - New Mexico - History 55442
Cartography - New South Wales - History - 1788-1843 17091
Cartography - New York (N.Y.) - 1766-1776 18188
Cartography - New York (N.Y.) - History 18190, 18191, 55602, 55803, 55804
Cartography - New York (N.Y.) - History - 1527-1995 44319, 44320, 55799
Cartography - New York (N.Y.) - History - 1900 18189
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Cartography - New York (State) - New York Metropolitan Area - History 44500
Cartography - New Zealand - 1769 18192
Cartography - New Zealand - Exhibitions - Catalogs 18193
Cartography - New Zealand - History - 1600-1699 18194
Cartography - New Zealand - History - Periodicals 17443
Cartography - Newfoundland and Labrador - History - 1497-1769 18195
Cartography - Newfoundland and Labrador - History - 1500-1599 17265
Cartography - Nicosia (Cyprus) - History 57077
Cartography - Nigeria - History 18197
Cartography - Nigeria - History - 1900-1999 18196
Cartography - Nile River Valley - History 57110, 57111
Cartography - Nola (Italy) - History 18198
Cartography - Norfolk (England) - History 26451, 57193
Cartography - Normandy (France) - History - 1500-1650 18199
Cartography - Norrbottens län (Sweden) - History 18200
Cartography - North America 16845
Cartography - North America - 1570-1599 18201
Cartography - North America - 1650 18202
Cartography - North America - Exhibitions 18204
Cartography - North America - Exhibitions - Catalogs 18203, 50647
Cartography - North America - Exhibitions - Catalogs - 1759-1778 51706
Cartography - North America - Exhibitions - Catalogs - Electronic information resources 50646
Cartography - North America - History 16303, 16304, 18205, 18206, 18207, 18218, 18220, 18221, 18550, 25546, 44717, 57855, 57856, 66173, 83631, 83632
Cartography - North America - History - 1400-1499 52808
Cartography - North America - History - 1450 18208, 80306
Cartography - North America - History - 1463-1782 57853
Cartography - North America - History - 1500-1800 18209, 18210, 44879
Cartography - North America - History - 1511-1700 57843
Cartography - North America - History - 1534-1542 16715
Cartography - North America - History - 1550-1599 18211
Cartography - North America - History - 1600 18213
Cartography - North America - History - 1600-1760 18212
Cartography - North America - History - 1630 18215
Cartography - North America - History - 1630-1776 18214
Cartography - North America - History - 1700-1799 18216, 38538, 38540, 57865
Cartography - North America - History - 1755-1763 76357, 76358
Cartography - North America - History - 1800-1899 18217
Cartography - North America - History - Bibliography 44862
Cartography - North America - History - Cities and towns 18219
Cartography - North America - History - Exhibitions - Catalogs 85030, 85031
Cartography - North America - History - French and Indian War, 1755-1763 76360, 76361
Cartography - North America - History - Jesuits 18124, 18125
Cartography - North America - History - Slides 18241
Cartography - North America - History - Sources 45046
Cartography - North Atlantic Ocean - 1952-1959 18222, 18223
Cartography - North Atlantic Ocean - History 18224, 85308, 85309, 85315
Cartography - North Carolina 18225
Cartography - North Carolina - History 18226, 18227, 18228, 18429, 21811
Cartography - North Carolina - History - 1585-1896 58286
Cartography - North Dakota - History 17258
Cartography - North Holland (Netherlands) - Cities and towns - History 18229
Cartography - North Holland (Netherlands) - History 18230, 23681, 58697
Cartography - North Holland (Netherlands) - History - 1575-1608 58678
Cartography - North Pacific Ocean - History 17011, 18416, 18417, 49278
Cartography - North Pacific Ocean - History - 1753-1755 58710, 58711
Cartography - North Pacific Ocean - History - 1784-1914 18231
Cartography - North Sea - History 16944
Cartography - North Sea - History - 1400-1599 18232
Cartography - Northeast Passage - Exhibitions - Catalogs 18233, 18234
Cartography - Northeast Passage - History 18235
Cartography - Northeast Passage - History - 1400-1899 18236
Cartography - Northern boundary of the United States - History - 19th century 18237
Cartography - Northern Rhodesia - History - 1900-1960 75301
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| Cartography - Northwest Coast of North America - History | 49278 |
| Cartography - Northwest, Pacific | 18238 |
| Cartography - Northwest, Pacific - History | 18152, 59797 |
| Cartography - Northwest Passage | 18239 |
| Cartography - Northwest Passage - History | 49278 |
| Cartography - Northwest Passage - History - 1861 | 18240 |
| Cartography - Northwest Passage - History - Slides | 18241 |
| Cartography - Northwestern States - History | 1700-1899 | 18242 |
| Cartography - Northwestern States - History - 1804-1806 | 81751, 81752 |
| Cartography - Norway - Exhibitions - Catalogs | 18389, 18390, 18391 |
| Cartography - Norway - History | 18243, 60137 |
| Cartography - Nova Scotia - History | 1700-1799 | 23336, 23337, 23338 |
| Cartography - Nuremberg (Germany) - History - Exhibitions - Catalogs | 44939 |
| The Cartography of a legend: Prester John of the Indies | 65544 |
| The Cartography of California, 16th-19th centuries: maps from a private collection, November 17, 2005 | 15691 |
| Cartography of colonial Carolina | 18429 |
| The Cartography of Japan during the middle Tokugawa era: A study in cross-cultural influences | 18009 |
| The Cartography of North America, 1500-1800 / Pierluigi Portinaro and Franco Kirsch | 18209, 18210 |
| The Cartography of Northern Virginia: facsimile reproductions of maps dating from 1608 to 1915 | 80520, 80521 |
| Cartography of Pennsylvania before 1800 | 18273 |
| The cartography of reality | 28804 |
| Cartography of Rhode Island / by Howard Millar Chapin | 18354 |
| The Cartography of the British attack on Fort Moultrie in 1776 | 17202 |
| The Cartography of the Caribbean: 1500-1650 | 17033 |
| Cartography of the Illinois Country: an analysis of middle Mississippi maps drawn during the British Regime / Melburn D. Thurman | 17902 |
| The Cartography of the interior: the American southwest | 18437 |
| Cartography of the Mexico-United States frontier / text by Antonio Rios-Bustamante | 76077 |
| The Cartography of the Mississippi | 22208 |
| The Cartography of the northwest coast of America to the year 1800 / Henry R. Wagner | 59728 |
| Cartography of the shores and islands of Greece | 17261 |
| The Cartography of the voyages / by R. A. Skelton | 15057 |
| Cartography - Ohio - History | 18244, 18245 |
| Cartography - Ohio River Valley - History | 16718, 18247 |
| Cartography - Ohio River Valley - History - 1673-1783 | 61288 |
| Cartography - Ohio River Valley - History - 1800 | 18246 |
| Cartography on Carthaginian gold staters | 16714 |
| Cartography - Ontario - Exhibitions - Catalogs | 61977 |
| Cartography - Ontario - History | 52418 |
| Cartography - Ontario - History - 1800-1899 | 18248 |
| Cartography - Ontario - History - 1867 | 44679 |
| Cartography - Ontario, Lake (N.Y. and Ont.) - History | 27201 |
| Cartography - Oregon - History | 59797, 81423 |
| Cartography - Osnabrück (Germany) - Exhibitions | 18249 |
| Cartography - Osnabrück Region (Germany) - History | 18250 |
| Cartography - Ostfriesland (Germany) - History | 18251, 24966, 24967, 24968 |
| Cartography - Ottawa (Ont.) - History | 18252 |
| Cartography, Ottoman SEE Ottoman cartography | 18114 |
| Cartography over the last 1200 years: treasures of the Burghers’ Library of Berne and the University Library of Berne: University Library of Berne, special exhibition: July 10, 2007 | 18490 |
| Cartography - Oztoticpac (Texcoco de Mora, Mexico) - History | 62520 |
| Cartography - Oztoticpac (Texcoco de Mora, Mexico) - History - 1540 | 62519 |
| Cartography - Pacific Coast (America) - History | 66836, 66837, 66838, 66839, 66840 |
| Cartography - Pacific Coast (B.C.) - History | 1774-1794 | 26440 |
| Cartography - Pacific Coast (North America) - History | 16916, 18253, 18254, 18255, 18416, 18417 |
| Cartography - Pacific Coast (North America) - History - 1710-1712 | 41121 |
| Cartography - Pacific Ocean - Coasts - North America - History | 1600-1799 | 18256 |
| Cartography - Pacific Ocean - History | 18258, 18259, 18260 |
| Cartography - Pacific Ocean - History - 1750-1799 | 18257 |
| Cartography - Pais Vasco (Spain) - Bibliography | 18261 |
| Cartography - Palestine | 18262 |
| Cartography - Palestine - 1914-1918 | 7 |
| Cartography - Palestine - Cities and towns - History | 1917-1918 | 18263 |
| Cartography - Palestine - History | 18264, 18265, 18266, 18267, 18268 |
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Cartography - Palestine - History - 1500-1599  46022
Cartography - Palestine - History - 1500-1699  85241
Cartography - Palestine - History - 1552  73222
Cartography - Palestine - History - 1920-1948  73574
Cartography - Palmer Land (Antarctica) - History  18430
Cartography - Pamir - History - 1700-1899  18269
Cartography - Papal States - History  62972
Cartography - Papal States - History - 1597  67329
Cartography - Paradise - History  18270, 18271

Cartography Paris exhibit proves that mapmaking can be a fine art as well as a science  17176

Cartography - Paris (France) - History - 1493-1799  63307
Cartography - Paris (France) - History - 1550  75570
Cartography - Pennine Chain (England) - History - 1600-1699  18272
Cartography - Pennsylvania  18273
Cartography - Pennsylvania - Cities and towns - 1946-1977  18274
Cartography - Pennsylvania - History  16741, 34559
Cartography - Pennsylvania - History - 1790  35032
Cartography - Pennsylvania - History - 1870-1974  18275
Cartography - Pennsylvania - Main Line - History  18276
Cartography - Periodicals  17444, 17445, 17446, 18277, 18278, 18279, 18280, 18281, 18282, 18283, 18284, 18285, 18287, 18288, 18289, 18290, 18291, 18292, 18293, 18294, 18296, 18297, 18298, 18337, 23955, 30638, 30639, 30872, 30874, 44504, 44505, 44776, 66391
Cartography - Periodicals - Bibliography  18286, 41950
Cartography - Periodicals - Electronic journals  17448
Cartography - Periodicals - Germany - Bibliography  44775
Cartography - Periodicals - History  18295
Cartography - Persian Gulf - History - 1500-1799  64246
Cartography - Perth Amboy (N.J.) - History  25540
Cartography - Peru - History  18299, 64290
Cartography - Peru - History - 1849-1865  73048
Cartography - Philippines - History  18300
Cartography - Philosophy  17415, 17877, 17915, 17922, 18301, 18302, 18303, 18304, 18305, 18306, 18307, 18308, 18313, 44694
Cartography - Philosophy - History - 1875  18309
Cartography - Philosophy - 1986  18310
Cartography - Philosophy - 1992  18311
Cartography - Philosophy - 2007  18312
Cartography - Piedmont (Italy)  18315
Cartography - Piedmont (Italy) - History  18316, 18317
Cartography - Piedmont (Italy) - History - 1700-1799  3460
Cartography - Planets  18318
Cartography - Plymouth (England) - History - 1540-1643  18319
Cartography - Poetry - 1828  30875
Cartography - Poetry - 1959  52705
Cartography - Poetry - 1963  18320, 52708, 66240
Cartography - Poetry - 1997  18321
Cartography - Poetry - 2008  52709
Cartography - Poetry SEE ALSO Maps in literature  52708
Cartography - Poitou (France) - Exhibitions - Catalogs  18322
Cartography - Poland - 1500-1599  18323
Cartography - Poland - 1500-1800 - Exhibitions - Catalogs  65089
Cartography - Poland - Bibliography - 1659-1939  18324
Cartography - Poland - History  18325, 18326, 18335, 18336
Cartography - Poland - History - 1421-1600  18327
Cartography - Poland - History - 1500-1599  16744
Cartography - Poland - History - 1500-1799  66381
Cartography - Poland - History - 1500-1800  67705
Cartography - Poland - History - 1526  80804
Cartography - Poland - History - 1568  28612
Cartography - Poland - History - 1576-1586  18328
Cartography - Poland - History - 1590-1600  18329
Cartography - Poland - History - 1600-1699  45533
Cartography - Poland - History - 1607-1686  18330
Cartography - Poland - History - 1659-1939  18324
Cartography - Poland - History - 1700-1764  18331
Cartography - Poland - History - 1764-1795  18332
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Poland - History - 1764-1797</td>
<td>18333</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Poland - History - 1918-1939</td>
<td>28775</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Poland - History - Bibliography - 1945-1969</td>
<td>18334</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Poland - Periodicals</td>
<td>18337</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Polar regions</td>
<td>18338</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Political aspects - 2003</td>
<td>22597</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Political aspects - Europe, Eastern - History</td>
<td>18339</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Political aspects - Russia - History</td>
<td>18339</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Port Phillip (Victoria) - History - 1835-1836</td>
<td>18340</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Portugal - Colonies - Exhibitions - Catalogs</td>
<td>16988</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Portugal - Colonies - History</td>
<td>10748, 10749, 10750, 10751, 18341</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Portugal - Colonies - History - 1875 - 1975</td>
<td>18342</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Portugal - Historiography</td>
<td>45151, 45152</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Portugal - History</td>
<td>17345, 18343</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Portugal - History - 1500-1599</td>
<td>69811</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Portugal - History - 1575-1585</td>
<td>18443</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Portugal - History - Exhibitions</td>
<td>65427</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography, Portuguese SEE Portuguese cartography</td>
<td>10748</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Potomac River - History - 1751-1859</td>
<td>18344</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Poznan (Poland) - History</td>
<td>1830</td>
<td>65472</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography, Prehistoric SEE Prehistoric cartography</td>
<td>17038</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Presidential Range (N.H.) - History - 1988</td>
<td>80887</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography, Primitive SEE Indian cartography</td>
<td>36689</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Prince William County (Va.) - History</td>
<td>18576</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Problems, exercises, etc.</td>
<td>44695</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Problems, exercises, etc. - 1841</td>
<td>29495</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Problems, exercises, etc. - 1877</td>
<td>30098</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Problems, exercises, etc. - 2006</td>
<td>30637</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Problems, exercises, etc. - Maps - 1868</td>
<td>44538</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Problems, Exercises, Etc. - Maps - 1870 - Manuscripts</td>
<td>62736</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Problems, exercises, etc. - Maps - 1873</td>
<td>18345</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Problems, exercises, etc. - Maps - 1875</td>
<td>30054</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Problems, exercises, etc. - Maps - 1875-1876</td>
<td>30044</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Problems, exercises, etc. - Maps - 1876</td>
<td>30075</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Problems, exercises, etc. - Maps - 1877</td>
<td>30099</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Problems, exercises, etc. - Maps - 1877-1878 - Manuscripts</td>
<td>51844</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Problems, exercises, etc. - Maps - 1878</td>
<td>30122, 30123, 30129</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Problems, exercises, etc. - Maps - 1879</td>
<td>30149</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Problems, exercises, etc. - Maps - 1880</td>
<td>30174</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Problems, exercises, etc. - Maps - 1880-1881 - Manuscripts</td>
<td>67443</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Problems, exercises, etc. - Maps - 1881</td>
<td>30199, 30200, 30201, 30205, 30206</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Problems, exercises, etc. - Maps - 1882</td>
<td>30222</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Problems, exercises, etc. - Maps - 1883</td>
<td>30241</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Problems, exercises, etc. - Maps - 1890</td>
<td>30360</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Problems, exercises, etc. - Maps - 1891</td>
<td>30382</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Problems, exercises, etc. - Maps - 1892</td>
<td>30393, 30394</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Problems, exercises, etc. - Maps - 1896</td>
<td>30449</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Problems, exercises, etc. - Maps - 1897</td>
<td>30460</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Problems, exercises, etc. - Maps - 1902</td>
<td>44539</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Problems, Exercises, Etc. - Maps - 1960</td>
<td>44832</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Problems, Exercises, Etc. - Maps - 1964</td>
<td>45022</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Problems, exercises, etc. - Maps - 2005 - Manuscripts</td>
<td>81148, 81149, 81150</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Problems, exercises, etc. - Maps - 2007 - Manuscripts</td>
<td>81151, 81152, 81153</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Problems, exercises, etc. - Maps - 2009 - Manuscripts</td>
<td>81154, 81155, 81156</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Problems, exercises, etc. - Maps - 2011 - Manuscripts</td>
<td>52891, 81157, 81158, 81159, 81160</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Prussia (Germany) - 1700-1899 - Exhibitions</td>
<td>65685</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Prussia (Germany) - 1740-1786</td>
<td>18346</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Prussia (Germany) - History</td>
<td>18351</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Prussia (Germany) - History - 1500-1599</td>
<td>18347, 66424</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Prussia (Germany) - History - 1542-1810</td>
<td>18348</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Prussia (Germany) - History - 1700-1799</td>
<td>18349</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Prussia (Germany) - History - 1750-1799</td>
<td>18350</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Pyrenees - History</td>
<td>67420</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Québec Campaign, 1759</td>
<td>18352</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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| Cartography - Randers (Denmark) | 18353 |
| Cartography - Renfrewshire (Scotland) - History | 66395 |
| Cartography - Research - Directories - France | 30877 |
| Cartography - Research Institutes | 33858 |
| Cartography - Rhine River - History - 1544-1700 | 66434, 66435 |
| Cartography - Rhineland-Palatinate (Germany) - History - 1500-1599 | 73211 |
| Cartography - Rhode Island - History - 1911 | 18354 |
| Cartography - Rio de Janeiro (Brazil) | 18355 |
| Cartography - Rio de Janeiro (Brazil) - History - 1500-1699 | 18356 |
| Cartography - Rio de Janeiro (Brazil) - History - 1750-1850 | 18357 |
| Cartography - Rio de la Plata (Uruguay and Argentina) - History - 1521 | 39603 |
| Cartography - Rio Negro (Argentina) - History - 1800-1899 | 34873 |
| Cartography - Road maps - France - History, 1730-1780 | 4153 |
| Cartography - Road maps - France - Lyon region - History, 1730-1780 | 4154 |
| Cartography, Roman SEE Roman cartography | 67115 |
| Cartography - Romania - 1500-1599 | 34646 |
| Cartography - Rome - History, Ancient | 18358, 18359, 67179 |
| Cartography - Rome - History, Ancient - Germanic Invasions, 3rd-6th centuries | 67128 |
| Cartography - Rome (Italy) - 1520 | 18360, 18361 |
| Cartography - Rome (Italy) - 1748 | 57141 |
| Cartography - Rome (Italy) - History | 18362, 18363, 28458 |
| Cartography - Rome (Italy) - History - 1450 | 1166 |
| Cartography - Rome (Italy) - History - 1625 | 45542 |
| Cartography - Rome (Italy) - History, Ancient | 18359, 27225, 27226 |
| Cartography - Rome (Italy) - History - Exhibitions - Catalogs | 67309 |
| Cartography - Rome (Italy : Province) - 1700-1799 | 18364 |
| Cartography - Rovigo (Italy : Province) - History - 1600-1800 - Exhibitions - Catalogs | 67426 |
| Cartography - Rügen Island (Germany) - History | 18365 |
| Cartography - Russia - 1990 | 17059 |
| Cartography - Russia - Historiography | 18366 |
| Cartography - Russia - History | 18339, 18367, 18377 |
| Cartography - Russia - History - 1482-1687 | 18368 |
| Cartography - Russia - History - 1500-1599 | 18369, 33840 |
| Cartography - Russia - History - 1500-1699 | 18370, 18371, 67503 |
| Cartography - Russia - History - 1500-1725 | 89608 |
| Cartography - Russia - History - 1500-1800 | 67705 |
| Cartography - Russia - History - 1525-1631 | 82918 |
| Cartography - Russia - History - 1600-1699 | 18372 |
| Cartography - Russia - History - 1700-1799 | 18373, 18374, 73569 |
| Cartography - Russia - History - 1700-1850 | 17194 |
| Cartography - Russia - History - 1766-1861 | 18375 |
| Cartography - Russia - History - 1800 | 18376 |
| Cartography - Russia - History - 1800-1970 | 18477 |
| Cartography - Russia - Textbooks - 1959-1962 | 18512 |
| Cartography, Russian SEE Russian cartography | 18374 |

"Cartography’s photographic revolution; microcartography" 47548 |

| Cartography - Saint Lawrence Island (Alaska) - History | 12419 |
| Cartography - Saint Petersburg (Russia) - History - 1700-2002 | 68238 |
| Cartography - Saintogne (France) - Exhibitions - Catalogs | 18322 |
| Cartography - Salzburg (Austria) - History | 18378, 18379 |
| Cartography - San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - History | 68550, 68551 |
| Cartography - San Francisco Bay (Calif.) - History | 18380, 18381 |
| Cartography - San Francisco (Calif.) - History | 68550, 68551 |
| Cartography - Sardinia (Italy) - 1600-1699 | 18362, 18383 |
| Cartography - Sardinia (Italy) - History | 68925 |
| Cartography - Sardinia (Italy) - Symbols - 1600-1619 | 18384 |
| Cartography - Saudi Arabia - History | 16896 |
| Cartography - Savoy (France and Italy) - 1500-1700 | 18385 |
| Cartography - Savoy (France and Italy) - History | 13321, 13324, 13325 |
| Cartography - Savoy (France and Italy) - History - Exhibitions - Catalogs | 18386 |
| Cartography - Saxony (Germany) - History - 1500-1599 | 18387 |
| Cartography - Scandia - History | 18388 |
| Cartography - Scandinavia - Exhibitions - Catalogs | 17180, 18389, 18390, 18391 |
| Cartography - Scandinavia - History | 18392, 18393, 18394, 18395, 18396, 64909, 67438, 69326, 69327 |
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Cartography - Scandinavia - History - 1482-1601 69325
Cartography - Scandinavia - History - 1600 85310, 85312, 85314
Cartography - Scandinavia - History - Exhibitions - Catalogs 73760
Cartography - Scheldt River - History - 1490 69341
Cartography - Schwerin (Mecklenburg-Vorpommern, Germany) - History 18397
Cartography - Scotland - 1500-1599 18398, 18399
Cartography - Scotland - History 18400, 18401, 18402, 18408, 18409, 18410, 18411, 18412
Cartography - Scotland - History - 0150 18403
Cartography - Scotland - History - 1500-1599 65190, 65191
Cartography - Scotland - History - 1583-1596 65192
Cartography - Scotland - History - 1596 69462
Cartography - Scotland - History - 1600-1699 13211
Cartography - Scotland - History - 1654 18404, 18405
Cartography - Scotland - History - 1700-1799 609, 18406
Cartography - Scotland - History - 1777 63504
Cartography - Scotland - History - Bibliography 18407
Cartography SEE ALSO Indian cartography 17036, 36689
Cartography - Serbia - Belgrade - History - 1688 12293
Cartography - Seville (Spain) - History 13086
Cartography - Seville (Spain) - History - 1992 18413
Cartography - Sherborne (Dorset, England) - History 67101
Cartography - Siberia (Russia) 18414
Cartography - Siberia (Russia) - History 18416, 18417
Cartography - Siberia (Russia) - History - 1600-1699 18415, 66388
Cartography - Sicily (Italy) - History 18001, 18418
Cartography - Signa (Italy) - Exhibitions - Catalogs 18419
Cartography - Silesia - Bibliography 18420
Cartography - Silesia - History 18421
Cartography - Silesia - History - 1800 18420
Cartography - Silk Road - History - To 2004 18422, 18423
Cartography - Silk Road - History - To 2008 16915
Cartography - Skokie (Ill.) - History 18424
Cartography - Slovakia - Bibliography - Electronic information resources - 2013 28761
Cartography - Slovakia - History - 1700-1799 18425
Cartography - Slovenia - Exhibitions - Catalogs - 1736-1791 17034
Cartography - Social aspects 17416, 44694
Cartography - Social aspects - 2013 17398
Cartography - South Africa - History - 1800-1977 41388
Cartography - South America - History 18053, 18054, 18426, 18428, 70667
Cartography - South America - History - 1674 68769, 68770
Cartography - South America - History - 1700-1799 17135
Cartography - South America - History - Exhibitions 18427
Cartography - South Carolina - History 11837, 18429
Cartography - South Carolina - History - 1680-1770 28510
Cartography - South Dakota - History - 1867-1961 37508
Cartography - South Pacific Ocean - History 16926, 16927, 75667
Cartography - South Shetland Islands (Antarctica) - History 18430
Cartography - Southeast Asia - History 18431, 18432
Cartography - Southern States - History 18153, 18429, 18433, 18434, 18435, 22564
Cartography - Southern States - History - 1524-1996 18072
Cartography - Southern States - History - 1751-1794 80367
Cartography - Southwest, New - 1500-1599 18436
Cartography - Southwest, New - History - 1500-1899 18437
Cartography - Southwestern States - 1500-1599 18436
Cartography - Southwestern States - Exhibitions 18501
Cartography - Southwestern States - History 18440, 41211, 41212, 55442
Cartography - Southwestern States - History - 1500-1899 18437
Cartography - Southwestern States - History - 1800-1899 18438
Cartography - Southwestern States - History - 1803-1810 18439
Cartography - Southwestern States - History - 1900 18506, 18507
Cartography - Spain 72921
Cartography - Spain - 1500-1599 18441
Cartography - Spain - Bibliography - Catalogs 72916
Cartography - Spain - History 18174, 32234, 44783
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cartography - Spain - History</th>
<th>1490</th>
<th>45206</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Spain - History</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>18442</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Spain - History</td>
<td>1500-1599</td>
<td>18642, 44987, 69811, 80260</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Spain - History</td>
<td>1575-1585</td>
<td>18443</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Spain - History</td>
<td>1700-1899</td>
<td>18444</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Spain - History</td>
<td>1800-1899</td>
<td>52830</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Spain - History</td>
<td>1856-1870</td>
<td>18445</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Spain - History</td>
<td>1870-2001</td>
<td>18446</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Spain - History</td>
<td>1936-1939</td>
<td>18447</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Spain - History</td>
<td>Civil War, 1936-1939 - Exhibitions - Catalogs</td>
<td>18448</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Spain - History</td>
<td>Majorca - History</td>
<td>16740</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Spain - Pictorial works - History</td>
<td>1500-1599</td>
<td>18449, 18450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography, Spanish SEE Spanish cartography</td>
<td>72949</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Spitsbergen Island (Norway) - History</td>
<td>18451</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Sri Lanka</td>
<td>18452</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Sri Lanka - History</td>
<td>18454, 73050, 73054, 73055</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Sri Lanka - History</td>
<td>1600-1799</td>
<td>73078</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Sri Lanka - History</td>
<td>1800</td>
<td>18453</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Stolpen (Germany) - History</td>
<td>18455</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Study and Teaching</td>
<td>18456, 18457, 18458, 18461, 18462, 18463, 18464, 44712, 44713, 44714</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Study and teaching - 1971</td>
<td>18459</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Study and teaching - Activity programs</td>
<td>66374</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Study and Teaching - Bibliography</td>
<td>18460</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Study and Teaching - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1960</td>
<td>44832</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Study and Teaching - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1964</td>
<td>45022</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Study and teaching - Outlines, syllabi, etc.</td>
<td>17907, 18465, 18466, 18467, 18468, 18469, 18470, 18471, 18472, 18473, 18615, 65782, 65794, 65800, 66990</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Study and teaching - Problems, exercises, etc.</td>
<td>18474, 18475, 18476</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Study and Teaching - Russia</td>
<td>18477</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Study and Teaching - Spain</td>
<td>18478</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Suffolk (England) - Coasts - History</td>
<td>1600-1625</td>
<td>18461</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Sundgau (France) - History</td>
<td>18479</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Superior, Lake - Cities and towns - History</td>
<td>18480</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Suriname - History</td>
<td>73472, 73473</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Surrey (England) - History</td>
<td>1579-1823</td>
<td>73506</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Surrey (England) - History</td>
<td>1793</td>
<td>18481</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Surrey (England) - Maps - Exhibitions - Catalogs</td>
<td>73507</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Sussex (England)</td>
<td>18482</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Sussex (England) - History</td>
<td>73614</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Swabia (Germany) - Exhibitions</td>
<td>18483</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Swabia (Germany) - History</td>
<td>1798-1828</td>
<td>1883</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Swan Islands (Honduras) - History</td>
<td>18484</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Sweden - History</td>
<td>18485, 18487, 73765</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Sweden - History</td>
<td>1600-1699</td>
<td>18486</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Sweden - History</td>
<td>1600-1799</td>
<td>44748</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Sweden - History</td>
<td>1695</td>
<td>28634</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Sweden - History - 1958 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>73758, 73759</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Sweden - History - Congresses</td>
<td>17423</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Sweden - History - Exhibitions - Catalogs</td>
<td>73760</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Sweden - History - Video tapes</td>
<td>73766</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Switzerland - Exhibitions</td>
<td>18488</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Switzerland - Exhibitions - Catalogs</td>
<td>18489, 18490, 74089</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Switzerland - History</td>
<td>18491, 18493, 18495, 693035, 74087</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Switzerland - History</td>
<td>1800-1899</td>
<td>18492</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Switzerland - History</td>
<td>1845-2003</td>
<td>23869</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Switzerland - History - Periodicals</td>
<td>17447</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Switzerland - History (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>18494</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Switzerland - History - Sources</td>
<td>18819</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Symbols SEE Maps - Symbols</td>
<td>45023</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Taiwan - History</td>
<td>18496, 18497</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Tarrant County (Tex.) - History</td>
<td>1849-1950</td>
<td>27501</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Tasmania - 1600-1899</td>
<td>18498</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Technique</td>
<td>30892</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Call Number</td>
<td>Notes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Technique</td>
<td>1849</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Technological innovations</td>
<td>19040</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Teramo (Italy) - History - Exhibitions</td>
<td>74468</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Terni (Province) - History - 1700-1799</td>
<td>18500</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Texas - Exhibitions</td>
<td>18501, 18503, 18504</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Texas - History</td>
<td>18502, 18508, 75018</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Texas - History - 1513-1930</td>
<td>18503, 18504</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Texas - History - 1777-1931</td>
<td>75016</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Texas - History - 1803-1810</td>
<td>18439</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Texas - History - 1820-1829</td>
<td>18505</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Texas - History - 1834-1950</td>
<td>75017</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Texas - History - 1900</td>
<td>18506, 18507</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Textbooks - 1943</td>
<td>18509</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Textbooks - 1948</td>
<td>18510</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Textbooks - 1952</td>
<td>18511</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Textbooks - 1959-1962</td>
<td>18512</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Textbooks - 1966</td>
<td>18513</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Textbooks - 1969</td>
<td>18514</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Textbooks - 1971</td>
<td>18515</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Textbooks - 1978</td>
<td>18516</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Textbooks - 1995</td>
<td>18517, 18518</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Thames River Valley (England) - History - 1360-1878</td>
<td>75053</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography: the history of the recent past</td>
<td>17291</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography, Thematic SEE Thematic maps</td>
<td>75071</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Thérouanne (France) - History - 1533</td>
<td>2184</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Thuringia (Germany) - History - 1550-1750</td>
<td>18519</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography to come</td>
<td>16755</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Tokaido (Japan) - Maps - History - 1600-1900</td>
<td>18520</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Toronto (Ont.) - History</td>
<td>75332</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Transportation - History</td>
<td>42294</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Treviso (Italy) - History</td>
<td>18522</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Treviso (Italy : Province) - History</td>
<td>18522</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Turkey - Exhibitions - Catalogs</td>
<td>75830</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Turkey - History - Ottoman Empire, 1288-1918 - Slides</td>
<td>16941</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Tuscany (Italy) - History</td>
<td>18523, 18524</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Ukraine - 1600-1799 - Exhibitions</td>
<td>18525</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Ukraine - 1700-1799</td>
<td>18526</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Ukraine - History</td>
<td>16981</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Ukraine - History - 1150-1799</td>
<td>18527</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - Ulster (Northern Ireland and Ireland) - History</td>
<td>1560-1610</td>
<td>44443</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - United States</td>
<td>18562</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - United States - 1800-1899 - Exhibitions - Catalogs</td>
<td>21815</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - United States - 1815</td>
<td>18528</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - United States - 1816</td>
<td>76113</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - United States - 1818</td>
<td>76112</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - United States - 1826</td>
<td>76115</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - United States - 1977</td>
<td>18529</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - United States - 1979</td>
<td>30903</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - United States - Bibliography of bibliographies</td>
<td>30730</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - United States - Boundaries - Canada - History</td>
<td>18530, 44459</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - United States - Cities and towns - History</td>
<td>18531, 18532, 76093</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - United States - Cities and towns - Pictorial works - Exhibitions - Catalogs</td>
<td>18533</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - United States - Cities and towns - Pictorial works - History</td>
<td>18534</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - United States - Errors, inventions, etc. - History</td>
<td>18535</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - United States - Exhibitions</td>
<td>76128</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - United States - Exhibitions - Catalogs</td>
<td>18536, 18537</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - United States Highway 66</td>
<td>67424</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - United States - History</td>
<td>18218, 18535, 18550, 18554, 22344, 76105, 76235, 76236, 76237, 76238, 76239, 76423, 79368, 79369, 79370, 79372</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - United States - History - 1600-1860</td>
<td>69704</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - United States - History - 1650-1770</td>
<td>18538</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - United States - History - 1675-1715</td>
<td>18539</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - United States - History - 1700-1799</td>
<td>18540, 18541</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography - United States - History - 1755-1783</td>
<td>51705</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Call Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cartography</td>
<td>United States - History - 1774-1861</td>
<td>76103, 76106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography</td>
<td>United States - History - 1785</td>
<td>65884</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography</td>
<td>United States - History - 1785-1900</td>
<td>18542</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography</td>
<td>United States - History - 1800-1899</td>
<td>18543, 18544, 40490</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography</td>
<td>United States - History - 1800-1899 - Exhibitions</td>
<td>76349</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography</td>
<td>United States - History - 1815</td>
<td>18545</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography</td>
<td>United States - History - 1816</td>
<td>45924</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography</td>
<td>United States - History - 1861-1865</td>
<td>76345, 76350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography</td>
<td>United States - History - 1861-1865 - States - History - 1861-1865</td>
<td>76341</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography</td>
<td>United States - History - 1905-1920</td>
<td>11300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography</td>
<td>United States - History - 1920-1970</td>
<td>18546</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography</td>
<td>United States - History - 1925-1980</td>
<td>28703</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography</td>
<td>United States - History - 2006</td>
<td>17393</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography</td>
<td>United States - History - Bibliography</td>
<td>18547, 18548, 18549, 79393, 79394</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography</td>
<td>United States - History - Civil War, 1861-1865</td>
<td>13098, 13099, 18553, 34692, 34693, 34694, 34695, 34696, 34697, 34698, 79458</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography</td>
<td>United States - History - Civil War, 1861-1865 - Exhibitions</td>
<td>18551</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography</td>
<td>United States - History - Civil War, 1861-1865 - Handbooks, manuals, etc.</td>
<td>18552</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography</td>
<td>United States - History - Exhibitions - Catalogs</td>
<td>85030, 85031</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography</td>
<td>United States - History - Revolution, 1775-1783</td>
<td>16719, 18556, 18557, 25588, 25589</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography</td>
<td>United States - History - Revolution, 1775-1783 - Exhibitions - Catalogs</td>
<td>18555</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography</td>
<td>United States - History - Slides</td>
<td>18558, 76077</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography</td>
<td>United States - History - Study and teaching - Outlines, syllabi, etc.</td>
<td>18559</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography</td>
<td>United States - Pictorial works - History - 1850-1899 - Cities and towns</td>
<td>18560</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography</td>
<td>United States - Postal service - 1837-1950</td>
<td>18561</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography</td>
<td>United States - Road maps - 1837-1950</td>
<td>18561</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography</td>
<td>Utrecht (Netherlands) - History</td>
<td>79730</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography</td>
<td>Valletta (Malta) - History - 1566-1600</td>
<td>18564</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography</td>
<td>Veneto (Italy) - History</td>
<td>18565</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography</td>
<td>Venezuela - History</td>
<td>79950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography</td>
<td>Venezuela - History - 1635-1946</td>
<td>79951</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography</td>
<td>Venice (Italy) - History</td>
<td>1486-1797, 79992</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography</td>
<td>Venice (Italy) - History - 1798-1805</td>
<td>79971</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography</td>
<td>Venice (Italy : Province) - History - 1581-1779</td>
<td>18566</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography</td>
<td>Vermont - History</td>
<td>80139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography</td>
<td>Verona (Italy) - History</td>
<td>18567</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography</td>
<td>Vicenza (Italy) - History</td>
<td>80177, 80179</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography</td>
<td>Victoria - Cities and towns - History</td>
<td>18568</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography</td>
<td>Victoria - History</td>
<td>18569</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography</td>
<td>Vienna (Austria) - History - 1700-1799</td>
<td>18570</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography</td>
<td>Vienna (Austria) - History</td>
<td>80237</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography</td>
<td>Vienna (Austria) - History - 1500-1500</td>
<td>18571</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography</td>
<td>Vienna (Austria) - History - 1686</td>
<td>18572</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography</td>
<td>Vienna (Austria) - History - 1800-1995</td>
<td>18573</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography</td>
<td>Vimy Ridge, Battle of, France, 1917</td>
<td>18574</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography</td>
<td>Vinland SEE Vinland map</td>
<td>1499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography</td>
<td>Virginia - Cities and towns - History</td>
<td>18575, 80328</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography</td>
<td>Virginia - History</td>
<td>18576, 18577, 18578, 18579, 80520, 80521</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography</td>
<td>Virginia - History - 1607-1881</td>
<td>80518, 80519</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography</td>
<td>Virginia - History - 1617</td>
<td>80287</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography</td>
<td>Virginia - History - 1751-1794</td>
<td>80367</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography</td>
<td>Virginia - History - 1751-1859</td>
<td>18344</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography</td>
<td>Virginia - History - 1770</td>
<td>80371</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography</td>
<td>Viterbo (Italy) - History - 1462</td>
<td>80532</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography</td>
<td>Wales - History</td>
<td>18581, 80717</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography</td>
<td>Wales - History - 1500-1599</td>
<td>42291</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography</td>
<td>Wales - History - 1595-1918</td>
<td>17148</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography</td>
<td>Wales - History - 1700-1799</td>
<td>18580</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography</td>
<td>Wales - History - 1805-1873</td>
<td>17152, 17153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography</td>
<td>Wales - History - Exhibitions</td>
<td>18582</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography</td>
<td>Walthamstow (England)</td>
<td>80791</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography</td>
<td>Washington, (D.C.)</td>
<td>18806</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography</td>
<td>Washington (D.C.) - History</td>
<td>18583, 18584, 18586, 24988, 24989, 80936, 81047</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography</td>
<td>Washington (D.C.) - History - 1791-1818</td>
<td>18585</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartography</td>
<td>Washington (State) - History</td>
<td>59797, 81423</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Cartography - Waterways - Exhibitions - Catalogs 35382
Cartography - West Indies - History 18053, 66836, 66837, 66838, 66839, 66840
Cartography - West Indies - History - 1500-1650 17033
Cartography - West Indies - History - 1763-1800 18587
Cartography - West (U.S.) 18588, 81753
Cartography - West (U.S.) - Bibliography 18589
Cartography - West (U.S.) - Exhibitions 65782
Cartography - West (U.S.) - Exhibitions - Catalogs 18590, 18592
Cartography - West (U.S.) - Exhibitions - Catalogs - 1556-1854 18591
Cartography - West (U.S.) - Exhibitions - Catalogs - 2004 18074
Cartography - West (U.S.) - History 18603, 18605, 18606, 18630, 20939, 81737
Cartography - West (U.S.) - History - 1540-1884 18593
Cartography - West (U.S.) - History - 1783-1861 18594
Cartography - West (U.S.) - History - 1800-1899 18595, 18596, 18597, 36695, 70224, 70225
Cartography - West (U.S.) - History - 1803-1874 28818
Cartography - West (U.S.) - History - 1804-1806 81751, 81752
Cartography - West (U.S.) - History - 1852-1853 18598
Cartography - West (U.S.) - History - 1867-1878 18599
Cartography - West (U.S.) - History - 1867-1879 65465
Cartography - West (U.S.) - History - 1867-1988 18600
Cartography - West (U.S.) - History - 19th century 18601
Cartography - West (U.S.) - History - 2005 17239
Cartography - West (U.S.) - History - Bibliography 18602
Cartography - West (U.S.) - History - Exhibitions 18604, 82628, 82630, 82631
Cartography - Western Hemisphere - History 1827, 1828, 1842, 16858, 16859
Cartography - Western Hemisphere - History - 1375-1599 1823, 1824, 1825, 1826
Cartography - Western Hemisphere - History - 1500-1599 13081
Cartography - Western Hemisphere - History - 1527 16851
Cartography - Western Hemisphere - History - 1892 16854, 16855
Cartography - Western Hemisphere - History - Sources - 1467-1890 1829
Cartography - Western Hemisphere - History - To 1507 1853
Cartography - Westphalia (Germany) - 1500-1599 18607
Cartography - White Mountains (N.H. and Me.) - History 41769, 41770
Cartography - White Mountains (N.H. and Me.) - History - Bibliography 41768
Cartography - Wieliczka (Poland) - History - 1638-1900 18608
Cartography - Wisconsin - 1927 41602
Cartography - Wisconsin - History 18613
Cartography - Wisconsin - History - 1632-1820 18609
Cartography - Wisconsin - History - 1832-1970 18610
Cartography - Wisconsin - History - 1836-1880 18611
Cartography - Wisconsin - History - 1850-1859 18612
Cartography - Wisconsin - History - 2000 18615
Cartography - Wisconsin - History - Periodicals 18614
Cartography - Wisconsin - Study and teaching - Outlines, syllabi, etc. 18615
Cartography - World's Columbian Exposition (1893 : Chicago, Ill.) 84561
Cartography - World War, 1914-1918 18574
Cartography - World War, 1939-1945 18616, 52707, 55816, 76064
Cartography - World War, 1939-1945 - Archival Resources - United States - Inventories 79395
Cartography - World War, 1939-1945 - Campaigns - France - Normandy 32376
Cartography - Wrangel Island (Russia) - History 18617
Cartography - Württemberg (Germany) - History 84739
Cartography - Würzburg (Ecclesiastical Principality) - History 18618
Cartography - Wyoming - Boundaries - Colorado 21258
Cartography - Yellowstone River Valley - History 18144
Cartography - Yorkshire (England) - History 18619
Cartography - Yorkshire (England) - History - 1700-1799 80808
Cartography - Yorktown (Va.) - History - Siege, 1781 16710
Cartography - Yugoslavia - History - To 1799 17988
Cartography - Yukon - 1852-1908 18620
Cartography - Yukon - History 39958
Cartography - Yukon River (Yukon and Alaska) - History - 1896-1899 18621
Cartography - Zambia - History 44724
Cartography - Zeeland (Netherlands : Province) - History 18622
Cartography - Zeeland (Netherlands : Province) - History - Bibliography 18623
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| Cartography - Zurich (Switzerland : Canton) - History  | 18624 |
| Cartologica  | 65944 |
| Cartologica no.8 (November 1970)  | 66097 |
| Cartology and the making of maps for mural decoration  | 51999 |
| Cartometric analysis of Ptolemy's maps of Greece  | 65745 |
| Cartometric measurements  | 18626 |
| Cartometry  | 18462, 18625, 18626, 18627, 18628, 18629, 18630, 18632, 18633, 18634, 20952, 22341, 44650, 57036, 65745, 65746 |
| Cartometry - Cities and towns  | 18631 |
| Cartoon maps - 1793  | 25147 |
| Cartoon maps - 1805  | 31998 |
| Cartoon maps - 1871  | 68204 |
| Cartoon maps - 1933  | 16599 |
| Cartoon maps - 1937  | 84346 |
| Cartoon Maps - 1963  | 63248 |
| Cartoon maps - 1970-1979  | 52114 |
| Cartoon maps - 2011  | 84515 |
| Cartoon Maps - Arizona - 1938  | 2698 |
| Cartoon maps - Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Company - 1883  | 3569 |
| Cartoon maps - California - 1939  | 15494 |
| Cartoon Maps - California - Maps - 1947  | 77881 |
| Cartoon maps - Central America - 1930-1939  | 18994 |
| Cartoon maps - Chicago (Ill.) - 1931  | 19754 |
| Cartoon maps - Europe - 1899  | 26148 |
| Cartoon maps - Europe - 1915  | 84622 |
| Cartoon maps - Europe - 1917  | 26185 |
| Cartoon maps - Germany - 1938  | 31624 |
| Cartoon Maps - Illinois - Maps - 1988  | 36429 |
| Cartoon Maps - New York (N.Y.) - 2001  | 55791 |
| Cartoon Maps - New York (N.Y.) - 2008  | 55795 |
| Cartoon maps - North America - 1858  | 57765 |
| Cartoon maps - Scotland - Maps - 1875  | 69605 |
| Cartoon maps SEE ALSO Caricatures and cartoons - Maps - Specimens  | 84622 |
| Cartoon maps - South America - 1935  | 70642 |
| Cartoon maps - Spanish American War, 1898  | 76419 |
| Cartoon Maps - Tennessee - 1940  | 74406 |
| Cartoon maps - Texas Panhandle (Tex.) - 1940  | 75023 |
| Cartoon maps - United States - 1884  | 76911 |
| Cartoon maps - United States - 1937  | 77652 |
| Cartoon maps - United States - 1938  | 77674 |
| Cartoon maps - United States - 1939  | 77701, 77702 |
| Cartoon Maps - United States - 2005  | 79219 |
| Cartoon Maps - United States - 2007  | 79267 |
| Cartoon Maps - United States - Maps - 1926  | 77332 |
| Cartoon maps - United States - Maps - 1940 - Bus lines  | 77730 |
| Cartoon Maps - United States - Maps - 1947  | 77881 |
| Cartoon maps - United States - Pictorial works - 1922 - Manuscripts  | 79410 |
| Cartoon maps - United States - Pictorial works - 1976 - Manuscripts  | 79411 |
| Cartoon maps - West (U.S.) - 1883 - Railroads  | 3569 |
| Cartoon maps - West (U.S.) - 1928  | 18635 |
| Cartoon maps - World War, 1914-1918  | 70305 |
| Cartoon maps - World War, 1914-1918 - 1915  | 84622 |
| [Cartoon of women conversing, their utterances rendered as maps of Paris and Corsica]  | 63248 |
| [Cartoon view of the United States as seen from New York City looking west]  | 79411 |
| Cartoons and caricatures - Maps - Specimens SEE Caricatures and cartoons - Maps - Specimens  | 84622 |
| Cartopedia : the ultimate world reference atlas  | 7445 |
| CartoPhilatelic Society  | 44994, 44995 |
| Cartophilately SEE Maps on postage stamps  | 44993 |
| Cartophilately : twenty-one quotations chosen in honor of Arthur H. Robinson  | 44985 |
| Cartoteca de Catalunya - Exhibitions - Catalogs  | 18448 |
| Cartoteca histórica : índice de atlas universales y mapas y planos históricos de España / Servicio Geográfico del Ejército, Sección de Documentación  | 72915 |
| Cartoteca històrica : índex de mapes-mundi, planisferis terrestres, celestes y mapes i planos històrics de Europa / Servei Geogràfic del Exèrcit, Secció de Documentació  | 26343 |
| Cartoteca histórica : índice de mapas y planos históricos de España / Servicio Geográfico del Ejército, Sección de Documentación  | 417 |
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Cary's New celestial globe ... / by Mr. Gilpin of the Royal Society  18938
Cary's new itinerary, or, An accurate delineation of the great roads, both direct and cross throughout England and Wales : with many of the principal roads in Scotland / from an actual admeasurement by John Cary ; made by command of His Majesty's postmaster general, 25189, 25203
Cary's new itinerary, or, An accurate delineation of the great roads, both direct and cross throughout England and Wales : with many of the principal roads in Scotland / from an actual admeasurement by John Cary ; made by command of His Majesty's Postmaster General  25215
Cary's new itinerary, or, An accurate delineation of the great roads, both direct and cross throughout England and Wales : with many of the principal roads in Scotland / from an actual admeasurement by John Cary, made by command of His Majesty's Postmaster General  25192
Cary's new itinerary, or, An accurate delineation of the great roads, both direct and cross, throughout England and Wales : with many of the principal roads in Scotland / from an actual admeasurement by John Cary ... under the direction and inspection of His Majesty's Postmaster General  25174
Cary's new itinerary, or, An accurate delineation of the great roads, both direct and cross, throughout England and Wales : with many of the principal roads in Scotland / from an actual admeasurement made by command of His Majesty's postmaster general, 25199
Cary's new itinerary, or, An accurate delineation of the great roads, both direct and cross, throughout England and Wales : with many of the principal roads in Scotland / from an actual admeasurement made by command of His Majesty's Postmaster General  25192
Cary's new itinerary, or, An accurate delineation of the great roads, both direct and cross, throughout England and Wales : with many of the principal roads in Scotland / from an actual admeasurement by John Cary made by command of his Majesty's Postmaster General  25182
Cary's new terrestrial globe ...  32004
Cary's new universal atlas : containing distinct maps of all the principal states and kingdoms throughout the world  7908
Cary's New universal atlas, containing distinct maps of all the principal states and kingdoms throughout the world. From the latest and best authorities extant  7925
Cary's traveller's companion, or, A delineation of the turnpike roads of England and Wales : shewing the immediate route to every market and borough town throughout the kingdom, laid down from the best authorities, on a new set of county maps, to which are added many of the principal states and kingdoms throughout the world  25193
Casa de Contratación (Spain)  18441, 18642
Casa de la Contratación de las Indias SEE Casa de Contratación (Spain)  18441
Casa de la Contratación de Sevilla SEE Casa de Contratación (Spain)  18441
Casa editorial Franco-Ibero-Americana  63171
=Casa editrice Lozzi  67285
Casa editrice Plurigraf  75241
Casablanca (Morocco) - Pictorial works - 1620  51798
Casal dit de Sr. Vas, ville forte d'Italie, capitale du Monserrat ...  18644
Casal dit de St. Vas, ville forte d'Italie, capitale du Monserrat ...  18645
Casale Monferrato (Italy) - History - Siege, 1630 - Maps  18643
Casale Monferrato (Italy) - History - Siege, 1635 - Fortification  18643
Casale Monferrato (Italy) - Maps - 1635 - Fortification  18644
Casale Monferrato (Italy) - Maps - 1695 - Fortification  18644
Casale Monferrato (Italy) - Maps - 1713 - Fortification  18645
Casale Monferrato (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1635 - Fortification  18643
Casale Monferrato (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1740  18646
Casaletti, Arcangelo  67231
Casamorata, Cesare  51975
Casares, A. Alonso  72892
Casavant (Dan) Rare Books SEE Dan Casavant Rare Books  57128
[Cascade County (Mont.) - Maps - 1890: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche]  18647
Cascade County (Mont.) - Maps - 1890 - Landowners  18647
Cascade Natural Gas Corporation  81406
Cascade Natural Gas Corporation - Maps - 1960  81406
Cascade Natural Gas Corporation service area  81406
Cascade Range - Pictorial works - 1854  18648
Cascade Range SEE ALSO Coast Mountains (B.C. and Alaska)  16316
Cascais (Portugal) - Maps - 1572 - Pictorial works  42166
Cascais (Portugal) - Pictorial works - 1620  18649
Cascais (Portugal) - Pictorial works - 1626  18650
Cascais dit de St. Vas, ville forte d'Italie, capitale du Monserrat ...  18643
Cascaskies (Ill.) SEE Kaskaskia (Ill.)  40493
Casco Bay Fort in the province of Main in America ... J. Redknap, 1705  26504
Casco Bay (Me.) - Maps - 1699 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  18651
Casco Bay (Me.) - Maps - 1705 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  18654
Casco Bay (Me.) - Maps - 1720 - Nautical charts  18652, 18653
Casco Bay (Me.) - Maps - 1763 - Nautical charts  18654
Case, F. M. (Frank M.), 1844-1932 SEE Case, Frank M., 1844-1932  21281
The Case for a new historical atlas of early America  76195
The Case for historical cartographic data files  34024
The Case for the documentation and conservation of data in cartographic data bases  23594
Case, Francis M.  20983
Case, Frank M., 1844-1932  21281
Case & Green  46164
Case, Lockwood & Brainard Co.  33578
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Case, Margaret 38629, 75812
Case, Nat 79196
Case (O. D.) and Company, Hartford SEE O.D. Case & Company 12864
Case of the United States ... under the provisions of the treaty between the United States ... and Great Britain 57866
Case’s Bible atlas : to illustrate the Old and New Testaments : designed to aid Sunday school teachers and scholars in the study of the international series of Sunday school lessons 12858
Case’s Bible atlas : to illustrate the Old and New Testaments, for the use of Sunday school teachers and scholars and all students and readers of the Bible 12864
Case, Tiffany, and Burnham 29478
Case, Tiffany & Co., publishers, Hartford 76749
Casely, Gordon 11854
CaseN 12764
Caserta (Italy : Province) - Maps - 1500 52631
Casey County Bicentennial Committee 18655
Casey County (Ky.) - Maps - 1781-1836 - Landowners 18655
Casey Garage (Scranton, Pa.) - Access routes - Maps - 1941 59374
Casinos Bern - Exhibitions - Catalogs 44941
Casino, L. 32901
Cáslav (Stredoceský kraj, Czech Republic) - Pictorial works - 1617 18656
Caslon, Thomas, d. 1783 23632, 25127
Caso, Eugene Albert 27695
Caso y Luengo, Francisco 68185
Caspar Bruschus : ein Beitrag zur Geschichte des Humanismus und der Reformation / von Adalbert Horawitz ; herausgegeben vom Vereine für Geschichte der Deutschen in Böhmen 14762
Caspar (C.N.) Co., Milwaukee, Wis., publisher SEE C.N. Caspar Co. (Milwaukee, Wis.) 49348
Caspar Dauthendeys Karte des Herzogtums Braunschweig : mit einer Faksimilebeilage in Originalgrösse / Fritz Hellwig 22880
Caspar's official map of the city of Milwaukee and vicinity : according to Caspar's official quarter sectional atlas / compiled and drawn by Geo. W. Cloos, c.e. and Harry J. Farmer, c.e. 49348
Caspar Vopell, ein kölner Kartenzeichner des 16. Jahrhunderts 80565
Caspar Vopelius Rheinkaarte von 1555 / Einführung von Traudl Seifert 66444
Caspar Vopelius Rheinkarte von 1555 (1982) 80564
Caspar Vopel, ein kölner Kartenzeichner des 16. Jahrhunderts 80565
Caspar Vopels Rheinkaarte von 1555 17524
Caspar (Wyo.) - Maps - 1928 - Maps 84828
Casparie, W. R. 8836
Casparie (W.R.) & Zn., Groningen, Netherlands SEE W.R. Casparie & Zn. (Groningen, Netherlands) 34079
Casparis Barlæi, Rervm per octennivm in Brasilia et alibi gestarum, sub praefectura illustrissimi comitis I. Mauriti Nassaviae &c. comitis, historia 70409
Casparis Barlæi, rervm per octennivm in Brasilia et alibi nuper gestarum, sub praefectura illustrissimi comitis I. Mavritii, Nassoviae, &c. comitis, nunc Vesalialiæe gubernatoris & equitatus foedorum Belgii Ordd. sub Avriaco ductoris, historia 70402
Casper, fl. 1926 14980
Casper Independent 84828
Caspian Sea - Maps - 1721 - Nautical charts 18657
Caspian Sea - Maps - 1722 - Nautical charts 18658
Caspian Sea - Maps - 1723 18659
Caspian Sea - Maps - 1723 - Coasts 18660
Caspian Sea - Maps - 1747 18661
Caspian Sea - Maps - 1754 18662, 18663
Caspian Sea - Maps - 1777 2222
Caspian Sea - Maps - 1875 80547
Caspian Sea Region 39710
Caspian Sea Region - Maps - 1552 3201
Caspian Sea Region - Maps - 1562-1570 67498
Caspian Sea Region - Maps - 1562-1588 67499
Caspian Sea Region - Maps - 1562-1606 67500
Caspian Sea Region - Maps - 1723 18659
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Castile (Spain) - Maps - 1752  18721, 18722
Castile (Spain) - Maps - Bibliography - Catalogs  18723
Castilla la Nueva: mapas generales. Madrid: capital y provincia. Siglos XVII a XIX  18723
IA Castille Propre ou Vieille, et la Nouvell; avec l'Estremadure castillane  18713
La Castille propre ou vieille, et la nouvelle; avec l'Estremadure Castillane ...  18717
La Castille propre ou vieille, et la nouvelle; avec l'Estremadure Castillane  72684
La Castille vieille et nouvelle  18715
La Castille vieille et nouvelle avec l'Estremadure ... / dressé sur les memoires de Rodrigo Menades Silva et autres. Par I.B. Nolin ... ; T. Rousseau sculp.  18714
Castillo de San Felipe del Morro (San Juan, P.R.) SEE Morro (San Juan, P.R.)  65825
Castillo de San Felipe (Mahón, Spain) - Pictorial works - 1794  50045
Castillo de San Joaquin (San Francisco, Calif.) SEE Fort Point (San Francisco, Calif.)  81888
Castillo de San Sebastián (Cadiz, Spain) - Pictorial works - 1564  18724
Castillo, Domigno del  46266
Castillo, José María, 1929-  46186
Castle Clinton (New York, N.Y.) - Capture, 1777  18725, 18726
Castle-Frank near York: Mill on the Appampee [Appanee] River - Bay of Quinty  75365
Castle Island (Boston Harbor, Mass.) - Maps - 1699 - Fortification - Manuscripts  18727
Castle Island (Boston Harbor, Mass.) - Maps - 1705 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  18728
Castle, Jane  64239
Castle of Cayenne (French Guiana) SEE Cayenne (French Guiana)  18899
Castle of Chillon (Veytaux, Switzerland) SEE Château de Chillon (Veytaux, Switzerland)  19254
Castle of Good Hope (Cape Town, South Africa) - Maps - 1766  38523
Castleman, Deke, 1952-  11309
... Castles and palaces map of the British Isles  14116
Castles - France - Pictorial works - 1655  28149
Castle in Spain: a traveler's guide featuring the national parador inns / Michael Busselle  72908
Castles - Loire River Valley (France) - Maps - 1919  42318, 42319
Castles - Loire River Valley (France) - Maps - 1924  42320
Castles - Loire River Valley (France) - Maps - 1952-1953  42323
Castles - Loire River Valley (France) - Maps - 1959  42324
Castles - Loire River Valley (France) - Maps - 1961  18729
Castles - Loire River Valley (France) - Maps - 1963  18730
Castles - Loire River Valley (France) - Maps - 1966  18731
Castles - Loire River Valley (France) - Maps - 1977  18732
Castles - Loire River Valley (France) - Maps - 1981  18733
Castles - Loire River Valley (France) - Maps - 1984  18734, 18735
Castles - Loire River Valley (France) - Maps - 1986  18736
Castles - Loire River Valley (France) - Maps - 1988 - Guidebooks  18737
Castles - Loire River Valley (France) - Maps - 1994  18738
Castles - Loire River Valley (France) - Maps - 2007  18739
Castles - Rhineland (Germany) - Maps - 2007  66613, 66614
Castles - Skåne (Sweden) - Maps - 1941  70196
Castilla Y Leon (Spain) - Maps - 1794  28533
Castner, Henry W.  18374, 18376, 44934, 67013, 67014
Castorius  64327, 67179, 67180, 67181, 67182, 67183, 67184, 67185, 67186, 67187, 67188
Castorland Region (N.Y.) - Maps - 1794  50045
Castle Island (Boston Harbor, Mass.) - Maps - 1705 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  18728
Castles (Saint Lucia) - Maps - 1724 - Manuscripts  68168
Castries (Saint Lucia) - Maps - 1775 - Nautical charts  68169
Castries (Saint Lucia) - Maps - 1784 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  18740
[Castro County (Tex.) - 1891: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche]  18741
Castro County (Tex.) - Maps - 1891 - Landowners  18741
Castro i Andrade, Fernando de  2262
Castro, Joao de  4751, 4817, 5159
Castro, João de, 1500-1548  4180, 36697
Castro Lés, Vicente de, b. 1869  43869
Castro y Andrade, Pedro Fernandez de, conde de Lemos, 1576-1622 SEE Lemos, Pedro Fernández de Castro, conde de, 1576-1622  28530
Castrol Motor Oil  28037
Castrovillari-Lagonego  22287
Cas trium Mauritij ad Ripam Fluminis S. Francisci  52007
Caswell, Edward C.  11254, 12269, 31606, 39990, 53586, 69666, 73748, 74054
Catahoulia Parish (La.) - Maps - 1862 - Manuscripts  18742
[ Catahoulia Parish (La.) - 1860: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche]  18743
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Catahoula Parish (La.) - Maps - 1860 - Landowners 18743
Çatal Hüyük (Turkey) SEE Çatal Mound (Turkey) 17038
The Catal Hyük map / Harry Steward 17039
Catala frères (Firm) 10550, 28842
Catalan Atlas, 1375 44837
Catalan Atlas, 1375 SEE Cresques, Abraham, d. 1387. Atlas català 8636
Catalan Atlases SEE Atlases, Catalan 8627
Catalan language - Andorra - 1960 1963
Catalan world map (Estense, ca. 1450) 83782, 83783
The Catalan world map of the R. Biblioteca Estense at Modena 83783
Catalauni 45148
Catàleg del fons cartogràfic de l'Institut Municipal d'Història (I). Mapes antics de Catalunya, Balears, i València (segles X - XVI) / Anna Ma. Adroer i Tasis, Ma. Dolors Florensa i Asensio; introducció, revisió de fitxes, i bibliografia, Josep Gasset 72914
Çatalhöyük (Turkey) SEE Çatal Mound (Turkey) 17038
Catalina Harbour (N.L.) - Maps - 1689 - Nautical charts 18744
Catalina Harbour (N.L.) - Maps - 1732 - Nautical charts 18745
Catalina Harbour (N.L.) - Maps - 1760 - Nautical charts 18746
Catalina Studios 33090
Catalog of 17th and 18th century maps in the William Andrews Clark Memorial Library, University of California at Los Angeles / by Myrna D. Fleming 44793
Catalog of an exhibition at the State Library of Victoria, May 14-16, 1976 17964
Catalog of copyright entries 44919
Catalog of Eugene Dietzgen Co. 23791
Catalog of maps, atlases, and books from the collection of Andrew McNally III / compiled by Robert W. Karrow 45636
Catalog of maps, ships' papers and logbooks 44792
Catalog of Rand McNally atlases 66217
Catalog of Rand McNally commercial maps and map cases 66221
Catalog of the Cator collection of Baltimore views, 1933 11712
Catalog of the map collection / Montana Historical Society 51553
Catalogization di cimeli geocartografici 39178, 39313, 42037
Cataloging 18747, 18748
Cataloging & classification quarterly 18814
Cataloging compared to descriptive bibliography, abstracting and indexing services, and metadata 18748
Cataloging - Germany - History 18749
Cataloging - History 18750
Cataloging of cartographic materials - Methodology 44818
Cataloging of cartographic materials SEE ALSO Cataloging of maps 44818
Cataloging of Maps 2366, 18751, 18752, 18753, 18754, 18755, 18756, 18757, 18758, 18759, 18760, 18761, 18768, 18789, 18790, 18791, 18792, 18803, 18805, 18806, 24992, 25000, 44472, 44475, 44514, 44818, 44887, 50031, 76024
Cataloging of maps - 1898 18762
Cataloging of maps - 1902 18763
Cataloging of maps - 1904 28364
Cataloging of maps - 1908 18764
Cataloging of maps - 1910 18765
Cataloging of maps - 1914 18766
Cataloging of maps - 1915 18767, 18768
Cataloging of maps - 1916 18769
Cataloging of maps - 1931 18770
Cataloging of maps - 1933 18771
Cataloging of maps - 1936 18772
Cataloging of maps - 1938 18773
Cataloging of maps - 1941 44456
Cataloging of maps - 1941-45 76067
Cataloging of maps - 1946 18774
Cataloging of maps - 1951 76065
Cataloging of maps - 1953 18775
Cataloging of maps - 1959 44476
Cataloging of maps - 1960 18776
Cataloging of maps - 1961 44457
Cataloging of maps - 1962 18777, 18778, 18779
Cataloging of maps - 1963 18780
Cataloging of Maps - 1970 18781
Cataloging of maps - 1972 18782, 18783
Cataloging of maps - 1973 44889
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Cataloging of maps - 1982  44477
Cataloging of maps - 2006  18784
Cataloging of maps - 2011  18785
Cataloging of maps - 2012  74316
Cataloging of maps - Bibliography  18786, 18787, 44468, 44799
Cataloging of maps - Data processing  18793, 18794, 18795, 18796, 18797, 18798, 18799, 18800, 18801, 18802, 64608
Cataloging of maps - Data processing - Bibliography  18787
Cataloging of maps - Germany - 1920  18808, 18809, 18810
Cataloging of maps - Germany - 1958  18811
Cataloging of maps - Germany - 1965  18812
Cataloging of maps - History  18804
Cataloging of maps - History - 2007  44459
Cataloging of maps - Methodology  13089, 18807, 18808, 18809, 18810, 18811, 18812, 18813, 18814, 18815, 18816, 18817, 18818, 18819, 18820, 18821, 18822, 44824, 44825, 44826
Cataloging of maps - Periodicals  44505
Cataloging of maps SEE ALSO Cataloging of cartographic materials  44818
Cataloging of maps SEE ALSO Maps - Bibliography - Methodology  44818
Cataloging of maps - Switzerland  18818
Cataloging of maps - Switzerland - 1983  18819
Cataloging rare maps  18816
Cataloging rules, prepared for the course in elementary cataloging, New York State Library School  18766
Cataloging sheet maps : the basics / Paige G. Andrew  184815
Cataloging special publications : maps and atlases  18767
La Catalogne dédiée au roy  18830
Catalogne, Gédéon de, 1662 / Lorraine Dubreuil, Cheryl A. Woods  37504
Catalogue des cartes géographiques sur parchemin conservées au Département des cartes et plans, Roger Hervé, Henri Hugonnard  18878
Catalogue des cartes et plans anciens / Archives départementales de l'Yonne  45301
Catalogue 6 maps.  Outline of the British Isles: printed maps 1482  18879
Catalogo ragionato delle càrte geografiche esistenti nella cartoteca dell'Istituto di geografia della R. Università di Bologna  70249
Catalogo ragionato delle carte esistenti nella cartoteca dell'Istituto geografico militare ...  44791
Catalogo ragionato della Raccolta cartografica e Saggio storico sulla cartografia milanese / del direttore dott. Ettore Verga  18134
Catalogo delle carte esistenti nella cartoteca dell'Istituto geografico militare ...  44791
Catalogue of a curious and valuable collection of original maps and plans of military positions held in the old French and Revolutionary Wars : with plans of different cities, and maps of the country / [compiled by Edward Everett Hale]  26455
Catalogue of artists' maps  17936
Catalogue of atlas, maps, plans, globes, and astronomical, statistical, & geographical works  84775, 84776
Catalogue of Canadian fire insurance plans, 1875-1975 / Lorraine Dubreuil, Cheryl A. Woods  26669
Catalogue of charts, plans & views printed at the Admiralty Office, for the use of His Majesty's Navy in 1814 / compiled by Andrew C.F. David  32375
Catalogue of colonial maps (C 700)  32378
Catalogue of Distinguished Printed Books, Autograph Letters, and Manuscripts, the Property of the Newberry Library, Chicago... [sold 8-9 Nov. 1965]  17794

A Catalogue of early globes, made prior to 1850 and conserved in the United States : a preliminary listing / by Ena L. Yonge  32315
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Catalogue of estate maps, 1590-1840 in the Kent County Archives Office / edited by F. Hull ; with a preface by H.M. Wallis 40606
A Catalogue of European Scientific Instruments in the Departments of Medieval and Later Antiquities of the British Museum 17843
Catalogue of exhibitions 44508
Catalogue of Highly Important Maps and Atlases...[including] the Doria Atlas of Sixteenth Century Italian Maps 35083
A Catalogue of historic maps in Avon 11336
Catalogue of historical maps / arranged by Colonel Dudley L. Mills 39842
A Catalogue of manuscript maps in the custody of the Sussex Archaeological Society / compiled by K. W. Dickens 14125
Catalogue of maps and field books in the Land Bureau of the Department of the State Engineer and Surveyor. New York State 56792
Catalogue of maps and surveys, in the offices of the Secretary of State, State Engineer and Surveyor, and in the New York State Library. Printed by order of the Assembly and under the direction of the Secretary of State 56791
Catalogue of maps in pre-1640 English books in the Huntington Library / compiled by Irwin Bernard 33823
Catalogue of maps in the Essex Record Office, 1566-1855 [and supplements 1-3] / edited for the Records Committee by F.G. Emmison, with a foreword by E. Lynam >s1 25644
A catalogue of maps of Charleston based on the collection of engraved and photostatic copies owned by Alfred A. Halsey... 19237
Catalogue of maps of Hispanic America 1862
A Catalogue of maps of Hispanic America : including maps in scientific periodicals and books, and sheet and atlas maps, with articles on the cartography of the several countries, and maps showing the extent and character of existing surveys 41698
A Catalogue of maps, plans and charts in the public archives of Nova Scotia / compiled by Marion Gilroy, under direction of D.C. Harvey 60180
Catalogue of maps: rules 18805
Catalogue of orbs, spheres and globes / Elly Dekker 32136
Catalogue of printed maps, charts and plans 44780
A Catalogue of printed maps of Greece 1477-1800 / Christos G. Zacharakis 32915
A Catalogue of printed maps of Greece and Greek regions, 1477-1800 / by C.G. Zacharakis 32914
Catalogue of rare maps of America / [for sale by] the Museum Book Store 1816
A Catalogue of Sanborn atlases at California State University, Northridge / by Gary W. Rees & Mary Hoeber 68741
Catalogue of the Earl of Crawford's 'Speculum Romanae magnificentiae,' now in the Avery Architectural Library 41412
Catalogue of the enclosure awards, supplementary catalogue of maps 12064
A Catalogue of the Everett D. Graft collection of Western Americana / compiled by Colton Storm 81721
Catalogue of the Exhibition 17584
A Catalogue of the exhibition of atlases to celebrate the centenary of the Manchester Geographical Society 9065
Catalogue of the exhibition 'With lead and line' [to commemorate the] centenary of the Hydrographic Department of the Ministry of Defence (Navy) 35065
Catalogue of the geographical works, maps, plans, &c. published by W. Faden 5, Charing Cross ... 1822 / issued by the Map Collectors' Circle 26452
Catalogue of the Henry Newton Stevens Collection of The Atlantic Neptune, together with a concise bibliographical description of every chart, view and leaf of text contained therein, as also of certain other states observed elsewhere ... / corrected, r 23335
Catalogue of the Highly Important Correspondence of Abraham Ortelius (1528-98)... [sold 14 Feb. 1955] 17795
Catalogue of the historical maps of the Survey of India, 1700-1900 / editor, S.N. Prasad 36670
Catalogue of the latest and most approved charts, pilots, and navigation books published...by J.W. Norie & Co. March 1, 1817 39340
Catalogue of the library 7735
Catalogue of the manuscript maps, charts, and plans, and of the topographical drawings in the British Museum 44437
Catalogue of the Map Room of the Royal Geographical Society : March 1881 67441
A Catalogue of the maps in the Bedfordshire County muniments 12063
Catalogue of the National Map Collection, Public Archives of Canada, Ottawa, Ontario 16302
Catalogue of the portolan charts and atlases in the Archivio di Stato di Firenze / prepared by Richard L. Pflederer 52780
Catalogue of the portolan charts and atlases in the Bodleian Library / prepared by Richard L. Pflederer 52774
Catalogue of the portolan charts and atlases in the British Library / prepared by Richard L. Pflederer 52771
Catalogue of the portolan charts and atlases in the Huntington Library 52776
Catalogue of the portolan charts and atlases in the Library of Congress / prepared by Richard L. Pflederer 52781
Catalogue of the portolan charts and atlases in the National Maritime Museum 52782
Catalogue of the portolan charts and atlases in the Newberry Library 52775
Catalogue of Valuable Continental Books and Autograph Letters... [sold 17/18 June 1968] 17796
Catalogue of watermarks in Italian printed maps, ca 1540-1600 / David Woodward 81450
Catalogues and lists of cartographic prints produced chiefly by non-official firms: A partial and selective listing of items in the Royal Geographical Society (London) 44555
Catalogues of maps and charts published by the U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey... 1843 [to] 1890 76099
The Cataloguing and arrangement of maps 18772
The Cataloguing and description of maps : some problems 18769
Cataloguing map collections / compiled by Hans Kok 18784
Catalogus auctorum, quibus in concinndaa delineatione et descriptione Hierosolymitana sum usus 18033
Catalogus bij de tentoonstelling Toonneel des Aerdrijcx: oude kaarten in het Universiteitsmuseum ter gelegenheid van het 75-jarig bestaan van het Geografisch Instituut, Rijksuniversiteit Utrecht 17621
Catalogus librorum sedecimo saeculo impressorum, qui in Bibliothecia Nationalia Hungariae Széchényiana asservantur: Editiones non Hungarice et extra Hungariam impressae = Az Országos Széchenyi Könyvtár 16. századi nyomtatványainak katalógusa, comp. Első 62329
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Catalogus van Amsterdamse plattegronden / door A. E. D’Ailly</td>
<td>1913</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catalogus van de kaartencollectie-Moll / samengesteld door J. Harms</td>
<td>6682</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>en M. Donkersloot-de Vrij</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catalogus van een verzameling atlassen, kaarten, tekeningen, prenten</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>en foto’s van het Koninklijk Instituut van Ingenieurs (KIVI),</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>opgericht in 1847, uit de periode 1606-1975, aangekocht door het</td>
<td>5332</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Algemeen Rijksarchief in 1976-1977 / door R.M. Haubourdi</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catalogus van kaarten 1570-c. 1890 verzameld door E.H. Bergsma,</td>
<td>1244</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aanwezig in het ARA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catalogus van kaarten : Eerste gedeelte, Getekende kaarten / door</td>
<td>6682</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L.J. Noordhoff</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catalogus van oude Nederlandse Zeeekarten. Tentoongesteld in het</td>
<td>528</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rijksmuseum te Amsterdam van 27 Augustus-14 September 1963. Ter</td>
<td>02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gelegenheid van het Vije Internationale Congres voor Naamkunde</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catalogus librorvm bibliothecae clarissimi doctissimique viri, piae</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>memoriae, Gerardi Mercatoris, illustriissimi Ducus Juliae Cliviae</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>etc. cosmographi = Catalogue vande boucken des gheeleerden ende</td>
<td>460</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wijtberoemder Wereldt-beschrijver Gerardi Mercatoris$!</td>
<td>059,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46060</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>**Catalonia (Spain). Cartoteca de Catalunya SEE Cartoteca de</td>
<td>184</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catalunya**</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catalonia (Spain). Departament de Política Territorial i Obres</td>
<td>169</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Públiques</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catalonia (Spain). Direcció General de la Mèmoria Democràtica</td>
<td>1844</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Catalonia (Spain) - Geography</strong></td>
<td>170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>040</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Catalonia (Spain) - Historical geography - Maps - 1974</strong></td>
<td>188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Catalonia (Spain) - Maps - 1680</strong></td>
<td>188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Catalonia (Spain) - Maps - 1680-1689</strong></td>
<td>188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Catalonia (Spain) - Maps - 1682</strong></td>
<td>188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Catalonia (Spain) - Maps - 1689</strong></td>
<td>188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Catalonia (Spain) - Maps - 1694</strong></td>
<td>188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Catalonia (Spain) - Maps - 1695</strong></td>
<td>188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Catalonia (Spain) - Maps - 1696 - Names, Geographical</strong></td>
<td>188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Catalonia (Spain) - Maps - 1696 - Towns and Cities</strong></td>
<td>188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Catalonia (Spain) - Maps - 1697</strong></td>
<td>188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Catalonia (Spain) - Maps - 1700</strong></td>
<td>188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Catalonia (Spain) - Maps - 1707</strong></td>
<td>188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Catalonia (Spain) - Maps - 1708</strong></td>
<td>188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Catalonia (Spain) - Maps - 1710</strong></td>
<td>188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Catalonia (Spain) - Maps - 1714</strong></td>
<td>188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Catalonia (Spain) - Maps - 1720</strong></td>
<td>188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Catalonia (Spain) - Maps - 1740</strong></td>
<td>233</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Catalonia (Spain) - Maps - 1741</strong></td>
<td>188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Catalonia (Spain) - Maps - 1745</strong></td>
<td>188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Catalonia (Spain) - Maps - 1963</strong></td>
<td>223</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Catalonia (Spain) - Maps - 1974</strong></td>
<td>188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Catalonia (Spain) - Maps - Bibliography</strong></td>
<td>188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Catalonia (Spain) - Maps - Bibliography - Catalogs - 1500-1899</strong></td>
<td>729</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Catalonia (Spain) - Maps - Collections</strong></td>
<td>188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Catalonia (Spain) - Maps - Exhibitions - Catalogs</strong></td>
<td>188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Catalonia (Spain) - Maps - History - Collections, 975-2004</strong></td>
<td>170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Catalonia (Spain). Secretaria d'Universitas i Recerca</strong></td>
<td>184</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cataloniae principatus, nec non Ruscinonensis et Cerrantiaae comitat</strong></td>
<td>188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cataloniae principatus, nec non Ruscinonensis et Cerrentianiae comitatis in eorum vicariatus peraccurate distincti</strong></td>
<td>188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cataluna (Spain) - Maps - 1794</strong></td>
<td>233</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Catana</strong></td>
<td>188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Catana (Italy) SEE Catania (Italy)</strong></td>
<td>188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Catana vrbs Siciliae clarissima</strong></td>
<td>188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Catania</strong></td>
<td>188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Catania (Italy) - Maps - 1580</strong></td>
<td>188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Catania (Italy) - Maps - 1620</strong></td>
<td>188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Catania (Italy) - Maps - 1680 - Pictorial works</strong></td>
<td>700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Catania (Italy) - Maps - 1682</strong></td>
<td>700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Catania (Italy) - Maps - 1700</strong></td>
<td>700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Catania (Italy) - Maps - 1745</strong></td>
<td>700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Catania (Italy) - Maps - 1840 - Pictorial works</strong></td>
<td>188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Catania (Italy) - Maps - Collections</strong></td>
<td>170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Catania (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1632</strong></td>
<td>188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Catania (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1705</strong></td>
<td>700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Catania (Sicily (Italy)) - Maps - 1712 - Pictorial works</strong></td>
<td>700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Catania (Sicily) - Maps - 1720</strong></td>
<td>188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Catanzaro (Italy) - Maps - 1790</strong></td>
<td>188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Catanzaro (Italy : Province) - Maps - 1897 - Bicycle trails</strong></td>
<td>663</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>**Cataractae Danubi vulgo Strvdl et Werbl : duo loca periculosaes</td>
<td>227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inter insum superis et cremsum inferioris Austriae**</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cataraqui Archeological Research Foundation</strong></td>
<td>273</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>18860</td>
<td>Catchpole, Brian</td>
<td>7237, 34348</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18861</td>
<td>Catchpale, Brian</td>
<td>7237, 34348</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19177</td>
<td>Catchall &amp; Prichard (Chester, England)</td>
<td>19353, 80697, 80698</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18856</td>
<td>Catchcart, Charles, Lord, 1686-1740</td>
<td>7797, 65006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18857</td>
<td>Catchcart, Jas. M.</td>
<td>1959</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18858</td>
<td>Catchcart, W. E.</td>
<td>62736</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18862</td>
<td>Cathedral cities of England and Wales / by J.H. Wade; with twenty-four illustrations from photographs and a map</td>
<td>25366</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18863</td>
<td>Cathedral of San Francisco de Asis (Santa Fe, N.M.) - Pictorial works - 1848</td>
<td>27366</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18864</td>
<td>Cathedral Village Library</td>
<td>38997</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18865</td>
<td>Cathedral Village (Philadelphia, Pa.)</td>
<td>28051</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18866</td>
<td>Cathedrals - England - Canterbury - Guidebooks - 1946</td>
<td>16449</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18867</td>
<td>Cathedrals - England - Maps - 1924</td>
<td>25366</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18868</td>
<td>Cathedrals of Spain</td>
<td>20814</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18869</td>
<td>Catherall &amp; Prichard (Chester, England)</td>
<td>19353, 80697, 80698</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18870</td>
<td>Catherine and Richard Ware (London, England)</td>
<td>25127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18871</td>
<td>Catherine I, Empress of Russia, 1684-1727</td>
<td>18658, 18660</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18872</td>
<td>Catherlagh County</td>
<td>16634</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18873</td>
<td>Catherwood, E.</td>
<td>48128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18874</td>
<td>Catherwood, Frederick</td>
<td>18970</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18875</td>
<td>Catherwood, Frederick. Plan of Jerusalem (1835)</td>
<td>18036</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18876</td>
<td>Catherwood, Frederick - Travel, 1839-1842 - Maps</td>
<td>18970</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18877</td>
<td>The Catherwood map of Jerusalem</td>
<td>18036</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18878</td>
<td>Catholic authors - Bibliography - 1494</td>
<td>18851</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18879</td>
<td>Catholic Book Publishing Co.</td>
<td>12997</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18880</td>
<td>Catholic Church</td>
<td>18864</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18881</td>
<td>Catholic Church. Aquileian rite - Pictorial works - 1596</td>
<td>75957</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18882</td>
<td>Catholic Church. Archdiocese of Chicago</td>
<td>19914</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18883</td>
<td>Catholic church buildings - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1926</td>
<td>19719</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18884</td>
<td>Catholic church buildings - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1930</td>
<td>19565</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18885</td>
<td>Catholic church buildings - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1993</td>
<td>19914</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18886</td>
<td>Catholic Church. Congregatio de Propaganda Fide</td>
<td>18866</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18887</td>
<td>Catholic Church - Controversial literature</td>
<td>75493</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18888</td>
<td>Catholic Church. Diocese of Davenport (Iowa) - Maps - 1960</td>
<td>18852</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18889</td>
<td>Catholic Church. Dioceses - United States - Maps - 1959</td>
<td>78232</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18890</td>
<td>Catholic Church. History - Maps - 1877</td>
<td>18854</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18891</td>
<td>Catholic Church. Liturgy and ritual - Sistine Chapel (Vatican Palace, Vatican City) - Pictorial works - 1578</td>
<td>70182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18892</td>
<td>Catholic Church. Maps - 1566-1567</td>
<td>75493</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18893</td>
<td>Catholic Church. Maps - 1660</td>
<td>18868</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18894</td>
<td>Catholic Church. Maps - 1661</td>
<td>18869</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18895</td>
<td>Catholic Church. Maps - 1846 - Ecclesiastical geography</td>
<td>59819, 59820, 59821, 59822, 59823, 59824</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18896</td>
<td>Catholic Church. Maps - 1864 - Ecclesiastical geography</td>
<td>18853</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18897</td>
<td>Catholic Church. Maps - 18777 - Ecclesiastical geography</td>
<td>18854</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18898</td>
<td>Catholic Church. Maps - 1906 - Missions</td>
<td>18855</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18899</td>
<td>Catholic Church. Maps - 1913</td>
<td>18856</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18900</td>
<td>Catholic Church. Maps - 1928 - Ecclesiastical geography</td>
<td>18857</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18901</td>
<td>Catholic Church. Maps - 1929</td>
<td>18859</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18902</td>
<td>Catholic Church. Maps - 1929 - Ecclesiastical geography</td>
<td>18858</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18903</td>
<td>Catholic Church. Maps - 1931 - Ecclesiastical geography - History</td>
<td>18860</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Cattaro (Montenegro SEE Kotor (Montenegro) 41341
Cattedrale di Teramo (Italy) - Exhibitions 74468
Cattegat (Denmark and Sweden) SEE Kattegat (Denmark and Sweden) 40507
Cattle ranches SEE Ranches 59923
Cattle trade - Middle West - Maps - 1939 48927
Cattle trade - Northeastern States - Maps - 1939 59340
Cattle trade - Northwestern States - Maps - 1939 59923
Cattle trade - Southern States - Maps - 1939 71897
Cattle trade - Southwestern States - Maps - 1939 72505
Cattle trade - West (U.S.) - Maps - 1875 81875
Cattle trails - Great Plains - Maps - 1875 81875
Cattle trails - Oklahoma - Maps - 1936 20780
Cattle trails - Texas - Maps - 1875 81875
Cattle trails - West (U.S.) - Maps - 1875 81875
Cattoir, S. 12141
Cattoro, Gulf of (Montenegro) SEE Kotor, Gulf of (Montenegro) 51215
Catts - Patterson Co. (N.Z.) 56827
Catwijk aan Zee (Netherlands) SEE Katwijk aan Zee (Netherlands) 40508
Caualli, Francisco, fl. 1646 SEE Cavalli, Francisco, fl. 1646 20560
Cauallo, Francisco, fl. 1646 SEE Cavalli, Francisco, fl. 1646 20560
Caucasian countries and Turkey in Asia 48126
Caucasus - Maps - 1540 18875
Caucasus - Maps - 1710 13197
Caucasus - Maps - 1723 18659
Caucasus - Maps - 1741 18876, 38163
Caucasus - Maps - 1774 75742
Caucasus - Maps - 1788 75752
Caucasus - Maps - 1789 18877
Caucasus - Maps - 1794 75754
Caucasus - Maps - 1811 38176, 38177
Caucasus - Maps - 1831 38186
Caucasus - Maps - 1840 18878
Caucasus - Maps - 1841 48126
Caucasus - Maps - 1847 3445
Caucasus - Maps - 1850 3446, 18879
Caucasus - Maps - 1872 18880
Caucasus - Maps - 1877 18881, 18882
Caucasus - Maps - 1888 67679, 67680
Caucasus - Maps - 1893 67682
Caucasus - Maps - 1903 75807
Caucasus - Maps - 1911 - Cephalometry 18883
Caucasus - Maps - 1911 - Ethnology 18883
Caucasus - Maps - 1911 - Phrenology 18883
Caucasus - Maps - 1942 (Provisional Heading) 18884
Caucasus, South - Maps - 1861 75791
Caucasus, South - Maps - 1895-1907 48150
Caucasus & Crimea : with northern portions of the Black and Caspian Seas 18880
Cauche, François, b. 1616? 9258, 43789
Cauchon, Joseph, 1816-1885 16043, 59724, 61797, 62432, 65961, 65962, 67836, 68192
Caucig, Franz von 75813
Caufield, A. 40635
Caughey, Rollin 41900
Caught mapping 69430
Caulet, Thomas. Portolan chart of Mediterranean, ca. 1530 79751
Causses, Cévennes, Bas Languedoc / Michelin 18885
Causses (France) - Maps - 1965 74257
Causses (France) - Maps - 1968 74258
Causses (France) - Maps - 1974 18885
Cauwenberge, Johan van 33142
Cavalier, Richard 57096
Cavalleri, Alessandro Federico 25924
Cavalleri, Giovanni Battista de, 1530-1597 39193, 64633
Cavalli, Francisco, fl. 1646 20558, 20559, 20560, 20561, 20562, 20599, 20600, 21835, 21836, 21837, 22138, 22139, 22140, 51193, 51194, 51195, 66135, 66136, 66137, 68842, 68843, 68844, 68854, 79795, 79796, 79797
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Cavallini, Giovanni Battista, fl. 1630-1669  45726, 45845, 45846, 52791, 52792
Cavallini, Giovanni Battista, fl. 1630-1669  Isola e regno di Sardignia (1652)  18383
Cavallini, Pietro, fl. 1654-1688  18886, 45854
Cavallo, Francisco, fl. 1646 SEE Cavalli, Francisco, fl. 1646  20560
Cavan (Ireland : County) - Maps - 1865  18887
Cavan, Lydia Lambert, Countess of, d. 1862  7986
Cavazza, Elisabetta  66347
Cave, city, and eagle's nest : an interpretive journey through the Mapa de Cuauhtinchan no. 2 / edited by David Carrasco and Scott Sessions  22469
Cave, Edward, 1691-1754  20634, 59661, 59662
Cave, Francois Morellon La, fl. ca. 1700-1766  20633
Cave Research Foundation  44299
Cavellat, Guillaume, d. 1576 or 7  9077
Cavendish Books  59733
Cavendish, Thomas, 1554-1592  44849
Caveri, Nicolò SEE Caverio, Nicolo di  18888
Caverio, Nicolo di, fl. 1502-1550  1829, 83831
Caverio, Nicolo di, fl. 1502-1505. [World map] (1502)  18888
Caves - Maps - 1966  18889
Caves - Maps - 1992  18890
Caves - New York (State) - Maps- 1934  59300
Caviat, Petrus  27619
Cavill, Paul, 1956-  52245
Caving - Wind Cave (S.D.) - Maps - 1995-2006  83006
Cavite (Cavite Province, Philippines) - Maps - 1734  64509
Cavite (Cavite Province, Philippines) - Maps - 1734-1744  64508
Cavite (Cavite Province, Philippines) - Maps - 1766 - Fortification - Manuscripts  18891
Cavite (Cavite Province, Philippines) - Maps - 1767 - Fortification - Manuscripts  18892
Cavite (Cavite Province, Philippines) - Maps - 1897  18894
Cavite (Cavite Province, Philippines) - Pictorial works - 1798  18893
Cavite Province (Philippines) - Maps - 1897  18894
Cawthorn, J., fl. 1807  39446
Cawthorne, J., fl. 1807 SEE Cawthorn, J., fl. 1807  39446
Caxton Club  52516, 57470
Caxton Printers (Caldwell, Idaho)  35166
Caxton Publishing Company  8550, 26289
The Caxton world atlas / edited by W. Gordon East  8550
Cayenne  18896
Cayenne Castle (French Guiana) SEE Cayenne (French Guiana)  18899
Cayenne (French Guiana) - Maps - 1760  18895
Cayenne (French Guiana) - Maps - 1769  18899
Cayenne (French Guiana) - Maps - 1801 - Fortification  18896
Cayenne Island (French Guiana) - Maps - 1724 - Fortification - Manuscripts  18897
Cayenne Island (French Guiana) - Maps - 1724 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts  18897
Cayenne Island (French Guiana) - Maps - 1729  18898
Cayenne Island (French Guiana) - Maps - 1760  28373
Cayenne Island (French Guiana) - Maps - 1763  18899
Cayenne River (French Guiana) - Mouth - Maps - 1783 - Nautical charts  33137
Caylus, Anne Claude Philippe, comte de, 1692-1765  9238, 75739
Caylus, Charles, chevalier de, 1698-1750  27288, 67924
Cayman (B.B. & P.), firm SEE B B & P Cayman (Firm)  18900
Cayman Free Press  18900
Cayman Islands complimentary map 2004  18900
Cayman Islands - Maps - 1761 - Nautical charts  27176
Cayman Islands - Maps - 2004 - Tourist maps  18900
Caymox, Cornelis, fl. 1575 - 20873, 60222
Cayos de los Martyres / Boca de Ratones / sacada por el Padre Joseph Samer de Alaña, año de 1743)  26817
Cayucos (Calif.) - Maps - 1993 - Road maps  68711
Cayuga and Seneca Canal (N.Y.) - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1947  34821
Cayuga and Seneca Canal (N.Y.) - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1949  34822
Cayuga and Seneca Canal (N.Y.) - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1951  34823, 34824
Cayuga and Seneca Canal (N.Y.) - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1956  32596, 32597, 34825
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<th>Call Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[Cayuga County (N.Y.) - 1853: LC G&amp;M land ownership maps on microfiche]</td>
<td>18902</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Cayuga County (N.Y.) - 1859: LC G&amp;M land ownership maps on microfiche]</td>
<td>18903</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cayuga County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1839</td>
<td>18901</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cayuga County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1853 - Landowners</td>
<td>18902</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cayuga County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1859 - Landowners</td>
<td>18903</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cayuga County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1871 - Real property</td>
<td>18904</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cayuga County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1875 - Landowners</td>
<td>18905</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cayuse Indians - Washington (State) - Maps - 1855-1856</td>
<td>81165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cazai, 19th cent.</td>
<td>8056, 70566</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cedar Point (Sandusky, Ohio : Amusement park)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cedar Point : Mid</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cedar Point / Hotel Breakers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cedar Point Guide SEE C.P. Guide</td>
<td>189</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cedar Point and the Sandusky Bay Area : Lake Erie's vacation land</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cedar Point : 1962 season dates : Saturday, May 26 through Labor Day, September 3</td>
<td>18918, 18919</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cedar Mountain battlefield : Culpeper County, Virginia</td>
<td>18916</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cedar Mountain: Battle of, Va., 1862 - Maps</td>
<td>18916</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cedar Point : 1962 season dates : Saturday, May 26 through Labor Day, September 3</td>
<td>18918, 18919</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cedar Point and the Sandusky Bay Area : Lake Erie's vacation land</td>
<td>18917</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cedar Point Guide SEE C.P. Guide</td>
<td>18918</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cedar Point / Hotel Breakers</td>
<td>34699</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cedar Point : Mid-America's favorite sun spot</td>
<td>18920</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cedar Point (Sandusky, Ohio : Amusement park) - Access routes - Maps</td>
<td>18917, 18918, 18919, 18920, 34699</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cedar Point (Sandusky, Ohio : Amusement park) - Access routes - Maps</td>
<td>18918, 18919</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cedar Point (Sandusky, Ohio : Amusement park) - Access routes - Maps</td>
<td>18920</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cedar Point (Sandusky, Ohio : Amusement park) - Access routes - Maps</td>
<td>18917</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cedar Point (Sandusky, Ohio : Amusement park) - Access routes - Maps</td>
<td>34699</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cedar Point (Sandusky, Ohio : Amusement park) - Description and travel</td>
<td>18918, 18919</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cedar Point (Sandusky, Ohio : Amusement park) - Description and travel</td>
<td>18920</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cedar Point (Sandusky, Ohio : Amusement park) - Description and travel</td>
<td>18917</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cedar Rapids Region (iowa) - Maps - 1872-1873 - Railroads</td>
<td>48299</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cedar Rapids Route SEE Burlington, Cedar Rapids, and Northern Railway Company of Iowa</td>
<td>48441, 48442</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Cedergreen Bech, Svend 23140
*Cedid atlas tercümesi* 10925
Cedok (Travel agency) 22654, 22655
Ceen, Allan 57141, 67192, 67228, 67230
La Ceiba (Atlántida, Honduras) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps 34612
La Ceiba (Atlántida, Honduras) - Maps - 1967 - Road maps 34613
La Ceiba (Atlántida, Honduras) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps 34615
La Ceiba (Atlántida, Honduras) - Maps - 1979 - Road maps 34616
*Cedok* (Travel agency) 22654, 22655
La Ceiba (Atlántida, Honduras) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps 34612
La Ceiba (Atlántida, Honduras) - Maps - 1967 - Road maps 34613
La Ceiba (Atlántida, Honduras) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps 34615
La Ceiba (Atlántida, Honduras) - Maps - 1979 - Road maps 34616
*Ceilon insula* / [Jodocus Hondius] 73062, 73063
Ceiion SEE Sri Lanka 73072
Celebes 18921
*Celebes (Indonesia) - Maps - 1908* 18921
Celebes Sea - Maps - 1898 - Nautical charts 18922
Celebrating a century, 1898-1998 28798
A Celebration of cities 18560
A Celebration of the life and work of J. B. Harley, 1932-1991 33533
A Celebration of the life and work of J. B. Harley, 1932-1991 : contributions from his friends at a meeting held on 17th March 1992 at the Royal Geographical Society, London 33536
Celebrities - Homes and haunts - California - Los Angeles Region - Maps - 2008 51852, 51853
*Celebrating a century, 1898-1998* 28798
*Celebrating a century, 1898-1998* 28798
A Celebration of cities 18560
A Celebration of the life and work of J. B. Harley, 1932-1991 33533
A Celebration of the life and work of J. B. Harley, 1932-1991 : contributions from his friends at a meeting held on 17th March 1992 at the Royal Geographical Society, London 33536
Celebrity SEE Astronomy - Charts, diagrams, etc. 3513
[Celestial chart in gores] / Elaborat Nicolvs Spirinx 1610 18932
Celestial charts 51715
Celestial charts - 1500-1599 65807
Celestial charts - 1525 3475, 31318
Celestial charts - 1549 22841
Celestial charts - 1551 31981, 31982
Celestial charts - 1560 31983
*Celestial charts - 1563 (Provisional Heading)* 18923
Celestial charts - 1596 83964
Celestial charts - 1602 83981
Celestial charts - 1610 18931
Celestial charts - 1610 - Gores (Maps) 3490, 3491
*Celestial charts - 1610 - Gores (Maps)* 18932
Celestial charts - 1617 15165
Celestial charts - 1630-1639 3488, 3489
Celestial charts - 1690 15166
Celestial charts - 1700-1799 - Gores (Maps) 18934
Celestial charts - 1710 3490, 3491
Celestial charts - 1730 84092
Celestial charts - 1733 84094
Celestial charts - 1734 84095
Celestial charts - 1740 3492, 3493
Celestial charts - 1746 84108
Celestial charts - 1752 84114
Celestial charts - 1753 3483, 3494
Celestial charts - 1754 18936
Celestial charts - 1759 31990
Celestial charts - 1764 3495
Celestial charts - 1766 70271
Celestial charts - 1772 84128
Celestial charts - 1774 18924, 18925
Celestial charts - 1784 3496
Celestial charts - 1785 3497
Celestial charts - 1786 3484, 18926, 18927
Celestial charts - 1787 84153, 84154
Celestial charts - 1789 7867
Celestial charts - 1790 3498, 3499, 3500
Celestial charts - 1792 3501, 18937
Celestial charts - 1794 3485, 18928, 18929, 84165, 84170
Celestial charts - 1795 3502
Celestial charts - 1797 3503, 3504, 3505, 3506, 3507, 3508
Celestial charts - 1798 3509, 3510
Celestial charts - 1800 7890, 18938, 31997
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Celestial charts - 1816  18939
Celestial charts - 1817  31999
Celestial charts - 1823 - Handbooks, manuals, etc.  32001
Celestial charts - 1830-1843  8056
Celestial charts - 1847  9387, 18930
Celestial charts - 1850  3511
Celestial charts - 1854  3512
Celestial charts - 1855  3513
Celestial charts - 1856  3514, 3515, 8124
Celestial charts - 1860  3516, 18940
Celestial charts - 1865  3517, 8156
Celestial charts - 1877  3518
Celestial charts - 1878  3519
Celestial charts - 1881-1883  8236
Celestial charts - 1883  3520
Celestial charts - 1884  3521
Celestial charts - 1885  3522, 3523
Celestial charts - 1888  10822
Celestial charts - 1890  3486
Celestial charts - 1896  73166
Celestial charts - 1901  3524
Celestial charts - 1908  10788
Celestial charts - 1911  3525
Celestial charts - 1930  18941
Celestial charts - 1935 (Provisional Heading)  3526
Celestial charts - 1943  42004
Celestial charts - 1950  3113, 18942
Celestial charts - 1957  3527
Celestial charts - 1959  3476
Celestial charts - 1960  3114, 8550
Celestial charts - 1966  3528
Celestial charts - 1970  3529, 3530
Celestial charts - 1974  3531
Celestial charts - 1978  3532, 3533
Celestial charts - 1993 - Children's maps  3534
Celestial charts : antique maps of the heavens / by Carole Stott  3539
Celestial charts - Bibliography  3487, 3535
Celestial charts - Bibliography - 1250-1840  3537, 3538
Celestial charts - Bibliography - 1490-1856  3539
Celestial charts - Bibliography - 1500-1800  3536
Celestial charts - Collections  17044, 79462
Celestial charts - Collections, 1250-1840  3537, 3538
Celestial charts - Collections, 1490-1856  3539
Celestial charts - Collections, 1500-1800  3536
Celestial charts - Collections, 1960-1969  32141
Celestial charts - Exhibitions  17044
Celestial charts - History  62412, 79462
Celestial charts - History - 1400-1499  32148
Celestial charts - History - 1600-1899  83633
Celestial charts - Maps - 1774  3540, 3541, 3542, 3543
Celestial charts - Maps - 1792  3544
Celestial charts - Maps - 1960  3545, 3546
Celestial charts - Maps - 1968  3547
Celestial charts - Maps - 1985  3548
Celestial charts SEE ALSO Astronomy - Charts, diagrams, etc.  3487
Celestial charts - Sources - 1482  3555
Celestial charts - Sources - 1485  3556
Celestial charts - Sources - 1488  3557
Celestial charts - Sources - 1517  3558
Celestial globe  18933
[Celestial globe] / Elaborat Nicolvs Spirinx 1610  18931
Celestial globes - 1549  22841
Celestial globes - 1549/Astronomy - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1549  22842
Celestial globes - 1551 - Gores (Maps)  31981, 31982
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Celestial globes - 1555  73212, 73213
Celestial globes - 1560 - Gores (Maps)  31983
Celestial globes - 1610  18931
Celestial globes - 1610 - Gores (Maps)  18932
Celestial globes - 1640  18933
Celestial globes - 1660  44842
Celestial globes - 1693-1701 - Gores (Maps)  31988, 31989
Celestial globes - 1700-1799 - Gores (Maps)  18934
Celestial globes - 1740 - Pictorial works  18935
Celestial globes - 1754  18936
Celestial globes - 1759 - Gores (Maps)  31990
Celestial globes - 1792 - Gores (Maps)  18937
Celestial globes - 1797  31992
Celestial globes - 1798  31994
Celestial globes - 1800  18938
Celestial globes - 1800 - Photographs  31996
Celestial globes - 1816  18939
Celestial globes - 1821 - Handbooks, manuals, etc.  32001
Celestial globes - 1860  18940
Celestial globes - 1930  18941
Celestial globes - 1950  3113, 18942
Celestial globes - 1959  3476
Celestial globes - 1960  3114
Celestial globes - Bibliography - Catalogs  32136
Celestial globes - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1784  3496
Celestial globes - Collections, 1960-1969  32141
Celestial globes - Exhibitions - Catalogs  22206
Celestial globes - History  62412
Celestial globes - History - 1400-1499  32148
Celis, Francisco Maria  74205
Celillo Falls (Columbia River)  SEE Great Falls (Columbia River)  32493
Celillo Region (Or.) - Maps - 1814  32491, 32492, 32493, 32494
Celillo Region (Or.) - Maps - 1817  32495
Celillo Region (Or.) - Maps - 1842  32496
Celis, German  13036
Celis Salgado, Lourdes  46257, 46258
Cell phones - California - Maps - 1980  15665
Cell phones - Nevada - Maps - 1980  15665
Cella, Paolo Della, 1792-1854  478, 8056
Cellarius, Andreas  64994
Cellarius, Andreas, [Armillary sphere. 1660]  44842
Cellarius, Christopher, 1638-1707  7814, 27571, 34357, 34358, 34364, 34367, 34369, 34377, 34378, 34379, 38736
Cellarius Ferimonanus, Daniel  7656, 7671
Celle (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1620  18943
Celle (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1657  18944
Celsius, Anders, 1701-1744  2347
Celssissimo potentissimo invictissimoq. Principi Frederico Guillelimo II ... hanc exactissimam Cliviae ducebat et Marchiae comitatus tabulam ...  20998
Celts - Historical geography - Maps - 0400-1200  18945
Celts - History - Maps  18946
Cemeteries - Bohemian National Cemetery (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1902  13315
Cemeteries - Bronx (New York, N.Y.) - Maps - 1931  83662
Cemeteries - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1862  42114
Cemeteries - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1863  42115
Cemeteries - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1870  42116
Cemeteries - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1876  32289
Cemeteries - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1980  32290
Cemeteries - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1989  22070
Cemeteries - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 2011  32291
Cemeteries - Cook County (Ill.) - Maps - 1989  22070
Cemeteries - Graceland Cemetery (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1876  32289
Cemeteries - Graceland Cemetery (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 2011  32291
Cemeteries - Hartsdale (N.Y.) - Maps - 1957  33599
Cemeteries in Sangamon Co. IL  68759
Cemeteries - Lincoln Park (Chicago, Ill. : City section) - Maps - 1862  42114
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<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Call Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Centering of maps</td>
<td>18953</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Call Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Central America, New York    [signed] Geo. Bender</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central Africa - Maps - 1682</td>
<td>161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central Africa - Maps - 1846</td>
<td>28503</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central Africa SEE Africa, Central</td>
<td>153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central African Republic - 2012 - Physicians - Workload</td>
<td>18954</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central African Republic:  a silent crisis / Médecins sans frontières</td>
<td>18954</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central America, II. Including Texas, California and the northern</td>
<td>Mexico</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central America, II. Including Texas, California and the northern</td>
<td>states of Mexico</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central America, II. Including Texas, California and the northern</td>
<td>states of Mexico</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central Africa SEE Africa, Central</td>
<td>153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central America - Maps - 1565 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts -</td>
<td>18961, 18968</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facsimiles</td>
<td>18955</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central America and the West Indies</td>
<td>18961, 18988</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central America - Description and travel - 1820-1945</td>
<td>17045</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central America - Discovery and exploration - 1613-1623</td>
<td>1501</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central America - Historical geography - Maps - 1933 - Pictorial maps</td>
<td>16599</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central America - Historical geography - Maps - 1936</td>
<td>41683</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central America II, including Texas, California and the northern states of Mexico</td>
<td>46346</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central America - Maps - 18973, 18976, 18977, 18979, 18989, 18994</td>
<td>72250, 72254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central America - Maps - 1599</td>
<td>70394</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central America - Maps - 1613-1623 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts -</td>
<td>57338</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facsimiles</td>
<td>18958</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central America - Maps - 1655</td>
<td>21224</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central America - Maps - 1656</td>
<td>46272, 46273, 46274</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central America - Maps - 1671</td>
<td>18956, 46275</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central America - Maps - 1698</td>
<td>18957</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central America - Maps - 1700</td>
<td>62934, 70424</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central America - Maps - 1701</td>
<td>46279</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central America - Maps - 1703</td>
<td>16544</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central America - Maps - 1719</td>
<td>57488</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central America - Maps - 1720</td>
<td>16548</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central America - Maps - 1721</td>
<td>62936</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central America - Maps - 1728 - Coasts - Nautical charts</td>
<td>18958</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central America - Maps - 1732</td>
<td>81595</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central America - Maps - 1747</td>
<td>46286, 46287</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central America - Maps - 1752</td>
<td>46288</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central America - Maps - 1758</td>
<td>41688</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central America - Maps - 1764</td>
<td>57581</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central America - Maps - 1765</td>
<td>46290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central America - Maps - 1770 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>46292</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central America - Maps - 1775</td>
<td>34608, 34609, 34610</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central America - Maps - 1778</td>
<td>57629</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central America - Maps - 1780</td>
<td>46296</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central America - Maps - 1794 - Coasts - Manuscripts</td>
<td>46301</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central America - Maps - 1795</td>
<td>16575</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central America - Maps - 1796</td>
<td>16576</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central America - Maps - 1798</td>
<td>18959, 18960</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central America - Maps - 1800-1899</td>
<td>18961</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central America - Maps - 1802</td>
<td>46304</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central America - Maps - 1804</td>
<td>16579, 46305</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central America - Maps - 1811</td>
<td>18962, 46316</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central America - Maps - 1816</td>
<td>18963, 18964</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central America - Maps - 1817</td>
<td>18965, 18966</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central America - Maps - 1818</td>
<td>18967, 46327</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central America - Maps - 1822</td>
<td>18968</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central America - Maps - 1825</td>
<td>46332</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central America - Maps - 1829</td>
<td>18969</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central America - Maps - 1831</td>
<td>46337</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central America - Maps - 1834</td>
<td>46340</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central America - Maps - 1836</td>
<td>46341</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central America - Maps - 1839-1842 - Archaeology</td>
<td>18970</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central America - Maps - 1839 - Coasts</td>
<td>62557</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central America - Maps - 1840</td>
<td>46342, 46343</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central America - Maps - 1841</td>
<td>16589</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central America - Maps - 1842</td>
<td>18971</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central America - Maps - 1846 - Mines and mineral resources</td>
<td>18972</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central America - Maps - 1847</td>
<td>46355</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Central America - Maps - 1850 46363
Central America - Maps - 1851 18973, 62941
Central America - Maps - 1853 18974, 81676
Central America - Maps - 1853 - Canals 18975
Central America - Maps - 1854 76768
Central America - Maps - 1855 18976, 76771
Central America - Maps - 1856 18977, 18978, 57762, 76774
Central America - Maps - 1857 18979
Central America - Maps - 1858-1859 - Description and Travel 18980
Central America - Maps - 1859 18981
Central America - Maps - 1860 18983, 18984
Central America - Maps - 1860-1869 - Railroads 18982
Central America - Maps - 1861 81677
Central America - Maps - 1863 46374
Central America - Maps - 1865 76819
Central America - Maps - 1866 46378
Central America - Maps - 1867 46379
Central America - Maps - 1869 81857
Central America - Maps - 1872 18985
Central America - Maps - 1878 18986
Central America - Maps - 188 18987
Central America - Maps - 1883 46382
Central America - Maps - 1885 46387
Central America - Maps - 1887 18988
Central America - Maps - 1888 18989
Central America - Maps - 1908 35668
Central America - Maps - 1910-1919 81692
Central America - Maps - 1915 - Indians - Language and languages 46478
Central America - Maps - 1915 - Language and languages 46479
Central America - Maps - 1919 70637
Central America - Maps - 1920 18991
Central America - Maps - 1920 - Commerce 18990
Central America - Maps - 1922 16597, 41692, 41693
Central America - Maps - 1922-1940 41690
Central America - Maps - 1923 33107
Central America - Maps - 1925 16598
Central America - Maps - 1929 18993
Central America - Maps - 1929 - Archaeology 18992
Central America - Maps - 1930-1939 - Cartoon maps 18994
Central America - Maps - 1933 - Pictorial maps 16599
Central America - Maps - 1937 - Indians - Language and languages 57805
Central America - Maps - 1940-1949 46532
Central America - Maps - 1940 - Road maps 77743
Central America - Maps - 1941 - Road maps 77774
Central America - Maps - 1942 18995
Central America - Maps - 1947 - Road maps 22316, 24887, 62945
Central America - Maps - 1948 - Road maps 34611
Central America - Maps - 1953 - Maps, Physical 18996
Central America - Maps - 1954 - Airways 78085
Central America - Maps - 1958 - Airways 78202
Central America - Maps - 1960 - Road maps 18997
Central America - Maps - 1961 - Airways 78305
Central America - Maps - 1963 - Airways 18998
Central America - Maps - 1964 - Road maps 46567
Central America - Maps - 1966 - Road maps 18999, 22317, 24888, 33109, 34612, 57016, 62946
Central America - Maps - 1967 - Road maps 22318, 24889, 33110, 34613, 46572, 57017, 62947
Central America - Maps - 1968 46576
Central America - Maps - 1968 - Airways 70656
Central America - Maps - 1968 - Road maps 46577, 62948
Central America - Maps - 1969 - Road maps 46580, 46581, 62949
Central America - Maps - 1970 - Road maps 46583, 46584, 46585
Central America - Maps - 1971 19001
Central America - Maps - 1972 - Road maps 33111, 46588
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Central America - Maps - 1973 - Road maps 33112, 62950
Central America - Maps - 1974 - Road maps 46592
Central America - Maps - 1975 - Road maps 22319, 24890
Central America - Maps - 1976 19002
Central America - Maps - 1976 - Road maps 24891, 34615, 46595, 62951, 78756
Central America - Maps - 1978 - Road maps 57018
Central America - Maps - 1979 19003
Central America - Maps - 1979 - Road maps 34616
Central America - Maps - 1986 - Archaeology 19004
Central America - Maps - Bibliography 73048
Central America - Maps - Bibliography - 1527-1865 1808
Central America - Maps - Collections 19005, 34618
Central America - Maps - Collections, 1500-1899 70660, 70661, 70662, 70663
Central America - Maps - Collections, 1500-1900 17267, 79945, 79946, 79947, 79948, 79949
Central America - Maps - Collections, 1527-1865 1808
Central America : namely the (late) Confederated States of Central America; the Mexican states of Chiapa, Tabasco & Yucatan; and British Honduras according to Squier, Keipert &c. / by John Macnab Esqr. F.R.G.S. ; Engraved. by J. Bartholomew Edinr. 18985
Central America : Rand McNally road map 18999
Central American and West Indian ports 16595
[Central and eastern European maps selected from the Andrees Allgemeiner Handatlas of 1913] 10150
Central and western United States / Texaco 49109
Central and western United States / Koch 32748
Central and western United States : Mobil travel map 32746, 32747
Central Arizona Light and Power Company 2726
Central Arizona Light and Power Company - Maps - 1940-1950 2726
Central Arizona Light and Power Company territory 2726
Central Arizona Project 2849
Central Arizona Project : The physical system 2849
Central Asia 3208, 20655
Central Asia atlas 3219
Central Asia : comprising Bokhara, Cabool, Persia, the River Indus, & countries eastward of it 3210
Central Asia comprising Turkestan, Afghanistan, Beluchistan & N.W. India 3406
Central Asia no. 1 (western division) / drawn & engraved by J. Archer, Pentonville, London 3212
Central Asia no. 2 (middle division) / drawn & engraved by J. Archer, Pentonville, London 3380
Central Asia no. 3 (eastern division) / drawn & engraved by J. Archer, Pentonville, London 3381
Central Asia on Russian maps of the 17th century 16908
Central Asia SEE Asia, Central 20631
Central Asia showing Prejevalsky's journey in 1877 3215
Central Asia & Tibet 3216
Central Atlanta / map artists, E. Derdyn, D. Maki ; research, M. Lutzow 3608
Central Atlas Co. (Chicago, Ill.) 67050
Central Atlas Co. (Chicago, Ill.). Standard atlas of Jackson County, Minnesota (1936) 39355
The Central business district [of Chicago] 43010
Central business districts - Illinois - Chicago - Maps - 1999 19006
Central business districts - Illinois - Chicago - Maps - 2007 19947
Central business districts - Illinois - Chicago - Maps - 2009 19955
Central business districts - Moscow (Russia) - Maps - 1986 51836
Central City and Blackhawk, Colorado, 1873 19007
Central City (Colo.) - Maps - 1862 - Gold mines and mining 31902
Central City (Colo.) - Pictorial works - 1873 19007
Central Community Historical Society (DeWitt, Iowa) 21091
Central-East Hesse (Germany) - Maps - 1716 19008
Central Electric Railfans' Association 19630, 19778, 32319, 43047
Central Electric Traffic Association 48841
Central Electric Traffic Association (Indianapolis, Ind.) 48797, 48841
Central Electric Traffic Association, Indianapolis, Indiana : 5000 miles of electric railway service 48797
Central Electric Traffic Association - Maps - 1930 48841
Central Englewood conservation project: Illustrative site plan 25463
Central Europe SEE Europe, Central 31557
Central Europe with the railways / by J. Bartholomew Jr. F.R.G.S. 31534
Central Freight and freightage Association - Maps - 1920 48744
Central Freight Association 48744, 48748, 48847, 48848, 48849, 48850, 59174, 59175, 59258, 59259
Central Freight Association - Maps - 1920 48748, 59174, 59175
Central Freight Association - Maps - 1930 48847, 48848, 48849, 48850, 59258, 59259
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Call Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Central gold region. The grain, pastoral and gold regions of North America. With some new views of its physical geography; and observations on the Pacific railroad. By William Gilpin</td>
<td>76792, 76793</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central Highway (Cuba) SEE Carretera Central (Cuba)</td>
<td>22520</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central highway general plan / Poltio Delange</td>
<td>22517</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central Illinois Farm Directories</td>
<td>21082</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central Indiana Power Company</td>
<td>36907</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central Indiana Power Company - Maps - 1924</td>
<td>36907</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central Indiana Power Company ... presents to you road map of Indiana</td>
<td>36907</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central Intelligence Agency</td>
<td>65111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central Intelligence Agency (U.S.) SEE United States. Central Intelligence Agency</td>
<td>20724</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central Iowa Railway Company</td>
<td>37562, 37630</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central Iowa Railway Company - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1881</td>
<td>37562, 37630</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central Italy</td>
<td>38693</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central Italy and Rome</td>
<td>38714</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central London atlas-guide / designed by Bartholomew</td>
<td>42668</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central Map, Survey and Publishing Company (Chicago, Ill.)</td>
<td>76044</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central Massachusetts StreetFinder</td>
<td>45502</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central Military Tract Railroad Co.</td>
<td>35519, 35520</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central Military Tract Railroad Co. - Maps - 1855</td>
<td>35519, 35520</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central Military Tract Railroad Co. Report of the directors of the Central Military Tract Railroad Company ... 1855</td>
<td>35520</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central New England Railway Company</td>
<td>47629, 58944</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central New England Railway Company - Maps - 1890</td>
<td>58944</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central New England Railway Company - Maps - 1891</td>
<td>47629</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Central North Atlantic Ocean basin and continental margins...</td>
<td>57919</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central of Georgia Railway</td>
<td>71468, 71480, 71493, 71510, 71522, 71535, 71548, 71560, 71572, 71573, 71574, 71575, 71576, 71577, 71641, 71655, 71664, 71776, 717167, 717175, 717183, 717194, 717211, 717218, 717239, 717247, 717262, 717281, 717299, 717313, 717337, 717357, 717377, 717408, 717467, 717507, 717533, 717555, 717569</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central of Georgia Railway - Maps - 1896</td>
<td>71468</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central of Georgia Railway - Maps - 1897</td>
<td>71480</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central of Georgia Railway - Maps - 1898</td>
<td>71493</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central of Georgia Railway - Maps - 1899</td>
<td>71510</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central of Georgia Railway - Maps - 1900</td>
<td>71522</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central of Georgia Railway - Maps - 1901</td>
<td>71535</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central of Georgia Railway - Maps - 1902</td>
<td>71548</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central of Georgia Railway - Maps - 1903</td>
<td>71560</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central of Georgia Railway - Maps - 1904</td>
<td>71572, 71573, 71574, 71575, 71576, 71577, 71641, 71655, 71664, 71776, 717167, 717175, 717183, 717194, 717211, 717218, 717239, 717247, 717262, 717281, 717299, 717313, 717337, 717357, 717377, 717408, 717467, 717507, 717533, 717555, 717569</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central of Georgia Railway - Maps - 1909</td>
<td>71641</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central of Georgia Railway - Maps - 1910</td>
<td>71655</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central of Georgia Railway - Maps - 1911</td>
<td>71664</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central of Georgia Railway - Maps - 1912</td>
<td>71767</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central of Georgia Railway - Maps - 1913</td>
<td>71775</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central of Georgia Railway - Maps - 1914</td>
<td>71783</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central of Georgia Railway - Maps - 1915</td>
<td>71794</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central of Georgia Railway - Maps - 1916</td>
<td>72211</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central of Georgia Railway - Maps - 1917</td>
<td>72218</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central of Georgia Railway - Maps - 1920</td>
<td>72239</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central of Georgia Railway - Maps - 1921</td>
<td>72247</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central of Georgia Railway - Maps - 1922</td>
<td>72262</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central of Georgia Railway - Maps - 1923</td>
<td>72281</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central of Georgia Railway - Maps - 1924</td>
<td>72299</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central of Georgia Railway - Maps - 1925</td>
<td>73731</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central of Georgia Railway - Maps - 1926</td>
<td>73737</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central of Georgia Railway - Maps - 1927</td>
<td>73757</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central of Georgia Railway - Maps - 1928</td>
<td>73777</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central of Georgia Railway - Maps - 1929</td>
<td>74408</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central of Georgia Railway - Maps - 1930</td>
<td>71776, 77467</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central of Georgia Railway - Maps - 1931</td>
<td>77507</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central of Georgia Railway - Maps - 1932</td>
<td>77533</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central of Georgia Railway - Maps - 1933</td>
<td>77555</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central of Georgia Railway - Maps - 1934</td>
<td>77569</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Central Railroad of New Jersey  17176
Central of Georgia Ry  71468, 71480, 71493, 71510, 71522, 71535, 71548, 71560, 71572, 71573, 71574, 71575, 71576, 71577
Central Ohio Oil Company  60547
Central Ohio Oil Company - Maps - 1927  60547
Central Oil Co. of North Carolina  58095
Central Olympia (Wash.) - Maps - 1872 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  19009
Central Railroad Company of Pennsylvania  47927, 47928, 47942, 47955, 47963, 47966
Central Railroad Company of New Jersey  1946
Central Railroad and Banking Co. of Georgia  1560, 71572, 71573, 71574, 71575, 71576, 71577
Central Railroad and Banking Company of Georgia  15268, 15269, 68336, 76839, 81871, 81892, 81927
Central Railroad and Banking Company of Georgia  1945
Central Rail Road and Banking Company of Georgia  47900
Central Rail Road and Banking Company of Georgia - Maps - 1893  71435
Central Rail Road and Banking Co. of Georgia  71392, 71408, 71421, 71435
Central Railroad Company of New Jersey  47868, 47877, 47886, 47893, 47900, 47907, 47912, 47914, 47941, 47942, 47952, 47955, 47956, 47960, 47963, 47966, 47968, 47972, 47976, 47982, 47988, 47990, 47991, 47993, 47997, 54800, 55234, 55983, 74161
Central Railroad Company of New Jersey - Maps - 1949  24921
Central Railroad Company of Pennsylvania  47927, 47928, 47942, 47955, 47963, 47966
Central Railroad Company of Pennsylvania - Maps - 1947  47927, 47928
Central Railroad Company of Pennsylvania - Maps - 1948  47942
Central Railroad Company of Pennsylvania - Maps - 1950  47955
Central Railroad Company of Pennsylvania - Maps - 1951  47963
Central Railroad Company of Pennsylvania - Maps - 1952  47966
Central Railroad Company of New Jersey  1304, 24919, 24920, 24921, 24922, 33267, 39723, 39724, 39725, 47558, 47623, 47630, 47636, 47643, 47646, 47814, 47817, 47868, 47877, 47886, 47893, 47900, 47907, 47909, 47912, 47927, 47928, 47941, 47942, 47952, 47955, 47956, 47960, 47963, 47966, 47968, 47972, 47976, 47982, 47988, 47990, 47991, 47993, 47997, 54800, 55234, 55983, 74161
Central Railroad of New Jersey - Maps - 1890  47623
Central Railroad of New Jersey - Maps - 1891  47630
Central Railroad of New Jersey - Maps - 1892  47636
Central Railroad of New Jersey - Maps - 1893  47643
Central Railroad of New Jersey - Maps - 1894  47646
Central Railroad of New Jersey - Maps - 1930  47814, 47817
Central Railroad of New Jersey - Maps - 1938  47868
Central Railroad of New Jersey - Maps - 1939  47877
Central Railroad of New Jersey - Maps - 1940  47886
Central Railroad of New Jersey - Maps - 1941  47893
Central Railroad of New Jersey - Maps - 1942  47900
Central Railroad of New Jersey - Maps - 1944  47907
Central Railroad of New Jersey - Maps - 1945  47909
Central Railroad of New Jersey - Maps - 1946  47912
Central Railroad of New Jersey - Maps - 1947  47927, 47928
Central Railroad of New Jersey - Maps - 1948  47941, 47942
Central Railroad of New Jersey - Maps - 1949  47952
Central Railroad of New Jersey - Maps - 1950  47955, 47956
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<th>Call Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Central Railroad of New Jersey - Maps - 1951</td>
<td>1304, 47960, 47963</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central Railroad of New Jersey - Maps - 1952</td>
<td>47966</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central Railroad of New Jersey - Maps - 1953</td>
<td>47968</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central Railroad of New Jersey - Maps - 1954</td>
<td>47972</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central Railroad of New Jersey - Maps - 1955</td>
<td>47976</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central Railroad of New Jersey - Maps - 1956</td>
<td>47982</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central Railroad of New Jersey - Maps - 1957</td>
<td>47988, 47989, 47990, 55983</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central Railroad of New Jersey - Maps - 1958</td>
<td>33267, 47991</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central Railroad of New Jersey - Maps - 1959</td>
<td>47993</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central Railroad of New Jersey - Maps - 1961</td>
<td>47558, 47997</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central Railroad of New Jersey - Pictorial works - 1948</td>
<td>39723</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central Railroad of New Jersey - Pictorial works - 1950</td>
<td>24922</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central Railroad of New Jersey - Pictorial works - 1951</td>
<td>1304, 39724</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central Railroad of New Jersey - Pictorial works - 1956</td>
<td>24919, 24920</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central Railroad of New Jersey - Pictorial works - 1958</td>
<td>39725</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central Railroad of New Jersey - Pictorial works - 1961</td>
<td>74161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central San Joaquin Valley : Fresno, Madera, Kings, Tulare counties street guide</td>
<td>68685</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central Station (Montréal, Québec) SEE Gare Centrale (Montréal, Québec)</td>
<td>28575</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central Station, Montreal</td>
<td>28576</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central United States ... / compliments of Phillips Petroleum Company, Bartlesville, Oklahoma</td>
<td>48982, 48998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central United States official road map / Phillips 66</td>
<td>48956, 48976</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central United States road map ... / compliments of your Zephyr distributor</td>
<td>49035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central United States road map / Imperial Refineries</td>
<td>49027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central United States ... Sinclair</td>
<td>49068</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central United States : Sinclair HC gasoline</td>
<td>49043</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central United States / Standard Oil Company</td>
<td>78300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central United States, western United States</td>
<td>32749</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central United States, western United States : Pure</td>
<td>82605</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central Valley (Calif.) - Maps - 1910 - Hydrography</td>
<td>19015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central Valley (Calif. : Valley) - Maps - 1940</td>
<td>19016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central United States ...</td>
<td>19016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central United States official road map / Phillips 66</td>
<td>16180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central Washington Fair and Rodeo (Yakima, Wash.) - Maps - 1969-1971 - Pictorial maps</td>
<td>43198</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central Water Line (Canal) SEE American Central Water Line (Canal)</td>
<td>1858</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Centralia and Chester Railroad Company</td>
<td>35606, 35610, 35614</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Centralia and Chester Railroad Company - Maps - 1894</td>
<td>35606</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Centralia and Chester Railroad Company - Maps - 1895</td>
<td>35610</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Centralia and Chester Railroad Company - Maps - 1896</td>
<td>35614</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Centralia (Kan.) - Maps - 1871</td>
<td>40084</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Centralny katalog zborów kartograficznych w Polsce / Redakcja i opracowanie Marian Łodyński ; przy współudziale Teresy Packo, Władzimier Zemaitis</td>
<td>10724</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Centralny Urząd Geodezji i Kartografii (Poland) SEE Poland. Centralny Urząd Geodezji i Kartografii</td>
<td>10720</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Centralny Urząd Geodezji i Kartografii - 1961: LC G&amp;M land ownership maps on microfiche</td>
<td>19017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Centre County (Pa.) - Maps - 1861 - Landowners</td>
<td>19017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Centre County (Pa.) - Maps - 1874 - Landowners</td>
<td>19018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Centre de la France</td>
<td>27998, 28003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Centre de recherches sur l'occupation du sol et le peuplement dans le Midi de la France.</td>
<td>28084</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Cereal crops III / by V.C. Finch  84393
Cereal products - Maps - 1950  84396, 84397
Cerezo Martínez, Ricardo  84534
Cerigo  41395
Cerigo Island (Greece) SEE Kythera Island (Greece)  22613, 41394
Cerknisko Lake (Slovenia) - Maps - 1740  70218
Cerknisko Lake (Slovenia) - Maps - 1745  22436
Cernoch, Leo  7611
Cernoti, Leonardo  28936, 28937, 28954
Cerny, James W.  22352
Cerographia : an enquiry into the technique & history of the wax-engraving arts  19039, 19042
The Cerographic atlas of the United States  76685
The Cerographic atlas of the United States.  3  76705
The Cerographic atlas of the United States. By Sidney E. Morse, A.M., and Samuel Breese, A.M.  76686
Cerographs  4871, 4872, 11679, 12791, 12798, 12810, 12825, 19037, 19038, 19044, 19045, 19364, 19475, 19498, 19539, 20140, 24603, 25349, 26584, 29488, 35489, 37598, 44590, 44603, 50062, 50063, 76419, 76685, 76686, 77322, 84326
Cerographs - History  19039, 19040, 19041, 19042, 19043
Cerography  19037, 19044
Cerography - History  19037, 19040, 19041, 19042, 19043
Cerography - Tools - 1930  19045
Cerotyping and the rise of modern American commercial cartography: a case study of the influence of printing technology on cartographic style  19040
Cerruti, Claudio  17996
Cerro Colorado Mining District (Ariz.) - Pictorial works - 1859  33760
Cerro Gordo, Battle of, Mexico, 1847 - Maps  19046
Cerro Gordo County, Iowa : 1988 farm & home directory & plat  19048
Cerro Gordo County (Iowa). Auditor  19047
Cerro Gordo County (Iowa) - Maps - 1976 - Landowners  19047
Cerro Gordo County (Iowa) - Maps - 1988 - Landowners  19048
Cerro, Josephus, 16th cent.  62777, 62783
Cerro Prieto, Battle of, Mexico, 1769 - Maps - 1769 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  79542
Cerro Roblero (N.M.) - Pictorial works - 1889  81931
Cerruti, Agostino  9592, 39066
Certa, Jaime  9149
Certayne errors in navigation : arising either of the ordinarie erroneous making or using of the sea chart, compasse, crosse staffe, and tables of declination of the sunne, and fixed starres detected and corrected / by E. W.  52857
Certeza, M.  64540, 64541, 64542, 64543, 64544, 64545, 64547
Certosa del Galluzzo (Florence, Italy) - Maps - 1819  19049
Certosa del Galluzzo (Florence, Italy) - Pictorial works - 1819  19050
Certosa di Firenze SEE Certosa del Galluzzo (Florence, Italy)  19049
La Certosa presso Firenze fondata dal gran Siniscalco Nicola Acciaioli / Citterio inc.  19050
Ceruti, Anthony, 1830-1918  1454
Cervantes, A., active 1938  46213, 46526, 46528, 46633, 70320
Cervantes, Francisco C.  46549
Cervantes, Maria I.  46604
Cerveny kriz SEE Ceský cervený kriz  22657
Cerveteri (Italy) - Maps - Collections  19051
Cerveteri (Roma)  19051
Cervoni, Franck  7291
Cesar Pezzini & Co.  15616
Ceská akademie císare Frantiska Josefa pro vedy, slovesnost a umení v Praze  22653
Ceská akademie ved a umění  22652
Cesko-Národní Hřbitov (Chicago, Ill.) SEE Bohemian National Cemetery (Chicago, Ill.)  13315
Cesko národní hřbitovní sbor SEE Bohemian National Cemetery Association (Chicago, Ill.)  13315
Cesko Národního Hřbitova (Chicago, Ill.) SEE Bohemian National Cemetery (Chicago, Ill.)  13315
Ceskoslovenská akademie ved  8644
Ceskoslovenská republika 1938 / napsal Ph. Dr. a Ing. O. Dorazil ; mapky navrhl Pplk. v.v. M. Semík  22657
Ceskoslovenský vojenský atlas  8644
Ceskoslovenští geografové  30741
Cesky cervený kriz  22657
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<th>Call Number</th>
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</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>13315</td>
<td>Cesky Narodni Hrbıtov (Chicago, Ill.) SEE Bohemian National Cemetery (Chicago, Ill.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17831</td>
<td>Cesta z Prahy do Benaték a odtud potom po Morak a; akz do Palestyny, ed. by Karel Hrdina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19052</td>
<td>Cetingrad (Croatia) - Maps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19053</td>
<td>Cetingrad (Croatia) - Pictorial works</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19054</td>
<td>Ceuta (Spain) - Maps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19055</td>
<td>Ceuta (Spain) - History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19056</td>
<td>Ceuta (Spain) - Maps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19057</td>
<td>Cesvennes, Languedoc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19058</td>
<td>Cesvennes Mountains (France) - Maps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19059</td>
<td>Chablais (France and Switzerland)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19060</td>
<td>Chablis Region (Burgundy, France) - Maps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19061</td>
<td>Chaco Boreal (Paraguay and Bolivia) - Maps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19062</td>
<td>Chad Lake - Pictorial works</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Chagres River (Panama) - Maps - 1777 - Mouth    19062
Chaillot, Etienne    9299
*Chain-o-Lakes district map, parts of Lake and McHenry counties, Illinois*    19067
Chain O’ Lakes (Ill.) - Maps - 1941-1956 - Road maps    19063
Chain O’ Lakes (Ill.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps    19064, 19065
Chain O’ Lakes (Ill.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps    19066
Chain O’ Lakes (Ill.) - Maps - 1951    19067
Chain O’ Lakes (Ill.) - Maps - 1962 - Road maps    19068, 19069, 19070
Chain O’ Lakes (Ill.) - Maps - 1964 - Road maps    19071
Chain-O’Lakes region / State of Illinois Department of Public Works and Buildings, Division of Waterways    19063, 19064, 19065, 19068, 19069, 19070, 19071
Chain-O’Lakes region / State of Illinois, Dwight H. Green, Governor, Department of Public Works and Buildings, Division of Waterways    19066
Chain-o’Lakes resort Corporation    46959
Chain of Rocks Bridge (Saint Louis, Mo.) - Access routes - Maps - 1933    68109, 68110, 68111
Chaining the land : a history of surveying in California    15711
Chaigues, Heironimo, 1523 - 1574 SEE Chaves, Geronimo, 1523-1574    64260
Chaix (A.) Imprimerie SEE Imprimerie Chaix    28002
Chaix, Paul, 1808-1901    33223
Chaix, Paul, 1808-1901    33223
Chaleurs, John West    15932
Chalifour, J. E., fl. 1915    16131, 16137, 16138, 16162
Chalifour, J. E., fl. 1920    65982
Chalivoy - Milon Mappamundi    18105
Chalk Butte, Inc.    47533
Chall, Lizzie    29589
Challamel, Augustin    18078
Challand, Louise    30069
Challenger Inn (Sun Valley, Idaho)    73433
Challenger Inn (Sun Valley, Idaho) - Pictorial works - 1938    73433
Challenger (Locomotive)    82296
Challana    13025
Challoner, Richard, 1691-1781    12997
Challoner, Richard, 1691-1781. Illustrated and comprehensive Catholic Bible dictionary (1886)    12885
Chalmardier, Nicolas    9196, 6502
Chalmers, John West    15932
Chalmette (La.) - Pictorial works - 1900 - Railroads    19076
Chalons-sur-Marne (France) - Maps - 1620    19077
Chamber of Commerce (Chester, Ind.)    19356
Chamber of Commerce (Edwardsville, Ill.)    24698
Chamber of Commerce (Fort William, Ont.)    61847
Chamber of Commerce (Gloucester, Mass.)    2024
Chamber of Commerce (Independence, Mo.)    36483
Chamber of Commerce (Kern County, Calif.)    41111
Chamber of Commerce (Longview, Wash.)    62643
Chamber of Commerce of Greater Kansas City    40025
Chamber of Commerce of Norwalk Conn.    60076
Chamber of Commerce (Port Arthur, Ont.)    61847
Chamber of Commerce (San Antonio, Tex.)    46627
Chamber’s biographical dictionary : the great of all nations and all times / edited by Wm. Geddie & J. Liddell Geddie    13113
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Charles VI, Holy Roman Emperor, 1685-1740  12147
Charles Whittingham & Co.  65770
Charles X, King of France, 1757-1836  318, 319, 3346, 3351, 9301, 26042, 26043, 57689, 57691, 62603, 62604, 70520, 70524, 84206, 84207
Charles XII, King of Sweden, 1682-1718  9125, 69195
Charleston, B. M.  8631
Charleston, Cincinnati & Chicago Railroad  71393
Charleston, Cincinnati & Chicago Railroad - Maps - 1890  71393
Charleston County (S.C) - Maps - 1825 - Landowners  19198, 21178
Charleston District, South Carolina  19198
Charleston EasyFinder : Local street detail  19234
Charleston Harbor (S.C) - Maps - 1686 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  70750
Charleston Harbor (S.C) - Maps - 1689 - Nautical charts  3744
Charleston Harbor (S.C) - Maps - 1703 - Nautical charts  3745
Charleston Harbor (S.C) - Maps - 1732 - Nautical charts  3746
Charleston Harbor (S.C) - Maps - 1777 - Nautical charts  19199, 57964
Charleston Harbor (S.C) - Maps - 1780 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  19223, 70762
Charleston Harbor (S.C) - Maps - 1861  19200
Charleston Harbor (S.C) - Maps - 1865  57993
Charleston Harbor (S.C) - Maps - 1872  80960
Charleston Library Society  19229
Charleston Region (S.C) - Maps - 1770 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  19201, 27340
Charleston Region (S.C) - Maps - 1816  19202
Charleston Region (S.C) - Maps - 1823  71346
Charleston Region (S.C) - Maps - 1825  71348
Charleston Region (S.C) - Maps - 1831  64451
Charleston Region (S.C) - Maps - 1832  76629, 76630
Charleston Region (S.C) - Maps - 1833  76661
Charleston Region (S.C) - Maps - 1835  71352
Charleston Region (S.C) - Maps - 1838  76658, 76662
Charleston Region (S.C) - Maps - 1843  71353, 76691, 76692, 76694
Charleston Region (S.C) - Maps - 1845  76707
Charleston Region (S.C) - Maps - 1855  70788
Charleston Region (S.C) - Maps - 1857  70789
Charleston Region (S.C) - Maps - 1859  70790
Charleston Region (S.C) - Maps - 2002 - Road maps  19203, 19232
Charleston Region (S.C) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps  19233
Charleston Region (S.C) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps  19235
Charleston (S.C) - 1671 - Fortification - Pictorial works  19204
Charleston (S.C) - 1773 - Harbors  70759
Charleston, S.C. City Council  51240
Charleston (S.C) - Historical geography - Maps - 1704-1812  19205
Charleston (S.C) - Historical geography - Maps - 1926  19230
Charleston (S.C) - History - Siege, 1780 - Maps  19210, 19211, 64252
Charleston (S.C) - History - Siege, 1780 - Maps - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  19206, 19207, 19208, 19209
Charleston (S.C) - Maps - 1670-1883 - History  19212
Charleston (S.C) - Maps - 1685 - Landowners  57950
Charleston (S.C) - Maps - 1700-1799 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  19213
Charleston (S.C) - Maps - 1704  19214, 19215
Charleston (S.C) - Maps - 1715  57476, 57477
Charleston (S.C) - Maps - 1721 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  19216
Charleston (S.C) - Maps - 1733  19217
Charleston (S.C) - Maps - 1737 - Pictorial works  19218
Charleston (S.C) - Maps - 1739  19219, 19220
Charleston (S.C) - Maps - 1740-1861 - Fires  19221
Charleston (S.C) - Maps - 1770 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  19222
Charleston (S.C) - Maps - 1773  70759
Charleston (S.C) - Maps - 1775 - Harbors - Nautical charts  57959, 57960, 57961, 57962, 57963
Charleston (S.C) - Maps - 1776  71316
Charleston (S.C) - Maps - 1780 - Harbors - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  19223, 19224
Charleston (S.C) - Maps - 1780 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  19225
Charleston (S.C) - Maps - 1780 - Pictorial works  64252
Charleston (S.C) - Maps - 1785 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  19226
Charleston (S.C) - Maps - 1788 - Fire risk assessment  19227, 19228
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A Chart of Lake Borgne and the neighbouring islands, enlarged from the Admiralty charts; the sounding by the master of H.M. Ship Tonnant during the expedition against New Orleans in 1814-15, by Lieut. Col. C.R. Forrest, Assistant Quarter Master General 13417
Chart of Lake Ontario from actual survey 61784
A Chart of Lylland and east Fynland betwen der Winda and Revel with ye islands of Aland 11629, 11635
[Chart of Massachusetts Bay, 1634] 45378
A Chart of Massachusetts Bay; drawn about 1634 45377
[Chart of Matagorda Bay] 45521
A Chart of New Caledonia and the Isle of Pines, between 19°23' s. lat., and 164° and 168° w. long. 53794
A Chart of New France, Newfoundland, New Scotland and part of New England 56891
A Chart of New or South Shetland, seen in 1819 by Willm. Smith, Master of the brig Williams / surveyed by E. Bransfield, Master R.N. in 1820 ; J. Walker sculpt 71135
Chart of New South Britain discovered by Captain Smith in the Brig Williams the 19th of February 1819 / Drawn by William Henry Goddard 71134
A Chart of New South Wales, Van Diemen's Land &c. / J. Aspen, del. : Hewitt sculp. Buckingham Place 55562, 55563
A Chart of North and South America, including the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans ... 1687, 1688, 1689
A Chart of North and South America, including the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans, with the nearest coasts of Europe, Africa and Asia 1661, 1685
A Chart of North Atlantic Ocean / Engd. by J. Moffat Edinr. 57904
A Chart of Norway from ye high land of Horrel to Momendael with ye Liet of Dronten 60098, 60095
A Chart of part of the coast of Labrador, from Cape Charles to Sandwich Bay 56902
A Chart of part of the coast of Labrador, from Grand Point to Shecatica / surveyed by Michael Lane in 1768 and engraved by Thomas Jefferys ... 65953
A Chart of part of the coast of Labrador, from the straights of Bell Isle, to Cape Bluff / surveyed by Joseph Gilbert in 1767, and engraved by Thomas Jefferys ... 41398
A Chart of part of the south coast of Newfoundland : including the islands of Langley, St. Peters and Miquelon with the southern entrance into the Gulph of St. Laurence / from actual surveys taken by order of Commodore Palliser, Governor of Newfoundland 56926
[Chart of parts of the coast of South Carolina, from Port Royall entrance to Charlistown, on vellum] 70748
Chart of Pensacola Bay 64167
A Chart of Prussia and Coerland, from Rygshead to der Winda 11625, 11631
[Chart of shoals off the western coast of Australia, probably near the islands of Houtman Abrolhos] 34769, 34770
Chart of South Shetland, including Coronation Island, &c. : From the exploration of the sloop Dove, in the years 1821 and 1822 / by George Powell, commander of the same. 71136
A Chart of St. Georges Channel 67913
Chart of Suisun & Vallejeo Bays, with the confluence of the rivers Sacramento and San Joaquin : California 73405
Chart of Tasman's Australian voyages in 1642-1643 and in 1644 11039, 11040
Chart of the Acores (Hawks) Islands, called also Flemish and Western Islands 11357, 11358
Charles of the Acores, or Western Islands 11361
Chart of the Adriatic Sea or Gulf of Venice 96
Chart of the Antarctic polar circle, with the countries adjoining, according to the new hypothesis of M. Buache : from the memoirs of the Royal Academy at Paris / Gent. Mag. Jan. 1763. ... 2087, 2088
A Chart of the Antilles, or, Charibbee, or, Caribs Islands, with the Virgin Islands 2166
A Chart of the Antilles, or, Charibbee, or, Caribs Islands, with the Virgin Isles 2165
A Chart of the archipelago with the Islands of Candia 117
Chart of the Arctic Ocean, compiled from the latest information 2480
Chart of the Arctic regions : from the Admiralty surveys 2462
Chart of the Arctic regions from the Admiralty surveys / published by James Wyld 2461
Chart of the Asiatic Islands exhibiting the several passages between Indian and Pacific Oceans 24046
Chart of the Atlantic Ocean 3817
Chart of the Atlantic Ocean / Hooker sc. 57903
A Chart of the Atlantic Ocean. I. Sheet 57896, 57897
Chart of the Atlantic Ocean, with the British, French & Spanish settlements in North America and the West Indies, as also on the coast of Africa [in 1762] 27529
A Chart of the Atlantic or Western Ocean ... 1805 57902
A Chart of the Atlantic Ocean ... 57886
Chart of the Bahama Islands ; The Bermudas or Summer Islands ; Island of Cuba 11424, 11425
Chart of the Bahama Islands ; The Bermudas or Summer Islands ; Island of Cuba / Neele, sculp. Strand 11422, 11423
Chart of the Baltic Straits namely, the Great Belt ... 11647
A Chart of the Banks of Newfoundland ... 32303, 32304, 32305
A Chart of the Banks of Newfoundland / drawn from a great number of hydrographical surveys, chiefly from those of Chabert, Cook and Fleurieu ... 32307
A Chart of the 'Bassin et Rade de Quebec en Canada, dressé syr les meilleures observations;' drawn by J.D. Barbier du Bocage 66063
A Chart of the Bay of Campechia 46628
A Chart of the Bay of Fundy; drawn in 1755 28493
A Chart of the Bay of Galloway and River Shannon 38272, 38280, 38300
A Chart of the Bay of Mexico from Cape of Florida to Cape Roxo 46238
Chart of the Bay of Naples and of a part of the Bay of Salerno 52605
Chart of the Bay of San Pablo, Straits of Carquinez, and part of the Bay of San Francisco : California 68729
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Chart of the Galapagos / surveyed in the merchant ship Rattler, and drawn by Capt. James Colnett, of the Royal Navy, in 1793, 1794; engraved by T. Foot, Weston Place, St. Pancras 28515, 28516

A Chart of the Gold Coast in Guinea from the River St. John to the River Volta 31841

A Chart of the Grain, Ivory & Quaqua coasts in Guinea from Cape St. Anne to Teen Pequene 544

A Chart of the Great South Sea, or Pacific Ocean, shewing the track and discoveries made by the Endeavour bark, in 1769-1770; drawn by Lieut. James Cook 71116

A Chart of the great Western Ocean with the coast of Europe, Africa, and America from lat. 6 to lat. 58 / S. Parker sculpt. 57887

A Chart of the Gulf of Florida or New Bahama Channel 11421

A Chart of the Gulf of St. Laurence ... 67984, 67985, 67986, 67990

A Chart of the Gulf of St. Laurence, composed from a great number of actual surveys ... 67987

A Chart of the Gulf of St. Laurence, composed from a great number of actual surveys and other materials, regulated and connected by astronomical observations 67983

Chart of the Gulf Stream 33217

Chart of the harbor of Napha, Lew Chew Id. / surveyed by officers of the U. S. Expedition to Japan in 1853 52049

Chart of the harbor & river of Chicago, Septr. 1854 / prepared under the superintendence of & authenticated by Lieut. Col. Graham, Sup. Engineer of Lake Michigan Works 19462

A Chart of the harbour of Halifax in Nova Scotia : with Jебucto Bay and Cape Sambro ... / Engraved by Thomas Jeffereys, geographer to the King 33339

A Chart of the history of printing in America / compiled and designed by R.T. Aitchinson 65600

[Chart of the Hyères Islands off the coast of France] 35077, 35079

A Chart of the iland of Hispaniola with the Windward Passage ... 33986, 33992

Chart of the Indian Ocean improved from the chart of M. d'Apres de Mannevillette : and ... discoveries by S. La Rochette 36713

A Chart of the island Cuba, the Gulf of Florida, with Bahama Islands, adn ye Windward Passage 22490

Chart of the island of Corsica ... 22245

Chart of the Island of Cuba 22501

A Chart of the island of Mauriuitus 45550

A Chart of the Island of Mauritius 45548

Chart of the island of St. Michael's, Azores 68867

A Chart of the islands Corfu, Pachsu and Antipachsu ... 37558

A Chart of the islands Corfu, Pachsu and Antipachsu ... / J. Gascoeysculp. 37559

A Chart of the islands of Anegada 1973

A Chart of the Islands of Cape Verd 16501, 16502, 16505

A Chart of the islands of Jamaica, Barbados, St. Christopher, Martinoeco, Antegoa & Bermudas 39433

A Chart of the islands of Jersey and Guernsey, Sark, Herm and Alderney; with the adjacent coast of France 19152

A Chart of the islands of Jersey and Gurnsey, Sark, Herm and Alderney; with the adjacent coast of France 19151

Chart of the Islands of Radack and Ralick, on Mercator's projection. November 1817 45197

A Chart of the Isle of Trinidad : from the documents &ca. of the Spanish vessels employed in surveying the coasts of the Gulf of Mexico, 1793 75533

Chart of the Kuro Siwo or Japan Stream of the Pacific : analogous to the Gulf Stream of the Atlantic, as investigated by the officers of the U.S. Japan Expedition in 1854 41385

A Chart of the Lake Borgne and the neighboring islands, enlarged from Admiralty charts. 1815 13416

A Chart of the Leeth of Bergen from Schuytenes to Bergen 60087, 60093

A Chart of the Levant or the sea coast of Egypt, Syria, Caramania and the island Cyprus 45869

A Chart of the Levant or the sea coast of Egypt, Syria, Caramania and the island of Cyprus / newly corrected by Iohn Gaudy ; S. Parker sculp. 45878

A Chart of the Maderas and Canary Islands ... 16435, 16436

A Chart of the Magdalen Islands in the Gulf of St. Laurence surveyed in 1765 / T. Jefferys sculp. 43887

Chart of the Mediterranean Sea 45890, 45891

[Chart of the Mediterranean Sea and Western Europe] 25883

Chart of the Mediterranean Sea : including the Adriatic or Gulf of Venice & Grecian Archipelago, and the Black Sea and Seas of Marmora & Azov on a large scale of the principal harbors ... 45893

Chart of the Mediterranean Sea / Neele sculp. Strand 45888, 45889

Chart of the Morbihan, or Gulf of Vannes; with the entrance of the River d'Auray 51744

Chart of the mouths of the Elbe, Weser, & Jahde Rivers including Helgoland ... 1802 81536

A Chart of the N.E. coast of Asia, and Japanese isles : with the track of His Majesty's sloop Providence and her tender in 1796 and 1797 under the command of Wm. Robt. Broughton Esq. / T.G. Vashon delin. ; S.I. Neele sculp., 352 Strand 39509

A Chart of the n[or]th west coast of America, and the n[or]th east coast of Asia 58739

A Chart of the N.W. Coast of America and the N.E. Coast of Asia ... 1778 and 1779 58741

A Chart of the N. W. coast of America and the N. E. Coast of Asia, explored in the years 1778 and 1779 22083

Chart of the N.W. coast of America and the N.E. coast of Asia : explored in the years 1778 and 1779 / prepared by Lieutt. Heny. Roberts, under the immediate inspection of Capt. Cook ; engraved by W. Palmer 58729, 58736

Chart of the new eight thousand mile airmail route of the Western Hemisphere 82784

A Chart of the New Hebrides, Espiritu Santo, Malicolo, Sandwich Island, Erramanga, Tanna, etc., between 14° and 17° S. lat. 79870

Chart of the North and Baltic Seas &c. 58810, 58811

Chart of the North and Baltic Seas &c. / Neele sc. Strand 58808, 58809

Chart of the North Pacific Ocean : exhibiting the eastern shores of Asia and the western coast of North America, from the equator to Behring's Strait, with plans, on an enlarged scale, of the principal islands and harbours / compiled from the most recent 58751
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A Chart shewing part of the sea coast of Newfoundland from ye Bay of Bulls to Little Placentia / exacly and carefully lay'd d
George Vancouver, Esqr. in the year 1791 ; engraved by T. Foot, Weston Place, Battle Br
Vancouver Esqr. and prepared under his immediate inspection by Lieut. Joseph Baker, in which the cont
A Chart shewing part of the coast of N.W. America with the tracks of His Majesty's sloop Discovery and armed tender Chatham /
George Vancouver Esqr. and prepared under his immediate inspection by Lieut. Edwd. Rob
A Chart of the world, according to Mercator's projection, shewing the latest discoveries of Captain Cook
A Chart of the world, according to Mercator's projection, shewing the latest discoveries of Captain Cook
[Chart of the world, according to Mercator's projection] 84220, 84230
A Chart of the world, according to Mercator's projection: with the tracks of the more distinguished modern navigators; regulated, throughout, according to the best scientific determinations 84229
A Chart of the world on Mercator's projection 84202
A Chart of the world on Mercator's projection: shewing the direction of the ocean currents, with the routes and distances between principal ports / by Keith Johnston, F.R.S.E.: engraved & printed by W. & A.K. Johnston, Edinburgh 84280
A Chart of the world, shewing the religion, population, and civilization of each country 84204
A Chart of the world showing the tracks of the U.S. Exploring Expedition in 1838, 39, 40, 41 & 42 / Charles Wilkes, Esq., Commander 84239
A Chart of Van Dieman's Land, with Bass's Strait, and opposite coast of New South Wales, intitled 'Van Dieman's Land, circumnavigated in the colonial sloop Norfolk, by Lieut. Flinders, by order of his excellency Governor Hunter, 1798-9' 74269
[Chart of western coast of Europe and Africa, 1594] 3668
A Chart of ye west coast of Barbary from Cape Geer to Cape Bajadore; A Chart of ye coast of Barbary from Cape Bajadore to the Gulf of St. Anne 51778
A Chart of ye coast of New England, New York and Long Island ... 58684
A Chart of ye coast of Sweden from Oeland to Stockholm 11630, 11636
A Chart of ye land of plentie: Northern Illinois, 1929 / Edgar Alan Ransom 35778
A Chart of ye northernmost part of America 15960
Chart, on a plane scale, of the western coasts of Europe and Africa with the eastern coast of South America 3783
Chart on Mercators projection exhibiting the tracks of Maldonado and De Fonte in 1598 and 1640, compared with the modern discoveries 28461
A Chart shewing part of the coast of N.W. America with the tracks of His Majesty's Sloop Discovery and armed tender Chatham / commanded by George Vancouver Esqr. and prepared under his immediate inspection by Lieut. Joseph Baker, in which the continent 1011, 15228
A Chart shewing part of the coast of N.W. America with the tracks of His Majesty's Sloop Discovery and Armed Tender Chatham / commanded by George Vancouver Esqr. and prepared from the foregoing surveys under his immediate inspection by Lieut. Edwd. Rob 62545
A Chart shewing part of the coast of N.W. America with the tracks of His Majesty's sloop Discovery and armed tender Chatham / commanded by George Vancouver, Esqr. and prepared under his immediate inspection by Lieut. Joseph Baker, in which the continent 1012, 1013, 15227
A Chart shewing part of the S.W. coast of New Holland with the tracks of His Majesty's sloop Discovery and armed tender Chatham / commanded by George Vancouver, Esqr. in the year 1791 ; engraved by T. Foot, Weston Place, Battle Bridge 82730
A Chart shewing part of the sea coast of Newfoundland from ye Bay of Bulls to Little Placentia ... 56698
A Chart shewing part of the sea coast of Newfoundland from ye Bay of Bulls to Little Placentia / exacly and carefully lay'd down by John Gaudy ; S.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Call Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[Charts of English harbors and rivers]</td>
<td>25102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Charts of English harbors and the Thames River]</td>
<td>25101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Charts of Mediterranean harbors, plate 27]</td>
<td>45861</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charts of New York canals</td>
<td>6442</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charts of the constellations</td>
<td>8277</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>... Charts of the Great Lakes ...</td>
<td>32609</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charts of the Illinois Waterway from Mississippi River at Grafton, Illinois to Lake Michigan at Chicago and Calumet Harbors / U.S. Army Engineer District, Corps of Engineers</td>
<td>36457</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Charts of the Mediterranean Sea, plate 28]</td>
<td>45860</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Charts of the Pacific coast of North America produced by the Wilkes Expedition of 1838-1842]</td>
<td>57725</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charts of the rutters of India Dom João de castro : facsimile of the Manuscript 33 of the Library of the University of Coimbra</td>
<td>36697</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charts of war : the maps and charts that have informed and illustrated war at sea / John Blake</td>
<td>52815</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charts &amp; plates to La Perouse's voyage</td>
<td>62598</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chartwell Books</td>
<td>13054, 14567</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chas. Baker &amp; Co.'s large pocket map of London : in 15 sections with alphabetical list of places of interest in and near London &amp;c.</td>
<td>42487</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chas. Crosby's Lith. (Boston, Mass.) SEE Crosby, Charles H., 1819-1896</td>
<td>53899</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chas. J. Hotchkiss Map Co. (Denver, Colo.)</td>
<td>43035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chas. Levy Circulating Co. (Chicago, Ill.)</td>
<td>19889, 19894</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chas. W. Scranton &amp; Co.</td>
<td>54741, 54742, 54743</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chase, Audrie Alspaugh</td>
<td>30316</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chase, Ernest Dudley, 1878</td>
<td>14482, 70644, 84400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chase, George</td>
<td>29246</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chase, J.</td>
<td>83008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chase, J. Francis</td>
<td>1060</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chase, Stephen, f.</td>
<td>1765, 30747</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chase, V. O., fl.</td>
<td>1892, 19605</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chase, W. L.</td>
<td>56192</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chase, W. L. &amp; Co. SEE W.L. Chase &amp; Co.</td>
<td>53981</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chassing Captain Cook : a collector's quest / by Ronald Ravneberg</td>
<td>22082</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chassanis Purchase (N.Y.) SEE Macomb Purchase (N.Y.) AND Castorland Region (N.Y.)</td>
<td>56045</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chassant, fl.</td>
<td>1823-1860, 3662, 9346</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chasseaud, Peter</td>
<td>7344</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chasseloup-Laubat, Prosper, marquis de, 1805-1873</td>
<td>20608</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chast, Roz</td>
<td>55795</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chastain, A. W.</td>
<td>20968</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chasteaevdvnvm, comitatus vulgo Dunoÿs in Gallia oppidum primarium</td>
<td>19258</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Castillon, Claude, 1559 or 1616</td>
<td>28149</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chataigne &amp; Gillis</td>
<td>66792</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Chatauqua County (N.Y.) - 1854: LC G&amp;M land ownership maps on microfiche]</td>
<td>19278</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Château D’ Oleron (France)</td>
<td>19253</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Le Chateau de Breda / Karrewyn fecit</td>
<td>40502</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Château de Chillon (Veytaux, Switzerland) - Pictorial works - 1830-1839</td>
<td>19254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Château de Malesherbes (Loiret, France)</td>
<td>29074</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Château de Molans (Saint-Pierre-D’Albigny, France) - Maps - 1693 - Pictorial works</td>
<td>68243</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Château de Molans (Saint-Pierre-D’Albigny, France) - Maps - 1713 - Pictorial works</td>
<td>68244</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Château de Saint-Germain-en-Laye (Saint-Germain-en-Laye, France) - Maps - 1925</td>
<td>63349</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Château de Saint-Germain-en-Laye (Saint-Germain-en-Laye, France) - Pictorial works - 1620</td>
<td>19255</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Château de Versailles (Versailles, France) - Maps - 1918</td>
<td>63170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Château de Versailles (Versailles, France) - Maps - 1925</td>
<td>63349</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Château de Versailles (Versailles, France) - Maps - 1945</td>
<td>63231</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Château de Versailles (Versailles, France) - Maps - 1949</td>
<td>63234</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Château de Versailles (Versailles, France) - Maps - 1960</td>
<td>63245</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Château de Vincennes (Vincennes, France)</td>
<td>28451</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Château Frontenac (Québec, Québec)</td>
<td>19256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Château Frontenac (Québec, Québec) - Pictorial works - 1944</td>
<td>19256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Chateau Frontenac, scene of the historic Quebec Conference</td>
<td>19256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Château Laurier (Ottawa, Ont.) - Pictorial works - 1950</td>
<td>19257</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Châteaudun (France) - Maps - 1620</td>
<td>19258</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chateauguay, Battle of, Québec, 1813 - Maps</td>
<td>76400, 76401, 76402</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Châteaux de la Loire</td>
<td>18731</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Châteaux de la Loire</td>
<td>18730, 42323, 42324</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Châteaux de la Loire / Michelin</td>
<td>18734</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Chaulmier 31877

Chauigné, Jean, 16th cent. 19275

Chauigné, Jean, active 16th century 7645, 7646, 7667, 7752, 12596, 12597, 12599, 27624

Chauimon, Mr. de, 18th cent. 63401

Châusey Island (France) - Maps - 1756 67882


Chautauqua County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1839 19277

Chautauqua County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1854 - Landowners 19278

Chautauqua County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1867 - Landowners 19279

Chautauqua County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1881 19280

Chautauqua County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1881 - Landowners 19281

Chautauqua County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1890 - Indians 18874

Chautauqua County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1890 - Landowners 18874

Chautauqua (N.Y.) - Maps - 1881 - Landowners 19282

Chautauqua (N.Y.) - Maps - 1881 - Real property 19282

Chautauqua : town of Chautauqua 19282

Chavileau, T. 27539

Chavanne, J. 7582

Chavanon, Jules, 18th cent. 63401

Chauin, Jean, 16th cent. 63401

Chaujou, Jean, 15th cent. 63401

Chauviteau, T. 27539

Chaviot, Jean, 16th cent. 63401

Chaves, Geronimo, 1523-1574 19276

Chaves, Geronimo, 1523-1574. Chronographia (1566) 19288

Chaves, Jose 21693

Chavez, Ernest 9526

Chaves, Geronimo, 1523 1742

Chaves, Geronimo, 1523-1574. Chronographia (1566) 19279

Chaves, Geronimo, 1523-1574. Chronographia (1566) 19280

Chaves, Geronimo, 1523-1574. Chronographia (1566) 19281

Chaves, Geronimo, 1523-1574. Chronographia (1566) 19282

Chaves, Geronimo, 1523-1574. Chronographia (1566) 19283

Chaves, Geronimo, 1523-1574. Chronographia (1566) 19284

Chaves, Geronimo, 1523-1574. Chronographia (1566) 19285

Chaves, Geronimo, 1523-1574. Chronographia (1566) 19286

Chaves, Geronimo, 1523-1574. Chronographia (1566) 19287

Chaves, Geronimo, 1523-1574. Chronographia (1566) 19288

Chaves, Geronimo, 1523-1574. Chronographia (1566) 19289

Chaves, Geronimo, 1523-1574. Chronographia (1566) 19290

Chechnia (Russia) SEE Chechnia (Russia) 19290

Chechnia (Russia) - Maps - 19th cent. 19290

Chechnya (Russia) - Maps - 19th cent. 19290

Check list of maps in the New York Public Library relating to the city of Brooklyn and to Kings County 14705

Check list of maps of Rhode Island / by Howard M. Chapin 66723

Check list of maps pertaining to Pennsylvania up to 1900 64131

A Check list of New York State county maps published 1779-1945 / by Albert Hazen Wright 56790

Check the oil! magazine 79432

Checklist of books, publications and maps, relating to the upperward of Lanarkshire / George H. Paton 41556

Checklist of Chicago Region maps at the Newberry Library : including maps of the city, Cook County, and the collar counties of DuPage, Kane, Lake, McHenry and Will 1996

Checklist of Dakin Publishing Company fire insurance maps / by Philip Hoehn 22671

A Checklist of early maps of Kentucky (1673-1825). Outline of address delivered at annual meeting, Kentucky Historical Society 41085

A Checklist of Illinois Library's complete holding of Illinois county land ownership maps and atlases 41591

[Checklist of maps in the Delisle sketches : photostatic reproductions of 18th-century manuscript maps of America compiled by Guillaume and Claude de L'Isle] 38541

Checklist of photographic reproductions of manuscript maps of America held by European libraries and archives (including the Karpinski collection) / compiled by Alexei Postnikov for the Newberry Library 1523

Checklist of printed maps of the Middle West to 1900 / Robert W. Karrow, Jr., general editor 49115

A Checklist of the Illinois Department of Transportation's county highway and county traffic maps held by the Illinois State Library / Illinois State Library 36444

Checklists and catalogs of map and print collections containing North American town plans and views : a bibliography of guides to the location of graphic records of urban development prior to 1900 / compiled by John W. Reps 79412

Checkmark Books 25840

Chedabucto Bay (N.S.) - Maps - 1744 19291

Chedabucto Bay (N.S.) - Maps - 1755 57560

Chedabucto Bay (N.S.) - Maps - 1760 - Nautical charts 56899
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Chedabucto Bay (N.S.) - Maps - 1783 - Nautical charts 56910
Cheese factories - Wisconsin - Maps - 2005 83587
Cheese factories - Wisconsin - Maps - 2005 - Tourist maps 83588
Cheesemakers - Wisconsin - Maps - 2005 - Tourist maps 83588
Chetham, F. H. (Frank Halliday), b. 1872 41564
Cheevers, John, fl. 1769-1787 20919, 31865, 48199, 48200, 48201
Cheffins, Charles F. 2342, 45521, 74526
Chek-Chart Corporation 43149, 78795
Chekin, L. S. (Leonid Sergeevich) 17164
Cheliuskin (Ship)=Brown, Alec, 1900 2494
Cheliuskin Expedition (1933 1934) 2494
Cherin, Mary Pierson 21875
Chenette, Holly 19283, 19287
Chenango County (N.Y.)
Chenango County (N.Y.)
Chenango County (N.Y.)
Chenango County (N.Y.)
Chen, Yu 17061, 34012
Chen, Cheng 72985
Chemung County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1862 67636
Chemnitz (Germany) - Maps - 1662 19296
Chernihivska oblast (Ukraine) - Maps - 1666 12089
Chernihivska oblast (Ukraine) - Maps - 1666 12089
Chester (London, England) - Maps - Collections, 1664-1896 19295
Chelmsford, Mass. - Maps - 1781 12089
Chelmsford, Mass. - Maps - 1781 12089
Chelsea Public Libraries and Museums 83688
Cheliuskin Expedition (1933-1934) 2494
Cheliuskin Expedition (1933-1934) - Maps 2494
Cheliuskin Expedition (1933-1934) - Maps 2494
Chen, Yu-Wen 18496
Chen, Ching-siang 17061, 34012
Cherbourg Region (France) - Maps - 1816 19305
Cherbourg (France) - Maps - 1822 25502
Cherbourg (France) - Maps - 1829 25503
Chequeque Bay (N.Y.) - Maps - 1855 - Landowners 19301
Cherokee County (Ga.) - Maps - 1895 - Tourist maps 19300
Cherokee County (Ga.) - Maps - 1895 - Landowners 19300
Cherokee County (Ga.) - Maps - 1897 - Landowners 19301
Cherokee County (Iowa) - Maps - 1907 - Landowners 19307
Cherokee County (Iowa) - Maps - 1923 - Landowners 19308
Cherokee County (Okla.) - Maps - 1898 50
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Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company   3828, 24116, 24119, 24121, 24126, 24127, 24128, 24129, 24130, 24131, 24132, 24133, 24137, 24140, 24141, 24144, 24145, 24149, 24150, 24155, 24156, 24162, 24168, 24178, 24185, 24195, 24200, 24201, 24208, 24209, 24213, 24214, 24216, 24217,
Chesapeake and Ohio Railway and routes of through sleeping cars   45266
Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company   3828, 24116, 24119, 24121, 24126, 24127, 24128, 24129, 24130, 24131, 24132, 24133, 24137, 24140, 24141, 24144, 24145, 24149, 24150, 24155, 24156, 24162, 24168, 24178, 24185, 24195, 24200, 24201, 24208, 24209, 24213, 24214, 24216, 24217,
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Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company - 1960 - Pictorial maps
Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company - Historical geography - Maps - 1960 - Pictorial maps

Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company - Maps - 1891
Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company - Maps - 1892
Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company - Maps - 1893
Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company - Maps - 1900
Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company - Maps - 1901
Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company - Maps - 1902
Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company - Maps - 1903
Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company - Maps - 1904
Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company - Maps - 1905
Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company - Maps - 1906
Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company - Maps - 1907
Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company - Maps - 1908
Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company - Maps - 1909
Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company - Maps - 1910
Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company - Maps - 1911
Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company - Maps - 1912
Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company - Maps - 1913
Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company - Maps - 1914
Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company - Maps - 1915
Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company - Maps - 1916
Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company - Maps - 1917
Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company - Maps - 1918
Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company - Maps - 1919
Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company - Maps - 1920
Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company - Maps - 1921
Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company - Maps - 1922
Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company - Maps - 1923
Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company - Maps - 1924
Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company - Maps - 1925
Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company - Maps - 1926
Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company - Maps - 1927
Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company - Maps - 1928
Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company - Maps - 1930
Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company - Maps - 1931
Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company - Maps - 1932
Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company - Maps - 1933
Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company - Maps - 1934
Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company - Maps - 1935
Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company - Maps - 1936
Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company - Maps - 1937
Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company - Maps - 1938
Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company - Maps - 1939
Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company - Maps - 1940
Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company - Maps - 1941
Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company - Maps - 1943
Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company - Maps - 1944
Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company - Maps - 1945
Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company - Maps - 1946
Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company - Maps - 1947
Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company - Maps - 1948
Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company - Maps - 1949
Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company - Maps - 1951
Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company - Maps - 1953
Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company - Maps - 1955
Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company - Maps - 1957
Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company - Maps - 1959
Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company - Maps - 1960
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Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company - Maps - 1954 59519
Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company - Maps - 1955 59524, 59525
Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company - Maps - 1956 59537
Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company - Maps - 1957 59550, 59551, 59552
Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company - Maps - 1957 - Shareholders 84430
Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company - Maps - 1958 59559
Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company - Maps - 1959 59566
Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company - Maps - 1959 - Pictorial maps 59570
Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company - Maps - 1961 59581
Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company - Maps - 1961 - Railroads 59580
Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company - Pictorial works - 1955 65543
Chesapeake and Ohio Railway / Hal Shelton, artist 59537
Chesapeake Bay area, Baltimore / Texaco 19329
Chesapeake Bay Bridge and Tunnel District 48002
Chesapeake Bay Bridge-Tunnel Circle Tour ... 48002
Chesapeake Bay (Md. and Va.) - Maps - 1608 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 19320, 19321, 19322
Chesapeake Bay (Md. and Va.) - Maps - 1732 - Nautical charts 19323
Chesapeake Bay (Md. and Va.) - Maps - 1747 80363, 80364
Chesapeake Bay (Md. and Va.) - Maps - 1752 80365
Chesapeake Bay (Md. and Va.) - Maps - 1757 80369
Chesapeake Bay (Md. and Va.) - Maps - 1778-1816 - Nautical charts 19324
Chesapeake Bay (Md. and Va.) - Maps - 1778 - Nautical charts 19325
Chesapeake Bay (Md. and Va.) - Maps - 1781 85161
Chesapeake Bay (Md. and Va.) - Maps - 1782 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 19326
Chesapeake Bay (Md. and Va.) - Maps - 1783 - Nautical charts 19327
Chesapeake Bay (Md. and Va.) - Maps - 1941 - Nautical charts 22990
Chesapeake Bay (Md. and Va.) - Maps - 1946 - Nautical charts 22991
Chesapeake Bay (Md. and Va.) - Maps - 1947 - Nautical charts 3683, 47926
Chesapeake Bay (Md. and Va.) - Maps - 1948 - Nautical charts 3684, 3685
Chesapeake Bay (Md. and Va.) - Maps - 1949 - Nautical charts 3686, 3687
Chesapeake Bay (Md. and Va.) - Maps - 1951 - Nautical charts 3688, 3689, 47959
Chesapeake Bay (Md. and Va.) - Maps - 1952 - Nautical charts 3690, 3691
Chesapeake Bay (Md. and Va.) - Maps - 1956 - Nautical charts 3692, 3693, 3694
Chesapeake Bay (Md. and Va.) - Maps - 1964 - Nautical charts 3695
Chesapeake Bay (Md. and Va.) - Maps - 1966 - Nautical charts - Pictorial maps 47999
Chesapeake Bay (Md. and Va.) - Maps - 1968 - Nautical charts - Pictorial maps 48001
Chesapeake Bay (Md. and Va.) - Maps - 1969 - Nautical charts - Pictorial maps 48003
Chesapeake Bay (Md. and Va.) - Maps - 1970 - Nautical charts - Pictorial maps 48004
Chesapeake Bay (Md. and Va.) - Maps - 1971 - Nautical charts - Pictorial maps 48005
Chesapeake Bay (Md. and Va.) - Maps - 1972 - Nautical charts - Pictorial maps 48006, 48007
Chesapeake Bay (Md. and Va.) - Maps - 1973 - Nautical charts - Pictorial maps 48008, 48009
Chesapeake Bay (Md. and Va.) - Maps - 1976 - Nautical charts - Pictorial maps 48012
Chesapeake Bay (Md. and Va.) - Maps - Collections, 1608-1908 45348
Chesapeake Bay (Md. and Va.) - Maps - Collections - Facsimiles 17049
Chesapeake Bay (Md. and Va.) - Maps - Exhibitions 45349
Chesapeake Bay Region (Md. and Va.) 11691
Chesapeake Bay Region (Md. and Va.) - Maps - 1612 80341, 80342
Chesapeake Bay Region (Md. and Va.) - Maps - 1624 80343
Chesapeake Bay Region (Md. and Va.) - Maps - 1625 80344
Chesapeake Bay Region (Md. and Va.) - Maps - 1635 80345
Chesapeake Bay Region (Md. and Va.) - Maps - 1636 80346, 80347
Chesapeake Bay Region (Md. and Va.) - Maps - 1638-1787 - Ethnology - Finns 23053
Chesapeake Bay Region (Md. and Va.) - Maps - 1662 80351
Chesapeake Bay Region (Md. and Va.) - Maps - 1665 80352
Chesapeake Bay Region (Md. and Va.) - Maps - 1778 22063
Chesapeake Bay Region (Md. and Va.) - Maps - 1781 - Manuscripts 23064
Chesapeake Bay Region (Md. and Va.) - Maps - 1947 81111
Chesapeake Bay Region (Md. and Va.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps 64022
Chesapeake Bay Region (Md. and Va.) - Maps - 1949 - Road maps 55148, 64040
Chesapeake Bay Region (Md. and Va.) - Maps - 1950 - Road maps 55155, 64050
Chesapeake Bay Region (Md. and Va.) - Maps - 1951 - Road maps 11737, 64055
Chesapeake Bay Region (Md. and Va.) - Maps - 1952 11740
Chesapeake Bay Region (Md. and Va.) - Maps - 1952 - Road maps 55174
Chesapeake Bay Region (Md. and Va.) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps 11741
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Call Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chesapeake Bay Region (Md. and Va.) - Maps - 1960 - Road maps</td>
<td>11744</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chesapeake Bay Region (Md. and Va.) - Maps - 1962 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>19328</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chesapeake Bay Region (Md. and Va.) - Maps - 1962 - Pictorial maps</td>
<td>19328</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chesapeake Bay Region (Md. and Va.) - Maps - 1962 - Road maps</td>
<td>11747</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chesapeake Bay Region (Md. and Va.) - Maps - 1965 - Road maps</td>
<td>19329</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chesapeake Capes (Md. and Va.), Battle of, 1781 - Manuscript maps</td>
<td>23064</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chesapeake Capes (Md. and Va.), Battle of, 1781 - Maps</td>
<td>19331, 19332</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chesapeake Capes (Md. and Va.), Battle of, 1781 - Maps - Manuscripts</td>
<td>19330</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chesapeake, Ohio and Southwestern Railroad</td>
<td>45941</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chesapeake &amp; Ohio Coal &amp; Coke Co</td>
<td>5628</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Chesapeake &amp; Ohio Railway and the Hocking Valley Railway, and connections. 1911</td>
<td>24200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Chesapeake &amp; Ohio Railway and the Hocking Valley Railway and connections. 1912</td>
<td>24208</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Chesapeake &amp; Ohio Railway and the Hocking Valley Railway and connections. 1913</td>
<td>24213</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Chesapeake &amp; Ohio Railway and the Hocking Valley Railway and connections. 1914</td>
<td>24216</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Chesapeake &amp; Ohio Railway and the Hocking Valley Railway and connections. 1915</td>
<td>24219</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Chesapeake &amp; Ohio Railway and the Hocking Valley Railway and connections. 1916</td>
<td>24222, 24223</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Chesapeake &amp; Ohio Railway and the Hocking Valley Railway and connections. 1917</td>
<td>24228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Chesapeake &amp; Ohio Railway and the Hocking Valley Railway and connections. 1918</td>
<td>24231</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Chesapeake &amp; Ohio Railway and the Hocking Valley Railway and connections. 1919</td>
<td>24235</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Chesapeake &amp; Ohio Railway and the Hocking Valley Railway and connections. 1920</td>
<td>24239</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Chesapeake &amp; Ohio Railway and the Hocking Valley Railway and connections. 1921</td>
<td>24244</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Chesapeake &amp; Ohio Railway and the Hocking Valley Railway and connections. 1922</td>
<td>24247</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Chesapeake &amp; Ohio Railway and the Hocking Valley Railway and connections. 1923</td>
<td>24250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Chesapeake &amp; Ohio Railway and the Hocking Valley Railway and connections. 1924</td>
<td>24258</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Chesapeake &amp; Ohio Railway and the Hocking Valley Railway and connections. 1925</td>
<td>24261</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Chesapeake &amp; Ohio Railway and the Hocking Valley Railway and connections. 1926</td>
<td>24268</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Chesapeake &amp; Ohio Railway and the Hocking Valley Railway and connections. 1927</td>
<td>24278</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Chesapeake &amp; Ohio Railway and the Hocking Valley Railway and connections. 1928</td>
<td>24288</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Chesapeake &amp; Ohio Railway Company and Chesapeake &amp; Ohio present system and connections</td>
<td>24301</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Chesapeake &amp; Ohio Railway, the Hocking Valley Railway, and connections. 1910</td>
<td>24195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chesapeake (Va.) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps</td>
<td>57203</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chesapeake (Va.) - Maps - 1968 - Road maps</td>
<td>57206</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chesapeake (Va.) - Maps - 1969 - Road maps</td>
<td>57207</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chesapeake (Va.) - Maps - 1970 - Road maps</td>
<td>57208</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chesapeake (Va.) - Maps - 1971 - Road maps</td>
<td>57209</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chesapeake (Va.) - Maps - 1972 - Road maps</td>
<td>57204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chesapeake (Va.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps</td>
<td>33460</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chesapeake (Va.) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps</td>
<td>33461</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chesbrough, Ellis Sylvester, 1813-1886</td>
<td>73565</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cheshire / by Walter M. Gallichan ; with 36 illustrations by Elizabeth Hartley and 12 from photographs, and with a plan and two maps</td>
<td>19343</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Cheshire County (N.H.) - 1858: LC G&amp;M land ownership maps on microfiche]</td>
<td>19334, 19335</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cheshire County (N.H.) - Maps - 1753-1816 - Landowners</td>
<td>19333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cheshire County (N.H.) - Maps - 1858</td>
<td>19336</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cheshire County (N.H.) - Maps - 1858 - Landowners</td>
<td>19334, 19335</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cheshire County (N.H.) - Maps - 1877 - Landowners</td>
<td>19337</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cheshire County (N.H.) - Maps - 1892 - Landowners</td>
<td>19338</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cheshire County, New Hampshire, 1753-1816 : the early maps : with a narrative history of the town grants</td>
<td>19333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cheshire (England) - Maps - 1646</td>
<td>19339</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cheshire (England) - Maps - 1676</td>
<td>19340</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cheshire (England) - Maps - 1689 - Coasts - Nautical charts</td>
<td>22976</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cheshire (England) - Maps - 1749 - Coasts - Nautical charts</td>
<td>22977</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cheshire (England) - Maps - 1777</td>
<td>19341</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cheshire (England) - Maps - 1806</td>
<td>19342</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cheshire (England) - Maps - 1870-1875</td>
<td>69997</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cheshire (England) - Maps - 1879</td>
<td>69997</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cheshire (England) - Maps - 1897-1911</td>
<td>69999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cheshire (England) - Maps - 1928</td>
<td>19343</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chesneau, Marius</td>
<td>30415</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chesney, Charles Cornwall, 1826-1876</td>
<td>8056, 62823</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chessie Route SEE Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company</td>
<td>59460</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chessman, J. H.</td>
<td>29979</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chester and the Llangollen Canal</td>
<td>42277</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chester and the Llangollen Canal ; The Four Counties Ring</td>
<td>42278</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Chester-Bridgeport Ferry SEE Delaware River Ferry Company 47831
[Chester County (Pa.)] - 1847: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 19345
[Chester County (Pa.)] - 1856: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 19346
[Chester County (Pa.)] - 1860: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 19347
Chester County (Pa.) - Maps - 1717 - Land grants - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 19344
Chester County (Pa.) - Maps - 1847 - Landowners 19345
Chester County (Pa.) - Maps - 1856 - Landowners 19346
Chester County (Pa.) - Maps - 1860 - Landowners 19347
Chester County (Pa.) - Maps - 1930 - Road maps 64454
Chester County (Pa.) - Maps - 1959 81550
Chester County (Pa.) - Maps - 2003 - Road maps 19348, 19349, 64430, 64431
Chester County (Pa.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps 64432, 64433
Chester County (Pa.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps 64434, 64498, 64499
Chester County (Pa.) - Maps - 2009 - Road maps 64435
Chester County (S.C.) - Maps - 1700-1799 - Landowners 70752
Chester County (S.C.) - Maps - 1825 - Landowners 19350
Chester County street guide 19348, 19349
Chester (South Carolina) 19350
Chester (England) - Maps - 1620 19351
Chester (England) - Maps - 1646 19339
Chester (England) - Maps - 1657 19352
Chester (England) - Maps - 1676 19340
Chester (England) - Maps - 1777 19341
Chester (England) - Maps - 1900 - Pictorial maps 19353
Chester Ferry SEE Delaware River Ferry Company 47831
Chester, Mark 23933
Chester (Pa.) - Maps 1933 - Road maps 47831
Chester Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1882 - Landowners 23009
Chester Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1882 - Railroads - Real property 23009
Chesterfield County (S.C.) - Maps - 1825 - Landowners 19354
[Chesterfield County (Va.)] - 1862: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 19355
Chesterfield County (Va.) - Maps - 1862 - Landowners - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 19355
Chesterfield County (Va.) - Maps - 2001 - Road maps 66809
Chesterfield County (Va.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps 66810
Chesterfield County (Va.) - Maps - 2009 - Road maps 66812
Chesterfield District, South Carolina 19354
Chesterton Region (Ind.) - Maps - 1956 - Pictorial maps 19356
Chetwind, Philip 28963
Chetwode, Penelope 36661
Cheung, Iva 81423
Chevalier, Francois, d. 1738 69822, 69823
Chevalier, Michel, 1806-1879 76667
Chevalier, Michel, 1806-1879. Les Voies de communication aux États-Unis (1837) 24103
Chevalier, Michel, 1806-1879. Lettres sur l'Amérique du Nord ... (1836) 24103
Chevalier, Thomas, 1767-1824 12793, 12815
Chevalier, Henry, 1816- 9423, 9457
Chevalier, Raymond, 1929-2004 27525, 27526
Cheveanau 9143
Chevigny, sieur de, d. ca. 1713 9147, 9165, 9166
Chevillot 51171
Chevrier, Francois Antoine 4469, 8759
Chevrier, Henri 45759
Chevrolet Automobiles SEE General Motors Corporation. Chevrolet Motor Division 61461
Chevron Corporation 42310
Chevron Oil Company 2685, 2786, 2796, 2804, 15427, 15428, 15535, 15566, 15583, 15599, 21619, 21630, 35261, 35266, 35269, 42826, 43115, 43119, 43124, 43198, 51521, 51527, 52343, 53253, 53721, 53729, 53730, 54532, 54533, 55414, 55421, 56607, 58628, 62224, 62230, 62236, 64571, 65273, 65277, 67785, 68314, 68430, 68434, 68437, 68595, 68599, 69762, 69768, 73008, 74901, 74927, 74944, 78431, 78754, 78755, 79681, 79686, 81362, 81373, 81388, 84976, 84984
Chevron road map and scenic guide to New Mexico ... 55421
Chevron Travel Club 78574, 78755
Chevron travel club atlas and travel guide 78755
Chew, Allen F. 67488, 67489
Chewett, James Grant 16020
Chewett, William, 1753-1849 61787, 61788
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Cheyenne Chamber of Commerce 84829
Cheyenne County (Neb.) - Maps - 1913 - Landowners 19357
Cheyenne Depot (Wyo.) - Maps - 1876 81885
Cheyenne Indians - Wars, 1876 - Maps 59828

The Cheyenne Mountains or Black Hills, and their surroundings / compiled by Edwin A. Curley, and corrected from governmental and the most authentic mining sources, up to August 1st, 1875; drawn and engraved by Sears Brothers ... 13178
Cheyenne Mountains (S.D. and Wyo.) SEE Black Hills (S.D. and Wyo.) 13178
Cheyenne Region (Wyo.) - Maps - 1928 - Road maps 84829
Cheyenne River Indian Reservation (S.D.) - Maps - 1876 81885
Cheyenne (Wyo.) - Maps - 1873 19358
Cheyenne (Wyo.) - Pictorial works - 1882 19359
Cheyne, T. K. (Thomas Kelly), 1841-1915 12890
Chez Corbet Ainé 29400
Chez Demonville (Firm) 36538
Chez Denis 39778
Chez François Sonzogno de Jean Baptiste SEE Sonzogno, Francesco (Bookseller) 49176
Chez Gayet 29400
Chez Jouneaux 63060
Chez Malassis (Firm) 36538
Chez Maradan 569
Chez Ménard et Desenne (Paris, France) SEE Ménard et Desenne 32852
Chez Merigot, firm, Paris, fl. 1774 SEEK Merigot, fl. 1774 84130
Chez Renard (Paris, France) 29373, 29386
Chez Journeaux 63060
Chez Gayet 29400
Chez François Sonzogno de Jean Baptiste SEE Sonzogno, Francesco (Bookseller) 49176
Chez Denis 39778
Chez Jouneaux 63060
Chez Malassis (Firm) 36538
Chez Maradan 569
Chez Ménard et Desenne (Paris, France) SEE Ménard et Desenne 32852
Chez Merigot, firm, Paris, fl. 1774 SEEK Merigot, fl. 1774 84130
Chez Renard (Paris, France) 29373, 29386
Chi-Bonnardel, Re’gine Nguyen Van SEE Bonnardel, Régine 404
Chiabiese (France and Switzerland) - Historical geography - Maps - 1830-1839 19360
Chianale, Severio 32857
Chiapas (Mexico) - Maps - 1832 - Manuscripts 80628
Chiapas (Mexico) - Maps - 1839-1842 - Archaeology 18970
Chiapas (Mexico) - Maps - 1925 - Railroads 15809, 15810
Chiara 10653
Chiara, Metheo de 83856
Chiara y Carbó, Benito 65407
Chiari 3139, 18704, 18705, 18706
Chías y Carbó, Benito 65407
Chi, Marilyn Joyce Segal 19940
Chiapas sive Patagonica et Avstralis terra. MDC 2081
Chicago 19492, 19499, 19502, 19526, 19759, 19772, 19901, 20002, 20003, 20015, 20016, 20030, 20099, 20473
Chicago: 1858 view from top of court house dome 20004
Chicago 6-county (Cook, Dupage, Kane, Lake, McHenry, Will) StreetFinder 19931, 19936, 20497
Chicago 7-county: Cook, Dupage, Kane, Kendall, Lake, McHenry, Will street guide 19939, 19942, 19949
Chicago 7-county street guide 19945, 19953, 19957
Chicago : a geography of the city and its region 19395
Chicago : a strangers' and tourists' guide to the city of Chicago ... (1866) 19488
Chicago Aerial Survey 19361, 19374, 20520, 41431, 49165
Chicago Aerial Survey [office floor plans] 19361
The Chicago & Alton Railroad Co. 48680, 48695, 48707, 48731, 48745, 48759, 48766, 48771, 48785, 48794, 48804, 48809, 48822
Chicago and A Century of Progress road map : Deep-Rock 20247
Chicago and Alton Railroad Company 19362, 35691, 48491, 48511, 48530, 48544, 48559, 48560, 48561, 48613, 48630, 48637, 48639, 48644, 48650, 48652, 48656, 48661, 48662, 48668, 48680, 48695, 48707, 48731, 48745, 48759, 48766, 48771, 48785, 48794, 48804, 48809, 48822, 76887
Chicago and Alton Railroad Company - 1884 19362
Chicago and Alton Railroad Company - Maps - 1880 76887
Chicago and Alton Railroad Company - Maps - 1901 48491
Chicago and Alton Railroad Company - Maps - 1902 48511
Chicago and Alton Railroad Company - Maps - 1903 48530
Chicago and Alton Railroad Company - Maps - 1904 48544
Chicago and Alton Railroad Company - Maps - 1905 48559, 48560, 48561
Chicago and Alton Railroad Company - Maps - 1905-1908 48558
Chicago and Alton Railroad Company - Maps - 1909 48613
Chicago and Alton Railroad Company - Maps - 1910 48630, 48637, 48639
Chicago and Alton Railroad Company - Maps - 1911 48644, 48650, 48652, 48656
Chicago and Alton Railroad Company - Maps - 1912 48661, 48662, 48668
Chicago and Alton Railroad Company - Maps - 1914 48680
Chicago and Alton Railroad Company - Maps - 1915 48695
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Chicago and North Western Railway Company - Pictorial works - 1948 - Railroad stations 19366
Chicago and North Western Railway Company - Pictorial works - 1955 - Railroad stations 32302
Chicago and North Western Railway Company - Pictorial works - 1960 21105, 67960
Chicago and North Western Railway Company - Pictorial works - 1961 19367
Chicago and North Western Railway: including recently acquired lines of Minneapolis & St. Louis railway. 49098
Chicago and North-Western Railway proper, Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis and Omaha Ry., Fremont, Elkhorn and Mo. Valley Railway, Sioux City and Pacific R.R. 81945, 81956, 81967, 81978
Chicago and Northern Pacific Railroad Station (West Elsdon, Chicago, Ill.) Designs and plans - 1900 81557, 81558
Chicago and Northwestern line 48843
Chicago and Rock Island Railroad Company 48272, 76527
Chicago and Rock Island Railroad Company - Maps - 1800-1899 76527
Chicago and Rock Island Railroad Company - Maps - 1852 48272
Chicago and Southern Air Lines 48933, 48941
Chicago and Southern Air Lines, mail, passengers, express: airway map and air log ... 48941
Chicago and Southern Air Lines - Maps - 1940-1949 48933
Chicago and Southern Air Lines - Maps - 1941 48941
Chicago and Southern street map / Chicago Motor Club A.A.A 19883, 19890, 19897
Chicago and suburbs 1939 / WPA, Federal Writers' Project 19801
Chicago and the Century of Progress 19762
Chicago and the Century of Progress, 1933 20237
Chicago and the Century of Progress, 1933 / compliments of Standard Oil Company (Indiana) 20238, 20240
Chicago and vicinity 20162, 20166, 20463, 20484
Chicago and vicinity / Brilliant Bronze Service Stations 20397
Chicago and vicinity: Chicago Motor Club 20252
Chicago and vicinity ... / compliments of Phillips Petroleum Company, Bartlesville, Oklahoma 19850, 19853
Chicago and vicinity ... Illinois Auto Club, affiliated with ... National Automobile Association: official road map 20284, 20313, 20314
Chicago and vicinity: Mobilgas ... 20377
Chicago and vicinity official road map: Phillips 66 19792, 19806, 19816, 19824, 19831, 19842, 20285, 20298, 20299
Chicago and vicinity, [Prepared for] National Car Rental 20477
Chicago and vicinity ... Pure ... trip map 20372, 20385
Chicago and vicinity road map 20208, 20209, 20214, 20465
Chicago and vicinity road map / AAA Chicago Motor Club 20494
Chicago and vicinity road map and pictorial sight-seeing guide: Sinclair 20360, 20361, 20367, 20368
Chicago and vicinity: road map and pictorial sight-seeing guide / Sinclair H-C gasoline 20354
Chicago and vicinity road map ... / compliments of Deep Rock Oil Companies 19779
Chicago and vicinity: Sinclair ... 20407, 20416, 20434, 20435
Chicago and vicinity: Sinclair 1932 road map 20226
Chicago and vicinity: Sinclair 1933 road map 20239
Chicago and vicinity / Sinclair H-C gasoline 20404
Chicago and vicinity: Sinclair H-C gasoline road map 20324
Chicago and vicinity / Sinclair oils 20442, 20448, 20452
Chicago and vicinity: Sinclair road map 20278, 20288, 20303, 20316
Chicago and vicinity / Standard Oil Company, division of American Oil Company 20459
Chicago and vicinity / Standard Oil, division American Oil Company 20468
Chicago and vicinity ... / Sunoco tour map 19866
Chicago and vicinity: trail hither road maps 20222
Chicago and vicinity: Trail Hitter road maps / published by the Personal Service Bureau ... the Chicago Daily News ... 20224
Chicago and vicinity: Trail Hitter road maps / The Chicago Daily News ... 20223
Chicago and West Michigan Railway Company 46789, 46815, 46820, 46821, 46825, 46826, 46826, 46831, 46835, 46838, 46841
Chicago and West Michigan Railway Company - Maps - 1893 46789
Chicago and West Michigan Railway Company - Maps - 1893 46815
Chicago and West Michigan Railway Company - Maps - 1894 46820, 46821
Chicago and West Michigan Railway Company - Maps - 1895 46825, 46826
Chicago and West Michigan Railway Company - Maps - 1896 46831
Chicago and West Michigan Railway Company - Maps - 1897 46835
Chicago and West Michigan Railway Company - Maps - 1898 46838
Chicago and West Michigan Railway Company - Maps - 1899 46841
Chicago and West Michigan Railway. Detroit, Grand Rapids & Western Railroad 46835, 46838
Chicago and West Michigan Railway. Detroit, Grand Rapids & Western Railroad, and Milwaukee Car Ferry 46841
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Chicago at a glance : a condensed and complete guide of the western metropolis, containing a line colored street number map, showing the new city limits, the grounds on which the World’s Columbian Exposition was held, the location of streets, parks, bo 19642

Chicago Audubon Society 22321

Chicago Battery Co. (Ill.) SEE Duro Chicago Battery Co. (Ill) 23948

Chicago : being a true and accurate representation of Washington Square and its environs, with a special emphasis on the proximal location of trash (and a squirrel) 81152

Chicago bike map : streets for cycling, Spring 2000 / design by Carrie St. John ... ; cartography by Dennis McClendon, Chicago CartoGraphics 19927

Chicago Black Hills Highway - Maps - 1950 - Pictorial maps 49020

Chicago Black Hills highway : the most scenic and direct highway from Chicago to the Black Hills 49020

Chicago Board of Trade 19462

The Chicago book : photographs / by Korth 20051

Chicago Bureau of Public Efficiency (Chicago, Ill.) 19664

Chicago Business of Public Efficiency (Chicago, Ill.). The Water works system of the city of Chicago 19681, 19685

Chicago, Burlington, Ceder Rapids and Northern Railway Company - Maps - 1900 48477

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy R.R. System 19372

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad 48314

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company 1312, 5433, 16131, 19369, 19370, 19372, 19683, 19684, 20101, 21139, 21316, 21233, 21237, 21238, 21329, 21654, 21813, 24135, 28474, 28475, 32634, 3369, 33724, 35519, 35520, 37562, 37630, 37642, 48288, 48289, 48314, 48340, 48352, 48364, 48376, 48391, 48401, 48413, 48427, 48443, 48460, 48478, 48492, 48512, 48531, 48546, 48562, 48573, 48586, 48600, 48614, 48631, 48645, 48663, 48844, 51766, 52911, 52943, 68049, 76860, 76888, 76919, 76954, 77001, 77882, 78060, 79361, 81984, 81985, 81904, 82039, 82048, 82049, 82055, 82056, 82066, 82068, 82069, 82070, 82077, 82078, 82079, 82084, 82085, 82086, 82095, 82096, 82097, 82106, 82107, 82108, 82117, 82118, 82123, 82129, 82130, 82134, 82142, 82143, 82146, 82150, 82152, 82156, 82159, 82162, 82165, 82169, 82172, 82178, 82180, 82183, 82202, 82203, 82204, 82211, 82215, 82216, 82222, 82223, 82227, 82232, 82233, 82237, 82238, 82239, 82246, 82248, 82249, 82250, 82251, 82252, 82255, 82259, 82263, 82264, 82265, 82274, 82299, 82569, 85069, 85070

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company. 1859 traveler's guide to the new gold mines in Kansas and Nebraska 48288, 48289

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1860 - Manuscripts 29474

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1881 37562, 37630

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. - Railroad crossings - Viaducts 33369

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company - Archives - Inventories 19369

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company Burlington Route [in the western U.S.] [1901?] 21328

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company Colorado [1901?] 21328

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company. Colorado [1905?] 21329

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company - History - Periodicals 19370

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company - Maps - 1855 19371, 35519, 35520

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company - Maps - 1859 48288, 48289

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company - Maps - 1860 - Manuscripts 28474, 28475

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company - Maps - 1865-1872 - Manuscripts 52911

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company - Maps - 1879 76877

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company - Maps - 1880 48314, 81894, 81895

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company - Maps - 1882 21306

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company - Maps - 1883 81904

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company - Maps - 1885 76919

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company - Maps - 1887 76954

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company - Maps - 1890 48340

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company - Maps - 1891 48352

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company - Maps - 1892 48364, 52943

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company - Maps - 1893 48376

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company - Maps - 1894 48391

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company - Maps - 1895 48401

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company - Maps - 1896 48413, 77001

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company - Maps - 1897 21323, 48427

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company - Maps - 1898 48443

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company - Maps - 1899 48460

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company - Maps - 1900 21327, 48478

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company - Maps - 1900 - Pictorial maps 21327

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company - Maps - 1901 21328, 48492, 82039

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company - Maps - 1901 - Pictorial maps 21328

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company - Maps - 1902 48512, 82048, 82049

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company - Maps - 1903 48531, 82055, 82056

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company - Maps - 1904 48546, 82064

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company - Maps - 1905 21329, 32634, 32635, 32636, 48562, 82068, 82069, 82070

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company - Maps - 1906 48573, 82077, 82078, 82079

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company - Maps - 1907 48586, 82084, 82085, 82086

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company - Maps - 1908 48600, 82095, 82096, 82097
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chicago Great Western Railroad Company (1892-1909) - Maps - 1897</td>
<td>43020, 43021, 48444, 48461, 48479, 48493, 48513, 48532, 48547, 48563, 48574, 48587</td>
<td>1909</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago Great Western Railroad Company (1892-1909) - Maps - 1898</td>
<td>48444</td>
<td>1909</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago Great Western Railroad Company (1892-1909) - Maps - 1899</td>
<td>48461</td>
<td>1909</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago Great Western Railroad Company (1892-1909) - Maps - 1900</td>
<td>48479</td>
<td>1909</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago Great Western Railroad Company (1892-1909) - Maps - 1901</td>
<td>48493</td>
<td>1909</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago Great Western Railroad Company (1892-1909) - Maps - 1902</td>
<td>48513</td>
<td>1909</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago Great Western Railroad Company (1892-1909) - Maps - 1903</td>
<td>48532</td>
<td>1909</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago Great Western Railroad Company (1892-1909) - Maps - 1904</td>
<td>48547</td>
<td>1909</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago Great Western Railroad Company (1892-1909) - Maps - 1905</td>
<td>48563</td>
<td>1909</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago Great Western Railroad Company (1892-1909) - Maps - 1906</td>
<td>48574</td>
<td>1909</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago Great Western Railroad Company (1892-1909) - Maps - 1907</td>
<td>48587</td>
<td>1909</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago Great Western Railroad Company : freight traffic density and direction for 1935</td>
<td>49050</td>
<td>1935</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago Great Western Railroad : freight traffic density and direction for 1954</td>
<td>49056</td>
<td>1954</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago Great Western Railway : profile : main line and primary branch</td>
<td>48186</td>
<td>1954</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago Great Western Railway : profile of main line and primary branch</td>
<td>48185</td>
<td>1954</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago Great Western Ry. and proprietary lines</td>
<td>48513, 48532</td>
<td>1954</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago Great Western : the crossroads for railway shipping ... in the great United States</td>
<td>49049, 49081</td>
<td>1954</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago harbor</td>
<td>19458</td>
<td>1955</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Chicago harbor, 1881]</td>
<td>19556</td>
<td>1955</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago harbor &amp; adjacent waterways</td>
<td>19659</td>
<td>1955</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago Harbor. August 1865</td>
<td>19489</td>
<td>1955</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago harbor &amp; bar. Illinois. From survey made between th 17th of August &amp; the 2nd of September 1858, under the direction of Brevet Lieut. Col. J.D. Graham</td>
<td>19479</td>
<td>1955</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago harbor, Illinois, July, 1880</td>
<td>19551</td>
<td>1955</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago Harbor, Illinois, June 30, 1886</td>
<td>19575</td>
<td>1955</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago harbor Illinois, showing condition June 30th, 1881 and location of the exterior breakwater</td>
<td>19553</td>
<td>1955</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago Harbor Illinois, showing work done at the close of the fiscal year ending June 30, 1882</td>
<td>19560</td>
<td>1955</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago harbor, Illinois, showing work done during the fiscal year ending June 30th, 1885</td>
<td>19570</td>
<td>1955</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago Harbor in 1870</td>
<td>19504</td>
<td>1955</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago Heights (III.) - Maps - 1922 - Election districts</td>
<td>19707</td>
<td>1970</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago Herald and Examiner</td>
<td>6006, 6007, 26187</td>
<td>1970</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Chicago (Ill.) - Buildings, structures, etc. - History - 1836-2009  19440
Chicago (Ill.) - Buildings, structures, etc. - Photographs - Collections, 1975  76045
Chicago (Ill.) - Buildings, structures, etc. - Pictorial works - Collections, 1900-1999  20058
Chicago (Ill.). Bureau of Engineering  16427, 19582, 19595, 19603, 19626, 22957, 24856, 33368, 33370, 34782, 39382, 65134, 81424, 81525
Chicago (Ill.). Bureau of Maps and Plats  19420, 19422, 19573, 19651, 19755, 19900, 43025, 73332
Chicago (Ill.). Bureau of Sewers  19643
Chicago (Ill.) - Canals  20505
Chicago (Ill.) - Census, 16th, 1940 - Maps  19812
Chicago (Ill.). City Council. Committee on Local Transportation  19650, 19711
Chicago (Ill.). City Engineer  19631, 19650
Chicago (Ill.). Commissioners of Lincoln Park  42115, 42116, 42119, 42120
Chicago (Ill.). Department of Urban Renewal  42122
Chicago (Ill.). Department of Buildings  19675
Chicago (Ill.). Department of City Planning  19864
Chicago (Ill.). Department of Cultural Affairs  19924, 43043
Chicago (Ill.). Department of Development and Planning  19450, 19451, 19882, 19893, 19896
Chicago (Ill.). Department of Development and Planning. Historic city : the settlement of Chicago (1950)  19450, 19451
Chicago (Ill.). Department of Economic Development  41541
Chicago (Ill.). Department of Gas and Electricity  19676
Chicago (Ill.). Department of Health  19670
Chicago (Ill.). Department of Maps and Plats  19598, 19623, 19624
Chicago (Ill.). Department of Maps and Plats. Computer Mapping Division  19899
Chicago (Ill.). Department of Planning  19379
Chicago (Ill.). Department of Planning and Development  43045
Chicago (Ill.). Department of Public Works  19446, 19582, 19671, 19755, 19900, 19973
Chicago (Ill.). Department of Public Works. Fifteenth annual report (1891)  19603
Chicago (Ill.). Department of Surveys and Grades  84575
Chicago (Ill.). Department of Transportation  19927
Chicago (Ill.). Department of Urban Renewal  25463, 25464, 42123, 52900
Chicago (Ill.). Dept. of Buildings - Maps - 1916  19675
Chicago (Ill.). Dept. of Gas and Electricity - Maps - 1916  19676
Chicago (Ill.). Dept. of Health - Maps - 1915  19670
Chicago (Ill.). Dept. of Public Works - Maps - 1915  19671
Chicago (Ill.) - Description and travel - 1926  19387
Chicago (Ill.) - Description and travel - 1960  19388, 19389
Chicago (Ill.) - Description and travel - 1961  19390
Chicago (Ill.). Description and travel - 1968  20521
Chicago (Ill.). Description and travel - 1970  19391
Chicago (Ill.). Description and travel - 1997  19392
Chicago (Ill.). Division of Bridges & Viaducts  1
Chicago (Ill.) - Drawings - 1908 - City planning  32347
Chicago (Ill.). Fire Dept.  19669, 19675
Chicago (Ill.). Fire Dept. - Maps - 1915  19669
Chicago (Ill.). Fire Dept. - Maps - 1916  19675
Chicago (Ill.) - Geography - 1926  19386
Chicago (Ill.) - Geography - 1991  19393
Chicago (Ill.) - Geography - 1992  19394
Chicago (Ill.) - Geography - 2006  19395
Chicago (Ill.) - Guidebooks - 1891  19599
Chicago (Ill.) - Guidebooks - 1898  20045, 20046
Chicago (Ill.) - Guidebooks - 1920  19396
Chicago (Ill.) - Guidebooks - 1922  19397
Chicago (Ill.) - Guidebooks - 1985  19398
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chicago (Ill.) - Guidebooks - 2002</th>
<th>19933</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chicago (Ill.) - Historic buildings - Pictorial works - Collections</td>
<td>76194</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago (Ill.) - Historical geography - Aerial photographs - 1985-2012</td>
<td>19375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago (Ill.) - Historical geography - Maps - 1808</td>
<td>19399</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago (Ill.) - Historical geography - Maps - 1812</td>
<td>19413, 19414, 19415, 83616</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago (Ill.) - Historical geography - Maps - 1849-2008 - Electronic information resources</td>
<td>42127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago (Ill.) - Historical geography - Maps - 1914</td>
<td>51300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago (Ill.) - Historical geography - Maps - 1933 - Pictorial maps</td>
<td>19400, 19401</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago (Ill.) - Historical geography - Maps - 1940 - Pictorial maps</td>
<td>19402</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago (Ill.) - Historical geography - Maps - 1991</td>
<td>19393</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago (Ill.) - Historical geography - Maps - 1992</td>
<td>19394</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago (Ill.) - Historical geography - Maps - 2006</td>
<td>19395</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago (Ill.) - Historical geography - Maps - 2009</td>
<td>19378</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago (Ill.) - Historical geography - Pictorial works - 1812</td>
<td>83616</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago (Ill.) - Historical geography - Pictorial works - 1985-2012</td>
<td>19375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago (Ill.) - History</td>
<td>20053</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago (Ill.) - History - Civil War, 1861-1865 - Prisoners and prisons - Maps</td>
<td>15789, 15790</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago (Ill.) - History - Civil War, 1861-1865 - Prisoners and prisons - Pictorial works</td>
<td>15791</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago (Ill.) - History - Photography</td>
<td>19404</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago (Ill.) - History - Pictorial works - 1902</td>
<td>19403</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago (Ill.) - History - Pictorial works - 2000</td>
<td>19404</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago (Ill.) - History - Pictorial works - 2007</td>
<td>76191</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago (Ill.) - History - Pictorial works - Buildings, structures, etc. - Collections</td>
<td>19405, 19406</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago (Ill.) - History - Pictorial works - Collections, To 2000 - Parks</td>
<td>19980</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago (Ill.) - History - Pictorial works - Collections, To 2004</td>
<td>19407</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago (Ill.) - History - Railroads, Elevated - Maps</td>
<td>20059</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago (Ill.) - History - Sources - 1830-1980</td>
<td>20050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago (Ill.) - Intellectual life - 1998</td>
<td>19408</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago (Ill.) - Labor movement - Historical geography - Maps - 2004</td>
<td>19409</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago (Ill.) - Lakeshore development - Maps - 1897-1902 - Manuscripts</td>
<td>19977</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago (Ill.) - Landowners - Indexes - 1929</td>
<td>19746</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago (Ill.), Lincoln Park Zoo SEE Lincoln Park Zoo</td>
<td>42125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago (Ill.) - Local Transit - Historical geography - Maps - 1859-1897</td>
<td>19410</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago (Ill.) - Map industry and trade</td>
<td>19411, 30960</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago (Ill.) - Map industry and trade - 1800-1899</td>
<td>13232</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago (Ill.) - Map industry and trade - 1865-1900</td>
<td>1964</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago (Ill.) - Map industry and trade - 1957-1986</td>
<td>52901</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago (Ill.) - Map industry and trade - Directories - 1855</td>
<td>25520</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago (Ill.) - Map industry and trade - History</td>
<td>66232</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1808</td>
<td>19399</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1812</td>
<td>19412, 19472, 19473, 19586, 19587, 83616</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1812 - Indians - Massacres</td>
<td>19413, 19414, 19415</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1818 - Manuscripts</td>
<td>27291</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1821-1839 - Harbors</td>
<td>19416</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1821-1839 - Shorelines</td>
<td>19416</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1821-1899 - Harbors</td>
<td>19417</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1821-1899 - Shorelines</td>
<td>19417</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1821-1900 - Shorelines</td>
<td>19487</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1824-1830 - Harbors - Manuscripts</td>
<td>27292</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1824-1830 - Shorelines - Manuscripts</td>
<td>27292</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1826-1836 - Landowners</td>
<td>19418, 19419</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1830-1914 - Annexation</td>
<td>19420</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1830-1927 - Annexation</td>
<td>19421</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1830-1930 - Annexation</td>
<td>19565</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1830-1974 - Annexation</td>
<td>19422</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1830 - Harbors - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>27293</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1830 - Landowners</td>
<td>19423</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1830 - Landowners - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>19424, 19425</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1830 - Real property - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>19424, 19425</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1830 - Shorelines - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>27293</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1833-1858 - Landowners - Trials, litigation, etc. - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>19426</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1833-1858 - Real property - Trials, litigation, etc. - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>19426</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Call Number Ranges</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1833, 1834-1835</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>19427</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1834-1854</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shorelines</td>
<td>19462</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1834-1857</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shorelines</td>
<td>19471, 19479, 19480, 19482</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1834-Real property</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1834-Real property - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1835-1853 - Real property - Trials, litigation, etc. - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1835-1853 - Shorelines - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1835-1855 - Real property - Trials, litigation, etc. - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1835-1855 - Shorelines - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1835-1869 - Annexation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1836</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1836-2009 - City planning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1836 - Landowners</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1836-Real property</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1837-1917 - Annexation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1837-1931 - Election districts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1837-1956 - Annexation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1837 - Harbors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1837 - Real property - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1838-1852 - Harbors - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1838-1852 - Shorelines - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1838-1852 - Trials, litigation, etc. - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1839 - Harbors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1839 - Shorelines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1840-1950 - Ethnology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1844</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1847 - Real property</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1849 - Landowners</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1849 - Real property</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1851-1890 - Election districts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1852</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1853</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1853-1861 - Trials, litigation, etc. - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1853 - Harbors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1853 - Landowners</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1854</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1854-1864 - Harbors - Dredging</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1854 - Harbors - Nautical charts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1855</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1855 - Railroad stations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1855 - Sewerage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1856</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1857</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1857 - Harbors - Nautical charts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1857 - Landowners</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1857 - Sewerage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1858</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1858 - Harbors - Nautical charts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1859</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1859 - Harbors - Nautical charts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1860</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1861</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1862</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1862 - Cemeteries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1862 - Public works</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1862 - Water supply</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1863</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1863 - Cemeteries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1864</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1864 - Harbors - Dredging</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1864 - Harbors - Nautical charts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1864 - Public works</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1865</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1865 - Harbors - Nautical charts</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Call Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prisoner-of-war camps</td>
<td>1865</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public works</td>
<td>1866</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real property</td>
<td>1867</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cemeteries</td>
<td>1870</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harbors</td>
<td>1871</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parks</td>
<td>1872</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water supply</td>
<td>1873</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Railroads</td>
<td>1874</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real property</td>
<td>1875</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fire</td>
<td>1876</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Civic collections</td>
<td>1877</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public works</td>
<td>1878</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parks</td>
<td>1879</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real property</td>
<td>1880</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fire</td>
<td>1881</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Civic collections</td>
<td>1882</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public works</td>
<td>1883</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Railroads</td>
<td>1884</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real property</td>
<td>1885</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fire</td>
<td>1886</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Civic collections</td>
<td>1887</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public works</td>
<td>1888</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Railroads</td>
<td>1889</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real property</td>
<td>1890</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fire</td>
<td>1891</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Civic collections</td>
<td>1892</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public works</td>
<td>1893</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Railroads</td>
<td>1894</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real property</td>
<td>1895</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fire</td>
<td>1896</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Civic collections</td>
<td>1897</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public works</td>
<td>1898</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Railroads</td>
<td>1899</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real property</td>
<td>1900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fire</td>
<td>1901</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Civic collections</td>
<td>1902</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public works</td>
<td>1903</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Railroads</td>
<td>1904</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real property</td>
<td>1905</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fire</td>
<td>1906</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Civic collections</td>
<td>1907</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public works</td>
<td>1908</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Railroads</td>
<td>1909</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real property</td>
<td>1910</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fire</td>
<td>1911</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Civic collections</td>
<td>1912</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public works</td>
<td>1913</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Railroads</td>
<td>1914</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real property</td>
<td>1915</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fire</td>
<td>1916</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Civic collections</td>
<td>1917</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public works</td>
<td>1918</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Railroads</td>
<td>1919</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real property</td>
<td>1920</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fire</td>
<td>1921</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Civic collections</td>
<td>1922</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public works</td>
<td>1923</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Railroads</td>
<td>1924</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real property</td>
<td>1925</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fire</td>
<td>1926</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Civic collections</td>
<td>1927</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public works</td>
<td>1928</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Railroads</td>
<td>1929</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real property</td>
<td>1930</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fire</td>
<td>1931</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Civic collections</td>
<td>1932</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public works</td>
<td>1933</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Railroads</td>
<td>1934</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real property</td>
<td>1935</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fire</td>
<td>1936</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Civic collections</td>
<td>1937</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public works</td>
<td>1938</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Railroads</td>
<td>1939</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real property</td>
<td>1940</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fire</td>
<td>1941</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Civic collections</td>
<td>1942</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public works</td>
<td>1943</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Railroads</td>
<td>1944</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real property</td>
<td>1945</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fire</td>
<td>1946</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Civic collections</td>
<td>1947</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public works</td>
<td>1948</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Railroads</td>
<td>1949</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real property</td>
<td>1950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fire</td>
<td>1951</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Civic collections</td>
<td>1952</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public works</td>
<td>1953</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Railroads</td>
<td>1954</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real property</td>
<td>1955</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fire</td>
<td>1956</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Civic collections</td>
<td>1957</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public works</td>
<td>1958</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Railroads</td>
<td>1959</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real property</td>
<td>1960</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fire</td>
<td>1961</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Civic collections</td>
<td>1962</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public works</td>
<td>1963</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Railroads</td>
<td>1964</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real property</td>
<td>1965</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fire</td>
<td>1966</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Civic collections</td>
<td>1967</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public works</td>
<td>1968</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Railroads</td>
<td>1969</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real property</td>
<td>1970</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fire</td>
<td>1971</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Civic collections</td>
<td>1972</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public works</td>
<td>1973</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Railroads</td>
<td>1974</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real property</td>
<td>1975</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fire</td>
<td>1976</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Civic collections</td>
<td>1977</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public works</td>
<td>1978</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Railroads</td>
<td>1979</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real property</td>
<td>1980</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fire</td>
<td>1981</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Civic collections</td>
<td>1982</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public works</td>
<td>1983</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Railroads</td>
<td>1984</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real property</td>
<td>1985</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fire</td>
<td>1986</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Civic collections</td>
<td>1987</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public works</td>
<td>1988</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Railroads</td>
<td>1989</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real property</td>
<td>1990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fire</td>
<td>1991</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Civic collections</td>
<td>1992</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public works</td>
<td>1993</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Railroads</td>
<td>1994</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real property</td>
<td>1995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fire</td>
<td>1996</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Civic collections</td>
<td>1997</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public works</td>
<td>1998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Railroads</td>
<td>1999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real property</td>
<td>2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fire</td>
<td>2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Civic collections</td>
<td>2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public works</td>
<td>2003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Railroads</td>
<td>2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real property</td>
<td>2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fire</td>
<td>2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Civic collections</td>
<td>2007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public works</td>
<td>2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Railroads</td>
<td>2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real property</td>
<td>2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fire</td>
<td>2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Civic collections</td>
<td>2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public works</td>
<td>2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Railroads</td>
<td>2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real property</td>
<td>2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fire</td>
<td>2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Civic collections</td>
<td>2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public works</td>
<td>2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Railroads</td>
<td>2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real property</td>
<td>2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fire</td>
<td>2021</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1886 - Harbors 19575
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1886 - Real property 19577, 19578, 19579, 19580
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1887 19581, 19583
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1887 - Annexation 19582
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1887 - Bridges 24856, 39382
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1888 19584, 20040
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1888 - Bridges 22957, 65134, 81525
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1888 - Parks 19585
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1889 19586, 19587
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1889 - Harbors 19588
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1890 19589, 19590, 19592
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1890 - Annexation 19591
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1890 - Bridges 16427, 34782, 81424
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1890 - Railroads 19593, 19594
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1890 - Water supply 19595
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1891 19599, 20040, 43014, 43015
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1891-1892 - Real property 19596, 19597
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1891-1892 - Stockyards 76044
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1891 - Annexation 19598
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1891 - Hydrography 19600
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1891 - Railroads 76973
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1891 - Real property 19601, 19602
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1891 - Water supply 19603
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1892 19604, 19606, 19607
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1892 - Coasts 19605
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1892 - Railroads 22024
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1893 19608, 19609, 19610, 19611, 19614, 19615, 19616, 19617, 20114, 43018, 84570, 84571, 84572, 84595, 84596
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1893 - Election districts 35603
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1893 - Fire risk assessment 19612
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1893 - Real property 19612
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1893 - Social conditions 19613
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1894 19618
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1894 - Crime 43052
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1894 - Railroads 19618
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1895 19619, 19621, 20820
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1895-1896 19620
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1895 - City planning 19622
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1895 - Ethnology 52898
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1895 - Lakeshore development 19622
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1895 - Parks 19622
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1895 - Salaries, etc. 52899
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1896 19623
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1896 - Annexation 19624
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1896 - Bridges 33368, 33370
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1896 - City planning 19625
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1896 - Road maps 19625
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1896 - Street-railroads 19626
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1897 - Railroads 19410, 35620
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1898 19627
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1898 - Harbors 19628
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1898 - Local Transit 19629, 19630
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1898 - Railroad terminals 43022
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1898 - Railroads 19629, 35625
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1898 - Railroads - Real property 43022
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1898 - Water Utilities - Manuscripts 19631
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1899 19632, 19633
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1899 - Local Transit 19634
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1899 - Railroads 19634, 20128
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1899 - Road maps 20128
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1899 - Streets 19634
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1900 19635, 19636
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1900 - Stockyards 43619
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1901 19637, 19638
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1901-1993 - Fire risk assessment 19639
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Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1901 - Election districts  22030, 22031
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1901 - Railroads  19640
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1902 - Nautical charts  19641
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1902 - Railroads  19641
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1902 - Transportation  19641
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1903  35646
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1904  19642
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1904 - Bench-marks  19643
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1904 - City planning  32350
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1904 - Parks  19644
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1905 - Railroads  20135
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1905 - Road maps  20135
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1906  19645
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1906 - Railroads  19646
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1907 - Real property - Tax assessment  19647
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1908-1927 - Housing  19648
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1908 - Parks  42121
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1908 - Railroads  20138, 20139, 20140
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1908 - Road maps  20138, 20139, 20140
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1909  43023
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1909 - Communication and traffic  19650
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1909 - Local Transit  19649
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1909 - Public works  19650
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1909 - Railroads  19649
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1909 - Sewerage  19650
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1909 - Street addresses  19651, 73329
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1909 - Subways  19650
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1909 - Tunnels  19650, 43024
Chicago (Ill.) Maps - 1909 - Water supply  19650
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1910  5704, 19652, 19653, 19655
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1910 - Population  19654
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1910 - Railroad stations  22032
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1910 - Railroads  20144, 22032
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1910 - Road maps  20144
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1912-1989 - City planning - Zoning maps  19656
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1912-1989 - Real property - Land values  19656
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1912 - Atlases  19657
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1913  19658
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1913 - Harbors  19659
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1913 - Local transit  19660
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1913 - Population  19660
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1913 - Railroads  20148, 20149, 20150
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1913 - Road maps  20148, 20149, 20150
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1914  19667
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1914 - Climate  19661
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1914 - Courts  19662
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1914 - Election districts  19663
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1914 - Judicial districts  19662
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1914 - Juvenile courts  19662
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1914 - Park districts  19664
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1914 - Police stations  19665
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1914 - Railroads  19666
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1914 - Weather  19661
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1915  19668, 19674, 43025
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1915 - Fire protection districts  19669
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1915 - Industries  19673
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1915 - Public health  19670
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1915 - Public works  19671
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1915 - Railroads  19672, 77192
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1915 - Railroads - Electrification  19673
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1915 - Refuse collection  19671
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1915 - Road maps  19673
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1915 - Smoke prevention  19673
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1916 - Fire protection districts  19675
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Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1927 - Crime 19737
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1927 - Ethnology 19737
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1927 - Murder 19737
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1927 - Railroads 19738
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1928 19739
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1928 - Local transit 19740
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1928 - Railroads 19741
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1928 - Road maps 19742
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1928 - Tunnels 43049, 43050
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1929 - Centrality 19743
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1929 - Local transit 19744
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1929 - Railroads 19745
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1929 - Real property 19746
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1929 - Road maps 19747
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1930 19748, 19749, 19750
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1930 - Catholic church buildings 19565
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1930 - Economics 19751, 19753
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1930 - Housing 19751, 19753
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1930 - Railroads 19752
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1930 - Social classes 19753
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1930 - Tunnels 43036
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1931 77502
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1931 - Cartoon maps 19754
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1931 - Crime - Pictorial maps 19754
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1931 - Election districts 19755
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1931 - Gangs - Pictorial maps 19754
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1931 - Pictorial maps 20021
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1931 - Real property - Tax assessment 67106
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1931 - Taxation of personal property - Index maps 35055, 39693, 41540, 43037
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1932 19756
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1932 - Road maps 19757, 19758, 19759, 19760
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1933 6039
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1933 - Local transit 19761
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1933 - Road maps 19762, 19763, 19764, 19765, 19766, 19767, 19768, 19769, 19770, 19771, 19772, 20239, 20240, 20243
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1933 - Street-railroads 19773
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1934 6054, 6055
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1934 - African Americans 19774
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1934 -Ethnology 19774
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1934 - Pictorial maps 19028
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1934 - Population 19775
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1934 - Public welfare 19776
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1934 - Railroads 19024
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1934 - Road maps 19025, 19777
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1935 -Hotels, Taverns, Etc. 43040
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1935 - Local Transit 19778
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1935 - Road maps 19779, 20259, 20260, 20261
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1936 - Local transit 19780
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps 19781, 19782, 19783, 19784, 19785, 19786, 20271, 20272, 20273, 20274, 20275, 20276, 20277, 22044
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1937 19788, 19789
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1937-1940 - Parks 19787
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1937-1940 - Recreation 19787
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps 19790, 19791, 19792, 19793, 20281, 20282, 20283, 20284, 20285, 20286, 20287, 20288, 20289, 20290, 22045
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1938 19794, 77676
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1938 - City planning - Zoning maps 19795
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps 19796, 19797, 19798, 19799, 19800, 20295, 20296, 20297, 20298, 20299, 20300, 20301, 20302, 20303, 20304, 22047
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1939 19801
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1939 - Local transit 19802
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1939 - Real property - Tax assessment 35056
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps 19803, 19804, 19805, 19806, 19807, 19808, 19809, 20311, 20312, 20313, 20314, 20315, 20316, 22048, 36052
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1940 19810
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1940 - Harbors 19811
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Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1940 - Housing 19812
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps 19813, 19814, 19815, 19816, 19817, 19818, 20320, 20321, 20322, 20323, 20324, 22049
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1941 - Local transit 19819
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps 19820, 19821, 19822, 19823, 19824, 20328, 20329, 20330, 20331, 20332, 20333, 20334, 22051
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1942-1943 - City Planning 19825, 19826
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1942-1943 - Housing 19825, 19826
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1942-1943 - Land use 19825, 19826
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1942-1943 - Railroads 19825, 19826
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1942 - City Planning 19827
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps 19828, 19829, 19830, 19831, 20338, 20339, 20340, 20341, 20342, 20343, 22052
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1943 - 19832
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1943 - Airways 84367
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1943 - Postal service 19833
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1944 - Local transit 19834
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1944 - Road maps 19835, 22053, 22054
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1945 - City planning - Zoning maps 19836
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1945 - Road maps 19837, 19838, 20350, 20351
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1946 - City planning 19839
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1946 - Pictorial maps 20354
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps 19840, 19841, 19842, 19843, 19844, 20355, 20356, 20357, 20358, 20359, 22055
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1946 - Transportation 19839
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1947 - Boats and boating - Chartering 19845
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1947 - Harbor 36210, 46733
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1947 - Industries 19846
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps 19847, 19848, 19849, 19850, 20364, 20365, 20366, 22056
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1948 - Harbors 32586
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps 19851, 19852, 19853, 20371, 20372, 20373, 20374, 20375, 20376, 20377, 20378
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1949 - African Americans - Juvenile delinquency 14677
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1949 - Harbors 32587, 32588
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1949 - Manufactures 19854
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1949 - Pictorial maps 20384
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1949 - Road maps 19855, 19856, 20385, 20386, 20387, 22057
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1950 - Ethnology 19857
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1950 - Neighborhoods 19858
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1950 - Real property 19858
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1950 - Real property - Land Values 19857
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1950 - Road maps 19859
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1951 76087, 76088
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1951 - Harbors 32590, 32591
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1951 - Pictorial maps 19860
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1951 - Road maps 20395, 20396, 20397, 20398, 20399, 20404
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1952 - Harbors 32594
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1952 - Road maps 20405, 20406, 20407, 20408, 20409, 20410
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1953 - Local transit 19861
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1954 - Local transit 19862
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1954 - Road maps 19862, 20416, 20417
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1955 - Road maps 20420, 20421, 20422
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1956-1957 - Real property 22060
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1956-1959 - Real property 41427
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps 19863, 20431, 20432, 20433, 20434, 20435, 20436, 20437
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1957 - Road maps 20442, 20443
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1958 - City Planning - Zoning Maps 19864
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1958 - Road maps 20448, 20449
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1959 - Road maps 19865, 20450, 20451, 20452
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1960 - Hotels 19388, 19389
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1960 - Road maps 19388, 19389, 19866, 20456, 20457
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1961-1966 - City planning - Zoning maps 19867
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1961 - Hotels 19390
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1961 - Road maps 19390, 20459, 20460, 75277
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1962 - Road maps 19868
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1963 - Road maps 20464
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1964 19869
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1964 - Road maps 19870
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1965 - Pictorial maps 19871
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chicago (Ill.)</th>
<th>Maps - 1965 - Restaurants</th>
<th>19871</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chicago (Ill.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1965 - Road maps</td>
<td>19871</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago (Ill.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1966 - Road maps</td>
<td>19872, 20468</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago (Ill.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1967</td>
<td>19873</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago, Ill.</td>
<td>Maps - 1967 - Local transit</td>
<td>19874</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago (Ill.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1967 - Road maps</td>
<td>19875, 20470, 59596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago (Ill.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1968</td>
<td>19876, 19877</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago (Ill.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1968 - Road maps</td>
<td>19877, 19878, 20471, 20521, 59603</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago (Ill.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1969 - Road maps</td>
<td>19879, 59608</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago (Ill.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1970 - Road maps</td>
<td>19880, 20474, 59612, 59613</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago (Ill.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1971-2004</td>
<td>79367</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago (Ill.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1971 - Road maps</td>
<td>19881, 20475, 59615, 59616</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago (Ill.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1972 - Road maps</td>
<td>20476</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago (Ill.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1973 - Pictorial maps</td>
<td>20477</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago (Ill.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1973- Road maps</td>
<td>59617, 59618</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago (Ill.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1974 - Land use</td>
<td>19882</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago (Ill.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1974 - Road maps</td>
<td>19883, 19884</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago (Ill.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1975 - Parks</td>
<td>19885</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago (Ill.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1975- Road maps</td>
<td>19886, 19887, 19888, 59621, 59622</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago (Ill.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1976</td>
<td>19889</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago (Ill.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1976 - Road maps</td>
<td>19889, 19890, 19891, 19892, 20482</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago (Ill.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1977</td>
<td>19894, 19895</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago (Ill.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1977 - Neighborhoods</td>
<td>19893</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago (Ill.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1977 - Road maps</td>
<td>19894, 19895, 59629</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago (Ill.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1977 - Road maps - Maps, Outline and base</td>
<td>19896</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago (Ill.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1978-1979 - Local transit</td>
<td>20483</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago (Ill.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1979 - Road maps</td>
<td>19897, 19898, 20484, 59630</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago (Ill.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1980</td>
<td>17050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago (Ill.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1980 - Cemeteries</td>
<td>32290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago (Ill.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1980 - Digital mapping</td>
<td>19899</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago (Ill.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1980 - Road maps</td>
<td>19900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago (Ill.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1981 - Neighborhood</td>
<td>19979</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago (Ill.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1981 - Pictorial maps</td>
<td>19901</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago (Ill.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1982-1989 - Election districts</td>
<td>19902</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago (Ill.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1982-1989 - Politics and government</td>
<td>19902</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago (Ill.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1982 - Ethnology</td>
<td>19903</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago (Ill.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1982 - Neighborhoods</td>
<td>19903</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago (Ill.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1983</td>
<td>19904</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago (Ill.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1983 - City planning - Zoning maps</td>
<td>19905</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago (Ill.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1985 - Local transit</td>
<td>19398</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago (Ill.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1985 - Street-railroads</td>
<td>19398</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago (Ill.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1985 - Subways</td>
<td>19398</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago (Ill.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1986 - Neighborhoods</td>
<td>19906</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago (Ill.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1986 - Road maps</td>
<td>19907</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago (Ill.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1987 - Railroads</td>
<td>19908</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago (Ill.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1989</td>
<td>19909, 19910, 22070</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago (Ill.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1989 - Cemeteries</td>
<td>22070</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago (Ill.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1989 - Road maps</td>
<td>19911</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago (Ill.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1992 - Road maps</td>
<td>19912, 19913</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago (Ill.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1993 - Catholic church buildings</td>
<td>19914</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago (Ill.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1993 - Ethnology</td>
<td>19915</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago (Ill.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1994-1995 - Road maps</td>
<td>79073</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago (Ill.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1994 - Road maps</td>
<td>19916</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago (Ill.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1995 - Cartographic curiosities</td>
<td>17923</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago (Ill.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1995 - Neighborhoods</td>
<td>19917</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago (Ill.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1995 - Parks</td>
<td>42126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago (Ill.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1995 - Road maps</td>
<td>19918, 20495, 79101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago (Ill.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1997</td>
<td>19919</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago (Ill.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1997 - Ethnology</td>
<td>19920</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago (Ill.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1998 - Road maps</td>
<td>19921, 19922</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago (Ill.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1999</td>
<td>19006, 19923</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago (Ill.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1999 - Cows in art - Exhibitions</td>
<td>19924</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago (Ill.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1999 - Road maps</td>
<td>19925, 19926</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago (Ill.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1999 - Sculpture - Exhibitions</td>
<td>19924</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 2000 - Bicycle trails 19927
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 2000 - Road maps 19927
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 2001 - Neighborhoods 19928
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 2001 - Parks 20053
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 2001 - Road maps 19929, 19930, 19931, 19932
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 2002 - 19443, 19933, 19934
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 2002 - City Planning 19443
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 2002 - Lakeshore Development 19443
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 2002 - Neighborhoods 19443
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 2002 - Railroad tunnels 43047
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 2002 - Road maps 19935, 19936
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 2002 - Streets 19443
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 2002 - Subways 43047
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 2002 - Tunnels 43047
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 2003 - Road maps 19937, 20497
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 2004 - Ecclesiastical geography 19940
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps 19938, 19939
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 2004 - Sacred space 19940
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps 19941, 19942, 19943
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 2006 - Housing 43048
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps 19944, 19945, 19946
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 2007 - 19947, 26572
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 2007 - Bars (Drinking establishments) 19948
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 2007 - Gay bars 19948
Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 2007 - Nightclubs 19948
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Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway Company 28562, 34734, 37562, 37630, 38104, 41678, 48318, 44793, 77062, 77072, 77082, 77083, 77092, 77093, 77102, 77103, 77113, 77125, 77126, 77134, 77154, 77155, 77156, 77165, 77166, 77173, 77174, 77181, 77193, 77208, 77209, 77234, 77258, 77259, 77260, 77309, 77336, 77356, 77375, 77402, 77530, 77531, 77552, 77553, 77882, 77926, 77968, 77992, 77992, 78070, 81788, 81896, 81923, 81932, 81934, 81946, 81947, 81957, 81958, 81968, 81969, 81979, 81980, 81988, 81999, 81999, 81999, 81999, 82004, 82005, 82010, 82011, 82018, 82019, 82027, 82028, 82028, 82033, 82045, 82046, 82053, 82058, 82060, 82061, 82062, 82101, 82112, 82116, 82128, 82250, 82311, 82318, 82319, 82345, 82358, 82359, 82360, 82361, 82362, 82363, 82500, 82529, 82538, 82549, 82562, 82569, 82580, 82580, 82580, 82580, 82580, 82580, 82580, 82596
Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway Company - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1881 37562, 37630
Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway Company - Maps - 1881 81896
Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway Company - Maps - 1883 48318
Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway Company - Maps - 1887 81923
Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway Company - Maps - 1890 81929
Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway Company - Maps - 1891 81946, 81947
Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway Company - Maps - 1892 81957, 81958
Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway Company - Maps - 1893 81968, 81969
Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway Company - Maps - 1894 81979, 81980
Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway Company - Maps - 1895 81988, 81989
Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway Company - Maps - 1896 81996, 81997
Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway Company - Maps - 1897 82004, 82005
Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway Company - Maps - 1898 82010, 82011
Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway Company - Maps - 1899 82018, 82019
Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway Company - Maps - 1900 82027, 82028
Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway Company - Maps - 1901 82036, 82037
Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway Company - Maps - 1902 82045, 82046
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Chicago's place in industrial America: showing areas in proportion to the value added by manufacture, based on 1947 U.S. Census of Manufactures / Chicago Plan Commission 19854

Chicago's riverfront: its early history in maps 17053

Chicago Sanitary and Ship Canal (Ill.) - Maps - 1912 20518
Chicago Sanitary and Ship Canal (Ill.) - Maps - 1970 - Nautical charts 36457
Chicago Sanitary and Ship Canal (Ill.) - Pictorial works - Collections 20516

Chicago Sanitary District 19600, 20068, 20102, 20107, 20118, 20518
Chicago School of Languages 77016, 77047
Chicago sectional aeronautical chart 20486
Chicago Seed 42124

Chicago showing fire stations, etc. 19669
Chicago skyscrapers in vintage postcards / Leslie A. Hudson 20058

Chicago Skyway (Chicago, Ill.) 20453

Chicago Skyway (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1960-1969 20453
Chicago Skyway (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1967 59596
Chicago Skyway (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1968 59603
Chicago Skyway (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1969 59608
Chicago Skyway (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1970 59612, 59613
Chicago Skyway (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1971 59615, 59616
Chicago Skyway (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1973 59617, 59618
Chicago Skyway (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1975 59621, 59622
Chicago Skyway (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1977 59629
Chicago Skyway (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1979 59630
Chicago Skyway: the convenient route to and from the east 20453

Chicago Society of Etchers 20890

Chicago, South Shore and South Bend Railroad 20519

Chicago, South Shore and South Bend Railroad - Maps - 1970 20519

Chicago Southern Railway 36850, 36854, 36855, 36858

Chicago Southern Railway - Maps - 1906 36850

Chicago Southern Railway - Maps - 1907 36854, 36855

Chicago Southern Railway - Maps - 1908 36858

Chicago (southern section) street map 20380

Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha Railroad 48545, 77100, 77101, 77192, 77233, 81945, 81956, 81967, 81978, 82044

Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha Railroad - Maps - 1866 81917

Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha Railroad - Maps - 1890 81935

Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha Railroad - Maps - 1891 81945

Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha Railroad - Maps - 1892 81956

Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha Railroad - Maps - 1893 81967

Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha Railroad - Maps - 1894 81978

Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha Railroad - Maps - 1902 82044

Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha Railroad - Maps - 1904 48545

Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha Railroad - Maps - 1907 77100, 77101

Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha Railroad - Maps - 1915 77192

Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha Railroad - Maps - 1920 77233

Chicago: Standard 20436

Chicago / Standard Oil Company 20437, 20443, 20449, 20451

Chicago / Standard Oil, division American Oil Company 19875, 19878

Chicago State University 20520

Chicago State University, Dept. of Geography. Cartographic Center 39379

Chicago State University - Maps - 1980-1989 20520

Chicago State University: phase I: site work ... / Murphy Engineering Inc., consulting engineers, 224 South Michigan Ave., Chicago, Illinois ... 20520

Chicago Stockyards Industrial Park photographs 76045

Chicago street map 19869

Chicago street map: Mobil travel map 19872, 19880, 19891

Chicago street map (northern section) 19862

Chicago street map / Sinclair 20457, 20460

Chicago street map / Standard Oil, division American Oil Company 19868

Chicago street map / Standard Oil, division American Oil Company 19879

Chicago street map / Standard Oil Division of American Oil Company 19881

Chicago street atlas 19944

Chicago streets travel map / SuperAmerica 19898
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Chicago tribune (1942)    77789
Chicago Tribune 1975-1976 Chicagoland map    20480
Chicago tribune (April 21, 1942)    3413
Chicago tribune (April 28, 1942)    73076
Chicago tribune (April 6, 1941)    184
Chicago tribune (April 7, 1941)    11603
Chicago tribune (August 10, 1895)    19622
Chicago tribune (August 3, 1919)    19690
Chicago tribune (August 31, 1941)    25775
Chicago Tribune ... auto road map : Illinois    35948
Chicago Tribune Chicagoland map    20485
Chicago tribune (April 21, 1942)    3413
Chicago tribune (April 28, 1942)    73076
Chicago tribune (April 6, 1941)    184
Chicago tribune (April 7, 1941)    11603
Chicago tribune (August 10, 1895)    19622
Chicago tribune (August 3, 1919)    19690
Chicago tribune (August 31, 1941)    25775
Chicago Tribune ... auto road map : Illinois    35948
Chicago Tribune Chicagoland map    20485
Chicago tribune (December 14, 1940)    3448
Chicago tri...
The Chiefe harbours in the islands of Orkney 62283, 62287
Chiemgau (Germany) - Maps - 1923 1342
Chiemgau (Germany) - Maps - 1929 1345
Chiemgau (Germany) - Maps - 1955 60280
La Chiesa d'Altacomba in Savoia sede di sepoleri della famiglia reale / A. Sidoli dis. ; F. Citterio inc. 33649
Chiesa d’Altacomba SEE Hautecombe (Benedictine abbey) 33649
Chigi, Christofero 83976
Chiesa d'Altacomba SEE Hautecombe (Benedictine abbey) 7789
Chigi, Christofero 83976
Child, Nathaniel 12477, 41552, 52209, 52222
Child, Elijah 83663
Children's books 66222, 66224
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Children's books - Publishing 66241
Children's encyclopedia V10 atlas world, England 8515
Children's illustrated atlas of the world 7528
Children's literature, Dutch - 1781-1789 29059
Children's literature, United States - Maps - 1940 77731
Children's maps 65525, 65526, 84508
Children's maps - 1949 - Juvenile literature 20552
Children's maps - 1990 - Manuscripts 43677
Children's maps - New England - 1875 66312
Children's maps SEE SUBHEADING "... - Children's maps" 7540
Children's world atlas 7089, 7285, 7338
[Childress County (Tex.) - 1892: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 20553
Childress County (Tex.) - Maps - 1892 - Landowners 20553
Childs, Cephas Grier, 1793-1871 28268, 50515, 64817, 64819, 64821
Childs, Charles D. 13559
Childs, John W., fl. 1930 54639
Childs (S.D.) & Co. SEE S.D. Childs & Co. 19995, 25520, 44591
Childs, Shubael D. 19984, 19985
Childs, Shubael D. SEE ALSO S.D. Childs & Co. 19984
Chile 20590
Chile - Boundaries - Argentina - Maps - 1900 - Topographic maps 2513
Chile - Boundaries - Argentina - Maps - Facsimiles 20592
Chile / [Central Intelligence Agency] 20590
Chile - Description and travel - 1646 20560, 20561, 20562
Chile. Dirección Jeneral de los Ferrocarriles del Estado 20587, 20588
Chile. Ejército 17056, 20593
Chile. Geográfico militar 20595
Chile - Geomorhology 66378
Chile - Historical geography - Maps - 1846 20578
Chile - Historical geography - Maps - 1961 20554
Chile - Historical geography - Maps - 1981 20555
Chile - History - Revolution, 1891 - Maps 8384
Chile. Inspección de Geografía y Minas 20584
Chile. Inspección General de Geografía 20594
Chile - Islands - Maps - 1793-1794 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts 20556
Chile - Maps - 1642 20557
Chile - Maps - 1646 20558, 20559, 20560, 20561, 20562
Chile - Maps - 1647 70401, 70402
Chile - Maps - 1656 20563, 70406
Chile - Maps - 1660 70409
Chile - Maps - 1668 43898
Chile - Maps - 1669 20564
Chile - Maps - 1671 20565
Chile - Maps - 1701 20566
Chile - Maps - 1703 2516, 20567
Chile - Maps - 1728 - Coasts - Nautical charts 20568, 20569
Chile - Maps - 1747 20570
Chile - Maps - 1777 70467
Chile - Maps - 1780 20571
Chile - Maps - 1793-1794 - Coasts - Manuscripts 20556
Chile - Maps - 1793-1794 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts 20556
Chile - Maps - 1793 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 20572
Chile - Maps - 1806 20573, 70505
Chile - Maps - 1809 20574
Chile - Maps - 1810 64275
Chile - Maps - 1812 70514
Chile - Maps - 1816 70522, 70523
Chile - Maps - 1818 20575
Chile - Maps - 1822 20576, 70544
Chile - Maps - 1827 20577
Chile - Maps - 1829 70555
Chile - Maps - 1831 70559
Chile - Maps - 1845 70588
Chile - Maps - 1846 20578
China and Birmah 20687
China and Japan / by Keith Johnston, F.R.S.E.; engraved & printed by W. & A.K. Johnston, Edinburgh 20693
China and the Birman empire with parts of Cochin-China and Siam 20676
China and the tributary kingdom of Corea ... 20665, 20666
China Bible House (Shanghai, China) 12955, 12964, 12978, 12990, 12991
China / by G.H. Swanston & J. Bartholomew 20696
China / by J. Arrowsmith 20673
China Cartographic Publishing House SEE Zhongguo di tu chu ban she 20738
China - Discovery and Exploration, European 20602
China divided into it's great provinces according to the best authorities 20652
China, divided into its great provinces according to the best authorities 20657
China, divided into its great provinces, and the isles of Japan 20642
China / drawn under the direction of Mr. Pinkerton by L. Hebert; Neele sculpt. 352 Strand 20664
China / Frances Wood; photographs by Susan Benn; maps by András Bereznay 20744
China, French Indo-China, Siam, Malaysia and Korea 23994
China Bible House (Shanghai, China) 12955, 12964, 12978, 12990, 12991
China - Geography - 1932 20716
China / [George Salter] 20609
China guidebook 20735
China. Guo wu yuan. Ren kou pu cha ban gong she 20736
China - Historical Cartography 34012, 44708
China - Historical geography - Maps - 1736 20629
China - Historical geography - Maps - 1863 20608
China - Historical geography - Maps - 1920 20603
China - Historical geography - Maps - 1935 20604
China - Historical geography - Maps - 1966 20605, 20606, 20607
China - Historical geography - Maps - 1983 20733
China - History - Boxer Rebellion, 1899-1901 - Maps 12082, 20707, 20708
China - History - Foreign intervention, 1857-1861 - Maps 20608
China in European maps: a library special collection 20750
China in maps 20721
China in maps, 1890-1960: a selective and annotated cartobibliography / by Jack F. Williams 20747
China & Indian archipelago 71195
China Inland Mission 20711, 20714
China International Travel Service 20729
China / J. Bartholomew, Edinr., F.R.G.S. 20698
China, Japan & 23993
China / Jodocus Hondius] 20617, 20619
China - Maps - 1137 20610
China - Maps - 1584-1588 20611
China - Maps - 1584-1606 20612
China - Maps - 1590 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 20613
China - Maps - 1593 20614
China - Maps - 1606-1627 20615
China - Maps - 1625 20616, 20617
China - Maps - 1626 20618, 20619, 23988, 23989
China - Maps - 1643-1655 8690
China - Maps - 1655 20620, 20621
China - Maps - 1658 20622
China - Maps - 1662 33731
China - Maps - 1663 33732
China - Maps - 1673 24028, 24029
China - Maps - 1679 20623
China - Maps - 1680 20624
China - Maps - 1688 3268
China - Maps - 1701 20625, 67521
China - Maps - 1703 3435
China - Maps - 1703 - Coasts - Nautical charts 28462, 85317
China - Maps - 1705 3281, 23991
China - Maps - 1710 20626
China - Maps - 1721 20627, 36513
China - Maps - 1735 20628
China - Maps - 1736 20629, 20630
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China - Maps - 1737  20631, 20632, 20633
China - Maps - 1738-1739  67543
China - Maps - 1741  20634
China - Maps - 1745  20635
China - Maps - 1747  20636
China - Maps - 1748  20637, 67557
China - Maps - 1748 - Coasts - Nautical charts  28463, 85318
China - Maps - 1751  20638, 20639
China - Maps - 1766  20640
China - Maps - 1769  20641
China - Maps - 1774  20642, 20643
China - Maps - 1775 - Pilot Guides  36538
China - Maps - 1779  20644
China - Maps - 1780  20645
China - Maps - 1786  20646, 20647
China - Maps - 1794  20648, 20649, 20650, 20651
China - Maps - 1796  3437, 20652
China - Maps - 1797  20653
China - Maps - 1802  20654
China - Maps - 1804  20655, 20656, 20657
China - Maps - 1809  20658
China - Maps - 1811  20659
China - Maps - 1813  20660
China - Maps - 1814  3349, 3350
China - Maps - 1815 - Coasts - Nautical charts  36557
China - Maps - 1815 - Pilot Guides  36557
China - Maps - 1817  20663
China - Maps - 1818  20664
China - Maps - 1819 - Coasts - Nautical charts  36557
China - Maps - 1819 - Pilot Guides  36557
China - Maps - 1820  20665
China - Maps - 1821  20666
China - Maps - 1822  3359, 20667
China - Maps - 1825  20668
China - Maps - 1826  20669
China - Maps - 1827  20670
China - Maps - 1829  3366, 20671
China - Maps - 1831  20672
China - Maps - 1832  20673
China - Maps - 1833  20674
China - Maps - 1834  20675, 20676
China - Maps - 1838  70020
China - Maps - 1840  20677, 20678
China - Maps - 1841  3380, 3381, 20679, 20680
China - Maps - 1845  20681, 20682
China - Maps - 1846  20683
China - Maps - 1847  20684
China - Maps - 1848  20685
China - Maps - 1850  20686
China - Maps - 1850 - Missions  527
China - Maps - 1851  3391, 20687
China - Maps - 1853  20688, 71195
China - Maps - 1855  20689
China - Maps - 1857  20690
China - Maps - 1860  20691
China - Maps - 1861  20692, 20693
China - Maps - 1863  20694
China - Maps - 1866  20695
China - Maps - 1868  20696
China - Maps - 1872  20697
China - Maps - 1883  20698, 20699
China - Maps - 1885 (Provisional Heading)  20700
China - Maps - 1887  20701
China - Maps - 1888  20702
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China - Maps - 1890 - Missions 20703
China - Maps - 1899 8637
China - Maps - 1900 12082, 20704, 20705, 20706, 20707
China - Maps - 1900 - Newspaper maps 20708
China - Maps - 1901 20709
China - Maps - 1906 20710
China - Maps - 1907 33688
China - Maps - 1908 - Ecclesiastical geography 20711
China - Maps - 1908 - Missions 20711
China - Maps - 1910-1919 20712
China - Maps - 1912 20713
China - Maps - 1913 23996
China - Maps - 1915 23999
China - Maps - 1917 20714
China - Maps - 1923 20715
China - Maps - 1932 20716
China - Maps - 1935 - Economics 20604
China - Maps - 1941 20717
China - Maps - 1944 20718
China - Maps - 1955 - Maps, Physical 20719
China - Maps - 1966 - Economics 20605, 20606, 20607
China - Maps - 1967 20720
China - Maps - 1968 20721, 20722
China - Maps - 1969 - Administrative and political divisions 20723
China - Maps - 1971 20724
China - Maps - 1972 20725, 20726, 20727
China - Maps - 1973 20728
China - Maps - 1974 20729, 20730
China - Maps - 1974 - Cities and towns 20729
China - Maps - 1975 - Cities and towns - Guidebooks 20731
China - Maps - 1976 - Civilization - Western Influences 38531
China - Maps - 1977 20732
China - Maps - 1983 - Civilization 20733
China - Maps - 1984 - Guidebooks 20734
China - Maps - 1987 - Guidebooks 20735
China - Maps - 1987 - Population 20736
China - Maps - 1987 - Social conditions 20736
China - Maps - 1988 20737, 20738
China - Maps - 1989 20739, 20740
China - Maps - 1990 20741, 20742
China - Maps - 1991 20743
China - Maps - 1991 - Cities and towns 20743
China - Maps - 1992 20744
China - Maps - 1993 20745
China - Maps - 1993 - Cities and towns 20745
China - Maps - 1996 20746
China - Maps - Bibliography - 1400-1900 20749
China - Maps - Bibliography - 1655 45223
China - Maps - Bibliography - 1890-1960 20747
China - Maps - Collections 20754
China - Maps - Collections, 1368-1644 20748
China - Maps - Collections, 1400-1900 20749
China - Maps - Collections, 1493-1899 20750
China - Maps - Collections, 1644-1911 20751
China - Maps - Collections, 476-1911 20752
China - Maps - Collections, 476 Bc-1368 20753
China - Maps - Exhibitions 17071
China - Maps - Exhibitions - Catalogs 3430
China - Maps - Map collections 17068, 17069
China / Neele sculp. 20660
China / official names approved by the U.S. Board on Geographic Names 52228
China proper / drawn & engraved by J. Archer, Pentonville, London 20679
China / R. Scott sculp. Edinr. 20661, 20662
China regnvm 20614
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China's achievements in surveying and mapping techniques during the Han dynasty as reflected by the silk maps unearthed from the Han tomb at Mawangdui, Changsha 20763

China's first knowledge of the Americas 1496

China's west is challenged by ethnic mix / by Christopher S. Wren 85028

China Sea - Maps - 1703 - Nautical charts 36704, 36705

China Sea - Maps - 1728 - Nautical charts 20755

China Sea - Maps - 1748 - Nautical charts 36710

China Sea - Maps - 1798 58738

China Sea - Maps - 1898 - Nautical charts 20756

China Sea - Maps - 1913 - Harbors 39599

China Sea - Maps - 1913 - Trade routes 39599

China: the interior and the sea coast 20680

China travel guide / compiled and drawn by China International Travel Service and Cartographic Publishing House 20729

China vs. the world 20707

China / Young & Delleker sc. 20674

Chinae, olim Sinarum regionis, nua descriptio / auctore Ludouico Georgio 20611, 20612

Chinatown (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps 17068, 17069

Chinese assistants in the Jesuit survey of the Chinese empire, 1708-1718: the making of an atlas 17067

Chinese Atlases SEE Atlases, Chinese 8637

Chinese cartography - Collections, 1800-1899 44844

Chinese cartography - Exhibitions - Catalogs 67383

Chinese cartography - History 20764, 20765

Chinese cartography - History - 1300-1499 16815

Chinese cartography - History - 1500-1599 42293, 80801

Chinese cartography - History - 1602 83982

Chinese cartography - History - 1736-1795 17068, 17069

Chinese empire and Japan / by J. Bartholomew, F.R.G.S. 20694

Chinese Empire & Japan 20712

Chinese Empire with Japan 20678

Chinese globe in pewter 32034

Chinese language - Texts - 1939 12964

Chinese language - Texts - 1949 12978

Chinese language - Texts - 1952 12991

Chinese language - Texts - 1956 13004

Chinese language - Texts - 1959 13022

Chinese maps : images of 'All Under Heaven' / Richard J. Smith 20754

Chinese planning map of the fourth century B.C. 20762

Chinese - San Francisco (Calif.) - Maps - 1885 - Crime 20758, 20759

Chinese Turkestan (China) SEE Xinjiang Uyghur Zizhiqu (China) 85028

Chinese World Map in the Getu Rei Ko Gi 20764

Chinchen, Tim 52060

Chinchen, Carl 16980

Chinn, George Morgan 40612

Chino, Eusebio Fran., 1644-1711 SEE Kino, Eusebio Francisco, 1644-1711 15216

Chiochi (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1528 20766

Chios (Greece) - Maps - 1689 20767

Chios (Greece) - Maps - 1728 - Harbor 45861

Chios (Greece) - Maps - 1753 - Harbors - Nautical charts 20768

Chios (Greece) - Maps - 1771 - Harbors - Nautical charts 20769

Chios (Greece) - Pictorial works - 1620 20770

Chinchen, Tim 52060

Chinchen, Carl 16980

Chinn, George Morgan 40612

Chino, Eusebio Franciso, 1644-1711 SEE Kino, Eusebio Francisco, 1644-1711 15216

Chiochi (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1528 20766

Chios (Greece) - Maps - 1689 20767

Chios (Greece) - Maps - 1728 - Harbor 45861

Chios (Greece) - Maps - 1753 - Harbors - Nautical charts 20768

Chios (Greece) - Maps - 1771 - Harbors - Nautical charts 20769

Chios (Greece) - Pictorial works - 1620 20770
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Chorographica dvcastv Holsatiae Schleswicae et Stormariae delineatio

Chorographical map of the King of Sardinia's dominions, on twelve sheets. Taken from the famous map of Borgonio with many additions and improvements. The same on one sheet to serve as an index.

Chorographical map of the kingdom of Portugal divided into its grand provinces.

Chorographical map of the northern department of North America drawn from the latest and most accurate observations.

A Chorographical map of the Province of New-York in North America: divided into counties, manors, patents and townships; exhibiting likewise all the private grants of land made and located in that Province.

Chorographische Karte von dem Grossherzogthume Hessen, nach dem Staatsvertrage vom 30 Juni 1816.

Chorographya Verbani Lacus / per Dominicum Machaneum edita.

Choreijo, Chizu

Chotzen, Theodore Max

Chou, King

Chouet, Jacques

Choulant, Ludwig, 1791-1861

Choulton, Richard L.

Chouquer, Gérard

Chousan

Chrowning, J. Chever

Chreitzberg, H. F., Rev.

Chretien, E.

Chretien Sgrooten, cartographe (XVIe siècle)

Christ Church (Canterbury, England) SEE Canterbury Cathedral

Christ, Yvan, 1919-

Christensen, Rolf Buschardt

Christian Brothers

Christian County 4-H Federation (Ill.)

Christian County Farm Bureau (Ill.)

Christian Literature Society of Japan

Christian M. Nebehay (Firm)
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Christian Saints  SEE ALSO Apostles 45710
Christian Science Monitor 25505, 50663
Christian Science Monitor (1979) 26412
Christian Sgroten's kaarten van de Nederlanden in reproduktie uitgegeven onder auspiciën van het Koninklijk Nederlansch Aardrijkskundig Genootschap / met een inleiding van S.J. Fockema Andreae en B. van 't Hoff 53353
Christian, Spring, Sielbach & Associates 59643, 63362
Christiane Harzig collection of Chicago postcards, ca. 1900-1910s 20057
Christiania 62374
Christianity - Historical geography - Maps - 1976 24601
Christianity - Maps - 1910 - Missions 20791
Christiano, Gregory J. 44926
Christians (Firm) 12557
Christiansborg slot. Håndbiblioteket 20792
Christiansborg slot. Håndbiblioteket - Map collections - Exhibitions - Catalogs 20792
Christiansborg slot. Håndbiblioteket SEE Christiansborg slot. Håndbiblioteket 20792
Christie, Blanche 73753
Christie, J. (James), fl. 1817 SEE Christie, James, fl. 1817 81773
Christie, J. T. 79873
Christie, James, fl. 1817 21739, 32495, 32503, 43522, 51146, 81773
Christie, Manson & Woods International Inc. 13270, 44964, 52902, 52903
Christie's (New York, N.Y.) SEE Christie, Manson & Woods International Inc. 13270
Christie's Paris 41410
Christie's Paris. Important livres anciens, livres d'artistes et manuscrits (9 juin 2006) 41410
Christison, David, 1832-1912 69632
Christische Kunststätten Österreichs 74236
Christman (Jos. C.D.) & Co., Philadelphia SEE J.C.D. Christman & Co. 12793
Christmas cards, Maps on - 1927 52892
Christmas cards, Maps on - 1965 24576
Christmas cards, Maps on - Collections, 1900-1999 20793
Christmas cards, Maps on - Collections, 1948-1995 20794
Christmas cards, Maps on SEE ALSO Greeting cards, Maps on 20794
[Christmas cards with antiquarian map reproductions / Rand McNally and Company] 20794
Christmas Island (Indian Ocean) - Description and travel - 1977 20795
Christmas, W. 30756
Christoffel 9565
Christoph Reisser's Söhne 12949
Christophe, G. J. E. Tableau des principaux poètes et historiens grecs et latins, par ordre alphabétique ... 9323
Christopher Columbus: Greek nobleman. 21758
Christopher Packe (1686-1749), physician-cartographer of Kent 40577
Christopher Saxton and Tudor Map-Making 69132
Christopher Saxton, Elizabethan mapmaker 69131
Christopher Saxton's Atlas of England and Wales : a study in cartobibliography 69133
Christophers (Firm) 22620
Christophori Cellarii, Smalcaldensis, Geographia antiqua : recognita denuo & ad veterum novorumque scriptorum fidem historicorum maxime, identidem castigata & quinta editio plenius locis aucta & immutata : sextae editioni tot chartas ex majori aucto 34377
Christophorus de Sortis, pictor ac chorographus Veronensis 70337
Christy, Howard A., 1933- 79713
Christy, William 35008
Christyn, Jan Baptiste, 1635? - 1707 53399
Chromo-topog kaarten van Nederlanden 5935
Chromo-topographische kaart van het Koningrijk der Nederlanden 53548
Chromoeersatzkarton Verband 26209
Chromolithographs 8246, 26113, 27975, 46388, 69828, 72640, 85083
Chronicle Books 24768
A Chronicle of the Mercator Commemoration in 1962 and bibliography 46025
The Chronicle of the world known as The Nurenberg Chronicle by Hartmann Schedel, Nuremberg, 1493 69337
Chrono of Civil War & hand atlas of the South 76318
Chronological atlas of World War II 84666
Chronological atlas of World War Two 7299
Chronological history of north-eastern voyages 4624
Chronological history of the Quartermasters' map 65939
The Chronology and history of the world : from the creation to the year of Christ, 1768 : illustrated in LVI tables, of which IV are introductory & include the centuries prior to the lst. Olympiad, and each of the remaining LII contain in one expanded v 20806
The Chronology and history of the world from the creation to the year of Christ, 1779: illustrated in LVI tables of which IV are introductory & include the centuries prior to the 1st Olympiad, and each of the remaining LII contain in one expanded view, 20807
The Chronology and history of the world from the creation to the year of Christ, 1790; illustrated in 56 tables; of which 4 are introductory & include the centuries prior to the 1st Olympiad, and each of the remaining 52 contain, in one expanded view, 5 20808

Chronology, Historical - 1493 20796, 20797, 20798, 69338
Chronology, Historical - 1497 20799
Chronology, Historical - 1500 20800
Chronology, Historical - Charts, diagrams, etc. 72954
Chronology, Historical - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1826 29375
Chronology, Historical - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1827 34355
Chronology, Historical - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1828 20801
Chronology, Historical - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1830 34049
Chronology, Historical - Charts, Diagrams, Etc. - 1880-1889 20802
Chronology, Historical - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1900 20803
Chronology, Historical - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1979 76315
Chronology, Historical - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1983 20804
Chronology, Historical - Tables - 1756 20805
Chronology, Historical - Tables - 1768-1789 20806
Chronology, Historical - Tables - 1779 20807
Chronology, Historical - Tables - 1790 20808
Chronology, Historical - Tables - 1803 20809
Chronology, Historical - Tables - 1807 9287
Chronology, Historical - Tables - 1829 9338
Chronology, Historical - Tables - 1835 9357
Chronology & history of the world 20805
Chronology & history of the world 20809
Chronology - Maps - 1983 20804
Chronology of discovery 52052
Chronology of the great rebellion & war map 76317
Chronology of the settlement of New England 53810
Chronometers 33561
Chronometers - 1736 33562
Chrysler Corporation 1090
Chrysler Corporation. Dodge Division 60991, 66242, 78980
Chrysler Corporation. Plymouth Division 60991
Chrysologue de Gy, Père, 1728 84130
Chrysologue de Gy, Père, 1728-1808. Description et usages de la mappemonde projetée sur l'horizon de Paris ... (1774) 84130
Chrzastowski, Michael 20512
Chu River Delta (China) - Maps - 1720 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts 20810
Chuatera 13025
Chubb, Thomas, 1858?-1936 14592, 16730, 32208
Chubb, Thomas, 1858?-1936 The Printed maps in the atlases of Great Britain and Ireland ... (1927) 16730
Chubut (Argentina) - Maps - 1914 63414, 63415
Chuck Koppel's Standard Service (Port Huron, Mich.) 47510
Chuck, Su Kim 41664
Chunnel update 19177
Chuo Kishodai (Japan) 39538, 39539, 39543, 39544
Chur 20812
Chur (Switzerland) - Pictorial works - 1552 20811, 20812
Chura, Patrick, 1964- 75115
Church, A. F. (Ambrose Finson), 1836-1920 2036, 2144, 16470, 21160, 22553, 23591, 33243, 33341, 33498, 37546, 41200, 43634, 60167, 64673, 66120, 66787, 69918, 70278, 80195, 85035
Church Architecture - Boac (Philippines) - Designs and plans - 1800-1899 - Manuscripts 13267
Church architecture - England - Maps - 1936 25380
Church Architecture - England - Maps - 1947 20813
Church Architecture - Monterey (Calif.) - Designs and Plans - Maps - 1792 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 65537
Church architecture - Pictorial works - 1841 50062
Church architecture - Pictorial works - 1846 50063
Church Architecture - Presidio of Monterey (Calif.) - Designs and Plans - Maps - 1792 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 65537
Church Architecture - Spain - Maps - 1911 - Guidebooks 20814
Church Goodman D 76834
Church, Goodman & Donnelley 41543, 46715, 76046
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Church, Harold A. 66120, 66787
Church, Harry Victor, 1870- 35405
Church history - Bibliography - 1494 18851
Church history - Bio-bibliography - 1494 18851
Church history - United States - Maps - 1962 78342
Church history - United States - Maps - 1976 78733
Church history - United States - Maps - 2000 79191
Church history - United States - Maps - 2001 79197
Church, Martha. A Basic geographical library 30725

The Church Missionary atlas: containing an account of the various countries in which the Church Missionary Society labours, and of the missionary operations 50070
The Church Missionary atlas: maps of the various missions of the Church Missionary Society, with illustrative letter-press 50066
Church Missionary House 50066
Church Missionary Society 50066, 50070
Church Missionary Society - Maps - 1873 50066
Church Missionary Society - Maps - 1896 50070
Church of England 12788, 16526, 22560, 32439, 32440, 57194
Church of England. Diocese of Canterbury 20815
Church of England. Diocese of Carlisle - Maps - 1889 22560
Church of England. Diocese of Durham 20816
Church of England. Diocese of Norwich - Maps - 1884 57194
Church of England. Diocese of Winchester - Maps - 1884 83001
Church of England - Maps - 1836 32439, 32440
Church of England - Maps - 1864 32444
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints. Family History Library 44731
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints. Genealogical Dept. 38433, 56780
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints (Mason County, Ill.) 45360
Church of Scotland Mission 13014

Church, Harry Victor, 1870
Church, Harold A. 66120, 66787
Church, Robert R. 17054
Churchill, Awnsham, d. 1728 28993
Churchill, Awnsham, d. 1728 557, 7778, 7783, 7784, 7809, 7820, 32431, 42403, 44213
Churchill, John, fl. 1690-1714 7778, 7783, 7784, 7889, 28993, 44213, 57468
Churchill (Man.) - Maps - 1752 - Fortification 27505
Churchill (Man.) - Maps - 1783 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 27402
Churchill Region (Man.) - Maps - 1752 20818
Churchill River (Sask. and Man.) - Maps - 1752 20818
Churchill River (Sask. and Man.) - Maps - 1783 - Mouth - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 27402
Churchill, John, fl. 1690-1714 7778, 7783, 7784, 7889, 28993, 44213, 57468
Churchman, A. 17054
Churchman, A. 7794
Churchman, John, 1753-1805 23063
Churchman's missionary atlas 50076
Churchfurstenh. und March Brandeburg = Eslektorat et marqsat. de Brandebourg : divisé en ses principles, marches et parties, &c. / par le Sr. Sanson d'Abbeville, geographe ordre. du roy, 1704 13782
Church, Harold A. 66120, 66787
Church, Robert R. 17054
Church, William 35405
Churchman, John, 1753-1805 23063
Churchman's missionary atlas 50076
Churchfurstenh. und March Brandeburg = Eslektorat et marqsat. de Brandebourg : divisé en ses principles, marches et parties, &c. / par le Sr. Sanson d'Abbeville, geographe ordre. du roy, 1704 13782
Churchfurstenh. und March Brandeburg, eslektorat. et marqsat. de Brendebourg... 13771
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Churton, E., fl. ca. 1840 8018, 8040
Churton, William, 1710-1767 57955

**Chusan Island (China)** SEE Zhoushan Archipelago (China) 20696
Chynoweth, John 22199

*Chyoi pra ai chyum laika = The Holy Bible in Kachin, Jinchaw* 13013

**Chypre SEE Cyprus** 22619
Chysky, Jiri 22658

CIA (Central Intelligence Agency (U.S.)) SEE United States. Central Intelligence Agency 20724
Cia. Mexicana de Petróleo “El Aguila” SEE Compañía Mexicana de Petróleo “El Aguila,” S.A. 46509

**Ciabiese SEE Chiabiese (France and Switzerland)** 19360
Ciampagu SEE Japan 39489
Cibinium (Romania) SEE Sibiu (Romania)

Cibola, Seven Cities of - Maps - 1570 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 57332
Cicalek, Theodor, 1846-1907 7586, 7606, 7612, 9997, 26140
Cicer (ili) - Buildings, structures, etc. - Designs and plans - 1901 20819
Cicer (ili) - Maps - 1895 20820
Cicer (ili) - Maps - 1922 - Election districts 19707
Ciché, Francesco, d. 1742 74107
Cicelle, Capitaine. *Mémoire à joindre à la Carte d…* 73376
Cicero (Ill.)

Cicero (Ill.)

Cicero (Ill.)

Cicero (Ill.)

Cicero (Ill.)

Cicero (Ill.)

Cicinela, Tony A. 66

Cimmeria quae postea Scythia Europaea seu parua Scythia / ex conatibus geographicis Gulielmi Sanson, Nicolai filii, regis Chr…

Cimerlini, Giovanni Paolo 83909, 83921, 83922

Cimbric Peninsula (Denmark) SEE Jutland (Denmark) 39885
Cimbrice, Giovanni Paolo 83909, 83921, 83922

Cimbrice, Giovanni Paolo

Cimbrice, Giovanni Paolo

Cimbrice, Giovanni Paolo

Cimbrice, Giovanni Paolo

Cimbrice, Giovanni Paolo

Cierto, Andres 33175

Cierto, Andres

Cierto, Andres

Cieslar’s neuester illustrierter Fremdenführer in Graz und Steiermark : Wegweiser für Graz und Umgebung, sowie auf Ausflügen in weitere Entfernungen, 65442
Cieslar’s neuester illustrierter Fremdenführer in Graz und Steiermark : Wegweiser für Graz und Umgebung, sowie auf Ausflügen in weitere Entfernungen, 1897
Cieslar’s neuester illustrierter Fremdenführer in Graz und Steiermark : Wegweiser für Graz und Umgebung, sowie auf Ausflügen in weitere Entfernungen, 12512
Cieslar’s neuester illustrierter Fremdenführer in Graz und Steiermark : Wegweiser für Graz und Umgebung, sowie auf Ausflügen in weitere Entfernungen, 12514

Cigarette boxes - Germany - 1920 65442

Cilia - Description and travel - 1907 20821

Cilia - Maps - 1907 20821

Cimbric Peninsula (Denmark) SEE Jutland (Denmark)

Cimbric Peninsula (Denmark) SEE Jutland (Denmark)

Cimbric Peninsula (Denmark) SEE Jutland (Denmark)

Cimbric Peninsula (Denmark) SEE Jutland (Denmark)

Cimbric Peninsula (Denmark) SEE Jutland (Denmark)


Cincinnati, Bluffton and Chicago Railroad Company 36851, 36856
Cincinnati, Bluffton and Chicago Railroad Company - Maps - 1907 36851
Cincinnati, Bluffton and Chicago Railroad Company - Maps - 1908 36856
Cincinnati, Bluffton and Chicago Railroad Company - Maps - 1907 36851
Cincinnati, Hamilton, and Dayton Railroad Company 48404, 48415, 48429, 48447, 48463, 48481, 48494, 48516, 48534, 59050, 59065
Cincinnati, Hamilton, and Dayton Railroad Company - Maps - 1895 48404
Cincinnati, Hamilton, and Dayton Railroad Company - Maps - 1896 48415
Cincinnati, Hamilton, and Dayton Railroad Company - Maps - 1897 48429
Cincinnati, Hamilton, and Dayton Railroad Company - Maps - 1898 48447
Cincinnati, Hamilton, and Dayton Railroad Company - Maps - 1899 48463
Cincinnati, Hamilton, and Dayton Railroad Company - Maps - 1900 48481
Cincinnati, Hamilton, and Dayton Railroad Company - Maps - 1901 48494
Cincinnati, Hamilton, and Dayton Railroad Company - Maps - 1902 48516
Cincinnati, Hamilton, and Dayton Railroad Company - Maps - 1903 48534
Cincinnati, Hamilton, and Dayton Railroad Company - Maps - 1906 59050
Cincinnati, Hamilton, and Dayton Railroad Company - Maps - 1907 59065

The Cincinnati, Hamilton, and Dayton Railway and connections 59050

Cincinnati, Hamilton & Clermont counties street guide 20836, 20837
Cincinnati, Hamilton & Clermont counties StreetFinder 20835

Cincinnati, Indianapolis, St. Louis, and Chicago Railway Company 36790, 36792, 36794, 36798, 76914
Cincinnati, Indianapolis, St. Louis, and Chicago Railway Company - Maps - 1884 76914
Cincinnati, Indianapolis, St. Louis, and Chicago Railway Company - Maps - 1885 36790
Cincinnati, Indianapolis, St. Louis, and Chicago Railway Company - Maps - 1886 36792
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Cincinnati, Indianapolis, St. Louis, and Chicago Railway Company - Maps - 1887 36794
Cincinnati, Indianapolis, St. Louis, and Chicago Railway Company - Maps - 1888 36798
Cincinnati Map Depot 58296
Cincinnati, New Orleans & Texas Pacific Railway Company 24307, 71395, 71409
Cincinnati, New Orleans & Texas Pacific Railway Company - Maps - 1890 71395
Cincinnati, New Orleans & Texas Pacific Railway Company - Maps - 1891 71409
Cincinnati, New Orleans & Texas Pacific Railway Company - Maps - 1925 71740
Cincinnati, New Orleans & Texas Pacific Railway Company - Maps - 1930 24307
Cincinnati, Ohio 20825, 20827, 20829
Cincinnati (Ohio) - Maps - 1815 20822
Cincinnati (Ohio) - Maps - 1818 - Manuscripts 20823
Cincinnati (Ohio) - Maps - 1819 20824
Cincinnati (Ohio) - Maps - 1829 - Pictorial works 20825
Cincinnati (Ohio) - Maps - 1832 20826
Cincinnati (Ohio) - Maps - 1832 - Pictorial works 20827
Cincinnati (Ohio) - Maps - 1834 20828, 76646
Cincinnati (Ohio) - Maps - 1834 - Pictorial works 20829
Cincinnati (Ohio) - Maps - 1836 60385
Cincinnati (Ohio) - Maps - 1838 76659, 80952
Cincinnati (Ohio) - Maps - 1841 60388, 76681
Cincinnati (Ohio) - Maps - 1853 20830, 79409
Cincinnati (Ohio) - Maps - 1855 20831
Cincinnati (Ohio) - Maps - 1857 20832
Cincinnati (Ohio) - Maps - 1859 20833
Cincinnati (Ohio) - Maps - 1872 58928
Cincinnati (Ohio) - Maps - 1876 19538
Cincinnati (Ohio) - Maps - 1924 - Road maps 60525, 60541
Cincinnati (Ohio) - Maps - 1927 60548
Cincinnati (Ohio) - Maps - 1930 - Road maps 20834
Cincinnati (Ohio) - Maps - 1931 - Road maps 59275
Cincinnati (Ohio) - Maps - 1951 76087, 76088
Cincinnati (Ohio) - Maps - 1959 - Road maps 20854
Cincinnati (Ohio) - Maps - 1960 - Road maps 20855, 24472
Cincinnati (Ohio) - Maps - 2001 - Road maps 20835
Cincinnati (Ohio) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps 20836, 20837
Cincinnati (Ohio) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps 20838
Cincinnati (Ohio) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps 20839
Cincinnati (Ohio) - Pictorial works - 1810 76216
Cincinnati (Ohio) - Pictorial works - 1818 76219
Cincinnati (Ohio) - Pictorial works - 1850-1859 20840
Cincinnati (Ohio) - Pictorial works - 1853 20830
Cincinnati (Ohio) - Pictorial works - 1955 3629
Cincinnati Oil Works Company (Ohio) 37336
Cincinnati Region (Ohio) 1835 48238
Cincinnati Region (Ohio) 1836 48243
Cincinnati Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1832 76629, 76630
Cincinnati Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1833 76661
Cincinnati Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1834 48236
Cincinnati Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1835 76650
Cincinnati Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1843 76691, 76692, 76694
Cincinnati Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1845 76707
Cincinnati Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1927 - Road maps 36922
Cincinnati Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps 60724, 60725, 60726
Cincinnati Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps 60754
Cincinnati Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps 60787, 60791
Cincinnati Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps 60816, 60821
Cincinnati Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1944 - Road maps 20841, 20842
Cincinnati Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps 20843, 20844, 20845
Cincinnati Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1950 - Road maps 20846
Cincinnati Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1954 - Road maps 20847, 20848, 20849, 20850
Cincinnati Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1955 - Road maps 61017, 61018, 61019, 61020, 61021, 61022
Cincinnati Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps 20851, 20852, 20853, 61024, 61025
Cincinnati Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1958 - Road maps 61035
Cincinnati Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1959 - Road maps 20854
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Circulus Bavaricus ...  11933, 11934, 11935
Circulus Bavaricus in quo sunt ducatus, electoratus & Palatinat Bavarie ...  11924
Circulus electorum Rheni sive Rhenanus inferior ...  31383, 66587
Circulus Franconicus ...  28237
Circulus Franconicus in quo continentur episcopat. Wurtzburgens., Bambergensis ...  28243
Circulus Franconicus in quo sunt episcopatus Wurtzburg, Bamberg et Aichstet ...  28225, 28229, 28230, 28239
Circulus Saxoniae inferioris ...  43542, 43550, 43559
Circulus Saxoniae inferioris in omnes suos status et principatus ...  43557
Circulus Saxoniae inferioris in omnes suos status et principatus accurate divisus  43543
Circulus Saxoniae inferioris in omnes suos status et principatus accurate divisus / ex conatibus Io. Bapt. Homanni  43565
Circulus Saxoniae inferioris in omnes suos status et principatus accurate divisus / ex conatibus Io. Bapt. Homanni ...  43552
Circulus Saxoniae inferioris in quo sunt ducatus Holstiae, Meklenburgh ...  43538
Circulus Saxoniae superioris ...  69089, 69090
Circulus Saxoniae superioris in quo ducatus & electoratus Saxoniae Marchionatus Misniae et Landgraviiat Thuringiae ...  69096
Circulus Suevicus complectent omnes status subdivisos  73649
Circulus Suevicus in quo ducatus Wirtenbergensis cum reliquis statibus et provinciis ...  73655
Circulus Suevicus in quo ducatus Wirtenbergensis ...  73636
Circulus Suevicus in quo ducatus Wirtenbergensis, marchionatus Badensis, & Burgoversi ...  73641
Circulus Westphaliae ...  31390
Circulus Westphaliae cum omnibus suis subjacentibus provinciis  58762
Circulus Westphaliae in omnes suos status et provincias  58769
Circulus Westphaliae divisa in episcop: ...  31361
Circulus Westphalicius in suas provincias et ditiones ...  82827
Circum-polar chart: Arctic Sea north of the Pacific Ocean  2479
circumiacentium (1604 or 5)  32286
Circus - British Isles - Maps - 1898-1899  14421
Circus - Europe - Maps - 1899-1901  14421
Circivl Sveviae mappa  73659, 73661
Circvli Sveviae mappa / ex subsidij Michalianis delineata & a Dno. I.M. Hasio M.P.P. ...  73660
Cirknisko Jezero (Slovenia)  70218
Cirknisko Jezero SEE Cerknisko Lake (Slovenia)  70218
Cirknisko Jezero (Slovenia) - Maps - 1724  22435
Cirknisko Jezero (Slovenia) - Maps - 1742  16644
[The Circle of lands. T-in-O world map]  74136
Cirnvse Corsica insula est in mari ligustico ... / F. L.  22230, 22231, 22232
Cisme  20858
Cisme (Greece) - Maps - 1689 - Pictorial works  20858
Csneros, Carlos B.  64284, 64285
Cist, J.  14923
Cisternians - Maps - 1965  20859
La Cita de Coprhv  41107
La Cita de Lepanto posta nella provincia di Achaia ... / D. Zenoni  52044
La Cita de Modon posta nella promintia della Morea ... / D. Zenoni  46168
The Citadel of Aleppo  1188, 1189
Cité Chambray (Gozo Island, Malta) - Maps - 1799  20860
La Cité de Iherusalem  39752
Cité de Québec = Quebec City / Gulf  66095
[CITGO highway maps of the United States and Canada]  78517
CITGO Petroleum Corporation  59588, 61951, 66043, 78517
CITGO Petroleum Corporation - Maps - 1965  59588
Cithero Island (Greece) SEE Kythera Island (Greece)  41393
Cities and towns - Africa - Maps - Bibliography - 1550-1945  418
Cities and towns - Africa - Pictorial works - 1620  512
Cities and towns - Alsace (France) - Maps - 1696  1410
Cities and towns - Alsace (France) - Maps - 400-1399  1440
Cities and towns - America - Cartography - Exhibitions - Catalogs  16846
Cities and towns - America - Maps - 1741  1652
Cities and towns - America - Maps - Bibliography - 1556-1945  1822
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Cities and towns - America - Maps - Collections, 1500-1899 41701
Cities and towns, Ancient - Dictionaries - 1725 30645
Cities and towns - Arkansas - Maps - 1965 3087
Cities and towns - Arkansas - Maps - 1967 3088
Cities and towns - Artois (France) - Maps - 1693 3169
Cities and towns - Atlantic States - Maps - 1918 - Road maps 24234
Cities and towns - Austria - Historical geography - Maps - 1981 11280
Cities and towns - Austria - Maps - 1938 - Road maps 31623
Cities and towns - Barcelona (Spain : Province) - Maps - 1845-1895 - Collections 16950
Cities and towns - Bavaria (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1644 12007
Cities and towns - Belgium - Cartography - Exhibitions - Catalogs 16960
Cities and towns - Belgium - Maps - 1620 12112
Cities and towns - Belgium - Maps - 1648 12118
Cities and towns - Belgium - Maps - 1649 12120
Cities and towns - Belgium - Maps - 1657 25926
Cities and towns - Belgium - Maps - 1696 12130
Cities and towns - Belgium - Maps - 1794 12177
Cities and towns - Belgium - Maps - 1897 12222
Cities and towns - Belgium - Pictorial works - 1657 25926
Cities and towns - Brabant (Belgium) - Maps - 1696 13719, 13720
Cities and towns - British Isles - 1896 32447
Cities and towns - British Isles - 1904 32448
Cities and towns - British Isles - Cartography - History - Bibliography 16996
Cities and towns - British Isles - Geography 20861
Cities and towns - British Isles - Maps - 1764 (Provisional Heading) 14244
Cities and towns - British Isles - Maps - 1849 - Public Libraries (Provisional Heading) 14379
Cities and towns - British Isles - Maps - 1870 8178
Cities and towns - British Isles - Maps - 1883 14403
Cities and towns - British Isles - Maps - 1884 14404
Cities and towns - British Isles - Maps - 1890 42498
Cities and towns - British Isles - Maps - 1934 - Road maps 14481
Cities and towns - British Isles - Maps - 1992 (Provisional Heading) 14571
Cities and towns - British Isles - Maps - Collections, 1500-1800 14596
Cities and towns - British Isles - Maps - Collections, 1800-1855 14597
Cities and towns - British Isles - Pictorial works - 1794 14280
Cities and towns - Brittany (France) - Maps - 1696 14619
Cities and towns - California - Growth - History - 1900-1999 45639
Cities and towns - California - Maps - 1985 15667
Cities and towns - Canada - Cartography - History - 1700-1799 - Slides 17016
Cities and towns - Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1934 - Road maps 24338
Cities and towns - Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1936 - Road maps 24352
Cities and towns - Canada - Maps - 1860 - Pictorial works 75331
Cities and towns - Canada - Maps - 1876 76867
Cities and towns - Canada - Maps - 1890 76967
Cities and towns - Canada - Maps - Bibliography 79341, 79342, 79412
Cities and towns - Canada - Pictorial works - Bibliography 79341, 79342, 79412
Cities and towns - Cartography - Barcelona (Spain : Province) - History - 2010 16951
Cities and towns - Cartography - China - History - 1735 20862
Cities and towns - Cartography - England - History - 1617 66279
Cities and towns - Cartography - History 17074, 18629, 49252
Cities and towns - Cartography - History - 1500 11809
Cities and towns - Cartography - History, Ancient 17037, 17038, 17039
Cities and towns - Cartography - Pictorial works- Exhibitions - Catalog 17078
Cities and towns - Cartography - Pictorial works- Exhibitions - Catalogs 17077
Cities and towns - Cartography - Pictorial works- Exhibitions - Catalogs -1900 17076
Cities and towns - Cartometry 18631
Cities and towns - Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1939-1956 - Road maps 20307
Cities and towns - Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps 20481
Cities and towns - China - Maps -1974 20729
Cities and towns - China - Maps - 1975 - Guidebooks 20731
Cities and towns - China - Maps - 1991 20743
Cities and towns - China - Maps - 1993 20745
Cities and towns - Cleve (Duchy) - Maps - 1696 21001
Cities and towns - Connecticut - Maps - 1893 21918
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| Cities and towns - Connecticut - Maps - Collections, 1625-1935 | 55233 |
| Cities and towns - Dakota Territory - Maps - 1884 | 58300 |
| Cities and towns - Delaware - Maps - 1868 - Landowners | 23032 |
| Cities and towns - Denmark - Maps - 1677 | 23106 |
| Cities and towns - East (U.S.) - Maps - 1918 - Road maps | 24234 |
| Cities and towns - East (U.S.) - Maps - 1934 - Road maps | 24338 |
| Cities and towns - East (U.S.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps | 24352 |
| Cities and towns - East (U.S.) - Maps - 1960 - Road maps | 24472 |
| Cities and towns - East (U.S.) - Maps - 1966-1967 - Road maps | 24491 |
| Cities and towns - East (U.S.) - Maps - 1968 - Road maps | 24497 |
| Cities and towns - England - Maps - 1620 | 25047 |
| Cities and towns - England - Maps - 1657 | 25056 |
| Cities and towns - England - Maps - 1810 | 25181 |
| Cities and towns - England - Maps - 1986 - Road maps | 25411 |
| Cities and towns - England - Pictorial works - 1794 | 14280 |
| Cities and towns - England - Pictorial works - Collections, 1728-1753 | 25440, 25441 |
| Cities and towns - Essen (Germany : Gebietseinheit) - Maps - 1696 | 21001 |
| Cities and towns - Europe - 1572-1617 - Maps - Slides | 20911 |
| Cities and towns - Europe - 1572-1617 - Pictorial works - Slides | 20911 |
| Cities and towns - Europe - Cartography - History - 1450 | 17162 |
| Cities and towns - Europe, Eastern - Maps - Bibliography - 1574-1850 | 25778 |
| Cities and towns - Europe - Geography | 25789 |
| Cities and towns - Europe - Historical geography - Maps - 1600-1699 | 53358 |
| Cities and towns - Europe - Maps - 1493 - Pictorial works | 69338 |
| Cities and towns - Europe - Maps - 1569 | 25739 |
| Cities and towns - Europe - Maps - 1600-1699 | 31291 |
| Cities and towns - Europe - Maps - 1600-1699 - Bibliography | 46129 |
| Cities and towns - Europe - Maps - 1620 | 25915 |
| Cities and towns - Europe - Maps - 1635-1738 | 25920 |
| Cities and towns - Europe - Maps - 1657 | 25926 |
| Cities and towns - Europe - Maps - 1689 | 25939 |
| Cities and towns - Europe - Maps - 1690 - Fortification (Provisional Heading) | 25940 |
| Cities and towns - Europe - Maps - 1694 - Fortification | 25941 |
| Cities and towns - Europe - Maps - 1695-1696 - Fortification | 25942 |
| Cities and towns - Europe - Maps - 1709 - Fortification | 8736 |
| Cities and towns - Europe - Maps - 1713 - Fortification | 25961 |
| Cities and towns - Europe - Maps - 1723 - Fortification | 25966 |
| Cities and towns - Europe - Maps - 1729 | 8743 |
| Cities and towns - Europe - Maps - 1729 - Fortification | 8744 |
| Cities and towns - Europe - Maps - 1744 - Harbors | 45865 |
| Cities and towns - Europe - Maps - 1764 | 45874 |
| Cities and towns - Europe - Maps - 1779 | 45881 |
| Cities and towns - Europe - Maps - 1792 | 26011 |
| Cities and towns - Europe - Maps - 1794-1795 | 45885 |
| Cities and towns - Europe - Maps - 1800 | 25782, 25783 |
| Cities and towns - Europe - Maps - 1817 | 45887 |
| Cities and towns - Europe - Maps - 1881 (Provisional Heading) | 26126 |
| Cities and towns - Europe - Maps - 1897 (Provisional Heading) | 26144 |
| Cities and towns - Europe - Maps - 1966 - Road maps | 26265 |
| Cities and towns - Europe - Maps - 1968 | 26271 |
| Cities and towns - Europe - Maps - 1981 - Guidebooks | 25738 |
| Cities and towns - Europe - Maps - Bibliography | 20883 |
| Cities and towns - Europe - Maps - Bibliography - 1486-1750 | 20882 |
| Cities and towns - Europe - Maps - Bibliography - 1500-1850 | 28344 |
| Cities and towns - Europe - Maps - Collections, 1400-1899 | 17161 |
| Cities and towns - Europe - Maps - Collections, 1400-1899 - Pictorial maps | 17161 |
| Cities and towns - Europe - Maps - Collections, To 1500 | 17162 |
| Cities and towns - Europe - Military maps - Bibliography | 49256 |
| Cities and towns - Europe - Military maps - Exhibitions | 49256 |
| Cities and towns - Europe - Pictorial works - 1569 | 25739 |
| Cities and towns - Europe - Pictorial works - 1619 | 26361 |
| Cities and towns - Europe - Pictorial works - 1657 | 25926 |
| Cities and towns - Europe - Pictorial works - 1729 | 8743 |
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| Cities and towns - Italy - Maps - 1599 | 38778 |
| Cities and towns - Italy - Maps - 1616 | 38782 |
| Cities and towns - Italy - Maps - 1657 | 25926 |
| Cities and towns - Italy - Maps - 1724 | 38839 |
| Cities and towns - Italy - Maps - 1928 | 38983 |
| Cities and towns - Italy - Maps - 1956 (Provisional Heading) | 39002 |
| Cities and towns - Italy - Maps - 1988 | 20866 |
| Cities and towns - Italy - Pictorial works - 1620 | 39184 |
| Cities and towns - Italy - Pictorial works - 1657 | 25926 |
| Cities and towns - Italy - Road maps - 1968 | 39185 |
| Cities and towns - Kansas - Maps - 1871 | 40084 |
| Cities and towns - Latin America - Maps - Collections, 1500-1899 | 41701 |
| Cities and towns - Latin America - Maps - Collections, 1500-1900 | 41699 |
| Cities and towns - Latin America - Maps - Collections, 1600-1900 | 41700 |
| Cities and towns - Lighting SEE Street lighting | 32347 |
| Cities and towns - Lithuania - Pictorial works - Collections, 1500-1899 | 42213 |
| Cities and towns - Lorraine (France) - Maps - 1696 | 43069 |
| Cities and towns - Louisiana - Maps - Collections | 17075 |
| Cities and towns - Luxembourg - Maps - 1696 | 12130, 43663 |
| Cities and towns - Luxembourg - Maps - 1794 (Provisional Heading) | 12177 |
| Cities and towns - Maine - Maps - 1918 - Road maps | 11293 |
| Cities and towns - Maps - 1564 | 20867 |
| Cities and towns - Maps - 1572-1632 | 20868 |
| Cities and towns - Maps - 1577-1581 | 20869 |
| Cities and towns - Maps - 1608 | 20870 |
| Cities and towns - Maps - 1612-1618 | 20871, 20872 |
| Cities and towns - Maps - 1620 | 20873 |
| Cities and towns - Maps - 1662 | 28904 |
| Cities and towns - Maps - 1695 | 20874 |
| Cities and towns - Maps - 1729 | 8743 |
| Cities and towns - Maps - 1755 | 20875 |
| Cities and towns - Maps - 1760 | 20876 |
| Cities and towns - Maps - 1792 | 26011 |
| Cities and towns - Maps - 1792 (Provisional Heading) | 84161 |
| Cities and towns - Maps - 1801 | 20877, 20878 |
| Cities and towns - Maps - 1832 - Harbors - Nautical charts | 30806, 30807 |
| Cities and towns - Maps - 1839 - Harbors - Nautical charts | 30812 |
| Cities and towns - Maps - 1842 - Harbors - Nautical charts | 30816 |
| Cities and towns - Maps - 1844 | 8056 |
| Cities and towns - Maps - 1846 | 20879 |
| Cities and towns - Maps - 1854 (Provisional Heading) | 8116 |
| Cities and towns - Maps - 1869 - Harbors - Nautical charts | 30829 |
| Cities and towns - Maps - 1882 - Harbors - Nautical charts | 30831 |
| Cities and towns - Maps - 1884-1890 - Harbors | 33500, 33501 |
| Cities and towns - Maps - 1930-1939 - Airways | 32044 |
| Cities and towns - Maps - 1972 - North Carolina | 58270 |
| Cities and towns - Maps - 1972 - South Carolina | 58270 |
| Cities and towns - Maps - 1992 | 7367 |
| Cities and towns - Maps - 2005 | 20880 |
| Cities and towns - Maps - 2009 | 20881 |
| Cities and towns - Maps - Bibliography | 13075, 20883, 39839, 40475 |
| Cities and towns - Maps - Bibliography - 1486-1750 | 20882 |
| Cities and towns - Maps - Bibliography - Catalogs | 44780, 44781 |
| Cities and towns - Maps - Bibliography - Catalogs - 1971 | 44778 |
| Cities and towns - Maps - Bibliography - Indexes | 20884 |
| Cities and towns - Maps- Collections, 1572-1618 | 20885 |
| Cities and towns - Maps - Collections, 1829-1870 | 20886 |
| Cities and towns - Maps - Collections, 1967 | 20887 |
| Cities and towns - Maps - Europe - 1750 | 25983 |
| Cities and towns - Maps - Exhibitions | 44936 |
| Cities and towns - Maps - Exhibitions - Catalogs | 20888 |
| Cities and towns - Maps - Subways - Collections | 20889 |
| Cities and towns - Maritime Provinces - Maps - 1914 - Road maps | 54001 |
| Cities and towns - Maritime Provinces - Maps - 1915 - Road maps | 54003 |
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| Cities and towns - Maryland - Maps - Collections, 1600-1800 | 45346 |
| Cities and towns - Massachusetts - Maps - 1913 | 45445 |
| Cities and towns, Medieval | 20899 |
| Cities and towns, Medieval - British Isles - Maps | 14070 |
| Cities and towns, Medieval - Germany - History - Maps | 31310 |
| Cities and towns - Mediterranean Region - Maps - 1764 | 45874 |
| Cities and towns - Mediterranean Region - Maps - 1779 | 45881 |
| Cities and towns - Mediterranean Region - Maps - 1794-1795 | 45885 |
| Cities and towns - Mediterranean Region - Maps - 1817 | 45887 |
| Cities and towns - Mediterranean Sea - Maps - 1744 - Harbors | 45865 |
| Cities and towns - Mexico - Historical geography - Maps - Collections, 1500-1799 | 46606, 46607 |
| Cities and towns - Mexico - Historical geography - Pictorial works - Collections, 1500-1799 | 46606, 46607 |
| Cities and towns - Mexico - Maps - Collections | 17075 |
| Cities and towns - Mexico - Maps - Collections, 1500-1799 | 46606, 46607 |
| Cities and towns - Mexico - Pictorial works - Collections, 1500-1799 | 46606, 46607 |
| Cities and towns - Michigan - Maps - 1927 - Road maps | 60550 |
| Cities and towns - Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1906 - Road maps | 47710 |
| Cities and towns - Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1910 - Road maps | 47728 |
| Cities and towns - Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1915 - Road maps | 54841 |
| Cities and towns - Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1917 - Road maps | 47748 |
| Cities and towns - Middle West - Maps - 1911 - Road maps | 48659 |
| Cities and towns - Middle West - Maps - 1913 - Road maps | 48679 |
| Cities and towns - Middle West - Maps - 1914 - Road maps | 48694 |
| Cities and towns - Middle West - Maps - 1915 - Road maps | 48705, 48706 |
| Cities and towns - Middle West - Maps - 1917 - Road maps | 48729 |
| Cities and towns - Military maps - History | 49252 |
| Cities and towns - Mississippi River Valley - Maps - Collections, 1524-1993 | 50643 |
| Cities and towns - Mississippi River Valley - Maps - Collections, 1800-1899 - Pictorial works | 50644, 50645 |
| Cities and towns - Mississippi River Valley - Pictorial works - Collections, 1524-1993 | 50643 |
| Cities and towns - Montana - Maps - 1925 - Road maps | 51374 |
| Cities and towns - Morocco - Pictorial works - 1620 | 51798, 51799 |
| Cities and towns - Namur (Belgium) - Maps - 1692 | 52542 |
| Cities and towns - Nebraska - Pictorial works - Exhibitions - Catalogs | 52905 |
| Cities and towns - Netherlands - Cartography - History | 53319 |
| Cities and towns - Netherlands - Description and travel - 1630 | 53331 |
| Cities and towns - Netherlands - Maps - 1500-1599 (Provisional Heading) | 33144 |
| Cities and towns - Netherlands - Maps - 1568 (Provisional Heading) | 53351 |
| Cities and towns - Netherlands - Maps - 1580 (Provisional Heading) | 53354 |
| Cities and towns - Netherlands - Maps - 1582 (Provisional Heading) | 53355 |
| Cities and towns - Netherlands - Maps - 1600-1699 | 53358 |
| Cities and towns - Netherlands - Maps - 1609 (Provisional Heading) | 53361 |
| Cities and towns - Netherlands - Maps - 1612 (Provisional Heading) | 53363 |
| Cities and towns - Netherlands - Maps - 1613 (Provisional Heading) | 53364, 53365 |
| Cities and towns - Netherlands - Maps - 1616 (Provisional Heading) | 53398 |
| Cities and towns - Netherlands - Maps - 1617 (Provisional Heading) | 53370, 53371 |
| Cities and towns - Netherlands - Maps - 1620 | 53372, 53373, 53374 |
| Cities and towns - Netherlands - Maps - 1635 (Provisional Heading) | 53379 |
| Cities and towns - Netherlands - Maps - 1641 (Provisional Heading) | 53383 |
| Cities and towns - Netherlands - Maps - 1648 (Provisional Heading) | 12118 |
| Cities and towns - Netherlands - Maps - 1649 | 12120 |
| Cities and towns - Netherlands - Maps - 1651 | 53385 |
| Cities and towns - Netherlands - Maps - 1652 (Provisional Heading) | 53386 |
| Cities and towns - Netherlands - Maps - 1657 | 25926 |
| Cities and towns - Netherlands - Maps - 1660 (Provisional Heading) | 53387 |
| Cities and towns - Netherlands - Maps - 1688 (Provisional Heading) | 53388 |
| Cities and towns - Netherlands - Maps - 1698 | 53397 |
| Cities and towns - Netherlands - Maps - 1793 (Provisional Heading) | 53467 |
| Cities and towns - Netherlands - Maps - 1794 | 12177 |
| Cities and towns - Netherlands - Maps - 1933 - Road maps | 53583 |
| Cities and towns - Netherlands - Maps - 1988-1997 - Road maps | 53613 |
| Cities and towns - Netherlands - Maps - Collections | 53319 |
| Cities and towns - Netherlands - Maps - Exhibitions - Catalogs | 33142 |
| Cities and towns - Netherlands - Pictorial works - 1645 | 53630 |
| Cities and towns - Netherlands - Pictorial works - 1657 | 25926 |
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Call Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cities and towns - New England - 1917 - Maps - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
<td>54008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cities and towns - New England - 1918 - Maps - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
<td>12496</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cities and towns - New England - 1926 - Maps - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
<td>12497</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cities and towns - New England - Maps - 1906 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
<td>53972</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cities and towns - New England - Maps - 1908 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
<td>53980</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cities and towns - New England - Maps - 1909 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
<td>53986</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cities and towns - New England - Maps - 1910 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
<td>53989</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cities and towns - New England - Maps - 1912 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
<td>54001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cities and towns - New England - Maps - 1914 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
<td>54000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cities and towns - New England - Maps - 1915 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
<td>54003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cities and towns - New Hampshire - Maps - 1892 - Landowners</td>
<td></td>
<td>54601</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cities and towns - New Jersey - Maps - 1914 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
<td>56206</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cities and towns - New Jersey - Maps - 1915 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
<td>54841</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cities and towns - New Jersey - Maps - 1917 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
<td>47748</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cities and towns - New York (State) - Maps - 1910 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
<td>56191</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cities and towns - New York (State) - Maps - 1911 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
<td>56196</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cities and towns - New York (State) - Maps - 1912 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
<td>56199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cities and towns - New York (State) - Maps - 1914 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
<td>56206</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cities and towns - North America - Cartography - History</td>
<td></td>
<td>18219</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cities and towns - North America - Maps - Collections</td>
<td></td>
<td>17075</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cities and towns - North America - Pictorial works - Bibliography - 1825-1925</td>
<td></td>
<td>57291, 57292</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cities and towns - North Dakota - Maps</td>
<td></td>
<td>58300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cities and towns - North Holland (Netherlands) - Cartography - History</td>
<td></td>
<td>18229</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cities and towns - Northeastern States - Maps - 1927 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
<td>60550</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cities and towns - Northeastern States - Maps - 1928 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
<td>59215</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cities and towns - Northeastern States - Maps - 1929 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
<td>59238</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cities and towns - Northern Ireland - Maps - Bibliography - 1828-1966</td>
<td></td>
<td>59696</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cities and towns - Northwest, Pacific - Pictorial works - Bibliography - 1800-1899</td>
<td></td>
<td>59732</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cities and towns - Ohio - Maps - 1915 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
<td>48706</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cities and towns - Ohio - Maps - 1927 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
<td>60550</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cities and towns - Ontario - Maps - 1910 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
<td>56191</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cities and towns - Ontario - Maps - 1911 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
<td>56196</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cities and towns - Ontario - Maps - 1912 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
<td>56199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cities and towns - Ontario - Maps - 1914 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
<td>56206</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cities and towns - Pacific States - Maps - 1954 - Real property</td>
<td></td>
<td>62655</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cities and towns - Palestine - Cartography - History - 1917-1918</td>
<td></td>
<td>18263</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cities and towns - Pennsylvania - Cartography - History - 1946-1977</td>
<td></td>
<td>18274</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cities and towns - Pennsylvania - Maps - 1915 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
<td>54841</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cities and towns - Pennsylvania - Maps - Fire risk assessment - History</td>
<td></td>
<td>68744</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cities and towns - Pennsylvania - Pictorial works - Bibliography</td>
<td></td>
<td>64137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cities and towns - Philippines - Maps - 1852</td>
<td></td>
<td>64516</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cities and towns - Philippines - Maps - Collections, 1500-1900</td>
<td></td>
<td>41699</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cities and towns - Philippines - Maps - Collections, 1600-1900</td>
<td></td>
<td>41700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cities and towns - Pictorial works</td>
<td></td>
<td>20892</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cities and towns - Pictorial works - 1564</td>
<td></td>
<td>20887</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cities and towns - Pictorial works - 1572-1632</td>
<td></td>
<td>20868</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cities and towns - Pictorial works - 1577-1581</td>
<td></td>
<td>20869</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cities and towns - Pictorial works - 1608</td>
<td></td>
<td>20870</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cities and towns - Pictorial works - 1612-1618</td>
<td></td>
<td>20871</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cities and towns - Pictorial works - 1612-1618Atlases, German - 1612-1618</td>
<td></td>
<td>20872</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cities and towns - Pictorial works - 1620</td>
<td></td>
<td>20873</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cities and towns - Pictorial works - 1662</td>
<td></td>
<td>28904</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cities and towns - Pictorial works - 1729</td>
<td></td>
<td>8743</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cities and towns - Pictorial works - 1913</td>
<td></td>
<td>20890</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cities and towns - Pictorial works - Bibliography</td>
<td></td>
<td>20883</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cities and towns - Pictorial works - Bibliography - 1486-1750</td>
<td></td>
<td>20882</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cities and towns - Pictorial works - Bibliography - 1544-1628</td>
<td></td>
<td>51977</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cities and towns - Pictorial works - Bibliography - 1609-1660</td>
<td></td>
<td>20891</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cities and towns - Pictorial works- Collections, 1572-1618</td>
<td></td>
<td>20885</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cities and towns - Pictorial works - Collections, 1967</td>
<td></td>
<td>20887</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cities and towns - Piedmont (Italy) - Maps - 1682 - Maps - 1682</td>
<td></td>
<td>69027, 69028</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Cities and towns - Planning 20893
Cities and towns - Poland - History - 1993 64974
Cities and towns - Poland - Maps - 1959 65082
Cities and towns - Poland - Maps - 1985 65087
Cities and towns - Population - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1885 84298
Cities and towns - Portugal - Historical geography - Maps - 2008 65425
Cities and towns - Portugal - Maps - 0476-1450 (Provisional Heading) 65338
Cities and towns - Portugal - Maps - 1657 25926
Cities and towns - Portugal - Pictorial works - 1657 25926
Cities and towns - Prussia (Germany) - Maps - 1988 65731
Cities and towns - Québec (Province) - Maps - 1912 - Road maps 54001
Cities and towns - Québec (Province) - Maps - 1915 - Road maps 54003
Cities and towns - Remote-sensing images - 2009 20881
Cities and towns, Renaissance - Exhibitions 20865
Cities and towns - Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1696 66462
Cities and towns - Rhineland-Palatinate (Germany) - Maps - 1692 66624
Cities and towns - Rhineland-Palatinate (Germany) - Maps - 1696 66637
Cities and towns - Savoy (France and Italy) - Maps - 1682 69027, 69028
Cities and towns - Schleswig-Holstein (Germany) - Maps - 1976 69397
Cities and towns - Scotland - Maps - 1986 - Road maps 25411
Cities and towns - Scotland - Pictorial works - 1794 14280
Cities and towns - Sicily (Italy) - Maps - 1837-1853 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 70075
Cities and towns - South America - Maps - Collections, 1600-1810 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - 1600-1910 70664
Cities and towns - South Dakota - Maps - 1884 58300
Cities and towns - Southern States - Maps - 1910 - Road maps 47728
Cities and towns - Southern States - Maps - 1915 - Road maps 54841
Cities and towns - Spain -1500-1599 - Pictorial works 18449, 18450
Cities and towns - Spain - Maps - 1657 25926
Cities and towns - Spain - Pictorial works - 1657 25926
Cities and towns - Swabia (Germany) - Maps - 1696 73640
Cities and towns - Sweden - Pictorial works - 1620 73761
Cities and towns - Sweden - Pictorial works - 1657 73762
Cities and towns - Switzerland - Maps - 1635 (Provisional Heading) 73789
Cities and towns - Switzerland - Maps - 1657 25926
Cities and towns - Switzerland - Maps - 1960-1969 74070
Cities and towns - Switzerland - Pictorial works - 1620 74091
Cities and towns - Switzerland - Pictorial works - 1657 25926
Cities and towns - Texas - Maps - 1973 75001
Cities and towns - Texas - Maps - 1980-1998 75006
Cities and towns - Turkey - Maps - 1988 43684
Cities and towns - United States - Maps - 1992 79029
Cities and towns - United States - Cartography - History 18531, 18532
Cities and towns - United States - Cartography - Pictorial works - Exhibitions - Catalogs 18533
Cities and towns - United States - Cartography - Study and teaching 44719, 44720
Cities and towns - United States - Description and travel - 1990 76124
Cities and towns - United States - Geography - Effects of Technological Innovations On 76086
Cities and towns - United States - Maps - 1852United States - Maps - 1854 76747
Cities and towns - United States - Maps - 1853 76754
Cities and towns - United States - Maps - 1869-1877 76833
Cities and towns - United States - Maps - 1869 - Real property (Provisional Heading) 76834
Cities and towns - United States - Maps - 1876 76867
Cities and towns - United States - Maps - 1890 76967
Cities and towns - United States - Maps - 1912 5743
Cities and towns - United States - Maps - 1914 5779
Cities and towns - United States - Maps - 1915 5789
Cities and towns - United States - Maps - 1926 5943
Cities and towns - United States - Maps - 1931 77502
Cities and towns - United States - Maps - 1938 77767
Cities and towns - United States - Maps - 1950-1959 - Road maps 77956
Cities and towns - United States - Maps - 1951 - Transportation 76087, 76088
Cities and towns - United States - Maps - 1966 78443, 78444
Cities and towns - United States - Maps - 1969-1973 - Road maps 78550
Cities and towns - United States - Maps - 1970-1971 - Road maps 82608
Cities and towns - United States - Maps - 1975-1978 - Road maps 82613
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Cities Service road map of Kansas : 1933 edition 40222
Cities Service road map of Kansas : tourist edition 40236
Cities Service road map of Kentucky and Tennessee 40793
Cities Service road map of Kentucky, Tennessee 40844
Cities Service road map of Kentucky, Tennessee : 1933 edition 40812
Cities Service road map of Kentucky, Tennessee : Loreco edition 40801
Cities Service road map of Kentucky, Tennessee : tourist edition 40829
Cities Service road map of Louisiana 2932
Cities Service road map of Louisiana : Loreco edition 43362, 43368, 43373
Cities Service road map of Maine 44084, 44085
Cities Service road map of Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island 54221, 54222
Cities Service road map of Michigan 46984, 47003, 47092
Cities Service road map of Michigan : 1932 edition 47026
Cities Service road map of Michigan : 1933 edition 47044
Cities Service road map of Michigan : tourist edition 47060
Cities Service road map of Minnesota 49653, 49665, 49730, 49731
Cities Service road map of Minnesota : 1932 edition 49683
Cities Service road map of Minnesota : 1933 edition 49697
Cities Service road map of Minnesota : tourist edition 49708
Cities Service road map of Mississippi 50182
Cities Service road map of Mississippi : Loreco edition 50184, 50191, 50197
Cities Service road map of Missouri 50805, 50806, 50869
Cities Service road map of Missouri : 1932 edition 50823
Cities Service road map of Missouri : 1933 edition 50836
Cities Service road map of Missouri : tourist edition 50847
Cities Service road map of Nebraska 53064
Cities Service road map of Nebraska : 1932 edition 53027
Cities Service road map of Nebraska : 1933 edition 53035
Cities Service road map of Nebraska : tourist edition 53046
Cities Service road map of New England : 1932 edition 54153
Cities Service road map of New England : 1933 edition 54171
Cities Service road map of New England : tourist edition 54195
Cities Service road map of New Hampshire, Vermont 54653
Cities Service road map of New Jersey 54910, 54967, 54968
Cities Service road map of New Jersey : 1932 edition 54921
Cities Service road map of New Jersey : 1933 edition 54935
Cities Service road map of New Jersey : tourist edition 54948
Cities Service road map of New York 56344, 56416, 56417
Cities Service road map of New York : 1932 edition ... 56359
Cities Service road map of New York : 1933 edition ... 56374
Cities Service road map of New York metropolitan area 55698, 55699
Cities Service road map of New York : tourist edition 56388
Cities Service road map of No. Dakota : 1932 edition 58395
Cities Service road map of No. Dakota : 1933 edition ... 58397
Cities Service road map of No. Dakota : tourist edition ... 58407
Cities Service road map of North Carolina, South Carolina 58115
Cities Service road map of North Carolina, South Carolina : tourist edition 58106
Cities Service road map of North Dakota 58373, 58424
Cities Service road map of Ohio 60620, 60704, 60705
Cities Service road map of Ohio : 1932 edition ... 60634
Cities Service road map of Ohio : 1933 edition ... 60655
Cities Service road map of Ohio : tourist edition ... 60680
Cities Service road map of Oklahoma 61412, 61457
Cities Service road map of Oklahoma : 1932 edition ... 61423
Cities Service road map of Oklahoma : 1933 edition ... 61432
Cities Service road map of Oklahoma : tourist edition ... 61441
Cities Service road map of Ontario 61876, 61877
Cities Service road map of Ontario : 1932 edition : follow the open road to adventure 61864
Cities Service road map of Ontario : 1933 edition ... 61868
Cities Service road map of Ontario and Quebec / compliments of Cities Service Oil Company, ltd. (a Canadian corporation) 61859
Cities Service road map of Pennsylvania 63710, 63793, 63794
Cities Service road map of Pennsylvania : 1932 edition ... 63731
Cities Service road map of Pennsylvania : 1933 edition ... 63747
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Cities Service road map of Pennsylvania : tourist edition ... 63770
Cities Service road map of So. Dakota : 1932 edition ... 70930
Cities Service road map of So. Dakota : 1933 edition ... 70942
Cities Service road map of So. Dakota : tourist edition ... 70951
Cities Service road map of South Dakota ... 70919, 70967
Cities Service road map of Texas ... 74663
Cities Service road map of Texas : 1932 edition ... 74673
Cities Service road map of Texas : Loreto edition ... 74686
Cities Service road map of Texas : tourist edition ... 74695
Cities Service road map of the metropolitan area [New York region] ... 55886
Cities Service road map of the metropolitan area [New York region] : 1932 edition ... 55889
Cities Service road map of the New York metropolitan area : tourist edition ... 55894
Cities Service road map of the western states ... 82292
Cities Service road map of the western states : 1932 edition ... 82277
Cities Service road map of the western states : 1933 edition ... 82282
Cities Service road map of the western states : tourist edition ... 82286
Cities Service road map of Virginia, West Virginia, Maryland and Delaware ... 3902, 3911
Cities Service road map of Virginia, West Virginia, Maryland and Delaware : 1933 edition ... 3922
Cities Service road map of Virginia, West Virginia, Maryland and Delaware : tourist edition ... 3935
Cities Service road map of Washington D.C. metropolitan area ... 81079, 81080
Cities Service road map of western states ... 82272
Cities Service road map of Wisconsin ... 83306, 83307
Cities Service road map of Wisconsin : 1932 edition ... 83255
Cities Service road map of Wisconsin : 1933 edition ... 83271
Cities Service road map of Wisconsin : tourist edition ... 83286
Cities, towns and communities of Georgia between 1847-1962 : 8500 places and the county in which located ... 52299
Citigraph of Albany and Troy ... Socony-Vacuum ... Standard Oil of New York ... 1122
Citigraph of Albany and Troy ... Standard Oil of New York, division of Socony-Vacuum Oil Company, Inc. ... 1123, 1124
Citigraph of Bridgeport ... Standard Oil of New York, division of Socony-Vacuum Oil Company, Inc. ... 13945, 13946, 13947
Citigraph of Hartford ... Standard Oil of New York, division of Socony-Vacuum Oil Company, Inc. ... 33579, 33580
Citigraph of New Haven ... Standard Oil of New York, division of Socony-Vacuum Oil Company, Inc. ... 45750, 54751, 54752
Citigraph of Providence ... Standard Oil of New York, division of Socony-Vacuum Oil Company, Inc. ... 65668, 65669, 65670
Citigraph of Rochester ... Standard Oil of New York, division of Socony-Vacuum Oil Company, Inc. ... 67042, 67043, 67044
Citigraph of Springfield ... Standard Oil of New York, division of Socony-Vacuum Oil Company, Inc. ... 73045, 73046
Citigraph of Syracuse ... Standard Oil of New York, division of Socony-Vacuum Oil Company, Inc. ... 74110, 74111, 74112
Citigraph of Utica ... Socony-Vacuum ... Standard Oil of New York ... 79720
Citigraph of Utica ... Standard Oil of New York, division of Socony-Vacuum Oil Company, Inc. ... 79721, 79722
Citigraph of Worcester ... Standard Oil of New York, division of Socony-Vacuum Oil Company, Inc. ... 83681, 83682
Citisights ... 42723
The Citisights guide to London ... 42723
Citizen Print (Tucson, Ariz.) ... 2554, 75285
Citizen's Association (Muscatine, Iowa) ... 37618
Citizen's Committee for the New Traction Ordinance (Chicago, Ill.) ... 19687
The Citizen's atlas of the world ... 8476
The Citizen's atlas of the world : containing 120 pages of maps and plans, with a descriptive gazetteer and geographical statistics ... 8332
The Citizen's atlas of the world : containing 156 pages of maps and plans, with an index, a gazetteer, and geographical statistics ... 8388
Citizen's Committee for the New Traction Ordinance (Chicago, Ill.) ... 19687
Citizens' Association of Davenport ... 22887, 48303
Citizens atlas of the world ... 8393, 8438, 8481, 8508
Citizens Bank (New Orleans, La.) ... 43305
Citizens' Mutual Auto Insurance Co. (Howell, Mich.) ... 47000, 47082, 47112, 47165, 47166
Citizens National Bank (Los Angeles, Calif.) ... 43104, 43109, 43206
Citizens National Bank (Los Angeles, Calif.) - Maps ... 43206
Citizens National Bank (Los Angeles, Calif.) - Maps ... 43104
Citizens National Bank (Los Angeles, Calif.) - Maps ... 43109
Citrus County (Fla.) - Maps ... 1800-1899 - Landowners ... 20895
Citrus Heights (Calif.) - Maps ... 2005 - Road maps ... 58781
Città a fortezza di Malta ... 79787
Città d'Europa : iconografia e vedutismo dal XV al XVIII secolo / a cura di Cesare De Seta ... 17161
La Città de Napoli gentile / Claudij Duchetti formis Romae 1585 ... 52611
Città dell'Aquila / Romae Iacobus Laurus scultpsit cum privilegio summii pontificis ad annum X anno Jubiile, 1600 ... 2262
La Città di Napoli gentile ... 52610
La Città di Napoli gentile / Matteo Florimij for. In Siena ... 52612
Città di Negroponte ... 19072
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Citta di Negroponte gia detta Chalcis 19073
La Città di Parma : delineata, e divisa in isole colà descrizione degli attuali possessori di tutte le case, chiese, monasteri & c. dei cannali, cavi, canadelle, condotti, coli e fontane, che vi scorrono sottera: ricavata dal piano originale della med 63378
Citta di Rodi 66736
Citta di Segna 69864
La Citta di Tortona colonia de Romani 75369, 75370
La Citta di Trapani in Sicilia 75466
La Citta di Veneta con l'origine, & governo di quella ... / da Gio. Nicolo Doglioni 80003
Citta, e cittadella di Lewe 43499
Citta, e cittadella di Perpigan 64225
Citta, e cittadella di Tournai 75410
Citta e fortezza di Corun 41324
Citta e fortezza di Malta 79786
Citta, e fortezza di Naurino 65899
Citta e fortezza di Sebenico 70004
Citta, e fortezza Discio 20767
Citta, e porta di Constantinopoli 38616
La Città eterna : guida, album, ricordo di una breve visita a Roma / E. Venturini 67285
Citta, fortezze, isole, e porti principale dell' Europa, in pianti, et in eluatione, descritte, e publicate ad uso dell' Academia cosmografica degli argonauti / dal padre maestro Coronelli ... 25939
Cittadella d' Oleron, mare di Guascogna 19253
Cittero, F. 11885, 18686, 18694, 18696, 18698, 18704, 18705, 18706, 19050, 19254, 33649, 62717, 66868, 75439
Cittero, Francesco SEE Cittero, F. 18686
Citvitas Leucorum sive Pagus Tullensis aujour d'hui le diocese de Toul 43079
City and County of Denver. New Denver Airport Office 23295
The City and haven of Savona 69010, 69011
The City and port of San Francisco "Crossroads of the world" : a striking full-dress portrait, extending from the Golden Gate to the San Francisco International Airport / Clyde Sunderland photo 68656
City and region : a geographical interpretation 20864
City atlas of Newport, Rhode Island 56951
City atlas of Newport, Rhode Island 56951
City atlas of Philadelphia by wards : complete in 7 volumes : from official records, private plans and actual surveys, based upon plans deposited in the Department of Surveys / surveyed & published under the direction of G.M. Hopkins ... 64368
City atlas of Providence, Rhode Island by wards / surveyed and published by G.M. Hopkins ; assistant surveyors : H.W. Hopkins, Geo. W. Bromley ; engraved by Edward Busch 65662
City Bridewell (Cook County, Ill.) SEE Cook County (Ill.). Dept. of Corrections 22007
City Bridewell [prison in Chicago, Cook County, Illinois] 22007
The City copper plate 18069
City Design (Firm) 52599
City directory map of Indianapolis, Ind. 37414
City guide: Edinburgh 24676
City guide: York 85115
City in a garden : a photographic history of Chicago's parks / text by Julia Sniderman Bachrach ; foreword by Bill Kurtis ; contemporary photographs by Judith Bromley and James Iaka ; and historic images from the Chicago Park District's Special Col 20053
The City in maps : urban mapping to 1900 17076
The City in maps : urban mapping to 1900 / James Elliot 20888
The City in the new world : the military contribution 16846
City Island (New York, N.Y.) - Maps - 1948 - Harbors 42922
City Island (New York, N.Y.) - Maps - 1949 - Harbors 42929
City Island (New York, N.Y.) - Maps - 1951 - Harbors 42935, 42936
City Island (New York, N.Y.) - Maps - 1952 - Harbors 42944
City limits of Chicago 19582
City Litho Co. (Edinburgh, Scotland) 24675
City map : Bakersfield / Union 76 11464
City map : official Automobile Club Michigan, AAA map 57112
City map of Seattle 69782
City map of Washington showing principal streets, AAA hotels and points of interest for the Congress of American Physicians and Surgeons ... 80976
City map : Prague. Prague Heritage Reservation, national cultural monuments, important buildings and monuments, basic information for tourists 65493
City maps, atlas and guide 6984
City maps of Europe 25736
City of Baguio. Mountain Province. Philippine Islands. General plan of improvements / William E. Parsons, consulting architect 11419
City of Baltimore, Maryland 11674, 11675
City of Bardstown, Nelson County Kentucky 11823
The City of Boston 13564
City of Brunswick, state of Georgia 14757
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City of Cairo Illinois 15127
City of Chicago 19521, 19522, 19674, 19695, 20017, 20018
The City of Chicago, Cook Co., Illinois 19463
City of Chicago, Cook County, Ill. / surveyed and published by Henry Hart ; drawn by C. Potter 19459
The City of Chicago, Ill. 19470
The City of Chicago, Illinois 19466, 19467, 19483, 19514
City of Chicago, showing the main portion of the city 19704
City of Chippewa Falls, Wisconsin 20778
City of Clinton, Iowa and its railroad connections 37619
City of Dublin surveyed by Mr. Thomas Campbell, under the directions of Major Taylor. 1811 23848
City of Evanston, Cook County, Illinois, 1931 / County Assessor's Office, Map Department 26393
City of Fredericton, N.B. 28348
City of Gary precinct limits 1956 28593
The City of Glasgow in the seventeenth century 31944
City of Halifax 33334
City of independence : views of Philadelphia before 1800 64444
The City of Jackson, Michigan 39371
City of London in the time of the Saxons (about the year 1000) 42380
City of London showing parish boundaries prior to Union of Parishes Act, 1907 42465
The City of Louisville, Kentucky ; The City of New Orleans, Louisiana 43465, 43466, 43467
City of Lynn / Revised by Geo. J. Leland, c.e. 43691
City of magnificent distances : the nation's capital 81048
A city of musicians and audiences / by William Weaver 65496
City of New Orleans and vicinity : compiled from latest surveys and most authentic data 55485, 55486, 55487
The City of New York 55622, 55630, 55640, 55642, 55708, 55807, 55809
The City of New York surveyed by J. Hills, 1782 55623
The City of Oshkosh, Wis. & environs 62371
The City of Oshkosh, Wis. & environs. A base map prepared by the City Planning Commission 62372
The City of Philadelphia 64441
The City of Philadelphia : in the state of Pennsylvania, North America; as it appeared in the year 1800, consisting of twenty eight plates / drawn and engraved by W. Birch & Son 64440
The City of Pittsburg & adjacent cities, Pennsylvania ; The City of Cincinnati, Ohio 20831
City of Quebec, 1830 66092
City of Richmond, Virginia 66795
City of Salem [Massachusetts] / Revised by Charles A. Putnam, c.e. 68277
City of San Francisco and its vicinity, California 68567
The City of San Francisco, birds eye view from the bay looking south-west 68654
The City of San Francisco, birds eye view from the bay looking south-west / Sketched & drawn by C.R. Parsons 68655
City of San Jose 68687
City of Sandusky, Ohio 68753
City of Santa Rosa and vicinity, Sonoma County, California / City Engineer's Office, Frank B. Sarles, City Engineer 68848
The City of Savannah, Georgia ; The City of Charleston, South Carolina 68989, 68991, 68992
City of South Bend : east half 70738
City of South Bend : west part 70739
City of St. Augustine and environs [ca. 1765] 67857
The City of St. John, New Brunswick 67936
The City of St. Louis 68100
The City of St. Louis, Missouri ; The City of Chicago, Illinois 68045, 68046, 68047
City of Toronto ; City of Hamilton ; City of Kingston ; City of Montreal 75331
A city of treasures, Istanbul is caught between East and West 38606
The City of Urbana, Champaign County, State of Illinois : West Urbana 79540
City of Washington 80951, 80953, 80954
The City of Washington: birds eye view from the Potomac -- looking north 80969
City of Williamsburg Virginia 82958
City Planning - Amsterdam (Netherlands) - History 1888
City planning - Belgium - Ghent (Belgium) - History 20896
City planning - Berlin (Germany) - History - 1652-1920 16964
City Planning - Canberra (A.C.T.) - History - 1901-1913 20897
City Planning - Chicago (Ill.) - Collections, 1909 19381
City planning - Chicago (Ill.) - Drawings - 1908 32347
City Planning - Chicago (Ill.) - History 15010, 15011, 19934, 20898
City planning - Chicago (Ill.) - History - 1836-2009 19440
City planning - Chicago (Ill.) - History - 1900-1999 19378
City planning - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1895 19622
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>City planning - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1896</td>
<td>19625</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City planning - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1904</td>
<td>32350</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City Planning - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1942</td>
<td>19827</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City Planning - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1942-1943</td>
<td>19825, 19826</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City planning - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1946</td>
<td>19839</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City Planning - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1989</td>
<td>19379</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City planning - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - Collections, 1900-1999</td>
<td>19378</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City Planning - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - Collections, 1909</td>
<td>19380, 19381, 19382, 19383, 20898</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City Planning - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - Collections, 1925</td>
<td>19384</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City Planning - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - Collections, 2001</td>
<td>19385</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City Planning - Chicago (Ill.) - Pictorial works - Collections, 1909</td>
<td>19380, 19381, 19382, 19383, 20898</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City Planning - Chicago (Ill.) - Pictorial works - Collections, 1925</td>
<td>19384</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City Planning - Chicago (Ill.) - Pictorial works - Collections, 2001</td>
<td>19385</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City Planning - Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - Collections, 2001</td>
<td>19385</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City Planning - Chicago Region (Ill.) - Pictorial works - Collections, 2001</td>
<td>19385</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City Planning - Dane County (Wis.) - Maps - 1836 - Manuscripts</td>
<td>43847</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City planning - Europe - Bibliography</td>
<td>49256</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City planning - Georgia - History</td>
<td>30979</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City planning - Ghent (Belgium) - History - Maps</td>
<td>31852</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City planning - Ghent Region (Belgium) - History - Maps</td>
<td>31852</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City planning - Hague (Netherlands) - History</td>
<td>33277</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City planning - History</td>
<td>17074, 20899, 49252</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City planning - Jamaica - Spanish Town - History</td>
<td>72951</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City planning - Lincoln Park (Chicago, Ill. : City section) - Maps</td>
<td>1995</td>
<td>42126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City planning - London (England) - Maps</td>
<td>1944</td>
<td>42652</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City planning - New York (N.Y.) - History - 1800-1899</td>
<td>66251</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City planning - New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1836</td>
<td>55631, 55632, 55633, 55634</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City planning - New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1969</td>
<td>55763, 55764</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City Planning - Pretoria (South Africa) - History - 1901-1911</td>
<td>20897</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City Planning - San Francisco Bay Area (Calif,) - Maps - 1959</td>
<td>68526</td>
<td>1959 (Provisional Heading)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City planning - Superior, Lake - History</td>
<td>18480</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City planning - United States Capitol (Washington, D.C.)</td>
<td>80936</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City planning - Washington (D.C.)</td>
<td>80936</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City planning - West (U.S.) - 1800-1899</td>
<td>20900</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City rating map of the United States</td>
<td>77995, 77960</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City Sightseeing</td>
<td>73283</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City sightseeing : bus- boat- helicopter and golf tours</td>
<td>73283</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City street map atlas and trip guide, for the executive, commercial traveler, and tourist : highways, railroads, airlines, railroad and bus terminals, streets, transit lines, hotels, banks, theatres, department stores, office, public, and industrial bu</td>
<td>76087</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City street map atlas and trip guide, for the executive, commercial traveler, and tourist : highways, railroads, airlines, railroad and bus terminals, streets, transit lines, hotels, banks, theatres, department stores, office, public, and industrial bu</td>
<td>76088</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City streets and highways : Hartford, the life of New England</td>
<td>33581</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City transit See Local transit</td>
<td>20522</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City views SEE Cities and towns - Pictorial works</td>
<td>20892</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cityfilies Press</td>
<td>19377, 20516</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cityprint International</td>
<td>22747</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ciudad Bolívar Region (Venezuela) - Maps - 1775</td>
<td>70461</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ciudad de México : área metropolitana y alrededores</td>
<td>46219</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ciudad de México : área metropolitana y alrededores, 1992</td>
<td>46218</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>La Ciudad de S. Salvador capital del Brasil</td>
<td>68344</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>La Ciudad de Santa Fé</td>
<td>68333</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ciudad del Rey Don Felipe (Chile) SEE Hambre Harbor (Chile)</td>
<td>43896</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ciudad Juárez (Mexico) - 1930 - Maps - Road maps</td>
<td>24871</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ciudad Juárez (Mexico) - Maps - 1878</td>
<td>24885</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ciudad Juárez Region (Mexico) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps</td>
<td>46515</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ciudad Juárez Region (Mexico) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps</td>
<td>46520, 46521</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ciudad Juárez Region (Mexico) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps</td>
<td>46525</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ciudad Juárez Region (Mexico) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps</td>
<td>46529</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ciudad Juárez Region (Mexico) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps</td>
<td>46536</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ciudad Trujillo (Dominican Republic) - Maps - 1938</td>
<td>33317</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Ciudades portuarias del mundo en el siglo XVI / [coordinador: José Enrique Lechuga de Serantes ; producción editorial: Fundación Estatal Fomento del Mar]  20885
Ciuffetti, Augusto  18500
Ciuitas Gam[m]e Lam[m]e  74471
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Civil towns SEE SUBDIVISION Administrative and political divisions under names of countries, states, cities, etc. 71320
Civil War battlefields and landmarks: a guide to the national park sites: with official National Park Service maps for each site 76335
Civil War centennial events, 1861-1961 76352
Civil War maps: a graphic index to the Atlas to accompany the official records of the Union and Confederate armies / by Noel S. O'Reilly, David C. Bosse, and Robert W. Karrow, Jr. 79459
Civil War maps: an annotated list of maps and atlases in map collections of the Library of Congress / compiled by Richard W. Stephenson 76339
Civil War maps in the National Archives 76342
Civil War newspaper maps: a cartobibliography of the Northern daily press / compiled by David Bosse 76341
Civil War newspaper maps: a historical atlas / David Bosse 76350
Civilization, Ancient - Maps - 1974 20905, 20906
Civilization, Ancient - Maps - 1976 20907, 20908
Civilization - China - Maps - 1983 20733
Civilization, Classical - Maps - 1977 2355, 2356
Civilization - France - Maps - 1991 28077, 28078
Civilization - History - Maps 20910
Civilization - History - Maps - 1985 20909
Civilization - Maps 20910
Civilization, Medieval - Maps - 1983 25839
Civilization, Medieval - Maps - 1997 25841
Civilization, Medieval - Maps - 2000 25840
Civilization - Russia - Maps - 1991 67703
Civilization - Soviet Union - Maps - 1991 67703
Civita Vecchia, ville et port de mer d'Italie ... 20912
Civita-Vechia, ville et port de Mer d'Italie ... 20913
Civitas Acon sive Plomayada 45
Civitas Cartographia in Indiade occidentalis continentie sita, portu commodissimo, ad mercatorum inter Hispaniam et Peru exercendam 16694
Civitas Exoniae (vulgo Excester) urbs primaria in comitatv Devoniae 26428, 26429
Civitas Francfordiensis in marchionatu Brandeburgensi ... 28304
Civitas Hiervsalems 39755
Civitas Leucorum sive pagus Tullensis 43076
Civitas Leucorum sive Pagus Tullensis: aujourd'hui le diocese de Toul pour servir a l'histoire civile et ecclesiastique de ce diocese compose par le R.P. Benoit, Gardien des Capuchins de Toul / par Guilt. D'Isle ... 43072
Civitas Londini 42755
Civitas Londinvm 42752, 42753
Civitas S. Dominici sita in Hispaniola Indica Angliae magnitudine fere aequalis, ipsa vrbe [?] elaganter ab Hispanus extracta , et omnibus circumviciinis insulis iura dat 68859
Civitas Venetiavm 79963
Civitates orbis terrarum 2, 6, 44, 512, 591, 1197, 1247, 1253, 1254, 1871, 1872, 1895, 1896, 1938, 1982, 2132, 2194, 2195, 2361, 2502, 3122, 3126, 3132, 10967, 11314, 13334, 11370, 11383, 11439, 11754, 11779, 11818, 11821, 11849, 11877, 11882, 12112, 12438, 12442, 12607, 12621, 13095, 13104, 13230, 13254, 13345, 13399, 13406, 13423, 13689, 13692, 13758, 13807, 13812, 13902, 13908, 13922, 13926, 13953, 13959, 14189, 14663, 14708, 14746, 14763, 14838, 14841, 14949, 15091, 15092, 15104, 15116, 15147, 15188, 15751, 15755, 15757, 15765, 16450, 16709, 18469, 18566, 18700, 18724, 18845, 18943, 19077, 19251, 19255, 19258, 19268, 19351, 20770, 20783, 20868, 20869, 20871, 20872, 20873, 20885, 20911, 21111, 21128, 21155, 21191, 21859, 22111, 22146, 22322, 22594, 22783, 23058, 23096, 23501, 23615, 23726, 23746, 23747, 23821, 23888, 24609, 24610, 24658, 24708, 24859, 24861, 24951, 25047, 25541, 25550, 25558, 25597, 25609, 25664, 25665, 25736, 25737, 25915, 26378, 26428, 26756, 26807, 27194, 27196, 27260, 28148, 28262, 28263, 28270, 28304, 28354, 28434, 28468, 28542, 28727, 28757, 31729, 31730, 31731, 31844, 32210, 32254, 32255, 32273, 32277, 32278, 32298, 32364, 33031, 33051, 33052, 33250, 33257, 33270, 33278, 33328, 33355, 33358, 33377, 33396, 33507, 33507, 33740, 33749, 33757, 33767, 33768, 33832, 33879, 33941, 34783, 35034, 35035, 35042, 35323, 37492, 37498, 37500, 38232, 38614, 39184,
Clancy, Robert 16893, 16925, 16926, 16927
Clancy, Robert. Mapping Antarctica : a five hundred year record of discovery from Ptolemy to Treaty 17091
Clans - Scotland - Maps - 1952 - Pictorial mps 69674
Clapham, Frances M. 25864, 34134
Clapp, Anne F. 44918
Clapp, J. M. 65898
Clapp, James C. 41130
Clapperton, Chalmers M. (Chalmers Moyes) 20548
Clare, Alvin 41667
Clare (Ireland) 34671, 45971
Claritas, Inc. 20496
Clarissimi uiri Hyginii Poeticon astronomicon, opus utilissimum 18844
La Clarissima citta di Catania patria di Agatha verg. et mar. / ... Romae anno D. 1592 Don Ant. Stizzia 3556
Clarissimi uiri Iginii Poeticon astronomicon : opus vitissimum[m] foeliciter incipit 3555
Claritas, Inc. 20496
Clark, A. C. 34671, 45971
Clark, Addie R. 30380
Clark, Alvin 41734
Clark Bridge (Alton, Ill., and West Alton, Mo.: 1928-1994) 48860, 48897, 48906, 48923, 48929, 49062
Clark Bridge (Alton, Ill., and West Alton, Mo.: 1928-1994) - Access routes - Maps - 1930 48860
Clark Bridge (Alton, Ill., and West Alton, Mo.: 1928-1994) - Access routes - Maps - 1936 48906
Clark Bridge (Alton, Ill., and West Alton, Mo.: 1928-1994) - Access routes - Maps - 1938 48923
Clark Bridge (Alton, Ill., and West Alton, Mo.: 1928-1994) - Access routes - Maps - 1939 48929
Clark Bridge (Alton, Ill., and West Alton, Mo.: 1928-1994) - Pictorial works - 1930 48860
Clark Bridge (Alton, Ill., and West Alton, Mo.: 1928-1994) - Pictorial works - 1935 48897
Clark Bridge (Alton, Ill., and West Alton, Mo.: 1928-1994) - Pictorial works - 1936 48906
Clark Bridge (Alton, Ill., and West Alton, Mo.: 1928-1994) - Pictorial works - 1938 48923
Clark Bridge (Alton, Ill., and West Alton, Mo.: 1928-1994) - Pictorial works - 1939 48929
Clark Bridge (Alton, Ill., and West Alton, Mo.: 1928-1994) - Pictorial works - 1955 49062
Clark Copp Co. 67109
Clark County (Ark.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners 20924
Clark County Farm Bureau (Ill.) 20926, 20927
Clark County Historical Society (Clark County, Ky.) 13686
Clark County (Ill.) - Maps - 1892 - Landowners 20925
Clark County (Ill.) - Maps - 1962 - Landowners 20926
Clark County (Ill.) - Maps - 1975-1976 - Landowners 20927
Clark County, Illinois, farm plat book with index to owners 20926
[Clark County (Ind.) - 1875: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 20928
Clark County (Ind.) - Maps - 1875 - Landowners 20928
[Clark County (Ky.) - 1861: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 20929
Clark County (Ky.) - Maps - 1861 - Landowners 20929
Clark County (Ky.) - Maps - 1877 - Landowners 13686
Clark County metro street guide 41667
Clark County (Mo.) - Maps - 1861 - Geology 20930
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Clark Super 100 Gasoline  SEE Clark Oil & Refining Corporation  49337
Clark, Suzanne M.  44802
Clark, Sydney, 1890-1975  11254, 12269, 28043, 31606, 38990, 53586, 69666, 73748, 74054
Clark, T.  34048
Clark, Thomas, 1787-1860  67170
Clark, Thomas Dionysius, 1903-2005  18045, 18046
Clark, Thomas, fl. 1869  29914
Clark University (Worcester, Mass.)  29826, 29919
Clark, Walter Eli, 1869-1950  1049, 33688
Clark, Willard (Willard F.)  55317, 55416
Clark, Willard (Willard F.), 1910-1992  SEE Clark, Willard (Willard F.)  55317
Clark, William, 1770-1838. A Map of part of the continent of North America (1811)  20939
Clark, William, 1770-1838. Map of Lewis and Clark's track, across the western portion of North America ... (1814)  81759
Clark, William George, 1821-1878  57196
Clark, William H., fl. 1891  53910, 53912, 53938, 53942, 81951, 81962, 81973, 81983, 81993, 82001
Clarke, Adam, 1760? - 1882  50061
Clarke, Albert, 1840-1911  30512
Clarke, Alexander Ross, 1828-1914. Geodesy (1880)  20940
Clarke and Sons  30780
Clarke, C. C, 1767-1840  SEE Phillips, R. (Richard), Sir, 1767-1840  29222
Clarke, C. N. G.  18637
Clarke, Charles  24848
Clarke County (Ala.) - Historical geography - Maps - 1880-1889  20941
Clarke County (Ala.) - Maps - 1880-1889  20941
[Clarke County (Ga.) - 1893: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche]  20943
Clarke County (Ga.) - Maps - 1893 - Landowners  20942, 20943
Clarke County (Iowa) - Maps - 1893 - Landowners  20944
[Clarke County (Va.) - 1834: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche]  20945
Clarke County (Va.) - Maps - 1834 - Landowners  20945
Clarke & Courts, Galveston  28558, 28559
Clarke & Courts Manufacturing Stationers (Galveston, Tex.)  28561
Clarke, D. S.  15038
Clarke, Edward Daniel  4659
Clarke, George J. F.  26560
Clarke, H. Wadsworth  61769
Clarke, Henri Jacques Guillaume, duc de Feltre, 1765-1818  27592
Clarke, I. (James), fl. ca. 1664-1693 see Clarke, James, fl. ca. 1664-1693  56892
Clarke, J., fl. 1754  29025
Clarke, James, fl. ca. 1664-1693  3666, 13353, 13354, 14174, 14225, 16555, 22179, 22180, 36704, 36705, 45870, 45872, 45877, 45879, 56885, 56892, 56896, 84073
Clarke, James Stanier  4576
Clarke, John  8248
Clarke, John L., fl. 1854  4879
Clarke, Patricia A.  64776
Clarke, R.  5103
Clarke, R.S.J.  17981
Clarke, Robert, active 1616  53814, 53815
Clarke (Robert ) & Co.  SEE Robert Clarke & Co.  76914
Clarke, Robert Lowes  12890
Clarke, Samuel, 1675-1729  27573
Clarke, Thomas  1205
Clarke, Thomas, fl. 1797-1800  49224, 49225
Clarke, Thurston  24848
Clarke (W.) and Son (Booksellers)  SEE W. Clarke and Son (Booksellers)  29306
Clarke, W. B.  1906, 2206, 3586, 7992, 8056, 12505, 13405, 14771, 22102, 23802, 23849, 24663, 26772, 28276, 28749, 42171, 42436, 42797, 43866, 49177, 51832, 51910, 52620, 63068, 65181, 65324, 67191, 67236, 67237, 67238, 68228, 73274, 75391, 75678, 79973, 80214, 80862
Clarke, W. B. Plan of ancient Rome  7985
Clarke, William Eagle, 1853-1938  85332
Clarksburg Publishing Company  82677
Clarkson Map Co.  50040, 83553
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Classification map of Creek and Seminole nations / prepared for the Bradley Real Estate Co. 36729
Classification map of the Cherokee Nation, Indian Territory 36731
Classification - Maps 18789, 18790, 18791, 18792, 20952, 44818, 44819, 44820, 44821
Classification - Maps - 1946 18774
Classification - Maps - Bibliography 18787
The Classification of maps and plans for territorial planning 18792
Classification yard of the Milwaukee Road, Bensenville, Illinois 12407
Classified index to the maps in the Royal Geographical Society's publications, 1830-1883 67437
Classified inventory of Georgia maps, 1941. Prepared by Georgia Historical Records Survey, Division of Community Service Programs, Work Projects Administration and Georgia State Planning Board 31267
Classroom atlas 7339, 7444, 7531, 7537
Classroom atlas of Canada and the world 7505
Classroom atlas 6409, 6528, 6546, 6589, 6611, 6643, 6669, 6670, 6717, 6739, 6789, 6904, 6948, 6965, 6981, 7140, 7211, 7256, 7484, 8618, 8619, 8621, 8622, 8624
Classroom atlas: Philippine edition 6740

[Clatsop County (Or.) - 1895: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 20953
Clatsop County (Or.) - Maps - 1895 - Landowners 20953
Claudianus, Nicolaus SEE Klaudyan, Mikulass 51965
Claudii Ptolemaei Alexandrini Liber geographiae cum tabulis et universali figura : et cum additione locorum quae a recentioribus reperta sunt diligent[ia] ... 28864, 28966
Claudii Ptolemei Alexandrini philosophi Cosmographia 28852
Claudii Ptolemaei Alexandrini Geographiae libri octo Graeco-Latini : latinè primùm recogniti & emendati, cum tabulis geographicis ad mentem auctoris restitutis per Gerardum Mercatorem: iam vero ad Graeca & Latina exemplaria à Petro Montano iterum recog[am] ... 28946, 28947, 28948
Claudii Ptolemaei Geographia tabulae XXXVI 4167
Claudii Ptolemaei Geographiae codex Urbinas graecvs 82 [review] 65805
Claudii Ptolemaei Pelusiensis Alexandrini Omnia, quae extant, opera, Geographia excepta 3549
Claudii Ptolemaei Tabulae geographicae orbis terrarum veteribus cogniti 28981
Claudius Clavaus, the first cartographer of America 17264
Claudius Claussen Swart, b. 1388 SEE Clavus, Claudius, b. 1388 20955
Claudius Clavus and the sources of the Vinland map. 80289
Claudius Ptolemäus Cosmographia : Weltkarten / Einleitung und Anmerkungen von Lelio Pagani 28841
Claudius, Jacob, fl. 1684 64343
Clausen, G. L. 13259
Clausen, Hans Glud, 1857- 32264
Clausen, Martin Paul, 1914- 76104
Clausen, Martin Paul, 1914- 76104
Clausen, H. 57815, 70652
Clausen, Hans Glud, 1857- 32264
Clausen, Martin Paul, 1914- 76104
Clauss, C. (Carl) 25527
Clauss, Christian 57815, 70652
Clauss, C. (Carl) 25527
Clauss, C. (Carl) 25527
Clavdii Ptolemaei Geographiae codex Vrbinas graecvs 82 28838
Clavdii Ptolemaei Geographiae codex Vrbinas graecvs 82 : phototypice depictvs consilio et opera cvratorvm Bibliothecae Vaticanae ... 28837
Clavdii Ptolemaei geographiae enarrationis libri octo Bilibaldo Pirckeym hero interprete annotationes Ioannes de Regio Monte in errores commissos a Iacobo Angelo in translatione sua ... 28875
Clavdii Ptolomaei Alexandrini mathematicor principis opus geographie nouiter castigatu[m] & emaculatu additio[n]ibus ... necon cu[m] tabularum in dorso iucunda explanatione ... 28874
Clavdiopolis, Coloswar vulgo Clavsenbvrg Transiluaniae ciuitas primaria 21110, 21111
Claviopolis (Romania) SEE Cluj-Napoca (Romania) 21111
Clavering, Capt. 32967
Clavier, G. 27976
Claviger, Francesco Saverio, 1731-1787 46253
Claviger, Francesco Saverio, 1731-1787. Storia della California ... (1789) 11455
Clavius, Christoph, b. 1388 17264, 20955, 45205, 69145, 80289
Clavius, Claudius, b. 1388 [Map of Northern Lands] 18396, 65795
Clavius, Claudius, b. 1388 [Map of Scandinavia, 1470] 45205
Clawson 12939
Claxton, Remsen & Haffelfinger 12840, 34194
Clay, C.J. 12874, 12881
Clay (C.J.) and Son, printers SEE C.J. Clay and Sons 12881
Clay County, 1982, plat directory, Illinois 20963
Clay County Farm Bureau (Ill.) 20960, 20961, 20962, 20963
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Call Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago and St. Louis Railway Company</td>
<td>48761</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago and St. Louis Railway Company</td>
<td>48768</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago and St. Louis Railway Company</td>
<td>48773</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago and St. Louis Railway Company</td>
<td>48787</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago and St. Louis Railway Company</td>
<td>48796</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago and St. Louis Railway Company</td>
<td>48806</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago and St. Louis Railway Company</td>
<td>48811</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago and St. Louis Railway Company</td>
<td>48824</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago and St. Louis Railway Company</td>
<td>48830</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago and St. Louis Railway Company</td>
<td>48854</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago and St. Louis Railway Company</td>
<td>59426</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago and St. Louis Railway Company</td>
<td>59440</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago and St. Louis Railway Company</td>
<td>59456</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago and St. Louis Railway Company</td>
<td>59467</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago and St. Louis Railway Company</td>
<td>59480</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago and St. Louis Railway Company</td>
<td>59496</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago and St. Louis Railway Company</td>
<td>59509</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago, and St. Louis Railway Company SEE ALSO New York Central Railroad Company [after 1906] 48549

The Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago and St. Louis Railway. December 31, 1919 48738
The Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago and St. Louis Railway. December 31, 1920 48747
The Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago and St. Louis Railway. December 31, 1921 48761
The Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago and St. Louis Railway. December 31, 1922 48768
The Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago and St. Louis Railway. December 31, 1923 48773
The Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago and St. Louis Railway. December 31, 1924 48787
The Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago and St. Louis Railway. December 31, 1925 48796
The Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago and St. Louis Railway. December 31, 1926 48806
The Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago and St. Louis Railway. December 31, 1927 48811
The Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago and St. Louis Railway. December 31, 1928 48824
The Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago and St. Louis Railway. December 31, 1929 48830
The Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago and St. Louis Railway. January, 1906 48576
The Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago and St. Louis Railway. January, 1907 48589
The Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago and St. Louis Railway. January, 1909 48617
The Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago and St. Louis Railway. January, 1910 48628, 48635
The Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago and St. Louis Railway. January, 1912 48665
The Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago and St. Louis Railway. January, 1913 48674
The Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago and St. Louis Railway. January, 1914 48688
The Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago and St. Louis Railway. January, 1915 48697
The Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago and St. Louis Railway. January, 1916 48710
The Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago and St. Louis Railway. January, 1917 48720
The Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago and St. Louis Railway. January, 1918 48733
The Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago and St. Louis Railway. January, 1919 48749

Cleveland County (Ark.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners 21004
[Cleveland County (N.C.) - 1866: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 21005
Cleveland County (N.C.) - Maps - 1886 - Landowners 21005
[Cleveland County (Okla.) - 1900: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 21007
Cleveland County (Okla.) - Maps - 1890 - Landowners 21006
Cleveland County (Okla.) - Maps - 1900 - Landowners 21007
Cleveland County (Okla.) - Maps - 2000 - Road maps 61306
Cleveland County (Okla.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps 61307, 61308
Cleveland, Cuyahoga County & vicinity StreetFinder 21030
Cleveland, Cuyahoga, Geauga, Lake, and portions of Lorain County street guide 21031
Cleveland, Grover, 1837-1908 22023, 35590
Cleveland, Grover, 1837-1908 - Autographs 84580
Cleveland Harbor including lower Cuyahoga River / War Department, Corps of Engineers, Survey of the Northern and Northwestern Lakes 21015
Cleveland, John Fitch, 1819 21012
Cleveland, John Fitch, 1819-1876 5078, 5157
Cleveland, Lorain & Wheeling Railway 60428, 60431, 60435, 60437, 60440, 60444, 60449
The Cleveland, Lorain & Wheeling Railway and connections 60449
Cleveland, Lorain & Wheeling Railway - Maps - 1894 60428
Cleveland, Lorain & Wheeling Railway - Maps - 1895 60431
Cleveland, Lorain & Wheeling Railway - Maps - 1896 60435
Cleveland, Lorain & Wheeling Railway - Maps - 1897 60438
Cleveland, Lorain & Wheeling Railway - Maps - 1898 60440
Cleveland, Lorain & Wheeling Railway - Maps - 1899 60444
Cleveland, Lorain & Wheeling Railway - Maps - 1900 60449
Cleveland, Lorain & Wheeling Railway - Maps - 1901 60449
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Call Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland Museum of Art</td>
<td>11807</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland (Ohio) - Aerial photographs - 1933</td>
<td>21012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland (Ohio) - Maps - 1835</td>
<td>21008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland (Ohio) - Maps - 1850</td>
<td>21009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland (Ohio) - Maps - 1850 - Pictorial works</td>
<td>21009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland (Ohio) - Maps - 1914 - Road maps</td>
<td>48706</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland (Ohio) - Maps - 1924 - Road maps</td>
<td>60525, 60541</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland (Ohio) - Maps - 1926 - Road maps</td>
<td>60542</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland (Ohio) - Maps - 1927 - Road maps</td>
<td>60548</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland (Ohio) - Maps - 1930 - Road maps</td>
<td>21010, 21035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland (Ohio) - Maps - 1932 - Road maps</td>
<td>21011, 59283</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland (Ohio) - Maps - 1933 - Road maps</td>
<td>21013, 21036, 59292</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland (Ohio) - Maps - 1933 - Road maps - Pictorial maps</td>
<td>21012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland (Ohio) - Maps - 1934 - Lakefront</td>
<td>21014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland (Ohio) - Maps - 1935 - Road maps</td>
<td>21038, 21039</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland (Ohio) - Maps - 1936 - Harbors - Nautical charts</td>
<td>21015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland (Ohio) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps</td>
<td>21016, 21040, 77639</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland (Ohio) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps</td>
<td>21041, 21042, 60755</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland (Ohio) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps</td>
<td>21043</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland (Ohio) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps</td>
<td>21044, 21045</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland (Ohio) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps</td>
<td>21046, 21047</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland (Ohio) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps</td>
<td>21048</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland (Ohio) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps</td>
<td>21049</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland (Ohio) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps</td>
<td>21052, 21053</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland (Ohio) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps</td>
<td>21056, 37270</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland (Ohio) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps</td>
<td>21057</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland (Ohio) - Maps - 1949 - Harbors</td>
<td>32587</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland (Ohio) - Maps - 1949 - Road maps</td>
<td>21058</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland (Ohio) - Maps - 1950 - Road maps</td>
<td>21059</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland (Ohio) - Maps - 1951 - Road maps</td>
<td>21059, 21061, 76087, 76088</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland (Ohio) - Maps - 1951 - Road maps</td>
<td>21062</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland (Ohio) - Maps - 1954 - Road maps</td>
<td>21063</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland (Ohio) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps</td>
<td>21064</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland (Ohio) - Maps - 1959 - Road maps</td>
<td>21066, 21067</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland (Ohio) - Maps - 1960 - Road maps</td>
<td>21068, 21069</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland (Ohio) - Maps - 1964 - Road maps</td>
<td>21017, 21018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland (Ohio) - Maps - 1965 - Road maps</td>
<td>21019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland (Ohio) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps</td>
<td>21020, 21021, 21070</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland (Ohio) - Maps - 1967 - Road maps</td>
<td>21022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland (Ohio) - Maps - 1968 - Road maps</td>
<td>21023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland (Ohio) - Maps - 1969 - Road maps</td>
<td>21024, 21025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland (Ohio) - Maps - 1970 - Road maps</td>
<td>21026</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland (Ohio) - Maps - 1971 - Road maps</td>
<td>21027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland (Ohio) - Maps - 1972 - Road maps</td>
<td>21071</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland (Ohio) - Maps - 1974 - Road maps</td>
<td>21072</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland (Ohio) - Maps - 1990 - Road maps</td>
<td>21028</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland (Ohio) - Maps - 1997 - Road maps</td>
<td>21029</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland (Ohio) - Maps - 2001 - Road maps</td>
<td>21030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland (Ohio) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps</td>
<td>21031</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland (Ohio) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps</td>
<td>21032</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland (Ohio) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps</td>
<td>21033</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland (Ohio) - Pictorial works - 1833</td>
<td>76216</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland (Ohio) - Pictorial works - 1877</td>
<td>21034</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland (Ohio) - Pictorial works - 1883 - Railroad stations</td>
<td>14665</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland (Ohio) - Pictorial works - 1944 - Railroad yards</td>
<td>55578</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland (Ohio) - Pictorial works - 1949 - Railroad stations</td>
<td>21073</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1855</td>
<td>60394</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1857</td>
<td>60396</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1859</td>
<td>60397, 60398</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1909 - Road maps</td>
<td>36864</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1926 - Road maps</td>
<td>60542</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1928 - Railroads</td>
<td>59211</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1929</td>
<td>59240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1929 - Railroads</td>
<td>59219</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1930 - Parks</th>
<th>21035</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1930 - Railroads</td>
<td>59254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1930 - Road maps</td>
<td>21035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1931 - Road maps</td>
<td>60617</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1933 - Road maps</td>
<td>21036</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1934 - Road maps</td>
<td>21037</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1935 - Road maps</td>
<td>21038, 21039</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps</td>
<td>21016, 21040, 60725, 60726, 60727, 77635, 77639</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps</td>
<td>21041, 21042, 60754, 60755, 60756, 60762</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps</td>
<td>21043, 60787, 60788, 60789</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps</td>
<td>21044, 21045, 60816, 60817</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps</td>
<td>21046, 21047, 60837, 60838, 60842</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps</td>
<td>21048, 60853, 60854, 60859</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps</td>
<td>21049, 37197, 60872, 60873</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1944 - Road maps</td>
<td>21050, 21051</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps</td>
<td>37232, 37233</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps</td>
<td>21052, 21053, 21054, 21055, 37234, 60894, 60895, 60896, 60897</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps</td>
<td>21056, 60920, 60921, 60925</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1949 - Road maps</td>
<td>21057, 60941, 60942, 60943, 60944, 60950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1950 - Road maps</td>
<td>21058, 60964, 60966</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1951 - Road maps</td>
<td>21059, 21060, 60976</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1952 - Road maps</td>
<td>60998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1954 - Road maps</td>
<td>21063, 23462, 61008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1955 - Road maps</td>
<td>21064, 23469, 23470, 23471, 61024, 61025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps</td>
<td>21065</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1957 - Road maps</td>
<td>61035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1958 - Road maps</td>
<td>21066, 21067</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1960 - Road maps</td>
<td>21068, 21069</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1963 - Road maps</td>
<td>61041</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1964 - Road maps</td>
<td>21017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1965 - Road maps</td>
<td>21019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1966 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>32601</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps</td>
<td>21020, 21021, 21070, 61045</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1967 - Road maps</td>
<td>61047</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1968 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>32606</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1968 - Road maps</td>
<td>21023, 61049</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1969 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>32607</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1969 - Road maps</td>
<td>21024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1970 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>32610</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1970 - Road maps</td>
<td>21026, 61053</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1971 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>32611</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1971 - Road maps</td>
<td>21027, 61054</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1972 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>32613, 32614</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1972 - Road maps</td>
<td>21071</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1973 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>32615, 32616</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1973 - Road maps</td>
<td>61057, 61058</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1974 - Road maps</td>
<td>21072, 61061, 61062</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps</td>
<td>61065</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1976 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>32619</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps</td>
<td>61069</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1978 - Road maps</td>
<td>61073</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1979 - Road maps</td>
<td>61075</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1982 - Road maps</td>
<td>61076</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps</td>
<td>21031</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps</td>
<td>21032</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps</td>
<td>21033</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cleveland / Sinclair 21025
Cleveland street guide 21032, 21033
Cleveland street map 21022
Cleveland & Teeside 7109
Cleveland / Texaco 21027
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Climatological Maps

Climatic changes

Climatic atlas of the United States / Stephen Sargent Visher

Climatic Atlas of Nebraska

Climates of the United States in colors

Climate

Climate

Climate

Climate

Climate

Climate

Climate

Climate

Climate

Climate

Climate

Climate

Climate

Climate

Climate

Climate

Climate
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Climate Change Adaptation in Africa   406

Climate

Climate

[Climate and T-in-O world maps] 74140

Climate - Antarctica - Maps - 1910-1913   2103

Climate - Arctic regions - Maps - 1976   2498

Climate Change Adaptation in Africa   406

Climate - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1964   21074

Climate - Charts, Diagrams, Etc. - Maps - 1893   30740

Climate - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1914   19661

Climate - Maps - 1425 - Manuscripts   22308

Climate - Maps - 1485   83797

Climate - Maps - 1492   83807

Climate - Maps - 1503   74140

Climate - Maps - 1508   83837, 83838

Climate - Maps - 1528   83861

Climate - Maps - 1590-1606   34030

Climate - Maps - 1659   84028

Climate - Maps - 1703   21075

Climate - Maps - 1730   84093

Climate - Maps - 1823   84221, 84222

Climate - Maps - 1843   84252

Climate - Maps - 1845-1848   9730

Climate - Maps - 1855   84266

Climate - Maps - 1860   84275, 84278, 84279

Climate - Maps - 1873   60300, 84290

Climate - Maps - 1891-1892   9969

Climate - Maps - 1899   46162

Climate - Maps - 1930-1939   84336, 84339

Climate - Maps - 1940-1949   84350

Climate - Maps - 1950   84392, 84404, 84405, 84406, 84407, 84408

Climate - Maps - 1951   84410

Climate - Maps - 1952   84415

Climate - Maps - 1953   84417

Climate - Maps - 1960   84443, 84444, 84445

Climate - Massachusetts - Maps - 1861   45409

Climate - Nebraska - Maps - 1977   53285

Climate - New York (State) - Maps - 1931   56339

Climate - North America - Maps - 1873   57780

Climate - North America - Maps - 1943   57809

Climate - Northern Hemisphere - Maps - 1860   84278, 84279

Climate of Arctic Canada in maps   2498

Climate - Russia - Maps - 1954   67697

Climate - United States - Maps - 1885   76920

Climate - United States - Maps - 1893   76987

Climate - United States - Maps - 1920-1929   77227

Climate - United States - Maps - 1921   77251, 77252

Climate - United States - Maps - 1927   77354

Climate - United States - Maps - 1943   77822

Climate - United States - Maps - 1966   78445

Climates of the United States in colors   76987

Climatic Atlas of Nebraska   53285

Climatic atlas of the United States / Stephen Sargent Visher   78445

Climatic atlas of tropical Atlantic & east Pacific   6989

Climatic changes - Research - Africa - Maps - 1996   406

Climatological Maps   21076, 21077

Climbers, Mountain SEE Mountaineers AND Women mountaineers   26401
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Clinch, George, 1860-1921 38566, 40596, 40603, 73115
Cline, Howard Francis 62520
Cline, Howard Francis. Oztoticpac lands map of Texcoco, 1540 (1966) 62519
Cline (J.A.) & Co. SEE J.A. Cline & Co. 5155
Cline, Roger 18066
Clines, Edith J. 30004
Clinic on Library Applications of Data Processing (32nd : 1995 : University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign) 28794
Clint, Florence 56017
Clinton County 4-H Council (Mich.) 21094
Clinton County 4-H Leaders Organization (Pa.) 21103
Clinton County Farm Bureau (Ill.) 21081
Clinton County Homemakers Extension Association (Ill.) 21083
Clinton County, Indiana historical atlas / compiled by Simon Henry Irick 21085
[Clinton County (Ind.)] - 1865: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 21087
Clinton County (Ind.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners 21078
Clinton County (Ind.) - Maps - 1914 21079
Clinton County (Ind.) - Maps - 1914 - Topographic maps 21080
Clinton County (Ind.) - Maps - 1956 - Landowners 21081
Clinton County (Ind.) - Maps - 1961 - Landowners 21082
Clinton County (Ind.) - Maps - 1975 - Landowners 21083
Clinton County, Illinois, plat book 21082
[Clinton County (Ind.)] - 1865: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 21087
Clinton County (Ind.) - 1919 - Maps - Landowners 21084
Clinton County (Ind.) - Historical geography - Maps - 1976 - Landowners 21085
Clinton County (Ind.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners 21086
Clinton County (Ind.) - Maps - 1830-1966 - Landowners 21085
Clinton County (Ind.) - Maps - 1865 - Landowners 21087
Clinton County (Ind.) - Maps - 1876 - Landowners 21088
Clinton County (Ind.) - Maps - 1971 - Landowners 21089
Clinton County, Indiana historical atlas / compiled by Simon Henry Irick 21085
[Clinton County (Iowa) - 1865: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 21090
Clinton County (Iowa) - Maps - 1865 - Landowners 21090
Clinton County (Iowa) - Maps - 1874-1925 - Landowners 21091
Clinton County (Iowa) - Maps - 1925 - Landowners 21092
Clinton County Map Co. (Missouri). Ownership maps [of Clinton County, Mo.] (1973) 21095
[Clinton County (Mich.)] - 1864: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 21093
Clinton County (Mich.) - Maps - 1864 - Landowners 21093
Clinton County (Mich.) - Maps - 1976 - Landowners 21094
Clinton County (Mo.) - Maps - 1875-1973 - Landowners 21095
[Clinton County (N.Y.)] - 1856: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 21097
[Clinton County (N.Y.)] - 1885: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 21099
Clinton County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1839 21096
Clinton County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1856 - Landowners 21097
Clinton County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1869 - Landowners 21098
Clinton County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1885 - Landowners 21099
[Clinton County (Ohio)] - 1859: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 21100
Clinton County (Ohio) - Maps - 1859 - Landowners 21100
Clinton County (Ohio) - Maps - 1876 - Landowners 21101
[Clinton County (Ohio)] - 1862: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 21102
Clinton County (Pa.) - Maps - 1862 - Landowners 21102
Clinton County (Pa.) - Maps - 1973 - Landowners 21103
Clinton Garage and Tourist Park (Clinton, Montana) 51372
Clinton, Henry, 17387-1795 12403, 13442, 13574, 13800, 14927, 14953, 18725, 24917, 27373, 27377, 27451, 31285, 34513, 34789, 51257, 55621, 62964, 63515, 64310, 64339, 66061, 68884, 68885, 68886, 68983, 71255, 73291, 75498, 76390, 79755, 82883, 85170
Clinton, Henry, 17387-1795 76390
Clinton, Henry, Sir, 17387-1795 51255, 76377
Clinton (Iowa) - Maps - 1855 - Railroads 21104
Clinton (Iowa) - Maps - 1855 - Real property 21104
Clinton (Iowa) - Pictorial works - 1960 - Railroads 21105
Clinton Region (Iowa) - Maps - 1872-1873 - Railroads 37619
Clinton State Bank (Ind.) 63367
Clinton, Tippecanoe Counties, Indiana : plat book & index of owners 21089
[Clip art and printed illustrations collected by Rand McNally and Co. from scattered printed sources, ca. 1920-ca. 1940] 21106
Clip art - Specimens - 1870 17079
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Clip art - Specimens - 1920-1940 21106
Clip art - Specimens - 1930-1950 66234
Clipart SEE Clip art 66234
Clipper Navigation, Inc 69805
Clipson, William J. 60231, 60232, 76337, 76338, 76395
Clissa (Croatia) - Maps - 1689 - Pictorial works 21107, 21108
Clissa (Croatia) SEE Klis (Croatia) 41227
Clissa dalla parte d'Ostro 21107
Clissa della parte de Leuante 21108
Clissa principal fortezza del Turcho nella Dalmatia ... 41226
Clissa principal fortezza del Turcho nella Dalmatia, et chiaue del rego. di Bosna lontano da Spallato miglia 5 / fatta da Xhofo. Tarnowskij 41227
Clissa Region (Croatia) SEE Klis Region (Croatia) 41227
Clibu 42262
Clivensis et Iliiacensis dvcatvm nouus ac verus tÿpus geographicus 58755
Clivia ducatus 25604
Clivia ducatus et Ravenstein dominium 25603
Cliviae ducatus et Marchiae comitatus tabulam 58776
Clocks and watches - Italy - Milan - Catalogs 52015
Clocks and Watches, Renaissance 21109
Clodius, Marcus, fl. 1589 63377
Cloeck & Moedigh 1887
Clogher, William 19453, 19454
Clohesy & Co. (Chicago, Ill.) 22034
Clohessy & Strengele 65305
Cloister (Hotel) 32228
Cloister (Hotel) - Access routes - Maps - 1935 32228
Cloister Hotel (Sea Island, Ga.) SEE Cloister (Hotel) 32228
Cloisters (Baltimore, Md.) 29174
Clodius, Marcus, fl. 1589 63377
Clow, Geo. W. 49348
Cloppenburg 8676, 8710, 29004
Cloppenburgh, J. E. 4268
Clos-Arceduc, Albert 46107
Close, Charles Frederick, Sir, 1865-1952 32485
Close, Virginia L. 34554
Closh, H. 42867, 56322
Closson Press 32958, 82800, 83640
Closson Press (Apollo, Pa.) 80920
Cloth maps 25595
Cloth maps - Specimens 1135, 16328, 26376, 31739, 38203, 39793, 41319, 41320, 44315, 47546, 59701, 65554, 67696, 73861, 74066, 74067
Cloth maps - World War, 1939-1945 84710
Clothing and dress - Europe - Pictorial works - 1606 25740
Clothing and dress - Holy Roman Empire - Pictorial works - 1606 25740
Clothing trade - Illinois - Maps - 1930 35799
Clothing trade - Illinois - Maps - 1931 35821
Clothing trade - Indiana - Maps - 1930 36956
Clothing trade - Indiana - Maps - 1931 36970
Clothing trade - Kentucky - Maps - 1931 40791
Clothing trade - Michigan - Maps - 1930 46981
Clothing trade - Michigan - Maps - 1931 47004
Clothing trade - Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1930 47820
Clothing trade - Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1931 47827
Clothing trade - Minnesota - Maps - 1930 49656
Clothing trade - Minnesota - Maps - 1931 49669
Clothing trade - Missouri - Maps - 1930 50791
Clothing trade - Missouri - Maps - 1931 50808
Clothing trade - Nebraska - Maps - 1930 53005
Clothing trade - Nebraska - Maps - 1931 53020
Clothing trade - New England - Maps - 1931 54137
Clothing trade - New Jersey - Maps - 1931 63709
Clothing trade - New York (State) - Maps - 1930 56323
Clothing trade - New York (State) - Maps - 1931 56345
Clothing trade - Ohio - Maps - 1930 60597
Clothing trade - Ohio - Maps - 1931 60621
Clothing trade - Pennsylvania - Maps - 1931 63709
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Call Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clothing trade - Tennessee</td>
<td>1931</td>
<td>40791</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clothing trade - United States</td>
<td>1931</td>
<td>77526</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clothing trade - Wisconsin</td>
<td>1930</td>
<td>83241</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clothing trade - Wisconsin</td>
<td>1931</td>
<td>83252</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clothworkers’ Company</td>
<td></td>
<td>42386</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clothworkers’ Company (London, England) - Real property - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td></td>
<td>42386</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cloud, J.</td>
<td></td>
<td>68718</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cloud, John</td>
<td></td>
<td>23601, 76406</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clouet, Mr. l’abbé (Jean Baptiste Louis)</td>
<td>1730</td>
<td>1696, 9251, 84133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clout, Hugh D.</td>
<td></td>
<td>42379</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clover Leaf Route</td>
<td></td>
<td>48422</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clover Leaf Route</td>
<td></td>
<td>48596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clovis (N.M.) Chamber of Commerce</td>
<td>55339</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clow, H. B., fl. 1933</td>
<td></td>
<td>62155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clowers, W.</td>
<td></td>
<td>25215</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clowes and Sons William Clowes and Sons</td>
<td>8056</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clowes (W. and Sons)</td>
<td></td>
<td>8056</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clowes, William</td>
<td></td>
<td>8011, 42425, 42429</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Club alpin français</td>
<td></td>
<td>42583</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Club alpino italiano</td>
<td></td>
<td>42426</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clubs - England - London - Maps</td>
<td>1923</td>
<td>42595</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clubs, Night SEE Nightclubs</td>
<td></td>
<td>44346</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clubs (Nightclubs) SEE Nightclubs</td>
<td></td>
<td>44346</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clun, Harold</td>
<td></td>
<td>25459</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluny, Alexander</td>
<td></td>
<td>76475</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluny Press (Kingston, Ont.)</td>
<td></td>
<td>38385</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clur, Johannes</td>
<td></td>
<td>7645, 7646, 23663</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clusius, Carolus</td>
<td>1526</td>
<td>21110, 21111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clusius, Carolus, 1526-1609 - Bibliography</td>
<td>21116</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clusius-tentoonstelling in het Stedelijk Museum, ‘De Lakenhal’ te Leiden, 19 October-30 October 1926</td>
<td>17582</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clutton, Elizabeth</td>
<td></td>
<td>17098, 17873</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clùver, Philipp, 1580-1622</td>
<td></td>
<td>4267, 4280, 4292, 4297, 4299, 4300, 4303, 4324, 4339, 4340, 4348, 4366, 4379, 4380, 4403, 4462, 4429, 8698, 8699, 8721, 8722, 9258, 9565, 9604, 12670, 28956, 28967, 28972, 28987, 31296, 32358, 32359, 34032, 70029, 70032, 73788</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluverius, Philippus, 1580-1622</td>
<td></td>
<td>28967</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clywyd (Wales) - Maps - 1689 - Coasts - Nautical charts</td>
<td>38455</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clywyd (Wales) - Maps - 1749 - Coasts - Nautical charts</td>
<td>38456</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clyde, Firth of (Scotland) - Maps - 1872</td>
<td>31953</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clyde River Estuary (Scotland) SEE Clyde, Firth of (Scotland)</td>
<td>31953</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clyde River (Scotland) - Maps - 1804 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>67922</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clyde River (Scotland) - Maps - 1898-1899</td>
<td>31954</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clyde River (Scotland) - Maps - 1920-1921</td>
<td>31956</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clyde River (Scotland) - Maps - 1941</td>
<td>69668</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Clyde Steamship Co. map of Florida showing routes and railroad connections</td>
<td>26905</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clyde Steamship Company</td>
<td></td>
<td>26905</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clyde Steamship Company - Maps - 1903</td>
<td>26905</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clyman, James, 1792-1881</td>
<td></td>
<td>62058, 81775, 81789</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clyman, James, 1792-1881, James Clyman, American frontiersman, 1792-1881 (1928)</td>
<td>62058, 81775, 81789</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clyman, James, 1792-1881 - Travel - 1823-1824 - Maps</td>
<td>81775</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clyman, James, 1792-1881 - Travel - 1845 - Maps</td>
<td>62058</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clymer, Geo., Jr.</td>
<td></td>
<td>81801</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CM Alliance</td>
<td></td>
<td>78936</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CM Cartographics (Firm)</td>
<td></td>
<td>19006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cnobbbaert, Michiel</td>
<td></td>
<td>27645, 62792</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cnobbbaar, vidua</td>
<td></td>
<td>12119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cnfn[as].tinst[onpoli].[a]</td>
<td></td>
<td>38635</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co-Op National Co-operatives, Inc. SEE National Cooperatives, inc.</td>
<td>58542</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO-OP road map of Missouri</td>
<td></td>
<td>51116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[CO-OP road maps of the western United States]</td>
<td>82612</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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### Coal mines and mining

- **Coahuila (Mexico : State)** - **Maps** - 1834 **74510**
- **Coahuila (Mexico : State)** - **Maps** - 1847 **55243**
- **Coahuila (Mexico : State)** - **Maps** - 1848 **55247**
- **Coahuila (Mexico : State)** - **Maps** - 1873 - **Indians** **21119**
- **Coahuila (Mexico : State)** - **Maps** - 1873 - **Landowners** 66858
- **Coahuila (Mexico : State)** - **Maps** - 1874 **21120**
- **Coahuila (Mexico : State)** - **Maps** - 1925 - **Railroads** 21121, 21122
- **Coahuila (Mexico : State)** - **Maps** - 1937 **51577**

Coal burning electric power generating plants at points served by Southern Railway system : 47 plants as of February. 1959 72179

Coal-fired power plants - **Southern States** - **Maps** - 1959 **72179**

Coal - Iron ore - **Copper** / by V.C. Finch 84398

Coal mines and mining - **Alaska** - **Maps** - 1898 **1042**
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<td>Colorado and Southern Railway - Maps - 1917</td>
<td>82178, 82180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado and Southern Railway - Maps - 1918</td>
<td>32706, 82183</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado and Southern Railway - Maps - 1919</td>
<td>32708</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado and Southern Railway - Maps - 1920</td>
<td>32710</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado and Southern Railway - Maps - 1921</td>
<td>32713, 82202, 82203, 82204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado and Southern Railway - Maps - 1922</td>
<td>32719, 82211</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado and Southern Railway - Maps - 1923</td>
<td>32721, 82215, 82216</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado and Southern Railway - Maps - 1924</td>
<td>32725, 82222, 82223</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado and Southern Railway - Maps - 1925</td>
<td>32729, 32730, 82226, 82227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado and Southern Railway - Maps - 1926</td>
<td>82232, 82233</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado and Southern Railway - Maps - 1927</td>
<td>82237, 82238, 82239</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado and Southern Railway - Maps - 1928</td>
<td>82246, 82248, 82249</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado and Southern Railway - Maps - 1929</td>
<td>82250, 82251, 82252</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado and Southern Railway - Maps - 1930</td>
<td>82295</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado at its best : Colorado's state parks and recreation areas</td>
<td>21679</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado : 'best in the long run' : Marathon Oil Co.</td>
<td>21450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado - Boats and boating - 1987</td>
<td>21257</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado - Boundaries - Wyoming - Cartography</td>
<td>21258</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado : California Company road map</td>
<td>21509, 21510, 21536, 21553, 21567</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado cartography</td>
<td>17083</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado Centennial-Bicentennial Commission</td>
<td>21663, 21664</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado / Cities Service</td>
<td>21613, 21623</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado College. Stewart Commission on Western History</td>
<td>22950, 32752, 82629</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado ... / compliments of Phillips Petroleum Company, Bartlesville, Oklahoma</td>
<td>21626</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Colorado County (Tex.) - 1880: LC G&amp;M land ownership maps on microfiche]</td>
<td>21259</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado County (Tex.) - Maps - 1880 - Landowners</td>
<td>21259</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado. Dept. of Highways</td>
<td>21655, 21660, 21661, 21663, 21664</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado : Derby products</td>
<td>21421, 21432, 21433</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado - Description and travel - 1982</td>
<td>21260</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado - Description and travel - 1986</td>
<td>21261</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado - Description and travel - 1994</td>
<td>21262</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado - Description and travel - 1995</td>
<td>21263, 23224</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado - Description and travel - Arts - 1993</td>
<td>21264, 23227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado. Division of Parks &amp; Outdoor Recreation</td>
<td>21679</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado. Division of Wildlife</td>
<td>21272</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado - Emblems - 1968</td>
<td>21265</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado - Fishing - 1987</td>
<td>21272</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado - Ghost towns - History - 1975</td>
<td>21675</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado highway map : 1935 ... / compliments of Phillips Petroleum Company</td>
<td>21437</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado - Historical geography - Maps - 1989 - Trails</td>
<td>21266</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado - Historical geography - Maps - 1993</td>
<td>21267</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado - Historical geography - Maps - 1994</td>
<td>21268</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado - Historical geography - Maps - 2007</td>
<td>21670</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado - History - 1967</td>
<td>21269</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado - History - 1974</td>
<td>21270</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado Hospitality Publications</td>
<td>21263</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado Hotel and Motel Association</td>
<td>21271</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado - Hotels, motels, etc. - 1994</td>
<td>21271</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado - Hunting - 1987</td>
<td>21272</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado hunting and fishing</td>
<td>21272</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado info-map : Gulf</td>
<td>21460, 21464, 21465, 21466, 21523, 21557, 21599, 21610, 21611</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Colorado : Interesting places]</td>
<td>21264</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado / map prepared by Allan Cartography of Medford, Oregon, using base materials from the United States Geological Survey's 1:500,000 scale state map series</td>
<td>21666</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado - Maps - 1776 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>21273</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado - Maps - 1811 - Canals, Proposed</td>
<td>74308</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado - Maps - 1843</td>
<td>81788</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado - Maps - 1855</td>
<td>21274, 21275</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado - Maps - 1859</td>
<td>21276</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Call Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Trails</td>
<td>40080</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gold mines and mining</td>
<td>40080</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mines and mineral resources</td>
<td>21277, 21278</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silver mines and mining</td>
<td>21277, 21278</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public Lands - Surveys</td>
<td>21279</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parks</td>
<td>21280</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Railroads</td>
<td>21281</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Railroads</td>
<td>21282, 21283</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Railroads</td>
<td>64918</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Railroads</td>
<td>21284</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Railroads</td>
<td>21285, 21286</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical provinces</td>
<td>21287</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mines and mineral resources</td>
<td>21283</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lead Mines and Mining</td>
<td>21297, 21298</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Railroads - Pictorial maps</td>
<td>40089, 40090</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wars</td>
<td>21297, 21298</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Railroads - Pictorial maps</td>
<td>21300, 21301, 21302</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geology</td>
<td>21301, 21302</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topographic maps</td>
<td>21303, 21304, 21305, 21306, 21307</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geology</td>
<td>21308, 21309</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topographic maps</td>
<td>21310</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geology</td>
<td>41764</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mines and mineral resources</td>
<td>41764</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Railroads</td>
<td>21311</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Railroads</td>
<td>21312</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Railroads</td>
<td>21313, 21314, 21315</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Railroads</td>
<td>21316</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Railroads</td>
<td>21316</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Railroads</td>
<td>21317</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Railroads</td>
<td>21318</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indian reservations</td>
<td>21319</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Railroads</td>
<td>21320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Railroads</td>
<td>21321</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Railroads</td>
<td>21322</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Railroads</td>
<td>21323</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Railroads</td>
<td>21324</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Railroads</td>
<td>21325, 21326</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Railroads - Pictorial maps</td>
<td>21327</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Railroads - Pictorial maps</td>
<td>21328</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Categories</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Colorado</td>
<td>1941</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado</td>
<td>1942</td>
<td>Railroads</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado</td>
<td>1942</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado</td>
<td>1943</td>
<td>Railroads</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado</td>
<td>1943</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado</td>
<td>1944-1946</td>
<td>Electric Lines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado</td>
<td>1944-1946</td>
<td>Natural gas pipelines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado</td>
<td>1944</td>
<td>Railroads</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado</td>
<td>1944</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado</td>
<td>1945</td>
<td>Industries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado</td>
<td>1945</td>
<td>Railroads</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado</td>
<td>1945</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado</td>
<td>1946</td>
<td>Railroads</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado</td>
<td>1946</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado</td>
<td>1947-1955</td>
<td>Natural gas pipelines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado</td>
<td>1947</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado</td>
<td>1948</td>
<td>Commercial products</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado</td>
<td>1948</td>
<td>Farm produce</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado</td>
<td>1948</td>
<td>Railroads</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado</td>
<td>1948</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado</td>
<td>1949</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado</td>
<td>1950</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado</td>
<td>1950</td>
<td>Railroads</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado</td>
<td>1951</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado</td>
<td>1952</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado</td>
<td>1952</td>
<td>Railroads</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado</td>
<td>1952</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado</td>
<td>1954</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado</td>
<td>1955</td>
<td>Maps, Physical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado</td>
<td>1955</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado</td>
<td>1960</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado</td>
<td>1961</td>
<td>Railroads</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado</td>
<td>1962</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado</td>
<td>1962</td>
<td>Railroads</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado</td>
<td>1962</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado</td>
<td>1963</td>
<td>Railroads</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado</td>
<td>1963</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado</td>
<td>1965</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado</td>
<td>1965</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado</td>
<td>1967</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado</td>
<td>1968</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado</td>
<td>1969</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado</td>
<td>1973</td>
<td>Counties</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado</td>
<td>1973</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado</td>
<td>1973</td>
<td>Traffic flow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado</td>
<td>1974</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado</td>
<td>1975</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado</td>
<td>1976</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado</td>
<td>1980-1982</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado</td>
<td>1989</td>
<td>Trails</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado</td>
<td>1992</td>
<td>Guides</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado</td>
<td>1992</td>
<td>Guides</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado</td>
<td>1993</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado</td>
<td>1994</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado</td>
<td>2005</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>Administrative and political divisions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>Counties</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>Bibliography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>Gold mines and mining</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado</td>
<td>1959-1964</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Colorado Midland Railway Company 82029

Colorado Midland Railway Company - Maps - 1900 82029

Colorado : Mobilgas : Socony-Vacuum : friendly service 21455, 21474, 21475, 21504, 21505

Colorado Motor Association 64750

Colorado - Mountains - Description and travel - 1975 21675

Colorado - Mountains - Description and travel - 1980 21676

Colorado - Mountains - Description and travel - 1991 21677

Colorado - Mountains - Description and travel - 1997 21678

Colorado National Forest (Colo.) SEE Arapaho National Forest (Colo.) and Roosevelt National Forest (Colo.) 2345

Coloradon National Forest, Colorado : sixth principal meridian / compiled in District Office, Denver, 1917, from U.S.G.S., Land Office and Forest Service data by H.E. Sealing 2345

Colorado, Nebraska, Wyoming info-map : Gulf 21634, 21638

Colorado, Nebraska, Utah / issued by Orange County Automobile Club ... 21657

Colorado official road map : Phillips 66 21471, 21498, 21499, 21530, 21548, 21562, 21579, 21602

Colorado : official state vacation guide 21262

Colorado - Parks - 1987 21679

Colorado - Pictorial works - 1877 21291, 21292

Colorado - Pictorial works - 1881 21300

Colorado place names / William Bright 52230, 52231

Colorado points of interest and touring map ... 21619, 21630

Colorado postal history: the post offices 52232

Colorado - Postal service 52232

Colorado / prepared in the office of the Chief of Engineers U.S.A. 21296

Colorado Public Utilities Commission 21333

Colorado Railroad Museum 21654

Colorado : Rand McNally indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide of Colorado 21344

Colorado River (Colo.-Mexico) - Maps - 1844 - Mouth 62560

Colorado River (Colo.-Mexico) - Maps - 1850 21680

Colorado River (Colo.-Mexico) - Maps - 1850 - Boundaries 21681

Colorado River (Colo.-Mexico) - Maps - 1851-1852 2543

Colorado River (Colo.-Mexico) - Maps - 1861 21682, 21683

Colorado River (Colo.-Mexico) - Maps - 1969 32309

Colorado River (Colo.-Mexico) - Pictorial works - Collections, 1858 - Catalogs 21684

Colorado River Outfitters Association 21257

Colorado River trips 21257

Colorado River Valley (Colo.-Mexico) - Maps - 1777 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 21685

Colorado River Valley (Colo.-Mexico) - Maps - 1932 - Pictorial maps 34663

Colorado River Watershed (Colo.-Mexico) - 1972 21686

Colorado River Watershed (Colo.-Mexico) - 1981 21687

Colorado road map ... 21612

Colorado road map ... / Bareco Oil Company, formerly Barnsdall Refining Corp. 21543, 21558

Colorado road map ... / Barnsdall ... 21489

Colorado road map ... / by Bareco Oil Company 21574

Colorado road map : Cities Service ... 21491, 21524, 21544, 21559

Colorado road map / Cities Service ahead 21490

Colorado road map / Cities Service Oils ... 21575

Colorado road map : Deep Rock 21493, 21494, 21526

Colorado road map : Parco 21415, 21416

Colorado road map / PARCO, Producers and Refiners Corporation, Independence, Kansas 21417

Colorado Road SEE Colorado and Southern Railway 72348

Colorado School of Mines, Golden. Arthur Lakes Library 68698

Colorado : Sinclair 1933 road map 21418

Colorado & Southern Lines : the Colorado & Southern Railway, the Colorado Springs & Cripple Creek District Railway, Fort Worth & Denver City Railway, Wichita Valley Lines (under construction), Trinity & Brazos Valley Railway 72371


Colorado Springs Chamber of Commerce 21690, 64750

Colorado Springs (Colo.) - Description and travel - 1982 21688

Colorado Springs (Colo.) - Description and travel - 1995 21689

Colorado Springs (Colo.) - History - 1960 21690

Colorado Springs (Colo.) - Maps - 1873 21691

Colorado Springs (Colo.) - Maps - 1882 - Pictorial works 21692

Colorado Springs (Colo.) - Maps - 1910 - Manuscripts 21693

Colorado Springs (Colo.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps 23242
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Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Colorado Springs (Colo.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps 23243
Colorado Springs (Colo.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps 23245
Colorado Springs (Colo.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps 23247
Colorado Springs (Colo.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps 23249
Colorado Springs (Colo.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps 23251
Colorado Springs (Colo.) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps 23253, 23254
Colorado Springs (Colo.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps 23255, 23257
Colorado Springs (Colo.) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps 23258
Colorado Springs (Colo.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps 23259, 23261, 23262
Colorado Springs (Colo.) - Maps - 1950 79805
Colorado Springs (Colo.) - Maps - 1950 - Road maps 23263
Colorado Springs (Colo.) - Maps - 1955 - Road maps 23267
Colorado Springs (Colo.) - Maps - 1960 - Road maps 21694
Colorado Springs (Colo.) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps 23270, 23271
Colorado Springs (Colo.) - Maps - 1968 - Road maps 23273
Colorado Springs (Colo.) - Maps - 1969 - Road maps 23274
Colorado Springs (Colo.) - Maps - 1970 - Road maps 23275
Colorado Springs (Colo.) - Maps - 1975-1976 - Road maps 23276
Colorado Springs (Colo.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps 23277
Colorado Springs (Colo.) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps 23278, 23279, 23280
Colorado Springs (Colo.) - Maps - 1979 - Road maps 23281
Colorado Springs (Colo.) - Maps - 1995 - Road maps 21695
Colorado Springs (Colo.) - Maps - 2002 - Road maps 21696, 21697
Colorado Springs (Colo.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps 21698, 21699
Colorado Springs (Colo.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps 21700
Colorado Springs Convention and Visitors Bureau 21689
Colorado Springs & Cripple Creek District Railway 72370
Colorado Springs & Cripple Creek District Railway - Maps - 1906 72370
Colorado Springs EasyFinder : Local street detail 21699
Colorado Springs National Bank 21694
Colorado Springs, Pueblo street guide 21698, 21700
Colorado Springs, Pueblo StreetFinder 21695, 21696, 21697
Colorado Springs Region (Colo.) - Maps - 1930-1939 - Pictorial maps 21701
Colorado Springs Region (Colo.) - Maps - 1935 - Road maps 23300
Colorado Springs Region (Colo.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps 21459, 23242, 23301
Colorado Springs Region (Colo.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps 21483, 23243, 23244, 23302, 77664
Colorado Springs Region (Colo.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps 21512, 23245, 23246, 23303, 23304
Colorado Springs Region (Colo.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps 21538, 23247, 23305
Colorado Springs Region (Colo.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps 23249
Colorado Springs Region (Colo.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps 23251
Colorado Springs Region (Colo.) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps 23253, 23254
Colorado Springs Region (Colo.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps 23255
Colorado Springs Region (Colo.) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps 23258
Colorado Springs Region (Colo.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps 23259
Colorado Springs Region (Colo.) - Pictorial works - 1930-1939 21701
Colorado. State Dept. of Highways SEE Colorado. Dept. of Highways 21664
Colorado. State Highway Commission 21334
Colorado. State Highway Dept. 21380
Colorado state vacation guide 21263
Colorado - Surveys - 1874 28821
Colorado - Surveys - 1876 28824
Colorado : the California Company road map 21481
Colorado to Gulf Highway - Maps - 1913 72418
Colorado to Gulf Highway - Maps - 1925 77319
Colorado to Gulf Highway : the great auto-route from the Gulf Coast to the Rocky Mountains 72418
Colorado to the Gulf Highway Association 72418
Colorado - Tourism - 1930 49124
Colorado Tourism Board 21262, 21702
Colorado - Tourism - Sources - 1987 21702
Colorado, Utah : Sinclair H-C gasoline 21649
Colorado, Utah : Sinclair H-C gasoline road map 21555, 21569, 21585, 21586
Colorado, Utah : Sinclair road map 21462, 21484, 21485, 21516, 21517, 21539
Colorado, Utah : Sinclair road map : Sinclair H-C gasoline 21461
Colorado, Utah, Wyoming with Idaho, Montana 82382
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Colorado, Utah, Wyoming with Idaho, Montana : Texaco 82380, 82381, 82393, 82394, 82395, 82422, 82423, 82424, 82426, 82427, 82428, 82429, 82430, 82431, 82445, 82446, 82447, 82448, 82449, 82450, 82487, 82498, 82510
Colorado, Utah, Wyoming with Idaho, Montana ... tour with Texaco 82509
Colorado-Utah-Wyoming with Kansas-Nebraska : Texaco 82377, 82378, 82390, 82391, 82413, 82414, 82415, 82416
Colorado, Utah, Wyoming with Kansas, Nebraska : Texaco 82375, 82376, 82379, 82388, 82389, 82392, 82402, 82403, 82404, 82405, 82406, 82407, 82408, 82409, 82410, 82411, 82412, 82417, 82418, 82419, 82420, 82436, 82437, 82438, 82439, 82440, 82460, 82461, 82462, 82463, 82464

Colorado - Water conservation - 1980 21703
Colorado with sectional map of adjoining states : Texaco 21587
Colorado, Wyoming / Sinclair 21659
Colorado volume sched 6886

A Colored 'Carte du cours du fleuve Mississippi, ou de St. Louis, depuis la Nouvelle Orleans jusqu' au Natchez, leve en 1731'. Drawn by the Sr. Gonichon 50592
A Colored chart of Hudson's Straits and the entrance of Hudson's Bay, shewing the track of Baffins fourth voyage in 1615, and accompanying Baffin's autograph account 34792
A Colored chart of the country round Boston, taken from Beacon Hill by Lieut. Richard Williams of the Royal Welsh F 34606
A Colored 'view of the country round Boston, taken from Beacon Hill by Lieut. Richard Williams of the Royal Welsh F 34606
A Colored 'New and exact plan of the fort and castle of Placentia with its settlement, harbour, roads, capes, and outbatteries, stretching from Point Vert as far as the harbour of Little Placentia' 64903
A Colored panoramic 'view of the country round Boston, taken from Beacon Hill by Lieut. Richard Williams of the Royal Welsh Fuziliers, shewing the lines, redoubs and different encampments of the rebels; also those of His Majesty's troops under the com 13477
A Colored 'perspective view of Fort Ontario' drawn by Francis Pfister, lieut. in the 1st. batt. Royal Amer. Regt., 1761 27392
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A Colored 'plan and elevation of Barracks intended to be built at Fort William Henry;' drawn about 1756 27472
A Colored 'plan and profil of a designed Fort at the head of Lake George,' 1759 41533
A Colored plan and profile of Fort George, on Coxsapur Island, surveyed about 1770, by W.G. de Brahm, surveyor-general 27337
A Colored plan and profile of Fort Johnstone, near Charlestown, surveyed about 1770, by W.G. de Brahm, surveyor-general 27340
A Colored plan and profiles of Fort Loudoun, upon Tanasse River, surveyed about 1770, by W.G. de Brahm, surveyor-general 43230
A colored 'Plan and sections of the new works proposed at St. John's;' drawn by Captain Gother Mann, Quebec, 7th May, 1791 67933
A Colored 'Plan de la ville de Quebec, capitale de la nouvelle France;' drawn about 1730 66069
A Colored 'plan of a survey from Lake Ontario to Lake Erie,' with a 'plan of Fort Niagara, with its outworks and buildings' 56995
A Colored 'plan of environs of Fort Edward;' drawn about 1760 27325
A Colored plan of Fort Edward; drawn about 1760, by Francis Pfister 27323
A Colored plan of Fort Bedford, on the Juniata Creek 27246
A Colored 'plan of Fort du Quesne (now Pittsburg), as it was before it was demolished, 1758', drawn by J.C. Pleydell 27312
A Colored 'Plan of Fort Edward,' drawn about 1758, shewing a proposed alteration of the approaches, and a scheme for extensive outworks 27321
A Colored plan of Fort Edward; drawn about 1760, by Francis Pfister 27322
A Colored 'plan of Fort Edward' drawn about the end of 1755, by Harry Gordon and Geo. Bartman, engineer 27315
A Colored plan of Fort Edward, drawn, in 1758, by Capt. Thos. Abercrombie 27318
A Colored 'plan of Fort Edward,' shewing what was built up to the summer of 1756, and what remained to be done 27317
A Colored 'plan of Fort Edward, with environs;' drawn about 1758 27326
A Colored plan of Fort Massey 45508
A Colored 'plan of Fort Miller and the environs on the west side of Hudson's River', 1759 27374
A Colored plan of Fort Needham 53291
A Colored plan of Fort Niagara, with a design for contracting the same, by John Montresor, engineer, agreeable to the order he received from the Hon. M. Gen. Gage, commander-in-chief. June 1768; signed by the engineer 61698
A Colored 'plan of [Fort] Niagara, with an explanation of its present state;' drawn by Francis Pfister, at Niagara, 28 September, 1773 ... with a plan of one of the stone redoubts at Niagara, built in 1770 ... and a 'sketch of the communication between 61701
A Colored 'plan of Fort Niagara, with its environs and attack made thereon in the month of July, 1759' 61696
A Colored 'plan of Fort Ontario and its environs, surveyed by Thomas Sowers, engineer, 1760;' drawn by W. Brasier at Fort Ontario, 9th August, 1760 27389
A Colored 'plan of Fort Ontario,' by T. Sowers, engineer, drawn about 1765 27391
A Colored 'plan of Fort Ontario, shewing such parts of the works as are finished, and what as yet remains to be done to compleat the fort;' drawn, and signed, by Thomas Sowers, engineer, 1763 27390
A Colored plan of 'Fort Ontario with the several alterations and additional works proposed by the chief engineer;' drawn about 1760, by Wm. Brasier 27387
A Colored plan of Fort Oswego, on Lake Ontario; drawn in 1758, by Capt. Th. Abercrombie 27395
A Colored 'plan of Fort Pitt and parts adjacent, with both rivers;' drawn by B. Ratzer, in 1761 27401
A Colored plan of Fort Ticonderoga, on Lake Champlain; drawn by Capt. T. Abercrombie, in 1758 75175
A Colored 'plan of Fort William Henry, and the English camps and retranchment, with the Glenc different camps, and attack thereupon;' drawn (in 1757) 27464
A Colored plan of Fort William Henry on Lake George, and the attack thereon; drawn in 1758, by Capt. Th. Abercrombie 27474
A Colored 'plan of Fort William Henry,' with 'Colonel Gridly's Hornwork;' drawn about 1756 27471
A Colored plan of Frederic or Crown Point; drawn by Capt. T. Abercrombie, in 1758 22457
A Colored plan of 'Her Majesty's Fort William and Mary, on Piscataqua River, America, 1705' 27268
A Colored plan of Lake George, from Fort William Henry to Ticonderoga, shewing prosored roads of communication about 1756 41529
A Colored 'plan of Louisbourgh (sic) Harbour, by Captain Philip Durell, June 17th, 1745' 43242
A Colored 'Plan of Mobil, surveyed by P. Pitman; shewing Fort Charlotte; copied by W. Brasier' 51174
A Colored plan of Montreal; drawn by Capt. Th. Abercrombie, in 1758 51655
A Colored 'plan of Oswego and forts, shewing the state of that Garrison as it was the 28th May, 1756, done for Thomas Pownall, Esq.' 27385
A Colored 'plan of Oswego, with projected fort for to contain 500 Men;' drawn by W. B[rasier], at Albany, 29th May, 1759 27393
A Colored 'plan of Rhode Island, the harbour, the adjacent islands, and coast;' drawn by Edward Foge, lieutenant of artillery, 1778 66660
A Colored plan of Schenectady on Mohawk River, about 1756 69347
A Colored 'plan of Schenectady,' on Mohawk River; about 1756 69348
A Colored plan of St. Augustin inlet and town, with its environs, surveyed in the year 1765, 1766, by W.G. de Brahm, surveyor-general 67876
A Colored plan of St. George's Island, with its fortifications 30968
A Colored plan of St. John's Harbor 67934
A Colored 'plan of the buildings at the Half Moon' 33335
A Colored plan of the city Albany drawn by Capt.T. Abercrombie, in 1758 1110
A Colored plan of the city and fortifications of Charlestown, surveyed about 1770, by W.G. de Brahm, surveyor-general 19222
A Colored plan of the city of Albany; drawn by Capt. T. Abercrombie, in 1758 1109
A Colored plan of the city of Albany, on Hudson's River; drawn about 1760, by Francis Pfister 1111
A Colored 'plan of the city of Albany, shewing the several works and buildings made there in the years 1756 and 57' 27233
A Colored 'plan of the city of Albany, with a design for better securing it, by altering the ancient form of its stockade; adding a ditch in front, defended by number of blockhouses, with a baquette within, from which a double fire of musquetry can be 1106
A Colored 'plan of the city of Albany, with the designs for securing it, by the addition of a ditch and rampart; with detached redoubts or blockhouses to take possession of the commanding grounds around the town; also shewing the proposed barrack for 1107
A Colored plan of the city Savannah and fortification, surveyed about 1770, by W.G. de Brahm, surveyor-general 68987
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A Colored plan of the coast from Kennebeck River to Roun Pond, on the west side of Muscongus Bay, including the islands, rivers etc. within that extent. 1771. 43948

A Colored plan of the course of the Wood Creek from the Mowhock river at the Onoiada, or great carrying place, to the Onoida Lake; representing the forts built on the carrying place by order of General Shirley, and afterwards destroyed by Major-General 61751

A Colored plan of the Eastern Battery [in Halifax] 33346

A Colored 'plan of the entrenchment made upon Herkhumer's House, 1756' on the Mohawk River 33855

A Colored plan of the environs of Fort William Henry, on Lake George, shewing the proceedings of the siege by the French under M. Montcalm [in August, 1757] 27465

A Colored 'Plan of the fort and castle of Placentia, with its settlement, harbour, roads, capes and outbatteries, stretching from Point Vert as far as the Harbour of Little Placentia, 1725' 64902

A Colored plan of the fort at Annapolis Royal, in June, 1763; with the projected design for altering it, and shewing how far the foundation of the new design is executed 2047

A Colored plan of the fort at Cumberland 27275

A Colored plan of the fort at Windsor 83019

A Colored plan of the fort in St. Simon's Island and of the adjacent redoubt 68251

A Colored 'Plan of the Fort od Ahnapolis Royal,' 1755 2046

A Colored 'Plan of the Fort of Annapolis Royal, in Nova Scotia,' drawn by W. Cowley 2037

A Colored 'plan of the Fort of Ticanderoga and environs, at the head of Lake Champlain, Nov., 1759; shewing those parts of the water-edge that has not been surveyed by Lieut. Bream, Asst. Engineer; the groen by Wm. Brasier 27436

A Colored plan of the Fort of Ticanderoga and environs, at the head of Lake Champlain, Nov. 1759 ... 27435

A Colored plan of the fortified canal across the neck from Ashley to Cooper Harbour, surveyed about 1770, by W.G. DeBraham, surveyor-general 19201

A Colored 'plan of the forts at the Onoida, or great carrying place, in the province of New York in America, built by Major General Charles Craven, by order of General Shirley, commander-in-chief in North America, and destroyed by Major-General Webb, 3 61750

A Colored plan of the ground designed to be fortified at Oswego being a scheme for the pentagonal Fort Ontario ... 27388

A Colored 'plan of the harbour and fortifications of Louisbourg; the harbour surveyed by Capt. Philip Durell; the fortifications by Capt. Henry Bastide, 1745; shewing the trenches, batteries, and encampments at the siege 43247

A Colored plan of the naval yard at Halifax 33347

A Colored 'plan of the new Fort and Redoubts at Crown Point' 222459

A Colored 'plan of the new fort of Pittsburg, Nov., 1759," drawn by G. Wright 27400

A Colored 'plan of the post at the Hall Moon,' at the junction of the rivers Hudson and Mohawk 33336

A Colored 'plan of the River of Catarouqui or Galette, the S.W. fork of the River St. Lawrence,' from Lake Ontario to Lake François 68005

A Colored plan of the river Schohary with a plan and elevation of new fort drawn about 1758 69406

A Colored 'Plan of the rivers Mississippi, Iberville, Mobile, and Bay of Pensacola, in the province of West Florida; showing the situation of lands granted by English thereon;' with the names of all the possessors; drawn from the surveys of Elias Dunn 50616

A Colored 'plan of the sea coast from Cape Elizabeth, on the west side of Casco Bay, to St.John's River, in the Bay of Fundy, including part of Kennebec and Amorrescogin Rivers 43947

A Colored plan of the sea coast from Cape Elizabeth to the entrance of Sagadonock or Kennebeck River ... 43946

A Colored 'plan of the sity of Albany;' shewing designs for fortifications, the encampments of the British troops under General Braddock, Sir Peter Halkett, and Col. Dunbar; drawn by Thos. Sowers, engr., 1756 1108

A Colored plan of the southern part of Lake Champlain, from 'Tienderoga Fort' to Crown Point; drawn about 1758 19133

A Colored plan of the town and environs of Boston, the capital of New England, with six colored views; drawn by Lieut. William Lerie, of the Royal Regiment of Artillery, in 1773 13478

A Colored plan of the town Ebenezer and its fort, surveyed about 1770, by W.G. de Brahm, surveyor-general 24594

A Colored plan of the work on Citadel Hill at Halifax 33345

A Colored 'plan of Trinity's Harbour, Newfoundland, 1748;...received with Col. Cook's letter, dated 11 Nov., 1748 75541

A Colored 'plan of York Harbour, on the Labrador Coast, situated in 52°15' N. latitude; taken in August, 1760, by David Rogers, capt. lieut., R.A., then on board H.M.S. Antelope' 33788

A Colored plan or 'Rapport of the Fort Edward with a dessein of a chemincovert, a larger ditch, a sluice, and a detached work of the large Island, with remarqs of the Fort and his defence' 27320

A Colored plan, section, and view of 'Fort Frederick at Albany', drawn by Thomas Sowers, engr., 1756 27235

A Colored 'project for fortifying the town of Hallefax...1749,' by John Brewse 33342

A Colored 'project for taking post at (the Grenadier redoubt near) Crown Point, May 13th, 1774, by John Montresor 22462

A Colored 'sketch of Lake George' drawn by Capt. Abercrombie, about 1755 41528

A Colored 'section and elevation of stone redoubt,' being one of those built in Fort Niagara in 1770 61700

A Colored 'sketch [plan] of the city and environs of St. Augustine,' drawn by W. Brasier 67873

A Colored 'survey of the city of Philadelphia and its environs, comprehending the neck formed by the rivers of Delaware and Schuylkill, together with Province, Carpenter's and Mud Islands, and the several batteries and works constructed thereon,' by Jo 64448

A Colored 'survey of the coast from Fort William, near St. Juan's River, to Mosquito River, 1743, per Justly Watson, enginr.;' with plan of the town and fort of St. Augustine 33154

A Colored survey of the ground about Fort Carillon [Ticanderoga] copied by W. B. from the original; drawn about 1756, by John Burghard 75173

A Colored view and plan of Fort Barrington, surveyed about 1770, by W.G. de Brahm, surveyor-general 27242

A Colored 'view from the Governor's window in St. Augustine, Nov. 1764 67868

A Colored 'view of Bristol Neck, from Trips's in Rhode Island, September, 1765' 13983

A Colored view of Cockspur Fort at the entrance of Savannah River, in Georgia, Dec., 1764 27336

A Colored 'View of Dechambaut, on the river St. Lawrence, above Quebec, August, 1765' 22971

A Colored 'view of Haerlem, from Morisania, in the province of New York, September, 1765' 33526

A Colored 'view of La Lorette in Canada, inhabited by Catholic Indians, August, 1765' 43058
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Colton's general atlas : containing one hundred and eighty steel plate maps and plans / by G. Woolworth Colton ; letter-press descriptions, geographical, statistical, and historical. by Richard Swain 5039

Colton's general atlas : containing one hundred and eighty steel plate maps and plans, on one hundred and nine imperial folio sheets / by G. Woolworth Colton ; letter-press descriptions, geographical, statistical, and historical, by Richard S. Fisher. 5041

Colton's general atlas : containing two hundred and twelve maps and plans, on one hundred and forty-two imperial folio sheets. 5142

Colton's general atlas : containing two hundred and twelve maps and plans on one hundred and forty-two imperial folio sheets / by G. Woolworth Colton ; accompanied by geographical, statistical, and historical letter-press description. 5125

Colton's Georgetown and the city of Washington, the Capital of the United States of America 80957

Colton's Georgia 31022

Colton's guide map of Illinois 35561

Colton's guide map of Indiana 36770, 36773

Colton's Illinois 35534, 35541, 35550

Colton's illustrated cabinet atlas and descriptive geography 4932

Colton's illustrated cabinet atlas and geography 4968

Colton's Indiana 36764

Colton's Kansas and Nebraska 32655

Colton's Kentucky 40688

Colton's Kentucky and Tennessee 40665, 40666, 40670

Colton's Lake Superior and the northern part of Michigan 79512

Colton's Louisiana 43302

Colton's Maine 43983

Colton's map illustrating the travels of St. Paul 45712

Colton's map of Boston and adjacent cities 13503

Colton's map of greater New York and the adjacent country 1896 55848

Colton's map of New York and the adjacent cities 55651

Colton's map of the Territory of Alaska : Russian America : ceded by Russia to the United States 1018

Colton's map of the United States of America 76789

Colton's map of the United States the Canadas &c. 57753, 76797

Colton's map of the United States, the Canadas &c. Showing the rail roads, canals, & stage roads 76768

Colton's map of the world on Mercator's projection 84267

Colton's Michigan 46774, 46778, 46781

Colton's Minnesota 49540

Colton's Minnesota and Dakota 49534

Colton's Mississippi 50113

Colton's Missouri 50691, 50696

Colton's New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, Newfoundland and Prince Edward Id. 45116

Colton's New Hampshire 54591

Colton's New introductorv geography : illustrated by numerous engravings, and eighteen maps, drawn expressly for this work 29998

Colton's New introductorv geography : illustrated with numerous engravings and eighteen maps drawn expressly for this work 30190, 30236

Colton's New introductorv geography : illustrated with numerous maps and engravings and eighteen maps drawn expressly for this work 30045

Colton's New Jersey 54797

Colton's New map of Missouri 50692

Colton's new map of Missouri compiled from the U. S. surveys ... 50687

Colton's new map of Missouri : compiled from the U.S. Surveys and other authentic sources 50688

Colton's New map of the city of Brooklyn and environs / engraved by W. S. Barnard. 14684

Colton's New map of the state of Texas, compiled from J. de Cordova's large map 74544

Colton's new map of the state of Texas, the Indian Territory and adjoining portions of New Mexico, Louisiana and Arkansas 71372

Colton's 'new medium' map of the state of Texas, the Indian Territory, etc. 74555

Colton's new railroad map & county map of the United States, the Canadas &c. 76818, 76819

Colton's new railroad map of the states of Ohio, Michigan, Indiana, Illinois, Wisconsin & Iowa. Minnesota, Nebraska, & Kansas 48291

Colton's new sectional map of the state of Kansas 40083, 40086

Colton's new sectional map of the State of Missouri : compiled from the United States surveys & other authentic sources ... 50702, 50704

Colton's new sectional map of the state of Nebraska 52914, 52915
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Colton's New York 55652
Colton's New York City, Brooklyn, Jersey City, Hoboken, etc. 55654
Colton's North America 57767
Colton's North Carolina 57991
Colton's octavo atlas of the world : containing fifty copperplate maps of two pages each, with valuable tables of population statistics 5002, 5013
Colton's Ohio 60397, 60398
Colton's Patagonia 63413
Colton's Pennsylvania 63576
Colton's railroad and military map of the United States, Mexico, the West Indies, &c. 76809
Colton's railroad and military map of the United States, Mexico, the West Indies, &c. / [by J.H. Colton, New York. 1863] 76812
Colton's railroad & township map of Vermont : from county maps & actual surveys 80090
Colton's railroad & township map of Arkansas compiled from the U.S. Surveys ... 2864
Colton's Railroad & township map of the state of New York, with parts of the adjoining states & Canada 56094, 56099
Colton's Road map of Sullivan County, state of New York. 73412
Colton's Road map of the counties of Orange and Rockland, state of New York 62033
Colton's road map of Ulster County, state of New York 76000
Colton's school atlas : designed to accompany Colton's American school geography; comprising eighty steel plate maps and plans on thirty-five large sheets, drawn on a new and uniform system of scales 4914
Colton's sectional map of the state of Iowa, compiled from the U.S. surveys ... 37609
Colton's sectional map of the state of Iowa : compiled from the U.S. surveys & other authentic sources 37612
Colton's sectional & topographical map of Colorado 21284
Colton's South America 70607
Colton's South Carolina 70790
Colton's Territories of New Mexico and Utah 55574
Colton's township map of the state of Iowa ... 37583
Colton's township map of the state of Iowa compiled from the United States surveys ... 37582
Colton's, township map, of the state of Iowa compiled from the United States surveys, & other authentic sources 37581, 37584, 37585, 37587, 37588
Colton's township map of the state of Nebraska 52912
Colton's township map of the state of Wisconsin : compiled from the United States surveys & other authentic sources 83085
Colton's Utah and Colorado 79552
Colton's Venezuela, New Granada and Ecuador 79933
Colton's Vermont 80088
Colton's Washington and Oregon 59747
Colton's West Indies 16594
Colton's Wisconsin 83092
Colton's railroad map, intermediate size, of the United States, reduced from 'Colton's railroad & commercial map of the United States' 79380
Colton's sectional map of the state of Iowa : compiled from the U.S. Surveys & other authentic sources, exhibiting the sections, fractional sections, counties, cities, towns, villages, post offices, railroads & other internal improvements 37815
Colton's South Carolina 70792
Colucci, Guido 22252
Columbia 70574
Columbia Basin Project (U.S.) 21708, 32316
Columbia Basin Project (U.S.) - 1964 21708
Columbia Basin Project (U.S.) - 1976 21709
Columbia Basin Project (U.S.) - 1981 21710
Columbia Basin Project (U.S.) - Maps - 1953 32316
Columbia Basin Project (U.S.) - Maps - 1980 - Water-power 21711
Columbia Basin Project (U.S.) - Pictorial works - 1950 81391
Columbia Basin Project (U.S.) - Water-power - 1978 21712, 21713
Columbia Basin Project (U.S.) - Water-power - 1982 21714
Columbia Book 30468
Columbia Broadcasting System 52430
Columbia Broadcasting System, inc.=Rand McNally and Company 15484
Columbia / by J. Arrowsmith 70564
Columbia (Calif.) - Pictorial works - 1852 21715
Columbia County 4-H Leaders Association (Wis.) 21731
Columbia County (Ark.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners 21716
Columbia County Farm Bureau (Columbia County, Wis.) 21729
Columbia County (Fla.) - Maps - 1975 - Landowners 21717
[Columbia County (N.Y.) - 1798: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 21718
[Columbia County (N.Y.) - 1851: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 21723
[Columbia County (N.Y.) - 1858: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 21724
Columbia County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1798 - Landowners 21718, 21719, 21720, 21721
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Columbia County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1839  21722
Columbia County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1851 - Landowners  21723
Columbia County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1858 - Landowners  21724
Columbia County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1873 - Landowners  21725
Columbia County (Or.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps  65299
Columbia County (Or.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps  65300
Columbia County (Or.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps  65301
Columbia County (Or.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps  65302
Columbia County (Or.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps  65303
Columbia County (Or.) - Maps - 2009 - Road maps  65304
[Columbia County (Pa.) - 1860: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche]  21726
Columbia County (Pa.) - Maps - 1860 - Landowners  21726
[Columbia County (Wash.) - 1900: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche]  21727
Columbia County (Wis.) - Maps - 1873 - Landowners  21728
Columbia County (Wis.) - Maps - 1953 - Landowners  21729
Columbia County (Wis.) - Maps - 1964 - Landowners  21730
Columbia County (Wis.) - Maps - 1999-2000 - Landowners  21731
Columbia, Ecuador, Para è Venezuela  70497
Columbia, January, 1852  52123
Columbia Educational Books  6268
Columbia / G. Russo dis. ; A. Rossi inc.  70591
The Columbia gazetteer of the world  52123
Columbia & Guayana  70560
Columbia Heights (Minn.) - Maps - 1950 - Real property  21732
Columbia Highway SEE Columbia River Highway  62130
Columbia Icefield (B.C. and Alta.) - Road maps - 1959  21733
Columbia, January, 1852  21715
The Columbia Lippincott gazetteer of the world  52112
The Columbia Lippincott gazetteer of the world / edited by Leon E. Seltzer with the geographical research staff of Columbia University Press and with the cooperation of the American Geographical Society  52110
Columbia County - Maps - 1728 - Coasts - Nautical charts  18958
Columbia - Maps - 1818  70527
Columbia Marketing Corporation  44353
Columbia-Philadelphia Railroad - Maps - 1847 - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc.  63569
Columbia-Philadelphia Railroad - Maps - 1850 - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc.  63570
Columbia-Philadelphia Railroad - Maps - 1855  63574
Columbia Plateau - Maps - 1934 - Irrigation  38475
Columbia Prima or South America  70511
Columbia Region (S.C.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps  21746
Columbia Region (S.C.) - Maps - 2009 - Road maps  21747
Columbia River and coastal basins  21711
Columbia River Basin Project (U.S.) SEE Columbia Basin Project (U.S.)  81391
Columbia River Estuary - Maps - 1775 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  21734
Columbia River Highway (Or.) - Maps - 1925 - Road maps  62275
Columbia River Highway (Or.) - Maps - 1929  62098, 62130
Columbia River Highway (Or.) - Maps - 1936  62172, 65252
Columbia River Highway (Or.) - Maps - 1937  62178, 65254
Columbia River Highway (Or.) - Maps - 1938  62185, 65255
Columbia River Highway (Or.) - Maps - 1939  62197, 65257
Columbia River Highway (Or.) - Maps - 1946  65269, 65270
Columbia River -- junction of Des Chutes / Starnely del.  21743
Columbia River - Maps - 1790-1795 - Mouth  13991
Columbia River - Maps - 1794-1810 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  81751, 81752
Columbia River - Maps - 1814  32491, 32492, 32493, 32494, 43518, 43519, 43520, 43521
Columbia River - Maps - 1814 - Mouth  21735, 21736, 21737, 21738
Columbia River - Maps - 1817  32495, 43522
Columbia River - Maps - 1817 - Mouth  21739
Columbia River - Maps - 1826 - Mouth  78115
Columbia River - Maps - 1838  21740
Columbia River - Maps - 1841  62056
Columbia River - Maps - 1842  32496, 43523
Columbia River - Maps - 1846 - Mouth  21741
Columbia River - Maps - 1844  62560
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Columbiana County (Ohio) 58751
Columbiana County (Ohio) 41306, 41307
Columbiana County (Ohio) 21742, 59753
Columbiana County (Ohio) 38475
Columbiana County (Ohio) 65845
Columbiana County (Ohio) 65845
Columbiana County (Ohio) 65846
Columbiana County (Ohio) 65846
Columbiana County (Ohio) 65849
Columbiana County (Ohio) 65850
Columbiana County (Ohio) 65851
Columbiana County (Ohio) 65852
Columbiana County (Ohio) 65853
Columbiana County (Ohio) 65854
Columbiana County (Ohio) 65855, 65856
Columbiana County (Ohio) 65857, 65858
Columbiana County (Ohio) 65859
Columbiana County (Ohio) 21743
Columbia River projects 21714
Columbia River Valley - Maps 59738
Columbia River Valley - Maps 21744
Columbia River Valley - Maps 59818
Columbia River Valley - Maps 21751, 21752
Columbia River Valley - Maps 21745
Columbia River Valley - Maps 62087
Columbia (S.C.) - Maps 21746
Columbia (S.C.) - Maps 21747
Columbia (S.C.) - Pictorial works 21748
Columbia standard atlas of the world 6569
The Columbia standard illustrated world atlas / revision editor, Franklin J. Meine ; editor, Kathryn McDaniel ; associate editors, Harold Lee Hitchens ... [et al.] ; designer, Gustav Rehberger 6268
Columbia University 55690
Columbia University, Avery Library SEE Avery Library 41412
Columbia University. Geographical Press 3431, 57810, 77549
Columbia University. Lamont Geological Observatory SEE Lamont Geological Observatory 57917
Columbia University - Maps 1940 21749
Columbia University - Pictorial works 1925 55687
Columbia University. Press 52110, 52112
Columbia University Press Bookstore 55687
Columbia University. Rare Book and Manuscript Library 21750
Columbia University. Rare Book and Manuscript Library - Map collections 21750
Columbia Valley (B.C.) - Maps 1793 15998, 16000
Columbia Valley (B.C.) - Maps 1793-1801 16325
Columbia Valley (B.C.) - Maps 1846 21751, 21752
Columbiaian atlas 5927, 5928
Columbiaian atlas of the great discovery 21764
Columbiaian atlas of the World 5446
Columbiaian atlas of the world 5538
Columbian Encounter 21766
Columbian Eng. Co. (Chicago, Ill.) 84651, 84652
Columbian Magazine (Philadelphia, Pa.) 63540
Columbian traveller relating to US 76635
The Columbiaian World's Fair atlas : containing complete illustrations of the World's Fair grounds and buildings, general illustrations of the public buildings, parks, monuments, street scenes, etc., of Chicago, and maps of every state and territory of the United States 5365, 5366, 5367, 5368
The Columbiaian World's Fair atlas : containing complete illustrations of the World's Fair grounds and buildings, general illustrations of the public buildings, parks, monuments, street scenes, etc., of Chicago, and maps of every state and territory of the United States 5370, 5371
Columbia worlds fair atlas 5369
Columbiania County Map and Atlas Company, Lisbon, Ohio 21756
Columbiana County (Ohio) - Maps 1841 - Landowners 21753
Columbiana County (Ohio) - Maps 1860 - Landowners 21754
Columbiana County (Ohio) - Maps 1841 - Landowners 21753
Columbiana County (Ohio) - Maps 1860 - Landowners 21754
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The Columbus and Magellan concepts of South American geography / by George E. Nunn 70385
Columbus and Polaris 21782
Columbus the depiction of Hispaniola and Cuba on the Piri Reis map of 1513 17281
Columbus atlas or regional atlas of world 8532
Columbus Auto Club 48728
Columbus, Christopher 1855, 17281, 21757, 21758, 21759, 21760, 21761, 21764, 21765, 21779, 21781, 21782, 21783, 21785, 57695, 64788, 67326, 70385, 80664, 81573, 83808, 83809
Columbus, Christopher - Basle, 1494) - Translations - English 21762
Columbus, Christopher. Carta (Feb. 18, 1493). Latin 1855, 81573
Columbus, Christopher. Carta (Feb. 18, 1493). English 21763
Columbus, Christopher. De insulis in Mari Indico repertis SEE Columbus, Christopher. Carta (Feb. 18, 1493). Latin 1855
Columbus, Christopher. De insulis nuper in Mari Indico repertis SEE Columbus, Christopher. Carta (Feb. 18, 1493). Latin 1855
Columbus, Christopher - History - Bibliography 21766
Columbus, Christopher - Knowledge - Geography 21767
Columbus, Christopher - Landfall 21768, 21769, 21770, 21771, 21772, 21774, 21775, 80173
Columbus, Christopher - Landfall, 1492 - Maps 21773
Columbus, Christopher - Landfall - Pictorial works - 1494 1855
Columbus, Christopher. Letter (Feb. 18, 1493). Latin SEE Columbus, Christopher. Carta (Feb. 18, 1493). Latin 1855
Columbus, Christopher. Letter I (Santangel) - Ink - Analysis 21776
Columbus, Christopher - Map (1498) 21777, 21778
Columbus, Christopher - Navigation 21780
Columbus, Christopher - Portraits 21784
Columbus, Christopher - Travel - Maps 70579
Columbus, Christopher - Travel - Pictorial works - 1494 81573
Columbus, Christopher - Voyages, 1492-1500 21786
Columbus EasyFinder : Local street detail 21787
Columbus (Ga.) - Maps - 1851 31018
Columbus (Ga.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps 21787
Columbus hausatlas wort & bild: Debes handatlas 10460, 10493
Columbus, Kentucky, and its railroad connections 21788
Columbus (Ky.) - Maps - 1870 - Centrality 21788
Columbus (Ky.) - Maps - 1870 - Railroad connections 21788
Columbus landed on Caicos 21775
The Columbus Letter written by Christopher Columbus on his return from his first voyage and published with the first printed map of the New World. Basel, 1494 21762
Columbus Lithograph Co. (Columbus, Ohio) 60438, 60492
Columbus Metropolitan Library (Franklin County, Ohio) 35110
Columbus (Ohio). Citizens' Committee. Report on the Territory of Oregon, by a committee, appointed at a meeting of the citizens of Columbus, to collect information in relation thereto (1843) 81787
Columbus (Ohio) - Maps - 1872 28325
Columbus (Ohio) - Maps - 1924 - Road maps 60525, 60541
Columbus (Ohio) - Maps - 1927 - Road maps 60548
Columbus (Ohio) - Maps - 1937-1938 - Road maps 21789
Columbus (Ohio) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps 21790
Columbus (Ohio) - Maps - 1951 76087, 76088
Columbus (Ohio) - Maps - 1959 - Road maps 21800, 21801
Columbus (Ohio) - Maps - 1993 - Road maps 21791
Columbus (Ohio) - Maps - 1996 - Road maps 21792
Columbus (Ohio) - Maps - 1998 - Road maps 21793
Columbus (Ohio) - Maps - 2002 - Road maps 21794
Columbus (Ohio) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps 21795, 21796
Columbus (Ohio) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps 21797
Columbus (Ohio) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps 21798
Columbus Oil Co. (Columbus, Ohio) 3900, 35812, 36963, 40778, 46993, 50176, 50798, 60604, 63702, 83238
Columbus Quincentenary, 1992-1993 21799
Columbus Quincentenary, 1992-1993 - Exhibitions 30848
Columbus quincentenary exhibition of maps puts UWM on the map 44750
Columbus Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1959 - Road maps 21800, 21801
Columbus Region (Ohio) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps 21795, 21796
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<thead>
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<th>Edition/Format</th>
<th>Call Number(s)</th>
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</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Columbus Region (Ohio) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
<td>21797</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Columbus Region (Ohio) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
<td>21798</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Columbus Region (Ohio) - Pictorial maps - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
<td>32345</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Columbus street guide</td>
<td></td>
<td>21797, 21798</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Columbus Verlag</td>
<td></td>
<td>10025, 10229, 10250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Columbus &amp; vicinity street guide</td>
<td></td>
<td>21795, 21796</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Columbus &amp; vicinity StreetFinder</td>
<td></td>
<td>21791, 21792, 21793, 21794</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Columbus volksatlas: Debes handatlas</td>
<td></td>
<td>10412</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Columbus was 100% Portuguese!</td>
<td></td>
<td>21797</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Columbus weltatlas: Debes grosser handatlas</td>
<td></td>
<td>10361, 10411, 10480</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Column of Antoninus Pius (Vatican Palace, Vatican City) - Pictorial works - 1550</td>
<td></td>
<td>21802</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Column of Marcus Aurelius (Rome, Italy) - Pictorial works - 1793</td>
<td></td>
<td>21803</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Colusa County (Calif.)] - 1885: LC G&amp;M land ownership maps on microfiche</td>
<td></td>
<td>21804</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colusa County (Calif.) - Maps - 1885 - Landowners</td>
<td></td>
<td>21804</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colville Indian Reservation (Wash.) - Maps - 1877 - Manuscripts</td>
<td></td>
<td>21805</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colville Map Co.</td>
<td></td>
<td>73264</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calwell, J. S.</td>
<td></td>
<td>30798</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colyns, Alexander, fl. fl.</td>
<td></td>
<td>20873, 37500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comacho, Josef</td>
<td></td>
<td>1002, 15689, 65221</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comair Limited (United States) SEE Comair (United States)</td>
<td></td>
<td>57289</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comair (United States) - Maps - 1987</td>
<td></td>
<td>57289</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Comal County (Tex.)] - 1879: LC G&amp;M land ownership maps on microfiche</td>
<td></td>
<td>21806</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comal County (Tex.) - Maps - 1879 - Landowners</td>
<td></td>
<td>21806</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comal County (Tex.) - Maps - 2001 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
<td>68384</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comal County (Tex.) - Maps - 2003 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
<td>68385</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comal County (Tex.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
<td>68386</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comal County (Tex.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
<td>68387</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comal County (Tex.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
<td>68388</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comal County (Tex.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
<td>68389</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comal County (Tex.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
<td>68390</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coman, Francis D.</td>
<td></td>
<td>1895-1952      82853</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Comanche County (Tex.)] - 1876: LC G&amp;M land ownership maps on microfiche</td>
<td></td>
<td>21807</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Comanche County (Tex.)] - 1879: LC G&amp;M land ownership maps on microfiche</td>
<td></td>
<td>21808</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Comanche County (Tex.)] - 189:- LC G&amp;M land ownership maps on microfiche</td>
<td></td>
<td>21809</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comanche County (Tex.) - Maps - 1876 - Landowners</td>
<td></td>
<td>21807</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comanche County (Tex.) - Maps - 1879 - Landowners</td>
<td></td>
<td>21808</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comanche County (Tex.) - Maps - 1890-1899 - Landowners</td>
<td></td>
<td>21809</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comanche Indians - Maps - 1776 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td></td>
<td>21273</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comanche Indians - Texas - Maps - 1843 - Manuscripts</td>
<td></td>
<td>68379</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comayagua (Honduras) - Maps - 1860 - Pictorial works</td>
<td></td>
<td>74302</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comayagüela (Honduras) - Maps - 1960 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
<td>18997</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comayagüela (Honduras) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
<td>34612</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comayagüela (Honduras) - Maps - 1967 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
<td>34613</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comayagüela (Honduras) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
<td>34615</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comayagüela (Honduras) - Maps - 1979 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
<td>34616</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comba, Eugenio</td>
<td></td>
<td>30414</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comba, Rinaldo</td>
<td></td>
<td>18385</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combahee Bluff (S.C.), Battle of, 1782 - Maps - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td></td>
<td>21810</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Le Combat de Leuze</td>
<td></td>
<td>41893, 41894</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Le Combat de Steenkerke ...</td>
<td></td>
<td>73190, 73191</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combat naval à la hauteur de la Baye de Chézapeake [sic] le 5 7bre. 1781</td>
<td></td>
<td>19330</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combe, fl. 1864</td>
<td></td>
<td>53776</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combe, William, 1742-1823</td>
<td></td>
<td>15989, 15998, 16000, 20556, 21132, 21151, 28514, 58732, 58734, 62532, 62590, 66418, 68480, 70713, 70714, 82757, 82758, 82759</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comberford, Nicholas</td>
<td></td>
<td>3787, 57880</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comberford, Nicholas, fl. 1646-1664</td>
<td></td>
<td>21811</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comberford, Nicholas, fl. 1646-1665. Chart of the Mediterranean, 1626</td>
<td></td>
<td>21812</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combette, A.</td>
<td></td>
<td>27935</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combination 1873 atlas and 1877 history of Mercer County, Pennsylvania</td>
<td></td>
<td>46124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combination atlas map of Boone Co., Indiana</td>
<td></td>
<td>13389</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combination atlas map of Butler county, Ohio : compiled, drawn and published from personal examinations and surveys</td>
<td></td>
<td>15024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combination atlas map of Cass County, Indiana</td>
<td></td>
<td>18667</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combination atlas map of Clinton County, Indiana</td>
<td></td>
<td>21088</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combination atlas map of Cortland County, New York</td>
<td></td>
<td>22266</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Combination atlas map of Dauphin County, Pennsylvania / compiled, drawn and published from personal examinations and surveys by Everts & Stewart 22850
Combination atlas map of DeKalb County, Illinois 22925
Combination atlas map of DuPage County, Illinois 23903, 23904
Combination atlas map of Erie County, Ohio / compiled, drawn and published from personal examinations and surveys by Stewart & Page 25572
Combination atlas map of Fairfield County, Ohio ... 26474
Combination atlas map of Fulton County, Indiana / compiled, drawn and published from personal examinations and surveys by A.L. Kingman 28481, 28482
Combination atlas map of Genesee County, New York / compiled, drawn and published from personal examinations and surveys 28715
Combination atlas map of Grant County, Indiana 32335
Combination atlas map of Greene Co., Ohio 32954
[Combination atlas map of Greene County, Ohio] 32955
Combination atlas map of Greene county, Ohio : compiled, drawn and published from personal examinations and surveys 32953
Combination atlas map of Howard County, Indiana, compiled, drawn and published from personal examinations and surveys by Kingman Brothers 34774
Combination atlas map of Huntington County, Indiana 35014
Combination atlas map of Johnson County, Iowa 39852
Combination atlas map of Kane County, Illinois 39963
Combination atlas map of Kosciusko County, Indiana 41328
Combination atlas map of Lee County, Illinois 41785
Combination atlas map of Lenawee County, Michigan 41848
Combination atlas map of Licking County, Ohio 41966
Combination atlas map of Logan County, Ohio 42309
Combination atlas map of McHenry County, Illinois 45592
Combination atlas map of Medina County, Ohio 45692
Combination atlas map of Miami County, Indiana 46641
Combination atlas map of Montgomery County, Ohio / compiled, drawn and published from personal examinations and surveys by L.H. Everts 51610
Combination atlas map of Ogle County, Illinois / compiled, drawn, and published from personal examinations and surveys by Everts, Baskin and Stewart 60349
Combination atlas map of Portage County, Ohio / compiled, drawn and published from personal examinations and surveys by L.H. Everts 65233
Combination atlas map of Rock county, Wisconsin / compiled, drawn and published from personal examinations and surveys, by Everts, Baskin and Stewart 67053
Combination atlas map of Rockland County, New York: compiled, drawn and published from personal examinations and surveys 67081
Combination atlas map of Salem & Gloucester Counties, New Jersey 68271
Combination atlas map of Sandusky County, Ohio 68749
Combination atlas map of Seneca County, Ohio : compiled, drawn and published from personal examinations and surveys 69856
Combination atlas map of Shelby County, Ohio / compiled, drawn and published from personal examinations and surveys 69933
Combination atlas map of St. Clair County, Michigan ... 67894
Combination atlas map of Stephenson County Illinois 73235
Combination atlas map of Summit County, Ohio ... 73425
Combination atlas map of Tippecanoe County, Indiana 75216
Combination atlas map of Trumbull County, Ohio 75567
Combination atlas map of Trumbull county, Ohio : compiled, drawn and published from personal examinations and surveys 75568
Combination atlas map of Tuscarawas County, Ohio 75886
Combination atlas map of Tuscarawas County, Ohio : compiled, drawn and published from personal examinations and surveys 75885
Combination atlas map of Walworth County, Wisconsin / Compiled, drawn and published from personal examinations and surveys by Everts, Baskin and Stewart 80793
Combination atlas map of Washtenaw County, Michigan 81428
Combination atlas map of Will County, Illinois, compiled, drawn and published from personal examinations and surveys, by Thompson Bro’s & Burr 82938, 82939
Combination atlas map of Yates County, New York : compiled, drawn and published from personal examinations and surveys 85039
The Combination map : being a sectional map of Kansas & Nebraska to the sixth principal meridian, western Iowa & Missouri, combined with a general map of the western states & territories / compiled & published by Snyder Brothers ; lith. Chas. Shoaber, C 81864
Combined 1893, 1913, and 1929 atlases of Champaign County, Illinois 19108
Combined 1893, 1913, and 1929 atlases of Champaign County, Illinois : with an added appendix of other historic maps of the Champaign County area 19105
Combined atlas-directory of Miami County, Ohio / compiled and arranged by B.E. furnas 46644
Combined atlas of Jo Daviess County, Illinois, 1872, 1893, 1913 39813
Combined atlases and map of Fulton County, Ohio, 1858, 1875, 1888, 1903 28488
Combined atlases and plat book, Clinton County, Iowa : 1874 atlas, 1894 plat book, 1905 atlas, 1925 atlas 21091
Combined atlases and plat book of Shelby County, Illinois, 1875, 1895, 1914 69922
Combined atlases and plat book of Stephenson County, Illinois, 1871, 1894, 1913 73234
Combined atlases and wall maps : 1849, 1866, 1875, 1908 Delaware County, Ohio 23001
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>14813</td>
<td>Combined atlases of Bucks Co., Pennsylvania, 1876-1891 : indexed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33555</td>
<td>Combined atlases of Harrison County, Missouri : 1876, 1898, 1917</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38470</td>
<td>Combined atlases of Iroquois County, Illinois, 1884, 1904, 1921</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65237</td>
<td>Combined atlases of Porter County, Indiana : 1876, 1895, 1906, 1921</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68757</td>
<td>Combined atlases of Sangamon County, Illinois, 1874, 1894, 1914</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67887</td>
<td>Combined atlases of St. Clair County Illinois, 1874-1901</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80050</td>
<td>Combined atlases of Vermilion County, Illinois, 1875, 1907, 1915</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>83032</td>
<td>Combined atlases of Winnebago County, Illinois, 1871, 1892, 1905, and atlas of Boone and Winnebago counties, Illinois, 1886</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>83656</td>
<td>Combined atlases of Woodford County, Illinois</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24651</td>
<td>[Combined facsimile atlases of Edgar County, Illinois, 1870, 1894, and 1910]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33555</td>
<td>Combined History and 1906 Standard atlas of Washington County, Illinois</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74295</td>
<td>Combined plats and atlases of Tazewell County, Illinois, 1864, 1873, 1891</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27384</td>
<td>Comlibee, D., fl. 1756</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54532</td>
<td>Come to Chevron Island in Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont : the natives are friendly, the gasolines are wild</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33968</td>
<td>Come to Hinton and ride... : Wild Water Express</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>63509</td>
<td>Come to Pennsylvania and get to know America</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15127</td>
<td>Comegys, John G.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58152</td>
<td>Comiabo, Rico SEE Tomaso, Rico</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70305</td>
<td>Comic books, strips, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21813</td>
<td>Comic Weekly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20783</td>
<td>Comethau (Czech Republic) SEE Chomutov (Czech Republic)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3495</td>
<td>Comets - Maps - 1764</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3548</td>
<td>Comets SEE ALSO Halley's Comet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58683</td>
<td>Comitatus Hollandiae tabula pluribus locis recens emendata</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58689</td>
<td>Comitatus Hollandiae tabula</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33537</td>
<td>Comitatus Hollandiae tabula pluribus locis recens emendata</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34539</td>
<td>Comitatus Namurcensis cum locis ejusdem munitio ribus ac regionib finitimis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52550</td>
<td>Comitatus Namurcensis cum locis ejusdem munitio ribus ac regionib finitimis</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Comitatus principalis Tirolis 75911
Comitatus principalis Tirolis in quo episc. tridentin ... 75919
Comitatus Zelandiae nova descriptio 85281
Comitatus Zelandiae novissima delineato 85268
Comitatus Zelandiae tabula 85267, 85271
Comitatus Zutphania 28645, 28646
Comitatus Zutphaniae ... 62480
Comitatus Bvrgvndiae cvm magna parte dv Catvs eivsdem nova et accvratissima descriptio 14958
Comitatvs Venayscinensis nova descriptio 65613
Comitatvs Zelandiae novissima delineatio 85284, 85285
Comitatvs Zvtphaniae et flvminis Isvlae nova delineatio 28659, 85375
Comité français de cartographie 16797, 45013, 75057
Comité national de propagande en faveur du vin (France) 14982
Comité national des vins de France 28066
Comkens, J. Kaart van Nederland van vor omstreeks achttien eeuwen 34427
Le Commandant Lemaire et ses levés cartographiques rudimentaires au Congo 17086
Commentaries of wars in Gaul and with Pompey 27593
Commentarii de bello Gallico et civili 27574
Commentariorum rerum germanicarum libri tres 31337
Commentarium of the history of Canadian hydrographic surveying 35061
Commentaria critico-literaria de Claudii Ptolemaei Geographia : ejusque codicibus tam manu-scriptis quam typis expressis 65756
Comments on 'A Comparison of map cataloging systems' 18780
Comments on the existing copies of the Mercator's chart of 1569 46073
[Comments on the Van Der Grinten Projection and its use by National Geographic Society] 44669
Commerce - 1905 21814
Commerce - Africa - Maps - 1940 385
The Commerce and navigation of the ancients in the Indian Ocean / by William Vincent 64219
Commerce - Asia - Maps - 1851 26093
Commerce - Austria - Maps - 1892 26140
Commerce - British Isles - Maps - 1838 84240
Commerce - British Isles - Maps - 1910 14446
Commerce - Central America - Maps - 1920 18990
Commerce - Dictionaries - 1832 30806, 30807
Commerce - Dictionaries - 1839 30812
Commerce - Dictionaries - 1842 30816
Commerce - Dictionaries - 1869 30829
Commerce - Dictionaries - 1882 30831
Commerce - Europe - Maps - 1851 26093
Commerce - Europe - Maps - 1892 26140
Commerce - Europe - Maps - 1974 26293
Commerce - Great Britain - Maps - 1910 14446
Commerce - Hungary - Maps - 1892 26140
Commerce - Maps - 1674 84045
Commerce - Maps - 1715 52749
Commerce - Maps - 1728 7803
Commerce - Maps - 1838 84240
Commerce - Maps - 1879 30149
Commerce - Maps - 1882 30223
Commerce - Maps - 1895 30428
Commerce - Maps - 1903 30511, 30512
Commerce - Maps - 1904 75429
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Commerce - Maps - 1905 21814
Commerce - Maps - 1909 75430
Commerce - Maps - 1912 5743, 84317
Commerce - Maps - 1913 75431, 75433
Commerce - Maps - 1914 5779
Commerce - Maps - 1915 5789
Commerce - Maps - 1920 75434
Commerce - Maps - 1924 75435
Commerce - Maps - 1933 45369
Commerce - Maps - 1952 75436
Commerce - New Orleans (La.) - Maps - 1977 78761
The Commerce of cartography : making and marketing maps in eighteenth-century France and England / Mary Sponberg Pedley 44672
Commerce, railroads, and manufactures of Chicago (1855) 25520
Commerce - Russia - Maps - 1740 (Provisional Heading) 67588
Commerce - South America - Maps - 1920 (Provisional Heading) 18990
Commerce - United States - Maps - 1879 30149
Commerce - United States - Maps - 1930 77449
Commerce - United States - Maps - 1953 78055
Commerce - United States - Maps - 1960 - Inland Navigation 78274
Commerce - United States - Maps - 1975 - Inland Navigation 78710
Commerce - United States - Maps - 1982 - Inland Navigation 78860
Commercial Advertiser 5584
Commercial and library atlas of the British Isles : from the Ordnance Survey : with index-gazetteer, also copious letterpress descriptions, tables of population, &c. / edited by G.W. Bacon 32447
Commercial atlas 5963, 5973, 5982, 5997, 6020, 6033, 6048, 6069, 6092
Commercial atlas and marketing guide 6126, 6158, 6175, 6197, 6208, 6231, 6262, 6298, 6324, 6355, 6368, 6387, 6405, 6424, 6444, 6459, 6483, 6488, 6507, 6525, 6544, 6566, 6587, 6608, 6639, 6662, 6682, 6714, 6731, 6759, 6783, 6814, 7003, 7044, 10945
The Commercial atlas / by T. Ruddiman Johnston 8226
Commercial atlas (in Arabic) 9062
Commercial atlas & marketing guide 6835, 6863, 6882, 6902, 6919, 6942, 6964, 6978, 7001, 7002, 7019, 7043, 7084, 7101, 7102, 7138, 7162, 7163, 7182, 7207, 7227, 7228, 7251, 7252, 7279, 7309, 7332, 7415, 7461, 7462, 7481, 7493, 7500, 7504, 7508, 7510, 7512, 7517, 7520
Commercial atlas of America 5773, 5788, 5799, 5809, 5817, 5827, 5839, 5855, 5896, 5908, 5918, 5931, 5944
Commercial atlas of foreign countries 5860
Commercial Blue Print Co. (Lima, Ohio) 1299
Commercial Blue Print Co. (Lima, Ohio). Revised street map of Lima, Ohio (1946) 1299
Commercial buildings - Merchandise Mart (Chicago, Ill. : Building) - Pictorial works - 1951 46126
Commercial Cable Co. 76970
Commercial Cable Co. - Maps - 1890 76970
Commercial Cartography - 1870-1974 18275
Commercial cartography - United States 11308
Commercial cartography - United States - 1800-1899 - Exhibitions - Catalogs 21815
Commercial Cartography - United States - 1880-1930 79424
Commercial cartography - United States - 1920-1929 66219, 66248, 66249, 79425
Commercial chart of the world 84319
Commercial Club (Chicago, Ill.) 19383
Commercial Club (Chicago, Ill.) SEE Commercial Club of Chicago 19383
Commercial Club of Chicago 19380, 19381, 19382, 19383, 19385
Commercial Club of Chicago, Plan of Chicago 15010
Commercial & library atlas of the world : a pictorial compendium of world maps and facts ... : complete 1940 census : alphabetical general index to foreign places : including explanatory and descriptive articles by Frederick K. Branom 6211
Commercial & library atlas of the world 5789
Commercial map of South America / by J.G. Bartholomew, F.R.G.S. ; revised by John Samson, F.R.G.S., of the 'South American Journal' 70634
Commercial National Bank (Iron Mountain, Mich.) 23581
Commercial Oil Company, Inc. (Cleveland, Ohio) 60547
Commercial Oil Company, Inc. (Cleveland, Ohio) - Maps - 1927 60547
Commercial Printers (Edmonton, Alta.) 1159
Commercial Printing Company (Saint Louis, Mo.) 81912
Commercial Printing & Lithography Co. (Akron, Ohio) 36893, 46897, 60504
Commercial products - Colorado - Maps - 1948 21621
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20720</td>
<td>Communist China map folio / Central Intelligence Agency, Directorate</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>of Intelligence, Office of Basic and Geographic Intelligence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6376</td>
<td>Communist countries - Relations - United States - Maps</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19893</td>
<td>Community areas by census tracts as of 1970 U.S. Census</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12811</td>
<td>Community of the Resurrection</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18559</td>
<td>Community portraits: county atlases as resources for teaching U.S.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>history / edited by Gerald A. Danzer with Mark Newman; layout and</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>design by Laura Pinsol and Margarita Sinclair</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19450, 19451</td>
<td>Community settlement map for 1840 - 1950 / City of Chicago Department</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>of Development and Planning / Lewis J. Hill, Commissioner</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72858</td>
<td>Como (Adrian), firm SEE Como Adrian (Firm)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21817</td>
<td>Como (Ill.) - Maps - 1838 - Landowners</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42337</td>
<td>Como (Italy : Province) - Maps - 1620</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21818</td>
<td>Como, Lake (Italy) - Description and travel - 1976</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31910</td>
<td>Como, Lake (Italy) - Maps - 1518</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21819</td>
<td>Como, Lake (Italy) - Maps - 1537</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21820</td>
<td>Como, Lake (Italy) - Maps - 1570</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21821</td>
<td>Como, Lake (Italy) - Maps - 1588</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21822</td>
<td>Como, Lake (Italy) - Maps - 1606</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49180</td>
<td>Como, Lake (Italy) - Maps - 1929</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43915</td>
<td>Como, Lake (Italy) - Maps - 1932</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32389</td>
<td>Como, Lake of Description and travel - 1561</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21824</td>
<td>Comoros - Maps - 1720 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41285, 41286</td>
<td>Comorra</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41287, 41288</td>
<td>Comorra / Communicait G. Houf. Ao. 1595, depict a filio</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41284</td>
<td>Comorra (Slovakia) SEE Komárno (Západoslovensky kraj, Slovakia)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13852</td>
<td>Comp. Lith. Hartmann-Reichenbach. Secção Cartographica</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35307</td>
<td>The Compact atlas of Idaho</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8510, 8533</td>
<td>Compact atlas of the world</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10599</td>
<td>Compagnia Bresciana</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18413</td>
<td>Compagnia generale ripreseareae</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53467</td>
<td>Compagnie Boek</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75259</td>
<td>Compagnie d'Orient</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22938</td>
<td>Compagnie de la Toison D'Or</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11166</td>
<td>Compagnie des Banquiers (Vienna)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>559, 565, 2086, 9238, 13107, 36531, 65186</td>
<td>Compagnie des Indes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16656</td>
<td>Compagnie des Indes. - Expedition to Ceylon, 1672</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65186</td>
<td>Compagnie Des Indes Orientales - Manuscripts</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46289</td>
<td>Compagnie des libraires (Paris, France)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34795</td>
<td>Compagnie Du Nord - Maps - 1719 - Manuscripts</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32252</td>
<td>Compagnie du Sénégal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9532</td>
<td>Compagnie francaise Atlas</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57465</td>
<td>Compagnie Francoise Occident</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34528</td>
<td>Compagnie Islands SEE Kuril Islands (Russia)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13852</td>
<td>Companhia Lithographica Hartmann-Reichenbach (Brazil). Secção</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cartographica SEE Comp. Lith. Hartmann-Reichenbach, Secção</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cartographica</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68868</td>
<td>Companhia Mejhoramentos de S. Paulo</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46212</td>
<td>Compañía de Tranvías de Mexico</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22884</td>
<td>Compañía General de Tabacos de Filipinas</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46527</td>
<td>Compañía Litografica</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46212</td>
<td>Compañía Mexicana de Luz y Fuerza Motriz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46509</td>
<td>Compañía Mexicana de Petróleo &quot;El Aguila,&quot; S.A.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2520, 2523</td>
<td>Compañía Sud-Americana de Billetes de Banco</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8316</td>
<td>Companion atlas to Chamber's concise gazetteer of the world</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8142</td>
<td>Companion atlas to gazetteer of world</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42725</td>
<td>The Companion guide to London / David Piper</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67296</td>
<td>The Companion guide to Rome / Georgina Masson</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>63356</td>
<td>The Companion guide to the country round Paris / Ian Dunlop</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>79987</td>
<td>The Companion guide to Venice / Hugh Honour</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Companion guides 42725, 63356, 67296, 79987
Companion to Roman Britain 14120
Companion to the Island of Guernsey 33122
Company of Booksellers (Dublin, Ireland) 57632
Company of Scotland Trading to Africa and the Indies 7797, 62935, 62937
Company's Land SEE Kuril Islands (Russia) 34528
The Company's modern coal and merchandise freight handling facilities at Lamberts Point, Norfolk, Va. 41548
A Comparative atlas of America's great cities: twenty metropolitan regions 78731
A Comparative atlas of ancient and modern geography: from original authorities, and upon a new plan, for the use of Eton School / by A. Arrowsmith 34424
The Comparative atlas of physical and political geography 8524
The Comparative atlas of physical and political geography / John Bartholomew 8477
Comparative atlas of physical & political geography 8498, 8507, 8517
The Comparative atlas of physical & political geography / founded by the late J.G. Bartholomew 8425
Comparative atlas, physical & political 8381, 8409
The Comparative atlas: physical & political / by J. G. Bartholomew 8341
Comparative cartography: exemplified in an analytical & bibliographical description of nearly one hundred maps and charts of the American continent published in Great Britain during the years 1600 to 1850 / by Henry Stevens and Roland Tree 57846, 57847
Comparative chart, of continents, oceans, islands &c 2509
Comparative chart of different countries 2508
Comparative diagram showing the annual products, wealth & debt of the United States 76129
[Comparative diagrams of national economies and military strength] 24615
Comparative diagrams SEE [TOPIC] - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1835 OR [TOPIC] - [PLACE] - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1835 2507
Comparative, geographical & statistical map of South America & Africa ... 70557, 70558
Comparative height of monuments and comparative height of edifices 14890
Comparative height of the principal mountains and other elevations in the world 51868, 51871
Comparative heights of mountains 51876
Comparative lengths of the principal rivers throughout the world 66874, 66877
Comparative size of animals 1999
Comparative size of lakes and islands 38499, 41539
Comparative studies in society and history (2007) 51202
Comparative view of the chief rivers in the world with their respective lengths shewing also the principal towns situated on them 66881
A Comparative view of the heights of the principal mountains and other elevations in the world / drawn & engraved for Thomson's New general atlas by W. & D. Lizars, Edinburgh 51867, 51869, 51872
A Comparative view of the island seas and principal lakes in the Eastern Hemisphere 24526
A Comparative view of the principal lakes in the Western Hemisphere 82735
Comparative view of the principal mountains in the world with their altitudes 51875
A Comparative view of the principal waterfalls, islands, lakes, rivers and mountains, in the Eastern Hemisphere 24527
A Comparative view of the principal waterfalls, islands, lakes, rivers and mountains, in the Western Hemisphere 82734
Compare Island (Greece) SEE Ithaca Island (Greece) 39322
Comparing figures by regression 18628
Comparing map projections: a new look at an old problem 44625
A Comparison of map cataloging systems 18777, 18778
Comparison of plane forms 44648
Compass, David 47555
Compass 10569, 21825, 31823, 52833, 83011
Compass: a story of exploration and innovation / Alan Gurney 21827
Compass (Chicago, Ill.) 40562
The Compass for map collectors 40562
Compass - Handbooks, manuals, etc. 21826
Compass - History 21827, 21828, 67411
Compass Maps Ltd. (Great Britain) 19006
Compass of the world: a symposium on political geography / edited by Hans W. Weigert and Vilhjalmur Stefansson; maps by Richard E. Harrison 6326
Compass - Pictorial works - 1807 52838
Compass Publishing Co. 80068
Compass rose 1884, 18438, 75024, 75449
Compass roses 10569, 21829, 21830, 21831, 31823
Compass roses - 1528 83861
Compass roses SEE ALSO Compass 10569
Compass SEE ALSO Compass roses 10569
Compasso da navigare (ca. 1250) 52738, 64757
Compendieuser taschen-atlas 9772
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Complete history of Europe for 1707  25799
Complete history of the late war  7808
A Complete map of North-Carolina from an actual survey / by Captn. Collet, Governor of Fort Johnston ; engraved by I. Bailey  57958
A Complete map of the British Isles, or Great Britain and Ireland ...  14249, 14271
A Complete map of the East Indies, exhibiting the English territorial acquisitions  70690
A Complete map of the East Indies : exhibiting the English territorial acquisitions / by Samuel Dunn  71179, 71180
A Complete map of the Holy Land; adapted to the Old and New Testament: part 1st  62731
A Complete map of the Holy Land adapted to the Old and New Testaments : part 1st / by Samuel Dunn  12718, 12722
A Complete map of the West Indies containing the coasts of Florida, Louisiana, New Spain, and Terra Firma : with all the islands  81611, 81612
A Complete map of the West Indies : containing the coasts of Florida, Louisiana, New Spain, and Terra Firma : with all the islands / by Samuel Dunn  81621, 81625
The Compleat plattmaker : essays on chart, map, and globe making in England in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries / edited by Norman J. W. Thrower  17150
A Compleat set of new charts on thirty-eight large plates, containing an accurate survey of the coast of Portugal and the Mediterranean Sea, in which are included seventy five charts of the principal harbours in the Straits, shewing the rocks, shoals, ...  65378
The Compleat surveyor  73547
The Compleat surveyor, containing the whole art of surveying of land : by the plaine table, theodolite, circumferentor, peractor, and other instruments : after a more easie, exact and compendious manner, then hath been hitherto published ... The second  73527
[Complete and perfect map describing the whole world : translated from Turkish title]  83909
The Complete atlas consisting of one hundred and twenty maps of modern, historical, classical and physical geography / with descriptive letterpress of modern and physical geography by James Bryce, historical geography by William F.Collier, and classical  8221
Complete atlas of China : containing separate maps of the eighteen provinces of China proper on the scale of 1:3,000,000 and of the four great dependencies on the scale of 1:7,500,000 together with an index to all the names on the maps with the latitude  20714
Complete atlas of the world  5747, 5865, 5892, 5893, 7280
Complete atlas of the world  5585, 5970, 8279
Complete body of ancient geography  7941, 34139
The Complete British and Irish coasting pilot : being a set of new and accurate charts both general and particular comprehending the whole navigation around the coasts of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland with adjacent islands ... drawn f  14361
Complete British railways maps & gazetteer  7160
The Complete camp site guide and latest highway map of U.S.A. : together with official directory of aeroplane landing fields  11303
A Complete Channel pilot : comprehending the English and French coasts, from the Thames mouth to the Bay of Biscay, including the North Sea, with sailing directions, from actual surveys and observations of experienced navigators  14261
A Complete county atlas of England & Wales : containing forty four superior maps : with all the improvements, projected or completed : divided into hundreds, with the district divisions, and other local arrangements effected by the Reform Bill ...  25239
Complete course in geography  30084, 30085, 30086, 30123, 30201, 30393
A Complete course in geography : physical, industrial, and political ; with a special geography for each state / by William Swinton  30054, 30122, 30141, 30174, 30200, 30241, 30360, 30394
A Complete course of geography / by means of instructive games / invented by the abbé Gaultier ; collated with the author's last Paris edition, and digested for Europe conformably to the territorial arrangements at the pacification in 1815, by Jehoshap  29365
Complete dictionary of Greek & Roman antiquities  34356
A Complete genealogical, historical, chronological, and geographical atlas : being a general guide to ancient and modern history: exhibiting an accurate account of the origin, descent, and marriages of all the royal families ... the whole forming  4634
A Complete genealogical, historical, chronological and geographical atlas : being a general guide to history, both ancient and modern: exhibiting an accurate account of the origin, descent, and marriages of all the royal families ... the whole forming  4634
Complete genealogical, historical & geog atlas  4635, 4640, 7936
Complete geography  5319, 30338, 30420, 30433, 30462, 30473, 30474, 30503, 30504, 30521, 30555
Complete geography / by Alex Everett Frye  30423, 30424
Complete geography / by H. Justin Roddy  30500, 30556
Complete geography / by H. Justin Roddy, M.S. Department of Geography, First Pennsylvania State Normal School  30502
The Complete geography / by Horace S. Tarbell and Martha Tarbell  30475
Complete geography: new eclectic series  30247, 30248
Complete guide to battlefields of Britain  14068
A complete guide to New York City / Texaco  55755
The Complete guide to the Soviet Union / Victor and Jennifer Louis  72622
Complete handy atlas of the world  5481
Complete handy atlas of the world and city guide : containing maps of every country on the face of the globe, and the leading cities of this country, with a most complete alphabetical index, together with statistical, descriptive, and historical matter  5462
Complete handy atlas of world  5969
Complete historical, chronological, and geographical American atlas ...  1750, 1759
Complete historical, chronological, and geographical American atlas; a guide to the history of North and South America, and the West Indies: exhibiting an accurate account of the discovery, settlement, and progress of their various kingdoms, states, pr ...  1751
A Complete historical, chronological, and geographical American atlas, being a guide to the history of North and South America, and the West Indies : exhibiting an accurate account of the discovery, settlement, and progress, of their various kingdoms, ...  1758
Complete history of remarkable sea transactions  4408, 4409, 7796
Complete history of the late war in the Netherlands  53417
Complete listing of the mileage chart section of mileage guide no. 11  78782
The Complete map of Brooklyn (New York City) : featuring house numbers, transit lines, playgrounds, wading pools, etc. / published under the direction 
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of Alexander Gross, F.R.G.S. 14703
Complete map of California 15407
A Complete map of the southern continent survey’d by Capt. Abel Tasman ... 11046
Complete map of Vermont showing highways & natural features : with an index of all cities, villages, post-offices and railroad stations 80140
The Complete official road guide of the Lincoln Highway 11312, 42100
A Complete pilot for the West-Indies, including the British channel, Bay of Biscay, and all the Atlantic islands : done from actual surveys and observations of the most experienced navigators in His Majesty’s and the merchants’ service / by the late Th 81632
The Complete Pocket Dictionary Containing Definitions of 35,000 Words 5559
The Complete pocket-guide to Europe / by Edmund C. Stedman ; edited by Thomas L. Stedman 26181, 26197
Complete Press (London, England) 12253
A Complete reference gazetteer of the United States of North America : containing a general view of the United States, and of each state and territory, and a notice of the various canals, railroads, and internal improvements : with a brief and compre 52479
Complete road atlas, Massachusetts and Rhode Island 45433
The Complete road atlas of Ireland, scale 1:210 000 38443
Complete Scotland 69673
Complete street atlas of Chicago and vicinity 19895
Complete survey and atlas of Noble County, Indiana 57123, 57124
Complete system of geography 29020, 29595
A Complete system of geography, ancient and modern : comprising a full description of the world, physical, political, and historical: founded on the works of Pinkerton, Guthrie, Goodrich, Adams, &c. ; corrected by reference to Malte-Brun, Balli, Hassel, ... 29456
A Complete system of geography : being a description of all the countries, islands, cities, chief towns, harbours, lakes, and rivers, mountains, mines, &c. of the known world : shewing the situation, extent, and boundaries of the several empires, kingd 29018
A Complete system of modern geography, or, The natural and political history of the present state of the world ... / by F. Innes, embracing the improvements of Goldsmith, Guthrie, Smith, and Brooke 29252
Complete & universal English dictionary 7942, 8166, 25283, 25508
Completed in eastern Washington in 1960 was a 24-mile relocation of the Wenatchee-Oroville branch along the pool area of Rocky Reach Dam ... 67097
Complimentary road map of Michigan 46958
[Composite illustration of United States views and railroad map segments] / [signed] F.H. Shepherd 82635
Composite map of Charleston showing the original fortified settlement, creeks, streams and fortifications of 1704, 1780 and 1812 ... . Map made in 1883 19205
Composite map of United States land surveyors' original plats and field notes 46749
Composition of the foreign-born population : 1890 36478
Comprehensive atlas 4766, 4855
A Comprehensive atlas : geographical, historical & commercial 4760
A Comprehensive atlas geographical historical & commercial / by T.G. Bradford 4759, 4764, 4770, 4807, 4820
Complete atlas & geography of world 8241, 8243
The Comprehensive atlas & guide to London and suburbs 42607
The Comprehensive atlas of modern, historical, classical, and physical geography : consisting of one hundred and twenty maps with descriptive letterpress of physical geography, with indices containing upwards of 50,000 names / by James Bryce 8176
Comprehensive Bible history for Lutheran schools in the words of Holy Scripture : with illustrations, maps, and notes 12942
Comprehensive classical atlas 30668
The Comprehensive edition of the Times Atlas 39831
The Comprehensive gazetteer, or, Dictionary of descriptive and physical geography 30826
Complete geography 30063, 30112, 30113, 30114, 30255
A Comprehensive geography and history, ancient and modern / by S.G. Goodrich 29639
A Comprehensive geography : combining mathematical, physical, and political geography with important historical facts : design'd to promote the normal groth of the intelle / by Benjamin F. Shaw and Fordyce A. Allen 29825
Comprehensive geography : local, physical, descriptive, historical, mathematical, comparative, topical, and ancient : with map-drawing and relief maps / by James Monteith 30102, 30124, 30125, 30126, 30178, 30256, 30357
Comprehensive geography : local, physical, descriptive, historical, mathematical, comparative, topical commercial, and ancient : with map-drawing and relief maps / by James Monteith 30347
Comprehensive geography no. 1: first lessons 30070
Comprehensive geography no. 2 30345
Comprehensive grammar of modern geography 29418, 29447
Comprehensive grammar of sacred geography 12767
Comprehensive guide to the county of Northumberland / by W.W. Tomlinson 59713
Comprehensive Omnibus Corporation (New York, N.Y.) - Maps - 1943 44345
The Comprehensive self-pronouncing dictionary, gazetteer and atlas of the world : based upon the solid foundation laid by Noah Webster and other lexicographers, thoroughly modernized / by Charles Morris 25509
A Comprehensive view-map of the White Mountains : accurately picturing the mountains and showing the principal highways, points of interest, and distances between towns 82880
Compte rendu de l'Exposition cartographique ethnographique & maritime d'Anvers / par Édouard Janssens ... 2221
Comptes de l’Evangélique Missions-Gesellschaft (Basel, Switzerland) SEE Evangelische Missionsgesellschaft in Basel 50064
Compton Building & Loan (Compton, Md.) 78800
Compton & Company 68101, 68102
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Compton encyclopedia excerpt on US 6389
Compton (F.E.) Company SEE F.E. Compton Company 6210
Compton, H. T. 68680
Compton, Richard J. 68101, 68102
Computation of the correspondence of geographical patterns 16750
Computer atlas of Kenya, with a bibliography on computer mapping 41089
A Computer atlas of Ottawa-Hull (with a bibliography of computer-mapping) 62446
Computer cartography 23597
Computer cartography in Canada 41776
Computer cartography in historical geographical research 34020
Computer cartography in Sweden: papers selected from a Swedish Seminar on Geographic Information Systems / organized by Centralnämnden för Fastighetsdata; edited by Olof Wastesson, Bengt Rystedt, and D.R.F. Taylor 23606
Computer maps SEE Digital mapping 62446
A Computerized Checklist of Astrolabes, by Sharon L. Gibbs, Janice A. Henderson, Derek de S. Price 17511
Comrie, Bernard, 1947- 41605
Comstock 79016
Comstock, Alzada, 1888-1960 19774
Comstock, C. B. (Cyrus Ballou), 1831-1910 61785, 68019
Comstock & Cassidy 56092
Comstock & Cline 19337, 54593
Comstock Lode Mining District (Nev.) - Maps 81862
Comstock Lode Mining District (Nev.) - Maps - 1870 21832
Comstock Lode Mining District (Nev.) - Maps - 1882 53651
Comtat Venaissin (France) - Maps - 1588 41609
Comtat Venaissin (France) - Maps - 1606 41610
Comtat Venaissin (France) - Maps - 1695 65619
Le Comté d'Artois ... 3169, 57154
Le Comté d'Artois dressé sur les memoires les plus nouveaux ... 3170
Le Comté d'Artois et des environs ... 57155
Le Comté d'Artois, et des environs, ou l'on voit le ressort du conseil provincial d'Artois ... 3171
Comte d'Hollande, Seigneurie d'Utrecht 34546
Le Comté de Bourgogne dit Franche-Comté ... 28197
Le Comte de Flandre 26719, 26728
Le Comté de Flandre 26718
Le Comté de Flandre divisé en ses châtellenies ... 26720
Le Comté de Flandre, divisé en ses châtellenies, balliages ... 26724
Le Comté de Flandre divisé en ses châtellenies, et balliages ... 26697
Le Comté de Flandre divisé en ses parties, quartiers, et juridictions. Selon les memoires de Sanderus et de plusieurs autres auteurs. Par le Sr. Tillemon [pseud.] 26717
Comité de Flandre où se trouvent distingués les balliages de Berg St. Winox ... / par le Sr. Robert de Vaugondy fils 26744, 26745
Le Comité de Flandres divisé en ses châtellenies, balliages, &c. Le franc de Bruges et le pays de Waes / dédié au Roy par ... Hubert laillot Geographe de la Majte. 26699
Le Comité de Flandres divisé en ses châtellenies, et balliages, &c. Le franc de Bruges et le pays de Waes / par son tres humble ... serviteur Sanson ... 26698
Le Comité de Haynaut, a l'usage de ... le duc de Bourgogne 33293
Le Comité de Haynaut, divisé en châtellenies ... 33287, 33288, 33289
Le Comité de Haynaut divisé en plusieurs pays etc. 33292
Le Comité de Hollande 58690
Le Comité de Hollande dressé sur les memoires les plus nouveaux ... 34541
Le Comité de Hollande dressé sur les memoires les plus nouveaux ... 58684
Le Comité de la Mark ... 25605, 45138
Le Comité de la Mark, les seigneuries des abbayes de Werden, d'Essen, et la ville impériale de Dortmundo ... 33872
Comité de Namur ... 52542, 52560
Comité de Namur dressé sur les memoires les plus nouveaux ... 52557
Comité de Nice 57019
Le Comité de Tirol 75909, 75912
Le Comité de Tirol et les tiefs qui en dependent 11149
Le Comité de Tirol, l'evescche et comte de Trente ... Brixen ... Saltzbourg 75913
Le Comité de Zeelande 85269
Le Comité de Zeelanda dresse sur les memoires ... 85283
Le Comité de Zeelanda dresse sur les memoires les pl. nouveaux ... 85282
Le Comité du Triole, l'eveché de Trente ed de Brixen ... 75918
Comté et gouvernement de Provence 65618, 65621
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Concord, Battle of, Concord, Mass., 1775 - Maps</td>
<td>41916, 41917, 41918</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concord, Battle of, Concord, Mass., 1775 - Maps - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>21841</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concord (Calif.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps</td>
<td>21842</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concord (Mass. : Town) - Maps - 1830 - Landowners</td>
<td>21843</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concord (N.H.) - Maps - 1902</td>
<td>21844</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concord (N.H.) - Maps - Collections, 1725-1855</td>
<td>21845</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concord (N.H.) - Pictorial works - 1955 - Railroad stations</td>
<td>21846, 21847</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concord River Valley (Mass.) - Maps - 1973</td>
<td>3454</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concord, Walnut Creek - EasyFinder : Local street detail</td>
<td>21842</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concordance to images of east and west : maps, plans, views and drawings from Dutch colonial archives. Part 1, The early period, 1583-1814 [1840] (Inventory VEL: P.A. Leupe) on microfiche</td>
<td>53326</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concorde de la geographie des différens âges</td>
<td>9206</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concorde de la géographie des différens âges. Ouvrage posthume de m. Pluche</td>
<td>29048, 29074</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Concordia Parish (La.) - 1841: LC G&amp;M land ownership maps on microfiche]</td>
<td>21848</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Concordia Parish (La.) - 1860: LC G&amp;M land ownership maps on microfiche]</td>
<td>21849</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concordia Parish (La.) - Maps - 1841 - Landowners</td>
<td>21848</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concordia Parish (La.) - Maps - 1860 - Landowners</td>
<td>21849</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concordia Publishing House</td>
<td>12942, 12945, 30465, 30523</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concordia University (River Forest, Ill.) Collection (Newberry Library)</td>
<td>1507, 9717, 10086, 12698, 12727, 12747, 13443, 14260, 14280, 22332, 29104, 33138, 40623, 43491, 57081, 58896, 62988, 74302, 75810, 75812, 65108, 76956, 77958, 79013, 84371, 84391, 84446, 84494</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concordia Parish (La.) - Maps - 1870 - Landowners</td>
<td>21850</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concordia University (River Forest, Ill.)</td>
<td>1089, 1507, 3431, 9717, 10086, 12698, 12980, 13443, 14260, 14280, 20473, 26307, 27585, 29539, 29694, 30052, 30089, 30100, 30167, 30205, 30270, 30274, 30297, 30408, 30424, 30437, 30441, 30447, 30457, 30465, 30469, 30499, 30500, 30517, 30523, 30525, 30540, 30549, 30558, 30559, 30567, 30583, 30585, 30604, 30669, 30886, 30887, 30891, 32102, 32103, 34070, 34249, 34477, 36381, 36404, 44832, 45022, 57810, 57812, 65108, 76956, 77958, 79013, 84371, 84391, 84446, 84494</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Condet, Gerard, 1731</td>
<td>73465, 73466, 74327, 76501, 76507, 80594</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Condet, Claas, 1685-1725</td>
<td>20633</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Condet, Gerard, 1731-1764</td>
<td>20633</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Condet, Johannes, 1711-1781</td>
<td>264, 1652, 8747, 8750, 8751, 19093, 19094, 24540, 25972, 31399, 32782, 34366, 36828, 36741, 57169, 57243, 57512, 57518, 57519, 61297, 64709, 65014, 70133, 81608, 82744</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Condit, Blackford, 1829-1903</td>
<td>12646, 48101</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Condit, Hayden &amp; Wright</td>
<td>67465</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Condit, Wright &amp; Hayden</td>
<td>45073</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Condores Island SEE Con Dao Island (Vietnam)</td>
<td>21833</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conductor Francais: atlas itineraire portatif</td>
<td>27781</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conduit, Brian</td>
<td>25027</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Condy, Jeremiah, 1709-1768</td>
<td>30747</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cone and plain of Comayagua ; City of Tegucigalpa</td>
<td>74302</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cone &amp; Freeman</td>
<td>15127</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cone, Joseph</td>
<td>20825, 20827, 20829</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cone ou Cuneo ville de Piemont ...</td>
<td>22566</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conestoga (Pa. : Township) - Pictorial works - 1720</td>
<td>57492, 57493</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coney Island (New York, N.Y.) - Description - 1973</td>
<td>21854</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Coneys, W. T. 27190

[Confederate engineers’ maps : Jeremy Francis Gilmer collection] 80413

Confederate States of America, Army 1130, 1874, 1875, 8153, 12465, 16648, 16649, 16652, 19149, 19355, 22537, 22538, 22683, 25622, 26524, 26525, 28342, 32964, 33799, 33863, 38555, 39679, 41152, 41185, 41186, 41187, 43233, 43235, 43240, 43636, 43841, 43842, 45655, 45656, 51593, 52578, 53303, 53304, 58826, 60155, 62036, 62039, 65469, 65567, 65568, 66274, 66275, 66997, 71143, 73024, 73138, 73510, 73588, 76332, 76333, 76334

Confederate States of America. Army. Department of Northern Virginia. Chief Engineer's Office 19149, 76332, 76333, 80413

Confederate States of America. Army - History - Civil War, 1861-1865 - Maps 71363

Confederate States of America - Maps 15042

Confederate States of America - Maps - 1862 8146

Confederate States of America - Maps - 1866 71367

Confederated Salish and Kootenai Tribes 26752

Confederated Salish and Kootenai tribes Flathead Reservation, Montana : a people of vision 26752

Confederation Centre Art Gallery and Museum, Charlottetown, P.E.I. 67992

Confederazione Germanica / Ant. Rossi inc. ; Gen. Galiani scris. 31493

Conference of Latin Americanist Geographers 41681

Conference on East-Central and Southeast European Geography (1969 : University of Texas at Austin) 25744

Conference on Editorial Problems (29th : 1993 : University of Toronto) 9059

Conference on the National Archives and Research in Historical Cartography 75450

Conference on the National Archives and Research in Historical Geography 79393, 79417, 79450

Conference on the National Archives and research in historical geography, Nov. 8-9, 1971 76168

Conferences SEE SUBDIVISION Congresses UNDER SUBJECTS AND NAMES OF ORGANIZATIONS 37528

Conflict areas (Political science) SEE Hot spots (Political science) 7552

Conflict on the continent : Anglo-French tensions in North America to 1763 18203

Conformal projections based on elliptic functions 44628

Congdon & Weed 14548

Conger, D. 28307

Conger, Dean 72624

Conger, Norman B. 32575

Congi Regnu[m] / [Jodocus Hondius] 150, 151


Congo (Democratic Republic) - Description and travel - 1955 21856

Congo (Democratic Republic) - Geography - 1955 21856

Congo (Democratic Republic) - Maps - 1595-1606 509

Congo (Democratic Republic) - Maps - 1911 21855

Congo (Democratic Republic) - Maps - 1955 21856

Congo, Kingdom of SEE Africa, Central 150

Congo River - Maps - 1979 - Guidebooks 21857

Congregatio patrum generalis sacri et oecimienicj Tridenticii concilij authoritate sanctissimi Christi Vicarij Pii IIII ... in aede. divae Mariae Maioris ... 22337

Congrés Català de Geografia (2nd : 2008 : Barcelona) 17040

Congrés des géographes et ethnographes slaves (3rd : 1930 : Belgrad, Yugoslavia) 57036

Congress of American Physicians and Surgeons 80976

Congress Park (Saratoga Springs, N.Y.) - Maps - 1882 21858

Congressional districts of Cook County, Illinois / Stanley J. Kusper, Jr., County Clerk 22068

Congressional Information Service 79333

Congressional Quarterly Press SEE CQ Press 65527

Congresso geografico italiano (11th : 1930 : Naples), Atti 15072

Congresso Internacional de Historia dos Descobrimentos (1960 : Lisbon) 15044, 15045, 15046, 15056

Congresso Internacional de Historia dos Descobrimentos, Lisbon, 1960 23653

Congreve, Ambrose, 18 cent. 22068

Congreve, Ambrose, 18 cent. 3676, 8143

Congress of Amercian Physicians and Surgeons 80976

Congress Park (Saratoga Springs, N.Y.) - Maps - 1882 21858

Congressional districts of Cook County, Illinois / Stanley J. Kusper, Jr., County Clerk 22068

Congressional Information Service 79333

Congressional Quarterly Press SEE CQ Press 65527

Congresso geografico italiano (11th : 1930 : Naples), Atti 15072

Congresso Internacional de Historia dos Descobrimentos (1960 : Lisbon) 15044, 15045, 15046, 15056

Congresso Internacional de Historia dos Descobrimentos, Lisbon, 1960 23653

Congreve, Ambrose, 18 cent. 3676, 8143

Congrés des géographes et ethnographes slaves (3rd : 1930 : Belgrad, Yugoslavia) 57036

Congress of American Physicians and Surgeons 80976

Congressional districts of Cook County, Illinois / Stanley J. Kusper, Jr., County Clerk 22068

Congressional Information Service 79333

Congressional Quarterly Press SEE CQ Press 65527

Congresso geografico italiano (11th : 1930 : Naples), Atti 15072

Congresso Internacional de Historia dos Descobrimentos (1960 : Lisbon) 15044, 15045, 15046, 15056

Congresso Internacional de Historia dos Descobrimentos, Lisbon, 1960 23653

Congreve, Ambrose, 18 cent. 3676, 8143

Coní Bazán, Fernando A. 52163

Coní, Fernando Arturo, 1858- 52163

Coni (Italy) SEE Cuneo (Italy) 22570, 69062
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Conu or Cuneo ville de Piemont ... 22567
Conil de la Fronera (Spain) - Pictorial works - 1620 21859
Conil, insigne Hispanie oppidum ad fretum Herculeum ... 21859
Coninx, Arnout, active 1579-1617 1946, 7661, 7671, 7674, 83957, 83960, 83962
Conkey, W. B. 66241
Conkey (W.B.) Company SEE W.B. Conkey Company 57793
Conklin, Edgar 43762
Conklin & Fraser (Firm) 70865
Conklin, Geo. W. (George W.) 76941, 77016, 77047
Conklin, Harold C. 35330
Conklin, Jane 29744
Conklin's handy manual of useful information and world's atlas : for mechanics, merchants, editors, lawyers, printers, doctors, farmers, lumbermen, bankers, bookkeepers, politicians and all classes of workers in every department of human effort : also 76941
Conkling, Alfred R. (Alfred Ronald), 1850-1917 46385, 46395
Conkling, L. W. 35596, 35597
Conkling, Margaret B. (Margaret Badenoch), b. 1890 81732
Conkling, Roscoe P. (Roscoe Platt), b. 1877 81732
Conkling, Roscoe P. (Roscoe Platt), b. 1877. The Butterfield Overland Mail, 1857-1869 (1947) 81732
Conley, Tom 17390, 17956, 44981, 44982, 66143
Conley, Walter M. 19400, 19401
Conlin, Mary Lou 60361
Conn, A. C. 19306
Connacht (Ireland) - Maps - 1610 21860, 21861
Connacht (Ireland) - Maps - 1685 21862
Connacht (Ireland) - Maps - 1689 21863
Connacht Province 21860
Connecticut - Geography - 1883 30245
Connect-the-dots puzzles - 1949 20552
Connected draft warrant map, original warrant land records series, York County, Pennsylvania : [townships of Hopewell, East Hopewell, and North Hopewell] 85107
A Connected view of the whole internal navigation of the United States : natural and artificial, present and prospective : with maps / [by George Armroyd] 76610
Connecticut - Tobacco - 1982 21864
Connecticut - Wildlife conservation - 1983 21865
Connecticut 21881, 21884, 21885, 21887, 21890, 21891, 21892, 21893, 21895, 21897, 21898, 21899, 21909
Connecticut, 7.5 minute series (topographic) 21922
Connecticut Academy of Arts and Sciences, New Haven, ded. 54735
Connecticut and Rhode Island 21896
Connecticut atlas 7328
Connecticut. Department of Economic Development 21867, 21868, 21870
Connecticut. Dept. of Commerce 21976, 21977
Connecticut. Dept. of Environmental Protection 21976, 21977
Connecticut. Dept. of Motor Vehicles 21976, 21977
Connecticut. Dept. of Transportation 21976, 21977
Connecticut - Description and travel - 1981 21866
Connecticut - Description and travel - 1987 21867, 33574
Connecticut - Description and travel - 1992 21868
Connecticut - Description and travel - 1994 21869
Connecticut - Description and travel - 1996 21870
Connecticut Development Commission 21873, 21874, 21982
Connecticut - Distances, etc. - Tables - 1904 21871
Connecticut - Fall foliage - 1987 21872
Connecticut, from actual survey made in 1811 21888, 21889
Connecticut from the best authorities 21880, 21882, 21883, 21886
Connecticut - Geography - 1875 30055
Connecticut Geography - 1880 30175
Connecticut - Geography - 1881 30202
Connecticut heeds the call of the wild : bears, bobcats, coyotes, rattlesnakes and suburbanites / by Samuel G. Freedman 21865
Connecticut Historic buildings - 1964 21873
Connecticut Historic sites - Directories - 1973 21874
Connecticut Historical Commission 21977
Connecticut History - Revolution, 1775-1783 - Maps - 1975 - Road maps 21977
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Connecticut invites you to enjoy its hospitality: a map folder of general information 21962

Connecticut - Indians - Maps - 1625 21875
Connecticut - Maps - 1697 - Boundaries - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 21876
Connecticut - Maps - 1700-1799 - Coasts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 42858
Connecticut - Maps - 1713 - Boundaries - Massachusetts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 45379
Connecticut - Maps - 1737 - Boundaries - New York (State) - Manuscripts 66814
Connecticut - Maps - 1773-1774 - Post roads 21877
Connecticut - Maps - 1773-1774 - Postal service 21877
Connecticut - Maps - 1773-1774 - Roads, Proposed 21877
Connecticut - Maps - 1792 21878
Connecticut - Maps - 1794 21879
Connecticut - Maps - 1795 21880, 21881
Connecticut - Maps - 1796 21882
Connecticut - Maps - 1796 - Administrative and political divisions 21883
Connecticut - Maps - 1801 21884
Connecticut - Maps - 1804 21885, 21886
Connecticut - Maps - 1805 21887
Connecticut - Maps - 1812 21888, 21889
Connecticut - Maps - 1814 21890
Connecticut - Maps - 1819 52235
Connecticut - Maps - 1822 21891
Connecticut - Maps - 1826 21892
Connecticut - Maps - 1827 21893
Connecticut - Maps - 1833 21894
Connecticut - Maps - 1839 21895
Connecticut - Maps - 1841 21896
Connecticut - Maps - 1842 21897
Connecticut - Maps - 1845 21898
Connecticut - Maps - 1846 53890, 53891
Connecticut - Maps - 1847 21899
Connecticut - Maps - 1850 21900
Connecticut - Maps - 1852 - Railroads 21904
Connecticut - Maps - 1855 21901
Connecticut - Maps - 1857 21902
Connecticut - Maps - 1859 21903
Connecticut - Maps - 1881 - Railroads 21904
Connecticut - Maps - 1883 - Railroads 21905, 66681
Connecticut - Maps - 1884 - Railroads 21906, 66682
Connecticut - Maps - 1885 - Railroads 21907, 66684
Connecticut - Maps - 1886 - Railroads 21908
Connecticut - Maps - 1887 - Railroads 21909
Connecticut - Maps - 1888 - Railroads 5335, 21910, 21911, 21912
Connecticut - Maps - 1890 - Bicycle trails 21913
Connecticut - Maps - 1890 - Road maps 21913
Connecticut - Maps - 1891 - Railroads 21914
Connecticut - Maps - 1892 - Railroads 21915, 21916
Connecticut - Maps - 1893 21917, 21918, 21919
Connecticut - Maps - 1893 - Cities and towns 21918
Connecticut - Maps - 1893 - Railroads 66689, 66690
Connecticut - Maps - 1895 - Bicycle trails 21920
Connecticut - Maps - 1895 - Railroads 21921
Connecticut - Maps - 1895 - Road maps 21920
Connecticut - Maps - 1900-1960 - Topographic maps 21922
Connecticut - Maps - 1900 - Railroads 45427
Connecticut - Maps - 1901 21923
Connecticut - Maps - 1902 - Postal service 45429
Connecticut - Maps - 1902 - Railroads 45429
Connecticut - Maps - 1903 21924
Connecticut - Maps - 1906 - Railroads 21925
Connecticut - Maps - 1906 - Road maps 21926
Connecticut - Maps - 1907 - Railroads 21927
Connecticut - Maps - 1908 - Road maps 34837
Connecticut - Maps - 1911 5727
Connecticut - Maps - 1911 - Road maps 33577
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Connecticut - Maps - 1912 - Road maps 21988
Connecticut - Maps - 1912 - Transportation 21988
Connecticut - Maps - 1913 - Railroads 21928, 21929, 21930, 21931
Connecticut - Maps - 1914 - Railroads 21932, 21933
Connecticut - Maps - 1914 - Road maps 53998
Connecticut - Maps - 1914 - Transportation 53998
Connecticut - Maps - 1916 - Railroads 21934, 21935, 21936
Connecticut - Maps - 1917 - Cities and towns - Road maps 54009
Connecticut - Maps - 1919 - Railroads 21937, 21938
Connecticut - Maps - 1919 - Road maps 21937, 21938
Connecticut - Maps - 1920 - Railroads 21939, 21940, 21941
Connecticut - Maps - 1920 - Road maps 21939, 21940, 21941
Connecticut - Maps - 1921 - Railroads 21942
Connecticut - Maps - 1921 - Railroads - Indexes 21943
Connecticut - Maps - 1921 - Road maps 21942
Connecticut - Maps - 1922 - Railroads 21944
Connecticut - Maps - 1922 - Road maps 21944
Connecticut - Maps - 1923 - Railroads 21945, 21946
Connecticut - Maps - 1923 - Road maps 21945, 21946, 38451, 75404
Connecticut - Maps - 1924 - Maps 54040
Connecticut - Maps - 1924 - Railroads 21947
Connecticut - Maps - 1924 - Road maps 21947
Connecticut - Maps - 1925 - Railroads 21948
Connecticut - Maps - 1925 - Road maps 21948
Connecticut - Maps - 1926 - Railroads 21949
Connecticut - Maps - 1926 - Road maps 21949
Connecticut - Maps - 1928 - Railroads 21950, 21951, 21952, 21953
Connecticut - Maps - 1928 - Road maps 21950, 21951, 21952, 21953
Connecticut - Maps - 1929 21954
Connecticut - Maps - 1929 - Aeronautical charts 21954
Connecticut - Maps - 1929 - Railroads 21954
Connecticut - Maps - 1930 21956, 21957
Connecticut - Maps - 1930-1939 - Aeronautical charts 21955
Connecticut - Maps - 1930-1939 - Railroads 21955
Connecticut - Maps - 1930 - Aeronautical charts 21956, 21957
Connecticut - Maps - 1930 - Railroads 21956, 21957
Connecticut - Maps - 1930 - Road maps 21958, 21959, 45504
Connecticut - Maps - 1931 21960
Connecticut - Maps - 1931 - Railroads 21960
Connecticut - Maps - 1931 - Road maps 21960
Connecticut - Maps - 1934 - Road maps 21961
Connecticut - Maps - 1935 - Road maps 21962, 21963
Connecticut - Maps - 1938 - Road maps 21964, 21965, 21966
Connecticut - Maps - 1939 55935
Connecticut - Maps - 1939 - Road maps 21967, 21968, 21969
Connecticut - Maps - 1940 - Road maps - Sketch maps 21970
Connecticut - Maps - 1941 - Road maps 39473
Connecticut - Maps - 1947 21971
Connecticut - Maps - 1947 - Railroads 21971
Connecticut - Maps - 1947 - Road maps 21971
Connecticut - Maps - 1952 21972
Connecticut - Maps - 1952 - Railroads 21972
Connecticut - Maps - 1952 - Road maps 21972
Connecticut - Maps - 1953 - Road maps 55974
Connecticut - Maps - 1958 - Road maps 54523
Connecticut - Maps - 1962 21973, 21974
Connecticut - Maps - 1962 - Railroads 21973, 21974
Connecticut - Maps - 1971 - Road maps 21975
Connecticut - Maps - 1974 - Road maps 21976
Connecticut - Maps - 1974 - Tourist maps 21976
Connecticut - Maps - 1975 - Road maps 21977
Connecticut - Maps - 1975 - Tourist maps 21977
Connecticut - Maps - 1980 21978
Connecticut - Maps - 2005 - Road maps 21979
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Conrad, Tim 36465
Conroy, L. 8251
Conroy, Robert Lyons 35045
Consag, Fernando, 1703-1759 SEE Konsag, Ferdinand, 1703-1759 11444
Consag, Ferdinand, 1703-1759 SEE Konsag, Ferdinand, 1703-1759 11449
Consbruch Region (Germany) - Maps - 1695 - Pictorial works 66652
Consbruch Region (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1713 66653
Conseil d'Administration des Postes aux Chevaux SEE France. Direction générale des postes 26033
Conseil, M. 9189
Conseil Régional d'Aquitaine 2267
Consejo Superior Geográfico (Spain) 30857
Conselho Nacional de Geografia (Brazil) 35045
Conselho Nacional de Geografia (Brazil). Divisão de Geografia 13858
Consell de Mallorca SEE Majorca (Spain). Consell Insular 18082
Conservation Commission of West Virginia 51271
Conservation corner : treatment and preparation of Waldseemüller's map 80665
The Conservation of a 17th century outsized map 80767
The Conservation of maps and atlases 44902
Conservation of maps SEE Maps - Conservation and restoration 44917
Conservation of natural resources - United States 76170
Conserving a cartographic heritage: microfilming at the National Archives of the United States 47551
Conserving an early map of Canada 44911
Considerations geographiques et physiques sur les nouvelles decouvertes au nord de la Grand Mer, appelee vulgairement la Mer du Sud : avec des cartes qui y sont relatives / par Philippe Buache ... 58710, 58711
Consiglio dei Dieci (Venice) SEE Venice (Republic : To 1797). Consiglio dei Dieci 83909
Consociatione turistica italiana 171, 38723, 38993, 41749, 75491
Consociatione turistica italiana SEE ALSO Touring club italiano 38993
Consolidated Book Publishers (Chicago, Ill.) 6268, 84681
Consolidated Freight Lines Inc. offers incomparable service to large & small shippers. Map of operations showing participating carriers [in western U.S.] 82308
Consolidated Freight Lines (Portland, Or.) 82308
Consolidated Freight Lines (Portland, Or.) - Maps - 1937 82308
Consolidated Freightways, inc. 49095, 78229
Consolidated Freightways, inc. - Maps - 1959-1978 78229
Consolidated Freightways, inc. - Maps - 1960 49095
[Consolidated Freightways System highway maps of the United States] 78229
Consolidated Oil Company 74674
Consolidated Publishing Co. 41461
Consolidated Seaton Mountain Mine (Clear Creek County, Colo.) SEE Seaton Mountain Mine (Clear Creek County, Colo.) 69725
Consolidated Seaton Mountain Mining Co. (Colo.) 69725
Consolidated Ticket Office (Sacramento, Calif.) 31612
Consolidated tours maps of the eastern states 54105
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Corfu Island (Greece) - Pictorial works - 1572 - Manuscripts 22153
Coriani, Gian Paolo 63378

Cordovia 22144
Cordovia / G. R. fom. 22145
Corey & Bachman 44680, 62026, 67080
Corey, G. H. 12433, 63406

Corinth 22155
Corinth Area Tourism Promotion Council 22157
Corinth, Battle of, Corinth, Miss., 1862 - Maps 22154
Corinth (Greece) - Maps - 1682 - Pictorial works 63470
Corinth (Greece) - Maps - 1840 - Pictorial works 22155

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Call Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cornwall (England : County) - Maps - 1749 - Coasts - Nautical charts</td>
<td>22180, 22181</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cornwall (England : County) - Maps - 1757 - Coasts - Nautical charts</td>
<td>22182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cornwall (England : County) - Maps - 1799 - Coasts - Naval Operations - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>22183</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cornwall (England : County) - Maps - 1804</td>
<td>22184</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cornwall (England : County) - Maps - 1851</td>
<td>23518</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cornwall (England : County) - Maps - 1859-1861</td>
<td>23519</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cornwall (England : County) - Maps - 1863 - Guidebooks</td>
<td>23520</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cornwall (England : County) - Maps - 1865-1867</td>
<td>23521</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cornwall (England : County) - Maps - 1867</td>
<td>23735</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cornwall (England : County) - Maps - 1868-1869</td>
<td>22185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cornwall (England : County) - Maps - 1872-1875</td>
<td>23523</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cornwall (England : County) - Maps - 1876</td>
<td>23736</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cornwall (England : County) - Maps - 1879</td>
<td>22186</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cornwall (England : County) - Maps - 1880</td>
<td>22187</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cornwall (England : County) - Maps - 1882</td>
<td>22188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cornwall (England : County) - Maps - 1884</td>
<td>23527</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cornwall (England : County) - Maps - 1885</td>
<td>23528, 23529</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cornwall (England : County) - Maps - 1886</td>
<td>22189</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cornwall (England : County) - Maps - 1888</td>
<td>23534</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cornwall (England : County) - Maps - 1889</td>
<td>23535</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cornwall (England : County) - Maps - 1890</td>
<td>23536</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cornwall (England : County) - Maps - 1892</td>
<td>23537, 23538</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cornwall (England : County) - Maps - 1893</td>
<td>22190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cornwall (England : County) - Maps - 1895</td>
<td>22192, 23541</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cornwall (England : County) - Maps - 1897</td>
<td>23542</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cornwall (England : County) - Maps - 1900</td>
<td>22193</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cornwall (England : County) - Maps - 1902</td>
<td>23544</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cornwall (England : County) - Maps - 1903</td>
<td>22194</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cornwall (England : County) - Maps - 1904</td>
<td>22195, 23545</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cornwall (England : County) - Maps - 1908</td>
<td>23546, 23547</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cornwall (England : County) - Maps - 1909 - Guidebooks</td>
<td>23548</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cornwall (England : County) - Maps - 1915</td>
<td>23553</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cornwall (England : County) - Maps - 1922 - Guidebooks</td>
<td>23554</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cornwall (England : County) - Maps - 1924</td>
<td>23555</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cornwall (England : County) - Maps - 1925</td>
<td>23556</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cornwall (England : County) - Maps - 1931</td>
<td>22196</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cornwall (England : County) - Maps - 1939</td>
<td>22197</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cornwall (England : County) - Maps - 1949</td>
<td>81552</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cornwall (England : County) - Maps - 1950</td>
<td>22198</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cornwall (England : County) - Maps - 1990</td>
<td>81555</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cornwall (England : County) - Maps - 1999 - Landowners</td>
<td>32471</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cornwall (England : County) - Surveys - 1602</td>
<td>22199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cornwall International Bridge Company (N.Y. and Ont.)</td>
<td>59411</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cornwall Island (Ont.) - Maps - 1817 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>655</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cornwall (N.Y.) - Maps - 1873 - Landowners</td>
<td>22200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cornwall (N.Y. : Town) - Maps - 1864 - Landowners</td>
<td>55577</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cornwall (N.Y. : Town) - Maps - 1880 - Landowners</td>
<td>33926</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cornwall-Northern New York International Bridge Corp.</td>
<td>59302, 59310, 59327, 59328, 59333, 59341, 59353</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cornwall-Northern New York International Bridge Corp. SEE Cornwall International Bridge Company (N.Y. and Ont.)</td>
<td>59411</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cornwall (Ont.) - Maps - 1818 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>73120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cornwall (Ont.). Tourist Publicity Committee</td>
<td>67328</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cornwall Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1937 - Road Maps</td>
<td>67328</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cornwallis, Charles Cornwallis, Marquis, 1738-1805</td>
<td>57964</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cornwallis, Kinahan, 1839-1917 - The New El Dorado, or, British Columbia (1858)</td>
<td>13992</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cornwall, J.</td>
<td>8139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cornwall, James</td>
<td>30279</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cortografia de las misiones, que administran los misioneros del Colegio Apostolico de propaganda fide de la S[an]ta Cruz de Queretaro, in la provincia de Sonora, con los paises de las naciones gentiles, que tienen acia norte, y poniente 70325

Cortografia portuguesa :Indices onomástico e toponímico = Portuguese chorography : index of proper names and toponyms / Cândido Pinheiro Koren de Lima ... [et al. ; tradução, Maria Núbia Saldanha da Cunha] 52428

Cortographia dello stato di Ferrara con le vicine parti delli altri stati che lo circandano / Gio. Battista Aleotti detto l'Argenta ; Ant. Vene. delin. incid. ; Angela Baroni sculp. Vena. 26964
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Call Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Corsica (France) - Maps - 1769 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>22243</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corsica (France) - Maps - 1771 - Coasts - Nautical charts</td>
<td>38871</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corsica (France) - Maps</td>
<td>18771</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corsica (France) - Maps - 1786</td>
<td>38883</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corsica (France) - Maps - 1791</td>
<td>27807</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corsica (France) - Maps - 1792</td>
<td>22244</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corsica (France) - Maps - 1793</td>
<td>22245</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corsica (France) - Maps - 1794</td>
<td>22246, 22247</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corsica (France) - Maps - 1800</td>
<td>38899</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corsica (France) - Maps - 1803 - Administrative and political divisions</td>
<td>27858</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corsica (France) - Maps - 1806</td>
<td>27865</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corsica (France) - Maps - 1807</td>
<td>22248</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corsica (France) - Maps - 1809</td>
<td>27868</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corsica (France) - Maps - 1813</td>
<td>27873</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corsica (France) - Maps - 1814</td>
<td>27878</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corsica (France) - Maps - 1817</td>
<td>27885</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corsica (France) - Maps - 1818</td>
<td>27887</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corsica (France) - Maps - 1831</td>
<td>22249, 27910, 38925</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corsica (France) - Maps - 1834</td>
<td>27914</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corsica (France) - Maps - 1841</td>
<td>27930</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corsica (France) - Maps - 1845</td>
<td>27936</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corsica (France) - Maps - 1847</td>
<td>27938</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corsica (France) - Maps - 1849</td>
<td>27939</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corsica (France) - Maps - 1852</td>
<td>27942</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corsica (France) - Maps - 1855</td>
<td>27949</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corsica (France) - Maps - 1861</td>
<td>27959, 39098</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corsica (France) - Maps - 1865</td>
<td>27963</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corsica (France) - Maps - 1866</td>
<td>27964</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corsica (France) - Maps - 1872</td>
<td>27970</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corsica (France) - Maps - 1873</td>
<td>27972</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corsica (France) - Maps - 1877</td>
<td>27980</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corsica (France) - Maps - 1885</td>
<td>27992</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corsica (France) - Maps - 1887</td>
<td>66911</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corsica (France) - Maps - 1899</td>
<td>66921</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corsica (France) - Maps - 1899-1900 - Bicycle trails</td>
<td>28008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corsica (France) - Maps - 1899-1900 - Road maps</td>
<td>28008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corsica (France) - Maps - 1902</td>
<td>28170, 28171, 28172, 66925</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corsica (France) - Maps - 1904</td>
<td>66926</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corsica (France) - Maps - 1905</td>
<td>22250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corsica (France) - Maps - 1907</td>
<td>28174, 28175, 66931</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corsica (France) - Maps - 1910</td>
<td>66935</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corsica (France) - Maps - 1913</td>
<td>66940</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corsica (France) - Maps - 1914</td>
<td>28177, 28178, 28179, 28180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corsica (France) - Maps - 1931</td>
<td>66950, 66951, 66952</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corsica (France) - Maps - 1935</td>
<td>22251</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corsica (France) - Maps - 1935 - Language and languages</td>
<td>22252</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corsica (France) - Maps - 1943</td>
<td>70086</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corsica (France) - Maps - 1961</td>
<td>28059</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corsica (France) - Maps - 1969</td>
<td>22253</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corsica (France) - Maps - 1974</td>
<td>22254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corsica (France) - Maps - 1993</td>
<td>22255</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corsica (France) - Maps - Collections</td>
<td>17096</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corsica : portrait of a granite island / by Dorothy Carrington</td>
<td>22254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corsini, Tommaso, principe, 1767-1856</td>
<td>45771, 45772</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corso del Danubio da Vienna sin à Nicopoli, e paesi adiacenti / Descripti, e dedicati dal P. M. Coronelli cosmographo della serenissima Republica di Venetia</td>
<td>22806</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corso del fiume dell'Amazonsi</td>
<td>70414</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corso di geografia universale: V4 carte e tavole</td>
<td>10662</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corso elementare di geografia antica e moderna / esposto con nuovo metodo del Sig. Letronne</td>
<td>29678</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corso geographico universale</td>
<td>10619</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corsi, James</td>
<td>56023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cortambert, Eugène, 1805-1881</td>
<td>9417, 9427, 9428, 9435, 9439, 9472, 29829, 30077</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cortazzi, Hugh</td>
<td>18019, 18020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cortazzi, Hugh. Isles of gold : antique maps of Japan (1983)</td>
<td>75257</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Corte, Carlo da, fl. 1592</td>
<td>45822</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corte, Louis</td>
<td>45862</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cortelyou, George B. (George Bruce), 1862-1940</td>
<td>51358</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cortés Alonso, Vicenta</td>
<td>21211</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cortés, Hemán, 1485-1547</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cortés, Hernán, 1485-1547 - Expedition, 1524-1525</td>
<td>45063</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cortés, Hernán, 1485-1547 - Historia de Nueva-España (1770)</td>
<td>46266, 46291</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cortés, Hernán, 1485-1547 - Praeclara Ferdinãdi Cortesii De noua maris oceani Hyspanis narratio (1524)</td>
<td>46194</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cortés, Hernán, 1485-1547 - Preclara narratione di Ferdinan do Cortese (1524)</td>
<td>46198</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cortés, Hernán, 1485-1547 - Travel - Maps - 1769</td>
<td>46291</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cortés José, Joaquín</td>
<td>18444</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cortes Map - 1524</td>
<td>46193, 46194, 46195, 46196, 46197, 46198</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cortés, Martín, fl.1551</td>
<td>4185, 52864</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cortés, Phelipe Feringan</td>
<td>68850</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cortesão, Armando,1891-1977. The Nautical chart of 1424 ... (1954)</td>
<td>3765</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cortesão, Jaime, 1884-1960</td>
<td>1497, 19055</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cortez (Colo.) - Maps - 1980</td>
<td>27522</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cortez (Colo.) - Maps - 1980</td>
<td>27522</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cortez, Hernán, 1485-1547 SEE Cortés, Hernán, 1485-1547</td>
<td>45063, 46195</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cortez Lodger's Tax Committee</td>
<td>27522</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cortez, Sea of (Mexico) SEE California, Gulf of (Mexico)</td>
<td>15202</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corthell, E. L. (Elmer Lawrence), 1840-1916</td>
<td>11836</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cortile del Belvedere (Vatican Palace, Vatican City) - Pictorial works - 1560</td>
<td>22258</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cortille del Belvedere (Vatican Palace, Vatican City) - Pictorial works - 1565</td>
<td>22259</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cortille del Belvedere (Vatican Palace, Vatican City) - Pictorial works - 1579</td>
<td>22260</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cortille del Belvedere (Vatican Palace, Vatican City) - Pictorial works - 1580</td>
<td>22261</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cortland County Historical Society</td>
<td>5464, 22265</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cortland County Historical Society. Index, Combination atlas map of Cortland County, New York, 1876 ...</td>
<td>22266</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Cortland County (N.Y.) - 1855: LC G&amp;M land ownership maps on microfiche]</td>
<td>22263</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Cortland County (N.Y.) - 1863: LC G&amp;M land ownership maps on microfiche]</td>
<td>22264</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cortland County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1839</td>
<td>22262</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cortland County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1855 - Landowners</td>
<td>22263</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cortland County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1863 - Landowners</td>
<td>22264</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cortland County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1876 - Landowners - Indexes</td>
<td>22265</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cortland County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1876 - Landowners - Maps - 1876</td>
<td>22266</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cortland County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1876 - Pictorial works</td>
<td>22266</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cortona, Giovanni Antonio di, d. 1559</td>
<td>75958</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Croumberger, Jacobus.d. 1540 SEE Cromberger, Juan, d. 1540</td>
<td>81574</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>La Coruña Bay (Spain) -1801 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>12611</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>La Coruna (Spain) - Maps - 1816 - Harbors</td>
<td>26570</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>La Coruna (Spain : Province) - Maps - 1583 - Coasts - Nautical charts</td>
<td>22267</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>La Coruna (Spain : Province) - Maps - 1588 - Coasts - Nautical charts</td>
<td>22268, 22269, 22270</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corvisier, André</td>
<td>66361</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corvo and Flores / surveyed by Captn. A.T.E. Vidal, R.N., 1844 ; Engraved by J. &amp; C. Walker</td>
<td>22271</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corvo Island (Azores) - Maps - 1872</td>
<td>43795</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corvo Island (Azores) - Maps - 1873 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>22271</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corwall (England : County) - Maps - 1600-1699 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>22272</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corwin Springs Region (Mont.) - Maps - 1930-1939 - Pictorial maps</td>
<td>60233</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corwin, Thomas, 1794-1865</td>
<td>76792</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corwith Yards (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1953 - Railroad yards</td>
<td>22273</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corwith Yards (Chicago, Ill.) - Pictorial works - 1959 - Railroad yards</td>
<td>22274</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cory, W. W.</td>
<td>69839</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coryell-70 Gasoline SEE Carpenter Oil Inc. (Lincoln, Neb.)</td>
<td>36300</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Coryell County (Tex.) - 1879: LC G&amp;M land ownership maps on microfiche]</td>
<td>22275</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coryell County (Tex.) - Maps - 1879 - Landowners</td>
<td>22275</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cosa, Juan de la, d. 1510</td>
<td>1829, 21774, 22276, 30857, 44835, 83822, 83823, 83824, 83825, 83826, 83827</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cosa, Juan de La, d. 1510 - Exhibitions - Catalogs2010</td>
<td>22282</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cosa, Juan de La, d. 1510. [World map, 1500]</td>
<td>15055, 16857, 17987, 22277, 22278, 22279, 22281, 22282, 22283, 34526, 83823, 83824</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cosa, Juan de la, d. 1510. [World map, 1500] - Bibliography</td>
<td>22280</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Cosby, C. Reynolds  39657
Cosby, Phillips, 1727?-1808 23332
Cosden Petroleum Corp. (Big Spring, Tex.) 2810
Cosentino, Andrew J.  80938, 81048
Cosentino, Delia  46212
Cosentino, Delia Annunziata, 1970- 24696
Cosenza-Castrovillari  22286
Cosenza (Italy) -1790 22284
Cosenza (Italy : Province) - Maps - 1704 22285
Cosenza (Italy : Province) - Maps - 1897 - Bicycle trails 22286, 22287
Cosgrove, Denis E.  17415, 18301, 28806, 30845, 32188, 62483
Cosgrove, Denis E. Mappings (1999) 18301, 31970
[Coshocton County (Ohio) - LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 22289
Coshocton County (Ohio) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners 22288
Coshocton County (Ohio) - Maps - 1850-1859 - Landowners 22289
Coshocton County (Ohio) - Maps - 1872 - Landowners 22290
Coshocton Specialty Co. (Ohio) 60533
Cosimo I, Grand-Duke of Tuscany, 1519-1574 17995
Cosimo I, Grand-Duke of Tuscany, 1519-1574 - Coronation 22291, 22292
Cosimo I, Grand-Duke of Tuscany, 1519-1574 - Map collections 68265
Cosimo III, de' Medici, Grand-Duke of Tuscany, 1642-1723 38828, 38838
Cosmigraphers : picturing space through time / Michael Benson 79462
Cosmographic : tabulae (facs15CAugsburg) 6995
Cosmographiae uniuer[s]alis Lib. VI. in quibus, iuxta certioris fidei scriptorum traditionem describentur, Omnim habitabiltis orbis partiu[s]itus, propriaeq[ue] dotes ... 10888
Cosmographiae universalis et exactissima iuxta postremam neotericorum traditionem 83913
Cosmographiae universalis Lib. VI. in quibus, iuxta certioris fidei scriptorum traditionem describuntur, Omnim habitabiltis orbis partiu[m] situs ... 28901
Cosmographia 28840
Cosmographia 17735
Cosmographia: tabulae (facs15CValenciaULib) 65758
Cosmographia uniuersalis ab Oranto olim descripta / Ioannes Pavlvs Cimerlinus Veronesis in aes incidebat Anno 1566 83922
Cosmographia 44493
Cosmographia, Basel 1550, with an introdu. by R. Oehme 17676
Cosmographia, oder beschreibung aller laender 10887
Cosmographia / Sebastian Mü[nster ; with an introduction by R. Oehme 28900
Cosmographers royal - Spain - 16th century 1500
Cosmographia 28845, 28855, 28856, 28859, 28860
Cosmographia [and other tracts by various authors] 65776
Cosmographia. Bologna, 1477 28847
Cosmographia. Bologna, 1477. With an introd. by R.A. Skelton 28849
Cosmographia, das ist : beschreibung der gantzen Welt ... 10894
Cosmographia (facs15CAugsburg) 6995
Cosmographia : Gallia 27630
Cosmographia & mathematicorum insignium 7665
The Cosmographia of Sebastian Münster : describing the world in the Reformation / Matthew McLean 51970
Cosmographia Pedro Apiano por Gemma Frisio 7641, 7642, 7654
Cosmographia Petri Apiana per Gemman Frisium 7639, 7640, 7643, 7644, 7661, 8659, 8671, 9078, 9079, 9080, 9081, 9555
Cosmographia Pierre Apian per Gemma Frison 7660
Cosmographia. Roma, 1478. With an introd. by R.A. Skelton 28850, 28851
Cosmographia siue de situ orbis : undated. c. 1498 / edited by Hermolaus Barbarus 28861
Cosmographia : tabulae 10556
Cosmographia: tabulae (facs 15C ms Naples Nat Lib) 7324
Cosmographia. Ulm, 1482. With an introd. by R.A. Skelton. 28857
Cosmographia uniuer[salis ab Orontio olim descripta] 83921
Cosmographia universalis et exactissima iuxta postremam neotericorum traditionem 83913
Cosmographia universalis : nella quale secondo che n'hanno parlato ipiu veraci scrittori, son designati i sitti di tutti gli paesi ... 9556
La Cosmographia y geographia 17513
Cosmographiae generalis libri tres 4273
Cosmographiae introduction 9077, 9549, 9550, 9551, 10560, 10561, 10562, 10563, 10572, 10574
The Cosmographiae introduction of Martin Waldseemüller in Facsimile..., trans. and with an introd. by Joseph Fischer and Franz von Wieser 80636
Cosmographiae unier[s]alis Lib. VI. in quibus, iuxta certioris fidei scriptorum traditionem de[s]cribuntur, Omniu habitabiltis orbis partiu[s]itus, propriaeq[ue] dotes ... 10888
Cosmographiae uniuer[salis Lib. VI. in quibus, iuxta certioris fidei scriptorum traditionem describuntur, Omniu habita[bl]is orbis partiu[m] situs, propriae[que] dotes. Regionum Topographiae effigies. Terrae ingenia, quibus fit ut tam differentes & varias ... 28904
Cosmographiae uniuer[salis Lib. VI. in quibus, iuxta certioris fidei scriptorum traditionem describuntur, omni[m] habitabltis orbis partiu[m] situs ... 28901
Cosmographiae universalis 4186
Cosmographiae universalis lib. VI. in quibus iuxta certioris fidei scriptorum traditionem describuntur, omnium habitabilis orbis partium situs ... 10891
The Cosmographic atlas of political, historical, classical, physical and scriptural geography and astronomy: with indices and descriptive letterpress 8255, 8282, 8302
Cosmographic charts - 1580 - Manuscripts 10582
The Cosmographic heart: cordiform maps of the 16th century 22142
The Cosmographic Loggia of the Vatican Palace 74482
Cosmographica disciplina 4296
Cosmographicae 4179
Cosmographicae disciplinae compendium 4188
Cosmographical Charts - Maps - 1747 22293, 22294
Cosmographical Society of Nuremberg SEE Kosmographische Gesellschaft 7787
Cosmographicus liber 7637, 7638, 9548
Cosmographicus liber Petri Apiani mathematici, studiose correctus, ac errores vindicatus per Gemmam Phrysium 7636
Cosmographie de Levant / André Thevet; ed. critique par Frank Lestringant 75095
Cosmographie élémentaire: divisée en parties astronomique et géographique: ouvrage dans lequel on a tâché de mettre les vérités les plus intéressantes de la physique céleste à la portée de ceux même qui n'ont aucune notion de mathématiques: avec pla 3497
Cosmographie, fourth book, pt II: America 28961
Cosmography 3482, 22295, 22296, 22300, 22301, 22302, 22303, 22304, 22305, 22306, 22307
Cosmography - 1497-1506 65803
Cosmography - 1555 22297
Cosmography - 1561 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 22298
Cosmography - 1605 25910
Cosmography - 1636 25921
Cosmography - 1781 30642
Cosmography - 1789 7867
Cosmography - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1602 83981
Cosmography - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1617 15165
Cosmography - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1690 15166
Cosmography epitomised, in six copperplate delineations 3541
Cosmography - Exhibitions - Catalogs 22299
Cosmography - History 18106
Cosmography - History - 1500-1599 1500
Cosmography - History - 500-1599 30858
Cosmography in four books 28971, 28988
Cosmography - Maps - 1410 28843
Cosmography - Textbooks - 1425 - Manuscripts 22308
Cosmology 20951
Cosmology in art 79462
Cosmology, Jewish SEE Jewish cosmology 13377
Cosmology, Medieval 20954, 22309
Cosmopolitan atlas of the world 5448, 5449
Cosmopolitan world atlas 6400, 6401, 6437, 6440, 6452, 6474, 6497, 6535, 6542, 6555, 6556, 6557, 6562, 6576, 6598, 6642, 6651, 6676, 6685, 6700, 6701, 6702, 6872, 6873, 6895, 6933, 6957, 6973, 7013, 7245, 7421, 7474
Cosmos series 6541, 6603, 6644, 6671
Cosnina (Hopi Indian) 79889
Cossin, Jehan, fl. 1570 83931
Cossitt, F. D. 32327
Cossitt Real Estate (Firm) 32327
Cossmann, Alfred, 1870-1951 28884
Cosson et Comp. (Firm), fl. 1860 38941
Cosson Imprimerie SEE Imprimerie de Cosson 34166
Cossons, Neil, 1939- 25028
Cost of antique map on small scale 44875
Costa, A., fl. 1939 24831
Costa, A. Fontoura da (Abel Fontoura), 1869-1940 52877
Costa, Agostino, b. 1754 10639, 10646
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The Countie of Leinster with the citie Dublin described

The Countie and citie of Lyncolne described ...

The Counti of Warwick, the Shire towne and citie of Coventre described

Counter

Counter of pedestrians entering intersections along Madison St. [in Chicago], 12:00 noon to 5:00 p.m., typical Saturday, May, 1926 43032

Counter-case of Venezuela before tribunal 79949

The Counti of Warwick, the Shire towne and citie of Coventre described 80873, 80874

The Counti and citie of Lyncolne described ... 42130, 42131

The Countie of Leinster with the citie Dublin described 41822, 41823
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The Countie of Nottingham described ...

The Countie of Radnor described and the shreytownes situtatione

The Countie Pallatine of Lancaster described and divided into hundreds

The Countie of Radnor described and the shyretownes sittuatione

The Countie of Nottingham described ...
| Counties     | - New York (State) - Maps - Bibliography   | 56790 |
| Counties    | - North Carolina - Maps - 1972           | 58272 |
| Counties    | - North Dakota - Maps - 1965-1973        | 58663 |
|            | *The Counties of Britain* : a Tudor atlas / by John Speed ; introduction by Nigel Nicolson ; county commentaries by Alasdair Hawkyard | 14151, 14152, 14153 |
| Counties    | of Cook, Will, Du Page, Kendall and Kane | 20094 |
| Counties    | of Illinois : their origin and evolution, with twenty-three maps showing the original and the present boundary lines of each county of the state | 35398, 35399, 35401 |
| Counties    | of Illinois : their origin and evolution, with twenty-three maps showing the original and the present boundary lines of each of the state | 35400 |
| Counties    | of Maryland                              | 5657  |
| Counties    | - Oklahoma - Maps - 1959-1973            | 61660 |
| Counties    | - Pennsylvania - Maps - 1852             | 63571 |
| Counties    | - South Dakota - Maps - 1962-1971        | 71078 |
| Counties    | - Tennessee - Maps - 1964-1971           | 74425 |
| Counties    | - Tennessee - Maps - 1988                | 74451 |
| Counties    | - Texas - Maps - 1973                    | 75001 |
| Counties    | - United States                          | 52491 |
| Counties    | - United States - Maps                   | 70233 |
| Counties    | - United States - Maps - 1840-1960       | 76109 |
| Counties    | - United States - Maps - Bibliography    | 79371 |
| Counties    | - United States - Maps - History         | 22344 |
| Counties    | - United States - Maps - Study and teaching - Outlines, syllabi, etc. | 18559 |
| Counties    | - United States - Names, Geographical - 2001 | 52490 |
| Counties    | - Utah - Maps - 1967-1975                | 79704 |
| Counties    | - Wales - Maps - Collections             | 25421 |
| Counties    | - Washington (State) - Maps - 1966-1973  | 81410 |
| Counties    | - West Virginia - Maps - 1972            | 82689 |
| Countiess   | (Frederick D.) Photography, Chicago      | 76045 |
| Countiess   | SEE Frederick D. Countiess Photography   | 45735 |
| Countries   | in the northern tropical regions of Africa | 25674 |
| Countries   | of Europe                                | 1393, 38998, 72893, 74060 |
| Countries   | of the Caribbean : including Mexico, Central America, the West Indies and the Panama Canal | 16597 |
| Countries   | surrounding the North Pole / Neele sc. Strand. | 2451 |
| Countries   | surrounding the South Pole / Neele sculp Strand | 2092 |
| Country     | between the Red River settlement and the Rocky Mountains : showing the various routes of the expedition, under the command of Captn. John Pallister. 1857 & 1858 | 16329 |
| Country     | clubs                                    | 55872 |
| Country     | clubs - Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1923  | 55872 |
| Country     | clubs - Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1924  | 55875, 55876 |
| Country     | clubs - Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1925  | 54865, 54866, 54867, 54868, 54869 |
| Country     | clubs - Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1926  | 55877 |
| Country     | clubs - Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1927  | 55878 |
| Country     | clubs - New York Region - Maps - 1923    | 55871, 55872 |
| Country     | clubs - New York Region - Maps - 1924    | 55875, 55876 |
| Country     | clubs - New York Region - Maps - 1925    | 54865, 54866, 54867, 54868, 54869 |
| Country     | clubs - New York Region - Maps - 1926    | 55877 |
| Country     | clubs - New York Region - Maps - 1927    | 55878 |
| Country     | clubs SEE ALSO Golf courses              | 55871 |
| Country     | drained by the Mississippi Eastern section | 48222 |
| The County  | gentleman in California                   | 45635 |
| Country     | houses of England / Geoffrey Tyack and Steven Brindle : atlas and plans by John Flower | 2363 |
| Country     | of the Nestorians                         | 41383 |
| Country     | Print Shop (Hayward, Wis.)               | 69071 |
| A Country    | so interesting : the Hudson's Bay Company and two centuries of mapping, 1670-1870 / Richard I. Ruggles | 34851 |
| Country     | walks near Chicago / by Alan Fisher       | 20491 |
| Countrywide  | Tourist Promotions                       | 81    |
| County      | and railroad map of Tennessee            | 74351 |
| The County  | atlas in Indiana, 1874-1926              | 22340 |
| County      | atlas of Bedford Pennsylvania            | 12053 |
| County      | atlas of Bedford, Pennsylvania : from recent and actual surveys and records | 12052 |
| County      | atlas of Berkshire, Massachusetts / from actual surveys by and under the direction of F.W. Beers | 12476 |
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County atlas of California 15317
County atlas of Cayuga, New York : from recent and actual surveys and records under the superintendence of [sic] F.W. Beers 18905
County atlas of England & Wales (23 of 25 parts) 25264
County atlas of England & Wales, all railways 14390
County atlas of Lebanon, Pennsylvania : from recent and actual surveys and records / under the superintendence of F.W. Beers 41773
County atlas of Muskegon, Michigan 52018
County atlas of Muskegon Michigan : from recent and actual surveys and records 52019
County atlas of Orange, New York / from actual surveys by and under the direction of F. W. Beers 62032
County atlas of Somerset Pennsylvania 70288
The County atlas of the United States 22344
County atlas of Tioga Pennsylvania 75212
County atlas of Ulster, New York: from recent and actual surveys and records 75999
County atlas of Warren, New Jersey / from actual surveys by and under the direction of F. W. Beers 80836
County atlas of Warren, New York : from recent and actual surveys and records 80840
County atlas & plat book, Sawyer County, Wisconsin 69072
County atlases and county histories [Illinois and Missouri] published by W.R. Brink & Co. [and associated firms] 80604
County atlases of Canada : a descriptive catalogue ... / compiled by Betty May ; assisted by Frank McGuire [and] Heather Maddick 16301
County atlases of the British Isles, 1579-1850 : a bibliography / compiled by R.A. Skelton, in collaboration with members of the staff of the Map Room, British Museum 14591
County atlases of the British Isles published after 1703 : a bibliography / compiled by Donald Hodson 14594
County atlases SEE Counties - Maps 22344
[County boundaries of the United States, 1840-1960] 76109
County Commissioners of Westmoreland County (Pa.) SEE Westmoreland County (Pa.) County Commissioners 82805
County companion 23744, 85154
County fairs SEE Agricultural exhibitions 43198
County formations and minor civil divisions of the state of New York 56780
The County landownership map in America : its commercial development and social transformation 1814-1939 41593
County map and township plat book of Ida County, Iowa 35120
County Map Company 22345, 45595, 45596
County map : La Porte County, Indiana : compliments of First National Bank of Michigan City 41653
County map of Colorado, Wyoming, Dakota, Montana 81873
County map of Michigan and Wisconsin, Indiana, Illinois, Iowa and Missouri 48305
County map of the state of Illinois 35536, 35558, 35565
County map of Utah and Nevada 79550
County maps from Camden's Britannia 1695 14536
County maps from London Magazine 14233
County maps : land ownership maps of Canada in the 19th century = Cartes de comtés : cartes foncières du Canada au XIXe siècle / compiled by Heather Maddick, National Map Collection ; introd. by Joan Winearls 15818
County maps of England 25268
The County maps of old England / Thomas Moule 25253
County maps of Texas / prepared by the Texas Department of Transportation, Transportation Planning and Programming Division, Mapping Section in cooperation with the U.S. Department of Transportation, Federal Highway Administration 75006
County maps of the 19th century as historical documents: a new use 22338
County maps of Wisconsin 83582
County maps of Wisconsin / prepared by the State Highway Commission of Wisconsin 83560
County maps SEE Counties - Maps 22344
County name origins of the United States 52490
County of Adrinfag 3103
The County of Bedford ... 12060
The County of Butler, Ohio : an imperial atlas and art folio, including chronological chart, statistical tables, and description of surveys 15025
County of Cavan 18887
The County of Clare in the province of Munster and kingdom of Ireland / surveyed and drawn by order of the Grand Jury of the County by Henry Pelham 20919
The County of Clark, Ohio : an imperial atlas and art folio : including chronological chart, statistical tables, and description of surveys 20935
County of Downe 23783
The County of Henry, Indiana : topography, history, art folio, including chronological chart of general, national, state, and county history 33818
County of Kent in 1801 14568
County of London plan / prepared for the London County Council by J.H. Forshaw and Patrick Abercrombie ; with a foreword by Lord Latham 42652
The County of Middlesex in the province of New Jersey during the American Revolution 49133
County of Northampton, Pennsylvania 58829
The County of Richland, Ohio : an imperial atlas and art folio including chronological chart, statistical tables and description of surveys 66772
The County of Saginaw, Michigan : topography, history, art folio 67831
The County of Steuben, Indiana : an atlas, art folio and directory, including farm and official directory, treaties on the government survey and concatenation of historical events 73255
The County of Suffolk 73399
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Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Le Cours du Rhin dressé sur les nouvelles observations 66482
Cours élémentaire de géographie : à l'usage des écoles égyptiennes / par H. Lemmonier, F. Schrader and Marcel Dubois ; avec la collaboration ... de A. Bernard 30415
The Course of Delaware River from Philadelphia to Chester, with the several forts and stackadoes raised by the rebels, and the attacks made by His Majesty's land and sea forces 27373
Course of the River Mississippi from the Balise to Fort Chartres 50501, 50613, 50614, 50617, 50618, 50619
Course of the River Mississippi from the Balise to Fort Chartres ... / by Lieut. Ross of the 54th Regiment ... 50620
The course of the river Rhine from its fountain to its running in to the sea... 66454
The Course of the River St. Laurence from Lake Ontario to Manicouagan Point ; United States of America / J. & G. Menzies sculpt. Edinr. 58909, 68033
Court game of geography 28565
The Court of France in the sixteenth century 27534
The Court of the Tuileries, from the restoration to the flight of Louis Philippe 27537
Court Square Press 45482
Courtaul, Abbe 9209
Courtauld, August 32969, 57895
Courtenay, F., fl. 1858 21682, 21683, 71251, 71252
Courtenay, William Ashmead, 1831-1908 19121
Courtet, A. 22250
Courtion, Pierre 62678
Courtier, Henry 12895, 12903, 12946
Courtiers and cannibals, angels and amazons : the art of the decorative cartographic titlepage / Rodney Shirley 10924
Courtirai (Belgium), Battle of 1646 22346
Courts - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1914 19662
Courts - Maps - 1928 84330
Courts - Maps - 1929 84334
Courville, Serge 7465, 15927
Cousin, H. 45862
Cousin, Jules 63012, 63013
Cousin, Hugues, fl. ca. 1532-1566 7752, 14957
Cousin, Jules 63012, 63013
Cousland (C. J.) & Sons SEE C.J. Cousland & Sons (Edinburgh, Scotland) 69674
Coutans, G. (Guillaume), b. 1724 27779
Coutarel Editions SEE Editions Coutarel 63306
Couto, Dejanirah 64246
Couvée, M. M. 9971
Covarrubias, Miguel, 1904 12895, 12903, 12946
Covell, Willi 12895, 12903, 12946
Covel, James, 1796-1845 12779
Cowell, William King 82701
Covenant quarterly (November 1956) 52485
Côvens et Mortier, Co Verne, Jean 16548, 43713, 76445
Côvens et Mortier et Covens, Junior SEE Covens et Mortier et Covens, junior 57939
Côvens et Mortier et Covens, Jean 16548, 43713, 76445
Côvens et Mortier et Covens, Jr SEE Covens et Mortier et Covens, junior 57939
Côvens and Mortier and Cóvens, Junior SEE Covens et Mortier et Covens, junior 57939
Covered bridges - Parke County (Ind.) - Maps - 2008 - Tourist maps 63368
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Covered bridges, Parke County Indiana: the covered bridge capital of the world! 63368
Covert, Walter 73590
Covington County (Miss.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners 22351
Covino, Andrea 34195
Cow Bay (N.S.) SEE Murgain (N.S.) 16446
Cow maps 22352, 22353
Cowan & Co. (Edinburgh, Scotland) 8089
Cowan, George M. 68959
Cowan, James, 1942- 45553
Cowan's Ford (N.C.), Battle of, 1781 22354
Cowan, William, 1851-1929 24677
Cowdon, John 43271
Cowell, Alan 38604
Cowgill, George Lewis 74463,
Cow maps 223, 52, 22353
Cowan, George M. 68959
Cowies (G.) and Co. SEE G. Cowie, and Co. 29340
Cowles, A. J. 51288, 61756, 81494
Cowles, Calvin D. (Calvin Duvall), 1849- 76332, 76333, 76334
Cowles, Daggett & Co. 31009
Cowles, Donald Alfred, 1920- 26588
Cowles Education Corporation 20722, 28062
Cowles, Fiona 10708
Cowles & Titus 13388, 21087, 33479, 51587, 65887
Cowles & Titus, Philadelphia 51586
Cowles, A. J. 51288, 61756, 81494
Cowles, W. A. 74174, 74175
Cowley, J. D. (John Duncan), 1897- 44804
Cowley, W., 18th cent. 2037
Cowley, William Ambrosia 28511, 46286, 46287, 46288
Cowley, William Ambrosia - Discoveries, 1684 28513
Cowling, Geoffrey C. 70000
Cowperthwait (Thomas) & Co. SEE Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co. 31012
Cowperthwaite, J. 41493
Cowperthwaite, Desilver & Butler 4884, 4885, 4896, 4897, 29643, 29644, 29645, 29646, 29647, 29656, 29662, 76764
Cowperthwait (H.) & Co. SEE H. Cowperthwait & Co. 29663
Cowperthwait, Hulings, 1801-1873 4889, 4909, 4918, 4921, 29316, 29697, 29698, 29720, 29723, 29725, 29750, 29764, 29769, 29779, 29797, 29813, 29869, 29987, 29988, 29996, 29997, 30018, 30019, 30029, 30041, 30042, 30043, 30053, 30060, 30064, 30071, 30075, 30099, 30115, 30116, 30117, 30128, 30129, 30135, 30142, 30149, 30162, 30163, 30164, 30165, 30166, 30172, 30178, 30189, 30222, 30233, 30234, 30242, 30250, 30253, 30265, 30266, 30288, 30289, 30290, 30303, 30304, 30368, 30460
Cowperthwait & Co. SEE ALSO H. Cowperthwait & Co. 30071
Cows in art - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps -1999 19924
Cox, A., fl. 1900 47672
Cox, A. P. (Anthony P.) SEE Cox, Anthony P. 58281
Cox and Wyman 23565
Cox, Anthony P. 58275, 58278, 58279, 58281
Cox, C. 12799
Cox, C. H. (Charles Henry) 44695
Cox, E. T. (Edward Travers), 1821-1907 63364, 64234, 64741, 80056
Cox, Edward Godfrey, 1800-1907 75472
Cox, Edwin Marion 13067
Cox, Gabriel 1279
Cox, Harold E. 11483, 11484, 25749
Cox, Henderson & Co. (Chicago, Ill.) 37510
Cox, Henry Joseph, 1863-1930 19661
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Cox & Holloway (New York, N.Y.)  81838
Cox, Horace  26163
Cox, I. H.  2408
Cox, I. S.  16020
Cox, Isaac Joslin, 1873-1956  30715
Cox, J. Charles (John Charles), 1843-1919  15773, 20813, 23321, 25641, 25642, 32205, 32207, 33450, 33453, 40603, 42135, 73499, 73504, 80883
Cox, Poe SEE Cox, Anthony P.  58281
Cox, R. C. (Ronald C.) SEE Cox, Ronald C.  73541
Cox, R. Hippisley  25377
Cox, Robert B.  44881
Cox, Ronald C.  73541
Cox, T.  29024
Cox, Thomas, d. 1754  2347
Cox, W. J.  69426, 69427
Cox, Wm. D.  39543
Coxcatlan Region (Mexico) - Maps - 1580 - Indians - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  22357
Coxcatlan Region (Mexico) - Maps - 1580 - Pictorial maps - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  22357
Coxe, Daniel, 1673-1739  76433, 76444
Coxe, William, 1717-1828  25867, 26005, 26357, 67582, 67591, 73823
Coyle, John M.  80413
Coyle, William H.  62059
Coypel, Charles-Antoine, 1694-1752  9238, 38848
Cozar, Prudencio de  67001
Cozza, Lucas  67308
Cozzens, James G.  43013
Cozzens map of the principal business portion of Chicago. Subdivided by deed. Corrected to January 1st 1881. Comprising all that part of the south town, north of Van Buren Street. With assessed valuation of ground and improvements on each lot for 1880  43013
CP Air  82786
CP Air - Maps - 1960  82786
CP Air SEE ALSO Trans-Canada Airlines  82786
CP Rail  16255
CP Rail - Maps - 1970  16255
CP Rail SEE ALSO Canadian Pacific Railway Company  16255
CQ Press  65527
Craan, W. B.  81440
Crabbe, John  52445
Crabtree, P.  41488
Crabtree, Richard  73488
Crabtree, William, 1610-1644  3473
Cracovia metropolis regni Poloniae  41348
Cracovia minoris Poloniae metropolis  41347
Cracovia minoris Poloniae metropolis / Depictum ab Egidio vander Rye, communic. Georgius Houfagelius  41349
Cracovia (Poland) SEE Kraków (Poland)  41347
Cracovie  41350
Cracow (Poland) SEE Kraków (Poland)  41347
Cracroft, John  2432
The cradle of printing from Mainz and Bamberg to Westminster and St. Albans: One hundred incunabula and manuscripts important for the development of early printing  17539
The Cradle of the deep : an account of a voyage to the West Indies / by Sir Frederick Treves  81699
Craddock  29655
Craddock and Joy  29241
Craddock (C.) and Joy (W.), firm SEE Craddock and Joy  29241
Craddock & Co.  12759, 29511, 29635, 29921
Craft, Roy D.  18059
Craftsmen and interior decoration in England, 1660-1820  28497
Crafty, 1840-1906  22947
Cragwall, J. A.  51586, 51589
Crahall, A. E.  30006
Craig, A. M.  33945
Craig (Alexander), lithographer, Toronto  42112
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Crawford County Historical Society (Pa.) 63578
Crawford County (Ill.) - Maps - 1960 - Landowners 22366
Crawford County (Ill.) - Maps - 1981 - Landowners 22367
Crawford County, Illinois, 1981 plat book 22367
[Crawford County (Iowa) - 1893: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 22368
[Crawford County (Iowa) - 1898: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 22369
Crawford County (Iowa) - Maps - 1883 - Landowners 22368
Crawford County (Iowa) - Maps - 1898 - Landowners 22369
Crawford County (Iowa) - Maps - 1958 - Landowners 22370
Crawford County (Mich.), Board of Supervisors 22371
Crawford County (Mich.) - Maps - 1965 - Landowners 22371
Crawford County (Mo.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners 22372
[Crawford County (Ohio) - 1855: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 22373
Crawford County (Ohio) - Maps - 1850-1859 - Landowners 22373
Crawford County (Ohio) - Maps - 1855 - Landowners 22374
Crawford County (Ohio) - Maps - 1963 - Road maps 22374
[Crawford County (Pa.) - 1839: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 22375
[Crawford County (Pa.) - 1865: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 22376
Crawford County (Pa.) - Maps - 1839 - Landowners 22375
Crawford County (Pa.) - Maps - 1865 - Landowners 22376
Crawford County (Pa.) - Maps - 1930-1939 75222
Crawford County (Wis.) - Maps - 1930 - Landowners 22377
Crawford County (Wis.) - Maps - 1962 - Landowners 22378
Crawford, D. C. 37553
Crawford, David 29068
Crawford, David Alexander Robert Lindsay, 28th earl of, 1900- 41412
Crawford, David Alexander Robert Lindsay, 28th earl of, 1900- - Library 41412
Crawford, James M., active 1862 50684
Crawford, John, Lieut., fl. 1814-1849 8056, 44228
Crawford, Lela Ann SEE Crawford, Ann Caddell 78570
Crawford, Osbert Guy Stanhope 2352
Crawford, R. J. (William Roy), 1957- 78570
Crawford, William P., 1922- 15705
Crawford, William Roy, 1932- 78570
CRDI see International Development Research Centre (Canada) 406
Creating Central Park / Morrison H. Heckscher 19011
Creating spheres of influence 66409
Création des mondes = [The making of geographical globes] 32053
Creation - Maps - 1734 22379
Creation of Georgia counties presently existing 30986, 30987
Creative Cartography Limited 7188
Creative Lithograph Co. (Oakland, Calif.) 15199
Creative Sales Corp. 6984, 16309, 20477, 20488, 20489, 20492, 20493, 22064, 22065, 22066, 22067, 23911, 23912, 26308, 41438, 41439, 41440, 43851, 65838, 67899, 68254, 78708, 78992, 84483
Credit Co. 77030
Credit Communal 9049
Crédit communal de Belgique 25689
Credit to whom credit is due : Extract from an address before the American Institute, New York City 42997
Creditanstalt-Bankverein 37496
Creech, William, 1745-1815 15988, 15989, 16319, 16325, 29099, 29113, 30764, 30768, 34040, 34140, 34142
Creed, William, fl. 1792-1798 26020
Creek, Alma Burner 28716
Creek Indians - Georgia - Land tenure - Maps - 1773 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 30991
Creek Indians - Georgia - Maps - 1822 31002
Creek Indians - Maps - 1820 19316
Creek Indians - Oklahoma - Maps - 1910 - Land tenure 61348
Creek Indians - Southern States - Maps - 1775 - Manuscripts 71315
Creek Indians - Southern States - Maps - 1818 31001
Cregier, De Witt Clinton, 1829-1898 20523, 20524
Creighton, R. 25223, 25232, 25255, 25419, 38350, 38351, 38365, 52259, 52260
Cremazie, J. & O. 66909
Creme (Italy : Province) SEE Cremona (Italy : Province) 22385
Cremona (Italy : Province) - Maps - 1579-1588 22380
Cremona (Italy : Province) - Maps - 1579-1606 22381
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Cremona (Italy : Province) - Maps - 1725 22382, 22383
Cremona (Italy : Province) - Maps - 1730 22384
Cremona (Italy : Province) - Maps - 1779 22385
Cremona Region (Italy) - Maps - 1579-1588 22380
Cremona Region (Italy) - Maps - 1579-1606 22381
Crempa 41358
Crempa Holatiae opp. Ioannis Ranzovii eqvitis avrati indvstria mvnitiss 41357
Crenay, M., baron de, fl. 1733   71286
Cres (Croatia) - Maps - 1689 - Pictorial works 22386
Cres Island (Croatia) - Maps - 1528 22387
Cres, Islands (Croatia) - Maps - 1579-1606 22388
Cres, Islands (Croatia) - Maps - 1579-1606 22389
Cres (Yugoslavia : Island) - Maps - 1579-1606 22389
Crescent Books 7188, 17373, 34509
Crescentino 22390
Crescentino (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1569 - Fortification 22390
Cresci, Giovanni Francesco, 16th cent. 22391
Crespo, Antonio, 18th cent.   72222
Crespo, Martin Perez 47543
Cresques, Abraham, d. 1387   8627, 8629, 8630, 8631, 8632, 8633, 8634, 8635, 8636, 22394
Cresques, Abraham, d. 1387.  Atlas català 8627, 8629, 8630, 8631, 8632, 8633, 8634, 8635, 8636, 22392, 22393, 30857
Cresques, Jafuda, ca. 1360 - ca. 1420   8627, 8628, 8629, 8630, 8631, 8632, 8633, 8634, 8635, 8636, 22394
Cress, W. D.   62658
Cresswell, Donald H.   44893
Cresswell, Samuel Gurney   37547
Crest colorprint world atlas 6741
Crestline (Ohio) - Pictorial works - 1959 64859
Creswell, John A. J. (John Angel James), 1828-1891 46782, 60401
Creta Candia / Marius Cartarus fec. 22397
Creta insula, hodie Ca[n]dia, in medio ... 22401
Creta insula perumq: deum natalibus ... 22401
Creta, Iovis magni, medio iacet insula ponto / ex conatabis geographicus Abrahami Ortelij. 22419
Crete 22416, 22417
Crété, É. 9503, 34265
Crété, É. SEE ALSO Imprimerie Crété 9503
Creta (Greece) - History, Ancient - Maps - 1676-1750 22406
Cret (Greece) - History, Ancient - Maps - 1829 63473, 63474
Cret (Greece) - Maps - 1528 22395
Cret (Greece) - Maps - 1552 22396
Cret (Greece) - Maps - 1562 22397
Cret (Greece) - Maps - 1564 22398, 22399
Cret (Greece) - Maps - 1570 22400, 22608
Cret (Greece) - Maps - 1571 22401
Cret (Greece) - Maps - 1574 22402
Cret (Greece) - Maps - 1588 22403
Cret (Greece) - Maps - 1593 38521
Cret (Greece) - Maps - 1606 22404
Cret (Greece) - Maps - 1651 22405
Cret (Greece) - Maps - 1676-1750 22406
Cret (Greece) - Maps - 1682 22407
Cret (Greece) - Maps - 1689 22408
Cret (Greece) - Maps - 1694 22409
Cret (Greece) - Maps - 1700 106, 22410
Cret (Greece) - Maps - 1707 32826
Cret (Greece) - Maps - 1725 22411
Cret (Greece) - Maps - 1728 - Nautical Chart 117
Cret (Greece) - Maps - 1741 22412
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Crimea (Ukraine) - Maps - 1745 22413
Crimea (Ukraine) - Maps - 1788 32842
Crimea (Ukraine) - Maps - 1814 11556
Crimea (Ukraine) - Maps - 1829 63493, 63494
Crimea (Ukraine) - Maps - 1834 32864
Crimea (Ukraine) - Maps - 1841 11574
Crimea (Ukraine) - Maps - 1847 32870
Crimea (Ukraine) - Maps - 1851 11579
Crimea (Ukraine) - Maps - 1852 32872
Crimea (Ukraine) - Maps - 1855 11581
Crimea (Ukraine) - Maps - 1857 11582
Crimea (Ukraine) - Maps - 1860 11583
Crimea (Ukraine) - Maps - 1861 11584
Crimea (Ukraine) - Maps - 1866 32878
Crimea (Ukraine) - Maps - 1963 22414
Crimea (Ukraine) - Maps - 1967 - Archaeology 22415
Crimea (Ukraine) - Maps - 1974 22416
Crimea (Ukraine) - Maps - 1977 22417
Crimea (Ukraine) - Maps - 1989 22418
Crimea (Ukraine) - Historical geography - Maps - 1606 22419
Crète Imprimerie SEE Imprimerie Crété 9503
Crète / John Freely 22418
Crète - Maps - 1606 22419
Crète, Sea of (Greece) - Maps - 1741 22412
Creuse (France) - Maps - 1678 12600
Creuse (France) - Maps - 1700 57088
Creuse (France) - Maps - 1753 45036, 45037
Creutzburg, Nikolaus, 1893-1987 10302, 10446
Creuzbaur, Robert 74540, 74548
Crevacoore family - Landowners - 1819 45507
Crevaux, Jules Nicolas 5181
Creveio, Battle of, Germany, 1758. SEE Krefeld, Battle of, Germany, 1758 41354
Creveio Region (Germany) SEE Krefeld Region (Germany) 41354
Crewe, Jean Baptiste Louis, 1693-1765. Atlas de geographie ancienne. 27579, 28153
Crews, Bill D. 82966
Crichton, John 43585
Cringer, Johann, 1521-1571 7645, 7646, 7667, 7752, 13290, 13291, 13292, 13293, 22420, 22421, 69079, 69080, 69082
Cringer, Johann, 1521-1571. Bohemiae regni nova chorographica descriptio (1568) 22422
Cringer’s map of Bohemia (1568) 22422
Crim, W. L. 35593
Crime - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1894 43052
Crime - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1926 19727
Crime - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1927 19737
Crime - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1931 - Pictorial maps 19754
Crime - England and Wales - Maps - 1842-1847 25249
Crime - England and Wales - Maps - 1845-1847 25261
Crime - England - Maps - 25262
Crime - England - Maps - 1842-1847 25250, 25251
Crime in England & Wales, as indicated by the criminal commitments of males to assizes & quarter sessions, 1842-1847 25249
Crime - San Francisco (Calif.) - Maps - 1885 - Chinese 20758, 20759
Crime scenes - California - Los Angeles Region - Maps - 2008 51853
Crime - Wales - Maps - 1842-1847 25250, 25251
Crime - Wales - Maps - 1845-1847 25262
Crimea: chiefly from surveys made by order of the Russian government / compiled and drawn by John Arrowsmith, Soho Square 22430
Crimea (Ukraine) - History, Ancient - Maps - 1655-1750 22426
Crimea (Ukraine) - History, Ancient - Maps - 1730 41096
Crimea (Ukraine) - Maps - 1528 22423
Crimea (Ukraine) - Maps - 1625 22424, 22425
Crimea (Ukraine) - Maps - 1655-1750 22426
Crimea (Ukraine) - Maps - 1730 41096
Crimea (Ukraine) - Maps - 1736-1737 22427, 22428
Crimea (Ukraine) - Maps - 1742 75978
Crimea (Ukraine) - Maps - 1760 75981, 75982
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Crimea (Ukraine) - Maps  
- 1770  75983
- 1854  22429, 22430
- 1872  18880
- 1888  67679, 67680
- 1893  67682
- Collections  16981
- 1853-1855  22429, 22430, 22431, 32875
- 1853-1856  22429, 22430, 22431, 32875
- Pictorial maps  69877
- Crimean War, 1853-1856  22429, 22430, 22431, 32875
- Pictorial maps  69877
- Crimean War, 1853-1856  69877
- Criminal homicide  19737
- Criminal investigation  129
- Maps  1689
- Charts, diagrams, etc.  25610
- Criminal justice, Administration of  25249
- Criminology  25249
- Crimsby Public Library  3675
- Cring, Henry  20922, 34564, 41256, 43836
- Crinò, Sebastiano, b. 1877  52740, 67364, 73051
- Cripple Creek (Colo.) - Maps  1903
- Mines and Mineral Resources  22432
- Crissy, James  13576, 19211, 34050, 42850, 43944, 54760, 54761, 66655, 71254, 76403, 76404, 82881, 85172
- Cristiania litografiske aktiebolag  60115
- Cristina, Grand Duchess of Tuscany  15165
- Cristóbal (Panama) - Maps  1960
- Road maps  18997
- Cristoforo Buondelmonti: liber insularum archipelagi; Universitäts- und Landesbibliothek Düsseldorf Ms. G 13, Faksimile / herausgegeben von Irmgard Siebert und Max Plassmann; mit Beiträgen von Arne Effenberger, Max Plassmann und Fabian Rijkers 38503
- Cristoforo Colombo davanti all scienza  21757
- Cristoforo Buondelmonti: liber insularum archipelagi; Universitäts- und Landesbibliothek Düsseldorf Ms. G 13, Faksimile / herausgegeben von Irmgard Siebert und Max Plassmann; mit Beiträgen von Arne Effenberger, Max Plassmann und Fabian Rijkers 38503
- Cristoforo Colombo davanti all scienza  21757
- Critics of new Denver airport say bad times demand halt to project / by Dirk Johnson  23294
- Cristo, Giambattista, fl. 1591-1576  28846, 28847, 28848, 28849, 83805
- Cristo, Giambattista, fl. 1591-1576. [World Map], ca. 1590  16841
- Croatia - Maps  1505
- Maps - 1593  22434
- Croatia - Maps  1717
- Maps - 1724  22435
- Croatia - Maps  1740
- Maps - 1745  22436
- Croatia - Maps  1811
- Maps - 1831  34976
- Croatia - Maps  1910-1919
- Bicycle trails  38648
- Croatia - Maps  1910-1919
- Road maps  38648
- Croatia - Maps  1918 (Provisional Heading)  22770, 22771
- Croatia - Maps  1929
- 11602
- Croatia - Maps  1930
- 97
- Croatia - Maps  1951
- 22437
- Croatia - Maps - Collections  17099
- Croatia - Maps - Exhibitions - Catalogs  22438
- Croatia. National and University Library SEE Nacionalna i sveucilisna biblioteka  52042
- Croatiae & circumiacentiu[m] regionu[m] versus Turcam nova delineatio  22434
- Croatian Atlases SEE Atlases, Croatian  85204
- Crocker, Betty, Betty Crocker's American country cooking (1987)  78955
- Crocker & Brewster  1856, 12752, 12755, 29425, 5223
- Crocker & Co. (New York, N.Y.)  52916, 66402
- Crocker (H.S.) Company, San Francisco SEE H.S. Crocker & Co.  15280
- Crocker, L. V. (Lawton Vincent), 1890-1924  24271, 44032, 54007, 54014, 54029, 54031, 54105, 56227, 56234
- Crocker, Lucretia  30886
- Crocker, Ruth  74099
- Crocker, W. T.  16920
- [Crockett County (Tex.) - 1894: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche]  22439
- Crockett County (Tex.) - Maps  1894-1900
- Landowners  22439
- [Crockett County (Tex.) - 1894: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche]  22439
- Crockett Country (Tex.) - Maps  1894-1900
- Landowners  22439
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Crockett, William Day, 1869-1930  26195, 26196, 26199, 26201, 26202, 26204, 26210
Croston, A., fl. 1885   30243
Croft, George A.  22440, 81871, 81892
Croft, George A. Croft's overland tours : consisting of over six thousand miles of main tours, and three thousand miles of side tours (1889)   1861, 20984, 22440, 32227, 81927
Croft's overland tourist and Pacific coast guide ... over the Union, Central and Southern Pacific Railroads, their branches and connections, by rail, water and stage, from sunrise to sunset, and part the way back, through Nebraska, Wyoming, Color   81892
Croft's trans-continental tourist's guide ... over the Union Pacific railroad, Central Pacific railroad of Cal., their branches and connections by stage and water : from the Atlantic to the Pacific Ocean : illustrated   81871
Croisay, Jean-Baptiste   3496, 9196, 9205, 9230, 33908
Croix, Alain & Neveu   7191
Crokatt, James   28997
Croker, John   25274
Crollius, Georg Christian, 1728-1790   73209
Cromarty, George Mackenzie, Earl of, 1630-1714   14174, 14225, 51741, 51742
Cromberger, Juan, d. 1540   81574
Crombie, Norman   23536
Cromer (Norfolk) - Maps - 1930-1931   22441
Cromley, Robert G.   23593
Cromwell (Iowa) -1865 - Railroads   22442
Cromwell (Iowa) - Maps - 1865 - Landowners   22442
Cromberger, Johann, d. 1540 SEE Cromberger, Juan, d. 1540   81574
Crone, Ernst, 1891-1975   46069
Crone, G. R. (Gerald Roe)   14595
Crone, G. R. (Gerald Roe). The Early cartography of the British Isles to A.D. 1579 [and] notes on the maps (1961)   14595
Cronenberg en Wolff   37457
Cronin, Nessa   38207
Cronon, William   19393, 19394
Cronstedt, F. A. U. (Fredric Adolph Ulric), 1744-1829   73692
Crook County (Or.) - Maps - 1865 - Manuscripts   39836, 39837
Crook, George, 1829-1890   2561, 32646, 32660, 32661
Crooke, William, fl. 1667-1694   81585, 81586
Croom Helm   25413, 30717
Croome, William, 1790-1860   4759, 4764, 4770, 4820, 4928, 29484, 29493, 29530, 29603, 34847
Croone Helm   14553, 32413
Croque Bay (N.L.) - Maps - 1784 - Nautical charts   56913
Croque Island (N.L.) - Maps - 1794 - Nautical charts   12312
Croquis á vista y por referencia del curso inferior del Río Grande de la Isla de Mindanao   49384
Croquis de la batailles de Lonato & Castiglione   13916
Croquis de la carte générale pour l'intelligence des operations sur le Rhin et au Nord depuis 1792 jusqu'à 1796 / Bielaerds, ft.   27597
Croquis de la laguna de Lanao ó Ganasi segun datos adquiridos por Don Antonio Martel de Gayangos   41554
Croquis de la partie Francais de l'ile St. Domingue / Bielaerds ft.   33009
Croquis de la répartition des fondations conventuelles vers 1570 [en Mexique]   46267
Croquis de 'Libungan,' en el brazo n[orte] del rio de Mindanao   41958
Croquis de 'Taviran'   75640
Croquis de 'Teburan,' en el delta del rio de Mindanao   75640
Croquis del terreno donde está situado 'Tamontaca'   74204
Croquis du navigation & guide de pilotage du Rhin   66433
Croquis du plan du Fort St. Georges et de l'attaque que les français ont faite ...   33018
Croquis, ou plan figuratif de l'arpentage fait le 25 Novembre 1774 des terres des freres Henry, Jean Baptiste, et Francois Saucier, et de Mad'am veuve Saucier leur mere   66252
Crosby, Alan, 1955-   25028
Crosby and Letterman   29129
Crosby (B.) and Co. SEE B. Crosby and Co.   11894
Crosby, Charles H., 1819-1896   53899
[Crosby County (Tex.) - 1892: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche]   22443
Crosby County (Tex.) - Maps - 1892 - Landowners   22443
Crosby, Daniel, 1799-1843   1856
Crosby, Eleanor Davis, b. 1828   25325
Crosby, J. B.   25326
Crosby, James Ott, b. 1828   20977
Crosby's universal gazetteer in miniature, or, The geographer's and news-reader's pocket dictionary of every empire, kingdom, state, province, city, etc.
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town, port, sea, harbour, river, lake, mountain, cape, &c. in the known world: containing every article
Crosby, W. A.  65458
Crosier, Michael R.  21744
Crosley, S. D.  23547
Crosley, William  73488
Crosley, William, Surveyor  18481
Crossno  41376, 41377
Crosno (Poland) SEE Krosno (Krosno, Poland)  41376
Crossing Europe: jammed in a "pipeline" of trucks (fifth of seven parts) / Peter Ford  65099
Crossing Europe: this continental divide can be felt on a bus (third of seven parts) / Peter Ford  80860
The Crossing of Antarctica: the Commonwealth Trans-Antarctic Expedition, 1955-58  75440
Crossley and Clarke  8159
Crow Indian Reservation (Mont.) - Maps - 1880-1889 - Irrigation  22453
Crow Indians - Fort Phil Kearny (Wyo.) - Maps - 1866  26574
Crow Indians - Historical geography - Maps - Collections, 1805-1898  51557
Crowder (S.) and Co. SEE S. Crowder and Co.  29034
Crowder, Stanley, -1798  7854, 25127, 29036, 29039, 29045, 29056, 29077, 29081, 30747, 30751, 30752
Crowe, Benjamin, fl. ca. 1740  3671, 3674, 62376, 62377
Crowe & Cooke (San Francisco, Calif.)  35124
Crowell-Collier Publishing Company  6644, 6671, 25862
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Crowell, Katharine R. (Katharine Roney), 1854-1926 34263, 76228
Crowell & Kirkpatrick Co. 5534, 5638
Crowell Publishing Company 5495, 5534, 5549, 5555, 5580, 5638, 5666
Crowell (Thomas Y.) & Co. SEE Thomas Y. Crowell & Co. 74006
Crowell, Todd 21712, 21713
Crowl, Philip A. (Philip Axtell), 1914-1991 14548
Crowley, J. L., fl. 1929 64391
Crowley, John, 1966- 26511
Crowd atlas 8229
Crowd atlas and gazetteer of the world 8539
The Crown atlas of classical geography : consisting of fifteen maps / constructed and engraved by Edward Weller, with descriptive letterpress by Leonard Schmitz 30691
Crown Central Petroleum Corporation 4102, 4113, 4123, 4124, 4135, 42950, 42952, 42965, 42972, 54482, 54483, 55160, 56680, 56697, 58215, 58221, 58226, 58235, 64047, 64053, 74674, 74754, 74809, 74847, 74949, 74966, 74967
The Crown collection of American maps, series IV : the American transcontinental trails 82629
The Crown collection of American maps, series IV: The American transcontinental trails, revised 32752
The Crown collection of American maps, series V: The great Western stage-coach routes 22950
The Crown collection of photographs of American maps 34859
The Crown collection of photographs of American maps . . . Series I 57858
Crown collection of photographs of American maps . . . Series II 1838
Crown Gasoline SEE Standard Oil Company 31105
Crown jewels - Great Britain 22454, 22455
Crown Land Office (Canada) SEE Canada. Crown Land Dept. 15851
Crown Point deserted by the French 27408
Crown Point (N.Y.)-Fortification - Manuscripts 27408
Crown Point (N.Y.)-Maps - 1732 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 22456
Crown Point (N.Y.)-Maps - 1739 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 27407
Crown Point (N.Y.)-Maps - 1758 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 22457
Crown Point (N.Y.)-Maps - 1759 - Fortification - Manuscripts 22461
Crown Point (N.Y.)-Maps - 1759 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 19134, 22458, 22459, 22460
Crown Point (N.Y.)-Maps - 1774 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 22462
Crown Point (N.Y.)-Maps - 1782 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 22463
Crown Publishers 7188, 7231, 19405, 19406, 23637, 23639, 28071, 28072, 46560, 49241
Crown road map : Texas / Crown Central Petroleum Corporation, Houston, Texas 74674
Crouther-Beynon, Vernon Bryan 41817
Crowther & Goodman (London, England) 13998
Croydon Public Libraries 73505
Croydon Public Libraries - Map Collections - 1916 18769
Crozet 9164, 9200, 9272, 9290, 9327, 9337, 29065, 29082, 29130, 29242, 29374, 29431, 29439
Crozet, Joseph-Antoine, marquis de Thugny, 1696-1751 28919
Crozeilier, L. 41130
Crozer Theological Seminary 52061
Crublier d'Opterre, Henri, 1739-1799 85167
Cruche, Pierre, ca. 1530-ca. 1590 SEE Eskrich, Pierre, ca. 1530-ca. 1590 63020
Cruchley, G. F. 8054, 8059, 8160, 8170, 8188, 14372, 14390, 25282, 30892, 42435, 42438, 42439, 42447, 42457, 44844
Cruchley, G. F. Cruchley’s New plan of London (1847) 42438
Cruchley, George Frederick SEE Cruchley, G. F. 25282
Cruchley’s companion to modern geography : containing twenty-four maps of the principal countries of the world 8170
Cruchley’s general atlas : for the use of schools and private tuition . . . 8160
Cruchley’s new plan of London 42447
Cruchley’s new plan of London : shewing all the new and intended improvements to the present time 42435, 42439
Cruchley’s Picture of London : comprising the history, rise, and progress of the metropolis to the present period : embellished with numerous engravings of public buildings, ground plans of St. Paul’s Cathedral and Westminster Abbey, with its chapels, . . . 42438
Cruchley’s reduced Ordnance map of England & Wales 25282
Cruchley’s reduced ordnance map of London : with 4000 street references and what to see 42457
Crucial maps in the early cartography and place-nomenclature of the Atlantic coast of Canada : [parts] IV-V. 17024
Crucial maps in the early cartography and place-nomenclature of the Atlantic Coast of Canada / with an introd., commentary, and map notes by Theodore E. Layng 17025
Cruciani, Alessandro 38991
Crudale, A. Robert 13251
Crude oil from the Newburg and Glenburn fields of North Dakota now moves by Great Northern pipeline to this new 40-car loading facility at Minot, then by rail tank car to Midwest refineries 50046
Cruden, Alexander, 1701-1770 12763
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>42953, 42954</td>
<td>Cruisegide map : Gulf : Middle Atlantic states : New York, N.Y. to Norfolk, Va. including Delaware Bay, Chesapeake Bay : 1956 edition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42921</td>
<td>Cruisegide map : Gulf : northeastern states : New York, N.Y. to Eastport, Me. including New York state waterways</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50539</td>
<td>Cruiser Boblyn (Ship) SEE Boblyn (Ship)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70721</td>
<td>Cruising guide : Cape Charles, Va. to Cedar Keys, Fla. featuring the Intracoastal Waterway / American Boating Association, Cincinnati, Ohio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2946</td>
<td>Cruising thru Arkansas with Tydol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3927</td>
<td>Cruising thru Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia with Tydol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35874</td>
<td>Cruising thru Illinois with Tydol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37011</td>
<td>Cruising thru Indiana with Tydol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37815</td>
<td>Cruising thru Iowa with Tydol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40230</td>
<td>Cruising thru Kansas with Tydol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40820</td>
<td>Cruising thru Kentucky, Tennessee with Tydol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55693</td>
<td>Cruising thru Metropolitan New York and Long Island with Tydol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49704</td>
<td>Cruising thru Minnesota with Tydol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50843</td>
<td>Cruising thru Missouri with Tydol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53040</td>
<td>Cruising thru Nebraska with Tydol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54176</td>
<td>Cruising thru New England with Tydol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54941</td>
<td>Cruising thru New Jersey with Tydol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54937</td>
<td>Cruising thru New Jersey with Tydol Gasoline, Veedol Motor oil ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56380</td>
<td>Cruising thru New York with Tydol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58402</td>
<td>Cruising thru North Dakota with Tydol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61438</td>
<td>Cruising thru Oklahoma with Tydol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>63743</td>
<td>Cruising thru Pennsylvania and New Jersey with Tydol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70948</td>
<td>Cruising thru South Dakota with Tydol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>83279</td>
<td>Cruising thru Wisconsin with Tydol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4399</td>
<td>Cruising voyage round the world</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29079</td>
<td>Crumb, Sarah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15213</td>
<td>Cumbaker, Herbert D.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80088</td>
<td>Crump, William Bunting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18665</td>
<td>Crumrin, Arthur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22464, 22463</td>
<td>Cruquius, Jacob, 1684?-1706</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22464, 22463</td>
<td>Cruquius, Nicolaas Samuel, 1678-1754</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4399</td>
<td>Crustian, Eugen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47548, 47549, 47550, 47553</td>
<td>Cruz, Larry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9125, 18659</td>
<td>Crusius</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34299</td>
<td>Crutchfield, James Andrew, 1938-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22554, 82969</td>
<td>Cruttwell, Clement, 1743-1808</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2448, 2449, 7887</td>
<td>Crüwell, W.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11989</td>
<td>Cruyl, Lieven de, ca. 1640-1720</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67116, 67225</td>
<td>Cruylo, Livino, ca. 1640-1720 SEE Cruyl, Lieven de, ca. 1640-1720</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67116</td>
<td>Cruz, Alonso de Santa, 1505-1567 SEE Santa Cruz, Alonso de, 1505-1567</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46201</td>
<td>Cruz Barba, Irma Angeleicla de la</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39424</td>
<td>Cruz Cano's map of South America, Madrid. 1775: its creation, adversities and rehabilitation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22467</td>
<td>Cruz Cano y Olmedilla, Juan de, d. 1790</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Cruz Cano y Olmedilla, Juan de La, d. 1790. America Meridional, 1775 22467
Cruz Cano y Olmedilla, Juan de La, d. 1790. Mapa Geografico de America Meridional, 1775 22468
Cruz de Oyanguren, José, d. 1859 49381
Cruz, Juan de la, 18th cent. 43909, 85197
Cruz, Juan de la - Landowners - Maps - 1678 - Manuscripts 74462
Cryder, Emma C. 34073
Cryffts, Nicholaus, 1401-1464 SEE Nicholas, of Cusa, Cardinal, 1401-1464 10578, 57044
Crystal Cave Park (Kutztown, Pa.) - Access roads - Maps - 1930 63690
CS Designworks, Inc. 55793
Csakany, Gabriel S. 61949
Csicsko, Lee 43043
CSX system map 24512
CSX Transportation (Firm) 24512
CT Catrans SEE California. Department of Transportation 15659
CTA rail directory : a complete guide to downtown Chicago and O'Hare 19398
CTA route map : Chicago metropolitan area 19874
CTC (Firm) SEE Canadian Tire Corporation 61911
Cuaranta, Benito 72640, 72837
Cuatro siglos de expressiones geográficas del istmo centroamericano, 1500-1900 = Four centuries of geographic expressions of the Central American Isthmus / Jens P. Bornholt ; William H. Hempstead, editor ; UFM 17267
Cuautinchán (Mexico) - History - Sources 22469
Cuautinchán (Mexico) - Maps - 1540 - Indians - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 22469
Cuba 22481, 22505
Cuba and the Bahama Islands 22497, 22498
Cuba and the fight for freedom : a powerful and thrilling history of the "Queen of the Antilles," the oppression of the Spanish government, the insurrection of 1868 and the compromise of 1878, and a full and vivid account of the present struggle of the 22506
Cuba as a model and a challenge / by Kenneth N. Skoug, Jr 22480
Cuba at a crossroads / by Peter T. White ; photographs by José Azel 22473
Cuba / by Rachel Carley ; photographs by Andrea Brizzi 22471
Cuba / [Central Intelligence Agency] 22525
Cuba - Christianity - 1998 22470
Cuba. Com. Estatal. Estadistica 22527
Cuba. Corporación Nacional del Turismo SEE Corporación Nacional del Turismo (Cuba) 22516
Cuba - Conservation and restoration - 1997 22471
Cuba. Corporación Nacional del Turismo SEE Corporación Nacional del Turismo (Cuba) 22516
Cuba - Description and travel - 1800-1899 - Pictorial works 22534
Cuba - Discovery and Exploration 21786
Cuba - Economic conditions - 1969 22472
Cuba - Economic conditions - 1991 22473
Cuba - Economic conditions - 1993 22474
Cuba - Economic conditions - 1994 22475
Cuba - Emigration and immigration - 1991 22476
Cuba - Emigration and immigration - 1998 22477
Cuba - Geography - Bibliography 22531
Cuba - Geography - Dictionaries - 1902 52239
Cuba - Historical geography - 1841 22478
Cuba - Historical Geography - Bibliography 22531
Cuba - Historical geography - Gazetteers - 1841 22478
Cuba - Historical geography - Maps - 1841 22479
Cuba - History - Invasion, 1961 - Maps 22524
Cuba - History - Revolution, 1895-1898 - Maps 22507
Cuba in old maps / by Emilio Cueto 22529
Cuba. Inst. Geodesia & Cartog. 22527
Cuba. Instituto de Geografía (Academia de Ciencias de Cuba) SEE Instituto de Geografía (Academia de Ciencias de Cuba) 22526
Cuba Insul. Hispaniola / [Jodocus Hondius] 22487
Cuba - International relations - 1984 22480
Cuba, Jamaica and Porto Rico 2154, 2155
Cuba, Jamaica and San Domingo 22504
Cuba - Maps - 1528 22481
Cuba - Maps - 1564 22482
Cuba - Maps - 1565 22483
Cuba - Maps - 1566 22484, 22485
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| Cuba - Maps | 1588 | 70161 |
| Cuba - Maps | 1590 | 22486 |
| Cuba - Maps | 1591 | 26822, 26823, 26824, 26825, 26826, 26827 |
| Cuba - Maps | 1600-1699 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles | 26828 |
| Cuba - Maps | 1606 | 70162 |
| Cuba - Maps | 1625 | 22487 |
| Cuba - Maps | 1629 | 22488 |
| Cuba - Maps | 1652 | 2153 |
| Cuba - Maps | 1689 | 22489 |
| Cuba - Maps | 1689 - Nautical charts | 22490 |
| Cuba - Maps | 1700-1799 - Coasts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles | 26833, 26834, 33165, 71270 |
| Cuba - Maps | 1730-1739 - Coasts - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles | 22491 |
| Cuba - Maps | 1732 - Nautical charts | 81596 |
| Cuba - Maps | 1747 | 22492 |
| Cuba - Maps | 1760 - Coasts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles | 26838 |
| Cuba - Maps | 1760 - Nautical charts | 81606 |
| Cuba - Maps | 1763 - Nautical charts | 22493 |
| Cuba - Maps | 1770 - Bays - Manuscripts | 22494 |
| Cuba - Maps | 1770 - Harbors - Manuscripts | 22494 |
| Cuba - Maps | 1770 - Manuscripts | 22494 |
| Cuba - Maps | 1776 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles | 16568 |
| Cuba - Maps | 1780 | 22495 |
| Cuba - Maps | 1783 - Coasts - Nautical charts | 22496 |
| Cuba - Maps | 1786 - Coasts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles | 26853 |
| Cuba - Maps | 1794 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles | 71323 |
| Cuba - Maps | 1798 | 18959 |
| Cuba - Maps | 1816 | 11422, 11423 |
| Cuba - Maps | 1822 | 11424, 22497 |
| Cuba - Maps | 1827 | 22498 |
| Cuba - Maps | 1829 | 11425 |
| Cuba - Maps | 1840 | 22499 |
| Cuba - Maps | 1841 | 75366, 75367 |
| Cuba - Maps | 1841-1842 | 22500 |
| Cuba - Maps | 1851 | 76738 |
| Cuba - Maps | 1853 | 22501 |
| Cuba - Maps | 1854 | 76761 |
| Cuba - Maps | 1855 | 76772 |
| Cuba - Maps | 1856 | 22502 |
| Cuba - Maps | 1860 | 22503 |
| Cuba - Maps | 1887 | 22504, 46393 |
| Cuba - Maps | 1888 | 22505 |
| Cuba - Maps | 1896 | 22506 |
| Cuba - Maps | 1897 | 22507 |
| Cuba - Maps | 1898 | 22508, 22509 |
| Cuba - Maps | 1900 | 22510, 24134 |
| Cuba - Maps | 1900 - Railroads | 71524 |
| Cuba - Maps | 1901 | 24138 |
| Cuba - Maps | 1901-1907 - Railroads | 24135 |
| Cuba - Maps | 1901 - Railroads | 71537 |
| Cuba - Maps | 1902 | 52239 |
| Cuba - Maps | 1902 (Provisional Heading) | 74595 |
| Cuba - Maps | 1905 - Geography - (Provisional Heading) | 22511 |
| Cuba - Maps | 1907 | 33688 |
| Cuba - Maps | 1908 | 35668 |
| Cuba - Maps | 1909 - Railroads | 77127 |
| Cuba - Maps | 1910 - Railroads | 77137 |
| Cuba - Maps | 1911 - Railroads | 77152 |
| Cuba - Maps | 1912 - Railroads | 77163 |
| Cuba - Maps | 1913 - Railroads | 77171 |
| Cuba - Maps | 1914 - Railroads | 77179 |
| Cuba - Maps | 1915 - Railroads | 77190 |
| Cuba - Maps | 1916 - Railroads | 77200 |
| Cuba - Maps | 1917 - Railroads | 77216, 77217 |
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Cuba - Maps - 1921 - Railroads 77245
Cuba - Maps - 1922 - Railroads 77256
Cuba - Maps - 1922 - Road maps 26928
Cuba - Maps - 1923 22512
Cuba - Maps - 1923 - Railroads 77276
Cuba - Maps - 1924 - Railroads 77293
Cuba - Maps - 1925 - Railroads 77308
Cuba - Maps - 1926 22513
Cuba - Maps - 1926 - Railroads 77335
Cuba - Maps - 1927 22514
Cuba - Maps - 1927 - Railroads 77355
Cuba - Maps - 1928 - Railroads 77376
Cuba - Maps - 1929 - Railroads 77403
Cuba - Maps - 19296 22515
Cuba - Maps - 1930 - Railroads 77456
Cuba - Maps - 1930 - Road maps 26967
Cuba - Maps - 1931-1936 - Road maps 77500
Cuba - Maps - 1931 - Railroads 77505
Cuba - Maps - 1931 - Road maps 22516, 22517
Cuba - Maps - 1932 - Railroads 77532
Cuba - Maps - 1932 - Road maps 22518, 26982, 33664
Cuba - Maps - 1933 - Railroads 77554
Cuba - Maps - 1933 - Road maps 777, 24331, 26990, 71809, 71810, 77561
Cuba - Maps - 1934-1935 - Road maps 24334, 24335, 48891
Cuba - Maps - 1934 - Railroads 77567
Cuba - Maps - 1934 - Road maps 783, 784, 785, 71816, 77580, 77581, 77582
Cuba - Maps - 1935 - Railroads 77600
Cuba - Maps - 1935 - Road maps 795, 796, 797, 798, 799, 24343, 24344, 24348, 24349, 27006, 48895, 77605, 77611, 77612, 77614, 82291, 82293
Cuba - Maps - 1936 77643
Cuba - Maps - 1936 - Railroads 77626
Cuba - Maps - 1936 - Road maps 812, 24353, 24354, 24359, 24360, 27019, 27020, 48905, 59323, 71817, 71841, 71844, 77636, 77641, 77642, 82300
Cuba - Maps - 1937 - Railroads 77654
Cuba - Maps - 1937 - Road maps 823, 824, 825, 24365, 24366, 24367, 27028, 59332, 71864, 71866
Cuba - Maps - 1938 - Pictorial maps 27053, 27054
Cuba - Maps - 1938 - Railroads 77679
Cuba - Maps - 1938 - Road maps 24377, 27044, 27045, 71885, 71887, 77687
Cuba - Maps - 1939 - Railroads 77705
Cuba - Maps - 1939 - Road maps 24385, 27065, 71910, 71911
Cuba - Maps - 1940-1949 - Road maps 27075
Cuba - Maps - 1940 - Pictorial maps 27078
Cuba - Maps - 1940 - Railroads 77732
Cuba - Maps - 1940 - Road maps 27076, 71932
Cuba - Maps - 1941 - Pictorial maps 27088
Cuba - Maps - 1941 - Railroads 77766
Cuba - Maps - 1941 - Road maps 27086
Cuba - Maps - 1942 - Railroads 77793
Cuba - Maps - 1942 - Road maps 27094
Cuba - Maps - 1942 - Road maps - Pictorial maps 27098
Cuba - Maps - 1943 - Railroads 77812, 77813
Cuba - Maps - 1945 - Pictorial maps 27101
Cuba - Maps - 1945 - Railroads 77841
Cuba - Maps - 1946 - Pictorial maps 27104
Cuba - Maps - 1946 - Railroads 77855
Cuba - Maps - 1946 - Road maps 27103, 27105, 72072
Cuba - Maps - 1947 - Pictorial maps 27113
Cuba - Maps - 1947 - Railroads 77883
Cuba - Maps - 1947 - Road maps 27112
Cuba - Maps - 1947 - Road maps - Pictorial maps 24386, 24394, 27034, 77899
Cuba - Maps - 1948 - Pictorial maps 27120, 27121
Cuba - Maps - 1948 - Railroads 77906
Cuba - Maps - 1948 - Road maps 27119
Cuba - Maps - 1949 22519
Cuba - Maps - 1949 - Railroads 77927
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Library Catalog Title</th>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cuba - Maps - 1950 - Pictorial maps</td>
<td>27129</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuba - Maps - 1950 - Railroads</td>
<td>77969</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuba - Maps - 1951 - Pictorial maps</td>
<td>27135</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuba - Maps - 1951 - Railroads</td>
<td>77993</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuba - Maps - 1951 - Road maps</td>
<td>22520</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuba - Maps - 1952 - Pictorial maps</td>
<td>27142</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuba - Maps - 1952 - Railroads</td>
<td>78019</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuba - Maps - 1953 - Railroads</td>
<td>78061</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuba - Maps - 1953 - Road maps</td>
<td>27147</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuba - Maps - 1954 - Railroads</td>
<td>78089</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuba - Maps - 1954 - Road maps</td>
<td>27148, 78106</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuba - Maps - 1955 - Railroads</td>
<td>78115</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuba - Maps - 1956-1961 - Road maps - Pictorial maps</td>
<td>22521</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuba - Maps - 1956 - Railroads</td>
<td>78147</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuba - Maps - 1956 - Road maps - Pictorial maps</td>
<td>78165</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuba - Maps - 1957 - Railroads</td>
<td>78176</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuba - Maps - 1957 - Road maps - Pictorial maps</td>
<td>24464</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuba - Maps - 1958 - Railroads</td>
<td>78206</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuba - Maps - 1958 - Road maps - Pictorial maps</td>
<td>24467</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuba - Maps - 1959 - Railroads</td>
<td>78233</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuba - Maps - 1960 - Railroads</td>
<td>78276</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuba - Maps - 1960 - Road maps</td>
<td>22522, 22523</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuba - Maps - 1961</td>
<td>22524</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuba - Maps - 1961 - Railroads</td>
<td>78311</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuba - Maps - 1969</td>
<td>22525</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuba - Maps - 1970</td>
<td>22526</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuba - Maps - 1979</td>
<td>22527</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuba - Maps - Bibliography - 1500-1898</td>
<td>22528</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuba - Maps - Bibliography - 1500-1901</td>
<td>22529</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuba - Maps - Bibliography - Catalogs</td>
<td>22530</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuba - Maps - Collections, 1500-1801</td>
<td>22532</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuba - Maps - Collections, 1500-1970</td>
<td>22526</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuba - Maps - Collections, 1508-1842</td>
<td>22533</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuba - Maps - Collections - 1800-1899</td>
<td>75366, 75367</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuba. Ministerio de Agricultura</td>
<td>22519</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuba. National Tourist Commission SEE Corporación Nacional del Turismo (Cuba)</td>
<td>22516</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuba; official standard names approved by the United States Board on Geographic Names</td>
<td>52238</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuba - Pictorial works - 1839-1851 - Exhibitions</td>
<td>22534</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuba - Recreation - 1987</td>
<td>22535</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuba - Social conditions - 1800-1899 - Pictorial works</td>
<td>22534</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuba / Texaco</td>
<td>22522, 22523</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuba : year round playground of the America's / AAA</td>
<td>22516</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuban cartography, 1500-1898</td>
<td>22528</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuban National Tourist Commission SEE Corporación Nacional del Turismo (Cuba)</td>
<td>22516</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuban studies 27 (1998)</td>
<td>22528</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cubbon, Alfred Marshall</td>
<td>38553</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cubes geographiques [jigsaw puzzle]</td>
<td>39802</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuckfield (England) - Maps - 1638 - Estate Plans - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>22536</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cúcuta (Colombia) - Maps - 1962 - Road maps</td>
<td>21237</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cúcuta (Norte de Santander, Colombia) - Maps - 1959 - Road maps</td>
<td>21235</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cúcuta (Norte de Santander, Colombia) - Maps - 1961 - Road maps</td>
<td>21236</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cúcuta (Norte de Santander, Colombia) - Maps - 1965 - Road maps</td>
<td>21238, 21239</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuenca (Spain : Province) - Maps - 1584-1588</td>
<td>75275</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuenca (Spain : Province) - Maps - 1584-1606</td>
<td>75276</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuénot, A.</td>
<td>12251</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuesta, Andres de la</td>
<td>42168</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuesta Domingo, Mariano</td>
<td>18442</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuesta Gutiérrez, Luisa</td>
<td>2237</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cueto, Emilio, 1944</td>
<td>22528, 22529, 22534</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cueto, Emilio, 1944 - Art collections--Exhibitions</td>
<td>22534</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuff, David J.</td>
<td>63513, 64125, 64126</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuia, Simon de</td>
<td>33173</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuidad de Los Cesares ( Legendary Place ) - Maps - 1777 - Manuscripts</td>
<td>42283</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Culbertson, John H. 67352

Culebra Island (P.R.) - Maps - 1950 - Road maps 65826
Culebra Island (P.R.) - Maps - 1979 - Road maps 65840
Culenburg, J.R., fl. 1633 66425, 66426
Cullberg, Edwin 67822
Cullen, Edward 22822
Cullford, Edward 14371
Cullingford, Cecil N. 23744
Culloch, Marguerite 36637
Cullom & Gherther Co. 32761
Culotta, Elizabeth 26419

[Culpeper County (Va.) - 1863: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 22537
[Culpeper County (Va.) - 1864: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 22538

Culpeper County (Va.) - Maps - 1863 - Landowners - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 22537
Culpeper County (Va.) - Maps - 1864 - Landowners 22538
Culpeper County (Va.) - Maps - Landowners 18916

Cultural atlas of Africa 7129
Cultural atlas of China 20739

Cultural atlas of China / by Caroline Blunden and Mark Elvin 20733
Cultural atlas of France / by John Ardagh with Colin Jones 28077, 28078
Cultural atlas of Russia and the Soviet Union / by Robin Milner-Gulland with Nikolai Dejevsky 67703
Cultural atlas of the Renaissance / C.F. Black ... [et al.] 3144, 3145
Cultural atlas of the world : Africa 197

Cultural Heritage and Arts Center 27307, 27308, 32659

Cultural ideals and realities: the mysterious mountains of Michigan: problems in the eighteenth and early nineteenth century cartography of Michigan 18127
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Czech Republic SEE ALSO Czechoslovakia  22656
Czech Republic & Slovak Republic  22650
Czech Republic - Statistics - 1935  22652
Czech Republic - Statistics - 1936  22653
Czechanski, Michael L.  82914
Czechoslovak Tourist and Transport Co. SEE Cedok (Travel agency)  22654
Czechoslovak Travel Office SEE Cedok (Travel agency)  22654
Czechoslovakia  22647, 22661
Czechoslovakia - Boundaries - Germany - Maps - 1938  8487
Czechoslovakia / [Central Intelligence Agency]  22660
Czechoslovakia. Central Office of Geodesy and Cartography SEE Czechoslovakia. Ústrední správa geodézie a kartografie  394
Czechoslovakia. Císare Frantiska Josefa SEE Česká akademie císare Frantiska Josefa pro vedy, slovesnost a umení v Praze  22653
Czechoslovakia - Geography - 1935  22652
Czechoslovakia - Geography - 1936  22653
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D. & C.H. Blakely (Chicago, Ill.)  19513
D.C. Heath and Company  25860, 26175, 35405, 77827
D.C. Ireland & Co. (Portland, Or.)  21148
D. Day, 1944 (Normandy invasion) SEE World War, 1939-1945 - Campaigns - France - Normandy  84660
D. du Mortier en Zoon  53476
D.C. Heath and Company  25860, 26175, 35405, 77827
D.C. Ireland & Co. (Portland, Or.)  21148
D.D. Merrill (Firm : Saint Paul, Minn.)  30045, 30217, 30334, 49544
D.D. Merrill (Firm : Saint Paul, Minn.)  30045, 30217, 30334, 49544
D., F. T.  9497, 30476, 30491
D., F. T., active 1917 SEE F.T. D., active 1917  30564
D., F. T., active 1917 SEE F.T. D., active 1917  30564
D.G. Beers & Co.  1274, 1275, 12055, 12056, 13686, 13687, 18873, 20790, 21725, 31894, 33554, 33555, 43824, 43838, 45078, 45558, 46119, 51616, 61757, 66679, 67738, 73428, 80832, 80902, 81495, 83661
D.H. Hurd & Co. (Boston, Mass.)  16688, 19338, 21918, 33958, 46140, 67074, 73409
D.H. Hurd & Co. (Boston, Mass.)  16688, 19338, 33958, 46140, 67074, 73409
D.H. Hurd & Co. (Boston, Mass.)  16688, 19338, 33958, 46140, 67074, 73409
D.H. Hurd & Co. (Boston, Mass.)  16688, 19338, 33958, 46140, 67074, 73409
D.H. McBride & Co.  30507
D., F. I., active 1917 SEE F. I. D., active 1917  30564
D., F. I., active 1917 SEE F. I. D., active 1917  30564
D.I.M.A.P.C.O. SEE Diversified Map Corporation  81412
D'Iberville (Miss.) - Maps - 1720 - Land Grants - Manuscripts  27423
D'Iberville, Pierre Le Moyne, 1661-1706 SEE Le Moyne d'Iberville, Pierre, 1661-1706  9126
D.'Invilliers, Edward Vincent, 1857-1928  39459
D., J. L., active approximately 1931 SEE J. L. D., active approximately 1931  32577
D.J. Lake & Company  13394, 20957, 20958, 31889, 32368, 32943, 33551, 33783, 39712, 39713, 41251, 41252, 41729, 44680, 53300, 65520, 66862, 67077, 72958, 80856, 80857
D.J. Lake & Company  13394, 20957, 20958, 31889, 32368, 32943, 33551, 33783, 39712, 39713, 41251, 41252, 41729, 44680, 53300, 65520, 66862, 67077, 72958, 80856, 80857
D.J. Lake & Company SEE ALSO Lake, D. J.  31889, 32368
D. K.  38439
D.K. (David Kandel), d. 1587 SEE Kandel, David, d. 1587  28904
D.M. Chambers & Co.  5366
D. McKay Co.  84485
D. McLellan & Bros.  4992, 5003, 5014, 5024
D'Oliveira, Francisco SEE Oliveira, Francisco de Paula  39317
D'Ooge, Benjamin L. (Benjamin Leonard), b. 1860  27586, 27589
D'Oyly, George, 1778-1846  27586, 27589
D'Oyly, Samuel, d. 1748  27586, 27589
D.O., active 1812  27869, 27870
D., R. M. (Hans Rudolf Manuel Deutsch), 1525-1571 SEE Manuel, Hans Rudolf, 1525-1571  28904
D., R. M. (Hans Rudolf Manuel Deutsch), 1525-1571 SEE Manuel, Hans Rudolf, 1525-1571  28904
D. T. McAinsh & Co.  5780
D. Vis (Firm : Rotterdam)  53482
D.W. Ensign & Co. Township plat book of Norman County, Minnesota (1896)  57216
D.W. Ensign & Co. Township plat book of Norman County, Minnesota (1896)  57216
D-X road map of Arizona, New Mexico and United States  2751
D-X road map of Arkansas and United States  3038
D-X road map of Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi and United States  71982
D-X road map of Chicago and vicinity  19823, 19830
D-X road map of Chicago and vicinity  19823, 19830
D-X road map of Colorado and United States  21577, 21578, 21601
D-X road map of Colorado and United States  21577, 21578, 21601
D-X road map of Illinois and United States  36111, 36132, 36194
D-X road map of Illinois and United States  36111, 36132, 36194
D-X road map of Indiana and United States  37186, 37202, 37255
D-X road map of Indiana and United States  37186, 37202, 37255
D-X road map of Iowa and United States  37992, 38012, 38045
D-X road map of Iowa and United States  37992, 38012, 38045
D-X road map of Kansas and United States  40368, 40383, 40399
D-X road map of Kansas and United States  40368, 40383, 40399
D-X road map of Kentucky, Tennessee and United States  40955, 40969, 40989
D-X road map of Kentucky, Tennessee and United States  40955, 40969, 40989
D-X road map of Michigan and United States  47327, 47355, 47387
D-X road map of Minnesota and United States  49868, 49884, 49922
D-X road map of Minnesota and United States  49868, 49884, 49922
D-X road map of Missouri and United States  51007, 51022, 51040
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D-X road map of Nebraska and United States 53194, 53209, 53225
D-X road map of New Mexico, Arizona and United States 55396
D-X road map of North, South Dakota and United States 58543, 58560, 58590
D-X road map of Ohio and United States 60865, 60880, 60909
D-X road map of Oklahoma and United States 61582, 61598, 61612
D-X road map of Texas and United States 74864, 74865, 74898
D-X road map of Wisconsin and United States 83445, 83461, 83479
D-X road map of Wyoming and United States 84947, 84957

D. Zenoni SEE Zenoi, Domenico, fl. 1560-1580 1098
Da Capo Press 58745, 76989, 76990
Da Moncalieri, Giovanni, ca. 1578-1654 SEE Giovanni da Moncalieri, padre, O.F.M.Cap., d. 1654 25959
Da Montecassino, Giovanni Battista, d. 1715 SEE Giovanni Baptista a Cassinis, d. 1715 25959
Da Rio, Niccolò, conte, 1765-1845 64889
Da Schio, Alvise 64734
Da Silva Berford, Sebastião Gomes, 1780-1825 SEE Berford, Sebastião Gomes da Silva, 1780-1825 13833
Dablon, Claude, 1619-1697. Lac Supérieur et autres lieux ou sont les missions des Peres de la Compagnie de Jesus (1673) 22663
Dablon, Claude, 1619-1697. Lac Supérieur et autres lieux ou sont les missions des Peres de la Compagnie de Jesus comprises sous le nom d'Ovtaovacs (1672) 22664
Dablon, Claude, 1619-1697. Relation de ce qui s’est passé de plus remarquable aux missions des Peres de la Compagnie de Jesus en la Nouvelle France, les années 1670. & 1671 (1673) 22665
Dablon, Claude, 1619-1697. Relation de ce qui s’est passé de plus remarquable aux missions des Peres de la Compagnie de Jesus, en la Nouvelle France, les années 1671. & 1672 (1673) 22666
Dabo 25672, 62605
DaBoll, Raymond F. 1060, 19994, 31222, 36472, 43039, 52892, 65600, 67058, 76023
DaBoll, Raymond Franklin, 1892-1982 SEE DaBoll, Raymond F. 31222
DaCapo 34301
DaCapo Press 49243
Dacey, E. A. 34663, 34664
Dacey, Edward A., ca. 1878-1940 34665
The Dachstein caves 22665
"Dachstein" Fremdenverkehrs 22664
Dachstein Mountains (Austria) - 1970 22664
Dachstein Mountains (Austria) - Caves - 1977 22665
Dachstein Mountains (Austria) - Maps - 1915 22666
Dachsteinbahn : und die zauberhafte Welt der Dachstein-Höhlen 22664
Daciarvm, Moesiarvmque, vetvs descriptio ... / ex conatibus Abrahami. Ortelij. 11479
The Dade battleground 22668
Dade County (Fla.) SEE Miami-Dade County (Fla.) 46701
Dade County, Florida StreetFinder 46649
Dade County (Mo.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners 22667
Dade County street atlas and directory : Business user's edition 46650
Dade County StreetFinder 46651, 46652, 46653
Dade Massacre, Fla., 1835 - Maps 22668
Dadley, J. 18893, 62595, 62596
Daedalus (Ship) 45153
Daehn, Ralph M. 18794
Daehnhardt, Franz 10143
Daenemark und das suedliche Schweden 23190
Daenermark und das suedliche Schweden 23190
DAF SEE Deutsche Arbeitsfront 10402
Dafsauville, W. (William) SEE Dassauville, William 23158
DAG 84666
Dagbladet Politiken 8657
Dagestan (Russia) - Maps - 1745 11347
Dagestanli Yusuf, 1876-1935? SEE Akçura, Yusuf, 1876-1935? 64788
Daggett, Alfred, 1799-1872 30659, 76589
Daggett & Ely=Goodno, J. R. 4721
Daguerreotype 45680
Dah Chung Book Co. 20740
Dahl, Chr. A. 72980
Dahl, Edward H. 11148, 16307, 17017, 17029, 17282, 17390, 18212, 24604, 26555, 33530, 37536, 41884, 44960, 52701, 52710, 52712, 66096, 80143, 83053, 83054, 85184
Dahl, Jürgen, 1929- 36468
Dahlberg, C. 36430
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### Dakota Indians - Wars, 1862-1865 - Manuscript maps
- 13117, 49537

### Dakota Indians - Wars, 1863 - Maps - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
- 22676

### Dakota Indians - Wars, 1876 - Maps
- 42216, 42217, 42218

### Dakota Indians - Wisconsin - Land Tenure - Maps - 1825 - Manuscripts
- 18640

### Dakota language - Texts - 1876
- 30074

### Dakota resources: insurance maps at the South Dakota Historical Resource Center
- 37508

### Dakota Territory - Historical geography - Maps - 1884
- 58203, 58304

### Dakota Territory - Indians - Wars - Maps - 1863 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles
- 22676

### Dakota Territory - Maps - 1856 - Historical geography
- 49529

### Dakota Territory - Maps - 1859 - Geology
- 32653, 32654

### Dakota Territory - Maps - 1860 - Historical geography
- 49535

### Dakota Territory - Maps - 1876 - Historical geography
- 32660, 32661, 58290

### Dakota Territory - Maps - 1879 - Historical geography
- 58292

### Dakota Territory - Maps - 1880 - Railroads
- 22677

### Dakota Territory - Maps - 1882 - Historical geography
- 58295

### Dakota Territory - Maps - 1883 - Railroads
- 58296, 58297

### Dakota Territory - Maps - 1884 - Cities and towns
- 58300

### Dakota Territory - Maps - 1884 - Railroads
- 58300, 58301

### Dakota Territory - Maps - 1885 - Railroads
- 22678

### Dakota Territory - Maps - 1887 - Railroads
- 22679

### Dakota: the observations of a tenderfoot. 1884
- 58300

### The Dakotas with Idaho, Montana, Wyoming: Texaco ..., 1863
- 58633

### The Dakotas with Idaho, Montana, Wyoming: tour with Texaco ..., 58638, 58650, 58652, 58653

### Dal (Östergötlands Län, Sweden) - Maps - 1917
- 79876

### Dalarna (Sweden) - Maps - 1922
- 22680

### Dalarna: utgifven av Svenska turistföreningen : med 62 illustrationer, 4 kartor och 1 stadsplan
- 22680

### Dalbanne, J.
- 1234, 1237, 11317, 28039, 28152, 69067, 69068, 69069

### Dale, Cynthia
- 3590

### Dale, Corneliu van
- 8689

### Daley, Richard Joseph, 1902-1976
- 22059

### Dalbey, Alice F.
- 78754

### Dalby, John
- 66757

### Dale, Cynthia
- 3590

### Dalen, Corneliu van
- 8689

### Dalay, Richard Joseph, 1902-1976
- 22059

### Dalbanne, J.
- 1234, 1237, 11317, 28039, 28152, 69067, 69068, 69069

### Dall'Orto, Angelino, fl. 1325. Portolano
- 22681

### Dall, William Healey, 1845-1927
- 1020

### Dall County (Tex.) - 1888: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche
- 22682

### Dallam County (Tex.) - Maps - 1888 - Landowners
- 22682

### Dallas: a Texan map / prepared by Old San Francisco Steak House ; Merle Ollum
- 22730

### Dallas, Alex J.
- 84784

### Dallas and Ft. Worth: tour with Texaco ...
- 22697, 22698, 22699, 22700, 22701, 22702, 22703, 22704

### Dallas city map / Republic National Bank of Dallas
- 22727

### Dallas County, Ark. 1864 map : with index
- 22683

### Dallas County (Ark.) - Maps - 1864 - Landowners
- 22683

### Dallas County (Ark.) - Maps - 1954 - Landowners
- 22684

### Dallas County (La.) - Maps - 1884: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche
- 22685

### Dallas County (La.) - 1886: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche
- 22686

### Dallas County (La.) - 1900: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche
- 22687

### Dallas County (Tex.) - Maps - 1884 - Landowners
- 22685

### Dallas County (Tex.) - Maps - 1886 - Landowners
- 22686

### Dallas County (Tex.) - Maps - 1900 - Landowners
- 22687

### Dallas County (Tex.) - Maps - 2001 - Road maps
- 22696, 22731

### Dallas County (Tex.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps
- 22732, 22733

### Dallas County (Tex.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps
- 22734, 22735

### Dallas County (Tex.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps
- 22736, 22737, 27497

### Dallas County (Tex.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps
- 22738, 22739, 27498

### Dallas County (Tex.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps
- 22740, 22741, 27499

### Dallas County (Tex.) - Maps - 2009 - Road maps
- 22742, 27500

### Dallas, Dallas County & vicinity StreetFinder
- 22696, 22732, 22734

### Dallas/Fort Worth Metroplex street guide
- 22741, 22743, 22744

### Dallas/Fort Worth Metroplex street guide: including Dallas, Tarrant, and portions of Collin, Denton, and Rockwall counties
- 22739

### Dallas/Ft. Worth, Dallas & Tarrant Counties & vicinity StreetFinder
- 22731, 22733, 22735

### Dallas/Ft. Worth & vicinity StreetFinder
- 22694
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### Dallas (Tex.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Call Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>- 1936 - Road maps</td>
<td>77637, 77638, 77651</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- 1955 - Railroads</td>
<td>22688</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- 1961 - Road maps</td>
<td>22689, 27476</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- 1963 - Road maps</td>
<td>22706</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- 1964 - Road maps</td>
<td>22707, 22708</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- 1966 - Road maps</td>
<td>22710</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- 1967 - Road maps</td>
<td>22712, 27483</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- 1968 - Road maps</td>
<td>74995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- 1969 - Road maps</td>
<td>22715, 22716, 27484, 74996</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- 1970 - Road maps</td>
<td>22718</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- 1972 - Road maps</td>
<td>22690</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- 1974 - Road maps</td>
<td>75002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- 1975 - Road maps</td>
<td>22720, 22721</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- 1976 - Real estate business</td>
<td>22691</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- 1976 - Road maps</td>
<td>22691, 22725, 27487, 75004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- 1977 - Road maps</td>
<td>27488</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- 1979 - Road maps</td>
<td>22727, 22728</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- 1991 - Road maps</td>
<td>22692</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- 1994 - Road maps</td>
<td>22693</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- 1996 - Road maps</td>
<td>22694, 22695</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- 2001 - Road maps</td>
<td>22696</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- 2004 - Road maps</td>
<td>22732, 22733</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- 2005 - Road maps</td>
<td>22734, 22735</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- 2006 - Road maps</td>
<td>22736, 22737</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- 2007 - Road maps</td>
<td>22738, 22739</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- 2008 - Road maps</td>
<td>22740, 22741</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- 2009 - Road maps</td>
<td>22742, 22743, 22744</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- 1972 - Railroads</td>
<td>74609</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- 1976 - Road maps</td>
<td>22718</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- History - Maps</td>
<td>17111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- 1936 - Road maps</td>
<td>74720, 77637, 77638, 77651</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- 1938 - Road maps</td>
<td>74768</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- 1939 - Road maps</td>
<td>74803</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- 1951 - Road maps</td>
<td>76087, 76088</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- 1952 - Road maps</td>
<td>22697</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- 1953 - Road maps</td>
<td>22698, 22699</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- 1954 - Road maps</td>
<td>22700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- 1956 - Road maps</td>
<td>22701, 22702, 22703, 22704</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- 1959 - Road maps</td>
<td>22705</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- 1961 - Road maps</td>
<td>22689, 27476</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- 1963 - Road maps</td>
<td>22706</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- 1964 - Road maps</td>
<td>22707, 22708, 22709</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- 1966 - Road maps</td>
<td>22710, 22711</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- 1967 - Road maps</td>
<td>22712, 22713</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- 1968 - Road maps</td>
<td>22714</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- 1969 - Road maps</td>
<td>22715, 22716, 22717</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- 1970 - Road maps</td>
<td>22718</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- 1971 - Road maps</td>
<td>22719</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- 1972 - Road maps</td>
<td>22690</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- 1975 - Road maps</td>
<td>22720, 22721, 22722, 22723, 22724</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- 1976 - Real estate business</td>
<td>22691</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- 1976 - Road maps</td>
<td>22691, 22725, 22726</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- 1979 - Road maps</td>
<td>22727, 22728</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- 1980 - Road maps</td>
<td>22729</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- 1986 - Pictorial maps</td>
<td>22730</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- 2001 - Road maps</td>
<td>22731</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- 2004 - Road maps</td>
<td>22732, 22733</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Dalmont, I. (Isidore) 9485, 34466
Dalorto, Angelino, fl. 1325 45771, 45772, 45774, 45775
Dalorto, Angelino, fl. 1325. [Portolan chart of the Mediterranean Sea, 1325] 45771, 45772
Dalorto, Angelino, fl. 1325. [Portolan chart of the Mediterranean Sea, 1339] 45774
Dalphin, George R., 1926- 32140
Dalrymple, Alexander, 1737-1808 7893, 16899, 16900, 35066, 43803, 52604, 62280, 71115, 71117, 71118
Dalrymple, Alexander, 1737-1808. Map of the lands around the North Pole (1789) 16899, 16900
Dalrymple, Helen 41930, 41948
Dalrymple, John, Capt., 1737-1808 80368, 80372, 80376
Dalsland (Sweden) - Maps - 1740 79878
Dalstrom 30533
Dalton, Bill 37472, 37478
Dalton, Edmund J. 16476
Dalton, Norman 8161
Dalton, William Hugh 14260, 14280
Daly, Charles P. 17308
Daly, John Edward, 1934- 64345
Daly, Reginald Aldworth 57801
Dalziel, D. 19362
Dalziel, John, 1822-1869 27332
Daman and Diu (India) - Pictorial works - 1620 51798
Damascus and southern Syria : description, history and touristic guide / George Haddad 22782
Damascus (Syria) - Maps - 1860 - Pictorial works 62760
Damascus (Syria) - Maps - 1952 22782
Damascus (Syria) - Pictorial works - 1620 22783
Dams, vrbs nobilissima ad Libanum montem, totius Syriae metropolis 22783
Damascos, Alison C. 81156
Dame Venodotia, alias Modryb Gwen; a map of North Wales 80724
Damiano, S. 79929
Damm, Hans, b. 1895 10325, 10368, 10384
Damm, N. W. 10716
Dammann, W. 33616, 33622
Damme, A. van 62930
Dammers, L. F. 30678
Damms Antiquariat (Oslo, Norway) 44964
DaMoncalieri, Giovanni, ca. 1578-1654 SEE Giovanni da Moncalieri, padre, O.F.M.Cap., d. 1654 25959
DaMontecassino, Giovanni Battista, d. 1715 SEE Giovanni Baptista a Cassinis, d. 1715 25959
Damperviel, J.G., fl. 1669-1674 28964
Dampetra, Guidonus, d.1304 7752, 26706
Dampier, William, 1652-1715 3795, 7772, 7773, 7779, 7804, 7805, 7841, 8272, 8273, 9241, 9591, 15805, 18957, 21833, 24032, 36704, 36705, 36710, 44214, 62582, 62592, 62593, 62728, 82728, 82729, 84063, 84120
Dampier, William, 1652-1715. Discoveries, 1699 54560
Dampier, William, 1652-1715. Voyages and descriptions ... (1700) 3795, 62582
Dampierre, Brigadier, fl. 1779 68977
Dampierre, chevalier de, fl. 1756 68028, 68029
Dams - Washington (State) - Maps - 1957 81404
Dan Casavant Rare Books 57128
Dana, C. H. 36732
Dana, Charles A. (Charles Anderson), 1819-1897 24616
Dana, W. R. 76945
Danaux, Pierre 3782
Danby (Glen Ellyn) / Christine J. Whitlock ; A.D. Harmon 31967
Danby (Ill.) SEE Glen Ellyn (Ill.) 31967
Danby, Thomas. Plan of Cincinnati, including all the late additions & subdivisions 20823
Dance, Kathleen 18038
Dance - Kealakekua Bay (Hawaii) - Pictorial works - Early works to 1800 40524
Danckaert, Lisette 14778, 16960, 17086, 79867, 79868, 79869
Danckerts, Cornels, 1664-1717 8711, 8755, 42758, 72675, 72716
Danckerts, Cornels, ca. 1603-1656 7782, 7787, 8711, 14082, 14083, 33049, 33050
Danckerts, Dancker, 1634-1666 11507, 11508, 34912
Danckerts, Justus, 1635-1701 234, 235, 1402, 1620, 1621, 3261, 3262, 3263, 8713, 8714, 8715, 8728, 11507, 11508, 11924, 11933, 11934, 11935, 12124, 12333, 12342, 12398, 13714, 13897, 14169, 14170, 23107, 23109, 23990, 25067, 25934, 25935, 25936, 26712, 27648, 27649, 28225, 28421, 28649,
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Daniel, Roger  67145
Daniel, Rudolf  605
Daniel-Smith Co.  21590
Daniel-Smith Co. (Denver, Colo.)  82472, 82479, 82490, 82501, 82514, 82530, 82545, 82546, 82559, 82575, 82576, 82590
Daniel Speccki, sixteenth century Strassburg architect, engraver and map designer  72956
Daniel W. Lowell & Co.  59748
Daniel, Rudolf  27586
Daniel Specklin, sixteenth century Strassburg architect, engraver and map designer  72956
Daniel W. Lowell & Co.  59748
Daniell, John  3783
Daniell, M. Grant (Moses Grant), 1836-1909  27586
Danielpow, Jwan, fl. 1812-1813 SEE Danilov, Ivan, fl. 1812-1813  67617
Daniels, Al  73186
Daniels and Smith  76433
Danielson, Dennis Richard, 1949-  66423
Danilov, Ivan, fl. 1812-1813  67617, 67618
Danish Atlases SEE Atlases, Danish  29032
Danish capital is sinking : Copenhagen’s historic buildings threatened / by Don Hinrichsen  22099
Danish Islands in the North Atlantic Ocean  35113
Danish language - Texts - 1956  13002
The Danish Legacy / by W. L. Copithorne  23084
Danish Tourist Board SEE Turistforeningen for Danmark  23186
Danish West Indies SEE Virgin Islands of the United States  23179
Danmark : haandbog for rejsende. 1, Sjaelland med omliggende Øer og Bornholm / udgivet af den Danske Turistforening  23188
Danmark : haandbog for rejsende. 2, Fyen og Jylland / udgivet af den Danske Turistforening  23187
Danmark : haandbog for rejsende : I to Dele / udgivet af den Danske Turistforening  23186
Danmark i 1:160000 I: Jylland  69286
Danmark i 1:160000 II: Oerne  69289
Danmark i 35 kort med 3 kort over Nordslesvig  69278
Danmarks kortlaegning : en historisk fremstilling udgivet med støtte af Carlsbergfondet / af N.E. Nørlund  17119
Danneberg, John C.  24513
Danneberg (Lüchow-Dannenberg, Germany) - Maps - 1745  43633
Danneberg Region (Germany) - Maps - 1700  43632
Dannet, Eduard, b. 1860  12982
Dannheimer, J. M.  9726
Dannheimer, Tobias  9680, 9723
Danorum Marca, ul Cimbricum, aut Daniae Regnum ...  23096
Dans cette carte est figuré le cours del l’Escaut commençant vers Rupelmonde (ca. 1490)  69340
Dansk biografisk leksikon (1933-1944)  39884
Dansk komité for byhistorie  41274
Dansk reklame-kunst  69276, 69287
Danske bibelselskab  13002
Danske Geografiske Selskab  30868
Danske statsbaner. DSB bane SEE DSB bane  23202
Danske turistforening SEE Turistforeningen for Danmark  23186
Danske turistforenings rejsehaandbøger  23186, 23187, 23188
Dantzig (Germany) SEE Gdansk (Poland)  28629
Dantzig (Germany) SEE Gdansk (Poland)  28629
Dantztig (Germany) SEE Gdansk (Poland)  28629
Danube River - Maps - 1695  79491
Danube River - Pictorial works - 1657 - Rapids  22795
Danube River - Pictorial works - 1657 - Whirlpools  22795
[Danube River Valley from Bavaria to Black Sea] / Fabius Licinius fecit  22798
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Danube River Valley - Maps - 100-199 65747
Danube River Valley - Maps - 1546 22796
Danube River Valley - Maps - 1552 11913, 22797
Danube River Valley - Maps - 1555 28618
Danube River Valley - Maps - 1560 22798
Danube River Valley - Maps - 1566 22799, 22800
Danube River Valley - Maps - 1567 22801
Danube River Valley - Maps - 1590 22802
Danube River Valley - Maps - 1593 11500, 11501
Danube River Valley - Maps - 1662 22803, 22804, 22805
Danube River Valley - Maps - 1668 22806, 34918
Danube River Valley - Maps - 1695 22807
Danube River Valley - Maps - 1696 22808, 22809
Danube River Valley - Maps - 1697 43511
Danube River Valley - Maps - 1700 11518, 34924
Danube River Valley - Maps - 1703 22810
Danube River Valley - Maps - 1710 11524, 22811, 22812, 22813, 22814
Danube River Valley - Maps - 1717 34932
Danube River Valley - Maps - 1734 11527
Danube River Valley - Maps - 1740 11529
Danube River Valley - Maps - 1741 34940
Danube River Valley - Maps - 1742 11949, 73658
Danube River Valley - Maps - 1745 11532, 22815, 84745
Danube River Valley - Maps - 1783 70211
Danube River Valley - Maps - 1784 34956
Danube River Valley - Maps - 1892 75802
Danube River Valley - Maps - 1910 42155
Danube River Valley - Maps - 1930 22816
Danube River Valley - Maps - 1965 11270

Danzer, Gerald A. 376, 1525, 1544, 1922, 3696, 3698, 3700, 7184, 10752, 13383, 13384, 14853, 14857, 14858, 14876, 14943, 16665, 17051, 17297, 17876, 17907, 18110, 18424, 18465, 18467, 18468, 18469, 18470, 18471, 18472, 18473, 18559, 19016, 19411, 19906, 19969, 20500, 21014, 21250, 21251, 22345, 22358, 22928, 26222, 30553, 32577, 32578, 33072, 34816, 36441, 39319, 39816, 41237, 42243, 42244, 42245, 42246, 42247, 42249, 43777, 44336, 45403, 45594, 45596, 50531, 57287, 64201, 64206, 66990, 67038, 67063, 67064, 67096, 67425, 68297, 73236, 73238, 73239, 73240, 73241, 73243, 73246, 76249, 77658, 78141, 78204, 78404, 82899, 83036, 83140, 83141, 84344, 84469, 84482, 84496, 84573, 85094

Danzig (Germany) SEE Gdansk (Poland) 28629

Danzig und Weichselmünde 28625

Daphne (Antioch, Syria) SEE Daphne (Antioch, Turkey) 22817

Daphne (Antioch, Turkey) - Historical geography - Pictorial works - 1606 22817

Daphne (Antioch, Turkey) - Pictorial works - 1606 22817

Daphne / ex utriusque linguae scriptoribus adumbrat Ab. Ortelius ... 22817

Dapper, Olvert 4341, 4352, 4363, 8718

Daprapo map of Chicago showing location of all Catholic churches 19719

Daprapo Stattrary Company 19719

Darbar 39480

Darbee, W. W. 30174

Darbieshire described 23316, 23317

Darbishire, Bernhard Vernon 10136

Darbishire, Bernhard Vernon, fl. 1895-1920 27588, 34243, 84641

Darbishire, Bernhard Vernon, fl. 1895-1920 SEE Darbishire, Bernhard Vernon 10136

Darby, H. C (Henry Clifford), 1909-1992 6815, 8509, 8555, 8564, 8566, 14077, 25020, 34325, 52252, 83731

Darby, John, 1624 or 5-1704 57883

Darby, John, d. 1733 7797, 7799, 7803

Darby, John G. 48241

Darby’s edition of Brooke’s Universal gazetteer, or, A new geographical dictionary : containing a description of the empires, kingdoms, states, provinces, cities, towns, forts, seas, harbours, rivers, lakes, mountains, capes, &c. in the known world ... 52071

Darby’s universal gazetteer, or, A new geographical dictionary : containing a description of the empires, kingdoms, states, provinces, cities, towns, forts, seas, harbours, rivers, lakes, mountains, capes, &c. in the known world : with the government, 52073

Darby, William, 1775-1854 26856, 31066, 35447, 40642, 43278, 43284, 43967, 50513, 52071, 52073, 53885, 56060, 56068, 56974, 57012, 57980, 58914, 60377, 63558, 76613, 76614, 76615, 76616, 80398, 84228

Darby, William, 1775-1854 Journeys, 1818 58914

Darby, William, 1775-1854 View of the United States ... (1828) 31006, 35447, 40642, 43284, 43967, 50513, 53885, 56068, 56974, 57980, 60377, 63558, 80398, 84228

Darcy, Edward - Real property - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 42386

Dardanelles Strait (Turkey) 11501

Dardanelles Strait (Turkey) - Historical geography - Maps - 1585-1606 75121
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<td>Dardanelles Strait (Turkey) - History, Ancient - 1764</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dardanelles Strait (Turkey) - Maps - 1528</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dardanelles Strait (Turkey) - Maps - 1585-1606</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dardanelles Strait (Turkey) - Maps - 1689 - Pictorial works</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dardanelles Strait (Turkey) - Maps - 1696 - Pictorial works</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dardanelles Strait (Turkey) - Maps - 1713 - Pictorial works</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dardanelles Strait (Turkey) - Maps - 1773 - Pictorial maps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dardanelles Strait (Turkey) - Maps - 1806 - Nautical charts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dardanelles Strait (Turkey) - Maps - 1819</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dardanelles Strait (Turkey) - Maps - 1831</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dardanelles Strait (Turkey) - Maps - 1847</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dardanelles Strait (Turkey) - Maps - 1850</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dardanelles Strait (Turkey) - Maps - 1853</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dardanelles Strait (Turkey) - Maps - 1872</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dardanelles Strait (Turkey) - Maps - 1884</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Darbie, T. T.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Darbie, W. E.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Darien (Panama and Colombia) - Maps - 1853</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Darien (Panama and Colombia) - Maps - 1857 - Canals - Manuscripts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Darien (Panama and Colombia) - Maps - 1905</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Darien Press</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Dark ages / Colin and Sarah McEvedy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dark Ages SEE Middle Ages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dark with excess of bright : mapping the coastlines of knowledge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Darke County (Ind.) - Maps - 1972 - Landowners</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Darke County (Ohio) - 1857: LC G&amp;M land ownership maps on microfiche</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Darke County, Ohio, farm plat book &amp; directory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Darke County (Ohio) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Darke County (Ohio) - Maps - 1857 - Landowners</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Darke County (Ohio) - Maps - 1875 - Landowners</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Darke County (Ohio) - Maps - 1875 - Pictorial works</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Darke County (Ohio) - Maps - 1888 - Landowners</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Darke County (Ohio.) - Maps - 1910 - Landowners</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Darke County (Ohio) - Maps - 1959 - Landowners</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Darke County (Ohio) - Maps - 1967 - Landowners</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Darke County, Ohio : plat book &amp; index of owners</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Darke County, Ohio : plat book / Lemay Publishing Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Darke, Diana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Darke, G. E.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Darkness that shrouds : the synthesis of image and its effects on nineteenth century British involvement in sub-Sahara Africa</td>
</tr>
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<td>Darle, J. M.</td>
</tr>
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<td>Darley, James Morrison, 1898-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Darling, Christopher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Darling, F. Fraser (Frank Fraser), 1903-1979</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Darling, William, fl. 1765-1794</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Darlington &amp; Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Darlington County (S.C.) - Maps - 1820 - Landowners</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Darlington District, South Carolina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Darlington, Ida</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Darlington, Ralph</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Darlington’s handbooks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Darrel, J. M.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Darns (H.A.), firm SEE H.A. Darns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Darmstadt Region (Germany) - Maps - 1680</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Darmstadt Region (Germany) - Maps - 1700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Darmstadt Region (Germany) - Maps - 1720</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Darmstadt Region (Germany) - Maps - 1725</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Darstellungsfagen des Kartenmassstabs 1:1,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Darsy, Eugène</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dart, River (England) - Maps - 1935-1936</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dart, River (England) - Maps - 1951</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dartmoor (England) - Maps - 1885</td>
</tr>
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Dauphiné (France) - Maps - 1695 - Names, Geographical 22862
Dauphiné (France) - Maps - 1696 22863
Dauphiné (France) - Maps - 1700 22864
Dauphiné (France) - Maps - 1710 22865
Dauphiné (France) - Maps - 1711 22866
Dauphine (France) - Maps - 1713 22867
Dauphiné (France) - Maps - 1725 22868
Dauphiné (France) - Maps - 1732 22869
Dauphiné (France) - Maps - 1740 69054
Dauphiné (France) - Maps - 1741 65630
Dauphiné (France) - Maps - 1745 22870, 22871
Dauphiné (France) - Maps - 1747 65632
Dauphiné (France) - Maps - 1751 22872, 22873
Dauphiné (France) - Maps - 1777 22874
Dauphiné (France) - Maps - 1890 66912
Dauphiné (France) - Maps - 1892 Marseille Region (France) - Maps - 1892 66914
Dauphiné (France) - Maps - 1914 22875
Dauphiné (France) - Maps - 1924 22876
Dauphiné (France) - Maps - 1937 22877
Dauphiné (France) - Maps - 1950 22878
Dauphiné (France) - Maps - 1959 22879
Dauphiné (France) - Maps - 1960 69013
Dauphiné (France) - Maps - 1971 69014
Dauphiné (France) - Maps - 1974 69015
Dauphiné (France) - Maps - 1984 69016
Dauphiné (France) - Maps - 1988 69017
Dauphiné / guide refondu par Georges Monmarché 22879
Dauphiné / par Marcel Monmarché et Maurice Paillon 22877
Dauphéné (France) - Maps - 1710 64707
Dauthendey, Caspar. Ducatus Brunsvicensis fereque Lúnaeburgensis, cum adjacentibus Episcopatibus, Comitatibus ... descriptio geographica [ca. 1630] 22880
Daux, Chevalier 13450
Davao City (Philippines) - Maps - 1862 - Manuscripts 22881, 22882
Davao (Philippines : Province) - Maps - 1862 - Manuscripts 22883
Davao (Philippines : Province) - Maps - 1878 - Manuscripts 22884
Davao (Philippines : Province) - Maps - 1881-1890 - Ethnology - Manuscripts 49376, 49377
Davao (Philippines : Province) - Maps - 1881-1890 - Volcanoes - Manuscripts 2255
Dave Hunter’s “along the I-75” : information & services guide from Detroit to the Florida border 37542
Davenport, B. F. 19573, 20098
Davenport, Bishop 4740, 4773, 4790, 4791, 57302
Davenport Citizens’ Association (Iowa) SEE Citizens’ Association of Davenport 48303
Davenport Daily Gazette (Iowa) SEE Davenport Gazette Steam Printing House 48303
Davenport Gas Light Company 65934
Davenport Gas Light Company - Maps - 1907 65934
Davenport Gazette Steam Printing House 22887, 48303
Davenport Iowa Citizens’ Association SEE Citizens’ Association of Davenport 48303
Davenport (Iowa) - Maps - 1857 - Landowners 22885
Davenport (Iowa) - Maps - 1953 22886
Davenport (Iowa) - Photography - Collections, 1887 69698
Davenport (Iowa) - Pictorial works - 1857 22885
Davenport (Iowa) - Pictorial works - Collections, 1887 69698
Davenport, John W 7262, 7293
Davenport, R. A. (Richard Alfred), 1777?-1852 29509, 29510
Davenport Region (Iowa) - Access roads - Maps - 1874 - Railroads 48303
Davenport Region (Iowa) - Maps - 1840 37572
Davenport Region (Iowa) - Maps - 1874 - Coal mines and mining 22887
Davenport Region (Iowa) - Maps - 1874 - Railroads 22887
Davenport Region (Iowa) - Maps - 1882 - Landowners 69698
Davenport, Rock Island, Moline, and vicinity, Ill. - Iowa. 22886
Davenport, Samuel, 1783-1867 29444
Daventry, Jacob a, d. 1575 SEE Deventer, Jacob van, d. 1575 13710
Davey, Charles H. 49270
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Davey, P., -1760 29029, 30746, 30747
Davey, Roger 24066
Davey, Vernon Llewellyn, 1852-1914. Geography of New Jersey (1913) 30556
David, Andrew, 1924- 32375, 32417, 52799, 62567
David & Charles (Publishers) 14534, 14536, 14537, 17152, 25135, 25173, 69625
The David Dale Owen map of Southwestern Wisconsin 18613
David DeLorme and Company 80136
David, Andrew, 1924-3237 5, 32417, 52799, 62567
David, Johan, 1796-1846 9695, 9756, 9757, 9792
David, Lorett 17200
David, Robert, fl. 2002 17200
David Rockefeler Center for Latin American Studies 22469
David, Johan, 1796-1846 9695, 9756, 9757, 9792
David, Robert, fl. 2002 17200
David Rockefeler Center for Latin American Studies 22469
David Thompson : a trail by stars / Tom Shardlow 75109
DavidA 8597, 8604
Davidson 67067, 67068, 67069
Davidson, A. T. 41563
Davidson College. E.H. Little Library SEE E.H. Little Library 22564
[Davidson County (N.C) - 1890: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 22888
Davidson County (N.C.) - Maps - 1890 - Landowners 22888
Davidson County (N.C.) - Maps - 2002 - Road maps 33006
Davidson County (N.C.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps 33007
[Davidson County (Tenn.) - 1871: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 22889
[Davidson County (Tenn.) - 1900: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 22890
Davidson County (Tenn.) - Maps - 1871 - Landowners 22889
Davidson County (Tenn.) - Maps - 1900 - Landowners 22890
Davidson County (Tenn.) - Maps - 1997 - Road maps 52669
Davidson County (Tenn.) - Maps - 2000 - Road maps 52670
Davidson County (Tenn.) - Maps - 2002 - Road maps 52671, 52672
Davidson County (Tenn.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps 52673
Davidson County (Tenn.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps 52675
Davidson County (Tenn.) - Pictorial works - 1955 - Railroads 66156
Davidson, Frank P. 19178
Davidson, George, 1825-1911 1020, 34875, 34876, 34877, 41273, 43000, 62525, 62526, 76013
Davidson, J. M. 70181
Davidson, Jamew W. 39543
Davidson, Johan 10807
Davidson, John W., 1825-1881 61323
Davidson, Johan 10807
Davidson, John W., 1825-1881 61323
Davidson, John W., 1825-1881 - Journeys, 1872 - Maps - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 61322
Davidson, Levette J. 17083
Davidson, W. C., fl. 1927 55311
Davidson, William V. 34618
Davidsson, Åke, 1913- 73674
Davi County (N.C.) - Maps - 1700-1799 - Landowners 57951
Davie, D. Kevin 28796
Davie, J. W. 69455
Davies, A. (Arthur) 15056
Davies, Alexander, d. 1695 SEE Davis, Alexander, d. 1695 24599
Davies and Company, London 52655
Davies and Kent 5002, 5013
Davies and Roberts 4932, 4968
Davies, Andrew 42375
Davies, Arthur 25016
Davies, Arthur - Bibliography 25016
Davies, Benjamin 4606
Davies, Benjamin, 1814-1875 12857
Davies, Benjamin, fl. 1774-1810, publisher, Philadelphia SEE Davies, Benjamin 4606
Davies, Benjamin Rees 1906, 2206, 4584, 4595, 8056, 8123, 12770, 13496, 14389, 14771, 23854, 24656, 28727, 28749, 29160, 29244, 29264, 33385, 33433, 38620, 42436, 42458, 42800, 45175, 45351, 51832, 68228, 73274, 74105, 75391, 79973, 81438
Davies, Benjamin Rees, publisher, London SEE Davies, Benjamin Rees 42458
Davies, Bertie 12841
Davies, Bryer & Co. 2394
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Davies, Capt. Will, fl. ca. 1693   14174, 14225, 34584, 34585
Davies & Company   2108, 42800, 68193, 71095, 71096, 72977
Davies, Cuthbert Collin, 1896-1974   36493, 36494, 36495
Davies, Henry Eugene, 1836-1894   52916
Davies, Henry Eugene, 1836-1894. Ten days on the plains [1871]   52916
Davies, Howell   70657
Davies, J.   69998, 80729
Davies, J. E., 19th cent.   83100
Davies, James, 1820-1883   80754
Davies, James fl. 1871   12841
Davies, James, Mrs.   12841
Davies, John, Sir, 1569-1626   53814
Davies, K. M.   41144
Davies, Margaret, 1914-1978   80710
Davies, Margaret, 1914-1978. Davies's map of the environs of London   42800
Davies, Margaret, 1914-1978. Davies's new map of the British metropolis, the boundaries of the boroughs, county court districts, railways and modern improvements   42458
Davies, Wayne Kenneth David   30625
Davies, William, d. 1820   15988, 15989, 16319, 16325, 29113, 39509
Daviess County (Ind.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners   22891
Daviess County (Ind.) - Maps - 1886 - Landowners   22892, 22893
Daviess County (Ind.) - Maps - 1877 - Landowners   22894
Daviess County (Ky.) - Maps - 1876 - Landowners   22895
Daviess County (Mo.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners   22896
Daviess-Martin Counties, Indiana: plat book, index of owners, city street maps   22894
Davila, Violeta Jaramillo de   24641
Davis, Alan, 1944-1994   60304
Davis, Alexander, d. 1695   24599
Davis-Allen, Lisa   21706, 68769
Davis, Bardeen & Co.   69605
Davis, Charles, d. 1755   2347, 32432
Davis, Charles H., active 1866   76827
Davis, Charles Henry, 1865-1919   31065
Davis Charts   46736
Davis, Creak   72926, 72937
Davis, E. H. (Edwin Hamilton), 1811-1888   23979
Davis, Ellis A.   15339, 74499
Davis, Ellis Arthur SEE Davis, Ellis A.   74499
Davis, Elmer   84681, 84701
Davis, F. A. Illustrated historical atlas of Berks County, Penna. (1876) - Indexes   12470
Davis, Gilbert A. (Gilbert Asa), 1835-1919   75424
Davis, George W.   2347, 32432
Davis, George W., active 1866   76827
Davis, Grady W.   3565, 21840, 62918, 67463, 85186
Davis, H. Stratton   32207
Davis Charts   46736
Davis, John C.   23599
Davis, John E.   32989, 38513
Davis & Force   76589
Davis, Frank A., fl. ca. 1920   77243
Davis, G.   76331
Davis, G. W.   42281, 73618
Davis, Geo.   19149, 76332, 76333, 76334
Davis, George W.   20928
Davis, Grady W.   3565, 21840, 62918, 67463, 85186
Davis, H. Stratton   32207
Davis, J. E.   32989, 38513
Davis & Jarrell (Kansas City, Mo.)   77243
Davis, Jefferson, 1808-1889   26878, 32644, 72228, 76336, 81818, 81819
Davis, Jefferson Columbus, 1828-1879   70183, 70184
Davis, John C.   23599
Davis, John E.   36661
Davis, John Edward, 1815-1877   2093
Davis, John, fl. 1756-1759   63528, 63529
Davis & Kennedy, Bloomington, Ind.   51278, 51279, 51280
Davis (L.) and Reymers (C.), publishers, London SEE L. Davis and C. Reymers (London, England)   48108
Davis's map of the environs of London   42800
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<td>Davis, Lee</td>
<td>36694</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Davis, Lockyer, 1719-1791</td>
<td>70457</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Davis, Louise Swigart</td>
<td>33090</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Davis, Maria Marshall</td>
<td>15042</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Davis, O. E., fl. 1871-1875</td>
<td>52921, 81866</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Davis &amp; Pitman</td>
<td>56952</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
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</tr>
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</tr>
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<tr>
<td>Dawson, F. M.</td>
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</tr>
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<td>Dawson, Joan</td>
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<td>Dawson, John</td>
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<td>18881, 18882</td>
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Defoe, Daniel, 1661?-1731. Life and strange surprising adventures of Robinson Crusoe (1791) 84160
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DeKimpe, Henri SEE Kimpe, Henri de 7721
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Delaware, Lackawanna and Western Railroad Company - Maps - 1948 47940
Delaware, Lackawanna and Western Railroad Company - Maps - 1949 47951
Delaware, Lackawanna and Western Railroad Company - Maps - 1950 47954
Delaware, Lackawanna and Western Railroad Company - Maps - 1951 47961, 47962
Delaware, Lackawanna and Western Railroad Company - Maps - 1952 - Pictorial maps 47967
Delaware, Lackawanna and Western Railroad Company - Maps - 1953 - Pictorial maps 47969
Delaware, Lackawanna and Western Railroad Company - Maps - 1954 - Headquarters 78092
Delaware, Lackawanna and Western Railroad Company - Maps - 1955 - Headquarters 78117
Delaware, Lackawanna and Western Railroad Company - Maps - 1955 - Pictorial maps 47977
Delaware, Lackawanna and Western Railroad Company - Maps - 1956 - Pictorial maps 47983
Delaware, Lackawanna and Western Railroad Company - Maps - 1957 - Pictorial maps 78186
Delaware, Lackawanna and Western Railroad Company - Maps - 1958 - Pictorial maps 59565
Delaware, Lackawanna and Western Railroad Company - Maps - 1960 47995
Delaware, Lackawanna and Western Railroad Company - Maps - Advertising - 1904 66986
Delaware, Lackawanna and Western Railroad Company - Pictorial works - 1958 34516

Delaware, Lackawanna & Western R.R. and connections 47674, 58942, 58949, 58955, 58959, 58987, 58995
The Delaware, Lackawanna & Western R.R. Co. and connections 47679, 47685, 47691, 47696, 47704, 47711, 47715, 47719, 47724, 47729, 47733
The Delaware Lackawanna & Western Railroad 47766, 47770, 47776, 47783, 47791, 47796, 47803

Delaware lands as surveyed by J. McCoy 1839; filed May 3d, 1855 40068

Delaware - Maps - 1612 80341, 80342
Delaware - Maps - 1624 80343
Delaware - Maps - 1625 80344
Delaware - Maps - 1635 45247, 80345
Delaware - Maps - 1636 80346, 80347
Delaware - Maps - 1662 80351
Delaware - Maps - 1665 80352
Delaware - Maps - 1795 23017, 45253, 45254
Delaware - Maps - 1796 23018
Delaware - Maps - 1797 45256
Delaware - Maps - 1801 23019
Delaware - Maps - 1804 23020, 23021
Delaware - Maps - 1804 - Road maps 64450
Delaware - Maps - 1805 23022
Delaware - Maps - 1814 23023
Delaware - Maps - 1820 80394
Delaware - Maps - 1822 23024
Delaware - Maps - 1826 23025
Delaware - Maps - 1827 23026
Delaware - Maps - 1833 23027
Delaware - Maps - 1834 47612
Delaware - Maps - 1842 45266
Delaware - Maps - 1844 - Transportation 45267
Delaware - Maps - 1845 45268
Delaware - Maps - 1846 57745
Delaware - Maps - 1847 45269
Delaware - Maps - 1850 45270
Delaware - Maps - 1855 23028
Delaware - Maps - 1857 23029
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| Delaware - Maps - 1859 | 23030 |
| Delaware - Maps - 1860 | 23031 |
| Delaware - Maps - 1868 | 54801 |
| Delaware - Maps - 1868 - Cities and towns - Landowners | 23032 |
| Delaware - Maps - 1868 - Landowners | 23032 |
| Delaware - Maps - 1883 - Railroads | 23033, 45274 |
| Delaware - Maps - 1884 - Railroads | 23034 |
| Delaware - Maps - 1885 - Railroads | 23035 |
| Delaware - Maps - 1887 - Railroads | 45278, 80427 |
| Delaware - Maps - 1889 - Railroads | 45279 |
| Delaware - Maps - 1893 - Railroads | 45280 |
| Delaware - Maps - 1895 - Railroads | 23036, 45281 |
| Delaware - Maps - 1897 - Railroads | 23037 |
| Delaware - Maps - 1898 - Railroads | 23038 |
| Delaware - Maps - 1900-1960 - Topographic maps | 23039, 23040 |
| Delaware - Maps - 1901 | 45285 |
| Delaware - Maps - 1902 - Postal service | 45286 |
| Delaware - Maps - 1902 - Railroads | 45286 |
| Delaware - Maps - 1906 - Railroads | 45287 |
| Delaware - Maps - 1915 - Road maps | 63637 |
| Delaware - Maps - 1916 - Railroads | 45294 |
| Delaware - Maps - 1916 - Road maps | 23041 |
| Delaware - Maps - 1917 - Railroads | 45295 |
| Delaware - Maps - 1917 - Road maps | 45295 |
| Delaware - Maps - 1919 - Railroads | 45296, 45297, 45298 |
| Delaware - Maps - 1919 - Road maps | 45296, 45297, 45298 |
| Delaware - Maps - 1920 - Railroads | 45299, 45300, 45301, 45302, 45303, 45304 |
| Delaware - Maps - 1920 - Road maps | 45299, 45300, 45301, 45302, 45303, 45304 |
| Delaware - Maps - 1921 - Railroads | 45305, 45306, 45307 |
| Delaware - Maps - 1921 - Road maps | 45305, 45306, 45307 |
| Delaware - Maps - 1922 - Railroads | 45308, 45309 |
| Delaware - Maps - 1922 - Road maps | 45308, 45309 |
| Delaware - Maps - 1923 - Railroads | 45310, 45311 |
| Delaware - Maps - 1923 - Road maps | 45310, 45311 |
| Delaware - Maps - 1924 - Railroads | 45312, 45313 |
| Delaware - Maps - 1924 - Road maps | 45312, 45313 |
| Delaware - Maps - 1925 - Railroads | 45314, 45315, 45316 |
| Delaware - Maps - 1925 - Road maps | 45314, 45315, 45316 |
| Delaware - Maps - 1926 - Railroads | 45317, 45318, 45319, 45320, 45321 |
| Delaware - Maps - 1926 - Road maps | 45317, 45318, 45319, 45320, 45321 |
| Delaware - Maps - 1927 - Railroads | 45322 |
| Delaware - Maps - 1927 - Road maps | 45322 |
| Delaware - Maps - 1928 - Railroads | 45323, 45324, 45325, 45326 |
| Delaware - Maps - 1928 - Road maps | 45323, 45324, 45325, 45326 |
| Delaware - Maps - 1929 | 45327 |
| Delaware - Maps - 1929 - Aeronautical charts | 45327 |
| Delaware - Maps - 1929 - Railroads | 45327 |
| Delaware - Maps - 1929 - Road maps | 23042 |
| Delaware - Maps - 1930 - Road maps | 23043, 23044, 63692 |
| Delaware - Maps - 1931 | 45329 |
| Delaware - Maps - 1931 - Railroads | 45329 |
| Delaware - Maps - 1931 - Road maps | 63708 |
| Delaware - Maps - 1932 - Road maps | 63724 |
| Delaware - Maps - 1933 - Road maps | 63741 |
| Delaware - Maps - 1934 - Road maps | 23045 |
| Delaware - Maps - 1937 - Road maps | 54992 |
| Delaware - Maps - 1938 - Road maps | 55006 |
| Delaware - Maps - 1946 - Road maps | 55080, 55081 |
| Delaware - Maps - 1947 - Road maps | 55108, 55109 |
| Delaware - Maps - 1948 | 45332, 45333 |
| Delaware - Maps - 1948 - Railroads | 45332, 45333 |
| Delaware - Maps - 1948 - Road maps | 45332, 45333, 55134, 55135, 64021, 64022 |
| Delaware - Maps - 1949 - Road maps | 64040 |
| Delaware - Maps - 1950 - Road maps | 64050 |
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Delaware - Maps - 1951 - Road maps 64055
Delaware - Maps - 1952 45334, 45335, 45336, 45337
Delaware - Maps - 1952 - Railroads 45334, 45335, 45336, 45337
Delaware - Maps - 1952 - Road maps 45334, 45335, 45336, 45337
Delaware - Maps - 1956 - Road maps 11741
Delaware - Maps - 1960 - Road maps 11744
Delaware - Maps - 1962 45339
Delaware - Maps - 1962-1963 45338
Delaware - Maps - 1962-1963 - Railroads 45338
Delaware - Maps - 1962-1963 - Road maps 45338
Delaware - Maps - 1962 - Railroads 45339
Delaware - Maps - 1975 - Administrative and political divisions 45342
Delaware - Maps - 1979 - Camp sites, facilities, etc. 22992
Delaware - Maps - 1992 48016
Delaware - Maps, Physical - 1992 48016
Delaware, Maryland, Virginia and West Virginia 3854, 3855, 3857, 3860, 3863, 3864, 3865, 3866, 3867, 3869, 3871
Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, W. Virginia and northeastern United States ... Pure ... 4110, 4118
Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, W. Virginia and northeastern United States ... Pure ... 4090
Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, W. Virginia, District of Columbia : Betholine : Richfield 4053
Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, W. Virginia, District of Columbia : Betholine : Richfield ... Sherwood Service 4042
Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, W. Virginia, District of Columbia : Betholine Sinclair : Sherwood Service 4077, 4089, 4129, 4139, 47958
Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, W. Virginia, District of Columbia : Richfield 4022, 4034, 4052, 4116, 4131
Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, W. Virginia, District of Columbia / Richfield ... 47974
Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, W. Virginia, North Carolina : Texaco 4045
Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, W. Virginia : Richfield 3984
Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, W. Virginia road map and pictorial sight-seeing guide : Sinclair H-C gasoline 4071, 4072, 4073, 4074
Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, W. Virginia road map : Parco 3917
Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, W. Virginia : the new Goush tour and contour map, with Hobbs guides, featuring Goodrich Tire Dealers 3938
Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, W. Virginia, Washington, D.C. : Sinclair H-C gasoline road map 4050
Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, W. Virginia with North Carolina : Texaco 4057
Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, W. Virginia with sectional map of adjoining states : Texaco 4044
Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia 3888, 3896, 3897, 3899, 3900, 3903, 3905, 3906, 3914, 3915, 3916, 3923, 3925, 3926, 47820
Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia 1936 road map / Cities Service 47850
Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia : 1936 road map / Cities Service serves a nation 3966
Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia : 1937 road map / Cities Service ... 3973, 47863
Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia and adjoining states : Mobilgas 4060, 4091
Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia and northeastern United States : Pure Oil trip map 4080
Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia and northeastern United States : Pure trip map 4100
Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia : Atlantic White Flash 3981, 4014
Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia : Atlantic White Flash : Atlantic road map 3982, 3993
Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia, Baltimore, Washington and the United States : Crown 4135
Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia / Cities Service 47935, 47947
Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia, District of Columbia : Betholine Sinclair : Sherwood Service 4107
Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia, District of Columbia, North Carolina, South Carolina : Texaco road map 3949, 3950, 3962, 3963, 47839, 47849
Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia, District of Columbia, North Carolina, South Carolina : Texaco road map : tour with Texaco 47837
Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia, District of Columbia : Richfield ... 4003, 4005, 4021
Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia, EUS 3885
Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia info-map : Gulf 3881, 3976, 4001, 4002, 4019, 4027, 4038, 4055, 4068, 4069, 4088, 4097, 4104, 4114, 4126
Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia / Marathon 4149
Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia / Mobil 47559
Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia, North Carolina and South Carolina 3848, 3849, 3850, 3852, 3853
Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia : Pure Oil pathfinder 3957, 3983, 3994, 3995, 4039
Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia ... Pure Oil pathfinder road map 4048
Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia ... Pure Oil road map 4058
Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia ... Rand McNally 48015
Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia road map : Atlantic White Flash Plus 3952
Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia road map : Cities Service ... 24381, 47880, 47889, 47895
Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia road map / Cities Service ahead 47872
Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia road map / Cities Service Oils ... 47902, 47919
Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia road map ... Sunoco 4006, 4007, 4008
Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia road map : Sunoco : and historical-scenic guide 4035
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Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia road map : Sunoco : including historical-pictorial map 4054
Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia road map : Sunoco : including historical-scenic guide 4043
Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia : Sinclair road map 3985, 3998, 3999, 4018, 47884
Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia : Sunoco road map 4130, 47971
Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia : Sunoco road map and historical scenic guide 4099, 4108, 4115, 4117
Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia : the Pure Oil Company ... pathfinder 4017
Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia ... the Pure Oil pathfinder 4028
Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia tourguide map : Gulf 4125
Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia, US 3884
Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia, Washington, D.C. : Sinclair H-C gasoline road map 4032, 4041
Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia with New Jersey : Texaco 4061, 4081, 4092, 47915, 47930, 47945
Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia with North Carolina : Texaco 4062, 4063, 4064, 4082, 4083, 4084, 4085, 4093, 4101, 4111, 47910, 47916, 47917, 47918, 47931, 47932, 47933, 47934
Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia with North Carolina : tour with Texaco 4121, 47980, 47981
Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia with Pennsylvania 4112
Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia with Pennsylvania : Texaco 4094, 47946
Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia with Pennsylvania : tour with Texaco 4122
Delaware, Maryland, West Virginia, North Carolina and South Carolina 3846
Delaware, Maryland, West Virginia, North Carolina and South Carolina 3844, 3845
Delaware Memorial Bridge (Del. and N.J.) - Access routes - Maps - 1967 - Road maps 48000
Delaware Memorial Bridge ... / Delaware River and Bay Authority 48000
Delaware-New Jersey Ferry Co. 24319, 47811
Delaware-New Jersey Ferry Co. - Maps - 1929 47811
Delaware-New Jersey Ferry Co. - Maps - 1931 24319
Delaware, Ohio. County Engineer's Office 23000
Delaware (Ohio) - Maps - 1962 - Road maps 23000
Delaware River and Bay Authority 48000
Delaware River Basin - 1981 23046
Delaware River Ferry Company 47831
Delaware River Ferry Company - Maps - 1933 47831
Delaware River (N.Y.-Del. and N.J.) - History - Revolution, 1777 27373
Delaware River (N.Y.-Del. and N.J.) - Maps - 1700-1799 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 23047, 23048, 23049
Delaware River (N.Y.-Del. and N.J.) - Maps - 1776 - Nautical charts 22988
Delaware River (N.Y.-Del. and N.J.) - Maps - 1777 23050
Delaware River (N.Y.-Del. and N.J.) - Maps - 1777 - Nautical charts 22989
Delaware River (N.Y.-Del. and N.J.) - Maps - 1780-1789 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 23051
Delaware River (N.Y.-Del. and N.J.) - Maps - 1784 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 23052
Delaware River (N.Y.-Del. and N.J.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps 59383, 59384, 59385, 59386, 59387
Delaware River (N.Y.-Del. and N.J.) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps 59398
Delaware River (N.Y.-Del. and N.J.) - Maps - 1943 - Road maps 59409, 71992
Delaware River (N.Y.-Del. and N.J.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps 77870
Delaware River (N.Y.-Del. and N.J.) - Maps - 1948 48994
Delaware River (N.Y.-Del. and N.J.) - Maps - 1949 24437
Delaware River Valley (N.Y.-Del. and N.J.) - History - Revolution, 1775-1783 - Maps 34830
Delaware River Valley (N.Y.-Del. and N.J.) - Maps - 1638-1787 - Ethnology - Finns 23053
Delaware River Valley (N.Y.-Del. and N.J.) - Maps - 1638-1787 - Ethnology - Swedes 23053
Delaware River Valley (N.Y.-Del. and N.J.) - Maps - 1780 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 64449
Delaware's museums and historic sites 23073
Delaware's official insignia 23014
Delaware's outdoor wonders : a guide to outdoor recreation 23013
Delaware : Small wonder 22987
Delaware small wonder : All the places you'd rather be 23012
Delaware, small wonder : the quiet resorts, Bethany Beach, Fenwick Island and surrounding areas : map and visitors guide 12612
Delaware. State Board of Agriculture SEE Delaware. Dept. of Agriculture 23041
Delaware State Development Department 23014, 23015, 23016
Delaware. State Highway Dept. 23042, 23043, 23044
Delaware State Travel Service 22987
Delaware Tourism Office 13802, 23012, 23073
Delaware Valley - Maps - 1600-1699 - Land Settlement 23054
Delaware, West Virginia, Maryland, D.C., Virginia ... Amoco 3951
Delaware / Young & Delleker sc. 23027
Delbanco, O. H. 23180
Deléage 27544
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Deleage, Andre 6217
Delêtre 9410, 9431, 9443, 9460
Delettre, engraver 32843
Delfino, Giovanni, 1528-1584 79904
Delfland (Netherlands) - 1712 - Polder maps 22464
Delfland (Netherlands) - Maps - 1560-1960 17116
Delfland (Netherlands) - Maps - 1712 - Polder maps 23055, 23056, 23057, 53416
Dellandia, Schielandia, et circumjacentes insulae 71105
Delflands kaarten belicht 17116
Deift (Netherlands) - Maps - 1620 23058
Deift Region (Netherlands) - Maps - 1769 71111
Delegado, Daniel 46466
Delhaize Freres 8850
Delhi & Agra: a travellers' companion / selected and introduced by Michael Alexander 23060
Delhi (India) - Maps - 1851 - Pictorial works 36593, 36594
Delhi (India) - Maps - 1926 36638
Delhi (India) - Maps - 1973 - Road maps 23059
Delhi (India) - Maps - 1987 23060
The Deliberate follies of Ireland 8735
Delices de l'Espagne & du Portugal 27663
Delices de la France 27663
Les Delices de la France, ou, Description des provinces & villes captales d'icelle, depuis la Paix de Ryswyk : et la description des châteaux, maisons royales, &c 27664
Delices de la Grand Bretagne & Irlande 14192
Les Delices des Pais-Bas, ou, Description generale de ses dix-sept provinces, de ses principales villes & de ses lieux les plus renommez dans la situation où se trouvent depuis la Paix de Ryswyck 53399
Deliciae Galliae 27616
A Delightful view: pictures as maps 64669
DeLigne, Charles, 2nd Prince of Arenberg, 1550-1616 SEE De Ligne, Charles, 2nd Prince of Arenberg, 1550-1616 45698
Delineacion de la Nueva Provincia de San Andrés del puerto de La Paz y de las islas circunvecinas de las Californias ó Carolinas que al excmo. señor Conde de Paredes, virrey de la Nueva España dedica y consagra la Mission de la Compañia de Jesus de dic 11442
Delineacion de la tierra y ciudad de Panama 62933
Delineacion hydrographica de la Ensenada de Panguil en la Isla de Mindanao 62954
Delineating the edge: mapping the Boston and New England coasts 16982
Delineatio ciuitatis Tonderensis 75290, 75291
Delineatio geographica territorii celsissimorum S.R.I. comitum Ruthenorum ... 31276
Delineatio Nordgoviae veteris prout ejust facies seculo XI. & XII ... 60225
Delineatio Syracusarum antiquarum quadrurbium 74104
Delineatio vrbis Meldorpie ... 45921
Delineatio vrbis Meldorpie impensis Henrici Ranzovii ... 45920
Delineatioem liberae in Silesia dynastiae Drachenberg 85330
The Delineation of a grand plan 24989
Deliuii cartae trium navigationum per Batavos, ad Septentrionalem plagam, Norvegiae, Moscoviae, et Novae Semblae ... / Auctore Wilhelmo Bernardo : Baptista à Doetechum schulp. ao. 1598 2402
Deliuii Freti Magellanici 43896
Delinquency SEE Crime 25249
Delion 80213
Deilos, Hugh 23296
Delisle, Marie Angélique,1687-1741 SEE De Lisle, Marie Angélique de, 1687-1741 555
[Delisle sketches: photostatic reproductions of 18th-century manuscript maps of America compiled by Guillaume and Claude de L’Isle] 57860
Delitsch, Otto 9861, 9865
Dellus, H. 9767, 32795, 34159
Delivered version: a 15th century guide to weights and measures 41859
Delivery of goods - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1926 - Trucking 19723
Delivery practice by sub-station method [in Chicago]: six central business district stores 19723
Delkeskamp, Friedrich Wilhelm, 1794-1872 66487, 66491, 73854
Delkeskamp, Friedrich Wilhelm, 1794-1872 - Biography 23061
Dell’arcano del mare 52819
Dell’ Hercole e studio geografico... Nel quale si descrive generalmente il globo terrestre secondo l’essere, che riceuette dalla natura; secondo le formalità, che gli hà dato l’intendimento humano; & secondo il ripartimento dello stato presente, dato 28960
Della Bella, Dominique Macanaeus, 1466-1530 SEE Macaneo, Domenico, 1466-1530 43739
Della Gatta, Giovanni Francesco, fl. 1557 62771, 62772
Della geografia 28983
Della gran città de Temistitan Messico 46203
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Delta Air Lines 3637, 24486, 57285, 57286, 57287, 57288, 57289, 72091, 78579
Delta Air Lines - Maps - 1950 72091
Delta Air Lines - Maps - 1970 78579
Delta Air Lines - Maps - 1976 57285, 57286
Delta Air Lines - Maps - 1978 57287
Delta Air Lines - Maps - 1981 57288
Delta Air Lines - Maps - 1987 57289
Delta Air Lines system route map 57285, 57286, 57287, 57288, 72091, 78579
Delta County 4-H Youth Council (Mich.) 23068, 23069, 23070
Delta County (Mich.) - Maps - 1979-1980 - Landowners 23069
Delta County (Mich.) - Maps - 1985-1986 - Landowners 23070
Delta County, Michigan, land atlas and plat book, 1986 23070
[Delta County (Tex.) - 1889: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 23071
Delta County (Tex.) - Maps - 1889 - Landowners 23071
Delta Hotel (Escanaba, Mich.) 83173
Delta Phi Delta 19739
Delta Phi Delta National Convention (1928 : Chicago, Ill.) - Maps 19739
Delta Phi Delta national convention [in Chicago] by the blue waters of Lake Michigan : showing the St. Clair Hotel where the convention will be held in June and other points of interest 19739
Delta route maps 24486
Delta system route map 57289
Delta Corporation 27162
Deltona Corporation - Maps - 1975 27162
Deltona (Fla.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps 22916
DeLuca, Giuseppe, 1823-1895 SEE Luca, Giuseppe de, 1823-1895 10670
DeLucia, Alan A. 35307
Deluge - Maps - 1709 84077
Delux road atlas & travel guide 78986
Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia tour guide / Gulf 47986
Delaware - Museums - 1979 23073
Delaware Tourism Office 23013
Demangeon, Albert, 1872-1940 30590, 30603, 30731, 30732, 30733, 30734, 64661
Demarter, R. S. 68624
Demarca lion of Alexander VI 65426
Dember, George 61782
Dembowska, Yolande SEE Jessop Dembowska, Yolande 32629
Dement, R. S. 18880
Demidoff, Anatolii, principe di San Donato, 1812-1870 18880
Demidoff, Anatolii, principe di San Donato, 1812-1870 8183, 18880
Deming & Francis 4670
Demko, George J., 1933- 30634
Demler, George 27432
Democrat Publishing Company (Chicago, Ill.) 82952
Democrat-Topic 21007
Democratic National Convention (1936 : Philadelphia, Pa.) 64457, 64458
Democratic National Convention (1936 : Philadelphia, Pa.) - Maps 64457, 64458
Democratic National Convention (1968 : Chicago, Ill.) - Maps 42124
Democratic Party (U.S.) 79419
Democratic Press Job and Book Steam Printing Office 25520
Demongenet, Francois 31983
Demorville 29308
Demorest, W. S. Auto route : Chicago, Dixon and Sterling (1911) 35675
Demoulin, L. 9538
Demoyencourt, F. 9415
Dempsey, Michael W. 48167, 78933, 78934
Dempsey, Patrick 38449, 38450, 79341
Dempster, W. 10670
Dempster, W. 13035
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Demuth, Patrick   57129
Demuth, Tim   42814

Den danske Atlas og værkets tilblivelseshistorie   23140
Den danske geograf Claudius Clavus eller Nicolaus Niger   20955

Den Haag (Netherlands) SEE Hague (Netherlands)   33277
Den Hof van Valkenburg / P. De Swart, ad viv. del. ; B. F. Immink fec et sculp. 1743   79778
Denails, Raymond   63254, 63261, 63286, 63304

Denain, Battle of, Denain, France, 1712 - Maps   23075, 23076

Denbigh (Wales)   23077, 23078
Denbighshire   23077, 23078
Denbighshire Historical Society. Transactions (1968)   42289
Denbighshire (Wales) - Maps - 1610   23077
Denbighshire (Wales) - Maps - 1676   23078

DenBoer, Gordon, 1933-   35416, 76301

Dendermonde (Belgium) - History - Siege, 1706 - Maps   23079, 23080
Dendermonde (Belgium) - Maps - 1695 - Fortification   23081
Dendermonde (Belgium) - Maps - 1713 - Fortification   23082
Dendermonde (Belgium) - Pictorial works - 1740   23079
Dendermonde (Belgium) - Pictorial works - 1785   23080

Den, K. 1919   53631

Denes, Agnes   44622

Denham, Dixon   9331
Denham, Henry Mangles, Sir, 1800-1887   478, 8056
Deniker, Joseph, 1852-1918   18883
Denis, Louis, 1725-1794   9185, 27756, 27781, 39778, 39779, 57248, 57637, 63053
Denis, Pierre   70638
Denison, B.   30763

Denison Bulletin   22369
Denison, Charles, 1845-1909   76920, 76987
Denison, E. S.   15268, 15269
Denison, E. S. E.S. Denison’s Yosemite views [1881]   15268, 15269
Denison, J.   29112

Deniz atlasi SEE Walters Art Gallery (Baltimore, Md.). Manuscript W. 660   80789

Deniz Kitabi, [1550-1599]   52741

Denman, James L. Map of the brandy districts & of the different claret producing districts of the Médoc, and the leading towns and vineyards of the department of the Gironde or district of Bordeaux   8310
Denmark   23117, 23118, 23145, 23151, 23153, 23155, 23163, 23164, 23165, 23171, 23172, 23173, 23174, 23175, 23176, 23177, 23183, 23194, 23198, 23199

Denmark / a bit of the world / by Hans Edvard Teglers   23083

Denmark and Hanover, Brunswick, Mecklenburg, Oldenburg, Anhalt and Lippe / by Keith Johnston, F.R.S.E.; engraved & printed by W. & A.K. Johnston, Edinburgh   23178

Denmark and part of Norway (Denmark, Norge)   23167

Denmark and the duchies / by G.H. Swantston   23181

Denmark and the Faeroe Islands; official standard names approved by the United States Board on Geographic Names   52240

Denmark. Army. General Staff.   69389

Denmark / by J. Arrowsmith   23166

Denmark : corrected from the newest observations of the Royal Societeies at London and Paris / by I. Senex   23138

Denmark / drawn & engraved by J. Archer, Pentonville, London   23170

Denmark / drawn under the direction of Mr. Pinkerton by L. Hebert; Neele sculp. 352 Strand   23159

Denmark - Economic conditions - 1970   23083

Denmark - Economic conditions - 1978   23084

Denmark - Economic conditions - 1979   23085

Denmark / edited by L. Russell Muirhead   23195

Denmark - Education - 1967   23086

Denmark / Engd. by W. Dassauville Edin.   23157, 23158, 23162

Denmark / engrav’d by S.J. Neele   23146, 23147

Denmark. Generalstaben   69286, 69289, 69292

Denmark. Generalstabens   69286, 69289, 69292

Denmark. Geodaetisk institut SEE Geodætisk institut (Denmark)   23193, 23196

Denmark. Haeren. Generalstaben, Topografiske afdeling   23185
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Dépôt de l'intérieur (France) 27990
Dépôt de la guerre (France) 27932
Dépôt de la guerre (France) SEE Dépôt de la guerre (France) 27932
Dépôt Général pour la France 12259, 28133, 38722, 38979, 63215, 74041
Deppping, G. 1784-1853 9314, 14342, 27915
Depot of Tourism, Fish and Game. Tourist Branch SEE Québec (Province). Tourist Branch 65999
Depuis 76534
Depuydt, F. 16961, 17382, 18632
Dequevauviller, François-Nicolas-Barth elemy, 1745-1807 38638
Der alte Welt Begriff...Africa, Europa, Asia warinnen der Erste Meridian nach Frantzofischer art gezogen 24539
Der alte Welt Begriff...Africa, Europa, Asia warinnen der Erste Meridian nach Frantzofischer art gezogen 24539
Der älteste “deutsche Ptolemäus” und der älteste gedruckte Planiglobus 37549
Der Älteste Reiseatlas der Welt / Hrsg. von J. E. Schuler, Vorwort von A. Fauser und T. Seifert 25897
Der Atlantik : Geopolitik eines Weltmeeres / von Wulf Siewert 3764
Der Atlas der Welt : mit 92 Haupt- und Nebenkarten nebst alphabetischem Namenverzeichnis 10353
Der Atlas der Welt : mit 95 Haupt- und Nebenkarten nebst alphabetischem Namenverzeichnis 10383
Der Atlas des Andrea Bianco vom Jahre 1436 in Zehn Tafeln (photographische Facsimile in der Gro 4102 der Württembergischen Landesbibliothek Stuttgart 84739
Der Atlas von Livland 11651
Der Autor der ältesten Ungarnkarte und seine Mitarbeiter 41760
Der Bodensee mit den angrenzenden Gebieten Deutschlands, Österreichs und der Schweiz, in alten Kartendarstellungen : Katalog 17093
Der Bodensee mit Vorarlberg und Rheinfahrt Konstanz 13273
Der Bodensee und seine Ufer : ein illustrierter Führer rund um das Schwäbische Meer : mit einer Karte des Bodensees, fünf Stadtplänen und 12 Abbildungen 21993
Der Buchschmuck der Stumpfschen Chronik 17628
Der Canton-Strom : meistens nach den Englischen Aufnahmen von 1840-1857/ gezeichnet von A. Petermann 63455
Der christliche Ulysses; oder, Weit-versuchte Cavallier fürgestellt in der denckwürdigen Bereisung so wol dess Heiligen Landes als vieler ander morgenlandischer Provinzten ... welche ... Christoph Harant ... im Jahr 1598 rhumlich vollenbracht ... anfa 64755
Der Corput, Johann van, 1542-1611 SEE Corput, Johann van der, 1542-1611 22221
Der Däne Claudius Clausson Swart (Claudius Clavus), der älteste Kartograph des Nordens, der erste Ptolemäusepigon der Renaissance. 17472
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Descripción. Plano que comprende las costas, ensenadas, puertos, barras, y rios que desaguan al mar de las provincias de la Nueva Escocia, Hampshire, Massachusetts... Havana y Abril 21 de 1778 46244
Descripción. Plano que comprende las costas, ensenadas, puertas, barras y rios, que desaguan al mar de las provincias de la Nueva Escocia... Abril 21 de 1778 46243
Descripción que comprende parte del obispado de Mexico y obispado de Puebla, comprendidos entre los paralelos de 18 gs. 40 mis. de latitud... y manifiesta los caminos desde Vera Cruz, por Xalapa y por Cordova, a Puebla y a Mexico: dedicada al Marques 46295
Descripción reducida de las costas de tierra firme de la America septentrional... 16559, 16560
Descripción todas provincias e ciudades 4454
Descripciones geográficas, e hydrographicas de muchas tierras y mares del norte y sur, en las Indias, en especial del descubrimiento del Reyno dela California... or el Cappan. y Cabo. Nicolas de Cardonna 57338
Descripción des costs, pts., rades, illes de la Nouvelle France... 45093
La 'Descriptio urbis Romae' 1165
Descripción agri civitatis Colonensis 21210
Descripción antique urbis Hierosolymorum, qua amplitudine et splendore tempore Chiristi... ; Nova urbis Hierosolymitanae descriptio, qua forma & situ... 39733
Descripción Apvliae. Item regni Neapolitani initium, successus ac multa bella propter ipsum gesta 39190
Descripción Croatae : hrvatske zemlje na geografskim kartama od najstarijih vremena do pojave prvih topografskih karata / Mirko Markovic ; predgovor Franjo Tuman 17099
Descripción ditionum littoralium maris Germanici, viidielietc, Eijnderstadij, Dithmarsiae, cum parte alqua ditionis leverensis, nec non fluviorum Visurgs, Albis Eijderae, Hervereae, aliorumq; ostiorum, eluvionum, et vadorum, littoribus maris Germanici ad 69371
Descripción et silvs Terrae Sanctae alto nomine Palestina mvltis preclaris historys et miracvlis vtrivsq[e] testame[n]ti a Christo salvatore nobilitata 62782
Descripción geographica et statistica provinciarum et missionum Ordinis Fratrum Minorum S. Francisci Capuccinorum : in XXXVIII tabulis quarto jam pleno saeculo ab ordine condito (1528-1928) / edita jussu Ministri Generalis R.M. P. Melchioris a Benissa 16516
Descripción geographica omnium sub apostolico clericali ordine canonicerum regular S. Augustini tam actu Florentium quam aliquando existentium per totam Germaniam... / accurate elaborata I. A. Z. C. R. V.; excudt Godefr. à Steinberg, Monachy 31392
Descripción Germaniae inferioris 12335, 12336, 12337
Descripción Germanicae nations propter quam celebrandum atque illustrandam... 31322
Descripción Histriae : la penisola istriana in alcuni momenti significativi della sua tradizione cartografica sino a tutto il secolo XVIII, per una corologìa storica / Luciano Lago, Claudio Rossit 17998
Descripción Hungariae / Szathmáry Tibor 17894, 17895
Descripción Italiæ sexundum varios eius populos... 38761
Descripción nova totius Graeciae per Nicolaum Sophianum and Nicolaus Gerbels Kommentare dazu bei Oporin, 1544-1550 70331
Descripción nova totius Graeciae... 1544 32816
Descripción orbis antiqui 9599
Descripción paradisi, et Terrae Canaan, regionumque a patriarchis primum habitatarum 62735
Descripción, secundum antiquos, Agri Batavi & Frisii... 53333
Descripción totius orbis terrae, ex variis recentior autoribus in hanc formam redacta, Ano. 1598 / excidebat... 12105
Descripción urbis Rome / édition critique et introductio incidebat... 15339
Descripción urbis Romae ; édition critique et introduction par Jean-Yves Boriaud & Francesco Furlan ; traduction française par Jean-Yves Boriaud; traduzione italiana di Carmela Colombo ; English translation by Peter Hicks ; postface by Mario Carpo; test 1166
Descripción et utilization de la Sanborn map 26681
Descripción conteniente todas las singularitez de más celebres villas y places remarques del royaume de France 28085
Descripción de l'Afrique 4363
Descripción de l'Afrique et de l'Éspanne 173
Descripción de l'Arabie 2284, 2285, 2286
Descripción de l'Egypte 42749, 73571
Descripción de l'Egypte : atlas geographique 24747
Descripción de l'Egypte [electronique resource] 24749
Descripción de l'empire des Perses : tiree en partie de l'Arabe de Nubie, et en partie de plusieurs et diverses relations / par le Sr. Sanson d'Abbeville, geographe ordinaire du roy ; I. Somer sculp. 38159
Descripción de l'empire du Sophi des Perses... 38158
Descripción de l'univers 4356
Descripción de la Confederation Argentine: atlas 1786
Descripción de la haute et basse Picardye 64635
Descripción de la Limagne d'Auvergne, traduction française par Antoine Chappuys du Dialogo pio e speculativo de Gabriel Symoëni, ed. par Toussaint Renucci 17780
Descripción de la Nigritie / par M.P.D.P. ; : enrichie de cartes 569
Descripción de la Novelle France ou sont remarquées les diverses habitation des Francois... 1643 15942
Descripción de la parte des Indes orientales qui est sous la dominacion du grand Mogul / I. de BIs sculp. 70683, 70684
Descripción de la Tartarie tiree en partie de plusieurs cartes... 70008
Descripción de la Tartarie : tiree en partie de plusieurs cartes, qui en ont esté faictes en partie de diverses relations et de divers auteurs arabes qui ont esté au iour isues a present / par le S. Sanson d'Abbeville, geographe ordre. du roy ; Some 67511
Descripción de la ville de Bar faictie l'an 1617 11779
Descripción de la ville et des fauxbourgs de Paris en vingt planches : dont chacune représente un des vingt quartiers suivant la division qui en a esté
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A Description of the coasts of North and south Guinea; and of Ethiopia Inferior, vulgarly Angola ... 557
[Description of the Corbie Orosius T in O map] 74141
A Description of the country : Virginia's cartographers and their maps, 1607-1881 80518, 80519
A Description of the East, and some other countries ... / by Richard Pococke ... 48101
A Description of the harbour of Trapania Vechio 75464, 75465
A Description of the Haven of Alexandria 1198, 1199
The Description of the Holie Land and of the places mentioned in the four evangeliastes 12639
A Description of the iles of Sealand as they lie vpon all yer rivers & channels ... 12109
A Description of the islands and roads before Fogia Nova 27184, 27185
A Description of the Islands of Galapagos, delineated ... according to ... William Ambrose Cowley. 1685 28511
A Description of the maritime parts of France, containing a particular account of all the fortified towns, forts, habours, bays, and rivers, with their tides, currents, soundings, shoals, &c., also of all manufactures, and articles of commerce, and ... 27741
A Description of the maritime parts of France : containing a particular account of all the fortified towns, forts, habours, bays, and rivers, with their tides, currents, soundings, shoals, &c. : also of all manufactures, and articles of commerce, and ... 27776
A Description of the outermost coastes of Jutland both of the Belt side & of the North sea side ... between Aelburger Diep or haven and Rijncopen 39916
A Description of the passage of the shadow of the moon over Europe, as it may be expected May 11th 1724 in the evening 25968
A Description of the sea coastes of East Fryssland with all their bankes sandes and bekons 43531
A Description of the sea coastes of England betweene Burnum & Scarborough ... 25008
A Description of the sea coastes of England, betweene Plymouth & Portland ... 23506
A Description of the sea coastes of Eyder Dimiters & a part of Jeuerland with the riwers of Weser, Elue Eyder, Heuer, and other entrees sandes and shoaldes, lienge alongest thes sea coaste of Germany 69370
A Description of the sea coastes of Galicia beginning from Cap de Finisterre vnto Camino ... 22269
A Description of the sea coastes of the land of Algarbe and a parte of the Condado with their shew & opening of the land ... 18611
A Description of the town of Mannados or New Amsterdam, as it was in September, 1661,' being a colored plan of New York; drawn in 1664 after its capture, by Sir Robert Holmes, from the Dutch; on vellum 44323
A Description of the towne of Mannados or New Amsterdam ... 55592, 55593
A Description of the truo famous riwers, streams or channells the Flie & the Maersdeepe ... 35338
Description particuliere de l'isle de Cayenne 18897
Description univers: V1&2, Globe, Arctique, Asie 9119
Description univers: V5, Europe & Amerique 9122
La Descriptione de la Puglia / Opera di Giacomo Gastaldo cosmografo in Venetia 65860
Descriptiones nobilisssimerum apud classicos locorum / edidit Alb. van Kampen. Series I, Quindecim ad Caesaris De bello gallico commentarios tabulae 27582
Descriptiones, quotquot extant, regionum atque locorum. Qvibvs ... de piscibus romanis libellum ... adiunximus 32389
Descriptionis Ptolemaicae augmentum 4222, 4260
Descriptionis Ptolemaicae augmentum : sive Occidentis notitia breui commentario illustrata, et hac secunda editione magna sui partem aucta / Cornelio Wytfleit Louaniensi auctore 1502
Descriptionis Ptolemaicae augmentum, sive Occidentis notitia : breui commentario illustrata / studio et opera Cornely Wytfleit Louaniensis 28929, 28930
Descriptionis Ptolemaicae augmentum, sive Occidentis notitia brevis [sic] commentario. Louvain, 1597. With an introd. by R.A. Skelton 28931
Descriptive and historical view of the seven mile mirror of the lakes, Niagara, St. Lawrence, and Saguenay Rivers : embracing the entire range of border scenery of the United States and Canadian shores from Lake Erie to the Atlantic 25579
A Descriptive and pictorial guide to the Killarney Lakes, their picturesque scenery and other attractions : with excursions through the south-west of Ireland : including street guide through Cork 41147
Descriptive area map of Chicago / compliments of The Northern Trust Company 20479
Descriptive area map of Chicago / compliments of The Northern Trust Company ... Chicago, Illinois 20438
A Descriptive atlas of astronomy and of physical and political geography 8106
A Descriptive atlas of astronomy, and of physical and political geography : with descriptive letter-press 3511
Descriptive atlas of New Zealand 56829
Descriptive atlas of Pacific islands 62522
Descriptive atlas of Scotland 69576
A Descriptive atlas of the United States : for reference and general information 76913
Descriptive atlas of United States 5246
Descriptive atlas of western Canada 16356, 16357
Descriptive atlas of world 8299
Descriptive catalog of maps published by Congress, 1817-1843 76104
A Descriptive catalogue of engravings from the University of Chicago Library's Speculum romanæ magnificentiæ / compiled by the staff of the Department of Special Collections 41413
A Descriptive catalogue of the printed maps of Gloucestershire, 1577-1911 : with biographical notes / by T. Chubb 32208
A Descriptive catalogue of those maps, charts and surveys relating to America, which are mentioned in vol. III of Hakluyt's great work / J.G. Kohl 33323
Descriptive catalogues of maps 18765
Descriptive geography 29521
Descriptive guide to the English Lakes 41471
A Descriptive hand atlas of the world / by John Bartholomew 8180
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A Descriptive list of maps and views of Philadelphia in the Library of Congress, 1683-1865 / by P. Lee Philips 64437
A Descriptive list of maps of Barbados 11803
A Descriptive list of printed maps of Shropshire, A.D. 1577-1900 70001
Descriptive list of the map collection in the Pennsylvania State Archives: catalogue of maps in the principal map collection (MG 11) / compiler, Martha L. Simonetti; editors, Donald H. Kent, Harry E. Whipkey 64133
A Descriptive list of the maps of Northumberland, 1576-1900 / by Harold Whitaker 59717
A Descriptive list of the printed maps of Lancashire, 1577-1900 41567
A Descriptive list of the printed maps of Yorkshire and its ridings, 1577-1900 / edited by Harold Whitaker 85155
A Descriptive list of treasure maps and charts in the Library of Congress 69978
Descriptive map of London poverty 1889 42496, 42497
Descriptive plans of places in Low Countries 12177
A Descriptive review of the commercial, industrial, agricultural, historical development of the state of New York: with special charts, detail maps and profuse half-tone illustrations from all parts of the Empire State, containing, in addition, statistics 56200
Descriptive tour & guide to the Lakes 41469
Descrittione dell' Austria, et Ongheria, Transilvania, Bauliera, Stiria, Carintia, Dalmatia, Venetiano ... 22801
La Descrittione del Ducato di Bauliera, con gli altri domini circoncinici di nuovo con ogni deligentia reuisto et dato en luce 11915
Descrittione del ducato di Savoia novamente posto in Iuce in Venetia l'anno M.D.LXXII / ... Paulo Forlani, Veronese 69021, 69022
Descrittione del la geografia moderna di tutta da Gregia / Opera di M. Giacmo. di Castaldi cosmografo in Venetia l'anno 1566 32812
Descrittione del Piamonte, Monferra, et la maggior parte della Riviera de Genoua ... / Opera dello eccelle. Iacomo Gastaldo Piamontase cosmographe 64679, 64681
Descrittione del territorio Bresciano con i suoi confini / Rifatto per me Leone Pallavicino pitore l'anno M.D. LXXXVII 13918
Descrittione del territorio Pervgia Avgvsta et dei lvoci circonvicini / del P. M. Egnatio Danti da Pervgia, matematico dello stvdio di Bolog[n]a 64296
Descrittione dell'Arcivescovato di Monreaile con le sue terre, et di tutto il territorio diviso in settantatre feghi, e d'alcuni altri che sono illineati, se bene non posseduti dalla Chiesa, co'loro nomi, confini diligentemente siuati e graduati d'ordine 51279
La Descrittione della campagna de Roma ... 67321, 67322, 67323
Descrittione della Lyuria 17151
La Descrittione della parte prima dell'Asia / Di Jacopo Gastaldi Piemontese cosmografo 48055
Descrittione di M. Lodovico Guicciardini ... : di tvtti i Paesi Bassi, altrimenti detti Germania Inferiore : con piu [sic] carte de geographia del paefe, & col ritratto naturale di piu terre principali ... con amplissimo indice di tutte le cole piu mem 53327
Descrittione di M. Lodovico Guicciardini ... : di tvtti i Paesi Bassi, altrimenti detti Germania Inferiore ... Rieduta di nuouo, & ampliata per tutto la terza volta del medesimo autore ... 53329
Descrittione di tutti i paesi bassi 4189
Descrittione di tvtta la Toscana / fatta da M. Hiermo. Bell'Armato ; Paulo Forlani Veronese f. 75852, 75853
La Descrittione di tvtto il Peru ... 70386, 70387
... Descrittione particolare di tutti i luoghi, così maritimis, come fra terra ch[e] so[no] da Venetia al mar maggiore ... / di Venetia a xxii dicembre M.D.LXXI Paolo Forlani Veronese 45813
Descrittione particolare di Fiandra / intagliata da Paulo Forlani Veronese l'anno MDLXVII 26693
Descrizione de mondo conosciuto (facs 16c ms) 7430
La Descrittione del Lario : 1537 / Paolo Giovio ; a cura di Franco Minozio 21819
Descubrimiento en el mar de papel : el mapa americano del Rey Salomon 9478
Descubrimiento del territorio de Gozman / por entre los bosques de la Sierra de la Nubia, y de las tierras primeras de Brosia, la que se ha prensado en este trabajo 92296
Descubre en el mar de papel : el mapa americano del Rey Salomon 16851
Dese Caerte van den Uytttocht der Kinderen Israëls uit Egypten, behoort te staen in't Nieuwe Testament, inde Letter E Pag. 77 26435
Dese Caerte van des H. Landts beschrijvinge, hoe het gestelt is geweest, als de Kinderen van Israel daer in gewoont hebben, behoort te staen, na de kopere Caerte van Europa, Asia ende Africa, in't beginse l van't Boeck 62787
Dese Caerte vande Reysen Pauli, behoort te staen in't Nieuwe Testament, inde li Pag. 94 45723
Dese Conterfeytinge, hoe den Tempel te Jerusalem met sijn Voorhoven geweest is, behoort te staen Pag. 11. in de eerste A. 39763
Dese Conterfeytinge, hoe den Tempel te Jerusalem met sijn Voorhoven geweest is, behoort te staen Pag. 11. in de eerste A. 74322
Descrittione del territorio di Pervgia Avgvsta et dei lvochi circonvicini / del P. M. Egnatio Danti da Pervgia, matematico dello stvdio di Bolog[n]a 64296
Descrittione del la geografia moderna di tutta da Gregia / Opera di M. Giacmo. di Castaldi cosmografo in Venetia l'anno 1566 32812
Les Desertes d'Egypte de Thebaide d'Arabie &c. : ou sont exactement marques les lieux habitez par les saincts peres des deserts 24717
Descube, A. 9478
Descubre en el mar de papel : el mapa americano del Rey Salomon 16851
Descubre en el mar de papel : el mapa americano del Rey Salomon 16851
Les Deserts d'Egypte de Thebaide d'Arabie ... 24719
Les Deserts d'Egypte de Thebaide d'Arabie &c. : ou sont exactement marques les lieux habitez par les saincts peres des deserts 24717
Deseve 67425
Desgrandchamps Imprimerie, Paris, France SEE Imp. Desgrandchamps (Paris, France) 16291
Deshays, Léon 76432
Design and production of a historical atlas of languages of the Indo-European group ... 42145
Design for lights in connection with Grant Park 32347
Design Group 3 35412
The Design of the London Underground diagram 12047
Designatio orbis Christiani / [Jodocus Hondius] 84001
Designed Communications Two 13256
A 'Designed plan of a Fort and Batterys of the ground of the retranchement in 1758, for the defence of the head of the waters of Lake George, and for a post to be established there” 41532
Designed Plan of a Fort and Batterys of the ground of the retranchement in 1758, for the defence of the waters of Lake George, and for a Port to be
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Call Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Detroit (Mich.) - Maps - 1780 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>27304</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detroit (Mich.) - Maps - 1796 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>23483</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detroit (Mich.) - Maps - 1807</td>
<td>23357</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detroit (Mich.) - Maps - 1860</td>
<td>23358</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detroit (Mich.) - Maps - 1916 - Road maps</td>
<td>23404</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detroit (Mich.) - Maps - 1920 - Road maps</td>
<td>23359</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detroit (Mich.) - Maps - 1927 - Road maps</td>
<td>60548</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detroit (Mich.) - Maps - 1931</td>
<td>77502</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detroit (Mich.) - Maps - 1931 - Road maps</td>
<td>23360</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detroit (Mich.) - Maps - 1932 - Road maps</td>
<td>23361, 23362, 23405</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detroit (Mich.) - Maps - 1933 - Road maps</td>
<td>23363, 23406</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detroit (Mich.) - Maps - 1934 - Road maps</td>
<td>23407</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detroit (Mich.) - Maps - 1935 - Road maps</td>
<td>23364, 23410, 23411, 23412, 47080</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detroit (Mich.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps</td>
<td>23365, 23413, 23414, 23415, 23416, 23417, 23418</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detroit (Mich.) - Maps - 1937</td>
<td>23419, 47161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detroit (Mich.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps</td>
<td>23420, 23421, 23422, 23423, 23424</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detroit (Mich.) - Maps - 1938</td>
<td>77676</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detroit (Mich.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps</td>
<td>23426, 23427, 23428</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detroit (Mich.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps</td>
<td>23429, 23430</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detroit (Mich.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps</td>
<td>23431, 23432, 23433, 23434</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detroit (Mich.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps</td>
<td>23435, 23436, 23437, 23438</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detroit (Mich.) - Maps - 1942</td>
<td>23439, 47340</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detroit (Mich.) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps</td>
<td>23440</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detroit (Mich.) - Maps - 1944 - Road maps</td>
<td>23441</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detroit (Mich.) - Maps - 1945 - Road maps</td>
<td>23366, 23367, 23442</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detroit (Mich.) - Maps - 1946</td>
<td>23443</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detroit (Mich.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps</td>
<td>23444, 23445, 23446, 23447, 23448</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detroit (Mich.) - Maps - 1947</td>
<td>23449</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detroit (Mich.) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps</td>
<td>23450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detroit (Mich.) - Maps - 1948 - Harbors</td>
<td>32586</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detroit (Mich.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps</td>
<td>23451, 23452, 23453, 23454</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detroit (Mich.) - Maps - 1949 - Harbors</td>
<td>32588</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detroit (Mich.) - Maps - 1949 - Road maps</td>
<td>23455</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detroit (Mich.) - Maps - 195 - Road maps</td>
<td>23463</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detroit (Mich.) - Maps - 1950 - Road maps</td>
<td>23456, 23457, 23458</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detroit (Mich.) - Maps - 1951</td>
<td>76087, 76088</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detroit (Mich.) - Maps - 1951 - Harbors</td>
<td>32590, 32591</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detroit (Mich.) - Maps - 1951 - Road maps</td>
<td>23459</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detroit (Mich.) - Maps - 1952 - Harbors</td>
<td>32594</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detroit (Mich.) - Maps - 1952 - Road maps</td>
<td>23460</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detroit (Mich.) - Maps - 1953 - Road maps</td>
<td>23461</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detroit (Mich.) - Maps - 1954 - Road maps</td>
<td>23464, 23465</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detroit (Mich.) - Maps - 1955 - Road maps</td>
<td>23466, 23467, 23468</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detroit (Mich.) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps</td>
<td>23472, 23473</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detroit (Mich.) - Maps - 1959 - Road maps</td>
<td>23368, 23474, 23475</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detroit (Mich.) - Maps - 1960 - Road maps</td>
<td>23369</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detroit (Mich.) - Maps - 1962 - Road maps</td>
<td>23476, 47506</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detroit (Mich.) - Maps - 1963 - Road maps</td>
<td>23370</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detroit (Mich.) - Maps - 1964 - Road maps</td>
<td>23371, 23372</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detroit (Mich.) - Maps - 1965 - Road maps</td>
<td>23373, 23477</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detroit (Mich.) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps</td>
<td>23374, 23375, 47514</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detroit (Mich.) - Maps - 1967 - Road maps</td>
<td>23376</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detroit (Mich.) - Maps - 1968 - Road maps</td>
<td>23377</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detroit (Mich.) - Maps - 1969 - Road maps</td>
<td>23378</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detroit (Mich.) - Maps - 1970 - Road maps</td>
<td>23379</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detroit (Mich.) - Maps - 1971 - Road maps</td>
<td>23380</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detroit (Mich.) - Maps - 1975-1976 - Road maps</td>
<td>23381</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detroit (Mich.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps</td>
<td>23382, 23383</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detroit (Mich.) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps</td>
<td>23384, 23385</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detroit (Mich.) - Maps - 1994 - Road maps</td>
<td>23386</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detroit (Mich.) - Maps - 1997 - Road maps</td>
<td>23387, 23388</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detroit (Mich.) - Maps - 2002 - Road maps</td>
<td>23389</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detroit (Mich.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps</td>
<td>23390, 23391</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detroit (Mich.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps</td>
<td>23392, 23393, 23394, 23395, 23396</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Detroit (Mich.) - Maps - 1700-1799 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 67895, 67896
Detroit (Mich.) - Maps - 1764 23478
Detroit (Mich.) - Maps - 1832 46751
Detroit (Mich.) - Maps - 1834 46757, 48236
Detroit (Mich.) - Maps - 1835 48238
Detroit (Mich.) - Maps - 1843 76691, 76692, 76694
Detroit (Mich.) - Maps - 1845 76707
Detroit (Mich.) - Maps - 1908 - Road maps 23403
Detroit (Mich.) - Maps - 1916 - Road maps 23404
Detroit (Mich.) - Maps - 1928 - Railroads 46940, 46941, 46942, 46943, 59211
Detroit (Mich.) - Maps - 1929 - Railroads 59219
Detroit (Mich.) - Maps - 1929 - Road maps 46957
Detroit (Mich.) - Maps - 1930 46979
Detroit (Mich.) - Maps - 1930-1939 - Railroads 46975
Detroit (Mich.) - Maps - 1930 - Pictorial maps 46976
Detroit (Mich.) - Maps - 1930 - Railroads 59254
Detroit (Mich.) - Maps - 1930 - Road maps 24308
Detroit (Mich.) - Maps - 1931 - Road maps 47000, 47001, 47002, 47003, 47020
Detroit (Mich.) - Maps - 1932 - Road maps 23405, 47022, 47023, 47024
Detroit (Mich.) - Maps - 1933 - Road maps 23406, 47040
Detroit (Mich.) - Maps - 1934 - Road maps 23407, 23408, 23409, 47057
Detroit (Mich.) - Maps - 1935 - Road maps 23364, 23410, 23411, 23412, 47081, 47082, 47083, 47084
Detroit (Mich.) - Maps - 1936 - Railroads 47110, 47111
Detroit (Mich.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps 23365, 23413, 23414, 23415, 23416, 23417, 23418, 47112, 47113, 47114, 47115, 47116
Detroit (Mich.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps 23419, 23420, 23421, 23422, 23423, 23424, 47163, 47164, 47165, 47166, 47167, 47168, 47169, 47170
Detroit (Mich.) - Maps - 1938 - Railroads 23425
Detroit (Mich.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps 23426, 23427, 23428, 47209, 47212, 47213, 47214, 47215, 47216, 47217, 47218, 47219, 47220, 47221, 47222
Detroit (Mich.) - Maps - 1939-1940 - Road maps 47258
Detroit (Mich.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps 23429, 23430, 47259, 47260, 47261, 47262, 47263
Detroit (Mich.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps 23431, 23432, 23433, 23434, 47286, 47287, 47289, 47290, 47291
Detroit (Mich.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps 23435, 23436, 23437, 23438, 47308, 47309, 47310, 47311, 47312, 47338
Detroit (Mich.) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps 23439, 23440, 47343, 47344, 47345
Detroit (Mich.) - Maps - 1944 - Road maps 21050, 21051, 23441
Detroit (Mich.) - Maps - 1945 - Road maps 23366, 23367, 23442, 47366, 47367
Detroit (Mich.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps 21054, 21055, 23443, 23444, 23445, 23446, 23447, 23448, 47375, 47376, 47377, 47378, 47379, 47380, 47381
Detroit (Mich.) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps 23449, 23450, 47395, 47396, 47397, 47398, 47399, 47400
Detroit (Mich.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps 23451, 23452, 23453, 23454, 47438, 47437, 47436, 47435
Detroit (Mich.) - Maps - 1949 - Road maps 23455, 47434, 47435
Detroit (Mich.) - Maps - 1950 - Road maps 21060, 23456, 23457, 23458, 47445, 47446
Detroit (Mich.) - Maps - 1951 - Road maps 23459, 47453, 47454
Detroit (Mich.) - Maps - 1952 - Road maps 23460, 47465, 47466
Detroit (Mich.) - Maps - 1953 - Road maps 23461
Detroit (Mich.) - Maps - 1954 - Road maps 23462, 23463, 23464, 23465, 47475
Detroit (Mich.) - Maps - 1955 - Road maps 23466, 23467, 23468, 47483
Detroit (Mich.) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps 23469, 23470, 23471, 23472, 23473
Detroit (Mich.) - Maps - 1959 - Road maps 23368, 23474, 23475
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Detroit Region (Mich. - Maps - 1960 - Road maps 23369
Detroit Region (Mich. - Maps - 1962 - Road maps 23476
Detroit Region (Mich. - Maps - 1964 - Road maps 23371
Detroit Region (Mich. - Maps - 1965 - Road maps 23373, 23477
Detroit Region (Mich. - Maps - 1966 - Road maps 23374
Detroit Region (Mich. - Maps - 1969 - Road maps 47517, 47518
Detroit Region (Mich. - Maps - 1973 - Road maps 47520, 47521, 47522
Detroit Region (Mich. - Maps - 1975 23402
Detroit Region (Mich.) - Maps - 1975-1976 - Road maps 23381
Detroit Region (Mich.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps 23382, 23383, 47525, 47526, 47527
Detroit Region (Mich.) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps 23384, 47528, 47529
Detroit Region (Mich.) - Maps - 1997 - Road maps 23387, 23388
Detroit Region (Mich.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps 23390, 23391
Detroit Region (Mich.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps 23392, 23393, 23394, 23395
Detroit Region (Mich.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps 23396, 23397
Detroit River (Mich. and Ont.) - Maps - 1764 23478
Detroit River (Mich. and Ont.) - Maps - 1949 - Nautical charts 32587
Detroit River Valley (Mich. and Ont.) - Maps - 1700-1799 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 23479
Detroit River Valley (Mich. and Ont.) - Maps - 1731 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 23480
Detroit River Valley (Mich. and Ont.) - Maps - 1749 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 23481
Detroit River Valley (Mich. and Ont.) - Maps - 1752 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 23482
Detroit River Valley (Mich. and Ont.) - Maps - 1796 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 23483
Detroit River Valley (Mich. and Ont.) - Maps - 1798 - Landowners 23484
Detroit River Valley (Mich. and Ont.) - Maps - 1813 23485
Detroit River Valley (Mich.) - Maps - 1844- Real property 23486
Detroit / Standard Oil Company 23475
Detroit street guide 23392
Detroit tourguide map / Gulf 23375, 23376, 23377, 23378, 23379, 23380
Detroit, Treaty of, 1807 - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles 46739
Detroit tri-counties StreetFinder 23387
Detroit & Vicinity 23361
Detroit & vicinity street map and directory : Ann Arbor, Ypsilanti, Flint, Pontiac ... 1975-76 / Standard Oil Division of Amoco Oil Company 23381
Detroit & vicinity street map and directory : Ann Arbor, Ypsilanti, Flint, Pontiac ... 1975 / Standard Oil Division of Amoco Oil Company 23382
Detroit & vicinity StreetFinder 23386
Detroit & Wayne County street guide 23389, 23391, 23394
Detroit & Wayne County StreetFinder 23388
Detroit-Windsor Tunnel (Detroit, Mich. and Windsor, Ont.) - Maps 23487
Detroit-Windsor Tunnel : the Freeway : connecting the heart of downtown Detroit with the heart of Windsor 23487
Dettman, Janis S. 44666
Dettmers, A. 9815
Dettori, Giorgio 45715
DeWiler, S. A. 36732
Deuel County (Neb.) - Maps - 1922 - Landowners 23488
[Deuel County (S.D.) - 1898: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 23489
Deuel County (S.D.) - Maps - 1881 70865
Deuel County (S.D.) - Maps - 1898 - Landowners 23489
Deur, Jacob 23057
Deur, Johannes fl. 1699-1714 23057, 38808
Deursen, A. van (Arie), 1891-1963 12965
Deutecum, Baptista van, fl. 1589-1608 SEE Deutecum, Baptista 2402
Deutecum, Joannes van, fl. 1559-1608 SEE Doetecam, Jan van 70396
Deuthler, Tomaz F. 19660, 19698, 19699
Deutsch, Andre 3537
Deutsch-französischer kriegsschauplatz ... 28022
Deutsch, Hans Rudolf Manuel, 1525-1571 SEE Manuel, Hans Rudolf, 1525-1571 28904
Deutsch Ost Afrika SEE German East Africa 50073
Deutsch-österreichisch-russischer kriegsschauplatz ... 25774
Deutsch, R. M.(Hans Rudolf Manuel Deutsch), 1525-1571 SEE Manuel, Hans Rudolf, 1525-1571 28904
Deutsch Zentral für Fremdenverkehr 31807
Deutsche Afrika-Linien 383
Deutsche Afrika-Linien - Maps - 1938 383
Deutsche Afrika-Linien, shipping firm SEE Deutsche Afrika-Linien 383
Deutsche allgemeine Zeitung 10094
Deutsch alpen I 1326, 1330, 1333, 1336, 1338, 1341
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Call Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Deutscher Schulatlas, heimatteil Gau Kurhessen</td>
<td>10442</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deutscher Schul-Atlas / W. Keil und Fr. Riecke</td>
<td>9987, 10026</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deutscher Schul-Atlas / W. Keil und Riecke</td>
<td>10052</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deutscher Städteatlas</td>
<td>31310</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deutscher und Österreichischer Alpenverein</td>
<td>22666, 79902</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deutscher Verein zur Erforschung Palästina's, Leipzig</td>
<td>39878</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deutscher Verlag</td>
<td>7626, 10437</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deutsches Archiv für Kulturgut des Nordostens</td>
<td>25733</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deutsches Archiv für Kulturgut des Nordostens - Map collections - Catalogs</td>
<td>25733</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deutsches Hydrodog</td>
<td>10514</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deutsches Hydrographisches Institut, Hamburg</td>
<td>16944</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deutsches Land, deutsches Volk und die Welt : ein Kartenwerk / von W. Eggers ... unter Mitarbeit von Mathias Volkenborn</td>
<td>10360</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deutsches Schifahrtsmuseum Bremerhaven</td>
<td>16885</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deutsches topographisches Kartenwesen : unter besonderer Berücksichtigung der bayer. Verhältnisse / von Hermann Netzsch</td>
<td>31596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deutschkoloniale verkehrarbeit</td>
<td>10380</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deutschland</td>
<td>31522, 31605</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deutschland (das Deutsche Reich)</td>
<td>31603</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deutschland, die Bundesrepublik</td>
<td>31642, 31644, 31646, 31647, 31648</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deutschland im Kartenbild</td>
<td>17861</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deutschland in einem Bande</td>
<td>31560, 31567, 31577, 31578, 31590</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deutschland kampft fuer Europa</td>
<td>10365</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deutschland Oesterreichischen Kaiserstaat</td>
<td>31506</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deutschland und die Welt : Atlas für Beruf und Haus : über 130 bunte Karten-Seiten von denen fast die Hälfte Deutschland, seine Länder und Landschaften zeigen : Verzeichnis mit 40000 Namen aller Länder, Gebirge, Höhen, Meere, Flüsse, Seen und Orte, die</td>
<td>10317</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deutschland und die Welt : Atlas für Beruf und Haus : über 130 bunte Karten-Seiten, von denen fast die Hälfte Deutschland, seine Länder und Landschaften zeigen : Verzeichnis mit 40000 Namen aller Länder, Gebirge, Höhen, Meere, Flüsse, Seen und Orte, die</td>
<td>10349</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deutschlandkarte</td>
<td>41272</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deutschland autobahnen</td>
<td>31626</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deutschlands Schicksalswende 1913-1933 : in geopolitischer Darstellung. 1., Kartenwerk (Geopolitischer Geschichtsatlas Teil IV) / Franz Braun und A. Hillen Ziegefeld</td>
<td>31304</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deutschlandt. Germania typus.</td>
<td>31332</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deutschlanndt. Germania typvs / per Franciscum Hogenbergium concinnatus anno partae salutis MLXXVI Vbiorum Coloniae</td>
<td>31333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deux anciennes cartes hollandaises du XVIIeme seicle conservees au Musee National de Tokyo ...</td>
<td>13219</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Les Deux atlas manuscriptis de Chrétien Sgrooten</td>
<td>69897</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Les atlas routiers du Musée de la Poste</td>
<td>66979</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Les deux Bourgognes, duché, et comté</td>
<td>14959</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Les Deux Bourgognes, duché et comté, la Bresse, &amp;c., la souveraineté de Dombes, le Nivernois, &amp;c. / par N. Sanson d’Abbeuille, geogr. du roy, 1730 ; R. Cordier s.</td>
<td>14970</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Les Deux pales : Arctique ou Septentriional, and Antarctique ou Meridional, ou description des terres arctiques and antarctiques; and des pays circonvoisins jusques aux 45 degrés de latitude ...</td>
<td>2419, 2420</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deux Sevres (France) - Maps - 1705</td>
<td>19183</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deuxième année de géographie</td>
<td>30516</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Devane, C.</td>
<td>19914</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DeVeaux, S. (Samuel), 1789-1852 SEE De Veaux, S. (Samuel)</td>
<td>1789-1852</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Devel, Pieter</td>
<td>615, 12618, 33877, 66131, 73123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developing countries - Maps - 1983</td>
<td>23491</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developing the profession in a developing world : papers from the ad hoc Commission on History of Surveying</td>
<td>73538</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development and change in oil company road maps produced by General Drafting Company, 1925-1980 / by Angela Ng Cangelosi</td>
<td>28703</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development and editorial policy of the Kartografisch Tijdschrift</td>
<td>18295</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Development of aeronautical charts</td>
<td>136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Development of automobile road guides in the United States</td>
<td>11508</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Development of descriptive cataloging in Germany</td>
<td>18749</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Development of lithographic cartography and conservation of a large varnished map</td>
<td>42199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Development of map accuracy in the cartography of the American West, 1820-1860</td>
<td>18630</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Development of Polish cartography since the world war</td>
<td>65114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Development of survey instrumentation 1780-1980</td>
<td>73541</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development of the American atlas: 1790-1980</td>
<td>76089</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development of the relief representation on large scale primitives in Poland</td>
<td>66381</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Development of U. S. national mapping policy</td>
<td>30907</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developments in map cataloging at the Library of Congress</td>
<td>41935</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Devon (England) - Maps - 1887-1891  23533
Devon (England) - Maps - 1888  23534
Devon (England) - Maps - 1889  23535
Devon (England) - Maps - 1890  23536
Devon (England) - Maps - 1892  23537, 23538
Devon (England) - Maps - 1894  23539
Devon (England) - Maps - 1895  23541
Devon (England) - Maps - 1895-1902  23540
Devon (England) - Maps - 1897  23542
Devon (England) - Maps - 1900  23543
Devon (England) - Maps - 1902  23544
Devon (England) - Maps - 1904  23545
Devon (England) - Maps - 1908  23546, 23547
Devon (England) - Maps - 1909 - Guidebooks  23548
Devon (England) - Maps - 1910  23549
Devon (England) - Maps - 1911  23550
Devon (England) - Maps - 1911-1912  23551
Devon (England) - Maps - 1912-1913  23552
Devon (England) - Maps - 1915  23553
Devon (England) - Maps - 1921-1922  35370
Devon (England) - Maps - 1922-1923  26430
Devon (England) - Maps - 1922 - Guidebooks  23554
Devon (England) - Maps - 1924  23555
Devon (England) - Maps - 1925  23556
Devon (England) - Maps - 1926  23557
Devon (England) - Maps - 1931-1932  23558
Devon (England) - Maps - 1935-1936  23559
Devon (England) - Maps - 1936-1937  22898
Devon (England) - Maps - 1937  74309
Devon (England) - Maps - 1937-1938  23560
Devon (England) - Maps - 1939  23561
Devon (England) - Maps - 1949  81552
Devon (England) - Maps - 1950  23562
Devon (England) - Maps - 1951  23563
Devon (England) - Maps - 1953 - Coasts  23564
Devon (England) - Maps - 1979  23565
Devon (England) - Maps - 1984  23566
Devon (England) - Maps - 1985  23567
Devon (England) - Maps - 1990  23568, 81555
Devon (England) - Maps - Bibliography  23571
Devon (England) - Maps - Bibliography - 1575-1837  23569
Devon (England) - Maps - Bibliography - 1838-1901  23570
Devon (England) - Maps - Collections  17140
Devon (England) - Maps - Collections, 1575-1837  23569
Devon (England) - Maps - Geology  32471
Devon (England) - Pictorial works - 1920  23504
Devon : its moorlands, streams, & coasts  23504
Devon maps and map-makers : manuscript maps before 1840 : supplement / edited with an introduction by Mary R. Ravenhill and Margery M. Rowe  23571
Devon Task Force  23503
Devonport (England) - Maps - 1828  23572
Devonshire  23530, 23533
Devonshire Association for the Advancement of Science, Literature and Art. Report and transactions of the Devonshire Association for the Advancement of Science, Literature and Art  52241
Devonshire / by S. Baring-Gould ; revised by H. Ronald Hicks  23505
Devonshire, Duke of  42754
Devonshire (England) SEE Devon (England)  23549
Devonshire, William Cavendish, Duke of, 1672-1729  7797, 25096, 25097
Devonshire with Excester described and the armes of such nobles as haue borne the titles of them  23507, 23508
DeVorsey, Louis  57863
Devrienda  67685
DeVries, Dirk de  80584
Dewalt, John  66771
Dewar, John  66791
Dewar, Peter. Kriegstheater der Teutschen und Franzoesischen Graenzlanden zwischen dem Rhein und der Mosel, 1796  62700
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DeWdney, John C. 48168
DeWey, Chester. 1784-1867 12479
DeWey & Co. 45055
DeWey Hotel (Washington, D.C.) 80972
DeWey, Kenneth F. (Kenneth Frederic), 1947- 53285
DeWey, William B. 73186
DeWey, Wm. P. 13183
Dewhirst, J. 15747
Dewing, Charles E. 2128, 28832
Dewing, Francis, active 1716-1722 13461, 13462, 13463, 13464, 13465, 57479, 57480
DeWitt County (Ill.) see De Witt County (Ill.) 22944
DeWitt & Davenport SEE De Witt & Davenport 15193
DeWitt, Simeon, 1756-1834 55636, 56070, 61763, 82696
DeWolfe, Fiske and Company (Boston, Mass.) 5445
Dexter, Lincoln A. 45373
Dexter, Walter 63147
Dexter Weatherproofs (Firm) 8422
Deys, H. P. 33143
Deys, Henk 33144
Dezallier, Antoine, 1642?-1716 9129, 62794
Dezauche 9179, 9198, 27764, 27765, 27766, 72769
Dezauche, A. G. 27863
Dezauche, J. A., fl. 1831 1811, 31447, 31448, 76471, 76586, 84158
Dezauche, Jean Claude, active 1770-1824 285, 300, 1703, 1724, 3314, 3332, 9232, 9265, 12169, 12170, 12713, 12714, 12716, 12725, 14248, 14289, 15986, 15987, 23143, 23144, 26001, 26021, 27760, 27761, 27787, 27789, 27854, 27855, 31432, 32838, 34952, 34953, 35367, 38877, 38884, 46245, 46246, 53455, 53464, 57634, 57643, 57644, 63056, 63062, 63339, 64712, 64713, 64714, 64716, 65034, 65044, 67165, 67166, 67167, 67168, 67571, 67579, 67580, 67581, 69063, 69064, 69210, 69216, 71177, 71178, 72741, 72757, 73823, 73826, 73835, 75746, 75747, 84150, 84151, 84181, 84183
Dezauche, Jean Claude, fl. 1770-1824 1811
Dezobry, E. Magdeleine et Cie. 83696
Dezol Motor Oil SEE Universal Motor Oils Company Inc. (Wichita, Kan.) 61654
DFG-Projekt 'Erschliessung historisch wertvoller kartenbestände' 73128
DFID see Department for International Development (U.K.) 406
Dharmmapustaka, arthat, Puratana o Nutana niyama 12983
Dheulland, Guillaume, 1700-1770 SEE Heulland, Guillaume d', d. ca. 1770 64905
Dhìa, Island (Crete) - Maps - 1689- Pictorial works 23573
Dhilos Island (Greece) SEE Delos Island (Greece) 102
Di carta, terre, di terre, carte : il territorio friulano rappresentato e significato in antiche mappe manoscritte 28448
Di Caverio, Nicolo SEE Caverio, Nicolo di 18888
Di Lauro Milano/Rinascente (Firm) 49181
Di Piazza, Valeria 18364
Di Pietro Coppo e della sua opera 'De toto orbe' (1520) 22130
Di Pietro Coppo e delle sue opere 22126
Di Robilant, Andrea, 1957- 85310
Di tu chu ban she 20729, 20732
Di una nuova carta di Lopo Homem 34594
Di Vita, Giuseppe 18000
Di Zerega, Louis A. di SEE Zerega, Louis A. di 21322
Diablo, Mount (Calif.) - Pictorial works - 1850 23574, 23575
Diáfora (Firm) 1958, 8629, 8635, 8636, 18841, 52854
A Diagram exhibiting the difference of time between the places shown & Washington 75202
Diagram of Fort de Chartres on the Mississippi / drawn from a survey made by N. Hansen, Esq. of Illinois, and L.C. Beck, in 1820 27282
Diagram of Oregon 62065
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Discoveries in the Arctic Sea with corrections to 1902 / Engraved by J. & C. W.; Sold by J. D. Potter, agent for the Admralty charts, 145 Minories. 2389
Discoveries in Western Australia from documents furnished to the Colonial Office by J. S. Roe, Esqr. Surv. Genl. / by ... J. Arrowsmith 11058

Discoveries, Maritime SEE Discoveries in geography 80596
The Discoveries north of Smith Sound / by the U.S. Ship Polaris, under the command of C. F. Hall, 1871-1873. 42129
The Discoveries of Antarctica within the American sector, as revealed by maps and documents 16887
Discoveries of Capts. Ross, Parry & Franklin in the Arctic regions from the year 1818 to 1827 / J. Aspen, delt.; Hewitt sc. Buckingham Place 2373
Discoveries of Capts. Ross, Parry & Franklin in the Arctic regions: from the year 1818 to 1827 / J. Aspen, delt.; Hewitt, sc. Buckingham Place 2374, 2375
Discoveries of the honorale. Hudson's Bay Cos. Arctic expedition, to the north of Repulse Bay ... / adjusted & drawn by John Arrowsmith 2459
The Discoveries of the Norsemen in America : with special relation to their early cartographical representation / by Joseph Fischer; translated from the German by Basil H. Soulsby 16849
Discovering a new side of Istanbul 38605
Discovering American history through maps and views 18473
Discovering antique maps / Alan G. Hodgkiss 17360
Discovering our own place : a map saga for Montana : Hi-Line & Judith Basin/Gros Ventre 51555
Discovering our own place : a map saga for Montana : Missouri & Yellowstone River headwaters, Crow 51557
Discovering our own place : a map saga for Montana : Rocky Mountain Front/Blackfeet 51556
Discovering the legacy of Lewis and Clark: Bicentennial commemoration 2003-2006 41904
Discovering the past through maps and views 18468
Discovering the shape of Canada 17018
Discovering western civilization through maps and views 18469
Discovering world history through maps and views 18467
Discoveries in geography

Discovery and exploration SEE Discoveries in geography 80596
The Discovery and mapping of the Great Lakes 'Sweet-Water,' 1522-1703; an exhibition held at the Royal Ontario Museum, March, 1954 17245, 17246
Discovery and mapping of upper Canada: an exhibition held at the Canadiana Department, Royal Ontario Museum, May [to] December, 1967 61977
The Discovery and settlement of North America : a cartographic perspective / by George Kish; Carolyn R. Ferris [ed.] 1835

Discovery Bay (Wash.) - Maps 1844 62560
Discovery Channel (Firm) 34510
Discovery guides 111, 66184
Discovery (Hong Kong) 84492
Discovery II (Ship) 71112, 71139
Discovery made by William Hilton, of Charlestown, in New England, marriner, from Cape Hatterash to the west of Cape Roman, in 1662, and laid down by Nicholas Shapley of the town aforesaid, Nov., 1662; a rude outline sketch on paper 57946
Discovery of an ancient map in Iceland by Baron Nordenskiöld 85309
The Discovery of Australia / by Andrew Sharp 11034
Discovery of Australia: charts & maps 7130, 8583
The Discovery of France : a historical geography from the Revolution to the First World War / Graham Robb 27560
The Discovery of Humboldt Bay: a new look at an old story 17884
The Discovery of Humboldt Bay : from Dudley's coast line of Drake's reconnaissance, June 1579 / George Davidson, 1890 62525
The Discovery of Humboldt Bay / George Davidson; read before the Geographical Society of the Pacific, March 4th, 1890 : typescript, [1890?] 34875
The Discovery of Humboldt Bay: reduced from the charts of the U.S. Coast & Geodetic Survey, 1851, '54 / George Davidson, 1890 34877
The Discovery of Humboldt Bay: Tebenkof's chart from Winship's Discovery, 1806 / George Davidson, 1890 34876
The Discovery of Humboldt Bay: the coast line from Vizcaino's exploration, January 1603 / George Davidson, 1890 62526
Discovery of large, rich & beautiful empire of Guiana 7492
Discovery of lost worlds 2357
A Discovery of manuscript maps by G. Mercator (1512-1594) 44567, 46032
The Discovery of North America : a critical, documentary, and historic investigation ; with an essay on the early cartography of the New World, including descriptions of two hundred and fifty maps or globes existing or lost, constructed before the year 18221
The Discovery of North America / W.P. Cumming, R.A. Skelton, D.B. Quinn 18215
Discovery of the ancient world 34511
The 'Discovery' of the Hotchkiss maps and papers 34695
Discovery of the new world 57295
Discovery of the South Shetland Islands 71133
Discovery of the world 6590
The Discovery of the World: Maps of the Earth and the Cosmos 17486
Discovery route of Christopher Columbus : Grand Turk to Cuba, October 12 - 28, 1492 21773
Discovery (Ship) 11409, 35095, 41097, 71139
Discovery (Ship: Launched 1789) 1010, 1011, 1012, 1013, 13991, 15227, 15228, 59801, 62546, 82730
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Distribution geografica de las lenguas Indigenas de Mexico : conforme al Censo de 1930 (por municipios) 46517
Distribution geografica de los grupos indigenas de Mexico en la epoca de la conquista; generos vida y regimenes alimenticios 46496
Distribución prehispánica de las lenguas indígenas de México. Publicación del Instituto panamericano de geografia e historia, en colaboración con el Instituto mexicano de investigaciones lingüísticas y con el Museo nacional ... Depto. de arqueología d 46498
Distributed Art Publishers 17942
**Distribution Maps** 23659, 23660
Distribution of 3000 unselected licences showing relative density of automobile ownership, city of Chicago, 1926 19718
Distribution of cholera 1816-1950 84205
Distribution of earth movement on April 18, 1906 and in 1868 : as revealed by the displacement of the triangulation stations of the Coast and Geodetic Survey, determined by resurvey, 1906-07 / Earthquake Investigation Commission 68501
Distribution of Indian tribes in the southeast about the year 1715 : redrawn from a blueprint of the original among the British Archives 71276
Distribution of the magnetic declination in the United States in 1900 77038
Distribution of those engaged in certain selected occupations, by color and nationality : 1890 65606
**Distribution of wealth SEE Wealth** 25247
**District maps of the Charity Organization Society of the city of N.Y.** 55670
District Mymensing, 1850 to 57 ... Sheet of the revenue survey of India under the direction of Lieut. Col. H.L. Thuillier ... 15172
District of Arkansas. Topographical Bureau 40669
District of Central Kentucky 40669
District of Columbia 80948, 80949, 81046, 81073
District of Columbia. Department of Transportation 81034
District of New Mexico 55263
District of New Westminster, suburbs 55576
**Distrito central de Mindanao con los datos adquiridos por Don Antonio Martel de Gayangos** 49375
**Distrito Federal (Mexico) - Maps** 1500-1599 - Indians - Manuscripts 44721
**Distrito Federal (Mexico) - Maps** 1550 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 46201
**Distrito Federal (Mexico) - Maps** 1579-1588 46268
**Distrito Federal (Mexico) - Maps** 1579-1606 46269
**Distrito Federal (Mexico) - Maps** 1886 46407
**Distrito Federal (Mexico) - Maps** 1897 - Railroads 46384
**Distrito Federal (Mexico) - Maps** 1916 46481
**Distrito Federal (Mexico) - Maps** 1925 - Railroads 23662
**Distrito Federal (Mexico) - Maps** 1925 - Railroads - Indexes 23661
**Distrito Federal (Mexico) - Maps** 1938 - Road maps 46633, 71889
**Distrito Federal (Mexico) - Maps** 1946 - Road maps 77868
**Distrito Federal (Mexico) - Maps** 1952 - Road maps 78043
**Distrito Federal (Mexico) - Maps** 1962 - Road maps 46564
**Distrito Federal (Mexico) - Maps** 1964 - Road maps 46567
**Distrito Federal (Mexico) - Maps** 1966 - Road maps 46569
**Distrito Federal (Mexico) - Maps** 1967 - Road maps 46216, 46574
**Distrito Federal (Mexico) - Maps** 1968 - Road maps 46579
**Distrito Federal (Mexico) - Maps** 1970 - Road maps 46583
**Distrito Federal (Mexico) - Maps** 1992 - Road maps 46218
**Distrito Federal (Mexico) - Maps** 1994 - Road maps 46219
**Distrito Federal (Mexico) - Maps** - Maps - 1972 - Pictorial maps 46226
Disturnell, John, 1801-1877 32567, 32568, 32570, 32571, 34814, 34847, 46185, 46349, 46358, 46360, 46362, 48296, 48304, 55635, 55841, 56083, 57749, 57752, 72227, 76674, 76699, 76700, 76709, 76759, 76767, 76786, 80337, 81812
Disturnell, John, 1801-1877. Mapa de los estados unidos de Méjico (1827) 46549
Disturnell, John, 1801-1877. Mapa de los Estados Unidos de Méjico (1847) 46359
**Disturnell, John, 1801-1877. Mapa de los Estados Unidos de Méjico, California &c. (1847)** 14745
Disturnell's new map of the United States and Canada showing all the canals, rail roads, telegraph lines and principal stage routes 76767
Disturnell's new map of the United States and Canada : showing all the canals, railroads, telegraph lines and principal stage routes 76759
Ditchburn, David, 1961- 25841
Ditchfield, P. H. (Peter Hampson), 1854-1930 12489, 14803
**Dithmarschen (Germany) - Maps** 1570 23663
**Dithmarschen (Germany) - Maps** 1588 23664
**Dithmarschen (Germany) - Maps** 1593 23665
**Dithmarschen (Germany) - Maps** 1606 23666
**Dithmarschen (Germany) - Pictorial works** 1618-1623 22322
Ditmars, F. B. van 53542
Ditson (Oliver) & Co. SEE Oliver Ditson & Co. 69605
Dittmaier, Heinrich 52434
Dittman, Ernest 45631
Dittman, Marion 45631
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Dittmar, Heinrich, 1792-1866  34180, 34193
Dittmar, Johanna   75030
 Ditton, Richard P.   85175, 85176
 Ditton, Richard P. Yosemite Valley showing auto tour post locations (1965)   85175
**Diu (India)** SEE Daman and Diu (India)   51798
**Diuersi Dithmarsorum et vicinarum gentium habitus**   22322
Divaeus, Petrus   53356
Divers, Vivia H.   19613
**Divers voyages touching the discovery of America and the islands adjacent / collected and published by Richard Hakluyt ... in the year 1582 ; edited, with notes and an introduction, by John Winter Jones**   15076
**Diversa orbis terre visu incedente per coluros tropicorum ambos ejus polos et particularis sphærae zenith in planum orthographica projectio : quibus additae provariato haorizonte, omium positiones, forumdemque mutua cum cirulis caelestibus relatio**   84082
Diverse cartes pour itineraires & voyages   9115
Diverse globi terræaquei statione variante et visu intercedente, per coluros tropicorum, per ambos polos et particul. sphærae zenith in planum delineati orthographici prospectus; quibus additae pro mutatione horizontis differentes sphaerae positiones   84098
**Diversified Map Corporation**   15650, 27157, 36409, 38129, 38130, 40462, 47555, 59619, 72205, 81412, 83547
**Diversified Map Corporation - Date codes** - 1900-1999   44923
**Diversified Map Corporation (St. Louis, Mo.)** SEE Diversified Map Corporation   44923
**Dividers (Mathematical instruments)**   69814
**Diving for sunken treasure - of stone** / Sarah Gauch   1195
**The Division of Maps, William L. Clements Library, University of Michigan**   82951
**Division of Parks and Memorials, Department of Conservation**   42128
**Division of the earth among the posterity of Noah**   24523, 24525
**The Division of the land of Canaan for the twelve tribes of Israel**   12638
Diwald, Karl   34282
Dix, A.   14900
Dix, Dorothea   29828
Dix, Joseph, 1778-1821   29248, 29249, 29250
**Dix's Juvenile atlas : containing forty four maps with plain directions for copying them, designed for junior classes**   7926
Les Dix-sept provinces des Pays-Bas   12345, 12347
Les dix-sept provinces des pays-bas distingueés suivant qu'elles sont possedées à present ...   12346
Dix, Thomas, 1769 or 70-1813   7926
**Dixie 1936-1937 road map : Illinois**   35957
**Dixie 1936-1937 road map : Indiana**   37061
**Dixie 1936-1937 road map : Iowa**   37864
**Dixie 1936-1937 road map : Kansas**   40276
**Dixie 1936-1937 road map : Michigan**   47127
**Dixie 1936-1937 road map : Minnesota**   49754
**Dixie 1936-1937 road map : Missouri**   50892
Dixie Flyer Railway SEE Nashville, Chattanooga, and St. Louis Railway   71702
**Dixie Highway - History**   23667
**The Dixie Highway in Illinois / James R. Wright**   23667
**Dixie Highway - Maps**   23667
**Dixie Highway - Maps - 1925**   77319
**Dixie Highway - Pictorial works**   23667
**Dixie Line SEE ALSO Louisville and Nashville Railroad Company**   71774
**Dixie Line SEE Nashville, Chattanooga, and St. Louis Railway**   71774
Dixie Line SEE Nashville, Chattanooga, and St. Louis Railway AND Louisville and Nashville Railroad Company   71774
Dixie Oil Company   869, 21448, 35784, 35826, 35866, 35957, 36301, 37004, 37061, 37808, 37864, 40192, 40224, 40276, 46550, 46960, 46989, 47045, 47127, 48868, 49698, 49754, 50837, 50892, 53010, 53036, 53079, 60656, 60736, 61433, 61478, 61574, 64734, 83273, 83329
[Dixie Oil Company road map of Illinois]   35866
[Dixie Oil Company road maps of the United States]   48868
Dixie road map of Illinois   35826
Dixie road map of Indiana   37004
Dixie road map of Iowa   37808
Dixie road map of Kansas   40224
Dixie road map of Michigan   47045
Dixie road map of Minnesota   49698
Dixie road map of Missouri   50837
Dixie road map of Nebraska   53036
Dixie road map of Ohio ...   60656
Dixie road map of Oklahoma ...   61433
Dixie road map of Wisconsin   83273
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The Dixieland Trail : North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, Kentucky, Tennessee

Dixieland Trail (U.S.) - Maps - 1967

Dixon Entrance (B.C. and Alaska) - Maps - 1850 - Nautical charts

Dobrovolny, J. - Maps - 1850

Dobrakov, Aleksandr, 1841-1908

Dobson, H., fl. 1892

Dobson, Robert W.

Dobson, Thomas, 1751-1823

Dobson, Thomas and Son SEE Thomas Dobson and Son

Dobyns, John, fl. 1928

Dockers, H.

Dockers, H. - Maps - 1836

Dockers, H. - Maps - 1836

Dockrill, M. L. (Michael L.)

Docks - East River (N.Y.) - Maps - 1836

Docks - Hudson River (N.Y. and N.J.) - Maps - 1836

Docks - London (England) - Maps - 1811

Docks - Manhattan (New York, N.Y.) - Maps - 1836

Docks - New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1836

Docks - Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1876

A doctoral programme course on history of cartography organized by the cartografic de Catalunya

Doctors without Borders (Association) SEE Médecins sans frontières (Association)
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Doel, Ronald Edmund  18223
Doerflinger, Johannes SEE Dörlflinger, Johannes  7633
Doering, Ferdinand von, 1820-1889  65711
Doering, Juan Gunther  7145
Does, Cornelius van der SEE Doedes, Cornelius  44849
Doesburgh, Thomas, fl. 1683-1714  23057
Doetecam, Baptista van, fl. 1589-1608 SEE Duetecum, Baptista  2402
Doetecam, Jan van  532, 643, 1212, 1449, 1946, 2012, 2212, 2268, 2276, 3561, 7671, 10991, 11500, 11501, 11648, 12598, 13243, 13292, 13971, 14609, 14610, 16447, 22270, 24026, 24956, 25007, 25009, 25429, 25444, 25447, 25469, 25657, 25660, 25898, 25903, 26629, 28192, 28500, 28624, 28642, 31674, 33884, 34854, 34905, 34907, 39915, 39917, 43530, 44844, 45658, 48057, 48059, 48060, 53357, 53626, 53627, 57221, 58754, 60079, 64686, 65155, 65347, 65348, 66621, 66816, 67503, 67504, 68348, 69157, 69371, 69461, 70346, 70396, 70676, 72663, 73395, 73675, 73785, 75716, 80175
Doetecam, Jan van. [Map of Russia and Tartary]  23682
Doetechum, Lucas van, 16th cent.  643, 2276, 7671, 11500, 11501, 11648, 12598, 13243, 13292, 1449, 23682
Doetechum, Lucas van, 16th cent. [Map of Russia and Tartary]  23682
Doetecom, Lucas, 16th cent. SEE Doetechum, Lucas van, 16th cent.  48060
Doetecum, Baptista van, fl. 1589-1608 SEE Duetecum, Baptista  2402
Doetecum, Joannes van, fl. 1559-1608 SEE Doetecam, Jan van  70396
Doetecum, Lucas van, 16th cent. SEE Doe techum, Lucas van, 16th cent.  48060
Doetichum, Baptista van, fl. 1589-1608 SEE Duetecum, Baptista  2402
Doetichum, Joannes van, fl. 1559-1608 SEE Doetecam, Jan van  70396
Doetichum, Johan van, d.1600  7667, 7752, 22610, 22611
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Dog map of the world  84375
Dogge, Ocean  68204
Doglionis, Giovanni Nicólo, 1548-1629  25916, 80003
Dogs - Maps - 1943 - Pictorial maps  84375
Dogs - Services for - Chicago - Maps - 2006  20061
Doherty, Edward L. (Edward Laurence), 1856-1935  13231, 33034, 57267, 75400
Doherty, Gillian M.  62045
Dolago, 19th cent.  8056, 70566
Doldrums SEE Intertropical convergence zone  68926
Dole, Nathan Haskell, 1852-1935  1049, 74017
Dole, R. W.  40184
Doleman, Cap. t., fl. 1705-1706  1209, 1210, 45872, 45877
Dolendo, Bartolomeus Willemsz  75848
Dolensch, Susanne  79839
Dolivar, Juan  64954
Doll, Carl  9753
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Dollar atlas of the world  5512, 5514, 5521, 5620, 5750, 5750, 5794, 5803, 5816, 5822, 5825
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Dolley, Charles S.  11429
Dollheimer, Georg  10205, 10213, 10230, 10238, 10268, 10273, 10305
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Dollinger, Mary A.  29407
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Dolores de los Tejas, Presidio de Nuestra Señora de los (Tex.) SEE Presidio de Nuestra Señora de los Dolores de los Tejas Site (Tex.)  65533
Dolph (Frank B.) Company SEE Frank B. Dolph Company  39384
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Dolph’s map of Jacksonville, Florida, and vicinity / published by Frank B. Dolph; compliments of Telfair Stockton & Company, Inc. 39384
Dom Henrique, the navigator / artistic arrangement by Frederico Majay; introduction by Fernando de Quintanilha e Mendonça Dias; text by Costa Brochado ... [et al.]; translation by George F.W. Dykes 33828
Doman, Keith 75116
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Domann, B. (Bruno) 10131, 10181, 26183
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Domeier, K. 69373
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Domedays map of Yorkshire North Riding 58779
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Domestic Architecture SEE Architecture, Domestic 2363
Domestic Marketing SEE Marketing 72184
Domier, Jane Johnshoy 71210
Domínguez, Francisco Atanasio, fl. 1776 72224, 72225, 72226
Domini di Terraferma (Italy) SEE Veneto (Italy); Friuli (Italy) 26184
Domínguez, Francisco Atanasio, fl. 1776 72224, 72225, 72226
Dominica Anglorum in America Septentrionali = Die Gros-Britannische colonie-lander in Nord-America 57862
Dominian, Leon, 1880- 26184
Dominica, Battle of, 1778 23688
Dominica, Battle of, 1782 - Maps 81572
Dominica from an actual survey ... 23685
Dominica - Maps 1775 23685
Dominica - Maps 1775-1785 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 23686
Dominica - Maps 1776 - Landowners 23687
Dominica - Maps 1778 23688
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Draught of the survey lying on Peters Ck., Washington County ... executed May 7th 1785 for Jno. Wall assee. of Benjn. Collins in pursuance of a certifit. granted ... by the Commissos. appointed by Virga, to adjust the titles to upatented lands in the c. 1280
Draught of a tract of land surveyed for Gabriel Cox in pursuance of a certificate [issued by] the Commissioners for adjusting claims to unpatented land in the counties of Monongalia, Yohogania and Ohio ... the twenty-fifth day of January, 1780 ... 1279
Draught of Boston Harbor, by Capt. Cyprian Southake: made by Augustine Fitzhugh, anno 1694 13452
Draught of Cape Bona Esperanca 16489
Draught of Cape Bone Esperanca 16491
Draught of Carlscrona ; A Draught of the channel to Cronslot & Petersburg 40478
Draught of that part of the Province of New Hampshire that lies to the eastward of the River yt comes out of Winnipissiokee Pond. And the River Pimegowassell and other rivers that empty themselves down Merrymack River. Drawn by James Jeffry, May the 2 46142
Draught of the haven and city of St. Domingo 55826, 55828, 55837
Draught of Salina Bay in Cyprus 41660
Draught of Salina Bay in Cyprus / by John Gaudy ; J. Wilkinson sculp. 41661
Draught of St. George, and part of Hudson's River taken September 1756 by Captn. Joshua Loring 41526
Draught of St. Georges Fort erected by Captayne George Popham Esquier one the entry of the famous river of Sagadahock in Virginia...1607 73088
Draught of the northern English colonies, [from New York northward to the St. Lawrence] together with the French neighboring setlements, drawn on vellum, by Charles Morris, Boston, 16th Aug., 1749 and dedicated to William Shirley, Esq., captain-genera 58871
Draught of the engagement at Long Island, Aug. 27th 1776 41534
Draught of the Gulf of Canso between Nova Scotia and Cape Breton Island, surveyed by the King's ships in 1761 82728, 82729
Draught of the haven and city of St. Domingo, Lat. 17 deg. 50 min. 65229
Draught of the Island of Joanna 2019, 2020
Draught of the northern English colonies, [from New York northward to the St. Lawrence] together with the French neighboring settlements, drawn on vellum, by Charles Morris, Boston, 16th Aug., 1749 and dedicated to William Shirley, Esq., captian-genera 58871
Draught of theNorthern Navigation according to Mercator's projection 26354
Draught of the passage to Stockholm: from Landsort, to Suderamen 73272
Draught of the sands, shoals, bouys, beacons, & sea marks, upon the coast of England from ye South Foreland to Orford Ness 25628
Draught of the sands, shoals, bouys, beacons, & sea marks upon the cost of England from the South Foreland to Orford Ness 25630
A Draught of the sea coast and rivers of Virginia, Maryland, and New England: taken from the latest surveys 53827
A Draught of the Sound or Fuer to Dram and Christiania; A Draught of the harbour of Revel; The Coast from Rose head to Dantzick and Koningsberg 62375
A Draught of the south part of Africa from Cape Bona Esperance to Delagada 70354
A Draught of the west end of the island of Porto Rico and the island of Zachee 65816
A Draught of Virginia from the Capes to York in York River and to Kuiquotan or Hamton in James River / by Mark Tiddeman 19323, 19327
Draught of ye Bay of Bulls between the town of Rotta and Fort St. Catherine, under the command of his grace the Duke of Ormond; with the disposition of the frigates which were ordered to stand in by the shore, to favour the landing; as also the situa... 15079, 15080
Drawing battle lines: the map testimony of Custer's last fight / by Michael N. Donahue 42221
Drawing instruments 73545, 73546
Drawing instruments - History 69435
Drawing instruments - pictorial works 73552
Drawing, Italian 61981
Drawing materials - Catalogs 23791
Drawing Office, St. Albans 23195, 39311, 67289
Drawing the line: tales of maps and cartocontroversy / Mark Monmonier 17114
Drawing, Topographical - Handbooks, manuals, etc. 23792
A Drawn 'plan of the harbour and fortifications of Louisbourg; the harbour surveyed by Capt. Philip Durell; the town and fortifications by J.H. Bastide, engineer for Nova Scotia 43246
Drayton, Joseph 665, 1758, 1759, 29488, 70775, 70781, 76610, 76668
Drayton, Michael 4275, 14155
Drayton, Michael, 1563-1631 23793
Drazniowsky, Roman 18754
Drazniowsky, Roman, 1922- 23794, 23795, 83985
Dream Town Chicago neighborhood map 19956
Dream Town Realty Inc. (Chicago, Ill.) 23195, 39311, 67289
Dreaming the line: tales of maps and cartocontroversy / Mark Monmonier 17114
Drawing, Topographical - Handbooks, manuals, etc. - 1942 23792
Dredge, drain, reclaim; the art of a nation 53590
Dredge, drain, reclaim: the art of a nation / by Johan van Veen 53595
Dreesen, Hans 84645
Dreher (D.F.) & Company SEE D.F. Dreher & Company 21790
Dreher, D. Frank 21789, 21790, 75265
Dreher, Laurel 81160
Dreher's mile square index and mile circle map of the city of Columbus and environs 21789
Dreher's mile square index map of the city of Columbus and environs / copyright 1946 by D. Frank Dreher 21790
Dreher's mile square index map of the city of Toledo / copyright 1946 by D. Frank Dreher 75265
Drei Gasthuizen te Arnhem 70165
Drei Globen des 16. Jahrhunderts 17572
Drei karten von Gerhard Mercator 5318
Drei karten von Gerhard Mercator: Europa - Britische inseln - Weltkarte 46005
Drei Kegel Verlag 10292, 10428, 28566
Drei Mercatorkarten in der Breslauer Stadtbibliothek 17566
Drei sächsische Geographen des 16 Jahrhunderts 34651
Dreier, Franz Adrian 45644
Dremel, Édouard 14773, 14775
Drent (Netherlands) SEE Drenthe (Netherlands) 53347
Drent Vber Yssel 53347
Drenthe (Netherlands) - Maps - 1552 53347
Drenthe (Netherlands) - Maps - 1680 23796, 33054
Drenthe (Netherlands) - Maps - 1682 23797
Drenthe (Netherlands) - Maps - 1695 62472
Drenthe (Netherlands) - Maps - 1696 - Names, Geographical 62473
Drenthe (Netherlands) - Maps - 1700 62475
Drentia comitatus Transsiliulaniae tabula II 23796
Drentwett, Abraham, 1647-1729 9601, 9608, 43648, 48098, 48106
Dreppe, I. P., 18th cent. 3833
Dresa florentissimvm missnvm opp. illvst. Saxoniae dvcvm sedes 23821
Dresa ad Albm, Saxoniae superoris metropolis ... 23798
Dresden 23801, 23802, 23803, 23822
Dresden and environs: a practical guide 23811
Dresden (Germany), Freie Öffentliche Bibliothek Dresden-Plauen SEE Freie Öffentliche Bibliothek Dresden-Plauen 28364
Dresden (Germany) - Maps - 1720 - Pictorial works 23823
Dresden (Germany) - Maps - 1735 23798
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Call Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dresden (Germany)</td>
<td>Maps - 1771</td>
<td>23799</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dresden (Germany)</td>
<td>Maps - 1800</td>
<td>23800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dresden (Germany)</td>
<td>Maps - 1813</td>
<td>23801</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dresden (Germany)</td>
<td>Maps - 1833</td>
<td>23802</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dresden (Germany)</td>
<td>Maps - 1840 - Pictorial works</td>
<td>23803</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dresden (Germany)</td>
<td>Maps - 1872</td>
<td>31532</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dresden (Germany)</td>
<td>Maps - 1898</td>
<td>23804</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dresden (Germany)</td>
<td>Maps - 1901</td>
<td>10038</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dresden (Germany)</td>
<td>Maps - 1905</td>
<td>23805</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dresden (Germany)</td>
<td>Maps - 1907</td>
<td>23806, 23807</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dresden (Germany)</td>
<td>Maps - 1910-1911</td>
<td>23808</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dresden (Germany)</td>
<td>Maps - 1911</td>
<td>23809</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dresden (Germany)</td>
<td>Maps - 1912-1913</td>
<td>23810</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dresden (Germany)</td>
<td>Maps - 1913</td>
<td>23811</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dresden (Germany)</td>
<td>Maps - 1914</td>
<td>23812, 23813</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dresden (Germany)</td>
<td>Maps - 1920-1921</td>
<td>23814</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dresden (Germany)</td>
<td>Maps - 1922</td>
<td>23815</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dresden (Germany)</td>
<td>Maps - 1923</td>
<td>23816</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dresden (Germany)</td>
<td>Maps - 1930</td>
<td>23817</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dresden (Germany)</td>
<td>Maps - 1931</td>
<td>23818</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dresden (Germany)</td>
<td>Maps - 1935</td>
<td>23819</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dresden (Germany)</td>
<td>Maps - 1937</td>
<td>69074</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dresden (Germany)</td>
<td>Maps - 1941</td>
<td>23820</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dresden (Germany)</td>
<td>Pictorial works - 1620</td>
<td>23821</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dresden (Germany)</td>
<td>Pictorial works - 1657</td>
<td>23822</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dresden (Germany)</td>
<td>Pictorial works - 1735</td>
<td>23798</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dresden Region (Germany)</td>
<td>Maps - 1720</td>
<td>23823</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dresden Region (Germany)</td>
<td>Maps - 1896</td>
<td>23804</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dresden Region (Germany)</td>
<td>Maps - 1907</td>
<td>23807</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dresden Region (Germany)</td>
<td>Maps - 1913</td>
<td>23811</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dresden Region (Germany)</td>
<td>Maps - 1914</td>
<td>23812</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dresden Region (Germany)</td>
<td>Maps - 1920-1921</td>
<td>23814</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dresden Region (Germany)</td>
<td>Maps - 1922</td>
<td>23815</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dresden Region (Germany)</td>
<td>Maps - 1931</td>
<td>23818</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dresden Region (Germany)</td>
<td>Maps - 1935</td>
<td>23819</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dresden Region (Germany)</td>
<td>Maps - 1941</td>
<td>23820</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dresden, Sächsische Schweiz</td>
<td></td>
<td>23805, 23809, 23813, 23816, 23817</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dresden und Sächsische Schweiz: mit dem angrenzenden Böhmischn Mittelgebirge</td>
<td>23808, 23810</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dresden und Umgebung : mit Angaben für Autofahrer</td>
<td>23820</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dresden und Umgebung : mit Angaben für Automobilisten</td>
<td>23818, 23819</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dresden und Umgebung : praktischer Reiseführer</td>
<td>23812, 23814</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dresden und Umgebung : Praktischer Reiseführer / bearbeitet von B. Schlegel</td>
<td>23815</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dresden und Umgebungen : Handbuch für Reisende mit Karten und Plänen</td>
<td>23804</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dreuttel, J.</td>
<td>9573</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drevet, Xavier</td>
<td>30835</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drevniya izobrazheniya russkikh Tsarey i ikh posol'stv za granitsu v star ykh i novykh gravyurakh [= Representations of Russian Czars and their Embassies to Foreign Lands on Old and New Engravings]</td>
<td>17793</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drevon, A. Eugène</td>
<td>9497, 30476, 30491</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drew, Allis &amp; Co.</td>
<td>56961, 83678</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drew Allis Co. SEE Drew, Allis &amp; Co.</td>
<td>83678</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drew, C. C.</td>
<td>67037</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drew, Columbus, 1820-1891</td>
<td>26885</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drew County (Ark.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners</td>
<td>23824</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drew, Daniel</td>
<td>8289</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drew, J. W.</td>
<td>65520</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drew, Maggie</td>
<td>30072</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drew’s new map of the state of Florida : showing the progress of the U.S. Surveys, the completed &amp; and projected railroads, the different railroad stations and growing railroad towns</td>
<td>26885</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drewitt, Robert Bruce</td>
<td>74463, 74464, 74465, 74466</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drewry &amp; McArthur</td>
<td>69838</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drewry, W. S., Il. 1897-1900</td>
<td>69838</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drexler, Karl</td>
<td>18863</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dreyer-Eimbcke, Oswald</td>
<td>17306, 18224, 35116</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Call Number(s)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dreyer-Eimbcke, Oswald</td>
<td>18224</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dreyer, F.</td>
<td>12884</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dreyfous, M.</td>
<td>2473</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dreyfous, Christian Romanus</td>
<td>9652</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dreyzehender theil Americae</td>
<td>1592</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drie generaties Blaeu</td>
<td>13209</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dreyer, F.</td>
<td>12884</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dreyfous, M.</td>
<td>2473</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dreyfous, Georges</td>
<td>63165</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dreyfus, Georges</td>
<td>1778-1840</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dreyfus, Georges</td>
<td>9652</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dreyfus, Georges</td>
<td>18224</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dreyfus, Georges</td>
<td>1778-1840</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dreykorn, Christian Romanus</td>
<td>9652</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dreykorn, Christian Romanus</td>
<td>1778-1840</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dreykorn, Christian Romanus</td>
<td>9652</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dreykorn, Christian Romanus</td>
<td>1778-1840</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dreykorn, Christian Romanus</td>
<td>9652</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drive a White Steamer and see the country as you have never seen it before and as you cannot see it in any other way / the White Company, Cleveland, Ohio</td>
<td>82889</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drive America / Reader's Digest ; project editor, Carroll C. Calkins ; project art director, Richard Berenson ; produced in association with the H.M. Gousha Company</td>
<td>78857</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drive down memory lane : the named state and federal highways of Michigan / by LeRoy Barnett</td>
<td>66991</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drive Oregon U.S 99 : air conditioned wonderland</td>
<td>62240</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Driver Publications</td>
<td>14560</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Driver, Clive E.</td>
<td>57867, 57868</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Driver, Felix</td>
<td>23635</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Driver, Marjorie G.</td>
<td>52318</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Driver, S. R. (Samuel Rolles)</td>
<td>1846-1914</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drivers' licenses - New York (State) - Handbooks, manuals, etc.</td>
<td>56014</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Driving abroad : Facts at your fingertips</td>
<td>25698</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Driving and cycling chart of south eastern Massachusetts.</td>
<td>1885, 45416</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drnis (Yugoslavia) - Maps - 1689 - Pictorial works</td>
<td>23825</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Droemer Knaur</td>
<td>10249, 10291, 10333, 10341, 10371, 10385, 10452, 10475, 10517</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Droemer Knaur Verlag SEE Droemer Knaur</td>
<td>10341</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Droemersche Verlagsanstalt SEE Droemer Knaur</td>
<td>10341</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Droemersche Verlagsanstalt Th. Knaur SEE Droemer Knaur</td>
<td>10341</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drogheda (Ireland) - Maps - 1740</td>
<td>23826</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drogheda (Ireland) - Maps - 1785</td>
<td>23827</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drolet, Jean-Paul</td>
<td>12317, 12318, 17020</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drôme (France) - Maps - 1725</td>
<td>23828</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dromo Island (Greece) SEE Alonnisos Island (Greece)</td>
<td>1323</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dronning Maud Land (Antarctica) - Maps - 1956 - Coasts</td>
<td>23829</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drontheim</td>
<td>75559</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Droogenham, Gerardus</td>
<td>64343</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Droost, Kurt</td>
<td>73763</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drouet, Santiago</td>
<td>43908</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Droughts - United States - Maps - 1954</td>
<td>78087</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drowne, Richard W.</td>
<td>21828</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Droysen, Gustav</td>
<td>1838-1908, 34220, 34221</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Droz (Firm : Geneva, Switzerland)</td>
<td>75493</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Druckerei C.H.Beck</td>
<td>13056</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Druckerei Joh. Walch</td>
<td>23830</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Druckhaus Tempelhof</td>
<td>45716</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drugulin, W.</td>
<td>34245, 34247, 34252, 34256, 34258, 34266</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drugulin (W.), firm SEE W. Drugulin (Firm)</td>
<td>34249</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Druhot, George Stanley, 1895-1984</td>
<td>23831</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drukkerij G.J. Thieme</td>
<td>42662, 42673</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drukkerij Senefelder (Amsterdam, Netherlands)</td>
<td>8902, 8905, 8927</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drury, Annie</td>
<td>30034</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drury, John, 1898-</td>
<td>19727, 36105, 39973</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drury, Luke</td>
<td>29331</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Druze district of Lebanon</td>
<td>41775</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dry, Camille N.</td>
<td>19238, 21748, 66192, 68101, 68102</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dry Creek Valley (Sonoma County, Calif.) - Maps - 2010 - Wineries</td>
<td>23832, 70316</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dry, Wakeling</td>
<td>58836</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dryander, Johann, 1500-1560</td>
<td>7667, 7752, 33883, 69402</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dryandro, Joanne, 1500-1560</td>
<td>SEE Dryander, Johann, 1500-1560</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dryer, Charles Redway, 1850-1927</td>
<td>30494, 30496</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Dryer, Charles Redway, 1850-1927. Geography of Indiana 30437
Drysdale (W.) & Co. (Montréal, Québec) SEE W. Drysdale & Co. (Montréal, Québec) 69835
DSB bane 23022
Dschudin, Aegidio, 1505-1572 SEE Tschudin, Aegidius, 1505-1572 73783
DTC 31804
Du Bocage, Georges Boissaye, 1626-1696 27740, 27775
Du Boff, Richard B. 74312
Du Breuil, Marchand, fl. 1824 SEE Marchand du Breuil, fl. 1824 14342
Du Breuil, R. 35091
Du camp de Philipsbourg dans les Plaines Blanches, occupe par les armées française et américaine du 6 juillet au 19 aoust 1781 82886
Du camp de Pisk-kill et de la position de l'armée française ... 1782, et celle de ... Washington en 1780 63464
Du Cerceau, Jacques Andreouet, fl. 1549-1584 SEE Androuet du Cerceau, Jacques, fl. 1549-1584 63014
Du Creux, François, 1596? 1666 57366, 57367
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<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
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<td>42351</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
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<td>45670</td>
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<td>45660</td>
</tr>
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<td>Ducatus Meklenburgicus in quo sunt Vandaliae et Meklenburgi</td>
<td>45662</td>
</tr>
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<td>12424</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ducatus Mutinensis Regiensis et Carpensis</td>
<td>24963</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ducatus Parmensis et Placentinus</td>
<td>24962</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ducatus Pomeraniae novissima tabula</td>
<td>65174</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ducatus Pomeraniae novissima tabula in anteriorem et interiorem divisa</td>
<td>65177</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>65167, 65173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
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</tr>
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<td>Ducatus Silesia Grotjanus cum d'strictu episcopali Nissensi</td>
<td>43576</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ducatus Silesiae Glogani vera delineatio</td>
<td>43574</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ducatus Silesiae Laurannis</td>
<td>39698</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ducatus Silesiae Ligniciensis</td>
<td>41803</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ducatus Silesiae Schwidicensis</td>
<td>80624</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ducatus Silesiae Wolanus</td>
<td>43575</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ducatus Slesvicensis in omnes suas praefecturas circulos, et provincias distinte divisus</td>
<td>69364</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ducatus Slesvicensis in omnes ejusdem generales et particulares praefecturas exacte divisis nova tabula</td>
<td>69365</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ducatus Slesvicensis in omnes suas praefecturas circulos</td>
<td>69377</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ducatus Slesvicensis in omnes suas praefecturas circulos, et provincias distinte divisus</td>
<td>69390</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ducatus Slevicensis in omnes suas praefecturas, circulos, et provincias distinte divisus</td>
<td>69395</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ducatus Stiriae et Carintiae Carniola</td>
<td>73370</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ducatus Stiriae novissima tabula</td>
<td>73389</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ducatus Uplandiae cum Westmannia, Sudermanniae</td>
<td>79535</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ducatus Wurtbergensis cum adjacentibus quibusdam Sueviae regionibus</td>
<td>84744</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ducatus Wurtbergensis cum adjacentibus quibusdam Sueviae regionibus</td>
<td>11399</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ducatus Wurtbergici cum locis limitaneis</td>
<td>84745</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ducatus Wurtbergici cum locis limitaneis...</td>
<td>11396, 11397, 11398</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ducatum Livoniae et Curlandiae cum vicinis insulis</td>
<td>42267</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ducatum Livoniae et Curlandiae nova tabula</td>
<td>42265</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ducci, Giuseppe</td>
<td>26774</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ducci, Joseph SEE Ducci, Giuseppe</td>
<td>26774</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ducessois Imprimerie SEE Imprimerie of Ducessois</td>
<td>9381</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duchâtel</td>
<td>27539</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Le Duché de Berg</td>
<td>12424</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Le Duché de Berg, le comté de Homberg</td>
<td>12425, 12426</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Le Duché de Berg, le comté de Homberg, les seigneuries de Hardenberg, et de Wildenborg</td>
<td>12427</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Le Duché de Brabant</td>
<td>13725</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Le Duché de Brabant ... partie septentrionale</td>
<td>12135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Le Duché de Brabant ... partie septentrionale</td>
<td>57932</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Le duché de Brabant qui comprend les quartiers de Louvain, Brusselles, Anvers, et Bosleduc divisiez en leurs principales jurisdictions</td>
<td>13718</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Le Duché de Brabant qui comprend les quartiers de Louvain, Brusselles, Anvers, et Bosleduc, partie septentrionale</td>
<td>57926</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Le Duché de Brabant qui comprend les quartiers de Louvain ... partie septentrionale</td>
<td>13720</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Le Duché de Cleves</td>
<td>21001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Le Duché de Cleves, la Seigneure de Ravenstein, et le comte de Meurs</td>
<td>21003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Le Duché de Cleves, la seigneure de Ravenstein, et le comte de Meurs</td>
<td>20999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Le Duché de Cleves, le seigneurie de Ravenstein, et le comte de Meurs</td>
<td>20997</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Le Duché de de Carinthie suivant les dernieres observations</td>
<td>16620</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Le Duché de de Carniole suiv. les nouvls. observations</td>
<td>16644</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Le Duché de Iuliers</td>
<td>39900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Le Duché de Juliers</td>
<td>58771</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Le Duché de Juliers, l'Abbaye de St. Cornelis Munster, la Baronne de Wickrad, et ... Aix la Chapelle</td>
<td>39899, 39901</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Le Duché de Juliers, l'abbaye de St. Cornelis Munster, la baronnie de Wickrad, et la ville imperiale d'Aix la Chapelle</td>
<td>39896</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Le Duche de Luxembourg</td>
<td>43645, 43668, 43671</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Le Duché de Luxembourg divisé en quartier Walon ... 43663
Le Duché de Luxembourg divisé en quartier walon, et allemand ... 41986
Le Duché de Luxembourg divisé en quartier Walon, et Allemand ... / dédié au Roy par ... Hubert-Iaillot 43666
Le Duché de Luxembourg divisé en quartier Walon, et Allemand ... / par le Sr.anson 43662
Le Duché de Luxembourg, divisé en ses quartiers ... 43664
Le Duché de Mantoue ... 44426, 44427
Le Duché de Milan dans toute son estendue ... 42343
Le Duché de Milan dans toute son estendue divise en ses principales parties ... 42345
Le Duché de Milan dans toute son estendue / par le Sr. Sanson 43662
Le Duché de Milan, divisé en ses quartiers ... 43664
Le Duché de Mantoue ... 44426, 44427
Le Duché de Milan dans toute son estendue ... 42343
Le Duché de Milan dans toute son estendue divise en ses principales parties ... 42345
Le Duché de Milan dans toute son estendue / par J. Covens et C. Mortier 44425
Le Duché de Milan dans toute son estendue ... / par J. Cóvens et C. Mortier 42352
Le Duché de Milan, de Mantoue, de Parmé et de Plaisance ... 39065
Le Duché de Milan et les etats du duc de Savoye ... 69040
Le Duché de Milan et les etats du Duc de Savoye ... / N. de Fer ; Jacqueline Panouse sculpsit 64701
Duché de Modene de Regio et de Carpi 24960
Duché de Parma et de Piacenza ... 63380
Le Duché de Pomeraine divisé en ses principales parties ... 65165
Le Duché de Pomerania ... 65162, 65164, 65172
Le Duché de Pomeranie ... 65168
Le Duché de Pomeranie comprise sous le cercle de Haute Saxe ... 65166
Le Duché de Pomeranie divisé en ses principales parties ... 65163
Duché de Savoie qui comprend le Chablais ... / dressé d’après la grande carte de Piemont de Tomaso Borgonio et autres par le Sr. Robert de Vaugondy ... ; 69061
Duché de Savoie qui comprend le Chablais, le Fossigny ... / après la grande carte de Pièmont de Tomaso Borgomo et autres, par le Sr. Robert de Vaugondy 69065
Duché de Savoie qui comprend le Chablais ... / par le Sr. Robert de Vaugondy ... ; dressé d’après la grande carte de Piemont de Tomaso Borgomo et autres 69060
Le Duché de Savoye suivant les nouvelles observations 69057
Le Duché de Stirie suivant les deriéres observations ... 73373
Le Duché dé Westphalie ... 23750
Le Duché de Westphalie ... 82822
Le Duché de Westphalie ainsi qu’il et presentement possédé par l’eslecteur de Cologne ... 82821
Le Duché du Brabant qui comprend les quartiers de Louvain, Brusselles, Anvers ... 13726
Duché, et gouvernement de Bretagne 14615
Duché et gouvernement de Bretagne / par N. Sanson d’Abbeuille, geogr. du roy ; R. Cordier Abbauille sculp ... 14626
Le Duché et gouvernement de Normandie ... 57223, 57229, 57231
Le Duché et gouvernement de Normandie divisée en haute et basse ... 57232
Le Duché et gouvernement de Normandie divisée en haute et basse Normandie ... 57233
Le Duché et gouvernement de Normandie divisée en haute et basse Normandie ... 57230
Duché et gouvernement de Normandie / par N. Sanson d’Abbeuille, geografe du roy ; R. Cordier Abbauille sculp. 57224
Duché et gouvernement general de Normandie divise en haut et bas en divers pays ... 57238
Les Duchés de Cleves, de Juliers et de Limbourg ... 21000
Les Duchés de Lorraine et de Bar, les evechéhs de Metz, Toul et Verdun ... 43080
Duchesne, E. ... 83715
Duchesne, fl. 1757 ... 65695
Duchesne, Laurent ... 30598
Duchesne, Veuve ... 38875
Duchetti, Claudio, fl. 1554-1585 ... 1829, 1942, 13343, 13344, 13345, 15799, 18691, 18692, 20873, 22260, 22337, 25891, 26694, 26806, 28738, 31330, 31331, 38636, 38772, 39758, 39761, 52611, 62715, 62720, 62723, 63477, 63478, 63479, 66729, 67207, 67312, 70105, 75548, 75861
Les Duchez de Lorraine et de Bar, les evechéhs de Metz, Toul, et Verdun ... 43073
Duchez, Eugène ... 27935, 27965
Duchier, E. ... 27982
Duck, Harvey ... 20454
Duckham (Alexander) & Co. SEE Alexander Duckham & Co. 14481
Duckham’s town routes and motor manual 14481
Duckworth, F. R. G. (Francis Robinson Gladstone), b. 1881 ... 22330
Duckworth (Firm) ... 81693
Duclos, Canon Ad. ... 14750
Ducres de Sixt, Jean-Pierre, 1786-1855 ... 9415
Dudding, John ... 26759
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Dudéfand, A. ... 28025, 63177
Dudley, Darrell ... 28311
Dudley, J., fl. 1699 ... 27264
Dudley, Robert, Sir, 1574-1649 ... 23787, 23868, 52819, 57879, 62525
Dudley, Robert, Sir, 1574-1649. Arcano del mare (1646-1647) ... 23866, 23867, 23868
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East central Michigan road map : fishing and hunting guide : zone 3 47420
East central states road map ... / Barnsdall ... 48930
East Chicago (Ind.) - Maps - 1889-1890 20101
East Chicago (Ind.) - Pictorial works - 1889-1890 - Buildings 20101
East Chicago (Ind.) - Pictorial works - Collections 24010
East Chicago Land Companies 20101
East China Sea - Maps - 1649 24011
East China Sea - Maps - 1754 - Nautical charts 67748
East Coast Highways Association 27130
[East coast of Florida, West Indies and north coast of Brazil, 1784] 16573
East coast of Greenland between the parallels of 72° and 76° N. / surveyed under the direction of Captn. Clavering by Mr. Henry Foster Admy. Midn. H.M. sloop Griper in the summer of 1823. 32967
East coast of North America 3716
The East coast of Scotland with the isles of Orkney and Shetland 69473
The East coast of Scotland with the isles of Orkney and Shetland 69498
East coast of South America : Brazil, middle provinces 13850
East Dubuque Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1854 - Railroads 39812
East, Ernest E. (Ernest Edward), 1885
East Dubuque Region (Ill.) - 1851 - Road maps 68608
East Dubuque Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1851 - Road maps 68609
East Flanders (Belgium) - Description and Travel - 1834 24012
East Flanders (Belgium) - Maps - 1682 24013
East Flanders (Belgium) - Maps - 1700 24014
East Flanders (Belgium) - Maps - 1706 24015
East Flanders (Belgium) - Maps - 1710 24016
East Flanders (Belgium) - Maps - 1720 24017, 24018
East Flanders (Belgium) - Maps - 1725 85272
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East Florida, from surveys made since the last peace, adapted to Dr. Stork's history of that country ... 26844
East Florida - Maps - 1785 - Landowners - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 24019
East Florida, Tracing 26835
East Frisian Islands (Germany) - Description and travel - 1955 24020
East Frisian Islands (Germany) - Maps - 1963 24021
East Frisian Islands (Germany) - Maps - 1967 24022
East India Company 7797, 12385, 12386, 12387, 13353, 13354, 14174, 14225, 16562, 22178, 22181, 36513, 36537, 36543, 36544, 36704, 36705, 36710, 39478, 85317, 85318
East India Company (English) 12388, 12389
East India Company - History 17965
East India Company - Map collections 24023
East India Company - Maps - 1838 84240
East India Company - Surveyors - Training 73570
East India islands 24050, 24051, 71188
The East India Islands: comprehending the islands of Sunda, the Moluccas, and the Philippine Islands / by Samuel Dunn 44225, 44226
The East India Islands, comprehending the isles of Sunda, the Moluccas and the Philippine islands 44224
East India Isles 24048, 71187, 71189
East India Isles / drawn under the direction of Mr. Pinkerton by L. Hebert; Neele sculpt. 352 Strand 37454
East India isles / Hewitt, sc. 10 Broad Strt. Bloomsby. London 71184, 71185
East Indian Archipelago, Burmah, Siam &c / by J. Bartholomew, F.R.G.S. 24053
East Indian ports 37460
East Indies 3330, 71196, 71197
East Indies / A. Bell sculpt. 3328
East Indies - Cartography - History 50048
The East Indies -- Defended by the democracies 24057
East Indies - Maps - 1561 3240, 71148
East Indies - Maps - 1565 71149, 71150
East Indies - Maps - 1570 71151, 71152
East Indies - Maps - 1588 71153
East Indies - Maps - 1593 70676
East Indies - Maps - 1598 81578
East Indies - Maps - 1600-1699 - Fortification - Manuscripts 24024
East Indies - Maps - 1606 71155
East Indies - Maps - 1615 24025
East Indies - Maps - 1617 24026
East Indies - Maps - 1625 70680
East Indies - Maps - 1635 71160
East Indies - Maps - 1650 71161
East Indies - Maps - 1654 24027
East Indies - Maps - 1660 3259
East Indies - Maps - 1662 71163
East Indies - Maps - 1664 71164
East Indies - Maps - 1673 24028, 24029
East Indies - Maps - 1676 24030
East Indies - Maps - 1697 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 24031
East Indies - Maps - 1698 24032, 48078
East Indies - Maps - 1700 70685, 71167
East Indies - Maps - 1700-1799 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 24033
East Indies - Maps - 1701 37449
East Indies - Maps - 1703 24034
East Indies - Maps - 1703 - Nautical charts 24035, 36704, 36705
East Indies - Maps - 1705 3281
East Indies - Maps - 1708 45354, 45355
East Indies - Maps - 1710 24036
East Indies - Maps - 1714 48089
East Indies - Maps - 1719 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts 24037
East Indies - Maps - 1720 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts 71168, 71169
East Indies - Maps - 1721 36513, 45356
East Indies - Maps - 1726 (Provisional Heading) 24038
East Indies - Maps - 1732 48096
East Indies - Maps - 1737 48097
East Indies - Maps - 1740-1773 1650
East Indies - Maps - 1744 - Trade routes 24039
East Indies - Maps - 1748 - Nautical charts 24040, 36710, 39638
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<tbody>
<tr>
<td>East Indies - Maps - 1750</td>
<td>24041, 24042</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Indies - Maps - 1766</td>
<td>24043</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Indies - Maps - 1768</td>
<td>36537, 70689</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Indies - Maps - 1769</td>
<td>37452, 71174</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Indies - Maps - 1774</td>
<td>44224</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Indies - Maps - 1778</td>
<td>24044</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Indies - Maps - 1779</td>
<td>24045</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Indies - Maps - 1781</td>
<td>71177, 71178</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Indies - Maps - 1786</td>
<td>44225, 71179</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Indies - Maps - 1787</td>
<td>3320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Indies - Maps - 1793</td>
<td>70691</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Indies - Maps - 1794</td>
<td>36543, 44226, 71180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Indies - Maps - 1795</td>
<td>38525, 71119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Indies - Maps - 1797</td>
<td>3328</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Indies - Maps - 1798</td>
<td>3330</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Indies - Maps - 1802</td>
<td>24046</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Indies - Maps - 1813</td>
<td>24047, 24048</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Indies - Maps - 1814</td>
<td>71184, 71185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Indies - Maps - 1818</td>
<td>37454</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Indies - Maps - 1822</td>
<td>71187</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Indies - Maps - 1825</td>
<td>24049</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Indies - Maps - 1829</td>
<td>71189</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Indies - Maps - 1831</td>
<td>24050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Indies - Maps - 1832</td>
<td>71190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Indies - Maps - 1840</td>
<td>11065, 24051</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Indies - Maps - 1841</td>
<td>24052</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Indies - Maps - 1847</td>
<td>44229</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Indies - Maps - 1866</td>
<td>24053</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Indies - Maps - 1867Malay Archipelago - Maps - 1867</td>
<td>11075</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Indies - Maps - 1868</td>
<td>24054</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Indies - Maps - 1869</td>
<td>24055</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Indies - Maps - 1872</td>
<td>37455, 37456</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Indies - Maps - 1875</td>
<td>37457</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Indies - Maps - 1885</td>
<td>71198</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Indies - Maps - 1897</td>
<td>37458</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Indies - Maps - 1911</td>
<td>37459</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Indies - Maps - 1913Harbors</td>
<td>37460</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Indies - Maps - 1913Trade routes</td>
<td>37460</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Indies - Maps - 1915</td>
<td>24000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Indies - Maps - 1916</td>
<td>37461, 37462</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Indies - Maps - 1924</td>
<td>37463, 37464</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Indies - Maps - 1925</td>
<td>37465</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Indies - Maps - 1932</td>
<td>37448</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Indies - Maps - 1937</td>
<td>37467, 37468</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Indies - Maps - 1938</td>
<td>24056</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Indies - Maps - 1941</td>
<td>24057</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Indies - Maps - 1942Maps, Physical</td>
<td>71201</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Indies - Maps - 1943</td>
<td>62628</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Indies - Maps - 1944</td>
<td>31632</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Indies - Maps - 1948</td>
<td>37469</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Indies - Maps - 1958Road maps</td>
<td>37471</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Indies - Maps - 1966</td>
<td>37473</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Indies - Maps - Nautical chartsManuscript mapsCatalogs</td>
<td>53289</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Indies - Pilot guides</td>
<td>64759</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The East Indies, with the roads</td>
<td>70689</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Kanzas</td>
<td>40074</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Kent Road Car Company</td>
<td>40605</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Lakes Geographer</td>
<td>16792</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Los Angeles yard [for the Union Pacific Railway]</td>
<td>43157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Midlands and the Peak / with a portrait by W. G. Hoskins</td>
<td>24058</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Midlands (England) - Maps - 1951</td>
<td>24058</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<th>Call Numbers</th>
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<tbody>
<tr>
<td>East North Central States - Maps - 1801</td>
<td>24059</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(East of Chicago)</td>
<td>24173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Orange Public Library</td>
<td>39546</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Pike Run (Mercer County, Pa. : Township) - Maps - 1920 - Landowners</td>
<td>24060</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Pike Run Township [Wash.Co., PA]</td>
<td>80919</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Pike Run Township [Washington Co., Pa.]: a connected draft of all the original tracts of land ... the warrants, surveys and patents bearing date respectively as above set forth ...</td>
<td>24060</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Pike Run (Washington County, Pa. : Township) - Maps - 1700-1799</td>
<td>80919</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The East Riding of Yorkshire / by Joseph E. Morris; with illustrations by R.J.S. Bertram and from photographs</td>
<td>24062</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Riding of Yorkshire (Eng.) - Maps - 1086</td>
<td>24061</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Riding of Yorkshire (England) - Maps - 1610</td>
<td>85120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Riding of Yorkshire (England) - Maps - 1676</td>
<td>85124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Riding of Yorkshire (England) - Maps - 1919</td>
<td>24062</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East River (N.Y.) - Maps - 1836</td>
<td>55632, 55633</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East River (N.Y.) - Maps - 1956 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>42955</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Saginaw, Mich.</td>
<td>67834</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Saint Louis (Ill.) - Maps - 1888 - Railroads</td>
<td>50717</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Saint Louis (Ill.) - Maps - 1891 - Ferries</td>
<td>24063</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Saint Louis (Ill.) - Maps - 1891 - Railroads</td>
<td>24063</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Saint Louis (Ill.) - Maps - 1891 - Real property</td>
<td>24064</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Saint Louis (III.): Maps - 1968 - Road maps</td>
<td>20472, 24065</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Saint Louis Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1968 - Road maps</td>
<td>24065</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Side (Chicago, Ill.) - Pictorial works - 1871</td>
<td>15743</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Side Omnibus Corporation (New York, N.Y.) - Maps - 1943</td>
<td>44345</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Sussex (England) - Historical geography - Maps - 1999</td>
<td>73589</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Sussex (England) - Maps - 1693 - Coasts - Nautical charts</td>
<td>24067</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Sussex (England) - Maps - 1749 - Coasts - Nautical charts</td>
<td>24068</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Sussex (England) - Maps - 1757 - Coasts - Nautical charts</td>
<td>24069</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Sussex parliamentary deposited plans, 1799-1970</td>
<td>24066</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Tennessee, Virginia, and Georgia Railway Company</td>
<td>71396, 71410, 71422, 71436</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Tennessee, Virginia, and Georgia Railway Company - Maps - 1890</td>
<td>71396</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Tennessee, Virginia, and Georgia Railway Company - Maps - 1891</td>
<td>71410</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Tennessee, Virginia, and Georgia Railway Company - Maps - 1892</td>
<td>71422</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Tennessee, Virginia, and Georgia Railway Company - Maps - 1893</td>
<td>71436</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Texas, Oklahoma with New Mexico, west Texas</td>
<td>74911, 74912, 74913, 74933, 74934</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Texas, Oklahoma with New Mexico, west Texas : Texaco</td>
<td>74871, 74872, 74873, 74876, 74877, 74878, 74883, 74884, 74885, 74886, 74887, 74888, 74889, 74890, 74891, 74892, 74893, 74894, 74895, 74907, 74908, 74909, 74910, 74914, 74915, 74916, 74917, 74918, 74931, 74932, 74935, 74936, 74948, 74952, 74959</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Texas, Oklahoma with New Mexico, west Texas : tour with Texaco ...</td>
<td>74958, 74976, 74977, 74986</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Turkestan (China) SEE Xinjiang Yuggur Zizhiqiu (China)</td>
<td>85028</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East (U.S.) - Airlines - Timetables - 1948</td>
<td>16511</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East (U.S.) - Description and travel - 1932 - Road maps</td>
<td>24070</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East (U.S.) - Description and travel - 1940</td>
<td>24071</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East (U.S.) - Description and travel - 1941</td>
<td>24072</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East (U.S.) - Historical geography - Maps - 1999 - Road maps</td>
<td>2256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East (U.S.) - Historical geography - Maps - 1999 - Trails</td>
<td>2256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East (U.S.) - History - Civil War, 1861-1865 - Maps</td>
<td>24073</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East (U.S.) - Maps - 1700</td>
<td>24074</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East (U.S.) - Maps - 1750-1850 - Road maps</td>
<td>24075</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East (U.S.) - Maps - 1755</td>
<td>24076, 24077, 24078, 24079, 57556</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East (U.S.) - Maps - 1755 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>61281</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East (U.S.) - Maps - 1765</td>
<td>24080</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East (U.S.) - Maps - 1770</td>
<td>24081, 24082, 24083</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East (U.S.) - Maps - 1776</td>
<td>24084</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East (U.S.) - Maps - 1776 - Road maps</td>
<td>78719</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East (U.S.) - Maps - 1778</td>
<td>48199, 48200, 48201, 76469</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East (U.S.) - Maps - 1778 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>24085</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East (U.S.) - Maps - 1780</td>
<td>76470</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East (U.S.) - Maps - 1781</td>
<td>48202</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East (U.S.) - Maps - 1783</td>
<td>76479</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East (U.S.) - Maps - 1784</td>
<td>24086, 24087, 29070</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East (U.S.) - Maps - 1785</td>
<td>76489</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East (U.S.) - Maps - 1793</td>
<td>76503</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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East (U.S.) - Maps - 1794  24088, 76504
East (U.S.) - Maps - 1796  76521
East (U.S.) - Maps - 1797  24089, 24090, 24091
East (U.S.) - Maps - 1798  24092
East (U.S.) - Maps - 1800  24093
East (U.S.) - Maps - 1801  24094
East (U.S.) - Maps - 1802  24095
East (U.S.) - Maps - 1807  24096
East (U.S.) - Maps - 1809  24097
East (U.S.) - Maps - 1811  24098
East (U.S.) - Maps - 1813  24099
East (U.S.) - Maps - 1817  68033
East (U.S.) - Maps - 1820-1829 - Indians  24100, 24101
East (U.S.) - Maps - 1824-1825 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  76602
East (U.S.) - Maps - 1830 - Railroads, Proposed  76622
East (U.S.) - Maps - 1834  24102, 76647, 76648, 76649
East (U.S.) - Maps - 1836 - Canals  24103
East (U.S.) - Maps - 1836 - Canals, Proposed  24103
East (U.S.) - Maps - 1836 - Inland navigation  24103
East (U.S.) - Maps - 1836 - Railroads  24103
East (U.S.) - Maps - 1839  76665
East (U.S.) - Maps - 1839 - Canals  24104, 24105
East (U.S.) - Maps - 1839 - Centrality of Cairo (III.)  24104, 24105
East (U.S.) - Maps - 1839 - Railroads  24104, 24105
East (U.S.) - Maps - 1839 - Transportation  24104, 24105
East (U.S.) - Maps - 1841  76682
East (U.S.) - Maps - 1841 - Canals  24106
East (U.S.) - Maps - 1841 - Railroads  24106
East (U.S.) - Maps - 1844-Indians  24107
East (U.S.) - Maps - 1846  76717
East (U.S.) - Maps - 1847  52077
East (U.S.) - Maps - 1850  76734
East (U.S.) - Maps - 1853 - Counties  24108, 24109
East (U.S.) - Maps - 1854 - Railroads  76765
East (U.S.) - Maps - 1857-1858 - Railroads  24110
East (U.S.) - Maps - 1861  24111
East (U.S.) - Maps - 1864 - Counties  24112
East (U.S.) - Maps - 1875 - Railroads  24113
East (U.S.) - Maps - 1888 - Railroads  36798
East (U.S.) - Maps - 1890 - Railroads  24114, 24115
East (U.S.) - Maps - 1891 - Railroads  24116, 24117, 24118
East (U.S.) - Maps - 1892 - Maps, Physical  24119
East (U.S.) - Maps - 1892 - Railroads  24119, 24120
East (U.S.) - Maps - 1892 - Resorts  24119
East (U.S.) - Maps - 1893 - Railroads  24121, 24122
East (U.S.) - Maps - 1894 - Railroads  24123
East (U.S.) - Maps - 1898 - Railroads  24124
East (U.S.) - Maps - 1899 - Railroads  24125
East (U.S.) - Maps - 1900 - Railroads  24126, 24127, 24128, 24129, 24130, 24131, 24132, 24133, 24134
East (U.S.) - Maps - 1901-1907 - Railroads  24135
East (U.S.) - Maps - 1901 - Railroads  24136, 24137, 24138
East (U.S.) - Maps - 1902 - Railroads  24139, 24140, 24141, 24142
East (U.S.) - Maps - 1903 - Railroads  24143, 24144, 24145, 24146, 24147
East (U.S.) - Maps - 1904 - Railroads  24148, 24149, 24150, 24151, 24152, 24153
East (U.S.) - Maps - 1905 - Railroads  24154, 24155, 24156, 24157, 24158, 24159
East (U.S.) - Maps - 1906 - Railroads  24160, 24161, 24162, 24163, 24164, 24165
East (U.S.) - Maps - 1907 - Railroads  24166, 24167, 24168, 24169, 24170, 24171, 24172
East (U.S.) - Maps - 1908-1909 - Railroads  24173
East (U.S.) - Maps - 1908 - Railroads  24174, 24175, 24176, 24177, 24178, 24179, 24180, 24181, 24182, 24183
East (U.S.) - Maps - 1909 - Railroads  24184, 24185, 24186, 24187, 24188, 24189, 24190
East (U.S.) - Maps - 1910-1919  24191
East (U.S.) - Maps - 1910 - Railroads  24192, 24193, 24194, 24195, 24196, 24197, 24198
East (U.S.) - Maps - 1911 - Railroads  24199, 24200, 24201, 24202, 24203, 24204, 24205, 24206
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Eastern Air Lines in-flight map 24461
Eastern Air Lines, inc. 11430, 16600, 24361, 24362, 24390, 24402, 24425, 24426, 24461

Eastern Air Lines, inc. - Maps 1937 24361, 24362
Eastern Air Lines, inc. - Maps 1940 24390
Eastern Air Lines, inc. - Maps 1942 24402
Eastern Air Lines, inc. - Maps 1947 24425, 24426
Eastern Air Lines, inc. - Maps 1957 24461

Eastern Alps 1359, 1360, 1361, 1362, 1363, 1364, 1365, 1366, 1367, 1371, 1373, 1374, 1375, 1376, 1377, 1381, 1382, 1383

Eastern Alps SEE Alps, Eastern 1342

Eastern and central United States interstate road map Esso Marketers 24379

Eastern Asia, V1: Manchuria & Chosen 23996
Eastern Asia, V2: South-western Japan 23997
Eastern Asia, V3: North-eastern Japan 23998
Eastern Asia, V4: China 23999
Eastern Asia, V5: East Indies 24000

Eastern Australian and New Zealand ports 11029

Eastern Band of Cherokee Indians of North Carolina - Maps 1875-1876 - Land tenure 19313

Eastern Band of Cherokee Indians of North Carolina - Maps 1890 - Landowners 19314

Eastern Canada : 1934 road map / Imperial Oil Limited 15891
Eastern Canada : 1934 road map : Imperial Oil Limited everywhere in Canada 15890
Eastern Canada (Québec, Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, and Prince Edward Island) / Imperial Oil Limited ... 15908
Eastern Canada road map ... / Imperial Oil Limited ... 15900, 15904

Eastern Canada SEE Canada, Eastern 53812

Eastern Canada : Texaco ... 15910, 15911, 15912, 15913, 15914, 15915, 61937
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Election returns : abstract of the official returns of the elections held November 8, 1892 and November 6, 1888, in the State of Illinois, as returned to the Secretary of State

Elections - Chicago Region (III.) - Maps - 1892 22023

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Election districts</th>
<th>Maps -</th>
<th>Call number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bayonne (N.J.)</td>
<td>1907</td>
<td>39720, 39721</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago Heights (Ill.)</td>
<td>1922</td>
<td>19707</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago (III.)</td>
<td>1837-1931</td>
<td>19442</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago (III.)</td>
<td>1851-1890</td>
<td>19970</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago (III.)</td>
<td>1877</td>
<td>22020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago (III.)</td>
<td>1901</td>
<td>22030, 22031</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago (III.)</td>
<td>1914</td>
<td>19663</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago (III.)</td>
<td>1922</td>
<td>19707</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago (III.)</td>
<td>1931</td>
<td>19755</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago (III.)</td>
<td>1962-1989</td>
<td>19902</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cicero (Ill.)</td>
<td>1922</td>
<td>19707</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cook County (Ill.)</td>
<td>1901</td>
<td>22030, 22031</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cook County (Ill.)</td>
<td>1982</td>
<td>22068</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cook County (Ill.)</td>
<td>1986</td>
<td>22069</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| For Chicago Region maps only, use twice in 'flipped' subject headings (as both beginning and floating topical subdivisions). For all other maps use only as a secondary subdivision. 22020
| France                                                                            | 1871-1873 | 9431      |
| Georgia                                                                           | 1916   | 31061       |
| Hoboken (N.J.)                                                                    | 1907   | 39720, 39721|
| Hyde Park (Chicago, Ill.)                                                         | 1883   | 35048       |
| Illinois                                                                          | 1893   | 35603       |
| Illinois                                                                          | 1908   | 35668       |
| Jersey City (N.J.)                                                                | 1907   | 39720, 39721|
| Illinois                                                                          | 1901   | 35638       |
| New York (State)                                                                  | 1915   | 44336       |
| New York (State)                                                                  | 1915   | 67038       |
| Philadelphia (Pa.)                                                                | 1875-1876 | 64368     |
| Toledo (Ohio)                                                                     | 1946   | 75265       |
| United States                                                                     | 1790-1899 | 24908     |
| United States                                                                     | 1790-1899 | 76091     |
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Electric power distribution - United States - Maps - 1968 78522
Electric power plants - United States - Maps - 1968 78522
Electric railroad map of New York : to accompany the annual report of the Public Service Commission, Second District, State of New York 56204
Electric railroads - Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1970 20519
Electric railroads - Indiana, Northwest - Maps - 1970 20519
Electric railroads - Maps - Collections, 1915 19673
Electric railroads - Ohio - Maps - 1914 60492
Electric street-railroads SEE Street-railroads 19626
Electric utilities - Indiana - Maps - 1924 36907
Electric utilities - Michigan - Maps - 1923 46911
Electric utilities - Ohio - Maps - 1973 61056
Electric utilities - Philadelphia Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1976 64497
Electric utilities - Southern States - Maps - 1926 71750
Electric utilities - Southern States - Maps - 1929 71769
Electrical longitude 42990
Electricity - Distribution SEE Electric lines 21348
Electrification - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1915 - Railroads 19673
Electrification - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1916 - Railroads 19676
Electronic surveillance - Maps 24909
Electronic traffic controls - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1926 19724
Electrotyping (Platemaking) 44590, 57096, 82873
Elegance and utility in early American cartography: the case of John Norman 57218
Elegantissimus à parte orientali Oenipontis prospectus 37500
Elegantissimus ad mare Tyrrenhenum ex monte Pausilipo Neapolis montisque ... 52607
Eleia (Greece) - Maps - 1824 24910, 24911
Elemens de geographie generale 29611
Elemens de topographie militaire 9284
Elementary astronomy for academies and schools 29591
An Elementary atlas of history and geography from the commencement of the Christian era to the present time : containing a series of maps arranged in chronological order, with illustrative memoirs : adapted to the use of colleges and schools / by J.S. 83699
Elementary course in geography 30040, 30386, 30387
Elementary course in geography : designed for primary and intermediate grades, and as a complete shorter course / by William Swinton 30044, 30199
Elementary geography 29873, 29874, 30168, 30169, 30344, 30359, 30412, 30434, 30438, 30439, 30452, 30455, 30456, 30457, 30485, 30519, 30561
Elementary geography / by H. Justin Roddy 30499
An Elementary geography for Massachusetts children / by William B. Fowle 29540
Elementary geography incl geography of Minnesota 30334
Elementary geography: independent course 30015, 30016, 30039, 30229, 30230, 30336
Elementary geography: new eclectic series 30246
Elementary Geography, revised by Charles R. Dryer and William A. McBeth 30548
Elementary geography : taught by means of pictures, maps, charts, diagrams, map drawing and blackboard exercises / by James Monteith 30069, 30095
Elementary map and aerial photograph reading / prepared under direction of the Chief of Engineers 44699
Elementary school atlas of general and descriptive geography 8130
An Elementary treatise of geography : containing a concise description of the different countries of the world : compiled from the best modern travels : also, a compendious view of the solar system : for the use of schools / by F. Nichols 29239
An Elementary treatise on physical geography : to which is added a brief description of the physical phenomena of the United States / by D.M. Warren ; revised by A. von Steinwehr 29818, 30012, 30083
Elemente der Geographie : in Karten und Text / methodisch dargestellt von Dr. Eduard Stössner ... Erster [- Dritter] Cursus [sic] ... 7579
Elementi di cartografia 16753
Elementi di geografia moderna : ad uso delle scuole 29556
L’elemento araldico nel portolani di Angelino Dall’orto 22681
Elementos de geografía 30396
Elementos de geografía : para uso de las escuelas primarias y familias / por E. Cortambert ; traducidos del francés y adaptados á las escuelas de la América del Sur por César C. Guzman 30077
Elements of cartography / Arthur H. Robinson ... [et al.] 18517, 18518
Elements of cartography / Arthur H. Robinson, Randall D. Sale 18514
Elements of cartography / Arthur Robinson, Randall Sale, Joel Morrison 18516
Elements of general history, ancient and modern : to which are added a table of chronology, and a comparative view of ancient and modern geography / by Professor Tytler, Lord Woodhouselee ; with a continuation to the death of George III., 1820, by Edwa 34157
Elements of general history, ancient and modern : to which are added, a table of chronology, and a comparative view of ancient and modern geography : illustrated by maps 34040, 34140
Elements of general history, ancient and modern : to which is added a table of chronology / by Alex. Fraser Tytler; from the fifth British edition 34142
Elements of geography 29088, 29107, 29119, 29135, 29150, 29169, 29208, 29251, 29268, 30497
Elements of geography : ancient and modern : with an atlas / by J.E. Worcester 29300
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Ellens, James 8268
Ellensburg Public Library (Ellensburg, Washington). Friends 21744
Ellerman, J. 1905
Ellers, G. Howard SEE Howard-Ellers, G. 35050
Ellery, T. B. 57256
Ellesmere Island 24940
Ellesmere Island (Nunavut) - Maps - 1922 24940
Ellesmere Island (Nunavut) - Maps - 1940 24941
Ellesmere Island (Nunavut) - Maps - 1998 52251
Ellet, Charles, Jr. 64338
Ellettsville (Ind.) - Maps - 2010 - Tourist maps 13255
Ellffryth, Daniell, fl. 1608 - 1640 16531
Ellicott, Andrew, 1754 - 1820 19265, 68187, 71329, 71330, 71331, 71332, 76038, 80940, 80941, 80943, 80944, 81046
Ellicott, Andrew, 1754 - 1820. The Journal of Andrew Ellicott : late commissioner on behalf of the United States ... for determining the boundary between the United States and the possessions of His Catholic Majesty in America (1803) 19265, 68187, 71331, 71332, 76038
Ellicott, Benjamin 6354
Ellicott, Joseph, 1760 - 1826 14854
The Ellington stone 24942, 24943
Elliot, Charles, 1801 - 1875 75543
Elliot, Charles, 1801 - 1875 - Journeys, 1844 - Manuscripts 75543
Elliot, James 20888
Elliot, Nathan, 1767 - 1828 51285
Elliot Bay (Wash.) - Maps - 1947 - Nautical charts 65845
Elliot Bay (Wash.) - Maps - 1949 - Nautical charts 65846
Elliot Bay (Wash.) - Maps - 1967 - Nautical charts 65850
Elliot Bros. (Bournemouth) 25456
Elliot, C. A. 34827, 34828
Elliot, C. A. & Co. 68849
Elliot, G. Carlan 12854
Elliot, Gordon L. 15019
Elliot, Henry Wood, 1846 - 1930 85045
Ellis County (Tex.) - Maps - 1879: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche 24945
Ellis, A. D., 19th cent. 12405, 44680, 51801, 55843, 63578, 67740, 83018, 84779
Ellis, A. G. 32923
Ellis, Charles Grant 23984, 25435, 25457
Ellis, Chas. E. 23489, 32338, 52008, 81459
Ellis, E. P. 79362
Ellis, Elizabeth Helen, 1950- 44463, 73172
Ellis, Erl H. 21258
Ellis, Frank P. 30029
Ellis, G. 25199
Ellis, George, fl. 1823 7973
Ellis, George H., printer 40097, 40100, 72266, 81909
Ellis, Gresham 23984, 25435, 25457
Ellis, Henry, 1721-1806 2443, 2444, 34797
Ellis, J. (John), fl. 1750-1800 25129, 30747, 42032
Ellis, J., lithographer, Toronto 16044, 62426
Ellis, John W. 66688
Ellis, Mildred 21189
Ellis Park (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1870 19506
Ellis’s atlas of England & Wales 25199
Ellis’s English atlas, or, A compleat chorography of England and Wales : in fifty-four maps, containing more particulars than any other collection of the same kind : the whole calculated for the use of travellers, academies, and of all those who desire 25129
Ellis, W. 65581
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Ells, Willard Waldo 56789
Ellrichshausen, Marie von 34422
Elsbury, George H. 49449
Ellsworth, Henry Leavitt, 1791-1858 35467
Ellsworth, Henry William, 1814-1864. Valley of the upper Wabash, Indiana ... (1838) 76658
Ellsworth, James W. 50497
Ellsworth, Linda V. 73416
\textbf{Ellwagen (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1552} 12331
Elmar 67388
Elmendorf, C. H. 57918
Elmer-Dewitt, Philip 26410
Elmer, W. B. 38568
Elmes, James 42376
Elmhurst (Ill.) - Maps - 1920 24947
Elmhurst, Illinois. Building zone map 24947
Elmina (Ghana) - Pictorial works - 1620 15188
Elmina (Ghana) - Pictorial works - 1626 24948
Elmira Star-Gazette 24273
Elmo Jones 69942
Elmore County (Ala.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps 51580
Elmsley, Peter, 1734 or 5-1802 14295, 82759
Els portolans de l'edat mitjana : una contribució a la història de la cartografia i la nàutica / Konrad Kretschmer ; direcció científica, Vicenç M. Rosselló i Verger ; traducció, Ferran Robles i Sabater 52817
Elsass 1435
Elsass ist der Vier prouintzen eine im Tutschen Landt ... / gestelte durch Daniel Speckel von Strasburg, Jar Christ 1576 ; Mit Rom: Key: May freyheitt auf 16. Jar. 1400
Elson C. Smith Onomastics Collection (Newberry Library) 1850, 1851, 13068, 13069, 13071, 45243, 52078, 52090, 52093, 52104, 52105, 52108, 52111, 52116, 52120, 52131, 52159, 52161, 52165, 52202, 52211, 52212, 52213, 52217, 52241, 52264, 52265, 52267, 52268, 52271, 52277, 52288, 52313, 52333, 52340, 52346, 52351, 52357, 52364, 52375, 52381, 52389, 52396, 52434, 52439, 52441, 52450, 52453, 52460, 52473, 52485, 52486, 52487, 52498, 52499, 67708, 73336
Else, Felicia M. 56858
Elsenor 33767, 33769
Elsevier 17340, 20859, 53375
Elsevier (Firm) 1607
Elsevier, N. V. 21856
Elsevier Publishing Co. 62876
Elsevier Uitgevers Maatschappij, N.V. 70653
Else, A.F. 30184
Elson (A.W.) & Co. SEE A.W. Elson & Co. 53550
Elster, Henry R. 41455
Elsterwerke (Firm) 10371
Elston, Roy 12260, 26788, 38628, 39160, 49179, 52627, 53580, 62864, 62866, 63222, 63226, 66559, 66947, 72882
Elstracke, Renold, fl. 1590-1630 7762, 38227, 38228, 38229, 38448, 57190, 57344, 70679, 70680
Elter, Anton, 1858-1925 31937
Elting, John Robert 52639, 52640, 52641
Elts, David, 1940- 175
Elton, Edward F. 8391
Elzner, Adolf, 1858-1925 41827
Elucidarius, M. 9552
Elvezia 73871
Elvezia SEE Switzerland 73871
Elvin, Axel, 1903- 10858
Elvin, Mark 20733
Elwe, Jan Barend 4524, 8771, 29145, 31437
Elwert, N. G. 76528
Elwood, A. G. F 44687
Elwood, S. D., 19th cent. 46777, 68969, 79353, 79511
Ely 34367
Ely (England) - Geography, Medieval - Maps - 476-1492 24949
Ely (England) - Historical geography - Maps - 476-1492 24949
Ely (England) - Maps - 1610 35009
Ely (England) - Maps - 1662 35011
Ely (England) - Maps - 476-1492 - Real property 24949
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Ely, Hanson Edward, 1867-1958  84648
Elyria (Ohio) - Maps - 1926 - Road maps  60542
Elzevir  1603, 8698, 31296
Elzevir, Abraham, 1592-1652  1608
Elzevir, Bonaventure, 1583-1652  1608
Elzevir Press  12663
Em. Baerentzen & Comp. (Copenhagen, Denmark) SEE Baerentzen, Emilius & Co. (Copenhagen, Denmark)  8649
Emanuel, John H.  74005
Embajada de España en Guatemala  33113
Embassy from East India Company to China  24029
An Embassy from the East-India company of the United provinces, to the Grand Tartar Cham, emperor of China, deliver'd by their excellencies, Peter de Goyer and Jacob de Keyzer, at his imperial city of Peking. Wherein the cities, towns, villages, ports,   24028
Emblem Oil Co. Marketing Division  56424, 63805
Emblemata cum aliquot nummis antiqui operis, ed. Béla Varjas  17872
Emblems  85344
Emblems and Insignia: Concept of the Emblem, Renaissance and Baroque  17733
The emblems of the state of Colorful  21265
Emblen, D. L. (Donald Lewis), 1918-  40535
Embossing (Printing)  26446, 42434
Embouchure de Rio de la Plata  66848
Embouchure du fleuve duMississipi. Cours du Mississipi depuis les colapissas jusqu’a la pointe a la hache  50461
Embouchure du fleuve St. Louis  50466
Les Embouchures de la Somme et de Bresle Riv. où est St. Valeri, Eu de Dieppe ; Les environs d'Abbeville, Dourlens, Amiens, Corbie, et du cours de la Somme / J. Harrewyn f.  64650
Embroided bindings (Bookbinding) - 1800  84180
Embroidered maps - 1800  84180
Embroidered maps (Cross-stitch) - 1866  4765
Embroidered maps (Cross-stitch) - Exhibitions - Catalogs  24950
Emda vulgo Embden  24953
Emden (Germany) - Maps - 1620  24951
Emden (Germany) - Maps - 1657  24952, 24953
Emden (Germany) - Maps - 1745  62398
Emden (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1624  28407
Emden Region (Lower Saxony, Germany) - Maps - 1642 - Nautical charts  24972
The Emerald Isle in maps  38449, 38450
Emerade (Ship)  75839, 81616
The Emergence of maps in libraries  44855
The Emerging discipline of cartography  16970
Emerologio 2003 = Diary 2003  17110
Emerson Bindery Co.  64207
Emerson, Caroline Dwight, 1891-  77827
Emerson, Charles L.  26880, 46776, 49530
Emerson, Frederick  29492
Emerson, George B.  44712
Emerson, Mr., active 1893  34623
Emerson, William D. (William Dana), 1813-1891  33419, 80916
Emery, F.V.  17139
Emery, James  7557, 11042, 11044
Emery, Rufus  29187
Emery Walker Limited  25040, 25349, 25360, 25364, 25365, 25373, 25382, 36637, 36638, 36640, 36643, 36645, 36653, 36655, 36656, 36657, 36658, 36659, 36661, 38228, 42382, 42582, 42583, 42590, 46269, 42641, 42683, 81699
Emigli, Daniele  41867
Emigrant shadows : a history and guide to the California Trail / Marshall Fey, R. Joe King, Jack Lepisto ; Stanley W. Paher, editor  15695
The Emigrants' guide, or, Pocket gazetteer of the surveyed part of Michigan  46722
Emil Rudolph's atlas of North Shore property: showing all the land from Graceland Avenue, Chicago, north along Lake Michigan to the state line  22026
Emilia e Romagna : con 15 carte geografiche, 17 piante di città, 35 piante de edifici e 26 stemmi  24954
Emilia (Italy) - Maps - 1916  42034
Emilia (Italy) - Maps - 1957  24954
Emilia (Italy) - Maps - 1961  79985
Emilia (Italy) - Maps - 1971  24955
Emilia-Romagna : con 9 carte geografiche, 17 piante di città, 31 piante di edifici e 26 stemmi  24955
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The Empire of Germany divided into circles; with the kingdom of Prussia 31421
The Empire of Germany: divided into circles, with the Kingdom of Prussia / by Samuel Dunn 31431, 31440
The Empire of Germany divided into its general and particular parts / revis'd by I. Senex 31382
The Empire of Germany with the 13 cantons of Switzerland from the best authorities 25717
The Empire of Germany with the thirteen cantons of Switzerland from the best authorities 25719
Empire of Japan 39515, 39517
The Empire of Japan divided into seven principal parts ... with the Kingdom of Corea / from Kempfer and the Portuguese 39508
The Empire of Japan divided into seven principle parts ... with the Kingdom of Corea 39507
Empire of Mogol 70687
The Empire of the Culhua Mexica 11365
The Empire of the great Turke in Europe, Asia, & Africa... 75725
The Empire on Which the Sun Never Sets. To Commemorate the Coronation of His Majesty King Edward VIII, May 12th 1937 32057
Empire Ottoman: division administrative 75804
Empire Spring 24969
Empire Spring (Saratoga Springs, N.Y.) - Pictorial works - 1882 24969
Empire Tours Association 54384, 59306, 59321
Empire Tours map and list of 100 selected hotels: a guide to best hotels & routes in America's greatest scenic & industrial area: [New England and Middle Atlantic states] 54384
Employees - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1926 - Geographical distribution - Commuting 19725
Employees - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1926 - Industries - Geographical distribution - Commuting 19728
Employees - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1926 - Western Electric Company - Geographical distribution - Commuting 19736
Employers' Liability Assurance Corp. 13510
Emporia Times (Emporia, Kan.) 43696
Emporium (Chicago, Ill.) 50031
Emporia, Hal 33327
Emms River Estuary (Germany and Netherlands) - 1740 - Mouth - Nautical charts 24970
Emms River Estuary (Germany and Netherlands) - 1749 - Mouth - Nautical charts 24971
Emms River Estuary (Germany and Netherlands) - Maps - 1642 26448
Emms River (Germany and Netherlands) - Maps - 1642 - Mouth - Nautical charts 24972
Emms River Valley (Germany and Netherlands) - Maps - 1955 51949
Emmsland (Germany) - Maps - 1680 24973, 24974, 24975, 51944
Emmsland (Germany) - Maps - 1697 24976
Emmsland (Germany) - Maps - 1700 13899, 24977
Emmsland (Germany) - Maps - 1720 53419
Emmsland (Germany) - Maps - 1725 24978
Emmsland (Germany) - Maps - 1737 24979
Emmslie, John, 1813-1875 8124, 14377, 14378
Emnuva, vulgo Embden urbs Frisiae orientalis primaria 24951, 24952
En-Ar-Co SEE National Refining Company 47274
En ce pourtrait de la vile et cite de Saintes ... 68264
En Kort historik över Olaus Magnus Gothus och Nordens geografi från 4:de århundradet f. Kr. till 1500-talet samt orienterande förklaringar till Carta Marina 61692
Ena Baxter's Scottish kitchen map 69683
Ena L. Yonge 1895-1971 85101
Enagrius, C. E. 73692
ENARCO see National Refining Company 47274
Encampment of the New England Guards, Smith's Hill, Providence, July 1844. 65665
Encarnada y entrada del Rio de Apalache 28704
Encarnacion 28704
Enclosure of the New England Guards, Smith's Hill, Providence, July 1844. 27411
Enchiridion cosmographicum: dass ist, ein handbuchlin, der gantzen welt gelegenheit also kurz und natturfft volkommenhaft begreiffende, wie solches andere berhümpte cosmographi, als Munsterus, Ortelius, Wagener, Boterus, &c. vor dieser zeit der 28939
Enciclopedia italiana di scienze, lettere ed arti (1929-1939) 31908
Enciclopedia universal ilustrada europeo-americana (1907?-1930) 19283
Encino Press 74500
Endell, Carl Johan Alexis, 1876-1959 64909, 75589
The Enclosure maps of England and Wales, 1595-1918 / Roger J.P. Kain, John Chapman, and Richard R. Oliver 17148
Enco 28704
ENCO Energy Company see Enco 28704
Enco Long Beach street map 42834
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England exactly described 25086
England Freight Association 16182
England - Coast - 1700 - 1749 - Nautical charts 25000
England - Coast - 1750 - 1799 - Nautical charts 25005
England - Coast - 1800 - 1849 - Nautical charts 25006
England - 1740 - 1749 - Maps - Nautical charts 25003
England - 1750 - 1759 - Maps - Nautical charts 25005
England - 1760 - 1769 - Maps - Nautical charts 25006
England - 1770 - 1779 - Maps - Nautical charts 25007
England - 1780 - 1789 - Maps - Nautical charts 25008, 25009
England - 1790 - 1799 - Maps - Nautical charts 25010
England - 1800 - 1809 - Maps - Nautical charts 25011
England - 1810 - 1819 - Maps - Nautical charts 25012
England - East Anglia and Midlands / by W. Ormsby Gore 25013
England, Eastern - 1580 - 1600 - Coasts - Nautical charts 25000
England, Eastern - 1600 - 1619 - Coasts - Nautical charts 25007
England, Eastern - 1620 - 1649 - Coasts - Nautical charts 25008, 25009
England, Eastern - 1650 - 1669 - Coasts - Nautical charts 25010
England, Eastern - 1670 - 1699 - Coasts - Nautical charts 25011
England, Eastern - 1700 - 1749 - Coasts - Nautical charts 25012
England, Eastern - 1750 - 1759 - Coasts - Nautical charts 25013
England, Eastern - 1760 - 1769 - Coasts - Nautical charts 25014
England, Eastern - 1770 - 1779 - Coasts - Nautical charts 25015
England, Eastern - 1780 - 1789 - Coasts - Nautical charts 25016
England, Eastern - 1790 - 1799 - Coasts - Nautical charts 25017, 25018
England, Eastern - County Maps 25019
England, Eastern - Guidebooks 25020
England, Eastern - Maps - 1580 - 1600 25021
England, Eastern - Maps - 1601 - 1650 25022
England, Eastern - Maps - 1651 - 1700 25023
England, Eastern - Maps - 1701 - 1750 25024
England, Eastern - Maps - 1751 - 1799 25025
England, Eastern - Maps - 1850 - 1900 25027
England, Eastern - Maps - 1901 - 1949 25028
England, Eastern - Nautical charts 25000
England, Eastern - 1700 - 1749 - Coasts 25004
England, Eastern - 1750 - 1759 - Coasts 25005
England, Eastern - 1760 - 1769 - Coasts 25006
England, Eastern - 1770 - 1779 - Coasts 25007
England, Eastern - 1780 - 1789 - Coasts 25008, 25009
England, Eastern - 1790 - 1799 - Coasts 25010
England, Eastern - 1800 - 1809 - Coasts 25011
England, Eastern - 1810 - 1819 - Coasts 25012
England, Eastern - 1820 - 1829 - Coasts 25013
England, Eastern - 1830 - 1839 - Coasts 25014
England, Eastern - 1840 - 1849 - Coasts 25015
England, Eastern - 1850 - 1859 - Coasts 25016
England, Eastern - 1860 - 1869 - Coasts 25017, 25018
England, Eastern - 1870 - 1879 - Coasts 25019
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England - Historic buildings - 1991  25019
England - Historical geography  25017, 25018, 25020
England - Historical geography - Maps - 0033  25021
England - Historical geography - Maps - 1535-1543  41841
England - Historical geography - Maps - 1600-1699  25022
England - Historical geography - Maps - 1642-1649  32413
England - Historical geography - Maps - 1732-1747  7807
England - Historical geography - Maps - 1747  7815
England - Historical geography - Maps - 1782  25023
England - Historical geography - Maps - 1783  25024
England - Historical geography - Maps - 1785-1789  8609
England - Historical geography - Maps - 1839  25025
England - Historical geography - Maps - 1883  25026
England - Historical geography - Maps - 1892  32399, 32400
England - Historical geography - Maps - 1898  32401
England - Historical geography - Maps - 1904  32402
England - Historical geography - Maps - 1914  32406
England - Historical geography - Maps - 1946  32407
England - Historical geography - Maps - 1983  25027
England - Historical geography - Maps - 2006  25028
England - Historical geography - Maps - 900-1250  25029
England - History, Ancient - 1794  25030
England - History, Ancient - Maps - 1658  25031
England - History, Ancient - Maps - 1709  25032
England - History, Ancient - Maps - 1834  25033
England - History - Maps  25020

England I  25434
England [I-V]  25219

England / Ian Ousby ; atlas, maps and plans by John Flower  25418

England III  25012

England illustrated : or, A compendium of the natural history, geography, topography, and antiquities, ecclesiastical and civil, of England and Wales : with maps of the several counties, : and engravings of many remains of antiquity, remarkable buildin  14243

England in Literature - 1949  25506

England - Index Maps  32477, 32478

England - Manuscript maps - Bibliography - 1789-1840 - Catalogs  25034

England - Map Collections  25035

England - Map industry and trade - 1670-1710  44557

England - Maps  17155

England - Maps - 1250-1528 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  25036

England - Maps - 1528  25468

England - Maps - 1540  14134

England - Maps - 1573-1588  25037

England - Maps - 1573-1606  25038

England - Maps - 1579  25039, 25040, 25041

England - Maps - 1583  25042, 25043

England - Maps - 1595-1918 - Real property - Bibliography  17148

England - Maps - 1600  32420, 32421

England - Maps - 1600-1699  25044

England - Maps - 1605-1606  25045

England - Maps - 1607  32422

England - Maps - 1610  25046

England - Maps - 1616  14151, 14152, 14153

England - Maps - 1617  32423

England - Maps - 1620 - Cities and towns  25047

England - Maps - 1625  25048, 25049

England - Maps - 1627  14158, 25050

England - Maps - 1637  32424, 32425

England - Maps - 1639  32426

England - Maps - 1644  25051

England - Maps - 1645  25052

England - Maps - 1646  25053, 25054

England - Maps - 1654  25055, 49161

England - Maps - 1657 - Cities and towns  25056

England - Maps - 1658  25057
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>England - Maps - 1675 - Road maps</th>
<th>25058, 25059, 25060, 25061</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps - 1676</td>
<td>14167</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps - 1676 - Road maps</td>
<td>25062, 25063, 44842</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps - 1679 - Road maps</td>
<td>25064</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps - 1680</td>
<td>25065, 25067</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps - 1680 - Road maps</td>
<td>25066</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps - 1682</td>
<td>25068</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps - 1688</td>
<td>25069</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps - 1689 - Road maps</td>
<td>25070</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps - 1693 - Coasts - Nautical charts</td>
<td>25071, 25072</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps - 1693 - Names, Geographical</td>
<td>25073</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps - 1695</td>
<td>25074, 32427, 32428, 32429</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps - 1698</td>
<td>25075</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps - 1698 - Road maps</td>
<td>25076</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps - 1700</td>
<td>25077, 25078, 25079, 25080, 25081, 25082</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps - 1701</td>
<td>25083, 32430</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps - 1704 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>25084</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps - 1710</td>
<td>25085</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps - 1715</td>
<td>25086</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps - 1715-1764 - Solar eclipses</td>
<td>25087, 25088</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps - 1719 - Road maps</td>
<td>25089, 25090</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps - 1720 - Road maps</td>
<td>25091, 25092, 25093, 25094, 25095</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps - 1721</td>
<td>25096, 25097</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps - 1722</td>
<td>32431</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps - 1724</td>
<td>25098</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps - 1725</td>
<td>25099, 25100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps - 1728 - Harbors</td>
<td>25101, 25102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps - 1730 - Road maps</td>
<td>25103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps - 1731 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>25104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps - 1736 - Road maps</td>
<td>25105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps - 1740</td>
<td>25107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps - 1740-1749</td>
<td>25106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps - 1740 - Coasts - Nautical charts</td>
<td>58795</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England- Maps - 1741</td>
<td>49163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps - 1742</td>
<td>25110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps - 1742 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>25108, 25109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps - 1743-1747</td>
<td>7815</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps - 1744</td>
<td>25015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps - 1745</td>
<td>25111, 25113, 25114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps - 1745 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>25112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps - 1747</td>
<td>25115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps - 1749 - Coasts - Nautical charts</td>
<td>25116, 25117, 58800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps - 1749 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>25118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps - 1750-1850 - Road maps</td>
<td>25119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps - 1753</td>
<td>25120, 25121, 32432</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps - 1753 - Road maps</td>
<td>25122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps - 1754-1763</td>
<td>25123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps - 1759 - Road maps</td>
<td>25124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps - 1763</td>
<td>25125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps - 1764 - Road maps</td>
<td>25126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps - 1765 - Road maps</td>
<td>25127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps - 1766</td>
<td>25128, 25129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps - 1766 - Coasts - Nautical charts</td>
<td>58801</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps - 1769</td>
<td>25130, 25131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps - 1773</td>
<td>25132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps - 1774</td>
<td>25133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps - 1778</td>
<td>25134, 25135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps - 1782</td>
<td>25023, 25136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps - 1782 - Road maps</td>
<td>32433</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps - 1783</td>
<td>25024, 25137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps - 1784 - Road maps</td>
<td>25138</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps - 1785</td>
<td>25139, 25140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps - 1786 - Guidebooks</td>
<td>25141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps - 1788</td>
<td>25142, 25143</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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England - Maps - 1789 32434
England - Maps - 1790 25144
England - Maps - 1791 25145
England - Maps - 1791 - Administrative and political divisions 25146
England - Maps - 1793 25148
England - Maps - 1793 - Cartoon maps 25147
England - Maps - 1794 14280, 25149, 25150, 25151, 25152
England - Maps - 1795 25153, 25154, 25155
England - Maps - 1796 25156
England - Maps - 1797 25157
England - Maps - 1798 25158
England - Maps - 1798 - Road maps 25159
England - Maps - 1799 25160
England - Maps - 1800-1899 - Ecclesiastical geography 25161
England - Maps - 1800-1899 - Tithe 25161
England - Maps - 1802 25164
England - Maps - 1802 - Road maps 25162, 25163
England - Maps - 1803 25165
England - Maps - 1803 - Agriculture 25166
England - Maps - 1803 - Road maps 25167
England - Maps - 1804 25168, 25169, 25170, 25171, 25172
England - Maps - 1805-1873 - Topographic maps 17152, 17153, 25173
England - Maps - 1806 32437
England - Maps - 1806 - Road maps 25174
England - Maps - 1807 - Coasts - Nautical charts 25175
England - Maps - 1808 25176, 25177, 25178, 25179
England - Maps - 1809 14073, 25180
England - Maps - 1810 - Cities and towns 25181
England - Maps - 1810 - Road maps 25182
England - Maps - 1811 25183
England - Maps - 1812 - Road maps 25184
England - Maps - 1813 25185
England - Maps - 1814 25186, 25187, 25188
England - Maps - 1815 - Road maps 25189
England - Maps - 1816 25190
England - Maps - 1816 - Manuscripts 25191
England - Maps - 1817 25194
England - Maps - 1817 - Road maps 25192, 25193
England - Maps - 1818 25195, 25196
England - Maps - 1819 25197, 25199
England - Maps - 1819 - Road maps 25198
England - Maps - 1820 25202
England - Maps - 1820 - Counties 25200
England - Maps - 1820 - Geology 25201
England - Maps - 1821 25204
England - Maps - 1821 - Road maps 25203
England - Maps - 1822 25205, 25206, 25207
England - Maps - 1824 - Road maps 25208, 25209
England - Maps - 1825 25212
England - Maps - 1825 - Legislative Districts 25210
England - Maps - 1825 - Politics and Government 25210
England - Maps - 1825 - Road maps 25211
England - Maps - 1826 25214
England - Maps - 1826 - Road maps 25213
England - Maps - 1828 - Manuscripts 20801
England - Maps - 1828 - Road maps 25215
England - Maps - 1829 25216, 25217, 25218
England - Maps - 1830 25012, 25220
England - Maps - 1830-1838 25219
England - Maps - 1831 25221, 25222, 25223, 25224, 25434, 52254, 80692
England - Maps - 1832 25226, 25227, 25228
England - Maps - 1832 - Administrative and political divisions 25225
England - Maps - 1832 - Road maps 32438
England - Maps - 1833 25229
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>England - Maps - 1834</th>
<th>25230</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps - 1834 - Geology</td>
<td>25231</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps - 1834 - Railroads</td>
<td>25231</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps - 1835</td>
<td>25233</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps - 1835-1837</td>
<td>52255</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps - 1835 - Names, Geographical</td>
<td>52256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps - 1835 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>25232</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps - 1836</td>
<td>25234</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps - 1837</td>
<td>25235, 25237</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps - 1837 - Canals</td>
<td>25236</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps - 1837 - Railroads</td>
<td>25236</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps - 1837 - Transportation</td>
<td>25236</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps - 1838</td>
<td>25238, 25239</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps - 1838 - Railroads</td>
<td>42367</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps - 1840</td>
<td>25240, 25242, 25243, 25244</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps - 1840 - Road maps</td>
<td>25241</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps - 1841</td>
<td>25246</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps - 1841 - Population</td>
<td>25245</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps - 1841 - Wealth</td>
<td>25247</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps - 1842</td>
<td>25253, 25255</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps - 1842-1843 - Real property</td>
<td>25248</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps - 1842-1847 - Crime</td>
<td>25249, 25250, 25251</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps - 1842 - Canals</td>
<td>25254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps - 1842- Illegitimacy</td>
<td>25252</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps - 1842 - Railroads</td>
<td>25254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps - 1842 - TransportationWales - Maps - 1842 - Transportation</td>
<td>25254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps - 1843</td>
<td>52257</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps - 1843 - Geology</td>
<td>25256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps - 1844</td>
<td>52259</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps - 1844 - Geology</td>
<td>14371</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps - 1844 - Literacy</td>
<td>25257</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps - 1844 - Marriage</td>
<td>25259</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps - 1844 - Names, Geographical</td>
<td>52258</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps - 1844 - Poverty</td>
<td>25258, 25259</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps - 1844 - Savings accounts</td>
<td>25260</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps - 1845</td>
<td>25263, 25264, 25265</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps - 1845-1847 - Crime</td>
<td>25261, 25262</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps - 1846</td>
<td>25266, 25267</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps - 1847</td>
<td>25268, 25269, 25270</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps - 1848</td>
<td>52260</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps - 1848 - Transportation</td>
<td>25271</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps - 1850</td>
<td>25273</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps - 1850 - Fox hunting</td>
<td>25272</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps - 1851</td>
<td>25274, 25275, 25276</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps - 1853</td>
<td>25277</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps - 1855</td>
<td>25278, 25279</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps - 1856</td>
<td>25280</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps - 1857</td>
<td>25281, 25282</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps - 1858</td>
<td>25283</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps - 1860</td>
<td>25285, 52261, 52262</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps - 1860 - Fox hunting</td>
<td>25284</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps - 1861</td>
<td>25286, 25287, 25288</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps - 1862</td>
<td>14389, 25289</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps - 1862 - Railroads</td>
<td>25289</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps - 1863</td>
<td>8123, 25290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps - 1864</td>
<td>25291, 25292</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps - 1865 - Railroads</td>
<td>25293</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps - 1866</td>
<td>25294</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps - 1867</td>
<td>25295, 25296</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps - 1868</td>
<td>14394, 25297, 25298</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps - 1870</td>
<td>25300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps - 1870-1879</td>
<td>25299</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps - 1870 - Counties</td>
<td>8178</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps - 1872</td>
<td>25301, 25426, 52263</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Catalog Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps</td>
<td>1873 - 25302, 25427</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps</td>
<td>1874 - 25303</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps - Jigsaw puzzle maps</td>
<td>1875 - 25304</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps</td>
<td>1876 - 25305, 25306</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps</td>
<td>1878 - 25307</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps</td>
<td>1880 - 25308</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps - 1880-1889 - Railroads</td>
<td>25309</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps</td>
<td>1882 - 25310</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps</td>
<td>1883 - 25311, 25312, 25313</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps - Fishing</td>
<td>1883 - 58812</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps</td>
<td>1884 - 25314, 25315</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps</td>
<td>1885 - 25317, 25318</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps - Administrative and political divisions</td>
<td>1885 - 25316</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps</td>
<td>1886 - 25319</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps</td>
<td>1887 - 25320, 25321, 25322, 25323, 25324</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps</td>
<td>1888 - 25325, 25326, 25327</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps</td>
<td>1889 - 25328</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps</td>
<td>1890 - 25330</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps - Fox hunting</td>
<td>1890 - 25332</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps</td>
<td>1891 - 25333, 25334</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps</td>
<td>1892 - 25333, 25334, 32399, 32400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps</td>
<td>1895 - 25334</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps - Railroads</td>
<td>1895 - 25334</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps - 1897-1920 - Counties - Guidebooks</td>
<td>1897 - 25335</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps</td>
<td>1898 - 25336, 32401</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps - Railroads</td>
<td>1898 - 25336</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps</td>
<td>1899 - 25338, 25339</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps - Administrative and political divisions</td>
<td>1899 - 25340, 25343</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps - Literary landmarks</td>
<td>1899 - 25337</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps</td>
<td>1900 - 25340, 25341, 25342</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps</td>
<td>1901 - 25344</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps - Administrative and political divisions</td>
<td>1901 - 25345</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps - 1902 - Bicycle trails</td>
<td>1902 - 41490</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps</td>
<td>1903 - 25346</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps</td>
<td>1903-1904 - 42528</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps</td>
<td>1904 - 32402</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps - Bicycle trails</td>
<td>1906 - 41493</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps - Administrative and political divisions</td>
<td>1909 - 25347</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps - Road maps</td>
<td>1909 - 25348</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps</td>
<td>1910-1919 - 25350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps - Railroads - Administrative and political divisions</td>
<td>1910-1919 - 25349</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps - Administrative and political divisions</td>
<td>1910 - 25351</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps - 1910 - Bicycle trails</td>
<td>1910 - 25352</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps - 1911 - Road maps</td>
<td>1911 - 25353</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps - 1912-1915 - Road maps</td>
<td>1912-1915 - 25354</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps - 1913 - Road maps</td>
<td>1913 - 25355</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps - 1914 - Road maps</td>
<td>1914 - 25356, 32406</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps - 1915 - Road maps</td>
<td>1915 - 25357, 25358</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps</td>
<td>1920 - 25359</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps - 1920 - Road maps</td>
<td>1920 - 25360</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps - 1923 - Road maps</td>
<td>1923 - 25361, 25362, 25363</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps</td>
<td>1924 - 25364, 25365, 25367</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps - 1924 - Anglican church buildings</td>
<td>1924 - 25366</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps - 1924 - Cathedrals</td>
<td>1924 - 25366</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps - 1924 - Ecclesiastical geography</td>
<td>1924 - 25366</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps - 1925 - Road maps</td>
<td>1925 - 25368</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps - 1927 - Railroads</td>
<td>1927 - 25369</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps</td>
<td>1929 - 25370</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps</td>
<td>1930 - 25371, 25372, 25373</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps - Administrative and political divisions</td>
<td>1930-1939 - 25374</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps</td>
<td>1930 - 25375, 25376</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Maps - 1934 - Archaeology</td>
<td>1934 - 25377</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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England - Maps - Administrative and political divisions 25378
England - Maps - 1936 25379
England - Maps - 1936 - Administrative and political divisions 25378
England - Maps - 1936 - Abbeys 25380
England - Maps - 1936 - Road maps 25381
England - Maps - 1939 25382, 25383
England - Maps - 1940-1949 25384
England - Maps - 1940 - Military maps 25385, 25386
England - Maps - 1943 25387
England - Maps - 1946 32407
England - Maps - 1947 - Canals 25389
England - Maps - 1947 - Rivers 25389
England - Maps - 1947 - Road maps 14500
England - Maps - 1948 - Guidebooks 25390
England - Maps - 1949 - Pictorial works 34009
England - Maps - 1950 25391
England - Maps - 1950 - Guidebooks 25392
England - Maps - 1952 - Islands 32460
England - Maps - 1957 25393
England - Maps - 1960 - Description and Travel 25394
England - Maps - 1961 25395, 25396
England - Maps - 1964 25399
England - Maps - 1964 - Agriculture 25398
England - Maps - 1965 25400, 25402
England - Maps - 1965 - Maps, Physical 25401
England - Maps - 1966 - Canals and Rivers 25403
England - Maps - 1972 25404, 25405
England - Maps - 1974 - Language and languages 25406
England - Maps - 1974 - Road maps 25407
England - Maps - 1977 25408
England - Maps - 1979 - Archaeology 25409
England - Maps - 1979 - Canals 42277, 42278
England - Maps - 1979 - English language 25511
England - Maps - 1984 25410
England - Maps - 1985 - Politics and government 14553
England - Maps - 1986 - Cities and towns - Road maps 25411
England - Maps - 1986 - Forests and forestry - Walking 49164, 81554
England - Maps - 1986 - Walking 49164, 81554
England - Maps - 1987 25412
England - Maps - 1987 - Language and languages 25413
England - Maps - 1987 - Road maps 25412
England - Maps - 1989 25414
England - Maps - 1989 - Guidebooks 25415
England - Maps - 1990 - Guidebooks 25416
England - Maps - 1991 - Cities and towns 25417
England - Maps - 1995 25418
England - Maps - Administrative and political divisions - 1839 25419
England - Maps - Bibliography - 1570-1620 16999
England - Maps - Bibliography - Catalogs 39842
England - Maps - Collections 25421
England - Maps - Collections, 1485-1603 17145, 17146
England - Maps - Collections, 1500-1699 25420
England - Maps - Collections, 1600-1699 - Estate plans - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 25650
England - Maps - Counties - 1600-1646 22339
England - Maps - History - 1999 17156
England - Names, Geographical - 1649 25422
England - Names, Geographical - 1657 25423, 25424
England - Names, Geographical - 1668 25425
England - Names, Geographical - 1872 25426
England - Names, Geographical - 1873 25427
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>England, North East - Maps</th>
<th>1740</th>
<th>59709</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>England, North West - Maps</td>
<td>1766 - Coasts - Nautical charts</td>
<td>38281</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England, Northern - Maps</td>
<td>1700</td>
<td>25430</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England, Northern - Maps</td>
<td>1720</td>
<td>25431</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England, Northern - Maps</td>
<td>1811</td>
<td>25432</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England, Northern - Maps</td>
<td>1818</td>
<td>25433</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England, Northern - Maps</td>
<td>1831</td>
<td>25434</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England, Northern - Maps</td>
<td>1936 - Archaeology</td>
<td>25435</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England, Northern - Maps</td>
<td>1936 - Historic sites</td>
<td>25435</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England, Northern - Maps</td>
<td>1951</td>
<td>25436</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England, Northern - Maps</td>
<td>1952</td>
<td>41566</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England: northern part</td>
<td>25432</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - northern part / drawn under the direction of Mr. Pinkerton by L. Hebert; Neele sculpt. 352 Strand</td>
<td>25433</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The England of Henry Taunt, Victorian photographer: his Thames, his Oxford, his home counties and travels, his portraits, times and ephemera / edited by Bryan Brown</td>
<td>25438</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England, or the south part of Great Britain; divided into its counties</td>
<td>25433</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Pictorial works - 1794 - Cities and towns</td>
<td>14280</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England) - Pictorial works - 1800-1899</td>
<td>25438</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Pictorial works - 1933</td>
<td>25439</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Pictorial works - Collections, 1728-1753 - Cities and towns</td>
<td>25440, 25441</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England, picturesque and descriptive: reminiscences of foreign travel / by Joel Cook</td>
<td>25340</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England's French connection / by Frank P. Davidson</td>
<td>19178</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England's landscape / series editor, Neil Cossons</td>
<td>25028</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England / Scot</td>
<td>25158</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Social problems - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1890</td>
<td>25442, 25443</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England, South East - Maps - 1583 - Coasts - Nautical charts</td>
<td>25444</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England, South East - Maps - 1588 - Coasts - Nautical charts</td>
<td>25445, 25446, 25447</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England, South East - Maps</td>
<td>1654</td>
<td>25448</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England, South East - Maps</td>
<td>1741</td>
<td>25449</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England, South East - Maps</td>
<td>1930</td>
<td>25450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England, South East - Maps</td>
<td>1951</td>
<td>25451</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England, South West SEE West Country (England)</td>
<td>81553</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England, Southern - Maps</td>
<td>1710</td>
<td>57239</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England, Southern - Maps</td>
<td>1710 - Coasts</td>
<td>25482</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England, Southern - Maps</td>
<td>1750 - Coasts</td>
<td>25488, 25489</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England, Southern - Maps</td>
<td>1792 - Road maps</td>
<td>25452, 25453</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England, Southern - Maps</td>
<td>1811</td>
<td>25454</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England, Southern - Maps</td>
<td>1818</td>
<td>25455</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England, Southern - Maps</td>
<td>1867</td>
<td>23735</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England, Southern - Maps</td>
<td>1878</td>
<td>23736</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England, Southern - Maps</td>
<td>1920 - Roads</td>
<td>25456</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England, Southern - Maps</td>
<td>1930 - Road maps</td>
<td>42806</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England, Southern - Maps</td>
<td>1936</td>
<td>25458</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England, Southern - Maps</td>
<td>1937 - Guidebooks</td>
<td>25459</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England, Southern - Maps</td>
<td>1947</td>
<td>25460</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England, Southern - Maps</td>
<td>1982 - Road maps</td>
<td>25461</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England: southern part</td>
<td>25454</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England: southern part / drawn under the direction of Mr. Pinkerton by L. Hebert; Neele sculpt. 352 Strand</td>
<td>25455</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Surveys - 1600-1625</td>
<td>39841</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Surveys - 1720-1840</td>
<td>23510</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Surveys - 1805-1873</td>
<td>17152, 17153</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Surveys - Exhibitions - Catalogs</td>
<td>17184</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England: the West Country / Michelin</td>
<td>81555</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England - Tithe Surveys</td>
<td>599, 25462</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England und Wales</td>
<td>25402</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England &amp; Wales</td>
<td>25002, 25244, 25313, 25323, 25350</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England &amp; Wales / by G.H. Swantston Edinr.</td>
<td>25301</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England &amp; Wales: containing charts of roads, railways, interesting localities, views of scenery and a comprehensive list of hotels</td>
<td>25291</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England &amp; Wales / Neele sculpt.</td>
<td>25185</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England, Wales, Scotland and Ireland described and abridged ...</td>
<td>14158</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England, Wales, Scotland &amp; Ireland described</td>
<td>14157</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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England west 25392
England : with 81 maps and plans / edited by Stuart Rossiter 25405
England with its canals and railways 25236
England, yesterday & to-day, in the works of the novelists, 1837 to 1938 25506
Engle, Frederick 66390
Engle, Mary M. 82977
Engler 9937, 9946
Engler, Alvin J. 46724
Engles, Joseph P. (Joseph Patterson), 1793-1861 12790, 12797
Engles, William M. (William Morrison), 1797-1867 12807
Englewood (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1966 - Land Use 25463
Englewood (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1967 - Land Use 25464
Englewood & Chicago Railroad 19618
Englewood & Chicago Railroad - Maps - 1894 19618
Englewood Yard (Houston, Tex.) - Pictorial works - 1955 25465
English 25516
The English abbey : its life and work in the Middle Ages / by F.H. Crossley ; with a foreword by W. Ormsby-Gore ; illustrated by photographs by the author and others, and by drawings by Brian Cook 25380
[English and French Squadrons near coast of England] 22183
The English atlas 7770, 14269
The English Atlas of Moses Pitt 17151
"The English Atlas" of Moses Pitt, 1680-83 64808
English cartography - 1500-1699 35117
English Cartography - 1650-1750 25466
English cartography, 1650 to 1750: a summary 25466
English Cartography - America - History - 1675-1715 16853
English Cartography - Bibliography - 1640-1750 25467
The English Channel 25504
[English Channel from Pembrokeshire to South Brittany] 25475
English Channel handbook 14497
English Channel - Maps - 1528 25468
English Channel - Maps - 1581 - Nautical charts 25469
English Channel - Maps - 1588 - Nautical charts 25470
English Channel - Maps - 1650-1670 57224
English Channel - Maps - 1653 - Nautical charts 25471
English Channel - Maps - 1656 - Nautical charts 14163
English Channel - Maps - 1682 - Nautical charts 25472
English Channel - Maps - 1692 - Nautical charts 25473
English Channel - Maps - 1693 - Coasts - Nautical charts 25474
English Channel - Maps - 1693 - Nautical charts 25475, 57228
English Channel - Maps - 1695 - Nautical charts 25476
English Channel - Maps - 1700 - Nautical charts 25477
English Channel - Maps - 1701 - Nautical charts 25478
English Channel - Maps - 1702 - Nautical charts 25479, 25480, 25481
English Channel - Maps - 1710 - Nautical charts 25482
English Channel - Maps - 1728 - Nautical charts 25483
English Channel - Maps - 1740 - Nautical charts 25484, 25485
English Channel - Maps - 1748 - Nautical charts 25486
English Channel - Maps - 1749 - Nautical charts 25487
English Channel - Maps - 1750 - Nautical charts 25488, 25489
English Channel - Maps - 1758 - Coasts - Nautical charts 25490
English Channel - Maps - 1766 - Nautical charts 25491
English Channel - Maps - 1775 - Nautical charts 25492, 25493
English Channel - Maps - 1785 - Nautical charts 14261, 25494
English Channel - Maps - 1790 - Coasts - Nautical charts 25495
English Channel - Maps - 1793 - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. 27825
English Channel - Maps - 1794 - Nautical charts 25496
English Channel - Maps - 1795 - Nautical charts 25497
English Channel - Maps - 1800 - Nautical charts 25498
English Channel - Maps - 1804 - Nautical charts 25499
English Channel - Maps - 1814 25500, 25501
English Channel - Maps - 1822 25502
English Channel - Maps - 1829 25503
English Channel - Maps - 1883 - Fishing 58812
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>English Channel - Maps - 1913 - Trade routes</td>
<td>25504</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English Channel - Shipping 1987</td>
<td>25505</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[English Channel -- Southwest Peninsula to Brest, Straits of Dover]</td>
<td>25474</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English Channel: world's busiest sea lane</td>
<td>25505</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English cities and small towns / John Betjeman</td>
<td>25387</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English Civil War, Great Britain, 1642-1649 SEE Great Britain - History - Civil War, 1642-1649</td>
<td>32413</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English College of Lisbon</td>
<td>39251</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English counties delineated</td>
<td>25235, 25238</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The English counties: with all the railroads accurately laid down, and the boundaries coloured: also general maps of Scotland, Ireland, and Wales / by Sidney Hall</td>
<td>25289</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English countryside series</td>
<td>25380</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English county atlas</td>
<td>25191</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English county map-making in the early years of the Ordnance Survey</td>
<td>18481</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English county maps in the collection of Royal Geographical Society</td>
<td>25421</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English county maps in the collection of the Royal Geographical Society ...</td>
<td>25420</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English county maps: the identification, cataloguing, and physical care of a collection</td>
<td>25000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English downland / by H.J. Massingham</td>
<td>25458</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The English empire in America, Newfound-land. Canada. Hudsons Bay &amp;c. in plano</td>
<td>57437</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English Fiction - 1949</td>
<td>25506</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English geographical names in Canada with generic terms of French origin</td>
<td>52219</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English Globes - 1580-1599</td>
<td>51228</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English, Graciela Dominguez</td>
<td>75228</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English Harbour (Antigua and Barbuda) - Maps - 1775 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>2149</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English Heritage</td>
<td>25028</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The English imperial atlas and gazetteer of the world / by J.G. Bartholomew</td>
<td>8337</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English imprints - Union lists</td>
<td>25507</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English journey</td>
<td>25439</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English knowledge of the Portuguese discoveries in the 15th century: a new document</td>
<td>23648</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The English Lake District / by M.J.B. Baddeley; fourteen maps by J. Bartholomew</td>
<td>41482</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The English Lake District / by M.J.B. Baddeley; with 15 maps, general and sectional (corrected up to date from the Ordnance survey), by Bartholomew</td>
<td>41486</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The English Lake District / by M.J.B. Baddeley; with 18 maps, panoramas, etc. (corrected up to date from the Ordnance Survey) by Bartholomew</td>
<td>41488, 41490, 41493, 41494, 41495</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The English Lake District / by M.J.B. Baddeley; with fifteen maps, general and sectional (corrected up to date from the Ordnance Survey), by J. Bartholomew</td>
<td>41485</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The English Lake District / by M.J.B. Baddeley; with maps, general and sectional (corrected from the Ordnance Survey) by Bartholomew</td>
<td>41479, 41481</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The English Lake District / by M.J.B. Baddeley; with maps, general and sectional (corrected up to date from the Ordnance Survey) by J. Bartholomew</td>
<td>41504</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The English Lake District / originally compiled by M.J.B. Baddeley; with 15 coloured contour maps (mostly on the scale of one inch to the mile)</td>
<td>41500, 41504</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The English Lake District / originally compiled by M.J.B. Baddeley; with 19 coloured contour maps (mostly on the scale of one inch to the mile) by J. Bartholomew</td>
<td>41498</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English Lakeland / by Doreen Wallace</td>
<td>41509</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English Lakes</td>
<td>41501</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The English lakes / by F.G. Brabant; illustrated by Edmund H. New</td>
<td>41491</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English land measuring to 1880 : instruments and practices</td>
<td>73572</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English language - Conversation and phrase books - 1851</td>
<td>31280</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English language - Conversation and phrase books - 1855</td>
<td>31281</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English language - Conversation and phrase books - 1882</td>
<td>31282</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English language - Conversation and phrase books - 1927</td>
<td>31283</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English language - Dictionaries - 1811</td>
<td>25508</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English language - Dictionaries - 1909</td>
<td>25509</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English language - Dictionaries - 1952</td>
<td>25510</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English language - England - Maps - 1979</td>
<td>25511</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English Language - Maps - 1863 - Conversation and Phrase Books</td>
<td>25512</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English Language - Maps - 1886 - Conversation and Phrase Books</td>
<td>25513</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English Language - Maps - 1889 - Conversation and Phrase Books</td>
<td>25514, 25515</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English language - Maps - 1896</td>
<td>28376</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English language - Maps - 1974</td>
<td>25406</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English Language - Textbooks For Foreign Speakers, German - Maps - 1912</td>
<td>25516</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English, Lisa</td>
<td>59691</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English map-making, 1500-1650 : historical essays / edited by Sarah Tyacke</td>
<td>17142</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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... Orkney, Shetland, Lewis, Faro, Iceland, ... Flanders, Zeeland, Holland, Germany, Denmark, No 3674
The English pilot. The third book, Describing the sea-coasts ... islands, bays, roads, harbours, and ports in the oriental navigation, shewing the property and nature of the winds ... courses and distances from one place to another, the setting of tide 36710
English Place-Name Society 52245, 52276, 52367
English place-names 52266
English place-names and their origins / by G.J. Copley 52267
English place-names / by H.G. Stokes 52265
English place-names in -ing of Scandinavian origin / by R.E. Zachrisson 52264
English Prairie and adjacent country 80613
English Prairie, divided into sections 24691
English regional studies from Aubrey to Defoe 17139
English rivers and canals / Frank Eyre and Charles Hadfield 25389
English rivers / John Rodgers 25388
English terrestrial cartography, 1640-1750 25467
English topography, or, A series of historical and statistical descriptions of the several counties of England and Wales : accompanied by a map of each county / by the author of Historical and descriptive delineations of London and Westminster, the co 25190
English travelers and Italian brigands : a narrative of capture and captivity 13954
English traveller, V1 7821
English U. P. 8557
English Universities Press 13033
English, Van Harvey 6571, 22836, 54726, 54729
English version of the polyglott Bible 12785
The English version of the polyglott Bible : containing the Old and New Testaments : with the marginal readings, together with a copious and original selection of references to parallel and illustrative passages, exhibited in a manner hitherto unattemp 12815
The English version of the polyglott Bible : containing the Old and New Testaments, with the marginal readings, together with a copious and original selection of references to parallel and illustrative passages, exhibited in a manner hitherto unattemp 12793
English, William P. 22256, 22257, 45063, 46191, 46253, 75228
The Englishman’s guide to Nice 57027
Enlilishtown (N.S.) - Maps - 1743 - Nautical charts 16446
Engraved maps from the English topography c. 1660-1825 75306
Engraved maps of the XVIIIth and XIXth centuries / by Major Thomas Sutton 44859
An Engraved ‘small map of the sea coast of New England, together with the outlines of several of the provinces lying thereon, 1738;’ colored to shew the boundaries of the several provinces as determined by the crown in the seventeenth century 53853
Engraved title plates for the folio atlases of John Seller 69843
Engravers, American 13438, 23712
Engravers, American - Biography - Dictionaries 25519
Engravers, American - Biography - Dictionaries - 1855 25520
Engravers, American - Dictionaries 25521
Engravers - Biography - Dictionaries 1514, 3155, 44885
Engravers - Biography - Dictionaries - 1500-1899 16727
Engravers - Biography - Dictionaries - 1911-1935 83650
Engravers, British - 1900 25522
Engravers, Dictionaries 25523
Engravers, Dutch 25529
Engravers, English 25524
Engravers - Flanders 25535
Engravers - Germany 25525
Engravers, Italian 25526
Engravers' marks - Dictionaries 25527, 25528
Engravers - Netherlands 25529, 25535
Engraving 16805, 25526, 25530, 25536, 25537, 25538
Engraving - 1400-1499 57056
Engraving - 1600-1699 25531
Engraving - 1820-1850 25532
Engraving 1912 25533
Engraving, American - 1797-1801 57218
Engraving and printing maps, plans, etc. : Rathburne & Burges’ patent 66279
Engraving - Bibliography - Methodology 44824, 44825, 44826
Engraving - Catalogs 25534
The Engraving division of the United States Geological Survey 30913
Engraving, Dutch 25535, 46061, 46062
Engraving, England - Catalogs 25524
Engraving, English 69843
Engraving, Flemish 25535
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Ensigns & Thayer   76724, 8
Ensign, Thayer & Co.   15195, 15196, 15197, 48264, 48267, 48273, 76745
Ensign (T. & E.H.), publishers SEE T. & E.H. Ensign   52479
Ensign, Bridgman & Fanning   29652, 29671, 35506, 46775, 48278, 51148,
Ensayo politico sobre el reino de Nueva Espana
Ensayo acerca de una mapoteca chilena
17081
Ensamblando la nación : cartografía y política en la historia de Colombia /
Ens, Gaspar, b. ca. 1570   1581, 28951
Ens Avstriae civitas superiorem ab inferiore diuidens / Communicauit Georgius Houfnaglius depictum à filio Iacobo, anno 1617
Ens Avstriae civitas superiorem ab inferiore diuidens
Ens Avstriae civitas superiorem ab inferiore diuidens
Ens, Antonino   18418
Enouy, Joseph Christopher   7881, 7888, 14090, 24750
Enoolooapeek (Eskimo Indian)   22558, 22559
Eno (J.C.) Ltd. SEE J. C. Eno Ltd.   14477
EnoShirts   6242
Enrile, Antonino   18418
Ennen, Edith & Flink ed   6888
En
Enlightenment as placed thereon / by Dr. Elliott Coues
Enlarged copy of a portion of Lewis & Clark County Montana : showing Green Creek, Lewis & Clark Pass & Cadotte Pass, also Cap
Enlarged business atlas
Enkhuizen (Netherlands)
Enkhuizen (Netherlands)
Enkhuizen (Netherlands)
Enkhuizen (Netherlands)
Enjoy yourself in Massachusetts Connecticut Rhode Island : let us help you have a pleasant trip all the way  54533
Enkhuizen (Netherlands) - Maps - 1620 25541
Enkhuizen (Netherlands) - Maps - 1720 25542
Enkhuizen (Netherlands) - Maps - 1720 - Harbors 25542
Enkhuizen (Netherlands) - Pictorial works - 1720 25542
Enlarged business atlas 5551
Enlarged copy of a portion of Lewis & Clark County Montana : showing Green Creek, Lewis & Clark Pass & Cadotte Pass, also Capt. Lewis return trail as placed thereon / by Dr. Elliott Coues 41902
Enlightenment 17307
Enlightenment geography : the political languages of British geography, 1650-1850 14071
Ennen, Edith & Flink ed 6888
Ennis, Alexander 4633
Ennis, F. 29252
Enniskilen (Northern Ireland) - Pictorial works - 1610 76001
Enniskilen (Northern Ireland) - Pictorial works - 1676 76002
Enns (Austria) - Pictorial works - 1617 25543, 25544
Eno (J.C.) Ltd. SEE J. C. Eno Ltd. 14477
Enoch Pratt Free Library 11712, 25545
Enoch Pratt Free Library, Cator Collection - Catalogs 11712
Enoch Pratt Free Library - Map collections 25545
Enoolooapeek (Eskimo Indian) 22558, 22559
Enouy, Joseph Christopher 7881, 7888, 14090, 24750
Enrico Verdesi (Publisher) 67288
Enrile, Antonio 18418
EnroShirts 6242
Ens Avstriae civitas superiorem ab inferiore diuidens 25543
Ens Avstriae civitas superiorem ab inferiore diuidens / Communicauit Georgius Houfnaglius depictum à filio Iacobbo, anno 1617 25544
Ens, Gaspar, b. ca. 1570 1581, 28951
Ensamblando la nación : cartografía y política en la historia de Colombia / Sebastián Díaz Ángel ; Santiago Muñoz Arbeláez ; Mauricio Nieto Olarte 17081
Ensayo acerca de una mapoteca chilena 17056
Ensayo político sobre el reino de Nueva Espana 4776, 6218
Ensign, Bridgman & Fanning 29652, 29671, 35506, 46775, 48278, 51148, 76758, 76769, 76785, 76807
Ensign (T. & E.H.), publishers SEE T. & E.H. Ensign 52479
Ensign, Thayer & Co. 15195, 15196, 15197, 48264, 48267, 48273, 76745
Ensign, Thayer & Co. 15195, 15196, 15197, 48264, 48267, 48273, 76745
Ensigns & Thayer 76724, 84259
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Ensminger, W. K. 77228
Ensminger, Ward K., fl. ca. 1929-1931 63680, 77499
Enter Maps (Firm) 1182
Enterline, James Robert 18102, 18205, 45984, 80296, 80298, 80308
Enterline, James Robert. Viking America: the Norse crossings and their legacy 25546
Enterprise and news 51210, 51211
Enterprise in Oil: a history of Shell in the United States 69938
Enterprise Printing and Publishing Co. (Noblesville, Ind.) 33412
Enterprise (Ship) 59723
Enthoffer, J. 51859
Entick, John 4478, 4493, 4494, 4496, 29043
Entrence to Panuco river: comparative cross-sections 62963
Entrence to Straits of Karquinez 16661, 16662
Entrence to the harbor of St. John’s 73096
Entrence to the principal street of Pompeii 65182
Entre Douro e Minho (Portugal) - Maps - 1958 - Pictorial maps 25547
Entre Douro e Minho / Real Vinicola 25547
Entrecasteaux 9288
Entick, John 4478, 4493, 4494, 4496, 29043
Entrence to Panuco river: comparative cross-sections 62963
Entrence to Straits of Karquinez 16661, 16662
Entrence to the harbor of St. John’s 73096
Entrence to the principal street of Pompeii 65182
Entro Douro e Minho (Portugal) - Maps - 1958 - Pictorial maps 25547
Entre Douro e Minho / Real Vinicola 25547
Entre Douro e Minho / Real Vinicola 25547
Entrecasteaux 9288
Entree de la Riviere Chouaguen, scituee [sic] a la cote du sud du Lac Frontenac 62408
Entrée de la Rivière Chouéguen 27382
Entrée de la rivière d'Hudson depuis la pointe Sandy Hook jusqu'à New York .... Traduit de l'anglais 34812
Entrée de la rivière de Niagara 57006
Entrée de la Rivière de Niagara dans le fond du Lac Ontario. 1726 57007
Entrée de la rivière Ste. Marielevée par capé. Fuller en 1769. Fuller dédia cette carte au comte d'Egmont, la fit publier par Gefferys à Londres en 1770. Traduite de l'anglais 1482
L'entrée du port de Marseille ... 45172, 45173
An Entrenched army, in the neighborhood of a town 36464
Entremesses interessantes des 4 parties du monde 9266, 9285
[Entries under 'Maps' from the Arizona index : a subject index to periodical articles about the state] 16903
Entersdorf (Austria) SEE Maria Enzersdorf am Gebirge (Austria) 45047
Entwicklung der kartog Amerika bis 1570 5349
Entwicklungslinien der kartographie bis zum anfang des 16. jahrhunderts 17305
Entwicklungphasen der Seekartografie der Nord- und Ostsee im 15. und 16. Jahrhundert 18232
Entwistle, Harold Lincoln 8319
Entworff der von denen kayserl. d. 15 Sept. 1734 ... passage ... 66138
Environment and nation : geographical factors in the cultural and political history of Europe 25786
The Environment as a data source: map activities for young children 44974
Environmental Mapping 25548
Environmental monitoring - Maps 21124
Environmental test case: Everglades: the ecosystem and its restoration 26417
Environrs and neighbourhood of Jerusalem 39768
Environrs d'Oudenarde avec le plan de la bataille, donnée le 11 juillet 1708. 62457
Environrs de Dunquerke, de Furnes et de Nieuport ... 23890, 23892
Les Environrs de Francfort 28292, 28295
Les Environrs de la riviere de Mississipi decouvertes par M. de la Salle en 1683 et reconnues par M. la chevalier d'Iberville en 1698 et 1699 71268
Les Environrs de la ville de Nancy, capitale du duche de Lorraine ... 46178
Les Environrs de Londres a sept lieues ... 42785
Les Environrs de Londres ou se trouve toute les villes, villages, maisons, chemins, rivieres 42783, 42784
Les Environrs de Luxemburg, Bastogne, Arlon, La Roche, etc. 43670
Environrs de Naples 52635
Les Environrs de Palamos et de Gironr ... 62688, 62689
Environrs de Paris 63323, 63330, 63352
Les Environrs de Paris a l'usage de monseigneur le Duc de Bourgogne ... 35354, 35362
Environrs de Paris dans un rayon de 30 kilometres / le trait dessiné par Antoine ; le figuré du terrain par Calmelet ; gravé par Ch. Cornélis 63346
Environrs de Paris : île-de-France / par Georges Monnarché et René Camena d'Almeida 63350
Environrs de Paris : île-de-France / remise à jour par Magdelaine Parisot 63351
Environrs de Paris / Michelin 63353, 63354, 63355
Les Environrs de Paris ou se trouve L'Isle de France ... 63337
Les Environrs de Paris, ou sont la prevoste, vicomté et le presidial de Paris ... 63324
Environrs de Paris / par le Sr. Robert ... 63334, 63335
Environrs de Strasbourg 73319, 73320
Les Environrs de Treves ... 66652, 66653
Les Environrs de Venise 80011
Environrs de Warsovie - Le Chateau de Wilanow (Villa-nova) 82928
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Environ of Constantinople 38596
The Environ of Dublin 23854
The Environ of Edinburgh 24656
The Environ of Fort Barrington [1772] 27244
Environ of London 42463, 42797, 42798, 42799
Environ of Mobile; Environ of Pensacola; New Orleans 51190, 51191
Environ of Paris 63341, 63342, 63343, 63349
Environ of Quebec; City of Quebec 66106
Environ of St. Louis; Lead Region; Environ of Nashville / J. Knight sc. 68105, 68106
Envisioning America in maps and art; bibliography and reading list (updating W/S 2011) / [James Akerman and Diane Dillon] 17917
Envisioning information / Edward R. Tufte 80531
Envisioning the city; six studies in urban cartography / edited by David Buisseret 49252
Enys, John Davies 25090
Eosat 39466
Eötvös Loránd Tudományegyetem. Térképtudomány és Geoinformatikai Tanszé 34960, 38166
Eotvos Lorand Tudomanyegyetem. Termeszettudomanyi Kar. 32152
Eötvös Loránd University. Department of Cartography and Geoinformatics SEE Eötvös Loránd Tudományegyetem. Térképtudomány és Geoinformatikai Tanszé 38166
EPCOT Center (Fla.) 80788
EPCOT Center (Fla.) - Maps - 2001 80788
Épeisses, François Morel d`, 1724-1778 17491
Épener, Geo. F. 49287
Éperies 65542
Ephrussi, Charles, 1849-1905 17491
Epic Egypt / by Thurston Clarke, photographed by Michael Melford 24848
Epic wanderer; David Thompson and the mapping of the Canadian West 75110
Epic work of Claudius Ptolemy 65737
Episcopatus Balbastrensis et comitatus Ribagorcæ 34855
Episcopatus et principatus Leodiensis et Namurcensis comitatus ... 12152
Episcopatus Halberstadiensis descriptio nova 43888
Episcopatus Hildensiensis nec non vicinorum statuum delineatio geographica ... 33943
Episcopatus Hildesiensis cum adjacentibus provinciis ac statibus ... 33944
Episcopatus Hildesiensis descriptio novissima 43534
Episcopatus Monasteriensis et Osnabrugensis ... 33945
Episcopatus Paderbornensis descriptio nova 13097
Episcopatus Tervelae et Albarrasin 74480
Episcopates Leodiensis in se continens divcatvm Bovillonensem Marchionatvm Francimontensem et comitatvm Borchlonensem et Hasbaniæ cvm aliqvot baronatib. / Iohan. a Schilde authore 41978
Episcopius, Nicolaus, 1501-1564 28876
Épistémologie, histoire de la géographie, histoire de la cartographie : répertoire de chercheurs français 30877
L`epistola di Gregorio Amaseo a Leandro Alberti, codice autografo dell`anno 1534 1457
Epistolarium familiarium libri duo 80663
Épithoma rerum germanaricæ 31311
Epitome bibliothecæ Conradi Gesneri, conscripta primum à Conrado Lycosthene Rubeaquensi: nunc denuo, recognita & plus quàm bis mille authorum accessione (qui omnes asterisco signati sunt) locupletata: per Iosiam Simlervm Tigvrivm ... 44770
Epitome cosmografica 4372
Epitome de la bibliotheca orientald, y occidental, y geografica de Don Antonio de Leon Pinelo ... añadido, y enmendado nuevamente, en que se contienen los escritores de las Indias orientales, y occidentales, y reinos convecinos, China, Tartaria, Japon, 30724
Epitome du théâtre du monde 7681
Epitome du theâtre du monde d`Abraham Ortelius : auquel se représente, tant par figures que charactères, la vraye situation, nature & proprieté de la terre universelle 7688
Epitome geographiae 9604
Epitome of classical geography 30664
An Epitome of general ecclesiastical history; from the earliest period to the present time, with an appendix, giving a condensed history of the Jews, from the destruction of Jerusalem to the present day: illustrated by maps and engravings / by John M 12777
Epitome of geography 29395, 29396, 29414
An Epitome of military events, or, Historical essay upon the present war. No. I. to VI. Vol. I, containing the most remarkable occurrences from the resumption of hostilities in the month of March to the end of September, 1799. Translated from the French 52645
An Epitome of Mr. John Speed's Theatre of the Empire of Great Britain and of his prospect of the most famous parts of the world 14167
An Epitome of Ortelius ... 7751
An Epitome of Ortelius, his Theatre of the world, wherein the principal regions of the earth are described in smalle mappes; with a brief declaration annexed to ech [!] mappes ... It is also amplified with new mappes wanting in the Latin editions 7750
Epitome of Ortelius, his theatre of world 4221
Epitome of universal geography 29417
Epitome of Workman's geography 29270
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<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2553</td>
<td>Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2553</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Call Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erie Canal (N.Y.) - 1829 - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc.</td>
<td>76619</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erie Canal (N.Y.) - 1831 - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc.</td>
<td>56071</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erie Canal (N.Y.) - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1820</td>
<td>25563, 58915</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erie Canal (N.Y.) - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1821</td>
<td>25564</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erie Canal (N.Y.) - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1823</td>
<td>56064</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erie Canal (N.Y.) - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1840</td>
<td>56080</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erie Canal (N.Y.) - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1947</td>
<td>34821</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erie Canal (N.Y.) - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1949</td>
<td>34822</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erie Canal (N.Y.) - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1951</td>
<td>34823, 34824</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erie Canal (N.Y.) - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1956</td>
<td>32596, 32597, 34825</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erie Canal (N.Y.) - At Buffalo - Maps - 1822</td>
<td>25562</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erie Canal (N.Y.) - Maps - 1820</td>
<td>25563, 58915</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erie Canal (N.Y.) - Maps - 1821</td>
<td>25564</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erie Canal (N.Y.) - Maps - 1827</td>
<td>56067</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erie Canal (N.Y.) - Maps - 1827 - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc.</td>
<td>56067</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erie Canal (N.Y.) - Maps - 1847 - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc.</td>
<td>56085</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erie Canal (N.Y.) - Maps - 1850 - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc.</td>
<td>56088</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erie Canal (N.Y.) - Maps - 1920</td>
<td>56235</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erie Canal (N.Y.) - Pictorial works - 1828</td>
<td>25565</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erie Canal (N.Y.) - Planning - Maps - 1852</td>
<td>34816</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Erie County (N.Y.) - 1854: LC &amp; M land ownership maps on microfiche]</td>
<td>25567</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erie County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1839</td>
<td>25566</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erie County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1854 - Landowners</td>
<td>25567</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erie County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1866 - Landowners</td>
<td>25568</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erie County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1880 - Landowners</td>
<td>25569</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erie County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1890 - Indians</td>
<td>18874, 75289</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erie County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1890 - Landowners</td>
<td>18874, 75289</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erie County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1909 - Landowners</td>
<td>25570</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erie County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1993 - Road maps</td>
<td>14867</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erie County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1996 - Road maps</td>
<td>14868</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erie County (N.Y.) - Maps - 2002 - Road maps</td>
<td>14869</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erie County (N.Y.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps</td>
<td>14870, 14871</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erie County (N.Y.) - Maps - 2009 - Road maps</td>
<td>14873</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Erie County (Ohio) - 1865: LC &amp; M land ownership maps on microfiche]</td>
<td>25571</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erie County (Ohio) - Maps - 1865 - Landowners</td>
<td>25571</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erie County (Ohio) - Maps - 1874 - Landowners</td>
<td>25572</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Erie County (Pa.) - 1855: LC &amp; M land ownership maps on microfiche]</td>
<td>25573</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erie County (Pa.) - Maps - 1855 - Landowners</td>
<td>25573</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erie County (Pa.) - Maps - 1865 - Landowners</td>
<td>25574</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erie County (Pa.) - Maps - 1909 - Road maps</td>
<td>63631</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erie-Lackawanna Railroad Company</td>
<td>59582</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erie-Lackawanna Railroad Company - Maps - 1961 - Railroads</td>
<td>59582</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erie-Lackawanna Railroad Company SEE ALSO Delaware, Lackawanna and Western Railroad Company</td>
<td>59582</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erie-Lackawanna Railroad Company SEE ALSO Erie Railroad Company</td>
<td>59582</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erie, Lake - History - War of 1812 - Maps</td>
<td>32510</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erie, Lake - Maps - 1600-1699 - Indians - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>25575</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erie, Lake - Maps - 1688 - Iroquois Indians - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles</td>
<td>61780</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erie, Lake - Maps - 1688 - Iroquois Indians - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>25576</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erie, Lake - Maps - 1740 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - 61277</td>
<td>61277</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erie, Lake - Maps - 1749 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - 61278</td>
<td>61278</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erie, Lake - Maps - 1752 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - 25577</td>
<td>25577</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erie, Lake - Maps - 1755 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - 61282</td>
<td>61282</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erie, Lake - Maps - 1759 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - 58874</td>
<td>58874</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erie, Lake - Maps - 1791 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - 25578</td>
<td>25578</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erie, Lake - Maps - 1936 - Nautical charts - 21015</td>
<td>21015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erie, Lake - Maps - 1962 - Nautical charts - 25580</td>
<td>25580</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erie, Lake - Pictorial works - 1849-1854</td>
<td>25579</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erie, Lake (Region) - Maps - 1930 - 24308</td>
<td>24308</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erie, Lake (Region) - Maps - 1934 - 5693</td>
<td>56939</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erie, Lake (Region) - Maps - 1962 - Road maps - 25580</td>
<td>25580</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erie (N.Y.) - Maps - 1951 - 76087, 76088</td>
<td>76087</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erie (Pa.) - Maps - 1764 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>25581</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erie (Pa.) - Maps - 1836 - 25582</td>
<td>25582</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erie Railroad - 58973, 58978, 59257, 59407, 59419, 59428, 59442</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Erie Railroad Company  59405, 59406
Erie Railroad Company  25583, 25584, 25585, 48266, 55849, 55850, 55851, 55852, 55853, 55854, 55855, 55856, 55857, 55858, 55859, 55860, 55861, 55862, 55863, 58969, 58973, 58978, 58981, 58988, 58996, 59006, 59014, 59022, 59029, 59039, 59052, 59066, 59092, 59106, 59116, 59129, 59138, 59146, 59151, 59177, 59180, 59184, 59189, 59192, 59196, 59201, 59205, 59213, 59223, 59257, 59264, 59273, 59404, 59405, 59406, 59407, 59419, 59428, 59442, 59461, 59470, 59485, 59500, 59515, 59521, 59528, 59539, 59553, 59560, 59567, 59576, 77943, 77972, 77996, 78025, 78066
Erie Railroad Company. Erie Railroad ferries to New York and surface street car lines (1890)  30382
Erie Railroad Company - Maps - 1850  48266
Erie Railroad Company - Maps - 1890  30382
Erie Railroad Company - Maps - 1896  55849, 58969, 58973
Erie Railroad Company - Maps - 1897  55850, 58978
Erie Railroad Company - Maps - 1898  55851, 58981
Erie Railroad Company - Maps - 1899  55852, 58988
Erie Railroad Company - Maps - 1900  55853, 58996
Erie Railroad Company - Maps - 1901  55854, 59006
Erie Railroad Company - Maps - 1902  55855, 59014
Erie Railroad Company - Maps - 1903  55856, 59022
Erie Railroad Company - Maps - 1904  55857, 59029
Erie Railroad Company - Maps - 1905  55858, 59039
Erie Railroad Company - Maps - 1906  55859, 59052
Erie Railroad Company - Maps - 1907  55860, 59066
Erie Railroad Company - Maps - 1909  55861, 59092
Erie Railroad Company - Maps - 1910  55862, 59106
Erie Railroad Company - Maps - 1911  55863, 59116
Erie Railroad Company - Maps - 1912  59129
Erie Railroad Company - Maps - 1913  59138
Erie Railroad Company - Maps - 1914  59146
Erie Railroad Company - Maps - 1915  59151
Erie Railroad Company - Maps - 1920  59177
Erie Railroad Company - Maps - 1921  59180
Erie Railroad Company - Maps - 1922  59184
Erie Railroad Company - Maps - 1923  59189
Erie Railroad Company - Maps - 1924  59192
Erie Railroad Company - Maps - 1925  59196
Erie Railroad Company - Maps - 1926  59201
Erie Railroad Company - Maps - 1927  59205
Erie Railroad Company - Maps - 1928  59213
Erie Railroad Company - Maps - 1929  59223
Erie Railroad Company - Maps - 1930  59257, 59264
Erie Railroad Company - Maps - 1931  59273
Erie Railroad Company - Maps - 1943  59404, 59405, 59406, 59407
Erie Railroad Company - Maps - 1943 - Headquarters  25583
Erie Railroad Company - Maps - 1946 - Headquarters  25584
Erie Railroad Company - Maps - 1946 - Pictorial maps  59419
Erie Railroad Company - Maps - 1947 - Headquarters  25585
Erie Railroad Company - Maps - 1947 - Pictorial maps  59428
Erie Railroad Company - Maps - 1948 - Pictorial maps  59442
Erie Railroad Company - Maps - 1949 - Pictorial maps  59461
Erie Railroad Company - Maps - 1949 - Teletype  77943
Erie Railroad Company - Maps - 1950 - Headquarters  77972
Erie Railroad Company - Maps - 1950 - Pictorial maps  59470
Erie Railroad Company - Maps - 1951 - Headquarters  77996
Erie Railroad Company - Maps - 1951 - Pictorial maps  59485
Erie Railroad Company - Maps - 1952 - Headquarters  78025
Erie Railroad Company - Maps - 1952 - Pictorial maps  59500
Erie Railroad Company - Maps - 1953 - Headquarters  78066
Erie Railroad Company - Maps - 1953 - Pictorial maps  59515
Erie Railroad Company - Maps - 1954 - Pictorial maps  59521
Erie Railroad Company - Maps - 1955 - Pictorial maps  59528
Erie Railroad Company - Maps - 1956  59539
Erie Railroad Company - Maps - 1957  59553
Erie Railroad Company - Maps - 1958  59560
Erie Railroad Company - Maps - 1959  59567
Erie Railroad Company - Maps - 1960  59576

Erie Railroad: N.Y.S. & W.R.R.  58981, 58988, 58996, 59006, 59014, 59022, 59029, 59039, 59052, 59066
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Erie Railroad suburban lines  55849, 55850, 55862, 55863
Erie Railroad suburban lines : N.Y.S. & W.R.R.  55851, 55852, 55853, 55854, 55855, 55856, 55857, 55858, 55859, 55860, 55861
Erie Railroad with branches and connections  59092, 59106, 59116
Erie Railroad with branches and connections, 1912  59129
Erie Railroad with branches and connections, 1913  59138
Erie Railroad with branches and connections, 1914  59146
Erie Railroad with branches and connections, 1915  59151
Erie Railroad with branches and connections, 1920  59177
Erie Railroad with branches and connections, 1921  59180
Erie Railroad with branches and connections, 1922  59184
Erie Railroad with branches and connections, 1923  59189
Erie Railroad with branches and connections, 1924  59192
Erie Railroad with branches and connections, 1925  59196
Erie Railroad with branches and connections, 1926  59201
Erie Railroad with branches and connections, 1927  59205
Erie Railroad with branches and connections, 1928  59206
Erie Railroad with branches and connections, 1929  59223
Erie Railroad with branches and connections, 1930  59264
Erie Railroad with branches and connections, 1931  59273
Erie sales offices are located in 45 cities in the United States and Canada   77972, 77996, 78025, 78066
Erie Society for Genealogical Research  25574
Erie Telegraph and Telephone Co.  48439, 71492
Erie Telegraph and Telephone Co. - Maps - 1897  48439, 71492
ErkSEN, Jens  35389
ErkSEN, Wolfgang  17277
Erikson, C. A.  19423
Erikson, Jens  35389
Erikson, Wolfgang  17277
Erikson, Georg  73751
Eritrea - Maps - 1929  38984
Eritrea - Maps - 1938  171
Erkenbertruine (Augustinian monastery : Frankenthal, Germany) - Pictorial works - 1552  28266
Erla  24704
Erla (Hungary) SEE Eger (Hungary)  24708
Erlandson, E. Elaine  41607
Erlau (Germany) SEE Eger (Hungary)  24706
Erlauterungen zu den beiliegenden Karten  17233
Erlauternder atlas zum conversations-lexicon  9729
Erläuterungen zur ersten gedruckten (Strassen-) Wandkarte von Europa, der Carta Itineraria Europae von Martin Waldseemüller  17656
Erläuterungen zur ersten gedruckten (Strassen-) Wandkarte von Europa der Carta itineraria Evropae der Jahre 1511 bzw. 1520 von Martin Waldseemüller  80644
Erläuterungen zur historisch-statistischen grundkarte für Deutschland im massstabe 1:100000 (königreich Sachsen) [Mit karten] Hrsg. von der Königl. sächsischen kommission für geschichte. Bearb. von Hubert Ermisch  69125
Erlichsen, Caspar Henneberch, 1529-1600 SEE Henneberch, Caspar, 1529-1600  65681
Erlichman, Howard J., 1953-  37537
Erm, Adolf, 1806-1877  2338, 8183
Ermatinger, Edward, 1797-1876. Edward Ermatinger's York Factory Express Journal, being a record of journeys made between Fort Vancouver and Hudson Bay in the years 1827-1828 (1912)  25586
Ermatinger, Edward, 1797-1876 - Travel, 1827-1828 - Maps  25586
Ermen, Eduard van  7192, 42060, 69326, 69327, 79368, 79369, 79370
Ermer, C. (Christian), fl. 1814-1855  26478, 76084, 76617
Ermisch, Hubert, 1850-1932  69125
Ermita de San Pablo (Madrid, Spain) - Pictorial works - 1700  25587
Ernest Augustus, King of Hanover, 1771-1851  27949
Ernest Benn Ltd.  3589, 3591, 12277, 12281, 12590, 22416, 22417, 23195, 23198, 24674, 25382, 25391, 25393, 25395, 25400, 25404, 25405, 25410, 25414, 28141, 28184, 32903, 32906, 32907, 38420, 38425, 38428, 38429, 39172, 39175, 39177, 39311, 42641, 42658, 42659, 42664, 42665, 42671, 42683, 42692, 42697, 42702, 44289, 44291, 51835, 53562, 53603, 63237, 63245, 63251, 63274, 65644, 67289, 67292, 67297, 67298, 69665, 69672, 69680, 70090, 70091, 72904, 72905, 72927, 72935, 72938, 73752, 74062, 79984, 79988, 80708, 80713, 85215
Ernest Leroux éditeur  83828
Emslie, John  42444
Ernst, Gustav  73195, 73196, 73197, 73198, 73199, 73200, 73201, 73210, 73216, 73219, 73222, 73223
Ernst, Hess  34296
Ernst, James A.  74185
Ernst Klett Verlag  10470
Ernst-Moritz-Arndt-Universität Grieswald  65179
Erpach comitatus 28291
Ephodia. Erfurt 25555
Errera, Carlo 5709
Errera, Carlo, 1867-1936 22130
Ershaw, John 36487
Erskine, Audrey 17112
Erskine, Robert, 1867-1936 22130
Ershaw, John 36487
Erskine, Audrey 17112
Erskine, R. 31873
Erskine, Robert, 1735-1780 25588, 25589
Ersvell, E. 34213
Erslev, Ed. (Edvard), 1824-1892 8649, 10815, 10817, 10819, 10823, 30007, 30013, 39885
Erslev, Jacob 8649
Erslev, Kr. 34078, 34213
Erste schipvaart der Hollanders Oost-Indie 1595-1676 6078
Ersten k.k.a.p. typo-geographischen Kunst-Anstalt SEE K.K. Typo-Geographischen Kunst-Anstalt (Austria) 11186
Erster typometrischer Atlas, oder Austria ... : nach den k.k. Landes-Vermessungen, für Geschäftsleute jeder Art, Gymnasien, Schulen und Zeitungsleser / von Franz Raffelsperger 11186
Erthorn, Joseph van 29195
Ertinger, F. 11467
Ertz-Hertzogthumb Oesterreich = Archiduche d'Austriche : haute, et basse ... 11139
Ertz-Hertzogthumb Oesterreich = Archiduché d'Austriche haute et basse : subdivisées en leurs principaux quartiers, &c. / par N. Sanson d'Abbeuille, geographe ordinaire du roy 11151
Erven François Houttuyn SEE Erven Frans Houttuyn 29067
Erven Frans Houttuyn 29053, 29067
Erven Thierry & Mensing 34192, 34207
Erven van F. Houttuyn SEE Erven Frans Houttuyn 29067
Erwielrung Riss der Stat Nürnberg 60202
Erwin Josephus Raisz, 1893-1968 66181
Erwin Josephus Raisz - celebrating 100 years 66182
Erythraei sive Rvbri Maris Periplvs / olim ab Arriano descriptus, nunc verò ab Abrah. Ortelio ex eodem delineatus 36696
Erzabtei Sankt Peter (Salzburg, Austria) - 1980 25590
Erzabtei St. Peter, Salzburg 25590
Erzgebirge (Czech Republic and Germany) - Maps - 1922 25591
Erzgebirge (Czech Republic and Germany) - Maps - 1929 25592
Erzgebirge (Czech Republic and Germany) - Maps - 1931 25593
Erzgebirge und Vogtland : mit Anhang, Wintersport und Angaben für Automobilisten 25593
Erzgebirge, Vogtland und Nordwestboehmen 25592
ESA Services, Inc. (Fort Lauderdale, Fla.) SEE Extended Stay Hotels 26447
Esan, John F. 38529
Esatta notizia di quanto si contiene nelle celebri Tavole geografiche, le quali servono di ornamento alla Regia Salla dello Scudo nel Ducale Palazzo di Venezia 62712
Esavian modern school atlas of comparative geography : a series of 80 coloured plates, containing 142 maps and diagrams, with introduction and complete index / edited by George Philip 8479
Esbrand, Evart SEE Ides, Evert Ysbrants 67534
Esclanente, Félix María 46186
Escalle & Co 9332
Escambia County (Ala.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners 25594
Escambia County (Fla.) - Maps - 2003 - Road maps 64193, 64194
Escambia County (Fla.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps 64195
Escondón, José de, 1700-1770 46283, 46284, 46285
Escape maps 25595
["Escape maps" of areas in Central and Eastern Europe, printed on tissue paper and meant for use of paratroopers] 84704
Escape maps - Specimens 26376, 39793, 41319, 41320, 44315, 59701, 84704
Escape maps - World War, 1939-1945 84710
Escapes - Sydney (N.S.W.) - History 17091
Escalda 34107
Esh, Frank 22747
Escher, Hermann, 1857-1938 73341
Escher Von der Linth, Hans Conrad, 1767-1823 25596
Escher von der Linth, Hans Konrad, 1767-1823  25596
Eschscholtz, Johann Friedrich, 1793-1831  12458
Eschwege  25597, 25598
Eschwege (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1620  25597
Eschwege (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1657  25598
L’Escluse, Charles de, 1526-1609 SEE Clusius, Carolus, 1526-1609  21116
Escorial Atlas  18443
Escorial - Pictorial works - 1591-1606  25599
Escorial (Spain) SEE San Lorenzo del Escorial (Spain)  72773
Escribano, Viuda, 18th cent.  64172
Escude y Bartoli, Manuel  5587
Escudo de Oro  51797
Escuela Superior de Comercio y Administración (Mexico)  46380
Esfahan (Iran) SEE Isfahan (Iran)  38487
Eskimo Cartography  41153, 63458
Eskimos - Sitka (Alaska) - Maps  1015
Eskimos - Sitka (Alaska) - Maps - 1794-1804  22963
Eskrich, Pierre, ca. 1530-1590  63020, 75493
Eskuche, Gustav, 1865-1917  73202
Eslava, Sebastián de, 1698-1759  16693
Esmarch, Elisabeth  10109
Esnauts et Rapilly  9232, 31877, 57636, 58887, 58889, 63056, 74681, 76482, 85158, 85159
Eso (Japan) SEE Hokkaido (Japan)  34629, 39524
Espace français : vision et aménagement, XVIe-XIXe siècle : Archives nationales, Hôtel de Rohan, septembre 1987-janvier 1986 : exposition / organisée par la Direction des archives de France, Ministère de la culture et de la communication ; avec le concours  17215
Espagnac, Baron d’  9211
L’Espagne  72693, 72729, 72899
Espagne : 10 cartes et 55 plans / publié sous la direction de Marcel Monmarché ; revisée par Marcel N. Schweitzer ; Les arts en Espagne par Émile Bertaux  72879
L’Espagne divisée en tous ses Royaumes et Principautés ... et ... Portugal ...  72682
L’Espagne divisée en plusieurs estats et provinces  72681
L’Espagne divisée en tous ses royaumes et principautés  72722
L’Espagne : divisée en tous ses royaumes et principautés, suivant qu’ils sont compris sous les couronnes de Castille et d’Aragon, possédées par le roi catholique Philippe de France, Vme du nom, et sous la couronne de Portugal, possédée par le royaume de Po  72686
L’Espagne divisée en tous ses royaumes, principantes &c.  72683
L’Espagne divisée en tous ses royaumes, principautés, &c. à l’usage ...  72688
L’Espagne dressée sur la description qui en a été faite par Rodrigo Mendez Sylva ... / rectifiées par les observations de Mrs. de l’Academie des Sciences & autres astronomes par G. De l’Isle geographe ; Joan van Lughtenburg, sculp.  72695
L’Espagne / dressée sur la description qui en a été faite par Rodrigo Mendez Sylva et ... G. de l’Isle geographe ; Joan van Lughtenburg, sculp.  72723
L’Espagne et le Portugal  72700
Espagne et Portugal  72833
Espagne et Portugal : avec une carte routière des deux royaumes, 15 cartes des lignes de chemins de fer, etc., 21 plans de villes, un plan de l’Alhambra, et deux profils orographiques du centre de l’Espagne / par A. Germond de Lavigne  72843
Espagne & Portugal  72876, 72877
Espagne / rédigée par Marcel N. Schweitzer  72884, 72889
L’Espagne suivant l’étendue de tous ses royaumes et principautés ... / dedié au Roy, par ... H. Jaillot ... ; Cordier sculpis  72712
España  72654
España geografica historica ilustrada  72640
España maritima, or, Spanish coasting pilot : containing directions for navigating the coasts and harbours of Spain, in the Atlantic and Mediterranean, with the Balearic Islands and coast of Portugal : illustrated with ... charts and plans / drawn from  72786
Espasa Calpe  10790
Especially for you : Braniff International Airways  78085, 78202, 78305
Espejo, Antonio de - Travel, 1582-1583 - Maps - 1869  72240
Espejo, Olga  81707
Esphenshade, Edward Bowman,1910-  6467, 6509, 6532, 6592, 6926, 7027, 7069, 72600, 72601, 84476
Espéranse (Ship)  62613
Esperance (Suriname) - Pictorial works - 1791  25602
Espin, T. E. (Thomas Henry Espinelle Compton), 1858-  3524, 23945
Espinoza Tello, Josef, 1763-1815  23654, 51565, 57149, 62548, 62549, 62550, 63056, 63058, 85158, 85232
Espinosa y Tello, Josef, 1763-1815. Atlas para el viaje de las goletas Sutil y Mexicana al reconocimiento del estrecho de Juan de Fuca en 1792,
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Call Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Essex (England) - Maps - Collections, 1581-1806</td>
<td>25606</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Essex (England) - Pictorial works - 1620</td>
<td>25609</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Essex (Germany). Stadtvermessungsamt</td>
<td>25606, 25607</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Essex im Spiegel der Karten : historische Karten und Stiche vom Mittelalter bis zur Neuzeit / Willi Bonczek; bearbeitet durch das Stadtvermessungsamt Essex</td>
<td>25607</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Essex, Léon van der, b. 1883</td>
<td>12288</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Essex Region (Germany) - Maps - 1926</td>
<td>25608</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Essexen umgebung</td>
<td>25608</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Essendo venueno in Roma il sermo. Gran Duca di Toscana per ringratiaire S. Sta. del titolo concessegi et per coronarsia di xviii Febraro 1570 ...</td>
<td>22291, 22292</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Essentials of geography</td>
<td>30292, 30308, 30326, 30390</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Essentials of geography, first book / by Albert Perry Brigham and Charles T. McFarlane</td>
<td>30567, 30583</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Essentials of geography, second book</td>
<td>30560, 30566, 30582</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Essentials of geography, second book / by Albert Perry Brigham and Charles T. McFarlane</td>
<td>30585</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Essentials of map-reading</td>
<td>44687</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Essexquibo - Maps - 1769</td>
<td>33227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Essexquibo River (Guyana) - Maps - 1703 - Mouth</td>
<td>33226</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Essexquibo River (Guyana) - Mouth - Maps - 1783 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>33137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Essex, W. &amp; Sons, publishers, Chicago SEE W. Esser &amp; Sons (Chicago, Ill.)</td>
<td>19833</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Essex</td>
<td>25625</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Essex, Arthur Capel, Earl of, 1631-1683 - Murder - Charts, diagrams, etc.</td>
<td>25610</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Essex auto trails map and guide to sales and service departments within 100 miles of New York City</td>
<td>55873</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Essex Business Centre</td>
<td>25643</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Essex / by J. Charles Cox</td>
<td>25642</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Essex / by J. Charles Cox; revised by Philip M. Johnston</td>
<td>25641</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Essex County, England] / with the compliments of the Essex Business Centre; cartography prepared by Estate Publications ... based upon the Ordnance Survey maps</td>
<td>25643</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Essex County (Mass.) - 1856: LC G&amp;M land ownership maps on microfiche]</td>
<td>25611</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Essex County (Mass.) - Maps - 1856 - Landowners</td>
<td>25611</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Essex County (Mass.) - Maps - 1884 - Landowners</td>
<td>25612</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Essex County (Mass.) - Maps - 1893 - Geology</td>
<td>25613</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Essex County (Mass.) - Maps - 1991 - Road maps</td>
<td>13543</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Essex County (Mass.) - Maps - 2000 - Road maps</td>
<td>13546</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Essex County (Mass.) - Maps - 2002 - Road maps</td>
<td>13547</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Essex County (Mass.) - Maps - 2003 - Road maps</td>
<td>13548</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Essex County (Mass.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps</td>
<td>13549</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Essex County (N.J.) - 1850: LC G&amp;M land ownership maps on microfiche]</td>
<td>25614</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Essex County (N.J.) - 1859: LC G&amp;M land ownership maps on microfiche]</td>
<td>25615</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Essex County (N.J.) - 1874: LC G&amp;M land ownership maps on microfiche]</td>
<td>25616</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Essex County (N.J.) - 1877: LC G&amp;M land ownership maps on microfiche]</td>
<td>25617</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Essex County (N.J.). Board of Chosen Freeholders</td>
<td>25619</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Essex County (N.J.) - Maps - 1850 - Landowners</td>
<td>25614</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Essex County (N.J.) - Maps - 1859 - Landowners</td>
<td>25615</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Essex County (N.J.) - Maps - 1874 - Landowners</td>
<td>25616</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Essex County (N.J.) - Maps - 1877 - Landowners</td>
<td>25617</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Essex County (N.J.) - Maps - 1904 - Fire risk assessment</td>
<td>25618</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Essex County (N.J.) - Maps - 1904 - Landowners</td>
<td>25618</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Essex County (N.J.) - Maps - 1904 - Real property</td>
<td>25618</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Essex County (N.J.) - Maps - 1929 - Road maps</td>
<td>25619</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Essex County (N.J.) - Maps - 1987 - Road maps</td>
<td>51803</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Essex County (N.J.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps</td>
<td>51804</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Essex County (N.Y.) - 1858: LC G&amp;M land ownership maps on microfiche]</td>
<td>25621</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Essex County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1839</td>
<td>25620</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Essex County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1858 - Landowners</td>
<td>25621</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Essex County (Va.) - 1863: LC G&amp;M land ownership maps on microfiche]</td>
<td>25622</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Essex County (Va.) - Maps - 1863 - Landowners - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>25622</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Essex County (Va.) - 1859: LC G&amp;M land ownership maps on microfiche]</td>
<td>25623</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Essex County (Va.) - 1878: LC G&amp;M land ownership maps on microfiche]</td>
<td>25624</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Essex County (Va.) - Maps - 1859 - Landowners</td>
<td>25623</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Essex County (Va.) - Maps - 1876 - Landowners</td>
<td>25624</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Essex, dividet into hundreds, with the most antient and fayre towne Colchester ...</td>
<td>49142, 49145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Essex (England), County Council</td>
<td>25644</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Essex (England) - Maps - 1594 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>25625</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Essex (England) - Maps - 1696</td>
<td>25626</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Essex (England) - Maps - 1700</td>
<td>25627</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Essex (England) - Maps - 1701 - Coasts - Nautical charts</td>
<td>25478</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Essex (England) - Maps - 1702 - Coasts - Nautical charts</td>
<td>25628</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Essex (England) - Maps - 1730</td>
<td>25629</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Essex (England) - Maps - 1766 - Coasts - Nautical charts</td>
<td>25630</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Essex (England) - Maps - 1777</td>
<td>25631</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Essex (England) - Maps - 1822</td>
<td>80791</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Essex (England) - Maps - 1870</td>
<td>25632</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Essex (England) - Maps - 1875</td>
<td>25633</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Essex (England) - Maps - 1886</td>
<td>25634</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Essex (England) - Maps - 1892</td>
<td>25635, 25636, 25637</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Essex (England) - Maps - 1895</td>
<td>25638</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Essex (England) - Maps - 1902</td>
<td>25639</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Essex (England) - Maps - 1909</td>
<td>25640</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Essex (England) - Maps - 1930</td>
<td>25641</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Essex (England) - Maps - 1950</td>
<td>26552</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Essex (England) - Maps - 1952</td>
<td>25642</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Essex (England) - Maps - 1990</td>
<td>25643</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Essex (England) - Maps - Bibliography - 1566-1855</td>
<td>25644</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Essex, hundreds &amp; parishes</td>
<td>25638</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Essex Institute</td>
<td>25613, 29223, 29301, 42455</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Essex Motor Company</td>
<td>55873, 55874</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Essex (Ont. : County) - Maps - 1881 - Landowners</td>
<td>25645</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Essex Press (Newark, N.J.)</td>
<td>66355, 84602</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Essex Record Office</td>
<td>25625, 25626, 25638, 25644, 66198</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Essex Record Office - Map collections - Catalogs</td>
<td>25644</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Essex, Suffolk, Norfolk &amp; Cambridgeshire</td>
<td>25636, 25637</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Essler, Jacob</td>
<td>28867, 28868</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Essler, Johann, fl. 1513 SEE Essler, Jacob</td>
<td>28867</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Essling, Victor Masséna, prince d', 1836-1910</td>
<td>17491</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Esslinger, F.</td>
<td>30169</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Esso cruising guide : Kennebunkport, Maine, to New York Harbor / Esso</td>
<td>45494</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Esso cruising guide : New York Harbor to Savannah / Esso</td>
<td>19328</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Esso : Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia with pictorial guide ... for happy motoring!</td>
<td>47944</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Esso Export Corporation</td>
<td>84448</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESSO (Firm : U.S.) SEE Esso Standard Oil Company</td>
<td>55936</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESSO map library / [General Drafting Company]</td>
<td>66974</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Esso Mapa de la Republica de Costa Rica / obsequio de Esso Standard Oil</td>
<td>22316</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Esso Mapa de la Republica de El Salvador / obsequio de Esso Standard Oil</td>
<td>24887</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Esso Mapa de la Republica de Honduras / obsequio de Esso Standard Oil</td>
<td>34611</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Esso Mapa de la Republica de Panama / obsequio de Esso Standard Oil</td>
<td>62945</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Esso mapa de las carreteras de la Republica de Cuba / Esso Standard Oil, S.A.</td>
<td>22521</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Esso : New Jersey ... road map with pictorial guide</td>
<td>55156</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Esso : New York City and vicinity : road map and visitor's guide</td>
<td>55741</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Esso New York with pictorial guide. 1942 / Colonial Beacon Oil Company</td>
<td>56576</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Esso Ontario</td>
<td>61943</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Esso Petroleum Company, ltd.</td>
<td>25358, 25359, 69646</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Esso Petroleum Company, ltd. - Maps - 1931</td>
<td>54135, 54136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Esso S.A. Petrolera Argentina</td>
<td>2529</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Esso Standard Oil (Central America)</td>
<td>22316, 24887, 34611, 62945</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Esso Standard Oil Company</td>
<td>1793, 11306, 24379, 24462, 26224, 26228, 26229, 28704, 39558, 39559, 47812, 47832, 47870, 47871, 47944, 54135, 54136, 54139, 54154, 54172, 54233, 54292, 54949, 55011, 55156, 55741, 55924, 55936, 56457, 56500, 56741, 58093, 58139, 62429, 62919, 63697, 63711, 63746, 63769, 63821, 63849, 63850, 63878, 63883, 64457, 64458, 65825, 66974, 71203, 71204, 71205, 71773, 71857, 71883, 74394, 74681, 75028, 75029, 76118, 77669, 77896, 78360, 78400, 78465, 80977, 80984, 80990, 81018, 81024, 84353, 84361, 84362, 84369, 84382, 84383, 84384, 84713</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Esso Standard Oil Company (Cuba)</td>
<td>22518, 22521</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Esso Standard Oil Company Map collections - 1950-1960</td>
<td>66974</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Esso Standard Oil Company SEE ALSO Standard Oil Company of New Jersey</td>
<td>58093</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Esso Touring Service</td>
<td>62429, 66974, 79839</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Esso Touring Service - Map collections - 1950-1960</td>
<td>66974</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Esso Travel Service SEE Esso Touring Service</td>
<td>62429</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Esso war map: Europe and North Africa</td>
<td>26224</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Esso war map: featuring transportation, the key to every successful campaign</td>
<td>84362, 84384, 84713</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Esso war map: featuring transportation, the key to every successful campaign / edited and published by the makers of the well known Esso road maps</td>
<td>84361</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Estate du duc de Savoye 64699
Estate Maps - England - 1600-1620 25014
Estate Maps - England - 1600-1840 25646
Estate Maps - Exhibitions - Catalogs 25647
Estate Maps - Great Britain - 1550-1850 25648
Estate Maps - History 25649
Estate Maps - Ireland 38206
Estate Maps, Irish - 1755-1760 67100
The Estate maps of Trinity College : an introduction and annotated catalogue 38206
Estate maps of Wales, 1600-1836 : the holdings of the National Library of Wales with special reference to an exhibition held in 1982 80721
Estate Maps - Scotland - 1700-1799 69450
Estate Plan of Ticehurst, 1614] 75171
Estate Plans - Cambridgeshire (England) - 1650 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 13700
Estate plans - Durham (England : County) - Maps - 1758 - Manuscripts 69943
Estate Plans - East Sussex (England) - 1614 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 75171
Estate Plans - England - 1600-1899 - Photographs 25650
Estate Plans - Essex (England) - 1615 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 66198
Estate Plans - Hertfordshire (England) - 1638 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 33596
Estate Plans - West Sussex (England) - 1638 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 22536
Estate Publications (Tenterden, Kent) 25643
Estate surveys in Britain 1550-1850: a study in the structure of occupations 25648
Estates de l'empire du Turquie en Europe et pays circumvoisins ... 11505
Estates de l'empire dv grand seigneur des Turquz ... 48070
Estates et royaumes de Fez et Maroc, Darha et Segelmesse ... 441
Estatas de l'Eglesie et de la Toscane / par N. Sanson d'Abbeuille, geogr. du roy 62968
Estatas de l'eglise et de Toscane 38663, 38674, 38675
Estatas de l'empire des Turcs en Europe subdivisés suiauant l'estendüe des beglerbeglicz ... 11512
Les Estats de l'Empire des Turcs en Asie ... 75179
Les Estats de l'empire des Turcs en Asie / par le S. Sanson, geographe ordinaire du roy ; I. Sommer sculp. 75720
Estatas de l'empire des Turcs en Europe et pays circumvoisins : entre lesquels sont Hongrie, Transilvanie, Valaquaie, Moldavie, Petite Tatarie, &c., sujets, ou tributaires, des Turquz / par N. Sanson d'Abbeuille, geographe ordinaire du roy, 1655 11506
Estatas de l'empire des Turqus en Europe ... / par ... H. laillot 11515
Estatas de l'empire des turcs en Europe, subdivises suivant l'Estendue des ... 11516
Estatas de l'Empire des Turcs en Europe subdivisés suivant l'estendüe des beglerbeglicz ou gouvernements ... 38807
Estatas de l'empire du grand seigneur des Turcs en Europe ... divisé en tous ses beglerbeglicz ... 75726
Estatas de l'empire du Grand Seigneur des Turcs en Europe, en Asie, et en Afrique ... / par le Sr. Sanson ... ; presenté a Monseigneur le Dauphin, par ... Hubert laillot 45730
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Call Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Estonians' pensive refrain: we are not Russians / by Philip Taubman</td>
<td>25655</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estonia - Economic conditions - 1993</td>
<td>25651</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estonia - Economic conditions - 1996</td>
<td>25652</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estonia, for Russians, is a window looking west / by Serge Schmemann</td>
<td>25654</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estonia - Government - 1992</td>
<td>25653</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estonia - International relations - 1983</td>
<td>25654</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estonia leads Baltic States into new era / by Daniel Sneider</td>
<td>25651</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estonia - Manners and customs - 1986</td>
<td>25655</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estonia - Maps - 1558 - Coasts - Nautical charts</td>
<td>25656, 25657</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estonia - Maps - 1563</td>
<td>42263</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estonia - Maps - 1569</td>
<td>42264</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estonia - Maps - 1710</td>
<td>42265</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estonia - Maps - 1740-1749</td>
<td>42266</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estonia - Maps - 1745</td>
<td>42267</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estonia - Maps - 1795</td>
<td>25658, 67600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estonia - Maps - 1798</td>
<td>11651</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estonia - Maps - 1925</td>
<td>25659</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estonian American National Council</td>
<td>25653</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estonians' pensive refrain: we are not Russians / by Philip Taubman</td>
<td>25655</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Ethiopia - Historical geography - Maps - 1558 25667
Ethiopia - Maps - 1588 499
Ethiopia - Maps - 1606 500
Ethiopia - Maps - 1700 245
Ethiopia - Maps - 1741 25668
Ethiopia - Maps - 1774 25669
Ethiopia - Maps - 1786 25670
Ethiopia - Maps - 1794 25671
Ethiopia - Maps - 1798 73387
Ethiopia - Maps - 1814 73388
Ethiopia - Maps - 1816 (Provisional Heading) 25672
Ethiopia - Maps - 1817 57102, 57103
Ethiopia - Maps - 1818 25673
Ethiopia - Maps - 1822 57104
Ethiopia - Maps - 1829 57105
Ethiopia - Maps - 1853 164
Ethiopia - Maps - 1861 506
Ethiopia - Maps - 1872 25674
Ethiopia - Maps - 1888 508
Ethiopia - Maps - 1923 8908
Ethiopia - Maps - 1936 25675
Ethiopia - Maps - 1936 - Foreign relations - Italy 6104
Ethiopia - Maps - 1938 171
Ethiopia - Maps - 1959 25676
Ethnic groups - Guatemala - Maps - 1936 33108
Ethnic patterns in Los Angeles, 1980 43222
Ethnic suburbia 20487
Ethno-atlas: a student's manual of tribal ... groupings 25681
An Ethno-atlas: a student's manual of tribal, linguistic, and racial groupings 25682
Ethno-linguistic distribution of South American Indians 41607
Ethnografiska Mus. 3219
Ethnographic atlas of Ifugao 35330
Ethnographical map of Hungary based on the density of population 34983
Ethnographical map of Oregon from Hale's Ethnology of the American Exploring Expedition 62061
Ethnographische karte der oesterreichischen monarchie, entworfen von Karl freiherrn von Czoernig, herausgegeben von der K.K. Direction der administrativen statistik ... 11194
Ethnographische karte der oesterreichischen monarchie, von Carl freiherrn von Czoernig, reducirt nach dessen von der K.K. Direction der administrativen statistik herausgegeben Ethnographischen karte der monarchie in 4 blättern, Wien, 1856 11196
Ethnographische karte vom Österreich : Kaiserstaat Eine weitere ausführung seiner im Physikalischen atlas gegebenen darstellung von ... d. Heinr. Berghaus 11190
Ethnographische karte von Europa Auf F.v. Stülpnagel's geogr. zeichnung, zusammengestellt von HBgs ... im März 1845; im Stich vollendet November 1846 ... 26090
Ethnographische karte von Guatemala 33105, 33106
Ethnographisk kart over Finmarken ... Udgivet af Videnkabsselskabet i Christiania, med bidrag af Oplysningvaesenets fond 26666
Ethnography - United States - Maps - 1986 78956
Ethnological map of the province of British Columbia 13996
Ethnologisches Museum Berlin 75560
Ethnology - 1542 28893
Ethnology - 1562 28911
Ethnology - 1596 28928
Ethnology - Africa - Maps - 1859 357
Ethnology - Alsace (France) - Maps - 1969 1436
Ethnology and Geography - 1936 25786
Ethnology - Asia - Maps - 1738-1739 67543
Ethnology - Austria - Maps - 1849 11190
Ethnology - Austria - Maps - 1855 11194
Ethnology - Austria - Maps - 1857 11196
Ethnology - Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1877 11589
Ethnology - Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1911 11598
Ethnology - Bolivia - Maps - 1905 13333
Ethnology - Carinthia (Austria) - Maps - 1947 16627
Ethnology - Carinthia (Slovenia) - Maps - 1947 16627
Ethnology - Carpathian Mountains - Maps - 1923 34983
Ethnology - Caucasus - Maps - 1911 18883
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Call Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ethnology - Centre (France)</td>
<td>- Maps - 1971</td>
<td>19020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnology - Charts, diagrams, etc.</td>
<td>- 1883</td>
<td>2510, 25677, 25678</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnology - Chicago (Ill.)</td>
<td>- Maps - 1840-1950</td>
<td>19450, 19451</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnology - Chicago (Ill.)</td>
<td>- Maps - 1884-1930</td>
<td>19565</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnology - Chicago (Ill.)</td>
<td>- Maps - 1895</td>
<td>52898</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnology - Chicago (Ill.)</td>
<td>- Maps - 1926</td>
<td>19726, 19727</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnology - Chicago (Ill.)</td>
<td>- Maps - 1927</td>
<td>19737</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnology - Chicago (Ill.)</td>
<td>- Maps - 1934</td>
<td>19774</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnology - Chicago (Ill.)</td>
<td>- Maps - 1950</td>
<td>19857</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnology - Chicago (Ill.)</td>
<td>- Maps - 1982</td>
<td>19903</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnology - Chicago (Ill.)</td>
<td>- Maps - 1993</td>
<td>19915</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnology - Chicago (Ill.)</td>
<td>- Maps - 1997</td>
<td>19920</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnology - Chicago Region (Ill.)</td>
<td>- Maps - 1982</td>
<td>20487</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnology - Cook County (Ill.)</td>
<td>- Maps - 2000</td>
<td>19443</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnology - Czech Republic</td>
<td>- Maps - 1923</td>
<td>34983</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnology - Davao (Philippines : Province)</td>
<td>- Maps - 1881-1890 - Manuscripts</td>
<td>49376, 49377</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnology - Europe - Cartography - History</td>
<td></td>
<td>17165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnology - Europe, Central</td>
<td>- Maps - 1866</td>
<td>31527</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnology - Europe</td>
<td>- Maps - 1838</td>
<td>25805</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnology - Europe</td>
<td>- Maps - 1847</td>
<td>26090</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnology - Europe</td>
<td>- Maps - 1848</td>
<td>26091</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnology - Europe</td>
<td>- Maps - 1900</td>
<td>26150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnology - Europe</td>
<td>- Maps - 1917</td>
<td>26184</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnology - Finnmark fylke (Norway)</td>
<td>- Maps - 1861</td>
<td>26666</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnology - Finns</td>
<td>- Chesapeake Bay Region (Md. and Va.) - Maps - 1638-1787</td>
<td>23053</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnology - Finns</td>
<td>- Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1638-1787</td>
<td>23053</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnology - France</td>
<td>- Maps - 1850</td>
<td>66492</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnology - Germany</td>
<td>- Maps - 1848</td>
<td>31510</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnology - Germany</td>
<td>- Maps - 1866</td>
<td>31527</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnology - Germany</td>
<td>- Maps - 1910-1940</td>
<td>65098</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnology - Germany</td>
<td>- Maps - 1917</td>
<td>31583, 31584</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnology - Guatemala</td>
<td>- Maps - 1884</td>
<td>33105, 33106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnology - History</td>
<td>- 1500-1599</td>
<td>51979</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnology - Hungary</td>
<td>- Maps - 1855</td>
<td>11194</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnology - Hungary</td>
<td>- Maps - 1857</td>
<td>11196</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnology - Hungary</td>
<td>- Maps - 1923</td>
<td>34983</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnology - Ifugao (Philippines)</td>
<td>- Maps - 1980</td>
<td>35330</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnology - Israel</td>
<td>- Historical geography - Maps - 1992 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>62751</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnology - Jews</td>
<td>- Historical geography - Maps - 1990 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>39788</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnology - Loop (Chicago, Ill.)</td>
<td>- Maps - 1895</td>
<td>52898</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnology - Los Angeles Region</td>
<td>(Calif.)</td>
<td>- Maps - 1980</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnology - Macedonia</td>
<td>- Maps - 1909</td>
<td>43744</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnology - Maps</td>
<td>- 1841 - Pictorial Works</td>
<td>25679</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnology - Maps</td>
<td>- 1845-1848</td>
<td>9730</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnology - Maps</td>
<td>- 1851</td>
<td>25680</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnology - Maps</td>
<td>- 1885</td>
<td>84298</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnology - Maps</td>
<td>- 1891-1892</td>
<td>9969</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnology - Maps</td>
<td>- 1912</td>
<td>30552</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnology - Maps</td>
<td>- 1920</td>
<td>30568</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnology - Maps</td>
<td>- 1926</td>
<td>41604</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnology - Maps</td>
<td>- 1938</td>
<td>84348</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnology - Maps</td>
<td>- 1946</td>
<td>84386</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnology - Maps</td>
<td>- 1956</td>
<td>25681, 25682, 30607</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnology - Maps</td>
<td>- 1982 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>7106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnology - Maps</td>
<td>- 1983</td>
<td>7141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnology - Michigian</td>
<td>- Maps - 1968</td>
<td>47515</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnology - Mindanao Island (Philippines)</td>
<td>- Maps - 1881-1890 - Manuscripts</td>
<td>49376, 49377</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnology - Mindanao Island (Philippines)</td>
<td>- Maps - 1887</td>
<td>49379</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnology - Near West Side (Chicago, Ill.)</td>
<td>- Maps - 1895</td>
<td>52898</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnology - Nile River Valley</td>
<td>- Maps - 1859</td>
<td>57106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnology - North America</td>
<td>- Maps - 1497-1500 - History</td>
<td>57326</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnology - Orléanais (France)</td>
<td>- Maps - 1973</td>
<td>62317</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnology - Pacific Area</td>
<td>- Pictorial maps - 1943</td>
<td>62523</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnology - Palestine</td>
<td>- Historical geography - Maps - 1992</td>
<td>62751</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Call Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ethnology - Panama - Maps</td>
<td>1928</td>
<td>62944</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnology - Paris Metropolitan Area (France) - Maps</td>
<td>1973</td>
<td>62317</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnology - Philippines - Maps</td>
<td>1881-1890 - Manuscripts</td>
<td>49376, 49377</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnology - Poland - Maps</td>
<td>1910-1940</td>
<td>65098</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnology - Rhine River Valley - Maps</td>
<td>1850</td>
<td>66492</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnology - Russia - Maps</td>
<td>1730</td>
<td>67536</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnology - Russia - Maps</td>
<td>1738-1739</td>
<td>67543</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnology - Russia - Maps</td>
<td>1851</td>
<td>67655</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnology - Russia - Maps</td>
<td>1862</td>
<td>67661</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnology - Russia - Maps</td>
<td>1962</td>
<td>72614</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnology - San Francisco (Calif.) - Maps</td>
<td>1885 - Chinese</td>
<td>20758, 20759</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnology - Siberia (Russia) - Maps</td>
<td>1675 - Manuscripts</td>
<td>70009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnology - Slovakia - Maps</td>
<td>1923</td>
<td>34983</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnology - South America - Maps</td>
<td>1840</td>
<td>70579</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnology - Southwestern States - Maps</td>
<td>1970</td>
<td>72241</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnology - Soviet Union - Maps</td>
<td>1962</td>
<td>72614</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnology - Swedes - Middle Atlantic States - Maps</td>
<td>1638-1787</td>
<td>23053</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnology - Texas - Maps</td>
<td>1970</td>
<td>74496</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnology - Thailand - Maps</td>
<td>1989</td>
<td>75035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnology - Transylvania (Romania) - Maps</td>
<td>1923</td>
<td>34983</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnology - Turkey - Maps</td>
<td>1917</td>
<td>31583, 31584</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnology - Ukraine - Maps</td>
<td>1943 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>75986</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnology - United States - Maps</td>
<td>1845</td>
<td>76709</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnology - United States - Maps</td>
<td>1890-1898</td>
<td>76958</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnology - United States - Maps</td>
<td>1956</td>
<td>78146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnology - United States - Maps</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>79192, 79193</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnology - United States - Statistics - Charts, diagrams, etc.</td>
<td>1890-1898</td>
<td>36478, 65606</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnology - Yugoslavia - Maps</td>
<td>1923</td>
<td>34983</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnology - Zakarpats'Ka Oblast' (Ukraine) - Maps</td>
<td>1923</td>
<td>34983</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethyl Corporation</td>
<td>40790, 54081, 54082</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethyl Gasoline Corporation</td>
<td>SEE Ethyl Corporation</td>
<td>40790</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Le etymologie dei nomi di luogo in Cristoforo Buondelmonti</td>
<td>14929</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Etliche Vnderricht zu Befestigung der Stett, Schloz, vnd Flecken : Albrecht Dürrers Belgistigungslehre / von Alexander von Reitzenstein</td>
<td>23938</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ETMF Freight System</td>
<td>78839</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ETMF Freight System - Maps</td>
<td>1980</td>
<td>78839</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ETMF freight system ... U.S.A. routes</td>
<td>78839</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Etna / A. Bell Prin. Wal. sculptor fecit</td>
<td>25684</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Etna / J. Trenchard sculp.</td>
<td>25685</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Etna, Mount (Italy) - Pictorial works</td>
<td>1552</td>
<td>25683</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Etna, Mount (Italy) - Pictorial works</td>
<td>1669</td>
<td>38830, 38831</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Etna, Mount (Italy) - Pictorial works</td>
<td>1705</td>
<td>70052</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Etna, Mount (Italy) - Pictorial works</td>
<td>1720</td>
<td>18848</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Etna, Mount (Italy) - Pictorial works</td>
<td>1797</td>
<td>25684</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>25734</td>
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<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
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<td>26193</td>
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<td>25731</td>
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<td>1930</td>
<td>To 1815</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe - Historical geography - Maps</td>
<td>1931</td>
<td>To 814</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe - Historical geography - Maps</td>
<td>1932</td>
<td>World War, 1914-1918</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe - History</td>
<td>1648-1715 SEE ALSO Grand Alliance, War of The, 1689-1697</td>
<td>33759</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe - History</td>
<td>1771</td>
<td>25845</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe - History</td>
<td>1789-1815 - Maps</td>
<td>1839</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe - History</td>
<td>392-814 - Maps</td>
<td>1606</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe - History, Ancient</td>
<td>1668</td>
<td>25847</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe - History, Ancient</td>
<td>1705</td>
<td>25848</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe - History, Ancient - Maps</td>
<td>0476</td>
<td>25849</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe - History, Ancient - Maps</td>
<td>1637</td>
<td>67141, 67142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe - History, Ancient - Maps</td>
<td>1658</td>
<td>25797</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe - History, Ancient - Maps</td>
<td>1705</td>
<td>25850, 25851</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe - History, Ancient - Maps</td>
<td>1726</td>
<td>67150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe - History, Ancient - Maps</td>
<td>1737</td>
<td>25852</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe - History, Ancient - Maps</td>
<td>1740</td>
<td>12699</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe - History, Ancient - Maps</td>
<td>1752</td>
<td>25853, 25854</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe - History, Ancient - Maps</td>
<td>1763</td>
<td>67159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe - History, Ancient - Maps</td>
<td>1764</td>
<td>67161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe - History, Ancient - Maps</td>
<td>1780</td>
<td>67165, 67166</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe - History, Ancient - Maps</td>
<td>1827</td>
<td>25855, 67171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe - History, Ancient - Maps</td>
<td>1840</td>
<td>25856</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe - History, Ancient - Maps</td>
<td>1880</td>
<td>25857, 25858</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe - History, Ancient - Maps</td>
<td>1890-1899</td>
<td>25859</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe - History, Ancient - Maps</td>
<td>1910-1919</td>
<td>25815, 25816, 25817, 25819, 25820, 25821, 25822</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe - History, Ancient - Maps</td>
<td>1919</td>
<td>31316</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe - History, Ancient - Maps</td>
<td>1924</td>
<td>25860</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe - History, Ancient - Maps</td>
<td>1960</td>
<td>25861</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe - History, Ancient - Maps</td>
<td>1972</td>
<td>25862</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe - History, Ancient - Maps</td>
<td>1979</td>
<td>25863</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe - History, Ancient - Maps</td>
<td>1980</td>
<td>25864</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe - History, Ancient - Maps</td>
<td>1995</td>
<td>49246</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Europe - History - Maps - 1891 34223
Europe - History, Military - Maps - Bibliography 25865
Europe - History - Seven Years' War, 1756-1763 25866
Europe - History - Spanish Succession, War of, 1701-1714 - Maps 25867
Europe - History - World War, 1939-1945 - Maps 25868
Europe, 1re partie de la geographie universelle 9117
Europe in the 12th century 25818
Europe in the beginning of the 6th century 25817
Europe in the beginning of the 9th century shewing the empire of Charlemagne 25816
Europe in the middle of the 16th century 25819
Europe in the time of Napoleon I ; Sweden & Norway 26130
Europe / J. & G. Menzies sculpt. 26047, 26054
Europe : landform sculptural relief by Richard Edes Harrison 26307
Europe (latter part of the 10th century) 25815
Europe - Manuscripts - Maps - Collections, 1571 - Facsimiles 25869
Europe - Maps - 1325 - Manuscripts 45771, 45772
Europe - Maps - 1339 - Manuscripts 45774
Europe - Maps - 1409 - Manuscripts 45778
Europe - Maps - 1493 - Cities and towns - Pictorial works 69338
Europe - Maps - 1500-1501 - Road maps 25870
Europe - Maps - 1500 - Road maps 25871, 25872
Europe - Maps - 1501 - Road maps 25873, 25874
Europe - Maps - 1515-1518 51959
Europe - Maps - 1520 25875
Europe - Maps - 1528 25876
Europe - Maps - 1536 25877
Europe - Maps - 1540 25878
Europe - Maps - 1541 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 25879
Europe - Maps - 1545 1538
Europe - Maps - 1548 25880, 73776, 73777
Europe - Maps - 1549 1542
Europe - Maps - 1552 25881, 25882
Europe - Maps - 1554 1547
Europe - Maps - 1559 - Nautical charts, Manuscript - Facsimiles 25883
Europe - Maps - 1566 - Coasts 3775, 3776
Europe - Maps - 1567 25884, 25885
Europe - Maps - 1568 25886, 25887
Europe - Maps - 1569 - Coasts - Nautical charts 45810
Europe - Maps - 1570 25888, 25889
Europe - Maps - 1570-1572 25890
Europe - Maps - 1571 25891, 25892
Europe - Maps - 1572 25893, 25894
Europe - Maps - 1572 - Cities and towns - Index Maps 25895
Europe - Maps - 1572 - Fortification - Index Maps 25895
Europe - Maps - 1579 25896
Europe - Maps - 1579 - Road maps 25897
Europe - Maps - 1583 - Nautical charts 25898
Europe - Maps - 1584-1585 - Nautical charts 25899, 25900
Europe - Maps - 1588 25901
Europe - Maps - 1588 - Nautical charts 25902, 25903, 25904
Europe - Maps - 1592 - Nautical charts 25905
Europe - Maps - 1593-1613 25906
Europe - Maps - 1595 25907, 25908
Europe - Maps - 1595-1606 25793
Europe - Maps - 1595 - Coasts - Nautical charts 45828
Europe - Maps - 1597 25909
Europe - Maps - 1598-1606 45698
Europe - Maps - 1600 28942, 28943, 28944
Europe - Maps - 1600-1699 216
Europe - Maps - 1605 25910
Europe - Maps - 1606 25911
Europe - Maps - 1608 - Nautical charts 25912
Europe - Maps - 1612 - Nautical charts - Coasts 25913
Europe - Maps - 1614 25914
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Europe - Maps - 1619 - Nautical charts - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles 45722
Europe - Maps - 1620 - Cities and towns 25915
Europe - Maps - 1623 25916
Europe - Maps - 1625 25917
Europe - Maps - 1626 25918, 25919
Europe - Maps - 1628 - Anthropomorphic maps 2136
Europe - Maps - 1632-1802 - Postal service 17175
Europe - Maps - 1632-1802 - Road maps 17175
Europe - Maps - 1635-1738 25920
Europe - Maps - 1635-1738 - Cities and towns 25920
Europe - Maps - 1636 25921
Europe - Maps - 1637 67141, 67142
Europe - Maps - 1637-1646 27533
Europe - Maps - 1638 25922
Europe - Maps - 1643 - Nautical charts 25923
Europe - Maps - 1646 - Coasts - Nautical charts 45849
Europe - Maps - 1649 - Ecclesiastical geography 25924
Europe - Maps - 1650 25796
Europe - Maps - 1652 25925
Europe - Maps - 1655 27639
Europe - Maps - 1657 - Cities and towns 25926
Europe - Maps - 1657 - Coasts 25927
Europe - Maps - 1658 25797, 25928
Europe - Maps - 1660 25929
Europe - Maps - 1668 - Nautical charts 25930
Europe - Maps - 1669 - Manuscripts 84043
Europe - Maps - 1672-1678 - Campaigns 25931
Europe - Maps - 1679 25932
Europe - Maps - 1680 8713, 8714, 25933, 25934, 25935
Europe - Maps - 1680 - Geography - Tables 25936
Europe - Maps - 1682 25937
Europe - Maps - 1688 25938
Europe - Maps - 1689 25939
Europe - Maps - 1689 - Cities and towns 25939
Europe - Maps - 1690 10618
Europe - Maps - 1690 - Cities and towns - Fortification 25940
Europe - Maps - 1693-1700 - Coasts - Nautical charts 52745
Europe - Maps - 1694 - Cities and towns - Fortification 25941
Europe - Maps - 1695 25943, 25944
Europe - Maps - 1695-1696 - Cities and towns - Fortification 25942
Europe - Maps - 1696 25945
Europe - Maps - 1700 25798, 25946, 25947, 25948
Europe - Maps - 1701 25949
Europe - Maps - 1701 (Provisional Heading) 72692
Europe - Maps - 1703 25950
Europe - Maps - 1703 - Coasts - Nautical charts 25951
Europe - Maps - 1704 - Wars 25952
Europe - Maps - 1705 25850, 25851
Europe - Maps - 1707 25799
Europe - Maps - 1708 25953
Europe - Maps - 1708 - Coasts - Nautical charts 25954
Europe - Maps - 1709 8736
Europe - Maps - 1709 - Cities and towns - Fortification 8736
Europe - Maps - 1710 25955, 25956, 25957
Europe - Maps - 1712 25960
Europe - Maps - 1712 - Ecclesiastical geography 25958, 25959
Europe - Maps - 1713 - Cities and towns - Fortification 25961
Europe - Maps - 1715-1764 - Solar eclipses 25087, 25088
Europe - Maps - 1718 25962
Europe - Maps - 1718 - Postal Service 31379
Europe - Maps - 1721 25963
Europe - Maps - 1722-1723 - Road maps 25964, 25965
Europe - Maps - 1723 - Cities and towns - Fortification 25966
Europe - Maps - 1724 25967
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Europe - Maps - 1724 - Lunar eclipses 25968
Europe - Maps - 1725 25969
Europe - Maps - 1729 8743, 8744
Europe - Maps - 1729 - Cities and towns 8743
Europe - Maps - 1729 - Cities and towns - Fortification 8744
Europe - Maps - 1733 25970
Europe - Maps - 1734 25971
Europe - Maps - 1739 25972
Europe - Maps - 1740 25973, 25974
Europe - Maps - 1740-1748 25975
Europe - Maps - 1743 25976, 25977
Europe - Maps - 1743-1754 26742
Europe - Maps - 1744 9612
Europe - Maps - 1744 - Cities and towns - Harbors 45865
Europe - Maps - 1745 25978
Europe - Maps - 1747 25979, 25980
Europe - Maps - 1748 25981
Europe - Maps - 1748 - Coasts - Nautical charts 25982
Europe - Maps - 1748 - Nautical charts 3806
Europe - Maps - 1750 - Cities and towns 25983
Europe - Maps - 1751 25984, 25985
Europe - Maps - 1752 25853, 25854
Europe - Maps - 1754 25986
Europe - Maps - 1756-1763 - Military geography 69878
Europe - Maps - 1756-1763 - Military maps 69878
Europe - Maps - 1757 25987
Europe - Maps - 1758 25990
Europe - Maps - 1758 - Coasts - Nautical charts 25988, 25989
Europe - Maps - 1762 25780, 25781
Europe - Maps - 1764 25991
Europe - Maps - 1764 - Cities and towns 45874
Europe - Maps - 1766 25992, 25993
Europe - Maps - 1766 - Coasts - Nautical charts 25994
Europe - Maps - 1767 - Road maps 27755
Europe - Maps - 1771 25800
Europe - Maps - 1772 25995, 25996, 25997
Europe - Maps - 1774 25998
Europe - Maps - 1779 - Cities and towns 45881
Europe - Maps - 1780 25999
Europe - Maps - 1782 25801, 26000, 26001
Europe - Maps - 1783 25802, 26002
Europe - Maps - 1784 26003
Europe - Maps - 1785 - Nautical charts 14261
Europe - Maps - 1787 26004, 26005, 26006
Europe - Maps - 1788 26007
Europe - Maps - 1789-1799 - Sieges 26008
Europe - Maps - 1789-1824 - Military geography 27797
Europe - Maps - 1789-1824 - Military maps 27797
Europe - Maps - 1790 - Coasts - Nautical charts 26009, 26010
Europe - Maps - 1792 29094
Europe - Maps - 1792 - Cities and towns 26011
Europe - Maps - 1793 26012
Europe - Maps - 1794 26013, 26014, 26015
Europe - Maps - 1794-1795 - Cities and towns 45885
Europe - Maps - 1795 26016
Europe - Maps - 1795 - Nautical charts 25497
Europe - Maps - 1796 26017
Europe - Maps - 1797 26018, 26019
Europe - Maps - 1798 26020
Europe - Maps - 1800 25782, 25783, 26021
Europe - Maps - 1800-1899 9639
Europe - Maps - 1800 - Cities and towns 25782, 25783
Europe - Maps - 1802 26022
Europe - Maps - 1804 26023, 26024
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Call Number(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Europe - Maps - 1805</td>
<td>26025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe - Maps - 1806</td>
<td>26026</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe - Maps - 1806-1807 - Road maps</td>
<td>26027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe - Maps - 1807</td>
<td>26028, 26030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe - Maps - 1807-1816 - Road maps</td>
<td>26029</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe - Maps - 1810</td>
<td>26031</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe - Maps - 1810-1819 - Maps - Distances</td>
<td>26032</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe - Maps - 1810-1819 - Maps - Transportation</td>
<td>26032</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe - Maps - 1810 - Postal service</td>
<td>26033</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe - Maps - 1811</td>
<td>26034, 26035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe - Maps - 1811 - Postal service</td>
<td>26036</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe - Maps - 1812</td>
<td>26037</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe - Maps - 1813</td>
<td>26038, 26039</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe - Maps - 1814</td>
<td>26040, 26041</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe - Maps - 1815</td>
<td>25803</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe - Maps - 1816</td>
<td>26042, 26043, 26044</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe - Maps - 1817</td>
<td>26045, 26046, 26047</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe - Maps - 1817 - Cities and towns</td>
<td>45887</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe - Maps - 1817 - Road maps</td>
<td>26048</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe - Maps - 1818</td>
<td>26049, 29293, 34043, 34044</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe - Maps - 1818 - Road maps</td>
<td>26050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe - Maps - 1820</td>
<td>26051, 26052</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe - Maps - 1821</td>
<td>26053, 26054, 26055</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe - Maps - 1822</td>
<td>26056, 26057</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe - Maps - 1825</td>
<td>9664, 26058, 26059</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe - Maps - 1826</td>
<td>26060, 26061</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe - Maps - 1827</td>
<td>7694, 25855, 67171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe - Maps - 1829</td>
<td>26062, 26063</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe - Maps - 1831</td>
<td>26064, 26065, 26066</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe - Maps - 1832</td>
<td>25804, 26067, 26068, 26069</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe - Maps - 1833</td>
<td>26070</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe - Maps - 1833 - Postal Service</td>
<td>31287</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe - Maps - 1833 - Road maps</td>
<td>26071, 31287</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe - Maps - 1836</td>
<td>26072, 30811</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe - Maps - 1837</td>
<td>26073</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe - Maps - 1838</td>
<td>25805, 26074</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe - Maps - 1838 - Ethnology</td>
<td>25805</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe - Maps - 1840</td>
<td>26075, 26076, 26077, 26078, 72950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe - Maps - 1841</td>
<td>26079, 26080, 26081</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe - Maps - 1841 - Cities and towns</td>
<td>26082</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe - Maps - 1842</td>
<td>52643</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe - Maps - 1843</td>
<td>26083, 26084</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe - Maps - 1843 - Physiographic provinces</td>
<td>26085</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe - Maps - 1845</td>
<td>26086, 26087</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe - Maps - 1847</td>
<td>26088, 26089</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe - Maps - 1847 - Ethnology</td>
<td>26090</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe - Maps - 1848 - Ethnology</td>
<td>26091</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe - Maps - 1848 - Language and languages</td>
<td>26091</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe - Maps - 1851</td>
<td>26092</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe - Maps - 1851 - Commerce</td>
<td>26093</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe - Maps - 1851 - Postal Service</td>
<td>26093</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe - Maps - 1852</td>
<td>26094</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe - Maps - 1853</td>
<td>26095, 26638</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe - Maps - 1854</td>
<td>22431, 25806, 26096</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe - Maps - 1855</td>
<td>25807, 26097</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe - Maps - 1856</td>
<td>26098</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe - Maps - 1857</td>
<td>26099, 26100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe - Maps - 1857 - Railroads - Timetables</td>
<td>26100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe - Maps - 1858</td>
<td>26104, 26105, 26106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe - Maps - 1859</td>
<td>26102, 26103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe - Maps - 1860</td>
<td>26104, 26105, 26106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe - Maps - 1860 - Postal service</td>
<td>26107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe - Maps - 1860 - Railroads</td>
<td>27958</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe - Maps - 1860 - Road maps</td>
<td>26107</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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### Europe - Maps

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Call Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1861</td>
<td></td>
<td>26108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1864</td>
<td></td>
<td>26109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1866</td>
<td></td>
<td>11283, 26110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1866</td>
<td>Railroads</td>
<td>29852</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1867</td>
<td></td>
<td>26111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1867</td>
<td>Railroads - Timetables</td>
<td>26111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1868</td>
<td></td>
<td>26112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1869</td>
<td>Anthropomorphic maps</td>
<td>26113, 26114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1870</td>
<td></td>
<td>28210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1871</td>
<td></td>
<td>26115, 26116, 26117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1872</td>
<td></td>
<td>26118, 26119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1873-1874</td>
<td></td>
<td>26120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1875</td>
<td>Description and Travel</td>
<td>26121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1877-1878</td>
<td></td>
<td>363</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1880-1889</td>
<td>Guidebooks</td>
<td>26122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1880</td>
<td>Foreign correspondents</td>
<td>26123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1880</td>
<td>(Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>26124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1881</td>
<td></td>
<td>25810, 26125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1881-1883</td>
<td></td>
<td>8236</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1881</td>
<td>Cities and towns</td>
<td>26126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1882</td>
<td></td>
<td>26127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1883</td>
<td></td>
<td>26128, 26129, 26130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1883</td>
<td>Watersheds</td>
<td>27989</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1884</td>
<td></td>
<td>26131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1885</td>
<td></td>
<td>26132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1886</td>
<td></td>
<td>25811, 26133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1886</td>
<td>Railroads</td>
<td>26134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1887</td>
<td></td>
<td>26135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1888</td>
<td></td>
<td>26136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1889</td>
<td>Postal service</td>
<td>26137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1889</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>26137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1890</td>
<td></td>
<td>9960, 44549</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1890</td>
<td>Railroads</td>
<td>26138, 28002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1891</td>
<td></td>
<td>25812, 34223</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1891</td>
<td>Guidebooks</td>
<td>26139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1891</td>
<td>Railroads</td>
<td>9485</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1892</td>
<td></td>
<td>26140, 32399, 32400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1892</td>
<td>Commerce</td>
<td>26140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1892</td>
<td>Railroads</td>
<td>26141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1892</td>
<td>Shipping</td>
<td>26141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1892</td>
<td>Trade routes</td>
<td>26140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1894</td>
<td></td>
<td>25784, 26142, 26143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1897</td>
<td></td>
<td>26145, 26146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1897</td>
<td>Cities and towns</td>
<td>26144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1897</td>
<td>Railroads - Timetables</td>
<td>26145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1898</td>
<td></td>
<td>32401</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1898</td>
<td>Railroads</td>
<td>26147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1899</td>
<td></td>
<td>75804</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1899</td>
<td>Circus</td>
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**Fairfax Bridge (Kansas City, Kan.)** - Access routes - Maps - 1934 40233

**Fairfax Bridge (Kansas City, Kan.)** - Pictorial works - 1934 40233

Fairfax Bridge Regional Bridge Co. (Kansas and Missouri) SEE Regional Bridge Co. (Kansas and Missouri) 40233

Fairfax County (Va.) 80521
[Fairfax County (Va.) - 1861: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 26460, 26461
[Fairfax County (Va.) - 1864: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 26462

**Fairfax County (Va.)** - Maps - 1861 - Landowners 26460
**Fairfax County (Va.)** - Maps - 1861 - Landowners - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 26461

**Fairfax County (Va.)** - Maps - 1864 - Landowners - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 26462
**Fairfax County (Va.)** - Maps - 1878 - Landowners 81074

**Fairfax County (Va.)** - Maps - 1992 - Road maps 26463
**Fairfax County (Va.)** - Maps - 1994 - Road maps 81038

**Fairfax County (Va.)** - Maps - 2002 - Road maps 81040
**Fairfax County (Va.)** - Maps - 2004 - Road maps 81137, 81138, 81139, 81140
**Fairfax County (Va.)** - Maps - 2006 - Road maps 81141
**Fairfax County (Va.)** - Maps - 2009 - Road maps 81142, 81143

Fairfax of Cameron, Thomas Fairfax, Lord, 1692-1782 SEE Fairfax, Thomas Fairfax, Lord, 1692-1782 80362
Fairfax Press 76332, 76333
Fairfax, Syme & Weldon Associates 11038
Fairfax, Thomas Fairfax, Lord, 1692-1782 80362

**Fairfield County (S.C.)** - Maps - 1825 - Landowners 26464
[Fairfield County (Conn.) - 1856: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 26465
[Fairfield County (Conn.) - 1858: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 26466
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Fairfield County (Conn.) - Maps - 1737 - Administrative and political divisions - Manuscripts 66814
Fairfield County (Conn.) - Maps - 1856 - Landowners 26465
Fairfield County (Conn.) - Maps - 1858 - Landowners 26466
Fairfield County (Conn.) - Maps - 1906 - Landowners 82702
Fairfield County (Conn.) - Maps - 1997 - Road maps 26467
Fairfield County (Conn.) - Maps - 2000 - Road maps 26468
Fairfield County (Conn.) - Maps - 2002 - Road maps 26469
Fairfield County (Conn.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps 26470, 26471
Fairfield County (Conn.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps 21980

[Fairfield County (Ohio) - 1848: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 26473
[Fairfield County (Ohio) - 1889: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 26475
Fairfield County (Ohio) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners 26472
Fairfield County (Ohio) - Maps - 1848 - Landowners 26473
Fairfield County (Ohio) - Maps - 1875 - Landowners - Maps - 1875 26474
Fairfield County (Ohio) - Maps - 1875 - Pictorial works 26474
Fairfield County (Ohio) - Maps - 1889 - Landowners 26475
Fairfield County (Ohio) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps 21979
Fairfield County (Ohio) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps 21978

[Fairfield County (S.C.) - 1876: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 26476
Fairfield County (S.C.) - Maps - 1700-1799 - Landowners 70752
Fairfield County (S.C.) - Maps - 1876 - Landowners 26476
Fairfield County StreetFinder 26467, 26468
Fairfield District, South Carolina 26464
Fairfield, Edward A. 68277
Fairfield, Litchfield & New Haven counties StreetFinder 26469, 26470, 26471
Fairfield Hills Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1952 - Railroads 64067
Fairfield Works of U.S. Steel (Pa.) - Maps - 1952 - Railroads 64067
Fairley, Jean 37479
Fairman, D. 30996, 50093, 63547, 70769, 80073
Fairman, Elisabeth R. 1498
Fairman, engraver, Albany 61763
Fairman, Gideon, 1774-1827 2300, 4673, 4674, 29211, 61752, 61753, 84225
Fairman, Gideon, 1774-1827. United States, or, Fredon (1809) 29211
Fairman, Gideon, 1774-1827. [World map, 1809] 29211
Fairman, Thomas 14811, 53797, 63522, 63523, 63524, 15274
Fairmount College (Wichita, Kan.) 15274
Fairmount Park (Philadelphia, Pa.) - Maps - 1876 - Tourist maps 18951, 26477
Fairmount Park (Philadelphia, Pa.) - Pictorial works - 1828 26478
Fairview Lead Mining and Smelting Company 33508, 33509
Fairview Lead Mining and Smelting Company - Pictorial works - 1828 33508
Fairview Lead Mining and Smelting Company - Maps - 1866 33509
The Faithfull surveyour : teaching how to measure all manner of ground ... Shewing likewise the making and use of a new instrument, called a Pandoron ... with an appendix unfolding errors in board and timber-measure, with directions for making a carp 73514
Faithorne, William, 1616-1691 42391, 42392, 42736, 42737, 80353, 80354

Fajardo (P.R.) - Maps - 1950 - Road maps 65826
Faksimiledruck der Portulankarte von Petrus Roselli 1449 aus der Baudischen Landesbibliothek Karlsruhe (Signatur: S 6) 45714
Falbe, Lieut. 32998
Falchetta, Piero 10575, 45557
Falck, Magnus 13245
Falckenstein, Johann Heinrich von, 1677-1760 9592
Falcón de Gyves, Zaida 46587
Falconer, Edmund, 1814-1879 41148
Falconer, Lee N. 36465
Falconer, Robert, fl.1700 28986
Falda, Giovanni Battista, 1648-1678 67221
Falda, Giovanni Battista, ca. 1640-1678 67227
Faleleev, fl. 1820-1834 67643
Fales, Martha G. 21828
Faletti, Bartolomeo, fl. 1557-1564 18689
Falger, Anton, 1791-ca. 1855 69878
Falk, Miksa, 1828-1908 29722
Falk, Pamela S. 24633
Falk's kleiner welt-atlas 10334
Falk Verlag 10334
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The Falls of the Ohio (Ky. and Ind.)

Falkner, John Meade, 1858
Falkner (Geo.) & Sons SEE Geo. Falkner & Sons
Falkland Islands
Falkland Islands Dependencies Survey
Falkland Islands Dependencies : South Georgia / surveyed under the leadership of Duncan Carse by the South Georgia Survey Expeditions of 1951-52, 1953-54, and 1955-56, with minor additions from G. Sutton's expedition of 1954-55, and from Admiralty chart 71102
Falkland Islands - Discovery and Exploration
Falkland Islands - Maps - 1701
Falkland Islands - Maps - 1708 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts
Falkland Islands - Maps - 1794
Falkland Islands - Maps - 1836
Falkland Islands - Maps - 1851
Falkland Islands - Maps - 1853
Falkland Islands - Maps - 1855
Falkland Islands - Maps - 1857
Falkland Islands - Maps - 1859
Falkland Islands - Maps - 1891
Falkland Islands - Maps - 1955
Falklands Islands Dependencies Survey
Fallon, Ludwig August, 1776-1828
Fallon, Ludwing August, 1776-1828
Falls of the Ohio (Ky. and Ind.) - Altitides - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1807-1834
Falls of the Ohio (Ky. and Ind.) - Maps - 1793
Falls of the Ohio (Ky. and Ind.) - Maps - 1807-1834
Falls of the Ohio (Ky. and Ind.) - Maps - 1811 - Nautical charts
Falls of the Ohio (Ky. and Ind.) - Maps - 1817 - Nautical charts
Falls of the Ohio (Ky. and Ind.) - Maps - 1818
Falls of the Ohio (Ky. and Ind.) - Maps - 1818 - Nautical charts
Follies of the Ohio, are occasioned by a ledge of rocks which extend quite across the river... 26501
Falls of Niagara and adjacent country
Falls of Ohio
Falls of Ohio and adjacent country
Falls of Ohio
Falls of Ohio, are occasioned by a ledge of rocks which extend quite across the river... 26501
Falls of the Ohio (Ky. and Ind.) - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1807-1834
Falls of the Ohio (Ky. and Ind.) - Maps - 1793
Falls of the Ohio (Ky. and Ind.) - Maps - 1807-1834
Falls of the Ohio (Ky. and Ind.) - Maps - 1811 - Nautical charts
Falls of the Ohio (Ky. and Ind.) - Maps - 1817 - Nautical charts
Falls of the Ohio (Ky. and Ind.) - Maps - 1818
Falls of the Ohio (Ky. and Ind.) - Maps - 1818 - Nautical charts
Falkenstine, F. C.
Family maps of Knox County, Illinois: with homesteads, roads, waterways, towns, cemeteries, railroads, and more
Family maps of Keokuk County, Iowa: with homesteads, roads, waterways, towns, cemeteries, railroads, and more / by Gregory A. Boyd
Family maps of Kendall County, Illinois: with homesteads, roads, waterways, towns, cemeteries, railroads, and more
Family maps of Johnson County, Missouri: with homesteads, roads, waterways, towns, cemeteries, railroads, and more
Family maps of Johnson County, Iowa: with homesteads, roads, waterways, towns, cemeteries, railroads, and more
Family maps of Jersey County, Illinois: with homesteads, roads, waterways, towns, cemeteries, railroads, and more
Family maps of Gogebic County, Michigan: with homesteads, roads, waterways, towns, cemeteries, railroads, and more
Family maps of Grant County, Indiana: with homesteads, roads, waterways, towns, cemeteries, railroads, and more / by Gregory A. Boyd
Family maps of Grundy County, Illinois: with homesteads, roads, waterways, towns, cemeteries, railroads, and more
Family maps of Guernsey County, Ohio: with homesteads, roads, waterways, towns, cemeteries, railroads, and more / by Gregory Boyd
Family maps of Hale County, Alabama: with homesteads, roads, waterways, towns, cemeteries, railroads, and more / by Gregory A. Boyd
Family maps of Hamilton County, Indiana: with homesteads, roads, waterways, towns, cemeteries, railroads, and more / by Gregory A. Boyd
Family maps of Hancock County, Illinois: with homesteads, roads, waterways, towns, cemeteries, railroads, and more
Family maps of Harrison County, Indiana: with homesteads, roads, waterways, towns, cemeteries, railroads, and more / by Gregory A. Boyd
Family maps of Hennepin County, Minnesota: with homesteads, roads, waterways, towns, cemeteries, railroads, and more
Family maps of Hendricks County, Indiana: with homesteads, roads, waterways, towns, cemeteries, railroads, and more
Family maps of Howard County, Arkansas: with homesteads, roads, waterways, towns, cemeteries, railroads, and more
Family maps of Howard County, Indiana: with homesteads, roads, waterways, towns, cemeteries, railroads, and more
Family maps of Ingham County, Michigan: with homesteads, roads, waterways, towns, cemeteries, railroads, and more / by Gregory A. Boyd
Family maps of Ionia County, Michigan: with homesteads, roads, waterways, towns, cemeteries, railroads, and more
Family maps of Iowa County, Wisconsin: with homesteads, roads, waterways, towns, cemeteries, railroads, and more
Family maps of Jackson County, Missouri: with homesteads, roads, waterways, towns, cemeteries, railroads, and more
Family maps of Jackson County, Ohio: with homesteads, roads, waterways, towns, cemeteries, railroads, and more / by Gregory A. Boyd
Family maps of Jackson Parish, Louisiana: with homesteads, roads, waterways, towns, cemeteries, railroads, and more
Family maps of Jasper County, Illinois: with homesteads, roads, waterways, towns, cemeteries, railroads, and more / by Gregory A. Boyd
Family maps of Jasper County, Mississippi: with homesteads, roads, waterways, towns, cemeteries, railroads, and more / by Gregory A. Boyd
Family maps of Jay County, Indiana: with homesteads, roads, waterways, towns, cemeteries, railroads, and more
Family maps of Jefferson County, Illinois: with homesteads, roads, waterways, towns, cemeteries, railroads, and more / by Gregory A. Boyd
Family maps of Jefferson County, Missouri: with homesteads, roads, waterways, towns, cemeteries, railroads, and more / by Gregory A. Boyd
Family maps of Jefferson Davis County, Mississippi: with homesteads, roads, waterways, towns, cemeteries, railroads, and more / by Gregory A. Boyd
Family maps of Jennings County, Indiana: with homesteads, roads, waterways, towns, cemeteries, railroads, and more
Family maps of Jersey County, Illinois: with homesteads, roads, waterways, towns, cemeteries, railroads, and more / by Gregory A. Boyd
Family maps of Johnson County, Illinois: with homesteads, roads, waterways, towns, cemeteries, railroads, and more / by Gregory A. Boyd
Family maps of Johnson County, Iowa: with homesteads, roads, waterways, towns, cemeteries, railroads, and more / by Gregory A. Boyd
Family maps of Johnson County, Missouri: with homesteads, roads, waterways, towns, cemeteries, railroads, and more / by Gregory A. Boyd
Family maps of Kane County, Illinois: with homesteads, roads, waterways, towns, cemeteries, railroads, and more
Family maps of Kendall County, Illinois: with homesteads, roads, waterways, towns, cemeteries, railroads, and more / by Gregory A. Boyd
Family maps of Keokuk County, Iowa: with homesteads, roads, waterways, towns, cemeteries, railroads, and more / by Gregory A. Boyd
Family maps of Knox County, Illinois: with homesteads, roads, waterways, towns, cemeteries, railroads, and more
Family maps of Kosciusko County, Indiana: with homesteads, roads, waterways, towns, cemeteries, railroads, and more
Family maps of Lac qui Parle County, Minnesota: with homesteads, roads, waterways, towns, cemeteries, railroads, and more / by Gregory A. Boyd
Family maps of LaGrange County, Indiana: with homesteads, roads, waterways, towns, cemeteries, railroads, and more / by Gregory A. Boyd
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Famines - Ireland - History - Maps - 2012 26511
Famogosta 26509
Famogosta (Cyprus) SEE Famagusta (Cyprus) 26509
La Famosa citta d'Ancona 1937
Famous mapmakers: Sebastian Münster 51957
The Famous Minnesota arrowhead country / issued by the Minnesota Arrowhead Association 49795
The Famous Minnesota arrowhead country / issued by the Minnesota Arrowhead Association 83953, 83954
Fancelli, Paolo 44754
Fancourt, Charles Saint John. The History of Yucatan : from its discovery to the close of the seventeenth century (1854) 85199
Fandelmann 48152
Fanfani, Ranieri, pub. 10649
[Fannin County (Tex.) - 187 : LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 26512
[Fannin County (Tex.) - 1892 : LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 26513
Fannin County (Tex.) - Maps - 1870-1879 - Landowners 26512
Fannin County (Tex.) - Maps - 1892 - Landowners 26513
Fannin, James Walker, 1804? - 1836 - Death and Burial - 1836 - Manuscripts 32232
Fanning 76758, 76807
Fanning's illustrated gazetteer of the United States : giving the location, physical aspect, mountains, rivers, lakes, climate, productive and manufacturing resources, commerce, government, education, general history, etc. of the states, territories, c 76769
Fano (Italy) - Maps - 1569 - Fortification 26514
Fanshaw, Daniel, 1788? - 1860 76663
Fanshawe, H. C. (Herbert Charles), 1852 - 1923 36626, 36627, 36628, 36631
Fanswendi, Lazaro, fl. 1565 75245
Fantasy Maps SEE Imaginary Places 79726
Fantinelli, Domenico Calliari 83909
Fantozzi, Federigo 26774
Far East - Maps - 1703 3435
Far north by far west: Columbus's first landfalls in the Bahamas and the north coast of Cuba 21772
The Far West. Explorations from the Mississippi River to the Pacific Ocean by Gunnison, Fremont, Beckwith in 1853-1854 / executed for the Congress in 1854-1855 by Schumann 82638
Farantaki, E. 65745
Farb, Peter 76165
Farber, Himke 31293
Farbwerke Hoechst AG 26290
Fare to midlands : forgotten towns of central New Jersey 52404
Farewell, Susan, 1957 - 11307, 54553
Farey, John, 1791 - 1851 73183
Fargo (N.D.) - Maps - 1930 - Road maps 58360
Fargo Republican Steam Printing House (North Dakota) 13112, 14661, 14669, 23486, 23880, 24944, 48321, 56848, 58300, 58301, 68929, 75419
Fargues, Philippe 48169
Faribault County (Minn.) - Maps - 1886 - Landowners 26515
Faribault County (Minn.) - Maps - 1955 - Landowners 26516
Faribault County (Minn.) - Maps - 1962 - Landowners 26517
Faribault County (Minn.) - Maps - 1964 - Landowners 26518
Faribault County, Minnesota, farm directory, 1962 26517
Faribault County, Minnesota, farm directory, 1964 26518
Farimourlo, R. 31594
Farina, Luciano F. (Luciano Fernando), 1943 - 21764
Farinelli, Franco 66347
Farison, G. W. 30428
Farley, Albert Leonard, 1920 - 14059, 14060, 16995
Farley, John, 1802 or 3-1874 19319
Farm and land plat book with index to owners, Lincoln County, Wisconsin 42097
Farm atlas of Guernsey County, Ohio 1936 33126
Farm Bureau Insurance 78432
Farm & Home directory, Jo Daviess County, Illinois 39820
Farm & Home Publishers 19048, 39820, 83653, 84720, 84730
Farm journal 12594
The Farm Journal map of Berrien County Michigan / by C. S. Hammond & Co. 12594
Farm map of Goshen town, Orange Co. N.Y. 32260
Farm map of the town of New Windsor and part of Cornwall 62028
Farm map of the town of New Windsor and part of Cornwall, Orange Co. N.Y. 55577
Farm map of the town of Newburgh 62029
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Farm map of the town of Newburgh, Orange Co. N. Y.    56876
Farm map of the town of Warwick    62027
Farm map of the town of Warwick, Orange Co. New York    80872
Farm map of the towns of Hamptonburgh and Blooming Grove    62030
Farm map of the towns of Hamptonburgh and Blooming Grove, Orange Co. N.Y.    33467
Farm ownership map and plat book guide of McDonough County, Illinois : a necessary part of every household in McDonough County : a ready reference for the banker, loan agency, lawyer, real estate and insurance offices, business men and others : an educ    45584
Farm ownership plat book of Isabella County, Michigan : with additional maps of strategic townships in Midland and Clare counties / compiled and printed by the Central Printers    38479
Farm ownership plat book of Lake County, Michigan    41462
Farm plat book and business guide, Adams County, Illinois    56
Farm plat book and business guide : Boone County, Illinois    13384
Farm plat book and business guide, Calhoun County, Illinois    15173
Farm plat book and business guide, Calhoun County, Michigan    15184
Farm plat book and business guide, Champaign County, Illinois    19110
Farm plat book and business guide, Coles County, Illinois    21169
Farm plat book and business guide, Columbia County, Wisconsin    21729
Farm plat book and business guide, Douglas County, Illinois    23769
Farm plat book and business guide, Effingham County, Illinois    24701
Farm plat book and business guide, Grant County, Wisconsin    32344
Farm plat book and business guide, Grundy County, Illinois    33071
Farm plat book and business guide, Jasper County, Illinois    39608
Farm plat book and business guide, Kalamazoo County, Michigan    39934
Farm plat book and business guide, Kosciusko County, Indiana    41330
Farm plat book and business guide, La Crosse County, Wisconsin    22450
Farm plat book and business guide, La Salle County, Illinois    68296
Farm plat book and business guide LaGrange County, Indiana    41421
Farm plat book and business guide, Macon County, Illinois    43768
Farm plat book and business guide, Mason County, Illinois    45361
Farm plat book and business guide, McDonough County, Illinois    45585
Farm plat book and business guide, Milwaukee County, Wisconsin    49291
Farm plat book and business guide, Newton County, Indiana    56958
Farm plat book and business guide, Peoria County, Illinois    64202
Farm plat book and business guide, Steuben County, Indiana    73259
Farm plat book and business guide, Wayne County, Illinois    81477
Farm plat book and business guide, Will County, Illinois    82941
Farm plat book & business guide, Schuyler County, Illinois    69417
Farm plat book, Champaign County, Illinois    19113
Farm plat book, Clinton County, Illinois    21081
Farm plat book, Cumberland County, Illinois    22541
Farm plat book, Ford County, Illinois    27208
Farm plat book, Gallatin County, Illinois : with index to owners    28536
Farm plat book, Grand Traverse County, Michigan    32325
Farm plat book, Isabella County, Michigan    38480
Farm plat book, Jackson County, Michigan    39353
Farm plat book, Jo Daviess County, Illinois    39817
Farm plat book, Kane County, Illinois    39965
Farm plat book, Madison County, Illinois    43814
Farm plat book, Marion County, Illinois    45071
Farm plat book, Mecosta County Michigan    45679
Farm plat book, Menard County, Illinois    45968
Farm plat book, Mercer County, Illinois    46118
Farm plat book, Montcalm County, Michigan    51559
Farm plat book, Morgan County, Illinois    51754
Farm plat book, Newaygo County, Michigan    56852
Farm plat book, Oceana County, Michigan    60311
Farm plat book of Winnebago County, Illinois    83034
Farm Plat Book Publishing Co. (Mankato, Minn.)    12418, 14941, 19112, 21171, 22684, 33809, 33810, 41245, 45218, 51883, 68299, 80799, 83043
Farm Plat Book Publishing Co. SEE Farm Plat Book Publishing Co. (Mankato, Minn.)    51883
Farm plat book : Trempealeau County, Wisconsin    75487
Farm plat book, Warren County, Illinois    80817
Farm plat book, Will County, Illinois    82943
Farm plat book, Winnebago County, Illinois    83044
Farm plat book with index to land owners, Barry County, Michigan    11847
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Farm plat book with index to land owners, Bureau County, Illinois 14942
Farm plat book, with index to land owners, Winnebago County, Wisconsin 83045
Farm plat book with index to owners and advertisers, Racine County, Wisconsin 66149
Farm plat book with index to owners, Clay County, Illinois 20960
Farm plat book with index to owners, Crawford County, Illinois 22366
Farm plat book with index to owners, Crawford County, Wisconsin 22378
Farm plat book with index to owners, Kendall County, Illinois 40550
Farm plat book with index to owners, Kenosha County, Wisconsin 40565
Farm plat book, with index to owners, Lawrence County, Illinois 41726
Farm plat book, with index to owners, Milwaukee County, Wisconsin 49292
Farm plat book with index to owners & renters, Fillmore County, Minnesota 26589
Farm plat book with index to owners, Richland County, Illinois 66785
Farm plat book with index to owners, Shelby County, Illinois 69923
Farm plat book with index to owners, Washington County, Wisconsin 80932
Farm plat book, with index to owners, Wayne County, Illinois 81478
Farm produce - Colorado - Maps - 1948 - 21621
Farm produce - Utah - Maps - 1948 - 21621
Farm, Stock, and Home 34712, 39367, 43701
Farmakonisi Island (Greece) - Maps - 1528 - 23670
Farmer, Arthur John, 1876- 26519
Farmer family 26519
Farmer, Harry J. 49348
Farmer, John, 1798-1859 26519, 46722, 46753, 46754, 46755, 46759, 46762, 46763, 46766, 48232, 48244, 79510, 81488
Farmer, John, 1798-1859. Map of the surveyed part of Michigan (1830) 46722
Farmer, Judith A. 62054
Farmer, Silas, 1839-1902 26519
Farmer (Silas) & Co. 43766, 60258, 81490
The Farmer's atlas and directory : with complete survey in township plats : Le Sueur County, Minnesota : containing plats of all townships with owners names : also maps of the state and United States, with an outline map of the county showing location 73391
Farmer (Saint Paul, Minn.) 32930, 34712, 39367, 41400, 45623, 45902, 65129, 73391, 75238, 85044
Farmer, Arthur John, 1876- 26519
Farmer, Harry J. 49348
Farmer, John, 1798-1859 26519, 46722, 46753, 46754, 46755, 46759, 46762, 46763, 46766, 48232, 48244, 79510, 81488
Farmer, John, 1798-1859. Map of the surveyed part of Michigan (1830) 46722
Farmer, Judith A. 62054
Farmer, Silas, 1839-1902 26519
Farmer (Silas) & Co. 43766, 60258, 81490
The Farmers' atlas and directory with complete survey in township plats, Yellow Medicine Co., Minnesota : containing plats of all townships with owners names : also maps of the state and United States, with an outline map of the county showing location 85044
Farmers' Insurance Company 43217, 78198, 78255, 78335, 78466, 78504, 78537, 78566
Farmers' Insurance Group 78433, 78705
The Farmers Insurance Group discover America road atlas 78537, 78566
Farmers Insurance Group SEE Farmers' Insurance Company 78466
Farmers Insurance Group vacation guide and atlas 78433
Farmers Insurance Group vacation guide and road atlas 78466
Farmers & Merchants National Bank (Rensselaer, Ind.) 39612
Farmers State Bank (Union City, Ohio) 22823
Farmers Union Central Exchange (Saint Paul, Minn.) 49755, 51436, 58444, 78703, 83330, 83558
Farmers Union Central Exchange (Saint Paul, Minn.) - Maps - 1975-1976 - Road maps 78703
Farmers Union Central Exchange (Sioux Falls, S.D.) SEE Farmers Union Co-operative Brokerage (Sioux Falls, S.D.) 58542
Farmers Union Co-op Service in Wisconsin SEE Farmers Union (Wis.) 83558
Farmers Union Co-operative Brokerage (Sioux Falls, S.D.) 58542
Farmers Union (Wis.) 83558
Farming SEE Agriculture 13851
Farmland Industries 82612
Farms - German (Saint Joseph County : Township) - Pictorial works - 1875 31284
Farms SEE ALSO Haciendas 68840
Farms - United States - Pictorial works - Collections, 1990 79416
Ferne Islands (England) - Maps - 1610 26520, 34582, 34583
Ferne Islands (England) - Maps - 1693 - Nautical charts 34584
Ferne Islands (England) - Maps - 1740 69491
Ferne Islands (England) - Maps - 1749 69497
Ferne Islands (England) - Maps - 1758 69501
Ferne Islands (England) - Maps - 1790 69518
Farnese, Alessandro, Duke of Parma, 1545-1592 SEE Alessandro Farnese, Duke of Parma, 1545-1592 52001
Farnese, Enrico, d. 1619 28928
Farnham (A. B.) Printing & Stationary Co. SEE Farnham Printing & Stationery Co. (Minneapolis, Minn.) 16114
Farnham Printing & Stationery Co. (Minneapolis, Minn.) 16114, 16117, 16120, 48640, 48653, 48654, 48676, 48690, 48700, 48701, 48716, 48721, 48722, 48723, 48724, 48763
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Call Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Farnham, Robert, fl. 1857</td>
<td>49524</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farnham, Rouse Smith, 1918-</td>
<td>26588</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farnham, Thomas Jefferson, 1804-1848</td>
<td>15195, 15196, 15197, 57742, 72252</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farnham, Thomas Jefferson, 1804-1848. Travels in the Californias, and scenes in the Pacific ocean (1844)</td>
<td>72252</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farnsworth, Oliver, 1775-1859</td>
<td>20824</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farnum, Lester</td>
<td>12406</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farny, Henry François, 1847-1916</td>
<td>76218</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farny, Rouse Smith, 1918-</td>
<td>26588</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farny, Thomas Jefferson, 1804-1848</td>
<td>15195, 15196, 15197, 57742, 72252</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farny, Thomas Jefferson, 1804-1848. Travels in the Californias, and scenes in the Pacific ocean (1844)</td>
<td>72252</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farny, Thomas Jefferson, 1804-1848. Travels in the Californias, and scenes in the Pacific ocean (1844)</td>
<td>72252</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faro, Jorge</td>
<td>32214</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
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Florida - Maps - 1924 - Road maps 26935, 26936
Florida - Maps - 1925 26937
Florida - Maps - 1925 - Railroads 26938, 26939, 26940
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Florida - Maps - 1926 26945
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Florida - Maps - 1946 - Pictorial maps 27104
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Florida - Maps - 1947 - Animals 27113
Florida - Maps - 1947 - Fishes 27113
Florida - Maps - 1947 - Pictorial maps 27113
Florida - Maps - 1947 - Road maps 923, 924, 925, 27112, 27113, 27114, 27115, 27116, 27117
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Florida : official AAA road map 27044
Florida official road map 27150, 27159
[Florida peninsula and northern coast of Cuba] 26853
Florida - Pictorial works - 1829-1839 73416
Florida place names of Indian origin and Seminole personal names / William A. Read ; with an introduction by Patricia Riles Wickman 52292
Florida Power Corporation 27100
Florida Power Corporation - Maps - 1945-1962 27100
Florida Press 27130
Florida road atlas 27172
Florida road atlas and travel guide 27167
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Florida. State Road Department 26981, 27150, 27156
Florida. State Road Department. Photogrammetric Division 27150, 27156
Florida State University Foundation 27166
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Florida : Sinclair road map 27026, 27038, 27039, 27061, 27074
Florida. State Road Department 26981, 27150, 27156
Florida. State Road Department. Photogrammetric Division 27150, 27156
Florida State University Foundation 27166
Florida, Straits of 27145
Florida, Straits of - Coasts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 26833
Florida, Straits of - Maps - 1761 - Nautical charts 27176
Florida, Straits of - Maps - 1772 - Nautical charts 27177
Florida - Surveys 15028
Florida - Surveys - 1796-1800 71329, 71330
Florida, the making of a state : a cartographic adventure : January 17-March 28, 2002 17200
Florida Times Union 5721
Florida tourguide vacation map : Gulf 27142
Florida Turnpike and the avenues to adventure in Florida's 12 great regions 27163
Florida Turnpike - Maps - 1975 - Road maps 27163
Florida / Young & Delleker sc. 26862
Floridae Americae provinciae recens & exactissima descriptio auctore Iacobo le Moyne cui cognomen de Morgues, qui Laudonierum, altera Gallorum in eam provinciam navigatio ne comitatu[s] est, atque adhibitis aliquot millibus ob pericula, regionis illius 26822, 26823, 26824, 26825, 26826, 26827
La Florida : suivant les nouvelles observations de Messrs. de l'Aca démie royale des sciences, etc. 71283
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Florists - United States - Maps - 1935 77597
Floriszoon, Frans 11613
Flore de Roquevaire, M. R. de 488, 489, 75658
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Folger, Jimy 3794
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Follow the dots and find the states / suggested by Rodman E. Sneed ; illustrated by Jeanne Block 20552
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Follow the Humble route on Texas highways to glamorous Mexico, land of romance 46513
Follow the Skelly tailor through Indiana with this up-to-date road map / Norton Oil Company, Lemont, Illinois 37099
Follow the Skelly tailor through Iowa with this up-to-date road map / Norton Oil Company, Lemont, Illinois 37908
Follow the Skelly tailor through Michigan with this up-to-date road map 47186
Follow the Skelly tailor through Wisconsin with this up-to-date road map 83364
Follow the West Virginia Turnpike : faster, safer, scenery second to none / West Virginia Turnpike Commission ... Charleston, West Virginia 82693
Follow-up on the news : Christmas Island / Richard Haltich 20795
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Folsom, Wells, and Thurston 4783, 29484
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Fomenko, I. K. (Igor Konstantinovich). Novoe opisanie severnych regionov, vkljucaja Moskoviju..., Jan i Lukas Dutekumy ... (2010) 67503
Fomento Cultural Baname 46303
Foncin, Miriem 13089, 24614
Foncin, Pierre François Charles, 1841-1916 30349, 30516, 30535, 30586
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Fondamenti di geografia generale 10687
Fondazione Benetton 75501, 79971
Fondeaderos Republica de Colombia, costa norte 21213

Fondi 27194

Fondi (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1578 27194
Fondo de Cultura Económica 46260
Foner, W. H. 13023
Fonné, E. 66942, 66943
Fonseca, Gulf of - Maps - 1794 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts 27195
Font, Guillaume la SEE Lafont, Guillaume 10953
Font, Miquel 18081
Font, Pedro, d. 1781-1866 68557, 68559, 72223, 72225
Fontaine, Madame, fl. 1854-1890 9458, 9471, 9475, 9485
Fontaine, Nicolas, 1625-1709 12680
Fontainebleau (France) - Pictorial works - 1620 27196
Fontainebleau, Forest of (France) - Maps - 1809 - Topographic maps 27197
Fontainebleau Region (France) - Maps - 1809 - Topographic maps 27197
Fontán, Domingo, 1788-1866 17223
Fontana, Domenico, 1543-1607 60271
Fontana (Firm : London, England) 67296, 79987
Fontana, Giacomo, 16th cent. 1938, 1941, 20873
Fontanals, Dijon 1490
Fontanella, Ruggiero 13915
Fontano, Jacomo, fl. 1549-1589 27198
Fontarabie, port de mer sur l'ocean et ville forte d'Espagne 34601, 34602
Fontarable (Spain) SEE Hondarribia (Spain) 34601
Fonte, Barthelemi de, 17th cent. SEE Fuentes, Bartolomé de, active 17th century 28459
Fonte fantasy SEE Fuentes fantasy 28459
Fonteny, Jacques de 63023
Fontoura da Costa, A. (Abel), 1869-1940 see Costa, A. Fontoura da (Abel Fontoura), 1869-1940 52877
Fontys Hogescholen 53624
Fontville 57422, 57423, 57424
Food - Historical geography - Maps - 1997 27199
Food supply - Maps - 1997 27199
Foore, William 59198
Foore (William) Hotels Co. SEE William Foore Hotels Co. 59198
Foot paths SEE Trails 41437
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Foot, Thomas, fl. 1790-1825 SEE Foot, T. (Thomas) 44285
Foote, A. D. (Arthur DeWint), 1849-1933 19015
Foote, C. M. (Charles M.), 1849-1899 14737, 20978, 23894, 32246, 32927, 33224, 33225, 34711, 39614, 39645, 39682, 39683, 45187, 61716, 62448, 62449, 80931
Foote, C. M. (Charles M.), 1849-1899. Plat book of Morrison County, Minnesota (1892) 51809
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Foppens, François, d. 1684 53399
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For the exiles, come home, it's "miracle time" in Havana / by Rachel Swarns 22477
For the smaller collection 44888
For the study of American colonial history: the Newberry Library / by Ruth Lapham Butler 11341
For travelers of the uncrowded routes to Florida...this map shows the quickest routes between Decatur and Florida / R. F. DaBoll, del. 31222
For years recognized as the standard authority: The Rand-McNally business atlas and shippers' guide for 1902 66213
Foramitti, Paolo 28451
Forbath, Peter 21857
Forbes, 19th cent. 8056, 24663
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Forbes, Eric G. 42987
Forbes, James David, 1809-1868 19082
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Forbes, S. Russell 52621, 52622, 67252, 67254, 67255, 67266
Forbes, Stephen Alfred 35699
Forbes, W. Cameron (William Cameron), 1870-1959. The Philippine Islands (1928) 64534
Forbes (William H.) & Company SEE William H. Forbes & Company 53904
Forbinger, Albert, 1798-1878 34442
Forbissers Stræet 28453
Forby, William F. 69599
Forcada y la Plaza, Antonio 46300
Forcer i la Plaza, Antonio 14831
Force, Peter, 1790-1868 - Map collections 41951
Forces d'Europe 4396
Les Forces de l'Europe, Asie, Afrique et Amerique, ou description des principales villes, avec leurs fortifications: dessignées par les meilleurs ingénieurs, particulièrement celles qui sont sous la domination de la France, dont les plans ont esté levé 27514
Les Forces de l'Europe, ou, Description des principales villes; avec leurs fortifications, dessinées par les meilleurs ingénieurs... Seconde partie 25941
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Ford, Augustus, 1772-1885 27201
Ford, Charles, 1952 53615
Ford, Charles Bradley 20813
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Ford County (Ill.) - Maps - 1822-1823 - Manuscripts 80049
Ford County (Ill.) - Maps - 1884-1916 - Landowners 27203
Ford County (Ill.) - Maps - 1804 - Landowners 27204, 27205
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Entry</th>
<th>Call Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ford County (Ill.) - Maps - 1901 - Landowners</td>
<td>27206</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ford County (Ill.) - Maps - 1916 - Landowners</td>
<td>27207</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ford County (Ill.) - Maps - 1956 - Landowners</td>
<td>27208</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ford County (Ill.) - Maps - 1961-1963 - Landowners</td>
<td>27209</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ford County (Ill.) - Maps - 1966 - Landowners</td>
<td>27210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ford County Illinois history and atlas</td>
<td>27203</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ford County, Illinois: tri-annual atlas &amp; plat book</td>
<td>27210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ford County (Kan.) - Maps - 1882</td>
<td>27203</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ford Hotels</td>
<td>59251</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ford Hotels - Maps - 1930-1939</td>
<td>59251</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ford Motor Company</td>
<td>55866</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ford, Peter</td>
<td>50047, 64967, 64977, 65099, 80860</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ford R. Carter, Inc., Agents</td>
<td>75838</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ford (R.T.) &amp; Co. SEE R.T. Ford &amp; Co.</td>
<td>59251</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ford, R. W.</td>
<td>36494</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ford, Reuben, W.</td>
<td>10998, 75475</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ford, Richard, 1796-1858</td>
<td>72818, 72820, 72826, 72834, 72838, 72841, 72848, 72851, 72852, 72858</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ford (W. &amp; F.) SEE W. &amp; F. Ford</td>
<td>30720</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ford, Worthington Chauncey, 1858-1941</td>
<td>18247</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forde Printing, Inc. (Mankato, Minn.)</td>
<td>20823, 24690, 64813</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Förderung des Fremdenverkehrs in Hannover SEE Verein zur Förderung des Fremdenverkehrs in Hannover</td>
<td>33487</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Fordham collection : a catalogue / compiled by M.J. Freeman and J. Longbotham</td>
<td>67440</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fordham, Elias Pym</td>
<td>27203</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fordham, Herbert George, SIR, 1854-1929</td>
<td>17001, 17322, 18641, 18765, 28190, 60345, 63416, 63417, 66980, 69973</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fordham, M.</td>
<td>44595</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fordham, Molly</td>
<td>44597</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fordham, Sir Herbert George, 1854-1929. Ships on maps (1927)</td>
<td>27211</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fordyck, Earl E.</td>
<td>38480</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fore-edge painting</td>
<td>30774</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign American history Mss. copies in Library of Congress</td>
<td>41956</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign born white and negro population : retail sales by community areas in Chicago, 1950</td>
<td>19857</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign correspondents - Europe - Maps - 1880</td>
<td>26123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign mission fields of the Presbyterian Church in the United States</td>
<td>84387</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Policy Association</td>
<td>84697</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign trade atlas: Central &amp; So America</td>
<td>18991</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign trade atlas : detailed maps of Central and South America and other countries of potential value to the American businessman</td>
<td>18990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Trade Regulations of Trinidad and Tobago</td>
<td>75520</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreman (Ark) - Pictorial works - 1959 - Railroads</td>
<td>2850</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreman, Gran, 1869-1953</td>
<td>61319</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreman, John, F.R.G.S.</td>
<td>64530</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreman, Milton J.</td>
<td>19650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foremost Foods Company</td>
<td>78736</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forenede dampskibs-selskab</td>
<td>69276, 69287</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forenede dampskibs-selskab - Maps - 1909</td>
<td>69276</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forenede dampskibs-selskab - Maps - 1916</td>
<td>69287</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreningen til turisttagens fremme i Danmark SEE Turistforeningen for Danmark</td>
<td>23186</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forest and forestry - Northwestern States - Maps - 1946 - Railroads</td>
<td>59994</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forest areas and revenues from transporting forest products</td>
<td>59994</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forest atlas of the Midwest</td>
<td>49110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forest City Summit</td>
<td>83039</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Forest County (Pa.) - 1864: LC G&amp;M land ownership maps on microfiche]</td>
<td>27212</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Forest County (Pa.) - 1876: LC G&amp;M land ownership maps on microfiche]</td>
<td>27213</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Forest County (Pa.) - 1881: LC G&amp;M land ownership maps on microfiche]</td>
<td>27214</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Forest County (Pa.) - 1882: LC G&amp;M land ownership maps on microfiche]</td>
<td>27215</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Forest County (Pa.) - 1895: LC G&amp;M land ownership maps on microfiche]</td>
<td>27216</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forest County (Pa.) - Maps - 1864 - Landowners</td>
<td>27212</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forest County (Pa.) - Maps - 1876 - Landowners</td>
<td>27213</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forest County (Pa.) - Maps - 1881 - Landowners</td>
<td>27214</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forest County (Pa.) - Maps - 1882 - Landowners</td>
<td>27215</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forest County (Pa.) - Maps - 1895 - Landowners</td>
<td>27216</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forest (J.), globemaker and mapseller, Paris</td>
<td>1226</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forest Lake Park (Palmer, Mass.) - Pictorial works - 1904</td>
<td>27217</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forest Maps - France</td>
<td>27218</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forest Park (Ill.) - Maps - 1955 - Railroads - Manuscripts</td>
<td>11653</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Call Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Forma urbis Romae / Rodolfo Lanciani</td>
<td>67256, 67257</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Formae Urbis antiquae : le mappe marmoree di Roma tra la Repubblica e Settimio Severo / Emilio Rodríguez-Almeida</td>
<td>18359</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Formae Urbis Romae : nuovi frammenti di piante marmoree dallo scavo dei Fori Imperiali / a cura di Roberto Meneghini, Riccardo Santangeli Valenzani</td>
<td>27225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Formaleoni</td>
<td>10635</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forman-Basset Co.</td>
<td>21010, 46985</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Formation of Kentucky counties</td>
<td>40616</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Formation of Virginia counties]</td>
<td>80499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Formby, John</td>
<td>5710, 76343</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Forme of the temple &amp; cite restored</td>
<td>39732</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Formenko, Igor Konstantinovich SEE Fomenko, I. K. (Igor Konstantinovich)</td>
<td>67503</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Formiggini, L. R.</td>
<td>10645</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Formosa SEE Taiwan</td>
<td>67748</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foroughi, Andrea</td>
<td>16882</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forrest, C. R.</td>
<td>13416, 13417</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forrest, Nathan Bedford, 1821-1877 - Maps</td>
<td>27228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forrest, Thomas</td>
<td>4502, 4503, 4504</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forrest, William</td>
<td>52446</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forsberg, Rune, d. 1997</td>
<td>52271</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forschungen un Fortschritte (1958)</td>
<td>30943</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forschungen und Fortschritte</td>
<td>21777</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forschungen und Fortschritte (1942)</td>
<td>65905</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forschungsbeiträge zur Landeskunde Süd- und Südostasiens</td>
<td>70670</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forsdyke</td>
<td>62522</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forsdyke, C. A.</td>
<td>8292</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forsell, Carl Gustaf af.</td>
<td>1783-1848, 8056, 23167, 73692, 73695, 73696</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forshaw, John Henry, 1895-</td>
<td>42652</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forshey, Caleb G.</td>
<td>21848</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forsstrandsen, Carl</td>
<td>73276</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forstall, R.</td>
<td>78416</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forstall, R. L.</td>
<td>35596, 78036</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forstall, Richard L.</td>
<td>78609</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forstall, Theobald</td>
<td>32841</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forster Groom &amp; Co.</td>
<td>28037</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forster, Thomas</td>
<td>25582</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forsyth County (N.C.) - Maps - 2002 - Road maps</td>
<td>33006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forsyth County (N.C.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps</td>
<td>33007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forsyth, George</td>
<td>67883</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forsyth, George A.</td>
<td>48306</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forsyth, Thomas</td>
<td>48229</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forsyth, Wm.</td>
<td>11608</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ForsythRW</td>
<td>8374</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fort Abercrombie (Abercrombie, N.D.) - Maps - 1876</td>
<td>81885</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fort Abraham Lincoln (N.D.) - Maps - 1876</td>
<td>81885</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fort Albany (Albany, N.Y.) - Maps - 1741 - Manuscripts</td>
<td>27229</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fort Albany (N.Y.) - Maps - 1675</td>
<td>27230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fort Albany (N.Y.) - Maps - 1675 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>27231</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fort Albany (N.Y.) - Maps - 1695 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>27232</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fort Albany (N.Y.) - Maps - 1756</td>
<td>27234</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fort Albany (N.Y.) - Maps - 1756-1757Albany (N.Y.) - Maps - 1756-1757 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>27233</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fort Albany (N.Y.) - Maps - 1756 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>27235</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fort Albany Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1774</td>
<td>1125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fort Anne (Annapolis Royal, N.S.) - Maps - 1708 - Manuscripts</td>
<td>27236</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fort Apache (Ariz.) - Maps - 1879</td>
<td>81888</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fort Apache (Ariz.) - Maps - 1889</td>
<td>81931</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fort Apache Indian Reservation (Ariz.) - Maps - 1889</td>
<td>81931</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fort Assumption (Ill.) - Maps - 1736 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>27237</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fort Astoria (Or.) SEE Astoria (Or.)</td>
<td>3461</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fort Augusta (Sunbury, Pa.) - Maps - 1756 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>27238, 27239, 27240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fort Balise (La.) - Maps - 1722 - Manuscripts</td>
<td>50463, 50464</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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| Fort Balise (La.) | Maps: 1726 - Manuscripts: 27241, 50470 |
| Fort Balise (La.) | Maps: 1732 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles: 50471 |
| Fort Balise (La.) | Maps: 1759 - 55466 |
| Fort Balise (La.) | Maps: 1767 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles: 50475 |
| Fort Balise (La.) | Maps: 1768 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles: 50476, 50477 |
| Fort Balise (La.) | Maps: 1769 - 55470 |
| Fort Balise (La.) | Maps: 1769 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles: 50478 |
| Fort Barrancas (Fla.) | Maps: 1713 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles: 64160 |
| Fort Barrington (Ga.) | Maps: 1770 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles: 27242, 27243 |
| Fort Barrington (Ga.) | Maps: 1772 - 27244, 27245 |
| Fort Bayard (N.M.) | Maps: 1876 - 81885 |
| Fort Bedford inn: Bedford's largest and best hotel: 59210 |
| Fort Bedford (Pa.) | Maps: 1756 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles: 27246 |
| Fort Bend County (Tex.) | Maps: 1882 - Landowners: 27247 |
| Fort Bend County (Tex.) | Maps: 2006 - Road maps: 34763 |
| Fort Bend County (Tex.) | Maps: 2007 - Road maps: 34765 |
| Fort Bend County (Tex.) | Maps: 2008 - Road maps: 34766 |
| Fort Bend County (Texas) / F. G. Blau, draftsman: 27247 |
| Fort Benicia (Calif.) | SEE Benicia (Calif.): 81888 |
| Fort Bennett (S.D.) | SEE Cheyenne River Indian Reservation (S.D.): 81885 |
| Fort Bent (Colo.) | SEE Bent's Fort (Colo.): 12411 |
| Fort Benton | 27248, 27250 |
| Fort Benton (Mont.) | Maps: 1876 - 81885 |
| Fort Benton (Mont.) | Pictorial works: 1853 - 27248 |
| Fort Benton (Mont.) | Pictorial works: 1860 - 27249 |
| Fort Benton (Mont.) | Pictorial works: 1886 - 27250 |
| Fort Benton / Stanely det.: 27249 |
| Fort Bidwell (Calif.) | Maps: 1879 - 81888 |
| Fort Bianco (San Francisco, Calif.) | SEE Fort Point (San Francisco, Calif.): 81888 |
| Fort Bliss (Tex.) | Maps: 1876 - 81885 |
| Fort Boise (Idaho) | Maps: 1879 - 81888 |
| Fort Bourbon (Martinique) | Maps: 1776 - Manuscripts: 27251 |
| Fort Bowie (Ariz.) | Maps: 1879 - 81888 |
| Fort Bowie (Ariz.) | Maps: 1889 - 81931 |
| Fort Bregançon (France) | Maps: 1793 - Pictorial works: 33919 |
| Fort Bridger (Wyo.) | Maps: 1876 - 81885 |
| Fort Bridger (Wyo.) | Maps: 1881 - 27252 |
| Fort Bridger (Wyo.) | Maps: 1882 - 27253 |
| Fort Brown | 27254 |
| Fort Brown (Brownsville, Tex.) | Maps: 1876 - 81885 |
| Fort Brown (Brownsville, Tex.) | Pictorial works: 1846 - 27254 |
| Fort Bruce (Roseau, Dominica) | Maps: 1778 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles: 27255 |
| Fort Buford: A North Dakota historic site: 27256 |
| Fort Buford (Fort, N.D.) | Tourism: 1970 - 27256 |
| Fort Buford (N.D.) | Maps: 1876 - 81885 |
| Fort Bull (N.Y.) | Battle of, 1756 - Maps - Manuscripts - Facsimiles: 27257 |
| Fort Bull (N.Y.) | Maps: 1755 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles: 27258 |
| Fort Cameron (Utah) | Maps: 1876 - 81885 |
| Fort Canby (Wash.) | SEE Cape Disappointment State Park (Wash.) | 81888 |
| Fort Carillon (N.Y.) | SEE Fort Ticonderoga (N.Y.): 75173 |
| Fort Carson (Colo.) | Maps: 1960 - 21694 |
| Fort Cépérou (French Guiana) | SEE Cayenne (French Guiana): 18899 |
| Fort Chadbourne Region (Tex.) | Maps: 1872 - Manuscripts: 27261 |
| Fort Chambly (Chambly, Québec) | Maps: 1704 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles: 19080 |
| Fort Chambly (Chambly, Québec) | Maps: 1717 - Manuscripts: 43761 |
| Fort Chambly (Chambly, Québec) | Maps: 1720 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles: 67932 |
| Fort Chambly (Chambly, Québec) | Maps: 1791 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles: 19081, 67933 |
| Fort Chambly (Chambly, Québec) | Pictorial works: 1721 - Manuscripts: 66055 |
| Fort Charlotte (Mobile, Ala.) | Maps: 1714 - Manuscripts: 51182 |
| Fort Charlotte (Mobile, Ala.) | Maps: 1720 - Manuscripts: 51172 |
| Fort Chartres (Ill.) | SEE Fort de Chartres Site (Ill.): 27283 |
| Fort Cheze (Roseau, Dominica) | Maps: 1778 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles: 27259 |
| Fort Chippawa (Ont.) | Maps: 1727 - Pictorial works - Manuscripts - Facsimiles: 20774 |
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Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Fort Dearborn : erected in 1816 : view from the north

Fort de Quesne

Fort de la Reine (Roseau, Dominica)

Le Fort de la Kenoque

Le Fort de la Kenoque (Knokke, Belgium)

Fort de Chartres Site (Ill.)

Fort Davis (Tex. : Fort)

Fort David A. Russell (Wyo.) SEE Fort David A. Russell (Wyo.)

Fort Cummings (N.M.)

Fort Cumberland (N.B.)

Fort Cumberland (Cumberland, Md.)

Fort Cumberland (Cumberland, Md.) - Maps - 1754 - Manuscripts 82975

Fort Cumberland (Cumberland, Md.) - Maps - 1755 - Manuscripts 27270

Fort Cumberland (Cumberland, Md.) - Maps - 1755 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 27271, 27272

Fort Cumberland (N.B.) - Maps - 1755 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 27273, 27274

Fort Cumberland (N.B.) - Maps - 1763 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 27275

Fort Cumberland (N.B.) - Pictorial works - 1755 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 27276, 27277

Fort Cummings and Cooke's Peak 27278

Fort Cummings (N.M.) - Maps - 1876 81885

Fort Cummings (N.M.) - Pictorial works - 1869 27278

Fort D.A. Russell (Wyo.) SEE Fort David A. Russell (Wyo.) 81885

Fort David A. Russell (Wyo.) - Maps - 1876 81885

Fort Davis (Tex. : Fort) - Maps - 1876 81885

Fort de Chartres Site (Ill.) - Maps - 1820 27279, 27280, 27281, 27282

Fort de Chartres Site (Ill.) - Pictorial works - 1841 27283

Fort-De-France Bay (Martinique) - Maps - 1733 27284

Fort-De-France Bay (Martinique) - Maps - 1759 - Nautical charts 45229

Fort-De-France Bay (Martinique) - Maps - 1775 - Nautical charts 45232

Fort-De-France Bay (Martinique) - Maps - 1827 - Nautical charts 27285

Fort-De-France (Martinique) - Maps - 1700 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts 27286

Fort-De-France (Martinique) - Maps - 1700 - Pictorial works - Manuscripts 27287

Fort-De-France (Martinique) - Maps - 1747 - Harbors 13472

Fort-De-France (Martinique) - Maps - 1760 - Nautical charts 27288

Fort-De-France (Martinique) - Maps - 1776 - Manuscripts 27251

Fort-De-France (Martinique) - Maps - 1973 - Road maps 45241

Fort-De-France (Martinique) - Pictorial works - 1776 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 27289

Fort de Frontenac ou Katarakouy. 13 Nov. 1685 27329

Le Fort de la Kenoque (Knokke, Belgium) - Maps - 1695 23889

Le Fort de la Kenoque (Knokke, Belgium) - Maps - 1713 23891

Le Fort de la Kenoque - Maps - 1695 - Fortification 23889

Le Fort de la Kenoque - Maps - 1713 - Fortification 23891

Fort de la Reine (Roseau, Dominica) - Maps - 1778 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 27290

Fort de Quesne 27310

Fort Dearborn Addition to Chicago as represented on the adjacent plat is laid out into blocks, lots & streets ... 19445

Fort Dearborn (Chicago, Ill.) SEE Fort Dearborn (Ill.) 27302

Fort Dearborn : erected in 1816 : view from the north-west 27300

Fort Dearborn (Ill.) - Maps - 1816 - Manuscripts 27291

Fort Dearborn (Ill.) - Maps - 1824-1830 - Manuscripts 27292

Fort Dearborn (Ill.) - Maps - 1830 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 27293

Fort Dearborn (Ill.) - Maps - 1835-1858 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 19436, 19437, 19438

Fort Dearborn (Ill.) - Pictorial works - 1779-1857 19981, 19982

Fort Dearborn (Ill.) - Pictorial works - 1804 27294

Fort Dearborn (Ill.) - Pictorial works - 1812 27295

Fort Dearborn (Ill.) - Pictorial works - 1820 19989, 19990

Fort Dearborn (Ill.) - Pictorial works - 1830 27296

Fort Dearborn (Ill.) - Pictorial works - 1831-1889 - Manuscripts 27297

Fort Dearborn (Ill.) - Pictorial works - 1853 27298

Fort Dearborn (Ill.) - Pictorial works - 1856 27299, 27300, 27301

Fort Dearborn (Ill.) - Pictorial works - 1857 20001, 27302
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Fort Dearborn in Chicago, as it appeared, June 1853 27298
Fort Dearborn Publishing Co. 1034, 3821, 5437, 5528, 5552, 81688
Fort Defiance 27303
Fort Defiance (Ariz.) - Pictorial works - 1866 27303
Fort des Français (Alaska) SEE Lituya Bay (Alaska) 42235
Fort Des Renards (Ill.) - Maps - 1730 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 43779, 43780
Fort Detroit (Detroit, Mich.) - Maps - 1780 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 27304
Fort at Chielafa 40534
Fort di S. Maura 41891
Fort du S. Teodoro in Candia 75073
Fort Dodge, Des Moines and Southern Railroad Company 37678, 37681, 37683
Fort Dodge, Des Moines and Southern Railroad Company - Maps - 1907 37678
Fort Dodge, Des Moines and Southern Railroad Company - Maps - 1908 37681
Fort Dodge, Des Moines and Southern Railroad Company - Maps - 1909 37683
Fort Dodge (Fort Dodge, Kan.) - Maps - 1876 81885
Fort Dodge (Fort Dodge, Kan.) - Maps - 1882 27305
Fort Dodge (Iowa) - Maps - 1871 - Real property 27306
Fort Dodge (Kan.) - Maps - 1868 27307
Fort Dodge (Kan.) - Maps - 1877 27308
Fort Dodge. Webster County, Iowa 27306
Fort Douglas (Utah) - Maps - 1876 81885
Fort Duncan (Tex.) - Maps - 1876 81885
Fort Duquesne (Pa.) - Maps - 1754 - Manuscripts 27310
Fort Duquesne (Pa.) - Maps - 1754 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 27309
Fort Duquesne (Pa.) - Maps - 1755 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 27311
Fort Duquesne (Pa.) - Maps - 1758 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 27312
Fort Duquesne (Pittsburgh, Pa.) - Maps - 1759 64810
Fort Edmonton (Edmonton, Alta.) - Pictorial works - 1886 27313
Fort Edward (N.Y.) - Maps - 1755 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 27314, 27315, 27316
Fort Edward (N.Y.) - Maps - 1756 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 27317
Fort Edward (N.Y.) - Maps - 1758 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 27318, 27319, 27320, 27321
Fort Edward (N.Y.) - Maps - 1760 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 27322, 27323
Fort Edward Region (N.Y.) - Maps - 1755 - Manuscripts 27324
Fort Edward Region (N.Y.) - Maps - 1756 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 27325
Fort Edward Region (N.Y.) - Maps - 1758 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 27326
Fort Ellis (Mont.) - Maps - 1876 81885
Fort Erie (Ont.) - Maps - 1979 - Road maps 56993
Fort Erie (Ont.) - Pictorial works - 1727 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 56982
Fort Fetterman (Wyo.) - Maps - 1876 81885
Le Fort François (Dunkerque, France - Maps - 1695) 23889
Le Fort François (Dunkerque, France - Maps - 1713) 23891
Le Fort François - Maps - 1695 - Fortification 23889
Le Fort François - Maps - 1713 - Fortification 23891
Fort Fred Steele (Wyo. : Fort) - Maps - 1876 81885
Fort Fred Steele (Wyo.) - Maps - 1873 27327
Fort Frederica (Ga.) - Maps - 1755 68985
Fort Frederick (Me.) - Maps - 1699 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 63495
Fort Frederick (Me.) - Maps - 1705 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 27328
Fort Frontenac (Ont. : Fort) - Maps - 1685 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 27329
Fort Frontenac (Ont. : Fort) - Maps - 1717 - Manuscripts 43761
Fort Frontenac (Ont. : Fort) - Maps - 1720 - Indians - Manuscripts 27330
Fort Frontenac (Ont. : Fort) - Maps - 1720 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 27331
Fort Frontenac (Ont.) - Maps - 1860 - Pictorial works 75331
Fort Frontenac Region(Ont.) - Historical geography - Maps - 1663-1763 61777
Fort Garret [Colorado] - Maps - 1876 81885
Fort Garland (Colo.) - Maps - 1879 27332
Fort Garry / Henry I. Ward del. 27333
Fort Garry (Man.) - Pictorial works - 1845 27333
Fort Gaspareau (Baie Vert, N.B.) - Historical geography - Maps - 2005 45092
Fort Gaston (Calif.) - Maps - 1879 81888
Fort George (Fla. : Fort) - Maps - 1781 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 64187, 64188, 64189
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fort Lernoult (Detroit, Mich.) SEE Fort Detroit (Detroit, Mich.)</td>
<td>27304</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fort Liberté Bay (Haiti) - Maps - 1710 - Fortification - Manuscripts</td>
<td>27359</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fort Liberté Bay (Haiti) - Maps - 1710 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts</td>
<td>27359</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fort Ligonier (Pa.) - Maps - 1750 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>27360</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fort Logan (Mont. : Fort) - Maps - 1876</td>
<td>81885</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Le Fort Louis du Rhén : basti par Louis le Grand en 1688 ...</td>
<td>43617</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Le Fort Louis du Rhén : basti par Louis le Gra en 1688 ...</td>
<td>43618</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fort Louis - Maps - 1695 - Fortification</td>
<td>23889</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fort Louis - Maps - 1713 - Fortification</td>
<td>23891</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fort Louis (Nieuwkapelle, France) - Maps - 1695</td>
<td>23889</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fort Louis (Nieuwkapelle, France) - Maps - 1713</td>
<td>23891</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fort Louis, province de la Louisiane, et de l'Isle Dauphin avec son port et rade</td>
<td>51182</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fort-Louis Region (France) - Maps - 1710</td>
<td>27361</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fort Louis Region (France) - Maps - 1725</td>
<td>73321</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Le Fort Louis situé dans le comté de Flandre : Le Fort de la Kenoque dans le comté de Flandre</td>
<td>23889, 23891</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fort Lowell (Ariz.) - Maps - 1879</td>
<td>81888</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fort Lyon (Colo.) - Maps - 1876</td>
<td>81885</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fort MacArthur (Calif.) - Maps - 1868 - Manuscripts</td>
<td>27362</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fort MacArthur (Calif.) - Maps - 1890</td>
<td>68733</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fort Mackinac (Mackinac Island, Mich.) - Pictorial works - 1853 - Manuscripts</td>
<td>65812</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fort Madison Region (Iowa) - Maps - 1872-1873 - Railroads</td>
<td>37620</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fort Magebégueduce (Me.) - 1780 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>27363</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fort Maisilad (Philippines) - Maps - 1862 - Manuscripts</td>
<td>22883, 27364</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fort Maisilad (Philippines) - Maps - 1862 - Pictorial works - Manuscripts</td>
<td>22883</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fort Marcy and the Parroquia Santa Fé</td>
<td>27366</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fort Marcy (N.M.) - Maps - 1873</td>
<td>27365</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fort Marcy (N.M.) - Maps - 1876</td>
<td>81885</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fort Marcy (N.M.) - Pictorial works - 1848</td>
<td>27366</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fort Massey (Ont.) - Maps - 1760 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>45508</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fort Matanzas (Fla.) - Maps - 1765 - Harbors - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>27367</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fort Matanzas (Fla.) - Maps - 1770 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>27368</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fort Maurepas (Ocean Springs, Miss.) - Maps - 1700-1799 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>27369</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fort Maurepas (Ocean Springs, Miss.) - Maps - 1720 - Fortification - Manuscripts</td>
<td>27370</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fort McDermitt Indian Reservation (Nev. and Or.) - Maps - 1879</td>
<td>81888</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fort McDowell (Ariz.) - Maps - 1879</td>
<td>81888</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fort McDowell (Ariz.) - Maps - 1889</td>
<td>81931</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fort McIntosh (Tex.) - Maps - 1876</td>
<td>81885</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fort McKavett (Tex.) - Maps - 1876</td>
<td>81885</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fort McKeen (N.D.) SEE Fort Abraham Lincoln (N.D.)</td>
<td>81885</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fort McPherson (Neb.) - Maps - 1876</td>
<td>81885</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fort McRae (N.M.) - Maps - 1876</td>
<td>81885</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fort Meigs Hotel (Toledo, Ohio)</td>
<td>60609</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fort Michilimackinac : Historic Park</td>
<td>27372</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fort Michilimackinac (Mackinaw City, Mich.) - Maps - 1700-1799 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>43757</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fort Michilimackinac (Mackinaw City, Mich.) - Maps - 1717 - Manuscripts</td>
<td>43761</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fort Michilimackinac (Mackinaw City, Mich.) - Maps - 1766-1769 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>27371</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fort Michilimackinac (Mackinaw City, Mich.) - Pictorial works - 1766</td>
<td>27371</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fort Michilimackinac (Mich.) - Tourism - 1980</td>
<td>27372</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fort Mifflin (Philadelphia, Pa.) - Capture, 1777</td>
<td>27373</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fort Miller (N.Y.) - Maps - 1759 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>27374, 27375</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fort Miller Regon (N.Y.) - Pictorial works - 1821-1828</td>
<td>34846</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fort Mojave (Ariz.) - Maps - 1879</td>
<td>81888</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fort Mont Royal (Traben-Trarbach, Germany) - Maps - 1695</td>
<td>27376</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fort Montgomery (Highlands, N.Y.) - Capture, 1777</td>
<td>18725, 18726</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fort Moultrie, Battle of, S.C., 1776 - Maps</td>
<td>27377, 27378, 57964</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fort Moultrie, Battle of, S.C., 1776 - Pictorial works</td>
<td>64252</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fort Moultrie (S.C.) - Maps - 1780 - Pictorial works</td>
<td>64252</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fort Myers EasyFinder : Local street detail</td>
<td>27379</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fort Myers ( Fla.) - Maps - 1995 - Road maps</td>
<td>41779</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fort Myers (Fla.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps</td>
<td>27379</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fort Myers &amp; vicinity StreetFinder</td>
<td>41779</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fort Nassau (Brazil) - Maps - 1671</td>
<td>27380</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fort Nassau (Curaçao) - Maps - 1671</td>
<td>27380</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Fort Saco (Me.) - Maps - 1699 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 27406
Fort Saint Frederic (Crown Point, N.Y.) - Maps - 1732 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 22456
Fort Saint Frederic (Crown Point, N.Y.) - Maps - 1739 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 27407
Fort Saint Frederic (Crown Point, N.Y.) - Maps - 1758 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 22457
Fort Saint Frederic (Crown Point, N.Y.) - Maps - 1759 - Manuscripts 22461, 27408
Fort Saint Frederic (Crown Point, N.Y.) - Maps - 1759 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 22458, 22459, 22460
Fort Saint Frederic (Crown Point, N.Y.) - Maps - 1774 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 22462
Fort Saint Frederic (Crown Point, N.Y.) - Maps - 1782 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 22463
Fort Saint Louis (Benin) - Maps - 1715 - Manuscripts 62463, 62464
Fort San Carlos de Austria (Fla.) SEE Fort Barrancas (Fla.) 64160
Fort San Carlos de Barrancas (Pensacola, Florida) - Maps - 1797 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 27409
Fort San Diego (Calif.) SEE Presidio of San Diego (Calif.) 81888
Fort San Felipe (Cavite, Philippines) - Maps - 1766 - Manuscripts 18891
Fort San Felipe (Cavite, Philippines) - Maps - 1767 - Manuscripts 18892
Fort San Jose (Calif.) SEE Camp San Jose (Calif.) 81888
Fort San Marcos de Apalache (Saint Marks, Fla.) - Maps - 1760-1769 - Manuscripts 27410
Fort San Marcos de Apalache (Saint Marks, Fla.) - Maps - 1800 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 27411, 27412
Fort San Marcos de Apalache (Saint Marks, Fla.) - Maps - 1800 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 27413
Fort Sanders (Wyo.) - Maps - 1876 81885
Fort Santa Elena (Port Royal, S.C.) SEE Santa Elena Site (S.C.) 68826
Fort Santiago (Manila, Philippines) - Maps - 1770 - Manuscript maps 27414, 27415
Fort Saskatchewan (Alta.) - Maps - 1992 - Road maps 24687
Fort Scott (San Francisco, Calif.) SEE Fort Point (San Francisco, Calif.) 81888
Fort Selden, N.M. 27416
Fort Selden (N.M.) - Maps - 1876 81885
Fort Selden (N.M.) - Maps - 1886 - Manuscripts 27416
Fort Selden (N.M.) - Maps - 1889 81931
Fort Selden (N.M.) - Pictorial works - 1889 81931
Fort Selden Region (N.M.) - Maps - 1886 - Manuscripts 27417
Fort Seward (Jamestown, N.D.) - Maps - 1876 81885
Fort Shaw (Mont.) - Maps - 1876 81885
Fort Sheridan (Ill.) - History - 1970 27418
The Fort Sheridan Museum : The founding of Fort Sheridan 27418
Fort Sherman (Idaho) - Maps - 1879 81888
Fort Sidney (Neb.) - Maps - 1876 81885
Fort Sill (Okla.) - Maps - 1876 81885
Fort Sisseton (S.D.) - Maps - 1876 81885
Fort Smith (Ark.) - Pictorial works - 1853 27419
Fort Smith (Ark.) - Pictorial works - 1859 27420
Fort Smith, Arkansas 27419, 27420
Fort Snelling (Minn.) - Maps - 1876 81885
Fort Snelling (Minn.) - Maps - 1910 49458
Fort Snelling (Minn.) - Pictorial works - 1833 27421
Fort St. Andrews (Ga.) - Maps - 1700-1799 27422
Fort St. Claude (Miss.) SEE Fort St. Peter (Miss.) 27427
Fort St. Gabriel Region (La.) - Maps - 1779 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 35091
Fort St. George (Madras, India) -1792 43858
Fort St. Louis (D'Iberville, Miss.) - Maps - 1720 - Fortification - Manuscripts 27423
Fort St. Louis (Kahnawake, Québec) - Maps - 1752 - Manuscripts 27424
Fort St. Louis ou Nouveau Biloxi, 3me établissement 27423
Fort St. Peter (Miss.) - Maps - 1722 - Manuscripts 27427
Fort St. Peter (Miss.) - Maps - 1722 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 27425, 27426
Fort Stambaugh (Wyo.) SEE Camp Stambaugh (Wyo.) 81885
Fort Stanton (N.M.) - Maps - 1876 81885
Fort Stanton (N.M.) - Pictorial works - 1900 27428
Fort Stanwix (Rome, N.Y.) - Maps - 1758 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 27429, 27430
Fort Stanwix (Rome, N.Y.) - Maps - 1759 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 27431
Fort Stanwix (Rome, N.Y.) - Maps - 1764 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 27432
Fort Steele (Wyo.) SEE Fort Fred Steele (Wyo. : Fort) 81885
Fort Stevens State Park (Or.) - Maps - 1879 81888
Fort Stevenson (N.D.) - Maps - 1876 81885
Fort Stewart Region (Mont.) - Maps - 1894 27345
Fort Stockton (Tex.) - Maps - 1876 81885
Fort Street High School (Sydney, N.S.W.) 8416
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fort Wayne Region (Ind.)</th>
<th>Maps - 1968</th>
<th>Road maps</th>
<th>27454</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fort Wayne Region (Ind.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1969</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>27455</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fort Wayne Region (Ind.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1970</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>27456</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fort Wayne Region (Ind.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1975-1976</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>27457</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fort Wayne Region (Ind.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1975</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>27458</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fort Wayne Region (Ind.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1976</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>27459</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fort Wayne Region (Ind.)</td>
<td>Maps - 2004</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>27461, 27462</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fort Wayne Region (Ind.)</td>
<td>Maps - 2006</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>27463</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fort Wayne / Standard Oil, division American Oil Company</td>
<td>27454, 27455, 27456</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fort Wayne street guide</td>
<td>27461, 27462, 27463</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fort Wayne street map and directory, 1975-76</td>
<td>Standard Oil Division of Amoco Oil Company</td>
<td>27457</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fort Wayne street map and directory ...</td>
<td>Standard Oil Division of Amoco Oil Company</td>
<td>27458</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fort Wayne street map and directory / Standard Oil Division, Amoco Oil Company</td>
<td>27459</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fort Wayne &amp; vicinity StreetFinder</td>
<td>27460</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fort Whipple (Ariz.) SEE Whipple Barracks (Ariz.)</td>
<td>81888</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fort William and Mary upon Newcastle Island at the entrance of Piscataqua River in the Province of New Hampshire ... by J. Dudley [1699]</td>
<td>27264</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fort William (Benin)</td>
<td>Maps - 1715</td>
<td>Manuscripts</td>
<td>62464</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fort William Henry (N.Y.)</td>
<td>Capture, 1757</td>
<td>Manuscripts</td>
<td>Facsimiles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fort William Henry (N.Y.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1695</td>
<td>Manuscripts</td>
<td>Facsimiles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fort William Henry (N.Y.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1755</td>
<td>53857, 53858</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fort William Henry (N.Y.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1755</td>
<td>Manuscripts</td>
<td>Facsimiles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fort William Henry (N.Y.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1756</td>
<td>Manuscripts</td>
<td>Facsimiles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fort William Henry (N.Y.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1758</td>
<td>Manuscripts</td>
<td>Facsimiles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fort William Henry (N.Y.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1900</td>
<td>72340, 74597, 74598</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fort William and Mary upon Newcastle Island at the entrance of Piscataqua River in the Province of New Hampshire ... by J. Dudley [1699]</td>
<td>27264</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fort Wayne Region (Ind.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1955</td>
<td>Railroads</td>
<td>22688</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fort Wayne Region (Ind.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1959</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>27475</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fort Wayne Region (Tex.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1961</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>22689, 27476</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fort Wayne Region (Tex.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1964</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>22708</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fort Wayne Region (Tex.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1968</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>74995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fort Wayne Region (Tex.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1969</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>22715, 27484, 74996</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fort Wayne Region (Tex.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1971</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>27485</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fort Wayne Region (Tex.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1974</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>75002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fort Wayne Region (Tex.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1975</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>27486</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fort Wayne Region (Tex.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1976</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>27487, 75004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fort Wayne Region (Tex.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1977</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>27488</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fort Wayne Region (Tex.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1991</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>27477, 27478</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fort Wayne Region (Tex.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1994</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>27479</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fort Wayne Region (Tex.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1996</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>22694, 27480, 27481</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fort Wayne Region (Tex.)</td>
<td>Maps - 2005</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>27495, 27496</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fort Wayne Region (Tex.)</td>
<td>Maps - 2008</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>27499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fort Wayne Region (Tex.)</td>
<td>Maps - 2009</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>22743, 22744, 27500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fort Wayne Region (Tex.)</td>
<td>Maps - Railroads</td>
<td>74609</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fort Wayne street and vicinity maps / Phillips 66</td>
<td>27485</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fort Wayne street guide</td>
<td>27486, 27497, 27499, 27500</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fort Worth, Tarrant County &amp; vicinity StreetFinder</td>
<td>27489, 27490, 27491, 27492, 27493, 27494, 27495, 27496</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fort Worth (Tex.)</td>
<td>History</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>17111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fort Worth (Tex.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1938</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>74768</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fort Worth (Tex.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1939</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>74803</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fort Worth (Tex.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1951</td>
<td>76087, 76088</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Fort Worth (Tex.) - Maps - 1952 - Road maps 22697
Fort Worth (Tex.) - Maps - 1953 - Road maps 22698, 22699
Fort Worth (Tex.) - Maps - 1954 - Road maps 22700
Fort Worth (Tex.) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps 22701, 22702, 22703, 22704
Fort Worth (Tex.) - Maps - 1959 - Road maps 27475
Fort Worth (Tex.) - Maps - 1961 - Road maps 22689, 27476
Fort Worth (Tex.) - Maps - 1964 - Road maps 22708
Fort Worth (Tex.) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps 27482
Fort Worth (Tex.) - Maps - 1967 - Road maps 27483
Fort Worth (Tex.) - Maps - 1969 - Road maps 22715, 27484
Fort Worth (Tex.) - Maps - 1971 - Road maps 27485
Fort Worth (Tex.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps 27486
Fort Worth (Tex.) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps 27487
Fort Worth (Tex.) - Maps - 1977 - Road maps 27488
Fort Worth (Tex.) - Maps - 2001 - Road maps 22731, 27489, 27490
Fort Worth (Tex.) - Maps - 2002 - Road maps 27491, 27492
Fort Worth (Tex.) - Maps - 2003 - Road maps 27493, 27494
Fort Worth (Tex.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps 22733
Fort Worth (Tex.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps 22735, 27495, 27496
Fort Worth (Tex.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps 22737, 27497
Fort Worth (Tex.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps 22739, 27498
Fort Worth (Tex.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps 22741, 27499
Fort Worth (Tex.) - Maps - 2009 - Road maps 22743, 22744, 27500
Fort Worth (Tex.) - Maps - Collections 17111
Fort Worth (Tex.) - Maps - Collections - 1849-1950 27501
Fort Worth (Tex.) - Pictorial works - 1891 27502
Fort Worth (Tex.) - Pictorial works - 1950 27503
Fort Worth (Tex.) - Pictorial works - 1956 27504
Fort Worth / [Texaco] 27483, 27484
Fort Worth tourgide map / Gulf 27482
Fort Worth & vicinity StreetFinder 27479, 27480, 27481
Fort Wright (Or.) SEE Camp Wright (Or.) 15793, 44238
Fort York (Man.) - Maps - 1752 27505
Fort York (Man.) - Maps - 1783 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 27506
Fort Yuma Reservation (Ariz. and Calif.) - Maps - 1869 85228
Fort Yuma Reservation (Ariz. and Calif.) - Maps - 1879 81888
Fort Yuma Reservation (Ariz. and Calif.) - Pictorial works - 1886 85230
Fortaleza (Brazil) - Maps - 1671 - Pictorial works 27507
Fortbildungsschule Verlag 10146
The Forte and castel of Charlemont : bvil by the Lord Cawfeild [sic], Master of the Ordnance 19188
Forte opus 61982
La Forteresse de Mont-Melian ... 51631
La Forteresse de Mont-Melian ... 51629
Fortescue, J. W. (John William), Sir, 1859-1933 11766, 31876, 34830, 36533, 36535, 47563, 60359, 71253, 76368
Fortezza delle Carabuse 32295
La Fortezza di Castelnovo nelle confine d'Albania, posto nell Colto di Cattaro / Fatta da Christofaro Tarnowskij 41341
Fortezza di Charleroy 19194
Fortezza di Dvare 19052
Fortezza di Gerbi 33719, 33720, 33721, 33723
Fortezza di Sign 69863
Fortezza di Soppoto / Petra di Nobilibus formis 70334
La Fortezza e la città di Belgrado 12293
Fortezza nouamente fatta da Turchi detta Turchartogli Olimionas, che in Greco dice fortezza de Mani et in Turchesco Monige al porto delle Quaglie, et Mayna al' capo Mattapan nella Morea ... 44364
Fortezza vecchia di Corfu 41104
Fortezze della Preuesa, e Santa Maura 65547
Firth, Firth of (Scotland) - Maps - 1693 - Coasts - Nautical charts 27508
Firth, Firth of (Scotland) - Maps - 1730 27509
Firth, Firth of (Scotland) - Maps - 1749 - Coasts - Nautical charts 27510
Firth, Firth of (Scotland) - Maps - 1757 - Coasts - Nautical charts 27511
Firth, Firth of (Scotland) - Maps - 1766 - Coasts - Nautical charts 27512
Firth, Firth of (Scotland) - Maps - 1872 24667
Forth River Estuary (Scotland) SEE Firth, Firth of (Scotland) 31953
Forti di Naycheisel 60188
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Forti di Parga  62993
Fortier, Claude-François, 1775-1835  12772
Fortification - Augsburg (Germany) - Maps - 1552 - Pictorial maps  10963
Fortification - England SEE ALSO Hadrian's Wall (England)  33271
Fortification - Europe - Bibliography  49256
Fortification - Europe - Maps - 1694 - Cities and towns  25941
Fortification - Europe - Maps - 1709 - Cities and towns  8736
Fortification - Europe - Maps - 1729 - Cities and towns  8744
Fortification - Florida - Maps - 1856  26878
Fortification - France - Maps - 1761 - Nautical charts  27741
Fortification - France - Maps - 1774 - Nautical charts  27776
Fortification, French - Canada  15923
Fortification - History  49252
Fortification - Jamaica - History  39425
Fortification - Maps - 1689  27513
Fortification - Maps - 1702  27514
Fortification - Maps - 1715  52749
Fortification - Maps - 1797 - Study and teaching  49205, 49206, 49207, 49208, 49209, 49210, 49211
Fortification - Maps - 1798 - Study and teaching  49224, 49225, 49226, 49227, 49228, 49229, 49230, 49231, 49232, 49233
Fortification - Problems, exercises, etc. - Maps - 11715  52749
Fortification - Problems, exercises, etc. - Maps - 1700-1799 - Manuscripts  27515
Fortification - Problems, exercises, etc. - Maps - 1800-1881 - Manuscripts  67443
Fortification - Rio de Janeiro (Brazil) - Maps - Collections, 1555-1800  66844
Fortification - Scotland SEE ALSO Antonine Wall (Scotland)  2174
Fortification SEE ALSO Military bases  81867
Fortification [site on the Missouri River built and abandoned by Indians]  51142, 51144, 51146
Fortification [site on the Missouri River built and abandoned by Indians] / W.G. Evans sc.  51147
Fortification - West (U.S.) - Maps - 1866 - Manuscripts  81848
Fortification - West (U.S.) - Maps - 1866 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  81844, 81845, 81846, 81847
Fortifications of Jamaica / David Buisseret  39425
Fortifications - Plans - 1800  27516, 27517
Fortified city] / Ramier de Raudiere  36462
Fortified towns of New France (slide)  17016
Fortin, J. (Jean), 1750  17029
Fortin, Jean, fl. 1763  56926
Fortin, Marcel, 1967-  26670
Fortis banque  18076
Fortlouis mitt der Gegend auff 6 Stunden  27361
The Fortress of Almeida, on the Coa River  1320
Fortress of Louisbourg National Historic Park  43264
Fortress of Louisbourg National Historic Park - Map collections - Catalogs  43264
Fortrose (Scotland) - Pictorial works - 1740  24680
Fortt, Raymond (photographer)  31996
Fortunatae Insulae SEE Canary Islands  67157
Fortune  6327, 6328, 6329, 6330, 55708, 84355
Fortune (1952)  65118
Fortune Bay (N.L.) - Maps - 1784 - Nautical charts  56914, 56915
Fortunes SEE Wealth  25247
Forty etchings from sketches in North America  57714, 57715
Forty-four cities in the city of Chicago  19827
Forty Mile River (Alaska and Yukon) SEE Fortymile River (Alaska and Yukon)  27518
Forty-one years in India  36489
Forty-two new maps of Asia, Africa & America  7791
Forty years a fur trader on the upper Missouri : the personal narrative of Charles Larpenteur, 1833-1872 / edited ... by Elliot Coues  51149
Fortymile River Valley (Alaska and Yukon) - Maps - 1895 - Gold mines and mining  27518
Forty years a fur trader on the upper Missouri : the personal narrative of Charles Larpenteur, 1833-1872 / edited ... by Elliot Coues  51149
Forty Mile River Valley (Alaska and Yukon) - Maps - 1895 - Gold mines and mining  27518
Forum : Matthias Zündt  85354
Forward (Firm)  15167
Fosbroke, Thomas Dudley, 1770-1842. An Original history of the city of Gloucester (1819)  32191
Fosbroke, Cicely  12491, 14804, 23739, 33850, 40596, 42135, 51268, 58780, 58836, 60151, 82996
Fosbroke, T. H.  57195, 58780, 58836
Fosdick, H. M., fl. 1822-  23229, 23230
Foss (H.D.) & Co. SEE H.D. Foss & Co.  42979
Foss, Theodore Nicholas  17066, 17067, 66753
Fossa Eugenia Canal (Germany) - Maps - 1725  27519
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The Fourteenth-century discovery of America by Antonio Zeno 18220
A Fourteenth century riddle, and its solution 57298
Fourth Corner Registry 82858
The Fourth part of the general English pilot. Describing the sea-coasts, capes, head-lands, bays, roads, rivers, harbours, ports, with the exact appearances and representations of the most principal marks, lands, &c. Together with the soundings, sands, 3666
The Fourth part of the world : the race to the ends of the Earth, and the epic story of the map that gave America its name / Toby Lester 80666
Fourth report of the United States Geographic Board, 1890 to 1916 52101
Fowey & Mounts-Bay / la. Clerk sculp. 22179, 22180
Fowey Region (England) - Maps - 1693 - Coasts - Nautical charts 22179
Fowey Region (England) - Maps - 1749 - Coasts - Nautical charts 22180
Fowey Region (England) - Maps - 1757 - Coasts - Nautical charts 22182
Fowle & Capen SEE Wm. B. Fowle & Nahum Capen (Firm) 29540
Fowle, William Bentley, 1795-1865 29540
Fowler & Bulger 51812
Fowler, E. S. 41491
Fowler, G. Herbert (George Herbert), 1861-1940 3453, 12063, 26426, 60269, 66396
Fowler & Kelly 75623
Fowler, T. M. (Thaddeus Mortimer), 1842-1922 51812, 61310
Fowler & Wells 40074, 81823
Fox and Howard (Chicago, Ill.) SEE Fox & Howard (Chicago, Ill.) 19486
Fox and Hoyt's map of the territory embraced in the annual conferences of the M.E. Church : showing the boundaries & P.E. districts and location of the principal stations 46164
Fox Chapel Publishing 41574
Fox, D. A., fl. 1859 66782
Fox, David A. (David Alan) 20030, 81056
Fox, Diana J. 42099
Fox, Dixon Ryan, 1887-1945 76621
Fox, Edward A. 19528, 81144
Fox, Edward Whiting 25832, 25833, 76252
Fox, Florence C., 1861-1933 62276
Fox, Frank, 1874-1960 25356, 38973
Fox, Gerald, 1939- 84523
Fox, Henry J., 1821-1891 46164
Fox & Howard (Chicago, Ill.) 19486
Fox hunting - England - Maps - 1850 25272
Fox hunting - England - Maps - 1860 25284
Fox hunting - England - Maps - 1890 25329
Fox Indians - Macoupin Creek (Ill.) - Maps - 1730 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 43779, 43780
Fox Indians - United States - Maps - 1840 76676
Fox Indians - Wisconsin - Maps - 1730 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 83064, 83065
Fox, James W. 75312
Fox, Justus, 1736-1805 38595
Fox, Matt J. (Matthew Joseph) 11122
Fox River Publishing Co. 45158
Fox River (Wis. and Ill.) - Maps - 1730 - Indians - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 83064, 83065
Fox (Ship) 2387
Fox Valley and Western Railroad SEE Fox Valley & Western Ltd. 83583
Fox River & Western Ltd. 83583
Fox Valley & Western Ltd. - Maps - 1993 83583
Fox, Virginia L. 77934
Foxe, Luke, 1586-1635 2408
Foxell, Simon 42745
Foyer, Magasin du SEE Magasin du foyer 27966
Foyle (Firm) SEE W. & G. Foyle Ltd. 66565
Foyles modern school atlas of comparative geography : a series of 80 coloured plates, containing 142 maps and diagrams showing the territorial changes effected since 1914, with an introduction and a new and complete index / edited by George Philip 8461
Foyles (W. & G.), firm SEE W. & G. Foyles Ltd. 66565
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>France - Description and travel - 1000</td>
<td>28621</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland - History - 1000</td>
<td>29915</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Description and travel - 1825</td>
<td>27539</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France. Direction des cartes, plans et archives et de la statistique graphique</td>
<td>33500, 33501</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France. Direction générale des postes</td>
<td>26036</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France. Direction générale des postes. Postes impériales : état général des postes et relais de l'empire français (1810)</td>
<td>26033</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France. Direction générale des postes SEE ALSO France. Administration des postes</td>
<td>26033</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France divided into circles and departments</td>
<td>27840, 27861</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France, divided into military governments</td>
<td>27774</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France, divided into military governments / by Samuel Dunn</td>
<td>27796, 27831</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France, divided into provinces</td>
<td>27799, 27800</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>La France divisée en provinces et en généralités / dont le plan est celui de l'ancienne Gaule du Sr. d'Anville ... ; gravé par Guill. De-la-Haye</td>
<td>27782</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>La France divisée par gouvernements et par provinces ...</td>
<td>27721</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>La France divisée par provinces</td>
<td>27697</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>La France divisée suivant ses provinces, ou gouvernements militaires / par le Sr. Robert de Vaugondy, géographe ord. du roi ... 1773 ; Arrivet inv. &amp; sculpt.</td>
<td>27771</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France / drawn &amp; engraved by J. Archer, Pentonville, London</td>
<td>27930</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France / drawn under the direction of Mr. Pinkerton by L. Hebert ; Neele sculp. 352 Strand</td>
<td>27887</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>La France ecclesiastique</td>
<td>27712</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France. Ecole nationale des ponts et chaussées SEE Ecole nationale des ponts et chaussées (France)</td>
<td>33501</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France. Ecole spéciale militaire de Saint-Cyr SEE École spéciale militaire de Saint-Cyr</td>
<td>49250</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Economic Maps - 1780-1799</td>
<td>24614</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France en 4 volumes. Centre et Sud : réseaux d'Orléans et du Midi / publié sous la direction de Marcel Monmarché</td>
<td>28031</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France en 4 volumes. Nord et Est : réseaux de l'état de l'Est et d'Alsace-Lorraine / publié sous la direction de Marcel Monmarché</td>
<td>28033</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France en 4 volumes. Ouest : le réseau de l'État</td>
<td>28041</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France en 4 volumes. Sud-est : le réseau P.-L.-M.</td>
<td>28039</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France en chemin de fer: cartes</td>
<td>5089</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France / Engd. by Kirkwood &amp; Son Edinr.</td>
<td>27990</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France (English)</td>
<td>28016</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France equinoxiale</td>
<td>5244</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[La France et ses colonies]</td>
<td>27982</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>La France et ses colonies : atlas departmental / publié par Michel fils ainé ; dressé par A. Lorrain et gravé par H. Dandeleux</td>
<td>27918</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>La France et ses colonies : atlas illustré cent cinq cartes ... / par M. Vuillemin : texte ... par Ernest Poirée</td>
<td>27968</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>La France et ses colonies : atlas illustré, cent huit cartes dressées d'après les cartes du Dépôt de la guerre, des Ponts et chaussées, de la Marine, des Travaux publics, de l'Intérieur et des Eaux et forêts / par MM. Vuillemin, L. Thuillier, Ch. Lacos</td>
<td>27990</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France et ses colonies / par Onésime Reclus</td>
<td>27531</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France, Etat-Major des armées</td>
<td>2504, 14980, 68194, 68195, 80571</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France for the motorist / by Charles L. Freeston</td>
<td>28036</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Forest Maps</td>
<td>27218</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France from the air / texts and commentary by Raymond Chevallier [and] François Cali ; introduction by Pierre Gascar</td>
<td>27525, 27526</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Geography</td>
<td>27538</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Geography - 1742</td>
<td>29014</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Geography - 1798</td>
<td>27849</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Geography - 1825</td>
<td>27539</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Geography - 1835-1836</td>
<td>27540</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Geography - 1839</td>
<td>27541</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Geography - 1842</td>
<td>27542</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Geography - 1892</td>
<td>9489, 30398</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Geography - 1900-1999 - Study and Teaching</td>
<td>27543</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Geography - 1909</td>
<td>9513</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Geography - 1920</td>
<td>27544</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Geography - 1922</td>
<td>30571</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Geography - 1938</td>
<td>30591</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Guidebooks - 1920</td>
<td>84602</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France / Hewitt sculp. Queen Str. Bloomsby. London</td>
<td>27875, 27893</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France: historic &amp; romantic</td>
<td>28011</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Historical geography - 1844 - Maps</td>
<td>52650, 52651</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Historical geography - Maps - 0987</td>
<td>27545</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Historical geography - Maps - 1590-1606</td>
<td>27546</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Historical geography - Maps - 1594-1606</td>
<td>27547</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Historical geography - Maps - 1600-1815</td>
<td>27596</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Historical geography - Maps - 1641</td>
<td>27548, 27549</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Historical geography - Maps - 1700</td>
<td>27550</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Historical geography - Maps - 1756-1763</td>
<td>69878</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catalog Entry</td>
<td>Call Number</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - History, Naval - Sources</td>
<td>28089</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - History - Revolution, 1789-1799 - Campaigns - Maps - 1794</td>
<td>12367, 53472</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - History - Revolution, 1789-1799 - Maps</td>
<td>26008, 27797</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - History - Revolution, 1789-1799 - Maps - 1800</td>
<td>75401</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - History - Revolution, 1789-1799 - Maps - 1839</td>
<td>25846, 27597</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - History - Revolution, 1789-1799 - SEE France - History - 1789-1799</td>
<td>27564</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - History - Wars of The Huguenots, 1562-1598 - Maps</td>
<td>42314, 64950</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - History - West Indies - Revolution, 1789 - Exhibitions</td>
<td>41801</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - History - World War, 1914-1918 - Maps</td>
<td>27598</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - History - World War, 1914-1918 - Maps - Battlefields</td>
<td>12103</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France I</td>
<td>28095</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France II</td>
<td>28096</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France III</td>
<td>28160</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>La France illustrée : atlas contenant tous les départements et les plans des chefs-lieux / par A.H. Dufour</td>
<td>27951</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France. Imprimerie impériale 11032, 11048, 33314, 62999, 63000, 63001, 63002, 63003, 63004, 63007, 63008, 63009, 63010, 63014, 63016, 63018, 63020, 63022, 63023, 63025, 63028, 63029, 63030, 63031, 63034, 63039</td>
<td>27951</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France. Imprimerie royale 48091</td>
<td>30951</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Imprints 36459</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France, in Departments 27900, 27910, 27922, 27934, 27944, 27992, 28017</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France in departments / by Keith Johnston, F.R.S.E.; engraved &amp; printed by W. &amp; A.K. Johnston, Edinburgh</td>
<td>27959</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France, in departments / Young &amp; Delleker sc.</td>
<td>27912</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France in provinces 27894, 27906, 27908, 27909, 27923, 27945</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France in provinces and departments / Neele sculp. 27873</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France in provinces / Kirkwood sculpt. 27876, 27877</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France including Corsica 28059</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France. Inspection du Génie. Bibliothèque. 14-7 19326</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France. Inspection du Génie. Bibliothèque. 15-1-7 41208</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France. Inspection du Génie. Bibliothèque. 15-1-7, 10 51253</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France. Inspection du Génie. Bibliothèque. 15-1-7(12) 33016</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France. Inspection du Génie. Bibliothèque. 15-1-7(27) 56940</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France. Inspection du Génie. Bibliothèque. 15-1-7(29) 82957</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France. Inspection du Génie. Bibliothèque. Manuscript map Ms. fo. 210e, no. 2 27424</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{France} / {Jodocus Hondius} 27622</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Map industry and trade - 1600-1799 - Charts, Diagrams, Etc.</td>
<td>9546</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Maps - 1490 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 27599</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Maps - 1540 27600, 27601</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Maps - 1552 27602, 27603</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Maps - 1558 27604</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Maps - 1563 27605, 27606</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Maps - 1566 27607, 27608</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Maps - 1570 27609</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Maps - 1578 27610</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Maps - 1588 27611</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Maps - 1590 63021</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Maps - 1590-1606 27546</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Maps - 1593 27612</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Maps - 1594 27613, 27614</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Maps - 1594-1606 27547</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Maps - 1600-1699 - Cities and towns 53358</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Maps - 1600-1899 - Postal Service 27615</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Maps - 1600-1899 - Road maps 27615</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Maps - 1603 27616</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Maps - 1606 27617, 27618</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Maps - 1611 27619</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Maps - 1611 - Cities and towns - Pictorial works 28085</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Maps - 1619-1641 28086</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Maps - 1620 - Cities and towns 27620</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Maps - 1624 - Ecclesiastical geography 27621</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Maps - 1625 27622</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Maps - 1626 27623</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Maps - 1626-1631 27624</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Maps - 1632 27625</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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France - Maps - 1632 - Postal Service 27626
France - Maps - 1633 27628, 27668
France - Maps - 1633 (Provisional Heading) 27627
France - Maps - 1634 - Coasts - Nautical charts 27629
France - Maps - 1636 25921, 27630, 27632
France - Maps - 1636 - Cities and towns 27632
France - Maps - 1636 - Cities and towns (Provisional Heading) 27631
France - Maps - 1637-1646 27633
France - Maps - 1640 (Provisional Heading) 27634
France - Maps - 1641 27549
France - Maps - 1641 - Rivers 27635
France - Maps - 1643 27636
France - Maps - 1646 27637
France - Maps - 1648 25930
France - Maps - 1649 27567, 27638
France - Maps - 1655 27639, 27640
France - Maps - 1656-1679 - Ecclesiastical geography 27641
France - Maps - 1657 - Cities and towns 25926, 27642
France - Maps - 1659 (Provisional Heading) 27643
France - Maps - 1660 229, 27644
France - Maps - 1666 (Provisional Heading) 27645
France - Maps - 1667 27646
France - Maps - 1676 27647
France - Maps - 1680 27648, 27649
France - Maps - 1680 (Provisional Heading) 27650
France - Maps - 1682 27651
France - Maps - 1684 27652, 27653
France - Maps - 1688 27654
France - Maps - 1689 27655, 27656
(France) - Maps - 1693 62304
France - Maps - 1695 27657, 27660
France - Maps - 1695 - Coasts - Nautical charts 27658
France - Maps - 1695 - Road maps 27659
France - Maps - 1696 - Cities and towns 45731
France - Maps - 1696 - Names, Geographical 27661
France - Maps - 1696 - Postal Service 27662
France - Maps - 1699 27663, 27664
France - Maps - 1700 27550, 27665, 27666, 27667, 27668, 27669, 65911
France - Maps - 1700-1747 12131
France - Maps - 1701 27670, 27671
France - Maps - 1702 27672
France - Maps - 1702 - Coasts - Nautical charts 27673, 27674
France - Maps - 1703 27675, 27676
France - Maps - 1703 - Military maps 12139
France - Maps - 1705-1716 27677
France - Maps - 1706-1747 - Military maps 12141
France - Maps - 1707 27678
France - Maps - 1708 27679
France - Maps - 1709 27680
France - Maps - 1710 27681, 27682, 27683, 62309
France - Maps - 1710 - Road maps 27684, 27685
France - Maps - 1712 2270
France - Maps - 1712 - Military maps 12145
France - Maps - 1713 27686
France - Maps - 1713-1715 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 13252
France - Maps - 1714 2265, 2271
France - Maps - 1715 27687
France - Maps - 1715 - Coasts - Nautical charts 27688
France - Maps - 1717 72717
France - Maps - 1719 27689
France - Maps - 1719 - Postal service 27690
France - Maps - 1719 - Road maps 27690
France - Maps - 1720 12150, 27691
France - Maps - 1721 27692, 27693, 27694, 27695, 27696
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Call Number(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1772</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1771</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1770</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1769</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1767</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1766</td>
<td>Provisional Heading</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1764</td>
<td>Provisional Heading</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1763</td>
<td>Provisional Heading</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1762</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1761</td>
<td>Provisional Heading</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1760</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1759</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1758</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1757</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1756</td>
<td>Provisional Heading</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1755</td>
<td>Cities and towns - Fortification</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1754</td>
<td>Cities and towns - Arc Measures</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1753</td>
<td>Provisions Heading</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1752</td>
<td>Cities and towns - Triangulation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1751</td>
<td>Provisional Heading</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1750</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1749</td>
<td>Postal Service</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1748</td>
<td>Postal Service</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1747</td>
<td>Postal Service</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1746</td>
<td>Postal Service</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1745</td>
<td>Postal Service</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1744</td>
<td>Postal Service</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1743</td>
<td>Postal Service</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1742</td>
<td>Postal Service</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1741</td>
<td>Postal Service</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1740</td>
<td>Postal Service</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1739</td>
<td>Postal Service</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1738</td>
<td>Postal Service</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1737</td>
<td>Postal Service</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1736</td>
<td>Postal Service</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1735</td>
<td>Postal Service</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1734</td>
<td>Postal Service</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1733</td>
<td>Postal Service</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1732</td>
<td>Postal Service</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1731</td>
<td>Postal Service</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1730</td>
<td>Postal Service</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1729</td>
<td>Postal Service</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1728</td>
<td>Postal Service</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1727</td>
<td>Postal Service</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1726</td>
<td>Postal Service</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1725</td>
<td>Postal Service</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1724</td>
<td>Postal Service</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1723</td>
<td>Postal Service</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1722</td>
<td>Postal Service</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1721</td>
<td>Postal Service</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1720</td>
<td>Postal Service</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1719</td>
<td>Postal Service</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1718</td>
<td>Postal Service</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1717</td>
<td>Postal Service</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1716</td>
<td>Postal Service</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1715</td>
<td>Postal Service</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1714</td>
<td>Postal Service</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1713</td>
<td>Postal Service</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1712</td>
<td>Postal Service</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1711</td>
<td>Postal Service</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1710</td>
<td>Postal Service</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1709</td>
<td>Postal Service</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1708</td>
<td>Postal Service</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1707</td>
<td>Postal Service</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1706</td>
<td>Postal Service</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1705</td>
<td>Postal Service</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1704</td>
<td>Postal Service</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1703</td>
<td>Postal Service</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1702</td>
<td>Postal Service</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1701</td>
<td>Postal Service</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1700</td>
<td>Postal Service</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1699</td>
<td>Postal Service</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1698</td>
<td>Postal Service</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1697</td>
<td>Postal Service</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1696</td>
<td>Postal Service</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1695</td>
<td>Postal Service</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1694</td>
<td>Postal Service</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1693</td>
<td>Postal Service</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1692</td>
<td>Postal Service</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1691</td>
<td>Postal Service</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1690</td>
<td>Postal Service</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1689</td>
<td>Postal Service</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1688</td>
<td>Postal Service</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1687</td>
<td>Postal Service</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1686</td>
<td>Postal Service</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1685</td>
<td>Postal Service</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1684</td>
<td>Postal Service</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1683</td>
<td>Postal Service</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1682</td>
<td>Postal Service</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1681</td>
<td>Postal Service</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1680</td>
<td>Postal Service</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1679</td>
<td>Postal Service</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1678</td>
<td>Postal Service</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1677</td>
<td>Postal Service</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1676</td>
<td>Postal Service</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1675</td>
<td>Postal Service</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1674</td>
<td>Postal Service</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1673</td>
<td>Postal Service</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1672</td>
<td>Postal Service</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1671</td>
<td>Postal Service</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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France - Maps - 1772 - Postal Service 27768, 27769
France - Maps - 1772 (Provisional Heading) 27770
France - Maps - 1772 - Road maps 27768, 27769
France - Maps - 1773 27771
France - Maps - 1773 (Provisional Heading) 27772, 27773
France - Maps - 1774 27774
France - Maps - 1774 - Cities and towns - Nautical charts 27776
France - Maps - 1774 - Coast defenses - Nautical charts 27776
France - Maps - 1774 - Coasts - Nautical charts 27775, 27776
France - Maps - 1774 - Fortification - Nautical charts 27776
France - Maps - 1774 - Harbors - Nautical charts 27776
France - Maps - 1775 27777
France - Maps - 1775 (Provisional Heading) 27778
France - Maps - 1775 - Road maps 27779
France - Maps - 1776 (Provisional Heading) 27780, 27781
France - Maps - 1780 27782, 27783
France - Maps - 1780 - Geology 27784
France - Maps - 1780 - Mines and Mineral Resources 27784
France - Maps - 1780 (Provisional Heading) 27785, 27786
France - Maps - 1781 27787
France - Maps - 1782 27552, 27788
France - Maps - 1783 27553, 27789
France - Maps - 1784 27790, 27791
France - Maps - 1785 27792
France - Maps - 1785 (Provisional Heading) 27793, 27794, 27795
France - Maps - 1786 27796
France - Maps - 1786-1824 - Military geography 27797
France - Maps - 1786-1824 - Military maps 27797
France - Maps - 1789 - Administrative and political divisions 27798, 27964
France - Maps - 1790 27799, 27800, 27804
France - Maps - 1790 - Administrative and political divisions 27801, 27804
France - Maps - 1790 - Coasts - Nautical charts 27802, 27803
France - Maps - 1790 (Provisional Heading) 27805
France - Maps - 1791 27806
France - Maps - 1791 - Administrative and political divisions 27807
France - Maps - 1791 - Canals 14633
France - Maps - 1792 (Provisional Heading) 27808
France - Maps - 1793 27809, 27810, 27828
France - Maps - 1793-1794 52293
France - Maps - 1793 - Cartoon maps 25147
France - Maps - 1793 - Coasts 13138, 26748, 27811, 27812, 27813, 27814, 27815, 27816, 27817, 27818, 27819, 27820, 27821, 27822, 27824, 27825, 33198
France - Maps - 1793 - Coasts - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. 27823
France - Maps - 1793 - Coasts - Nautical charts 27826, 27827
France - Maps - 1793 (Provisional Heading) 27829
France - Maps - 1793 - Rivers 27830
France - Maps - 1794 27831, 27832, 27833, 27836
France - Maps - 1794 - Administrative and political divisions 27834, 27835
France - Maps - 1794 - Postal service 27837, 27838
France - Maps - 1794 (Provisional Heading) 27839
France - Maps - 1796 27840
France - Maps - 1797 27841, 27842, 27843, 27844, 27845, 27846
France - Maps - 1798 27847, 27848, 27849
France - Maps - 1799 27850
France - Maps - 1799 - Coasts - Nautical charts 27851
France - Maps - 1799 - Maps, Physical 27852
France - Maps - 1800 27853, 27854, 27855
France - Maps - 1800 - Administrative and political divisions 27855
France - Maps - 1802 27856
France - Maps - 1802 (Provisional Heading) 27857
France - Maps - 1803 27859
France - Maps - 1803 - Administrative and political divisions 27858
France - Maps - 1804 27860, 27861
France - Maps - 1805 - Coasts - Nautical charts 27862
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France - Maps - 1805 - Phytogeography 27863
France - Maps - 1806 9283, 27865
France - Maps - 1806 - Administrative and political divisions 27864
France - Maps - 1806 (Provisional Heading) 27866
France - Maps - 1807 27867
France - Maps - 1807-1814 72777
France - Maps - 1809 27868
France - Maps - 1810 27869
France - Maps - 1810-1812 27870
France - Maps - 1810-1819 - Maps - Distances 26032
France - Maps - 1810-1819 - Maps - Transportation 26032
France - Maps - 1810 - Postal service 26033
France - Maps - 1811 27871, 27872
France - Maps - 1811 - Postal service 26036
France - Maps - 1812 - Administrative and Political Divisions 27592
France - Maps - 1813 26375, 27873
France - Maps - 1814 27874, 27875, 27878
France - Maps - 1814 - Administrative and political divisions 27876, 27877
France - Maps - 1815 27882
France - Maps - 1815 - Administrative and political divisions 27879
France - Maps - 1815 - Napoleonic Wars, 1800-1815 - Campaigns 27880, 27881
France - Maps - 1816 9305, 9321, 27883, 27884
France - Maps - 1816 - Road maps 27884
France - Maps - 1817 27885
France - Maps - 1818 27886, 27887
France - Maps - 1820 27888, 27889
France - Maps - 1821 27890, 27891, 27892
France - Maps - 1822 27893
France - Maps - 1822 - Administrative and political divisions 27894
France - Maps - 1823 27895, 27896, 27897
France - Maps - 1825 27539, 27898, 27899
France - Maps - 1825 - Postal service 69878
France - Maps - 1826 27900
France - Maps - 1826 - Road maps (Provisional Heading) 27901
France - Maps - 1827 27902
France - Maps - 1828 (Provisional Heading) 27903
France - Maps - 1829 27904, 27905
France - Maps - 1829 - Administrative and political divisions 27906
France - Maps - 1830 28095, 28096
France - Maps - 1830-1831 27907
France - Maps - 1831 27908, 27909, 27910, 28160
France - Maps - 1832-1879 - Topographic maps 27911
France - Maps - 1833 27912, 27913
France - Maps - 1834 27914
France - Maps - 1834 (Provisional Heading) 27915
France - Maps - 1835 27916, 27917
France - Maps - 1835-1836 27540
France - Maps - 1835-1836 - Statistics 27540
France - Maps - 1836 27918
France - Maps - 1837 27919
France - Maps - 1837 - Rivers 27920
France - Maps - 1838 27921
France - Maps - 1839 27541
France - Maps - 1839 - Statistics 27541
France - Maps - 1840 27922, 27923, 27924, 27925, 27926
France - Maps - 1840-1841 27927
France - Maps - 1840-1843 27556
France - Maps - 1840 (Provisional Heading) 27928
France - Maps - 1841 27929, 27930
France - Maps - 1841 (Provisional Heading) 27931
France - Maps - 1841 - Road maps 27932
France - Maps - 1842 27542, 52643
France - Maps - 1842 - Statistics 27542
France - Maps - 1844 27933
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Call Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>France - Maps - 1845</td>
<td>27934, 27935, 27936</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Maps - 1845 - Administrative and political divisions</td>
<td>27935</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Maps - 1845 - Railroads</td>
<td>27935</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Maps - 1847</td>
<td>9387, 27938</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Maps - 1847 - Language and languages</td>
<td>27937</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Maps - 1849 - Postal service</td>
<td>27939</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Maps - 1849 - Railroads</td>
<td>27939</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Maps - 1849 - Road maps</td>
<td>27939</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Maps - 1850 - Ethnology</td>
<td>66492</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Maps - 1850 - Language and languages</td>
<td>66492</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Maps - 1851</td>
<td>27940</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Maps - 1852</td>
<td>27942</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Maps - 1852-1864 - Topographic maps</td>
<td>27941</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Maps - 1852 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>27942</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Maps - 1853</td>
<td>27944, 27945</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Maps - 1854</td>
<td>27946</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Maps - 1854 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>27947</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Maps - 1855</td>
<td>27948, 27949</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Maps - 1856</td>
<td>27950, 27955</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Maps - 1856 - Railroads</td>
<td>27950, 27955</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Maps - 1857</td>
<td>27951, 27952</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Maps - 1859 - Colonies</td>
<td>27968, 30835</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Maps - 1859 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>27954</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Maps - 1859 - Railroads</td>
<td>27955</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Maps - 1860</td>
<td>27956, 27957</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Maps - 1860 - Railroads</td>
<td>27958</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Maps - 1861</td>
<td>27959</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Maps - 1861 - Road maps</td>
<td>27960</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Maps - 1862</td>
<td>27961</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Maps - 1864-1865</td>
<td>27962</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Maps - 1865</td>
<td>27963</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Maps - 1866</td>
<td>27964, 27965</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Maps - 1866 - Administrative and political divisions</td>
<td>27965</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Maps - 1866 - Railroads</td>
<td>27965</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Maps - 1867</td>
<td>27966</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Maps - 1867 - Language and languages</td>
<td>31529</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Maps - 1869</td>
<td>27967</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Maps - 1870</td>
<td>27968, 28212, 28213, 69815</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Maps - 1870-1871</td>
<td>28214, 28215, 28216</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Maps - 1870 - Colonies</td>
<td>27968</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Maps - 1871</td>
<td>26117, 28217</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Maps - 1871-1873 - Election districts</td>
<td>9431</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Maps - 1872</td>
<td>27970</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Maps - 1872-1880 - Military maps</td>
<td>27969</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Maps - 1873</td>
<td>27971</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Maps - 1873 - Postal service</td>
<td>27972</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Maps - 1873 - Railroads</td>
<td>27972</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Maps - 1873 - Road maps</td>
<td>27972</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Maps - 1873 - Topographic maps</td>
<td>27973</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Maps - 1875</td>
<td>27974</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Maps - 1875 - Colonies (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>27974</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Maps - 1875 - Jigsaw puzzle maps</td>
<td>27975</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Maps - 1875 - Railroads</td>
<td>27976</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Maps - 1877</td>
<td>27978, 27979, 27980</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Maps - 1877-1878</td>
<td>27977</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Maps - 1878</td>
<td>27530, 27981, 27982, 52084</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Maps - 1878 - Colonies</td>
<td>27982</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Maps - 1878 - Economics</td>
<td>24616</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Maps - 1879</td>
<td>27984</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Maps - 1879-1881</td>
<td>27983</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Maps - 1879 - Administrative and political divisions</td>
<td>27984</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Maps - 1879 - Geology</td>
<td>14400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Maps - 1880 - Military maps</td>
<td>27985</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Maps - 1880 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>27986</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Maps - 1882-1884</td>
<td>27987</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Call Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>France - Maps - 1883</td>
<td>27988</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Maps - 1883 - Watersheds</td>
<td>27989</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Maps - 1884</td>
<td>27990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Maps - 1884 - Colonies</td>
<td>27990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Maps - 1885</td>
<td>27991,27992,27993</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Maps - 1885 - Military maps</td>
<td>27994</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Maps - 1886</td>
<td>27995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Maps - 1887</td>
<td>27996</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Maps - 1887-1889</td>
<td>27531</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Maps - 1888</td>
<td>27997</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Maps - 1889</td>
<td>27998,27999,28000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Maps - 1889 - Manuscripts</td>
<td>30349</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Maps - 1890</td>
<td>28001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Maps - 1890 - Railroads</td>
<td>28002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Maps - 1892</td>
<td>9488,28003,28004,30398</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Maps - 1895</td>
<td>28005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Maps - 1895 - Bicycle trails</td>
<td>28006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Maps - 1895 - Colonies</td>
<td>9494</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Maps - 1895 - Road maps</td>
<td>28006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Maps - 1897</td>
<td>28007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Maps - 1899-1900 - Bicycle trails</td>
<td>28008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Maps - 1899-1900 - Road maps</td>
<td>28008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Maps - 1900</td>
<td>9501,30483</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Maps - 1902-1910 - Bicycle Trails</td>
<td>28010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Maps - 1902-1910 - Language and languages</td>
<td>28009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Maps - 1902-1910 - Road maps</td>
<td>28010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Maps - 1904 - Guidebooks</td>
<td>28011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Maps - 1904 - Language and languages</td>
<td>28012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Maps - 1905 - Ecclesiastical geography</td>
<td>28013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Maps - 1907 - Road maps</td>
<td>28014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Maps - 1908 - Road maps</td>
<td>28015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Maps - 1909</td>
<td>9513,28016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Maps - 1909 - Road maps</td>
<td>11292</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Maps - 1910-1919</td>
<td>27559,28017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Maps - 1913</td>
<td>28018,28019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Maps - 1914</td>
<td>28022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Maps - 1914-1918 - Military maps</td>
<td>84602</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Maps - 1914 - Colonies</td>
<td>28020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Maps - 1914 - Road maps</td>
<td>28021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Maps - 1919</td>
<td>28023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Maps - 1920</td>
<td>27544,28024,28025,28026</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Maps - 1920 - Harbors</td>
<td>28027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Maps - 1920 - Road maps</td>
<td>84602</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Maps - 1921</td>
<td>28028,28029</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Maps - 1921 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>28030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Maps - 1922</td>
<td>30571</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Maps - 1923</td>
<td>28031</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Maps - 1923 - Road maps</td>
<td>8908</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Maps - 1924-1927 - Topographic maps</td>
<td>28032</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Maps - 1925</td>
<td>28033</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Maps - 1926 - Economics</td>
<td>65637</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Maps - 1927 - Guidebooks</td>
<td>28034</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Maps - 1927 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>28035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Maps - 1927 - Road maps</td>
<td>28036</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Maps - 1928-1929 - Aeronautical charts</td>
<td>28037</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Maps - 1928 - Language and languages</td>
<td>28038</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Maps - 1929</td>
<td>27532,28039</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Maps - 1931</td>
<td>28040,28041</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Maps - 1933 - Jigsaw puzzle maps</td>
<td>28042</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Maps - 1934</td>
<td>27533,28043</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Maps - 1937 - Guidebooks</td>
<td>28044</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Maps - 1938</td>
<td>28046,30591</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Maps - 1938 - Cookery, French</td>
<td>28045</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France - Maps - 1938 - Gastronomy</td>
<td>28045</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
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<tbody>
<tr>
<td>28047</td>
<td>France - Maps - 1942 - Road maps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28048</td>
<td>France - Maps - 1944 - Cities and towns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28049</td>
<td>France - Maps - 1944 (Provisional Heading)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28050</td>
<td>France - Maps - 1947 - Road maps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28051</td>
<td>France - Maps - 1949</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28052</td>
<td>France - Maps - 1951 - Guidebooks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28053</td>
<td>France - Maps - 1952</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28054</td>
<td>France - Maps - 1955</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28055, 28056</td>
<td>France - Maps - 1956</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9539</td>
<td>France - Maps - 1957</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28057</td>
<td>France - Maps - 1959</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14516</td>
<td>France - Maps - 1960 - Economics - History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28058, 28059</td>
<td>France - Maps - 1961</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28060</td>
<td>France - Maps - 1963</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28061, 28062, 28063</td>
<td>France - Maps - 1968</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28064</td>
<td>France - Maps - 1971</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28065</td>
<td>France - Maps - 1975 - Description and Travel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28066</td>
<td>France - Maps - 1977 - Road maps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28067</td>
<td>France - Maps - 1983</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28068</td>
<td>France - Maps - 1984</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28069</td>
<td>France - Maps - 1985</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17218</td>
<td>France - Maps - 1986 - Road maps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28070</td>
<td>France - Maps - 1987</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28071, 28072</td>
<td>France - Maps - 1987 - Road maps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28073</td>
<td>France - Maps - 1987 - Wine districts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28074</td>
<td>France - Maps - 1987 - Wineries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28073</td>
<td>France - Maps - 1987 - Wineries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28075</td>
<td>France - Maps - 1989 - Guidebooks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28076, 28079</td>
<td>France - Maps - 1991</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28077, 28078</td>
<td>France - Maps - 1991 - Civilization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28078</td>
<td>France - Maps - 1991 - Culture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28080</td>
<td>France - Maps - 1991 - Road maps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28081</td>
<td>France - Maps - 1994</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28082</td>
<td>France - Maps - 1995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>79266</td>
<td>France - Maps - 2007 - Cartograms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17001</td>
<td>France - Maps - Bibliography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65906</td>
<td>France - Maps - Bibliography - Catalogs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68767</td>
<td>France - Maps - Bibliography - Catalogs - 1696</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44788</td>
<td>France - Maps - Bibliography - Catalogs - 1850</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28083</td>
<td>France - Maps - Cities and towns - Bibliography - 1850</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28084</td>
<td>France - Maps - Cities and towns - History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28085</td>
<td>France - Maps - Collections, 1611</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28086</td>
<td>France - Maps - Collections, 1619-1641</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28087</td>
<td>France - Maps - Military Cartography - Exhibitions - Catalogs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17210</td>
<td>France - Maps - Postal service - Historical geography - Maps - Cards, 1600-1899</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4513, 9460, 33313</td>
<td>France - Marine -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28088</td>
<td>France - Marine - Handbooks, manuals, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28377</td>
<td>France - Marine - Historical geography - Maps - Catalogs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28089</td>
<td>France - Marine - History - Maps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28089</td>
<td>France - Marine - History - Sources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28089</td>
<td>France - Marine - Officers - Education - History - 17th century</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57666</td>
<td>France. Marine. Service historique</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44374</td>
<td>France. Marine. Service historique. Manuscript map</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57403</td>
<td>France. Marine. Service historique. Manuscript map. 66-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57418</td>
<td>France. Marine. Service historique. Manuscript map. 69-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30591</td>
<td>La France : métropole et colonies : les cinq parties du monde : a l'usage de la deuxième année du cours moyen des écoles primaires et de la classe de septième des lycées et collèges : préparation au certificat d'études : conformément aux nouveaux progrès</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28079, 28081</td>
<td>France / Michelin -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34158, 34166, 75170</td>
<td>France. Ministère de l'instruction publique -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9378, 9386, 9460, 9477, 9480, 9509, 22325, 27527, 49249</td>
<td>France. Ministère de la guerre -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7B 116, 19126</td>
<td>France. Ministère de la guerre. Archives historiques. 7B 59</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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France. Ministère de la guerre. Archives historiques. 7C 207   57965
France. Ministère de la guerre. Archives historiques. 7C 208   55616
France. Ministère de la guerre. Archives historiques. 7C 209   71318
France. Ministère de la guerre. Archives historiques. 7C 210   71287
France. Ministère de la guerre. Archives historiques. 7C 211   52692
France. Ministère de la guerre. Archives historiques. 7C 212   71280
France. Ministère de la guerre. Archives historiques. 7C 213   50460
France. Ministère de la guerre. Archives historiques. 7C 215   50461
France. Ministère de la guerre. Archives historiques. 7C 216   55333
France. Ministère de la guerre. Archives historiques. 7C 217 (2)   55456
France. Ministère de la guerre. Archives historiques. 7C 218   55465
France. Ministère de la guerre. Archives historiques. 7C 219   39472
France. Ministère de la guerre. Archives historiques. 7C 220   71327
France. Ministère de la guerre. Archives historiques. 7C 221   50622
France. Ministère de la guerre. Archives historiques. 7C 224   64187
France. Ministère de la guerre. Archives historiques. 7C 225   50622
France. Ministère de la guerre. Archives historiques. 7C 226   71286
France. Ministère de la guerre. Archives historiques. L.I.D. 10   22183
France. Ministère de la guerre. Archives historiques. L.I.D. 10   51254
France. Ministère de la guerre. Archives historiques. L.I.D. 100   2034
France. Ministère de la guerre. Archives historiques. L.I.D. 100   57201
France. Ministère de la guerre. Archives historiques. L.I.D. 10   22183
France. Ministère de la guerre. Archives historiques. L.I.D. 100   51254
France. Ministère de la guerre. Archives historiques. L.I.D. 100   2034
France. Ministère de la guerre. Archives historiques. L.I.D. 100   57201
France. Ministère de la marine et des colonies   14235
France. Ministère des affaires étrangères. AMAÉ   15776, 34805, 55835, 57402, 57441
France. Ministère des affaires étrangères. Archives. Manuscript map. 7430   57650
France. Ministère des colonies   9460, 28020
France. Ministère des colonies. Manuscript map   55618
France. Ministère des colonies. No. 1 Louisiana   71286
France. Ministère des colonies. No. 22   56943
France. Ministère des colonies. No. 3   27369
France. Ministère des colonies. No. 493   56027
France. Ministère des colonies. No. 496   19080
France. Ministère des colonies. No. 5   69003
France. Ministère des colonies. No. 503   19129
France. Ministère des colonies. No. 522   27329
France. Ministère des colonies. No. 527   27346
France. Ministère des colonies. No. 534   27382
France. Ministère des colonies. No. 537   27384
France. Ministère des colonies. No. 540   57006
France. Ministère des colonies. No. 544   57008
France. Ministère des colonies. No. 545   23479
France. Ministère des colonies. No. 547   23481
France. Ministère des colonies. No. 549   23356
France. Ministère des colonies. No. 550   23355
France. Ministère des colonies. No. 552   27311
France. Ministère des colonies. No. 557   27506
France. Ministère des colonies. No. 558   53307
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalog Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Call Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>63229</td>
<td>France, Ministère des colonies. No. 8</td>
<td>85163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33500, 33501, 75660</td>
<td>France, Ministère des travaux publics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65637</td>
<td>France, Ministère du commerce</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>66979</td>
<td>France, Musée de la poste</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28090</td>
<td>France, N.E. part</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28145</td>
<td>France, N.W. part</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28146</td>
<td>France, Northeastern - Maps - 1791</td>
<td>39183</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25448</td>
<td>France, Northern - Maps - 1528</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25449</td>
<td>France, Northern - Maps - 1654</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46181</td>
<td>France, Northern - Maps - 1696</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12132, 12134, 62308</td>
<td>France, Northern - Maps - 1700</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12138</td>
<td>France, Northern - Maps - 1703</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28091, 57239, 64649</td>
<td>France, Northern - Maps - 1710</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12156</td>
<td>France, Northern - Maps - 1740</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12159</td>
<td>France, Northern - Maps - 1742</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12161, 12162</td>
<td>France, Northern - Maps - 1745</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12167</td>
<td>France, Northern - Maps - 1774</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12169, 12170</td>
<td>France, Northern - Maps - 1780</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28092</td>
<td>France, Northern - Maps - 1794</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28093</td>
<td>France, Northern - Maps - 1796</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28094</td>
<td>France, Northern - Maps - 1804</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28095, 28096</td>
<td>France, Northern - Maps - 1830</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>63082, 63083</td>
<td>France, Northern - Maps - 1867</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>63088</td>
<td>France, Northern - Maps - 1872</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>63089</td>
<td>France, Northern - Maps - 1874</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>63090</td>
<td>France, Northern - Maps - 1876</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>63091</td>
<td>France, Northern - Maps - 1878</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>63093</td>
<td>France, Northern - Maps - 1880</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28098</td>
<td>France, Northern - Maps - 1884</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28099</td>
<td>France, Northern - Maps - 1887</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28100</td>
<td>France, Northern - Maps - 1889</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28101</td>
<td>France, Northern - Maps - 1890</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28102</td>
<td>France, Northern - Maps - 1893</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28103, 28104</td>
<td>France, Northern - Maps - 1894</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28105, 28106</td>
<td>France, Northern - Maps - 1895</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28107, 28108</td>
<td>France, Northern - Maps - 1898</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28109, 28110, 28111, 28112</td>
<td>France, Northern - Maps - 1899</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28113</td>
<td>France, Northern - Maps - 1902</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28114</td>
<td>France, Northern - Maps - 1903</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28115, 28116, 28117, 28118, 28119, 28120</td>
<td>France, Northern - Maps - 1905</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28121, 28122, 28123, 28124</td>
<td>France, Northern - Maps - 1908</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28125, 28126, 28127, 28128, 28129, 28130</td>
<td>France, Northern - Maps - 1909</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28131</td>
<td>France, Northern - Maps - 1913</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28132</td>
<td>France, Northern - Maps - 1914</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28133, 28134</td>
<td>France, Northern - Maps - 1919</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28135, 28136</td>
<td>France, Northern - Maps - 1922</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28137</td>
<td>France, Northern - Maps - 1926</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28138</td>
<td>France, Northern - Maps - 1930</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28139, 28140</td>
<td>France, Northern - Maps - 1932</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>63229</td>
<td>France, Northern - Maps - 1944</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28141</td>
<td>France, Northern - Maps - 1958</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28142</td>
<td>France, Northern - Maps - 1963</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28143</td>
<td>France, Northern - Maps - 1972</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28144</td>
<td>France, Northern - Maps - 1982</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28145</td>
<td>France, Northwestern - Maps - 1817</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28043</td>
<td>France on £10 / by Sydney A. Clark; illustrated by Doris Spiegel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27671</td>
<td>La France ou sont exactement distingués tous les estats qui composent sa monarchie en Europe</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27783</td>
<td>La France par généralités / dressée par Mr Bonne, Ingénieur-Hydrographe de la Marine</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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France. Service hydrographique. Bibliothèque. C 4044-16 57423
France. Service hydrographique. Bibliothèque. C 4044-4 57399
France. Service hydrographique. Bibliothèque. C 4044-51 66326
France. Service hydrographique. Bibliothèque. C 4044-54 61277
France. Service hydrographique. Bibliothèque. C 4044-60 55450
France. Service hydrographique. Bibliothèque. C 4044-64 27425
France. Service hydrographique. Bibliothèque. C 4044-65 27426
France. Service hydrographique. Bibliothèque. C 4044-65bis 55459
France. Service hydrographique. Bibliothèque - Map Collections - Catalogs 28150
France. Service hydrographique. Manuscript map. 50565, 57372, 57373, 57508
France. Service hydrographique. Manuscript map. B 4040-6 bis. 57409
France. Service hydrographique. Manuscript map. B 4044-16 57498
France. Service hydrographique. Manuscript map. B 4044-30 57650
France. Service hydrographique. Manuscript map. B 4044-37 57381
France. Service hydrographique. Manuscript map. B 4044-70 23480
France. Service hydrographique. Manuscript map. B 4044-85 57499
France. Service hydrographique. Manuscript map. B 4044-87 61281
France. Service hydrographique. Manuscript map. C 4044-4 57400
France. Service hydrographique. Manuscript map. C 4044-64 27427
France. Service hydrographique. Manuscript map. C 4044-65 27427
France. Service hydrographique. Manuscript map. S.H.A. 118-55 57898, 57899
France. Service hydrographique. Manuscript map. S.H.A. 131-11-6 43251
France. Service hydrographique. Manuscript map. S.H.A. 138-3-6 50463, 50470
France. Service hydrographique. Manuscript map. S.H.A. 138-9-6 64176
France. Service hydrographique. Manuscript map. S.H.A. 140-1-14 16550, 16552
France. Service hydrographique - Map collections - Catalogs 28151
France. Service hydrographique SEE ALSO France. Dépôt des cartes et plans de la marine 28151
France & ses colonies 5356
France, Southeast - Maps - 1935 - Guidebooks 28152
France, Southeastern - 50 B.C. 28153
France, Southeastern - Maps - 1799 28154
France, Southeastern - Maps - 1817 28155
France, southern 28181, 28184
France, Southern - Maps - 1710 28156
France, Southern - Maps - 1741 28157, 28158
France, Southern - Maps - 1794 28159
France, Southern - Maps - 1831 28160
France, Southern - Maps - 1867 28161
France, Southern - Maps - 1891 28162
France, Southern - Maps - 1894 66916
France, Southern - Maps - 1895 28163, 28164, 28165, 28166
France, Southern - Maps - 1898 28167, 28168, 28169, 66920
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Call Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Franconia (Germany) - Maps</td>
<td>1913</td>
<td>28256</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Franconia (Germany) - Maps</td>
<td>1921</td>
<td>28257</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Franconia (Germany) - Maps</td>
<td>1924</td>
<td>11980</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Franconia (Germany) - Maps</td>
<td>1928</td>
<td>28258</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Franconia (Germany) - Maps</td>
<td>1929</td>
<td>28259</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Franconia (Germany) - Maps</td>
<td>1930</td>
<td>11985</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Franconia (Germany) - Maps</td>
<td>1932</td>
<td>28260</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Franconia (Germany) - Maps</td>
<td>1951</td>
<td>11994</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Franconia (Germany) - Maps</td>
<td>1952</td>
<td>11995</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Franconia (Germany) - Maps</td>
<td>1962</td>
<td>12001, 12002, 12003, 28261</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Franconia, nobilissim. Germaniae ducatus</td>
<td>28223</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Franconia. XII. Nova tabvia</td>
<td>28219</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Francos, Ysaacus, 1566-1650 SEE François, Isaac, 1566-1650</td>
<td>75396</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Franeker (Netherlands) - Maps</td>
<td>1620</td>
<td>28262</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frangini, Gasparo</td>
<td></td>
<td>67285</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frank B. Dolph Company</td>
<td></td>
<td>39384, 74212</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frank, Bryn</td>
<td></td>
<td>25410</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frank Debenham (1883-1965)</td>
<td></td>
<td>22962</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frank Debenham (1884-1965)</td>
<td></td>
<td>22959</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frank Pavliceck Co. (Chicago, Ill.)</td>
<td>13315</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frank, Robert Worth, 1890-1978</td>
<td></td>
<td>39785</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frank, Sarah Adair</td>
<td></td>
<td>65783</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frank Soltesz : biography of a commercial illustrator / by Ken Soltesz</td>
<td>70275</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frank &amp; Timme</td>
<td></td>
<td>39333</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Franke, E. V.</td>
<td></td>
<td>15019</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Franke, M.</td>
<td></td>
<td>85181</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Franke, P.</td>
<td></td>
<td>7600, 9072, 10019, 10027, 10054, 10065, 10080, 10087, 10106, 10116, 10138, 10152, 10158, 10194, 10209, 10258, 10278, 10359, 10833</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Franken im bild alter karten</td>
<td></td>
<td>7215</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frankfurk am Main</td>
<td></td>
<td>28269</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frankfurt am Main (Germany) -</td>
<td>1549-1552</td>
<td>28269</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frankfurt am Main (Germany) -</td>
<td>1620</td>
<td>28270</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frankfurt am Main (Germany) -</td>
<td>1657</td>
<td>28271, 28272</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frankfurt am Main (Germany) -</td>
<td>1695 -</td>
<td>28273</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frankfurt am Main (Germany) -</td>
<td>1695 -</td>
<td>28274</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frankfurt am Main (Germany) -</td>
<td>1713 -</td>
<td>28275</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frankfurt am Main (Germany) -</td>
<td>1716 -</td>
<td>28296</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frankfurt am Main (Germany) -</td>
<td>1837</td>
<td>28276</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Franklin County (Ill.) - Maps - 1964 - Landowners 28312
Franklin County (Ill.) - Maps - 1974 - Landowners 28313
Franklin County (Ill.) - Maps - 1977 - Landowners 28314
Franklin County (Ind.) - Maps - 1882 - Landowners 28315
Franklin County (Ind.) - Maps - 1921 - Landowners 66863

[Franklin County (Mass.) - 1858: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 28316
Franklin County (Mass.) - Maps - 1858 - Landowners 28316
Franklin County (Mass.) - Maps - 1999 - Road maps 45502
Franklin County (Mass.) - Maps - 2000 - Road maps 73042
Franklin County (Mass.) - Maps - 2002 - Road maps 83679

[Franklin County (Me.) - 1861: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 28317
Franklin County (Me.) - Maps - 1861 - Landowners 28317
Franklin County (Miss.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners 28318
Franklin County (Mo.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners 28319

[Franklin County (N.Y.) - 1858: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 28322
Franklin County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1839 28320
Franklin County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1853 28321
Franklin County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1858 - Landowners 28322
Franklin County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1876 - Landowners 28323
Franklin County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1890 - Indians 68247
Franklin County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1890 - Landowners 68247

[Franklin County (Ohio) - 1856: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 28324
[Franklin County (Ohio) - 1859: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 28325
[Franklin County (Ohio) - 1872: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 28326
[Franklin County (Ohio) - 1895: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 28327

Franklin County (Ohio) - Maps - 1856 - Landowners 28324
Franklin County (Ohio) - Maps - 1872 - Landowners 28325
Franklin County (Ohio) - Maps - 1883 - Landowners 28326
Franklin County (Ohio) - Maps - 1895 - Landowners 28327
Franklin County (Ohio) - Maps - 1937-1938 - Road maps 21789
Franklin County (Ohio) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps 21790
Franklin County (Ohio) - Maps - 1993 - Road maps 21791
Franklin County (Ohio) - Maps - 1996 - Road maps 21792
Franklin County (Ohio) - Maps - 1998 - Road maps 21793
Franklin County (Ohio) - Maps - 2002 - Road maps 21794
Franklin County (Ohio) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps 21797
Franklin County (Ohio) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps 21798

[Franklin County (Pa.) - 1858: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 28328
Franklin County (Pa.) - Maps - 1858 - Landowners 28328
Franklin County plat book / drawn by Darrell Dudley 28311

[Franklin County (Tex.) - 1879: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 28329
[Franklin County (Tex.) - 1897: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 28330

Franklin County (Tex.) - Maps - 1879 - Landowners 28329
Franklin County (Tex.) - Maps - 1897 - Landowners 28330

[Franklin County (Vt.) - 1857: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 28331
Franklin County (Vt.) - Maps - 1857 - Landowners 28331

Franklin Geographical Society (Ky.) 41083
Franklin Institute (Philadelphia, Pa.), Library 9481
Franklin, Jacob 29882

Franklin, John, 1776-1847 2372, 2373, 2374, 2375, 2379, 2380, 2381, 2385, 2386, 2387, 4660, 4700, 8056, 16028, 57706, 57755, 59721, 59722, 59723, 59813, 72977

Franklin, John, 1776-1847 - Travel - Maps 59803

Franklin Leavitt's pictorial maps of the White Mountains / David Tatham 41770
Franklin Leavitt, White Mountain cartographer and folk artist / [John F. Berthelsen] 41768

Franklin Parish (La.) - Maps - 1860: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche 28332

Franklin Parish (La.) - Maps - 1860 - Landowners 28332

Franklin Leavitt, White Mountain cartographer and folk artist / [John F. Berthelsen] 41768

Franklin Parish (La.) - Maps - 1860: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche 28332

Franklin Parish (La.) - Maps - 1860 - Landowners 28332

Franklin Parish (La.) - Maps - 1860: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche 28332

Franklinville (Ky.) - Maps - 1795 28334

Frankreich in 4 Blättern / von C. Vogel; berichtet von H. Kehnert; gestochen von H. Eberhardt u. W. Weiler 28018
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Frayssé, Antonin 30586
Frazier, Sir J G 5987
Frazier, Arthur H. 45680
Frazier Map Co. 19858
Frazier, Mr., fl. ca. 1945 77839
Frebolt, Hans 73629
Fred B. Bain, Inc. 69736
Fred Harvey (Firm) 20453, 32312, 32313, 32315, 72464, 72533
Fred J. Ringley Co. (Chicago, Ill.) 19795
Fredk H. Bartlett's North Shore properties : in section 13, Town 44 N. Range 11 E. of the 3rd P.M. and in sections 18 and 19, Town 44 N. Range 12 E. of the 3rd P.M. in Lake County, Illinois 41238
Fred's Esso (Schenectady, N.Y) 13535
Fred Wild Company (Chicago, Ill.) 33691, 33692, 64535
Fredericton (N.B.) 28348
Fredericksburg (Va.) 17926
Fredericksburg (Va.) 46729
Fredericksburg Region (Va.) 28347
Fredericksburg, Battle of, Fredericksburg, Va., 1862 - Maps 19149
Fredericksburg Region (Va.) - History - Civil War, 1861-1865 - Maps 19149
Fredericksburg Region (Va.) - Maps - 1863 19149
Fredericksburg Region (Va.)- History - Civil War, 1861-1865 - Maps 19149
Fredericksburg (Va.) - Maps - 1947 81111
Fredericksburg, Arthur C. 46728, 46729
Fredericksburg, Lucy F. 46728, 46729
Frederickson's chart of ships wrecked from Algoma to Milwaukee, Wisconsin / by Arthur C. & Lucy F. Frederickson 46729
Frederickson's chart of ships wrecked in the vicinity of Door County, Wisconsin / by Arthur C. & Lucy F. Frederickson 46728
Frederickton (N.B.) - Pictorial works - 1882 28348
Frederick Muller & Cie. 44841
Frederick Muller & Cie., Amsterdam, Netherlands SEE Frederik Muller & Cie. 44841
Frederick Muller Rare Books (Bergum, Netherlands) 1530, 9567
Freducci, Angelo, fl. 1497-1539 45800, 45802, 52791, 52792
Freducci, Ottomano, fl. 1497-1539 16738
Free Grammar School of King Edward the Sixth (Birmingham, England) 30259
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Free Library of Philadelphia 29308, 30749, 30791, 30792, 30795, 33916, 34387, 45147, 52056, 52247, 62923, 62924
Free Library of Philadelphia - Map Collections 33916
Free Press (New York, N.Y.) 404, 76203, 76204
Free Public Reference Library (Nottingham, England) 83001
A Free Rand McNally map [of Chicago] / courtesy of Suburban Ford 20476
Free wine country map : Russian River Wine Road : northwest Sonoma County, Alexander Valley, Dry Creek Valley, & Russian River appellations 70315
Free World Press 47515
Freebairn, Alfred Robert, 1794-1846 52650, 52651
Freebooters and smugglers : the foreign slave trade in the United States after 1808 / by Ernest Obadele-Starks 79435
[Freeborn County (Minn.)-1878: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 28349
Freeborn County (Minn.)-Maps 1878-Landowners 28349
Freeborn County (Minn.)-Maps 1895-Landowners 28350
Freeborn, G. F. 26177
Freed, I. G. 37483, 42253, 42254, 81489
Freedman, Samuel G. 21864, 21865, 33571
Freedom 1934 road map : Ohio and Northeastern United States 60671
Freedom 1934 road map : Pennsylvania and Northeastern United States 63764
Freedom 1935 road map : Ohio and northeastern United States 60698
Freedom 1935 road map : Pennsylvania and northeastern United States 63788
Freedom : 1936 road map of Ohio and United States ... 60752
Freedom 1936 road map : Pennsylvania and United States ... 63835
Freedom : 1937 road map of Ohio and United States ... 60785
Freedom 1937 road map : Pennsylvania and United States ... 63862
Freedom (Md.)-Maps 1877-Landowners 16683
Freedom Oil Co. (Freedom, Pa.) 60652, 60671, 60698, 60752, 60785, 60814, 60815, 63728, 63764, 63788, 63835, 63862, 63898
Freedom road map : Ohio, West Virginia and United States ... 60814, 60815
Freedom road map : Pennsylvania, West Virginia and United States ... 63898
Freedom's tracks : a map of the underground railroad ... 76017
Freeland Mine (Clear Creek County, Colo.) - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1880 28351
Freeland Mining Co. (Colo.) 28351
Freely, John 22418, 75821
Freeman, Archibald, 1866-1953 34695
Freeman, Edward Augustus, 1823-1892 5589, 25810, 25811, 34204
Freeman, F. O. 29836
Freeman, Gillian 78934
Freeman, John Crosby 20893
Freeman, M. J. 67440
Freeman, Michael J., 1950- 24631
Freeman, Otis W. (Otis Willard), b. 1889 59775
Freeman Steam Printing House and Bindery 80062
Freeman, Thomas Walter 28784, 30618, 30841, 42817
Freeman, W. H. 2354
Freeman (W.H.) and Company SEE W.H. Freeman and Company 30636
Freeman, William W. K. 68275
Freemasons. Knights Templars SEE Knights Templar (Masonic order) 80968
Freeport (Bahamas) - Maps - 1970-1979 - Road maps 11432
Freeport (Ill.)-Maps - 1990 - Road maps 67071
Freeport Region (Ill.)-Maps - 1857 - Railroads 28352
Freeston, Charles L. (Charles Lincoln), 1865-1942 1389, 11287, 11291, 28036, 73970
Freeways SEE Express highways 43221
Fregnel 32301
Fregno, A. H. 40670
Frei, Hans et al 7114
Freiberg (Germany)-History - 1762 - Maps 28353
Freiberg (Germany)-Maps - 1620 28354
Freiberg (Germany)-Maps - 1657 28355
Freibergs, Gunar 18396
Freiberg (Germany) : Regierungsbezirk) - Maps - 1745 66605
Freiberg (Germany). Universitätsbibliothek SEE Universitätsbibliothek Freiburg im Breisgau 79468
Freiburg i. B. Universität. Bibliothek SEE Universitätsbibliothek Freiburg im Breisgau 79468
Freiburg i. Br. und Umgebung (einschl. Höllental, Feldberg, Belchen und Blauen) : praktischer Reiseführer 28361
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Freiburg im Breisgau (Germany) - 1713 - Fortification 28356
Freiburg im Breisgau (Germany) - 1713 - Pictorial works 28357
Freiburg im Breisgau (Germany) - Maps - 1695 - Fortification 28358
Freiburg im Breisgau (Germany) - Maps - 1695 - Pictorial works 28359
Freiburg im Breisgau (Germany) - Maps - 1730 28360
Freiburg im Breisgau (Germany) - Maps - 1740 66480
Freiburg im Breisgau (Germany) - Maps - 1922 28361
Freiburg im Breisgau (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1549-1552 28362
Freiburg im Breisgau Region (Germany) - Maps - 1730 28363
Freiburg im Breisgau Region (Germany) - Maps - 1922 28361
Freie Öffentliche Bibliothek Dresden-Plauen - Map Collections - 1904 28364
Freie Schule Heidenheim 34059
Freiesleben, Hans Christian, 1903 8630, 22392
Freight and freightage - Rates - Columbia River Valley - Maps - 1907-1908 62087
Freight and freightage - Rates - Middle West - Maps - 1907-1908 48585
Freight and freightage - Rates - Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1907-1908 48585
Freight and freightage - Rates - Missouri River Valley - Maps - 1907-1908 48585
Freight and freightage - Rates - Oregon - Maps - 1907-1908 62087
Freight and freightage - Rates - Puget Sound Region (Wash.) - Maps - 1907-1908 62087
Freight and freightage - Rates - Washington (State) - Maps - 1907-1908 62087
Freight and freightage - Rates - Willamette River Valley (Or.) - Maps - 1907-1908 62087
Freight and passenger representatives 77929
Freight and passenger representatives [map of the Denver and Rio Grande Western Railroad] 77971, 77995, 78024, 78065, 78093
Freight rate interchange map of the United States showing principal railroads 78097, 78098
Freight rate territorial map of the United States / Union Pacific Railroad 78020
Freight rates charged for the transportation of articles classed as first class in the classification as noted below : via rail and via river from St. Louis, Mo., to Mississippi River and Missouri River points and the all rail rates to interior points 48585
Freight rates charged for the transportation of articles classed as first class in the western classification : via all rail and via river from Portland, Oreg., to points on the Columbia, Willamette, and Yamhill Rivers and Puget Sound and the all rail 62087
Freight routes and junction points in southern territory 24262
Freight traffic density 1947 [on the Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway] 72038
Freight traffic density 1948 [on the Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway] 72064
Freight traffic density 1949 : Missouri, Kansas and Texas lines 72082
Freight traffic density 1950 : Missouri-Kansas-Texas lines 72092
Freight traffic density 1951 : Missouri-Kansas-Texas lines 72111
Freight traffic density 1952 : Missouri-Kansas-Texas lines 72124
Freight traffic density 1953 : Missouri-Kansas-Texas lines 72133
Freight traffic density 1954 : Missouri-Kansas-Texas lines 72141
Freight traffic density and direction for 1954 : Chicago Great Western Railway 49064
Freight traffic density by divisions and direction : year ended December 31, 1954 54518
Freight traffic density : Chicago Great Western Railway 49088
Freight traffic density [on the Chicago Great Western Railroad] 49076
Freight traffic density [on the Chicago Great Western Railway] 49070
Freight traffic density [on the Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway] 72037
Freihofer Baking Company SEE Charles Freihofer Baking Company 84346
Freiländer, Peter 7563
Freile, Luis 3547
Freimarck, Mary 17238
Freire, Elsa Arana 22472
Freire, Joao 83896, 83897
Freisauff von Neudegg, Rudolf 68366
Freising (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1549-1552 28365
Freising (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1620 31730
Freising[en] 28365
Freisingen (Germany) SEE Freising (Germany) 28365
Freitag, Anton 9541
Freitag, Gerard, 17th cent. 7770
Freilig, Marie 13037
Freilig, N. 13037
Frem 8653, 23185
Freiman, G. 12680
Fremantle (W.A.) - Maps - 1833 11058
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| Fremont (W.A.) - Trams - 1970-1979 | 28366 |
| Fremdenblatt (Firm) | 31594 |
| Fremdenverkehrsbüro Linz | 42160 |
| Fremdenverkehrsverband | 33366 |
| Fremdenverkehrsverband Franken | 28218 |
| Fremdenverkehrsverband Hallstatt | 33365 |
| Fremdenverkehrsverband Linz | 42159 |
| Fremdenverkehrsverband Schärding | 69332 |
| Fremdenverkehrsverband Steir | 11372 |
| Fremdenverkehrsverein | 80569 |
| Fremin, A. R., active approximately 1810-approximately 1860 | 9359, 9362, 9381, 9390, 12749, 12772, 26071, 27939, 27972, 34416, 34419, 39797, 49249 |
| Fremin, A. R., active approximately 1810-approximately 1860. Carte itinéraire du royaume de France (1841) | 27927 |
| Fremlin, Gerald | 10540 |
| Fremont County (Iowa) - Maps - 1910 - Landowners | 49281 |
| Fremont County (Iowa) - Maps - 1920-1921 - Landowners | 28387 |
| Fremont County (Iowa) - Maps - 1980 - Landowners | 28368 |
| Frémont d'Ablancourt, Nicolas, 1625? | |
| Frémont County (Iowa) | 49281 |
| Fremont, Elkhorn, and Missouri Valley Railroad | 81945, 81956, 81967, 81978, 82044 |
| Fremont, Elkhorn, and Missouri Valley Railroad - Maps - 1886 | 81917 |
| Fremont, Elkhorn, and Missouri Valley Railroad - Maps - 1890 | 81935 |
| Fremont, Elkhorn, and Missouri Valley Railroad - Maps - 1891 | 81945 |
| Fremont, Elkhorn, and Missouri Valley Railroad - Maps - 1892 | 81956 |
| Fremont, Elkhorn, and Missouri Valley Railroad - Maps - 1893 | 81967 |
| Fremont, Elkhorn, and Missouri Valley Railroad - Maps - 1902 | 82044 |
| Fremont, fl. 1715 | 33645 |
| Frémont, John Charles, 1813-1890 | 1868, 2553, 12035, 32754, 32755, 50649, 50650, 50651, 50652, 50653, 50654, 50655, 70258, 81788, 81790, 81791, 81792, 81793, 81794, 81795, 81798, 81807, 81813, 82638 |
| Frémont, John Charles, 1813-1890. A Report on an exploration of the country lying between the Missouri river and the Rocky mountains, on the line of the Kansas and Great Plate rivers ... (1843) | 81788 |
| Frémont, John Charles, 1813-1890 - Portraits | 76775 |
| Frémont, John Charles, 1813-1890. Report of the exploring expedition to the Rocky Mountains in the year 1842, and to Oregon and North California in the years 1843-44 (1845) | 1868, 12035, 32754, 70258, 81791, 81793, 81799 |
| Fremont, John Charles, 1813-1890 SEE Frémont, John Charles, 1813-1890 | 81795 |
| Frémont, John Charles, 1813-1890 - Travel - West (U.S.) - Maps | 1868, 12035, 32754, 70258, 81788, 81790, 81791, 81792, 81793, 81795, 81799 |
| Frems familie-atlas over verden | 8653 |
| French, Allen, 1870-1946. Sketch interpreting the contemporary map in the diary | 21841 |
| Frémond, A. R., active approximately 1810 | 230 |
| French Alps SEE Alps, French (France) | 1348 |
| French and European Publications | 39909, 39910, 55762, 65923, 80582 |
| The French Alps : 25 maps and plans / edited by Finlay Muirhead and Marcel Monmarché | 1349 |
| French Counties SEE Atlases, French | 9077 |
| French, B. F. (Benjamin Franklin), 1799-1877 | 50557, 76433 |
| French and European Publications | 56978 |
| French cartography - 1700-1799 | 70351 |
| French cartography - 1700-1830 | 1811 |
| French Cartography - 1715-1725 | 56867 |
| French Cartography - America - Exhibitions - Catalogs | 16847, 28369 |
| French Cartography - Australia - History - 1500-1599 | 16922 |
| French cartography - Brazil - Coasts - 1695-1710 | 16986 |
| French cartography - Exhibitions - Catalogs | 50647 |
| French cartography - Exhibitions - Catalogs - Electronic information resources | 50646 |
| French cartography - History | 17981 |
| French Cartography - North America - History - 1600-1760 | 18212 |
| French Cartography - Wisconsin - History - 1632-1820 | 18609 |
| French Colonial Historical Society. Meeting | 50646, 50647 |
| French Compagnie des Indes SEE Compagnie des Indes | 9238 |
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Call Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The French empire and the kingdom of Italy with part of the Confederation of the Rhine</td>
<td>26375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>French &amp; European Publications</td>
<td>73763</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>French, F. F.</td>
<td>62026, 67080</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>French Guiana - Boundaries - Brazil - Maps - Collections, 1500-1899</strong></td>
<td>70660, 70661, 70662, 70663</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>French Guiana - Maps</td>
<td>1671</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>French Guiana - Maps</td>
<td>1703</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>French Guiana - Maps</td>
<td>1724</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>French Guiana - Maps</td>
<td>1724</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>French Guiana - Maps</td>
<td>1729</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>French Guiana - Maps</td>
<td>1732</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>French Guiana - Maps</td>
<td>1760</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>French Guiana - Maps</td>
<td>1760</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>French Guiana - Maps</td>
<td>1769</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>French Guiana - Maps</td>
<td>1780</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>French Guiana - Maps</td>
<td>1783</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>French Guiana - Maps</td>
<td>1814</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>French Guiana - Maps</td>
<td>1817</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>French Guiana - Maps</td>
<td>1818</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>French Guiana - Maps</td>
<td>1821</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>French Guiana - Maps</td>
<td>1822</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>French Guiana - Maps</td>
<td>1829</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>French Guiana - Maps</td>
<td>1872</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>French, Howard W.</td>
<td>22475</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The French &amp; Indian War</td>
<td>76360</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>French, J. H. (John Homer), 1824-1888</td>
<td>25621, 42258, 43832, 44680, 52406, 56090, 61756, 61766, 69420, 75998, 81494</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>French, J. M.</td>
<td>40570</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>French, Josephine</td>
<td>16725</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>French language - Conversation and phrase books - English - 1851</td>
<td>31280</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>French language - Conversation and phrase books - English - 1855</td>
<td>31281</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>French language - Conversation and phrase books - English - 1882</td>
<td>31282</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>French language - Conversation and phrase books - English - 1927</td>
<td>31283</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>French Language - Maps - 1863 - Conversation and Phrase Books</td>
<td>25512</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>French Language - Maps - 1886 - Conversation and Phrase Books</td>
<td>25513</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>French Language - Maps - 1889 - Conversation and Phrase Books</td>
<td>25514, 25515</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>French language - Maps - 1896</td>
<td>28376</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>French language - Maps - 1902-1910</td>
<td>28009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>French language - Maps - 1904</td>
<td>28012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>French language - Maps - 1927</td>
<td>14646</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>French language - Maps - 1928</td>
<td>28038</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>French language - Maps - 1956</td>
<td>43715</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>French language - Maps - 1971</td>
<td>19020, 62317</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>French Line</td>
<td>63211</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>French literature - France - Normandy</td>
<td>57219</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>French map detailing La Salle's expedition to the Gulf coast</td>
<td>46233</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The French mapping of North America, 1600-1760</td>
<td>18212</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>French mapping of the Americas : the De l'Isle, Buache, Dezauche Succession (1700-1830) by R.V. Tooley</td>
<td>1811</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>French maps, plans coastal views and sailing directions of the Brazilian coast (1619-1710)</td>
<td>16986</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>French Marine Collection (Newberry Library)</td>
<td>28089, 28377, 51255</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>French Marine Collection (Newberry Library) - Bibliography - Catalogs</td>
<td>28377</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>French, Peter</td>
<td>79178</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>French portolan atlas of the Meditteranean Sea</td>
<td>45795</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>French ports and harbours and plan of Paris</td>
<td>63087</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>French Quarter (New Orleans, La.) - Maps - 1954 - Road maps</td>
<td>55500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>French Quarter (New Orleans, La.) - Maps - 1960 - Road maps</td>
<td>55553</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>French Quarter (New Orleans, La.) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps</td>
<td>55505, 55506</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>French Quarter (New Orleans, La.) - Maps - 1967 - Road maps</td>
<td>72198</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>French Quarter (New Orleans, La.) - Maps - 1968 - Road maps</td>
<td>55507</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>French Quarter (New Orleans, La.) - Maps - 1969 - Road maps</td>
<td>55508</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>French Quarter (New Orleans, La.) - Maps - 1970 - Road maps</td>
<td>55509</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>French Quarter (New Orleans, La.) - Maps - 1971 - Road maps</td>
<td>55510</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>French Quarter (New Orleans, La.) - Maps - 1972 - Road maps</td>
<td>55555</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>French Quarter (New Orleans, La.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps</td>
<td>55511, 55512</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>French Quarter (New Orleans, La.) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps</td>
<td>55513, 55514</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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French (R.T.) Company SEE R.T. French Company 70341
French Riviera, Côte d’Azur 66962
French Riviera, Côte d’Azur / Michelin 66969
French Riviera, Côte d’Azur / Michelin 66963, 66964, 66966, 66967, 66968
French Riviera, Côte d’Azur / Michelin 66960
French Riviera (France) SEE Riviera (France) 66961
French, Robert L. 11286
The French school of Dublin land surveyors 73568
French weights and measures before the Revolution : a dictionary of provincial and local units 41858
French West Indies; official standard name [sic] approved by the United States Board on Geographic Names 52527
French, Willard 76420
French, Ylva 42715
Frentzel 34385
Frenzel, Konrad, 1902-10332, 10335, 10366, 10367, 10382, 31305
Frère André Thevet : [grand voyageur et cosmographe des rois de France au XVIe siècle] / Jean Adhémar 75079
Frère André Thevet, voyageur et cosmographe des rois de France au XVIe siècle 75078
Frères Chatelain 39791
Frères de l'Instruction chrétienne de Ploërmel SEE Brothers of Christian Instruction of Ploërmel 9477
Frères de la vie commune SEE Brothers of the Common Life 33274
Frères des Ecoles chrétiennes SEE Christian Brothers 30483
Frères des écoles chrétiennes de Ploërmel SEE Brothers of Christian Instruction of Ploërmel 9477
Frères Estienne (Firm) 279, 2282, 3312, 9206, 25995, 25997, 27767, 29048, 32837, 48109, 62810, 71175, 75741, 82751, 84127
Fréres Honoré SEE Fréres l'Honoré 57450
Fréres l'Honoré 15961, 15962, 32534, 32535, 34996, 34997, 43758, 43759, 57294, 57442, 57443, 57450, 57451, 57455, 57457, 57473, 57497, 64897, 64899, 66056, 66058, 81743, 81744
Frères Malo, engravers SEE Malo frères 53510
Fréres Maristes SEE Marist Brothers 30476
Frères Périsse 34420
Frères van Cleef, publishers, Hague, Netherlands SEE Gebroeders van Cleef 53482
Freschot, C. 9585
Frese, Daniel, 1540-1611 SEE Friese, Daniel, 1540-1611 20873
Fresh Beginnings Inc. 79078
A Fresh look at the place name Chicago 52225
Freshfield, Douglas William, 1845-1934 73915
Freshwater Bay (Isle of Wight, England) - Pictorial works - 1817 33118
Freshwater Bay (Isle of Wight, England) - Pictorial works - 1821 33119
Freshwater Bay (Isle of Wight, England) - Pictorial works - 1822 33120
Freshwater Bay (Isle of Wight, England) - Pictorial works - 1829 33121
Freshwater, R. M. 12854
Fresnacanaye, Philippe du 28378
Fresne, Marion du 41097
Fresno (Calif.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps 28379
Fresno (Calif.) - Maps - 1952 - Road maps 28380
Fresno (Calif.) - Maps - 1953 - Road maps 28381
Fresno (Calif.) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps 28382
Fresno (Calif.) - Maps - 1957 - Road maps 28383
Fresno (Calif.) - Maps - 1959 - Road maps 28392
Fresno (Calif.) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps 28384
Fresno (Calif.) - Maps - 1967 - Road maps 28385
Fresno (Calif.) - Maps - 1968 - Road maps 28386
Fresno (Calif.) - Maps - 1969 - Road maps 28387
Fresno (Calif.) - Maps - 1970 - Road maps 28388, 28389
Fresno (Calif.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps 28390
Fresno city map 28383
Fresno city map / 76 Union 28384, 28385
Fresno city map / Union 76 28389
Fresno city map : Union Oil Company 28379, 28380, 28381, 28382
Fresno city map / Union Oil Company of California 28386, 28387
Fresno County (Calif.) - Maps - 2003 - Road maps 28391
Fresno County (Calif.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps 68685
Fresno County (Calif.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps 68686
Fresno & Madera counties street guide 28391
Fresno / Phillips 66, the performance company 28390
Fresno Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1959 - Road maps 28392
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Fresno street map / Phillips 66  28388
Fresnoy, Nicolas Lenglet du, 1674-1755 SEE Lenglet Dufresnoy, Nicolas, 1674-1755  34367
Frederic or svedt accuravis delineatio  33768, 33770
Freti Siculi (Italy) SEE Messina, Strait of (Italy)  46160
Fretum Magellani. / [Jodocus Hondius]  43897
Fretum Nasovicum (Russia) SEE Kara Strait (Russia)  40471
Fretum Siculum (Italy) SEE Messina, Strait of (Italy)  46160
Freys  74053
Freud, William, 1806-1894  73875
Freval, Jean Baptist de  7816
Frey, Jennifer  39642
Frey, S. G.  59705
Freiberch (Germany) SEE Freiberg (Germany)  28353
Freytag & Berndt's Autostrassenkarten = Cartes routières pour automobilistes = Motoring maps : Blatt 28 Graz  16624
Freytag & Berndt's Autostrassenkarten = Cartes routières pour automobilistes = Motoring maps : Blatt 30 Triest-Trieste  70219
Freytag & Berndt SEE Freytag und Berndt  26150
Freytag & Berndt's Autostrassenkarten = Cartes routières pour automobilistes = Motoring maps : Blatt 30 Triest-Trieste  70219
Freytag, Berndt und Artaria  7632, 11258, 11260, 11265, 22772, 26366, 80233
Freytag, Berndt und Artaria SEE ALSO Freytag und Berndt  80233
Freytag, Gustav, 1852-1938  7613, 7615, 7623, 7629, 31555, 38648, 75928
Freytag, Gustav, 1852-1938. G. Freytags Automobil- und Radfahrerkarten [191-?]  38648, 75928
Freytag's Welt Atlas : 263 Karten auf 143 Seiten und Namenverzeichnis  7629
Freytag und Berndt  368, 1325, 3402, 7583, 7584, 7587, 7588, 7592, 7593, 7594, 7598, 7601, 7602, 7603, 7607, 7608, 7609, 7614, 7616, 7617, 7618, 7619, 7622, 7624, 7627, 10282, 11212, 11213, 11218, 11257, 16623, 16624, 22763, 22764, 22765, 22766, 22767, 23684, 26150, 31551, 34223, 38648, 70219, 72853, 75517, 75926, 75927, 75928, 80217, 80218, 80221
Freytag und Berndt SEE ALSO Freytag und Berndt  23684
Freytag und Berndt SEE ALSO Kartographische Anstalt Freytag und Berndt  23684
Fricx, Eugène-Henri, d. 1733. Les Costes du Boulenois et de la Picardie (1709)  63390
Fricx, Georges  12141
Friede, Elizie L.  30176
Frick, Elizie  30176
Frick, F.  9636, 9642
Frick, G.  29037
Fricx, Eugène-Henri, d. 1733  615, 616, 617, 645, 2200, 2217, 3120, 3572, 12131, 12139, 12141, 12143, 12145, 12160, 12617, 12618, 13669, 13728, 14766, 14767, 15753, 19192, 21853, 23754, 23756, 23758, 23884, 23885, 24015, 24865, 31843, 33297, 33877, 35326, 41994, 42038, 42039, 42040, 42043, 42071, 42075, 43670, 44244, 44247, 45540, 45975, 51302, 51303, 52547, 52562, 52564, 57160, 57162, 57168, 62384, 62460, 63389, 63390, 64503, 64650, 66129, 66131, 66196, 73111, 73123, 75407, 75408, 75412, 79772, 80535, 81564, 82925
Fricx, Eugène-Henri, d. 1733. Les Costes du Boulenois et de la Picardie (1709)  63390
Fricx, George  12141
Friederizianische Siedlungen rechts der Oder bis 1800 [auf Grund der Aufnahmen von Hammer und v. Massenbach]  70136
Friedemann, Arthur, 1871-  31599, 31617
Friedenreich, P. C.  8646
Friedenwald Co. (Baltimore, Md.)  15737, 15738, 15739, 76995, 77008, 77009, 77010
Friedenwald, Isaac, 19th cent.  21320
Friedrichsen Gruyter  11614, 45755, 45757
Friedrichsen (L.) & Co. SEE L. Friedrichsen & Co.  36716
Friedrichsen, Ludwig, 1841-1915  9920, 9942, 33107, 56823, 68704
Friedrichsen, Peter, fl. 1830-1865  9870, 10807, 10816
Friedlander, Elizabeth, 1903-1984  75048
Friedlander, William  15255
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Friedlein & Hirsch  9728
Friedman, Hyman  81441
Friedman, Jane  15112
Friedr. Vieweg & Sohn (Firm)  3517, 9771, 9781, 9804, 9826
Friedrich Bahn Verlag  25728
Friedrich, E.  9072, 10019, 10027, 10138, 10209, 10258, 10278, 10833
Friedrich, Ernst  10229, 10250, 10264, 10318
Friedrich, Gregor  84638
Friedrich, Joachim  49393
Friedrich, L.  68391
Friedrich, Otto, 1929-  12498
Friedrich, Schiller-Universität Jena. Hilprecht-Sammlung SEE Hilprecht-Sammlung Jena  57115
Friedrich, Schiller-Universität Jena. Institut für Sprachen und Kulturen des Vorderen Orients SEE Institut für Sprachen und Kulturen des Vorderen Orients  57115
Friedrich Vieweg und Sohn (Firm) SEE Friedr. Vieweg & Sohn (Firm)  9771
Friedrich Wilhelm Delkeskamp und sein Werk  23061
Friedrich Wilhelm, Elector of Brandenburg, 1620-1688  8682
Friedrichroda (Germany) - Maps  1909  28395
Friedrichroda (Germany) - Maps  1926  28396
Friedrichroda Region (Germany) - Maps  1909  28395
Friedrichroda Region (Germany) - Maps  1926  28396
Friedrichroda und umgebung  28395, 28396
Friedrichroda und umgebung (Germany) - Maps  1909  28395
Friedrichroda und umgebung (Germany) - Maps  1926  28396
Friedrichroda Region (Germany) - Maps  1909  28395
Friedrichroda Region (Germany) - Maps  1926  28396
Friedrichroda und umgebung  28395, 28396
Friedrichroda und umgebung (Germany) - Maps  1909  28395
Friedrichroda und umgebung (Germany) - Maps  1926  28396
Friend, Norman M., b. ca. 1815  22924, 27191, 33467, 51750, 51751, 55577, 55842, 56876, 60348, 64361, 69933, 80872
Friend, Robert, fl. 1711-1739  24037
Friendly Cove (B.C.) SEE Yuquot (B.C.)  58732, 85232
Friendly Map and Publishing Company  40549, 57125
Friendly Map & Pub. Co. (Elmhurst, Ill.) SEE Friendly Map and Publishing Company  57125
The Friendly service route : E : Erie-Lackawanna  59582
The Friendly skies air atlas : United Air Lines  78640, 78686
Friends of Clermont  21721
Friends of Devon's Archives  17140
Friends of Mediaeval Dublin  23840
Friends of Our Native Landscape (Chicago, Ill.)  35711
Friends of the Bancroft Library. Keepsake, no. 17.  32212
Friends of the Chicago River  20509, 20510
Friends of the Parks (Chicago, Ill.)  39379, 42125
Friendship Press, inc.  77825, 78146, 84505
Fries, J. O.  62016
Fries, Johann Jacob, d. 1611  44771
Fries, Lorenz, ca. 1490-1531  1530, 10552, 10553, 10554, 17495, 28397, 28398, 28399, 28400, 28404, 28405, 28406, 28874, 28875, 28877, 28878, 28889, 28890, 62578, 83854, 83865
Fries, Lorenz, ca. 1490-1531. Auslegung der Carta marina (1525)  28402, 28403, 80646
Fries, Lorenz, ca. 1490-1531. Carta marina (1525)  28402, 28403, 80646
Fries, Lorenz, ca. 1490-1531. Carta marina (1530)  28404
Fries, Lorenz, ca. 1490-1531. Tabula moderna alterius aemisphaerii (1527?)  28405
Fries, Lorenz, ca. 1490-1531. Uslegung der mercarthen oder cartha marina (1527)  28404, 28406
Fries, Daniel, 1540-1611  11821, 11822, 20873, 25926, 33377, 33740, 43621, 45921
Friesel, Evyatar  7318, 39788
Friesen, Karl Friedrich, 1785-1814  32296, 46307, 46308, 46314, 46318, 46319, 46320, 46322
Friesen, Paul T.  75988
Friesens Corporation  68548
Friesland door de eeuwen heen  17852
Friesland (Germany) - Maps  1624  28407
Friesland (Germany) - Maps  1909  28395
Friesland (Germany) - Maps  1926  28396
Friesland (Imaginary place) SEE Frisland (Imaginary place)  28437
Friesland (Netherlands) -1740 - Coasts - Nautical charts  28408
Friesland (Netherlands) -1749 - Coasts - Nautical charts  28409
Friesland (Netherlands) - Historical geography - Maps  1579-1588  28415
Friesland (Netherlands) - Historical geography - Maps  1579-1606  28416
Friesland (Netherlands) - Historical geography - Maps  1606  28419
Friesland (Netherlands) - Maps  1558  28410, 53623
Fritzsche, Bruno W. 73773
Fritzsche, G. E. 10677
Fritzsche, M. Christ. Gottlieb 12698
Friuli (Italy) - Maps - Collections, 250-1900 28450
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<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fyn (Denmark) - Maps - 1963 - Topographic maps</td>
<td>39924</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fyns amt (Denmark) - Maps - 1588 - Coasts - Nautical charts</td>
<td>28499, 28500</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G., 16th cent.</td>
<td>64676</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
G. A. 15795, 15796, 15797
G. A. C. 80004
G. Alexis-M 7718
G. and C. and H. Carvill (Firm) SEE G. & C. & H. Carvill (Firm) 76622
G. and C. Merriam Company SEE G. & C. Merriam Company 25510
G. and W. B. Whittaker 7968, 14340, 52192
G.B. Paravia & C. SEE Paravia (Firm) 10686
G. B. Whittaker and Co. 7978
G. Barbèra (Firm) 30280
G. Bell & Sons (London, England) SEE George Bell & Sons 25814
G. Blümlein & Co. 66509
G. & C. and H. Carvill (Firm) 76622
G. & C. Merriam Company 58
35, 6920, 25510, 52119
G. Cowie, and Co. 7988, 29340
G. D. Baedeker (Firm) 12915
G. D. M., fl. 1574 33827
G. de Agostini (firm) 6461, 7128, 10298, 10299, 10499, 10519, 10943, 13856, 22770, 22771, 25675, 38986, 45369
G. de Jode Speculum orbis terrarum. Antwerpen, 1578. With an introd. by R.A. Skelton 7656, 7657
G.E.C. Gad (Firm) 23186, 23187, 23188
G., E. L., active approximately 1931 SEE E. L. G., active approximately 1931 32577
A G[...].enneral plat of the lands belonginge to the citty of London as they are devided and set out to the 12 companies as the[y] do butt and bound ech upon othe[...]/ [from the survey by Sir Thomas Phillips and Richard Hadson, A. D. 1622] 59692
G.E. Saeger Printing Company (Cleveland, Ohio) 48538, 48552, 48567, 59015
G., fl. 1553 6467
G. Francke & Ponnaz, lithographer 30678
G. Freytag & Berndt SEE Freytag und Berndt 26150
G. Freytag's Geographischer 1 Mark - Atlas für das Deutsche Reich 31555
G. Freytag's Verkehrsplan der K.K. Reichshaupt & Residenzstadt Wien 80221
G. Freytag's Welt-Atlas: 211 Karten auf 124 Seiten und Namensverzeichnis 7613, 7615
G. Freytag's Welt-Atlas: 255 Karten auf 142 Seiten und Namensverzeichnis 7623
G., G. 21119, 21120, 46284, 46285, 66858
G.G. Green Laboratory 76882, 76890
G. G. Harrap & Co. SEE George G. Harrap & Co. 32397
G.G. Wickson & Co. (San Francisco, Calif.) 68570
G. Gerin fils (Dijon, France) 14980
G.H. Ellis Co. SEE Geo. H. Ellis Company (Boston, Mass.) 46542
G., H.H., fl. ca. 1930 71774
G. Hanser's Schul-Atlas über alle Theile der Erde und das Wichtigste über das Weltgebäude / revidirt und zum Theile umgearbeitet von Carl Arendts 9762
G., I., 16th cent. 28904
G' II' An (Iran) - Maps - 1745 11347
G. & J. Cary 18938, 18939, 25203, 25215
G., J. & J. Neele 7871, 29095, 30663, 34403
G.J. Thieme Drukkerij SEE Drukkerij G.J. Thieme 49115, 79373
G.K. Hall & Company 49115, 79373
G. L. A., fl. 1528-1559 31325, 67193
G., M., 16th cent. 28904
G & M acquires manuscript map made for George Washington 81062
G.M. (General Motors) SEE General Motors Corporation 68956
G. M. Hausauer & Son (Firm), fl. 1902 19641
G.M. Hopkins & Co. 15765, 23008, 23009, 23010, 23011, 26546, 41733, 51613, 53799, 64368, 64372, 64373, 65662
G.M. Hopkins & Co. Combination atlas of the county of Butler and the state of Pennsylvania (1874) 15027
G.M. Hopkins & Co. SEE ALSO Hopkins, Griffith Morgan) 41733
G. M. Hopkins' map of Kansas City, Missouri 39987
G., M .J., fl. 1936 SEE Grindhem, Martin Johansen 82320
G.M. Johnson & Associates Ltd. 66226
G M & O : 44 nationwide traffic offices selling the advartages of G M & O's route 78236
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Call Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>G. M. &amp; O. Passenger Station, Mobile, Ala.</td>
<td>33197</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G. M. &amp; O. R. R. Co., General Offices</td>
<td>33196</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G. M. &amp; O. R. R. Co. traffic density chart : loaded and empty freight</td>
<td>77794</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>car miles per mile of road operated, 1942</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G. M. &amp; O. R. R. Co. traffic density chart : loaded and empty freight</td>
<td>77814, 77815</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>car miles per mile of road operated, 1943</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G. M. &amp; O. R. R. Co. traffic density chart : loaded and empty freight</td>
<td>77828</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>car miles per mile of road operated, 1944</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G. M. &amp; O. R. R. Co. traffic density chart : loaded and empty freight</td>
<td>77842</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>car miles per mile of road operated, 1945</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G. M. &amp; O. R. R. Co. traffic density chart : loaded and empty freight</td>
<td>77856</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>car miles per mile of road operated, 1946</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G. M. &amp; O. R. R. Co. traffic density chart : loaded and empty freight</td>
<td>77884</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>car miles per mile of road operated, 1947</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G. M. &amp; O. R. R. Co. traffic density chart : loaded and empty freight</td>
<td>77907</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>car miles per mile of road operated, 1948</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G. M. &amp; O. R. R. Co. traffic density chart : loaded and empty freight</td>
<td>77928</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>car miles per mile of road operated, 1949</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G. M. &amp; O. R. R. Co. traffic density chart : loaded and empty freight</td>
<td>77970</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>car miles per mile of road operated, 1950</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G. M. &amp; O. : rail, truck, bus / drawn by Richard J. Scott, Mobile, Al</td>
<td>72014, 72041</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G. P. Engelhard &amp; Co.</td>
<td>19679</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G.P. Putnam’s Sons</td>
<td>5023, 5067, 5093, 5107, 5131, 5137, 5138, 5879, 15034, 18987, 22415, 26273, 30005, 30695, 34277, 34475, 42214, 45753, 63100, 72855, 76909, 81442, 82853</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G.P. Putnam &amp; Sons</td>
<td>44340, 59811, 66918</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G. Philip &amp; Son SEE George Philip &amp; Son</td>
<td>43800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G. R.</td>
<td>14154, 22145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G. &amp; R. Waite (Firm)</td>
<td>12738</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G. Rougier et Compagnie</td>
<td>9446</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G. Routledge &amp; Co.</td>
<td>8110, 8286, 75790</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G. S., 16th cent.</td>
<td>28904</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G.T. Brown &amp; Co. Lith.</td>
<td>21832, 74173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G.T. Masi &amp; Co. SEE Masi, G. T.</td>
<td>1697</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G.T. Rowland (Firm)</td>
<td>8613</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G. Van Oest et Cie.</td>
<td>12288</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G. W. A.</td>
<td>54009, 56205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G.W. Bacon &amp; Co.</td>
<td>8286, 8310, 8325, 8330, 8342, 8357, 8368, 8370, 8375, 8380, 8383, 8385, 8396, 8414, 11088, 14446, 14480, 21282, 22193, 26118, 26129, 26148, 26186, 32447, 32448, 38417, 42475, 42511, 42516, 42532, 42564, 42571, 42585, 42601, 42610, 42613, 42616, 42620, 42630, 42635, 42657, 42661, 42667, 69634, 69645, 76811, 76836</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G.W. Bacon &amp; Co. - 1924</td>
<td>28501</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G.W. Bacon &amp; Co. Environ of Paris [1870?]</td>
<td>8099</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G.W. Bacon &amp; Co. SEE ALSO Bacon &amp; Co.</td>
<td>76811</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G.W. Boynton &amp; Co.</td>
<td>4759, 4761, 4764, 4770, 4820, 29639, 29668, 35461</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G.W. Bromley</td>
<td>43014, 43015, 45067, 64384</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G.W. &amp; C. B. Colton &amp; Co.</td>
<td>1018, 2097, 2547, 2867, 2868, 5012, 5013, 5039, 5041, 5061, 5068, 5077, 5085, 5105, 5125, 5142, 5144, 5222, 12851, 12854, 12894, 14684, 15264, 15274, 19514, 21280, 21284, 22506, 25859, 35549, 35550, 36770, 37612, 37615, 40083, 40086, 40100, 40104, 40108, 40110, 40111, 40113, 42860, 45712, 46781, 48183, 48319, 49540, 50702, 50704, 51327, 52912, 52914, 52915, 55654, 55848, 56094, 56099, 57180, 57995, 58930, 60203, 66784, 70792, 70793, 71372, 72282, 72294, 73412, 74549, 74555, 76000, 76818, 76819, 76831, 76851, 76857, 76899, 79380, 79552, 81839, 81840, 81853, 81865, 81898, 81999, 81903, 81907, 81909, 81914, 81922, 81925, 81928, 81929, 81943, 84794, 84796</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G., W., fl. 1675</td>
<td>7766</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G.W. Poncy Inc.</td>
<td>32106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G.W. Russell &amp; Son (Firm)</td>
<td>29341, 29511</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G. Wilkie and J. Robinson</td>
<td>29162, 29203, 29216, 29221, 29234, 29235</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G. Woolworth Colton’s new guide map of the United States &amp; Canada, w</td>
<td>76831</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gabarus Bay (N.S.) - Maps - 1740-1749 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>28502</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gabarus Bay (N.S.) - Maps - 1757 - Maps</td>
<td>43245</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gabarus (N.S.) - Maps - 1758</td>
<td>43252, 43253</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gabarus (N.S.) - Maps - 1760</td>
<td>43259</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gabb, George H.</td>
<td>28682</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gabinet del gravat antic i modern</td>
<td>11817</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gabon and the neighboring country in West Africa</td>
<td>28503</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gabon - Maps - 1846</td>
<td>28503</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gabon: official standard names approved by the United States Board o</td>
<td>52296</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gaboto, Sebastian, 1474 (ca.)-1557 SEE Cabot, Sebastian, 1474 (ca.)-</td>
<td>15070</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1557</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gabriel, Albert</td>
<td>48152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gabriel Dumont Institute of Native Studies and Applied Research</td>
<td>68941</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gabriel, E.</td>
<td>10447, 84390</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gabriel, Ralph Henry, 1890-1987</td>
<td>48191</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gabriel (Saml.) Sons and Company, New York SEE Saml. Gabriel Sons &amp; C</td>
<td>20552</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gabriel (Samuel) Sons &amp; Company SEE Saml. Gabriel Sons &amp; Company</td>
<td>6004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gabriel Walser : Rhaetia Karte, 1768 / Arthur Dürst</td>
<td>80785</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Gad (G.E.C.), firm, Copenhagen SEE G.E.C. Gad (Firm) 23186
Gade, John Allyne 20814
Gades ab occidvis insvlae partibvs 18724
Gadner, Georg, 1522-1605 SEE Gadner, Georg, 1522-1605 11392
Gadol, Joan 1164
Gadsden County (Fla.) - Maps - 1999 - Road maps 74191
Gadsden County (Fla.) - Maps - 2003 - Road maps 74192, 74193
Gadsden County (Fla.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps 41863
Gadsden, James, 1788-1858 72229
Gadsden Purchase - Maps - 1855 72229
Gadsden Purchase - Maps - 1857 2546
Gadsden Purchase - Maps - 1858 28504
Gadsden Purchase - Maps - 1859 - Silver mines and mining 28505
Gaebler (Ed.) Geographisches Institut SEE Ed. Gaebler's Geographisches Institut 10305
Gaebler, Eduard, 1842-1911 9881, 9925, 9938, 9947, 9959, 9964, 10003, 10004, 10013, 10044, 10058, 10076, 10092, 10178, 10205, 10213, 10230, 10238, 10251, 10262, 10268, 10273, 10305, 10312, 23807, 28278, 31546, 41828
Gaebler, Volkhard 25732
Gaeblers Geographisches Institut SEE Ed. Gaebler's Geographisches Institut 10305
Gaeta, Gulf of (Italy) - Maps - 1528 52602
Gaeta, Gulf of (Italy) - Maps - 1710 28506
Gaeta (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1632 28507
Gaete, Hendrik van de 3462, 38487, 51842, 69981, 80570
Gaetjens, Stuart 66310
Gaill Oil Comapany (South Bend, Ind.) 47005, 48833
Gafill's Michigan road map : Sun Ray service stations ... / Gafill Oil Company, South Bend, Indiana 47005
Gafill's Sun Ray road map [of the Middle West] : all roads lead to Sun Ray service stations 48833
Gagarin, Nikolai Sergeevich, kniaz, 1776-1842 67610
Gage County (Neb.) - Maps - 1906 - Landowners 28508
Gage Educational Publishing Limited 8625
Gage Educational Publishing Limited SEE ALSO W. J. Gage and Company 8625
Gage, G. A. 42515
Gage, Michael Alexander, fl. 1836-1852 8056, 42239
Gage, Thomas, 1603? -1656. A New survey of the West-India’s ... (1655) 1610, 21224, 46271, 81579
Gage, Thomas, 1721-1787 27371, 55606, 55607, 55609, 61698
Gage (W.J.) and Co. SEE W. J. Gage and Company 8622
Gage, William Leonard 34185, 34186
Gage world atlas : a Canadian perspective 8625
Gager (J.) and Co. SEE Gager, John, 19th cent. 20001
Gager, John, 19th cent. 10989, 10990, 12324, 12325, 19412, 19989, 19990, 19995, 20001, 23865, 27294, 27295, 27300, 27301, 43857, 83617, 83618
Gagg, John 16787
Gagnebin 10899
Gahan, Gordon W. 22076
Gaia, an atlas of planet management / [written by] Norman Myers with Uma Ram Nath and Melvin Westlake ; Gaia Books Limited ; general editor, Norman Myers 52725
The Gaia atlas of future worlds : challenge and opportunity in an age of change / Norman Myers ; foreword by Kenneth E. Boulding 52730
Gaia Books Limited 52725, 52730
Gaiba, Lake (Bolivia and Brazil) - Maps - 1901 13338, 28509
Gaignières, François-Roger de, 1642-1715 63009
Gail-Billings Advertising (Billings, Mont.) 11289
Gail-Billings Advertising (Billings, Mont.) SEE ALSO Gail, W. W. 11289
Gail’s golden guide : a complete reference book for tourists, covering the Beartooth, Absaroka, & Shoshone national forest vacation region, the historic Indian country where the west was won [and] Billings, the gateway of the American wonderland 11295
Gail’s golden guide : complete reference book for tourists, covering the Billings region ... 11289
Gail’s golden guides 11289, 11295
Gail, W. W., active 1928-1937 11289, 11295
Gail, W. W. SEE ALSO Gail-Billings Advertising (Billings, Mont.) 11289
Gaile, Gary L. 76161
Gailey, Harry A. 187
Gaillac-Moncroq et Cie. (Paris, France) 14639, 39548, 39804, 46478, 57802, 70636
Gaillard, Tacitus. A Map of South Carolina, 1770 28510
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Galena (Ill.) - Maps - 1976 28519
Galera i Monegal, Montserrat 18478
Galera, Montserrat et al 7115
La Galerie agréable du monde : ou l’on voit en un grand nombre de cartes tres-exactes et de belles tailles-douces, les principaux empires, roïaumes, republiques, provinces, villes, bourgs et fortresses ... dans les quatre parties de l’univers. Diviséé 8743
Galeries Lafayette 63128
Gales & Seaton 1868, 12035, 26497, 32754, 32921, 32922, 64204, 65506, 65507, 70258, 76702, 81791, 81793, 81795
Galewood (Chicago, Ill.) SEE Austin (Chicago, Ill.) 10994
Galey, John 67883
Galgano, Renato 30397
Galiani 10656, 31493, 76643
Galiani, Gen. SEE Galiani 10656
Galichian, Rouben 3107
Galicia, Eastern (Ukraine) - Maps - 1701 28524
Galicia, Eastern (Ukraine) - Maps - 1787 28521, 39336, 43683, 74477
Galicia, Eastern (Ukraine) - Maps - 1803 28522, 28523
Galicia (Poland and Ukraine) - Maps - 1701 28524
Galicia (Poland and Ukraine) - Maps - 1730 79576
Galicia (Poland and Ukraine) - Maps - 1787 28525, 43597, 44242, 44243, 83613, 85248
Galicia (Poland and Ukraine) - Maps - 1803 28526, 28527, 28528, 28529, 43598, 83614
Galicia (Poland and Ukraine) - Maps - Collections, 1999 52297
Galicia (Spain : Region) - Maps - 1528 11349
Galicia (Spain : Region) - Maps - 1606 28530
Galicia (Spain : Region) - Maps - 1680 28531
Galicia (Spain : Region) - Maps - 1704 28532
Galicia (Spain : Region) - Maps - 1794 28533
Galicia (Spain : Region) - Maps - Collections, 1552-1900 - Exhibitions 17223
[Galicie occidentale & orientale] 28527
Galignani, 17th cent. 10609
Galignani, A., 19th cent. 63072, 63073
Galignani (A. and W.) and Co. SEE A. and W. Galignani and Co. 63072
Galignani & Co SEE Galignani Library 63112
Galignani de Karera (Simon) Heirs (Firm) SEE Galignani Heirs (Firm) 28927
Galignani, Francesco, fl. 1621 28954
Galignani, Giovanni Battista 28936, 28937
Galignani Heirs (Firm) 28927
Galignani Library 1222, 1223, 1224, 1227, 26129, 31753, 63100, 63112, 63346, 73915
Galignani Library SEE ALSO A. and W. Galignani and Co. 63112
Galignani, Mr. (Giovanni Antonio), 1759-1821 63065
Galignani, Paolo, fl. 1621 28954
Galignani's illustrated Paris guide for 1886 : revised and verified by personal inspection 63100
Galignani's new Paris guide : containing a detailed and accurate description of all the public edifices, gardens etc., an account of the political, scientific, commercial, religious, and moral institutions of the capital, an abstract of the laws intere 63073
Galignani's new Paris guide for 1651 : compiled from the best authorities, revised and verified by personal inspection, and arranged on an entirely new plan 63072
Galignani's new Paris guide, for 1860 : revised and verified by personal inspection, and arranged on an entirely new plan 63076
Galignani's Paris guide for 1892 63112
Galignani, W. 63072, 63073
Galilei, Galileo, 1564-1642 69814
Galinée, René Brehan de, d. 1678 32518, 32519, 32520
Galinée, René Brehan de, d. 1678 - Travels, 1669 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 32519
Galipoli 28545, 28546
Galissonière, M. de la 15977
Galkovich, B. G. 18526
Gall & Inglis 3486, 8102, 8152, 8200, 8264, 14422, 14426, 14435, 14436, 14437, 14438, 14440, 14449, 14450, 25355, 25357, 25363, 25368, 34484, 34486, 38406, 42457, 69659, 69671
Gall & Inglis' imperial globe atlas of modern and ancient geography : containing thirty-seven quarto pages of maps and index-gazetteer of 20,000 names 34484, 34486
Gall & Inglis' school atlas of modern and ancient geography : containing thirty-two royal quarto maps 8152
Gall, James, 1808-1895 3486, 44640, 84300, 84301, 84302
Gall-Peters Projection 28534, 44658, 64309
Gall's isographic projection (Cartography) 84300
Gall's isographic projection : polar distance, perfect; for physical maps, chiefly meteorological and hydrographic 84300
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Gall's orthographic projection (Cartography) 84301
Gall's orthographic projection: equal area, perfect; for physical maps, chiefly statistical 84301
Gall's stereographic projection (Cartography) 84302, 84336, 84339, 84374, 84392, 84404, 84405, 84406, 84407, 84408, 84410, 84415, 84417, 84517
Gall's stereographic projection of the world: for general purposes 84302
Gallia regnum 28531
Gallager, Barrett, fl. 1952 34692
Gallagher, Gary W. 78054
Gallaher, Wallace 29484
Gallais (P. J.) et Cie. 26185
Galland, Henry J. 22807
Gallant 22807
Gallant, Frank K., 1948-52489
Gallapagoes Isles 28513
The Gallapagos Islands discovered and described by Capt. Cowley in 1684 28513
Gallas, Klaus 22622
Gallati, Frieda, 1876-75576
Gallati, Johann Jacob 28621
Gallatin, Albert, 1761-1849 57306, 57307, 57308, 57311, 58918, 62061
Gallatin County (Ill.) - Maps - 1920-1929 - Landowners 28535
Gallatin County (Ill.) - Maps - 1970 - Landowners 28536
Gallatin County (Ill.) - Maps - 1976 - Landowners 28537
Gallatin River Valley (Wyo. and Mont.) - Maps - 1928 85074
Gallaudet, Theodore 29253
Galle, Philippe, 1537-1612 7668, 7669, 7672, 7674, 7679, 7680, 7750, 7751, 8661, 20869
Galle, Philip, 1537-1612 SEE Galle, Philippe, 1537-1612 8661
Galleria Delle Carte Geografiche (Vatican Palace, Vatican City) - Map collections 74482, 74483
Galleria delle carte geografiche (Vatican Palace, Vatican City) - Map collections - Facsimiles 28538
Gallery 7319
Gallery guide: the cartographic collections of Virginia Garrett / edited by Gerald D. Saxon; exhibition by Katherine R. Goodwin 28589
Gallery Home Furnishings (Monticello, Ind.) 6303
The Gallery of geography: a pictorial & descriptive tour of the world 30261
Gallery of maps in the Vatican 74483
Galles SEE Wales 80690
Gallet, G. 28977
Galletti J.G.A. egyetemi világrajza: vagy földirati, államtani és történelmi ismerettár ... 29722
Galletti, Johann Georg August, 1750-1828 29217, 29293, 29332, 29487, 29654, 29722
Galleus, Philippus, 1537-1612 SEE Galle, Philippe, 1537-1612 8661
Galley 28142
Galley, Paul 18426
Gallia antiqua 27545, 27552, 27553
Gallia antiqua ex aevi Romani monumentis ... / auctor d'Anville ... 27551
Gallia antiqua ex aevi Romani monumentis ... / auctor d'Anville ...; De-la-Haye 27578
Gallia antiqua ex aevi Romani monumentis eruta ... 27577
Gallia Antiqua in provincias et populos divisa, geographicis Sansonum conatibus ... / ab Aeg. Robert geographo regis ordinario ... 27575, 27576
Gallia benedictina seu abbatiae & prioratus ... 27722
[Gallia County (Ohio) - 1885: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 28540
Gallia County (Ohio). County Commissioners 28539
Gallia County (Ohio) - Maps - 1874 - Landowners 28539
Gallia County (Ohio) - Maps - 1885 - Landowners 28540
Galla. Geographica Galliae descriptio, de integro plurimis in locis emendata ac regionum limitibus distincta / auctore Petro Plantio; Ioannes Baptista Vrints excudit 27618
Gallia / Guilielmus Postellus descrivebat; Abrah. Orfelius excudebat; cum privilegio 27611
Gallia III. Nova tabula 27601
Gallia SEE France 27576
Gallia vetus ad Julli Caesaris commentarios 27572
Gallia vetus ex C. Iuli Caesaris ... 27566
Gallia vetus ex C. Iuli Caesaris commentarius descripta ex conatibus geographicus N. Sanson ... 27567
Gallia vetus ex C. Julli Caesaris Commentariis descripta, ou, Les conquêtes de Jules Cesar dans le Gaule transalpine / par N. Sanson, geographe du roy 27569
Galliae amplissimi regni tabula 27612
Galliae antiquae descriptio geographica / autore N. Sanson ... 27549
Galliae antiquae description geographica 27548
Galliae Belgicae 12104, 12107
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Creator/Contributor</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gallica Narbonens ; Sabaudiae dvcat / autore Aegidio Bulionio Belga ; Vennxini comitativs nova descrit / autore Stephano Ghebellino</td>
<td>41609, 41610</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gallica Narbonensis era maritilla recenter descripta ; Sabaudiae, et Burguyndae Comitatus descriptio / autore Aegidio Bulionio Belga</td>
<td>41608</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Galiae regionis nova descriptio</td>
<td>27602</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Galiae regni potentiss. nova descriptio / Ioanne loliveto autore</td>
<td>27609, 27617</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Galiae seu Franciae tabula</td>
<td>27651</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Galiae seu Franciae tabula, qua omnes provinciae, viae angiariae, et aliis res notatu dignae ...</td>
<td>27682</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Galiae tabule geographicae (3parts)</td>
<td>9557</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Galiae veteris descriptio / ex conatus geographicis Abrah. Ortelij.</td>
<td>27547</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Galiae vetvs descriptio / ad luli Joab Caesaris commentaria / ex conatus geographicis Abrah. Ortelij.</td>
<td>27546</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gallica Bibliothèque Numérique (Internet resource) SEE Gallica (Organization)</td>
<td>44851</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Gallica Bibliothèque Numérique (Internet resource) : website including digital collections of manuscript and printed maps in the Bibliothèque Nationale de France and other French libraries and archives]</td>
<td>44851</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gallica (Organization)</td>
<td>44851</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gallica (Organization) - Map collections - Electronic information resourcesLouis C. Karpinski Map Collection (Newberry Library) - Electronic information resources</td>
<td>44851</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gallichan, Walter M. (Walter Matthew), 1861-1946</td>
<td>19343, 69887</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gallieni, Joseph-Simon, 1849-1916</td>
<td>81543, 81544</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gallienne, Gerard</td>
<td>65948</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Galliers, Richard J.</td>
<td>65544</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gallina quadrangle : New Mexico</td>
<td>55294</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gallipoli (Italy) - Maps - 1591</td>
<td>28541</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gallipoli (Italy) - Maps - 1620</td>
<td>28542</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gallipoli (Italy) - Maps - 1753 - Harbors - Nautical charts</td>
<td>28543</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gallipoli (Italy) - Maps - 1771 - Harbors - Nautical charts</td>
<td>28544</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gallipoli (Turkey) - Maps - 1753 - Harbors - Nautical charts</td>
<td>28545</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gallipoli (Turkey) - Maps - 1771 - Harbors - Nautical charts</td>
<td>28546</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gallipoli (Turkey) - Maps - 1923</td>
<td>38628</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gallipolus</td>
<td>28542</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gallison (W.M.H.) Co., Boston, Mass. SEE W.M.H. Gallison Co. (Boston, Mass.)</td>
<td>42979</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gallo, Gene</td>
<td>23897</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gallo, Marina</td>
<td>28548</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gallo, Rodolfo</td>
<td>15043, 15785, 17497, 26812, 62710, 62893, 85335</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gallo, Rodolfo, 1881-1964</td>
<td>28547</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gallo, Rodolfo, 1881-1964 - Bibliography</td>
<td>28548</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gallois, Lucien Louis Joseph, 1857-1941</td>
<td>16736, 17216, 17498, 26610, 26625, 30731, 30732, 30733, 30734</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gallouédec, L. (Louis), 1864-</td>
<td>1509, 9506, 9519, 9520, 9521, 9525, 9529, 9530, 25784, 25785, 30570, 30580, 30587</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gallow, R. W.</td>
<td>33848</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Galloway and Carrick</td>
<td>28549</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Galloway, Patricia Kay</td>
<td>38541</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Galloway (Scotland) 1924</td>
<td>28549</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gallucci, Giovanni Paolo</td>
<td>4199, 4262</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gallup (A.O.) &amp; Co.</td>
<td>14707, 62416</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Gallup District : showing rail road spurs and approximate location of all mines and prospects / Jo. E. Sheridan, U.S. Mine Inspector for New Mexico</td>
<td>28551</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gallup, Donald Clifford, 1913-</td>
<td>85024</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gallup Map Company</td>
<td>8251, 2676, 2677, 2982, 21460, 24355, 27075, 31137, 35946, 35947, 36036, 37027, 37805, 39999, 40154, 40233, 40346, 40859, 43931, 47129, 47130, 48821, 49739, 50212, 50790, 50882, 50894, 50003, 51317, 51824, 58492, 59879, 60738, 60739, 61472, 61480, 63684, 67102, 71989, 71927, 71987, 71994, 72001, 72012, 72039, 72065, 72083, 74736, 76180, 77372, 77395, 77480, 77487, 77640, 77665, 83229</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gallup Map &amp; Supply Co. (Kansas City, Mo.) SEE Gallup Map Company</td>
<td>36036</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gallup (N.M.) - Indians of North America - 1936</td>
<td>28550</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gallup, New Mexico - The Indian Capital - invites you to the Inter-tribal Indian Ceremonial : Gallup, New Mexico - August 26, 27, and 28, 1936</td>
<td>28550</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gallup Region (N. M.) - Maps - 1903 - Coal mines and mining</td>
<td>28551</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gallup's comprehensive road map of Kansas</td>
<td>40154</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gallup's highway atlas of the United States</td>
<td>77372</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gallup's highway atlas of the United States : featuring the midwest territory with city maps, index to population, fish and game laws, etc.</td>
<td>77395</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gallup's highway atlas of the United States : with city maps, index to population, fish, game and motor laws</td>
<td>77487</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gallup's Inc. (Kansas City, Mo.) SEE Gallup Map Company</td>
<td>36036, 71898</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gallup County</td>
<td>28563</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gaineder, Mary</td>
<td>44854, 75072</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gaineder, Mary H., 1936-</td>
<td>85391</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Galt, John, 1779-1839</td>
<td>7967, 64253</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Galton, Francis, Sir, 1822-1911</td>
<td>8149, 80600</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Galtus, Oliverius, fl. 1620</td>
<td>38783, 38784</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Galveston Auto Protective Association 28561
Galveston Bay and Texas Land Company 74513
Galveston Bay and Texas Land Company - Maps - 1835 74513
Galveston Bay (Tex.) - Maps - 1690 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 28552
Galveston Bay (Tex.) - Maps - 1785 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 28553
Galveston Bay (Tex.) - Maps - 1828 - Nautical charts 74513
Galveston Bay (Tex.) - Maps - 1841 74522, 74523, 74524
Galveston Bay (Tex.) - Maps - 1855 74539
Galveston Bay (Tex.) - Maps - 1857 74541
Galveston Bay (Tex.) - Maps - 1859 74544
Galveston Bay (Tex.) - Maps - 1866 74547
Galveston Bay (Tex.) - Maps - 1874 74549
Galveston Bay (Tex.) - Maps - 1949 - Nautical charts 33190, 33191
Galveston Chamber of Commerce 32735

[Galveston County (Tex.) - 1879: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 28554
[Galveston County (Tex.) - 1891: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 28555, 28556
[Galveston County (Tex.) - 1892: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 28557

Galveston County (Tex.) - Maps - 1879 - Landowners 28554
Galveston County (Tex.) - Maps - 1891 - Landowners 28555, 28556
Galveston County (Tex.) - Maps - 1892 - Landowners 28557
Galveston County (Tex.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps 34763
Galveston County (Tex.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps 34765
Galveston County (Tex.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps 34766
Galveston Island 28558
Galveston Island (Tex.) - Maps - 1893 28558
Galveston Region (Tex.) - Maps - 1872 80960
Galveston Region (Tex.) - Maps - 1893 - Railroads 28559
Galveston Region (Tex.) - Maps - 1964 - Road maps 34744, 34745
Galveston Region (Tex.) - Maps - 1968 - Road maps 34747, 74995
Galveston Region (Tex.) - Maps - 1969 - Road maps 34748, 74996
Galveston Region (Tex.) - Maps - 1970 - Road maps 34749
Galveston Region (Tex.) - Maps - 1971 - Road maps 34750
Galveston Region (Tex.) - Maps - 1974 - Road maps 75002, 75003
Galveston Region (Tex.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps 34718, 34752, 34753
Galveston Region (Tex.) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps 34754, 34755, 34756, 75004
Galveston Region (Tex.) - Maps - 1978 - Road maps 34757
Galveston Region (Tex.) - Maps - 1979 - Road maps 34758, 34759
Galveston Region (Tex.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps 34761
Galveston (Tex.) - Maps - 1845 28560
Galveston (Tex.) - Maps - 1845 - Harbors 28560
Galveston (Tex.) - Maps - 1928 - Road maps 28561
Galveston (Tex.) - Maps - 1952 - Railroads 28562
Galveston (Tex.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps 34760
Galveston (Tex.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps 34761
Galveston (Tex.) - Maps - Bibliography 33199
Galveston (Tex.) Rosenberg Library SEE Rosenberg Library 33199
Galvez 81655
Gálvez, Bernardo de, 1746-1786 64187, 64188, 64189
Gálvez, José de, 1720-1787 31896, 31897
Gálvez Medrano, Arturo 46257, 46258

Galway Bay (Ireland) - Maps - 1758 - Nautical charts 38272
Galway Bay (Ireland) - Maps - 1766 - Nautical charts 38280
Galway Bay (Ireland) - Maps - 1790 - Nautical charts 38300

Galway (Ireland : County) - Maps - 1685 28563
Galway (Ireland : County) - Maps - 1819 28564
Galway (Ireland : County) - Maps - 1895 38394
Galway (Ireland) - Maps - 1610 21860, 21861
Galway (Ireland) - Maps - 1620 38232, 38233
Galway (Ireland) - Maps - 1740 23826
Galway (Ireland) - Maps - 1785 23827
Galway (Ireland) - Maps - 1872 - Harbors 23855
Galway (Ireland) - Maps - 1909 38407
Gamba, Bartolomeo, 1776-1841 65761
Gamba, Joseph 45887
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Ganges River Valley (India and Bangladesh) - Maps - 1829 36573
Gangolli, J. de 64521

Ganges - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1926 19727
Gangs - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1931 - Pictorial maps 19754

Ganjam (India : District) - Maps - 1778 62280

Gannett, Henry, 1846-1914  12080, 21814, 21917, 21919, 22510, 30947, 36478, 52239, 52505, 52506, 57792, 65606, 68662, 74595, 76902, 76903, 76904, 76926, 76958, 76959, 76960, 77017, 77023, 77038, 77132, 77142, 77148, 77149, 77178, 84786, 85056, 85057, 85058, 85059, 85060, 85061, 85062, 85065, 85067

Gannett, Henry, 1846-1914. Statistical atlas of the United States : based upon results of the Eleventh census (1898) 36478, 65606, 76958

Garant, Jean Marc 12314

Garcés, Francisco Tomás Hermenegildo, 1738-1781 21685, 72222, 72223

Garcia Conde, Pedro, 19th cent. 21681, 68471

García Conde, Pedro, fl. 1681-1685 46322

García Cubas, Antonio, 1832-1912 18123, 21119, 46370, 46371, 46380, 46381, 46382, 46386, 46391, 46396, 46467, 66858

García de Miranda, Enriqueta 46587

García de Palacios Roji, Clara 46218, 46219

García de Toreño, Nuno, fl. 1522-1525 1829

Garcia de Valverde, - Trials, Litigation, Etc. - Maps - 1500-1599 - Manuscripts 68839

Garcia, José Manuel, 1956-10727

García, José, of Chihuahua 20547

García Lequena, Herlinda 10708

García, Manuel, don 27412, 27413

Garcia de Valverde, - Trials, Litigation, Etc. - Maps - 1500-1599 - Manuscripts 68839

Garcia de Valverde, - Trials, Litigation, Etc. - Maps - 1500-1599 - Manuscripts 68839

Gard, capitaine 49250

Gard (France : Dept.) - Maps - 1730 28569

Gard (France) - Maps - 1698 28570

Garda, Lake, (Italy) - Maps - 1926 28571

Garda, Lake, (Italy) - Maps - 1931 28572

Garda, Lake, Region (Italy) - Maps - 1908 75496

Garda, Lake, Region (Italy) - Maps - 1930 13913

Garda, Lake, Region (Italy) - Maps - 1965 75950

Gardasee, Verona und Brescia : mit Angaben für Automobilisten 28572

Garde, Vilhelm 5282

Gardelé, Jacques 7116

Garden City Books 6457

Garden City Publishing Co. 6136, 6335, 6364, 6373, 84363

Garden Club of Virginia 80479, 80483, 80484, 80485, 80493, 80495, 80501, 80503, 80506, 80509, 80512

Garden County (Neb.) - Maps - 1855 - Indians - Wars 13261

Garden, F. 29023

Garden of Eden SEE Eden 18270

Garden of the Gods 28573

Garden of the Gods (Colorado Springs, Colo.) - Description and travel - 1960-1969 28573

Garden of the Palatinate (Heidelberg, Germany) SEE Hortus Palatinus (Heidelberg, Germany) 34679

Garden, Robert 52064

Garden State Parkway map / New Jersey Highway Authority ... Woodbridge, New Jersey ... 28574

Garden State Parkway (N.J.) - Maps - 1959 4143, 4144

Garden State Parkway (N.J.) - Maps - 1961 4146, 4147
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Garden State Parkway (N.J.) - Maps - 1965 28574
GardenCity 6446
Gardener, James 15829, 16555
Gardens - Giardino di Villa Lante (Bagnaia, Italy) - Pictorial works - 1596 31857
Gardens of delight : maps and travel accounts of Illinois and the Great Lakes from the collection of Hermon Dunlap Smith : an exhibition at The Newberry Library, 29 October-31 January 1985 / catalog prepared by Robert W. Karrow, Jr. and David Buisseret 36439
Gardens - Vatican Palace (Vatican City) - Pictorial works - 1579 22260
Gardens - Villa d’Este (Tivoli, Italy) - Pictorial works - 1573 75224
Gardens - Villa d’Este (Tivoli, Italy) - Pictorial works - 1575 75225, 80270
Gardens - Villa Medici (Rome, Italy) - Pictorial works - 1570 80273
Gardette, Marie Madeleine Folleville, fl. 1781-1785 85161
Gardette, Pierre 43715
Le Gardeur de Courtemanche, Augustin, 1663-1717 - Homes and Haunts - Maps - 1715 - Manuscripts 67979, 67980, 67981
Gardin Fraser, Laura 1889-1966 SEE Fraser, Laura Gardin, 1889-1966 61675
Gardiner, Evelyn Norwood 82470
Gardiner, James Francis 82470
Gardiner, John 27214, 80848
Gardiner, R. A. 37533
Gardiner, Richard A. 33363
Gardiner, Samuel Rawson, 1829-1902 32399, 32400, 32401, 32402, 32406
Gardner, Bonnell 2318
Gardner, Carl L. Blueprint for Chicago 19854
Gardner, David E 6646, 6689, 25399
Gardner, Edmund Garratt, 1869-1935 26779
Gardner, Edwin M. 74359
Gardner, Edwin P. 80917
Gardner, Ernest Arthur, 1862-1939 32885
Gardner, J. 25225
Gardner, J.T. 85181
Gardner, Jas. 63067
Gardner, Paul E. 79821
Gardner (Robert) & Co. 31939, 31944, 31951
Gardner, Thomas 25089
Gardner, W. R. 7949, 7976, 8075, 32438, 34409
Gardner, William, 1739 or 40-1800 13956, 20525, 73598, 73600
Gardner, Georgia, 1522-1605 SEE Gardner, Georg, 1522-1605 84740
Gardner, Richard 19185
Gare Centrale (Montréal, Québec) - Pictorial works - 1944 28575, 28576
Gare Centrale (Montréal, Québec) - Pictorial works - 1953 28577
Gare Centrale (Montréal, Québec) - Pictorial works - 1954 28578, 66112
Gare Centrale (Montréal, Québec) - Pictorial works - 1959 66114
Garel-Frantzen, Tony 45637
Garfield, Robert 17955
Garland County (Ark.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners 28579
Garland, Herbert, 1885- 28675
Garland, James 30782
Garland, Ken 12047
Garmisch-Partenkirchen (Germany) 28585
Garmisch-Partenkirchen (Germany : Landkreis) - Maps - 1937 28580
Garmisch Partenkirchen (Germany) - Maps - 1914 28581
Garmisch Partenkirchen (Germany) - Maps - 1925 28582
Garmisch Partenkirchen (Germany) - Maps - 1929 28583
Garmisch Partenkirchen (Germany) - Maps - 1937 28580
Garmisch Partenkirchen (Germany) - Maps - 1955 28584
Garmisch-Partenkirchen (Germany) - Tourism - 1950 28586
Garmisch-Partenkirchen und die Mittenwaldbahn : mit Anhang Wintersport 28582
Garmisch-Partenkirchen und die Mittenwaldbahn von Reutte bis Innsbruck : praktischer Reiseführer 28581
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Call Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gatrell</td>
<td>8563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gatrell (A. W.) and Company</td>
<td>84477</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gatta, Giovanni Francesco de la, fl. 1557 SEE Della Gatta, Giovanni Francesco, fl. 1557</td>
<td>62771</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gatti, Guglielmo</td>
<td>67308</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gattlen, Anton</td>
<td>51993, 51994, 79793</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gatty, Fenna</td>
<td>42004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gatty, Harold, 1903</td>
<td>42004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gatty's combined world and star chart for emergency navigation</td>
<td>42004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gaubil, Antoine, 1689-1759</td>
<td>34527, 58710, 58711, 67748</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gauch, Sarah</td>
<td>1194, 1195, 1203, 24712</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gaudillère, Bernard</td>
<td>7451</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gaudy, John, fl. ca. 1705-ca.1740</td>
<td>118, 119, 1257, 1258, 1321, 1322, 1442, 1443, 16555, 16562, 16704, 16706, 31859, 31860, 38489, 38490, 41660, 41661, 43929, 43930, 45869, 45872, 45877, 45878, 56895, 56898, 79759, 79760</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gaugy</td>
<td>3814</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gaul - Description and travel - 1000</td>
<td>28621</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gaul (France : Roman Province) SEE France</td>
<td>27569</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gaul - History - Gallic Wars, 58-51 B.C. SEE France - History, Ancient</td>
<td>27586</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gaul - Maps - 1656-1679 - Ecclesiastical geography</td>
<td>27641</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gauld, George</td>
<td>46250, 81646</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>La Gaule Cisalpine pour l'Histoire Romaine de Mr. Rollin...</td>
<td>39032</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>La Gaule Cisalpine pour l'Histoire Romaine de Mr. Rollin / par le Sr. D'Anville, Géographe ordre. du Roi, Dec. 1741 ; gravée pour Bourgoin L.</td>
<td>38740</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>La Gaule dans son etat au tems de la conquete par Cesar pour l'Histoire Romaine de Mr. Crevier ...</td>
<td>27579</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gaultherot, Vivant</td>
<td>9078, 9079</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gaultier, abbé (Aloisius Edouard Camille), 1746?-1818</td>
<td>1747, 8031, 9294, 29365</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gaultier, abbé (Aloisius Edouard Camille), 1746?-1818. Complete course of geography by means of instructive games</td>
<td>8031</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gaultier, abbé (Aloisius Edouard Camille), 1746?-1818. Elements de géographie</td>
<td>9415</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gaume and Duprey SEE Gaume frères et J. Duprey</td>
<td>18853</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gaume et cie.</td>
<td>18854</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gaume et Duprey SEE Gaume frères et J. Duprey</td>
<td>18853</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gaume frères et J. Duprey</td>
<td>18853</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gaungzhou (China) -1860</td>
<td>20691</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gauss, Karl</td>
<td>83602</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gauss, Karl Friedrich, 1777-1855</td>
<td>43570</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gauss'sche Landesaufnahme der 1815 durch Hannover erworbenen Gebiete</td>
<td>43570</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gaustad, Edwin S. (Edwin Scott)</td>
<td>24607, 78342, 78733, 79197</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gautama Buddha - Biography</td>
<td>73053</td>
</tr>
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<tr>
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<td>29827</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Geography for children / by H. N. Brinsmade</td>
<td>29445</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geography for children, on a perfectly easy plan : adapted for the use of schools and private families / by John Guy</td>
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<td>Geography for common schools</td>
<td>29479</td>
</tr>
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<td>Geography for schools adapted to an atlas</td>
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<td>A Geography for the use of schools : illustrated with an atlas of seven maps bound separately / by Jacob Willetts</td>
<td>29372</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geography for youth : or a plain and easy introduction to the science of geography for the use of young gentleman and ladies ...</td>
<td>29114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geography for youth : or a plain and easy introduction to the science of geography for the use of young gentleman and ladies... illustrated by eight maps, on which are delineated the new discoveries made by Commodore Byron and the Captains Wallis, Cart</td>
<td>29068</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geography - France - 1859</td>
<td>30835</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geography - France - 1897</td>
<td>28007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geography - Games SEE Geographical recreations</td>
<td>28812</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geography generalised, or, An introduction to the study of geography on the principles of classification and comparison, with maps and illustrations / by Robert Sullivan ; edited by Samuel Haughton</td>
<td>30362</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geography generalised, or, An introduction to the study of geography on the principles of classification and comparison / by Robert Sullivan</td>
<td>29500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geography generalised, or, An introduction to the study of geography on the principles of classification and comparison, with maps and illustrations, and an introduction to astronomy / by Robert Sullivan</td>
<td>29555, 29583, 29738</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geography generalised, or, An introduction to the study of geography on the principles of classification and comparison, with maps and illustrations, and introductions to astronomy, history, and geology / by Robert Sullivan</td>
<td>29814</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geography generalised, or, An introduction to the study of geography on the principles of classification and comparison, with maps and illustrations / by Robert Sullivan</td>
<td>30145, 30146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geography - Great Britain - 1946</td>
<td>30924</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geography - Hawaii - 1920</td>
<td>30836</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geography - History</td>
<td>17435, 18117, 21767, 30837, 30845, 30847, 44775</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geography - History - 1400-1600</td>
<td>65787</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geography - History - 1400-1699 - Exhibitions</td>
<td>30838</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geography - History - 1500-1599</td>
<td>75090</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geography - History - 1500-1599 - Bibliography</td>
<td>51963</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geography - History - 1700-1799</td>
<td>17307</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geography - History - 1755</td>
<td>67002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geography - History - 1800-1899</td>
<td>30839, 66316</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geography - History - 1800-1951</td>
<td>30840</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geography - History - 1899</td>
<td>30478</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geography - History - 1962</td>
<td>30841</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geography - History - 1963</td>
<td>30842</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geography - History - 1973</td>
<td>30843</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geography - History - 1978</td>
<td>30844</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>30895</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>30846</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geography : illustrated on a popular plan : for the use of schools and young persons : with thirty-five engravings / by the Rev. J. Goldsmith</td>
<td>29397</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geography in America</td>
<td>76161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geography in America's schools, libraries, and homes : a comprehensive bibliography of nineteenth-century geography books, atlases, globes, and manuals : extended into the early twentieth century : includes an introductory essay / Donald C. Dahmann</td>
<td>30895</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geography in art - Exhibitions</td>
<td>17939</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geography in literature - France - 1400-1599</td>
<td>44980</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geography in the twentieth century : a study of growth, fields, techniques, aims, and trends</td>
<td>30613</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geography - India - 1861</td>
<td>30852</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geography - Italy - Florence - History - Exhibitions</td>
<td>30848</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geography - Juvenile Literature</td>
<td>30849, 30850, 30851</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geography - Juvenile literature - 1932</td>
<td>77528</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geography libraries - Periodicals</td>
<td>44506</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geography - London (England) - History</td>
<td>42373</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geography made easy</td>
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</tr>
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<tbody>
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<td><strong>Geography made easy</strong></td>
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<td><strong>Geography made easy</strong></td>
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<td><strong>Geography made easy</strong></td>
<td>being an abridgment of the American universal geography : to which are prefixed Elements of geography for the use of schools and academies in the United States of America / by Jedidiah Morse</td>
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<td><strong>Geography made easy</strong></td>
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<td>29210</td>
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<tr>
<td><strong>Geography made easy</strong></td>
<td>for children : with a short and familiar account of the principal new discoveries / from the Circle of the sciences, by John Newbery</td>
<td>29152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Geography made easy</strong></td>
<td>for the use of young persons : embellished with forty-seven maps / by W. Pinnock</td>
<td>29485</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>-</td>
<td>1861</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30852</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
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<tr>
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<td>-</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>30852</td>
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<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Geography, Medieval - 1154 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</strong></td>
<td>35320</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Geography, Medieval - Armenia</strong></td>
<td>30855</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Geography, Medieval - England</strong></td>
<td>18101</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Geography, Medieval - England - History</strong></td>
<td>63320</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Geography, Medieval - England - History - 1485-1603</strong></td>
<td>17145, 17146</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Geography, Medieval - France</strong></td>
<td>18708</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Geography, Medieval - History</strong></td>
<td>17164, 18109, 22393</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Geography, Medieval - History - 500-1599</strong></td>
<td>30858</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Geography, Medieval - Italy - Maps</strong></td>
<td>1917</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30859</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Geography, Medieval - London (England) - History</strong></td>
<td>63320</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Geography, Medieval - Manuscript maps - 1375 - Slides</strong></td>
<td>22394</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Geography, Medieval - Maps</strong></td>
<td>22309, 30862, 30863</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Geography, Medieval - Maps - 1870</strong></td>
<td>9436</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Geography, Medieval - Maps - 1895</strong></td>
<td>30860</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Geography, Medieval - Maps - 1954</strong></td>
<td>30861</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Geography, Medieval - Maps - 1983</strong></td>
<td>25839</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Geography, Medieval - Maps - 1997</strong></td>
<td>25841</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Geography, Medieval - Maps - 2000</strong></td>
<td>25840</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Geography, Medieval - Maps - Monsters</strong></td>
<td>51315</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Geography, Medieval - Maps - Symbols</strong></td>
<td>83774</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Geography - Mexico - 1949</strong></td>
<td>46549</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Geography - Mexico - 1962</strong></td>
<td>46563</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Geography - Miscellanea - Maps</strong></td>
<td>36469</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Geography - Netherlands - 1940</strong></td>
<td>53600</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Geography - Netherlands - 1965</strong></td>
<td>53604, 53605</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Geography - Network Analysis</strong></td>
<td>32489</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Geography - New Jersey - 1913</strong></td>
<td>30556</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Geography - New York (State) - 1901</strong></td>
<td>30492</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geography of Amer labor 1865-1908: atlas</td>
<td>7050</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Geography of American labor and industrialization, 1865-1908 : an atlas / Sari Bennett, Carville Earle</td>
<td>76215</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geography of an air age</td>
<td>30599</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geography of Asia, Africa, America &amp; Australia</td>
<td>30427</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Geography of Australasia / by Griffith Taylor</td>
<td>11022</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geography of Australia and New Zealand / by James Bonwick</td>
<td>11035</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Geography of Bernhard Varenius</td>
<td>79873</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Geography of British India</td>
<td>36606</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geography of Claudius Ptolemy</td>
<td>10552</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geography of Claudius Ptolemy / translated into English and edited by Edward Luther Stevenson, based upon Greek and Latin manuscripts and important late fifteenth and early sixteenth century printed editions, including reproductions of the maps from the</td>
<td>30646</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Geography of commerce : for academies, high schools and business colleges / by John N. Tilden and Albert Clarke</td>
<td>30512</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
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<td>30529</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geography of England</td>
<td>25015</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Geography of Europe / Jean Gottman</td>
<td>25788</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Geography of frontiers and boundaries</td>
<td>16984</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
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Geography of Herodotus 4888
The Geography of Hungary 34885
The Geography of memory : recovering stories of a landscape’s first people / by Eileen Delehanty Pearkes 41308
Geography of New Jersey / by Roscoe L. West and Ella Hunting 54758
Geography of New Zealand : for senior pupils in the public schools, scholarship candidates, and pupil teachers : with twenty-nine maps and sixteen illustrations / by J.R. MacDonald 56815
Geography of Rhode Island (1907) 30529
The Geography of street car advertising / by Barron G. Collier ; made expressly for Street Railways Company 77087
A Geography of the Bible : compiled for the American Sunday School Union / by J.W. & J.A. Alexander ; revised by the Committee of Publication of the American Sunday School Union 12756
Geography of the British Empire : for the use of beginners / by William Hughes 32394
Geography of the British Isles 14075
Geography of the Dominion of Canada and atlas of western Canada setting forth, for use in schools and for the guidance of intending settlers, an account of its resources and development: with maps of Ontario, Quebec, and the Maritime provinces, Manitoba 16100
The Geography of the great solar eclipse of July 14, MDCCXLVIII : exhibiting an accurate map of all parts of the earth in which it will be visible, with the North Pole, according to the latest discoveries 59661
Geography of the Hawaiian Islands 30836
The Geography of the heavens : and class-book of astronomy : accompanied by a celestial atlas 3516
The Geography of the peace 30956
Geography of the state of New York : embracing its physical features, climate, geology, mineralogy, botany, zoology, history, pursuits of the people, government, education, internal improvements &c. : with statistical tables, and a separate description 56086
The Geography of towns 20861
The Geography of urban street mapping in Pennsylvania; recent cartographic history 18274
Geography on a popular plan for use of schools 29165
Geography on the productive system : for schools, academies, and families : accompanied by a large and valuable atlas / by Roswell C. Smith 29478
Geography or a description of the world 29246, 29282, 29283, 29297, 29336, 29354, 29378, 29379, 29442
Geography - Pennsylvania - 1913 30556
Geography - Periodicals 18293, 18294, 30638, 30639, 30865, 30866, 30867, 30872, 30874, 70252
Geography - Periodicals - 1943 30596
Geography - Periodicals - Bibliography 30868, 30869, 30870, 30871, 41950
Geography - Periodicals - Germany - Bibliography 44775
Geography - Periodicals - Indexes 30873
Geography - Philosophy 17435
Geography - Philosophy - 1960 30736
Geography - Pictorial works - 1960 30610
Geography - Poetry - 1828 30875
Geography - Poetry - 1846 9733
Geography - Poetry - 1850 29596
Geography - Poetry - 1851 29613
Geography - Problems, exercises, etc. - 1882 8146
Geography rectified 28968, 28973, 28978
Geography - Research - Directories - 1952 30876
Geography - Research - Directories - France 30877
Geography, science, and national identity : Scotland since 1520 / Charles W.J. Withers 69452
Geography sketch book and atlas / by E.A. Bartlett 30602
Geography - Social aspects - United States 76169
Geography - Societies, Etc. - History 30878
Geography, Spanish 30879
Geography - Statistical methods 30881, 30882
Geography - Statistical Methods - Bibliography 30880
Geography - Study and Teaching 30883, 30884, 30891
Geography - Study and teaching - 1425 - Slides 22844
Geography - Study and teaching - 1800-1999 30885
Geography - Study and teaching - 1854 44544
Geography - Study and teaching - 1860 44545
Geography - Study and teaching - 1903 30886
Geography - Study and teaching - 1913 30887
Geography - Study and teaching - 1965 30888, 30889
Geography - Study and teaching - 2005 30890
Geography - Study and teaching - England - History - 1500-1599 46051
Geography - Study and teaching - Great Britain - History - 1700-1799 72970
Geography - Study and teaching - Political aspects - Germany - Exhibitions - Catalogs 31290
Geography - Study and teaching - Problems, exercises, etc. - Maps - 1868 44538
Geography - Study and teaching - Problems, exercises, etc. - Maps - 1902 44539
Geography - Study and teaching SEE ALSO Geographical recreations 28812
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<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Geography - Technique</td>
<td>30892</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geography - Terminology - 1976</td>
<td>30893</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geography - Textbooks - Bibliography</td>
<td>30895</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geography - Textbooks - Bibliography - 1700-1799</td>
<td>30894</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geography, ..., trans. into English and ed. by Edward L. Stevenson, with an intro. by Joseph Fischer, New York</td>
<td>17736</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geography - United States - 1791</td>
<td>29091, 29092</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geography - United States - 1820</td>
<td>61267</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geography - United States - 1902</td>
<td>30501</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geography - United States - 1931</td>
<td>77504</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geography - United States - 1953</td>
<td>78057</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geography - United States - Bibliography of bibliographies</td>
<td>30730</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geography - United States - Bio-bibliography</td>
<td>30896</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geography - United States - Dictionaries - 1876</td>
<td>18949</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geography yesterday and tomorrow</td>
<td>30627</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geologic &amp; topog atlas of exploration of 40th parallel</td>
<td>5108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geologic atlas of the United States</td>
<td>76992</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geologic atlas of the United States. Chicago folio; Riverside, Chicago, Desplains and Calumet quadrangles. Illinois-Indiana</td>
<td>20133, 20134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geologic atlas of the United States. No. 193 (1914)</td>
<td>68503, 68720, 68721, 68722</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geologic history of the Yosemite Valley</td>
<td>5990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geologic map index of Michigan, 1843-1962</td>
<td>46721</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geologic map of South America ...</td>
<td>70645</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geologic map of the Cobblestone Mountain quadrangle, Ventura and Los Angeles Counties, California</td>
<td>80020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geologic map of the Devils Heart Peak quadrangle, Ventura County, California</td>
<td>80018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geologic map of the Green Valley quadrangle, Los Angeles County, California</td>
<td>43169</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geologic map of the Sleepy Valley and Ritter Ridge quadrangles, Los Angeles County, California</td>
<td>43170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geologic map of the Topatopa Mountains quadrangle, Ventura County, California</td>
<td>80019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geologic map of the Warm Springs Mountain quadrangle, Los Angeles County, California</td>
<td>43171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geologic map of the Whitaker Peak quadrangle, Los Angeles and Ventura Counties, California</td>
<td>43172</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geologic map of Washington / compiled by: Marshall T. Hunting, W.A.G. Bennett, Vaughn E. Livingston, Jr., and Wayne S. Moen, with contributions from the U.S. Geologic Survey and others ...</td>
<td>81407</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geologic agency of the winds</td>
<td>84269</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geographical and geographical atlas of Colorado and portions of adjacent territory</td>
<td>21300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geographical and geographical atlas of Colorado and portions of adjacent territory / by F.V. Hayden</td>
<td>21291, 21292</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geographical and Geographical Survey of the Territories (U.S.)</td>
<td>18599, 21288, 21289, 21291, 21292, 21300, 22086, 30897, 30947, 30948, 30949, 30950, 63452, 66584, 84786, 84787, 84788, 85056, 85057, 85058, 85059, 85060, 85061, 85062, 85063, 85064, 85065, 85066, 85067, 85084, 85085, 85086, 85087, 85088, 85089, 85090</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geographical and Geographical Survey of the Territories (U.S.) - 1880</td>
<td>15812, 51899</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geologic and topographical atlas accompanying the report of the Geological Exploration of the Fortieth Parallel, made by authority of the Hon. Secretary of War under the direction of Brig. and Bvt. Major-General A. A. Humphreys / by Clarence King</td>
<td>81884</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geologic and topographical atlas of New Zealand : six maps of the provinces of Auckland and Nelson / by Ferdinand von Hochstetter and A. Petermann</td>
<td>56823</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geologic and topographical map of the mineral district of Lake Superior, Michigan</td>
<td>79509</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geologic applications of early large-scale cartography</td>
<td>30898</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Geological art of William Henry Holmes, 1872-1883: Checklist</td>
<td>34568</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geologic atlas Great Britain &amp; Ireland</td>
<td>32449</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geologic atlas of US: Bisbee folio #112</td>
<td>5616</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geologic atlas of US: Colchester-Macomb IL</td>
<td>5833</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geologic atlas of US: Gillespie-MtOlive IL</td>
<td>5934</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geologic atlas of US: Minneapolis +6 others</td>
<td>5801</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geologic atlas of US : Yellowstone Park</td>
<td>85071</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geologic atlas projected to illustrate geographical explorations and surveys west of the 100th meridian of longitude ... : embracing results of the different expeditions under the command of 1st Lieut. Geo. M. Wheeler, Corps of Engineers.</td>
<td>72264</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geologic Cartography</td>
<td>30898</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geological cross section - San Francisco (Calif) - 1914</td>
<td>68722</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geological cross sections - Arizona - 1875</td>
<td>2535</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geological cross sections - Arizona - 1877</td>
<td>2550</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geological cross sections - Black Hills (S.D. and Wyo.) - 1876 - Geology</td>
<td>13170, 13171, 13172, 13173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geological cross sections - Boundary Pass (B.C. and Wash.) - 1859</td>
<td>41306</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geological cross sections - California - 1853</td>
<td>15192</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geological cross sections - Canada, Western - 1860</td>
<td>16333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geological cross sections - Canada, Western - 1865</td>
<td>16318</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geological cross sections - Canadian Rockies (B.C. and Alta.) - 1860</td>
<td>16333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geological cross sections - Colorado - 1877</td>
<td>21291, 21292</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
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Geological cross sections - Colorado - 1881 21300
Geological cross sections - Georgia, Strait of (B.C. and Wash.) - 1865 79854
Geological cross sections - Kakabeka Falls (Ont.) - 1858 39927
Geological cross sections - Kaminihtiquia River (Ont.) - 1858 39927
Geological cross sections - Kootenai Pass (B.C. and Wash.) - 1859 41306
Geological cross sections - Nanaimo (B.C.) - 1865 52570
Geological cross sections - North America - 1948 57811
Geological cross sections - Ontario - 1858 61799
Geological cross sections - Roche Percée (Sask.) - 1858 67024, 70352
Geological cross sections - Rockbridge County (Va.) - 1872 67065
Geological cross sections - Sainte Genevieve County (Mo.) - 1861 68261
Geological cross sections - San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - 1914 68722
Geological cross sections - San Mateo County (Calif.) - 1914 68722
Geological cross sections - Saskatchewan River (Sask. and Man.) - 1858 39927, 68958
Geological cross sections - Souris River - 1858 70352
Geological cross sections - Southwestern States - 1853 72243
Geological cross sections - Southwestern States - 1853-1856 - Railroads, Proposed 72242
Geological cross sections - Texas - 1854 74497
A Geological hand atlas of the sixty-seven counties of Pennsylvania : embodying the results of the field work of the survey, from 1874 to 1884 / by J.P. Lesley 63589
Geological investigation, Mississippi River alluvial valley, ancient courses, Mississippi River meander belt, Cape Girardeau, Mo.-Donaldsonville, La. 50639
Geological map of a part of the state of California 15241
Geological map of Arkansas, Louisiana, Tennessee, Mississippi, and Alabama 71368
Geological map of Buckinghamshire 14802
Geological map of Cape Girardeau County ... 16483
Geological map of Clark County by B. F. Shumard 20930
Geological map of England and Wales 25256
Geological map of Essex County, Massachusetts 25613
Geological map of Gloucestershire 32199
Geological map of Illinois showing bedrock below the glacial drift 36387
Geological map of Iowa, Missouri, Illinois, Indiana, Ohio, and Kentucky 48293
Geological map of Isle Royale, Lake Superior, Michigan : made pursuant to the act of Congress, approved March 1st, 1847 38570
Geological map of Keweenaw Point, Lake Superior, Michigan 41125
Geological map of Miller County by F. B. Meek 49277
Geological map of Minnesota, Wisconsin, and Michigan 48294
Geological map of Oxfordshire 62510
Geological map of Ozark County by B. F. Shumard 62517
Geological map of Starved Rock State Park and adjoining area : Showing the distribution of surface and hard rock formations, and the location of clay, sand, and gravel pits, springs, and artesian wells 73167
Geological map of Ste. Genevieve County ... 68261
Geological map of the British Isles and part of France, showing also the inland navigation by means of rivers and canals, the railways and principal roads, and sites of the minerals 14400
Geological map of the country between San Diego and the Colorado River 15247
Geological map of the district between Portage Lake and Montreal River, Lake Superior, Michigan 79508
Geological map of the Lake Superior basin 73459
Geological map of the lower peninsula of Michigan 46787
Geological map of the route explored by Capt. Jno. Pope ... from the Red River to the Rio Grande 74537
Geological map of the route explored ... near the parallel of 35° ... Mississippi River to the Pacific 72258
Geological map of the state of Illinois 35567, 35568
Geological map of the Tejon Pass & Canada de las Uvas and the vicinity ... 15240
Geological map of the vicinity of San Francisco 68499
[Geological maps of California] 15694
Geological plan of the Coast Range of California, from San Francisco Bay to Los Angeles 21123
Geological plan & section from the Rio Grande to the Pimmas Villages 2545
Geological section along the route ... from the Red River to the Rio Grande 74497
Geological section from the Mississippi River to the Pacific Ocean 72243
Geological section from the Mississippi River to the Pacific Ocean : along the route explored by Lieut. A.W. Whipple, Corp. of Topl. Engrs. near the parallel of 35° north latitude, 1853-1854, prepared to accompany the preliminary report / by Jules Marc ... 72242
Geological sections from the Verde River to the Gila River, Arizona Ter. 2535
[Geological sections in various parts of the state of California] 15192
Geological sketch of the lead mine district of Missouri, embracing the granitical tract of St. Michael 50670
Geological Society of America 18222, 57917, 70645
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Geology - Berkshire County (Mass.) - Maps - 1824 12479
Geology - British Isles - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1844 14371
Geology - British Isles - Maps - 1862 32443
Geology - British Isles - Maps - 1866 14393
Geology - British Isles - Maps - 1879 14400
Geology - British Isles - Maps - 1889 32446
Geology - British Isles - Maps - 1894 14419
Geology - British Isles - Maps - 1914 32449
Geology - British Isles - Maps - 1925 32451
Geology - British Isles - Maps - History 30925
Geology - Buckinghamshire (England) - Maps - 1820 14802
Geology - Cairo Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1906 15139
Geology - California - Maps - 1853 15240
Geology - California - Maps - 1855 15247
Geology - California - Maps - Collections, 1899-1996 15694
Geology - California, Northern - Maps - 1914 68503
Geology - Canada, Western - Maps - 1858 67024
Geology - Canada, Western - Maps - 1859 16330
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Geology - Canada, Western - Maps - 1865 16338
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Geology - Chicago Region (III.) - Maps - 1939 20308
Geology - Chicago River (Ill.) - Guidebooks - 2009 20512
Geology - Chile - Maps - 1891 2518
Geology - Clark County (Mo.) - Maps - 1861 20930
Geology - Coasts Range (Calif.) - Maps - 1856 21123
Geology - Colorado - Maps - 1877 21291, 21292
Geology - Colorado - Maps - 1881 21300
Geology - Colorado - Maps - 1883 41764
Geology - Contra Costa County (Calif.) - Maps - 1914 68503
Geology - Dakota Territory - Maps - 1859 32653, 32654
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Geology - England - Maps - 1820 25201
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Geology - England - Maps - 1844 14371
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Geology - Great Britain - Maps - History 30925
Geology - Great Plains - Maps - 1858 67024
Geology - Greenland - Maps - 1892 32984
Geology - Idaho - 1878 30947, 30948, 30949
Geology - Illinois - Maps - 1856 35525
Geology - Illinois - Maps - 1863 35542
Geology - Illinois - Maps - 1875 35567, 35568
Geology - Illinois - Periodicals 17904, 17905
Geology in literature 30926
Geology - Indiana - Maps - 1860 80056
Geology - Indiana - Maps - 1871-1872 64741
Geology - Indiana - Maps - 1872 63364
Geology - Iowa - 1856 37599
Geology - Iowa - 1856 Middle West - 1856 - Railroads 37600
Geology - Ireland - Maps - 1855 38373
Geology - Ireland - Maps - 1914 32449
Geology - Ireland - Maps - 1925 32451
Geology - Isle Royale (Mich.) - Maps - 1850 38570
Geology - Jackson Purchase (Ky.) - Maps - 1885 40678
Geology - Kenora (Ont. : District) - Maps - 1932 70177
Geology - Kentucky - Maps - 1885 40678
Geology - Keweenaw County (Mich.) - Maps - 1850 41125
Geology - Leadville Region (Colo.) - Maps - 1883 41764
Geology - London (England) - Maps - 1856 42446
Geology - Los Angeles County (Calif.) - Maps - 1895 43318
Geology map of the gulf embayment in Tennessee, Kentucky, and Illinois 15139
Geology - Maps - 1668 8707
Geology - Maps - 1770 9197
Geology - Maps - 1845-1848 9730
Geology - Maps - 1850 30927
Geology - Maps - 1853 - California 15241
Geology - Maps - 1854 30928
Geology - Maps - 1856 8124
Geology - Maps - 1858 30929
Geology - Maps - 1869 30930
Geology - Maps - 1870 30931, 30932
Geology - Maps - 1873 30933
Geology - Maps - 1874 30916
Geology - Maps - 1874-1881 - Southwestern States 72264
Geology - Maps - 1874-1881 - West (U.S.) 72264
Geology - Maps - 1879 - Southwest, New 28830
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Geology - Maps - 1892 30935
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Geology - Maps - Exhibitions - Catalogs 30937, 30938
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Geology - Maps - Symbols - History 30942
Geology - Marin County (Calif.) - Maps - 1914 68503
Geology - Michigan - Maps - 1880 46787
Geology - Michigan - Maps - 1896 46829, 46830
Geology - Middle West - Maps - 1869 48293, 48294
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<td>Geology - Missouri - Maps - 1861</td>
<td>50695</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geology - Missouri River Valley - Maps - 1859</td>
<td>32653, 32654</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geology - Montana - Maps - 1859</td>
<td>32653, 32654</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geology - Nanaimo (B.C.) - Maps - 1865</td>
<td>52570</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geology - Nelson (N.Z. : Provincial District) - Maps - 1864-1865</td>
<td>56823</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geology - Nevada City Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1853</td>
<td>53642</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geology - New Mexico - Maps - 1856</td>
<td>2545</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geology - New York (State) - Maps - 1860</td>
<td>56090</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geology - New Zealand - Maps - 1864-1865</td>
<td>56823</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geology - North America - Maps - 1851</td>
<td>57755</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geology - North America - Maps - 1912 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>57801</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geology - Oxfordshire (England) - Maps - 1820</td>
<td>62510</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geology - Ozark County (Mo.) - Maps - 1861</td>
<td>62517</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geology - Panola County (Miss.) - Maps - 1984</td>
<td>62957</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geology - Pennsylvania - Maps - 1885 - Counties</td>
<td>63589</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geology - Pennsylvania - Maps - 1903</td>
<td>63604</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geology - Rhine River Valley - Maps</td>
<td>66571</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geology - Rhineland (Germany) - Maps - 1982</td>
<td>66612</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geology - Saint Lawrence County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1853</td>
<td>67973</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geology - Sainte Genevieve County (Mo.) - Maps - 1861</td>
<td>68261</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geology - San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1853</td>
<td>68499</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geology - San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1913</td>
<td>68721</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geology - San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1914</td>
<td>68503</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geology - San Francisco (Calif.) - Maps - 1913</td>
<td>68721</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geology - San Francisco (Calif.) - Maps - 1914</td>
<td>68503</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geology - San Juan Mountains (Colo. and N.M.) - Maps - 1992</td>
<td>68705</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geology - San Mateo County (Calif.) - Maps - 1913</td>
<td>68721</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geology - San Mateo County (Calif.) - Maps - 1914</td>
<td>68503</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geology - Scotland - Maps - 1833-1875</td>
<td>30944</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geology - Sinai (Egypt) - Maps - 1859</td>
<td>70156</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geology - Sioux Lookout Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1932</td>
<td>70177</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geology - South America - Maps - 1942</td>
<td>70645</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geology - South Carolina - Maps - 1883</td>
<td>70793</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geology - Southern States - Maps - 1869</td>
<td>71368</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geology - Southwestern States - Maps - 1853</td>
<td>72258</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geology - Southwestern States - Maps - 1853-1856</td>
<td>72242</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geology - Starved Rock State Park (Ill.) - Maps - 1918</td>
<td>73167</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geology, Structural</td>
<td>30945</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geology - Surveys SEE Geological surveys</td>
<td>30917</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geology - Svalbard (Norway) - Maps - 1935</td>
<td>73629</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geology - Texas - Maps - 1854</td>
<td>74537</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geology - United States - Maps - 1800-1899</td>
<td>30946</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geology - United States - Maps - 1876</td>
<td>81884</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geology - United States - Maps - 1894-1945</td>
<td>76992</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geology - Upper Peninsula (Mich.) - Maps - 1850</td>
<td>79508</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geology - Utah - 1878</td>
<td>30947, 30948</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geology - Vancouver Island (B.C.) - Maps - 1865</td>
<td>79854</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geology - Ventura County (Calif.) - Maps - 1996</td>
<td>80018, 80019, 80020</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geology - Ventura County (Calif.) - Maps - 1997</td>
<td>43172</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geology - Vermilion Range (Minn.) - Maps - 1903</td>
<td>80054, 80055</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geology - Wales - Maps - 1820</td>
<td>25201</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geology - Wales - Maps - 1834</td>
<td>25231</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geology - Wales - Maps - 1844</td>
<td>14371</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geology - Washington (State) - Maps - 1961</td>
<td>81407</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geology - West (U.S.) - Maps - 1857</td>
<td>81825</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geology - West (U.S.) - Maps - 1876</td>
<td>81884</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geology - Wisconsin - Maps - 1882</td>
<td>83100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geology - Wyoming - 1878</td>
<td>30947, 30948, 30949, 30950</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geology - Yellowstone River Valley - Maps - 1859</td>
<td>32653, 32654</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geomagnetism</td>
<td>34870</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geomagnetism - Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1700</td>
<td>3793, 3794</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geomagnetism - Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1745</td>
<td>3805</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geomagnetism - Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1780-1789</td>
<td>3812</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geomagnetism - Indian Ocean - Maps - 1780-1789</td>
<td>36712</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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George Annand, cartographer / Jay Mordall 2025
George Bell & Sons 25026, 25814, 34457, 34470, 70298
George Butler Associates 19379
George C. Marshall Foundation 30959
George C. Marshall Museum and Library (Lexington, Va.) - 1988 30959
George C. Marshall Museum : in historic Lexington, Virginia 30959
George C. Marshall Museum and Library (Lexington, Va.) - 1988 30959
George C. Marshall Museum : in historic Lexington, Virginia 30959
George C. Marshall Museum : in historic Lexington, Virginia 30959
George Catlin's map of the Indian Country. Approximate location of tribes in the United States in 1833, and showing the buffalo ranges 76639
George & Co. (London, England) 21745
George Colbert and the Colbert Site 21158
George, E. 9443, 14091, 27557
George E. Cole & Company (Chicago, Ill.) 35704
George Eddy Newcomb's map showing the City of Chicago in relation to its North Shore suburbs and especially Madison Street as a great central highway 19653
George F. Cram and the American perception of space 22358
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George F. Cram Company. Air age U.S. centric world (1944) 84381
George F. Cram Company. Cram's bankers' and brokers' railroad atlas [1890?] 60419, 63602
George F. Cram Company. Unrivaled atlas of the world (1890) - Indexes 52483
George, F. E. 9383, 27935, 27965
George F. Nesbitt & Co. 58933
George G. Harrap & Co. 14490, 32396, 32397
George, H. B. (Hereford Brooke), 1838-1910 34243, 67493
George H. Beans Library 30962
George H. Beans Library - Bibliography 30963
George H. Beans Library - Bibliography - 1938 30962
George H. Beans Library. Publications. no. 1 67362
George H. Beans Library. Publications. no. 10 22281
George H. Beans Library. Publications. no. 11 12033
George H. Beans Library. Publications. no. 12 SEE Tall Tree Library Publications, no. 12 61688
George H. Beans Library. Publications. no. 3 1995
George H. Beans Library. Publications. no. 4 12032
George H. Beans Library. Publications. no. 5 70385
George H. Beans Library. Publications. no. 6 83925
[George H. Beans Library. Publications. no. 7] 4156, 4157
George H. Beans Library. Publications. no. 8 68266
George H. Beans Library. Publications. no. 9 14136
George H. Beans Library. Publications SEE ALSO Tall Tree Library Publications 61688
George H. Doran Company 1514
George II, King of Great Britain, 1683-1760 7797, 84087
George II, King of Great Britain, 1738-1820 73488
George III and his geographical collection 30964
George III, King of Great Britain, 1738-1820 40583, 40584
George III, King of Great Britain, 1738-1820 - Map collections 30964
George Isham Parkyns: Artist and landscape architect, 1749-1820 63372
George IV, King of Great Britain, 1762-1830 16008, 20806, 65955
George, John W. 32236
George K. Snow & Bradlee 82874
George Louis LeRouge, Vitus Bering, and Admiral de Fonte : a cautionary tale about cartographic firsts 41884
George M. Smith & Co. 32007, 32008
George, Mme. 83696
George Montague Wheeler : last Army explorer of the American West 82860
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Georgia and Florida Railway Company 31046, 71614, 71625, 71642, 71666, 71675
Georgia and Alabama Railway 71469, 71481, 71494
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Georgia, Alabama : best way to go! : Amoco
Georgia, Alabama ... Amoco / compliments of American Oil Company ...
Georgia : 1936 road map : Cities Service
Georgia : 1937 road map : Cities Service
Georgia 1973 / Department of Transportation official highway map
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Georgia, Alabama ... Amoco / compliments of American Oil Co. 31226
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Georgia and Florida Railway Company - Maps - 1912 71675
Georgia and south eastern states ... Pure 31220
Georgia and south eastern states : Pure Oil trip map 31210
Georgia and southeastern states ... Pure ... trip map 31224, 31231
Georgia : Atlantic keeps your car on the go 31227, 31234
Georgia atlas & gazetteer : detailed topographic maps : outdoor recreation : places to go, things to do : all-purpose reference : back roads, recreation sites, GPS grids 31265
Georgia Basin (B.C. and Wash.) - Maps - 1933 - Road maps 81263
Georgia Basin (B.C. and Wash.) - Maps - 1935 - Road maps 79855
Georgia bicentennial : official highway map 1975-1976 31260, 31261
Georgia - Boundaries - 1700-1799 30977
Georgia - Boundaries - History 30978
Georgia Central Rail Road and Banking Company SEE Central Rail Road and Banking Company of Georgia 71369
Georgia Central Railroad, and its connections / from Appleton's railway guide 71369
Georgia, from the latest authorities 30994, 30995, 30997
Georgia. General Assembly 31018
Georgia - Geography - History 30978
Georgia Highways 31098
Georgia - Historical Geography 30977
Georgia - Historical geography - Maps - 1526-1686 30980
Georgia - Historical geography - Maps - 1969 30981
Georgia - Historical geography - Maps - Counties - 1802-1970 31269
Georgia Historical Records Survey 31267
Georgia Historical Society 14757
Georgia - History - Civil War, 1861-1865 - Maps - 1864 3632, 30982, 30983, 30984, 76336
Georgia - History - Civil War, 1861-1865 - Manuscripts 3595
Georgia - History - Colonial period, ca. 1600-1775 - Maps 30985
Georgia - History - Colonial period, ca. 1600-1775 - Manuscripts 50059
Georgia info-map : Gulf 31137, 31147, 31148, 31149, 31161, 31162, 31174, 31181, 31189, 31193, 31194, 31199, 31200, 31201, 31206, 31207, 31208, 31209, 31219, 31223, 31225
Georgia - Maps - 1600-1775 - Missions 30985
Georgia - Maps - 1612 26830, 26831
Georgia - Maps - 1683 - Coasts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 26832
Georgia - Maps - 1684 - Coasts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 71267
Georgia - Maps - 1700-1799 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 71273
Georgia - Maps - 1717 11348
Georgia - Maps - 1741 18876
Georgia - Maps - 1742 - Coasts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 26836
Georgia - Maps - 1748 31260, 31261, 71294
Georgia - Maps - 1757 70756, 71296
Georgia - Maps - 1758-1972 - Counties 30986
Georgia - Maps - 1758-1973 - Counties 30987
Georgia - Maps - 1763 - Indians - Land Tenure - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 30988
Georgia - Maps - 1763 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 30989, 71301, 71302
Georgia - Maps - 1764 71303, 71304
Georgia - Maps - 1765 - Coasts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 26843
Georgia - Maps - 1769 - Indians - Land Tenure - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 30990
Georgia - Maps - 1770 - Coasts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 70758
Georgia - Maps - 1773 - Indian land transfers - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 30991
Georgia - Maps - 1773 - Land cover - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 30991
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Georgia - Maps - 1773 - Soils - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  30991
Georgia - Maps - 1777  70761
Georgia - Maps - 1777 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  26849
Georgia - Maps - 1779  30992
Georgia - Maps - 1780  70763
Georgia - Maps - 1795  30993
Georgia - Maps - 1796  30994, 30995
Georgia - Maps - 1801  71328
Georgia - Maps - 1804  30996, 30997
Georgia - Maps - 1805 - Road maps  30998, 30999
Georgia - Maps - 1814  31000
Georgia - Maps - 1818  31001
Georgia - Maps - 1818 - Indian land transfers  31001
Georgia - Maps - 1820 - Indians  19316
Georgia - Maps - 1822  31002
Georgia - Maps - 1822 - Indians  31002
Georgia - Maps - 1823  31003
Georgia - Maps - 1826  31004
Georgia - Maps - 1827  31005
Georgia - Maps - 1828  31006
Georgia - Maps - 1832  31007
Georgia - Maps - 1833  31008
Georgia - Maps - 1833 - Gold mines and resources  31009
Georgia - Maps - 1833 - Indian land transfers  31009
Georgia - Maps - 1834  31010
Georgia - Maps - 1835  71352
Georgia - Maps - 1839  31011, 31012
Georgia - Maps - 1841  31013
Georgia - Maps - 1845  31014
Georgia - Maps - 1846  57745
Georgia - Maps - 1847  31015
Georgia - Maps - 1848  31016
Georgia - Maps - 1850  31017
Georgia - Maps - 1851  31018
Georgia - Maps - 1855  31019, 31020
Georgia - Maps - 1857  31021
Georgia - Maps - 1859  31022
Georgia - Maps - 1860  31023
Georgia - Maps - 1863  31024
Georgia - Maps - 1864  31025, 31026
Georgia - Maps - 1869 - Railroads  3653, 71369
Georgia - Maps - 1883 - Railroads  31027
Georgia - Maps - 1884 - Railroads  31028, 31029
Georgia - Maps - 1885  31030
Georgia - Maps - 1885 - Railroads  31031
Georgia - Maps - 1887 - Railroads  31032
Georgia - Maps - 1888 - Railroads  31033
Georgia - Maps - 1895 - Railroads  31034
Georgia - Maps - 1897 - Railroads  31035
Georgia - Maps - 1899 - Railroads  31036
Georgia - Maps - 1900-1960 - Topographic maps  31037, 31038
Georgia - Maps - 1900 - Railroads  31039
Georgia - Maps - 1901 - Railroads  31040
Georgia - Maps - 1902 - Railroads  31041
Georgia - Maps - 1903 - Railroads  31042
Georgia - Maps - 1904 - Railroads  31043
Georgia - Maps - 1905 - Railroads  31044
Georgia - Maps - 1906 - Railroads  31045, 31046
Georgia - Maps - 1907 - Railroads  31047, 31048, 31049
Georgia - Maps - 1908 - Railroads  31050, 31051
Georgia - Maps - 1909 - Railroads  31052, 31053
Georgia - Maps - 1910 - Railroads  31054
Georgia - Maps - 1911 - Railroads  31055
Georgia - Maps - 1912 - Railroads  31057
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Georgia - Maps - 1912 - Railroads - Indexes 31056
Georgia - Maps - 1913 - Railroads 31058, 31059
Georgia - Maps - 1914 - Railroads 31060
Georgia - Maps - 1916 - Election districts 31061
Georgia - Maps - 1916 - Mines and mineral resources 31061
Georgia - Maps - 1916 - Railroads 31061, 31062
Georgia - Maps - 1916 - Rain and rainfall 31061
Georgia - Maps - 1916 - Soils 31061
Georgia - Maps - 1919 - Railroads 31063, 31064
Georgia - Maps - 1919 - Road maps 31063, 31064, 31065
Georgia - Maps - 1919 - Roads, Proposed 31065
Georgia - Maps - 1920-1929 - Road maps 31066
Georgia - Maps - 1920 - Railroads 31067, 31068
Georgia - Maps - 1920 - Road maps 31067, 31068
Georgia - Maps - 1921 - Railroads 31069, 31070
Georgia - Maps - 1921 - Road maps 31069, 31070
Georgia - Maps - 1922 - Railroads 31071
Georgia - Maps - 1922 - Road maps 31071
Georgia - Maps - 1923 - Railroads 31072
Georgia - Maps - 1923 - Road maps 712, 713, 714, 715, 716, 31072
Georgia - Maps - 1924 - Railroads 31073
Georgia - Maps - 1924 - Road maps 718, 719, 720, 721, 31073
Georgia - Maps - 1925 - Railroads 31074
Georgia - Maps - 1925 - Road maps 723, 724, 725, 31074, 31075
Georgia - Maps - 1926 - Railroads 31076
Georgia - Maps - 1926 - Road maps 727, 728, 729, 730, 731, 31076, 31077
Georgia - Maps - 1927 - Railroads 31078
Georgia - Maps - 1927 - Road maps 31078, 31079, 31080, 58051
Georgia - Maps - 1928 - Railroads 31081, 31082, 31083, 31084
Georgia - Maps - 1928 - Road maps 738, 31081, 31082, 31083, 31084, 31085, 31086, 31087
Georgia - Maps - 1929 - 31089
Georgia - Maps - 1929-1930 - Road maps 31088
Georgia - Maps - 1929 - Aeronautical charts 31089
Georgia - Maps - 1929 - Railroads 31089
Georgia - Maps - 1929 - Road maps 742, 31090, 31091, 31092, 31093, 31094, 31095
Georgia - Maps - 1930-1939 - Aeronautical charts 31096
Georgia - Maps - 1930-1939 - Railroads 31096
Georgia - Maps - 1930 - Road maps 749, 750, 31097, 31098, 31099, 31100, 31101, 31102, 31103, 31104, 31105, 58072
Georgia - Maps - 1931 - 31106
Georgia - Maps - 1931 - Railroads 31106
Georgia - Maps - 1931 - Road maps 758, 759, 31106, 31107, 31108, 31109, 31110, 31111, 58081
Georgia - Maps - 1932 - 31112
Georgia - Maps - 1932 - Railroads 31112
Georgia - Maps - 1932 - Road maps 768, 769, 770, 26984, 31112, 31113, 31114, 31115, 31116, 31117
Georgia - Maps - 1933 - Road maps 777, 26992, 31118, 31119, 31120, 31121
Georgia - Maps - 1934 - Road maps 783, 784, 785, 786, 787, 788, 27000, 31122, 31123, 31124, 31125, 31126, 31127
Georgia - Maps - 1935 - Road maps 795, 796, 797, 798, 799, 800, 801, 31128, 31129, 31130, 31131, 31132
Georgia - Maps - 1936 - Road maps 812, 813, 31133, 31134, 31135, 31136, 31137, 31138, 31139, 31140
Georgia - Maps - 1937 - Road maps 823, 824, 825, 826, 31141, 31142, 31143, 31144, 31145, 31146, 31147, 31148, 31149
Georgia - Maps - 1938 - Road maps 843, 31150, 31151, 31152, 31153, 31154, 31155, 31156, 31157, 31158, 31159, 31160, 31161, 31162
Georgia - Maps - 1939 - Road maps 31163, 31164, 31165, 31166, 31167, 31168, 31169, 31170, 31171, 31172, 31173, 31174
Georgia - Maps - 1940 - Road maps 31175, 31176, 31177, 31178, 31179, 31180, 31181
Georgia - Maps - 1941 - Road maps 31182, 31183, 31184, 31185, 31186, 31187, 31188, 31189
Georgia - Maps - 1942 - Pictorial maps 31221
Georgia - Maps - 1942 - Road maps 31190, 31191, 31192, 31193
Georgia - Maps - 1944 - Road maps 31194
Georgia - Maps - 1945-1956 - Electric Lines 27100
Georgia - Maps - 1945-1956 - Power-Plants 27100
Georgia - Maps - 1945 - Road maps 891, 892, 893, 31195
Georgia - Maps - 1947 - Road maps 923, 924, 925, 926, 927, 31202, 31203, 31204, 31205, 31206, 31207, 31208, 31209, 31210
Georgia - Maps - 1948 31211, 31212
Georgia - Maps - 1948 - Railroads 31211, 31212
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<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Call Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Georgia - Maps - 1948 - Road maps</td>
<td>935, 936, 937, 938, 939, 31211, 31212, 31213, 31214, 31215, 31216, 31217, 31218, 31219, 31220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia - Maps - 1949 - Road maps</td>
<td>946, 31221, 31222, 31223, 31224</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia - Maps - 1950 - Road maps</td>
<td>948, 949, 950, 951, 31225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia - Maps - 1951 - Road maps</td>
<td>955, 956, 31226, 31227, 31228, 31229, 31230, 31231</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia - Maps - 1952</td>
<td>31232, 31233</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia - Maps - 1952 - Railroads</td>
<td>31232, 31233</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia - Maps - 1952 - Road maps</td>
<td>963, 31232, 31233, 31234, 31235, 31236, 31237</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia - Maps - 1954 - Road maps</td>
<td>31238, 31239, 31240, 31241, 31242, 31243</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia - Maps - 1955 - Road maps</td>
<td>31244, 31245</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia - Maps - 1956 - Road maps</td>
<td>31246, 31247, 31248, 31249, 31250, 31251</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia - Maps - 1962-1964</td>
<td>31252</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia - Maps - 1962-1964 - Railroads</td>
<td>31252</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia - Maps - 1966</td>
<td>31253</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia - Maps - 1967 - Indians</td>
<td>31254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia - Maps - 1967 - Road maps</td>
<td>31254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia - Maps - 1969</td>
<td>30981</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia - Maps - 1969 - Road maps</td>
<td>31255</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia - Maps - 1970</td>
<td>31256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia - Maps - 1971</td>
<td>31257</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia - Maps - 1973</td>
<td>31258</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia - Maps - 1974</td>
<td>31259</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia - Maps - 1975</td>
<td>31260, 31261</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia - Maps - 1986</td>
<td>31262, 31263</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia - Maps - 1995</td>
<td>31264</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia - Maps - 1996</td>
<td>84500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia - Maps - 2003</td>
<td>31265</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia - Maps - Administrative and political divisions - History - 1895</td>
<td>31266</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia - Maps - Bibliography</td>
<td>31267</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia - Maps - Bibliography - 1799</td>
<td>57849</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia - Maps - Bibliography - Catalogs</td>
<td>31268</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia - Maps - Counties - History - 1802-1970</td>
<td>31269</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia, metropolitan Atlanta: Sinclair H-C gasoline road map</td>
<td>31175, 31182, 31190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia, North Carolina, South Carolina, Florida: Atlantic</td>
<td>71977, 71978, 71979, 72027, 72028, 72029, 72057, 72058, 72072, 72088</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia place-names</td>
<td>52300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia Power and Light Company - Maps - 1945-1956</td>
<td>27100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia, Railroad Commission SEEN Railroad Commission of Georgia</td>
<td>31061</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia (Republic) - Maps - 1703</td>
<td>31270</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia (Republic) - History, Ancient - Maps - 1667</td>
<td>31271</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia (Republic) - Maps - 1540</td>
<td>18875</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia (Republic) - Maps - 1667</td>
<td>31271</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia (Republic) - Maps - 1696</td>
<td>31272</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia (Republic) - Maps - 1766</td>
<td>38543</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia (Republic) - Maps - 1775</td>
<td>31273</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia (Republic) - Maps - 1780</td>
<td>3205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia (Republic) - Maps - 1834-1840</td>
<td>67645</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia road map : Cities Service ...</td>
<td>31155, 31166, 31178, 31185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia road map / Cities Service ahead</td>
<td>31154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia road map / Cities Service Oils</td>
<td>31191, 31196</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia road map : Parco</td>
<td>31117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia : Sinclair 1933 road map</td>
<td>31120, 31121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia : Sinclair road map</td>
<td>31140, 31145, 31160, 31173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia Southern &amp; Florida Railway Company - Maps - 1890</td>
<td>24307, 71397, 71411</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia Southern &amp; Florida Railway Company - Maps - 1891</td>
<td>71397</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia Southern &amp; Florida Railway Company - Maps - 1925</td>
<td>71411</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia Southern &amp; Florida Railway Company - Maps - 1925</td>
<td>71740</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia Southern &amp; Florida Railway Company - Maps - 1930</td>
<td>24307</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia, State Highway Dept.</td>
<td>31075, 31088, 31097, 31098, 31253, 31257</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia state highway system and connections</td>
<td>31253</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia, State Planning Board</td>
<td>31267</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia, Strait of (B.C. and Wash.) - Geological cross sections - 1865</td>
<td>79854</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia, Strait of (B.C. and Wash.) - Maps - 1859 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>68704</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia, Strait of (B.C. and Wash.) - Maps - 1865 - Geology</td>
<td>79854</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia, Surveyor General Department</td>
<td>30991, 30998, 30999, 31016, 31018, 31268, 57849, 69004, 71294</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia, Surveyor General Department - Map collections - Catalogs</td>
<td>31268, 57849</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Gérard Mercator : Lettres-Reqüetes-Documents divers 46007
Gerard Mercator's Leuvense periode (1530-1552) : Wetenschappelijke en technische vorming, eerste verwezenlijkingen 46050
Gerard Mercator's wetenschappelijke, technische en kartografische activiteit 46011
Gérard Mercator, sa vie et ses oeuvres / par J. van Raemdonck 46009
Gerard Mercator : zijn kaarten, zijn belangstelling voor het aardmagnetisme en de zeevartkunde 46014
Gerardi Mercatoris atlas; or, A geographicke description, of the regions, countries and kingdomes of the world, through Europe, Asia, Africa, & America, represented by new and exact maps. Translated by Henry Hexham ... Primum à Gerardo Mercatore inchoat 8677
Gerardi Mercatoris atlas sive cosmographicae 8675, 8676
Gerardi Mercatoris Atlas sive cosmographiae meditationes de fabrica mvndi et fabricati figvra / Denuò auctus [a J. Hondio] 8672
Gerard Merctor : zijn kaarten, zijn belangstelling voor het aardmagnetisme en de zeevartkunde 46014
Géras, Gulf of (Greece) - Maps - 1753 - Nautical charts 52037
Géras, Gulf of (Greece) - Maps - 1771 - Nautical charts 52038
Géraud, Hercule, 1812-1844 63004, 63006
Gerbel, Nicolaus, ca. 1485-1560 31277, 70331
Gerber, E. 5129, 8153, 9696
Gerber, E. B. 22931, 35013, 41327, 41416, 57119
Gerber, Ernst 5375
Gerber, Ernst W. 4906, 9758, 9792
The Gerber guide to travel with baby 78932
Gerber, Hugo 39482
Gerber Products Company 78932
Gerdel, Florence L. 13007
Gerena (Spain) - Pictorial works - 1565 68700
Gerenceher, Joseph J. 45011
Gerhard, C., fl. 1660 75197, 75198
Gerhard Kremer, genannt Mercator, der deutsche Geograph. 17480
Gerhard Mercator 45991, 46020, 46035
Gerhard Mercator, 1512-1594 : Festschrift zum 450. Geburtstag 45987
Gerhard Merkators religioße Haltung / Peter Opladen 46084
Gerhard, Peter, 1920- 46254
Gérin, A. 1221, 1350, 9416, 9425, 9472, 27980, 39114, 69009, 69067, 69068, 73908
Gerin, Dalmont, Smith, et Fontaine 9433, 9440, 9447, 9459
Gerin (G.) fils, firm, Dijon SEE G. Gerin fils (Dijon, France) 14980
Gerin, Smith et Dalmont 9440, 9459
Geringera, Aug. 13315
Gerkins Oil Company 60547
Gerkins Oil Company - Maps - 1927 60547
Gerlach, A. J. A. 8789
Gerlach, Arch Clive, 1911-1972 6843, 18755, 78607
Gerlach, Hans-Henning 10529
Gerlach, P., Deputy Quarter Master General 34789
Gerlach, P., Deputy Quarter Master General. Plan of the action at Huberton under Brigadier Gen'l Frazier, supported by Major Gen'l Reidesel, on the 7th July 1777 68888
Gerlach, P., Deputy Quarter Master General. Plan of the action at Huberton under Brigadier Gen'l Frazier supported by Major Gen'l Reidesel, on the 7th July 1777 14950, 14951, 14952
Gerlache Strait (Antarctica) - Maps - 1961 31278
Gerlache Strait : C. Wollasten to C. Murray from the latest information in the Hydrographic Department 1961. 31278
Gerland, Georg K C 5342
German African Lines, shipping firm SEE Deutsche Afrika-Linien 383
German campaign in Poland Sept 1-October 5, 1939 64976
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Germany</th>
<th>Maps - 1637</th>
<th>31341, 31342</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>Maps - 1641</td>
<td>31297</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>Maps - 1645</td>
<td>31343</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>Maps - 1652</td>
<td>31344</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>Maps - 1657 - Cities and towns</td>
<td>25926</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>Maps - 1659</td>
<td>31345</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>Maps - 1677</td>
<td>31346</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>Maps - 1680</td>
<td>31347, 31348, 31349, 73636</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>Maps - 1682</td>
<td>31350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>Maps - 1688</td>
<td>31351</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>Maps - 1689</td>
<td>31352</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>Maps - 1690</td>
<td>31353, 58762</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>Maps - 1691</td>
<td>31354</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>Maps - 1695</td>
<td>25700, 26353, 31355</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>Maps - 1697</td>
<td>25701</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>Maps - 1700</td>
<td>11148, 31298, 31356, 31357, 31358, 31359, 31360, 31361</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>Maps - 1701</td>
<td>25702, 25703, 31362</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>Maps - 1703</td>
<td>31363</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>Maps - 1705 - Hydrography</td>
<td>31364</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>Maps - 1705 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>31365</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>Maps - 1709 - Postal Service</td>
<td>31366</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>Maps - 1710</td>
<td>31369, 31370, 31371, 31372, 31373</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>Maps - 1710-1764</td>
<td>31367</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>Maps - 1710 - Administrative and political divisions - Charts, Diagrams, Etc.</td>
<td>31368</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>Maps - 1713-1715 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>13252</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>Maps - 1713 - Administrative and political divisions</td>
<td>31374, 31375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>Maps - 1715</td>
<td>31376</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>Maps - 1717 - Coasts - Floods</td>
<td>31377</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>Maps - 1718 - Postal Service</td>
<td>31378, 31379</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>Maps - 1720</td>
<td>25705, 31380, 31381</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>Maps - 1721</td>
<td>31382</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>Maps - 1725</td>
<td>25707, 25708, 31383, 31384, 31385, 31386, 31387</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>Maps - 1725 - Postal Service</td>
<td>31388, 31389</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>Maps - 1726</td>
<td>25709</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>Maps - 1730</td>
<td>31390</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>Maps - 1730 - Churches - Pictorial works</td>
<td>85293</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>Maps - 1732</td>
<td>25710, 31391</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>Maps - 1734</td>
<td>25767</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>Maps - 1738 - Augustinians</td>
<td>31392</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>Maps - 1738 - Ecclesiastical geography</td>
<td>31392</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>Maps - 1740</td>
<td>25711, 31393, 31394, 31395, 31396, 31397, 31398</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>Maps - 1741</td>
<td>31399, 31400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>Maps - 1741 - Postal service</td>
<td>31401</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>Maps - 1742</td>
<td>25712, 25713</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>Maps - 1744</td>
<td>9612</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>Maps - 1745</td>
<td>31402, 31405, 31406</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>Maps - 1745 - Ecclesiastical geography</td>
<td>31403, 31404</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>Maps - 1745 - Hydrography</td>
<td>31407</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>Maps - 1745 - Postal Service</td>
<td>31408</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>Maps - 1747</td>
<td>25714, 31409, 31410, 31411</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>Maps - 1748 - Ecclesiastical geography</td>
<td>25715</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>Maps - 1748 - Religions</td>
<td>25716</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>Maps - 1756</td>
<td>31314, 31412, 31413</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>Maps - 1757 - Postal service</td>
<td>31414, 31415</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>Maps - 1758</td>
<td>85695</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>Maps - 1764 - Postal service</td>
<td>31416</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>Maps - 1766</td>
<td>31417, 31418</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>Maps - 1769</td>
<td>31419</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>Maps - 1773</td>
<td>31420</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>Maps - 1774</td>
<td>31421</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>Maps - 1775</td>
<td>31315</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>Maps - 1780</td>
<td>31422, 31423, 31424</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>Maps - 1783</td>
<td>31299, 31300, 31425, 31426</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>Maps - 1785</td>
<td>31427, 31428, 31429, 31430</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Germany - Maps - 1786</th>
<th>31431</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Germany - Maps - 1788</td>
<td>31432, 31435, 65697, 65698</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany - Maps - 1788 - Postal service</td>
<td>31433, 31434</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany - Maps - 1789</td>
<td>31436</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany - Maps - 1791 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>31437</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany - Maps - 1792-1800</td>
<td>31312</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany - Maps - 1793</td>
<td>25717, 31438</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany - Maps - 1794</td>
<td>31439, 31440, 31441</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany - Maps - 1795</td>
<td>31442</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany - Maps - 1797</td>
<td>31443</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany - Maps - 1798</td>
<td>31444</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany - Maps - 1799 - Postal service</td>
<td>11171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany - Maps - 1800</td>
<td>25718</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany - Maps - 1800 - Postal service</td>
<td>31445</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany - Maps - 1801</td>
<td>31446, 31447, 31448</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany - Maps - 1802</td>
<td>31449, 31450, 31451, 31452</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany - Maps - 1802 - Postal Service</td>
<td>31453</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany - Maps - 1803</td>
<td>31454</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany - Maps - 1804</td>
<td>25719</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany - Maps - 1805</td>
<td>31455</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany - Maps - 1807</td>
<td>31456, 31457</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany - Maps - 1807 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>31458</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany - Maps - 1808</td>
<td>31459</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany - Maps - 1808 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>31460</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany - Maps - 1810</td>
<td>31461</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany - Maps - 1811</td>
<td>31462, 31463</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany - Maps - 1812</td>
<td>31464</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany - Maps - 1813</td>
<td>31465</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany - Maps - 1813 - Napoleonic Wars, 1800-1815 - Campaigns of 1813-1814</td>
<td>31466</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany - Maps - 1813 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>31467</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany - Maps - 1814</td>
<td>31468</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany - Maps - 1816</td>
<td>25721, 31469, 31470, 31471, 31472</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany - Maps - 1818</td>
<td>31473, 31474</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany - Maps - 1820</td>
<td>31475</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany - Maps - 1820 - Historical geography - Maps - 1820</td>
<td>31475</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany - Maps - 1821</td>
<td>31476</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany - Maps - 1821 - Historical geography - Maps - 1821</td>
<td>31476</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany - Maps - 1822</td>
<td>31477, 31478</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany - Maps - 1823</td>
<td>31479, 31480, 31481, 31482</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany - Maps - 1825</td>
<td>31483, 31484, 31485</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany - Maps - 1829</td>
<td>31486, 31487</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany - Maps - 1830</td>
<td>31488</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany - Maps - 1831</td>
<td>9683, 31489</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany - Maps - 1832</td>
<td>25724, 31490</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany - Maps - 1832-1833</td>
<td>31491</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany - Maps - 1833</td>
<td>31492</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany - Maps - 1834</td>
<td>31493</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany - Maps - 1836</td>
<td>31494</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany - Maps - 1838</td>
<td>31495</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany - Maps - 1840</td>
<td>31496, 31497, 31498, 31499, 31500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany - Maps - 1841</td>
<td>31501, 31502, 31503</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany - Maps - 1842</td>
<td>31504</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany - Maps - 1843</td>
<td>31505</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany - Maps - 1844</td>
<td>31506</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany - Maps - 1845</td>
<td>31507, 31508</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany - Maps - 1846 - Postal Service</td>
<td>9734</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany - Maps - 1847</td>
<td>31509</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany - Maps - 1848 - Ethnology</td>
<td>31510</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany - Maps - 1850</td>
<td>31511</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany - Maps - 1851</td>
<td>31512</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany - Maps - 1853</td>
<td>25726, 31513</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany - Maps - 1855</td>
<td>31514, 31515, 31516, 31517</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany - Maps - 1857</td>
<td>31518, 31519, 31520, 31521</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany - Maps - 1858</td>
<td>31522</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Germany - Maps - 1859 (Provisional Heading) 31523
Germany - Maps - 1860 31524, 31525, 31526
Germany - Maps - 1860 - Postal service 26107
Germany - Maps - 1860 - Road maps 26107
Germany - Maps - 1866 11283, 31528, 65725
Germany - Maps - 1866 - Ethnology 31527
Germany - Maps - 1866 - Language and languages 31527
Germany - Maps - 1867 - Language and languages 31529
Germany - Maps - 1869 31530
Germany - Maps - 1872 31531, 31532, 31533
Germany - Maps - 1872 - Railroads 31534
Germany - Maps - 1873 31535
Germany - Maps - 1874 31536
Germany - Maps - 1877 31538
Germany - Maps - 1877-1878 31537
Germany - Maps - 1878 31539
Germany - Maps - 1880 31540
Germany - Maps - 1881 9917, 31541
Germany - Maps - 1882 73709
Germany - Maps - 1882 (Provisional Heading) 31542
Germany - Maps - 1883 31543
Germany - Maps - 1885 27993, 31544, 31545
Germany - Maps - 1886 9935, 31546
Germany - Maps - 1886 - Railroads 26134
Germany - Maps - 1887 9943, 31547
Germany - Maps - 1887 - Postal service 25727
Germany - Maps - 1888 9949, 31548, 31549
Germany - Maps - 1889 - Postal service 26137
Germany - Maps - 1889 - Road maps 26137
Germany - Maps - 1890 9960, 9961, 44548
Germany - Maps - 1891 - Railroads 31550
Germany - Maps - 1893 9983, 9984
Germany - Maps - 1896 9998
Germany - Maps - 1896 (Provisional Heading) 31551
Germany - Maps - 1897 10008, 31552
Germany - Maps - 1898 - Coasts - Nautical charts 31553
Germany - Maps - 1898 - Railroads 26147
Germany - Maps - 1899 10019
Germany - Maps - 1900 10027, 12008
Germany - Maps - 1900-1909 31554
Germany - Maps - 1902 31555
Germany - Maps - 1903 10054, 31556
Germany - Maps - 1904 10065
Germany - Maps - 1904 - Bicycle trails 31557
Germany - Maps - 1904 - Road maps 31557
Germany - Maps - 1905 - Cities and towns 31558
Germany - Maps - 1905 - Transportation 31559
Germany - Maps - 1906 10080, 31560
Germany - Maps - 1907 10087, 31561
Germany - Maps - 1907 - Postal service 31562
Germany - Maps - 1907 - Road maps 31563
Germany - Maps - 1907 - War games 31564
Germany - Maps - 1908 31565
Germany - Maps - 1908 - Railroads 31566
Germany - Maps - 1909 10105, 10106, 31567
Germany - Maps - 1910 10116
Germany - Maps - 1910-1919 31302, 31568
Germany - Maps - 1910-1940 - Ethnology 65098
Germany - Maps - 1910 (Provisional Heading) 31569, 31570
Germany - Maps - 1910 - Road maps 31571
Germany - Maps - 1911 31572
Germany - Maps - 1911 - Economics 31573
Germany - Maps - 1912 10138, 25728, 31574
Germany - Maps - 1912 - Cities and towns 31575
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Germany - Maps - 1913 10150, 10151, 10152, 31576, 31577, 31578
Germany - Maps - 1913 - Road maps 31579
Germany - Maps - 1914 10158, 10159, 31580, 31581
Germany - Maps - 1915 - Road maps 31582
Germany - Maps - 1916 - Propaganda maps 84324
Germany - Maps - 1917 - Ethnology 31583, 31584
Germany - Maps - 1919 31316
Germany - Maps - 1920 31585, 31586
Germany - Maps - 1921 10185
Germany - Maps - 1922 10194, 31587
Germany - Maps - 1924 10209
Germany - Maps - 1924 - Road maps 31588, 31589
Germany - Maps - 1925 10218, 10219, 31590
Germany - Maps - 1925 - Railroads 31591
Germany - Maps - 1925 - Road maps 31592
Germany - Maps - 1927 31593, 31594, 31595
Germany - Maps - 1927 - Topographic maps 31596
Germany - Maps - 1928 10258, 31598
Germany - Maps - 1928-1938 31597
Germany - Maps - 1928-1938 - Culture 31597
Germany - Maps - 1928 - Railroads 31599
Germany - Maps - 1928 - Road maps 31600
Germany - Maps - 1929 10270
Germany - Maps - 1930 10277, 10278, 31601
Germany - Maps - 1930 - Road maps 31602
Germany - Maps - 1932 31603
Germany - Maps - 1932 - Road maps 31604
Germany - Maps - 1933 31605
Germany - Maps - 1934 10317, 31304, 31305, 31606
Germany - Maps - 1934 - Airways 31608
Germany - Maps - 1934 (Provisional Heading) 31607
Germany - Maps - 1934 - Roads 31608
Germany - Maps - 1935 10332
Germany - Maps - 1935 - Cities and towns 31609
Germany - Maps - 1935 (Provisional Heading) 31610
Germany - Maps - 1935 - Rivers - Pictorial maps 63466
Germany - Maps - 1935 - Road maps 31611
Germany - Maps - 1936 10348, 10349, 31612, 31613, 31614, 31615, 31616, 31617
Germany - Maps - 1936 - Cities and towns - Road maps 31618
Germany - Maps - 1936 - Railroads 11989
Germany - Maps - 1937 10358, 10359
Germany - Maps - 1937 - Cities and towns 31619
Germany - Maps - 1937 - Cities and towns - Road maps 31620
Germany - Maps - 1937 - Pictorial maps 31621
Germany - Maps - 1937 - Propaganda maps 10360
Germany - Maps - 1937 - Transportation 31621
Germany - Maps - 1938 8487, 10373, 10374, 11127, 31622, 31625
Germany - Maps - 1938 - Cartoon maps 31624
Germany - Maps - 1938 - Cities and towns - Road maps 31623
Germany - Maps - 1938 - Pictorial maps 31624
Germany - Maps - 1938 - Propaganda maps 31624
Germany - Maps - 1938 - Road maps 26213, 31626
Germany - Maps - 1939 31306, 31627, 31628
Germany - Maps - 1939 - Propaganda maps 10388
Germany - Maps - 1939 (Provisional Heading) 31629
Germany - Maps - 1940 10397, 10408, 26216
Germany - Maps - 1940 (Provisional Heading) 31630, 31631
Germany - Maps - 1941 10409, 10410
Germany - Maps - 1941 - Games, Geographical 28566
Germany - Maps - 1942 10420
Germany - Maps - 1943 10432, 10433
Germany - Maps - 1944 10440, 10441
Germany - Maps - 1944 - Boundaries 31632
Germany - Maps - 1944 - Topographic maps 84704
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Germany - Maps - 1946 - Economics 31633
Germany - Maps - 1950 31634
Germany - Maps - 1950 - Road maps 31635, 31636
Germany - Maps - 1952 31637
Germany - Maps - 1952 (Provisional Heading) 31638
Germany - Maps - 1952 - Road maps 26240
Germany - Maps - 1954 10471
Germany - Maps - 1956 31639
Germany - Maps - 1959 31640, 31641
Germany - Maps - 1960 31642
Germany - Maps - 1961 - Health resorts 33729
Germany - Maps - 1961 - Road maps 31643
Germany - Maps - 1961 - Transportation 31643
Germany - Maps - 1962 - Road maps 26255
Germany - Maps - 1963 31644
Germany - Maps - 1964 31645, 31646
Germany - Maps - 1966 31647
Germany - Maps - 1967 31648
Germany - Maps - 1967-1968 31649, 31650
Germany - Maps - 1967-1968 - Cities and towns 31649, 31650
Germany - Maps - 1970-1979 - Wine and wine making - Pictorial maps 31651
Germany - Maps - 1970-1979 - Wineries - Pictorial maps 31651
Germany - Maps - 1971 31652
Germany - Maps - 1973 - Road maps 26290
Germany - Maps - 1975 - Road maps 31653
Germany - Maps - 1977 - Guidebooks 31654
Germany - Maps - 1982 31655
Germany - Maps - 1986 31656
Germany - Maps - 1990 31657
Germany - Maps - 1992 31658
Germany - Maps - 1994 31659
Germany - Maps - 1996 31660
Germany - Maps - 1997 31661
Germany - Maps - Bibliography - 1500-1899 25733
Germany - Maps - Bibliography - 1584-1945 31662
Germany - Maps - Bibliography - 1599-1945 31663
Germany - Maps - Bibliography - 1600-1699 46129
Germany - Maps - Bibliography - 1724 31664
Germany - Maps - Bibliography - 1815 25734
Germany - Maps - Bibliography - 1984 25735
Germany - Maps - Bibliography - Catalogs 60284, 79489
Germany - Maps Bibliography - To 1650 31671
Germany - Maps - Cities and towns - Bibliography - 1550-1850 31665
Germany - Maps - Cities and towns - Bibliography - 1550-1945 31666
Germany - Maps - Collections 31670
Germany - Maps - Collections, 1482-1803 - Facsimiles 17232
Germany - Maps - Collections, 1500-1599 31667
Germany - Maps - Collections, 1587-1610 31668
Germany - Maps - Collections, 1666-1718 81527
Germany - Maps - Collections, 1939-1941 - Propaganda maps 26346
Germany - Maps - Collections, 1949-1968 - Cities and towns - Pictorial maps 31669
Germany - Maps - Collections, To 1650 31671
Germany - Maps - Education - 1951 31293
Germany - Maps - Exhibitions - Catalogs 31672
Germany - Maps - Facsimiles 31673
Germany - Maps - Road maps 31445
Germany / Michelin 31661
Germany, N.E. part 31479
Germany, N.W. part 31480
Germany - Names, Geographical - 2nd cent. 65796
Germany / Neele sculp. 31465
Germany : no. 1 31516, 31520
Germany : no. 2 31514, 31518
Germany : no. 3 31515, 31519
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Germany, Southern - Maps - 1758  31735
Germany, Southern - Maps - 1783  31736
Germany, Southern - Maps - 1799  31737
Germany, Southern - Maps - 1804  31738
Germany, Southern - Maps - 1840  31739
Germany, Southern - Maps - 1843  31740
Germany, Southern - Maps - 1844  31741
Germany, Southern - Maps - 1850  31741
Germany, Southern - Maps - 1858  31742
Germany, Southern - Maps - 1861  31743
Germany, Southern - Maps - 1864  31744
Germany, Southern - Maps - 1867  31745
Germany, Southern - Maps - 1868  31746
Germany, Southern - Maps - 1870  31747
Germany, Southern - Maps - 1872  31748
Germany, Southern - Maps - 1873  31749
Germany, Southern - Maps - 1874  73906
Germany, Southern - Maps - 1876  31750, 31751
Germany, Southern - Maps - 1879  31752, 31753
Germany, Southern - Maps - 1880  31754, 31755, 31756
Germany, Southern - Maps - 1881  31757
Germany, Southern - Maps - 1883  31758, 31759
Germany, Southern - Maps - 1884  31760
Germany, Southern - Maps - 1887  31761, 31762
Germany, Southern - Maps - 1890  31764
Germany, Southern - Maps - 1890-1897  31763
Germany, Southern - Maps - 1891  31765, 31766
Germany, Southern - Maps - 1892  31767
Germany, Southern - Maps - 1895  31768, 31769, 31770, 31771, 31772
Germany, Southern - Maps - 1896  31773
Germany, Southern - Maps - 1898  31774, 31775
Germany, Southern - Maps - 1901  31776
Germany, Southern - Maps - 1902  31777, 31778, 31779, 31780, 31781, 31782, 31783
Germany, Southern - Maps - 1903  31784
Germany, Southern - Maps - 1905  31785
Germany, Southern - Maps - 1906  31786
Germany, Southern - Maps - 1907  31787, 31788
Germany, Southern - Maps - 1909  31789, 31790
Germany, Southern - Maps - 1910  31791, 31792, 31793, 31794
Germany, Southern - Maps - 1913  31795, 31796
Germany, Southern - Maps - 1914  31797, 31798, 31799, 31800
Germany, Southern - Maps - 1921  31549
Germany, Southern - Maps - 1926  31801
Germany, Southern - Maps - 1927  31549
Germany, Southern - Maps - 1929  31802, 31803
Germany, Southern - Maps - 1933  31804
Germany, Southern - Maps - 1937  31805
Germany, Southern - Maps - 1937 - Road maps  31806
Germany, Southern - Road maps  31806

Germany (southern part) / drawn & engraved by J. Archer, Pentonville, London  31502
Germany, Southern portion  31549

Germany - Soviet Zone and East Berlin; official standard names approved by the United States Board on Geographic Names.  52309

Germany - Spa pools - 1952  31807

Germany. Staaltliches Archivlager, Göttingen - Map collections - Catalogs  73224

Germany, the beautiful travel country / Riemer  31621

Germany - Topographic maps - Bibliography - Catalogs  31808

Germany - Tourism - 1951  31732

Germany. Wehrmacht  10338, 10405

Germany west  31483

Germany (West). Bundesanstalt für Landeskunde  16976

Germany : West Germany and Berlin / Michelin  31652, 31655, 31656

Germany (West) - Maps - 1695  31809, 33886

Germany (West) - Maps - 1700  33895
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Catalog Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Germany (West) - Maps - 1969</td>
<td>31810</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany (West) - Maps - 1971</td>
<td>31652</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany (West) - Maps - 1982</td>
<td>31655</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany (West) - Maps - 1986</td>
<td>31656</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany, Western - Maps - 1966</td>
<td>31811, 31812</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany, Western - Maps - 1716</td>
<td>31813</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany / Young &amp; Delleker sc.</td>
<td>31492</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germond de Lavigne, A. (Alfred), 1812-1896</td>
<td>72833, 72843</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gerner, G.</td>
<td>60211</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gerold (Carl) Buchhandlung</td>
<td>9687</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gerold (Carl) Sohn, firm</td>
<td>15099</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geroldi, G.</td>
<td>45780</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gerona Region (Spain) -1696</td>
<td>62688</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gerona Region (Spain) -1713</td>
<td>62689</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gerona (Spain) -1713 - Fortification</td>
<td>31815</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gerona (Spain) - Maps - 1696 - Fortification</td>
<td>31816</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gerona (Spain) - Maps - 1725</td>
<td>67423</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geronimo, Donato, 16th cent.</td>
<td>25887, 38579</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gers (France)</td>
<td>17827</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gersao Ventura, Augusta Faria SEE Ventura, Augusta Faria Gersao</td>
<td>17827</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gersl, Philip</td>
<td>30890</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gerstner, Louis</td>
<td>10059</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Géruzez, Victor, 1840-1906 SEE Crafty, 1840-1906</td>
<td>22947, 22949</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gervaise, C.</td>
<td>9446</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gervaise, of Tilbury, ca. 1160-ca. 1211</td>
<td>83765, 83766, 83767, 83768</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gesamtbibliographie der Hohenzollerischen Lande : 1. Die geographisch-naturkundliche Literatur über die Hohenzollerischen Lande nebst Ansichten und Karten 1495 - 1928 / von Ernst Senn und L. Wiedel</td>
<td>34524</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gesamtvientar des Wiener Haus-, Hof- und Staatsarchivs.</td>
<td>17470</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geschenk voor de jeugd</td>
<td>29059</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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Glasgow (Scotland) - Maps - 1773 31946
Glasgow (Scotland) - Maps - 1776 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 31947
Glasgow (Scotland) - Maps - 1777 31948
Glasgow (Scotland) - Maps - 1778 31949
Glasgow (Scotland) - Maps - 1783 31950
Glasgow (Scotland) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Annexations 31951
Glasgow (Scotland) - Maps - 1808 31952
Glasgow (Scotland) - Maps - 1872 31953
Glasgow (Scotland) - Maps - 1895 69629
Glasgow (Scotland) - Maps - 1898-1899 31954
Glasgow (Scotland) - Maps - 1913 31955
Glasgow (Scotland) - Maps - 1920-1921 31956
Glasgow (Scotland) - Maps - 1926 31957
Glasgow (Scotland) - Maps - 1941 69668
Glasgow (Scotland). Office of Public Works 31939, 31942, 31955
Glasgow (Scotland) - Pictorial works - 1693 31958, 31959
Glasgow (Scotland) - Pictorial works - 1740 24680
Glasgow (Scotland) - Pictorial works - 1785 24681
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Glass, Ira   20054
Glass, John Burgess   75376
Glassbach, Benjamin   9636, 9642
Glassborow, Jilly   78934

[Glasscock County (Tex.) - 1889: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 31960
[Glasscock County (Tex.) - 1899: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 31961

Glasscock County (Tex.) - Maps - 1889 - Landowners 31960
Glasscock County (Tex.) - Maps - 1890-1899 - Landowners 31961
Glastonbury (Conn.) - Description and travel 1987 31962
Glastonbury (Conn.) - Historic buildings 1985 31963
Glastonbury (Conn.) - Historic buildings 1986 31964
Glastonbury (Conn.) - Historic buildings 1987 31965
Glastonbury (England) - Maps 1934 81524
Glatz (Germany : Grafschaft) - Maps 1876 41361
Glatz (Germany : Grafschaft) - Maps 1892 41365
Glatz (Germany : Grafschaft) - Maps 1911 41367
Glatz (Germany : Grafschaft) - Maps 1921 41368
Glatz (Germany : Grafschaft) - Maps 1923 70138
Glatz (Germany : Grafschaft) - Maps 1938 31966, 70139
Glatz (Germany : Grafschaft) SEE ALSO Klodzko (Poland : Voivodeship) 31966
Glatz (Germany) SEE Klodzko (Poland) 69721
Glatzer Bergland 31966
Glaubke, Robert 390
Glauch, Sonja 83768

Glavnoe upravlenie geodezii i kartografii MVD SSSR SEE Soviet Union. Glavnoe upravlenie geodezii i kartografii 67697
Glazier, Masters & Co. 29437
Glazier, Willard W., 1841-1905 29377, 39321, 50533
Glazier, Willard W., 1841-1905. Down the great river (1889) 50534
Gleason, Frederic Grant, 1848-1903 19614
Gleason, Joseph M. 68801
Gleed, Charles S. (Charles Sumner), 1856-1920 81728
Gleed, Eliza 7990
Gleed, Mary 7990
Gleerups (C.W.K). förlag SEE C.W.K. Gleerups förlag 34065
Gleig, G. R. (George Robert), 1796-1888. School series 32394
Gleig, George, 1753-1840 24981
Gleisner, Fr., fl. 1808 11959
Gleisten, Samantha 19034

Glen Ellyn (Ill.) - Historical geography - Maps - 1834-1861 - Landowners 31967
Glen Ellyn (Ill.) - Maps - 1928 31967
Glen, Hugh T., fl. 1925 72436, 72437, 72438, 72439, 72461, 72462
Glen, James, 1701-1777 19218, 71284, 71285
Glen News Printing Co. (Glen Ellyn, Ill.) 23898, 31967
Glen, Robert H. 8088
Glenbow-Alberta Institute 16336
Glenbow Library Map no. 1 15168
Glenbow Library Map no. 2 15169

Glen Ellyn (Ill.) - Aerial photographs - 1925 19374
Glen Ellyn (Ill.) - Maps - 1911 - Real property 31968
Glen Ellyn (Ill.) - Maps - 1938 - Fire risk assessment 22046
Glendale, Burbank EasyFinder : Local street detail 31969
Glendale (Calif.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps 31969

Glengarry (Ont.) - Maps - 1862-1879 - Landowners 73294

Glenbow, Orphie 29809

Gli albori della cartografia in Ungheria : Francesco Rosselli alla corte di Mattia Corvino 57047
Gli Imperi antichi parte occidentale 11550
Gli Imperi antichi parte orientale 48115
Gli stati del Mogol e la penisola delle Indie di qua dal Gange delineati sulle ultime osservazioni 70693, 70694
Gli stati Italiani di Piri Re’is 7359

Gli Statni Uniti dell’ America delineati sulle ultime osservazioni, quarto foglio che comprende parte della Nuova Inghilterra, la Nuova York, il Nuovo
Globe studies and uses
Le Globe & son image / Catherine Hofmann ... [et al.]
Globe showing section of the Earth's interior
Globe Series (Rand McNally) 26162
Globe: sculptural relief globe: political 12 inch 32021
Globe: sculptural relief globe: physical 12 inch 32021
Globe Pequot Press 1111, 11108, 18579, 31659, 36663, 39025, 42731, 43874, 51796, 65423, 69686, 72603, 72906, 75879
Globe pronouncing gazetteer of the world 52086
Globe: globe handbook and atlas-gazetteer of the world : maps in color, distance tables, population figures, statistical diagrams, gazetteer of countries, globe handbook, short wave stations, distance finder / with a foreword by Lowell Thomas 6056
Globe Lithographing and Printing Co. (Chicago, Ill.) 19598, 20101, 84583
Globe & Commercial Advertiser 5617
Globe: atlas classicus universel 9355
Globe Bible Publishing Co. 9355
Globe : atlas classique universel 9355
Globe artificiel et mecanique a l'usage du petit geographe 32002
Globe: gores SEE SUBHEADING Gores (Maps)
Globe gores SEE SUBHEADING Gores (Maps) 83866
The Globe handbook and atlas-gazetteer of the world : maps in color, distance tables, population figures, statistical diagrams, gazetteer of countries, globe handbook, short wave stations, distance finder / with a foreword by Lowell Thomas 6056
Globe Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>83872</td>
<td>Globe studies : the journal of the International Coronelli Society</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17394</td>
<td>A Globe such as the world has never seen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>83873</td>
<td>Globe terrestre dressé par ordre du Roi / par le Sr. Robert de Vaugondy fils ; avec approbation de l'Académie Royale des Sciences, Aout 1751</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>83874</td>
<td>Globe terrestre en fuseaux</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>84056</td>
<td>Le Globe terrestre présenté d'une maniere nouvelle ... / Dressé en 1786 ... , Dedié à S. M. le Roi de Sardaigne par ... Salvador Lirelli geographe ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>84057</td>
<td>Globe terrestre represente en deux plans, hemispheres, et en diverses avtres figures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>83813</td>
<td>Globemaster 12 inch globe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>83814</td>
<td>Globen 24 (1945): 24-29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17898</td>
<td>Globe - 16176, 22207, 31973, 31974, 31975, 32187, 41122, 52717, 81447</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17899</td>
<td>Globes - 1400-1499 - Facsimiles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17900</td>
<td>Globes - 1492</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17901</td>
<td>Globes - 1492 - Gores (Maps)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17902</td>
<td>Globes - 1500-1599 - Gores (Maps) - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17903</td>
<td>Globes - 1507 - Gores (Maps)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17904</td>
<td>Globes - 1511</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17905</td>
<td>Globes - 1511 - Gores (Maps)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17906</td>
<td>Globes - 1515</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17907</td>
<td>Globes - 1518 - Gores (Maps)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17908</td>
<td>Globes - 1530 - Gores (Maps)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17909</td>
<td>Globes - 1541 - Gores (Maps)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17910</td>
<td>Globes - 1542</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17911</td>
<td>Globes - 1550</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17912</td>
<td>Globes - 1555 - Gores (Maps)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17913</td>
<td>Globes - 1560 - Gores (Maps)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17914</td>
<td>Globes - 1570-1575 - Gores (Maps)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17915</td>
<td>Globes - 1574 - Gores (Maps)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17916</td>
<td>Globes - 1577 - Gores (Maps)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17917</td>
<td>Globes - 1600-1699 - Gores (Maps)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17918</td>
<td>Globes - 1610</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17919</td>
<td>Globes - 1623-1693 - Gores (Maps)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17920</td>
<td>Globes - 1688 - Gores (Maps)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17921</td>
<td>Globes - 1690 - Gores (Maps)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17922</td>
<td>Globes - 1691 - Gores (Maps)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17923</td>
<td>Globes - 1693-1701 - Gores (Maps)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17924</td>
<td>Globes - 1696-1697 - Gores (Maps)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17925</td>
<td>Globes - 1740 - Pictorial works</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17926</td>
<td>Globes - 1751 - Gores (Maps) - Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17927</td>
<td>Globes - 1751 - Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17928</td>
<td>Globes - 1758-1759 - Gores (Maps)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17929</td>
<td>Globes - 1758 - Gores (Maps)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17930</td>
<td>Globes - 1776 - Juvenile Literature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17931</td>
<td>Globes - 1783</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17932</td>
<td>Globes - 1790 - Gores (Maps)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17933</td>
<td>Globes - 1795 - Provisional Heading</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17934</td>
<td>Globes - 1797</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17935</td>
<td>Globes - 1798</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17936</td>
<td>Globes - 1800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17937</td>
<td>Globes - 1800-1899</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17938</td>
<td>Globes - 1800 - Gores (Maps) - Pictorial works</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17939</td>
<td>Globes - 1800 - Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17940</td>
<td>Globes - 1805 - Cartoon maps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17941</td>
<td>Globes - 1817</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17942</td>
<td>Globes - 1820-1829</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17943</td>
<td>Globes - 1821 - Handbooks, manuals, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17944</td>
<td>Globes - 1825</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17945</td>
<td>Globes - 1830</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17946</td>
<td>Globes - 1836</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17947</td>
<td>Globes - 1837</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17948</td>
<td>Globes - 1845 - Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17949</td>
<td>Globes - 1850</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17950</td>
<td>Globes - 1869</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17951</td>
<td>Globes - 1887</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Call Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Globes - 1890</td>
<td>32012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Globes - 1890-1899</td>
<td>32010, 32011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Globes - 1891</td>
<td>32014, 32015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Globes - 1891 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>32013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Globes - 1892</td>
<td>32016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Globes - 1900</td>
<td>32024, 32025, 32026</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Globes - 1900-1954</td>
<td>32017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Globes - 1900-1999</td>
<td>32018, 32019, 32020, 32021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Globes - 1900 - Jigsaw puzzle maps</td>
<td>32022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Globes - 1900 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>32023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Globes - 1901</td>
<td>32027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Globes - 1908</td>
<td>32028, 32029</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Globes - 1909</td>
<td>32030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Globes - 1910</td>
<td>32031, 32032</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Globes - 1913</td>
<td>32033</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Globes - 1920</td>
<td>32039</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Globes - 1920-1929</td>
<td>32034, 32035, 32036, 32037, 32038</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Globes - 1922</td>
<td>32040</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Globes - 1923</td>
<td>32041, 32042, 32043</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Globes - 1930</td>
<td>32045, 32046, 32047, 32048, 32049, 32050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Globes - 1930-1939 - Airways - Cities and towns</td>
<td>32044</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Globes - 1930-1939 - Gores (Maps)</td>
<td>84335</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Globes - 1932</td>
<td>32051, 32052</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Globes - 1935</td>
<td>32054, 32055</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Globes - 1935 - Gores (Maps) - Pictorial works</td>
<td>32053</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Globes - 1936</td>
<td>32056</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Globes - 1937</td>
<td>32057</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Globes - 1939</td>
<td>32058, 32059</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Globes - 1940</td>
<td>32060</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Globes - 1942</td>
<td>32061</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Globes - 1943 - Gores (Maps)</td>
<td>32062</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Globes - 1944 - Gores (Maps)</td>
<td>84378</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Globes - 1948</td>
<td>32063, 32064</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Globes - 1950</td>
<td>32065, 32066</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Globes - 1951</td>
<td>32067</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Globes - 1952</td>
<td>32068, 32069</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Globes - 1953</td>
<td>32070</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Globes - 1955</td>
<td>32071, 84422</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Globes - 1956</td>
<td>32072, 32073, 32074</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Globes - 1956 - Gores (Maps)</td>
<td>84425</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Globes - 1957</td>
<td>32075, 32076, 32077</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Globes - 1958</td>
<td>32078, 32079</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Globes - 1959</td>
<td>3476</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Globes - 1959 - Gores (Maps)</td>
<td>32080</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Globes - 1960</td>
<td>32082, 32083, 32084</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Globes - 1960-1969</td>
<td>32081</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Globes - 1960-1969 - Gores (Maps)</td>
<td>32141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Globes - 1961</td>
<td>32085, 32086</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Globes - 1962</td>
<td>32087</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Globes - 1963</td>
<td>32089, 32090, 32091</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Globes - 1963 - Gores (Maps)</td>
<td>32088</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Globes - 1964</td>
<td>32093</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Globes - 1964 - Gores (Maps)</td>
<td>32092</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Globes - 1965</td>
<td>24576, 57620</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Globes - 1966</td>
<td>32094</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Globes - 1967 - Gores (Maps)</td>
<td>32095</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Globes - 1968 - Gores (Maps)</td>
<td>32096, 32097, 32098</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Globes - 1969 - Gores (Maps)</td>
<td>32099, 32100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Globes - 1970</td>
<td>32106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Globes - 1970-1979 - Gores (Maps)</td>
<td>32101, 32103, 32104, 32105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Globes - 1970-1979 - Gores (Maps) - Children's maps</td>
<td>32102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Globes - 1971 - Gores (Maps)</td>
<td>32108, 32109, 32155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Globes - 1971 - Gores (Maps) - Manuscripts</td>
<td>32107</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Globes - 1978 32110, 32111
Globes - 1980-1989 32113
Globes - 1980-1989 - Gores (Maps) 32112
Globes - 1981 32114
Globes - 1982 32115, 32116
Globes - 1985 32118
Globes - 1985 - Gores (Maps) 32117
Globes - 1986 32119
Globes - 1988 7258, 32120
Globes - 1990 32121, 32122
Globes - 1991 32123
Globes - 1992 32124
Globes - 1994 32125, 32126, 32127
Globes - 1996 32128, 32129, 32130
Globes - 1998 (Provisional Heading) 32131
Globes - 2000 32132, 32133
Globes, American 46138
Globes, American - Bibliography - 1810-1831 82984
Globes at Greenwich : a catalogue of the globes and armillary spheres in the National Maritime Museum, Greenwich / Elly Dekker ; with contributions from Silke Ackermann ... [et al.] ; edited by Kristen Lippincott, Pieter van der Merwe, and Maria Blyzin 32138
Globes at the National Archives of Canada 52701
Globes - Belgium - History - 1500-1599 33918
Globes - Bibliography 32134, 32135
Globes - Bibliography - 1850 32136, 32137, 32138, 32139, 44790, 57079, 66822
Globes - Bibliography - Catalogs 1911 66220
Globes - Catalogs - 1850 84775
Globes - Catalogs - 1855 84776
Globes, Celestial SEE Celestial globes 22841
Globes - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1784 3496
Globes, Collapsible SEE Globes, Folding 32155
Globes - Collections, 1960-1969 32141
Globes - Collections - Bavaria (Germany) 32142
Globes - Collections - Bavaria (Germany) - Catalogs 32143
Globes - Collections - France 32144
Globes - Collections - Germany 33875
Globes - Collections - Italy 46093
Globes - Collectors and Collecting 32145
Globes - Congresses 32146
Globes - Conservation and restoration 32147, 44916
Globes - Construction 80656
Globes - Construction - 1400-1499 32148
Globes, Czech - Bibliography 32149
Les Globes de Coronelli / Hélène Richard 22206
Globes, English - 1600-1899 32150
Globes - Exhibitions 44942
Globes - Exhibitions - Catalogs 22206, 32151, 32152, 32153, 33977
Globes, Folding 32121, 32122, 75425, 75426
Globes, Folding - Patents - 1971 32154
Globes, Folding - Specimens - 1869 32007, 32008
Globes, Folding - Specimens - 1944 84378
Globes, Folding - Specimens - 1971 32155
Globes, Folding - Specimens - 1971 - Manuscripts 32107
Globes, Folding - Specimens - 2000 32133
Globes, French - 1770-1779 13374
Globes from the Western World / Elly Dekker, Peter van der Krogt 32175
Globes - Handbooks, manuals, etc. - 1782 10743
Globes - Handbooks, manuals, etc. - 1783 9223, 9224
Globes - Handbooks, manuals, etc. - 1790 9246
Globes - Handbooks, manuals, etc. - 1877-1878 30087
Globes - Handbooks, manuals, etc. - 1940 32156, 32157
Globes - Handbooks, manuals, etc. - 1952 32158
Globes - Handbooks, manuals, etc. - 1954 32159
Globes - Handbooks, manuals, etc. - 1961 32160
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Globes - Handbooks, manuals, etc. - 1963 32161
Globes - Handbooks, manuals, etc. - 1964 32093, 32162, 32163
Globes - Handbooks, manuals, etc. - 1986 32119
Globes - Handbooks, manuals, etc. - 1990-1999 32126, 32127, 32128, 32129, 32130
Globes - Handbooks, Manuals, Etc. - Juvenile Literature 32164, 32165
Globes - History 23974, 32166, 32167, 32168, 32177
Globes - History - 1500-1599 32169
Globes - History - 1921 32170
Globes - History - 1961 32171
Globes - History - 1967 32172
Globes - History - 1973 32173
Globes - History - 1989 32174
Globes - History - 1993 32175, 32176
Globes - History - Periodicals 32178, 32179, 32180
Globes - History - Sources 32144
Globes - Hungary 32181
Globes in bookplates SEE Maps in bookplates 44969
Globes, Indian 17969
Globes, Indian - 1600-1699 51202
Globes, Italian - 1570-1575 32182
Globes - Italy 32183
Globes - Maps - 1610 - Gores (Maps) 83990
Globes - Netherlands - Bibliography - Catalogs 32137
Globes - Netherlands - History - 1989 32174
Globes - Netherlands - History - 1993 32176
Globes, Outline - 1981 32114
Globes - Periodicals 32178, 32179, 32180
Globes - Pictorial works - 1725 32184
Globes - Pictorial works - 1906 23978
Globes - Production - 1500-1599 32185
Globes, Pumpkin 32186
Globes, Relief 42143, 57048
Globes - Societies, Etc. - By-Laws 22210
Globes - Study and teaching 45012
Globes - Study and teaching - 1944 84548
Globes - Study and teaching - 2001 32188
Globes, Transparent - 1981 32114
Globetrotter travel guides 11113, 28142
Globo Neerlandici : de globeleidkunst in de Nederlanden = The production of globes in the Low Countries 32174
Globo Neerlandici : the production of globes in the Low Countries / Peter van der Krogt 32176
Globo 13859
Globo: atlas historico universal de geografia 9396
Globo celeste... 18937
Globo Terrestre ... 32040, 84159
Globo terrestre (diamo. cenr. 50) 32026
A Globular chart shewing the errors of the plain, and the deficiencies of mercators sailing and discovering the true navigation according to the globe 26369
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Göteborgs och Bohus län (Sweden) - Maps - 1925 32271
Gotha (Germany) - History - Siege, 15---? - Pictorial works 32272
Gotha (Germany) - Maps - 1715 - Pictorial works 75136
Gotha (Germany) - Maps - 1745 - Pictorial works 75139
Gotha (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1569 32272
Gotha (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1620 32273
Gotha, percelebri murorum ambitu, propugnaculis, formis planis ... 32273
Gotha St. Mus. 1847
Götte (A.-B.I.M.) bok- & pappershandel SEE A.-B.I.M. Göthe bok- & pappershandel 10860
Gotheborg, ville forte ... 32268
Gotheborg ville forte ... 32269
Gotthard Railway (Switzerland) SEE Gotthardbahn 23683
Gotthardbahn. Die Gotthardbahn (mit Furka u. Grimsel) [1913?] 23683
Gotthardbahn - Maps - 1913 23683
Gotthardbahn (Railroad : Switzerland) SEE Gotthardbahn 23683
Gottle 32275
Gottle (Sweden) SEE Gotland (Sweden) 32275
Göttingen (Germany). Staatliches Archivlager SEE Germany. Staatliches Archivlager, Göttingen 73224
Gottlieb, Christian 20792
Gottlieb, Jean S. 56874, 65771
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Le Gouvernement général de Picardie ou sont le pays reconquis ...  64644, 64645
Gouvernement général de Picardie qui comprend la généralité d'Amiens ...  64653
Le Gouvernement général de Provence divisé en ses vigueries ...  65617, 65620
Le Gouvernement général de Provence, divisé en ses vigueries, et terres adjacentes ...  65619
Gouvernement général de Provence, divisé en ses vigueries ... / par le Sr. Robert de Vaugondy fils ...  65634
Gouvernement général de Provence, divisé en ses vigueries ... / par le Sr. Robert de Vaugondy fils ; Groux ...  65633
Le Gouvernement général du Dauphiné, et des pays circonvoisins ...  22858
Le Gouvernement général du Dauphiné, et des pays circonvoisins : ou sont la Savoye, la Bresse, &c. / par le Sr. Sanson d'Abbeuille, geographe ordinaire du roy ; R. Cordier Abbavil. sculpsit ...  22869
Le Gouvernement général du Dauphiné, divisé en haut et bas ...  22861
Le Gouvernement général du Dauphiné divisé en haut et bas ... le Graisivaudan, le Viennois, le Valentinois, le Diois, le Gapençois ...  22865
Gouvernement général du Dauphiné divisé par baillages ... / par le Sr. Robert ...  22872, 22873
Le Gouvernement général du Dauphiné, divisé en haut et bas ...  22862
Le Gouvernement général du duché de Bourgogne ...  14962
Le Gouvernement général du duché de Bourgogne et Bresse ...  14967
Gouvernement général du Languedoc divisé par diocèses ... / par le Sr. Robert ... ; Moreau inv. et sculp. ...  41621, 41622
Gouvernement général du Lyonnais qui comprend les provinces du Lyonnais, Forez, Beaujolais ...  43712
Gouvernement général du Lyonnais qui comprend les provinces du Lyonnais, Forez, Beaujolais ... / dressé sur les memoires le plus nouveaux par le Sr. Jaillot ...  1721  43711
Gouvernement général du pays Orleanois  63439
Gouvernement général du pays Orleanois  62308, 62310
Le Gouvernement général et militaire du Lyonnais ...  43709
Gouvernement généralité de Paris divisé en eclections ...  35351
Gouvernement généralité de Paris, divisée en eclections ...  35350, 35352
Le Gouvernement militaire de l'Isle de France : divisé en 12 pays ... / dressé par le Sr. Janvier ...  27791
Gouvernements français ...  27864
Gouvernements généraux du Berry, du Nivernois, et du Bourbonois / par le Sr. Robert ... ; gravé par E. Haussard ...  12602, 12603
Gouvernement [sic] general du Lyonn...  43708
Gouvernement, general. du Languedoc : divisé en ses vingt deux diocèses / par le S. Sanson d'Abbeuille, geog. du roy ; R. Cordier Abbavil. sculpis. ...  41617
Gouvion, Jean-Baptiste de, 1747-1792  85157
Gouvion St Cyr, Laurent ...  27903
Gouw, J. ter (Johannes), 1814-1894  53522
Gouwen, Gilliam van der ...  8728, 8743
Gouwen, Gilliam van der, fl. 1682 ...  53413, 53418, 66641, 66643, 66645, 69047, 69048, 79493
Gouwen, Gilliam van der ...  43713
Gouwen, Wilhelm van der ...  43713
Goux de la Bechere, Charles Le ...  10953
Govannica, Bato ...  78133
Govda, elegantiss. Hollandiae opp. ad Isalam amnem ...  32277
Govda Hollandiae opp. ad Isalam ...  32278
Gover, Brett ...  7523, 7524, 7525, 7528, 7529, 7530, 7531, 7534, 7536, 7537, 7538, 7540, 34351, 34352, 34353, 84549
Gover, Edward ...  8042, 12786, 12812, 12814, 12818, 29594, 29767
Government Cartography - United States - History ...  18554
Government engineers ...  20903
Government housing SEE Public housing ...  39485
Government in science: the U.S. Geological Survey, 1867-1894 / Thomas G. Manning ...  30909
Government of Caracas, with Guiana ...  79927
Government Printing Bureau (Canada) SEE Canadian Government Printing Bureau ...  65975
Governor Duncan mansion ...  32288
Governor Duncan Mansion (Jacksonville, Ill.) - 2009 ...  32288
Governors - Dwellings - Illinois ...  32288
Governors - Photographs - 1951 - United States ...  77991
Le Gouvernement de L'Isle de France ...  35350
Gouvernement de La Gvienne & Gascogne ...  28186
Gouvernement général d'Orleans ...  62302
Gouvernement général de Gvienne et Gvascogne et pays circonvoisins ...  33234
Gower Economic Publications ...  26293
Goyana SEE Guiana ...  33132
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Goyer, Félix Emile 63071
Goyer Imprimerie SEE Imprimerie Goyer 27953
Goyer Lith. SEE Goyer, Félix Emile 63071
Goyer, Pieter de 24028
Gozzo Island (Malta) - 1761 44284
Gozzo Island (Malta) - Maps - 1700 44277
Gozzo Island (Malta) - Maps - 1799 44286
Gozzo Island (Malta) - Maps - 1818 39239
Gozzo Island (Malta) - Maps - 1970 44290
Gozzo Island (Malta) - Pictorial works - 1970 44290
Gozzadino, Marco Antonio, fl. 1622 75227
GPO 46732, 64976, 72619
GPO SEE United States. Government Printing Office 22510
GPP (Publishers) SEE Globe Pequot Press 18579
Gr. Schönau : wo das Waldviertel am schönsten ist 33065
La Gra. citta di Milano / Matteo Florimi formis 49172
Graaf, A. C. de 2183
Graaff, F. A. de (Frans Adriaan) 41310
Graafland, Gérard 34401
Graafland, Theodore 34401
Graah, Wilhelm August, 1793–1863 8056, 16028
Gråberg, Jacob, 1776–1847 478, 8056
Grabhorn Press 15231, 15235, 15236, 15685, 18593, 20615, 27405, 34517, 46359, 50057, 51568, 65541, 68449, 68550, 68551, 68646, 68647, 68774, 68793, 68819, 73617
Grabhorn, Robert 20615
Grabit, J. S. 29082
Gräbner, A. L. (Augustus Lawrence), 1849–1904 30465, 30523
Graboïs, Aryeh, 1930–16801
Gracalic, Ladislav 85205
Gracci (Poland) SEE Gracovia (Poland) 32292
Graccovia (Poland) SEE Gracovia (Poland) 32292
Grace Line 16599
The Grace Line dedicates this carte to ye olde Spanish Main, cradle of our western civilization / designed and executed by Jo Mora 16599
Grace Mine (Joanna, Pa.) - Pictorial works - 1959 39821
Graceland Cemetery 32290
Graceland Cemetery : a design history / Christopher Vernon 32291
Graceland Cemetery (Chicago, Ill.) - Historical geography - Maps - 2011 32291
Graceland Cemetery (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1876 32289
Graceland Cemetery (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1980 32290
Graceland Cemetery (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 2011 32291
Gracey, Annie Ryder, 1836–20703
Gracey, J. T. (John Talbot), 1831–1912 36608
Gracht, Quentin van der, b. 1534 12621, 20873
Gracia antiqua secundum Cornelium Nepotem, Cellarium &c. 32778
Graciosa Island (Azores) - Maps - 1872 43795
Graciosa Island (Azores) - Maps - 1873 - Nautical charts 74470
Grack & Aron 9873, 9887, 21199, 23804, 66519, 68366
Gracovia (Poland) - Pictorial works - 1552 32292
Gradisca 32293
Gradisca D'isonzo (Italy), War Of, 1615-1617 - Maps 32293
Grado 29057
Grady, G. 42004
Graecia antiqua 32792
Graecia antiqua; maps Pausanius's Greece 5987
Graecia foederata sub Agamemnone ob Helenae raptum in Troiam coniurans ex Homero collecta / conatibus geographicis Gulielmi Sanson, Nicolai filii, Christianissimi regis geographi ; Lud. Cordier, sculptor. 32776
Graeca, Sophiani / Abrahamo Ortello descripitore 32767
Graecia vetus ex schoedis Sansonianis desumpta ... / autore Robert de Vaugondy filio ; C. (?) Haussard sculptor 32783
Graecia vetus ex schoedis Sanssonianis desumpta ... / autore Robert de Vaugondy filio ; Groux 32784
Gracia antiqua specimen geographicum 32785
Graciae antiquae designatio nova in qua tam locorum situs ad distantias itinerariae ... 32769
Graeciae antiquae specimen geographicum / auctore d'Anville ... ; Guill. De-la-Haye 32786
Graeciae antiquae specimen geographicum / auctori d'Anville ... filio 32770
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Graeciae antiquae tabula nova 32782
Graeciae antiquae tabula nova : in qua locorum situs tum ad distantias itinerarias tum ad observationes astronomicas exactus litorum flexurae et alia id genus ad accuratas, recentiorum rationes accomodatae su[n]t / autore Guillelmo Delisle 11526
Graeciae antiquae tabula nova in qua locorum situs tum ad distantias itinerarias tum ad observations astronomicas ... / autore Guillelmo Delisle ... 32826
Graeciae antiquae tabulam hanc geographicam offert ... 32768
Graeciae chorographia / Sebastianus a Regibus Clodiensis incidebat 32806, 32807
Graeciae pars septentrionalis 11481
Graeciae pars septentrionalis / auctore Guillelmo Delisle ... 11523
Graeciae universae secundvm hodiiernvm sitvm neoterica descriptio / Iacobo Castaldo Pedemontano auctore 32813, 32814, 32817
Graeco vulgo Gratz metropolis Styriae / W. Hollar fe. 32373
Graeco-Roman surveying instruments 73522
Graef 57777
Graef, A. (Adolf), fl. 1855-1878 SEE Gräf, A. (Adolf), fl. 1855-1878 9794, 9811, 9842, 9857
Graef, Carl 9811, 46374, 65673
Graf, Adolf, fl. 1855-1878 SEE Gräf, A. (Adolf), fl. 1855-1878 9842
Graf, Erik 7193
Graf, Hans, fl. 1552 20873, 28270
Graf, J. H. (Johann Heinrich), 1852-1918 45905, 75585, 80560
Graf, John 19980
Graf & Soret 13938
Graf, Urs, ca. 1485- ca. 1527 28877, 28878, 28884, 28885, 28886, 28887, 28888, 28904
Graf, Willy 10234
Graf, Henry F. 19014, 57312, 57313, 57828, 76259, 76260, 76261, 76262, 76263, 76264, 76265, 76266, 76267, 76268, 81733, 81734, 81739
Graf, Henry F. (Henry Franklin), 1921- 84711
Graf, Jerry, active 1971 53282
Grafagnino, J. Kevin 7147, 19139, 80139
Graffiti - Italy - Sicily - Early works to 1800 18000
Gráfica per la conservación del paisaje 44754
Graficas Reunidas, S.A. (Madrid, Spain) 26312, 26318, 26320, 26324
Gráficas Yagües 65773, 83853, 84535
Grafiche STEP 63378
Grafiche V. Bernardi (Firm) 79971
Grafisches Atelier Gerd Preiss. lithographer 45716
Grafenstein Glatz, Altvatertegebirge 41370
Grafton, Augustus Henry Fitzroy, 3rd Duke of, 1735-1811 73398, 73399
[Grafton County (N.H.) - 1860: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 32294
Grafton County (N.H.) - Maps - 1860 - Landowners 32294
Grafton, Henry Fitzroy, Duke of, 1663-1690 14174, 14225, 38572, 38574
Grafton, Richard, d. 1572? 52031
Gragg, Florence Alden, b. 1877 17519
Graham, Andrew B. 1038, 3877, 15740, 55291, 64524, 64525, 64527, 64529, 65898, 79362, 80972
Graham, Andrew B. SEE ALSO A.B. Graham Co. 64527
Graham, Andrew B. SEE ALSO Andrew B. Graham Co. 64527
Graham Arader's world: visual treasures 2318
Graham, Augustin 53839
Graham, Augustine 66121
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Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Graham, Bob 23790
Graham, C. B. (Curtis B.) 16660, 67822, 68498, 68563, 68729, 73405
Graham (C.B.) Lith. SEE C.B. Graham's Lith. 55244
Graham-Campbell, James 25409
Graham, Conrad 51686
Graham, Curt is Burr, 1814-1890 SEE C.B. Graham's Lith. 76729
Graham (Firm) 25091
Graham, Frank 7165, 25094, 41467
Graham, Frank, fl. 1967 14222
Graham, H. S. (Henry S.) 71357
Graham Historical Maps 46286, 58869, 80365
Graham, J. D. (James Duncan), 1799-1865 2551, 19460, 19462, 19471, 19479, 19480, 19482, 43011, 53793
Graham, John 28324
Graham Land (Antarctica) - Maps - 1929 2068
Graham Land (Antarctica) - Maps - 1948 2061
Graham Land (Antarctica) - Maps - 1952 52579
Graham Land (Antarctica) - Maps - 1957 2064, 12319
Graham Land (Antarctica) - Maps - 1959 2065
Graham Land (Antarctica) - Maps - 1960 2066, 2067, 13140
Graham, Linda J. 81155
Graham Ltd. 36635
Graham, M. 42721
Graham, P. A. 59715
Graham, P. D. 34488
Graham, Patrick, 19th cent. 7996
Graham, Patrick, fl. 1754 33517
Graham, Richard, fl. 1819 20084
Graham, Tho., 19th cent. 7996
Graham, W. R. M. 52033
Grahamstown (South Africa) - Maps - 1851 - Pictorial works 16498
Grain growers on the Great Plains 19014
Grainger, Robert, fl. 1899 5464, 5493
Grainger, W. 21803, 29083, 29096, 74172
Grainger, W. fl. ca. 1784-1806 SEE Grainger, W. 74172
A Grammar of ancient geography : compiled for the use of King's College School / by Aaron Arrowsmith 34408
A Grammar of general geography : for the use of schools and young persons : intended as a companion and introduction to the 'Popular illustrations of geography' ; with maps and cuts / by the Rev. J. Goldsmith 29305
A Grammar of general geography : for the use of schools and young persons : with maps and engravings / by the Revd. J. Goldsmith 29398
A Grammar of general geography : for the use of schools and young persons : with maps & engravings / by the Revd. J. Goldsmith 29385
A Grammar of general geography : for the use of schools and young persons : with maps & engravings / by the Revd. J. Goldsmith ; revised, corrected & greatly enlarged by Edward Hughes 29619, 29677
A Grammar of general geography : for the use of schools & young persons : with maps & engravings / by the Revd. J. Goldsmith ; revised & corrected by Hugh Murray 29504, 29568
A Grammar of geography : for the use of schools : with maps and illustrations / by the Rev. J. Goldsmith ; improved and enlarged by the Rev. G.N. Wright 29505
A Grammar of modern geography / by Peter Parley 29676
Grammar school geography 29771, 29772, 29799, 29840, 29841, 29854, 29885, 29886, 29901, 29940, 29949, 30014, 30032, 30156, 30167, 30198, 30339, 30376, 30426, 30431, 30461, 30479, 30495, 30498, 30563
Grammar school geography, edition of 1901, revised by Charles Redway Dryer 30496
Grammar-school geography : physical, political, and commercial / by William Swinton 30177, 30205, 30382, 30449
Grammar-school geography : physical, political, commercial / by William Swinton 30206
Grammar school geography, revised by Charles Redway Dryer 30494
Gramolin, Alvise de Nicolo 48064
Gramvousá (Creta) - Maps - 1689 - Pictorial works 32295
Gran atlas geográfico de Stieler : con 100 grandes mapas y 162 mapas suplementarios publicado por el Instituto Geográfico de Justus Perthes, en Gottha ; con prólogo y traducción de la explicaciones, en castellano, por Antonio Blázquez 10101
Gran Canal (Mexico) - Maps - 1811 - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. 32296
La Gran citta di Temistitan 46199, 46200
Gran (Hungary) SEE Esztergom (Hungary) 25665
Gran paradiso, parco nazionale / E. Andreis, R. Chabod, M.C. Santi 62992
Gran Varadino 79872
Granada 32298
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Grand Canyon National Park (Ariz.) - Maps - 1927 - Road maps 79597
Grand Canyon National Park (Ariz.) - Maps - 1929 32313, 32314
Grand Canyon National Park (Ariz.) - Maps - 1932 2632
Grand Canyon National Park (Ariz.) - Maps - 1933 2644, 72463
Grand Canyon National Park (Ariz.) - Maps - 1934 2653, 2654, 72471
Grand Canyon National Park (Ariz.) - Maps - 1935 72476
Grand Canyon National Park (Ariz.) - Maps - 1936 2669, 2672, 82299
Grand Canyon National Park (Ariz.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps 2670, 72492, 72493, 79635
Grand Canyon National Park (Ariz.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps 2682, 2683, 79641
Grand Canyon National Park (Ariz.) - Maps - 1938 2700
Grand Canyon National Park (Ariz.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps 2699, 79648, 79649
Grand Canyon National Park (Ariz.) - Maps - 1939 2716
Grand Canyon National Park (Ariz.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps 2715, 79656, 79657
Grand Canyon National Park (Ariz.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps 79663, 79664
Grand Canyon National Park (Ariz.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps 79669, 79670
Grand Canyon National Park (Ariz.) - Maps - 1946 2766, 77869, 77877, 77878
Grand Canyon National Park (Ariz.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps 72533, 77879
Grand Canyon National Park (Ariz.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps 48995, 49001, 77921, 77922
Grand Canyon National Park (Ariz.) - Maps - 1949 - Road maps 77942
Grand Canyon National Park (Ariz.) - Maps - 1950 - Road maps 77989, 82486
Grand Canyon National Park (Ariz.) - Maps - 1952 - Road maps 82512
Grand Canyon National Park (Ariz.) - Maps - 1955 - Road maps 60047, 60048, 78135
Grand Canyon National Park (Ariz.) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps 82555
Grand Canyon National Park (Ariz.) - Maps - 1960 78301
Grand Canyon National Park (Ariz.) - Maps - 1962 82601
Grand Canyon National Park (Ariz.) - Maps - 1963 2834
Grand Canyon National Park (Ariz.) - Maps - 1964 32315
Grand Canyon National Park (Ariz.) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps 2835
Grand Canyon National Park (Ariz.) - Maps - 1967 - Road maps 2836
Grand Canyon National Park (Ariz.) - Maps - 1969 - Road maps 72601
Grand Canyon National Park (Ariz.) - Maps - 1974 - Road maps 2840
Grand Canyon National Park (Ariz.) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps 2844
Grand Canyon National Park (Ariz.) - Pictorial works - 1959 32311
The Grand Canyon of Arizona 32315
Grand Canyon (Pa.) SEE Pine Creek Gorge Natural Area (Pa.) 64764
Grand Canyon river guide 32309
La Grand carte de Flandre par Gérard Mercator (1540) 46101
Grand Cayman Island (Cayman Islands) - Maps - 1835 81667
Grand Cayman Island (Cayman Islands) - Maps - 2004 - Tourist maps 18900
Grand Central Passenger Station (Houston, Tex.) - Pictorial works - 1949 34768
Grand Central Station (Chicago, Ill.) - Pictorial works - 1898 43022
Grand Coulee Dam (Wash.) - 1964 21708
Grand Coulee Dam (Wash.) - Maps - 1934 - Irrigation - 38475
Grand Coulee Dam (Wash.) - Pictorial works - 1940 72994
Grand Coulee Dam (Wash.) - Pictorial works - 1953 32316
Grand Harem (Istanbul, Turkey) SEE Eminönü (Istanbul, Turkey) 24964
Grand Haven (Mich.) - Harbors - Maps - 1990 46737
Grand Hotel Duomo 34768
Grand Hotel (Florence, Italy) 38989
Grand Hotel (Florence, Italy) - Historical geography - Maps - 2005 45092
Grand Island Mining District (Colo.) - Maps - 1876 16613
[Grand Isle County (Vt.) - 1857: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 32317
Grand Isle County (Vt.) - Maps - 1857 - Landowners 32317
Grand Junction (Colo.) - Pictorial works - 1953 - Railroads 32318
Grand le gibier sauvage des bois et de l’industrie (Paris, France) 27953
The Grand Ocean 17132
Grand Portage (Minn.) - Pictorial works - 1815 16008
Grand Pré (N.S.) - Historical geography - Maps - 2005 45092
Grand Princ (Firm) 65493
Grand Rapids and Indiana Railroad Company 48342
Grand Rapids and Indiana Railroad Company - Maps - 1890 48342
Grand Rapids eagle (Grand Rapids, Mich. : Daily) 5221
Grand Rapids EasyFinder : Local street detail 32321
Grand Rapids, Grand Haven & Muskegon Railway - Maps - 2011 32319
Grand Rapids (Mich.) - Manuscript maps - 1836 32320
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<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Grand Rapids (Mich.) - Maps - 1907</td>
<td>Landowners</td>
<td>40574</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grand Rapids (Mich.) - Maps - 1951</td>
<td>76087, 76088</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grand Rapids (Mich.) - Maps - 1959</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>32322</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grand Rapids (Mich.) - Maps - 2004</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>32321, 47534</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grand Rapids (Mich.) - Maps - 2006</td>
<td>47535</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grand Rapids Region (Mich.) - Maps - 1959</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>32322</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grand River Agency (N.D. and S.D) - SEE Standing Rock Indian Reservation (N.D. and S.D.)</td>
<td>81885</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grand River (Ont.) - Maps - 1727</td>
<td>Pictorial works - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>15000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grand Teton National Park (Agency : U.S.) - Maps - 1935</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>51430</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grand Teton National Park (Agency : U.S.) - Maps - 1936</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>51443</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grand Teton National Park (Agency : U.S.) - Maps - 1937</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>51453</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grand Teton National Park (Agency : U.S.) - Maps - 1938</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>51468</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grand Teton National Park (Wyo.) - Maps - 1932</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>35177, 51410, 84857</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grand Teton National Park (Wyo.) - Maps - 1934</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>51423</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grand Teton National Park (Wyo.) - Maps - 1935</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>84878</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grand Teton National Park (Wyo.) - Maps - 1936</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>35206, 51434, 84886, 84887</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grand Teton National Park (Wyo.) - Maps - 1937</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>35214, 51445, 84895, 84896, 84897</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grand Teton National Park (Wyo.) - Maps - 1938</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>35227, 51456, 51457, 51469, 84911, 84914, 84915</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grand Teton National Park (Wyo.) - Maps - 1939</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>35237, 51471, 51482, 77720, 77721, 84927, 84930, 84931</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grand Teton National Park (Wyo.) - Maps - 1940</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>35246, 77750, 77751, 77752, 84943</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grand Teton National Park (Wyo.) - Maps - 1941</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>77786</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grand Teton National Park (Wyo.) - Maps - 1942</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>77804, 84962</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grand Teton National Park (Wyo.) - Maps - 1943</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>84963</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grand Teton National Park (Wyo.) - Maps - 1944</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>77835</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grand Teton National Park (Wyo.) - Maps - 1945</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>77850</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grand Teton National Park (Wyo.) - Maps - 1946</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>35262, 59999, 77877, 77878, 77879</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grand Teton National Park (Wyo.) - Maps - 1947</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>60026, 77921, 77922</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grand Teton National Park (Wyo.) - Maps - 1948</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>60029</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grand Teton National Park (Wyo.) - Maps - 1950</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>77989</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grand Teton National Park (Wyo.) - Maps - 1952</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>35276, 82512</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grand Teton National Park (Wyo.) - Maps - 1953</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>85079</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grand Teton National Park (Wyo.) - Maps - 1954</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>84998</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grand Teton National Park (Wyo.) - Maps - 1955</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>60047, 60048</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grand Teton National Park (Wyo.) - Maps - 1956</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>82555, 84999</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grand Teton National Park (Wyo.) - Maps - 1960</td>
<td>78310</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grand Teton National Park (Wyo.) - Maps - 1960-1969</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>76179</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grand Teton National Park (Wyo.) - Maps - 1962</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>35285</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grand Teton National Park (Wyo.) - Maps - 1962-1963</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>85000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grand Teton National Park (Wyo.) - Maps - 1962-1968</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>51544</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grand Teton National Park (Wyo.) - Maps - 1962-1969</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>35287, 35288, 82601, 85001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grand Teton National Park (Wyo.) - Maps - 1964</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>60061</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grand Teton National Park (Wyo.) - Maps - 1966</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>35292</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grand Teton National Park (Wyo.) - Maps - 1968</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>21658</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grand Teton National Park (Wyo.) - Maps - 1969</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>21659</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grand Teton National Park (Wyo.) - Maps - 1974</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>21662, 35304</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grand Teton National Park (Wyo.) - Trails</td>
<td>1963</td>
<td>32323</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grand Teton National Park (Wyo.) - Trains</td>
<td>1974</td>
<td>32325</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grand Traverse Bay (Mich.) - Maps</td>
<td>1850</td>
<td>32324</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grand Traverse Bay (Mich.) - Maps - 1951</td>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>32590, 32591</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grand Traverse Bay (Mich.) - Maps - 1952</td>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>32594</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grand Traverse County (Mich.) - Maps - 1900-1904</td>
<td>Real property</td>
<td>46844</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grand Traverse County (Mich.) - Maps - 1957</td>
<td>Landowners</td>
<td>32325</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grand Trunk Pacific Railway Company</td>
<td>16103, 16108, 16113, 16116, 16118, 16123, 16127, 16130</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grand Trunk Pacific Railway Company - Maps - 1905</td>
<td>16103</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grand Trunk Pacific Railway Company - Maps - 1906</td>
<td>16108</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grand Trunk Pacific Railway Company - Maps - 1907</td>
<td>16113</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grand Trunk Pacific Railway Company - Maps - 1908</td>
<td>16116</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grand Trunk Pacific Railway Company - Maps - 1909</td>
<td>16118</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grand Trunk Pacific Railway Company - Maps - 1910</td>
<td>16123</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grand Trunk Pacific Railway Company - Maps - 1911</td>
<td>16127</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grand Trunk Pacific Railway Company - Maps - 1912</td>
<td>16130</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Granlund, John, 1901-1982 61685, 61686
Grant, A. A. (Alexander A.) 76938, 76979
Grant Allen's historical guides 12222
Grant, Bruce 66230
Grant, Charles E. 73423
Grant County Agricultural Committee (Wis.) 32344

[Grant County (Ind.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners 32333

Granville County (N.C.) - Maps - 1746 - Land Grants - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 32352
Graphaeus, Johannes, ca. 1502-1571 SEE Graphaeus, Johannes, ca. 1502-1571? 7636, 83863
Graphaeus, Cornelius, 1482-1558 2193
Graphaeus, Johannes, ca. 1502-1571? 7636, 83863
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| Graphic | 34620 |
| Graphic: an illustrated weekly newspaper 34, no. 869 (July 24th, 1886) | 84303 |
| Graphic arts | 65595, 65596, 65597, 80531 |
| Graphic arts and crafts year book (1908) | 30913 |
| Graphic arts - Dictionaries | 65587 |
| Graphic Arts International Union | 47521, 47522, 47527 |
| The Graphic atlas and gazetteer of the world / edited by J.G. Bartholomew | 5333, 5334, 8303 |
| Graphic atlas of the world | 8504 |
| Graphic Bible in animated maps & charts | 5965 |
| Graphic Co. (Chicago, Ill.) | 84582 |
| Graphic Co. Photo-Lith. (New York, N.Y.) SEE Graphic Company | 2553 |
| Graphic Company | 2478, 2553, 72265 |
| Graphic history of the Americas | 6824 |
| Graphic history of the Americas : [pre-history to the present] | 1516 |

The Graphic history of the fair : containing a sketch of international expositions, a review of the events leading to the discovery of America, and a history of the World's Columbian Exposition held in the City of Chicago, State of Illinois, May 1 to Oct | 84582 |

<p>| Graphic House (Glendora, Calif.) | 55530 |
| Graphic Image, Inc. | 7482 |
| Graphic Learning Corporation | 7229, 7230 |
| Graphic (London, England) | 84303 |
| Graphics | 28807, 28808 |
| Graphics Press (Cheshire, Conn.) | 80531 |
| Grass, Nikolaus | 17523 |
| Grass Valley - 1896 | 32353 |
| Grass Valley Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1896 - Geology | 32353 |
| Grasse | 63092 |
| Grasse, François Joseph Paul de Grasse, comte de, 1722-1788 | 81572 |
| Grässer, Johann Georg Theodor, 1814-1885 | 52369 |
| Grasset, François, 1722-1789 | 9222 |
| Grassi, Bartolomeo, fl. 1582-1600 | 60271 |
| Grasshoff, Gerd | 4166, 28839 |
| Grassi, Bartolomeo, fl. 1582-1600 | 60271 |
| Graterix, Ralph, ca.1625-1675 SEE Greatorex, Ralph, ca.1625-1675 | 42761 |
| Gratia | 70706 |
| Gratian, Paolo, fl. 1582-1588 | 43, 22258, 28756 |
| Gratianopolis, acvsianorum colonia, Galliae Narbonensis, ad Isaram flu ... | 33031 |
| Gratiot County 4-H Council (Mich.) | 32357 |
| [Gratiot County (Mich.) - 1864: LC &amp;M land ownership maps on microfiche] | 32355 |
| [Gratiot County (Mich.) - 1876: LC &amp;M land ownership maps on microfiche] | 32356 |
| Gratiot County (Mich.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners | 32354 |
| Gratiot County (Mich.) - Maps - 1864 - Landowners | 32355 |
| Gratiot County (Mich.) - Maps - 1876 - Landowners | 32356 |
| Gratiot County (Mich.) - Maps - 1970 - Landowners | 32357 |
| Gratiot, Henry | 43847 |
| Grattan, Edward, 1804-1888 | 8045 |
| Grattan &amp; Gilbert | 144, 347, 481, 579, 2303, 3212, 3378, 3380, 3381, 8045, 11066, 11185, 11574, 11772, 12192, 15847, 16032, 16589, 20679, 23170, 24052, 24772, 25246, 25264, 25286, 26079, 27930, 31501, 31502, 32868, 36585, 36586, 38189, 38357, 38932, 38933, 43791, 44231, 46345, 48127, 51877, 57736, 69574, 70362, 70581, 70583, 72617, 73699, 73866, 74272, 75783, 76682, 81435, 84249, 84251 |
| Gratian, William | 68378 |
| Gratz (Austria) - Maps - 1724 | 73369 |
| Gratz, L. C. | 12823 |
| Graubünden (Switzerland) - Maps - 1625 | 32358 |
| Graubünden (Switzerland) - Maps - 1630 | 32359 |
| Graubünden (Switzerland) - Maps - 1740 | 32360 |
| Graubünden (Switzerland) - Maps - 1929 | 74045 |
| Graue a bas bort de l'entrée du Port de Lacadie : avec les profils sur les lignes AQ, BQ et letat au quelles on propose de les mettre ; Plan de l'entrée du bassin du Port Royal a Lacadie | 2031 |
| Graupner &amp; Körner | 10148 |
| Grave, Hans, fl. 1552 SEE Graf, Hans, fl. 1552 | 20873 |
| Gräve, Heinrich G. | 69713 |
| Gravelines (France) - 1569 - Pictorial works - Fortification | 32361 |
| Gravelines (France), Battle of, 1558 - Maps | 32362 |
| Gravelines (France), Battle of, 1558 - Pictorial works - 1693 | 25475 |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>32363</td>
<td>Gravelines (France), Battle of 1644</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32364</td>
<td>Gravelines (France) - Maps - 1620</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12450</td>
<td>Gravelines (France) - Maps - 1692 - Fortifications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12452, 32365</td>
<td>Gravelines (France) - Maps - 1696 - Fortification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32366</td>
<td>Gravelines (France) - Maps - 1713 - Fortification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32365, 32366</td>
<td>Gravelines, ville forte des Pais Bas...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32367</td>
<td>Gravelot, Hubert François, 1699-1773</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32368</td>
<td>Gravelot, Hubert François Bourguignon, known as, 1699-1773</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32369</td>
<td>Gravenhage (Netherlands) SEE Hague (Netherlands)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32370</td>
<td>Graves County (Ky.) - Maps - 1880 - Landowners</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32371</td>
<td>Graves, H. M.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32372</td>
<td>Graves, Henry Solon, 1871-1951</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32373</td>
<td>Graves, Jack W., Jr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32374</td>
<td>Graves, Norman John</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32375</td>
<td>Graves, W. E.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32376</td>
<td>Gravier, Gabriel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32377</td>
<td>Gravier, Gabriel, 1827-1904. Étude sur une carte inconnue, la première dressée par Louis Joliet en 1674 après son exploration du Mississippi avec le P. Jacques Marquette en 1673 (1880)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32378</td>
<td>Gravier, Y.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32379</td>
<td>Gravity - 1912</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32380</td>
<td>Gravius, N.T. (Nicholaes Theodorus)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32381</td>
<td>Gray, A. B. (Andrew Belcher), 1820-1862</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32382</td>
<td>Gray &amp; Bowen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32383</td>
<td>Gray Bus Line SEE Gray Line (Firm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32384</td>
<td>Gray, C. P.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32385</td>
<td>[Gray County (Tex.) - 1889: LC G&amp;M land ownership maps on microfiche]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32386</td>
<td>Gray County (Tex.) - Maps - 1889 - Landowners</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32387</td>
<td>Gray, Eliza P.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32388</td>
<td>Gray Farmhouse (Chicago, Ill.) SEE Johh Gray Farmhouse (Chicago, Ill.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32389</td>
<td>Gray, Il. 1844</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32390</td>
<td>Gray, Frank A.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32391</td>
<td>Gray, Frank A. Gray's New map of the United States (1879)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32392</td>
<td>Gray, George Carrington</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32393</td>
<td>Gray, Henry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32394</td>
<td>Gray, Henry, Il. 1820-1825</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32395</td>
<td>Gray, J. and J., firm, Edinburgh SEE J. and J. Gray (Firm : Edinburgh)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32396</td>
<td>Gray, J. H.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32397</td>
<td>Gray (J.R.), publishers, Chicago SEE J.R. Gray (Firm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32398</td>
<td>Gray, John, 1810-1889</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32399</td>
<td>Gray, John, 1810-1889 - Homes and haunts - 1875</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32400</td>
<td>Gray, L. H.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32401</td>
<td>Gray Line (Firm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32402</td>
<td>Gray Line (Firm), Souvenir of Philadelphia (1929)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32403</td>
<td>Gray Line Motor Tours SEE Gray Line (Firm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32404</td>
<td>Gray Line Sight-Seeing Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32405</td>
<td>Gray, Mary L. (Mary Lackritz)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32406</td>
<td>Gray, Norman, 1919-1997</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32407</td>
<td>Gray (O. W.) &amp; Son, Philadelphia SEE O.W. Gray &amp; Son</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32408</td>
<td>Gray (O.W.) &amp; Son SEE O.W. Gray &amp;Son</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32409</td>
<td>Gray, Omando Willis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32410</td>
<td>Gray, Omando Willis. Gray's atlas of the United States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32411</td>
<td>Gray, Omando Willis. Gray's atlas of the United States (1873)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32412</td>
<td>Gray Parrot, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32413</td>
<td>Gray, R. Scott</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32414</td>
<td>Gray, Robert</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Great Britain. Board of Ordnance. Ordnance Survey SEE Great Britain. Ordnance Survey 32468
Great Britain. Board of Trade 3727, 33339, 33340, 42451, 57553, 57558, 57559, 68012, 70756, 70763, 76369, 79349, 79350
Great Britain. Board of Trade and Plantations SEE Great Britain. Board of Trade 70763
Great Britain. Board of Trade. Plantation reports 16471, 50563
Great Britain. British Council 26218
Great Britain. British Information Services SEE British Information Services 11096
Great Britain - Cities and towns - Pictorial works - 1990 32377
Great Britain, Colonial Office 8008, 8056, 11058, 11059, 12299, 16330, 16332, 16338, 52159, 55564, 70360, 74270, 79945, 82731
Great Britain, Colonial Office. Library 1839, 32378
Great Britain, Colonial Office. Library. C.O. 700 Georgia no.13 71301, 71302
Great Britain, Colonial Office. Library. C.O. Cat. No.1 21876, 27230, 45250, 53841, 57483, 67776
Great Britain, Colonial Office. Library. C.O. Cat. No.10 27328, 27367, 45032, 46142
Great Britain, Colonial Office. Library. C.O. Cat. No.11 26504, 51848, 54562, 68985
Great Britain, Colonial Office. Library. C.O. Cat. No.12 45380, 64183
Great Britain, Colonial Office. Library. C.O. Cat. No.13 45381, 64184
Great Britain, Colonial Office. Library. C.O. Cat. No.14 30990, 67940
Great Britain, Colonial Office. Library. C.O. Cat. No.15 32352
Great Britain, Colonial Office. Library. C.O. Cat. No.16 1881, 33476, 46141, 66773
Great Britain, Colonial Office. Library. C.O. Cat. No.17 40615, 54563, 64150, 64167
Great Britain, Colonial Office. Library. C.O. Cat. No.18 33477, 54564
Great Britain, Colonial Office. Library. C.O. Cat. No.19 64149, 67858
Great Britain, Colonial Office. Library. C.O. Cat. No.2 18727, 27231, 27406, 43757, 50601, 53842
Great Britain, Colonial Office. Library. C.O. Cat. No.20 43950
Great Britain, Colonial Office. Library. C.O. Cat. No.21 67870
Great Britain, Colonial Office. Library. C.O. Cat. No.22 26819
Great Britain, Colonial Office. Library. C.O. Cat. No.23 57656, 67875
Great Britain, Colonial Office. Library. C.O. Cat. No.24 81434
Great Britain, Colonial Office. Library. C.O. Cat. No.25 57954
Great Britain, Colonial Office. Library. C.O. Cat. No.26 19311, 27397
Great Britain, Colonial Office. Library. C.O. Cat. No.28 51192
Great Britain, Colonial Office. Library. C.O. Cat. No.3 1104, 18651, 27265, 43274, 71277
Great Britain, Colonial Office. Library. C.O. Cat. No.30 64168
Great Britain, Colonial Office. Library. C.O. Cat. No.31 27263
Great Britain, Colonial Office. Library. C.O. Cat. No.33 51188
Great Britain, Colonial Office. Library. C.O. Cat. No.4 27266, 50607, 53835, 57953, 63495
Great Britain, Colonial Office. Library. C.O. Cat. No.4 (1) 27341
Great Britain, Colonial Office. Library. C.O. Cat. No.40 660
Great Britain, Colonial Office. Library. C.O. Cat. No.43 27368
Great Britain, Colonial Office. Library. C.O. Cat. No.45 50612
Great Britain, Colonial Office. Library. C.O. Cat. No.49 1882
Great Britain, Colonial Office. Library. C.O. Cat. No.5 12039, 27264, 27344, 55597, 64182, 68276
Great Britain, Colonial Office. Library. C.O. Cat. No.54 26851
Great Britain, Colonial Office. Library. C.O. Cat. No.56 50092
Great Britain, Colonial Office. Library. C.O. Cat. No.57 67879
Great Britain, Colonial Office. Library. C.O. Cat. No.58 24019
Great Britain, Colonial Office. Library. C.O. Cat. No.59 74209
Great Britain, Colonial Office. Library. C.O. Cat. No.6 19216, 65331, 67853, 69346, 70754
Great Britain, Colonial Office. Library. C.O. Cat. No.7 23961, 27342, 63496, 64797
Great Britain, Colonial Office. Library. C.O. Cat. No.8 13458, 27269, 27343, 53839, 63497
Great Britain, Colonial Office. Library. C.O. Cat. No.9 13459, 19248, 26503, 64666, 64798
Great Britain, Colonial Office. Library. Map collections - Catalogs 32378
Great Britain - Colonies - Africa - Maps - 1873-1929 - Slides 16818
Great Britain - Colonies - America - Maps - 1756-1764 27529
Great Britain - Colonies - Asia - Maps - 1936 36644
Great Britain - Colonies - Cartography - Exhibitions - 1928 17187
Great Britain - Colonies - Geography - 1853 32441
Great Britain - Colonies - Geography - 1861 32394
Great Britain - Colonies - Historical geography - Maps - 1864 14091
Great Britain - Colonies - Historical geography - Maps - 1924 14092
Great Britain - Colonies - Historical geography - Maps - 1934 14093
Great Britain - Colonies - Historical geography - Maps - 1962 14094
Great Britain - Colonies - Historical geography - Maps - 1979 14097
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Great Britain - Colonies - Historical geography - Maps - 1989</td>
<td>14100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Britain - Colonies - Historical geography - Maps - 1991</td>
<td>14101</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Britain - Colonies - Maps - 1724 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>16549</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Britain - Colonies - Maps - 1726 - Manuscripts</td>
<td>16550</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Britain - Colonies - Maps - 1729 - Manuscripts</td>
<td>16552</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Britain - Colonies - Maps - 1731 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>16553</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Britain - Colonies - Maps - 1822</td>
<td>29333</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Britain - Colonies - Maps - 1865</td>
<td>32379</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Britain - Colonies - Maps - 1878</td>
<td>8214</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Britain - Colonies - Maps - 1881</td>
<td>8238</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Britain - Colonies - Maps - 1881-1883</td>
<td>8237</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Britain - Colonies - Maps - 1886</td>
<td>84303</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Britain - Colonies - Maps - 1888</td>
<td>32380</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Britain - Colonies - Maps - 1899</td>
<td>8338</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Britain - Colonies - Maps - 1923</td>
<td>32381</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Britain - Colonies - Maps - 1926</td>
<td>8448</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Britain - Colonies - Maps - 1932</td>
<td>32382</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Britain - Colonies - Maps - 1943</td>
<td>32454</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Britain - Colonies - Maps - Bibliography</td>
<td>32383</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Britain - Colonies - Maps - Bibliography - 1881-1905</td>
<td>32490</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Britain - Colonies - Maps - Bibliography - 1910</td>
<td>32378</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Britain - Colonies - Maps - Collections, 1683</td>
<td>32384, 32385</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Britain - Colonies - North America - Maps - 1755</td>
<td>57558, 57559</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Britain - Colonies - North America - Maps - 1755-1757</td>
<td>57553</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Britain. Commission for the Sale of Lands in the Newly Ceded Islands</td>
<td>18587</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Britain. Commissioners Appointed to Consider the State of the Established Church with Reference to Ecclesiastical Duties and Revenues</td>
<td>32439, 32440</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Britain. Commissioners for Adjusting the Boundaries for the British and French Possessions in America</td>
<td>57554, 57555</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Britain. Commissioners for Trade and Plantations</td>
<td>70763</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Britain. Commissioners of Works</td>
<td>82890</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Britain. Committee of Imperial Defence</td>
<td>67734, 67735</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Britain - County Maps</td>
<td>32388</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Britain - County Maps - 1695</td>
<td>32386</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Britain - County Maps - 1759-1809</td>
<td>32387</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Britain. Department of the Environment</td>
<td>14540, 73270</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Britain - Description and travel - 1561</td>
<td>32389</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Britain - Description and travel - 1586</td>
<td>32390</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Britain - Description and travel - 1587</td>
<td>32391</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Britain - Description and travel - 1590</td>
<td>32392</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Britain - Description and travel - 1594</td>
<td>32393</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Britain. Directorate of Colonial Surveys.</td>
<td>2060, 2062, 2120, 11773, 75301, 75305</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Britain. Directorate of Military Survey.</td>
<td>18774, 37533, 70087</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Britain. Directorate of Overseas Surveys.</td>
<td>2065, 2066, 2067, 2069</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Britain. Dominions Office</td>
<td>8466</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Britain. Foreign and Commonwealth Office</td>
<td>66398</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Britain. Foreign Office</td>
<td>59796</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Britain. Foreign Office. British Information Services</td>
<td>11096</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Britain. General Board of Health</td>
<td>16873</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Britain. General Register Office (Scotland). Facsimiles of national manuscripts of Scotland (1867-72)</td>
<td>14127</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Britain - Geography - 1861</td>
<td>32394</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Britain - Geography, Ancient - Maps - 1947</td>
<td>32415</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Britain - Guidebooks - 1984</td>
<td>32395</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Britain - Guidebooks - 1990</td>
<td>32463</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Britain. H.M.S.O. SEE Great Britain, H.M. Stationery Office</td>
<td>52766</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Britain. H.M. Stationery Office</td>
<td>52766, 71131</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Britain. H.M. Stationery Office SEE Great Britain, Her Majesty's Stationery Office</td>
<td>16338</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Britain. Her Majesty's Stationery Office</td>
<td>16330, 16332, 16338, 25812, 26188, 42623, 42640, 42650, 42662</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Britain. Her Majesty's Stationery Office SEE Great Britain, H.M. Stationery Office</td>
<td>52766</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Britain. His Majesty's Stationery Office SEE Great Britain, H.M. Stationery Office</td>
<td>52766</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Britain - Historical geography - Maps - 1485-1783</td>
<td>32396</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Britain - Historical geography - Maps - 1688-1914</td>
<td>32397</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Britain - Historical geography - Maps - 1732-1747</td>
<td>7807</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Britain - Historical geography - Maps - 1785-1789</td>
<td>8609</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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### Great Britain - Historical geography - Maps

- 1789-1815 25803
- 1871 32398
- 1892 32399, 32400
- 1898 32401
- 1904 32402
- 1919-1919 32403, 32404, 32405
- 1914 32406
- 1924 - Colonies 32450
- 1946 32407
- 1947 32415
- 1968 32408
- 1981 32409, 32410
- 2001 14103
- 900-1250 25029
- To 1815 52638
- 1848 14108
- 1910-1919 32403, 32404
- 449-1066 - Maps 32411, 32412
- 1642-1649 32413
- 1642-1649 - Maps 1986 32414
- 40563
- Edward VI and Mary, 1547-1558 32416
- Elizabeth, 1558-1603 32416
- Elizabeth, 1558-1603 SEE ALSO Armada, 1588 3102
- George III, 1760-1820 - Maps 25147, 31998
- George III, 1760-1820 SEE ALSO Anglo-French War, 1778-1783 57899
- James I, 1603-1625 32416
- Revolution of 1688 - Pictorial works 23509, 23511
- Roman period, 55 B.C.-449 A.D. - Maps 32415
- History - Sources 32416

### Great Britain - Hydrographer of the Navy SEE Great Britain. Hydrographic Office

- 52777

### Great Britain - Hydrographic Dept.

- 35069, 35070

### Great Britain - Hydrographic Office

- SEE Great Britain. Hydrographic Office

- Cartographic Catalog (2015)
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Call Numbers</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Great Britain - Maps - 1722</td>
<td>32431</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Britain - Maps - 1730 - Road maps</td>
<td>25103</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Britain - Maps - 1734</td>
<td>14210</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Britain - Maps - 1736 - Road maps</td>
<td>25105</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Britain - Maps - 1748-1754</td>
<td>14222</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Britain - Maps - 1753</td>
<td>32432</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Britain - Maps - 1753 - Road maps</td>
<td>25122</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Britain - Maps - 1754-1763</td>
<td>25123</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Britain - Maps - 1757 - Coasts - Nautical charts</td>
<td>14235</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Britain - Maps - 1764 - Road maps</td>
<td>25126</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Britain - Maps - 1765 - Road maps</td>
<td>25127</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Britain - Maps - 1769</td>
<td>25131</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Britain - Maps - 1782 - Road maps</td>
<td>32433</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Britain - Maps - 1789</td>
<td>32434</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Britain - Maps - 1793</td>
<td>32435</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Britain - Maps - 1794</td>
<td>14280</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Britain - Maps - 1795 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>25497</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Britain - Maps - 1801 - Rivers</td>
<td>14295</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Britain - Maps - 1804</td>
<td>22184, 32436</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Britain - Maps - 1806</td>
<td>32437</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Britain - Maps - 1819</td>
<td>25199</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Britain - Maps - 1829</td>
<td>25217</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Britain - Maps - 1831</td>
<td>25222</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Britain - Maps - 1832</td>
<td>25226</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Britain - Maps - 1932 - Administrative and political divisions</td>
<td>25225</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Britain - Maps - 1932 - Road maps</td>
<td>32438</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Britain - Maps - 1833</td>
<td>52193</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Britain - Maps - 1836 - Ecclesiastical geography</td>
<td>32439, 32440</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Britain - Maps - 1838-1842 - Coasts - Nautical charts</td>
<td>14361</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Britain - Maps - 1844</td>
<td>14371</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Britain - Maps - 1853</td>
<td>32441</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Britain - Maps - 1858 - Colonies</td>
<td>32442</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Britain - Maps - 1862</td>
<td>14389</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Britain - Maps - 1862 - Geology</td>
<td>32443</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Britain - Maps - 1864 - Ecclesiastical geography</td>
<td>32444</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Britain - Maps - 1872 - Colonies</td>
<td>84287</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Britain - Maps - 1877 - Road maps</td>
<td>14399</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Britain - Maps - 1883</td>
<td>14403</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Britain - Maps - 1883 - Cities and towns</td>
<td>14403</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Britain - Maps - 1884</td>
<td>14404</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Britain - Maps - 1884 - Cities and towns</td>
<td>14404</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Britain - Maps - 1885</td>
<td>14405</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Britain - Maps - 1888 - Colonies</td>
<td>32445</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Britain - Maps - 1889 - Geology</td>
<td>32446</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Britain - Maps - 1892</td>
<td>32399, 32400</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Britain - Maps - 1896</td>
<td>32447</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Britain - Maps - 1896 - Cities and towns</td>
<td>32447</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Britain - Maps - 1897</td>
<td>52312</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Britain - Maps - 1898</td>
<td>32401</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Britain - Maps - 1904</td>
<td>32402, 32448</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Britain - Maps - 1904 - Cities and towns</td>
<td>32448</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Britain - Maps - 1910-1919</td>
<td>32403, 32404, 32405</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Britain - Maps - 1910 - Commerce</td>
<td>14446</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Britain - Maps - 1910 - Economics</td>
<td>14446</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Britain - Maps - 1910 - Transportation</td>
<td>14446</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Britain - Maps - 1914</td>
<td>32406</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Britain - Maps - 1914 - Geology</td>
<td>32449</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Britain - Maps - 1920-1929 - Road maps</td>
<td>14458</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Britain - Maps - 1924 - Colonies</td>
<td>32450</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Britain - Maps - 1925 - Geology</td>
<td>32451</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Britain - Maps - 1927 - Newspapers - Circulation</td>
<td>32452</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Britain - Maps - 1929 - Road maps</td>
<td>14473</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Britain - Maps - 1930 - Road maps</td>
<td>14476</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Britain - Maps - 1931 - Road maps</td>
<td>32453</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Great Britain - Maps - 1932 - Road maps 14480
Great Britain - Maps - 1937 - Road maps 14491
Great Britain - Maps - 1938 - Road maps 14492
Great Britain - Maps - 1943 - Colonies 32454
Great Britain - Maps - 1944 - Battlefields 32455
Great Britain - Maps - 1944 - Mountains 32456
Great Britain - Maps - 1946 32407
Great Britain - Maps - 1946 - Geology 30924
Great Britain - Maps - 1946 - Harbors 32457
Great Britain - Maps - 1946 - Islands 32458
Great Britain - Maps - 1946 - Physical geography 30924
Great Britain - Maps - 1948 - Horse racing 32459
Great Britain - Maps - 1952 - Islands 32460
Great Britain - Maps - 1953 14505
Great Britain - Maps - 1965 - Road maps 14525
Great Britain - Maps - 1968 32408
Great Britain - Maps - 1981 32409, 32410
Great Britain - Maps - 1984 - Road maps 32395
Great Britain - Maps - 1986 32461
Great Britain - Maps - 1987 - Road maps 32462
Great Britain - Maps - 1990 - Walking 32463
Great Britain - Maps - 1993 - Road maps 14577
Great Britain - Maps - 2005 - Road maps 32464
Great Britain - Maps - 2008 14586
Great Britain - Maps - Bibliography - 1700-1799 30894
Great Britain - Maps - Bibliography - Catalogs 32470
Great Britain - Maps SEE ALSO British Isles - Maps 14382
Great Britain / Michelin 32461
Great Britain, Ministry of Defence 25730, 53582
Great Britain. Ministry of Information. British Information Services SEE British Information Services 11096
Great Britain. Ministry of Public Building and Works 75421
Great Britain. National Farm Survey - Map collections 44730
Great Britain. National Maritime Museum SEE National Maritime Museum (Great Britain) 7735
Great Britain - Nautical charts - Bibliography 32419
Great Britain. Naval Intelligence Division 72888
Great Britain & Northern Ireland 14578
Great Britain. Ordnance Survey 2066, 2067, 2174, 2352, 8251, 8430, 13990, 14067, 14068, 14078, 14105, 14110, 14113, 14117, 14128, 14130, 14403, 14404, 14463, 14523, 14535, 14550, 14554, 14555, 14561, 14564, 14568, 15760, 16873, 17152, 17153, 22169, 22331, 22441, 23324, 23527, 23528, 23559, 23567, 23569, 23745, 24668, 24998, 25022, 25173, 25272, 25282, 25284, 25297, 25298, 25306, 25311, 25328, 25339, 25343, 25346, 25352, 25354, 25360, 25364, 25365, 25367, 25373, 25382, 25383, 25391, 25393, 25409, 25643, 28447, 28448, 28449, 28450, 32465, 32466, 32467, 32471, 32472, 32477, 32478, 32482, 32483, 32484, 32485, 32486, 32487, 32488, 32489, 33271, 33455, 38412, 40580, 40587, 41479, 41481, 41484, 41485, 41488, 41490, 41493, 41495, 42138, 42455, 42465, 42582, 42583, 42590, 42607, 42609, 42623, 42640, 42641, 42648, 42650, 42662, 42673, 42680, 42683, 42685, 42686, 42694, 42697, 42704, 42706, 42710, 42711, 42712, 42714, 42724, 42742, 42743, 42802, 42817, 44536, 44607, 44695, 49164, 51235, 51236, 52282, 57199, 58823, 58838, 59691, 59796, 62835, 63443, 63444, 63445, 63446, 63447, 63448, 63449, 63450, 67735, 69456, 69636, 69653, 69657, 69658, 69684, 69688, 70247, 71141, 73602, 73627, 73633, 75050, 80703, 80713, 80752, 81554, 81555, 81556, 85153, 85327
Great Britain. Ordnance Survey. 1:50,000 landranger 23567, 42138, 57199, 58838, 71141
Great Britain. Ordnance Survey - 1859-1870 39470
Great Britain. Ordnance Survey - 1871 32468
Great Britain. Ordnance Survey - 1871 32468
Great Britain. Ordnance Survey - Bibliography - 1789-1840 - Catalogs 25034
Great Britain. Ordnance Survey - Bibliography - Catalogs 32469, 32470
Great Britain. Ordnance Survey - History 18481, 32473, 32474, 32475, 32476
Great Britain. Ordnance Survey - History - 1972 32472
Great Britain. Ordnance Survey - Index Maps - 1905-1906 32477, 32478
Great Britain. Ordnance Survey - Map printing - 1863 85327
Great Britain. Ordnance Survey - Maps - Printing 32479
Great Britain. Ordnance Survey - Maps - Study and teaching - 1974 32480
Great Britain. Ordnance Survey - Maps - Study & Teaching 32481
Great Britain. Ordnance Survey of Ireland SEE Ordnance Survey of Ireland 38345
Great Britain. Ordnance Survey of Scotland 30944, 96933
Great Britain. Ordnance Survey - Surveyors - Training 73570
Great Britain. Parliament 3101, 14598, 16310, 16330, 16332, 16338, 25225, 33656, 42744, 45763, 45764
Great Britain. Parliament. House of Commons 1016, 2376, 2382, 2383, 2460, 11405, 22558, 22559, 32439, 32440, 42451, 59722
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Great Britain. Parliament. House of Lords

Great Britain. Parliament - Maps - Bibliography 11120


Great Britain. Parliament. Parochial Assessments Act (1836) 18070

Great Britain. Patent Office 66279

Great Britain - Pictorial works - 1794 - Cities and towns 14280

Great Britain. Privy Council. Committee for Trade and Plantations 16852, 32384, 32385

Great Britain. Public Record Office 14588, 32416, 55625, 57646, 57647, 57648, 57861, 71134

Great Britain. Public Record Office. Case 11, no. 20 61280


Great Britain. Public Record Office. Manuscript map. Exchequer Special Commissions, 1391 42382

Great Britain. Public Record Office. Manuscript map. MR 919 71315

Great Britain. Public Record Office - Map collections 44730

Great Britain. Public Record Office - Maps - Catalogs 14588, 32490

Great Britain. Public Record Office. Ms. ADM 7/830 A and B 540

Great Britain. Quartermaster-General's Dept. 68960

Great Britain - Road maps - 1600-1799 60345

Great Britain - Road maps - 1738-1825 63417

Great Britain - Road maps - Roman Period, 55 B.C.-449 A.D. 32489

Great Britain. Royal Commission on Boundaries of Boroughs and Division of Counties, 1831 25225

Great Britain. Royal Navy 3727, 11363, 19199, 22271, 26458, 34676, 59726, 74470

Great Britain. Royal Navy. Meteorological Service. 35096

Great Britain's coasting pilot : being a new and exact survey of the sea-coast of England and Scotland ... likewise ... Orkney and Shetland 14229

Great Britain’s coasting-pilot ... : being a new and exact survey of the sea-coast of England ... / By Captain Greenville Collins ... 14174

Great Britain’s coasting-pilot : in two parts. Being a new and exact survey of the sea-coast of England and Scotland from the river of Thames to the westward and northward with the islands of Scilly and from thence to Carlyle. Likewise the islands of O 14225

Great Britain. Science Museum SEE Science Museum (Great Britain) 17187

Great Britain. Stationery Office SEE Great Britain. Her Majesty's Stationery Office 16338

Great Britain. Tithe Commissioners - Map collections 44730

Great Britain. Valuation Office - Map collections 44730

Great Britain, Vol I 14526, 14527

Great Britain, Vol II 14528, 14529

Great Britain, Vol III 14531

Great Britain, volume III 14532

Great Britain. War Office 25730, 25731, 49260, 49264, 52469, 55625

Great Britain. War Office. General Staff. Geographical Section 492, 2060, 2062, 2069, 2120, 19054, 26376, 70087, 73627, 73633, 84598

Great Britain. War Office. Intelligence Division 33231

Great Britain. War Office. Library 53582

Great Britain. War Office - Maps - Bibliography - 1881-1905 32490

Great Britain. War Office. Ordnance Survey SEE Great Britain. Ordnance Survey 32468

Great Britain - Maps - 1808 52190, 52191

Great Britain - Maps - 1829 52192

Great Britian. Admiralty 1691, 56903, 56904

Great Britain. Ireland & Scotland according to the Constitution of 1832 ... 14365

Great-circle chart showing physiographic provinces and existing submarine cable routes 57918

Great circle map showing Fairbanks, Alaska : a geographical center of Europe, Asia, America and the terminus of the Pacific Yukon Highway 59686

The Great copper mountain : Hans Ranie’s mine map of 1683 26508

Great Courtland Bay (Trinidad and Tobago) - Maps - 1775 - Nautical charts 75233

The Great dinosaur atlas / written by William Lindsay ; illustrated by Giuliano Fornari 23625

Great Eastern (Steamship) - Maps - 1860 - Routes 57762

Great Eastern (Steamship) - Maps - 1860 - Routes 57762

Great Egg Inlet Bridge (N.J.) - Access routes - Maps - 1928 - Road maps 54883

Great Falls (Columbia River) - Maps - 1814 32491, 32492, 32493, 32494

Great Falls (Columbia River) - Maps - 1817 32495

Great Falls (Columbia River) - Maps - 1842 32496

Great Falls (Missouri River) - Maps - 1814 32497, 32498, 32499, 32500

Great Falls (Missouri River) - Maps - 1817 32501

Great Falls (Missouri River) - Maps - 1842 32502

Great Falls (Missouri River) - Pictorial works - 1817 32503

Great Falls (Missouri River) - Pictorial works - 1842 32504

Great Falls (Mont.) - Pictorial works - 1860 32505

Great Falls of Columbia River 32491, 32492, 32495
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Great Lakes Region (North America) - Maps - 1670 - Indians - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 32519
Great Lakes Region (North America) - Maps - 1672 - 73440, 73441, 73442, 73443, 73444, 73445, 73446, 73447, 73448
Great Lakes Region (North America) - Maps - 1672 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 73449, 73450
Great Lakes Region (North America) - Maps - 1674 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 32521
Great Lakes Region (North America) - Maps - 1679 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 32522
Great Lakes Region (North America) - Maps - 1680 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 32523, 32524, 32525, 32526
Great Lakes Region (North America) - Maps - 1681 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 15952
Great Lakes Region (North America) - Maps - 1684 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 57393, 57394, 57395
Great Lakes Region (North America) - Maps - 1688 - 32529
Great Lakes Region (North America) - Maps - 1688 - Indians - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 32527
Great Lakes Region (North America) - Maps - 1689 - 32530
Great Lakes Region (North America) - Maps - 1699 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 71268
Great Lakes Region (North America) - Maps - 1700-1799 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 32531, 32532, 32533, 50571, 73452
Great Lakes Region (North America) - Maps - 1703 - 15961, 15962, 15963, 32534, 32535, 32536
Great Lakes Region (North America) - Maps - 1709 - 32537
Great Lakes Region (North America) - Maps - 1711 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 15966
Great Lakes Region (North America) - Maps - 1724 - Indians 32538
Great Lakes Region (North America) - Maps - 1725 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 32539
Great Lakes Region (North America) - Maps - 1735 - Indians 32540
Great Lakes Region (North America) - Maps - 1744 - 32541
Great Lakes Region (North America) - Maps - 1745 - 32542
Great Lakes Region (North America) - Maps - 1749 - 32543
Great Lakes Region (North America) - Maps - 1750 - Indians 32544
Great Lakes Region (North America) - Maps - 1750 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 56030
Great Lakes Region (North America) - Maps - 1755 - 15831, 15832, 15979, 24076, 32545, 32546, 32547, 32548, 32549, 32550
Great Lakes Region (North America) - Maps - 1755 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 32551
Great Lakes Region (North America) - Maps - 1757 - 32552, 32553, 57557
Great Lakes Region (North America) - Maps - 1764 - 32554, 32555
Great Lakes Region (North America) - Maps - 1773 - 32556
Great Lakes Region (North America) - Maps - 1775 - 32557
Great Lakes Region (North America) - Maps - 1777 - 32558
Great Lakes Region (North America) - Maps - 1778 - 15985, 32559
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Gronneberg, Roy 69959
Gronovius, Jacobus, 1645-1716 30645, 32766
Groom, T. 13495, 13497
Grooman, Homer 43225
Groome, Francis Hindes, 1851-1902 52446
Groot, Erland de 13212
Groot-seminarie Warmond. Bibliotheek 12923
Grote historische schoolatlas : ten gebruike bij het onderwijs in de vaderlandsche en algemeene geschiedenis / door H. Hettema 34302
[Grote historische schoolatlas : ten gebruike bij het onderwijs in de vaderlandsche en algemeene geschiedenis / door H. Hettema Jr.] 34270, 34286
Grote historische schoolatlas, ten gebruike bij het onderwijs in de vaderlandsche ... 53342
Grote platen-atlas : ten gebruike bij het onderwijs in de algemeene geschiedenis / door M.G. de Boer en H. Hettema Jr. 83752
Grote Schuur (Cape Town, South Africa) Rhodes Library 423, 16913
Grote Tafereel Dwaasheid 8741
Grooten, Christian, ca.1525-1603 SEE Sgrooten, Christian, ca.1525-1603 31329
Grooten, Christian s', ca.1525-1603 SEE Sgrooten, Christian, ca.1525-1603 69903
Gropper, William, 1897-1977 77853
Gros, C. 4634, 4635, 4640, 4641, 7936, 7948, 11607, 14335, 20665, 20666, 24523, 24524, 24525, 25849, 27889, 27891, 27892, 32790, 32791, 34049, 48120, 48121, 48122, 77619, 77805, 77905, 78018, 84219
Gros Mécatina (Québec) SEE Mecatina Bay (Québec) 65953
Grosch, Otto 11983
Grose, Clyde L. 30715
Grosfeld, Jeroen 13886
Grosier 9233
Grosjean, Georges 8631, 8634, 12580, 17346, 17528, 17529, 18493, 74087, 83846
Grosmann, Charles W. F. 19601, 19602
Groß, Alexander 11371
Groß, Alexander, 1879-1958 6070, 6407, 6408, 6426, 8415, 8416, 14703, 16150, 16151, 26216, 26219, 39562, 42570, 42649, 42656, 42662, 42673, 42682, 42684, 42685, 42805, 46668, 77619, 77805, 77905, 78018, 84352
Groß, Alexander, 1879-1958. Daily mirror map of the British Isles [1920?] 8416
Groß=Britannien bestehende in Drey KÖnigreiche Irland, Scotland und Engelland 14193
Groß, Henry Emmett 68063
Groß, Herbert H. 30424
Groß, Herman W. 68070, 68071
Groß, I. 39932, 41633
Groß (I. M.), Geil & Harley 1267
Groß, Otto 9921
Groß, Rudolph, 1808-1879 9267, 9729, 50064, 73899
Groß, Sally Lorensen 79408
Groß, W. W. 19261
Großbritannien 14434
Großbritannien und Irland 14521
Grösschen, W. 31310
Grossdeutschland in bild und karte 31630
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Grosse, Clara   9780
Grosse karte von Pommern aus 1618   7063
Grosse, M.   7600, 9072, 10019, 10027, 10054, 10065, 10080, 10087, 10106, 10116, 10138, 10152, 10158, 10194, 10209, 10258, 10278, 10359, 10833
Grosse Reader's Digest weltatlas   10510
Grosse Shell-atlas   10509, 10516
Grosse weltatlas   10322
Grosse weltatlas der Deutschen Buchgemeinschaft   10269
Grosselin, Aug.   9393, 9407, 9434, 9438, 9455, 9470, 34179
Grosselin (Aug.) et ce. SEE Aug. Grosselin et ce.   9393
Grosselin, Aug. SEE ALSO Aug. Grosselin et ce.   9393
Grosselin, Aug. SEE Grosselin, Aug. AND Delamarche, Alexandre, 1815-1884   9455
Grosselin, M.   7600, 9072, 10019, 10027, 10054, 10065, 10080, 10087, 10106, 10116, 10138, 10152, 10158, 10194, 10209, 10258, 10278, 10359, 10833
Grosse R

Grosse Reader's Digest weltatlas   10510
Grosse Shell-atlas   10509, 10516
Grosse weltatlas   10322
Grosse weltatlas der Deutschen Buchgemeinschaft   10269
Grosselin, Aug.   9393, 9407, 9434, 9438, 9455, 9470, 34179
Grosselin (Aug.) et ce. SEE Aug. Grosselin et ce.   9393
Grosselin, Aug. SEE ALSO Aug. Grosselin et ce.   9393
Grosselin, Aug. SEE Grosselin, Aug. AND Delamarche, Alexandre, 1815-1884   9455
Grosselin, M. SEE Grosselin, Aug.   34179
Grossenhain Region (Germany) - Maps   1720
Grosser atlas der erde   6954
Grosser atlas weltgeschichte   7358
Grosser deutscher atlas   7572
Grosser hand-atlas   10001, 10033
Grosser Hand-Atlas des Himmels und der Erde / bearbeitet von H. Kiepert ... [et al.]   9861
Grosser Hand-atlas ueber alle theile der erde   9802
Grosser Herder Atlas   10491
Grosser historischer Weltatlas   83733
Grosser historischer weltatlas V1   34317
Grosser illustrierter Führer durch Spanien und Portugal   72853
Grosser JRO atlas   10498
Grosser JRO Weltatlas : mit 100 meist zehnfarbigen Landkartenseiten mit über 120000 Namen, einem ausführlichen Länderlexikon, Bildern aus aller Welt und zwei Registem / bearbeitet unter Leitung von Ernst Kremling ; wissenschaftlicher Mitarbeiter, Dr.   10471
Grosser Kriegsatlas 1917   84637
Grosser physisch-politischer atlas der erde   9766
Grosser volksatlas   6207, 10337, 10352, 10366, 10382, 10391, 10400, 10401, 10415, 10416
Grosser wehratlas   10367
Grosser weltatlas   10512
Grossen, H.   4251
Grosset & Dunlap   15749
Grossherzogtum Berg SEE Berg (Grand Duchy)   12427
Grössing, Helmuth   17305
Grössler, Hermann, 1840-1910   17530, 45928
Grossman, James R.   46319, 46320
Grossman, Ronald P.   6945, 6946
Grossmann, G. fl. 1811   19903, 19979, 20487, 67019
Grossmann, G. fl. 1811   46319, 46320
Grossmassstäbliche Karten vom Gebiet der DDR : 1584-1945 / bearbeitet von Wolfram Klaus   31662
Grossmassstäbliche Karten vom Gebiet der DDR (1599-1945) / bearbeitet von Wolfram Klaus   31663
Grossschönau (Waldviertel, Austria) - Tourism - 1970   33065
Grossvenediger Mountain (Austria) - Maps - 1978   16897
Grosswardein (Romania) SEE Oradea (Romania)   61983
Grosvenor, Edwin A. (Edwin Augustus), 1845-1936   34263
Grosvenor, Gilbert Hovey, 1875-1936   34263
Grosvenor, Gilbert Hovey, 1875-1936. Map services of the National Geographic Society (1947)   44665
Grosvenor, Gilbert M.   6945, 6946
Grosvenor House Art & Antiques Fair   12586
Grosvenor, James   14261, 25497
Grosvenor, James   14261, 25497
Grosvenor, Melville Bell, 1901-1982   6735, 6945, 6946, 81703, 84427
Groszek, Wladislaw   65073
Grote atlas van de Verenigde Oost-Indische Compagnie = Comprehensive atlas of the Dutch United East India Company   3429
Grote atlas van de West-Indische Compagnie = Comprehensive atlas of the Dutch West India Company   81709
Grote Europa atlas   9051
Grote, G.   25792
Grote historische atlas   34330
Grote historische schoolatlas : ten gebrauke bij het onderwijs in de vaderlandse en algemene geschiedenis / door H. Hettema   34304, 34315
Grote Kerk (Breda, Netherlands) - Pictorial works - 1694   33066
Grote Kerk (Breda, Netherlands) - Pictorial works - 1743   33066
Grote Oosthoek atlas   10526
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20891</td>
<td>Grote stadspanorama's, gegraveerd in Amsterdam sedert 1609</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9032</td>
<td>Grote Vara gezinsatlas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10502</td>
<td>Grote wereldatlas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53331</td>
<td>Grotius, Hugo, 1583-1645</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33067</td>
<td>Groton (Mass.) - Maps - 1832 - Landowners</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65476</td>
<td>Grotta del cane (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1632</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31278</td>
<td>Grotton, J. C.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69410, 69411</td>
<td>Grötzsch, Helmut</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73090</td>
<td>Ground plan and bird's-eye view of St. Hugh's Charterhouse, Partridge Green, Sussex</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34994</td>
<td>Ground plan &amp; details of the Pueblo Hungo Pavie / Vincent Brooks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27308</td>
<td>Ground plan of Fort Dodge, Kansas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60191</td>
<td>Ground plan of Novgorodor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43460</td>
<td>Ground plans : World's Columbian Exposition / specially prepared for W.B. Conkey Company's publications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22348</td>
<td>The Ground plot of Coventre / W. Hollar fecit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80867</td>
<td>The Ground plot of Warwick / W. Hollar fecit 1654</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53913</td>
<td>Group 1. New England states ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53914, 53916, 53918, 53925</td>
<td>Group 1. Maine, New Hampshire and Vermont</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40682, 40684, 40686</td>
<td>Group 10. Kentucky and Tennessee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72270</td>
<td>Group 10. Southwestern states (A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74573</td>
<td>Group 10. Texas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37640, 37643, 37646</td>
<td>Group 11. Iowa and Missouri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40693</td>
<td>Group 11. Kentucky and Tennessee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74559</td>
<td>Group 11. Southwestern states (B)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48329, 48334, 48337</td>
<td>Group 12. Dakota and Minnesota</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51346</td>
<td>Group 12. Montana and Wyoming</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>59832</td>
<td>Group 12. Northwestern territories</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32663, 32664, 32665, 32671</td>
<td>Group 13. Nebraska, Kansas and Indian Territory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>59752</td>
<td>Group 13. Pacific states and territories (A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15277</td>
<td>Group 13. Pacific states and territories (B)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72273, 72275, 72277, 72302</td>
<td>Group 14. Utah, Colorado, Arizona and New Mexico</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48386</td>
<td>Group 15. North Dakota, South Dakota and Minnesota</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74560, 74564, 74568</td>
<td>Group 16. Montana and Wyoming</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51338, 51340, 51341</td>
<td>Group 16. Pennsylvania and Ohio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>63607</td>
<td>Group 17. Washington, Oregon and Idaho</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15278, 15282, 15284, 15293</td>
<td>Group 18. California and Nevada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53915, 53917, 53919, 53926</td>
<td>Group 2. Massachusetts, Rhode Island and Connecticut</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47622</td>
<td>Group 2. Middle states ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56109, 56113, 56119, 56133</td>
<td>Group 3. New York and New Jersey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71379</td>
<td>Group 3. South Atlantic states ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48326</td>
<td>Group 4. Central northern states ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36807</td>
<td>Group 4. Indiana and Illinois</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>63592, 63594, 63600</td>
<td>Group 4. Pennsylvania and Ohio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>63578</td>
<td>Group 4/Printing (Meadville, Pa.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36795, 36799, 36800</td>
<td>Group 5. Indiana and Illinois</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32573</td>
<td>Group 5. Lake states ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46819</td>
<td>Group 5. Michigan and Wisconsin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3847</td>
<td>Group 6. Delaware, Maryland, West Virginia, North Carolina and South Carolina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71380</td>
<td>Group 6. Gulf states ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46799, 46802, 46804</td>
<td>Group 6. Michigan and Wisconsin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81919</td>
<td>Group 7. Central western states ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3841, 3842, 3843</td>
<td>Group 7. Delaware, Maryland, West Virginia, Virginia, North Carolina and South Carolina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71442</td>
<td>Group 7. Georgia, Florida and Alabama</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71381, 71385, 71389</td>
<td>Group 8. Georgia, Florida and Alabama</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37655</td>
<td>Group 8. Iowa and Missouri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48327</td>
<td>Group 8. Northwestern states (A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71382, 71386, 71390, 71443</td>
<td>Group 9. Louisiana, Mississippi and Arkansas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48328</td>
<td>Group 9. Northwestern states (B)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52116</td>
<td>Groupe d'étude de choronymie et de terminologie géographique</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>59258</td>
<td>The Grouping in New England and trunk line territories for westbound rates to Central Freight Association territory -- Section B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>59259</td>
<td>The Grouping in trunk line and New England territories for eastbound rates from Central Freight Association territory -- Section D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>59260</td>
<td>Groupings in trunk line and New England territories for rates to and from the South</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34291</td>
<td>Grousset, René, 1885-1952</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Groux, Charles Jacques 9171, 9222, 9257, 13741, 15985, 26027, 27739, 32784, 43083, 48041, 58872, 58873, 64964, 65633, 84144
Grove, George, 1820-1900 30180, 30181, 34466, 34467
Grove-Hills, Edmond Herbert, 1864-1922 33231
Grove, Joseph 64346
Grove, Noel 34349
Grove, P. V. 23180
Grover, Brett 7533, 7541, 7542, 7546, 79269
Grover City (Calif.) - Maps - 1993 - Road maps 68711
Grover, S. 77214
Grubb, Kenneth G. (Kenneth George), Sir 70640
Grube, H. 42534
Gruber, Auguste b. 1892 SEE Reber-Gruber, Auguste b. 1892 17740
Gruber, Balthasar 28956
Gruber, Jean Jacques 34291
Gruber's (J.) Verlag 1329
Grueber, Arthur 36487
Gruenberg, James J. 78005
Grueninger, Johann, d. 1532 SEE Grüninger, Johann, d. 1532? 28874, 28875, 83865
Gruffydd, R. Geraint 42289, 80682
Gruffydd, William John, 1881-1954 80711, 80750
Grund, Francis J. (Francis Joseph), 1804-1863. Handbuch und Wegweiser für Auswanderer nach den Vereinigten Staaten von Nordamerika und Texas ... Ohio, Michigan, Indiana, Illinois, und Missouri und in den Territorien Wisconsin und Iowa ... (1846) 48251
Grund, Maximillian 34135
Grund-Riss der Hoch-Fürstlichen Residentz-Stadt Ansbach oder Onoltzbach 2055
Grundemann, P. 9948
Grundemann, R. (Reinhold), 1836-1924 50065, 50067, 50069, 50071, 50073, 50074
Grundlach, M. 27296
Grundlagen zu einem schweizerischen Kartenkatalog 18818
Grundris der des Heil. Rom Reichs freyen stadt Nurnberg 60206
Grundriss der geographie 9720
Grundriss der Haupt und Residenz Stadt Königsberg : nach der neuen polizeilichen Eintheilung und den jetzt revidirten Strassen Benennungen 41295
Grundriss der Stadt Nürnberg Mit ganauer Benenung aller Haupt u.: Nebengassen Zum beguemen Gebrauch fur Einkeimische u: Fremd 1805 60210
Grundrisse der hohern kriegskunst & beyspiele 31460
Grundsätzliche Bemerkungen zur Bewertung alter Erdbeschreibungen und mittelalterlicher Erd-karten = [Basic observations for evaluating early geographical descriptions and medieval world maps] 18113
Grundtress der Stat London wie solche vor und nach dem Brand anzuschen sampt dem Newen Model wie seibige wid rum Aufgebäwet werden solle 42394
Grundy County Farm Bureau (Ill.) 33071
Grundy County Herald 51807
Grundy County (Ill.) - Directories - 1974 33072
Grundy County (Ill.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners 33069
Grundy County (Ill.) - Maps - 1863 - Landowners 33070
Grundy County (Ill.) - Maps - 1950 - Landowners 33071
Grundy County (Ill.) - Maps - 1974 - Landowners 33072
Grundy County (Iowa). County Engineer 33074
Grundy County (Iowa) - Maps - 1924 - Landowners 33073
Grundy County (Iowa) - Maps - 1984 - Landowners 33074
Grundy County (Mo.) - Maps - 1877 - Landowners 33075
Grundy County Rural Youth Organization (Ill.) 33071
Grundy, G. B. (George Beardoe), 1861-1948 34488, 34494, 34496
Grundy, Illinois county directory : official 1974 33072
Grundy, John, active 1797 33457
Grundzüge der Länderkunde 30572
Grünen Post 10317
Grünewald, Christoph, 19th cent. 9672, 9686
Grüninger, Johann, d. 1532 28874, 28875, 83865
Gruppo Alitalia SEE Alitalia (Airline) 630
Gruson, Kerry 26405, 26411
Grusse aus Linz a. d. Donau 42158
Gruvor på kartor 49387
Gruyer, Paul, 1868-1930 57261, 63182, 63197, 63200
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Guanabara Bay (Brazil)

Guaman Perez, Ildefonso 24644

Guam

Guam

Guam

Guam : a nomenclatural chronology

Guam, 7.5 minute series (topographic)

Guadalajara, Univ de 1800

Guadaloupe done from actual surveys and observations ... 33081

Guadaloupe ; Mariegalante &c. ; Antigua. / Engraved by Kirkwood & Son Edinburgh 33084, 33085

Guadaloupe ; Mariegalante &c. ; Antigua / engraved Kirkwood & Son Edinburgh 33087

Guadaloupe, one of the Caribbe Island, subject to France, in the West Indies 33080

Guadaloupe 33077

Guadaloupe-Blanco River Authority 15186

Guadaloupe County (Tex.) - Maps - 1880 - Landowners 33076

Guadaloupe County (Tex.) - Maps - 2003 - Road maps 68385

Guadaloupe County (Tex.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps 68388

Guadaloupe County (Tex.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps 68389

Guadaloupe County (Tex.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps 68390

Guadaloupe Hidalgo, Treaty of, 1846 - Maps 46358, 46359, 68471

Guadaloupe River Valley (Tex.) - Maps - 1968 15186

Guadalupe, Gianni 3646

Guadeloupe - Maps - 1528 33077

Guadeloupe - Maps - 1725 83021

Guadeloupe - Maps - 1759 33078, 33079

Guadeloupe - Maps - 1760 33080

Guadeloupe - Maps - 1775 33081

Guadeloupe - Maps - 1777 33082

Guadeloupe - Maps - 1780 33083

Guadeloupe - Maps - 1782 - Coasts - Naval Operations - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 23690

Guadeloupe - Maps - 1783 - Nautical charts 67971

Guadeloupe - Maps - 1814 33084

Guadeloupe - Maps - 1815 57691

Guadeloupe - Maps - 1821 33085

Guadeloupe - Maps - 1822 33086

Guadeloupe - Maps - 1829 33087

Guadeloupe - Maps - 1872 27970

Guadeloupe - Maps - 1973 - Road maps 45241

Guagan (Mariana Islands) SEE Guguan (Mariana Islands) 33130

Guajardo, Gabrio 21119, 21120, 46284, 46285, 66858

La Guajira (Colombia : Dept.) - Description and travel - 1973 33088

Guam. 7.5 minute series (topographic) 33089

Guam : a nomenclatural chronology 52318

Guam - Maps - 1734 64508, 64509

Guam - Maps - 1780 71176

Guam - Maps - 1900-1960 - Topographic maps 33089

Guam - Maps - 1902 - Postal service 79359

Guam - Maps - 1960 - Pictorial maps 33090

Guam - Maps - 1960 - Road maps 33090

Guam SEE ALSO Mariana Islands 64510

Guaman Perez, Ildefonso 24644

Guamán Poma de Ayala, Felipe, fl. 1510-1572 SEE Valvassore, Giovanni Andrea, fl. 1510-1572 38612, 79804

Guadagninus, Ioannes Andreas, fl. 1510-1572

Gsell, Stéphane, 1864

Gsell, Th. (Theodor), 1818-1898

Gryp, Dirck 3202, 3203, 7762, 7767, 27623, 64989, 64995, 80352

Grynaeus, Simon, 1493

Gruyter, Walter de, & Co., publishers, Berlin SEE Walter de Gruyter & Co. 31597

Grynaeus, Simon, 1493

Grynaeus, Simon, 1493

Grynaeus, Simon, 1493

Grynaeus, Simon, 1493

Gsell

GSB Travel Center Inc. (Glenview, Ill.) 78652

GSw

GWP

GWP

GWP
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Call Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Guanabara Bay (Brazil) - Maps - 1800 - Manuscripts</td>
<td>66847</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guanabara (Brazil : State) SEE Rio de Janeiro (Brazil : State)</td>
<td>70618</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guanajuato (Mexico) - Maps - 1925 - Railroads</td>
<td>33096</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guanajuato (Mexico : State). Consejo de Ciencia y Tecnología</td>
<td>18120</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guanajuato (Mexico : State) - Maps - Collections - Hydrology</td>
<td>18120</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guanajuato (Mexico : State) - Maps - Hydrography - Collections - 2010</td>
<td>33097</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guangzhou (China) - Maps - 1744</td>
<td>33098</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guangzhou (China) - Maps - 1840 - Pictorial works</td>
<td>33099</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guangzhou (China) - Maps - 1858</td>
<td>63455</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guangzhou (China) - Pictorial works - 1851</td>
<td>20687</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guangzhou Region (China) - Maps - 1720 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts</td>
<td>20810</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guangzhou Region (China) - Maps - 1855</td>
<td>20689</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guangzhou Region (China) - Maps - 1857</td>
<td>20690</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guangzhou Region (China) - Maps - 1868</td>
<td>20695</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guantánamo Bay (Cuba) - Maps - 1770 - Manuscripts</td>
<td>33100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guantánamo Bay (Cuba) - Maps - 1770 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts</td>
<td>33100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guantánamo Bay (Cuba) - Maps - 1777 - Harbors</td>
<td>33101</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guantánamo Bay (Cuba) - Maps - 1922</td>
<td>16597</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guantánamo Bay (Cuba) - Maps - 1960</td>
<td>33102</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guantánamo Bay Naval Base (Cuba) - Maps - 1960</td>
<td>33102</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guantánamo Bay Naval Base (Cuba) - Maps - 1961</td>
<td>22524</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guarantee Title Company (Tampa, Fla.)</td>
<td>74212</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guaranty Printing &amp; Lithograph Co. (San Francisco, Calif.)</td>
<td>33717</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guardian (Manchester, England)</td>
<td>11857</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guarino, Veronese, 1374-1460</td>
<td>28881</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guarinoni, Luca 10965, 10966</td>
<td>36481</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guaranschelli, T. M. (Teresa Maria)</td>
<td>18063</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guarneri, Giuseppi Gino 1886-</td>
<td>18115</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guarneri, Giuseppi Gino</td>
<td>18886</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guastalla (Italy) - Maps - 1735</td>
<td>33103</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guastalla Region (Italy) - Maps - 1710</td>
<td>33104</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Le Guat, François, 1637-1735</td>
<td>45354, 45355, 45356</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guatemala - 1840</td>
<td>46343</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guatemala. Com límites</td>
<td>18993</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guatemala en Centro América</td>
<td>33114</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guatemala (Guatemala) - Maps - 1960 - Road maps</td>
<td>18997</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guatemala (Guatemala) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps</td>
<td>33109</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guatemala (Guatemala) - Maps - 1967 - Road maps</td>
<td>33110</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guatemala (Guatemala) - Maps - 1972 - Road maps</td>
<td>33111</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guatemala (Guatemala) - Maps - 1973 - Road maps</td>
<td>33112</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guatemala - Historical geography - Maps - 1524-1526</td>
<td>22256, 22257</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guatemala - Indian cartography</td>
<td>42000, 42001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guatemala - Maps - 1535 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>42000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guatemala - Maps - 1671</td>
<td>18956</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guatemala - Maps - 1696 - Indians - Manuscript maps</td>
<td>41535</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guatemala - Maps - 1777</td>
<td>85198</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guatemala - Maps - 1834</td>
<td>46340</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guatemala - Maps - 1840</td>
<td>46342</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guatemala - Maps - 1846 - Mines and mineral resources</td>
<td>18972</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guatemala - Maps - 1847</td>
<td>46355</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guatemala - Maps - 1850</td>
<td>46363</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guatemala - Maps - 1884 - Ethnology</td>
<td>33105, 33106</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guatemala - Maps - 1884 - Indians</td>
<td>33106</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guatemala - Maps - 1923</td>
<td>33107</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guatemala - Maps - 1929</td>
<td>18993</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guatemala - Maps - 1936 - Ethnology</td>
<td>33108</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guatemala - Maps - 1936 - Indians</td>
<td>33108</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guatemala - Maps - 1966 - Road maps</td>
<td>33109</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guatemala - Maps - 1967 - Road maps</td>
<td>33110</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guatemala - Maps - 1972 - Road maps</td>
<td>33111</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guatemala - Maps - 1973 - Road maps</td>
<td>33112</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guatemala - Maps - 2006 - Coffee</td>
<td>33113</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guatemala - Maps - ca. 1535</td>
<td>42001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guatemala - Maps - Collections, 1500-1900</td>
<td>17267</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>33109, 33110, 33111, 33112</td>
<td>Guatemala / Texaco</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18993</td>
<td>Guatemala: Tipografia Nacional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33114</td>
<td>Guatemala - Tourism - 1980</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1352</td>
<td>Guatteri, G.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33132</td>
<td>Guayana SEE Guiana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33115</td>
<td>Guayaquil (Ecuador) - Maps - 1858</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33116</td>
<td>Guayaquil, Gulf of - Maps - 1864</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70320</td>
<td>Guaymas Region (Sonora, Mexico) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65000</td>
<td>Guaymas (Sonora, Mexico) - Maps - 1869</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41620</td>
<td>Gubernatio generalis Languedociae occitania olim dictae in 3. generales divisae ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35360</td>
<td>Gubernatio insulae Franciae divisa in electiones ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13523</td>
<td>Guccini, Francesco</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12697, 28986, 39785</td>
<td>Gucht, Michael van der, 1660 - 1725</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52213, 52441</td>
<td>Gudde, Erwin Gustav, 1889 - 1969</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52210</td>
<td>Gudde, Erwin Gustav, 1889 - 1969. 1000 California place names</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12326</td>
<td>Gudger, E. W. (Eugene Willis), 1866 - 1956</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41353, 53501</td>
<td>Guedeke, P. W.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13819, 16986, 16990, 18055, 45028</td>
<td>Guedes, Max Justo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44733</td>
<td>Guell Park (Barcelona, Spain) - Maps - 1993</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44733</td>
<td>Guelph (Ont.) - Maps - 1990 - 1999 - Road maps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36557</td>
<td>Guelfische Stiftung</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41451</td>
<td>Guerard, Jean, d. ca. 1640</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>239, 241, 1633, 3271, 3274, 9125, 9258, 11936, 12140, 14963, 14965, 15959, 18830, 25077, 25944, 32827, 57391, 57392, 67523, 67524, 67525, 67526, 67571, 70420, 85203</td>
<td>Guerard, Nicolas, ca. 1648 - 1719</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1952</td>
<td>Guerard, Nicolas, fl. 1683 - 1750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26160, 26161, 26194</td>
<td>Guerber, H. A. (Hélène Adeline), d. 1929</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73832</td>
<td>Guégin, Christophe, 1758 - 1831</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44733</td>
<td>Guérande, Jules Vallée, 1866 - 1946</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6988</td>
<td>Guerin, J. Aime</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9163</td>
<td>Guerin &amp; Nyon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33117</td>
<td>Guermont (Ont.) - Maps - 1900-1999 - Road maps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31611</td>
<td>Guentzsche Stiftung</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26837</td>
<td>Gueldenstadt, Johann Anton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4514</td>
<td>Gueldre Espagnole, ou quartier de Ruremond ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33118</td>
<td>Gueldre Espagnole, ou quartier de Ruremonde dans le duché de Gueldre ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28648</td>
<td>Gueldre Hollandois ou la Veluwe, la Betuwe et le Comté de Zutphen dans le Duché de Gueldre ... / par le S. Sanson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39801</td>
<td>Guérrin, G.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12703</td>
<td>Guérin, Hippolyte-Louis, 1698-1765</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1646</td>
<td>Guérin, J.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19380, 19381, 19382, 19383</td>
<td>Guérin, Marc-Aime</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9163</td>
<td>Guerin &amp; Nyon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70316</td>
<td>Guernsey (Channel Islands) - Maps - 2010 - Road maps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34582, 34583</td>
<td>Guernsey (Channel Islands) - Maps - 1610</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69953</td>
<td>Guernsey (Channel Islands) - Maps - 1802</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33118</td>
<td>Guernsey (Channel Islands) - Maps - 1817</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39719</td>
<td>Guernsey (Channel Islands) - Maps - 1818</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33119</td>
<td>Guernsey (Channel Islands) - Maps - 1821</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33120</td>
<td>Guernsey (Channel Islands) - Maps - 1822</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33121</td>
<td>Guernsey (Channel Islands) - Maps - 1829</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33122</td>
<td>Guernsey (Channel Islands) - Maps - 1835</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19155</td>
<td>Guernsey (Channel Islands) - Maps - 1851</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19156</td>
<td>Guernsey (Channel Islands) - Maps - 1872</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17268</td>
<td>Guernsey (Channel Islands) - Maps - Collections</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33125</td>
<td>[Guernsey County (Ohio) - 1855: LC G&amp;M land ownership maps on microfiche]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33123</td>
<td>Guernsey County (Ohio) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33124</td>
<td>Guernsey County (Ohio) - Maps - 1855-1870 - Landowners</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33125</td>
<td>Guernsey County (Ohio) - Maps - 1855 - Landowners</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33126</td>
<td>Guernsey County (Ohio) - Maps - 1936 - Landowners</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17268</td>
<td>Guernsey, E. Y.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36743, 36744</td>
<td>Guernsey on the map: how the world discovered the Bailiwick / Liz Harris and Keith Fisher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8067</td>
<td>Guérout, Guillaume, -approximately 1570. Epitome de la corographie d'Europe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21136</td>
<td>Guerra de Restauração (Portugal, 1640-1668) SEE Portuguese Restoration War (1640-1668)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Guerra, Giuseppe, 1750-ca.1820  15801, 52634, 64564
Guerra, io.  60271
Guerra, Vinò  26236

**Guerre des camisards, 1702-1710 - Maps**  66745
La Guerre est l'industrie nationale de la Prusse . . . ‘Attaqués, nous ne faisons que nous défendre au nom de la liberté et pour sauver notre existence.’
Général Pétain, juin 1917  26185

**Guerrero (Coahuila, Mexico) - Maps - 1768 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles**  33127
**Guerrero (Mexico : State) - Maps - 1570 - Landowners - Manuscripts - Facsimiles**  75376
**Guerrero (Mexico : State) - Maps - 1579-1588**  46268
**Guerrero (Mexico : State) - Maps - 1579-1606**  46269
**Guerrero (Mexico : State) - Maps - 1925 - Railroads**  33128, 33129
Guerrero, Pedro  22491
Guerrini, Benedetto  23868
Guerrini, Benedetto - Correspondence - Manuscripts  23868
Guerrini, Francisco  30546

Guessefeld, F. L. (Franz Ludwig), 1744-1807 SEE Güssefeld, F. L. (Franz Ludwig), 1744-1807  9641
Guessefeld, Franz Ludwig  67589
Guest Informant  68584
Guettard, Jean Etienne, 1715-1786  27784
Gueudeville, Nicolas, ca. 1654-1721  1635, 9133, 57455, 57456, 57457, 57458, 57459, 57467, 57509, 83697
Guffy, A. J.  59705
Gugerli, David, 1961-18492
Gugler Lithographic Company  47507
Guglielmi-Zazo, Giulia  17531, 70143
Gugliotta, Guy  18428

Guiggan (Mariana Islands) - Pictorial works - 1624  33130
Guia de Granada por Luis Seco de Lucena; Plano de la ciudad  32297
Guía de la Carretera Panamericana del Perú  64289
Guia de la exposicion Oriente-Occidente  6563
Guia del veraneante  20587, 20588
Guia de Granada por Luis Seco de Lucena; Plano de la ciudad  32297
Guia de la exposicion Oriente-Occidente  6563
Guia del veraneante  20587, 20588
Guia de la exposicion Oriente-Occidente  6563
Guia del veraneante  20587, 20588
Guia de la exposicion Oriente-Occidente  6563
Guia del veraneante  20587, 20588
Guia de la exposicion Oriente-Occidente  6563
Guia del veraneante  20587, 20588
Guia de la exposicion Oriente-Occidente  6563
Guia del veraneante  20587, 20588
Guia de la exposicion Oriente-Occidente  6563
Guia del veraneante  20587, 20588
Guia de la exposicion Oriente-Occidente  6563
Guia del veraneante  20587, 20588
Guia de la exposicion Oriente-Occidente  6563
Guia del veraneante  20587, 20588
Guia de la exposicion Oriente-Occidente  6563
Guia del veraneante  20587, 20588
Guia de la exposicion Oriente-Occidente  6563
Guia del veraneante  20587, 20588
Guia de la exposicion Oriente-Occidente  6563
Guia del veraneante  20587, 20588

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Guicciardini, Lodovico, 1521-1589. Descrittione di M. Lodovico Guicciardini ... di tvti i Paesi Bassi (1588) 1893
Guicciardini, Lodovico, 1521-1589. Descrittione di tutti i Paesi Bassi 33142, 33143
Guicciardini, Lodovico, 1521-1589  Description of all the provinces of the Netherlands (1588) 33142
Guicciardini, Lodovico, 1521-1589 - Exhibitions - Catalogs 33142
Guicciardini, Lodovico, 1521-1589. Nederland Beschrijving (1580) 1892
Guicciardini, Raffaello 43
Guichen, Comite de, fl. 1781 57900, 57901
Guida breve 38723, 38725, 39166
Guida d'Italia del Consociazione turistica italiana 171, 41749
Guida d'Italia del T.C.I. 23, 171, 11886, 15802, 24954, 24955, 26792, 26793, 26795, 38718, 38954, 38984, 39304, 41748, 41749, 42034, 42035, 42262, 45038, 52628, 64721, 64722, 64749, 65865, 66762, 67290, 70081, 75490, 75491, 75877, 76009, 79919, 79920, 79989
Guida geografica overo compendiosa descrittione del globo terreno : premessa una breve notizia di tutto l'universo / di D. Lodovico Passerone ... con l'aggiunte del Sig. Carlo Dottor Assonica 28966
Guida itinerario dell'Italia e di parte dei paesi limitrofi. Parte II, Guide regionali / pubblicata dal Touring club ciclistico italiano ... ; compilato da Luigi Vittorio Bertarelli 38951
Guida itinerario dell'Italia e di parte dei paesi limitrofi. Parte III, Annuario ... / pubblicata dal Touring club italiano 38954
Guida per il viaggio d'Italia in posta 38897
Guide and map of New York City / [issued for] the Madison Square [Hotel] ... 37 Madison Avenue ... 44338
Guide & atlas to London and suburbs 42643
Guide book & atlas of Muskoka and Parry Sound Districts 52030
Guide-book of Budapest / Gustavus Thring ; translated by I. Forcher 14831
Guide book on Persia / by G.H. Ebtehaj 38197
A Guide book to the grounds and buildings of Harvard University 15766
Guide-book to the Soviet Union 67693, 67694
Guide classique du voyageur en France 27904
Guide de Bruxelles et de ses environs : souvenir des hôtels de Belle-Vue et de Flandre / édité par leur propriétaire Édouard Dremel 14773
Guide de Bruxelles et ses environs : souvenir des Hôtels de Belle-Vue et de Flandre / édité par la Société anonyme des deux hotels 14775
Guide de l'immigrant à Madagascar, publié par la colonie, avec le concours du comité de Madagascar. Atlas 43793
Guide de Nauheim-les-Bains 11381
Guide de tourisme 1438, 39911, 57170, 57276, 63289, 63354, 65647, 65651, 65928, 65932
Guide de l'étranger dans la ville de Milan et dans le Milanais 49176
Le Guide du colon français au Canada 16064
Guide du Pneu Michelin 11320, 11322, 11324, 18730, 22878, 39908, 42323, 42324, 57271, 63239, 63352, 64213, 64214, 65642, 66958, 74257, 74258
Guide du Pneu Michelin, France. 34. année; 1938 28046
Guide du voyageur en Pologne & Cracovie 65062
Guide Editars 79979
Guide for a small map collection 44446
Guide for the American in the Philippines 64520
Guide for Visitors to the Ducal Palace in Venice. 17458
Guide & handbook of useful information 5214
Guide illustré de la Pologne / Mieczysaw Orowicz 65072
Guide illustre Hartleben 80217
Guide indicateur des rues de Paris : avec les stations du Métropolitain les plus proches : autobus, métro, renseignements utiles : ambassades, consulats, légations, bureaux de poste, commissariats, églises, facultés, maisons, justice de paix, ministère 63223
Guide indicateur des rues de Paris : avec les stations du Métropolitain les plus proches : autobus, métro, renseignements utiles : ambassades, consulats, légations, bureaux de poste, commissariats, églises, facultés, maisons, justices de paix, ministère 63233
Guide indicateur des rues de Paris : avec les stations du Métropolitain les plus proches : autobus, métro, renseignements utiles ambassades, consulats, légations, bureaux de poste, commissariats, églises, facultés, maisons, justices de paix, ministères 63244
Guide indicateur des rues de Paris : avec les stations du Métropolitan les plus proches 63224
Guide indicateur des rues de Paris : avec les stations du Métropolitain les plus proches : autobus, métro, renseignements utiles : ambassades, consulats, légations, bureaux de poste, commissariats, églises, facultés, maisons, ministères, musées, spectac 63273
Guide map : Capital Transit street car and bus lines, October 1, 1943 81003
Guide map of Chicago 19495, 19498, 19507
Guide map of Chicago 1866 19490
Guide map of Chicago 1868 19496
Guide map of Chicago and environs 19586
Guide map of Chicago, July 1st 1872 19527
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Guide map of new Chicago and suburbs, 1889-90 20101
Guide map of the City of San Francisco compiled from the official surveys & engraved expressly for Langley’s San Francisco directory 68570
Guide map of Waterton-Glacier International Peace Park / J. J. B., revised April 1948 31925
Guide map of Yellowstone National Park : maximum speed 45 miles / H. L. Golder 85077
Guide map of Yellowstone National Park : maximum speed 45 miles / H. L. Golder, February 1941 85078
Guide-map : St. Louis and vicinity / St. Louis Public Service Company 68071
Guide map : the city and county of San Francisco 68573
Guide map to Chicago streets and stock yards 19563
Guide map to the city of Denver, Colorado 23232
Guide Michelin pour la Suisse 73999
Guide Nathan 28069
Guide officiel du tourisme automobile en Suisse 74053
Guide pour le voyage d’Italie en poste 38888
Guide pratique de la Côte d’Azur et de Provence 66942
Guide-routier continental. France, Algérie et Tunisie 28015
Guide Routier Continental (Paris, France) 28015
Guide royal ou dictionnaire des routes de Paris 63053
Guide through Dalmatia / by Felix Schmal ; translated by Marie Adametz 22772
Guide through Europe : i.e. Germany, Austria-Hungary, Switzerland, Italy, France, Belgium, Holland, the United Kingdom, Sweden &c. ... : souvenir of the Hamburg-Amerika Linie 26173, 26176
Guide through Germany, Austria-Hungary, Switzerland, Italy, Belgium, Holland, France, and England : souvenir of the North German Lloyd, Bremen 26146
Guide through Germany, Austria-Hungary, Switzerland, Italy, France, Belgium, Holland, The United Kingdom, Scandinavia, Spain, Portugal, &c. : souvenir of the Hamburg-American Line 26165
[Guide through Germany, Austria-Hungary, Switzerland, Italy, France, Belgium, Holland, the United Kingdom, Spain, Portugal, &c. : souvenir of the Hamburg-American Line] 26159
Guide through Netherlands India 37459
Guide through North America / editor, Arthur Schüler 77019
Guide through Ohio, Michigan, Indiana, Illinois, and Missouri, Iowa ... 48269, 48279
Guide through Ohio, Michigan, Indiana, Illinois, and Missouri, Wisconsin, and Iowa ... 48249
Guide through Ohio, Michigan, Indiana, Illinois, Missouri, Wisconsin & Iowa 48253, 48254, 48255, 48275
Guide through Ohio, Michigan, Indiana, Illinois, Missouri, Wisconsin, Iowa, Minnesota, Nebraska & Kansas 48284
Guide through Ohio, Michigan, Indiana, Illinois, Missouri, Wisconsin & Iowa: showing the township lines of the United States surveys, location of cities ... 48247, 48274
Guide through the district of the lakes in the North of England 41492
Guide to atlases : world, regional, national, thematic : an international listing of atlases published since 1950, by Gerard L. Alexander 7729
Guide to Bangkok 11769
Guide to battlefields in Europe 34097
Guide to Belgium : including the Ardennes and Luxembourg : with map of Belgium and plans of Brussels, Antwerp, Ostend, Bruges, Ghent, Liége, Luxembourg, Spa and environs, the river Meuse, and the battlefield of Waterloo : upwards of fifty illustrations a 12240
Guide to Britain : with general map of the country, five district maps, and plans of St. Malo, St. Servan, Dinard, Dinan, St. Brieuc, Morlaix, Quimper, Nantes, Rennes, Vitre and Fougeres 14651
Guide to Cambridge and district 15763
Guide to Cambridge : with illustrations of every college and important building, and a reference map / by Frank Rutter 15761
Guide to cartographic records in the National Archives [by Charlotte M. Ashby and others] 79387
Guide to Chicago neighborhoods / Ron Grossman 19979
A Guide to Chicago's murals 20047
Guide to Chicago : use the Rapid Transit lines from where you are to where you want to go 19730
Guide to China 20715
A Guide to Cologne : with numerous illustrations and a coloured plan of the town with street directory : from the German edition / by Georg Hölscher ; translated by Andrew Mitchell 21200
A Guide to Constantinople / by Demetrius Couloupolus 38624
A Guide to Crete / John Bowman ; with photographs by Herbert Spencer 22414
Guide to Egypt and the Sûdân : including a description of the route through Uganda to Mombasa 24821, 24826
Guide to Felixstowe, Ipswich, Harwich, Aldeburgh, Southwold, and the Suffolk coast ... : plans of Felixstowe, Southwell and Aldeburgh and two district maps / with notes on the waterways of Suffolk for yachtmen and small-boat owners by H. Alker Tripp$! 26552
Guide to ferries serving the New York Metropolitan Region 56013
Guide to fun in wonderful Wisconsin 83553
Guide to geographical names in Korea (Chosen) 52364
Guide to Harrogate : Knaresborough, Ripon, Ilkley, Bolton Abbey, Fountains Abbey, York and the Dales : plan of Harrogate, eight other maps and plans and numerous illustrations 85151
A Guide to historical cartography: a selected, annotated list of references on the history of maps and map making 16967
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Guiding you through Arizona, New Mexico : Sovereign Service  2679
Guiding you through Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi : Sovereign Service  71854
Guiding you through Colorado with the sign of quality & service : Sovereign Service  21456
Guiding you through Illinois ... Sovereign Service  35973, 35974
Guiding you through Indiana ... Sovereign Service  37071
Guiding you through Iowa ... Sovereign Service ...  37876
Guiding you through Kansas ... Sovereign Service ...  40283
Guiding you through Michigan ... Sovereign Service  47152
Guiding you through Minnesota ... Sovereign Service  49766
Guiding you through Missouri ... Sovereign Service ...  50901
Guiding you through Nebraska ... Sovereign Service ...  53089
Guiding you through North Dakota, South Dakota ... Sovereign Service ...  58457
Guiding you through Ohio ... Sovereign Service ...  60748
Guiding you through Ohio with the sign of quality & service / Sovereign Service  60749
Guiding you through Oklahoma ... Sovereign Service ...  61486
Guiding you through Texas ... Sovereign Service ...  74739
Guiding you through Wisconsin ... Sovereign Service ...  83338
Guiding you through Wyoming with the sign of quality & service : Sovereign Service  84885
Guidoni, Enrico  7425, 16514
Guidoni, Enrico, 1939- 80532
Guienne (France) SEE Guyenne (France)  33237
Guignes, Chrétien Louis Joseph de, 1759-1845  9291
Guignes, Joseph de, 1721-1800  58703, 58710, 58711
Guigon, M.  10662, 10665, 10668
Guigues, Emile  1350
Guilbeau, E.  9489
Guilford (Australia) SEE Perth (W.A.)  11058
Guilford, Battle of, N.C., 1781 SEE Guilford Court House (N.C.), Battle of, 1781  33148
Guilford (England) - Maps - 1739  33145
Guilford, Everard L.  60151
Guilford Library (London, England)  42410, 42428, 42449, 42450, 42491, 42739, 42789, 60292
Guilford County (N.C.) - Maps - 1700-1799 - Landowners  33146, 57951
Guilford County (N.C.) - Maps - 1908 - Landowners  33147
Guilford County (N.C.) - Maps - 2002 - Road maps  33006
Guilford County (N.C.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps  33007
Guilford Court House (N.C.), Battle of, 1781 - Maps - 1794  33148
Guilford, Earl of  38238
Guilford Press  30890
Guilford County Genealogical Society  33147
Guilford County : a map supplement  33146
Guilford (N. & G.) and Co. SEE N. & G. Guilford (Firm)  50514
Guilford Press  30890

Guili. Camdeni viri clarissimi Britannia, sive, Florentiss. regnorum Angliae, Scotiae, Hiberniae, insularumq. adiacentium, ex intima antiquitate descriptio / in epitomen contracta a Regnero Vitellio Zirizaeo, & tabulis chorographicis illustrata  32426
Guillaud Aillaud  65405
Guillaume de L’Isle’s cartographic milieu / by Ronald Lockmann  38537
Guillaume, L. M.  63066
Guillaume, Périon  9526
Guillaume Postel, 1581-1981 : actes du colloque international (1985)  65443
Guillaume Postel, 1581-1981 : actes du colloque international d’Avranches, 5-9 septembre 1981  65446
Guillaume Postel cartographe  65443
Guillaume Postel et les études arabes à la renaissance  65444
Guillemard, F. H. H. (Francis Henry Hill), 1852-1933  11028, 13421, 18921, 26585, 41888, 44296, 45736, 45737, 54561, 60322, 64531, 64532, 70273, 71199, 73421
Guillemard, F. H. H. (Francis Henry Hill), 1852-1933. Australasia : Malaysia and the Pacific archipelagoes ... (1908)  11028, 13421, 18921, 26585, 41888, 44296, 54561, 60322, 64531, 64532, 70273, 71199, 73421
Guillemard, Gilberto 50480, 64190
Guillimin, E. 65916
Guilleminot, Armand-Charles, 1774–1840 41638
Guillen y Tato, Julio F. 6245
Guillerme, Jacques 23866
Guillon, F. 9497, 30476
Guillot, E. 9488, 9489, 9515, 12925, 30398, 67133
Guilloterus Biturix, François de la, 16th cent. SEE La Guillotière, François, 16th cent. 35346
Guillyn et Cie., fl. 1763 65695
Guilmin, L. 63167, 63169, 63172, 63178, 63183, 63206, 63220, 63223
Guilmin (L.), firm SEE L. Guilmin (Firm) 63224
Guilmin, L. Plan de Paris, Métropolitain et Nord-Sud [1916?] 63169
Guilmin, L. Plan de Paris, Métropolitain et Nord-Sud [1918?] 63172
Guilmin, L. Plan de Paris, Métropolitain et Nord-Sud [1922?] 63183
Guilmin, L. Plan du Métropolitain de Paris [1914?] 63167
Guilmin, L. Plans des lignes d’autobus de Paris [1928?] 63206
Guilmin (L.), publishers, Paris SEE l. Guilmin (Firm) 63178
Guilmin, L. SEE ALSO L. Guilmin (Firm) 63178
Guinea, Gulf of Maps - 1600 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 43501
Guinea - Maps - 1671 13826
Guinea - Maps - 1678-1712 540, 541
Guinea - Maps - 1746 557
Guinea - Maps - 1748 9617
Guinea - Maps - 1779 569
Guinea - Maps - 1853 582
Guinea propria, nec non Nigritiae vel terrae Nigrorum maxima pars = La Guinee de meme que la plus grand partie du pais des Negres ... 556
Guinée entre Serre-Lione et le passage de la ligne 564
Guinée entre Serre-Lione et le passage de la Ligne ; par le Sr. d'Anville ... ; Guill. De-la-Haye 565
Guines, Battle of, Guînes (France), 1558 - Pictorial works 33149
Guines (France) - History - Siege, 1558 - Maps 33150, 33151
Guines (France) - Pictorial works - 1569 33149
Guion, Walter Burling 35374
Guipúzcoa (Spain) - Maps - 1584-1588 75275
Guipúzcoa (Spain) - Maps - 1584-1606 75276
Guipúzcoa (Spain) - Maps - 1593 33152
Guipúzcoa (Spain) - Maps - 1695 34599
Guipúzcoa (Spain) - Maps - 1713 34600
Guisasola, Leandro 43871
Guise (France) - Maps - 1689 33153
Guise, François De Lorraine, duc de, 1519-1563 20915
Guissiez, Lieut. 72977
Guize 33153
Guizot, François P G 1773
Gujarat (India) - Maps - 1703 - Coasts - Nautical charts 36509
Gujarat (India) - Maps - 1748 - Coasts - Nautical charts 36526
Gülersoy, Çelik 38630
Gulf and Ship Island Railroad 50132, 50133, 50134, 50135, 50137, 50140, 71549, 77313, 77337, 77357, 77377, 77408, 77467, 77507, 77533, 77555, 77569
Gulf and Ship Island Railroad - Maps - 1902 71549
Gulf and Ship Island Railroad - Maps - 1903 50132
Gulf and Ship Island Railroad - Maps - 1904 50133
Gulf and Ship Island Railroad - Maps - 1905 50134
Gulf and Ship Island Railroad - Maps - 1906 50135
Gulf and Ship Island Railroad - Maps - 1907 50137
Gulf and Ship Island Railroad - Maps - 1908 50140
Gulf and Ship Island Railroad - Maps - 1925 77313
Gulf and Ship Island Railroad - Maps - 1926 77337
Gulf and Ship Island Railroad - Maps - 1927 77357
Gulf and Ship Island Railroad - Maps - 1928 77377
Gulf and Ship Island Railroad - Maps - 1929 77408
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Gulf Coast (U.S.) - Maps - 1720 - Manuscripts 71281
Gulf Coast (U.S.) - Maps - 1720 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 33168, 33169, 71280
Gulf Coast (U.S.) - Maps - 1721 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 50589
Gulf Coast (U.S.) - Maps - 1725 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 71282
Gulf Coast (U.S.) - Maps - 1726 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts 33170
Gulf Coast (U.S.) - Maps - 1735 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 33171
Gulf Coast (U.S.) - Maps - 1735 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts 33172
Gulf Coast (U.S.) - Maps - 1736 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 33173
Gulf Coast (U.S.) - Maps - 1744 33202
Gulf Coast (U.S.) - Maps - 1744 - Manuscripts 71291
Gulf Coast (U.S.) - Maps - 1752 - Nautical charts 33174
Gulf Coast (U.S.) - Maps - 1755 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 33175
Gulf Coast (U.S.) - Maps - 1760 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 50607
Gulf Coast (U.S.) - Maps - 1768 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 71310, 71311
Gulf Coast (U.S.) - Maps - 1769 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 50479
Gulf Coast (U.S.) - Maps - 1770 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 71313
Gulf Coast (U.S.) - Maps - 1770 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 33176
Gulf Coast (U.S.) - Maps - 1772 33177
Gulf Coast (U.S.) - Maps - 1772 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 50615
Gulf Coast (U.S.) - Maps - 1775 33178, 33179, 33180, 33181, 33182
Gulf Coast (U.S.) - Maps - 1777 33183
Gulf Coast (U.S.) - Maps - 1780 - Indians - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 71318
Gulf Coast (U.S.) - Maps - 1782 76471
Gulf Coast (U.S.) - Maps - 1784 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 33184
Gulf Coast (U.S.) - Maps - 1784 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 33185
Gulf Coast (U.S.) - Maps - 1788 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 33186
Gulf Coast (U.S.) - Maps - 1800 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 33187, 71327
Gulf Coast (U.S.) - Maps - 1815 33188
Gulf Coast (U.S.) - Maps - 1947 - Nautical charts 3737, 33189
Gulf Coast (U.S.) - Maps - 1949 - Nautical charts 33190, 33191, 33192, 33193
Gulf Coast (U.S.) - Maps - 1951 - Nautical charts 33194, 33206
Gulf Coast (U.S.) - Maps - 1956 - Nautical charts 33195
Gulf Coast (U.S.) - Maps - 1964 - Coastwise shipping 78381
Gulf Coast (U.S.) - Maps - 1966 - Nautical charts - Pictorial maps 33207
Gulf Coast (U.S.) - Maps - 1968 - Nautical charts - Pictorial maps 33208
Gulf Coast (U.S.) - Maps - 1969 - Nautical charts - Pictorial maps 33209
Gulf Coast (U.S.) - Maps - 1970 - Nautical charts - Pictorial maps 33210
Gulf Coast (U.S.) - Maps - 1971 - Nautical charts - Pictorial maps 33211
Gulf Coast (U.S.) - Maps - 1972 - Nautical charts - Pictorial maps 33212, 33213
Gulf Coast (U.S.) - Maps - 1973 - Nautical charts - Pictorial maps 33214, 33215
Gulf Coast (U.S.) - Maps - 1976 - Nautical charts - Pictorial maps 33216
Gulf Coast (U.S.) - Maps - 1977 - Natural gas in submerged lands 75005
Gulf Coast (U.S.) - Maps - 1977 - Oil and gas leases 75005
Gulf Coast (U.S.) - Maps - Collections, 1685-1851 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 50483
Gulf Coast (U.S.) - Pictorial maps - 1949 33190, 33191

Gulf : Florida info map 27042, 27043
Gulf In-to-map : New York, N.Y. 55694
Gulf In-to-map : Pittsburgh, Pa. 64827
Gulf In-to-map : sectional map of United States, Northeast and West 59301
Gulf In-to-map : sectional map of United States, Southeast and West 71823
Gulf info-map : Alabama 804
Gulf info-map : Alabama / Gulf Refining Company ... 789, 806
Gulf info-map : Arkansas 2955, 2966
Gulf info-map : Delaware, Maryland, Virginia and West Virginia 3937, 3953
Gulf info-map : Florida 27002, 27011
Gulf info-map : Georgia 31123, 31129
Gulf info-map : Illinois and Indiana 35888, 35890, 35918, 35919, 35920
Gulf info-map : Kentucky and Tennessee 40831, 40843
Gulf info-map : Louisiana 43375, 43382
Gulf info-map : Michigan 47090
Gulf info-map : Mississippi 50199, 50205
Gulf info-map : New England 54184
Gulf info-map : New England / Gulf Refining Company 54196
Gulf info-map : New Jersey 54966
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[Gulf Oil Corporation info-maps of the eastern United States] 24355, 24442

[Gulf Oil Corporation info-maps of the United States] ... / Gulf Refining Company ... 77583, 77615

Gulf Oil Corporation - Maps 1925 64452

Gulf Oil Corporation - Maps 1976 - Road maps 24505, 82618

Gulf Oil Corporation. Marine info-map 3683, 3737

Gulf Oil Corporation. The Freeways of Los Angeles (1974) 82610

[Gulf Oil info-maps of the eastern United States] 44386, 24394, 24420, 24434, 24438

[Gulf Oil info-maps of the northeastern United States] 59473

[Gulf Oil info-maps of the United States] 77778, 77899

[Gulf Oil promotional packet of road maps] 82610

[Gulf Oil road maps of the United States] 78011

[Gulf Oil road maps of the United States] / Gulf Refining Company 77540, 77584

Gulf Refining Co. 1932 official road map no. 6 : Kentucky, Tennessee 40802

Gulf Refining Company SEE Gulf Oil Corporation 64452

Gulf Region (Tex.) - Maps - Bibliography - Catalogs 33199

[Gulf's official tourstrip maps of the United States] 78699

Gulf Service Station (Pensacola, Fla.) 24467

Gulf souvenir map and folder of the Civil War centennial 76355

Gulf States - Coasts - Maps - Bibliography 33200

Gulf States - Maps 1732 33201

Gulf States - Maps 1732 - Coasts - Nautical charts 33201

Gulf States - Maps 1744 - Coasts 33202

Gulf States - Maps 1752 - Nautical charts 33174

Gulf States - Maps 1774 - Coasts - Nautical charts 26848

Gulf States - Maps 1782 - Coasts 76471

Gulf States - Maps 1936 - Road maps 33157

Gulf States - Maps 1946 - Nautical charts 33203, 33204, 33205

Gulf States - Maps 1951 - Nautical charts 33206

Gulf States - Maps 1966 - Nautical charts - Pictorial maps 33207

Gulf States - Maps 1968 - Nautical charts - Pictorial maps 33208

Gulf States - Maps 1969 - Nautical charts - Pictorial maps 33209

Gulf States - Maps 1970 - Nautical charts - Pictorial maps 33210

Gulf States - Maps 1971 - Nautical charts - Pictorial maps 33211

Gulf States - Maps 1972 - Nautical charts - Pictorial maps 33212, 33213

Gulf States - Maps 1973 - Nautical charts - Pictorial maps 33214, 33215

Gulf States - Maps 1976 - Nautical charts - Pictorial maps 33216

The Gulf Stream 17273

Gulf Stream and drift 57911

Gulf Stream - Maps 1771 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 26847

Gulf Stream - Maps 1787 - Nautical charts 33217

Gulf Stream - Maps 1807 - Nautical charts 57903

Gulf Stream - Maps 1815 57904

Gulf Stream - Maps 1821 57905

Gulf Stream - Maps 1822 57906

Gulf Stream - Maps 1829 57907

Gulf Stream - Maps 1855 33218

Gulf Stream - Maps 1856 57911

Gulf Stream of Japan SEE Kuroshio 33218, 41385

Gulf, Texas and Western Railway 74609

Gulf, Texas and Western Railway - Maps 1910 74609

[Gulf tourguide maps of eastern United States] 24464

[Gulf tourguide maps of the eastern and southern United States] 24467

[Gulf tourguide maps of the eastern United States] 24488, 24492

[Gulf tourguide maps of the southern United States, Québec, and Ontario] 72149
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[Gulf tourgide maps of the United States]  78044, 78136, 78165, 78259, 78502, 78534, 78564, 78599, 78657
Gulf & Western Industries  79054
Gulfport (Miss.) - Maps - 1902 - Railroads  71549
Gulfport (Miss.) - Maps - 1903 - Railroads  50132
Gulfport (Miss.) - Maps - 1904 - Railroads  50133
Gulfport (Miss.) - Maps - 1905 - Railroads  50134
Gulfport (Miss.) - Maps - 1906 - Railroads  50135
Gulfport (Miss.) - Maps - 1907 - Railroads  50137
Gulfport (Miss.) - Maps - 1908 - Railroads  50140
Gulf info - map : Michigan  47062
Gulik, A van & Honkoop  8773
Gullberg, Hjalmar, 1847-1923  10818
Gulph of Boothia / printed by Graf & Soret  13398
The Gulph of Smyrna  39337, 39338
Gulyás, Pál, 1881-1963  17532
Gum Springs Region (Va.) - Maps - 1863-1908 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  3182
Gunderson, A. B.  72971
Gundling, Jacob Paul, Freiherr von, 1673-1731  13790
Gunther, Charles Frederick, 1837-1920  8183, 26861, 67849
Gunther, R. T. (Robert Theodore), 1869-1940  3467
Gunther, Robert William Theodore, 1969-1940  3467
Günther, Elke  12556
Günther, Kirsten & Wendler  34271, 34274, 34276, 34278, 34284
Gunther, R. T. (Robert Theodore), 1869-1940  17533, 28678
Gunther, Robert William Theodore, 1969-1940  17533, 28678
Gunther, Siegmund, 1848-1923  2224, 2244, 2358, 46109, 46110, 69720, 85319
Gunther, Siegmund, 1848-1923. Peter und Philipp Apian (1882)  2224, 2244
Gunthorp-Warren Printing Co. (Chicago, Ill.)  77081, 77091
Günzburg Region (Germany) - Maps - 1710  14945
G uomundsdsson, Bjarni SEE Bjarni Guomundsson  35114
Guralnik, David B.  6737
Gurgel, Klaus D.  79713
Gurley, Ralph Randolph, 1797-1872  351, 4869
Gurley (W. & L.E.) SEE W. & L.E. Gurley  73544
Gurney, Alan  21827
Gurney, Joseph, 1804-1879  12857
Guseck, Bernd von, 1803-1871  9856
Gusev (Kaliningradskaia Oblast', Russia) - Maps - 1745  42207
Güßfeld, F. L. (Franz Ludwig), 1744-1807  1718, 9641, 9664, 9669, 31376, 43599, 53481, 76483, 76526
Gussett, Henry  60384
Gussoni, G., fl. ca. 1900  32026
Güssow, C.  67147
Gustaf II Adolf, King of Sweden, 1594-1632  69165
Gustafson, Jarl  34115, 83717
Gustafsson, Alfred A.  73537
Gustavus (Saint-Barthélemy) - Maps - 1792  67880
Gustavus Sohon's cartographic and artistic works : an annotated bibliography / compiled by Paul D. McDermott and Ronald E. Grim  70263
Gutenberg Jahrbuch (1928)  65599
Gutenberg Jahrbuch (1941)  65599
Gutenberg Jahrbuch (1951)  46083
Gutenberg Jahrbuch (1956)  2237
Gutenberg Jahrbuch (1961)  2228
Gutenberg Jahrbuch (1965)  21113
Gutenberg Jahrbuch (1928)  26619
Gutenberg Jahrbuch (1941)  65599
Gutenberg Jahrbuch (1951)  46083
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Gutenberg Jarhbuch (1969)  65585
Gutenberg Jarhbuch (1971)  2254, 51950
Gutenberg Jarhbuch (1972)  85304
Gutenberg Jarhbuch (1973)  51989
Gutenberg Jarhbuch (1974)  51969
Gutenberg Jarhbuch (1976)  51990
Gutenberg Jarhbuch (1977)  51976
Gutenberg Jarhbuch (1978)  62358
Gutenberg Jarhbuch (1986)  34650
Gutenberg Jarhbuch (1988)  34647
Gutenberg Press (Malta)  18084
Guth, Peter L.  28834, 82860
Guthe, Hermann  12930, 13057
Guthe, Lic. H., Prof.  24785
Gutheil, F. Ralph (Ferdinand Ralph), 1899-1977  77417
Güthling, Wilhelm, 1906-1973  73203, 73204
Guthom, Peter J.  7166, 16719, 18183, 18187, 33946, 49236, 52746, 76375
Guthrie County (Iowa) - Maps - 1941 - Landowners  3320
Guthrie County (Iowa) - Maps - 1980 - Landowners  3322
Guthrie's geographical grammar in miniature  29510
Guthrie's geographical grammar in miniature: containing the present state of the several kingdoms of the world ...  29189, 29200
Guthrie's new system of modern geography  29103
Guthrie's universal geography improved: being a new system of modern geography or, a geographical, historical, and commercial grammar and present state of all of the several kingdoms of the world ... illustrated with a set of large and accurate maps  29104
Guthrie, William, 1708-1770  297, 2446, 2447, 3326, 4537, 4539, 4580, 4629, 7861, 7870, 7872, 7875, 7877, 7904, 7907, 7909, 7914, 7921, 7958, 8004, 9264, 9268, 9274, 9313, 9636, 9642, 11548, 15994, 15997, 16575, 16576, 20652, 21880, 21882, 24094, 24098, 25156, 25717, 26017, 28093, 29042, 29044, 29050, 29052, 29058, 29063, 29065, 52746, 76377
Guy & Co.  41148
Guy, J. (John)  29503, 29536, 29675, 29838, 30004, 30243
Guy, Joseph, 1645-1786  29241, 29341, 29511, 29635, 29636, 29655, 29921
Guy, Russell E.  17059
Guy’s reliable south of Ireland illustrated descriptive guides  41148
Guy’s school geography, on a new and easy plan: comprising not only a complete general description, but much topographical information, in a well digested order ... expressly adapted to every age and capacity, and to every class of learners, both in ...  29241, 29341, 29511, 29635, 29921
Guy, Susanna  18803
Guy, Thomas, 1645?-1725  11786
Guyan, Walter Ulrich, 1911-1973  17538
Guyana - Boundaries - Venezuela - Maps - Collections, 1500-1900  79947
Guyana / [Central Intelligence Agency]  33233
Guyana - Maps - 1866 - Landowners  33224, 33225
Güttchenberger, Heinrich  7628
Guttmann, H., Dr.  73625
Guy & Co.  41148
Guy, J. (John)  29503, 29536, 29675, 29838, 30004, 30243
Guy, Joseph, 1784-1867  29241, 29341, 29511, 29635, 29636, 29655, 29921
Guy, Russell E.  17059
Guy’s reliable south of Ireland illustrated descriptive guides  41148
Guy’s school geography, on a new and easy plan: comprising not only a complete general description, but much topographical information, in a well digested order ... expressly adapted to every age and capacity, and to every class of learners, both in ...  29241, 29341, 29511, 29635, 29921
Guy, Susanna  18803
Guy, Thomas, 1645?-1725  11786
Guyan, Walter Ulrich, 1911-1973  17538
Guyana - Boundaries - Venezuela - Maps - Collections, 1500-1900  79947
Guyana / [Central Intelligence Agency]  33233
Guyana - Maps - 1866 - Landowners  33224, 33225
Guyana - Maps - 1703 - Coasts - Nautical charts  33226
Guyana - Maps - 1728 - Coasts - Nautical charts  3802
Guyana - Maps - 1740 - Coasts  12423
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H.M. Gousha Company. United States, Canada and Mexico [road atlas] (1965)  76121
H.M. Gousha (Firm) SEE H.M. Gousha Company 79052
H.M. Plimpton & Co.  11427
H.M.S.O. SEE Great Britain, H.M. Stationery Office  52766
H.M. Smyth Printing Company (Saint Paul, Minn.)  49559
H.M. Stationery Office  12299, 23984, 25435, 25457
H.M.W., fl. 1911  53805
H. Mendheim & Co. (San Francisco, Calif.)  15254
H. P. J., active approximately 1931  14857, 14876
H.P. Kraus (Firm) SEE H.P. Kraus Company 79052
H.P. Kraus. Globes and globe- gores : the H.P. Kraus private collection [1969?]  44790
H. Parsell & Co.  81446
H. Parsell & Co. Illustrated atlas of the Dominion of Canada (1881)  81446
H. Paulman & Co. (Chicago, Ill.)  20163, 20164
H. R. M. D. (Hans Rudolf Manuel Deutsch), 1525-1571 SEE Manuel, Hans Rudolf, 1525-1571  28904
H. R. M. (Hans Rudolf Manuel Deutsch), 1525-1571 SEE Manuel, Hans Rudolf, 1525-1571  28904
H.R. Page & Co.  5132, 19548, 19549, 24913, 39681, 41435, 42112, 49151, 52020, 52030, 52926, 58295, 69933, 81145, 81529, 83098
H.R. Page & Co. Illustrated atlas of Winnebago and Boone counties, Illinois (1886)  83032
H.R. Page & Co. Illustrated historical atlas of the counties of Lincoln & Welland Ont. (1876)  42111
H.R. Page & Co. Illustrated historical atlas of the county of Haldimand (1879)  33330
H.R. Page & Co. Illustrated historical atlas of the county of Norfolk (1877)  33330
H.R. Page & Co. SEE ALSO Page & Smith  81529
H. Rauerlander & Co.  34334, 73772, 83741
H. Robert (Firm)  74001
H. Ruegg & Co.  43613
H.S. Crocker & Co.  15268, 15269, 15305
H. S. D., 16th cent.  28904, 84715
H. S. (Hans Schäufelin), ca. 1480-ca. 1539 SEE Schäufelein, Hans, ca. 1480-ca. 1539  28904
H.S. & J. Applegate & Co.  76741
H.S. & J. Applegate (Firm)  50527, 50628, 61273
H. S. Smith & Son  25274
H. Sargent Michaels Co.  35653, 35657, 35658, 35659, 35679, 36846
H. Schwarz  64330
H. Shenson International  15671
H. Stütz (Firm)  51911
H. T. B.  40811, 40825, 40839
H.T. Coates & Co. SEE Henry T. Coates & Co.  63120
H.V. & H.W. Poor Co. SEE Poor, Henry Varnum, 1812-1905  79360
H. W.  60223
H. & W.B. Drew Co. (Jacksonville, Fla.)  39383
H.W. Cave & Co.  36615
H.W. Derby & Co.  29589, 34172, 76213, 76214
H.W. Emeny Auto Co. (Iowa)  37688
H.W.H., active approximately 1935  24346
H.W. Hill & Co. (Decatur, Ill.)  76911
H.W. Köbner & Co.  69390
H.W. Rokker Co.  42085

Haack Atlas : sozialistische Staaten Mittel- und Südosteuropas / [Redaktion, V. Gaebler ... et al]  25732
Haack Atlas zur Zeitgeschichte / Herausgeber, Zentralinstitut für Geschichte der Akademie der Wissenschaften der Deutschen Demokratischen Republik und VEB Hermann Haack Geographisch-Kartographische Anstalt Gotha ; [Redaktionskommission, Lothar Berthold  34339
Haack, Erfried  37535
Haack-Gebr (Firm)  7502
Haack Geographisch-Kartographische Anstalt Gotha SEE Hermann Haack Geographisch-Kartographische Anstalt Gotha  34339
Haack Gotha (Firm) SEE Hermann Haack Geographisch-Kartographische Anstalt Gotha  34339
Haack grosser weltatlas + register  10513
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<td>31814</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamburg (Germany) : Gebietseinheiten 1729</td>
<td>33373</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamburg (Germany) : Gebietseinheiten - Maps - 1716</td>
<td>33374</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamburg (Germany) : Gebietseinheiten - Maps - 1720</td>
<td>33375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamburg (Germany) : Gebietseinheiten - Maps - 1725</td>
<td>33376</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamburg (Germany) : Maps - 1620</td>
<td>33377</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamburg (Germany) : Maps - 1657</td>
<td>33378, 33379</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamburg (Germany) : Maps - 1682 - Pictorial works</td>
<td>33398</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamburg (Germany) : Maps - 1695 - Fortification</td>
<td>33380</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamburg (Germany) : Maps - 1712 - Pictorial works</td>
<td>33400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamburg (Germany) : Maps - 1713 - Fortification</td>
<td>33381</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamburg (Germany) : Maps - 1720 - Pictorial works</td>
<td>24904</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamburg (Germany) : Maps - 1735</td>
<td>33382</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamburg (Germany) : Maps - 1735 - Pictorial works</td>
<td>33382</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamburg (Germany) : Maps - 1771</td>
<td>33383</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamburg (Germany) : Maps - 1800</td>
<td>33384</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamburg (Germany) : Maps - 1801</td>
<td>34575</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamburg (Germany) : Maps - 1841</td>
<td>33385</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamburg (Germany) : Maps - 1855</td>
<td>31516</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamburg (Germany) : Maps - 1857</td>
<td>31520</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamburg (Germany) : Maps - 1880-1895</td>
<td>33386</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamburg (Germany) : Maps - 1910-1911</td>
<td>33387</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamburg (Germany) : Maps - 1912-1913</td>
<td>33388</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamburg (Germany) : Maps - 1922-1923</td>
<td>33389</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamburg (Germany) : Maps - 1923</td>
<td>58786</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamburg (Germany) : Maps - 1927</td>
<td>33390</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamburg (Germany) : Maps - 1931</td>
<td>45675</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamburg (Germany) : Maps - 1949</td>
<td>69391</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamburg (Germany) : Maps - 1951</td>
<td>33391</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamburg (Germany) : Maps - 1953</td>
<td>33392</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamburg (Germany) : Maps - 1959</td>
<td>33393</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamburg (Germany) : Maps - 1966</td>
<td>33394</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamburg (Germany) : Maps - 1985</td>
<td>33395</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamburg (Germany) : Pictorial works - 1572</td>
<td>33396, 33397</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamburg (Germany) : Pictorial works - 1650</td>
<td>24900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamburg (Germany) : Pictorial works - 1734</td>
<td>43552</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamburg (Germany) : Pictorial works - 1872</td>
<td>31532</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamburg : kleine Ausgabe</td>
<td>33390</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamburg mit dero Gegend Ostwerts bis Lauenburg Sampt denen in Gemeinschaft Lubeck besitzenden Vier Laendern</td>
<td>33399</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamburg mit dero Gegend Westwerts die Elbe hinunter zu fahren bis Glückstadt</td>
<td>24902</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamburg Region (Germany) - Maps - 1650</td>
<td>24900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamburg Region (Germany) - Maps - 1682</td>
<td>33398</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamburg Region (Germany) - Maps - 1710</td>
<td>33399</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamburg Region (Germany) - Maps - 1712</td>
<td>33400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamburg Region (Germany) - Maps - 1720</td>
<td>24903, 24904</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamburg Region (Germany) - Maps - 1910-1911</td>
<td>33387</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamburg Region (Germany) - Maps - 1922-1923</td>
<td>33389</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamburg Region (Germany) - Maps - 1959</td>
<td>33393</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamburg Region (Germany) - Maps - 1966</td>
<td>33394</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamburg und Umgebung : mit einem Ausflug nach Helgoland, praktischer Reiseführer</td>
<td>33389</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.*

*For more information refer to the title page of this volume.*
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalog Number</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Call Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>33387</td>
<td>Hamburg und Umgebung: praktischer Reiseführer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33396, 33397</td>
<td>Hamburga, florentissimum inferioris Saxoniae emporium ... Ao. Drh. M.D. LXXII</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7197</td>
<td>Hamburger Elbkarte aus 1568</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80565</td>
<td>Hamburgvm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33377, 33378, 33379</td>
<td>Hamconius, Martinus</td>
<td>4271</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33998</td>
<td>Hamecourt, P. M. d', fl. 1772</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2238</td>
<td>Hamel, Jürgen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53647, 53648</td>
<td>Hamel, P. W.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18173, 20892</td>
<td>Hameleers, Marc</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13674, 13675</td>
<td>Hamelin, Louis Edmond</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1525-1595, 20873, 23747, 25926, 42162, 42163, 81534</td>
<td>Hamelmann, Hermann</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29713</td>
<td>Hamer, Laura</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29713</td>
<td>Hamer, Lizzie</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1542-1554, 20873, 83609</td>
<td>Hamer, Stefan, fl.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8668, 29626, 29642</td>
<td>Hamersley, W. J.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7767</td>
<td>Hamersvelt, Evert Symonsz. van. ca. 1591-1653 SEE Symons, Evert van Hamersveldt</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7767</td>
<td>Hamersvelt, Evert Symonsz. van. ca. 1591-1653 SEE Symons, Evert van Hamersveldt</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68876</td>
<td>Hamerton, Philip Gilbert, 1834-1894</td>
<td>68876</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25003</td>
<td>Hamford Water (England) - Maps - 1740 - Nautical charts</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25004</td>
<td>Hamford Water (England) - Maps - 1749 - Nautical charts</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25005</td>
<td>Hamford Water (England) - Maps - 1758 - Nautical charts</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25006</td>
<td>Hamford Water (England) - Maps - 1790 - Nautical charts</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32901</td>
<td>Hamill, Bertha E.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65482</td>
<td>Hamill, Pete</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>76742, 81046</td>
<td>Hamilton, A. Boyd (Adam Boyd), 1808-1896</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80694</td>
<td>Hamilton, Adams, &amp; Co.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15926</td>
<td>Hamilton, Angus</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1793, 13483</td>
<td>Hamilton, Archibald, d.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6406</td>
<td>Hamilton, Ava</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12577</td>
<td>Hamilton (Bermuda Islands) - Maps - 1949</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12576</td>
<td>Hamilton (Bermuda Islands) - Pictorial works - 1872 - Harbors</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33427</td>
<td>Hamilton, Burlington : city street map. Hamilton-Wentworth regional map / Rolph-McNally</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43254</td>
<td>Hamilton, Charles, fl.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33405, 33406, 33407, 33408, 33409</td>
<td>Hamilton County 4-H Federation (Ill.)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33401</td>
<td>Hamilton County (Ill.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33402, 33403</td>
<td>Hamilton County (Ill.) - Maps - 1937 - Landowners</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33404</td>
<td>Hamilton County (Ill.) - Maps - 1951 - Landowners</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33405</td>
<td>Hamilton County (Ill.) - Maps - 1965 - Landowners</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33406</td>
<td>Hamilton County (Ill.) - Maps - 1970 - Landowners</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33407</td>
<td>Hamilton County (Ill.) - Maps - 1974 - Landowners</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33408</td>
<td>Hamilton County (Ill.) - Maps - 1980 - Landowners</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33409</td>
<td>Hamilton County (Ill.) - Maps - 1982 - Landowners</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33411</td>
<td>[Hamiton County (Ind.) - 1866: LC G&amp;M land ownership maps on microfiche]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33410</td>
<td>Hamilton County (Ind.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33411</td>
<td>Hamilton County (Ind.) - Maps - 1866 - Landowners</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33412</td>
<td>Hamilton County (Ind.) - Maps - 1922</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33413</td>
<td>Hamilton County (Ind.) - Maps - 1973 - Landowners</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37422</td>
<td>Hamilton County (Ind.) - Maps - 2000 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37423</td>
<td>Hamilton County (Ind.) - Maps - 2002 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37424</td>
<td>Hamilton County (Ind.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37425</td>
<td>Hamilton County (Ind.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33414</td>
<td>Hamilton County (Iowa) - Maps - 1971 - Landowners</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33415</td>
<td>Hamilton County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1839</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33416</td>
<td>Hamilton County (Neb.) - Maps - 1916 - Landowners</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33417</td>
<td>Hamilton County (Neb.) - Maps - 1923 - Landowners</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33418</td>
<td>[Hamilton County (Ohio) - 1835: LC G&amp;M land ownership maps on microfiche]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33419</td>
<td>[Hamilton County (Ohio) - 1847: LC G&amp;M land ownership maps on microfiche]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33421</td>
<td>[Hamilton County (Ohio) - 1856: LC G&amp;M land ownership maps on microfiche]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33423</td>
<td>[Hamilton County (Ohio) - 1884: LC G&amp;M land ownership maps on microfiche]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33425</td>
<td>Hamilton County (Ohio) - Engineer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33418</td>
<td>Hamilton County (Ohio) - Maps - 1835 - Landowners</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
| Hamilton County (Ohio) - Maps - 1847 - Landowners | 33419 |
| Hamilton County (Ohio) - Maps - 1853 | 33420, 79409 |
| Hamilton County (Ohio) - Maps - 1856 - Landowners | 33421 |
| Hamilton County (Ohio) - Maps - 1869 - Landowners | 33422 |
| Hamilton County (Ohio) - Maps - 1884 - Landowners | 33423 |
| Hamilton County (Ohio) - Maps - 1889 - Railroads | 60416 |
| Hamilton County (Ohio) - Maps - 1890 - Railroads | 60417 |
| Hamilton County (Ohio) - Maps - 1892 - Railroads | 60423 |
| Hamilton County (Ohio) - Maps - 1895 - Railroads | 60432 |
| Hamilton County (Ohio) - Maps - 1907 - Railroads | 60471 |
| Hamilton County (Ohio) - Maps - 1913 - Railroads | 60487, 60488 |
| Hamilton County (Ohio) - Maps - 1914 - Railroads | 60490, 60491 |
| Hamilton County (Ohio) - Maps - 1919 - Railroads | 60498, 60499 |
| Hamilton County (Ohio) - Maps - 1920 - Railroads | 60505 |
| Hamilton County (Ohio) - Maps - 1921 - Road maps | 33424 |
| Hamilton County (Ohio) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps | 33425 |
| Hamilton County (Ohio) - Maps - 2001 - Road maps | 20835 |
| Hamilton County (Ohio) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps | 20836, 20837 |
| Hamilton County (Tenn.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps | 19273, 19274 |
| [Hamilton County (Tex.) - 1876: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] | 33426 |
| Hamilton County (Tex.) - Maps - 1876 - Landowners | 33426 |
| Hamilton, David W., fl. 1988 | 78959 |
| Hamilton, Die. | 50540 |
| Hamilton, Dwight C. | 44871 |
| Hamilton, Estel | 5875 |
| Hamilton, Frederick William | 8058 |
| Hamilton, George, Earl of Orkney, 1666-1737 | 3830, 7797 |
| Hamilton, Gertrude | 59696 |
| Hamilton, H. | 23633 |
| Hamilton, Henry | 32923 |
| Hamilton, Hugh Douglas, 1740-1808 | 67102 |
| Hamilton, J. | 27276, 27277, 27358 |
| Hamilton, J. Harper, fl. 1930 | 70911 |
| Hamilton, James, 1848- | 39840 |
| Hamilton, James, fl. ca. 1876 | 66176 |
| Hamilton, James Hamilton, Duke of, 1703-1743 | 7797, 69486 |
| Hamilton, John, fl. 1831 | 335, 1767, 1768, 2302, 3367, 3817, 8002, 8005, 11067, 11178, 11568, 11961, 12190, 13839, 14353, 16025, 16588, 20672, 22644, 23165, 24050, 24561, 24763, 25221, 26064, 27909, 27910, 28255, 31489, 34976, 35675, 38186, 38347, 38925, 43571, 46337, 51873, 53506, 64718, 69069, 69486, 67696, 69123, 69246, 69502, 70559, 70560, 72807, 73667, 73985, 75777, 76623, 82839, 84233 |
| Hamilton, Johnson & Farrelly (New York, N.Y.). Historical war map | 24073 |
| Hamilton, L. | 74078 |
| Hamilton, L. A., fl. 1896 | 68943 |
| Hamilton, Lee | 5352 |
| Hamilton, Lee H. (Lee Hybarger), 1928- | 24652 |
| Hamilton, N. E. S. A. (Nicholas Esterhazy Stephen Armytage), d. 1915 | 52194 |
| Hamilton & Niagara Region StreetFinder | 33428 |
| Hamilton (Ont.) - Maps - 1860 - Pictorial works | 75331 |
| Hamilton (Ont.) - Maps - 1932 - Road maps | 75333 |
| Hamilton (Ont.) - Maps - 1933 - Road maps | 75334 |
| Hamilton (Ont.) - Maps - 1935 - Road maps | 75335, 75336 |
| Hamilton (Ont.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps | 75337, 75338 |
| Hamilton (Ont.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps | 75356, 75357 |
| Hamilton (Ont.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps | 75339, 75358, 75359 |
| Hamilton (Ont.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps | 75340, 75360, 75361 |
| Hamilton (Ont.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps | 75341, 75342 |
| Hamilton (Ont.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps | 75343 |
| Hamilton (Ont.) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps | 75344 |
| Hamilton (Ont.) - Maps - 1945 - Road maps | 75345 |
| Hamilton (Ont.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps | 75346, 75347, 75348 |
| Hamilton (Ont.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps | 75349, 75362 |
| Hamilton (Ont.) - Maps - 1978 - Road maps | 33427 |
| Hamilton (Ont.) - Maps - 1995 - Road maps | 33428 |
| Hamilton, R. A. | 24941 |
| Hamilton, R. W. | 13039 |
Hamilton, Raphael N., b. 1892   18140
Hamilton Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1934 - Road maps  75355
Hamilton Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1935 - Road maps  75335, 75336
Hamilton Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps  75338
Hamilton Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps  75356, 75357
Hamilton Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps  75358, 75359
Hamilton Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps  75360, 75361
Hamilton Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps  75341, 75342
Hamilton Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps  75343
Hamilton Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps  75344
Hamilton Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1945 - Road maps  75345
Hamilton Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps  75346
Hamilton Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps  75347
Hamilton Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps  75348
Hamilton Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1949 - Road maps  75349, 75350
Hamilton Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1950 - Road maps  75351
Hamilton Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1951 - Road maps  75352
Hamilton Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1952 - Road maps  75353
Hamilton Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1953 - Road maps  75354
Hamilton Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1954 - Road maps  75355
Hamilton Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1955 - Road maps  75356
Hamilton Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps  75357
Hamilton Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1957 - Road maps  75358
Hamilton Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1958 - Road maps  75359
Hamilton Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1959 - Road maps  75360
Hamilton Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1960 - Road maps  75361
Hamilton Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1961 - Road maps  75362
Hamilton Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1962 - Road maps  75363
Hamilton Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1963 - Road maps  75364
Hamilton Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1964 - Road maps  75365
Hamilton Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1965 - Road maps  75366
Hamilton Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps  75367
Hamilton Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1967 - Road maps  75368
Hamilton Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1968 - Road maps  75369
Hamilton Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1969 - Road maps  75370
Hamilton Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1970 - Road maps  75371
Hamilton Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1971 - Road maps  75372
Hamilton Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1972 - Road maps  75373
Hamilton Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1973 - Road maps  75374
Hamilton Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1974 - Road maps  75375
Hamilton Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps  75376
Hamilton Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps  75377
Hamilton Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1977 - Road maps  75378
Hamilton Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1978 - Road maps  75379
Hamilton Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1979 - Road maps  75380
Hamilton Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1980 - Road maps  75381
Hamilton Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1981 - Road maps  75382
Hamilton Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1982 - Road maps  75383
Hamilton Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1983 - Road maps  75384
Hamilton Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1984 - Road maps  75385
Hamilton Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1985 - Road maps  75386
Hamilton Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1986 - Road maps  75387
Hamilton Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1987 - Road maps  75388
Hamilton Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1988 - Road maps  75389
Hamilton Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1989 - Road maps  75390
Hamilton Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1990 - Road maps  75391
Hamilton Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1991 - Road maps  75392
Hamilton Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1992 - Road maps  75393
Hamilton Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1993 - Road maps  75394
Hamilton Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1994 - Road maps  75395
Hamilton Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1995 - Road maps  75396

Hamish Hamilton   8583, 8584, 22081
Hamlin County (S.D.) - Maps - 1897: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche   33429, 33430, 33431
Hamlin County (S.D.) - Maps - 1897 - Landowners   33429, 33430, 33431
Hamlin, H. A.   82978
Hamlyn (Firm)   7060, 14100, 14563, 26350, 34119, 34316, 34337
Hamlyn's historical atlas   34119
Hamlyn's new relief world atlas   8559
Hamlyn world atlas   7060
Hamm, Phineas Eldridge, 1799-1861   1750, 1751, 20950, 30671, 30673, 30674, 30682, 34400, 34404, 39450, 39452, 72648, 75702
Hammel, Lisa   12041
Hammer Bibliothek (Stockholm, Sweden) SEE Bibliotheck Hammer (Stockholm, Sweden)   26029
Hammer-Cavelti, Madlena   4087
Hammer, Christopher, 1720-1804 - Cartography   60137
Hammer, Christopher Blix, 1720-1804 SEE Hammer, Christopher, 1720-1804   60137
Hammer, Christopher Blix, 1720-1804 SEE Hammer, Christopher, 1720-1804   60137
Hammer, Ingenieurleutnant, fl. 1777-1783   70136
Hammer, Madlena Cavelti   36475
Hammer, W.   9828
Hammersmith (England) - Maps - 1830   33432
Hammersmith (England) - Maps - 1853   33433
Hammersmith Local History Group   33433
Hammersmith, Mary P.   73558
Hammerton, E.   45250
Hammerton, J. A.   8419, 8427
Hammes, Raymond H.   1909, 41579
Hammett (J.L.) Co. SEE J.L. Hammett Co.   55484
Hamming Publishing Co.   5790
Hamming’s new census atlas of the world : containing about 100 maps, specially drawn and engraved for this work, from the latest federal, state and transportation surveys, over 100,000 indexed place names, with their populations, and much valuable stat   5790
Hammond 12-inch terrestrial globe   32056
Hammond ambassador world atlas   7185
Hammond American history atlas   76258
Hammond atlas of the world   7494
Hammond atlas of world history   34329, 34350
Hammond battle maps covering all war fronts : North Africa, Europe, Mediterranean, the Pacific Ocean, world, New Guinea, Solomon Is., Guadalcanal, Aleutian Is., Alaska   26223
Hammond (C. S.) and Company SEE C.S. Hammond & Company   6243

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Call Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hammond citation world atlas</td>
<td>6921</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hammond compact road atlas and vacation guide</td>
<td>78727</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hammond comparative world atlas</td>
<td>6762, 7208</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hammond, D. Stanton</td>
<td>32189, 34802, 54759</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hammond discovery world atlas</td>
<td>7254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hammond-Doubleday illustrated world atlas</td>
<td>6492, 6530</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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A Handbook of travel-talk: being a collection of questions, phrases, and vocabularies, in English, German, French, and Italian: intended to serve as interpreter to English travellers abroad or foreigners visiting England / by the editor of the handbo 31281  
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Handbook to Holland : with general and railway maps of Holland, plans of Middelburg, Dordrecht, Delft, Rotterdam, the Hague, Leiden, Haarlem, Amsterdam, Utrecht, Nijmegen, Kampen, Leeuwarden, Arnhem, the Isle of Walcheren, the Isle of Marken, etc. : sixty illustrations 53571
Handbook to Paris and its environs : with plan of the city, map of the environs, plans of the Bois de Boulogne, Versailles, the Louvre, the English Channel, Calais, Boulogne, and a map of the battlefields : seventy illustrations 63186
A Handbook to Rome and its environs : with three section plans showing every street and building of importance, key plan, map of Italy, plans of St. Peter's and the Vatican, the Forum, the Palatine, St. John Lateran, and the Baths of Caracalla, and a m 67276
A Handbook to Switzerland : with general and railway maps of Switzerland, five district maps, and plans of Bâle, Zürich, Lucerne, Berne, Lausanne, and Geneva 74036
A Handbook to Switzerland : with general and railway maps of Switzerland, five district maps, and plans of Bâle, Zürich, Lucerne, Berne, Lausanne, and Geneva : upwards of sixty illustrations 74005
Handbook to the British West Indies 81570
Handbook to the county of Kent : containing full information concerning all its favourite places of resort, both on the coast and inland / by G. Phillips Bevan ; with map and plans 40578
A Handbook to the English lakes included in the counties of Cumberland, Westmoreland, and Lancashire ... 41483
Handbook to the Mediterranean : its cities, coasts, and islands : for the use of general travellers and yachtsmen / by R.L. Playfair 45734
Handbook to the Mediterranean : its cities, coasts, and islands : for the use of general travellers and yachtsmen / by R. Lambert Playfair 45736, 45737
Handbuch der geographie: grosse Seydlitz 10099
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Handkerchiefs - Chicago (Ill.) - Specimens - 1893 84581
Handl, Jerome S. 421, 3825
Handley, J. O. 32934
Handley Library (Winchester, Va.) - Map Collections 34692, 34695
Handlist of manuscript sea charts and pilot books executed before 1700 52784
Handly, Fanny 29619
Handritade kartor över Sverige i Uppsala Universitetsbibliotek : Handgezeichnete Karten von Schweden in der Universitätsbibliothek zu Uppsala : Katalog / av Ake Davidson 73674
Handtke, F. (Friedrich), 1815 1879. Post- und Reise-Karte 25727
Handtke, Friedrich H., fl. 1872 19461
Handtke, F. (Friedrich), 1815 1879. Post- und Reise-Karte 25727
Handtke, Friedrich H., 1815-1879. Post- und Reise-Karte 25727
Handwörterbuch des grenz- & auslanddeutschums 10399
Handy almanac, encyclopedia and atlas, 1914 : a book of knowledge for home and office : containing a vast amount of information respecting government, political history, commerce, industry, customs, tariffs, income taxes, population, agriculture, etc., 1317
Handy atlas of the British Empire 8352
Handy atlas of the world 5176, 5678, 5690, 5706, 5761, 5811, 5859, 5983
Handy atlas of world 5247, 5864, 5869
Handy encyclopedia & universal atlas 5377
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The Handy guide to Norway / by Thomas B. Willson ; with maps, and appendices on the flora, by R.C.R. Jordan ; the history of Norway, fishing notes and photography 60109
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Handy, H. P. 41659
The Handy handbook of London 42535
Handy, Henry H., fl. 1872 19461
The Handy historical, statistical and chronological atlas of the United States, A.D. 901-1901 : with a general map of the world showing time lines, international date lines, ocean currents, etc. ... : with 19 pages of colored maps and diagrams / compiled and published by Frederick K. Branom 76227
Handy household atlas of the world / by Lloyd Edwin Smith ; edited by Frederick K. Branom 6101
A Handy illustrated guide to Vienna and it’s [sic] environs / by Julius Meurer 80218
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Handy railroad atlas of the United States 78663
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Hase, Oskar von, 1846-1921 65588
Hase, Wilhelm 9691, 9692, 9709, 9722, 9782, 9793, 9805, 9806, 9807, 9819, 9829, 9845, 9855, 9883, 9897, 10816, 34054, 34061, 34064, 34076, 34427, 34439
Hasefer 8442
Hasegawa 10705
Haselbach, Carl 22581
Haselberg, Johann 33630
Hashimoto, Gyokuran, 1807-1873 SEE Utagawa, Sadahide, 1807-1873 85097
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Hatch, Lettie A.  30178
Hatch & Severy, lithographers, New York  1118
Hatchard (J.) and Son SEE J. Hatchard and Son  30822
Hatchard, John, 1768-1849  14298, 34038, 84204
Hatcher, Brian, fl. 2012  44931
Hatchett, J.  14280, 80594
Hatfield House (Hatfield, England)  25625
Hatch, Joseph P.  64671
Hatchaway, Joshua, 1810-1863  19429, 19430, 19432, 19620, 83070
Hatchaway, Joshua, 1810-1863. Chicago with the school section, Wabansia, and Kinzie's addition ... (1834)  33635
Hatchaway, Richard J.  18129, 46723
Hatfield, A., Firm (Paris, France) SEE Hatier (Firm)  27544
Hatier (Firm)  18857, 27544, 39548
Hatte Gerhard Mercator zu Duisburg eine Druckerei? : Zugleich ein Beitrag zur Buchdruckergeschichte Duisburgs im 17. Jahrhundert  46083
Hattendorf, J.B.  23715
Hattendorf, John B.  52875, 60231, 60232
Hattendorf, John B.  52875, 60231, 60232
Hattersley-Smith, G., 1923-  52251
Hattiesburg Convention and Visitors Bureau  33636
Hattiesburg (Miss.) - Description and travel - 1980  33636
Hattiesburg, Mississippi  33636
Hattinga, Anthony, 1731-1788  8747, 57920, 69414, 80627
Hattinga, D. W., 1730-1807  8747, 57920, 69414, 80627
Hattinga, David Willem Carel, 1730-1807  80627
Hattinga, W T  6990
Hattinga, Willem Tiberius  8747, 70747, 75104
Hatvan (Hungary) - Maps - 1657  33639
Hatvan (Hungary) - Pictorial works - 1657  33639
Hatwan / depictum ab architeto Italo / commu. G. Houtnaglius ; W Hollar fec.  33639
Hau & Son, Dresden  68391
Hauber, Eberhard David, 1695-1765  31664
Hauber, Eberhard David, 1695-1765. Historische Nachricht von den Land-Charten des Schwäbischen Craisses und dess Hertzogthums Württemberg (1724)  31664
Haubold, G.  9811, 9861
Haubold, O.  9842, 45374
Haubourdin, R. M.  13238, 53324
Hauck, Jacob  23775
Haude, Mary Elizabeth  32147
Haude and Spener  58743, 76478, 76486
Hauenstein, Werner  13075
Hauer, Daniel Adam, 1734-ca. 1789  282, 9632, 22084
Hauer, Johann, 1586-1660  1829
Häußler, J.  25805
Haugen, Einar Ingvald, 1906-1994  80306
Haughton, Samuel  30145, 30146, 30362
Hauksbee, Mr., fl. 1743  71289
Hauman, Cattoir et Compe. (Brussels, Belgium)  29468
Hauman et Cie  52643
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Hauptstaatsarchiv Stuttgart - Map collections - Exhibitions - Catalogs  31290
Haus Neuerburg (Firm)  65442
Hausauer (G.M. & Son) SEE G. M. Hausauer & Son (Firm), fl. 1902  19641
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<td>Havana (Cuba) - History - Siege, 1762 - Maps</td>
<td>33658</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Havana (Cuba) - Maps - 1625 - Harbors</td>
<td>22487</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Havana (Cuba) - Maps - 1671 - Pictorial works</td>
<td>33651</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Havana (Cuba) - Maps - 1689 - Harbors - Nautical charts</td>
<td>33652</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Havana (Cuba) - Maps - 1710 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts</td>
<td>33653</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Havana (Cuba) - Maps - 1728 - Harbors</td>
<td>56894</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Havana (Cuba) - Maps - 1732 - Harbors - Nautical charts</td>
<td>33654</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Havana (Cuba) - Maps - 1733 - Harbors</td>
<td>33655</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Havana (Cuba) - Maps - 1739 - Harbors</td>
<td>33656</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Havana (Cuba) - Maps - 1739 - Pictorial works</td>
<td>33656</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Havana (Cuba) - Maps - 1745 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>16559, 16560</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Havana (Cuba) - Maps - 1747 - Harbors</td>
<td>13472</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Havana (Cuba) - Maps - 1760 - Harbors - Nautical charts</td>
<td>33657</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Havana (Cuba) - Maps - 1762 - Maps</td>
<td>33658</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Havana (Cuba) - Maps - 1777 - Harbors</td>
<td>33659</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Havana (Cuba) - Maps - 1783 - Harbors - Nautical charts</td>
<td>22496, 33660</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Havana (Cuba) - Maps - 1851</td>
<td>76738</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Havana (Cuba) - Maps - 1854</td>
<td>76761</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Havana (Cuba) - Maps - 1855</td>
<td>16592, 76772</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Havana (Cuba) - Maps - 1857</td>
<td>16593</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Havana (Cuba) - Maps - 1859</td>
<td>16594</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Havana (Cuba) - Maps - 1887</td>
<td>22504</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Havana (Cuba) - Maps - 1898</td>
<td>22509</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Havana (Cuba) - Maps - 1901</td>
<td>33661</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Havana (Cuba) - Maps - 1913</td>
<td>33662</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Havana (Cuba) - Maps - 1923</td>
<td>22512</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Havana (Cuba) - Maps - 1927</td>
<td>22514</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Havana (Cuba) - Maps - 1930</td>
<td>33663</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Havana (Cuba) - Maps - 1931 - Road maps</td>
<td>22516</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Havana (Cuba) - Maps - 1932 - Road maps</td>
<td>22518, 33664</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Havana (Cuba) - Maps - 1951 - Road maps</td>
<td>22520, 22523</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Havana (Cuba) - Maps - 1956-1961 - Road maps</td>
<td>22521</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Havana (Cuba) - Maps - 1960 - Road maps</td>
<td>22522</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Havana (Cuba) - Maps - 1961</td>
<td>22524</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Havana (Cuba) - Pictorial works - 1763</td>
<td>22493</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Havana (Cuba) - Pictorial works - 1774-1781</td>
<td>33665</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Havard, Gustave</td>
<td>27957</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Havasu, Lake, Region (Ariz. and Calif.) - Maps - 1945- Railroad</td>
<td>33666</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Have fun on your tour with Texaco</td>
<td>11304, 11305</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Have, J J ten</td>
<td>8853, 8862, 8875, 8876, 8896, 8899, 8947, 8958</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Have, Nicolaas ten, d. ca. 1650</td>
<td>8728, 62471, 62477, 62479</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Have Sonora tabulam honori et amori per illustris ac generosi Dn. Josephi Tienda de Guervo</td>
<td>46617</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Have we got maps!</td>
<td>64139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'Have you got a map of...?': the selection policy of the cartographic collection, Alexander Turnbull Library</td>
<td>1193</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Haven and city of Galipoli ; The Haven of Brundisi</td>
<td>28543</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Haven and city of Gallipoli ; The Haven of Brindisi</td>
<td>28544</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Haven-Finding Art: A History of Navigation from Odysseus to Captain Cook</td>
<td>17811</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Haven-finding art: a history of navigation from Odysseus to Captain Cook / by E.G.R. Taylor ; with a foreword by K. St. B. Collins</td>
<td>52878</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haven, G. van der</td>
<td>28428, 28429</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haven, J. P.</td>
<td>47614</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haven, John P.</td>
<td>47615</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Haven of Maerdow</td>
<td>43879</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Haven of Messina ; The Haven of Palermo in Sicily</td>
<td>46153, 46154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Haven of Meteline</td>
<td>52037, 52038</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Haven of St. Malo</td>
<td>68175, 68176, 68177</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Haven of St. Pedro ; The Haven of Cattaro</td>
<td>51214, 51215</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Haven of Zea</td>
<td>40518, 40519</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haven van Kurassau (Netherlands Antilles) SEE Willemstad (Netherlands Antilles)</td>
<td>33227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Havergal, Francis T.</td>
<td>1829-1890, 83773</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haverkamp-Begeman, Egbert</td>
<td>18449</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haversath, Johann-Bernhard</td>
<td>1948- 63408</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haviland, John</td>
<td>84011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haviland, W.</td>
<td>4749</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Havre Augustin (Québec) SEE Saint Augustin Bay (Québec) 65953
Havre de Grace 33667, 33668, 33669
Havre-de-Grâce (France) SEE Le Havre (France) 23590
Havre de Grâce (France) SEE Le Havre (France) 33667
Havre de Mécatina (Québec) SEE Mecatina Bay (Québec) 65953
Le Havre (France) - Maps 1689 33667
Le Havre (France) - Maps 1695 - Fortification 33668
Le Havre (France) - Maps 1713 - Fortification 33669
Le Havre (France) - Maps 1872 - Harbors 63087
Le Havre (France) - Pictorial works - 1793 23590
Le Havre to Cherbourg : Normandy at D-Day, June, 1944 84659
Havre Allemande divisée par les estats 31345
Hawaii place names : shores, beaches, and surf sites 52325
Hawaii 33670, 33671, 33713
Hawaii, 15 minute series (topographic) 33686
Hawaii : 1970 boating guide / Union Oil Company of California 33706
Hawaii, 7.5 minute series (topographic) 33687
Hawaii, 7.5 minute series (topographic) Hawaii. Dept. of Transportation, Hawaii County (Hawaii) SEE Hawaii Island (Hawaii)
Hawaii, 15 minute series (topographic) Hawaii charted 33670
Hawaii / cartographic production by Allan Cartography, Medford, Or. ; topography from U.S.G.S. 1:500,000 scale Hawaiian state map, culture from U.S.G.S. 1:250,000 scale quadrangles and other sources 33712
Hawaii - Census, 1831 29432
Hawaii charted 17279
Hawaii County (Hawaii) SEE Hawaii Island (Hawaii) 33670
Hawaii. Department of Transportation, Highway Planning Branch SEE Hawaii. Highways Division 33695
Hawaii, Honolulu 33696, 33700, 33707
Hawaii, 15 minute series (topographic) Hawaii. Dept. of Transportation, Highways Division SEE Hawaii. Highways Division 33695
Hawaii EasyFinder 33714
Hawaii - Fire risk assessment - Maps - Bibliography - 1885-1912 22671
Hawaii - Geography - 1841 29496
Hawaii - Geography - 1845 29538
Hawaii - Geography - 1851 29614
Hawaii. Highways Division 33695, 33699, 33700, 33707
Hawaii - History - Overthrow of the Monarchy, 1893 - Maps 34622, 34623
Hawaii, Honolulu 33710
Hawaii Island (Hawaii) - Maps - 1841 33670
Hawaii Island (Hawaii) - Maps - 1846 33671
Hawaii Island (Hawaii) - Maps - 1928 33672
Hawaii Island (Hawaii) - Maps - 1952 - Road maps 33673
Hawaii Island (Hawaii) - Maps - 1956 - Nautical charts 33696
Hawaii Island (Hawaii) - Maps - 1967 - Nautical charts 33698
Hawaii Island (Hawaii) - Maps - 1970 - Harbors 33706
Hawaii. Library, Honolulu. Friends 62620
Hawaii - Maps - 1784 33674
Hawaii - Maps - 1785 - Pictorial works 33675, 33676
Hawaii - Maps - 1790-1795 33677
Hawaii - Maps - 1798 33678
Hawaii - Maps - 1799 33679
Hawaii - Maps - 1817 45913
Hawaii - Maps - 1821 45914
Hawaii - Maps - 1822 45915
Hawaii - Maps - 1829 45916
Hawaii - Maps - 1840 38526, 60317
Hawaii - Maps - 1841 33680, 33681
Hawaii - Maps - 1842 71123, 71124
Hawaii - Maps - 1846 33682, 33683
Hawaii - Maps - 1849 - Nautical charts 58751
Hawaii - Maps - 1855 38527, 76771
Hawaii - Maps - 1857 38528
Hawaii - Maps - 1866 65149
Hawaii - Maps - 1867 57776
Hawaii - Maps - 1894 - Nautical charts 33684
Hawaii - Maps - 1894 - Strategic aspects 62622
Hawaii - Maps - 1898 33685
Hawaii - Maps - 1900-1960 - Topographic maps 33686, 33687
Hawaii - Maps - 1901 - Railroads 77050
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<tr>
<td>Hawaii - Maps - 1902 - Postal service</td>
<td></td>
<td>79359</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawaii - Maps - 1907</td>
<td>33688</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawaii - Maps - 1908</td>
<td>33689, 35668</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawaii - Maps - 1920</td>
<td>30836</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawaii - Maps - 1928</td>
<td>33690</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawaii - Maps - 1933 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>33691</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawaii - Maps - 1934 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>33692</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawaii - Maps - 1937 - Military bases - Pictorial maps</td>
<td>77653</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawaii - Maps - 1946</td>
<td>77854</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawaii - Maps - 1958</td>
<td>33693</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawaii - Maps - 1960-1969</td>
<td>1066, 60236, 78272</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawaii - Maps - 1960 - Road maps</td>
<td>78286</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawaii - Maps - 1962</td>
<td>33694</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawaii - Maps - 1962 - Railroads</td>
<td>33694</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawaii - Maps - 1962 - Road maps</td>
<td>33694, 78347</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawaii - Maps - 1963 - Road maps - Pictorial maps</td>
<td>33695</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawaii - Maps - 1963 - Airways</td>
<td>78403</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawaii - Maps - 1965 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>62572</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawaii - Maps - 1966 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>33696</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawaii - Maps - 1966 - Road maps</td>
<td>78449</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawaii - Maps - 1966 - Road maps - Pictorial maps</td>
<td>33697</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawaii - Maps - 1967 - Airways</td>
<td>78479</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawaii - Maps - 1967 - Maps, Physical</td>
<td>1072, 1073</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawaii - Maps - 1967 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>33698</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawaii - Maps - 1967 - Road maps - Pictorial maps</td>
<td>33699, 33700, 33701</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawaii - Maps - 1968-1976 - Road maps</td>
<td>78520</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawaii - Maps - 1968 - Airways</td>
<td>78521</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawaii - Maps - 1968 - Road maps</td>
<td>49103</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawaii - Maps - 1968 - Road maps - Pictorial maps</td>
<td>33702</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawaii - Maps - 1969 - Cities and towns - Road maps</td>
<td>33703</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawaii - Maps - 1969 - Road maps</td>
<td>33703</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawaii - Maps - 1969 - Road maps - Pictorial maps</td>
<td>33704</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawaii - Maps - 1970</td>
<td>33705</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawaii - Maps - 1970 - Airways</td>
<td>11102, 78575</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawaii - Maps - 1970 - Harbors</td>
<td>33706</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawaii - Maps - 1970 - Road maps - Pictorial maps</td>
<td>33707</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawaii - Maps - 1971 - Airways</td>
<td>78610</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawaii - Maps - 1971 - Road maps - Pictorial maps</td>
<td>33708</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawaii - Maps - 1973-1980</td>
<td>33709</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawaii - Maps - 1973 - Road maps</td>
<td>82609</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawaii - Maps - 1974 - Road maps</td>
<td>49107</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawaii - Maps - 1976 - Pictorial maps</td>
<td>34624</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawaii - Maps - 1976 - Road maps</td>
<td>34624, 49108</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawaii - Maps - 1978 - Road maps - Pictorial maps</td>
<td>33710</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawaii - Maps - 1979</td>
<td>33711</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawaii - Maps - 1980-1989</td>
<td>78817</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawaii - Maps - 1982 - Road maps</td>
<td>78862</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawaii - Maps - 1988</td>
<td>33712</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawaii - Maps - 1995</td>
<td>33713</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawaii - Maps - 1997 - Road maps</td>
<td>33714</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawaii - Maps - Bibliography</td>
<td>33715</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawaii - Maps - Collections, 1800-1899</td>
<td>73532</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawaii - Maps, Physical - 1988</td>
<td>33712</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawaii National Park ... Hawaii</td>
<td>33717</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawaii National Park (Hawaii) SEE Hawaii Volcanoes National Park (Hawaii) and Haleakala National Park (Hawaii)</td>
<td>33717</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawaii - Pictorial works - 1790-1795 - Coasts</td>
<td>33716</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawaii Promotion Committee.</td>
<td>33689</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawaii State : 1967 official transportation map</td>
<td>33699, 33700</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawaii State : 1970 official transportation map / State of Hawaii</td>
<td>33707</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawaii, Survey Dept.</td>
<td>33672</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawaii ‘The Aloha State’</td>
<td>33703</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawaii TMK Service</td>
<td>60237</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawaii Volcanoes National Park (Hawaii) - Maps - 1941</td>
<td>33717</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Hawaiian Islands  33682
Hawaiian Islands; official standard names approved by the United States Board on Geographic Names  52326
Hawaiian Islands SEE Hawaii  33674
Hawaiian language - Texts  29432, 29496, 29538, 29614
Hawaiian language - Texts - 1837  29470
Hawaiian or Sandwich Islands / reproduced by permission of the U.S. Geological Survey  33684
Hawaiians - Boats - Pictorial works - 1784  40525
Hawaiians - Portraits - Early works to 1800  40524
[Hawaiin Islands]  33711
Hawaiin Islands, eastern part  33691
Hawes, F. M.  38399
Hawes, J. H.  76816, 76820
Hawes, Lacy  34035, 52058, 52059
Hawes, Madison, 1809-1884  74513
Hawes, Oliver S.  76813
Hawes, Richard Simrall, 1873-1949  76670
Hawes, William M.  76813
Hawkes Bay (N.L.) - Maps - 1784 - Nautical charts  56916
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Hertz Corporation - Maps - 1935 77596
Hertz Corporation - Maps - 1959 3634, 10996, 11742, 13653, 14883, 20450, 20854, 20855, 21068, 21069, 21800, 21801, 22705, 22903, 22909, 23097, 27475, 32322, 34716, 37428, 40040, 45936, 49339, 49490, 55552, 56847, 61302, 61749, 64488, 64489, 64877, 64878, 67045, 68374, 74113, 81125, 81126
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Hertz Corporation - Maps - 1960  1116, 3635, 11745, 14884, 20855, 21068, 21069, 22910, 23349, 23369, 28392, 65317, 68163, 68472, 69730, 74234, 75639, 81127
Hertz Corporation - Maps - 1961  55754, 78330
Hertz Corporation - Maps - 1962  23476, 43215, 68473
Hertz Corporation - Maps - 1963  55984
Hertz Corporation - Maps - 1964  3637, 22708, 34717, 55554
Hertz Drive-Ur-Sell Corporation SEE Hertz Corporation  77596
Hertz/Rand McNally dist-o-map  78573
Hertz Rent A Car  78576, 78577, 78578
Hertz Rent a Car Atlanta vicinity map  3637
Hertz Rent a Car Dallas/Ft. Worth vicinity map  22708
Hertz Rent a Car Detroit vicinity map  23476
Hertz Rent a Car guide to San Francisco and East Bay cities  68616
Hertz Rent a Car Houston vicinity map  34717
Hertz Rent a Car ... large map of U.S.A....  78330
Hertz Rent a Car Los Angeles vicinity map  43215
Hertz Rent a Car map of Albany, Troy, Schenectady and vicinity  1116
Hertz Rent a Car map of Atlanta and surrounding area  3634
Hertz Rent a Car map of Atlanta and vicinity  3635
Hertz Rent a Car map of Austin and vicinity  10996
Hertz Rent a Car map of Baltimore and surrounding area  11742
Hertz Rent a Car map of Baltimore and vicinity  11745
Hertz Rent a Car map of Boston and vicinity  13653
Hertz Rent a Car map of Buffalo and surrounding area  14883
Hertz Rent a Car map of Buffalo and vicinity  14884
Hertz Rent a Car map of Chicago and vicinity  20450
Hertz Rent a Car map of Cincinnati and vicinity  20854, 20855
Hertz Rent a Car map of Cleveland and vicinity  21068, 21069
Hertz Rent a Car map of Columbus and surrounding area  21800
Hertz Rent a Car map of Columbus and vicinity  21801
Hertz Rent a Car map of Dallas and vicinity  22705
Hertz Rent a Car map of Dayton and surrounding area  22909
Hertz Rent a Car map of Dayton and vicinity  22903, 22910
Hertz Rent a Car map of Denver and vicinity  23307
Hertz Rent a Car map of Des Moines and vicinity  23349
Hertz Rent a Car map of Detroit and vicinity  23369
Hertz Rent a Car map of Fort Worth and vicinity  27475
Hertz Rent a Car map of Fresno and vicinity  28392
Hertz Rent a Car map of Grand Rapids and surrounding area  32322
Hertz Rent a Car map of Hartford and vicinity  33595
Hertz Rent a Car map of Houston and vicinity  34716
Hertz Rent a Car map of Indianapolis and surrounding area  37428
Hertz Rent a Car map of Indianapolis and vicinity  37429
Hertz Rent a Car map of Jacksonville and vicinity  39409
Hertz Rent a Car map of Kansas City, Mo. and surrounding area  40040
Hertz Rent a Car map of Kansas City, Mo. and vicinity  40042
Hertz Rent a Car map of Little Rock and vicinity  42225
Hertz Rent a Car map of Los Angeles and vicinity  43136
Hertz Rent a Car map of Louisville and vicinity  43493
Hertz Rent a Car map of Memphis and surrounding area  45936
Hertz Rent a Car map of Milwaukee and surrounding area  49339
Hertz Rent a Car map of Nashville and vicinity  52660
Hertz Rent a Car map of New Orleans and vicinity  55552
Hertz Rent a Car map of New York City and vicinity  55753, 55754
Hertz Rent a Car map of Newark and surrounding area  56847
Hertz Rent a Car map of Oklahoma City and vicinity  61302
Hertz Rent a Car map of Omaha and vicinity  61749
Hertz Rent a Car map of Philadelphia and surrounding area  64488
Hertz Rent a Car map of Philadelphia and vicinity  64489
Hertz Rent a Car map of Phoenix and vicinity  64599
Hertz Rent a Car map of Pittsburgh and surrounding area  64877
Hertz Rent a Car map of Pittsburgh and vicinity  64878
Hertz Rent a Car map of Portland and vicinity  65317
Hertz Rent a Car map of Rochester and vicinity  67045
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Hertz Rent a Car map of San Antonio and vicinity  68374
Hertz Rent a Car map of San Diego and vicinity  68472
Hertz Rent a Car map of Seattle and vicinity  69730
Hertz Rent a Car map of St. Louis and vicinity  68163
Hertz Rent a Car map of Syracuse and surrounding area  74113
Hertz Rent a Car map of Tampa-St. Petersburg and vicinity  74234
Hertz Rent a Car map of the Twin Cities : Minneapolis & St. Paul  49490
Hertz Rent a Car map of Tulsa and vicinity  75639
Hertz Rent a Car map of Washington and vicinity  81126, 81127
Hertz Rent a Car map of Washington, D.C. and surrounding area  81125
Hertz Rent a Car New Orleans vicinity map  55554
Hertz Rent a Car New York vicinity map  55984
Hertzog, Johann Christian, d. 1728  38736
Hertzogthu[m]ber Steyer, Karnten, Krain, &c. = Duchés de Stirie, Carinthie, Carniole : comté de Cilley, marqsat. des Windes, et autres estats unis et hereditaires aux archiducs d'Austriche / par N. Sanson d'Abbeville, geographe ordre. du roy  73374
Hertzogthüber Steyer, Karnten, Krain, &c. = Duche de Stirie, Carinthie, Carniole ...  73364
Hertzogthumb Pommern, duché de Pomeranie ...  65159
Hertzogthumb Pommern = Duché de Pomeranie : divisé en ses principles. parties, qui sont les principte. de Rugue, duchés de Stettin, Pomeranie, Cassubie, et Wandalie, comté de Gutzkow, baronies ou seignries. d de Wolgast, Barth, Louwenbourg, et Butow / pa  65175
Herva (Beverage manufacturer)  10315
Herval, René, 1890-1972  12306
Hervé, Roger  15073, 17563, 57070, 83891
Hervé, Roger, 1904-1997  16969, 27218
Herwijck, A. van  53370
Herwijnen, G van et al  7118
Herz, J. Hermann  26159, 26165, 26173, 26176
Herz, Johann Daniel, 1693-1754  13302
Herzberg (Germany : Landkreis) - Maps - 1695  33872
Herzberg, Heinrich, fl. 1872  9773, 9811, 9861, 9865
Herfeld, Ernst, 1879-1948  20821
Hertzog August-Bibliothek  12021, 17181, 25894, 33875, 66444
Hertzog August Bibliothek - Catalogs  12021
Hertzog August Bibliothek - Map collections  33875
Hertzog August-Bibliothek - Map collections - Exhibitions - Catalogs  17181
Hertzog August-Bibliothek - Map collections - Facsimiles  33873, 33874
Hertzog, J. J. (Johann Jakob), 1805-1882. Real-Enzyklopädie für protestantische Theologie und Kirche (1877-1888)  34645
Hertzogtum Berg SEE Berg (Duchy)  12424
Hes & De Graaf (Firm)  8667, 8668
HES & De Graaf Publishers  33, 34, 515, 516, 1188, 1189, 11039, 11040, 16999, 18024, 33144, 33731, 44775, 53618, 53824, 58850, 62365, 74474, 74475
HES Publishers  8667, 79730
Hesch, L.  55330, 55339
Hesdin, 1639, Artois  33876
Hesdin (France) - Maps - 1639  33876
Hesdin (France) - Maps - 1711  33877
Hesdin (France) - Maps - 1713 - Fortification  33878
Hesdin (France) - Pictorial works - 1620 - Fortifications  33879
Hesdin (France) - Siege, 1553  33880
Hesdinvm oppidum et castrum in expugnabile ...  33879
Hesleden (England) - Maps - 1758 - Estate plans - Manuscripts  69943
Hesler, Alexander  20004
Heslinga, Marcus Willem  7195
Heslington, T.  30765
Hess  10217, 10233, 10256, 10275, 10295, 10306, 10346, 10386
Hess, F.  19117
Hess, Gerhard, 1929-  65179
Hess, Heinrich, 1857-1944  1369, 1370, 1372, 1378, 1379, 1380, 1392, 75926, 75927
Hess, John L.  28065
Hess, L.  9660
Hess, O.  9973, 10006, 10015, 10071, 10078, 10084, 10101, 10103, 10132, 10136, 10147, 10193, 10197, 10208, 10216
Hess Oil & Chemical Corp.  24498, 55994
Hesse  53493, 53496
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Het Dorp Boxtel : met deszelfs omtrek / overgenomen, uit de kaart van den Bodem van Elde, geteekent door H. Verhees Geadmitee

Het Boek (1953)  34661
Het Boek   18160
Het Beloofde landt Canaan : door wandelt van onsen Salichmaecker Iesu Christo neffens syne Apostelen / met groote verbeeterin

 Het Beloofde Landt Canaan door wandelt van onsen Salichmaec

Het beeld der aarde : volledige Nederlandsche schoolatlas in 46 gekleurde kaarten / door F. Bruins

Het beeld der aarde : volledige geographische atlas voor schoolgebruik en eigen studie, i

Amsterdam van 7 oktober tot en met 7 november 1985 / samengesteld door H.J.A. Homan, C. Koeman en J.W.   9055

Het Beeld der aarde de Nederlandse schoolatlas, 1880

Jaap Evert Abrahamse ... [et al.]

Het aanzien van Amsterdam : panorama's, plattegronden en profielen uit de gouden eeuw / Boudew

(2007)   44459

Hessler, John W. Archive fever : challenges in preserving conceptual and foundational cartographic materials from the twentie

Hessler, John W.   1853, 23601, 69408, 75113, 80671

Hessisches Landesvermessungsamt   33911

Hessische Historische Kommission Darmstadt   33881

Hessische Landes- und Hochschulbibliothek Darmstadt   33905

Hessisches Landesvermessungsamt   33905

Hessisches Landesamt fû Geschichtliche Landeskunde   33881

Hessisches Landesvermessungsamt   33911

Hessler, John W. 1853, 23601, 69408, 75113, 80671

Hessler, John W. Archive fever : challenges in preserving conceptual and foundational cartographic materials from the twentieth century and beyond (2007)  44459

Het aanzien van Amsterdam : panorama’s, plattegronden en profielen uit de gouden eeuw / Boudewijn Bakker, Erik Schmitz ; met medewerking van Jaap Evert Abrahamse ... [et al.]  1921

Het auteurschap van de 16de eeuwsche kaarten van het Friesche Bilt  23499


Het beeld der aarde : volledige geographische atlas voor schoolgebruik en eigen studie, in 55 gekleurde kaarten en omstreeks 60 bijkarten en kartons / door F. Bruins  8836

Het beeld der aarde : volledige Nederlandsche schoolatlas in 46 gekleurde kaarten / door F. Bruins  8815, 8819

Het Beloofde Landt Canaan door wandelt van onsen Salichmaecker Iesu Christo neffens syne Apostelen / D. Stoopendaal fec.  12667

Het Beloofde landt Canaan : door wandelt van onsen Salichmaecker Iesu Christo neffens syne Apostelen / met groote verbeeteringe uyt de H. Schrifture van nieuw geteeckent en utytgegeven door Nicolaes Visscher ; CJ Visscher exclud. ; Broeck sculp.  12661

Het Boek 18160

Het Boek (1953)  34661

Het Dorp Boxtel : met deszelfs omtrek / overgenomen, uit de kaart van den Bodem van Elde, geteeekent door H. Verhees Geadmiteerd Landmeter, in het
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jaar 1803 13699
Het Eyland Ysland in ’t Groot 35107
Het groote tafereel der dwaasheid 8741
Het groote tafereel der dwaasheid (1720) 25542, 43722
Het Handelsblad, publisher, Antwerp SEE Handelsblad (Firm : Antwerp) 7721
Het Hertogdom Brabant in kaart en prent 7146
Het Hof des Princen van Oranje te Breda / P. De Swart, ad viv. del. ; B. F. Immink fec et sculp. 1743 40503
Het inwendige der kerk van het Sacré Coeur by de Coeurs- d'Alenes. XXX. Brief / P. Vande Steene 21143
Het Kaartboek van Abraham Ortelius 62338
Het land van de Bijbel : oude kaarten en prenten van Israel / W.G.J. van der Sluys 13064
Het Hof des Princen van Oranje te Breda / P. De Swart, ad viv. del. ; B. F. Immink fec et sculp. 1743 40503
Het Kaartboek van Abraham Ortelius 62338
Het land van de Bijbel : oude kaarten en prenten van Israel / W.G.J. van der Sluys 13064
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Hewitt, G. W. 29896
Hewitt, N. R. 474, 2372, 2373, 2374, 2375, 3349, 3350, 7932, 7961, 7964, 7969, 7978, 7991, 8010, 11560, 12736, 12741, 12748, 14324, 14325, 27875, 27893, 29342, 32851, 33118, 33119, 34402, 38332, 38333, 39076, 39240, 42358, 46330, 55562, 55563, 57102, 57103, 57687, 57700, 57713, 57721, 58910, 58911, 65058, 65063, 65064, 67621, 67622, 67631, 67637, 69137, 69138, 6944, 69545, 69550, 69551, 69553, 71184, 71185, 71341, 71342, 75873.
Hewitt, Rachel 32473
Hewlett, John, 1762-1844 12733
Hewsen, Robert H. 3104
Hewson & Fitzgerald 21118
Hexamer General Surveys 33916
Hexamer General Surveys - Indexing 33915
Hexen und Zauberer : Eine Reise durch die Sudoststeiermark 73379
Hexham, Henry, 1585?-1650? 8677, 8683, 8684
Hey, Johannes van der 29280
Hey'l, Ferdinand, 1830-1897 66505, 66512
Heyberger, Jose 67246
Heydanus, Carl, 16th cent. 33917
Heyde, Herbert 10448
Heydeman, Louis H. 43798
Heyden, A. A. M. van der 34503, 34504
Heyden, Francis J. 17335
Heyden, Gaspard van der, ca. 1496-1549 33918
Heyen, Franz Josef, 1928-66570
Heyer, A. (Alfons) 17565, 17566
Heyer, Hermann 10128
Heyerdahl, Thor 18205
Hèyeres, Bay of (France) - 1793 - Nautical charts 33919
Heyl, Erik 14874
Heylin, Peter, 1600-1662 SEE Heylyn, Peter, 1600-1662 28957
Heylyn, Peter, 1600-1662 28957, 28958, 28961, 28962, 28971, 28988
Heymann, Ignazio, 1765-1815 16622
Heyn, Albert 10146
Heyn, Piet, 1578-1629 22488, 45529
Heyn, Piet, 1578-1629. Die ein vnd zwantzgiste Schifffahrt, oder, Gründliche vnd vmbständliche fernere Beschreibung der vollkomnesten Landschaft Brasilien Americae (1629) 1593, 22488, 45529, 68343
Heyn, Piet, 1578-1629 - Portraits 45529
Heyn, Piet, 1578-1629. Spieghel der werelt, ghestelt in ryme (1583, reprint 2009) 8661
Heynen, William J. 601, 76078, 76414, 76415, 79417
Heyns, Peeter, 1537-1598 - Criticism and interpretation 8661
Heyns, Piet, 1578-1629 SEE Heyn, Piet, 1578-1629 22488
Heyns, Zacharias, 1566-1638 7676, 7677, 25912
Heyrick, Samuel 80357
Heyse, D. 34192, 34207, 34219, 37457
Heyse, F. F. M. 16760
Heyzing, Guenther 10437
Heyteman, Johann Hansson, 1664-1740 58798
Heywood, C. 51781
Heywood, John 8301, 8347
Heywood, John, 1832-1888 8088, 8126, 8251, 14394
Heywood's clear school atlas 8301
Heywood's pocket atlas 8126
Hezeta, Bruno de, 1751-1807 14789, 15689, 21734, 62539, 62540, 62544
Hezlep, William L. 19003
Hi-Arc 4066, 4067, 4087, 4096, 46662, 46663, 46664, 46667, 46672
Hi-Line (Mont. : Region) - Maps - Collections, 1801-1993 51555
Hi-Speed Service Stations 47342, 47373, 47392, 47393, 47438, 47457, 47468, 47469, 59390, 59391, 59394, 59399, 59400, 60875, 60898, 60922, 60946, 61002
Hi-Speed Service Stations - Directories - 1947 47392
Hi-way map to Zion-Bryce Canyon, Grand Canyon National Parks : Utah Parks Company 72492, 72493
Hiatt, Alfred 30858
Hiawathaland, Inc. 49497
Hiawathaland Minnesota 49497
Hibbard, F. G. (Freeborn Garretson), 1811-1895 12804, 12805, 12820
Hibbard, Henry A. 34252
Hibbard, Mary A., fl. 1836 4765
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Hibben (T.N.) & Co. SEE T.N. Hibben & Co. 13994
Hibernia insula ... 38218
Hibernia insula non longe à Brit[an]nia in oceano ... 1565 / Venetijs aeneis formis Bolognini Zalterij anno MDLXVI 38219
Hibernia: Insula non procul ab Anglia vulgare Hirlandia vocata / Jo: Goghe 38220
Hiberniae siue Irlanda insula maxima inter Brittanniam & Hispaniam ... 38216
Hiberniae Britannicae insulae nova descripto. Eryn. Irlandt. Cum priuilegio. 38226
Hiberniae delineatio quoad hactenus licuit, perfectissima studio Guilielmi Petty ... 38237
Hiberniae regnum tam in praecipuas Ultoniae, Connaciae, Lageniae, et Momoniae ... 38226
Hiberniae regnum tam in praecipuas Ultoniae, Connaciae, Lageniae, et Momoniae ... 38256
Hibernian atlas 14270, 38288
Hibschmann, Sigismund Gabriel, b. 1639 SEE Hipschmann, Sigismund Gabriel, b. 1639 9588
'Hic est vera forma moderna' : the island books of Henricus Martellus Germanus, 1475-1490 45204
Hickerson, H. Thomas 18533
Hickling, Charles, 1798 or 9-1888 12795, 12800, 34170
Hickling, Swan, and Brewer 4902
Hickling, Swan, and Brown 4902, 29657
Hickman, J. L. 25064
Hickmann, Anton Leo, 1834-1906 7588, 7593, 7594, 7598, 7602, 7605, 7607, 7609, 7614, 7618, 7619, 7622, 7624, 7627, 8372, 11213, 11218, 11233, 26150, 31552, 31555
[Hickory County (Mo.) - 1880: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 33920
Hickory County (Mo.) - Maps - 1880 - Landowners 33920
Hickory, Inc. 2555, 76417
Hickory Plaque, Inc. SEE Hickory, Inc. 76417
Hicks Engraving Co. 15169
Hicks, Foster L. 51589
Hicks, H. Ronald 22198, 23505
Hicks, J. E. 57945
Hicks, Peter, 1964- 1166, 67195
Hicks, Ralph 52417
Hicks, T. R. S. 73869

Hid in this White and Weber town is ever this friendly greeting : may your New Year aims be your all year joy as the days and weeks go fleeting / from recent work of Charles E. White, Bertram A. Weber, architects Chicago ; BAW del. 36472
Hidalgo, Alexander 41681
[Hidalgo County (Tex.) - 1896: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 33921
Hidalgo County (Tex.) - Maps - 1896 - Landowners 33921
Hidalgo (Mexico : State) - 1925 - Maps - Railroads 33096
Hidalgo (Mexico : State) - Maps - 1843 - Manuscripts 75620
The Hidden cartographers : women in mapmaking 83627
Hidden cartographic archives : maps of the United States serial set 76105
Hidden histories of exploration : researching the RGS-IBG collections / Felix Driver & Lowri Jones 23635
Hidden Spring (Firm) SEE HiddenSpring (Firm) 19940
Hidden truths : the Chicago City Cemetery & Lincoln Park : then & now [Internet resource] / Pamela Bannos 42127
HiddenSpring (Firm) 19940
Hiding and highlighting power in eighteenth-century North American maps [slide] 16882
Hidson, Lynton 46559
Hienton, Louise Joyner 65570
Hier + Jetzt 73773
Hierarchie Catholique sous sa Saintete Pie XI 18864
A Hieroglyphic geography of the United States : Part I, containing the states of Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Connecticut, and New York / designed and drawn by Anna A. Heermans ; engraved by Charlotte B. Cogswell 66312
Hieronomo, Donato, 16th cent. SEE Geronimo, Donato, 16th cent. 25887
Hieronymus, Frank 11874, 17567, 51984, 70331, 75577, 80649
Hieronymus Münzer und seine Bibliothek 51998
Hierosolyma vrbs sancta, Ivdeae, totivsqve orientis ... 39762
Hieronymus, Wenceslaus, 1485-1515 62792
Hiersemann 83816
Hiersemann, K. W. 18025, 39496
Hiertas, L. J. 10814, 10824, 10827, 69253
Hiervsalem / AF 39758, 39761
Hiervsalem / S. Du Perac f. 39757
Hiervsalemsche reyse van den Eerw. Pater P. Anthonivs Gonsales ... : verdeylt in ses boeken ... 39757
Higbee, Howard William 64107
Higgenbotham, Don 76381, 76382, 76383, 76384
Higginbottom 76385
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Highlights in the early growth of the Chesapeake and Ohio Railway 3828
Highlights of the geographical and cartographical contributions of graduates of the U. S. Military Academy with a specialization as topographical engineers prior to 1860 79385
Highlights of the historical geography and cartography of Arlington County and contiguous areas of Virginia: prior to 1870 16904
Highlights of the use of conventionalized symbols and signs on large scale nautical charts of the United States government 52737
Highsmith, Richard Morgan, 1920- 59789
Hight, H. 23863
Highway 1 (U.S.) SEE United States Highway 1 39473
Highway 20 (U.S.) SEE United States Highway 20 56793
Highway 27 Association of Florida 27153
Highway 27 (U.S.) SEE United States Highway 27 27153
Highway 30 (U.S.) SEE United States Highway 30 AND Oregon National Historic Trail 62275
Highway 85 (Mexico) SEE Carretera Federal 85 (Mexico) 46522
Highway 99 (U.S.) SEE United States Highway 99 15204
Highway atlas: a map of every state in the United States also Southern Canada and Mexico: with index to towns showing population 77640, 77665
Highway atlas of the United States & Canada 77480
Highway condition map May 1 to 15, 1932 56355
Highway guide 16257
Highway guide of Pennsylvania and the northeastern states / compliments of Continental Refining Company ... 63762
Highway guide / Pacific 66 16276
Highway map and guide of Georgia 31066
Highway map and guide of Illinois 35773, 35792
Highway map and guide of Illinois : Smith Oil and Refining Co. 35935
Highway map and guide of Indiana 36938
Highway map and guide of Iowa 37749, 37762
Highway map and guide of Kansas 40175
Highway map and guide of Kentucky & Tennessee 40756
Highway map and guide of Kentucky & Tennessee 40821
Highway map and guide of Maine 44059
Highway map and guide of Michigan 46950
Highway map and guide of Minnesota 49637
Highway map and guide of Missouri 50774
Highway map and guide of New York ... / Authorized Guide & Map Service of New York 56310
Highway map and guide of North Carolina ... Authorized Guide & Map Service of North Carolina ... 58062
Highway map and guide of Oklahoma ... / copyright by Mid-West Map Company 61390
Highway map and guide of Oregon ... Authorized Guide & Map Service of Oregon ... 62125
Highway map and guide of Pennsylvania ... Authorized Guide & Map Service of Pennsylvania ... 63669
Highway map and guide of Utah ... Authorized Guide & Map Service of Utah 79599
Highway map and guide of Washington and Oregon ... Authorized Guide & Map Service of America 81234
Highway map and guide of Washington ... Authorized Guide & Map Service of Washington ... 81229
Highway map and guide of Wisconsin ... Authorized Guide & Map Service of Wisconsin ... 83215
Highway map and guide of Wyoming 84831
Highway map and points served in Colorado, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, and Missouri / Knaus Truck Lines, Inc.; Consolidated Freightways 49095
Highway map: Arizona, California, Nevada, Utah: detail strip map: main U.S. highways 72490
Highway map: Chicago / compliments of Standard Oil Company 20410
Highway map: Chicago / compliments of Standard Oil Company (Indiana) 20359
Highway map: Chicago ... / compliments of Standard Oil Company of Indiana 19793, 19798, 19808, 19817
Highway map: Chicago: Standard 20366, 20378, 20387, 20409, 20422
Highway map: Chicago: Standard Service 20290, 20334, 20343
Highway map: Chicago: Standard Service: compliments of Standard Oil Company of Indiana 20275
Highway map: Colorado / compliments of Standard Oil Company 21651
Highway map: Colorado / compliments of Standard Oil Company (Indiana) 21640
Highway map: Colorado ... / compliments of Standard Oil Company of Indiana 21478, 21508, 21535, 21552
Highway map: Colorado / Shamrock, a mighty good brand ... 21643
Highway map: Colorado: Standard 21606, 21618, 21629, 21636, 21648
Highway map: Colorado ... Standard Oil Company of Indiana 21479
Highway map: Colorado: Standard Service 21566, 21583
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Highway map : north central United States ... / compliments of Standard Oil Company (Indiana) 48977
Highway map : northeastern section of the United States ... / compliments of Standard Oil Company of Indiana 59368, 59392, 59402
Highway map : northeastern United States ... / compliments of Standard Oil Company (Indiana) 59424, 59436, 59450
Highway map : northwestern section of the United States ... / compliments of Standard Oil Company of Indiana 59944, 59965, 59984
Highway map : northwestern United States ... / compliments of Standard Oil Company (Indiana) 59998, 60008, 60021
Highway map : Nova Scotia 60177, 60178
Highway map of Alabama / compliments of Pan American Petroleum Corporation 859
Highway map of Alaska 1084, 1085
Highway map of Arizona, California, Nevada, Utah : detail strip map : main U.S. highways / presented by Rio Grande Oil Co. 72491
Highway map of Arizona, California, Nevada, Utah : Rio Grande cracked magic ... gasoline : detail strip maps of main U.S. highways / presented by Rio Grande Oil Co. 72468
Highway map of Arizona, California, Nevada, Utah : Rio Grande cracked magic ... gasoline : detail strip maps of main U.S. highways / presented by Rio Grande Oil Co., a Sinclair Co. 72475
Highway map of Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi : Johnson Products 71981
Highway map of Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi : Johnson 'Time Tells' Products 71941, 71963
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<td>Historical geography</td>
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<td>5529</td>
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<td>Historical geography</td>
<td>Maps - 1901</td>
<td>5553, 9504</td>
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<td>Historical geography</td>
<td>Maps - 1904</td>
<td>34084, 34085</td>
</tr>
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<td>Historical geography</td>
<td>Maps - 1908</td>
<td>34490</td>
</tr>
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<td>Historical geography</td>
<td>Maps - 1909</td>
<td>34086, 34087</td>
</tr>
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<td>Historical geography</td>
<td>Maps - 1911</td>
<td>34088</td>
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<td>Historical geography</td>
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<td>26442, 34098, 34099</td>
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<tr>
<td>Historical geography</td>
<td>Maps - 1930</td>
<td>34100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Historical geography</td>
<td>Maps - 1932</td>
<td>34101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Historical geography</td>
<td>Maps - 1932 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>34102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Historical geography</td>
<td>Maps - 1934</td>
<td>34103, 84550</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Historical geography</td>
<td>Maps - 1935</td>
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<td>34105</td>
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<td>34106</td>
</tr>
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<td>Maps - 1940</td>
<td>34498</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Historical geography</td>
<td>Maps - 1941</td>
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<td>Maps - 1942</td>
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<td>Historical geography</td>
<td>Maps - 1947</td>
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<td>Maps - 1948</td>
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Historical geography - Maps - 1996 18467
Historical geography - Maps - Study and teaching 34123
Historical geography - Methodology - 2004 34025
Historical Geography Newsletter 57435
Historical geography of Europe & atlas 25810
Historical geography of New Testament 12681
An Historical geography of Russia 67479
A Historical geography of the Bible / by A.B. Israel ; illustrated by maps and historical illustrations of the sacred volume 12832
An Historical geography of the Bible / by Lyman Coleman 12808, 12816
A Historical geography of the British colonies 32445, 32450
The Historical geography of the Holy Land : especially in relation to the history of Israel and of the early Church / by George Adam Smith 12904, 12909, 12921, 12927
An Historical geography of the New Testament : in two parts ... : being a geographical and historical account of all the places mention’d or referr’d to in the books of the New Testament, very useful for understanding the history of the said books and 12697
An Historical geography of the Old Testament : in three volumes / by Edward Wells ... 12692
An Historical geography of the Ottoman empire from earliest times to the end of the sixteenth century, with detailed maps to illustrate the expansion of the sultanate 75706
An Historical geography of the United States 76222
Historical geography of the United States / by Ralph H. Brown ; under the editorship of J. Russell Whitaker 76196
An Historical geography of the United States / by Townsend Mac Coun 76226
Historical geography SEE ALSO World history - Maps OR SEE [Place] - Historical geography 83703
Historical geography - United States 34354
A historical guide to Delaware 23015
Historical hand-atlas : containing large scale copper plate maps of each state and territory of the United States and the provinces of Canada ... containing a condensed history of the country; biographical sketches; general statistics; miscellaneous ma 34212
Historical hand atlas illustrated : containing large scale copper plate maps of each state and territory of the United States and the provinces of Canada together with a complete reference map of the world ... twelve farm maps and history of Jay County 39640
Historical Illinois 36266, 36349
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An Historical map by Giacomo Gastaldi 28610
Historical map & guide to the Illinois and Michigan Canal National Heritage Corridor 35387
The Historical map in American atlases 34018
Historical map of Brant County [Ontario] 13804
Historical map of Champaign County, 1819-1940 19104
[Historical map of Chicago region] 20071
Historical map of Florida 26815
Historical map of France 27559
Historical map of Hakone : a Japanese post town 33327
Historical map of Illinois 35578
Historical map of Illinois showing early discoveries, explorations, Indian villages, missions, trails, battle field, forts, block houses, first settlements and mail routes, also a chronological tablet of Illinois history arranged in centuries and decades 35410
Historical map of Ireland 38210
Historical map of Lake County Illinois 41432
Historical map of Long Island of the Holston 73414
Historical map of Lyrole 42238
Historical map of Nantucket 52584, 52585
Historical map of Pennsylvania : showing the main points of historic interest 63511
Historical map of Scotland 69454, 69691
Historical map of southwestern Pennsylvania 63510
Historical map of the British Islands 32405
Historical map of the British Islands 32405
An Historical map of the central Mohawk Valley 51211
Historical map of the Maryland Eastern Shore : The Chesapeake Bay country / compiled and drawn by Edwin Tunis 24578
Historical map of the Old Northwest Territory / drawing by Federal Art Project, Works Progress Administration of Ohio ; F. Rentschler, artist 59731
Historical map of the Roanoke Historical Society showing Bedford County Virginia, 1750-1865 12056
Historical map of the state of New York / cartography by George Annand 56020
Historical map of the United States, showing early Spanish, French & English discoveries and explorations also forts, towns & battlefields of historic interest 76219
Historical map of the United States, showing the locations of the principal historical events from the discovery of America to the present time ... 76221
Historical map of Wheeling, W. Va. : Map #5 / O. C. George 82861
Historical map research 44740
Historical map showing country surrounding Brownsville, Pa. : Map #2 / Orion C. George 26548
Historical map showing country surrounding Cumberland, Md. : Map #1 / Orion C. George 1271
Historical map showing the Ohio River, etc. between Pittsburg and Wheeling : Map #6 / O. C. George 59699
Historical Map Society of British Columbia 28338
Historical Map Society of British Columbia. Facsimile no. 1 13993
Historical map : Warm Springs Indian Reservation Warm Springs, Oregon 80810
Historical maps and the infrastructure development 44748
Historical maps Canada = Cartes historiques 16307
Historical maps, charts and atlases by W. & A. K. Johnston and other publishers 39339
Historical maps from miscellaneous Rand McNally publications 66235
Historical maps in the Richardson Archives; I. D. Weeks Library, University of South Dakota : an annotated list / compiled by John Van Balen 32751
Historical maps of Athens, Rome, Jerusalem, and the Sinai Peninsula 3583
Historical maps of Civil War battlefields 76351
Historical maps of England, during the first thirteen centuries. With explanatory essays and indices 25026
Historical maps of Louisiana : an annotated bibliography / Joyce Nelson Rolston and Anne G. Stanton ; with contributions by John M. Anderson 43459
Historical maps of Mexico / William P. English] 22257
Historical maps of Montana : educator's edition 51554
Historical maps of Paris, Roman era to 18th century] 62995
Historical maps of the Burlington Route 19373
Historical maps of the United States / Michael Swift 76302
Historical maps of the United States. No. 1, Discoveries and explorations 76223
Historical maps [showing areas of origin and spread of religion] 83754
Historical & modern atlas of the British Empire 8359
Historical Museum of Southern Florida 17198
Historical Museum of Southern Florida (Miami, Fla.) 22529, 22534
Historical Mystery and the discovery of the Rockies 67089
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Historical Printing Club (Brooklyn, New York, N.Y.) 52501
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Historical register and dictionary of the United States Army, from its organization, September 29, 1789, to March 2, 1903 76057
Historical reproductions from Wentworth collection 6156
Historical research maps -- North Carolina counties 58269
An Historical review of the transactions of Europe: from the commencement of the war with Spain in 1739, to the insurrection in Scotland in 1745: with the proceedings in Parliament, and the most remarkable domestic occurrences during that period: to the 25975
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Historical view over geological cartography in Albania 30923
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The Historical war map 24073
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Historicmapworks.com 79352
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Historisch-biographisches Lexikon der Schweiz (1921-1934) 75576, 83602

Historisch-genealogisch-geographischer atlas 9330
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Historisch-geographische atlas 8820
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Historisch-geographischer Atlas der alten Welt : zum Schulgebrauch bearbeitet und mit erläuternden Bemerkungen begleitet / van H. Kiepert 30683

Historisch-geographischer Atlas der alten Welt : zum Schulgebrauch bearbeitet und mit erläuternden Bemerkungen begleitet / von H. Kiepert 34438
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<tr>
<td>Historisch-geographischer Hand-Atlas zur alten, mittleren und neuen Geschichten</td>
<td>34168</td>
<td>bearbeitet von Theophil König</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Historisch-geographischer Hand-Atlas zur Geschichte Asiens, Africa’s, America’s und Australiens</td>
<td>34053</td>
<td>/ von Karl von Spruner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Historisch-Landeskundliche Exkursionskarte von Niedersachsen</td>
<td>43528, 43529</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Historisch platenboek der algemeene geschiednis</td>
<td>83753</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Historisch-politische Blätter für das katholische Deutschland</td>
<td>57053</td>
<td>(1900)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Historische atlas</td>
<td>8856, 8906</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Historische atlas der algemeene geschiedenis : abbildingen en kaarten</td>
<td>34200, 34205</td>
<td>bewerkt onder toezicht van G.J. Dozy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Historische atlas der vaderlandsche geschiedenis</td>
<td>8842</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Historische atlas : ten gebruike bij het onderwijs in algemeene en vaderlandsche geschiedenis</td>
<td>83706</td>
<td>/ bew. door G.J. Dozy en S.J.H. Brugmans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Historische atlas : ten gebruike bij het onderwijs in vaderlandsche geschiedenis</td>
<td>83711</td>
<td>/ door S.J.H. Brugmans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Historische atlas van Amsterdam : van veendorp tot hoofdstad</td>
<td>1888</td>
<td>/ Ben Speet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Historische atlas van de Zaanlanden : Twintig eeuwen landschapsontwikkeling</td>
<td>85233</td>
<td>/ Onder redactie van A. van Braam ... [et al.]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Historische atlas van Den Haag : van Hofvijver tot Hofvoren</td>
<td>33277</td>
<td>/ Steven van Schuppen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Historische atlas van Gent : een visie op verleden en toekomst</td>
<td>31852</td>
<td>/ André Capiteyn, Leen Charles en Marie Christine Laleman; beeldredactie, Georges Antheunis, Storm Caille en Peter Steurbaut ; [introduct. Lucy Klaassen]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Historische atlas van Haarlem : 1000 jaar Spaarnestad / Ben Speet</td>
<td>33256</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Historische atlas van Limburg en aangrenzende gebieden</td>
<td>42062</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Historische atlas van Noord Nederland</td>
<td>53340</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Historische Beiträge zur Kyffhäuserlandschaft (1975)</td>
<td>73220</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Historische beschrijvinghe der Amsterdam</td>
<td>4255</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Historische chronica</td>
<td>9580</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Historische Geographie der Alten Welt : Grundlagen, Erträge, Perspektiven</td>
<td>49280, 64328</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Historische invulatlas</td>
<td>9000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Historische Karten aus der Sammlung der Ernst-Moritz-Arndt-Universität Grieswald in der Sektion Geographie</td>
<td>65179</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Historische Karten des Oldenburger Münsterlandes : im Niedersächs. Staatsarchiv in Oldenburg / Friedrich-Wilhelm Schaar</td>
<td>61711</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Historische Kommission für die Provinz Sachsen und für Anhalt</td>
<td>69125</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Historische Kommission für Niedersachsen u. Bremen</td>
<td>43570</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Historische Kommission für Pommern</td>
<td>65150, 65151, 65152</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Historische Kommission für Schlesien</td>
<td>70136</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Historische Kommission zu Berlin</td>
<td>13767, 65711</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Historische Landkarte von Tilmann Stella aus Siegen</td>
<td>73218</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Historische plattengronden van Nederlandse steden</td>
<td>53319</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Historische reisbeschrijving van Zuid-America</td>
<td>4491</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Historische Seekarten der Deutschen Bucht</td>
<td>33763</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Historische stedenatlas van Nederland</td>
<td>7118</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Historischen Museums der Stadt Wien</td>
<td>80236</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Historischer atlas Berlin-Zehlendorf</td>
<td>7378</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Historischer Atlas der Schweiz</td>
<td>73772</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Historischer atlas der Stadt Essen</td>
<td>25606</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Historischer Atlas der Steiermark / herausgegeben von der Historischen Landeskommission für Steiermark, Wissenschaftliche und kartographische Redaktion, Manfred Straka</td>
<td>73361</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Historischer Atlas des Wiener Stadtbildes</td>
<td>17489</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Historischer Atlas nach Angaben / von Heinrich Dittmar</td>
<td>34180, 34193</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Historischer atlas Oesterreichischen Alpenlaender</td>
<td>31569</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Historischer Atlas von Baden-Württemberg</td>
<td>11391</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Historischer atlas von Bayerisch-Schwenen</td>
<td>7114</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Historischer atlas von Bayern: evangelische</td>
<td>11909</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Historischer Atlas von Mecklenburg / hrsg. von Franz Engel</td>
<td>45676</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Historischer atlas von Pommern. Neue folge</td>
<td>65152</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Historischer atlas von Wien</td>
<td>7088</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Historischer handatlas</td>
<td>34045</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Historischer Handatlas von Brandenburg und Berlin</td>
<td>13767</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Historischer Museum (Frankfurt am Main)</td>
<td>28277</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Historischer plan Freiburg im Breisgau 1850</td>
<td>6962</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Historischer schul-atlas</td>
<td>34255</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Historischer schul-atlas kleine ausgabe</td>
<td>10336</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Historischer Schul-Atlas zur alten, mittleren und neueren Geschichte 34062
Historischer Schul-Atlas zur alten, mittleren und neueren Geschichte : in sechsunddreissig Karten / bearbeitet von Heinrich Kiepert und Carl Wolf 34211, 83707
Historischer Schulatlas in dreissig Karten (1920) 34495
Historischer Strukturatlas der Schweiz : die Entstehung der modernen Schweiz 73773
Historischer Verein von Oberbayern 2253
Historisches Archiv der Stadt Köln 21208

Historisches Archiv der Stadt Köln - Map collections - Exhibitions - Catalogs 21208
Historisches Museum für Stadt und Grafschaft Wertheim (Germany) 60229
Historisches Museum St. Gallen (Switzerland) 67906

Historisches Ortsnamen-Lexikon des Landes Oberösterreich 52178

Historisk atlas 34078, 34103, 34213, 83720
Historisk atlas Denmark 7265

Historisk-geografisk atlas öfver gamla verlden : för elementar-undervisningen bearbetad och med upplysande anmärkningar försedd / af H. Kiepert ; efter elfte original-upplagan, på Svenska af N.P. Nilsson 34065

Historisk kartografi 17595

Historisk skoleatlas 34206

History, Ancient - 1813 30643
History, Ancient - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1827 34355
History, Ancient - Maps 34511
History, Ancient - Maps - 11792 7871
History, Ancient - Maps - 1595 30647
History, Ancient - Maps - 1601 30648
History, Ancient - Maps - 1606 7752
History, Ancient - Maps - 1624 30649, 30650
History, Ancient - Maps - 1660 18868
History, Ancient - Maps - 1661 18869
History, Ancient - Maps - 1699 34032
History, Ancient - Maps - 1700 34356
History, Ancient - Maps - 1701 7777, 28987
History, Ancient - Maps - 1701-1706 34357
History, Ancient - Maps - 1703 34358, 84072

History, Ancient - Maps - 1710 - Electronic information resources 26436

History, Ancient - Maps - 1711 34359
History, Ancient - Maps - 1712 34360
History, Ancient - Maps - 1714 24530, 24531
History, Ancient - Maps - 1721 34361
History, Ancient - Maps - 1725 12690
History, Ancient - Maps - 1726 34362, 34363, 67150, 67151, 67152, 67153, 67154
History, Ancient - Maps - 1731 34364
History, Ancient - Maps - 1736 34365
History, Ancient - Maps - 1741 34366
History, Ancient - Maps - 1742 34367
History, Ancient - Maps - 1746 34368
History, Ancient - Maps - 1753 34369
History, Ancient - Maps - 1763 24521, 34370, 84119
History, Ancient - Maps - 1769 34135
History, Ancient - Maps - 1775 30652
History, Ancient - Maps - 1782 34371
History, Ancient - Maps - 1783 34372, 34373
History, Ancient - Maps - 1788 30653
History, Ancient - Maps - 1791 30654, 34374
History, Ancient - Maps - 1794-1795 29099
History, Ancient - Maps - 1797 29116
History, Ancient - Maps - 1797-1802 29113
History, Ancient - Maps - 1798 84177
History, Ancient - Maps - 1800 34375
History, Ancient - Maps - 1801 30655, 30656, 34140, 34376
History, Ancient - Maps - 1802 34377
History, Ancient - Maps - 1806 34378
History, Ancient - Maps - 1808 30657, 30658
History, Ancient - Maps - 1809 29207, 34379, 34380, 34381, 34382
History, Ancient - Maps - 1810 34383
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History, Ancient - Maps - 1812 34384, 34385
History, Ancient - Maps - 1814 7937, 34386, 34387
History, Ancient - Maps - 1815 34388
History, Ancient - Maps - 1816 34141
History, Ancient - Maps - 1818 34389, 34390
History, Ancient - Maps - 1820 12745, 12746, 24522, 24523, 34391
History, Ancient - Maps - 1821 24524, 24525
History, Ancient - Maps - 1822 7970, 30659, 34393, 34394, 34395
History, Ancient - Maps - 1822-1825 34392
History, Ancient - Maps - 1824 34046
History, Ancient - Maps - 1825 7978, 30660, 30661, 30662
History, Ancient - Maps - 1826 30663
History, Ancient - Maps - 1827 30664, 34396, 34397, 34398
History, Ancient - Maps - 1828 7989, 34048, 34144, 34399
History, Ancient - Maps - 1829 34400, 34401, 34402
History, Ancient - Maps - 1830 30666, 30667, 30409, 34403
History, Ancient - Maps - 1830-1839 30665
History, Ancient - Maps - 1831 20950, 34404, 34405
History, Ancient - Maps - 1832 30668, 34406, 34407, 34408, 34409, 34410
History, Ancient - Maps - 1834 34411
History, Ancient - Maps - 1835 9356, 34412, 34413, 34414
History, Ancient - Maps - 1836 34415
History, Ancient - Maps - 1837 34416
History, Ancient - Maps - 1838 30669, 30670
History, Ancient - Maps - 1839 30671, 34417
History, Ancient - Maps - 1840 34157, 34418, 34419, 34420, 34421
History, Ancient - Maps - 1841 24532, 34422, 34423, 34424
History, Ancient - Maps - 1842 30672, 34425
History, Ancient - Maps - 1843 30673, 30682
History, Ancient - Maps - 1844 30674, 30675, 34426, 34427, 34428
History, Ancient - Maps - 1845 30676, 30677, 34430
History, Ancient - Maps - 1845-1848 34429
History, Ancient - Maps - 1847 34431
History, Ancient - Maps - 1848 34432, 34433, 34434
History, Ancient - Maps - 1850 30678, 34435, 34436
History, Ancient - Maps - 1851 30679, 34437, 34438, 34439
History, Ancient - Maps - 1852 30680, 34440
History, Ancient - Maps - 1853 30681, 34441, 34442
History, Ancient - Maps - 1853 (Provisional Heading) 34443
History, Ancient - Maps - 1854 34444
History, Ancient - Maps - 1855 9401, 34445, 34446
History, Ancient - Maps - 1856 (Provisional Heading) 34447, 34448
History, Ancient - Maps - 1857 34449
History, Ancient - Maps - 1857 (Provisional Heading) 34450
History, Ancient - Maps - 1858 30683, 34451, 34452
History, Ancient - Maps - 1860 34453, 34454
History, Ancient - Maps - 1861 30684, 34455, 34456
History, Ancient - Maps - 1864 8152, 34457
History, Ancient - Maps - 1865 30685, 34458
History, Ancient - Maps - 1866 (Provisional Heading) 34459
History, Ancient - Maps - 1867 9429, 30686
History, Ancient - Maps - 1868 30687, 34460, 34461, 34462
History, Ancient - Maps - 1869 30688
History, Ancient - Maps - 1870 30689, 34463
History, Ancient - Maps - 1871 30690, 34464
History, Ancient - Maps - 1871 (Provisional Heading) 34465
History, Ancient - Maps - 1873 30691
History, Ancient - Maps - 1874 30692, 34466
History, Ancient - Maps - 1875 9448, 34467
History, Ancient - Maps - 1877 30693, 30694
History, Ancient - Maps - 1879 9458
History, Ancient - Maps - 1880 5137, 25857, 25858, 34469, 34470
History, Ancient - Maps - 1880-1889 34468
History, Ancient - Maps - 1881 9462, 30695
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The History of South America / Edwin Early [et al.]

The History of North America / Philip John Davies [et al.] ; foreword by Mark C. Carnes

The History of Europe / Ian Barnes and R.

The History of Africa / Samuel Kasule

History and tour tips: New England and New York

History and the technique of map making.

History and geography of Israel (in Korean)

History and geography in late antiquity

The History and Development of Geological Cartography: Catalogue of the Exhibition of Geological Maps in the University Library, Whiteknights, Reading, in Honour of the Eightieth Birthday of Emeritus Professor H.L. Hawkins, by N.E. Butcher; Exhibition 30938

The History and function of the map in relation to the science of geography 17323

History and geography in late antiquity 62328

[History and geography of Israel (in Korean)] 62750

The history and technique of map making. 17327

History and tour tips: New England and New York 54556

The History atlas of Africa / Samuel Kasule 194

The History atlas of Europe / Ian Baines and Robert Hudson 25838

The History atlas of North America / Philip John Davies ... [et al.]; foreword by Mark C. Carnes 57319

The History atlas of South America / Edwin Early ... [et al.] 70384

History Book Club 18553
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The History, civil and commercial, of the British colonies in the West Indies ... 81622, 81635, 81636, 81641, 81645

History - Congresses 34512
History de la derniere guerre 4515
History & description of British America 1772

History - Dictionaries 13114
History, directory, and gazetteer, of the county Palatine of Lancaster. Illustrations 41562
History flows through the Brandywine Valley 13801
History House (Chicago, Ill.) 57314
History House, Inc. 35412
History in asphalt : the origin of Bronx street and place names, the Bronx, New York City 52199
History in the Ordnance map : an introduction for Irish readers / by J.H. Andrews 44716

History, Medieval SEE Middle Ages 47557

History military transactions of British in Indostan 7855
The History of a voyage to the Malouine (or Falkland) Islands, made in 1763 and 1764, under the command of M. de Bougainville, in order to form a settlement there: and of two voyages to the Straights of Magellan, with an account of the Patagonians. Tr 26483

The History of Abraham Ortelius and his Theatrum orbis terrarum, by C. Koeman 7647
A History of Africa / by S.G. Goodrich 352
The History of Africa in maps 187
History of America 57630, 57631, 81653
The History of an atlas : Mercator-Hondius 46055
The History of an expedition against Fort Du Quesne, in 1755 under Major-General Edward Braddock / edited from the original manuscripts, by Winthrop Sargent 13748, 13749
History of ancient geography 5180, 30641
A History of ancient geography / by H.F. Tozer ... 34482, 34497
A History of ancient mathematical astronomy 3482
History of Antarctic exploration and scientific investigation 2079
History of Aurora, Colorado 10987
History of Boston Project (Boston, England) 13433, 13434
History of British colonies 4768, 8021
History of British West Indies 1712, 1726
History of Canterbury 4568
History of cartography 6909, 17317, 17352, 17353, 17354, 17405
A History of cartography: 2500 years of maps and mapmakers; maps chosen and displayed by R. V. Tooley, text by Charles Bricker, preface by Gerald Roe Crone 17343, 17344
History of cartography : Alexander von Humboldt and his American maps 34869
History of cartography and toponymy publications 66761, 66762
History of cartography : course outline 18466
The History of cartography / edited by J.B. Harley and David Woodward 17396
History of cartography / Leo Bagrow 17369
History of cartography / Leo Bagrow : revised and enlarged by R. A. Skelton 17336
History of cartography of Nicosia 57077
History of Cartography Project (University of Wisconsin--Madison. Dept. of Geography) 44986, 52709
History of Cartography Publications Society 17873
History of Colorado Springs 21690
The History of Concord : from its first grant in 1725, to the organization of the city government in 1853, with a history of the ancient Penacooks : the whole interspersed with numerous interesting incidents and anecdotes, down to the present period, 1 21845
History of Delaware 23016
History of discovery in Africa 322
History of England 7815
The History of England [atlas volume]. Written in French by Mr. Rapin de Thoyras. Translated into English with additional notes, by N. Tindal ... 7807
History of French dominions in No & So America 1671
The History of geographical map projections until 1600 44627, 44659
The History of geography 30842
History of H. M. Gousha / John Foundersmith 33255
The History of hydrographic surveying in British Columbia 35064
History of imbanking & drayning of divers fenns 14165
History of Japan 4431, 5648
A History of Japanese cartography 18026
History of Julius Caesar. Atlas 67174
History of Kent corrected 5230
History of late war in North America 57605
History of London 42378
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the genealogy of the existing Osmanli dynasty / by J.D. O'Connor 75798
History of voyage to Malouine (Falkland) Islands 26482
History of voyages & travels 4425
History of war in the Peninsula 63503
History of World War I 84601
History of World War II 84662
History Press 16980
History SEE ALSO Historic Sites 14540
History & survey of London 4468
History & topographical survey of Kent 4553
The History, topography and directory of Warwickshire : inclusive of some portions of the ancient histories of Rous, Camden, Speed, and Dugdale : with curious memoirs of the lives of these early English writers 52526
History & topography of the United States 4741
History & topography of United States 1769, 1776, 1777
History war in West Florida & Louisiana: atlas 4614
Hitch, Charles, d. 1764 32432, 34035, 48101, 52057, 52058, 52059, 73286, 73287, 73288, 73289
Hitch, Johnston & Toms 25118
Hitch & Toms 25112
Hitchcock, Charles H. (Charles Henry), 1836-1911 30314, 54593, 76802, 76803, 76804, 76849, 76851, 76857, 76870
Hitchcock, Edward, 1828-1911 45409, 76802, 76803, 76804
Hitchcock, Roswell D. (Roswell Dwight), 1817-1887 5054, 5062, 5069, 5078, 5112, 5129, 5145, 5157, 5177, 5204
Hitchcock & Walden 12851
Hitchens, Harold Lee 6261, 6297
Hitching, Francis 22578
Hitchings, Sinclair, 1933- 13559, 39861
Hitler, Adolf, 1889-1945 31624
Hitler-Jugend SEE Hitler Youth 10388
Hitler Youth 10388
Hitt, Isaac R. & Co. 26391
Hitt Map Co. 84685
Hitt, William M. 84685
Hitting the road : the art of the American road map / Douglas A. Yorke and John Margolies ; design by Eric Baker Design Associates 79430
Hively, Neal Otto 73530, 85107
Hixson (W.W.) & Co. SEE W.W. Hixson & Co. 14738
Hjaltland: a map of Shetland in the old Norse language of the sagas 69959
Hlavaty, George A., fl. 1917 41426
HLH Parade Gasoline SEE Hunt Oil Company 969
Hlinka, B. 44991
Ho-pei sheng (China) SEE Hebei Sheng (China) 33731
Hoade, Eugene 62870
Hoag & Alwood 29409
Hoak Village (Calif.) SEE Hock Village (Calif.) 34517
Hoare & Reeves 25220, 25239
Hobart and Robbins 34832, 79353
Hobart (Tas.) - Maps - 1851 - Pictorial works 74273
Hobbing & Bühle 80219
Hobbs, Barnabas C. (Barnabas Coffin), 1815-1892 63364
Hobbs grade and surface guide ... : New York short line to and from Chicago, Detroit, Akron, the Lincoln Highway and the Wm. Penn Highway between Pittsburgh, Philadelphia, New York ... / Mohawk Rubber Co. 24254
Hobbs guide SEE Mohawk-Hobbs guide 54090
Hobbs, Howard F. 22557, 24254, 59217
Hobbs, Irene 29151
Hobbs, William Herbert, 1864-1952 16887, 18220, 18430, 76144, 85307
Hobbs, Wm. L. 58260, 58261
Hobhouse, Christopher, d. 1940 62495
Hobkirk's Hill, Battle of, S.C., 1781 34513, 34514
Hoboken (N.J.) - Free Public Library 34515
Hoboken (N.J.) - Maps - 1865 55654
Hoboken (N.J.) - Maps - 1907 - Election districts 39720, 39721
Hoboken (N.J.) - Maps - 1929 - Railroads 59220, 59221
Hoboken (N.J.) - Maps - 1931 - Railroads 59271
Hoboken (N.J.) - Maps - Exhibitions 34515
Hoboken (N.J.) - Pictorial works - 1956 - Railroads 34516
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Call Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hoboken Terminal (N.J.)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1929 59220, 59221</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hoboken Terminal (N.J.)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1931 59271</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hoboken Terminal (N.J.)</td>
<td>Pictorial works</td>
<td>1958 34516</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hobrecker</td>
<td></td>
<td>35527, 79353</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hobbs, Mrs.</td>
<td></td>
<td>5172</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hobson's fox-hunting atlas</td>
<td></td>
<td>showing the roads, railways, canals, parks, etc. etc. / compiled from the maps of the Board of Ordnance, a 25272, 25284, 25329</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hobson, William Colling</td>
<td></td>
<td>25272, 25284, 25329</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hochdanz, E.</td>
<td></td>
<td>34462, 51911</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hochelaga SEE Montréal (Québec)</td>
<td></td>
<td>51643</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hochholzer, Hugo</td>
<td></td>
<td>85193</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hochschild, Adam.</td>
<td></td>
<td>July 1, 1916 (2013) 70305</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hochschule Karlsruhe-Technik und Wirtschaft</td>
<td></td>
<td>13252</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Höchstadt Region (Germany)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1704 40540</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hochstet, Battle of, Bavaria, Germany, 1704 SEE Blenheim, Battle of, Blindheim, Bavaria, Germany, 1704</td>
<td></td>
<td>13247</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hochstetter, Ferdinand von</td>
<td></td>
<td>1829-1884 56823</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hochstetter, W.</td>
<td></td>
<td>45746</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hochtourt in den Ostalpen I</td>
<td></td>
<td>1369, 1372, 1378, 1386</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hochtourt in den Ostalpen II</td>
<td></td>
<td>1370, 1379, 1387</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hochtourt in den Ostalpen III</td>
<td></td>
<td>1380, 1390</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hochtourt in den Ostalpen IV</td>
<td></td>
<td>1388</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hochtourt in den Ostalpen V</td>
<td></td>
<td>1391</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hochtourt in den Ostalpen VIII</td>
<td></td>
<td>1392</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hochverneunftig gegrundet &amp; auffgerichtete...</td>
<td></td>
<td>4369</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hochzeitfli für die Geographen und Ingenieur Tilmann Stolz aus Siegen</td>
<td></td>
<td>73202</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hock Village (Calif.)</td>
<td>Pictorial works</td>
<td>1842-1843 - Indians - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 34517</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hocking County (Ohio) Maps</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1800-1899 - Landowners 34518</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hocking County (Ohio) Maps</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1876 - Landowners 34519</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hocking County (Ohio) Maps</td>
<td></td>
<td>1901 34517</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hocking Valley Railway</td>
<td></td>
<td>24195, 24200, 24201, 24208, 24209, 24213, 24214, 24216, 24217, 24219, 24220, 24222, 24224, 24225, 24226, 24227, 24228, 24229, 24231, 24232, 24235, 24236, 24238, 24241, 24243, 24244, 24245, 24247, 24248, 24250, 24251, 24253, 24258, 24261, 24263, 24266, 24268, 24269, 24278, 24279, 24280, 24288, 24289, 24302, 60445, 60448, 60453, 60454, 60457, 60458, 60462, 60463, 60465, 60466, 60468, 60469, 60472, 60473, 60475, 60476, 60478, 60484, 60485</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Hocking Valley Railway and the Chesapeake &amp; Ohio Railway, and connections. 1911</td>
<td></td>
<td>24201</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Hocking Valley Railway and the Chesapeake &amp; Ohio Railway and connections. 1912</td>
<td></td>
<td>24209</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Hocking Valley Railway and the Chesapeake &amp; Ohio Railway and connections. 1913</td>
<td></td>
<td>24214</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Hocking Valley Railway and the Chesapeake &amp; Ohio Railway and connections. 1914</td>
<td></td>
<td>24217</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Hocking Valley Railway and the Chesapeake &amp; Ohio Railway and connections. 1915</td>
<td></td>
<td>24220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Hocking Valley Railway and the Chesapeake &amp; Ohio Railway and connections. 1916</td>
<td></td>
<td>24224, 24225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Hocking Valley Railway and the Chesapeake &amp; Ohio Railway and connections. 1917</td>
<td></td>
<td>24229</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Hocking Valley Railway and the Chesapeake &amp; Ohio Railway and connections. 1918</td>
<td></td>
<td>24232</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Hocking Valley Railway and the Chesapeake &amp; Ohio Railway and connections. 1919</td>
<td></td>
<td>24236</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Hocking Valley Railway and the Chesapeake &amp; Ohio Railway and connections. 1920</td>
<td></td>
<td>24241</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Hocking Valley Railway and the Chesapeake &amp; Ohio Railway and connections. 1921</td>
<td></td>
<td>24245</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Hocking Valley Railway and the Chesapeake &amp; Ohio Railway and connections. 1922</td>
<td></td>
<td>24248</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Hocking Valley Railway and the Chesapeake &amp; Ohio Railway and connections. 1923</td>
<td></td>
<td>24251</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Hocking Valley Railway and the Chesapeake &amp; Ohio Railway and connections. 1924</td>
<td></td>
<td>24259</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Hocking Valley Railway and the Chesapeake &amp; Ohio Railway and connections. 1925</td>
<td></td>
<td>24263</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Hocking Valley Railway and the Chesapeake &amp; Ohio Railway and connections. 1926</td>
<td></td>
<td>24269</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Hocking Valley Railway and the Chesapeake &amp; Ohio Railway and connections. 1927</td>
<td></td>
<td>24279</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Hocking Valley Railway and the Chesapeake &amp; Ohio Railway and connections. 1928</td>
<td></td>
<td>24289</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hocking Valley Railway Maps</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1900 60445</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hocking Valley Railway Maps</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1901 60448</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hocking Valley Railway Maps</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1902 60453, 60454</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hocking Valley Railway Maps</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1903 60457, 60458</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hocking Valley Railway Maps</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1904 60462, 60463</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hocking Valley Railway Maps</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1905 60465, 60466</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hocking Valley Railway Maps</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1906 60468, 60469</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hocking Valley Railway Maps</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1907 60472, 60473</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hocking Valley Railway Maps</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1908 60475</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hocking Valley Railway Maps</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1909 60478, 60479</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hocking Valley Railway Maps</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1910 24195, 60484, 60485</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hocking Valley Railway Maps</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1911 24200, 24201</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hocking Valley Railway Maps</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1912 24208, 24209</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hocking Valley Railway Maps</td>
<td>Maps</td>
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The Holy Bible containing the Old and New Testaments : translated out of the original tongues, and with the former translations diligently compared and revised by his Majesty's special command... 12890

The Holy Bible, or The Old and New Testament, and Apocrypha : with critical, philological, and explanatory notes / by the John Hewlett ; illustrated with one hundred and twenty engravings, from the best pictures of the great masters in the... 12733

The Holy Bible : containing the Old and New Testament translated out of the original tongues : being the version set forth A.D. 1611 compared with the most ancient authorities and revised... 12890

The Holy Bible : or The Old and New Testament : digested, illustrated, and explained, by way of question and answer : in which the principal controverted points are considered, and the connection of sacred and profane history preserved, compiled chiefly... 12715

The Holy Bible : so arranged as to give as far as possible, by means of simple and appropriate signs, the accuracy, precision, and certainty of the original Hebrew and Greek Scriptures, on the basis of the Authorized version : the divine titles are also... 12946

The Holy Bible, that is, The Holy Scriptures : contained in The Old and New Testament / translated according to the Hebrew and Greek Scriptures, with the best translations in divers languages ; with most profitable annotations upon all the hard places... 12650
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Holy Roman Empire - Maps - 1700 31360
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Honore & Chatelain 9144
Honoré, F.  SEE L’Honoré, F. 57517
Honoré Frères SEE Frères l’Honoré 57450
Honour, Hugh 79987
Honshiu (Japan) SEE Honshu (Japan) 34629
Honoré Fréres SEE Fréres l'Honoré 57450
Honour, Hugh 79987
Honshiu (Japan) SEE Honshu (Japan) 34629
Honshu (Japan) - Maps - 1696 34629
Honshu (Japan) - Pictorial works - 1797-1804 - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. 75591
Honsyu (Japan) SEE Honshu (Japan) 34629
Honter, Johannes, 1498-1549 4182, 4184, 4187, 4195, 10889, 12022, 22300, 22301, 22302, 22303, 22304, 22305, 22306, 22307, 28906, 28920, 34630, 34631, 34632, 34633, 34634, 34635, 34636, 34637, 34638, 34639, 34640, 34641, 34642, 34643, 34644, 34645, 34646, 34650, 34651, 34658, 65599, 73776, 75462
Honter, Johannes, 1498-1549. Chorographia Transylvaniae (1532) 34647, 34648, 34649
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Honterus-emlékkönyv : emlékülés és kiállítás Johannes Honterus halálának 450. évfordulója alkalmából az Országos Széchényi Könyvtárban, 1999 = Honterus-Festschrift : wissenschaftliche Tagung und Ausstellung zum 450. jährigen Todestage von Johannes Hont 34643
Honterus und Zürich / von Oskar Netoliczka 34658
Hoocheyt, fl. 17th cent. 68939
Hoocheyt, fl. 17th cent. SEE Hoogheyt, fl. 17th cent. 68939
Hood, Annie 33035
Hood Canal Recreation Area : Olympic National Forest, Washington : Rec. guide no. 18 / C. R. S. 61728
Hood, Colin Charles 80733
[Hood County (Tex.) - 1879: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 34659
[Hood County (Tex.) - 1894: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 34660
Hood County (Tex.) - Maps - 1879 - Landowners 34659
Hood County (Tex.) - Maps - 1894 - Landowners 34660
Hood, David 26387
Hood, E. C. (Edwin C.) 39614, 39682, 39683
Hood, Graham 33362
Hood, Peter, 1905- 16778
Hood, Washington 26864, 81780, 81782, 81783, 81784
Hooft, P. C. (Pieter Corneliszoon), 1581-1647 25912
Hoogerhuis, O W et al 7426
Hoogeveen, Cornelis van, junior 2058
Hooghe, Romeyn de, 1645-1708 8725, 8729, 25954, 27703, 45728
Hoogheemraadschap Amstelland (Netherlands) - Maps - 1682 66828
Hoogheemraadschap Amstelland (Netherlands) - Maps - 1700 66829
Hoogheemraadschap van Delfland 17116
Hoogly River (India) SEE Hugli River (India) 34857
Hoogly River (India) SEE Hugli River (India) 34857
Hoogsteder-Naumann Mercury 15033
Hoogstraten, Avan 83708
Hoogvliet, Margriet 18104
Hoole, A. J. 53567
Hooke, Della 25028
Hooke, J. 7790
Hooke, Robert, 1635-1703 17242, 17243, 42394
Hooker, Brian 18194
Hooker, Edward W. (Edward William), 1794-1875 1856
Hooker, J. 29066
Hooker, John, 1526?-1601 25926
Hooker's new pocket plan of the city of New York 55627, 55628
Hooker, William, 1782-1856 3752, 4581, 11173, 12178, 14297, 16001, 24755, 29237, 31677, 43958, 47605, 47609, 47615, 52838, 55627, 55628, 56060, 57676, 57903, 58914, 60380, 65938, 69532, 70500, 70696, 71182, 74510, 76533
Hooker, William, ca. 1780-1846 44552
Hooker, William Jackson, Sir, 1785-1865 29450, 29488
Hoon, W. 45535
Hooper, George, 1824-1890 69815
Hooper, Nicholas, 1956- 49246
Hooper, S. (Samuel) 23687, 57958, 75234, 81609, 81610
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Hoope, Samuel, fl. 1756-1793 SEE Hoope, S. (Samuel) 23687
Hoopes, Chas. L. (Charles L.) 62923
Hooppole Lumber & Grain Co. (Hooppole, Ill.) 33812, 33813
Hoorn, Jan van, 16th cent. 18175, 34661, 34662
Hoorn, Johannes à, 16th cent. SEE Hoorn, Jan van, 16th cent. 34662
Hoorn, Melchisedech van, fl. 1569 20873, 79728
Hoos, fl. 1695 11622
Hoosier Democrat (Flora, Ind.) 16672
The Hoosier Line 37329, 37346
Hoosier Line SEE Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville Railway Company OR SEE Monon (Railroad) 37329
Hoosier Motor Club (Indianapolis, Ind.) 36919
Hoosier State Automobile Association 36881, 48728
Hooson, David J. M. 16876
Hooton, M. 31065, 79362
Hoover, D. N. 75954
Hoover Dam (Ariz. and Nev.) - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1932 34664
Hoover Dam (Ariz. and Nev.) - Maps - 1932 - Pictorial maps 34663
Hoover Dam (Ariz. and Nev.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps 77879
Hoover Dam (Ariz. and Nev.) - Pictorial works - 1932 34664
Hoover Dam (Ariz. and Nev.) - Pictorial works - 1947 34665
Hoover, H. S. 13909
Hoover, Herbert, 1874 - 1964 598
Hoover, J. W. 81216
Hoover, John Neal 22360
Hoover, Lou Henry, 1874-1944 598
Hope Bay (Antarctica) - Maps - 1960 2066
Hope, John D. 41480
Hopei, China (Province) SEE Hebei Sheng (China) 33731
Hopewell Cultural National Historical Park (Ohio) - Maps - 1700-1799 - Manuscripts 45054
Hopewell Cultural National Historical Park (Ohio) - Maps - 1914 60489
Hopewell Cultural National Historical Park (Ohio) - Maps - 1979-2004 23981
Hopewell Cultural National Historical Park (Ohio) - Maps - 1986-1987 23980
Hopewell culture - Maps - 1848 23979
Hopewell culture - Maps - 1855 23982
Hopewell culture - Maps - 1980-1989 34666
Hopewell culture - Maps - 1986-1987 23980
[Hopewell Culture National Historical Park (Ohio) archeological sites] 34666
Hopewell Culture National Historical Park (Ohio) - Maps - 1848 23979
Hopewell Culture National Historical Park (Ohio) - Maps - 1980-1989 34666
The Hopewell Indian earthworks 23980
Hopi Buttes (Ariz.) - Maps - 1891 34667
Hopi Indian Reservation (Ariz.) - Maps - 1886 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 52841
Hopi Indian Reservation (Ariz.) - Maps - 1890 34668
Hopi Indian Reservation (Ariz.) - Maps - 1891 34667
Hopi Indians - 1874 34669
Hopi Indians - Arizona - Maps - 1710 2541
Hopi Indians - Arizona - Maps - 1775 - Manuscripts 79889
Hopi Indians - Arizona - Maps - 1890 - Indian reservations 34668
Hopi Indians - Arizona - Maps - 1891 34667
Hopi Indians - New Mexico - Maps - 1775 - Manuscripts 79889
Höcker, H. (Heinrich), b. 1874 52307
Hopkins & Co. (Dubuque, Iowa) 37604
Hopkins County (Ky.) - Maps - 1898 - Landowners 34670
Hopkins County (Ky.) - Maps - 1974 34670
[Hopkins County (Tex.) - 1885: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 34671
Hopkins County (Tex.) - Maps - 1885 - Landowners 34671
Hopkins, Eric - Map art 44188
Hopkins (G.M.) Company SEE G.M. Hopkins & Co. 41733
Hopkins, George F. (George Folliot), 1769-1848 70355
Hopkins, Griffith Morgan 66, 3115, 12433, 15765, 20973, 21726, 22591, 23009, 23010, 23011, 26544, 26545, 39987, 41733, 42089, 42090, 42184, 46125, 51595, 51634, 54739, 54740, 56951, 58827, 59704, 59705, 63406, 63435, 64368, 64372, 64373, 65662, 68205, 73582, 73587, 80835, 80967, 81074, 81499, 84766
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Hopkins, Griffith Morgan. Driving map of Philadelphia environs from new and original surveys (1882) 23009
Hopkins, Griffith Morgan. Map of Adams Co. Pennsylvania (1858) 31824
Hopkins, Griffith Morgan SEE ALSO G.M. Hopkins & Co. 41733
Hopkins, Griffith Morgan. War map, showing the vicinities of Baltimore and Washington [1861] 76347
Hopkins, H. W. (Henry Whitmer), 1838-1920 3115, 46125, 64368, 65662
Hopkins, J. Castell 65978
Hopkins, Jason 21817
Hopkins, John, d. 1570 12646
Hopkins, M. S., fl. 1930 51376
Hopkins, Martha E. 42192, 42193
Hopkins, Tom 17278
Hopkinson, M. F. 12065
Hopkins, T. E. 35543
Hopkinson, M. F. 81871
Hoppach, C. 62384
Hoppers, Joachim, 1523-1576 7667, 7752, 28415, 28416
Hoppner, Captn. 2390
Horace Thayer & Co. 35506
Horace Waters & Sons 71358, 76347, 76821
Horatio Hill & Co. 29437
Horawitz, Adalbert, 1840-1888 14759, 14762
Horblit, Harrison D. 2347
Horch, Hans, 1925- 51969, 51976, 51986, 51989, 51990, 65767
Horder, E. Y. 63529
Horder's, inc., Chicago 19859
Hordern House 71115
Horen, Jan, 16th cent. SEE Hoorn, Jan van, 16th cent. 34662
Horgesheimer, E. 81871
Horizon de Paris / ... par son ... serviteur S. 84096
Horizon Guide 26296
Horizons France 75658
Hörle, Emil 10257, 10407
Hormuz (Iran) - Pictorial works - 1620 15188
Horn, Andrew H. (Andrew Harlis), 1914- 18799, 18790
Horn, Cape (Chile) - Maps - 1951 34672
Horn, Georg, 1620-1670 8695, 8697, 8712
Horn, Hosea B. 81725
Horn of Africa SEE Africa, Northeast 502
Horn, S. 76735
Horn's overland guide, from the U.S. Indian sub-agency, Council Bluffs, on the Missouri River, to the city of Sacramento, in California : containing a table of distances, and showing all the rivers, creeks, lakes, springs, mountains, hills, camping-places 81725
Horn's railroad gazette (New York, N.Y.) v. 1, no. 52 (Feb. 16, 1850) 76735
Horn's United States railroad gazette 76735
Horn, Werner, 1903-1978 13374, 18284, 18347, 31971, 31973, 51985, 85301
Hornbostel, August 34964, 34965
Hornbuk, Jacob B. 29261
Hornby, J. J. (James John), 1826-1909 7961
Horncastle, Henry 41479
Horne, Robert, fl. 1660-1686 57948
Horne, Thomas Hartwell, 1780-1862 12753
Horneck, Anthony, 1641-1697 12680
Hornemann, Friedrich, 1772-1800 478, 8056
Horer, Arnold 67100
Horer, Henry, 1878-1940 35913, 35939, 35985, 36023, 36054, 36081
Horer, Johann Caspar, 1774-1834 12458
Hornor, Thomas 42765
Hornsby, M. 26163
Hornsby, Stephen, 1956- 23337
Hormung, Clarence Pearson 63719
Horology 34673
Horrabin, J. F. (James Francis), 1884-1962 392, 8491, 25828, 30595, 34104, 84550, 84551, 84687, 84692
Horrocks, Jeremiah, 16177-1641 3473
Horrox, Rosemary 34860
Horry County (S.C.) - Maps - 1825 - Landowners 34674
Horry District, South Carolina 34674
Horsburgh, James 8056, 44228, 64759
Horse Guards (London, England) 49264
Horse racing - British Isles - Maps - 1948 32459
Horse racing - Great Britain - Maps - 1948 32459
Horses to horse-power : a pictorial review of local transportation in Chicago since 1859
The Horseshoe Curve in the scenic Allegheny Mountains west of Altoona, Pennsylvania 1448
Horseshoe Island (Antarctica) - Maps - 1960 34676
Horseshoe Lake Conservation Area 34675
Horseshoe Lake State Conservation Area (Ill.) 34675
Horsetzky, Adolf von 5315
Horsley, John, 1675-1732 4438, 7848, 20303, 34374, 34386
Horsley, Samuel, 1733-1806 64219
Horst, K. van der 8668
Horta (Azores : District) - Maps - 1882 - Nautical charts 34676
Horta (Azores) - Maps - 1872 43795
Horta (Azores) - Maps - 1890 - Harbors 34677
Horta (Azores) - Pictorial works - 1882 34676
Horta (Azores) - Pictorial works - 1890 34678
Horta Bay (Azores) - Maps - 1882 - Nautical charts 34676
Horton and Leonard (Chicago, Ill.) 81852
Horton (B.) & Co. SEE B. Horton & Co. 48145
Horton & Leonard 19498, 19503, 81852
Hortea Palatinus (Heidelberg, Germany) - Pictorial works - 1620 34679
Horvath, George J. 16676, 16677, 16683, 66359
Horwood, Richard 42417, 42423
Hosford & Co. (New York, N.Y.) 58923, 79353
Hosford & Sons 23655
Hoskin, John 75034
Hoskins, Janina W. 41842
Hoskins, W. G. (William George), 1908-2005 20601, 204058
Hoskyn, Capt. 2394
Hösli, Jost 25596
Hosmer, James Kendall, 1834-1927 41910
Hosmer, William 79436
Hospital de San Juan de Dios (Manila, Philippines) - Pictorial works - 1742 34680, 34681, 34682, 34683
Hospitalitay industry - New York (State) - Maps - 1967 56751
Hospitality industry - New York (State) - Maps - 1968 56757
Hospitality industry - New York (State) - Maps - 1969 56762
Hospitality Inns 24509, 32602, 5627, 5628, 61045, 61053, 61054, 61061, 61065, 61069, 61073, 61075
Hospitality Inns - Maps - 1966 32602, 61045
Hospitality Inns - Maps - 1970 61053
Hospitality Inns - Maps - 1971 61054
Hospitality Inns - Maps - 1974 61061
Hospitality Inns - Maps - 1975 5627, 61065
Hospitality Inns - Maps - 1976 5628, 61069
Hospitality Inns - Maps - 1978 61073
Hospitality Inns - Maps - 1979 24509, 61075
Hospitality Motor Inns SEE Hospitality Inns 24509
Hospitals depicted in old maps and panoramas (I) 34686
Hospitals depicted in old maps and panoramas (II) 34687
Hospitals depicted in old maps and panoramas (III) 34684
Hospitals on maps 34684, 34685, 34686, 34687
Hoss, Della Taylor 85179
Hosse, S. 27539
Hosfield, Oskar 60738
Hoeste, F. E. C. 53323
Hostert, Walter 7119
Hostetter, Albert 29894
Hostetter, Laura 16872, 17060
Hostetter, Mattie M. 29894
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Hot spots (Political science) - Maps - 1986  7552
Hot Springs (Ark.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps  42229
Hot Springs Chamber of Commerce  34689, 45139
Hot springs - Hot Springs (N.M.) - Maps - 1883  34688
Hot Springs (N.M.) - Maps - 1883 - Hot springs  34688
Hot Springs National Park (Ark.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps  2976, 2977
Hot Springs National Park (Ark.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps  2989, 2997
Hot Springs National Park (Ark.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps  2998, 2999
Hot Springs National Park (Ark.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps  3013
Hot Springs National Park (Ark.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps  3053
Hot Springs National Park (Ark.) - Maps - 1962-1968 - Road maps  43450
Hot Springs National Park (Ark.) - Maps - 1967 - Road maps  72198
Hot Springs National Park (Ark.) - Maps - 1969 - Road maps  72203
Hot Springs National Park (Ark.) - Maps - 1974 - Road maps  72207
Hot Springs National Park (Ark.) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps  72210
Hot Springs National Park (Ark.) - Maps - 1977 - Road maps  72211
The Hot springs of Japan (and the principal cold springs) including Chosen (Korea) Taiwan (Formosa) South Manchuria  49391
Hot Springs (S.D.) Chamber of Commerce  13188, 49020
Hot Springs, South Dakota : the city in a valley where recuperation, rehabilitation, rest and relaxation, with recreation and scenic beauty abound!  34689
Hot Springs - United States - Maps - 1875  76861
Hot springs - Yellowstone National Park - Maps - 1872  34690
Hotaling, Charles Ayres  84701
Hotchkiss (Chas. J.) Map Co., Denver, Colo. SEE Chas. J. Hotchkiss Map Co. (Denver, Colo.)  43035
Hotchkiss, Inc.  21694
Hotchkiss, Jedediah, 1827-1899 - Map Collections - Catalogs  34691
Hotchkiss, Jedediah, 1827-1899 - Map Collections - Exhibitions  34698
The Hotchkiss map collection : a list of manuscript maps, many of the Civil War period, prepared by Major Jed. Hotchkiss, and other manuscript and annotated maps in his possession / compiled by Clara Egli Le Gear ; with a foreword by Willard Webb  34691
Hotchkiss Mapping Company SEE Hotchkiss, Inc.  21694
The Hotchkiss papers : an additional note  34697
Hoteis = Hotels : Lisboa, Portugal  42165
Hotel Americana (Bal Harbour, Fla.)  11465
Hotel Anthony (Fort Wayne, Ind.) - Access routes - 1937 - Road maps  48916
Hotel Anthony (Fort Wayne, Ind.)=Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library)  48916
Hotel Aspinwall (Lenox, Mass.)  47806
Hotel Aspinwall (Lenox, Mass.) - Access roads - Maps - 1928  47806
Hotel Barnum (Bridgeport, Conn.)  21962
Hotel Breakers (Sandusky, Ohio)  34699
Hotel Breakers (Sandusky, Ohio) - Description and travel - 1960  34699
Hotel Bristol (New York, N.Y.)  55691
Hotel Bristol (New York, N.Y.) - Maps - 1930-1939  55691
Hotel Brunswick (Boston, Mass.)  13532
Hotel Candler (Decatur, Ga.)  31222
Hotel Casey (Scranton, Pa.)  59308, 59374, 59393
Hotel Casey (Scranton, Pa.) - Access roads - Maps - 1941  59393
Hotel Casey (Scranton, Pa.) - Access routes - Maps - 1935  59308
Hotel Casey (Scranton, Pa.) - Access routes - Maps - 1941  59374
Hotel Cleveland (Cleveland, Ohio)  59240, 59283, 59292
Hotel Cleveland (Cleveland, Ohio) - Access roads - Maps - 1929  59240
Hotel Cleveland (Cleveland, Ohio) - Access routes - Maps - 1932  59283
Hotel Cleveland (Cleveland, Ohio) - Access routes - Maps - 1933  59292
Hotel Daniel Boone (Charleston, W. Va.) SEE Daniel Boone Hotel (Charleston, W. Va.)  59239
Hôtel de Balances (Lucerne, Switzerland)  43611
Hôtel de Belle-Vue (Brussels, Belgium)  14773, 14775
Hôtel de Flandre (Brussels, Belgium)  14773, 14775
Hôtel de la Ville (Milan, Italy)  43621
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hotel Name</th>
<th>Call Number and Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hotel de Thou</td>
<td>46298, 46299</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hôtel de Thou publishers</td>
<td>9243, 50621</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hotel des Terrasses (Dinard, France)</td>
<td>34702</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hotel des Terrasses (Dinard, France) - 1925</strong></td>
<td>34702</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hotel Duomo (Pisa : Italy) - 1970</td>
<td>34700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hotel Edward (Rockport, Mass)</td>
<td>54022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hotel Elton (Waterbury, Conn.)</td>
<td>54052</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hotel Fort Shelby (Detroit, Mich.)</td>
<td>46985, 47080</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hotel Fort Shelby (Detroit, Mich.) - Access roads - Maps - 1935</strong></td>
<td>47080</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hotel Fort Shelby Detroit : official road map</td>
<td>47080</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hotel Gibson (Cincinnati, Ohio)</td>
<td>59275</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hotel Gibson (Cincinnati, Ohio) - Access routes - Maps - 1931</strong></td>
<td>59275</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hotel Goldsboro</td>
<td>4013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Hotel Governor Clinton : 31st St. and 7th Ave., New York</strong></td>
<td>44342</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hotel Governor Clinton (New York, N.Y) - Maps - 1930-1939</td>
<td>44342</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hotel Governor Clinton (New York, NY)</td>
<td>44342</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hotel Greeters of America</td>
<td>59774, 81232</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hotel Hammertime (Vienna, Austria)</td>
<td>7581</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hotel Harrington (Washington, D.C.)</td>
<td>89073</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hotel Hollenden (Cleveland, Ohio)</td>
<td>21010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hotel Hollenden (Cleveland, Ohio) - Access routes - Maps - 1930</strong></td>
<td>21010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hotel im Palais Schwarzenberg</td>
<td>80201</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hotel im Palais Schwarzenberg (Vienna : Austria) - 1981</td>
<td>80201</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hotel Kaskaskia (La Salle, Ill.)</td>
<td>35793</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hotel Keenan (Fort Wayne, Ind.)</td>
<td>48916</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hotel Keenan (Fort Wayne, Ind.) - Access routes - 1937 - Road maps</strong></td>
<td>48916</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hotel La Cisterna</td>
<td>70101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hotel &quot;La Cisterna&quot; - Ristorante &quot;Le Terrazze&quot;</strong></td>
<td>70101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hotel La Cisterna (Siena, Italy)</td>
<td>70101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hotel Madrid</td>
<td>34701</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hotel Madrid (Seville : Spain) - 1963</td>
<td>34701</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hotel Metropole (Cincinnati, Ohio) - Access routes - Maps - 1930</td>
<td>20834</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hotel Monticello (Longview, Wash.)</td>
<td>62643</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hotel Nelson (Rockford, Ill.)</td>
<td>48867</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hotel Peabody (Memphis, Tenn.) SEE Peabody Hotel (Memphis, Tenn.)</td>
<td>71831</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hotel Plankinton (Milwaukee, Wis.)</td>
<td>2616, 37029, 37835, 40261, 46922, 49734, 49758, 58434, 61399, 77616, 83354</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hotel Queen Elizabeth (Montréal, Québec) SEE Queen Elizabeth Hotel (Montréal, Québec)</strong></td>
<td>66112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hotel Rexford (Boston, Mass.)</td>
<td>13512</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hotel Royal (Dinard, France)</td>
<td>34702</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hotel Royal (Dinard, France) - 1925</strong></td>
<td>34702</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hotel Royal Dinard = Hotel des Terrasses Dinard</strong></td>
<td>34702</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hotel Savannah (Savannah, Ga.)</td>
<td>68995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hotel Secor, Toledo : auto trails road map / copyright by Rand McNally &amp; Company</td>
<td>59197</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hotel Secor (Toledo, Ohio)</td>
<td>59197</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hotel Secor (Toledo, Ohio) - Access roads - Maps - 1925</strong></td>
<td>59197</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hotel Seminole (Jacksonville, Fla.)</td>
<td>68995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hotel Severin</td>
<td>36943</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hotel Statler (Boston, Mass.)</td>
<td>66715</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hotel Taxqueño (Taxco de Alarcón, Mexico)</td>
<td>46514</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hotel Underwood (Underwood, Wash.)</td>
<td>62124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hotel Wagner (Canajoharie, N.Y.)</td>
<td>56266</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hotel Wellington (New York, N.Y.)</td>
<td>44343</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hotel Wellington (New York, N.Y.) - Access roads - Maps - 1930-1939</strong></td>
<td>44343</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hotel Whitcomb (San Francisco, Calif.)</td>
<td>15397</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hotels and motels Mississippi : official 1981-82 directory</strong></td>
<td>50085</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hotels - Atlantic City (N.J.) - Maps - 1939</strong></td>
<td>3655, 3656</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hotels - California - Maps - 1994-1995</strong></td>
<td>15673</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hotels - Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1930-1939</strong></td>
<td>59251</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hotels - Canada - Maps - 1975-1976</strong></td>
<td>78704</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hotels - Chicago (III.) - Maps - 1960</strong></td>
<td>19388, 19389</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hotels - Chicago (III.) - Maps - 1961</strong></td>
<td>19390</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hotels - Colorado - Directories - 1897</strong></td>
<td>21323</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hotels - Colorado - Maps - 1897</strong></td>
<td>21323</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Hough, B. 60367
Hough, Franklin Benjamin, 1822-1885 28321, 43859, 65454, 67365, 67973, 67974
Hough, Samuel J. 17581, 38653
Hough, Wendy 12103
Houghton, Douglass, 1809-1845 41846, 47541, 67826
Houghton, Douglass, 1809-1845 - Biography 34703
Houghton, Frederick Tyrie Sidney, Sir 83689
Houghton maps 47541
Houghton, Mifflin and Company 6490, 6761, 7028, 11419, 20021, 22513, 22515, 25390, 26125, 26139, 26142, 26157, 26164, 26168, 26195, 26196, 26201, 26202, 26204, 26210, 26212, 26283, 28034, 30632, 30633, 32891, 34352, 34353, 38422, 39546, 39549, 39551, 39552, 45123, 45124, 46460, 46461, 46487, 46489, 46494, 46497, 46501, 46504, 46508, 46800, 57290, 63188, 64534, 69977, 72883, 76287, 76288, 76291, 76296, 83751, 84549, 85359
Houghton Mifflin atlas of American history 76296
Houghton Mifflin/Rand McNally atlas of American history 76287, 76288, 76291
Houghton Regis (England) - Maps 1762 - Real property 26426
Houghton Regis (England) - Real property 26426
Houghton, Thomas 8189
Houlet, Gilbert, 1920- 11319, 22879, 28051
Houlston & Sons 22193, 29859
Hourmat, Pierre 7120
Hoursch & Bechstedt SEE Hoursch und Bechstedt 66564
Hoursch und Bechstedt 21200, 66524, 66532, 66543, 66544, 66556, 66562, 66564, 82796
Housatonic Railroad 12495
Housatonic Railroad - Maps 1886 12495
House linked to Uncle Tom's Cabin / by Bernard Malahan 33569
House numbers SEE Street addresses 44336
House of David 34704, 34705, 34706, 34707, 34708
House of David - 1931 34704
House of David - 1950 34705, 34706, 34707, 34708
House of Education (Ambleside, England) 8076
Household atlas 5196
Household atlas of the world 5401
Household atlas of world 5438, 5443
Household Goods Carriers' Bureau (U.S.) 23875, 77935, 78320, 78383, 78450, 78451, 78489, 78490, 78781, 78782, 78919, 78920, 78954, 78996, 78997, 78998, 79152
Houses for sale at Brookline, Cottage Grove Ave. and 72d St., Hyde Park / William V. Jacobs 14680
Houses SEE Architecture, Domestic 2363
Housing and Redevelopment Authority of the City of Saint Paul, Minn. 68203
Housing - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1908-1927 19648
Housing - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1930 19753
Housing - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1940 19812
Housing - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1942-1943 19825, 19826
Housing - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 2006 43048
Housing - Loop (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 2006 43048
Housing projects, Government SEE Public housing 39485
Housing - United States - Archival Resources - Inventories 76145
Housman, John 41469
Housour, Brad 45606
Housselin, Alexis Louis Pierre 27982, 27990
Houston (Alaska) - Maps - 2009 - Road maps 1935
Houston and San Antonio : Texaco 34726, 34727, 34730, 34733
A Houston area street map from Houston National Bank ... 34754
Houston Belt and Magnolia Park Railway 34723
Houston Belt and Magnolia Park Railway - Maps - 1890 34723
Houston Belt & Terminal Railroad 34734
Houston Belt & Terminal Railroad - Maps - 1952 34734
Houston County Farm Bureau (Minn.) 34713
[Houston County (Minn.) - 1871: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 34710
Houston County (Minn.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners 34709
Houston County (Minn.) - Maps - 1871 - Landowners 34710
Houston County (Minn.) - Maps - 1878 - Landowners 34711
Houston County (Minn.) - Maps - 1931 - Land Ownership 34712
Houston County (Minn.) - Maps - 1977 - Landowners 34713
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Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

[Houston County (Tex.) - 1896: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 34714

Houston County (Tex.) - Maps - 1896 - Landowners 34714
Houston, Edwin J. (Edwin James), 1847-1914 21814, 30194, 30251, 30269, 30425, 30441, 30467, 30487

Houston, Galveston : Mobil travel map 34718
Houston/Galveston & vicinity street guide 34761
Houston/Galveston & vicinity StreetFinder 34760
Houston : Gulf tourguide map 34747, 34748, 34749
Houston : including Bellaire, Brookside Vil., Bunker Hill, Deer Park, Galena Park, Hedwig Vil., Humble, Hunters Creek Village, Jacinto City, Missouri City, Pasadena, Pearland, Piney Point Vil., South Houston, South Side Place, Spring Valley Vil., West 34757

Houston info-map : Gulf 34728, 34729, 34731, 34732
Houston, J. M. (James Macintosh), 1922- 25789
Houston, Mabel 76220
Houston : Mobil travel map 34750, 34758
Houston National Bank (Houston, Tex.) 34754

Houston National Bank (Houston, Tex.) - Access roads - Maps - 1976 34754
Houston / Phillips 66, the performance company 34752

Houston Region (Tex.) - Maps - 1844 - Hydrography - Manuscripts 34715
Houston Region (Tex.) - Maps - 1890 - Railroads 34723
Houston Region (Tex.) - Maps - 1917 - Railroads 82179
Houston Region (Tex.) - Maps - 1958 - Road maps 34740
Houston Region (Tex.) - Maps - 1959 - Road maps 34716
Houston Region (Tex.) - Maps - 1960 - Road maps 34742, 74990
Houston Region (Tex.) - Maps - 1961 - Road maps 34743
Houston Region (Tex.) - Maps - 1964 - Road maps 34717, 34744, 34745
Houston Region (Tex.) - Maps - 1968 - Road maps 34747, 74995
Houston Region (Tex.) - Maps - 1969 - Road maps 34748, 74996
Houston Region (Tex.) - Maps - 1970 - Road maps 34749
Houston Region (Tex.) - Maps - 1971 - Road maps 34750
Houston Region (Tex.) - Maps - 1974 - Road maps 75002, 75003
Houston Region (Tex.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps 34718, 34752, 34753
Houston Region (Tex.) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps 34754, 34755, 34756, 75004
Houston Region (Tex.) - Maps - 1978 - Road maps 34757
Houston Region (Tex.) - Maps - 1979 - Road maps 34758, 34759
Houston Region (Tex.) - Maps - 1992 - Road maps 34719
Houston Region (Tex.) - Maps - 1995 - Road maps 34720
Houston Region (Tex.) - Maps - 1996 - Road maps 34721
Houston Region (Tex.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps 34760
Houston Region (Tex.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps 34761
Houston Region (Tex.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps 34763, 34764
Houston Region (Tex.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps 34765
Houston Region (Tex.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps 34766
Houston Region (Tex.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps 34722
Houston street guide 34765, 34766
Houston street guide : including Harris, Galveston, and portions of Fort Bend, Waller, and Montgomery counties 34763

Houston streetatlas 34764

Houston (Tex.) - Description and travel - 1974 34751
Houston (Tex.) - Maps - 1890 - Railroads 34723
Houston (Tex.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps 34724, 74720
Houston (Tex.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps 34725
Houston (Tex.) - Maps - 1943 - Road maps 34726, 34727
Houston (Tex.) - Maps - 1944 - Road maps 34728
Houston (Tex.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps 34729, 34730
Houston (Tex.) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps 34731
Houston (Tex.) - Maps - 1950 - Road maps 34732, 34733
Houston (Tex.) - Maps - 1951 76087, 76088
Houston (Tex.) - Maps - 1952 - Railroads 34734
Houston (Tex.) - Maps - 1952 - Road maps 34735
Houston (Tex.) - Maps - 1954 - Road maps 34736, 34737
Houston (Tex.) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps 34738
Houston (Tex.) - Maps - 1957 - Road maps 34739
Houston (Tex.) - Maps - 1958 - Road maps 34740
Houston (Tex.) - Maps - 1959 - Road maps 34716, 34741
Houston (Tex.) - Maps - 1960 - Road maps 34742
Houston (Tex.) - Maps - 1961 - Road maps 34743
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How maps are made

How maps and atlases are made: part I / by Alfred Sidney Johnson, Ph.D., Map Department, Rand McNally & Co. 16767

How maps and atlases are made: part II / by Alfred Sidney Johnson, Ph.D., Map Department, Rand McNally & Co. 16766

How maps and atlases are made: part III / by Alfred Sidney Johnson, Ph.D., Map Department, Rand McNally & Co. 16765

How maps and atlases are made: part IV / by Alfred Sidney Johnson, Ph.D., Map Department, Rand McNally & Co. 16764

How maps are made 16768
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Call Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>How maps are mounted</td>
<td>44571</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How maps are produced</td>
<td>44577</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How old is your globe?</td>
<td>52109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How old is your world map or globe?</td>
<td>52094</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How Pennsylvania Railroad's through service has grown!</td>
<td>77912</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How prints look: photographs with a commentary / by W. M. Ivins, Jr.</td>
<td>65596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How the Great Lakes were placed on the map</td>
<td>17247, 32507</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How the public domain has been squandered: map showing the 139,403,026 acres of the people's land -- equal to 871,268 farms of 160 acres each, worth, at $2 an acre, $278,806,052, given by Republican Congresses to railroad corporations ; this is more !</td>
<td>79419</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How the Russian front would fit in America</td>
<td>77807</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How the states got their shapes / Mark Stein</td>
<td>75955</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How the United States got their names</td>
<td>52486</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How these several lands show at sea: [coastal elevation profiles of southern England and Wales]</td>
<td>24994, 24996</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How they saw the new world</td>
<td>6745</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How tis done: a thorough ventilation of the numerous schemes conducted by wandering advertising canvassers, together with the various advertising dodges for the swindling of the public</td>
<td>22342</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How tis done: a thorough ventilation of the numerous schemes conducted by wandering canvassers ...</td>
<td>76422</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How to enjoy Fairbanks (without really trying) : or, borough and community facilities available to the public and how to reach them via the transit system or by walking / Designed and produced by Award Design; photos by Charles Backus</td>
<td>26459</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How to get there from here: a methodology for the comparison of cognitive maps.</td>
<td>28800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How to go places: Metropolitan Oakland area</td>
<td>60247</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How to identify a mapmaker: an international bibliographic guide = Comment identifier un cartographe : guide bibliographique international / with introductory essays by Monique Pelletier, Sylvie Rimbert, Lothar Zögner ; edited by Monique Pelletier</td>
<td>16721</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How to identify old prints / by F.L. Wilder</td>
<td>65597</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How to identify prints : a complete guide to manual and mechanical processes from woodcut to inkjet / Bamber Gascoigne</td>
<td>65603</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How to identify prints : a complete guide to manual and mechanical processes from woodcut to inkjet / Bamber Gascoigne</td>
<td>65604</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How to identify old maps and globes, with a list of cartographers, engravers, publishers and printers concerned with printed maps and globes from c.1500 to c.1850</td>
<td>17142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How to lie with maps / Mark Monmonier</td>
<td>17113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How to make a geological map</td>
<td>30933</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How to plot land surveys : a basic primer for drawing deeds, surveys, and other land descriptions / by Neal Otto Hively</td>
<td>73530</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How to prepare for Europe</td>
<td>26160, 26194</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How to prepare for Europe : a handbook of historical, literary, and artistic data, with full directions for preliminary studies and travelling arrangements / by H.A. Guerber</td>
<td>26161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How to read a road map</td>
<td>44696</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How to read an early modern map : between the particular and the general, the material and the abstract, words and mathematics</td>
<td>44693</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How to read &amp; understand Meyers Orts- und Verkehrs-Lexikon des Deutschen Reichs : Meyers geographical and commercial gazetteer of the German Empire</td>
<td>52308</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How to see and participate in the wonderful life life of New York ... / yours from the Texaco Touring Center ... opposite the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel</td>
<td>55748, 55749</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How to see Paris</td>
<td>63129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How to see Paris &amp; the battlefields: automobile tours organised by Thos. Cook &amp; Son, 2, place de la Madeleine, Paris</td>
<td>63348</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How we acquired our national territory</td>
<td>77790</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How we acquired our national territory / by Robert R. McCormick ; W. H. Wisner</td>
<td>77789</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How wintertime Minneapolis is escaping from its winter / David Butwin</td>
<td>49456</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Howard-Blood, John</td>
<td>26679</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Howard, C. R.</td>
<td>59749</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Howard County (Ark.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners</td>
<td>34772</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Howard County farm plat book</td>
<td>34776</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Howard County (Ind.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners</td>
<td>34773</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Howard County (Ind.) - Maps - 1877 - Landowners</td>
<td>34774</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Howard County (Ind.) - Maps - 1969 - Landowners</td>
<td>18669</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Howard County (Ind.) - Maps - 1971 - Landowners</td>
<td>32336</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Howard County (Iowa). Auditor</td>
<td>34775</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Howard County (Iowa) - Maps - 1978 - Landowners</td>
<td>34775</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Howard County (Iowa) - Maps - 1981 - Landowners</td>
<td>34776</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Howard County (Md.) - 1860: LC G&amp;M land ownership maps on microfiche]</td>
<td>34777</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Howard County (Md.) - Maps - 1800 - Landowners</td>
<td>34777</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Howard County (Md.) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps</td>
<td>34778</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Howard County (Md.) - Maps - 2002 - Road maps</td>
<td>11707, 51597</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Howard County (Md.) - Maps - 2003 - Road maps</td>
<td>11659, 51598</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Howard County (Md.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps</td>
<td>11709, 11710</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Howard County (Md.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps</td>
<td>11752</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Howard County (Tex.) - 1891: LC G&amp;M land ownership maps on microfiche]</td>
<td>34779</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Howard County (Tex.) - Maps - 1890-1899 - Landowners</td>
<td>34779</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<td>Howell, Edwin E. (Edwin Eugene), 1845-1911</td>
<td>30521, 30565, 66362, 72264</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Howell, Elizabeth Harrison Hanna</td>
<td>69623</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Howell, John, 1874-1956</td>
<td>15235, 15236</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Howell, Michael, J.</td>
<td>79128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Howell Press (Charlottesville, Va.)</td>
<td>82628</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Howell, R. H.</td>
<td>68993, 68994</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Howell, Reading, 1743-1827</td>
<td>63541, 63544, 63548, 76516</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Howell &amp; Taylor</td>
<td>3099</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Howells, Tom</td>
<td>18218, 55803</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Howes, Wright</td>
<td>674, 2857, 2864, 2867, 2868, 4731, 13186, 15235, 15245, 15251, 15259, 15262, 15274, 20579, 21280, 21284, 21290, 21293, 21295, 21299, 21322, 30109, 30119, 34847, 35122, 37581, 37585, 37587, 37588, 37591, 37592, 37597, 37601, 37609, 37610, 37629, 40070, 40073, 40078, 40086, 40635, 40644, 40646, 40647, 40651, 40670, 43286, 43292, 46349, 46351, 46356, 46357, 46760, 46763, 46766, 46775, 48240, 48257, 49521, 49528, 49529, 49532, 49538, 50095, 50110, 50673, 50675, 50687, 50697, 50699, 50700, 51168, 51329, 52912, 52914, 52923, 52926, 55477, 55478, 56076, 57988, 58290, 58292, 58296, 58297, 59741, 59750, 60380, 60383, 60384, 60386, 60390, 60395, 61339, 61343, 62071, 68566, 70173, 70787, 74341, 74342, 74495, 74511, 74517, 74519, 74543, 74555, 76070, 76114, 76316, 76619, 76641, 76677, 76687, 76701, 76712, 76741, 76779, 76785, 76797, 79338, 79436, 79510, 80400, 80410, 81801, 81802, 81803, 81804, 81811, 81857, 83088, 83089, 83094, 84783</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Howes, Wright</td>
<td>79338</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Howes, Wright, U.S.Iiana, 1650-1950</td>
<td>76070</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Howgego, James</td>
<td>42408, 42409</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Howgego, James L.</td>
<td>42733</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Howgego, Raymond John, 1946-</td>
<td>23636</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Howison, Arel, fl. 1900. Map of Delaware Co., Ohio (1900)</td>
<td>23000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Howland, Charles Roscoe, 1871-1946</td>
<td>84648</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Howland, H. G.</td>
<td>3189, 3190, 10962, 33514, 45085, 76035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Howland, H. G. Atlas of Auglaize County, Ohio (1880)</td>
<td>10961</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Howland, Humphrey, 1751-1821</td>
<td>53876</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Howland Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1871 - Real property</td>
<td>18904</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Howland, William</td>
<td>45403</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Howse, Derek</td>
<td>17439, 17440, 44833, 52739, 52784, 52870, 66836, 66837, 66838, 66839</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Howson, J. S.</td>
<td>12842</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hoy Sound (Scotland) - Maps - 1688 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>62283</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hoy Sound (Scotland) - Maps - 1749 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>62287</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hoy Sound (Scotland) - Maps - 1757 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>62289</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hoyau, Germain</td>
<td>63011, 63012, 63013, 63016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hoye, Paul F.</td>
<td>64789</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hoyne, Philip A., b. 1825</td>
<td>14734</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hoyt, Arthur W.</td>
<td>76208</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hoyt (C.L.) Co., Springfield, Mass.</td>
<td>see C.L. Hoyt Co. (Springfield, Mass.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hoyt, David W.</td>
<td>66688</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hoyt, E. (Epaphras), 1765-1850</td>
<td>29240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hoyt, Henry</td>
<td>12865</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hoyt, Homer, 1895-1984</td>
<td>19827</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hoyt, Mary</td>
<td>29084</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hoyt, Monty</td>
<td>50488</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hoyt, William B.</td>
<td>46164</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hozier, Henry Montague, 1842-1907</td>
<td>63344</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hrenko, Pal</td>
<td>34993</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hrodna (Belarus) - Pictorial works - 1620</td>
<td>34783</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hrodna (Belarus) - Pictorial works - 1657</td>
<td>34784</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hsia-Men (Xiamen Shi, China) SEE Xiamen (Xiamen Shi, China)</td>
<td>20689</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hsieh, Chiao-min, 1918-</td>
<td>20728</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hsin hua shu tien ching shou</td>
<td>20752</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hu, Bangbo</td>
<td>17058</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Hua I Thu = Map of China]</td>
<td>20610</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hua xasasti xtalaccxan nquintlatican Jesucristo : el Nuevo Testamento</td>
<td>13021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huachinango Region (Mexico) - Maps - 1500-1599 - Manuscripts - Slides</td>
<td>34785</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huahine Island (French Polynesia) - Pictorial works - 1785</td>
<td>34786</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huamán Poma de Ayala, Felipe, fl. 1613 SEE Guamán Poma de Ayala, Felipe, fl. 1613</td>
<td>70397</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huang, Qianren, active 18th century. Daqing wannian yitong dili quantu = Complete geographical map of the everlasting unified Qing Empire (1810)</td>
<td>17068</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Huard, Georges, b. 1887  57265
Hubault, Gustave  27596
Hubault, Jacques  52547
Hubbard, Bela, 1814-1896  41846
Hubbard, Bill, 1947-  79438
Hubbard Brothers  50533, 50534
Hubbard, C.  24915
Hubbard, C. P.  20501
Hubbard Co.  32956
Hubbard, D. G.  52090
Hubbard, Gurdon Saltonstall, 1802-1886  83616
Hubbard, Jason C.  18024
Hubbard, John, 1759-1810  29199, 29248, 29249, 29250
Hubbard, Lee, 1931-  78503
Hubbard, Lucius Lee, 1849-1933  34787
Hubbard, Mina  34788
Hubbard, William, 1621 or 2-1704  53849
Hubbard, William, 1621 or 2-1704. A Narrative of the troubles with the Indians in New-England, from the first planting thereof in the year 1607, to this present year 1677  53830, 53831, 53833
Hubbard, William, 1621 or 2-1704. The Present state of New-England. Being a narrative of the troubles with the Indians in New-England, from the first planting thereof in the year 1607, to this present year 1677  53832
Hubbard, William O.  41071
Hubbardston High School (Hubbardston, Mass.)  4948
Hubbardston (Mass.). High School District 1 SEE Hubbardston High School (Hubbardston, Mass.)  4948
Hubbardton, Battle of, Hubbardton, Vt., 1777  14950, 14951, 14952, 34789, 68888
Hubbardton, Battle of, Hubbardton, Vt., 1777 SEE ALSO Vermont - History - Revolution, 1775-1783  34789
Hübbe, Heinrich, 1803-1871  9689, 9696, 9718, 9739
Hubbel, Nathan  18182
Hubbell, W. H.  52026, 52027
Huber Anacker & Co.  43612, 43613
Huber, D.  29487
Huber, Emil  69837
Huber & Huber Motor Express Inc. (Louisville, Ky.)  77836
Huber & Huber Motor Express Inc. (Louisville, Ky.) - Maps - 1944  77836
Huber, J. Y.  5304, 5344
Huber, Johann Heinrich, 1677-1712  73801
Huber, Konrad, engraver  26878
Huber, Oskar  2561, 2563
Huber, R.  75804
Hubert H. Humphrey Metrodome (Minneapolis, Minn.) - 1982  34790
Huberton, Battle of, Hubbardton, Vt., 1777 SEE Hubbardton, Battle of, Hubbardton, Vt., 1777  14952
Huberts, Wilhelms Jacobus Arnoldus, 1829-1909  30697, 34192, 34207, 34219
Hübinger, Adam, fl. 1885-1895 SEE Huebinger, Adam, fl. 1885-1895  69698
Hübinger, Melchior AEE Huebinger, M. (Melchior)  69698
Hübinger's Photographic Art Gallery (Davenport, Iowa) SEE Gebrüder Huebinger's Photographischer Gallerie (Davenport, Iowa)  69698
Hubly, Alexander, M.  28348
Hübner, Johann, 1668-1731  7787, 9154, 9592, 9605, 9632, 23125, 23132, 23134, 23139, 23142, 25710, 28985, 29024, 29028, 31391, 43556, 43641, 43642, 73808
Hübner, Johann, 1668-1731 SEE Hübner, Johann, 1668-1731  23142
Huchtenberg  8742
Hucknell, John  29031
Huddart, Joseph, 1741-1816  23784, 38457, 57193
Hudde, Johannes, 17th cent.  8728, 66829
Huddersfield (England) - Maps - 1988  71141
Huddleston, Sisley, 1883-1952  63203
Huddy, John  69132
Hudon, John Charles, 1899-  17046
Hudibras beats Sidrophel and his man Whacum  32184
The Hudson  34849
Hudson, Alice C., 1947-  1192, 18190, 18801, 21164, 55800, 55801, 55802, 55816, 82630, 83625, 83629, 83631, 83634
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Hudson and Manhattan Railroad Company 44328, 44329, 44330, 44331, 55685, 55864
Hudson and Manhattan Railroad Company - Maps - 1908 44328
Hudson and Manhattan Railroad Company - Maps - 1909 44329
Hudson and Manhattan Railroad Company - Maps - 1910 44330
Hudson and Manhattan Railroad Company - Maps - 1911 44331
Hudson and Manhattan Railroad Company - Maps - 1921 55685
Hudson and Manhattan Tunnel (New York, N.Y.) - Maps - 1908 44328
Hudson and Manhattan Tunnel (New York, N.Y.) - Maps - 1909 44329
Hudson and Manhattan Tunnel (New York, N.Y.) - Maps - 1910 44330
Hudson and Manhattan Tunnel (New York, N.Y.) - Maps - 1911 44331

Hudson auto trails map and guide to sales and service departments within 100 miles of New York City 55874
Hudson Bay and Strait 34801
Hudson Bay - Maps - 1600-1699 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 34791
Hudson Bay - Maps - 1615 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 34792
Hudson Bay - Maps - 1633 59799, 59800
Hudson Bay - Maps - 1684 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 34793
Hudson Bay - Maps - 1685 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 34794
Hudson Bay - Maps - 1703 - Nautical charts 15960
Hudson Bay - Maps - 1719 - Manuscripts 34795
Hudson Bay - Maps - 1743 11403
Hudson Bay - Maps - 1744 34796
Hudson Bay - Maps - 1748 34797
Hudson Bay - Maps - 1755 57558, 57559
Hudson Bay - Maps - 1755-1757 57553
Hudson Bay - Maps - 1757 34798, 57557
Hudson Bay - Maps - 1768 57594
Hudson Bay - Maps - 1772 57604
Hudson Bay - Maps - 1777 34799, 57625
Hudson Bay - Maps - 1782 34800
Hudson Bay - Maps - 1794 1716, 57662, 57664
Hudson Bay - Maps - 1932 34801

[Hudson Bay region] 34793
Hudson, Brian J. (Brian James) 18004, 52355
Hudson, Carson O. 18541
Hudson County (N.J.) - Maps - 1660-1890 - Landowners 34802
Hudson County (N.J.) - Maps - 1776 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 12432
Hudson County (N.J.) - Maps - 1781 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 63425
Hudson County (N.J.) - Maps - 1988 - Road maps 34803
Hudson County (N.J.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps 51804
Hudson, Daphne M. 42698
Hudson Falls (N.Y.) - Maps - 1758 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 34804
Hudson Genealogical Study Group (Hudson, Ohio) 73423
Hudson, Geoffrey Francis 6246
Hudson, George Donald, 1897- 6484
Hudson & Goodwin 21888, 21889, 29125, 29126, 29156, 29182
Hudson, Henry, d. 1611 34850
Hudson, Henry, d. 1611 - Portraits 17913
Hudson, Horace B. (Horace Bushnell), 1861-1920 49405
Hudson, J. Blaine 76020
Hudson, J. P. 18352
Hudson, James 48163
Hudson, John C. 19395
Hudson, Kenneth 14566
Hudson-Kimberly Pub. Co. (Kansas City, Mo.) 61339, 61343
Hudson, Leslie (Leslie A.) 20058
Hudson & Manhattan R. R. Co. : map of system 55864
Hudson Map Company 49679, 49681
Hudson, May Louise 4902, 29657
Hudson Motor Car Company 55873, 55874, 56207
Hudson, N. H. 33929
Hudson (N.Y.) - Pictorial works - 1821-1828 34846
Hudson of Delaware (Oil company) SEE Hudson Oil Refining Company 32748
Hudson Oil Refining Company 32748, 59625
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Hudson River Valley (N.Y. and N.J.) - Maps - 1851 - Railroads 34832
Hudson River Valley (N.Y. and N.J.) - Maps - 1855 21901
Hudson River Valley (N.Y. and N.J.) - Maps - 1857 21902
Hudson River Valley (N.Y. and N.J.) - Maps - 1857 - Railroads 34833
Hudson River Valley (N.Y. and N.J.) - Maps - 1859 21903
Hudson River Valley (N.Y. and N.J.) - Maps - 1864 - Landowners 34834
Hudson River Valley (N.Y. and N.J.) - Maps - 1872 65242
Hudson River Valley (N.Y. and N.J.) - Maps - 1888 34848
Hudson River Valley (N.Y. and N.J.) - Maps - 1891 34835
Hudson River Valley (N.Y. and N.J.) - Maps - 1894 34849
Hudson River Valley (N.Y. and N.J.) - Maps - 1896 - Bicycle trails 82701
Hudson River Valley (N.Y. and N.J.) - Maps - 1903 - Road maps 34836
Hudson River Valley (N.Y. and N.J.) - Maps - 1908 - Road maps 34837
Hudson River Valley (N.Y. and N.J.) - Maps - 1909 - Road maps 53985
Hudson River Valley (N.Y. and N.J.) - Maps - 1920-1929 - Road maps 59171
Hudson River Valley (N.Y. and N.J.) - Maps - 1923 34839
Hudson River Valley (N.Y. and N.J.) - Maps - 1923 - Tourist maps 34838
Hudson River Valley (N.Y. and N.J.) - Maps - 1924 - Railroads 34840
Hudson River Valley (N.Y. and N.J.) - Maps - 1927 - Road maps 59209
Hudson River Valley (N.Y. and N.J.) - Maps - 1930-1945 - Pictorial maps 34841
Hudson River Valley (N.Y. and N.J.) - Maps - 1930 - Road maps 59267
Hudson River Valley (N.Y. and N.J.) - Maps - 1931 77502
Hudson River Valley (N.Y. and N.J.) - Maps - 1937 34843
Hudson River Valley (N.Y. and N.J.) - Maps - 1937 - Pictorial maps 34829, 34842
Hudson River Valley (N.Y. and N.J.) - Maps - 1938 77676
Hudson River Valley (N.Y. and N.J.) - Maps - 1940 56535
Hudson River Valley (N.Y. and N.J.) - Maps - 1959 34826
Hudson River Valley (N.Y. and N.J.) - Maps - 2009 - Road maps 34845
Hudson River Valley (N.Y. and N.J.) - Pictorial works - 1817 71341, 71342
Hudson River Valley (N.Y. and N.J.) - Pictorial works - 1821-1828 34846
Hudson River Valley (N.Y. and N.J.) - Pictorial works - 1822 71344
Hudson River Valley (N.Y. and N.J.) - Pictorial works - 1846 34847
Hudson River Valley (N.Y. and N.J.) - Pictorial works - 1864 34834
Hudson River Valley (N.Y. and N.J.) - Pictorial works - 1888 34848
Hudson River Valley (N.Y. and N.J.) - Pictorial works - 1894 34849
Hudson River Valley (N.Y. and N.J.) - Pictorial works - 1920-1929 59171
Hudson River Valley (N.Y.) - Maps - 1927 - Road maps 56275
Hudson, Robert, 1955- 25838
Hudson, Roger 42727
Hudson's Bay Company 2458, 2459, 8008, 8056, 11403, 16028, 16029, 16049, 16150, 16151, 16266, 20818, 27505, 34850, 34852, 52569, 53306, 57719, 57720, 57766, 59807, 75110, 75111
Hudson's Bay Company. Archives 36684, 36685, 57650
Hudson's Bay Company. Archives. Manuscript. B.202/a/8 60341
Hudson's Bay Company - Canada - Maps - 1920 - Stores 16150, 16151
Hudson's Bay Company - Maps 34851
Hudson's Bay Company - Maps - 1719 - Manuscripts 34795
Hudson's Bay Company - Maps - 1817 44376
Hudson's Bay Company - Stores - Canada - Maps - 1974 16266
Hudson's Bay Company - Trading posts - Maps - 1838 81782, 81783, 81784
Hudson's Bay SEE Hudson Bay 34794
Hudson Studio (Campello, Mass.) 45455
Hudson Tire & Battery, Inc. (Harrison, Ark.) 79070
Hudson Valley street guide 34845
Hueber, Basius, 1735-1814 75922, 75952
Huebinger, Adam, fl. 1885-1895. Das erste album der stadt Davenport, Iowa (1887) 69698
Huebinger Brothers Photographic Art Gallery (Davenport, Iowa) SEE Gebrüder Huebinger's Photographischer Gallerie (Davenport, Iowa) 69698
Huebinger Brothers SEE Huebinger Surveying and Map Publishing Co. 39854
Huebinger, M. (Melchior) 18911, 36875, 37674, 37688, 46884, 64205, 64207, 69698, 69699
Huebinger, M. (Melchior). Plat book of Clinton County, Iowa (1894) 21091
Huebinger Publishing Co. 64207, 69699
Huebinger's atlas of the city of Peoria, Illinois : the villages of Averyville, Bartonville, East Peoria and Peoria Heights and portions of Richwoods and Peoria townships / compiled under the direction of M. Huebinger 64207
Huebinger's Photographic Art Gallery (Davenport, Iowa) SEE Gebrüder Huebinger's Photographischer Gallerie (Davenport, Iowa) 69698
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Huebinger's pocket automobile guide for Iowa: covering every road in the state 37688
Huebinger Surveying and Map Publishing Co. 39854
Huebner, Johann, 1668-1731 SEE Hübnner, Johann, 1668-1731 9605
Huebsch (B.W.), publishers, New York SEE B.W. Huebsch (Firm) 83027
Huebschin, Joannis 9581
Hueck, Kurt 79944
Huehn, Kurt G. (Kurt Goetz) 37477
Huelsen, Christian, 1858-1935 SEE Hülsen, Christian, 1858-1935 67303
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</tr>
<tr>
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<td>35014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>35015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>27460</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>29436</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huntington, Eleazer, 1789-1852</td>
<td>4670, 4747, 4772, 12777</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huntington, Ellsworth, 1876-1947</td>
<td>3222, 72607</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huntington, F.J. and Co. SEE F.J. Huntington and Co.</td>
<td>34417</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
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<td>4747</td>
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<tr>
<td>Huntington, Hezekiah, 1795-1865</td>
<td>4710</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>52776</td>
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<tr>
<td>Huntington, M.K.</td>
<td>9793</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huntington, Nathaniel G. (Nathaniel Gilbert), 1785-1848</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huntington, Nathaniel G. (Nathaniel Gilbert), 1785-1848. Huntington’s school atlas</td>
<td>29452</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huntington, Samuel, 1731-1796, ded.</td>
<td>21878</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huntington, W. J.</td>
<td>29204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huntington, Whitley Counties, Indiana : plat book &amp; index of owners</td>
<td>35015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huntsville (Ala.) - Maps - 2001 - Road maps</td>
<td>35016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huntsville (Ala.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps</td>
<td>35017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huntsville (Ala.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps</td>
<td>35018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huntsville, Decatur/Athens &amp; vicinity StreetFinder</td>
<td>35016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huntsville &amp; Decatur street guide</td>
<td>35018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huntsville Region (Ala.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps</td>
<td>35017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huntsville Region (Ala.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps</td>
<td>35018</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Huntsville street guide 35017
Hunting, Ella 54758
Hunting, Marshall T. (Marshall Tower), 1918- 81407
Huo 25784
Hupchick, Dennis P. 11483, 11484, 25749
Hupp, Otto, 1859-1949 17583
Hurd, D. Hamilton (Duane Hamilton) 16688, 19338, 21918, 33958, 46140, 54601, 57183, 67074, 73409
Hurd, D. Hamilton (Duane Hamilton) SEE ALSO D.H. Hurd & Co. (Boston, Mass.) 19338
Hurd & Houghton 81839, 81840, 81853
Hurd, Mr. 26849
Hurd, Thomas, 1757?-1823 2457, 11405, 11406, 11407, 71135
Hurd, Thomas Hannaford, 1746-1823 16965
Húre, Sebastien, Veuve de 57391
Hurges, Caroline 29325
Hurlburt, J. Beaufort 16058
Hurlburt, Byron Satterlee, 1865-1949 15766
Hurlbut, Henry Higgins, 1813-1890 17055
Hurlbut, Jesse Lyman, 1843-1930 12860, 12878, 12879, 12880, 12887, 12888, 12910, 12944, 12950, 12951, 12956, 12957, 12960, 12966, 12970, 12973, 12976
Hurley, Edward N. (Edward Nash), 1864-1933 32051
Hürlimann, Martin, 1897-1984 3593
Hurn, Joris van, fl. 1616 20873, 33278
[Huron County (Mich.) - 1858: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 35019
[Huron County (Mich.) - 1875: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 35020
Huron County (Mich.) - Maps - 1858 - Landowners 35019
Huron County (Mich.) - Maps - 1860 46779
Huron County (Mich.) - Maps - 1875 - Landowners 35020
Huron County (Michigan) - Maps - 1859 35021
[Huron County (Michigan) - 1859: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 35022
Huron County (Ohio) - Maps - 1845-1871 - Landowners 35021
Huron County (Ohio) - Maps - 1859 - Landowners 35022
Huron County (Ohio) - Maps - 1980 - Landowners 35023
Huron County plat directory, Ohio, 1980 35023
Huron, Lake (Mich. and Ont.) - Maps - 1600-1699 - Indians - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 35024
Huron, Lake (Mich. and Ont.) - Maps - 1680-1689 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 35025
Huron, Lake (Mich. and Ont.) - Maps - 1700-1799 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 35026
Huron, Lake (Mich. and Ont.) - Maps - 1828 - Nautical charts 35060
Huron, Lake (Mich. and Ont.) - Maps - 1857 35027
Huron, Lake (Mich. and Ont.) - Maps - 1997 - Bathymetric maps 35028
Huron (Ohio) - Pictorial works - 1953 - Railroads 35029
Huron (Ont. : County) - Maps - 1879 - Landowners 35030
Huron Township (Wayne County, Mich.) - Maps - 1843 - Indian Reservations - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 84764
Huron Tract (Ont.) - Surveys 64253
Huronia Museum 32515
Hurricanes - North Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1848 57908
Hurricanes - West Indies - Maps - 1855 58752
Hurst & Blackett 3216
Hurst, C. A. 64376
Hurst, Chance and Co. 8001
Hurst & Company 12845
Hurst, M. E., active 1931 70177
Hurst, Robinson, and Co. 30798
Hurst, Thomas 29129, 30656
Hurtado de Toledo, Luis, 1530?-1591? Civitatvm aliqvot insigniorvm, et locor, magis munitor exacta delineatio (1568) 35031
Hurtado de Toledo, Luis, 1530?-1591? - Map collections - Catalogs 35031
Husan (Korea) SEE Pusan (Korea) 65885
Husband, Harmon, 1724-1795 SEE Husbands, Hermon, 1724-1795 61279
Husbandry SEE Agriculture 13851
Husbands family 61279
Husbands, Herman, 1724-1795 35032, 61279
Husbands, Hermon, 1724-1795 61279, 63539, 70284
Huseman, Ben W. 1884, 17432, 18074, 21684, 24608, 82631
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Husenbeth, F. C. (Frederick Charles), 1796-1872  12885
Huske, John, 1721?-1773  57551
Husky Oil Company  44396, 44397, 60049, 60053, 60062, 60063, 60064, 60065, 82614
[Husky Oil Company road maps of the northwestern United States and western Canada]  60062, 60063, 60064
[Husky Oil Company road maps of the northwestern United States] / H. Earl Clack Inc., subsidiary of Husky Oil Company, Cody, Wyoming  60049
[Husky Oil Company road maps of the northwestern United States] / Husky Hi-Power Inc., Cody, Wyoming  60053
[Husky Oil Company road maps of the western United States]  82614
Hussey (E.C.) & Co. SEE E.C. Hussey & Co. (Saint Louis, Mo.)  67959
Hussey family  4920
Hussey, James  4920
Hussey, John, 1721?-1773  57551
Hussey, Thomas, 1730-1789  20078, 35037, 35418, 46738, 48199, 48200, 48201, 48202, 50575, 60359, 60362, 60363
Hussey, Thomas, 1730-1789. Description topographique de la Virginie, de la Pensylvanie, du Maryland et de la Caroline Septentrionale (1781)  48202
Hutchinson  45566
Hutchinson and Nesbit  73237, 73242, 73245
Hutchinson, C. M., fl. 1953  59525, 72574, 72576, 72578, 72581, 82557
Hutchinson & Co. (Publishers)  8274
[Hutchinson County (Tex.) - Maps - 1891 - Landowners]  35039
Hutchinson County (Tex.) - Maps - 1891  35039
Hutchinson, E.  29253
Hutchinson, Ebenezer  58906
Hutchinson, James  29609
Hutchinson Oil Co. (Hutchinson, Kan.)  40146
Hutchinson Oil Co. (Hutchinson, Kan.) - Maps - 1925  40146
Hutchinson, Thomas  14223
Hutchinson, W.  80413
Hutchinson (Wm.) & Co. SEE Wm. Hutchinson & Co.  36627
Hutchinson and Dwier  29452, 29453
Hutchinson and Nesbit  73239, 73246
Hutchison, Harold Frederick  42690
Hutchison & Nesbit SEE Hutchison and Nesbit  73246
Hutation, Armin  45565
Hutten Czapski, Emeryk  70461
Hutter, Franz  75899
Huth, Carl Frederick, 1883-  25829, 25830, 25834
Hutton, Edward, 1875-  32206, 70297, 70299, 82997
Hutton, Frederick Remsen, 1853-1918  31065
Hutton, Isaac, ca. 1767-1855, engr.  1114, 1115
Hutton, N. H.  2544, 15244, 32644, 62658, 72228
Hutton, William Rich, 1826-1901  43087
Huussen, A. H.  16868
Huwen, Bessie Clute  23989, 31967
Huxley, Elspeth, 1907-1997  166
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Hydrographic chart of the world on Wright or Mercator's projection with tracks of the last circumnavigators / R. Scott scul

Hydrographic basin of the upper Mississippi river from astronomical and barometrical observations, surveys and information.

Hydrographic surveying

Hydrographic surveying

Hydrographic Surveying, American

Hydrographic surveys - Russia 16406

Hydrographic surveys - British Isles - 1500-1855 35073

Hydrographic Surveys - British Isles - 1600-1799 35074

The Hydrographic Office of the United States Navy 79400

Hydrographical basin of the upper Mississippi river from astronomical and barometrical observations, surveys and information 50649, 50651, 50654, 50655

Hydrographical basin of the upper Mississippi River from astronomical and barometrical observations, surveys, and information. By J. N. Nicollet, in the years 1836, 37, 38, 39, and 40; assisted in 1838, 39 & 40, by Lieut. J. C. Fremont, of the Corps of 50650, 50653

Hydrographical basin of the upper Mississippi river from astronomical and barometrical observations, surveys and information 50652

Hydrographical chart of the world on Wright or Mercator's projection with tracks of the last circumnavigators / R. Scott sculpt. 84203, 84218

Hydrographie francaise. Recueil des cartes marines, générales et particulières dressées au Dépôt des cartes, plans et journaux, par ordre des Ministres de la Marine, depuis 1737 jusques en 1772, par Bellin, et autres 52752

Hydrographie Francaise: V1, Europe & Asie 9191

Hydrographische Karte der Oestreichischen Erbstaaten diesseits des Rheins = Carte hydrographique des États de la Maison d'Autriche en deca du Rhein / von F. J. MAIRE Hydr. und Geogr. Ingenieur ; gravé par Mansfeld ; sortie aux fraix de Mrs. Ch. & Fréd. 11166

Hydrography: a note on eighteenth-century methods 23340

Hydrography - Baltimore (Md.) - Maps - 1729 11680

Hydrography - Benelux Countries - Maps - 1705 31364

Hydrography - Canada - Maps - 1790 15990, 15991

Hydrography - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1891 19600
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Hydrography - Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1681-1852 20078
Hydrography - Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1812 20081
Hydrography - Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1821 20085
Hydrography - Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1891 20068, 20107
Hydrography - Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1895 20118
Hydrography - Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1957 20439
Hydrography - Cook County (Ill.) - Maps - 1958 22061
Hydrography - Cotabato (Philippines : Province) - Maps - 1862 - Manuscripts 49380, 49382
Hydrography - Europe, Central - Maps - 1705 31364
Hydrography - Germany - Maps - 1705 Europe, Central - Maps - 1705 - Hydrography 31364
Hydrography - Germany - Maps - 1745 31407
Hydrography - Harris County (Tex.) - Maps - 1844 - Manuscripts 34715
Hydrography - History 35075
Hydrography - Houston Region (Tex.) - Maps - 1844 - Manuscripts 34715
Hydrography - Kankakee County (Ill.) - Maps - 1955 39972
Hydrography - Louisiana - Maps - 1848 74532
Hydrography - Manitoba - Maps - 1783 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 53307
Hydrography - Maps - 1652 84024
Hydrography - Maps - 1850 30927
Hydrography - Maps - 1854 30928
Hydrography - Maps - 1858 30929
Hydrography - Maps - 1869 30930
Hydrography - Maps - 1870 30931, 30932
Hydrography - Maps - 1873 8800
Hydrography - Maps - 1880 8817, 30934
Hydrography - Maps - 1892 30935
Hydrography - Mexico - Guanajuato - Maps - Collecticons - 2010 33097
Hydrography - Middle West - Maps - 1842 50649
Hydrography - Middle West - Maps - 1843 50650, 50651, 50652, 50653, 50654
Hydrography - Middle West - Maps - 1845 50655
Hydrography - Mississippi River Watershed - Maps - 1842 50649
Hydrography - Mississippi River Watershed - Maps - 1843 50650, 50651, 50652, 50653, 50654
Hydrography - Mississippi River Watershed - Maps - 1845 50655
Hydrography - North America - Maps - 1717 - Manuscripts 57481
Hydrography - North America - Maps - 1752 57543
Hydrography - North America - Maps - 1848 57748
Hydrography - North America - Maps - 1860 57770, 57771, 57772, 57773
Hydrography: note on the equipage of eighteenth-century survey vessels 35071
Hydrography SEE ALSO Inland Navigation 11680
Hydrography SEE ALSO Nautical charts 11680
Hydrography - Southern States - Maps - 1740 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 50597
Hydrography - Texas - Maps - 1848 74532
Hydrography - Trinity River Delta (Tex.) - Maps - 1844 - Manuscripts 75542
Hydrography - Trinity River Region (Tex.) - Maps - 1844 - Manuscripts 75543
Hydrography - United States 13265
Hydrography - United States - Maps - 1962 78343
Hydrography - United States - Maps - 1973 78660
Hydrography Used For Works On the Results of Investigation of Coast Waters, Rivers, and Lakes, Primarily With Reference to Navigation 11680
Hydrography - Will County (Ill.) - Maps - 1957 82942
Hydrology - Mexico - Guanajuato (State) - Maps - History 18120
Hydrology - United States - Maps - 1962 78343
Hydrology - United States - Maps - 1973 78660
Hyères Islands (France) - Maps - 1744 35076
Hyères Islands (France) - Maps - 1753 - Nautical charts 35077, 35078
Hyères Islands (France) - Maps - 1771 - Nautical charts 35079, 35080
Hyères Region (France) - Maps - 1753 - Coasts - Nautical charts 35077, 35078
Hyères Region (France) - Maps - 1771 - Coasts - Nautical charts 35079, 35080
Hygeia (Ky) - Maps - 1827 35081
Hyginus, C. Julius 3555, 3556, 3557, 3558
Hyginus, Gaius Julius SEE Hyginus, C. Julius 3555
Hylocomylus 80637
Hyln, Edmond Scott, 18th cent. 73095
Hymans, Henri, 1836-1912 13400
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Hyme, W. B. M. 39095
Hynds, Rooks, and Yohnka 51807
Hynes, Mary C. 15925

Hypra Flani

Hypsometric tints 21255
Hyslop, Stephen G. (Stephen Garrison), 1950- 76353

I.A.T.O. atlases SEE IATO atlases 35086
I.A.T.S. see Leeward Islands Air Transport 16601
I.B.D.B. SEE Bouge, J. B. de 53493
I.B.M. see International Business Machines Corporation 17375
I.B. Tauris Publishers 3107
I.C.C. Press 62943
I. C. (Jacob Clauser), 16th cent. SEE Clauser, Jacob, 16th cent. 28904
I. Carte particulliere des costes de Normandie : depuis Dieppe jusqu'a la Pointe de la Percée en Bassin. Faitte par ordre expreex du Roy de France 57228
I. Cornelis Anthonisz. 2175
I.D.R.C. see International Development Research Centre (Canada) 406
I.D. Weeks Library, University of South Dakota SEE University of South Dakota. Library 32751
I. de St. Domingue 33998
I di Nicaria nell' arcipel: 35344
I discendenti di Vesconte Maggiolo : una dinasti di cartografi a Genova 43910
I due rarissimi globi di Mercatore nella Biblioteca governative di Cremona, notizia 46052
I. Esquisse d'une carte du Cape. Cook, copiée par Mr. D. Barrington, et en partie y ajouté deux indications de longitude d'après la relation de Mr. Pallas, rapportée par Mr. Busching 12456
I. G., 16th cent. 28904
I.G.A.C. SEE Instituto Geográfico "Agustín Codazzi" 21241
I globi di Gerardo Mercatore in Italia 46093
I Governi di Moscovia e Woronez nell' impero della Russia in Europa colle loro subdivisioni delineati sulle ultime osservazioni 67599
I Governi di Nowgorod, Bielogorod e Kiowia coi Ducati di Livioniae de Estonia nell' impero della Russia in Europa delineati sulle ultime osservazioni 25658
I Governi di Olonechoi, Carelia, Bielozero, Ed' Ingria nell' impero della Russia in Europa con la Lapponia 67603
I graffiti geografici del Cercare dell'Inquisizione in Palermo, secolo XVII : riprodotti e messi a confronto con lo schema triangolare della Sicilia secondo i geografi e i cartografi anticdi da Strabone sino al metà del secolo XVII / con introduzione e 18000
I. H. S. 14138
I. H. S., fl. 1670 75967
I. Il. Graeciae antiqua ad accuratas recentiorum obervationes ... 32788
I.J.G.R. SEE Japan. Tetsudoin 20884, 39547
I know a place [Grade 1] / developed by Ligature, Inc. 76307, 76308, 76309
I.L. Maduro's Souvenir Store (Panama) 62928
I Libri italiani a stampa del secolo XV con figure della Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale di Firenze; con un'appendice di legature 36482
I love New York : New York City visitors guide and map 44352
I love New York tourism map, 1979-80 / ... State of New York 56784
I love New York tourism map : a tourist's guide to New York State's attractions and recreation facilities. 1979-79 56782
I & M Canal National Heritage Corridor (Ill.) SEE Illinois and Michigan Canal National Heritage Corridor (Ill.) 35385
I.M.F. (Trucking firm) SEE Inland Motor Freight (Spokane, Wash.) 60030
I. & M. Ottenheimer Publishers 78099
I monti del Friuli nelle più antiche carte geografiche stampata della regione 17648
I Nomi antichi et moderni della prima parte dell'Asia ... / di Giacomo de' Gastaldi Piamontese, cosmographo 52169
I Nomi antichi et moderni della seconda, et terza parte dell'Asia ... / di Giacomo de' Gastaldi Piamontese, cosmographo 52168
I Nomi antichi et moderni della seconda parte dell'Asia ... / Di Giacomo de' Gastaldi Piamontese, cosmografo 52389, 52390, 52391
I Nomi antichi et moderni della terza parte dell'Asia ... / Di Giacomo de' Gastaldi Piamontese, cosmografo 52392
I Nomi antichi et moderni della prima parte dell'Asia ... / di Giacobo Gastaldi Piamontese, cosmo 52389
I Nomini Latini tratti dall'antico Greco ... / Opera nuova di Giacomo di Castald Piamontese cosmograp 52315
I Partie du nouveau canal : fait pour la conduite de la riviere d'Eure depuis Pontgouin jusques a Versailles 16415
I. Petri Apian 2224
I Planisferi di Francesco Rosselli dell'epoca delle grandi scoperte geografiche. A proposito della scoperta di nuove carte del cartografo fiorentino 67358
I.Q.S. (Firm) SEE Independent Quality Service 24430
I. R. 76409
I.R.E.L. (Internet resource) see IREL (Internet resource) 44850
I. S. Berlin Press (Chicago, Ill.) 78299, 78299, 78334, 78335, 78336, 78337, 78356, 78357, 78358, 78359, 78397, 78540
I. S. Berlin Press (Chicago, Ill.) SEE ALSO Berlin Industries 78299
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Ibero-Americana (1949) 11365

[iberville Parish (La.) - 1883: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 35092
Iberville Parish (La.) - Maps - 1743 - Landowners - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 35090
Iberville Parish (La.) - Maps - 1779 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 35091
Iberville Parish (La.) - Maps - 1883 - Landowners 35092
Iberville, Pierre Le Moyne d', 1661-1706 SEE Le Moyne d'Iberville, Pierre, 1661-1706 9126
Iberville River (La.) SEE Manchac, Bayou (La.) 44305
Ibiza and Formentera (Spain) - Maps - 1528 35093
Ibla (Extinct city) SEE Ebla (Extinct city) 24598
IBM see International Business Machines Corporation 17375
Ibn Zara, Judah SEE Abenzara, Judah 45716
IBP (Firm) 51677, 51678
Ibrahim, 18th cent. 1490, 24543, 82746, 84091, 84092, 84093
Ibrahim Müteferrika, 1674? - 1745 75831
IC Industries 78837
ICA, 1959-1984 : the first twenty-five years of the International Cartographic Association 37511
ICA Conference (10th : 1980 : Tokyo, Japan) 18022
ICA Conference (9th : 1978 : College Park, Maryland) 16897
ICA Newsletter 16794
Icaria Island (Greece) SEE Ikaria Island (Greece) 35344
ICC SEE Institut Cartogràfic de Catalunya 52821
Ice - Antarctica - Maps - 1910 35094
Ice - Antarctica - Maps - 1914 35095
Ice - Antarctica - Maps - 1942 35096
Ice - Arctic regions - Maps - 1930 32987
Ice - Arctic regions - Maps - 1942 2495
Ice - Arctic regions - Maps - 1949 73633
Ice chart of the southern hemisphere ... 1874 / Originally prepared for publication in 1866 by Staff Comr. F. J. Evans, and G. J. McDougall, Master R.N. ; Engraved by Malby & Sons 35094
Ice chart of the southern hemisphere / prepared in the Naval Meteorological Branch, 1942. 35096
Ice, John R. 82677
Ice sheets - Antarctica - Data processing - 2005 35097
Iceland - Historical geography 61693
Iceland - Historical geography - Maps 17900
Iceland - Maps - 1528 35098
Iceland - Maps - 1565 35099
Iceland - Maps - 1570 35100
Iceland - Maps - 1585-1606 35101
Iceland - Maps - 1625 35102
Iceland - Maps - 1646 57879
Iceland - Maps - 1666 57881
Iceland - Maps - 1685 35103
Iceland - Maps - 1689 35104
Iceland - Maps - 1700 - Coasts 32977
Iceland - Maps - 1701 23117
Iceland - Maps - 1703 35105
Iceland - Maps - 1720 35106
Iceland - Maps - 1728 35107
Iceland - Maps - 1747 32979
Iceland - Maps - 1756 69204, 69205
Iceland - Maps - 1758 25990
Iceland - Maps - 1774 35108
Iceland - Maps - 1796 35109
Iceland - Maps - 1804 69228
Iceland - Maps - 1807 69229
Iceland - Maps - 1812 23155
Iceland - Maps - 1814 23157, 69231
Iceland - Maps - 1817 23158
Iceland - Maps - 1818 23159
Iceland - Maps - 1820 69234
Iceland - Maps - 1821 69235
Iceland - Maps - 1822 23162
Iceland - Maps - 1829 23164
Iceland - Maps - 1831 69240
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Iceland - Maps - 1832  23166
Iceland - Maps - 1841  35110
Iceland - Maps - 1844  35111
Iceland - Maps - 1849  35112
Iceland - Maps - 1855  23176
Iceland - Maps - 1857  23177
Iceland - Maps - 1861  23178
Iceland - Maps - 1866  23179
Iceland - Maps - 1872  23181, 35113
Iceland - Maps - 1887  23183
Iceland - Maps - 1893  23184
Iceland - Maps - 1909  69276
Iceland - Maps - 1910  60116
Iceland - Maps - 1911  60120
Iceland - Maps - 1913  60121
Iceland - Maps - 1931  60128, 60129, 60130
Iceland - Maps - 1936  69295
Iceland - Maps - 1939  69298, 69299
Iceland - Maps - 1966  35114
Iceland - Maps - 2000 - Road maps  35115
Iceland - Maps - Collections  17899
Iceland - Maps - Collections, To 1599  17900
Iceland - Maps - Exhibitions  35116
Iceland; official standard names approved by the United States Board on Geographic Names  52332
Icenogle, David  16817
Ichijo, Bungo  33673
Ichnographie des Tilemann Stella von 1582  24899
The Ichnography of Charles-Town at high water  19219, 19220
The Ichnography of Charleston, South-Carolina, at the request of Adam Tunno ... for use of the Phoenix-Fire Company of London  19227, 19228
Ichnography of Lewes  41898
The Ichnography or ground plan of Guldeford: the county town of Surrey, Anno Dom. 1739  33145
ICOM Committee for Conservation. 5th triennial meeting, Zagreb, 1-8 October 1978  80767
Icon civitatis Campensis, cuius situs, Isulam fluuium, elegantis venustate, decorat  39955
Icon oppidi Heide sumptibus ...  33740
Icon oppidi Heide sumptibus Heinirci Ranzouij ...  33741
Iconografia de Montevideo  51578
Iconografia dell'incita città di Venezia consacrata al reggio serenissimo dominio Veneto : Anno salutis M. DCCXXIX / Humilissmo. devotmo. oblmo. servo il Kavalier Lodovico Ughi  79968
Iconographia civitatis Noribergae  60205
Iconographia della città di Roma  67217
Iconographic draft of Castle Island, whereupon is built Her Majesty's castle, and by Her Majesty's special command named Castle William, situated in the Bay of Boston south 3/4 of a mile of the mean 18728
Iconographic encyclopedia, division III : geography  29602
L'Iconographie de la ville de Gennes  28741
Ichnography - England - History - 1500-1599  35117
The Ichnography of Andreas Vesalius (André Véase) anatomist and physician, 1514-1564 ; paintings-pictures-engravings-illustrations-sculpture-medals, with notes, critical, literary, and bibliographical / by M.H. Spielmann  80170
The Ichnography of English mapping in the late Renaissance  35117
The Ichnography of Manhattan Island, 1498-1909 : compiled from original sources and illustrated by photo-intaglio reproductions of important maps, plans, views, and documents in public and private collections  55797, 55798
Ichnography of the United States in the Bibliothèque Nationale  35118
The Ichnography or plans of the fortification of Charlestown and the streets, with the names of the bastions, quantity of acres of land, number of gunns and weight of their shot. By his excellency's faithful and obedient servant, John Herbert, October 19216
Ichnography - United States  35118
ICPSR 9025 : County boundaries of selected United States territories/states, 1790-1980  4165
ICPSR SEE Inter-university Consortium for Political and Social Research  4165
Icy est le vray pourtraict naturel de la ville, cite, vniuersite & Faubourgs de Paris ...  63011
Id. of Cocos  21132
Ida County (Iowa) - Maps - 1920 - Landowners  35119
Ida County (Iowa) - Maps - 1940 - Landowners  35120
Ida County Pioneer Record (Ida Grove, Iowa)  35120
Ida Villas, Harrow: Charles Laws, architect  33567
Idaho  35122, 35123, 35125, 35135, 35136, 35162, 35163, 35164, 35169, 35170, 35174, 35178, 35179, 35180, 35182, 35183, 35184
Idaho, 15 minute series (topographic)  35133
Idaho : 1969 official highway map / issued ... by Department of Highways for free distribution  35296, 35297
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<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Complete Call Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Idaho : 1971 official highway map / issued ... by Department of Highways for free distribution</td>
<td>35299</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho : 1972 official highway map / issued ... by Department of Highways for free distribution</td>
<td>35300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho, 7.5 minute series (topographic)</td>
<td>35134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho. Bureau of Highways</td>
<td>35166, 35181, 35186, 35193, 35198, 35200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho City (Idaho) - Pictorial works - 1865</td>
<td>13327</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho. Department of Highways</td>
<td>35277</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho. Dept. of Highways</td>
<td>35270, 35279, 35281, 35284, 35289, 35290, 35291, 35293, 35295, 35296, 35297, 35299, 35300, 35301, 35302, 35303</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho. Dept. of Public Works</td>
<td>35166, 35168, 35181, 35186, 35193, 35198, 35200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho - Discovery and exploration - Maps - 1872</td>
<td>33831, 70240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho EasyFinder : Highways &amp; interstates</td>
<td>35310</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho 'Gem of the mountains' highway map ... compliments of Gem State Oil Company</td>
<td>35188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho &quot;gem of the mountains&quot; highway map : Vico motor oil, Pep 88 gasoline / compliments of Gem State Oil Company</td>
<td>35194</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho - Geography - 1885</td>
<td>30285</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho highway map of vacation land / issued by the Idaho Bureau of Highways for free distribution</td>
<td>35270</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho highway map of vacation land / issued by the Idaho Department of Highways</td>
<td>35279, 35281</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho highway map of vacation land / issued by the Idaho Department of Highways for free distribution</td>
<td>35277</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho - Historical geography - Maps - 1890</td>
<td>35314, 35315</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho - Historical geography - Maps - 1972</td>
<td>35311, 35312, 35313</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho / issued ... by Department of Highways for free distribution</td>
<td>35301, 35302, 35303</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho / issued ... by the Idaho Transportation Department</td>
<td>35305</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho / map prepared by Allan Cartography of Medford, Or., using base materials from the United States Geological Survey's 1:500,000 scale state map series</td>
<td>35308</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho - Maps - 1821 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>21744</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho - Maps - 1857 - Road maps</td>
<td>79549</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho - Maps - 1859 - Road maps</td>
<td>62659</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho - Maps - 1862 - Gold mines and mining</td>
<td>59748</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho - Maps - 1873</td>
<td>35121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho - Maps - 1876</td>
<td>35122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho - Maps - 1876-1877 - Railroads</td>
<td>5106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho - Maps - 1877 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>35123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho - Maps - 1878</td>
<td>84786</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho - Maps - 1878 - Geology</td>
<td>30947, 30948, 30949</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho - Maps - 1878 - Topographic maps</td>
<td>84787</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho - Maps - 1879-1880 - Expeditions</td>
<td>53650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho - Maps - 1880 - Indian reservations</td>
<td>35124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho - Maps - 1880 - Mines and mineral resources</td>
<td>35124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho - Maps - 1883</td>
<td>35125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho - Maps - 1883 - Railroads</td>
<td>35126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho - Maps - 1884 - Mines and mineral resources</td>
<td>21148</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho - Maps - 1884 - Railroads</td>
<td>21148, 35127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho - Maps - 1885</td>
<td>30285</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho - Maps - 1885 - Railroads</td>
<td>35128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho - Maps - 1887 - Railroads</td>
<td>35129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho - Maps - 1888 - Railroads</td>
<td>35130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho - Maps - 1891 - Railroad land grants</td>
<td>81181</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho - Maps - 1892 - Railroads</td>
<td>35131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho - Maps - 1894 - Railroads</td>
<td>35132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho - Maps - 1899 - Railroads</td>
<td>51354</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho - Maps - 1900-1960 - Topographic maps</td>
<td>35133, 35134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho - Maps - 1906 - Postal service</td>
<td>51358</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho - Maps - 1906 - Railroads</td>
<td>51358</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho - Maps - 1907 - Railroads</td>
<td>35135, 81197</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho - Maps - 1911 - Railroads</td>
<td>35136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho - Maps - 1913 - Railroads</td>
<td>35137, 35138</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho - Maps - 1914 - Railroads</td>
<td>35139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho - Maps - 1916 - Railroads</td>
<td>35140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho - Maps - 1919 - Railroads - Indexes</td>
<td>35141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho - Maps - 1920 - Railroads</td>
<td>35142, 35143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho - Maps - 1920 - Railroads - Indexes</td>
<td>35144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho - Maps - 1920 - Road maps</td>
<td>35142, 35143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho - Maps - 1921 - Railroads</td>
<td>35145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho - Maps - 1921 - Road maps</td>
<td>35145, 62641, 62642</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho - Maps - 1922 - Railroads</td>
<td>35146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho - Maps - 1922 - Road maps</td>
<td>35146</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
| Idaho - Maps | - 1923 - Railroads | 35147 |
| Idaho - Maps | - 1923 - Road maps | 35147, 51372, 62643, 62644 |
| Idaho - Maps | - 1924 - Railroads | 35148 |
| Idaho - Maps | - 1924 - Road maps | 35148 |
| Idaho - Maps | - 1925 - Railroads | 35149 |
| Idaho - Maps | - 1925 - Road maps | 35149, 62275 |
| Idaho - Maps | - 1926 - Railroads | 35150 |
| Idaho - Maps | - 1926 - Road maps | 35150 |
| Idaho - Maps | - 1927 - Road maps | 35151, 81222 |
| Idaho - Maps | - 1928 - Railroads | 35152, 35153, 35154, 35155 |
| Idaho - Maps | - 1928 - Road maps | 35152, 35153, 35154, 35155, 35156, 35157, 35158 |
| Idaho - Maps | - 1929 | 35159 |
| Idaho - Maps | - 1929 - Aeronautical charts | 35159 |
| Idaho - Maps | - 1929 - Forests and forestry | 35160 |
| Idaho - Maps | - 1929 - Railroads | 35159 |
| Idaho - Maps | - 1929 - Road maps | 35160, 35161, 35162, 35163, 35164, 35165, 35166 |
| Idaho - Maps | - 1930-1939 - Aeronautical charts | 35167 |
| Idaho - Maps | - 1930-1939 - Railroads | 35167 |
| Idaho - Maps | - 1930 - Road maps | 35168, 35169, 35170, 35171 |
| Idaho - Maps | - 1931 | 35172 |
| Idaho - Maps | - 1931 - Railroads | 35172 |
| Idaho - Maps | - 1931 - Road maps | 35173, 35174, 35175 |
| Idaho - Maps | - 1932 | 35176 |
| Idaho - Maps | - 1932 - Railroads | 35176 |
| Idaho - Maps | - 1932 - Road maps | 35177, 35178, 35179, 35180, 35181 |
| Idaho - Maps | - 1933 - Railroads | 35182, 35183, 35184, 35185, 35186 |
| Idaho - Maps | - 1934 - Railroads | 35187, 35188, 35189, 35190, 35191, 35192, 35193 |
| Idaho - Maps | - 1935 - Pictorial maps | 35194 |
| Idaho - Maps | - 1935 - Road maps | 35194, 35195, 35196, 35197, 35198, 35199 |
| Idaho - Maps | - 1936 - Pictorial maps | 82297 |
| Idaho - Maps | - 1936 - Relief | 35200 |
| Idaho - Maps | - 1936 - Road maps | 15454, 35200, 35201, 35202, 35203, 35204, 35205, 35206, 35207 |
| Idaho - Maps | - 1937 - Pictorial maps | 82305 |
| Idaho - Maps | - 1937 - Road maps | 15466, 15467, 15468, 15469, 35208, 35209, 35210, 35211, 35212, 35213, 35214, 35215, 35216 |
| Idaho - Maps | - 1938 - Pictorial maps | 82313 |
| Idaho - Maps | - 1938 - Road maps | 35217, 35218, 35219, 35220, 35221, 35222, 35223, 35224, 35225, 35226, 35227, 35228, 35229 |
| Idaho - Maps | - 1939 - Road maps | 35230, 35231, 35232, 35233, 35234, 35235, 35236, 35237 |
| Idaho - Maps | - 1940 - Pictorial maps | 35238, 35246 |
| Idaho - Maps | - 1940 - Road maps | 35238, 35239, 35240, 35241, 35242, 35243, 35244, 35245, 35246 |
| Idaho - Maps | - 1941 - Pictorial maps | 35247 |
| Idaho - Maps | - 1941 - Road maps | 35247, 35248, 35249, 35250, 35251 |
| Idaho - Maps | - 1942 - Road maps | 35252, 35253, 35254, 35255, 35256 |
| Idaho - Maps | - 1945 - Road maps | 35257 |
| Idaho - Maps | - 1946 - Road maps | 35258, 35259, 35260, 35261, 35262, 81349, 81350, 81351 |
| Idaho - Maps | - 1947 - Electric Lines | 35263 |
| Idaho - Maps | - 1947 - Hydroelectric power plants | 35263 |
| Idaho - Maps | - 1947 - Railroads | 35264, 35265, 35266, 35267, 81364, 81365, 81366 |
| Idaho - Maps | - 1948 - Road maps | 35268, 35269, 35270, 81376, 81377, 81378, 81379, 81380 |
| Idaho - Maps | - 1949 | 35271 |
| Idaho - Maps | - 1949 - Railroads | 35271 |
| Idaho - Maps | - 1949 - Road maps | 81390 |
| Idaho - Maps | - 1950 - Railroads | 81391 |
| Idaho - Maps | - 1951 - Road maps | 35272, 35273, 79688 |
| Idaho - Maps | - 1952 | 35274, 35275 |
| Idaho - Maps | - 1952 - Railroads | 35274, 35275 |
| Idaho - Maps | - 1952 - Road maps | 35274, 35276, 35277, 35278, 51533, 84990 |
| Idaho - Maps | - 1953 - Road maps | 35279, 51536, 51537 |
| Idaho - Maps | - 1954 - Electric Lines | 81399 |
| Idaho - Maps | - 1954 - Hydroelectric power plants | 81400 |
| Idaho - Maps | - 1954 - Road maps | 35280, 35281, 35282, 51538 |
| Idaho - Maps | - 1956 - Road maps | 35283, 51540 |
| Idaho - Maps | - 1959 - Pictorial maps | 35284 |
| Idaho - Maps | - 1959 - Road maps | 35284 |
| Idaho - Maps | - 1960 - Road maps | 35285, 35286 |

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Idaho - Maps - 1962</th>
<th>35287, 35288</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Idaho - Maps - 1962-1968 - Road maps</td>
<td>51544</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho - Maps - 1962 - Railroads</td>
<td>35287, 35288</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho - Maps - 1963-1973 - Counties</td>
<td>35289</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho - Maps - 1963-1973 - Road maps</td>
<td>35289</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho - Maps - 1964 - Pictorial maps</td>
<td>35290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho - Maps - 1964 - Road maps</td>
<td>35290, 60061</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho - Maps - 1966 - Pictorial maps</td>
<td>35291</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho - Maps - 1966 - Road maps</td>
<td>15637, 35291, 35292</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho - Maps - 1967 - Pictorial maps</td>
<td>35293</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho - Maps - 1967 - Road maps</td>
<td>35293</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho - Maps - 1968 - Pictorial maps</td>
<td>35295</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho - Maps - 1968 - Road maps</td>
<td>35294, 35295</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho - Maps - 1969 - Pictorial maps</td>
<td>35296, 35297</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho - Maps - 1969 - Road maps</td>
<td>35296, 35297</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho - Maps - 1970-1979 - Counties</td>
<td>35298</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho - Maps - 1970-1979 - Road maps</td>
<td>35298</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho - Maps - 1971 - Pictorial maps</td>
<td>35299</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho - Maps - 1971 - Road maps</td>
<td>35299</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho - Maps - 1972 - Pictorial maps</td>
<td>35300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho - Maps - 1972 - Road maps</td>
<td>35300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho - Maps - 1972 - Trails</td>
<td>35311, 35312, 35313</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho - Maps - 1973 - Pictorial maps</td>
<td>35301, 35302</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho - Maps - 1973 - Road maps</td>
<td>35301, 35302</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho - Maps - 1974 - Pictorial maps</td>
<td>35303</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho - Maps - 1974 - Road maps</td>
<td>35303, 35304</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho - Maps - 1976 - Pictorial maps</td>
<td>35305</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho - Maps - 1976 - Road maps</td>
<td>35305</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho - Maps - 1979 - Pictorial maps</td>
<td>35306</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho - Maps - 1979 - Road maps</td>
<td>35306</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho - Maps - 1983</td>
<td>35307</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho - Maps - 1990 - Trails</td>
<td>41907</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho - Maps - 1992</td>
<td>35308</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho - Maps - 1997 - Road maps</td>
<td>35309</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho - Maps - 2005 - Road maps</td>
<td>35310</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho - Maps - Bibliography - Catalogs</td>
<td>59795</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho - Maps - Collections, 1814-1972</td>
<td>35311, 35312, 35313</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho - Maps - Collections, 1863-1890</td>
<td>35314, 35315</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho - Maps, Physical - 1992</td>
<td>35308</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho - Maps - Road maps - 1863</td>
<td>35316, 35317</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho, Montana EasyFinder</td>
<td>35309</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho, Montana : Pure Oil pathfinder</td>
<td>35208, 35217</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho, Montana road map : Union Oil Company</td>
<td>59988</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho, Montana / Sinclair</td>
<td>35294</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho, Montana : the Pure Oil pathfinder</td>
<td>35239</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho, Montana Union Oil road map</td>
<td>35241</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho, Montana, Utah, Wyoming : Mobilgas</td>
<td>35201, 35209, 35220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho-Montana-Wyoming pictorial road map : Union Oil Company</td>
<td>60012, 60031</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho, Montana, Wyoming : Rand McNally road map</td>
<td>35292</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho, Montana, Wyoming : Sinclair ...</td>
<td>35280, 35283, 59962</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho-Montana, Wyoming : Sinclair H-C gasoline</td>
<td>35276</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho-Montana, Wyoming : Sinclair H-C gasoline road map</td>
<td>59983</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho, Montana, Wyoming : Sinclair road map</td>
<td>59907, 59917, 59919, 59928, 59943</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho, Montana, Wyoming : Texaco road map</td>
<td>59900, 59901, 59902, 59903, 59908</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho Oil Co. (Pocatello, Idaho)</td>
<td>35183</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho points of interest and touring map ...</td>
<td>35266, 35269</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho points of interest and touring map ... / Standard stations and Chevron gas stations</td>
<td>35261</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho Power Company</td>
<td>35263</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho Power Company - Maps - 1947</td>
<td>35263</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho Refining Company</td>
<td>82338, 82339, 82366, 82425</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho road map and travel hints</td>
<td>35238, 35247</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho road map and travel hints : at the sign of service, Vico Motor Oil, Pep 88 Gasoline</td>
<td>35246</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho road map / Standard Oil Company of California</td>
<td>35199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho road map : Standard Service</td>
<td>35196</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>35318</td>
<td>Idaho Springs. Chamber of Commerce</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35318</td>
<td>Idaho Springs (Colo.) - Description and travel - 1940</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35318</td>
<td>Idaho Springs (Colo.) - Pictorial works - 1940</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35318</td>
<td>Idaho Springs, Colorado and Mount Evans: America's highest automobile road: in the heart of Colorado’s scenic and gold mining wonderland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35318</td>
<td>Idaho Springs Region (Colo.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35216</td>
<td>Idaho: Standard gasoline unsurpassed: Standard Oil road map</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35216</td>
<td>Idaho: Standard Oil road map</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35229</td>
<td>Idaho: Standard Oil road map. At your service from Canada to Mexico: Standard Stations, Inc., Standard Oil dealers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35229</td>
<td>Idaho: Standard stations road map / ... Standard Stations Inc. &amp; authorized distributors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35270</td>
<td>Idaho State Board of Publicity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35314</td>
<td>Idaho State Historical Society</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35315</td>
<td>Idaho - Surveys - 1877</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35285</td>
<td>Idaho / Texaco</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35298</td>
<td>Idahoo. Transportation Dept.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35298</td>
<td>Idahoo: travel with a Standard road map</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35298</td>
<td>Idahoo, Utah, with sectional map of adjoining states: Texaco</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35299</td>
<td>Idahoo: vacation land, 1964 / issued ... by Department of Highways for free distribution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35299</td>
<td>Idahoo: vacation land, 1966 / issued ... by Department of Highways for free distribution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35299</td>
<td>Idahoo: vacation land, 1967 / issued ... by Department of Highways for free distribution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35299</td>
<td>Idahoo: vacationland, 68: official highway map / issued ... by Department of Highways for free distribution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49536</td>
<td>Idahoings, C. W. (Caleb W.), 1833?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51342</td>
<td>Ide, Arthur W.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51342</td>
<td>Ide, L. N., 19th cent.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51342</td>
<td>Ide's map of Montana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51342</td>
<td>Idea Company of Hawaii</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34625</td>
<td>Idea dell'vniverso / All Eminetis. Sign. Card. Decio Azzolino ... Fra Vicenzo Coronelli da Venetia ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35213</td>
<td>Idaho : Standard Stations road map / ... Standard Stations Inc. &amp; authorized distributors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35255</td>
<td>Idaho : vacation land, 1964 / issued ... by Department of Highways for free distribution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35255</td>
<td>Idaho : vacation land, 1966 / issued ... by Department of Highways for free distribution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35255</td>
<td>Idaho : vacation land, 1967 / issued ... by Department of Highways for free distribution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35255</td>
<td>Idaho : vacationland, 68: official highway map / issued ... by Department of Highways for free distribution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42656</td>
<td>The Ideal guide to London : for visitors and Londoners</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4656</td>
<td>Ideal reference atlas of the world</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4656</td>
<td>Ideal reference atlas of the world: with historical maps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5066</td>
<td>Ideal reference atlas of world</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5066</td>
<td>Ideal section through the 'Black Hills' from east to west in the vicinity of Harney’s Peak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53806</td>
<td>The Ideal tour / Almon C. Judd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53806</td>
<td>The Ideal tour [of New England]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53805</td>
<td>Ideale exemplar civitatis Algeria in Africa: cum obsidione qua invictissimus &amp; semper Augustus Carolus V Africam invassit. anno M.D.XLI. XX. die Octobris</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57666</td>
<td>Idée topographique des hauts du Mississipi [sic] et du Missouri : pour servir à la connaissance d’une partie des nations sauvages qui y habitent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57666</td>
<td>Idéias para uma concepção geográfica da vida / Eidorfe Moreira</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65746</td>
<td>Identification of unidentified historical sites in Macedonia with the aid of a comparison of Ptolemy's and present-day coordinates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67534</td>
<td>Ides, Evert Ysbrants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67534</td>
<td>Ideniquez, Eduardo, fl. 1886-1901</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62937</td>
<td>IDRC see International Development Research Centre (Canada)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35319</td>
<td>Idrisi: An Arab geographer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35319</td>
<td>Idrisi, ca. 1100-1116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35320</td>
<td>Idris, ca. 1100-1116 - Biography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73050</td>
<td>Idrisi, ca. 1100-1116. [Map of Sarandib]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35321</td>
<td>Idrisi, ca. 1100-1116. World Map, 1154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35322</td>
<td>The IDS Center on the Nicollet Mall Minneapolis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42989</td>
<td>IEEE Conference on the History of Telecommunications (2001 : St. John's)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52821</td>
<td>IEd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39701</td>
<td>Iena Thuringiae vrbs, cum propter Musas ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8728</td>
<td>Ienefer, Capt.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62937</td>
<td>Ienefer, John, fl. 1686-1700 SEE Jennifer, John, fl. 1686-1700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35323</td>
<td>leper (Belgium) - Maps - 1620</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35323</td>
<td>leper (Belgium) - Maps - 1648</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35323</td>
<td>leper (Belgium) - Maps - 1696 - Fortification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35323</td>
<td>leper (Belgium) - Maps - 1709 - Fortifications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35323</td>
<td>leper (Belgium) - Maps - 1740 - Fortification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35323</td>
<td>leper (Belgium) - Maps - 1785 - Fortification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35323</td>
<td>leper (Belgium) - Maps - 1920</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41882</td>
<td>leo Island (Greece) SEE Leros Island (Greece)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39735</td>
<td>Jerusalem</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
lurisalem et suburba eius ... 39760
lurisalema hodierna / F.I.S. delin. ; J. F. Leiheele (?) fec. 39765
lurisalem 39741
leso (Japan) SEE Hokkaido (Japan) 39524
lesso (Japan) SEE Hokkaido (Japan) 39524
lesu Christi salvatoris nostri et apostolorum Petri et Pauli mansiones, itineras, peregrinationes, &c. per Galliaeam, Samarian, Iudaean, et per Aegyptum, Asiam, Europam : adiecta sunt omnia regionum et locorum nomina (nec plura, nec pauciora hic data su 48026
If it's specialty printing for the travel industry ... it's probably from Rand McNally : maps and map folders, tickets, travel literature, guides, timetables, brochures for railroads, airlines, business, ship lines and for motoring 66214
If maps could speak / Richard Kirwan ; [foreword by Mark Patrick Hederman] 17984
If you are bound to go to the gold fields of the Black Hills of Dakota you must buy your tickets via the Chicago and North Western Railway ... 48312
If you like your history B.C., these are the places to see 48021
IFLA Committee on Cataloging 18759
Ifugao (Philippines) - Maps - 1980 - Ethnology 35330
IGAC SEE Instituto Geográfico “Agustín Codazzi” 21241
IGC 17584, 17585
Igel Column (Igel, Germany) - Pictorial works - 1620 43653
Igel (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1620 43653
Iglar, Paulina 30381
Iglehart (N.P.) & Co., Chicago SEE N.P. Iglehart & Co. (Chicago, Ill.) 19464
Iglesias, José María, 1823 46186
Ignaz Brand & Co. 10148
Ignorance in England & Wales, as indicated by the men's signatures by marks in the marriage registers, 1844 25257
Igoe (James T.) Co. SEE James T. Igoe Co. 20508
II. Cornelis Anthonisz., 1499 2178
II. Extrait de la carte de Mr. Engel, qu'il a publiée dans son dernier ouvrage allemand en 1777, contenant le détroit d'Anian avec les pays voisins des deux cotés 12455
II. Girolamo Bellarmato 12304
II. Partie du nouveau canal, fait pour la conduitte de la riviere d'Eure depuis Pontgouin jusques a Versailles 16416
II. Philipp Apian 2244
The II reconstructed geographical plan of the lands described as north, northwest and west New Mexico as mapped in 1778 55240
II. Partie du nouveau canal, fait pour la conduitte de la riviere d'Eure, depuis Pontgouin jusques a Versailles 16418
Illinois - Maps - 1909 - Railroads - Indexes 35331
Illinois - Maps - 1919 - Railroads - Indexes 35322
Illinois - Maps - 1920 - Railroads - Indexes 35333
Illinois - Maps - 1921 - Railroads - Indexes 35334
Illinois - Maps - 1926 - Railroads - Indexes 35335
Illinois - Description and travel - 1966 35336
Illustrated map of the route of Transcontinental Air Transport, Inc. : T.A.T. 77400
India / Sir Firozkhaz Noon 36646
IJlst (Netherlands) - Maps - 1620 53374
Ijsselmeer (Netherlands) SEE IJssel Lake (Netherlands) 35340
IJssel Lake (Netherlands) - Historical geography - Maps - Bibliography 35341
IJssel Lake (Netherlands) - Maps - 1583 - Nautical charts 35337
IJssel Lake (Netherlands) - Maps - 1586 - Nautical charts 35338
IJssel Lake (Netherlands) - Maps - 1816 35339
IJssel Lake (Netherlands) - Maps - 1950 35340
IJssel Lake (Netherlands) - Maps - Bibliography 35341
IJssel River (Netherlands) - Maps - 1680 85375
IJssel River Valley (Netherlands) - Maps - 1629 - Fortification 35342
IJssel River Valley (Netherlands) - Maps - 1700 28659
Ikaria (Greece : Municipality) - Maps - 1528 35343
Ikaria Island (Greece) - Historical geography - Maps - 1584-1606 102
Ikaria Island (Greece) - Maps - 1584-1606 102
Ikaria Island (Greece) - Maps - 1689 35344
Ikaria Island (Greece) SEE Ikaria (Greece : Municipality) 35343
IkbalKitavei 10942
Ikin, Arthur 74495
Ikonografia van Dr. C.R.T. Krayenhoff en de zijnen 41352
Il Brasile ed il paese delle Amazzon col Paraguai delineate sulle ultime osservazioni 70492
Il Canavese, Valli di Lanzo : per concessione di Federico II nel 1248, di Enrico VII nel 1313, e per convenzioni coi marchesi di Monferrato, coi conti di Valperga, coi conti di S. Martino, e coi conti di Biandrate / Allodi inc. 16443
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Ile Bourbon SEE Réunion 318
Ile D'Orléans (Québec) - Maps - 1744 35345
Ile Dauphine (Madagascar) SEE Madagascar 43789
Ile de France 35368, 35369
Ile-de-France (France) - Maps - 1598-1606 35346
Ile-de-France (France) - Maps - 1651 35347
Ile-de-France (France) - Maps - 1659 35348
Ile-de-France (France) - Maps - 1678 63321
Ile-de-France (France) - Maps - 1683 63322
Ile-de-France (France) - Maps - 1692 35349, 35350, 35351
Ile-de-France (France) - Maps - 1695 35352, 35353
Ile-de-France (France) - Maps - 1696 63323
Ile-de-France (France) - Maps - 1698 63324
Ile-de-France (France) - Maps - 1700 35354, 35355, 63325
Ile-de-France (France) - Maps - 1705-1716 27677
Ile-de-France (France) - Maps - 1706 63326
Ile-de-France (France) - Maps - 1710 35356, 35357
Ile-de-France (France) - Maps - 1711 63327
Ile-de-France (France) - Maps - 1711 35358
Ile-de-France (France) - Maps - 1713 63328
Ile-de-France (France) - Maps - 1717 63329
Ile-de-France (France) - Maps - 1723 64654
Ile-de-France (France) - Maps - 1724 35359
Ile-de-France (France) - Maps - 1725 63330, 63331, 63332
Ile-de-France (France) - Maps - 1728 63333
Ile-de-France (France) - Maps - 1738 63042
Ile-de-France (France) - Maps - 1740 35360
Ile-de-France (France) - Maps - 1741 35361, 35362
Ile-de-France (France) - Maps - 1745 35363
Ile-de-France (France) - Maps - 1753 63334, 63335
Ile-de-France (France) - Maps - 1754 35364, 35365
Ile-de-France (France) - Maps - 1756 63336
Ile-de-France (France) - Maps - 1760 63337
Ile-de-France (France) - Maps - 1762 63338
Ile-de-France (France) - Maps - 1775 - Road maps 27779
Ile-de-France (France) - Maps - 1777 35366
Ile-de-France (France) - Maps - 1782 35367, 63339
Ile-de-France (France) - Maps - 1784 27791
Ile-de-France (France) - Maps - 1785 - Road maps 63056
Ile-de-France (France) - Maps - 1792 62994
Ile-de-France (France) - Maps - 1830 63340
Ile-de-France (France) - Maps - 1832 63341
Ile-de-France (France) - Maps - 1845 27936
Ile-de-France (France) - Maps - 1847 27938
Ile-de-France (France) - Maps - 1849 27939
Ile-de-France (France) - Maps - 1851 63072, 63073
Ile-de-France (France) - Maps - 1852 27942
Ile-de-France (France) - Maps - 1855 27949, 63342
Ile-de-France (France) - Maps - 1857 63343
Ile-de-France (France) - Maps - 1861 27959
Ile-de-France (France) - Maps - 1861 - Fortification 63344
Ile-de-France (France) - Maps - 1870 8099
Ile-de-France (France) - Maps - 1873 27972
Ile-de-France (France) - Maps - 1881 63095, 63096, 63097
Ile-de-France (France) - Maps - 1884 63098, 63099
Ile-de-France (France) - Maps - 1887 63102, 84304
Ile-de-France (France) - Maps - 1888 63105, 63106
Ile-de-France (France) - Maps - 1890-1899 63109
Ile-de-France (France) - Maps - 1891 63110, 63111
Ile-de-France (France) - Maps - 1894 63113, 63114, 63115, 63346
Ile-de-France (France) - Maps - 1894 - Bicycle trails 63345
Ile-de-France (France) - Maps - 1896 63116, 69826
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Call Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ille-de-France (France) - Maps - 1898</td>
<td>63118, 63119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ille-de-France (France) - Maps - 1900</td>
<td>63124, 63125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ille-de-France (France) - Maps - 1901</td>
<td>63126, 63127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ille-de-France (France) - Maps - 1903</td>
<td>63131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ille-de-France (France) - Maps - 1904</td>
<td>63132, 63133, 63134, 63135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ille-de-France (France) - Maps - 1907</td>
<td>63137, 63138, 63139, 63140, 63141, 63142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ille-de-France (France) - Maps - 1909-1914</td>
<td>63148</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ille-de-France (France) - Maps - 1910</td>
<td>63151, 63152, 63153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ille-de-France (France) - Maps - 1911</td>
<td>63156, 63157, 63158</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ille-de-France (France) - Maps - 1913</td>
<td>63162, 63163, 63164</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ille-de-France (France) - Maps - 1914</td>
<td>63166</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ille-de-France (France) - Maps - 1915</td>
<td>63168</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ille-de-France (France) - Maps - 1918</td>
<td>63171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ille-de-France (France) - Maps - 1920</td>
<td>63177</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ille-de-France (France) - Maps - 1920 - Road maps</td>
<td>63347</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ille-de-France (France) - Maps - 1921</td>
<td>63181, 63182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ille-de-France (France) - Maps - 1922 - Road maps</td>
<td>63348</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ille-de-France (France) - Maps - 1923</td>
<td>63185, 63186</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ille-de-France (France) - Maps - 1924</td>
<td>63190, 63191, 63192, 63193, 63194, 63195, 63196, 63197</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ille-de-France (France) - Maps - 1925</td>
<td>63349</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ille-de-France (France) - Maps - 1926</td>
<td>63199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ille-de-France (France) - Maps - 1927</td>
<td>63200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ille-de-France (France) - Maps - 1928</td>
<td>63205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ille-de-France (France) - Maps - 1928 - Battlefields</td>
<td>63205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ille-de-France (France) - Maps - 1929</td>
<td>63208</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ille-de-France (France) - Maps - 1930</td>
<td>63210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ille-de-France (France) - Maps - 1931</td>
<td>63214, 63215, 63216, 63217</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ille-de-France (France) - Maps - 1932</td>
<td>63219</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ille-de-France (France) - Maps - 1934</td>
<td>63221</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ille-de-France (France) - Maps - 1936</td>
<td>63350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ille-de-France (France) - Maps - 1952</td>
<td>63240, 63351</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ille-de-France (France) - Maps - 1953</td>
<td>63241</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ille-de-France (France) - Maps - 1959</td>
<td>63352</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ille-de-France (France) - Maps - 1966</td>
<td>63250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ille-de-France (France) - Maps - 1969</td>
<td>63252</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ille-de-France (France) - Maps - 1970</td>
<td>63253</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ille-de-France (France) - Maps - 1971</td>
<td>35368, 63353</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ille-de-France (France) - Maps - 1972</td>
<td>63256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ille-de-France (France) - Maps - 1973</td>
<td>62317, 63259</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ille-de-France (France) - Maps - 1973 - Language and languages</td>
<td>62317</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ille-de-France (France) - Maps - 1975</td>
<td>63262</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ille-de-France (France) - Maps - 1976</td>
<td>63263</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ille-de-France (France) - Maps - 1977</td>
<td>63266</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ille-de-France (France) - Maps - 1979</td>
<td>63268, 63354</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ille-de-France (France) - Maps - 1980</td>
<td>63269</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ille-de-France (France) - Maps - 1981</td>
<td>63271</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ille-de-France (France) - Maps - 1983</td>
<td>63274</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ille-de-France (France) - Maps - 1984</td>
<td>63275, 63355</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ille-de-France (France) - Maps - 1985</td>
<td>63277</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ille-de-France (France) - Maps - 1986</td>
<td>63279, 63356</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ille-de-France (France) - Maps - 1987</td>
<td>63280, 63281</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ille-de-France (France) - Maps - 1988</td>
<td>35369, 63282, 63283</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ille-de-France (France) - Maps - 1989</td>
<td>63287, 63357</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ille-de-France (France) - Maps - 1993</td>
<td>64662</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ille-de-France (France) - Maps - 1994</td>
<td>63299</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ille-de-France (France) - Maps - 1997</td>
<td>63302</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ille-de-France (France) - Maps - Subways - Collections</td>
<td>63311</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ille-de-France (France) - Pictorial works - 1698</td>
<td>63358, 63359</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ille-de-France (France) SEE ALSO Paris Metropolitan Area (France)</td>
<td>63357</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Ille de France SEE Mauritius 45552
Ille-de-France : the region around Paris / Michelin 63357
Ille-de-Montreal (Quebec) - Maps - 1887 - Railroads 65970
Ille-Jaune (Que.) - Maps - 1817 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 655
Illes de Désolation SEE Kerguelen Islands 41098
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Illinois and Michigan Canal (Ill.) - Bibliography 35384
Illinois and Michigan Canal (Ill.) - Maps - 1830 35374
Illinois and Michigan Canal (Ill.) - Maps - 1835 35375
Illinois and Michigan Canal (Ill.) - Maps - 1854 20092
Illinois and Michigan Canal (Ill.) - Maps - 1883 35376
Illinois and Michigan Canal (Ill.) - Maps - 1886 35377
Illinois and Michigan Canal (Ill.) - Maps - 1888 35378
Illinois and Michigan Canal (Ill.) - Maps - 1890 35379, 35380
Illinois and Michigan Canal (Ill.) - Maps - 1938 35381
Illinois and Michigan Canal (Ill.) - Maps - 1970 - Nautical charts 36457
Illinois and Michigan Canal (Ill.) - Maps - Exhibitions - Catalogs 35382
Illinois and Michigan Canal (Ill.) - Pictorial works - 1871 35372
Illinois and Michigan Canal (Ill.) - Pictorial works - 1878 35373
Illinois and Michigan Canal (Ill.) - Pictorial works - 1886 - 35383
Illinois and Michigan Canal (Ill.) - Pictorial works - Photography - Collections, 1890 20055
Illinois and Michigan Canal National Heritage Corridor 35385
The Illinois and Michigan Canal National Heritage Corridor: a guide 35386
Illinois and Michigan Canal National Heritage Corridor (Ill.) 35384
Illinois and Michigan Canal National Heritage Corridor (Ill.) - Maps - 1983 35385
Illinois and Michigan Canal National Heritage Corridor (Ill.) - Maps - 1985 35386
Illinois and Michigan Canal National Heritage Corridor (Ill.) - Maps - 1993 35387
Illinois and Michigan Canal National Heritage Corridor (Ill.) - Maps - 1995 35388
Illinois and Michigan Canal parkways system 35381
Illinois and Michigan Canal Region (Ill.) - Economic Conditions 36443
Illinois and Mississippi canal and vicinity 33790
Illinois and Missouri 35431, 35432, 35438, 35439, 35443, 35444, 35447, 35454
Illinois and Missouri / by H.S. Tanner. 1839 ; engraved by H.S. Tanner & assistants 35476
Illinois and Missouri / J. Knight sc. 35452, 35458
Illinois Association for Criminal Justice. The Illinois crime survey (1929) 19737
Illinois atlas & gazetteer 36431, 36432
Illinois atlas & gazetteer: detailed topographic maps: back roads, recreation sites, gps grids / DeLorme 36437
Illinois atlas of historical county boundaries 35416
Illinois. Attorney General’s Office 35396
Illinois Automobile Club 20284, 20313, 20314, 37027
Illinois. Automobile Dept. SEE Illinois. Office of Secretary of State. Automobile Department 35833
Illinois - Automobile travel - Guidebooks - 1922 35389
Illinois - Bibliography - 1914 35390
Illinois bicycle maps 13092
Illinois. Board of Higher Education 66309, 66311
Illinois. Board of World’s Fair Commissioners 35598
Illinois - Boundaries - Wisconsin - Surveys - 1833 35391
Illinois. Bureau of Research and Planning 39973
Illinois. Bureau of Tourism 43043, 69915
Illinois - Camping - Directories - 1970 15811
Illinois. Canal Commissioners 35373
Illinois. Capital Development Board SEE Capital Development Board (Ill.) 20520
Illinois Central and Yazoo & Mississippi Valley Railroads--5,563 miles 77060
Illinois Central dispatch freight service 79455
Illinois Central dispatch freight service / [signed] Kilenyi 79456
Illinois Central electrified serves added territory equal to 7040 city blocks 35393
Illinois Central: main line of Mid-America 79453
Illinois Central: Mainline of Mid-America 78346
Illinois Central R. R. Co. railroad lands for sale in the famous Yazoo-Mississippi delta owned by the Yazoo & Mississippi Valley Railroad Co. 50127, 50128
The Illinois Central Railroad and principal connecting lines 78152
Illinois Central Railroad Company 691, 1879, 15129, 15130, 15133, 19024, 19106, 19462, 19464, 19568, 19571, 19606, 19618, 20109, 20111, 24063, 31902, 35392, 35393, 35394, 35395, 35396, 35397, 35501, 35511, 35512, 35518, 35519, 35520, 35542, 35551, 35557, 35598, 35629, 35650, 35652, 37630, 37645, 39375, 39812, 40691, 40703, 43011, 43318, 43492, 45941, 46782, 50116, 50127, 50128, 50636, 50725, 52696, 55446, 55482, 55486, 55487, 55529, 55556, 60401, 70867, 74550, 76765, 76766, 76899, 76973, 76995, 77010, 77060, 77112, 78124, 77135, 77157, 77175, 77183, 77194, 77211, 77218, 77239, 77247, 77262, 77281, 77299, 77313, 77337, 77357, 77377, 77408, 77467, 77468, 77507, 77533, 77555, 77569, 77628, 77656, 77681, 77706, 78052, 78063, 78069, 78119, 78121, 78151, 78152, 78185, 78210, 78238, 78282, 78316, 78346, 79359, 79451, 79452, 79453, 79454, 79455, 79456, 79457, 83105, 84588
Illinois Central Railroad Company - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1881 37562, 37630
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Illinois Central Railroad Company - Pictorial works - 1893 84588
Illinois Central Railroad Company - Pictorial works - 1955 20023
Illinois Central Railroad Company - Pictorial works - 1959 20025
Illinois Central Railroad Company - Pictorial works - 1961 20067

[Illinois Central Railroad Company right of way atlases, ca. 1855-1909 : Illinois, Mississippi and parts of Louisiana, Missouri, Tennessee, and Indiana] 35392

Illinois Central Railroad Company. Sectional maps, showing 2,500,000 acres farm and wood lands of the Illinois Central Rail Road Company ... [1854?] 19106, 20092, 35510, 35512, 39812
Illinois Central Railroad Company - Trials, litigation, etc. 19426, 19434, 19435, 19436, 19437, 19438, 19445, 19446, 43011
Illinois Central Railroad Company - Trials, litigation, etc. - Collections, 1855-1860 35395
Illinois Central Railroad Company - Trials, litigation, etc. - Maps - Collections, 1883-1896 35396
Illinois Central Railroad Company v. Illinois (1892) 20111

Illinois Central [Railroad] : entrance to Chicago;[a] The only railroad whose main lines ... lead direct to the World's Columbian Exposition ... 84588
Illinois Central Railroad freight traffic density map 1947 79452
Illinois Central Railroad freight traffic density map, 1953 78063
Illinois Central Railroad, Yazoo & Mississippi Valley Railroad, and Indianapolis Southern Railroad. June 30, 1908 77112
Illinois Central Railroad, Yazoo & Mississippi Valley Railroad, and Indianapolis Southern Railroad. June 30, 1909 77124
Illinois Central Railroad, Yazoo & Mississippi Valley Railroad, and Indianapolis Southern Railroad. June 30, 1910 77135
Illinois Central Railroad, Yazoo & Mississippi Valley Railroad, and Indianapolis Southern Railroad. June 30, 1911 77157
Illinois Central System 77468
Illinois Central System and affiliated lines 77628, 77666, 77681, 77706
Illinois Central traffic offices are located in all of the cities show on this map 78119
Illinois. Chicago and vicinity : Mobil travel map 36403
Illinois. Chicago & vicinity / Standard Oil Division of American Oil Company 36409
Illinois - Cities and towns - Maps - 1945 35397
Illinois ... / Cities Service 36191, 36193, 36225, 36227, 36252, 36254
Illinois College 39407
Illinois College - Maps - 1836 39407
Illinois Commerce Commission 35756
Illinois ... / compliments of Phillips Petroleum Company, Bartlesville, Oklahoma 36256
Illinois - Counties - Historical geography - Maps - 1906 35398
Illinois - Counties - Historical geography - Maps - 1934 35399
Illinois - Counties - Historical geography - Maps - 1974 35400
Illinois - Counties - Historical geography - Maps - 1978 35401
Illinois - Counties - Historical geography - Maps - 1989 35402
Illinois county landownership map and atlas bibliography and union list / compiled by Michael P. Conzen, James R. Akerman [and] David T. Thackery 66309, 66311
Illinois. Department of Business and Economic Development 36412, 36423
Illinois. Department of Conservation 2259, 23350, 31856, 32351, 34675, 35371, 35770, 36406, 39977, 73170
Illinois. Department of Transportation 36416, 36419
Illinois. Dept. of Business and Economic Development 15811, 35336, 36412, 36414, 36415, 36138, 36212, 36246
Illinois. Dept. of Conservation 36440
Illinois. Dept. of Conservation. Division of Parks and Memorials 73168
Illinois. Dept. of Energy and Natural Resources 20490, 36428
Illinois. Dept. of Public Works and Buildings 19063, 19064, 19065, 19066, 19068, 19069, 19070, 19071, 20466, 20467, 20469, 20469, 35939, 35985, 36023, 36054, 36081, 36123, 36142, 36145, 36158, 36212, 36246
Illinois. Dept. of Public Works and Buildings. Division of Waterways SEE Illinois. Division of Waterways 20439
Illinois. Dept. of Purchases and Construction. Division of Waterways SEE Illinois. Division of Waterways 20439
Illinois. Dept. of Registration and Education 20120, 35618
Illinois. Dept. of Revenue 35397, 36144
Illinois. Dept. of Transportation 17904, 35404, 35419, 36405, 36420, 36433, 36434, 36444, 76192
Illinois. Dept. of Transportation - Bibliography 36444
Illinois. Dept. of Transportation. Division of Highways SEE Illinois. Division of Highways 36435
Illinois. Dept. of Transportation. Division of Waterways SEE Illinois. Division of Waterways 20439
Illinois - Description and travel - 1837 52334
Illinois - Description and Travel - Exhibitions - Catalogs 36439
Illinois - Description and travel - Guidebooks - 1905 35657, 35658, 35659
Illinois - Description and travel - Guidebooks - 1905-2006 35653
Illinois - Description and travel - Guidebooks - 1909 35679
Illinois Digital Archives 36438
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| Illinois road map ... / Johnson Oil Refining Company ... Chicago, Illinois | 36004 |
| Illinois road map / Leonard Refineries, Inc., Alma, Michigan | 36395 |
| Illinois road map : Parco | 35852 |
| Illinois - Road maps - 1917-1992 | 66982 |
| Illinois - Road maps - Maps - Bibliography | 36444 |
| Illinois roads : map of Illinois showing state highways / W.A. Comer, Jan. 1 1930 | 35796 |
| Illinois. Secretary of State | 35766, 36408 |
| Illinois. Secretary of State SEE Illinois. Office of Secretary of State | 35603 |
| Illinois sesquicentennial, 1818-1968 / historical consultants: Paul M. Angle, Mary Lynn McCre ; designed and illustrated by Design Group 3 | 35412 |
| Illinois. Sesquicentennial Commission | 35412 |
| Illinois Shorthorn Breeders' Association | 36287 |
| Illinois : Sinclair | 36323, 36335, 36336, 36365, 36366, 36367, 36368, 36369 |
| Illinois : Sinclair 1932 road map | 35853 |
| Illinois : Sinclair H.C. Gasoline road map | 36097 |
| Illinois / Sinclair oils | 36372 |
| Illinois Sinclair road map ... road map and pictorial sightseeing guide | 36286 |
| Illinois - Slavery - 1865 - Maps | 76015, 76016 |
| Illinois State Archives | 19427, 20086, 20087, 22010, 33069, 35420, 35421, 36445, 45069, 68755, 82964 |
| Illinois State Archives - Map Collections | 36445 |
| Illinois state atlas | 36413 |
| Illinois State Automobile Association (Chicago, Ill.) | 35729 |
| Illinois State Automobile Association official 1922 auto trails map : special Illinois and adjoining territory / prepared by Rand McNally & Co. | 35729 |
| Illinois State Chamber of Commerce. Publicity Department | 42286 |
| Illinois State Geological Survey Division SEE Illinois State Geological Survey | 73167 |
| Illinois. Sesquicentennial Commission | 35525, 35567, 35568, 79353 |
| Illinois state highway maps [Internet resource / Illinois State Library; Illinois Digital Archives] | 36438 |
| Illinois State Historical Society | 35413 |
| Illinois State Legislation SEE Illinois. General Assembly | 35669 |
| Illinois State Library | 35417, 35419, 36348, 36438, 36444, 36451, 36452, 41591, 44490, 48662, 49114 |
| Illinois. State Library - Map Collections | 36446, 36447 |
| Illinois State Library - Map collections - Bibliography - Catalogs | 35417, 36444, 36451, 36452, 41591, 49114 |
| Illinois State Library - Map collections - Bibliography - Catalogs - Electronic information resources | 36438 |
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Illustrated atlas of Lagrange County, Indiana 41418
Illustrated atlas of Lake County, Illinois: containing maps of every township in the county, with village and city plats 41435
Illustrated atlas of Lanark County, Illinois; Illustrated atlas of Renfrew County, 1881; Map of the counties of Lanark and Renfrew from actual surveys under the direction of H.B. Walling, published by D.P. Putnam, Prescott, C.W., 1868 41555
Illustrated atlas of Posey County, Indiana 65432
Illustrated atlas of Posey County, Indiana / Keller & Fuller 65433
Illustrated atlas of Pottawattamie County, Iowa 65456
Illustrated atlas of Ross County and Chillicothe, Ohio: from surveys and official records 67352
Illustrated atlas of South America 5646
Illustrated atlas of Summitt County, Ohio 73423
Illustrated atlas of the County of Bruce containing authentic maps of the townships 14743
Illustrated atlas of the County of Grey 33036
Illustrated atlas of the County of Simcoe 70146
Illustrated atlas of the Dominion of Canada ... 16059
Illustrated atlas of the Middle East 48161, 48162, 48163, 48166
Illustrated atlas of the nineteenth century world 8098
Illustrated atlas of the world 7380
Illustrated atlas of today's world 6652, 6653, 6677, 6678, 6874
An illustrated atlas of Washington County, Maryland 89904
Illustrated Bible geography and atlas / by Major C.R. Conder 12958
Illustrated books - France - History - 1500-1599 - Bibliography 36459
Illustrated books - Italy - History - 1400-1599 - Bibliography 36842
Illustrated books - Italy - History - 1500-1599 13414
Illustrated centennial sketches, map and directory of Union County, Iowa / [C. J. Colby] 76031
An Illustrated genealogy of the counties of Maryland and the District of Columbia as a guide to locating records: including detailed maps showing wards of the city of Baltimore in the federal censuses of 1850, 1860, 1870, & 1880 11711
Illustrated guide 1937: Salzburg town and surroundings: incl. Salzhammergut, Gastein, Grossglockner alpine road and Bavarian borderland: town maps, map of Salzburg province, historical data, festival programme / translated by Mary Gaither and Maria 68357
Illustrated guide Hartleben SEE A. Hartleben's illustrierter Führer 22768
The Illustrated guide to Algiers: a 'practical' handbook for travellers / by Joseph C. Hyam 1230
Illustrated guide to Baden-Baden: based on the German. Part 1 / by W.B. Flower 11385
Illustrated guide to Dubrovnik (Ragusa) and surroundings: with a map and plan of the town / by Anton Vucetic 23859
Illustrated guide to the South Indian Railway, including the Tanjore board, Pondicherry, Travancore State and Peralam-Karaikkal Railways 36625
Illustrated guide to Winchester 83003, 83004
Illustrated guides (Paris, France) 42320, 51781, 63184, 63212
Illustrated hand-book of geography 30191
Illustrated hist atlas map of Douglas Co, Illinois 23766
An Illustrated historical atlas map of Daviess County, Ky.: carefully compiled from personal examinations and surveys 22895
An Illustrated historical atlas map of Douglas County, Ill. 23767
An Illustrated historical atlas map of Greene County, Mo. 32945
An Illustrated historical atlas map of Holt County, Mo. 34581
An Illustrated historical atlas map of Jackson County, Mo.: carefully compiled from personal examinations and surveys / published by Brink, McDonough & Co. 39358
An Illustrated historical atlas map of Monroe County, Ills.: carefully compiled from personal examinations and surveys 51274
Illustrated historical atlas of Adams County, Ohio, 1797-1880 63
Illustrated historical atlas of Berks County, Penna.: compiled & drawn from personal examinations, surveys &c under the personal supervision of F.A. Davis and published under the direction of H.L. Kochersperger 12470
Illustrated historical atlas of Boone County, Missouri ... 13396
An Illustrated historical atlas of Bourbon County, Kansas 13683
Illustrated historical atlas of Caldwell County, Missouri 15158
An Illustrated historical atlas of Carroll County, Indiana 16668
Illustrated historical atlas of Carroll County, Missouri 16685
[Illustrated historical atlas of Carroll county, Ohio: from recent and actual surveys and records] 16674, 16689
An Illustrated historical atlas of Chariton County, Mo. 19186
Illustrated historical atlas of Clark County, Ohio 20933
Illustrated historical atlas of Clark County, Ohio: with an atlas of Ohio and general maps of the United States and Grand divisions 20934
An Illustrated historical atlas of Clinton County, Missouri 21095
Illustrated historical atlas of Clinton County, Ohio 21101
An Illustrated historical atlas of De Kalb County, Missouri 22937
An Illustrated historical atlas of Des Moines County, Iowa 23341
An Illustrated historical atlas of Elkhart Co., Indiana: compiled, drawn & published from personal examinations & surveys / by Higgins, Belden & Co. 24928
Illustrated historical atlas of Erie co., New York: from actual surveys and records 25569
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Illustrierter Führer durch das Grossherzogtum Luxemburg / herausgegeben von Leo Woerl / mit Plan der Stadt Luxemburg, sieben Kartenbeilagen und 65 Abbildungen 43676

Illustrierter Führer durch das Salzkammergut : mit Dreiseengebiet (Attersee, Mondsee, Wolfgangsee), Riesenhöhlen im Dachstein, Bad Aussee usw. : mit besonderer Berücksichtigung des Wintersports : mit Plänen von Salzburg, Grunden und Bad Ischl, 3 Karten 68367

Illustrierter Führer durch den Alpengau Tirol-Vorarlberg und angrenzende Gebiete von Salzburg und Südtirol : mit 6 Karten 1 Plan und 38 Abbildungen 75944

Illustrierter Führer durch den Bayerischen- und Böhmerwald : mit 3 Karten, 2 Plänen und Abbildungen 12012

Illustrierter Führer durch den Kurort Arco und durch Riva sowie rings um den Gardasee mit Einschluss der Städte Rovereto, Trient, Verona, Brescia und Mantua / herausgegeben von Leo Woerl / mit Plan- und Kartenbeilagen und Illustrationen 75549

Illustrierter Führer durch den Kurort Meran : mit den Kurgemeinden Ober- und Untermais und Gratsch nebst Ausflügen in die Umgebung und mit Benutzung der Vintschgaubahn / herausgegeben von Leo Woerl / mit einem Plan des Kurortes, drei Kartenbeilagen und 45985

Illustrierter Führer durch die Gauhauptstadt Rosen und Umgebung : mit Einschluss von Gosen : mit Stadtpla, 2 Grundrissen und 8 Abbildungen 65473

Illustrierter Führer durch die Haupt- und Residenzstadt Dresden : nebst einem Führer durch die Königl. und städtischen Museen und Sammlungen sowie Beschreibung der lohnendsten Ausflüge in die Umgebung / herausgegeben von Leo Woerl / mit Stadtplan, eine 23807

Illustrierter Führer durch die ko?tigliche Haupt- und Residenzstadt Budapest und Umgebung : nebst Katalogen der Museen / herausgegeben von Leo Woerl / mit Plänen der Stadt, einer Karte der Umgebung und 50 Abbildungen 14828

Illustrierter Führer durch die Landeshauptstadt Innsbruck und Umgebung : sowie für die Brennerbahn von Innsbruck bis Sterzing : nebst den lohnendsten Ausflügen in die Ötztalbahn und Stubai Alpen / herausgegeben von Leo Woerl / mit Plan von Innsbruck, 37494

Illustrierter Führer durch die Universitätstadt Heidelberg und Umgebung / herausgegeben von Leo Woerl ; mit einem Plane der Stadt, einer Umgebungskarte, Illustrationen und Panoramen 33744

Illustrierter Führer durch die Wachau, das Kremstal und untere Kamptal : mit 1 Karte und 11 Abbildungen 90617

Illustrierter Führer durch Erfurt und Umgebung / herausgegeben von Leo Woerl ; mit einem Plane der Stadt, einer Karte der Umgebung und 10 Illustrationen 28556

Illustrierter Führer durch Genua und längs der Riviera von Nizza bis Spezia / herausgegeben von Leo Woerl 28751

Illustrierter Führer durch Kärnten : mit besonderer Berücksichtigung der Städte Klagenfurt und Villach sowie der Kärntnerischen Seen und ihrer Umgebungen / von Josef Rabi 16623

Illustrierter Führer durch Kiel und Umgebung : nebst Ausflügen in die Holsteinische Schweiz / herausgegeben von Leo Woerl / mit einem Plan der Stadt, einer Karte der Umgebung und 33 Abbildungen 41134

Illustrierter Führer durch Kopenhagen und Umgebung : mit kurzem Wegweiser für Reisende in Dänemark und Südschweden sowie Ausflügen nach den Inseln Mosen und Bornholm / herausgegeben von Leo Woerl ; mit einem Stadtplan von Kopenhagen und vier Kartenbeilagen 22103


Illustrierter Führer durch Lübeck und Umgebung : nebst Ausflügen in die Holsteinische Schweiz und nach den Ostseebädern Travemünde, Niendorf, Timmendorger strand, Scharbeutz, Haffkrug, Neustadt, Grömitz, Kellenhusen, Dahme und Heiligenhafel / herausgeg 43590

Illustrierter Führer durch Mainz und Umgebung : nebst einer Rheinfahrt von Mainz bis Bingen (Niederwald) / herausgegeben von Leo Woerl / mit einem Plan der Stadt, einer Karte der Umgebung und 38 Abbildungen 44202

Illustrierter Führer durch Nürnberg und Umgebung : mit Stadtplan, Plan der Burg, 2 Grundrissen des Germanischen Nationalmuseums, Umgebungskarte und 22 Abbildungen 68214

Illustrierter Führer durch Paris und Umgebung / herausgegeben von Leo Woerl / mit einem Stadtplan nebst vollständigem Stassenverzeichnis, einem Plane des Bois de Boulogne, Grundrissen vom Louvre, einer Karte der Umgebung und 65 Abbildungen 63158

Illustrierter Führer durch Prag und Umgebung : mit einem Stadtplan und 14 Abbildungen 65488

Illustrierter Führer durch Rom und Umgebung : nebst kleinem Sprachführer und praktischen Winken für Italienreisende / herausgegeben von Leo Woerl ; mit einem farbigem Stadtplan von Rom, einer Karte der Umgebung und 22 Abbildungen 67269

Illustrierter Führer durch Salzburg und Umgebung : mit Hallein, Golling, Berchtesgaden und praktischen Winken / herausgegeben von Leo Woerl ; mit Plan der Stadt Salzburg, Karten der Umgebung, einem Panorama vom Gaisberg und 25 Abbildungen 68355

Illustrierter Führer durch Südfrankreich : Lyon, Auvergne, Franz. Alpen, Marseille, Riviera, Bordeaux, Biarritz, Pyrenäen : mit 1 Karte, 4 Plänen und 16 Abbildungen 28183

Illustrierter Führer durch Trier und Umgebung / herausgegeben von Leo Woerl / mit einem Plan der Stadt, einer Karte der Umgebung und Illustrationen 75512

Illustrierter Führer durch Triest und Umgebungen : nebst Ausflügen nach [i.e. nach] Aquileja, Görz, Pola, Fiume, Abbazia und Venedig durch Isstien, im Quarnero, auf der Pontebbabahn, nach dem Wörthersee, Klagenfurt und Ober-Krain 75517

Illustrierter Führer durch Weimar und Umgebung : mit einem Plan der Stadt einer Karte der Umgebung und 9156

Illustrierter Führer durch Würzburg und Umgebung / herausgegeben von Leo Woerl / mit Stadtplan, Umgebungskarte und 13 Abbildungen 84753, 84754

Illustrierter Führer vom Brenner bis zum Gardasee : mit Einschluss von Ostitoli und angrenzende Gebiete : mit 5 Karten und 10 Abbildungen 13913


Illustrierter Reiseführer durch Slovenien, das kroatische Küstenland, Dalmatien, Montenegro, Bosnien und die Herzegobina : mit 5 farbigen und 5 Textkarten und zahlreichen Abbildungen / herausgegeben vom Offiziellen Verkehrsbüro des Königreiches der Ser 11602

Illustrierter Wegweiser durch Thüringen und das Kyffhäuser-Gebirge 75145

Illustriertes Buendner Oberland 12588


Illustrierter atlas der welt 5452

Illustrierter Führer durch Dalmatien längs der Küste von Albanien bis Korfu und nach den Ionischen Inseln 22763, 22764

Illustrierter Führer durch die Schweiz : mit den angrenzenden Gebieten von Savoyen und Oberitalien / von J. Obersol 73934

Illustrierter Führer im Österreichischen Alpen-Gebiet : mit besonderer Berücksichtigung der Eisenbahnlinien und der von ihnen aus durchfahrenden Hochtouren 1325
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Imaginary places - Maps - 1761  58715, 58716
Imaginary places - Maps - 1764  58717
Imaginary places - Maps - 1766  58718
Imaginary places - Maps - 1775  58722, 58723
Imaginary places - Maps - 1775-1776  58720
Imaginary places - Maps - 1775-1783  58721
Imaginary places - Maps - 1775 - Manuscripts  36462
Imaginary places - Maps - 1777  43503, 43504
Imaginary places - Maps - 1784  58730
Imaginary Places - Maps - 1799  36463, 36464
Imaginary places - Maps - 1969  1288
Imaginary Places - Maps - 1977  36465
Imaginary places - Maps - 1979  22578
Imaginary Places - Maps - 1984 - Puns and punning  36466
Imaginary places - Maps - Collections  36468, 36469, 36470, 36471, 42192, 42193
Imaginary places - Maps - Collections, 2004  36467
Imaginary Places - Maps - Collections - 2008  76052
Imaginary places - Pictorial works - 1929  36472
Imaginary Voyages SEE Voyages, Imaginary  36470
Imagination  30845
Imagined corners : exploring the world's first atlas / Paul Binding  62346
‘Imagines Mundi’: Matthew's cartography  63316
Imagining the Holy Land : maps, models, and fantasy travels  18262
Imago Adriae : la patria del Friuli, l'Istria e la Dalmazia nella cartografia antica / Luciano Lago  98
Imago catalonie : mapas de Cataluña, huellas de la historia = Maps of Catalonia, the imprint of history / selección de imágenes y redacción de textos, María Carme Montaner i García  17041
Imago civitatis : Stadtbildsprache des Spätmittelalters: Essener Bearbeitung der authentischen Stadtansichten aus der Schedelschen Weltchronik von 1493 mit 32 Vollfaksimilierungen des Orginals [sic] der Diözesan- und Dombibliothek Köln  69338
Imago et descriptio Tusciae : la Toscana nella geocartografia dal XV al XIX secolo / a cura di Leonardo Rombai ; scritti di Margherita Azzari ... [et al]  18524
Imago Italiae : the making of Italy in the history of cartography from the Middle Ages to the modern era : reality, image and imagination from the codices of Claudius Ptolemy to the Atlante of Giovanni Antonio Magini  39028
Imago mundi  594, 9201, 16791, 17445, 21785, 28843, 31904, 32280, 36473, 36474, 41593, 44481, 67103, 71142, 74188, 74189
Imago mundi (1935)  22132, 40505, 51968
Imago mundi (1937)  17265, 62356
Imago mundi (1939)  35085, 49278, 84732
Imago mundi (1947)  46055
Imago mundi (1948)  12030, 28610, 44768, 45206
Imago mundi (1949)  12031, 28612, 51982, 85307
Imago mundi (1950)  2179, 51985
Imago mundi (1951)  15785, 22129, 22794, 61685, 69811, 75583
Imago mundi (1952)  28698, 61686, 64909, 67363, 74482
Imago mundi (1953)  75571, 75589
Imago mundi (1954)  34662, 80643
Imago mundi (1955)  14932, 22974, 44659
Imago mundi (1956)  15060, 16823, 17526, 17892, 18495, 39704, 46044, 85325
Imago mundi (1959)  17527, 28402
Imago mundi (1960)  41757
Imago mundi (1962)  18369, 51973, 51974
Imago mundi (1963)  46034
Imago mundi (1964)  39869, 41739
Imago mundi (1965)  18399, 22142
Imago Mundi (1966)  39693
Imago mundi (1969)  66424
Imago mundi (1970)  2243, 15717, 26624, 46086
Imago mundi (1971)  79468
Imago mundi (1972)  46024
Imago mundi (1975)  22118, 46085
Imago mundi (1976)  17274
Imago mundi (1977)  11345, 18042
Imago mundi (1982)  13079
Imago mundi (1985)  80662
Imago mundi (1989)  28403
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Imago mundi (1990) 68769
Imago mundi (1996) 13414
Imago mundi 65 (2013) 24696
Imago mundi: Studien zur Bildlichkeit mittelalterlicher Welt- und Okumenekarten unter besonderer Berücksichtigung des Zusammenwirkens von Text und Bild 30856
Imago Mundi Ltd. 17445, 17873, 45839, 53830
Imago Mundi: the first fifty years and the next ten. 36473
Imago Mundi Ltd. 17445, 17873, 45839, 53830
Imago Mundi cartographica: Studien zur Bildlichkeit mittelalterlicher Welt- und Okumenekarten unter besonderer Berücksichtigung des Zusammenwirkens von Text und Bild 30856
Imago Poloniae: dawna rzeczpospolita na mapach, dokumentach i starodrukach w zbiorach Tomasza Niewodniczanskiego 65089
Imangla Island (Imaginary place) SEE Female Island (Imaginary place) 26553
Ima-Imagia Island (Imaginary place) SEE Female Island (Imaginary place) 26553
La Imatge cartogràfica de l’illa de Mallorca (segles XVI i XVII) : un estudi comparatiu / Werner-Francisco Bär 18082
Imbreghts, P. 73181
IMCoS bulletin SEE International Map Collectors’ Society Bulletin 18784
IMCoS journal 37530
IMCoS Map fair & exhibition, 1985 37527
IMCoS Map fair & exhibition, 1986 37528
IMCoS SEE International Map Collectors’ Society 18437
IMCoS Map fair & exhibition, 1985 37527
IMCoS Map fair & exhibition, 1986 37528
IMCoS SEE International Map Collectors’ Society 18437
IMCOS Map fair & exhibition, 1985 37527
IMCoS Map fair & exhibition, 1986 37528
IMCoS SEE International Map Collectors’ Society 18437
IMCoS Map fair & exhibition, 1985 37527
IMCoS Map fair & exhibition, 1986 37528
IMCoS SEE International Map Collectors’ Society 18437
IMF (Trucking firm) SEE Inland Motor Freight (Spokane, Wash.) 60030
Imfeld, X. (Xaver) 36475
Imfeld, Xaver, 1853-1909 36475
Imhof, Eduard, 1895-1986 10911, 10915, 10917, 10918, 10920, 10921, 16777, 16784, 23061, 66380, 73854, 74059, 74088
Imjin River Valley (Korea) - Maps - 1952 36476
Imlay, George 1711
Imlay, Gilbert, 1754?-1828? 4525, 4529, 4530, 4531, 4545, 36477, 43491, 74327, 76501, 76507
Imlay, Gilbert, 1754?-1828?. A Topographical description of the western territory of North America (1797) 40623
Imme, Karl 44581
Immerman, Sol 84365
Immigrant Publication Society 77213
Immigrant Publication Society=Daughters of the American Revolution. Wyoming Valley Chapter (Wilkes-Barre, Pa.) 77213
Immigrants - North America - Maps - 1995 - History 57317, 57318
Immigrants - United States - Statistics - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1890-1898 36478, 65606
Immink, B. F. 12070, 13882, 13883, 13885, 13887, 28619, 33066, 40503, 45140, 79778
Imp. Becquet (Paris, France) 13185, 24616
Imp. Bessiere (Paris, France) 13185, 24616
Imp. Delamain et Sarazin 27557
Imp. Delamain SEE Imprimerie Delamain 9400
Imp. Desgrandchamps (Paris, France) 16291
Imp. Dufrénoy SEE Dufrenoy (Firm) 51782
Imp. Georges Lang (Paris, France) SEE Imprimerie Georges Lang (Paris, France) 26243
Imp. Guérin (Rouen, France) 18427
Imp. Hermet 9797
L’immagine di Vicenza : la città e il territorio in piante, mappe e vedute dal XV al XX secolo / Giuseppe Barbieri 80179
L’immagine di Vicenza : la città e il territorio in piante, mappe e vedute dal XV al XX secolo / Giuseppe Barbieri 80179
Immagini della Nueva Granada : l’opera cartogra fica di Agostino Codazzi nel fondo manoscritto della Biblioteca nazionale universitaria di Torino / a cura di Giorgio Antei ; prefazione di Angelo Giaccaria 18427
Immagini di Puglia 7414
Immigrants - United States - Statistics - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1890-1898 36478, 65606
Immigrants - United States - Statistics - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1890-1898 36478, 65606
Imp. Hermet 7707
The Impact of Dutch aesthetics on the Jansson-Visscher maps of New Netherland ... 17925
An Impartial history of the naval, military and political events in Europe from the commencement of the French Revolution to the entrance of the allies into Paris and the conclusion of a general peace : including a copious & original narrative of the o 52638
Imperatorskaia akademiiia nauk (Russia) 7787, 7874, 37488, 51216, 51840, 58175, 58718, 58722, 58723, 58730, 67553, 67554, 67568, 67569, 67595, 67596, 67598, 68225, 75753, 75755
Imperial Academy of St. Petersburg SEE Imperatorskaia akademiiia nauk (Russia) 51840
Imperial atlas of modern geography 8138
Imperial atlas of the world 8339
Imperial citta d’Avgvsta 10966, 10977
La Imperial citta d’Avgvsta / In Venetia l’anno 1568. Apresso Luca Guarinoni 10965
Imperial County (Calif.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps 66889, 68460, 68461
Imperial County (Calif.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps 66892, 68462, 68463
Imperial County (Calif.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps 66895, 68464
Imperial County (Calif.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps 66899, 68466
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Imperial County (Calif.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps 66901, 68468
Imperial County (Calif.) - Maps - 2009 - Road maps 66904, 68470
Imperial Federation -- map of the world showing the extent of the British Empire in 1886 84303
The Imperial gazetteer : a general dictionary of geography, physical, political, statistical, and descriptive, with a supplement bringing the geographical information down to the latest dates / edited by W.G. Blackie 52083
Imperial gazetteer of England and Wales 52263
The Imperial gazetteer of England and Wales : embracing recent changes in counties, dioceses, parishes, and boroughs, general statistics, postal arrangements, railway systems, &c. : and forming a complete description of the country / by John Marius Wil 25426
Imperial gazetteer of England & Wales 25427
Imperial gazetteer of India atlas 8373
The Imperial gazetteer of Scotland, or, Dictionary of Scottish topography : compiled from the most recent authorities, and forming a complete body of Scottish geography, physical, statistical, and historical / edited by the Rev. John M. Wilson ; illustr 69451
Imperial geographies and spatial memories in Spanish America / guest editors, Alexander Hidalgo and John F. López 41681
Imperial Geological Office (Japan) SEE Japan. Noshomusho. Chishitsukyoku 39533
Imperial Government Railways of Japan SEE Japan. Tetsudoin 20884, 39547
Imperial guide 7901
Imperial Istanbul : Iznik, Bursa, Edirne / Jane Taylor 38632
Imperial Japanese Government Railways SEE Japan. Tetsudoin 20884, 39547
The Imperial map : cartography and the mastery of empire / edited by James R. Akerman 16872
Imperial map of England & Wales 25298
The Imperial map of England & Wales according to the Ordnance Survey, with the latest additions; shewing clearly every feature of the country, railways and their stations, roads, canals ... &c. &c. ... 25297
Imperial mappings : in savage spaces : Baluchistan and British India 17966
Imperial Oil Limited 14015, 15881, 15890, 15900, 15904, 15908, 16382, 51681, 61846, 61942, 61943, 61949, 62429, 65511, 75441, 79839
Imperial Oil Ltd. highways map of British Columbia, Alberta & adjacent states 14015
Imperial Oil Ltd. highways map of eastern Canada & adjacent states 15881
Imperial Oil Ltd. highways map of Ontario & adjacent states 61846
Imperial Oil Ltd. highways map of Prairie Provinces & adjacent states 65511
Imperial Publishing Co. (Saginaw, Mich.) 67831
Imperial Publishing Co. (Saginaw, Mich.) County of Saginaw, Michigan (1896) 67828
Imperial Publishing Company, Angola, Ind. 73255
Imperial Refineries (Ardmore, Okla.) SEE Imperial Refining Company (Ardmore, Okla.) 49027
Imperial Refining Company (Ardmore, Okla.) 49027
Imperial royal Canadian world atlas : "an atlas for Canadians" / section on Dominion of Canada edited by Fred James ; other sections edited by Lloyd Edwin Smith and Frederick K. Branon 6075
Imperial Russian history atlas / Martin Gilbert ; cartographic consultant Arthur Banks 67491
Imperial Tobacco Company of Great Britain and Ireland 32453, 80705
Imperial tourists and the empire : MacLean Collection maps of the Quinlong era 17068
Imperiale Reg. Stamperia 72778
Imperialismo - Maps - 1937 34104
Imperiam occidentis / autore N. Sanson, Christianiss. Galliarum regis geographo ; revisum et emendatum ab Aeg. Robert, Christianiss. regis geographo. 67155
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<td></td>
<td>71163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India - Maps - 1670 - Coasts - Nautical charts - Manuscripts</td>
<td></td>
<td>36504</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India - Maps - 1700</td>
<td></td>
<td>71167</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India - Maps - 1701</td>
<td></td>
<td>36505</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India - Maps - 1703</td>
<td></td>
<td>24034, 36506, 70687</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India - Maps - 1703 - Coasts - Nautical charts</td>
<td></td>
<td>36507, 36508, 36509, 36510, 36511</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India - Maps - 1705</td>
<td></td>
<td>3281, 23991</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India - Maps - 1710</td>
<td></td>
<td>36512</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India - Maps - 1721</td>
<td></td>
<td>36513</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India - Maps - 1723</td>
<td></td>
<td>36514, 36515</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India - Maps - 1724 - Coasts - Nautical charts - Manuscripts</td>
<td></td>
<td>36516, 36517</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India - Maps - 1730</td>
<td></td>
<td>36518</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India - Maps - 1732</td>
<td></td>
<td>36519</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India - Maps - 1733</td>
<td></td>
<td>36520</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India - Maps - 1741</td>
<td></td>
<td>36521</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India - Maps - 1743 - Missions - Jesuits</td>
<td></td>
<td>36522</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India - Maps - 1745</td>
<td></td>
<td>36523</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India - Maps - 1748 - Coasts - Nautical charts</td>
<td></td>
<td>12385, 12386, 36524, 36525, 36526, 36527, 36528, 36529, 36530</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India - Maps - 1751</td>
<td></td>
<td>71170, 71171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India - Maps - 1752</td>
<td></td>
<td>36531</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India - Maps - 1761</td>
<td></td>
<td>36532</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India - Maps - 1761-1792</td>
<td></td>
<td>36533</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India - Maps - 1762 - Missions - Jesuits</td>
<td></td>
<td>36534</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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India - Maps - 1763-1783 - Military history 36535
India - Maps - 1765 36496
India - Maps - 1766 36536
India - Maps - 1768 36537, 70689
India - Maps - 1768-1789 20806
India - Maps - 1770 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 51205, 51206
India - Maps - 1772 71175
India - Maps - 1774 70690
India - Maps - 1775 - Pilot Guides 36538
India - Maps - 1779 24045
India - Maps - 1780 36539
India - Maps - 1781 71177, 71178
India - Maps - 1786 36540, 71179
India - Maps - 1788 36541
India - Maps - 1791 36487
India - Maps - 1792-1800 36542
India - Maps - 1793 70691
India - Maps - 1794 36543, 36544, 71180
India - Maps - 1796 70692
India - Maps - 1799 36545
India - Maps - 1800 36546, 36547, 36548
India - Maps - 1802 36549
India - Maps - 1811 36550, 36551
India - Maps - 1812 36488
India - Maps - 1813 36552, 36553
India - Maps - 1814 36554
India - Maps - 1817 36555
India - Maps - 1818 36556
India - Maps - 1819 - Coasts - Nautical charts 36557
India - Maps - 1819 - Pilot Guides 36557
India - Maps - 1820 36558
India - Maps - 1821 36559, 36560, 36561, 36562
India - Maps - 1822 36563, 36564, 36565, 36566
India - Maps - 1823 36567
India - Maps - 1825 36568, 36569
India - Maps - 1826 36570
India - Maps - 1829 36571, 36572, 36573
India - Maps - 1831 36575
India - Maps - 1831-1836 36574
India - Maps - 1832 36576
India - Maps - 1833 36577
India - Maps - 1834 36578
India - Maps - 1838 36579
India - Maps - 1840 36580, 36582, 36583, 36584
India - Maps - 1840 - Ecclesiastical geography 36581
India - Maps - 1841 36585, 36586, 70701
India - Maps - 1845 36587, 36588
India - Maps - 1846 36589
India - Maps - 1847 36590
India - Maps - 1847 - Administrative and political divisions 36591
India - Maps - 1850 - Administrative and political divisions 36592
India - Maps - 1851 36593, 36594
India - Maps - 1853 36595, 36596, 70703
India - Maps - 1854 36597
India - Maps - 1855 36679
India - Maps - 1859-1870 36598
India - Maps - 1860 36599
India - Maps - 1861 30852, 36600, 36601
India - Maps - 1865 32379
India - Maps - 1866 36602
India - Maps - 1867 36603
India - Maps - 1872 36604
India - Maps - 1874 36605
India - Maps - 1882 36606
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>India - Maps - 1883</th>
<th>36607</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>India - Maps - 1884 - Missions</td>
<td>36608</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India - Maps - 1885</td>
<td>36609, 36610, 36611</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India - Maps - 1887</td>
<td>36612</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India - Maps - 1888</td>
<td>36613</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India - Maps - 1889</td>
<td>36614</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India - Maps - 1890 - Missions</td>
<td>20703</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India - Maps - 1892</td>
<td>36615</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India - Maps - 1893</td>
<td>36616</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India - Maps - 1894</td>
<td>36617, 36618</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India - Maps - 1897</td>
<td>36489, 36619, 36620, 62683</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India - Maps - 1898</td>
<td>36621</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India - Maps - 1900</td>
<td>36622</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India - Maps - 1901</td>
<td>36623</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India - Maps - 1903 - Guidebooks</td>
<td>36624</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India - Maps - 1905 - Railroads</td>
<td>36625</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India - Maps - 1906</td>
<td>36626</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India - Maps - 1907</td>
<td>36627</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India - Maps - 1909</td>
<td>36628</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India - Maps - 1910</td>
<td>36630</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India - Maps - 1910-1919</td>
<td>36490, 36629</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India - Maps - 1911</td>
<td>36631</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India - Maps - 1913</td>
<td>36632</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India - Maps - 1913 - Railroads</td>
<td>36633</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India - Maps - 1914</td>
<td>36634</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India - Maps - 1916 - Guidebooks</td>
<td>39480</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India - Maps - 1918</td>
<td>36635</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India - Maps - 1921</td>
<td>36636</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India - Maps - 1924</td>
<td>36637</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India - Maps - 1926</td>
<td>36638</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India - Maps - 1928</td>
<td>36639</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India - Maps - 1929</td>
<td>36640</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India - Maps - 1930</td>
<td>36641</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India - Maps - 1930-1939 - Railroads - 1930</td>
<td>36642</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India - Maps - 1930-1939 - Tourist maps</td>
<td>36642</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India - Maps - 1933</td>
<td>36643</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India - Maps - 1934</td>
<td>36491</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India - Maps - 1936</td>
<td>36644</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India - Maps - 1937 - Historical atlases</td>
<td>36492</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India - Maps - 1938</td>
<td>36645</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India - Maps - 1941</td>
<td>36646</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India - Maps - 1942</td>
<td>36647</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India - Maps - 1943</td>
<td>10718, 36648</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India - Maps - 1944</td>
<td>36649, 36650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India - Maps - 1945 - Road maps</td>
<td>36651</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India - Maps - 1949</td>
<td>36652, 36653</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India - Maps - 1951</td>
<td>36654</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India - Maps - 1955</td>
<td>36655</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India - Maps - 1959</td>
<td>36494, 36656</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India - Maps - 1962</td>
<td>36657</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India - Maps - 1962 - Missions</td>
<td>396</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India - Maps - 1963</td>
<td>36495</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India - Maps - 1965</td>
<td>36658</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India - Maps - 1968</td>
<td>36659</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India - Maps - 1975</td>
<td>36660</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India - Maps - 1982</td>
<td>36661</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India - Maps - 1984 - Guidebooks</td>
<td>36662</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India - Maps - 1989</td>
<td>36663, 36664</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India - Maps - 1989 - Guidebooks</td>
<td>36665</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India - Maps - 1990</td>
<td>36666</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India - Maps - 1992</td>
<td>36667, 36668</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India - Maps - 1995 - Road maps</td>
<td>36669</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India - Maps - Bibliography - 1477-1800</td>
<td>17967</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India - Maps - Bibliography - 1511-1846</td>
<td>36672</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Indian cartography - Canada, Western - 1754 57545
Indian cartography - Caroline Islands - 1817 16655
Indian cartography - Chixculub (Mexico) - 1562 20534
Indian cartography - Columbia River Valley - Maps - 1806 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 59738
Indian cartography - Coxcatlan Region (Mexico) - 1580 - Manuscripts 22357
Indian cartography - Cuautinchan (Mexico) - 1540 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 22469
Indian cartography - Cumberland Sound (N.W.T.) - 1839-1840 22558, 22559
Indian cartography - Exhibitions 36687
Indian cartography - Exhibitions - Catalogs 36686
Indian cartography - Ganges River (India and Bangladesh) - 17224
Indian cartography - Great Lakes Region (North America) 17251, 17252
Indian cartography - Great Plains 32639
Indian cartography - Greenland 41153, 63458
Indian cartography - Guatemala 42000, 42001
Indian cartography - History - 1998 17396
Indian cartography - Kandik River Region (Alaska) - 1880 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 39958
Indian cartography - Lapland - 1674 41642
Indian cartography - Little Bighorn, Battle of the, Mont., 1876 - 1892 - Manuscripts 42215
Indian cartography - Maine - 1820 75478, 75479
Indian cartography - Maps - 1540 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 62519
Indian cartography - Maps - 1904 77703
Indian cartography - Maps - 1943 77809
Indian cartography - Marshall Islands - 1800-1899 45200
Indian cartography - Marshall Islands - 1970-1979 45201
Indian cartography - Metepec Region (Mexico) - 1500-1599 - Manuscripts 46163
Indian cartography - Mexico 11364, 46263, 51169, 68825
Indian cartography - Mexico - 1500-1599 46265
Indian cartography - Mexico - 1500-1599 - Manuscripts 44721
Indian cartography - Mexico - 1500-1599 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 46264, 46370, 46371
Indian cartography - Mexico - 1500-1599 - Manuscripts - Slides 34785
Indian cartography - Mexico - 1569 - Manuscripts 68840
Indian cartography - Mexico City (Mexico) 36690
Indian cartography - Mexico City (Mexico) - 1500-1599 46265
Indian cartography - Mexico City (Mexico) - 1500-1599 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 46264
Indian cartography - Mexico City (Mexico) - 1524 46193, 46194, 46195, 46196, 46197, 46198
Indian cartography - Mexico City (Mexico) - 1528 46199, 46200
Indian cartography - Mexico City (Mexico) - 1550 46201
Indian cartography - Mississippi River Valley - 1694 - Manuscripts 50563
Indian cartography - New Mexico - 1775 - Manuscripts 79889
Indian cartography - New Spain 46263
Indian cartography - Nigeria 18197
Indian cartography - North America 36694, 57322, 57323
Indian cartography - North America - 1700-1799 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 57429, 57430, 57431
Indian cartography - North America - 1728 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 57498
Indian cartography - North America - 1732 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 57499
Indian cartography - North America - 1737 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 57511
Indian cartography - North America - Bibliography 36691
Indian cartography - North America - History 36692, 36693
Indian cartography - North America - Maps - 1612 57336, 57337
Indian cartography - North Central States 44997
Indian cartography - Northwest, Pacific - Maps - 1806 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 59738
Indian cartography - Oxtotitlan (Tecoxe de Mora, Mexico) - 1540 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 62520
Indian cartography - Philippines - 1734 64509
Indian cartography - Pittsburgh Region (Pa.) - 1781 64861
Indian cartography - Santa Barbara Tamasco (Mexico) - 1597 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 68795
Indian cartography - SEE ALSO Aztec Cartography 75376
Indian cartography - South America - 1615 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 70397
Indian cartography - South Carolina - 1721 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 70753, 70754, 70755
Indian cartography - Southern States 71257
Indian cartography - Southern States - 1708-1737 71256
Indian cartography - Southern States - 1760 71299
Indian cartography - Temascaltepec Region (Mexico) - 1560 - Manuscripts 74317
Indian cartography - Teotihuacan (Mexico City, Mexico) - 1678 - Manuscripts 74462
Indian cartography - Teotihuacán Site (San Juan Teotihuacán, Mexico) - 1560 - Manuscripts 74467
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Indian Ocean - Maps - 1597-1606  36696
Indian Ocean - Maps - 1602  70677
Indian Ocean - Maps - 1649  36699
Indian Ocean - Maps - 1652 - Nautical charts  36700
Indian Ocean - Maps - 1656 - Nautical charts  36701
Indian Ocean - Maps - 1687 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  36702
Indian Ocean - Maps - 1698 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  36703
Indian Ocean - Maps - 1700 - Winds  3795
Indian Ocean - Maps - 1703 - Nautical charts  24035, 36704, 36705, 36706
Indian Ocean - Maps - 1720 - Coasts - Nautical charts - Manuscripts  36707, 36708
Indian Ocean - Maps - 1724 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts  36516
Indian Ocean - Maps - 1728 - Nautical charts  2313, 12384, 36709
Indian Ocean - Maps - 1748 - Nautical charts  24040, 36710, 36711
Indian Ocean - Maps - 1780-1789 - Geomagnetism  36712
Indian Ocean - Maps - 1803 - Nautical charts  36713
Indian Ocean - Maps - 1803 - Ocean currents  36713
Indian Ocean - Maps - 1813  315, 3345
Indian Ocean - Maps - 1844  38518
Indian Ocean - Maps - 1851  36714
Indian Ocean - Maps - 1853  36715
Indian Ocean - Maps - 1891 - Nautical charts  36716
Indian Ocean - Maps - 1913 - Bathymetric maps  36717
Indian Ocean - Maps - 1913 - Trade routes  36718
Indian Ocean - Maps - 1942  3413
Indian Ocean - Maps - 1944 - Aeronautical charts  134
Indian Ocean - Maps - 1944 - Nautical charts  134
Indian Ocean - Maps - Ocean currents - 1780  523, 36676, 37453
Indian Ocean - Navigation  36719
Indian Ocean : official standard names approved by the United States Board on Geographic Names  52343
The Indian Ocean - physical  36717
Indian Ocean : ports and anchorages in îles de Kerguelen from French government charts to 1946.  41099
[Indian Ocean, South and Southeast Asia] / per Leuin. Hulsium A: 1602.  70677
Indian Peaks Wilderness (Colo.) - Description and travel - 1989  36720
Indian place-names in Alabama, by William A. Read  52128
Indian placenames in America  52502
Indian Refining Company  35773, 37109, 37141, 37142, 40965, 48874, 48875, 48876, 50774
Indian reservations - Alaska - Maps - 1939  77703
Indian reservations - Alaska - Maps - 1943  77809
Indian reservations and locations of major Indian health facilities in the United States and Alaska  78143
Indian reservations - Arizona - Maps - 1880  2553
Indian reservations - Arizona - Maps - 1889  81931
Indian reservations - Arizona - Maps - 1890 - Hopi Indians  34668
Indian Reservations - Arizona SEE ALSO Hopi Indian Reservation (Ariz.)  52841
Indian reservations - Canada - Maps - 1885  16061
Indian reservations - Colorado - Maps - 1889  81931
Indian Reservations - Colville Indian Reservation (Wash.) - Maps - 1877 - Manuscripts  21805
Indian Reservations - Four Corners Region - Maps - 1886 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  52841
Indian Reservations - Huron Township (Wayne County, Mich.) - Maps - 1843 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  84764
Indian reservations - Idaho - Maps - 1880  35124
Indian Reservations - Indian Territory - Maps - 1889  36726
Indian reservations - Indian Territory - Maps - 1894  36727
Indian reservations - Indian Territory - Maps - 1901  36730, 61340, 61341, 61342
Indian reservations - Indian Territory - Maps - 1904  36731
Indian Reservations - Kansas - Maps - 1833  40061
Indian reservations - Kansas - Maps - 1836  81779, 81780
Indian Reservations - Kansas - Maps - 1838  40066
Indian reservations - Kansas - Maps - 1856  40073
Indian reservations - Kansas - Maps - 1857  40076, 40077, 40078
Indian reservations - Kansas - Maps - 1882  27305
Indian reservations - Manitoba - Maps - 1887  44381
Indian reservations - Montana - Maps  51555, 51556
Indian reservations - Montana - Maps - 1870  51327
Indian reservations - Montana - Maps - Collections, 1805-1898  51557
Indian reservations - New Mexico - 1887 - Maps  39794
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Indian reservations New Mexico - Maps</td>
<td>1881 55266</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indian reservations New Mexico - Maps</td>
<td>1887 55274</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indian reservations New Mexico - Maps</td>
<td>1889 81931</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indian reservations New Mexico - Maps</td>
<td>1892 55279</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indian reservations New Mexico - Maps</td>
<td>1894 55280</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indian reservations New Mexico - Maps</td>
<td>1970 55424</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indian Reservations - New York (State) - Maps</td>
<td>1797 34549</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indian Reservations - New York (State) - Maps</td>
<td>1798 61763</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indian Reservations - New York (State) - Maps</td>
<td>1804 34550, 34551, 34552</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indian reservations New York (State) - Maps</td>
<td>1890 56120</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indian reservations North Dakota - Maps</td>
<td>1876 81885</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indian Reservations - Northwest Pacific - Maps - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>1877 35123</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indian reservations Oklahoma - Maps</td>
<td>1854 13872</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indian Reservations - Oklahoma - Maps</td>
<td>1889 36726</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indian reservations Oklahoma - Maps</td>
<td>1894 36727</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indian reservations Oklahoma - Maps</td>
<td>1901 36730, 61339, 61340, 61341, 61342</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indian reservations Oklahoma - Maps</td>
<td>1903 61343</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indian reservations Oklahoma - Maps</td>
<td>1904 36731</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indian reservations Pine Ridge Indian Reservation (S.D.) - Maps</td>
<td>1910 12400</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indian reservations Pine Ridge Indian Reservation (S.D.) - Maps</td>
<td>2010 12401</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indian Reservations - San Diego County (Calif.) - Maps</td>
<td>1890 76964</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indian reservations Saskatchewan - Maps</td>
<td>1882 68942</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indian reservations South Dakota - Maps</td>
<td>1876 81885</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indian reservations South Dakota - Maps</td>
<td>1904 67342</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indian Reservations - Southwest, New - Maps - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>1886 52841</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indian Reservations - Southwest, New - Maps</td>
<td>1982 52842</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indian Reservations - Southwest, New - Maps</td>
<td>1985 85358</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indian Reservations - Southwestern States - Maps</td>
<td>1982 52842</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indian reservations Texas - Maps</td>
<td>1854 13872</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indian Reservations United States - Maps</td>
<td>1840 76676</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indian Reservations United States - Maps</td>
<td>1880 76885</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indian reservations United States - Maps</td>
<td>1884 76912</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indian reservations United States - Maps</td>
<td>1885 76922</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indian reservations United States - Maps</td>
<td>1888 76943</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indian Reservations United States - Maps</td>
<td>1890 76964</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indian reservations United States - Maps</td>
<td>1907 77098</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indian reservations United States - Maps</td>
<td>1912 77162</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indian reservations United States - Maps</td>
<td>1939 77703</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indian reservations United States - Maps</td>
<td>1941 77757, 77758</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indian reservations United States - Maps</td>
<td>1943 77809</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indian reservations United States - Maps</td>
<td>1956 78143</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indian reservations United States - Maps</td>
<td>1972 76485</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indian Reservations United States - Maps</td>
<td>1985 78913</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indian Reservations United States - Maps</td>
<td>1992 79030</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indian reservations Utah - Maps</td>
<td>1889 81931</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indian reservations Warm Springs Indian Reservation (Or.) - Maps</td>
<td>1825-1972 80810</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indian Reservations Washington (State) - Maps - Historical geography</td>
<td>1855 81166</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indian Reservations Washington (State) - Maps - Maps</td>
<td>1892 81183</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indian reservations West (U.S.) - Maps</td>
<td>1836 81779, 81780</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indian reservations West (U.S.) - Maps</td>
<td>1872 81867</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indian reservations West (U.S.) - Maps</td>
<td>1877 81778</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indian reservations West (U.S.) - Maps</td>
<td>1878 81777</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indian reservations Wisconsin - Maps</td>
<td>83149</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indian Reservations Wisconsin - Maps</td>
<td>1911 45983</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indian River County (Fla.) - Maps</td>
<td>2007 36721</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indian River Valley (Fla.) - Maps</td>
<td>1936 66162</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indian systems of geographical map making</td>
<td>36682</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indian Territory</td>
<td>61325, 61328</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indian territory / compiled under the direction of the Hon. John H. Oberly, Commissioner of Indian Affairs, by C.A. Maxwell</td>
<td>36726</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indian Territory - Historical geography - Maps - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>1939 61535</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indian Territory - Maps - 1800-1899 - Indians - History - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>61319</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indian Territory - Maps - 1844 - Indians</td>
<td>57742</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indian Territory - Maps - 1844 - Indians</td>
<td>36722</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Indian Territory - Maps 1854 13872
Indian Territory - Maps 1868 - Manuscripts 36723
Indian Territory - Maps 1872 - Indians - Wars - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 61322
Indian Territory - Maps 1875 - Manuscripts 61323
Indian Territory - Maps 1878 - Railroads 74551
Indian Territory - Maps 1879 61324, 61325
Indian Territory - Maps 1879 - Indians - Land tenure 61326
Indian Territory - Maps 1880-1889 - Railroads 61327
Indian Territory - Maps 1883 36724, 61328, 74555
Indian Territory - Maps 1887 - Railroads 61329
Indian Territory - Maps 1888 - Railroads 36725
Indian Territory - Maps 1889 61330, 61331
Indian Territory - Maps 1889 - Indian Reservations 36726
Indian Territory - Maps 1890-1891 61332
Indian Territory - Maps 1890 - Indians 61333
Indian Territory - Maps 1890 - Railroads 61333
Indian Territory - Maps 1892 - Railroads 61334
Indian Territory - Maps 1894 - Indian reservations 36727
Indian Territory - Maps 1894 - Indians 61335
Indian Territory - Maps 1894 - Railroads 61335
Indian Territory - Maps 1895 - Indians 36728
Indian Territory - Maps 1895 - Railroads 61336
Indian Territory - Maps 1900 - Indian reservations 36729
Indian Territory - Maps 1900 - Railroads 32683
Indian Territory - Maps 1900 - Real property 36729
Indian Territory - Maps 1901 61339
Indian Territory - Maps 1901 - Indian reservations 36730, 61340, 61341, 61342
Indian Territory - Maps 1901 - Railroads 32684
Indian Territory - Maps 1902 - Railroads 32685
Indian Territory - Maps 1903 61343, 61344
Indian Territory - Maps 1903 - Railroads 32686
Indian Territory - Maps 1903 - Railroads - Indexes 61345
Indian Territory - Maps 1904 - Indian reservations 36731
Indian Territory - Maps 1904 - Land classification 36731
Indian Territory - Maps 1904 - Railroads 32687
Indian Territory - Maps 1905 - Indians 61346
Indian Territory - Maps 1905 - Railroads 32688, 61346
Indian Territory - Maps 1906 - Railroads 32689, 66165, 66166, 66167
Indian Territory - Maps 1907 77098
Indian Territory - Maps 1907 - Indians - Land tenure - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 36732
Indian Territory - Maps 1907 - Railroads 32690
Indian Territory - Maps 1907 - Real property - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 36732
Indian Territory - Maps 1908 - Railroads 32692
Indian Territory - Maps 1909 - Railroads 32693
Indian Territory - Maps 1939 - Indians 61535
Indian Territory - Maps - Collections - 1777-1931 75016
Indian Territory - Maps - Collections, 1834-1950 75017
Indian towns of the Central Atlantic region, 1770-1779 58878
Indian trails and villages of Chicago and of Cook, DuPage and Will Counties, Ills. (1804): as shown by weapons and implements of the stone-age 20079, 20080
Indian trails - Chicago Region (Ill.) - History 20504
[Indian trails in Chicago and vicinity] 20069
Indian trails - Southern States - Maps 1967 31254
Indian travels of Thevenot & Careri 36652
Indian treaties : [Canada] / Indian and Northern Affairs 37440
Indian treaties SEE Indians of North America - Treaties 37440
Indian tribes and trapper trails 82470
Indian tribes in 1650 : approximate locations 76416
Indian tribes, reservations and settlements in the United States 77809
Indian tribes, reservations and settlements in the United States, 1939 ... 77703
Indian Ty. 36724
[Indian villages in midwest states, 183-] 48229
Indian villages of Illinois country: atlas 6260
Indian villages of the Illinois country. Part I, atlas 49116, 49117
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Indiana, her counties, her townships, and her towns / compiled by Joan Colbert Gioe 37398
Indiana highway map : 1935 ... / compliments of Phillips Petroleum Company 37047
Indiana : Highways & interstates 37404
Indiana - Historical geography - Maps - 1876 36741, 36742, 36779
Indiana - Historical geography - Maps - 1932 - Pictorial maps 36981, 36982
Indiana - Historical geography - Maps - 1933 - Indians 36743, 36744
Indiana - Historical geography - Maps - 1979 - Landowners 37398
Indiana - Historical geography - Maps - Indians 36745
Indiana Historical Society 36750, 36777, 36778
Indiana Historical Society - Exhibitions - Catalogs 18203
Indiana Historical Society Library 36746
Indiana Historical Society Library - Map Collections - Bibliography - Catalogs 36746
Indiana Hotel Association 37376
Indiana hotel guide and road map / member, Indiana Hotel Association 37376
Indiana, Illinois & Iowa Railroad Company 48496
Indiana : including maps of Indianapolis, Evansville, Gary ... 37396
Indiana - Indian cartography 44997
Indiana info-map : Gulf 37080, 37081, 37107, 37108, 37140, 37161, 37179, 37209, 37211, 37212, 37229, 37230, 37267, 37268, 37297, 37322
Indiana / map prepared by Allan Cartography, Medford, Oregon, using base materials from the United States Geological Survey's 1:500,000 scale state map series and the USGS 3-second digital data base 37402
Indiana - Maps - 1786-1810 - Public lands - Surveys - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 36747
Indiana - Maps - 1819 60369
Indiana - Maps - 1822 36748
Indiana - Maps - 1823 60372
Indiana - Maps - 1825 60373
Indiana - Maps - 1826 36749, 36750
Indiana - Maps - 1827 36751
Indiana - Maps - 1828 60377
Indiana - Maps - 1829 36752
Indiana - Maps - 1830 36753
Indiana - Maps - 1830-1831 35448
Indiana - Maps - 1832 60379
Indiana - Maps - 1833 36754, 36755
Indiana - Maps - 1834 60382
Indiana - Maps - 1841 36756, 36757
Indiana - Maps - 1845 - Surveys 36758
Indiana - Maps - 1846 57745, 60391
Indiana - Maps - 1847 36760
Indiana - Maps - 1847 - Surveys 36759
Indiana - Maps - 1850 36761
Indiana - Maps - 1855 36762
Indiana - Maps - 1855 - Railroads - Right of way - Manuscripts 35392
Indiana - Maps - 1857 36763
Indiana - Maps - 1859 36764
Indiana - Maps - 1860 60399
Indiana - Maps - 1860 - Geology 80056
Indiana - Maps - 1864 36765
Indiana - Maps - 1865 36766, 36767
Indiana - Maps - 1870-1871 36768
Indiana - Maps - 1870-1871 - Railroads 36769
Indiana - Maps - 1870-1872 - Postal service 60401
Indiana - Maps - 1870-1872 - Railroads 60401
Indiana - Maps - 1870 - Postal service 79359
Indiana - Maps - 1870 - Railroads 36770, 79359
Indiana - Maps - 1871 36771, 36772
Indiana - Maps - 1871-1872 - Geology 64741
Indiana - Maps - 1871-1872 - Railroads 64741
Indiana - Maps - 1872 36773
Indiana - Maps - 1873 36774
Indiana - Maps - 1874 36775, 66263, 81482
Indiana - Maps - 1875 36776
Indiana - Maps - 1875 - Railroads 80049
Indiana - Maps - 1876 36741, 36742, 36777, 36778
Indiana - Maps - 1876 - Landowners 36779
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Indiana - Maps - 1878 36780
Indiana - Maps - 1879-1880 - Administrative and political divisions 36781
Indiana - Maps - 1881 30209
Indiana - Maps - 1881 - Indian land transfers 36782
Indiana - Maps - 1881 - Railroads 36783
Indiana - Maps - 1882 36784
Indiana - Maps - 1882 - Railroads 36785, 36786
Indiana - Maps - 1883 36787
Indiana - Maps - 1883 - Railroads 36788
Indiana - Maps - 1884 - Railroads 36789
Indiana - Maps - 1885 - Railroads 36790, 36791
Indiana - Maps - 1886 - Railroads 36792, 36793
Indiana - Maps - 1887 - Railroads 36794, 36795, 36796, 36797
Indiana - Maps - 1888 - Railroads 36798, 36799
Indiana - Maps - 1889 - Railroads 36800, 36801
Indiana - Maps - 1890 - Railroads 36802, 36803
Indiana - Maps - 1891 - Railroads 36804
Indiana - Maps - 1892 - Coal mines and mining 35599
Indiana - Maps - 1892 - Railroads 35599, 36805, 36806
Indiana - Maps - 1893 - Coal mines and mining 35604
Indiana - Maps - 1893 - Railroads 35604, 36807, 60426
Indiana - Maps - 1894 - Coal mines and mining 35607
Indiana - Maps - 1894 - Railroads 35607, 36808, 36809, 60429
Indiana - Maps - 1895 - Coal mines and mining 35611
Indiana - Maps - 1895 - Railroads 35611, 36810, 60433
Indiana - Maps - 1896-1900 30437
Indiana - Maps - 1896 - Coal mines and mining 35615
Indiana - Maps - 1896 - Gas industry 48418
Indiana - Maps - 1896 - Oil fields 48418
Indiana - Maps - 1896 - Railroads 35615, 36811
Indiana - Maps - 1897 - Coal mines and mining 35622
Indiana - Maps - 1897 - Gas industry 48432
Indiana - Maps - 1897 - Oil fields 48432
Indiana - Maps - 1897 - Railroads 35622, 36812
Indiana - Maps - 1898 - Coal mines and mining 35626
Indiana - Maps - 1898 - Gas industry 48451
Indiana - Maps - 1898 - Oil fields 48451
Indiana - Maps - 1898 - Railroads 35626, 36813, 36814
Indiana - Maps - 1899 - Coal mines and mining 35630
Indiana - Maps - 1899 - Railroads 35630, 36815, 36816
Indiana - Maps - 1900-1960 - Topographic maps 36817, 36818
Indiana - Maps - 1900 - Coal mines and mining 35636
Indiana - Maps - 1900 - Railroads 36819, 36820, 36821
Indiana - Maps - 1901 - Coal mines and mining 35640
Indiana - Maps - 1901 - Railroads 36822, 36823, 36824
Indiana - Maps - 1902 - Coal mines and mining 35643, 36828
Indiana - Maps - 1902 - Railroads 36825, 36826, 36827, 36828, 36829, 36830, 36831, 36832, 36833, 36834, 36835, 36836, 36837, 36838
Indiana - Maps - 1903 5582
Indiana - Maps - 1903 - Coal mines and mining 36839
Indiana - Maps - 1903 - Railroads 36839, 36840, 36841
Indiana - Maps - 1904 - Coal mines and mining 36842
Indiana - Maps - 1904 - Railroads 35651, 36842, 36843
Indiana - Maps - 1905 - Coal mines and mining 36844
Indiana - Maps - 1905 - Railroads 35654, 36844, 36845
Indiana - Maps - 1905 - Road maps 36846
Indiana - Maps - 1906 - Railroads 35660, 36848, 36849, 36850
Indiana - Maps - 1906 - Railroads - Indexes 36847
Indiana - Maps - 1907 - Railroads 35664, 36851, 36852, 36853, 36854, 36855
Indiana - Maps - 1908 5676
Indiana - Maps - 1908 - Railroads 35670, 35671, 36856, 36857, 36858
Indiana - Maps - 1908 - Road maps 36859, 36860
Indiana - Maps - 1909 - Railroads 36862
Indiana - Maps - 1909 - Railroads - Indexes 36861
Indiana - Maps - 1909 - Real property 36863
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| Indiana - Maps 1941 - Road maps | 37179, 37180, 37181, 37182, 37183, 37184, 37185, 37186, 37187, 37188, 37189, 37190, 37191, 37192, 37193, 37194, 37195, 60859 |
| Indiana - Maps 1942 - Pictorial maps | 37197 |
| Indiana - Maps 1942 - Road maps | 37196, 37197, 37198, 37199, 37200, 37201, 37202, 37203, 37204, 37205, 37206, 37207, 37208 |
| Indiana - Maps 1943 - Road maps | 37209, 37210 |
| Indiana - Maps 1944 - Road maps | 37211, 37212, 37213, 37214, 37215, 37216, 37217 |
| Indiana - Maps 1945 - Road maps | 37218, 37219, 37220, 37221, 37222, 37223, 37224, 37225, 37226, 37227 |
| Indiana - Maps 1946 - Pictorial maps | 37232, 37233, 37234, 60895, 60896, 60897 |
| Indiana - Maps 1946 - Road maps | 36164, 36165, 36166, 36167, 36168, 36169, 36170, 36171, 36172, 36173, 37228, 37229, 37230, 37231, 37232, 37233, 37234, 37235, 37236, 37237, 37238, 37239, 37240, 37241, 37242, 37243, 37244, 37245, 37246, 37247, 37248, 37249, 37250, 37251, 37252, 37253, 37254, 37255, 37256, 37257, 37258, 37259, 37260, 37261, 37262, 37263, 37264, 37265, 37266, 60895, 60896, 60897 |
| Indiana - Maps 1947 - Harbors | 36210 |
| Indiana - Maps 1947 - Pictorial maps | 37270, 60925 |
| Indiana - Maps 1947 - Road maps | 37267, 37268, 37269, 37270, 37271, 37272, 37273, 37274, 37275, 37276, 37277, 37278, 37279, 37280, 37281, 37282, 37283, 37284, 37285, 37286, 37287, 37288, 37289, 37290, 37291, 37292, 37293, 37294, 37295, 60925 |
| Indiana - Maps 1948 | 37296 |
| Indiana - Maps 1948 - Pictorial maps | 37301, 60944, 60950 |
| Indiana - Maps 1948 - Railroads | 37296 |
| Indiana - Maps 1948 - Road maps | 37296, 37297, 37298, 37299, 37300, 37301, 37302, 37303, 37304, 37305, 37306, 37307, 37308, 37309, 37310, 37311, 37312, 37313, 37314, 37315, 37316, 60944, 60950 |
| Indiana - Maps 1949 - Pictorial maps | 60966 |
| Indiana - Maps 1949 - Railroads | 36268 |
| Indiana - Maps 1949 - Road maps | 36269, 37317, 37318, 37319, 60965, 60966 |
| Indiana - Maps 1950 | 37320 |
| Indiana - Maps 1950 - Pictorial maps | 37321, 37324, 60976 |
| Indiana - Maps 1950 - Railroads | 37320 |
| Indiana - Maps 1950 - Road maps | 36279, 36280, 36281, 37320, 37322, 37323, 37324, 37325, 37326, 37327, 37328, 60976 |
| Indiana - Maps 1951 - Pictorial maps | 37330, 60984 |
| Indiana - Maps 1951 - Railroads | 36290, 37329 |
| Indiana - Maps 1951 - Road maps | 36294, 37330, 37331, 37332, 37333, 37334, 37335, 37336, 37337, 37338, 37339, 60984 |
| Indiana - Maps 1952 | 37340 |
| Indiana - Maps 1952- Pictorial maps | 37342 |
| Indiana - Maps 1952 - Railroads | 36317, 37340 |
| Indiana - Maps 1952 - Road maps | 37340, 37341, 37342, 37343, 37344, 37345 |
| Indiana - Maps 1953 - Railroads | 36324, 37346 |
| Indiana - Maps 1953 - Road maps | 37347, 37348, 37349 |
| Indiana - Maps 1954 - Pictorial maps | 37350 |
| Indiana - Maps 1954 - Road maps | 36332, 37350, 37351, 37352, 37353, 37354, 37355, 37356, 37357, 37358 |
| Indiana - Maps 1955 - Railroads | 36340, 36341, 78122 |
| Indiana - Maps 1955 - Road maps | 36343, 37359, 37360 |
| Indiana - Maps 1956 - Pictorial maps | 37365, 37366 |
| Indiana - Maps 1956 - Road maps | 36353, 36354, 37361, 37362, 37363, 37364, 37365, 37366, 37367, 37368, 37369, 37370, 37371, 37372, 37409, 37410, 37411 |
| Indiana - Maps 1957 - Railroads | 37373 |
| Indiana - Maps 1957 - Road maps | 37374 |
| Indiana - Maps 1958 - Railroads | 36375, 37375 |
| Indiana - Maps 1958 - Road maps | 37376 |
| Indiana - Maps 1959-1968 - Counties | 37377 |
| Indiana - Maps 1959-1968 - Road maps | 37377 |
| Indiana - Maps 1959 - Railroads | 36377, 37378, 37379 |
| Indiana - Maps 1959 - Road maps | 37380 |
| Indiana - Maps 1960-1969 - Road maps | 37381 |
| Indiana - Maps 1960 - Railroads | 36383, 37382 |
| Indiana - Maps 1960 - Road maps | 36386, 37383 |
| Indiana - Maps 1961 - Railroads | 37384 |
| Indiana - Maps 1961 - Road maps | 37385 |
| Indiana - Maps 1962-1966 | 37386 |
| Indiana - Maps 1962-1966 - Railroads | 37386 |
| Indiana - Maps 1962-1966 - Road maps | 37386 |
| Indiana - Maps 1962-1968 | 37387 |
| Indiana - Maps 1962-1968 - Railroads | 37387 |
| Indiana - Maps 1962-1968 - Road maps | 37387 |
| Indiana - Maps 1964 - Road maps | 37388 |
| Indiana - Maps 1966 - Road maps | 37389 |
| Indiana - Maps 1972 - Road maps | 37390 |
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Indianapolis (Ind.) - Maps - 2000 - Road maps 37422
Indianapolis (Ind.) - Maps - 2002 - Road maps 37423
Indianapolis (Ind.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps 37424
Indianapolis (Ind.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps 37425
Indianapolis (Ind.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps 37426
Indianapolis (Ind.) - Pictorial works - 1959 64859
Indianapolis (Ind.) - Pictorial works - 1960 - Railroad yards 37427
Indianapolis (Ind.) - Pictorial works - 1961 - Railroad yards 13100
Indianapolis, Marion and southern Hamilton counties street guide 37424, 37425
Indianapolis, Marion & southern Hamilton counties StreetFinder 37422, 37423
Indianapolis Region (Ind.) - Maps - 1843 76694
Indianapolis Region (Ind.) - Maps - 1845 76707
Indianapolis Region (Ind.) - Maps - 1954 - Road maps 20847, 20848, 20849, 20850
Indianapolis Region (Ind.) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps 20851, 20852, 20853
Indianapolis Region (Ind.) - Maps - 1959 - Road maps 37428
Indianapolis Region (Ind.) - Maps - 1960-1969 - Road maps 37381
Indianapolis Region (Ind.) - Maps - 1960 - Road maps 37429
Indianapolis Region (Ind.) - Maps - 1964 - Road maps 37388
Indianapolis Region (Ind.) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps 37415
Indianapolis Region (Ind.) - Maps - 1968 - Road maps 37416
Indianapolis Region (Ind.) - Maps - 1970 - Road maps 37417, 37430
Indianapolis Region (Ind.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps 37418
Indianapolis Region (Ind.) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps 37419, 37420
Indianapolis Region (Ind.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps 37424
Indianapolis Region (Ind.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps 37425
Indianapolis Region (Ind.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps 37426
Indianapolis Southern Railroad 77112, 77124, 77135, 77157
Indianapolis Southern Railroad - Maps - 1908 77112
Indianapolis Southern Railroad - Maps - 1909 77124
Indianapolis Southern Railroad - Maps - 1910 77135
Indianapolis Southern Railroad - Maps - 1911 77157
Indianapolis street map and directory, 1975 / Standard Oil Division of Amoco Oil Company 37418
Indianapolis street map and directory / Standard Oil Division, Amoco Oil Company 37420
Indianapolis tourguide map / Gulf 37415, 37416, 37417
Indianapolis & vicinity street guide 37426
Indianapolis & vicinity StreetFinder 37421
Indians - Alabama - Maps - 1760 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 50091
Indians - Alabama - Maps - 1832 - Indian land transfers 666
Indians - Alabama - Names, Geographical - 1540-1838 52129
Indians - Alaska - Maps - 1867 1017
Indians - Alaska - Maps - 1875 1020
Indians - Alaska - Maps - 1974 - Language and languages 1007
Indians - Alaska - Maps - 1982 - Language and languages 1008
Indians - Alaska - Maps - 1985 - Language and languages 1009
Indians - Albany Region (N.Y.) - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 1119
Indians - Albany Region (N.Y.) - Maps - 1695 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 1120
Indians - Alexander Archipelago (Alaska) - Maps - 1805 1015
Indians - Amazon River Region - Maps - 1539-1639 1460
Indians - America - Historical geography - Maps - 1968 1515
Indians - America - Maps - Antiquities 1849
Indians - Arizona - Maps - 1710 2541
Indians - Arizona - Maps - 1766-1799 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 70325
Indians - Arizona - Maps - 1847 55246
Indians - Arizona - Maps - 1851-1852 2543
Indians - Arizona - Maps - 1864 2547
Indians - Arizona - Maps - 1867 55258, 55259
Indians - Arizona - Maps - 1890 64761
Indians - Arizona - Maps - 1891 34667
Indians - Arizona - Maps - 1985 85358
Indians - Bighorn Mountains (Wyo. and Mont.) - Maps - 1874 -Wars 84782
Indians - Bolivia - Maps - 1905 13333
Indians - British Columbia - Maps - 1874-1875 59751
Indians - British Columbia - Maps - 1880 13996
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Indians - California - Maps - 1874-1875 62637
Indians - California - Maps - 1874-1875 - Missions 15263
Indians - Canada - Maps 32562
Indians - Canada - Maps - 1719 15967
Indians - Canada - Maps - 1722 15968
Indians - Canada - Maps - 1723 15969
Indians - Canada - Maps - 1769-1801 15988
Indians - Canada - Maps - 1820 16013, 16014
Indians - Canada - Maps - 1890 - Language and languages 76965, 76966
Indians - Canada - Maps - 1980 - Land tenure 16286
Indians - Canada - Trading Posts 15923
Indians - Canada, Western - Maps - 1789-1801 16319
Indians - Canada, Western - Maps - 1793-1801 16325
Indians - Canadian River Valley - Maps - 1845 81794
Indians - Canadian River Valley - Maps - 1849 55249
Indians - Cape Breton Island (N.S.) -1716 - Manuscripts 16467
Indians - Cattaraugus County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1890 - Landowners 1278, 18874
Indians - Central America - Maps - 1915 - Language and languages 46478
Indians - Central America - Maps - 1937 - Language and languages 57805
Indians - Champlain, Lake - Maps - 1600-1699 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 68022
Indians - Chautauqua County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1890 - Landowners 18874
Indians - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1812 - Massacres 19413, 19414, 19415
Indians - Chicago (Ill.) - Pictorial works - 1831-1889 - Manuscripts 27297
Indians - Chicago Region (III.) - Historical geography - Maps - 1850 20073, 20074
Indians - Chicago Region (III.) - Historical geography - Maps - 1941-1993 20069
Indians - Chicago Region (III.) - Maps - 1804 20079, 20080
Indians - Chicago Region (III.) - Maps - 1819 - Indian land transfers 62707
Indians - Chicago Region (III.) - Maps - 1819 - Indian land transfers - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 20083
Indians - Chichxulub (Mexico) - History - 1500-1599 - Sources 20534
Indians - Coahuila (Mexico : State) - Maps - 1873 21119
Indians - Coeur d'Alene Indian Reservation (Idaho) - Missions - Pictorial works - 1846 21140, 21141, 21142, 21143, 21144
Indians - Colorado - Reservations - Maps - 1879 79717
Indians - Connecticut - Maps - 1625 21875
Indians - Coos Bay (Or.) - Maps - 1857 - Manuscripts 22090
Indians - Coos County (Or.) - Maps - 1857 - Manuscript maps 22090
Indians - Coos County (Or.) - Maps - 1857 - Manuscripts 22090
Indians - Coquille River (Or.) - Maps - 1851 - Mouth - Manuscripts 22136
Indians - Coquille River (Or.) - Maps - 1857 - Manuscript maps 22137
Indians - Coquille River (Or.) - Maps - 1857 - Manuscripts 22137
Indians - Coxcatlan Region (Mexico) - Maps - 1580 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 22357
Indians - Cuautinchan (Mexico) - Maps - 1540 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 22469
Indians - Dakota Territory - Wars - Maps - 1863 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 22676
Indians - Detroit (Mich.) - Maps - 1731 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 23480
Indians - Digital mapping 36688
Indians - DuPage County (Ill.) - Historical geography - Maps - 1974 23899
Indians - DuPage County (Ill.) - Maps - 1800-1899 23897
Indians - DuPage County (Ill.) - Maps - 1974 23899
Indians - East (U.S.) - Maps - 1820-1829 24100, 24101
Indians - East (U.S.) - Maps - 1844 24107
Indians - East (U.S.) - Maps - Collections, 1979-2004 - Earthworks (Archeaology) 23981
Indians - Erie County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1890 - Landowners 18874, 75289
Indians - Erie, Lake - Maps - 1600-1699 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 25575
Indians - Feather River Valley (Calif.) - Pictorial works - 1842-1843 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 34517
Indians - Florida - Historical geography - Maps - 1836 26863
Indians - Florida - Historical geography - Maps - 1838 26864
Indians - Florida - Historical geography - Maps - 1839 26866
Indians - Florida - Maps - 1683 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 26832
Indians - Florida - Maps - 1856 26878
Indians - Fort Frontenac (Ont. : Fort) - Maps - 1720 - Manuscripts 27330
Indians - Fox River (Wis. and Ill.) - Maps - 1730 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 83064, 83065
Indians - Franklin County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1890 - Landowners 68247
Indians - Genesee County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1890 - Landowners 75289
Indians - Georgia - 1822 31002
Indians - Georgia - Maps - 1763 - Land Tenure - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 30988
Indians - Georgia - Maps - 1769 - Land Tenure - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 30990
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Collections</th>
<th>Volume</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Indian land transfers - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>30991</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indian Territory - Maps - 1800-1899 - History - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>61319</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indian Territory - Maps - 1844</td>
<td>36722</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indian Territory - Maps - 1890</td>
<td>61333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indian Territory - Maps - 1894</td>
<td>61335</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indian Territory - Maps - 1895</td>
<td>36728</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indian Territory - Maps - 1905</td>
<td>61346</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indian Territory - Maps - 1939</td>
<td>61535</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indiana - Historical geography - Maps - 1932</td>
<td>36743, 36744</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indiana - History - Maps</td>
<td>61326</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indiana - Maps - Indian land transfers - 1881</td>
<td>36782</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iowa - Maps - 1847</td>
<td>37578</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kansas - 1836 - Land tenure</td>
<td>81779, 81780</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kansas - Maps - 1830</td>
<td>40058, 40059</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kansas - Maps - 1854</td>
<td>40070</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kansas - Maps - 1856</td>
<td>40073</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaskaskia Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1734 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>50596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kentucky - Maps - 1752 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>40615</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kingston (Ont.) - Maps - 1720 - Manuscripts</td>
<td>27330</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kootenay Region (B.C.) - Historical geography - Maps - 2002</td>
<td>41308</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>La Joya (Baja California, Mexico) - Pictorial works - 1858-1860</td>
<td>39889</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Land cessions SEE Indian land transfers</td>
<td>19143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Land Tenure - Cherokee County (S.C.) - Maps - 1766 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>19311</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Indians - Missions - Pictorial works - 1846 50063
Indians - Mississippi - Maps - 1760 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 50091
Indians - Mississippi - Maps - 1832-1834 - Indian land transfers 50101
Indians - Mississippi River Valley - 1720 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 50586, 50587, 50588
Indians - Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1663 50548, 50550
Indians - Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1673 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 50551, 50552, 50553, 50554
Indians - Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1674-1678 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 57372
Indians - Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1688 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 32527
Indians - Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1700-1799 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 50567, 50568, 50569
Indians - Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1700 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 50576, 71275
Indians - Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1848 - Earthworks (Archaeology) 23979
Indians - Missouri River - Maps - 1814 - Fortification 51142, 51143, 51144, 51145
Indians - Missouri River - Maps - 1817 - Fortification 51146
Indians - Missouri River - Maps - 1842 - Fortification 51147
Indians - Mobile (Ala.) - Maps - 1732 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 51173
Indians - Montana - Maps - 1860-1869 22453
Indians - Montréal Island (Québec) - Maps - 1700 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 51640
Indians - Montréal Region (Québec) - Maps - 1700 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 51640
Indians - Natchez (Miss.) - Maps - 1731 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 52684
Indians - Natchez (Miss.) - Maps - 1739 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 52692
Indians - Nebraska - Maps - 1855 - Wars 13261
Indians - New England - Maps - 1677 53830, 53831, 53832, 53833
Indians - New Jersey - Maps - 1967 55208
Indians - New Mexico - 1849 55249
Indians - New Mexico - Maps - 1602 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 55235
Indians - New Mexico - Maps - 1710 2541
Indians - New Mexico - Maps - 1727 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 55236
Indians - New Mexico - Maps - 1770-1779 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 55237
Indians - New Mexico - Maps - 1779 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 55241
Indians - New Mexico - Maps - 1845 81794
Indians - New Mexico - Maps - 1846-1847 23711
Indians - New Mexico - Maps - 1847 55243, 55246
Indians - New Mexico - Maps - 1848 55247
Indians - New Mexico - Maps - 1867 55258, 55259
Indians - New Mexico - Maps - 1873 55261, 55262
Indians - New Mexico - Maps - 1890 55278
Indians - New Mexico - Maps - 1985 85358
Indians - New Mexico - Pictorial works - 1853 - Manuscripts 65812
Indians - New Spain - Maps - 1602 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 55235
Indians - New York (State) - Historical geography - Maps - 1935 - Pictorial maps 56018
Indians - New York (State) - Historical geography - Maps - 1960-1969 56021
Indians - New York (State) - Maps - 1600 - Historical geography 56025, 56026
Indians - New York (State) - Maps - 1665 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 56027
Indians - New York (State) - Maps - 1732 - Indian land transfers - Manuscripts 19143
Indians - New York (State) - Maps - 1771 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 56034, 56035, 56036
Indians - Niagara County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1890 - Landowners 75289, 75890
Indians - Nootka Sound (B.C.) - Maps - 1700-1799 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 57144
Indians - North America - Agriculture - Slides 37435
Indians - North America - Astronomy 23981
Indians - North America - First contact with Europeans - Slides 37436
Indians - North America - Historical geography - Maps - 1836 57311
Indians - North America - Historical geography - Maps - 1839 57806
Indians - North America - Historical geography - Maps - 1975 57314
Indians - North America - Maps - 1492-1900 - Language and languages 41606
Indians - North America - Maps - 1600-1800 - History 57306, 57307, 57308
Indians - North America - Maps - 1600-1900 - Historical geography 57334
Indians - North America - Maps - 1600-1900 - Indian land transfers 57334
Indians - North America - Maps - 1641 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 32515
Indians - North America - Maps - 1674-1678 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 57372
Indians - North America - Maps - 1685 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 57400
Indians - North America - Maps - 1687 - Maps, Manuscript - Facsimiles 57403
Indians - North America - Maps - 1697 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 50565, 57418
Indians - North America - Maps - 1699 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 42983, 42984
Indians - North America - Maps - 1700 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 50576
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Entry</th>
<th>Call Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Indians - Oklahoma - Maps - 1905</td>
<td>61346</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indians - Oklahoma - Maps - 1910 - Land tenure</td>
<td>61348</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indians - Oklahoma - Maps - 1939</td>
<td>61535</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indians - Onondaga County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1890 - Landowners</td>
<td>61770</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indians - Ontario, Lake - Maps - 1600-1699 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>61776</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indians - Ontario - Maps - 1995</td>
<td>61969</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indians - Ontario - Maps - 1996</td>
<td>61970</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indians - Oregon - Maps - 1848</td>
<td>62061</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indians - Oregon - Maps - 1865 - Manuscripts</td>
<td>15793, 33539, 39835, 39836, 39837, 39838, 44238, 44239</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indians - Oswego County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1684</td>
<td>34996, 34997, 34998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indians - Pacific, Northwest - Maps - 1877 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>35123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indians - Pacific States - Maps - 1874-1875</td>
<td>59751, 62837</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indians - Palatine (Ill.) - Maps - 1819 - Indian land transfers</td>
<td>62707</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indians - Panama - Maps - 1928</td>
<td>62944</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indians - Paraguay - Maps - 1790 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>62983</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indians - Pennsylvania - Maps - 1878 - Indian land transfers</td>
<td>63583</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indians - Pennsylvania - Maps - 1967</td>
<td>55208</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indians - Pipestone (Minn.) - Maps - 1897 - Quarries - Manuscripts</td>
<td>64781</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indians - Québec (Province) - Maps - 1665 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>56027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indians - Quemada Site (Mexico) - Maps - 1834 - Manuscripts</td>
<td>66127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indians - Racine County (Wis.) - Historical geography - Maps - 1800-1840</td>
<td>66144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indians - Red Cloud Agency (Wyo.) - Pictorial works - 1876</td>
<td>66319</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indians - Rhode Island - History - Colonial period, ca. 1600-1775 - Maps</td>
<td>66724</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indians - Rio Grande Valley (Colo.-Mexico and Tex.) - Maps - 1700-1799 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>66856</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indians - Rio Grande Valley (Colo.-Mexico and Tex.) - Maps - 1719 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>66857</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indians - Rio Grande Valley (Colo.-Mexico and Tex.) - Maps - 1770-1779 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>55237</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indians - Rio Grande Valley (Colo.-Mexico and Tex.) - Maps - 1779 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>55241</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indians - Rio Grande Valley (Colo.-Mexico and Tex.) - Maps - 1847 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>55244, 55245</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indians - Rio Grande Valley (Colo.-Mexico and Tex.) - Maps - 1849 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>55249</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indians - Rio Grande Valley - Maps - 1727 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>55236</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indians - Rocky Mountains - Maps - 1846 - 81799</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indians - Saguenay (Québec) - Maps - 1715 - Manuscripts</td>
<td>67979</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indians - Saint Ignace (Mich.) - Maps - 1717 - Manuscripts</td>
<td>43761</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indians - Saint Lawrence County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1890 - Landowners</td>
<td>68247</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indians - Saint Lawrence River Valley - Maps - 1600-1699 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>68022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indians - Saint Marks (Fla.) - Maps - 1800 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>27412, 27413</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indians - San Diego (Calif.) - Maps - 1782 - Manuscripts</td>
<td>68413</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indians - San Marcos (Mexico) - Pictorial works - 1858-1860</td>
<td>68715</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indians - Santa Barbara (Calif.) - Maps - 1782 - Manuscripts</td>
<td>68773</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indians - Santa Barbara County (Calif.) - Maps - 1782 - Manuscripts</td>
<td>21156</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indians - Santa Fe County (N.M.) - Maps - 1833 - 68827</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indians - Saskatchewan - History - Maps</td>
<td>68941</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indians - Seminole County (Oka.) - Maps - 1913 - Land tenure</td>
<td>69845</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indians - Sombrero Site (Mexico) - Maps - 1855 - Manuscripts</td>
<td>70276</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indians - Sonora (Mexico: State) - Maps - 1766-1799 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>70325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indians - South America - Maps - 1840 - Language and languages</td>
<td>70579</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indians - South America - Maps - 1915 - Language and languages</td>
<td>70636</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indians - South America - Maps - 1967 - Language and languages</td>
<td>41607</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indians - South Carolina - Land tenure - Maps - 1775</td>
<td>57959, 57960, 57961, 57962, 57963</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indians - South Carolina - Land tenure - Maps - 1777</td>
<td>57964</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indians - South Carolina - Maps - 1721 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>70753, 70754, 70755</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indians - Southern States - Maps - 1700-1799 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>50570, 71272</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indians - Southern States - Maps - 1700 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>71275</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indians - Southern States - Maps - 1715 - 71276</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indians - Southern States - Maps - 1721-1835 - Landowners</td>
<td>71240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indians - Southern States - Maps - 1733 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>71286</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indians - Southern States - Maps - 1740-1749 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>71287</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indians - Southern States - Maps - 1760 - 71299</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indians - Southern States - Maps - 1760-1957 - 19315</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indians - Southern States - Maps - 1764 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>50608, 71305, 71306</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indians - Southern States - Maps - 1775 - Manuscripts</td>
<td>71315</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indians - Southern States - Maps - 1776 - 71316</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indians - Southern States - Maps - 1780 - Coasts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>71318</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Indians - Southern States - Maps - 1794 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 50600
Indians - Southern States - Maps - 1818 - Indian land transfers 31001
Indians - Southwest, New - Maps - 1778 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 72224, 72225
Indians - Southwest, New - Maps - 1858 72260
Indians - Southwestern States - Maps - 1700-1799 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 66856
Indians - Southwestern States - Maps - 1719 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 66857
Indians - Southwestern States - Maps - 1726 46611
Indians - Southwestern States - Maps - 1727 46612
Indians - Southwestern States - Maps - 1729 46613, 46615, 46616
Indians - Southwestern States - Maps - 1770 46620
Indians - Southwestern States - Maps - 1789 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 72248
Indians - Southwestern States - Maps - 1845 81794
Indians - Southwestern States - Maps - 1858 72260
Indians - Southwestern States - Maps - 1900 - Reservations 72328, 72334
Indians - Southwestern States - Maps - 1904 72362
Indians - Southwestern States - Maps - 1905 72368
Indians - St. Ignatius Mission (Stevens County, Wash.) - Pictorial works - 1846 73093, 73092, 73091
Indians - St. Mary's Mission (Stevensville, Mont.) - Pictorial works - 1846 73107, 73108, 73109, 73110
Indians - St. Paul on the Willamette Mission (Salem, Or.) - Pictorial works - 1846 73113, 73114
Indians - Superior, Lake - Maps - 1600-1699 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 73437
Indians - Superior, Lake - Maps - 1600-1699 - Missions - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 73438, 73439
Indians - Superior, Lake - Maps - 1672 - Missions 73440, 73441, 73442, 73443, 73444, 73445, 73446, 73447, 73448
Indians - Superior, Lake - Maps - 1762 - Missions - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 73449, 73450
Indians - Tennessee - Maps - 1752 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 40615
Indians - Téul de González Ortega Site (México) - Maps - 1834 - Manuscripts 74488
Indians - Texas - Maps - 1685 - Manuscripts 45513
Indians - Texas - Maps - 1694 - Manuscripts 50563
Indians - Texas - Maps - 1729 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 46614
Indians - Texas - Maps - 1841 74525
Indians - Texas - Maps - 1843 - Manuscripts 68379
Indians - Trading posts - Canada, Western - Maps - 1838 81782, 81783, 81784
Indians - Trading posts - Oregon - Maps - 1838 81782, 81783, 81784
Indians - Trading posts - West (U.S.) - Maps - 1838 81782, 81783, 81784
Indians - Tucupido Region (Venezuela) - Maps - 1791 - Indian land transfers - Manuscripts 75619
Indians - Tulancingo Region (Hidalgo, Mexico) - Land Tenure - Maps - 1500-1599 - Manuscripts 46163
Indians - United States - Census, 11th, 1890 - Maps 76085
Indians - United States - Historical geography - Maps - 1650 - History 76416
Indians - United States - Historical geography - Maps - 1975 57314
Indians - United States - Historical geography - Maps - 1983 76418
Indians - United States - History - 1800-1899 - Maps 76313
Indians - United States - Maps 76683
Indians - United States - Maps - 1500 76424
Indians - United States - Maps - 1755 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 61281
Indians - United States - Maps - 1775 76464
Indians - United States - Maps - 1784-1972 - Indian land transfers 76485
Indians - United States - Maps - 1833 76637, 76638, 76639
Indians - United States - Maps - 1840 - Relocation 76677, 76678
Indians - United States - Maps - 1844 24107, 76698
Indians - United States - Maps - 1890 76085
Indians - United States - Maps - 1890 - Language and languages 76965, 76966
Indians - United States - Maps - 1899 - Indian land transfers 77027
Indians - United States - Maps - 1944 - Pictorial maps 77825
Indians - United States - Maps - 1961 78307
Indians - United States - Maps - 1965 78408
Indians - United States - Maps - 1971 78611, 78612, 78613
Indians - United States - Maps - 1973 76417
Indians - United States - Maps - 1975 57314
Indians - United States - Maps - 1980 78823
Indians - United States - Maps - 1985 78913
Indians - United States - Maps - 1992 79030
Indians - United States - Population - Maps - 1970 78582
Indians - Warren County (Pa.) - Maps - 1890 - Landowners 1278
Indians - Wars - Beecher Island (Colo.) - Maps - 1868 12067
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<table>
<thead>
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<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Inventory Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Indians - Wars - California - Maps - 1872-1873</td>
<td></td>
<td>15261</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indians - Wars - Canada - Maps - 1885</td>
<td></td>
<td>16061</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indians - Wars - Florida - Maps - 1835</td>
<td></td>
<td>22668</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indians - Wars - Fort Phil Kearny (Wyo.) - Maps - 1866</td>
<td></td>
<td>26574</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indians - Wars - Indian Territory - Maps - 1872 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td></td>
<td>61322</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indians - Wars - Lee County (Miss.) - Manuscripts - 1736</td>
<td></td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indians - Wars - Minnesota - Maps - 1862 - Manuscripts</td>
<td></td>
<td>13117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indians - Wars - Minnesota - Maps - 1863 - Manuscripts</td>
<td></td>
<td>49537</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indians - Wars - Montana - Maps - 1876</td>
<td></td>
<td>42222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indians - Wars - Oklahoma - Maps - 1872 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td></td>
<td>61322</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indians - Wars - Oregon - Maps - 1872-1873</td>
<td></td>
<td>15261</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indians - Wars - South Dakota - Maps - 1863 - Manuscripts</td>
<td></td>
<td>49537</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indians - Wars - Taos (N.M.) - Maps - 1847</td>
<td></td>
<td>74242</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indians - Wars - Texas - Maps - 1872 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td></td>
<td>61322</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indians - Wars - Washington (State) - Maps - 1855-1856</td>
<td></td>
<td>81165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indians - Washington (State) - Maps - 1877 - Manuscripts</td>
<td></td>
<td>21805</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indians - Wateree River Valley (S.C.) - Maps - 1764 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td></td>
<td>81434</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indians - West (U.S.) - 1836 - Land tenure</td>
<td></td>
<td>81779, 81780</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indians - West (U.S.) - 1854-1890 - Wars</td>
<td></td>
<td>32646</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indians - West (U.S.) - Maps - 1703</td>
<td></td>
<td>81743, 81744, 81745</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indians - West (U.S.) - Maps - 1809</td>
<td></td>
<td>81762</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indians - West (U.S.) - Maps - 1811</td>
<td></td>
<td>81759</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indians - West (U.S.) - Maps - 1843</td>
<td></td>
<td>81786</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indians - West (U.S.) - Maps - 1845</td>
<td></td>
<td>81794</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indians - West (U.S.) - Maps - 1846</td>
<td></td>
<td>81799</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indians - West (U.S.) - Maps - 1855</td>
<td></td>
<td>81822</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indians - West (U.S.) - Maps - 1876 - Wars</td>
<td></td>
<td>32660, 32661</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indians - West (U.S.) - Maps - 1886</td>
<td></td>
<td>81921</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indians - West (U.S.) - Maps - 1899 - Reservations</td>
<td></td>
<td>82023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indians - West (U.S.) - Maps - 1900 - Reservations</td>
<td></td>
<td>82032</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indians - West (U.S.) - Maps - 1901 - Reservations</td>
<td></td>
<td>82040</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indians - West (U.S.) - Maps - 1949 - Pictorial maps</td>
<td></td>
<td>82470</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indians - West (U.S.) - Pictorial works - Collections, 1897-1903 - Photographs</td>
<td></td>
<td>37442</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indians - Western Hemisphere - Historical geography - Maps - 1968</td>
<td></td>
<td>1515</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indians - Western Hemisphere - Maps - History - 1992 - Children's maps</td>
<td></td>
<td>1803</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indians - Windsor (Ont.) - Maps - 1731 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td></td>
<td>23480</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indians - Winnebago, Lake (Wis.) - Maps - 1730 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td></td>
<td>83064, 83065</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indians - Wisconsin - Maps - 1730 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td></td>
<td>83064, 83065</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indians - Wisconsin - Maps - 1855 - Earthworks (Archaeology)</td>
<td></td>
<td>23982</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indians - Wyoming - 1876 - Maps - Wars</td>
<td></td>
<td>59828</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indians - Wyoming - Maps - 1874 - Wars</td>
<td></td>
<td>84782</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indians - York County (S.C.) - Maps - 1840 - Indian land transfers - Manuscripts</td>
<td></td>
<td>85111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indians - Yucatán (Mexico : State) - History - 1500-1599 - Sources</td>
<td></td>
<td>20534</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indians - Yucatán Peninsula - Maps - 1854</td>
<td></td>
<td>85199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indians - Zacatecas (Mexico : State) - Maps - 1855 - Manuscripts</td>
<td></td>
<td>70276, 85236</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indians - Zuni (N.M.) - Maps - 1891 - Archaeology</td>
<td></td>
<td>85359</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indic Atlases SEE Atlases, Indic</td>
<td></td>
<td>36597</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indicatore fideale ou guide des voyageurs</td>
<td></td>
<td>27745, 27746, 27754, 27770, 27785</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L'indicatore fideale, ou, Guide des voyageurs(facs1767)</td>
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**Inter-State Industrial Exhibition (1873 : Chicago, Ill.)** SEE Inter-State Industrial Exposition of Chicago 19532
Inter-State Industrial Exposition of Chicago 37510
Inter-State Industrial Exposition of Chicago - Pictorial works - 1873 19532, 37510
Inter-State Industrial Exposition of Chicago - Pictorial works - 1874 19537

Inter-State Industrial Exposition of Chicago. The Inter-State Exposition souvenir ... (1873) 37510
Inter-State Industrial Exposition [view] 37510

Inter State Publishing Company. Plat book of Jackson Co., Minnesota (1887) 39354
Inter State Publishing Company. Plat book of Rock County, Minnesota (1886) 67049

Inter-terminal l.c.l. cartage during March 1926, Chicago, Illinois 19735

Inter-university Consortium for Political and Social Research 4165

Interactive world atlas [electronic resource] 7485

Intertarts, Ltd. 7362, 13542, 79032, 84491
Interborough Rapid Transit Company 55685

**Interborough Rapid Transit Company - Maps - 1921** 55685
Interborough Rapid Transit Company - Maps - 1955 55750
InterCity 56837

*Interconnected railroad passenger routes / National Railroad Passenger Corporation* 78618

*Interconnected pipeline systems of the Southern Counties Gas Company, Southern California Gas Company, Pacific Lighting Gas Supply Company* 15623

An Interesting collection of early maps 17874

*Intérieur de l'église du Sacré-Coeur, chez les Cœurs d'Alenes / P. Vande Steene* 21142

**Interior decoration** 6511
The Interior from Cascade Mountains to Fort Benton 81166
Interior of engine house, at Springfield [Massachusetts] / Lossing sc. 73040
The Interior of Fort Sumter during the bombardment 27434

Interior of St. Mary's church, Flat-Head Mission, communion at Easter (See Letter 4th) 73108

Intermediary 16791

Intermediate geography 29588, 29624, 29647, 29659, 29661, 29665, 29681, 29682, 29683, 29703, 29727, 29855, 29856, 29879, 29887, 29988, 29902, 29903, 29904, 29905, 29925, 29926, 29948, 29950, 29952, 29969, 29985, 29987, 29988, 30020, 30021, 30022, 30030, 30033,
International Conferences, congresses and conventions SEE SUBDIVISION Congresses UNDER SUBJECTS AND NAMES OF ORGANIZATIONS  37528

The International Conferences on the History of Cartography: a short historical survey and a bibliography of papers  37520

International Congress, Lisbon, 1949  37526
International Congress of Historical Sciences  12518
International Congress of Historical Sciences (1908 : Berlin)  12517
International Congress of Historical Sciences (1933 : Warsaw)  34512
International Congress of Historical Sciences (1933 : Warsaw). Résumés des communications présentées au congrès  45203
International Congress of Historical Sciences (7th : 1933 : Warsaw, Poland)  18332, 45203
International Congress of Onomastics  52802
International Coronelli-Gesellschaft fur Globen- und Instrumentenkunde  32152, 32179
International Coronelli Society SEE Internationale Coronelli-Gesellschaft für Globen- und Instrumentenkunde  32180
International Correspondence Schools  77136
International Council of Museums. Committee for Conservation SEE ICOM Committee for Conservation  80767
International Development Research Centre (Canada)  406
International Eucharistic Congress (28th : 1926 : Chicago, Illinois)  19719
International Exhibition, 1878 (Paris, France) SEE Paris Universal Exposition of 1878  63092
International Exhibitions Foundation  26810
International Federation of Library Associations and Institutions  44805
International Federation of Library Associations and Institutions. Section of Geography and Map Libraries  44848
International Federation of Surveyors. Commission 11  73538
International Garage Association  59243
International geographic atlas  7381
International geographic encyclopedia and atlas  7028
International Geographical Congress  30742
International Geographical Congress (10th : 1913 : Rome)  37532
International Geographical Congress (14th : 1934 : Warsaw)  65074
International Geographical Congress (15th : 1938 : Amsterdam)  17163
International Geographical Congress (16th : 1949 : Lisbon)  37526
International Geographical Congress (18th : 1956 : Rio de Janeiro, Brazil)  64968
International Geographical Congress (19th : 1960 : Stockholm, Sweden)  18338, 37533
International Geographical Congress (24th : 1980 : Tokyo, Japan)  18022
International Geographical Union  10540, 17163, 30734, 31294, 41855, 44433, 83764
International Geographical Union. Commission on National Atlases  65751, 68768,
International Conferences, Congresses and Conventions SEE International Conferences, Congresses and Conventions  37528
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places / by J.G. Bartholomew 8365
International relations - Maps 34863
International relations - Maps - 1912 84622
International relations - Maps - 1952 65118
International relations - Maps - 1967 84463
International's world reference atlas and gazetteer / revision editor, Franklin J. Meine ; editor, Kathryn McDaniel ; associate editors, Harold Lee Hitchens ... [et al.] ; designer, Gustav Rehberger 6261, 6297
International Sailing Supply, Inc. 19241, 26821, 46737
International Society for Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing 79884
International Society for the History of Cartography 17445
International Society for the History of Cartography, International Society of Curators of Early Maps SEE International Society of Curators of Early Maps 37536
International Society of Curators of Early Maps 37536
International Society of Curators of Early Maps - Congresses - Photographs 37536
International Society of Map Stamp Collectors 44993
An International sourcebook of paper history / by Irving P. Leif 81451
International Special Olympics Summer Games 37401
International standard atlas of world 6547, 6615, 6616
The International standard Bible encyclopaedia / James Orr, general editor ; John L. Nuelen, Edgar Y. Mullins, assistant editors ; Morris O. Evans, managing editor 12939
International standard bibliographic description 18759
International Tea Expansion Board 77136
International Textbook 84486, 84489
International Travel Maps (Firm) 11454, 76190
International Workshop on Laser Ranging (17th : 2011 : Bad Kötzting) 68962
International world 84486, 84489
International world atlas 6577, 6624, 6654, 6686
International Water Management Institute 6891, 6952, 7045, 10521
International Workshop on Laser Ranging (17th : 2011 : Bad Kötzting) 68962
International yearbook of cartography (1981) 80654
International yearbook of cartography (1988) 34653
International yearbook of cartography = Annuaire international de cartographie 18282
Internationale Coronelli-Gesellschaft für Globen- und Instrumentenkunde 32178, 32180
Internationale Coronelli-Gesellschaft für Globen- und Instrumentenkunde SEE ALSO Coronelli World League of Friends of the Globe 32178
Internationaler atlas 6891, 6952, 7045, 10521
The internationally famous Nicollet Mall in downtown Minneapolis 57074, 57075
Internationell kartkongress i Uppsala : "Kontakternas viktigast" / Lena Köster 37536
Internet - Cartography and politics - 2003 22597
Internet - Political aspects - 2003 22597
Internet - Social aspects - 2003 22597
Interoccean Railway of Mexico - Maps - 1903-1906 46440
Interoccean Railway of Mexico - Maps - 1903-1907 46441
Interoccean Railway of Mexico - Maps - 1903-1908 46442
Interoccean Railway of Mexico SEE Ferrocarril Interoceánico de México 46440
Interpretación de algunas voces indígenas 52165
Interpretación de algunas voces mexicanas ... 52386
Interprétation des photographies aériennes du point de vue topographique et géographique 127
Interpretation of Al-Idrisi's map 35322
Interpreting Rand codes 44928
Interskandinavisk Co. 22107
Intestate 10 - Maps - 1954 - Road maps 43213
Intestate 10 - Maps - 1955 - Road maps 43214
Intestate 10 - Maps - 1969 - Road maps 72204
Intestate 10 - Maps - 1974 - Road maps 43455
Intestate 10 - Maps - 1975 - Road maps 43456, 50265
Intestate 10 - Maps - 1979 - Road maps 43221
Intestate 110 - Maps - 1954 - Road maps 43213
Intestate 110 - Maps - 1955 - Road maps 43214
Intestate 12 - Maps - 1974 - Road maps 43455
Intestate 12 - Maps - 1975 - Road maps 43456
Intestate 15 - Maps - 1967 - Road maps 53752, 53753
Intestate 15 - Maps - 1968 - Road maps 53754
Intestate 15 - Maps - 1969 - Road maps 53756
Intestate 15 - Maps - 1970 - Road maps 53758
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| Interstate 15 - Maps - 1971 - Road maps | 35299, 53759, 53760 |
| Interstate 15 - Maps - 1972 - Road maps | 35300, 53761 |
| Interstate 15 - Maps - 1973 - Road maps | 35301, 35302, 53762 |
| Interstate 15 - Maps - 1974 - Road maps | 35303 |
| Interstate 15 - Maps - 1975 - Road maps | 53764 |
| Interstate 15 - Maps - 1976 - Road maps | 35305, 53765 |
| Interstate 15 - Maps - 1978 - Road maps | 53767 |
| Interstate 15 - Maps - 1979 - Road maps | 35306 |
| Interstate 15E - Maps - 1979 - Road maps | 43221 |
| Interstate 20 - Maps - 1969 - Road maps | 72204 |
| Interstate 20 - Maps - 1974 - Road maps | 43455 |
| Interstate 20 - Maps - 1975 - Road maps | 43456, 50265 |
| Interstate 210 - Maps - 1979 - Road maps | 43221 |
| Interstate 235 - Maps - 1966 - Road maps | 38128 |
| Interstate 238 - Maps - 1955 - Road maps | 68523 |
| Interstate 25 - Maps - 1969 - Road maps | 37543 |
| Interstate 26 - Maps - 1969 - Road maps | 72204 |
| Interstate 270 (Md.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps | 45343 |
| Interstate 280 - Maps - 1955 - Road maps | 68523 |
| Interstate 29 - Maps - 1966 - Road maps | 38128 |
| Interstate 29 - Maps - 1969 - Road maps | 38129, 38130 |
| Interstate 29 - Maps - 1970 - Road maps | 38131 |
| Interstate 29 - Maps - 1971 - Road maps | 38132 |
| Interstate 29 - Maps - 1972 - Road maps | 38133 |
| Interstate 29 - Maps - 1974 - Road maps | 38134, 58672 |
| Interstate 29 - Maps - 1975 - Road maps | 38136 |
| Interstate 294 - Maps - 1960 - Road maps | 20458 |
| Interstate 294 - Maps - 1961 - Road maps | 20461, 20462 |
| Interstate 295 - Maps - 1974 - Road maps | 55213 |
| Interstate 35 - Historical geography - Maps - 2006 | 37537 |
| Interstate 35 - Maps - 1966 - Road maps | 38128 |
| Interstate 35 - Maps - 1969 - Road maps | 38129, 38130 |
| Interstate 35 - Maps - 1970 - Road maps | 38131 |
| Interstate 35 - Maps - 1971 - Road maps | 38132 |
| Interstate 35 - Maps - 1972 - Road maps | 38133 |
| Interstate 35 - Maps - 1974 - Road maps | 38134, 40465 |
| Interstate 35 - Maps - 1975 - Road maps | 38136 |
| Interstate 4 - Maps - 1969 - Road maps | 72204 |
| Interstate 40 - Maps - 1969 - Road maps | 72204 |
| Interstate 405 - Maps - 1979 - Road maps | 43221 |
| Interstate 44 - Maps - 1967 | 75628 |
| Interstate 44 - Maps - 1968 | 75629 |
| Interstate 5 - Maps - 1954 - Road maps | 43213 |
| Interstate 5 - Maps - 1955 - Road maps | 43214 |
| Interstate 5 - Maps - 1970 - Road maps | 81413 |
| Interstate 5 - Maps - 1973 - Road maps | 81414, 81415 |
| Interstate 5 - Maps - 1974 - Road maps | 78699, 78753, 82610 |
| Interstate 5 - Maps - 1975 - Road maps | 62266 |
| Interstate 5 - Maps - 1976 - Road maps | 62268 |
| Interstate 5 - Maps - 1979 - Road maps | 43221 |
| Interstate 55 - Maps - 1974 - Road maps | 43455 |
| Interstate 55 - Maps - 1975 - Road maps | 43456, 50265 |
| Interstate 580 - Maps - 1955 - Road maps | 68523 |
| Interstate 59 - Maps - 1969 - Road maps | 72204 |
| Interstate 59 - Maps - 1974 - Road maps | 43455 |
| Interstate 59 - Maps - 1975 - Road maps | 43456, 50265 |
| Interstate 605 - Maps - 1979 - Road maps | 43221 |
| Interstate 64 - Maps - 1973 - Road maps | 41073, 41074 |
| Interstate 64 - Maps - 1975 - Road maps | 41077 |
| Interstate 64 - Maps - 1977 - Road maps | 41081 |
| Interstate 65 - Maps - 1969 - Road maps | 96609, 72204 |
| Interstate 65 - Maps - 1973 - Road maps | 41073, 41074 |
| Interstate 65 - Maps - 1974 - Road maps | 78699 |
| Interstate 65 - Maps - 1975 - Road maps | 41077 |
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| Interstate 65 | Maps - 1977 | Road maps | 41081 |
| Interstate 70 | Maps - 1969 | Road maps | 37543, 59609 |
| Interstate 70 | Maps - 1970 | Road maps | 45343 |
| Interstate 70 | Maps - 1974 | Road maps | 40465 |
| Interstate 71 (Ohio and Ky.) | Maps - 1973 | Road maps | 41073, 41074 |
| Interstate 71 (Ohio and Ky.) | Maps - 1975 | Road maps | 41077 |
| Interstate 71 (Ohio and Ky.) | Maps - 1977 | Road maps | 41081 |
| Interstate 710 | Maps - 1954 | Road maps | 43213 |
| Interstate 710 | Maps - 1955 | Road maps | 43214 |
| Interstate 75 | Guidebooks - 1994 | | 37542 |
| Interstate 75 | Maps - 1962 | Road maps | 47506 |
| Interstate 75 | Maps - 1963 | Road maps | 47507 |
| Interstate 75 | Maps - 1966 | Road maps | 37538, 37539 |
| Interstate 75 | Maps - 1968 | Road maps | 37540 |
| Interstate 75 | Maps - 1969 | Road maps | 59609, 72204 |
| Interstate 75 | Maps - 1970 | Road maps | 37541 |
| Interstate 75 | Maps - 1973 | Road maps | 41073, 41074 |
| Interstate 75 | Maps - 1974 | Road maps | 78699 |
| Interstate 75 | Maps - 1975 | Road maps | 41077 |
| Interstate 75 | Maps - 1977 | Road maps | 41081 |
| Interstate 75 | Maps - 1994 | Road maps | 37542 |
| Interstate 75 | : Michigan to Florida featuring Marathon station locations / Marathon | | 37538, 37539, 37540, 37541 |
| Interstate 78 | Maps - 1974 | Road maps | 55213 |
| Interstate 80 | Maps - 1960 | Road maps | 20458 |
| Interstate 80 | Maps - 1961 | Road maps | 20461, 20462 |
| Interstate 80 | Maps - 1966 | Road maps | 38128 |
| Interstate 80 | Maps - 1967 | Road maps | 53753 |
| Interstate 80 | Maps - 1967 | Road maps | 53752 |
| Interstate 80 | Maps - 1968 | Road maps | 53754 |
| Interstate 80 | Maps - 1969 | Road maps | 37543, 38129, 38130, 53756, 59609 |
| Interstate 80 | Maps - 1970 | Road maps | 38131, 53758 |
| Interstate 80 | Maps - 1971 | Road maps | 35299, 38132, 53759, 53760 |
| Interstate 80 | Maps - 1972 | Road maps | 35300, 38133, 53761 |
| Interstate 80 | Maps - 1973 | Road maps | 35301, 35302, 53762 |
| Interstate 80 | Maps - 1974 | Road maps | 35303, 38134, 53283, 55213 |
| Interstate 80 | Maps - 1975 | Road maps | 38136, 53284, 53764, 62266 |
| Interstate 80 | Maps - 1976 | Road maps | 35305, 53765, 62268, 78753 |
| Interstate 80 | Maps - 1978 | Road maps | 53767 |
| Interstate 80 | Maps - 1979 | Road maps | 53506 |
| Interstate 81 | Maps - 1969 | Road maps | 59609 |
| Interstate 81 | Maps - 1975 | Road maps | 45343 |
| Interstate 83 (Pa. and Md.) | Maps - 1975 | Road maps | 45343 |
| Interstate 85 | Maps - 1969 | Road maps | 72204 |
| Interstate 85 | Maps - 1976 | Road maps | 78753 |
| Interstate 86 | Maps - 1979 | Road maps | 35306 |
| Interstate 87 (N.Y.) | Maps - 1964 | | 56745 |
| Interstate 87 (N.Y.) | Maps - 1965 | | 56747 |
| Interstate 87 (N.Y.) | Maps - 1975 | Road maps | 59597 |
| Interstate 87 (N.Y.) | Maps - 1968 | | 56753 |
| Interstate 87 (N.Y.) | Maps - 1969 | | 56759 |
| Interstate 87 (N.Y.) | Maps - 1969 | Road maps | 59609 |
| Interstate 87 (N.Y.) | Maps - 1973 | | 56771 |
| Interstate 87 (N.Y.) | Maps - 1976 | | 56775, 56776 |
| Interstate 87 (N.Y.) | Maps - 1978 | | 56781 |
| Interstate 87 (N.Y.) | Maps - 1979 | | 56783 |
| Interstate 88 | Maps - 1980 | | 36449 |
| Interstate 880 | Maps - 1955 | Road maps | 68523 |
| Interstate 90 | Maps - 1964 | | 56745 |
| Interstate 90 | Maps - 1965 | | 56747 |
| Interstate 90 | Maps - 1968 | | 56753 |
| Interstate 90 | Maps - 1969 | | 56759 |
| Interstate 90 | Maps - 1971 | | 35299 |
| Interstate 90 | Maps - 1972 | | 35300 |
| Interstate 90 | Maps - 1973 | | 56771 |
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Introduction to the study of geography

Introduction to the Manual of geography: designed for junior classes in public and private schools / by James Monteith

Introduction to the geography of the New Testament: comprising a summary chronological and geographical view of the events recorded respecting the ministry of Our Saviour: accompanied with maps, questions for examination, and an accented index: p 12732

Introduction to the study of geography

An Introduction to land survey systems in the Southeast

Introduction to the Cosmographiae introductio see Waldseemüller 1907

Introduction to the Cosmographia, Roma 1478 see Ptolemy 1966a

Introduction to Map of the World (1569) see Mercator 1961

Introduction to the study of geography

Intracoastal waterways - New Jersey - Maps - 1943-1949

Intracoastal waterways - New Jersey - Maps - 1949

Intracoastal waterways - New Jersey - Maps - 1950

Intrenchment of the army of the allies to cover the siege of Douay against the French army, that came to raise it in June 1710

Intrenchment of the army of the allies to cover the siege of Douay against the French army, that came to raise it in June 1710. For Mr. Tindal's continuation of Mr. Rapin's history

Introductio in omnem geographiam veterem (Buno) 12670

Introductio in universam geographiam 4292, 4297, 4300, 4303, 4340, 4348, 4429

Introductio in universam geographium 4299, 4324, 4339, 4379, 4380, 4403

Introduction 140, 2249, 11329, 17095, 23315, 28614, 28683, 32386, 75086, 80564

Introduction à l'histoire de l'Asie 3293

Introduction à l'histoire générale et politique de l'univers, ou l'on voit l'origine, les révolutions, l'état présent, & les intérêts des souverains / par Le Baron de Pufendorf ; complétée, & continuée jusqu'à 1743 [i.e. 1745], par Bruzen de la Martin 34027

Introduction à la description de la France 4461

Introduction to a fortification 25940

Introduction à la fortification / dediée à Monseigneur le Duc de Bourgogne par son tres humble seruiceur de Fer 25961, 25966

Introduction à la géographie : où sont la géographie astronomique, qui explique la correspondance du globe terrestre avec la sphere des systhëmes de l'Univers, des planettes des eclypses / par le St. Delafosse Geographe : J. B. Croisey sculp. 3496

Introduction à la géographie des Srs. Sanson, géographes du Roi 29016

Introduction à la géographie : en plusieurs cartes avec leur explication / par les Srs Sanson ... 29003

Introduction à la géographie : où sont la géographie astronomique, qui explique la correspondance du globe terrestre avec la sphere, la géographie naturelle qui donne les divisions de toutes les parties de la terre & de l'eau, suivant qu'elles sont dis 28974, 28975

Introduction de géographie générale 29483

Introduction [et] bibliographie 17637

Introduction [et] bibliographie sommaire 17638

Introduction : mapping meaning 18301

Introduction. Selected list of catalogs and cartobibliographies of New York State maps 56023

Introduction to ancient and modern geography 29318

An Introduction to ancient and modern geography, on the plan of Goldsmith and Guy : comprising rules for projecting maps, with an atlas / by J. A. Cummings 29289

Introduction to ancient & modern geography 29258, 29259, 29260, 29273, 29274, 29284, 29285, 29286, 29287, 29288, 29311, 29312, 29313, 29319, 29320, 29321, 29322, 29337, 29338, 29339, 29355, 29362

Introduction to Atlas; or a Geographische Description of the World, Amsterdam 1636 see Mercator 1968 17783

Introduction to Baiersiche Chronik see Aventinus 1926 17451

An Introduction to collotype 21167

Introduction to Compendiosa totius anatome delineatio see Geminus 1959 17692

Introduction to Cosmographei, Basel 1550 see Münster 1968 17700

Introduction to Cosmographia, Roma 1478 see Ptolemy 1966a 17784

Introduction to four new maps of the four quarters of the world: in their true proportion and position ... 7900

Introduction to geodesy 28762

Introduction [to 'Journal and plans of survey by Joseph Treat - 1820 : Wabanaki homeland and the new state of Maine'] 75478

An Introduction to land survey systems in the Southeast 72218

Introduction to Les sphères terrestre & céleste de Gérard Mercator 1541 et 1551 see Mercator 1968b 17789

Introduction to manual of geography 29706, 29785, 29830, 29908, 29928, 30228

Introduction to Map of the World (1569) see Mercator 1961 17578

Introduction to Navigatiioni et viaggi, Venice 1563-1606, 1: v-xvi see Ramusio 1967-70 17785

Introduction [to Ramusio's 'Navigatiioni et viaggi'] / by R. A. Skelton 66206

Introduction to study of geography 29875, 29876, 29899

Introduction to the catalogue of the J.G. Sack map and chart collection / Einar Bratt ; translated [from Swedish] by Reina Ackema ... and Ulla Ehrensvärd 67772

Introduction to The Cosmographiae introductio see Waldseemüller 1907 17492

Introduction to The County Maps from William Canden's Britannia 1695 by Robert Morden. 15780

An Introduction to the geography of the New Testament: comprising a summary chronological and geographical view of the events recorded respecting the ministry of Our Saviour: accompanied with maps, questions for examination, and an accented index: p 12732

Introduction to the Manual of geography: designed for junior classes in public and private schools / by James Monteith 29749, 29824, 29866, 30002, 30098

Introduction to the study of geography 29923
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An Introduction to the study of map projection 44629
An Introduction to the study of map projections 44634, 44635
Introduction to Tipvs orbis universalis ... 1520 see Peter Apian 1986 17594
Introduction: [with biographical sketch of Jedediah Hotchkiss] 34694
Introductionis in universam geographiam 8699, 28956, 28972
Introductionis in universam geographiam (Bunonis) 8721, 8722
Introductionis in universam geographiam (Kaerius) 8699
Introductory atlas of modern geography 8030
Introductory geography 30212, 30213, 30471
Introductory geography with maps 30193
Introductory school geography 29687, 29755, 29756, 29787, 29804, 29805, 29910, 29937
Introduzione storico-filologica: La Composizione e le edizioni degli 'Elogi.' $ 17662
Introductioin is in Vniuersam geographiam tam vererem quam nouam libri VI. Accessit P. Bertij Breuiarium orbis terrarum 28967
Inturist (Firm) 67695
Inuit language - Texts - 1880 30184
Invasion atlas 84679
Invasion of the barbarians their origin, settlements, dispersion &c 25849, 67136
The Invasions of England and Ireland with all their ciuil wars since the conquest 14082, 14083
The Invasions of England and Ireland with all their civil wars since the conquest / compiled &c drawn by J. Enouy geographer ; S. Neele sculpt. 14090
Inventaire des cartes et plans de l'ile et de la ville de Montreal 51684
L'inventaire des globes célestes et terrestres anciens conservés en France 32144
Inventaire du fonds Philippe Vandermaelen conservé à la Bibliothèque royale Albert I er 79866
Inventar der handgezeichneten Karten und Pläne zur europäischen Kriegsgeschichte des 16.-19. Jahrhunderts im Generalandesarchiv Karlsruhe. 25865
Inventario della biblioteca di Agostino Giustiniani 17644
Inventaris der kaarten en globes 66822
Inventaris der verzameling kaarten berustende in het Algemeen Rijksarchief zijnde het eerste en tweede supplement op de collectie Hingman / bewerkt door A.J.H. Rozemond 53620
Inventaris van de kaarten en tekeningen van het Ministerie van Koloniën (1702) 1814
Inventaris der kaarten en globes 66822
Inventaris der kaarten en globes 66822
Inventaris der verzameling kaarten berustende in het Algemeen Rijksarchief zijnde het eerste en tweede supplement op de collectie Hingman / bewerkt door A.J.H. Rozemond 53620
Inventaris van de kaarten en tekeningen van het Ministerie van Koloniën (1702) 1814-1963 / inventaris, G.L. Balk, F.E.Ch. Hoste ; redakte and inleiding, K. Zandvliet 53323
Inventaris van de kaarten, tekeningen en modellen van de waterbouwkundige ingenieurs J. Blanken Jz. (1755-1838), A. Blanken Jz. (1767-1824) en J. van Lakerveld Blanden (1793-1885 : 1784-1838 / door R.M. Haubourdin 13238
Inventarium Sueciae 9575
Inventing standard time 75204
Inventio fortunata 17303
Inventories of jewels, dishes and other effects of the sovereigns of Netherlands : their relevance to the history of cartography in the time of Charles V 18166
Inventory of Canal Commissioners' maps in the Pennsylvania State Archives; RG 17: records of the Land Office, D. records of the Board of Canal Commissioners, map books, 1810-1881, n.d. / compiled by Martha L. Simonetti 64132
An Inventory of historic engineering and industrial structures within the Illinois and Michigan Canal National Heritage Corridor / by Gray Fitzsimons ; with contributions from Frances P. Alexander ... [et al.] ; edited by Lee Hanson 35398
Inventory of images of east and west : maps, plans, views and drawings from Dutch colonial archives. Part 1, The early period, 1583-1814 [1840] on microfiche 53321
An Inventory of Johannes van Keulen's globe-factory in Amsterdam, dated 1689 41122
[Inventory of maps in fonds B4040, cartons 66, 67, & 69 in Archives de la Marine, Vincennes] 28150
An Inventory of Sri Lanka maps in the General State Archives i
[Inventory of maps in fonds B4040, cartons 66, 67, & 69 in Archives de la Marine, Vincennes] 28150
An Inventory of Sri Lanka maps in the General State Archives i
[Inventory of maps in fonds B4040, cartons 66, 67, & 69 in Archives de la Marine, Vincennes] 28150
An Inventory of Sri Lanka maps in the General State Archives i
An Inventory of the accuracy of Krayenhoff's triangulation (1802-1811) in Belgium, The Netherlands and a part of North Western Germany 75508
Investigator (Ship) 59723
Investigator (Ship) - Voyages - Maps - 1850-1853 37547
Investing in maps 44884
Investment Finance Bank Ltd. (Malta) 18084
Investment opportunities in the Turks and Caicos Islands 75837
Investors Diversified Services 37548
Investors Diversified Services -1975 37548
Investors supplement : railroad maps 76945
Invitatio lectoris in cosmographiam claudi ptolomei Alexandrini noviter ideomate germano contextam incipit foeliciter 37549
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Inyo a Moncalieri, ca. 1578-1654 SEE Giovanni da Moncalieri, padre, O.F.M.Cap., d. 1654 25959
Ioannes Baptista a Cassine, d. 1715 SEE Giovanni Battista da Montecassino, d. 1715 25959, 31903
Ioannis Antonii Magini ... Geographiae, tum veteris, tum novae, volumina duo. In quorum priore, CI: Ptol. Geographicae enarrationis libri octo: quorum primus commentarioribus urbem illustratur. In posteriore, eiusdem Ptol. Antiqui orbis tab 28951
Ioannis Baptistae Piranesii antiquariorum Regiae societatis Londinsensis soci Campus Martius antiquae urbis 15813
Ioannis Camerici Minoriani, artem, et sacrae theologiae doctoris, in C. Iulii Solini Polyisto-ra enarrationes: additus eiusdem Camerici index, tum literarum ordine, tum rerum notabilium copia perco[m] modus studiosis 28873
Ioannis Honter Coronensis Rudimentorum cosmographiae libri duo 22306
Ioannis, I. S. SEE Puerto Rico 22487
Ioannis Stoefleri. in Procli Diadochi 4178
Ioannou, Sylvia 38581
Ionia (Scotland) - Maps - 1850-1859 33734
Ionia County 4-H Advisory Council (Mich.) 37555
Ionia County (Mich.) - Maps - 1861: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche 37551
Ionia County (Mich.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners 37550
Ionia County (Mich.) - Maps - 1861 - Landowners 37551
Ionia County (Mich.) - Maps - 1881 37552
Ionia County (Mich.) - Maps - 1891 - Landowners 37553
Ionia County (Mich.) - Maps - 1906 - Landowners 37554
Ionia County (Mich.) - Maps - 1973 - Landowners 37555
Ionia (Mich.) - Maps - 1840 - Real property - Manuscripts 37556
Ionia (Turkey) - Maps - 1990 - Archaeology - Guidebooks 37557
Ionia Islands (Greece) - Historical geography - Maps - 1606 22419
Ionia Islands (Greece) - Maps - 1400-1499 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 38503
Ionia Islands (Greece) - Maps - 1528 19035, 24866
Ionia Islands (Greece) - Maps - 1606 22419
Ionia Islands (Greece) - Maps - 1753 - Coasts - Nautical charts 37558
Ionia Islands (Greece) - Maps - 1771 - Coasts - Nautical charts 37559
Ionia Islands (Greece) - Maps - 1832 32862
Ionia Islands (Greece) - Maps - 1851 38524
Ionia Islands (Greece) - Maps - 1861 32877
Ionia Islands (Greece) - Maps - 1866 32878
Ionia Islands (Greece) - Maps - 1872 32879
Ionia Islands (Greece) - Maps - 1887 32881
Ionia Sea - Maps - 1571 41871
Ionia Sea - Maps - 1753 - Coasts - Nautical charts 37558
Ionia Sea - Maps - 1771 - Coasts - Nautical charts 37559
Ionides, Stephen Archigenes, 1880-2231
Ios Island (Greece) - Maps - 1528 37560
Iosco County Board of Commissioners (Mich.) 37561
Iosco County (Mich.) - Maps - 1976 - Landowners 37561
Iosco County (Mich.). Register of Deeds 31932
Iowa - 37573, 37574, 37576, 37586, 37593, 37594, 37596, 37602, 37605, 37632, 37639, 37641, 37671, 37672, 37679, 37680, 37689, 37700, 37771, 37772, 37773, 37783, 37784, 37785, 37786, 37792, 37793, 37794, 37795, 37796, 37797, 37798, 37799, 37805, 37810, 37811, 37812, 37813, 37814
Iowa, 15 minute series (topographic) 37666
Iowa - 1881 - Railroads - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. 37562
Iowa : 1933 : Skelly ... road map of Iowa 37820
Iowa 1934 road map : Barnsdall 37825
Iowa 1935. Go the Standard way for trouble-free driving 37856
Iowa : 1936 highway map : Phillips 66 37888
Iowa 1936 road map / Cities Service 37859
Iowa : 1936 road map : Cities Service serves a nation 37860
Iowa : 1937 road map : Cities Service ... 37883, 37892
Iowa 1946 centennial highway map 38043
Iowa 1947 highway map 38062
Iowa - 1956 - Railroads - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. 49493
Iowa 1976-77 transportation map 38138
Iowa, 30 minute series (topographic) 37667
Iowa, 7.5 minute series (topographic) 37668
Iowa. Aeronautics Division 38137
Iowa and adjoining states : Mobilgas ... 38023, 38072, 38090
Iowa and early maps 17980
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| Iowa - Maps | 1839 | 37571 |
| Iowa - Maps | 1840 | 37572 |
| Iowa - Maps | 1842 | 37573 |
| Iowa - Maps - Surveys | 1844 | 76702 |
| Iowa - Maps | 1845 | 37574 |
| Iowa - Maps - Surveys | 1845 | 37575 |
| Iowa - Maps | 1847 | 37576 |
| Iowa - Maps - Indians | 1847 | 37578 |
| Iowa - Maps - Surveys | 1847 | 37577, 37578 |
| Iowa - Maps | 1850 | 37579 |
| Iowa - Maps - Surveys | 1851 | 37580 |
| Iowa - Maps | 1852 | 37581, 37582, 37583 |
| Iowa - Maps | 1854 | 37584, 37585, 37586 |
| Iowa - Maps | 1855 | 37587, 37588, 37589, 37590, 37591, 37592, 37593, 37594 |
| Iowa - Maps - Public lands | 1855 | 37595 |
| Iowa - Maps | 1856 | 37596, 37597, 37598 |
| Iowa - Maps - Geology | 1856 | 37599, 37600 |
| Iowa - Maps - Railroads | 1856 | 37599, 37600, 37601 |
| Iowa - Maps | 1857 | 37602 |
| Iowa - Maps | 1858 | 37603 |
| Iowa - Maps - Coal mines and mining | 1858 | 37604 |
| Iowa - Maps - Railroads | 1858 | 37605 |
| Iowa - Maps | 1860 | 37606 |
| Iowa - Maps | 1864 | 37607 |
| Iowa - Maps | 1865 | 37608, 37609, 37610 |
| Iowa - Maps - Mines and Mineral Resources | 1866 | 37611 |
| Iowa - Maps - Railroads | 1866 | 37612 |
| Iowa - Maps - Surveys | 1866 | 37611, 37613 |
| Iowa - Maps | 1869 | 37614 |
| Iowa - Maps - Railroads | 1871 | 37615 |
| Iowa - Maps | 1872-1873 | 37616 |
| Iowa - Maps - Railroads | 1872-1873 | 37617, 37618, 37619, 37620, 37621, 37622, 37623 |
| Iowa - Maps - Postal service | 1872 | 79359 |
| Iowa - Maps - Railroads | 1872 | 79359, 80827 |
| Iowa - Maps | 1874 | 37658 |
| Iowa - Maps | 1875 | 37624, 37625 |
| Iowa - Maps - Railroads | 1875 | 37626 |
| Iowa - Maps | 1878 | 37627 |
| Iowa - Maps - Railroads | 1878 | 37628 |
| Iowa - Maps | 1879 | 37629 |
| Iowa - Maps | 1881 | 19557 |
| Iowa - Maps | 1881-1884 | 37630, 37631 |
| Iowa - Maps - Railroads | 1883 | 37632 |
| Iowa - Maps | 1883 | 37633, 37634 |
| Iowa - Maps | 1884 | 37635, 37636 |
| Iowa - Maps | 1885 | 37637 |
| Iowa - Maps | 1885 | 37638 |
| Iowa - Maps | 1887 | 37639 |
| Iowa - Maps | 1887 | 37640, 37641, 37642 |
| Iowa - Maps | 1888 | 37643, 37644, 37645 |
| Iowa - Maps | 1889 | 37646, 37647 |
| Iowa - Maps | 1890 | 37648, 37649, 37650, 37651, 37652 |
| Iowa - Maps | 1891 | 37653, 37654 |
| Iowa - Maps | 1893 | 37655 |
| Iowa - Maps | 1894 | 37656, 37657, 37658 |
| Iowa - Maps | 1895 | 37659 |
| Iowa - Maps | 1895 | 37660 |
| Iowa - Maps | 1896 | 37661 |
| Iowa - Maps | 1897 | 37662, 37663 |
| Iowa - Maps | 1898 | 37664 |
| Iowa - Maps | 1899 | 37665 |
| Iowa - Maps | 1900-1960 | Topographic maps | 37666, 37667, 37668 |
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Iowa - Maps - 1900 - Railroads 37669
Iowa - Maps - 1901 - Railroads 37670, 37671
Iowa - Maps - 1902 33553
Iowa - Maps - 1902 - Railroads 37672, 66213
Iowa - Maps - 1903 - Railroads 37673
Iowa - Maps - 1904 37674
Iowa - Maps - 1904 - Railroads 37675
Iowa - Maps - 1905 - Railroads 37676
Iowa - Maps - 1906 - Railroads 37677
Iowa - Maps - 1907 - Railroads 37678, 37679, 37680
Iowa - Maps - 1908 - Railroads 35672, 37681, 37682
Iowa - Maps - 1909 - Railroads 37683, 37684
Iowa - Maps - 1911 - Railroads 37685
Iowa - Maps - 1913 - Cities and towns - Road maps 37688
Iowa - Maps - 1913 - Railroads 37686, 37687
Iowa - Maps - 1913 - Road maps 35695, 37688
Iowa - Maps - 1914-1925 - Road maps 37689
Iowa - Maps - 1914 - Railroads 37690
Iowa - Maps - 1916 - Railroads 37691
Iowa - Maps - 1916 - Road maps 37691
Iowa - Maps - 1919 - Railroads 37692, 37693
Iowa - Maps - 1919 - Road maps 37692, 37693, 37694, 37695, 37696, 49585, 49586, 49587
Iowa - Maps - 1920 - Railroads 37698, 37699
Iowa - Maps - 1920 - Railroads - Indexes 37697
Iowa - Maps - 1920 - Road maps 37698, 37699, 37700, 37701, 37702, 37703, 49594, 49595, 49596
Iowa - Maps - 1921 - Railroads 37704, 37705
Iowa - Maps - 1921 - Road maps 37704, 37706, 37707, 37708, 49602
Iowa - Maps - 1922 - Railroads 37700
Iowa - Maps - 1922 - Road maps 37709, 37710
Iowa - Maps - 1923 - Railroads 37711
Iowa - Maps - 1923 - Road maps 37711, 37712, 37713, 37714
Iowa - Maps - 1924 - Railroads 37715, 37716, 37717
Iowa - Maps - 1924 - Road maps 37715, 37716, 37717, 37718, 37719, 37720, 37721, 37722, 37723
Iowa - Maps - 1925 - Railroads 37724
Iowa - Maps - 1925 - Road maps 37724, 37725, 37726, 37727, 37728, 50159
Iowa - Maps - 1926 - Railroads 37730, 37731
Iowa - Maps - 1926 - Railroads - Indexes 37729
Iowa - Maps - 1926 - Road maps 37730, 37731, 37732, 37733
Iowa - Maps - 1927 - Railroads 37734
Iowa - Maps - 1927 - Road maps 37734, 37735, 37736, 37737, 37738, 37739, 49630, 83199
Iowa - Maps - 1928 - Railroads 37740, 37741
Iowa - Maps - 1928 - Road maps 37740, 37741, 37742, 37743, 37744, 37745, 37746, 37747, 37748, 37749
Iowa - Maps - 1929 37750
Iowa - Maps - 1929 - Aeronautical charts 37750
Iowa - Maps - 1929 - Railroads 37750
Iowa - Maps - 1929 - Road maps 37580, 37581, 37575, 37573, 37574, 37575, 37576, 37577, 37578, 37579, 37760, 37761, 37762, 37763, 37764
Iowa - Maps - 1930-1939 - Aeronautical charts 37765
Iowa - Maps - 1930-1939 - Railroads 37765
Iowa - Maps - 1930 - Road maps 37766, 37767, 37768, 37769, 37770, 37771, 37772, 37773, 37774, 37775, 37776
Iowa - Maps - 1931 37778
Iowa - Maps - 1931-1969 - Road maps - Slides 37777
Iowa - Maps - 1931 - Railroads 37778
Iowa - Maps - 1931 - Road maps 37778, 37779, 37780, 37781, 37782, 37783, 37784, 37785, 37786, 37787, 37788, 37789, 3790
Iowa - Maps - 1932 - Railroads 37791, 37792, 37793, 37794, 37795, 37796, 37797, 37798, 37799, 37800, 37801, 37802, 37803, 37804, 49681
Iowa - Maps - 1933 - Road maps 37805, 37806, 37807, 37808, 37809, 37810, 37811, 37812, 37813, 37814, 37815, 37816, 37817, 37818, 37819, 37820, 37821
Iowa - Maps - 1934 - Road maps 37822, 37823, 37824, 37825, 37826, 37827, 37828, 37829, 37830, 37831, 37832, 37833, 37834, 37835, 37836, 37837, 37838, 37839, 37840
Iowa - Maps - 1935 - Road maps 37841, 37842, 37843, 37844, 37845, 37846, 37847, 37848, 37849, 37850, 37851, 37852, 37853, 37854, 37855, 37856, 37857
Iowa - Maps - 1936 - Road maps 37858, 37859, 37860, 37861, 37862, 37863, 37864, 37865, 37866, 37867, 37868, 37869, 37870, 37871, 37872, 37873, 37874, 37875, 37876, 37877, 37878, 37879, 37880, 37881
Iowa - Maps - 1937 - Road maps 37882, 37883, 37884, 37885, 37886, 37887, 37888, 37889, 37890, 37891, 37892, 37893, 37894, 37895, 37896, 37897, 37898, 37899, 37900, 37901, 37902, 37903, 37904, 37905, 37906, 37907, 37908, 37909, 37910, 37911, 37912, 37913, 37914, 37915
Iowa - Maps - 1938 - Road maps 37916, 37917, 37918, 37919, 37920, 37921, 37922, 37923, 37924, 37925, 37926, 37927, 37928, 37929, 37930,
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Title Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>83382, 83458, 83469, 83491, 83502</td>
<td>Iowa Power and Light Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iowa Power and Light Company - Maps - 1949-1955</td>
<td>38089</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iowa Power and Light Company system map</td>
<td>38089</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iowa primary road map, 1931</td>
<td>37787</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iowa primary road map : 1932</td>
<td>37800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iowa primary road system</td>
<td>37866</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iowa : primary road system : weekly service map ... showing type of roadway and construction condition</td>
<td>37761</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iowa Publishing Co. (Davenport, Iowa)</td>
<td>37674, 42149, 45188, 67061, 67062, 80898</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iowa Publishing Co. (Davenport, Iowa). Topographical map of Decatur County, Iowa : showing taxing districts, highways and telephone lines (1904)</td>
<td>81485</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iowa Power and Light Company system map</td>
<td>38089</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iowa primary road map : 1949-1955</td>
<td>38089</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iowa : Pure Oil pathfinder</td>
<td>37842, 37869, 37870, 37903, 37904, 37931, 37932, 37959, 37977, 37995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iowa : Pure Oil pathfinder road map</td>
<td>38014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iowa Radio-Television News Association</td>
<td>52346</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iowa Publishing Co. (Davenport, Iowa)</td>
<td>37688</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iowa Publishing Co. (Des Moines, Iowa)</td>
<td>37688</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iowa : Pure Oil road map</td>
<td>37842, 37869, 37870, 37903, 37904, 37931, 37932, 37959, 37977, 37995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iowa ... Pure Oil road map</td>
<td>38020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iowa : primary road system : weekly service map ... showing type of roadway and construction condition</td>
<td>37761</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iowa Railroad Land Co.</td>
<td>37617, 37621</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iowa Railroad Land Co. - Maps - 1872-1873</td>
<td>37621</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iowa ... Alternate - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1881</td>
<td>37630</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iowa : Rand McNally road map</td>
<td>38091, 38100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iowa : registered highway routes 1914-1925</td>
<td>37689</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iowa road map ...</td>
<td>38059</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iowa road map and pictorial sight-seeing guide : Sinclair</td>
<td>38047, 38048, 38066</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iowa road map ... / Bareco Oil Company, formerly Barnsdall Refining Corp.</td>
<td>37970, 37986</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iowa road map ... / Barnsdall ...</td>
<td>37919</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iowa road map ... / by Bareco Oil Company</td>
<td>38004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iowa road map : Cities Service ...</td>
<td>37921, 37949, 37950, 37971, 37987, 37988</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iowa road map / Cities Service ahead</td>
<td>37920, 37922</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iowa road map / Cities Service Oils ...</td>
<td>38005, 38010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iowa road map ... / compliments of Deep Rock Oil Companies</td>
<td>37845</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iowa road map ... / Deep Rock</td>
<td>37827, 37863, 37895, 37896, 37925, 37926, 37953</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iowa road map ... / Johnson Oil Refining Company ... Chicago, Illinois</td>
<td>37899</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iowa road map : Parco</td>
<td>37801, 37817</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iowa Road SEE Burlington, Cedar Rapids, and Northern Railway Company of Iowa</td>
<td>48375, 48425</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iowa : Sinclair</td>
<td>38113, 38114, 38123, 38124, 38125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iowa : Sinclair H-C gasoline</td>
<td>38108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iowa : Sinclair H-C gasoline road map</td>
<td>37999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iowa : Sinclair road map</td>
<td>37873, 37874, 37906, 37907, 37936, 37937, 37963, 37980</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iowa State Automobile Association</td>
<td>37688</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iowa. State Board of Immigration</td>
<td>37616, 37617, 37618, 37619, 37620, 37621, 37622, 37623, 38299, 48300, 48301</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iowa state &amp; county atlases [in the State Historical Society, Iowa City]</td>
<td>26678</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iowa state transportation map 1978</td>
<td>38141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iowa State University</td>
<td>79365</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iowa State University - Maps - 1979</td>
<td>79365</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iowa : Texaco road map</td>
<td>37841, 37857, 37879</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iowa, United States</td>
<td>37742</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iowa with sectional map of adjoining states : Texaco</td>
<td>37983, 38003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iowa : Sinclair</td>
<td>38113, 38114, 38123, 38124, 38125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iowa: Texaco road map</td>
<td>37841, 37857, 37879</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iowa, United States</td>
<td>37742</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iowa with sectional map of adjoining states : Texaco</td>
<td>37983, 38003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iowan Indian Reservation (Kan.)</td>
<td>40066</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ipanon, Fedor</td>
<td>11639</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iparmüvészeti Múzeum</td>
<td>32152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iparmüvészeti Múzeum (Hungary) - Map collections - Exhibitions - Catalogs</td>
<td>32152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iper (Belgium)</td>
<td>35324</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iper (Belgium) SEE Ieper (Belgium)</td>
<td>44234</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iph (Malaysia) SEE Ipoh (Perak)</td>
<td>44234</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iph (Perak) - Maps - 1959 - Road maps</td>
<td>44234</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iph (Perak) - Maps - 1960 - Road maps</td>
<td>44235</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ipres (Belgium)</td>
<td>35324</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ipres ville forte des Pais Bas ...</td>
<td>35325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ipswich</td>
<td>38147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ipswich (England) : Borough</td>
<td>38144, 38145, 38146, 38147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ipswich (England) - Maps - 1610</td>
<td>73396, 73397</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ipswich (England) - Maps - 1610 - Pictorial works</td>
<td>38144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ipswich (England) - Maps - 1674</td>
<td>38145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ipswich (England) - Maps - 1778</td>
<td>38146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ipswich (England) - Maps - 1783</td>
<td>73398, 73399</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Ipswich (England) - Maps - 1867  38147
Ipswich (England) - Maps - 1902  25639
Ipswich (England) - Maps - 1909  25640
Ipswich School (Ipswich, England)  65672
Ipswiche  38144
Iraklia Island (Greece) - Maps - 1528  41389
Iráklion (Greece) SEE Herakleion (Greece)  22407
Iran  38198
Iran - Description and travel - 1801-1807  75683
Iran - Historical geography - Maps - 1971  38148, 64247
Iran - History, Ancient - Maps - 1700-1799  9323
Iran - History, Ancient - Maps - 1791-1799  38149
Iran - History - To 640 - Maps - 2005  38150
Iran - Maps - 1540  3199, 38151
Iran - Maps - 1570  38152
Iran - Maps - 1588  38153
Iran - Maps - 1606  38154
Iran - Maps - 1625  38155
Iran - Maps - 1626  38156, 38157
Iran - Maps - 1658  38158
Iran - Maps - 1660-1750  38159
Iran - Maps - 1676  38160
Iran - Maps - 1698  48078
Iran - Maps - 1701  38161, 48084
Iran - Maps - 1714  48089
Iran - Maps - 1721  48093
Iran - Maps - 1724  38162, 48094
Iran - Maps - 1732  48096
Iran - Maps - 1737  48097
Iran - Maps - 1741  38163
Iran - Maps - 1745  38164
Iran - Maps - 1747  38165
Iran - Maps - 1753  18664
Iran - Maps - 1769  38167
Iran - Maps - 1769 - Facsimiles  38166
Iran - Maps - 1774  38168
Iran - Maps - 1779  38169
Iran - Maps - 1780  3205
Iran - Maps - 1786  38170
Iran - Maps - 1794  38171, 38172, 38173
Iran - Maps - 1797  38174
Iran - Maps - 1801  75759
Iran - Maps - 1802  48116
Iran - Maps - 1804  38175
Iran - Maps - 1806  75762
Iran - Maps - 1811  38176, 38177
Iran - Maps - 1813  38178
Iran - Maps - 1817  38179
Iran - Maps - 1818  38180
Iran - Maps - 1821  38181
Iran - Maps - 1822  38182
Iran - Maps - 1825  38183
Iran - Maps - 1827  38184
Iran - Maps - 1829  38185
Iran - Maps - 1831  38186, 38187
Iran - Maps - 1835  75780
Iran - Maps - 1840  38188
Iran - Maps - 1841  38189
Iran - Maps - 1845  38190
Iran - Maps - 1847  48132
Iran - Maps - 1850  48135
Iran - Maps - 1851  38191
Iran - Maps - 1853  38192, 38193
Iran - Maps - 1861  38194
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ireland - Historical geography - Maps - 1500-1799</th>
<th>38208</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ireland - Historical geography - Maps - 1898</td>
<td>38397</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland - Historical geography - Maps - 1914</td>
<td>38209</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland - Historical geography - Maps - 1969</td>
<td>38210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland - Historical geography - Maps - 1973</td>
<td>38211</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland - Historical geography - Maps - 1981</td>
<td>38212</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland - Historical geography - Maps - 1997</td>
<td>38213</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland - Historical geography - Maps - 200</td>
<td>14103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland - Historical geography - Maps - 2012</td>
<td>26511</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland - History - Famine, 1845-1852 - Maps - 2012</td>
<td>26511</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland - History - Rebellion of 1798 - Maps - 1799</td>
<td>38214</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland, Hubert Andrew, 1904-30939</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland in whose fields flourish a noble race ...</td>
<td>38426</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland: its scenery ...</td>
<td>38359</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland / J. Bartholomew, Edinr.</td>
<td>38387</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland - Maps - 1798</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland - Maps - 1528</td>
<td>38215</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland - Maps - 1540</td>
<td>14126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland - Maps - 1560</td>
<td>38216</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland - Maps - 1565</td>
<td>38217</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland - Maps - 1566</td>
<td>38218, 38219</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland - Maps - 1567 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>38220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland - Maps - 1570-1572 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>38221, 38222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland - Maps - 1572-1606</td>
<td>38223</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland - Maps - 1580 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>38224</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland - Maps - 1588</td>
<td>38225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland - Maps - 1592</td>
<td>38226</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland - Maps - 1599</td>
<td>38227, 38228, 38229</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland - Maps - 1600</td>
<td>32420, 32421</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland - Maps - 1605-1606</td>
<td>25045</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland - Maps - 1606</td>
<td>38230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland - Maps - 1607</td>
<td>32422</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland - Maps - 1610</td>
<td>38231</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland - Maps - 1617</td>
<td>32423</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland - Maps - 1620 - Cities and towns</td>
<td>38232, 38233</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland - Maps - 1637</td>
<td>32424, 32425</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland - Maps - 1639</td>
<td>32426</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland - Maps - 1646</td>
<td>7762</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland - Maps - 1654</td>
<td>69469</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland - Maps - 1676</td>
<td>7767, 14167, 38234</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland - Maps - 1680</td>
<td>38235, 38236</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland - Maps - 1680-1689</td>
<td>7771</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland - Maps - 1685</td>
<td>14172, 38237, 38238, 38239</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland - Maps - 1688</td>
<td>38240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland - Maps - 1689</td>
<td>38241</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland - Maps - 1691 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>38242</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland - Maps - 1693 - Names, Geographical</td>
<td>38243</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland - Maps - 1695</td>
<td>32427, 32428, 32429, 38244</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland - Maps - 1700</td>
<td>38245, 38246, 38247, 38248</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland - Maps - 1701</td>
<td>32430, 38249</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland - Maps - 1702 - Coasts - Nautical charts</td>
<td>38250, 38251, 38252, 38253</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland - Maps - 1703</td>
<td>38254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland - Maps - 1703 - Coasts - Nautical charts</td>
<td>38255</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland - Maps - 1710</td>
<td>38256, 38257</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland - Maps - 1712</td>
<td>38258</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland - Maps - 1718</td>
<td>14198</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland - Maps - 1720</td>
<td>38259</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland - Maps - 1722</td>
<td>32431</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland - Maps - 1725</td>
<td>38260</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland - Maps - 1728 - Coasts - Nautical charts</td>
<td>38261</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland - Maps - 1740</td>
<td>38262, 38263</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland - Maps - 1740 - Coasts - Nautical charts</td>
<td>67914</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland - Maps - 1741</td>
<td>38264, 38265</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland - Maps - 1745</td>
<td>38266, 38267</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Ireland - Maps - 1747 38268
Ireland - Maps - 1748 - Coasts - Nautical charts 38269
Ireland - Maps - 1750 38270, 38271
Ireland - Maps - 1753 32432
Ireland - Maps - 1757 14236, 14237
Ireland - Maps - 1758 - Coasts - Nautical charts 38272, 38273, 38274, 38275, 38276, 38277
Ireland - Maps - 1766 38278
Ireland - Maps - 1766 - Coasts - Nautical charts 38279, 38280, 38281, 38282, 38283, 38284
Ireland - Maps - 1769 38285
Ireland - Maps - 1773 38286
Ireland - Maps - 1774 38287
Ireland - Maps - 1776 14253, 38288
Ireland - Maps - 1778 - Landowners 38289
Ireland - Maps - 1778 - Road maps 38289, 38290, 38291
Ireland - Maps - 1782 38292
Ireland - Maps - 1783 38293
Ireland - Maps - 1783 - Landowners 38294
Ireland - Maps - 1783 - Road maps 38294, 38295
Ireland - Maps - 1785 38296
Ireland - Maps - 1785 - Coasts - Nautical charts 67920
Ireland - Maps - 1786 38297
Ireland - Maps - 1788 38298, 38299
Ireland - Maps - 1789 32434
Ireland - Maps - 1790 - Coasts - Nautical charts 38300, 38301, 38302, 38303, 38304, 38305
Ireland - Maps - 1792 - Ecclesiastical geography 38306
Ireland - Maps - 1793 38307
Ireland - Maps - 1794 38308, 38309
Ireland - Maps - 1795 38310, 38311, 38312
Ireland - Maps - 1796 38313
Ireland - Maps - 1797 38314
Ireland - Maps - 1798 38315, 38316, 38317
Ireland - Maps - 1798-1801 38318
Ireland - Maps - 1799 38214
Ireland - Maps - 1800 7891
Ireland - Maps - 1802 38319
Ireland - Maps - 1803 38320, 38321
Ireland - Maps - 1804 38322, 38323
Ireland - Maps - 1806 32437
Ireland - Maps - 1810 14073
Ireland - Maps - 1811 38324
Ireland - Maps - 1813 38325, 38326
Ireland - Maps - 1814 38327
Ireland - Maps - 1815 38328, 38329, 38330
Ireland - Maps - 1817 38331, 38332, 38333
Ireland - Maps - 1818 38334
Ireland - Maps - 1820 38335
Ireland - Maps - 1821 38336
Ireland - Maps - 1822 38337, 38338
Ireland - Maps - 1825 38339, 38340
Ireland - Maps - 1826 38341
Ireland - Maps - 1829 38342, 38343
Ireland - Maps - 1831 38347
Ireland - Maps - 1831-1846 - Index Maps 38344
Ireland - Maps - 1831-1846 - Topographic maps 38345, 38346
Ireland - Maps - 1832 38348
Ireland - Maps - 1833 38349, 52193
Ireland - Maps - 1837 38350, 38351
Ireland - Maps - 1837Names, Geographical - Ireland 38352
Ireland - Maps - 1838 38353
Ireland - Maps - 1838-1842 - Coasts - Nautical charts 14361
Ireland - Maps - 1840 38354, 38355, 38356, 44616
Ireland - Maps - 1841 38357, 38358
Ireland - Maps - 1841-1843 38359
Ireland - Maps - 1842 38360
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Ireland - Maps - 1844 38361
Ireland - Maps - 1845 38362, 38363
Ireland - Maps - 1847 38364
Ireland - Maps - 1849 (Provisional Heading) 38365
Ireland - Maps - 1850 38366
Ireland - Maps - 1851 38367
Ireland - Maps - 1851-1986 - Administrative and political divisions 38368
Ireland - Maps - 1851-1986 - Genealogy 38368
Ireland - Maps - 1851-2002 - Administrative and political divisions 38369
Ireland - Maps - 1851-2002 - Genealogy 38369
Ireland - Maps - 1853 38370, 38371
Ireland - Maps - 1855 38372
Ireland - Maps - 1855 - Geology 38373
Ireland - Maps - 1855 - Railroads 38373
Ireland - Maps - 1857 38374
Ireland - Maps - 1860 38375
Ireland - Maps - 1861 38376
Ireland - Maps - 1865 38377
Ireland - Maps - 1866 38378
Ireland - Maps - 1867 38379
Ireland - Maps - 1868 41146
Ireland - Maps - 1871-1873 38380
Ireland - Maps - 1872 38381
Ireland - Maps - 1878 38382
Ireland - Maps - 1880-1889 38383
Ireland - Maps - 1881 38384, 38385
Ireland - Maps - 1883 22168, 38386
Ireland - Maps - 1885 14405, 38387, 38388
Ireland - Maps - 1887 38389
Ireland - Maps - 1888 38390
Ireland - Maps - 1890 38391
Ireland - Maps - 1891 38392
Ireland - Maps - 1892 38393
Ireland - Maps - 1895 38394
Ireland - Maps - 1896 38395
Ireland - Maps - 1897 38396, 52312
Ireland - Maps - 1898 38397
Ireland - Maps - 1901 38398, 38399
Ireland - Maps - 1902 38400, 38401
Ireland - Maps - 1902-1906 38402
Ireland - Maps - 1904 38403
Ireland - Maps - 1906 38404
Ireland - Maps - 1907 23851
Ireland - Maps - 1907 - Road maps 69646
Ireland - Maps - 1908 38405
Ireland - Maps - 1908 - Road maps 38406
Ireland - Maps - 1909 38407, 38408
Ireland - Maps - 1909 - Administrative and political divisions 38408
Ireland - Maps - 1910-1919 38409
Ireland - Maps - 1911 38410
Ireland - Maps - 1912 38411
Ireland - Maps - 1912-1918 - Road maps 38412
Ireland - Maps - 1912 - Guidebooks 38413
Ireland - Maps - 1913 38414
Ireland - Maps - 1923 - Road maps 38415
Ireland - Maps - 1925 - Geology 32449, 32451
Ireland - Maps - 1930 38416
Ireland - Maps - 1930 - Road maps 38417
Ireland - Maps - 1931 38418, 38419
Ireland - Maps - 1932 38420, 38421
Ireland - Maps - 1932 - Guidebooks 38422
Ireland - Maps - 1939 - Railroads 14494
Ireland - Maps - 1942 38423
Ireland - Maps - 1943 38424
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Iron Mountain Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1836  50662
Iron ores - Canada - Maps - 1917  16143
Iron railroad, canal and coal map of Pennsylvania, &c.  63579
Iroquois County Daily Times (Ill.)  38471
Iroquois County Farm Bureau (Ill.)  38472
Iroquois County Gen. Soc.  38467
Iroquois County Genealogical Society  38468, 38470
[Iroquois County (Ill.) - 1860: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche]  38469
Iroquois County (Ill.) - Maps - 1860  38467
Iroquois County (Ill.) - Maps - 1860 - Landowners  38468, 38469
Iroquois County (Ill.) - Maps - 1884-1921 - Landowners  38470
Iroquois County (Ill.) - Maps - 1942 - Landowners  38471
Iroquois County (Ill.) - Maps - 1950 - Landowners  38472
Iroquois County (Ill.) - Maps - 1977 - Landowners  38473
Iroquois County Rural Youth (Ill.)  38472
Iroquois Indians - Erie, Lake - Maps - 1688 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  25576, 61780
Iroquois Indians - Kahnawake (Québec) - Maps - 1752 - Missions - Manuscripts  27424
Iroquois Indians - Maps - 1700-1799  56028
Iroquois Indians - Maps - 1724  32538
Iroquois Indians - Maps - 1735  32540
Iroquois Indians - Maps - 1750  32544
Iroquois Indians - New York (State) - Historical geography - Maps - 1600  56025, 56026
Iroquois Indians - New York (State) - Maps - 1600-1699 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  56024
Iroquois Indians - New York (State) - Maps - 1600 - Historical geography  56025, 56026
Iroquois Indians - New York (State) - Maps - 1700 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  56029
Iroquois Indians - New York (State) - Maps - 1771 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  56034, 56035, 56036
Iroquois Indians - Ontario, Lake (N.Y. and Ont.) - Maps - 1600-1699 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  56024, 61778
Iroquois Indians - Ontario, Lake (N.Y. and Ont.) - Maps - 1688 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  25576, 61780
Iroquois Indians - Wars - Pennsylvania - 1779 - Pictorial maps  73415
The Irrepressible Mr. Lin : in Taiwan, a taxi driver can be a tourist's best friend / written and photographed by Ann Skea  74180
Irsgang, Oswald. 1880-1902  9937, 9946, 9972, 10002, 10035, 10043, 10075, 10091, 10108, 10109, 10143
Irrigation - California - 1877  38474
Irrigation - Columbia Plateau - Maps - 1934  38475
Irrigation - Crow Indian Reservation (Mont.) - Maps - 1880-1889  22453
Irrigation in California  38474
Irrigation - Maricopa County (Ariz.) - Maps - 1930-1939 - Relief  68339
Irrigation - Northwestern States - Maps - 1948-1965  60011
Irrigation - Salt River Valley (Ariz.) - Maps - 1930-1939 - Relief  68339
Irrigation - San Luis Valley (Colo.) - Maps - 1910  68714
Irrigation - Southwestern States - Maps - 1947  34665
Irrigation - United States - Maps - 1910  77131
Irrigation - Verde River Valley (Ariz.) - Maps - 1889 - Manuscripts  27445
Irrigation - Washington (State) - Grand Coulee Dam - Maps - 1934  38475
Irrigation - Winkelman Region (Ariz.) - Maps - 1848  83028
Irsgier, Franz  66574
Irtenkauf, Wolfgang  84739
Irvine, Alexander, fl. 1728  57955
Irvine, Ben  81519
Irvine, Dallas  1316
Irvine, Eric R.  8084
Irvine, Javan B. (Javan Bradley), 1831-1904  38476
Irvine (Scotland) - Maps - 1872 - Harbors  31953
Irvine B. Harris Graduate School of Public Policy Studies. Cultural Policy Center  20498
Irvine B. Richman Manuscript Map Collection (Newberry Library)  11448, 15230, 20542, 21156, 26527, 32230, 58702, 62544, 64511, 64512, 65537, 65538, 65539, 65540, 68411, 68412, 68413, 68561, 68773, 68779, 68794, 70322, 70325, 79899
Irvine, Benjamin Atkinson  8146
Irvine, E. G.  13140, 31278, 32326, 35068
Irvine, Laurence  75045
Irving Park (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1875 - Real property  38477
Irving Park Historical Society (Chicago, Ill.). John Gray Farmhouse, 4362 West Grace Street, built 1856, Italianate style  38477
Irving, R. L. G. (Robert Lock Graham), 1877-1969  1393
Irving, Roland Duer, 1847-1888  83100
Irving, Washington, 1783-1859  44357, 67095, 81763, 81781
Irving, Washington, 1783-1859. Astoria : or Anecdotes of an enterprise beyond the Rocky Mountains (1836)  81763
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Irwin 27213
Irwin, Daniel Richard, 1930-76485
Irwin, Eyles 4505
Irwin (J.M.) Printing Co. (Quincy, Ill.) SEE J.M. Irwin Printing Co. (Quincy, Ill.) 45611
Irwin, James R. 35374
Irwin, Keith Gordon, 1885-45643
Irwin, Kirk 68778
Irwin, Robert M. 63172
Irwin, William R. 82628

Is long-lost Chilaga the Camelot of Checagou? 52224
Is Marquette's map a hoax? 45162
Isaac C. Cook Co. (Saint Louis, Mo.) 68063
Isaac Pitman & Sons 8372, 12928
Isaaco, Tuckey, and Co. 30811
Isaacs, Abraham, fl. 1748 43255
Isabela (Basilan Island, Philippines) - Maps - 1862 - Manuscripts 38478
Isabella County 4-H Council (Mich.) 38480
Isabella County (Mich.) - Maps - 1931 - Landowners 38479
Isabella County (Mich.) - Maps - 1955 - Landowners 38480
Isachsen, Gunnar 72979, 72980, 73626
[Isanti County (Minn.) - 1898: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 38481
Isanti County (Minn.) - Maps - 1898 - Landowners 38481
Isar River Valley (Germany) - Maps - 1956 60281
Isauria - History, Ancient - Maps - 1676 75698
Isauria - Maps - 1676 75698
Isauria (Turkey : Region) SEE Isauria 75698
ISBD (CM): international standard bibliographic description for cartographic materials 44805
ISCEM SEE International Society of Curators of Early Maps 37536
Ischia (Italy) - Maps - 1528 52602
Ischia (Italy) - Maps - 1586 38482
Ischia (Italy) - Maps - 1590-1606 38483
Ischia (Italy) - Maps - 1689 38484
Ischia (Italy) - Maps - 1704 38485
Ischia, quae olim Aenaria / Ivlivs Iasolinvs describ. 38483
Isfahan (Iran) - Maps - 1840 - Pictorial works 38486
Isfahan (Iran) - Maps - 1851 - Pictorial works 38191
Isfahan (Iran) - Pictorial works - 1714 38487
Isforholdene 32987
Ishikawa, T., L. 62271
Ishikawa, Toshiyuki, fl.1688-1713 39499
The Ishnography or plan of Fort King George [1722] 27342
Isida, Ryuziro, 1904- 39577
Isidore, of Seville, Saint, d. 636 62328, 74136, 74137, 74138, 74139
Isidore, the antipodeans, and the shape of the earth 38488
Isidorus, Saint, Bb. of Seville, d. 636 38488
Isingrin, M. (Michael), 1500-1557 28879, 28880, 28894
Isingrin & Petri 28879
ISIS 23975
Isis (1929-1930) 44440
Isis (1934-1935) 12326
Isis (1935) 28695, 80655
Isis (1937) 28694
Isis (1975) 26616
ISIS cumulative bibliography 16968
Isis Cumulative Bibliography, 1966-1975: A Bibliography of the History of Science Formed from Isis Critical Bibliographies 91-100 17682
ISIS Cumulative Bibliography: A Bibliography of the History of Science formed from ISIS Critical Bibliographies 1-90, 1913-65 17850
Iska, James 20053
Iskenderun, Gulf of (Turkey) - Maps - 1728 - Harbor 45861
Iskenderun, Gulf of (Turkey) - Maps - 1753 - Nautical charts 38489
Iskenderun, Gulf of (Turkey) - Maps - 1771 - Nautical charts 38490
Iskenderun (Turkey) - Maps - 1753 - Harbors 45868
Iskenderun (Turkey) - Maps - 1771 - Harbors 45876
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Isla Beata (Dominican Republic) - Maps - 1783 - Coasts - Nautical charts</td>
<td>65816</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isla de Margarita (Venezuela) SEE Margarita Island (Venezuela)</td>
<td>22487</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isla de Mindanao</td>
<td>49376, 49377</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isla de Pinos (Cuba) - Maps - 1906</td>
<td>38491</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isla de Pinos (Cuba) - Maps - 1926</td>
<td>22513</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isla de Pinos (Cuba) - Maps - 1929</td>
<td>22515</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isla de Puná (Ecuador) SEE Puná Island (Ecuador)</td>
<td>33116, 65877</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isla Fuerta on the Juan de la Cosa mappamundi of 1500 : a key to interpreting the historical ethnogeography of Colombia’s Caribbean coast</td>
<td>17987</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isla Mazorca (Peru) - Pictorial works - 1624</td>
<td>64262</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isla de Pinos (Cuba) - Maps - 1929</td>
<td>22515</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isla de Pinos (Cuba) - Maps - 1926</td>
<td>22513</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isla de Pinos (Cuba) - Maps - 1906</td>
<td>38491</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Islam - Historical geography - Maps - 1936</td>
<td>41309</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Islam - Historical geography - Maps - 1951</td>
<td>38492</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Islam - Historical geography - Maps - 1957</td>
<td>38493</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Islam - Historical geography - Maps - 1981</td>
<td>38494, 38495</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Islam - Historical geography - Maps - 2010</td>
<td>38496</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Islamic Cartography</td>
<td>52385</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Islamic Cartography - Bibliography</td>
<td>38497</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Islamic cartography - Collections</td>
<td>2315, 2316</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Islamic cartography - Maps - Collections - 0800-1299</td>
<td>2317</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Islamic cosmology</td>
<td>22309</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Islamic countries - Historical geography</td>
<td>30718</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Islamic countries - Historical geography - Maps - 1951</td>
<td>38492</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Islamic countries - Historical geography - Maps - 1957</td>
<td>38493</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Islamic countries - Historical geography - Maps - 1981</td>
<td>38494, 38495</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Islamic countries - Historical geography - Maps - 2010</td>
<td>38496</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Island</td>
<td>35114</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Island and anchorages in the southern ocean.</td>
<td>38513</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Island and colony of Cayenne, subject to the French, on the continent of South America</td>
<td>28373</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Island and Kingdom of Sicily ... / from the map of the Baron de Schmettau ... ; and from the map of Messrs. Don Co. Ventimiglio, and Ao. d'Aedone ; and from Mr. Danville, and others ; by Robert Mylne, F.R.S. on a journey, in MDCCCLVII</td>
<td>70073</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Island and Kingdom of Sicily ... MDCCCLVII</td>
<td>70068</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Island books SEE Isolarios (Island books)</td>
<td>38581</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Island City Abstract &amp; Loan Co.</td>
<td>28555</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Island County (Wash.) - Maps - 2009 - Road maps</td>
<td>38498</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Island finder &amp; atlas</td>
<td>7345</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Island Heritage</td>
<td>33705</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Island / [Jodocus Hondius]</td>
<td>35102</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Island, kortabók 1,300,000 : með þéttbýliskortum : nafnaskrá = Iceland road atlas : with town plans : index to placenames = Island : strassenatlas = Islande : atlas routier / [Hans H. Hansen, Ólafur Valsson]</td>
<td>35115</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Island of Bali</td>
<td>11476</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Island of Barbadoes</td>
<td>11791</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Island of Barbados / by John Seller</td>
<td>11787</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Island of Borneo</td>
<td>13421</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Island of Chusan (China) SEE Zhoushan Archipelago (China)</td>
<td>20696</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Island of Cuba</td>
<td>22502</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Island of Cuba embroiled in counter-revolution -- Castro is target</td>
<td>22524</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Island of Diago Rays</td>
<td>67104</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Island of Formosa / Akerman lith.</td>
<td>74183</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Island of Great Lew-Chew / Akerman lith.</td>
<td>61299</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Island of Hawaii road map / traced by Bungo Ichijo March 20, 1952</td>
<td>33673</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Island of Hispaniola, called by the French St. Domingo, subject to France &amp; Spain</td>
<td>33997</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Island of Jamaica</td>
<td>39432, 39435, 39436</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Island of Jamaica, divided into counties, and parishes / according to the best authorities, by Thomas Kitchin, geogr. Hydrographer to his Majesty</td>
<td>39439</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Island of Malta / Foot sc. St. Pancras</td>
<td>44285</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Island of New Guinea</td>
<td>54561</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Island of Newfoundland, laid down from surveys ... 1790</td>
<td>56923</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Island of Newfoundland, shewing the electoral districts from official surveys / by John Arrowsmith</td>
<td>56928</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Island of Ponza / A. Bell Prin. Wal. sculptor fecit</td>
<td>65198</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Island of Rouad</td>
<td>3177</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Island of Sable lies in latitude 44°.6 N. and longitude 66°.26 west from London / T. Jeffereys sculp.</td>
<td>67768</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Island of Saint Hellena / by John Seller</td>
<td>67926</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Island of Saint John (Canada) SEE Prince Edward Island</td>
<td>65561</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>62284, 62286</td>
<td>The Islands of Orkney / H. Moll sculp. ; J. Collins sc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62288</td>
<td>The Islands of Orkney ou les Isles Orcades : copiée sur celle du Pilote costier de la Grande Bretagne, du Capitaine Greenville Colins...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36466</td>
<td>The Islands of Pun and the Free Associations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39572, 39574</td>
<td>The Islands of Scilly / Yeats fec.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33735</td>
<td>The Islands of Scotland (excluding Skye) / edited by W.W. Naismith</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70309</td>
<td>Islands of Soma.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38514</td>
<td>Islands of the Arctic - Geography - 2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64894</td>
<td>Islands of the Atlantic - Maps - 1424 - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38515</td>
<td>Islands of the Atlantic - Maps - 1836</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38516</td>
<td>Islands of the Atlantic - Maps - 1848</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38517</td>
<td>Islands of the Atlantic - Maps - 1851</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16438</td>
<td>Islands of the Atlantic - Maps - 1968</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11648</td>
<td>Islands of the Baltic - Maps - 1593</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71186</td>
<td>The Islands of the East Indies with channels between India, China &amp; New Holland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>159, 70681</td>
<td>Islands of the Indian Ocean - Maps - 1640</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21824</td>
<td>Islands of the Indian Ocean - Maps - 1720</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36516</td>
<td>Islands of the Indian Ocean - Maps - 1724</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36709</td>
<td>Islands of the Indian Ocean - Maps - 1728</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36711</td>
<td>Islands of the Indian Ocean - Maps - 1748</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>66416</td>
<td>Islands of the Indian Ocean - Maps - 1780</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38518</td>
<td>Islands of the Indian Ocean - Maps - 1844</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36714</td>
<td>Islands of the Indian Ocean - Maps - 1851</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52822</td>
<td>Islands of the Mediterranean - Exhibitions - Catalogs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38519</td>
<td>Islands of the Mediterranean - Maps - 1570</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38579</td>
<td>Islands of the Mediterranean - Maps - 1574</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38580</td>
<td>Islands of the Mediterranean - Maps - 1580</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38520</td>
<td>Islands of the Mediterranean - Maps - 1588</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38521</td>
<td>Islands of the Mediterranean - Maps - 1593</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38582</td>
<td>Islands of the Mediterranean - Maps - 1604</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38522</td>
<td>Islands of the Mediterranean - Maps - 1606</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38523</td>
<td>Islands of the Mediterranean - Maps - 1766</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38516</td>
<td>Islands of the Mediterranean - Maps - 1848</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38524</td>
<td>Islands of the Mediterranean - Maps - 1851</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38527, 38528, 38530</td>
<td>[Islands of the Pacific]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>78576, 78577</td>
<td>Islands of the Pacific - 1970 - Airways</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65148</td>
<td>Islands of the Pacific - Discovery and exploration - Maps - 1859</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38529</td>
<td>The Islands of the Pacific : from the old to the new ; a compendious sketch of missions in the Pacific / By Rev. James M. Alexander</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65148</td>
<td>Islands of the Pacific - Historical geography - Maps - 1859</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38530</td>
<td>Islands of the Pacific - History - Explorations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62592</td>
<td>Islands of the Pacific - Maps - 1793</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38525</td>
<td>Islands of the Pacific - Maps - 1795</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65144</td>
<td>Islands of the Pacific - Maps - 1806</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65145</td>
<td>Islands of the Pacific - Maps - 1813</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62603, 62604</td>
<td>Islands of the Pacific - Maps - 1814</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65146</td>
<td>Islands of the Pacific - Maps - 1818</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62608</td>
<td>Islands of the Pacific - Maps - 1825</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3364</td>
<td>Islands of the Pacific - Maps - 1826</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62610, 62611</td>
<td>Islands of the Pacific - Maps - 1831</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38526, 60316, 60317, 62614</td>
<td>Islands of the Pacific - Maps - 1840</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62616</td>
<td>Islands of the Pacific - Maps - 1843</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60318</td>
<td>Islands of the Pacific - Maps - 1845</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60319</td>
<td>Islands of the Pacific - Maps - 1847</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60320</td>
<td>Islands of the Pacific - Maps - 1850</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38527</td>
<td>Islands of the Pacific - Maps - 1855</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38528</td>
<td>Islands of the Pacific - Maps - 1857</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65148</td>
<td>Islands of the Pacific - Maps - 1859</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60321</td>
<td>Islands of the Pacific - Maps - 1861</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65149</td>
<td>Islands of the Pacific - Maps - 1866</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62619</td>
<td>Islands of the Pacific - Maps - 1872</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71128</td>
<td>Islands of the Pacific - Maps - 1883</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62621</td>
<td>Islands of the Pacific - Maps - 1885</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38529</td>
<td>Islands of the Pacific - Maps - 1895 - Ecclesiastical geography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38529</td>
<td>Islands of the Pacific - Maps - 1895 - Missions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Islands of the Pacific - Maps - 1913 - Trade routes 62624
Islands of the Pacific - Maps - 1920-1929 - Administrative and political divisions 62625
Islands of the Pacific - Maps - 1942 62626
Islands of the Pacific - Maps - 1943 26223, 62627
Islands of the Pacific - Maps - 1970 - Airways 11102
Islands of the Pacific - Maps - 1974 38530
Islands of the Pacific - Maps - 1976 - Civilization - Western Influences 38531
Islands of the Pacific - Pictorial works - 1785 60314, 60315
Islands of the South China Sea - Maps - 1528 38501, 39622, 73057
Islands - Peloponnesus (Greece : Peninsula) - Maps - 1528 46145
Islands round Britain / R.M. Lockey 32458
Islands - Saronic Gulf (Greece) - Maps - 1528 68931
Islands (Scotland) - Maps - 1528 33939
Islands - Southeast Asia - Maps - 1528 26553
Islands - Wales - Maps - 1952 32460
Islands - Western Hemisphere - Area measurement - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1851 82734
Islands - Western Hemisphere - Maps 38583
Islandshire (England) SEE Norham and Islandshires (England) 57215
Islas de Huaura (Peru) - Pictorial works - 1624 64262
Islas Filipinas 64516
Islas Juan Fernandez SEE Juan Fernández Islands 20585
Islas Malvinas SEE Falkland Islands 70488
Islas Molucas (Indonesia) SEE Maluku (Indonesia) 44296
Islas Tres Marias (Mexico) SEE Tres Marias Islands (Mexico) 606
Isla (Scotland) - Maps - 1654 38532
Isla, Claude de, 1644
Isla de Batz (France) 67968
Isla de Corse : Isle et roym. de Sardaigne 606
Isla de Cuba / par M. Bonne, Ingénieur-Hydrographe de la Marine 22495
Isla de France 45549
Isla de France, Champagne, Lorraine, &c. / par N. Sanson d'Abb., geogr. du roy 35361
L'Isle de France, SEE Ile de France (France) 27791
L'Isle de France (Mascarene Islands) SEE Mauritius 309
L'Isle de France. Parisiensis agri descript / Fr. Guillotenus Bitunix Viu. describebat, et CL.V.Petro Pitthoeo I.C.dedicabat 35346
Isla de la Tortue ; Baye ou Mole de St. Nicolas en l'Isle de St. Domingue 75371
L'Isle de Malte 44279
L'Isle de Malte, possedée par les Chevaliers ... 44275, 44278
L'Isle de Ré de basse marée 66298, 66299
L'Isle de Rugge 67452
Isle de St. Christophle 67968
Isle de Terre Neveu 56883
L'Isle de Terre-Neuve, L'Acadie, ou la Nouvelle Ecosse ... du Canada / par Mr. Bonne, Ing[énieu]r Hydrographe de la Marine 56908
Isle des Etats SEE Kuril Islands (Russia) 34528
L'Isle (et autrefois) royaume de Chypre : distinguée en ses onze quartiers sous le beylerbeylick, ou gouvernement, de l'Isle de Chypre ; F. Harrewyn fecit. 22619
Isla et royaume de Candie : tirée de divers memoires / par le Sr. Sanson ; L. Cordier sculp. 22412
Isla et royaume de Sardaigne 68909
L'Isle et royaume de Sicile 70043, 70050, 70060
Isle et royaume de Sicile / par N. Sanson d'Abbeville, geographe du roy ; A.B. de la Plaets sculpit 70061
L'Isle family 3552
L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 1811, 3552, 38537, 38538, 38540, 38544, 70340
L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 - Bibliography - Catalogs - 1770 38534
L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726. Carte de la Babylonie nommée aujourd'hui Hierac-Arab (1766) 38535
L'Isle, Guillaume De, 1675-1726. Carte Des Pays Voisins de la Mer Casiplene 38536
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>L'Isle, Guillaume De, 1675-1726 - In Russia</td>
<td>38539</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 - Manuscripts - Bibliography</td>
<td>38541</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726 - Projections</td>
<td>38542</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isle, Guillaume de L', 1675-1726 SEE L'Isle, Guillaume de, 1675-1726</td>
<td>84116</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L'Isle, Joseph Nicolas de, 1688-1768</td>
<td>38544, 49278</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L'Isle, Joseph Nicolas de, 1688-1768. Carte générale de la Georigie</td>
<td>38543</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>et de l'Arménie (1766) - Prospectuses</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isle, Joseph Nicolas de L', 1688-1768 SEE L'Isle, Joseph Nicolas</td>
<td>68225</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>de, 1688-1768</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isle Massacre ou Dauphine</td>
<td>22857</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Isle of California. New Mexico. Louisiane. The River Misisipi.</td>
<td>57438, 57468</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and the lake's of Canada</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isle of Ely (England) - Maps - 1910 - Guidebooks</td>
<td>15772</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isle of Ely (England) - Maps - 1949</td>
<td>57198</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Isle of France</td>
<td>45552</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Isle of Man / by William Radcliffe ; with preface by Sir Hall</td>
<td>38551</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caine ; with 23 illustrations from photographs, three maps and two</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>plans</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isle of Man (England) - Maps - 1646</td>
<td>38556</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Isle of Man exactly described, and into several parishes divided</td>
<td>38545, 38546</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Isle of Man / H. Moll sculp.</td>
<td>38547, 38548</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isle of Man - Maps - 1610</td>
<td>38545, 38546</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isle of Man - Maps - 1689 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>38455</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isle of Man - Maps - 1693</td>
<td>38547, 38548</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isle of Man - Maps - 1749 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>38456</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isle of Man - Maps - 1817</td>
<td>33118</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isle of Man - Maps - 1821</td>
<td>33119</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isle of Man - Maps - 1822</td>
<td>33120</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isle of Man - Maps - 1829</td>
<td>33121</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isle of Man - Maps - 1831</td>
<td>25219, 25434</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isle of Man - Maps - 1872</td>
<td>19156</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isle of Man - Maps - 1902-1903</td>
<td>38549</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isle of Man - Maps - 1904</td>
<td>38550</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isle of Man - Maps - 1925</td>
<td>38551</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isle of Man - Maps - 1950</td>
<td>38552</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isle of Man - Maps - Bibliography</td>
<td>38553</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isle of Man - Maps - Collections, 1280-1760</td>
<td>38554</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isle of Pines (Cuba) SEE Isia de Pinos (Cuba)</td>
<td>38491</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isle of Ré</td>
<td>66300</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Isle of Wight / by George Clinch ; illustrated by F.D. Bedford</td>
<td>38566</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isle of Wight County (Va.) - 1864: LC G&amp;M land ownership maps on</td>
<td>38555</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>microfiche</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isle of Wight (England) - Maps - 1646</td>
<td>38555</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isle of Wight (England) - Maps - 1676</td>
<td>38558</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isle of Wight (England) - Maps - 1693 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>38559</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isle of Wight (England) - Maps - 1701 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>25478</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isle of Wight (England) - Maps - 1702 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>25479</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isle of Wight (England) - Maps - 1728</td>
<td>25101</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isle of Wight (England) - Maps - 1740</td>
<td>25484</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isle of Wight (England) - Maps - 1748 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>25486, 38560</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isle of Wight (England) - Maps - 1749 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>25487, 38561</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isle of Wight (England) - Maps - 1766 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>25491</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isle of Wight (England) - Maps - 1765</td>
<td>25494</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isle of Wight (England) - Maps - 1817</td>
<td>33118</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isle of Wight (England) - Maps - 1821</td>
<td>33119</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isle of Wight (England) - Maps - 1822</td>
<td>33120</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isle of Wight (England) - Maps - 1829</td>
<td>33121</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isle of Wight (England) - Maps - 1851</td>
<td>25274</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isle of Wight (England) - Maps - 1865</td>
<td>38562</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isle of Wight (England) - Maps - 1865-1874</td>
<td>73490</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isle of Wight (England) - Maps - 1876-1880</td>
<td>73491</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isle of Wight (England) - Maps - 1888</td>
<td>38563, 73493</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isle of Wight (England) - Maps - 1891</td>
<td>33444</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isle of Wight (England) - Maps - 1895</td>
<td>38564</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isle of Wight (England) - Maps - 1898-1900</td>
<td>38565</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isle of Wight (England) - Maps - 1904</td>
<td>38566</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isle of Wight (England) - Maps - 1907</td>
<td>42548</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isle of Wight (England) - Maps - 1908</td>
<td>38567</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isle of Wight (England) - Maps - 1908-1909</td>
<td>13693, 13694</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Isles of Scilly (England)</th>
<th>Maps</th>
<th>1766</th>
<th>Nautical charts</th>
<th>25491</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Isles of Scilly (England)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1785</td>
<td>25494</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isles of Scilly (England)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1788</td>
<td>25143</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isles of Scilly (England)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1794</td>
<td>25152</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isles of Scilly (England)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1799</td>
<td>25160</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isles of Scilly (England)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1802</td>
<td>69953</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isles of Scilly (England)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1804</td>
<td>69954</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isles of Scilly (England)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1813</td>
<td>25185</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isles of Scilly (England)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1814</td>
<td>69956</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isles of Scilly (England)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1817</td>
<td>33118, 69957</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isles of Scilly (England)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1818</td>
<td>39719</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isles of Scilly (England)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1821</td>
<td>33119</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isles of Scilly (England)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1822</td>
<td>33120</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isles of Scilly (England)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1829</td>
<td>33121</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isles of Scilly (England)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1830</td>
<td>25219</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isles of Scilly (England)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1840</td>
<td>14366</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isles of Scilly (England)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1847</td>
<td>25269</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isles of Scilly (England)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1850</td>
<td>25273</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isles of Scilly (England)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1861</td>
<td>25288</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isles of Scilly (England)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1872</td>
<td>19156, 25301</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isles of Scilly (England)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1880</td>
<td>22187</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isles of Scilly (England)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1885</td>
<td>23529</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isles of Scilly (England)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1887</td>
<td>23532</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isles of Scilly (England)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1895</td>
<td>22192</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isles of Scilly (England)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1897</td>
<td>23542</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isles of Scilly (England)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1904</td>
<td>23545</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isles of Scilly (England)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Isles of Socoro, St. Berto, and, Rocka Partida</td>
<td>66418</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isles of Sotrîngues (Englan</td>
<td>d) SEE Isles of Scilly (England)</td>
<td>38575</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isles of the Caribbean / prepared by the Special Publications Division, National Geographic Society</td>
<td>81706</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isles of the Caribbean / by Carleton Mitchell; foreword by Melville Bell Grosvenor; prepared by National Geographic Special Publications Division</td>
<td>81703</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isles of the South Pacific</td>
<td>60324</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Les Isles Orcadney, ou Orkney, Schetland, ou Hetland, et de Fero, ou Farre, ou Ferre: tirées de divers memoires / par le Sr. Sanson d'Abbev., geogr. ordre. du roy</td>
<td>62285</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Les Isles Philippines, celle de Formosa, le sud de la Chine, les royaumes de Tunkin, de Cochinchine, de Cambodge, de Siam, des Laos : avec partie de Pegu et d'Ava / par M. Bonne, Ingénieur-Hydrographe de la Marine</td>
<td>71176</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Les Isles Philippines, Molucques et de la Sonde</td>
<td>24027</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Les Isles Philippines, Molucques, et de la Sonde / par le Sr. Sanson d'Abbeville, geographe ordinaire du roy ; I. Somer sculp.</td>
<td>71164</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L'Islet du Massacre</td>
<td>3147</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Islip</td>
<td>12654</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isny im Algov (Germany) - Pictorial works</td>
<td>1552</td>
<td>38576</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isogonic Charts</td>
<td>33363</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isola Cuba</td>
<td>22489</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L'isola Cuba e più setentrional' dela Spagnola ... / F. B.</td>
<td>22484, 22485</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L'isola Cuba è più setteñõal' della Spagnola ...</td>
<td>22482</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L'isola Cuba è più setteñõal' della Spagnola ... / Petri de Nobilibus formi</td>
<td>22486</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isola d' Islana</td>
<td>35104</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L'Isola d' Islana delineata sulle ultime osservazioni</td>
<td>35109</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isola de James, o Giamaica</td>
<td>39431</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isola de los Ladrones</td>
<td>45048</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isola de S. Sebastian</td>
<td>68870</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isola de San Lorenzo / ... / D M 567. Opa. di gaco. gastaldo p. ; Ferando berteli exc.</td>
<td>43784</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isola de Santa Maria</td>
<td>68842</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isola de Scharpanto / NB F</td>
<td>40483</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isola di Sicilia</td>
<td>70040</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isola de Zafalonia / NB F</td>
<td>19036</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isola del Negroponte</td>
<td>25688</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isola del Principe</td>
<td>65583</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isola della Mocha</td>
<td>51194</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isola della Sicilia / Giacomo Gastaldo Piemontese, cosmographo in Venetia 1545</td>
<td>70034, 70035</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isola della Standia</td>
<td>23573</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isola di Cerigo / NB F</td>
<td>41394</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isola di Cipro</td>
<td>22616</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isola di Cipro / Marioc Karpato</td>
<td>22603</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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L'Isola di Corsica, con i territori, città, et castelli forti et aperti ... / Giacomo di Castaldi piemontese ; Fabius Licinius ex
L'Isola di Corsica divisa nelle sue province, o giurisdizioni e parte dell'isola di Sardegna
Isola di Gozzi di Candia
Isola di Narmoustier alle Bocche del Fiume Loira
Isola di Palmo / NB F
Isola di Samo / NB F
L'Isola di Sicilia divisa nelle sue valli
Isola di Sio / NB F
Isola e reino di Sardegna
L'Isola O-Talti scoperta dal Capt. Cook con le Marchesi di Mendoza
Isola regno di Candia, ol: Creta
L'Isola Spagnola una delle prime che Colombo trouase ...
Isola Spagnola
Isola Tiberina (Rome, Italy)
Isolarii, fifteenth to seventeenth century
Isolarios (Island books)
Isole Antili, la Cuba, e la Spagnuola
Le isole Antilles delineate sulle ultime osservazioni
Isole Azores
Le isole Azoridi delineate sulle ultime osservazioni
Isole Britanniche
Le Isole Britanniche antiche cioe’ Brittania Maggiore o sia Albione e la Brittania Minore o sia Invernia
Le Isole Britanniche o sieno li regno Inghilterra, Scozia ed Irlandadelineati sulle ultime osservazioni
Le isole Canarie delineate sulle ultime osservazioni
Isole che son da Venetia nella Dalmatia et per tutto l'Arcipelago, síno à Costantinopol...
Le isole degli Amici delineate sulle ultime osservazioni del Capitan Cook
La isole della Sonda, Moucche, e Fillippine delineate sulle osservazioni
Isole delle Simie
Isole di Capo Verde
Le isole di Capo Verde delineate sulle ultime osservazioni
Isole di S. Marganta
Le Isole di Sandwich delineate sulle osservazioni del Cap. Cook
[Isole famose porti, fortezze, e terre marine sottoposte alla Ser.ma Sig.ria di Venetia ad altri principi christiani, et al Sig.or Turco, nouame[n]te poste in luce]...
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Numbers</th>
<th>Titles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12640</td>
<td>Maps and编制s of the Holy Land and vicinity, 1770-1774</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12641</td>
<td>Maps of Israel, 1775-1780</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12642</td>
<td>Maps of Israel, 1781-1786</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12643</td>
<td>Maps of Israel, 1787-1792</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12644</td>
<td>Maps of Israel, 1793-1798</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12645</td>
<td>Maps of Israel, 1799-1804</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12646</td>
<td>Maps of Israel, 1805-1810</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12647</td>
<td>Maps of Israel, 1811-1816</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12648</td>
<td>Maps of Israel, 1817-1822</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12649</td>
<td>Maps of Israel, 1823-1828</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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12832
12833, 12834
12835, 70157
12836
12838, 12839, 34461
12837
12840, 12841, 12842, 12843
12844
12846, 12847
12845
12848, 12849, 12850, 12851
12852
12853, 12854, 34466
12855, 34467
12856, 30074
12857, 12858, 12859, 12860, 12861, 48145
12862, 12863
12864, 12865, 12867
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12868
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12919, 12920, 12921
12922
12923
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12926
12927
12928
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12932
12933, 12934
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12939, 12940
12941, 34493
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Call Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Israel - Maps - 1597</td>
<td>62783</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Israel - Maps - 1600</td>
<td>62784</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Israel - Maps - 1606</td>
<td>48029</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Israel - Maps - 1621</td>
<td>85241</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Israel - Maps - 1625</td>
<td>62785</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Israel - Maps - 1626</td>
<td>62786</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Israel - Maps - 1642</td>
<td>62787</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Israel - Maps - 1650 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>62788, 62789</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Israel - Maps - 1659</td>
<td>62790, 62791</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Israel - Maps - 1673</td>
<td>62792</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Israel - Maps - 1678</td>
<td>64755</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Israel - Maps - 1680</td>
<td>62793</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Israel - Maps - 1688</td>
<td>48076, 62794</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Israel - Maps - 1698</td>
<td>48078</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Israel - Maps - 1700</td>
<td>12690, 62795</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Israel - Maps - 1701</td>
<td>62796</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Israel - Maps - 1703</td>
<td>62797</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Israel - Maps - 1709</td>
<td>62798</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Israel - Maps - 1714</td>
<td>48089</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Israel - Maps - 1732</td>
<td>48096</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Israel - Maps - 1734</td>
<td>62799</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Israel - Maps - 1737</td>
<td>48097</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Israel - Maps - 1740</td>
<td>62800, 62801</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Israel - Maps - 1745</td>
<td>62802</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Israel - Maps - 1747</td>
<td>62803</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Israel - Maps - 1750</td>
<td>62804, 62805, 62806</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Israel - Maps - 1760</td>
<td>62807</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Israel - Maps - 1764</td>
<td>38544</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Israel - Maps - 1766</td>
<td>48108, 62808</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Israel - Maps - 1767</td>
<td>62809</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Israel - Maps - 1772</td>
<td>62810</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Israel - Maps - 1774</td>
<td>12708, 12709</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Israel - Maps - 1779</td>
<td>62811</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Israel - Maps - 1782</td>
<td>62812</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Israel - Maps - 1783</td>
<td>62813, 62814</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Israel - Maps - 1784</td>
<td>62815</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Israel - Maps - 1786</td>
<td>12717, 12718, 12719</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Israel - Maps - 1794</td>
<td>12721, 12722, 12723</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Israel - Maps - 1800 - Ancient Divisions</td>
<td>62816</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Israel - Maps - 1802</td>
<td>24754</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Israel - Maps - 1820</td>
<td>12745, 12746</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Israel - Maps - 1823</td>
<td>62817</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Israel - Maps - 1827</td>
<td>12751</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Israel - Maps - 1833</td>
<td>62819</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Israel - Maps - 1836-1845</td>
<td>62820</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Israel - Maps - 1837 - Guidebooks</td>
<td>24768</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Israel - Maps - 1840</td>
<td>62821</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Israel - Maps - 1843</td>
<td>62822, 62823</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Israel - Maps - 1845</td>
<td>62824</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Israel - Maps - 1847 - Administrative and political divisions</td>
<td>62825</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Israel - Maps - 1850 - Administrative and political divisions</td>
<td>62826</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Israel - Maps - 1851</td>
<td>62827</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Israel - Maps - 1853</td>
<td>48138</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Israel - Maps - 1856</td>
<td>62828, 70154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Israel - Maps - 1858 - Hebrew language</td>
<td>62829</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Israel - Maps - 1861</td>
<td>62742</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Israel - Maps - 1865</td>
<td>70157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Israel - Maps - 1867</td>
<td>62830</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Israel - Maps - 1868-1869</td>
<td>74120, 74121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Israel - Maps - 1869 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>62831</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Israel - Maps - 1870 - Manuscripts</td>
<td>62736</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Israel - Maps - 1871</td>
<td>12851</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Israel - Maps - 1872</td>
<td>62832</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Israel - Maps - 1874</td>
<td>12854</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Israel - Maps - 1874 - Maps, Physical  24785
Israel - Maps - 1876  62833, 62834
Israel - Maps - 1877  12859, 48145
Israel - Maps - 1878  8215
Israel - Maps - 1880  48147, 62835
Israel - Maps - 1882  12814
Israel - Maps - 1883  62836
Israel - Maps - 1885  62837
Israel - Maps - 1886  26133
Israel - Maps - 1887  62838
Israel - Maps - 1888  3407
Israel - Maps - 1889  12894, 24795, 70158
Israel - Maps - 1891  62839
Israel - Maps - 1892  74122
Israel - Maps - 1893  62840
Israel - Maps - 1894  62841, 62842
Israel - Maps - 1895  62843
Israel - Maps - 1898  12909, 62844, 62845
Israel - Maps - 1900  12914, 62846
Israel - Maps - 1902  12921
Israel - Maps - 1903 - Guidebooks  74123, 74124
Israel - Maps - 1904  62847
Israel - Maps - 1905  62848
Israel - Maps - 1906  62849, 62850
Israel - Maps - 1907  62851
Israel - Maps - 1909  12927
Israel - Maps - 1910-1919  62852
Israel - Maps - 1911  74125
Israel - Maps - 1912  62853, 62854, 62855
Israel - Maps - 1913  62856, 62857
Israel - Maps - 1918  62858, 62859, 62860
Israel - Maps - 1922 - Geography (Provisional Heading)  62861
Israel - Maps - 1923  62862
Israel - Maps - 1924-1925  62863
Israel - Maps - 1925  62864
Israel - Maps - 1925 (Provisional Heading)  8442
Israel - Maps - 1929  62866
Israel - Maps - 1932  62865
Israel - Maps - 1934  62867, 62868
Israel - Maps - 1937  48152
Israel - Maps - 1941  62869
Israel - Maps - 1944  62870
Israel - Maps - 1948  62871
Israel - Maps - 1953  38587
Israel - Maps - 1956  62872
Israel - Maps - 1958  62873
Israel - Maps - 1960  84447
Israel - Maps - 1962  62874
Israel - Maps - 1964  38588
Israel - Maps - 1965  62875
Israel - Maps - 1967  38589
Israel - Maps - 1968 (Provisional Heading)  10549
Israel - Maps - 1970  62876
Israel - Maps - 1971  62877
Israel - Maps - 1975  48163
Israel - Maps - 1977  39894, 48165
Israel - Maps - 1977 - Road maps  62878
Israel - Maps - 1978 - Guidebooks  62879
Israel - Maps - 1985  38590
Israel - Maps - 1990 - Guidebooks  62880
Israel - Maps - 1995  38591
Israel - Maps - Bibliography  13065, 13066, 62882
Israel - Maps - Bibliography - 1475-1900  62883
Israel - Maps - Bibliography - Catalogs  62881
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Istanbul's many splendors
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description and travel</th>
<th>Maps</th>
<th>Manuscripts</th>
<th>Facsimiles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Istanbul (Turkey) - Description and travel - 1977</td>
<td>38600</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Istanbul (Turkey) - Description and travel - 1981</td>
<td>38601</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Istanbul, Turkey - Description and travel - 1987</td>
<td>38602</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Istanbul, Turkey - Description and travel - 1992</td>
<td>38603</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Istanbul (Turkey) - Description and travel - 1994</td>
<td>38604</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Istanbul (Turkey) - Description and travel - 1995</td>
<td>38605, 38606</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Istanbul (Turkey) - Description and travel - 2002</td>
<td>38607, 38608</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Istanbul (Turkey), Eminönü SEE Eminönü (Istanbul, Turkey)</td>
<td>24964</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Istanbul (Turkey) - Historical Geography - Bibliography</td>
<td>38609</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Istanbul (Turkey) - Maps - 1420 - Pictorial works - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>38610</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Istanbul (Turkey) - Maps - 1526 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>38611</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Istanbul (Turkey) - Maps - 1552 - Pictorial maps</td>
<td>38634</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Istanbul (Turkey) - Maps - 1570</td>
<td>38612</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Istanbul (Turkey) - Maps - 1574</td>
<td>38613</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Istanbul (Turkey) - Maps - 1608</td>
<td>20870</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Istanbul (Turkey) - Maps - 1620</td>
<td>38614</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Istanbul (Turkey) - Maps - 1689</td>
<td>38615</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Istanbul (Turkey) - Maps - 1689 - Pictorial works</td>
<td>38616</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Istanbul (Turkey) - Maps - 1696 - Pictorial works</td>
<td>38617</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Istanbul (Turkey) - Maps - 1713 - Pictorial works</td>
<td>38618</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Istanbul (Turkey) - Maps - 1735 - Pictorial works</td>
<td>13427</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Istanbul (Turkey) - Maps - 1792</td>
<td>38619</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Istanbul (Turkey) - Maps - 1816</td>
<td>13428</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Istanbul (Turkey) - Maps - 1819</td>
<td>38638</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Istanbul (Turkey) - Maps - 1834</td>
<td>11571</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Istanbul (Turkey) - Maps - 1840</td>
<td>38620</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Istanbul (Turkey) - Maps - 1840 - Pictorial works</td>
<td>38621</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Istanbul (Turkey) - Maps - 1872</td>
<td>109</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Istanbul (Turkey) - Maps - 1873</td>
<td>30003</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Istanbul (Turkey) - Maps - 1878</td>
<td>75799</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1845</td>
<td>38935</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1846</td>
<td>38936</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1847</td>
<td>38937</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1848 - Postal service</td>
<td>38938</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1853</td>
<td>38939, 38940</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1858-1862</td>
<td>1357</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1859</td>
<td>38752, 38753</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1860-1861</td>
<td>38941</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1860-1869 - Road maps</td>
<td>38942</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1863</td>
<td>38943</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1866</td>
<td>11283, 38944, 38945</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1866 - Description and Travel</td>
<td>13954</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1872</td>
<td>1358, 38946, 38947</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1883</td>
<td>38948</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1885</td>
<td>38949</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1887</td>
<td>38950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1894</td>
<td>73947</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1895</td>
<td>30860</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1896-1905 - Bicycle trails</td>
<td>38951</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1896-1905 - Road maps</td>
<td>38951</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1899</td>
<td>38952</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1902</td>
<td>38953, 38954</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1903</td>
<td>38955</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1904</td>
<td>38956, 38957, 38958, 38959, 38960</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1906-1910 - Road maps</td>
<td>38961</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1908</td>
<td>38962, 38963</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Italy - Maps - 1909 38964, 38965, 38966, 38967, 38968
Italy - Maps - 1910-1911 38969
Italy - Maps - 1910-1919 38970
Italy - Maps - 1911 38733
Italy - Maps - 1912 30551, 38971, 38972
Italy - Maps - 1913 38973, 38974
Italy - Maps - 1914 - Topographic maps 38975
Italy - Maps - 1916 84636
Italy - Maps - 1920 38976
Italy - Maps - 1921 - Literary landmarks 38977
Italy - Maps - 1922-1924 38978
Italy - Maps - 1926 38979, 38980
Italy - Maps - 1928 38981, 38982, 38983, 43914
Italy - Maps - 1928 - Cities and towns 38983
Italy - Maps - 1929 38985
Italy - Maps - 1929 - Colonies - Maps - 1929 38984
Italy - Maps - 1930 - Road maps 38986
Italy - Maps - 1931 38987, 38988
Italy - Maps - 1931 - Road maps 38989
Italy - Maps - 1932 43915
Italy - Maps - 1934 38990
Italy - Maps - 1935 38991
Italy - Maps - 1936 - Foreign relations - Ethiopia 6104
Italy - Maps - 1937-1939 38992
Italy - Maps - 1938 38993, 38994
Italy - Maps - 1944 - Maps, Physical 38995
Italy - Maps - 1949 38996, 38997
Italy - Maps - 1953 38998
Italy - Maps - 1954 38999
Italy - Maps - 1956 39000, 39001
Italy - Maps - 1956 - Cities and towns 39002
Italy - Maps - 1957 10688
Italy - Maps - 1958 39003, 39004
Italy - Maps - 1959 39005
Italy - Maps - 1962 39006
Italy - Maps - 1966 39007
Italy - Maps - 1969 39008, 39009
Italy - Maps - 1969 - Road maps (Provisional Heading) 39010
Italy - Maps - 1970-1979 - Transportation 39011
Italy - Maps - 1972 39012
Italy - Maps - 1974 39013
Italy - Maps - 1980 - Cities and towns 20866
Italy - Maps - 1980 - Guidebooks 39014
Italy - Maps - 1981 39015
Italy - Maps - 1983 39016
Italy - Maps - 1988 39017
Italy - Maps - 1989 39020
Italy - Maps - 1989 - Guidebooks 39018, 39019
Italy - Maps - 1990 75879
Italy - Maps - 1991 39021
Italy - Maps - 1995 39022
Italy - Maps - 1996 39023
Italy - Maps - 1997 39024
Italy - Maps - 1999 39025
Italy - Maps - 2000 39026
Italy - Maps - Bibliography 44791
Italy - Maps - Bibliography - 1300-1600 39027
Italy - Maps - Bibliography - 1400-1715 39028
Italy - Maps - Bibliography - Catalogs 44421
Italy - Maps - Collections, 1300-1600 39027
Italy - Maps - Collections, 1400-1715 39028
Italy - Maps - Collections - Catalogs 39029
Italy - Maps - Exhibitions - Catalogs 17997, 39030

Ita/Italy by Michelin 39005, 39013, 39015, 39016, 39020, 39022
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>39030</td>
<td>Italy, Northen - Historical geography - Maps - 1590-1606</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39031</td>
<td>Italy, Northeastern - Maps - 1680</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39032</td>
<td>Italy, Northeastern - Maps - 1701</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39033</td>
<td>Italy, Northeastern - Maps - 1707</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39034</td>
<td>Italy, Northeastern - Maps - 1725</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39035</td>
<td>Italy, Northeastern - Maps - 50 B.C.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39036</td>
<td>Italy, Northern - Historical geography - Maps - 1590-1606</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39037</td>
<td>Italy, Northern - Historical geography - Maps - 1782</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39038</td>
<td>Italy, Northern - Historical geography - Maps - 1783</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39039</td>
<td>Italy, Northern - History - 1799-1815 - Maps - 1798</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39040</td>
<td>Italy, Northern - History - 1799-1815 - Maps - 1839</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39041</td>
<td>Italy, Northern - Maps - 1567</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39042</td>
<td>Italy, Northern - Maps - 1570</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39043</td>
<td>Italy, Northern - Maps - 1588</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39044</td>
<td>Italy, Northern - Maps - 1590-1606</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39045</td>
<td>Italy, Northern - Maps - 1606</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39046</td>
<td>Italy, Northern - Maps - 1630</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39047</td>
<td>Italy, Northern - Maps - 1648</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39048</td>
<td>Italy, Northern - Maps - 1682</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39049</td>
<td>Italy, Northern - Maps - 1691</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39050</td>
<td>Italy, Northern - Maps - 1700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39051</td>
<td>Italy, Northern - Maps - 1702</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39052</td>
<td>Italy, Northern - Maps - 1710</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39053</td>
<td>Italy, Northern - Maps - 1715</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39054</td>
<td>Italy, Northern - Maps - 1716</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39055</td>
<td>Italy, Northern - Maps - 1720</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39056</td>
<td>Italy, Northern - Maps - 1725</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39057</td>
<td>Italy, Northern - Maps - 1729</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39058</td>
<td>Italy, Northern - Maps - 1730</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39059</td>
<td>Italy, Northern - Maps - 1734</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39060</td>
<td>Italy, Northern - Maps - 1740</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39061</td>
<td>Italy, Northern - Maps - 1742</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39062</td>
<td>Italy, Northern - Maps - 1745</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39063</td>
<td>Italy, Northern - Maps - 1748</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39064</td>
<td>Italy, Northern - Maps - 1749</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39065</td>
<td>Italy, Northern - Maps - 1750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39066</td>
<td>Italy, Northern - Maps - 1753</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39067</td>
<td>Italy, Northern - Maps - 1755</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39068</td>
<td>Italy, Northern - Maps - 1756</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39069</td>
<td>Italy, Northern - Maps - 1765</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39070</td>
<td>Italy, Northern - Maps - 1766</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39071</td>
<td>Italy, Northern - Maps - 1767</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39072</td>
<td>Italy, Northern - Maps - 1768</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39073</td>
<td>Italy, Northern - Maps - 1769</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39074</td>
<td>Italy, Northern - Maps - 1790</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39075</td>
<td>Italy, Northern - Maps - 1799</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39076</td>
<td>Italy, Northern - Maps - 1816</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39077</td>
<td>Italy, Northern - Maps - 1818</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39078</td>
<td>Italy, Northern - Maps - 1820</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39079</td>
<td>Italy, Northern - Maps - 1822</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39080</td>
<td>Italy, Northern - Maps - 1823</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39081</td>
<td>Italy, Northern - Maps - 1829</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39082</td>
<td>Italy, Northern - Maps - 1834</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39083</td>
<td>Italy, Northern - Maps - 1840</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39084</td>
<td>Italy, Northern - Maps - 1842</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39085</td>
<td>Italy, Northern - Maps - 1845</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39086</td>
<td>Italy, Northern - Maps - 1846</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39087</td>
<td>Italy, Northern - Maps - 1847</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39088</td>
<td>Italy, Northern - Maps - 1850</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39089</td>
<td>Italy, Northern - Maps - 1851</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39090</td>
<td>Italy, Northern - Maps - 1853</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Italy, Northern - Maps</th>
<th>1854</th>
<th>39091</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Italy, Northern - Maps</td>
<td>1855</td>
<td>39092</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy, Northern - Maps</td>
<td>1856</td>
<td>39093</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy, Northern - Maps</td>
<td>1857</td>
<td>39094</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy, Northern - Maps</td>
<td>1858</td>
<td>39095</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy, Northern - Maps</td>
<td>1860</td>
<td>39096, 39097</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy, Northern - Maps</td>
<td>1861</td>
<td>39098</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy, Northern - Maps</td>
<td>1863</td>
<td>39099</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy, Northern - Maps</td>
<td>1865</td>
<td>39100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy, Northern - Maps</td>
<td>1866</td>
<td>39101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy, Northern - Maps</td>
<td>1868</td>
<td>39102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy, Northern - Maps</td>
<td>1870</td>
<td>39103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy, Northern - Maps</td>
<td>1872</td>
<td>39104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy, Northern - Maps</td>
<td>1874</td>
<td>39105, 39106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy, Northern - Maps</td>
<td>1877</td>
<td>39107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy, Northern - Maps</td>
<td>1878</td>
<td>39108, 39109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy, Northern - Maps</td>
<td>1879</td>
<td>39110, 39111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy, Northern - Maps</td>
<td>1882</td>
<td>39112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy, Northern - Maps</td>
<td>1883</td>
<td>39113, 39114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy, Northern - Maps</td>
<td>1886</td>
<td>39115, 39116, 39117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy, Northern - Maps</td>
<td>1889</td>
<td>39118, 39119, 39120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy, Northern - Maps</td>
<td>1890 - Lakes</td>
<td>73939</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy, Northern - Maps</td>
<td>1891</td>
<td>39121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy, Northern - Maps</td>
<td>1892</td>
<td>39122, 39123, 39124, 73943</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy, Northern - Maps</td>
<td>1895</td>
<td>39125, 39126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy, Northern - Maps</td>
<td>1897</td>
<td>39127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy, Northern - Maps</td>
<td>1898</td>
<td>39128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy, Northern - Maps</td>
<td>1899</td>
<td>39129, 39130, 39131, 39132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy, Northern - Maps</td>
<td>1902</td>
<td>39133, 39134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy, Northern - Maps</td>
<td>1903</td>
<td>39135, 39136, 39137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy, Northern - Maps</td>
<td>1904</td>
<td>39138</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy, Northern - Maps</td>
<td>1905</td>
<td>39139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy, Northern - Maps</td>
<td>1906</td>
<td>39140, 39141, 39142, 39143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy, Northern - Maps</td>
<td>1908</td>
<td>39144, 39145, 75496</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy, Northern - Maps</td>
<td>1911</td>
<td>39146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy, Northern - Maps</td>
<td>1913</td>
<td>39147, 39148, 39149, 39150, 39151, 74018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy, Northern - Maps</td>
<td>1914</td>
<td>39152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy, Northern - Maps</td>
<td>1923</td>
<td>39153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy, Northern - Maps</td>
<td>1924</td>
<td>39154, 39155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy, Northern - Maps</td>
<td>1925</td>
<td>39156</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy, Northern - Maps</td>
<td>1926</td>
<td>39157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy, Northern - Maps</td>
<td>1927</td>
<td>39158, 39159, 39160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy, Northern - Maps</td>
<td>1930</td>
<td>39161, 39162, 39163, 39164</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy, Northern - Maps</td>
<td>1931</td>
<td>39165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy, Northern - Maps</td>
<td>1937</td>
<td>39166</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy, Northern - Maps</td>
<td>1938</td>
<td>39167</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy, Northern - Maps</td>
<td>1953</td>
<td>39168</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy, Northern - Maps</td>
<td>1954</td>
<td>39169</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy, Northern - Maps</td>
<td>1955</td>
<td>39170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy, Northern - Maps</td>
<td>1960</td>
<td>39171, 39172, 79985</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy, Northern - Maps</td>
<td>1967</td>
<td>39173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy, Northern - Maps</td>
<td>1970</td>
<td>39174</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy, Northern - Maps</td>
<td>1971</td>
<td>39175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy, Northern - Maps</td>
<td>1977</td>
<td>39176</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy, Northern - Maps</td>
<td>1978</td>
<td>39177</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy, Northern - Maps</td>
<td>1996</td>
<td>42364</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy, Northern - Maps - Bibliography</td>
<td>39178</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy, Northern - Maps - Collections, 1400-1799</td>
<td>62972</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy (northern part) / drawn &amp; engraved by J. Archer, Pentonville, London</td>
<td>38932</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy, Northwestern - Maps</td>
<td>1710</td>
<td>39179</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy, Northwestern - Maps</td>
<td>1791</td>
<td>39180, 39181, 39182, 39183</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy, Northwestern - Maps</td>
<td>1811</td>
<td>69066</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy, Officina Topografica - Map collections - Bibliography - Catalogs</td>
<td>39314</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Italy, Southern - Maps - 1845 39247
Italy, Southern - Maps - 1847 39248
Italy, Southern - Maps - 1850 39249
Italy, Southern - Maps - 1851 39250
Italy, Southern - Maps - 1853 39251
Italy, Southern - Maps - 1855 39253
Italy, Southern - Maps - 1855-1857 39252
Italy, Southern - Maps - 1857 39254
Italy, Southern - Maps - 1858 39255
Italy, Southern - Maps - 1860 39256
Italy, Southern - Maps - 1861 39257
Italy, Southern - Maps - 1862-1864 39258
Italy, Southern - Maps - 1867 39259, 39260
Italy, Southern - Maps - 1868-1869 39261
Italy, Southern - Maps - 1869 39262
Italy, Southern - Maps - 1872 39263
Italy, Southern - Maps - 1873 39264
Italy, Southern - Maps - 1875 39265
Italy, Southern - Maps - 1877 39266
Italy, Southern - Maps - 1880 39267
Italy, Southern - Maps - 1883 39268
Italy, Southern - Maps - 1884 39269
Italy, Southern - Maps - 1887 39270, 39271, 39272
Italy, Southern - Maps - 1890 39273
Italy, Southern - Maps - 1892-1907 39274
Italy, Southern - Maps - 1893 39275
Italy, Southern - Maps - 1895 39276
Italy, Southern - Maps - 1896 39277, 39278, 39279
Italy, Southern - Maps - 1900 39280, 39281, 39282, 39283, 39284
Italy, Southern - Maps - 1902 39285
Italy, Southern - Maps - 1903 39286, 39287, 39288
Italy, Southern - Maps - 1906 39289
Italy, Southern - Maps - 1907 39290
Italy, Southern - Maps - 1908 39291, 39292, 39293, 39294
Italy, Southern - Maps - 1910 39295
Italy, Southern - Maps - 1911 39296
Italy, Southern - Maps - 1912 39297, 39298, 39299, 39300
Italy, Southern - Maps - 1922 39301
Italy, Southern - Maps - 1925 39302, 39303
Italy, Southern - Maps - 1926 39305
Italy, Southern - Maps - 1926-1928 39304
Italy, Southern - Maps - 1927 39306
Italy, Southern - Maps - 1930 39307, 39308, 39309
Italy, Southern - Maps - 1936 39310
Italy, Southern - Maps - 1959 39311
Italy, Southern - Maps - 1966 39312
Italy, Southern - Maps - Bibliography 39313
Italy (southern part) / drawn & engraved by J. Archer, Pentonville, London 38933
Italy, Switzerland, Sardinia & Corsica 38940
Italy - Thematic maps - History - 1700-1899 75062
Italy third part: Southern Italy 39262, 39263, 39264, 39265, 39266, 39267, 39268, 39270, 39271, 39272, 39273, 39275, 39277, 39278, 39279, 39280, 39281, 39282, 39283, 39284, 39286, 39287
Italy - Topographic maps - Bibliography - Catalogs 39314
Italy, Turkey and Greece 38936
Italy, Ufficio centrale per i beni archivistici 44421
Italy, Ufficio centrale per i beni librari e gli istituti culturali 16455
Italy with the addition of the southern parts of Germany ... 38899, 38914
Italy; with the islands of Sicily, Sardinia, and Corsica 38873
Italy, with the islands of Sicily, Sardinia and Corsica [cartographic material] / by d'Anville, geographer to the French King 38867
Italy : XVI, 756 pages, 92 pages of plans in colour, 80 plans in black 39001
Italy / Young & Deleker sc. 38926
Itamaracá Island (Brazil) - Maps - 1671 - Pictorial works 39315
Itaparica Island (Brazil) - Pictorial works - 1671 39316
Itapeteninga River (Brazil) SEE Itapeteninga River (Brazil) 39317
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IX. Jacopo a Daventer

The IX Conferenza internazionale di storia della cartografia = IXème Congres international sur l'histoire de la cartographie : Pisa - Firenze - Roma, 30 maggio - 5 giugno 1981

IX De Smetiana C-8 : a collection of maps drawn by Father Peter Jan de Smet, S. J. or his contemporaries

IX. Jacopo a Daventer
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Izabal (Guatemala : Dept.) - Maps - 1753 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

Izalco (El Salvador) - Maps - 1851 - Pictorial works

Izard, Camp (Fla.) - Maps - 1836

Izard, Walter

Izdanje Ucila

Izdatelstvo Nauka i izkustvo

Izmir, Gulf of (Turkey) - Maps - 1753 - Nautical charts

Izmir, Gulf of (Turkey) - Maps - 1771 - Nautical charts

Izmir (Turkey) - Maps - 1728 - Harbor

Izmir (Turkey) - Maps - 1817 - Harbors - Nautical charts

Izmir (Turkey) - Maps - 1821 - Harbors - Nautical charts

Izmir (Turkey) - Maps - 1822 - Harbors - Nautical charts

Izmir (Turkey) - Maps - 1829 - Harbors - Nautical charts

Izmir (Turkey) - Pictorial works - 1860

Izograf zemli sibirskoi [ = Isographer of the Siberian country] : zhizn' i trudy Semena Remezova

J. A. Beers & Co.

J. A. Jennings Ltd.

J.A. & U.P. James (Firm)

J.A. Howden & A. Odbert (Firm)

J.A. & U.P. James (Firm)

J. A. Z. C. R. V.

J. and C. Walker (Firm)

J. and F. Rivington (Firm)

J. and J. Gray (Firm)

J. and R. Tonson

J. and W. Rider

J. A. Z. C. R. V.

J. B. Beers & Co.

J.B. B.绚丽 (Firm)

J. B. Lyon Company

J. B. Nichols and Sons

J. B. Sprint

J. B. Walker

J.B. Wolters (Firm)

J. Bartholomew & Co.

J. Bradley's new general atlas : containing distinct maps of all the principal states & kingdoms upon the earth, in which are accurately delineated the European boundaries as settled by the Treaty of Paris, and Congress of Vienna

J. Brian Harley, 1932 - 1991

J. C., active 1672 SEE Cottrell, John, active 1672

J.C. Mohr (Paul Siebeck) Verlag SEE Verlag J.C. Mohr (Paul Siebeck)

J.C. Elder & Co. (Chicago, Ill.)

J.C. Eno Ltd.

J. C. Enol

J. C. Hinrichs Verlag

J. C. Hinrichs Verlag SEE ALSO Hinrichs, J. C.

J. C. (Jacob Closser), 16th cent. SEE Closser, Jacob, 16th cent.

J. C. Kayser & Co.

J.C. McCurdy & Co.

J. C. Nichols Companies (Kansas City, Mo.)

J.C. Smith & Son

J. & C. Walker (Firm)
more than one hundred steel plate maps, profiles, and plans, on forty-two large sheets, drawn on a new set of scales

J. H. Colton's common school geography 28990
J.H. Colton's map of the Southern states: Maryland, Delaware, Virginia, Kentucky, Tennessee, Missouri, North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, Alabama, Mississippi, Arkansas, Louisiana, and Texas showing also part of adjoining states & territories to 71363
J.H. Colton's map of the state of Louisiana and eastern part of Texas: compiled from United States Surveys, and other authentic sources, shewing the counties, townships, sections, fractional sections, settlement rights, railroads, &c. 43304
J.H. Colton's school atlas: designed to accompany Colton's American school geography; comprising upwards of one hundred steel plate maps, profiles and plans on thirty-seven large sheets, drawn on a new and uniform system of scales 4945, 4969, 4990, 4991
J.H. Colton's topographical map of Louisiana, Mississippi and Alabama & part of adjoining states 71370
J. H. Colton's topographical map of the seat of war in Virginia, Maryland, &c 80416
J.H. Eastburn's Press 35519, 35520, 48277, 79353
J.H. Meacham & Co. 28455, 28456
J.H. Meacham & Co. Illustrated Historical Atlas of the Counties of Frontenac, Lennox & Addington Ont. 28454
J.H. Meacham & Co., Illustrated Historical Atlas of the Counties of Frontenac, Lennox and Addington, Ontario - Indexes 28455
J., H. P., active approximately 1931 SEE H. P. J., active approximately 1931 14876
J.H. Stuart & Co. 43997, 43999
J.H. Toudy & Co. (Philadelphia, Pa.) 51615, 56970, 81495
J.H. Wilkins & R.B. Carter (Firm) 4807, 4820, 46765
J. Harris and Son 29365
J. Hatchard and Son 30822
J. Heuberger (Firm) 73889
J. Hoey Co. 68897
J.J. Arnd (Firm) 31587, 31599, 31617
J. & J. Harper, Printers 29388
J.J. Mäcken'sche Buchhandlung 1510
J. J. von Littrow's atlas des gestirnten Himmels für Freunde der Astronomie 3512
J.K. Gill & Co. 62069, 62071, 81173
J.K. Gill & Cos. map of Oregon. Portland, Ogn. 1882 62069
J.K. Gill & Cos. map of Washington Ter.: Portland Ogn., showing all surveys made previous to January 1st 1878 81173
J.L.B. 80972
J. L., active approximately 1931 14857, 32577, 32578
J.L. Hammett Co. 29316, 55484
J.L. Regan & Co. (Chicago, Ill.) 5172, 5186, 5187, 5203
J.L. Smith Co. 13978, 24785, 47957, 47964, 64377, 77731, 84375
J. Laval & S.F. Bradford (Firm) 4691
J. Lindauer'sche Buchhandlung 82848
J. M. Dent & Co. 15118, 15119, 15120, 23841, 23842, 42377, 51823, 63174, 64293, 80152
J.M. Dent & Sons 182, 8527, 26779, 42384, 42660, 42687, 63187, 63213, 63225, 66932, 69887
J.M. Dent & Sons (Canada) 8614, 15924
J.M. Dent & Sons SEE ALSO Dent, J. M. (Joseph Malaby), 1849-1926 26779
J. M. Irwin Printing Co. (Quincy, Ill.) 45611
J.M. Lathrop & Co. 51291
J.M. Teixeira Lith. 34677, 34678
J. M. W. 69596
J.M. Wing & Co. 18904, 19501, 19505, 19515, 19539, 19541, 19542, 19544, 20013, 20014, 20036, 21788, 26388, 27306, 32249, 32765, 33606, 33923, 33966, 39371, 39978, 40084, 41629, 41767, 64918, 66907, 66909, 67834, 75260, 76833, 80606
J.M. Wing & Co. 7 days in Chicago (1877) 19515, 19541, 19542, 20013, 20014
J. Makris S.A. (Athens, Greece) 84473
J. Manz & Co. (Chicago, Ill.) 49405, 76354
J. Mayer & Co. 35567, 35568, 65243
J. Mount and T. Page (Firm) SEE Jno. Mount and Tho. Page 45877
J. Mount, T. Page, & W. Mount (Firm), fl. 1776-1778 16572, 53877
J.N. Matthews Co. 5638, 5841, 8613, 48738, 48747, 48761, 48768, 48773, 48787, 48796, 51376, 55673, 56203, 56204, 83123, 83124, 83125, 83126
J. Newton & Son (London, England) 18940, 31997
J. Nicholls and Son 28496
J. Nichols and Son/=Hall & Pinnell/=Lithographic Press (England) 32191
J. Noorduyn en Zoon 8803, 8851, 8878, 8915
A.J. Nystrom and Company 44683
A.J. Nystrom & Company - Globes - Catalogs - 1954 32159
J. P., fl. 1807 3208, 70499
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J. P. Hathaway, bird's-eye view 64671
J. Paul Goode [obituary] 32237
J. Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) SEE Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) 10072
J. Picard et Cie. 75661
J. & C. 31583
J.R. Gray (Firm) 5352
J. & R. Maclellan 32571
J.R.O. Verlag SEE JRO-Verlag 25729
J.R. Spaulding & Co. 5242
J. Reichmann & Cantor 26146, 77019
J. & T. Gilpin (Firm) SEE Joshua & Thomas Gilpin (Firm) 4634
J. Thackara & Son SEE James Thackara & Son 4673
The J. Thomas Touchton and Lavinia W. Touchton collection of Florida cartography 75378
J. Thomson & Co., Edinburgh SEE John Thomson & Co. 2375
J. Tilden and Co. 12777
J. Vitou (Firm) 9489
J. W. A. 67073
J.W. Adams and Sons (Firm) 57027
J. W. C. 19571
J.W.C., active approximately 1935 24346
J.W. Cappelen forlag 6991, 7095, 10713, 10717, 34340, 34347, 60136
J.W. Clement Co. 6160, 6263, 6299, 6374, 6406, 19044, 24301, 24302, 24305, 24306, 24317, 24324, 24325, 24329, 24336, 24341, 24350, 24363, 24374, 24384, 24391, 24399, 27005, 44833, 46939, 46955, 48824, 48830, 48854, 54474, 59212, 59222, 59232, 59253, 59262, 59265, 59272, 59274, 59278, 59297, 59298, 59535, 59335, 59342, 59343, 59354, 59355, 59372, 59373, 59413, 59414, 63673, 71750, 71769, 72582, 77355, 77458, 84347
J.W. Norie & Co. 14361, 39340
J.W. Torsom & Oliver 11677
J. & W.W. Warr (Firm) 4749, 12756, 35484
J. Walker & Sons 65955
J. Wimmer 64331
J. Wyllie & Son (Aberdeen, Scotland) 65026, 65027
Jaarboek van het Genootschap Amstelodamum (1944) 2187
Jaatinen, Stig 69312
Jaberg, Karl 5679, 6204
Jablonowski, Joseph Alexander, Prince, 1711-1777 65026, 65027
Jabón de La Toja 2524
Jabolinsky, Zeev 8442
Jaca Book Codici 45715
Jacinto Courthouse 1854 39341
Jacinto Foundation, Inc. 39341
Jacinto (Miss.) - Courthouse - 1990 39341
Jack 8398, 8399
Jäck, C. (Carl) 27828
Jäck, Carl, 1763-1808 31436
Jäck, Carl, 1763-1808 SEE Jäck, C. (Carl) 27828
Jac County (Tex.) - 1876: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche 39342
Jac County (Tex.) - 1879: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche 39343
Jac County (Tex.) - 1886: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche 39344
Jack County (Tex.) - Maps - 1876 - Landowners 39342
Jack County (Tex.) - Maps - 1879 - Landowners 39343
Jack County (Tex.) - Maps - 1896 - Landowners 39344
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Jack-a-lanterns to surveyors : the secularization of landscape boundaries 64212
Jack, Thomas C. 52446
Jackson & Hornburg Map Publishers (Pittsfield, Ill.) 45611
Jackson, Henry, fl. 1863 45611
Jackson, H. Ai 5384
Jackson, Fredk. 7950, 7957
Jackson, F. Hamilton (Frederick Hamilton), 1848 7950, 7957
Jackson, Elizabeth Coleman 19369
Jackson, Edwin L. 30980
Jackson, Donald Dean, 1919 30980
Jackson, Donald Dean, 1919 30980
Jackson & Cowan 69557
Jackson County, Wisconsin, land atlas & plat book : 1991 39369
Jackson County (Wis.) 39369
Jackson County (Wis.) 39369
Jackson County (Wis.) 39369
Jackson County (Wis.) 39369
Jackson County (W. Va.) 39369
Jackson County (W. Va.) 39369
Jackson County (Tex.) 39369
Jackson County (Tex.) 39369
Jackson County (Tex.) 39369
Jackson County (Ohio) 39369
Jackson County (Ohio) 39369
Jackson County (Ohio) 39369
Jackson County (Ohio) 39369
Jackson County (Ohio) 39369
Jackson County (Ohio) 39369
Jackson County (Miss.) 39369
Jackson County Historical Society (Miss.) 39369
Jackson County Farm Bureau (Mich.) 39369
Jackson, Charles T. 46771
Jackson, Catherine Charlotte, Lady, d. 1891 27534, 27535, 27536, 27537
Jackson, Capt., fl. 1756 19136, 19137, 19138, 76369, 79349,
Jackson, C. D. 41679
Jackson, Battle of, Jackson, Miss., 1863 39369
Jackson, Anson 37484
Jackson (Andrew F.) Associates SEE Andrew F. Jackson Associates 36483
Jack, Thomas C. 52446
Jack, Thomas C. 52446
Jackson County (Minn.) 39369
Jackson County (Iowa) 39369
Jackson County (Ind.) 39369
Jackson County (Ill.) 39369
Jackson County (Ill.) 39369
Jackson County (Ill.) 39369
Jackson County (Ill.) 39369
Jackson County (Ill.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners 39345
Jackson County (Ill.) - Maps - 1900 - Landowners - Manuscripts 39346
Jackson County (Ill.) - Maps - 1900 - Railroads - Manuscripts 39346
Jackson County (Ill.) - Maps - 1907 - Landowners 39347
Jackson County (Mich.) - Maps - 1878 - Landowners 39348
Jackson County (Mich.) - Maps - 1879 - Landowners 39349
Jackson County (Mich.) - Maps - 1893 - Landowners 39350
Jackson County (Mich.) - Maps - 1921 - Landowners 39351
Jackson County (Mich.) - Maps - 1858 - Landowners 39352
Jackson County (Mich.) - Maps - 1957 - Landowners 39353
Jackson County (Mich.) - Maps - 1975 - Landowners 39365
Jackson County (Mich.) - Maps - 1975 - Soil and Water Conservation District 39365
Jackson County (Mich.) - Maps - 1975 - Soil and Water Conservation District 39365
Jackson County (Mich.) - Maps - 1726 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 36483
Jackson County (Mich.) - Maps - 1861 - Pictorial maps 36483
Jackson County (Mich.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners 39357
Jackson County (Mich.) - Maps - 1877 - Landowners 39358
Jackson County (Mich.) - Maps - 1887 - Landowners 39359
Jackson County (Mich.) - Maps - 1911 - Landowners 39360
Jackson County (Mich.) - Maps - 1961 - Road maps 36483
Jackson County (Ohio) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners 39365
Jackson County (Ohio) - Maps - 1875 - Landowners 39362, 39363
Jackson County (Ohio) - Maps - 1896 - Landowners 39365
Jackson County (Ohio) - Maps - 1880 - Landowners 39364
Jackson County (Ohio) - Maps - 1896 - Landowners 39365
Jackson County (Ohio) - Maps - 1780-1789 - Landowners 39366
Jackson County (Ohio) - Maps - 1830-1899 - Landowners 39366
Jackson County (Ohio) - Maps - 1931 - Land ownership 39367
Jackson County (Ohio) - Maps - 1946 - Landowners 39368
Jackson County (Ohio) - Maps - 1991 - Landowners 39369
Jackson County, Wisconsin, land atlas & plat book : 1991 39369
Jackson & Cowan 69557
Jackson, Donald Dean, 1919- 81753, 81790, 81792
Jackson, Donald Dean, 1919- A New Lewis and Clark map (1961)=Missouri Historical Society 81753
Jackson, Edwin L. 30980
Jackson, Elizabeth Coleman 19369
Jackson, F. Hamilton (Frederick Hamilton), 1848-1923 70079, 70082
Jackson, Fredk. 7950, 7957
Jackson, H. Ai 5384
Jackson, Henry, fl. 1863-1901 27307
Jackson Hole National Monument (Wyo.) - Maps - 1943 39370
Jackson Hole National Monument, Wyoming 39370
Jackson Hole (Wyo.) - Maps - 1943 39370
Jackson & Hornburg Map Publishers (Pittsfield, Ill.) 45611
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Jackson Hotel and Health Resort (Danville, N.Y.) 47779
Jackson, J. W. 41126
Jackson, Jack, 1941-2006 14745, 18439, 33161, 33162, 70351
Jackson, James A. 61733
Jackson, James Grey 478, 8056
Jackson, John 34852
Jackson, John Peter, 1805-1861 39722, 79353
Jackson, Kenneth T. Atlas of American history 76277
Jackson, M. L. 80890
Jackson, Marion H. 78262
Jackson, Merwin 12815
Jackson (Mich.) - Maps - 1870 39371
Jackson (Mich.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps 47534
Jackson (Mich.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps 47535
Jackson (Miss.) - Description and travel - 1970 39372
Jackson (Miss.) - Description and travel - 1995 39373
Jackson (Mich.) - Maps - 1863 - Manuscripts 39374
Jackson (Mich.) - Maps - 1872 - Railroads - Manuscripts 39375
Jackson (Mich.) - Maps - 1951 76087, 76088
Jackson (Mich.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps 39376
Jackson (Mich.) - Museums - 1987 39377
Jackson, Nick, fl. 2000 19927
Jackson Parish (La.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners 39378
Jackson Park (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1871 81071
Jackson Park (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1891 84574
Jackson Park (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1892 84575
Jackson Park (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1893 - Fire risk assessment 84573, 85094
Jackson Park (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1896 39379
Jackson Street Bridge (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1887 39382
Jackson, Robert A. 1514
Jackson, Robert, fl. 1798 25497
Jackson, Robert, publisher of Dublin 29079
Jackson’s flank march to turn Centreville 14918
Jackson, Stonewall, 1824-1863 - Maps 39381
Jackson Street Bridge (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1887 39382
Jackson today : A city of change / challenge 39372
Jackson, W. F. B. 12886
Jackson, W., fl. 1785 7862
Jackson, W.S. 12815
Jackson, William A. (William Alexander), 1905-1964 25507
Jackson, William Henry, 1843-1942 37442, 65199
Jackson, Wm. A. (William A.) 15235, 15236, 15239
Jackson, Wm. A. (William A.). Appendix to Jackson's map of the mining districts of California... (1850) 15235, 15236
Jackson, Wm. A. (William A.). Appendix to Jackson's map of the mining districts of California, bringing down all the discoveries since 1849... (1851) 15239
Jackson, Zachariah 58728
Jacksonville and Savanna Railroad 35532, 79353
Jacksonville and Savanna Railroad - Maps - 1858 35532
Jacksonville Area Convention & Visitors Bureau 32288, 39402, 39403, 39405, 39406, 51748
Jacksonville Area Genealogical and Historical Society (Ill.) 51751, 51752
Jacksonville city map / Union 76 39389
Jacksonville, Duval County, portions of Nassau, Clay, & St. Johns counties StreetFinder 39396, 39397
Jacksonville & Duval County street guide : including portions of Clay, Nassau, & St. Johns counties 39398
Jacksonville & Duval County StreetFinder 39392, 39393, 39394, 39395
Jacksonville EasyFinder : Local street detail 39399
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Call Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jacksonville (Fla.) Engineering Dept.</td>
<td>39383</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacksonville (Fla.) Maps - 1913 - Road maps</td>
<td>39383</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacksonville (Fla.) Maps - 1920-1929 - Road maps</td>
<td>68995</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacksonville (Fla.) Maps - 1940-1949 - Road maps</td>
<td>39384</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacksonville (Fla.) Maps - 1947 - Harbors</td>
<td>70719</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacksonville (Fla.) Maps - 1948 - Harbors</td>
<td>3738</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacksonville (Fla.) Maps - 1949 - Harbors</td>
<td>3739</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacksonville (Fla.) Maps - 1951</td>
<td>76087, 76088</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacksonville (Fla.) Maps - 1951 - Harbors</td>
<td>3740, 70720</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacksonville (Fla.) Maps - 1952 - Harbors</td>
<td>3741</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacksonville (Fla.) Maps - 1956 - Harbors</td>
<td>3742</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacksonville (Fla.) Maps - 1960 - Road maps</td>
<td>39409</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacksonville (Fla.) Maps - 1966 - Road maps</td>
<td>39385</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacksonville (Fla.) Maps - 1967 - Road maps</td>
<td>39386</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacksonville (Fla.) Maps - 1968 - Road maps</td>
<td>39387</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacksonville (Fla.) Maps - 1969 - Road maps</td>
<td>39388</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacksonville (Fla.) Maps - 1970 - Road maps</td>
<td>39389</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacksonville (Fla.) Maps - 1972 - Road maps</td>
<td>39410</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacksonville (Fla.) Maps - 1975 - Road maps</td>
<td>39390</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacksonville (Fla.) Maps - 1976 - Road maps</td>
<td>39391</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacksonville (Fla.) Maps - 1994 - Road maps</td>
<td>39392, 79075</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacksonville (Fla.) Maps - 1997 - Road maps</td>
<td>39393</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacksonville (Fla.) Maps - 1999 - Road maps</td>
<td>39394</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacksonville (Fla.) Maps - 2002 - Road maps</td>
<td>39395</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacksonville (Fla.) Maps - 2003 - Road maps</td>
<td>39396, 39397</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacksonville (Fla.) Maps - 2005 - Road maps</td>
<td>39398, 39399</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacksonville (Fla.) Maps - 2007 - Road maps</td>
<td>39400</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacksonville (Fla.) Maps - 2009 - Road maps</td>
<td>39401</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacksonville (Ill.) - Description and travel - Guidbooks - 2009</td>
<td>39402</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacksonville (Ill.) - Fairs - 2009</td>
<td>39403, 39404</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacksonville (Ill.) - Historic buildings - 2009</td>
<td>39405, 39406</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacksonville, Ill. Illinois College SEE Illinois College</td>
<td>39407</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacksonville (Ill.) - Maps - 1836</td>
<td>39407</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacksonville (Ill.) - Maps - 1872</td>
<td>51750, 51751</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacksonville (Ill.) - Maps - 2009</td>
<td>39405</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacksonville (Ill.) - Mural painting and decoration - 2009</td>
<td>39408</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacksonville Main Street (Jacksonville, Ill.)</td>
<td>39408</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacksonville : Pure</td>
<td>39385</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacksonville Region (Fla.) - Maps - 1938 - Pictorial maps</td>
<td>27042, 27043</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacksonville Region (Fla.) - Maps - 1960 - Road maps</td>
<td>39409</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacksonville Region (Fla.) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps</td>
<td>39385</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacksonville Region (Fla.) - Maps - 1970 - Road maps</td>
<td>39389</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacksonville Region (Fla.) - Maps - 1972 - Road maps</td>
<td>39410</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacksonville Region (Fla.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps</td>
<td>39390</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacksonville Region (Fla.) - Maps - 2003 - Road maps</td>
<td>39397</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacksonville Region (Fla.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps</td>
<td>39398</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacksonville Region (Fla.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps</td>
<td>39400</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacksonville Region (Fla.) - Maps - 2009 - Road maps</td>
<td>39401</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacksonville &amp; St. Augustine street guide</td>
<td>39400, 39401</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacksonville street map and directory ... 1975-76 / Amoco Oil Company</td>
<td>39390</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacksonville tourguide map / Gulf</td>
<td>39386, 39387, 39388</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacmel (Haiti) - Maps - 1700-1799 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>39411</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacob Bagges Sonsers</td>
<td>10839</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacob, Christian, 1955-</td>
<td>17390, 32917</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacob Dybwad (Firm)</td>
<td>60133</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacob, G. A. (George Andrew), 1807-1896</td>
<td>12857</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacob Johnson &amp; Co.</td>
<td>307, 3338, 28026, 57878, 70503, 76540, 81642, 84193</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacob, R.</td>
<td>65555</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacob van Deventer (ca. 1500-1575) und die Frühzeit der zeichnerischen Triangulation</td>
<td>23500</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacob van Deventer, keizerlijk-koninglijk geograaf</td>
<td>17579</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacob van Deventers kaart van Gelderland van 1556</td>
<td>23498</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacob, W. H.</td>
<td>35833</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacob Ziegler, ein bayerischer Geograph und Mathematiker</td>
<td>17535</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Jacob Ziegler's Palestine Schondia manuscript, University Library, Oslo; MS. 917-4  85325
Jacobi, Arthur  14734, 14735, 32925
Jacobite Rebellion, 1745-1746 - Maps  25975
Jacobite Rebellion, 1745-1746 - Maps - 1745  33928
Jacobs and Dalmont SEE Jacobs et Dalmont  9423
Jacobs and Langevin SEE Jacobs et Langevin  9457
Jacobs and Martin SEE Jacobs et Martin  9423
Jacobs & Barthelemier  9423, 9451, 9457, 49249
Jacobs, D.  22683
Jacobs & Dalmont SEE Jacobs et Dalmont  9423
Jacobs, Elisabeth Maria, 1958-  18017
Jacobs, Emil, 1868-1940  12562
Jacobs et Dalmont  9423, 9457
Jacobi, Arthur  14734, 14735, 32925
Jacobs, Iris, 1958-  18017
Jacobs et Langevin SEE Jacobs et Langevin  9457
Jacobs et Martin SEE Jacobs et Martin  9423
Jacobs, Michael, 1952  3140
Jacobs, Philip  7258
Jacobs, S.  3662, 9400, 9423, 9430, 9451, 9457, 15099, 16327, 34466, 49249, 62560
Jacobs, S., fl. 1847-  1867 SEE Jacobs, S.  3662
Jacobs, William V.  14680
Jacobsen, Edmund  69276, 69287
Jacobsens Inc. (Gary, Ind.)  28592
Jacobson, Bill, fl. 1976  76272, 76273
Jacobson, Egbert  6099
Jacobson, Ilsa  57039, 57049, 65905, 75572
Jacobson & Wangelin  43025
Jacobson, A., 1706 or 7 - 1650 SEE Lootsman, Anthonie Jacobsz.  52744
Jacobson, E.  39412, 39413
Jacobius Philippus, Bergomensis, 1434-1520  74140
Jacobs, Prince of Moldavia, d. 1563  33880
Jacobs van Deventer of Daventriensis  23494
Jacoby  9930
Jacoby, Gustav, 1875-1965  13281, 80621
Jacopo De Barbari, il racconto di una città  11810
Jacopo de Barbari's view of Venice : map making, city views, and moralized geography before the year 1500  11809
Jacopo de' Barbari : una nuova ipotesi indiziaria sulla genesi prospettica della veduta 'Venetie MD'  11806
Jacotin, Pierre, 1765-1827  8056, 24747, 24748, 24749, 62822
Jacques Callot's Map of the Siege of Breda, in light of newly discovered documents and drawings, and Hermannus Hugo's book, Obsidio Bredana  16992
Jacques Cartier in Canada  16715
Jacques Lecoffre et cie  9411, 9425
Jacques Marquette map hoax : a series of papers  45159
Jacques-Nicholas Bellin (1703-1772) : cartographe, hydrographe, ingénieur du ministère de la Marine : sa vie, son oeuvre, sa valeur historique / par Jean-Marc Garant  12314
Jacques-Nicolas Bellin. French hydrographer and the royal society in the eighteenth century  12315
Jacques-Petit, F.  27755
Jacques Rosenthal (Firm)  45845
Jacqueton, G. (Gilbert), b. 1864  1231
Jacquete, Yvonne, 1934- - Map art  44188
Jacquier  10642, 27955, 29057
Jacquier, F.  29146, 29196
Jade Bay (Germany)  1808 - Nautical charts  81536
Jadot Maison (Vineyard) SEE Maison Louis Jadot  22326
Jaek, Carl, 1763-1808  31451, 82837
Jaeger, H.  4435
Jaillot, Bernard Jean Hyacinthe, 1673-1739  9126, 11315, 14197, 27704, 31378, 38674, 41616, 42081, 42082, 43711, 43712, 57242, 62326, 63332, 63438, 64653, 64654
Jain, A. C.  36654
Jainco (Firm)  36654
Jaipur (India) - Maps  1851 - Pictorial works  36678
Jalisco (Mexico) - Maps  1770 - Manuscripts  39422
Jalisco (Mexico) - Maps  1797 - Manuscripts  39423
Jalisco (Mexico) - Maps  1925 - Railroads  606
Jalisco (Mexico) - Maps - Bibliography - Catalogs  39424
Jaltocán Region (Mexico) - Maps  1569 - Land Tenure - Manuscripts  68840
Jamaica  39448, 39450, 39451, 39452, 39453, 39455
Jamaica Air Service  16603, 16604
Jamaica Air Service - Maps  1970-1979  16603
Jamaica, Americae septentrionalis ampla insula, a Christophoro Columbo detecta ...  39434
Jamaica Automobile Association  39460
Jamaica Bay (N.Y.) - Maps  1956 - Nautical charts  42955
Jamaica / [Central Intelligence Agency]  39464
Jamaica Conservation and Development Trust  39466
Jamaica - Fortifications - History  39425
Jamaica from the latest surveys ...  39440
Jamaica from the latest surveys / improved and engraved by Thomas Jefferys ...  39444
Jamaica - Historical geography - Maps - 1996  44744
Jamaica - History - Pictorial works  44744
Jamaica - Maps  1528  39426, 81575
Jamaica - Maps  1625  22487
Jamaica - Maps  1671  39427
Jamaica - Maps  1671 - Landowners  39428
Jamaica - Maps  1671 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts  39429
Jamaica - Maps  1676  39430
Jamaica - Maps  1687 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  81587
Jamaica - Maps  1689  16539, 39431
Jamaica - Maps  1689 - Coasts - Nautical charts  39432
Jamaica - Maps  1700  58863, 81589
Jamaica - Maps  1703 - Coasts - Nautical charts  39433
Jamaica - Maps  1710  39434
Jamaica - Maps  1721  81594
Jamaica - Maps  1732 - Coasts - Nautical charts  39435
Jamaica - Maps  1760 - Coasts - Nautical charts  39436
Jamaica - Maps  1761 - Coasts - Nautical charts  83024
Jamaica - Maps  1766  39437
Jamaica - Maps  1773  39438
Jamaica - Maps  1774  39439
Jamaica - Maps  1775  39440
Jamaica - Maps  1777  39441
Jamaica - Maps  1778  76469
Jamaica - Maps  1780  39442
Jamaica - Maps  1783 - Administrative and political divisions  39443
Jamaica - Maps  1783 - Coasts - Nautical charts  39443
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Jamaica - Maps - 1794  39444
Jamaica - Maps - 1804  39445
Jamaica - Maps - 1807  39446
Jamaica - Maps - 1814  39447, 39448
Jamaica - Maps - 1821  39449
Jamaica - Maps - 1822  39450, 39451
Jamaica - Maps - 1827  39452
Jamaica - Maps - 1829  39453
Jamaica - Maps - 1831  16588
Jamaica - Maps - 1835  81667
Jamaica - Maps - 1840  39454
Jamaica - Maps - 1851  39455
Jamaica - Maps - 1852  81676
Jamaica - Maps - 1853  22503
Jamaica - Maps - 1854  81679
Jamaica - Maps - 1855  12576
Jamaica - Maps - 1856  81681
Jamaica - Maps - 1857  39455
Jamaica - Maps - 1858  39456
Jamaica - Maps - 1859  39457
Jamaica - Maps - 1860  22503
Jamaica - Maps - 1866  81686
Jamaica - Maps - 1872  39457
Jamaica - Maps - 1885  39458
Jamaica - Maps - 1887  39458
Jamaica - Maps - 1888  39458
Jamaica - Maps - 1889  39458
Jamaica - Maps - 1892  39458
Jamaica - Maps - 1895  39458
Jamaica - Maps - 1902  39458
Jamaica - Maps - 1920 - Road maps  39459
Jamaica - Maps - 1920 - Tourist maps  39459
Jamaica - Maps - 1930-1939  81698
Jamaica - Maps - 1946 - Road maps  39460
Jamaica - Maps - 1963 - Road maps  39461
Jamaica - Maps - 1966 - Road maps  39462
Jamaica - Maps - 1967 - Road maps  39463
Jamaica - Maps - 1968  39464
Jamaica - Maps - 1975 - Road maps  39465
Jamaica - Maps - 1991 - Photo maps  39466
Jamaica - Maps - Bibliography  39467
Jamaica - Maps - Collections, To 1899  18004, 18005
Jamaica Public Works Dept.  39456, 39460
Jamaica / S. Neele sculpt. 352 Strand  39446
Jamaica. Survey Dept.  39460
Jamaica surveyed : plantation maps and plans of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries / B.W. Higman  18004, 18005
Jamaica / T. Clerk sculpt.  39447, 39449
Jamaica / Texaco  39461, 39462, 39463, 39465
Jamaican place names / B.W. Higman and B.J. Hudson  52355
Jamaiqua  39426
Jamar, Alexandre, 1821-1888  7703
James and John Knapton (Firm)  7805, 12692, 27593, 28999, 29002
James and Josiah Neele (Firm)  69560
[James and York Rivers in Virginia]  39472
James Ballantyne and Co.  8112, 34445
James Bay (Nunavut) - History  39468
James Bay (Nunavut) - Maps - 1633  59799, 59800
James Bay (Nunavut) - Maps - 1744  39469
James Cook and British policy in the Newfoundland fisheries, 1763-7  22079
James Cook, surveyor of Newfoundland : being a collection of charts of the coasts of Newfoundland and Labrador, &c  56937
James, Duke of Ormond, 1610-1688 SEE Ormonde, James Butler, Duke of, 1610-1688  23834
James, Earl of Perth SEE Perth, James Drummond, Earl of, 1648-1716  27508
James, Edwin, 1797-1861  48222
James Ford Bell Collection. Associates  28688
James Ford Bell Collection. Merchants & scholars (1965)  23682
James Ford Bell Library  25899, 64892, 64894, 70014, 73441, 74136
James Ford Bell Library - Exhibitions  16860, 66755
James Ford Bell Library - Map collections  44898, 64892
James Ford Bell Library. [Nautical chart]  1424  21779, 64890, 64891, 64893, 64896
James Ford at Jamestowne : A.D. 1607 / John Hull  39477
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James, Fred, active 1935 6075, 6233, 6234, 6334, 6344, 6357, 6370, 6425
James, George Wharton, 1858-1923 5831, 5846, 5883, 5911, 5945, 5946, 5974, 5985, 21092, 21175, 33073, 57073
James, George Wharton, 1858-1923. People's pictorial atlas of the world 84629
James, Helen M. 51823, 80152
James, Henry, Sir, 1803-1877 32468, 39470
James, Henry, Sir, 1803-1877 SEE James, H., 1803-1877 24785
James Hervey Simpson in the Great Basin 70153
James I, King of England, 1566-1625 7752, 38230
James I, King of England, 1566-1625 - Family 25045
James II, King of Great Britain, 1633-1701, ded. 64800
James Imray and Son 45893, 57914
James Imray and Son - Bibliography 57914
James Island, Battle of, Secessionville, S.C., 1862 SEE Secessionville, Battle of, Secessionville, S.C., 1862 69807
James Island (Galapagos Islands) SEE Santiago Island (Galapagos Islands) 68858
James (J.A. & U.P.), publishers, Cincinnati SEE J.A. & U.P. James (Firm) 79409
James, Jenny, 1942- 73403
James, John and Paul Knapton (Firm) 12697, 39785
James, Joseph A. 23711, 48194, 74514, 79409
James & Luke G. Hansard & Sons, Printers 34408
James, M. Helen 64293
James MacLehose & Sons 31944, 31951
James Mitchell & Co. 52445
James, Nigel N. 32469
James, Preston E. (Preston Everett), 1899-1986 30837
James, Preston Everett, 1899-1986 30837
James, Preston Everett, 1899-1986 SEE James, S. A. 41091
James Reynolds & Sons 32446, 42480, 42493
James River and Kanawha Company (Richmond, Va.). The Central Water-Line from the Ohio River to the Virginia Capes (1868) 1858
James River and Kanawha Company (Richmond, Va.). The Central Water-Line from the Ohio River to the Virginia Capes ... (1869) 1859
James River Bridge Corp. (Norfolk, Va.) 33463
James River Bridge (Va.) - access routes - Maps - 1930 33463
James' river guide : containing descriptions of all the cities, towns, and principal objects of interest, on the navigable waters of the Mississippi Valley ... 50629
James River Recreation Area 52721
James River (Va.) - Maps - 1700-1799 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 39471
James River (Va.) - Maps - 1781 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 39472
James River (Va.) - Maps - 1951 - Nautical charts 3688, 47959
James River (Va.) - Maps - 1952 - Nautical charts 3691
James River (Va.) - Maps - 1956 - Nautical charts 3694
James, S. A. 41091
James, Schaeffer & Schimming 19846
James T. Igoe Co. 19711, 20508
James Thackara and Son SEE James Thackara & Son 4673
James Thackara & Son 4673, 4674
James, Thomas, 1593?-1635? 2407, 59799, 59800
James, Thomas, 1593?-1635? Strange and dangerous voyage of Captaine Thomas lames (1633) 59800
James, Thomas, 1593?-1635? The strange and dangerous voyage of Captaine Thomas lames (1633) 59799
James, Thomas, d. 1782 27377, 27378, 31875, 57964
James' travelers companion : being a complete guide through the West and South, to the Gulf of Mexico and the Pacific ... : with historical notes, statistical tables, and a vast amount of general information, with numerous illustrations : to which is a 79409
James, U. P. (Uriah Pierson), 1811-1889 23711, 48194, 50530, 50629, 61275, 79409
The James W. McNutt collection of maps of the Gulf of St. Lawrence with particular emphasis on Prince Edward Island 67992
James, William H. 80413
Jameson and Morse (Chicago, Ill.) SEE Jameson & Morse 19460
Jameson & Morse 19460, 20523
Jameson, Robert, 1774-1854 29450, 29488
Jamestown Bridge-Ferry System 39473
Jamestown Bridge (Jamestown, R.I.) - access routes - Maps - 1941 39473
A Jamestown Christmas 39475
Jamestown Festival (1957) - Maps - Pictorial maps 24462
Jamestown Festival Park 39474
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Jamestown Festival Park : Jamestown Settlement, Williamsburg, Virginia  39474
Jamestown Festival Park - Maps - 1957 - Pictorial maps  21252, 24462
Jamestown Festival Park (Va.) - Description and travel - 1989  39474
Jamestown Festival Park (Va.) - Social customs - 1989  39475
Jamestown Island (Va.) - Maps - 1901 - Shorelines  80333
Jamestown Island (Va.) - Maps - 1957  21252
Jamestown Island (Va.) - Maps - 1959  82960
Jamestown (Saint Helena) - Maps - 1703 - Pictorial works  39476
Jamestown Settlement  39475
Jamestown Ter-centennial Exposition (1907) - Maps - 1907  57186
Jamestown Ter-centennial Exposition (1908) - Maps - 1908  57187
Jamestown (Va.) - Historic Sites  80333
Jamestown (Va.) - Maps - 1607  39477
Jamestown (Va.) - Maps - 1610  39478
Jamestown (Va.) - Maps - 1703  39479
Jamestown (Va.) - Maps - 1706  39480
Jamestown (Va.) - Maps - 1929  39481
Jämtlands Län (Sweden) - Maps - 1891  39482
Jan en Jacob Surhon  73462
Jan Kip's Prospect of London, Westminster & St Jame's Park : 1720  42763
Jan Mayen Island - Maps - 1654  69164
Jan Mayen Island - Maps - 1662  39483
Jan Mayen Island - Maps - 1702  39484
Jan Thorbecke Verlag  70136
Jan van Hoirne's map of the Netherlands and the 'Oosterscher Zee' printed in Antwerp in 1526  34662
Januzz, Julian K.  18420
Jane Addams Houses, Chicago / courtesy of the Federal Emergency Administration of Public Works Housing Division  39485
Jane Addams Houses (Chicago, Ill.) - Pictorial works - 1936  39485
Jane Addams Tollway (Ill.) - Maps - 1980  36449
The Jane Austen map of England / illustrator: Carol Kieffer Police ; graphics: Susan Lewis  42189
Janes, Arthur L.  275
Janec (A.) & Co., lithographers, Saint Louis, Mo. SEE A. Janicze & Co. (Saint Louis, Mo.)  81829
Janicki, Klemens, 1516 - 1543. Vitae regum polonorum elegiaco carmine descriptae (1563)  1479
Janicot, Claude, 1925 - 48155, 69306, 69309
Janin, F.  193
Janitsch, Eduard  12819
Jankinson Anglo, Anthonio SEE Jenkinson, Anthony, 1529-1611=Anglo, Anthonio iankinsono SEE Jenkinson, Anthony, 1529-1611  67504
Jankó, Annamária  49259
Jankowska, Maria  65472
Jannen, Asa Moore  43232
Jannen, J. D.  14997, 14998
Jannen, Werner L.  43232
Janocki, Jan Daniel Andrzej, 1720 - 1786. Ianociana, sive Clarorvm atqve illvstrivm Poloniae avctorvm Maecenatvmqve memoriae miscellae (1776-1819)  1473
Janofsky, Michael  22535
Janos (Mexico) - Maps - 1767 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  39486
Jáno, Xántus, 1825-1894 SEE Xántus, Jáno, 1825-1894  72259
Jansen, Hendrik, 1741-1812  12072
Jansen, Jean  66215
Janson, Donald  82980
Janson (Firm)  9427, 50483
Janson, fl. 1842-ca. 1862  83927, 83928
Janson, P.  37601
Janson, V.  9417, 9428, 31976
Janson versus Blaeu  22339
Jansonius, Joannes, 1588-1664 SEE Jansson, Jan, 1588-1664  71114
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Japan, a cartographic vision: European printed maps from the early 16th to the 19th century / edited by Lutz Walter on behalf of the German East-Asiatic Society (OAG) ... 18011, 18012

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Date Range</th>
<th>Call Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Japan - Administrative and political divisions - History - 1600-1912</td>
<td>18016</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan Air Lines SEE Nihon Koku</td>
<td></td>
<td>11770</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan and Corea</td>
<td></td>
<td>39520</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan and her people / by Anna C. Hartshorne</td>
<td></td>
<td>39540</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan / by Jean Modot with the assistance of Jacques Pezeu-Massabuau ; revised by Evelyne Daudé and Philippe Lannois</td>
<td></td>
<td>39584</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan, Central Meteorological Observatory SEE Chuo Kishodai (Japan)</td>
<td></td>
<td>39543</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan, Central &amp; Northern</td>
<td></td>
<td>39528, 39529</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan, Chuo Kishodai SEE Chuo Kishodai (Japan)</td>
<td></td>
<td>39543</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan Current SEE Kuroshio</td>
<td></td>
<td>33218, 41385</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan - Description and travel - 1854-1856</td>
<td></td>
<td>79398</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan / drawn under the direction of Mr. Pinkerton by L. Hebert ; Neele sculpt. 352 Strand</td>
<td></td>
<td>39513</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan : European printed maps to 1800</td>
<td></td>
<td>39586</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan - Geography</td>
<td></td>
<td>30847</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan, Geological Office SEE Japan. Noshomusho. Chishitsukyoku</td>
<td></td>
<td>39533</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan - Historical geography - Maps - 1600-1912</td>
<td></td>
<td>18016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan - Historical geography - Maps - 1875 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td></td>
<td>39488</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan - Historical geography - Maps - 1909</td>
<td></td>
<td>18025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan: Imperial Government Railways SEE Japan. Tetsudoin 20884, 39547</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan, Imperial Government Railways : travelers’ handy guide 1915</td>
<td></td>
<td>39547</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan in early Portuguese maps</td>
<td></td>
<td>18015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan-Institut (Berlin, Germany)</td>
<td></td>
<td>18006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan / J. Bartholomew, Edinburgh</td>
<td></td>
<td>39532</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan, Mandshuria, (showing the course of the Amur River) the Kurile Isles &amp;c. according to the British &amp; Russian Admiralty surveys, Krusenstern, Siebold &amp;c. / by J. Bartholomew Junr. Edinr.; engraved by J. Bartholomew Edinr.</td>
<td></td>
<td>39526</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Japan - Maps - 1835  39517
Japan - Maps - 1837  (Provisional Heading)  39518
Japan - Maps - 1840  20678, 39519
Japan - Maps - 1841  3381
Japan - Maps - 1851  39520
Japan - Maps - 1854-1856  79398
Japan - Maps - 1855  39521, 39522
Japan - Maps - 1857  39523
Japan - Maps - 1860  39524
Japan - Maps - 1861  20693
Japan - Maps - 1866  20694
Japan - Maps - 1888  20695
Japan - Maps - 1870 - Mountains  39525
Japan - Maps - 1872  39526
Japan - Maps - 1874  39527
Japan - Maps - 1883  62836
Japan - Maps - 1884  39528, 39529
Japan - Maps - 1885  39530, 39532
Japan - Maps - 1885-1887  39531
Japan - Maps - 1887  20701
Japan - Maps - 1890 - Agriculture  39533
Japan - Maps - 1890 - Economics  39533
Japan - Maps - 1890 - Land use  39533
Japan - Maps - 1891  39534, 39535
Japan - Maps - 1894  39536
Japan - Maps - 1896  (Provisional Heading)  39537
Japan - Maps - 1899  16342, 39538
Japan - Maps - 1901  39539
Japan - Maps - 1902  39540
Japan - Maps - 1903  39543
Japan - Maps - 1903 - Geography  (Provisional Heading)  39541
Japan - Maps - 1903  (Provisional Heading)  39542
Japan - Maps - 1904-1905  67736
Japan - Maps - 1907  39544
Japan - Maps - 1910-1919  20712
Japan - Maps - 1913  39545, 39599
Japan - Maps - 1914  23997, 23998, 39546
Japan - Maps - 1915 - Railroads  39547
Japan - Maps - 1920  39549
Japan - Maps - 1920-1929  - Administrative and political divisions  39548
Japan - Maps - 1920-1929  - Economics  39548
Japan - Maps - 1922 - Health Resorts  49391
Japan - Maps - 1925  39550
Japan - Maps - 1928  39551
Japan - Maps - 1930  39552
Japan - Maps - 1933  39553
Japan - Maps - 1938  39554
Japan - Maps - 1939  39555
Japan - Maps - 1941  39556
Japan - Maps - 1942  39557
Japan - Maps - 1943  62628
Japan - Maps - 1944  39558, 39559, 62629
Japan - Maps - 1944 - Maps, Physical  39560
Japan - Maps - 1945  39561, 39562
Japan - Maps - 1946  39563
Japan - Maps - 1946-1947  - Administrative and political divisions  39564
Japan - Maps - 1952  39565, 39566
Japan - Maps - 1953  39567
Japan - Maps - 1954  39568
Japan - Maps - 1955  39569
Japan - Maps - 1955-1960  - Coasts - Nautical charts  58753
Japan - Maps - 1957  39570
Japan - Maps - 1959  39571
Japan - Maps - 1962  39572
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Japanese cartography - Specimens - Maps - 1854</td>
<td>76763</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japanese geographical review SEE Chirigaku hyoron = Geographical review of Japan</td>
<td>20764</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japanese geography</td>
<td>30847</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Japanese inn, ryokan : a gateway to traditional Japan</td>
<td>39583</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Japanese land-surveyor : Tadataka Ino / Ryokichi Otani ; translated by Kazue Sugimura</td>
<td>37503</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japanese language - Dictionaries - Russian</td>
<td>52357</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japanese maps of the Edo era</td>
<td>39592</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japanese maps of the Edo period</td>
<td>39593</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan / par les professeurs Yamasaki de l'Université Impériale de Tôkyô &amp; Jean Brunhes, du Collège de France</td>
<td>39548</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japoniae insulae : the mapping of Japan : historical introduction and cartobibliography of European printed maps of Japan to 1800 / Jason C. Hubbard</td>
<td>18024</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jaques, Cristobal, fl. 1516-1526 - Expeditions</td>
<td>39603</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jarbah Island (Tunisia) - History - Siege, 1560 - Maps</td>
<td>33718, 33719, 33720, 33721, 33722, 33723</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jarbah Island (Tunisia) - 1570</td>
<td>38519</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jarbah Island (Tunisia) - 1588</td>
<td>38520</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jarbah Island (Tunisia) - Maps - 1606</td>
<td>38522</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jarcho, Saul, 1906-2000</td>
<td>17117, 34684, 34685, 34686, 34687, 39604, 40577, 44237, 45681, 45683, 45685, 45686, 45687, 45690</td>
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Jerusalem Region - History, Ancient - Maps - 1860 62760
Jerusalem Region - Maps - 1827 39737
Jerusalem Region - Maps - 1836-1845 62820
Jerusalem Region - Maps - 1847 62825
Jerusalem Region - Maps - 1850 62826
Jerusalem (Suriname) - Pictorial works - 1791 39771
Jerusalem: the saga of the Holy City / with contributions by Michael Avi-Yonah ... [et al.] ; and an introduction by Benjamin Mazar (Maisler) 39748

Jessamine County (Ky.) - 1861: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche 39777

Jessamine County (Ky.) - Historical geography - Maps - 1998 39773
Jessamine County (Ky.) - Historical geography - Maps - 1999 39774
Jessamine County (Ky.) - Historical geography - Maps - 2002 39775
Jessamine County (Ky.) - Historical geography - Maps - 2009 39776
Jessamine County (Ky.) - Maps - 1861 - Landowners 39777
Jessamine County (Ky.) - Maps - 1877 - Landowners 13686

Jessop, Augustus, 1823-1914 57194
Jessup, Ronald Frederick, 1906- 73613

Jesuit cartography 18124, 18125, 66754
Jesuit cartography - China 17063, 17064, 17066, 20613
Jesuit cartography - China - 1602 83982
Jesuit cartography - China - 1735 20862
Jesuit cartography - China - 1737 20632

Jesuit Missou Province Archives SEE Jesuits. Missouri Province. Archives 59818

Jesuit science in the age of Galileo 22299

Jesuit Scientists - Exhibitions 22299

Jesuits - Chile - 1646 20560, 20561, 20562
Jesuits - China - Cartography - History - 1708-1718 17067
Jesuits - China - History - 1600-1699 - Congresses 45222
Jesuits - Japan - Administrative and political divisions - Maps - 1646 39493
Jesuits - Kahnawake (Québec) - Maps - 1752 - Missions - Manuscripts 27424
Jesuits - Korea 18050
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Jews. Letters from Missions (1726-1758)  15216
Jews. Letters from Missions (1825-1829)  10649, 20670, 32857, 38184, 39516, 57712, 70552, 70700
Jews - Maps - 1764  39778
Jews - Maps - 1810  50060
Jews - Maps - 1826  39779
Jews - Missions - Great Lakes Region (North America) - Maps - 1672  73443, 73444
Jews - Missions - Superior, Lake - Maps - 1672  73443, 73444
Jews - Missions - Tamontaka (Philippines) - Maps - 1862 - Manuscripts  74203, 74204
Jews. Missouri Province. Archives  59818
Jews - Northwestern States - Maps - 1846  59819, 59820, 59821, 59822, 59823, 59824
Jews - Northwestern States - Missions - Pictorial works - 1846  59820, 59823, 59824
Jews - Rio de la Plata River Valley (Argentina and Uruguay) - Maps - 1733  66850
Jews - South America - Maps - 1730  70435
Jews - Travel - Maps - 1743  4446
Jesus Christ - Crucifixion - Pictorial works - Manuscripts  45808, 45809
Jesus Christ - Cult - Kalwaria Zebrzydowska (Poland) - Pictorial works - 1600  39947, 39948
Jesus Christ - Travel - Maps - 1700-1750  48026
Jesus Christ - Travel - Maps - 1747  48039
Jesus Christ - Travel - Maps - 1900  12916
Jet clipper route maps : Pan American World Airways, world's most experienced airline  639
Jet clipper route maps : Pan American, world's most experienced airline  628, 629, 631, 634, 635
Jeune Afrique Editions SEE Editions Jeune Afrique  404
Jeune, Semen  9313
Jeunes voyageurs en France  27915
Jevne & Almini  41543, 46715, 76046
Jew's Savannah (Suriname) SEE Joden Savanne (Suriname)  39825
Jewel Cave National Monument (S.D.) - Description and travel - 1995  39780
Jewel Cave : official maps and guide  39780
Jewel Tea Company  35412
Jewell County (Kan.) - Maps - 1921 - Landowners  39781
Jewelry - Italy - Milan - Catalogs  52015
Jewett and Company (Boston, Mass.) SEE John P. Jewett and Company (Boston, Mass.)  15246
Jewett & Chandler  29944, 30100, 30101, 80061, 80062
Jewett, Clarence F.  75212
Jewett, E. R. & Co. SEE E. R. Jewett & Co.  71361
Jewett, Henry C.  76060
Jewett, Henry P. B.  37593
Jewett (J.P.) & Co. (Boston, Mass.) SEE John P. Jewett and Company (Boston, Mass.)  15246
Jewett, John Punchard, 1814-1884  29590, 29627, 29650
Jewett, Joseph, b. 1790  4733, 29437
Jewett, Proctor, and Worthington  15246, 37594
Jewett, Thomas & Co.  21009, 56089
Jewish-Arab relations - Maps - 1976  62748
Jewish-Arab relations - Maps - 1993  62752
Jewish-Arab relations - Maps - 2005  62753
Jewish cartographers: a forgotten chapter of Jewish history  16739
Jewish cosmology  13377
Jewish Council of 1933  10287
Jewish history atlas  39786, 39787
Jewish National and University Library (Jerusalem) SEE Bet ha-sefarim ha-le'umi veha-universita'i bi-Yerushalayim  62884
Jewish Theological Seminary of America. Library  39751
Jewish Theological Seminary of America. Library - Map collections - Exhibitions  39751
The JewishGen Communities Database and JewishGen ShtetlSeeker  52358
JewishGen, Inc.  52358
Jewitt, A. Crispin  32490, 49264
Jews - Balkan Peninsula - Maps - 1911 - Population  26172
Jews - Europe - Maps - 1911 - Population  26172
Jews - Historical geography - Maps - 0476-1450  39782, 39783
Jews - Historical geography - Maps - 1794  39784, 39785
Jews - Historical geography - Maps - 1969  39786, 39787
Jews - Historical geography - Maps - 1990  39788
Jews - Historical geography - Maps - 1992  39789
Jews - Historical geography - Maps - 1993  39790
Jews - History  62762
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Jews - History, Ancient - Maps - 1713 39791
Jews - History, Ancient - Maps - 1840 48044
Jews in Poland : history & atlas 64975
Jews - Latvia - Historical geography - Maps - 2005 41704
Jews - Maps - 1938 - Migration 39792
Jews of Arab lands : their history in maps 62748
Jews - Poland - Historical geography - Maps - 1993 64975
Jews - Russia - Maps - 1911 - Population 26172
Jiangsu Sheng (China) - Maps - 1945 - Topographic maps 39793
Jicarilla Indian Reservation
Jicarilla Indians SEE ALSO Apache Indians
Jicarilla Indians
Jigujunhudo (front and rear map of the earth) / cartographer: Hangi Choi (Korean)
Jigsaw puzzle maps
Jigsaw puzzle maps
Jigsaw puzzle maps
Jigsaw puzzle maps
Jigsaw puzzle maps
Jigsaw puzzle maps
Jigsaw puzzle maps
Jigsaw puzzle maps
Jigsaw puzzle maps
Jigsaw puzzle maps
Jigsaw puzzle maps
Jigsaw puzzle maps
Jigsaw puzzle maps
Jigsaw puzzle maps
Jigsaw puzzle maps
Jigsaw puzzle maps
Jigsaw puzzle maps
Jigsaw puzzle maps
Jigsaw puzzle maps
Jigsaw puzzle maps
Jigsaw puzzle maps
Jigsaw puzzle maps
Jigsaw puzzle maps
Jigsaw puzzle maps
A Jig-saw map of France 28042
[Jigsaw puzzle maps] 39803, 39804
[Jigsaw puzzle maps (10) & 10 lithographs] 39795
Jigsaw puzzle maps - 1832 39795
Jigsaw puzzle maps - 1837 39796
Jigsaw puzzle maps - 1840 39797
Jigsaw puzzle maps - 1848 39798
Jigsaw puzzle maps - 1875 84291
Jigsaw puzzle maps - 1877 39799
Jigsaw puzzle maps - 1880 39800
Jigsaw puzzle maps - 1885 39801
Jigsaw puzzle maps - 1889 39802
Jigsaw puzzle maps - 1900 32022
Jigsaw puzzle maps - 1905 39803
Jigsaw puzzle maps - 1925 39804
Jigsaw puzzle maps - 1931 6004
Jigsaw puzzle maps - 1943 84370
Jigsaw puzzle maps - 1944 84377
Jigsaw puzzle maps - 1950 84400
Jigsaw puzzle maps - 1975 68655
Jigsaw puzzle maps - 1990 72626
Jigsaw puzzle maps - 2000 84504
Jigsaw puzzle maps - 2001 22326
Jigsaw puzzle maps - 2006 84511
Jigsaw puzzle maps - Century of Progress International Exposition (1933-1934 : Chicago, Ill.) 19029
Jigsaw puzzle maps - England - 1875 25304
Jigsaw puzzle maps - France - 1875 27975
Jigsaw puzzle maps - France - 1933 28042
Jigsaw puzzle maps - Globes - 1900 32022
Jigsaw puzzle maps - History - 1700-1799 72970
Jigsaw puzzle maps - Illinois - 1969 - Pictorial maps 36400
Jigsaw puzzle maps - New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1977 55775
Jigsaw puzzle maps - Norfolk (England) - 1793 57192
Jigsaw puzzle maps - Paris (France) - 1972 - Subways 63255
Jigsaw puzzle maps - Switzerland - 1960 74071
Jigsaw puzzle maps - United States - 1854 76764
Jigsaw puzzle maps - United States - 1887 76932
Jigsaw puzzle maps - United States - 1915 77189
Jigsaw puzzle maps - United States - 1965 78409
Jigsaw puzzle maps - United States - 1879 78798
Jigsaw puzzle maps - United States - 1889 78976
Jigsaw puzzle maps - Wales - 1875 25304
Jigujunhudo (front and rear map of the earth) / cartographer: Hangi Choi (Korean) 84235
Jihlava (Czech Republic) - Maps - 1742 - Fortification 51737
Jihomoravsky (Czech Republic) - Maps - 1700 39805, 39806, 39807
Jihomoravsky Kraj (Czech Republic) - Maps - 1745 39808, 39809, 39810
Jiji-Shimpo 67736
Jillson, Willard Rouse, 1890-1975 18044, 18047, 39663, 40617, 41085, 41254, 41968, 43825, 45979, 51760
Jillson, Willard Rouse, 1890-. The Kentuckie country : an historical exposition of land interest in Kentucky prior to 1790 (1931) 26597
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Jiménez de la Espada, Marcos, 1831-1898  64259
Jiménez Moreno, Wigberto  70643
Jiménez Moreno, Wigberto, 1909-  46498, 57805
Jiménez Pelayo, Jesús  44494, 44495
Jimmie Allen (Radio program)  SEE Air Adventures of Jimmie Allen (Radio program)  47843
Jin dun chu ban she  20743, 20745

Jiza Pyramids (Egypt)  SEE Pyramids of Giza (Egypt)  65902

Jizah (Egypt) - Maps  1895  24792
Jizah (Egypt) - Pictorial works  1793  65903

Jizera Mountains (Poland and Czech Republic) - Maps  1897  41363
Jizera Mountains (Poland and Czech Republic) - Maps  1901  41364
Jizera Mountains (Poland and Czech Republic) - Maps  1911  41367
Jizera Mountains (Poland and Czech Republic) - Maps  1911-1912  41366
Jizera Mountains (Poland and Czech Republic) - Maps  1921  41368
Jizera Mountains (Poland and Czech Republic) - Maps  1925  41369
Jizera Mountains (Poland and Czech Republic) - Maps  1930  41371, 41372
Jizera Mountains (Poland and Czech Republic) - Maps  1931  41373
Jizera Mountains (Poland and Czech Republic) - Maps  1935  41375

JNL Graphic Design  19440

Jno. Mount and Tho. Page  2164, 3671, 3672, 3675, 3677, 3794, 3805, 11359, 14225, 14229, 14273
Jno. B. Jeffery Pr. Co.  14680

Jiménez Pelayo, Jesús  44494, 44495

Joachim von Watt, genannt Vadianus : Weltkarte 1534  79750
Joachim Lelewel and his collection of maps  41843

Joanne's Reise  63181, 63184, 65914, 65915, 68938, 69824, 69825, 69826, 69829, 73890, 73908
Joanne, Paul, 1847  62628, 63150, 63170
Joanne, Paul, 1847-1922  11316, 12206, 12241, 14634, 14635, 19057, 22250, 28203, 39114, 42315, 57253, 57259, 63094, 63101, 63161, 63177, 63181, 63184, 65914, 65915, 66911, 73908
Joanne's Reisebücher  63155
Joannes a Moncalieri, padre, O.F.M.Cap., d. 1654  25959
Joannes Baptista a Cassine, d. 1715  SEE Giovanni Battista da Montecassino, d. 1715  25959
Joannes Georgius Septala  69874
Joannes Matthaeus and his Tract "De rerum inventoribus"  45536
Joannis Janssonii Novus atlas sive theatrum orbis terrarum : in quo orbis antiquus seu Geographia vetus, sacra, & profana exhibetur  8695
João IV, King of Portugal, 1604  SEE John IV, King of Portugal, 1604-1656  65367
João Fernandes and the Cabot voyages / por Arthur Davies  45536
João pessoa (Paraíba, Brazil) - History - Siege, 1634 - Maps  39822

João pessoa (Paraíba, Brazil) - Maps  1635  39822
Joshua, John, d. 1666  15198
Joshob, Francis, fl. 1579-1602  22164, 38448, 51939
Jocelyn (N. & S.S.), firm SEE N. & S.S. Jocelyn (Firm)  4648
Jocobo, Johann, 16th cent.  SEE Bellasy, Johann Jakob von, fl. 1560-1586  62777
Jode, Cornelis de, 1568-1600  7671, 20614, 22434, 31335, 83957, 83960, 83961, 85266
Jode, Cornelis de, 1568-1600. Germany, geographicis tabulis illustrata [1593?]  7671, 31335
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Jode, Gerard de, 1509-1591 215, 437, 643, 1946, 2012, 2276, 3162, 3163, 3248, 7656, 7657, 7671, 7752, 11135, 11137, 11392, 11393, 11500, 11501, 11502, 11648, 11866, 11920, 11921, 12110, 12598, 13292, 13713, 14143, 14958, 16643, 22434, 23094, 23665, 24956, 25906, 267612, 28192, 28223, 28418, 28642, 31336, 31674, 32615, 33152, 33285, 33884, 34905, 38521, 38643, 39198, 39201, 39823, 41743, 41978, 43062, 43655, 48059, 48060, 51722, 54559, 57333, 58680, 58754, 58755, 62395, 62782, 64866, 64986, 65157, 65348, 65513, 65678, 65896, 66446, 66447, 66448, 66620, 66621, 67504, 68348, 68936, 69076, 69081, 69152, 69157, 69372, 70121, 70390, 70676, 72663, 73363, 73785, 75130, 75716, 75859, 75903, 79905, 80629, 81741, 83612, 83918, 83957, 83962, 85278

Jode, Gerard de, 1509-1591. Speculum orbis terrarum (1578) 7656, 7657, 39824


Jode, Petrum de, fl. ca. 1600 70103, 75535

Jodelet de la Boissière, Gilles SEE Boissière, Gilles Jodelet de la, fl. 1673-1676 63034

Joden Savanne (Suriname) - Pictorial works - 1791 39825

Jodocus Hondius, 1513-1612 : kartograaf in het voetspoor van Gerard Mercator 34605

Joe Armstrong's Canadian map collection 3117

Joe Daviess County Rural Youth (Ill.) 39817

Joe Katz Design Associates 64429

Joel Fournier.com 74171

Joerg, W. L. G. (Wolfgang Louis Gottfried), b. 1885 2492, 19811, 65114


Joh. Noman en zoon 29537

Joh. Roth Sel. Ww 31620, 31623

Joh. Wilh. Rother Nachf. 73625

Joh. Wurster & Comp. 10902, 10903

Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library) 39826, 67772, 67773, 67774, 67775

Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library) - Bibliography - Catalogs 39826

Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:10 65360

Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:101 42344

Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:102 64939

Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:103 60930

Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:104 75329

Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:105 64964

Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:106 69051

Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:107 60951


Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:109 65356

Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:11 69052

Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:111 69024

Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:112 69023

Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:113 69045

Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:114 69047, 69048

Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:115 69050

Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:116-121 69041

Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:12 65364

Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:122 69025

Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:123 64691

Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:124-125 64702

Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:126 64692

Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:127 64690

Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:128 69040

Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:129 42029

Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:13 65365

Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:130 64699

Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:131 80037

Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:132 39052

Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:133 42345

Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:134 42346

Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:135 42347

Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:136 39055

Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:137 39060

Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:138 42347

Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:139 12084
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection</td>
<td>Newberry Library</td>
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<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection</td>
<td>Newberry Library</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection</td>
<td>Newberry Library</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection</td>
<td>Newberry Library</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection</td>
<td>Newberry Library</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection</td>
<td>Newberry Library</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection</td>
<td>Newberry Library</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection</td>
<td>Newberry Library</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection</td>
<td>Newberry Library</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection</td>
<td>Newberry Library</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection</td>
<td>Newberry Library</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection</td>
<td>Newberry Library</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection</td>
<td>Newberry Library</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection</td>
<td>Newberry Library</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection</td>
<td>Newberry Library</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection</td>
<td>Newberry Library</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection</td>
<td>Newberry Library</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection</td>
<td>Newberry Library</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:94 39059
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:95 39046
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). I:96-100 64941
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:1 25701
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:10 31371
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:100 28227
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:101 28238
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:102 28240
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:103 28236
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:104 28237
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:105 28239
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:106 28232
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:107 11760
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:108 3182
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:109 2057
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:11 25705
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:110 3180
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:111 73404
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:112 28291
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:113 60226
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:114 24851
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:115 73651
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:116 73645
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:117 73638
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:118 73650
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:119 73645
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:12 31380
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:120 73649
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:121 73652
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:122-123 73642
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:124 79534
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:125 11398
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:126-127 11397
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:128 11399
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:129 11394
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:13 31349
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:130 13145
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:131 49385
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:132 75993
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:133 28363
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:134 13894
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:135 33897
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:136 33886
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:137 33891
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:138 33898
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:139 1430
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:14 31366
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:140-143 66455
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:144 1406
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:145-146 1409
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:147 1407
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:148 1422
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:149 1417
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:15 31378
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:150 1419
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:151 1420
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:152 1421
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:153 1424
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:154 33641
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:155 11864
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:156 11865
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:157 33892
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:158 33899
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:159 40497

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Catalog Entry</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>31388</td>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33887</td>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11374</td>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52681</td>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52678</td>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52680</td>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:164</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80630</td>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80631</td>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:166</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19008</td>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:167</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28296</td>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:168</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28297</td>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:169</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13299</td>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73321</td>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31812</td>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31813</td>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:172</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31353</td>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31811</td>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:174-177</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31383</td>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:178</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>66596</td>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:179</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22633</td>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>66644</td>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>66640</td>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:181</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62698</td>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>82920</td>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:183</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28300</td>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:183bis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28293</td>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:184</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28299</td>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3181</td>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:186</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>82921</td>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:187</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>66647</td>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>66645</td>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:189</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13301</td>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>66646</td>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41266</td>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:191</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75510</td>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:192</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58775</td>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:193</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58766</td>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:194</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58773</td>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58774</td>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:196</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58770</td>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:197</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21190</td>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:198</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23950</td>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25710</td>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13300</td>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58772</td>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21210</td>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:201</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31386</td>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:202</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31390</td>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:203</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31373</td>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31361</td>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31381</td>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:206</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12151</td>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:207</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12152</td>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:208</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31387</td>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:209</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13303</td>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41982</td>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41992</td>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:211</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12128</td>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:212</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41997</td>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:213-214</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52565</td>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:215</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41980</td>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:216</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41990</td>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:217</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43535</td>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:218</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51937</td>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). II:219</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Catalog Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>II:22</td>
<td>80625</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II:220</td>
<td>13899</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II:221</td>
<td>43539</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II:222</td>
<td>62378</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II:223</td>
<td>13097</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II:224</td>
<td>23748</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II:225</td>
<td>23750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II:226</td>
<td>23751</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II:227</td>
<td>66594</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II:228</td>
<td>21000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II:229</td>
<td>58759, 58760</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II:23</td>
<td>69882</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II:230</td>
<td>58776</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II:231</td>
<td>58771</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II:232</td>
<td>25603</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II:233</td>
<td>58758</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II:234</td>
<td>23749</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II:235</td>
<td>20997</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II:236</td>
<td>58761</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II:237</td>
<td>25604</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II:238</td>
<td>12425</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II:239</td>
<td>25605</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II:24</td>
<td>85254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II:240</td>
<td>24976</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II:241</td>
<td>24979</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II:242</td>
<td>24973</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II:243</td>
<td>51201</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II:244</td>
<td>61706</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II:245</td>
<td>24974</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II:246</td>
<td>24975</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II:247</td>
<td>43549</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II:248</td>
<td>43559</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II:249</td>
<td>43541</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II:25</td>
<td>70123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II:250</td>
<td>43542</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II:251</td>
<td>43550</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II:252</td>
<td>33376</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II:253</td>
<td>33374</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II:254</td>
<td>33375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II:255</td>
<td>69381</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II:256</td>
<td>69375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II:257</td>
<td>69380</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II:258</td>
<td>33373</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II:259</td>
<td>43547</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II:26</td>
<td>70126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II:260</td>
<td>43545</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II:261</td>
<td>43546</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II:262</td>
<td>43548</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II:263</td>
<td>43558</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II:264</td>
<td>43534</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II:265</td>
<td>43891</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II:266</td>
<td>43888</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II:267</td>
<td>13900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II:268</td>
<td>33400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II:269</td>
<td>25708</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II:27</td>
<td>70125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II:270</td>
<td>69089</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II:271</td>
<td>69094</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II:272</td>
<td>69090</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II:273</td>
<td>69100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II:274</td>
<td>69098</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II:275</td>
<td>69097</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II:276</td>
<td>1991</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II:277</td>
<td>75135</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:E9 43743
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:F1 20624
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:F2-F42 20633
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G1 27653
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G10 27679
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G100 19183
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G101 64954
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G102 64955
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G103 74255
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G104 41588
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G105 42081, 42082
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G108 19182
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G109 31817
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G11 27686
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G110 74256
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G111 43228
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G112 23719
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G113 23720
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G114 42081, 42082
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G115 64957
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G116 19184
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G117 64956
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G118 11315
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G119 27717
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G12 27671
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G120 27708
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G121 27701
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G122 2727
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G123 27700
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G124 27703
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G125 2265
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G126 19019
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G127 42313
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G128 62307
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G129 63438
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G13 27704
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G130 12601
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G131 63439
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G132 62311
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G133 69822, 69823
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G134 62304
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G135 22324
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G136 14961
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G137 2503
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G138 69821
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G139 45149
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G14 27675
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G140 42325
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G141 39907
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G142 28195
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G143 57087
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G144 45148
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G145 10951
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G146 10950
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G147 33644
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G148 45150
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G149 19092
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G15 27705
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G150 19091
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G151-152 19088
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G153 19084
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G155 62326
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G156 25694
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G157 57236
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G158 57231

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
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| Call Number | Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume. |
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G220 33299
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G221 33290
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G222 57167
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G223 646
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G224 64646
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G225 644
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G226 62309
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G227 64654
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G228 28570
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G229 41612
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G230 41614
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G231 41615
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G232 645
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G233 64535
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G234 33835
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G235 33643
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G236 65627
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G237 65618
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G238 65622
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G239 27693
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G240 65629
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G241 65616
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G242 65620
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G243 57089
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G244 69043, 69044
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G245 69029
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G246 22866
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G247 22868
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G248 22867
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G249 22861
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G250 22863
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G251 22859
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G252 22867
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G253 28197
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G254 23765
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G255 33646
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G256 46178
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G257 43073
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G258 43066
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G259 43070
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G260 43070
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G261 43075
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G262 43078
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G263 43068
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G264 43068
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G265 28193
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G266 27702
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G267 43076
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G268 43076
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G269 43076
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G271 68873
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G272 57088
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G273 66744
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G274 68875
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G275 66743
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:G276 608

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Catalog Entry</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III: H49</td>
<td>11935</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III: H5</td>
<td>31389</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III: H50</td>
<td>11395</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III: H51</td>
<td>73635</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III: H52</td>
<td>1413</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III: H53</td>
<td>1423</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III: H54</td>
<td>1414</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III: H55</td>
<td>1418</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III: H56</td>
<td>1401</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III: H58</td>
<td>1415</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III: H6</td>
<td>31358</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III: H7</td>
<td>58762</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III: H8</td>
<td>58769</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III: H9</td>
<td>43533</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III: I34</td>
<td>42343</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III: I64</td>
<td>41881</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III: I165</td>
<td>80013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III: J10</td>
<td>25077</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III: J11</td>
<td>25099</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III: J12</td>
<td>25085</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III: J13</td>
<td>25100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III: J14</td>
<td>25078</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III: J15</td>
<td>25075</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III: J16</td>
<td>25079</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III: J17</td>
<td>25095</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III: J18</td>
<td>25065</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III: J19</td>
<td>25431</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III: J2</td>
<td>14185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III: J20</td>
<td>80681</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III: J21</td>
<td>73485</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III: J22</td>
<td>25629</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III: J23, III: M105, and III: M118</td>
<td>12141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III: J24</td>
<td>25627</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III: J25</td>
<td>62508</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III: J26</td>
<td>69485</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III: J27</td>
<td>69478</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III: J28</td>
<td>69477</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III: J29</td>
<td>69482</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III: J3</td>
<td>14207</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III: J30</td>
<td>69476</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III: J31</td>
<td>69483</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III: J32</td>
<td>69475</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III: J33</td>
<td>69487</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III: J34</td>
<td>14178</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III: J35</td>
<td>14202</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III: J36</td>
<td>14177</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III: J37</td>
<td>14194</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III: J38</td>
<td>14191</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III: J39</td>
<td>14171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III: J4</td>
<td>38248</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III: J5</td>
<td>38245</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III: J6</td>
<td>38246</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III: J7</td>
<td>38260</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III: J8</td>
<td>38257</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III: J9</td>
<td>38236</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III: L1</td>
<td>38820</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III: L10</td>
<td>64700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III: L11</td>
<td>64704</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III: L12</td>
<td>64701</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III: L13</td>
<td>64693</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III: L14</td>
<td>42352</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III: L15</td>
<td>42028</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:L16 79913
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:L17 79912
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:L18 79915
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:L19 62670
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:L2 38819
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:L20 79907
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:L21 39057
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:L22 75869
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:L23 24959
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:L24 39220
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:L25 15794
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:L26 38232
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:L27 70052
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:L28 68908
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:L29 68912
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:L3 39941
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:L30 70069
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:L31 70070
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:L4 38864
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:L5 38834
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:L6 38804
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:L7 38799
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:L8 69046
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:L9 69031
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:M1 12356
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:M10 53404
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:M100 57922
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:M101 12149
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:M102 12125
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:M103 2219
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:M104 2217
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:M106 13725
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:M107 13715
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:M108 13732
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:M109 13733
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:M11 53421
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:M110 13728
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:M112 52560
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:M113 12140
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:M114 52556
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:M115 52558
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:M116 52562
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:M117 33297
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:M118 52564
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:M119 41991
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:M12 53409
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:M120 41988
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:M121 42071
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:M122 41993
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:M123 42072
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:M124 42066
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:M125 42065
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:M126 41994
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:M127 43666
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:M128 43662
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:M129 43647
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:M13 53419
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:M130 43645
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:M131 43660
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:M132 43669
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:M133 43668
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:M134 43670
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:M135 23893
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:M14 23831
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Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:Q10   69172
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:Q11   69186
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:Q12   69187
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:Q13   69190
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:Q14   69169
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:Q15   69166
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:Q16   23119
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:Q17   23133
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:Q18   23103
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:Q19   39922
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:Q20   39920
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:Q21   69361
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:Q22   69359
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:Q23   23115
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:Q24   23124
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:Q25   23120
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:Q26   28498
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:Q27   85263
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:Q28   42327
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:Q29   60081
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:Q30   69182
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:Q31   73678
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:Q32   79535
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:Q33   26632
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:Q34   40472
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:Q35   69159
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:Q36   69167
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:Q37   69177
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:Q38   69176
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:Q39   69162
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:Q40   72723
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:Q41   72712
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:Q42   72704
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:Q43   28532
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:Q44   18714
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:Q45   18828
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:Q46   79762
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:Q47   32300
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:Q48   65362
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:Q49   73799
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:Q50   73802
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:Q51-S14   73804
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:S15   11869
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:S16   53637
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:S17   73795
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:S18   73796
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:S19   73797
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:S20   73814
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:S21   73793
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:S22   73805
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:S23   73794
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:S24   73818
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:T1   48105
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:T2   48083
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:T3   48077
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:T4   48074
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:T5   48106
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:T6   49079
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:T7   11515
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:T8   48042
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:U1   75981
Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:U10   66745
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Volume</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:U11</td>
<td>66480</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:U12</td>
<td>69037</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:U13</td>
<td>64698</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:U14</td>
<td>39062</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:U15</td>
<td>63374</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:U16</td>
<td>21707, 63373</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:U17</td>
<td>33103, 66138</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:U18</td>
<td>66129</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:U19</td>
<td>66196</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:U20</td>
<td>67539, 75982</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:U21</td>
<td>62460</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:U22</td>
<td>44244</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:U23</td>
<td>24865</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:U24</td>
<td>45975</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:U25</td>
<td>31843</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:U26</td>
<td>21853</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:U27</td>
<td>41655</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:U28</td>
<td>80535</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:U29</td>
<td>64557</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:U30</td>
<td>64554</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:U31</td>
<td>64553</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:U32</td>
<td>42039</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:U33</td>
<td>42038</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:U34</td>
<td>42043</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:U35</td>
<td>615</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:U36</td>
<td>11528</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:U37</td>
<td>616</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:U38</td>
<td>617</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:U39</td>
<td>75408</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:U40</td>
<td>75407</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:U41</td>
<td>75412</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:U42</td>
<td>13669</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:U43</td>
<td>12618</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:U44</td>
<td>23756</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:U45</td>
<td>23754</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:U46</td>
<td>23758</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:U47</td>
<td>66592</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:U48</td>
<td>51303</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:U49</td>
<td>51302</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:U50</td>
<td>51301</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:U51</td>
<td>73122</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library). III:U52</td>
<td>33877</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
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June 1958 : featuring Mackinac Bridge inauguration ceremonies : "going places in Michigan" : Leonard Refineries, Inc. ... 47499

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Jutland (Denmark) - Maps - 1730 69363
Jutland (Denmark) - Maps - 1741 23129
Jutland (Denmark) - Maps - 1745 39923
Jutland (Denmark) - Maps - 1906 23187
Jutland (Denmark) - Maps - 1963 - Topographic maps 39924
Jutland (Denmark) - Maps - 1965 - Topographic maps 39925
Juvenile atlas 7994, 8088
Juvenile courts - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1914 19662
Juvenile delinquency - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1949 - African Americans 14677
Juvenile maps SEE Children's maps 43677
Juvenile tourist: excursions through Great-Britain 14304
Juynboll, Willem Rudolf, 1903- 25529
Jylland (Denmark) SEE Jutland (Denmark) 39885
Jylland: Studier og skildringer til Danmarks geografi 39885
K., A. 84622
K., A. W., fl. 1934 2653, 2654, 55347, 62164
K. Akademie der Wissenschaften, Vienna 83834, 83835
K. & I. Terminal Railroad Company SEE Kentucky & Indiana Terminal Railroad Company 24312
K. & S. Land Plat Company 70171
K. Ogawa 39536, 39543, 39544
K.P. Ac. Kunst und Buchhandlung SEE Preussische Akademie der Künste 52302
K. Paul, Trench & Co. 28211
K., R. E., fl. 1930 11453
K.R. Thompson Co. 20971, 45193, 67337
K. & T Oil Corporation (Wichita, Kan.) 78783, 79225, 79228, 79301
K. & T Oil Corporation (Wichita, Kan.) - Maps - 1930 40186
K.T Oil Corporation (Wichita, Kan.) SEE K-T Oil Corporation (Wichita, Kan.) 40186
K.-M. A. 31822
K-Mart Corporation 78783, 79225, 79228, 79272, 79301
K. Ogawa 39536, 39543, 39544
K.P. Ac. Kunst und Buchhandlung SEE Preussische Akademie der Künste 52302
K. Paul, Trench & Co. 28211
K., R. E., fl. 1930 11453
K.R. Thompson Co. 20971, 45193, 67337
K. & S. Land Plat Company 70171
K-T Oil Corporation (Wichita, Kan.) 40186
K-T Oil Corporation (Wichita, Kan.) - Maps - 1930 40186
K. T. Oil Corporation (Wichita, Kan.) SEE K-T Oil Corporation (Wichita, Kan.) 40186
K., W. C. 54096, 54891, 56297
K.-tuan, Kawae 19919
Kaar der stoomvaartlijnen van de Koninklijke Paketvaart Maatschappij 37466
Kaar en tekst II: eerste atlas voor Indische school 8966
Kaar figuratief van het grootste gedeelte van Bataasch [!] Brabant bevattende de Meyerey van 's Bosch bestaande in de vier quartieren van Peelland, Kempeland, Oisterwyk en Maasland, stadt Grave en t Land van Kuyk en een gedeelte van de Baronnie van Br 57939
Kaar van Afrika / door den Heer d’Anville 273
Kaar van Capitein Carver's reize in de binnenlanden van Noord-America. In 1766 en 1767 48195
Kaar van de Aller-Heiligen Baay waar aan de hoofdstad legt van Brazil 1263
Kaar van de Beneeden Rivier de Maas en de Merwede, van de Noord Zee tot Gorinchem / gecopieerd na de kaart van den landmeter M. Bolstra 66431
Kaar van de landengte van Panama / volgens de Spaansche aftekeninge opgemacht 62939
Kaar van de onderkoningschappen van Mexico en Nieuw Granada in de Spaansche West-Indien 46290
Kaar van de Papoasche Eilanden 38452
Kaar van de stad Utrecht en van derzelver Vryheid 79729
Kaar van den loop der rivieren de Rhyn, de Maas, de Waal, de Merwe, en de Leek, door de provincien van Gelderland, Holland en Utrecht / C. Velsen delin. 66432
Kaar van den loop der rivieren de Rhyn, de Maas, de Waal, de Merwe, en de Leek, door de provincien van Gelderland, Holland en Utrecht / C. Velsen delin. 66432
Kaar van de geheele Guajana of de wilden-kust en die der Spaansche Westindien op het noord-end van Suid-Amerika 33227
Kaar van het Eiland Walcheren : op ordre van ... W. C. H. Friso, Prince van Orange en Nassau ... / meetkundig opgenomen in den jaare 1750 door de ingenieurs D. W. Carel en A. Hattinga 80627
Kaar van het eiland Zuidbeveland, op ordre van ... W. C. H. Friso, Prins van Oranje en Nassau ... / meetkundig opgenomen door W. T. Hattinga ... 70747
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Kämpfer, Engelbert, 1651-1716  18018
Kan, J.B., 1831-1902  8796, 8802, 8820, 34184, 34210
Kanaat Kitabcisi  10940
Kane County (Minn.) - Maps - 1971 - Landowners  39956
Kanarek, Harold K.  16949
Kanawha County (W. Va.), [Minn.)  17081, 17165, 21327, 21332, 21333, 21334, 21335, 21336, 21337, 21338
Kanawha & Michigan Railway Co.  60426, 60429, 60433
Kanawha & Michigan Railway Co. - Maps - 1893  60426
Kanawha & Michigan Railway Co. - Maps - 1894  60429
Kanawha & Michigan Railway Co. - Maps - 1895  60433
Kanazawa  39957
Kanazawa, Kei  168
Kanazawa: other side of Japan  39957
Kanazawa, R.  18786
Kanazawa-Shi (Japan) - Maps - 1984 - Guidebooks  39957
Kanazawa Tourist Association  39957
Kandel, David, d. 1587  10892, 11390, 28904, 38634, 43592, 43624, 75513, 83903
Kandik, Paul, fl. 1880. Map of Upper Yukon, Tananah and Kuskokwim rivers  (1880)  39958
Kandik Publishing Co. (Chicago, Ill.)  19692, 19720, 19748
Kandiyohi County (Minn.) - Maps - 1915 - Landowners  39959
Kandoian, Nancy A.  18786
Kandoian, Nancy A. Cartobibliography for catalogers : reference materials to support the identification of early printed maps (2007)  44459
Kandul Publishing Co. (Chicago, Ill.)  19692, 19720, 19748
Kandul's Tillotson pocket map and street guide of Chicago and suburbs  19720
Kandul's Tillotson pocket map and street guide of Chicago and suburbs : Highland Park, Glenco, Winnetka, Kenilworth, Wilmette, Evanston, Melrose Park, Maywood, River Forest, Oak Park, Riverside, Highwood, La Grange Park, Morgan Park  19692
Kandul's Tillotson pocket map and street guide of Chicago and suburbs : Highland Park, Highwood, Glenco, Winnetka, Kenilworth, Wilmette, Evanston, Morton Grove, Niles Center, Tessville, Schiller Park, Franklin Park, Elmhoo Park, River Grove, Bellew  19748
Kandul, Stanley  19720, 19748
Kane  7011
Kane County 4-H Leaders (Ill.)  39965
[Kane County (Ill.) - 1851: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche]  39961
[Kane County (Ill.) - 1860: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche]  39962
Kane County (Ill.) - Aerial photographs - 1970  41431
Kane County (Ill.) - History - Sources - 1830-1980  20500
Kane County (Ill.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners  39960
Kane County (Ill.) - Maps - 1822-1850 - Surveys - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  20086
Kane County (Ill.) - Maps - 1825-1890 - Surveys - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  20087
Kane County (Ill.) - Maps - 1851 - Landowners  20089, 20090, 20091, 39961
Kane County (Ill.) - Maps - 1860 - Landowners  39962
Kane County (Ill.) - Maps - 1872 - Landowners  39963
Kane County (Ill.) - Maps - 1892 - Landowners  39964
Kane County (Ill.) - Maps - 1897-1954 - Topographic maps  20120
Kane County (Ill.) - Maps - 1902 - Topographic maps  20133, 20134
Kane County (Ill.) - Maps - 1925-1938 - Topographic maps  20176
Kane County (Ill.) - Maps - 1949-1960 - Topographic maps  20381
Kane County (Ill.) - Maps - 1957 - Landowners  39965
Kane County (Ill.) - Maps - 1958 - Landowners  39966
Kane County (Ill.) - Maps - 1963-1965 - Topographic maps  20463
Kane County (Ill.) - Maps - 1974 - Landowners  39967
Kane County (Ill.) - Maps - 1981 - Landowners  39968
Kane County (Ill.) - Maps - 1986 - Road maps  39969
Kane County (Ill.) - Maps - 1992 - Road maps  19912
Kane County (Ill.) - Maps - 1995 - Road maps  20495, 23916, 23917
Kane County (Ill.) - Maps - 1996 - Road maps  23918
Kane County (Ill.) - Maps - 1997 - Road maps  23919
Kane County (Ill.) - Maps - 1998 - Road maps  19921, 23920
Kane County (Ill.) - Maps - 1999 - Road maps  19925, 23921
Kane County (Ill.) - Maps - 2001 - Road maps  19931, 19932, 23922
Kane County (Ill.) - Maps - 2002 - Road maps  19936, 23923
Kane County (Ill.) - Maps - 2003 - Road maps  20497, 23924
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Call Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kane County (III) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps</td>
<td>19939, 23925</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kane County (III) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps</td>
<td>19942, 23926</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kane County (III) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps</td>
<td>19945, 23927</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kane County (III) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps</td>
<td>19949, 23928, 39863</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kane County (III) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps</td>
<td>19953, 23929, 39864</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kane County (III) - Maps - 2009 - Road maps</td>
<td>19957, 23930</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kane County (III) - Maps - Collections, 1830-1980</td>
<td>20500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kane County (III) - Pictorial works - 1920 - Forest Reserves</td>
<td>26450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kane County, Illinois, official farm plat book and directory</td>
<td>39966</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kane, Elisha Kent, 1820-1857</td>
<td>2467, 8183, 11409, 42129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kane, Paul, 1810-1871</td>
<td>16046</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kane, Paul, 1810-1871 - Travel, 1845-1848 - Maps</td>
<td>16046</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kane, Paul, 1810-1871. Wanderings of an artist among the Indians of North America, from Canada to Vancouver's Island and Oregon ... (1859)</td>
<td>16046</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kane (T.) &amp; Co.</td>
<td>76219, 76225, 76986</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kangxi, Emperor of China, 1654</td>
<td>1605-1722</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kanipe, Daniel A., b. 1853</td>
<td>42216</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kankakee County Farm Bureau (III)</td>
<td>39975, 39976</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kankakee County Farm Bureau (III) - 1860: LC G&amp;M land ownership maps on microfiche</td>
<td>39970</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kankakee County (III) - Aerial photographs - 1955</td>
<td>39973</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kankakee County (III) - History</td>
<td>39973</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kankakee County (III) - Maps - 1660 - Landowners</td>
<td>39970</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kankakee County (III) - Maps - 1883</td>
<td>39971</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kankakee County (III) - Maps - 1955</td>
<td>39973</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kankakee County (III) - Maps - 1955 - Hydrograph</td>
<td>39972</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kankakee County (III) - Maps - 1955 - Road maps</td>
<td>39972</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kankakee County (III) - Maps - 1985 - Landowners</td>
<td>39974</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kankakee County (III) - Maps - 1990 - Landowners</td>
<td>39975</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kankakee County (III) - Maps - 1999 - Landowners</td>
<td>39976</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kankakee County (III) - Maps - 1999 - Road maps</td>
<td>39976</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kankakee County, Illinois, atlas &amp; plat book</td>
<td>39975</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kankakee River state park</td>
<td>39977</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kankakee River State Park (III) - Tourism - 1976</td>
<td>39977</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kankakee Valley Genealogical Society</td>
<td>39971</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kann, Andrea</td>
<td>75470</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kanonrfai haeng Prathet Thai</td>
<td>11769</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kansas 40093, 40122, 40126, 40128, 40169, 40171, 40172, 40178, 40179, 40180, 40181, 40182, 40183, 40191, 40192, 40193, 40194, 40195, 40202, 40203, 40204, 40205, 40210, 40211, 40212, 40213, 40225, 40226, 40227, 40228, 40229, 40463, 40464</td>
<td>40119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kansas 15 minute series (topographic)</td>
<td>40119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kansas 1934 road map : Barnsdall</td>
<td>40239</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kansas : 1935 : go the Standard way for trouble-free driving</td>
<td>40266, 40267</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kansas : 1936 highway map : Phillips 66</td>
<td>40278</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kansas : 1936 road map : Cities Service serves a nation</td>
<td>40273</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kansas : 1937 road map : Cities Service ...</td>
<td>40289, 40302</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kansas 1974 official highway map</td>
<td>40465</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kansas : 1975-76 official highway map / Kansas Department of Transportation</td>
<td>40467</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kansas, 30 minute series (topographic)</td>
<td>40120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kansas, 7.5 minute series (topographic)</td>
<td>40121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kansas and adjoining states : Mobilgas ...</td>
<td>40395, 40396, 40418</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kansas : 'best in the long run': Marathon Oil Co.</td>
<td>40245, 40260</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kansas. Board of Railroad Commissioners</td>
<td>40109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kansas / Cities Service</td>
<td>40397, 40408, 40419</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kansas City, 1974 / Standard Oil, division of Amoco Oil Company</td>
<td>40011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kansas City and its railroad connections</td>
<td>39978</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kansas City and vicinity official road map : Phillips 66</td>
<td>39997, 40001, 40003, 40005, 40030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kansas City and vicinity / The Auto Club of Missouri. AAA</td>
<td>40049</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kansas City : bicentennial commemorative road map / Standard Oil Division, Amoco Oil Company</td>
<td>40016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kansas City, Fort Scott, and Gulf R.R. Company</td>
<td>48320, 71383, 72268, 72271, 81910, 81918</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kansas City, Fort Scott, and Gulf R.R. Company - Maps - 1883</td>
<td>72268</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kansas City, Fort Scott, and Gulf R.R. Company - Maps - 1884</td>
<td>48320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kansas City, Fort Scott, and Gulf R.R. Company - Maps - 1885</td>
<td>81910</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kansas City, Fort Scott, and Gulf R.R. Company - Maps - 1886</td>
<td>81918</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kansas City, Fort Scott, and Gulf R.R. Company - Maps - 1887</td>
<td>72271</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kansas City, Fort Scott, and Gulf R.R. Company - Maps - 1888</td>
<td>71383</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Kansas City, Fort Scott, and Memphis Railroad Company 71387, 71398, 71399, 71412, 71423, 71448, 71458, 71459, 71470, 71471, 71482, 71483, 71495, 71496, 71512, 71513, 71525, 71526
Kansas City, Fort Scott, and Memphis Railroad Company - Maps - 1899 71399
Kansas City, Fort Scott, and Memphis Railroad Company - Maps - 1900 71525, 71526
Kansas City, Fort Scott, and Memphis Railroad Company - Maps - 1901 71412
Kansas City, Fort Scott, and Memphis Railroad Company - Maps - 1902 71423, 71424
Kansas City, Fort Scott, and Memphis Railroad Company - Maps - 1903 71448
Kansas City, Fort Scott, and Memphis Railroad Company - Maps - 1904 71458, 71459
Kansas City, Fort Scott, and Memphis Railroad Company - Maps - 1905 71470, 71471
Kansas City, Fort Scott, and Memphis Railroad Company - Maps - 1906 71482, 71483
Kansas City, Fort Scott, and Memphis Railroad Company - Maps - 1907 71495, 71496
Kansas City, Fort Scott, and Memphis Railroad Company - Maps - 1908 71512
Kansas City, Fort Scott, and Memphis Railroad Company - Maps - 1909 71512
Kansas City, Fort Scott, and Memphis Railroad Company - Maps - 1910 71525, 71526
Kansas City, Fort Scott, and Memphis Railroad Company - Memphis route and connections 71399
Kansas City, Ft. Scott-Miami & Tulsa Highway - Maps - 1920 77243
Kansas City (Kan.) - Maps - 1841 40069
Kansas City (Kan.) - Maps - 1870 - Centrality 39978
Kansas City (Kan.) - Maps - 1870 - Railroad connections 39978
Kansas City (Kan.) - Maps - 1888 39979
Kansas City (Kan.) - Maps - 1906 - Railroads 39980
Kansas City (Kan.) - Maps - 1907 - Railroads 39981
Kansas City (Kan.) - Maps - 1908 - Railroads 39982
Kansas City (Kan.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps 40026, 40027
Kansas City (Kan.) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps 39983, 40007
Kansas City (Kan.) - Maps - 1959 - Road maps 40041
Kansas City (Kan.) - Maps - 1964 - Road maps 40043, 40044
Kansas City (Kan.) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps 40045
Kansas City (Kan.) - Maps - 1968 - Road maps 40046
Kansas City (Kan.) - Maps - 1969 - Road maps 40047
Kansas City (Kan.) - Maps - 1970 - Road maps 40048
Kansas City (Kan.) - Maps - 1971 - Road maps 40010
Kansas City (Kan.) - Maps - 1973 - Road maps 40011
Kansas City (Kan.) - Maps - 1974 - Road maps 39984
Kansas City (Kan.) - Maps - 1975-1976 - Road maps 40012
Kansas City (Kan.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps 40013, 40014, 40015
Kansas City (Kan.) - Maps - 1979 - Road maps 40017
Kansas City (Kan.) - Maps - 1981 - Road maps 40049
Kansas City (Kan.) - Maps - 1994 - Road maps 79075
Kansas City (Kan.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps 40019
Kansas City (Kan.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps 40021, 40022
Kansas City (Kan.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps 40023
Kansas City (Kan.) - Pictorial works - 1906 - Railroads 39980
Kansas City (Kan.) - Pictorial works - 1907 - Railroads 39981
Kansas City (Kan.) - Pictorial works - 1908 - Railroads 39982
Kansas City (Kan.) - Pictorial works - 1959 - Railroad stations 76039
Kansas City (Kan.) - Pictorial works - 1961 - Railroad yards 39985
Kansas City, Kansas, Missouri tourguide map / Gulf 40047, 40048
Kansas City Lith. Co. SEE K.C. Lith. Co. (Kansas City, Mo.) 81875
Kansas City, Memphis, and Birmingham Railroad Company 71424, 71459, 71471, 71483, 71496, 71512, 71513, 71526
Kansas City, Memphis, and Birmingham Railroad Company - Maps - 1892 71424
Kansas City, Memphis, and Birmingham Railroad Company - Maps - 1895 71459
Kansas City, Memphis, and Birmingham Railroad Company - Maps - 1896 71471
Kansas City, Memphis, and Birmingham Railroad Company - Maps - 1897 71483
Kansas City, Memphis, and Birmingham Railroad Company - Maps - 1898 71496
Kansas City, Memphis, and Birmingham Railroad Company - Maps - 1900 71526
The Kansas City, Mexico and Orient Railway 72373, 72379, 72387, 82119, 82120
Kansas City, Mexico, and Orient Railway - Maps - 1906 72373
Kansas City, Mexico, and Orient Railway - Maps - 1907 72379
Kansas City, Mexico, and Orient Railway - Maps - 1908 72387
Kansas City, Mexico, and Orient Railway - Maps - 1910 82119, 82120
The Kansas City, Mexico & Orient Railway 82119, 82120
Kansas City, Mo. - 1930 - Pictorial maps 39986
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Kansas City (Mo.) - Maps - 1870 - Centrality 39978
Kansas City (Mo.) - Maps - 1870 - Railroad connections 39978
Kansas City (Mo.) - Maps - 1886 39987
Kansas City (Mo.) - Maps - 1888 39979
Kansas City (Mo.) - Maps - 1888 - Railroads 39988
Kansas City (Mo.) - Maps - 1906 - Railroads 39980
Kansas City (Mo.) - Maps - 1907 - Railroads 39981
Kansas City (Mo.) - Maps - 1908 - Railroads 39982
Kansas City (Mo.) - Maps - 1934 - Road maps 39989
Kansas City (Mo.) - Maps - 1935 - Road maps 39990
Kansas City (Mo.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps 39991, 40026, 40027, 40028
Kansas City (Mo.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps 39992, 39993, 39994, 39995, 40029
Kansas City (Mo.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps 40030
Kansas City (Mo.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps 39996, 39997, 39998, 40032
Kansas City (Mo.) - Maps - 1940-1949 - Business enterprises 39999
Kansas City (Mo.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps 40000, 40001, 40002
Kansas City (Mo.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps 40003, 40004
Kansas City (Mo.) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps 40005, 40006
Kansas City (Mo.) - Maps - 1945 - Railroad yards 41237
Kansas City (Mo.) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps 40007
Kansas City (Mo.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps 40008, 40009
Kansas City (Mo.) - Maps - 1951 51097, 76087, 76088
Kansas City (Mo.) - Maps - 1959 - Road maps 40041, 68077
Kansas City (Mo.) - Maps - 1964 - Road maps 40043, 40044
Kansas City (Mo.) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps 40045
Kansas City (Mo.) - Maps - 1968 - Road maps 40046
Kansas City, Mo. - Maps - 1968 - Universities and colleges 79481
Kansas City (Mo.) - Maps - 1969 - Road maps 40047
Kansas City (Mo.) - Maps - 1970 - Road maps 40048
Kansas City (Mo.) - Maps - 1971 - Road maps 40010
Kansas City (Mo.) - Maps - 1973 - Road maps 40011
Kansas City (Mo.) - Maps - 1974 - Road maps 39984
Kansas City (Mo.) - Maps - 1975-1976 - Road maps 40012
Kansas City (Mo.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps 40013, 40014, 40015
Kansas City (Mo.) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps 40016
Kansas City (Mo.) - Maps - 1979 - Road maps 40017
Kansas City (Mo.) - Maps - 1981 - Road maps 40049
Kansas City (Mo.) - Maps - 1994 - Road maps 79075
Kansas City (Mo.) - Maps - 2000 - Road maps 40018
Kansas City (Mo.) - Maps - 2004 - Road 40019
Kansas City (Mo.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps 40020
Kansas City (Mo.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps 40021, 40022
Kansas City (Mo.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps 40023
Kansas City (Mo.) - Pictorial works - 1906 - Railroads 39980
Kansas City (Mo.) - Pictorial works - 1907 - Railroads 39981
Kansas City (Mo.) - Pictorial works - 1906 - Railroads 39982
Kansas City (Mo.) - Pictorial works - 1951 - Buildings 40054
Kansas City (Mo.) - Pictorial works - 1960 - Railroads 53297
Kansas City (Mo.) - Pictorial works - 1961 - Railroads 40024

Kansas City : Mobil travel map 40013
Kansas City & Northern Connecting Railroad 71500

Kansas City & Northern Connecting Railroad - Maps - 1898 - Maps - 1898 71500
Kansas City / Phillips 66, the performance company 40014

Kansas City, Pittsburg and Gulf R.R. 32676, 32679
Kansas City, Pittsburg, and Gulf Railroad Company 32670, 32672, 32674, 32676, 32678, 71499, 71500
Kansas City, Pittsburg, and Gulf Railroad Company - Maps - 1893 32670, 43314
Kansas City, Pittsburg, and Gulf Railroad Company - Maps - 1894 32672, 43316
Kansas City, Pittsburg, and Gulf Railroad Company - Maps - 1895 32674
Kansas City, Pittsburg, and Gulf Railroad Company - Maps - 1896 32676
Kansas City, Pittsburg, and Gulf Railroad Company - Maps - 1897 32678
Kansas City, Pittsburg, and Gulf Railroad Company - Maps - 1898 71499, 71500

Kansas City Power and Light Company 40431

Kansas City Power and Light Company - Maps - 1950-1951 40431

Kansas City Public Library (Kansas City, Mo.) 22659
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Kansas City Region (Kan. and Mo.) - Historical geography - Maps  - 1967 - Pictorial maps  40025
Kansas City Region (Kan. and Mo.) - Maps - 1906 - Railroads  40124
Kansas City Region (Kan. and Mo.) - Maps - 1907 - Railroads  40125
Kansas City Region (Kan. and Mo.) - Maps - 1908 - Railroads  40127
Kansas City Region (Kan. and Mo.) - Maps - 1920 - Road maps  77243
Kansas City Region (Kan. and Mo.) - Maps - 1934 - Road maps  39989, 40233
Kansas City Region (Kan. and Mo.) - Maps - 1935 - Road maps  39990
Kansas City Region (Kan. and Mo.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps  39991, 40026, 40027, 40028, 50883, 50884, 50885, 50886
Kansas City Region (Kan. and Mo.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps  39992, 39993, 39994, 39995, 40029, 50907, 50908, 50909
Kansas City Region (Kan. and Mo.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps  40030, 40031, 40305, 50934, 50935, 50936
Kansas City Region (Kan. and Mo.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps  39996, 39997, 39998, 40032, 40329, 50963, 50964
Kansas City Region (Kan. and Mo.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps  40000, 40001, 40002, 50981, 50982
Kansas City Region (Kan. and Mo.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps  40003, 40004, 50996, 50997
Kansas City Region (Kan. and Mo.) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps  40005, 40006
Kansas City Region (Kan. and Mo.) - Maps - 1944 - Road maps  40033, 40034, 40035
Kansas City Region (Kan. and Mo.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps  40036, 40037, 51047, 51048
Kansas City Region (Kan. and Mo.) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps  39983, 40007
Kansas City Region (Kan. and Mo.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps  40008
Kansas City Region (Kan. and Mo.) - Maps - 1950 - Road maps  40038, 61643
Kansas City Region (Kan. and Mo.) - Maps - 1951 - Road maps  61644
Kansas City Region (Kan. and Mo.) - Maps - 1952 - Road maps  61652
Kansas City Region (Kan. and Mo.) - Maps - 1954 - Road maps  40039, 61655, 68153
Kansas City Region (Kan. and Mo.) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps  61656, 61657, 68157, 68158, 68159, 68160
Kansas City Region (Kan. and Mo.) - Maps - 1959 - Road maps  40040, 40041, 68077
Kansas City Region (Kan. and Mo.) - Maps - 1960 - Road maps  40042
Kansas City Region (Kan. and Mo.) - Maps - 1962-1969 - Road maps  51123
Kansas City Region (Kan. and Mo.) - Maps - 1964 - Road maps  40043, 40044
Kansas City Region (Kan. and Mo.) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps  40045
Kansas City Region (Kan. and Mo.) - Maps - 1967 - Road maps  40025
Kansas City Region (Kan. and Mo.) - Maps - 1968 - Road maps  40046
Kansas City Region (Kan. and Mo.) - Maps - 1969 - Road maps  40047
Kansas City Region (Kan. and Mo.) - Maps - 1970 - Road maps  40048, 51131
Kansas City Region (Kan. and Mo.) - Maps - 1971 - Road maps  40010
Kansas City Region (Kan. and Mo.) - Maps - 1973 - Road maps  40011
Kansas City Region (Kan. and Mo.) - Maps - 1974 - Road maps  51132
Kansas City Region (Kan. and Mo.) - Maps - 1975-1976 - Road maps  40012
Kansas City Region (Kan. and Mo.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps  40013, 40014, 40015, 51134
Kansas City Region (Kan. and Mo.) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps  40016, 51135
Kansas City Region (Kan. and Mo.) - Maps - 1977 - Road maps  51137
Kansas City Region (Kan. and Mo.) - Maps - 1979 - Road maps  40017
Kansas City Region (Kan. and Mo.) - Maps - 1981 - Road maps  40049
Kansas City Region (Kan. and Mo.) - Maps - 1993 - Road maps  40050
Kansas City Region (Kan. and Mo.) - Maps - 1995 - Road maps  40051
Kansas City Region (Kan. and Mo.) - Maps - 2000 - Road maps  40018
Kansas City Region (Kan. and Mo.) - Maps - 2002 - Road maps  40052
Kansas City Region (Kan. and Mo.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps  40019
Kansas City Region (Kan. and Mo.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps  40020
Kansas City Region (Kan. and Mo.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps  40021, 40022
Kansas City Region (Kan. and Mo.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps  40023
Kansas City Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1934 - Road maps  40053
Kansas City Southern and Louisiana & Arkansas lines  72012
Kansas City Southern Building  40054
Kansas City Southern lines  72093, 72112, 72125, 72134, 72142, 72143, 72150, 72151, 72157, 72164, 72170, 72174, 72185, 72186, 72187, 72190, 72191
Kansas City Southern lines : traffic offices (designated by flags)  32743
Kansas City Southern lines : vital link in the all-American chain  72013
Kansas City Southern Railway  32682, 32696, 32698, 32700, 32701, 32702, 32704, 32705, 32707, 32714, 32722, 32726, 32727, 32728, 32731, 32732, 32733, 32734, 32736, 32737, 32738, 32739, 32740, 32741, 32743, 40024, 40054, 41237, 64858, 65218, 69989, 71592, 71605, 71617, 71628, 71644, 71658, 71898, 71927, 71968, 71987, 71994, 72001, 72002, 72012, 72013, 72039, 72040, 72065, 72066, 72083, 72093, 72112, 72125, 72134, 72142, 72143, 72150, 72151, 72157, 72164, 72170, 72174, 72185, 72186, 72187, 72190, 72191, 72450, 76041
The Kansas City Southern Railway and connections  72450
The Kansas City Southern Railway Company  32714, 32722, 32726, 32727, 32728, 32731, 32732, 32733, 32734, 32736, 32737, 32738, 32739, 32740, 32741, 71898
Kansas City Southern Railway, Louisiana & Arkansas Railway  72039, 72065
Kansas City Southern Railway - Maps - 1900  32682
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<tbody>
<tr>
<td>71592</td>
<td>Kansas City Southern Railway - Maps - 1905</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71605</td>
<td>Kansas City Southern Railway - Maps - 1906</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71617</td>
<td>Kansas City Southern Railway - Maps - 1907</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71628</td>
<td>Kansas City Southern Railway - Maps - 1908</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71644</td>
<td>Kansas City Southern Railway - Maps - 1909</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71658</td>
<td>Kansas City Southern Railway - Maps - 1910</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32696</td>
<td>Kansas City Southern Railway - Maps - 1911</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32698</td>
<td>Kansas City Southern Railway - Maps - 1912</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32700</td>
<td>Kansas City Southern Railway - Maps - 1913</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32701</td>
<td>Kansas City Southern Railway - Maps - 1914</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32702</td>
<td>Kansas City Southern Railway - Maps - 1915</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32704</td>
<td>Kansas City Southern Railway - Maps - 1916</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32705</td>
<td>Kansas City Southern Railway - Maps - 1917</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32707</td>
<td>Kansas City Southern Railway - Maps - 1918</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32714</td>
<td>Kansas City Southern Railway - Maps - 1921</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32722</td>
<td>Kansas City Southern Railway - Maps - 1923</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32726, 32727, 32728</td>
<td>Kansas City Southern Railway - Maps - 1924</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32731, 32732, 32733, 32734</td>
<td>Kansas City Southern Railway - Maps - 1927</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72450</td>
<td>Kansas City Southern Railway - Maps - 1930</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32736, 32737, 32738, 32739, 32740, 32741</td>
<td>Kansas City Southern Railway - Maps - 1931</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71898</td>
<td>Kansas City Southern Railway - Maps - 1939</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71927</td>
<td>Kansas City Southern Railway - Maps - 1940</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71968</td>
<td>Kansas City Southern Railway - Maps - 1942</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71987</td>
<td>Kansas City Southern Railway - Maps - 1943</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71994</td>
<td>Kansas City Southern Railway - Maps - 1944</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41237, 72001, 72002</td>
<td>Kansas City Southern Railway - Maps - 1945</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72012, 72013</td>
<td>Kansas City Southern Railway - Maps - 1946</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72039, 72040</td>
<td>Kansas City Southern Railway - Maps - 1947</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72065, 72066</td>
<td>Kansas City Southern Railway - Maps - 1948</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72083</td>
<td>Kansas City Southern Railway - Maps - 1949</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72093</td>
<td>Kansas City Southern Railway - Maps - 1950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72112</td>
<td>Kansas City Southern Railway - Maps - 1951</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72125</td>
<td>Kansas City Southern Railway - Maps - 1952</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32743</td>
<td>Kansas City Southern Railway - Maps - 1952 - Headquarters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72134</td>
<td>Kansas City Southern Railway - Maps - 1953</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72142, 72143</td>
<td>Kansas City Southern Railway - Maps - 1954</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72150, 72151</td>
<td>Kansas City Southern Railway - Maps - 1955</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72157</td>
<td>Kansas City Southern Railway - Maps - 1956</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72164</td>
<td>Kansas City Southern Railway - Maps - 1957</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72170</td>
<td>Kansas City Southern Railway - Maps - 1958</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72174</td>
<td>Kansas City Southern Railway - Maps - 1959</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72185, 72186, 72187</td>
<td>Kansas City Southern Railway - Maps - 1960</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72190, 72191</td>
<td>Kansas City Southern Railway - Maps - 1961</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>76041</td>
<td>Kansas City Southern Railway - Pictorial works - 1942 - Railroad stations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65218</td>
<td>Kansas City Southern Railway - Pictorial works - 1950 - Railroad stations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40054</td>
<td>Kansas City Southern Railway - Pictorial works - 1951 - Headquarters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64858</td>
<td>Kansas City Southern Railway - Pictorial works - 1951 - Railroad stations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40024, 69989</td>
<td>Kansas City Southern Railway - Pictorial works - 1961</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40017</td>
<td>Kansas City / Standard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40041</td>
<td>Kansas City / Standard Oil Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40045, 40046</td>
<td>Kansas City / Standard Oil, division American Oil Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40010</td>
<td>Kansas City street map / Phillips 66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40012</td>
<td>Kansas City &amp; suburbs street map and directory, 1975-76 / Standard Oil Division of Amoco Oil Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40015</td>
<td>Kansas City &amp; suburbs street map and directory, 1975 / Standard Oil Division of Amoco Oil Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39980, 39981, 39982</td>
<td>Kansas City Viaduct &amp; Terminal Railway Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39980</td>
<td>Kansas City Viaduct &amp; Terminal Railway Company - Maps - 1906</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39981</td>
<td>Kansas City Viaduct &amp; Terminal Railway Company - Maps - 1907</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39982</td>
<td>Kansas City Viaduct &amp; Terminal Railway Company - Maps - 1908</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39980</td>
<td>Kansas City Viaduct &amp; Terminal Railway Company - Pictorial works - 1906</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39981</td>
<td>Kansas City Viaduct &amp; Terminal Railway Company - Pictorial works - 1907</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39982</td>
<td>Kansas City Viaduct &amp; Terminal Railway Company - Pictorial works - 1908</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39980, 39981, 39982</td>
<td>Kansas City Viaduct &amp; Terminal Railway connecting Kansas City, Kansas and Kansas City, Missouri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40018, 40050, 40051</td>
<td>Kansas City &amp; vicinity StreetFinder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43314, 43316</td>
<td>Kansas City, Watkins &amp; Gulf Railway Company</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Kansas City, Watkins & Gulf Ry. and connections 43314, 43316
Kansas City-Western Railway 40124, 40125, 40127
Kansas City-Western Railway - Maps 1906 40124
Kansas City-Western Railway - Maps 1907 40125
Kansas City-Western Railway - Maps 1908 40127
Kansas ... / compliments of Phillips Petroleum Company, Bartlesville, Oklahoma 40422
Kansas Council of Genealogical Societies 40101
Kansas. Dept. of Transportation 40467
Kansas : Derby products 40237, 40256
Kansas - Description and travel - 1859 81726
Kansas - Geography - 1895 30429
Kansas Geological Survey 23959
Kansas Heritage Center 76247
Kansas highway map : 1935 ... / compliments of Phillips Petroleum Company 40263
Kansas - Historical geography - Maps 1972 40055
Kansas - Historical geography - Maps 1988 40056, 40057
Kansas - History - Maps 1821-1889 - Trails 40467
Kansas in maps 40469, 40470
Kansas Magazine Publishing Company 76853
Kansas Magazine Publishing Company. Map of Kansas : Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railroad (1873) 76853
Kansas - Maps - 1830 - Indians 40058, 40059
Kansas - Maps - 1833 - Black Bob Indian Reservation 40060
Kansas - Maps - 1833 - Indian Reservations 40061
Kansas - Maps - 1834 - Kickapoo Indian Reservation 40062
Kansas - Maps - 1836 - Indian reservations 81779, 81780
Kansas - Maps - 1836 - Indians - Land tenure 81779, 81780
Kansas - Maps - 1836 - Osage Reserve 40063
Kansas - Maps - 1837 - Delaware Indian Reservation 40064, 40065
Kansas - Maps - 1838 - Indian Reservations 40066
Kansas - Maps - 1838 - Potawatomi Indian Reservation 40067
Kansas - Maps - 1839 - Delaware Indian Reservation 40068
Kansas - Maps - 1841 - Wyandot Reservation 40069
Kansas - Maps - 1848 - Centrality 57748
Kansas - Maps - 1854 - Indians 40070
Kansas - Maps - 1855 32649, 40071, 40072, 50685, 52907
 Kansas - Maps - 1856 40074, 81823
Kansas - Maps - 1856 - Indian reservations 40073
Kansas - Maps - 1856 - Indians 40073
Kansas - Maps - 1857 32650, 40075, 40076, 40077, 40078, 81826
Kansas - Maps - 1857 - Indian reservations 40076, 40077, 40078
Kansas - Maps - 1857 - Public lands - Surveys 40079
Kansas - Maps - 1859 81726
Kansas - Maps - 1859 - Gold mines and mining 48287, 63459
Kansas - Maps - 1859 - Railroads 50690
Kansas - Maps - 1859 - Trails 40080
Kansas - Maps - 1860 3568, 50693, 52910
Kansas - Maps - 1860 - Centrality 57771, 57772
Kansas - Maps - 1862 - Surveys 40081
Kansas - Maps - 1865 50698
Kansas - Maps - 1866 - Manuscripts 81948
Kansas - Maps - 1866 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 81844, 81845, 81846, 81847
Kansas - Maps - 1866 - Railroads 40082
Kansas - Maps - 1868 50699
Kansas - Maps - 1869 - Railroads 50701
Kansas - Maps - 1870 40083
Kansas - Maps - 1870 - Railroads 81864
Kansas - Maps - 1871 - American bison hunting 52916
Kansas - Maps - 1871 - Cities and towns 40084
Kansas - Maps - 1871 - Railroads 52916
Kansas - Maps - 1873 - Centrality 57780, 57782, 57783
Kansas - Maps - 1873 - Railroads 76853
Kansas - Maps - 1876 40085
Kansas - Maps - 1877 40086
Kansas - Maps - 1878 - Railroads 40087
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Kansas - Maps - 1879 40088
Kansas - Maps - 1879 - Railroads 40089, 40090
Kansas - Maps - 1880 40091
Kansas - Maps - 1881 - Railroads 40092
Kansas - Maps - 1882 - Indian reservations 27305
Kansas - Maps - 1883 40093
Kansas - Maps - 1883 - Railroads 40094
Kansas - Maps - 1884 - Railroads 40095, 40096
Kansas - Maps - 1885 - Railroads 40097, 40098, 40099
Kansas - Maps - 1886 - Railroads 40100
Kansas - Maps - 1887 40101, 40102
Kansas - Maps - 1887 - Railroads 40103
Kansas - Maps - 1888 - Railroads 40104, 40105
Kansas - Maps - 1889 40106
Kansas - Maps - 1889 - Railroads 40107
Kansas - Maps - 1890 - Railroads 40108, 40109
Kansas - Maps - 1891 - Railroads 40110
Kansas - Maps - 1892 - Railroads 40111, 40112
Kansas - Maps - 1893 - Railroads 40113, 40114
Kansas - Maps - 1894 - Railroads 40115, 40116
Kansas - Maps - 1895 30429, 40117
Kansas - Maps - 1895 - Railroads 40118
Kansas - Maps - 1900-1960 - Topographic maps 40119, 40120, 40121
Kansas - Maps - 1900 - Railroads 52948
Kansas - Maps - 1901 - Railroads 40122, 52949
Kansas - Maps - 1902 - Railroads 52951
Kansas - Maps - 1903 - Railroads 40123, 52952
Kansas - Maps - 1904 - Railroads 52953
Kansas - Maps - 1905 - Railroads 52954
Kansas - Maps - 1906 - Railroads 40124, 52955, 66168
Kansas - Maps - 1907 - Railroads 40125, 40126, 52956
Kansas - Maps - 1908 - Railroads 40127, 52958
Kansas - Maps - 1909 - Railroads 52959
Kansas - Maps - 1911 - Railroads 40128
Kansas - Maps - 1913 - Railroads 40129, 40130
Kansas - Maps - 1914 - Railroads 40131
Kansas - Maps - 1916 - Railroads 40132
Kansas - Maps - 1916 - Road maps 40132
Kansas - Maps - 1919 - Railroads 40134
Kansas - Maps - 1919 - Railroads - Indexes 40133
Kansas - Maps - 1919 - Road maps 40134
Kansas - Maps - 1920 - Railroads 40135, 40136
Kansas - Maps - 1920 - Road maps 40135
Kansas - Maps - 1921 39781
Kansas - Maps - 1921 - Railroads 40137, 40138
Kansas - Maps - 1921 - Road maps 40137
Kansas - Maps - 1922 - Railroads 40139
Kansas - Maps - 1922 - Road maps 40139
Kansas - Maps - 1923 - Railroads 40140
Kansas - Maps - 1923 - Road maps 40140
Kansas - Maps - 1924 - Railroads 40141, 40142
Kansas - Maps - 1924 - Road maps 40141, 40142, 40143, 40144
Kansas - Maps - 1925 - Railroads 40145
Kansas - Maps - 1925 - Road maps 40145
Kansas - Maps - 1926 - Railroads 40151
Kansas - Maps - 1926 - Road maps 40150, 40151, 40152, 40153, 40154, 40155
Kansas - Maps - 1927 - Motels 40157
Kansas - Maps - 1927 - Railroads 40156
Kansas - Maps - 1927 - Road maps 40156
Kansas - Maps - 1928 - Railroads 40162, 40163, 40164, 40165
Kansas - Maps - 1928 - Road maps 40162, 40163, 40164, 40165, 40166, 40167, 40168, 40169, 40170, 40171, 40172, 40173, 40174, 40175
Kansas - Maps - 1929 40176
Kansas - Maps - 1929 - Aeronautical charts 40176
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Kansas - Maps - 1962 - Road maps 40457, 40458
Kansas - Maps - 1963 - Road maps 40459
Kansas - Maps - 1966-1976 - Counties 40460
Kansas - Maps - 1966-1976 - Road maps 40460
Kansas - Maps - 1967-1973 - Counties 40461
Kansas - Maps - 1967-1973 - Road maps 40461
Kansas - Maps - 1968 - Road maps 40462
Kansas - Maps - 1969 - Road maps 40463
Kansas - Maps - 1973 - Road maps 40464
Kansas - Maps - 1974 - Road maps 40465, 40466
Kansas - Maps - 1975 - Road maps 40467
Kansas - Maps - 2005 - Road maps 40468
Kansas - Maps - Bibliography 49115
Kansas - Maps - Collections, 1500-1899 40469, 40470
Kansas, Missouri: with routes to Denver, Omaha, Des Moines, Chicago, Indianapolis, Memphis, Little Rock, Oklahoma City and Trinidad, Colo.: Goushá guide 40251
Kansas: motor trails are calling: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) 40161, 40166
Kansas, Nebraska EasyFinder: Highways & interstates 40468
Kansas official centennial map 1861 40059
Kansas official road map: Phillips 66 40294, 40314, 40315, 40337, 40355, 40369, 40370, 40384, 40400
Kansas Pacific Railway Company 13679, 14742, 23293, 27332, 30974, 40089, 40090, 41763, 44318, 71215, 81875, 81889
Kansas Pacific Railway: the best and shortest cattle trail from Texas 81875
Kansas Power and Light Company 40432
Kansas Power and Light Company - Maps - 1950-1955 40432
Kansas Power and Light Company system 40432
Kansas: Rand McNally Indexed Pocket Map, Tourists' and Shippers' Guide 40136
Kansas road map ... / Bareco Oil Company, formerly Barnsdall Refining Corp. 40349, 40363
Kansas road map ... / Barnsdall ... 40306
Kansas road map / Be Square dependable products 40437
Kansas road map ... / by Bareco Oil Company 40378
Kansas road map / Cities Service ... 40308, 40331, 40350, 40364
Kansas road map / Cities Service ahead 40307
Kansas road map / Cities Service Oils ... 40379
Kansas road map ... Deep Rock ... 40310, 40333
Kansas road map : Parco 40214
Kansas road map / White Eagle Oil Corporation, a Socony-Vacuum company 40346
Kansas: Sinclair 40448, 40449, 40452
Kansas: Sinclair 1933 road map 40232
Kansas: Sinclair H-C gasoline 40445
Kansas: Sinclair H-C gasoline road map 40373, 40386
Kansas: Sinclair road map 40281, 40286, 40318, 40341, 40358
Kansas: Standard 40453
Kansas / Standard Oil, division American Oil Company 40462
Kansas: State Highway Commission 40460
Kansas: State Highway Commission SEE State Highway Commission of Kansas 40461, 40464
Kansas state highway system 40184, 40216, 40217, 40231, 40248, 40249, 40268
Kansas State Historical Society 40058, 40059, 40060, 40061, 40062, 40063, 40064, 40065, 40066, 40067, 40068, 40069, 40469, 40470, 41735, 61320
Kansas State Library, Stormont Medical Library 26112
Kansas: State printing plant 40155, 40184, 40216, 40217, 40231, 40248, 40249, 40268, 40454, 40455, 40458
Kansas state road system 40155
Kansas Territory, 1854-1861 - Maps - 1859 32655
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Kartbok #1 for folkskolor 10837, 10840
Kartbok #2 for folkskolor 10829, 10845
Kartbok for skolor 10831
Kartbok & kartbok ofver Skandinavien 69253
Karte den Herzogthum Holstein und Lauenburg... 69389
Karte der Alpen : aus C. Mayr's Atlas der Alpenländer zusammengestellt und vollständig umgearbeitet 1358
Karte der Bevölkerungsdichtigkeit von Niederschlesien 70137
Karte der Dachsteingruppe : Maßstab 1:25,000 22666
Karte der insel Rügen Maassstab 1:100,000 auf Grund der Karte des Deutschen Reiches gezeichnet, 6. Auflage 67454
Karte der Nullerianide von Heinrich Haag 84318
Karte der Ostasien- und Missionen der erde 84446
Karte der Republik Österreich / herausgegeben vom, Bundesaum für Eich- und Vermessungswesen (Landesaufnahme) 11267
Karte der Schweiz 73858
Karte der Schweiz in IV Blättern nach dem topographischen Atlass des Eidgenössischen Generalstabes. Reduziert unter der Direction des Herrn Generals G.H. Dutour 73777
Karte der Sina-Halbinsel 70156
Karte der Steiermark = Styria Ducatus fertilissimi nova geographicā descriptio 73365
Karte der Umgebungen v. Coblenz 41271
Karte der verbreitungsgebiete der religionen in Europa, nebst angabe der sitze der römischund griechisch-katholischen erbbishühner, bishühner abteien, der evangelischen, reformirten un anglikanischen, sowie der griechisch-orientalischen und mohamedan 26150
Karte des Bernischen Staatsgebietes von 1577/78 ... 12580
Karte des Deutschen Reiches 1:100,000 31288
Karte des Deutschen Reichs : 27 Blätter in Kupferstich : im Masstabe von 1:5000,000 / unter Redaktion von Dr. C. Vogel ; ausgeführt in Justus Perthes' geographischer Anstalt in Gotba 31561
Karte des Herzogthums Mecklenburg mit seinen verschiedenen Provinzen ... 45672
Karte des Marcus Jordannus über die Herzogtümer Schleswig und Holstein aus dem Jahre 1559 (mit einem Kalendarium für die Jahr 1558 bis 1585) 17745
Karte des Markgraffthum Mähren ... 51739
Karte des Nil-Thals 57100
Karte des nördlichen Harzes bei Goslar um 1530 32263
Karte des Ostjordanlandes 39678
Karte des Rheins von Duisburg bis Anrheim aus dem Jahre 1713 66476
Karte des Vierwaldstättersees = Lac des IV cantons = Map of the lake of Lucerne / J. Weber 43608
Karte des Tiefen Stella von 1576 24999
Karte des Vierwaldstättersee = Lac des IV cantons = Map of the lake of Lucerne / J. Weber 43608
Karte der Vereinigten Staaten von Nord-Amerika. 1856 76773
Karte der Herbstübungen der 16. Division 1907 31564
Karte vom amerikanischen Polyenies & c. / von A. Petermann 65148
Karte vom Deutschen Reiche zur übersicht der Eisenbahnen, einschl. der project. Linien, der Gewässer u. hauptsächlichsten Quellen bearbeitet von W. Liebnow 31550
Karte vom Nil-Delta dem Isthmus und dem Fayum 57099
Karte vom nordöstlichen Frankreich 1:80,000. Lunerville 70 D 80571
Karte von Aegypten und der Sinai Halbinsel 24781
Karte von Aethiopien 73389
Karte von dem Fürstlichen Park zu Muskau wie er jetzt theils ist, theils werden soll / Gez. von Kalwitz, Gest. von Wilh. Voss, Baumparthien von E. Wibel 11377
Karte von dem Herzogthum Oldenburg : nach den trigonometrischen und topographischen Vermessungen desselben und den neuesten astronomischen Orts-Bestimmungen : nördlicher Theil mit den angrenzenden Herrschaften Jever und Kniphausen und den Mündeungen de ... 61708
Karte von dem Herzogthum Oldenburg ... Nordlicher Theil ... 1803 61707
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Kartographisches Institut von E. Burmeister  84638
Kartographisches Atelier von E. Wagner  73938, 73943
Kartor öfver svenska städer m. m. utgåfne af N. G. Werming  73693
Kartor öfver utstrackningen af Sveriges jernvägar  73708
Karttakirja  69307
Kartverket Svenska orter  69304
Karty  69307
Katalogen är sammanställd af Uno Nordholm
Kartographische Atelier von E. Wagner  73938, 73943
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Kenyon, S. J., fl. 1896 46832
Kenyon, Ed. H. 22994, 79820
Kenyon Company (Des Moines, Iowa). Atlas and plat book of Marion County, Iowa (1917) 45075
Kenyon Company (Des Moines, Iowa). Section A [-G] : automobile road map of Illinois (1909) 35675
Kenyon, Ed. H. 22994, 79820
Kenyon, S. J., fl. 1896 46832
Keokuk and Hamilton Bridge Co. (Iowa and Illinois) - Access routes - Maps - 1937 37882
Keokuk County Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Keokuk and Hamilton Bridge Co. (Iowa and Illinois) - Access routes - Maps - 1937 37882
Keokuk County Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Keokuk County Hawkeye farm plat book 41095

Keppler, Johannes, 1571-1630 9125, 25703, 84009
Keppen, Petr, 1793-1864 67655
Keppen, Petr, 1793-1864: Ob Etnograficheskoi kartie evropeiskoi Rossli (1852) 67655
Kepler, J., fl. 1871 19508
Ker, James Inglis 69661
Ker, John, 1673-1726 76443
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Ker, Sev. F.  13665, 66998
Kerbs, E.  10674
Kerch Strait (Ukraine and Russia) - History, Ancient - Maps - 1730  41096
Kerch Strait (Ukraine and Russia) - Maps - 1730  41096
Kerckhof, Véronique van de  33142
Kerckhoff, J. B. van de  2208
Kerfoot (S. H.) & Co. SEE S. H. Kerfoot & Co.  76951
Kergearion, M. de  11828, 39892, 79849
Kerkhoff, Joseph  11391
Kerhallet, Charles M P de  5035
Kermack, W. R. (William Ramsay), b. 1886  8503
Kerkyra (Greece)  9205
Kerkmeijer, J. C. (Johan Christiaan), 1875  41110
Kerkhoff, Véronique van de  33142
Kerch Strait (Ukraine and Russia)  41118
Kerbs, E.  10674
Kern, Richard H., 1821  34065
Kern County street guide  41114, 41115, 41116, 41117
Kerfoot (S. H.)  76951
Kern, M. H., fl. 1852  2543
Kern, M.  9883, 9897, 9916, 10071, 10078, 10101, 10103, 10136, 10147, 10193, 10197, 10387
Kern, M.  34065
Kern, Edward Meyer, 1823-1863  55249, 55250, 55251
Kern, F.  34065
Kern County (Calif.) - Maps - 1875 - Landowners  41108
Kern County (Calif.) - Maps - 1888 - Landowners  41109
Kern County (Calif.) - Maps - 1897 - Landowners  41110
Kern County (Calif.) - Maps - 1930-1939 - Pictorial maps  41111
Kern County (Calif.) - Maps - 1953 - Road maps  41112
Kern County (Calif.) - Maps - 1962 - Road maps  41113
Kern County (Calif.) - Maps - 2003 - Road maps  41114
Kern County (Calif.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps  41115
Kern County (Calif.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps  41116
Kern County (Calif.) - Maps - 2009 - Road maps  41117
Kern County / cartography by W.C. Kainsinger  41112
Kern County Chamber of Commerce (Calif.) SEE Chamber of Commerce (Kern County, Calif.)  41111
Kern County Land Company  41110
Kern County street guide  41114, 41115, 41116, 41117
Kern, Edward Meyer, 1823-1863  55249, 55250, 55251
Kern, F.  34065
Kern County (Calif.) - Maps - 1875 - Landowners  41108
Kern County (Calif.) - Maps - 1888 - Landowners  41109
Kern County (Calif.) - Maps - 1897 - Landowners  41110
Kern County (Calif.) - Maps - 1930-1939 - Pictorial maps  41111
Kern County (Calif.) - Maps - 1953 - Road maps  41112
Kern County (Calif.) - Maps - 1962 - Road maps  41113
Kern County (Calif.) - Maps - 2003 - Road maps  41114
Kern County (Calif.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps  41115
Kern County (Calif.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps  41116
Kern County (Calif.) - Maps - 2009 - Road maps  41117
Kern County (Calif.) - Maps - 1875 - Landowners  41108
Kern County (Calif.) - Maps - 1888 - Landowners  41109
Kern County (Calif.) - Maps - 1897 - Landowners  41110
Kern County (Calif.) - Maps - 1930-1939 - Pictorial maps  41111
Kern County (Calif.) - Maps - 1953 - Road maps  41112
Kern County (Calif.) - Maps - 1962 - Road maps  41113
Kern County (Calif.) - Maps - 2003 - Road maps  41114
Kern County (Calif.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps  41115
Kern County (Calif.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps  41116
Kern County (Calif.) - Maps - 2009 - Road maps  41117
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Kerr, Robert 4661
Kerr, W. C. 57998
Kerr, Walter Montagu, 1814-1888 68718
Kerr, Willie 30001
Kerry County 41119
Kerry, Francis Thomas Fitzmaurice, Earl of, 1740-1813 25926
Kerry, Roger 4661
Kerry County 41119
Kerry (Ireland) - Maps - 1825 - Landowners 41120
Kershaw County (S.C.) - Maps - 1825 - Landowners 41120
Kershaw, Arthur 30769, 30779
Kershaw County (S.C.) - Maps - 1825-16300
Kershaw, James Martine 20930, 49277, 50695, 62517, 68261
Kershaw, Kenneth A. (Kenneth Andrew), 1930-16300
Kersten, Earl W. 75311
Kersting, A. F. 23565
Keschedt, Peter, d. 1607 1571, 1572, 1578, 28932, 28933, 28934, 28935, 28949
Keshishian, Kevor k Krikor 22621
Keskin 37557
Kessell, John L. 55237
Kessler, Fritz 18218
Kett (H.F.) & Co. 44584
Ketterer, W. 7600, 8655, 10019, 10027, 10054, 10065, 10080, 10087, 10106, 10116, 10138, 10152, 10185, 10188, 10194, 10209, 10258, 10278, 10359, 10833, 10849
Kettering & Corby / Ordnance Survey 58838
Kettering (England) - Maps - 1991 58838
Ketteringham, William 43085
Ketzel, Wolfgang, fl. 1599-1627 83994
Keuffel & Esser Co. 44584
Keulen, Van, family of mapmakers and publishers SEE Van Keulen (Firm) 79815
Keulen, Gerard van 604, 3800, 10986, 11637, 11638, 18848, 22237, 22575, 25542, 26731, 35107, 44274, 46159, 49188, 52750, 57888, 62727, 67445, 70056, 70189, 71172
Keulen, Gerard Van, 1678-1726 79812, 79816
Keulen, Johannes Van, 1633 or 34-1669 41122
Keulen, Johannes Van, 1633 or 34-1669 41122
Keulen, Johannes Van, 1654-1715 2428, 43539, 70711
Keulen, Johannes Van, fl. 1726-1753 11637, 11638, 52750, 58798, 70189, 71172
Keulen, Van, family of mapmakers and publishers SEE Van Keulen (Firm) 79815
Keuning, Johannes 2179, 2185, 17597, 26685, 39704, 44659, 46002, 46055
Keuning, Johannes, 1881-1957 SEE Keuning, Johannes 2179, 26685
Kewaunee County (Wis.) - Maps - 1939-1943: LC & M land ownership maps on microfiche 41123
Kewaunee County (Wis.) - Maps - 1939-1943: LC & M land ownership maps on microfiche 41123
Keweenaw County (Mich.) - Maps - 1850 - Geology 41125
Keweenaw County (Mich.) - Maps - 1850 - Mines and mineral resources 41125
Keweenaw County (Mich.) - Maps - 1960-1969 - Road maps 41126
Keweenaw County (Mich.) - Maps - 1988 - Landowners 41127
Keweenaw County (Mich.) - Maps - 1988 - Landowners 41127
Key 4716
Key & Biddle 12771
Key, David McKendree, 1824-1900 74550
Key, John Ross, 1837-1920 62658
Key, L. A. 4717
Key map. Full page maps, each covering territory outlined by one of the squares, appear on pages shown in the index.

Key map : Texaco road maps 74492
Key & Mielke 4719
Key, Mielke & Biddle 29426
The Key of the House of David 34706
Key, Thomas Hewitt, 1799-1875 8056, 27581, 27908
Key to Guyot's wall maps : geographical teaching : being a complete guide to the use of Guyot's wall maps for schools, containing six maps and diagrams, with full instructions for drawing the maps in accordance with Guyot's system of constructive map d 30891
Key to Havana 33664
Key to Havana Publishing Co. 33663
Key to Havana Publishing Co. The Key to Havana [ca. 1930?] 33663
Key to Israel's outline maps 5048
A Key to maps 16771
Key to Snow & Roo[s] view of San Francisco 68653
Key to track elevation ordinances, Chicago 19649
Key West 41130
Key West (Fla.) - Maps - 1872 - Harbors 80960
Key West (Fla.) - Maps - 1874 41128, 41129
Key West (Fla.) - Pictorial works - 1885 41130
Keyguide to information sources in cartography / A.G. Hodgkiss and A.F. Tatham 16971
Keyline Publishers 56017
Keyly, Jas. 39671
Keyser, J. (Jacob), fl. 1706-1750 SEE Keizer, Jacob, fl. 1706-1750 25970, 28666, 28667, 28668, 42074, 57936, 57937, 79896
Keysersche Verlagsbuchhandlung 10478, 10487, 10490
Keysser, Adolf, 1850-1932 17598
Keystone Automobile Club 24421, 54041, 54922, 54934, 54950, 59202, 64387, 64428, 77720, 77750, 77751, 77752
Keystone Gasoline SEE United Refining Company 56424
Keystone Telephone Co. of Philadelphia 64378, 64379, 64381
Keystone Telephone Company 64378, 64379, 64381
Keystone Telephone Company - Maps - 1906 64378
Keystone Telephone Company - Maps - 1907 64379
Keystone Telephone Company - Maps - 1908 64381
Keystone View Company 24811, 84333
Keyzer, S. 41130
Kéziratos térképek az Országos Széchényi Könyvtár Térképtárában / szerkesztette, Patay Pálné, Plihál Katalin 14822
KFOR (Radio station : Lincoln, Neb.) 53284
KFYR international radio newsmap 84675
KFYR (Radio station : Bismarck, N.D.) 84675
Kh. Kh. 65798
Khachatrian, M. M. 65798
Khalfa, 1609-1657 SEE Kâtip Çelebi, 1609-1657 40505
Khalifa, Hadji, 1609-1657 SEE Kâtip Çelebi, 1609-1657 1491
Khalki Island (Greece) - Maps - 1528 23671
Khan, Abdul Hamid 35322
Khánax (Greece) SEE Herakleion (Greece) 22407
Khanija (Greece) SEE Chania (Greece) 22407
Khanykov, N. (Nikolai), 1819-1878 2338, 8183
Khazhadian, Zadig, 1886- 62743
Kharadze, A. K. 36673
Kharkiv (Ukraine) - Maps - 1840 - Pictorial works 41131
Khersons'ka oblast' (Ukraine) - Maps - 1760 75981, 75982
Khersons'ka oblast' (Ukraine) - Maps - 1770 75983
Khmelnitska oblast (Ukraine) - Maps - 1730 41132
Khull Blackie 1753
Khull, Edward 1506, 1753
Khull (Edward) and Co. SEE Edward Khull and Co. 29255
Ki-Suk, Lee 78730
Kiang, Ying Cheng 19876
Kiangsu Province (China) SEE Jiangsu Sheng (China) 39793
Kibling, Curtis A. 30691
Kickapoo Indian Reservation (Kan.) - Maps - 1834 40062
Kickapoo Indians - Prayer sticks - Illustrations 65518
Kidd, Betty H. 2501, 16301, 41738, 44725, 44729, 44907, 52714
Kidd, Betty (May) SEE Kidd, Betty H. 16301
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Entry</th>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kidd, John</td>
<td>52417</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kidd, William, d. 1701</td>
<td>41133</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kidder, Charles Holland, 1846-1927</td>
<td>18949</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kidder, Daniel P. (Daniel Parish), 1815-1891</td>
<td>12820</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kiddeo, Kevin</td>
<td>38654</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kidron, Michael</td>
<td>80805, 80806, 83637, 84556, 84557, 84558</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kids' road atlas</td>
<td>79209</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kids' U.S. road atlas</td>
<td>79043, 79044</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kiebert, Frank J. V.</td>
<td>61714</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kieboom, Jacobus van den, fl. 1729-1744</td>
<td>12070, 13882, 13883, 13885, 13887, 13889, 28619, 33066, 40503, 45140, 79778</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kiel (Germany) - Maps - 1700 - Harbors</td>
<td>40532</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kiel (Germany) - Maps - 1908</td>
<td>41134</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kiel (Germany) - Maps - 1937</td>
<td>41135</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kiel (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1620</td>
<td>41136</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kiel (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1657</td>
<td>41137</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kiel Region (Germany) - Maps - 1908</td>
<td>41134</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kiel Region (Germany) - Maps - 1937</td>
<td>41135</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kiel und Umgebung : mit Angaben für Automobilfahrer</td>
<td>41135</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kiepert, Heinrich, 1818-1899 - 3398, 8183, 9749, 9764, 9774, 9780, 9794, 9799, 9811, 9818, 9835, 9858, 9861, 9873, 9887, 9913, 9923, 9928, 9994, 10679, 11586, 11591, 12796, 12818, 12834, 12914, 18985, 24520, 24780, 24781, 25808, 30679, 30683, 30684, 30688, 30692, 30700, 30701, 30702, 30703, 30704, 30705, 30706, 30707, 30708, 30709, 30710, 30711, 31510, 31527, 31529, 32795, 34065, 34438, 34487, 38947, 57099, 57100, 57106, 62842, 66492, 67661, 67668, 70155, 70156, 73389, 74120, 74121, 83707</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kiepert, Richard, 1846-1915 - 9923, 10679, 10679, 66993</td>
<td>41135</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kiepert's kleiner atlas der neueren geographie</td>
<td>9818</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kierkuc-Bielinski, Jerzy</td>
<td>69334</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kies, E - 31098, 40184, 62133, 81228, 81231, 83240</td>
<td>41135</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kiessling</td>
<td>73181</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kiessling, Alexius - 12516, 12521</td>
<td>41135</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kiessling &amp; cie</td>
<td>9939</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kiesslings Reisebücher - 12516</td>
<td>41135</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kiev Region (Ukraine) - Maps - 1665</td>
<td>41138</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kiev Region (Ukraine) - Maps - 1750</td>
<td>41139</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kiev (Ukraine : Guberniya) - Maps - 1665</td>
<td>41138</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kiev (Ukraine : Guberniya) - Maps - 1750</td>
<td>41139</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kiev (Ukraine) - Maps - 2009 - Local transit</td>
<td>41140</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kiev (Ukraine) - Maps - 2009 - Railroads</td>
<td>41140</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kiev (Ukraine) - Maps - 2009 - Road maps</td>
<td>41140</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kiggins, Tooker &amp; Co.</td>
<td>29831, 84326</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kightly, Charles</td>
<td>14556</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kijker's en Kompassen</td>
<td>52833</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kilbourn City Region (Wis.) - Maps - 1900</td>
<td>83060</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kilbourn, John, 1787-1831 - 52415, 60370</td>
<td>41135</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kilburn &amp; Mallory</td>
<td>80060</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kilcoyne, John Richard, 1945-16792</td>
<td>41135</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kildare</td>
<td>41144</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kildare County</td>
<td>41141</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kildare (Ireland : County) - Maps - 1685</td>
<td>41141</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kildare (Ireland : County) - Maps - 1752</td>
<td>41142</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kildare (Ireland : County) - Maps - 1760 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>67102</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kildare (Ireland : County) - Maps - 1783</td>
<td>41143</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kildare (Ireland) - Historical geography - Maps - 1986</td>
<td>41144</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kildin Island (Russia) - Maps - 1740</td>
<td>41643</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kildin Island (Russia) - Maps - 1749</td>
<td>41645</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kilenyi, fl. 1951 - 79456, 79457</td>
<td>41645</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kilgore, Daniel Edmond, 1921-6019</td>
<td>41645</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kilian, Georg Christoph - 9629</td>
<td>41645</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kilian, Lucas, 1579-1637 - 20873, 51827</td>
<td>41645</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kilian, Michael - 26400</td>
<td>41645</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Killikien (Turkey) SEE Cilicia - 20821</td>
<td>41645</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kilkenny County</td>
<td>41145</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kilkenny (Ireland : County) - Maps - 1685</td>
<td>41145</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kilkenny (Ireland) - Pictorial works - 1740</td>
<td>23826</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Kilkenny (Ireland) - Pictorial works - 1785 23827
Killarney (Kerry, Ireland) - Maps - 1868 41146
Killarney (Kerry, Ireland) - Maps - 1896 41147
Killarney Lakes and district : excursions, drives, routes to and from, hotels, and other information : the Kerry coast, Dingle peninsula, antiquities, etc. : with maps of lakes and district 41148
Killarney, Lakes of (Ireland) - Maps - 1868 41146
Killarney, Lakes of (Ireland) - Maps - 1896 41147
Killarney, Lakes of (Ireland) - Maps - 1913 41148
Killarney & the south of Ireland 41146
Killedrew, Henry, Admiral, ca. 1652 - 1712 SEE Killigrew, Henry, Admiral, ca. 1652 - 1712 25475
Killigrew, Henry, Admiral, ca. 1652 - 1712 14174, 25475
Killigrew, Peter, Sir, 1593 or 4 - 1668 41146
Killinger, H. 10318, 10323
Kilmer, Rick, active 1970 - 1975 85011, 85017, 85018
Kilp, Anton 60401
Kilpatrick, Terry 18600
Kilty, John 29086
Kilwa District (Tanzania) - Pictorial works - 1620 512
Kim, Jeongho, active 1834 84271
Kimball, E. E. 80144
Kimball, Edm. 45397
Kimball, G. R. 41734
Kimball, Katherine 42377, 63174
Kimball's new sectional map of Vernon County, Missouri 80144
Kimball, Stanley Buchholz 51767
Kimball-Storer Co. (Minneapolis, Minn.) 31818
Kimball, T.H. 8186
Kimball, Thos. L. 81866
Kimber, Emmor, 1775 - 1850 18545, 76556, 76560
Kimber family 12651
Kimber & Sharpless 12766
Kimberly-Clark Corporation 78784, 78801
[Kimble County (Tex.) - 1879: LC & M land ownership maps on microfiche] 41149
[Kimble County (Tex.) - 1892: LC & M land ownership maps on microfiche] 41150
Kimble County (Tex.) - Maps - 1879 - Landowners 41149
Kimble County (Tex.) - Maps - 1892 - Landowners 41150
Kimble, George Herbert Tinley, 1908 - 18100, 65428, 83783
Kimble, Ralph A. 73148, 73149, 73150
Kimerling, Jon 44764
Kimpe, Henri de 7721, 7722
Kinaros Island (Greece) - Maps - 1528 41390
Kinauer, Rudolf 13280, 17346, 17529
Kincaid, Aurora Mae Erwin, 1888-1961 20956
Kindelem 29227
Kindem, Dave 32319
Kinder, Hermann, 1920-1968 83735, 83736
Kindermann, Joseph Karl 11170
Kindermann, Joseph Karl, 1744-1801 11167
Kineton Hundred (Warwickshire, England) - Maps - 1725 41151
King 39510
King, A. M. 79362
King, Albert B., fl. 1892 48363
[King and Queen County (Va.) - 1863: LC & M land ownership maps on microfiche] 41152
King and Queen County (Va.) - Maps - 1863 - Landowners - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 41152
King, Angela 25437
King atlas Nederland 8963
King & Baird 29750
King, Charles, 1844-1933 32646, 32660, 32661
King, Charles F. 30484, 30524
King Christian IX Land (Greenland) - Maps - 1884 41153
King, Clarence, 1842-1901 41154, 74175, 81884, 85181
King County street guide 41157, 41160, 41165, 41169, 41176, 41178
[King County (Wash.) - 1888: LC & M land ownership maps on microfiche] 41155
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>King County (Wash.)</th>
<th>Maps</th>
<th>Years</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1888</td>
<td>Landowners</td>
<td>41155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1894</td>
<td>Landowners</td>
<td>41156</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1965</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>70241</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1969</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>69788</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>41157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>2004</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>41158, 41159, 41160, 41161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>2005</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>41162, 41163, 41164, 41165, 41166</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>41167, 41168, 41169, 41170, 41171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>41172, 41173, 41174, 41175, 41176, 41177</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>41178</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>41179, 41180, 41181</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

[King William County (Va.) - 1865: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 41187
King William County (Va.) - Maps - 1863 - Landowners - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 41185, 41186
King William County (Va.) - Maps - 1865 - Landowners 41187
King William County (Va.) - Maps - 2009 - Road maps 66812
The Kingdom and desert of Barca 451
Kingdom Heritage Productions 70226
The Kingdom of Alger divided into 5 provinces 1215
Kingdom of Bhutan 12627
The Kingdom of Bohemia with the Duchy of Silesia ... / by Thomas Jeffreys ... 22641
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<td>Koch, Rudolf, 1876-1934</td>
<td>31599</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Koch, Rudolf, 1876-1934. Deutschland, 1933</td>
<td>41272</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Koch, Tom, 1949-45688, 45689</td>
<td>80557</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Köcher, B.</td>
<td>9072</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kocher, L. Richard</td>
<td>26472, 34518, 64237, 64663</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Köcher, R.</td>
<td>8655, 9072, 10019, 10027, 10138, 10185, 10194, 10209, 10258, 10278, 10849</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kochersperger, H. L.</td>
<td>12470, 41807, 67081, 82803</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kochizu ni miru sekai to Nihon : chizu wa kataru yume to roman : kaikan isshunen kinen tokubetsu ten / [henshu Kobe Shiritsu Hakubutsukan ; kanshu Oda Takeo ... et al. ; shippitsu Kunikida Akiko ... et al.]</td>
<td>39596</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kochman, Madeline</td>
<td>84581</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kodak</td>
<td>25019</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kodiak (Alaska) - Maps - 1804-1805</td>
<td>1015</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kodiak (Alaska) - Maps - 1669 - Harbors - Nautical charts</td>
<td>41273</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kodiak (Alaska) - Pictorial works - 1804</td>
<td>1015</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kodiak Island (Alaska) - Maps - 1790-1795 - Coasts</td>
<td>1012</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kodiak Island (Alaska) - Maps - 1804-1805</td>
<td>1015</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kodousek, Karel</td>
<td>3295, 9608</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Koechler, Ed. F.</td>
<td>30699</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Koechler, Johann David</td>
<td>9599, 9606, 34034</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Koechler (R.F.), publisher, Leipzig SEE K.F. Koehlers Antiquarium</td>
<td>31667</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Koechler, Ted</td>
<td>20307</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Koechler, Wm. P. (William P.)</td>
<td>59528</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Koelling &amp; Klappenbach</td>
<td>10086, 35613</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Koeln und das Rheinland (MIHAG)</td>
<td>21204</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Koelzer, Victor A.</td>
<td>21703</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Koeman, C. (Cornelis), 1918-1950</td>
<td>5500, 6449, 7603, 7647, 7706, 7722, 7728, 7734, 8229, 8245, 8290, 8767, 8795, 8806, 8808, 8809, 8810, 8813, 8823, 8827, 8835, 8972, 9003, 9006, 9007, 9024, 9028, 9032, 9033, 9039, 9051, 9055, 9056, 9066, 9432, 9477, 10486, 10502, 10518, 10526, 10682, 10701, 10702, 10703, 10704, 10705, 10744, 10820, 10920, 13221, 16720, 16795, 17087, 17092, 17283, 17610, 17611, 17612, 18158, 18159, 18177, 18235, 23495, 23971, 25907, 25923, 26639, 28429, 30483, 34048, 34112, 34350, 34589, 35340, 39537, 39581, 39591, 41121, 41122, 41299, 41759, 42076, 44958, 45015, 45826, 45827, 46637, 52829, 53318, 53368, 53399, 53542, 53577, 53591, 53607, 53622, 53623, 66976, 67702, 69440, 73436, 73471, 73472, 73473, 73515, 74000, 80620, 81583, 81584</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Koeman's Atlantes Neerlandici / compiled by Peter van der Krogst</td>
<td>7728</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Koeman's Atlantes Neerlandici, revised edition; Vol. 1: Sample...June 1995</td>
<td>9052</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Koempfer</td>
<td>8107</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Koenig &amp; Strey Realtors</td>
<td>22064</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Koenig, Theophil SEE König, Theophil</td>
<td>12896</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Koenker, Jeff  44928
Koep, Donna P.   18605, 44509, 79333
Koeppeen, A. L.  4886, 4898
Koeppeen, Adolph Ludvig  4881
Koerner, Alberta G. Auringer (Alberta Gjertine Auringer), 1942-  23399
Koerner & Dietrich  34259
Koerner, P. W. O.  80413
Koethke, Fritz  1956
Koffmahn, M.  9968
Kogan, M. A.  64890
Køge (Denmark) - Historical geography - Maps - 1500-1950  41274
Kögel 10276
Kogutowicz, Karoly  10547
Kogutowicz, Mano  8641
Kohl, J. G. (Johann Georg), 1808-1878   1819, 4949, 11124, 25002, 33323, 38205, 41275, 41276, 41277, 68222, 73906
Köhlin, Harald  17428, 53641
Kohlmann, Fr.  34221
Kolb, Albert  85304
Kolb, Anton  79995, 79996
Kolb, Eduard  25511
Kolb, R. F.  684
Kolbe, Carl Wilhelm, 1781-1853  82837
Kolbe, Pam  411, 412
Koldewey 32984
Kolding (Denmark) - Pictorial works - 1620  41298
Kolding (Denmark) - Pictorial works - 1647  41282
Kolecki, Theodore  35316, 35317, 59749, 62066, 62859, 72986
Kolff, Guathierus  37457
Kolkata (India) - Maps - 1882-1889  12392
Kolkata (India) SEE ALSO Calcutta (India)  12392
Kolkhis SEE Georgia (Republic)  31272
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>41283</td>
<td>Kollataj, Hugo, 1750-1812. Planta Miasta Krakowa (1785)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10084</td>
<td>Kolleg St. Ludwig. Bibliothek</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72979</td>
<td>Koller, A.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9485</td>
<td>Kollmann, E.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44325</td>
<td>Kollner, Augustus, b. 1813</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80784</td>
<td>Kollner, Hugo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44325</td>
<td>Kollner's Lithographic Establishment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58893</td>
<td>Kollock, Shepard, 1750-1839</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21201</td>
<td>Köln am Rhein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21203</td>
<td>Köln und das Rheinland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21199, 21205</td>
<td>Köln und Umgebung : mit Angaben für Automobilisten</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10089</td>
<td>KoloniaWirtsKom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1501</td>
<td>Kolpa, Michel André Antochiw SEE Antochiw, Michel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9946</td>
<td>Köllner, Hugo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9946</td>
<td>Köllner, Th.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29084, 58893</td>
<td>Kollock, Shepard, 1750-1839</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21201</td>
<td>Köln am Rhein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21203</td>
<td>Köln und das Rheinland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21199, 21205</td>
<td>Köln und Umgebung : mit Angaben für Automobilisten</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10089</td>
<td>KoloniaWirtsKom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1501</td>
<td>Kolpa, Michel André Antochiw SEE Antochiw, Michel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9946</td>
<td>Köllner, Hugo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9946</td>
<td>Köllner, Th.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8978, 53589, 53592</td>
<td>Kompass, publishers, Netherlands SEE Kompass (Firm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8949</td>
<td>Kon Militaire Acad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9012</td>
<td>Kon Onderwijsfonds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11449</td>
<td>Koncság, Ferdinand, 1703-1759 SEE Konsag, Ferdinand, 1703-1759</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20633</td>
<td>Kondet, Gerard, 1731-1764 SEE Cordet, Gerard, 1731-1764</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57456, 57459</td>
<td>Kondiarok (Indian chief), 1649?-1701</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41290</td>
<td>Kong Christian X Land (Greenland) - Maps - 1900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41291</td>
<td>Kong Christian X Land (Greenland) - Maps - 1932</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41292</td>
<td>Kong Mountains (Geographical Myth)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53133</td>
<td>Kongelige Bibliotek (Denmark)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31434</td>
<td>Kongelige Bibliotek (Denmark), Kortsamling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>82937</td>
<td>Kongelige Bibliotek (Denmark). Manuscript. (GKS 2232 4°)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28347</td>
<td>Kongelige Bibliotek (Denmark) - Map Collections</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72794</td>
<td>Kon Militaire Acad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8949</td>
<td>Kon Onderwijsfonds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9012</td>
<td>Koncság, Ferdinand, 1703-1759 SEE Konsag, Ferdinand, 1703-1759</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20633</td>
<td>Kondet, Gerard, 1731-1764 SEE Cordet, Gerard, 1731-1764</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57456, 57459</td>
<td>Kondiarok (Indian chief), 1649?-1701</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41290</td>
<td>Kong Christian X Land (Greenland) - Maps - 1900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41291</td>
<td>Kong Christian X Land (Greenland) - Maps - 1932</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41292</td>
<td>Kong Mountains (Geographical Myth)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13143, 13144, 22097, 28347, 41293, 85308</td>
<td>Kongelige Bibliotek (Denmark)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20792</td>
<td>Kongelige Bibliotek (Denmark). Kortsamling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70397</td>
<td>Kongelige Bibliotek (Denmark). Manuscript. (GKS 2232 4°)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28347</td>
<td>Kongelige Bibliotek (Denmark) - Map Collections</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72794</td>
<td>Kon Militaire Acad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8949</td>
<td>Kon Onderwijsfonds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9012</td>
<td>Koncság, Ferdinand, 1703-1759 SEE Konsag, Ferdinand, 1703-1759</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20633</td>
<td>Kondet, Gerard, 1731-1764 SEE Cordet, Gerard, 1731-1764</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57456, 57459</td>
<td>Kondiarok (Indian chief), 1649?-1701</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41290</td>
<td>Kong Christian X Land (Greenland) - Maps - 1900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41291</td>
<td>Kong Christian X Land (Greenland) - Maps - 1932</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41292</td>
<td>Kong Mountains (Geographical Myth)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13143, 13144, 22097, 28347, 41293, 85308</td>
<td>Kongelige Bibliotek (Denmark)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20792</td>
<td>Kongelige Bibliotek (Denmark). Kortsamling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70397</td>
<td>Kongelige Bibliotek (Denmark). Manuscript. (GKS 2232 4°)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28347</td>
<td>Kongelige Bibliotek (Denmark) - Map Collections</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72794</td>
<td>Kon Militaire Acad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8949</td>
<td>Kon Onderwijsfonds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9012</td>
<td>Koncság, Ferdinand, 1703-1759 SEE Konsag, Ferdinand, 1703-1759</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20633</td>
<td>Kondet, Gerard, 1731-1764 SEE Cordet, Gerard, 1731-1764</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57456, 57459</td>
<td>Kondiarok (Indian chief), 1649?-1701</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41290</td>
<td>Kong Christian X Land (Greenland) - Maps - 1900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41291</td>
<td>Kong Christian X Land (Greenland) - Maps - 1932</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41292</td>
<td>Kong Mountains (Geographical Myth)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13143, 13144, 22097, 28347, 41293, 85308</td>
<td>Kongelige Bibliotek (Denmark)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20792</td>
<td>Kongelige Bibliotek (Denmark). Kortsamling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70397</td>
<td>Kongelige Bibliotek (Denmark). Manuscript. (GKS 2232 4°)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28347</td>
<td>Kongelige Bibliotek (Denmark) - Map Collections</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72794</td>
<td>Kon Militaire Acad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8949</td>
<td>Kon Onderwijsfonds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9012</td>
<td>Koncság, Ferdinand, 1703-1759 SEE Konsag, Ferdinand, 1703-1759</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20633</td>
<td>Kondet, Gerard, 1731-1764 SEE Cordet, Gerard, 1731-1764</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57456, 57459</td>
<td>Kondiarok (Indian chief), 1649?-1701</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41290</td>
<td>Kong Christian X Land (Greenland) - Maps - 1900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41291</td>
<td>Kong Christian X Land (Greenland) - Maps - 1932</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41292</td>
<td>Kong Mountains (Geographical Myth)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13143, 13144, 22097, 28347, 41293, 85308</td>
<td>Kongelige Bibliotek (Denmark)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20792</td>
<td>Kongelige Bibliotek (Denmark). Kortsamling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70397</td>
<td>Kongelige Bibliotek (Denmark). Manuscript. (GKS 2232 4°)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28347</td>
<td>Kongelige Bibliotek (Denmark) - Map Collections</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72794</td>
<td>Kon Militaire Acad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8949</td>
<td>Kon Onderwijsfonds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9012</td>
<td>Koncság, Ferdinand, 1703-1759 SEE Konsag, Ferdinand, 1703-1759</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20633</td>
<td>Kondet, Gerard, 1731-1764 SEE Cordet, Gerard, 1731-1764</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57456, 57459</td>
<td>Kondiarok (Indian chief), 1649?-1701</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41290</td>
<td>Kong Christian X Land (Greenland) - Maps - 1900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41291</td>
<td>Kong Christian X Land (Greenland) - Maps - 1932</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41292</td>
<td>Kong Mountains (Geographical Myth)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13143, 13144, 22097, 28347, 41293, 85308</td>
<td>Kongelige Bibliotek (Denmark)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20792</td>
<td>Kongelige Bibliotek (Denmark). Kortsamling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70397</td>
<td>Kongelige Bibliotek (Denmark). Manuscript. (GKS 2232 4°)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28347</td>
<td>Kongelige Bibliotek (Denmark) - Map Collections</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Kraft, Carol J.  80962
Kraft durch taschen atlas  10363
Kraft, Hermagoras SEE Krafft, Hermagoras  41344
Kraft, Stephen  67058
Kraichgau (Germany) - Maps - 1955  60336
Kraichgau (Germany) - Maps - 1962  60337
Kraijenhoff, Cornelis, 1758-1840  53501, 53510, 75508
Krai, Aloys  16645
Krafft, Hermagoras SEE Krafft, Hermagoras  41344
Krafft, Stephen  67058
Kraichgau (Germany) - Maps - 1955  60336
Kraichgau (Germany) - Maps - 1962  60337
Kraijenhoff, Cornelis, 1758-1840  53501, 53510, 75508
Kraill, Aloys  16645
Krais & Hoffmann  9769, 9787, 9812, 9823
Krakau & Byden  9075
Krakow, Kenneth K.  52300
Kraków (Poland) - Maps - 1657  65097
Kraków (Poland) - Maps - 1820  65062
Kraków (Poland) - Maps - 1928  41345
Kraków (Poland) - Maps - Bibliography - Catalogs - 1595-1900  41346
Kraków (Poland) - Maps - Collections, 1595-1900  41346
Kraków (Poland) - Pictorial works - 1620  41347
Kraków (Poland) - Pictorial works - 1630  64990
Kraków (Poland) - Pictorial works - 1657  41348, 41349
Kraków (Poland) - Pictorial works - 1700  41350
Kraków (Poland). Uniwersytet Jagiellonski SEE Uniwersytet Jagiellonski  22121
Kraków (Poland : Voivodeship) - Boundaries - History, 1257-1945  41351
Krakow Region (Poland) - Pictorial works - 1600  39947, 39948
Kraikow (Poland) - Maps - 1657  65097
Kraikow (Poland) - Maps - 1820  65062
Kraikow (Poland) - Maps - 1928  41345
Kraikow (Poland) - Maps - Bibliography - Catalogs - 1595-1900  41346
Kraikow (Poland) - Maps - Collections, 1595-1900  41346
Kraikow (Poland) - Pictorial works - 1620  41347
Kraikow (Poland) - Pictorial works - 1630  64990
Kraikow (Poland) - Pictorial works - 1657  41348, 41349
Kraikow (Poland) - Pictorial works - 1700  41350
Kraikow (Poland). Uniwersytet Jagiellonski SEE Uniwersytet Jagiellonski  22121
Kraikow (Poland : Voivodeship) - Boundaries - History, 1257-1945  41351
Krako, S.  9488, 81954
Král, Jiri, d. 1517  22654, 22655
Kramer, A.  9883, 9897, 9916, 9921, 10021, 10042, 10068, 10387
Kramer, H. L.  20993
Krámer, Karl Emerich, 1918-  17618
Kramer, M.  10132
Kramer, Martin, 1931-  400
Kramer, Paul  64552
Kramer Pub. Co. (Syracuse, N.Y.)  28038
Kramer, William  20118
KramerJH  9584
Kramm, Gustavus  68042
Kramm, Heinrich  1881, 18812, 44473, 73127
Krimp, F. C.  44841
Krapf, J. L. (Johann Ludwig), 1810-1881  12977
Krasnikova, O.A.  18256
Kratkoe Rukovodstvo k' drevnei geografii  34369
Kratko, Antonin  65482
Kratz, C.  9811, 9861, 46374
Kratz, E.  34076
Kratz, E., II  34061, 34064, 34076
Kratz, Ernst  9807, 9811, 9861, 9876, 9883, 9916, 34054, 34061, 34063
Kratz, H.  10194, 10209, 10258, 10278
Kratz, jun.  9683
Kratz, W.  9811, 9861, 34061, 34064, 34065, 34076
Kratzsch, Konrad  62357
Kraus, H. P., firm, booksellers, New York SEE H.P. Kraus (Firm)  41969
Kraus, Hans Peter, active 1893  64889
Kraus, Joseph, active 1893  84570
Kraus Reprint (Firm)  15119, 23842
Kraus, Stefan  66575
Krause, Dr.  79936
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Last Name</th>
<th>First Name</th>
<th>Call Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Krause,</td>
<td>Elmer O. C.</td>
<td>38571</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Krause, K.</td>
<td></td>
<td>10425</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Krausen,</td>
<td>Edgar</td>
<td>12004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Krauss,</td>
<td>Michael E., 1934-</td>
<td>1007, 1008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Krauss, P.</td>
<td></td>
<td>31559</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kraush,</td>
<td>Charles P. (Charles Porterfield), 1823-1883</td>
<td>12869</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Krayenhoff,</td>
<td>Cornelis, 1758-1840 SEE Kraijenhoff, Corneli</td>
<td>53510</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Krayenhoff,</td>
<td>Cornelis Rudolphus Theodorus Van, Baron, 1758-1840</td>
<td>41352, 41353, 75508</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Krebs,</td>
<td>Charles G.</td>
<td>1017, 80419</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Krebs, N.</td>
<td></td>
<td>63, 40671</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Krebs, Otto</td>
<td></td>
<td>1284, 1285, 12045, 80847, 80924, 82804</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Krefeld,</td>
<td>Battle of, Germany, 1758 - Maps - 1758</td>
<td>41354</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Krefeld Region (Germany) - Maps - 1758</td>
<td>41354</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kreider,</td>
<td>Gottlieb J.</td>
<td>29205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kreisel,</td>
<td></td>
<td>18818</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kremer, Laura R., fl. 1933</td>
<td></td>
<td>83282</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kremlin,</td>
<td>Moscow, Russia - Maps - 1836 - Pictorial works</td>
<td>51832</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kremlin,</td>
<td>Moscow, Russia - Maps - 1875</td>
<td>51833</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kremlin,</td>
<td>Moscow, Russia - Pictorial works - 1651</td>
<td>67507, 67508</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kremlin,</td>
<td>Moscow, Russia - Pictorial works - 1676</td>
<td>67510</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kremlin,</td>
<td>Moscow, Russia - Pictorial works - 1986</td>
<td>51836</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kremling, Carl</td>
<td>10402, 10417, 10430, 31620, 31623, 74301</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kremling, Carl</td>
<td>Jro-Verlag, München SEE JRO-Verlag</td>
<td>10430</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kremling, Ernst</td>
<td>6450, 10402, 10417, 10430, 10451, 10457, 10469, 10471, 10477, 10504, 25729, 31636</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kremling, Ernst</td>
<td>6450, 10402, 10417, 10430, 10451, 10457, 10469, 10471, 10477, 10504, 25729, 31636</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kremling, Carl</td>
<td>SEE ALSO JRO-Verlag</td>
<td>10430</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kremling, Carl</td>
<td>SEE ALSO JRO-Verlag</td>
<td>10430</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kremling, Ernst</td>
<td>6450, 10402, 10417, 10430, 10451, 10457, 10469, 10471, 10477, 10504, 25729, 31636</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kremling, Ernst</td>
<td>6450, 10402, 10417, 10430, 10451, 10457, 10469, 10471, 10477, 10504, 25729, 31636</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
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<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Call Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kriegs atlas zum Gebrauch fuer Zeitungsleser</td>
<td>7571</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kriegs-Expedition Karte in Bohmen III Blatt in welcher die Belagerung Prag 1742...</td>
<td>65485</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kriegs-expeditions carte von Bohmen II Blatt, in welcher die Kriegs-operationen von Prag und Eger 1743 = Carte des expeditions de la guerre en Boherne I Feuille representant les operations de la guerre devant d'Egra et de Prague 1743 65486</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kriegs-Expeditions-Karte in Bohmen I Blatt, in welchen die Haubtstadt Prag so den 26. November 1741... = Carte des expeditions de guerre en Boherne, I feuille, dans laquelle se voit le plan de la ville de Prague, assiegee en l'an 1741, le 26. 65484</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kriegs-Invaliden-Hilfe (Firm)</td>
<td>84634</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kriegs- u. Friedens-atlas oder grosser Zeitungs-atlas</td>
<td>9801</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kriegsatlas 1914</td>
<td>10165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kriegsgeschichte Ludewig des XIV</td>
<td>4421</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kriegshilfe</td>
<td>84608</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kriegskarte 1798-1805 : il Ducato di Venezia nella carta di Anton von Zach = Herzogtum Venedig auf der Karte Anton von Zach 79971</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kriegskarte atlas</td>
<td>10169, 10172, 84635</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kriegssbuch</td>
<td>4235</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kriegsschauplätze Europas. Dreibund gegen dreiverband</td>
<td>26183</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Krigen och statshvalfingarna i vara dagar</td>
<td>10803</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Krigsarkivet (Sweden)</td>
<td>18485, 73766</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Krim, A. J.</td>
<td>30906</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Krim, Arthur J.</td>
<td>30906</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Krima or Crimea peninsula : the Taurus of ancient geographers : reduced from the original Russian military map constructed under the direction of Major-General Mukhin, by the staff of the Russian quarter-master general, by command of the governor g 22429</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Krise, Eleanore</td>
<td>5337</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Krishan's Book Shop (New Delhi, India)</td>
<td>36658, 36659</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kristeller, Paul</td>
<td>11804</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kristeller, Paul_oskar, 1905-1999</td>
<td>44441</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kristiania litografiske aktiebolag</td>
<td>60111, 60115, 60117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kristianstad (Sweden) - Maps - 1700</td>
<td>41360</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kroft, A. L. (Alfred Louis), 1876-1960</td>
<td>57806</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kroger Company</td>
<td>6277, 64859</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kroger Company - Pictorial works - 1959</td>
<td>64859</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Krogt, P. C. J. van der</td>
<td>82904</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Krogt, Peter van der SEE Krogt, P. C. J. van der</td>
<td>32137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Krokar, James Paul, 194-8</td>
<td>16936, 16941, 37435, 65586, 74259</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kroker, Ernst, 1859-1927</td>
<td>17622</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Krolik, Charles G.</td>
<td>19645</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kroll Map Company, inc.</td>
<td>65844, 69735, 69775</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kromayer, F.</td>
<td>9072, 10019, 10027, 10138, 10194, 10209, 10258, 10278</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kromayer, Johannes</td>
<td>5978</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kromerberger, Johann, d. 1540 SEE Cromberger, Juan, d. 1540</td>
<td>81574</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kronborg Castle (Helsingor, Denmark) - Pictorial works - 1620</td>
<td>33768</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kronborg Castle (Helsingor, Denmark) - Pictorial works - 1657</td>
<td>33770</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Krone Brothers</td>
<td>30295</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kronika om kartor over Sverige</td>
<td>73758, 73759</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Kuhlemann, Richard 10193
Kuhlemann, Ute 37434
Kühlhorn, Erhard 43528, 43529
Kuhlman, A. F. (Augustus Frederick), b. 1889 7724
Kuhlmeier, G. 41827
Kühn, E. 9883, 8997, 9910, 9916, 9920, 9921, 9942, 9945, 9968, 9973, 10006, 10015, 10071, 10078, 10084, 10101, 10103, 10105, 10132, 10136, 10147, 10193, 10197, 10208, 10216, 10217, 10233, 10256, 10275, 10295, 10306, 10346, 10386
Kühn, K. 9876
Kuhn, Maurice 30591
Kuhn, R. K. 14997, 14998
Kühner, K. 9937, 9946, 9972, 10002, 10035, 10043, 10075, 10091, 10108, 10109, 10143
Kühnel, A. 80219
Kuhnel, Paul 79362
Kuhnert, Ernst, 1862-1952 85299
Kühnovio, Friedrich, d. 1675 39698, 80624
Kuhns, Oscar, 1856-1929 74006
Kuile, Gijsbert Johan ter, 1906-17623
Kuitca, Guillermo, 1961- 17941
Kulczycki, Adam, 1809-1882 74169
Kulhavy, Mikulás SEE Klaudyan, Mikulass 51965
Kulish, Panteleimon Oleksandrovych, 1819-1897 13016
Kullmer, Charles Julius, 1879-1942 28038
Kulmbach Region (Germany) - Maps - 1716 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 41378
Kulnyte, Birute 42212
Különlenyomat a Magyar Posta 66981
Kulrich, Elizabeth 29748
Kulturamt des Verbandes der Deutschen in Grossromänien 67125
Kulturreferat der Stadt Kulmbach 41378
Kümmel, Henry Barnard, b. 1867 54839
Kümmel, Henry, 1857-1905 74001
Kümmel, Hermann, 1897-1964 74021
Kumpp 9069, 9070
Kundt, Ernst 52754
Kungl. automobilklubbens karta over Sverige 73742
Kungl. Boktryckeriet 83702
Kungl. Svenska vetenskapsakademien 67880
Kungliga Biblioteket (Sweden) - Map Collections 41378
Kungliga Biblioteket (Sweden) - Map collections - Catalogs 41380
Kungliga Biblioteket (Sweden) - Map collections - Exhibitions - Catalogs 69329, 73760
Kungliga Biblioteket (Sweden) - Kataloger 41379
Kunglip Chiriwon 41321
Kunii, fl. 1883-1885 41153
Kunikida, Akiko 39596
Kunitzsch, Paul. Peter Apian und Azophi 1986) 2239
Kunkler, John E. 20758, 20759
Kunne, Albrecht, fl. 1475-1519 52053
Kunsch, H. 26137
Kunst in kaart : decoratieve aspecten van de cartografie / Cassandra Bosters ... [et al.] ; eindredactie, J.F. Heijbroek, Marijn Schapelhouman 17937
Kunst, J. M. 9625
Kunst- und Ausstellungshalle der Bundesrepublik Deutschland 64668
Kunst- und Ausstellungshalle der Bundesrepublik Deutschland - Exhibitions 64668
Kunst- und Industrie-Comptoir 28522, 28523, 28526, 28527, 28528, 28529, 43598, 83614
Kunst-Verlag Impuls SA 3475
Kunstdruckerei Künstlerbund Karlsruhe 10396, 11389, 11989
Kunstgewerbemuseum (Berlin, Germany : West) 45644
Kunsthändler 9330
Künstler des Kartenbildes : Biographien und Porträts 16723
Künstlerbund Kunstdruckerei Karlsruhe SEE Kunstdruckerei Künstlerbund Karlsruhe 11989
Kunstmann, Friedrich 1783, 4938
Kunstverein Wien 80197
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Kunte, B. G. 36673
Kunze, Max Friedrich, 1838- 52158
Kuopio (Finland) - Maps - 1861 41381
Kuopion läänin kartta. 1. osa. Savon ja Hämeenmaa. Toimitti G. Thilén, 1852-1856 41381
Kuopio (Finland) - Maps - 1861 41381
Kuopion läänin kartta. 1. osa. Savon ja Hämeenmaa. Toimitti G. Thilén, 1852-1856 41381
Kuranda (Qld.) - Ethnology - 1990 41382
Kurassau (Netherlands Antilles) SEE Curaçao 33227
Kur打ち, Hans 6396, 6614, 54380
Kurath, Hans, 1891- 53810, 53811
Kurdistan (Iran and Iraq) - Maps - 1846 41383
Kurfürst August von Sachsen als Geograph: Ein Beitrag zur Geschichte der Erdkunde 17770
Kurgan, Laura 84597
Kurian, George Thomas 23491
Kusack, Alta 30495
Kusmiadi, Rachmat 17976, 17978
Kusper, Stanley J., Jr. 22068, 22069
Kuster (R.), firm SEE R. Kuster (Firm) 30415
Küstrin Region (Germany) - Maps - 1789 43599
Kusy, F 36663, 75033
Kutcher, Arthur 42701
Kutchin, H. W. 26782

Kupfer, Carl 19426, 19434, 19435, 19436, 19437, 19438, 19445, 19446, 19482, 46727
Kupfer, Marcia 18105
Kupferstichkabinett Berlin SEE Staatliche Museen zu Berlin -- Preussischer Kulturbesitz. Kupferstichkabinett -- Sammlung der Zeichnungen und Druckgraphik 26802
Kuphal, H. H. 50661
Kuranda (Qld.) - Ethnology - 1990 41382
Kurassau (Netherlands Antilles) SEE Curaçao 33227
Kusack, Alta 30495
Kusmiadi, Rachmat 17976, 17978
Kusper, Stanley J., Jr. 22068, 22069
Kuster (R.), firm SEE R. Kuster (Firm) 30415
Kūstina (Qld.) - Ethnology - 1990 41382
Kurassau (Netherlands Antilles) SEE Curaçao 33227
Kusur, F 36663, 75033
Kutcher, Arthur 42701
Kutchin, H. W. 26782
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Lac Champlain, Nouvelle Angleterre  68022
Lac de Frontenac ou Ontario  61776
Lac des Hurons [Mackinac region]  43758, 43759
Lac Huron, ou Karemongdi ou mer doudes Hurons  35024
Lac Leman (Switzerland and France) SEE Geneva, Lake (Switzerland and France)  28721
Lac Mitchiganong ou des Illinois, baye des Puans  46730
Le Lac Ontario avec les lieux circonvoisins & particulierement les Cinq Nations Iroquoises. Lannée 1688  25576
Le Lac Ontario avec les lieux circonvoisins et particularment les Cinq Nations Iroquoises  61780
Lac qui Parle County (Minn. : 1871-1913 - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners  41399
Lac qui Parle County (Minn. : 1871-1954 - Maps - 1913-1939 - Landowners  41400
Lac qui Parle County (Minn. : 1871-1954 - Maps - 1939-1954 - Landowners  41401
Lac Supérieur  73437
Lac Supérieur et autres lieux ou sont les missions des peres da la Compagnie de Jesus comprises sous le nom d'Outaouaacs  73443, 73444
Lac Supérieur et autres lieux ou sont les missions des peres de la Compagnie de Jesus  73439
Lac Supérieur et autres lieux ou sont les missions des peres de la Compagnie de Jesus comprises sous le nom d'Outaouaacs  73445
Lac Supérieur et autres lieux ou sont les missions des peres de la Compagnie de Jesus comprises sous le nom d'Ovtaovacs  73449
Lac Superior et autres lieux ou sont les missions des peres de la Compagnie de Jesus comprises sous le nom d'Outaouacs  73440, 73441, 73445, 73446, 73447, 73448
Lac Teiocha-Rontiong, dit communément Lac Erie  25575
Lac Tracy ou Supérieur, avec les dépendances de la Mission du Saint-Esprit  73438
Lac Tracy ou Supérieur, Lac des Illinois, Lac des Hurons, Rivière Colbert  32513
LaCaille, Jean de, d. 1720 see La Caille, Jean de, d. 1720  63039
Lacaita, James Philip, 1813-1895  39252, 39255
Lace, W. F.  40598
Lacey V. Murrow Memorial Bridge (Wash.) - Maps - 1939  69728
Lacey, W., fl. 1851  8097, 13845, 20598, 26485, 70597, 82732
Lach, Donald F. (Donald Frederick), 1917-  3236, 16912, 17057, 17302, 18008
Lach, Donald F. (Donald Frederick), 1917-. Asia in the making of Europe (1965)  16912, 17057, 18008
Lach, Donald F. (Donald Frederick), 1917-. Asia in the making of Europe (1977)  17302
Lachapelle, Alfred de, comte, 1830-  70327
Lachapelle, Alfred de, comte, 1830-. Le Comte de Raousset-Boulbon et l’expédition de la Sonore (1859)  70327
Lachièze-Rey, Marc  17044
Lachute : Quebec-Ontario  66001
Lackawanna Railroad  47940, 47961, 47969, 47977
Lackawanna Railroad : in 1946 (and in 1926)  47790
Lackawanna Railroad : Ligett's Gap Railroad  47962
Lackawanna Railroad SEE Delaware, Lackawanna and Western Railroad Company  59312
Lackawanna Railroad : the route of Phoebe Snow : the shortest route between New York, Scranton, Binghamton, Syracuse, Elmira, Buffalo  47967
Lackawanna Railroad : the route of the Phoebe Snow  59565, 78186
Lackey, Richard S.  76423
Lackey, Vinson  6153
Lackington and Co.  7957, 29129
Lackner, I. C. von  58735
Lacksteyn, Petrus, 16th cent. SEE Laicksteen, Peter, 16th cent.  41424
Laclavère, Georges  18338
LaCroix et Baudry  50464, 50483
LaCroix, Frédéric, d. 1864  38516
LaCroix, Nicolle de, abbé, 1704-1760 SEE Nicolle de La Croix, abbé, 1704-1760  9216
LaCroix, S. F. (Silvestre François), 1765-1843  29153, 29230
LaCrosse County (Wis.) SEE La Crosse County (Wis.)  22451
Les Lacs du Canada et Nouvelle Angleterre.  1749  32543
Lacs Constan. XX. Tab. nova  21990
Lacs Lemanni locorumque circvmiacentivm accvratissima descriptio  28720
Lacy, Edna  12872
Lacy, Peter, Count, 1678-1751  22427
Ladakh (India) - Maps - 1842  39478
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Ladd, H. E. 8022  
Ladd, Richard S. (Richard Stockwell), 1899- 26443, 69978  
Lademann (Copenhagen, Denmark) 6994  
Lademanns internationale atlas 6994  
Ladies' Repository 19998, 19999  
Ladle, Richard S. (Richard Stockwell), 1899- 40473, 69978  
Lademann (Copenhagen, Denmark) 6994  
Ladies' Repository 19998, 19999  
Ladoga Lake (Russia) -不断的 - 1740 37487  
Ladoga Lake (Russia) -不断的 - 1741 40473  
Ladoga Lake (Russia) -不断的 - 1750 11637  
Ladogórski, Tadeusz 64970, 64971  
Ladozhskoe Ozero i Finskii Zaliv prilâ¨e¨zhoshchimi mi¨e¨stami = Lacus Ladoga et Sinus Finnicus cum interiacentibus et adiacentibus regionibus / J. Grim[m]el del: 37487  
Ladrone Islands SEE Mariana Islands 58751, 64510  
Ladue, Joseph 1036  
Ladvocat, Jean Baptiste, 1709-1765 SEE Vosgien, 1709-1765 29557  
Lady 29364, 29859  
Lady Franklin Bay Expedition (1881-1884) -不断的 - 1885 33354  
"The Lady Northcote" atlas of Australasia / by H.E.C. Robinson ; with an historical introduction on the discovery and exploration of Australia by Charles R. Long ; geological notes by Leo A. Cotton, and an alphabetical index to places on the maps 11086  
The Lady's encyclopedia : or, A concise analysis of the belles lettres, the fine arts, and the sciences 7866  
Laengner, Th. 9824, 9846, 34460  
Laet, Herrera de 8737, 9125, 70429, 70432, 70442, 70443  
Laet, Herrera de, f. 1703 SEE Laet, Herrera de 70429  
Laet, Herrera de, fl. 1703 SEE Laet, Herrera de 70443  
Laet, Joannes de, 1593-1649 1587, 1599, 1603, 1604, 1607, 1608, 81711  
Lafayette and Peru Railroad 48266  
Lafayette County (Mo.) -不断的 - 1914 - Landowners 41402  
Lafayette County (Wis.) -不断的 - 1874 - Landowners 41403, 41404  
Lafayette Highway Association 4000  
Lafayette Highway (U.S) -不断的 - 1938 4000  
Lafayette in America 1824-51761  
Lafayette, Marie Joseph Paul Yves Roch Gilbert Du Motier, marquis de, 1757-1834 76400, 76401, 76402  
Lafayette, Marie Joseph Paul Yves Roch Gilbert du Motier, marquis de, 1757-1834 -不断的 - Travels, 1824-1825 - Maps 76619  
Lafayette new celestial globe / Lafayette Radio Corporation 3476  
Lafayette Radio Corp. 3476  
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</tr>
<tr>
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<td>Middle East - Maps</td>
<td>1924</td>
<td>26192</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language and languages</td>
<td>Netherlands - Maps</td>
<td>1957-1963</td>
<td>53596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language and languages</td>
<td>New England - Maps</td>
<td>1943</td>
<td>54380</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>North America - Maps</td>
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<td>41606</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language and languages</td>
<td>North America - Maps</td>
<td>1915</td>
<td>57802</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language and languages</td>
<td>North America - Maps</td>
<td>1937 - Indians</td>
<td>57805</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language and languages</td>
<td>North America - Maps</td>
<td>1941 - Indians</td>
<td>77759, 77760</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language and languages</td>
<td>North America - Maps</td>
<td>1966 - Indians</td>
<td>78446, 78447</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language and languages</td>
<td>North America - Maps</td>
<td>1993</td>
<td>57835</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language and languages</td>
<td>Ontario - Maps</td>
<td>1995</td>
<td>61969</td>
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<tr>
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<td>Ontario - Maps</td>
<td>1996</td>
<td>61970</td>
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<tr>
<td>Language and languages</td>
<td>Orléanais (France) - Maps</td>
<td>1973</td>
<td>62317</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language and languages</td>
<td>Paris Metropolitan Area (France) - Maps</td>
<td>1973</td>
<td>62317</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language and languages</td>
<td>Pennsylvania - Maps</td>
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<td>64128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language and languages</td>
<td>Philippines - Maps</td>
<td>1952</td>
<td>64539</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language and languages</td>
<td>Philippines - Maps</td>
<td>1970-1979</td>
<td>64549</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language and languages</td>
<td>Rhine River Valley - Maps</td>
<td>1850</td>
<td>66492</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language and languages</td>
<td>Russia - Language and languages</td>
<td></td>
<td>67698</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language and languages</td>
<td>South America - Maps</td>
<td>1647 - Brazil - Maps</td>
<td>1647</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language and languages</td>
<td>South America - Maps</td>
<td>1840</td>
<td>70579</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language and languages</td>
<td>South America - Maps</td>
<td>1915</td>
<td>70636</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language and languages</td>
<td>South America - Maps</td>
<td>1937 - Indians</td>
<td>70643</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language and languages</td>
<td>South America - Maps</td>
<td>1967 - Indians</td>
<td>41607</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language and languages</td>
<td>South Pacific Ocean - Maps</td>
<td>1981</td>
<td>45917</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language and languages</td>
<td>Taiwan - Maps</td>
<td>1980-1989</td>
<td>74184</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language and languages</td>
<td>United States - Maps</td>
<td>1890</td>
<td>76965, 76966</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language and languages</td>
<td>United States - Maps</td>
<td>1993</td>
<td>76418</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language and languages</td>
<td>Vosges (France) - Maps</td>
<td>1917</td>
<td>80572</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language and languages</td>
<td>West Flanders (Belgium) - Maps</td>
<td>1946</td>
<td>81569</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language and languages</td>
<td>Zeeland (Netherlands : Province) - Maps</td>
<td>1940</td>
<td>85292</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language of the land : the Library of Congress book of literary maps / Martha Hopkins and Michael Buscher</td>
<td>42192, 42193</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language overview of Mexico and Middle America (scale 1:500,000)</td>
<td>46479</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Languages of Europe and the Near East / edited by Morris Jastrow, Jr.</td>
<td>26192</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Languedoc Canal (France) SEE Canal du Midi (France)</td>
<td></td>
<td>16426</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Languedoc (France) - Maps</td>
<td>1570</td>
<td>41608</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Languedoc (France) - Maps</td>
<td>1588</td>
<td>41609</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Languedoc (France) - Maps</td>
<td>1606</td>
<td>41610</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Languedoc (France) - Maps</td>
<td>1651</td>
<td>41611</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Languedoc (France) - Maps</td>
<td>1680</td>
<td>41612</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Languedoc (France) - Maps</td>
<td>1697 - Canals</td>
<td>16425, 16426</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Languedoc (France) - Maps</td>
<td>1700</td>
<td>41613</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Languedoc (France) - Maps</td>
<td>1710</td>
<td>41614</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Languedoc (France) - Maps</td>
<td>1712 - Canals</td>
<td>41615</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Languedoc (France) - Maps</td>
<td>1721</td>
<td>41616, 41617</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Languedoc (France) - Maps</td>
<td>1740</td>
<td>41618</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Languedoc (France) - Maps</td>
<td>1741</td>
<td>41619</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Languedoc (France) - Maps</td>
<td>1745</td>
<td>41620</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Languedoc (France) - Maps</td>
<td>1752</td>
<td>41621, 41622</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Languedoc (France) - Maps</td>
<td>1777</td>
<td>41623</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Languedoc (France) - Maps</td>
<td>1926 - Economics</td>
<td>65637</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Languedoc (France) - Maps</td>
<td>1955</td>
<td>19058</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Languedoc (France) - Maps</td>
<td>1955 - Guidebooks</td>
<td>19057</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Languedoc (France) - Maps</td>
<td>1965</td>
<td>74257</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Languedoc (France) - Maps</td>
<td>1968</td>
<td>74258</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Languedoc (France) - Maps</td>
<td>1970</td>
<td>41624</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Languedoc (France) - Maps</td>
<td>1974</td>
<td>18885</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Languedoc (France) - Maps</td>
<td>1996</td>
<td>65931</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Languedoc 9125, 14965

Langwith, A. L. (Alfred Logan) 767, 35781, 35815, 37752, 37820, 40177, 41625, 49650, 54636, 54890, 58356, 60572, 61386, 61409, 71094, 77416,
Langwith Advertising and Publishing Co. SEE Langwith Inc. (Minneapolis, Minn.) 41625, 60572
Langwith Inc. (Minneapolis, Minn.) 767, 41625, 50831, 58356, 60572, 61386, 61409, 61419, 71094, 77416, 77417, 79600, 79604, 79612, 79618, 83284, 84837
Langwith Map Co. SEE Langwith Inc. (Minneapolis, Minn.) 41625, 60572
Langwith Publishing Company SEE Langwith Inc. (Minneapolis, Minn.) 41625, 60572

Langwith's King O' The Road : Alabama 767
Langwith's King O' The Road : South Dakota 71094
Langwith's motor trails map : Illinois 35781
Langwith's motor trails map : Iowa : standard size 37752
Langwith's motor trails map : Kansas : condensed size 40177
Langwith's motor trails map : Minnesota 49650
Langwith's motor trails map : New Hampshire, Vermont : condensed size 54636
Langwith's motor trails map : New Jersey : standard size 54890
Langwith's motor trails map : North Dakota : condensed size 58356
Langwith's motor trails map : Ohio : standard size 60572
Langwith's motor trails map : Oklahoma : standard size 61386
Langwith's road map atlas of the United States and Canada 77416

Lanier, Lucien 1508
Lankton, Larry D. 39772
Lanman, Barry Allen 11661
The Lanman collection 41626
Lanman, Jonathan T. 52809, 75425
Lanman, Jonathan T. - Map Collection 41626
Lanning Bros. (Denver, Colo.) 81841
Lanning, John Tate, 1902- 30985, 50059
Lanning, Michael A., fl. 1985 37399
Lannois, Philippe 39584
Lannon, John 1846
Lannoy, Ferdinand, ca. 1511-1579 41627
Lannoy, Ferdinand de 41628
Lannoy, Ferdinand de, d. 1579 7667, 14954
Lannoyo, Ferdinando, d. 1579 SEE Lannoy, Ferdinand de, d. 1579 14954
Lanoe, Abel 29243
Lansdale, Maria Hornor, b. 1860 26778, 38623, 63120, 69639, 80220
Lansden, John McMurray, 1836- 15126, 15127, 15128, 15130, 15131, 15132, 15133, 15136, 15138, 15139
Lansing, G. Y. 1113
Lansing, Marion Florence, 1883- 76426
Lansing, Mich. 41629
Lansing (Mich.) - Maps - 1870 41629
Lansing (Mich.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps 47534
Lansing (Mich.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps 47535
Lansing state journal (Lansing, Mich.) 84606
Lant, N. E., fl. 1930 43356
Lantmateristyreisen 26646, 26647, 26649, 26650, 26651, 26653
Lantos, Jeff B. 81155
Lantsheer, Meinard Frederik, 1819-1877 85274
Lantzenbergerin, Katharina 41284
Lanza Sandoval, Fernando 34617
Laor, Eran 62883, 62884, 62887
Laor, Eran - Map collections - Catalogs 62883
Laor, Eran - Map collections - Exhibitions - Catalogs 62887
Laor, Eran - Map collections - Exhibitions - Electronic information resources 62884
Laos - Maps - 1970-1979 37447
Laos - Maps - 1994 15750
Lapaccino, Francesco di SEE Lapacino, Francesco di, fl. 1415 65774
Lapaccinus, Francisclus SEE Lapacinus, Francisclus di, fl. 1415 65774
Lapacino, Francesco di, fl. 1415 65774
Lapazino, Francesco di SEE Lapacino, Francesco di, fl. 1415 65774
[Lapeer County (Mich.) - 1858: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 41632
[Lapeer County (Mich.) - 1863: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 41633
Lapeer County (Mich.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners 41631
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Call Number Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lapeer County (Mich.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1912</td>
<td>79877</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lapeer County (Mich.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1666</td>
<td>41640</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laplace</td>
<td></td>
<td>46307, 46308</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lapland</td>
<td>Maps - 1612</td>
<td>41639</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lapland</td>
<td>Maps - 1666</td>
<td>41640</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lapland</td>
<td>Maps - 1674</td>
<td>41641, 41642</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lapland</td>
<td>Maps - 1740 - Coasts - Nautical charts</td>
<td>41643</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lapland</td>
<td>Maps - 1741</td>
<td>41644</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lapland</td>
<td>Maps - 1749 - Coasts - Nautical charts</td>
<td>41645</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lapland</td>
<td>Maps - 1875</td>
<td>41646</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lapland</td>
<td>Maps - 1912</td>
<td>79877</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laponia (Sweden)</td>
<td>Maps - 1666</td>
<td>41640</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laponia (Sweden)</td>
<td>Maps - 1741</td>
<td>41644</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LaPorte County (Ind.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1662 - Landowners</td>
<td>41647</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LaPorte County (Ind.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1874 - Landowners</td>
<td>41648</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LaPorte County (Ind.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1907 - Landowners</td>
<td>41649</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LaPorte County (Ind.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1911</td>
<td>41650</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LaPorte County (Ind.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1921 - Landowners</td>
<td>41651</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LaPorte County (Ind.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1924 - Road maps</td>
<td>41652</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LaPorte County (Ind.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1956 - Road maps</td>
<td>41653</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LaPorte County (Ind.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1986 - Road maps</td>
<td>41654</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LaPorte County (Ind.)</td>
<td>Maps - 2008 - Road maps</td>
<td>37405</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LaPorte County (Ind.)</td>
<td>SEE LaPorte County (Ind.)</td>
<td>41653</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

LaPorte County, Indiana : Geo. A. Ogle & Co's standard atlas, including a plat book of the villages, cities and townships of the county : map of the state, United States and world : patrons directory, reference business directory and departments devote 41651

**LaPorte (Ind.) - Maps - 1986 - Road maps** 41654

Laporte, Joseph de, 1713-1779 9214, 9226, 9239, 9245, 9252, 9259, 9267, 9275, 9286, 9303

LaPorte street map and guide : and LaPorte County highway map / Bright Spot Map Publishers 41654

Lappeenranta (Finland) - History - Siege, 1741 41655

Lappiaer pars 41639

Lappland : samt öfriga delar af Väster- och Norrbottens län / utarbetad af Fredr. Svenonius ; med 10 kartor och 56 bilder i texten samt en af K.B. Wiklund, utarbetad ortnamnslista 79877

Laputa (Imaginary place) - Maps - 1726 11612, 41656

Lapwai 56962

Lapwai (Idaho) - Pictorial works - 1886 56962

Lapwai Indian Reservation (Idaho) SEE Nez Percé Indian Reservation (Idaho) 56962

Lara, Cathy 12560

Lara Valdés, José Luis 33097

Laramie Region (Wyo.) - Maps - 1928 - Road maps 84829

Laramie (Wyo.) - Maps - 1873 41657

Larash, W. L. 35668

Larby (E.J.) Ltd. SEE E.J. Larby, Ltd. 42369, 42370

Larby, Patricia M. 16819

Larckstein, Petrus, 16th cent. SEE Laicksteen, Peter, 16th cent. 41424

Larcom, Thomas A. (Thomas Aiskew), 1801-1879 23328, 38373
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Lardero (Spain) - Maps - 1873 - Manuscripts  41658
 A Large chart describing ye Streights of Malacca and Singapour  44215
 A Large chart describing the sands, shoels, depth of water, and anchorage on the east coast of Scotland at North Britain  27512
 A Large chart describing ye Streights of Malacca and Singapore  44218
 A Large chart of part of the coast of Coremandell from Armgewn to Bimlepatam  36525
 A Large chart of part of the coast of Coremandell from Point Pedro to Armegon  36507, 36524
 A Large chart of part of the coast of Guzaratt & India from Diu Head to Bombay  36509, 36526
 A Large chart of Port Maon on the Island Minorca ...  43929, 43930
 A Large chart of the channell between England and France ...  25479
 A Large chart of the Sound, going into the Baltick Sea  70344, 70345
 A Large chart of the White sea  82887, 82888
 A Large chart of the world on a plane scale... [World map]  83811
 A Large colored chart of Albemarle River [drawn by W. Hack about 1684]  1134
 A Large colored map of Carolina, 'made by William Hack, at the signe of Great Britaine and Ireland, neare New Staires, in Wapping, Anno Domini, 1684'  70749
 A Large draft of South Carolina from Cape Roman to Port Royall  70757
 A Large draft of the island Antegua  2145, 2148, 2151
 A Large draught from Benjar on the island of Borneo to Macasser on the island of Celebes shewing the streights of Bally with the islands to the eastward thereof  39638
 A Large draught of part of the coast of India from Bombay to Bassaalore  36511, 36528
 A Large draught of the coast of Arabia from Macula to Dolar  85092, 85093
 A Large draught of the coast of China from Amoye to Chusan with ye harbour of Amoye at large  28462, 28463
 A Large draught of the coast of Iava from Batam Point to Batavia  39630
 A Large draught of the Downes : shewing the sands, shoales, depths of water and anchorage ... / survey'd by Capt. Wm. Nunn  23785
 A Large draught of the east end of Java and Madura shewing the Streights of Bally  39628, 39631
 A Large draught of the Golf of Persia  64243
 A Large draught of the Golf of Persia from Muscat to Buzaro  64242
 A Large draught of the Isle of Wight and Owens  38560
 A Large draught of the Mallabar coast from Bassaalore to Cape Comarone  36510, 36527
 A Large draught of the north part of China shewing all the passages and chanells into the harbor of Chusan  85317
 A Large draught of the north part of China shewing all the passages and channels into the harbour of Chusan  85318
 A Large draught of the south part of Borneo  13418, 13419
 Large English atlas  14250
 The Large scale county maps of the British Isles, 1596-1850 : a union list / compiled by Elizabeth M. Rodger  14587
 Large scale ordnance atlas of London.  42490
 Large-scale topographic quadrangles of Illinois held by the Illinois State Library / Illinois State Library  36451
 Large-scale topographic quadrangles of Illinois held by the Illinois State Library (June 1994)  36452
 A large world map, dated 1569, sold at the Sign of the pyramid in Venice by Joan Franciscus Camotius : Now in the George H. Beans library  83925
 Largs (Scotland) - Maps - 1872 - Harbors  31953
 Lariss Lacus (Italy) SEE Como, Lake (Italy)  21821
 Lariss Lacvs vvlg Comensis descriptio / auct. Pavlo Jovio ; Terretorii Romani descrip. ; Fori Ivlii, vvlg Frivli typvs  21821, 21822
 [Larimer County (Colo.) - 1893; LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche]  41659
 Larimer County (Colo.) - Maps - 1883 - Landowners  41659
 Larimore, Christopher C.  21768
 Larionov, A.N.  45988
 Lark Harbor (N.L.) - Maps - 1784 - Harbors - Nautical charts  56919
 Lark Harbour (N.L.) - Maps - 1770 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  85116
 Larken, James, fl. 1766-1770  56927
 Larkey, Sanford V. (Sanford Vincent), 1898-  80169
 Larkin Co.  56307, 56347, 59244, 59277, 60578, 63686, 77425
 Larkin, Ebenezer, 1769?-1813  52146
 Larkin, George, b. ca. 1642  3670
 Larkin, J.  65378
 Larkin, Lee A.  65462
 Larkin Soap Manufacturing Company  5496
 Larkin, William  28564, 45646
 Larkins, John Pascal, d. 1794  70861
 Larks Press  26451
 Larmat, Louis  28049
 Larmat, Louis, 1890-  14982
 Larmer, Brook  22470
 Larnaca (Cyprus : Bay) - Maps - 1753 - Harbors - Nautical charts  41660
 Larnaca (Cyprus : Bay) - Maps - 1771 - Harbors - Nautical charts  41661
 Larnaude, Marcel  1234, 1237
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Lamed, W. Livingston (William Livingston), b. 1880 44583
Lameu, Hjalual 39482
Lärobok i allman geografi 10815, 10819
Lärobok i allman geografi (V2) 30007
LaRoche, Frank SEE La Roche, Frank 57793
LaRochefoucault Liancourt, Francois Alexandre Frederic 57671
Larochette, L., 1731-1802 de SEE Delarochette, L. (Louis), 1731-1802 58741
LaRocque, Mariano de SEE Roque, Mariano de la 67863
Laromedelsforlagen
LaRocque, Mariano de SEE Roque, Mariano de la 67863
Larousse (Firm) 9501, 9507, 9510, 9518, 9524, 9536, 9538, 9540, 24623, 63122, 84642
Larousse et Boyer 30835
Laroulandie 27982, 27990
Larouste-Barbier, Auguste, 1842-4936
Larouste, Jean, 1842-1902
Larousse de SEE Larousse (Firm) 9501, 9507, 9510, 9518, 9524, 9536, 9538, 9540, 24623, 63122, 84642
Larousse et Fournier 9510
Larousse, Charles 15121
Larousse, Emmanuel, 1869-1960 15168
Larsgaard, Mary Lynette, 1946 64306
Larsen, Nils 64306
Larsgaard, Mary Lynette, 1946 64306
Larsen, Captn. 71
Larsen, C. A. (Carl Anton), 1860 10883
Larsen, W. Livingston (William Livingston), b. 1880 44583
Larrieu, Hjaluiar 39482
Larned, W. Livingston (William Livingston), b. 1880 44583
Larson, J. F. 45577
Larson, Chris 44874
Larson, Auguste, 1842-4936
Larousse (Firm) 9501, 9507, 9510, 9518, 9524, 9536, 9538, 9540, 24623, 63122, 84642
Larousse et Boyer 30835
Laroulandie 27982, 27990
Larousse, Emmanuel, 1869-1960 15168
Larsen, Nils 64306
Larsgaard, Mary Lynette, 1946 64306
Larsen, W. Livingston (William Livingston), b. 1880 44583
Larrieu, Hjaluiar 39482
Larned, W. Livingston (William Livingston), b. 1880 44583
Larson, C. A. (Carl Anton), 1860-1924 2099
Larsen, Capt. 71095
Larsen, Nils 64306
Larsgaard, Mary Lynette, 1946- 18814, 44448, 44449, 44525, 44802, 44908, 76108
Larsgaard, Mary Lynette, 1946-. Map librarianship (1987) 44908
Larson, Chris 44874
Larson, J. F. 45577
Larson, Louis 43697
Lartigue, Pierre, 1725 29027
Larrinaga Bernárdez, José Antonio 70249
Larrínaga Bernárdez, José Antonio 70249
Larrosse (Firm) 9501, 9507, 9510, 9518, 9524, 9536, 9538, 9540, 24623, 63122, 84642
Larousse et Boyer 30835
Laroulandie 27982, 27990
Larousse, Emmanuel, 1869-1960 15168
Larsen, W. Livingston (William Livingston), b. 1880 44583
Larrieu, Hjaluiar 39482
Larned, W. Livingston (William Livingston), b. 1880 44583
Larson, J. F. 45577
Larson, Emmanuel 9501, 9507, 9510
Larousse (Firm) 9501, 9507, 9510, 9518, 9524, 9536, 9538, 9540, 24623, 63122, 84642
Larousse et Boyer 30835
Laroulandie 27982, 27990
Larousse (Firm) 9501, 9507, 9510, 9518, 9524, 9536, 9538, 9540, 24623, 63122, 84642
Larousse et Boyer 30835
Laroulandie 27982, 27990
Larousse, Emmanuel, 1869-1960 15168
Larsen, Nils 64306
Larsen, W. Livingston (William Livingston), b. 1880 44583
Larrieu, Hjaluiar 39482
Larned, W. Livingston (William Livingston), b. 1880 44583
Larson, C. A. (Carl Anton), 1860-1924 2099
Larsen, Capt. 71095
Larsen, Nils 64306
Larsgaard, Mary Lynette, 1946- 18814, 44448, 44449, 44525, 44802, 44908, 76108
Larsgaard, Mary Lynette, 1946-. Map librarianship (1987) 44908
Larson, Chris 44874
Larson, J. F. 45577
Larson, Louis 43697
Lartigue, Pierre, 1747-1827 72781
Larue, Charles Eugene 15168
Larue County (Ky.) - Maps - 1899 - Landowners 41662
LaRue, Philippe de SEE La Rue, Philippe de 9258
Las Cabezas de San Juan (Spain) - Pictorial works - 1565 43227
Las Cases, Emmanuel-Auguste-Dieudonné, comte de, 1766-1842 1511, 1512, 1750, 1751, 1758, 1759, 1774, 4634, 4641, 7695, 7696, 7698, 9287, 9330, 9334, 9338, 9357, 10651, 25804, 34041, 34043, 34044, 34047, 34051, 34146, 79930
Las Cases, Emmanuel-Auguste-Dieudonné, Comte De, 1766-1842. Genealogical, Chronolocical, Historical, and Geographical Atlas (1801) 41663
Las Islas del Cisne (Swan Islands) en la cartografía de los siglos XVI al XX : (reseña histórica) / por Francisco José Durón 18484
Las Longitudes geográficas de la memranza de Magallanes y del primer viaje de circunnavegación 43884
Las Series del mapa topográfico de España a escala 1:50,000 / Luis Urteaga, Francesc Nadal 18446
Las Vegas & Clark County street guide 41668, 41669
Las Vegas EasyFinder : Local street detail 41670
Las Vegas Hot Springs (N.M.) SEE Hot Springs (N.M.) 34688
Las Vegas (N.M.) - Maps - 2003 - Road maps 1179, 1180
Las Vegas (N.M.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps 1181
Las Vegas (Nev.) - Maps - 1848-1940 41664
Las Vegas (Nev.) - Maps - 1993 - Road maps 41665
Las Vegas (Nev.) - Maps - 1997 - Road maps 41666
Las Vegas (Nev.) - Maps - 2003 - Road maps 41667
Las Vegas (Nev.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps 41668
Las Vegas (Nev.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps 41669, 41670
Las Vegas (Nev.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps 41671
Las Vegas (Nev.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps 41672
Las Vegas (Nev.) - Maps - 2009 - Road maps 41673
Las Vegas Nevada city map 41665
Las Vegas Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1966 - Aeronautical charts 15635
Las Vegas Region (Nev.) - Maps - 1991 - Road maps 41674
Las Vegas Region (Nev.) - Maps - 1994 - Road maps 41675
Las Vegas Region (Nev.) - Maps - 1995 - Road maps 41676
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Las Vegas Region (Nev.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps 41677
Las Vegas Region (Nev.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps 41671
Las Vegas Region (Nev.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps 41672
Las Vegas Region (Nev.) - Maps - 2009 - Road maps 41673
Las Vegas street guide 41671, 41673
Las Vegas Valley (Nev.) - Maps - 1997 - Road maps 41666
Las Vegas Valley (Nev.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps 41669
Las Vegas Valley (Nev.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps 41671
Las Vegas & vicinity EasyFinder : Major roads & highways 41677
Las Vegas & vicinity StreetFinder 41666, 41675, 41676
LaSalle Bank Corporation 53621
LaSalle Bank Corporation - Map collections - Catalogs 53621
LaSalle County Genealogy Guild 68294
LaSalle County (Ill.) SEE La Salle County (Ill.) 68300
LaSalle Extension University SEE La Salle Extension University 77458
LaSalle National Bank 53621
LaSalle National Bank - Map collections - Catalogs 53621
LaSalle's Checagou and the river of Desoto 19978
LaSalle Street Station (Chicago, Ill.) - Pictorial works - 1951 41678
Lascano 64288
Lascaris de Vintimille, Augustin de 27629
Lasher, Aric 19440
Lasker, Toy 19737
Lasky, Václav Jan, b. 1862 22653
Lasino - Pictorial works - 1819 18687
Lasne, Michel, ca. 1590-1667 19255, 20873, 27196
Lasora 46619
Lass, William E. 76074
Lassalle County (Ill.) SEE La Salle County (Ill.) 68300
LaSalle National Bank Corporation 53621
Las Vegas & vicinity StreetFinder 41666, 41675, 41676
Las Vegas & vicinity EasyFinder : Major roads & highways 41677
Las Vegas & vicinity StreetFinder 41666, 41675, 41676
LaSalle Bank Corporation 53621
LaSalle Bank Corporation - Map collections - Catalogs 53621
LaSalle County Genealogy Guild 68294
LaSalle County (Ill.) SEE La Salle County (Ill.) 68300
LaSalle Extension University SEE La Salle Extension University 77458
LaSalle National Bank 53621
LaSalle National Bank - Map collections - Catalogs 53621
LaSalle's Checagou and the river of Desoto 19978
LaSalle Street Station (Chicago, Ill.) - Pictorial works - 1951 41678
Lascano 64288
Lascaris de Vintimille, Augustin de 27629
Lasher, Aric 19440
Lasker, Toy 19737
Lashly, Arthur V. 19737
Lashly, Arthur V. Homicide (in Cook County) (1929) 19737
Lasher, Aric 19440
Lascaris de Vintimille, Augustin de 27629
Lassleben, M. 25870, 258
Lasserre, Jean Claude 7122
Lassleben, M. 25870, 25872, 25873
Last African stand of the Axis : Tunisia's coffin corner 75662
The Last century of Portuguese overseas cartography (1875-1975) 18342
Last, Donald 21074
Last engravers at Bartholomew & Son 25537
The Last frontier / designed by J. Francis Chase 1060
The Last of the Valois, and accession of Henri of Navarre, 1559-1589 27536
The Last temperate coast : maritime exploration of northwest America, 1542-1794 62568
Lastdrager, A. J. 8776
Lastdrager & Lorie 8776
Lat, Jan de, fl. 1734-1750 8756, 8770, 53450, 57537
The Late seat of war in Italy 39036
The Late Tudor and early Stuart geography, 1583-1650 : a sequel to Tudor geography, 1485-1583 30738
LaTenstein, P., Jr. 8817
Latest map of the United States of America : showing location of the Champion Harvesting Machine Works, Springfield, Ohio, U.S.A., the largest reaper factories on earth 76929
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Lessa, William A.  23788
Lessar, P. M. (Pavel Mikhailovich)  75832
Lesser, Pavel Mikhailovich, 1851-1905 SEE Lessar, P. M. (Pavel Mikhailovich)  75832
Lesser, Jean-Baptiste-Barthélémy, baron de, 1766-1834  62595, 62596, 62599, 84178
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Letts, Son & Co.  8236, 8237, 8238, 8274, 25315, 25321, 25322, 25329
Letts, Son & Co. Letts’s geographical index, giving latitude, longitude, and position of the principal places in the world (1889) 8274
Letts, Thomas  18760, 18763
Letts, Vanessa 42731
Lettsom, John Cockley, 1744-1815 - Homes and haunts - Maps - 1792 33068
Letzner, D.  41361, 41362, 41365
Leucadia Island (Greece) SEE Lefkas Island (Greece) 41802
Leucadian Promontory, Cephallonia / Tomkins and J. H. Wright sc. 41802
Leucho, Jacobus Pentius de, fl. 1486-1530 SEE Pencio, Jacopo, fl. 1486-1530 28866
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Leutemann, H. (Heinrich), 1824-1905 9670, 9682, 9703, 9773, 9817, 9865
Leuthen, Battle of, Lutynia, Poland, 1757 - Maps - 1799 41892
Leuven als centrum van de wetenschappelijke kartografische traditie in de voormalige Nederlanden gedurende de eerste helft van de 16de eeuw 18075
Leuven : Universitaire Pers 18171
Leuze-En-Hainaut (Belgium), Battle of, 1692 41893, 41894
Leuzinger, R.  39905
Leuzinger, Rudolf, 1826-1896 SEE Leuzinger, R. 39905
Levant SEE Middle East 48047
Levanto, Francesco Maria, fl. 1600 45732
LeVasseur (A.) et Cie. SEE A. Le Vasseur (Firm) 9479
Levasseur, Auguste  1761, 76619
LeVasseur Beauplan, Guillaume, sieur de, d. 1670 SEE Beauplan, Guillaume Le Vasseur, sieur de, d. 1670 64966
Levasseur, Emile, 1828-1911 5303, 5356, 9414, 9441, 9443, 9444, 9461, 9476, 9478, 27974, 27979
Levasseur, Victor 9343, 9344, 9383, 27935, 27965
Leve & Alden, publishers, New York 67941
Leve, Mlle.  38638
Levelling / A. Bell Prin. Wal. sculptor fecit 73562
Leven en streven: vierde deeltje 9944
Leven, Johan van ’t 68184
Levene, Carlos Alberto  2526
Levenson, Alan  67180
Levenson, Jay A. 5303, 5356, 9414, 9441, 9443, 9444, 9461, 9476, 9478, 27974, 27979
Levenson, Jay A. Encompassing the globe (2007) 43740, 83893
Leventhal, Norman B. - Map Collections - Exhibitions 16982
Leventis 57077
Leverenz, Jon M.  1803, 7336, 7342, 79074
Leverenze, Jon M.  78690
Levering & Son  29939
Levering, Wm. H.  29453
Levette, G. M. (Gilbert M.)  64234, 64741
Levey, Morris  39667, 80913
Levi, Annalina Caló  67180
Levi, Gerald  8246
Levi, Mario Attilio, 1902- 67180
Levi, Peter  146, 32797
Levich (Slovakia) - Maps - 1689 - Pictorial works 41895
Levilapius, Hermanus, d. 1494 SEE Lichtenstein, Hermann, d. 1494 28845
Levilapius, Hermanus, d. 1494 SEE Lichtenstein, Hermann, d. 1494 28845
Levin, J. S.  23528, 23529, 63445
Levin, Moshe  1792
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Levin, Sarah J.  81156
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Levins, Charles, fl. ca. 1878 35373
Levinson, John M., 1927- 2099
Lévis (Québec) - Maps 1920-1929 - Road maps 66094
Lévis Region (Québec) - Maps 1613 66103
Levion & Blythe Stationery Co. (Saint Louis, Mo.) 81902
Levison, Michael. The Settlement of Polynesia: a computer simulation (1973) 41896
Levita Island (Greece) SEE Levitha Island (Greece) 41390
Levitha Island (Greece) - Maps 1528 41390
Levitt, H. Hadley 7581
Levkas Island (Greece) - Maps 1695 63486
Levkas Island (Greece) SEE Lefkas Island (Greece) 41802
Levrault, F. G. 24103
Levrault frères (Firm) 25166, 72773
Levrault, Schoell et Compagnie 56052, 76534
Levstik, Linda S. 44976
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Levy-Langfield, A. 13975
Lévy, M. 73261, 76323
Lew, Julie 67460
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Lewes (England) - Maps 1724 73596
Lewes (England) - Maps 1799 41898
Lewes, T. Frankland 38657
Lewetz 41895
Lewgar, John, 1602-1665 45247
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Lewis and Clark Expedition (1804-1806) - Exhibitions 41930
Lewis and Clark Expedition (1804-1806) - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles 81765
Lewis and Clark Expedition (1804-1806) - Maps 18061, 41907, 41909, 41910, 41911, 82628
Lewis and Clark Expedition (1804-1806) - Maps 1804-1810 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 81751, 81752
Lewis and Clark Expedition (1804-1806) - Maps 1806-1811 - Manuscripts 81759
Lewis and Clark Expedition (1804-1806) - Maps 1806 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 81760, 81761
Lewis and Clark Expedition (1804-1806) - Maps 1809 81762
Lewis and Clark Expedition (1804-1806) - Maps 1814 81766, 81767, 81768, 81769, 81770, 81771, 81772
Lewis and Clark Expedition (1804-1806) - Maps 1817 81773
Lewis and Clark Expedition (1804-1806) - Maps 1842 81785
Lewis and Clark Expedition (1804-1806) - Maps 1893 81729, 81730
Lewis and Clark Expedition (1804-1806) - Maps 1905 41903, 41908
Lewis and Clark Expedition (1804-1806) - Maps 1945 81731
Lewis and Clark Expedition (1804-1806) - Maps 1988 82621
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Lewis and Clark Interagency Partnership 41904
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Lewis and Clark road trips : exploring the trail across America / by Kira Gale ; maps by River Junction Press ; topo maps by GCS-Research ; campsite data by Bob Bergantino 82624
Lewis and Clark : the maps of exploration, 1507-1814 82628
Lewis and Clark Trail 82621
Lewis and Clark Trail Heritage Foundation. Philadelphia Chapter 41904
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Lewis, Carolyn Braden 69442
Lewis, Cindy 17253
Lewis & Clark and the Louisiana Purchase, 1803-1806 41906
Lewis & Clark Bicentennial : Lower Missouri River, a guide to recreation & visitor safety 51152
Lewis, Clinton, Sir, b. 1885 6427, 6428, 8525, 8546, 8551, 8556, 8560
Lewis County (Ky.) - 1812-1855 : LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche 41912
Lewis County (Ky.) - Maps - 1812-1855 - Landowners - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 41912
Lewis County (Ky.) - Maps - 1839 40654
Lewis County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1839 41913
Lewis County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1857 - Landowners 41914
Lewis County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1875 - Landowners 41915
Lewis, D. C. 41256
Lewis, David 13874
Lewis, Dorothy Cornwell, 1899- 44668, 44822
Lewis, Eluned 80709
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Lewis Evans and his maps 26383
Lewis Evans, by Lawrence Henry Gipson; to which is added Evans' A brief account of Pennsylvania, together with facsimiles of his Geographical, historical, political, philosophical, and mechanical essays, numbers I and II ... Also facsimiles of Evans' "the safest route" : shortest route between Alton and St. Louis... 26386
Lewis Evans, his map of the middle British colonies in America; a comparative account of eighteen different editions published between 1755 and 1814 together with some notes descriptive of his earlier map of 1749 26385
Lewis, Flora 26367
Lewis, G. G., fl. 1926 SEE Lewis, George Gregory, fl. 1926 8448
Lewis, G. Malcolm 17259, 32639, 33533, 33802, 36692, 44997, 57322, 57323
Lewis (G.W.) Lith. SEE Lith. of G.W. Lewis (Firm) 39722
Lewis, George Gregory, fl. 1926 8448
Lewis, Hugh 38593, 43305
Lewis, Isabelle 57297
Lewis, James Otto, 1799-1858, engr. 23358
Lewis, John Hardwicke, 1841-1927 24990
Lewis, Lady 39252
Lewis, M. Gwyneth 13877, 66159, 74294
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Lexington Region (Ky.) - Maps - 1846 57745, 68107
Lexington Region (Ky.) - Maps - 1847 40660
Lexington Region (Ky.) - Maps - 1850 40662
Lexington Region (Ky.) - Maps - 1931 - Pictorial maps 40792
Lexington Region (Ky.) - Maps - 1931 - Road maps 40792
Lexington Region (Ky.) - Maps - 1932 - Pictorial maps 40800
Lexington Region (Ky.) - Maps - 1932 - Road maps 40800
Lexington Region (Ky.) - Maps - 1933 - Pictorial maps 40813
Lexington Region (Ky.) - Maps - 1933 - Road maps 40813
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Lexington Region (Ky.) - Maps - 1934 - Road maps 40827
Lexington Region (Ky.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps 41922
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Lexington (Va.) - Museums - 1980-1989 41924

Ley, A. E. van der 53545
Leybourn, William, 1626-1716 42395, 42761, 73527
Leybourne, Robert, 1645-1661 73527
Leyda, Bataurorum Lugdunum, vulgo Leyden ... 41819
LeydenRV 8506
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Lezcano 43868
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Lherbour, fl. 1731 SEE L’Herbour, fl. 1731 55460
Lheureux, Lucien 14638, 14640, 28031, 65918
Llloyd, H. (Humphrey), 1527-1568 SEE Llwyd, Humphrey, 1527-1568 42291
Llloyd, Humphrey, 1527-1568 SEE Llwyd, Humphrey, 1527-1568 25037
Lhuiller, Jan 8717, 9258, 22758, 34910, 67513, 71163, 75457
Llwyd, Humfredus, 1527-1568 SEE Llwyd, Humphrey, 1527-1568 42291
Llwyd, Humfrey, 1527-1568 SEE Llwyd, Humphrey, 1527-1568 42291
Llwyd, Humphrey, 1527-1568 SEE Llwyd, Humphrey, 1527-1568 25037
Llwyd, Humphrey, 1527-1568 SEE Llwyd, Humphrey, 1527-1568 80681
Llwyd, Humfredus, 1527-1568 SEE Llwyd, Humphrey, 1527-1568 42291
Li Contorni antichi di Roma 38680
Li Madou kun yu wan guo quan tu = Matteo Ricci’s world-map in Chinese, 1602 83980
Li regni di Galizia, Asturie e Leon delineati sulle ultime osservazioni 28533
Li regni di svezia Danimarca e Norvegia delineati sulle ultime osservazioni 69223
Li regni Spagna e di Portogallo delineati sulle ultime osservazioni 72761
LIAT see Leeward Islands Air Transport 16601
Liautaud, André 33308
Llibby, Tristram 12732
Llibby, William, 1855-1927 9787, 29826, 29919
Llbbey, William, 1855-1927. [Catalog of articles in Geographical Journals] 41934
Llbbey, McNeill & Llibby 5568
Llbbey’s atlas of the world 5568
Liber aliquot itinerum ex Augusta Vindelicorum 9566
Liber amicorum : essays on art, history, cartography and bibliography in honour of Dr. Albert Ganado 28568
Liber Berlin 11646
Liber chronicarum 20797, 20799
Liber de scriptoribus ecclesiasticis 18851
Liber periegesis: i.e. de situ terrae Prisciani grammatici, quem de priscorum dictis excerptis.ormistantur 83760
Liber secretorum fidei crucis : super Terrae Sanctae ... 48063
Liberae et Hanseaticae urbis Daventriensis delineatio 23501
Liberia - Maps - 1833 41925
Liberia - Maps - 1834 339
Liberia - Maps - 1843 70586
Liberia - Maps - 1847 350
Liberia - Maps - 1850 351
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[Liberty County (Tex.) - 1879: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 41926
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Liberty County (Tex.) - Maps 1879 - Landowners 41926
Liberty County (Tex.) - Maps 1895 - Landowners 41927
Liberty Mutual Insurance Company 59401, 78848
Liberty (New York, N.Y.) 24282
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Liberty (Saint Joseph County, Ind.: Township) - Maps 1875 - Landowners 31284
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Liberty Town Press 41926
Libertyville (Ill.) - Aerial photographs - 1925 19374
Libis 28045
Libr. Hannover 67188
Libraire de la Société Géologique de France 13331
Librairie Pion SEE E. Pion, Nourrit and Co. 13185
Libraires associés (Paris, France) 9200, 10898, 29075, 29087
Librairie Ackermann 28010
Librairie Americaine et Coloniale 57859
Librairie Armand Colin SEE Armand Colin (Firm) 30349
Librairie Atar (Geneva, Switzerland) 28728
Librairie Caffin 63223
Librairie classique (Brussels, Belgium) 7708
Librairie Dardel 16838, 16839
Librairie de France 31645, 75812
Librairie de Thibaud-Landriot SEE Thibaud-Landriot, firm, Paris 29344
Librairie Delagrave 5089, 9432, 9436, 9443, 9447, 9474, 9476, 9493, 9508, 27974, 27979, 30571, 30591
Librairie Delagrave SEE ALSO Delagrave, Ch. (Charles), 1842-1934 9432
Librairie Droz 13058, 13061, 27592
Librairie économique (Paris, France) 29124, 29195
Librairie Galignani SEE Galignani Library 63112
Librairie Galignani Library 63122
Librairie Hachette SEE Hachette (Firm) 27531
Librairie Hatier SEE Hatier (Firm) 27544
Librairie internationale 42614
Librairie Kundig 39158
Librairie Larousse SEE Larousse (Firm) 24623, 63122
Librairie Le Bail-Weisset 51B44
Librairie Payot SEE Payot (Firm: Lausanne, Switzerland) 83741
Librairie Polonaise 64969
Librairie Saint-Marie Moissac 73890
Librairie Scientifique 52623, 52635
Librairie Universelle 12088, 34166, 34169
Librarie della Colonna (Venice, Italy) 91, 26693, 50052, 80203
Librarie de Gide Fils (Paris, France) SEE Gide Fils (Paris, France) 58748
Librarie Géographique (Paris, France) 9455, 9470, 9515
Libraries - Canada - Designs and plans - 1975 41928
Libraries - Canada - Designs and plans - 1979 41929
Libraries - Canada - Map collections - Maps - 1975 41928
Libraries - Canada - Map collections - Maps - 1979 41929
Libraries - Map collections - Maps - 1975 41928
Libraries - Map collections - Maps - 1979 41929
Libraries - New York (State) - New York Metropolitan Area - Special collections - Maps - Directories 44500
Libraries - Special collections - Cartography 28589
Libraries - Special collections - Geographic information systems - United States 28796
Libraries - Special collections - Maps 41946
Libraries - Special collections - Maps - 1975 41928
Libraries - Special collections - Maps - 1979 41929
Library acquires extensive map collection. 41940
Library and Archives Canada 17023
Library and Archives Canada - Map collections - History 17023
Library architecture - Canada - Designs and plans - 1975 41928
Library architecture - Canada - Designs and plans - 1979 41929
Library atlas 5107
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Library of Michigan 47532
Library of New South Wales. Mitchell Library 74095, 74097
The Library of the Royal Geographical Society 67439
Library of Virginia 18577, 18578, 80450
Library Publishers 6615, 6616
The Library reference atlas of the world ... with general index to 100,000 places 8280
Library reference atlas of world 8285
Library resources & technical services (1962) 18779
The Library's Map Division goes to war, 1941-1945 55816
Library trends 44525
Library world atlas 6719
Libreria Americana 21223
Libreria Católica Pontificia 30564
Libreria de Bren 64518
Libreria de Juan Bastinos é Hijio 10784
Libreria dello Stato 10682
Libreria dello Stato (Rome, Italy) 21764
Libreria é imprenta Gil (Lima, Peru) 64284, 64285
Libreria Española (Madrid, Spain) 10783
Libreria General, S.A. 2336
Libreria General V. Suárez 65773
Librería Molins (Barcelona, Spain) 72885
Librería Patria 46214
Libreria Reber 30547
Libreria y Casa Editorial Hernando 43870, 72881, 72895
Libresa 24642
Libri amicorum - 1549-1622 16737
Libri geographic i fragmentum, cum mappa mundi 83867
Libri, Guillaume, 1803-1869. Monuments inédits ou peu connus... 2d ed. (1864) 79952
Libro de memoria [: anonymous portolan atlas of Mediterranean Sea] 45858
Libro ... de tutte l'isole del mondo, Venice, 1528 / Benedetto Bordone ; with an introduction by R.A. Skelton 38504
Libro dei globi. Venice 1693 (1701) / Vincenzo Coronelli ; with an introduction by Helen Wallis 31988, 31989
Libro di Benedetto Bordone : nel qual si ragiona de tutte l'isole del monde ... 38505
Libro di Benedetto Bordone : nel qual si ragiona de tutte l'isole del mondo, con li lor nomi antichi & moderni, historie, fauole, & modi del loro uiuere, & in qual parte del mare stanno, & in qual parallelo & clima giacciono : con il breve di papa Leon 38506
Libros y Revistas (Firm) 46538
Libungan (Philippines) -1862 - Manuscripts 41958
Libungan (Philippines) - Maps - 1862 - Manuscripts 41959
Libungan (Philippines) - Maps - 1862 - Pictorial works - Manuscripts 41958
Liburni civitas : rassegna di attività municipale 18886
Libya - History, Ancient 24722
Libya - History, Ancient - Maps - 1726 41960
Libya - Maps - 1540 1214
Libya - Maps - 1655 444
Libya - Maps - 1701 450
Libya - Maps - 1703 451, 41961
Libya - Maps - 1742 457
Libya - Maps - 1943 - Road maps 41962
Libya; official names approved by the U.S. Board on Geographic Names 52372
Licate, Jack A. 30871, 76081
Lichfield (England) - Maps - 1610 73139, 73140
Lichfield (England) - Maps - 1676 73141
Lichtbildfreunde Augsburg 23830
Lichtdruck Jaffe 66577
Lichtenstein, Diane Marilyn 52891
Lichtenstein, Hermann, d. 1494 28845
Lichtenstein, Hinrich, 1780-1857 29141, 29142
Lichtie 6004
Licinius, Fabius, 1521-1565 205, 3239, 3240, 11495, 22229, 22230, 22231, 22232, 22798, 32808, 38763, 48053, 52168, 64678, 64980, 64981, 68904, 71148
Licka, Jos. 22645
Licking County Farm Bureau (Ohio) 41967
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Licking County Genealogical Society 41964
[Licking County (Ohio) - 1854: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 41965
Licking County (Ohio) - 1866-1875 - Landowners 41963
Licking County (Ohio) - Maps - 1847-1875 - Landowners 41964
Licking County (Ohio) - Maps - 1854 - Landowners 41965
Licking County (Ohio) - Maps - 1866-1875 - Pictorial works 41963
Licking County (Ohio) - Maps - 1875 - Landowners 41966
Licking County (Ohio) - Maps - 1969 - Landowners 41967
Licking County (Ohio) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps 21797
Licking County (Ohio) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps 21798
Licking River Valley (Ky.) - Maps - Bibliography 41968
Liddell, Colin 39456, 39457, 39460
Lidman 30533
Lidman Production 7230
Lido (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1574 33827
Lie, Berit 34324, 34340
Lieve, Christian Gottlob, 1696 12698
Liebenow, J. W. (Johannes Wilhelm), 1822-1897 SEE Liebenow, Johannes Wilhelm, 1822-1897 74004
Liebenow, Johannes Wilhelm, 1822-1897 9844, 26575, 31550, 31557, 51912, 74004
Liebenow-Ravenstein's special-radfahrerkarte von Mittel-Europa ... 31557
Liebenow's Atlas der neueren Erdbeschreibung für Schule und Haus 9844
Liebenow, W. (Wilhelm), 1822-1897 SEE Liebenow, Johannes Wilhelm, 1822-1897 74004
Liebenow, Wilhelm, 1822-1897 SEE Liebenow, Johannes Wilhelm, 1822-1897 74004
Liebenstein, R. Fussus 9990
Lieber, Richard 36992
Lieber, Adolf, 1887-10260
Liebering, Werner 10501
Liebout, François 64178
Liechtenstein, House of 41969
Liechtenstein, House of - Library - Catalogs 41969
Liechtenstein, House of - Map collections - Catalogs 41969
Liechtenstein : land of legend : 18 legends translated from H.F. Walser's "Sagenumwobene Heimat" / by Esmée Mascall ; illustrations by Lesley Gordon 41970
Liechtenstein - Maps - 1957 - Literary landmarks 41970
Liechtenstein - Maps - 1998 - Museums 74085
Liechtenstein, Prince 32802, 38759
Liechtenstern, Joseph Marx, Freiherr von, 1765-1828 7577
Liechtenstern, Theodor von, 1800-1848 9771, 9781, 9804, 9826, 9851, 9862, 9881, 9892, 9896, 9909, 9919, 9941, 9967
Liedholm, Carl 20947, 20948, 20949
Lief, Louise 15125
Liefde, Johann de 8843
Liefrinck, Johannes, 1518-1573 20873, 33257, 41819
Liefrinck, Johannes, the younger, 16th cent. 11383, 20873
Liége (Belgium) - History -Siege, 1702 - Maps 12138
Liège (Belgium) - Maps - 1657 41971
Liège (Belgium) - Maps - 1703 12138
Liège (Belgium) - Maps - 1713 - Fortification 41972
Liège (Belgium) - Maps - 1740 12291
Liège (Belgium) - Maps - 1905 41973, 41974
Liège (Belgium) - Pictorial works - 1620 41975
Liège (Belgium) - Pictorial works - 1657 41971, 41976
Liège (Belgium) - Pictorial works - 1734 12155
Liège (Belgium) - Pictorial works - 1745 12162
Liège (Belgium : Province) - Maps - 1588 41977
Liège (Belgium : Province) - Maps - 1593 41978
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Liége (Belgium : Province) - Maps - 1606 41979
Liége (Belgium : Province) - Maps - 1625 42064
Liége (Belgium : Province) - Maps - 1680 41980, 42058, 42065
Liége (Belgium : Province) - Maps - 1680 42066
Liége (Belgium : Province) - Maps - 1690 41982
Liége (Belgium : Province) - Maps - 1692 - Names, Geographical 41983
Liége (Belgium : Province) - Maps - 1695 41984, 41985, 41986
Liége (Belgium : Province) - Maps - 1696 - Names, Geographical 41987
Liége (Belgium : Province) - Maps - 1698 41988
Liége (Belgium : Province) - Maps - 1700 41992
Liége (Belgium : Province) - Maps - 1700 41989, 41990, 41991
Liége (Belgium : Province) - Maps - 1700 41993
Liége (Belgium : Province) - Maps - 1707 58772
Liége (Belgium : Province) - Maps - 1708 41994
Liége (Belgium : Province) - Maps - 1710 41995, 41996
Liége (Belgium : Province) - Maps - 1720 41997, 42072
Liége (Belgium : Province) - Maps - 1739 42074
Liége (Belgium : Province) - Maps - 1754 41998, 41999
Liége Region (Belgium) - Maps - 1905 41973, 41974
Liége, ville forte et considerable ... 41972
Lienhart Holle, Johannes Reger, Johann Schaeffler und Hans Hauser in Ulm 17774
Lienzo de Metiatoyuca 34785
Lienzo de Quahuquechollan 42000, 42001
Lienzo de Quahuquechollan : de oudste kaart van Guatemala = [Lienzo de Quahuquechollan : the oldest map of Guatemala] / Florine Asselbergs 42001
Lienzo De Totomixtlahuaca 75376
Lienzo Totomixtlahuaca, 1570 = (Códice Condumex) : reproducción facsimilar / nota introductoria por John B. Glass 75376
Lieu Kieou SEE Ryukyu Islands 41984
Lienzo De Totomixtlahuaca 75376
Lienzo De Totomixtlahuaca 75376
Lièvre Region (France) - Maps - 1552 42000
Lièpvrette River Valley (France) - Maps - 1552 42002
Lier (Belgium) - Maps - 1620 42003
Lierie, William 13478
Liesganig, Joseph, 1719 - 1799 28522, 28523, 28526, 28527, 28528, 28529, 43598, 83614
Liesganig, Joseph, 1719 - 1799. [Galicie occidentale & orientale] (1803) 28522, 28523, 28526, 28527, 28529, 43598, 83614
Liessmann 28218
Lietuva = Lithuania 42210
Lietuva (Lithuania) : showing boundaries, 1918 - 1939 / P. G. 42201
Lietuvas 5651
Lietuvas Nacionalinis muziejus 42212
Lietuvas Nacionalinis muziejus - Map collections 42212
Lietuva (Lithuania) : showing boundaries, 1918-1939 / P. G. 42201
Lietuvos 5651
Lietuvas Nacionalinis muziejus 42212
Lietuvas Nacionalinis muziejus - Map collections 42212
Lietuvos topografiniai zemelapiai mastelis 1:100 000 : 128 Lietuvos (1920 - 1923) zemelapiai : antroji laida 42209
Lieuchieux Island, Great SEE Okinawa Island (Japan) 65885
Lieuchieux Islands SEE Ryukyu Islands 67748
Lieutenant G. M. Wheeler's Expedition nach Neu-Mexiko und Colorado, 1874 28821
Lieutenant-General of His Majesty's Forces SEE Molesworth, Richard Molesworth, Viscount, 1680-1758 49255
Lieutenant Wheeler's Expedition durch das südliche Californien im Jahre 1875 28823
Lieutenant Wheeler's Expedition nach Neu-Mexiko und Arizona 28819, 28820
Lievaart, W. L. 17641
Liévin Algoet, humaniste et géographe 32216
Liévin Goethals, dit Algoet 32218
Liewendal, F. 26635
Life (1883-1936) (January 7, 1926) 77332
Life along the boulevards : using Chicago's historic boulevards as catalysts for neighborhood revitalization / City of Chicago, Department of Planning 19379
Life and epistles of Saint Paul 12842
Life and work of Mercator / B. van 't Hoff 45999
Life and works of Willem Janszoon Blaeu 13221
Life (Chicago) 611, 20071, 32062
Life (Chicago, Ill.) 78344, 84547
Life (Chicago, Ill.) (March 2, 1942) 84684
Life (Chicago, Ill.) Six ways to invade U.S. : Axis powers can try it if they combine fleets to win sea superiority (1942) 84684
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Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

The Life line of Indiana 37378
Life Newspapers 20071
The Life of George Henry Goddard, artist, architect, surveyor, and map maker, written by Albert Shumate. With a pref. by Francis P. Farquhar 32212
Life of George Washington 76404, 81065
The Life of Isaac Ingalls Stevens / by his son, Hazard Stevens 46188
The Life of John, Duke of Marlborough, Prince of the Roman Empire: illus. with maps, plans of battles, sieges, and medals, and a great number of original letters and papers never before published 45142, 45143
Life of Paolo Giovio 17519
The Life of Prince Henry of Portugal, surnamed the Navigator, and its results: from authentic contemporary documents / by Richard Henry Major 33830
The Life of the Famous & Distinguished Man Gerard Mercator of Rupelmonde, trans. by A. S. Osley 17510
Life pictorial atlas of world 6629
Life presents R. Buckminster Fuller's Dymaxion world 32062
Life raft charts - Specimens - 1943 42004
Life raft charts - Specimens - 1944 134
Lifelong Learning Project 51554, 51555, 51556
Ligation, Inc. 76304, 76305, 76306, 76307, 76308, 76309, 76310, 76311
Lightfoot, Jesse 51258
Lightfoot, J. 51800
Lightfoot, Gordon W. 69728
Lightfoot & Geil 64695
Lighter (M.K.) Co. 25381
Light rail transit SEE Street railroads 19626
Lighter (M.K.) Co. 25381
Lightfoot & Geil 62320
Lightfoot, George W. 69728
Lightfoot, Gordon W. 51548
Lightfoot, J. 51800
Lightfoot, Jesse 51258
Lighthouses - Great Lakes Region (North America) - Maps - 1998 32623
Lighthouses - Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1925 54051
Lighthouses - Nantucket Island (Mass.) - Maps - 1928 52590
Lighthouses - Nantucket Sound (Mass.) - Maps - 1928 52590
Lighthouses - New England - Maps - 1925 54051
The Lighting columnne; or Sea-mirrour, containing the sea-coasts of the northern, eastern and western navigation; setting fort in divers necessarie sea-cards all the ports, rivers, bayes, roads, depths, and sands ... Gathered out of the experience and p 52744
Lightning columnne or sea-mirrour [parts 1 & 2] 52748
Ligon, Richard 11783, 11786
Ligon, Richard. A True & exact history of the island of Barbadoes. Illustrated with a map of the island ... (1673) 11786
Ligon, Richard. A True & exact history of the island of Barbados. Illustrated with a mapp of the island ... (1657) 11783
Ligonier, John, Amsterdam, 1610 25913
Ligonier (Pa.) - Maps - 1756 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 42005, 42006
Ligorio, Pirro, ca. 1510-1583 42007
Ligorio, Pirro, ca. 1513-1583 7645, 7646, 7671, 7752, 12105, 12106, 20873, 27604, 28441, 32809, 34894, 34896, 34913, 39193, 39194, 39197, 39199, 39201, 39202, 42008, 42009, 42010, 42011, 42012, 42013, 42014, 42015, 42016, 42017, 42018, 42019, 42020, 42021, 67193, 67203, 67210, 67212, 67215, 67224, 72657
Ligorius, Pyrrhus, ca. 1510-1583 SEE Ligorio, Pirro, ca. 1513-1583 42018
Ligowski, A. 21097, 22785, 41914
Ligtedang, W. A. 58676
Ligueda, Juan de 26816
Liguria: con 13 carte geografiche, 13 piante di città, 12 piante di edifici e 18 stemmi 42035
Liguria (Italy) - Historical geography 31918, 31919
Liguria (Italy) - Historical geography - Maps - 1830-1839 42022, 42023, 42024
Liguria (Italy) - History - 1789-1815 - Maps - 1839 42025
Liguria (Italy) - Maps - 1550 64676
Liguria (Italy) - Maps - 1556 64678
Liguria (Italy) - Maps - 1561 64679
Liguria (Italy) - Maps - 1564 64680
Liguria (Italy) - Maps - 1566 64681
Liguria (Italy) - Maps - 1567 64682, 64683
Liguria (Italy) - Maps - 1600 64687
Liguria (Italy) - Maps - 1610 64689
Liguria (Italy) - Maps - 1680 42026, 42027, 64693
Liguria (Italy) - Maps - 1692 64695
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Liguria (Italy) - Maps - 1695  64696
Liguria (Italy) - Maps - 1700  28735, 42028
Liguria (Italy) - Maps - 1725  42029
Liguria (Italy) - Maps - 1740  42030
Liguria (Italy) - Maps - 1745  28745
Liguria (Italy) - Maps - 1747  42031
Liguria (Italy) - Maps - 1764  42032
Liguria (Italy) - Maps - 1783  42033
Liguria (Italy) - Maps - 1913  66941
Liguria (Italy) - Maps - 1916  42034
Liguria (Italy) - Maps - 1967  42035
Liguria (Italy) - Maps - Bibliography  42037
Liguria (Italy) - Maps - Bibliography - Catalogs  42036
Liguria, Toscana setentriionale, Emilia / L.V. Bertarelli  42034
Ligurian Sea - Maps - 1710  22236
Ligurian Sea - Maps - 1753 - Nautical charts  38860
Ligurian Sea - Maps - 1771 - Nautical charts  38871
Ligurian Sea - Maps - 1793  33198
Liguistri, Tarquinio, 16th/17th cent.  31857, 80533
Liguria o stato della Republica di Genova  42028
Lijn, Baernt van  2183
Lijst van kaarten in ie Ackersdijck-collectie van de Rijksuniversiteit Utrecht / [samengesteld onder redaktie van G.G. Schilder]  37
Likeo SEE Ryukyu Islands  67748
Likeou SEE Ryukyu Islands  67748
Likins, F.H.  55043
Lilienstern, Johann Jakob Otto August Rühle von, 1780-1847 SEE Rühle von Lilienstern, Johann Jakob Otto August, 1780-1847  10899
Lilienthal, Philip E.  18016
Liljencrantz, G. A. M.  15723, 15724, 15725, 15733, 19551, 19560, 20506, 20507
Lille  42042
Lille Bælt (Denmark) SEE Little Belt (Denmark)  40507
Lille before and during the war  42048
Lille (France) - History - Siege, 1708  42038, 42039, 42040, 42043
Lille (France) - Maps - 1620  42041
Lille (France) - Maps - 1695 - Fortification  42042
Lille (France) - Maps - 1709 - Fortifications  42043
Lille (France) - Maps - 1713 - Fortification  42044
Lille (France) - Maps - 1740 - Fortification  42045
Lille (France) - Maps - 1743-1744  12160
Lille (France) - Maps - 1785 - Fortification  42046
Lille (France) - Maps - 1816  42047
Lille (France) - Maps - 1919  42048
Lille insula Ryssele  42041
Lille Region (France) - Maps - 1710  42049, 81567
Lille Region (France) - Maps - 1744  42050
Lille Region (France) - Maps - 1816  75402
Lille,ville forte des Pais Bas.  42044
Lilley, Keith D.  32284
Lilliput (Imaginary place) - Maps - 1726  42051
Lillis, Tony  24010
Lilly, Lambert, 1798-1866 SEE Lilly, Lambert  79398
Lilly Library (Indiana University, Bloomington) - Map collections - Catalogs  30723
Lilly & Wait  29434
Lilly Wait & Co.  29415
Lilly, George, fl. 1528-1559  14135, 14136, 14138, 14139, 14140, 14154, 31325, 44848, 67193
Lilly, George, fl. 1528-1559. Britanniae insvlæ qvae nvnc Angliae et Scotiae regna continet cvm Hibernia adiacente nova descriptio (1546)  14136
Lima, Antonietta Iolanda  7349
Lima, Cândido Pinheiro de  52428
Lima Ciudad Jardin y Cuzco Milenario  42056
Lima (Ohio) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps  1299
Lima (Peru) - Maps - 1671 - Pictorial works  42052
Lima (Peru) - Maps - 1772  70457
Lima (Peru) - Maps - 1777  42053
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Lincoln Pelagisi Island (Greece) SEE Pelagonesi (Greece) 59700
Lincoln (Ireland : County) - Maps - 1685  42077
Lincoln (Ireland) - Maps - 1640 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 42078
Lincoln (Limerick, Ireland) - Maps - 1610  51940
Lincoln (Limerick, Ireland) - Maps - 1620  38232, 38233
Lincoln (Limerick, Ireland) - Maps - 1676  51941
Lincoln (Limerick, Ireland) - Maps - 1740  23826
Lincoln (Limerick, Ireland) - Maps - 1785  23827
Lincoln, Patricia Nelson, 1951- 82633
Limerick, ville en Irlande 42078
Le Limes et les fortifications Gallo-Romains de Belgique: enquête toponymique 17825
Limestone County (Ala.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners 42079
Limestone County (Ala.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps 35017
Limestone Press 62562, 62563
Limburg, A. 10756, 10758
Limant de Bellefonds, Maurice Adolphe, 1800 51940
Lin, Tianren 20749
Lin, Maya Ying - Map art 17941
Lin, Tianren 20749
Linant de Bellefonds, Maurice Adolphe, 1800-1883 24780, 24781, 57099
Linberg, A. 10756, 10758
Linco highway guide of Illinois, Indiana, Ohio, Kentucky 24358, 48910, 48911
Linco highway guide of Illinois, Indiana, Ohio, Kentucky / Linco ... The Ohio Oil Company ... Findlay, Ohio 48912
Linco highway guide of Illinois, Indiana, Ohio, Kentucky, Michigan 48918
Linco highway guide of Illinois, Indiana, Ohio, Kentucky, Michigan / Linco ... The Ohio Oil Company ... Findlay, Ohio 48917
Linco highway guide of Illinois, Indiana, Ohio, Kentucky, Michigan ... the Ohio Oil Company ... 48919
Linco highway guide of Michigan 47131
Linco Refining Co. (Robinson, Ill.) SEE Lincoln Refining Co. (Robinson, Ill.) 47131
Lincoln, Abraham, 1809-1865 42086, 42087, 59750, 68756, 83089
Lincoln, Abraham, 1809-1865 - Autographs - Forgeries 59750, 83089
Lincoln, Abraham, 1809-1865 - Birthplace - Pictorial works - 1865 42084
Lincoln, Abraham, 1809-1865 - Death and burial - Maps 42085
Lincoln, Abraham, 1809-1865 - Homes and haunts 39406
Lincoln, Abraham, 1809-1865 - Travels - Maps 35407, 42085
Lincoln Auto Court 42088
Lincoln Auto Court (Cheyenne, Wyo.) 42088
Lincoln Auto Court (Cheyenne, Wyo.) - 1950 42088
Lincoln Center for the Performing Arts (New York, N.Y.) - Maps - 1995 44354
Lincoln County 4-H Leaders Association (Wis.) 42098
Lincoln County (Ky.) - Maps - 1781-1836 - Landowners 18655
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Lincoln County (Ky.) - Maps - 1784 - Landowners 26597, 26598, 40617, 40618, 40619
Lincoln County (Me.) - Maps - 1857 - Landowners 42089, 42090
Lincoln County (Miss.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners 42091
Lincoln County (Neb.) - Maps - 1894: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche 2092
Lincoln County (Neb.) - Maps - 1894 - Landowners 42092
Lincoln County (Or.) - Maps - 1895 - Landowners 42093
Lincoln County (S.D.) - Maps - 1893: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche 2094
Lincoln County (S.D.) - Maps - 1900: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche 2095
Lincoln County (Wis.), County Clerk 42097
Lincoln County (Wis.) - Maps - 1914 - Landowners 42096
Lincoln County (Wis.) - Maps - 1961 - Landowners 42097
Lincoln County (Wis.) - Maps - 1997 - Landowners 42098
Lincoln County, Wisconsin, land atlas & plat book : 1997 42098
Lincoln, Edm. 32431, 32432
Lincoln & Edmands 4625, 4633, 4711, 4713
Lincoln, J. D. 39258
Lincoln (England) 6785
Lincoln (England) - Maps - 1610 42130, 42131
Lincoln (England) - Maps - Collections, 1610-1920 18062
Lincoln Highway 42099
Lincoln Highway Association / graphic design by Kriste Wagner Sumpter 42107
Lincoln Highway: a connected, improved transcontinental highway, open to lawful traffic of all descriptions without toll charges 42104
Lincoln Highway: a continuous connecting improved highway from the Atlantic to the Pacific. Section 1, New York to Philadelphia 47757
Lincoln Highway: a continuous connecting improved highway from the Atlantic to the Pacific. Section 2, Philadelphia to Gettysburg, Pa. 42105
Lincoln Highway Association 11312, 35726, 35727, 42100, 42104, 42105, 42107, 47757
Lincoln Highway Association / graphic design by Kriste Wagner Sumpter 42107
Lincoln Highway - Guidebooks - 1916 42100
Lincoln Highway - History 42101, 42102
Lincoln Highway : main street across America 42102
Lincoln Highway - Maps - 1913 42100
Lincoln Highway - Maps - 1915 42103
Lincoln Highway - Maps - 1916 42104
Lincoln Highway - Maps - 1920 42105, 47757, 82196
Lincoln Highway - Maps - 1921 11312
Lincoln Highway - Maps - 1922 35726, 35727
Lincoln Highway - Maps - 1923 24254
Lincoln Highway - Maps - 1925 77319, 79364
Lincoln Highway - Maps - 1929 42106
Lincoln Highway - Maps - 2008 42101
Lincoln Highway - Pictorial works 42101
Lincoln Highway - Social organizations - 1990 42107
Lincoln Hills (Colo.) - Maps - 1920 - Real property 42108
Lincoln Hills Inc. 42108
Lincoln College 39258
Lincoln, J. D. 39258
Lincoln, John L. (John Larkin), 1817-1891 67176
Lincoln Library 6785
Lincoln Library world atlas : a contemporary atlas of the world with latest and most authentic geographical and statistical information 6785
Lincoln Logan County Mutual Fire Insurance Company (Ill.) 42305
Lincoln Logan County Mutual Fire Insurance Company (Ill.) 42305
Lincoln, Mary Todd, 1818-1882 59750, 83089
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Linney, John Lewis 66864
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| Lithuania, Nacionažinis muziejus | 42212 |
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Livorno (Italy) - Maps - 1713 - Fortification 42269

Livorno (Italy) - Maps - 1728 - Harbor 45860

Livorno (Italy) - Maps - 1740 - Harbors 45864

Livorno (Italy) - Maps - 1744 - Harbors 42270
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Lizars, W. H. (William Home), 1788 69569, 69583, 70556

Lizars, Daniel, b. 1760 82839, 84233

Lizars, Daniel, b. 1793 8002, 8005, 8019, 30875, 34040

Lizars' Scottish tourist: a guide to the picturesque scenery, antiques, etc (the original work) 69583

Lizars (W. & D.), engravers SEE W. & D. Lizars 7964

Lizars, W. H. (William Home), 1788-1859 3817, 7987, 7988, 8019, 8052, 12806, 16027, 24666, 25254, 30875, 51873, 52446, 66873, 69558, 69568, 69569, 69583, 70556
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Llandaff (Wales) - Maps - 1676 80687
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</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Llangollen Canal (England and Wales) - Maps</td>
<td>42276</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Llangollen Canal (England and Wales) - Maps</td>
<td>42277, 42278</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Llano County (Tex.) - 1875: LC G&amp;M land ownership maps on microfiche]</td>
<td>42279</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Llano County (Tex.) - 1879: LC G&amp;M land ownership maps on microfiche]</td>
<td>42280</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Llano County (Tex.) - 1890: LC G&amp;M land ownership maps on microfiche]</td>
<td>42281, 42282</td>
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<td>42279</td>
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<td>42280</td>
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</tr>
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<td>42281, 42282</td>
<td></td>
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<tr>
<td>Llano Estacado - Maps - Collections, 1746-1860</td>
<td>72605</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Llanquihue (Chile : Province) - Maps - 1777 - Manuscripts</td>
<td>42283</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Llanrwst (Wales) - Maps - 1910-1911</td>
<td>80743</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Llewelln, Martin, d. 1634. Atlas of the East, ca. 1598</td>
<td>42285</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illinois Central Railroad Company - Maps - 1870</td>
<td>32348</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illinois Central Railroad Company - Maps - 1899</td>
<td>50725</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illinois Central Railroad Company - Maps - 1930</td>
<td>77468</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illinois - Maps - 1812 - Indians</td>
<td>35408</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illinois - Maps - 1932 - Road maps</td>
<td>42286</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illinois - Maps - 1935 - Road maps</td>
<td>42287, 42288</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illinois - Maps - 1966 - Road maps</td>
<td>35336</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lloyd, Hannibal Evans, 1771-1847</td>
<td>12458</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lloyd, William, fl. 1857</td>
<td>20579</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lloyd's topographical and railway map of America, 1877</td>
<td>76871</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lloyd's maritime atlas : including a comprehensive list of ports and shipping places of the world / compiled and edited by the publisher, Lloyd's Shipping Publications</td>
<td>48308</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lloyd's guide map of Chicago (Loop section)</td>
<td>43027</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lloyd's map of the lower Mississippi River from St. Louis to the Gulf of Mexico / compiled by government surveys in the Topographical Bureau, Washington, D.C. : revised and corrected to the present time, by Captains Bart. and William Bowen, pilots of t</td>
<td>50635</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lloyd's topographical map of the Hudson River : from the head of navigation at Troy to its confluence with the ocean at Sandy Hook : embracing an area of 4 miles on either side, from trigonometric surveys and personal reconnaissance : exhibiting minute</td>
<td>34834</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lloyd Steamship Company, North German, Bremen SEE Norddeutscher Lloyd</td>
<td>26146</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lloyd, Thomas</td>
<td>29066</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lloyd Triestino atlas</td>
<td>4159, 35088</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lloyd's new map of the United States, the Canadas and New Brunswick, and the Atlantic and Gulf coasts : from the latest surveys showing every railroad &amp; station finished to June 1862</td>
<td>76811</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lloyd's new map of the United States, the Canadas and New Brunswick, and the Atlantic and Gulf coasts : from the latest surveys showing every railroad &amp; station finished to June 1862</td>
<td>76811</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
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<td>71358, 76821</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lloyd's new military map of the border &amp; southern states</td>
<td>71358, 76821</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lloyd of London Press</td>
<td>69968, 69969, 69970</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>69969</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lloyd's topographical and railway map of America, 1877</td>
<td>76871</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lloyd's topographical and railway map of America, 1877</td>
<td>76871</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lloyd Steamship Company, North German, Bremen SEE Norddeutscher Lloyd</td>
<td>26146</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lloyd, Thomas</td>
<td>29066</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lloyd Triestino atlas</td>
<td>4159, 35088</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lloyd, William, fl. 1857</td>
<td>20579</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>6278</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
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<td>43027</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lloyd's map of the lower Mississippi River from St. Louis to the Gulf of Mexico / compiled by government surveys in the Topographical Bureau, Washington, D.C. : revised and corrected to the present time, by Captains Bart. and William Bowen, pilots of t</td>
<td>50635</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lloyd's topographical and railway map of America, 1877</td>
<td>76871</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
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<td>Lloyd Steamship Company, North German, Bremen SEE Norddeutscher Lloyd</td>
<td>26146</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lloyd, Thomas</td>
<td>29066</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lloyd Triestino atlas</td>
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<td></td>
</tr>
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</tr>
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<td>6278</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lloyd's map of the lower Mississippi River from St. Louis to the Gulf of Mexico / compiled by government surveys in the Topographical Bureau, Washington, D.C. : revised and corrected to the present time, by Captains Bart. and William Bowen, pilots of t</td>
<td>50635</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lloyd's topographical and railway map of America, 1877</td>
<td>76871</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lloyd Steamship Company, North German, Bremen SEE Norddeutscher Lloyd</td>
<td>26146</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lloyd, Thomas</td>
<td>29066</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
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<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>6278</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>50635</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lloyd's topographical and railway map of America, 1877</td>
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</tr>
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</tr>
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<td>Lloyd's of Minneapolis</td>
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<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lloyd's map of the lower Mississippi River from St. Louis to the Gulf of Mexico / compiled by government surveys in the Topographical Bureau, Washington, D.C. : revised and corrected to the present time, by Captains Bart. and William Bowen, pilots of t</td>
<td>50635</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lloyd's topographical and railway map of America, 1877</td>
<td>76871</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lloyd Steamship Company, North German, Bremen SEE Norddeutscher Lloyd</td>
<td>26146</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lloyd, Thomas</td>
<td>29066</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
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</tr>
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<td>50635</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
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London (England) - Maps - 1959 - Road maps  42686
London (England) - Maps - 1960  42687
London (England) - Maps - 1961  42688
London (England) - Maps - 1963  42689, 42690
London (England) - Maps - 1964  42691
London (England) - Maps - 1965  42692
London (England) - Maps - 1965 - Subways  42692
London (England) - Maps - 1968  42693
London (England) - Maps - 1969  42694
London (England) - Maps - 1971  42695
London (England) - Maps - 1972 - Architecture  42696
London (England) - Maps - 1972 - Subways  42691
London (England) - Maps - 1973  42697
London (England) - Maps - 1973 - Archaeology  42698
London (England) - Maps - 1974  42699
London (England) - Maps - 1974 - Economics  42700
London (England) - Maps - 1974 - Politics and Government  42700
London (England) - Maps - 1974 - Social Conditions  42700
London (England) - Maps - 1978  42701, 42702
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**London (England)** - Maps - 1978 - Road maps 42703
London (England) - Maps - 1979 42704, 42705
London (England) - Maps - 1980 42706
London (England) - Maps - 1980 - Road maps 42707
London (England) - Maps - 1982 42708
London (England) - Maps - 1983 42709
London (England) - Maps - 1983 - Subways 42676, 42810, 42811
London (England) - Maps - 1984 42710, 42711, 42712
London (England) - Maps - 1984 - Subways 42710, 42711, 42712
London (England) - Maps - 1985 42713, 42714
London (England) - Maps - 1986 42715, 42717
London (England) - Maps - 1986 - Guidebooks 42716
London (England) - Maps - 1986 - Road maps 42718
London (England) - Maps - 1987 42719
London (England) - Maps - 1988 42720, 42722
London (England) - Maps - 1988 - Guidebooks 42721
London (England) - Maps - 1990 42723, 42724
London (England) - Maps - 1990 - Subways 42812
London (England) - Maps - 1992 42725
London (England) - Maps - 1993 42726
London (England) - Maps - 1995 42727
London (England) - Maps - 1996 42728, 42729
London (England) - Maps - 1997 42730
London (England) - Maps - 1998 42731
London (England) - Maps - 1999 - Subways 42813
London (England) - Maps - 2000 - Guidebooks 42732
London (England) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps 42816
London (England) - Maps - 2004 - Subways 42816
London (England) - Maps - Bibliography - 1553-1850 42733
London (England) - Maps - Bibliography - 1851-1900 42734
London (England) - Maps - Bibliography - Catalogs 42735
London (England) - Maps - Collections 42736, 42746, 42779
London (England) - Maps - Collections, 1500-1900 42737, 42738
London (England) - Maps - Collections, 1553-1667 42739
London (England) - Maps - Collections, 1572-2005 42740
London (England) - Maps - Collections, 1603-1702 42741
London (England) - Maps - Collections, 1746-1987 42375
London (England) - Maps - Collections, 1799-1808 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 42742, 42743
London (England) - Maps - Collections, 1818-1892 42744
London (England) - Maps - Collections, 1822-1903 42427
London (England) - Maps - Collections, 2004 - Road maps 42816
London (England) - Maps - Collections, 2004 - Subways 42816
London (England) - Maps - Collections, 2007 42745
London (England) - Maps - Collections, To 1969 - Subways 12047
London (England) - Maps - Collections, To 1999 - Subways 42814
London (England) - Maps - Facsimiles 42427
London (England). Mayor 42816
London (England) - Pictorial works - 1550 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 42747, 42748
London (England) - Pictorial works - 1562 42749, 42750, 42751, 42752, 42753
London (England) - Pictorial works - 1597 42368
London (England) - Pictorial works - 1600 42755
London (England) - Pictorial works - 1600-1699 42754
London (England) - Pictorial works - 1610 14150, 18068
London (England) - Pictorial works - 1638 42756
London (England) - Pictorial works - 1640-1649 42757
London (England) - Pictorial works - 1647 42758
London (England) - Pictorial works - 1650 42759
London (England) - Pictorial works - 1662 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 42760
London (England) - Pictorial works - 1669 42761
London (England) - Pictorial works - 1676 14168
London (England) - Pictorial works - 1682 42762
London (England) - Pictorial works - 1720 42763
London (England) - Pictorial works - 1745 42787, 42788
London (England) - Pictorial works - 1780 42751
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London (England) - Pictorial works - 1809  42764
London (England) - Pictorial works - 1810  41073
London (England) - Pictorial works - 1817  42424
London (England) - Pictorial works - 1820-1829  42765
London (England) - Pictorial works - 1820-1860  69334
London (England) - Pictorial works - 1839-1879  42766
London (England) - Pictorial works - 1845  24566
London (England) - Pictorial works - 1849  42767
London (England) - Pictorial works - 1851  42768
London (England) - Pictorial works - 1917  42769
London (England) - Pictorial works - 1930  42770
London (England) - Pictorial works - 1945  42771
London (England) - Pictorial works - 1949  42772, 42773
London (England) - Pictorial works - 1961  42774
London (England) - Pictorial works - Collections  42775, 42779
London (England) - Pictorial works - Collections, 1500-1978  42740
London (England) - Pictorial works - Collections, 1907  42776
London (England) - Pictorial works - Collections, 1910  42777
London (England) - Pictorial works - Collections, 1916  42778
London essays in geography : Rodwell Jones memorial volume  30640
London Gazette  16734

London Gazette - History - Sources  16734
The London general gazetteer, or, Compendious geographical dictionary : containing a description of the nations, empires, kingdoms, states, provinces, cities ... of the known world, with the extent, boundaries, and natural productions of each country,  30808, 30810
The London general gazetteer; or, Compendious geographical dictionary : containing a description of the nations, kingdoms, states, provinces, cities, towns, ports, seas, harbours, rivers, lakes, canals, mountains, capes, &c. of the known world ... illus  30814
The London general gazetteer, or, Geographical dictionary : containing a description of the various countries, kingdoms, states, cities, towns, &c. of the known world, an account of the government, customs, and religion of the inhabitants, the boundaries,  30800
London General Omnibus Company, ltd.  42612

London General Omnibus Company, ltd. - Maps - 1928  42612
London Geographical Institute  157, 385, 531, 2314, 3822, 5964, 6023, 8355, 8403, 8408, 8420, 8433, 8454, 8463, 8464, 8467, 8471, 8473, 8474, 8486, 8488, 8492, 8493, 8496, 8615, 11029, 11030, 11644, 12948, 14455, 14458, 16595, 16596, 19163, 23551, 23541, 23545, 23547, 25343, 25341, 25374, 25378, 25504, 25773, 26360, 26990, 32060, 32381, 34099, 34272, 34285, 34294, 34300, 36644, 36717, 36718, 37460, 38408, 38458, 39589, 41692, 42521, 42524, 42525, 42574, 42576, 42587, 42588, 42598, 42614, 42624, 42633, 42674, 43800, 45761, 45896, 45897, 50077, 50201, 50209, 53557, 53571, 57916, 58813, 58814, 58915, 59131, 62623, 62624, 64530, 65107, 69305, 70718, 71201, 71682, 75431, 75432, 75436, 77251, 77252, 77437, 84310, 84319, 84320, 84322, 84336, 84339, 84350, 84374, 84392, 84404, 84405, 84406, 84407, 84408, 84410, 84415, 84674
London : heart of the empire and wonder of the world / by Arthur Mees  42773
London, historic and social / by Claude de La Roche Francis  42523

London House  38431
London in maps  18067
London in the reign of Queen Elizabeth  42750
London Land Company  53797, 63521, 63522, 63523, 64346
London lanes / by Alan Stapleton ; illustrated with forty pencil drawings by the author  42770
London Library  52093
London Magazine  14233, 26842, 32546, 55467, 64810, 68191, 71299
London map-sellers, 1660-1720 : a collection of advertisements for maps placed in the London Gazette, 1668-1719, with biographical notes on the map-sellers / by Sarah Tyacke  16734
The London map-trade before 1700  16733

London - Maps - 1610 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  19185
London Metropolitan Archives  42647
London Metropolitan Area (England) - Maps - 1766  42791
London Metropolitan Area (England) - Maps - 1840  42433
London Metropolitan Area (England) - Maps - 1876  42802
London Metropolitan Area (England) - Maps - 1921  42804
London Metropolitan Area (England) - Maps - 1927  42610
London Metropolitan Area (England) - Maps - 1930  42805
London Metropolitan Area (England) - Maps - 1948  42661
London Metropolitan Area - Maps - 1928 - Bus lines  42612
London / Michelin  42704, 42714, 42724, 42730
London Missionary Society  12999
The London modern atlas  8080
London (Ont.) - Maps - 1979 - Road maps  42780
London (Ont.) - Maps - 1995 - Road maps  42781
London Passenger Transport Board  42639
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London Region (England) - Maps - 1675 - Road maps 42782
London Region (England) - Maps - 1700 42783
London Region (England) - Maps - 1725 42784
London Region (England) - Maps - 1745 42785, 42786, 42787, 42788
London Region (England) - Maps - 1746 42407, 42789
London Region (England) - Maps - 1746-1748 42406
London Region (England) - Maps - 1747 42410
London Region (England) - Maps - 1754 42790
London Region (England) - Maps - 1766 42791
London Region (England) - Maps - 1786 42792
London Region (England) - Maps - 1787 42413
London Region (England) - Maps - 1790 (Provisional Heading) 42793
London Region (England) - Maps - 1800 (Provisional Heading) 42794
London Region (England) - Maps - 1806 42795
London Region (England) - Maps - 1810 14073
London Region (England) - Maps - 1811 (Provisional Heading) 42796
London Region (England) - Maps - 1832 42797
London Region (England) - Maps - 1840 14365, 42433
London Region (England) - Maps - 1845 25263, 25265
London Region (England) - Maps - 1847 25269
London Region (England) - Maps - 1850 25273
London Region (England) - Maps - 1855 42798
London Region (England) - Maps - 1857 42799, 42800
London Region (England) - Maps - 1866 42454
London Region (England) - Maps - 1872 42801
London Region (England) - Maps - 1872 - Railroads 14396
London Region (England) - Maps - 1875 42462
London Region (England) - Maps - 1876 42463, 42802
London Region (England) - Maps - 1879 42470, 42471, 42472
London Region (England) - Maps - 1880 42474
London Region (England) - Maps - 1881 42476
London Region (England) - Maps - 1883 42480, 42481
London Region (England) - Maps - 1884 42483
London Region (England) - Maps - 1885 42484, 42485, 42486
London Region (England) - Maps - 1887 42488, 42489, 84304
London Region (England) - Maps - 1888 42491, 42492
London Region (England) - Maps - 1889 42495
London Region (England) - Maps - 1890 42498
London Region (England) - Maps - 1892 42500, 42501
London Region (England) - Maps - 1894 42506, 42507
London Region (England) - Maps - 1896 42509, 42510
London Region (England) - Maps - 1897 - Bicycle Trails 42803
London Region (England) - Maps - 1898 42512
London Region (England) - Maps - 1899 42514
London Region (England) - Maps - 1900 42518, 42519
London Region (England) - Maps - 1901 42521, 42522
London Region (England) - Maps - 1902 42525, 42526
London Region (England) - Maps - 1903-1904 42528
London Region (England) - Maps - 1903 - Ecclesiastical geography 42529
London Region (England) - Maps - 1903 - Parishes 42529
London Region (England) - Maps - 1905 42536, 42537, 42538, 42539, 42540, 42541, 42542, 42543
London Region (England) - Maps - 1906 42545
London Region (England) - Maps - 1907 42547, 42548
London Region (England) - Maps - 1908 42550, 42551, 42552
London Region (England) - Maps - 1909 42553
London Region (England) - Maps - 1910 42556
London Region (England) - Maps - 1911 42559
London Region (England) - Maps - 1912 42561, 42562
London Region (England) - Maps - 1913 42563
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<tr>
<td>London Region (England) - Maps - 1914</td>
<td>42566</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>London Region (England) - Maps - 1915</td>
<td>42569</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>London Region(England) - Maps - 1915 - Road maps</td>
<td>42570</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>London Region(England) - Maps - 1917</td>
<td>42574, 42575</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>London Region (England) - Maps - 1918</td>
<td>42576, 42577</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>London Region (England) - Maps - 1919-1920</td>
<td>42578</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>London Region (England) - Maps - 1920</td>
<td>42580, 42581, 42582, 42583</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>London Region (England) - Maps - 1921</td>
<td>42804</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>London Region (England) - Maps - 1922</td>
<td>42588, 42589, 42590</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>London Region (England) - Maps - 1923</td>
<td>42592, 42593</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>London Region(England) - Maps - 1923 - Road maps</td>
<td>42594</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>London Region(England) - Maps - 1925 - Road maps</td>
<td>42603</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>London Region (England) - Maps - 1926</td>
<td>42607</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>London Region (England) - Maps - 1927</td>
<td>42609, 42610</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>London Region (England) - Maps - 1928</td>
<td>42614</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>London Region (England) - Maps - 1928 - Bus lines</td>
<td>42612</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>London Region (England) - Maps - 1929</td>
<td>42620</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>London Region (England) - Maps - 1930</td>
<td>42623, 42624, 42625, 42626, 42627, 42628, 42805</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>London Region (England) - Maps - 1930 - Road maps</td>
<td>25376, 42806</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>London Region (England) - Maps - 1934</td>
<td>42634</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>London Region (England) - Maps - 1935</td>
<td>42640, 42641</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>London Region(England) - Maps - 1937</td>
<td>42643</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>London Region(England) - Maps - 1937 - Guidebooks</td>
<td>25459</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>London Region (England) - Maps - 1939</td>
<td>42648</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>London Region (England) - Maps - 1940</td>
<td>42650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>London Region (England) - Maps - 1947</td>
<td>25460</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>London Region(England) - Maps - 1948</td>
<td>42662, 42807</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>London Region (England) - Maps - 1951</td>
<td>42673, 42674</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>London Region (England) - Maps - 1955</td>
<td>42680</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>London Region (England) - Maps - 1963</td>
<td>42689, 42690</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>London Region (England) - Maps - 1968</td>
<td>42808</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>London Region (England) - Maps - 1974</td>
<td>42699</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>London Region (England) - Maps - 1979</td>
<td>42704, 42705</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>London Region (England) - Maps - 1982</td>
<td>42708</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>London Region (England) - Maps - 1983</td>
<td>42709</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>London Region (England) - Maps - 1986</td>
<td>42717</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>London Region (England) - Maps - 1986 - Road maps</td>
<td>42718</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>London Region (England) - Maps - 1987</td>
<td>42719</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>London Region (England) - Maps - 1988</td>
<td>42722</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>London Region (England) - Maps - Collections, 1828 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>42809</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>London Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1979 - Road maps</td>
<td>42780</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>London Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1995 - Road maps</td>
<td>42781</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>London's country. Guide no. 2. By road, stream, and fieldpath, south of the Thames</td>
<td>42370</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>London's past : the mapping of London 297 - 1900</td>
<td>18065</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>London's riverside : past, present, future</td>
<td>75049</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>London school atlas</td>
<td>8340</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>London School of Economics and Political Science</td>
<td>30640</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>London. Science Museum SEE Science Museum (Great Britain)</td>
<td>17187</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>London (Ship) - Voyages, 1703</td>
<td>34769</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>London (Ship) - Voyages, 1748</td>
<td>34770</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>London, short guide</td>
<td>42631, 42664, 42671</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>London, St. Thomas, counties of Middlesex, Elgin : city and suburbs as well as a comprehensive district map / Rolph-McNally</td>
<td>42780</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>London, Sud-England</td>
<td>42454</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>London Topographical News (1985)</td>
<td>18069</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>London Topographical Society</td>
<td>18068, 42388, 42410, 42423, 42446, 42490, 42497, 42647, 42775</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>London Topographical Society Newsletter</td>
<td>14604, 18065</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>London Topographical Society. Publications, no. 1</td>
<td>42748</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>London Topographical Society. Publications, no. 10</td>
<td>82890</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>London Topographical Society. Publications, no.111</td>
<td>19294</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>London Topographical Society. Publications, no.117</td>
<td>42395</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>London Topographical Society. Publications, no. 118-119</td>
<td>42418</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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London Topographical Society. Publications, no. 12 42757
London Topographical Society. Publications, no. 125 42764
London Topographical Society. Publications, no. 128 33637
London Topographical Society. Publications, no. 129 75422
London Topographical Society. Publications, no. 142 42654
London Topographical Society. Publications, no. 144 42742, 42743
London Topographical Society. Publications, no. 15 42398, 42762
London Topographical Society. Publications, no. 161 42763
London Topographical Society. Publications, no. 166 42561
London Topographical Society. Publications, no. 167 42779
London Topographical Society. Publications, no. 17 42753
London Topographical Society. Publications, no. 171 82799
London Topographical Society. Publications, no. 175 42753
London Topographical Society. Publications, no. 178 33637
London Topographical Society. Publications, no. 18 42391
London Topographical Society. Publications, no. 19 42758
London Topographical Society. Publications, no. 2 42381
London Topographical Society. Publications, no. 22 and 26 42761
London Topographical Society. Publications, no. 30 42782
London Transport Board 42815
London Transport Museum 20889, 42814
London Typographical Society. Publications, no. 114 42421
London und umgebung 42542, 42553, 42562
London und Umgebung mit der Insel Wight 42566
London und Umgebung, mit Insel Wight 42620
London Underground Limited 42369, 42370, 42600, 42815, 42816
London Underground Limited - Historical geography - Maps - 1990 42812
London Underground Limited - Maps - 1922 42369, 42370
London Underground Limited - Maps - 1924 42600
London Underground Limited - Maps - 1935 42641
London Underground Limited - Maps - 1939 42649
London Underground Limited - Maps - 1946 42656
London Underground Limited - Maps - 1948 42662
London Underground Limited - Maps - 1953 42676
London Underground Limited - Maps - 1955 42681, 42682
London Underground Limited - Maps - 1956 42684
London Underground Limited - Maps - 1957 42815
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Long Beach (Calif.)

London Underground Limited - Maps - Collections, To 1969 - 12047
London Underground Limited - Maps - Collections, To 1999 - 42814
London Underground street map of ... / Transport for London - 42816
London University Press SEE University of London Press - 34278
London & vicinity StreetFinder - 42781
London, Westminster and Southwark : accurately delineated from the latest surveys, to which is now first added, a correct list of upwards of 350 hackney coach fares laid down from actual measurement, and the prices regulated agreeable to the late act - 42413
London Yearly Meeting (Society of Friends). Meeting for Sufferings. Aborigines' Committee - 24107, 76698
London / Yvone French ; maps and plans drawn by John Flower - 42715
Londonderry County - 42818
Londonderry (Ireland) - Surveys - 42817
The Londonderry memoir of 1837 - 42817
Londonderry (Northern Ireland : County) - Description and travel - 1837 - 23328
Londonderry (Northern Ireland : County) - Maps - 1685 - 42818
Londonderry (Northern Ireland : County) - Maps - 1837 - Topographic maps - 23328
Londonderry (Northern Ireland) SEE Derry (Northern Ireland) ; Londonderry (Northern Ireland : County) - 23329
Londonderry SEE Derry (Northern Ireland) - 23855
Londra - 42400
Londres - 42453
Londres en poche et ses environs - 42533
Londres et ses environs - 42492, 42514, 42547, 42563
Londres et ses environs / [ce guide a été établi par Robert Boulanger] - 42690
Londres et ses environs / par Louis Rousselet - 42472
Londres et ses environs / publié sous la direction de Findlay Muirhead et Marcel Monmarché - 42583
Londres illustré : 60 gravures, 1 carte et 10 plans / par E lIsée Reclus - 42452
Londres, ses environs et les principales villes d'Angleterre, d'Ecosse et d'Irlande : 33 cartes et plans : renseignements pratiques mis au courant en 1890 - 42498
Londres ses environs l'Angleterre &c - 42471, 42483
Lone Star - 30719
Lonely Planet Publications (Firm) - 36669
Long, A. T. - 69895
Long Beach / American Oil Company - 42846
Long Beach and metropolitan Los Angeles ... tour with Texaco - 42828, 42829, 42830
Long Beach (Calif.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps - 42819
Long Beach (Calif.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps - 42820, 42821
Long Beach (Calif.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps - 42822
Long Beach (Calif.) - Maps - 1945 - Road maps - 42823
Long Beach (Calif.) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps - 42824
Long Beach (Calif.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps - 42825, 42826, 42827
Long Beach (Calif.) - Maps - 1954 - Road maps - 42828, 42829
Long Beach (Calif.) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps - 42830, 42831
Long Beach (Calif.) - Maps - 1958 - Road maps - 42832
Long Beach (Calif.) - Maps - 1959 - Road maps - 42833
Long Beach (Calif.) - Maps - 1962 - Road maps - 42834
Long Beach (Calif.) - Maps - 1965 - Nautical charts - 62572
Long Beach (Calif.) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps - 42835, 42836
Long Beach (Calif.) - Maps - 1967 - Road maps - 42837
Long Beach (Calif.) - Maps - 1968 - Harbors - Nautical charts - 15643
Long Beach (Calif.) - Maps - 1968 - Road maps - 42838, 42846
Long Beach (Calif.) - Maps - 1969 - Road maps - 42839
Long Beach (Calif.) - Maps - 1970 - Harbors - Nautical charts - 62529
Long Beach (Calif.) - Maps - 1970 - Road maps - 42840
Long Beach (Calif.) - Maps - 1972 - Road maps - 42847
Long Beach (Calif.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps - 42841, 42842
Long Beach (Calif.) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps - 42843
Long Beach (Calif.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps - 42844
Long Beach (Calif.) - Pictorial works - 1946 - 42845
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Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1732 - Coasts - Nautical charts 55826
Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1760 - Coasts - Nautical charts 55828
Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1783 - Coasts - Nautical charts 55837
Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1855 21901
Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1857 21902
Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1859 21903
Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1866 56095
Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1875 - Postal service 56098
Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1875 - Railroads 56098
Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1882 42859
Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1882 - Railroads 42860, 56102, 56103
Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1888 - Railroads 42861, 56116
Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1896 - Bicycle trails 82701
Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1896 - Railroads 56144
Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1903 - Railroads 56165
Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1914 - Railroads 56203, 56204
Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1920-1929 - Railroads 56224
Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1920-1929 - Road maps 56224
Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1923 - Country clubs 55872
Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1923 - Road maps 55872
Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1924 - Country clubs 55875, 55876
Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1924 - Road maps 55875, 55876
Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1925 - Country clubs 54865, 54866, 54867, 54868, 54869
Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1925 - Lighthouses 54051
Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1925 - Pictorial works 54051
Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1925 - Road maps 54865, 54866, 54867, 54868, 54869
Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1926 - Country clubs 55877
Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1926 - Road maps 55877, 56264
Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1927 - Country clubs 55878
Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1927 - Ferries 42862
Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1927 - Railroads 42862
Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1927 - Road maps 42862, 42863, 55878
Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1928 - Golf courses 55881, 55882
Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1928 - Road maps 42864, 55881, 55882, 56286, 56287, 56288
Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1928 - Yacht clubs 55881, 55882
Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1929 - Road maps 42865, 42866, 56293, 56298, 56299, 56300, 56301
Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1930 - Road maps 42867, 42868, 56319, 56320, 56321
Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1931 - Road maps 42869, 55886, 55887, 55888, 56340, 56341, 56342
Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1932 - Pictorial maps 42871
Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1932 - Road maps 42870, 42871, 42872, 55889, 55890, 55891, 55892, 56355
Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1933 - Pictorial maps 56369
Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1933 - Road maps 42873, 42874, 42875, 42876, 42877, 54931, 55692, 55693, 55893, 56371, 56372
Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1934 - Pictorial maps 56391
Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1934 - Road maps 42878, 42879, 42880, 42881, 42882, 42883, 54944, 54945, 55694, 55894, 55895, 55896, 56384, 56385
Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1935 - Pictorial maps 56411
Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1935 - Road maps 42884, 42885, 42886, 42887, 42888, 42889, 42890, 55697, 55900, 55901, 55902, 56405, 56406
Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps 42891, 42892, 42893, 42894, 55700, 55701, 55702, 55906, 55907, 55908, 55909, 55911, 56426, 56427, 56428, 56431, 56432, 56433, 56434
Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1937 - Pictorial maps 42895, 56456
Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps 42895, 42896, 42897, 55704, 55915, 55916, 55917, 55918, 55919, 56455, 56456, 56457, 56461, 56462, 56463, 56464, 56465, 56466, 56467
Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1938 - Pictorial maps 42898
Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps 42898, 42899, 42900, 42901, 55705, 55706, 55923, 55924, 55925, 55926, 55927, 56489, 56493, 56494, 56495
Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps 42902, 42903, 42904, 42905, 55712, 55713, 55714, 55938, 55943, 56515, 56516, 56517, 56518, 56519, 56522, 59344
Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1940 56535
Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps 42906, 42907, 55718, 55945, 55946, 55639, 56540, 56542
Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps 42908, 42909, 42910, 55720, 55721, 55722, 55948, 55949, 56558
Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps 42911, 42912, 42913, 55723, 55724, 55954, 55955, 56568, 56569, 56571
Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1943 - Road maps 56584
Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1945 - Road maps 55727, 56588
Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1946 - Coasts - Nautical charts 42980, 42981, 42982
Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1946 - Pictorial maps 42914, 42915, 42916
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Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps 42914, 42915, 42916, 42917, 55728, 55957, 55958, 56592, 56593, 56594, 56595, 56596, 56597
Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1947 - Coasts - Nautical charts 42918
Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1947 - Pictorial maps 42918, 42920
Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps 42919, 42920, 55731, 55732, 55963, 56618, 56619, 56620, 56621, 56622, 56623
Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1948 - Coasts - Nautical charts 42921, 42922
Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps 42923, 42924, 42925, 42926, 42927, 54449, 54450, 54451, 55965, 55966, 56649, 56650, 56651, 56652, 56653
Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1949 - Coasts - Nautical charts 42928, 42929
Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1949 - Pictorial maps 42928
Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1949 - Road maps 42930, 42931, 55971, 56672, 56673
Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1950 - Pictorial maps 42932
Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1950 - Road maps 42932, 42933, 54489, 56682, 56683
Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1951 - Coasts - Nautical charts 42934, 42935, 42936
Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1951 - Pictorial maps 42934, 42937, 42938
Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1951 - Road maps 42937, 42938, 42939, 42940, 42941, 42942, 55739, 56688, 56689, 56690
Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1952 - Coasts - Nautical charts 42943, 42944
Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1952 - Pictorial maps 42945
Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1952 - Road maps 42945, 42946, 42947, 55740, 56702, 56703
Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1953 - Road maps 56710
Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1954 - Road maps 42948, 42949, 42950, 42951
Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1955 - Road maps 42952, 55742, 55743, 55744, 56721, 56722
Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1956 - Coasts - Nautical charts 42953, 42954, 42955
Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps 42956, 42957, 42958, 55751, 56727, 56728, 56729, 56730
Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1957 - Road maps 42959, 42960, 55752
Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1958 - Road maps 42961
Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1959 - Road maps 42962
Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1963 - Coasts - Nautical charts 42963
Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1963 - Road maps 56743, 56750
Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1964 - Road maps 42964
Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1965 - Nautical charts 45494
Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1965 - Road maps 24489, 42965, 55985
Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1966 - Country clubs 42966
Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1966 - Golf courses 42966
Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1966 - Nautical charts - Pictorial maps 55986
Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps 42966, 42967
Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1967 - Road maps 42968, 42969, 55761, 55987, 55988
Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1968 - Nautical charts - Pictorial maps 55991
Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1968 - Road maps 42970, 42971, 42972, 56754, 56755
Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1969 - Nautical charts - Pictorial maps 55993
Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1969 - Road maps 42973, 55994, 55995
Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1970 - Nautical charts - Pictorial maps 55996
Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1970 - Road maps 55997
Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1971 - Nautical charts - Pictorial maps 55998
Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1972 - Nautical charts - Pictorial maps 55999, 56000
Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1972 - Road maps 56001
Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1973-1974 - Road maps 56002
Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1973 - Nautical charts - Pictorial maps 56003, 56004
Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1973 - Road maps 56005
Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1974 - Coasts - Nautical charts 42974
Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1974 - Road maps 56006
Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps 56007, 56008
Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps 42975, 55773
Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1979 - Road maps 56012
Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1996 - Road maps 42976
Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps 42977
Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - Collections 18071

Long Island, New York City & metro area counties / Texaco 42975
Long Island & New York City / Mobil 42964
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Longman, Thomas Norton, 1771
Longman, Thomas, 1699
Longman, T.N.
Longman’s atlas of ancient geography
Longman, Rees, Orme, Brown, Green, and Longman
Longman & Rees (London, England)
Longman, Orme, Brown, Green & Longmans
Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme, Brown, and Green
Longmaid, H.
Longk, Henry C., b. 1568 SEE Loncq, Hendrik Cornelis, b. 1568
Longitude determination across the continent
Longitude determination - 1866-1896
Longitude determination - 1844-1866
Longitude determination - 1846-1904
Longitude determination - 1849-1850
Longitude determination - 1853
Longitude determination - 1856
Longitude determination - 1857
Longitude determination - 1864
Longitude determination - 1866-1896
Longitude determination - 1869
Longitude determination - 1870
Longitude determination - 1871
Longitude determination - 1873
Longitude determination - 1878
Longitude determination - 1903-1904
Longitude determination - North America - History - 1800-1899
Longitude determination - Technique
Longnudal section on the dip of the Freeland Mine, Trail Creek Mining District, Clear Creek Co. Colo. / Parker & Morrill, engineers ; J.M. Bagley eng. 28351
Longk, Henry C., b. 1568 SEE Loncq, Hendrik Cornelis, b. 1568
Longley, Elias, 1822-1899
Longmaid, H.
Longman, 5532, 5565, 5589, 5604, 7962, 8078, 8150, 8173, 8276, 8296, 8305, 8518, 13047, 14284, 14315, 14339, 14356, 25209, 25237, 25810, 27920, 29780, 30151, 30806, 30807, 30816, 30831, 74241
Longman and Co. SEE Longman & Co.
Longman and Rees (London, England)
Longman, Brown, and Company
Longman, Brown, Green, and Longmans
Longman, Brown, Green, Longmans, & Roberts
Longman Caribbean (Firm)
Longman Cheshire
Longman & Co.
Longman, Hurst, Rees, and Orme
Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme, and Brown
Longman, Orme, Brown, and Green
Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme, Brown, and Green
Longman new secondary atlas for Tanzania / [editorial advisor, Joseph S. Mmbando]
Longman, Orme, Brown, Green & Longmans
Longman, Rees, and Co.
Longman & Rees (London, England)
Longman, Rees, Orme, and Co.
Longman, Rees, Orme, Brown, and Green
Longman, Rees, Orme, Brown, and Co.
Longman, Rees, Orme, Brown, Green, and Longman
Longman’s atlas of ancient geography
Longman’s new atlas political & physical
Longman’s new five-shilling atlas
Longman’s new school atlas
Longman, T.N.
Longman, Thomas, 1699-1755
Longman, Thomas, 1731-1797
Longman, Thomas Norton, 1771-1842
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Longmans  8134, 36489
Longmans & Company (London, England)  8227
Longmans, Green, and Co.  1368, 3521, 3524, 8155, 8227, 8270, 8287, 8354, 8502, 12082, 26896, 30056, 30693, 30829, 32399, 32400, 32401, 32402, 32406, 34218, 34264, 34476, 34489, 67901, 67902, 76224, 83002
Longmans, Green, Reader, and Dyer  26115, 26118
Longmate, Barak, 1737-1793  56816
Longmont (Colo.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps  23286
Longmont (Colo.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps  23288
Longmont (Colo.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps  13678
Longnon, Auguste H.  27558
Longo editore  3106
Longone (Italy) - Maps - 1696 - Fortification  43007
Longone (Italy) - Maps - 1713 - Fortification  43009
Longulture  26091
Longview (Wash.) - Description and travel - 1923  62643
Longview (Wash.) - Maps - 1923 - Road maps  62643
Longwood Gardens (Kennett Square, Pa.) - Description and travel - 1925  33825
Longworth, David, 1765? - 1821  19215, 70773
Longworth, R.C.  19179
Longwy (France) - Maps - 1696 - Fortification  43007
Longwy (France) - Maps - 1713 - Fortification  43009
Longwy ville forte du Duché ...  43008, 43009
Lonoke County (Ark.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps  42228
Lonq, Hendrik Cornelisz., b. 1568  45529
Lons, Dirck E., 1599-1631?  84012
Lonsdale, Hugh Cecil Lowther, Earl of, 1857 - 1944  9190
Lonsdale, John Lowther, Viscount, 1655 - 1700  14174, 14225, 38455, 38456
Lonsdale, Richard E.  58266
Lonska, Ewa  7532
Loo Choo Islands SEE Ryukyu Islands  67748, 67750
Loochoo Islands SEE Ryukyu Islands  67748
Look at the map : Pennsylvania Short Lines  24124, 58992
Look at the map : the Pennsylvania Lines  58972, 59003, 59012
Look at the world : the Fortune atlas for world strategy  6327, 6328, 6329, 6330
Looking at an early map / R.A. Skelton  18118
Looking at earth / Priscilla Strain & Frederick Engle  66390
Looking at Florence / [Translation from the Italian by Michael Hollingworth]  26809
Looking at London : illustrated walks through a changing city / Arthur Kutcher ; introduction by Wayland Kennet  42701
Looking at old maps / John Booth  16997
Looking for Lemont : place & people in an Illinois canal town  41844
Looking for Lincoln   39406
Looking for service? Get it fast. This is your road map to Caterpillar diesel service locations throughout North America / Caterpillar  78836
Looking north east across the upper and lower valleys of Gardiners River, from Quadrant Mt. --Gallatin Range : Plate XV  85088
Lookout Mountain Route SEE Nashville, Chattanooga, and St. Louis Railway  71517, 71702
Loomer, Scott A.  52785
Loomis  9937
Loomis, Lafayette Charles, 1824-1905  26127, 26152
Loomis, Way & Palmer  16518, 51295
Loommis & Way  25623, 41551, 62322
Loon, Gerard van  53427
Loon, H. V. (Herman van)  239, 258, 1630, 1633, 2198, 2199, 2201, 2272, 3131, 3271, 3289, 3573, 3574, 3576, 9125, 9136, 9146, 10971, 12453, 12619, 13371, 13912, 13930, 13933, 15150, 15965, 18645, 19189, 19191, 19193, 20913, 22918, 23119, 23589, 23620, 23891, 25944, 25961, 25966, 27677, 28295, 28356, 28743, 31848, 35000, 38620, 39897, 39898, 41972, 42044, 43651, 43726, 43728, 43730, 44200, 48083, 48084, 51310, 52543, 52545, 52548, 52549, 57440, 63039, 63041, 64774, 65946, 67033, 67416, 67423, 69817, 72717, 74130, 74131, 75386, 75428, 75675, 80035, 80041, 80166, 84075
Looon, Hermanus van, fl. 1685-1700 SEE Loon, H. V. (Herman van)  23119
Loon, Herman van, fl. 1685-1701 SEE Loon, H. V. (Herman van)  23119
Loon, J. van, ca. 1611-1686 SEE Loon, J. van, ca. 1611-1686  8737
Loon, Johannes van, ca. 1611-1686 SEE Loon, Johannes van, ca. 1611-1686  8737
Loon, Johannes van, ca. 1611-1682  3488, 81537
Loon Lake (Or.) - Maps - 1861 - Manuscripts  49271
Loon, van  9130, 72692
Loonis, Henrici  41710
Loop (Chicago, Ill.) - 1893 - Maps - Fire risk assessment  19612
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Loop (Chicago, Ill.) - 1893 - Maps - Real property 19612
Loop (Chicago, Ill.) - 1910 - Railroad stations 22032
Loop (Chicago, Ill.) - 1910 - Railroads 22032
Loop (Chicago, Ill.) - Aerial photographs - 1926 43010
Loop (Chicago, Ill.) - Hotels, Taverns, Etc. - Maps - 1894 43052
Loop (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1835-1853 - Real property - Trials, litigation, etc. - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 19434
Loop (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1835-1858 - Real property - Trials, litigation, etc. - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 19436, 19437, 19438
Loop (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1837 - Real property - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 19445
Loop (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1855 - Railroad stations 43011
Loop (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1872 43012
Loop (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1875 48307
Loop (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1881 - Real property - Land Values 43013
Loop (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1889-1890 20101
Loop (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1891 - Fire risk assessment 43014, 43015
Loop (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1891 - Real property 43014, 43015
Loop (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1892 43016
Loop (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1893 43017, 43018
Loop (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1893 - Hotels 43019
Loop (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1893 - Theaters 43019
Loop (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1894 - Bars (Drinking establishments) 43052
Loop (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1894 - Nightclubs 43052
Loop (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1894 - Taverns (Inns) 43052
Loop (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1895 - Ethnology 52898
Loop (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1895 - Salaries, etc. 52899
Loop (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1896 - Railroad stations 20129
Loop (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1897 - Railroads 43020, 43021
Loop (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1898 - Commercial Property 19630
Loop (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1898 - Local Transit 19630
Loop (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1898 - Railroad terminals 43022
Loop (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1898 - Railroads - Real property 43022
Loop (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1909 43023
Loop (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1909 - Railroad tunnels 19650, 43024
Loop (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1909 - Subways 19650
Loop (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1909 - Tunnels 19650, 43024
Loop (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1911 43025
Loop (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1913 - Real property 43026
Loop (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1915 43027
Loop (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1920-1929 - Bus lines - Pictorial maps 19694
Loop (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1922 43028
Loop (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1924 43029
Loop (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1926 43033
Loop (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1926 - Automobile parking 43030
Loop (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1926 - Motion picture theaters 43034
Loop (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1926 - Parking garages 43031
Loop (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1926 - Pedestrian traffic flow 43032
Loop (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1926 - Theaters 43034
Loop (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1928 - Railroad tunnels 43049, 43050
Loop (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1928 - Tunnels 43049, 43050
Loop (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1930-1939 - Railroads 43035
Loop (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1930 - Railroad tunnels 43036
Loop (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1930 - Tunnels 43036
Loop (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1931 - Taxation of personal property - Index maps 43037
Loop (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1933 - Road maps 19763, 19770, 43038
Loop (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1934 19023
Loop (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1934 - Pictorial maps 43039
Loop (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1935 - Clubs 43040
Loop (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1935 - Railroads 43040
Loop (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1935 - Real property 43040
Loop (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1935 - Theaters 43040
Loop (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1936 - Local transit 19780
Loop (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1946 43041
Loop (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1947 - Railroads - Manuscripts 11653
Loop (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps 20438
Loop (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1961 - Road maps 43042
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Lord, Clifford ed 6275
Lord, Clifford Lee, 1912- 76203, 76204, 76303
Lord, Elizabeth H. 76244, 76245
Lord, Elizabeth H. (Elizabeth Hubbard), 1912- 76244, 76245, 76303
Lord Howard of Effingham and the Spanish Armada : with exact facsimiles of the 'Tables of Augustine Ryther,' A.D. 1590, and the engravings of the hangings of the House of Lords, by John Pine, A.D. 1739 3101

Lord Howe Island - Maps - 1814 43055
Lord, J. G. 29375
Lord, James J. 64372
Lord, John King, 1848-1926 34485
The Lord Mayor's view of the Thames 75051
Lord, Melvin, 1791-1876 30791
Loreck, Carl 10062, 10135, 10184
Loreco highway guide [map of the southern United States] / Louisiana Oil Corporation 71784
Loreco highways : Ohio, Indiana / Louisiana Oil Refining Corporation 36922
Loreco SEE Louisiana Oil Refining Corporation 74686
Loree Company (Chicago, Ill.) 39973
Lorenca, J. de 64517
Lorenz, Albert, 1941- 42126
Lorenz (Albert) Studio SEE Albert Lorenz Studio 42126
Lorenz, D. E. (Daniel Edward), 1862- 3411, 45742, 45751, 45752
Lorenz, fl. 1910 10109
Lorenz, Friedrich Paul 13152, 80578
Lorenz Fries (Phryes, Frisius) 'von Kolmar' 28400
Lorenz Friesen's Weltkarte in zwölf Blättern aus dem Jahre 1525 17808
Lorenz' reiseführer 13152, 80578
Loreno Studio SEE Albert Lorenz Studio 42126
Lorenzana, Francisco Antonio, 1722-1804 46266, 46291
Lorenzetti, Giulio, 1886-1951 79979
Lorenzi, Arrigo, 1874-1948 1457
Lorenzi, Giovanni Battista, d. 1805 62711
Lorenzo, Felicitas A. 62680
Lorenzo Martínez, Ramón 17223
Loreo (Italy) - Maps - 1570 43056
Loret de Mola, A. 33664
Loreto (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1620 43057
Loreto, Na. Sa. de 23048, 23049
Loreto Region (Italy) - Maps - 1600 66442
Loreto Region (Italy) - Maps - 1552-1606 43061
Lorentz, J. J. 14857, 14858, 14876, 32577, 32578
Loring, George F. 19677, 19678
Loring, Joshua, 1744-1789 41526
Loring, Josiah 32005
Loring's 9-1/2 inch terrestrial globe 32005
Lorry, Adolphe 27918, 53510
Lorrain, E. (Edward), 1818-1872 1858, 1859
La Lorraine et les estats qui passent sous le nom de Lorraine : sçav. le duché de Lorraine, le duché de Bar, et les terres adjacentes au duc de Lorraine : les eveschés et balliages de Metz, Toul, et Verdun, et autres terres circonvoisines a la France / 43063
Lorraine (France) - History, Ancient - Maps - 1574 43079
Lorraine (France) - Maps - 1552 66442
Lorraine (France) - Maps - 1587-1606 43061
Lorraine (France) - Maps - 1593 43062
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Los Angeles (Calif.) - Maps - 1661 43063
Los Angeles (Calif.) - Maps - 1680 43064
Los Angeles (Calif.) - Maps - 1682 43065
Los Angeles (Calif.) - Maps - 1690-1699 43066
Los Angeles (Calif.) - Maps - 1695 43067
Los Angeles (Calif.) - Maps - 1696 43068
Los Angeles (Calif.) - Maps - 1696 - Cities and towns 43069
Los Angeles (Calif.) - Maps - 1698 - Names, Geographical 43069
Los Angeles (Calif.) - Maps - 1700 43071
Los Angeles (Calif.) - Maps - 1707 43072
Los Angeles (Calif.) - Maps - 1708 43073
Los Angeles (Calif.) - Maps - 1710 43074
Los Angeles (Calif.) - Maps - 1716 43075
Los Angeles (Calif.) - Maps - 1725 43076, 43077
Los Angeles (Calif.) - Maps - 1734 43078
Los Angeles (Calif.) - Maps - 1741 35361
Los Angeles (Calif.) - Maps - 1741 - Ecclesiastical geography 43079
Los Angeles (Calif.) - Maps - 1743 43080
Los Angeles (Calif.) - Maps - 1745 43081
Los Angeles (Calif.) - Maps - 1756 43082, 43083
Los Angeles (Calif.) - Maps - 1777 43084
Los Angeles (Calif.) - Maps - 1873 27971
Los Angeles (Calif.) - Maps - 1890 28101
Los Angeles (Calif.) - Maps - 1922 80573
Los Angeles (Calif.) - Maps - 1928 80574
Los Angeles (Calif.) - Maps - 1939 80575
Los Angeles (Calif.) - Maps - 1950 80576
Los Angeles (Calif.) - Maps - 1968 80581
Los Angeles (Calif.) - Maps - 1970 80582
Los Angeles (Calif.) - Maps - 1982 80583
Los Angeles (Calif.) - Maps - 1986 1437
Los Angeles (Calif.) - Maps - 1987 1438
Los Angeles (Calif.) - Maps - 2003 1439

Los Angeles. Lotharingiae nova descriptio / Ab. Ortelius excudebat 43061
La Lorraine, qui comprend les duchés de Lorraine et de Bar ... 43068, 43069
La Lorraine, qui comprend les duchés de Lorraine et de Bar ... 43066, 43067
Lorsignol, G. 9454, 9483, 9485, 9500, 9515, 27530, 27978, 27981
Los Alamos (Calif.) - Maps - 2003 - Road maps 1179, 1180
Los Alamos (Calif.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps 1181
Los Angeles 43154
Los Angeles and Salt Lake Railroad Company 77250, 77265, 77284, 77303, 77317, 77318, 77364, 77413, 77414, 77477, 77509, 77535, 77557, 77571, 77603
Los Angeles and Salt Lake Railroad Company - Maps - 1921 77250
Los Angeles and Salt Lake Railroad Company - Maps - 1922 77265
Los Angeles and Salt Lake Railroad Company - Maps - 1923 77284
Los Angeles and Salt Lake Railroad Company - Maps - 1924 77303
Los Angeles and Salt Lake Railroad Company - Maps - 1925 77317, 77318
Los Angeles and Salt Lake Railroad Company - Maps - 1927 77364
Los Angeles and Salt Lake Railroad Company - Maps - 1929 77413, 77414
Los Angeles and Salt Lake Railroad Company - Maps - 1930 77477
Los Angeles and Salt Lake Railroad Company - Maps - 1931 77509
Los Angeles and Salt Lake Railroad Company - Maps - 1932 77535
Los Angeles and Salt Lake Railroad Company - Maps - 1933 77557
Los Angeles and Salt Lake Railroad Company - Maps - 1934 77571
Los Angeles and Salt Lake Railroad Company - Maps - 1935 77603

Los Angeles and vicinity / Automobile Club of Southern California 43220
Los Angeles and vicinity / issued by Automobile Club of Southern California and California State Automobile Association 43216
Los Angeles, Battle of, Calif., 1847 SEE La Mesa, Battle of, Calif., 1847 46144
Los Angeles, Battle of, Vernon, Calif., 1847 SEE La Mesa, Battle of, Calif., 1847 46144
Los Angeles, Cal., 1873 43155
Los Angeles (Calif.) - Description and travel - 1970 19391
Los Angeles (Calif.) - Landowners - Maps 43085
Los Angeles (Calif.) - Maps - 1847 46144
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Los Angeles (Calif.) - Maps - 1857  43086
Los Angeles (Calif.) - Maps - 1875  43087
Los Angeles (Calif.) - Maps - 1900-1999 - Land use  45639
Los Angeles (Calif.) - Maps - 1930 - Road maps  15401
Los Angeles (Calif.) - Maps - 1931 - Road maps  82272
Los Angeles (Calif.) - Maps - 1935 - Road maps  43088
Los Angeles (Calif.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps  43089, 43090
Los Angeles (Calif.) - Maps - 1837 - Road maps  43200
Los Angeles (Calif.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps  43091, 43092, 43093, 43201, 43203
Los Angeles (Calif.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps  43094, 43095, 43204, 43205
Los Angeles (Calif.) - Maps - 1940 - Banks and banking  43206
Los Angeles (Calif.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps  43096, 43097, 43206, 43207
Los Angeles (Calif.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps  43098, 43099, 43100, 43101
Los Angeles (Calif.) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps  43102, 43103, 43104, 43105, 43106, 43107
Los Angeles (Calif.) - Maps - 1943 - Road maps  43108
Los Angeles (Calif.) - Maps - 1945 - Banks and banking  43109
Los Angeles (Calif.) - Maps - 1945 - Road maps  43109, 43110
Los Angeles (Calif.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps  43111, 43112, 43113, 43114, 43115, 43116, 43117
Los Angeles (Calif.) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps  43118, 43119, 43120, 43121
Los Angeles (Calif.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps  43122, 43123, 43124, 43125, 43126, 43127
Los Angeles (Calif.) - Maps - 1950 - Road maps  43128
Los Angeles (Calif.) - Maps - 1951  76087, 76088
Los Angeles (Calif.) - Maps - 1952 - Road maps  43129
Los Angeles (Calif.) - Maps - 1953 - Road maps  43130
Los Angeles (Calif.) - Maps - 1954 - Road maps  43131
Los Angeles (Calif.) - Maps - 1955-1976 - Road maps  43132
Los Angeles (Calif.) - Maps - 1955 - Road maps  43133
Los Angeles (Calif.) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps  43134
Los Angeles (Calif.) - Maps - 1957 - Road maps  43135
Los Angeles (Calif.) - Maps - 1960 - Road maps  43136, 43166
Los Angeles (Calif.) - Maps - 1962 - Road maps  42834, 43137, 43138, 43215
Los Angeles (Calif.) - Maps - 1965 - Nautical charts  62572
Los Angeles (Calif.) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps  43139, 43140, 43218
Los Angeles (Calif.) - Maps - 1967 - Road maps  43141
Los Angeles (Calif.) - Maps - 1968 - Road maps  43142
Los Angeles (Calif.) - Maps - 1970 - Road maps  19391, 43143
Los Angeles (Calif.) - Maps - 1971 - Road maps  43144
Los Angeles (Calif.) - Maps - 1972 - Road maps  43219
Los Angeles (Calif.) - Maps - 1974 - Road maps  82610
Los Angeles (Calif.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps  43145, 43146
Los Angeles (Calif.) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps  43147, 43148, 68494, 68495
Los Angeles (Calif.) - Maps - 1978 - Road maps  43149
Los Angeles (Calif.) - Maps - 1996 - Road maps  43150
Los Angeles (Calif.) - Maps - 1997 - Road maps  43224
Los Angeles (Calif.) - Maps - 2001-2002 - Pictorial maps  43226
Los Angeles (Calif.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps  43151, 43152
Los Angeles (Calif.) - Maps - Bibliography  43153
Los Angeles (Calif.) - Maps - Collections, 1849-1889  43153
Los Angeles (Calif.) - Pictorial works - 1853  43154
Los Angeles (Calif.) - Pictorial works - 1873  43155
Los Angeles (Calif.) - Pictorial works - 1894  43156
Los Angeles (Calif.) - Pictorial works - 1959 - Railroad stations  43157
Los Angeles (Calif.) - Pictorial works - 1961 - Railroad stations  43158
Los Angeles (Calif.) - Pictorial works - 2001-2002  43226
Los Angeles, California, 1894  43156
Los Angeles, California map  43135
Los Angeles city map / 76 Union  43139, 43141
Los Angeles city map : southern California area map : Union Oil Company  43100
Los Angeles city map : Union Oil Company  43107, 43110, 43117, 43121, 43125
Los Angeles County (Calif.) - 1877: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche  43159
Los Angeles County (Calif.) - 1888: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche  43161
Los Angeles County (Calif.) - 1898: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche  43162
Los Angeles County (Calif.) - 1900: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche  43163
Los Angeles County (Calif.). Dept. of Forester and Fire Warden  43164
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Los Angeles County (Calif.) - Maps - 1858 - Land Grants 11610
Los Angeles County (Calif.) - Maps - 1877 - Landowners 43159
Los Angeles County (Calif.) - Maps - 1880 - Landowners 43160
Los Angeles County (Calif.) - Maps - 1888 - Landowners 43161
Los Angeles County (Calif.) - Maps - 1898 - Landowners 43162
Los Angeles County (Calif.) - Maps - 1900 - Landowners 43163
Los Angeles County (Calif.) - Maps - 1935 - Road maps 43164
Los Angeles County (Calif.) - Maps - 1938 - Relief models 43165
Los Angeles County (Calif.) - Maps - 1960 - Road maps 43166
Los Angeles County (Calif.) - Maps - 1987 - Road maps 43167
Los Angeles County (Calif.) - Maps - 1995 - Road maps 43168
Los Angeles County (Calif.) - Maps - 1996 - Geology 80020
Los Angeles County (Calif.) - Maps - 1997 - Geology 43169, 43170, 43171, 43172
Los Angeles County (Calif.) - Maps - 1997 - Road maps 43173
Los Angeles County (Calif.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps 43174, 43175, 43176, 62006
Los Angeles County (Calif.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps 43177, 43178, 43179, 43180
Los Angeles County (Calif.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps 43181, 43182, 43183
Los Angeles County (Calif.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps 43184, 43185, 43186, 43187
Los Angeles County (Calif.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps 43188, 43189, 43190, 43191, 43192
Los Angeles County (Calif.) - Maps - 2009 - Road maps 43193, 43194, 43195, 43196, 43197
Los Angeles County Fair (Los Angeles County, Calif.) - Maps - 1969-1971 - Pictorial maps 43198
Los Angeles County street guide 43175, 43178, 43182, 43185, 43190, 43194, 43195
Los Angeles County street guide / compiled and published by Thomas Bros. Maps 43166
Los Angeles EasyFinder Plus! 43150
Los Angeles Federal Savings 43122
Los Angeles, Hollywood EasyFinder : Local street detail 43151
Los Angeles International Airport - Maps - 1997 43224
Los Angeles / issued by Orange County Automobile Club ... 43133
Los Angeles Lithographing Co. 43156
Los Angeles map / Rand McNally ; Fodor's 43224
Los Angeles metropolitan area : Texaco 43128, 43129
Los Angeles metropolitan area ... tour with Texaco 43130
Los Angeles / Mobil 43137
Los Angeles : Mobil travel map 43145, 43147
Los Angeles Olympic Organizing Committee 61723, 61724, 61725
Los Angeles & Orange counties street guide 43174, 43177, 43181, 43184, 43188, 43193
Los Angeles / Phillips 66, the performance company 43146
Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Historical geography - Maps - 1958 - Pictorial maps 15704
Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1880 - Landowners 43160
Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1894 - Railroads 15297, 15298
Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1895 - Railroads 15302
Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1905 - Railroads 82071, 82072
Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1906 - Railroads 82080, 82081
Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1907 - Railroads 15336, 15337, 82088, 82089
Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1908 - Railroads 15342, 82099, 82100
Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1909 - Railroads 15346, 82110, 82111
Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1910 - Railroads 82121, 82122
Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1911 - Electric railroads 43199
Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1911 - Railroads 43199, 82131, 82132
Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1911 - Street-railroads 43199
Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1912 - Railroads 82145
Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1913 - Railroads 65307, 82151, 82153
Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1914 - Railroads 15355, 65308, 82157, 82160
Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1915 - Railroads 15356, 65309, 82163, 82166
Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1916 - Railroads 15357, 65310, 82170, 82173, 82174
Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1917 - Railroads 15358, 65311, 82179, 82181
Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1919 - Railroads 15360, 65312, 82186, 82187
Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1920 - Railroads 15362, 82192
Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1921 - Railroads 15363
Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1922 - Railroads 15364
Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1922 - Road maps 15365
Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1923 - Railroads 15366
Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1923 - Road maps 15367, 15368, 15369
Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1924 - Railroads 15370, 15371, 15372
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Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1924 - Road maps 15373, 15374
Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1925 - 77321
Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1925 - Railroads 15375, 77311
Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1925 - Road maps 15376, 15377, 15378
Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1927 - Railroads 15383
Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1928 - Railroads 15388, 15389, 15390, 15391
Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1930 - Road maps 15400
Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1932 - Road maps 77546
Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1933 - Road maps 15423
Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1935 - Road maps 43088
Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps 43089, 43090, 82299
Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps 43200
Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps 43091, 43201, 43202, 43203
Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps 43094, 43095, 43204, 43205, 72506
Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1940-1949 - Road maps 61988
Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps 43096, 43097, 43206, 43207
Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps 43098, 43099, 43100, 43208
Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps 43102, 43103, 43104
Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1945 - Road maps 42823, 43109
Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1946 - Railroads 43111, 43112, 43113
Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps 43114, 43115, 43209
Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps 42824, 43118, 43119
Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps 42827, 43122, 43123, 43124, 43125
Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1950 - Road maps 43128, 43210
Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1952 - Railroads 43211, 43212
Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1952 - Road maps 43129
Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1953 - Road maps 15703, 43130
Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1954 - Road maps 15621, 42828, 42829, 43213
Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1955-1976 - Road maps 43132
Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1955 - Road maps 43133, 43214
Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps 42830, 42831, 72585
Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1957 - Road maps 43135
Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1958 - Road maps 42832
Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1958 - Road maps - Pictorial maps 15704
Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1960 - Road maps 43136, 43166
Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1962 - Railroads 43137
Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1962 - Road maps 42834, 43138, 43215, 68666
Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1963 - Road maps 15630
Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1964 - Road maps 43216, 43217, 68484
Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1965 - Road maps 68485
Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1966 - Aeronautical charts 15635
Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps 42835, 43139, 43140, 43218, 68486, 68667, 68668
Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1967 - Road maps 15642, 42837, 43141, 68487, 68488, 68669
Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1968 - Road maps 42838, 42846, 43142, 68489, 68670
Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1969 - Road maps 15646, 42839, 68490, 68671
Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1970 - Road maps 43143, 68491, 68672
Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1971 - Road maps 43144, 68673
Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1972 - Road maps 43219, 68492
Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1974 - Road maps 15658, 82610
Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1975 - Railroads 43145
Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps 42841, 43146, 43220, 68674
Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps 15661, 43147, 68675
Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1978 - Road maps 15663
Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1979 - Express highways 43221
Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1979 - Road maps 43221
Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1980 - Ethnology 43222
Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1984 - Olympics 61723, 61724, 61725
Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1984 - Road maps 61723, 61724, 61725
Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1996 - Road maps 43223
Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1997 - Road maps 43224
Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 2001-2002 - Pictorial maps 43226
Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps 43174, 43175, 43176
Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps 43177, 43178, 43179
Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps 43181, 43182, 43183
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<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Call Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Louisiana (N.S.) - Maps - Bibliography - Catalogs</td>
<td>43264</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louisiana (N.S.) - Maps - Collections, 1651-1731 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>57859</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louisiana (N.S.) - Pictorial works - 1716 - Fortification - Manuscripts</td>
<td>43266</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louisiana (N.S.) - Pictorial works - 1716 - Fortification - Manuscripts</td>
<td>43265</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louisiana (N.S.) - Pictorial works - 1745 - Manuscripts</td>
<td>43251</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louisiana (N.S.) - Pictorial works - 1766 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>43267</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louisiana, Nova Scotia</td>
<td>43261</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louisiana, 15 minute series (topographic)</td>
<td>43320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louisiana - 1755 - Maps</td>
<td>76455</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louisiana - 1806 - Maps</td>
<td>43268</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louisiana - 1848 - Harbors</td>
<td>74532</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louisiana - 1874 - Maps - Railroads</td>
<td>79359</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louisiana - 1927 - Road maps</td>
<td>2905</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louisiana 1934 highway map ... Pan-Am</td>
<td>43376</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louisiana 1935 highway map : Pan-Am gasoline, motor oils / compliments of Pan American Petroleum Corporation</td>
<td>43383</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louisiana 1936 highway map / compliments of Pan American Petroleum Corporation</td>
<td>43392</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louisiana 1936 road map / Cities Service</td>
<td>43387, 43389</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louisiana : 1936 road map: Cities Service serves a nation</td>
<td>43388</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louisiana 1937 highway map / compliments of Pan American Petroleum Corporation</td>
<td>43398</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louisiana : 1937 road map: Cities Service ...</td>
<td>43396, 43400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louisiana, 1974</td>
<td>43455</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louisiana, 1975</td>
<td>43456</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louisiana, 7.5 minute series (topographic)</td>
<td>43321</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louisiana and Arkansas Railway Co. - Maps - 1902</td>
<td>71550</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louisiana and Arkansas Railway Co. - Maps - 1903</td>
<td>71561</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louisiana and Arkansas Railway Co. - Maps - 1904</td>
<td>71578</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louisiana and Arkansas Railway Co. - Maps - 1905</td>
<td>71593</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louisiana and Arkansas Railway Co. - Maps - 1906</td>
<td>71603</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louisiana and Arkansas Railway Co. - Maps - 1907</td>
<td>71615</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louisiana and Arkansas Railway Co. - Maps - 1908</td>
<td>71626</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louisiana and Arkansas Railway Co. - Maps - 1940</td>
<td>71927</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louisiana and Arkansas Railway Co. - Maps - 1942</td>
<td>71968</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louisiana and Arkansas Railway Co. - Maps - 1943</td>
<td>71987</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louisiana and Arkansas Railway Co. - Maps - 1944</td>
<td>71994</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louisiana and Arkansas Railway Co. - Maps - 1945</td>
<td>72001, 72002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louisiana and Arkansas Railway Co. - Maps - 1947</td>
<td>72039</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louisiana and Arkansas Railway Co. - Maps - 1948</td>
<td>72065</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louisiana and Arkansas Railway Co. - Maps - 1949</td>
<td>72083</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louisiana and Arkansas Railway Co. - Maps - 1950</td>
<td>72093</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louisiana and Arkansas Railway Co. - Pictorial works - 1950</td>
<td>65218</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louisiana and Mississippi</td>
<td>43279, 43280, 43284</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louisiana and Mississippi / J. Knight sc.</td>
<td>43287, 43289</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louisiana and part of Arkansas</td>
<td>43291</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louisiana Board of Commissioners of the Port of New Orleans</td>
<td>78761</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louisiana - Boundaries</td>
<td>21126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louisiana by de rivier Mississippi</td>
<td>43272</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louisiana / Cities Service</td>
<td>43441, 43445</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louisiana - Claims - Maps - 1870</td>
<td>55481</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louisiana, Department of Highways</td>
<td>43452, 43455, 43456</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louisiana / Department of Highways, Baton Rouge</td>
<td>43452</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louisiana, Dept. of Agriculture and Immigration</td>
<td>43322, 43332</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louisiana, Dept. of Commerce and Industry</td>
<td>43413</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louisiana, Dept. of Highways</td>
<td>43426, 43454</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louisiana - Description and travel - 1715-1747</td>
<td>23878, 23879</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louisiana EasyFinder : Highways &amp; interstates</td>
<td>43457</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louisiana - Geography - History</td>
<td>43462</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louisiana highway map / Pan American Petroleum Corporation</td>
<td>43428, 43434, 43440, 43447</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louisiana : Highways &amp; interstates</td>
<td>43458</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louisiana Historical Association</td>
<td>55532, 76606</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louisiana - Historical geography - Maps - 1877</td>
<td>43269</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louisiana - Historical geography - Maps - 1995</td>
<td>43270</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Louisiana - Maps - 1887 - Railroads 43310, 43311
Louisiana - Maps - 1888 - Railroads 43312
Louisiana - Maps - 1892 - Railroads 43313
Louisiana - Maps - 1893 - Railroads 43314, 43315
Louisiana - Maps - 1894 - Railroads 43316, 43317
Louisiana - Maps - 1895 43318
Louisiana - Maps - 1895 - Geology 43318
Louisiana - Maps - 1895 - Railroads 43318
Louisiana - Maps - 1896 - Railroads 43319
Louisiana - Maps - 1897 - Maps - Real property 50127, 50128
Louisiana - Maps - 1900-1960 - Topographic maps 43320, 43321
Louisiana - Maps - 1904 43322
Louisiana - Maps - 1906 - Railroads 50136
Louisiana - Maps - 1907 - Railroads 43323, 50138
Louisiana - Maps - 1908 - Railroads 50141
Louisiana - Maps - 1913 - Railroads 43324
Louisiana - Maps - 1914 - Railroads 43325
Louisiana - Maps - 1916 - Railroads 43326
Louisiana - Maps - 1919 - Railroads 43327
Louisiana - Maps - 1919 - Road maps 43327
Louisiana - Maps - 1920-1929 - Aeronautical charts 43328
Louisiana - Maps - 1920-1929 - Railroads 43328
Louisiana - Maps - 1920 - Railroads 43329, 43330
Louisiana - Maps - 1920 - Road maps 43329, 43330
Louisiana - Maps - 1921 - Railroads 43331
Louisiana - Maps - 1921 - Road maps 43331
Louisiana - Maps - 1921 - Vegetation surveys 43332
Louisiana - Maps - 1922 - Railroads 43333
Louisiana - Maps - 1922 - Road maps 43333, 74620
Louisiana - Maps - 1923 - Railroads 43334
Louisiana - Maps - 1923 - Road maps 43334
Louisiana - Maps - 1924 - Railroads 43335
Louisiana - Maps - 1924 - Road maps 43335
Louisiana - Maps - 1925 - Railroads 43336
Louisiana - Maps - 1925 - Road maps 43336, 43337, 50159
Louisiana - Maps - 1926 - Railroads 43338
Louisiana - Maps - 1926 - Road maps 43338
Louisiana - Maps - 1927 - Road maps 43339
Louisiana - Maps - 1928 - Railroads 43340, 43341, 43342
Louisiana - Maps - 1928 - Road maps 43340, 43341, 43342, 43343, 43344, 43345, 43346
Louisiana - Maps - 1929 43347
Louisiana - Maps - 1929 - Aeronautical charts 43347
Louisiana - Maps - 1929 - Railroads 43347
Louisiana - Maps - 1929 - Road maps 2913, 2914, 43348, 43349
Louisiana - Maps - 1930 - Road maps 2919, 2920, 2921, 43350, 43351, 43352, 43353, 43354, 43355, 43356, 71784
Louisiana - Maps - 1931 43357
Louisiana - Maps - 1931 - Bus lines 2926
Louisiana - Maps - 1931 - Railroads 2926, 43357
Louisiana - Maps - 1931 - Road maps 2927, 43358, 43359, 43360, 43361
Louisiana - Maps - 1932 - Road maps 43362, 43363, 43364, 43365, 43366, 43367
Louisiana - Maps - 1933 - Road maps 43368, 43369, 43370, 43371, 43372, 50190
Louisiana - Maps - 1934 - Road maps 43373, 43374, 43375, 43376, 43377, 43378, 43379, 50196
Louisiana - Maps - 1935 - Road maps 43380, 43381, 43382, 43383, 43384, 43385
Louisiana - Maps - 1936 - Road maps 43386, 43387, 43388, 43389, 43390, 43391, 43392, 43393, 43394
Louisiana - Maps - 1937 - Road maps 43395, 43396, 43397, 43398, 43399, 43400
Louisiana - Maps - 1938 - Road maps 43401, 43402, 43403, 43404, 43405, 43406, 43407, 43408, 43409
Louisiana - Maps - 1939 - Road maps 43410, 43411, 43412, 43413, 43414, 43415, 43416, 43417, 43418, 43419
Louisiana - Maps - 1940 - Road maps 43420, 43421, 43422, 43423, 43424, 43425
Louisiana - Maps - 1941 - Pictorial maps 43426
Louisiana - Maps - 1941 - Radio stations 43426
Louisiana - Maps - 1941 - Road maps 43426, 43427, 43428, 43429, 43430, 43431
Louisiana - Maps - 1942 - Road maps 43432, 43433, 43434, 43435
Louisiana - Maps - 1946 - Road maps 43436, 43437, 43438, 43439, 43440
Louisiana - Maps - 1947 - Road maps 3061, 3062, 43441, 43442
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| Louisiana - Maps  | 1948 | 43443, 43444 |
| Louisiana - Maps  | 1948 - Railroads | 43443, 43444 |
| Louisiana - Maps  | 1948 - Road maps | 3069, 43445, 43446, 43447, 43448 |
| Louisiana - Maps  | 1949 - Road maps | 3076 |
| Louisiana - Maps  | 1950 - Road maps | 3077 |
| Louisiana - Maps  | 1951 - Road maps | 3078 |
| Louisiana - Maps  | 1952 | 43449 |
| Louisiana - Maps  | 1952 - Railroads | 43449 |
| Louisiana - Maps  | 1952 - Road maps | 3082 |
| Louisiana - Maps  | 1962 | 43451 |
| Louisiana - Maps  | 1962 - 1968 | 43450 |
| Louisiana - Maps  | 1962 - Railroads | 43450 |
| Louisiana - Maps  | 1962 - Road maps | 43451 |
| Louisiana - Maps  | 1963 - Road maps | 43452 |
| Louisiana - Maps  | 1972 | 43453 |
| Louisiana - Maps  | 1973 - Counties | 43454 |
| Louisiana - Maps  | 1973 - Road maps | 43454 |
| Louisiana - Maps  | 1974 - Road maps | 43455 |
| Louisiana - Maps  | 1975 - Road maps | 43456 |
| Louisiana - Maps  | 1977 - Natural gas pipelines | 75005 |
| Louisiana - Maps  | 1995 | 43270 |
| Louisiana - Maps  | 2006 - Road maps | 43457, 43458 |
| Louisiana - Maps - Bibliography | 21126, 43459 |
| Louisiana - Maps - Bibliography - 1524-1996 | 18072 |
| Louisiana - Maps - Coasts - 1977 | 75005 |
| Louisiana - Maps - Collections, 1524-1996 | 18072 |
| Louisiana - Maps - Collections, 1747 - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles | 23878, 23879 |

**Louisiana, Mississippi and Arkansas**

71404, 71416, 71430, 71454, 71464, 71477, 71489, 71505

Louisiana Oil Refining Corporation 753, 766, 771, 778, 786, 787, 788, 817, 2916, 2922, 2932, 2933, 2934, 2940, 2951, 2952, 2979, 3003, 36922, 40801, 40829, 43348, 43352, 43362, 43368, 43373, 43389, 43404, 50173, 50182, 50184, 50191, 50197, 50211, 50222, 60565, 60579, 71784, 74381, 74642, 74647, 74656, 74686, 74731, 74780, 77397
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Lower Guadalupe Service Area 15186
Lower Lusatia (Germany and Poland) - Maps - 1717 43524, 43525
Lower Lusatia (Germany) - Maps - 1740 43526
Lower Mahanoy School District (Lower Mahanoy Township, Pa.)=Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 30317
Lower Mainland (B.C.) - History - Maps 79844
Lower Mainland (B.C.) - Maps - Collections 79844
Lower, Mark Anthony, 1813-1876 73590
Lower New England : Main-traveled routes 54009
Lower Peninsula (Mich.) - Maps - 1835 46759
Lower Peninsula (Mich.) - Maps - 1859 46778
Lower Peninsula (Mich.) - Maps - 1868 46781
Lower Peninsula (Michigan) - Surveys, 1815-1856 43527
Lower Peru, Brazil & Paraguay 13839
Lower Saxony 43571
Lower Saxony (German) - Historical Geography 43529
Lower Saxony (Germany). Archivverwaltung 43572
Lower Saxony (Germany). Archivverwaltung - Map collections - Bibliography - Catalogs 43572
Lower Saxony (Germany) - Historical geography - Maps 43528
Lower Saxony (Germany) - History 43529
Lower Saxony (Germany). Landesverwaltungsamt-Landesvermessung 82837
Lower Saxony (Germany) - Maps 43528
Lower Saxony (Germany) - Maps - 1584 - Coasts - Nautical charts 43530
Lower Saxony (Germany) - Maps - 1588 - Coasts - Nautical charts 43531, 69370, 69371
Lower Saxony (Germany) - Maps - 1657 43532, 69362
Lower Saxony (Germany) - Maps - 1659 59703
Lower Saxony (Germany) - Maps - 1660 43533, 43534, 43535, 69086
Lower Saxony (Germany) - Maps - 1692 - Names, Geographical 43536
Lower Saxony (Germany) - Maps - 1695 43537
Lower Saxony (Germany) - Maps - 1700 43538, 43539, 43540, 58769
Lower Saxony (Germany) - Maps - 1708 43541, 43542
Lower Saxony (Germany) - Maps - 1710 43543, 43544
Lower Saxony (Germany) - Maps - 1716 43545
Lower Saxony (Germany) - Maps - 1720 43546
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Lower Saxony (Germany) - Maps - 1725  43547, 43548, 43549, 43550
Lower Saxony (Germany) - Maps - 1729  82826
Lower Saxony (Germany) - Maps - 1730  43551, 69363
Lower Saxony (Germany) - Maps - 1734  43552
Lower Saxony (Germany) - Maps - 1735  43553
Lower Saxony (Germany) - Maps - 1740  43554, 43555
Lower Saxony (Germany) - Maps - 1741  33489
Lower Saxony (Germany) - Maps - 1742  43556
Lower Saxony (Germany) - Maps - 1745  43557, 43558, 43559
Lower Saxony (Germany) - Maps - 1751  43560
Lower Saxony (Germany) - Maps - 1752  43561
Lower Saxony (Germany) - Maps - 1758  43562
Lower Saxony (Germany) - Maps - 1761  58778
Lower Saxony (Germany) - Maps - 1766  43563, 82833
Lower Saxony (Germany) - Maps - 1769  43564
Lower Saxony (Germany) - Maps - 1776  43565
Lower Saxony (Germany) - Maps - 1794  13810
Lower Saxony (Germany) - Maps - 1797  43567
Lower Saxony (Germany) - Maps - 1804  43568
Lower Saxony (Germany) - Maps - 1805  82837
Lower Saxony (Germany) - Maps - 1811  43569
Lower Saxony (Germany) - Maps - 1827-1861  43570
Lower Saxony (Germany) - Maps - 1831  43571
Lower Saxony (Germany) - Maps - Bibliography  43528, 43529, 43572
Lower Saxony (Germany) - Maps - Collections  43573
Lower Silesia (Germany) - Maps - 1938  31966
Lower Silesia (Poland) - Maps - 1665  43574, 43575, 43576
Lower Silesia (Poland) - Maps - 1710-1719  43577
Lower Silesia (Poland) - Maps - 1797  43578
Lower West Side (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1953-1965 - Railroads - Manuscripts  11653

The Lowery collection : a descriptive list of maps of the Spanish possessions within the present limits of the United States, 1502-1820 / by Woodbury Lowery ; edited with notes by Philip Lee Phillips, F.R.G.S., chief, Division of Maps and Charts  79328

Lowery, Woodbury, 1853-1906  79328
Lowery, Woodbury, 1853-1906 - Map collections - Catalogs  79328
Lowicz (Poland) - Pictorial works - 1620  43579
Lowicz (Poland) - Pictorial works - 1657  43580
Lowitz, G. M. (George Moritz), 1722-1774  9632, 84107, 84108, 84112
Lowlands of Scotland / with a portrait by John R. Allan  43583
Lowlands (Scotland) - Maps - 1887  69615
Lowlands (Scotland) - Maps - 1894  69627
Lowlands (Scotland) - Maps - 1903  43581
Lowlands (Scotland) - Maps - 1908  43582
Lowlands (Scotland) - Maps - 1951  43583
Lowman and Hanford Company  1029
Lowman & Hanford Stationery & Printing Co.  1025, 1026
Lowman, Matt (Matthias Paul), 1938-1992  43584, 43585, 73293
Lowman, P. L.  40788
Lowndes County (Ala.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners  43586
Lowndes County (Miss.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners  43587
Lowndes, Rawlins, 1722-1800  70759
Lowndes, T. & W., publishers, London SEE Lowndes, Thomas, 1719-1784  29068
Lowndes, Thomas, 1719-1784  23632, 29068, 30751, 30752, 30755, 30756
Lowndes, W. (William)  22669, 29068, 29114, 29118
Lownes, Humphrey, -1629  2070, 2071, 2072, 2073, 53814, 83983
Lownes, M.  14155
Lownsend, H. L.  76942
Lowry, fl. 1802-1807  148, 303, 470, 503, 3208, 3334, 11050, 11172, 11551, 14296, 15999, 20573, 20654, 23151, 24046, 24095, 24751, 25164, 26022, 27656, 29194, 31449, 31450, 31452, 32849, 36549, 38319, 38900, 39510, 44652, 46304, 48116, 53477, 53478, 57673, 84273, 65144, 67608, 69226, 69551, 69953, 70356, 70499, 70505, 72770, 73839, 75760, 79927, 81643, 84185
Lowry, John, fl. 1819-1825  19354, 70778
Lowry, Joseph Wilson, 1803-1879  164, 354, 482, 528, 582, 2463, 3393, 4871, 4872, 8077, 8105, 8123, 8136, 8137, 8138, 11024, 11069, 11193, 11580, 12380, 13429, 14386, 14389, 15850, 16037, 23175, 24779, 25277, 25289, 25726, 26095, 27945, 31513, 32873, 34890, 36595, 36596, 38192, 38193, 38371, 38939, 38940, 46366, 48138, 55566, 55567, 56822, 57756, 65147, 67656, 69249, 69587, 70599, 70600, 70703, 71195, 72824.
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Lowry, Joseph Wilson, 1803-1879. Lowry's Universal atlas constructed and engraved from the most recent authorities (1853) 164, 354, 482, 528, 582, 2463, 3393, 11024, 11193, 11580, 13429, 14386, 15850, 23175, 24779, 25277, 25726, 26095, 27944, 27945, 31513, 32873, 34980, 36595, 36596, 38192, 38193, 38371, 38939, 38940, 46366, 48138, 55566, 55567, 56822, 57756, 65147, 67656, 69249, 69587, 70599, 70600, 70703, 71195, 72824, 72825, 75789, 76750, 76751, 80191, 81676, 84263, 84264

Lowry’s Universal atlas constructed and engraved from the most recent authorities / by J.W. Lowry 4872
Lowry’s Universal atlas constructed and engraved from the most recent authorities / by J.W. Lowry. With an index 4871

Lowry, Wilson, 1762-1824 7961, 29143, 73183, 80176

Lowth, Alys 51783
Lowth, Heneage 25804
Lowther, John, Viscount, 1655-1700 SEE Lonsdale, John Lowther, Viscount, 1655-1700 38455
Lowther, Kenneth E. 23565
Loxa 42326
Loxodrome 44664
Loxodromie et projection de Mercator / Raymond d'Hollander ; avec la collaboration de Henrique Leitão, Bernard Leclerc, Henri Marcel Dufour 46106
Loxton, John 17036
Lozada Uribe, Mario, 1908-64289
Lozano, Pedro, 1697-1752 62981, 62982
Loze, Pierro 12984
Lozer, S. 1224
Lozier Bouvet, Mr. de 2086
Lozier, John 55622, 55623
Lozovsky, Natalia 30854
Lozzi (Firm) SEE Casa editrice Lozzi 67285
LSA (1981) 18636

Luba-Lulua language - Texts - 1952 12992
Lubanski, Alexandre 57027
Lubas, Rebecca L. 18747
Lübben, Ellert, 1565-1621 SEE Lubin, Ellhard, 1565-1621 8679
[Lubbock County (Tex.) - 1892: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 43588

Lubbock County (Tex.) - Maps - 1892 - Landowners 43588
Lubbock, J. W. (John William), 1803-1865 8156
Lubbock, John, Sir, 1834-1913 73957, 73958
Lubbock Region (Tex.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps 75009, 75010
Lubbock, Texas EasyFinder 43589
Lubbock (Texas) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps 43589
Lubeck 74019
Lübeck 43591
Lübeck (Germany) - Maps - 1801 34575
Lübeck (Germany) - Maps - 1914 43590
Lübeck (Germany) - Maps - 1924 31722
Lübeck (Germany) - Maps - 1931 45675
Lübeck (Germany) - Maps - 1966 43591
Lübeck (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1552 43592
Lübeck (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1572 43593, 43594
Lübeck Region (Germany) - Maps - 1914 43590
Lubeltin, M. John 38476
Lubin, Augustin, 1624-1695 18868, 18869
Lubin, Ellhard, 1565-1621 7063, 7770, 8679, 65160, 67444, 67447
Lublin (Poland) - Pictorial works - 1620 43595
Lublin (Poland) - Pictorial works - 1657 43596
Lublin (Poland : Voivodeship) - Maps - 1787 43597, 85248
Lublin (Poland : Voivodeship) - Maps - 1803 43598
Lublinum (Poland) SEE Lublin (Poland) 43595
Lubrecht, Charles 5218
Lubrecht & Co. 29638
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Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Lubrite Refining Corporation (Saint Louis, Mo.) 36983

Lubusz Region (Poland and Germany) - Maps 1789 43599

Luca de Tena, Torcuato 80297

Luca, Giuseppe de, 1823-1895 10670

Lucania (Italy) SEE Basilicata (Italy) 11886

Lucas, A. L. 35002

Lucas, Charles Prestwood, Sir, 1853-1931 32445, 32450

Lucas, Charles Prestwood, Sir, 1853-1931. Historical geography of the British dominions 32450

Lucas, Claude, 18th cent. 63039, 63043, 63044, 63045

[Lucas County (Ohio) - 1861: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 43600

[Lucas County (Ohio) - 1888: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 43602

[Lucas County (Ohio) - 1896: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 43603

Lucas County (Ohio) - Maps 1861 - Landowners 43600

Lucas County (Ohio) - Maps 1875 - Landowners 43601, 83641

Lucas County (Ohio) - Maps 1883 34212

Lucas County (Ohio) - Maps 1888 - Landowners 43602

Lucas County (Ohio) - Maps 1896 - Landowners 43603

Lucas County (Ohio) - Maps 1946 - Road maps 75265

Lucas County (Ohio) - Maps 1996 - Road maps 75266

Lucas County (Ohio) - Maps 2000 - Road maps 75267

Lucas County (Ohio) - Maps 2005 - Road maps 75269

Lucas County (Ohio) - Maps 2007 - Road maps 75270

Lucas, E. V. (Edward Verrall), 1868-1938 26784, 26786, 53555, 63147, 67273, 73610, 73612

Lucas, Fielding, Jr., 1781-1854 11, 663, 1750, 1751, 1758, 1759, 4615, 4652, 4833, 11835, 12037, 15843, 19198, 19350, 19354, 21178, 22834, 23024, 23026, 24655, 26464, 26857, 26860, 30975, 31002, 31005, 33009, 34004, 34005, 34674, 35430, 36748, 36751, 40636, 40641, 41120, 41575, 41716, 41919, 45088, 45141, 45282, 45263, 45393, 45395, 46744, 50098, 50100, 51868, 51871, 56062, 56067, 56853, 57699, 57975, 57979, 59797, 60332, 60371, 60375, 62041, 65819, 65821, 66673, 66675, 66774, 66874, 66877, 67170, 70777, 70778, 72955, 73431, 74336, 76036, 80078, 80082, 81657, 81659, 81662, 81756, 82956, 83022, 83032, 85110

Lucas, Fred. W. (Frederic William) 85315


Lucas Jansz Wagenaer Spieghel der zeevaerdt. Leyden, 1584-1585. With an introd. by R.A. Skelton 25899

Lucas Janszoon Wagenaer: a sixteenth century marine cartographer 80620

Lucas (John D.) Printing Company SEE John D. Lucas Printing Company 59019

Lucas, William J., fl. 1871 33924

Lucaya (Bahamas) - Maps 1970-1979 - Road maps 11432

Lucca (Italy) - Maps 1620 43604

Lucca (Italy : Province) - Maps 1680 43605

Lucchi, Piero 52822

Luce County (Mich.) - Maps 1800-1899 - Landowners 43606

Lucern 43615

Lucerne Lake (Switzerland) - Maps 1888 - Pictorial maps 43608

Lucerne Lake (Switzerland) - Maps 1913 43614

Lucerne Lake (Switzerland) - Maps 1929 43607

Lucerne Lake (Switzerland) - Pictorial works 1888 43608

Lucerne Lake (Switzerland) - Pictorial works 1899 43611

Lucerne Lake (Switzerland) - Pictorial works 1905 43612

Lucerne Lake (Switzerland) - Pictorial works 1906 43613

Lucerne Lake (Switzerland) - Pictorial works 1926 74036

Lucerne Lake (Switzerland) - Maps 1710 43610

Lucerne (Switzerland) - Maps 1899 43611

Lucerne (Switzerland) - Maps 1905 43612

Lucerne (Switzerland) - Maps 1906 43613

Lucerne (Switzerland) - Maps 1913 43614

Lucerne (Switzerland) - Maps 1926 74036

Lucerne (Switzerland) - Maps 1929 43607

Lucerne (Switzerland) - Maps 1963 12590

Lucerne (Switzerland). Offizielle Verkehrsbureau 43611

Lucerne (Switzerland) - Pictorial works 1552 43615

Lucerne (Switzerland) - Pictorial works 1597 43616

Lucerne (Switzerland) - Pictorial works 1620 74091

Lucerne (Switzerland). Verkehrskommission 43612, 43613

Luch, N. 11108
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Call Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Luchino Chionetti, Marta</td>
<td>16753</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luchino, Vincenzo, fl.</td>
<td>1550-1566 1194, 11884, 32805, 32810, 32811, 38762, 42329, 72658, 73781</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luchtenburg, Joannes van, fl.</td>
<td>1705-1710 8750, 12153, 12158, 12990, 72722, 72723, 72729</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Luchtkartering voor ontwikkelingslanden : een overzicht van het ITC en zijn afdelingen : gids voor bezoekers / samengest. onder red. van H. L. Rogge 124

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Call Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Luchtmann (S. &amp; J.)</td>
<td>34372</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luchtners Brothers (Hamburg, Germany)</td>
<td>SEE Gebrüder Lüdeking (Hamburg, Germany) 84622</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luchtenburg, Joannes van</td>
<td>1705-1710 8750, 12153, 12158, 12990, 72722, 72723, 72729</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Luchtkartering voor ontwikkelingslanden : een overzicht van het ITC en zijn afdelingen : gids voor bezoekers / samengest. onder red. van H. L. Rogge 124

Lucy Thompson (Ship) - Voyages, 1879-1882 - Manuscripts 71127

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Call Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lüdecke, R.</td>
<td>9948, 9968, 9989</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Lüdeking Brothers (Hamburg, Germany) SEE Gebrüder Lüdeking (Hamburg, Germany) 84622

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Call Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lüderitz'sche (C.G.) Verlagsbuchhandlung</td>
<td>SEE C.G. Lüderitz'sche Verlagsbuchhandlung 9665</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lüdicke, Friedrich Adolph</td>
<td>1782-1851 69124</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Ludington Ltd. 20034

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Call Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ludwig, Hellmut</td>
<td>74064</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Ludger, Arthur E. 29086

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Call Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ludwigshafen am Rhein (Germany)</td>
<td>-1713 - Fortification 43617</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ludwigshagen am Rhein (Germany)</td>
<td>- Maps 1695 - Fortification 43618</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luebeck / D. K. [David Kandel]; C. S. [Christoph Stimmer]</td>
<td>43592</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luebeck (Germany) SEE Lubeck (Germany) 43592</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Lufkin Richard F. (Richard Friend) 13527, 13529

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Call Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Luft, Hans. [World Map]</td>
<td>1530. 43620</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lufthansa</td>
<td>25697</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Title Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lufthansa Prague</td>
<td>65478</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lugano, Lake (Switzerland and Italy)</td>
<td>Maps - 1928</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lugano, Lake (Switzerland and Italy)</td>
<td>Maps - 1932</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lugas de interés alrededor de México / por R. Rolland Brim</td>
<td>46226</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lugduni Batavorum vulgo Leyden sic ultimo amplificati delineatio</td>
<td>41821</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luggnagg (Imaginary place)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luij, Giuseppe</td>
<td>1890-1967</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lugano, Lake (Switzerland and Italy)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lugano, Lake (Switzerland and Italy)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lugthart, Kimberly</td>
<td>51554, 51555, 51556, 51557</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lühr, H.</td>
<td>34577</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luigi, Giuseppe</td>
<td>1890-1967</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lugn, Martin</td>
<td>66617</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lugn, Jan, 1649-1712</td>
<td>8743, 70711</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luiken, Jan, 1649-1712</td>
<td>SEE Luiken, Jan, 1649-1712</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luiller, J.</td>
<td>34032</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luising, B. Stegeman</td>
<td>8904, 8974, 8985, 8998, 53573, 53594, 53602</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luising, A. &amp; J Marwitz</td>
<td>8916</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luissiana, año 1797. Pueblo de Ouachitta</td>
<td>62452</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luiz, Lozaro</td>
<td>10731</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lukens, John</td>
<td>1720-1789</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lukens, John</td>
<td>1720-1789</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lull, E. P.</td>
<td>21073</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lumen, Donald E.</td>
<td>62868</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lumbering - Appleton (Wis.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1860</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lumbering - New Mexico</td>
<td>Maps - 1906</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lumbering - New Mexico</td>
<td>Maps - 1907</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lumbering - New Mexico</td>
<td>Maps - 1908</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lumbering - Northeastern States</td>
<td>Maps - 1907</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lumbering - Northeastern States</td>
<td>Maps - 1908</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lumbering - Pennsylvania</td>
<td>Maps - 1894</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lumbering - Pennsylvania</td>
<td>Maps - 1895</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lumbering - Wisconsin</td>
<td>Maps - 1907</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lumbering - Wisconsin</td>
<td>Maps - 1908</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lumbering - Wisconsin</td>
<td>Maps - 1909</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lumbering - Wisconsin</td>
<td>Maps - 1914</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lumbermans Mutual Casualty Company (Chicago, Ill.)</td>
<td>SEE Lumbermens Mutual Casualty Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lumbermen's special road atlas</td>
<td>78072</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lumbermens Mutual Casualty Company</td>
<td>77936, 78072, 78073, 84680</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lumbovka (Russia)</td>
<td>Maps - 1740</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lumbovka (Russia)</td>
<td>Maps - 1749</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lumbry, Christopher</td>
<td>62868</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lume, Lucio</td>
<td>20613</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lumen, Donald E.</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lumien, Jean-Pierre</td>
<td>17044</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lumsden</td>
<td>67067, 67068, 67069</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lumsden, James (Engraver)</td>
<td>31949, 31950, 52064</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lunar cartography: 1610-1962</td>
<td>18148</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lunar Cow (Firm)</td>
<td>63368</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lunar eclipses - Europe</td>
<td>Maps - 1724</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lunar eclipses - Maps - 1724</td>
<td>25968</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lunar laser ranging - Congresses</td>
<td>68962</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luncke, Bernard</td>
<td>41291</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lund, E. (Eric), 1852-1933</td>
<td>12936, 12937, 12938, 13023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lund, H. V.</td>
<td>34206</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lund Humphries</td>
<td>19341, 23514, 23515, 42528</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lund, Humphries &amp; Co.</td>
<td>32209</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lund (Sweden)</td>
<td>Pictorial works - 1620</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lund (Sweden)</td>
<td>Pictorial works - 1657</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lunde, Paul</td>
<td>26622</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Lunde, Paul, 1943- 64787, 64789
Lunder Foundation 53830
Lundgren, A. R. 10831
Lundgren, C. G. 73692, 73693
Lundgren, Hans 44748
Lundholm, Kjell, 1938- 18200
Lundholms (C.A.V.) Förlag SEE C.A.V. Lundholms Förlag 10839
Lundsbergs Scola 9641
Lundstrom, Linden J. (Linden John), 1913- 39468
Lundstrom, Philip B. 62192
Lundy's Lane, Battle of, Ont., 1814 - Maps 76400, 76401, 76402
Lüneberg Heath (Germany) - Maps - 1729 33373
Lüneburg (Germany) - Maps - 1606 13809
Lüneburg (Germany) - Maps - 1620 43621
Lüneburg (Germany) - Maps - 1657 43622, 43623
Lüneburg (Germany) - Maps - 1741 33489
Lüneburg (Germany) - Maps - 1794 13810
Lüneburg (Germany), Museum für das Fürstentum 46094
Lüneburg (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1552 43624
Lüneburg (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1620 43625
Lüneburg (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1657 13813
Lüneburg Heath (Germany) - Maps - 1710 13817, 43544
Lüneburg Heath (Germany) - Maps - 1740 43626
Lüneburg Heath (Germany) - Maps - 1927 43627
Lüneburg Heath (Germany) - Maps - 1931 43628
Lüneburg Heath (Germany) - Maps - 1955 43629
Lüneburg Heath (Germany) - Maps - 1967 43630
Lüneburg Heath (Germany) - Maps - 1972 43631
Lüneburg Region (Germany) - Maps - 1650 13814
Lüneburg Region (Germany) - Maps - 1700 43632
Lüneburg Region (Germany) - Maps - 1745 43633
Lüneburger Heide 43627, 43629, 43630
Lüneburger Heide : mit Angaben für Automobilisten 43628
Lüneburger Heide : Nordheide, Südheide, Allertal, Naturschutzpark 43631
Lunefeld, Marvin 21760
Lunenburg (N.S. : County) - Maps - 1864 - Landowners 43634
Lunenburg Bay (N.S.) - Maps - 1753 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 43635
[Lunenburg County (Va.) - 1864: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 43636
[Lunenburg County (Va.) - 1871: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 43637, 43638
Lunenburg County (Va.) - Maps - 1864 - Landowners 43636
Lunenburg County (Va.) - Maps - 1871 - Landowners 43637
Lunenburg County (Va.) - Maps - 1871 - Landowners - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 43638
Lung, Adolf 84738
Lunggren, Evald 23187, 23188
Lungkwitz, H. 68391
Lunigiana (Italy) - Historical geography - Maps - 1819 43639
La Lunigiana : Signoria de'Malaspina, dall 1164 vincolata all' Impero 43639
Lunn, Henry S. 73947
Lunn, Julia 7417
Lunos (Blanco), printers SEE Blanco Lunos bogtrykkeri 12884
Lunwerg Editores 17041
Luperco de Arbizu, D.F., fl. 1594 45824
Lupfer, Gisela 10270
Lupton, Donald 4347
Lupton, Lewis 44968
Luquillo Experimental Forest - Maps - 1929 43640
Luquillo National Forest, Porto Rico 43640
Lurie, Maxine N., 1940 55220
Lurya, Ben-Tsiyon, 1905- 38588
Lusatia (Germany) 1700 22630
Lusatia (Germany and Poland) - Maps - 1724 43641
Lusatia (Germany) - Maps - 1654 70124
Lusatia (Germany) - Maps - 1698 13300
Lusatia (Germany) - Maps - 1700 22631
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Catalog Entry</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lusatia (Germany) - Maps - 1704</td>
<td>22632</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lusatia (Germany) - Maps - 1725</td>
<td>13303</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lusatia (Germany) - Maps - 1735</td>
<td>22635</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lusatia (Germany) - Maps - 1740</td>
<td>22636</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lusatia (Germany) - Maps - 1745</td>
<td>22638, 43642</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lusatia (Germany) - Maps - 1796</td>
<td>43643</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lusatia (Germany) - Maps - 1897</td>
<td>41363</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lusatia (Germany) - Maps - 1901</td>
<td>41364</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lusatia (Germany) - Maps - 1911-1912</td>
<td>41366</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lusatia (Germany) - Maps - 1925</td>
<td>41369</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lusatia (Germany) - Maps - 1930</td>
<td>41371, 41372</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lusatia superior</td>
<td>79500, 79501</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lusatiae superioris tabula chorographica</td>
<td>79502</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>La Lusazia divisa ne’ suoi stati e delineata sulle ultime osservazioni</td>
<td>43643</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lushai language - Texts - 1959</td>
<td>13020, 13025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lusher, Henry M.</td>
<td>50101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lüshin (China) - Maps - 1914</td>
<td>67691</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lüshun (China) - Maps - 1914</td>
<td>67692</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lusitanus, Teisera Ludouicos, 1564-1604</td>
<td>SEE Teixeira, Luís, 16th cent.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Luso-Hispanic world in maps : a selective guide to manuscript maps to 1900 in the collections of the Library of Congress / by John R. Hébert and Anthony P. Mullan</td>
<td>1522</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lussagnet, Suzanne</td>
<td>75085</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lussografica</td>
<td>62726</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lusterman, Nina</td>
<td>9792</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lüstner, Richard</td>
<td>9792</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lusuo in Lunigiana</td>
<td>18703</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lutèce (France) SEE Paris (France)</td>
<td>63000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lutes, Arthur M.</td>
<td>30382</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lutes, Geraldine W.</td>
<td>30382</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lutetia (France) SEE Paris (France)</td>
<td>63000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lutetia. Paris</td>
<td>63033</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lutetia = Paris / par son tres humble tres obeissant et tres obligé serviteur Jacques Gomboust ingenieur du roy</td>
<td>63031</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lutetia Parisiorum urbs, toto orbe celeberrima notissimaco, caput regni Franciae</td>
<td>63026, 63027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lutetia Parisiorum urbs, toto orbe celeberrima notissimaco caput regni Franciae / HR MD [Hans Rudolf Manuel Deutsch]</td>
<td>63015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lutetia Parisiorum urbs, toto orbe celeberrima notissimaco caput regni Franciae / HR MD</td>
<td>63010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lutetia, vulgari nomine Paris, urbs Galliae maxima ...</td>
<td>63018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lutetiae, Parisiorum universae Gallei Metropolis novissima &amp; accuratis delineatio</td>
<td>63035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lutgenberg</td>
<td>8739</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luther, E.</td>
<td>9672, 9683, 9756, 9757, 9792, 31495</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luther, Martin</td>
<td>1483-1546, 12694, 12766, 12868, 12883, 12886, 12945, 13006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lutheran Church - Maps - 1831</td>
<td>69124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lutheran Church - Russia - Maps - 1855</td>
<td>43644</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lutheran School of Theology at Chicago</td>
<td>12886</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lutké, Frédéric, graf, 1586-1613</td>
<td>25909, 28939, 28941</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luther, Heinrich</td>
<td>16953, 16954</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luther, Richard</td>
<td>9792</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luther, Louise</td>
<td>8580, 78779</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luther &amp; Sheinkman</td>
<td>55736</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luttenburgensis ducatus veriss. descript.</td>
<td>43657</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lützenkirchen, Wilhelm, 1586-1613</td>
<td>25909, 28939, 28941</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lutzow, Marian</td>
<td>3608, 43851</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lutynia (Poland) - History - 1757 - Maps</td>
<td>41892</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lutz, G.</td>
<td>43614</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lutz, Heinrich</td>
<td>16953, 16954</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lutz, J. E.</td>
<td>82930</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lutz, Louise</td>
<td>8580, 78779</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lutz &amp; Sheinkman</td>
<td>55736</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalog Entry</th>
<th>Call Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Luxembourg</td>
<td>43650, 43658</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luxembourg (Belgium) - Maps - 1680</td>
<td>43660</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luxembourg (Belgium) - Maps - 1682</td>
<td>43661</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luxembourg (Belgium) - Maps - 1696</td>
<td>43645</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luxembourg (Belgium) - Maps - 1700</td>
<td>43664, 43665</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luxembourg (Belgium) - Maps - 1708</td>
<td>41994</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luxembourg (Belgium) - Maps - 1710</td>
<td>43646, 43669</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luxembourg (Belgium) - Maps - 1712</td>
<td>52564</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luxembourg (Belgium) - Maps - 1720</td>
<td>43647</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luxembourg (Belgium) - Maps - 1740</td>
<td>43648</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luxembourg (Belgium) - Maps - 1745</td>
<td>43672</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luxembourg (Belgium : Province) - Maps - 1695</td>
<td>41986</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luxembourg (Luxembourg) - Maps - 1620</td>
<td>43649</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luxembourg (Luxembourg) - Maps - 1695 - Fortification</td>
<td>43650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luxembourg (Luxembourg) - Maps - 1713 - Fortification</td>
<td>43651</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luxembourg (Luxembourg) - Maps - Bibliography - 1581-1867</td>
<td>43652</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luxembourg (Luxembourg) - Pictorial works - 1620</td>
<td>43653</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luxembourg (Luxembourg) - Pictorial works - 1625</td>
<td>43657</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luxembourg - Maps - 1588</td>
<td>43654</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luxembourg - Maps - 1593</td>
<td>43655</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luxembourg - Maps - 1606</td>
<td>43656</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luxembourg - Maps - 1617</td>
<td>53367, 53368, 53369</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luxembourg - Maps - 1622</td>
<td>53375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luxembourg - Maps - 1625</td>
<td>43657</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luxembourg - Maps - 1640 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>43658</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luxembourg - Maps - 1680</td>
<td>43659, 43660</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luxembourg - Maps - 1682</td>
<td>43661</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luxembourg - Maps - 1688</td>
<td>12344</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luxembourg - Maps - 1689</td>
<td>12127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luxembourg - Maps - 1690</td>
<td>12333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luxembourg - Maps - 1692</td>
<td>43662</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luxembourg - Maps - 1695</td>
<td>41986</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luxembourg - Maps - 1696</td>
<td>12128, 43645</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luxembourg - Maps - 1696 - Cities and towns</td>
<td>12130, 43663</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luxembourg - Maps - 1696 - Names, Geographical</td>
<td>12130, 43663</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luxembourg - Maps - 1700</td>
<td>12134, 43664, 43665</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luxembourg - Maps - 1703</td>
<td>12137, 12138</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luxembourg - Maps - 1705</td>
<td>43666</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luxembourg - Maps - 1710</td>
<td>12154, 43646, 43667, 43668, 43669</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luxembourg - Maps - 1714-1728</td>
<td>12146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luxembourg - Maps - 1715</td>
<td>12147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luxembourg - Maps - 1720</td>
<td>12150, 43647</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luxembourg - Maps - 1727</td>
<td>43670</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luxembourg - Maps - 1740</td>
<td>12156, 12157, 31398</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luxembourg - Maps - 1741</td>
<td>12158</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luxembourg - Maps - 1743</td>
<td>43671</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luxembourg - Maps - 1745</td>
<td>12162, 43672</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luxembourg - Maps - 1753</td>
<td>43673, 43674</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luxembourg - Maps - 1769</td>
<td>43675</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luxembourg - Maps - 1772</td>
<td>12166</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luxembourg - Maps - 1774</td>
<td>12167</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luxembourg - Maps - 1780</td>
<td>12169, 12170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luxembourg - Maps - 1785</td>
<td>12171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luxembourg - Maps - 1787</td>
<td>53463</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luxembourg - Maps - 1789</td>
<td>12174</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luxembourg - Maps - 1794</td>
<td>53471</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luxembourg - Maps - 1794 - Cities and towns</td>
<td>12177</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luxembourg - Maps - 1796</td>
<td>53474</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luxembourg - Maps - 1804</td>
<td>12178, 12179</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luxembourg - Maps - 1810</td>
<td>12181</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luxembourg - Maps - 1811</td>
<td>12182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luxembourg - Maps - 1814</td>
<td>12183</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luxembourg - Maps - 1815</td>
<td>27882</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luxembourg - Maps - 1823</td>
<td>12187</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Call Numbers</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lvivska oblast (Ukraine) - Maps - 1787</td>
<td>28521, 43597, 43683</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lvnæbrvgvm</td>
<td>43623</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lvneborsc</td>
<td>43621, 43622</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lvnebrvgvm, nobilis Saxoniae vrbvs, Salinis celeberima</td>
<td>43625</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lvetel, vulgari nomine Paris, vrbvs Galliae maxima</td>
<td>63019</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lvtzenbr-gil montuosissimi ac saltuosissimi ducatus Neustria seu Westerichiae provinciae typus elegans et verus nec unqua. antehac uisus</td>
<td>43655</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lvtzenbrngensis dvcatus veriss. descript. / Iacobo Surhonio Montano auctore</td>
<td>43654, 43656</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lvtzenbsvrgvm, ducatus eiusdem nominis, vetus et primaria vrbvs</td>
<td>43649</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lybia ad mentem Herodoti</td>
<td>41960</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lycaonia (Turkey : Region) SEE Lycaonia</td>
<td>75698</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lycaonia - History, Ancient - Maps - 1676</td>
<td>75698</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lycaonia - Maps - 1676</td>
<td>75698</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lycaonia (Turkey : Region) SEE Lycaonia</td>
<td>75698</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lycée de Dijon (Dijon, France)</td>
<td>9475</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lycée de Tours (Tours, France) SEE Lycée Paul-Louis Courier</td>
<td>9469</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lycée impériale de Saint-Étienne</td>
<td>14091</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lycée Paul-Louis Courier (Tours, France)</td>
<td>9469</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lyceum (Alexandria, Va.)</td>
<td>1206</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lyceum (Alexandria, Va.) - Map Collections - Exhibitions - Catalogs</td>
<td>1206</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lycée de Tours (Tours, France) SEE Lycée Paul-Louis Courier</td>
<td>9469</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lycée impériale de Saint-Étienne</td>
<td>14091</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lycée Paul-Louis Courier (Tours, France)</td>
<td>9469</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lyceum (Alexandria, Va.)</td>
<td>1206</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lyceum (Alexandria, Va.) - Map Collections - Exhibitions - Catalogs</td>
<td>1206</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lycée de Tours (Tours, France) SEE Lycée Paul-Louis Courier</td>
<td>9469</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lycée impériale de Saint-Étienne</td>
<td>14091</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lycée Paul-Louis Courier (Tours, France)</td>
<td>9469</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lyceum (Alexandria, Va.)</td>
<td>1206</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lyceum (Alexandria, Va.) - Map Collections - Exhibitions - Catalogs</td>
<td>1206</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lycée de Tours (Tours, France) SEE Lycée Paul-Louis Courier</td>
<td>9469</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lycée impériale de Saint-Étienne</td>
<td>14091</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lycée Paul-Louis Courier (Tours, France)</td>
<td>9469</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lyceum (Alexandria, Va.)</td>
<td>1206</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lyceum (Alexandria, Va.) - Map Collections - Exhibitions - Catalogs</td>
<td>1206</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lycée de Tours (Tours, France) SEE Lycée Paul-Louis Courier</td>
<td>9469</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lycée impériale de Saint-Étienne</td>
<td>14091</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lycée Paul-Louis Courier (Tours, France)</td>
<td>9469</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lyceum (Alexandria, Va.)</td>
<td>1206</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lyceum (Alexandria, Va.) - Map Collections - Exhibitions - Catalogs</td>
<td>1206</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lycée de Tours (Tours, France) SEE Lycée Paul-Louis Courier</td>
<td>9469</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lycée impériale de Saint-Étienne</td>
<td>14091</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lycée Paul-Louis Courier (Tours, France)</td>
<td>9469</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lyceum (Alexandria, Va.)</td>
<td>1206</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lyceum (Alexandria, Va.) - Map Collections - Exhibitions - Catalogs</td>
<td>1206</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lycée de Tours (Tours, France) SEE Lycée Paul-Louis Courier</td>
<td>9469</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lycée impériale de Saint-Étienne</td>
<td>14091</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lycée Paul-Louis Courier (Tours, France)</td>
<td>9469</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lyceum (Alexandria, Va.)</td>
<td>1206</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lyceum (Alexandria, Va.) - Map Collections - Exhibitions - Catalogs</td>
<td>1206</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lycée de Tours (Tours, France) SEE Lycée Paul-Louis Courier</td>
<td>9469</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lycée impériale de Saint-Étienne</td>
<td>14091</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lycée Paul-Louis Courier (Tours, France)</td>
<td>9469</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lyceum (Alexandria, Va.)</td>
<td>1206</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lyceum (Alexandria, Va.) - Map Collections - Exhibitions - Catalogs</td>
<td>1206</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lycée de Tours (Tours, France) SEE Lycée Paul-Louis Courier</td>
<td>9469</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lycée impériale de Saint-Étienne</td>
<td>14091</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lycée Paul-Louis Courier (Tours, France)</td>
<td>9469</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lyceum (Alexandria, Va.)</td>
<td>1206</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lyceum (Alexandria, Va.) - Map Collections - Exhibitions - Catalogs</td>
<td>1206</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lycée de Tours (Tours, France) SEE Lycée Paul-Louis Courier</td>
<td>9469</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lycée impériale de Saint-Étienne</td>
<td>14091</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lycée Paul-Louis Courier (Tours, France)</td>
<td>9469</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lyceum (Alexandria, Va.)</td>
<td>1206</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Call Number</td>
<td>Title</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43690</td>
<td>Lynn Lake (Man.) - Pictorial works - 1954 - Railroads</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43691</td>
<td>Lynn (Mass.) - Maps - 1910 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30796</td>
<td>Lynn, Neville, fl. 1907</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8747, 31885</td>
<td>Lynslager, Hendrik, 1693-1768</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23552</td>
<td>Lynton (England) - Maps - 1912-1913</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23560</td>
<td>Lynton (England) - Maps - 1937-1938</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>83663</td>
<td>Lyon, Asa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43692</td>
<td>Lynn County (Iowa) - Maps - 1911 - Land</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43693</td>
<td>Lynn County (Iowa) - Maps - 1931 - Landowners</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43694</td>
<td>Lynn County (Iowa) - Maps - 1978 - Landowners</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43695</td>
<td>Lynn County (Kan.) - Maps - 1878 - Landowners</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43696</td>
<td>Lyon County, Kansas : rural directory and atlas</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43697</td>
<td>[Lyon County (Minn.) - 1884: LC G&amp;M land ownership maps on microfiche]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43698</td>
<td>Lyon County (Minn.) - Maps - 1902 - Landowners</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43699, 43700</td>
<td>Lyon County (Minn.) - Maps - 1929 - Landowners</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43701</td>
<td>Lyon County (Minn.) - Maps - 1961 - Landowners</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43702</td>
<td>Lyon County (Minn.) - Maps - 1884 - Landowners</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21832</td>
<td>Lyon County (Nev.) - 1875 - Maps - Mines and mineral resources</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43693</td>
<td>Lyon County news (George, Iowa)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43693</td>
<td>Lyon County reporter (Rock Rapids, Iowa)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23902</td>
<td>Lyon, E. A.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21780</td>
<td>Lyon, Eugene</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43703</td>
<td>Lyon (France). Archives municipales</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65594</td>
<td>Lyon (France) - Bibliography</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43703</td>
<td>Lyon (France) - Maps - 1550 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43704</td>
<td>Lyon (France) - Maps - 1620</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43705</td>
<td>Lyon (France) - Maps - 1840 - Pictorial works</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>63175</td>
<td>Lyon (France) - Maps - 1919</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43706</td>
<td>Lyon (France) - Pictorial works - 1552</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43707</td>
<td>Lyon (France) - Pictorial works - 1620</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>478, 8056, 34801</td>
<td>Lyon, G. F. (George Francis), 1795-1832</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56204</td>
<td>Lyon (J.B.) Co. SEE J.B. Lyon Company</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56235</td>
<td>Lyon (J.B.) Company SEE J.B. Lyon Company</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35391, 43847, 83067</td>
<td>Lyon, Lucius, 1800-1851</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51270</td>
<td>Lyon Publishing Co.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43704</td>
<td>Lïon, qui de la France sers de force &amp; rempart, Lïon, qui de plaisance reluis de toute part ...</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41111</td>
<td>Lyon, R. K.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54735</td>
<td>Lyon, William, 1748-1830</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43708</td>
<td>Lyonnais (France) - Maps - 1659</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43709</td>
<td>Lyonnais (France) - Maps - 1697</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43710</td>
<td>Lyonnais (France) - Maps - 1700</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14967</td>
<td>Lyonnais (France) - Maps - 1712</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43711, 43712</td>
<td>Lyonnais (France) - Maps - 1721</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43713</td>
<td>Lyonnais (France) - Maps - 1725</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43714</td>
<td>Lyonnais (France) - Maps - 1726</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14977</td>
<td>Lyonnais (France) - Maps - 1777</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4978</td>
<td>Lyonnais (France) - Maps - 1924</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14981</td>
<td>Lyonnais (France) - Maps - 1939</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43715</td>
<td>Lyonnais (France) - Maps - 1956 - Language and languages</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>66746</td>
<td>Lyonnais (France) - Maps - 1969</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43705</td>
<td>Lyons</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69453</td>
<td>Lyons, Anona May=Scottish Medievalists</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4154</td>
<td>Lyons. Bibliothèque de la ville SEE Bibliothèque municipale de Lyon</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43716</td>
<td>Lyons (France) - Maps - 1611</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43717</td>
<td>Lyons (France) - Maps - 1861</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24805, 73543</td>
<td>Lyons, H. G. (Henry George), Sir, 1864-1944</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>79507</td>
<td>Lyons, Lucius, 1800-1851</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26415</td>
<td>Lyons, Richard D.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19004, 55240, 62957, 63362, 78915</td>
<td>Lyons, Robert Emmett Lawrence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>78915</td>
<td>Lyons, Robert Emmett Lawrence - Map art</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19914, 19928</td>
<td>Lyons, Rosalind</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31097, 31098</td>
<td>Lyons-Young Printing Co.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Lyric Opera of Chicago  78596
Lyskirchen, Constantin von, 16th cent.  512, 15188, 20873, 51798, 51799
Lyte, Robert  43719
Lytle, Robert Todd, 1804-1839  83069
Lytle, Robert Todd, 1804-1839. Reports and estimates from the Surveyors General for the year 1836  83069, 83070
Lyttle, Dale C.  20968
M.  85161
M. A. F., fl. 1951  36267, 36289, 36325, 36339, 36350, 36374, 36382
M.A. Harris & Co.  5328
M. A. P. S., Midwestern  33074
M.A.R.T.A. (Ga.) SEE Metropolitan Atlanta Rapid Transit Authority  3647
M., Aiello  24832
M'Allister, (R.) (Randal)  36487
M. and J. Conrad and Co. SEE M. & J. Conrad & Co.  4578
M., B., 16th cent.  28904, 39757
M.B., fl. 1861  9652
M.C.A. (Motor club) SEE Motor Club of America  78341
M., C. (Christoph Maurer), fl. ca. 1552? SEE Maurer, Christoph, fl. ca. 1552?  28904
M. C., fl. 1697  21876
M. C. S., 20th cent.  84332
M'Calla, John  20825, 26496, 28268, 50279, 50287, 50293, 50303, 50313, 50321, 50330, 50344, 50349, 50350, 50355, 50365, 50375, 50385, 50395, 50405, 50415, 50422, 50427, 50437, 50453, 50481, 50515, 61087, 61098, 61103, 61118, 61123, 61129, 61134, 61145, 61153, 61194, 61200, 61211, 61223, 61240, 61246, 61250, 61256, 61260, 61266, 61269, 61274, 61275, 61280, 61281, 61285, 61289, 61290, 61294, 61298, 61303, 61304, 61308, 61312, 61314, 61316, 61320, 61322, 61325, 61326, 61329, 61335, 61339, 61346, 61347, 61350, 61356, 61360, 61366, 62411
M. Carey & Son  323, 3354, 4634, 11607, 12745, 12746, 14335, 20665, 23160, 24522, 24523, 25202, 25771, 25803, 25849, 26052, 27888, 27889, 31475, 32790, 34049, 36558, 38335, 38916, 48120, 53497, 57695, 67138, 67170, 67629, 69234, 69548, 70533, 70534, 70535, 72795, 76565, 76579, 76580, 76588, 80613, 84211
M. Carey & Sons  4641
M'Carty & Davis  29367, 29409
M'Carty, William, 1788? - 1861  29268
M'Clintock, Francis Leopold, Sir, 1819 - 1907  2386, 2387, 32989
M'Clintock, Francis Leopold, Sir, 1819 - 1907 - Travel - Maps  59803
M'Corquodale & Co.  30827, 34189
M'Culloch, John, 1754 - 1824  29088, 29150, 29169, 29208
M'Culloch's universal gazetteer : A dictionary, geographical, statistical, and historical, of the various countries, places, and principal natural objects in the world / by J.R. M'Culloch ; in which the articles relating to the United States have been  30819, 30820, 30821
M'Culloch, William, 1782-1816  29076
M'Dermut & Arden SEE R. M'Dermut & D.D. Arden (Firm)  34386
M'Dermut & D.D. Arden (Firm) SEE R. M'Dermut & D.D. Arden (Firm)  34386
M'Donnell, Alexander  16012
M'Ewan, S.  29255
M.F.A. Oil Company  51090
M.F. Dunn & Bro. (New Orleans, La.)  55480
M. F. K.  64512
M., H., 16th cent. SEE Magdeburg, Hiob, 16th cent.  28904
M., H. F., 1570 - 1634 SEE Fabronius, Hermann, 1570 - 1634  83994
M. H., 16th cent. SEE H., 16th cent.  28904
M. & H. Gasoline Co. (Saint Paul, Minn.)  36303
M. H. Gill & Son (Dublin, Ireland)  38383
M., H.J.  74120, 74121
M. Heinrich Büntings ... Itinerarium Sacrae Scripturae, oder, Reise-Buch über die gantze Heilige Schrift : In deren ersten Theil alle Reisen der Patriarchen, Richter, Könige, Propheten ... mit vorgefügter Beschreibung der Stadt und des Tempels zu Jerus  12704
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

M. & I. Conrad & Co. SEE M. & J. Conrad & Co. 4578

M.J. Armstrong in Norfolk: the progress of an eighteenth century county survey 3121

M. & J. Conrad & Co. 4578

M. J. G., fl. 1936 SEE Grindhem, Martin Johansen 82320

The M K and T, Missouri, Kansas and Texas R'y. 71565, 71582, 71597, 71608

The M K and T, Missouri, Kansas & Texas R'y 71630, 71646

The M K and T, Missouri, Kansas & Texas Ry 71564, 71581, 71596, 71607, 71620, 71631, 71661, 71670, 71680

M K T [map of Missouri-Kansas-Texas lines] 72171

M. K. T, Missouri-Kansas-Texas Lines 72452

M. Kobayashi & Co. 44314

M.L.C.D.L.M. SEE La Mare, Nicolas de, 1639-1723 63000

M. L. R. D. B. 33908

M.L.S. (Real estate service), San Francisco, Calif. SEE Multiple Listing Service (San Francisco, Calif.) 68615

M'Leod, Walter, 1815 or 6-1875 8134, 12809

M. Martin Helwigs Erste Land Charte von Herzogthum Schlesien 17557


M. S. 84829

M. S., fl. 1657 25424, 81582

M'Vickar, Archibald, 1785-1849 21741, 32496, 32502, 32504, 43523, 51147, 81785

M. Vipsanius Agrippa: eine Monographie ... / von Rudolf Daniel 605

M.W. Bruce's map of Alaska 1025, 1026

M. W. Kellogg Company SEE Kellogg (M. W.) Company 77966

M. Westerman & zoon 53507

M.Z. Topographia Bohemiae, Moraviae et Silesiae: das ist, Beschreibung vnd eigentliche Abbildung der vornehmsten vnd bekanntisten Stätte, vnd Plätze, in dem Königreich Boheim vnd einverleibten Landern Mähren, vnd Schlesien 13296

Maailman kartasto 9075, 9076

Maandiko matakatifu ya Mungu yanayoitwa Biblia: maana Agano la Kale na Agano Jipya 13031

Maastricht (Netherlands), Battle of, 1703-1839 Maps 43721, 43722

Maastricht (Netherlands) - History - Siege, 1632 - Maps 43723, 43724

Maastricht (Netherlands) - History - Siege, 1793 - Maps - 1839 62466

Maastricht (Netherlands) - Maps - 1620 43725

Maastricht (Netherlands) - Maps - 1632 43723, 43724

Maastricht (Netherlands) - Maps - 1694 - Fortification 43726

Maastricht (Netherlands) - Maps - 1695 - Fortification 43727, 43728

Maastricht (Netherlands) - Maps - 1713 - Fortification 43729, 43730

Maastricht (Netherlands) - Pictorial works - 1620 43731

Mabbona, Blanche 26106

Mabie, W. W. 56103

Mabley, Jack 42124

Mabon, E. 72639

Mabre-Cramoisy, Sébastien 25794, 27627, 27632, 57366, 57367, 72668, 73443, 73444, 73448, 80254

Mabre Cramoisy, veuve 28974, 28975

Mabre Cramoysi, veuve SEE Mabre Cramoisy, veuve 28974

Mac Cormac, Walter S. 80967

Mac Coun, Townsend, 1845-1932 SEE MacCoun, Townsend, 1845-1932 76226

Mac Publishing 78825

Macadam, Alfa 26797, 39177, 67298, 70090, 70091

Macaneus della Bella, Dominique, 1466-1530 SEE Macaneo, Domenico, 1466-1530 43739

Macaneo, Domenico, 1466-1530 43732, 43733, 43734, 43735, 43736, 69020

Macaneo, Domenico, 1466-1530. Verbani lacus 43737

Macao (China) SEE Macau (China) 43740, 58732

MacSac, Brendan S. 46057

Macara & Co. (Edinburgh, Scotland) 69644

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Macau (China) - Maps - 1635 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 43740
Macau (China) - Maps - 1912 43741
Macau (China) - Pictorial works - 1788-1789 58732, 58734
Macau (China) - Pictorial works - 1797 62594
Macau (China) - Pictorial works - 1798 43742
Macaulay Co.  44691, 44692
Macbeth, Donald  1461, 1464
Maccagni, Domenico, 1466-1530 SEE Macaneo, Domenico, 1466-1530/Maccaneo, Domenico, 1466-1530
MacCallum, F. W. (Frederick W.)  12979
Maccaneo, Domenico, 1466-1530 SEE Macaneo, Domenico, 1466-1530/Macaneus, Dominicus, 1466-1530
Maccagni, Domenico, 1466-1530 SEE Macaneo, Domenico, 1466-1530
Maccaneo, Domenico, 1466-1530 SEE Macaneo, Domenico, 1466-1530/Macaneus, Dominicus, 1466-1530
MacCarthy, Oscar, 1815-1838 38516
Maccarty, Jean Baptiste - Homes and haunts - Estate plans - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 55474
MacCauley, Lois Booth  6955
MacCormack, Walter S.  39979, 39987, 68205
MacCoun, Townsend, 1845-1932 22169
MacDonald, Alastair, surveyor  8065
MacDonald Gill  31898
MacDonald, Graham, 1944- 61777
MacDonald, J. R.  56815
MacDonald Ophthalmic Foundation  61976
MacDonnell, A. C.  49239
Macdougall, H. C. (Hamilton Crawford), 1858-1945 383
Macdougall, Walter Marshall 33005, 43963
MacEachren, Alan M., 1952-  73338
Macedonia Alexandri magni patria  43743
Macedonia - Cartometry  65746
Macedonia - Historical geography - Maps - 1700 75122
Macedonia - Maps - 1700 75122
Macedonia - Maps - 1725 43743
Macedonia - Maps - 1741 32833
Macedonia - Maps - 1788 11543
Macedonia - Maps - 1909 - Ecclesiastical geography  43744
Macedonia - Maps - 1909 - Ethnology  43744
Macedonia - Maps - 1909 - Schools  43744
Macedonia - Maps - 1917  84638
Macedonian Empire - 330 B.C.  43745
Macerata di carta : antiche mappe ed evoluzione storico-urbanistica della città / Enzo Fusari, Simonetta Torresi 18077
Macerata / Fell[?] Floriani[?] J[?] 1618 43746
Macerata (Italy) - Maps - 1618 43746
Macerata (Italy) - Maps - Collections 18077
MacFadden, Clifford H. (Clifford Herbert), 1908- 6356
Macfarlane, William, 1840-1887  12857
Macfarquhar, Colin, 1745?-1793 24981
Macgibbon & Kee  35069, 35070
Macgowan, Jas  7856
MacGregor, Alfred  29643
Machado, José Agustín Antonio, 1794-1865 - Land Grants  11610
Machado, José Pedro  52427
Machaneus, Dominicus, 1466-1530 SEE Macaneo, Domenico, 1466-1530 43739
Machenkov  51830
Machetanz, Fred  44947
Machin, John, d. 1751 16562, 16572, 33996, 34001
Machine-readable map cataloging in the Library of Congress 18796

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Machnitzky, Henricus Amadeus 43747
Machnitzky, Zacharias, d. 1732 43747
Machoni, Antonio 70436
Machuca Martinez, M 6431
Maciej, z Miechowa, 1457?-1523 57045
MacInnes, Sharon Cook 80920
Macintyre, Donald 69723
Mack, Edwin F. (Edwin Frederick), b. 1860 51300
Mack, W. W., fl. 1930 23043, 23044
Mackal, J. B., lieutenant, fl. 1870 27417
Mackaness, Joan 8416
MacKay, Angus, 1939-25841
MacKay, Arthur, fl. 1756-1764 57954
Mackay, James, 1759-1822 18146, 43748, 57666
Mackay, James C. 1206
Mackay, John, 1910-1999 69679
Mackay, John, d. 1848 26866, 26867
Mackay, James, 1759-1822. Voyages from Montreal on the river St. Laurence, through the continent of North America to the Frozen and Pacific Oceans in the years 1789 and 1793 (1801) 15988, 16319, 16325
Mackay, James, Sir, 1763-1820 43751
Mackay's table of distances 43748
Mackellar, Pat 66064
Mackellar, Patrick. Plan of the Town of Québec (1759) 18352
Mackellar, Smiths & Jordan 29918
Mackensen, Lutz, 1901-31597
Mackenzie, Alexander, 1764-1820 15988, 15989, 15998, 16000, 16319, 16325, 43749, 43750, 57706, 81762
Mackenzie, Alexander, 1764-1820. Voyages from Montreal on the river St. Laurence, through the continent of North America to the Frozen and Pacific Oceans in the years 1789 and 1793 (1801) 15988, 16319, 16325
Mackenzie, Alexander, Sir, 1763-1820 43751
Mackenzie, Alexander, Sir, 1763-1820 - Bibliography 43749, 43750
Mackenzie, Alexander, Sir, 1763-1820 SEE Mackenzie, Alexander, 1764-1820 81762
Mackenzie, Alexander, Sir, 1763-1820 - Travel - Maps 15988, 15989, 15998, 16000, 16319, 16325
Mackenzie Delta (N.W.T. and Yukon) SEE Mackenzie River Delta (N.W.T. and Yukon) 16316
Mackenzie & Dent, publishers, Newcastle upon Tyne 76576
Mackenzie, E. (Eneas), 1778-1832 76576
Mackenzie, fl. ca. 1815 12741
Mackenzie, Frederick, d. 1824 21841
Mackenzie, Frederick, d. 1824. Position at Concord 19th Ap. 1775 21841
Mackenzie, Frederick, d. 1824. The Diary of Frederick Mackenzie ... (1968) 21841
Mackenzie, George, Earl of Cromarty, 1630-1714 SEE Cromarty, George Mackenzie, Earl of, 1630-1714 51741
Mackenzie, H. R., fl. 1930-1931 68953, 68954
Mackenzie Highway (Alta. and N.W.T.) - Maps - 1929 62130
Mackenzie, James Stewart 42032
Mackenzie, James W. 69557
Mackenzie, Landen, 1954 - Map art 17941
Mackenzie, Murdoch, d. 1797 35062
Mackenzie, Noela M. 18297
Mackenzie, Ranald Slidell, 1840-1889 59828
Mackenzie, Ranald Slidell, 1840-1889 - Journeys, 1872 - Maps - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 61322
Mackenzie River Delta (N.W.T. and Yukon) - Topographic maps - 1955 16316
Mackenzie River to Bering Strait : from the observations of Beechey, Franklin, Richardson, Dease & Simpson, Kellet, Pullen & Hopper, Moore, Collinson, McClure and Maguire 1856. With corrections and additions to 1927. 12460
Mackenzie River Valley (N.W.T.) - Maps - 1789 15998, 16000
Mackenzie River Valley (N.W.T.) - Maps - 1789-1801 16319
Mackenzie, William (William Mackay), 1871-1952 65183
Mackenzie, William 8168, 8181
Mackenzie, William, fl. 1860-1890 30261
Mackenzie, William, publisher 63344
Mackey, John. J. 33540
Mackinac County (Mich.) - Board of Commissioners 43752
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Macleod and son  8064
Macleod, David I.  18131
Macleod, James  8064, 8065
Macleod, N.  8926
Macler, A.  69877
Macler and MacDonald Lithographers  33734, 42474, 42484, 76860
Macler & Co.  60307, 84303
Macler, John Macalhanan  28470
Macler, Macdonald & Macgregor  8084, 8087, 69877, 80724
Macler, William - 1763-1840  30946
MacLysaght, Edward  38426
The Macmillan atlas history of Christianity  24601
Macmillan atlas of the holocaust  34570
Macmillan Bible atlas  13053
Macmillan & Co.  147, 194, 586, 587, 1349, 2468, 2494, 5755, 5965, 6326, 7320, 7448, 8149, 8157, 8280, 8285, 8421, 11263, 11992, 11993, 11996, 12254, 12257, 12261, 12262, 12276, 12452, 12548, 13409, 13864, 14074, 14094, 14099, 14475, 144715, 14514, 14526, 14527, 14528, 14529, 14531, 14586, 14644, 14647, 14806, 15772, 16321, 21206, 23554, 23556, 23706, 23738, 23742, 23983, 24601, 24821, 24826, 25335, 25360, 25364, 25365, 25373, 25838, 25862, 25863, 26784, 27199, 28024, 28033, 28059, 28135, 28137, 28138, 28181, 28281, 28284, 28285, 28549, 30034, 30505, 30521, 30545, 30565, 30714, 31283, 31316, 32206, 33451, 33519, 33851, 33937, 34190, 34506, 34570, 34572, 34983, 36460, 36492, 38213, 38590, 38591, 38593, 38978, 39006, 39154, 39158, 39320, 39307, 40601, 40602, 41489, 41503, 41813, 42136, 42482, 42530, 42558, 42582, 42583, 42590, 42609, 42652, 42669, 42670, 42678, 42806, 45739, 45740, 45743, 45903, 46352, 47547, 48338, 48339, 51918, 51919, 53555, 55690, 57263, 57264, 57266, 57268, 57317, 57318, 57319, 57693, 57837, 58837, 58839, 59715, 60152, 60153, 62512, 62513, 62848, 63145, 63147, 63177, 63182, 63197, 63200, 63314, 65841, 66385, 66932, 67490, 69313, 69314, 69660, 70297, 70299, 70384, 71207, 71210, 72926, 72936, 72937, 73502, 73503, 73510, 73612, 73957, 73978, 74030, 74031, 74032, 74048, 74065, 75041, 75042, 75047, 75047, 75620, 75851, 79072
MacMurray College, Jacksonville, Ill.  18549
Macnab, John, fl. ca. 1854  8183, 18885
MacNair, Henry  11288, 54001, 56199, 59101
MacNelly, Jeff  36429
Macomb, Alexander, 1748-1831  56045
[Macomb County (Mich.) - 1859: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche]  43765
[Macomb County (Mich.) - 1894: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche]  43766
Macomb County (Mich.) - Maps - 1859-1895 - Landowners  43764
Macomb County (Mich.) - Maps - 1859 - Landowners  43765
Macomb County (Mich.) - Maps - 1894 - Landowners  43766
Macomb County (Mich.) - Maps - 1994 - Road maps  23386
Macomb County (Mich.) - Maps - 1997 - Road maps  23387, 60261
Macomb County (Mich.) - Maps - 2002 - Road maps  60262
Macomb County (Mich.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps  23390, 60263
Macomb County (Mich.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps  23393, 23955, 60264, 60265
Macomb County (Mich.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps  23397, 60266
Macomb, J. N. (John N.), 1810 or 11-1889  72231
Macomb, Lieut.  85181
Macomb, M. M. (Montgomery Meigs), 1852-1924  74174, 74175
Macomb, Navarre  392
Macomb Purchase (N.Y.)- Maps - 1791 - Landowners - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  56045
Maccon Chamber of Commerce (Macon, Ga.)  76183
Maccon Co. li. atlas & plat books 1874-1891 - with index for each  43767
Macon County Farm Bureau (Ill.)  43766, 43768
Macon County Historical Society  43771
Macon County (Ill.) - Maps - 1855-1856 - Real property  35514
Macon County (Ill.) - Maps - 1874-1903 - Landowners  43767
Macon County (Ill.) - Maps - 1951 - Landowners  43768
Macon County (Ill.) - Maps - 1975 - Landowners  43769
Macon County (Mo.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners  43770
Macon County (Mo.) - Maps - 1875 - Landowners  43771, 43772
Macon County (Mo.) - Maps - 1897 - Landowners  43773
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Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Madagascar - Maps - 1899  43793
Madagascar - Maps - 1942  43794
Madagascar - Maps - Collections, 1314-1895  18078
Madagascar, Mozambique &c. (south Africa no. 2) / drawn & engraved by J. Archer, Pentonville, London  43791
Madagascar -- Vichy base in British hands  43794
Madama Palace (Turin, Italy) SEE Palazzo Madama (Turin, Italy)  62717
Madan, P. L.  17224, 17973
Madan, P. L.  17224, 17973
Madam, P. L.  17224, 17973
Madeira (Madeira Islands)  65420
Madeira (Madeira Islands)  65420
Madeira (Madeira Islands)  65420
Madeira (Madeira Islands)  65420
Madeira (Madeira Islands)  65420
Madeira (Madeira Islands)  65420
Madeira (Madeira Islands)  65420
Madeira (Madeira Islands)  65420
Madeira (Madeira Islands)  65420
Madeira (Madeira Islands)  65420
Madeira (Madeira Islands)  65420
Madeira (Madeira Islands) - Maps - 1927
Madeira (Madeira Islands) - Maps - 1927Azores - Maps - 1927  43797
Madeira (Madeira Islands) - Maps - 1930  45754
Madeira (Madeira Islands) - Maps - 1932  43798, 43799
Madeira (Madeira Islands) - Maps - 1935  43800
Madeira (Madeira Islands) - Maps - 1939  43801
Madeira (Madeira Islands) - Maps - 1968  16438
Madeira (Madeira Islands) - Maps - 1970  65417
Madeira (Madeira Islands) - Maps - 1989  65420
Madeira (Madeira Islands) - Maps - 1997  65424
Madeira (Madeira Islands) - Maps - 1528  43802
Madeira (Madeira Islands) - Maps - 1703 - Nautical charts  250
Madeira (Madeira Islands) - Maps - 1747  16499
Madeira (Madeira Islands) - Maps - 1766 - Nautical charts  277
Madeira (Madeira Islands) - Maps - 1851  38517
Madeira (Madeira Islands) - Maps - 1929  70639
Madeira (Madeira Islands) - Maps - 1939  43804
Madeira (Madeira Islands) - Maps - 1956  65413
Madeira (Madeira Islands) - Maps - 1970  65417
Madeira (Madeira Islands) - Maps - 1989  65420
Madeira (Madeira Islands) - Maps - 1997  65424
Mädel  9691, 31495
Mädel, A. (Adolph), engraver SEE Maedel, A. (Adolph)  9669
Mädel, A. (Adolph) SEE Maedel, A. (Adolph)  9683
Mädel, C. J.  9669, 9672, 9725, 9811, 9881
Mädel, J., junior SEE Maedel, J., junior  9686
Mädel, Karl  9686, 9725
Mädel, L. SEE Maedel, L.  9783, 9807
Madelin Pass ... views taken from Mount Observation  43805
Madeline Plains (Calif.) - Pictorial works - 1854  43805
Madera  43802
Madera County (Calif.) - Maps - 2003 - Road maps  28391
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Madison County (Calif.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps 68685
Madison County (Calif.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps 68686
Madison (Madeira Islands) SEE Madeira (Madeira Islands) 43802
Madia Gubāl (Egypt) - Maps - 1804 - Nautical charts 66330
Madia Tirant (Egypt and Saudi Arabia) - Maps - 1804 - Nautical charts 66330
Madigan, Tim 28588
Madis, Hannibal de 44835
Madison Farm Bureau (Ill.) 43814, 43815, 43817, 43818, 43819
Madison County 43808
Madison County 4-H (Ohio) 43837
Madison County (Ala.) - 1875: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche 43806
Madison County (Ala.) - Maps - 1875 - Landowners 43806
Madison County (Ala.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps 35017
Madison County (Ark.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners 43807
Madison County Farm Bureau (Ill.) 43814, 43815, 43817, 43818, 43819
Madison County (Ga.) - Maps - 1884 43808
Madison County Genealogical Society (Ill.) 43811
Madison County Genealogical Society (Ill.) 43834
Madison County Historical Society, Oneida, New York 43830
Madison County (Ind.) - Maps - 1901 - Landowners 43820
Madison County, Iowa 43823
Madison County (Iowa) - Maps - 1875 - Landowners 43821
Madison County (Iowa) - Maps - 1918 - Landowners 43822
Madison County (Iowa) - Maps - 1966-1969 - Landowners 43823
Madison County (Ky.) - Maps - 1876 - Landowners 43824
Madison County (Ky.) - Maps - Bibliography 43825
Madison County (Miss.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners 43826
Madison County (Mo.) - Maps - 1888 - LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche 43828
Madison County (Mo.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners 43827
Madison County (Mo.) - Maps - 1880-1899 - Landowners 43828
Madison County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1876 - Landowners 43824
Madison County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1875 - Landowners 43820
Madison County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1839 43829, 43830
Madison County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1853 - Landowners 43831
Madison County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1859 - Landowners 43832
Madison County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1875 - Landowners 43833
Madison County (Neb.) - Maps - 1899-1918 - Landowners 43834
Madison County (Ohio) - Maps - 1862 - Landowners 43835
Madison County (Ohio) - Maps - 1875 43836
Madison County (Ohio) - Maps - 1977 - Landowners 43837
Madison County rural landowners : index to "New atlas of Madison County, state of Illinois" (1892) / researched & prepared by Charles E. Rinck for the Madison County Genealogical Society 43811
Madison County rural landowners : index to "New atlas of Madison County, state of Illinois" (1892) / researched & prepared by Charles E. Rinck for the Madison County Genealogical Society 43811
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Madison County (Tenn.) - Maps - 1877 - Landowners 43838
[Madison County (Tex.) - 1879: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 43839
Madison County (Tex.) - Maps - 1879 - Landowners 43839
[Madison County (Va.) - 186: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 43840
[Madison County (Va.) - 1863: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 43841
[Madison County (Va.) - 1864: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 43842
[Madison County (Va.) - 1866-1875: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 43843
Madison County (Va.) - Maps - 1860-1869 - Landowners - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 43840
Madison County (Va.) - Maps - 1863 - Landowners - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 43841
Madison County (Va.) - Maps - 1864 - Landowners 43842
Madison County (Va.) - Maps - 1866-1875 - Landowners 43843
Madison County (Wis.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps 43844
Madison, Dane County street guide 43844, 43852, 43853, 43854
Madison, James, 1749-1812 60365, 80392
Madison Metro 43851
Madison Metro - Maps - 1975 43851
[Madison Parish (La.) - 1860: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 43845
[Madison Parish (La.) - 1891: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 43846
Madison Parish (La.) - Maps - 1860 - Landowners 43845
Madison Parish (La.) - Maps - 1891 - Landowners 43846
Madison Region (Wis.) - Maps - 1836 43850
Madison Region (Wis.) - Maps - 1836 - Manuscripts 43847
Madison Region (Wis.) - Maps - 1975 - Bus lines 43851
Madison Region (Wis.) - Maps - 1975 - Local transit 43851
Madison Region (Wis.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps - Pictorial maps 43851
Madison Region (Wis.) - Maps - 2002 - Aeronautical charts 83586
Madison Region (Wis.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps 43852, 43853
Madison Region (Wis.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps 43854
Madison Region (Wis.) - Pictorial works - 1975 43851
Madison River (Mont. and Wyo.) - Maps - 1872 70240
Madison River (Wyo. and Mont.) - Maps - 1879 - Manuscripts 43848
Madison Square Hotel (New York, N.Y.) 44338
Madison Street (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1910 19653
Madison transit map / map artists, Eugene Derdeyn, Dru Maki ; research, M. Lutzow 43851
Madison (Wis.) - 1900-1999 43849
Madison (Wis.) - Maps - 1836 43850
Madison (Wis.) - Maps - 1975 - Bus lines 43851
Madison (Wis.) - Maps - 1975 - Local transit 43851
Madison (Wis.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps - Pictorial maps 43851
Madison (Wis.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps 43852, 43853
Madison (Wis.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps 43854
Madison (Wis.) - Maps - Bibliography 43855
Madison (Wis.) - Pictorial works - 1855 43856
Madison (Wis.) - Pictorial works - 1857 43857
Madison (Wis.) - Pictorial works - 1975 43851
Madison, Wisconsin. See p. 186 43857
Madjicoosemah Islands SEE Ryukyu Islands 67748
Madox, Pascual, 1806-1870 64516
Madras and Madura missions 74201, 74202
Madras (India) - Maps - 1792 43858
Madras (India) - Maps - 1851 - Pictorial works 26093
Madras (India) - Maps - 1860 36599
Madras (India) - Maps - 1900 36622
Madras (India : Presidency) - Maps - 1861 30852
Madras (India : State) 36598
Madras (India : State) - Maps - 1861 30852
Madrasa, Muhammadiya 3409
Madrid 43865, 43866, 43867, 43872, 43873
Madrid / Dana Facaros & Michael Pauls 43874
Madrid (N.Y.) - Maps - 1853 43859
Madrid Region (Spain) - Maps - 1836 72811
Madrid Region (Spain) - Maps - 1846 43868
Madrid Region (Spain) - Maps - 1847 72821
Madrid Region (Spain) - Maps - 1850 72822
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Madrid (Spain). Centro de estudios históricos. Sección hispano-americana 41683

Madrid (Spain) - Maps - 1656 43875
Madrid (Spain) - Maps - 1695 43860, 43861
Madrid (Spain) - Maps - 1700 43862
Madrid (Spain) - Maps - 1771 43863
Madrid (Spain) - Maps - 1800 43864
Madrid (Spain) - Maps - 1803 72773
Madrid (Spain) - Maps - 1816 43865
Madrid (Spain) - Maps - 1831 43866
Madrid (Spain) - Maps - 1834 72810
Madrid (Spain) - Maps - 1840 - Pictorial works 43867
Madrid (Spain) - Maps - 1841 26082
Madrid (Spain) - Maps - 1846 43868
Madrid (Spain) - Maps - 1888 72849
Madrid (Spain) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps 43869
Madrid (Spain) - Maps - 1951 43870
Madrid (Spain) - Maps - 1982 43871
Madrid (Spain) - Maps - 1982 - Topographic maps 43872
Madrid (Spain) - Maps - 1987 43873
Madrid (Spain) - Maps - 1999 43874
Madrid (Spain) - Maps - Bibliography - Catalogs 18723
Madrid (Spain) - Maps - Collections, 1600-1999 43875
Madrid (Spain) - Pictorial works - 1729 43876
Madrid (Spain : Province) - Maps - 1773 43877, 43878
Madrid (Spain : Province) - Maps - 1982 - Topographic maps 43872
Madrid (Spain : Province) - Maps - Bibliography - Catalogs 18723
Madrid (Spain : Region) - Maps - 1710 18717
Madrid, Treaty of, 1750 44722
Madrolle, Claudius 20709
Madrolle's handbooks 20713
Madron 26008
Madruzzo, Cristoforo, 1512-1578 42334
Madsen, Brigham D. 81720
Madura 45534
Madura Island (Indonesia) - Maps - 1703 - Coasts - Nautical charts 39628
Madura Island (Indonesia) - Maps - 1748 - Coasts - Nautical charts 39631
Madura Island (Indonesia) - Maps - Collections, 1602-1799 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 3429
Madura Strait (Indonesia) - Maps - 1703 - Nautical charts 39628
Madura Strait (Indonesia) - Maps - 1748 - Nautical charts 39631
Madurai (India : District) - Maps - 1700 73066
Maduro, I. L. 62928
Maduro's (I.L.) Souvenir Store, Panama SEE I.L. Maduro's Souvenir Store (Panama) 62928
Mady, H. 488, 489
Maeda, Byron 34625, 34626, 34627
Maedel, A. (Adolph) 9669, 9683
Maedel, C. J., engraver SEE Mädel, C. J. 9669
Maedel, E. A. 51859
Maedel, J., junior 9683, 9686
Maedel, Karl SEE Mädel, Karl 9686
Maedel, L. 9685, 9692, 9709, 9772, 9807, 10802, 10805
Maeder, Ernesto J A 7457
Maelen, Philippe Guillaume van der, 1795-1869 SEE Vandermaelen, Philippe, 1795-1869 7690
Maerdow (Norway) - Maps - 1740 - Harbors - Nautical charts 43879
Maerlant Centrum 46018, 53624
Maerschalck, Francis 55605
Maes, Louis Théo 20909
Maestricht, ville du Brabant Hollandais ... 43730
Maestricht, ville du Brabant Hollandais : est enclarée dans l'evesché de Lyege ... 43726, 43728
Maestricht, ville forte aux Hollandais ... 43727
Maestricht, ville forte aux Hollandais ... 43729
Maeyer, Philippe de 35086
Maffei, Pietro Antonio, 1663-1744, tr. 10649
Magalhães, Fernão de, d. 1521 28893, 43880, 43881, 43882, 43883, 70385, 83880
Magalhães, Fernão de, d. 1521 - Circumnavigation, 1519-1522 43884
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Magalhães, Fernão de, d. 1521 - Travel. Lenox globe, 1511  80664
Magalhães-strasse und Austral-continent auf den Globen des Johannes Schöner : Beiträge zur Geschichte der Erdkunde im XVI. Jahrhundert  16844
Magasin du foyer  27966
Magasin du Pèlerin de Vézelay  39908
Magazine cover maps  1288, 55791, 55795, 63248, 79411
Magazine cover maps - 2010  41697
Magdalen Islands (Québec) - Maps - 1781 - Nautical charts  43885, 43886
Magdalen Islands (Québec) - Maps - 1794 - Nautical charts  43887
The Magdalen-Isles in the Gulph of St. Lawrence  43885, 43886
Magdalen Bay to Red Bay / from sketch surveys by Lieuts. Franklin and Beechey, H.M.S. 'Trent,' 1818. Red Bay from a survey by Lieut. Guisiez of the French navy, under the direction of H.S.H. the Prince of Monaco, 1899  72977
Magdeburg (Germany) - Bezirk - Maps - 1680  43888
Magdeburg (Germany) - Bezirke - Maps - 1725  43548, 43889
Magdeburg (Germany) - Bezirk - Maps - 1745  43558
Magdeburg (Germany) - Bezirke - Maps - 1680  43890
Magdeburg (Germany) - Bezirke - Maps - 1720  43891
Magdeburg (Germany) - Bezirke - Maps - 1745  43892
Magdeburg (Germany) - Historical geography - Maps - 1938  43893
Magdeburg (Germany) - Maps - 1620  43894
Magdeburg (Germany) - Maps - 1745 - Pictorial works  43892
Magdeburg (Germany) - Maps - 1794  13793
Magdeburg (Germany) - Maps - Bibliography  33357
Magdeburg, Hiob, 16th cent.  28269, 28904
Magdebvrgvm, a venere qvae hic qvondam colebatvr Parthenopolis dicta ...  43894
Magdenbergh (Suriname)
Magdenbergh (Suriname) - Pictorial works - 1791  43895
Magee, David Bickersteth, 1905-1977  56937
Magee, George W.  81690
Magee, William  69911
Magellan, Ferdinand, d. 1521  62579
Magellan, Ferdinand, d. 1521 SEE Magalhães, Fernão de, d. 1521  80664, 83880
The Magellan myth : reflections on Columbus, Vespucci, and the Waldseemueller map of 1507 / by Peter W. Dickson  80664
Magellan's voyage  43880
Magellan's voyage around the world  43881, 43882
Magellan, Strait of (Chile and Argentina) - Maps - 1603  43896
Magellan, Strait of (Chile and Argentina) - Maps - 1608  2081
Magellan, Strait of (Chile and Argentina) - Maps - 1625  43897
Magellan, Strait of (Chile and Argentina) - Maps - 1668  43898
Magellan, Strait of (Chile and Argentina) - Maps - 1671  75189
Magellan, Strait of (Chile and Argentina) - Maps - 1682  43899
Magellan, Strait of (Chile and Argentina) - Maps - 1708 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts  22938
Magellan, Strait of (Chile and Argentina) - Maps - 1710 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts  43900, 43901, 43902
Magellan, Strait of (Chile and Argentina) - Maps - 1743  75191
Magellan, Strait of (Chile and Argentina) - Maps - 1747  20570
Magellan, Strait of (Chile and Argentina) - Maps - 1762  75192
Magellan, Strait of (Chile and Argentina) - Maps - 1769  26480
Magellan, Strait of (Chile and Argentina) - Maps - 1770  26481
Magellan, Strait of (Chile and Argentina) - Maps - 1771  26482
Magellan, Strait of (Chile and Argentina) - Maps - 1773  26483
Magellan, Strait of (Chile and Argentina) - Maps - 1775  43903, 43904, 43905
Magellan, Strait of (Chile and Argentina) - Maps - 1786 - Harbors  43906, 43907
Magellan, Strait of (Chile and Argentina) - Maps - 1788  43908, 75193
Magellan, Strait of (Chile and Argentina) - Maps - 1793  43909
Magellan, Strait of (Chile and Argentina) - Maps - 1853  70600
Magellan, Strait of (Chile and Argentina) - Maps - 1951  34672
Magellan, Strait of (Chile and Argentina) - Maps - Collections, 1876-1967  20592
Magellan, Strait of (Chile and Argentina) - Maps - Facsimiles  20592
Magellan, Strait of (Chile and Argentina) - Pictorial works - 1851  26485
Magellan, Strait of - Maps - 1492-1520 - Explorations (Provisional Heading)  63410
The Magellanick land  2516
Magenta, Battle of, Magenta, Italy, 1859 - Maps  38752, 38753
Mager, Henri  5566, 9467, 9486
Maggi, C.  34195
Maggi, Gia Batt.  34195
Maggi, Giovanni, 1566-1618  62708, 63429, 67216, 67217, 67218, 79881
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Maggiolo, Baldassare, Visconte, fl. 1583-1605 45721, 45837, 52791, 52792

Maggiolo family 43910

Maggiolo, Giacomo, fl. 1561 18221, 43910, 45805

Maggiolo, Giovanni Antonio 45837

Maggiolo, Vesconte, fl. 1504-1549 1829, 10557, 10558, 24533, 25879, 45803, 52791, 52792, 83815, 83829, 83840, 83843, 83846, 83860

Maggiolo, Vesconte, fl. 1504-1549. Atlante nautico del 1512 83846

Maggiolo, Vesconte, fl. 1504-1549. [Atlas of portolan charts, 15--?] 83815

Maggiore, Ricci Stellini Furier 10673

Maggs Bros. 80782

Maggs, A.J. (Alfred John) 44695

Maggs, K. R. A. 14123

Magic - Europe - Maps - 1990 26329, 26330

Magic Gasoline SEE Commercial Oil Company, Inc. (Cleveland, Ohio) 60547

Magic journeys / by Mary Graham Bonner ; illustrated by Luxor Price 44692

The Magic map / by Mary Graham Bonner ; illustrated by Luxor Price 44691

Magic mile, 8/9/2010 / Cynthia Millis 3150

Magill, John T. 15204

Magill, John T. La Nouvelle Orléans, an eighteenth-century view (2000) 55464

Magimel 4596

Magimel, Anselin, et Pochard 34141

Magimel, Denis-Simon, 1767-1831? 9284, 26008, 34141, 34384

Magin, M. 13138, 31912

Magini, Giovanni Antonio 1555-1617 1571, 1572, 1573, 1578, 1581, 28927, 28932, 28933, 28934, 28935, 28936, 28937, 28949, 28951, 28954, 38666, 38781, 38783, 38784, 38787

Magini, Giovanni Antonio, 1555-1617. Italia (1620) 43916

Magna Books 10556

Magna Britannia 25104

Magna Britannia, aut Anglia, Scotia et Hibernia 14194

Magna Britannia complectens Angliae, Scotiae et Hiberniae Regna ... 14218

Magna Britannia complectens Angliae, Scotiae, et Hiberniae regna ... / repraesentante Io. Bapt. Homann ... 14210

Magna Britannia complectens Angliae, Scotiae, et Hiberniae Regna ... 14253

Magna-graphic physical-political map of the world / Weber Costello Company ; Edith Putnam Parker, editor 84414

The 'Magna Hungaria' problem in relation to old maps 17887

Magna regio : Luxembourg et grande région : cartes, atlas, vues (XVeme au XIXeme siècle), collection privée Niewodniczanski, Bitburg = Luxembourg und die Grossregion : Landkarten, Atlanten, Ansichten (15. bis 19. Jahrhundert), Privatsammlung Niewodniczca (18076

Magna Britannia, pars septentrionalis qua regnum Scotiae ... 69495

Magna Britanniae et Hiberniae tabula 14159

Magna Britanniae pars meridionalis in qua regnum Angliae ... 25078

Magna Britanniae pars meridionalis, in qua regnum Angliae tam in septem antiqua Anglo-Saxon regna ... 25111

Magna Britanniae pars septentrionalis qua Regnum Scotiae ... 69477

Magna Britanniae pars septentrionalis qua Regnum Scotiae, in suas partes et subjacentes insulas divisum 69482

Magna Britanniae tabula, comprehendens, Angliae, Scotiae, ac Hiberniae regna 14177, 14195

Magna Prussiae ducatus tabula 65683, 65684, 65686

Magna Tartariae, Magni Mogolis Imperii, laponiae et Chines, nova descriptio 3265, 3268, 70012

Magna Tartariae, magni Mogolis imperii, laponiae et Chines, nova descriptio ex tabula 70013

Magnaghi, Alberto, 1874 48099

Magnae Tartariae dominatoris imperium per Europam, Asiiam, et Africam ... 48099

Magnae Tartariae dominatoris imperium per Europam, Asiain, et Africam ... / per Tob. Conr. Lotter ... ; Abraham Drentwet Iunior del. 48106

Magnetic declination - Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1700 3794

Magnetic measurements SEE Geomagnetism 77038

Magnetism, Terrestrial SEE Geomagnetism 84103

Magni Ducatus Lithuaniae 42202

Magni Ducatus Lithuaniae tabula, divisa tam in palatinatus quam in subjacentes castellanas / per F. de Witt ... 42205

Magni Ducatus Lithuaniae tabula, divisa tam in palatinatus quam in subjacentes castellanas / per F. de Witt ... 75867

Magni Mogolis imperium de novo correctum et divisum / per F. de Witt 36512

Magni, Olaus, 1490-1557 SEE Olaus Magnus, Archbishop of Uppsala, 1490-1557 26352, 61691

Magni Turcarum dominatoris imperium per Europam, Asiain, et Africam ... 48099

Magni Turcarum dominatoris imperium per Europam, Asiain, et Africam ... / per Tob. Conr. Lotter ... ; Abraham Drentwet Iunior del. 48106
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<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mahaska County (Iowa) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners</td>
<td>43920</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mahaska County (Iowa) - Maps - 1871 - Landowners</td>
<td>43921</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mahaska County (Iowa) - Maps - 1884 - Landowners</td>
<td>43922</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mahaska County (Iowa) - Maps - 1895 - Landowners</td>
<td>43923</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mahaska County (Iowa) - Maps - 1962 - Landowners</td>
<td>43924</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mahaska County (Iowa) - Maps - 1963 - Landowners</td>
<td>43925</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mahdia (Tunisia) SEE Mahdiyah (Tunisia)</td>
<td>43926</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mahdiyah, Battle of, Mahdiyah, Tunisia, 1535 - Pictorial works</td>
<td>43926</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mahdiyah (Tunisia) - Pictorial works - 1610</td>
<td>43926</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mahé (India) - Maps - 1726 - Fortification - Manuscripts</td>
<td>43927</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mahebourg (Mauritius) - Maps - 1715 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts</td>
<td>45549</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maher, Eddie</td>
<td>29865</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maher, Mary</td>
<td>29865</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mahlau, A.</td>
<td>44603</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mahlau, A. = Printing times and lithographer (1875)</td>
<td>26358</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mahler, Francis, fl. 1856-1861</td>
<td>76802, 76803</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mahlmann, Heinrich, 1812-1848</td>
<td>3398, 8183, 13850, 34055</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mahlmann, Heinrich, 1830-1875</td>
<td>18879</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mahmud Raff Elendi, d. 1807. Ucaletü'l-cografiyye</td>
<td>10925</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mahn, Berthold</td>
<td>63242</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mahon, Charles</td>
<td>72228, 79554</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mahón (Spain) - Maps - 1728 - Harbor</td>
<td>45860</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mahón (Spain) - Maps - 1740</td>
<td>11471</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mahón (Spain) - Maps - 1740 - Fortification</td>
<td>43928</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mahón (Spain) - Maps - 1753 - Harbors - Nautical charts</td>
<td>43929, 72734</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mahón (Spain) - Maps - 1766 - Harbors</td>
<td>72744</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mahón (Spain) - Maps - 1771 - Harbors - Nautical charts</td>
<td>43930, 72746</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mahón (Spain) - Maps - 1781-1782</td>
<td>31876</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mahón (Spain) - Maps - 1785 - Fortification</td>
<td>43931</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mahón (Spain) - Maps - 1794</td>
<td>50045</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mahón (Spain) - Maps - 1800 - Harbors</td>
<td>43932</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mahón (Spain) - Maps - 1807</td>
<td>11472</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mahón (Spain) - Pictorial works - 1794</td>
<td>50045</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mahoney, Paul F. (Paul Francis), 1938</td>
<td>21267, 21268, 76160</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mahoning County Abstract Co. (Youngstown, Ohio)</td>
<td>43934</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mahoning County (Ohio) - Maps - 1874 - Landowners</td>
<td>43933</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mahoning County (Ohio) - Maps - 1899-1900 - Landowners</td>
<td>43934</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mahonning Trust Company (New Castle, Pa.)</td>
<td>24276</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mahonney, J. T.</td>
<td>41485</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mahony, Marion, 1871-1961 SEE Griffin, Marion Mahony, 1871-1961</td>
<td>20897</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mali's Auslandstaschenbuch</td>
<td>493, 585, 2311</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maida, J.</td>
<td>9258, 57611, 57640</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maier, O.</td>
<td>67183</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maierhofer &amp; Briel</td>
<td>68295</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maiero, Tobias, 1723-1762 SEE Mayer, Tobias, 1723-1762</td>
<td>12163</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maiestatis pontificiae dvm in Capella Xisti sacra peragvntur accvrata delineati / ... uera delineatione Stephani de Peracco Parisien ...</td>
<td>70182</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maillart, Jeanne C. fl. 1799</td>
<td>53482</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maillart, Jeanne C. fl. 1799-1807</td>
<td>53482</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maillebert</td>
<td>68018, 73101</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maillet (Gaston) et cie SEE Gaston Maillet et cie</td>
<td>63227</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Main automobile routes of the British isles, central Europe, Algeria and Tunisia / by G. W. Beadell ; and G. F. Freeborn</td>
<td>26177</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Main chain of the Rocky Mountains, as seen from the east ... from north of the Marias Pass ...</td>
<td>67094</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Main, H. P.</td>
<td>66814</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Main line of mid-America</td>
<td>79454</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Main Line of Mid-America SEE Illinois Central Railroad Company</td>
<td>79454</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Main, Lorne W. (Lorne William)</td>
<td>42529</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Main motor routes to Lakewood Farm Inn, Roscoe, N.Y.</td>
<td>47799</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Main research directions in the history of cartography of Latvia</td>
<td>18056</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Main routes going to the New York World's Fair</td>
<td>24387</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Main routes : New England to Florida / Atlantic</td>
<td>4143, 4144</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Main routes to New York World's Fair : Sohio Standard Oil ...</td>
<td>59348</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Main shops : Pittsburg</td>
<td>64858</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Maine and Atlantic Provinces tour guide map / Gulf 44180
The Maine atlas and gazetteer / DeLorme Publishing Company 44187
Maine Automobile Association 11293
Maine Automobile Association. Maine automobile road book (1918) 44032
Maine automobile road book : for motoring in northeastern United States and eastern Canada 11293
The Maine bicentennial atlas : an historical survey 43942
Maine. Board of Railroad Commissioners 44027
Maine Central Railroad Company 44008, 44010, 44012, 44014, 44016, 44018, 44020
Maine Central Railroad Company. 1902 44010
Maine Central Railroad Company. 1903 44012
Maine Central Railroad Company. 1904 44014
Maine Central Railroad Company. 1905 44016
Maine Central Railroad Company. 1906 44018
Maine Central Railroad Company. 1907 44020
Maine Central Railroad Company - Maps - 1901 44008
Maine Central Railroad Company - Maps - 1902 44010
Maine Central Railroad Company - Maps - 1903 44012
Maine Central Railroad Company - Maps - 1904 44014
Maine Central Railroad Company - Maps - 1905 44016
Maine Central Railroad Company - Maps - 1906 44018
Maine Central Railroad Company - Maps - 1907 44020
Maine / Cities Service 44137, 44144, 44151
Maine. Department of Transportation 44183, 44184, 44185, 44186
Maine. Dept. of Transportation 44181
Maine. Development Commission 44076, 44077, 44080
Maine EasyFinder : Highways & interstates 44189
Maine-Et-Loire (France) - Maps - 1720 43936
Maine (France) - Maps - 1659 43937
Maine (France) - Maps - 1719 43938
Maine (France) - Maps - 1741 43939
Maine (France) - Maps - 1753 43940, 43941
Maine - Historical geography - Maps - 1763-1860 44190
Maine - Historical geography - Maps - 1976 43942
Maine Historical Society 42425, 43942
Maine Historical Society - Map collections 44459
Maine - History - Revolution, 1775-1776 - Maps 43943
Maine - History - Revolution, 1775-1783 - Maps 43944
Maine info-map : Gulf 44095, 44102, 44109, 44115, 44122, 44130, 44132, 44136, 44141, 44142, 44143, 44150, 44153, 44154
Maine - Maps - 1703 - Coasts - Nautical charts 56891
Maine - Maps - 1754 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 40559
Maine - Maps - 1759 - Coasts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 43945
Maine - Maps - 1764 - Coasts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 64149
Maine - Maps - 1770 - Coasts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 43946, 43947
Maine - Maps - 1771 - Coasts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 43948
Maine - Maps - 1772 - Coasts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 43949
Maine - Maps - 1772 - Forests and forestry - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 43950
Maine - Maps - 1773-1774 - Post roads 43951
Maine - Maps - 1773-1774 - Postal service 43951
Maine - Maps - 1773-1774 - Roads, Proposed 43951
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| Maine - Maps - 1773 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles | 54569 |
| Maine - Maps - 1794 | 43952 |
| Maine - Maps - 1794 - Nautical charts | 60162 |
| Maine - Maps - 1795 | 43953, 43954 |
| Maine - Maps - 1795 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles | 43955 |
| Maine - Maps - 1801 | 43956 |
| Maine - Maps - 1802 | 65954 |
| Maine - Maps - 1802 - Landowners | 43957 |
| Maine - Maps - 1804 | 43958, 43959 |
| Maine - Maps - 1805 | 43960 |
| Maine - Maps - 1814 | 43961 |
| Maine - Maps - 1815 | 43962 |
| Maine - Maps - 1820 | 43963 |
| Maine - Maps - 1822 | 43964 |
| Maine - Maps - 1826 | 43965, 53884 |
| Maine - Maps - 1827 | 43966 |
| Maine - Maps - 1828 | 43967 |
| Maine - Maps - 1829 | 43968 |
| Maine - Maps - 1833 | 43969 |
| Maine - Maps - 1834 | 53887 |
| Maine - Maps - 1836 | 43970 |
| Maine - Maps - 1840 | 43971 |
| Maine - Maps - 1841 | 43972 |
| Maine - Maps - 1842 | 43973 |
| Maine - Maps - 1843 | 76694 |
| Maine - Maps - 1844 | 43974, 76699, 76700 |
| Maine - Maps - 1845 | 43975, 76707 |
| Maine - Maps - 1846 | 53890 |
| Maine - Maps - 1847 | 43976, 53892 |
| Maine - Maps - 1848 | 43977 |
| Maine - Maps - 1850 | 43978 |
| Maine - Maps - 1851 | 43979 |
| Maine - Maps - 1852 | 53893 |
| Maine - Maps - 1853 | 16038, 16039, 43980 |
| Maine - Maps - 1855 | 43981 |
| Maine - Maps - 1857 | 43982 |
| Maine - Maps - 1859 | 43983 |
| Maine - Maps - 1860 | 43984 |
| Maine - Maps - 1866 | 43985 |
| Maine - Maps - 1869 - Postal service | 79359 |
| Maine - Maps - 1869 - Railroads | 79359 |
| Maine - Maps - 1881 - Railroads | 43986 |
| Maine - Maps - 1883 | 43987 |
| Maine - Maps - 1883 - Railroads | 43988 |
| Maine - Maps - 1884 | 43989 |
| Maine - Maps - 1884 - Railroads | 43990 |
| Maine - Maps - 1885 | 43991 |
| Maine - Maps - 1885 - Railroads | 43992 |
| Maine - Maps - 1886 - Railroads | 43993 |
| Maine - Maps - 1887 - Railroads | 43994 |
| Maine - Maps - 1888 - Railroads | 43995 |
| Maine - Maps - 1889 - Railroads | 43996 |
| Maine - Maps - 1892 | 43997 |
| Maine - Maps - 1893 - Railroads | 43998 |
| Maine - Maps - 1894 | 43999 |
| Maine - Maps - 1896 - Railroads | 44000 |
| Maine - Maps - 1897 - Railroads | 44001, 44002 |
| Maine - Maps - 1898 - Railroads | 44003 |
| Maine - Maps - 1899 - Railroads | 44004 |
| Maine - Maps - 1900-1960 - Topographic maps | 44005 |
| Maine - Maps - 1900 - Railroads | 44006 |
| Maine - Maps - 1901 - Railroads | 44007, 44008 |
| Maine - Maps - 1902 - Railroads | 44009, 44010 |
| Maine - Maps - 1903 - Railroads | 44011, 44012 |
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Call Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Maine - Maps - 1904 - Railroads</td>
<td>44013, 44014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maine - Maps - 1905</td>
<td>53964</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maine - Maps - 1905 - Railroads</td>
<td>44015, 44016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maine - Maps - 1906 - Railroads</td>
<td>44017, 44018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maine - Maps - 1907 - Railroads</td>
<td>44019, 44020, 44021, 53976</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maine - Maps - 1907 - Road maps</td>
<td>53976</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maine - Maps - 1908 - Railroads</td>
<td>44022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maine - Maps - 1909 - Railroads</td>
<td>44023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maine - Maps - 1909 - Railroads - Pictorial maps</td>
<td>65245</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maine - Maps - 1910 - Railroads</td>
<td>44024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maine - Maps - 1911 - Railroads</td>
<td>44025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maine - Maps - 1912 - Railroads</td>
<td>44026</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maine - Maps - 1913 - Railroads</td>
<td>44027, 44028, 44029</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maine - Maps - 1914 - Railroads</td>
<td>44030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maine - Maps - 1916 - Railroads</td>
<td>44031</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maine - Maps - 1918 - Cities and towns - Road maps</td>
<td>11293</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maine - Maps - 1918 - Road maps</td>
<td>44032</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maine - Maps - 1919 - Railroads</td>
<td>44033</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maine - Maps - 1919 - Road maps</td>
<td>44033</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maine - Maps - 1920 - Railroads</td>
<td>44034, 44035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maine - Maps - 1920 - Road maps</td>
<td>44034, 44035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maine - Maps - 1921 - Railroads</td>
<td>44036</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maine - Maps - 1921 - Road maps</td>
<td>44036</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maine - Maps - 1922 - Railroads</td>
<td>44037</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maine - Maps - 1922 - Road maps</td>
<td>44037</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maine - Maps - 1923 - Railroads</td>
<td>44038</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maine - Maps - 1923 - Road maps</td>
<td>38451, 44038, 75404</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maine - Maps - 1924 - Railroads</td>
<td>44039, 44040</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maine - Maps - 1924 - Road maps</td>
<td>44039, 44040, 44041, 44042, 44043, 54040</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maine - Maps - 1925 - Railroads</td>
<td>44044</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maine - Maps - 1925 - Road maps</td>
<td>44044, 44045, 44046, 44047, 44048, 44049, 54049</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maine - Maps - 1927 - Railroads</td>
<td>54066</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maine - Maps - 1927 - Road maps</td>
<td>44050, 54067, 61834</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maine - Maps - 1928 - Railroads</td>
<td>44051, 44052, 44053, 44054</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maine - Maps - 1928 - Road maps</td>
<td>44051, 44052, 44053, 44055, 44056, 44057, 44058, 44059, 54078</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maine - Maps - 1929 -</td>
<td>44060</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maine - Maps - 1929 - Aeronautical charts</td>
<td>44060</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maine - Maps - 1929 - Railroads</td>
<td>44060</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maine - Maps - 1929 - Road maps</td>
<td>54091, 54095, 54636</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maine - Maps - 1930-1939 - Aeronautical charts</td>
<td>44061</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maine - Maps - 1930-1939 - Railroads</td>
<td>44061</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maine - Maps - 1930 - Road maps</td>
<td>44062, 44063, 44064, 44065, 44066, 54112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maine - Maps - 1931 -</td>
<td>44067</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maine - Maps - 1931 - Railroads</td>
<td>44067</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maine - Maps - 1931 - Road maps</td>
<td>44067, 44068, 44069, 44070, 44071, 44072, 54133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maine - Maps - 1932 - Road maps</td>
<td>44073, 54147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maine - Maps - 1933 - Road maps</td>
<td>44074, 44075, 54168</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maine - Maps - 1934-1935 - Pictorial maps</td>
<td>44076, 44077</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maine - Maps - 1934-1935 - Road maps</td>
<td>44076, 44077</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maine - Maps - 1934 - Road maps</td>
<td>44078, 44079, 54185, 54186</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maine - Maps - 1935 - Pictorial maps</td>
<td>44080</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maine - Maps - 1935 - Road maps</td>
<td>44080, 44081, 44082, 44083, 44084, 44085</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maine - Maps - 1936 - Road maps</td>
<td>44086, 44087, 44088, 44089, 44090, 44091, 44092, 54236</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maine - Maps - 1937 - Road maps</td>
<td>44093, 44094, 44095, 44096, 44097, 54263</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maine - Maps - 1938 -</td>
<td>54292</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maine - Maps - 1938 - Road maps</td>
<td>44098, 44099, 44100, 44101, 44102, 44103, 44104, 44105, 54293</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maine - Maps - 1939 - Road maps</td>
<td>44106, 44107, 44108, 44109, 44110, 44111, 44112, 54314, 54315</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maine - Maps - 1940 - Road maps</td>
<td>44113, 44114, 44115, 44116, 44117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maine - Maps - 1941 -</td>
<td>44118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maine - Maps - 1941 - Railroads</td>
<td>44118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maine - Maps - 1941 - Road maps</td>
<td>44119, 44120, 44121, 44122, 44123, 44124, 44125, 44126, 54349</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maine - Maps - 1942 -</td>
<td>44127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maine - Maps - 1942 - Road maps</td>
<td>44128, 44129, 44130, 44131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maine - Maps - 1944 - Road maps</td>
<td>44132</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Maine - Maps - 1946 - Road maps  44133, 44134, 44135, 44136, 44137
Maine - Maps - 1947 - Coasts - Nautical charts  44138
Maine - Maps - 1947 - Pictorial maps  44139
Maine - Maps - 1947 - Road maps  44139, 44140, 44141, 44142, 44143, 44144, 44145
Maine - Maps - 1948  44146, 44147
Maine - Maps - 1948 - Railroads  44146, 44147
Maine - Maps - 1948 - Road maps  44148, 44149, 44150, 44151
Maine - Maps - 1949 - Coasts - Nautical charts  44152
Maine - Maps - 1949 - Road maps  44153
Maine - Maps - 1950 - Road maps  44154
Maine - Maps - 1951 - Coasts - Nautical charts  44155
Maine - Maps - 1951 - Pictorial maps  44155
Maine - Maps - 1951 - Road maps  44156, 44157, 44158
Maine - Maps - 1952  44159, 44160, 44161
Maine - Maps - 1952 - Railroads  44159, 44160, 44161
Maine - Maps - 1952 - Road maps  44162, 44163, 44164
Maine - Maps - 1954 - Road maps  44165
Maine - Maps - 1956 - Road maps  44166, 44167, 44168, 44169
Maine - Maps - 1958 - Road maps  44170
Maine - Maps - 1962  44171, 44172
Maine - Maps - 1962 - Railroads  44171, 44172
Maine - Maps - 1962 - Road maps  44171, 44172, 44173
Maine - Maps - 1963 - Road maps  44174
Maine - Maps - 1966 - Nautical charts - Pictorial maps  54530
Maine - Maps - 1968 - Nautical charts - Pictorial maps  54531
Maine - Maps - 1968 - Road maps  44175, 44176, 44177
Maine - Maps - 1969 - Nautical charts - Pictorial maps  54535
Maine - Maps - 1969 - Road maps  44178
Maine - Maps - 1970 - Nautical charts - Pictorial maps  54536
Maine - Maps - 1970 - Road maps  44179
Maine - Maps - 1971 - Nautical charts - Pictorial maps  54537
Maine - Maps - 1971 - Road maps  44180
Maine - Maps - 1972 - Nautical charts - Pictorial maps  54538, 54539
Maine - Maps - 1973 - Counties  44181
Maine - Maps - 1973 - Nautical charts - Pictorial maps  54541, 54542
Maine - Maps - 1973 - Road maps  44181
Maine - Maps - 1974 - Road maps  44182
Maine - Maps - 1975 - Road maps  44183
Maine - Maps - 1976  43942
Maine - Maps - 1976 - Road maps  44184, 44185
Maine - Maps - 1977 - Road maps  44186
Maine - Maps - 1978 - Road maps  45134
Maine - Maps - 1982 - Road maps  44187
Maine - Maps - 2003 - Pictorial maps  44188
Maine - Maps - 2005 - Road maps  44189
Maine - Maps - Bibliography  34787
Maine - Maps - Bibliography - Exhibitions  17433
Maine - Maps - Bibliography - Exhibitions - Catalogs  17431, 18079
Maine - Maps - BibliographyNames, Indian - Maine  33004
Maine - Maps - Collections  43942
Maine - Maps - Collections, 1763-1860  44190
Maine, N.H., Vermont / Sinclair  44176
Maine, New Hampshire and Vermont  53880, 53882, 53889, 53920, 53922, 53927, 53929, 53931, 53933, 53935, 53939, 53943, 53946, 53951, 53955, 53959, 53962, 53970, 53974, 53978, 53983
Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont  44124, 54156
Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont / American Oil Company  44174, 44179
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Hudson 18190
Manhattan street atlas & guide 44355
Manheim 44410, 44411
Manheim 44409
Manhof, E. 34065
Mani Peninsula (Greece) - Maps - 1570 - Military operations 44364, 44365, 44366
Mani Region (Mexico) - Maps - 1577 - Landowners - Pictorial maps - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 85195
Manica, Gails La Manche, et Belgis Het Canaal, pars oceani inter Angliam et Galliam 25472
Manica, Gails la Manche, et Belgis het Canaal, pars oceani inter Angliam et Galliam ... / edita per Nicm. Visscher Amst. Bat. ... ; G. v. Gouwen schulp. 25488, 25489
Manicardi, Antonella 7267
Manie, Roma 30502
Manifested destiny : a graphic account of the settlement & and growth of America 1790-1970 76205
Manikan, Braulio 12937, 12938
\[Manila & vicinity\] Manila Bay (Philippines) - Maps - 1905 44367
Manila Bay (Philippines) - Pictorial works - 1798 18893
Manila Bay : plan of proposed sea boulevard 44367
Manila Observatory 64522, 64523
Manila, P.I. : plan of proposed improvements 44369
Manila (Philippines) - Maps - 1734 64509
Manila (Philippines) - Maps - 1734-1744 64508
Manila (Philippines) - Maps - 1770 - Fortification - Manuscript maps 27414, 27415
Manila (Philippines) - Maps - 1898 44368
Manila (Philippines) - Maps - 1902 64524
Manila (Philippines) - Maps - 1904 64526, 64527
Manila (Philippines) - Maps - 1905 44369
Manila (Philippines) - Maps - 1951 - Road maps 64537
Manila (Philippines). Observatorio 5505, 5506
Manila Region (Philippines) - Maps - 1885 44370
Manila Region (Philippines) - Maps - 1890-1899 44371
Manila Region (Philippines) - Maps - 1898 44368
Manila Region (Philippines) - Maps - 1902 64525
Manila Region (Philippines) - Maps - 1962 - Road maps 64548
\[Manila & vicinity\] 44371
Manissa III (Turkey) - Pictorial works - 1552 - Earthquakes 44372
Manissadjian & Co. 74000
Manistee County (Mich.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners 44373
Manistee County (Mich.) - Maps - 1900 - Real property 46844
Manistee (Mich.) - Harbors - Maps - 1990 46737
Manitoba 44399
Manitoba. Dept of Public Works. 44393
Manitoba. Dept. of Public Works. Good Roads Board SEE Canada. Good Roads Board 44393
Manitoba. Good Roads Board SEE Canada. Good Roads Board 44393
Manitoba historical atlas; a selection of facsimile maps, plans, and sketches from 1612 to 1969 44402, 44403
Manitoba Landsat mosaic 44400
Manitoba location of Indian band communities 44401
Manitoba - Maps - 1700-1799 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 44374
Manitoba - Maps - 1740 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 44375
Manitoba - Maps - 1783 - Hydrography - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 53307
Manitoba - Maps - 1817 - Fur trade 44376
Manitoba - Maps - 1823 48223, 48224
Manitoba - Maps - 1824 48225
Manitoba - Maps - 1859 - Explorations 16044
Manitoba - Maps - 1880 - Railroads 44377
Manitoba - Maps - 1883 - Railroads 44378, 58296, 58297
Manitoba - Maps - 1884 - Railroads 44379
Manitoba - Maps - 1885 - Railroads 44380
Manitoba - Maps - 1886 - Railroads 49554
Manitoba - Maps - 1887 - Indian reservations 44381
Manitoba - Maps - 1887 - Railroads 44381, 58306
Manitoba - Maps - 1888 - Railroads 44382
Manitoba - Maps - 1893 - Railroads 44383
Manitoba - Maps - 1913 - Railroads 44384, 44385
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<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Manitoba - Maps - 1914 - Railroads</td>
<td>1914</td>
<td>44386</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manitoba - Maps - 1920 - Railroads</td>
<td>1920</td>
<td>44388</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manitoba - Maps - 1920 - Railroads - Indexes</td>
<td>1920</td>
<td>44387</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manitoba - Maps - 1920 - Road maps</td>
<td>1920</td>
<td>59863</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manitoba - Maps - 1922 - Railroads</td>
<td>1922</td>
<td>44389</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manitoba - Maps - 1923 - Railroads</td>
<td>1923</td>
<td>44390</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manitoba - Maps - 1925 - Railroads</td>
<td>1925</td>
<td>44391, 44392</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manitoba - Maps - 1926 - Road maps</td>
<td>1926</td>
<td>49623, 49624</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manitoba - Maps - 1930 - Road maps</td>
<td>1930</td>
<td>44393</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manitoba - Maps - 1937 - Road maps</td>
<td>1937</td>
<td>16382</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manitoba - Maps - 1941 - Road maps</td>
<td>1941</td>
<td>58541</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manitoba - Maps - 1942 - Road maps</td>
<td>1942</td>
<td>58557</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manitoba - Maps - 1952 - Railroads</td>
<td>1952</td>
<td>44394</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manitoba - Maps - 1953 - Oil fields</td>
<td>1953</td>
<td>60044</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manitoba - Maps - 1953 - Road maps</td>
<td>1953</td>
<td>1156</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manitoba - Maps - 1960 - Economics</td>
<td>1960</td>
<td>44395</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manitoba - Maps - 1964 - Road maps</td>
<td>1964</td>
<td>1157, 44396</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manitoba - Maps - 1969 - Road maps</td>
<td>1969</td>
<td>44397</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manitoba - Maps - 1971 - Road maps</td>
<td>1971</td>
<td>16400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manitoba - Maps - 1972 - Road maps</td>
<td>1972</td>
<td>44398</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manitoba - Maps - 1976 - Road maps</td>
<td>1976</td>
<td>16403</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manitoba - Maps - 1978 - Road maps</td>
<td>1978</td>
<td>68956, 68957</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manitoba - Maps - 1980</td>
<td>1980</td>
<td>44399</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manitoba provincial trunk highway map with main municipal roads</td>
<td>1969</td>
<td>44393</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manitoba, Saskatchewan, Alberta, British Columbia / Husky</td>
<td>1969</td>
<td>44397</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manitoba, Saskatchewan, Alberta, British Columbia / Husky Care ...</td>
<td>1969</td>
<td>44396</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manitoba, Saskatchewan / Texaco</td>
<td>1969</td>
<td>44398</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manitoba, Surveys and Mapping Branch</td>
<td>1969</td>
<td>44399, 44400, 44401</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manitou and Pike's Peak Railway Company</td>
<td>1950</td>
<td>44404</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manitou Cliff Dwellings (Colo.) - 1950</td>
<td>1950</td>
<td>44405</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manitou Cliff Dwellings Museum (Manitou Springs, Colo.)</td>
<td>1950</td>
<td>44405</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manitou Cliff Dwellings : &quot;The Mystery of America&quot;</td>
<td>1950</td>
<td>44405</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manitou Island (Mich.) - Maps - 1850</td>
<td>1850</td>
<td>32324</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manitoulin (Ont.) - Maps - 1984 - Language and languages - Indians</td>
<td>1984</td>
<td>44406</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manitoulin (Ont.) - Maps - 1984 - Names, Geographical</td>
<td>1984</td>
<td>44406</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mankase, H. S.</td>
<td>19683, 19684</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manley, Gordon</td>
<td>25017, 25018</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manley, Ray</td>
<td>75601, 75602, 75604, 75605, 75606, 75607</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manly, H.</td>
<td>2513</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mann, Adin</td>
<td>39962</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mann, Alastair J.</td>
<td>18404</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mann, Gother</td>
<td>1747-1830, 19081, 19141, 67933</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mann, J.</td>
<td>11400, 84738</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mann, Mathilde, 1859-1925</td>
<td>2099</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mann, T. B.</td>
<td>33436, 33437</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mann (William) &amp; Son (New York, N.Y.) SEE William Mann &amp; Son (New York, N.Y.)</td>
<td>18929</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manners, Ian R.</td>
<td>75830</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manners, John, Duke of Rutland, 1696-1779 SEE Rutland, John Manners, Duke of, 1696-1779</td>
<td>70451</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mannersdorf</td>
<td>44407</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mannersdorf am Leithagebirge (Austria) - Pictorial works - 1617</td>
<td>1617</td>
<td>44407, 44408</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mannersdorf / Communicavit Georgius Houfnaglius depictum à filio lacabo</td>
<td>1617</td>
<td>44408</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mannert, C.</td>
<td>67188</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mannes, Gast</td>
<td>18076</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mannhattan (New York, N.Y.) - Maps - 1960 - Road maps</td>
<td>1960</td>
<td>55753</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mannhattan (New York, N.Y.) - Maps - 1961 - Road maps</td>
<td>1961</td>
<td>55754</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mannhattan (New York, N.Y.) - Maps - 1967 - Road maps</td>
<td>1967</td>
<td>55990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mannheim (Germany) - Maps - 1689</td>
<td>1689</td>
<td>44409</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mannheim (Germany) - Maps - 1695 - Fortification</td>
<td>1695</td>
<td>44410</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mannheim (Germany) - Maps - 1713 - Fortification</td>
<td>1713</td>
<td>44411</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mannheim (Germany) - Maps - 1740</td>
<td>1740</td>
<td>66480</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Mantua (Italy) - Maps - 1705 38820
Mantua (Italy) - Maps - 1734 49175
Mantua (Italy) - Maps - 1734 - Fortifications 39062
Mantua (Italy) - Maps - 1745 44418
Mantua (Italy) - Maps - 1796 44416
Mantua (Italy) - Maps - 1799 44419
Mantua (Italy) - Maps - 1800 44420
Mantua (Italy) - Maps - Bibliography - Catalogs 44421
Mantua (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1575 44422
Mantua (Italy : Province) - Maps - 1680 44423
Mantua (Italy : Province) - Maps - 1702 44424
Mantua (Italy : Province) - Maps - 1710 44425
Mantua (Italy : Province) - Maps - 1717 44426, 44427
Mantua (Italy : Province) - Maps - 1725 44428, 44429
Mantua (Italy : Province) - Maps - 1730 44430, 44431
Mantua (Italy : Province) - Maps - 1740 44432
Mantua (Italy : Province) - Maps - 1806 49186
Mantua (Italy : Province) - Maps - Bibliography - Catalogs 44421

Manua Islands (American Samoa) - Maps - 1798 - Nautical charts 45506
Manuae (Cook Islands) - Maps - 1840 38526
Manuale de geographia : con varios mapas y tablas, segun el estado politico-economico de todos los paises del mundo / por J. de Alcala 29466
Manual for the cataloguing of antiquarian cartographic materials / Robert W. Karrow, Jr. 44819, 44820
Manual of biblical geography : a treatise on mathematical, physical, and political geography / by M.F. Maury 30522
Manual of Geography, Combined with History and Astronomy; Designed for Intermediate Classes in Public and Private Schools 29963
Manual of geography : combined with history and astronomy : designed for intermediate classes in public and private schools / by James Monteith 29734, 29777, 29865, 29893, 29983, 30001, 30273
Manual of geography : combined with history and astronomy : designed for intermediate classes in public and private schools / by James Monteith 29849
Manual of coastal delineation from aerial photographs / by P.G. McCurdy 21125
Manual of the railroads of the United States (1868-1912) 79360
A Manual of topographical drawing 75316
Manual técnico de convenciones topográficas / Instituto Panamericano de Geografía e Historia, Grupo de Trabajo de Normas y Símbolos Cartográficos 45023
Manuale-atlante di geografia per la Via classe elementare : conforme ai programmi e alle istruzioni ministeriali del 29 gennaio 1905 / Domenico Giannitrapani 30547
Manuel-atlas 10907, 10909, 10912, 10916
Manuel de l'étranger qui voyage en Italie ... 38875
Manuel de la geographie de Crozat 29439
Manuel Deutsch, Hans Rudolf, 1525-1571 SEE Manuel, Hans Rudolf, 1525-1571 28904
Manuel Godino de Erédia, cosmógrafo 32214
Manuel, Hans Rudolf, 1525-1571 11870, 12581, 21209, 28303, 28362, 28467, 28904, 41269, 51316, 57177, 63010, 63015, 67119, 67419, 69833
Manufacturers Mutual Fire Insurance Company supplementary road map of Europe 26266
Manufacturers Mutual Fire Insurance Company (Worcester, Mass.) 26266
Manufactures - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1949 19854
Manufactures - United States - Maps - 1875 76864
Manufactures - United States - Maps - 1949 19854
Manufactures - Wyoming - Maps - 1930 84846
Manufacturing, agricultural and industrial resources of Iowa, with reliable information to capitalists seeking the best fields for investments, also, valuable information for emigrants seeking new and desirable homes : under the direction of the State 37622
Manuscript and annotated maps in the American Geographical Society Library : a cartobibliography / compiled by Jovanka Ristic ; with the assistance of Scott R. McEachron 44438
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[Manuscript portolan chart of the Caribbean area and the Atlantic coast of eastern South America, 1523] 1529
[Manuscript portolan chart of the Mediterranean and Black Seas] 45783, 45808, 45809, 45817, 45822, 45825
[Manuscript portolan chart of the Mediterranean and Black Seas] / Gabriell Tatton made this platt att the Signe of the Goulden Gurm att the weste ende of Ratcliff 45829
[Manuscript sketch map of the siege of Charleston, 1780] 19207

The Manuscript sources of Christophe Tassin's maps of France : the "military school" / David Buisseret 74275

Manuscripts, Arabic - Facsimiles 2317
Manuscripts - Collectors and collecting - Europe - History - 1500-1599 85345
Manuscripts - Conservation and restoration 44914
Manuscripts - Facsimiles 20534
Manuscripts, French - 1870 21763
Manuscripts, Greek - Facsimiles 28837
Manuscripts - Italy - Catalogs 44440
Manuscripts, Latin - Catalogs 44440
Manuscripts, Latin - Facsimiles 84542
Manuscripts, Latin (Medieval and modern) - 1425-1475 3472
Manuscripts, Latin (Medieval and modern) - 1450 65776
Manuscripts, Maya - Chixculub (Mexico) - 1500-1599 - Facsimiles 20534
Manuscripts of Nicholas of Cues 57035
Manuscripts, Renaissance - Union lists 44441
Manuscripts, Turkish 74251, 74252, 74253
Manuscripts, Turkish - 1600 1489
Manuscripts, Turkish - 1600 - Facsimiles 45836
Manuscrit cracovien de la Geographie 6595
Le Manuscrit cracovien de la 'Géographie' de Ptolémée 65763
Manuzio, Aldo, 1449 or 50-1515 38640
Manuzio, Aldo, 1547-1597 27568
Manvers, Charles Pierrepont, 1st Earl, 1737-1816 7931
Manwaring, G. R., fl. 1851 8097, 18973
Manx Museum and National Trust 38553

Manx Museum and National Trust - Map collections 38553

The Many facets of Matteo Ricci : 1602 world map created in six stages / by Donna Urschel 66756
Manz Corporation (Chicago, Ill.) 11122
Manz, G. Joseph (Georg Joseph), 1808-1894 9736, 9762, 9890, 34188
Manz (J.) & Co. (Chicago, Ill.) SEE J. Manz & Co. (Chicago, Ill.) 49405
Manzanillo Bay (Mexico) - Maps - 1844 62560
Manzi, Elio 66971
Manzi, Pietro 18198
Manzon, S. 66369

Maon (Spain) SEE Mahón (Spain) 43930
Maouna (American Samoa) SEE Manua Islands (American Samoa) 45506

The Map 66240
Map 1 : route of Jedidiah Smith's party over the South Pass in 1823-14, and the route of James Clyman's return to Fort Atkinson 81775
Map 1a: Native tribes of North America 57806
Map 2 : Clyman's route from Oregon to California 62058
Map 3 : emigrant trails to Oregon and California in 1844-46 81789
Map "A" of portion of the Bohemian Grove, Sonoma County, California : showing principal roads, trails and club structures, camps and camp locations / Bohemian Club midsummer encampment, 1954 13314
Map accuracy 17251, 17252, 18132, 18319, 18632, 32284, 44442, 44443, 44444, 46315

Map accuracy - Geographic Information Systems 34021

Map acquisitions: the major sources 44863
Map & air log : Chicago to San Francisco / United Air Lines 77431
Map & air log : New York to Chicago : United Air Lines 77430
Map America (Firm) 49123
Map and atlas cases. 44519
Map and chart storage and retrieval 18800
Map and description of northeastern Ohio 60361

[Map and elevation profile of a proposed pier along an unidentified section of the Hudson River waterfront in New York City / William Strickland] 55634

The Map and geography library at the University of Illinois : an introduction 36454
Map and guide to Greenwich Village and the East Village / the Village Voice 33014
Map and index of Arizona mining districts 2831
Map and landscape 44689

Map and log : TWA : the transcontinental airline 77753
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Map and plat book of Winnebago County, Wisconsin : containing plats and diagrams of every city, town and village in the county ... 83042
Map and profile of freight diesel locomotive assignment : Winslow to Bakersfield - San Bernardino 15541
[Map and profile of Mount Apo on Mindanao Island, Philippines] 2255
Map and profile of the Canada de las Uvas 74310
Map and profile of the Pittsburgh and Steubenville Railroad 63573
Map and profile of the proposed route for the Michigan and Illinois Canal, surveyed in 1830 by W.B. Guion & H. Belin, civil engineers, reduced from the original drawing by J.R. Irwin, Lieut., U.S.A. 35374
Map and profile of the Tejon Pass [Tunis Creek] 74303
Map and profile of the valley of the St. Lawrence River & lake country extending from Lake Superior to the Gulf of St. Lawrence 76786
Map and section of sacred pipe stone quarries at Pipe Stone, Minnesota, A.D. 1892 64781
Map and section shewing the structure of the Kakabeka Falls, River Kaministoquoia ... ; Section and map. -- So. branch of R. Saskatchewan [signed] J. Hector. 1858 39927
Map and view of Cincinnati 20830
Map and views of Spring Grove cemetery, Cincinnati, Ohio 73036
Map appreciation / Mark Monmonier, George A. Schnell 16796
Map approximations of patents, grants, & transactions of land 73509
Map approximations of patents, grants & transactions of land in Surry County 73508
Map-art : the aesthetics of landforms, enhanced first by cartography, and then by the viewer's discovering-&-composing / [text, Brian Kevin Beck] 17924
The map as a talisman-different ideas in early mapping 17367
The Map as an 'idea': the role of maps in the intellectual history of strategy and diplomacy during World War II 84664
The Map as art : contemporary artists explore cartography / Katharine Harmon ; with essays by Gayle Clemens 17941
Map, Atlanta, Centennial Olympic Games : Atlanta 1996 3647
Map Bay State Street Railway Company (Massachusetts Electric Companies) 45444
The Map book / edited by Peter Barber 17387, 17388
Map book of the British Isles 14515
The Map book : outline maps and fact sheets for states, regions, and countries 78957
The Map / by Elizabeth Bishop 18321
The Map catalog : every kind of map and chart on earth and even some above it / Joel Makower, editor, Cathryn Poff, Laura Bergheim, associate editors 45010
The Map catalog : every kind of map & chart on earth--and even some above it / Joel Makower, editor, Laura Bergheim, associate editor 45009
Map catalogs 46723
Map cataloging : an informal review 18782, 18783
Map cataloging and classification methods : a historical survey 18804
Map cataloging / Charles W. Buffum, Library of Congress 18813
Map cataloging : inventory and prospect 18781
Map cataloging manual / prepared by Geography and Map Division, Library of Congress 44821
Map cataloging SEE Cataloging of maps 44818
Map, city of Santa Ana and Orange County, California / presented by First National Bank, Santa Ana, California 61988
Map classification, cataloging, and filing: Bibliographic notes. 18787
Map classification SEE Classification - Maps 44818
Map collecting and the history of North American cartography : a selected bibl. of writings since World War II 44862
Map collecting SEE Maps - Collectors and collecting 17449
Map collection 1866, 33602
The map collection of William Wyndham Grenville 33035
Map collection space, equipment, preservation : a selected bibliography 44520
The Map collection : who uses it? (and why, and how...) / Michael Edmonds 44533
Map collections 28799, 44445, 44446, 44447, 44448, 44449, 44450, 44451, 44452, 44453, 44454, 44473, 44475, 44476, 44477, 44490, 44494, 44495, 44517
Map Collections - 1800-1899 44455
Map collections - 1941 44456
Map collections - 1961 44457
Map collections - 1964 44527
Map collections - 1972 44888
Map collections - 1973 44889
Map collections - 1975 44458
Map collections - 2007 44459
Map Collections - Arrangement, Organization, Etc. - 1892 44460
Map Collections - Australia 44461, 44492
Map collections - Australia - Congresses 44462, 44463
Map collections - Bibliography 44464, 44465, 44466, 44467, 44468, 44863, 44864
Map collections - Bilbao (Spain) - Catalogs 70249
Map collections - British Isles - Directories - 1994 44469
Map collections - Brno (Czech Republic) - Catalogs 79489
Map collections - California - Catalogs 44793
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Map collections - Campania (Italy) - Directories - 1986 39313
Map collections - Canada - Bibliography - Catalogs 79488
Map collections - Canada - Bibliography - Catalogs - Union lists 75304
Map collections - Canada - Catalogs - Union lists 66096
Map Collections - Canada - Directories 44470, 44472, 44531
Map collections - Canada - Directories - 1977 44528
Map collections - Canada - Directories - 1985 44529
Map Collections - Canada - Directories - 1986 44471
Map collections - Canada - Library architecture - Designs and plans - 1975 41928
Map collections - Canada - Library architecture - Designs and plans - 1979 41929
Map collections - Cataloging 44474
Map Collections - Chicago (Ill.) 44478
Map collections - Congresses 17092, 44463
Map collections - Congresses - Periodicals 18291
Map collections - Czech Republic - Digitalization - 2012 74316
Map Collections - Czechoslovakia 44479
Map Collections - Denmark 44480
Map Collections - Destruction and pillage 44481
Map Collections - Digital Mapping 44482
Map collections - Directories - 1976 44483
Map collections - Directories - 1986 44484
Map collections - Electronic information resources 44850, 44851
Map collections - England - Catalogs 32378, 39842
Map collections - France - Electronic information resources 44850, 44851
Map collections - Germany 44485, 44486
Map collections - Germany - Catalogs 25735, 30936, 57079, 73124, 73126, 73133, 79469
Map collections - Germany - Directories - 1983 44487
Map collections - Germany - Karlsruhe - Catalogs 44488
Map collections - Gorizia (Italy) - Catalogs 13085
Map collections - Great Britain 44489
Map collections - History 37529
Map collections - Illinois 44490, 44491

Map collections in Canada and conservation : a report based on responses to a questionnaire distributed by the Conservation Committee, 1976 = Les collections de cartes et conservation au Canada : un rapport des réponses au questionnaire envoyé par le C 44915
Map collections in India, Australia and New Zealand : an overview 44492
Map collections in public libraries: a brighter future 44509
Map collections in the District of Columbia 44535
Map collections in the India Office Records 36498, 36499
Map collections in the United States and Canada: a directory 44531
Map collections in the United States and Canada : a directory / compiled by David K. Carrington and Richard W. Stephenson 44528
Map collections in the United States and Canada : a directory / David K. Carrington and Richard W. Stephenson, editors 44529
Map Collections - India 44492
Map Collections - Italy - 1600-1699 - Catalogs 44493
Map collections - Italy - Catalogs 26767, 62380
Map collections - Italy, Northern - Directories - 1987-1990 39178
Map collections - Italy, Southern - Directories - 1986 39313
Map collections - Liguria (Italy) - Directories - 1986 42037
Map collections - Maine - Catalogs 44787
Map Collections - Michigan 44496
Map Collections - Middle West - Bibliography 44497
Map collections - Middle West - Directories 44498
Map collections - Netherlands - Catalogs 12448, 66821, 66826
Map collections - Nevada - Directories 44499
Map collections - New Jersey - 1980 54762
Map Collections - New Jersey - Directories 18186
Map collections - New York (State) - New York Metropolitan Area - Directories 44500
Map Collections - New Zealand 44492, 44501

The Map collections of the British Museum. 1961 ; The Map room. 1968 44568
Map collections - Ontario - Bibliography - Union lists 61973
Map collections - Periodicals 18294, 37530, 44502, 44503, 44504, 44505, 44506
Map Collections - Planning 44507
Map Collections - Poland 9056, 43747
Map Collections - Poland - Bibliography 44508
Map Collections - Poland - Catalogs, Union 10724
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Map Collections - Public Libraries  44509
Map Collections - Reference Service  44510, 44511, 44512, 44513, 44514, 44515, 44516
Map collections - Spain  44494, 44495
Map collections - Spain - 1546  44784
Map collections - Spain - Handbooks, manuals, etc.  72631
Map Collections - Storage  44518, 44519
Map Collections - Storage - Bibliography  44520
Map Collections - Switzerland  44521, 44522
Map collections - Tuscany (Italy) - Directories - 1987-1990  39178
Map collections - United States  44523, 44524, 44525, 44526
Map Collections - United States - Directories  44531
Map collections - United States - Directories - 1977  44528
Map collections - United States - Directories - 1985  44529
Map collections - United States - Directories - 1990  44530
Map Collections - Use  44532, 44533
Map collections - Wales - Catalogs  79487
Map collections - Washington (D.C.) - Directories  44534, 44535
Map collector  17449, 26555, 34872, 44901
Map collector (1978)  18267
Map collector (1979)  17893, 46029, 46031
Map collector (1981)  17994, 35087, 62361
Map collector (1982)  60193
Map collector (1983)  69869
Map Collector (1986)  16896, 51957
Map Collector 22 (1983)  84710
Map Collector 67 (Summer 1994))  27220
Map collector (Autumn 1991)  26595
Map Collector Publications Ltd.  17127, 17873, 69462
Map Collectors’ Circle  407, 408, 409, 2127, 3137, 10774, 11116, 11117, 14589, 14590, 14591, 18581, 21181, 28786, 32914, 39586, 44776, 65094, 80530, 80718, 85160
Map Collectors’ Circle (1963)  26452
Map Collectors’ Circle. Map collectors’ series 1 (1963)  16747
Map collectors’ series  44776
Map compilation, production, and research in relation to geographical exploration  18258
Map conservation SEE Maps - Conservation and restoration  44917
Map Corporation of America (Jacksonville, Fla.) SEE MAPCO (Jacksonville, Fla.)  3134
Map correspondence, 1971-1982  56864
Map cover art  44536
Map coverage of Madison, 1836-1905  43855
Map covers - British Isles - Catalogs  44536
Map Creation Ltd.  39025, 42731, 43874
Map dealer catalogs / by Michael Hirsch  44895
[Map dealer's account book] [manuscript] 1859 Mar. 2-1861 Mar. 18  44680
Map dealers - Directories  44537, 65584
Map dealers - Directories - Periodicals  45006
Map dealers - Netherlands - History - 1600-1699  39876
Map dealers - Pennsylvania - Philadelphia - History - 19th century - Sources  44680
Map dealers SEE Map industry and trade  13217
Map defining the key location occupied by the C & E I railroad system in relation to the nation's principal markets and major productive areas  36324
Map Depot (Russia) SEE Russia. Depo kart  67610
Map depository manual  18761
Map Design  44550
Map design and the map user; papers selected from the Symposium on the Influence of the Map User on Map Design held at Queen's University, Kingston, Canada, September 1970. Edited by Henry W. Castner and Gerald McGrath  44934
[Map detailing miles 94-100 west of Boston on the Boston and Worcester Railroad and the Western Rail-Road]  33435
Map drawing  17916
Map drawing - 1868  44538
Map Drawing - 1871  29963
Map drawing - 1881  30208, 30209
Map drawing - 1902  44539
Map drawing - Handbooks, manuals, etc.  44695
Map drawing - Handbooks, manuals, etc. - 1841  29495
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Map drawing - Handbooks, manuals, etc. - 1867 29869
Map drawing - Handbooks, manuals, etc. - 1868 29897
Map drawing - Handbooks, manuals, etc. - 1869 44540, 44541, 44542
Map drawing - Handbooks, manuals, etc. - 1870 29946
Map drawing - Handbooks, manuals, etc. - 1873 18345, 30933
Map drawing - Handbooks, manuals, etc. - 1874 30029
Map drawing - Handbooks, manuals, etc. - 1875 30054, 30060
Map drawing - Handbooks, manuals, etc. - 1876-1876 30044
Map drawing - Handbooks, manuals, etc. - 1876 30075
Map drawing - Handbooks, manuals, etc. - 1877 30098, 30099
Map drawing - Handbooks, manuals, etc. - 1878 30122, 30123, 30129
Map drawing - Handbooks, manuals, etc. - 1879 30149
Map drawing - Handbooks, manuals, etc. - 1880 30174
Map drawing - Handbooks, manuals, etc. - 1881 30199, 30200, 30201, 30205, 30206
Map drawing - Handbooks, manuals, etc. - 1882 30222
Map drawing - Handbooks, manuals, etc. - 1883 30241, 30242
Map drawing - Handbooks, manuals, etc. - 1890 30360
Map drawing - Handbooks, manuals, etc. - 1891 30382
Map drawing - Handbooks, manuals, etc. - 1892 30393, 30394
Map drawing - Handbooks, manuals, etc. - 1896 30449
Map drawing - Handbooks, manuals, etc. - 1897 30460
Map drawing - Handbooks, manuals, etc. - 1955 44543
Map drawing - Juvenile literature 44700
Map drawing - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Collections 44439
Map drawing - Problems, exercises, etc. - 1877-1878 - Manuscripts 51844
Map drawing - Problems, exercises, etc. - 1880-1881 - Manuscripts 67443
Map drawing - Study and teaching 30891
Map drawing - Study and teaching - 1854 44544
Map drawing - Study and teaching - 1860 44545
Map drawing - Study and teaching - 1890 44546, 44547, 44548, 44549
The Map drawings of Aegidius Tschudi (1505-1572) 75571
A Map drawn in 1585 to illustrate a lawsuit concerning Geldings Close (Exchequer Special Commissions, 1391, P.R.O.) 42382
Map engraving 25533
Map evaluation 44550, 44880, 75021
Map evaluation - Periodicals 45004, 45005, 45006, 45007
Map exhibiting a general view of the roads ... 58894, 58895
A Map exhibiting a view of the English rights, relative to the ancient limits of Acadia : as supported by the express & incontestable authorities, in opposition to that of ye French, 1755 57563
A Map exhibiting all the new discoveries in the interior parts of North America ... 57675, 57684, 57685
A Map exhibiting all the new discoveries in the interior parts of North America : inscribed by permission to the honorable governor and company of adventurers of England trading into Hudsons Bay, in testimony of their liberal communications to their mo ... 57705
A Map exhibiting Mr. Hearne's tracks in his two journeys for the discovery of the Copper Mine River, in the years 1770, 1771 and 1772 : under the direction of the Hudson's Bay Company / engraved by N.J. Neele, 362 Strand ... 59807
A Map exhibiting the dark shadow of the moon over England and other parts of Europe : in the five great solar eclipses, of the years 1715, 1724, 1737, 1748, and 1764 25087, 25088
Map exhibiting the relative position of [Michigan and Ohio] 46756
A Map exhibiting the track of the merchant ship Rattler on a voyage to the Pacific Oceans & return to England, A.D. 1793, 1794 82757
Map fabric - Leather - 1740 63046
Map fabric - Vellum - 1725 3800
Map folding 44551
Map folding - Specimens - 1928 56290
Map folding - Specimens - 1934 61871
Map folding - Specimens - 1936 13529
Map folding - Specimens - 1944 84378
Map folding - Specimens - 1947 24427, 24428
Map folding - Specimens - 1950 60977
Map folding - Specimens - 1956 59544
Map folding - Specimens - 1976 64142
Map folding - Specimens - 2011 51250
[Map from More's Utopia] 79726
Map games SEE Games, Geographical 76709
Map & Geography Round Table (American Library Association) 18815, 44500, 44502, 44504
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Map, Georgia, Centennial Olympic Games : Atlanta 1996 31264
The 'Map Girls' : British women geographers' war work, shifting gender boundaries and reflections on the history of geography 83635
Map Group Inc. (Bath, England) 19006
Map guide of Boston 13542
Map & guide of the River Thames 75040
Map guide to German parish registers 44731
Map guide to the Texas censuses, 1820-1920 / by William Thorndale and William Dollarhide 74508
Map guide to the U.S. federal censuses, 1790-1920 / William Thorndale and William Dollarhide 76495
Map guide to US Federal censuses 1790-1920 76496
A Map history of Australia / Ian Wynd and Joyce Wood 11037
Map history of the United States 7237
Map House & Indian Book Depot SEE Indian Book Depot 10718
Map I ['Mississippi River between Fort Jefferson and Island No. 10] 50309, 50310, 50311
[Map identifying names and business addresses of the directors of the Great Northern Railway Company] 78096
[Map identifying names and business addresses of the directors of the Illinois Central Railroad Company] 78069
Map II ['Mississippi River between New Madrid and Island No. 29] 50432, 50433, 50434, 50435
Map III ['Mississippi River between Island No. 30 and Fort Pickering] 50360, 50361, 50362, 50363
Map illustrating the general geological features of the country west of the Mississippi River : compiled from the surveys of W.H. Emory and from the Pacific Railroad surveys & other sources / by James Hall, assisted by J.P. Lesley, Esq ; drawn by Ths. 81825
Map illustrating the operations of the U. S. forces against Vicksburg 80183
Map illustrating the plan of the defences of the Western Frontier 76660
Map illustrating the system of parcs, the domestic relations of the Great Plains, the North American Andes, and the Pacific maritime [sic] front 81872
Map illustrating the voyage of Hanno 195
The Map in Vermeer's Art of painting 17958
Map index to tophographic quadrangles of the United States, 1882-1940 / by Riley Moore Moffat ; foreword by Mary Larsgaard 79337
Map indicating automobile roads between Canada and United States / Natural Resources Intelligence Service 16183
Map indicating main automobile roads between Canada and United States 16177
Map indicating main automobile roads between United States and Canada : western sheet / Department of Trade and Commerce ... Canadian Government Travel Bureau 16217
Map indicating the mineral resources of the Philippine Islands 64528
Map industry and trade 2321, 17231, 44564, 44565, 44566, 44567, 44882, 75021, 80586
Map industry and trade - 1700-1799 26454
Map industry and trade - 1800-1899 44552
Map industry and trade - 1800-1972 21177
Map industry and trade - 1938 44553
Map industry and trade - 1994 44881
Map industry and trade - 2014 66226, 66243
Map industry and trade - Augsburg (Germany) - History 23830
Map industry and trade - Bibliography 44554
Map industry and trade - Boston (Mass.) - Prospectuses - 1855-1857 80780
Map industry and trade - Buildings - Designs and plans - 1980-1989 19361
Map industry and trade - Canada 3136, 66241
Map industry and trade - Canada - 1900-1999 67109
Map industry and trade - Catalogs 40562
Map industry and trade - Catalogs - Bibliography 44555
Map industry and trade - Catalogs - Maps - Collections 84530
Map industry and trade - Chicago (III.) - 19411, 30960, 30966, 30967
Map industry and trade - Chicago (III.) - 1800-1899 13232
Map industry and trade - Chicago (III.) - 1856-1996 66241
Map industry and trade - Chicago (III.) - 1865-1900 1964
Map industry and trade - Chicago (III.) - 1873 79817
Map industry and trade - Chicago (III.) - 1893 84561
Map industry and trade - Chicago (III.) - 1957-1986 52901
Map industry and trade - Chicago (III.) - 2013 20060
Map industry and trade - Chicago (III.) - Directories - 1855 25520
Map industry and trade - Chicago (III.) - History 66232
Map industry and trade - Directories 44537, 44556, 44954, 65584
Map industry and trade - Directories - Periodicals 45006
Map industry and trade - Edingburgh (Scotland) 11860, 11861
Map industry and trade - Edingburgh (Scotland) - 1900-1999 11856, 11857, 11858
Map industry and trade - England - 1670-1710 44557
Map industry and trade - England - 1700-1799 44558, 44672
Map industry and trade - England - Bibliography - Catalogs - 1850 84775
Map industry and trade - England - Bibliography - Catalogs - 1855 84776
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Map IV: Mississppi River between Island No. 46 and Island No. 60

Map intended to show the positions of the coal mines eastward of Kelung, Island of Formosa

Map interpretation: an annotated bibliography
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Map IX [: Mississippi River between Walnut Hills and Petit Gulf]</td>
<td>50448, 50449, 50450, 50451</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map Keepers' Seminar and Workshop (1973 : Canberra)</td>
<td>44463</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map librarian holds whole world in her hands</td>
<td>79477</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Map librarian in the modern world : essays in honour of Walter W. Ristow</td>
<td>44517</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map librarianship</td>
<td>44450, 44451, 44454</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map librarianship : an introduction</td>
<td>44448, 44449</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map librarianship and map collections</td>
<td>44525</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map librarianship in the U.S. : an overview</td>
<td>44523</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map librarianship in the United States: A personal view</td>
<td>44524</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map librarianship SEE Map collections</td>
<td>44505</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map librarianship: suggestions for improvement</td>
<td>44452</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map libraries in Michigan: a survey</td>
<td>44496</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map libraries SEE Map collections</td>
<td>44505</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Map library</td>
<td>22836</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map Library (British Library)</td>
<td>15820, 17027, 19107, 24649, 25034, 31864, 31873, 31878, 31880, 32470, 44568, 44780, 44781, 45378, 49147, 51660, 53773, 55608, 57339, 57589, 76480, 83913, 84531</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map Library (British Library). 16b.4</td>
<td>33068</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map Library (British Library). 170 T4(2)</td>
<td>19294</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map Library (British Library). Acquisitions</td>
<td>67101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map Library (British Library). Acquisitions</td>
<td>44569</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map Library (British Library). Cataloging</td>
<td>18805</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map Library (British Library). Catalogs</td>
<td>25034, 32490, 44780, 44781, 84531</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map Library (British Library). Exhibitions</td>
<td>16748, 17188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map Library (British Library). Exhibitions - Catalogs</td>
<td>17076, 20888, 84543</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map Library (British Library). Harley Ms. 3450, map</td>
<td>81577</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map Library (British Library). Harley Ms. 3450, map 10</td>
<td>57332</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map Library (British Library). Harley Ms. 3450, map 15</td>
<td>57876</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map Library (British Library). K. Top. VI.95</td>
<td>42418</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map Library (British Library). King. Maps CXIX. 64</td>
<td>20537</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map Library (British Library). Manuscript (Add. 17662 m)</td>
<td>68830</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map Library (British Library). Manuscript (K. Top. CXXI.107.b)</td>
<td>75177</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map Library (British Library). Manuscript (K. Top. CXXI.35)</td>
<td>55592</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map Library (British Library). Manuscript (K. Top. CXXI.45-2)</td>
<td>33527</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map Library (British Library). Manuscript map. Crown Collection Add. 15331, 28</td>
<td>51649, 51650, 51651</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map Library (British Library). Manuscript map. Crown Collection no. cxxi. 55</td>
<td>27324</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map Library (British Library). Manuscript map. Crown Collection no. cxxi. 16</td>
<td>27310</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map Library (British Library). Manuscript map. Crown Collection no. cxxii. 38</td>
<td>27270, 82975</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map Library (British Library). Manuscript map. Crown Collection no. cxxii. 39</td>
<td>27270</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map Library (British Library). Map collections - Bibliography - Catalogs</td>
<td>44437</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map Library (British Library). Map collections - Catalogs</td>
<td>32470</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map Library (British Library). Maps C.7.c.1</td>
<td>25039</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map Library (British Library). Maps C.7.d.7</td>
<td>25042, 25043</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map Library (British Library). Mss. (K.Top.CXX.27)</td>
<td>64800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map Library (British Library). Mss. (K. Top. CXX. 34)</td>
<td>13583</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map Library (British Library). Mss. K.Top.CXXII.77b</td>
<td>27335</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map Library (British Library). SEE ALSO British Museum. Map Room</td>
<td>44781</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Map library in private industry : an operating example</td>
<td>66231</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map Library (Mapping and Charting Establishment RE (Great Britain)) - Catalogs</td>
<td>32490</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map Link (Firm)</td>
<td>44570</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map Link (Firm) - Catalogs</td>
<td>44570</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map lore of Africa</td>
<td>16822</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map lore : presented on the occasion of the first meeting of the Canadian Cartographic Association, Camsell Hall, Ottawa, October 18, 1975 / by Jean-Paul Drolet</td>
<td>17020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map-makers of old Japan</td>
<td>18021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map making</td>
<td>44543</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map-making by modern methods : a little-known field of printing</td>
<td>30965</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map-making, landscapes and memory : a geography of colonial and early modern Ireland, c.1530-1750 / William J. Smyth</td>
<td>38208</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map-making misconceptions and the quest for a water route to Asia through the Great Lakes</td>
<td>18241</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map making : the art that became a science / by Lloyd A. Brown</td>
<td>16779</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map-making to 1900 : an historical glossary of cartographic innovations and their diffusion = La cartographie jusqu'a 1900 : un lexique historique des innovations cartographiques et leur diffusion / Helen Wallis</td>
<td>17124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map man</td>
<td>52901</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map mania</td>
<td>44869, 44874</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Map, Manuscript - Facsimiles  57860
Map may be from Vikings after all  80293
Map, metropolitan Eugene, Springfield, and Lane County Oregon  25689
Map mounting - 1857  13232
Map mounting - 1918  44571

Map news  18554
Map no. 1 : automobile roads in northern New England ... Gulf  54069
Map no. 1 : classification territories, certain freight association territories, and certain common points  77235
Map No.1. Northern New England (Maine, Vermont, New Hampshire)  54085
Map no. 10 : automobile roads in Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, and West Virginia ... Gulf  3882
Map No. 10. Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia  3883, 3899, 3989
Map no. 10 : grouping of western trunk line territory  48751
Map no. 11 : automobile roads in Kentucky and Tennessee ... Gulf  40743
Map no. 11 : established grouping of territory for rates to St. Paul, Minn.  48752
Map No. 11. Kentucky, Tennessee  40751
Map no. 12 : automobile roads in North and South Carolina ... Gulf  58052
Map No. 12. North Carolina, South Carolina  58063
Map no. 12 territory of the Southwestern Traffic Committee  72428
Map No. 13. Florida  26954
Map no. 13 : grouping of points in defined territories on traffic destined to the southwest  77237
Map No. 14. Georgia  31080
Map no. 14 : territorial groups shown in westbound trans-continental tariff no. 1 series ...  77459
Map No. 15. Alabama  739
Map no. 15 : automobile roads in Alabama ... Gulf  734
Map No. 15. Alabama  739
Map no. 15 : automobile roads in Alabama ... / Gulf Refining Company / by Russell Hinman C.E.  76379
Map no. 15 : group map showing percentage bases for westbound rates  48749
Map No. 16. Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi  2914, 2921, 71763
Map no. 16 : automobile roads in Arkansas, Louisiana, and Mississippi ... Gulf  71756
Map no. 16 : freight routes in southern territory  24240
Map No. 17. Automobile roads in Texas ... Gulf  74631
Map no. 17 : parcel post rate map of United States  77230
Map No. 18. Automobile roads in the Middle West ... Gulf  48819
Map No. 18. Middle West (Michigan, Indiana, Illinois, Wisconsin, Iowa)  48827
Map no. 19 : automobile roads in the United States ... Gulf  77368
Map no. 19 : industrial map of the United States of America  77229
Map No. 19. US  77392
Map no. 20 : automobile roads in Ontario ... Gulf  61836
Map No. 20. Ontario  61840
Map no. 21 : automobile roads of Long Island and vicinity ... Gulf  42863
Map No. 21. Long Island & Vicinity  42864
Map no. 22 : South Central Territories (Minnesota, Wisconsin, Michigan, Ontario)  48828
Map no. 3 : automobile roads of New York ... Gulf  56276
Map no. 3 : Canadian, New England, trunk line and common territories  59173
Map No. 3. New York  56292
Map no. 4 : automobile roads in Pennsylvania ... Gulf  63658
Map no. 4 : automobile roads in Pennsylvania ... / Gulf Refining Company / by Russell Hinman C.E.  63656
Map no. 4 : Colonies during the Revolutionary War / by Russell Hinman C.E.  76379
Map no. 4 : group map showing percentage bases for westbound rates  48749
Map No. 4. Pennsylvania  63701
Map no. 5 : automobile roads in New Jersey ... Gulf  54879
Map no. 5 : grouping of trunk line and New England territories and Canadian percentage territory for westbound freight rates  3878
Map No. 5. New Jersey  54884
Map no. 6 : automobile roads of Philadelphia ... Gulf  64389
Map no. 6 : automobile roads of Philadelphia and vicinity ... / Gulf Refining Company / by Russell Hinman C.E.  64452
Map no. 6 : group map showing percentage bases for eastbound rates  48750
Map No. 6. Philadelphia & Vicinity  64390
Map no. 6. War of 1812 / by Russell Hinman C.E.  76410
Map no. 7 : automobile roads of Pittsburgh and vicinity ... Gulf  64823
Map no. 7 : grouping of trunk line and New England territories for eastbound freight rates from Central Freight Association territory  59174
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Map of an exploring expedition to the Rocky Mountains in the year 1842 and to Oregon & north California in the years 1843-44 81791, 81793
Map of Arabia and the Persian Gulf ... 1908 2308
[Map of Arctic regions and Northern hemisphere] 2408
Map of area, Parish of Jefferson, La. ... 39692
Map of Arizona / issued by the Southern Pacific lines 2581
Map of Arizona / done in Arizona style ... by Emory Cobb for Grand Canyon Air Lines, Inc. 2609
Map of Arizona. For Poor's manual of railroads for 1883 2559
Map of Arizona. For Poor's manual of railroads for 1884 2560
Map of Arizona. For Poor's manual of railroads for 1885 2562
Map of Arizona or the Gadsen Purchase with the position of its silver mines as now worked 28505
Map of Arizona prepared specially for R.J. Hinton's handbook of Arizona compiled from official maps of Military Division of the Pacific ... 2551
Map of Arkansas and other territories of the United States 32640, 32641
Map of Arkansas. For Poor's manual of railroads for 1883 2872
Map of Arkansas. For Poor's manual of railroads for 1884 2873
Map of Arkansas. For Poor's manual of railroads for 1885 2874
Map of Asia : east part 3375
Map of Asia : west part 3376
A Map of Asia with its principal divisions / by J. Palaret with several additions & improvements by L. Delarochette 3310
Map of Asiatic and Pacific combat areas 3416
[Map of Astypalaia in the Kyklades Islands of the Aegean Sea] 3563
[Map of Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway line changes in Yavapai and Coconino counties, Arizona] 85040
[Map of Atlantic Ocean showing eastern coasts of North and South America and Western coast of Africa] 3778
Map of Augusta County, Virginia / prepared under the direction of Brevet Brig. Gen. P.S. Michie ... by Jed. Hotchkiss, top. eng. ... December 1865 10981
Map of Australasia 11065
Map of Australia 11060
Map of Australia, New Zealand, and the adjacent islands 11062
Map of Bailey and Lombok 11475
Map of Baltimore City showing original shore lines and drainage 11680
Map of Banks County, Georgia 11774
A Map of Barbary, containing the kingdoms of Marocco, Fez, Algier, Tunis and Tripoli with the adjacent countries 463
A Map of Barbary : containing the kingdoms of Marocco, Fez, Algier, Tunis, and Tripoli with the adjacent countries / by Samuel Dunn 466, 467
Map of Barbary, or northern Africa 480
A Map of Barlichway Hundred, reduc'd from an actual survey made in the year 1725 / by Hen: Brighten, Fellow of the Royal Society 1729 11829
[Map of Basel, Switzerland] / CS [Christoph Stimmer] ; RMD [Rudolf Manuel Deutsch] 11870
[Map of battle near Loreo, Italy in the Po River Valley delta] 43056
Map of Bedford, Bedford Co. Penna. 12049
Map of Bedford County, Pa. 12051
Map of Beecher Island 12067
A Map of Bengal, Bahar, Oude & Allahabad with part of Agra and Delhi exhibiting the course of the Ganges... 12390
A Map of Bengal, Bahar, Oude & Allahabad with part of Agra and Delhi exhibiting the course of the Ganges from Hurdwar to the sea 81548
Map of Bennett County, South Dakota / compiled under the supervision of Chas. Ash Bates, U.S. Surveyor 12400
Map of Bering's route, 1725-30 70014
Map of Berkshire County Mass. [no. 1] ; Geological map of the County of Berkshire...[no.2] 12479
Map of Betrand Neb. 1908 3631
Map of Beyroot and vicinity 12085, 12086, 12087
A Map of bicycle tracks / drawn by a bicycler 13588
Map of Binghamton 13112
Map of Boise basin and part of Ada, Alturas and Owyhee counties, I.T. 13327
Map of Boone County Illinois 13381
[Map of Boston] 13510
Map of Boston, 1874 13505, 13506
Map of Boston and adjacent cities 13500, 13502
Map of Boston and its vicinity 13587
Map of Boston and vicinity ... / Automobile Legal Association ... 13656
Map of Boston Common : with surrounding streets & adjacent parts of Beacon Hill 13432
Map of Boston published by Hotel Rexford 13512
Map of Boston showing freight and passenger depots, grain elevators, steamboat wharves, etc. 13508
Map of Boulder and vicinity 13682
[Map of Bozca and Imroz Islands and part of the Turkish coast in the Aegean Sea] 13703
[Map of Brabant] 13706
Map of Brazil, Paraguay, Uruguay, and Guiana 70576
Map of bridle paths: Onwentsia club - Knollwood Club & connections 41437
A Map of Britain of the 14th century, in the Bodleian Library [the Gough map] 14127
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Call Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Map of British America</td>
<td>15846</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map of British Columbia &amp; Alberta, Canada</td>
<td>14054</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map of British Columbia and part of Western Canada, showing the lines of Canadian Pacific Railway</td>
<td>14000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map of British Columbia and Vancouver Island denoting the gold and coal districts / Kinahan Cornwallis, del.</td>
<td>13992</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map of British Columbia, the Yukon Provisional Territory and Alaska showing the routes to the northwestern gold fields of Canada</td>
<td>16352</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map of British North America</td>
<td>57766</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Map of Brittany, France]</td>
<td>14607</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map of Britton, Day County, Dakota</td>
<td>14661</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map of Brookline and vicinity</td>
<td>14681</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map of Brookline / published for Frank A. Russell</td>
<td>14682</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map of Brown County, Wisconsin</td>
<td>14736</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Map of Buffalo, N.Y.]</td>
<td>14855</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map of Bureau County, Illinois</td>
<td>14936</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map of Bureau County, Illinois : population 23,692 drawn and published by N. Matson ; lith. of Ed. Mendel, Chicago, Ill.</td>
<td>14937</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map of Bureau County, Illinois, with sketches of its early settlement</td>
<td>14939</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map of Bureau County, Illinois : with sketches of its early settlement / by N. Matson ; published by the author</td>
<td>14938</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map of Burlington, Cedar Rapids and Northern Railway and connections</td>
<td>82017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map of C &amp; E I Railroad system</td>
<td>36326</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map of C &amp; E I system</td>
<td>36377</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Map of Cabotia; comprehending the provinces of upper and lower Canada, New-Brunswick and Nova Scotia, with Breton Island, Newfoundland, &amp;c. and including, also, the adjacent parts of the United States. Compiled from a great variety of original documents</td>
<td>16023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map of California accompanying California for fruit growers and consumptives</td>
<td>15191</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map of California and Nevada showing the distribution of apparent intensity in the region affected by the earthquake of April 18, 1906 / Earthquake Investigation Commission ; drawn by M. Solem</td>
<td>15332</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map of California and southwestern Pacific Coast territories</td>
<td>15281</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map of California and the routes to reach it</td>
<td>81808</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map of California. For Poor's manual of railroads for 1883</td>
<td>15271</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map of California. For Poor's manual of railroads for 1884</td>
<td>15273</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map of California. For Poor's manual of railroads for 1885</td>
<td>15275</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map of California, New Mexico and adjacent countries</td>
<td>72227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map of California, New Mexico and adjacent countries showing the gold regions</td>
<td>81812</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map of California's high Sierra playground</td>
<td>15559</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map of Calumet Harbor, Ill. showing changes in the shore lines north of the entrance to the harbor between October 9th, 1869 and the present date, July 1884</td>
<td>15721</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map of Calumet Harbor, Illinois, showing condition of U.S. harbor works at the close of the fiscal year ending June 30th, 1889</td>
<td>15727</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map of Calumet Harbor, Illinois showing proposed harbor of refuge</td>
<td>15728</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map of Calumet River, Illinois and Indiana, between the forks &amp; one half mile east of Hammond, Ind. showing condition of U.S. government work, at the close of the fiscal year, ending June 30th, 1889</td>
<td>15734</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map of Calumet River, Illinois and Indiana, between the mouth and 108th Street showing condition of U.S. government work, at the close of the fiscal year, ending June 30th, 1889</td>
<td>15735</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map of Cambridge and Somerville, Mass.</td>
<td>15767</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Map of Canada and the north part of Louisiana with the adjacent countries</td>
<td>57573, 57577, 57578</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Map of Canada and the United States showing travel route of British undercover agents Henry Warre and Mervin Vavasour to the Oregon Country in 1845]</td>
<td>16034</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map of Canada showing historic forts &amp; trading posts</td>
<td>15923</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Map of Canadian National Railway rail and ship routes between Nova Scotia and Newfoundland]</td>
<td>56935</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map of Canço Harbour, the eastmost land of Nova Scotia</td>
<td>16471</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map of Cape Cod and vicinity</td>
<td>16472, 16474</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map of Cape Evans (winter quarters)</td>
<td>26381</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map of Cape May County New Jersey / Morgan Hand Jr. civil engineer</td>
<td>16486</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Map of Carolina and of the River Meschacebe &amp;c.</td>
<td>76444</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Map of Carolina. Florida and the Bahama Islands with the adjacent parts</td>
<td>71289, 71295</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map of Carolina. Showing the route of the forces sent in the years 1711, 1712, and 1713, from South Carolina to the relief of North Carolina, and in 1715 of the forces sent from North Carolina to the assistance of South Carolina, also showing the contr</td>
<td>57953</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map of Carroll County, Ill.</td>
<td>16664</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map of Carroll County, Indiana / draw &amp; published by Skinner &amp; Bennett</td>
<td>16682</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Map of Catholic missions in California and Sonora traced from a late eighteenth century Spanish manuscript]</td>
<td>15230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map of Cedar Falls, showing its lines of railroads, etc.</td>
<td>37618</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map of Cedar Rapids Iowa showing R.R. connections</td>
<td>48299</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map of Centennial grounds and buildings : showing depot and tracks of the Pennsylvania Railroad</td>
<td>18950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map of Centennial Grounds, Fairmount Park, Philadelphia</td>
<td>18951</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map of central Alaska, Cook Inlet and Copper River : including Klondike, White, Tanana and Munook Rivers</td>
<td>1041</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map of Central America</td>
<td>18978, 18987</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map of Central America including the states of Guatemala, Salvador, Honduras, Nicaragua &amp; Costa-Rica, the territories of Belise &amp; Mosquito, with parts</td>
<td>18950</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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of Mexico, Yucatan & New Granada 18975
Map of Central America showing the line of the proposed Honduran Interocean Railway 18982
Map of Central America, with the adjacent parts of North & South America ... showing the lines of communication between the Atlantic & Pacific Oceans ... 18974
Map of Central Asia to illustrate...journey in1873 ; Map of the region of Kuldja ; Map of the Khanates of Bukhara, Khiva, and Khokand 3214
Map of central Europe comprising Great Britian, Holland, and Belgium ... 26068, 26069
Map of Central of Georgia Railway and principal connections 71641
Map of Central of Georgia Railway and principal connections as operated on June 30, 1910 71655
Map of Central of Georgia Railway and principal connections. As operated on June 30, 1911 71664
Map of Champaign County 1863, State of Illinois 19107
Map of Chantabun, Bankok, and intervening country 11768
Map of Charleston and its vicinity, showing the original settlement of 1670 at Albemarle Point, the Oyster Point settlement of 1672, and subsequent extensions of 1783 and 1849, prepared to accompany Mayor Courtenay's centennial address, August 13, 1883 19212
Map of Charleston, Cincinnati & Chicago Railroad and connections 71393
Map of Charleston Harbor, showing Fort Sumter and Confederate batteries 19200
Map of Charleston, South Carolina "America's most historic city" showing historic landmarks and key to street locations 19231
Map of Chattanooga and environs ... 19271
Map of Chautauqua County, New York 19280
Map of Cherokee County, Oklahoma 19309
Map of Chesapeake and Ohio Railway office locations in the United States 59581
Map of Chesapeake & Ohio lines and immediate connections 24132
Map of Chesapeake & Ohio Railway and immediate connections 24126, 24127, 24128, 24129, 24130, 24131, 24137, 24140, 24144, 24150, 24156
Map of Cheshire Co., New Hampshire, from actual survey / by L. Fagan 19336
Map of Chicago 19472, 19473, 19474, 19475, 19485, 19503, 19536, 19550
[Map of Chicago, 1859] 19481
Map of Chicago 1865 19488
Map of Chicago 1867 19493
Map of Chicago 1914 showing annexations 19420
Map of Chicago & Alton, Toledo, St. Louis & Western, Minneapolis & St. Louis, Iowa Central 48630, 48644
Map of Chicago and A Century of Progress : to the profession, with compliments of F. H. Hill Company 20246
Map of Chicago and environs 19587
Map of Chicago and environs / compiled and published by Rufus Blanchard 19500
[Map of Chicago and environs : exhibiting all subdivisions and additions / compiled from the most authentic sources and actual surveys by J.M. Lowe, land agent ; drawn by James T. Baker] 19461
Map of Chicago and environs showing streets and blocks 19537
[Map of Chicago and North Western Railway Company, Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha Railroad, and Fremont, Elkhorn, and Missouri Valley Railroad] 82044
[Map of Chicago and North Western Railway lines in east central Wisconsin] 83138
[Map of Chicago and North Western Railway lines in Iron and Vilas counties, Wisconsin] 38466
Map of Chicago and suburbs 20111
Map of Chicago and suburbs showing Chicago Rapid Transit lines with surface lines and electric interurban railroad connections 19778
Map of Chicago and vicinity / compiled by Rees & Rucker, land agents ; drawn by Wm. Clogher 19453, 19454
Map of Chicago and West Michigan Ry. [and] Detroit, Lansing & Northern R.R. and leased lines and connections 46815, 46816, 46820, 46821, 46825, 46826, 46831
Map of Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company and its lessee the Belt Railway Company of Chicago 20345, 20347, 20349, 20353, 20363, 20370, 20383, 20392, 20394, 20403, 20413, 20415, 20419, 20429, 20441, 20447
Map of Chicago city railway system 19646
Map of Chicago / copyrighted by the H.M. Gousha Company 19763
[Map of Chicago, detailing 31st to 67th Streets, and State Street to Lake Michigan] 19561
Map of Chicago & Eastern Illinois Railroad Company 36340
Map of Chicago for 1867 19494
Map of Chicago for the year 1933 20022
[Map of Chicago Great Western Railroad, Mason City & Fort Dodge Railroad, Wisconsin, Minnesota & Pacific Railroad] 48646
Map of Chicago Great Western Railroad System 48685, 48686, 48687
[Map of Chicago Great Western Railroad, the Mason City & Fort Dodge Railroad, and the Wisconsin, Minnesota & Pacific Railroad.] 48664, 48671, 48681, 48682, 48708
Map of Chicago Great Western Railway System 48942
Map of Chicago Great Western System 48684
Map of Chicago harbor, Illinois, 1884 19566
Map of Chicago harbor, Illinois showing condition of harbor entrance and outer harbor at the close of the fiscal year, ending June 30th, 1898 19628
Map of Chicago harbor, Illinois, showing conditions of U.S. harbor works at the close of the fiscal year ending June 30th, 1889 19588
[Map of Chicago Harbor improvements made by Illinois Central Railroad Company, 1869-1883] 19571
Map of Chicago Harbor. To accompany my report upon that harbor to the Engineer Department August 1864 / Col. T.J. Cram, U.S. Corps of Engineers, Superintendent Lake Harbors 19487
Map of Chicago in 1830 19418
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A Map of Chicago: incorporated as a town August 5, 1833 19400
A Map of Chicago: incorporated as a town August 5, 1833 / O. E. Stelzer, des. ; Caroline M. McIlvaine, historical adviser 19401
Map of Chicago issued by Chicago & North-Western Railway Company 19640
Map of Chicago local transportation system: under the ordinance of August 22nd, 1918 19688
Map of Chicago, Milwaukee, and St. Paul Railway. Pacific Coast Extension 59845
Map of Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul and Pacific Railroad 82276, 82280, 82285, 82289, 82294, 82302, 82310, 82317, 82332, 82344, 82356, 82357, 82370, 82384, 82397, 82398
Map of Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul and Pacific Railroad Company 82259, 82271
Map of Chicago north of 39th Street 19652
Map of Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway and Houston Belt & Terminal Railway lines through Houston 34734
Map of Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway and Texas City Terminal Railway lines through Texas City 74493
Map of Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway lines through Galveston 28562
Map of Chicago's business district in 1872 showing extent of reconstruction following the fire of 1871 43012
Map of Chicago showing density of population by wards [in 1910] / drawn by M.M. [?] Millard [?] 19654
Map of Chicago showing extent of 1871 fire 19515
Map of Chicago showing fire limits 19675
Map of Chicago showing generating stations and sub-stations supplying elevated & surface lines; sub-stations of municipal lighting system, each with its respective district 19676
Map of Chicago showing growth of the city by annexations 19421
Map of Chicago showing growth of the city by annexations and accretions [1830-1974] 19422
Map of Chicago showing location of Lufkin Stock Yards and Feeding Company ... 43619
Map of Chicago showing location of pumping stations, tunnels and cribs 19631
Map of Chicago showing major roads and expressways 19896
Map of Chicago showing police precincts, etc. 19665
Map of Chicago. Showing the extensions of the city limits 19439
Map of Chicago; showing the parks, boulevards, and burnt district 19509
Map of Chicago; showing the parks, boulevards, and burnt district, accompanying Chicago and the Great Conflagration by Colbert & Chamberlin 19525
Map of Chicago: showing the parks, boulevards, and principal streets, accompanying ‘Seven days in Chicago’ 19539
Map of Chicago showing towns and park districts 19664
Map of Chicago showing water works system, parks, boulevards, public buildings and railroads, compiled and drawn in the City Map Department 19623
Map of Chicago, State of Illinois, United States of America: showing its extent and boundaries as described in The Standard Guide to Chicago written and compiled by John J. Flinn, Flinn & Sheppard, publishers 19604
Map of Chicago surface lines 19713
Map of Chicago, Terre Haute and Southeastern Railway 36865, 36868
Map of Chicago water system showing pumping stations, cribs, & tunnels; also territorial growth of the city 19685
Map of Chicago & Western Indiana Railroad Company and its lessee the Belt Railway Company of Chicago 20319, 20327, 20337
Map of Chicago & Western Indiana Railroad Company's lines showing connections 19666
Map of Chicago & Western Indiana Railroad Company showing connections 19672, 19682, 19689, 19693, 19697, 19701, 19708, 19709, 19714, 19717, 19731, 19738, 19741, 19745, 20221, 20234, 20245, 20258, 20270, 20280, 20294, 20310
Map of Chicago with street index / compliments of George H. Taylor ... Chicago real estate mortgage correspondent, the Prudential Insurance Company of America, Newark, New Jersey 20150
Map of Chickamauga and Chattanooga National Military Park 20527
Map of Chili and La Plata 70571
Map of China 20677
The Map of China = [Huang Ming yi tong fang yu bei lan] / [Cao... 20616, 20618
Map of China Sea, Philippine Islands, and Sulu Archipelago, formed by combination of charts 1715, 1726-30. Issued by the Hydrographic Office in June and July 1898] 20756
A Map of Chinese Tartary, with Corea 20643
A Map of Chinese Tartary with Corea / by Samuel Dunn 20647, 20651
Map of Chios Island and part of the Turkish coast in the Aegean Sea 20772
Map of Cicero and part of Chicago, for 1895 20820
Map of city of Chicago and surrounding counties: showing areas served predominantly by certain local or suburban transit companies as of August 1956 20424
Map of Clarke County, Georgia 20942
Map of Clear Creek County, Colo. / Ernest Le Neve Foster, M.E. 20985
Map of Cleveland and its environs 21008
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Map of Delaware campgrounds 22992
Map of Delaware, D.C., Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia / compliments of American Oil Co. 47965
Map of Delaware. For Poor's manual of railroads for 1883 23033
Map of Delaware. For Poor's manual of railroads for 1884 23034
Map of Delaware. For Poor's manual of railroads for 1885 23035
Map of Denmark 23168
[Map of Denmark and southern Sweden] 23089
Map of Denmark &c 23160, 23161
[Map of Denver and Rio Grande Railway Company] 21308
Map of Denver & Rio Grande Railroad system 72327
Map of Detroit, Brown County, Dakota 23486
Map of Detroit River and adjacent country: from an original drawing by a British engineer 23485
[Map of distances in the Trinity River region between Dallas and Magnolia, Texas] 75543
Map of Dunbar 23880
Map of DuPage County, Illinois 23902
Map of Dupage County Illinois, 1897 23907
Map of early Cox's Town now Hampstead 16676
A Map of east and west Florida 26854
[Map of east coast of Africa and western half of Indian Ocean] / Ioão Teixiera cosmographo de sva Magestade, aféz em Lixboa o anno de 1649 36699
Map of east Harris County [Texas] / 33546
Map of eastern Europe, with portions of Asia and Africa, comprising all of Austria, Italy, Germany and Greece and parts of Turkey, Russia, Persia, Egypt, etc. 18881
Map of eastern highways [in the United States] 59171
Map of eastern highways showing main routes to Bear Mountain Bridge ... 59267
Map of Eastern Kansas / by E.B. Whitman & A.D. Searl, general land agents, Lawrence, Kansas ; L.H. Bradford & Co's Lith., Boston 40073
[Map of eastern Lake County, Illinois] 41439
[Map of eastern Texas and Louisiana] 71300
Map of Egypt 24769
Map of Egypt, drawn from the latest authorities, and intended to illustrate the military operations of General Bonaparte 24746
Map of Ellis / W. M. Leake, fecit. ; J. Cross, sculpt., 18 Holborn Hill 24911
Map of Elkhart County Ind. 24930
[Map of Emilia-Romagna, Italy] 24957
Map of England 25273
A Map of England and Wales from the latest and best observations : for Mr. Tindal's continuation of Mr. Rapin's history 25114, 25139
Map of England : north 25240
The Map of England : or, about England with an ordnance map 14479
Map of England, Scotland, and Ireland, indicating the places rendered celebrated by battles and sieges 14335, 14337
Map of England : south 25243
A Map of England & Wales, divided into counties, parliamentary divisions and dioceses : shewing the principal roads, railways, rivers & canals, and the seats of the nobility and gentry with the distance of each town from the General Post Office, London 25419
A Map of England, Wales, & Scotland, describing all the direct and principal cross roads in Great Britain... 14293
A Map of England & Wales with a part of Scotland : on which are laid down the whole of the roads described in Cary's New itinerary, 1802 25162
[Map of English Channel, England and northern France] 25468
Map of Erebus Bay, Ross Island 67356
[Map of Erie Railroad headquarters in the United States] 25584, 25585
Map of Essex County, New Jersey : showing principal highway routes, 1929 25619
[Map of Euboea Island and adjacent coast of Greece] 25687
Map of Europe 25885, 25888, 26094, 26162, 26270
[Map of Europe, Africa and part of Asia] 25887
[Map of Europe and showing locations of Chicago Record correspondents] 26123
The Map of Europe by treaty 75480
The Map of Europe by treaty : showing the various political and territorial changes which have taken place since the general peace of 1814. With numerous maps and notes ... By Edward Hertslet ... 75481
Map of Europe by treaty, V4: 1876-1891 25812
A Map of Europe divided into its empires, kingdoms &c. / by J. Palairet with several improvements & additions from D'Anville & Robert by L. Delarochette 25993
Map of Europe : east part 26076
A Map of Europe for the illustration of King Alfred's Anglo-Saxon translation of Crosius 25791
[Map of Europe, the Mediterranean region, and northern Africa] 25876
Map of Europe : west part 26077
Map of European combat areas 26231
Map of Evanston, Cook County, Illinois : compiled and drawn from latest records and actual surveys and published / by Theodore Reese, civil engineer and surveyor 26389
Map of Ewing Township, Mercer County, New Jersey 26427
Map of Ewing Twp., Mercer Co., N.J. 46121
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Map of Green Co., Wisconsin 32928
Map of Greenland at last published. Exact shape of largest island in world finally known 17266
A Map of Greenland, Iceland, Norway, Lapland, part of Russia, and Nova Zemla, on a spherical projection; drawn by John Cracroft, May 29, 1740 2432
Map of grounds belonging to the Nebraska Sunday-School Assembly at Crete, Nebraska 53288
Map of Grundy County, Illinois 33070
A Map of Gt. Britain showing divers sports and pastimes therein practiced / drawn with divers embellishments by Alfred E. Taylor 14477

[Map of Guantánamo Bay and Naval Base, Cuba] 33102
A Map of Guiana &c. / by J. G. Stedman ; T. Conder sculpit 33138
A Map of Guiana, with the courses of the Orinoco and the Marañon, or Amazons; drawn about 1660 33132
Map of Guilford County, N.C. 33147
The Map of Hajji Ahmed and its makers / by V. L. Ménage 33262
Map of Hamilton County, O. : state & county roads / George M. Lemmel, Hamilton County Engineer 33425
Map of Hamilton County [Ohio] 33420
Map of Havana 33663
[Map of Havana, Cuba] 33657, 33661
Map of Hawaii 33685
Map of Hawthorn Montgomery Co., Iowa / A. B. Smith, surveyor 33724
Map of Hayti 33778
A Map of Herr Hitler's heaven : drawn with undiplomatic but fervent hopes that it won't happen here 31624
Map of high spots in New York City 44346, 44348
Map of Hillsboro Co., New Hampshire from actual surveys 33957
A Map of Hindostan, including the British Empire in India, from the latest surveys 36545
A Map of Hindostan, or the Mogul Empire: from the latest authorities 36541
Map of Hindostan : north part 36582
Map of Hindostan : south part 36584
[Map of Hispanic America, 1:1,000,000] 41690
A Map of historic Baltimore : showing main traffic routes and points of interest / compiled and published by the Tourist Development Bureau, Baltimore Association of Commerce ; designed and drawn by Edwin Tunis 11682
A Map of historic Maryland : showing main traffic routes and points of interest / compiled and published by the Tourist Development Bureau, Baltimore Association of Commerce ; designed and drawn by Edwin Tunis 45331
... Map of historic monuments in the care of the state 14540
Map of Holland and Belgium 12374
Map of Honolulu 34263
Map of hot springs localities of the United States ... 76861
Map of Hudson & Manhattan Railroad Hudson Tunnel system 44328, 44329, 44330, 44331
[Map of Hughes, Hyde, Potter, and Sully Counties in South Dakota] 70878
Map of Hungary 34890, 34977
Map of Hyde Park, Calumet, Thornton, South Chicago, and northern portion of Lake County, Ind. 19523
Map of Hyde Park, Illinois 1885 35054
Map of Idaho. For Poor's manual of railroads for 1883 35126
Map of Idaho. For Poor's manual of railroads for 1884 35127
Map of Idaho. For Poor's manual of railroads for 1885 35128
[Map of Ikaria in the Kyklades Islands of the Aegean Sea] 35343
Map of Illinois 35423, 35428, 35429, 35503, 35506
Map of Illinois Central Railroad Company's depot grounds & buildings in Chicago, Ills. : showing positions and dimensions of passenger, freight, & grain houses, tracks, basins, protection crib works &c. : ... / compiled in part from map made under the di 43011
Map of Illinois. For Poor's manual of railroads for 1883 35581
Map of Illinois. For Poor's manual of railroads for 1884 35582
Map of Illinois. For Poor's manual of railroads for 1885 35584
Map of Illinois & Missouri 35455
Map of Illinois : showing senatorial apportionment of Illinois, 1901 ; Map of Illinois : showing congressional apportionment of Illinois, 1901 / prepared by James A. Rose, Secretary of State 35638
Map of Illinois showing state highways 35806, 35825
Map of Illinois, with a plan of Chicago / engraved by J.T. Hammond, New York 35462
Map of Illinois with parts of Indiana, Ouisconsin &c. 35477
Map of Illinois with parts of Indiana, Wisconsin, &c. 35463
Map of improved highways, La Porte County Indiana 41652
A Map of independent Tartary, containing the countries of the Kalmuks and Uzbeks, with the Tibet 3204
A Map of independent Tartary : containing the countries of the Kalmuks and Uzbeks, with the Tibet / by Samuel Dunn 3206, 3207
A Map of India on the west side of the Ganges ... 36675
Map of Indian Territory 61326
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| Map of Indian Territory and Oklahoma | 61333 |
| Map of Indian Territory showing Oklahoma Country | 61332 |
| Map of Indiana | 36750 |
| Map of Indiana. For Poor's manual of railroads for 1883 | 36788 |
| Map of Indiana. For Poor's manual of railroads for 1884 | 36789 |
| Map of Indiana. For Poor's manual of railroads for 1885 | 36791 |
| A Map of Indiana showing its history, points of interest, and the holdings of the Dept. of Conservation / Lee Carter, cartographer | 36981, 36982 |
| Map of inland waterways | 78274 |
| Map of Iowa | 37645, 37663 |
| Map of Iowa Central, Toledo, St. Louis & Western, Chicago & Alton, Minneapolis & St. Louis | 48637, 48650 |
| Map of Iowa engravred expressly for Iowa progress | 37616 |
| Map of Iowa. For Poor's manual of railroads for 1883 | 37633 |
| Map of Iowa. For Poor's manual of railroads for 1884 | 37635 |
| Map of Iowa. For Poor's manual of railroads for 1885 | 37638 |
| Map of Iowa : prepared and printed for the Railroad Commissioners, to accompany their report for 1887 | 37642 |
| Map of Ireland | 38221, 38222, 38355 |
| A Map of Ireland according to the best authorities | 38215 |
| A Map of Ireland divided into provinces and counties... | 38316 |
| [A Map of Ireland, under the designation of 'Cyprus' or 'Macaria' / Phylotus, i.e. Charles O'Kelly] | 38242 |
| Map of iron, Michigan | 38462 |
| Map of Iron County Illinois in 1860 | 38467 |
| Map of irrigated lands adjacent to the Hacienda de Santa Ines (Mexico) | 68839 |
| [Map of irrigated lands near latter-day Winkelma in Gila County, Arizona] | 83028 |
| [Map of island of Korcula in the Adriatic Sea] | 41311 |
| [Map of island of Sri Lanka and adjacent coast of India] | 73058 |
| [Map of islands in the Gulf of Messenia and the Gulf of Lakonikos off the southern and western coasts of the Peloponnesus, Greece] | 46145 |
| [Map of islands in the Saronic Gulf, Greece] | 68931 |
| [Map of islands of Limnos and Aiyos Evstratios in the Aegean Sea] | 42080 |
| [Map of islands of Madagascar and Zanzibar] | 43783 |
| [Map of Italy] | 38767, 38769 |
| A Map of Italy / by Mr. Palairet with improvements and additions from the best authorities by L. Delarochette ; Tho. Kitchin sculpt. | 38868 |
| [Map of Italy] / ... Domenico Zeno| 38770 |
| Map of Italy, including the places rendered celebrated by battles and sieges | 38916, 38917 |
| Map of Italy : north part | 38929 |
| Map of Italy : south part | 38930 |
| A Map of Italy with its kingdoms, states &c. from the lastest & best observations : for Mr. Tindal's continuation of Mr. Rapin's history | 38842, 38880 |
| Map of Ithaca, 1806 / Neele sculp. Strand | 39323 |
| [Map of Ithaca Island in the Ionian Sea] | 39322 |
| [Map of Ithaca, N.Y. and Cornell University detailing driving directions to the Cornell Heights Residential Club] | 39328 |
| Map of Jackson Park showing proposed improvements for 1893 | 84574 |
| Map of Jacksonville, Duval County, Florida / Jacksonville Engineer Dept. Topographical Survey ... | 39383 |
| Map of Jamaica | 39454 |
| A Map of Jamaica ; Barbados | 39430 |
| Map of Jamaica / compiled in 1888 ... [and] revised in 1905 by Colin Liddell, Surveyor General and in 1926 by Public Works Department. New roads added by Survey Department 1941 | 39460 |
| Map of Jamaica : prepared from the best authorities by order of His Excellency Sir Henry Wylie Norman ... Captain General and Governor in Chief, 1888 | 39456 |
| [Map of Japan] | 39489, 39499, 39519 |
| Map of Japan by Girolamo de Angelis | 1980 |
| A Map of Japan on a Hirado plate | 39602 |
| Map of Jasper County, Indiana | 39611 |
| [Map of Java (Indonesia) and Con Dao Island (Vietnam)] | 39622 |
| Map of Jefferson County, Va. | 33544 |
| Map of Jefferson County, Virginia | 39677 |
| [Map of Jerusalem] | 39740 |
Map of Lewis and Clark's track across the western portion of North America: from the Mississippi to the Pacific Ocean: by order of the Executive of the United States in 1804, 5 & 6 / Drawn and engraved by W.G. Evans, N. York. 81785
Map of Lincoln Park District: showing present park area, proposed extensions and work under construction. 42121
Map of London from 1746 to present day. 42375
Map of London, from an actual survey... 42428
Map of Long Island. 42859
Map of Long Island showing the Long Island Railroad and its Leased Lines. 42860
[Map of Loon Lake and Mill Creek south of the Umpqua River in latter-day Douglas County, Oregon.] 49271
Map of Lord Southesk's route from Crow-wing to Rocky Mountains. 16328
Map of Los Angeles area freeways. 43213, 43214
Map of Los Angeles County, California / prepared by the Department of Forester and Firewarden, County of Los Angeles; delineation by Harold A. Meserve. 43164
Map of Loudoun County Virginia. 43232
Map of Louisiana. 43322
A Map of Louisiana and of the River Mississipi / by John Senex. 76441, 76442
Map of Louisiana. For Poor's manual of railroads for 1883. 43307
Map of Louisiana. For Poor's manual of railroads for 1884. 43308
Map of Louisiana. For Poor's manual of railroads for 1885. 43309
Map of Louisiana, Mississippi and Alabama constructed from the latest authorities. 43286
Map of Louisiana representing the several land districts. 43303
Map of Louisiana representing the several land districts: prepared to accompany the Surveyor General's annual report. 43296, 43301
Map of Louisiana representing the several land districts: prepared to accompany the Surveyor General's annual report. 43298
Map of Louisiana showing lands belonging to Citizens Bank / Hugh Lewis, lithographer and publisher, New Orleans, La. 43305
[Map of Louisiana showing the post established by Bernard de la Harpe on the Red River.] 50585
A Map of Louisiana, with the course of the Mississippi, and the adjacent rivers, the nations of the natives, the French establishment and the mines... 1757, 76460
Map of Louisville and Nashville Railroad. 71388
Map of Louisville and Nashville Railroad and affiliated lines. 72095, 72115, 72153, 72158, 72165, 72176
Map of Louisville and Nashville Railroad system. 72145
Map of Louisville & Nashville Railroad and dependencies. December 31, 1934. 71815
Map of Louisville & Nashville Railroad and dependencies. December 31, 1935. 71827
Map of Louisville & Nashville Railroad and dependencies. December 31, 1936. 71840
Map of Louisville & Nashville Railroad and dependencies. December 31, 1937. 71858
Map of Louisville & Nashville Railroad and dependencies. December 31, 1938. 71884
Map of Louisville & Nashville Railroad and dependencies. December 31, 1939. 71899
Map of Louisville & Nashville Railroad and dependencies. December 31, 1940. 71931
Map of Louisville & Nashville Railroad and dependencies. December 31, 1941. 71952
Map of Louisville & Nashville Railroad and dependencies. December 31, 1942. 71970
Map of Louisville & Nashville Railroad and dependencies. December 31, 1943. 71990
Map of Louisville & Nashville Railroad and dependencies. December 31, 1944. 71997
Map of Louisville & Nashville Railroad and dependencies. December 31, 1945. 72006
Map of Louisville & Nashville Railroad and dependencies. December 31, 1946. 72015
Map of Louisville & Nashville Railroad and dependencies. December 31, 1947. 72042
Map of Louisville & Nashville Railroad and dependencies. December 31, 1948. 72068
Map of Louisville & Nashville Railroad and dependencies. December 31, 1949. 72085
Map of Lower Canada : shewing the proposed land agencies and the townships distinct from the seigniories. 65961
Map of Lower Ethiopia (Southern Africa). 515, 516
Map of Lower Louisiana showing the outlet system, and the Barataria Ship Canal, as proposed by John Cowden; also, profile of the Mississippi River from Cairo to Gulf of Mexico. 43271
A Map of Mackenzie's track, from Fort Chipewyan to the North Sea, in 1789. 16319
A Map of Mackenzie’s track from Fort Chipewyan to the Pacific Ocean, in 1793. 16325
[Map of Madagascar.] 43792
Map of Madison County, Illinois / this map and data are published at the personal expense and with the compliments of Miss Eulalia Hotz... Clerk of the County Clerk of Madison County... Democratic candidate for re-election. 43813
[Map of Mahón harbor on Minorca, ca. 1800.] 43932
Map of main motor routes northeastern United States. 59374
Map of main routes to Delaware New Jersey Ferries / this map prepared for Delaware - New Jersey Ferry Co. by American Automobile Association. 24319
Map of Maine : constructed from the most correct surveys, with sectional distances and elevations, or level, of the St. Croix River from Calais Bridge... 43977, 43979
Map of Maine. For Poor's manual of railroads for 1883. 43988
Map of Maine. For Poor's manual of railroads for 1884. 43990
Map of Maine. For Poor's manual of railroads for 1885. 43992
Map of Maine, New Hampshire and Vermont. 53884, 53887
Map of Maine, New Hampshire, and Vermont : compiled from the latest authorities. 53892, 53893
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A Map [of] Middlesex County  49135
Map of Middlesex County and portions of adjoining counties  49131
Map of Middlesex County, Massachusetts : based upon the trigonometrical survey of the state / the details from original surveys under the direction of Henry F. Walling, supt. of the state map ; Thos. W. Baker, draughtsman  49129
Map of Midland Continental Railroad and its principal connections  32699
[Map of military action in the Mani region of Greece]  44365
Map of military reconnaissance from Fort Dalles, Oregon, via Fort Wallah-Wallah, to Fort Taylor, Washington Territory  62066
Map of military reconnaissance from Fort Taylor to the Coeur d'Alene mission, Washington Territory  72986
Map of military road from Fort Walla Walla on the Columbia to Fort Benton on the Missouri / made under the direction of Topl. Bureau by Captain John Mullan, U.S. Army ; prepared by E. Freyhold from field notes from 1858-1863  59749
Map of Milwaukee / by I.A. Lapham  49344
Map of Minneapolis  49404
Map of Minneapolis accompanying Hudson's dictionary of Minneapolis  49405
[Map of Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad sales offices in the United States]  78211
Map of Minneapolis & St. Louis, Toledo, St. Louis & Western, Chicago & Alton, Iowa Central  48639, 48652
Map of Minnesota  49574, 49575
Map of Minnesota. For Poor's manual of railroads for 1883  49549
Map of Minnesota. For Poor's manual of railroads for 1884  49551
Map of Minnesota. For Poor's manual of railroads for 1885  49553
Map of Minnesota, Iowa and the Dakotas  48346
Map of Minnesota territory  48265, 49522, 49525
Map of Minnesota : with population and location of principal towns ... / compliments of Prairie River Land Company, Grand Rapids, Minn.  49571
Map of Mississippi and Ohio Valleys : showing chain of historic French forts  50547
Map of Mississippi : constructed from the surveys in the General Land Office and other documents  50097
Map of Mississippi. For Poor's manual of railroads for 1883  50117
Map of Mississippi. For Poor's manual of railroads for 1884  50119
Map of Mississippi. For Poor's manual of railroads for 1885  50121
Map of Missouri  50681
Map of Missouri and Kansas  50699
Map of Missouri. For Poor's manual of railroads for 1883  50711
Map of Missouri. For Poor's manual of railroads for 1884  50713
Map of Missouri. For Poor's manual of railroads for 1885  50715
Map of Missouri-Kansas-Texas lines  72069, 72086, 72096, 72116, 72128, 72138, 72146, 72154, 72159, 72166
Map of Missouri / M.F.A. Oil Company  51090
Map of Missouri Pacific Railroad  1919  32709
Map of Missouri Pacific Railroad. 1920  32711
Map of Missouri Pacific Railroad and connections. 1920  32712
Map of Missouri Pacific Railroad Company and connections. 1921  32715
Map of Missouri Pacific Railroad Company and connections. 1922  32720
Map of Missouri Pacific Railroad Company and connections. 1923  32723
Map of modern Charleston showing approximate areas of the great fires of 1740, 1778, 1796, 1838 and 1861 ... . Drawn in 1925  19221
Map of Mohawk country : from 1690 to 1790  51208
Map of Mohawk Valley : showing route made by Sir John Johnson in October 1780  51209
Map of monastic Britain  51235
Map of monastic Britain : south sheet  51236
Map of monastic Ireland  51237
A Map of Monmouth County  51257
Map of Monroe County Wisconsin  51297
Map of Montana. For Poor's manual of railroads for 1883  51333
Map of Montana. For Poor's manual of railroads for 1884  51334
Map of Montana. For Poor's manual of railroads for 1885  51336
Map of Montana showing military sites  51324
Map of Montana showing trading posts  51322
Map of Montana, Wyoming, Colorado, Utah & Idaho  82279
Map of Montgomery County Pennsylvania [1849]  51612
Map of Montgomery County, Tennessee  51615
Map of Montreal = Carte de Montreal / publié et photographié par W. Schermer  51682
Map of Morris, Grundy Co., Ill.  51807
Map of Morris's Purchase ....  34551, 34552
Map of Morris's Purchase or West Genesco ...  34550
Map of Muscatine Co., Iowa  52009
Map of Muskegon and Ottawa Counties, Michigan  52020
Map of Muskegon Mich.  52023
[Map of Mykonos in the Kyklades Islands of the Aegaean Sea]  52032
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A Map of New England, being the first that ever was here cut, and done by the best pattern that could be had, which being in some places defective, it made the other less exact: yet doth it sufficiently shew the scituation of the country, and convenien 53830, 53831, 53832, 53833
A Map of New-Foundland 56893
A Map of New Hampshire 54572
Map of New Hampshire / compiled by the State Highway Department 54647
Map of New Hampshire. For Poor's manual of railroads for 1883 54594
Map of New Hampshire. For Poor's manual of railroads for 1884 54596
Map of New Hampshire. For Poor's manual of railroads for 1885 54597
A Map of New Hampshire, shewing the settlement of the boundaries between it and Massachusetts ... 54566
A Map of New Hampshire, shewing the settlements of the boundaries between it and Massachusetts as 'determined by His Majesty’ 54567
Map of New Hampshire showing state and main traveled highways, principal railroads and airports / issued jointly by the State Highway Department and State Development Commission 54649
Map of New Hampshire: showing state and main traveled highways, railroads and airports / New Hampshire State Development Commission ... Concord, New Hampshire, 1933-4 54648
Map of New Hampshire showing state and main traveled highways, railroads and airports / New Hampshire State Planning and Development Commission ... Concord, New Hampshire, 1935 54655
Map of New Hampshire: Southern part 54602
Map of New Hampshire & Vermont 54588
Map of New Holland and New England with profile of New Amsterdam 53824, 53885
Map of New Jersey 54794
Map of New Jersey. For Poor's manual of railroads for 1883 54805
Map of New Jersey. For Poor's manual of railroads for 1884 54808
Map of New Jersey. For Poor's manual of railroads for 1885 54809
A Map of New Jersey from the best authorities 54775
Map of New Mexico 55268
Map of New Mexico. For Poor's manual of railroads for 1883 55270
Map of New Mexico. For Poor's manual of railroads for 1884 55271
Map of New Mexico. For Poor's manual of railroads for 1885 55272
Map of New Mexico, showing the routes of Niza, Coronado, Ruiz, and Espejo: drawn according to the original boundaries established by Congress 72240
[Map of New Orleans] 55480
Map of New Orleans and Jefferson Cities showing the claims of Mrs. Myra Clark Gaines, 1870 55481
Map of New Orleans Louisiana : New Orleans Railway & Light Co. 55488, 55489
A Map of New South Wales 55559
[Map of New-Spain between 22° and 37° N. lat. ... ] 46609
A Map of New Spain from 16° to 38° north latitude: reduced from the large map drawn from astronomical observations at Mexico in the year 1804 by Alexandre de Humboldt, and comprehending the whole of the information contained in the original map, except 46306
A Map of New Spain, Louisiana, the Floridas, Georgia and Carolinas; shewing the divisions of the provinces, with the courses of the rivers and mountains, between 19° and 42° N. lat. 71312
Map of New York and the adjacent cities 55646, 55649
Map of New York and vicinity 55656
Map of New York, Chicago & St. Louis R.R. 59110, 59120, 59128, 59137, 59145, 59157, 59164
Map of New York, Chicago & St. Louis R.R. 1906 59054
Map of New York, Chicago & St. Louis R.R. 1908 59077
Map of New York, Chicago & St. Louis R.R. 1909 59095
Map of New-York City 55662, 55696
Map of New York City and of Manhattan Island with the American defences in 1776 44321
Map of New York City / compiled and printed for the convenience of students at the 1928 session of the Summer School of Columbia University,
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Map of Philadelphia and vicinity: official AAA road map ... prepared in connection with the Automobile Club of Philadelphia ... 64455
Map of Philadelphia / Keystone Automobile Club 64428
Map of Philadelphia showing lines and depots of the Pennsylvania Railroad Company 64370

[Map of Piedmont] / Alouigi Rosacio 64689
[Map of Piedmont] / Paolo Furlani Veronese 64682, 64683
Map of Pike and Dubois Counties, Indiana 64741
A Map of Piscataqua River in New England, 1708 64798
Map of Pittsburgh 64811, 64812, 64814, 64815

[Map of Pittsburgh, 1817] 64813
Map of Pittsburgh, Allegheny, Birmingham, and Manchester 64822

[Map of planned attack to recapture Fort San Marcos de Apalache, Saint Marks, Fl. in 1800] 27412
[Map of Poland] 64978, 64979
Map of Poland, Prussia, and Hungary indicating the places rendered celebrated by sieges and battles 25771, 25772
Map of Poland 60316
[Map of Pomerania] 65153

Map of portions of Colorado and New Mexico 21301

[Map of portions of Saint Louis and Lake Counties, Minnesota showing proposed extension to the Duluth & Iron Range Railroad] 68037
[Map of Portland, Oregon] 65247, 65248

Map of present state of West Virginia as of 1738 [1780, 1790, 1800, 1810, 1820, 1830, 1840, 1850, 1851 to date] 82642
Map of Prince Edward Island indicating motor roads and recreational resources 65565
Map of proposed Arizona Territory from explorations by A.B. Gray & others: to accompany memoir by Lieut. Mowry, U.S. Army Delegate elect 25456

[Map of proposed Chicago water supply tunnel from Lake Michigan / Chicago Board of Public Works] 19484
[Map of Psara Island in the Aegean Sea] 65735
Map of public surveys in California: to accompany report of Surveyor Genl., 1857 15252
Map of public surveys in California to accompany report of Surveyor Genl. 1860 15255
Map of public surveys in Colorado territory: to accompany a report of the Surveyor Gen. 21279

Map of Quebec. For Poor's manual of railroads for 1883 65967
Map of Quebec. For Poor's manual of railroads for 1884 65968
Map of Quebec. For Poor's manual of railroads for 1885 65969

Map of Queensland to accompany the Railway Commissioners report 1898. Shewing the several railway systems & branch lines, the principal railway stations & town and artesian bores, also the distribution of stock and the location of the mineral and agricultural 66123
Map of Ramsey and Hennepin counties: with adjacent portions of Anoka, Wright, Carver, Scott, Dakota & Washington counties 66203
Map of Ramsey and Manomin counties: and Hennepin east 66199

[Map of Ramsey and Washington Counties]: with adjacent portions of Anoka, Dakota & Hennepin Counties, Minnesota: and parts of St. Croix & Pierce Counties, Wisconsin 66200
Map of Rapid City, S.D. 66269

[Map of Reading Company railroad track improvements between Belt Line Junction and Blandon in Berks County, Penn.] 12471
Map of Reading Company system 47778, 47785, 47798, 47805, 47810, 47818
Map of Reading Company system, 1932 47829
Map of Reading Company system as merged December 31, 1923 47772

Map of Reading system. 1930 47819
Map of Reading system. 1931 47825
Map of reconnaissance exhibiting the country between Washington and New Orleans: with the routes examined in reference to a contemplated national road between these two cities 71349

[Map of Rhine River Valley between Basel, Switzerland and Strasbourg, France] 66442
A Map of Rhode Island 66633, 66707
Map of Rhode Island. For Poor's manual of railroads for 1883 66681
Map of Rhode Island. For Poor's manual of railroads for 1884 66682
Map of Rhode Island. For Poor's manual of railroads for 1885 66684

[Map of Rhodes in the Dodekanesos Islands of the Aegean Sea] 66732
[Map of Ridley and Tincum Townships in Delaware County, Pennsylvania showing land ownership and tracts around Norwood] 23010
[Map of Ridley and Tincum Townships in Delaware County, Pennsylvania showing land ownership and tracts in the latter-day boroughs of Ridely Park and Prospect Park] 23011
Map of riot and fire zones [in Chicago] 19690
Map of Riverdale and surroundings, Cook County, Ills 66871
Map of Robertson Bay & Cape Adare 75
Map of Rochester, from the latest surveys prepared for the Rochester Directory 67037
Map of Rock Co. Wisconsin 67054
Map of Rock County Wisconsin 67055
Map of Rock Island Lines 77156
Map of Rock Island Lines and connections 77234, 77258, 77259, 77260, 77309, 77336, 77356, 77375, 77402, 77530, 77531, 77552, 77553, 77926, 77968, 82116, 82128, 82311, 82318, 82319, 82345, 82358, 82359, 82360, 82361, 82362, 82363
Map of Rockingham County, Virginia / prepared under the direction of Brevet Brig. Gen. P.S. Michie ... by Jed. Hotchkiss, top. eng. ... January 1866 67076
[Map of Rohan, Gondor, and Mordor in Middle Earth] / C.J.R.T. 48019
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The Map of Rome, 1625 : Paul Maupin: a companion to the facsimile reproduced from the original in the Pepys Library 45542
Map of Ross Island - west coast 67355
Map of routes to California and Oregon 81180, 81181
A Map of Russia 67497, 67510
Map of Russia in Europe 67648
Map of Saginaw and Tuscola, with part of Genesee, Lapeer, Huron & Midland Counties, Michigan 46779
[Map of Saginaw County, ca. 1840] 67826
Map of Salem village, 1692 / by W.P. Upham. 1866 ; O.W.H. Upham del. ; G.W. Boynton sc. 68274
[Map of Samos Island in the Dodekanesos Islands of the Aegean Sea] 68371
[Map of Samothrace and Imroz Islands in the Aegean Sea] 68373
Map of Saratoga 68895
Map of Saratoga Springs and Excelsior Park, 1880 / Forbes Co., Boston 68896
Map of Sargent 68929
A Map of Savannah River beginning at Stone-Bluff, or Nextotobethell, which contnueth to the sea; also, the four sounds Savañah, [Warsaw], Hossabaw, and St. Katharines, with their islands; likewise Neuport, or Serpent River, from its mouth to Benjehova 69005
[Map of Scandanavia] 69150
[Map of Scandinavia] 69147
A Map of Scilly Islands 38573
Map of Scioto County, Ohio / by Barton & Gibbs, from actual surveys, 1875 ; compiled by Carolyn Braden Lewis from map at Library of Congress 69442
Map of Scotland 69571, 69955
A Map of Scotland divided into counties shewing the principal roads, railways, rivers, canals, lochs, mountains, islands, &c 69581
Map of scout from Fort Halleck, Nev. to Duck Valley, Ind. Res. ... July, 1879 53650
Map of Seattle / courtesy of Seattle Chamber of Commerce 69775
Map of Sequoyah and parts of adjoining counties showing the approximate distance ... from the Sequoyah Memorial to some historic and scenic sites 61312
Map of Seward Peninsula, the Arctic gold fields of Alaska 69893
Map of Seward Peninsula, the Arctic gold fields of Alaska : showing precinct boundaries, recording offices, post offices, trails & road houses / compiled by F.J. Monroe 69894
Map of Shiloh battlefield positions on second day, April 7, 1862 69963
Map of Shiloh battlefield positions on second day, April 7, 1862. Prepared under the direction of the Secretary of War by the Shiloh National Military Park Commission from the official reports and maps of the contending armies 69964
Map of shore route along beautiful Lake Champlain and Lake George : Shortest route Albany and Montreal via Westport, N.Y. 56279
... Map of Shropshire ... 69996
Map of Siberia 70021
[Map of Sicily] 70037, 70038
[Map of Simi in the Dodekanesos Islands of the Aegean Sea, including adjacent islands and the Turkish coast] 70150
Map of Sioux Falls Dakota 70173
[Map of Siphnos Island in the Kyklades of the Aegean Sea] 70178
Map of six counties around Chicago, showing railroads, junction points, stations, post offices & villages. Also carriage roads 20130
[Map of Skiathos and Skopelos in the Northern Sporades Islands of the Aegean Sea] 70204
A Map of some of the south and east bounds of Pennsylvania in America, being partly inhabited 63516
A Map [of] Somerset County 70281
Map of South America 70537, 70572
A Map of South America according to the best authorities 70489, 70501
A Map of South America and the adjacent islands, 1794 70486
A Map of South America containing Tierra-Firma, Guayana ... and Patagonia 70462, 70463, 70471
A Map of South America containing Tierra-Firma, Guayana ... Chili and Patagonia from Mr. d'Anville : with several improvements and additions ... 70488
A Map of South America containing Tierra-Firma, Guayana ... / from Mr. d'Anville with several improvements and additions ... 70479
A Map of South America containing Tierra-Firma, Guayana, New Granada Amazonia, Brasil, Peru, Paraguay, Chaco, Tucuman, Chili and Patagonia 70458, 70464
Map of South America : intended for the elucidation of Lavoisne's Historical atlas / by E. Paguenaud ; Young & Delleker sc. 70534
[Map of South America] / Joannes á Doetechum fecit 70396
A Map of South America with the European settlements & whatever else is remarkable ... 70477
Map of South Australia, New South Wales, Van Diemenland and settled parts of Australia : respectfully dedicated to T.L. Mitchell, Surveyor General of New South Wales 11067
Map of South Bend, St. Joseph Co., Ind. 70737
A Map of South Carolina and a part of Georgia : containing the whole sea-coast; all the islands, inlets, rivers, creeks, parishes, townships, boroughs, roads, and bridges; as also, several plantations, with their proper boundary-lines, their names, and ... 70756, 70763
Map of South Carolina. For Poor's manual of railroads for 1883 70794
Map of South Carolina. For Poor's manual of railroads for 1884 70795
Map of South Carolina. For Poor's manual of railroads for 1885 70796
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A Map of South Carolina from the best authorities 70764
Map of South Carolina : garden paradise 1977, primary highway system / South Carolina Department of Highways and Public Transportation 70855
Map of South Carolina state highway system showing road conditions as of April 1, 1932 70832
Map of South Carolina state highway system showing road conditions as of January 1, 1933 70833
Map of south central North Dakota : showing selected farming lands in the following counties: Burleigh, Kidder, Stutsman, Logan, Emmons and McIntosh 58320
[Map of south central Pennsylvania] 63539
A Map of South Dakota 70881
Map of South Polar regions 2109
Map of south-western Turkomania (according to the explorations of M. Lessar) 75832
Map of southeastern Arizona 2554
Map of southern Africa 526
[Map of southern and central Asia missionary stations] 20703
[Map of southern Lake County and northern Cook County, Illinois ; published for Koenig & Strey Realtors] 22064
[Map of Southern Pacific Company and Pacific Electric Railway Company lines in the Los Angeles region of southern California] 43199
[Map of southwest Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, showing land ownership and tracts in the Kingsessing neighborhood] 64373
[Map of southwestern Mississippi] 50114
Map of Spain and Portugal 72814
Map of Spain and Portugal including the places rendered celebrated by sieges and battles 72795, 72796
[Map of Spanish America, in four parts] 1769 46619
Map of St. Augustine and environs 67865
Map of St. Domingo / Palmer sc. Store Street 34002
Map of St. Heleia ['!] Mountain mountain range : Russian River, Santa Rosa, and Napa Creek, and the outlines of Clear Lake, with the survey of the lower lake, Borax Lake and the sulphur banks / Charles F. Hoffmann 15257
Map of St. Joseph, Mo. and vicinity 67957
Map of St. Louis and San Francisco Ry, operated lines and connections 81902
Map of St. Louis and San Francisco Railroad and connecting lines 72316, 72319, 72325, 72332
Map of St. Louis and San Francisco Ry. and connections 72279
Map of St. Louis and suburbs 68070
Map of St. Louis & San Francisco R.R. and connecting lines 72338
Map of St. Louis & San Francisco Ry. and connections 72287
Map of St. Louis, showing location of World's Fair grounds (1904?) 43460
Map of states & territories, West of Missouri, to accompany Appleton's Hand Book of American Travel, Western Tour 81861
Map of steamship routes of the world 84327, 84329
A Map of Surinam / T. Conder sculp. 73465
Map of Susquehanna County 73585
Map of Sweden and Norway 73697
Map of Switzerland 73863
Map of Syracuse, New York, 1903 74108
Map of Syracuse, New York, 1913. 74109
Map of Syria 74117
[Map of Telos in the Dodekanesos Islands of the Aegean Sea] 74315
Map of Tennessee. For Poor's manual of railroad for 1883 74347
Map of Tennessee. For Poor's manual of railroad for 1884 74348
[Map of Tennessee.] For Poor's manual of railroads for 1885 74349
Map of Tennessee showing population, educational statistics, transportation facilities and agricultural and mineral resources / issued by the Tennessee Railroad Commission and the Commissioner of Agriculture 74358
[Map of Teotihuacán, Mexico] 74467
A Map of Terra del Fuego : and of the Straits of Magellan, & Le Maire with the new islands of Ancyan and Beauchêne / E. Bowen sculp. 75191, 75192
Map of Terra Nova Bay 74478
A Map of 'Terra Nova', or Newfoundland, drawn on vellum [by William Hack] 56886
Map of Texas 74535
[Map of Texas and Indian Territory] 74551
Map of Texas and part of New Mexico 74542
Map of Texas and parts of adjoining territories 74589
Map of Texas and the countries adjacent 72251
Map of Texas, compiled from surveys on record in the General Land Offices of the Republic 74520, 74529, 74533
Map of Texas, compiled from surveys recorded in the Land Office of Texas, and other official surveys / by John Arrowsmith, Soho Square, London 74522, 74523, 74524
Map of Texas containing the latest grants & discoveries / by E.F. Lee ; [engraved by] Doolittle & Munson 74514
Map of Texas. For Poor's manual of railroads for 1883 74556
Map of Texas. For Poor's manual of railroads for 1884 74557
Map of Texas. For Poor's manual of railroads for 1885 74558
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Map of Texas from the most recent authorities  74527, 74530, 74531
Map of Texas in the eighteenth century  74498
Map of Texas with parts of the adjoining states  74518
Map of Texas with parts of the adjoining states / compiled by by Stephen F. Austin ; Engraved by John & Wm. W. Warr Philada.  75009
[Map of Thasos Island in the Aegean Sea and Mount Athos and part of the Greek coast]  75055
Map of that part of the mineral lands adjacent to Lake Superior ceded to the United States ...  1842  79506
Map of that part of Washington Territory lying west of the Cascade Mountains : to accompany report of Surveyor General, 1857  81169
Map of that portion of the boundary between the United States and Mexico : from the Pacific Coast to the junction of the Gila and Colorado Rivers  72229
Map of that portion of the Department of the Platte and adjacent territory west of the 103rd meridian  81930
A Map of the acting superintendency of Michigan  46761
Map of the Adirondacks  84
[Map of the Aegean Sea, Balkan Peninsula and western Turkey]  104
Map of the Alaska Central Ry. showing line under construction and proposed future extension  1047, 1048
Map of the allotments [in Illinois]  35427
Map of the alluvial valley of the Mississippi River : from the head of St. Francis basin to the Gulf of Mexico showing lands subject to overflow, location of levees and trans-alluvial profiles  50636
Map of the American Central Water Line and other principal lines of communication between the western states, and the Atlantic seaboard  1858, 1859
Map of the American coast: from Lynhaven Bay [Va.] to Narraganset Bay  47602
A Map of the American Indian nations, adjoining to the Mississippi, west and east Florida, Georgia, S. & N. Carolina, Virginia, &c.  76464
Map of the Americas  41694, 70648
Map of the Americas 1:5,000,000  41695
[Map of the Americas] / Scrutior affettionatissimo Paoli de i Furlani Veronese  1554
Map of the ancient Shawanese Towns on the Pickaway Plains : Map #4 / O. C. George  64665
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Map of the Lehigh Valley Rail Road and leased lines with their connections.  1884  63587
Map of the Lehigh Valley Railroad and connections  47637, 47651, 56150
[Map of the Lesser Antilles islands from Domenica north to Antigua]  2158
A Map of the liberty of Fruness in the County of Lancaster / as surveyed by Wm. Brasier, 1748 & copied by T. Richardson, 1772 ; W. Darling feci.  28496
[Map of the Lièpvrette River valley between Lièpvre and Eschény in the Haut-Rhin département of Alsace, France]  42002
Map of the line of the London and Birmingham Railway, from Euston Square Station to Stony Stratford in Buckinghamshire, shewing also the principal towns, places, seats and parks on each side of the line  42367
Map of the lines of the National Railroad Company of Mexico, Mexican International Railroad and Interoceanic Railway of Mexico  46440, 46441, 46442
Map of the lines of the Philadelphia & Reading R.R. Co. and principal connections  58961
Map of the linguistic stocks of American Indians chiefly within the present limits of the United States ... / by J.W. Powell  76965
A Map of the located districts in the Province of Upper Canada ...  61788
A Map of the located districts in the Province of Upper Canada : describing all the new settlements, townships, & c, with the adjacent frontiers  61787
Map of the Louisiana & Arkansas Ry. and connections  71550, 71561, 71578, 71593, 71603, 71615, 71626
Map of the Louisville and Nashville Railroad and dependencies  71413, 71425, 71437
Map of the Louisville and Nashville Railroad and dependencies  71400
Map of the Louisville & Nashville R.R.  24303, 71377, 71378
Map of the Louisville & Nashville R.R. and dependencies  71438, 71450, 71461, 71473, 71485, 71498, 71515, 71528, 71539, 71552, 71563, 71580, 71595, 71604, 71616, 71627, 71643, 71657, 71667, 71676
Map of the Louisville & Nashville Railroad  71384, 71752, 71765
Map of the Louisville & Nashville Railroad and dependencies  71449, 71460, 71472, 71484, 71497
Map of the Louisville & Nashville Railroad and dependencies. December 31, 1916  71693
Map of the Louisville & Nashville Railroad and dependencies. December 31, 1917  71699
Map of the Louisville & Nashville Railroad and dependencies. December 31, 1920  71720
Map of the Louisville & Nashville Railroad and dependencies. December 31, 1921  71724
Map of the Louisville & Nashville Railroad and dependencies. December 31, 1922  71727
Map of the Louisville & Nashville Railroad and dependencies. December 31, 1923  71733
Map of the Louisville & Nashville Railroad and dependencies. December 31, 1924  71738
Map of the Louisville & Nashville Railroad and dependencies. December 31, 1925  71741
Map of the Louisville & Nashville Railroad and dependencies. December 31, 1927  71753
Map of the Louisville & Nashville Railroad and dependencies. December 31, 1929  71766
Map of the Louisville & Nashville Railroad and dependencies. December 31, 1930  71780
Map of the Louisville & Nashville Railroad and dependencies. December 31, 1931  71790
Map of the Louisville & Nashville Railroad and dependencies. December 31, 1932  71795
Map of the Louisville & Nashville Railroad and dependencies. December 31, 1933  71808
Map of the Louisville & Nashville Railroad and dependencies. June 30, 1899  71514
Map of the Louisville & Nashville Railroad and dependencies. June 30, 1900  71527
Map of the Louisville & Nashville Railroad and dependencies. June 30, 1901  71538
Map of the Louisville & Nashville Railroad and dependencies. June 30, 1902  71551
Map of the Louisville & Nashville Railroad and dependencies. June 30, 1903  71562
Map of the Louisville & Nashville Railroad and dependencies. June 30, 1904  71579
Map of the Louisville & Nashville Railroad and dependencies. June 30, 1905  71594
Map of the Louisville & Nashville Railroad and dependencies. June 30, 1906  71606
Map of the Louisville & Nashville Railroad and dependencies. June 30, 1907  71618
Map of the Louisville & Nashville Railroad and dependencies. June 30, 1908  71629
Map of the Louisville & Nashville Railroad and dependencies. June 30, 1909  71645
Map of the Louisville & Nashville Railroad and dependencies. June 30, 1910  71659
Map of the Louisville & Nashville Railroad and dependencies. June 30, 1912  71677
Map of the Louisville & Nashville Railroad and dependencies. June 30, 1913  71683
Map of the Louisville & Nashville Railroad and dependencies. June 30, 1914  71686
Map of the Louisville & Nashville Railroad and dependencies. June 30, 1915  71689
Map of the Louisville, New Albany & Chicago Railway and leased lines  48345, 48358, 48370, 48383, 48396, 48408, 48419
Map of the Louisville, St. Louis & Texas Railway, and connections  48371, 48384
Map of the Lower Geyser Basin, Yellowstone National Park / plotted by Henry Gannett, M. E. ; from notes and sketches by J. E. Mushbach ; Julius Bien & Co. lith.  85059
[Map of the lower Mississippi River, neighboring coast, and the country to the southwest]  50563
Map of the Lower Peninsula of Michigan showing the location of the pine and farming lands of the Saint Mary’s Falls Ship Canal Co.  46777
Map of the M.C.R.R. and connections : New York Central Lines  46864, 46866, 46869, 46871
A Map of the Malabar and Coromandel coasts / E. Bowen sculp.  36522, 36534
Map of the Mammoth Cave Kentucky  44299
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Map of the manor of Scarsdale 82694
Map of the Manor Renselaerwick 66403
Map of the maritime county of Mayo in Ireland / by William Bald; engraved by Pierre Tardieu; imprimee par Chardon aine; les ecritures gravee par J. D. Lale 45569
Map of the Maritime Provinces: including Nova Scotia, Cape Breton Island, Prince Edward Island, and New Brunswick] 45099
Map of the Marmara Sea and the Dardanelles Strait in northwest Turkey 45144
Map of the Mediterranean Sea with the adjacent regions and seas... 45883
Map of the Menominee and Stockbridge Indian reservations 45983
Map of the Mer de glace of Chamouni and of the adjoining mountains 19082
Map of the Mexican Central Railway and connections 46402, 46417, 46420, 46424, 46429, 46432, 46436, 46439, 46444, 46446, 46449, 46452, 46456
Map of the Mexican Central Railway and connections. June 1904 46445, 46448
Map of the Mexican Central Railway and connections. June 1906 46451
Map of the Mexican Central Railway and connections. May, 1895 46413
Map of the Mexican Central Railway and connections. May, 1897 46419
Map of the Mexican Central Railway and connections. May, 1898 46423
Map of the Mexican Central Railway and connections. May, 1899 46428
Map of the Mexican Central Railway and connections. May, 1900 46431
Map of the Mexican Central Railway and connections. May, 1901 46434
Map of the Mexican Central Railway and connections. May, 1902 46438
Map of the Mexican Central Railway and connections. May, 1903 46443
Map of the Mexican Central Railway and connections 46455
Map of the Mexican Central Ry. and its connections 46398, 46401, 46404, 46406, 46410, 46415
Map of the Mexican National R.R. 'Laredo Route' and connections. The scenic short line to the City of Mexico 46421
Map of the Micatlan region in Mexico 46460
Map of the Middle East and the eastern Mediterranean Sea 48050
A Map of the middle part of America 18957
A Map of the middle states of America 58896
Map of the military department of New Mexico / drawn under the direction of Brig. Gen. James H. Carleton by Capt. Allen Anderson, 5th U. S. Infantry, Acting Engineer Officer 55257
Map of the Military Department of the Platte Wyoming 84781
Map of the military reservation at Fort Grant; Diagram of post 27339
Map of the military reservation at Fort Yuma... 85228
Map of the mining district of California / by William A. Jackson 15235, 15236
Map of the mining district of California / by Wm. A. Jackson 15239
Map of the Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad & connections 48467, 48485, 48498, 48499, 48522, 48523, 48539, 48553, 48568, 48579
Map of the Minneapolis, St. Paul and Sault Ste. Marie Ry. and connections 48476
Map of the Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie Railway 48543
Map of the Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie Railway Company lines, including the Wisconsin Central Railway 48763, 48776, 48777, 48778, 48779, 48800, 48812, 48813, 48814, 48815, 48877
A Map of the missions, presidios, pueblos, and...ranchos of Spanish California 15625
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Map of the Mississippi from the Falls of St. Anthony to St. Louis; Map of the Mississippi R. from St. Louis to Memphis 50526
Map of the Mississippi River 50528
Map of the Mississippi River and Bonne Terre Railway 35676, 35681, 35684, 35687
Map of the Mississippi River at St. Louis, showing formation of sand bar 50272, 50273
A Map of the Mississippi River, containing the route from the mouth of the Ohio to New Orleans 50504
Map of the Mississippi River Delta, 1723 50465
Map of the Mississippi River from its source to the mouth of the Missouri 50503
Map of the Mississippi River from the Falls of St. Anthony to... Memphis. c1849 50627
Map of the Mississippi River from the Illinois River to the Gulf of Mexico 50572
Map of the Mississippi River showing its sources] 50624
Map of the Mississippi River valley and southern states 71275
Map of the Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company 71739, 71742
Map of the Missouri-Kansas-Texas Lines 72177
Map of the Missouri, Kansas, Texas Railroad 72070
Map of the Missouri Pacific and St. Louis, Iron Mountain and Southern railways and connections 72276, 72285
Map of the Missouri Pacific Lines 78213
Map of the Missouri Pacific Lines and connections. 1925 77314
Map of the Missouri Pacific Lines and connections. 1926 77339
Map of the Missouri Pacific Lines and connections. 1927 77359
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Map of the Missouri Pacific Lines and connections. 1928 77379
Map of the Missouri Pacific lines and connections. 1929 77410
Map of the Missouri Pacific lines and connections. 1930 77470
Map of the Missouri Pacific Railroad and connections. 1924 77300
[Map of the Missouri Pacific Railroad lines and truck routes] 72589, 72595, 72596
Map of the Missouri Pacific Railway, St. Louis, Iron Mountain & Southern Ry. : leased, operated and independent lines and connections 72291
Map of the Missouri Pacific Railway, St. Louis, Iron Mountain & Southern Ry. 72307, 72308, 72313, 72317, 72322
Map of the Missouri Pacific Railway, St. Louis, Iron Mountain & Southern Ry. 1900 72329
Map of the Missouri Pacific Railway, St. Louis, Iron Mountain & Southern Ry. 1901 72335
Map of the Missouri Pacific Railway, St. Louis, Iron Mountain & Southern Ry. : leased, operated & independent lines & connections 72301, 72304
Map of the Missouri Pacific railway system 72272, 72274
Map of the Mobile & Ohio R.R. and connections 77002, 77013, 77020, 77031, 77041, 77054, 77061, 77071
Map of the Modoc country 15261
Map of the Monon Route and connections : Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville Railway 48525, 48616, 48634
Map of the Monon Route : Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville Railway 48524
Map of the Monon route : Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville railway and connections 48846
Map of the Montana state highway system 51518
Map of the Monterey and Mexican Gulf Railroad 46397, 46399, 46403, 46405, 46409, 46414
A Map of the most inhabited part of New England ... 53868
A Map of the most inhabited part of New England, containing the provinces of Massachusetts ... 53867, 53869
A Map of the most inhabited part of New England, containing the provinces of Massachusets Bay and New Hampshire, with the colonies of Connecticut and Rhode Island ... 53865, 53885
A Map of the most inhabited part of New England, containing the provinces of Massachusets Bay and New Hampshire, with the colonies of Connecticuc and Rhode Island ... 53865
A Map of the most inhabited part of New England, containing the provinces of Massachusets Bay and New Hampshire, with the colonies of Connecticuc and Rhode Island, divided into counties and townships ... 53873
A Map of the most inhabited part of New England, containing the provinces of Massachusets Bay and New Hampshire, with the colonies of Connecticuc and Rhode Island, divided into counties and townships : the whole composed from actual surveys and its situ 53865
A Map of the most inhabited part of New England, containing the provinces of Massachusets Bay and New Hampshire, with the colonies of Connecticuc and Rhode Island ... 53865
A Map of the most inhabited part of New England, containing the provinces of Massachusets Bay and New Hampshire, with the colonies of Connecticuc and Rhode Island, divided into counties and townships : the whole composed from actual surveys and its situ 53858
An Map of the most inhabited part of Virginia, containing the whole province of Maryland ... 80373, 80374, 80375
A Map of the most inhabited part of Virginia containing the whole province of Maryland with part of Pensilvania, New Jersey and North Carolina 80372, 80376
A Map of the most inhabited part of Virginia containing the whole province of Maryland : with part of Pensilvania, New Jersey and North Carolina / Drawn by Joshua Fry & Peter Jefferson in 1751 80368
Map of the mountain section of the Ft. Walla Walla and Ft. Benton military wagon road 62659
Map of the mountain section of the Ft. Walla Walla & Ft. Benton military wagon road : from Coeur d'Alene Lake to the Dearborn River, Washington Territory constructed under direction of the War Department 36316, 35317
Map of the mouth Chicago River Illinois with plan of the proposed piers for improving the harbour / drawn by F. Harrison Junr. Assist. Civil Engineer ; Feby. 24th 1830. Wm. Howard, U.S. Civil Agt. 27292
Map of the mouth of Chicago River drawn by F. Harrison, Jr., Asst. U.S. Civil Engineer ... 27293
Map of the Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis Railway and connections 71509, 71583, 71584, 71585, 71586, 71632, 71633, 71634, 71635, 71702, 71703, 71704, 71705, 71706, 71707, 71708, 71709, 71710, 71711, 71712, 71713, 71714, 71715, 71716, 71717, 71781, 71900, 71901, 71902, 71903, 71904, 71905, 71906, 71907, 71908, 71909, 72097, 72098, 72099, 72100, 72101, 72102, 72103, 72104
Map of the National Park-to-Park Highway / John C. Mulford, chief cartographer 82244
Map of the National Railroad of Mexico, Mexican International Railroad, Interoceanic Railway of Mexico 46447, 46450, 46453, 46457, 46459
Map of the National Railways of Mexico system. Ferrocarriles Nacionales de Mexico 46472
Map of the National Railways of Mexico system. Ferrocarriles Nacionales de México 46469, 46474
Map of the Navajo Indian reserve 52841
[Map of the Netherlands] / Hieronymus Cock pictor Antverpianus excudebat. 1577. Cvm gratia et privilegio per an. 6 53349
A Map of the new governments of East & West Florida 26841
Map of the New Orleans Great Northern Railroad: Now under construction 50136, 50138, 50141
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Map of the Ohio Riv. from Pittsburgh to Cincinnati ; Map of the Ohio R. from Cincinnati to Cairo ; Map of the Missouri R. from Ft. Leavenworth to its mouth 61272

Map of the Ohio River  61265, 61274
A Map of the Ohio River and part of the Mississippi, containing the route from Pittsburgh to St. Louis and the mines 61266
Map of the Ohio River from Pittsburgh to ... Cairo.  1849  61286
Map of the Ohio River Railroad, Monongahela River Ry., West Virginia & Pittsburg R.R. and connections 61287
Map of the Old Calabar or Cross River : to illustrate Mr. Goldie’s paper 22444
A Map of the Oneida Reservation: including the lands leased to Peter Smith 61752, 61753
A Map of the Oneida Reservation, including the lands leased to Peter Smith / [Simeon DeWitt] ; Fairman, scr. Alby. 61763

Map of the Oregon districts and the adjacent country 59741
Map of the Oregon Pacific R.R. and its connections 59757
Map of the Oregon Railway and Navigation Co.'s system, its branches and allied lines 81901

A Map of the Oregon Territory 59817
A Map of the Oregon Territory and the Pacific Northwest 62059
Map of the Oregon Territory / by the U.S. Ex. Ex. Charles Wilkes, Esqr., commander, 1841 62056
Map of the Oregon Territory from the best authorities / Edwd. Yeager sc.  62062, 62063
Map of the organized counties of Minnesota 49521
Map of the original grants of village lots from the Dutch West India Company to the inhabitants of New Amsterdam 44322, 55589

Map of the Orkney Islands 62290
Map of the Ottawa and Huron Territory 62432
Map of the Pacific 62632
Map of the Pacific coast of between 17-38°30' North 62535
Map of the Pacific coast of North and South America 62555
Map of the Pacific Gas & Electric Co. showing cities & towns in central California, supplied with electricity, gas & water 15340, 15344, 15348, 15350, 15352

Map of the Pacific Northwest 59770
Map of the Pacific Northwest / issued by the Oregon Railroad & Navigation Co. 59767
[Map of the Pacific Ocean bounded by Kamchatka, the northern Pacific coast, and sailing routes from Acapulco to Manila] 62580
[Map of the Pacific Ocean including outline of North America] 62581
Map of the Pacific Railroad 81860
Map of the Pacific railroad route from the Mississippi River to the Pacific Ocean ... 81865
Map of the parish of Hammersmith, 1853 33433
Map of the parish of St. Giles Camberwell, delineating its ecclesiastical and parochial districts 15747

[Map of the Peloponnese in Greece] 63475
A Map of the peninsula of India from the 19th degree north latitude to Cape Comorin, MDCCXCII 36546
A Map of the peninsula of India...MDCCXCII 36542
Map of the Pennsylvania lines west of Pittsburg and Erie 48333, 48336, 48348, 48385, 48397, 48409, 48435, 48454, 48469, 48487, 48502, 48527, 48541, 48554, 48569, 48581, 58946, 58952, 58956
Map of the Pennsylvania Rail Road, from Harrisburg to Pittsburg [sic] and of the Columbia & Lancaster & Harrisburg R.R.s from Philadelphia to Harrisburg 1855 63574
[Map of the Pennsylvania Railroad] 59513, 59514, 77886

Map of the Pennsylvania Railroad Company's lines east of Pittsburg and Erie 47627, 47634, 47641, 47645, 47649, 47707, 58931, 58934, 58939, 58943
Map of the Pennsylvania Railroad Company's lines east of Pittsburg and Erie, 1895 47652
Map of the Pennsylvania Railroad Company's lines east of Pittsburg and Erie, 1896 47654
Map of the Pennsylvania Railroad Company's lines east of Pittsburg and Erie, 1897 47656
Map of the Pennsylvania Railroad Company's lines east of Pittsburg and Erie, 1898 47661
Map of the Pennsylvania Railroad Company's lines east of Pittsburg and Erie, 1899 47667
Map of the Pennsylvania Railroad Company's lines east of Pittsburg and Erie. 1st July, 1905 47701
Map of the Pennsylvania Railroad Company's lines east of Pittsburg and Erie. January 1, 1900 47673
Map of the Pennsylvania Railroad Company's lines east of Pittsburg and Erie. January 1, 1901 47678
Map of the Pennsylvania Railroad Company's lines east of Pittsburg and Erie. July 1, 1902 47684
Map of the Pennsylvania Railroad Company's lines east of Pittsburg and Erie. July 1, 1903 47690
Map of the Pennsylvania Railroad Company's lines west of Pittsburg and Erie. January 1, 1901 47678
Map of the Pennsylvania Railroad Company's lines west of Pittsburg and Erie 48325, 48420
Map of the Philadelphia, Wilmington, & Baltimore Rail Road and connections 3839, 47620
Map of the Philippine Islands 64533
Map of the Philippine Islands compiled from the latest official data in the Second (Military Information) Division, Office of the Chief of Staff, War Department 64526

Map of the Philippines, prepared in the Bureau of Insular affairs, War Department ... 64525, 64527
Map of the Philippines, prepared in the Bureau of Insular Affairs, War Department. September 1902 64524
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<tr>
<td>Map of the Pike's Peak gold regions</td>
<td>21674</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map of the Pikes Peak Region, showing location of scenic attractions, highways and many other points of interest / F. Shantz</td>
<td>21701</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map of the Pittsburg, Bessemer and Lake Erie R.R. and connections</td>
<td>63627</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map of the Pittsburg [] &amp; Steubenville rail road &amp; connecting lines</td>
<td>58925</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map of the Pittsburg, Bessemer and Lake Erie R.R. and connections</td>
<td>63615, 63620, 63622, 63626</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map of the Pittsburg, Shenando and Lake Erie R.R. and connections</td>
<td>63608, 63611, 63613</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map of the Pony Express trail ...</td>
<td>81834</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Map of the Pozzuoli region in Campania] / Mario Cartaro ; Napoli anno 1588</td>
<td>15800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map of the practicable rail road routes from the Mississippi to the Pacific Ocean and their connection with the principal seaports of the Atlantic Ocean : prepared for the Select Committee of the House of Representatives on the Pacific Rail Road / draw</td>
<td>76791</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map of the present &amp; prospective railroad connections of the city of Freeport, Illinois</td>
<td>28352</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map of the principal events in the life of George Washington / contributed to the bicentennial celebration of his birth by the Standard Oil Company of New Jersey ...</td>
<td>24322, 24323</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Map of the principal rivers shewing their courses, countries, and comparative lengths</td>
<td>66880</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map of the proposed Indian Territory / drawn by John C. McCoy, Fayette, Mo.</td>
<td>40059</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map of the proposed northern route for a railroad to the Pacific / by Edwin F. Johnson, C.E.</td>
<td>76753</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Map of the providence of Upper Canada and the adjacent territories in North America</td>
<td>16020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map of the province of Bei Zhili (Peking)</td>
<td>33731</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map of the province of New York and a part of New England, with a part of New France, the whole composed from actual surveys by Major Christie’ in 1759</td>
<td>56033</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map of the province of New York and part of New England, with a part of New France, the whole composed from actual surveys by Major Christie, in 1759; drawn by Francis Pfister</td>
<td>58875</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Map of the province of New-York, reduc'd from the large drawing...</td>
<td>56038</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Map of the Province of New York, with part of Pensilvania, and New England, from an actual survey by Captain Montrésor, engineer, 1775. P. Andrews, sculp.</td>
<td>56037</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Map of the Province of New Yorke in America and the territories adjacent. By Augustin Graham, Survey. Generall</td>
<td>53839</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map of the Province of Nova Scotia showing all county boundaries, public highways, trails, railways, Cities, towns, villages, lakes, streams, and harbors</td>
<td>60173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Map of the province of Pennsylvania, containing the three counties of Chester, Philadelphia, and Bucks, as far as yet surveyed and laid out, &amp;c., with names of the owners. By Thomas Holme, surveyor-general.</td>
<td>1687, 63518</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>... Map of the province of Pennsylvania ...</td>
<td>63531</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Map of the province of Pennsylvania... counties of Chester, Philadelphia, and Bucks, 1687</td>
<td>63517</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Map of the province of South Carolina</td>
<td>70759</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Map of the Province of Upper Canada describing all the new settlements, townships, &amp;c. with the countries adjacent ...</td>
<td>61786</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Map of the provinces of Davao and Cotabato on Mindanao Island, Philippines, accompanying Faustino Villa Abrille’s letter to an unnamed correspondent in Manila, dated April 5, 1878]</td>
<td>22884</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Map of the provinces of New-York and New Jersey : with a part of Pennsylvania and the Province of Quebec</td>
<td>47592</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Map of the provinces of New-York and New Jersey, with a part of Pennsylvania and the Province of Quebec. From the topographical observations of C.J. Sauthier</td>
<td>58886</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map of the provinces of upper &amp; lower Canada: with the adjacent parts of the United States of America &amp;c. / compiled from the latest surveys ... by Joseph Bouchette ; engraved by J. Walker</td>
<td>16008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Map of the provostship and vicounty of Paris : drawn from a great number of particular memoirs made according to the observations of the Royal Academy of Sciences / by G. Delisle ...</td>
<td>63328</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map of the public land states and territories. Constructed from the public surveys and other official sources in the General Land Office</td>
<td>76816, 76820</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map of the Public Service Corporation of New Jersey, 1905</td>
<td>54826</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map of the Puget Sound country : Western Washington and adjacent portions of Oregon &amp; British Columbia / Puget Sound Navigation Co.</td>
<td>81263</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map of the Puyallup Indian Reservation Washington</td>
<td>65897</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map of the Pyrenees and the adjacent provinces</td>
<td>65912</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map of the Qualla Indian Reserve (Boundary) N.C. / surveyed by M.S. Temple, D.S., 1875-6</td>
<td>19313</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map of the Queen &amp; Crescent Route</td>
<td>71395, 71409</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map of the rail roads of New Jersey</td>
<td>1887, 54811</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map of the rail roads of the State of New York / prepared under the direction of [the Board of Railroad Commissioners]</td>
<td>56123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map of the railroad lines in the Pennsylvania System</td>
<td>58947, 58951, 58964, 58966, 58974, 58979</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map of the railroad lines in the Pennsylvania System, 1892</td>
<td>58960</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map of the railroad lines in the Pennsylvania System. 1893</td>
<td>58963</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map of the railroad lines in the Pennsylvania System. December 31st, 1898</td>
<td>58985</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map of the railroads in the United States in operation and progress</td>
<td>76757</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map of the railroads of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts accompanying the report of the Public Service Commission</td>
<td>45449</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map of the railway connections of Muscatine, Iowa</td>
<td>48301</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map of the railway system of Chicago</td>
<td>19542</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map of the railways proposed by the bills of the session of 1863 in the metropolis &amp; its vicinity</td>
<td>42451</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map of the Raritan &amp; Delaware Bay Railway and connections</td>
<td>54800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Map of the region around Lake Neuchâtel, Bern, and Solothurn in Switzerland]</td>
<td>53636</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Map of the region around Malheur and Harney Lakes in latter-day Harney County, Oregon]</td>
<td>44238</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Map of the region around Port Isabel, Palo Alto and Resaca de la Palma in Texas and Matamoros in Mexico]</td>
<td>15783</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Map of the region around the mouth of the Coquille River in Oregon]</td>
<td>22136</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Map of the Southern Railway. Geographically correct. 1909 77127
Map of the Southern Railway. Geographically correct. 1910 77137
Map of the Southern Railway. Geographically correct. 1911 77152
Map of the Southern Railway. Geographically correct. 1912 77163
Map of the Southern Railway. Geographically correct. 1913 77171
Map of the Southern Railway. Geographically correct. 1914 77179
Map of the Southern Railway. Geographically correct. 1915 77190
Map of the Southern Railway. Geographically correct. 1916 77200
Map of the Southern Railway. Geographically correct. 1917 77216, 77217
Map of the Southern Railway. Geographically correct. 1921 77245
Map of the Southern Railway System 72206, 72209, 72215
Map of the Southern Railway system. 1928 77376
Map of the Southern Railway system. 1929 77403
Map of the Southern Railway system. 1930 77456
Map of the Southern Railway system. 1931 77505
Map of the Southern Railway system. 1932 77532
Map of the Southern Railway system. 1933 77554
Map of the Southern Railway system. 1934 77567
Map of the Southern Railway system. 1935 77600
Map of the Southern Railway system. 1936 77626
Map of the Southern Railway system. 1937 77654
Map of the Southern Railway system. 1938 77679
Map of the Southern Railway system. 1939 77705
Map of the Southern Railway system. 1940 77732
Map of the Southern Railway system. 1941 77766
Map of the Southern Railway system. 1942 77793
Map of the Southern Railway system. 1943 77812
Map of the Southern Railway system. 1944 77813
Map of the Southern Railway system. 1945 77841
Map of the Southern Railway system. 1946 77855
Map of the Southern Railway system. 1947 77883
Map of the Southern Railway system. 1948 77906
Map of the Southern Railway system. 1949 77927
Map of the Southern Railway system. 1950 77969
Map of the Southern Railway system. 1951 77993
Map of the Southern Railway system. 1952 78019
Map of the Southern Railway system. 1953 78061
Map of the Southern Railway system. 1954 78089
Map of the Southern Railway system. 1955 78115
Map of the Southern Railway system and its connections 71611
Map of the Southern Railway system. Geographically correct. 1922 77256
Map of the Southern Railway system. Geographically correct. 1923 77276
Map of the Southern Railway system. Geographically correct. 1924 77293
Map of the Southern Railway system. Geographically correct. 1925 77308
Map of the Southern Railway system. Geographically correct. 1926 77335
Map of the Southern Railway system. Geographically correct. 1927 77355
A Map of the southern section of the United States: including the Floridas and Bahama Islands: shewing the seat of war in that department 71339
[Map of the southern states] 71272
Map of the southern states of America : comprehending Maryland, Virginia, Kentucky, territory suth. of the Ohio, North Carolina, Tennessee Governmt., South Carolina, & Georgia / J. Russell 71324
Map of the Southern States, showing the relative proportion of slaves in the different localities 71359
Map of the southern, western & middle provinces of the United States 76538
Map of the Southwest ... Magnolia Petroleum Company, a Socony-Vacuum company 72512, 72561, 72568
Map of the southwest : Mobilgas ... Magnolia Petroleum Company, a Socony-Vacuum company 72513, 72553
Map of the Southwest ... Mobilgas ... Magnolia Petroleum Company, a Socony-Vacuum Oil Company 72524, 72528, 72529, 72530, 72535
[Map of the Spokane, Portland, and Seattle Railway identifying sales agent office locations in the northwestern U.S.] 60051
[Map of the Springfield, Mount Vernon, and Pittsburg Railroad in the northeastern United States] 58923
Map of the springs' [sic] region in Virginia 13260
[Map of the St. Louis, Alton and Chicago Railroad detailing route between Chicago and Saint Louis] / W.B. Baker, eng. 35535
Map of the St. Louis and San Francisco Railway and connections 81906, 81912, 81924
Map of the St. Louis Central Railroad from Murphysboro [!] to Pinckneyville, Jackson & Perry Co[unty]s Illinois, 23.54 miles 39346
Map of the St. Louis, Iron Mountain and Southern Railway, and connections 76874
Map of the St. Louis, Rocky Mountain & Pacific Company's railroad and coal interests 55287, 55288, 55289, 55292
Map of the St. Louis & San Francisco Railroad company and connections 32694, 32695, 32697
Map of the United States & connections 74570, 74572, 74575, 74577
[Map of the then known world] 83769
A Map of the third and fourth sections of that part of Georgia now known as the Cherokee Territory: in which are delineated all the districts & lots which by an act of the general assembly were designated the gold districts 31009
[Map of the Titusville region in Pennsylvania] 75222
Map of the Toledo & Ohio Central Extension Railroad and connections 60420, 60422
Map of the Toledo & Ohio Central Ry. and of the Kanawha & Michigan Ry. 60426, 60429, 60433
Map of the Toledo, Peoria & Western Railroad and connections 59214, 59224, 59225
Map of the Toledo Railways & Light Company’s lines. Toledo, Ohio 75261, 75262, 75263, 75264
Map of the Toledo, St. Louis & Western and connections 48677, 48692, 48703, 48781
Map of the Toledo, St. Louis & Western R.R. 'Clover Leaf Route' and connections 48596, 48597, 48610, 48625
[Map of the tours routes of Genevieve Loutsch and C. Grattan Price, Jr. upon the Chesapeake and Ohio Railway] 59550
Map of the town of Brockway 14669
Map of the town of Clinton, Clinton County, Iowa 21104
Map of the town of Dinkelsbühl / after a drawing by Professor G. Schwarz 23622
Map of the town of Elliott 24944
A Map of the town of Groton, Middlesex County Mass., from a survey made in the years 1828 & 1829 33067
A Map of the town of Ipswich 38146
Map of the town of Newark 56848
Map of the town of Providence from actual survey 65660
Map of the town of Silka, Alaska Terry. 70183
Map of the town of St. Charles, Kane Co., Illinois 73084
Map of the town of Sydney, 1836 74097
Map of the town of Walpole Norfolk County Mass. : surveyed by authority of the town / [by] H.F. Walling, C. Engineer 80784
A Map of the towns of Livingston, Germantown, and Clermont in the county of Columbia 21719, 21720, 21721
A Map of the travels and voyages of St. Paul and of the other places mention’d in the books of the New Testament 45709
A Map of the travels of George Washington 81064
Map of the travels of the Apostles 45710
[Map of the Tremiti Islands in the Adriatic Sea] 75484
Map of the Trenchara and Costilla Estates : forming the Sangre de Christo Grant situate in San Luis Valley, Colorado Territory 68760
Map of the Twin City Rapid Transit Co. comprising the Minneapolis Street Railway Co., St. Paul City Railway Co., Minneapolis, Lyndale & Minnetonka Ry. Co. : the entire street railway system of St. Paul and Minneapolis 49457
[Map of the U.S. centered on Saint Louis : showing relative distances to Saint Louis, Chicago, and New York with concentric circles] (1904?) 43460
Map of the Union Pacific R.R. 81863
Map of the Union Pacific Railroad and surveys of 1864, 65, 66, 67, 1868 from Missouri River to Humboldt Wells, G.M. Dodge, Chief Engineer 81859
Map of the Union Pacific Railroad and its connections 76842, 76844, 76845, 76848
Map of the Union Pacific Railroad land in Nebraska : east of range 42 west of the 6th p.m. 52917
Map of the Union Pacific Railroad lands, first 200 miles : grants of 1862-64. Nebraska, 1870 52913
[Map of the Union Pacific Railway in the western U.S.] Serves all the west 82304
[Map of the Union Pacific Railway in Wyoming] 84997
Map of the United States 76509, 76571, 76680, 76896, 76932
Map of the United States and mileage chart ... 77849, 77873
Map of the United States and mileage chart ... / Conoco Travel Bureau ... 77802
Map of the United States and mileage chart / Conoco Travel Bureau of Continental Oil Company 77647
Map of the United States and mileage time / Conoco Travel Bureau 77690, 77714, 77745
Map of the United States and mileage time ... Conoco Travel Bureau ... Continental Oil Company 77691
A Map of the United States and part of Louisiana 76540, 76549
Map of the United States and state land grants : to the Chicago & North-Western Railway Co. and Menominee River Railroad Co., in the counties of Menominee, Delta, Marquette, Alger and Dickinson, Michigan 79519
Map of the United States and territories 76905
Map of the United States and territories: shewing the extent of public surveys and other details ... 76823, 76824
Map of the United States and territories, showing the extent of public surveys and other details 76830
Map of the United States and territories showing the extent of public surveys and other details, constructed from the plans and official sources of the General Land Office 76828
Map of the United States and the provinces of Upper & Lower Canada, New Brunswick, and Nova Scotia 76664
Map of the United States and their territories between the Mississippi and the Pacific Ocean ... 46369
Map of the United States and their territories between the Mississippi and the Pacific Ocean; and of part of Mexico / compiled in the Bureau of the Corps of Topogl. Engs. under a resolution of the U.S. Senate, from the best authorities which could be obtained 81816
Map of the United States as Californians see it 77881
A Map of the United States at the close of the Revolutionary War, 1492-1783 / Karl Smith 76370
Map of the United States, Canada &c. intended to illustrate the travels of the Duke de La Rochefoucault Liancourt 57670, 57671
Map of the United States, Canada, the River St. Lawrence, the Lakes, &c. / Smith & Jones, sculpt., 13 Pleasant Row, Pentonville 76530
A Map of the United States : compiled chiefly from the state maps ... 76508
A Map of the United States : compiled chiefly from the state maps and other authentic information 76543
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Map of the world illustrating the principal features of the land and the co-tidal lines ; Map of the world showing the principal ocean currents & boundaries of river systems 84268, 84277
Map of the world illustrating the voyages and travels of G.H. Von Langsdorff / Thomson & Hall sculpt. 14 Bury Strt. Bloomsby. 84201
The Map of the world in scale of 1:2,500,000 37535
A Map of the world in three sections describing the polar regions to the tropics in which are traced the tracts of Lord Mulgrave and Captain Cook ... ; Torrid zone or tropical regions of the world in which are laid down the new discoveries in the Pacific 84174, 84176
A Map of the world on a new projection : with a delineation of the various parts of phænomena of the solar system, to facilitate the principles and study of geography and astronomy / by Benj. Martin 84154
A Map of the world on a new projection : with a delineation of the various parts of phænomena of the solar system, to facilitate the principles and study of geography and astronomy / by Benj. Martin with improvements and the addition of the new discover 84170
A Map of the world, on a plane scale, copied apparently from a map ... by a Portuguese artist about 1610 83991
A Map of the world on an old inari plate 39601
The Map of the world on Mercator's projection by Jodocus Hondius, Amsterdam 1608 from the unique copy in the collection of the Royal Geographical Society, with a memoir by Edward Heawood 83988, 83989
Map of the world : Peters projection, the map which represents countries accurately according to their surface areas 84505
A Map of the world, shewing the course of Mr. Dampiers voyage round it, from 1679 to 1691 84063
Map of the world showing the discoveries & colonies of the European nations 84313
Map of the world showing the geographical distribution & range of the principa members of the animal kingdom ; Map of the world illustrating the productive industry of various countries, & exhibiting the principal features of commerce and navigation 84265
Map of the world showing the geographical distribution & range of the principal members of the animal kingdom ; Map of the world illustrating the productive industry of various countries, & exhibiting the principal features of commerce and navigation 84273, 84274
Map of the world taken from an Arabian manuscript of Al Edrisi, in the Bodleian Library 83761
Map of the world / W. Barker sculpt. 84175
A Map of the world with the latest discoveries... 84129, 84140
A Map of the world, with the latest discoveries : on which is delineated the voyage of Robinson Crusoe / Jno. Lodge sculp. 84160
Map of the Wyoming oil fields 84811
Map of the Yellowstone and Missouri Rivers and their tributaries 32653, 32654, 32661
Map of the Yellowstone and Missouri Rivers and their tributaries explored by Capt. W. F. Raynolds ... and 1st Lieut. H. E. Maynadier ... 1859-60. Revised and enlarged by Major G.L. Gillespie ... 1876 ... [Washington, D.C.] Office of the Chief of Engine 32660
Map of the Yellowstone National Park : compiled from different official explorations and our personal survey, 1882 / Carl J. Hals and A. Rydström, civil engineers 85068, 85069, 85070
Map of the Yellowstone National Park / drawn by Paul Burgoldt 85073
Map of the Yellowstone National Park : showing the location of views no. 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9 85055
Map of the Yukon or Kwich-Pak River (to illustrate Mr. Whymper's paper) / Constructed and drawn by J. Arrowsmith. 85225
[Map of Thera in the Kyclades Islands of the Aegean Sea] 75076
Map of Thibet and Tartary 3211
A Map of those countries in which the apostles travelled in propagating Christianity 12729
[Map of Ticonderoga, Mount Independence, and the adjacent country] 75172
Map of Toledo, Peoria & Western Railroad and connections 59206, 59207, 59208, 59209, 59227, 59228, 59229, 59230, 59231, 59232, 59233, 59234, 59235, 59236, 59237, 59443, 59462
Map of Toledo, Peoria & Western Railroad : the short route between east and west : the road that's best ... links east and west 59501
Map of Toledo, St. Louis & Western, Chicago & Alton, Minneapolis & St. Louis, Iowa Central 48656
Map of Toledo, St. Louis & Western, Chicago & Alton Railroad 48668
Map of Toledo, St. Louis & Western R.R. & Chicago & Alton R.R. 48662
Map of Tonawanda Indian Reservation situate in the counties of Genesee, Erie, and Niagara, New York / located and platted October 1890 by Henry B. Carrington ... 75289
[Map of Tortuga Island, Venezuela] 75372, 75373, 75374
Map of traffic sources [on the Chesapeake and Ohio Railway] 59570
Map of Treats Island and vicinity 23531
Map of tri state area : Ohio, Kentucky, West Virginia : Independent Quality Service 24430, 24436, 60965
[Map of Troy, New York with illustration of a woman holding a folding fan] 75562
Map of trunk highway system : state of North Dakota / prepared by North Dakota Highway Commission, H. C. Frahm, Chief Engineer showing condition as of June 30, 1927 ; M.J. Grindhem, del. 58336
Map of Tunis and La Goulette in Tunisia 75649, 75650
[Map of Tunis and La Goulette in Tunisia, 1535?] / A.V. 75646, 75647
[Map of Tunis and La Goulette in Tunisia, 1570] 75642
A Map of Turkey, Arabia and Persia corrected from latest travels and from ye observations of ye Royal Societys of London & Paris by G. de L'Isle / revised by I. Senex 48093
A Map of Turkey, Arabia & Persia : corrected from the latest travels and from the observances of the Royal Societys of London and Paris / by G. De L'Isle 48088
Map of Turkey in Asia 75782
A Map of Turkey in Asia, containing the countries of Anadoli, Carman, Roum, Georgia, Armenia, Kurdestan, Algezira, Syria &c 75742
A Map of Turkey in Asia : containing the countries of Anadoli, Carman, Roum, Georgia, Armenia, Kurdistan, Algezira, Syria, &c. / by Samuel Dunn 75752, 75754
Map of Turkey in Europe 11573
Map of Turkey in Europe together with the Ionian islands 11578
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A Map of Turkey showing the alterations proposed by the San Stefano treaty and modifications made by the Treaty of Berlin 11590
The Map of Turkey 75844
A Map of Turkey Arabia & Persia: corrected from the latest travels and from the observations of the Royal Societys of London and Paris / by G. de l'Isle 48087
[Map of Turkey] 75851, 75854, 75855
A Map of Turkey Arabia & Persia : showing the alterations proposed by the San Stefano treaty and modifications made by the Treaty of Berlin 11590
[Map of U.S. Highlands 14 and 16 between the Rapid City and Belvidere regions of southwestern South Dakota] 71069
A Map of Umpqua County / L. L. W. 76011
[Map of unidentified place, probably in central Mexico] 46163
[Map of unidentified region, possibly Rainy Lake and Rainy River in northern Minnesota and southern Ontario] 66180
Map of United Kingdom 14309
Map of United States featuring the main United States interstate routes and numbers 77393
... Map of Upper California by the best authorities 72253
Map of Upper California: by the best authorities. Contracted from the manuscript surveys of P. F. Tardieu ... 15817
Map of Upper Canada : showing the proposed Land Agency divisions 61797
[Map of upper Mississippi Valley] 50582
Map of Utah. For Poor's manual of railroads for 1883 79558
Map of Utah. For Poor's manual of railroads for 1884 79559
Map of Utah. For Poor's manual of railroads for 1885 79560
Map of Utah Territory representing the extent of the irrigable, timber, and pasture lands 79554
[Map of Vacuum Oil Company locations in Europe] 26206
Map of Van Diemen's Land 74271
Map of Van Wert County Ohio: from recent & original surveys 79818
[Map of Veneto and the Gulf of Venice] 79907, 79908
Map of Vermilion County Illinois 80047, 80049
Map of Vermillion County Illinois 80048
Map of Vermillion County Indiana 80056
A Map of Vermont 80064
Map of Vermont. For Poor's manual of railroads for 1883 80092
Map of Vermont. For Poor's manual of railroads for 1884 80093
Map of Vermont. For Poor's manual of railroads for 1885 80094
Map of Vermont issued by Vermont Publicity Service 80129
Map of Vernon Co. Missouri 80147
A Map of Virginia 80333, 80429
A Map of Virginia according to Captain John Smith's map published anno 1606; also of the adjacent country called by the Dutch Niew Nederlant, anno 1630 47569, 47570, 47571
A Map of Virginia and Maryland 80358
Map of Virginia and Maryland constructed from the latest authorities 80400
Map of Virginia. For Poor's manual of railroads for 1883 80423
Map of Virginia. For Poor's manual of railroads for 1884 80425
Map of Virginia. For Poor's manual of railroads for 1885 80426
A Map of Virginia : formed from actual surveys, and the latest as well as most accurate observations 80392
A Map of Virginia, Maryland and Delaware 80383
Map of Virginia showing state and county highway systems / W.A. Beward, compiler ; B.P. Harrison, C.E. 80450
Map of Virginian Railway and connections 80463
[Map of Washington Square Park in Chicago] / by, Barb [Bein Laux], Steven [Berbeca], Carol [Dickson], Christine [Bodner], John [Gerace] 81150
Map of Weld County, Colorado, 1948 81519
Map of West Virginia. For Poor's manual of railroads for 1883 82643
Map of West Virginia. For Poor's manual of railroads for 1884 82644
Map of West Virginia. For Poor's manual of railroads for 1885 82645
Map of West Virginia, showing coal, oil, gas, iron ore and limestone areas 82654
[Map of western New York state and Lake Ontario] 56056
[Map of western Oregon showing railroads, projected railroads, wagon roads, and Oregon and California railroad lands] 62068
Map of western Palestine / in 26 sheets from surveys conducted for the committee of the Palestine Exploration Fund by C.R. Conder and H.H. Kitchener during the years 1872-77 62835
Map of western states : showing main automobile highways and scenic attractions 82240
Map of western Washington, compiled from official records and personal reconnaissance / by Thomsen & White, civil engineers ; F.M. Dehly, draughtsman 81182
[Map of White Motor Company locations in the United States] 77432
Map of White Pass & Yukon Route and connections 1058
Map of Whileside County, Illinois : corrected to January 1, 1914 / published for Sterling Evening Gazette 82896
Map of Wilmette 82978
Map of Winesburg Ohio / Harald Toksvig 83027
Map of Wisconsin. For Poor's manual of railroads for 1883 83101
Map of Wisconsin. For Poor's manual of railroads for 1884 83102
Map of Wisconsin. For Poor's manual of railroads for 1885 83104
Map of Wisconsin Territory : compiled from the public surveys 83073
Map of Woodstock Conn. 83664
Map of Worcester County, entire; and showing proposed division 83671
Map of Worcester [Massachusetts] 83678
Map of world 1569 in form of atlas 6618
Map of world on Mercator's projection, showing the direction of ocean currents 84308
Map of World's Fair buildings and grounds 84562
Map of Wyoming County 84780
Map of Wyoming. For Poor's manual of railroads for 1883 84792
Map of Wyoming. For Poor's manual of railroads for 1884 84793
Map of Wyoming. For Poor's manual of railroads for 1885 84795
Map of XVII century England 25022
Map of Yazoo-Mississippi Delta Levee District : composed of Tunica, Coahoma, Quitman, LeFlore, and Sunflower Counties and parts of DeSoto, Tallahatchie, Humphreys, Yazoo and Holmes Counties, Mississippi 23072
A Map of ye Long River and of some others that fall into that small part of ye great river of Missisipi [sic] wich is here laid down : A Map drawn upon stag skins by ye Gnacsitares ... / H. Moll s. 81745
[Map of Yedso and Iapon] 34629
Map of Yellowstone Lake, showing the dimensions of the ancient lake : Plate XXXI / Photo-Eng. Co., N.Y. 85064
Map of Yellowstone National Park, showing distribution of hot springs / Photo Eng. Co. N.Y. 85066
The Map of Yorktown and environs, 1781 85166
Map of Yucatan and the adjacent territories of the Itzaex or Maya Indians, the Tipuan, Quecheachas, Mopanés, Lacandones, Cholés &c, with the district of La Paz : as were known ... in 1506, to the close of the seventeenth century. Showing also the pr 85199
[Map of Zeeland] 85280
A Map, or figure, to shew somewhat of the two and fortieth years journeying of the children of Israel from the House of Bondage, under Pharaoh in Egypt, to Canaan, the promised Land 26436
[Map of the St. Lawrence River showing 'Habitation'... de M. de la Salle ... ] 67994
Map portraits 17957
[Map postcards of states and territories of the United States] 79363
A Map prepared by the Sanitary District ... 20118
Map printing 44572, 44573, 44603, 44611, 52828, 65595, 65596, 65597, 81449
Map printing - 1500-1599 38652
Map printing - 1700-1799 44574
Map printing - 1800-1899 21256, 44575
Map printing - 1833 48235
Map printing - 1840 44576
Map printing - 1849 48262
Map printing - 1854 35509
Map printing - 1855 35518
Map printing - 1856 35526
Map printing - 1857 34177, 34178
Map printing - 1873 44577
Map Printing - 1876 44578
Map printing - 1890 44579, 44580
Map printing - 1912 25533
Map printing> - 1922 16764
Map printing - 1924 28501, 30965, 44608
Map printing - 1926 44581
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Call Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Map printing</td>
<td>1927</td>
<td>44582</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map printing</td>
<td>1928</td>
<td>44583</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map printing</td>
<td>1930</td>
<td>19038</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map printing</td>
<td>1965</td>
<td>79941</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map printing</td>
<td>1966</td>
<td>44584</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map printing</td>
<td>1968</td>
<td>44585, 44586</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map printing - Acrographs - Maps - 1856</td>
<td></td>
<td>40074, 81823</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map printing - Amsterdam (Netherlands) - History - Exhibitions</td>
<td></td>
<td>44587</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map printing - Aquatints - Maps - 1774-1781</td>
<td></td>
<td>33665</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map printing - Aquatints - Maps - 1820</td>
<td></td>
<td>80213</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map printing - Aquatints - Maps - 1834</td>
<td></td>
<td>44588</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map printing - Aquatints - Pictorial works - 1821-1828</td>
<td></td>
<td>34846</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map printing - Augsburg (Germany) - History</td>
<td></td>
<td>23830</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map printing - Austria - History - To 1873</td>
<td></td>
<td>65586</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map printing - Bibliography - Methodology</td>
<td></td>
<td>44824, 44825, 44826</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map printing - Blueprints - History</td>
<td></td>
<td>13263</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map printing - Blueprints - Maps - 1879</td>
<td></td>
<td>81888</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map printing - Blueprints - Maps - 1887</td>
<td></td>
<td>39794</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map printing - Blueprints - Maps - 1930</td>
<td></td>
<td>80268</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map printing - Blueprints - Maps - 1937</td>
<td></td>
<td>33402, 33403</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map printing - Blueprints - Maps - 1945</td>
<td></td>
<td>41237</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map printing - Canada - 1960-1969</td>
<td></td>
<td>44589</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map printing - Cerographs - 1930 - Tools</td>
<td></td>
<td>19045</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map printing - Cerographs - Maps - 1840</td>
<td></td>
<td>29488</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map printing - Cerographs - Maps - 1841</td>
<td></td>
<td>50062</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map printing - Cerographs - Maps - 1842</td>
<td></td>
<td>76686</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map printing - Cerographs - Maps - 1842-1845</td>
<td></td>
<td>76685</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map printing - Cerographs - Maps - 1844</td>
<td></td>
<td>12791, 35489</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map printing - Cerographs - Maps - 1846</td>
<td></td>
<td>50063</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map printing - Cerographs - Maps - 1848</td>
<td></td>
<td>12798, 24603</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map printing - Cerographs - Maps - 1853</td>
<td></td>
<td>4871, 4872, 12810</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map printing - Cerographs - Maps - 1856</td>
<td></td>
<td>37598</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map printing - Cerographs - Maps - 1857</td>
<td></td>
<td>19475</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map printing - Cerographs - Maps - 1859</td>
<td></td>
<td>12825</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map printing - Cerographs - Maps - 1868</td>
<td></td>
<td>19498</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map printing - Cerographs - Maps - 1875</td>
<td></td>
<td>26584, 44603</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map printing - Cerographs - Maps - 1876</td>
<td></td>
<td>19539</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map printing - Cerographs - Maps - 1880</td>
<td></td>
<td>19364</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map printing - Cerographs - Maps - 1899</td>
<td></td>
<td>76419</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map printing - Cerographs - Maps - 1900</td>
<td></td>
<td>44590</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map printing - Cerographs - Maps - 1908</td>
<td></td>
<td>20140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map printing - Cerographs - Maps - 1910-1919</td>
<td></td>
<td>25349</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map printing - Cerographs - Maps - 1912</td>
<td></td>
<td>11679</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map printing - Cerographs - Maps - 1915</td>
<td></td>
<td>19037</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map printing - Cerographs - Maps - 1920</td>
<td></td>
<td>84326</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map printing - Cerographs - Maps - 1922</td>
<td></td>
<td>16764, 19038</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map printing - Cerographs - Maps - 1924-1925</td>
<td></td>
<td>77322</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map printing - Cerographs - Maps - 1927</td>
<td></td>
<td>19044</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map printing - Cerographs - Specimens</td>
<td></td>
<td>44590</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map printing - Chicago - 1856</td>
<td></td>
<td>44591</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map printing - Chicago (Ill.) - 1878-1901</td>
<td></td>
<td>3448, 3449</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map printing - Chicago (Ill.) - History - 1850-1920 - Biography - Sources</td>
<td></td>
<td>73565</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map printing - Chicago (Ill.) - History - 1855 - Biography - Sources</td>
<td></td>
<td>25520</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map printing - Chromolithographs - Maps - 1859</td>
<td></td>
<td>69828</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map printing - Chromolithographs - Maps - 1869</td>
<td></td>
<td>26113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map printing - Chromolithographs - Maps - 1875</td>
<td></td>
<td>27975</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map printing - Chromolithographs - Maps - 1876</td>
<td></td>
<td>72640</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map printing - Chromolithographs - Maps - 1884</td>
<td></td>
<td>8246</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map printing - Chromolithographs - Maps - 1885</td>
<td></td>
<td>46388</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map printing - Chromolithographs - Pictorial works - 1876</td>
<td></td>
<td>85083</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map printing - Collotype - 1976</td>
<td></td>
<td>21187</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map printing - Congresses - 1962</td>
<td></td>
<td>17088</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map printing - Dictionaries</td>
<td></td>
<td>65587</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map printing - Electrotyping (Platemaking) - Maps - 1800-1899</td>
<td></td>
<td>57096</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Map printing - Electrotyping (Platemaking) - Maps - 1859  82873
Map printing - Electrotyping (Platemaking) - Maps - 1900  44590
Map printing - Embossing (Printing) - Maps - 1841  42434
Map printing - Embossing (Printing) - Maps - 1988  26446
Map printing - England - 1568-1588  44592
Map printing - England - 1863  85327
Map printing - Engravings  65762
Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1558  15144, 15145, 33150, 33151
Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1560  22258
Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1562  67501
Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1565  32274, 35099
Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1566  44268
Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1570  31330, 31331
Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1588  89852
Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1598  80005
Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1600  26770, 64617, 64618
Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1603  26564
Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1606  67129
Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1610  69465
Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1617  66279
Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1618  43746
Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1626  84003
Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1646  57190, 80873
Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1651  84023
Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1655  81579
Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1657  11793, 25926, 79890, 79891
Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1658  42391
Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1663  50548
Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1672  11041
Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1673  11786, 50550
Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1676  57191, 69470, 80874
Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1680  11924
Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1683  33608
Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1691-1696  8720
Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1693  14174
Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1694  25941
Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1695  28741
Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1695-1696  25942
Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1697  16425, 16426
Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1700  11933, 25430, 38815
Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1700-1799  26564
Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1701  11934, 11935, 25703, 48084
Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1702  12353, 53406
Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1703  11869, 12138, 15964, 25757, 57450, 57451, 57453, 70428, 70429
Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1704  26727, 66470, 66471, 66472, 73643, 73644
Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1705  3281, 25850, 25851
Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1706  33298, 45975, 67524, 67525, 67526, 70013
Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1707  551, 43072, 64703, 64704, 64705
Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1712  22464
Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1713  25981
Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1714  31817
Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1714-1728  12146
Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1720  25431
Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1723  25966
Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1725  3800, 13786
Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1729  47567
Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1732  65009, 69195
Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1738  63042
Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1740  41618, 63046
Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1741  2331, 41619
Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1745  57533, 57644
Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1749  14225
Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1750-1759  1841
Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1751  69060, 69061
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Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1752 13741, 13742, 32783, 32784, 64514, 84115
Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1753 48040, 48041, 64963, 64964
Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1754 65633, 65634
Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1755 57558, 57559
Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1755-1757 57553
Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1756 43082, 43083
Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1757 14236, 14237, 70756
Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1758 27738, 27739
Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1762 33910
Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1766 31418
Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1769 67571
Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1771 45877
Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1775 14927, 47590, 57938, 80315
Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1777 27452, 82883, 82884
Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1780 68886, 70763
Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1783 34513, 84144
Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1784 18725, 68983
Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1793 14928, 18726, 27453, 68887, 82885
Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1794 34514, 68981
Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1796 60362, 60363
Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1796-1802 73832
Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1797 80317
Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1799 57670
Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1801 15988
Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1805 48212, 48213, 48214, 48215
Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1811 48216
Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1812 79917
Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1818 65955
Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1825 35443, 48228
Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1827 46748
Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1846 48256, 48257
Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1875 51859
Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1890-1899 35592
Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1902 44593
Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1983 83836
Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1985 23784, 43886
Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1997 18321
Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 1998 84501
Map printing - Engravings - Maps - 2005 83899
Map printing - Engravings - Maps - Bibliography - Methodology 44824, 44825, 44826
Map printing - Engravings - Maps - Deterioration 22845, 22846
Map printing - Engravings - Maps - History 25540
Map printing - Etchings - Maps - 1545 66576, 66577
Map printing - Etchings - Maps - 1561 43508, 43509, 70214, 70215, 73362, 75901
Map printing - Etchings - Maps - 1566 67502
Map printing - Etchings - Maps - 1570 31330, 31331
Map printing - Etchings - Maps - 1774-1781 33665
Map printing - Etchings - Pictorial works - 1821-1828 34846
Map printing - Etchings - Pictorial works - 1913 20890
Map printing - Exhibitions 44594
Map printing - Exhibitions - Catalogs 33859, 33860
Map printing - Germany - 1530 2243
Map printing - Handbooks, manuals, etc. 65603, 65604
Map printing - History 19041, 44595, 44596
Map printing - History - 1934 44597
Map printing - History - 1955 44598
Map printing - History - 1964 44599
Map printing - History - 1968 44600
Map printing - History - 1973 44601
Map printing - History - 1986 44602
Map printing - Intaglio with letterpress - Maps - 1838 24563
Map printing - Letterpress printing - Maps 44604, 44605, 44606
Map printing - Letterpress printing - Maps - 1776 41826
Map printing - Letterpress printing - Maps - 1777 43503, 43504
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| Map printing - Letterpress printing - Maps - 1777-1805 | 26345 |
| Map printing - Letterpress printing - Maps - 1780 | 7854 |
| Map printing - Letterpress printing - Maps - 1794 | 27836 |
| Map printing - Letterpress printing - Maps - 1803 | 56052 |
| Map printing - Letterpress printing - Maps - 1820 | 64204 |
| Map printing - Letterpress printing - Maps - 1830 | 4713 |
| Map printing - Letterpress printing - Maps - 1832 | 34827, 34828 |
| Map printing - Letterpress printing - Maps - 1847 | 33435, 45403 |
| Map printing - Letterpress printing - Maps - 1875 | 26358, 44603 |
| Map printing - Letterpress printing - Maps - 1983 | 83844 |
| Map printing - Letterpress printing - Maps - 1984 | 83849 |
| Map printing - Linocuts - Pictorial works - 1940 | 44359 |
| Map printing - Lithographs - 1852 | 42195 |
| Map printing - Lithographs - 1853 | 42196 |
| Map printing - Lithographs - 1884 | 82635 |
| Map printing - Lithographs - History | 16956, 42197, 44611 |
| Map printing - Lithographs - Maps | 42199 |
| Map printing - Lithographs - Maps - 1819 | 9654 |
| Map printing - Lithographs - Maps - 1825 | 9665 |
| Map printing - Lithographs - Maps - 1830 | 9341, 9342 |
| Map printing - Lithographs - Maps - 1836 | 10899, 24103, 73858 |
| Map printing - Lithographs - Maps - 1840 | 30892 |
| Map printing - Lithographs - Maps - 1843 | 76694 |
| Map printing - Lithographs - Maps - 1844-1856 | 35488 |
| Map printing - Lithographs - Maps - 1845 | 76707 |
| Map printing - Lithographs - Maps - 1847 | 13752 |
| Map printing - Lithographs - Maps - 1849 | 76726, 76727 |
| Map printing - Lithographs - Maps - 1851 | 13751 |
| Map printing - Lithographs - Maps - 1854 | 19463, 19464, 19465 |
| Map printing - Lithographs - Maps - 1855 | 35521, 35522, 37593, 37594 |
| Map printing - Lithographs - Maps - 1856 | 37599, 37600 |
| Map printing - Lithographs - Maps - 1857 | 14936 |
| Map printing - Lithographs - Maps - 1858 | 14937 |
| Map printing - Lithographs - Maps - 1859 | 48288, 48289, 69828 |
| Map printing - Lithographs - Maps - 1860 | 32921, 32922, 65506, 65507 |
| Map printing - Lithographs - Maps - 1863 | 35542, 76812 |
| Map printing - Lithographs - Maps - 1864 | 31025, 80420 |
| Map printing - Lithographs - Maps - 1865 | 81839, 81840 |
| Map printing - Lithographs - Maps - 1867 | 14938, 14939, 19493, 19494 |
| Map printing - Lithographs - Maps - 1868 | 81853 |
| Map printing - Lithographs - Maps - 1876 | 13750 |
| Map printing - Lithographs - Maps - 1908 | 20138, 20139, 20140 |
| Map printing - Lithographs - Maps - 1921 | 44607 |
| Map printing - Lithographs - Maps - 1924 | 44608 |
| Map printing - Lithographs - Maps - 1935 | 44609 |
| Map printing - Lithographs - Maps - 1984 | 44610 |
| Map printing - Lithographs - Maps - History | 42200 |
| Map printing - Lithography - 1960-1969 | 44589 |
| Map printing - Miscellaneous relief - Maps - 1823 | 27896, 27897 |
| Map printing - Miscellaneous relief - Maps - 1826 | 11090 |
| Map printing - New York - 1726-1776 | 44678 |
| Map printing - Photoengraving | 24711 |
| Map printing - Photoengraving - Maps - 1902 | 44593 |
| Map printing - Photoengraving - Maps - 1939 | 44962 |
| Map printing - Photogalvanography - Maps - 1902 | 44593 |
| Map printing - Photolithographs - History - 1850-1870 | 64611 |
| Map printing - Photolithographs - Maps - 1875 | 38477 |
| Map printing - Photolithographs - Maps - 1890 | 44612 |
| Map printing - Photolithographs - Maps - 1902 | 44613 |
| Map printing - Photolithographs - Maps - 1924-1925 | 77322 |
| Map printing - Photolithographs - Maps - 1940 | 47886 |
| Map printing - Photolithographs - Maps - 1940-1949 | 77723 |
| Map printing - Photolithography - Maps - History | 42200 |
| Map printing - Relief models - Maps - 1872 | 82874 |
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Map projection applications</th>
<th>Call number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Map projection - 1933</td>
<td>77551</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map projection - Azimuthal - 1853</td>
<td>84263</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map projection - Azimuthal equidistant polar projection - 1943</td>
<td>65108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map projection - Azimuthal equidistant polar projection - 1950</td>
<td>65110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map projection - Bibliography - 1888</td>
<td>44647</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map projection - Bipolar oblique conformal conic - 1950</td>
<td>62919</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map projection - Bipolar Oblique Conic Conformal - 1942</td>
<td>41694</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map projection - Bipolar Oblique Conic Conformal - 1946-1949</td>
<td>41695</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map projection - Bonne - 1848</td>
<td>57748</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map projection - Bonne - 1940</td>
<td>45761</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map projection - Bonne - 1942</td>
<td>71201</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map projection - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1753</td>
<td>3483</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map projection - Charts, diagrams, etc. - Collections, 1806</td>
<td>44652</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map projection - Charts, diagrams, etc. - Collections, 1970-1979</td>
<td>44653</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map projection - Congresses - 1962</td>
<td>17088</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map projection - Conic - 1924</td>
<td>26192</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map projection - Cordiform</td>
<td>44654</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map projection - Cordiform - 1520</td>
<td>28873</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map projection - Cordiform - 1530</td>
<td>83868</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map projection - Cordiform - 1532</td>
<td>83873, 83874</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map projection - Cordiform - 1534</td>
<td>2135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map projection - Cordiform - 1536</td>
<td>83879</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map projection - Cordiform - 1550</td>
<td>83901</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map projection - Cordiform - 1551</td>
<td>3479</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map projection - Cordiform - 1559</td>
<td>83909</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map projection - Cordiform - 1560</td>
<td>83911</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map projection - Cordiform - 1564</td>
<td>83918</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map projection - Cordiform - 1566</td>
<td>83922</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map projection - Cordiform - History</td>
<td>22142, 44655, 44656</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map projection - Double cordiform - 1532</td>
<td>83873, 83874</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map projection - Double cordiform - 1550</td>
<td>83901</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map projection - Double cordiform - 1560</td>
<td>83911</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map projection - Double cordiform - History</td>
<td>22142, 44656</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map projection - Eckert's equal area - 1958</td>
<td>84433</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map projection - Equal area conic - 1956</td>
<td>26246, 26247</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map projection - Equidistant cylindrical - 1570-1579</td>
<td>64670</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map projection - Equipolar - 1681</td>
<td>59651</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map projection - Fuller - 1943</td>
<td>32062</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map projection - Fuller - 1954</td>
<td>44657</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map projection - Gall's isographic - 1885</td>
<td>84300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map projection - Gall's orthographic - 1885</td>
<td>84301</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map projection - Gall's stereographic - 1885</td>
<td>84302</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map projection - Gall's stereographic - 1930-1939</td>
<td>84336, 84339</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map projection - Gall's stereographic - 1940-1949</td>
<td>84350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map projection - Gall's stereographic - 1943</td>
<td>84374</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map projection - Gall's stereographic - 1950</td>
<td>84392, 84404, 84405, 84406, 84407, 84408</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map projection - Gall's stereographic - 1951</td>
<td>84410</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map projection - Gall's stereographic - 1952</td>
<td>84415</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map projection - Gall's stereographic - 1953</td>
<td>84417</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map projection - Gall's stereographic - 2012</td>
<td>84517</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map projection - Gingery - 1944</td>
<td>84381</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map projection - Globular - 1936</td>
<td>24572</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map projection - Gnomonic - 1610</td>
<td>75196</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map projection - Gnomonic - 1640-1660</td>
<td>75197, 75198</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map projection - Gnomonic - 1844</td>
<td>8056, 75199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map projection - Gnomonic - 1969</td>
<td>75201</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map projection - Goode's homolosine - 1928</td>
<td>84330</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Map projection</th>
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<th>84334</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Goode's homolosine</td>
<td>1929</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map projection</td>
<td>History</td>
<td>44659, 44660</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map projection</td>
<td>History - 1942</td>
<td>611</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map projection</td>
<td>International Polyconic - 1982</td>
<td>51203</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map projection</td>
<td>Italy - History - 1300-1399</td>
<td>31904</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map projection</td>
<td>Juvenile Literature</td>
<td>18041</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map projection</td>
<td>Lambert azimuthal - 1922</td>
<td>41691</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map projection</td>
<td>Lambert azimuthal - 1950-1959</td>
<td>70647</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map projection</td>
<td>Lambert conformal - 1962</td>
<td>78360</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map projection</td>
<td>Lambert conformal - 1964</td>
<td>78396</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map projection</td>
<td>Lambert conformal conic - 1970-1979</td>
<td>37447</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map projection</td>
<td>Lambert conformal conic - 1971</td>
<td>55426</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map projection</td>
<td>Lambert conformal conic - 1976</td>
<td>82616</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map projection</td>
<td>Lambert equal area - 1940</td>
<td>57807</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map projection</td>
<td>Lambert's equivalent azimuthal - 1940</td>
<td>385</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map projection</td>
<td>Lambert's equivalent azimuthal - 1964</td>
<td>157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map projection</td>
<td>Logarithmic azimuthal - 1990</td>
<td>32622</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map projection</td>
<td>Mercator, 44664, 46064, 46065, 84733</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map projection</td>
<td>Mercator - 1599</td>
<td>83968, 83969, 83970, 84734</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map projection</td>
<td>Mercator - 1606</td>
<td>83986</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map projection</td>
<td>Mercator - 1700</td>
<td>3794</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map projection</td>
<td>Mercator - 1703</td>
<td>3796, 84073</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map projection</td>
<td>Mercator - 1710</td>
<td>3798</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map projection</td>
<td>Mercator - 1720</td>
<td>3799, 57492, 57493</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map projection</td>
<td>Mercator - 1728</td>
<td>57887, 84089</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map projection</td>
<td>Mercator - 1731</td>
<td>53852</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map projection</td>
<td>Mercator - 1732</td>
<td>3804</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map projection</td>
<td>Mercator - 1740</td>
<td>57890</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map projection</td>
<td>Mercator - 1760</td>
<td>3810</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map projection</td>
<td>Mercator - 1772</td>
<td>84128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map projection</td>
<td>Mercator - 1780</td>
<td>84137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map projection</td>
<td>Mercator - 1781</td>
<td>84141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map projection</td>
<td>Mercator - 1783</td>
<td>3813</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map projection</td>
<td>Mercator - 1789</td>
<td>84156</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map projection</td>
<td>Mercator - 1794</td>
<td>84167, 84168</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map projection</td>
<td>Mercator - 1801</td>
<td>84182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map projection</td>
<td>Mercator - 1802</td>
<td>84185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map projection</td>
<td>Mercator - 1804</td>
<td>84191</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map projection</td>
<td>Mercator - 1807</td>
<td>57903</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map projection</td>
<td>Mercator - 1811</td>
<td>84197</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map projection</td>
<td>Mercator - 1812</td>
<td>24552, 82764</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map projection</td>
<td>Mercator - 1814</td>
<td>84202, 84203</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map projection</td>
<td>Mercator - 1816</td>
<td>12457, 84206, 84207</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map projection</td>
<td>Mercator - 1817</td>
<td>45197</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map projection</td>
<td>Mercator - 1821</td>
<td>84218</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map projection</td>
<td>Mercator - 1822</td>
<td>84220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map projection</td>
<td>Mercator - 1825</td>
<td>84225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map projection</td>
<td>Mercator - 1829</td>
<td>84229, 84230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map projection</td>
<td>Mercator - 1831</td>
<td>84233</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map projection</td>
<td>Mercator - 1833</td>
<td>84234</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map projection</td>
<td>Mercator - 1835</td>
<td>84236</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map projection</td>
<td>Mercator - 1838-1845</td>
<td>84239</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map projection</td>
<td>Mercator - 1840</td>
<td>84247, 84248</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map projection</td>
<td>Mercator - 1841</td>
<td>84250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map projection</td>
<td>Mercator - 1851</td>
<td>84261, 84262</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map projection</td>
<td>Mercator - 1853</td>
<td>84264</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map projection</td>
<td>Mercator - 1854</td>
<td>41385, 57758</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map projection</td>
<td>Mercator - 1855</td>
<td>57760, 57761, 76771, 84267</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map projection</td>
<td>Mercator - 1860</td>
<td>84276</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map projection</td>
<td>Mercator - 1861</td>
<td>84280</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map projection</td>
<td>Mercator - 1863</td>
<td>84282</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map projection</td>
<td>Mercator - 1866</td>
<td>84284</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Map projection - Mercator - 1869 81858
Map projection - Mercator - 1872 84288
Map projection - Mercator - 1874 50707
Map projection - Mercator - 1883 84293
Map projection - Mercator - 1885 84297
Map projection - Mercator - 1891 84307, 84308
Map projection - Mercator - 1892 84309
Map projection - Mercator - 1893 76988
Map projection - Mercator - 1910-1919 84314
Map projection - Mercator - 1920 84327
Map projection - Mercator - 1925 84329
Map projection - Mercator - 1932 84343
Map projection - Mercator - 1943-1949 3696
Map projection - Mercator - 1944 84377
Map projection - Mercator - 1949 3698
Map projection - Mercator - 1950 3700
Map projection - Mercator - 1955 3823, 84424
Map projection - Mercator - 1966 32601
Map projection - Mercator - 1981 84490
Map projection - Mercator - 1990-1999 84493
Map projection - Mercator - Collections, 1942 44667
Map projection - Mercator - History 46107, 46108, 46109, 46110, 46111, 46112, 46113, 46114, 52857
Map projection - Mercator - History - 1500-1699 46106
Map projection - Mercator - Maps - 1836 84237
Map projection - Mercator - Maps - 1841 84251
Map projection - Mercator - Maps - 1865 84283
Map projection - Miller cylindrical - 1942 84361, 84362
Map projection - Miller cylindrical - 1945 84384
Map projection - Miller’s modified projection - 1960-1969 84438
Map projection - Modified Denoyer’s semi-elliptical - 1952 84413
Map projection - Modified Denoyer’s semi-elliptical - 1957 84428
Map projection - Modified orthographic - 1956 70651
Map projection - Modified polyconic - 1955 2827
Map projection - Mollweide’s Homographic (Equal Area) Projection - 1920-1929 62625
Map projection - North Polar Azimuthal Equidistant - Maps - 1952 65118
Map projection - Oblique - Collections, 1988 44666
Map projection - Oblique Mercator - Collections, 1942 44667
Map projection - Oblique Stereographic - Maps - 1739 84096
Map projection - Octovue - 1943 84371
Map projection - Octovue - 1944 84378
Map projection - Peters 44664
Map projection - Peters - 1983 44662
Map projection - Peters - 1990 7314
Map projection - Peters - 2000 84505
Map projection - Pitner - 1943 84371
Map projection - Pitner - 1944 84378
Map projection - Polar 59686
Map projection - Polar - 1831 59683, 59684
Map projection - Polar - 1846 84256
Map projection - Polar - 1942 84355
Map projection - Polyconic - 1874 50707
Map projection - Polyconic - 1915 77196
Map projection - Polyconic - 1928 64534
Map projection - Polyconic - 1936 21015
Map projection - Polyconic - 1960 20455
Map projection - Polyconic - 1990 41084
Map projection - Polyhedron - 2010 84513, 84514
Map projection - Ptolemaic - 1490 83805
Map projection - Ptolemaic - 1700-1799 38542
Map projection - Ptolemaic - 1840 83757
Map projection - Robinson - 1975 84482
Map projection - Robinson - 2006 84511
Map projection - Sanson-Flamsteed equal area - 1943 62627
Map projection - Sinusoidal - 1958 11099
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| Map projection - Sinusoidal - 1967 | 84464, 84465 |
| Map projection - Stereographic - 1743 | 25977 |
| Map projection - Stereographic - 1744 | 3298 |
| Map projection - Stereographic - 1746 | 82749 |
| Map projection - Stereographic - 1776 | 282 |
| Map projection - Stereographic - Maps - 1928 | 2111 |
| Map projection - Study and teaching - 1944 | 84548 |
| Map projection - Transverse Mercator - Maps - 1821 | 84213 |
| Map projection - Transverse Mercator - Maps - 1985 | 23567 |
| Map projection - Transverse Mercator - Maps - 1987 | 57199 |
| Map projection - Transverse Mercator - Maps - 1988 | 71141 |
| Map projection - Transverse Mercator - Maps - 1990 | 42138 |
| Map projection - Transverse Mercator - Maps - 1991 | 58838 |
| Map projection - Van der Grinten | 33044, 44669 |
| Map projection - Van Der Grinten - 1943 | 62523 |
| Map projection - Van Der Grinten - 1950 | 84398 |
| Map projection - Van Der Grinten - 1957 | 84427 |
| Map projection - Waterman - 2010 | 84513, 84514 |
| Map projection - Winkel - 1953 | 84417 |
| Map projection - Winkel - 1954 | 84429 |
| Map projection - Winkel Tripel - 2004 | 84506 |
| Map projection - Winkel Tripel - 2006 | 7545 |
| Map projections | 44626, 44633, 44643, 44668 |
| Map projections : a working manual | 44642 |

Map projections used by the U.S. Geological Survey / by John P. Snyder 44641

Map promotion in early modern Europe [slide] 44560

Map publishing 44671, 44673, 44677

Map publishing - 2014 66226, 66243

Map publishing - Amsterdam - 1725 79812

Map publishing - Berlin (Germany) - 1750-1805 44670

Map publishing - Boston (Mass.) - 1806-1729

Map publishing - Boston (Mass.) - Prospectuses - 1855-1857 80780

Map publishing - Canada 66241

The Map publishing career of Robert Pearsall Smith 70233

Map publishing - Chicago (Ill.) - 1910-1951 28810

Map publishing - Chicago (Ill.) - Advertising - 1897 28518

Map publishing - Chicago (Ill.) - History - 1850-1920 - Biography - Sources 73565

Map publishing - Chicago (Ill.) - History - 1855 - Biography - Sources 25520

Map publishing - Chicago (Ill.) - History - 1856-1996 66241

Map publishing - Chicago (Ill.) - History - Exhibitions 18604

Map publishing - Dictionaries - 1500-1899 16727

Map publishing - England - Bibliography - Catalogs - 1850 84775

Map publishing - England - Bibliography - Catalogs - 1855 84776

Map publishing - England - History - 1700-1799 44672

Map publishing - England - Prospectuses - 1800-1899 7947

Map publishing - France - 1731-1778 67006

Map publishing - France - Bibliography - Catalogs - 1770 38534

Map publishing - France - History - 1600-1799 9546

Map publishing - France - History - 1700-1799 44672

Map publishing - France - Prospectuses - 1757 67008

Map publishing - France - Prospectuses - 1758 18684

Map publishing - France - Prospectuses - 1763 13373

Map publishing - France - Prospectuses - 1764 38544

Map publishing - France - Prospectuses - 1766 38535, 38543

Map publishing - France - Prospectuses - 1770 41703

Map publishing - France - Prospectuses - 1770-1779 46713

Map publishing - France - Prospectuses - 1771 39888

Map publishing - France - Prospectuses - 1776 13966

Map publishing - France - Prospectuses - 1777 2222

Map publishing - France - Prospectuses - 1779 33913

Map publishing - France - Prospectuses - 1780 33914

Map publishing - France - Prospectuses - 1784 33030

Map publishing - France - Prospectuses - 1789 81458

Map publishing - France - Prospectuses - 1791 22972
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Map showing Indian reservations in the United States / compiled and drawn by E. H. Coulson, Chief Engineering Draftsman, Office of Indian Affairs, Division of Forestry. 1941 77758

Map showing Indian reservations in the United States west of the 84th meridian and number of Indians belonging thereto 76885

Map showing Indian reservations within the limits of the United States 77098, 77162

Map showing Indian reservations within the limits of the United States / compiled under the direction of hon. T.J. Morgan, Commissioner of Indian Affairs 76964

Map showing Kansas City Southern and Louisiana & Arkansas Lines 71927, 71968, 71987, 71994, 72001, 72083

Map showing land grant of the Northern Pacific Railroad Co. in eastern Washington and northern Idaho : corrected up to July 1, 1891 81181

Map showing lands belonging to the St. Paul & Duluth Railroad Company 49559

Map showing lines of Cincinnati, Bluffton and Chicago Railroad 36851, 36856

Map showing lines of Public Service Corporation of New Jersey in northern New Jersey 54830, 54833


Map showing lines operated by Illinois Central Railroad Co., Yazoo & Mississippi Valley Railroad Co., Central of Georgia Railroad Co., Wadley Southern Railroad Co., Louisville & Wadley Railroad Co., Sylvania Central Railroad Co., Ocean Steamship Co. of Sa 77218

Map showing lines operated by Illinois Central Railroad, Yazoo & Mississippi Valley Railroad, Central of Georgia Railway, Wadley Southern Railway, Ocean Steamship Company 77211

Map showing lines operated by Illinois Central Railroad, Wadley Southern Railway Co., Yazoo & Mississippi Valley Railroad Co., Central of Georgia Railway Co., Ocean Steamship Company, June 30, 1912 77167

Map showing lines operated by Illinois Central Railroad, Yazoo & Mississippi Valley Railroad, Central of Georgia Railway, Wadley Southern Railway, Ocean Steamship Company, June 30, 1913 77175

Map showing lines operated by Illinois Central Railroad, Yazoo & Mississippi Valley Railroad, Central of Georgia Railway, Wadley Southern Railway, Ocean Steamship Company, June 30, 1914 77183

Map showing lines operated by Illinois Central Railroad, Yazoo & Mississippi Valley Railroad, Central of Georgia Railway, Wadley Southern Railway, Ocean Steamship Company, June 30, 1915 77194

[Map showing location of Chicago suburbs as far as Blue Island on the south, Fox River on the west, and Waukegan on the north]: reprint from the Chicago Times [May 4, 1873] 20095

Map showing location of iron ore occurrences and blast furnaces in Dominion of Canada and Newfoundland 16143

Map showing location of prominent buildings burned 19511

Map showing location of properties of companies under management of and operated by Stone & Webster 77097

Map showing location of properties of companies under management of and operated by Stone & Webster organization 77109

Map showing location of properties under management of Stone & Webster organization 77121

Map showing location of properties under management of Stone & Webster organization 77130, 77147, 77161

Map showing location of pueblos in New Mexico 55278

Map showing location of standard bench monuments in the city of Chicago 19643

Map showing location of surveyed mining claims in the vicinity of Butte City, M.T. January 1st, 1886 / Kornberg & Hoff, civil engineers & surveyors, Butte City, M.T. 15031

Map showing location of the Indian reservation areas and principal highways leading thereto 78307

Map showing location of the iron deposits of Bulcan 14897

Map showing locations of storm damage to Western Pacific system [in California and Nevada] : December, 1955 15624

Map showing many battlefields of the Indian Wars and Trail of the Big Horn and Yellowstone Expedition of 1876 32646

Map showing Missouri-Kansas-Texas lines 71791, 71797, 71798, 71799, 71800, 71801, 71859, 71860, 71861, 71862, 71863

Map showing Moqui Indian Reservation and pueblos and lines of the United States land surveys 34688

Map showing new house number system for the city of Chicago 19651

Map showing New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad and Chesapeake and Ohio system and connections. 1933 59286

Map showing New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad and Chesapeake and Ohio system and connections. 1934 59297

Map showing New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad and Chesapeake and Ohio system and connections. 1935 59303

Map showing New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad and Chesapeake and Ohio system and connections. 1936 59311

Map showing New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad and Chesapeake and Ohio system and connections. 1937 59325

Map showing New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad and Chesapeake and Ohio system and connections. 1938 59334

Map showing New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad and Chesapeake and Ohio system and connections. 1939 59342

Map showing New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad and Chesapeake and Ohio system and connections. 1940 59354

Map showing New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad and Chesapeake and Ohio system and connections. 1941 59372

Map showing Northern Pacific Railway system, Chicago, Burlington & Quincy R. R., Spokane, Portland & Seattle Railway and its subsidiary lines (owned by Northern Pacific and Great Northern Railway companies jointly), Colorado & Southern Railway lines (c 82233, 82239, 82249

Map showing Northern Pacific Railway system, Chicago, Burlington & Quincy R. R. system (owned by Northern Pacific and Great Northern Railway companies jointly). Spokane, Portland & Seattle Railway (owned by Northern Pacific and Great Northern Railway c 82123

Map showing Northern Pacific Railway system, Chicago, Burlington & Quincy R. R. system (owned by the Great Northern Pacific Railway companies jointly) 82070, 82079, 82086, 82097, 82108

Map showing Northern Pacific Railway system, Chicago, Burlington & Quincy R. R. system, Spokane, Portland & Seattle Railway and its subsidiary lines (owned by Northern Pacific and Great Northern Railway companies jointly), Colorado & Southern Railway s 82203, 82204, 82211, 82216, 82223, 82227
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Map showing the birthplace and course of life of Abraham Lincoln, also of his great funeral cortège ... 42085
Map showing the boulevards and park system and twelve miles of lake frontage of the city of Chicago 19552, 19558, 19559, 19564, 19572, 19576, 19585
Map showing the Burlington Cedar Rapids and Minnesota Railway and its connections 48183
Map showing the burnt district 19516
Map showing the burnt district in Chicago / published for the benefit of the Relief Fund by the R. P. Studley Company, St. Louis 19519
Map showing the business portion of Chicago 43017
Map showing the chief locations and lands of the Eastern Band of Cherokees. In North Carolina and of the states adjoining / [signed] Henry B. Carrington, U.S.A., Special Agent, 11th U.S. Census, 1890 19314
Map showing the comparative area of the Northern and Southern States, east of the Rocky Mountains 76805
Map showing the distribution of the native tribes of Alaska and adjoining territory 1020
Map showing the distribution of the slave population of the southern states of the United States / compiled from the census of 1860 ; engr. by Th. Leonhardt ; drawn by E. Hergesheimer 71357
Map showing the divisions of standard time 76955
Map showing the divisions of standard time [in the United States] 76901
Map showing the entire field of operations under Grant, Sherman, and Farragut 71362
Map showing the former bed of the Chicago River at its intersection with the South Pier (now removed) : together with a profile view of the same 19438
Map showing the Hocking Valley Railway Company and Chesapeake and Ohio present system and connections. 24302
Map showing the Indian country west of Carolina. By Capt. George Haigh. May 27th 1752 40615
[Map showing the journey of Silvestre Vélez de Escalante in 1775 to Hopi pueblos in New Mexico and Arizona] 79889
Map showing the lands assigned to emigrant Indians west of Arkansas & Missouri / prepared at the Topographical Bureau Feby. 23d, 1836. R. Jones, Adt. Genl. 81779, 81780
Map showing the lands of the Iowa R.R. Land Co. 37621
Map showing the limits of political sovereignty and claims in the Arctic. 2492
Map showing the line of the blockade, and the strategic routes in the interior 71356
Map showing the line of the Panama Rail-Road 62942
Map showing the line of the Union Pacific Railway, E. D. and its connections 76826
A Map showing the location of 538 Cass Street Chicago / by Doris Oakley Smith &] Gordon Dean Smith 52892
Map showing the location of battle fields of Virginia. Compiled from official war records and maps for the Chesapeake & Ohio Railway Co., 1891 80336
Map showing the location of military posts, Indian reservations & principal routes in the states & territories comprising the Military Division of the Missouri, Lieut. General P.H. Sheridan, commanding 81867
Map showing the location of the courts in Chicago, the jurisdiction of each criminal branch of the Municipal Court, and the institutions associated with the work of the various courts 19662
Map showing the location of the Indian reservations within the limits of the United States and territories 76943
Map showing the location of the Indian reservations within the limits of the United States and Territories : compiled from official and other authentic sources, under the direction of the Hon. John D.C. Atkin's, Commissioner of Indian Affairs : Paul Bro 76922
Map showing the main features of the Chicago Plan 19686
Map showing the Missouri-Kansas-Texas lines 71796
Map showing the navigable depths of the rivers of the United States and the principal transportation routes on the sea-coasts and Great Lakes in the year of the eleventh census (1890) / prepared by Thomas J. Vivian, in charge of transportation statistics 76969
Map showing the Norfolk, Albermarle & Atlantic Railroad and its connections 57180
[Map showing the Pacific Ocean routes of the merchant ship Rattler between the coasts of Peru and Mexico] 62590
[Map showing the Pacific ocean routes of the merchant ship Rattler off the coasts of Peru, the Galapagos Islands, and Central America] 62532
A Map showing the position of the city of Atchison 3568
Map showing the position of the city of Cairo at the confluence of the Ohio and Mississippi Rivers ... 24105
Map showing the position of the more important ruins near Zuni 85359
Map showing the present Colville Indian Reservation and the proposed addition of the Colville Valley W.T. 21805
Map showing the progress of the public surveys in Kansas and Nebraska 40081
Map showing the progress of the public surveys in Kansas and Nebraska, 1865 52911
Map showing the progress of the public surveys in the territories of Kansas and Nebraska : to accompany annual report of the Surveyor General, 1857 40079
Map showing the projected I. C. R. C. railway system of Saint Paul, prepared & published by the Saint Paul Board of Trade, J. O. Wheelsup, prest., Ocean Dogge, secy. 68204
Map showing the proposed alteration of the Peoria & Hannibal Rail Road 28475
Map showing the proposed irrigating systems on the Crow Indian Reservation in Montana 22453
Map showing the railways and power plants of 'Inland Empire System.' Spokane and Inland Empire Railroad Co. 81179
Map showing the relative position of Rock Island with the north western states & territories 76806
Map showing the roads in Idaho, Washington, Oregon : presented by Fletcher Oil Company 35191
Map showing the route of E.F. Beale from Fort Smith, Ark. to Alburquerque, N.M. 1858-9 16410
Map showing the route of the Duluth & Winnipeg Railroad and its connections 48319
Map showing the route pursued by the exploring expedition to New Mexico and the southern Rocky Mountains / made under the orders of Captain J.C. Fremont, U.S. Topographical Engineers ... and conducted by Lieut. J.W. Abert , assisted by Lieut. W.G. Pec 81794
Map showing the sand bar and its relations [at the mouth of the Chicago River] 19436
Map showing the several routes for that part of the proposed waterway lying between Lake Michigan and Joliet, Ill 35380
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Map showing the southern termination of the Illinois Central Railroad at Cairo [Illinois] 15133
Map showing the summer resorts of the Pacific coast adjacent to the lines of the Central and Southern Pacific Railroads. From San Francisco, north and east 15269
Map showing the summer resorts of the Pacific coast adjacent to the lines of the Central and Southern Pacific Railroads. From San Francisco, southward 15268
Map showing the Union Pacific Railway and branch lines 81928, 81929
Map showing the Union Pacific Railway and connecting railroads 81898, 81903, 81907, 81914
Map showing the water front of the city of Chicago from 14th St. to Division St. : with special reference to showing proposed connections between St. Clair St. and Michigan Ave. and a boulevard connecting the Lake Shore Drive with the lake front park b 19625
Map showing wagon roads and trails of a portion of the country covered by this narration / drawn by F.S. Phelby, Goldfield, 1905 22958
Map showing Wisconsin Central Railway 83123

Map societies 37529, 44706
Map societies - Directories 81066
Map societies - Directories - 1981 44706
Map Society of British Columbia 39953, 79825, 79856, 81170, 81171
Map Specialty Company (Toronto) 61867
Map stamps of the world: a cooperative project of the Carto-Philatelists, the map stamp unit of the ATA 44992

Map storage SEE Maps - Storage 45011
Map Studio Productions, pty. ltd. 70375
A Map supplement to accompany A political and cultural history of modern Europe, volumes 1-4 25831
Map supplement to history of modern Europe 5966
Map Supply, Inc. 79100
Map Supply (Lexington, Ky.) SEE Map Supply, Inc. 79100

Map symbols 18521
Map symbols pictured 45022

Map symbols SEE Maps - Symbols 45024
The Map that changed the west: the master map of the Lewis and Clark expedition, now in the Beinecke, shaped the self-image of a nation 20939
The Map that changed the world: William Smith and the birth of modern geology 70237
The Map that is half unrolled: equatorial Africa from the Indian Ocean to the Atlantic / by E. Alexander Powell 156
The Map that marked the end of a landmark American boundary dispute 1803
The Map that named America: Library acquires 1507 Waldseemüller map of the world 80661
A Map that talks: first aid in planning trips in the U.S.A. Ship and travel Rock Island lines, the road of planned progress 77882

Map thefts 70222
Map to accompany Appleton's hand-book of American travel 58928
Map to illustrate an exploration of the country lying between the Missouri River and the Rocky Mountains, on the line of the Nebraska or Platte River / by Lieut. J.C. Fremont, of the Corps of Topographical Engineers 81788
Map to illustrate Mr. Kane's travels in the territory of the Hudson's Bay Company / Engraved by Edwd. Weller, Duke Street, Bloomsbury 16046
Map to illustrate Pole journey 2105
Map to illustrate the route of Prince Maximilian of Wied in the interior of North America from Boston to the upper Missouri &a. in 1832, 33, & 34 = Reise Charle des Prinzen Maximilian zu Wied in innern Nord America von Boston nach dem oberen Missouri &a. 76690
Map to illustrate the volcanic system of Malaysia 71199
Map to illustrate voyage of exploration to the source of the Mississippi 50533

Map trade catalogs SEE Map industry and trade 13217
The Map trade in the late eighteenth century: letters to the London map sellers Jefferys and Faden 44562

Map trade SEE Map industry and trade 19361
Map, United States, Centennial Olympic Games : Atlanta 1996 79149

Map Use 44708, 44710, 44711
Map Use - Bibliography 30727, 44707
Map Use - France - 1600-1699 44709
Map use - France - 1600-1799 16877
Map Use - France - 1624-1660 66763
Map use - France - 1668-1699 66363
Map use - France - 1668-1836 66364

Map use - handbooks, manuals, etc. 21826
Map use - History - 2013 17398
Map Use in Schools 44712, 44713, 44714, 44715
Map Use in Schools SEE Maps in Education 44975
Map use - Localized studies - Ireland 44716
Map Use - Localized Studies - North America 44717
Map use - Localized studies - Northwest, Old 44718
Map use - Localized studies - United States - Cities and towns 44719, 44720
Map use : reading, analysis, and interpretation 44701

Map use - United States - 1842 1856
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Mapa de la provincia de Madrid: comprende el partido de Madrid, y el de Almonacid de Zorita 43877, 43878
Mapa de la provincia de Sonora, Opatas, Pinos Altos y Pimas Baxos 70324
[Mapa de la provincia donde habita la Nacion Casdudacho (Texas) Santa Maria de Galve] 66324
Mapa de la Sierra Gorda y costa del Seno Mexicano desde la ciudad de Queretaro, que se halla situada cerca de los veinte y ocho y medio en que está la Bahia de Espiritu Santo, sus rios, ensenadas y fronteras, hecho por Don Joseph de Escandon coronel 46283
Mapa de la Sierra Gorda, y costa del Seno Mexicano desde la Cuidad de Queretaro ... / por Don Joseph de Escandon 46284, 46285
Mapa de la substancial del famousto puerto y rio de San Francisco explorado por tierra en el mes de Marzo del presente año 1772 facado por el diario y observaciones del R.F.Fr. Juan Crespi missionero apostolico del Colegio de Propaganda Fide de Francisco 68553
Mapa de la Ysla de la Florida / remitido por el Marqes. Governador Juan Marquez Cabrera con carta de 28 de Junio de 1683 26832
Mapa de las costas de Tierra Firme descubiertas por Juan Ponce, Francisco de Garay, Diego Velázquez, &c. 16530
Mapa de las costas de Tierra-Firme, desde el Orinoco hasta Yucatan: de las islas Antillas y la mayor parte de las Lucayas con las derrotas que siguo Dn. Cristobal Colon en sus descubrimientos por estos mares y de los destinos de estos veintiocho y medio en que está la Bahia de Espiritu Santo, cerca del Misipi, ocupada por los franceses. Sevilla, 20 Abril 1688 57401
Mapa de las Islas de la America y de otros paises de Tierra Firme situados antes de estas islas y al rededor del Golfo de Mexico 16564
Mapa de las yslas Philipinas / Hecho por el Pe. Pedro Munillo Velarde ... le esculpio Nics. d[e]l Cruz Bagay Mana. Año 1744 64508
Mapa de los Cayos de los Martires o de la Florida 26818
Mapa de los Estados Unidos de Méjico: segun lo organizado y definido por las varias actas del Congreso de dicha republica: y construido or las mejores autoridades 46362
Mapa de los Estados Unidos de Méjico: segun lo organizado y definido por las varias actas del congreso de dicha republica y construido por las mejores autoridades 46360
Mapa de los Estados Unidos de Méjico segun lo organizado y definido por las varias actas del Congreso de dicha republica: y construido por las mejores autoridades. Nueva York, J. Disturnell, 1847 46358
Mapa de los Estados Unidos de Méjico, segundo lo organizado y definido por las varias actas del congreso de dicha republica: y construido por las mejores autoridades 46349
Mapa de los ferrocarriles nacionales 2525
[Mapa de los puertos que visito Drake en la costa de Nueva Espana 1585] 46270
Mapa de Metlatoyuca 34785
[Mapa de México, Tenochtitlán, y sus contornos hacia 1550] 46201
Mapa de Sigüenza 46371
Mapa de Sigüenza 44721, 56859, 56860
[Mapa de Sigüenza : Nahuatl glyph map of Aztec migration from Aztlán to Tenochtitlán] 44721
Mapa de una parte del Seno Mexicano, comprehendida entre el Rio Grande del Norte y la Bahia de Sn. Bernardo ... en el año de 1766 33158
Mapa de una porcion de Chile, indicando el curso del ferro-carril proyectado entre Valpariso y Santiago 20579
Mapa de una porcion de la provinca. de Sonora 70323
Mapa de Venezuela, Nueva Granada, y Quito: para servir à la historia de las campañas de la guerra de independencia in los años 1819 y 1820 79922
Mapa de Venezuela para servir à la historia de las campañas de la guerra de independencia in los años 1812, 1813 y 1814; Mapa de Venezuela, para servir à la historia de las campañas de la guerra de independencia in los años 1815, 1816 y 1817; Mapa de 79921
Mapa del camino que el año de 1689 hizo el Gobernador Alonso de Leon Cuahuila (Nueva España) hasta hallar cerca del lago de San Bernardo el lugar donde habian poblado franceses 74504
Mapa del estado de Guatemala, republica de Centro America 33107
Mapa del Estrecho de Bering, y costas inmediates de Asia y América 12454
[Mapa del golfo y costa de Nueva España, desde el Rio de Panuco hasta el cabo de Santa Elena, &c.] 71259
Mapa del Istmo de Panama indicativo de los lugares en que habitan diversos jefes indigenas al tiempo de la conquista del territorio, segun las cronicas y documentos de la época 62944
Mapa del Nuevo Mexico: por el cosmografo Enrico Martinez 46608
Mapa del Nuevo Mexico y presidios, con las costas del Seno Mexicano, Honduras y Mar del Sur 72244
Mapa del paso por tierra á California y sus confinantes nuevas naciones y misiones nuevas de la Compañia de Jesus en la America septentrional, descubierto andado y demarcado por el Padre Eusebio Francisco Kino, Jesuita, desde el año de 1698, hasta el d 15215
Mapa del pueblo, fuerte y caño de San Agustin de la Florida y del pueblo y caño de San Sebastian 67844
Mapa del rio alto Paraguay desde Corumba hasta la Laguna Gaiba ... 62985
Mapa del Rio Grande desde su desembocadura en el golfo hasta San Vicente, Presidio Antiguo / Mandado formar por el primer miembro de la Comision Pesquisidora de la Frontera del Norte ... ; M. J. Martinez, ingeniero topografico 66858
Mapa del Seno Mexicano desde San Bernardo hasta Nueva Francia, Rio de San Lorenzo, Lago del Delfin etc. 71264
Mapa del territorio comprendido entre la Provincia de Nuevo Mexico y el fuerte de Natchtoches y Texas 72248
Mapa del viaje que hizo el P.F. Pedro Font a Monterrei, y Puerto de San Francisco; y del viaje que hizo el P.F. Francisco Garces por el Rio Colorado hasta su desemboque, y para arriba hasta el Moqui 72223
Mapa del viaxe que el año 1690 hizo el Gobernador Alonso de Leon desde Cuahuala hasta la Carolina, provincia habilitada de Texas y otras naciones al nordeste de la Nueva Espana 74505
Mapa desde Veracruz a los presidios del norte y de estos a Chiguagua 46293
Mapa do Brasil 13857
Mapa do Estado do Paraná / organizado e desenhado pelo Departamento de Geografia, Terras e Colonização 62990
Mapa dos confins do Brasil com as terras de Espanha na America meridional (1749) 44722
[Mapa en que señala el primer surgidero en las Islas Filipinas, de las españaes que fueron en la expedicion de Miguel Lopez de Legazpi y el primer
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asiento que en ellas hicieron] 64506
Mapa escolar de Chile : mandado hacer por orden del señor Ministro de Instrucción Pública ... / construido según los últimos datos geográficos en la Inspeccion Jral. de Geografía i Minas de la Direcció de Obras Públícas ; injenier jefe, José del C. F 20584
Mapa etnográfico de Mindanao y Jolo 49379
Mapa etnográfico de Guatemala 33108
Mapa etnográfico de la república de Bolivia ... 13333
Mapa físico y político de la República de Venezuela / Republica de Venezuela, Ministerio de Obras Publicas, Direccicion de Cartografía Nacional 79936
Mapa formado sobre el diario del viaje que hizo el P.F. Franco Garces al Rio Colorado, San Gabriel y Moqui en 1777 21685
Mapa general de Bolivia. Por Luis García Mesa ... contiene los conocimientos y modificaciones geográficas del día y está conforme con los documentos oficiales del Ministerio de relaciones exteriores, estudiados con ... colaboración del ... dr. ... Eli 13332
Mapa general de la República de Bolivia con el plan ferroviario nacional, formado por el Minist. de Gob. y Fomto 13335
Mapa general de Polonia : antes de su desmembramiento / taller de Estruc 65066
Mapa general del reyño de Portugal; comprende sus provincias, corregimientos, oidorías, proveedurias, concejos, cotos, &c ... 65383
Mapa geográfico de América meridional 70460
Mapa geográfico de America Meridional / dispuesto y gravado por D. Juan de la Cruz Cano y Olmedilla ... año de 1775 ; ... Impresa y gravada la letra, por Hipólito Ricarte año 1771 70461
Mapa geográfico de una gran parte de la America septentrional comprendido entre las 18° y 41° de latitud norte y los 251° y 289° de nongitud oriental de Teneriff ... por S.M. en el año de 1779 81749
Mapa geográfico de una gran parte de la America septentrional, comprendido entre los veinte y quarenta y dos grados de latitud norte ... en el que se contienen las provincias de la antigua y nueva California, las de Sonora, Nueva Vizcaya, Nuevo Mexico, 81750
Mapa geográfico de una gran parte de la America septentrional ... en el que se contienen las provincias de la antigua y nueva California, las de Sonora, Nueva Viscaya, Nuevo Mexico, Cohahuile y Texas, erigidas en capitania general por S.M. en el año d 46623
Mapa geográfico del territorio que comprende la audiencia de Guadalajara, reyno de la Nueva Galicia, por Don Antonio Forcada y la Plaza, ensayador por S.M. de la real caza de Guadaluaxara, año 1790 ... 46300
Mapa geográfico que presentó con su informe al virrey de la Nueva España, Don Juan de Olivan Rebolledo oydor de la real audiencia de Mexico en 12 Diciembre de 1717 y á consecuencia del reconocimiento que hizo de estas provincias de orden de S.E. 46610
Mapa geográfico del gobierno de la Nueva Granada ó Nuevo Mexico; con las provincias de Nabajó y Moqui; por D. Juan Lopez, pensionista de S.M. Individuo de la Real Academia de Buenas Letras de Sevilla, y de las Sociedades Vascongada y de Asturias. Año 55242
Mapa geográfico del interior de la República Argentina 2518
Mapa guía de la Ciudad de Managua / la preparación de este mapa está fundada en datos del Plan Regulador de Managua suplidos por la Oficina Nacional de Urbanismo del Ministerio de Fomento 44302
Mapa, L. T. H. 75964
Mapa lingüístico de Sudamérica según Krickeborg 70643
Mapa militar itinerario de España, en escala de 1:200,00 72845
Mapa mondí : une carte du monde au XIVe siècle 8627
Mapa mvndi 83852
Mapa mvndi de reino de las In[dia]s 70397
Mapa panorámico do continente Americano : apresentando a Estrada de Rodagem Panamericana e mostrando alguns dos recursos naturais, cenários maravilhosos e pontos interessantes / Esso 82919
Mapa para aclarar el apéndice a la Geografía de la República del Ecuador 24636
Mapa polívusual del Brasil, politico, turístico, escolar, regional, rodroviário 13865
Mapa Polska (taktyczna) [microform] 65071
Mapa que comprende la costa del Seno Mexicano entre la Punta de Anton Lisardo y Rio Grande. Corre unido con informe de D. Miguel del Corral, hecho en S. Juan de Ulúa en 30 de Septiembre de 1782 ... 80030
Mapa que comprende parte de la Isla de Cuba, sonde de la Fortuages y Canal de Bahama ...1760 26838
Mapa que demuestra el ataque que se hizo al coronel del Cerro Prieto en la Sonora. 29 de Noviembre de 1769 79542
Mapa reducido que abraza todo lo descubierto de las costas occidentales de la America y de las orientales de la Asia: entre los 151 y 269 grados de longitud oriental del observatorio de Londres, y desde el grado 16 hasta el 72 de latitud boreal. 1789. 57653
Mapa rečzyzposolitej polskiej / opracowanie, druk i wydanie Wojskowego Instytutu Geograficznego 65074
Mapa topografico del partido de Cojutepeque 15041
Mapa turístico de Colombia / CODI 21237
Mapa turístico del Perú : vías de comunicacion / por la Corporación Nacional de Turismo ; Ing. Jefe - Luis M. Gamio 64287
Mapa una parte del Seno Mexicano, comprendehida entre el Río Grande del Norte y la Bahia de Sn. Bernardo ... en el año de 1766 33159
Mapa Uppsala (Manuscript, 1550) SEE Mapa de México, Tenochtitlán, y sus contornos hacia 1550 46201
Mapa zeme Ceske 22647
Mapamundi : the Catalan atlas of the year 1375 8631, 8634
Mapart 16297
Mapas antiguos de Cuba : en saludo al Segundo Congresso del Partido Comunista de Cuba 22532
Mapas antiguos del mundo : siglos XV-XVI 84535
Mapas antiguos del Valle de México, recopilados y descritos por Ola Apenes 46634, 46635
Mapas de America 70666
Mapas de América en los libros españoles de los siglos XVI al XVIII (1503-1798). Con 241 facsimiles 1836, 1837
Mapas de América y Filipinas en los libros españoles de los siglos XVI al XVIII; apéndice a los de América; adición de los de Filipinas 1833
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Mapas de la Casa de Contratación de Sevilla / Ernesto Reguera Sierra  18642
Mapas de la isla Española o Santo Domingo  34006
Mapas do município & cidade de Florianópolis  26813
Mapas e planos manuscritos relativos ao Brasil colonial [1500-1822]  13866
Mapas españoles de América, siglos XV-XVII  1831
Mapas historicos del Paraguay Gigante  6431
Mapas y civilización : historia de la cartografía en su contexto cultural y social  17383
Mapas y planos de la isla Española o Santo Domingo  34006
Mapas do municipio & cidade de Florianópolis  26813
Mapas e planos manuscritos relativos ao Brasil colonial [1500-1822]  13866
Mapas españoles de América, siglos XV-XVII  1831
Mapas historicos del Paraguay Gigante  6431
Mapas y civilización : historia de la cartografía en su contexto cultural y social  17383
Mapas y planos de la isla Española o Santo Domingo  34006
Mapas do municipio & cidade de Florianópolis  26813
Mapas e planos manuscritos relativos ao Brasil colonial [1500-1822]  13866
Mapas españoles de América, siglos XV-XVII  1831
Mapas historicos del Paraguay Gigante  6431
Mapas y civilización : historia de la cartografía en su contexto cultural y social  17383
Mapas y planos de la isla Española o Santo Domingo  34006
Mapas do municipio & cidade de Florianópolis  26813
Mapas e planos manuscritos relativos ao Brasil colonial [1500-1822]  13866
Mapas españoles de América, siglos XV-XVII  1831
Mapas historicos del Paraguay Gigante  6431
Mapas y civilización : historia de la cartografía en su contexto cultural y social  17383
Mapas y planos de la isla Española o Santo Domingo  34006
Mapas do municipio & cidade de Florianópolis  26813
Mapas e planos manuscritos relativos ao Brasil colonial [1500-1822]  13866
Mapas españoles de América, siglos XV-XVII  1831
Mapas historicos del Paraguay Gigante  6431
Mapas y civilización : historia de la cartografía en su contexto cultural y social  17383
Mapas y planos de la isla Española o Santo Domingo  34006
Mapas do municipio & cidade de Florianópolis  26813
Mapas e planos manuscritos relativos ao Brasil colonial [1500-1822]  13866
Mapas españoles de América, siglos XV-XVII  1831
Mapas historicos del Paraguay Gigante  6431
Mapas y civilización : historia de la cartografía en su contexto cultural y social  17383
Mapas y planos de la isla Española o Santo Domingo  34006
Mapas do municipio & cidade de Florianópolis  26813
Mapas e planos manuscritos relativos ao Brasil colonial [1500-1822]  13866
Mapas españoles de América, siglos XV-XVII  1831
Mapas historicos del Paraguay Gigante  6431
Mapas y civilización : historia de la cartografía en su contexto cultural y social  17383
Mapas y planos de la isla Española o Santo Domingo  34006
Mapas do municipio & cidade de Florianópolis  26813
Mapas e planos manuscritos relat...
Mapping the world : an illustrated history of cartography / [by Ralph E. Ehrenberg] 17389
Mapping the world / Erwin Raisz 17293
Mapping the world : stories of geography / Caroline & Martine Laffon 17292
Mapping time and space : how medieval mapmakers viewed their world / Evelyn Edson 18109
Mapping tropical waters: British views and visions of Rio de Janeiro 18357
Mapping Unlimited 6930
Mapping Wisconsin history : teacher's guide and student materials / Wisconsin Cartographers’ Guild ; Bobbie Malone 18615
Mapping wonderlands : illustrated cartography of Arizona, 1912-1962 / Dori Griffin 16902
Mapping world history : a guide for beginning students 18470
Mapping your roots 25437
Mappings 17415
Mappografia dawnej Polski / przez Edwarda barona Rastawieckiego 65088
MapQuest,com, Inc. 79203, 79285
MapQuest SEE MapQuest.com, Inc. 79203
Maps 16776, 22837, 44804, 44831, 44832, 59716, 63469, 75106, 85081
Maps & 1861 message of President 4965
Maps - 1921America - Maps - 1921 1514
Maps - 2011 16800
Maps : a historical survey of their study and collecting [book review] 70202
Maps : a historical survey of their study and collecting, by R.A. Skelton [book review] 44890
Maps : a historical survey of their study and collecting : illustrated edition / R.A. Skelton 17357
Maps: a historical survey of their study and collecting / R.A. Skelton 17350
Maps -- A necessary medium to world progress 17332
Maps : a special section prepared by the Educational Services Department 6764
Maps, a visual survey and design guide / by Michael and Susan Southworth 18314
Maps accompanying report of commissioner 5022
Maps, Advertising SEE Advertising Maps 76860
Maps : Africa, New World, slave trade 3825
Maps and Africa : proceedings of a colloquium at the University of Aberdeen, April 1993 / edited by Jeffrey C. Stone 16821
Maps and air photographs / G.C. Dickinson 16789
Maps and animals SEE Animals in maps 2002
Maps and art SEE Cartography in art 17945
Maps and atlases 18751, 23353
Maps and atlases : a carto-bibliography for the Map Library, University College, Swansea / compiled by Glenys Bridges, Sheila Hinton, Joan Mason 79487
Maps and atlases: their use, care and organization in libraries 44466
Maps and Australian libraries 44461
Maps and Chart’s & ‘Copper Plate printing’ 44678
Maps and charts of North America and the West Indies, 1750-1789 : a guide to the collections in the Library of Congress / compiled by John R. Sellers and Patricia Molen Van Ee 57848
Maps and charts published in America before 1800 : a bibliography / by James Clements Wheat and Christian F. Brun 44773
The Maps and charts to The modern part of the universal history / [with maps by Emanuel Bowen and Thomas Kitchin] 7843
Maps and civilization revisited / Norman J.W. Thrower 75120
Maps and description : Golden State route : Los Angeles - Chicago / Southern Pacific, Rock Island 71239
Maps and diagrams in ten plates to accompany the final report ... on the transportation route along the Wisconsin River ... [from Portage to the Mississippi] 83590
Maps and diagrams: their compilation and construction 18511, 18513, 18515
Maps and diplomacy SEE Diplomacy and maps 44722
Maps and genealogy SEE Maps as genealogical sources 38312
Maps and genealogy SEE Maps as genealogical sources 38312
Maps and maps of the Aegean / Vasili Sphyroeras, Anna Avramea, Spyros Asdrahas 16803
Maps and map-making in local history / Jacinta Prunty 17986
Maps and map-making: three lectures delivered under the auspices of the Royal Geographical Society 16762
Maps and mapmakers of the Aegean 7206
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Maps and mapmakers of the Civil War 18553
Maps and mapping 18039
Maps and mapping of Africa / edited by Patricia M. Larby 16819
Maps and mapping of Norway, 1602-1855 / William B. Ginsberg 60137
Maps and models in the reign of Louis XIV 66363
Maps and monsters in medieval England / Asa Simon Mittman 51315
Maps and nations exhibit, 1998 [Internet resource] 16878
Maps and nations exhibit, 1999 [Internet resource] 16879
Maps and ‘Other awkward material’ : critical reflections on the nature and purpose of cartobibliography 44829
Maps and other cartographic records in the North Carolina state archives 57943
Maps and other illustrations 13958
Maps and plans illustrative of Herodotus ... 30660
Maps and plans, illustrative of Livy : containing Hannibal's expedition, Spain,Cisalpine Gaul, central Italy, Italy and Sicily, Mysia and Lydia, vicinity of Rome, plan of Rome, battle at the Caudine Forks, passage of the Rhone, battle at the Trebia, ba 30663
Maps and plans illustrative of Thucydides ... 30676
Maps and plans in the Public Record Office 14588
Maps and plans of Boston 13556
Maps and plans of cities and towns in colonial New Spain, the Floridas, and Louisiana : selected documents from the Archivo General de Indias of Sevilla / by François-Auguste de Montèquín 17075
Maps and plans of Dutch Ceylon : a representative collection of cartography from the Dutch period 73078
[Maps and plans of Tindal's continuation of Rapin's History of England] 8609
Maps and prints for pleasure and investment 44885
The Maps and prints of Paolo Forlani : a descriptive bibliography / David Woodward 27222
Maps and related cartographic materials : cataloging, classification, and bibliographic control / Paige G. Andrew, Mary Lynette Larsgaard, guest editors 18814
Maps and scholars. 44532
Maps and statistics 73179
Maps and symbols 16787
Maps and Tasmanian exploration 18498
The Maps and text of the Boke of idrography presented by Jean Rotz to Henry VIII : now in the British Library 7748
Maps and the Columbian Encounter 44723, 44750
Maps and the Columbian Encounter (Exhibit) 16860, 44723
Maps and the general: the working maps of the first Duke of Marlborough 14601
Maps and the internet / edited by Michael Peterson 16937
Maps and the mind 22295
Maps and the problems of map projections [&] symbols vs. pictures on maps 44663
Maps and their makers 17185
Maps and their makers : an introduction to the history of cartography 17333, 17361
Maps and their makers : an introduction to the history of cartography / G.R. Crone 17339
Maps and their makers in early Illinois : the Burr map and the Peck-Messinger map 15012
Maps and their making : I. Introduction / Max Mayer, cartographer with Ginn & Company 17436
Maps and their making : II. Historical / Max Mayer, cartographer for Ginn & Company 17437
Maps and their making : III. Present methods (continued) / Max Mayer, cartographer for Ginn & Company 16769
Maps and their making : III. Present methods / Max Mayer, cartographer for Ginn & Company 19038
Maps and thinking 18309
Maps and views from the Moldovan family collection : Jerusalem, center of the world 39749
Maps and views of Derry, 1600-1914 : a catalogue / by W.S. Ferguson ; with a foreword by J.H. Andrews 23330
Maps and views of Jerusalem 39747
Maps and women 83624
Maps, Anthropomorphic SEE Anthropomorphic maps 26113
Maps are strategy 44710
Maps are territories : science is an atlas : a portfolio of exhibits / David Turnbull ; with a contribution by Helen Watson 17877
Maps as a medium of scientific communication 75070
Maps as art : a preliminary bibliography 17918
Maps as demographic sources 44724
Maps as evidence : documentary sources 44738
Maps as genealogical sources - 1960-1969 38312
Maps as genealogical sources - 1967 11711
Maps as genealogical sources - 1968 38430
Maps as genealogical sources - 1975 44725
Maps as genealogical sources - 1976 44726, 44727, 76271
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Maps - Bibliography - Methodology - 1914  17001
Maps - Bibliography - Methodology - Bibliography  44799
Maps - Bibliography - Methodology SEE ALSO Cataloging of maps  44818
Maps - Bibliography, National  44827
Maps - Bibliography of bibliographies  16975, 44828
Maps - Bibliography - Periodicals  18294
Maps - Bibliography - Philosophy  44829
Maps, Buffalo Harbor, 1804-1964 / by Henry H. Baxter, Erik Heyl  14874
Maps by a master  16816
Maps by Ephraim George Squier  73048
Maps by Hammond  15039
Maps by James Rennell in Lord Rennell's bequest  66399
Maps by John Arrowsmith in the Publications of the Royal Geographical Society  3137
Maps by photo-zincography  44612
Maps by photomechanical processes  44613
Maps - Calendars - 1944  26225
Maps - Calendars - 1953  78041, 78042
Maps - Calendars - 1957  78162
Maps - Calendars - 1958-1959  78225
Maps - Calendars - 1959-1960  78251
Maps - Calendars - 1960  16240
Maps - Calendars - 1960-1961  78295, 78331
Maps - Calendars - 1961-1962  78332
Maps - Calendars - 1963-1963  78373
Maps - Calendars - 1963-1964  78372
Maps - Calendars - 1964  16243
Maps - Calendars - 1964-1965  78371
Maps - Calendars - 1965-1966  78429
Maps - Calendars - 1966-1967  78442
Maps - Calendars - 1967-1968  78476
Maps - Calendars - 1968  16247
Maps - Calendars - 1968-1969  78518
Maps - Calendars - 1977  15167
Maps - Calendars - 1981  44830
Maps, Cartoon SEE Cartoon maps  76419
Maps - Cataloging SEE Cataloging of maps  44818
Maps - Catalogs  13379
Maps - Catalogs - 1850  84775
Maps - Catalogs - 1855  84776
Maps, Celestial SEE Astronomy - Charts, diagrams, etc.  3525
Maps, charts and prints  18297
[Maps, charts and prints in the William B. Greenlee collection]  44844
Maps, charts & atlases: the cartographic collections of the Boston Athenaeum  1846
Maps - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1960  44832
Maps & charts to modern part of universal history  7864
Maps & civilization : cartography in culture and society  17381
Maps & civilization : cartography in culture and society / Norman J.W. Thrower  17380
Maps - Classification  44833, 44834
Maps - Classification - 1941-45  76067
Maps - Classification - 1951  76065
Maps - Clip art - 1870  17079
Maps - Collections  17295, 17331, 17354, 17373, 44849, 44852
Maps - Collections, 1000-1599  44835
Maps - Collections, 1100-1699  44836, 44837, 44838
Maps - Collections, 1200-1855  44839, 44840
Maps - Collections, 1400-1599  17310, 17311, 17312, 17313, 17314
Maps - Collections, 1400-1699  44841
Maps - Collections, 1400-1799  17299
Maps - Collections, 1472-1500  23354
Maps - Collections, 1482-1676  44842
Maps - Collections, 1482-1897  10775
Maps - Collections, 154-1601 - Facsimiles  44843
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Maps</th>
<th>Date codes - 1937-1941</th>
<th>47554</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>Definition</td>
<td>44933</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>Design</td>
<td>44934</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>Dictionaries</td>
<td>45008, 45009, 45010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>Digitization - 2012</td>
<td>74316</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps, distortion &amp; meaning</td>
<td>16751</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>[electronic resource]: every foldout map from National Geographic magazine on CD-ROM</td>
<td>44845</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Maps, etc., Louisiana Purchase Exposition, 1904]</td>
<td>43460</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps ex Duke of Gotha collection</td>
<td>: acquired by The George H. Beans Library</td>
<td>12033</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>Exhibitions</td>
<td>13578, 44935, 44936, 44942</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>Exhibitions - Catalogs</td>
<td>13080, 26349, 39834, 44937, 44938, 44939, 44940, 44941</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>Exhibitions - Milan (Italy)</td>
<td>44943</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>Facsimiles</td>
<td>44944, 44945, 44946, 44947, 44948, 44949, 44957, 44958, 44959, 44960, 44964, 76302</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>Facsimiles - Bibliography</td>
<td>44950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>Facsimiles - Catalogs</td>
<td>44951, 44952, 44953, 44954, 44955</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>Facsimiles - Collections</td>
<td>44956</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>Facsimiles - Collectors and collecting - Directories</td>
<td>44556</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>Filing cabinets</td>
<td>1920-1929</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>Filing cabinets - Cataogs</td>
<td>1910-1912</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>: finding our place in the world</td>
<td>17434</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>: finding our place in the world : checklist of objects in the exhibition</td>
<td>17430</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>: finding our place in the world / edited by James R. Akerman and Robert W. Karrow, Jr.</td>
<td>17394</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps, First SEE Oldest map</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps for America: cartographic products of the U.S. Geological Survey and others</td>
<td>Morris M. Thompson</td>
<td>30903</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps for an emerging nation: commercial cartography in nineteenth-century America: an exhibition at the Library of Congress</td>
<td>/ by Walter W. Ristow</td>
<td>21815</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps for appraisal</td>
<td>... Indiana Historical Society Library</td>
<td>36746</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps for books and theses</td>
<td>44746</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps for children</td>
<td>SEE SUBHEADING Children's maps</td>
<td>7540</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps for empire: the first 2000 numbered War Office maps 1881-1905</td>
<td>compiled by A. Crispin Jewitt</td>
<td>32490</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps for family and local history: the records of the Tithe, Valuation Office and National Farm Surveys</td>
<td>44730</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps for historians</td>
<td>14119</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps for motor tours: where to go and how to get there ...</td>
<td>: running directions, sectional maps, suggestions of value: New York, New England states, Canada, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Indiana, Michigan, Washington, Maryland, Delaware, Atlantic C</td>
<td>59186</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps for Oahu streets &amp; condos</td>
<td>/ by Hawaii TMK Service</td>
<td>60237</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps for the blind - 1900</td>
<td>44961</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps for the blind - 1939</td>
<td>44962</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps for the blind - 1988</td>
<td>26446</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps for the blind - Exhibitions - Catalogs</td>
<td>44963</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps for the local historian: a guide to the British sources</td>
<td>/ by J.B. Harley</td>
<td>14118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps for the people: Alfred T. Andreas and the Chicago map trade after the Civil War</td>
<td>1964</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps for victory</td>
<td>18616</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps - Forgeries</td>
<td>44959, 44960, 44964</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps format</td>
<td>44611</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps from 9th edition Encyclopaedia Britannica</td>
<td>8202</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps from an Italian atlas of the 16th century: 133 maps from the Lloyd Triestino atlas offered for sale singly</td>
<td>4159, 17540</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps from Britannia 1607-1637</td>
<td>32425</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Maps from Caprarola's Sala Della Cosmographia]</td>
<td>52000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Maps from Encyclopaedia Londinensis]</td>
<td>42809</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Maps from France, annales historiques]</td>
<td>27556</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps from Illinois history: resources for teachers / [guest editor, Gerald A. Danzer]</td>
<td>17907</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps from museum's collection</td>
<td>69704</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps from Ptolemy's Cosmographia (Ulm, 1482) [slide]</td>
<td>65801</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps from Questions on hist parts of New Testament</td>
<td>4618</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps from the age of discovery</td>
<td>34121</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps from the Boston school geography</td>
<td>4713</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Maps from the home archives of the descendants of a friend of Marco Polo</td>
<td>65410</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps from the International atlas</td>
<td>6897</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps from the Mercator-Hondius atlas (Amsterdam, 1630) [slide]</td>
<td>46033</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps from the mind: readings in psychogeography / edited by Howard F. Stein and William G. Niederland; foreword by Vamik D. Volkan</td>
<td>28802</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps from the Peter Force collection</td>
<td>41951</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps from the Theatrum orbis terrarum of Abraham Ortelius (1584) [slide]</td>
<td>62352</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps from V13 &amp; V14</td>
<td>9834</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps from V23</td>
<td>9899</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Maps in literature
Maps - Geology - Symbols - History 30942
Maps: global war teaches global cartography 611
Maps, globes, and atlases for schools 66220
Maps, globes, and the ‘Cold War’ 610
Maps, globes, atlases, and geographies through the year 1800: the Eleanor Houston and Lawrence M.C. Smith Cartographic Collection at the Smith Cartographic Center, University of Southern Maine / catalogued by James E. Mooney; with foreword by Kenneth 44787
Maps, Great Britain & Ireland, 1830-1896 14598
Maps - Handbooks, Manuals, Etc. - 1500-1599 44965
Maps - Handbooks, manuals, etc. - 1943 44966
Maps: handling, classifying, cataloguing 18760
Maps, histories, and polemics in Europe, 1585-1601 18008
Maps - Humor SEE Wit and humor in cartography 62998
Maps illustrating early discovery and exploration in America 1502-1530. Reproduced by photography from original manuscripts. Issued under the direction of Edward Luther Stevenson 10707
Maps illustrative of the physical, political, and historical geography of the British Empire: for the use of schoolmasters, pupil-teachers, and the upper classes of schools 32442
Maps in art 3148, 3149, 3150, 3151, 3152, 3153, 3544, 6511, 10924, 14782, 15033, 16885, 17170, 17910, 17911, 17912, 17913, 17914, 17915, 17916, 17917, 17918, 17919, 17920, 17921, 17922, 17923, 17924, 17925, 17926, 17927, 17928, 17929, 17930, 17931, 17932, 17933, 17934, 17935, 17936, 17937, 17938, 17940, 17945, 17946, 17947, 17948, 17949, 17951, 17952, 17953, 17954, 17955, 17956, 17957, 17958, 17959, 17960, 17961, 17968, 17969, 17995, 18151, 18168, 18218, 18314, 18318, 18637, 22352, 22353, 28806, 32238, 36467, 37435, 37436, 37777, 42310, 44188, 44439, 44536, 44655, 44830, 44967, 53529, 55575, 64667, 64699, 66983, 69969, 72627, 78915, 79430, 80044, 84622
Maps in art - Exhibitions 17928, 17939, 17941, 17942, 17943, 17944, 44942
Maps in art - Exhibitions - Catalogs 24950
Maps in art SEE ALSO Cartography in art 17942, 17949
Maps in art see Cartography in art 17950
Maps in Bibles 44968
Maps in Bibles 1500-1600 13059
Maps in Bibles 1500-1600: an illustrated catalogue / Catherine Delano-Smith and Elizabeth Morley Ingram 13058, 13061
Maps in Bibles in the British Library, 1500-1600: finding list / Catherine Delano-Smith and Elizabeth M. Ingram 13060
Maps in Bibles in the Newberry Library, Chicago: finding list, 1500-1600 (with polyglot, English, Dutch, and French Bibles to 1800) / by Catherine Delano-Smith 13062
Maps in bookplates - Catalogs 44969
Maps in books - 1669-1818 - Bibliography 44970
Maps in books - Bibliography - 1639-1819 44971
Maps in books - Bibliography - 1733-1799 1812
Maps in books - Bibliography - 1736-1799 44972
Maps in books - Bibliography - 1900-1968 44973
Maps in books of Russia and Poland: published in the Netherlands to 1800 / Paula van Gestel-van het Schip ... [et al.] 67705
Maps in British periodicals / compiled by David C. Jolly 44970
Maps in Cartoons 16880
Maps in Cecil collection at Hatfield House 8569
Maps in eighteenth-century British magazines: a checklist / Christopher M. Klein 44972
Maps in genealogical research 44729
Maps in genealogies: a carto-bibliography of maps in twenty-three 18th-century English language genealogies in the Lilly Library / by Barbara B. McCorkle 30723
The Maps in Gulliver's travels 73769
Maps in Italian atlases of the sixteenth century, being a comparative list of the Italian maps issued by Lafreri, Forlani, Duchetti, Bertelli and others, found in atlases 35085
Maps in Lawsuits 67007
Maps in libraries: a selective bibliography 44464
[Maps in Descripcion historico-geografica, politica, ecclesiastica, y militar de la America Meridional, anno 1796; por Fr. Manuel de Sobrevieta, Missionario de Ocopa] 70885
Maps in Education 44974, 44975
Maps in education - 1842 1856
Maps in eighteenth-century British magazines: a checklist / Christopher M. Klein 44972
Maps in genealogical research 44729
Maps in genealogies: a carto-bibliography of maps in twenty-three 18th-century English language genealogies in the Lilly Library / by Barbara B. McCorkle 30723
The Maps in Gulliver's travels 73769
Maps in Italian atlases of the sixteenth century, being a comparative list of the Italian maps issued by Lafreri, Forlani, Duchetti, Bertelli and others, found in atlases 35085
Maps in Lawsuits 67007
Maps in literature 17191, 22982, 22983, 22984, 44976, 44977, 45553, 51715, 66143, 73769, 75114, 75115, 84160
Maps in literature - 1516 79723
Maps in literature - 1518 79724, 79725, 79726
Maps in literature - 1594-1600 45697
Maps in literature - 1595 62361, 79727
Maps in literature - 1655-1661 43502
Maps in literature - 1726 11612, 14666, 34771, 41656, 42051
Maps in literature - 1750-1883 75477
Maps in literature - 1788 32841
Maps in literature - 1789 32843
Maps in literature - 1791 32844, 32845
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Start Year</th>
<th>End Year</th>
<th>Call Number Range</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Maps in literature</td>
<td>1796</td>
<td></td>
<td>32847</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps in literature</td>
<td>1800</td>
<td></td>
<td>84180</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps in literature</td>
<td>1821</td>
<td></td>
<td>32852</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps in literature</td>
<td>1825</td>
<td></td>
<td>32855</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps in literature</td>
<td>1827</td>
<td></td>
<td>32858</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps in literature</td>
<td>1828</td>
<td></td>
<td>30875</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps in literature</td>
<td>1919</td>
<td></td>
<td>83027</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps in literature</td>
<td>1936</td>
<td></td>
<td>85096</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps in literature</td>
<td>1954</td>
<td></td>
<td>48017, 48018</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps in literature</td>
<td>1955</td>
<td></td>
<td>48019</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps in literature</td>
<td>1959</td>
<td></td>
<td>52705</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps in literature</td>
<td>1963</td>
<td></td>
<td>18320, 52708, 66240</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps in literature</td>
<td>1996</td>
<td></td>
<td>60231, 60232</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps in literature</td>
<td>1997</td>
<td></td>
<td>18321, 36465</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps in literature</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td></td>
<td>52709</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps in literature - Africa</td>
<td>1781-1797</td>
<td></td>
<td>286</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps in literature - Bibliography</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>42192, 42193</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps in literature - British Isles</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>44978</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps in literature - British Isles - Maps</td>
<td>1945</td>
<td>14499</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps in literature - British Isles - Maps</td>
<td>1973</td>
<td>14537</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps in literature - Collections</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>42192, 42193</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps in literature - Dictionaries</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>36460</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps in literature - England - 1500-1700</td>
<td></td>
<td>44979</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps in literature - England - History - 1000-1534</td>
<td></td>
<td>18101</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps in literature - Europe - 1930</td>
<td></td>
<td>69909</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps in literature - Europe - Maps</td>
<td>1923</td>
<td>26190</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps in literature - France - 1400-1599</td>
<td></td>
<td>44980</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps in literature - France - 1530-1630</td>
<td></td>
<td>44981, 44982</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps in literature - France - History - 1600-1699</td>
<td></td>
<td>44983</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps in literature - London (England) - Maps - 1987</td>
<td></td>
<td>42191</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps in literature - Manhattan (New York, N.Y.) - Maps</td>
<td>1924</td>
<td>44340</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps in literature - Middle West</td>
<td></td>
<td>16867</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps in literature - North America - 1995</td>
<td></td>
<td>57836</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps in literature - Quotations</td>
<td></td>
<td>44984, 44985</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps in literature - Selections</td>
<td></td>
<td>44986</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps in literature - Slides</td>
<td></td>
<td>22981</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps in literature - Spain - History - 1500-1599</td>
<td></td>
<td>44987</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps in literature - United States - Maps - 1939</td>
<td></td>
<td>77704</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps in literature - United States - Maps - 1941</td>
<td></td>
<td>77761</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps in literature - United States - Maps - 1946</td>
<td></td>
<td>77853</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps in literature - United States - Maps - 1949</td>
<td></td>
<td>77925</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps in literature - Wales - Maps - 1899</td>
<td></td>
<td>25337</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps in literature - World maps - 1955</td>
<td></td>
<td>84423</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps in literature - Yellowstone National Park - Maps - 1884</td>
<td></td>
<td>85069</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps in literature - Yellowstone National Park - Maps - 1885</td>
<td></td>
<td>85070</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps in literature - New Zealand provincial council papers</td>
<td></td>
<td>56832</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps in newspapers - 1919</td>
<td></td>
<td>26187</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps in periodicals - Bibliography - 1900-1968</td>
<td></td>
<td>44973</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps in poetry SEE Cartography - Poetry</td>
<td></td>
<td>52708</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps in propaganda - 1915</td>
<td></td>
<td>84622</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps in propaganda - 1952</td>
<td></td>
<td>3417</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps in propaganda SEE Propaganda maps</td>
<td></td>
<td>3417</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Maps: in the 14th year of operating experience serving the capitals of industry / Pennsylvania Central Airlines 24403
Maps in the atlases of The British Library : a descriptive catalogue c. AD 850-1800 / [compiled by] Rodney Shirley 14602
Maps in the Gazetteer of Yung-an County (Yung-an Hsien Chih) 17058
The Maps in the Geneva Bible 44968
Maps in the Illinois State Archives 36445
Maps in the Illinois State Library 36447
Maps in the local historical society / compiled by the Western Association of Map Libraries 44889
Maps in the making of Manhattan 18189
Maps in the marketplace : cartographic vendors and their customers in eighteenth-century America 44682
Maps in the small historical society: care and cataloging 44475
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Maps in the Special Collections Department, University of Idaho Library, Moscow, Idaho / compiled and for the most part cataloged by Ralph Nielsen 59795
Maps in the U.S. serial set 1817-1917: a statistical estimate 76107
Maps in the Wilmette Historical Museum collection as of March 2002 82979
Maps in those days: cartographic methods before 1850 / J.H. Andrews 18499
Maps in Tudor England / P.D.A. Harvey 17145, 17146
Maps International 34347
[Maps issued for Colliers encyclopedia] 6644
[Maps issued to accompany annual report of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers] 79356, 79357
Maps, knowledge, and power 18305
Maps & man: an examination of cartography in relation to culture and civilization / [by] Norman J. W. Thrower 17351
Maps, Manuscript SEE Manuscript maps 34
Maps, mazes, and monsters: the iconography ... in ... Eco's 'The Name of the Rose' 24612
Maps, Mental 44988
Maps, Mental - Texas 75020
Maps, Military SEE Military maps 27515
Maps - Miscellanea - Specimens 2134, 2135, 2136, 3120, 3569, 7258, 10148, 13268, 16746, 16747, 16748, 16749, 17923, 17963, 17969, 18314, 22578, 26342, 32132, 32133, 32186, 34741, 36469, 36470, 36471, 41153, 46604, 57789, 58972, 64667, 65442, 65494, 66312, 66935, 73169, 73310, 77713, 77791, 78573, 78598, 78649, 78818, 79119, 79456, 79530, 80531, 80542, 83958, 84581, 84622
Maps - Miscellanea - Specimens SEE ALSO Cartographic curiosities 79530
Maps, Mounting of SEE Map mounting 44571
Maps, music, and the printer: graphic or typographic 44602
Maps, myths, and men: the story of the Vinland map 80307
Maps, myths and narratives: cartography of the far north = Kort, myter og fortællinger: kortlægningen af det yderste nord / det Kongelige Bibliotek 41293
[Maps of 15 United States cities] 76681
[Maps of 6 European cities] 26082
The maps of Acre: an historical cartography 16801
Maps of Africa, 1540-1850 16811
Maps of Africa: a selection of printed maps from the sixteenth to the nineteenth centuries, by R.V. Tooley 408
Maps of Africa: an illustrated and annotated carto-bibliography / Oscar I. Norwich; bibliographical description by Pam Kolbe 411, 412
Maps of Africa and Southern Africa in printed books, 1550-1750; a bibliography / compiled by Margaret [sic] Findlay Cartwright 414
Maps of Africa to 1900: a checklist of maps in atlases and geographical journals in the collections of the University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign / Thomas J. Bassett & Yvette Scheven 416
Maps of America in periodicals before 1800 / compiled and edited by David C. Jolly 1812
[Maps of Amish communities, Elkhart and Lagrange counties, Indiana] 24933
Maps of an empresario: Austin's contribution to the cartography of Texas 18505
[Maps of Antarctica, 1944 printing proofs] 2119
[Maps of Armehem, Geldrop, Venlo and Roermond in the Netherlands] 53372
Maps of Birmingham: with notes providing an introduction to the historical geography of the Manor, Borough, City and Metropolitan District of Birmingham 16979
Maps of Bolivia 13338
[Maps of Bolsward, Staveren, Harlingen, and Hindeloopen in the Netherlands] 53373
[Maps of Boston harbor] 13558
Maps of Bucks 14808
[Maps of Cagliari, Malta, Rhodes, and Famagusta] 25915
[Maps of Canadian provinces and cities] 16309
Maps of Canterbury & the West Coast: a selected bibliography 16452
[Maps of Charlevoix, Landrecies and Avesnes, France and Beaumont, Belgium] 27620
Maps of Chicago accompanying Rand, McNally & Co.'s bird's-eye views and guide to Chicago 19609
Maps of Chicago at the University of Chicago Map Collection 19967
[Maps of Chicago's Near North Side in the neighborhood around the Newberry Library / compiled by undergraduate students enrolled in the Associated Colleges of the Midwest-Newberry Library "Crossing Boundaries" Seminar] 52891
[Maps of Chicago showing distribution of Italian population and other topics] 19565
Maps of Colne and district: a classified catalogue of the collection held for reference at Colne Library / [compiled by] Mildred Ellis 21189
Maps of Colorado and the southwestern part of the state (1862-1919) 21672
Maps of Connecticut for the years of industrial revolution, 1801-1860: a descriptive list / by Edmund Thompson 21981
Maps of Costa Rica: an annotated cartobibliography 22321
Maps of Cyprus from collections of bank of Cyprus 22626
Maps of early America 18206
Maps of early Idaho: old gold mines, Indian battle grounds, old military roads, old forts, overland stage routes, early towns 35311, 35312, 35313
Maps of early Massachusetts: pre-history through the seventeenth century / compiled, edited, and published by Lincoln A. Dexter 45373
The Maps of Edinburgh, 1544-1929 / by William Cowan 24677
Maps of encounter: the French in seventeenth-century Wisconsin 18609
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Maps of exploration in Alaska in 1898</td>
<td>5477</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Maps of Fiji : a selective and annotated cartobibliography / by Mason S. Green</td>
<td>26586</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps [of Florida]</td>
<td>27174</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Maps of fortifications in Meuse River Valley]</td>
<td>46180</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Maps of fortifications in the Meuse River Valley]</td>
<td>46179</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Maps of Galway, Limerick, Dublin, and Cork]</td>
<td>38232, 38233</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Maps of Georgia and its counties]</td>
<td>31269</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps of Georgiann Devon : and their makers / edited with an introduction by Mary R. Ravenhill and Margery M. Rowe</td>
<td>17140</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Maps of German cities and towns]</td>
<td>31558</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps of greater Cleveland and northeastern Ohio / American Automobile Association</td>
<td>21070</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps of Illinois counties in 1876, together with the plat of Chicago and other cities and a sampling of illustrations</td>
<td>35571</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Maps of Illinois state parks / issued by the Illinois Department of Conservation]</td>
<td>36440</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps of India</td>
<td>36590</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps of India, 1795-1935 / Maharshashtra State Archives, Govt. of Maharashtra ; [editor, B. G. Kunte, associates, V. T. Gondil, A. K. Kharade]</td>
<td>36673</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Maps of Indiana and Illinois]</td>
<td>35448</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps of Indiana counties in 1876, together with the plat of Indianapolis and a sampling of illustrations</td>
<td>36777, 36778</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps of Ireland</td>
<td>38448</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps of Island Melanesia, Micronesia and Polynesia</td>
<td>45917</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps of Isle of Man 1280-1760</td>
<td>6963</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps of J. Foster Ashburn and the Ashburn Map Co.</td>
<td>3185</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps of Japan by Portugese</td>
<td>39590</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Maps of Jessamine County, Kentucky / by Susan Jackson Keig]</td>
<td>39773, 39774, 39775, 39776</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Maps of Kentucky and Tennessee detached from various atlases, 1831-1855]</td>
<td>41087</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Maps of Lake Calumet Harbor District]</td>
<td>15731</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Maps of Lakeview (Chicago, Ill.)]</td>
<td>41542</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Maps of Latin American countries and regions]</td>
<td>41687</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps of Los Angeles</td>
<td>6756</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps of Los Angeles, from Ord's survey of 1849 to the end of the boom of the eighties</td>
<td>43153</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps of Maine, New Hampshire and Vermont, Massachusetts &amp; Rhode Island, Connecticut, New York and New York City</td>
<td>53890, 53891</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Maps of Matthew Paris : medieval journeys through space, time and liturgy / Daniel K. Connolly</td>
<td>30862</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Maps of Mediterranean islands]</td>
<td>38521</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps of Michigan and the Great Lakes, 1545-1845 : from the private collection of Renville Wheat with additions from the Burton Historical Collection</td>
<td>32632</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Maps of military and preterritorial roads in Minnesota]</td>
<td>50032</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps of Mughal India : drawn by Colonel Jean-Baptiste-Joseph Gentil, agent for the French Government to the Court of Shuja-ud-daula at Faizabad, in 1770</td>
<td>51206</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps of Mughal India : drawn by Colonel Jean-Baptiste-Joseph Gentil, agent for the French Government to the Court of Shuja-ud-daula at Faizabad, in 1770 / [text by] Susan Gole</td>
<td>51205</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Maps of naval operations between Christian and Turkish fleets in the Aegean Sea, 1572]</td>
<td>115</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps of Nebraska Territory</td>
<td>53286</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps of New Hampshire [and Vermont]</td>
<td>54729</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps of New Hampshire (entire) in Dartmouth College Library</td>
<td>54725</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps of New Zealand appearing in British parliamentary papers</td>
<td>56833</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps of Newcastle</td>
<td>7165</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Maps of North America and the West Indies reproduced from originals in the Public Record Office : arranged by catalog number]</td>
<td>57861</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps of old London</td>
<td>42736</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps of Onisco-Essequibo region of So Amer</td>
<td>79948</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Maps of Ortelius and their variants : developing a systematic evidential approach for distinguishing new map plates from new states of existing map plates</td>
<td>62340</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps of our changing world</td>
<td>6792</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Maps of Philippville, Mariemont, Chimay and Walcourt, Belgium]</td>
<td>12112</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Maps of Poland : photocopy collection]</td>
<td>65097</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps of Portsmouth before 1801 : a catalogue / compiled by D. Hodson</td>
<td>65330</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps of Providence, R.I., 1650-1765-1770</td>
<td>65659</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps of pueblo lands of Los Angeles</td>
<td>6968</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps of pueblo lands of San Diego</td>
<td>7240</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps of River St Lawrence &amp; Lake Champlain</td>
<td>68018</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps of roads of Ireland</td>
<td>38290</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Maps of Robert Rogers and Jonathan Carver</td>
<td>67107</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps of routes of exploration in Alaska</td>
<td>5475</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Maps of San Francisco Bay : from the Spanish discovery in 1769 to the American occupation / by Neal Harlow</td>
<td>68550, 68551</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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| Maps, Oldest SEE Oldest map | 8 |
| Maps on clay tablets | 57115 |
| Maps on cloth SEE Cloth maps | 38203 |
| Maps On Coins | 16714 |
| Maps On Plates | 39601, 39602 |
| Maps On Postage Stamps | 44989, 44990, 44995 |
| Maps on postage stamps - 1933 | 73148 |
| Maps on postage stamps - 1987 | 44991 |
| Maps on postage stamps - Bibliography | 44992 |
| Maps on postage stamps - Periodicals | 44993, 44994 |
| Maps On Rugs | 77677 |
| Maps On Silk | 20763 |
| Maps on skins | 41642, 44996, 44997 |
| Maps on stationery - 1892 | 42215 |
| Maps on stationery - 1908 | 14639 |
| Maps on stationery - 1921 | 59181 |
| Maps on stationery - 1927 | 52892 |
| Maps on stationery - 1930 | 44998 |
| Maps on stationery - 1950 | 32966 |
| Maps on stationery - 1951 | 18931, 18932, 31987 |
| Maps on stationery - 1953 | 10734 |
| Maps on stationery - 1960 | 12075, 31977, 31979 |
| Maps on stationery - 1971 | 57407, 57408 |
| Maps on stationery - 1973 | 3500 |
| Maps on stationery - 1981 | 62791 |
| Maps on stationery - 2009 | 79378 |
| Maps on stationery - Collections, 1900-1999 | 20793 |
| Maps on stationery - Collections, 1948-1995 | 20794 |
| Maps on stationery - Maps - 1850-1859 | 20840 |
| Maps on stationery - Maps - 1852 | 35503 |
| Maps on stationery - Maps - 1861-1865 | 76799 |
| Maps on stationery - Maps - 1885 | 53288 |
| Maps on stationery - Maps - 1889 | 40106 |
| Maps on stationery - Maps - 1891 | 76973 |
| Maps on stationery - Maps - 1900 | 43619 |
| Maps on stationery - Maps - 1907 | 70878 |
| Maps on stationery - Maps - 1935 | 32228 |
| Maps on stationery - Maps - 1955 | 39328 |
| Maps, Outline and base | 2499, 5290, 7950, 8031, 9294, 9381, 11986, 25692, 26156, 32114, 46603, 49021, 54389, 54416, 57795, 77957, 77958, 77991, 78267, 78957, 79239, 79258, 79379, 84342, 84391, 84436, 84509 |
| Maps, Physical | 44702, 44999, 45002, 45003, 65608, 66372, 75321 |
| Maps, Physical - 1794 | 17203 |
| Maps, Physical - 1952 | 84413 |
| Maps, Physical - 1957 | 84428 |
| Maps, Physical - 1974 | 41589 |
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Call Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Maps, Physical - United States - 1974</td>
<td>41589</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps, Pictorial SEE Pictorial maps</td>
<td>84375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps &amp; plans accompanying Egypt through the stereoscope</td>
<td>24849</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The maps, plans, and sketches of Herman Ehrenberg</td>
<td>5661</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps &amp; plans of old Southampton</td>
<td>5686</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps &amp; plans showing British army in Spain 1808-14</td>
<td>4806</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps &amp; plans, showing ... the British army ... from 1808 to 1814 in the Spanish peninsula, and the south of France</td>
<td>728977</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps, plans, views and coins, illustrative of the travels of Anacharsis the younger in Greece : during the middle of the fourth century before the Christian era</td>
<td>32844</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps, plans, views and coins, illustrative of the travels of Anacharsis the younger in Greece, during the middle of the fourth century before the Christian era</td>
<td>32847</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps, Plat SEE SUBHEADING Real property AND</td>
<td>19977</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps presented by Mr. Stephen W. Phillips and Mr. Curt H. Reisinger</td>
<td>33600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps - Prices</td>
<td>75021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps - Prices - England - 1700-1799</td>
<td>44672</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps - Prices - France - 1700-1799</td>
<td>44672</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps - Prices - North America - 1700-1799</td>
<td>44672</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps - Prices - Periodicals</td>
<td>45004, 45005, 45006, 45007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps - Printing SEE Map printing</td>
<td>52828</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps - Private collections - Exhibitions</td>
<td>67747</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Maps published by the National Geographic Society]</td>
<td>44846</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps - Publishing SEE Map publishing</td>
<td>20891</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps : reading maps of Boston / the Norman B. Leventhal Map Center at the Boston Public Library</td>
<td>18476</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps relating to Alexander Mackenzie</td>
<td>43749</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps relating to Alexander MacKenzie as examples in an application of the principles of cartobibliography</td>
<td>43750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps relating to the ethnical structure of Slovenian Carinthia</td>
<td>16627</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps relating to the military road from Fort Wallah Wallah, Wash. Terr. to Fort Benton, Mont.</td>
<td>51900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Maps relative to the discovery of the Mississipi (sic) by Father Jacques Marquette and Louis Jolliet</td>
<td>18137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Maps removed from Bancroft's History of the U.S.]</td>
<td>76300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps, reports, estimates, &amp;c., relative to improvements of the navigation of the River St. Lawrence, and a proposed canal connecting the River St. Lawrence and Lake Champlain / laid before the Legislative Assembly during the 2nd session, 5th Parliament</td>
<td>73101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps shaped like animals</td>
<td>2135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps shaped like animals - 1898</td>
<td>59836</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps shaped like animals SEE ALSO Leo Belgicus maps</td>
<td>59836</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Maps showing by state, cessions of Indian lands to the Federal Government]</td>
<td>77027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps showing complete route of automobile race from New York to Paris</td>
<td>56795</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps showing complete route of automobile race from New York to Paris ... the Chicago Daily News</td>
<td>56794</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps showing distribution of Illinois fishes</td>
<td>35669</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps showing explorers' routes, trails &amp; early roads in the United States : an annotated list / compiled by Richard S. Ladd</td>
<td>26443</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Maps showing extent of public surveys completed by the U.S. General Land Office in 1844]</td>
<td>76702</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps showing scheduled routes flown by the Great Silver Fleet : Eastern Air Lines ... division of North American Aviation, Inc. : passengers, U.S. mail, express</td>
<td>24361, 24362</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps showing territorial changes since the world war</td>
<td>84654</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps showing the Great American Desert</td>
<td>32750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps showing the routes of Cortez and Malinche</td>
<td>22256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps - Social aspects</td>
<td>17392</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps - Sources</td>
<td>44570, 45008, 45009, 45010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps, Statistical SEE Statistical maps</td>
<td>18459, 73179</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps - Storage</td>
<td>45011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps - Study and teaching</td>
<td>45012, 76304, 76305, 76306, 76307, 76308, 76309, 76310, 76311</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps &amp; survey</td>
<td>5762</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps - Symbols</td>
<td>129, 2351, 13990, 17951, 18313, 34023, 44663, 45013, 45014, 45015, 45016, 45017, 45018, 45024, 45025, 52737, 74100, 84520</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps - Symbols - 1560</td>
<td>52253</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps - Symbols - 1600-1619</td>
<td>18384</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps - Symbols - 1775 - Manuscripts</td>
<td>45019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps - Symbols - 1800-1899</td>
<td>45020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps - Symbols - 1926 - Study and teaching - Specimens</td>
<td>45021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps - Symbols - 1928 - Problems, exercises, etc. - Manuscripts</td>
<td>75314</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps - Symbols</td>
<td>30614</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps - Symbols - 1964 - Charts, diagrams, etc.</td>
<td>45022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps - Symbols</td>
<td>45023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps - Symbols - Exhibitions - Catalogs</td>
<td>17938</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps - Symbols - Geology</td>
<td>30943</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps - Symbols - History, Ancient</td>
<td>32918</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Maps - Symbols - Isolines - 1700 3794
Maps - Symbols - Isolines - 1745 3793, 3805
Maps - Symbols - Juvenile literature 16787
Maps - Symbols - Perspective traces - 1986 33549
Maps - Symbols - Polar regions 18338
Maps - Symbols SEE Maps - Symbols 45023
Maps - Symbols - Textbooks - 1943 18509
Maps - Terminology 17127
Maps that try to hide their age / by Betsy Wade 44921
Maps: the regional approach: a system to share $ 18794
Maps: their care, repair, and preservation in libraries / by Clara Egli Le Gear 44904
Maps: their deterioration and preservation 44910
Maps: their history and uses with special reference to Wales / by F.J. North ... A handbook to a temporary exhibition, July to October, 1933 18582
Maps, their history, characteristics and uses: a hand-book for teachers 17322
Maps to 1862 reports to President 4978
[Maps to accompany Chambers's encyclopaedia] 5058
Maps to accompany Second and final report of the Harbor Line Commission of the State of Washington ... 81184
Maps to lye gaping on 44564, 44566
Maps, Topographic SEE Topographic maps 75312
Maps : topographical and statistical 16774, 18459
Maps, Tourist SEE Tourist maps 26502
Maps & town-plans 20879
Maps used by the Lords of Trade and Plantations: the Blithwayt atlas, 1683: an exhibition. 13239
Maps : using maps to solve problems / the Norman B. Leventhal Map Center at the Boston Public Library 18474
Maps & views to 1853-54 reports to President 79355
Maps & views to 1854-55 reports to President 4887
Maps & views to 1855-56 reports to President 4901
Maps & views to 1856-57 reports to President 4910
Maps & views to 1858 reports to President 4928
Maps : what is Boston's story / the Norman B. Leventhal Map Center at the Boston Public Library 18475
Mapsellers SEE Map industry and trade 13217
Mapuche Language - South America - Maps - 1647 70401, 70402
Mapuche Language - South America - Maps - 1660 70409
Maputo Region (Mozambique) - Maps - 1700-1799 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts 517
Mapy ziem I Rzeczypospolitej w atlasach Biblioteki Gdanskiej PAN / Jan Szeliga
Mapy w zbiorach Muzeum poczty i telekomunikacji : katalog / opracowala Lucyna Lipinska
Mapy Królestwa Polskiego wydane w latach 1815
Mapy Cech v Münsterovych Kosmografiích
Maputo Region (Mozambique) 57 reports to President
Mar del Zvr, Hispanis Mare Pacificum 71114
Mar del Zvr, Hispanis Mare Pacificum 71114
Mar di India
Mar del Zvr, Hispanis Mare Pacificum 71114
Mar, John, fl. 1682-1683 SEE Marr, John, fl. 1682-1683 23881
Maracaibo Region (Venezuela) - Maps - Collections, 1499-1828 45026
Maracaibo (Venezuela) - Maps - 1959 - Road maps 79937
Maracaibo (Venezuela) - Maps - 1960 - Road maps 79938
Maracaibo (Venezuela) - Maps - 1962 - Road maps 79939
Maracaibo (Venezuela) - Maps - 1963 - Road maps 79940
Maracaibo (Venezuela) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps 79942
Maracay (Venezuela) - Maps - 1959 - Road maps 79937
Maracay (Venezuela) - Maps - 1960 - Road maps 79938
Maracay (Venezuela) - Maps - 1962 - Road maps 79939
Maracay (Venezuela) - Maps - 1963 - Road maps 79940
Maracay (Venezuela) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps 79942
Maradan 4534
Maradan libraire SEE Chez Maradan 569
Le Marais / par Yvan Christ, Jacques Silvestre de Sacy et Philippe Siguret ; préface de Pierre Gaxotte 45027
Marais (Paris, France) - Maps - 1964 45027
Marais (Paris, France) - Pictorial works - 1964 45027
Maraldi, J. D. (Jean Dominique), 1709-1788 9154, 27721
Maraldi, J. D. (Jean Dominique), 1709-1788. Nouvelle carte qui comprend les principaux triangles qui servent de fondement à la description géométrique de la France (1744) 28190
Maranelli, Fiorenza 38783, 38784
Maranhão (Brazil) - Maps - 1630 - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles 45028
Maranhão (Brazil) - Maps - 1810 13833
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Marathon County 4-H Leaders Federation (Wis.)   45031

Marathon County (Wis.) - Maps - 1877 - Real property 45029

Marathon County (Wis.) - Maps - 1901 - Landowners 45030

Marathon County (Wis.) - Maps - 1979 - Landowners 45031

Marathon Forms Map Service (Milwaukee, Wis.)   39368

[Marathon maps of the Middle West and Great Plains] 48885

[Marathon maps of the Middle West / The Ohio Oil Company] 49032

Marathon Oil Company 970, 2924, 2931, 2961, 2969, 3602, 4047, 4149, 11299, 21450, 23370, 24445, 24503, 24511, 36140, 36150, 36172, 36278, 36293, 36331, 36352, 37201, 37224, 37321, 37324, 37330, 37342, 37350, 37366, 37358, 37359, 37350, 37540, 37776, 37834, 37851, 37867, 37900, 38127, 40245, 40260, 40968, 40981, 41028, 41040, 41047, 41053, 41054, 41068, 41075, 43478, 47354, 47370, 47443, 47444, 47449, 47456, 47475, 47476, 47477, 47486, 47491, 48885, 48983, 48984, 48985, 48986, 49003, 49040, 49054, 49002, 49032, 49101, 49177, 49733, 49757, 50803, 50859, 50871, 51021, 51029, 51437, 53056, 53066, 53081, 54522, 56581, 56587, 59545, 59624, 60711, 60879, 60899, 60975, 60978, 60986, 61003, 61009, 61026, 61451, 61646, 61960, 62250, 63967, 70960, 70973, 7098E, 72464, 72450, 74661, 74662, 74700, 74715, 78037, 82307, 82554, 83460, 83478, 84881

Marathon Oil Company Maps 37538, 37539

Marathon Oil Company Maps - 1901 - Road maps 37540

Marathon Oil Company Maps - 1970 - Road maps 37541

[Marathon Oil Company road maps of the eastern United States] 24503, 24511

[Marathon Oil Company road maps of the Middle West] 49101

Marathon (Ship) - Voyage, 1857 - Manuscripts 71127

Maravaniae sev Moraviae marchionatvs singulari side ac diligentia chorographice delineatus 51722

Marber, R. 42707

The Marble cave of the Indian genius 12317, 12318

Marble, Duane Francis, 1931- 23601

Marble, Duane Francis, 1931- 23601

Marble, Duane Francis, 1931- 23601

Marble, Duane Francis, 1931- 23601

Marble, Duane Francis, 1931- 23601

Marble, Duane Francis, 1931- 23601

Marcadé, Jean 13902

Marcae Anconitanea sev Picoeni agri typus chorographicus : Vera et fidelis descriptio comitatus Zarae et Sebenici / Ioannes à 1997

Marcé, William, 1843-1917 1917

Marcé, William, 1843-1917 1917

Marcé, William, 1843-1917 1917

Marcé, William, 1843-1917 1917

Marcé, William, 1843-1917 1917

Marcé, William, 1843-1917 1917

Marcé, William, 1843-1917 1917

March to victory : a guide to World War II battles and battlefields from London to the Rhine 42154

Marcella, Bay of (France) SEE Marseille, Bay of (France) 45166

Marcello, Andrea 1623

Marcellus, W. H. 35198, 35200

March, Brandenburgici pars, quae Marchia Media, vulgo Mittelmarck audit 13783

March, Brandenburgici pars quae Marchia media vulgo Mittelmarck audit 13785

The March of Lord Moira's Army, to join the main body of the British forces, upon the continent, in 1794 26749

The march of Lord Moira's army to join the main body of the British forces upon the continent in 1794 / Smith & Jones, sculp., Pentonville 12175

[The March of the grand army] 49255

March to South Pass : Lieutenant William B. Franklin's journal of the Kearny Expedition of 1845 / edited and introd. by Frank N. Schubert. 40528

The March to victory : a guide to World War II battles and battlefields from London to the Rhine 84657

Marcha orientalis 43507, 43509

Marchais, R. de 18895

Marchal 7695, 7696, 7698

Marchal, chevalier (François-Joseph-Ferdinand), 1780-1858 9334

Marchand du Breuil, fl. 1824 14342

Marchand, Etienne 4562, 4569, 9293

Marchant de Beaumont, François Marie, 1769-1832 29281

Marchant, E. C. (Ernest Cecil), 1902- 30833

Marchant, Hilda, 1929-1997 25650

Marchant, J., fl. 1851 353, 3392, 8097, 11068, 12195, 24778, 26092, 38367, 57754, 70598, 73701, 76744

Marchant, W. R. 70736

Marchant, Ylidz F., 1929-1997 SEE Marchant, Hilda. 1929-1997 25650

Marche, Charles François de la, 1740-1817 SEE Delamarche, Charles François, 1740-1817 84188

Marche : con 9 carte geografiche, 8 piante di città, 10 piante di edifici e 31 stemmi / L.V. Bertarelli 45038
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Marcé d'Ancone  45039
Marcé (France : Province) - Maps - 1753  45036, 45037
Marcé (France : Province) - Maps - 1777  12604
Marcé (Italy) - Maps  17998
Marcé (Italy) - Maps - 1791  76008
Marcé (Italy) - Maps - 1937  45038
Marcé (Italy) - Maps - 1961  79985
Marcé (Italy) - Maps - 1990  75879
Marcé (Italy : Province) - Maps - 1725  45039
Marchena  45040
Marchena (Seville, Spain) - Pictorial works - 1620  45040
The Marches of Lord Cornwallis in the southern provinces states of North America; comprehending the two Carolinas, with Virginia and Maryland, and the Delaware counties  71255
Marchesato del Monte Sa. Maria / Ge. Pezzè inc. la topia.  64301
Marchesato di Saluzzo : per conquista nel 1588  68341
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Marsala, Steven 22062
Marschalk, Andrew 41909
Marschner, F. J. (Francis Joseph), 1882-1966 49518
Marseille 45171
Marseille, Ancient Massilia 45175
Marseille, Bay of (France) - 1753 - Nautical charts 45163
Marseille, Bay of (France) - 1771 - Nautical charts 45164
Marseille, Bay of (France) - Maps - 1753 - Nautical charts 45165
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Call Number(s)</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Marseille, Bay of (France) - Maps - 1771 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>45166</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marseille, Bay of (France) - Maps - 1793 - Navigation Charts</td>
<td>45167</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marseille (France) - Maps - 1600</td>
<td>45168</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marseille (France) - Maps - 1602</td>
<td>45169</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marseille (France) - Maps - 1611 - Pictorial works</td>
<td>45170</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marseille (France) - Maps - 1620</td>
<td>45171</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marseille (France) - Maps - 1696 - Fortification</td>
<td>45172</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marseille (France) - Maps - 1713 - Fortification</td>
<td>45173</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marseille (France) - Maps - 1744 - Harbors</td>
<td>45174</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marseille (France) - Maps - 1817 - Harbors - Nautical charts</td>
<td>45888</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marseille (France) - Maps - 1821 - Harbors - Nautical charts</td>
<td>45889</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marseille (France) - Maps - 1822 - Harbors - Nautical charts</td>
<td>45890</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marseille (France) - Maps - 1829 - Harbors - Nautical charts</td>
<td>45891</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marseille (France) - Maps - 1840</td>
<td>45175</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marseille (France) - Maps - 1861</td>
<td>45176</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marseille (France) - Maps - 1872 - Harbors</td>
<td>63087</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marseille (France) - Maps - Bibliography</td>
<td>65610</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marseille (France) - Maps - Exhibitions - Catalogs</td>
<td>65610</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marseille (France) - Pictorial works</td>
<td>45177</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marseille (France) - Pictorial works</td>
<td>45178</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marseille (III.) SEE Marseilles (III.)</td>
<td>36442</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marseille Region (France) - Maps - 1744 - Coasts</td>
<td>45174</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marseille Region (France) - Maps - 1753 - Coasts - Nautical charts</td>
<td>45163</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marseille Region (France) - Maps - 1771 - Coasts - Nautical charts</td>
<td>45164</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marseille Region (France) - Maps - 1861</td>
<td>45894</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marseille Region (France) - Maps - 1890</td>
<td>66912</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marseilles (France) SEE Marseille (France)</td>
<td>63087</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marseilles (III.) - Maps - 1888 - Riverfront</td>
<td>36442</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marseilles Region (France) SEE Marseille Region (France)</td>
<td>45894</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marselario, Hadriano</td>
<td>7752, 13712</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mars, Benjamin Franklin, 1839-1905</td>
<td>31819</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marsh, Charles, fl. 1754</td>
<td>71295</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marsh, Doris J.</td>
<td>30275, 30276</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marsh, E. D.</td>
<td>75210</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marsh (E.D. &amp; H.C.) SEE E.D. &amp; H.C. Marsh</td>
<td>76870</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marsh, Edward, fl. 1844</td>
<td>24107, 76698</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marsh, John, 1788-1868</td>
<td>12777</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marsh, Ngaio, 1895-1982</td>
<td>56828</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marsh, Nicholas A.</td>
<td>48193</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marsh, Terry, 1943-1873</td>
<td>18739</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marshall, B. Witton</td>
<td>80725</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marshall, Bruce, 1932-30632, 30633</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marshall County (III.) - Maps - 1873 - Landowners</td>
<td>45179</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marshall County (III.) - Maps - 1890 - Landowners</td>
<td>45180</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marshall County (III.) - Maps - 1965 - Landowners</td>
<td>45181</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marshall County (III.) - Maps - 1974 - Landowners</td>
<td>45182</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marshall County (Ind.) - Maps - 1908</td>
<td>45183</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marshall County (Ind.) - Maps - 1908 - Landowners</td>
<td>45184</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marshall County (Ind.) - Maps - 1917 - Road maps</td>
<td>45563</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marshall County (Ind.) - Maps - 1922 - Landowners</td>
<td>45185</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marshall County (Ind.) - Maps - 1983-1984 - Landowners</td>
<td>45186</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marshall County, Indiana</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marshall County, Indiana, 1984 plat book</td>
<td>45183</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marshall County (Iowa) - Maps - 1885 - Landowners</td>
<td>45187</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marshall County (Iowa) - Maps - 1907 - Landowners</td>
<td>45188</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marshall County (Iowa) - Maps - 1951 - Landowners</td>
<td>45189</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marshall County (Minn.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners</td>
<td>45190</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marshall County (Minn.) - Maps - 1909 - Landowners</td>
<td>45191</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marshall County (Minn.) - Maps - 1928 - Landowners</td>
<td>45192</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marshall County (Minn.) - Maps - 1964 - Landowners</td>
<td>45193</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marshall County plat book</td>
<td>45189</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marshall County (S.D.) - Maps - 1910 - Landowners</td>
<td>45194</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Marshall County (Tenn.) - 1899: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 45195
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Marshall County (Tenn.) - Maps - 1899 - Landowners 45195
[Marshall County (W. Va.) - 1871: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 45196
Marshall County (W. Va.) - Maps - 1871 - Landowners 45196
Marshall County (W. Va.) - Surveys - 1771 81061
Marshall, Douglas W. 1494, 1810, 13482, 44455, 44475, 44890, 92427, 51704, 51705, 51706, 57863, 76391, 76392, 82951
Marshall Editions Ltd. 10775, 15078, 34510
Marshall, Edward T. L. R. 12253
Marshall, Eric 13987
Marshall, Eric (Eric Stewart), 1879-1963 2105
Marshall Field & Company 20160, 81456
Marshall Field & Company - Catalogs - 1920 20160
Marshall, Florence Houghton. Index to the Combination atlas map of Dekalb County, Illinois, 1871 22924, 22925
Marshall, George C. (George Catlett), 1880-1959 84661, 84691
Marshall, Herbert 53555
Marshall, Herbert W. 29917
Marshall, James A. 23980, 23981, 34666
Marshall, James M., fl. 1872 19461
Marshall, Jerilyn 18711, 22125, 28601, 33139, 62893, 70329, 85335
Marshall, John, 1755-1835 13576, 19211, 34050, 42850, 43944, 54760, 54761, 66655, 71254, 76403, 76404, 82881, 85172
Marshall, John, 1783-1841 30808, 30809, 30810, 30813, 30814, 30823
Marshall Jones Company 1049, 33688
Marshall Messenger 43697
Marshall (Mo.) - Maps - 1978 68288
Marshall, Mr. (William), 1745-1818 25166
Marshall Printing Company (Marshalltown, Iowa) 48368
Marshall-Putnam County 4-H Federation (Ill.) 45182
Marshall, R. B. 42218, 85177
Marshall, R. B. (Robert Bradford), 1867-1949 68720, 68721, 68722
Marshall, Thomas B. 21149
Marshall, Thomas K. 3335, 4581, 16578, 29170, 31677, 31738, 38901, 62602, 69954, 72774
Marshall, W. 4763, 29464
Marshall, W. F., 20th cent. 33403
Marshall, William, 1745-1818 SEE Marshall, Mr. (William), 1745-1818 25166
Marshall (William) and Co. SEE William Marshall and Co. 30813
Marshall, William Everard 62453
Marshall's new atlas of modern and ancient geography : containing thirty-two royal quarto maps 8200
Marshalltown (Iowa) - Maps - 1951 45189
Marshalltown Region (Iowa) - Maps - 1872-1873 - Railroads 48300
Marsielle (France) - Maps - 1728 - Harbor 45860
Marsili, Anton Felice, 1649-1710 57408, 57411
Marsili, Luigi Ferdinando, 1658-1730 34930, 34931, 34932, 34934, 34940, 45202
Marsili, Luigi Ferdinando, 1658-1730 - Sources 45203
Marsilia / Henrich van Schoel formis Romae 1602 45169
Marsilia / Matheo Florimi for. 45168
Marsilio 10742
Marsilio editori 18413
Marston, Christopher H. 79377
Marston, Thomas E. 15037
Marstrond (Sweden) - Maps - 1697 - Coasts 70188
Marstrand (Sweden) - Maps - 1730 - Nautical charts 70189
Marstrond (Sweden) - Pictorial works - 1745 32267
Marta (Ga.) SEE Metropolitan Atlanta Rapid Transit Authority 3647
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Martel de Gayangos, Antonio 41554, 49375, 49383
Martelli, Matteo 2512
Martinus Germanus, Henricus, d.1496 14131, 27599, 32799, 45205, 69146, 72650, 83791, 83800, 83801, 83802, 83803, 83804, 83821
Martinus Germanus, Henricus, d.1496 [Book of Islands, 1475-90] 45204
Martinus Germanus, Henricus, d.1496 [Map of British Isles, ca. 1490] 45205
Martinus Germanus, Henricus, d.1496 [Map of France, ca. 1490] 45205
Martinus Germanus, Henricus, d.1496 [Map of Greece, ca. 1490] 45205
Martinus Germanus, Henricus, d.1496 [Map of Scandinavia, ca. 1490] 45205
Martinus Germanus, Henricus, d.1496 [Map of Spain, ca. 1490] 45205
Martinus Germanus, Henricus, d.1496 [World Map, ca. 1490] 45205
Martinus, Henricus, fl. 1480-1496. [Map of Spain, ca. 1490] 45206
Martinus, Henricus, fl. 1480-1496 SEE Martellus Germanus, Henricus, d.1496 83800
Martellus, Henricus. [World map, ca. 1490] 45207
Martin, Clarence Henry Kennett, 1872-1948 28004
Martenet's map of Ann Arundel county, Maryland ... 2049
Martenet's map of Ann [sic.] Arundel County, Maryland: shore lines, soundings, &c. &c. from U.S. surveys / 1st, 2d, 3d & 8th districts surveyed by Geo. W. Beall ; 4th & 5th districts surveyed by Amos R. Harman ; under the direction and drawn and publi 2050
Martenet's map of Carroll County, Maryland 16679
Martenet, Simon J. 2049, 2050, 16679, 16680, 18907, 33521, 34777, 40571, 45271, 45272, 51594, 65571, 65572
Martenet, Simon J. Map of Carroll County, Maryland (1862) 16678
Martenet, Simon J. Map of Carroll County, Maryland (1862) - Indexes 16678
Martenis, Ella 30141
Martens, Friedrich, 1635-1699 7785
Martens, Otto 383
Martens, Thierry, 1450?-1534 79723
Martha's Vineyard (Mass.) - Maps - 1870-1879 45208
Martha's Vineyard (Mass.) - Maps - 1934 - Road maps 45209
Martha's Vineyard (Mass.) - Maps - 1973 - Shorelines 45210
Marthens, Adolphus Frederic 25582
Marti & Campana 10786
Marti, Fritz 84441
Marti, J. M. 34710
Martignoni, Girolamo Andrea, 18th cent. 67132
Martigny (Switzerland) SEE Martigny-Ville (Switzerland) 45211
Martigny-Ville (Switzerland) - Pictorial works - 1552 45211
Martin, A. 9458, 9471, 9475, 9490, 9493, 67133
Martin, A. Sh. 12857
Martin, Andrew 81149
Martin B. Brown Company (New York, N.Y.) 47766, 47770, 47776, 47783, 47791, 47796, 47803, 55849, 58973, 59151, 59177, 59180, 59184, 59189, 59220, 59221, 59271, 82161, 82167, 82168, 82175, 82176, 82177, 82192, 82194, 82198, 82199, 82205, 82212, 82218, 82224, 82228, 82234
Martin Behaim, his life and his globe, by E. G. Ravenstein. With a facsimile of the globe printed in colours, eleven maps and seventeen illustrations 12075, 12076
Martin Behaim's Erdapfel, 1492 12073, 31977
Martin Behaims Todesjahrr 12071
Martin, Benjamin, 1705-1782 7867, 7890, 25125, 30747, 84154, 84170
Martin, Bernard, 1912-1998 3010, 21503, 36047, 37130, 37938, 40319, 47243, 49813, 50957, 53141, 55376, 58484, 61529, 71014, 74793, 83396
Martin Brothers 50754
Martin, Christian J. H. 79448
Martin, Christopher, Lord, fl. 1721 7797, 31382
Martin County (Fla.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps 36721
Martin County (Ind.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners 45212
Martin County (Ind.) - Maps - 1960-1980 - Cemeteries 45213
Martin County (Ind.) - Maps - 1977 - Landowners 22894
[Martin County (Ky.) - 1880: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 45214
Martin County (Ky.) - Maps - 1880 - Landowners 45214
[Martin County (Minn.) - 1887: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 45216
Martin County (Minn.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners 45215
Martin County (Minn.) - Maps - 1887 - Landowners 45216
Martin County (Minn.) - Maps - 1911 - Landowners 45217
Martin County (Minn.) - Maps - 1957 - Landowners 45218
[Martin County (Tex.) - 1894: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 45219
Martin County (Tex.) - Maps - 1894 - Landowners 45219
Martin, David, fl. 1796-1797 45253, 54779, 56050, 63545, 76517, 76518, 81628
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Martín-Merás, María Luisa. Carta de Juan de la Cosa : interpretación e historia 22276
Martin, Patrick, fl. 1818 14333, 25197
Martin, publishers, Barcelona SEE Editorial Martin (Barcelona, Spain) 43869
Martin, R., active 19th century 25225
Martin, Robert 8679
Martin, Robert Montgomery, 1803? -1868 4768, 8021, 8067, 8097, 8100, 8114, 8115, 8116
Martin, Robert Montgomery, 1803? -1868. Tallis's illustrated atlas, and modern history of the world ... (1851) 145, 353, 511, 581, 2305, 3213, 3391, 3392, 3393, 3447, 11068, 11192, 11579, 12195, 13845, 14383, 16036, 16498, 18973, 19155, 20598, 20687, 23174, 24527, 24567, 24778, 25276, 26092, 26093, 26485, 27940, 31512, 32871, 33230, 34979, 36593, 36594, 36678, 36714, 38191, 38367, 38517, 38524, 39089, 39250, 39455, 45114, 46365, 48137, 52683, 53520, 55565, 56821, 57754, 61795, 62758, 62827, 62941, 64282, 65722, 65959, 67728, 69586, 70597, 70598, 70732, 71126, 71194, 72823, 73075, 73701, 73874, 74273, 75787, 75788, 76744, 80190, 81675, 82732, 82734, 82777, 84261, 84262
Martin, Robert Sidney 18503, 18504, 18505, 18506, 18507
Martin's sportsman's almanack, kalendar, and traveller's guide, for 1819 : containing ample directions for shooting, coursing, hunting, fishing, and gardening, after the most approved systems, matured by experience, and sanctioned by that celebrated sp 25197
Martin's World's Fair album-atlas and family souvenir : containing artistic half-tone illustrations of the World's Fair places, and many of Chicago's mammoth buildings that are the marvel of the age, likewise of the civic and military dedication parade 84596
Martin & Veith 9602, 9603
Martin, Vivien de Saint- SEE Vivien de Saint-Martin, M. 34201
Martin Waldseemüller 80640
Martin Waldseemüller and the early Lusitano-Germanic cartography of the New World 80647
Martin Waldseemüller und der Strassburger Ptolemäus von 1513 80651
Martin, William R. 52868
Martinache SEE Martigny-Ville (Switzerland) 45211
Martindale (E. B.) & Co. SEE E.B. Martindale & Co. 36781
Martineau, A. 27990
Martineau, Alfred, 1859-1945 9485
Martineau du Plessis, Dionys 29004, 29006
Martineau, G. R. 38996
Martineau, Harriet 41474, 41475
Martineau, G. R. 38996
Martineau, Harriet 41474, 41475
Martineau, Vivien de Saint-SEE Vivien de Saint-Martin, M. 34201
Martin Waldseemüller 80640
Martin Waldseemüller and the early Lusitano-Germanic cartography of the New World 80647
Martin Waldseemüller und der Strassburger Ptolemäus von 1513 80651
Martin, William R. 52868
Martineau, A. 27990
Martineau, Alfred, 1859-1945 9485
Martineau du Plessis, Dionys 29004, 29006
Martineau, G. R. 38996
Martineau, Harriet 41474, 41475
Martineau, Cristino, 17th cent. 3584
Martineau, Cristino, 17th cent. 3584
Martineau, Roberto 7242
Martineau, Roberto 7242
Martines, Joan, 1556-1590 10587
Martines, Joan, 1556-1590 10587
Martines, Joan, 1556-1590-Maps-Bibliography 10587
Martines, Joan, 1556-1590. Maps-Bibliography 10587
Martínez, Albert B. 2521
Martínez, Benigno T. 2514
Martínez de la Torre, Fausto 43864
Martínez de Palacios, Gerónimo 15214, 62549, 62550
Martínez, Emilio, fl. 1632 46608, 55235
Martínez, Esteban José, 1742-1798 68779
Martínez, Fernando, fl. 1765 71307, 71308, 71309
Martínez, Fortún, Jaymez 64506
Martínez, J. M., fl. 1873 66858
Martínez, Ruperto 52074
Martínez, Ruperto 52074
Martínez Silicéo, Juan, 1486-1557 2534
Martini, 18th cent. 3497
Martini, Aegidius, fl. 1603-1622 42064, 42065
Martini, Aegidius, fl. 1603-1622 42064, 42065
Martini, Emil 1357
Martínez Silicéo, Juan, 1486-1557 2534
Martíne, Albert B. 2521
Martínez, Benigno T. 2514
Martínez de la Torre, Fausto 43864
Martínez de Palacios, Gerónimo 15214, 62549, 62550
Martínez, Emilio, fl. 1632 46608, 55235
Martínez, Esteban José, 1742-1798 68779
Martínez, Fernando, fl. 1765 71307, 71308, 71309
Martínez Fortún, Jaymez 64506
Martínez, J. M., fl. 1873 66858
Martínez, Ruperto 52074
Martínez Silicéo, Juan, 1486-1557 2534
Martini, 18th cent. 3497
Martini, Aegidius, fl. 1603-1622 42064, 42065
Martini, Aegidius, fl. 1603-1622 42064, 42065
Martini, Emil 1357
Martini, Martino, 1614-1661 3276, 3282, 7775, 8737, 20620, 20621, 33731, 45223
Martini, Martino, 1614-1661. Novus atlas sinensis (1655) 20621
Martini, Martino, 1614-1661. Novus atlas sinensis (1655) -Bibliography 45223
Martini, Martino, 1614-1661. Novus atlas Sinensis a Martino Martini [1655?] 8690
Martínico ; Dominica 45239
Martínico ; Dominica / Engraved by Kirkwood & Son Edinr. 45236, 45237, 45238
Martínico, done from actual surveys and observations ... 45232
Martínico, one of the Caribbean Islands in the West Indies, subject to the French 45230
Martinière, Antoine Augustin Bruzen de la, 1662-1746 SEE Bruzen de La Martinière, Antoine Augustin, 1662-1746 29035
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Martinique : information guide 45242
Martinique - Maps - 1528 45224
Martinique - Maps - 1682 45225
Martinique - Maps - 1703 45226
Martinique - Maps - 1703 - Nautical charts 39433
Martinique - Maps - 1732 45227
Martinique - Maps - 1741 45228
Martinique - Maps - 1750 33994, 33995
Martinique - Maps - 1759 45229
Martinique - Maps - 1760 45230
Martinique - Maps - 1769 45231
Martinique - Maps - 1775 45232
Martinique - Maps - 1777 45233
Martinique - Maps - 1780 45234
Martinique - Maps - 1781 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 45235
Martinique - Maps - 1783 - Nautical charts 67971
Martinique - Maps - 1813 82766
Martinique - Maps - 1815 57691
Martinique - Maps - 1817 45236
Martinique - Maps - 1821 45237
Martinique - Maps - 1822 45238
Martinique - Maps - 1829 45239
Martinique - Maps - 1872 27970
Martinique - Maps - 1898 45240
Martinique - Maps - 1973 - Road maps 45241
Martinique / [Texaco] 45241
Martinique - Tourism - 1970 45242
Martino Martini S.J. (1614-1661) und die Chinamission im 17. Jahrhundert 45222
Martins, Luciana de Lima, 1963- 18357
Martinson, George 29459
Martini, A. 68232
Martyn, William Frederick 29061, 29062
Marty, Peter, of Angleria, 1457-1526 SEE Anghiera, Pietro Martire d', 1457-1526 81574
Martyrologium romanum Gregorii XIII. pont. max. iussi editum, & Urbani VIII authoritate recognitum : illustratum, siue Tabulae ecclesiasticae geographicis tabulis et notis historicis explicatae : quibus sanctorum siue mortis siue depositionis tempus & l 18869
Martyrology pronouncing dictionary : it contains the proper pronunciation of over 5,000 names of martyrs, confessors, virgins, emperors, cities and places occurring in the Roman martyrology with a daily calendar and a list of the patron saints / by Ant 45243
Martys - Dictionaries 45243
Maruya, Hozendo SEE Takuzo, Maruya 85097
Maruya (Z. P.) & Co. SEE Z.P. Maruya & Co. 75251
Marvan, Institut arte grafice 5989
Marvel, Bill 49447
Marvel, Josiah 21773
The Marvel of maps : art, cartography and politics in Renaissance Italy 17995
Marville, Charles, 1816-ca. 1879 63016, 63018, 63020
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>74960</td>
<td>Marvin Browder Oil Company (Fort Worth, Tex.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13999</td>
<td>Marvin, Fred Richard, 1868-1939. The Yukon overland: the gold-digger's handbook (1898)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13999</td>
<td>Marvin, Frederic Rowland, 1847-1918</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35533</td>
<td>Marvin (T.R.) and Son SEE T.R. Marvin and Son</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2535, 72264</td>
<td>Marvin, Fred Richard, 1868-1939. The Yukon overland: the gold-digger's handbook (1898)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31939, 31942</td>
<td>Marvin, Frederic Rowland, 1847-1918</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45244</td>
<td>Marvin Gray Bird Sanctuary (Connersville, Ind.) - Maps - 1952 - Vegetation surveys</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45244</td>
<td>=Mary Gray Bird Sanctuary, Indiana Audubon Society Incorporated [sic]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51160</td>
<td>Maryland, 15 minute series (topographic)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80355</td>
<td>Maryland 1972 official highway map</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45283</td>
<td>Maryland, 30 minute series (topographic)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45284</td>
<td>Maryland, 7.5 minute series (topographic)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45285</td>
<td>Maryland - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1930</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45286</td>
<td>Maryland and Delaware</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>63506</td>
<td>Maryland, Boundaries - Pennsylvania - Maps - 1768</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80325</td>
<td>Maryland, Boundaries - Virginia - Maps - 1928</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80327</td>
<td>Maryland - Canals - 1980</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80328</td>
<td>Maryland - Cities and towns - Cartography - History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80416</td>
<td>Maryland - Civil War, 1862</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47870, 47871</td>
<td>Maryland, Delaware, District of Columbia, Virginia and West Virginia: road map for 1938...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47975</td>
<td>Maryland, Delaware, Virginia, W. Virginia / Betholine Sinclair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4137</td>
<td>Maryland, Department of Transportation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45341, 45343</td>
<td>Maryland, Dept. of Economic and Community Planning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45245, 45246</td>
<td>Maryland, Dept. of Transportation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45247</td>
<td>Maryland, Geological Survey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45328</td>
<td>Maryland historical prints, 1752 to 1889: a selection from the Robert G. Merrick Collection, Maryland Historical Society and other Maryland collections</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45350</td>
<td>Maryland Historical Society</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80417</td>
<td>Maryland - History - Civil War, 1861-1865 - Maps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80341, 80342, 80345</td>
<td>Maryland - Maps - 1612</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80343</td>
<td>Maryland - Maps - 1624</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80344</td>
<td>Maryland - Maps - 1625</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45247</td>
<td>Maryland - Maps - 1635</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80346, 80347</td>
<td>Maryland - Maps - 1636</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Maryland - Maps</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Call Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Maryland - Maps - 1662</td>
<td>1801</td>
<td>45260</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maryland - Maps - 1665</td>
<td>1802</td>
<td>45261</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maryland - Maps - 1666</td>
<td>1803</td>
<td>45258, 45259</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maryland - Maps - 1670-1673</td>
<td>1804</td>
<td>45271, 45272</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maryland - Maps - 1671</td>
<td>1805</td>
<td>45264</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maryland - Maps - 1676</td>
<td>1806</td>
<td>45265</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maryland - Maps - 1694 - Churches</td>
<td>1807</td>
<td>45267</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maryland - Maps - 1700 - Administrative and political divisions - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>1808</td>
<td>45250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maryland - Maps - 1703</td>
<td>1809</td>
<td>47566</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maryland - Maps - 1703 - Coasts - Nautical charts</td>
<td>1810</td>
<td>80359</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maryland - Maps - 1730</td>
<td>1811</td>
<td>57862</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maryland - Maps - 1747</td>
<td>1812</td>
<td>80363, 80364</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maryland - Maps - 1752</td>
<td>1813</td>
<td>80365</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maryland - Maps - 1753</td>
<td>1814</td>
<td>80366</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maryland - Maps - 1754 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>1815</td>
<td>63525, 63526</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maryland - Maps - 1755</td>
<td>1816</td>
<td>47581, 47582, 47583</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maryland - Maps - 1757</td>
<td>1817</td>
<td>80369</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maryland - Maps - 1777</td>
<td>1818</td>
<td>80377</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maryland - Maps - 1781 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>1819</td>
<td>80379, 80380</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maryland - Maps - 1787-1794</td>
<td>1820</td>
<td>80381</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maryland - Maps - 1795</td>
<td>1821</td>
<td>45251, 45252, 45253, 45254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maryland - Maps - 1796</td>
<td>1822</td>
<td>45255</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maryland - Maps - 1797</td>
<td>1823</td>
<td>45256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maryland - Maps - 1801</td>
<td>1824</td>
<td>45257</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maryland - Maps - 1804</td>
<td>1825</td>
<td>45258, 45259</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maryland - Maps - 1804 - Road maps</td>
<td>1826</td>
<td>64450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maryland - Maps - 1805</td>
<td>1827</td>
<td>45260</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maryland - Maps - 1814</td>
<td>1828</td>
<td>45261</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maryland - Maps - 1820</td>
<td>1829</td>
<td>80394</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maryland - Maps - 1822</td>
<td>1830</td>
<td>45262, 45263</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maryland - Maps - 1826</td>
<td>1831</td>
<td>45264</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maryland - Maps - 1826 - Canals</td>
<td>1832</td>
<td>19319</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maryland - Maps - 1826 - Road maps</td>
<td>1833</td>
<td>76115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maryland - Maps - 1832</td>
<td>1834</td>
<td>80400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maryland - Maps - 1833</td>
<td>1835</td>
<td>45265</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maryland - Maps - 1842</td>
<td>1836</td>
<td>45266</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maryland - Maps - 1844 - Transportation</td>
<td>1837</td>
<td>45267</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maryland - Maps - 1845</td>
<td>1838</td>
<td>45268</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maryland - Maps - 1846</td>
<td>1839</td>
<td>57745</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maryland - Maps - 1847</td>
<td>1840</td>
<td>45269</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maryland - Maps - 1850</td>
<td>1841</td>
<td>45270</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maryland - Maps - 1855</td>
<td>1842</td>
<td>23028</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maryland - Maps - 1857</td>
<td>1843</td>
<td>23029</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maryland - Maps - 1859</td>
<td>1844</td>
<td>23030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maryland - Maps - 1860</td>
<td>1845</td>
<td>23031</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maryland - Maps - 1861</td>
<td>1846</td>
<td>76347</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maryland - Maps - 1862</td>
<td>1847</td>
<td>80415, 80416, 80417</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maryland - Maps - 1868</td>
<td>1848</td>
<td>54801</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maryland - Maps - 1873</td>
<td>1849</td>
<td>45271, 45272</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maryland - Maps - 1876</td>
<td>1850</td>
<td>30076</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maryland - Maps - 1879</td>
<td>1851</td>
<td>30143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maryland - Maps - 1880</td>
<td>1852</td>
<td>30176</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maryland - Maps - 1881</td>
<td>1853</td>
<td>30204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maryland - Maps - 1883 - Railroads</td>
<td>1854</td>
<td>45273, 45274, 45275</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maryland - Maps - 1884</td>
<td>1855</td>
<td>30254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maryland - Maps - 1884 - Railroads</td>
<td>1856</td>
<td>45276</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maryland - Maps - 1885 - Railroads</td>
<td>1857</td>
<td>45277</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maryland - Maps - 1887 - Railroads</td>
<td>1858</td>
<td>45278, 80427</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maryland - Maps - 1889 - Railroads</td>
<td>1859</td>
<td>45279</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maryland - Maps - 1893 - Railroads</td>
<td>1860</td>
<td>45280</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maryland - Maps - 1895 - Railroads</td>
<td>1861</td>
<td>45281</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maryland - Maps - 1900-1960 - Topographic maps</td>
<td>1862</td>
<td>45282, 45283, 45284</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maryland - Maps - 1901</td>
<td>1863</td>
<td>45285</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maryland - Maps - 1902 - Postal service</td>
<td>1864</td>
<td>45286</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Maryland - Maps - 1902 - Railroads 45286
Maryland - Maps - 1906 - Railroads 45287
Maryland - Maps - 1907 - Railroads 45288
Maryland - Maps - 1913 - Railroads 45289, 45290
Maryland - Maps - 1914 - Railroads 45291
Maryland - Maps - 1914 - Road maps 79362
Maryland - Maps - 1915 - Railroads 45292
Maryland - Maps - 1916 - Railroads 45293, 45294
Maryland - Maps - 1917 - Railroads 45295
Maryland - Maps - 1917 - Road maps 45295, 45296
Maryland - Maps - 1918 - Road maps 11288
Maryland - Maps - 1919 - Railroads 45296, 45297, 45298
Maryland - Maps - 1919 - Road maps 45297, 45298
Maryland - Maps - 1920 - Railroads 45299, 45300, 45301, 45302, 45303, 45304
Maryland - Maps - 1920 - Road maps 45299, 45300, 45301, 45302, 45303, 45304
Maryland - Maps - 1921 - Railroads 45305, 45306, 45307
Maryland - Maps - 1921 - Road maps 45305, 45306, 45307
Maryland - Maps - 1922 - Churches 45249
Maryland - Maps - 1922 - Railroads 45308, 45309
Maryland - Maps - 1922 - Road maps 45308, 45309
Maryland - Maps - 1923 - Railroads 45310, 45311
Maryland - Maps - 1923 - Road maps 45310, 45311
Maryland - Maps - 1924 - Railroads 45312, 45313
Maryland - Maps - 1924 - Road maps 45312, 45313
Maryland - Maps - 1925 - Railroads 45314, 45315, 45316
Maryland - Maps - 1925 - Road maps 45314, 45315, 45316
Maryland - Maps - 1926 - Railroads 45317, 45318, 45319, 45320, 45321
Maryland - Maps - 1926 - Road maps 45317, 45318, 45319, 45320, 45321
Maryland - Maps - 1927 - Railroads 45322
Maryland - Maps - 1927 - Road maps 45322
Maryland - Maps - 1928 - Railroads 45323, 45324, 45325, 45326
Maryland - Maps - 1928 - Road maps 45323, 45324, 45325, 45326
Maryland - Maps - 1929 45327
Maryland - Maps - 1929 - Aeronautical charts 45327
Maryland - Maps - 1929 - Railroads 45327
Maryland - Maps - 1930 - Road maps 45328
Maryland - Maps - 1931 45329
Maryland - Maps - 1931 - Railroads 45329
Maryland - Maps - 1931 - Road maps 45329
Maryland - Maps - 1934 - Road maps 45330
Maryland - Maps - 1936 - Road maps 45331
Maryland - Maps - 1948 45332, 45333
Maryland - Maps - 1948 - Railroads 45332, 45333
Maryland - Maps - 1948 - Road maps 45332, 45333
Maryland - Maps - 1952 45334, 45335, 45336, 45337
Maryland - Maps - 1952 - Railroads 45334, 45335, 45336, 45337
Maryland - Maps - 1952 - Road maps 45334, 45335, 45336, 45337
Maryland - Maps - 1962 45339
Maryland - Maps - 1962-1963 45338
Maryland - Maps - 1962-1963 - Railroads 45338
Maryland - Maps - 1962-1963 - Road maps 45338
Maryland - Maps - 1962 45339
Maryland - Maps - 1962 - Railroads 45339
Maryland - Maps - 1962 - Road maps 45339
Maryland - Maps - 1964-1985 - Counties 45340
Maryland - Maps - 1964-1985 - Road maps 45340
Maryland - Maps - 1972 - Road maps 45341
Maryland - Maps - 1975 - Administrative and political divisions 45342
Maryland - Maps - 1975 - Road maps 45343
Maryland - Maps - 1977 45344
Maryland - Maps - 1992 48016
Maryland - Maps - Bibliography 45345
Maryland - Maps - Cities and towns - Collections 80328
Maryland - Maps - Cities and towns - Collections, 1600-1800 45346
Maryland - Maps - Collections, 1608-1908 45347, 45348
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Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Mason City & Fort Dodge Railroad  48632, 48646, 48664, 48671, 48681, 48682, 48708
Mason City & Fort Dodge Railroad - Maps - 1910  48632
Mason City & Fort Dodge Railroad - Maps - 1911  48646
Mason City & Fort Dodge Railroad - Maps - 1912  48664
Mason City & Fort Dodge Railroad - Maps - 1913  48671
Mason City & Fort Dodge Railroad - Maps - 1914  48681, 48682
Mason City & Fort Dodge Railroad - Maps - 1916  48708
Mason City Oil and Grease Co. (Mason City, Iowa)  37712

Mason City & Fort Dodge Railroad - Maps - 1910  48632
Mason City & Fort Dodge Railroad - Maps - 1911  48646
Mason City & Fort Dodge Railroad - Maps - 1912  48664
Mason City & Fort Dodge Railroad - Maps - 1913  48671
Mason City & Fort Dodge Railroad - Maps - 1914  48681, 48682
Mason City & Fort Dodge Railroad - Maps - 1916  48708
Mason City Oil and Grease Co. (Mason City, Iowa)  37712

Mason County 4-H Council (Mich.)  45366
Mason County 4-H Federation (Ill.)  45361
Mason County Agricultural Extension Council (Ill.)  45362, 45363, 45364
Mason County Farm Bureau (Ill.)  45361

Mason County (Mich.) - Maps - 1900-1904 - Real property  46844
Mason County (Mich.) - Maps - 1920 - Real property  14664
Mason County (Mich.) - Maps - 1953 - Landowners  45365
Mason County (Mich.) - Maps - 1972 - Landowners  45363

Mason County, Illinois : biennial atlas & plat book  45363

Mason County, Illinois : biennial atlas & plat book  45363

Mason County, Illinois : biennial atlas & plat book  45363

Mason County, Illinois : biennial atlas & plat book  45363

Mason County (Ky.) - Maps - 1839  40654
Mason County (Mich.) - Maps - 1900-1904 - Real property  46844
Mason County (Mich.) - Maps - 1920 - Real property  14664
Mason County (Mich.) - Maps - 1953 - Landowners  45365
Mason County (Mich.) - Maps - 1972 - Landowners  45363

Mason County (Mich.) - Maps - 1920 - Real property  14664
Mason County (Mich.) - Maps - 1953 - Landowners  45365
Mason County (Mich.) - Maps - 1972 - Landowners  45363

[Mason County (Tex.) - 1879: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche]  45367

Mason County (Tex.) - Maps - 1879 - Landowners  45367

Mason, Cyrus, 1839-1915  11035
Mason (D.) & Co.  68278

Mason-Dixon Line - Maps - 1768  63506
Mason, E. G.  35467
Mason, Edwin R., active 1918  44571
Mason, G. B.  33457
Mason, George H.  29813
Mason, Joan  79487
Mason, John, 1586-1635  56884
Mason & Lipscomb  26295
Mason, M. S.  23212, 74320
Mason, Nia  81157
Mason, Oliver  52278
Mason & Payne  8274, 14411, 25322
Mason, R. B. (Roswell B.), 1805-1892  43011
Mason, Richard Barnes, 1797-1850  1867
Mason, Roger  18086
Mason, Sara Elizabeth  980
Mason, T.  12765
Mason, Virginia W., 1851-  18561
Mason (W. A.) & Son SEE W. A. Mason & Son  15765
Mason, W. B.  39536, 39538, 39539, 39543, 39544, 39545

Masonian Patent (N.H.) - Maps - 1778  56040

Masotti, Arnaldo  74265

Masovia (Poland) - Maps - 1741  45368
Masovie duché et Polaue : ou sont les palatinats de Czersk, Bielsk, et Plocsko / par le Sr. Sanson d'Abbeville, geog. ordre. de Sa Majesté ; A. Peyrounin sculp.  45368
Maspero, Pierre Antoine, d. 1822  55476
Masquequa, John  65518
Mass, George A.  12720
Mass production - Maps - 1933  45369
Mass, R.  62886
Mass Transit Advertising, Inc.  19398
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Massachusetts - Maps - 1741 - Boundaries - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 45380
Massachusetts - Maps - 1741 - Boundaries - New Hampshire - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 46141, 54563
Massachusetts - Maps - 1745 - Boundaries - New Hampshire - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 54564
Massachusetts - Maps - 1760 - Boundaries - New Hampshire - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 54566, 54567
Massachusetts - Maps - 1760 - Coasts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 45381
Massachusetts - Maps - 1775 45382
Massachusetts - Maps - 1794 45383
Massachusetts - Maps - 1795 45384, 45385
Massachusetts - Maps - 1796 45386, 45387
Massachusetts - Maps - 1801 45388
Massachusetts - Maps - 1804 45389, 45390
Massachusetts - Maps - 1805 45391
Massachusetts - Maps - 1814 45392
Massachusetts - Maps - 1822 45393
Massachusetts - Maps - 1826 45394
Massachusetts - Maps - 1827 45395
Massachusetts - Maps - 1827-1829 - Railroads, Proposed 45396
Massachusetts - Maps - 1828-1829 - Railroads, Proposed 45372, 45397, 45398
Massachusetts - Maps - 1829 - Railroads 13493
Massachusetts - Maps - 1833 45399
Massachusetts - Maps - 1841 45400, 45401
Massachusetts - Maps - 1845 29540, 45402
Massachusetts - Maps - 1846 53890, 53891
Massachusetts - Maps - 1847 45404
Massachusetts - Maps - 1847 - Railroads 45403
Massachusetts - Maps - 1850 45405
Massachusetts - Maps - 1855 45406
Massachusetts - Maps - 1857 45407
Massachusetts - Maps - 1859 45408
Massachusetts - Maps - 1861 45409
Massachusetts - Maps - 1861 - Climate 45409
Massachusetts - Maps - 1871 45410, 45411
Massachusetts - Maps - 1878 - Railroads 45412
Massachusetts - Maps - 1882 - Maps - Bicycle trails - Pictorial maps 13588
Massachusetts - Maps - 1882 - Maps - Cycling - Pictorial maps 13588
Massachusetts - Maps - 1883 - Railroads 12494, 45413, 45414
Massachusetts - Maps - 1883 - Road maps 12494
Massachusetts - Maps - 1884 - Railroads 45415
Massachusetts - Maps - 1885 - Bicycle Trails 45416
Massachusetts - Maps - 1885 - Railroads 45417
Massachusetts - Maps - 1885 - Road maps 45416
Massachusetts - Maps - 1886 - Railroads 12495
Massachusetts - Maps - 1886 - Road maps 12495
Massachusetts - Maps - 1887 - Railroads 45418
Massachusetts - Maps - 1888 - Railroads 45419
Massachusetts - Maps - 1890 45420
Massachusetts - Maps - 1891 - Railroads 45421
Massachusetts - Maps - 1893 - Education 45422
Massachusetts - Maps - 1893 - Railroads 45423
Massachusetts - Maps - 1894 - Bicycle trails 45424
Massachusetts - Maps - 1895 - Railroads 13979
Massachusetts - Maps - 1896 - Bicycle trails 45425
Massachusetts - Maps - 1898 - Road maps 45425
Massachusetts - Maps - 1898 - Topographic maps 45426
Massachusetts - Maps - 1900 - Railroads 45427
Massachusetts - Maps - 1901 - Railroads 45428
Massachusetts - Maps - 1902 - Postal service 45429
Massachusetts - Maps - 1902 - Railroads 45429
Massachusetts - Maps - 1904 - Railroads 45430
Massachusetts - Maps - 1904 - Street-railroads 45431
Massachusetts - Maps - 1904 - Tourist maps 45431
Massachusetts - Maps - 1905 45432
Massachusetts - Maps - 1905 - Road maps 11313, 45433
Massachusetts - Maps - 1906 45434
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| Massachusetts - Maps - 1906 - Railroads | 45435 |
| Massachusetts - Maps - 1906 - Road maps | 45436 |
| Massachusetts - Maps - 1907 - Railroads | 45437, 45438 |
| Massachusetts - Maps - 1908 - Railroads | 45439 |
| Massachusetts - Maps - 1909 - Railroads | 45440 |
| Massachusetts - Maps - 1910 - Railroads | 45441 |
| Massachusetts - Maps - 1910 - Road maps | 45442 |
| Massachusetts - Maps - 1911 - Railroads | 45443 |
| Massachusetts - Maps - 1912 - Railroads | 45444 |
| Massachusetts - Maps - 1912 - Road maps | 21988 |
| Massachusetts - Maps - 1912 - Transportation | 21988 |
| Massachusetts - Maps - 1913 - Cities and towns | 45445 |
| Massachusetts - Maps - 1913 - Railroads | 45446, 45447 |
| Massachusetts - Maps - 1914 - Railroads | 45448 |
| Massachusetts - Maps - 1915-1916 - Railroads | 45449 |
| Massachusetts - Maps - 1916 - Railroads | 45450, 45451 |
| Massachusetts - Maps - 1916 - Road maps | 45450 |
| Massachusetts - Maps - 1918 - Railroads | 45452 |
| Massachusetts - Maps - 1918 - Road maps | 45452 |
| Massachusetts - Maps - 1919 - Railroads | 45453 |
| Massachusetts - Maps - 1919 - Railroads - Indexes | 45454 |
| Massachusetts - Maps - 1919 - Road maps | 45453 |
| Massachusetts - Maps - 1920-1929 - Road maps | 45455 |
| Massachusetts - Maps - 1920 - Railroads | 45456, 45457, 45458, 45459 |
| Massachusetts - Maps - 1920 - Road maps | 45456, 45457, 45458, 45459 |
| Massachusetts - Maps - 1921 - Railroads | 45460 |
| Massachusetts - Maps - 1921 - Road maps | 45460 |
| Massachusetts - Maps - 1922 - Railroads | 45461 |
| Massachusetts - Maps - 1922 - Road maps | 45461, 45462, 45463 |
| Massachusetts - Maps - 1923 - Railroads | 45464 |
| Massachusetts - Maps - 1923 - Road maps | 45464, 45465 |
| Massachusetts - Maps - 1924 - Maps | 54040 |
| Massachusetts - Maps - 1924 - Railroads | 45466 |
| Massachusetts - Maps - 1924 - Road maps | 45466 |
| Massachusetts - Maps - 1925 - Railroads | 45467 |
| Massachusetts - Maps - 1925 - Road maps | 45467 |
| Massachusetts - Maps - 1926 - Railroads | 45468 |
| Massachusetts - Maps - 1926 - Road maps | 45468 |
| Massachusetts - Maps - 1927 - Railroads | 45469 |
| Massachusetts - Maps - 1927 - Road maps | 45469, 45470 |
| Massachusetts - Maps - 1928 - Railroads | 45471, 45472, 45473, 45474, 45475 |
| Massachusetts - Maps - 1928 - Road maps | 45471, 45472, 45473, 45474 |
| Massachusetts - Maps - 1929 | 45476 |
| Massachusetts - Maps - 1929 - Aeronautical charts | 45476 |
| Massachusetts - Maps - 1929 - Railroads | 45476 |
| Massachusetts - Maps - 1930-1939 - Aeronautical charts | 45477 |
| Massachusetts - Maps - 1930-1939 - Railroads | 45477 |
| Massachusetts - Maps - 1930 - Road maps | 45478, 45479 |
| Massachusetts - Maps - 1931 | 45480 |
| Massachusetts - Maps - 1931 - Railroads | 45480 |
| Massachusetts - Maps - 1931 - Road maps | 45481 |
| Massachusetts - Maps - 1932 - Railroads | 45482 |
| Massachusetts - Maps - 1933 - Road maps | 45483 |
| Massachusetts - Maps - 1933 - Aeronautical charts | 45484, 45485 |
| Massachusetts - Maps - 1939 - Road maps | 45484, 45485 |
| Massachusetts - Maps - 1948 | 45486, 45487 |
| Massachusetts - Maps - 1948 - Railroads | 45488 |
| Massachusetts - Maps - 1948 - Road maps | 45488 |
| Massachusetts - Maps - 1950 | 45489 |
| Massachusetts - Maps - 1950 - Railroads | 45489 |
| Massachusetts - Maps - 1952 | 45490 |
| Massachusetts - Maps - 1952 - Railroads | 45490 |
| Massachusetts - Maps - 1958 - Road maps | 54523 |
| Massachusetts - Maps - 1962-1964 | 45491 |
| Massachusetts - Maps - 1962-1964 - Railroads | 45491 |
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Massachusetts - Maps - 1962-1968 45492
Massachusetts - Maps - 1962-1968 - Railroads 45492
Massachusetts - Maps - 1964 - Road maps 45493
Massachusetts - Maps - 1965 - Coasts - Nautical charts 45494
Massachusetts - Maps - 1966 - Counties 45495
Massachusetts - Maps - 1966 - Road maps 45495
Massachusetts - Maps - 1968 - Road maps 45496
Massachusetts - Maps - 1969 - Road maps 45497
Massachusetts - Maps - 1973 - Road maps 45498
Massachusetts - Maps - 1975 - Road maps 45499
Massachusetts - Maps - 1976 - Pictorial maps 45500
Massachusetts - Maps - 1976 - Road maps 45500
Massachusetts - Maps - 1981 - Administrative and political divisions 45501
Massachusetts - Maps - 1991 45374, 45375
Massachusetts - Maps - 1999 - Road maps 45502
Massachusetts - Maps - 2002 - Road maps 83679
Massachusetts - Maps - 2005 - Road maps 45503
Massachusetts - Maps - 2008 - Road maps 73039, 83680
Massachusetts Mutual Life Insurance Company 78884
Massachusetts. Office of the Secretary of State 49128
Massachusetts. Public Service Commission 45449
Massachusetts. Rhode Island, Connecticut road map : Atlantic White Flash : Atlantic road map 45492
Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Connecticut info 53952, 53956, 53960, 53962, 53964
Massachusetts, Rhode Island & Connecticut 53908
Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Connecticut road map : Atlantic White Flash Plus 54211, 54218
Massachusetts Topog. Survey 45420
Massachusetts / Young & Delleker sc. 45450
Massachusetts. Rhode Island, Connecticut : Atlantic White Flash : Atlantic road map 54268, 54269, 54298, 54322
Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Connecticut info - map : Gulf 54248
Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Connecticut road map : Atlantic White Flash Plus 54211, 54218
MassachusettsTopog. Survey 45420
Massachusetts / Young & Delleker sc. 45399
Massachusetts - Maps - 1930 - Road maps 45504
Massachusetts - Maps - 1934 - Road maps 45505
Massachusetts - Maps - 2003 - Road maps 16481
Massachusetts - Maps - 1798 - Nautical charts 45506
Massacre Bay (American Samoa) - Maps - 1798 - Nautical charts 45506
Massacres of the mountains : a history of the Indian wars of the far west / by J. P. Dunn, Jr. ... 81921
Massai, Pietro del 83792
Massard Editeur, Paris 66093
Massáena, André, prince d'Essling, 1758-1817 28451
Massena (N.Y.). Chamber of Commerce 67328
Massena Region (N.Y.) - Description and travel - 1937 67328
Massena Region (N.Y.) - Maps - 1937 - Road Maps 67328
Massenbach, August Ludwig von, 1758 45449
Massena (N.Y.). Chamber of Commerce 67328
Masseroni (Italy) - Historical geography - Maps - 1819 45507
Massey (Ont.) - Maps - 1760 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 45508
Massey, S. L. (Stephen L.) 20830, 33420, 43489, 50528, 55527, 55536, 61274, 64857, 68099, 79409, 82862
Massey, S. L. (Stephen L.) James' travelers companion : being a complete guide through the West and South, to the Gulf of Mexico and the Pacific ... (1853) 20830, 33420, 43489, 50528, 55527, 55536, 61274, 64857, 68099, 79409, 82862
MassGIS (Office: Mass.) 13488
Massicotte, Edouard Zoitique, 1867- 51684
Massif Central (France) - Maps - 1924 11317
Massif Central (France) - Maps - 1935 11318
Massif Central (France) - Maps - 1957 11321
Massillon (Ohio) - Maps - 1926 - Road maps 60542
Massimo family - Landowners - Maps - 1600 41744
Massingham, H. J. (Harold John), 1888-1952 25458
Masson et Cie. (Paris, France) SEE Masson (Firm) 9503
Masson (Firm) 9503, 9513, 28007, 34265
Masson, Georgina 67296
Masson, L. R. (Louis Rodrigue), 1833-1903. Les Bourgeois de la Compagnie du Nord-Ouest ... (1889-1890) 16070
Masson, M. 4694
Massachusetts - Maps - 1920-1929 - Railroads 45509
Massuet, Pierre, 1698-1776 9165
Mast, Crowell & Kirkpatrick 5273, 5335, 5373, 5440, 5465, 5495, 5549, 5638, 22508
Masta, Henry Lome, 1853- 52402
Master Jesus 14138
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Master, Miss 30001
Master, Oliver 16174
Masterfile (Firm) 79106
Masterprint Co. 23678
Masters, Betty, R. 42395
Masters, Kurt S. 41769
Mastrelli Anzilotti, Giulia=Mastrelli, Giulia SEE Mastrelli Anzilotti, Giulia 75492
Masûhaf qedîs arsûmô yablûdanâ yâdîs kîdân masâheft 12977
Mat, P. J. de 7695, 7696
Matagorda Bay (Tex.) - Maps - 1685 - Manuscripts 45513
Matagorda Bay (Tex.) - Maps - 1685 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 45510, 45511, 45512, 57400
Matagorda Bay (Tex.) - Maps - 1687 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 45514, 45515
Matagorda Bay (Tex.) - Maps - 1700-1799 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 45516
Matagorda Bay (Tex.) - Maps - 1722 - Manuscripts 45519
Matagorda Bay (Tex.) - Maps - 1722 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 45517, 45518
Matagorda Bay (Tex.) - Maps - 1732 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 45520
Matagorda Bay (Tex.) - Maps - 1841 - Nautical charts 45521
Matagorda Bay (Tex.) - Maps - 1874 74549
Matagorda County (Tex.) - Maps - 1879 - Landowners 45522
Matal, Jean, 1520-1597 25897
Matamoros, Battle of, Mex., 1846 - Maps - 1846 45523
Matamoros (Tamaulipas, Mexico) - Maps - 1846 45523
Matamoros (Tamaulipas, Mexico) - Pictorial works - 1846 45524
Matampay River (Philippines) - Maps - 1862 - Manuscripts 45525
Matanzas (Cuba) - Maps - 1732 - Harbors - Nautical charts 45526
Matanzas (Cuba) - Maps - 1760 - Nautical charts 45527
Matanzas (Cuba) - Maps - 1783 - Nautical charts 45528
Matanzas (Cuba) - Pictorial works - 1628 45529
Matanzas (Cuba) - Maps - 1923 22512
Matanzas (Cuba) - Maps - 1927 22514
Matanzas (Cuba) - Maps - 1951 - Road maps 22520, 22523
Matanzas (Cuba) - Maps - 1956-1961 - Road maps 22521
Matanzas (Cuba) - Maps - 1960 - Road maps 22522
Matas i Tort, Jaume 18841
Matbaa-Îmârî 10927
Matches - United States - Maps - 1930 - Marketing 77450
Matches - United States - Maps - 1935 - Marketing 77599
Matelief, C. 9574
Material yo russkoy kartografii [=Materials on Russian Cartography] 17615
Materials for a history of the French marine : comprising texts, both printed and manuscript, maps, plans of fortresses, diagrams showing naval actions, and engravings and cuts of vessels and of places in all parts of the world where the French marine 28089
The Materials of maps and globes 44916
Materials relating to a project to make a facsimile of the 1751 terrestrial globe (18" diam.) by Robert de Vaugondy / assembled by Albert R. Magnus] 67004
Materialy do istorii kartografii Ukrainy 17616
Mathan Insula SEE Mactan Island (Philippines) 43781
Mathematical analysis of medieval sea charts 52785
The Mathematical basis of Russian maps of the 18th century 18373
Mathematical geography - 1775 45530
Mathematical instrument-making in London in the sixteenth century 45531
Mathematical instruments 69814
Mathematical Instruments, English - 1500-1599 45531
Mathematical instruments - Pictorial works - 1725 32184
The Mathematical Practioners of Tudor & Stuart England 17812
The Mathematical reconstruction of the portolan chart of Giovanni Carignano (ca. 1310) 31904
Mathematicians -Germany - Biography 66423
Mathematics - 1500-1599 22792
Mathematics - History - 1500-1699 45532
Mathematics magazine (1987) 46113
Mathematics - Poland - History - 1600-1699 45533
Mathematisch-Astronomische Schriften. Geographische Schriften 51963
Matheny, Norman 49396
Matheny, R. Norman 26412, 26414
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Matheo Pagano, a Venetian cartographer of the 16th century: a descriptive list of his maps. 62672
Mather, Autumn 13255, 19010, 19962, 23832, 36736, 36740, 46603, 46604, 70315, 70316, 79268, 80515, 83588
Mather, Benjamin 43505
Mather, Cotton, 1663-1728 53844
Mather, Cotton, 1663-1728. Magnalia Christi Americana (1702) 53844
Mather, W. (William), fl. 1695 26436
Mather, W. (William), fl. 1695. The Young man's companion (1710) 26436
Mathes, Miguel, 1936- SEE Mathes, W. Michael 81710
Mathes, W. Michael 18119, 32234, 81710
Mathes, William Michael, 1936- SEE Mathes, W. Michael 81710
Matheson, Charles 8503
Matheson & McMillian 982
Mathes, Joseph Higgins, 1789-1878 29604, 29628, 56086, 56087
Mathews, Edward Bennett, b. 1869 18762
Mathews, Ernest, fl. 1961 13036
Mathews, George, 1739-1812 26560
Mathews, H. 22827
Mathewson, A. J. 35499, 35501, 35502, 35505
Mathias Ringmann - Philesius - Humaniste alsacien et lorrain 66834
Mathieson, John 18409, 18410, 18411, 28771, 68959
Mathieson, Thomas 52445
Mathieu, A. I. 63058
Mathieu, René 63240, 63241
Mathis Zündt (Zinck, Zintt, Zyndler, Zyndt, Zynnth) 85356
Mathison, John 57721, 61790
Mathon, Charles 63176
Maths for map makers 18098
Mathura Region (India) - Maps - 1846 45534
Mathys, Jan, fl. 1654-1685 SEE Matthysz., Jan, fl. 1654-1685 12663
Mathysz, Jan, fl. 1654-1685 SEE Matthyss., Jan, fl. 1654-1685 12663
Matinina 45224
Matinina SEE Martinique 45224
Matisona, vulgo Mascon; ad Ararim flu. probe munition Burgundiae oppidum M.D. LXXX 43775
Matkailijaydists 26638, 26639, 26641, 26643, 26645
Matkovic, Ivan 52042
Matless, David 17000
Matley, Ian M. 67487, 67700, 67701
Matlock Bath (England) - Description and travel - 1838 45535
Matos, Antonio de 46231
Matousek, L. 22062
Matraini, N. 1697, 62042
Matreuors, Henrico 83922
Matrimony SEE Marriage 25259
Matson, N. (Nehemiah), 1816-1883 14936, 14937, 14938, 14939
Matson, Robert C. 18509
Matsuura, Count 76763
Mattelart, Armand 16864
Matteo, Giovanni, of Luna De rerum inventoribus (1520) 45536
Matteo Ricci : Europa am Hofe der Ming 66754
Matter of Wales 80715
Mattern, H.W. 2142
Matteson, David Maydole, 1871-1949 76230, 76234, 76246, 76491, 77503
Matteson, Esther 13032
The Matthew Paris maps 63317
Matthaei, Christoph, d. 1750 12698
Matthaeus Lunensis, Johannes SEE Matteo, Giovanni, of Luna 45536
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Matthias Quad von Kinckelbach (1557-1613) and his ‘Geographisch Handbuch’ = Matthias Quad von Kinckelbach (1557-1613) and his ‘Geographisch Handbuch’ 65937
Matthiessen, Jan, fl. 1654-1685 SEE Matysz., Jan, fl. 1654-1685 12663
Matthys., Jan, fl. 1654-1685 12663
Mattingly, David 14111
Matthijs., Jan, fl. 1654-1685 12663
Mattingly, David 14111
Mattio Perez d'Aleccio's engravings of the siege of Malta of 1565 18089
Mattiov, Pietro Andrea, 1500-1577 28897, 28898, 28899, 45537
Mattison, Hiram, 1811-1868 3514, 3515, 3516, 29591
Matton, Raymond 32902
Matthias Zündt 85353
Matthieu, Emil 85363
Matthyssen, Jan, fl. 1654-1685 SEE Matysz., Jan, fl. 1654-1685 12663
Matzua et Arkiko (Eritrea) SEE Mits'iwa (Eritrea) 66329
Maubeuge au Roy : cette ville est fortifieé ... 45539, 45541
Maubeuge (France) - Maps - 1695 - Fortification 45539
Maubeuge (France) - Maps - 1709 45540
Maubeuge (France) - Maps - 1713 - Fortification 45541
Mauch, A. 29852
Mauch, E. von 9665
Maualair, Camille, 1872-1945 57267
Maude, John G. 12921
Maude, Raymond William de Latham, 1852-1897 32204, 73493, 83688, 85134, 85143
Maudelay, A. 27977
Maugein, Charles 9241
Maui 33680, 33683
Maui (Hawaii) - Maps - 1966 - Nautical charts 33696
Maui (Hawaii) - Maps - 1967 - Nautical charts 33698
Maui (Hawaii) - Maps - 1970 - Harbors 33706
Mauke, W. 33386
Maulde et Renou 50558
Maule, Elizabeth Singer 83589, 83591
Maule, George Benjamin, 1811-1850 31741, 39086
Mâule, Sophie 9742
Maul, F. 9693
Maumee Valley Map Co. Atlas of Wood County, Ohio (1912) 83641
Maunier, Samuel, 1785-1849 29695, 29851
Maunsell, Francis Richard, 1861-1936 38622
Maupertuis, 1698-1759 2347
Maupertuis, Jean-Frédéric Phélypeaux, comte de, 1701-1781 9125, 9258, 9616, 15974, 38849, 45227, 76451, 84101, 84102
Maurepas, Jean-Frédéric Phélypeaux, comte de, 1701-1781 9125, 9258, 9616, 15974, 38849, 45227, 76451, 84101, 84102
Maurepas, Lake (La.) - Maps - 1770 44305
Maurepas (Ship) - Voyage, 1706 - Manuscripts 22938
Maurer, Christoph, fl. ca. 1552? 28904
Maurer, Hans, 1728-1777 44661
Maurer, Joost, 1530-1580 SEE Murer, Jodocus, 1530-1580 20873
Maurette, F. (Fernand), 1878-1937 9525, 9526, 10147, 10197, 25785, 30570, 30580, 30587
Maurhoff, E. 23092
Maurice, Frederick, Sir, 1871-1951 12257
Maurice Spertus Museum of Judaica - Exhibitions 18268
Maurice Spertus Museum of Judaica - Map collections 18268
Maurice Spertus Museum of Judaica - Exhibitions 18268
Maurice Spertus Museum of Judaica - Map collections 18268
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Maurice, W. H. 44680
Maurienne (France) - Historical geography - Maps - 1850 45543
Mauritania - Maps - 1701 - Coasts - Nautical charts 45544
Mauritania - Maps - 1703 45545
Mauritania - Maps - 1715 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts 45546
Mauritopoli 66315
Mauritius. Archives Branch 45551
Mauritius Govt. Press 45551
Mauritius - Maps - 1615 45547
Mauritius - Maps - 1703 - Coasts - Nautical charts 45548
Mauritius - Maps - 1715 - Manuscripts 45549
Mauritius - Maps - 1748 - Coasts - Nautical charts 45550
Mauritius - Maps - 1750-1759 - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles 45551
Mauritius - Maps - 1759 66416
Mauritius - Maps - 1784 51884
Mauritius - Maps - 1807 309
Mauritius - Maps - 1814 318, 319
Mauritius - Maps - 1816 - Administrative and political divisions 45552
Mauritius - Maps - 1844 38518
Mauritius - Maps - 1851 36714
Mauritius - Maps - 1853 354
Mauritius - Maps - 1865 32379
Mauritius - Maps - 1872 362
Mauro, fra, d. 1459 10691, 10692, 10693, 29488, 44837, 44847, 45556, 45557, 83786, 83787, 83788, 83789
Mauro, Fra, d. 1459. - Fiction 45553
Mauro, Fra, d. 1459. Mappamondo [ca. 1459] SEE Mauro, Fra, d. 1459. [World map, ca. 1459] 45557
Mauro, Fra, d. 1459. [World Map, ca. 1448] 45554
Mauro, Fra, d. 1459. [World map, ca. 1459] 45555, 45556, 45557, 83786, 83789
Maurois, Gérard 55976
Maurona (Greece) SEE Mavronas (Ithaca Island, Greece) 45562
[Mauro County (Tenn.) - 1878: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 45558
Maury County (Tenn.) - Maps - 1878 - Landowners 45558
Maury, J. 12288
Maury, Matthew Fontaine, 1806-1873 3819, 18240, 29964, 30131, 30152, 30226, 30240, 30270, 30271, 30311, 30341, 30412, 30508, 30518, 30519, 30520, 30522, 30525, 30526, 30527, 30554, 30578, 45559, 57908, 57910, 57911, 60295, 60326, 60329, 60330, 76802, 76803, 76804, 84269, 84270
Maury, Matthew Fontaine, 1806-1873. Physical geography of the sea (1856) 3819, 57908, 57910, 57911, 60295, 84269, 84270
Maury, Max 63121
Maury, Myton 30270, 30311, 30508
Maury's New elements of geography for primary and intermediate classes / by M.F. Maury 30525, 30554
Maury, William L. 39522
Mauzy, Charles 79105
Maverick, Augustus 57912
[Maverick County (Tex.) - 1879: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 45560
[Maverick County (Tex.) - 1893: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 45561
Maverick County (Tex.) - Maps - 1879 - Landowners 45560
Maverick County (Tex.) - Maps - 1893 - Landowners 45561
Maverick, Peter, 1780-1831 4581, 12734, 27860, 34049, 45052, 47615, 50504, 56057, 61266
Maverick, Samuel, 1789-1845 56069, 76208, 76209, 76210
Mavronas (Ithaca Island, Greece) - Pictorial works - 1807 45562
Maw, S. H. 28599
Mawdsley, Evan, 1945- 51835, 51838, 79988
Mawe (Firm) 45535
Mawer, John 8118
Mawman, Joseph, 1759-1827 7904, 7921, 7958, 15997, 24094, 29127, 29136, 29174, 29203, 29384, 70498, 76538, 81637, 84182
Mawson, C. O. Sylvester (Christopher Orlando Sylvester), 1870-1938 5818, 5821, 52108
Mawson, Douglas, Sir, 1882-1958 2110, 2116, 13985, 38513
Mawson, Douglas, Sir, 1882-1958 - Expedition, 1911-1914 2115
Mawson, Thomas, 1861-1935 20893
Max Kade Institute for German-American Studies (University of Wisconsin--Madison) 64128
Max Parrish & Co. 42772
Maxcy, John W. 41792, 66179, 67011
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Maxey, Dale, fl. 1949? 77924, 78086, 78141
Maximilian Emmanel, elector of Bavaria, 1662-1726 12293
Maximilian II, Holy Roman Emperor, 1527-1576 75245
Maximilian, of Transylvania, fl. 1522 28893
Maximilian, of Transylvania, fl. 1522. De Moluccis insulis (1881) 16844
Maximilianus, Transylvanus, fl. 1522 SEE Maximilian, of Transylvania, fl. 1522 16844
Maximus of Guchen 16515
Maxinkuckee, Lake, Region (Ind.)-Maps 1917-Road maps 45563
Maxwell, C. A. 36726
Maxwell House Coffee Company 82620
Maxwell House Coffee SEE General Foods Corporation 59631
Maxwell, Ian Stanley 81713
Maxwell, James fl. 1708-1720 7841, 11525, 12146, 57466
Maxwell Land Grant Co. 21173
Maxwell Land Grant (N.M. and Colo.)-Maps 1889 21173
Maxwell Macmillan International 586, 587
Maxwell, Richard S. 76152
Maxwell, William 36726
May, Betty SEE Kidd, Betty H. 16301
May, Caleb 83663
May, Don 122, 77550
May, Ernest N. 65608
May, George S. 46724
May, H. de 10901
May, Herbert G. (Herbert Gordon), 1904-1977 13039, 13050
May, Jo. F. D. 21632
May, Jutta 46571
May, Louis-Philippe, 1905-1963 20863
May, T. R. 80892
May, W. 39084, 39091
May, William Edward 52872
Maya language - Texts 1562 20534
Maya language - Texts 1961 13036
Mayagüez (P.R.)-Maps 1950-Road maps 65826
Mayagüez (P.R.)-Maps 1963-Road maps 65827
Mayagüez (P.R.)-Maps 1966-Road maps 65828
Mayagüez (P.R.)-Maps 1967-Road maps 65829, 65830, 65831
Mayagüez (P.R.)-Maps 1968-Road maps 65832, 65833
Mayagüez (P.R.)-Maps 1969-Road maps 65834
Mayagüez (P.R.)-Maps 1972-Road maps 65835, 65836
Mayagüez (P.R.)-Maps 1974-Road maps 65837
Mayagüez (P.R.)-Maps 1979-Road maps 65839, 65840
Mayagüez (P.R.)-Maps 1995-Road maps 65841
Mayas - Chichxulub (Mexico) - History - 1500-1599 - Sources 20534
Mayas - Mexico - Maps - 1760 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 75180
Mayborn, Ted W. - Map collections 18438
Mayence est située deça le Rhein ... 44196, 44197, 44200
Mayenne (France) - Maps 1719 45564
Mayer, Brantz, 1809-1879. Tah-gah-jute, or Logan, and Captain Michael Cresap (1851) 1271, 26548, 59699, 64665, 64948, 82861
Mayer (Ferdinand) & Co. (New York, N.Y.) SEE Ferd. Mayer & Co. 83088
Mayer, Ferdinand, Dr. 10520
Mayer, Frédéric 63148
Mayer, J. & Co., Boston SEE J. Mayer & Co. 65243
Mayer (J.) & Co. SEE J. Mayer & Co. 35568
Mayer, Johann Tobias, 1723-1762 SEE Mayer, Tobias, 1723-1762 11157
Mayer, John R. 53793
Mayer, Karl 10470
Mayer, Max, ca. 1878- 16769, 17436, 17437, 19038
Mayer, Richard 21234
Mayer, Robert, 1879-1950 38609
Mayer, Robert, 1879-1950. Byzantion, Konstantinopolis, Istanbul (1943) 38609
Mayer, Roberto L. 46606, 46607
Mayer, S. L. (Sydney L.), 1937- 49241
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Name and Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>45573</td>
<td>Mazzeo, Donatella, fl. 1537-1574</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29751</td>
<td>Mazzolai (Giovanni) Editore, Livorno SEE Giovanni Mazzolai Editore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15749</td>
<td>Mazzetti, Ernesto, fl. 1938-1966</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45572</td>
<td>Mazzorbo (Venice, Italy) SEE Giovanni Mazzolai Editore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45573</td>
<td>Mazzajoli, Giovanni, fl. 1590-1597</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29751</td>
<td>Mazzajoli (Giovanni) Editore, Livorno SEE Giovanni Mazzolai Editore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15749</td>
<td>Mazzetti, Ernesto, fl. 1938-1966</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45572</td>
<td>Mazzorbo (Venice, Italy) SEE Giovanni Mazzolai Editore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45573</td>
<td>Mazza, Giovanni Battista, fl. 1590-1597</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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McChesney, J. B. 70278
McChesney, U. B. 28486
McClanahan, Jerry 76189
McClatchy (James) Publishing Co. 15494
McClanahan, Jerry 76189
McClatchy (James) Publishing Co. 15494
Mcclean, Robert - Correspondence 73549
McClellan, A. O. 22931
McClellan, C. A. O. 28486
McClellan, C. A. O. 1865 atlas from the map of Randolph Co., Ind. 66261
McClellan (C.) & Co. 83009
McClellan (C.) & Co. SEE C. McClellan & Co. 83008
McClellan, David, b. ca. 1825 SEE McLellan, David, b. ca. 1825 35499
McClellan, E. C. 24937
McClellan, George Brinton, 1826-1885 46210, 66328
McClellan, J. A. 39348
McClellan's Map of Windham County, Vermont / from actual surveys and under supervision of J. Chase, Jr. 83008
McClellan, D. 26871, 26872, 46782, 60329, 60401, 79507, 84269
McClellan, David, b. 1820 or 1 SEE McClelland, D. 84269
McClelland, Robert, fl. 1907 27587
McClendon, Dennis 15010, 19443, 19927, 19934, 19947, 41456, 41457, 41458, 79367
McCleneghan, Thomas J. 2537
McCleod, Paul J. 81155
McClintock, H. E., fl. 1903 38460
McClintock, Miller, 1894-1960. Report and recommendations of the Metropolitan street traffic survey (1926) 19425, 19716, 19718, 19722, 19723, 19724, 19725, 19728, 19732, 19733, 19734, 19735, 19736, 20158, 32346, 43010, 43030, 43031, 43032, 43034
McCluney, Richard L. 18541
McClure, N.F. 85181
McClure Press 80335
McClure, R. Le M. 2466, 59723
McClure, Robert John Le Mesurier, Sir, 1807-1873 2467, 8183
McClurg (A.C.) & Co. SEE A.C. McClurg & Co. 57448
McCluney, Richard L. 18541
McCormack, Helen Gardner, 1903-1974 19237
McCormick-Armstrong Co. 65600, 81815
McCormick, J. E. 51363
McCormick, Richard C. (Richard Cunningham), 1832-1901. Arizona : its resources and prospects : a letter to the editor of the New York Tribune ... (1865) 2549
McCormick, Robert Rutherford, 1880-1955 77789
McCormick, Robert Rutherford, 1880-1955. Chicago, the natural capital of the continent (1929) 19743
McCormick, Robert Rutherford, 1880-1955. How we acquired our national territory (1942) 77790
McCormick, Robert Rutherford, 1880-1955. The Campaign and battle of Gettysburg (1941) 31822
Mccook County (S.D.) - Maps - 1900 - Landowners 45577
McCorkle, Barbara B. 17225, 18466, 27528, 30723, 30846, 30894, 30971, 41626, 54555, 85030, 85031, 85032
McCormick County (S.C.) - Maps - 1825 - Landowners 11, 24655
McCormick Farm : home of the famous reaper 41924
McCormick Farm (Lexington, Va.) 41924
McCormick, Henry, 1837- 30392
McCormick, J. E. 51363
McCormick, Richard C. (Richard Cunningham), 1832-1901. Arizona : its resources and prospects : a letter to the editor of the New York Tribune ... (1865) 2549
McCormick, Robert Rutherford, 1880-1955 77789
McCormick, Robert Rutherford, 1880-1955. Chicago, the natural capital of the continent (1929) 19743
McCormick, Robert Rutherford, 1880-1955. How we acquired our national territory (1942) 77790
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mercati, Giovanni</td>
<td>18841</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mercat, Giovanni</td>
<td>1866-1957</td>
<td>57052</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mercator</td>
<td>17689</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mercator à Louvain (1530-1552)</td>
<td>46012</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mercator: a monograph on the letterings of maps, etc. in the 15th century Netherlands, with a facsimile and translation of his treatise on the italic hand, and a tr. of Ghim's Vita Mercatoris</td>
<td>46061, 46062</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mercator and English geography in the 16th century</td>
<td>46051</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mercator and the lettering of maps</td>
<td>62373</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mercator, Arnold, 1537-1587</td>
<td>20873, 21191, 46066</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mercator atlas of Europe</td>
<td>7498</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Mercator atlas of Europe : facsimile of the maps by Gerardus Mercator contained in the Atlas of Europe, circa 1570-1572</td>
<td>9553, 25890</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Mercator atlas of Europe : From the collection formed by the British Rail Pension Fund</td>
<td>46030</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Mercator Atlas of Europe, To be Sold as a Single Lot in the Sale of ... 13th March 1979</td>
<td>17797</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘A Mercator chart of the sea coast of North America,' dedicated to His Excellency John Montgomerie, Esq., Capitain-general and Governor-in-chief of New York, New Jersey, etc.; by Thomas Hinder</td>
<td>3723</td>
<td>1732</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mercator, constructeur d'instruments astronomiques</td>
<td>17667</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mercator, Edward Wright, and the problem of map projection</td>
<td>46077</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mercator: eine Biographie</td>
<td>17618</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mercator family</td>
<td>46067</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mercator, Gerard, ca. 1565-1656. Tabula geographica amplissimae ditionis Westphaliae (ca.1598)</td>
<td>18607</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mercator, Gerhard, 1512-1594</td>
<td>160, 209, 210, 211, 534, 1553, 1556, 1557, 1602, 1610, 1611, 2400, 2401, 2409, 2410, 2415, 2421, 2422, 3250, 3671, 3796, 3904, 3810, 3813, 4243, 4294, 4311, 4377, 4389, 5318, 6618, 7429, 7498, 7845, 7646, 7667, 7752, 7755, 7759, 7760, 7779, 8670, 8672, 8675, 8677</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
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<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merghi Archipelago SEE Mergui Archipelago (Burma)</td>
<td>36531</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mergui Archipelago (Burma) - Maps - 1748 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>15003</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mergui Archipelago (Burma) - Maps - 1752</td>
<td>36531</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merian, Caspar, 1627-1686</td>
<td>31291</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merian, Matthaeus, 1593-1650</td>
<td>1748</td>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merian, G. 27642</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merian, Matthaeus, 1621-1687</td>
<td>14780, 31291</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merian, Matthaeus, 1621-1687. Topographia Germaniae (1959-1965)</td>
<td>41294</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mérida, Carlos, 1891-1984</td>
<td>46213, 46526, 46528, 46633, 70320</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meriden Gravure Company</td>
<td>3726, 13559, 26810, 41917, 53828, 53876, 54763, 57479, 57480, 63516, 72226, 76476, 80353, 80371, 81765, 82959, 85166</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meriden-Stinehour Press</td>
<td>45382</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meridian 15 (1999)</td>
<td>83633</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meridian 15 (1989)</td>
<td>41944</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meridian 2 (1989)</td>
<td>83632</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meridian : a journal of the Map and Geography Round Table of the American Library Association</td>
<td>44504</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meridian Charts - Maps - 1792</td>
<td>46130</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meridian Highway - Maps - 1920</td>
<td>77243</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meridian lines SEE Meridians (Geodesy)</td>
<td>17265</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meridian Publishing Co. (Amsterdam, Netherlands)</td>
<td>7648, 25899, 25913, 28849, 28857, 28931</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meridian Road - Maps - 1925</td>
<td>77319</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meridians (Geodesy)</td>
<td>41216, 44822, 52716</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meridians (Geodesy) - France</td>
<td>60293</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meridians (Geodesy) - History</td>
<td>46134</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meridians (Geodesy) - History - 1913</td>
<td>46131</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meridians (Geodesy) - History - 1927</td>
<td>46132</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meridians (Geodesy) - History - 1994</td>
<td>46133</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meridians (Geodesy) - Maps - 1913</td>
<td>84318</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meridians (Geodesy) SEE ALSO Oblique meridians</td>
<td>17265</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meridians, Prime SEE Meridians (Geodesy)</td>
<td>46131</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merigot, fl. 1774</td>
<td>84130</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meriken shinzu [ = New map of America]</td>
<td>76763</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merioneth (Wales) - Historical geography - Maps - 1974</td>
<td>46135</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merioneth (Wales) - Maps - 1610</td>
<td>46136, 46137</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merioneth (Wales) - Maps - 1974</td>
<td>46135</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merionethshire</td>
<td>46136, 46137</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merit atlas: man's earth &amp; universe</td>
<td>6915</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meriwether Lewis Bridge (West Alton, Mo. : 1928-1979) SEE Lewis Bridge (West Alton, Mo. : 1928-1979)</td>
<td>48860</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merk, Fritz 10304</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merk, George P. 34703</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merkel, Donald E. 15028</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merkel, Karl 10035</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merkl, Werner 83655</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merkus, H. 35108</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merkwaardigheden der oude cartographie van Noor-Holland / door F. C. Wider; uitgegeven door het Koninklijk Nederlandsch Aardrijkskundig Genootschap te Amsterdam</td>
<td>58697</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merleker, Hartmuth 31639</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merlier, Octave 32902</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merlin, Joseph, 1718-1783</td>
<td>14631, 30651</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merlo, Giovanni, fl. ca. 1656-1696</td>
<td>80006</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merlo, Johann Jakob, 1810-1890</td>
<td>80558</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merlo, Johann Jakob, 1810-1890. Kölnische Künstler in alter und neuer Zeit (1895)</td>
<td>80558</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merolla, Giustino 3388, 10656, 26089, 38937, 57747, 70591, 84258</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merolla Press (Firm) SEE Merolla, Giustino 10656</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meroni, Giuseppe 13939</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meroni, Romano 13939</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merovingians - Rhineland (Germany) - Maps - 2008 - Archaeology</td>
<td>66616</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merovingierzeitliche Besiedlung : archäologische Befunde in den südlichen Rheinlanden / von Bernd Bienert</td>
<td>66616</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merrett, Christopher Edmond 41388</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merriam (G. &amp; C.) Co. SEE G. &amp; C. Merriam Company 25510</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merriam, Moore &amp; Co. 46138, 76764</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Merriam, Mylon   129
Merrill Books SEE Charles E. Merrill Books   6684
Merrill, D.D. (firm, Saint Paul, Minn.) SEE D.D. Merrill (Firm : Saint Paul, Minn.)   30217
Merrill, Marlene   63452
Merrill, Orin S. “Mysterious Scott” : the Monte Cristo of Death Valley (1906)   22958
Merrills, A. H. (Andrew H.), 1975-   62328
Merrimack County (N.H.) - Maps - 1958 - Landowners   46139
Merrimack County (N.H.) - Maps - 1892 - Landowners   46140
Merrimack River (N.H. and Mass.) - Maps - 1741 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles   46141
Merrimack River Valley (N.H. and Mass.) - Maps - 1720 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles   46142
Merritt, F.   74589
Merritt, J. E. ca. 1900   46844
Merritt Parkway (Conn.) - Maps - 1967   55987
Merritt Parkway (Conn.) - Maps - 1968   54533
Merritt Region (Wash.) - Maps - 1949 - Railroads   19292
Merry, F. C.   82699
Merry, John, fl. 1728   7803, 26369
Merryweather, Frederick William   8199, 8192
Mersey River Estuary (England) - Maps - 1689 - Nautical charts   22976
Mersey River Estuary (England) - Maps - 1749 - Nautical charts   22977
Mersey River Estuary (England) - Maps - 1872   42240
Mertens, Ad.   14773
Merz, Sarah Burnham   83836
Merula, Paulus, 1558-1607   4273, 25910, 25921, 27630, 53331
Merulus, Giovanni Baptista, fl. 1671   80151
Mervilleux, David-François, 1652-1712   53637, 73802
Mervilleux, David-François de, 1652-1712   9125, 53638, 73803
Mervilleux, David-François de, d. 1748   53639, 73811
Mervill, Mary Ann   29409
Merz, Julius   12074
Merz, Robert William, 1913-   49110
Mesa (Ariz.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps   46143
La Mesa, Battle of, Calif., 1847   46144
Mesa, Luis Garcia   13332, 13338
Mesa, Tempe EasyFinder : Local street detail   46143
Mesa Verde National Park (Colo.) - Maps - 1952 - Road maps   82512
Mesa Verde National Park (Colo.) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps   82555
Mesa Verde National Park (Colo.) - Maps - 1965 - Road maps   21656
Mesabi Range (Minn.) - Maps - 1916 - Railroads   49582
Mesander, Ben   79381
Meschler, Maurice. Das Leben unseres Herrn Jesu Christi, des Sohnes Gottes (1895)   12902
Mesenburg, Peter   45714
Meserve, Harold A.   43164
Mesier, Peter A., 1772-1847   321, 1356, 2300, 3362, 4673, 4674, 14346, 14346, 16019, 16497, 19433, 19441, 20668, 24049, 24761, 25210, 26059, 27899, 31483, 31484, 34974, 36568, 38183, 38340, 38596, 38920, 39515, 46332, 53502, 55633, 57708, 62608, 65400, 65709, 67533, 67634, 67635, 69238, 69555, 70547, 72802, 73850, 76571, 84223, 84225
Mesier's Lith.   55633, 55634
Mesnard, H. W. Atlas of Huron County, Ohio (1891)   35021
Mesnard, L. B.   35021
Mespelbrunn, Theodoricum, 1545-1617 SEE Mespelbrunn, Julius Echter von, 1545-1617   70390
Mespelbrunn, Julius Echter von, 1545-1617   7671, 25906, 57333, 70390
Message on California & New Mexico   15238
Messageries Hachette (Firm)   63215
Messain, capitaine   49250
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Messana, urbs est Sicilie maxima ...  46149
Messbare Welten : die erstaunliche Karriere des Aarauers Ferdinand Rudolf Hassler (1770-1843) in den USA / Hans R. Degen  33634
Messenger, Charles  7299, 84666
Messenger, Janet Graveline  73331
Messenia, Gulf of (Greece) - Maps - 1528  46145
Messent, Claude J. W. (Claude John Wilson)  73401
Messer Niccolò, d. ca. 1395  SEE Zeno, Niccolò, d. ca. 1395  85316
Messerer, Otto  1357
Messeschmidt, d. 1930  10387
Messico, America Centrale, ed Antille / G. Russo del. ; V. Russo inc. ; L. Russo scr.  46341
Messina  46147, 46148, 46158
Messina ; Gesigt van de stadt Messina op Sicilia  46159
Messina (Italy) - Maps - 1567  46146
Messina (Italy) - Maps - 1590  46147
Messina (Italy) - Maps - 1600  46148
Messina (Italy) - Maps - 1620  46149
Messina (Italy) - Maps - 1680 - Pictorial works  70044
Messina (Italy) - Maps - 1682  70045
Messina (Italy) - Maps - 1689 - Pictorial works  46150
Messina (Italy) - Maps - 1700  70049
Messina (Italy) - Maps - 1728 - Harbor  45860
Messina (Italy) - Maps - 1740 - Fortification  46151
Messina (Italy) - Maps - 1744 - Harbors  46152
Messina (Italy) - Maps - 1753 - Harbors - Nautical charts  46153
Messina (Italy) - Maps - 1771 - Harbors - Nautical charts  46154
Messina (Italy) - Maps - 1785 - Fortification  46155
Messina (Italy) - Maps - 1840 - Pictorial works  46156
Messina (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1569  46157
Messina (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1632  46158
Messina (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1705  38820
Messina, metropoli della Sicilia  46150
Messina (Sicily) - Maps - 1720  46159
Messina (Sicily) - Maps - 1720 - Pictorial works  46159
Messina (Sicily) - Pictorial works - 1617  46160
Messina, Strait of (Italy) - Maps - 1806 - Nautical charts  45886
Messina, Strait of (Italy) - Maps - 1872  38947
Messina, Strait of (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1617  46160
Messinger, John  15012
Messinger, John, 1771-1846  35391, 35479, 35499, 35501, 35502, 35505
Messmacher, Miguel  46257, 46258
Messmer, J. N.  9694
Messmer, Karl  9694
Messner, J.  23625
Messrs. Mount & Page (Firm), fl. 1781 - 1784  2151, 2164, 3728, 3813, 11798, 12574, 15839, 16572, 16702, 18654, 19327, 22496, 33660, 34001, 34598, 45528, 47593, 53877, 55837, 56909, 56910, 65816, 67971, 68182, 68242, 68703, 68865, 70476, 71319, 75237, 75374
Mestdagh, C. N. J. de Vey  SEE Vey Mestdagh, C. N. J. de  8846
Mészáros, Viktor  34990
Metadata  18747, 18748
Metai, Kaitara  12999
The metamorphosis of Cairo  15110
Metcalfe, Priascilla  42696
Metcalfe, Simon  18725
Meteline (Lesbos Island, Greece)  SEE Mytilene (Lesbos Island, Greece)  52038
Metelka, Jindrich, 1854-1921  7611, 17663, 17664
Metellus, J. N.  10507
Metellus, Johannes  4212
Meteor automatic map of England, Scotland & Wales  14506
Meteorographica or methods of mapping weather  8149
Meteorological essays  7790
Meteorological instruments - Exhibitions  46161
Meteorology - 1670  28964
Meteorology - Antarctica - Maps - 1910-1913  2103
Meteorology / by G.C. Simpson  2103
Meteorology - Maps - 1845-1848  9730
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<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Call Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A Method for dating early books and prints using image analysis</td>
<td>22845</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Method for producing shaded relief from areal slope data</td>
<td>69908</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Method used in England in the fifteenth century for taking the attitude of a steeple or inaccessible object</td>
<td>73525</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Méthode abrégée &amp; facile pour géographie: Crozat</td>
<td>9164, 9200, 9272, 9290, 29065, 29082, 29130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Méthode abrégée pour apprendre géographie</td>
<td>9337</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Méthode histoire. atlas</td>
<td>9145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Méthode pour étudier la géographie. Où l'on donne une description exacte de l'univers, formée sur les observations de l'Académie Royale des sciences, &amp; sur les auteurs originaires. Avec un discours préliminaire sur l'étude de cette science, &amp; un catalogue</td>
<td>29015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>La Méthode structurale des recherches sur l'évolution de la carte comme moyen de transmission des informations</td>
<td>18116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methods and aids in geography for use of teachers</td>
<td>30484</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methods of teaching geography: notes of lessons / by Lucret Crocker</td>
<td>30866</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methone (Greece) - History - Siege, 1500-1552 - Pictorial works</td>
<td>46165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methone (Greece) - Maps - 1572 - Military operations</td>
<td>46166, 46167</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methone (Greece) - Maps - 1572 - Naval operations - Manuscripts</td>
<td>115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methone (Greece) - Maps - 1682 - Pictorial works</td>
<td>63470</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methone (Greece) - Maps - 1689</td>
<td>46169</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methone (Greece) - Maps - 1753 - Harbors - Nautical charts</td>
<td>46170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methone (Greece) - Maps - 1771 - Harbors - Nautical charts</td>
<td>46171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methone (Greece) - Pictorial works - 1500-1552</td>
<td>46165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methone (Greece) - Pictorial works - 1572 - Naval operations</td>
<td>46172</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Méthone (Greece) - Pictorial works - 1620</td>
<td>46173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methoneus, Joannes Dominicus, fl. 1525-1558 SEE Zorzi, Giovanni Demenico, fl. 1525-1558</td>
<td>85337</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methuen &amp; Co. 8359, 12062, 12268, 12491, 14088, 14089, 14092, 14637, 14641, 14804, 14807, 15773, 19162, 19343, 22194, 22199, 22561, 23321, 23505, 23739, 23743, 23746, 24062, 25366, 25377, 25379, 25641, 25642, 26442, 26786, 28044, 32207, 33450, 33453, 33880, 33886, 38211, 38212, 38419, 38551, 38566, 40596, 40603, 41491, 41564, 41817, 42135, 42604, 44297, 45756, 49149, 51268, 51783, 53587, 57195, 57197, 57257, 58780, 58936, 59714, 60151, 62491, 62514, 63146, 63203, 63207, 67263, 67273, 67274, 70000, 70007, 70082, 70305, 73115, 73144, 73322, 73323, 73400, 73402, 73403, 73404, 73408, 73418, 73499, 73504, 73613, 75046, 80706, 80745, 80760, 80883, 81701, 81717, 82996, 82998, 83689, 85113</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Métileme Island (Greece) SEE Lesbos Island (Greece)</td>
<td>41886</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Métis - Canada - Maps - 1885 - Wars</td>
<td>16061</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metis Indians SEE Métis</td>
<td>16061</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metius, Adriaan, 1570-1635</td>
<td>7770</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metlatoyuca Region (Mexico) - Maps - 1500-1599 - Manuscripts - Slides</td>
<td>34785</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metodo costruttivi ed errori nelle carte da navigare (A proposito di un gruppo di Carte della Biblioteca Olschki)</td>
<td>52740</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metodo per studiare la geografia</td>
<td>29006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metoula-Übersicht (Series)</td>
<td>25516</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metric system - United States</td>
<td>46174</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metro de Paris (France) SEE Métropolitan de Paris</td>
<td>26265</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Le Metro de Paris (Paris subway map) : jigsaw puzzle</td>
<td>63255</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metro Gas SEE Standard Oil Company of New York</td>
<td>56289</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metro maps of the world</td>
<td>20889</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metro Stations, Inc. (Olean, N.Y.)</td>
<td>56268, 56289</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<tbody>
<tr>
<td>México a través de los mapas</td>
<td>18126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico Airlines - Timetables - 1972</td>
<td>46190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico and Central America</td>
<td>46387</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico and Central America / American Automobile Association</td>
<td>46567</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico and Central America / by W. Hughes, F.R.G.S.</td>
<td>46378</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico and Central America tourguide map / Gulf</td>
<td>46572, 46577, 46585, 46588</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico and Guatemala : shewing the position of the mines</td>
<td>18972</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico and Guatimala</td>
<td>46342</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico and internal provinces</td>
<td>46329, 46334</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico and lower California road maps</td>
<td>46562</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico. Archivo General de la Nación SEE Archivo General de la Nación (Mexico)</td>
<td>18122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico as it was in 1521</td>
<td>46253</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico-atlas</td>
<td>34867</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>México : atlas de carreteras</td>
<td>46599</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico. Automobile Association SEE Asociación Mexicana Automovilística</td>
<td>46627</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico : Baja California / International Travel Maps ... a division of ITMB Publishing Ltd.</td>
<td>11454</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico - Boundaries - Mexico - Maps - Collections - Slides</td>
<td>76077</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico - Boundaries - United States</td>
<td>46359</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico - Boundaries - United States - Maps - 1848</td>
<td>46358, 46359</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico - Boundaries - United States - Maps - 1850</td>
<td>68471</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico - Boundaries - United States - Maps - 1855</td>
<td>72229</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico - Boundaries - United States - Maps - 1857</td>
<td>46369</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico / by J. Arrowsmith</td>
<td>46338</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico by motor</td>
<td>46518</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico by motor / AAA</td>
<td>46551</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico, California and Texas</td>
<td>46365</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico - Census, 1930 - Maps - Indians</td>
<td>46517</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico, Central America / American Oil Company</td>
<td>46580, 46584</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico, Central America &amp; West Indies / constructed &amp; engraved by W. &amp; A.K. Johnston Limited, geographers, engravers &amp; printers, Edinburgh</td>
<td>46532</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico / [Central Intelligence Agency]</td>
<td>46575</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Mexico City, 1555]</td>
<td>46202</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Mexico City and the Gulf of Mexico]</td>
<td>46193, 46194, 46195, 46196, 46197, 46198</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico City, Battle of, 1847 - Manuscripts</td>
<td>46225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico City, Battle of, Mexico City, Mexico, 1847</td>
<td>46629</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico City Metro SEE Sistema de Transporte Colectivo (Mexico)</td>
<td>46219</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico City (Mexico) - Historical geography - Maps - 1500-1599 - Indians</td>
<td>46264, 46265</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico City (Mexico) - Historical geography - Maps - 1519</td>
<td>46191</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico City (Mexico) - History - Pictorial works - 1519</td>
<td>46223</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico City (Mexico) - History - Pictorial works - 1671</td>
<td>46192</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico City (Mexico) - Maps - 1500-1599</td>
<td>46265</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico City (Mexico) - Maps - 1500-1599 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>46264</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico City (Mexico) - Maps - 1524</td>
<td>46193, 46194, 46195, 46196, 46197, 46198</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico City (Mexico) - Maps - 1528</td>
<td>46199, 46200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico City (Mexico) - Maps - 1550 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>46201</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico City (Mexico) - Maps - 1555</td>
<td>46202</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico City (Mexico) - Maps - 1556</td>
<td>46203</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico City (Mexico) - Maps - 1564</td>
<td>83918</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico City (Mexico) - Maps - 1565 - Landowners - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>36690</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico City (Mexico) - Maps - 1569</td>
<td>46204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico City (Mexico) - Maps - 1612 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>46205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico City (Mexico) - Maps - 1620</td>
<td>46206</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico City (Mexico) - Maps - 1671 - Pictorial works</td>
<td>46207</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico City (Mexico) - Maps - 1732 - Pictorial works</td>
<td>81595</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico City (Mexico) - Maps - 1737 - Pictorial works</td>
<td>57512</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico City (Mexico) - Maps - 1745</td>
<td>16561</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico City (Mexico) - Maps - 1777 - Pictorial works</td>
<td>46208</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico City (Mexico) - Maps - 1782</td>
<td>46209</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico City (Mexico) - Maps - 1847</td>
<td>46210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico City (Mexico) - Maps - 1860 - Pictorial works</td>
<td>46211</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico City (Mexico) - Maps - 1885</td>
<td>46407</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico City (Mexico) - Maps - 1916</td>
<td>46481</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico City (Mexico) - Maps - 1925</td>
<td>46490</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico City (Mexico) - Maps - 1927 - Railroads</td>
<td>46493</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico City (Mexico) - Maps - 1932 - Pictorial maps</td>
<td>46212</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mexico City (Mexico)</th>
<th>Maps</th>
<th>1935</th>
<th>Road maps</th>
<th>46509, 46513</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mexico City (Mexico)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1936</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>46515</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico City (Mexico)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1937</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>46520, 46521, 46522</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico City (Mexico)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1938</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>46213</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico City (Mexico)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1942</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>46356, 74857</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico City (Mexico)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1946</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>77868</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico City (Mexico)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1948</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>82465</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico City (Mexico)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1954</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>46214</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico City (Mexico)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1955</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>46554</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico City (Mexico)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1960</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>46561</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico City (Mexico)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1960-1969</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>46215</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico City (Mexico)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1962</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>46526, 46564</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico City (Mexico)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1963</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>46565</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico City (Mexico)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1966</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>46569, 46570</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico City (Mexico)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1967</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>46216, 46573, 46574</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico City (Mexico)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1968</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>46578, 46579</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico City (Mexico)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1973</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>46589, 46590</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico City (Mexico)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1974</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>46593</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico City (Mexico)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1987</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>46217</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico City (Mexico)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1992</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>46218</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico City (Mexico)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1994</td>
<td>Local transit</td>
<td>46219</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico City (Mexico)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1994</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>46219</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico City (Mexico)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>Collections, 1500-1699</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>46220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico City (Mexico)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>Collections, 1500-1929</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>46221</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico City (Mexico)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>Collections, 1587-1890</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>46222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico City (Mexico). Metro SEE Sistema de Transporte Colectivo (Mexico)</td>
<td>46219</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico City (Mexico). Pictorial maps</td>
<td>1932</td>
<td>24696</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico City (Mexico). Pictorial works</td>
<td>1519</td>
<td>46223</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico City (Mexico). Pictorial works</td>
<td>1741</td>
<td>46224</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico City (Mexico). Sistema de Transporte Colectivo SEE Sistema de Transporte Colectivo (Mexico)</td>
<td>46219</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico City Region (Mexico)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1811</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>46322</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico City Region (Mexico)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1815</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>46326</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico City Region (Mexico)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1847</td>
<td>Fortification - Manuscripts</td>
<td>46225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico City Region (Mexico)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1863</td>
<td>Fortification - Manuscripts</td>
<td>46225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico City Region (Mexico)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1886</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>46390</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico City Region (Mexico)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1922</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>46486</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico City Region (Mexico)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1930</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>46499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico City Region (Mexico)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1935</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>46509, 46513, 77614</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico City Region (Mexico)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1936</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>46515</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico City Region (Mexico)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1937</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>46520, 46521, 46522</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico City Region (Mexico)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1938</td>
<td>Pictorial maps</td>
<td>46527</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico City Region (Mexico)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1938</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>46525</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico City Region (Mexico)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1939</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>46529</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico City Region (Mexico)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1942</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>46536</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico City Region (Mexico)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1946</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>46541, 82421</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico City Region (Mexico)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1949</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>77940</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico City Region (Mexico)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1955</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>46555</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico City Region (Mexico)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1956</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>46556</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico City Region (Mexico)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1957</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>46558</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico City Region (Mexico)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1962</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>46564</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico City Region (Mexico)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1963</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>46565</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico City Region (Mexico)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1964</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>46567</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico City Region (Mexico)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1966</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>46569, 46570</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico City Region (Mexico)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1967</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>46216, 46573, 46574</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico City Region (Mexico)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1968</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>46578, 46579</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico City Region (Mexico)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1972</td>
<td>Pictorial maps</td>
<td>46226</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico City Region (Mexico)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1973</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>46589, 46590</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico City Region (Mexico)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1974</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>46593</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico City Region (Mexico)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1992</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>46218</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico City Region (Mexico)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1994</td>
<td>Local transit</td>
<td>46219</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico City Region (Mexico)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1994</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>46219</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mexico City routes for entering and leaving  46213
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Mexico. Comisión Nacional para el Desarrollo de los Pueblos Indígenas 46303
México. Comisión Pesquisidora de la Frontera del Norte 66858
México. Comisión Pesquisidora de la Frontera del Norte. Informe de la Comisión Pesquisidora de la Frontera del Norte al ejecutivo de la union sobre depredaciones de los indios y otros males que sufre la frontera mexicana (1874) 21119, 21120, 46284, 46285, 66858
Mexico, Cuba, & Central America 46382
Mexico. Departamento de Asuntos Indígenas 46517
Mexico. Departamento de la Estadística Nacional 46495, 46496
Mexico. Departamento de Petróleo 46570
Mexico. Departamento de Turismo 46570
Mexico - Description and travel - 1930 46227
Mexico - Description and travel - 1955 46228
Mexico - Description and travel - 1966 46229
Mexico, Dirección de Geografía, Meteorología e Hidrología 46557
Mexico, Dirección General de Estadística 46495, 46496, 46498
Mexico. Dirección geografía 46540
Mexico - Discovery and exploration - Spanish - 1613-1623 1501
México, Distrito Federal y Morelos: indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide... = Mapa de bolsillo... 23661
Mexico, from the latest federal, postal and transportation surveys... 46481
Mexico - Geography - 1941 46534
Mexico - Geography - 1949 46548
Mexico - Geography - 1982 46257, 46258
Mexico & Guatemala 46340, 46355, 46363
Mexico, Guatemala, and the West Indies 46344
Mexico & Guatemala 46337
Mexico, Gulf of - Boundaries - Maps - 1724 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 16549
Mexico, Gulf of - Boundaries - Maps - 1726 - Manuscripts 16550
Mexico, Gulf of - Boundaries - Maps - 1729 - Manuscripts 16552
Mexico, Gulf of - Boundaries - Maps - 1731 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 16553
Mexico, Gulf of - Manuscript maps - Bibliography - 1519-1836 33161, 33162
Mexico, Gulf of - Manuscript maps - Bibliography - 1600-1799 57324
Mexico, Gulf of - Manuscript maps - Collections, 1500-1799 - Slides 18121
Mexico, Gulf of - Maps 28589
Mexico, Gulf of - Maps - 1524 46193, 46194, 46195, 46196, 46197, 46198
Mexico, Gulf of - Maps - 1600-1699 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 46230, 46231
Mexico, Gulf of - Maps - 1602 - Coasts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 55235
Mexico, Gulf of - Maps - 1633 15808
Mexico, Gulf of - Maps - 1647 46232
Mexico, Gulf of - Maps - 1665 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 71264
Mexico, Gulf of - Maps - 1667 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 16533
Mexico, Gulf of - Maps - 1690-1699 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 46233
Mexico, Gulf of - Maps - 1696 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 46234
Mexico, Gulf of - Maps - 1699 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 50566
Mexico, Gulf of - Maps - 1700-1799 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 46235, 46236, 46237
Mexico, Gulf of - Maps - 1701 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 57439
Mexico, Gulf of - Maps - 1703 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 33166
Mexico, Gulf of - Maps - 1703 - Nautical charts 46238
Mexico, Gulf of - Maps - 1708 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 46239
Mexico, Gulf of - Maps - 1716 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 57478, 71278, 71279
Mexico, Gulf of - Maps - 1720 16548
Mexico, Gulf of - Maps - 1720 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 71280
Mexico, Gulf of - Maps - 1724 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 16549
Mexico, Gulf of - Maps - 1725 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 71282
Mexico, Gulf of - Maps - 1726 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts 16550
Mexico, Gulf of - Maps - 1729 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts 16552
Mexico, Gulf of - Maps - 1731 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 16553
Mexico, Gulf of - Maps - 1735 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 81597
Mexico, Gulf of - Maps - 1737 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 81598
Mexico, Gulf of - Maps - 1742 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 46240
Mexico, Gulf of - Maps - 1745 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 16559, 16560
Mexico, Gulf of - Maps - 1746 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 81599
Mexico, Gulf of - Maps - 1747 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts 81601
Mexico, Gulf of - Maps - 1759 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 46241
Mexico, Gulf of - Maps - 1766 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 46242
Mexico, Gulf of - Maps - 1769 - Manuscripts 16565
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Call Numbers</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mexico, Gulf of - Maps</td>
<td>1778 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>46243, 46244</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico, Gulf of - Maps</td>
<td>1780</td>
<td>16570, 81619</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico, Gulf of - Maps</td>
<td>1780 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>46245, 46246</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico, Gulf of - Maps</td>
<td>1782 - Manuscripts</td>
<td>16571</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico, Gulf of - Maps</td>
<td>1782 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts</td>
<td>16571</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico, Gulf of - Maps</td>
<td>1784 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>16573, 33184</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico, Gulf of - Maps</td>
<td>1794 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>71323</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico, Gulf of - Maps</td>
<td>1797</td>
<td>24090</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico, Gulf of - Maps</td>
<td>1797 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>46247</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico, Gulf of - Maps</td>
<td>1798</td>
<td>18959</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico, Gulf of - Maps</td>
<td>1798-1801 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>81632</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico, Gulf of - Maps</td>
<td>1799 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>16577</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico, Gulf of - Maps</td>
<td>1800-1899 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>46248, 46249</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico, Gulf of - Maps</td>
<td>1803 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>46250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico, Gulf of - Maps</td>
<td>1804 - Coasts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>46251</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico, Gulf of - Maps</td>
<td>1852</td>
<td>16590, 16591</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico, Gulf of - Maps</td>
<td>1907 - Coasts</td>
<td>46252</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico, Gulf of - Maps</td>
<td>1975 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>78709</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico, Gulf of - Maps</td>
<td>1976 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>78732</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico, Gulf of - Maps</td>
<td>1979 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>78797</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico, Gulf of - Maps</td>
<td>Ocean currents</td>
<td>1780</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico - Historical geography - Maps</td>
<td>1500-1599 - Indians</td>
<td>11365, 46264, 46265</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico - Historical geography - Maps</td>
<td>1519-1526</td>
<td>22256, 22257</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico - Historical geography - Maps</td>
<td>1521</td>
<td>46253</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico - Historical geography - Maps</td>
<td>1540-1810</td>
<td>46254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico - Historical geography - Maps</td>
<td>1759</td>
<td>46289</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico - Historical geography - Maps</td>
<td>1800 - Indians</td>
<td>46303</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico - Historical geography - Maps</td>
<td>1800 - Indians - Land tenure</td>
<td>46303</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico - Historical geography - Maps</td>
<td>1847</td>
<td>46255, 46629, 46630</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico - Historical geography - Maps</td>
<td>1933 - Pictorial maps</td>
<td>16599</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico - Historical geography - Maps</td>
<td>1940 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>46256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico - Historical geography - Maps</td>
<td>1972</td>
<td>46587</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico - Historical geography - Maps</td>
<td>1975</td>
<td>46594</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico - Historical geography - Maps</td>
<td>1982</td>
<td>46257, 46258</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico - Historical geography - Maps</td>
<td>1984</td>
<td>46259</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico - Historical geography - Maps</td>
<td>2004</td>
<td>16881</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico - Historical geography - Maps - Collections, 1500-1799</td>
<td>46606, 46607</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico - Historical geography - Pictorial works - Collections, 1500-1799</td>
<td>46606, 46607</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico - History - 1737</td>
<td>1517</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico - History - 1850-1905</td>
<td>65208</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico - History - Chronology - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1842</td>
<td>76314</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico - History - Conquest, 1519-1540</td>
<td>46260, 65207</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico - History - Conquest, 1519-1540 - Maps - 1759</td>
<td>46289</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico - History - European Intervention, 1861-1867 - Manuscripts</td>
<td>46225</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico - History - Revolution, 1910-1920</td>
<td>46261</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico - History - Revolution, 1910-1920 - Mexico</td>
<td>46262</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico - Imperial del Gobierno</td>
<td>46266, 46291</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico - Indian cartography</td>
<td>11364, 46263, 51169, 68825</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico. Inst Antropología</td>
<td>6187</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico. Inst Estadística</td>
<td>7127, 7199</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico. Instituto Mexicano de Investigaciones Económicas</td>
<td>46563</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico. Int Boundary Com</td>
<td>5537</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico / Issued for Seguros Tepeyac S.A.J</td>
<td>46565, 46573</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico-Laredo Highway SEE Carretera Federal 85 (Mexico)</td>
<td>46522</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico : map of the Mexican Central Railway and connections</td>
<td>46480</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico : mapa de caminos / Servicio California Standard, California Standard Oil Co. de Mexico = Mexico road map / California Standard service, California Standard Oil Co. de Mexico</td>
<td>46522</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico: mapa de las lineas del Ferrocarril Central y conexiones</td>
<td>46383</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico : mapa turistico de carreteras = Mexico : tourist road map / elaborado por la Secretaria de Obras Publicas con la colaboracion de Secretaria de Comunicaciones y Transportes, Departamento de Turismo y Petroleos Mexicanos, 1965</td>
<td>46570</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico - Maps</td>
<td>1500-1599</td>
<td>46265</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico - Maps</td>
<td>1500-1599 - Indians - Land Tenure - Manuscripts</td>
<td>46163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico - Maps</td>
<td>1500-1599 - Indians - Land Tenure - Maps, Manuscript</td>
<td>68839</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico - Maps</td>
<td>1500-1599 - Indians - Manuscripts</td>
<td>44721, 74487</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Mexico - Maps - 1500-1599 - Indians - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 46370, 46371
Mexico - Maps - 1500-1599 - Indians - Manuscripts - Slides 34785
Mexico - Maps - 1500-1599 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 46264
Mexico - Maps - 1519-1540 - Indians - History 65207
Mexico - Maps - 1541-1770 - Coasts - Nautical charts 46266
Mexico - Maps - 1569 - Indians - Land Tenure - Manuscripts 68840
Mexico - Maps - 1570 - Ecclesiastical geography 46267
Mexico - Maps - 1570 - Indians - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 75376
Mexico - Maps - 1570 - Indians - Missions 46267
Mexico - Maps - 1579-1588 46268
Mexico - Maps - 1579-1606 46269
Mexico - Maps - 1585 - Harbors - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 46270
Mexico - Maps - 1588 64260
Mexico - Maps - 1599 70394
Mexico - Maps - 1602 - Coasts 15214
Mexico - Maps - 1606 64261
Mexico - Maps - 1612 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 46205
Mexico - Maps - 1613-1623 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 57338
Mexico - Maps - 1650-1750 57359
Mexico - Maps - 1655 46271
Mexico - Maps - 1656 46272, 46273, 46274, 57362, 57363
Mexico - Maps - 1660 57365
Mexico - Maps - 1671 46275
Mexico - Maps - 1679 11441
Mexico - Maps - 1692-1697 46276
Mexico - Maps - 1698 18957
Mexico - Maps - 1700-1799 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 46277, 46278
Mexico - Maps - 1701 46279
Mexico - Maps - 1703 16544, 57452, 57453
Mexico - Maps - 1708 57463
Mexico - Maps - 1709 76429
Mexico - Maps - 1710 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 46280
Mexico - Maps - 1720 46281, 46282, 76438
Mexico - Maps - 1722 57494, 57495
Mexico - Maps - 1725 72244
Mexico - Maps - 1745 57531, 57532, 57533
Mexico - Maps - 1747 46286, 46287
Mexico - Maps - 1747 - Indians - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 46284, 46285
Mexico - Maps - 1747 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 46283, 46284, 46285
Mexico - Maps - 1747 - Missions - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 46284, 46285
Mexico - Maps - 1752 46288
Mexico - Maps - 1759 46289
Mexico - Maps - 1765 46290, 72246
Mexico - Maps - 1769 46291
Mexico - Maps - 1770 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 46292
Mexico - Maps - 1771 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 72247
Mexico - Maps - 1777 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 81748
Mexico - Maps - 1778 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 46293
Mexico - Maps - 1779 46294
Mexico - Maps - 1779 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 46295
Mexico - Maps - 1780 46296, 46297
Mexico - Maps - 1783 57642, 57643, 57644
Mexico - Maps - 1788 46298, 46299
Mexico - Maps - 1790 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 46300
Mexico - Maps - 1793-1794 - Nautical charts 70482, 70483
Mexico - Maps - 1994 - Coasts - Manuscripts 46301
Mexico - Maps - 1794 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 71323
Mexico - Maps - 1796 - Coasts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 62535
Mexico - Maps - 1796 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 46302
Mexico - Maps - 1800 - Indians - Land tenure 46303
Mexico - Maps - 1802 46304
Mexico - Maps - 1804 46305, 46306
Mexico - Maps - 1807-1811 - Road maps 46307, 46308
Mexico - Maps - 1807-1811 - Trails 46307, 46308
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Call Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mexico - Maps - 1810</td>
<td>46309, 46310</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico - Maps - 1811</td>
<td>46311, 46315, 46316, 46318, 46319, 46320, 46321, 46322</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico - Maps - 1811 - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc.</td>
<td>46312, 46313, 46314</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico - Maps - 1811 - Mines and mineral resources</td>
<td>46319, 46320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico - Maps - 1811 - Road maps</td>
<td>46317</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico - Maps - 1814</td>
<td>46324, 46325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico - Maps - 1814-1834</td>
<td>46323</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico - Maps - 1815</td>
<td>46326</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico - Maps - 1818</td>
<td>46327, 72249</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico - Maps - 1821 - Administrative and political divisions</td>
<td>46328</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico - Maps - 1822</td>
<td>46329, 46330, 76593</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico - Maps - 1823</td>
<td>46331</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico - Maps - 1825</td>
<td>46332</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico - Maps - 1826</td>
<td>46333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico - Maps - 1827</td>
<td>46334</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico - Maps - 1828</td>
<td>46335</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico - Maps - 1829</td>
<td>46336</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico - Maps - 1831</td>
<td>46337</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico - Maps - 1832</td>
<td>46338</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico - Maps - 1833</td>
<td>46339</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico - Maps - 1834</td>
<td>46340</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico - Maps - 1835</td>
<td>76651</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico - Maps - 1836</td>
<td>46341</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico - Maps - 1839</td>
<td>76666</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico - Maps - 1839 - Coasts</td>
<td>62557</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico - Maps - 1840</td>
<td>46342, 46343</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico - Maps - 1841</td>
<td>46344, 46345, 74522, 74523, 74524</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico - Maps - 1842</td>
<td>18971, 46346, 72250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico - Maps - 1843 - Physiographic provinces</td>
<td>76693</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico - Maps - 1844</td>
<td>18972</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico - Maps - 1845</td>
<td>46347, 46348, 57743</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico - Maps - 1846</td>
<td>46349, 46350, 46351, 46352, 46353, 46354, 76718</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico - Maps - 1846 - Mines and mineral resources</td>
<td>18972</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico - Maps - 1847</td>
<td>46185, 46210, 46255, 46355, 46356, 46357, 46358, 46359, 46360, 46630, 55243, 76720</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico - Maps - 1848</td>
<td>46362, 55247, 81808</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico - Maps - 1848 - Fortification</td>
<td>46361</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico - Maps - 1849</td>
<td>72227, 72254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico - Maps - 1850</td>
<td>46186, 46363, 81816</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico - Maps - 1850-1905 - Indians</td>
<td>65208</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico - Maps - 1850 - Boundaries - United States</td>
<td>21681</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico - Maps - 1851</td>
<td>46364, 46365</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico - Maps - 1852</td>
<td>72255</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico - Maps - 1853</td>
<td>46366</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico - Maps - 1855</td>
<td>46367, 76771</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico - Maps - 1855 - Archaeology - Manuscripts</td>
<td>85236</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico - Maps - 1855 - Indians - Manuscripts</td>
<td>85236</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico - Maps - 1856</td>
<td>76774</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico - Maps - 1857</td>
<td>46368, 46369</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico - Maps - 1858</td>
<td>46370, 46371</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico - Maps - 1859</td>
<td>46372</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico - Maps - 1859 - Silver mines and mining</td>
<td>28505</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico - Maps - 1860</td>
<td>46373</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico - Maps - 1861</td>
<td>76802, 76803, 76804</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico - Maps - 1862</td>
<td>76809</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico - Maps - 1863</td>
<td>46374, 76812</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico - Maps - 1864</td>
<td>46375, 46376</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico - Maps - 1864 - Indians - Language and languages</td>
<td>46377</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico - Maps - 1866</td>
<td>46378</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico - Maps - 1867</td>
<td>46379</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico - Maps - 1869</td>
<td>76835, 81857</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico - Maps - 1873 - Landowners</td>
<td>66858</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico - Maps - 1874</td>
<td>46380, 46381</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico - Maps - 1877 - Railroads</td>
<td>76871</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico - Maps - 1883</td>
<td>46382</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Mexico - Maps - 1884 - Railroads 46383, 46384, 46385, 46386
Mexico - Maps - 1884 - Railroads - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. 46383
Mexico - Maps - 1885 46387, 46388
Mexico - Maps - 1885 (Provisional Heading) 46389
Mexico - Maps - 1885 - Railroads 76923
Mexico - Maps - 1886 46390
Mexico - Maps - 1886 (Provisional Heading) 46391
Mexico - Maps - 1886 - Railroads 81916
Mexico - Maps - 1887 46392
Mexico - Maps - 1887 - Railroads 46393, 76934, 76935, 76936
Mexico - Maps - 1888 - Railroads 46394
Mexico - Maps - 1889 76952
Mexico - Maps - 1889 - Railroads 46395, 72280, 76953
Mexico - Maps - 1890 (Provisional Heading) 46396
Mexico - Maps - 1890 - Railroads 46397, 46398, 72288
Mexico - Maps - 1891 - Railroads 46399, 46400, 46401, 72293
Mexico - Maps - 1892 - Railroads 46402, 46403, 46404
Mexico - Maps - 1893 76986, 76989, 76990
Mexico - Maps - 1893 - Railroads 46405, 46406
Mexico - Maps - 1894 46407
Mexico - Maps - 1894 - Railroads 46408, 46409, 46410
Mexico - Maps - 1895 46411
Mexico - Maps - 1895 - Railroads 46412, 46413, 46414, 46415
Mexico - Maps - 1896 - Railroads 46416, 46417
Mexico - Maps - 1897 - Railroads 46418, 46419, 46420, 46421
Mexico - Maps - 1898 - Railroads 46422, 46423, 46424
Mexico - Maps - 1899 46425, 46426
Mexico - Maps - 1899 - Railroads 46427, 46428, 46429, 77030
Mexico - Maps - 1900 - Railroads 46430, 46431, 46432, 77040
Mexico - Maps - 1901 - Railroads 46433, 46434, 46435, 46436, 77049, 77050
Mexico - Maps - 1902 - Railroads 46437, 46438, 46439, 72342, 72343
Mexico - Maps - 1903-1906 - Railroads 46440
Mexico - Maps - 1903-1907 - Railroads 46441
Mexico - Maps - 1903-1908 - Railroads 46442
Mexico - Maps - 1903 - Railroads 46443, 46444, 72350, 77060
Mexico - Maps - 1904 - Railroads 46445, 46446, 46447, 72358
Mexico - Maps - 1905 - Railroads 46448, 46449, 46450
Mexico - Maps - 1906 - Railroads 46451, 46452, 46453, 72373
Mexico - Maps - 1907 46454
Mexico - Maps - 1907 - Railroads 46455, 46456, 46457, 72379
Mexico - Maps - 1908 35668
Mexico - Maps - 1908 - Railroads 46458, 46459, 72387
Mexico - Maps - 1909 46460, 46461
Mexico - Maps - 1909 - Railroads 46463, 46464
Mexico - Maps - 1909 - Railroads - Indexes 46462
Mexico - Maps - 1910-1919 46465
Mexico - Maps - 1910 (Provisional Heading) 46466, 46467
Mexico - Maps - 1910 - Railroads 32694, 46468, 46469, 82119, 82120, 82121, 82122
Mexico - Maps - 1911 46470
Mexico - Maps - 1911 - Railroads 32695, 46471, 46472, 82131, 82132
Mexico - Maps - 1912 - Railroads 32697, 46473, 46474, 82145
Mexico - Maps - 1913 46261
Mexico - Maps - 1913 - Railroads 46475, 82151
Mexico - Maps - 1914 46262, 46476
Mexico - Maps - 1914 - Railroads 46477, 82157
Mexico - Maps - 1915 - Indians - Language and languages 46478
Mexico - Maps - 1915 - Language and languages 46479
Mexico - Maps - 1915 - Railroads 46480, 82163
Mexico - Maps - 1916 46481
Mexico - Maps - 1916 - Railroads 82170
Mexico - Maps - 1917 - Railroads 82179
Mexico - Maps - 1919 70637
Mexico - Maps - 1919 - Railroads 46482, 82186
Mexico - Maps - 1920-1929 - Railroads 72426
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Mexico - Maps - 1920 - Railroads 46483, 77238
Mexico - Maps - 1920 - Railroads - Freight and freightage - Rates 72428
Mexico - Maps - 1921 - Railroads 46484, 77246
Mexico - Maps - 1922 - 16597, 41692, 41693
Mexico - Maps - 1922-1940 41690
Mexico - Maps - 1922 - Railroads 46485, 77261
Mexico - Maps - 1922 - Road maps 46486, 77267
Mexico - Maps - 1923 - 46487
Mexico - Maps - 1923 - Railroads 46488, 77280
Mexico - Maps - 1923 - Road maps 77285
Mexico - Maps - 1924 - Railroads 77298
Mexico - Maps - 1925 - 46489, 46490
Mexico - Maps - 1925 - Railroads 46491, 77311, 77312
Mexico - Maps - 1925 - Road maps 77320
Mexico - Maps - 1926 - 46492
Mexico - Maps - 1926 - Railroads 77338
Mexico - Maps - 1927 - Railroads 46493, 77358
Mexico - Maps - 1928 - 46494
Mexico - Maps - 1928 - Indians - Language and languages 46495, 46496
Mexico - Maps - 1928 - Railroads 77378
Mexico - Maps - 1929 - Archaeology 18992
Mexico - Maps - 1929 - Railroads 77409
Mexico - Maps - 1930 - 46497
Mexico - Maps - 1930-1939 - Indians - Language and languages 46498
Mexico - Maps - 1930 - Railroads 72451, 77469
Mexico - Maps - 1930 - Road maps 46227, 46499, 46500
Mexico - Maps - 1931 - 46501
Mexico - Maps - 1931 - Pictorial maps 46502
Mexico - Maps - 1931 - Railroads 77508
Mexico - Maps - 1932 - Railroads 77534
Mexico - Maps - 1932 - Road maps 2671, 46503
Mexico - Maps - 1933 - 46504
Mexico - Maps - 1933 - Pictorial maps 16599
Mexico - Maps - 1933 - Railroads 77556
Mexico - Maps - 1933 - Road maps 46505, 46506
Mexico - Maps - 1934-1935 - Road maps 24334, 24335, 48891
Mexico - Maps - 1934 - Railroads 77570
Mexico - Maps - 1934 - Road maps 46507, 77557, 77581
Mexico - Maps - 1935 - 46508
Mexico - Maps - 1935 - Railroads 77602
Mexico - Maps - 1935 - Road maps 2657, 2658, 24348, 46509, 46510, 46511, 46512, 46513, 48895, 74706, 77605, 77606, 77607, 77608, 77614, 82291, 82293
Mexico - Maps - 1936 - 46514
Mexico - Maps - 1936 - Railroads 77629
Mexico - Maps - 1936 - Road maps 2673, 2674, 24359, 46515, 46516, 48905, 72483, 74720, 74721, 74722, 74723, 74724, 74727, 74728, 77633, 77634, 77640, 77641, 77642, 82300
Mexico - Maps - 1937 - 51577
Mexico - Maps - 1937 - Indians - Language and languages 46517, 57805
Mexico - Maps - 1937 - Railroads 77657
Mexico - Maps - 1937 - Road maps 2684, 2685, 24367, 46518, 46519, 46520, 46521, 46522, 46523, 61507, 61508, 61509, 61510, 61511, 71875, 74748, 74749, 74764, 74765, 77662, 77663, 77665, 77666
Mexico - Maps - 1938 - 46524
Mexico - Maps - 1938 - Railroads 77682
Mexico - Maps - 1938 - Road maps 2701, 46525, 46526, 46527, 46528, 59922, 71889, 71890, 72503, 74772, 74773, 74774, 74775, 74776, 74800, 74801, 77685, 77686, 77688
Mexico - Maps - 1939-1940 - Road maps 77699
Mexico - Maps - 1939 - Railroads 77707
Mexico - Maps - 1939 - Road maps 2717, 46529, 46530, 46531, 71914, 72507, 74805, 74806, 74820, 77710, 77711, 77712
Mexico - Maps - 1940-1949 46532
Mexico - Maps - 1940-1949 - Road maps 77724
Mexico - Maps - 1940 - Railroads 77735
Mexico - Maps - 1940 - Road maps 46533, 48935, 48936, 48937, 59945, 59946, 59958, 71936, 71937, 72512, 72513, 74824, 74825, 74826, 77739, 77740, 77741, 77742, 77743
Mexico - Maps - 1941 - 46534
Mexico - Maps - 1941 - Railroads 77767
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Mexico - Maps - 1965 46568
Mexico - Maps - 1965 - Airways 78404, 78405, 78406
Mexico - Maps - 1965 - Road maps 72598, 76121, 78415, 78416, 78417, 78418, 78419, 78420, 78421, 78422, 78423, 78424, 78425, 78426, 78427,
78430, 78431, 78432, 78433, 78434, 78435, 78436
Mexico - Maps - 1966 10708
Mexico - Maps - 1966 - Airways 46229
Mexico - Maps - 1966 - Road maps 15637, 18999, 46569, 46570, 78450, 78451, 78452, 78453, 78454, 78455, 78456, 78457, 78458, 78459, 78460,
78461, 78462, 78463, 78464, 78466, 78467, 78468, 78469, 78470
Mexico - Maps - 1967-1968 46571
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78532, 78533, 78535, 78536, 78537, 78538, 78539, 78540, 78541, 78542, 78543
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Mexico - Maps - 1969 - Road maps 16250, 46580, 46581, 78553, 78554, 78555, 78556, 78557, 78558, 78559, 78560, 78561, 78562, 78565, 78566,
78567
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Mexico - Maps - 1970 - Airways 78576, 78577, 78578
Mexico - Maps - 1970 - Road maps 46583, 46584, 46585, 78586, 78587, 78588, 78589, 78590, 78591, 78592, 78593, 78594, 78595, 78596, 78597,
78601
Mexico - Maps - 1971 - Road maps 78624, 78625, 78626, 78627, 78628, 78629, 78630, 78631, 78632
Mexico - Maps - 1972 46586, 46587
Mexico - Maps - 1972 - Airways 46190
Mexico - Maps - 1972 - Road maps 2839, 46588, 78641, 78642, 78643, 78644, 78645, 78646, 78647, 78648, 78651
Mexico - Maps - 1973 - Road maps 23875, 46589, 46590, 78664, 78665, 78666, 78667, 78668, 78669, 78670, 78671, 78672, 78673, 78674, 78675,
78676, 78677, 78678, 78679, 78680, 78681, 78682, 82609
Mexico - Maps - 1974 - Guidebooks 46591
Mexico - Maps - 1974 - Road maps 46592, 46593, 49107, 78688, 78689, 78690, 78691, 78692, 78693, 78694, 78695, 78696, 78697, 78700, 78701,
78702
Mexico - Maps - 1975 46594
Mexico - Maps - 1975-1976 - Road maps 78705, 78706
Mexico - Maps - 1975 - Road maps 2842, 78713, 78714, 78715, 78716, 78717, 78718, 78719, 78720, 78721, 78722, 78723, 78724, 78725
Mexico - Maps - 1976 20547
Mexico - Maps - 1976 - Road maps 46595, 49108, 78736, 78737, 78738, 78739, 78740, 78741, 78742, 78743, 78744, 78745, 78746, 78747, 78748,
78749, 78750, 78754, 78755, 78756
Mexico - Maps - 1977 - Railroads 78762
Mexico - Maps - 1977 - Road maps 78764, 78765, 78766, 78767, 78768, 78769, 78770, 78771, 78772, 78773
Mexico - Maps - 1978 - Road maps 16285, 78776, 78777, 78778, 78779, 78780, 78781, 78782, 78783, 78784, 78785, 78786, 78787, 78788, 78789,
78790, 78791, 78792, 78793, 78794, 78795
Mexico - Maps - 1979 - Nautical charts 15705
Mexico - Maps - 1979 - Road maps 78799, 78800, 78801, 78802, 78803, 78804, 78805, 78806, 78807, 78808, 78809, 78810, 78811, 78812
Mexico - Maps - 1980-1989 46596
Mexico - Maps - 1980 - Road maps 78826, 78827, 78828, 78829, 78830, 78831, 78832, 78833, 78834, 78835
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Mexico - Maps - 1982 46257
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Mexico - Maps - 1983 - Road maps 78879, 78880, 78881, 78882, 78883, 78884, 78885, 78886, 78887, 78888, 78889, 78890, 78891, 78892, 78893,
78894, 78895, 78896, 78897, 78898, 78899
Mexico - Maps - 1984 - Road maps 16289, 78901, 78902, 78903, 78904, 78905, 78906, 78907, 78908, 78909, 78910, 78911, 78912
Mexico - Maps - 1985 - Road maps 78916, 78917, 78918, 78919, 78920, 78921, 78922, 78923, 78924, 78925, 78926, 78927, 78928, 78929, 78930,
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Mexico - Maps - 1986 - Road maps 78935, 78936, 78937, 78938, 78939, 78940, 78941, 78942, 78943
Mexico - Maps - 1987 - Road maps 78946, 78947, 78948, 78949, 78950, 78951, 78952
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Mexico - Maps - 1989 - Guidebooks 46597
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| Mexico - Maps - 1993 - Road maps | 79054, 79055, 79056, 79057, 79058, 79059, 79060, 79061, 79062, 79063, 79064, 79065, 79066, 79067, 79068, 79069, 79070, 79071 |
| Mexico - Maps - 1994 - Road maps | 79078, 79079, 79080, 79081, 79082, 79083, 79084, 79085, 79086, 79087, 79088, 79089, 79090, 79091, 79092, 79093, 79094 |
| Mexico - Maps - 1995 - Road maps | 57837, 79102, 79103, 79104, 79105, 79106, 79107, 79108, 79109, 79110, 79111, 79112, 79113, 79114, 79115, 79116, 79117, 79118, 79120, 79121 |
| Mexico - Maps - 1996 - Road maps | 79125, 79126, 79127, 79128, 79129, 79130, 79131, 79132, 79133, 79134, 79135, 79136, 79137, 79138, 79139, 79140, 79141, 79142, 79143, 79144, 79145, 79146, 79147 |
| Mexico - Maps - 1997 - Road maps | 79151, 79152, 79153, 79154, 79155, 79156, 79157, 79158, 79159, 79160, 79161, 79162, 79163, 79164, 79165 |
| Mexico - Maps - 1998 - Road maps | 79169, 79170, 79171, 79172, 79173, 79174, 79175, 79176 |
| Mexico - Maps - 1999 - Road maps | 79177, 79178, 79179, 79180, 79181, 79182, 79183, 79184, 79185, 79186, 79187, 79188, 79189 |
| Mexico - Maps - 2000 - Road maps | 79195 |
| Mexico - Maps - 2002 - Road maps | 79199 |
| Mexico - Maps - 2003 - Road maps | 79203, 79204, 79205, 79206, 79207, 79208 |
| Mexico - Maps - 2003 - Road maps - Children's maps | 79209 |
| Mexico - Maps - 2004 - Road maps | 79211, 79212, 79213, 79214, 79215, 79216, 79217, 79218 |
| Mexico - Maps - 2005 - Road maps | 79221, 79222, 79223, 79224, 79225, 79226, 79227, 79228, 79229, 79230, 79231, 79232, 79233, 79234, 79235, 79236 |
| Mexico - Maps - 2006 - Road maps | 79241, 79242, 79243, 79244, 79245, 79246, 79247, 79248, 79249, 79250, 79251, 79252, 79253, 79254, 79255, 79256, 79257, 79258, 79259, 79260, 79261, 79262 |
| Mexico - Maps - 2007 - Maps, Outline and base | 46603 |
| Mexico - Maps - 2007 - Road maps | 79270, 79271, 79272, 79273, 79274, 79275, 79276, 79277, 79278, 79279, 79280, 79281, 79282, 79283, 79284, 79285 |
| Mexico - Maps - 2008 | 46604 |
| Mexico - Maps - 2008 - Road maps | 79286, 79287, 79288, 79289, 79290, 79291, 79292, 79293, 79294, 79295, 79296, 79297, 79298 |
| Mexico - Maps - 2009 - Road maps | 79300, 79301, 79302, 79303, 79304, 79305, 79306, 79307, 79308, 79309, 79310, 79311, 79312, 79313 |
| Mexico - Maps - 2010 - Road maps | 79314, 79315, 79316, 79317, 79318, 79319, 79320, 79321, 79322, 79323, 79324, 79325, 79326, 79327 |
| Mexico - Maps - Bibliography | 46605, 46634 |
| Mexico - Maps - Bibliography - Catalogs | 2367 |
| Mexico - Maps - Collections | 41211, 41212, 46258, 46634 |
| Mexico - Maps - Collections, 1400-1999 | 18126 |
| Mexico - Maps - Collections, 1500-1999 - Cities and towns | 46606, 46607 |
| Mexico - Maps - Collections, 1500-1899 | 18122 |
| Mexico - Maps - Collections, 1768-1949 | 46549 |
| Mexico - Maps - Collections - Jesuits | 18124, 18125 |
| Mexico - Maps - Fire risk assessment - Bibliography | 26682 |

Mexico. Ministerio de Guerra y Marina. Colónias militares. Proyecto para su establecimiento en las fronteras de oriente y occidente de la República (1848). 46361

Mexico : Mobil travel map 46569, 46574, 46589

Mexico ; New York ; Fall of Niagara ; Quebec 46224

Mexico, North - Maps - 1600 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 46608

Mexico, North - Maps - 1700-1799 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 46609, 74506

Mexico, North - Maps - 1717 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 46610

Mexico, North - Maps - 1726 - Indians - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 46611

Mexico, North - Maps - 1727 - Indians - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 46612

Mexico, North - Maps - 1729 - Indians - Manuscripts 46615, 46616

Mexico, North - Maps - 1729 - Indians - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 46613, 46614

Mexico, North - Maps - 1757 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 72221

Mexico, North - Maps - 1762 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 46617

Mexico, North - Maps - 1768 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 46618

Mexico, North - Maps - 1769 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 46619

Mexico, North - Maps - 1770-1779 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 71312

Mexico, North - Maps - 1770 - Indians - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 46620

Mexico, North - Maps - 1771 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 46621

Mexico, North - Maps - 1777 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 72222, 72223

Mexico, North - Maps - 1779 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 46622, 46623, 46624

Mexico, North - Maps - 1780 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 46625

Mexico, North - Maps - 1782 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 81750

Mexico, North - Maps - 1797 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 46626

Mexico, North - Maps - 1821 - Boundaries - West (U.S.) - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 81774

Mexico, North - Maps - 1835 74511, 74512

Mexico, North - Maps - 1836 74517

Mexico, North - Maps - 1837 74519

Mexico, North - Maps - 1931 - Road maps 46627
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Mexico, Northern SEE Mexico, North 46618
Mexico of to-day / by Solomon Bulkeley Griffin 46390
Mexico : official standard names approved by the United States Board on Geographic Names 52387
Mexico, or new Spain divided into the audience of Guadalayara, Mexico, and Guatimala, Florida 46279
Mexico / Phillips 66 46590
Mexico - Pictorial works - 1811 46319, 46320
Mexico - Pictorial works - Collections, 1500-1799 - Cities and towns 46606, 46607
Mexico - Pictorial works - Collections, 1846-1851 46189
Mexico playtime tours 46228
Mexico / preface by M. Jean Camp 46559
Mexico pronto atlas carreteras 46598
Mexico - Railroads - Timetables - 1870-1902 79423
Mexico, regia et celebris Hispaniae novae civitas 46206
Mexico : Reiseführer und Wegweiser durch die alten Kulturen des Landes mit Sprachführer / Jutta May 46571
Mexico road map = Guia Permex de carreteras / Petroleos Mexicanos 46536
Mexico road map / Standard Oil Company and it subsidiaries Standard Stations Inc., Standard Oil Company of Texas, Standard Oil Company of British Columbia, Ltd., the California Company 46544
Mexico road map ... / Union Oil Company of California 46578, 46579
Mexico - Road maps - 2006 79428
Mexico : Travelaide map & directory, summer fall 1970 : food, lodging, recreation 46583
Mexico, Treaties, etc. United States, 1848 Feb. 2. 46359
Mexico und die Republiken von Central-America 46374
Mexico, Valley of (Mexico) - 1550 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 46201
Mexico, Valley of (Mexico) - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1847 46357
Mexico, Valley of (Mexico) - Historical geography - Maps - 1847 46255, 46629, 46630
Mexico, Valley of (Mexico) - Maps - 1579-1588 46268
Mexico, Valley of (Mexico) - Maps - 1579-1606 46269
Mexico, Valley of (Mexico) - Maps - 1810 46309, 46310
Mexico, Valley of (Mexico) - Maps - 1811 46631
Mexico, Valley of (Mexico) - Maps - 1815 46326
Mexico, Valley of (Mexico) - Maps - 1832 46338
Mexico, Valley of (Mexico) - Maps - 1834 46340
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Mexico, Valley of (Mexico) - Maps - 1850 46363
Mexico, Valley of (Mexico) - Maps - 1851 46189
Mexico, Valley of (Mexico) - Maps - 1887 - Railroads 46393
Mexico, Valley of (Mexico) - Maps - 1897 - Railroads 46384
Mexico, Valley of (Mexico) - Maps - 1901 - Railroads 46435
Mexico, Valley of (Mexico) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps 46633
Mexico, Valley of (Mexico) - Maps - 1955 - Road maps 46554
Mexico, Valley of (Mexico) - Maps - Bibliography 46634
Mexico, Valley of (Mexico) - Maps - Collections 46634, 46635
Mexico / Phillips 66 46590
Mexico / Sinclair 46581
Mexico, Southeast - Maps - 1703 - Coasts - Nautical charts 46628
Mexico / Texaco 46541, 46556
Mexico & Texas / drawn & engraved by J. Archer, Pentonville, London 46345
Mexico, & Texas / Engraved by Pvt. M. Collins, Co. K, 8 Inf. for History of ... [illegible] 46252
Mexico tourgide map / Gulf 46554, 46593
Mexico : Travelaide map & directory, summer-fall 1970 : food, lodging, recreation 46583
Mexico, Valley of (Mexico) - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 46201
Mexico, Valley of (Mexico) - Altitudes - Maps - 1579-1588 46268
Mexico, Valley of (Mexico) - Maps - 1579-1606 46269
Mexico, Valley of (Mexico) - Maps - 1810 46309, 46310
Mexico, Valley of (Mexico) - Maps - 1811 46631
Mexico, Valley of (Mexico) - Maps - 1815 46326
Mexico, Valley of (Mexico) - Maps - 1832 46338
Mexico, Valley of (Mexico) - Maps - 1834 46340
Mexico, Valley of (Mexico) - Maps - 1846 46349, 46350, 46351, 46632
Mexico, Valley of (Mexico) - Maps - 1847 46355, 46356, 46357
Mexico, Valley of (Mexico) - Maps - 1850 46363
Mexico, Valley of (Mexico) - Maps - 1851 46189
Mexico, Valley of (Mexico) - Maps - 1887 - Railroads 46393
Mexico, Valley of (Mexico) - Maps - 1897 - Railroads 46384
Mexico, Valley of (Mexico) - Maps - 1901 - Railroads 46435
Mexico, Valley of (Mexico) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps 46633
Mexico, Valley of (Mexico) - Maps - 1955 - Road maps 46554
Mexico, Valley of (Mexico) - Maps - Bibliography 46634
Mexico, Valley of (Mexico) - Maps - Collections 46634, 46635
Mexico / Young & Delleker sc. 46339
MexicoCity Metropolitan Area (Mexico) - Maps - 1897 - Railroads 46384
MexicoCity UnNumbered 46220
Le Mexique ou Nouveau Espagne, Nouvile, Gallice, lucatan, &c. ... 46274
Mexique, ou Nouvelle Espagne, Nouvile. Gallice, lucatan &c. et autres provinces jufques a l'îsthme de Panama ; ou font les Audiences de Mexico, de Guadalaira, et de Guatimala ... 46273
Mexique, ou Nouvelle Espagne, Nouvile, Gallice, lucatan &c. et autres provinces jufques a l'îsthme de Panama ; ou sont les audiences de Mexico, de Guadalaira, et de Guatimala / par N. Sanson d'Abbeville, geographe ordre. du roy ; Somer sculp. 46272
Mexicvm in hac forma in lucem edebat ... 57365
Mexique en 1823 (2V&atlas) 4658
Meyen, fl. 1872 8183, 20580
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Meyer, A. H. (Alfred Herman), 1893- 79798
Meyer, E. E. 38752, 38753
Meyer-Ebing, Oscar 82923
Meyer, Elias, 18th cent. 27240
Meyer, Ernest L. 76033
Meyer, F. L., fl. 1873 SEE Mier, F. L., fl. 1873 21119
Meyer, Ferd 5079
Meyer, Fritz 73207
Meyer, Georg Friedrich, 1645-1693 46636
Meyer, Han, 1951- 17074
Meyer, Hans, 1858-1929 46637
Meyer, Henri 84586
Meyer, Hermann Julius, 1826 52306, 52308
Meyer, Hermann Julius, 1826-1909. Meyers Hand-Lexikon des allgemeinen Wissens (1872) 9863
Meyer, Hermann Julius, 1826-1909. Meyers Hand-Lexikon des allgemeinen Wissens (1874) 9875
Meyer, Hermann Julius, 1826-1909. Meyers Orts- und Verkehrs-Lexikon des Deutschen Reichs (1912-1913) - Handbooks, manuals, etc. 52308
Meyer, Hermann M. Z. SEE Meir, Herman M. Ts. 38588
Meyer, J. H. Atlas and history of Auglaize County, with biographical sketches (1917) 10961
Meyer, Johann Rudolf, 1739 67783, 67784
Meyer, Joseph, 1796 9748, 9757
Meyer, Joseph, 1796-1856 1778, 1785, 9695, 9714, 9716, 9748, 9756, 9757, 9792, 9800, 9801, 9802, 9831, 9832, 9849, 9859, 9907, 9971, 9980, 9995, 10022, 10069, 10081, 10141, 10180, 10189, 10198, 10203, 10225, 10246, 10283, 10287, 10301, 10302, 10303, 10311, 10314, 10322, 10325, 10326, 10327, 10330, 10331, 10338, 10344, 10353, 10354, 10357, 10368, 10369, 10379, 10383, 10393, 10398, 10404, 10405, 10414, 10425, 10462, 10508, 10522, 10523, 10527, 10529, 29467, 31542, 34088, 35491, 46637
Meyer, Kerry 26319, 84480
Meyer & Köster. Karta öfver staten Nebraska samt Burlington & Missouri River jernvägar [1871?] 10813
Meyers Atlas aller Länder und Staaten der Erde : mit physikalischen und Himmelskarten in 154 Blättern 9792
Meyers Kabinets-Atlas 9863, 9875
Meyerhoff, A. A. (Arthur Augustus), 1928- 2526
Meyerowitz, Rick, 1943 46636
Meyer, Martin d. ca. 1670 25920
Meyer, Martin d. ca. 1670- 25920
Meyer, Herrmann M. Z. SEE Meir, Herman M. Ts. 38588
Meyer, Herrmann Julius, 1826-1909. Meyers Orts- und Verkehrs-Lexikon des Deutschen Reichs (1912-1913) - Handbooks, manuals, etc. 52308
Meyer, Herrmann Julius, 1826-1909. Meyers Orts- und Verkehrs-Lexikon des Deutschen Reichs (1912-1913) - Handbooks, manuals, etc. 52308
Meyer, Herrmann Julius, 1826-1909. Meyers Orts- und Verkehrs-Lexikon des Deutschen Reichs (1912-1913) - Handbooks, manuals, etc. 52308
Meyer, Herrmann Julius, 1826-1909. Meyers Orts- und Verkehrs-Lexikon des Deutschen Reichs (1912-1913) - Handbooks, manuals, etc. 52308
Meyer, Herrmann Julius, 1826-1909. Meyers Orts- und Verkehrs-Lexikon des Deutschen Reichs (1912-1913) - Handbooks, manuals, etc. 52308
Meyer, Margarethe 9778
Meyer, Martin d. ca. 1670 25920
Meyer's Grosse Atlas aller Länder und Staaten der Erde : mit physikalischen und Himmelskarten in 154 Blättern 9792
Meyer's Grosse Kabinets-Atlas 9863, 9875
Meyers (E.B.) & Co. 50549, 57489
Meyers, E. K. 63603
Meyers Geographischer Hand-Atlas: mit 115 Kartenblättern, 5 Textbeilagen und alphabetischem Register aller auf den Karten und Plänen vorkommenden Namen 10069
Meyers geographischer Handatlas : 101 Haupt- und 115 Nebenkarten mit alphabetischem Namenverzeichnis und einem Nachtrag 10246
Meyers geographischer Handatlas : 92 Haupt- und 110 Nebenkarten mit alphabetischem Namenverzeichnis 10225
Meyers geographischer Handatlas : 92 Haupt- und 99 Nebenkarten mit alphabetischem Namenverzeichnis 10203
Meyers geographischer Handatlas : mit 121 Haupt- und 126 Nebenkarten, 5 Textbeilagen und alphabetischem Register aller auf den Karten und Plänen vorkommenden Namen 10141
Meyers grosser Hand-Atlas / herausgegeben von Nikolaus Creutzburg 10302
Meyers grosser hand-atlas ueber alle theile der erde 9748
Meyers grosser hausatlas 10379
Meyers grosser hausatlas: sonderausgabe 10398
Meyers grosser weltatlas 10522
Meyers hand-atlas 9832, 9849
Meyers Hand-Atlas : mit 113 Kartenblättern und Register aller auf den Karten und Plänen vorkommenden Namen 10022
Meyers Hand-Atlas : mit 106 Haupt- und 141 Nebenkarten mit alphabetischem Namenverzeichnis 10283
Meyers historischer Handatlas : mit 62 Hauptkarten, vielen Nebenkarten, einem Geschichtsabriß in tabellarischer Form und 10 Registerblättern 34088
Meyers kleiner Hand-Atlas : mit Benutzung der Kartenmaterials aus Meyers Konversations-Lexikon zusammengestellt in 100 Kartenblättern und 9 Textbeilagen 9980
Meyers kleiner Hand-Atlas : mit Benutzung der Kartenmaterials aus Meyers Konversations-Lexikon zusammengestellt in 100 Kartenblättern und 9
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Miami Beach (Fla.) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps 46682
Miami Beach (Fla.) - Maps - 1959 - Road maps 46683
Miami Beach (Fla.) - Maps - 1960 - Road maps 46709
Miami Beach (Fla.) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps - Pictorial maps 46684
Miami Beach (Fla.) - Maps - 1968 - Road maps - Pictorial maps 46685
Miami Beach (Fla.) - Maps - 1969 - Road maps - Pictorial maps 46686
Miami Beach (Fla.) - Maps - 1970 - Road maps - Pictorial maps 46687
Miami Beach (Fla.) - Maps - 1971 - Road maps 46688
Miami Beach (Fla.) - Maps - 1972 - Road maps 46710
Miami Beach (Fla.) - Maps - 1973-1974 - Road maps 46711
Miami Beach (Fla.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps 46689, 46690
Miami Beach (Fla.) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps 46692, 46693
Miami Beach (Fla.) - Maps - 1977 - Road maps 46694
Miami County Historical Society 46643
Miami County (Ind.) - Maps - 1877 - Landowners 46641
Miami County (Ind.) - Maps - 1971 - Landowners 18670
[Miami County (Ohio) - 1858: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 46642
Miami County, Ohio, 1987 plat directory 46647
Miami County, Ohio : farm plat book & directory 46645
Miami County (Ohio) - Maps - 1858 - Landowners 46642
Miami County (Ohio) - Maps - 1875-1894 - Landowners 46643
Miami County (Ohio) - Maps - 1875 - Pictorial works 46643
Miami County (Ohio) - Maps - 1883 - Landowners 46644
Miami County (Ohio) - Maps - 1967 - Landowners 46645
Miami County (Ohio) - Maps - 1976 - Landowners 46646
Miami County (Ohio) - Maps - 1983 - Landowners 46647
Miami County, Ohio : plat book, index of owners, city street maps 46646
Miami-Dade, Broward & Palm Beach counties street guide 46654, 46655, 46657, 46704, 46706
Miami-Dade/Broward & Palm Beach counties StreetFinder 46696, 46699, 46701
Miami Dade College 48160
Miami-Dade County (Fla.) - Maps - 1986 - Road maps 46648, 46649
Miami-Dade County (Fla.) - Maps - 1989 - Road maps 46650
Miami-Dade County (Fla.) - Maps - 1992 - Road maps 46651
Miami-Dade County (Fla.) - Maps - 1994 - Road maps 46652
Miami-Dade County (Fla.) - Maps - 1996 - Road maps 46653
Miami-Dade County (Fla.) - Maps - 1998 - Road maps 46695
Miami-Dade County (Fla.) - Maps - 2002 - Road maps 46696, 46697
Miami-Dade County (Fla.) - Maps - 2003 - Road maps 46699, 46700
Miami-Dade County (Fla.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps 46701, 46702
Miami-Dade County (Fla.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps 46704, 46705
Miami-Dade County (Fla.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps 46706, 46707
Miami-Dade County (Fla.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps 46654, 46708
Miami-Dade County (Fla.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps 46655, 46656
Miami-Dade County (Fla.) - Maps - 2009 - Road maps 46657, 46658
Miami-Dade County street guide 46656, 46658, 46705, 46707, 46708
Miami-Dade County StreetFinder 46695, 46697, 46700, 46702
Miami-Dade Junior College 48160
Miami (Fla.) - Aerial photographs - 1936 61612
Miami (Fla.) - Maps - 1941 - Pictorial maps 46661
Miami (Fla.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps 46659, 46660, 46661
Miami (Fla.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps 46662
Miami (Fla.) - Maps - 1947 - Harbors 70719
Miami (Fla.) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps 46663
Miami (Fla.) - Maps - 1948 - Harbors 3738
Miami (Fla.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps 46664
Miami (Fla.) - Maps - 1949 - Harbors 3739
Miami (Fla.) - Maps - 1949 - Pictorial maps 46666
Miami (Fla.) - Maps - 1949 - Road maps 46665, 46666, 46667
Miami (Fla.) - Maps - 1950-1959 - Road maps 46688
Miami (Fla.) - Maps - 1951 76087, 76088
Miami (Fla.) - Maps - 1951 - Harbors 3740, 70720
Miami (Fla.) - Maps - 1951 - Road maps 27136, 27137, 46669, 46670, 46672, 46673
Miami (Fla.) - Maps - 1951 - Road maps - Pictorial maps 46671
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## Michigan Central Railroad Company - Historical geography - Maps

- **Michigan Central Railroad Company - Maps - 1850** 48266
- **Michigan Central Railroad Company - Maps - 1855** 48277
- **Michigan Central Railroad Company - Maps - 1884** 46717
- **Michigan Central Railroad Company - Maps - 1890** 46805
- **Michigan Central Railroad Company - Maps - 1891** 46808
- **Michigan Central Railroad Company - Maps - 1892** 46811
- **Michigan Central Railroad Company - Maps - 1893** 46817
- **Michigan Central Railroad Company - Maps - 1894** 46822
- **Michigan Central Railroad Company - Maps - 1895** 46827
- **Michigan Central Railroad Company - Maps - 1896** 46832
- **Michigan Central Railroad Company - Maps - 1897** 46836
- **Michigan Central Railroad Company - Maps - 1898** 46839
- **Michigan Central Railroad Company - Maps - 1899** 46842
- **Michigan Central Railroad Company - Maps - 1900** 46847
- **Michigan Central Railroad Company - Maps - 1901** 46849
- **Michigan Central Railroad Company - Maps - 1902** 46853
- **Michigan Central Railroad Company - Maps - 1903** 46856
- **Michigan Central Railroad Company - Maps - 1904** 46860
- **Michigan Central Railroad Company - Maps - 1905** 46862
- **Michigan Central Railroad Company - Maps - 1906** 46864
- **Michigan Central Railroad Company - Maps - 1907** 46866
- **Michigan Central Railroad Company - Maps - 1908** 46869
- **Michigan Central Railroad Company - Maps - 1909** 46871
- **Michigan Central Railroad Company - Maps - 1910** 46873
- **Michigan Central Railroad Company - Maps - 1911** 46874
- **Michigan Central Railroad Company - Maps - 1912** 46876
- **Michigan Central Railroad Company - Maps - 1913** 46877
- **Michigan Central Railroad Company - Maps - 1914** 46878
- **Michigan Central Railroad Company - Maps - 1915** 46880
- **Michigan Central Railroad Company - Maps - 1916** 46881, 46882
- **Michigan Central Railroad Company - Maps - 1917** 46885
- **Michigan Central Railroad Company - Maps - 1918** 46886
- **Michigan Central Railroad Company - Maps - 1919** 46889
- **Michigan Central Railroad Company - Maps - 1920** 46894
- **Michigan Central Railroad Company - Maps - 1921** 46901
- **Michigan Central Railroad Company - Maps - 1922** 46906
- **Michigan Central Railroad Company - Maps - 1923** 46909
- **Michigan Central Railroad Company - Maps - 1924** 46916
- **Michigan Central Railroad Company - Maps - 1925** 46920
- **Michigan Central Railroad Company - Maps - 1926** 46928
- **Michigan Central Railroad Company - Maps - 1927** 46933
- **Michigan Central Railroad Company - Maps - 1928** 46939
- **Michigan Central Railroad Company - Maps - 1929** 46955
- **Michigan Central Railroad Company - Maps - 1930** 46977
- **Michigan Central Railroad Company - Maps - 1947** 59426
- **Michigan Central Railroad Company - Maps - 1948** 59440
- **Michigan Central Railroad Company - Maps - 1949** 59456
- **Michigan Central Railroad Company - Maps - 1950** 59467
- **Michigan Central Railroad Company - Maps - 1951** 59480
- **Michigan Central Railroad Company - Maps - 1952** 59496
- **Michigan Central Railroad Company - Maps - 2007** 48193

*The Michigan Central Railroad. December 31, 1913* 46878
*The Michigan Central Railroad. December 31, 1914* 46880
*The Michigan Central Railroad. December 31, 1915* 46881
*The Michigan Central Railroad. December 31, 1916* 46882
*The Michigan Central Railroad. December 31, 1917* 46885
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The Michigan Central Railroad. December 31, 1918 46886
The Michigan Central Railroad. December 31, 1919 46889
The Michigan Central Railroad. December 31, 1920 46894
The Michigan Central Railroad. December 31, 1921 46901
The Michigan Central Railroad. December 31, 1922 46906
The Michigan Central Railroad. December 31, 1923 46909
The Michigan Central Railroad. December 31, 1924 46916
The Michigan Central Railroad. December 31, 1925 46920
The Michigan Central Railroad. December 31, 1926 46928
The Michigan Central Railroad. December 31, 1927 46933
The Michigan Central Railroad. December 31, 1928 46939
The Michigan Central Railroad. December 31, 1929 46955
The Michigan Central Railroad: history of the main line 1846-1901 / Nicholas A. Marsh 48193
The Michigan Central Railroad. January, 1910 46873
The Michigan Central Railroad. January, 1911 46874
The Michigan Central Railroad. January, 1912 46876
The Michigan Central Railroad. January, 1913 46877
Michigan Central: 'The Niagara Falls Route': New York Central Lines and connecting lines 46977
Michigan / Cities Service 47385, 47405, 47424
Michigan City Historical Society 46718
Michigan City (Ind.) - Maps - 1869 - Pictorial works 46718
Michigan City (Ind.) - Maps - 1947 - Harbor 46733
Michigan City Region (Ind.) - Maps - 1905 - Road maps 36846
Michigan College of Mining and Technology 18509
Michigan ... / compliments of Phillips Petroleum Company, Bartlesville, Oklahoma 47410, 47427
Michigan Consolidated Gas Company 47507
Michigan. Dept of Conservation 23581, 47013, 47014, 47015, 47538
Michigan. Dept of Conservation - Map Collections 47538
Michigan. Dept. of State Highways 47519
Michigan - Description and travel - 1994 46719
Michigan drawn & published by David H. Burr 46750
Michigan / E.B. Dawson sc. 46751, 46757
Michigan: east central Michigan: zone 3: Mobilgas ... Socony-Vacuum Oil Company 47247
Michigan east coast resort region, New Buffalo to Holland: road map, giving location of summer resorts of the line of the Pere Marquette Railroad 46889
Michigan - Geography - 1885 30278
Michigan - Geography - 1902 30502
Michigan - Geography - Vegetation surveys - History 46720
Michigan. Geological Survey 46721, 60355
Michigan. Geological Survey - Cartography - 1835-1845 47541
Michigan. Geological Survey Division 47538
Michigan. Geological Survey Division - Map collections - Bibliography 47538
Michigan - Geology - Maps - Bibliography 47538
Michigan: Great Lake state 1973 / State Highway Commission, Lansing 47520, 47521, 47522
Michigan: Great Lake state: 1975 official transportation map 47525, 47527
Michigan: Great Lake state: 1975: official transportation map for free distribution only 47526
Michigan: Great Lake state / State Highway Commission, Lansing 47517, 47518
Michigan - Guidebooks - 1830 46722
Michigan highway map: 1935 ... / compliments of Phillips Petroleum Company 47099
Michigan: highway map: Standard service ... 47340
Michigan highways, lakes, streams, parks and forests 47052
Michigan highways, lakes-streams, parks and forests / issued by State Highway Department and Department of Conservation, Lansing, Michigan 47015
Michigan highways, lakes-streams, parks and forests / issued by State Highway Department, Lansing, Michigan 47034
Michigan highways, lakes, streams, parks and forests / issued by State Highway Department, Lansing, Michigan, May 1st, 1932 47032
Michigan - Historians of Cartography 46723
Michigan Historical Commission 32625, 32630, 46725
Michigan Historical Commission. Archives 47538
Michigan Historical Commission. Archives SEE ALSO State Archives of Michigan 67826
Michigan - Historical geography - Maps - 1942 - Pictorial maps 47344
Michigan - Historical geography - Maps - 1963 46724
Michigan - Historical geography - Maps - 1965 46725
Michigan - Historical geography - Maps - 1977 47531
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Michigan info - Map collections - Pictorial works - Photography - Collections, 1890</td>
<td>20055</td>
<td>Michigan Land Association</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan Map Society - History</td>
<td>46744</td>
<td>Michigan Map Society</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan - Maps - 1762 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>46738</td>
<td>Michigan Map Society - History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan - Maps - 1791 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>25578</td>
<td>Michigan Map Society - History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan - Maps - 1810 - Landowners</td>
<td>46740</td>
<td>Michigan Map Society - History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan - Maps - 1819 - Description and Travel</td>
<td>56060</td>
<td>Michigan Map Society - History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan - Maps - 1822</td>
<td>46741, 46742, 46743</td>
<td>Michigan Map Society - History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan - Maps - 1823</td>
<td>46744</td>
<td>Michigan Map Society - History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan - Maps - 1825</td>
<td>46745, 46746, 46747</td>
<td>Michigan Map Society - History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan - Maps - 1827</td>
<td>46748</td>
<td>Michigan Map Society - History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan - Maps - 1830</td>
<td>46722</td>
<td>Michigan Map Society - History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan - Maps - 1830-1930 - Surveys</td>
<td>46749</td>
<td>Michigan Map Society - History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan - Maps - 1831</td>
<td>46750, 48232</td>
<td>Michigan Map Society - History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan - Maps - 1832</td>
<td>46751</td>
<td>Michigan Map Society - History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan - Maps - 1833</td>
<td>46752, 60381</td>
<td>Michigan Map Society - History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan - Maps - 1834</td>
<td>46753, 46754, 46755, 46757</td>
<td>Michigan Map Society - History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan - Maps - 1834 - Boundaries - Ohio</td>
<td>46756</td>
<td>Michigan Map Society - History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan - Maps - 1835</td>
<td>46759</td>
<td>Michigan Map Society - History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan - Maps - 1835-1850 - Vegetation surveys</td>
<td>46758</td>
<td>Michigan Map Society - History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan - Maps - 1836</td>
<td>46760, 48244</td>
<td>Michigan Map Society - History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan - Maps - 1839</td>
<td>46762</td>
<td>Michigan Map Society - History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan - Maps - 1840</td>
<td>46763</td>
<td>Michigan Map Society - History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan - Maps - 1841</td>
<td>32565, 46765</td>
<td>Michigan Map Society - History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan - Maps - 1841 - Transportation</td>
<td>46764</td>
<td>Michigan Map Society - History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan - Maps - 1842</td>
<td>83076</td>
<td>Michigan Map Society - History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan - Maps - 1844</td>
<td>46766</td>
<td>Michigan Map Society - History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan - Maps - 1844 - Surveys</td>
<td>76702</td>
<td>Michigan Map Society - History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan - Maps - 1845</td>
<td>46767</td>
<td>Michigan Map Society - History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan - Maps - 1846</td>
<td>57745</td>
<td>Michigan Map Society - History</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Michigan - Maps - 1847</th>
<th>46768</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Michigan - Maps - 1847 - Surveys</td>
<td>46769, 46770</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan - Maps - 1849</td>
<td>46771</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan - Maps - 1850</td>
<td>46772</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan - Maps - 1851 - Surveys</td>
<td>46773</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan - Maps - 1855</td>
<td>46774, 46775, 73456, 73457</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan - Maps - 1856 - Copper mines and resources</td>
<td>79510</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan - Maps - 1857 - Public lands - Surveys</td>
<td>46776</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan - Maps - 1858 - Railroads</td>
<td>46777, 79511</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan - Maps - 1859</td>
<td>46778</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan - Maps - 1860</td>
<td>46779, 46780</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan - Maps - 1864</td>
<td>83093</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan - Maps - 1868</td>
<td>46781</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan - Maps - 1871 - Postal service</td>
<td>46782, 79359</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan - Maps - 1871 - Railroads</td>
<td>46782, 79359</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan - Maps - 1873</td>
<td>46783, 46784</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan - Maps - 1878</td>
<td>46785</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan - Maps - 1878 - Railroads</td>
<td>46786</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan - Maps - 1880 - Geology</td>
<td>46787</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan - Maps - 1881 - Railroads</td>
<td>46788</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan - Maps - 1883 - Railroads</td>
<td>46789, 46790, 46791, 46792, 46793</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan - Maps - 1884 - Railroads</td>
<td>46794</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan - Maps - 1885</td>
<td>30278</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan - Maps - 1885 - Railroads</td>
<td>46795</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan - Maps - 1886 - Railroads</td>
<td>46796, 46797</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan - Maps - 1887 - Railroads</td>
<td>46798, 46799</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan - Maps - 1888</td>
<td>46800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan - Maps - 1888 - Railroads</td>
<td>46801, 46802</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan - Maps - 1889 - Railroads</td>
<td>46803, 46804</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan - Maps - 1890 - Railroads</td>
<td>46805, 46806, 46807</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan - Maps - 1891 - Railroads</td>
<td>46808, 46809, 46810</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan - Maps - 1892 - Manuscripts</td>
<td>5291</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan - Maps - 1892 - Railroads</td>
<td>46811, 46812, 46813, 46814</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan - Maps - 1893 - Railroads</td>
<td>46815, 46816, 46817, 46818, 46819</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan - Maps - 1894 - Railroads</td>
<td>46820, 46821, 46822, 46823, 46824</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan - Maps - 1895 - Railroads</td>
<td>46825, 46826, 46827, 46828</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan - Maps - 1896 - Geology</td>
<td>46829, 46830</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan - Maps - 1896 - Iron mines and mining</td>
<td>46829, 46830</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan - Maps - 1896 - Railroads</td>
<td>46831, 46832, 46833, 46834</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan - Maps - 1897 - Railroads</td>
<td>46835, 46836, 46837</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan - Maps - 1898 - Railroads</td>
<td>46838, 46839, 46840</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan - Maps - 1899 - Railroads</td>
<td>46841, 46842, 46843</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan - Maps - 1899 - Telephone</td>
<td>48472</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan - Maps - 1900-1904 - Real property</td>
<td>46844</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan - Maps - 1900-1960 - Topographic maps</td>
<td>46845, 46846</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan - Maps - 1900 - Railroads</td>
<td>46847, 46848</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan - Maps - 1901 - Railroads</td>
<td>46849, 46850, 46851, 46852</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan - Maps - 1902</td>
<td>30502</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan - Maps - 1902 - Railroads</td>
<td>46853, 46854, 46855</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan - Maps - 1903 - Railroads</td>
<td>46856, 46857</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan - Maps - 1904</td>
<td>46858, 46859</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan - Maps - 1904 - Railroads</td>
<td>46860, 46861</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan - Maps - 1905 - Railroads</td>
<td>46862, 46863</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan - Maps - 1906 - Railroads</td>
<td>46864, 46865</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan - Maps - 1907 - Railroads</td>
<td>46866, 46867, 46868</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan - Maps - 1908 - Railroads</td>
<td>46869, 46870, 59082</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan - Maps - 1909 - Railroads</td>
<td>46871, 46872, 59093</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan - Maps - 1910 - Railroads</td>
<td>46873, 59108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan - Maps - 1911 - Railroads</td>
<td>46874, 46875, 59118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan - Maps - 1912 - Railroads</td>
<td>46876, 59126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan - Maps - 1913 - Railroads</td>
<td>46877, 59136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan - Maps - 1914 - Railroads</td>
<td>46878, 46879, 59144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan - Maps - 1915 - Railroads</td>
<td>46880, 46898</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan - Maps - 1916</td>
<td>46884</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Michigan - Maps - 1916 - Boundaries - Ohio 60493
Michigan - Maps - 1916 - Railroads 46881, 46882, 46883, 48711, 48712, 48713, 48714
Michigan - Maps - 1916 - Road maps 46884
Michigan - Maps - 1917 - Railroads 46885
Michigan - Maps - 1917 - Road maps 48728
Michigan - Maps - 1918 - Railroads 46886
Michigan - Maps - 1918 - Road maps 46888
Michigan - Maps - 1918 - Road maps - Indexes 46887
Michigan - Maps - 1919 - Railroads 46889, 46740, 48741, 48742
Michigan - Maps - 1919 - Road maps 46890, 46891, 46892, 46893
Michigan - Maps - 1920 - Railroads 46894, 46895, 46896, 48754, 48755
Michigan - Maps - 1920 - Road maps 46895, 46896, 46897, 46898, 46899, 46900
Michigan - Maps - 1921 - Railroads 46901, 46902, 46903
Michigan - Maps - 1921 - Road maps 46902, 46904, 46905
Michigan - Maps - 1922 - Railroads 46906, 46907
Michigan - Maps - 1922 - Road maps 46907, 46908
Michigan - Maps - 1923 - Electric utilities 46911
Michigan - Maps - 1923 - Railroads 46909, 46910, 48775
Michigan - Maps - 1923 - Road maps 46910, 46911, 46912, 46913, 46914, 46915
Michigan - Maps - 1924 - Railroads 46916, 48788, 48789, 48790, 48791, 48792
Michigan - Maps - 1924 - Road maps 46917, 46918, 46919
Michigan - Maps - 1925 - Railroads 46920, 46921
Michigan - Maps - 1925 - Road maps 46921, 46922, 46923, 46924, 46925, 46926
Michigan - Maps - 1926-1957 - Road maps 46927
Michigan - Maps - 1926 - Railroads 46928
Michigan - Maps - 1926 - Road maps 46929, 46930, 46931, 46932
Michigan - Maps - 1927 - Railroads 46933
Michigan - Maps - 1927 - Road maps 46934, 46935, 46936, 46937, 46938, 60549, 60550
Michigan - Maps - 1927 - Road maps - Cities and towns 60550
Michigan - Maps - 1928 - Railroads 46939, 46940, 46941, 46942, 46943
Michigan - Maps - 1928 - Road maps 46940, 46941, 46942, 46943, 46944, 46945, 46946, 46947, 46948, 46949, 46950, 46951, 46952, 46953
Michigan - Maps - 1929 - Aeronautical charts - Indexes 46954
Michigan - Maps - 1929 - Indexes 46954
Michigan - Maps - 1929 - Railroads 46955
Michigan - Maps - 1929 - Railroads - Indexes 46954
Michigan - Maps - 1929 - Road maps 35781, 46956, 46957, 46958, 46959, 46960, 46961, 46962, 46963, 46964, 46965, 46966, 46967, 46968, 46969, 46970, 46971, 46972, 46973, 48833, 48835, 59241
Michigan - Maps - 1930-1939 - Aeronautical charts 46974, 46975
Michigan - Maps - 1930-1939 - Railroads 46974, 46975
Michigan - Maps - 1930 - Railroads 46980
Michigan - Maps - 1930 - Clothing trade 46981
Michigan - Maps - 1930 - Pictorial maps 46976
Michigan - Maps - 1930 - Railroads 46977, 46978
Michigan - Maps - 1930 - Road maps 24308, 46979, 46980, 46981, 46982, 46983, 46984, 46985, 46986, 46987, 46988, 46989, 46990, 46991, 46992, 46993, 46994, 46995, 46996, 46997
Michigan - Maps - 1931 46999
Michigan - Maps - 1931 - Archaeology 46998
Michigan - Maps - 1931 - Clothing trade 47004
Michigan - Maps - 1931 - Indians 46998
Michigan - Maps - 1931 - Railroads 46999
Michigan - Maps - 1931 - Road maps 46999, 47000, 47001, 47002, 47003, 47004, 47005, 47006, 47007, 47008, 47009, 47010, 47011, 47012, 47013, 47014, 47015, 47016, 47017, 47018, 47019, 47020, 47021
Michigan - Maps - 1932 - Road maps 20223, 20224, 47022, 47023, 47024, 47025, 47026, 47027, 47028, 47029, 47030, 47031, 47032, 47033, 47034, 47035, 47036, 47037, 47038, 47039
Michigan - Maps - 1933 - Pictorial maps 47041
Michigan - Maps - 1933 - Road maps 47040, 47041, 47042, 47043, 47044, 47045, 47046, 47047, 47048, 47049, 47050, 47051, 47052, 47053, 47054, 47055, 47056
Michigan - Maps - 1934 - Ferries 47079
Michigan - Maps - 1934 - Pictorial maps 47058
Michigan - Maps - 1934 - Road maps 47057, 47058, 47059, 47060, 47061, 47062, 47063, 47064, 47065, 47066, 47067, 47068, 47069, 47070, 47071, 47072, 47073, 47074, 47075, 47076, 47077, 47078, 47079
Michigan - Maps - 1935 - Pictorial maps 47085, 47086
Michigan - Maps - 1935 - Road maps 47080, 47081, 47082, 47083, 47084, 47085, 47086, 47087, 47088, 47089, 47090, 47091, 47092, 47093, 47094, 47095, 47096, 47097, 47098, 47099, 47100, 47101, 47102, 47103, 47104, 47105, 47106, 47107, 47108
Michigan - Maps - 1936 - Pictorial maps 47118, 47119
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Michigan - Maps - 1948 - Road maps 37303, 37304, 37305, 47414, 47415, 47416, 47417, 47418, 47419, 47420, 47421, 47422, 47423, 47424, 47425, 47426, 47427, 47428, 47429, 47430, 47431, 47432, 47433, 49003, 49004, 49005

Michigan - Maps - 1949 - Fishes 47436

Michigan - Maps - 1949 - History 47434

Michigan - Maps - 1949 - Pictorial maps 47436

Michigan - Maps - 1949 - Road maps 47434, 47435, 47436, 47437, 47438, 47439, 47440, 47441

Michigan - Maps - 1950 47442

Michigan - Maps - 1950 - Fishes 47447

Michigan Maps - 1950 - Fishing 47448

Michigan - Maps - 1950 - History 47445

Michigan - Maps - 1950 - Hunting 47448

Michigan - Maps - 1950 - Pictorial maps 47443, 47444, 47449

Michigan - Maps - 1950 - Railroads 47442

Michigan - Maps - 1950 - Road maps 37326, 47442, 47445, 47446, 47447, 47448, 47449, 47450, 47451, 47452

Michigan - Maps - 1950 - Road maps - Pictorial maps 59473

Michigan - Maps - 1951 - Fishes 47455

Michigan - Maps - 1951 - History 47453

Michigan - Maps - 1951 - Pictorial maps 47456

Michigan - Maps - 1951 - Road maps 37334, 47453, 47454, 47455, 47456, 47457, 47458, 47459, 47460, 47461

Michigan - Maps - 1952 47462, 47463, 47464

Michigan - Maps - 1952 - Pictorial maps 47467

Michigan - Maps - 1952 - Railroads 47463, 47464

Michigan - Maps - 1952 - Road maps 47463, 47464, 47465, 47466, 47467, 47468, 47469, 47470, 47471, 47472, 47473

Michigan - Maps - 1952 - Road maps - Pictorial maps 78044

Michigan - Maps - 1953 - Fishes 47474

Michigan - Maps - 1953 - Road maps 37348, 47474

Michigan - Maps - 1954 - Fishes 47476

Michigan - Maps - 1954 - Pictorial maps 47477

Michigan - Maps - 1954 - Road maps 37354, 47475, 47476, 47477, 47478, 47479, 47480, 47481, 47482

Michigan - Maps - 1955 - Fishes 47484, 47485

Michigan - Maps - 1955 - Pictorial maps 47486

Michigan - Maps - 1955 - Road maps 37359, 37360, 47483, 47484, 47485, 47486, 47487, 47488, 47489, 47490

Michigan - Maps - 1956 - Pictorial maps 47491

Michigan - Maps - 1956 - Pictorial maps - Road maps 78165

Michigan - Maps - 1956 - Road maps 37368, 47491, 47492, 47493, 47494, 47495, 47496, 47497

Michigan - Maps - 1957 - Road maps 47498

Michigan - Maps - 1958 - Road maps 47499, 47500

Michigan - Maps - 1960 - Ferries 47501

Michigan - Maps - 1960 - Fishing 49094

Michigan - Maps - 1960 - Railroads 47501

Michigan - Maps - 1960 - Road maps 47501

Michigan Maps - 1961 - Fishing 47502, 47503

Michigan - Maps - 1961 - Hunting 47502, 47503

Michigan - Maps - 1961 - Road maps 47502, 47503

Michigan - Maps - 1962 47505

Michigan - Maps - 1962 - Indexes 47504

Michigan - Maps - 1962 - Railroads 47505

Michigan - Maps - 1962 - Railroads - Indexes 47504

Michigan - Maps - 1962 - Road maps 47505, 47506

Michigan - Maps - 1962 - Road maps - Indexes 47504
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Michigan : Sinclair 47480, 47481, 47493, 47494
Michigan : Sinclair H-C gasoline 47473
Michigan: Sinclair road map 47137, 47184, 47185, 47241, 47242, 47278
Michigan : Sinclair ... road map and sightseeing guide 47451
Michigan : south eastern Michigan : zone 1 : Mobilgas ... Socony-Vacuum Oil Company 47245
Michigan : south western Michigan : zone 2 : Mobilgas ... Socony-Vacuum Oil Company 47246
Michigan Southern and Northern Indiana Railroad Company 48272, 76527
Michigan Southern and Northern Indiana Railroad Company - Maps - 1800-1899 76527
Michigan Southern and Northern Indiana Railroad Company - Maps - 1852 48272
Michigan Southern and Northern Indiana Railroad Company - Maps - 1854 20092
Michigan. (Southern peninsula) 46851, 46867, 46875
Michigan, Southern Peninsula - Maps - 1855 47539
Michigan, Southern Peninsula - Maps - 1857 47540
Michigan : Standard 47496, 47497
Michigan / Standard Oil Company 47498
Michigan / Standard Oil, division American Oil Company 47510
Michigan. State Archives. - Map Collection 47541
Michigan. State Archives SEE State Archives of Michigan 67826
Michigan state atlas 47523
Michigan: State Highway Commission 47517, 47518, 47520, 47521, 47522, 47525, 47526, 47527, 47528, 47529
Michigan: State Highway Department 47507
Michigan: State Highway Dept. 46964, 46994, 47013, 47014, 47015, 47032, 47033, 47034, 47052, 47053, 47071, 47072, 47073, 47095, 47096, 47097, 47113, 47114, 47132, 47168, 47219, 47220, 47258, 47262, 47290, 47310, 47311, 47312, 47345, 47357, 47367, 47380, 47399, 47407, 47417, 47435, 47446, 47450, 47454, 47465, 47475, 47483, 47506
Michigan: State Library Services 47536
Michigan State University 20948
Michigan : Sunoco road map and historical scenic guide 47416, 47434, 47445, 47453
Michigan - Surveys 47542, 60355
Michigan Telephone Company 48472
Michigan Telephone Company - Maps - 1899 48472
Michigan Ter. 46744
Michigan: Territory 46741, 46742, 46743, 46748
Michigan : Texaco road map 47106, 47107, 47153
Michigan : the Chicago Daily News trail hitter ... / published by the Personal Service Bureau ... Chicago Daily News 47025
Michigan ... the new Marathon gasoline : the Ohio Oil Company ... 47443
Michigan : this 1952 official highway map is your guide ... 47465
Michigan to accompany T. M. Cooley's Michigan in American commonwealths 46800
Michigan tourguide map : Gulf 47474, 47476, 47484, 47485
Michigan - Tourism - 1976 37407
Michigan - Tourism - 1977 37408
Michigan Tourist and Resort Association (Grand Rapids, Mich.) 46936
Michigan Tourist Council 46725
Michigan Travel Bureau 46719
Michigan, United States 46946
Michigan. University. Museum of Art 51704
Michigan, Upper Peninsula SEE Upper Peninsula (Mich.) 79508
Michigan : Upper Peninsula : zone 7 : Mobilgas ... Socony-Vacuum Oil Company 47251
Michigan : water wonderland : 1954 official highway map 47475
Michigan : Upper Peninsula - Maps - 1847-1900 48323
Michigan : with city maps of Detroit, Grand Rapids, Flint, Lansing / [Sunoco] 47514
Michigan with details of zone 1 : Wayne, Oakland and Macomb Counties : Mobilgas 47084
Michigan : with sectional map of adjoining states 47335
Michigan : with sectional map of adjoining states : Texaco 47341
Michler, N. (Nathaniel), 1827-1881 12054, 21150, 33496, 73033, 74534
Michigan : with city maps of Detroit, Grand Rapids, Flint, Lansing / [Sunoco] 47514
Michigan : with details of zone 1 : Wayne, Oakland and Macomb Counties : Mobilgas 47084
Michigan : with sectional map of adjoining states 47335
Michigan : with sectional map of adjoining states : Texaco 47341
Michter, N. (Nathaniel), 1827-1881 12054, 21150, 33496, 73033, 74534
Michoacán de Ocampo (Mexico) - 1925 - Maps - Railroads 33128, 33129
Michoacán de Ocampo (Mexico : Dept.) - Maps - 1745 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 47543
Michoacán de Ocampo (Mexico) - Maps - 1579-1588 46268
Michoacán de Ocampo (Mexico) - Maps - 1579-1606 46269
Michow, H. (Heinrich), b. 1839 17668, 18368, 23490, 70006, 80563, 80565, 82917, 82918
Michuda, Stephen J. 1
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Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1813 47602
Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1823 47603
Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1825 47604, 47605
Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1826 - Guidebooks 47606
Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1828 47607, 80398
Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1831 47609
Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1831 - Guidebooks 47608
Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1832 47610
Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1834 47611, 47612, 47613
Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1841 47614, 47615
Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1857 - Manuscripts 29720
Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1860 47616
Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1864 47617
Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1869 - Postal service 79359
Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1869 - Railroads 79359
Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1874 47618
Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1876 47619
Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1882 - Railroads 47620, 56101
Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1883 - Railroads 47621
Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1884 - Railroads 58931
Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1885 - Railroads 76924
Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1886 - Railroads 47622
Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1887 - Railroads 58934, 80427
Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1888 - Railroads 56112
Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1889 - Railroads 56118, 58939
Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1890 - Railroads 47623, 47624, 47625, 47626, 47627, 47628, 56121, 58943
Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1891 - Railroads 47629, 47630, 47631, 47632, 47633, 47634, 47635, 56124
Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1892 - Railroads 47636, 47637, 47638, 47639, 47640, 47641, 47642, 56127
Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1893 - Railroads 47643, 47644, 47645, 56132
Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1894 - Railroads 47646, 47647, 47648, 47649
Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1895 - Railroads 47650, 47651, 47652, 56139
Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1896 - Railroads 47653, 47654, 56142
Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1897 - Railroads 47655, 47656, 47657, 56145
Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1898 - Railroads 47658, 47659, 47660, 47661, 47662, 47663, 56147
Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1899 - Railroads 47664, 47665, 47666, 47667, 47668, 56151
Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1900 - Railroads 47669, 47670, 47671, 47672, 47673, 56156
Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1901 - Railroads 47674, 47675, 47676, 47677, 47678
Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1902 - Railroads 47679, 47680, 47681, 47682, 47683, 47684
Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1903 - Railroads 47685, 47686, 47687, 47688, 47689, 47690
Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1904 - Railroads 47691, 47692, 47693, 47694, 47695
Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1905 - Railroads 47696, 47697, 47698, 47699, 47700, 47701, 47702, 47703
Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1906 - Cities and towns - Road maps 47710
Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1906 - Railroads 47704, 47705, 47706, 47707, 47708, 47709
Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1906 - Road maps 47710
Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1907 - Railroads 47711, 47712, 47713, 47714
Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1908 - Railroads 47715, 47716, 47717, 47718
Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1909 - Railroads 47719, 47720, 47721, 47722
Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1910-1919 47723
Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1910 - Cities and towns - Road maps 47728
Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1910 - Railroads 47724, 47725, 47726, 47727
Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1910 - Road maps 47728
Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1911 - Railroads 47729, 47730, 47731, 47732
Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1912 - Railroads 47733, 47734, 47735, 47736
Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1913 - Railroads 47737, 47738
Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1914 - Railroads 47739, 47740
Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1915 - Cities and towns - Road maps 54841
Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1915 - Railroads 47741, 47742
Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1915 - Road maps 54841, 56207
Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1916 - Railroads 47743, 47744
Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1916 - Road maps 47745
Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1917 - Cities and towns - Road maps 47748
Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1917 - Railroads 47746, 47747
Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1917 - Road maps 47748
Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1918 - Railroads 47749
Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1918 - Road maps 47750, 47751, 56211
Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1919 - Railroads 47752
Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1919 - Road maps 47753, 47754
Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1920 - Railroads 47755, 47756
Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1920 - Road maps 47757, 47758, 47759, 47760, 47761
Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1921-1929 - Road maps 54033
Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1921 - Railroads 47762, 47763
Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1921 - Road maps 47764, 47765
Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1922 - Railroads 47766, 47767, 47768
Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1922 - Road maps 47769
Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1923 - Railroads 47770, 47771, 47772
Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1923 - Road maps 47773, 47774, 47775
Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1924 - Railroads 47776, 47777, 47778
Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1924 - Road maps 47779, 47780, 47781, 47782, 54041
Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1925 - Railroads 47783, 47784, 47785
Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1925 - Road maps 47786, 47787, 47788, 47789
Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1926-1946 - Railroad - Statistics 47790
Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1926 - Railroads 47791, 47792
Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1926 - Road maps 47793, 47794, 47795
Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1927 - Railroads 47796, 47797, 47798
Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1927 - Road maps 47799, 47800, 47801, 47802, 48818, 58051, 63657
Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1928 - Railroads 47803, 47804, 47805
Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1928 - Road maps 47806, 47807, 47808
Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1929 - Railroads 47809, 47810
Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1929 - Road maps 23042, 47811, 47812, 60572
Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1930 - Clothing trade 47820
Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1930 - Railroads 47813, 47814, 47815, 47816, 47817, 47818, 47819
Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1930 - Road maps 23043, 23044, 47820, 47821, 47822, 47823
Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1931 - Clothing trade 47827
Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1931 - Railroads 47824, 47825
Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1931 - Road maps 45329, 47826, 47827
Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1932 - Aeronautical charts 47828
Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1932 - Railroads 47829
Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1933 - Railroads 47830
Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1933 - Road maps 40814, 47831, 47832, 60650
Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1934 - Railroads 47833
Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1934 - Road maps 47834, 47835
Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1935 - Railroads 47836
Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1935 - Road maps 47837, 47838, 47839, 47840, 47841, 47842, 47843, 47844, 47845, 47846, 59305, 63782
Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1936 - Railroads 47847
Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1936 - Road maps 47848, 47849, 47850, 47851, 47852, 47853, 47854, 47855, 47856, 47857
Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1937 - Railroads 47858
Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1937 - Road maps 47859, 47860, 47861, 47862, 47863, 47864, 47865, 47866, 47867, 54992
Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1938 - Pictorial maps 47870, 47871
Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1938 - Railroads 47868, 47869
Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1938 - Road maps 47870, 47871, 47872, 47873, 47874, 47875, 47876, 55006, 63867
Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1939 - Railroads 47877, 47878
Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1939 - Road maps 3655, 47879, 47880, 47881, 47882, 47883, 47884, 47885
Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1940 - Railroads 47886, 47887
Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1940 - Road maps 47888, 47889, 47890, 47891, 47892
Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1941 - Nautical charts 3682
Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1941 - Railroads 47893, 47894
Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1941 - Road maps 47895, 47896, 47897, 47898, 47899
Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1942 - Railroads 47900, 47901
Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1942 - Road maps 47902, 47903, 47904, 47905
Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1943 - Railroads 47906
Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1944 - Railroads 47907, 47908
Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1945 - Railroads 47909
Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1945 - Road maps 47910, 47911, 54384
Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1946 - Railroads 47912, 47914
Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1946 - Railroads - Pictorial maps 47913
Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1946 - Road maps 47915, 47916, 47917, 47918, 47919, 47920, 47921, 47922, 47923, 47924, 47925, 63979
Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1947 - Nautical charts 47926
Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1947 - Railroads 47927, 47928, 47929
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| Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1947 - Road maps | 47930, 47931, 47932, 47933, 47934, 47935, 47936, 47937, 47938, 47939, 55109, 63997 |
| Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1948 - Railroads | 47940, 47941, 47942, 47943 |
| Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1948 - Road maps | 45332, 45333, 47944, 47945, 47946, 47947, 47948, 47949, 47950, 55134, 55135 |
| Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1948 - Road maps - Pictorial maps | 47944 |
| Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1949 - Railroads | 47951, 47952, 47953 |
| Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1950 - Railroads | 47954, 47955, 47956, 47957 |
| Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1950 - Road maps | 47958 |
| Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1951 - Nautical charts | 47959 |
| Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1951 - Railroads | 47960, 47961, 47962, 47963, 47964 |
| Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1951 - Road maps | 47965 |
| Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1952 - Railroads | 47966 |
| Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1952 - Railroads - Pictorial maps | 47967 |
| Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1952 - Road maps | 45334, 45335, 45336, 45337 |
| Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1953 - Railroads | 47968, 47970 |
| Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1953 - Railroads - Pictorial maps | 47969 |
| Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1953 - Road maps | 47971 |
| Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1954 - Railroads | 47972, 47973 |
| Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1954 - Road maps | 47974, 47975 |
| Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1955 - Railroads | 47976, 47978 |
| Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1955 - Railroads - Pictorial maps | 47977 |
| Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1955 - Road maps | 24457, 47979, 47980, 47981 |
| Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1956 - Railroads | 47982, 47984, 47985 |
| Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1956 - Railroads - Pictorial maps | 47983 |
| Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1956 - Road maps | 24459, 47986, 47987 |
| Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1957 - Railroads | 47988, 47989, 47990 |
| Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1958 - Railroads | 47991, 47992 |
| Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1959 - Railroads | 47993, 47994 |
| Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1960 - Railroads | 47995, 47996 |
| Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1961 - Railroads | 47997, 47998 |
| Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1962-1963 - Road maps | 45338 |
| Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1962 - Nautical charts | 19328 |
| Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1962 - Road maps | 45339 |
| Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1966 - Nautical charts - Pictorial maps | 47999 |
| Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1967 - Road maps | 48000 |
| Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1968 - Nautical charts - Pictorial maps | 48001 |
| Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1968 - Road maps - Pictorial maps | 48002 |
| Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1969 - Nautical charts - Pictorial maps | 48003 |
| Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1970 - Nautical charts - Pictorial maps | 48004 |
| Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1971 - Nautical charts - Pictorial maps | 48005 |
| Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1972 - Nautical charts - Pictorial maps | 48006, 48007 |
| Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1973 - Nautical charts - Pictorial maps | 48008, 48009 |
| Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1974 - Hotels | 48010 |
| Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1974 - Road maps | 48010, 48011 |
| Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1976 - Nautical charts - Pictorial maps | 48012 |
| Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1976 - Road maps | 48013 |
| Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1977 - Remote sensing images | 48014 |
| Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1977 - Road maps | 48015 |
| Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1992 | 48016 |
| Middle Atlantic States - Maps - Bibliography - 1751-1794 | 80367 |
| Middle Atlantic States - Maps - Collections, 1732-1756 | 26386 |
| Middle Atlantic States - Maps, Physical - 1992 | 48016 |
| Middle Atlantic States : Standard : 1933 road map | 47832 |
| Middle-class atlas of general geography | 8150 |
| Middle Earth (Imaginary place) - Maps - 1954 | 48017, 48018 |
| Middle Earth (Imaginary place) - Maps - 1955 | 48019 |
| Middle East - 1688 | 48020 |
| Middle East - 2011 | 84516 |
| Middle East - Climate - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1975 | 495 |
| Middle East - Description and travel - 1500-1599 | 75091 |
| Middle East - Description and travel - 1533-1534 | 62728 |
| Middle East - Description and travel - 1556 | 75095 |
| Middle East - Description and travel - 1678 | 64755 |
| Middle East - Description and travel - 1972 | 48021 |
| Middle East - Description and travel - Bibliography | 13067 |
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Middle East - Geography, Ancient - Maps - 1868 34461
Middle East - Geography - Maps - 1895 12902
Middle East - Geography, Medieval - Maps 22465, 22466
Middle East - Historical geography - Maps - 0476-1450 39782, 39783
Middle East - Historical geography - Maps - 1579-1606 45696
Middle East - Historical geography - Maps - 1586-1606 48022
Middle East - Historical geography - Maps - 1595-1606 48023
Middle East - Historical geography - Maps - 1700 48024
Middle East - Historical geography - Maps - 1723 32798, 75691
Middle East - Historical geography - Maps - 1780 67167, 67168
Middle East - Historical geography - Maps - 1820 48120
Middle East - Historical geography - Maps - 1821 48121, 48122
Middle East - Historical geography - Maps - 1827 12751, 25855, 48043
Middle East - Historical geography - Maps - 1830 12755
Middle East - Historical geography - Maps - 1832 12760
Middle East - Historical geography - Maps - 1837 12775
Middle East - Historical geography - Maps - 1849 12800
Middle East - Historical geography - Maps - 1896-1902 83705
Middle East - Historical geography - Maps - 1951 38492
Middle East - Historical geography - Maps - 1957 38493
Middle East - Historical geography - Maps - 1969 39786, 39787
Middle East - Historical geography - Maps - 1977 48164
Middle East - Historical geography - Maps - 1981 38494, 38495
Middle East - Historical geography - Maps - 1991 48169
Middle East - Historical geography - Maps - 1992 39789
Middle East - Historical geography - Maps - 1993 39790
Middle East - Historical geography - Maps - 2010 38496
Middle East - History - 1693 24719
Middle East - History, Ancient 48025, 48027
Middle East - History, Ancient - 1700-1750 48026
Middle East - History, Ancient - 1700-1799 9323
Middle East - History, Ancient - Maps - 1508 22363
Middle East - History, Ancient - Maps - 1536 12635
Middle East - History, Ancient - Maps - 1543 12636
Middle East - History, Ancient - Maps - 1560 12637, 12638
Middle East - History, Ancient - Maps - 1562 12640
Middle East - History, Ancient - Maps - 1567 12641
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### Middle East - Maps

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subcategory</th>
<th>Call Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1678</td>
<td>64755</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1680</td>
<td>45901, 48071, 48072, 48073, 48074</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1682</td>
<td>48075</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1686</td>
<td>12665</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1688</td>
<td>48076, 75724</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1689</td>
<td>75725</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1690 - Cities and towns</td>
<td>11511</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1690 - Harbors</td>
<td>11511</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1695</td>
<td>45730</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1695-1730</td>
<td>48171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1696</td>
<td>48077</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1698</td>
<td>48078, 48079</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1700</td>
<td>12690, 48024, 48080, 48081</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1700-1799</td>
<td>9323</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1701</td>
<td>48082, 48083, 48084</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1703</td>
<td>75728</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1705</td>
<td>25851</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1710</td>
<td>48085, 48086, 75729</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1711</td>
<td>48087, 48088</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1714</td>
<td>48089</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1717</td>
<td>48090, 48091</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1718</td>
<td>48092</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1721</td>
<td>48093</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1723</td>
<td>18659, 32798, 75691</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1724</td>
<td>38162, 48094</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1732</td>
<td>45733, 48095, 48096</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1734</td>
<td>62799</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1737</td>
<td>48097</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1738</td>
<td>456</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1740</td>
<td>48098, 48099</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1741</td>
<td>264, 38163, 48100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1743-1745</td>
<td>48101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1745</td>
<td>11533, 48102, 48103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1747</td>
<td>48104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1750</td>
<td>62804</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1753</td>
<td>18664, 48040, 48041, 75735, 75736</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1753 - Coasts - Nautical charts</td>
<td>45869</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1757</td>
<td>460</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1760</td>
<td>48105, 48106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1764</td>
<td>38544, 75739</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1766</td>
<td>38202, 48107, 48108, 62808, 75740</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1769</td>
<td>38167</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1771 - Coasts - Nautical charts</td>
<td>45878</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1772</td>
<td>48109, 75741</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1774</td>
<td>12708, 12709, 38168</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1776</td>
<td>75743</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1777</td>
<td>48110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1779</td>
<td>48111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1780</td>
<td>75745, 75746, 75747</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1786</td>
<td>12717, 12718, 12719, 38170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1788</td>
<td>75742, 75752</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1793</td>
<td>48112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1794</td>
<td>12721, 12722, 12723, 38173, 48113, 75754, 75756</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1797</td>
<td>48114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1798-1801</td>
<td>62754</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1800 - Ancient</td>
<td>48115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1801</td>
<td>24750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1802</td>
<td>48116, 75760</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1811</td>
<td>48117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1813</td>
<td>48118, 75765, 75766</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1814</td>
<td>2295, 48119, 75767</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1818</td>
<td>75768</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1820</td>
<td>12745, 12746, 48120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1821</td>
<td>2297, 48121, 48122, 75769</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Call Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Middle East</td>
<td>Maps - 1822</td>
<td>2298, 75770</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maps - 1823</td>
<td>48123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maps - 1825</td>
<td>2300, 38183</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maps - 1826</td>
<td>75772</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maps - 1827</td>
<td>12751, 25855, 48043</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maps - 1829</td>
<td>2301, 75774</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maps - 1830-1831</td>
<td>23656</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Description and Travel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maps - 1831</td>
<td>75777</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maps - 1832</td>
<td>75778</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maps - 1833</td>
<td>75779</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maps - 1835</td>
<td>75780</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maps - 1840</td>
<td>48124, 75781, 75782</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maps - 1841</td>
<td>48125, 48126, 48127, 75783</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maps - 1843</td>
<td>3382, 48128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maps - 1845</td>
<td>38190, 48129, 75786</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maps - 1846</td>
<td>48130, 48131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maps - 1847</td>
<td>48132, 48133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maps - 1849</td>
<td>48134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maps - 1850</td>
<td>48135, 48136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maps - 1851</td>
<td>48137, 75787</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maps - 1853</td>
<td>38193, 48138, 75789</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maps - 1855</td>
<td>48139, 48140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maps - 1856</td>
<td>70154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maps - 1857</td>
<td>48141, 48142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maps - 1858</td>
<td>2306</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maps - 1860</td>
<td>48144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maps - 1860-1869</td>
<td>48143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Trade routes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maps - 1861</td>
<td>75791</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maps - 1864</td>
<td>74118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maps - 1865</td>
<td>70157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maps - 1866</td>
<td>74119, 75792</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maps - 1867</td>
<td>75793</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maps - 1868</td>
<td>34461</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maps - 1868-1869</td>
<td>74120, 74121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maps - 1871</td>
<td>12851</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maps - 1872</td>
<td>62832, 75795</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maps - 1874</td>
<td>12854</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maps - 1877</td>
<td>12859, 18881, 18882, 48145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maps - 1879</td>
<td>48146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maps - 1880</td>
<td>48147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maps - 1882</td>
<td>3402</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maps - 1884</td>
<td>26131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maps - 1885</td>
<td>48148, 75800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maps - 1886</td>
<td>26133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maps - 1888</td>
<td>507, 48149</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maps - 1889</td>
<td>12894, 24795, 70158</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maps - 1892</td>
<td>74122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maps - 1895</td>
<td>45738, 62843</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maps - 1895-1907</td>
<td>48150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Turkey - Maps - 1895-1907</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maps - 1899</td>
<td>75804</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maps - 1901</td>
<td>48151</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maps - 1903 - Guidebooks</td>
<td>74123, 74124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maps - 1904</td>
<td>62847</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maps - 1905</td>
<td>62848</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maps - 1906</td>
<td>45744</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maps - 1908</td>
<td>2308, 39878</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maps - 1910-1919</td>
<td>2309</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maps - 1910 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>3409</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maps - 1911</td>
<td>45750, 74125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maps - 1913</td>
<td>62856, 62857</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maps - 1918</td>
<td>62860</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maps - 1919</td>
<td>74126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maps - 1924</td>
<td>26193</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maps - 1924-1925</td>
<td>62863</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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| Middle East - Maps - 1924 - Language and languages | 26192 |
| Middle East - Maps - 1925 | 62864 |
| Middle East - Maps - 1929 | 62866 |
| Middle East - Maps - 1932 | 48152, 62865 |
| Middle East - Maps - 1934 | 62868 |
| Middle East - Maps - 1938 | 45759 |
| Middle East - Maps - 1940 | 26217, 48153 |
| Middle East - Maps - 1940 - Maps, Physical | 45761 |
| Middle East - Maps - 1941 | 26218 |
| Middle East - Maps - 1942 | 74127 |
| Middle East - Maps - 1951 - Maps, Physical | 48154 |
| Middle East - Maps - 1951 - Physiographic provinces | 48154 |
| Middle East - Maps - 1953 | 48155 |
| Middle East - Maps - 1956 | 48156 |
| Middle East - Maps - 1960 | 84447 |
| Middle East - Maps - 1964 | 48157 |
| Middle East - Maps - 1965 | 48158 |
| Middle East - Maps - 1966 | 48159, 48160 |
| Middle East - Maps - 1970-1979 - Airways | 69317 |
| Middle East - Maps - 1975 | 495, 48161, 48162, 48163 |
| Middle East - Maps - 1977 | 48164, 48165 |
| Middle East - Maps - 1979 | 48166 |
| Middle East - Maps - 1983 | 48167 |
| Middle East - Maps - 1987 | 48168 |
| Middle East - Maps - 1991 | 48169, 64241 |
| Middle East - Maps - 1991 - Postal service - History | 75825 |
| Middle East - Maps - Bibliography - 1477-1751 | 2312 |
| Middle East - Maps - Bibliography - 1477-1925 | 38199, 38200, 38201 |
| Middle East - Maps - Collections | 48170 |
| Middle East - Maps - Collections, 1477-1751 | 2312 |
| Middle East - Maps - Collections, 1477-1925 | 38199, 38200, 38201 |
| Middle East - Maps - Exhibitions - Catalogs | 75830 |
| Middle East - Maps - History, Ancient - 1695-1730 | 48171 |
| Middle East - Maps - History, Ancient - Maps - 1889 | 12842 |
| Middle East - Pictorial works - 1847 | 12794 |
| Middle East - Pictorial works - 1849 | 48134 |
| Middle East - Pictorial works - 1880 | 62890 |
| Middle East - Pictorial works - Bibliography | 13067 |
| Middle Franconia (Germany) - Maps - 1710 | 67377 |
| Middle, Henry C. | 25353 |

*The Middle Kingdom: a survey of the geography, government, education, social life, arts, religion, &c., of the Chinese empire and its inhabitants* by S. Wells Williams 20685

| Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1919 - Road maps | 48172, 48173 |
| Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1920 - Road maps | 48174, 48175, 48176 |
| Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1921 - Road maps | 48177 |
| Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1929 - Road maps | 48178, 48179, 48180 |
| Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1930 - Road maps | 48181 |

*The Middle states and western territories of the United States including the seat of the Western War* 1812 48217

Middle states handbook for travellers 47618, 47619

*Middle states: New York, Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Delaware and Maryland* 47723

Middle Temple (London, England). Library 22365

*The Middle Tennessee and Chattanooga campaigns of June, July, August and September 1863* 19267

| Middle West - 1837 | 48182 |
| Middle West - 1849 | 76730 |
| Middle West - 1856 - Railroads | 37599 |
| Middle West - 1868 - Maps - Railroads | 48183 |
| Middle West - 1872 - Maps - Railroads | 79359 |
| Middle West - 1881 - Maps | 83098 |
| Middle West - 1920 - Railroads | 48184 |
| Middle West - 1955 - Railroads - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. | 48185 |
| Middle West - 1958 - Railroads - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. | 48186 |
| Middle West - Automobile travel - Guidebooks - 1922 | 35389 |
| Middle West - Cartography | 45574 |
| Middle West - County maps | 16867 |
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Middle West - Description and travel - 1836 35462
Middle West - Description and travel - 1851 48187
Middle West - Description and travel - 1968 48188
Middle West - Description and travel - 1975 48189
Middle West - Description and travel - 1976 48190
Middle West - Description and travel - Guidebooks - 1909 36864
Middle West - Geography - 1880 30177
Middle West - Geography - 1881 30205
Middle West - Geography - 1896 30447
Middle West - Historical geography - Maps - 1786-1832 48191
Middle West - Historical geography - Maps - 1812 48192
Middle West - Historical geography - Maps - 1923 20077
Middle West - Historical geography - Maps - 1937 59731
Middle West - Historical geography - Maps - 1974 - Indians 23999
Middle West - Historical geography - Maps - 2077 48193
Middle West - History - 1881 - Maps 83098
Middle West - Landowners - Maps - 1865-1900 1964
Middle West - Maps - 1688 32529
Middle West - Maps - 1703 81743, 81744, 81745
Middle West - Maps - 1719 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 50585
Middle West - Maps - 1720 - Indians - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 50586, 50587, 50588
Middle West - Maps - 1744 48194
Middle West - Maps - 1754 47578
Middle West - Maps - 1755 58872, 58873
Middle West - Maps - 1766-1767 48195, 48196, 48197, 48198
Middle West - Maps - 1776 58882
Middle West - Maps - 1778 48199, 48200, 48201
Middle West - Maps - 1780 32560, 32561
Middle West - Maps - 1781 48202
Middle West - Maps - 1788 50621
Middle West - Maps - 1794 48203
Middle West - Maps - 1795 48204, 48205, 48206
Middle West - Maps - 1796 48207
Middle West - Maps - 1801 48208
Middle West - Maps - 1804 48209, 48210
Middle West - Maps - 1805 48211, 48212, 48213, 48214, 48215
Middle West - Maps - 1811 48216
Middle West - Maps - 1812 48217
Middle West - Maps - 1812 - Indian land transfers 48192
Middle West - Maps - 1814 32563, 48218, 48219
Middle West - Maps - 1818 48220
Middle West - Maps - 1819 58914
Middle West - Maps - 1821 48221
Middle West - Maps - 1822 32640, 46743
Middle West - Maps - 1822-1823 48222
Middle West - Maps - 1823 46744, 48223, 48224
Middle West - Maps - 1824 48225
Middle West - Maps - 1825 48226, 48227, 48228
Middle West - Maps - 1827 32641
Middle West - Maps - 1830-1839 - Indians - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 48229
Middle West - Maps - 1830-1930 - Surveys 46749
Middle West - Maps - 1831 48230, 48231, 48232
Middle West - Maps - 1833 48233, 48234, 48235, 71351
Middle West - Maps - 1834 48236
Middle West - Maps - 1835 48237, 48238, 48239
Middle West - Maps - 1836 35463, 48240, 48241, 48242, 48243, 48244
Middle West - Maps - 1836 - Indians 48245
Middle West - Maps - 1838 37570
Middle West - Maps - 1839 48246, 48247
Middle West - Maps - 1839 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 48248
Middle West - Maps - 1840 48249
Middle West - Maps - 1841 48250
Middle West - Maps - 1842 - Hydrography 50649
Middle West - Maps - 1843 48251, 58919
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Middle West - Maps - 1843 - Hydrography  50650, 50651, 50652, 50653, 50654
Middle West - Maps - 1843 - Rivers  48252
Middle West - Maps - 1844  48253, 48254
Middle West - Maps - 1845  57743
Middle West - Maps - 1845 - Hydrography  50655
Middle West - Maps - 1846  48255, 48256, 48257
Middle West - Maps - 1847  48258
Middle West - Maps - 1849  48259, 48260, 48261, 48262, 48263
Middle West - Maps - 1850  48264, 48265, 49522
Middle West - Maps - 1850 - Railroads  48266
Middle West - Maps - 1852  48267, 48268, 48269, 48270, 48271
Middle West - Maps - 1852 - Railroads  48272
Middle West - Maps - 1853  48273, 48274
Middle West - Maps - 1854  48275
Middle West - Maps - 1855  48276, 49525, 49526
Middle West - Maps - 1855-1857  49524
Middle West - Maps - 1855 - Railroads  35521, 35522, 48277
Middle West - Maps - 1856  48278, 48279, 48280, 48281, 81824
Middle West - Maps - 1856 - Railroads  37601, 48282
Middle West - Maps - 1857  48283, 48284, 49533
Middle West - Maps - 1858 - Railroads  35533, 48285
Middle West - Maps - 1859  48286, 48287, 49534, 58922, 63459
Middle West - Maps - 1859 - Railroads  48288, 48289, 58923
Middle West - Maps - 1860  48290
Middle West - Maps - 1860 - Railroads  58924
Middle West - Maps - 1865 - Railroads  48291
Middle West - Maps - 1866 - Postal service  48292
Middle West - Maps - 1868  81858
Middle West - Maps - 1869 - Geology  48293, 48294
Middle West - Maps - 1870 - Centrality of Columbus (Ky.)  21788
Middle West - Maps - 1870 - Centrality of Kansas City  39978
Middle West - Maps - 1870 - Centrality of Leavenworth (Kan.)  41767
Middle West - Maps - 1870 - Railroad connections  21788, 39978, 41767
Middle West - Maps - 1870 - Railroads  36769
Middle West - Maps - 1871  48295, 48296
Middle West - Maps - 1872  48297, 48298
Middle West - Maps - 1872-1873 - Railroads  48299, 48300, 48301
Middle West - Maps - 1872 - Postal service  79359
Middle West - Maps - 1873  48302
Middle West - Maps - 1874  48304
Middle West - Maps - 1874 - Railroads  48303
Middle West - Maps - 1875  48305, 48306, 81876
Middle West - Maps - 1875 - Railroads  48307
Middle West - Maps - 1876  48308
Middle West - Maps - 1877  48309, 48310, 48311
Middle West - Maps - 1877 - Railroads  48312
Middle West - Maps - 1878 - Railroads  48313
Middle West - Maps - 1880  30177
Middle West - Maps - 1880 - Railroads  19364, 32662, 48314
Middle West - Maps - 1882 - Railroads  48315, 81897
Middle West - Maps - 1883 - Railroads  46790, 48316, 48317, 48318
Middle West - Maps - 1884 - Railroads  48319, 48320, 48321
Middle West - Maps - 1885  48322, 48323
Middle West - Maps - 1885 - Railroads  48324, 48325
Middle West - Maps - 1886 - Railroads  48326, 48327, 48328, 49554, 81917
Middle West - Maps - 1887 - Railroads  48329
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Middle West - Maps - 1889 - Railroads  48335, 48336, 48337
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Middle West - Maps - 1892 - Railroads  35600, 48363, 48364, 48365, 48366, 48367, 48368, 48369, 48370, 48371, 48372, 48373, 48374
Middle West - Maps - 1893 - Railroad  84588
Middle West - Maps - 1893 - Railroads  35605, 48375, 48376, 48378, 48379, 48380, 48381, 48382, 48383, 48384, 48385, 48386, 48387,
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Middle West - Maps - 1939 - Shorthorn cattle 48927
Middle West - Maps - 1940-1949 - Airways 48933, 59937, 59938
Middle West - Maps - 1940 - Railroads 48934, 71931, 82334
Middle West - Maps - 1940 - Road maps 36082, 36083, 36084, 37162, 37163, 37969, 47292, 47293, 48935, 48936, 48937, 48938, 48939, 48940,
49842, 49843, 49844, 50983, 50984, 53172, 71028, 82335, 82336, 83422
Middle West - Maps - 1941 - Airways 48941
Middle West - Maps - 1941 - Railroads 48942, 48943, 71952
Middle West - Maps - 1941 - Road maps 36102, 36103, 36104, 37180, 37181, 37182, 37983, 37984, 37985, 47320, 47321, 48944, 48945, 48946,
48947, 48948, 48949, 49860, 49861, 50998, 50999, 51000, 53189, 71035, 71036, 82348, 82349, 83438, 83439
Middle West - Maps - 1942 - Railroads 48950, 48951, 48952, 48953, 48954, 48955, 71970
Middle West - Maps - 1942 - Road maps 36124, 36125, 37196, 38003, 47341, 48956, 48957, 48958, 48959, 48960, 53202
Middle West - Maps - 1943 - Railroads 48961, 48962, 71990, 71991
Middle West - Maps - 1943 - Railroads - Maintenance and repair 71989
Middle West - Maps - 1943 - Road maps 36141, 37210
Middle West - Maps - 1944 - Railroads 48963, 48964, 48965, 48966, 71997
Middle West - Maps - 1944 - Railroads - Maintenance and repair 71996
Middle West - Maps - 1945 - Railroads 48967, 48968, 48969, 72006
Middle West - Maps - 1945 - Railroads - Freight and freightage - Statistics 72000
Middle West - Maps - 1945 - Railroads - Maintenance and repair 72005
Middle West - Maps - 1946 - Railroads 48970, 48971, 48972, 48973, 48974, 48975, 72015
Middle West - Maps - 1946 - Road maps 36190, 37231, 38023, 48976, 48977, 49900, 49901, 49902, 49903, 49904, 58583, 58584, 77871
Middle West - Maps - 1947 - Railroads 48978, 48979, 48980, 72042
Middle West - Maps - 1947 - Railroads - Freight and freightage - Statistics 72037, 72038
Middle West - Maps - 1947 - Road maps 24427, 24428, 37269, 47398, 48981, 48982, 48983, 48984, 48985, 48986, 48987, 49930, 58597, 58598,
77900, 82441, 82442, 82443, 82444, 83489
Middle West - Maps - 1948-1951 - Road maps 48988
Middle West - Maps - 1948-1956 - Electric Lines 48989
Middle West - Maps - 1948-1956 - Power-Plants 48989
Middle West - Maps - 1948 - Railroads 48990, 48991, 48992, 48993, 72068
Middle West - Maps - 1948 - Railroads - Freight and freightage - Statistics 72064
Middle West - Maps - 1948 - Road maps 24433, 36249, 36250, 36251, 37298, 37299, 37300, 38071, 38072, 48994, 48995, 48996, 48997, 48998,
48999, 49000, 49001, 49002, 49003, 49004, 49005, 49006, 58614, 58615, 60945, 83497, 83498
Middle West - Maps - 1949 - Pictorial maps 49012
Middle West - Maps - 1949 - Railroads 49007, 49008, 49009, 49010, 72085, 82474
Middle West - Maps - 1949 - Railroads - Freight and freightage - Statistics 72082
Middle West - Maps - 1949 - Road maps 24437, 36270, 36271, 37317, 38090, 47437, 49011, 49012, 49966, 51078, 83514
Middle West - Maps - 1950-1959 - Natural Gas Pipelines 49013
Middle West - Maps - 1950-1959 - Road maps 49014
Middle West - Maps - 1950 - Railroads 49015, 49016, 49017, 49018, 49019, 72095
Middle West - Maps - 1950 - Railroads - Freight and freightage - Statistics 72092
Middle West - Maps - 1950 - Road maps 60977
Middle West - Maps - 1950 - Road maps - Pictorial maps 49020
Middle West - Maps - 1951 - Pictorial maps 49032
Middle West - Maps - 1951 - Railroads 49022, 49023, 49024, 49025, 49026, 72115
Middle West - Maps - 1951 - Railroads - Freight and freightage - Statistics 72111
Middle West - Maps - 1951 - Railroads - Maps, Outline and base 49021
Middle West - Maps - 1951 - Road maps 36298, 36299, 37331, 37332, 37333, 38096, 49027, 49028, 49029, 49030, 49031, 49032, 49033, 49034,
49035, 49036, 49973, 51087, 60985, 83521, 83522
Middle West - Maps - 1951 - Wheat 49022
Middle West - Maps - 1952 - Cities and towns - Real property 49037
Middle West - Maps - 1952 - Railroads 49038, 49039, 49040, 72127
Middle West - Maps - 1952 - Railroads - Freight and freightage - Statistics 72124
Middle West - Maps - 1952 - Road maps 36320, 36321, 37343, 38105, 38106, 49041, 49042, 49043, 49044, 49981, 49982, 51098, 61000, 61001
Middle West - Maps - 1953 - Railroads 49045, 49046, 49048, 72135, 72136, 72137
Middle West - Maps - 1953 - Railroads - Freight and freightage - Statistics 72133
Middle West - Maps - 1953 - Railroads - Pictorial maps 49047
Middle West - Maps - 1953 - Road maps 32595
Middle West - Maps - 1954 72140
Middle West - Maps - 1954 - Railroads 49049, 49051, 49052, 49053, 72144, 72145
Middle West - Maps - 1954 - Railroads - Freight and freightage - Statistics 49050, 72141
Middle West - Maps - 1954 - Road maps 36333, 36334, 37351, 37352, 37353, 38110, 38111, 51104, 83535
Middle West - Maps - 1955 - Aeronautical charts 49054
Middle West - Maps - 1955 - Railroads 49055, 49057, 49058, 49060, 72152, 72153
Middle West - Maps - 1955 - Railroads - Freight and freightage - Statistics 49056
Middle West - Maps - 1955 - Railroads - Pictorial maps 49059
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Middle West - Maps - 1955 - Road maps 38118, 49061, 49062
Middle West - Maps - 1956 - Railroads 49063, 49065, 49066, 49067, 72158
Middle West - Maps - 1956 - Railroads - Freight and freightage - Statistics 49064
Middle West - Maps - 1956 - Road maps 36360, 36361, 36362, 37367, 38120, 38121, 49068, 82554
Middle West - Maps - 1957 - Railroads 49069, 49071, 49072, 49073, 49074, 72165
Middle West - Maps - 1957 - Railroads - Freight and freightage - Statistics 49070
Middle West - Maps - 1958 - Railroads 49075, 49077, 49078, 49079, 49080
Middle West - Maps - 1958 - Railroads - Freight and freightage - Statistics 49076
Middle West - Maps - 1959 49086
Middle West - Maps - 1959 - Railroads 49081, 49082, 49084, 72175, 72176, 78211
Middle West - Maps - 1959 - Railroads - Pictorial maps 49083
Middle West - Maps - 1959 - Road maps 32598, 36379, 49085
Middle West - Maps - 1960 - Boats and boating - Road maps 20454
Middle West - Maps - 1960 - Fishing 49094
Middle West - Maps - 1960 - Railroads 49087, 49090, 49091, 49092, 49093
Middle West - Maps - 1960 - Railroads - Freight and freightage - Statistics 49088, 49089
Middle West - Maps - 1960 - Road maps 49094, 49095
Middle West - Maps - 1960 - Trucking 49095
Middle West - Maps - 1961 - Railroads 49096, 49099, 72192, 82599
Middle West - Maps - 1961 - Railroads - Freight and freightage - Statistics 49097
Middle West - Maps - 1961 - Railroads - Pictorial maps 49098
Middle West - Maps - 1961 - Road maps 32599
Middle West - Maps - 1962 - Hotels 49100
Middle West - Maps - 1962 - Road maps 49100
Middle West - Maps - 1963 - Road maps 32600, 82602
Middle West - Maps - 1964 - Road maps 36395
Middle West - Maps - 1965 - Road maps 38127
Middle West - Maps - 1966 - Road maps 32746, 49101, 82605
Middle West - Maps - 1967 - Road maps 32604, 32605, 49102, 72200
Middle West - Maps - 1967 - Truck stops 72200
Middle West - Maps - 1968 - Road maps 49103, 72201, 72202
Middle West - Maps - 1968 - Truck stops 72201, 72202
Middle West - Maps - 1969 - Road maps 32608, 49104
Middle West - Maps - 1970 - Road maps 49105
Middle West - Maps - 1971 - Road maps 32612, 49106
Middle West - Maps - 1973 - Road maps 32617
Middle West - Maps - 1974 - Road maps 49107, 82611
Middle West - Maps - 1975-1976 - Road maps 82612
Middle West - Maps - 1975 - Road maps 32747, 32748
Middle West - Maps - 1976 - Road maps 32749, 49108, 49109
Middle West - Maps - 1978 - Forests and forestry 49110
Middle West - Maps - 1979 - Railroads 49111
Middle West - Maps - 1979 - Road maps 32621, 49112
Middle West - Maps - 1993 - Maps, Physical 47533
Middle West - Maps - Bibliography 49115
Middle West - Maps - Bibliography - 1840 49113
Middle West - Maps - Bibliography - Catalogs 49114
Middle West - Maps - Collections, 1671-1830 49116, 49117
Middle West - Maps - Collections, 1671-1830 - Indians 49116, 49117
Middle West - Maps - Collections, 1678-1840 49118
Middle West - Maps - Collections, 1678-1840 - Indians 49118
Middle West - Maps - Collections, 1700-1900 (Provisional Heading)(Provisional Heading) 49119
Middle West - Maps - Collections, 1714-1856 49120
Middle West - Maps - Collections, 1714-1856 - Indians 49120
Middle West - Maps - Collections, 1849-1964 - Railroads 19373
Middle West - Maps - Collections, 1939-1942 - Road maps 49121
Middle West - Maps - Collections, 1939-1942 - Transportation 49121
Midwest-West Publishing Co. 14940, 23909, 43774
Midwest-West Publishing Co. 20th century atlas of Macon County, Illinois 43767
Middle West - Railroads - Maps - 1895 49122
Middle West - Road maps - 2000 49123
Middle West - Surveys 76156
Middle West - Tourism - 1930 49124
Middle West - United States - Freight and freightage - Rates - Maps - 1925 48797
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Midlot
Midle
Midlands (England)
Midlands (England)
Mid Midlands (England)
Midland Trail (Highway)
Midland Trail (Highway)
Midland Trail (Highway)
Midland Trail Association 79362
Midland Region (Tex.)
Midland Printing Co. (Jefferson, Mo.) 50834, 50872
Midland County (Mich.)
Midl
Midland Cooperative Wholesale (Firm) 36305, 37956, 48931, 49778, 49805, 49829, 83355, 83388, 83410
Midland Continental Railroad Company 32699
Midland Atlas Company 20969, 80809
Midi
Midi
The Midi
Midgette, H. Boyce 58273, 58274, 58275, 58278, 58279
Midget monkey makes scientist’s day: Mouse-sized primate found in Brazil is world’s 2nd-smallest 13868
Midgette, H. Boyce 58273, 58274, 58275, 58278, 58279
Midi de France 27991, 27995, 27999
The Midi-Pyrénées: Albi, Toulouse, Conques, Moissac / Delia Evans 49154
Midi-Pyrénées (France) - Maps - 1712 2270
Midi-Pyrénées (France) - Maps - 1714 2265, 2271
Midi-Pyrénées (France) - Maps - 1986 65928
Midi-Pyrénées (France) - Maps - 1994 65930
Midi-Pyrénées (France) - Maps - 1995 49154
Midland Atlas Company 20969, 80809
Midland authorized distributor network 78858
Midland Continental Railroad Company 32699
Midland Continental Railroad Company - Maps - 1912 32699
Midland Cooperative Wholesale (Firm) 36305, 37956, 48931, 49778, 49805, 49829, 83355, 83388, 83410
Midland Cooperatives, Inc. 58662, 83544
Midland County (Mich.) - Maps - 1858: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche 49155
Midland County (Mich.). Board of Commissioners 49157
Midland County (Mich.) - Maps - 1858 - Landowners 49155
Midland County (Mich.) - Maps - 1860 46779
Midland County (Mich.) - Maps - 1930 - Landowners 49156
Midland County (Mich.) - Maps - 1931 - Landowners 38479
Midland County (Mich.) - Maps - 1977 - Landowners 49157
Midland Lithographing Company 85022
Midland Lithographing Company (Kansas City, Mo.) 71085
Midland Map and Engineering Company 35119, 80829
Midland Map Company. Atlas of Marion County, Iowa (1909) 45075
Midland Printing Co. (Jefferson, Mo.) 50834, 50872
Midland Region (Tex.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps 75009, 75010
Midland-Ross Corporation 78858
Midland-Ross Corporation - Maps - 1981 78858
Midland Trail Association 79362
Midland Trail Highway Association (Glasco, Kan.) SEE U.S. 24 Highway Association (Glasco, Kan.) 49158
Midland Trail (Highway) - Maps - 1915 79362
Midland Trail (Highway) - Maps - 1920 77243, 82196
Midland Trail (Highway) - Maps - 1925 77319, 79364
Midland Trail (Highway) - Maps - 1948 49158
Midland Trail (Highway) - Maps - 1949 49159, 49160
Midland Trail: U.S. 24 and connecting highways 49158, 49159, 49160
Midlands (England) - Maps - 1654 49161
Midlands (England) - Maps - 1675 - Road maps 49162
Midlands (England) - Maps - 1741 49163
Midlands (England) - Maps - 1931 - Road maps 80705
Midlands (England) - Maps - 1936 - Archaeology 23984
Midlands (England) - Maps - 1936 - Historic sites 23984
Midlands (England) - Maps - 1986 - Walking 49164
Mid-le-sex described with the most famous cities of London and Westminster 49143, 49144
Midlothian (Scotland) - Maps - 1904-1905 - Postal service 24657
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>41843</td>
<td>Mikos, Michael J.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34936</td>
<td>Mikoviny, Sámuel, 1700-1750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41635</td>
<td>Mikulic, Donald C.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42209</td>
<td>Mikunas, Vytautas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68379</td>
<td>Milam, Benjamin Rush, 1788-1835 - Death and Burial - Manuscripts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49170</td>
<td>[Milam County (Tex.) - 1879: LC G&amp;M land ownership maps on microfiche]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49177</td>
<td>Milan and the Lake of Como</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65593</td>
<td>Milan (Italy) - Bio-bibliography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49171</td>
<td>Milan (Italy) - Maps - 18134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49172</td>
<td>Milan (Italy) - Maps - 1835</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49173</td>
<td>Milan (Italy) - Maps - 1573</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49174</td>
<td>Milan (Italy) - Maps - 1590</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49175</td>
<td>Milan (Italy) - Maps - 1734 - Fortifications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49176</td>
<td>Milan (Italy) - Maps - 1705</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49177</td>
<td>Milan (Italy) - Maps - 1734 - Fortifications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49178</td>
<td>Milan (Italy) - Maps - 1734 - Fortifications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49179</td>
<td>Milan (Italy) - Maps - 1806</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49180</td>
<td>Milan (Italy) - Maps - 1806</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49181</td>
<td>Milan (Italy) - Maps - 1832</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49182</td>
<td>Milan (Italy) - Maps - 1835</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49183</td>
<td>Milan (Italy) - Maps - 1914</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49184</td>
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<td>Military Map showing the marches of the United States forces under command of Maj. Genl. W.T. Sherman, U.S.A. during the years 1863, 1864, 1865</td>
<td>71251, 71252</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Military Maps</td>
<td>1857, 27779, 44703, 45025, 49247, 49248, 49249, 49250, 49251, 49254, 49266, 49267, 49268, 64610, 69878, 74100, 83014</td>
<td>1857</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Military Maps - 1700-1799</td>
<td>Problems, exercises, etc. - Manuscripts</td>
<td>27515</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Military Maps - 1800-1899</td>
<td>Problems, exercises, etc. - Manuscripts</td>
<td>27514</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Military Maps - 1702</td>
<td>Problems, exercises, etc. - Manuscripts</td>
<td>27514</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Military Maps - 1715</td>
<td>Problems, exercises, etc. - Manuscripts</td>
<td>52749</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Military Maps - 1797</td>
<td>Study and teaching</td>
<td>49193, 49194, 49195, 49196, 49197, 49198, 49199, 49200, 49201, 49202, 49203, 49204, 49205, 49206, 49207, 49208, 49209, 49210, 49211, 49212, 49213</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Military Maps - 1798</td>
<td>Study and teaching</td>
<td>49214, 49215, 49216, 49217, 49218, 49219, 49220, 49221, 49222, 49223, 49224, 49225, 49226, 49227, 49228, 49229, 49230, 49231, 49232, 49233, 49234</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Military Maps - 1807-1814</td>
<td>Problems, exercises, etc. - Manuscripts</td>
<td>72777</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Military Maps - 1812-1824</td>
<td>Problems, exercises, etc. - Manuscripts</td>
<td>67619</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Military Maps - 1831</td>
<td>Problems, exercises, etc. - Manuscripts</td>
<td>11907</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Military Maps - 1856</td>
<td>Handbooks, manuals, etc.</td>
<td>16760</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Military Maps - 1858</td>
<td>Problems, exercises, etc. - Manuscripts</td>
<td>49249</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Military Maps - 1872-1880</td>
<td>Problems, exercises, etc. - Manuscripts</td>
<td>27969</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Military Maps - 1880</td>
<td>Problems, exercises, etc. - Manuscripts</td>
<td>27985</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Military Maps - 1880-1881</td>
<td>Problems, exercises, etc. - Manuscripts</td>
<td>67443</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Military Maps - 1885</td>
<td>Problems, exercises, etc. - Manuscripts</td>
<td>27994</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Military Maps - 1891</td>
<td>Problems, exercises, etc. - Manuscripts</td>
<td>49250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Military Maps - 1914</td>
<td>Problems, exercises, etc. - Manuscripts</td>
<td>49235</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Military Maps - 1920</td>
<td>Problems, exercises, etc. - Manuscripts</td>
<td>16763</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Military Maps - 1942</td>
<td>Problems, exercises, etc. - Manuscripts</td>
<td>84681</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Military Maps - America - Exhibitions - Catalogs - 1600-1799</td>
<td>Problems, exercises, etc. - Manuscripts</td>
<td>16846</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>49251</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>Problems, exercises, etc. - Manuscripts</td>
<td>12139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Military Maps - Belgium - 1706-1747</td>
<td>Problems, exercises, etc. - Manuscripts</td>
<td>12141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Military Maps - Belgium - 1712</td>
<td>Problems, exercises, etc. - Manuscripts</td>
<td>12145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Military Maps - Belgium - 1815</td>
<td>Problems, exercises, etc. - Manuscripts</td>
<td>81441, 81442</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Military Maps - Belgium - 1815 - Manuscripts</td>
<td>Problems, exercises, etc. - Manuscripts</td>
<td>52637</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Military Maps - Belgium - Maps - Exhibitions - Catalogs</td>
<td>Problems, exercises, etc. - Manuscripts</td>
<td>28087</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Military Maps - Benelux Countries - 1703</td>
<td>Problems, exercises, etc. - Manuscripts</td>
<td>12139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Military Maps - Benelux Countries - 1706-1747</td>
<td>Problems, exercises, etc. - Manuscripts</td>
<td>12141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Military Maps - Benelux Countries - 1712</td>
<td>Problems, exercises, etc. - Manuscripts</td>
<td>12145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Military Maps - Canada - 1700-1799</td>
<td>Problems, exercises, etc. - Manuscripts</td>
<td>17016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Military Maps - Cities and towns - History</td>
<td>Problems, exercises, etc. - Manuscripts</td>
<td>49252</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Military Maps - Collections</td>
<td>Problems, exercises, etc. - Manuscripts</td>
<td>49254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Military Maps - Collections, 1547-1999</td>
<td>Problems, exercises, etc. - Manuscripts</td>
<td>49253</td>
</tr>
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</table>
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<tr>
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<tr>
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Milwaukee Region (Wis.) - Maps - 1855 83087
Milwaukee Region (Wis.) - Maps - 1857 83090
Milwaukee Region (Wis.) - Maps - 1859 83092
Milwaukee Region (Wis.) - Maps - 1917 - Road maps 83151
Milwaukee Region (Wis.) - Maps - 1918 - Road maps 35704, 35705
Milwaukee Region (Wis.) - Maps - 1919 - Road maps 35710, 83153, 83154, 83155, 83156
Milwaukee Region (Wis.) - Maps - 1920 - Railroads 77233
Milwaukee Region (Wis.) - Maps - 1923 - Road maps 83173
Milwaukee Region (Wis.) - Maps - 1926 - Road maps 20196, 20197, 83210, 83211
Milwaukee Region (Wis.) - Maps - 1929 - Road maps 20199, 20200, 77417, 83217, 83218
Milwaukee Region (Wis.) - Maps - 1930 - Road maps 20205, 20206, 20207, 83231
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Call Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Milwaukee Region (Wis.) - Maps - 1933 - Road maps</td>
<td>20235, 20242</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milwaukee Region (Wis.) - Maps - 1935 - Road maps</td>
<td>49294, 49295, 49296, 49349</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milwaukee Region (Wis.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps</td>
<td>49297, 49298, 49299, 49350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milwaukee Region (Wis.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps</td>
<td>49300, 49301, 49302</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milwaukee Region (Wis.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps</td>
<td>49303, 49304, 49305</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milwaukee Region (Wis.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps</td>
<td>49306, 49307</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milwaukee Region (Wis.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps</td>
<td>49308, 49309</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milwaukee Region (Wis.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps</td>
<td>49310, 49311, 49312</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milwaukee Region (Wis.) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps</td>
<td>49313, 49314</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milwaukee Region (Wis.) - Maps - 1944 - Road maps</td>
<td>49315, 49316</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milwaukee Region (Wis.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps</td>
<td>49317, 49318, 49319, 49320, 49321, 49322</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milwaukee Region (Wis.) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps</td>
<td>49323, 49324</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milwaukee Region (Wis.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps</td>
<td>49325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milwaukee Region (Wis.) - Maps - 1949 - Road maps</td>
<td>49326, 49327</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milwaukee Region (Wis.) - Maps - 1950 - Road maps</td>
<td>49328</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milwaukee Region (Wis.) - Maps - 1951 - Road maps</td>
<td>49329</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milwaukee Region (Wis.) - Maps - 1952 - Local transit</td>
<td>49351</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milwaukee Region (Wis.) - Maps - 1952 - Road maps</td>
<td>49330</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milwaukee Region (Wis.) - Maps - 1954 - Road maps</td>
<td>49331, 49332, 49333, 49334, 49353, 83536</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milwaukee Region (Wis.) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps</td>
<td>49335, 49336</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milwaukee Region (Wis.) - Maps - 1957 - Road maps</td>
<td>49337, 49338, 49352</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milwaukee Region (Wis.) - Maps - 1958 - Road maps</td>
<td>49353</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milwaukee Region (Wis.) - Maps - 1959 - Road maps</td>
<td>49339</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milwaukee Region (Wis.) - Maps - 1961 - Road maps</td>
<td>49354</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milwaukee Region (Wis.) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps</td>
<td>49355</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milwaukee Region (Wis.) - Maps - 1967 - Road maps</td>
<td>49356</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milwaukee Region (Wis.) - Maps - 1968 - Road maps</td>
<td>49357, 83566</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milwaukee Region (Wis.) - Maps - 1969 - Road maps</td>
<td>49358, 83567, 83568</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milwaukee Region (Wis.) - Maps - 1970 - Road maps</td>
<td>49359</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milwaukee Region (Wis.) - Maps - 1971 - Road maps</td>
<td>49360</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milwaukee Region (Wis.) - Maps - 1972 - Road maps</td>
<td>49340</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milwaukee Region (Wis.) - Maps - 1974 - Road maps</td>
<td>83574</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milwaukee Region (Wis.) - Maps - 1975-1976 - Road maps</td>
<td>49361</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milwaukee Region (Wis.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps</td>
<td>49362</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milwaukee Region (Wis.) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps</td>
<td>49363, 49364</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milwaukee Region (Wis.) - Maps - 1979 - Road maps</td>
<td>49365</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milwaukee Region (Wis.) - Maps - 1982 - Aeronautical charts</td>
<td>20486</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milwaukee Region (Wis.) - Maps - 1996 - Road maps</td>
<td>49341</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milwaukee Region (Wis.) - Maps - 2000 - Road maps</td>
<td>49342</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milwaukee Region (Wis.) - Maps - 2002 - Aeronautical charts</td>
<td>83568</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milwaukee Region (Wis.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps</td>
<td>49366, 49367</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milwaukee Region (Wis.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps</td>
<td>49368</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milwaukee Region (Wis.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps</td>
<td>49369</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milwaukee Region (Wis.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps</td>
<td>82513</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milwaukee's gentlemen paleontologists</td>
<td>41635</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milwaukee Sentinel</td>
<td>5196</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milwaukee / Standard Oil Company</td>
<td>49338</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milwaukee street guide</td>
<td>49368, 49369</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milwaukee street map</td>
<td>49355, 49356, 49358</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milwaukee street map / Phillips 66</td>
<td>49360</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milwaukee &amp; suburbs street map and directory : Appleton, Green Bay, Kenosha, Racine &amp; Superior, 1975-76 / Standard Oil Division of Amoco Oil Company</td>
<td>49361</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milwaukee travel map / SuperAmerica</td>
<td>49365</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milwaukee &amp; vicinity / Clark Super 100 fine ethyl gasoline</td>
<td>49337</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milwaukee &amp; vicinity StreetFinder</td>
<td>49293, 49341</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milwaukee (Wis.) - Census, 19th, 1970 - Maps</td>
<td>49343</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milwaukee (Wis.) - Harbors - Maps - 1978 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>49285</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milwaukee (Wis.) - Maps - 1854 - Landowners</td>
<td>49344</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milwaukee (Wis.) - Maps - 1854 - Real property</td>
<td>49344</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milwaukee (Wis.) - Maps - 1870-1880 - Real property</td>
<td>49345</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milwaukee (Wis.) - Maps - 1870-1880 - Real property - Manuscripts</td>
<td>49346</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milwaukee (Wis.) - Maps - 1900 - Road maps</td>
<td>49347</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milwaukee (Wis.) - Maps - 1915 - Railroads</td>
<td>77192</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milwaukee (Wis.) - Maps - 1916 - Road maps</td>
<td>49348</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Call Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Milwaukee (Wis.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1931</td>
<td>77502</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milwaukee (Wis.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1935 - Road maps</td>
<td>49294, 49295, 49296, 49349</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milwaukee (Wis.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1936 - Road maps</td>
<td>49297, 49298, 49299, 49350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milwaukee (Wis.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1937 - Road maps</td>
<td>49300, 49301, 49302</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milwaukee (Wis.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1938 - Road maps</td>
<td>49303, 49304, 49305</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milwaukee (Wis.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1939 - Road maps</td>
<td>49306, 49307</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milwaukee (Wis.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1940 - Road maps</td>
<td>49308, 49309</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milwaukee (Wis.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1941 - Road maps</td>
<td>49310, 49311, 49312</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milwaukee (Wis.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1942 - Road maps</td>
<td>49313, 49314</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milwaukee (Wis.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1946 - Road maps</td>
<td>49317, 49318, 49319</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milwaukee (Wis.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1947 - Road maps</td>
<td>49323, 49324</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milwaukee (Wis.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1948 - Road maps</td>
<td>49325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milwaukee (Wis.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1949 - Road maps</td>
<td>49326, 49327</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milwaukee (Wis.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1950 - Road maps</td>
<td>49328</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milwaukee (Wis.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1951</td>
<td>76087, 76088</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milwaukee (Wis.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1951 - Road maps</td>
<td>49329</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milwaukee (Wis.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1952 - Local transit</td>
<td>49331</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milwaukee (Wis.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1952 - Road maps</td>
<td>49330</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milwaukee (Wis.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1954 - Road maps</td>
<td>49331, 49332</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milwaukee (Wis.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1956 - Road maps</td>
<td>49335, 78166</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milwaukee (Wis.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1957 - Road maps</td>
<td>49337, 49338, 49352</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milwaukee (Wis.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1958 - Road maps</td>
<td>49353</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milwaukee (Wis.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1959 - Road maps</td>
<td>49339</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milwaukee (Wis.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1961 - Road maps</td>
<td>49354</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milwaukee (Wis.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1966 - Road maps</td>
<td>49355</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milwaukee (Wis.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1967 - Road maps</td>
<td>49356</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milwaukee (Wis.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1968 - Road maps</td>
<td>49357</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milwaukee (Wis.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1969 - Road maps</td>
<td>49358</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milwaukee (Wis.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1970 - Road maps</td>
<td>49359</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milwaukee (Wis.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1971 - Road maps</td>
<td>49360</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milwaukee (Wis.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1972 - Road maps</td>
<td>49340</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milwaukee (Wis.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1974</td>
<td>49343</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milwaukee (Wis.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1975-1976 - Road maps</td>
<td>49361</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milwaukee (Wis.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1975</td>
<td>49362</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milwaukee (Wis.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1976 - Road maps</td>
<td>49363, 49364</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milwaukee (Wis.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1979 - Road maps</td>
<td>49365</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milwaukee (Wis.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1994 - Road maps</td>
<td>79075</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milwaukee (Wis.)</td>
<td>Maps - 2004 - Road maps</td>
<td>49366, 49367</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milwaukee (Wis.)</td>
<td>Maps - 2006 - Road maps</td>
<td>49368</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milwaukee (Wis.)</td>
<td>Maps - 2007 - Road maps</td>
<td>49369</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milwaukee (Wis.)</td>
<td>Pictorial works - 1973 - Pictorial maps</td>
<td>49370</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milwaukee (Wis.)</td>
<td>Pictorial works - Exhibitions - Catalogs - 1844-1908</td>
<td>49371</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milwaukee (Wis.)</td>
<td>Pictorial works - Exhibits - Catalogs</td>
<td>49372</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milwaukee (Or.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1956 - Road maps</td>
<td>69780</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milz, Joseph</td>
<td>22219, 22222, 23871</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milz, Joseph von</td>
<td>22220</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mina</td>
<td>49498</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mina (Ghana) SEE Elmina (Ghana)</td>
<td>15188</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minard, Charles Joseph</td>
<td>1781-1870, 67483</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minas Gerais (Brazil)</td>
<td>Maps - 1938</td>
<td>49373</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minas Gerais (Brazil)</td>
<td>Maps - Collections, 1720-1879</td>
<td>49374</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minch, Jennifer</td>
<td>30861, 34502</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minciótti Tsoukas, Claudia</td>
<td>1947-24</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mindanao Island (Philippines)</td>
<td>Maps - 1874 - Manuscripts</td>
<td>49375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mindanao Island (Philippines)</td>
<td>Maps - 1881-1890 - Ethnology - Manuscripts</td>
<td>49376, 49377</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mindanao Island (Philippines)</td>
<td>Maps - 1886</td>
<td>49378</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mindanao Island (Philippines)</td>
<td>Maps - 1887 - Ethnology</td>
<td>49379</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mindanao Island (Philippines)</td>
<td>Maps - 1951 - Road maps</td>
<td>64537, 64538</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mindanao Island (Philippines)</td>
<td>Maps - 1952 - Road maps</td>
<td>64540</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mindanao Island (Philippines)</td>
<td>Maps - 1954 - Road maps</td>
<td>64541</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mindanao Island (Philippines)</td>
<td>Maps - 1955 - Road maps</td>
<td>64542</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mindanao Island (Philippines)</td>
<td>Maps - 1956 - Road maps</td>
<td>64543</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mindanao Island (Philippines)</td>
<td>Maps - 1957 - Road maps</td>
<td>64544</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mindanao Island (Philippines)</td>
<td>Maps - 1958 - Road maps</td>
<td>64545</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Minerva atlas 10229, 10250, 10318
Minerva, o sia uovo giornale de'letterati d'Italia (1762) 62712
Mineral and mineral resources - Alaska - Maps - 1906 1047
Mineral and mineral resources - Alaska - Maps - 1907 1048
Mineral and mineral resources - Arizona - Maps - 1880 2553
Mineral and mineral resources - Black Hills (S.D. and Wyo.) - Maps - 1877 13182, 13183
Mineral and mineral resources - Bual Island (Philippines) - Pictorial works - 1797 14788
Mineral and mineral resources - Butte (Mont.) - Maps - 1886 15031
Mineral and mineral resources - California - Los Angeles County - Maps - 1935 43164
Mineral and mineral resources - California - Maps - 1850 15237
Mineral and mineral resources - California - Maps - 1853 15242
Mineral and mineral resources - California - Maps - 1865 15257
Mineral and mineral resources - California - Maps - 1873 15262
Mineral and mineral resources - Central America - Maps - 1846 18972
Mineral and mineral resources - Clear Creek County (Colo.) - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1880 28351, 69725
Mineral and mineral resources - Clear Creek County (Colo.) - Maps - 1880 73231
Mineral and mineral resources - Clear Creek County (Colo.) - Maps - 1881 20985
Mineral and mineral resources - Colorado - Maps - 1860 21277, 21278
Mineral and mineral resources - Colorado - Maps - 1869 21283
Mineral and mineral resources - Colorado - Maps - 1873 13682
Mineral and mineral resources - Colorado - Maps - 1876 16613
Mineral and mineral resources - Colorado - Maps - 1883 41764
Mineral and mineral resources - Comstock Lode (Nev.) - Maps - 1882 53651
Mineral and Mineral Resources - Cripple Creek (Colo.) - Maps - 1903 22432
Mineral and mineral resources - Death Valley (Calif. and Nev.) - Maps - 1905-1906 22958
Mineral and mineral resources - Dubois County (Ind.) - Maps - 1871-1872 64741
Mineral and Mineral Resources - France - Maps - 1780 27784
Mineral and mineral resources - Georgia - Maps - 1916 31061
Mineral and mineral resources - Great Plains - Maps - 1894 32672
Mineral and mineral resources - Great Plains - Maps - 1895 32674
Mineral and mineral resources - Guatemala - Maps - 1846 18972
Mineral and mineral resources - Idaho - Maps - 1880 35124
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Call Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mines and mineral resources - Idaho - Maps - 1884</td>
<td>21148</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mines and mineral resources - Illinois - Maps - 1866</td>
<td>35548</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mines and Mineral Resources - Iowa - Maps - 1866</td>
<td>37611</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mines and mineral resources - Isle Royale (Mich.) - Maps - 1850</td>
<td>38570</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mines and mineral resources - Keweenaw County (Mich.) - Maps - 1850</td>
<td>41125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mines and mineral resources - Leadville Region (Colo.) - Maps - 1879</td>
<td>41762, 41763</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mines and mineral resources - Leadville Region (Colo.) - Maps - 1883</td>
<td>41764</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mines and Mineral Resources - Maps - 1811</td>
<td>84195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mines and mineral resources - Mexico - Maps - 1884</td>
<td>46319, 46320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mines and mineral resources - Mexico - Maps - 1846</td>
<td>18972</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mines and mineral resources - Montana - Maps - 1865</td>
<td>51326</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mines and mineral resources - Morocco - History, Ancient - Maps - 1982</td>
<td>51772</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mines and mineral resources - Nevada - Maps - 1875</td>
<td>21832</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mines and mineral resources - Nevada - Maps - 1870</td>
<td>81862</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mines and mineral resources - Nevada - Maps - 1873</td>
<td>15262</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mines and mineral resources - New Mexico - Maps - 1883</td>
<td>55268</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mines and mineral resources - New Mexico - Maps - 1888</td>
<td>55276</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mines and mineral resources - New Mexico - Maps - 1892</td>
<td>55279</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mines and mineral resources - New Mexico - Maps - 1894</td>
<td>55280</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mines and mineral resources - New Mexico - Maps - 1902</td>
<td>55285</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mines and mineral resources - Northeastern States - Maps - 1903</td>
<td>59023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mines and mineral resources - Northeastern States - Maps - 1904</td>
<td>59030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mines and mineral resources - Northeastern States - Maps - 1950</td>
<td>59471</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mines and mineral resources - Northwestern States - Maps - 1880</td>
<td>35124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mines and Mineral Resources - Oregon - Maps - 1975</td>
<td>62265</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mines and mineral resources - Parke County (Ind.) - Maps - 1872</td>
<td>63364</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mines and mineral resources - Pennsylvania - Maps - 1867</td>
<td>63579</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mines and mineral resources - Perry County (Ind.) - Maps - 1871-1872</td>
<td>64234</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mines and Mineral Resources - Peru - Maps - 1934</td>
<td>64286</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mines and mineral resources - Philippines - Maps - 1904</td>
<td>64528</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mines and mineral resources - Pike County (Ind.) - Maps - 1871-1872</td>
<td>64741</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mines and mineral resources - Saint Helena, Mount, Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1865</td>
<td>15257</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mines and mineral resources - Santa Fe County (N.M.) - Maps - 1883</td>
<td>68829</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mines and Mineral Resources SEE ALSO Gold Mines and Mining</td>
<td>1034</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mines and mineral resources - Sonora (Mexico : State) - Maps - 1908</td>
<td>70328</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mines and mineral resources - Southwestern States - Maps - 1811</td>
<td>46319, 46320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mines and Mineral Resources - Temascaltepec Region (Mexico) - Maps - 1560 - Manuscripts</td>
<td>74317</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mines and mineral resources - Tennessee - Maps - 1908</td>
<td>74358</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mines and Mineral Resources - United States - Maps - 1866</td>
<td>76823, 76824</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mines and mineral resources - United States - Maps - 1915</td>
<td>77187, 77188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mines and Mineral Resources - Upper Peninsula (Mich.) - Maps - 1845</td>
<td>79506</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mines and mineral resources - Upper Peninsula (Mich.) - Maps - 1850</td>
<td>79508</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mines and Mineral Resources - Upper Peninsula (Mich.) - Maps - 1855</td>
<td>79509</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mines and mineral resources - Utah - Maps - 1899</td>
<td>79570</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mines and mineral resources - Utah - Maps - 1900</td>
<td>79574</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mines and mineral resources - Vermillion County (Ind.) - Maps - 1860</td>
<td>80056</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mines and mineral resources - Virginia - Maps - 1900</td>
<td>3856</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mines and mineral resources - Virginia - Maps - 1901</td>
<td>3858</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mines and mineral resources - Virginia - Maps - 1902</td>
<td>3861</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mines and Mineral Resources - Washington (State) - Maps - 1858</td>
<td>81170, 81171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mines and Mineral Resources - Washington (State) - Maps - 1892</td>
<td>81183</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mines and mineral resources - Washoe County (Nev.) - Maps - 1882</td>
<td>53651</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mines and mineral resources - West (U.S.) - Maps - 1870</td>
<td>81862</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mines and mineral resources - West (U.S.) - Maps - 1940</td>
<td>82330</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mines and mineral resources - West Virginia - Maps - 1900</td>
<td>3856</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mines and mineral resources - West Virginia - Maps - 1901</td>
<td>3858</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mines and mineral resources - West Virginia - Maps - 1902</td>
<td>3861</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mines and Mineral Resources - West Virginia - Maps - 1913</td>
<td>82654</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mines and mineral resources - Wyoming - Maps - 1908</td>
<td>84805</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mines and mineral resources - West (U.S.) - Guidebooks - 1883</td>
<td>81728</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Mines of Pissassalto in the island of Bual / A. Bell Prin. Wal. sculptor fecit 14788
Minet, Sieur de 45510, 45511, 45512, 45513, 50483, 57399, 57400
A Ming map of China [by] Wang-P'an, dating from 1594 80800
Miner Island (Québec) - Maps - 1790 - Nautical charts 67991
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<tr>
<td>Mingroot, Erik van</td>
<td>69326, 69327</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minguet, Charles</td>
<td>34866</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Minho (Portugal) - Maps - 1958 - Pictorial maps</strong></td>
<td>25547</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mini-atlas</td>
<td>8579</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mini atlas of Britain</td>
<td>14575</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mini atlas of early settlers in District of Niagara, Ont</td>
<td>7180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Mini atlas of early settlers in the district of Niagara : 1782-1876</td>
<td>42111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mini atlas of Europe</td>
<td>8596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mini atlas of the United States</td>
<td>78603</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mini pocket atlas</td>
<td>8568</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mini world atlas</td>
<td>8592</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miniature atlas</td>
<td>8009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miniature atlas and gazetteer of the world</td>
<td>5338, 8295</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miniature atlas of the Borough of Brooklyn</td>
<td>14697</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miniature atlas of the Borough of Manhattan : in one volume</td>
<td>44332</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miniature atlas of the British Empire</td>
<td>8231</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Miniature German language globe-inkwell]</td>
<td>32011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Miniature globe in ivory container]</td>
<td>32024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miniaturized map reproducibles (74-117)</td>
<td>47552</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miniatur-atlas der geheele wereld</td>
<td>8900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miniatyratlas över hela vården : alla jordens länder pa 14 kartblad</td>
<td>10860</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minime</td>
<td>32832</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mining districts of western US</strong></td>
<td>5746</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mining engineering - 1556</td>
<td>598</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mining engineering - History</td>
<td>49393</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mining industry - 1556</td>
<td>598</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mining industry - History</td>
<td>49393</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mining Magazine (1912)</td>
<td>598</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mining men and cattlemen</td>
<td>81734</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mining Review Pub. Co. (Denver, Colo.)</td>
<td>16613</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minis, Marin Ultramar</td>
<td>65406</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minischalchi Erizzo, F</td>
<td>4895</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ministère de l'instruction publique (France) SEE France. Ministère de l'instruction publique</td>
<td>34158</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ministère de la Voirie (Québec) SEE Québec (Province). Roads Dept.</td>
<td>65999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ministère des Affaires Culturelles du Quebec</td>
<td>65948</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ministerium fur Schulwesen und Volkskultur (Czechoslovakia)</td>
<td>8643</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ministero dei Transporti</td>
<td>49187</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ministero per i beni e le attività culturali</td>
<td>84536</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ministers Life Resources, Inc.</td>
<td>78982</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ministry Pub. Wks.</td>
<td>2522</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minneapolis Institute of Arts</td>
<td>17940</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minneapolis</td>
<td>49452</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minneapolis and Saint Anthony, Minnesota, 1867</td>
<td>49448</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minneapolis calendar of spring events 1975</td>
<td>49402</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minneapolis Civic &amp; Commerce Association</td>
<td>49679</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minneapolis Convention and Tourism Commission</td>
<td>49397, 49402, 57075</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Minneapolis Convention and Visitors Bureau (Minneapolis, Minn.) 1975</strong></td>
<td>49397</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minneapolis Convention &amp; Tourism Commission</td>
<td>57074</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minneapolis Downtown Council</td>
<td>34790</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minneapolis EasyFinder : Local street detail</td>
<td>49446</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minneapolis enjoying heyday as an upbeat metropolis</td>
<td>49395</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minneapolis Improvement Company North-East</td>
<td>21732</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Minneapolis Institute of Arts - 1974</strong></td>
<td>49447</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minneapolis is...</td>
<td>49397</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minneapolis Journal</td>
<td>5485</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minneapolis, Lyndale &amp; Minnetonka Railway Company</td>
<td>49457</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Minneapolis, Lyndale &amp; Minnetonka Railway Company - Maps - 1897</strong></td>
<td>49457</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minneapolis (Minn.) - 1973</td>
<td>49394</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minneapolis (Minn.) - 1975</td>
<td>49395, 49396, 49397</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minneapolis (Minn.) - 1982</td>
<td>49398, 49399</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minneapolis (Minn.) - Architecture - 1974</td>
<td>49400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minneapolis (Minn.) - Description and travel - 1974</td>
<td>49401</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minneapolis (Minn.) - Description and travel - 1975</td>
<td>49402</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minneapolis (Minn.) - Description and travel - 1979</td>
<td>49403</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<tr>
<td>Minneapolis (Minn.) - Maps - 1874</td>
<td>49404</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minneapolis (Minn.) - Maps - 1910</td>
<td>49405</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minneapolis (Minn.) - Maps - 1932</td>
<td>49406</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minneapolis (Minn.) - Maps - 1934</td>
<td>49460</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minneapolis (Minn.) - Maps - 1935</td>
<td>49407, 49462, 49463</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minneapolis (Minn.) - Maps - 1935 - Road maps</td>
<td>49464</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minneapolis (Minn.) - Maps - 1936</td>
<td>49466, 49467</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minneapolis (Minn.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps</td>
<td>49408, 49409, 49465</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minneapolis (Minn.) - Maps - 1937</td>
<td>49410, 49469, 49470</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minneapolis (Minn.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps</td>
<td>49411, 49412, 49471, 49472, 49473, 49474</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minneapolis (Minn.) - Maps - 1939</td>
<td>49413, 49414, 49475, 49476</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minneapolis (Minn.) - Maps - 1940</td>
<td>49415, 49416, 49417, 49477</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minneapolis (Minn.) - Maps - 1941</td>
<td>49418, 49419, 49478, 49479</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minneapolis (Minn.) - Maps - 1942</td>
<td>49420, 49421, 49422, 49480</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minneapolis (Minn.) - Maps - 1945</td>
<td>49481</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minneapolis (Minn.) - Maps - 1946</td>
<td>49483, 49484</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minneapolis (Minn.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps</td>
<td>49423, 49424, 49482</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minneapolis (Minn.) - Maps - 1947</td>
<td>49425, 49426, 49485, 49486</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minneapolis (Minn.) - Maps - 1948 - Museums</td>
<td>49427</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minneapolis (Minn.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps</td>
<td>49428, 49429</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minneapolis (Minn.) - Maps - 1951</td>
<td>76087, 76088</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minneapolis (Minn.) - Maps - 1956</td>
<td>49488, 49489</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minneapolis (Minn.) - Maps - 1959</td>
<td>49430, 49490</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minneapolis (Minn.) - Maps - 1964 - Road maps</td>
<td>49431</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minneapolis (Minn.) - Maps - 1966</td>
<td>49432, 49433</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minneapolis (Minn.) - Maps - 1967</td>
<td>49434</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minneapolis (Minn.) - Maps - 1968</td>
<td>49435, 49436</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minneapolis (Minn.) - Maps - 1969</td>
<td>49437, 49438</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minneapolis (Minn.) - Maps - 1970</td>
<td>49439</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minneapolis (Minn.) - Maps - 1971</td>
<td>49440</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minneapolis (Minn.) - Maps - 1975-1976 - Road maps</td>
<td>49441</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minneapolis (Minn.) - Maps - 1975</td>
<td>49442</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minneapolis (Minn.) - Maps - 1976</td>
<td>49443</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minneapolis (Minn.) - Maps - 1979</td>
<td>49444, 49445</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minneapolis (Minn.) - Maps - 1994</td>
<td>79075</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minneapolis (Minn.) - Maps - 2005</td>
<td>49446</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minneapolis (Minn.) - Music - 1974</td>
<td>49447</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minneapolis (Minn.) - Pictorial works - 1867</td>
<td>49448</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minneapolis (Minn.) - Pictorial works - 1874</td>
<td>49449</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minneapolis (Minn.) - Pictorial works - 1885</td>
<td>49450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minneapolis (Minn.) - Pictorial works - 1889</td>
<td>49559</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minneapolis (Minn.) - Pictorial works - 1946</td>
<td>49451</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minneapolis (Minn.) - Pictorial works - 1947</td>
<td>49452</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minneapolis (Minn.) - Pictorial works - 1951 - Flour industry</td>
<td>49453</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minneapolis (Minn.) - Pictorial works - 1955</td>
<td>49454</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minneapolis (Minn.) - Skywalks - 1975</td>
<td>49455</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minneapolis (Minn.) - Skywalks - 1983</td>
<td>49456</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minneapolis (Minn.) - Skywalks - Maps - 1975</td>
<td>57075</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minneapolis, Minn. : St. Paul, Minn. ; Winona, Minn.</td>
<td>49449</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minneapolis, Minnesota -- 1955</td>
<td>49454</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minneapolis Planning and Development</td>
<td>49455</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minneapolis Public Library</td>
<td>49450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minneapolis Region (Minn.) -1911 - Directories</td>
<td>5726</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minneapolis Region (Minn.) -1911 - Landowners</td>
<td>5726</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minneapolis Region (Minn.) - Maps - 1890 - Railroads</td>
<td>49561</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minneapolis Region (Minn.) - Maps - 1893 - Railroads</td>
<td>49564</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minneapolis Region (Minn.) - Maps - 1894 - Railroads</td>
<td>49565, 49566</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minneapolis Region (Minn.) - Maps - 1897 - Railroads</td>
<td>49457</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minneapolis Region (Minn.) - Maps - 1907 - Railroads</td>
<td>49572</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minneapolis Region (Minn.) - Maps - 1910 - Railroads</td>
<td>49458</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minneapolis Region (Minn.) - Maps - 1911 - Railroads</td>
<td>49576</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minneapolis Region (Minn.) - Maps - 1913 - Railroads</td>
<td>49578, 49579</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minneapolis Region (Minn.) - Maps - 1914 - Railroads</td>
<td>49580, 49581</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minneapolis Region (Minn.) - Maps - 1916 - Railroads</td>
<td>49582, 49583, 49584</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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The Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad Co., gateway routing map : connections all directions 48967
The Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad Co. : the open portal between east and west : the Peoria gateway 48970, 48971, 48972, 48973
The Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad Co. : the Peoria gateway 49016

Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad - Maps - 1899 48467
Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad - Maps - 1900 48485
Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad - Maps - 1901 48498, 48499
Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad - Maps - 1902 48522, 48523
Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad - Maps - 1902-1904 48504
Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad - Maps - 1902-1905 48505
Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad - Maps - 1902-1906 48506
Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad - Maps - 1902-1907 48507
Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad - Maps - 1903 48539
Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad - Maps - 1904 48553
Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad - Maps - 1905 48568
Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad - Maps - 1906 48579
Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad - Maps - 1907 48593
Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad - Maps - 1908 48606, 48607
Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad - Maps - 1909 48621, 48622
Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad - Maps - 1910 48630, 48637, 48638, 48639
Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad - Maps - 1911 48644, 48650, 48651, 48652, 48656
Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad - Maps - 1912 48666
Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad - Maps - 1912-1917 48660
Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad - Maps - 1913 48675
Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad - Maps - 1914 48689
Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad - Maps - 1915 48699
Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad - Maps - 1916 48715
Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad - Maps - 1930 48852
Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad - Maps - 1945 48967
Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad - Maps - 1946 48970, 48971, 48972, 48973
Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad - Maps - 1950 49016
Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad - Maps - 1951 49023, 49024
Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad - Maps - 1953 49045
Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad - Maps - 1954 49051
Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad - Maps - 1955 - Pictorial maps 49059
Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad - Maps - 1956 49065
Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad - Maps - 1957 49071
Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad - Maps - 1957 - Headquarters 78183
Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad - Maps - 1958 49077
Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad - Maps - 1958 - Headquarters 78212
Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad - Maps - 1959 - Headquarters 78211
Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad - Maps - 1960 49090
Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad - Maps - 1961 - Pictorial maps 49098
Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad - Pictorial works - 1943 - Headquarters 49452
Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad - Pictorial works - 1948 64210
Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad - Pictorial works - 1949 23348
Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad - Pictorial works - 1951 49453
Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad - Pictorial works - 1958 32229
Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad - Pictorial works - 1959 46128
Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad : the Peoria Gateway 49071

The Minneapolis & St. Louis Railway Co. : the Peoria gateway 49023, 49024, 49045, 49051
The Minneapolis & St. Louis Railway Company : the Peoria gateway : map of the system 49059
Minneapolis, St. Paul and vicinity ... / compliments of Phillips Petroleum Company, Bartlesville, Oklahoma 49425, 49428
Minneapolis, St. Paul and vicinity official road map : Phillips 66 49411, 49413, 49416, 49418, 49421, 49423, 49471
Minneapolis, St. Paul and vicinity / Sinclair oils 49430
Minneapolis, St. Paul : bicentennial commemorative road map / Standard Oil Division, Amoco Oil Company 49443
Minneapolis, St. Paul metropolitan area / Cities Service 49485
Minneapolis, St. Paul : Mobil travel map 49442
Minneapolis, St. Paul : Pure ... 49431

Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie Railway Company 16080, 16081, 16082, 16086, 16087, 16088, 16092, 16093, 16095, 16097, 16098, 16099, 16101, 16102, 16104, 16107, 16109, 16112, 16114, 16115, 16117, 16119, 16120, 16124, 16125, 16128, 16134, 16136, 16140, 16142, 16145, 16147, 16149, 16153, 16154, 16157, 16159, 16161, 16166, 16168, 16170, 16173, 16175, 16181, 23874, 28590, 48281, 48476, 48500, 48523, 48640, 48653, 48654, 48676, 48690, 48700, 48701, 48721, 48722, 48723, 48724, 48763, 48776, 48777, 48778, 48779, 48870, 48812, 48813, 48814, 48815, 48853, 48877, 49021, 49057, 49073, 49079, 49086, 49091, 49099, 49450, 49454, 60002, 60013, 60032, 60035, 60041, 68973
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Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie Railway Company - Maps - 1900
Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie Railway Company - Maps - 1903
Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie Railway Company - Maps - 1907
Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie Railway Company - Pictorial works - 1956
Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie Railway Company SEE ALSO Soo Line Railroad Company
Minneapolis, St. Paul / Sinclair
Minneapolis, St. Paul / Standard
Minneapolis, St. Paul street map
Minneapolis St. Paul & vicinity StreetFinder
Minneapolis Street Railway Company - Maps - 1897
Minneapolis Times
Minneapolis Tribune
Minneapolis tribune (Minneapolis, Minn.)
[Minnehaha County (S.D.) - 1893: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche]
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49856, 49857, 49858, 49859

Minnesota - Maps - 1941 - Road maps 49860, 49861, 49862, 49863, 49864, 49865, 49866, 49867, 49868, 49869, 49870, 49871, 49872, 49873, 49874, 49875, 49876

Minnesota - Maps - 1942 - Road maps 49877, 49878, 49879, 49880, 49881, 49882, 49883, 49884, 49885, 49886, 49887, 49888, 49889, 49890

Minnesota - Maps - 1944 - Road maps 49891, 49892, 49893

Minnesota - Maps - 1945 - Road maps 49894, 49895, 49896, 49897, 49898, 49899

Minnesota - Maps - 1946 - Pictorial maps 49905, 49906

Minnesota - Maps - 1946 - Road maps 49900, 49901, 49902, 49903, 49904, 49905, 49906, 49907, 49908, 49909, 49910, 49911, 49912, 49913, 49914, 49915, 49916, 49917, 49918, 49919, 49920, 49921, 49922, 49923, 49924, 49925, 49926, 49927, 49928, 49929

Minnesota - Maps - 1947 - Pictorial maps 49931, 49932

Minnesota - Maps - 1947 - Road maps 49930, 49931, 49932, 49933, 49934, 49935, 49936, 49937, 49938, 49939, 49940, 49941, 49942, 49943, 49944, 49945, 49946, 49947, 49948, 49949, 49950, 49951, 49952

Minnesota - Maps - 1948 49953, 49954

Minnesota - Maps - 1948 - Pictorial maps 49955

Minnesota - Maps - 1948 - Railroads 49953, 49954

Minnesota - Maps - 1948 - Road maps 49953, 49954, 49955, 49956, 49957, 49958, 49959, 49960, 49961, 49962, 49963, 49964, 49965

Minnesota - Maps - 1949 - Pictorial maps 49967

Minnesota - Maps - 1949 - Road maps 49966, 49967, 49968, 49969

Minnesota - Maps - 1950 - Road maps 49970, 49971, 83518

Minnesota - Maps - 1951 - Pictorial maps 49974

Minnesota - Maps - 1951 - Road maps 49972, 49973, 49974, 49975, 49976, 49977, 83523

Minnesota - Maps - 1952 49978, 49979

Minnesota - Maps - 1952 - Railroads 49978, 49979

Minnesota - Maps - 1952 - Road maps 49978, 49979, 49980, 49981, 49982, 49983, 49984, 83528

Minnesota - Maps - 1953 - Road maps 49985

Minnesota - Maps - 1954 49986, 49987, 49988, 49989

Minnesota - Maps - 1954 - Road maps 38112, 49990, 49991, 49992, 49993, 49994, 49995

Minnesota - Maps - 1955 - Road maps 49996, 49997, 49998, 49999

Minnesota - Maps - 1956 - Road maps 50000, 50001, 50002, 50003, 50004, 50005, 50006, 50007, 50008, 50009

Minnesota - Maps - 1962 50011

Minnesota - Maps - 1962-1969 50010


Minnesota - Maps - 1962-1969 - Road maps 50010

Minnesota - Maps - 1962 - Railroads 50011

Minnesota - Maps - 1962 - Road maps 50011
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Minnesota - Maps - 1969 - Road maps 50016

Minnesota - Maps - 1971 50018

Minnesota - Maps - 1971-1972 - Counties 50017

Minnesota - Maps - 1971-1972 - Road maps 50017

Minnesota - Maps - 1974 - Road maps 50019, 50020

Minnesota - Maps - 1975 - Road maps 50021

Minnesota - Maps - 1976 - Road maps 50022, 50023, 50024

Minnesota - Maps - 1978 - Peatlands 50025

Minnesota - Maps - 1979 - Counties 50026

Minnesota - Maps - 1979 - Road maps 50026

Minnesota - Maps - 1986 - Fishing - 1986 50027

Minnesota - Maps - 1996 - Maps, Physical 50028

Minnesota - Maps - 2005 - Road maps 50029

Minnesota - Maps - Bibliography 49115, 50030, 50031

Minnesota - Maps - Collections, 1800-1899 - Road maps 50032

Minnesota - Maps - Collections, 1939-1942 - Road maps 49121

Minnesota - Maps - Collections - 2008 50033

Minneapolis : Minneapolis-St. Paul : Sinclair H-C gasoline road map 49862, 49877

Minnesota minnetours 49946, 49501

Minnesota motor trails are calling : Standard Oil Company (Indiana) 49640

Minnesota - Natural resources - 1979 50034

Minnesota. Office of Railroad and Warehouse Commissioners 49555
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Miracle fold road map : Kentucky, Tennessee and southeastern United States : Mobilgas 
Miracle fold road map : Iowa and adjoining states ... Mobilgas ...  
Miracle fold road map : Illinois and adjoining states ... Mobilgas  
Miracle fold road map : Indiana and adjoining states ... Mobilgas ...  
Miracle fold road map : Idaho and adjoining states ... Mobilgas ...  
Miracle fold road map : Kansas and adjoining states ...  
Miracle fold road map : Kentucky, Tennessee and southeastern United States : Mobilgas  
Miracle fold road map : Long Island and New York City / Mobil  
Miracle fold road map : Long Island ... Mobilgas ...Socony Mobil Oil Company Inc. 
Miracle fold road map : Michigan and adjoining states ... Mobilgas ...  
Miracle fold road map : Minnesota and adjoining states ... Mobilgas ... Socony-Vacuum Oil Company 
Miracle fold road map : Minnesota with Wisconsin : Texaco 
Miracle fold road map : Minnesota with the Dakotas : tour with Texaco ... 
Minnesota with the Dakotas : Texaco 
Minnesota with Wisconsin : Texaco 
Minority toponyms on maps : the rendering of linguistic minority toponyms on topographic maps of Western Europe 
Minor school atlas : containing 21 maps, compiled from the best authorities, including all the latest discoveries : with a copious consulting index / by John Dower 
Minoia Pelagus SEE Aegean Sea 
Minoit, local and specific freight association territories 
Minocqua Lakes Region (Wis.) 
Minorca (Spain) Maps 
Minskaia kartograficheskaia fabrika 
Minsk (Belarus) 
Minot (N.D.) - Pictorial works - 1957 - Railroads 
Minot, Balch & Company=Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 
Minot, Balch & Company 
Minot, Marty 
Minonzio, Franco 
Mintz, Sharon Liberman 
Minton, John 
Minton, John. See Minton, John, 1730-1794 
Minton, Balch & Company 
Miskra kartograficheskaia fabrika 
Minskaia voblasts (Belarus) - Maps - 1730 
Minto, Gilbert Elliot, Earl of, 1751-1814 - Map collections 
Minton, Balch & Company=Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 
Minton, John 
Mintz, Sharon Liberman 
Minute Man Service SEE Boston and Maine Railroad 
Miquelon and Saint Pierre and Miquelon (France) SEE Saint Pierre and Miquelon 
Miquelon, Island (France) 
Miquelon, Saint Pierre and Miquelon (France) SEE Saint Pierre and Miquelon 
Miquelon, Island (France) - Maps - 1782 - Nautical charts 
Mirabeau, Honoré-Gabriel de Riquetti, comte de, 1749-1794-. See Mirabeau, Honoré-Gabriel de Riquetti, comte de 1749-. 
Mirabeau, Honoré-Gabriel de Riquetti, comte de, 1749-. De la monarchie prussienne, sous Frédéric le Grand 
Mirabeau, Honoré-Gabriel de Riquetti, comte de, 1749-. De la monarchie prussienne, sous Frédéric le Grand 
Mirabella e Alagona, Vincenzo 
Mirabilium sulphureorum motium apud puteolos (campos Flagraeus Plin vulcani forum Strabo vulgo nunc Solfatariâ vocant Nëapolitani) ... 
Miracle fold road map : central United States ... Mobilgas ... Socony-Vacuum Oil Company, Incorporated 
Miracle fold road map : Chicago and vicinity : Mobilgas 
Miracle fold road map : Chicago and vicinity ... / Socony-Vacuum Oil Company Incorporated 
Miracle fold road map : Chicago & vicinity ... Mobilgas ...  
Miracle fold road map : Colorado and adjoining states : Mobilgas : Socony-Vacuum : travel the route of friendly service 
Miracle fold road map : Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia and adjoining states : Mobilgas 
Miracle fold road map : eastern United States ... Mobilgas ... Socony-Mobil Oil Company, Inc. ... 
Miracle fold road map : eastern United States ... Mobilgas ... Socony-Vacuum Oil Company, Incorporated 
Miracle fold road map : Illinois and adjoining states ... Mobilgas  
Miracle fold road map : Indiana and adjoining states ... Mobilgas ...  
Miracle fold road map : Iowa and adjoining states ... Mobilgas ...  
Miracle fold road map : Kansas and adjoining states ...  
Miracle fold road map : Kentucky, Tennessee and southeastern United States : Mobilgas  
Miracle fold road map : Long Island and New York City / Mobil 
Miracle fold road map : Long Island ... Mobilgas ...Socony Mobil Oil Company Inc. 
Miracle fold road map : Michigan and adjoining states ... Mobilgas ...  
Miracle fold road map : Minnesota and adjoining states ... Mobilgas ... Socony-Vacuum Oil Company 
Miracle fold road map : Minnesota ... Socony Mobil Oil Company Inc. 
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Le Miroir du monde; ov, Epitome du Theatre d'Abraham Ortelivs. Augel se represente, tant par figures que par characteres, la vraye situation, nature & proprieté de la terre vniverselle. Aggrandi & enrichi, entre autres de plusieurs belles cartes du Pa 7676

Mirror of empire 17940
The Mirror of the world 17188
Mirza Mogul Jaun 52033
Misael Saracho, Juan, fl. 1905 13338
Miscellanea Scotia (1818-1820) 69449
[Miscellaneous collection of Chicago maps : election districts, wards, demography, water system, U.S.G.S., etc. discarded by the Chicago Dept. of Public Works] 19973
[Miscellaneous information relating to Baptista Boazio's maps of America] 13270
[Miscellaneous musical programs and articles from Vienna, 1970s] 80238
[Miscellaneous notes on prime meridians] 46133
[Miscellaneous photcopies and correspondence relating to Antoine Soulard and his maps] 70342
[Miscellaneous plat maps from the Land Owner] 76833
[Miscellaneous pictorial maps of Chicago and vicinity] 19974
Misdemeanors SEE Crime 25249
La Mise en carte topographique à grand échelle de la Belgique méridionale et de la France septentrionale entre 1816-1830 16961
Misina, Hermvndvrorvm vrbs 45911
Mishawaka (Ind.) - Maps 70740, 70741
Mishawaka (Ind.) - Maps 70742
Misinterpretation of Amerindian information as a source of error on Euro-American maps 57323
Misitra ol: Sparta 51155
Miljkovic, Veselin 17034
The Mismatching of America 18535
Misniae (Germany) SEE Meissen (Germany : Landkreis) 75129
Misniae Marchionatvs diligens et acurate delineatio / autore Bartholomaeo Sculteto Gor. 69081
Misool Island (Indonesia) - Maps 38452
Misrair Air Lines (Egypt) 85368
Misrair Air Lines (Egypt) SEE ALSO Egypt Air 85368
[Missaukee County (Mich.) - 1878: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 50056
Missaukee County (Mich.) - Maps 1878 - Landowners 50056
Missaukee County (Mich.) - Maps 1900-1904 - Real property 46844
Missie St. Ignace by de Kalispels. XX. Brief / P. Vande Steene 73093
Missie St. Marie by de Têtes-Plates. XXIII. Brief / P. Van de Steene 73110
Missie St. Paul te Wallamet. I. en XVIII Brief / P. Van de Steene 73114
Missien van den Orégon en reizen naer de Rotsberge in 1845-46 / door den pater P. J. de Smet, van de Societet van Jesus, uit het fransch door een' kloosterling van Latrappe 59823
Mission Bay (Calif.) - Maps 1968 - Harbors - Nautical charts 15643
Mission Bay (Calif.) - Maps 1970 - Harbors - Nautical charts 62529
Mission de Santo Tomas de Tucupido (Tucupido, Venezuela) - Maps 1791 75619
Mission Dolores 68645
Mission géodésique (France) 17135, 32213
Mission house at Mackinaw 43754
Mission Indian Reservation (Calif.) - Maps 1888 76943
Mission Indian Reservation (Calif.) - Maps 1907 77098
Mission Indian Reservation (Calif.) - Maps 1912 77162
Mission Inn 66910
Mission Inn - Access routes - Maps 1930-1939 66910
Mission Inn (Riverside, Calif.) SEE Mission Inn 66910
Mission Inn, Riverside / [signed] P. Owens [?] 66910
Mission of San Diego 68451
Mission of St. Ignatius at Kalispel Bay, among the Pends d'Oreilles (see Letter 5th) 73091
Mission of the Moxos, or Moxes : settled by the Jesuits in Peru / E. Bowen sculp. 13329, 13330
Mission Pave Indo-Chine: atlas 5590
Mission premises at Batticotta 11904, 11905
Mission premises at Odooville, Ceylon 75959
Mission Press (Hawaii) 29432, 29538
Mission San Carlos Borromeo (Carmel, Calif.) - Maps 1771 - Manuscripts 16640
Mission San Luis Obispo de Tolosa (San Luis Obispo, Calif.) - Pictorial works - 1844 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 50057
Mission San Xavier del Bac (Tucson, Ariz.) - Pictorial works - 1886 50058
Mission Santa Barbara (Calif.) SEE Santa Barbara Mission 68793
Mission Santa Clara (Calif.) SEE Santa Clara Mission 68819
Mission St. Ignace, chez les Kalispels, Lettre XX / P. Van de Steene 73092
Mission St. Paul à Willamet. Lettres 1 et XVIII / P. Vande Steene 73113
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Missions - India - Maps - 1962 396
Missions - Islands of the Pacific - Maps - 1895 38529
Missions - Kahnawake (Québec) - Maps - 1752 - Manuscripts 27424
Missions - Labrador - Maps - 1862 41397
Missions - Mackinac Island (Mich. : Island) - Pictorial works - 1835 43754
Missions - Maps - 1810 50060
Missions - Maps - 1816 50061
Missions - Maps - 1839 84241
Missions - Maps - 1841 50062
Missions - Maps - 1843 9726
Missions - Maps - 1846 50063
Missions - Maps - 1848 24603
Missions - Maps - 1857 50064
Missions - Maps - 1860 - Moravian Church 51740
Missions - Maps - 1867-1871 50065
Missions - Maps - 1873 50066
Missions - Maps - 1884 50067
Missions - Maps - 1890 50068
Missions - Maps - 1896 50069, 50070
Missions - Maps - 1901 50071
Missions - Maps - 1903 50072, 50073
Missions - Maps - 1905 50074
Missions - Maps - 1906 18855
Missions - Maps - 1909 24605
Missions - Maps - 1910 - Christianity 20791
Missions - Maps - 1911 - Christianity 50075
Missions - Maps - 1912 50076
Missions - Maps - 1921 50077
Missions - Maps - 1925 50078
Missions - Maps - 1932 18862
Missions - Maps - 1933 18863
Missions - Maps - 1952 70253, 70254
Missions - Maps - 1958 18866
Missions - Maps - 1960 84446
Missions - Maps - 1968 18867
Missions - Mexico - Maps - 1747 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 46284, 46285
Missions - Northwestern States - Maps - 1846 - Indians 59819, 59820, 59821, 59822, 59823, 59824
Missions - Northwestern States - Pictorial works - 1846 - Indians 59820, 59823, 59824
Missions - Oceania - Maps - 1895 38529
[Missions of Baja California] 11443
Missions - Oregon - Maps - 1847 62561
Missions - Pacific Coast (North America) - Maps - 1847 62561
Missions - Pictorial works - 1841 50062
Missions - Pictorial works - 1846 50063
Missions - Polynesia - Maps - 1895 38529
Missions, Portuguese - Maps - 1962 396
Missions - Rio de la Plata River Valley (Argentina and Uruguay) - Maps - 1733 66850
Missions - Saint Martin (West Indies) - Pictorial works - Collections, 1579-1950 68184
Missions - Society of the Divine Word - Maps - 1932 18861
Missions - Sonora (Mexico : State) - Maps - 1766-1799 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 70325
Missions - Sonora (Mexico : State) - Maps - 1798-1804 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 15230
Missions - South America - Maps - 1733 66850
Missions - St. Ignatius Mission (Stevens County, Wash.) - Pictorial works - 1846 73091, 73092, 73093
Missions - St. Mary's Mission (Stevensville, Mont.) - Pictorial works - 1846 73107, 73108, 73109, 73110
Missions - St. Paul on the Willamette Mission (Salem, Or.) - Pictorial works - 1846 73113, 73114
Missions - Study and teaching - 1842 1856
Missions - Superior, Lake - Maps - 1600-1699 - Indians - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 73438, 73439
Missions - Superior, Lake - Maps - 1672 - Indians 73440, 73441, 73442, 73443, 73444, 73445, 73446, 73447, 73448
Missions - Superior, Lake - Maps - 1672 - Indians - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 73449, 73450
Missions - Timor Island - Maps - 1962 396

Missions to China 20683
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Mississippi - Maps - 1779 - Indian land transfers - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 50092
Mississippi - Maps - 1804 50093
Mississippi - Maps - 1814 50094
Mississippi - Maps - 1816 43278
Mississippi maps 1816-1873 : from original maps in the Mississippi Department of Archives and History 50266
Mississippi - Maps - 1820 43279, 43280, 50095, 50096, 50097
Mississippi - Maps - 1822 50098
Mississippi - Maps - 1826 50099
Mississippi - Maps - 1827 50100
Mississippi - Maps - 1828 43284
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Mississippi - Maps - 1832 43287
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Mississippi - Maps - 1833 50102
Mississippi - Maps - 1834 43289
Mississippi - Maps - 1836 50103
Mississippi - Maps - 1841 50104
Mississippi - Maps - 1845 - Road maps 43292
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Mississippi - Maps - 1847 50107
Mississippi - Maps - 1847 - Surveys 50108
Mississippi - Maps - 1850 50109
Mississippi - Maps - 1854 50110
Mississippi - Maps - 1855 50111
Mississippi - Maps - 1857 50112
Mississippi - Maps - 1859 50113
Mississippi - Maps - 1863 - Manuscripts 50114
Mississippi - Maps - 1872 - Railroads - Manuscripts 55446
Mississippi - Maps - 1875 - Postal service 79359
Mississippi - Maps - 1878 - Public lands - Surveys 50115
Mississippi - Maps - 1882 - Geology 50116
Mississippi - Maps - 1882 - Railroads 50116
Mississippi - Maps - 1883 - Railroads 50117, 50118
Mississippi - Maps - 1884 - Railroads 50119
Mississippi - Maps - 1885 50120
Mississippi - Maps - 1885 - Railroads 50121
Mississippi - Maps - 1887 - Railroads 50122
Mississippi - Maps - 1888 - Railroads 50123
Mississippi - Maps - 1889-1894 - Railroads - Right of way - Manuscripts 35392
Mississippi - Maps - 1889 - Railroads 50124
Mississippi - Maps - 1894 - Railroads 50125, 50126
Mississippi - Maps - 1897 - Railroads 50127, 50128
Mississippi - Maps - 1897 - Real property 50127, 50128
Mississippi - Maps - 1899 - Postal service 79359
Mississippi - Maps - 1900-1960 - Topographic maps 50129, 50130
Mississippi - Maps - 1900-1999 50131
Mississippi - Maps - 1903- Railroads 50132
Mississippi - Maps - 1904 - Railroads 50133
Mississippi - Maps - 1905 - Railroads 50134
Mississippi - Maps - 1906 - Railroads 50135, 50136
Mississippi - Maps - 1907 - Railroads 50137, 50138, 50139
Mississippi - Maps - 1908 - Railroads 50140, 50141
Mississippi - Maps - 1914 - Railroads 50142
Mississippi - Maps - 1915 - Railroads 50143
Mississippi - Maps - 1916 - Railroads 50144
Mississippi - Maps - 1919 - Railroads 50147, 50148
Mississippi - Maps - 1919 - Railroads - Indexes 50145, 50146
Mississippi - Maps - 1919 - Road maps 50147, 50148
Mississippi - Maps - 1920 - Railroads 50150, 50151
Mississippi - Maps - 1920 - Railroads - Indexes 50149
Mississippi - Maps - 1920 - Road maps 50150, 50151
Mississippi - Maps - 1921 - Railroads 50152
Mississippi - Maps - 1921 - Road maps 50152
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Mississippi - Maps - 1922 - Railroads 50153
Mississippi - Maps - 1922 - Road maps 50153
Mississippi - Maps - 1923 - Railroads 50154, 50155
Mississippi - Maps - 1923 - Road maps 50154, 50155
Mississippi - Maps - 1924 - Railroads 50156, 50157
Mississippi - Maps - 1924 - Road maps 50156, 50157
Mississippi - Maps - 1925 - Railroads 50158
Mississippi - Maps - 1925 - Road maps 43337, 50158, 50159
Mississippi - Maps - 1926 - Railroads 50160
Mississippi - Maps - 1926 - Road maps 50160, 50161
Mississippi - Maps - 1927 - Railroads 50162, 50163
Mississippi - Maps - 1927 - Road maps 733, 40742, 43339, 50162, 50163, 50164
Mississippi - Maps - 1928 - Railroads 50165, 50166, 50167
Mississippi - Maps - 1928 - Road maps 43343, 43344, 43345, 50165, 50166, 50167, 50168
Mississippi - Maps - 1929 - 50169
Mississippi - Maps - 1929 - Aeronautical charts 50169
Mississippi - Maps - 1929 - Railroads 741, 50169
Mississippi - Maps - 1929 - Road maps 2913, 2914, 50170
Mississippi - Maps - 1930-1939 - Aeronautical charts 50171
Mississippi - Maps - 1930-1939 - Railroads 50171
Mississippi - Maps - 1930 - Road maps 2919, 2920, 2921, 43350, 43351, 50172, 50173, 50174, 50175, 50176, 71784
Mississippi - Maps - 1931 - 50177
Mississippi - Maps - 1931 - Railroads 50177
Mississippi - Maps - 1931 - Road maps 2927, 50178, 50179, 50180, 50181, 50182
Mississippi - Maps - 1932 - 50183
Mississippi - Maps - 1932 - Railroads 50183
Mississippi - Maps - 1932 - Road maps 50184, 50185, 50186, 50187, 50188, 50189
Mississippi - Maps - 1933 - Road maps 50190, 50191, 50192, 50193, 50194, 50195
Mississippi - Maps - 1934 - Road maps 23072, 50196, 50197, 50198, 50199, 50200, 50201, 50202, 50203
Mississippi - Maps - 1935 - Road maps 802, 803, 50204, 50205, 50206, 50207, 50208
Mississippi - Maps - 1936 - Road maps 814, 815, 50209, 50210, 50211, 50212, 50213, 50214, 50215
Mississippi - Maps - 1937 - Road maps 827, 828, 50216, 50217, 50218, 50219
Mississippi - Maps - 1938 - Road maps 50220, 50221, 50222, 50223, 50224, 50225, 50226
Mississippi - Maps - 1939 - Road maps 50227, 50228, 50229, 50230, 50231
Mississippi - Maps - 1940 - Road maps 887, 50232, 50233, 50234, 50235
Mississippi - Maps - 1941 - Road maps 50236, 50237, 50238, 50239, 50240
Mississippi - Maps - 1942 - Road maps 50241, 50242, 50243, 50244, 50245
Mississippi - Maps - 1946 - Road maps 50246, 50247, 50248, 50249
Mississippi - Maps - 1947 - Road maps 3061, 3062, 50250, 50251, 50252
Mississippi - Maps - 1948 - Road maps 3069, 50253, 50254, 50255, 50256
Mississippi - Maps - 1949 - 50257
Mississippi - Maps - 1949 - Railroads 50257
Mississippi - Maps - 1949 - Road maps 3076
Mississippi - Maps - 1950 - Road maps 3077
Mississippi - Maps - 1951 - Road maps 3078
Mississippi - Maps - 1952 - 50258, 50259, 50260
Mississippi - Maps - 1952 - Railroads 50258, 50259, 50260
Mississippi - Maps - 1952 - Road maps 3082
Mississippi - Maps - 1962 - 50262
Mississippi - Maps - 1962-1966 - 50261
Mississippi - Maps - 1962-1966 - Railroads 50261
Mississippi - Maps - 1962-1966 - Road maps 50261
Mississippi - Maps - 1962 - Railroads 50262
Mississippi - Maps - 1962 - Road maps 50262
Mississippi - Maps - 1964-1972 - Counties 50263
Mississippi - Maps - 1964-1972 - Road maps 50263
Mississippi - Maps - 1974 - 50264
Mississippi - Maps - 1975 - Road maps 50265
Mississippi - Maps - 1997 - Road maps 3089
Mississippi - Maps - Collections, 1816-1873 50266
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**Mississippi - Parks - Description and travel - 1981** 50267

Mississippi Railroad Commission 50143

Mississippi River - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1878 50492, 50493

Mississippi River - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. - Maps - 1881 43271

**Mississippi River and Bonne Terre Railway** 35673, 35676, 35681, 35684, 35687

**Mississippi River and Bonne Terre Railway - Maps - 1908** 35673

**Mississippi River and Bonne Terre Railway - Maps - 1909** 35676

**Mississippi River and Bonne Terre Railway - Maps - 1910** 35681

**Mississippi River and Bonne Terre Railway - Maps - 1911** 35684

**Mississippi River and Bonne Terre Railway - Maps - 1912** 35687

**Mississippi River - At Keokuk (Iowa) - Maps - 1837 - Nautical charts** 50268, 50269

**Mississippi River - At Rock Island (Ill.) - Maps - 1837 - Nautical charts** 50270, 50271

**Mississippi River - At Saint Louis (Mo.) - Maps - 1823** 50272, 50273

**Mississippi River - At Saint Louis (Mo.) - Maps - 1837 - Nautical charts** 50274, 50275

**Mississippi River - Between Arnaud's Point and Wilkinson's - Maps - 1841** 50276

**Mississippi River - Between Arnaud's Point and Wilkinson's - Maps - 1841** 50277

**Mississippi River - Between Arnaud's Point and Wilkinson's - Maps - 1825** 50278

**Mississippi River - Between Arnaud's Point and Wilkinson's - Maps - 1829** 50279

**Mississippi River - Between Arnaud's Point and Wilkinson's - Maps - 1832** 50280

**Mississippi River - Between Arnaud's Point and Wilkinson's - Maps - 1834** 50281

**Mississippi River - Between Baranges and New Orleans - Maps - 1811** 50282

**Mississippi River - Between Baranges and New Orleans - Maps - 1817** 50283

**Mississippi River - Between Baranges and New Orleans - Maps - 1818** 50284

**Mississippi River - Between Baranges and New Orleans - Maps - 1824** 50285

**Mississippi River - Between Baton Rouge and Donalsonville - Maps - 1825** 50286

**Mississippi River - Between Baton Rouge and Donalsonville - Maps - 1829** 50287

**Mississippi River - Between Baton Rouge and Donalsonville - Maps - 1832** 50288

**Mississippi River - Between Baton Rouge and Donalsonville - Maps - 1834** 50289

**Mississippi River - Between Baton Rouge and Donalsonville - Maps - 1841** 50290, 50291

**Mississippi River - Between Bringier's and Red Church - Maps - 1825** 50292

**Mississippi River - Between Bringier's and Red Church - Maps - 1829** 50293

**Mississippi River - Between Bringier's and Red Church - Maps - 1832** 50294

**Mississippi River - Between Bringier's and Red Church - Maps - 1834** 50295

**Mississippi River - Between Duncan's Bar and Cape Le Croix - Maps - 1825** 50296

**Mississippi River - Between Duncan's Bar and Cape Le Croix - Maps - 1829** 50297

**Mississippi River - Between Duncan's Bar and Cape Le Croix - Maps - 1832** 50298

**Mississippi River - Between Duncan's Bar and Cape Le Croix - Maps - 1834** 50299

**Mississippi River - Between Duncan's Bar and Cape Le Croix - Maps - 1841** 50300, 50301

**Mississippi River - Between English Island and Island No. 1 - Maps - 1825** 50302

**Mississippi River - Between English Island and Island No. 1 - Maps - 1829** 50303

**Mississippi River - Between English Island and Island No. 1 - Maps - 1832** 50304

**Mississippi River - Between English Island and Island No. 1 - Maps - 1834** 50305
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Mississippi River - Between Island No. 116 and Bayou Atchafalaya - Maps - 1832 50331
Mississippi River - Between Island No. 116 and Bayou Atchafalaya - Maps - 1834 50332
Mississippi River - Between Island No. 116 and Point Coupee - Maps - 1841 50333
Mississippi River - Between Island No. 118 and Thompson's Creek - Maps - 1811 50334
Mississippi River - Between Island No. 118 and Thompson's Creek - Maps - 1817 50335
Mississippi River - Between Island No. 118 and Thompson's Creek - Maps - 1818 50336
Mississippi River - Between Island No. 118 and Thompson's Creek - Maps - 1824 50337
Mississippi River - Between Island No. 123 and Arnold's - Maps - 1811 50338
Mississippi River - Between Island No. 123 and Arnold's - Maps - 1817 50339
Mississippi River - Between Island No. 123 and Arnold's - Maps - 1818 50340
Mississippi River - Between Island No. 123 and Arnold's - Maps - 1824 50341
Mississippi River - Between Island No. 13 and Bearfield Landing - Maps - 1841 50342, 50343
Mississippi River - Between Island No. 13 and Island No. 25 - Maps - 1829 50344
Mississippi River - Between Island No.13 and Island No. 25 - Maps - 1832 50345
Mississippi River - Between Island No. 13 and Island No. 25 - Maps - 1834 50346
Mississippi River - Between Island No. 13 and Needham's Island - Maps - 1825 50347
Mississippi River - Between Island No. 2 and Island No. 12 - Maps - 1825 50348
Mississippi River - Between Island No. 2 and Island No. 12 - Maps - 1829 50349
Mississippi River - Between Island No.2 and Island No. 12 - Maps - 1832 50350
Mississippi River - Between Island No. 2 and Island No. 12 - Maps - 1834 50351
Mississippi River - Between Island No. 2 and Island No. 12 - Maps - 1841 50352, 50353
Mississippi River - Between Island No. 28 and Island No. 40 - Maps - 1825 50354
Mississippi River - Between Island No. 28 and Island No. 40 - Maps - 1829 50355
Mississippi River - Between Island No.28 and Island No. 40 - Maps - 1832 50356
Mississippi River - Between Island No. 28 and Island No. 40 - Maps - 1834 50357
Mississippi River - Between Island No. 28 and Island No. 40 - Maps - 1841 50358, 50359
Mississippi River - Between Island No. 30 and Fort Pickering - Maps - 1811 50360
Mississippi River - Between Island No. 30 and Fort Pickering - Maps - 1817 50361
Mississippi River - Between Island No. 30 and Fort Pickering - Maps - 1818 50362
Mississippi River - Between Island No. 30 and Fort Pickering - Maps - 1824 50363
Mississippi River - Between Island No. 41 and Island No. 53 - Maps - 1825 50364
Mississippi River - Between Island No. 41 and Island No. 53 - Maps - 1829 50365
Mississippi River - Between Island No. 41 and Island No. 53 - Maps - 1832 50366
Mississippi River - Between Island No. 41 and Island No. 53 - Maps - 1834 50367
Mississippi River - Between Island No. 41 and Island No. 53 - Maps - 1841 50368, 50369
Mississippi River - Between Island No. 46 and Island No. 60 - Maps - 1811 50370
Mississippi River - Between Island No. 46 and Island No. 60 - Maps - 1817 50371
Mississippi River - Between Island No. 46 and Island No. 60 - Maps - 1818 50372
Mississippi River - Between Island No. 46 and Island No. 60 - Maps - 1824 50373
Mississippi River - Between Island No. 54 and Island No. 61 - Maps - 1825 50374
Mississippi River - Between Island No. 54 and Island No. 61 - Maps - 1829 50375
Mississippi River - Between Island No. 54 and Island No. 61 - Maps - 1832 50376
Mississippi River - Between Island No. 54 and Island No. 61 - Maps - 1834 50377
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Mississippi River - Between Island No. 54 and Island No. 61 - Maps - 1841 50378, 50379
Mississippi River - Between Island No. 61 and Island No. 71 - Maps - 1811 50380
Mississippi River - Between Island No. 61 and Island No. 71 - Maps - 1817 50381
Mississippi River - Between Island No. 61 and Island No. 71 - Maps - 1818 50382
Mississippi River - Between Island No. 61 and Island No. 71 - Maps - 1824 50383
Mississippi River - Between Island No. 62 and Island No. 72 - Maps - 1825 50384
Mississippi River - Between Island No. 62 and Island No. 72 - Maps - 1829 50385
Mississippi River - Between Island No. 62 and Island No. 72 - Maps - 1832 50386
Mississippi River - Between Island No. 62 and Island No. 72 - Maps - 1834 50387
Mississippi River - Between Island No. 62 and Island No. 72 - Maps - 1841 50388, 50389
Mississippi River - Between Island No. 72 and Island No. 81 - Maps - 1811 50390
Mississippi River - Between Island No. 72 and Island No. 81 - Maps - 1817 50391
Mississippi River - Between Island No. 72 and Island No. 81 - Maps - 1818 50392
Mississippi River - Between Island No. 72 and Island No. 81 - Maps - 1824 50393
Mississippi River - Between Island No. 72 and Island No. 81 - Maps - 1825 50394
Mississippi River - Between Island No. 72 and Island No. 81 - Maps - 1829 50395
Mississippi River - Between Island No. 72 and Island No. 81 - Maps - 1832 50396
Mississippi River - Between Island No. 72 and Island No. 81 - Maps - 1834 50397
Mississippi River - Between Island No. 72 and Island No. 81 - Maps - 1841 50398, 50399
Mississippi River - Between Island No. 82 and Island No. 91 - Maps - 1811 50400
Mississippi River - Between Island No. 82 and Island No. 91 - Maps - 1817 50401
Mississippi River - Between Island No. 82 and Island No. 91 - Maps - 1818 50402
Mississippi River - Between Island No. 82 and Island No. 91 - Maps - 1824 50403
Mississippi River - Between Island No. 82 and Island No. 91 - Maps - 1825 50404
Mississippi River - Between Island No. 82 and Island No. 91 - Maps - 1829 50405
Mississippi River - Between Island No. 82 and Island No. 91 - Maps - 1832 50406
Mississippi River - Between Island No. 82 and Island No. 91 - Maps - 1834 50407
Mississippi River - Between Island No. 85 and Island No. 94 - Maps - 1841 50408, 50409
Mississippi River - Between Island No. 93 and the Yazoo River - Maps - 1811 50410
Mississippi River - Between Island No. 93 and the Yazoo River - Maps - 1817 50411
Mississippi River - Between Island No. 93 and the Yazoo River - Maps - 1818 50412
Mississippi River - Between Island No. 93 and the Yazoo River - Maps - 1824 50413
Mississippi River - Between Island No. 95 and Vicksburgh - Maps - 1825 50414
Mississippi River - Between Island No. 95 and Vicksburgh - Maps - 1829 50415
Mississippi River - Between Island No. 95 and Vicksburgh - Maps - 1832 50416
Mississippi River - Between Island No. 95 and Vicksburgh - Maps - 1834 50417
Mississippi River - Between Island No. 95 and Vicksburgh - Maps - 1841 50418, 50419
Mississippi River - Between Johnson's and Fort Jackson - Maps - 1832 50420
Mississippi River - Between Johnsons and Fort Jackson - Maps - 1825 50421
Mississippi River - Between Johnsons and Fort Jackson - Maps - 1829 50422
Mississippi River - Between Johnsons and Fort Jackson - Maps - 1834 50423
Mississippi River - Between Johnsons and Fort Jackson - Maps - 1841 50424, 50425
Mississippi River - Between Merrimac River and Fort Chartres Island - Maps - 1825 50426
Mississippi River - Between Merrimac River and Fort Chartres Island - Maps - 1829 50427
Mississippi River - Between Merrimac River and Fort Chartres Island - Maps - 1832 50428
Mississippi River - Between Merrimac River and Fort Chartres Island - Maps - 1834 50429
Mississippi River - Between Merrimac River and Fort Chartres Island - Maps - 1841 50430, 50431
Mississippi River - Between New Madrid and Island No. 29 - Maps - 1811 50432
Mississippi River - Between New Madrid and Island No. 29 - Maps - 1817 50433
Mississippi River - Between New Madrid and Island No. 29 - Maps - 1818 50434
Mississippi River - Between New Madrid and Island No. 29 - Maps - 1824 50435
Mississippi River - Between New Madrid and Island No. 29 - Maps - 1825 50436
Mississippi River - Between Racourci Bend and Thomas' Point - Maps - 1825 50437
Mississippi River - Between Racourci Bend and Thomas' Point - Maps - 1829 50438
Mississippi River - Between Racourci Bend and Thomas' Point - Maps - 1832 50439
Mississippi River - Between Racourci Bend and Thomas' Point - Maps - 1834 50440
Mississippi River - Between Racourci Bend and West Baton Rouge - Maps - 1841 50441
Mississippi River - Between St. Genevieve and Hat Island - Maps - 1825 50442
Mississippi River - Between St. Genevieve and Hat Island - Maps - 1829 50443
Mississippi River - Between St. Genevieve and Hat Island - Maps - 1832 50444
Mississippi River - Between St. Genevieve and Hat Island - Maps - 1834 50445
Mississippi River - Between St. Genevieve and Hat Island - Maps - 1841 50446, 50447
Mississippi River - Between Walnut Hills and Petit Gulf - Maps - 1811 50448
Mississippi River - Between Walnut Hills and Petit Gulf - Maps - 1817 50449
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Mississippi River - Between Walnut Hills and Petit Gulf - Maps - 1818 50450
Mississippi River - Between Walnut Hills and Petit Gulf - Maps - 1824 50451
Mississippi River - Between Warrenton and Petit Gulf - Maps - 1825 50452
Mississippi River - Between Warrenton and Petit Gulf - Maps - 1829 50453
Mississippi River - Between Warrenton and Petit Gulf - Maps - 1832 50454
Mississippi River - Between Warrenton and Petit Gulf - Maps - 1834 50455
Mississippi River - Between Warrenton and Petit Gulf - Maps - 1841 50456, 50457
Mississippi River - Between West Hall and Red Church - Maps - 1841 50458, 50459
Mississippi River Delta (La.) - Maps - 1665 - Manuscripts 45513
Mississippi River Delta (La.) - Maps - 1665 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 57400
Mississippi River Delta (La.) - Maps - 1699 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 33163
Mississippi River Delta (La.) - Maps - 1700-1799 - Estate plans - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 55448
Mississippi River Delta (La.) - Maps - 1700-1799 - Landowners - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 55450
Mississippi River Delta (La.) - Maps - 1700-1799 - Manucripts - Facsimiles 50460, 50461
Mississippi River Delta (La.) - Maps - 1718 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 33167
Mississippi River Delta (La.) - Maps - 1720 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 33168, 71280
Mississippi River Delta (La.) - Maps - 1722 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 50462
Mississippi River Delta (La.) - Maps - 1722 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts 50463, 50464
Mississippi River Delta (La.) - Maps - 1723 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 50465, 50466, 50467
Mississippi River Delta (La.) - Maps - 1723 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts 50468
Mississippi River Delta (La.) - Maps - 1724 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 50469
Mississippi River Delta (La.) - Maps - 1726 - Fortification - Manuscripts 27241, 50470
Mississippi River Delta (La.) - Maps - 1726 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts 50470
Mississippi River Delta (La.) - Maps - 1732 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 50471
Mississippi River Delta (La.) - Maps - 1740 - Landowners - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 50472
Mississippi River Delta (La.) - Maps - 1740 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 50473
Mississippi River Delta (La.) - Maps - 1762 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 50474
Mississippi River Delta (La.) - Maps - 1767 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 50475
Mississippi River Delta (La.) - Maps - 1768 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 50476, 50477
Mississippi River Delta (La.) - Maps - 1769 55470
Mississippi River Delta (La.) - Maps - 1769 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 50478, 50479
Mississippi River Delta (La.) - Maps - 1770 44305
Mississippi River Delta (La.) - Maps - 1770 - Manuscripts 71313
Mississippi River Delta (La.) - Maps - 1770 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 33176, 50610, 50611
Mississippi River Delta (La.) - Maps - 1772 - Landowners - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 50616
Mississippi River Delta (La.) - Maps - 1800 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 71327
Mississippi River Delta (La.) - Maps - 1804 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 50480
Mississippi River Delta (La.) - Maps - 1829 50481
Mississippi River Delta (La.) - Maps - 1834 50482
Mississippi River Delta (La.) - Maps - 1872 80960
Mississippi River Delta (La.) - Maps - Collections, 1685-1851 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 50483
Mississippi River Delta - Delta - Maps - 1825 50484
Mississippi River Delta - Delta - Maps - 1832 50485
Mississippi River Delta - Delta - Maps - 1841 50486, 50487
Mississippi River - Description and travel - 1847-1848 - Manuscripts 1302
Mississippi River - Description and travel - 1973 50488
Mississippi River - Description and travel - 1983 50489
Mississippi River - Description and travel - 1984 50490
Mississippi River - Explorations - Maps - 1795 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 57666
Mississippi River - Flood control - 1981 50491

The Mississippi River : Following the Great River Road, a traveler hugs the pulsing torrent and recalls the flood of waters it spawned / Christopher Swan

Mississippi River - Geology - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1878 50492, 50493

The Mississippi River in maps & views : from Lake Itasca to the Gulf of Mexico / Robert A. Holland 50643

Mississippi River - Maps - 1697 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 57418
Mississippi River - Maps - 1700-1799 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 66326
Mississippi River - Maps - 1703 81743, 81744
Mississippi River - Maps - 1744 - Delta 50494
Mississippi River - Maps - 1750 - Source - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 73455
Mississippi River - Maps - 1759 55466
Mississippi River - Maps - 1759 - Delta 55466
Mississippi River - Maps - 1770 50495, 50496, 50497, 50498, 50499, 50500
Mississippi River - Maps - 1775 50501
Mississippi River - Maps - 1797 50502
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| Mississippi River - Maps - 1803 | 71329, 71330, 71331 |
| Mississippi River - Maps - 1810 | 50503, 50504, 61266 |
| Mississippi River - Maps - 1811 - Nautical charts | 50505 |
| Mississippi River - Maps - 1814 - Nautical charts | 50506 |
| Mississippi River - Maps - 1817 - Nautical charts | 50507 |
| Mississippi River - Maps - 1818 - Nautical charts | 50508 |
| Mississippi River - Maps - 1820 - Nautical charts | 61267 |
| Mississippi River - Maps - 1822 - Nautical charts | 50509 |
| Mississippi River - Maps - 1824 - Nautical charts | 50510 |
| Mississippi River - Maps - 1825 - Nautical charts | 50511, 50512 |
| Mississippi River - Maps - 1828 - Mouth | 50513 |
| Mississippi River - Maps - 1829 - Nautical charts | 50514 |
| Mississippi River - Maps - 1829 - Pictorial works | 50515 |
| Mississippi River - Maps - 1832 - Nautical charts | 50516, 50517 |
| Mississippi River - Maps - 1834 - Nautical charts | 50518, 50519 |
| Mississippi River - Maps - 1834 - Source | 50520 |
| Mississippi River - Maps - 1841 - Nautical charts | 50521, 50522, 50523 |
| Mississippi River - Maps - 1842 | 76687 |
| Mississippi River - Maps - 1843 | 48252 |
| Mississippi River - Maps - 1844 | 76701 |
| Mississippi River - Maps - 1845 - Nautical charts | 50524 |
| Mississippi River - Maps - 1847 | 50626 |
| Mississippi River - Maps - 1847 - Nautical charts | 50525 |
| Mississippi River - Maps - 1849-1852 | 50526 |
| Mississippi River - Maps - 1850 | 76735 |
| Mississippi River - Maps - 1850 - Nautical charts | 50527 |
| Mississippi River - Maps - 1851 | 50528, 76741 |
| Mississippi River - Maps - 1851 - Nautical charts | 50529 |
| Mississippi River - Maps - 1856 | 51148 |
| Mississippi River - Maps - 1858 - Nautical charts | 50530 |
| Mississippi River - Maps - 1866 | 50531 |
| Mississippi River - Maps - 1866 - Source | 32570 |
| Mississippi River - Maps - 1868 | 32571 |
| Mississippi River - Maps - 1878 - Bridges | 50532 |
| Mississippi River - Maps - 1889 | 50534 |
| Mississippi River - Maps -1889 - Sources | 50533 |
| Mississippi River - Maps -1893 | 50535 |
| Mississippi River - Maps - 1895 - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. | 43318 |
| Mississippi River - Maps -1896 | 50536 |
| Mississippi River - Maps -1897 | 50537 |
| Mississippi River - Maps -1900 | 50538 |
| Mississippi River - Maps - 1940 - Nautical charts | 50539 |
| Mississippi River - Maps - 1947 - Nautical charts | 50540 |
| Mississippi River - Maps - 1948 - Nautical charts | 32585, 32586 |
| Mississippi River - Maps - 1949 - Nautical charts | 32587, 32588 |
| Mississippi River - Maps - 1951 - Nautical charts | 3759, 50541, 50542 |
| Mississippi River - Maps - 1952 - Nautical charts | 32593 |
| Mississippi River - Maps - 1956 - Nautical charts | 32596, 32597, 50543 |
| Mississippi River - Maps - 1964 - Shipping | 78381 |
| Mississippi River - Maps - 1965 - Nautical charts | 78410 |
| Mississippi River - Maps - 1966 - Nautical charts | 32601 |
| Mississippi River - Maps - 1968 - Nautical charts | 32606 |
| Mississippi River - Maps - 1969 - Nautical charts | 32607 |
| Mississippi River - Maps - 1970 - Nautical charts | 32610 |
| Mississippi River - Maps - 1971 - Nautical charts | 32611 |
| Mississippi River - Maps - 1972 - Nautical charts | 32613, 32614 |
| Mississippi River - Maps - 1973 - Nautical charts | 32615, 32616 |
| Mississippi River - Maps - 1975 - Nautical charts | 78709 |
| Mississippi River - Maps - 1976 - Nautical charts | 32619, 78732 |
| Mississippi River - Maps -1981 | 50491 |
| Mississippi River - Maps - Bibliography | 50544 |
| Mississippi River Parkway SEE Great River Road | 32753 |
| Mississippi River - Pilot guides - 1811 | 50505 |
| Mississippi River - Pilot guides - 1817 | 50507 |
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Mississippi River - Pilot guides - 1818  50508
Mississippi River - Pilot guides - 1820  61267
Mississippi River - Pilot guides - 1824  50510
Mississippi River - Pilot guides - 1825  50511, 50512
Mississippi River - Pilot guides - 1829  50514
Mississippi River - Pilot guides - 1832  50517
Mississippi River - Pilot guides - 1834  50519
Mississippi River - Pilot guides - 1841  50522, 50523
Mississippi River - Pilot guides - 1845  50524
Mississippi River - Pilot guides - 1847  50525
Mississippi River - Pilot guides - 1851  50529
Mississippi River - Sources - Maps - 1843  76690
Mississippi River - Sources - Maps - 1889  39321
Mississippi River - Surveys - 1796-1800  71329, 71330
Mississippi River Valley - Antiquities - 1848  23979
Mississippi River Valley - Description and travel - 1847-1848 - Manuscripts  1302
Mississippi River Valley - Description and travel - 1851  48187
Mississippi River Valley - Historical geography - Maps - 1945  50639
Mississippi River Valley (Illinois and Missouri) - Maps - 1778  35418
Mississippi River Valley (Illinois and Missouri) - Maps - 1796  50545
Mississippi River Valley (Illinois and Missouri) - Maps - 1826  50546
Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1600-1699 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  32513
Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1600-1799 - Fortification, French  50547
Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1663 - Indians  50548
Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1673  50549, 50558
Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1673 - Indians  50550
Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1673 - Indians - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  50551, 50552, 50553, 50554
Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1673 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  50555, 50556, 50557
Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1674-1678 - Indians - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  57372
Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1674-1678 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  57373, 57387
Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1680-1689 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  57384
Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1680 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  32526
Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1681  50559, 50560
Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1681 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  57388
Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1688 - Indians - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  32527
Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1689 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  50561
Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1692 - Explorations - History  50562
Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1694 - Manuscripts  50563
Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1695 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  50564
Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1697 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  50565
Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1699 - Indians  42983, 42984
Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1699 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  50566, 57422, 57423, 71268
Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1700-1799 - Indians - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  50567, 50568, 50569, 50570
Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1700-1799 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  32531, 50571, 50572, 50573, 50574, 50575, 71269
Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1700 - Indians - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  50576, 71275
Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1701 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  50577, 57439
Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1702 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  50578
Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1703  81745
Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1709  32537
Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1710 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  50579
Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1716 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  57478
Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1718  50580, 50581, 50583, 50584, 76431, 76432, 76433, 76434, 76435
Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1718 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  50582
Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1719 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  50585
Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1720  43272, 76439, 76440
Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1720 - Indians - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  50586, 50587, 50588
Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1721  61675, 76441, 76442
Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1721 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  50589
Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1727  76444
Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1729  50590
Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1730  76445
Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1731 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  50591, 50592
Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1732  50594
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Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1732 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 50593
Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1733 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 50595
Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1734 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 50596
Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1737 57513, 76446
Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1740 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 50597
Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1741 76449
Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1747 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 50598
Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1749 50599
Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1749 - Indians - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 50600
Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1750 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 50601, 73455
Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1752 33174
Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1752 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 50602, 50603
Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1755 76455
Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1755 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 32551, 50604, 50605
Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1760-1769 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 50606
Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1760 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 50607
Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1764 - Indians - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 50608
Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1767 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 50609
Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1769 57599, 57600
Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1770 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 50610, 50611
Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1771 - Landowners - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 50612
Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1772 50613, 50614
Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1772 - Landowners - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 50615, 50616
Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1775 50617, 50618, 50619, 50620
Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1778 48199, 48200, 48201
Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1781 48202
Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1782 76471
Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1788 50621
Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1790-1799 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 50622
Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1810 76548
Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1826 50623, 61283, 61284
Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1827 50624
Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1845 50625
Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1847 - Tourist maps 50626
Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1849 48263, 50627
Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1850 50628
Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1858 50629
Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1858 - Landowners 50630, 50631, 50632
Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1858 - Plantations 50630, 50631, 50632
Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1861 50633
Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1862 - Landowners 50634
Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1862 - Real property 50634
Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1863 - Landowners 50635
Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1863 - Real property 50635
Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1876-1877 5106
Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1887 50636
Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1893 - Railroads 84588
Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1907-1908 - Freight and freightage - Rates 48585
Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1908 - Railroads 77112
Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1909 - Railroads 77124
Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1910 - Railroads 77135
Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1911 - Railroads 77157
Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1912 - Inland water transportation 50637
Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1912 - Railroads 77167
Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1913 - Railroads 77175
Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1914 - Railroads 77183
Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1915 - Railroads 77194
Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1916 - Railroads 77211
Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1917 - Railroads 77218
Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1920 - Railroads 77239
Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1920 - Road maps 50089
Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1921 - Railroads 77247
Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1922 - Railroads 77262
Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1923 - Railroads 77281
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Missouri 1974 official highway map</td>
<td>51132</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri 1975 official highway map</td>
<td>51134</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri 1977 official highway map</td>
<td>51137</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri, 7.5 minute series (topographic)</td>
<td>50727</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri and adjoining states : Mobilgas ... Socony-Vacuum Oil Company</td>
<td>51044</td>
<td>Incorporated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri and Arkansas</td>
<td>50714</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri and United States road map</td>
<td>50790</td>
<td>Diamond / Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri atlas &amp; gazetteer : detailed topographic maps, GPS grids /</td>
<td>51138</td>
<td>DeLorme</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri. Bureau of Geology and Mines</td>
<td>16483</td>
<td>20930, 49277, 50695, 62517, 68261</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri. Bureau of Public Information</td>
<td>50820</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri / Champlin</td>
<td>51131</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri. Circuit Court (Livingston County)</td>
<td>42255</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri / Cities Service</td>
<td>51036</td>
<td>51052, 51065</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri City</td>
<td>50662</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri City (Mo. : St. Francois County) - Maps - 1836</td>
<td>50662</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri ... / compliments of Phillips Petroleum Company, Bartlesville</td>
<td>51057</td>
<td>Oklahoma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri ... compliments of the Derby Oil Co., Wichita, Kansas</td>
<td>50848</td>
<td>50867</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri. Conservation Commission</td>
<td>79886</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri. Dept. of Conservation</td>
<td>79886</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri - Description and travel - 1985</td>
<td>50663</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri - Description and travel - 1991</td>
<td>50664</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri - Description and travel - 1993</td>
<td>50665</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri - Description and travel - 1994</td>
<td>50666</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri Division of Tourism</td>
<td>50664, 50665, 50666, 51153, 51154</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri : facts and figures</td>
<td>51153</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri : facts and figures for good old-fashioned fun</td>
<td>51154</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri Farm Association Oil Company SEE M.F.A. Oil Company</td>
<td>51090</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri / Fina : American Petroleum</td>
<td>51125</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri. Game and Fish Department SEE Missouri. Game Division</td>
<td>50819</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri. Game Division</td>
<td>50819, 50820, 50834</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri - Geography - 1901</td>
<td>30493</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri - Geography - 1906</td>
<td>50667</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri getaway travel guide 1994</td>
<td>50666</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri highway map : 1935 ... / compliments of Phillips Petroleum Company</td>
<td>50874</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri - Historical geography - Maps 1982</td>
<td>50668</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri Historical Society</td>
<td>23863, 50679, 81751, 81752</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri Historical Society, Saint Louis SEE Missouri Historical Society</td>
<td>23863</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri, Illinois and Iowa</td>
<td>48250</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri intro-map : Gulf</td>
<td>40031, 50894, 50911, 50937, 50965, 50983, 51019, 51038, 51039, 51054, 51055, 51067, 51080, 51084, 51085, 51086</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri Iron Company</td>
<td>50662</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway 71439, 71474, 71486, 71501, 71502, 71503, 71516, 71529, 71541, 71553, 71554</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway : as completed and in operation in 1892</td>
<td>71428</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company 32742, 32744, 32745, 32746, 71428</td>
<td>51042, 71414, 71426, 71427, 71428, 71439, 71441, 71443, 71452, 71462, 71474, 71475, 71486, 71487, 71501, 71502, 71503, 71516, 71529, 71540, 71541, 71553, 71554, 71555, 71556, 71564, 71565, 71567, 71581, 71587, 71596, 71597, 71607, 71608, 71609, 71610, 71619, 71620, 71630, 71631, 71646, 71661, 71668, 71670, 71678, 71680, 71684, 71687, 71689, 71690, 71694, 71695, 71700, 71701, 71721, 71725, 71734, 71736, 71742, 71748, 71754, 71761, 71767, 71781, 71796, 71797, 71798, 71799, 71800, 71801, 71859, 71860, 71861, 71862, 71863, 71989, 71991, 71996, 72000, 72005, 72037, 72038, 72043, 72064, 72069, 72070, 72082, 72086, 72092, 72096, 72111, 72116, 72124, 72128, 72133, 72138, 72141, 72146, 72154, 72159, 72166, 72171, 72177, 72452</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company - Maps - 1890</td>
<td>71402</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company - Maps - 1891</td>
<td>71414</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company - Maps - 1892</td>
<td>71426, 71427, 71428</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company - Maps - 1893</td>
<td>71439, 71441</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company - Maps - 1894</td>
<td>71452</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company - Maps - 1895</td>
<td>71462</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company - Maps - 1896</td>
<td>71474, 71475</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company - Maps - 1897</td>
<td>71486, 71487</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company - Maps - 1898</td>
<td>71501, 71502, 71503</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company - Maps - 1899</td>
<td>71516</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company - Maps - 1900</td>
<td>71529</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company - Maps - 1901</td>
<td>71540, 71541</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company - Maps - 1902</td>
<td>71553, 71554</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company - Maps - 1903</td>
<td>71564, 71565</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company - Maps - 1904</td>
<td>71581, 71582</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company - Maps - 1905</td>
<td>71596, 71597</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company - Maps - 1906</td>
<td>71607, 71608</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company - Maps - 1907 71619, 71620
Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company - Maps - 1908 71630, 71631
Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company - Maps - 1909 71646
Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company - Maps - 1910 71661
Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company - Maps - 1911 71668, 71670
Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company - Maps - 1912 71678, 71680
Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company - Maps - 1913 71684
Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company - Maps - 1914 71687
Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company - Maps - 1915 71690
Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company - Maps - 1916 71694, 71695
Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company - Maps - 1917 71700
Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company - Maps - 1920 71721
Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company - Maps - 1921 71725
Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company - Maps - 1923 71734
Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company - Maps - 1924 71739
Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company - Maps - 1925 71742
Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company - Maps - 1926 71748
Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company - Maps - 1927 71754
Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company - Maps - 1928 71761
Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company - Maps - 1929 71767
Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company - Maps - 1930 72452
Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company - Maps - 1931 71791
Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company - Maps - 1932 71796, 71797, 71798, 71799, 71800, 71801
Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company - Maps - 1937 71859, 71860, 71861, 71862, 71863
Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company - Maps - 1943 71991
Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company - Maps - 1943 - Maintenance and repair 71989
Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company - Maps - 1944 - Maintenance and repair 71996
Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company - Maps - 1945 32742, 72000
Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company - Maps - 1945 - Maintenance and repair 72005
Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company - Maps - 1947 72037, 72038, 72069
Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company - Maps - 1947 - Pictorial maps 72043
Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company - Maps - 1948 72064, 72070
Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company - Maps - 1949 72082, 72086
Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company - Maps - 1950 72096
Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company - Maps - 1950 - Freight and freightage - Statistics 72092
Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company - Maps - 1951 72116
Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company - Maps - 1951 - Freight and freightage - Statistics 72111
Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company - Maps - 1952 72128
Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company - Maps - 1952 - Freight and freightage - Statistics 72124
Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company - Maps - 1953 72138
Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company - Maps - 1953 - Freight and freightage - Statistics 72133
Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company - Maps - 1954 72146
Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company - Maps - 1954 - Freight and freightage - Statistics 72141
Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company - Maps - 1955 72154
Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company - Maps - 1956 72159
Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company - Maps - 1957 72166
Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company - Maps - 1958 72171
Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company - Maps - 1960 - Railroads 32744
Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company - Maps - 1961 - Railroads 32745
Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway : lines owned when road went into hands of receivers 71427
Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway : lines owned when road went into hands of receivers ; Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway : system as now operated 71540
Missouri : Kansas City -- St. Louis : Sinclair ... road map 50981, 50996
Missouri-Kansas Pipe Line Company 48842
Missouri-Kansas Pipe Line Company - Maps - 1930 48842
Missouri-Kansas Pipe Line System : a complete unit : production, transportation, distribution 48842
Missouri-Kansas Texas Lines 32742, 71748, 71754, 71761, 71767, 72043
Missouri-Kansas Texas Lines December 31st, 1916 71695
Missouri, Kansas & Texas lines. December 31st, 1917 71700
Missouri, Kansas & Texas lines. December 31st, 1920 71721
Missouri, Kansas & Texas lines. December 31st, 1921 71725
Missouri--Kansas--Texas lines. December 31st, 1923 71734
Missouri, Kansas & Texas lines, September 1st, 1913 71684
Missouri, Kansas & Texas lines, September 1st, 1914 71687
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Missouri, Kansas & Texas lines. September 1st, 1915  71690
Missouri, Kansas & Texas lines. September 1st, 1916  71694
Missouri-Kansas-Texas Railroad SEE Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company  71748
Missouri, Kansas & Texas Railway  71441
Missouri, Kansas & Texas Railway system  71452, 71462, 71475, 71487
Missouri, Kansas & Texas Railway system. September 1st, 1911  71668
Missouri, Kansas & Texas Railway system, September 1st, 1912  71678
Missouri, Kansas & Texas Ry. and International & Great Northern Ry. and connections  71402, 71414, 71426
Missouri : mainstay of Mid-America  50663
Missouri - Maps - 1734 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  50596
Missouri - Maps - 1752 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  50602, 50603
Missouri - Maps - 1796-1859 - Vegetation surveys  79866
Missouri - Maps - 1815-1819 - Land Grants  41905
Missouri - Maps - 1822  50669
Missouri - Maps - 1823  35431, 35432, 35433, 35434, 35435, 35436, 35437
Missouri - Maps - 1823 - Surveys  35438, 35439
Missouri - Maps - 1825  35443
Missouri - Maps - 1825 - Geology  50670
Missouri - Maps - 1825 - Surveys  35444
Missouri - Maps - 1826  50671
Missouri - Maps - 1828  35447
Missouri - Maps - 1829  50672
Missouri - Maps - 1831  50673
Missouri - Maps - 1832  35452
Missouri - Maps - 1833  35454, 50674
Missouri - Maps - 1834  35458
Missouri - Maps - 1835  35460, 35461
Missouri - Maps - 1836  35464
Missouri - Maps - 1837  50675, 50676
Missouri - Maps - 1838  50677
Missouri - Maps - 1839  35476
Missouri - Maps - 1841  50678, 50679
Missouri - Maps - 1844 - Surveys  76702
Missouri - Maps - 1845 - Surveys  50680
Missouri - Maps - 1846  57745
Missouri - Maps - 1847  50681
Missouri - Maps - 1847 - Surveys  50682
Missouri - Maps - 1850  50683
Missouri - Maps - 1850-1860 - Slavery - Population - Statistics  50684
Missouri - Maps - 1850 - Tobacco industry - Statistics  50684
Missouri - Maps - 1855  50685, 50686
Missouri - Maps - 1855 - Railroads - Right of way - Manuscripts  35392
Missouri - Maps - 1856  50687
Missouri - Maps - 1856 - Railroads  35527
Missouri - Maps - 1857  50688, 50689
Missouri - Maps - 1858 - Railroads  48285
Missouri - Maps - 1859  50691
Missouri - Maps - 1859 - Railroads  50690
Missouri - Maps - 1860  50692, 50693
Missouri - Maps - 1860 - Railroads  50694, 58924
Missouri - Maps - 1861  50696
Missouri - Maps - 1861 - Geology  50695
Missouri - Maps - 1862  50697
Missouri - Maps - 1865  50698
Missouri - Maps - 1868  50699
Missouri - Maps - 1869  50700
Missouri - Maps - 1869 - Railroads  50701
Missouri - Maps - 1870  50702, 50703
Missouri - Maps - 1872  50704
Missouri - Maps - 1872 - Postal service  79359
Missouri - Maps - 1872 - Railroads  79359
Missouri - Maps - 1873  50705
Missouri - Maps - 1874  50706, 50707
Missouri - Maps - 1878  50708
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Call Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Missouri - Maps - 1881 - Railroads</td>
<td>50709</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri - Maps - 1883 - Railroads</td>
<td>50710, 50711, 50712, 72268</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri - Maps - 1884 - Railroads</td>
<td>50713</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri - Maps - 1885 - Railroads</td>
<td>50714</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri - Maps - 1885 - Railroads</td>
<td>50715, 81910</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri - Maps - 1886 - Railroads</td>
<td>81918</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri - Maps - 1887 - Railroads</td>
<td>37640, 50716, 72271</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri - Maps - 1888 - Railroads</td>
<td>37643, 50717</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri - Maps - 1889 - Railroads</td>
<td>37646, 50718</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri - Maps - 1890 - Railroads</td>
<td>37648, 50719</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri - Maps - 1891 - Railroads</td>
<td>37651, 50720</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri - Maps - 1892 - Railroads</td>
<td>37653, 50721</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri - Maps - 1893 - Railroads</td>
<td>37655</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri - Maps - 1894 - Railroads</td>
<td>37656, 50722</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri - Maps - 1895 - Railroads</td>
<td>50723</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri - Maps - 1895 - Railroads</td>
<td>37660</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri - Maps - 1896 - Railroads</td>
<td>37661</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri - Maps - 1897 - Railroads</td>
<td>37662, 50724</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri - Maps - 1898 - Railroads</td>
<td>37664</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri - Maps - 1899 - Postal service</td>
<td>50725</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri - Maps - 1899 - Railroads</td>
<td>37665, 50725</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri - Maps - 1900-1960 - Topographic maps</td>
<td>50726, 50727</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri - Maps - 1900 - Railroads</td>
<td>37669</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri - Maps - 1901 - Railroads</td>
<td>37670, 50728</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri - Maps - 1902 - Railroads</td>
<td>37672, 66169</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri - Maps - 1903 - Railroads</td>
<td>37673</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri - Maps - 1904 - Railroads</td>
<td>37675</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri - Maps - 1905 - Railroads</td>
<td>37676, 50729</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri - Maps - 1906 - 50667</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri - Maps - 1906 - Railroads</td>
<td>37677</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri - Maps - 1907 - Railroads</td>
<td>37679, 50730, 50731</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri - Maps - 1908 - 50732, 50733</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri - Maps - 1908 - Railroads</td>
<td>35673, 37682</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri - Maps - 1909 - 50734</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri - Maps - 1909 - Railroads</td>
<td>35676, 37684</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri - Maps - 1910 - Railroads</td>
<td>35681</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri - Maps - 1911 - Railroads</td>
<td>35684, 50735</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri - Maps - 1912 - Railroads</td>
<td>35687</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri - Maps - 1913 - Coal mines and mining</td>
<td>35691</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri - Maps - 1913 - Railroads</td>
<td>35691, 50736, 50737</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri - Maps - 1914 - Railroads</td>
<td>50738</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri - Maps - 1916 - Railroads</td>
<td>50739</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri - Maps - 1916 - Road maps</td>
<td>50739</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri - Maps - 1917 - Road maps</td>
<td>50740</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri - Maps - 1919 - Railroads</td>
<td>50741, 50742</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri - Maps - 1919 - Road maps</td>
<td>37694, 37695, 37696, 50741, 50742</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri - Maps - 1920 - Railroads</td>
<td>50743, 50744</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri - Maps - 1920 - Road maps</td>
<td>37700, 37701, 37702, 37703, 50743, 50744</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri - Maps - 1921 - Railroads</td>
<td>50745, 50746</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri - Maps - 1921 - Road maps</td>
<td>37706, 37707, 37708, 50745</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri - Maps - 1922 - Railroads</td>
<td>50747</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri - Maps - 1922 - Road maps</td>
<td>37710, 50747</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri - Maps - 1923 - Railroads</td>
<td>50748</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri - Maps - 1923 - Road maps</td>
<td>37713, 37714, 50748</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri - Maps - 1924 - Railroads</td>
<td>50749</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri - Maps - 1924 - Road maps</td>
<td>50749, 50750, 50751, 50752</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri - Maps - 1925 - Railroads</td>
<td>50753</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri - Maps - 1925 - Road maps</td>
<td>50753, 50754, 50755, 50756, 50757, 50758, 77321</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri - Maps - 1926 - Railroads</td>
<td>50759</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri - Maps - 1926 - Road maps</td>
<td>50759, 50760, 50761, 50762</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri - Maps - 1927 - Road maps</td>
<td>40158, 50763, 50764, 50765</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri - Maps - 1928 - Railroads</td>
<td>50766, 50767, 50768, 50769</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri - Maps - 1928 - Road maps</td>
<td>50766, 50767, 50768, 50769, 50770, 50771, 50772, 50773, 50774, 50775, 61386</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri - Maps - 1929 - 50776</td>
<td>50776</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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| Missouri - Maps - 1955 - Road maps | 36344, 36345, 36346, 38116, 38117, 51110 |
| Missouri - Maps - 1956 - Road maps | 51111, 51112, 51113, 51114, 51115, 51116, 51117, 51118, 51119, 51120, 51121 |
| Missouri - Maps - 1959 - Road maps | 51122 |
| Missouri - Maps - 1962-1969 | 51123 |
| Missouri - Maps - 1962-1969 - Railroads | 51123 |
| Missouri - Maps - 1962-1969 - Road maps | 51123 |
| Missouri - Maps - 1963-1973 - Counties | 51124 |
| Missouri - Maps - 1963-1973 - Road maps | 51124 |
| Missouri - Maps - 1964 - Road maps | 51125 |
| Missouri - Maps - 1967 - Road maps | 51126 |
| Missouri - Maps - 1968 - Road maps | 51127, 51128 |
| Missouri - Maps - 1969 - Road maps | 51129 |
| Missouri - Maps - 1970-1979 - Counties | 51130 |
| Missouri - Maps - 1970-1979 - Road maps | 51130 |
| Missouri - Maps - 1970 - Road maps | 51131 |
| Missouri - Maps - 1974 - Road maps | 51132, 51133 |
| Missouri - Maps - 1975 - Road maps | 51134 |
| Missouri - Maps - 1976 - Road maps | 51135, 51136 |
| Missouri - Maps - 1977 - Road maps | 51137 |
| Missouri - Maps - 1982 | 50668 |
| Missouri - Maps - 2002 - Road maps | 51138 |
| Missouri - Maps - 2003 - Maps, Physical | 41905 |
| Missouri - Maps - Bibliography | 13965, 49115, 80604 |
| Missouri ... Marathon Oil Co. | 50859, 50871 |
| Missouri ... Marathon: the Ohio Oil Company | 51029 |
| Missouri / Mobil | 51122 |
| Missouri: Mobigas ... Socony-Vacum Oil Company ... | 50928 |
| Missouri: Mobigas ... Socony-Vacum Oil Company ... Lubrite Division | 50905, 50906 |
| Missouri: Mobigas ... Socony-Vacum Oil Company ... White Eagle Division | 50900, 50929, 50930 |
| Missouri: Mobigas ... Socony-Vacum Oil Company ... White Eagle Division | 50958 |
| Missouri: motor trails are calling: Standard Oil Company (Indiana) | 50788 |
| Missouri: official AAA road map | 50822 |
| Missouri official highway map 1976 | 51135 |
| Missouri: official road map: Phillips 66 | 50919, 50920, 50951, 50952, 50974, 50991, 51008, 51009, 51023, 51041 |
| Missouri Pacific Lines and connections | 72453 |
| Missouri Pacific Railroad | 78762 |
| Missouri Pacific Railroad and connecting lines: serving the west-southwest empire | 72582 |
| Missouri Pacific Railroad Company | 32709, 32711, 32712, 32715, 32720, 32723, 53297, 63441, 72582, 72589, 72595, 72596, 77300, 77314, 77339, 77359, 77379, 77410, 77470, 78213, 78687, 78762 |
| Missouri Pacific Railroad Company - Maps - 1919 | 32709 |
| Missouri Pacific Railroad Company - Maps - 1920 | 32711, 32712 |
| Missouri Pacific Railroad Company - Maps - 1921 | 32715 |
| Missouri Pacific Railroad Company - Maps - 1922 | 32720 |
| Missouri Pacific Railroad Company - Maps - 1923 | 32723 |
| Missouri Pacific Railroad Company - Maps - 1924 | 77300 |
| Missouri Pacific Railroad Company - Maps - 1925 | 77314 |
| Missouri Pacific Railroad Company - Maps - 1926 | 77339 |
| Missouri Pacific Railroad Company - Maps - 1927 | 77359 |
| Missouri Pacific Railroad Company - Maps - 1928 | 77379 |
| Missouri Pacific Railroad Company - Maps - 1929 | 77410 |
| Missouri Pacific Railroad Company - Maps - 1930 | 77470 |
| Missouri Pacific Railroad Company - Maps - 1956 | 72582 |
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Le Molucche 51227
Moluccos (Indonesia) SEE Maluku (Indonesia) 44296
Moluchos (Indonesia) SEE Maluku (Indonesia) 44296
Molukken (Indonesia) SEE Maluku (Indonesia) 44296
Moluques (Indonesia) SEE Maluku (Indonesia) 44296
Molyneux, Emery, d.1598 or 99 22365, 51228, 83968, 83969, 83970
Molyneux, Frank Henry 13433, 13434
Molyneux, Samuel, fl. 1721 7797, 25963
Mombasa (Kenya) - Maps - 1649 36699
Mombasa (Kenya) - Maps - 1703 - Coasts - Nautical charts 43788
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Entry</th>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Accession Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mombasa (Kenya) - Maps</td>
<td>43790</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mombasa (Kenya) - Pictorial works</td>
<td>512</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MoMing Dance and Arts Center (Chicago)</td>
<td>41541</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mon atlas de sciences humaine</td>
<td>7193</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monde polynesien</td>
<td>38556</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monarchy, Francisculus, ca. 1490-1565 SEE Monachus, Francisculus, ca. 1490-1565</td>
<td>51233</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monachivm trivsgve Bavariae civitas primar</td>
<td>51925</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monacho, Stephano, fl. 1595</td>
<td>7752, 26811</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monachi, Franciscus, ca. 1490-1565 SEE Monachus, Franciscus, ca. 1490-1565</td>
<td>51229, 51230, 51231, 51232, 51233</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monaco, France</td>
<td>67192</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monaco - Maps</td>
<td>1887, 66911</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monaghan (Ireland : County) - Maps</td>
<td>51234</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monaghan County</td>
<td>51234</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monaldini, Venanzio</td>
<td>10629, 67231, 67235</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monano, Rafael, fl. ca. 1580</td>
<td>42337</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monarch atlas of the world</td>
<td>6073</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monarch atlas of the world / by Lloyd Edwin Smith</td>
<td>6054, 6203, 6215</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monarch atlas of the world / by Lloyd Edwin Smith; edited by Frederick K. Branom</td>
<td>6073</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monarch atlas of the world / edited by Frederick K. Branom</td>
<td>6054, 6203, 6215</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monarch Book Company</td>
<td>84714</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Monarch standard atlas of the commercial, geographical and historical world : with a description of every known land, both near and remote, ancient and modern ... / by J. Martin Miller</td>
<td>5644</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monarchia Prussiana / G. Russo del. ; V. Russo inc. ; L. Russo scr.</td>
<td>65715</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monarchs, maps and models in seventeenth-century France: comment on papers by Buisseret and Rothrock</td>
<td>44709</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monarchs, ministers and maps : 16th and 17th century France</td>
<td>16877</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monarchs, ministers, and maps : the emergence of cartography as a tool of government in early modern Europe / edited by David Buisseret</td>
<td>17169</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monarchs, ministers &amp; maps : a cartographic exhibit at the Newberry Library on the occasion of the eighth series of Kenneth Nebenzahl, Jr., lectures in the history of cartography / catalog prepared by James R. Akerman and David Buisseret; with the ass</td>
<td>16974</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monash University. Library</td>
<td>62521</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monastère de l'Hôtel-Dieu de Québec</td>
<td>84642</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monasteriensis episcopatus</td>
<td>43535, 51944</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monasteries - British Isles - Maps</td>
<td>51235, 51236</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monasteries - Ireland - Maps</td>
<td>51237</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monasteries - Ireland - Maps - 1964</td>
<td>51238</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monasteries SEE ALSO Abbeys</td>
<td>25380</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monastersky, Richard</td>
<td>44988</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monastery of St. Mary</td>
<td>29593</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monastic Ireland (2nd ed.)</td>
<td>51238</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monath, Peter Conrad</td>
<td>12684, 22760</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monathius, Petrus Conradius SEE Monath, Peter Conrad</td>
<td>12684</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monathum, Petrus Konradius SEE Monath, Peter ConRAD</td>
<td>12684</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monatshfte für Evangelische Kirchengeschichte des Rheinlandes (1973)</td>
<td>85298, 85305</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monau, Jakob, 1546-1603</td>
<td>7752, 31295</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monavio, Iacabo SEE Monau, Jakob, 1546-1603</td>
<td>31295</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monavius, Jacob SEE Monau, Jakob, 1546-1603</td>
<td>31295</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moncada, Joseph Alliata</td>
<td>30653</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moncalieri, Giovanni da, ca. 1578-1654 SEE Giovanni da Moncalieri, padre, O.F.M.Cap., d. 1654</td>
<td>25959</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moncatz</td>
<td>51894</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monckton, John T.</td>
<td>83961</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monclova (Mexico) - Maps</td>
<td>51239</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moncreef, James, 1744-1793</td>
<td>23961, 27367, 51240, 51848, 64666, 67857, 67940</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moncrieff, A. R. Hope (Ascott Robert Hope), 1846-1927</td>
<td>12253, 22195, 23322, 23549, 23550, 23740, 23741, 33445, 33448, 38567, 40598, 42543, 42580, 42778, 49148, 64256, 64932, 69664, 70296, 73497, 73609</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moncton (N.B.) - Pictorial works</td>
<td>51241</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mondadori und Rand McNally GmbH</td>
<td>26275, 26276, 26279, 26280, 26281, 26286, 26287, 26288, 26291, 26292, 26298, 26299, 26300, 26301</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Le Monde chrestien : cartes des archeveches ...</td>
<td>24602</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Le Monde connu des anciennes, pour l'intelligence de l'histoire ancienne de Mr. Rollin ...</td>
<td>34128</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Le Monde en estampes, ou, Géographie des cinq parties du monde : précédée d'un précis de géographie universelle, ouvrage consacré à l'instruction et à l'amusement de la jeunesse, orné de cent cinquante gravures en taille-douce et de cartes, et rédigé d ...</td>
<td>29399</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Le Monde moins l'Europe : classe de cinquième : première année des écoles primaires supérieures / Albert Demangeon, Aimé Perpillou</td>
<td>30590</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Le Monde ou geographie universelle</td>
<td>9101</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Le Monde, ou, La description générale de ses quatre parties</td>
<td>9087</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Le Monde, ou, La géographie universelle, contenant le descriptions, les cartes, &amp; le biais des principaux pays du monde ...</td>
<td>9102</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Le Monde, ov, La géographie universelle, contenant las descriptions, les cartes, &amp; le biais des principaux paix du monde ...</td>
<td>9110</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monde polynesien</td>
<td>5566</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Catalog Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Monroe County (I.L.)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>51258</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monroe County (N.J.)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>51259</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monroe County (N.J.)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>51260</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monroe County (N.J.)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>51261</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monroe County (N.J.)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>51262</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monroe (N.J.), Battle of, 1776</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>51263</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monmouth &amp; Ocean counties street guide</td>
<td></td>
<td>51262</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monmouth (Wales) - Maps - 1610</td>
<td></td>
<td>51264, 51265</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monmouthshire (Wales) - Maps - 1610</td>
<td></td>
<td>51264, 51265</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monmouthshire (Wales) - Maps - 1801</td>
<td></td>
<td>51266</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monmouthshire (Wales) - Maps - 1830</td>
<td></td>
<td>51267</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monmouthshire (Wales) - Maps - 1880</td>
<td></td>
<td>33848</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monmouthshire (Wales) - Maps - 1886</td>
<td></td>
<td>80755</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monmouthshire (Wales) - Maps - 1888</td>
<td></td>
<td>80756</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monmouthshire (Wales) - Maps - 1892</td>
<td></td>
<td>80757</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monmouthshire (Wales) - Maps - 1906</td>
<td></td>
<td>80758</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monmouthshire (Wales) - Maps - 1908</td>
<td></td>
<td>80759</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monmouthshire (Wales) - Maps - 1909</td>
<td></td>
<td>51268</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monniet, Antoine Grimoald, 1734</td>
<td></td>
<td>27784</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monno, Marcel</td>
<td></td>
<td>5510</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monno, Marcel, P.</td>
<td></td>
<td>27285</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monno, Giovanni Francesco. L'Arte Della Vera Navegatione</td>
<td></td>
<td>51269</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monograms - Dictionaries</td>
<td></td>
<td>25527, 25528</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Monon is a class I railroad operating principally in the State of Indiana...</td>
<td></td>
<td>37382</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monon (Railroad)</td>
<td></td>
<td>37329, 37346, 37373, 37375, 37378, 37379, 37382, 37384, 48524, 48525, 48524, 48616, 48634, 78122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monon (Railroad) - Maps - 1902 - Railroads</td>
<td></td>
<td>48524, 48525</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monon (Railroad) - Maps - 1909 - Railroads</td>
<td></td>
<td>48616</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monon (Railroad) - Maps - 1910 - Railroads</td>
<td></td>
<td>48634</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monon (Railroad) - Maps - 1951 - Railroads</td>
<td></td>
<td>37329</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monon (Railroad) - Maps - 1953 - Railroads</td>
<td></td>
<td>37346</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monon (Railroad) - Maps - 1955 - Railroads</td>
<td></td>
<td>78122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monon (Railroad) - Maps - 1957 - Railroads</td>
<td></td>
<td>37373</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monon (Railroad) - Maps - 1958 - Railroads</td>
<td></td>
<td>37375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monon (Railroad) - Maps - 1959 - Railroads</td>
<td></td>
<td>37378, 37379</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monon (Railroad) - Maps - 1960 - Railroads</td>
<td></td>
<td>37382</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monon (Railroad) - Maps - 1961 - Railroads</td>
<td></td>
<td>37384</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monon (Railroad) SEE ALSO Chicago, Indianapolis &amp; Louisville Railway Company</td>
<td></td>
<td>48616</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monon Route SEE Chicago, Indianapolis &amp; Louisville Railway Company</td>
<td></td>
<td>48846</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monon : the Hoosier Line and connections</td>
<td></td>
<td>37373, 37375, 37379</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monona County (Iowa) - Maps - 1985 - Landowners</td>
<td></td>
<td>51270</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monongahela National Forest (south half) West Virginia / U.S. Department of Agriculture, Forest Service</td>
<td></td>
<td>51272</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monongahela National Forest (W. Va.) - Maps - 1956</td>
<td></td>
<td>51271</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monongahela National Forest (W. Va.) - Maps - 1980</td>
<td></td>
<td>51272</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monongahela River Railway</td>
<td></td>
<td>61287</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monongahela River Railway - Maps - 1891</td>
<td></td>
<td>61287</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monongahela River (W. Va. and Pa.) - Pilot guides - 1811</td>
<td></td>
<td>50505</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monongahela River (W. Va. and Pa.) - Pilot guides - 1817</td>
<td></td>
<td>50507</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monongahela River (W. Va. and Pa.) - Pilot guides - 1818</td>
<td></td>
<td>50508</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monreale (Italy) - Maps - 1597</td>
<td></td>
<td>51273</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monreale (Palermo): atlante storico</td>
<td></td>
<td>7349</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monro, 9440</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monro, frères éditeurs</td>
<td></td>
<td>2469, 9422, 9435, 9446, 9490, 9509, 9515, 14634, 28191, 28212, 42317, 42319, 63081, 73908</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monroq, J.</td>
<td></td>
<td>9447, 9450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monroq, Léon, fl. ca. 1910</td>
<td></td>
<td>66354</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monroe, Bessie Kerlee, 1888-1987</td>
<td></td>
<td>51366</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monroe, Capt., fl. 1833 SEE Munroe, Capt., fl. 1833</td>
<td></td>
<td>2342</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monroe County Convention &amp; Visitors Bureau (Monroe County, Ind.) SEE Bloomington/Monroe County Convention &amp; Visitors Bureau</td>
<td></td>
<td>13255</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monroe County (Fla.) Board of county commissioners</td>
<td></td>
<td>41128, 41129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monroe County Historical Society, Bloomington, Ind.</td>
<td></td>
<td>51278, 51279</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monroe County Historical Society (Ind.)</td>
<td></td>
<td>51280</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monroe County (Ill.) - Maps - 1875 - Landowners</td>
<td></td>
<td>51274</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monroe County (Ill.) - Maps - 1901 - Landowners</td>
<td></td>
<td>51275</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Monroe County (Ill.) - Maps - 1914 - Topographic maps 51276
Monroe County (Ill.) - Maps - 1916 - Landowners 51277
Monroe County (Ind.) - Maps - 1856 - Landowners 51278, 51279, 51280
Monroe County (Ind.) - Maps - 2010 - Tourist maps 13255
[Monroe County (Mich.) - 1859: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 51282
Monroe County (Mich.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners 51281
Monroe County (Mich.) - Maps - 1859 - Landowners 51282
Monroe County (Miss.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners 51283
Monroe County (Mo.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners 51284
[Monroe County (N.Y.) - 1852: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 51287
[Monroe County (N.Y.) - 1858: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 51288
[Monroe County (N.Y.) - 1887: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 51290
Monroe County (N.Y.): Board of Elections 67038
Monroe County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1795 - Landowners - Manuscripts 51285
Monroe County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1839 51286
Monroe County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1852 - Landowners 51287
Monroe County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1858 - Landowners 51288
Monroe County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1872 - Landowners 51289
Monroe County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1887 - Landowners 51290
Monroe County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1995 - Road maps 67039
Monroe County (N.Y.) - Maps - 2000 - Road maps 67047
Monroe County (N.Y.) - Maps - 2009 - Road maps 14873
Monroe County (N.Y.) - Maps - Landowners 51291
[Monroe County (Ohio) - 1869: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 51293
Monroe County (Ohio) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners 51292
Monroe County (Ohio) - Maps - 1869 - Landowners 51293
Monroe County (Ohio) - Maps - 1898 - Landowners 51294
[Monroe County (Pa.) - 1860: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 51295
Monroe County (Pa.) - Maps - 1860 - Landowners 51295
[Monroe County (Wis.) - 1877: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 51298
Monroe County (Wis.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners 51296
Monroe County (Wis.) - Maps - 1858 - Landowners 51297
Monroe County (Wis.) - Maps - 1877 - Landowners 51298
Monroe County (Wis.) - Maps - 1915 - Landowners 51299

Monroe, Donald, fl. 1936 9532
Monroe, F. J. 69893, 69894
Monroe & Francis 29240
Monroe, Oren 33404
Monroe Service Stations, Inc. 19768
Monroe Street (Chicago, Ill.) - History - 1914 51300
Monrovia (Liberia) - Maps - 1833 41925
Monrovia (Liberia) - Maps - 1834 339
Monrovia (Liberia) - Maps - 1847 350

Mons... 51305
Mons, Battle of, Mons, Belgium, 1709 - Maps - 1710 51301
Mons (Belgium) - History - Siege, 1709 51302, 51303
Mons (Belgium) - Maps - 1620 51304
Mons (Belgium) - Maps - 1689 51305
Mons (Belgium) - Maps - 1694 - Fortification 51306
Mons (Belgium) - Maps - 1695 - Fortification 51307
Mons (Belgium) - Maps - 1696 - Fortification 51308
Mons (Belgium) - Maps - 1713 - Fortification 51309, 51310
Mons (Belgium) - Maps - 1740 - Fortification 51311
Mons (Belgium) - Maps - 1785 - Fortification 51312
Mons (Belgium) - Pictorial works - 1620 51313

Mons Calvariae 39947, 39948
Mons Calvariae (Poland) SEE Kalwaria Zebrzydowska (Poland) 39947
Mons Circeaeus (Italy) SEE Circeo Mountain (Italy) 41742

Mons, comme il est au jour d'huy, ville ... des Païs Bas ... 51308
Mons, comme il est au jour dhuy. Ville ... des Païs Bas ... 51309
Mons, fl. 1930 2024

Mons, Hannoniae vrbp potens & ampla, a Carolo Magno metropolitano ... 51304
Mons oder Bergen in Henegau mitt angraenden Orthen 51314
Mons Region (Belgium) - Maps - 1710 51314
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Montana highway map 51489
Montana highway map : 1935 ... / compliments of Phillips Petroleum Company 51427
Montana highway map 1939 / published by State Highway Commission for free distribution 51482
Montana highway map : 1948 51529
Montana highway map : 1951 51532
Montana highway map : 1952 51535
Montana highway map / compliments of Power ... [and] Glacier Production Company 51506
Montana Historical Society 44474, 51553
Montana Historical Society - Map collections - Catalogs 44474, 51553
Montana in maps, 1974 51548
Montana Indian Reservations 51323
Montana - Indian reservations - 1994 51323
Montana / map prepared by Allan Cartography by Medford, Oregon, using base materials from the United States Geological Survey's 1:500,000 scale state map series 51549
Montana - Maps - 1800-1899 - Fur trade 51149
Montana - Maps - 1853 51325
Montana - Maps - 1853-1854 - Railroads - Explorations and surveys 81818, 81819
Montana - Maps - 1853-1897 - Military bases 51324
Montana - Maps - 1859 - Geology 32653, 32654
Montana - Maps - 1859 - Road maps 62659
Montana - Maps - 1865 - Mines and mineral resources 51326
Montana - Maps - 1870 51327
Montana - Maps - 1870 - Indian reservations 51327
Montana - Maps - 1870 - Trails 51328
Montana - Maps - 1873 35121, 51328
Montana - Maps - 1876 51329
Montana - Maps - 1876 - Indians - Wars 42222
Montana - Maps - 1879 - Public lands - Surveys 51330
Montana - Maps - 1880-1889 - Indians 22453
Montana - Maps - 1882 51331
Montana - Maps - 1882 - Railroads 51331
Montana - Maps - 1883 51332
Montana - Maps - 1883 - Railroads 51333
Montana - Maps - 1884 - Railroads 51334, 51335
Montana - Maps - 1885 - Railroads 51336
Montana - Maps - 1886 81915
Montana - Maps - 1887 - Railroads 51337, 51338
Montana - Maps - 1888 - Railroads 51339, 51340
Montana - Maps - 1889 - Railroads 51341
Montana - Maps - 1890 51342
Montana - Maps - 1890 - Railroads 51343
Montana - Maps - 1891 - Railroads 51344
Montana - Maps - 1892 - Railroads 51345
Montana - Maps - 1893 - Railroads 51346
Montana - Maps - 1894 - Railroads 51347, 51348
Montana - Maps - 1895 - Railroads 51349, 51350
Montana - Maps - 1896 - Railroads 51351
Montana - Maps - 1897 - Railroads 51352
Montana - Maps - 1898 - Railroads 51353
Montana - Maps - 1899 - Railroads 51354
Montana - Maps - 1900-1960 - Topographic maps 51355, 51356, 51357
Montana - Maps - 1906 - Postal service 51358
Montana - Maps - 1906 - Railroads 51358
Montana - Maps - 1907 - Railroads 51359
Montana - Maps - 1908 42218, 42220
Montana - Maps - 1913 - Railroads 51360, 51361
Montana - Maps - 1914 - Railroads 51362
Montana - Maps - 1915 - Railroads 51363
Montana - Maps - 1916 - Railroads 51364
Montana - Maps - 1919 - Railroads - Indexes 51365
Montana - Maps - 1920-1929 - Road maps 51366
Montana - Maps - 1920 - Railroads 51367, 51368
Montana - Maps - 1920 - Road maps 51367, 51368
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Montana - Maps - 1921 - Railroads 51369
Montana - Maps - 1921 - Road maps 51369
Montana - Maps - 1922 - Railroads 51370
Montana - Maps - 1922 - Road maps 51370
Montana - Maps - 1923 - Railroads 51371
Montana - Maps - 1923 - Road maps 51371, 51372
Montana - Maps - 1924 - Railroads 51373
Montana - Maps - 1924 - Road maps 51373, 79688
Montana - Maps - 1925 - Cities and towns - Road maps 51374
Montana - Maps - 1925 - Railroads 51375
Montana - Maps - 1925 - Road maps 51375
Montana - Maps - 1926 - Road maps 51376
Montana - Maps - 1927 - Railroads 51377, 51378, 51379
Montana - Maps - 1927 - Road maps 35151, 51377, 51378, 51379, 51380, 84823
Montana - Maps - 1928 - National parks and reserves 11295
Montana - Maps - 1928 - Railroads 51381, 51382
Montana - Maps - 1928 - Road maps 11295, 51381, 51382, 51383, 51384, 51385
Montana - Maps - 1929 - Aeronautical charts - Indexes 51386
Montana - Maps - 1929 - Indexes 51386
Montana - Maps - 1929 - Railroads - Indexes 51386
Montana - Maps - 1929 - Road maps 51387, 51388, 51389, 51390, 51391, 51392
Montana - Maps - 1930 51394
Montana - Maps - 1930-1939 - Aeronautical charts 51393
Montana - Maps - 1930-1939 - Railroads 51393
Montana - Maps - 1930 - Aeronautical charts 51394
Montana - Maps - 1930 - Railroads 51394
Montana - Maps - 1930 - Road maps 51395, 51396, 51397, 51398, 51399, 51400, 51401
Montana - Maps - 1931 51402
Montana - Maps - 1931 - Railroads 51402
Montana - Maps - 1931 - Road maps 51403, 51404, 51405, 51406, 51407, 51408
Montana - Maps - 1932 51409
Montana - Maps - 1932 - Railroads 51409
Montana - Maps - 1932 - Road maps 51410, 51411, 51412, 51413, 51414, 51415
Montana - Maps - 1933 - Road maps 51416, 51417
Montana - Maps - 1934 - Road maps 51418, 51419, 51420, 51421, 51422, 51423
Montana - Maps - 1935 - Road maps 51424, 51425, 51426, 51427, 51428, 51429, 51430
Montana - Maps - 1936 - Road maps 35201, 51431, 51432, 51433, 51434, 51435, 51436, 51437, 51438, 51439, 51440, 51441, 51442, 51443
Montana - Maps - 1937 - Road maps 11289, 35208, 35209, 51444, 51445, 51446, 51447, 51448, 51449, 51450, 51451, 51452, 51453
Montana - Maps - 1938 - Road maps 35217, 35218, 35219, 35220, 51454, 51455, 51456, 51457, 51458, 51459, 51460, 51461, 51462, 51463, 51464, 51465, 51466, 51467, 51468, 51469
Montana - Maps - 1939 - Road maps 35230, 51470, 51471, 51472, 51473, 51474, 51475, 51476, 51477, 51478, 51479, 51480, 51481, 51482, 82322
Montana - Maps - 1940 - Road maps 35239, 35240, 35241, 51483, 51484, 51485, 51486, 51487, 51489, 51489
Montana - Maps - 1941 - Road maps 51490, 51491, 51492, 51493, 51494, 51495, 51496, 51497, 51498
Montana - Maps - 1942 - Road maps 51499, 51500, 51501, 51502, 51503, 51504, 51505, 51506
Montana - Maps - 1943 - Road maps 51507
Montana - Maps - 1944 - Postal service 51508
Montana - Maps - 1945 - Road maps 51509
Montana - Maps - 1946 - Road maps 51510, 51511, 51512, 51513, 51514, 51515, 51516
Montana - Maps - 1947 - Road maps 51517, 51518, 51519, 51520, 51521, 51522, 51523
Montana - Maps - 1948 - Road maps 51524, 51525, 51526, 51527, 51528, 51529
Montana - Maps - 1949 51530
Montana - Maps - 1949 - Railroads 51530
Montana - Maps - 1951 - Road maps 35272, 51531, 51532
Montana - Maps - 1952 51533
Montana - Maps - 1952 - Oil wells 58643
Montana - Maps - 1952 - Railroads 51533, 58643
Montana - Maps - 1952 - Road maps 35276, 51533, 51534, 51535
Montana - Maps - 1953 - Road maps 51536, 51537
Montana - Maps - 1954 - Road maps 35280, 51538, 51539
Montana - Maps - 1956 - Road maps 35283, 51540, 51541, 51542
Montana - Maps - 1958 - Oil wells 82974
Montana - Maps - 1958 - Railroads 82974
Montana - Maps - 1960 - Fishing 51543
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Montana - Maps - 1962-1968 51544
Montana - Maps - 1962-1968 - Railroads 51544
Montana - Maps - 1962-1968 - Road maps 51544
Montana - Maps - 1964 - Road maps 60061
Montana - Maps - 1966 - Road maps 35292
Montana - Maps - 1968 - Road maps 35294
Montana - Maps - 1972 - Road maps 51545
Montana - Maps - 1973 - Counties 51546
Montana - Maps - 1973 - Road maps 51546, 51547
Montana - Maps - 1974 51548
Montana - Maps - 1990 - Trails 41907
Montana - Maps - 1991 51549
Montana - Maps - 1994 - Road maps 51550
Montana - Maps - 1997 - Road maps 35309
Montana - Maps - 2005 - Road maps 51551
Montana - Maps - Bibliography 51552, 51554, 51555, 51556, 51557
Montana - Maps - Bibliography - Catalogs 51553, 82626
Montana - Maps - Collections, 1778-1898 51554
Montana - Maps - Collections, 1801-1993 51555, 51556
Montana - Maps - Collections, 1805-1898 51557
Montana - Maps - Fire risk assessment - Bibliography - 1887 22671
Montana - Maps, Physical - 1991 51549
Montana - Maps - Road maps - 1863 35316, 35317
Montana official road map : Phillips 66 51447, 51460, 51474, 51484, 51491, 51501, 51513
Montana official road map : Phillips 66 : there's a Phillips station ahead 51320
Montana - Pictorial works - 1853 67094
Montana - Pictorial works - Collections, 2006 51321
Montana points of interest and touring map ... 51521, 51527
Montana post [1981?] 44474
Montana road map ... / Barnsdall ... 51458
Montana. State Highway Commission 51376, 51407, 51419, 51423, 51430, 51443, 51453, 51468, 51469, 51481, 51482, 51489, 51497, 51498, 51506, 51518, 51523, 51529, 51532, 51535, 51546, 51547
Montana State University--Bozeman 51548
Montana State University (Bozeman, Mont.). Endowment and Research Foundation 51322, 51324
Montana State University (Missoula). Bureau of Business and Economic Research 51552
Montana Territory 51330
Montana Territory. Legislative Assembly 51326
Montana Territory. Surveyor General 51327
Montana : the California Company road map ... 51441, 51442, 51450, 51452
Montana - Tourism - 1930 49124
Montana - Tourism - 1969 60070
Montana : treasure state and land of shining mountains : 1935 highway map / published by State Highway Commission ... 51430
Montana : treasure state and land of the shining mountains ... 51423
Montana : treasure state and land of the shining mountains : highway map, 1934 51419
Montana with sectional map of adjoining states : Texaco 51505, 51507
Montana, Wyoming and Idaho 51354, 59837, 59838, 59839, 59840, 59841, 59842, 59843, 59844, 59847, 59850
Montana, Wyoming EasyFinder : Highways & interstates 51551
Montana, Wyoming, Idaho and adjoining states ... Socony-Vacuum Oil Company, Incorporated 59999, 60026, 60029
Montaner, M. Carme (Maria Carme) 16951, 17041, 72917
Montaner y Simón (Firm : Barcelona, Spain) 10131
Les Montanges des Alpes ou sont remarqués les passages ... 1355
Montano, Arias, 1527-1598 SEE Arias Montano, Benito, 1527-1598 13020
Montano, Benedicto Arias 1527-1598 SEE Arias Montano, Benito, 1527-1598 72632
Montano, Jacobo Surhonio SEE Surhon, Jacques 43654
Montanus, Arnoldus, 1625-1683 1616, 1617, 1618, 4334, 4337, 4338, 4342, 4344, 4345, 39494, 39495, 39496, 55805, 68344
Montanus, Benedicto Arias, 1527-1598 SEE Arias Montano, Benito, 1527-1598 13020
Montanus, Petrus, 15957-1638 28946, 28947, 28948, 53367, 53375
Montcalm County Fair Association 51559
Montcalm County (Mich.) - 1875: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche 51558
Montcalm County (Mich.) - Maps - 1875 - Landowners 51558
Montcalm County (Mich.) - Maps - 1881 37552
Montcalm County (Mich.) - Maps - 1956 - Landowners 51559
Monte Albán (Mexico) - Archaeology 51560
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Monterey Bay (Calif.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps 51566
Monterey Bay (Calif.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps 51567
Monterey Bay (Calif.) - Pictorial works - 1769-1843 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 51568
Monterey Bay metro area : metro areas of Monterey, San Benito, and Santa Cruz counties street guide 51566
Monterey Bay metro street guide 51574
Monterey Bay Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1844 62560
Monterey Bay Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1940 - Pictorial maps 51569, 51570
Monterey Bay Region (Calif.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps 51566
Monterey Bay Region (Calif.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps 51567
Monterey Bay street guide : including Santa Cruz County and portions of Monterey and San Benito counties 51567
Monterey (Calif.) - Church Architecture - Designs and Plans - Maps - 1792 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 65537
Monterey (Calif.) - Maps - 1839 - Harbor 62557
Monterey (Calif.) - Maps - 1993 - Road maps 51571
Monterey (Calif.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps 51572
Monterey (Calif.) - Pictorial works - 1769-1843 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 51568
Monterey, Carmel / Salinas, California : Local street detail 51572
Monterey Chamber of Commerce 51570
[Monterey County (Calif.) - 1898: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 51573
Monterey County (Calif.) - Maps - 1896 - Landowners 51573
Monterey County (Calif.) - Maps - 1993 - Road maps 51571
Monterey County (Calif.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps 51567
Monterey County (Calif.) - Maps - 2009 - Road maps 51574
Monterey County Chamber of Commerce (Calif.) 51575
Monterey historic sites and buildings / compiled by Aubrey Neasham ; [drawn] July 1939, Lee Perry 51570
Monterey Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1930-1939 - Pictorial maps 51575
Monterey y Gay, Claudio, fl. 1875 64521
Monterey 51577
Monterrey, Battle of, Monterrey, Mexico, 1846 - Maps 46185, 46352, 46357
Monterrey (Calif.) SEE Monterey (Calif.) 62557
Monterrey (Mexico) - Maps - 1768 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 51576
Monterrey (Mexico) - Maps - 1931 - Road maps 46627
Monterrey (Mexico) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps 46515
Monterrey (Mexico) - Maps - 1937 51577
Monterrey (Mexico) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps 46520, 46521
Monterrey (Mexico) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps 46536
Monterrey (Mexico) - Maps - 1962 - Road maps 46564
Monterrey (Mexico) - Maps - 1964 - Road maps 46554, 46567
Monterrey (Mexico) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps 46569
Monterrey (Mexico) - Maps - 1967 - Road maps 46574, 46579
Monterrey (Mexico) - Maps - 1970 - Road maps 46583
Monterrey (Mexico) - Maps - 1973 - Road maps 46589, 46590
Monterrey (Mexico) - Maps - 1974 - Road maps 46593
Monterrey Region (Mexico) - Maps - 1931 - Road maps 46627
Montes, Hannoniae metropolis 51313
Montes, Ramon 44368
Montevideo Region (Uruguay) - Manuscripts 66848
Montevideo (Uruguay) - Maps - 1789 - Harbors - Nautical charts 66851
Montevideo (Uruguay) - Maps - 1837 14852
Montevideo (Uruguay) - Maps - Bibliography 51578
Montevideo (Uruguay) - Pictorial works - 1851 13845
Montfauccon, Bernard de, 1655-1741 67172
Montferrat, Italy) - Maps - 1741 64709
Montfort, Annie de 65076
Montfort, Henri de, 1889-1965 65076
Montgomerie, Thomas George, 1830-1878 39479
Montgomery (Ala.) - Maps - 2003 - Road maps 51579
Montgomery (Ala.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps 51580
Montgomery County (Ala.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps 51580
Montgomery County (Ark.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners 51581
Montgomery County Farm Bureau (Ill.) 51584
Montgomery County Historical Society (Md.) 51595
Montgomery County Historical Society (Mo.) 51601
Montgomery County (Ill.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners 51582
Montgomery County (Ill.) - Maps - 1874 - Landowners 51583
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Montgomery County (Ill.) - Maps - 1974 - Landowners 51584
[Montgomery County (Ind.) - 1864: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 51587
Montgomery County (Ind.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners 51585
Montgomery County (Ind.) - Maps - 1864-1917 - Landowners 51586
Montgomery County (Ind.) - Maps - 1864 - Landowners 51587
Montgomery County (Ind.) - Maps - 1878 - Landowners 51588
Montgomery County (Ind.) - Maps - 1917 - Landowners 51589
Montgomery County (Iowa) - Maps - 1907 - Landowners 51590
[Montgomery County (Ky.) - 1879: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 51591
Montgomery County (Ky.) - Maps - 1879 - Landowners 51591
[Montgomery County (Md.) - 1863: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 51592
[Montgomery County (Md.) - 1864: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 51593
[Montgomery County (Md.) - 1865: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 51594
Montgomery County (Md.) - Maps - 1863 - Landowners 51592
Montgomery County (Md.) - Maps - 1864 - Landowners - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 51593
Montgomery County (Md.) - Maps - 1865 - Landowners 51594
Montgomery County (Md.) - Maps - 1878 - Landowners 81074
Montgomery County (Md.) - Maps - 1879 - Landowners 51595
Montgomery County (Md.) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps 51596
Montgomery County (Md.) - Maps - 1994 - Road maps 81038
Montgomery County (Md.) - Maps - 2002 - Road maps 11707, 51597, 81040
Montgomery County (Md.) - Maps - 2003 - Road maps 51598, 81041
Montgomery County (Md.) - Maps - 2009 - Road maps 81143
Montgomery County (Miss.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners 51599
Montgomery County (Mo.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners 51600
Montgomery County (Mo.) - Maps - 1878 - Landowners 51601
Montgomery County (Mo.) - Maps - 1897 - Landowners 51602
Montgomery County (N.C.) - Maps - 1700-1799 - Landowners 57951
[Montgomery County (N.Y.) - 1853: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 51604
Montgomery County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1839 51603
Montgomery County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1853 - Landowners 51604
Montgomery County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1868 - Landowners 51605, 51606
[Montgomery County (Ohio) - 1851: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 51607
[Montgomery County (Ohio) - 1857: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 51608
[Montgomery County (Ohio) - 1869: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 51609
Montgomery County (Ohio) - Maps - 1851 - Landowners 51607
Montgomery County (Ohio) - Maps - 1857 - Landowners 51608
Montgomery County (Ohio) - Maps - 1869 - Landowners 51609
Montgomery County (Ohio) - Maps - 1875 - Landowners 51610
Montgomery County (Ohio) - Maps - 2000 - Road maps 22904
[Montgomery County (Pa.) - 1849: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 51611
Montgomery County (Pa.) - Maps - 1849 - Landowners 51611, 51612
Montgomery County (Pa.) - Maps - 1871 - Landowners 51613
Montgomery County (Pa.) - Maps - 1930 - Road maps 64454
Montgomery County - (Pa.) - Maps - 2003 - Road maps 64430, 64431
Montgomery County (Pa.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps 51614, 64432, 64433
Montgomery County (Pa.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps 14816, 64498, 64499
Montgomery County (Pa.) - Maps - 2009 - Road maps 64435
Montgomery County street guide 51614
[Montgomery County (Tenn.) - 1877: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 51616
Montgomery County (Tenn.) - Maps - 1877 - Landowners 51615, 51616
[Montgomery County (Tex.) - 1880: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 51617
Montgomery County (Tex.) - Maps - 1880 - Landowners 51617
Montgomery County (Tex.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps 34763
Montgomery County (Tex.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps 34765
Montgomery County (Tex.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps 34766, 51618
[Montgomery County (Va.) - 1864: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 51619
[Montgomery County (Va.) - 1864: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 51620
Montgomery County (Va.) - Maps - 1860-1869 - Landowners - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 51619
Montgomery County (Va.) - Maps - 1864 - Landowners - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 51620
Montgomery County (Va.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps 81137, 81138, 81139, 81140
Montgomery County (Va.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps 81141
Montgomery County (Va.) - Maps - 2009 - Road maps 81142
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Montreal (Que.)  51598
Montreal Island (Québec : Island)  51598
Montréal Island (Québec : Island)  51580
Montreal  32433
Montgomery, Robert, of Convoy  51623, 51624
Montgomery, Sir Robert, bart., 1680-1731  11348
Montgomery street guide  51580, 51618
Montgomery & vicinity StreetFinder  51579, 51621, 51622
Montgomery (Wales) - Maps - 1610  51623, 80685
Montgomery (Wales) - Maps - 1676  51624, 80687
Montgomery Ward  77290, 78244, 78370, 78397, 78415, 78849, 84584, 84585
Montgomery Ward. Catalogue & buyer's guide no. 53 (1893)  84584, 84585
Montgomery Ward Riversides coast to coast road guide  78397
Montgomeryshire (Wales) - Maps - 1610  51623
Montgomeryshire (Wales) - Maps - 1676  51624
Montgredien et cie.  28215, 28216
The Month-by-month atlas of World War II / Barrie and Frances Pitt  84695
Montherri (France) SEE Mont Henri (France)  64952
Monthly Chronicle (Boston, 1840-1842)  26867
Monthly military repository  4549
Monthly military repository & atlas  4548
Monti, Antonio  31910
Monti, Carlo, 1942-  17144
Monticello Herald-Journal, Monticello, Ind.  82872
The Monticello mountaintop  39694
Monticello (Va.) - Maps - 1993  39694
Monticello (Va.) - Tourism - 1990  51625
Montigny, Dumont de, Jean François Benjamin, 1696-after 1754 SEE Dumont de Montigny  23879
Montisferrati ducatus  64690
Montmedy (France), Battle of 1657  51626
Montmédy (France) - Maps - 1696 - Fortification  51627
Montmédy (France) - Maps - 1713 - Fortification  51628
Montmélan (France) - Maps - 1693 - Fortification  51629
Montmélan (France) - Maps - 1694  69032
Montmélan (France) - Maps - 1695 - Pictorial works  51630
Montmélan (France) - Maps - 1705 - Fortification  51631
Montmélan (France) - Maps - 1713 - Pictorial works  51632
Montmil ville forte des Pais Bas, dans le Duché de Luxembourg ...  51627
Montmorenci, Chute (Québec) - Maps - 1765 - Pictorial works - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  51633
Montmorency Falls (Québec) - Maps - 1765 - Pictorial works - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  51633
Montmorency River (Québec) - Maps - 1765 - Pictorial works - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  51633
Montour Co., PA  51635
[Montour County (Pa.) - 1860: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche]  51634
Montour County (Pa.) - Maps - 1870 - Landowners  51634
Montour County (Pa.) - Maps - 1973  51635
Montparnasse Multimedia  8627
Montparnasse Multimédi (Firm)  35320
Montpelier, county seat of Washington County & capital of Vermont  51637
Montpelier Foundation  51636
Montpelier (Va.: Estate) - Trees - 1970  51636
Montpelier (VL) - Maps - 1821 - Pictorial works  51637
Montpelier (VL) - Maps - 1884 - Pictorial works  51637
Montpellier (France) - Pictorial works - 1620  51638
Montreal  51648
Montreal en 1761  51657
Montréal / Gulf  51680
Montréal Island (Québec : Island) - Maps - 1843  51639
Montréal Island (Québec : Island) - Maps - 1931  51662
Montréal Island (Québec) - Maps - 1700 - Indians - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  51640
Montreal : plan de Montréal métropolitain = Montréal : metropolitan city street map / Rolph-McNally  51683
Montreal (Que.) - Maps - 1932 - Road maps  51641
Montreal (Que.) - Maps - 1933 - Road maps  51642
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Montréal (Québec). Division de la gestion de documents et des archives 27310
Montréal (Québec) - Maps - 1554 51643
Montréal (Québec) - Maps - 1606 51644
Montréal (Québec) - Maps - 1685 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 51645
Montréal (Québec) - Maps - 1700-1799 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 51646
Montréal (Québec) - Maps - 1704 51647
Montréal (Québec) - Maps - 1710 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 51648
Montréal (Québec) - Maps - 1724 - Fortification - Manuscripts 51649
Montréal (Québec) - Maps - 1729 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 51650
Montréal (Québec) - Maps - 1731 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 51651
Montréal (Québec) - Maps - 1756 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 51652
Montréal (Québec) - Maps - 1758 51653, 51654
Montréal (Québec) - Maps - 1758 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 51655
Montréal (Québec) - Maps - 1759 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 51656
Montréal (Québec) - Maps - 1761 51657
Montréal (Québec) - Maps - 1770 - Pictorial works 51658
Montréal (Québec) - Maps - 1784 - Pictorial works - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 51659, 51660
Montreal (Québec) - Maps - 1793 - Manuscripts 57659
Montréal (Québec) - Maps - 1815 65955
Montréal (Québec) - Maps - 1843 51661
Montréal (Québec) - Maps - 1851 - Pictorial works 16036
Montréal (Québec) - Maps - 1860 - Pictorial works 75331
Montréal (Québec) - Maps - 1931 51662
Montréal (Québec) - Maps - 1935 - Road maps 51663, 51664
Montréal (Québec) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps 51665, 51666
Montréal (Québec) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps 51667, 51668
Montréal (Québec) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps 51669, 51694, 51695, 61895
Montréal (Québec) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps 51670, 51696, 51697
Montréal (Québec) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps 51671, 51672, 51673
Montréal (Québec) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps 51698, 51699
Montréal (Québec) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps 51700
Montréal (Québec) - Maps - 1945 - Road maps 51701
Montréal (Québec) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps 51674, 51675, 51702
Montréal (Québec) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps 51676, 51703
Montréal (Québec) - Maps - 1951 76087, 76088
Montreal (Québec) - Maps - 1957 - Road maps 51677, 51678
Montréal (Québec) - Maps - 1958 - Railroads 22327
Montréal (Québec) - Maps - 1967 - Fairs 26444
Montréal (Québec) - Maps - 1967 - Road maps 26445, 51679
Montréal (Québec) - Maps - 1968 - Road maps 66048
Montréal (Québec) - Maps - 1970 - Road maps 51680
Montréal (Québec) - Maps - 1972 - Road maps 51681
Montréal (Québec) - Maps - 1975 51682
Montréal (Québec) - Maps - 1977 - Road maps 51683
Montréal (Québec) - Maps - 1994 - Road maps 79075
Montréal (Québec) - Maps - Bibliography 51684
Montréal (Québec) - Maps - Bibliography - 1800-1899 51685
Montréal (Québec) - Maps - Collections 51686
Montréal (Québec) - Maps - Collections, 1651-1731 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 57859
Montréal (Québec) - Pictorial works - 1721 - Manuscripts 66055
Montréal (Québec) - Pictorial works - 1760-1769 51687
Montréal (Québec) - Pictorial works - 1950 51688
Montréal (Québec) - Pictorial works - 1953 - Railroad stations 28577
Montréal (Québec) - Pictorial works - 1954 - Railroad stations 28578
Montréal (Québec) - Pictorial works - 1954 - Railroads 66112
Montréal (Québec) - Pictorial works - 1956 51689
Montréal (Québec) - Pictorial works - 1959 - Railroads 51691, 61614
Montréal (Québec) - Pictorial works - 1960 - Railroads 51690
Montréal (Québec) - Pictorial works - Collections 51686
Montréal Railroad Yard (Montréal, Québec) - Pictorial works - 1959 51691
Montreal Region (Que.) - Maps - 1934 - Road maps 51692
Montréal Region (Québec) - 1766 65950
Montréal Region (Québec) - Description and travel - 1937 67328
Montréal Region (Québec) - Maps - 1600-1699 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 34805
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<thead>
<tr>
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</tr>
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<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Montreal Region (Quebec) - Maps - 1700 - Indians - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>51640</td>
</tr>
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<td>Montreal Region (Quebec) - Maps - 1744</td>
<td>51693</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Montreal Region (Quebec) - Maps - 1776</td>
<td>65951, 65952, 76400, 76401, 76402</td>
</tr>
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<td>57745</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Montreal Region (Quebec) - Maps - 1855</td>
<td>16042</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Montreal Region (Quebec) - Maps - 1859</td>
<td>65964</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Montreal Region (Quebec) - Maps - 1920</td>
<td>65982</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Montreal Region (Quebec) - Maps - 1927 - Road maps</td>
<td>56275</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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Morin, George  51912
Morin-Jean, 1877-1940  63349
Morin, Pierre-Louis  32518, 32520, 66093
Morini, Jordani, et Pleumosii in Morinis  57159
Moris, Robert J.  13598
Morison, James, 1762-1809  7915
Morison, Robert, 1764-1853  29123
Morison's flawed voyage  51765
Morison's pocket atlas, or, Portable geographical index : with two beautiful engravings of the armillary sphere and the solar system  7915
Morison, Samuel Eliot, 1887-1976  1486, 1487, 3765, 21244, 21782
Morisot, Claude Barthelemy  4301
Morisse, F.  52757
Morissonneau, Christian, 1939-  52116
Moritz, Eduard, 1864-1940  17670
Moritz Ruhl (Firm)  10406
Moriya, Yoshio  39574, 39579, 39580
Morlet, Claude  39888
Morley, F. V. (Frank Vigor), 1899-1980  42188, 75045
Morley, Harry  26784, 26786, 67273
Morley, Harvey W.  73257, 73258
Morley, James M.  44666
Morley's map of New Mexico compiled from the latest government surveys and other reliable sources  55261, 55262
Morley, William Raymond, 1846-1883  55261, 55262
Mormon Battalion trail guide  81797
Mormon Pioneer National Historic Trail - Maps - 1947  51766
Mormon Pioneer National Historic Trail - Maps - 1965  51767
Mormon Pioneer National Historic Trail - Maps - 1995  51768
Mormon settlement in the San Bernardino Valley  68394
Mormon Trail  51766
Mormons - Illinois - Nauvoo - Pictorial works - Collections  52839
Mormons - United States - Historical geography - Maps - 1947  51766
Mormons - United States - Historical geography - Maps - 1976  51767
Mormons - United States - Historical geography - Maps - 1995  51768
Mormons - West (U.S.) - History - 1846-1847 - Pictorial maps  51769
Morne Fortune (Saint Lucia) - Maps - 1779 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  51770
Moro, Anton Lazzaro, 1687-1764. De' Crostacei E Altri Marini Corp, Che Se Trouvano Sue Monti  51771
Morocco  51789, 51792, 51796, 51797
Morocco / adapted by C. Heywood from the French by P. Ricard  51781
Morocco (City) SEE Marrakech (Morocco)  478
Morocco / [compiled by O. H. Warne]; preface by A. Juin  51786
Morocco - History, Ancient  75659
Morocco - History, Ancient - Maps - 1982 - Mines and mineral resources  51772
Morocco - Maps - 1540  51773
Morocco - Maps - 1595-1606  509
Morocco - Maps - 1625  51774, 51775
Morocco - Maps - 1655  51776
Morocco - Maps - 1701 - Coasts - Nautical charts  543, 51777, 51778
Morocco - Maps - 1702 - Coasts - Nautical charts  549
Morocco - Maps - 1703  452, 51779
Morocco - Maps - 1745  51780
Morocco - Maps - 1851 - Pictorial works  511
Morocco - Maps - 1853  482
Morocco - Maps - 1923  1235
Morocco - Maps - 1924  51781
Morocco - Maps - 1925  51782
Morocco - Maps - 1926  1236
Morocco - Maps - 1929  51783
Morocco - Maps - 1930  51784
Morocco - Maps - 1934  45758
Morocco - Maps - 1939  43801
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Morocco - Maps - 1947 - Pictorial maps  51785
Morocco - Maps - 1953  51786
Morocco - Maps - 1962  51787
Morocco - Maps - 1964  51788
Morocco - Maps - 1966  51789
Morocco - Maps - 1972  51790, 51791
Morocco - Maps - 1974  51793
Morocco - Maps - 1974 - Guidebooks  51792
Morocco - Maps - 1985  51794
Morocco - Maps - 1988  51795
Morocco - Maps - 1988 - Guidebooks  496
Morocco - Maps - 1989 - Guidebooks  51796, 51797
Morocco - Pictorial works - 1620 - Cities and towns  51798, 51799
Morocco. Service Géologique  51772
[Moronia]  2073
Moronval, J.  29439
Morosini, Count  92, 289, 1709, 3263, 3319, 22153, 22751, 22753, 22755, 22756, 22757, 22806, 39194, 43056, 44366, 45853, 45863, 64627, 65195, 76469, 79908, 79959, 79960, 80180
Morosino, Francesco, 16th cent.  214, 38777
Morphene, E. S.  80727
Morphis, J. M.  74549
The Morphology and cartography of the North Carolina coast  18225
Morpin, 17th cent.  45815
Morrell, G. F.  84650, 84651, 84652
Morrell P. Totten & Company, Inc.  1065
Morris, A. L.  8049
Morris, Alton Chester  52291
Morris Canal (N.J.) - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1882  16429
Morris, Charles, 1711-1781 SEE Morris, Charles, surveyor  60158
Morris, Charles, 1833-1922  25509, 46476
Morris, Charles, fl. 1749-1765  28494, 28495, 63407, 67938, 67939, 73081, 73089
Morris, Charles, surveyor  58871, 60158, 60162
Morris County Historical Society (N.J.)  51801, 51802
[Morris County (N.J.) - 1853: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche]  51800
Morris County (N.J.) - Maps - 1853 - Landowners  51800
Morris County (N.J.) - Maps - 1868 - Landowners  51801
Morris County (N.J.) - Maps - 1887 - Landowners  51802
Morris County (N.J.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps  51803
Morris County (N.J.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps  51804
Morris County's Daily Record 60, no. 135 (2 Dec. 1959)  28706
[Morris County (Tex.) - 1880: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche]  51805
Morris County (Tex.) - Maps - 1880 - Landowners  51805
Morris Daily Herald  51808
Morris, E.  48748
Morris E. Curiel & Sons, Inc. (Curaçao)  6331
Morris, Essex, Union & Hudson counties street guide : including Newark and Jersey City  51804
Morris, Frank B.  41689
Morris, Frank Marion  19518, 19634, 84587
Morris, G.  9931
Morris, G. A.  60237
Morris, G. C.  56275, 59209
Morris (G. W.), publisher, Portland, Me. SEE Morris, George W., fl. ca. 1886  82879
Morris, George W.  11778, 82879
Morris, Gerald E.  43942
Morris (Ill.) - Historical geography - 1994  51806
Morris (Ill.) - Historical geography - Maps - 1994  51806
Morris (Ill.) - Maps - 1856 - Landowners  51807
Morris (Ill.) - Maps - 1994  51806
Morris (Ill.) - Pictorial works - 1881  51808
Morris, Illinois 1881  51808
Morris Island (S.C.), Battle of, 1863 - Maps  27446
Morris, J. W.  23618, 80775, 80925
Morris, Jan, 1926-74098, 75826, 80715
Morris, Jean Sansenbaugher, 1927-21755
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Morris, John P. 79726
Morris, John Wesley 61313, 61314, 61315, 61316
Morris, Joseph Acton 32396, 32397, 45002
Morris, Joseph E. (Joseph Ernest) 14642, 22196, 23557, 24062, 33452, 40600, 53587, 57257, 58780, 59714, 73501, 73611, 80703, 81717, 85113
Morris, Lewis, 1700-1765 67915, 67916, 67917, 67921, 80691
Morris Library - Map Collections 50642
Morris, Lloyd 21379
Morris M. Thompson, civil engineer [obituary] 75112
Morris' map of Chicago with the new street names 19634
Morris, Patrick A. (Patrick Anthony), 1960- 17408, 19966, 65101, 79371
Morris, R. J. 14088, 14089
Morris, Simon 42446
Morris, W. E. 14812
Morris, W. F. 84732
Morris, William E. 51612
Morris, Wm. E. 51611
Morrison, Ada T. 7945
Morrison and Gibb 14539, 69298, 80709
Morrison, Charles C. 55263
Morrison County 4-H Federation (Minn.) 51810
Morrison County (Minn.) - Maps - 1892-1996 - Landowners 51809
Morrison County (Minn.) - Maps - 1978 - Landowners 51810
Morrison County, Minnesota, land atlas & plat book, 1978 51810
Morrison, G. H. 7985
Morrison (Ill.) Public school 76354
Morrison, J., fl. 1830 7985
Morrison, Joel L. 4164, 18516, 20952, 28788, 44644, 66382, 67016, 75059, 75201
Morrison, Lee 55294
Morrison & Niesse 77439
Morrison, Paul G. (Paul Guerrant), 1896- 65135
Morrison, Philip 17425
Morrison, Phylis, 1927- 17425
Morrison, Richard 75021
Morrison, Russell 17049, 45349
Morrison’s North River traveller’s companion : containing a map of the Hudson or North River, with a description of the adjoining country, the names and distances of the different towns, the names and heights of the surrounding mountains, &c. : also a 34828
Morrison, S. (Samuel) 33419, 80070
Morrison’s stranger’s guide for Washington city : illustrated with numerous engravings and a map : entirely rewritten and brought down to the present time 80962
Morrison, Shelly 75021
Morrison, Thomas 34827, 34828
Morrison, Thomas. A Map of the Hudson River [ca. 1832] 34827, 34828
Morrison, Thomas. New York and environs [ca. 1832] 34828
Morrison (W.M.) Books, Austin, Tex. SEE W.M. Morrison Books (Austin, Tex.) 75021
Morriss Printing Co. 13993
Morristown (N.J.) - Maps - 1868 - Landowners 51811
Morristown (N.J.) - Pictorial works - 1876 51812
Morristown Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1952 - Railroads 64067
Morro Bay (Calif.) - Maps - 1968 - Harbors - Nautical charts 15643
Morro Bay (Calif.) - Maps - 1970 - Harbors - Nautical charts 62529
Morro Bay (Calif.) - Maps - 1993 - Road maps 68711
Morro (San Juan, P.R.) - Pictorial works - 1942 65825
Morro County Genealogical Society (Ohio) 51814
[Morro County (Ohio) - 1849: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 51813
[Morro County (Ohio) - 1857: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 51815
Morro County Ohio historical atlas 51814
Morro County (Ohio) - Maps - 1849 - Landowners 51813
Morro County (Ohio) - Maps - 1857-1901 51814
Morro County (Ohio) - Maps - 1857 - Landowners 51815
Morro County (Ohio) - Maps - 1871 51816
Morro County (Ohio) - Maps - 1901 - Landowners 51817
Morrow, F. E. 34670
Morrow, Frederick 44700
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Morzer Bruyns, W.F.J., 1913- 62576
Morzer Bruyns, W.F.J., 1913-1996 18175
The Mosaic map of Madaba : an introductory guide 12633
Mosaic map photo at Orthodox Church of St. George, Madaba, Jordan 12631
Mosaik (2014) 30044
Mosaik (Firm) 8595
Mosaikkarte von Madeba 6985
Mosberger, G. L., 18th cent. 45975, 62460, 66194, 66195
Moscow 51841
Moschea fabricata dalla soltana madre del Gran Signor 38615
Moscoso, Octavio, fl. 1905 13338
Moscow SEE Russia 67476
Moscow or Russia divided into its general parts &c. 67520
Moscow SEE Russia 67506
Moscow Sigismvndi liberi baronis in Herberstein, Neiperg, et Gvtenhag Anno M.D XLIX 67496
Moscovia / [Jodocus Hondius] 67504
Moscovia vrbs metropolis totius Russiae albae 51827, 51828
Moscovia, vrbs regionis eiusde nominis metropolitica ... 51826
Moscoviae maximi amplissimiqve dvcatvs chorographica descriptio / authore Anthonio Iankinsono Anglo ; Ioannes à Deutecu[m], Lucas à Deutecu[m], fecerunt 67504
Moscovy : corrected from [the] observations communicated to the Royal Society of London and Paris / by Iohn Senex 67567
Moscovia SEE Russia 67476
Moscow (Russia) - Description and travel - Early works to 1800 67476
Moscow (Russia) - Geography - Early works to 1800 67476
Moscow (Russia) - Historical geography - Maps - 1903 51823
Moscow (Russia) - Maps - 1555 51824
Moscow (Russia) - Maps - 1556 67476
Moscow (Russia) - Maps - 1590 51825
Moscow (Russia) - Maps - 1620 51826, 51827
Moscow (Russia) - Maps - 1651 67507, 67508
Moscow (Russia) - Maps - 1657 51828
Moscow (Russia) - Maps - 1676 67510
Moscow (Russia) - Maps - 1771 51829
Moscow (Russia) - Maps - 1796 (Provisional Heading) 51830
Moscow (Russia) - Maps - 1812 51831
Moscow (Russia) - Maps - 1836 51832
Moscow (Russia) - Maps - 1875 51833
Moscow (Russia) - Maps - 1903 51823
Moscow (Russia) - Maps - 1957 51834
Moscow (Russia) - Maps - 1980 51835
Moscow (Russia) - Maps - 1986 - Tourist maps 51836
Moscow (Russia) - Maps - 1987 51837
Moscow (Russia) - Maps - 1991 51838
Moscow (Russia) - Maps - 1994 51839
Moscow (Russia : Oblast) - Maps - 1774 51840
Moscow (Russia) - Pictorial works - 1620 51827
Moscow (Russia) - Pictorial works - 1657 51828, 51841
Moscow (Russia) - Pictorial works - 1711-1714 67705
Moscow (Russia) - Pictorial works - 1714 51842
Moscow (Russia) - Pictorial works - 1836 51832
Moscow (Russia) - Pictorial works - 1840 51843
Moscow/St Petersburg 51839
Mosedale’s Gulf Service (Chester, N.J.) 78044
Mosega Region (South Africa) SEE Ottoshoop Region (South Africa) 41386
Mosel (Germany) - Maps - 1960 51847
Mosel- und Saarführer : die Thäler der Mosel und der Saar : von Coblenz bis Metz und bis Saarbrücken : mit einigen Wanderungen in die vulkanische
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Motorists' companion on the highways of Scotland  69675
Motorists' guide : fourteen trunk line highways that lead into Kansas City / compiled and published under the direction of Davis & Jarrell, 1006 Oak Street, Kansas City, Mo.  77243
Motorists' guide to Mexico / Michael and Virginia Scully  46506
Motoroad atlas of United States  77490
Motoroad atlas of United States / prepared by Rand McNally & Co for F.W. Woolworth Co.  77489
Motorola, inc.  78865
Motors Metal Manufacturing Co. (Detroit, Mich.)  77713
Mott Haven (New York, N.Y.) - Pictorial works - 1961 - Railroad yards  51855
Motta, Giuseppe  39185
Motta, Giuseppe  34117
Motte, Benjamin, d. 1738  11612, 14666, 34771, 41656, 42051
Motte, De La, Count, 18th cent. SEE De La Motte, Count, 18th cent.  82925
Motteler, Lee S.  18791, 18802, 56869, 64608
Moulart
Moulin, Morton, and Russell  68564
Moulin, Jean, 1903  9475
Moulin, Elie  9475
Moule, Thomas, 1784  81751, 81752
Mould, Charles  4694
Moulart
Mouat, Lucia
Motzo, Bacchisio Raimondo, 1883  39258, 67262
Mounds
Mounds
Mounds
Mounds
Mounds
Mounds
Mound City Group National Monument (Ohio) SEE Hopewell Cultural National Historical Park (Ohio)  45054
Mound City Group National Monument (Ohio) SEE Hopewell Culture National Historical Park (Ohio)  34666
Mounds - Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1848 - Indians  23979
Mounds - Ohio - Maps - 1848 - Indians  23979
Mounds - Ohio River Valley - Maps - 1848 - Indians  23979
Mounds - Wisconson - Maps - 1855 - Indians  23982
Mount Aetna (Italy) SEE Etna, Mount (Italy)  70052
Mount Angela (Convent : Cascade, Mont.)  39258, 67262
Mount & Davidson (Firm), fl. 1789-1800  3677, 16055, 34533, 38300, 38301, 38302, 38303, 38304, 62277, 65241, 68177, 74166
Mount Desert Island (Me.) - Maps - 1875  51859
Mount Desert Island (Me.) - Maps - 1901-1907 - Railroads  24135
Mount Diablo (Calif.) SEE Diablo, Mount (Calif.)  23575
Mount Donald (B.C.) - Pictorial works - 1890-1900  51860
Mount Etna (Italy) SEE Etna, Mount (Italy)  70052
Mount Everest (China and Nepal) SEE Everest, Mount (China and Nepal)  17974
Mount family  39811
Mount Holyoke (Mass.) SEE Holyoke, Mount (Mass.)  20533
Mount Hood Loop Highway (Or.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps  62193, 62194
Mount Hood Loop Highway (Or.) - Maps - 1957 - Road maps  62252
Mount Hood Loop Highway (Or.) - Maps - 1964 - Road maps  62258
Mount Hood National Forest (Or.) - Maps - 1970  51861
Mount Hope Bridge (Bristol, R.I.) - Access routes - Maps - 1933  66714, 66715
Mount Hope Bridge Corp. (Bristol, R.I.)  66714, 66715
Mount, John, d. 1786  119, 603, 1199, 1219, 1258, 1322, 1443, 1940, 3674, 11359, 11826, 14272, 15101, 16704, 20769, 22163, 25006, 25011, 25495, 26010, 27185, 27763, 27803, 28544, 28546, 31860, 31886, 35079, 35080, 37559, 38490, 38871, 38872, 39338, 40519, 41661, 42272, 43930, 45164, 45166, 45872, 45878, 45879, 46154, 46171, 51215, 52038, 63492, 65384, 67430, 68933, 69011, 69518, 70095, 72759, 75389, 75465, 75645, 77960, 79955, 80278
Mount Mamrat (Ethiopia) SEE Mount Membret (Ethiopia)  25674
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Mount McKinley (Alaska) SEE McKinley, Mount, Region (Alaska)  1051
Mount McKinley National Park  45604
Mount Membret (Ethiopia) - Pictorial works - 1872  25674
Mount Parnassus (Suriname) SEE Blue Bergh (Suriname)  13257
Mount Prospect Public Library (Ill.)  20307, 20481
Mount Rainier National Park (Wash.)  27688, 277
Mount, Richard, d. 1722  1209, 3670, 3674, 3799, 3803, 14174, 14225, 16556, 18652, 18653, 25003, 25004, 25072, 25117, 25479,
Mount Rainier National Park  25790, 25791
Mount Rainier National Park (Wash.)  70344, 70345, 72696, 72697
Mount Saint Agnes College (Baltimore, Md.)  27673, 27674,
Mount Saint Helens, Mount, Region (Alaska) SEE R. Mount and T. Page (Firm), fl. 1712  45604
Mount Shasta (Calif. : Mountain) SEE Shasta, Mount (Calif. : Mountain)  82638
Mount Tom Incline Railroad and Summit House ; Lower Station, Mount Tom Railroad  51862
Mount Tom Incline Railroad (Mass.)  51862
Mount Tom Incline Railroad (Mass.) SEE Mount Tom Railroad (Mass.)  51862
Mount Tom (Mass.) SEE Tom, Mount (Mass.)  20533
Mount Tom Railroad (Mass.) - Pictorial works - 1904  51862
Mount Vernon Farmers Exchange Co. (Ohio) SEE Mt. Vernon Farmers Exchange Co. (Ohio)  41258
Mount Vernon Memorial Highway (Va.) - Maps - 1932 - Pictorial maps  24322, 24323
Mount Vernon (Va. : Estate) - Historic buildings - 1936  51863
Mount Vernon (Va. : Estate) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps  81081, 81082, 81083
Mount Vernon (Va. : Estate) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps  80988, 81085, 81086, 81087, 81088
Mount Vernon (Va. : Estate) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps  81094, 81095
Mount Vernon (Va. : Estate) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps  81098, 81099
Mount Vernon (Va. : Estate) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps  80999
Mount Vernon (Va. : Estate) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps  81108
Mount Vernon (Va. : Estate) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps  81112, 81113
Mount Vernon (Va. : Estate) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps  81008
Mount Vernon (Va. : Estate) - Maps - 1950 - Road maps  81014
Mount Vernon (Va. : Estate) - Maps - 1954 - Road maps  81020, 81021, 81121, 81122
Mount Vernon (Va. : Estate) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps  81022, 81123
Mount Vernon (Va. : Estate) - Maps - 1957 - Road maps  81023, 81124
Mount Vernon (Va. : Estate) - Maps - 1958 - Road maps  81025
Mount Vernon (Va. : Estate) - Maps - 1960 - Road maps  81128
Mount Vernon (Va. : Estate) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps  11696
Mount Vernon (Va. : Estate) - Maps - 1967 - Road maps  11698
Mount Vernon (Va. : Estate) - Maps - 1968 - Road maps  81130
Mount Vernon (Va. : Estate) - Maps - 1969 - Road maps  81131
Mount Vernon (Va. : Estate) - Maps - 1970 - Road maps  11665, 81132
Mount Vernon (Va. : Estate) - Maps - 1971 - Road maps  11701, 81133
Mount Vernon (Va. : Estate) - Maps - 1972 - Road maps  11750
Mount Vernon (Va. : Estate) - Maps - 1973 - Road maps  11751, 81134
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Mount Vernon (Va.: Estate) - Maps - 1974 - Road maps 81136
Mount Vernon (Va.: Estate) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps 11705
Mount Vernon (Va.: Estate) - Maps - 1979 - Road maps 81033
Mount Vernon Virginia 51863
Mount Vernon (Va.) - Maps - 1793-1801 51864
Mount Vesuvius, as seen from the Bay of Naples / from an original sketch made in the year 1797, by R. Duppa Esqrs.; Lowry Sculp. 80176
Mount Vesuvius (Italy) SEE Vesuvius (Italy) 52633
Mount, William, d. 1769 2145, 2161, 3671, 3672, 3674, 3724, 3746, 3794, 3804, 3807, 3809, 11438, 11625, 11626, 11627, 11628, 11629, 11630, 11790, 12017, 12567, 13358, 14225, 15003, 15155, 15829, 16555, 16566, 16567, 16568, 17845, 19323, 21259, 22163, 22226, 22227, 23785, 24970, 25006, 25495, 25982, 25988, 26099, 26662, 26663, 27688, 27803, 28408, 33503, 33654, 33992, 34532, 36710, 38269, 38277, 38305, 39435, 39912, 40506, 41643, 43879, 45163, 45526, 45868, 45871, 45872, 45876, 45880, 47586, 47586, 53430, 53852, 55826, 55828, 56895, 56896, 57890, 57891, 58795, 58797, 60086, 60087, 60088, 60089, 60090, 62376, 62938, 67104, 67549, 67971, 68240, 69491, 69518, 70190, 70437, 71319, 72734, 72736, 72747, 72759, 75038, 75039, 75231, 75842, 81596, 81606, 82887, 84724
Mountains Bell SEE Mountain States Telephone and Telegraph Company 85015
Mountain climbers SEE Mountaineers AND Women mountaineers 26401
Mountain Fuel Supply Company 79682
Mountain Fuel Supply Company gas system 79682
Mountain Fuel Supply Company - Maps - 1947-1955 79682
Mountain Libraries 51865
Mountain libraries: a look at a special kind of geographic library 51865
Mountain mapping - Jasper National Park (Alta.) - History - 1900-1999 51866
Mountain Parkway (Ky.) - Maps - 1968 41070
Mountain Parkway (Ky.) - Maps - 1973 - Road maps 41073, 41074
Mountain Parkway (Ky.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps 41077
Mountain Parkway (Ky.) - Maps - 1977 - Road maps 41081
Mountain Press 31269
Mountain States Power Company 59776
Mountain States Power Company - Maps - 1942-1953 59776
Mountain States Telepnon and Telegraph Company 85015
Mountaineering - Canada, Western - Maps - Collections, 1890-1904 69840
Mountaineering expeditions - Alaska - Maps - 1888-1889 67901, 67902
Mountaineering - Hebrides (Scotland) - Maps - 1934 33735
Mountaineering - Hebrides (Scotland) - Pictorial works - 1934 33735
Mountaineering - Orkney (Scotland) - Maps - 1934 33735
Mountaineering - Orkney (Scotland) - Pictorial works - 1934 33735
Mountaineering - Shetland (Scotland) - Maps - 1934 33735
Mountaineering - Shetland (Scotland) - Pictorial works - 1934 33735
Mountaineering - Western Isles (Scotland) - Maps - 1934 33735
Mountaineering - Western Isles (Scotland) - Pictorial works - 1934 33735
Mountains - 1831 - Gazeteers 51873
Mountains - Alaska SEE ALSO Coast Mountains (B.C. and Alaska) 16316
Mountains and rivers 51879
Mountains - Area measurement - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1818 70528
Mountains - Area measurement - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1821 51867
Mountains - Area measurement - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1822 51868, 51869
Mountains - Area measurement - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1826 51870
Mountains - Area measurement - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1827 51871
Mountains - Area measurement - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1829 51872
Mountains - Area measurement - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1830 8001
Mountains - Area measurement - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1831 51873
Mountains - Area measurement - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1833 51874
Mountains - Area measurement - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1835 8020
Mountains - Area measurement - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1840 34420, 51875, 79930
Mountains - Area measurement - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1841 51876, 51877
Mountains - Area measurement - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1843 76691, 76692
Mountains - Area measurement - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1845 51878, 66882
Mountains - Area measurement - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1847 66883
Mountains - Area measurement - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1850 4848, 66884
Mountains - Area measurement - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1854 4879
Mountains - Area measurement - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1855 51879
Mountains - Area measurement - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1860 51881
Mountains - Area measurement - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1860-1869 51880
Mountains - Area measurement - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1864 66885
Mountains - Area measurement - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1872 84289
Mountains - Area measurement - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1883 24571, 82782
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Mountains - Area measurement - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1885  84299
Mountains - Area measurement - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1910-1919  84315
Mountains - Area measurement - Charts, diagrams, etc. - History  51882
Mountains - Austria SEE ALSO Alps, Austrian (Austria)  1325
Mountains - British Columbia SEE ALSO Coast Mountains (B.C. and Alaska)  16316
Mountains - Eastern Hemisphere - Area measurement - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1851  24527
Mountains - Ecuador - Maps - 1991  20548
Mountains - Europe, Central - Maps - 1841  25725
Mountains - Europe SEE ALSO Alps  1353
Mountains - France SEE ALSO Alps, French (France)  1348
Mountains - France SEE ALSO Maritime Alps (France and Italy)  27980
Mountains - Geography - Libraries  51865
Mountains - Germany SEE ALSO Alps, Bavarian (Germany)  1326
Mountains - Great Britain - Maps - 1944  32456
Mountains - Italy SEE ALSO Alps, Italian (Italy)  1352
Mountains - Italy SEE ALSO Maritime Alps (France and Italy)  27980
Mountains - Japan - Maps - 1870  39525
Mountains - Maps - 1752 - Relief models  59664
Mountains - North America - Area measurement - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1822  57702
Mountains - Northern Hemisphere - Maps - 1958  59689
The Mountains of the Alpes in which are sett down the passages out of France into Italy...  1353
Mountains & rivers  51880, 51881
Mountains - United States - Area measurement - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1845  76167
Mountains - Venezuela - Area measurement - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1840  79930
Mountains - Western Hemisphere - Area measurement - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1851  82734
Mountcastle Map Co.  59275, 59329, 60755
Mountcastle Map Company (Cleveland, Ohio) SEE Mountcastle Map Co.  59275
Mountford, Eleanor Gwen  30576, 30577
Mountford, Eleanor Gwen  30576, 30577
Mounting maps SEE Map mounting  44571
Mountnorris, George A.  36550
Mounts Bay (England) - Maps - 1693 - Nautical charts  22179
Mounts Bay (England) - Maps - 1749 - Nautical charts  22180
Mounts Bay (England) - Maps - 1757 - Nautical charts  22182
Mouraille, Alphonse  27980
Moureille de la Rúa, Francisco Antonio, 1750-1820  14792, 62538, 62542, 62594, 62595, 62596, 62597, 71121
Moureille de la Rúa, Francisco Antonio, 1750-1820. Journal of a voyage in 1775 to explore the coast of America, northward of California ... (1781)  59727
Moustalou  29195
Moustier, G. du, fl. 1574  33827
Moutaine, R.  34035
Moutard  9233, 9245
Moutardier  9256
Moutard  9233, 9245
Mouth of Columbia River  21735, 21736, 21739
Mouth of Columbia River / Neele sc. Strand  21737, 21738
Mouth of Columbia River / W.G. Evans sc.  21741
Mouth of Galien River, Michigan  53792
[Mouth of 'Taunton River,' including Newport Harbour, &c., with soundings]  52656
Mouth of the Puyallup River Washington  65898
Mouths of the Trinity  75542
Moutier, Gandolphe Jean Émile Francis  19049
Mouton  70010, 70011
Mouton Publishers  53320
Moutoux, Jules  25725, 80543
Mouveaux, Battle of, 1794 SEE Tourcoing, Battle of, Tourcoing, France, 1794  75401
Mouzon, Henry  1691, 1701, 57959, 57960, 57961, 57962, 57963, 57964, 57982, 71316, 76369, 79349, 79350
Mouzon, Henry. An Accurate map of North and South Carolina, with their Indian frontiers ... (1775)  70854
The Movable center : geographical discourses and territoriality during the expansion of the Spanish empire  18953
Moveable books - 1888  7258
Movers' & Warehousemen's Association of America, Inc.  78493, 78866, 78921
Movie theaters SEE Motion picture theaters  43034
Mower County (Minn.) - Maps - 1950-1959 - Landowners  51883
Mowry, Andrew S.  33436, 33437, 43835, 76035, 81461
Mowry, Sylvester, 1830-1871  2546
Mowry, Sylvester, 1830-1871. Memoir of the proposed territory of Arizona (1857)  2546
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Moxon, J. (James)  7775, 7795, 14174, 14225, 49189, 49190, 69183, 71266
Moxon, James, the younger, d. 1708 SEE Moxon, J. (James)  14174
Moxon, Joseph, 1627-1691  7777, 84077
Moy, Philip  20511
Moyen - Orient : Liban, Syrie, Jordanie, Irak, Iran / éd. établie par Robert Boulanger  48156, 48158
Moyer, Armond  52487
Moyer School Supplies  8615
Moyer, Winifred  52487
Moyes, James, d. 1838  12741
Le Moyne de Morgues, Jacques, d. 1588  14783
Moynet, E.  80547
Mozambique Channel  523
Mozambique - Maps - 1780  51887
Mozambique - Maps - 1703 - Coasts - Nautical charts  43788
Mozambique - Maps - 1720 - Coasts - Nautical charts - Manuscripts  21824
Mozambique - Maps - 1748 - Coasts - Nautical charts  43790
Mozambique - Maps - 1780  523
Mozambique - Maps - 1784  51884
Mozambique - Maps - 1841  43791
Mozambique - Maps - 1885  51885
Mozambique - Maps - 1889  51886
Mozambique - Maps - 1962  51887
Mozambique (Mozambique) - Maps - 1649  36699
Mozambique (Mozambique) - Maps - 1670 - Pictorial works - Manuscripts  51849
Mozambique (Mozambique) - Maps - 1748 - Harbors - Nautical charts  43790
Mozley, H.  52072
Mozley, Henry  29340
MPC (Firm : Ashbourne, Engand)  14658
Mr. Bruning's map of Chicago for the 50th anniversary Business Equipment Exposition and Conference  19871
Mr. Butler's outline maps  8010
Mr. Butler's outline maps to geog & biog exercises  29342
Mr. Catlin's itinerary in North America, 1830 to 1855  57716
Mr. Catlin's itinerary in South America, 1852 to 1858  18870
Mr. De La Barre's camp  34998
Mr. Ogilby's pocket book of roads, with the computed & measured distances and the distinction of market and post townes  25064
Mr. Roosevelt's globe  32061
MRL map index / [edited by Lyle A. Benedict]  19965
Mroczek, Peter  31808
Ms. maps in French and Portuguese archives  1519
Mt. Desert Island Maine  51859
Mt. Donal (B.C.) SEE Mount Donald (B.C.)  51860
Mt. Everest, alone  26403
Mt. Holyoke (Mass.) SEE Holyoke, Mount (Mass.)  20533
Mt. Mansfield Co.  73302
Mt. McKinley Region (Alaska) SEE McKinley, Mount, Region (Alaska)  1051
Mt. Pleasant News Publishers-Printers (Iowa)  33820
Mt. St. Helens from Mollolle Prairie  67930
Mt. Tom (Mass.) SEE Tom, Mount (Mass.)  20533
Mt. Vernon Farmers Exchange Co. (Ohio)  41258
Mt. Vesuvius (Italy) SEE Vesuvius (Italy)  52633
Mu'assasah - i Jughrafiya'i va Kartugrafi - i Sah'ab  38166, 38204, 64247, 74306
Mucha, Ludvik  32149, 41355, 44991
Muchmore Art Co.  42777
Mück, Ida  65727, 65728
Muckelroy, Keith  2358
Muddy Creek (Carbon County, Wyo.) - Maps - 1864 - Railroads  51888
Mudford, William, 1782-1848. An historical account of the campaign in the Netherlands (1817)  27880, 27881, 81445
Mudge (Alfred) and Son SEE Alfred Mudge and Son  46789
Mudge, Mary B.  29316
Mudge, Theodore A., fl. 1850  15235, 15236
Mudge, William, 1762-1820  25175, 40587, 73602
Mudie, Robert, 1777-1842  8045
Mudie, Robert, 1777-1842. Gilbert's modern atlas of the earth ... (1841)  144, 347, 481, 579, 2303, 3212, 3378, 3380, 3381, 11066, 11185, 11574, 11772, 12192, 15847, 16032, 16589, 20679, 23170, 24052, 24772, 25246, 26079, 27930, 31501, 31502, 32686, 36585, 36586, 38189, 38357, 38932,
Müller, J. C. (Johann Christoph), 1673-1721. Mappa geographica Regni Bohemiae in duodecim circulos divisae ... (1720) 51902
Müller, J. G. 9616
Müller, Jan-Peter 7417
Müller, Jean 12074
Müller, Jobst-Heinrich 25735
Müller, Johann Christoph, 1673-1721 SEE Müller, J. C. (Johann Christoph), 1673-1721 9230, 51902
Müller, Johann Heinrich Jacob, 1809-1875 3517
Müller, Johann Heinrich Jacob, 1809-1875. Lehrbuch der kosmischen Physik 3517
Muller, Johann Ulrich 7032
Müller, Johann Heinrich, 1809-1875 3517
Muller, Karl 40546
Müller, Karl, 18th/19th cent. 28527
Müller, K. 9673, 10019, 10027, 10054, 10087, 10106, 10152, 10158, 10194, 10209, 10258, 10278, 10833
Muller, Karl, 18th/19th cent. 28527
Müller, Karl, 18th/19th cent. 28527
Müller, L. 9725
Müller, M. 9072
Muller, Nicholas 83089
Müller, Otto M. 57109, 74059, 74070
Muller, Peter O. 7452, 30635
Muller, R. 44838
Müller-Reinhart, J. 46067
Müller'sche Hofbuchhandlung SEE Chr. Fr. Müller'sche Hofbuchhandlung 31494
Müller & Schindler 66444, 84739
Muller, Th. 44478, 55806
Müller-Wolfer, Th. (Theodor) 34334, 83741
Mullet, John 23358, 43763
Mullins, Edgar Young, 1860-1928 12939
Mullins of Dublin (Firm) 38439
Mulock, George Francis Arthur, 1882-1963 2105, 45627
Multigrafica 26799
Multigrafica editrice 19051
Multilingual dictionary of technical terms in cartography = Dictionnaire multilingue de termes techniques cartographiques = Diccionario multilingüe de términos técnicos cartográficos. [Mnogoizychnyj slovar tekhnicheskikh terminov kartografii romanized 17125
Multimedia cartography 17922
Multiple Listing Service of San Francisco : district map 68615
Multiple Listing Service (San Francisco, Calif.) 68615
Multiplex mapping 64610
[Multnomah County (Or.) - 1889: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 51903
Multnomah County (Or.) - Maps - 1889 - Landowners 51903
Multnomah County (Or.) - Maps - 1936 - Landowners 51904
Multnomah County (Or.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps 65299
Multnomah County (Or.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps 65300
Multnomah County (Or.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps 65301
Multnomah County (Or.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps 65302
Multnomah County (Or.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps 65303
Multnomah County (Or.) - Maps - 2009 - Road maps 65304
The Multum in parvo atlas of the world 8273, 8421, 8441
Mulvany, G. 7922
Mumaugh, Hobart M. Road map of Allen County, Ohio (1942) 1299
Mumey, Nolie, 1891-1984 13680, 27437
Mumford, Ian 39470, 42200, 44575, 64611
Mumper, J. I. (Jacob I.) 31831, 31832
Munch, Peter Andreas 10710
München 51923
München mit der Gegend 51926
München Oberbayern Allgäu 51927, 51928
München und das bayerische Hochland : mit Allgäu, Augsburg, Innsbruck und Salzburg 11982
München und die Königsschlösser : mit Katalogen für sämtliche Sammlungen 51913
München und umgebung 51933
München und Umgebung 51920, 51922
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>51930</td>
<td>Munchen und umgebung, Augsburg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51917</td>
<td>München und Umgebung : kleine Ausgabe mit Angaben für Autofahrer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51916</td>
<td>München und Umgebung : mit den Königsschlössern und Angaben für Automobilisten</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10096</td>
<td>Münchener Zeitung</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11325</td>
<td>Münchner Jahrbuch der bildenden Kunst (1957)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62488</td>
<td>Munday and Slater</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80579, 80580</td>
<td>Mundel, Curt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20504, 53331</td>
<td>Mundelein College Collection (Newberry Library)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19374</td>
<td>Mundelein (Ill.) - Aerial photographs - 1925</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29117</td>
<td>Mundell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51905</td>
<td>Münden (Lower Saxony, Germany) - Pictorial works - 1620</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51916</td>
<td>München und Umgebung : mit den Königsschlössern und Angaben für Automobilisten</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36704, 36705, 67927</td>
<td>Mündel, Richard, Capt., fl. 1673</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9569</td>
<td>Mundus alter et idem, sive, Terra australis antehac semper incognita : longis itineribus peregrini academici nuperrimè lustra / authore Mercvrio Britannico ; accessit propte raffinitatem materiae Thomae Campanellae, Civitas solis et Nova Atlantis. Fr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4229, 4230, 4251</td>
<td>Mundus chartaceus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51905</td>
<td>Mundus chartaceus, Geog gen &amp; Dalmatia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4366</td>
<td>Mundus chartaceus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51918, 51919</td>
<td>Munich &amp; its environs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51915</td>
<td>Munich and the royal castles of Bavaria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11949</td>
<td>Munich (Germany) - Maps - 1742</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51906</td>
<td>Munich (Germany) - Maps - 1792</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51907</td>
<td>Munich (Germany) - Maps - 1800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51908</td>
<td>Munich (Germany) - Maps - 1806</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51909</td>
<td>Munich (Germany) - Maps - 1816</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51910</td>
<td>Munich (Germany) - Maps - 1832</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51910</td>
<td>Munich (Germany) - Maps - 1832 - Pictorial works</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51911</td>
<td>Munich (Germany) - Maps - 1889</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51912</td>
<td>Munich (Germany) - Maps - 1896</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51913</td>
<td>Munich (Germany) - Maps - 1912-1913</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60275</td>
<td>Munich (Germany) - Maps - 1913</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60276</td>
<td>Munich (Germany) - Maps - 1920</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51914</td>
<td>Munich (Germany) - Maps - 1921</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60277</td>
<td>Munich (Germany) - Maps - 1922</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11981, 60278</td>
<td>Munich (Germany) - Maps - 1925</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11983</td>
<td>Munich (Germany) - Maps - 1927</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1345, 11984, 51915</td>
<td>Munich (Germany) - Maps - 1929</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1347, 11986, 51916, 60279</td>
<td>Munich (Germany) - Maps - 1930</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11987</td>
<td>Munich (Germany) - Maps - 1933</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31623, 51917</td>
<td>Munich (Germany) - Maps - 1938</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11990</td>
<td>Munich (Germany) - Maps - 1939</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11991</td>
<td>Munich (Germany) - Maps - 1942</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51918</td>
<td>Munich (Germany) - Maps - 1950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51919</td>
<td>Munich (Germany) - Maps - 1956 - Guidebooks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51919</td>
<td>Munich (Germany) - Maps - 1958</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51920, 51921</td>
<td>Munich (Germany) - Maps - 1966</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51922</td>
<td>Munich (Germany) - Maps - 1971</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51923</td>
<td>Munich (Germany) - Maps - 1994</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51924</td>
<td>Munich (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1586</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51925</td>
<td>Munich (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1620</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31630</td>
<td>Munich (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1872</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51918, 51919</td>
<td>Munich &amp; its environs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51910</td>
<td>Munich (Muenchen)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51926</td>
<td>Munich Region (Germany) - Maps - 1710</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51927, 51928</td>
<td>Munich Region (Germany) - Maps - 1921</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11982</td>
<td>Munich Region (Germany) - Maps - 1926</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51929</td>
<td>Munich Region (Germany) - Maps - 1928</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51930, 51931</td>
<td>Munich Region (Germany) - Maps - 1935</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51917</td>
<td>Munich Region (Germany) - Maps - 1938</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51918, 51932</td>
<td>Munich Region (Germany) - Maps - 1950</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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| Munster Region (Germany) - Maps - 1951 | 51933 |
| Munster Region (Germany) - Maps - 1955 | 51934, 51935 |
| Munster Region (Germany) - Maps - 1956 - Guidebooks | 51919 |
| Munster Region (Germany) - Maps - 1958 | 51920, 51921 |
| Munster Region (Germany) - Maps - 1960 | 51936 |
| Munster Region (Germany) - Maps - 1966 | 51922 |
| Municipal Bridge (Louisville, Ky.) SEE George Rogers Clark Memorial Bridge (Louisville, Ky.) | 24311 |
| Municipal destitution : Bridgeport mayor sends out SOS / by Catherine Foster | 13942 |
| Municipal Improvement League (Chicago, Ill.) SEE Chicago Municipal Improvement League | 19622 |
| Municipal index and atlas | 6398 |
| Municipal lighting SEE ALSO Street lighting | 32347 |
| Municipal Reference Library (Chicago, Ill.) - Map collections - Catalogs | 19965 |
| Municipal transit SEE Local transit | 20522 |
| Municipalities [in Chicago region : population as of 1950] | 20390 |
| Munir, Bayram | 10934 |
| Munis, Husayn, 1911- | 38493 |
| Munk, Jens, 1579-1628. Die XXVI. Schiff - Fahrt (1650) | 32974 |
| Munken (Faeroe Islands) - Maps - 1747 | 32979 |
| Munksgaard, E. | 23104 |
| Munn, Ida J. | 29896 |
| Münnich, Burchard Christoph, Count, 1683-1767 | 22427 |
| Munnink, Franciscus, ca. 1490-1565 SEE Monachus, Franciscus, ca. 1490-1565 | 51233 |
| Munro & Co. | 69656 |
| Munro, David | 52121 |
| Munro, Michael | 60179 |
| Munro, R. W. (Robert William) | 52444 |
| Munroe, C. K., firm, publishers, New York | 26889 |
| Munroe, Capt., fl. 1833 | 2342 |
| Munroe, John A. | 79875 |
| Munroe, John, d. 1861 | 55252 |
| Munroe, William H. | 12886, 81441, 81442 |
| Munsell, Luke, 1790?-1854 | 40634 |
| Munsell, Luke, 1790?-1854. A Map of the state of Kentucky, from actual survey (1818) | 40634 |
| Munsell (William Watkins) and Co., New York | 42859 |
| Munson, Merritt | 37591 |
| Munson Michigan History Fund see John M. Munson Michigan History Fund | 46725 |
| Munson, Samuel B., 1806-1880 | 52121 |
| Munson, Samuel B., 1806-1880 | 48252, 50625, 76687, 76701, 76741 |
| Münster (Germany) : Gebietseinheiten - Maps - 1570 - Ecclesiastical geography | 28221 |
| Münster (Germany) : Gebietseinheiten - Maps - 1588 - Ecclesiastical geography | 28222 |
| Münster (Germany) : Gebietseinheiten - Maps - 1606 - Ecclesiastical geography | 28224 |
| Münster (Germany) - Maps - 1680 | 24974, 51944 |
| Münster (Germany) - Maps - 1696 | 51945, 51946 |
| Münster (Germany) - Maps - 1696 - Names, Geographical | 51947, 51948 |
| Münster (Germany) - Maps - 1700 | 43539 |
| Münster (Germany) - Maps - 1725 | 24978 |
| Münster (Germany) - Maps - 1955 | 51949 |

Münster, Max | 10551 |
| Münster Province | 51942 |

Münster Region (Germany) - Maps - 1570 - Ecclesiastical geography | 28221 |
| Münster Region (Germany) - Maps - 1588 - Ecclesiastical geography | 28222 |
| Münster Region (Germany) - Maps - 1606 - Ecclesiastical geography | 28224 |
| Münster Region (Germany) - Maps - 1680 | 24974, 51944 |
| Münster Region (Germany) - Maps - 1696 | 51945, 51946 |
| Münster Region (Germany) - Maps - 1696 - Names, Geographical | 51947, 51948 |
| Münster Region (Germany) - Maps - 1700 | 43539 |
| Münster Region (Germany) - Maps - 1725 | 24978 |
| Münster Region (Germany) - Maps - 1955 | 51949 |

Münster, Sebastia...
Muntz, A. Philip 79388
Munus, Vidaschi 28897
Münzer, Hieronymus, 1437-1508 20796
Münzer, Hieronymus, d. 1508 31317
Münzer, Hieronymus, d. 1508 - Library 28847, 28848, 51998
Muquardt, C. 31981
Mur, Pedro de 1693693
The 'Mural Atlas' of Caprarola 52002
Mural guide : Jacksonville walldog extravaganza : your guide to the locations and history of downtown Jacksonville's murals and art 39408
Mural maps SEE Mural painting and decoration 52003
Mural painting and decoration 17952, 22794, 51999, 68265
Mural painting and decoration - 1559-1575 52001, 52002, 68265
Mural painting and decoration - 1559-1575 - Facsimiles 52000
Mural painting and decoration, American - California - San Francisco 62523
Mural painting and decoration, American - Illinois - Chicago - 1900-1999 - Guidebooks 20047
Muramatsu, Shigeki, 1905- 30847
Murano 52006
Murano (Italy) - Glass blowing and working - 1970 52004
Murano (Italy) - Maps - 1528 - Pictorial maps 52006
Murano (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1500 52005
Murano (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1528 52006
Murari, Giacomo, fl. 1569 45810
Murari, Girolamo, fl. 1566 79998, 79999
Murari, Gottardo, fl. 1565-1580 3244
Muratori, Lodovico Antonio, 1672-1750 10649
Murch, Edward W. 30178
Murchie, G. 20074
Murchison, Roderick Impye, Sir, 1792-1871 8056, 8156, 25256
Murcia - (Spain : Region) - Maps - 1680 1951
Murcia (Spain : Region) - Maps - 1705 79766
Murcia (Spain : Region) - Maps - 1740 79767
Murcia (Spain : Region) - Maps - 1794 1954
Murder - Chicago (I11.) - Maps - 1927 19737
Murdin, Paul 60293
Murdoch, Estella M. 34252
Murdoch, G. M. 73671
Murdoch, John, fl. ca. 1899 13555
Murdoch, Patrick, d. 1774 25780, 25781
Murdough, James T. 12820
Murer, Jodocus, 1530-1580 20873, 85363, 85371
Murano (Italy) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps 52673
Murano (Italy) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps 52675
Murgain (N.S.) - Maps - 1760 - Nautical charts 16446
Murgua 46396, 46467
Muricí (Alagoas, Brazil) - Maps - 1671 - Pictorial works 52007
Murillo Velarde, Pedro, 1696-1753 64507, 64508, 64509
Murillo Velarde, Pedro, 1696-1753. Historia de la provincia de Filipinas de la Compania de Jesus (1749) 64508
Muris, Oswald, 1884-612, 10269, 10307, 10347, 10431, 10453, 10459, 10472, 10479, 10492, 32171
Muris, Oswald, 1884-. Grosse Weltatlas der Deutschen Buch-Gemeinschaft (1929) 10328
Murison, fl. 1934 62164
Muro, J. Ignacio 18445
Muro, José Ignacio 16950, 18447
Muroga, Nobuo, 1907-1982 18027, 39594, 39595
Murphy 8037
Murphy, Alan 64291
Murphy, Angela Kramer 3554
Murphy, B. B., fl. 1928 60560
Murphy & Bolanz 22686
Murphy, C. W. 20164
Murphy, Charles E. 45344
Murphy Credit Union, Inc. (Houston, Ohio) 78960
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Musei Capitolini (Rome, Italy) - Pictorial works - 1569  64625
Musei di Storia ed Arte (Udine, Italy)  28448
Musei di Storia ed Arte (Udine, Italy) - Map collections - Exhibitions - Catalogs  28448
Musei Vaticani  79882
Musei Vaticani = The Vatican Museums - Musees du Vatican : Monumenti, Musee e Gallerie Pontificie  79882
Museo antico tesoro (Loreto, Italy)  17174
Museo Archeologico, Ethnografico e Historico Vasco (Bilbao, Spain)  62681
Museo communale di Mantova SEE Museo communale di Mantua  10691, 10692, 10693
Museo Correr  52788, 52822
Museo de la Plata  2514
Museo degli strumenti antichi (Florence, Italy) SEE Istituto e museo di storia della scienza (Italy)  73051
Museo di storia della scienza (Florence, Italy) SEE Istituto e museo di storia della scienza (Italy)  73051
Museo Euskal Herria (Gernika-Lumo)  62680
Museo Euskal Herria (Gernika-Lumo) - Map collections - Catalogs  62680
Museo nazionale di Castel Sant'Angelo - Pictorial works - 1540  18688
Museo nazionale di Castel Sant'Angelo - Pictorial works - 1557  18689
Museo nazionale di Castel Sant'Angelo - Pictorial works - 1569  18690
Museo nazionale di Castel Sant'Angelo - Pictorial works - 1591  18691
Museo nazionale di Castel Sant'Angelo - Pictorial works - 1602  18692
Museo Poldi-Pezzoli  52015
Museo Poldi-Pezzoli - Catalogs  52015
Museo Poldi Pezzoli : Orologi-orficerie / redazione Maria Bugli  52015
Museo Tridentino di scienze naturali  20621, 45223
Museoarchaeolog  10690
Museu Paulista  68868
Museu Paulista - Map collections  68868
Museum Altes Rathaus (Ingelheim am Rhein, Germany)  51980
Museum Altes Rathaus (Ingelheim am Rhein, Germany) - Exhibitions - Catalogs  51980
Museum Book Store  1816
Museum Book Store - Map collections - Bibliography - Catalogs - 1928  1816
Museum buys rare war maps dating to 1781  44569
Museum für Indische Kunst (Germany). Manuscript. IC 27507  70673
Museum für Ostasiatische Kunst (Berlin, Germany)  66754
Museum 'Jews in Latvia' SEE Muzejs 'Ebreji Latvija'  41704
Museum of Central Finland, Jyväskylä  17192
Museum of Central Finland, Jyväskylä - Map collections - Exhibitions - Catalogs  17192
Museum of French Art  9170
Museum of Hoaxes SEE Museumofhoaxes.com  45162
Museum of London  18068
Museum of Mankind  34785
Museum of Modern Art (New York, N.Y.)  17943
Museum of Modern Art (New York, N.Y.) - Exhibitions  17943
Museum of New Mexico  55264, 57370
Museum of Our National Heritage  69704
Museum of Surveying  42086
Museum of the History of Jerusalem  39769
Museum of the History of Jerusalem - Exhibitions - Catalogs  18086
Museum of the Western Jesuit Missions - Map collections  32177
Museum Plantin-Moretus  2193, 12289, 62342
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Museum Plantin-Moretus - Map collections - Exhibitions - Catalogs</td>
<td>12289</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Museum Techniki Stowarzyszenia Geodetów Polskich</td>
<td>28775</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Museumofhoaxes.com</td>
<td>45162</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Museums - British Isles - Maps - 1989</td>
<td>14566</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Museums - Liechtenstein - Directories</td>
<td>74085</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Museums - Liechtenstein - Maps - 1998</td>
<td>74085</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Museumskarte, Schweiz und Fürstentum Liechtenstein, 1:300 000 =</td>
<td>74085</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carte des musées, Suisse et Principauté de Liechtenstein, 1:300</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>000 = Carta dei musei, Svizzera e Principato del Scale</td>
<td>74085</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Museums in Oxfordshire: Programme April to December 1991</td>
<td>62515</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Musgrave, Richard</td>
<td>4570, 4571, 38318</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Musgrave, Julius de</td>
<td>83906</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Musgrave, T.</td>
<td>38513</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Musgrave, W.</td>
<td>34359</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Musham, Harry A. (Harry Albert), 1886-1972</td>
<td>19399, 20072, 20081, 35408, 48192, 49248</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mushbach, J. E. (Joseph Edsall), 1851-1939</td>
<td>85056, 85057, 85058, 85059, 85060, 85061, 85062</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Music - Historical geography - Maps - 1968</td>
<td>52016</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Music - History - Maps</td>
<td>52017</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Music House Museum (Acme, Mich.)</td>
<td>39</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Music House : Traverse City, Michigan</td>
<td>39</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Music - Maps</td>
<td>52017</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Music trade - New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1914</td>
<td>55681</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Music Trade Review map of New York: showing locations of piano</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>factories and other music trade industries, together with a directory</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>explaining how to reach the same</td>
<td>55681</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Music trade review (New York, N.Y.)</td>
<td>55681</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Musis, Agostino de</td>
<td>80198, 80199</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Musis, Julius de</td>
<td>83906</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muskegon County Historical Society</td>
<td>52018</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muskegon County land ownership directory, atlas and plat book</td>
<td>52021</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muskegon County (Mich.) - Maps - 1877</td>
<td>52018</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muskegon County (Mich.) - Maps - 1877 - Landowners</td>
<td>52019</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muskegon County (Mich.) - Maps - 1882</td>
<td>52020</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muskegon County (Mich.) - Maps - 1949 - Landowners</td>
<td>52021</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muskegon County (Mich.) - Maps - 1960 - Road maps</td>
<td>52023</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muskegon Lake (Mich.) - Maps - 1990</td>
<td>46737</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muskegon (Mich.) - Maps - 1903 - Real property</td>
<td>52022</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muskegon (Mich.) - Maps - 1960 - Road maps</td>
<td>52023</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muskegon (Mich.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps</td>
<td>47534</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muskegon (Mich.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps</td>
<td>47535</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muskingum County Genealogical Society (Ohio)</td>
<td>52024</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Muskingum County (Ohio) - 1852: LC G&amp;M land ownership maps on</td>
<td>52025</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>microfiche]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muskingum County (Ohio) - Maps - 1833 - Landowners</td>
<td>52024</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muskingum County (Ohio) - Maps - 1852 - Landowners</td>
<td>52025</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muskingum County (Ohio) - Maps - 1866 - Landowners</td>
<td>52026, 52027</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muskingum River Valley (Ohio) - Maps - 1700-1799 - Manuscripts -</td>
<td>61276</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facsimiles</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muskegee County (Okla.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - History - Manuscripts</td>
<td>61319</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facsimiles</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muskogee (Okla.) - Indians of North America - 1960-1969</td>
<td>52028</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muskoka, Lake (Ont.) - Maps - 1934 - Road maps</td>
<td>61869</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muskoka (Ont. : District) - Maps - 1935 - Road maps</td>
<td>52029</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muskoka (Ont. : District) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps</td>
<td>61880</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muskoka (Ont. : District) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps</td>
<td>61894</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muskoka (Ont. : District) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps</td>
<td>61902</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muskoka (Ont. : District) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps</td>
<td>61921</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muskoka (Ont. : District municipality) - Maps - 1879 - Landowners</td>
<td>52030</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muskoka : the land of the lakes in the highlands of Ontario / [</td>
<td>52029</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[signed] McPhillips, Toronto</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muskoka Tourist Association</td>
<td>52029</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muskoka Tourist Development Association (Ont.) SEE Muskoka Tourist</td>
<td>52029</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Association</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muslims - Cotabato (Philippines : Province) - Maps - 1886 -</td>
<td>49384</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manuscripts</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muslims - Davao (Philippines : Province) - Maps - 1881-1890 -</td>
<td>49376, 49377</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manuscripts</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muslims - Historical geography - Maps - 1951</td>
<td>38492</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muslims - Historical geography - Maps - 1957</td>
<td>38493</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muslims - Historical geography - Maps - 1981</td>
<td>38494, 38495</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Muslims - Historical geography - Maps</td>
<td>38496</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muslims - Mindanao Island (Philippines) - Maps - 1881-1890 - Manuscripts</td>
<td>49376, 49377</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muslims - Mindanao River Region (Philippines) - Maps - 1854 - Manuscripts</td>
<td>49381</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muslims - Mindanao River Region (Philippines) - Maps - 1862 - Manuscripts</td>
<td>45525</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muslims - Mindanao River Region (Philippines) - Maps - 1886 - Manuscripts</td>
<td>49384</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muslims - Philippines - Maps - 1874 - Manuscripts</td>
<td>49383</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Musqat (Oman) - Maps - 1703 - Harbors - Nautical charts</td>
<td>64242</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Musschenbroek, Petrus van, 1692-1761</td>
<td>46161</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Musselburgh (Scotland), Battle of, 1547</td>
<td>52031</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Musset-Pathay, V.-D. (Victor-Donatien), 1768-1832</td>
<td>26008</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mussey, B. B.</td>
<td>13498</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mussey, Benjamin B., d. 1857</td>
<td>74515, 74516</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Musson Book Co.</td>
<td>51662</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Musson, Spencer C.</td>
<td>24990</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mustafa bin Abdullah, 1609-1657 SEE Kâtip Çelebi, 1609-1657</td>
<td>40505</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mustafa Ibn 'Abd, 1609-1657 SEE Kâtip Çelebi, 1609-1657</td>
<td>1491</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mutant maps : borrowing an idea from biology to enrich history</td>
<td>22846</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mutassellim, Tell El- (Israel) SEE Megiddo (Extinct City)</td>
<td>33728</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mutiah</td>
<td>36668</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mutiarasolo</td>
<td>37473</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mutow, H. fl. 1771-1822</td>
<td>7896, 7978, 12753</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mutlow, I., fl. 1794-1795</td>
<td>29100, 44308, 45383, 66663, 80064, 80383</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mutton, fl. 1780</td>
<td>27363</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mutton, Frederick C.</td>
<td>23323</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mutual Label &amp; Lithograph Co. (Portland, Or.)</td>
<td>41900</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MutualBookCo</td>
<td>5538</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muuss, Uwe</td>
<td>69396</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muusses,J</td>
<td>53585</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>La Muy noble y muy leal ciudas de Cadiz</td>
<td>15091</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muze'’on ha-yami Hefah</td>
<td>62881</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muze'on ha-yami Hefah - Map collections - Bibliography - Catalogs</td>
<td>62881</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muzejs 'Ebreji Latvija'</td>
<td>41704</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muzeum poczy i telekomunikacji Wroclaw</td>
<td>65093</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muzeum poczy i telekomunikacji Wroclaw - Map collections - Catalogs</td>
<td>65093</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mvndensis, ad Visurgum flu: Saxoniae vrbs, genuina delineatio</td>
<td>51905</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mvndo novo</td>
<td>1547</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mvnificentia ... Caroli Iohannis comitis Blessington hoc tentamen geographicvm exhibens Lativm vetvs et regiones conterminas Etrvriae, Sabinae, Aeqvorvm Volscorvmqve jvxta faciem hodiernam post plvrimas trigonometricas observationes et locorvm perscrvt</td>
<td>41747</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mvran</td>
<td>52005</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MWM (Aurora, Mo.) SEE Mid-West Map Company</td>
<td>50785</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MWM Color Press</td>
<td>78052</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MWM Dexter Inc. - History</td>
<td>49167</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MWM highway map : Arizona &amp; New Mexico</td>
<td>2616</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MWM highway map : Indiana / compliments of Hotel Plankinton, Milwaukee, Wisconsin</td>
<td>37029</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MWM highway map : Iowa / compliments of Hotel Plankinton, Milwaukee, Wisconsin</td>
<td>37835</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MWM highway map : Kansas / compliments of Hotel Plankinton, Milwaukee Wisconsin</td>
<td>40261</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MWM highway map : Kentucky and Tennessee / compliments of the Tyler, a homelike hotel ... Louisville, Kentucky</td>
<td>40860</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MWM highway map : Michigan : compliments of Hotel Plankinton, Milwaukee, Wisconsin</td>
<td>46922</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MWM highway map : Minnesota</td>
<td>49777</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MWM highway map : Minnesota / compliments of Hotel Plankinton, Milwaukee, Wisconsin</td>
<td>49734, 49758</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MWM highway map : Michigan / compliments of Hotel Plankinton, Milwaukee, Wisconsin</td>
<td>58434</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MWM highway map : Minnesota / compliments of Hotel Plankinton, Milwaukee, Wisconsin</td>
<td>49734</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MWM highway map : North and South Dakota / compliments of Hotel Plankinton, Milwaukee Wisconsin</td>
<td>58434</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MWM highway map : Ohio</td>
<td>60773</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MWM highway map : Ohio / compliments of the Steubenville Bridge Co., Steubenville, Ohio</td>
<td>60784</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MWM highway map : Oklahoma / compliments of Hotel Plankinton, Milwaukee, Wisconsin</td>
<td>61399</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MWM highway map : Wisconsin / compliments of Plankinton House, Milwaukee, Wisconsin</td>
<td>83354</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mwuleun Sasu lun Jesus Kraist leum las a met lano las</td>
<td>12996</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My Budapest : portrait of a European city : being an exhibition of books, documents, images and artifacts from the collections of Louis Szathmary of Chicago, the University of Chicago Library Department of Special Collections, May-September 1989</td>
<td>14819</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My first atlas : all about the countries of the world / by Kay Barnham and Robin Lawrie : illustrated by Robin Lawrie</td>
<td>20550</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My head is a map : essays &amp; memoirs in honour of R. V. Tooley</td>
<td>75297</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My story / Otto G. Lindberg</td>
<td>42141</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myanmar SEE Burma</td>
<td>15004</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Mybrea, T. Farland 25331
Mycenae (Ancient City) - Maps - 1962 3590
Myddlesex 49140
Myers, Albert Cook 64344
Myers, Albert Cook, fl. 1912 38408
Myers, Blondel K. 45588
Myers, Dr. 7862
Myers, E. D. 34314
Myers, E. T. D. 80413
Myers Family - Maps - Bibliography 1965, 1966, 10534
Myers, Harold L. 64137
Myers, Larry J. 21675
Myers, Norman 52725, 52730
Myerson (Samuel F.) Printing Co. (Saint Louis, Mo.) SEE Samuel F. Myerson Printing Co. (Saint Louis, Mo.) 77044
Mykonos Island (Greece) - Maps - 1528 52032
Myllii, Arnoldi SEE Mylius, Arnold, 1540-1604 28924
Mylius, Arnold, 1540-1604 28924
Mylne, Robert W. (Robert William), 1817-1890 7881, 7888, 42446, 70068, 70073
Mymensingh District (Bangladesh) - Maps - 1850-1861 52033
Mynde, J., fl. 1740-1770 3677, 7807, 8609, 13248, 25006, 27394, 34797, 67970, 70457, 80875, 80876
MyRecollection.com 44926
Myriad Editions Limited 66384
The Myriopticon : a historical panorama : the Rebellion 62961
Myritius, Joannes, 1534? - 1587 28926
Myritius, Joannes, 1534? - 1587. Universalis orbis descriptio (1590) 28926
Myrtle Grove Auto Camp (Or.) 15380
Mysell - Rollins Bank Note Co. 51569
Mysell - Rollins Bank Note Co. (San Francisco, Calif.) 51575
Myskowski, Sigismundo, 16th cent. 83615
Mystery buyer for Mercator atlas 46029
The Mystery of the 'Marco Polo' maps : an introduction to a privately-held collection of cartographic materials relating to the Polo family 65141
Mystery on the desert : a study of the ancient figures and strange delineated surfaces seen from the air near Nazca, Peru 52889
Mystic (Conn.) - Description and travel - 1978 52034
Mystic (Conn.) - Description and travel - 1994 55228
Mystic River Historical Society 55233
Mystic Seaport guide 52035
Mystic Seaport, Inc. 52035, 52036
Mystic Seaport Maritime Museum 52036
Mystic Seaport (Mystic, Conn.) - 1974 52035, 52036
The Myth of continents : a critique of metageography 28805
The Mythical Straits of Anian 1994
Mythische und imaginäre inseln des Atlantiks im Kartenbild 18224
Mythology, Greek - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1828 20801
Mytilene Island (Greece) SEE Lesbos Island (Greece) 38521
Mytilene (Lesbos Island, Greece) - Maps - 1728 - Harbor 45861
Mytilene (Lesbos Island, Greece) - Maps - 1753 - Harbors - Nautical charts 52037
Mytilene (Lesbos Island, Greece) - Maps - 1771 - Harbors - Nautical charts 52038
Mytilini Island (Greece) SEE Lesbos Island (Greece) 22613
Mzik, Hans von, 1876-1961 - Bibliography 52039
N.A.C. road map of Alabama, Mississippi ... / prepared by Engineering Department, National Automobile Club 803
N.A.C. road map of Arizona ... / prepared by Engineering Department, National Automobile Club 2666
N.A.C. road map of Arkansas ... / prepared by Engineering Department, National Automobile Club 2970
N.A.C. road map of Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, W. Virginia ... / prepared by Engineering Department, National Automobile Club 47842
N.A.C. road map of Georgia ... / prepared by Engineering Department, National Automobile Club 31130
N.A.C. road map of Illinois ... / prepared by Engineering Department, National Automobile Club 35930
N.A.C. road map of Indiana ... / prepared by Engineering Department, National Automobile Club 37045
N.A.C. road map of Iowa ... / prepared by Engineering Department, National Automobile Club 37852
N.A.C. road map of Kansas ... / prepared by Engineering Department, National Automobile Club 40262
N.A.C. road map of Kentucky, Tennessee ... / prepared by Engineering Department, National Automobile Club 40846
N.A.C. road map of Michigan ... / prepared by Engineering Department, National Automobile Club 47098
N.A.C. road map of Minnesota ... / prepared by Engineering Department, National Automobile Club 49735
N.A.C. road map of Missouri ... / prepared by Engineering Department, National Automobile Club 50873
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Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

N.A.C. road map of Montana ... / prepared by Engineering Department, National Automobile Club 51426
N.A.C. road map of Nebraska ... / prepared by Engineering Department, National Automobile Club 53067
N.A.C. road map of New Jersey ... / prepared by Engineering Department, National Automobile Club 54970
N.A.C. road map of New Mexico ... / prepared by Engineering Department, National Automobile Club 55350
N.A.C. road map of New York ... / prepared by Engineering Department, National Automobile Club 56419
N.A.C. road map of North Carolina, South Carolina ... / prepared by Engineering Department, National Automobile Club 58116
N.A.C. road map of Ohio ... / prepared by Engineering Department, National Automobile Club 60712
N.A.C. road map of Oklahoma ... / prepared by Engineering Department, National Automobile Club 61465
N.A.C. road map of Oregon ... / prepared by Engineering Department, National Automobile Club 62168
N.A.C. road map of Pennsylvania ... / prepared by Engineering Department, National Automobile Club 63797
N.A.C. road map of Republic of Mexico ... / prepared by Engineering Department, National Automobile Club 46511
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N.A.C. road map of Texas ... / prepared by Engineering Department, National Automobile Club 74716
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N.A.S. North Island (San Diego, Calif.) SEE Naval Air Station North Island (Calif.) 52843
N. America / A. Bell sculpt. 57667
N. America / Neele sculpt. 57683
N. and G. Guilford and Co. SEE N. & G. Guilford (Firm) 50514
N. B., 1507?-1570? 60271, 67197, 67198
N.B.C. see National Broadcasting Company 77435
N. B. E., 1507?-1570? 19036, 20773, 38579, 40483, 41394, 41886, 52884, 62714, 63419, 68372
N. B. F., 1538-1592 43, 28541, 52884
N.B. - Lands reserved by the Indians ... 34549
N. Corporation Commission SEE North Carolina. Corporation Commission 58030
N.C.G.E. SEE National Council for Geographic Education 32133, 44697
N.C. & St. L. Ry. SEE Nashville, Chattanooga, and St. Louis Railway 71774
N.C.T., active approximately 1935 77605, 77644
N. Coast of Canada and Arctic Archipelago including the North-West Passage with corrections to 1926. 2391, 16313
N.D. Thompson Publishing Co. 12901
N. Dakota : 1935 : go the Standard way for trouble-free driving 58432, 58433
L & N : Dixie line : Louisville & Nashville R. R. 72175, 72192
N. E. B., active 1975 45499
N.E.H.P.C. see New England Hotels Publishing Corporation 54050
N.E. point of Nipon ... 7 P.M. August 10, 1797 ; Southern shore of Volcano Bay from Point Esarme to the large volcano. August 11th A.M. ; Land forming Endorno Harbour, and to the eastward of it. August 11 A.M. / Neele sc 352 Strand 75591
N. Exact draught of Boston Harbour, with a survey of most of the Islands about it, 1711 13460
N. G. 64701
N.G. Co. (New York, N.Y.) 54976
N. & G. Guilford & Co. SEE N. & G. Guilford (Firm) 50514
N. & G. Guilford (Firm) 20825, 20827, 20829, 26496, 26497, 26498, 28268, 50279, 50280, 50281, 50287, 50289, 50293, 50294, 50295, 50297, 50299, 50303, 50304, 50305, 50313, 50314, 50315, 50321, 50322, 50323, 50330, 50331, 50332, 50344, 50345, 50346, 50349, 50350, 50351, 50355, 50356, 50357, 50365, 50366, 50367, 50375, 50376, 50377, 50385, 50386, 50387, 50395, 50396, 50397, 50405, 50406, 50407, 50415, 50416, 50417, 50420, 50422, 50423, 50427, 50428, 50429, 50437, 50438, 50439, 50443, 50444, 50445, 50453, 50454, 50455, 50481, 50482, 50485, 50514, 50515, 50516, 50517, 50518, 50519, 61087, 61088, 61089, 61098, 61099, 61100, 61103, 61104, 61105, 61118, 61119, 61120, 61123, 61126, 61126, 61129, 61130, 61131, 61134, 61135, 61136, 61145, 61146, 61147, 61153, 61154, 61155, 61181, 61182, 61183, 61194, 61195, 61196, 61200, 61201, 61202, 61211, 61212, 61213, 61218, 61219, 61220, 61223, 61224, 61225, 61235, 61236, 61237, 61240, 61241, 61242, 61246, 61247, 61248, 61250, 61251, 61252, 61256, 61257, 61258, 61270, 64817, 64819, 64821
N. G. V. R. 25739
N. Hemisphere / Neele sculpt. 59670
N. Israel (Firm) 25913
N. Israel (Firm) SEE ALSO Israel, Nico 25913
L & N : map of Louisville and Nashville Railroad and affiliated lines 72127, 72137, 72140
A. N. Marquis & Co.'s Official map of Chicago and suburbs 20105
N. N. (Dutch author) 12657

A.N.O.M. see Archives nationales d'outre-mer 44850
N.O.R.P.AC. see North Pacific Oceanographic Committee 58753
[N]ova Helvetiae, feoderataruque cum eâ, nec non subditarum regionum tabula ... 73811
N.P. Bank Note Company (Tacoma, Wash.) 81233, 82308
N.P. Iglehart & Co. (Chicago, Ill.) 19464
N.P. Iglehart & Cos. map of the City of Chicago, Cook Co., Illinois 19464
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Names, Geographical - England - 1978 52268
Names, Geographical - England - Anglo-Saxon 14752, 52269, 52270, 52271, 52272, 52273, 52274, 52275
Names, Geographical - England - Congresses 52276
Names, Geographical - England - Maps - 1693 25073
Names, Geographical - England - Old English, ca. 450-1100 - Etymology 52283
Names, Geographical - Essen (Germany : Gebietseinheit) - Maps - 1696 21001
Names, Geographical - Essex County (Vt.) - 1764-1887 52209
Names, Geographical - Etymology 14929
Names, Geographical - Europe - 1800 25782, 25783
Names, Geographical - Europe - 1955 52434
Names, Geographical - Europe - 1971 Names, Geographical - Soviet Union - 1971 52284
Names, Geographical - Europe, Central - 1845-1853 52176
Names, Geographical - Europe, Central - 1896 52177
Names, Geographical - Europe, Central - 1905 52304, 52305
Names, Geographical - Europe, Central - 1912-1913 52306
Names, Geographical - Europe, Central - 1939-1945 52359, 52360
Names, Geographical - Europe, Central - 1939-1945 - Electronic information resources 52358
Names, Geographical - Europe - Congresses 65778
Names, Geographical - Europe, Eastern - 1880-1902 52424
Names, Geographical - Europe, Eastern - 1939-1945 52359, 52360
Names, Geographical - Europe, Eastern - 1939-1945 - Electronic information resources 52358
Names, Geographical - Europe, Eastern - 1985-1990 52182
Names, Geographical - Europe, Eastern - 1988 52425
Names, Geographical - Europe - Latin 52285, 52286, 52287
Names, Geographical - Everglades (Fla.) 52288
Names, Geographical - Exhibitions 52289
Names, Geographical - Faeroe Islands 52240
Names, Geographical - Finland 52290
Names, Geographical - Flanders - Maps - 1696 26720
Names, Geographical - Florida 52288, 52291, 52292
Names, Geographical - Foggia (Italy) 27187
Names, Geographical - France 52285
Names, Geographical - France - 1793-1794 52293
Names, Geographical - France - 1798 27849
Names, Geographical - France - 1894 28068
Names, Geographical - France - 2004 52294
Names, Geographical - France - Maps - 1696 27661
Names, Geographical - Franconia (Germany) - 1745 28246
Names, Geographical - Franconia (Germany) - Maps - 1696 28228
Names, Geographical - Friesland (Netherlands) - Maps - 1696 28424
Names, Geographical - Gabon 52296
Names, Geographical - Galicia (Poland and Ukraine) 52297
Names, Geographical - Gambia 52298
Names, Geographical - Gaza Strip 52249
Names, Geographical - Gelderland (Netherlands) - Maps - 1696 28654
Names, Geographical - Georgia 52299, 52300
Names, Geographical - Germany 52309, 52310, 52437
Names, Geographical - Germany - 1521 52301
Names, Geographical - Germany - 1793 52302
Names, Geographical - Germany - 1870 52303
Names, Geographical - Germany - 1905 52304, 52305
Names, Geographical - Germany - 1912-1913 52306
Names, Geographical - Germany - 1930 52307
Names, Geographical - Germany - 1939-1945 52359, 52360
Names, Geographical - Germany - 1939-1945 - Electronic information resources 52358
Names, Geographical - Germany - 1988 52425
Names, Geographical - Germany (East) 52309
Names, Geographical - Germany - Handbooks, manuals, etc. 52308
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Names, Geographical - Germany (West) 52310
Names, Geographical - Ghana 52311
Names, Geographical - Gilbert and Ellice Islands Colony 52451
Names, Geographical - Great Britain 52314
Names, Geographical - Great Britain - 1833 52193
Names, Geographical - Great Britain - 1883 14403
Names, Geographical - Great Britain - 1884 14404
Names, Geographical - Great Britain - 1896 32447
Names, Geographical - Great Britain - 1897 52312
Names, Geographical - Great Britain - 1904 32448
Names, Geographical - Great Britain - 1929 52196
Names, Geographical - Great Britain - 1937 14491
Names, Geographical - Great Britain - 1980 52313
Names, Geographical - Great Britain - 1808 52190, 52191
Names, Geographical - Great Britain - 1829 52192
Names, Geographical - Greece 52317
Names, Geographical - Greece - 1552 32802
Names, Geographical - Greece - 1560 52315
Names, Geographical - Greece - 1570 52316
Names, Geographical - Groningen (Netherlands : Province) - Maps - 1696 33057
Names, Geographical - Guam 52318
Names, Geographical - Guatemala 52319
Names, Geographical - Guinea 52321
Names, Geographical - Guinea-Bissau 52320
Names, Geographical - Hainaut (Belgium) - 1833 52322
Names, Geographical - Haiti 52323, 52324
Names, Geographical - Hawaii 52325, 52326
Names, Geographical - Holland (Netherlands : Province) - Maps - 1696 34541
Names, Geographical - Honduras 52327
Names, Geographical - Hong Kong 52329
Names, Geographical - Hong Kong (China) - 1819 52328
Names, Geographical - Hong Kong Region (China) - 1819 52328
Names, Geographical - Hungary 52330, 52331
Names, Geographical - Hungary- 1696 34922
Names, Geographical - Hungary - 1845-1853 52176
Names, Geographical - Hungary - 1896 52177
Names, Geographical - Iceland 52332
Names, Geographical - Illinois 35435, 35436, 35437, 52333, 52336, 52337, 52338, 52339, 52340, 52341
Names, Geographical - Illinois - 1837 52334
Names, Geographical - Illinois - 2009 52335
Names, Geographical - Illinois - Imaginary) SEE Imaginary places 36460
Names, Geographical, in literature 52342
Names, Geographical - India - 1570 52169
Names, Geographical - Indian Ocean 52343
Names, Geographical - Indiana 52344, 52440
Names, Geographical - Indiana - 1933 36743, 36744
Names, Geographical - Iowa - 2007 52345
Names, Geographical - Iowa - Pronunciation 52346
Names, Geographical - Iraq 52347
Names, Geographical - Ireland 46057, 52198, 52348
Names, Geographical - Ireland - 1833 52193
Names, Geographical - Ireland - 1861 38385
Names, Geographical - Ireland - 1897 52312
Names, Geographical - Ireland - 1980 52313
Names, Geographical - Ireland - Maps - 1693 38243
Names, Geographical - Ireland - Maps - 1808 59695
Names, Geographical - Islands 26763
Names, Geographical - Islands of the Pacific 52349
Names, Geographical - Israel 52350
Names, Geographical - Israel - 1590 59649
Names, Geographical - Israel - 1696 12671
Names, Geographical - Israel - 1784 13068
Names, Geographical - Israel - 1797 13069
Names, Geographical - Israel - 1799 52421
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| Names, Geographical - Northern Ireland - Indexes   | 59691 |
| Names, Geographical - Northern Ireland - Maps - 1988 | 59695 |
| Names, Geographical - Northwest Coast of North America | 59728 |
| Names, Geographical - Northwest, Pacific     | 59728 |
| Names, Geographical - Norway                | 52410 |
| Names, Geographical - Oaxaca (Mexico : State) - Indian | 52411, 52412 |
| Names, Geographical - Ocean                 | 73382 |
| Names, Geographical - Oceania               | 52175, 52349, 52413, 52414 |
| Names, Geographical - Ohio - 1819           | 52415 |
| Names, Geographical - Ohio River Valley     | 52416 |
| Names, Geographical - Oklahoma              | 52417 |
| Names, Geographical - Ontario               | 52418 |
| Names, Geographical - Ontario - 1885        | 15922 |
| Names, Geographical - Orléanais (France) - Maps - 1696 | 62306 |
| Names, Geographical - Orleans County (Vt.)  | 41552 |
| Names, Geographical - Oruro (Bolivia : Dept.) - 1904 | 52419 |
| Names, Geographical - Ostfriesland (Germany) - Maps - 1692 | 62396 |
| Names, Geographical - Overijssel (Netherlands) - Maps - 1696 | 62473 |
| Names, Geographical - Pacific Coast (North America) | 59728 |
| Names, Geographical - Pacific Ocean         | 52349 |
| Names, Geographical - Pakistan              | 52420 |
| Names, Geographical - Palestine - 1590       | 59649 |
| Names, Geographical - Palestine - 1696       | 12671 |
| Names, Geographical - Palestine - 1784       | 13068 |
| Names, Geographical - Palestine - 1797       | 13069 |
| Names, Geographical - Palestine - 1799       | 52421 |
| Names, Geographical - Palestine - 1813       | 13070 |
| Names, Geographical - Palestine - 1837       | 12776 |
| Names, Geographical - Palestine - 1847       | 12795 |
| Names, Geographical - Palestine - 1849       | 12800 |
| Names, Geographical - Palestine - 1871       | 12851 |
| Names, Geographical - Palestine - 1874       | 12854 |
| Names, Geographical - Palestine - 1877       | 12859 |
| Names, Geographical - Palestine - 1889       | 12894 |
| Names, Geographical - Palestine - 1900-1999  | 13071 |
| Names, Geographical - Palestine - 1981       | 13072 |
| Names, Geographical - Palestine - 2005       | 13073 |
| Names, Geographical - Panama                | 52422 |
| Names, Geographical - Paraguay              | 52423 |
| Names, Geographical - Peloponnesus (Greece : Peninsula) - Maps - 1692 | 63485 |
| Names, Geographical - Picardy (France) - Maps - 1696 | 64645 |
| Names, Geographical - Piedmont (Italy) - Maps - 1696 | 69035 |
| Names, Geographical - Poland - 1880-1902    | 52424 |
| Names, Geographical - Poland - 1988          | 52425 |
| Names, Geographical - Poland - Maps - 1696   | 64999 |
| Names, Geographical - Polyglot lists         | 52426 |
| Names, Geographical - Pomerania (Poland and Germany) - 1988 | 52425 |
| Names, Geographical - Pomerania (Poland) - Maps - 1696 | 65165 |
| Names, Geographical - Portugal              | 52429 |
| Names, Geographical - Portugal - 1909-1914  | 65408 |
| Names, Geographical - Portugal - Arabic     | 52427 |
| Names, Geographical - Portugal - Indexes     | 52428 |
| Names, Geographical - Poznan (Poland) - 1988 | 52425 |
| Names, Geographical - Pronunciation          | 52430 |
| Names, Geographical - Provence (France) - Maps - 1692 | 65617 |
| Names, Geographical - Prussia (Germany) - 1988 | 52425 |
| Names, Geographical - Pyrenees - Maps - 1691 | 65909 |
| Names, Geographical - Québec (Province)      | 52431 |
| Names, Geographical - Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1696 | 66462 |
| Names, Geographical - Rhineland-Palatinate (Germany) - Maps - 1692 | 66624, 66625 |
| Names, Geographical - Rhineland-Palatinate (Germany) - Maps - 1696 | 66634, 66635, 66636 |
| Names, Geographical - Rhode Island          | 52432 |
| Names, Geographical - Rhode Island - 1819    | 52235 |
| Names, Geographical - Rhode Island - 1891   | 66688 |
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<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Call Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Names, Geographical - Rhode Island - Maps - 1903</td>
<td>66724</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Names, Geographical - Rio de Janeiro (Brazil)</td>
<td>52433</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Names, Geographical - Rivers - 1955</td>
<td>52434</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Names, Geographical - Romania</td>
<td>52435</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Names, Geographical - Rome - 52436, 52437</td>
<td>27568</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Names, Geographical - Russia - 1959</td>
<td>52455</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Names, Geographical - Russia - 1970</td>
<td>52456</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Names, Geographical - Russia, Western - Maps - 1692</td>
<td>67714</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Names, Geographical - Rwanda</td>
<td>52438</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Names, Geographical - Ryukyu Islands</td>
<td>52439</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Names, Geographical - Saint Joseph River Valley (Mich. and Ind.)</td>
<td>52440</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Names, Geographical - Saint Lawrence River Valley - Maps - 1756</td>
<td>68028</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Names, Geographical - San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.)</td>
<td>52441</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Names, Geographical - San Francisco (Calif.) - 1954</td>
<td>73336</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Names, Geographical - Saskatchewan</td>
<td>68955</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Names, Geographical - Saudi Arabia</td>
<td>52155, 52157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Names, Geographical - Sault Sainte Marie Canal (Mich.) - Indian</td>
<td>52442</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Names, Geographical - Savoy (France and Italy) - Maps - 1696</td>
<td>69035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Names, Geographical - Saxony (Germany) - Maps - 1692</td>
<td>69087</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Names, Geographical - Scandinavia - Maps - 1692</td>
<td>69174</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Names, Geographical - Scotland - 52443, 52444, 52447</td>
<td>18399</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Names, Geographical - Scotland - 1500-1599</td>
<td>52253</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Names, Geographical - Scotland - 1842</td>
<td>52445</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Names, Geographical - Scotland - 1857</td>
<td>69451</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Names, Geographical - Scotland - 1882-1885</td>
<td>52446</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Names, Geographical - Scotland - 1897</td>
<td>52312</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Names, Geographical - Senegal</td>
<td>52448</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Names, Geographical - Shenzhen Shi (China) - 1819</td>
<td>52328</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Names, Geographical - Shetland (Scotland) - Maps - 900</td>
<td>69959</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Names, Geographical - Sicily (Italy) - 1545</td>
<td>52449</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Names, Geographical - Sicily (Italy) - Maps - 1696</td>
<td>70048</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Names, Geographical - Silesia</td>
<td>44726</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Names, Geographical - Silesia - 1988</td>
<td>52425</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Names, Geographical - Sint-Huibrechts-Lille (Belgium)</td>
<td>52450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Names, Geographical - Slovakia - Maps - 1692</td>
<td>22627</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Names, Geographical - Slovenia - Maps - 1696</td>
<td>70217</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Names, Geographical - Solomon Islands</td>
<td>52451</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Names, Geographical - South Atlantic Region</td>
<td>52452</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Names, Geographical - South Carolina</td>
<td>52453</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Names, Geographical - South Dakota</td>
<td>52454</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Names, Geographical - Southeast Asia - 1541-1606</td>
<td>23651</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Names, Geographical - Southeast Asia - 1570</td>
<td>52169</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Names, Geographical - Soviet Union - 1959</td>
<td>52455</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Names, Geographical - Soviet Union - 1970</td>
<td>52456</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Names, Geographical - Spain</td>
<td>52457</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Names, Geographical - Spain - Maps - 1696</td>
<td>72682</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Names, Geographical - Sri Lanka</td>
<td>52458</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Names, Geographical - Styria (Austria) - Maps - 1696</td>
<td>70217</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Names, Geographical - Subject headings</td>
<td>73381</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Names, Geographical - Submarine Topography</td>
<td>73382</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Names, Geographical - Svalbard (Norway)</td>
<td>52161, 52410</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Names, Geographical - Swabia (Germany) - Maps - 1696</td>
<td>73640</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Names, Geographical - Sweden</td>
<td>52459, 52460</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Names, Geographical - Swedish - 1946</td>
<td>52485</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Names, Geographical - Syria</td>
<td>52158, 52461</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Names, Geographical - Taiwan</td>
<td>52462</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Names, Geographical - Tanzania</td>
<td>52463</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Names, Geographical - Thailand</td>
<td>52464</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Names, Geographical - Thousand Islands (N.Y. and Ont.)</td>
<td>52431</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Names, Geographical - Thuringia (Germany)</td>
<td>52465</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Names, Geographical - Thuringia (Germany) - 1745</td>
<td>75140</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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| Names, Geographical - Togo                | 52466 |
| Names, Geographical - Transliteration   | 52467, 52468, 52469, 52470 |
| Names, Geographical - Trier Region (Germany) - Maps - 1692 | 66625 |
| Names, Geographical - Trier Region (Germany) - Maps - 1696 | 66636 |
| Names, Geographical - Tunisia           | 52471 |
| Names, Geographical - Turkey            | 52472 |
| Names, Geographical - Tuscany (Italy) - 1969 | 52473, 52474 |
| Names, Geographical - Uganda            | 52475 |
| Names, Geographical - United States     | 52499, 52500, 52501, 52504, 52505, 52506, 52507, 52508, 52509, 52510, 52511, 52512, 52513, 52514, 52515, 52516, 52517, 76515 |
| Names, Geographical - United States - 1797 | 52476 |
| Names, Geographical - United States - 1798 | 52145, 52146, 52477 |
| Names, Geographical - United States - 1804 | 52478 |
| Names, Geographical - United States - 1805 | 29171 |
| Names, Geographical - United States - 1810 | 1504, 1505 |
| Names, Geographical - United States - 1835 | 85188 |
| Names, Geographical - United States - 1836 | 85189 |
| Names, Geographical - United States - 1844 | 52479 |
| Names, Geographical - United States - 1853 | 52480 |
| Names, Geographical - United States - 1854 | 76769 |
| Names, Geographical - United States - 1874 | 52481 |
| Names, Geographical - United States - 1876 | 52482 |
| Names, Geographical - United States - 1884 | 76913 |
| Names, Geographical - United States - 1887-1888 | 5243 |
| Names, Geographical - United States - 1890 | 52483 |
| Names, Geographical - United States - 1891 | 5328 |
| Names, Geographical - United States - 1900 | 5529 |
| Names, Geographical - United States - 1901 | 5553, 5554 |
| Names, Geographical - United States - 1902 | 5576 |
| Names, Geographical - United States - 1909-1942 | 52484 |
| Names, Geographical - United States - 1924 | 52106 |
| Names, Geographical - United States - 1946 | 52485 |
| Names, Geographical - United States - 1957 | 52486 |
| Names, Geographical - United States - 1958 | 52487 |
| Names, Geographical - United States - 1963-1999 | 52488 |
| Names, Geographical - United States - 1998 | 52489 |
| Names, Geographical - United States - 2001 | 52490 |
| Names, Geographical - United States - 2003 | 52491 |
| Names, Geographical - United States - Bibliography | 52492, 52493, 52494, 52495, 52496, 52497, 79417 |
| Names, Geographical - United States - Cities and towns | 52498 |
| Names, Geographical - United States - Indian | 52502 |
| Names, Geographical - United States - Obscene words | 52503 |
| Names, Geographical - Upper Austria (Austria) - Maps - 1692 | 43510 |
| Names, Geographical - Upper Volta | 52204 |
| Names, Geographical - Uruguay | 52518 |
| Names, Geographical - Utrecht (Netherlands : Province) - Maps - 1696 | 28654, 79738 |
| Names, Geographical - Valois (Switzerland) | 79793 |
| Names, Geographical - Venezuela | 52519, 52520 |
| Names, Geographical - Vermont - 1808 | 52521 |
| Names, Geographical - Vietnam | 52522, 52523, 52524 |
| Names, Geographical - Virginia | 52525 |
| Names, Geographical - Virginia - 1600-1699 | 70230 |
| Names, Geographical - Wales | 25228, 52282 |
| Names, Geographical - Wales - 1835-1837 | 52255 |
| Names, Geographical - Wales - 1843 | 52257 |
| Names, Geographical - Wales - 1844 | 52258, 52259 |
| Names, Geographical - Wales - 1848 | 52260 |
| Names, Geographical - Wales - 1860 | 52261, 52262 |
| Names, Geographical - Wales - 1872 | 52263 |
| Names, Geographical - Wales - Maps - 1693 | 25073 |
| Names, Geographical - Wallis and Futuna Islands | 52400 |
| Names, Geographical - Warwickshire (England) | 52526 |
| Names, Geographical - West Flanders (Belgium) - 1636 | 81560 |
| Names, Geographical - West Indies | 21779 |
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Naming of America : Martin Waldseemüller's 1507 world map and the Cosmographiae introductio featuring a new translation and commentary by John W. Hessler</td>
<td>1853</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Names, Geographical - West Indies - 1776</td>
<td>52408</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Names, Geographical - West Indies, French</td>
<td>52527</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Names, Geographical - West (U.S.)</td>
<td>52528, 52529</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Names, Geographical - Western and Northern Territories (Poland) - 1988</td>
<td>52425</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Names, Geographical - Western Hemisphere</td>
<td>52148</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Names, Geographical - Western Hemisphere - America - 1762</td>
<td>52143</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Names, Geographical - Westphalia (Germany) - Maps - 1696</td>
<td>82822, 82823</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Names, Geographical - Wisconsin</td>
<td>82914, 83114</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Names, Geographical - Yemen (Republic)</td>
<td>52159</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Names, Geographical - Yugoslavia</td>
<td>52530</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Names, Geographical - Zambia</td>
<td>52531</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Names, Geographical - Zanzibar</td>
<td>52463, 52532</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Names, Geographical - Zeeland (Netherlands : Province) - Maps - 1696</td>
<td>85283</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Names, Geographical - Portugal - Maps - 1696</td>
<td>72682</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Names in the Bible - Dictionaries - 1590</td>
<td>59649</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Names in the Bible - Dictionaries - 1696</td>
<td>12671</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Names in the Bible - Dictionaries - 1784</td>
<td>13068</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Names in the Bible - Dictionaries - 1797</td>
<td>13069</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Names in the Bible - Dictionaries - 1813</td>
<td>13070</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Names in the Bible - Dictionaries - 1837</td>
<td>12776</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Names in the Bible - Dictionaries - 1847</td>
<td>12795</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Names in the Bible - Dictionaries - 1849</td>
<td>12800</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Names in the Bible - Dictionaries - 1871</td>
<td>12851</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Names in the Bible - Dictionaries - 1874</td>
<td>12854</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Names in the Bible - Dictionaries - 1877</td>
<td>12859</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Names in the Bible - Dictionaries - 1889</td>
<td>12894</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Names in the Bible - Dictionaries - 1891</td>
<td>13072</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Names in the Bible - Dictionaries - 2005</td>
<td>13073</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Names, Indian - East (U.S.)</td>
<td>33004</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Names, Indian - Florida</td>
<td>52292</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Names, Indian - Illinois</td>
<td>52340</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Names, Indian - Indiana</td>
<td>52344</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Names, Indian - Louisiana</td>
<td>52375</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Names, Indian - Mississippi</td>
<td>52533</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Names, Indian - New England - Maps - 1680 - Manuscripts</td>
<td>54557</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Names, Indian - New France - Maps - 1680 - Manuscripts</td>
<td>54557</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Names, Latin - Pronunciation</td>
<td>45243</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Names of Constantinople / Demetrius John Georgacas</td>
<td>52351</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Names of the authors out of whose works and travels this description of Jerusalem is taken and made</td>
<td>18034</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Names on the globe</td>
<td>52118</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Names, Personal - British Isles - Maps - 2007</td>
<td>14585</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Names, Personal - English - Maps - 2007</td>
<td>14585</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Names, Personal - Fermanagh (Northern Ireland) - Maps - 2002</td>
<td>26559</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Names, Personal - German - Indexes - 2011</td>
<td>52534</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Names, Personal - German - Maps - 2011</td>
<td>52534</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Names, Personal - Portugal - Indexes</td>
<td>52428</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Names, Personal - Scotland - Maps - 1952</td>
<td>69674</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Names, Personal - Sweden</td>
<td>52460</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Names, Romance</td>
<td>52396</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Names &quot;Rus,&quot; &quot;Russia,&quot; &quot;Ukraine&quot; and their historical background / Geo. W. Simpson</td>
<td>67708</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Names, Seminole</td>
<td>52292</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Names, Swedish</td>
<td>52460</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Namibia - Maps - 1701 - Coasts - Nautical charts</td>
<td>52535</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Namibia - Maps - 1972 - Road maps</td>
<td>70375</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Namibia - Maps - 1972 - Tourist maps</td>
<td>70375</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naming Canada : stories about Canadian place names / Alan Rayburn</td>
<td>52218</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naming Carolina</td>
<td>52409</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Naming of America : an exhibition at the National Museum of American History, Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D.C., October 1983 / historian, Silvio A. Bedini</td>
<td>80668</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Naming of America : Martin Waldseemüller's 1507 world map and the Cosmographiae introductio / featuring a new translation and commentary by John W. Hessler</td>
<td>1853</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Namphio Island (Greece) SEE Anafi Island (Greece) 1928
Namuka Island (Tonga) SEE Nomuka Island (Tonga) 75294
Namur ... 52541
Namur, a very strong city, in the Low Countries, the metropolis of the Earldom of Namur ... taken by the French in 1692, and more strongly fortified, retaken by the Confederates under K. Willm. Ild. in 1695, afterwards siez'd by ye French upon ye deat ... 52551, 52552
Namur, avec ces nouveaux ouvrages, faits et projetés jusqu'à l'année 1693 ... 52548
Namur, avec ses nouveaux Ouvrages faits et projetés jusqu'à l'année 1693 ... 52546
Namur (Belgium) - History - Siege,1695 52536, 52537, 52538, 52539
Namur (Belgium) - Maps - 1620 52540
Namur (Belgium) - Maps - 1689 52541
Namur (Belgium) - Maps - 1692 52542
Namur (Belgium) - Maps - 1692 - Cities and towns 52542
Namur (Belgium) - Maps - 1694 - Fortification 52543
Namur (Belgium) - Maps - 1695 - Fortification 52544, 52545
Namur (Belgium) - Maps - 1696 - Fortification 52546
Namur (Belgium) - Maps - 1696 - Pictorial works 52539
Namur (Belgium) - Maps - 1700 - Pictorial works 52537
Namur (Belgium) - Maps - 1706 33298
Namur (Belgium) - Maps - 1709 - Fortifications 52547
Namur (Belgium) - Maps - 1710 33301
Namur (Belgium) - Maps - 1713 - Fortification 52548, 52549
Namur (Belgium) - Maps - 1740 12291, 52550
Namur (Belgium) - Maps - 1740 - Fortification 52551
Namur (Belgium) - Maps - 1741 33304
Namur (Belgium) - Maps - 1785 - Fortification 52552
Namur (Belgium) - Pictorial works - 1575 52553
Namur (Belgium) - Province - Maps - 1579-1588 52554
Namur (Belgium) - Province - Maps - 1579-1606 52555
Namur (Belgium) - Province - Maps - 1680 42058, 52556
Namur (Belgium) - Province - Maps - 1695 41986, 52557
Namur (Belgium) - Province - Maps - 1698 52558
Namur (Belgium) - Province - Maps - 1698 - Names, Geographical 52558
Namur (Belgium) - Province - Maps - 1700 52559, 52560
Namur (Belgium) - Province - Maps - 1710 41996, 52561, 52562, 52563
Namur (Belgium) - Province - Maps - 1712 52564
Namur (Belgium) - Province - Maps - 1720 52565
Namur (Belgium) - Province - Maps - 1730 52566
Namur capitale du comté de mesme nom aux Espagnols ... 52543, 52545
Namur capitale du comté de mesme nom aux Francois ... 52549
Namur mit dero Gegend auf 2 Stunden, etc. 52567
Namur Region (Belgium) - Maps - 1695 52538, 52539
Namur Region (Belgium) - Maps - 1710 52567
Namur Region (Belgium) - Maps - 1748 52568
Namur, Universitaire de ... 6910
Namvrcvm, comitus ... 52554, 52555
Namvrcvm, elegantissima ad Mosae flvme[n] civitas 52540
Namvrcvm, preclara ad Mosae flumen ciuitas, ad viuum expressa ... 52553
Nanaimo (B.C.) - Geological cross sections - 1865 52570
Nanaimo (B.C.) - Maps - 1860 - Coal mines and mining 52569
Nanaimo (B.C.) - Maps - 1865 - Geology 52570
Nance, Bob ... 52453
Nance, Faith ... 52453
Nanci : ville forte et la plus considerable du Duché de Lorraine ... 52572, 52573
Nancrede, Joseph, 1761 ... 52066
Nancy, Battle of, Nancy, France, 1477 - Pictorial works - 1552 52575
Nancy (France) - Maps - 1617 52571
Nancy (France) - Maps - 1695 - Fortification 52572
Nancy (France) - Maps - 1713 - Fortification 52573
Nancy (France) - Maps - Bibliography 52574
Nancy (France) - Pictorial works - 1477 52575
The Nancy Globe ... 52014
Nancy Globe, ca. 1550 ... 65795
Nancy Region (France) - Maps - 1698 ... 46178
Nangasak call'd by the Chinese Tchangk / E. Bowen sculp. ... 52045, 52046
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Nangasaki (Japan) SEE Nagasaki-shi (Japan) 52047
Nani-Longhi (Firm) 30551
Nani, Paolo, 16th cent. 42335
Nannetti, E. R. Florence, her art and her beauty (1956) 26808
Nannetum vulgo Nantes 52581
Nansel Shoto SEE Ryukyu Islands 67748
[Nansemond County (Va.) - 16: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 52576, 52577
[Nansemond County (Va.) - 1864: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 52578
Nansemond County (Va.) - Maps 1600-1699 52576, 52577
Nansemond County (Va.) - Maps 1864 52578
Nansen and Johansen Expedition, 1893-1896 2485
Nansen, Fridtjof, 1861-1930 2482, 2483, 2484, 2490, 32983
Nansen Island (Antarctica) - Maps 1952 52579
Nansen Island to Alexander I. Land / compiled from the latest information in the Hydrographic Department, 1951; including surveys by the British Graham Land Survey and the Falkland Islands Dependencies Survey. 52579
Nantahala National Forest (N.C.) - Maps 1929 52580
Nantahala National Forest : North Carolina, South Carolina, and Georgia 52580
Nantes, C. 14641
Nantes (France) - Pictorial works - 1600 52581
Nantes (France) - Pictorial works - 1793 45178
Nantes Region (France) - Maps 1696 42312
Nantiat, Jasper 8073, 8117, 8131, 8208, 67720, 67721, 72782, 72787
[Nantucket County (Mass.) - 1858: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 52582
Nantucket County (Mass.) - Maps 1858 - Landowners 52582
Nantucket County (Mass.) - Maps 1924 - Road maps 52586
Nantucket County (Mass.) - Maps 1928 - Road maps 52587, 52588
Nantucket County Massachusetts / surveyed & drawn by J.H. Robinson 52588
Nantucket Island (Mass.) - Maps 1924 - Road maps 52586
Nantucket Island (Mass.) - Maps 1928 - Lighthouses 52590
Nantucket Island (Mass.) - Maps 1928 - Road maps 52587, 52588
Nantucket Island (Mass.) - Maps 1931 - Road maps 52583
Nantucket Island (Mass.) - Maps 1934 - Road maps 45209
Nantucket Island Massachusetts 52583
Nantucket (Mass.) - Maps 1869 - History 52584, 52585
Nantucket (Mass.) - Maps 1924 - Road maps 52586
Nantucket (Mass.) - Maps 1928 - Road maps 52587, 52588
Nantucket (Mass.) - Pictorial works - 1881 52589
Nantucket Massachusetts / surveyed & drawn by J.H. Robinson 52587
Nantucket Sound (Mass.) - Maps 1928 - Lighthouses 52590
Nantucket Sound (Mass.) - Maps 1951 - Nautical charts 3709
Nantucket Sound (Mass.) - Maps 1952 - Nautical charts 3710
Nantucket Sound (Mass.) - Maps 1956 - Nautical charts 3712
Nantz (France) SEE Nantes (France) 45178
Napa and Sonoma counties street guide 52594, 52595, 52597
Napa (Calif.) - Maps - 1908 52591
Napa (Calif.) - Pictorial works - 1908 52591
Napa city and county portfolio and directory : photographic reproductions of picturesque Napa County views, showing some of its mountains, valleys and dales, its orchards, vineyards and fruits, its homes, churches and schools, stores, factories, etc.$! 52591
[Napa County (Calif.) - 1876: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 52592
[Napa County (Calif.) - 1895: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 52593
Napa County (Calif.) - Maps - 1876 - Landowners 52592
Napa County (Calif.) - Maps - 1895 - Landowners 52593
Napa County (Calif.) - Maps - 1908 52591
Napa County (Calif.) - Maps - 2003 - Road maps 52594
Napa County (Calif.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps 52595
Napa County (Calif.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps 52596, 52597
Napa County (Calif.) - Pictorial works - 1908 52591
Napa Valley Appellation Education Committee (Calif.) 52598
Napa Valley (Calif.) - Maps - 1985 - Vineyards 52598
Napa Valley (Calif.) - Maps - 1988 - Pictorial maps 52599
Napa Valley (Calif.) - Maps - 1993 - Wine districts 79051
Napa Valley (Calif.) - Maps - 1994 - Wine districts 52600
Napa Valley (Calif.) - Maps - 1995 - Wine districts 79100
Napa Valley (Calif.) - Pictorial maps - 1992 52601
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Napa Valley (Calif.) - Wine districts - 1992 52601
Napa Valley Grape Growers Association 52598
Napa Valley's finest / City Design 52599
Napa Valley Vintners Association 52598
Naples and environs 52625
Naples and Sicily 39241, 39243
Naples and Sicily / Hewitt, sc Buckingham Place, Fitzroy Sqe. 39240
Naples, Bay of (Italy) - Maps - 1528 52602
Naples, Bay of (Italy) - Maps - 1744 52603
Naples, Bay of (Italy) - Maps - 1793 - Nautical charts 52604
Naples, Bay of (Italy) - Maps - 1803 - Nautical charts 52605
Naples, Bay of (Italy) - Maps - 1816 52606
Naples, Bay of (Italy) - Maps - 1853 39839
Naples, Bay of (Italy) - Maps - 1861 39257
Naples, Bay of (Italy) - Maps - 1872 39847
Naples, Bay of (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1578 52607
Naples (Fla.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps 52608
Naples (Italy). Biblioteca nazionale SEE Biblioteca nazionale (Naples, Italy) 28841
Naples (Italy) - Maps - 1556 52609
Naples (Italy) - Maps - 1579 52601
Naples (Italy) - Maps - 1585 52611
Naples (Italy) - Maps - 1590 52612
Naples (Italy) - Maps - 1620 52613
Naples (Italy) - Maps - 1649 52614
Naples (Italy) - Maps - 1649 - Pictorial works 52615, 52616
Naples (Italy) - Maps - 1748 52617
Naples (Italy) - Maps - 1792 52618
Naples (Italy) - Maps - 1800 52619
Naples (Italy) - Maps - 1834 39927
Naples (Italy) - Maps - 1835 52620
Naples (Italy) - Maps - 1835 - Pictorial works 52620
Naples (Italy) - Maps - 1853 39251
Naples (Italy) - Maps - 1855-1857 39252
Naples (Italy) - Maps - 1858 39255
Naples (Italy) - Maps - 1862-1864 39258
Naples (Italy) - Maps - 1868-1869 39261
Naples (Italy) - Maps - 1886 39930, 52621
Naples (Italy) - Maps - 1892-1907 39274
Naples (Italy) - Maps - 1893 52622
Naples (Italy) - Maps - 1895 52623
Naples (Italy) - Maps - 1920 52624
Naples (Italy) - Maps - 1926 39930, 52625
Naples (Italy) - Maps - 1927 52626
Naples (Italy) - Maps - 1928 52627
Naples (Italy) - Maps - 1931 52628
Naples (Italy) - Maps - Collections 18154
Naples (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1569 52629
Naples (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1570 83932
Naples (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1591 39200
Naples (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1593 39201
Naples (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1632 52630
Naples (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1705 38820
Naples (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1793 51317
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Naples (Italy : Province) - Maps  - 1680  52631
Naples (Italy : Province) - Maps  - 1927  52626
Naples (Italy : Province) - Maps  - 1928  52627
Naples (Italy : Province) - Maps  - 1931  52628
Naples (Kingdom) - Maps  - 1740  52632, 52633
Naples (Kingdom) - Maps  - 1750  39226, 39227
Naples (Kingdom) - Maps  - 1796 - Landowners  62967
Naples, Marco Island EasyFinder : Local street detail  52608
Naples. (Napoli)  52620
Naples or the two Sicilies  39246
Naples Region (Italy) - Maps  - 1710  28506
Naples Region (Italy) - Maps  - 1740  52632, 52633
Naples Region (Italy) - Maps  - 1797 - Volcanoes  52634
Naples Region (Italy) - Maps  - 1840  38931
Naples Region (Italy) - Maps  - 1845  39247
Naples Region (Italy) - Maps  - 1847  39248
Naples Region (Italy) - Maps  - 1850  39249
Naples Region (Italy) - Maps  - 1866  38945
Naples Region (Italy) - Maps  - 1895  52635
Naples Region (Italy) - Maps  - 1926  52625
Naples Region (Italy) - Maps  - 1928  52627
Naples Region (Italy) - Maps - Exhibitions - Catalogs  24, 39030
Naples Region (Italy) - Pictorial works  - 1578  52607
Napoleon I, Emperor of the French, 1769-1821  26008, 31466, 52636, 52639, 52640, 52641, 52642, 52643, 52644, 52650, 52651, 72950
Napoleon I, Emperor of the French, 1769-1821 - Egyptian campaign, 1798-1799 - Maps  24720, 24746, 24753, 62754
Napoleon III, Emperor of the French, 1808-1873  15099
Napoleon III, Emperor of the French, 1808-1873. Histoire de Jules César. German  15099
Napoleonic survey of Egypt SEE Description de l'Egypte  73571
Napoleonic Wars, 1800-1815 - Campaigns - Belgium - Manuscripts  52637
Napoleonic Wars, 1800-1815 - Campaigns - France - Maps  72777
Napoleonic Wars, 1800-1815 - Campaigns - France - Maps - 1817  27880, 27881
Napoleonic Wars, 1800-1815 - Campaigns - Manuscript maps  25843
Napoleonic Wars, 1800-1815 - Campaigns - Maps  52645, 52646, 52647, 52648, 52649
Napoleonic Wars, 1800-1815 - Campaigns - Russia - Charts, diagrams, etc.  67483
Napoleonic Wars, 1800-1815 - Campaigns - Russia - Maps  67619
Napoleonic Wars, 1800-1815 - Campaigns - Spain - Maps  72777
Napoleonic Wars, 1800-1815 - Historical geography - Maps - 1844  52650, 52651
Napoleonic Wars, 1800-1815 - Historical geography - Maps - 1943  52636
Napoleonic Wars, 1800-1815 - Maps  20878, 25807, 26008, 52638, 52639, 52640, 52641, 52642, 52643, 52644, 52645, 52646, 52647, 52648, 52649, 52650, 52651, 63503
Napoleonic Wars, 1800-1815 - Maps - Campaigns of 1813-1814  31466
Napoleonic Wars, 1800-1815 - Russia - Maps - 1904  67493
Napoli  52629, 52630
Napoli de Romania SEE Nauplion (Greece)  52733
Napoli di Malvasia  51244
Napoli di Romania  52732
Napoli e dintorni : con 7 carte geografiche, 12 piante di città, 51 piante di edifici e schemi e 6 stemmi / L.V. Bertarelli  52628
Napoli (Italy) SEE Naples (Italy)  52630
Napoule, Gulf of (France) - Maps  - 1793  68262
Naprijed (Firm)  17099
Nara-Ken (Japan) - Historical Geography - Sources  74458
Narbonne (France) - Maps  - 1704  10953, 10954
Narbonne (France) - Maps  - 1741  10955
Narbrough, John  75549
Narbrough, John, Sir, 1640-1688  7785, 8737, 9125, 68855, 70428, 70431, 70441
Narcotics - 1998  80860
Narenta River (Croatia) - Maps  - 1689  52652
Nares, Edward, 1762-1841  34157
Nares Strait (Canada and Greenland) - Maps  - 1876  52654
Nares Strait (Canada and Greenland) - Maps  - 1876 - Explorations  52653
Nares Strait - Maps - 1904 - Nautical charts  52655
Narine & Co.  15133
Narisa Chakrabongse, M. R.  75025
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Nashville and Davidson County (Tenn.) - Maps - 1841  74344
Nashville, Chattanooga, and St. Louis Railway  33784, 63385, 71407, 71420, 71434, 71447, 71457, 71467, 71509, 71517, 71530, 71542, 71555, 71566, 71583, 71584, 71585, 71586, 71632, 71633, 71634, 71635, 71702, 71703, 71704, 71705, 71706, 71707, 71708, 71709, 71710, 71711, 71712, 71713, 71714, 71715, 71716, 71717, 71718, 71900, 71901, 71902, 71903, 71904, 71905, 71906, 71907, 71908, 71909, 72097, 72098, 72099, 72100, 72101, 72102, 72103, 72104, 74455
Nashville, Chattanooga, and St. Louis Railway - Maps - 1890  71407
Nashville, Chattanooga, and St. Louis Railway - Maps - 1891  71420
Nashville, Chattanooga, and St. Louis Railway - Maps - 1892  71434
Nashville, Chattanooga, and St. Louis Railway - Maps - 1893  71447
Nashville, Chattanooga, and St. Louis Railway - Maps - 1894  71457
Nashville, Chattanooga, and St. Louis Railway - Maps - 1895  71467
Nashville, Chattanooga, and St. Louis Railway - Maps - 1898  71509
Nashville, Chattanooga, and St. Louis Railway - Maps - 1899  71517
Nashville, Chattanooga, and St. Louis Railway - Maps - 1900  71530
Nashville, Chattanooga, and St. Louis Railway - Maps - 1901  71542
Nashville, Chattanooga, and St. Louis Railway - Maps - 1902  71555
Nashville, Chattanooga, and St. Louis Railway - Maps - 1903  71566
Nashville, Chattanooga, and St. Louis Railway - Maps - 1904  71583, 71584, 71585, 71586
Nashville, Chattanooga, and St. Louis Railway - Maps - 1908  71632, 71633, 71634, 71635
Nashville, Chattanooga, and St. Louis Railway - Maps - 1917  71702, 71703, 71704, 71705, 71706, 71707, 71708, 71709, 71710, 71711, 71712, 71713, 71714, 71715, 71716, 71717
Nashville, Chattanooga, and St. Louis Railway - Maps - 1930  71781
Nashville, Chattanooga, and St. Louis Railway - Maps - 1930-1939 - Pictorial maps  71774
Nashville, Chattanooga, and St. Louis Railway - Maps - 1939  71900, 71901, 71902, 71903, 71904, 71905, 71906, 71907, 71908, 71909
Nashville, Chattanooga, and St. Louis Railway - Maps - 1948  33784
Nashville, Chattanooga, and St. Louis Railway - Maps - 1950  72097, 72098, 72099, 72100, 72101, 72102, 72103, 72104
Nashville, Chattanooga, and St. Louis Railway SEE ALSO Louisville and Nashville Railroad Company  71774
Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis : Lookout Mountain Route  71517, 71530, 71542, 71555, 71566
Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis Ry. : Tennessee Line  71407, 71420, 71434, 71447, 71457, 71467
Nashville EasyFinder : Local street detail  52674
Nashville, Hendersonville/Murfreesboro street guide  52673
Nashville, Hendersonville/Murfreesboro StreetFinder  52670, 52671, 52672
Nashville : Mobil travel map  52667
Nashville Region (N.Y.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps  52665
Nashville Region (Tenn.) - Maps - 1832  68105
Nashville Region (Tenn.) - Maps - 1834  68106
Nashville Region (Tenn.) - Maps - 1836  40652, 74341
Nashville Region (Tenn.) - Maps - 1839  74342
Nashville Region (Tenn.) - Maps - 1841  74344
Nashville Region (Tenn.) - Maps - 1843  76694
Nashville Region (Tenn.) - Maps - 1845  76707
Nashville Region (Tenn.) - Maps - 1846  68107
Nashville Region (Tenn.) - Maps - 1847  74345
Nashville Region (Tenn.) - Maps - 1850  74346
Nashville Region (Tenn.) - Maps - 1969 - Road maps  52660
Nashville Region (Tenn.) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps  52667
Nashville Region (Tenn.) - Maps - 1995 - Road maps  52661
Nashville Region (Tenn.) - Maps - 1997 - Road maps  52669
Nashville Region (Tenn.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps  52673
Nashville Region (Tenn.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps  52675
Nashville Savings & Loan Association (III)  80893
Nashville street guide  52675
Nashville (Tenn.) - Maps - 1846  57745
Nashville (Tenn.) - Maps - 1951  76087, 76088
Nashville (Tenn.) - Maps - 1967 - Road maps  52662
Nashville (Tenn.) - Maps - 1968 - Road maps  52660, 52663
Nashville (Tenn.) - Maps - 1969 - Road maps  52664
Nashville (Tenn.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps  52665, 52666
Nashville (Tenn.) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps  52667, 52668
Nashville (Tenn.) - Maps - 1994 - Road maps  79075
Nashville (Tenn.) - Maps - 1997 - Road maps  52669
Nashville (Tenn.) - Maps - 2000 - Road maps  52670
Nashville (Tenn.) - Maps - 2002 - Road maps  52671, 52672
Nashville (Tenn.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps  52673, 52674
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National Bank of Lawrence County (New Castle, Pa.) 24276
National Bank of Washington (Washington, Iowa) 80901
National Bible Society of Scotland 12989, 13014
National Book & Picture Co. 84596
National Bridge of Virginia 52722
National Broadcasting Company 7396, 20239, 31120, 40232, 49706, 58102, 58406, 60667, 60668, 63754, 70950, 77435, 77566, 82281
National Broadcasting Company. News division SEE NBC News 7396
National Bureau of Standards (U.S.) - History - 1818-1843 33634
National Bus Traffic Association 77675
National Bus Traffic Association, Inc. 78670, 78850, 78922
National Bus Traffic Association - Maps - 1938 77675
National Capital Press (Washington, D.C.) 52586, 52587, 52588, 52590
National Capital Region (Ont. and Québec) - Maps - 1970 62446
National Car Rental (Firm) 1936, 20477, 65838, 67899, 78708, 84483
National Car Rental U.S. Bicentennial Global Record Run / E. Derdyn 84483
National Cartographic Information Center 1096
National cemetery : walking tour 31826
National Central Library (Florence, Italy) SEE Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale Di Firenze 69146
National Characteristics, Spanish - Maps - 1954 52704
National City Bank 32328
National Co-Operatives, Inc. SEE National Cooperatives, inc. 58542
National Committee for French Wines SEE Comité national des vins de France 28066
National Conference on Canadian Map Libraries 18291
National Cooperative Soil Survey (U.S.) 36737, 36738
National Cooperatives, inc. 36307, 51116, 58542, 82612, 83558
National Council for Geographic Education 30895, 32133, 44697, 44734
National Council of Labour Colleges Publishing 8491
National Council of Social Service 14118
The National cyclopaedia of American biography 13116
National Data Corporation 51170
National Distillers and Chemical Corporation 55579
National Distillers Products Corporation SEE National Distillers and Chemical Corporation 55579
National Earthquake Information Center 44653
National Education Association of the United States 13517, 13520
National Educational Association (U.S.) 43038
National Educational Association (U.S.). Meeting (1933 : Chicago, Ill.) 43038
National Encyclopedia 5501, 5502, 5503
National encyclopedia maps 5501, 5502, 5503
National Endowment for the Humanities 17876, 17917, 18559, 81148, 81149, 81150, 81151, 81152, 81153, 81154, 81155, 81156, 81157, 81158, 81159, 81160
National Endowment for the Humanities Summer Institute on Mapping and Art in the Americas (2010 : The Newberry Library 3148, 3149, 3150, 3151, 3152, 3153
National Farm Loan Association (Kiel, Wis.) 15719
National Farm Loan Association of Carrollton (Ill.) 39728
National Foreign Assessment Center (U.S.) 65111
National Forest campground directory : Oregon, Washington 62050
National forests of the Clearwater region : Nezperce, Selway, Clearwater Idaho 35160
National forests SEE Forest reserves 55285
National forests / U.S. Department of Agriculture, Forest Service 77110
National Forests with related projects and data 77131
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>1630-1634</td>
<td>84010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>1636-1640</td>
<td>45845</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>1659-1663</td>
<td>52743</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>1662-1663</td>
<td>8700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>1668-1669</td>
<td>52744</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>1675-1679</td>
<td>8711</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>1693-1700</td>
<td>52745</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>1700-1709</td>
<td>52746</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>1702-1709</td>
<td>52747</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>1711-1715</td>
<td>52748</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>1715-1720</td>
<td>52749</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>1720-1725</td>
<td>52750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>1728-1732</td>
<td>84089</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>1744-1749</td>
<td>84104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>1749-1754</td>
<td>52751</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>1775-1779</td>
<td>11357</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>1775-1780</td>
<td>16435</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>1775-1780</td>
<td>16503</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>1775-1780</td>
<td>25492</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>1775-1780</td>
<td>2149</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>1775-1780</td>
<td>16435</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>1775-1780</td>
<td>57896</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>1792-1797</td>
<td>52752</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>1794-1797</td>
<td>52066</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>1801-1806</td>
<td>52069, 52070, 52753</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>1806-1811</td>
<td>81646</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>1808-1811</td>
<td>81646</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>1808-1811</td>
<td>81646</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>1810-1815</td>
<td>46309</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>1810-1815</td>
<td>46309</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>1884-1890</td>
<td>33500, 33501</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>1894-1899</td>
<td>9990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>1894-1899</td>
<td>52756</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>1895-1899</td>
<td>52757, 52758</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>1898-1899</td>
<td>31553</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>1899-1900</td>
<td>52759</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>1901-1902</td>
<td>52760</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>1903-1904</td>
<td>52761</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>1904-1905</td>
<td>75429</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>1906-1907</td>
<td>52762</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>1907-1908</td>
<td>75430</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>1910-1911</td>
<td>52763</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>1913-1914</td>
<td>75431, 75433</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>1914-1915</td>
<td>52764</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>1920-1921</td>
<td>75434</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>1922-1923</td>
<td>52765</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>1923-1924</td>
<td>52766</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>1924-1925</td>
<td>75435</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>1925-1926</td>
<td>75436</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>1926-1927</td>
<td>75437</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>1927-1928</td>
<td>75438</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>1928-1929</td>
<td>75439</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>1929-1930</td>
<td>75440</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>1930-1931</td>
<td>69968</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>1931-1932</td>
<td>69974, 69975</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>1932-1933</td>
<td>69976</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Nautical charts - 1977 69969
Nautical charts - 1981 69970
Nautical charts - 1994 69976, 69977
Nautical charts - Aberdeen Region (Scotland) - 1693 - Coasts 23881
Nautical charts - Aberdeen Region (Scotland) - 1749 - Coasts 23882
Nautical charts - Adriatic Sea - 1500-1550 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 88
Nautical charts - Adriatic Sea - 1560 - Manuscripts - Forgeries 90
Nautical charts - Adriatic Sea - 1753 - Coasts 79954
Nautical charts - Adriatic Sea - 1771 95
Nautical charts - Adriatic Sea - 1771 - Coasts 79955
Nautical charts - Adriatic Sea - Maps - 1806 96
Nautical charts - Aegean Islands (Greece and Turkey) - 1400-1499 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 38503
Nautical charts - Aegean Sea - 1636 - Manuscripts 45845
Nautical charts - Aegean Sea - 1753 118
Nautical charts - Aegean Sea - 1771 119
Nautical charts - Aegean Sea - Maps - 1655 116
Nautical charts - Africa - 1693-1700 - Coasts 52745
Nautical charts - Africa, Central - Coasts - Maps - 1728 3802
Nautical charts - Africa, Central - Maps - 1715 - Manuscripts 552
Nautical charts - Africa, East - Coasts - Maps - 1728 162
Nautical charts - Africa, East - Maps - 1640 - Coasts - Manuscripts 159
Nautical charts - Africa - Maps - 1703 - Coasts 249, 250
Nautical charts - Africa - Maps - 1748 - Coasts 268
Nautical charts - Africa - Maps - 1766 - Coasts 277
Nautical charts - Africa, North - Collections - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 497
Nautical charts - Africa, North - Maps - 1541 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 25879
Nautical charts - Africa, Southern - Maps - 1728 3801
Nautical charts - Africa, West - 1675 - Coasts 539
Nautical charts - Africa, West - 1698 - Coasts 70711
Nautical charts - Africa, West - 1701 - Coasts 543, 544, 545, 546, 547, 548, 3660, 3661, 12396
Nautical charts - Africa, West - 1751 559
Nautical charts - Africa, West - Maps - 1687 - Coasts 81583, 81584
Nautical charts - Africa, West - Maps - 1702 - Coasts 549
Nautical charts - Africa, West - Maps - 1715 - Coasts - Manuscripts 553
Nautical charts - Africa, West - Maps - 1715 - Manuscripts 552
Nautical charts - Africa, West - Maps - 1728 3802
Nautical charts - Agrigento (Italy) - 1753 - Harbors 602
Nautical charts - Agrigento (Italy) - 1771 - Harbors 603
Nautical charts - Alaska - 1852 62562, 62563, 62564
Nautical charts - Alaska - 1897 1038
Nautical charts - Albermarle Sound (N.C.) - Maps - 1660 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 1133
Nautical charts - Albermarle Sound (N.C.) - Maps - 1684 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 1134
Nautical charts - Alexandria (Egypt) - 1753 - Harbors 1198
Nautical charts - Alexandria (Egypt) - 1771 - Harbors 1199
Nautical charts - Alexandria (Egypt) - Maps - 1802-1804 - Harbors 1200
Nautical charts - Algarve, Puerto de los (Spain) - 1705-1706 - Coasts 1209
Nautical charts - Algarve, Puerto de los (Spain) - 1753 - Coasts 1210
Nautical charts - Algarve (Portugal) - 1588 - Coasts 1211, 1212
Nautical charts - Algeciras (Spain) - 1817 45888
Nautical charts - Algeciras (Spain) - 1821 45889
Nautical charts - Algeciras (Spain) - 1822 45890
Nautical charts - Algeciras (Spain) - 1829 45891
Nautical charts - Algeria - 1771 1219
Nautical charts - Algeria - Maps - 1753 - Coasts 1218
Nautical charts - Algiers (Algeria) - 1816 45888, 45889, 45890, 45891
Nautical charts - Alicante (Spain) - Maps - 1753 - Harbors 1257
Nautical charts - Alicante (Spain) - Maps - 1771 - Harbors 1258
Nautical charts - All Saints Bay (Brazil) - Maps - 1705 - Manuscripts 1262
Nautical charts - Almeria, Gulf of (Spain) - 1753 1321
Nautical charts - Almeria, Gulf of (Spain) - 1771 1322
Nautical charts - Altea (Spain) - 1753 - Harbors 1442
Nautical charts - Altea (Spain) - 1771 - Harbors 1443
Nautical charts - Ålvsborgs län (Sweden) - 1583 - Coasts 1449
Nautical charts - Ålvsborgs län (Sweden) - 1588 - Coasts 1450
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nautical charts</th>
<th>America</th>
<th>- Collections, 1467-1890 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</th>
<th>1829</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>America</td>
<td>- Maps - 1424 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>3765</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>America</td>
<td>- Maps - 1502 - Manuscripts</td>
<td>1524</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>America</td>
<td>- Maps - 1546 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>1541</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>America</td>
<td>- Maps - 1600-1699 - Coasts - Atlantic Ocean - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>1575</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>America</td>
<td>- Maps - 1741 - Harbors</td>
<td>1652</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>America</td>
<td>- Maps - 1793-1794</td>
<td>82759</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>America</td>
<td>- Maps - 1793-1794 - Manuscripts</td>
<td>82757, 82758</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts, American</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>52861</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (Africa) - 1605-1612 3657
Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (Africa) - 1698 70711
Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (Africa) - 1701 3660, 3661
Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (Africa) - 1852 3662
Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (Africa) - Maps - 1594 - Manuscripts 3668
Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (Africa) - Maps - 1703 249
Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (Africa) - Maps - 1748 268, 3806, 3807
Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (Africa, Northwest) - 1748 - Coasts 3673
Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (Africa, Northwest) - 1758 - Coasts 25988
Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (Africa, Northwest) - 1790 - Coasts 26009
Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (Africa, Northwest) - Maps - 1656 3663
Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (Africa, West) - 1675 339
Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (Africa, West) - Maps - 1466 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 45785
Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (Africa, West) - Maps - 1467 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 45786, 45787
Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (Africa, West) - Maps - 1468 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 45788
Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (Africa, West) - Maps - 1500-1599 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 45790
Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (Africa, West) - Maps - 1562 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 45805
Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (Africa, West) - Maps - 1565 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 45806
Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (Africa, West) - Maps - 1584 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 45816
Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (Africa, West) - Maps - 1586 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 45818
Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (Africa, West) - Maps - 1656 3664
Nautical charts - Atlantic coast (America) - 1656 3665
Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (America) - Maps - 1703 - Nautical charts 3666
Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast - America - Maps - 1748 3806, 81602
Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (Central America) - Maps - 1703 3667
Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (Europe) - 1740 3671, 3672
Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (Europe) - 1748 - Coasts 3673
Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (Europe) - 1749 3674
Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (Europe) - 1758 - Coasts 3675
Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (Europe) - 1766 - Coasts 3676
Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (Europe) - 1790 - Coasts 3677
Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (Europe) - Maps - 1594 - Manuscripts 3668
Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (Europe) - Maps - 1690-1702 - Coasts 3670
Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (Fla.) - 1949 27123
Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (France) - 1695 27658
Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (France) - 1702 27514
Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (France) - 1715 27688
Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (France) - 1761 27740
Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (France) - 1774 27775
Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (France) - 1793 27826, 27827
Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (France) - 1805 27862
Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (Me.) - 1947 44138
Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (Me.) - 1949 44152
Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (Me.) - 1951 44155
Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (Middle Atlantic States) - 1941 3682, 22990
Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (Middle Atlantic States) - 1946 22991
Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (Middle Atlantic States) - 1947 3683, 47926
Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (Middle Atlantic States) - 1948 3684, 3685
Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (Middle Atlantic States) - 1949 3686, 3687
Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (Middle Atlantic States) - 1951 3688, 3689, 47959
Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (Middle Atlantic States) - 1952 3690, 3691
Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (Middle Atlantic States) - 1956 3692, 3693, 3694
Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (Middle Atlantic States) - 1962 19328
Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (Middle Atlantic States) - 1963 3715
Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (Middle Atlantic States) - 1964 3695
Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (N.J.) - 1947 55107
Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (N.J.) - 1948 3687
Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (N.J.) - 1949 3689
Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (N.J.) - 1951 3701, 55163
Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (N.J.) - 1952 3702
Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (N.J.) - 1963 42963
Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (N.J.) - Maps - 1943-1949 3696
Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (N.J.) - Maps - 1949 3698
Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (N.J.) - Maps - 1950 3700
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| Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (N.S.) - 1798 | 60163 |
| Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (N.Y.) - 1947 | 42918 |
| Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (N.Y.) - 1948 | 42921, 42922 |
| Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (N.Y.) - 1949 | 42928, 42929 |
| Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (N.Y.) - 1951 | 42934, 42935, 42936 |
| Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (N.Y.) - 1952 | 42944 |
| Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (N.Y.) - 1956 | 42955 |
| Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (N.Y.) - 1963 | 42963 |
| Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (N.Y.) - 1974 | 42974 |
| Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (N.Y.) - Maps - 1952 | 42943 |
| Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (N.Y.) - Maps - 1956 | 42953, 42954 |
| Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (New England) - 1941 | 3703 |
| Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (New England) - 1946 | 3704, 3705 |
| Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (New England) - 1947 | 3706, 44138 |
| Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (New England) - 1948 | 3707, 42921 |
| Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (New England) - 1949 | 3708, 44152 |
| Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (New England) - 1951 | 3709, 44155, 54495 |
| Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (New England) - 1952 | 3710, 3711 |
| Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (New England) - 1956 | 3712, 3713, 3714 |
| Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (New England) - 1963 | 3715 |
| Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (New England) - 1966 - Pictorial maps | 54530 |
| Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (New England) - 1968 - Pictorial maps | 54531 |
| Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (New England) - 1969 - Pictorial maps | 54535 |
| Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (New England) - 1970 - Pictorial maps | 54536 |
| Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (New England) - 1971 - Pictorial maps | 54537 |
| Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (New England) - 1972 - Pictorial maps | 54538, 54539 |
| Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (New England) - 1973 - Pictorial maps | 54541, 54542 |
| Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (North America) - 16916 |
| Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (North America) - 1582 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles | 3717 |
| Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (North America) - 1732 | 16555 |
| Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (North America) - 1760 | 16562 |
| Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (North America) - 1774-1784 | 3726, 3727 |
| Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (North America) - 1788-1814 | 3729 |
| Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (North America) - 1794 | 3730 |
| Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (North America) - 1893 - Shipwrecks | 3731 |
| Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (North America) - History - 1700-1799 | 23336, 23337, 23338 |
| Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (North America) - Maps - 1686 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles | 3721 |
| Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (North America) - Maps - 1689 | 3722, 16536, 16537, 16538 |
| Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (North America) - Maps - 1732 | 3724 |
| Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (North America) - Maps - 1760 | 3725 |
| Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (North America) - Maps - 1783 | 3728, 16572 |
| Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (North America) - Maps - 1975 | 78709 |
| Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (North America) - Maps - 1976 | 78732 |
| Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (North America) - Maps - 1979 | 78797 |
| Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (South America) - 1523 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles | 1529, 13081 |
| Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (South America) - 1656 | 70408 |
| Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (South America) - 1698 | 70711 |
| Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (South America) - 1788-1814 | 3729 |
| Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (South Atlantic States) - 1935 | 3734 |
| Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (South Atlantic States) - 1946 | 3736 |
| Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (South Atlantic States) - 1947 | 3737, 70719 |
| Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (South Atlantic States) - 1948 | 3738 |
| Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (South Atlantic States) - 1949 | 3739 |
| Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (South Atlantic States) - 1951 | 3740, 70720 |
| Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (South Atlantic States) - 1952 | 3741 |
| Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (South Atlantic States) - 1956 | 3742 |
| Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (South Atlantic States) - 1960 - Pictorial maps | 70721 |
| Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (South Atlantic States) - 1964 | 3743 |
| Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (South Atlantic States) - 1966 - Pictorial maps | 70722 |
| Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (South Atlantic States) - 1968 - Pictorial maps | 70723 |
| Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (South Atlantic States) - 1969 - Pictorial maps | 70724 |
| Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (South Atlantic States) - 1970 - Pictorial maps | 70725 |
| Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (South Atlantic States) - 1971 - Pictorial maps | 70726 |
| Nautical charts - Atlantic Coast (South Atlantic States) - 1972 - Pictorial maps | 70727, 70728 |
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1534 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>3770</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1540-1549 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>3771</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1550 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>3772</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1587 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>3778</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1599 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>3779</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1601 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>3781</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1613 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>3782</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1614 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>3783</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1618 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>3784</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1625 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>3785</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1631 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>3786</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1664 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>3787</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1669 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>3788</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1674 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>3789</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1689</td>
<td>3792</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1703</td>
<td>3666, 3796</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1703 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>3797</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1728</td>
<td>3801, 3802</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1732</td>
<td>3803, 3804</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1748</td>
<td>3806, 3807</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1760</td>
<td>3809, 3810</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1783</td>
<td>3813</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1785 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>3814</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Atlantic Ocean (North America) - Maps - 1689</td>
<td>16539</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Atlantic States - 1656</td>
<td>3761</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Atlantic States - Coasts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>3832</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Aust-Agger fylke (Norway) - 1583 - Coasts</td>
<td>10991</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Aust-Agger fylke (Norway) - 1588 - Coasts</td>
<td>10992</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Australasia - 1802-1815 - Coasts</td>
<td>11048</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Australia - 1802-1815 - Coasts</td>
<td>11048</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Australia - Maps - 1656</td>
<td>71162</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Avalon Peninsula (N.L.) - 1788</td>
<td>56922</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Avon (England) - 1749</td>
<td>11337</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Avon, River (Gloucestershire-Bristol, England) - 1749</td>
<td>11337</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Azores - 1758</td>
<td>11355</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Azores - 1766</td>
<td>11356</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Azores - 1775</td>
<td>11358</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Azores - 1790</td>
<td>11359</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Azores - Maps - 1703</td>
<td>250</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Azores - Maps - 1766</td>
<td>277</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Azores - Maps - 1807</td>
<td>11362</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Azores - Maps - 1880</td>
<td>11363</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Bab el Mandeb - Maps - 1804</td>
<td>66330</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Baffin Bay (North Atlantic Ocean) - Maps - 1703</td>
<td>15960</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Baffin Island (Nunavut) - 1578</td>
<td>11410</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Bahamas - 1956</td>
<td>3742</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Bahamas - Maps - 1703</td>
<td>81593</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Bahamas - Maps - 1710 - Manuscripts</td>
<td>11420</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Bahamas - Maps - 1732</td>
<td>81596</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Bahamas - Maps - 1760</td>
<td>81606</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Bahamas - Maps - 1975</td>
<td>78709</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Bahamas - Maps - 1976</td>
<td>78732</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Bahamas - Maps - 1979</td>
<td>78797</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Bahía Honda (Cuba) - Maps - 1699 - Harbors</td>
<td>11437</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Bahía Honda (Cuba) - Maps - 1732 - Harbors</td>
<td>11438</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Baja California (Mexico : Península) - Maps - 1769 - Coasts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>15223</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Baja California (Mexico : Península) - Maps - 1770 - Coasts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>15224</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Baja California (Mexico : Península) - Maps - 1791 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>15202</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Balboa (Newport Beach, Calif.) - 1968</td>
<td>15643</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Balboa (Newport Beach, Calif.) - 1970</td>
<td>62529</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Balearic Islands (Spain) - 1753 - Coasts</td>
<td>72734</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Balearic Islands (Spain) - 1771 - Coasts</td>
<td>72746</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Bali Sea (Indonesia) - Maps - 1748</td>
<td>39638</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Bali Strait (Indonesia) - Maps - 1703</td>
<td>39628</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Maps</th>
<th>Call Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Ball Strait (Indonesia) - Maps - 1748</td>
<td>39631</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Baltic Sea</td>
<td>16944</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Baltic Sea - 1558</td>
<td>11619</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Baltic Sea - 1562</td>
<td>11620</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Baltic Sea - 1583</td>
<td>26629, 73675</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Baltic Sea - 1588</td>
<td>13242, 13243, 25656, 25657, 26630, 28623, 28624, 65154, 65155, 66815, 66816, 67759, 67760, 73676</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Baltic Sea - 1740</td>
<td>3671, 3672, 11624</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Baltic Sea - 1749</td>
<td>3674</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Baltic Sea - 1750</td>
<td>11637, 11638</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Baltic Sea - 1757</td>
<td>11639</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Baltic Sea - 1785</td>
<td>11640</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Baltic Sea - 1816</td>
<td>58808, 58809</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Baltic Sea - 1822</td>
<td>58810</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Baltic Sea - 1829</td>
<td>58811</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Baltic Sea Coast - Maps - Collections, 1585-1957 - Exhibitions - Catalogs</td>
<td>11646</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Baltic Sea - Maps - 1656</td>
<td>11621</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Baltic Sea - Maps - 1695</td>
<td>11622</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Baltic Sea - Maps - 1740</td>
<td>11625, 11626, 11627, 11628, 11629, 11630</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Baltic Sea - Maps - 1749</td>
<td>11631, 11632, 11633, 11634, 11635, 11636</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Baltic Sea - Maps - 1803</td>
<td>11641, 11642</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Baltic Sea - Maps - 1807</td>
<td>11647</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Baltic Sea - Maps - Collections, 1585-1957 - Exhibitions - Catalogs</td>
<td>11646</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Baltic States - Maps - 1740 - Coasts</td>
<td>11625</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Baltic States - Maps - 1749 - Coasts</td>
<td>11631</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Banda Aceh Region (Indonesia) - Maps - 1748 - Coasts</td>
<td>15003</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Bangka Strait (Sumatra, Indonesia) - Maps - 1720 - Manuscripts</td>
<td>39634</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Banten, Bay of (Indonesia) - Maps - 1748</td>
<td>39630</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Barbados - Maps - 1703</td>
<td>39433</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Barbados - Maps - 1728 - Coasts</td>
<td>13470</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Barbados - Maps - 1732 - Coasts</td>
<td>11790</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Barbados - Maps - 1760 - Coasts</td>
<td>11793</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Barbados - Maps - 1783 - Coasts</td>
<td>11798</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Barcelona (Spain) - 1753 - Harbors</td>
<td>43929</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Barcelona (Spain) - 1771 - Harbors</td>
<td>43930</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Barents Sea - 1874</td>
<td>11824</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Barents Sea - Maps - 1654</td>
<td>69164</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Bari (Italy) - 1753 - Harbors</td>
<td>11826, 11827</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Barkley Sound (B.C.) - Maps - 1791 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>11828</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Barneget Inlet (N.J.) - 1951</td>
<td>3701, 55163</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Barneget Inlet (N.J.) - 1952</td>
<td>3702</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Bay Bulls (N.L.) - Maps - 1689</td>
<td>12016</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Bay Bulls (N.L.) - Maps - 1732</td>
<td>12017</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Bay Bulls (N.L.) - Maps - 1760</td>
<td>12018</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Bay of Islands (N.L.) - Maps - 1784</td>
<td>56919</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Bay of Pigs (Cuba) - Maps - 1783</td>
<td>34598</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Beaufort (S.C.) - 1775 - Harbors</td>
<td>57959, 57960, 57961, 57962, 57963</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Beaufort (S.C.) - 1777 - Harbors</td>
<td>57964</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Belfast Lough (Northern Ireland) - 1693</td>
<td>12094</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Belfast Lough (Northern Ireland) - 1749</td>
<td>12095</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Belfast Lough (Northern Ireland) - 1757</td>
<td>12096</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Belfast Region (Northern Ireland) - 1693 - Coasts</td>
<td>12094</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Belfast Region (Northern Ireland) - 1749 - Coasts</td>
<td>12095, 12096</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Belgium - 1583 - Coasts</td>
<td>12108</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Belgium - 1588 - Coasts</td>
<td>12109</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Belgium - 1693 - Coasts</td>
<td>25071</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Belgium - 1749 - Coasts</td>
<td>25116</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Belle Isle, Strait of (N.L.) - 1794</td>
<td>12312</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Belle Isle, Strait of (N.L.) - Maps - 1756 - Manuscripts</td>
<td>68028</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Belle Isle, Strait of (N.L.) - Maps - 1784</td>
<td>56921</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Bengal, Bay of (India) - Maps - 1748</td>
<td>12385, 12386</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Bengal, Bay of - Maps - 1720 - Manuscripts</td>
<td>36707, 36708</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Bengal, Bay of - Maps - 1728</td>
<td>12384</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Bengal (India) - Maps - 1748 - Coasts</td>
<td>12385, 12386</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Benicia (Calif.) - 1850</td>
<td>16660</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Nautical charts - Benin, Bight Of - 1701  12396
Nautical charts - Berbice River (Guyana) - Mouth - Maps - 1783  33137
Nautical charts - Berhala Island (Indonesia) - Maps - 1703 - Coasts  44215
Nautical charts - Berhala Island (Indonesia) - Maps - 1748 - Coasts  44218
Nautical charts - Berhala Strait (Indonesia) - Maps - 1703  44215
Nautical charts - Berhala Strait (Indonesia) - Maps - 1748  44218
Nautical charts - Bering Strait - 1770-1779 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  12454
Nautical charts - Bermuda Islands - Maps - 1728  13470
Nautical charts - Bermuda Islands - Maps - 1732 - Coasts  12567
Nautical charts - Bermuda Islands - Maps - 1760 - Coasts  12571
Nautical charts - Bermuda Islands - Maps - 1783 - Coasts  12574
Nautical charts - Bermuda - Maps - 1703  39433
Nautical charts - Berwick-upon-Tweed (England) - 1693 - Coasts  34584
Nautical charts - Berwick-upon-Tweed (England) - 1749 - Coasts  34585
Nautical charts - Betanzos Bay (Spain) - Maps - 1801  12611
Nautical charts - Biavet River (France) - Maps - 1793 - Mouth  12629
Nautical charts - Bibliography  13088, 25518, 52777, 52778, 52779, 52783, 52784, 52816, 52817, 52818, 52862
Nautical charts - Bibliography - 1300-1750 - Manuscripts - Catalogs  52770
Nautical charts - Bibliography - 1339-1669 - Manuscripts - Catalogs  52771
Nautical charts - Bibliography - 1367-1770 - Manuscripts - Catalogs  52772
Nautical charts - Bibliography - 1400-1699  52773
Nautical charts - Bibliography - 1400-1741 - Manuscripts - Catalogs  52774
Nautical charts - Bibliography - 1456-1641 - Manuscripts - Catalogs  52775
Nautical charts - Bibliography - 1490-1679 - Manuscripts - Catalogs  52776
Nautical charts - Bibliography - 1801-184  32375
Nautical charts - Bibliography - 1817  39340
Nautical charts - Bibliography - 1973  69978
Nautical charts - Bibliography - 1975  69979
Nautical charts - Bibliography - Catalogs  17439, 17440, 44792, 70249, 84531
Nautical charts - Bibliography - Catalogs - 1475-1900  7735
Nautical charts - Bibliography - Manuscripts - 1838-1908  76414
Nautical charts - Bibliography - Manuscripts - Catalogs  52780, 52781, 52782
Nautical charts - Bimini Islands (Bahamas) - 1964  3743
Nautical charts - Biscay, Bay of (France and Spain) - 1740  13135
Nautical charts - Biscay, Bay of (France and Spain) - 1777  13136
Nautical charts - Biscay, Bay of (France and Spain) - 1785  13137
Nautical charts - Biscay, Bay of (France and Spain) - Maps - 1794  25496
Nautical charts - Black Sea - 1425 - Manuscripts  22308
Nautical charts - Black Sea - 1440 - Manuscripts  45779
Nautical charts - Black Sea - 1456 - Manuscripts  45783
Nautical charts - Black Sea - 1533 - Manuscripts  45800
Nautical charts - Black Sea - 1537 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  45802
Nautical charts - Black Sea - 1567 - Manuscripts  45808
Nautical charts - Black Sea - 1568 - Manuscripts  45809
Nautical charts - Black Sea - 1592 - Manuscripts  45822
Nautical charts - Black Sea - 1595 - Manuscripts  45825
Nautical charts - Black Sea - 1596 - Manuscripts  45829
Nautical charts - Black Sea Coast - Maps - Collections, 1300-1699  14905
Nautical charts - Black Sea - Maps - 1562 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  45805
Nautical charts - Black Sea - Maps - 1587 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  45819
Nautical charts - Black Sea - Maps - 1806  13200
Nautical charts - Blakeney (England) - 1693 - Coasts  13228
Nautical charts - Blakeney (England) - 1749 - Coasts  13229
Nautical charts - Blakeney Region (England) - 1693 - Coasts  13228
Nautical charts - Blakeney Region (England) - 1749 - Coasts  13229
Nautical charts - Blekinge län (Sweden) - 1588  13242, 13243
Nautical charts - Blekinge län (Sweden) - 1730  70189
Nautical charts - Bodega Bay (Calif.) - 1968  15643
Nautical charts - Bodega Bay (Calif.) - 1970  62528
Nautical charts - Bombay (India) - Maps - 1670 - Manuscripts  13350
Nautical charts - Bombay Region (India) - Maps - 1703  13353
Nautical charts - Bombay Region (India) - Maps - 1748  13354
Nautical charts - Bonavista Region (N.L.) - Maps - 1689  13357
Nautical charts - Bonavista Region (N.L.) - Maps - 1732  13358
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### Nautical charts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Maps/Coasts</th>
<th>Call Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Bonavista Region (N.L.) - Maps - 1760</td>
<td>13359</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Bordeaux (France) - Maps - 1703 - Harbors</td>
<td>25951</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Borgne, Lake (La.) - Maps - 1815 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>13416, 13417</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Borneo - Maps - 1703 - Coasts</td>
<td>13418</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Borneo - Maps - 1720 - Manuscripts</td>
<td>70860</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Borneo - Maps - 1748 - Coasts</td>
<td>13419</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Boston Harbor (Mass.) - 1775</td>
<td>53872</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Boston Harbor (Mass.) - 1947 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>3706</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Boston Harbor (Mass.) - Maps - 1889</td>
<td>13509</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Boston (Mass.) - 1689 - Harbors</td>
<td>13449</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Boston (Mass.) - 1731 - Harbors</td>
<td>53852</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Boston (Mass.) - 1760 - Harbors</td>
<td>53862</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Boston (Mass.) - 1783 - Harbors</td>
<td>53877</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Boston (Mass.) - 1947 - Harbors - Nautical charts</td>
<td>3706</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1687 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>13448</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1775 - Harbors - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>13480</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1778 - Harbors</td>
<td>13442</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1889 - Harbors</td>
<td>13509</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Bothnia, Gulf of - 1750</td>
<td>11637</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Bradore Bay (N.L.) - 1794</td>
<td>12312</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Brazil - 1698 - Coasts</td>
<td>70711</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Brazil - 1827 - Coasts</td>
<td>13836, 13837</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Brazil - 1830 - Coasts</td>
<td>13838</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Brazil - 1833 - Coasts</td>
<td>13841</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Brazil - 1870-1871 - Coasts</td>
<td>13849</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Brazil - Coasts - Maps - 1728</td>
<td>3801, 3802</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Brazil - Maps - 1579 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts</td>
<td>13821</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Brazil - Maps - 1732 - Coasts</td>
<td>70437</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Brazil - Maps - 1760 - Coasts</td>
<td>70453</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Brazil - Maps - 1783 - Coasts</td>
<td>70476</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Bressay (Scotland) - 1693 - Coasts</td>
<td>69949</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Bressay (Scotland) - 1749 - Coasts</td>
<td>69951</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Brest (France) - 1758 - Harbors</td>
<td>27735</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Brest (France) - Maps - 1766 - Harbors</td>
<td>27749</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Brest (France) - Maps - 1790 - Harbors</td>
<td>27802</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Brest (France) - Maps - 1793 - Harbors</td>
<td>13931</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Brest (France) - Maps - 1800-1802</td>
<td>38459</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Bridlington Bay (England) - 1688 - Coasts</td>
<td>13950</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Bridlington Bay (England) - 1749 - Coasts</td>
<td>13951</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Bridlington Region (England) - 1686 - Coasts</td>
<td>13950</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Bridlington Region (England) - 1749 - Coasts</td>
<td>13951</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Bridlington Region (England) - Maps - 1766 - Coasts</td>
<td>13952</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Brindisi (Italy) - 1753 - Harbors</td>
<td>28543</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Brindisi (Italy) - 1771 - Harbors</td>
<td>28544</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Bristol Channel - Maps - 1588</td>
<td>13971</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Bristol Channel - Maps - 1695</td>
<td>25476</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Bristol Channel - Maps - 1728</td>
<td>13972, 13973</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Bristol Channel - Maps - 1766</td>
<td>13974</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Bristol Region (England) - 1749</td>
<td>11337</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Bristol Region (England) - Maps - 1728</td>
<td>13972</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - British Columbia - Coasts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>79850, 79851</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - British Isles - 1740 - Coasts</td>
<td>67914</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - British Isles - 1758 - Coasts</td>
<td>3675</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - British Isles - 1785</td>
<td>14261</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - British Isles - 1785 - Coasts</td>
<td>67920</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - British Isles - 1788</td>
<td>38298, 38299</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - British Isles - 1790 - Coasts</td>
<td>3677</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - British Isles - 1794</td>
<td>38309</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - British Isles - 1838-1842 - Coasts</td>
<td>14361</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - British Isles - 2005</td>
<td>14584</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - British Isles - Coasts - Maps - 1693</td>
<td>14174</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - British Isles - Coasts - Maps - 1749</td>
<td>14225</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - British Isles - Coasts - Maps - 1753</td>
<td>14229</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - British Isles - Coasts - Maps - 1757</td>
<td>14235</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Call Numbers</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - British Isles - Maps - 1656</td>
<td>14163</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - British Isles - Maps - 1702 - Coasts</td>
<td>14187, 14188</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - British Isles - Maps - 1703</td>
<td>14190</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - British Isles - Maps - 1728 - Coasts</td>
<td>14204</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - British Isles - Maps - 1748</td>
<td>14224</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - British Isles - Maps - 1748 - Coasts</td>
<td>38269</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - British Isles - Maps - 1758 - Coasts</td>
<td>14241, 38277</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - British Isles - Maps - 1766 - Coasts</td>
<td>14245</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - British Isles - Maps - 1790 - Coasts</td>
<td>14272, 38305</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - British Isles - Maps - 1795</td>
<td>25497</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - British Isles - Maps - 1804</td>
<td>67922</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Brittany (France) - 1580 - Coasts</td>
<td>14608</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Brittany (France) - 1583 - Coasts</td>
<td>14609, 14610</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Brittany (France) - 1588 - Coasts</td>
<td>14611, 14612, 14613</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Brittany (France) - Maps - 1758</td>
<td>67882</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Bucareli Bay (Alaska) - 1824</td>
<td>14794</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Buenos Aires Region (Argentina) - 1837</td>
<td>Rio de la Plata (Argentina and Uruguay) - Maps - 1837 - Mouth - Nautical charts 14852</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Bulgaria - Maps - Collections, 1300-1699</td>
<td>14905</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Burin (N.L.) - Maps - 1784 - Harbors</td>
<td>56915</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Burma - Maps - 1748 - Coasts</td>
<td>15003</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Cabo Beata (Dominican Republic) - Maps - 1783</td>
<td>65816</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Cabot Strait (Nfld. and N.S.) - Maps - 1784</td>
<td>56912</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Cadiz Bay (Spain) - 1748</td>
<td>25982</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Cadiz Bay (Spain) - 1758</td>
<td>25989, 72738</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Cadiz Bay (Spain) - 1790</td>
<td>26010</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Cadiz Bay (Spain) - Maps - 1702</td>
<td>26374, 72967</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Cadiz Bay (Spain) - Maps - 1816</td>
<td>15088</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Cadiz Region (Spain) - 1805 - Harbors</td>
<td>15084</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Cadiz Region (Spain) - Maps - 1766</td>
<td>65382</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Cadiz (Spain) - Maps - 1766 - Harbors</td>
<td>25994</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Cadiz (Spain : Province) - 1587 - Coasts</td>
<td>34853</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Cadiz (Spain : Province) - 1588 - Coasts</td>
<td>34854</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Caernarfon Bay (Wales) - 1693</td>
<td>16522</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Caernarfon Bay (Wales) - 1749</td>
<td>16523</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Caernarfon Region (Wales) - 1693 - Coasts</td>
<td>45964</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Caernarfon Region (Wales) - 1749 - Coasts</td>
<td>45965</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Cagliari, Gulf of (Italy) - 1753</td>
<td>15100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Cagliari, Gulf of (Italy) - 1771</td>
<td>15101</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Cal-Sag Channel (Ill.) - Maps - 1970</td>
<td>36457</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Calcutta Region (India) - Maps - 1703</td>
<td>15156</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Calcutta Region (India) - Maps - 1748</td>
<td>15155, 15157</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Caledonia Bay (Panama) - Maps - 1760</td>
<td>62938</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Calibogue Sound (S.C.) - 1778</td>
<td>15187, 65230</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - California - 1966 - Pictorial maps</td>
<td>15636</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - California - 1967 - Pictorial maps</td>
<td>15641</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - California - 1968 - Pictorial maps</td>
<td>15644</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - California - 1969 - Pictorial maps</td>
<td>15645</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - California - 1970 - Pictorial maps</td>
<td>15648</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - California - 1971 - Pictorial maps</td>
<td>15649</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - California - 1972 - Pictorial maps</td>
<td>15651, 15652</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - California - 1973 - Pictorial maps</td>
<td>15655, 15656</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - California - 1976 - Pictorial maps</td>
<td>15660</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - California, Gulf of (Mexico) - 1541-1770 - Coasts</td>
<td>46266</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - California, Gulf of (Mexico) - Maps - 1791 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 15202</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - California - Maps - 1769 - Coasts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 15223</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - California - Maps - 1770 - Coasts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 15224</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - California - Maps - 1773 - Coasts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 15225</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - California - Sacramento River (Calif.) - 1851</td>
<td>73405</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - California - San Joaquin River (Calif.) - 1851</td>
<td>73405</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - California, Southern - 1947</td>
<td>15699</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - California, Southern - 1949</td>
<td>15700</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - California, Southern - 1979</td>
<td>15705</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Calumet River (Ill.) - Maps - 1970</td>
<td>36457</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Nautical charts - Campeche, Bay of (Mexico) - Maps - 1703  46628
Nautical charts - Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1689 - Coasts  15826
Nautical charts - Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1732 - Coasts  15829
Nautical charts - Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1760 - Coasts  15834
Nautical charts - Canada, Eastern - Maps - 1783 - Coasts  15839
Nautical charts - Canada - Maps - 1703 - Coasts  15960
Nautical charts - Canada - Maps - 1747 - Coasts - Manuscripts  15976
Nautical charts - Canal do Faial (Azores) - Maps - 1882  34676
Nautical charts - Canary Islands - 1701  16434
Nautical charts - Canary Islands - 1775  16436
Nautical charts - Canary Islands - Maps - 1807  11362
Nautical charts - Canso, Strait of (N.S.) - 1761  16446
Nautical charts - Cantabria (Spain) - 1583 - Coasts  16447
Nautical charts - Cantabria (Spain) - 1588 - Coasts  16448
Nautical charts - Cap-Haitien (Haiti) - Maps - 1723 - Manuscripts  16460
Nautical charts - Cape Bluff (N.L.) - 1786  41398
Nautical charts - Cape Breton Island (N.S.) - Manuscripts  67978
Nautical charts - Cape Canso (N.S.) -1720 - Manuscripts  16471
Nautical charts - Cape Canso (N.S.) - 1761  16446
Nautical charts - Cape Cod Canal (Mass.) - 1947 - Nautical charts  3706
Nautical charts - Cape Cod Canal (Mass.) - 1948  3707
Nautical charts - Cape Cod Canal (Mass.) - 1949  3708
Nautical charts - Cape Cod Canal (Mass.) - 1951  3709, 54495
Nautical charts - Cape Cod Canal (Mass.) - 1952  3710
Nautical charts - Cape Cod Canal (Mass.) - 1956  3712
Nautical charts - Cape May (N.J.) - Maps - 1836Navigation Charts - Delaware Bay (Del. and N.J.) - Maps - 1836  16488
Nautical charts - Cape Of Good Hope (South Africa) - 1701  16491
Nautical charts - Cape of Good Hope (South Africa : Cape)  70354
Nautical charts - Cape of Good Hope (South Africa) - Maps - 1703  16489
Nautical charts - Cape Saint Gregory (N.L.) - Maps - 1784  56916
Nautical charts - Cape Town Region (South Africa) - 1701 - Coasts  52535
Nautical charts - Cape Town Region (South Africa) - Maps - 1703  16489
Nautical charts - Cape Verde - 1758  16501
Nautical charts - Cape Verde - 1766  16502
Nautical charts - Cape Verde - 1775  16504
Nautical charts - Cape Verde - 1790  16505
Nautical charts - Cape Verde - Maps - 1703  250
Nautical charts - Cape Verde - Maps - 1766  277
Nautical charts - Carbonear Bay (N.L.) - 1794  75536
Nautical charts - Cardigan Bay (Wales) - 1693  16522
Nautical charts - Cardigan Bay (Wales) - 1749  16523
Nautical charts - Cargados Carajos Shoals (Mauritius) - Maps - 1703  45548
Nautical charts - Cargados Carajos Shoals (Mauritius) - Maps - 1748  45550
Nautical charts - Caribbean Area - 1523 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  1529, 13081
Nautical charts - Caribbean Area - 1656  3665, 16532
Nautical charts - Caribbean Area - 1732 - Coasts  16555
Nautical charts - Caribbean Area - 1741  45538
Nautical charts - Caribbean Area - 1760 - Coasts  16562
Nautical charts - Caribbean Area - 1766  81607
Nautical charts - Caribbean Area - 1771  81609, 81610
Nautical charts - Caribbean Area - 1780  46245, 46246
Nautical charts - Caribbean Area - 1798-1801  81632
Nautical charts - Caribbean Area - Maps - 1538 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  81576
Nautical charts - Caribbean Area - Maps - 1675 - Coasts  81583, 81584
Nautical charts - Caribbean Area - Maps - 1689  16539, 16540, 16541
Nautical charts - Caribbean Area - Maps - 1689 - Coasts  16536, 16537, 16538
Nautical charts - Caribbean Area - Maps - 1703  81593
Nautical charts - Caribbean Area - Maps - 1703 - Coasts  16543
Nautical charts - Caribbean Area - Maps - 1724 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  16549
Nautical charts - Caribbean Area - Maps - 1726 - Manuscripts  16550
Nautical charts - Caribbean Area - Maps - 1728 - Coasts  16551
Nautical charts - Caribbean Area - Maps - 1729 - Manuscripts  16552
Nautical charts - Caribbean Area - Maps - 1731 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  16553
Nautical charts - Caribbean Area - Maps - 1732  16557
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| Nautical charts - Caribbean Area - Maps - 1732 - Coasts       | 16556 |
| Nautical charts - Caribbean Area - Maps - 1760 - Coasts     | 16563 |
| Nautical charts - Caribbean Area - Maps - 1782 - Manuscripts| 16571 |
| Nautical charts - Caribbean Area - Maps - 1783 - Coasts     | 16572 |
| Nautical charts - Caribbean Area - Maps - 1796               | 161629 |
| Nautical charts - Caribbean Area - Maps - 1809               | 161648 |
| Nautical charts - Caribbean Area - Maps - 1818               | 161655 |
| Nautical charts - Caribbean Sea - 1798-1801                  | 16312 |
| Nautical charts - Carlingford Lough (Northern Ireland and Ireland) - 1693 | 16632 |
| Nautical charts - Carlingford Lough (Northern Ireland and Ireland) - 1749 | 16633 |
| Nautical charts - Carquinez Strait (Calif.) - 1850            | 16660 |
| Nautical charts - Carquinez Strait (Calif.) - 1970            | 62528 |
| Nautical charts - Carribean Area - Maps - 1814               | 16581 |
| Nautical charts - Cartagena (Colombia) - 1732 - Harbors      | 16697 |
| Nautical charts - Cartagena (Colombia) - Maps - 1689 - Harbors| 16696 |
| Nautical charts - Cartagena (Colombia) - Maps - 1703 - Harbors| 21227 |
| Nautical charts - Cartagena (Colombia) - Maps - 1760 - Harbors| 16700 |
| Nautical charts - Cartagena (Colombia) - Maps - 1783 - Harbors| 16702 |
| Nautical charts - Cartagena (Spain) - 1706                   | 16704 |
| Nautical charts - Cartagena (Spain) - Maps - 1753 - Harbors   | 16706 |
| Nautical charts - Cartagena (Spain) - Maps - 1788 - Harbors   | 16707 |
| Nautical charts - Cartometry                                  | 52785 |
| Nautical charts - Casco Bay (Me.) - Maps - 1699 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles | 18651 |
| Nautical charts - Casco Bay (Me.) - Maps - 1720               | 18652, 18653 |
| Nautical charts - Casco Bay (Me.) - Maps - 1738               | 18654 |
| Nautical charts - Caspian Sea - 1721                         | 18657 |
| Nautical charts - Caspian Sea - 1722                         | 18658 |
| Nautical charts - Castries (Saint Lucia) - Maps - 1775        | 68169 |
| Nautical charts - Catalina Harbour (N.L.) - Maps - 1689       | 18744 |
| Nautical charts - Catalina Harbour (N.L.) - Maps - 1732       | 18745 |
| Nautical charts - Catalina Harbour (N.L.) - Maps - 1760       | 18746 |
| Nautical charts - Cayenne Island (French Guiana) - Maps - 1724 - Manuscripts | 18897 |
| Nautical charts - Cayman Islands - 1761                       | 27176 |
| Nautical charts - Celebes Sea - 1898                         | 18922 |
| Nautical charts - Central America - 1565 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles | 18955 |
| Nautical charts - Central America - Maps - 1728 - Coasts      | 18958 |
| Nautical charts - Cephalonia Island (Greece) - 1753           | 63491 |
| Nautical charts - Cephalonia Island (Greece) - 1771           | 63492 |
| Nautical charts - Ceram Island (Indonesia) - Maps - 1744       | 54560 |
| Nautical charts - Chaleur Bay (N.B. and Quebec) - 1760        | 19075 |
| Nautical charts - Chaleur Bay (N.B. and Quebec) - Maps - 1724 - Manuscripts | 19074 |
| Nautical charts - Champlain Canal (N.Y.) - 1966 - Pictorial maps | 56748 |
| Nautical charts - Champlain Canal (N.Y.) - 1968 - Pictorial maps | 56752 |
| Nautical charts - Champlain Canal (N.Y.) - 1969 - Pictorial maps | 56758 |
| Nautical charts - Champlain Canal (N.Y.) - 1970 - Pictorial maps | 56763 |
| Nautical charts - Champlain Canal (N.Y.) - 1971 - Pictorial maps | 56765 |
| Nautical charts - Champlain Canal (N.Y.) - 1972 - Pictorial maps | 56767, 56768 |
| Nautical charts - Champlain Canal (N.Y.) - 1973 - Pictorial maps | 56769, 56770 |
| Nautical charts - Champlain Canal (N.Y.) - 1976 - Pictorial maps | 56774 |
| Nautical charts - Champlain, Lake - 1947                     | 34821 |
| Nautical charts - Champlain, Lake - 1949                     | 56670 |
| Nautical charts - Champlain, Lake - 1951                     | 34832, 34824 |
| Nautical charts - Champlain, Lake - 1956                     | 34825 |
| Nautical charts - Champlain, Lake - 1964                     | 56744 |
| Nautical charts - Champlain, Lake - 1966 - Pictorial maps    | 56748 |
| Nautical charts - Champlain, Lake - 1968 - Pictorial maps    | 56752 |
| Nautical charts - Champlain, Lake - 1969 - Pictorial maps    | 56758 |
| Nautical charts - Champlain, Lake - 1970 - Pictorial maps    | 56763 |
| Nautical charts - Champlain, Lake - 1971 - Pictorial maps    | 56765 |
| Nautical charts - Champlain, Lake - 1972 - Pictorial maps    | 56767, 56768 |
| Nautical charts - Champlain, Lake - 1973 - Pictorial maps    | 56769, 56770 |
| Nautical charts - Champlain, Lake - 1976 - Pictorial maps    | 56774 |
| Nautical charts - Champlain, Lake - Maps - 1779-1870 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles | 19139 |
| Nautical charts - Champlain, Lake - Maps - 1779 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles | 19140 |
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Nautical charts - Channel Islands - 1588  57220, 57221
Nautical charts - Channel Islands - Maps - 1781  19151, 19152
Nautical charts - Charleston Harbor (S.C.) - 1686 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  70750
Nautical charts - Charleston Harbor (S.C.) - 1689  3744
Nautical charts - Charleston Harbor (S.C.) - 1703  3745
Nautical charts - Charleston Harbor (S.C.) - 1732  3746
Nautical charts - Charleston Harbor (S.C.) - 1777  57964
Nautical charts - Charleston Harbor (S.C.) - 1780 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  19223, 70762
Nautical charts - Charleston Harbor (S.C.) - Maps - 1777  19199
Nautical charts - Charleston (S.C.) - 1775 - Harbors  57959, 57960, 57961, 57962, 57963
Nautical charts - Charlotte Harbor (Fla.: Bay) - 1998  19241
Nautical charts - Charlotte Harbour (N.L.) - 1786  41398
Nautical charts - Chedabucto Bay (N.S.) - Maps - 1760  56899
Nautical charts - Chedabucto Bay (N.S.) - Maps - 1783  56910
Nautical charts - Chesapeake Bay (Md. and Va.) - 1778  19325
Nautical charts - Chesapeake Bay (Md. and Va.) - 1778-1816  19324
Nautical charts - Chesapeake Bay (Md. and Va.) - 1941  22990
Nautical charts - Chesapeake Bay (Md. and Va.) - 1946  22991
Nautical charts - Chesapeake Bay (Md. and Va.) - 1947  3683, 47926
Nautical charts - Chesapeake Bay (Md. and Va.) - 1948  3684, 3685
Nautical charts - Chesapeake Bay (Md. and Va.) - 1949  3686, 3687
Nautical charts - Chesapeake Bay (Md. and Va.) - 1951  3688, 3689, 47959
Nautical charts - Chesapeake Bay (Md. and Va.) - 1952  3690, 3691
Nautical charts - Chesapeake Bay (Md. and Va.) - 1956  3692, 3693, 3694
Nautical charts - Chesapeake Bay (Md. and Va.) - 1964  3695
Nautical charts - Chesapeake Bay (Md. and Va.) - 1966 - Pictorial maps  47999
Nautical charts - Chesapeake Bay (Md. and Va.) - 1968 - Pictorial maps  48001
Nautical charts - Chesapeake Bay (Md. and Va.) - 1969 - Pictorial maps  48003
Nautical charts - Chesapeake Bay (Md. and Va.) - 1970 - Pictorial maps  48004
Nautical charts - Chesapeake Bay (Md. and Va.) - 1971 - Pictorial maps  48005
Nautical charts - Chesapeake Bay (Md. and Va.) - 1972 - Pictorial maps  48006, 48007
Nautical charts - Chesapeake Bay (Md. and Va.) - 1973 - Pictorial maps  48008, 48009
Nautical charts - Chesapeake Bay (Md. and Va.) - 1976 - Pictorial maps  48012
Nautical charts - Chesapeake Bay (Md. and Va.) - History  17049
Nautical charts - Chesapeake Bay (Md. and Va.) - Maps - 1608 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  19320, 19321, 19322
Nautical charts - Chesapeake Bay (Md. and Va.) - Maps - 1732  19323
Nautical charts - Chesapeake Bay (Md. and Va.) - Maps - 1781 - Manuscripts  23064
Nautical charts - Chesapeake Bay (Md. and Va.) - Maps - 1782 - Manuscripts  19326
Nautical charts - Chesapeake Bay (Md. and Va.) - Maps - 1783  19327
Nautical charts - Cheshire (England) - 1689 - Coasts  22976
Nautical charts - Cheshire (England) - 1749 - Coasts  22977
Nautical charts - Chicago (Ill.) - 1854 - Harbors  19462
Nautical charts - Chicago (Ill.) - 1857 - Harbors  19471
Nautical charts - Chicago (Ill.) - 1858 - Harbors  19479, 19480
Nautical charts - Chicago (Ill.) - 1859 - Harbors  19482
Nautical charts - Chicago (Ill.) - 1864 - Harbors  19487
Nautical charts - Chicago (Ill.) - 1865 - Harbors  19489
Nautical charts - Chicago (Ill.) - 1902  19641
Nautical charts - Chicago Region (Ill.) - 1966  32601
Nautical charts - Chicago Region (Ill.) - 1968  32606
Nautical charts - Chicago Region (Ill.) - 1969  32607
Nautical charts - Chicago Region (Ill.) - 1970  32610
Nautical charts - Chicago Region (Ill.) - 1971  32611
Nautical charts - Chicago Region (Ill.) - 1972  32613, 32614
Nautical charts - Chicago Region (Ill.) - 1973  32615, 32616
Nautical charts - Chicago Region (Ill.) - 1976  32619
Nautical charts - Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1970  36457
Nautical charts - Chicago River (Ill.) - 1854  19462
Nautical charts - Chicago River (Ill.) - 1857  19471
Nautical charts - Chicago River (Ill.) - 1858  19479, 19480
Nautical charts - Chicago River (Ill.) - 1859  19482
Nautical charts - Chicago River (Ill.) - 1902  19641
Nautical charts - Chicago River (Ill.) - Maps - 1970  36457
Nautical charts - Chicago Sanitary and Ship Canal (Ill.) - Maps - 1970  36457
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| Nautical charts - Chile - Maps - 1728 - Coasts         | 20568, 20569 |
| Nautical charts - Chile - Maps - 1793-1794 - Manuscripts | 20556 |
| Nautical charts - China - Chu River Delta - Maps - 1720 - Manuscripts | 20810 |
| Nautical charts - China - Guangzhou Region - Maps - 1720 - Manuscripts | 20810 |
| Nautical charts - China - Hong Kong Region - Maps - 1720 - Manuscripts | 20810 |
| Nautical charts - China - Maps - 1703 - Coasts        | 28462, 85317 |
| Nautical charts - China - Maps - 1748 - Coasts        | 28463, 85318 |
| Nautical charts - China - Maps - 1819 - Coasts        | 36557 |
| Nautical charts - China Sea - 1748                   | 36710 |
| Nautical charts - China Sea - 1898                    | 20756 |
| Nautical charts - China Sea - Maps - 1703             | 36704, 36705 |
| Nautical charts - China Sea - Maps - 1728             | 20755 |
| Nautical charts - Chios (Greece) - 1753 - Harbors     | 20768 |
| Nautical charts - Chios (Greece) - 1771 - Harbors     | 20769 |
| Nautical charts - Cities and towns - Maps - 1832 - Harbors | 30806, 30807, 30812 |
| Nautical charts - Cities and towns - Maps - 1842 - Harbors | 30816 |
| Nautical charts - Cities and towns - Maps - 1869 - Harbors | 30829 |
| Nautical charts - Cities and towns - Maps - 1882 - Harbors | 30831 |
| Nautical charts - Classification                      | 18800 |
| Nautical charts - Cleveland (Ohio) - 1936 - Harbors    | 21015 |
| Nautical charts - Cleveland Region (Ohio) - 1966       | 32601 |
| Nautical charts - Cleveland Region (Ohio) - 1968       | 32606 |
| Nautical charts - Cleveland Region (Ohio) - 1969       | 32607 |
| Nautical charts - Cleveland Region (Ohio) - 1970       | 32610 |
| Nautical charts - Cleveland Region (Ohio) - 1971       | 32611 |
| Nautical charts - Cleveland Region (Ohio) - 1972       | 32613, 32614 |
| Nautical charts - Cleveland Region (Ohio) - 1973       | 32615, 32616 |
| Nautical charts - Cleveland Region (Ohio) - 1976       | 32619 |
| Nautical charts - Clwyd (Wales) - 1749 - Coasts       | 38456 |
| Nautical charts - Cocos Island (Costa Rica) - Maps - 1793-1794 | 21133, 21134 |
| Nautical charts - Cocos Island (Costa Rica) - Maps - 1793-1794 - Manuscripts | 21132 |
| Nautical charts - Coiba Island (Panama) - Maps - 1793-1794 | 21152, 21153 |
| Nautical charts - Coiba Island (Panama) - Maps - 1793-1794 - Manuscripts | 21151 |
| Nautical charts - Cojo Bay (Calif.) - Maps - 1782 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles | 21156 |
| Nautical charts - Collections                         | 52793, 52794, 52795, 52796 |
| Nautical charts - Collections, 1100-1699 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles | 44836, 44837, 44838 |
| Nautical charts - Collections, 1200-1554 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles | 10691, 10692, 10693 |
| Nautical charts - Collections, 1290-1699 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles | 52786, 52787 |
| Nautical charts - Collections, 1300-1599              | 84534 |
| Nautical charts - Collections, 1300-1750 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles | 52770 |
| Nautical charts - Collections, 1300-1799              | 52805, 52806, 52807 |
| Nautical charts - Collections, 1300-1799 - Exhibitions - Catalogs | 52788 |
| Nautical charts - Collections, 1339-1738              | 52789, 52790 |
| Nautical charts - Collections, 1400-1637 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles | 52791 |
| Nautical charts - Collections, 1400-1741 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles | 52774 |
| Nautical charts - Collections, 1456-1641 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles | 52775 |
| Nautical charts - Collections, 1490-1679 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles | 52776 |
| Nautical charts - Collections, 1500-1650 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles | 52792 |
| Nautical charts - Collections, 1500-1700 - Manuscripts - Bibliography | 44436 |
| Nautical charts - Collections, 1746                   | 84540 |
| Nautical charts - Collections, 1944                   | 134 |
| Nautical charts - Collections - Manuscripts - Facsimiles | 52780, 52781 |
| Nautical charts - Colombia - Coasts - Maps - 1970      | 21213 |
| Nautical charts - Colombia - Maps - 1703 - Coasts      | 21226, 21227 |
| Nautical charts - Colombia - Maps - 1720 - Coasts      | 18958 |
| Nautical charts - Columbia River - 1966 - Pictorial maps | 65849 |
| Nautical charts - Columbia River - 1967                | 65850 |
| Nautical charts - Columbia River - 1968 - Pictorial maps | 65851 |
| Nautical charts - Columbia River - 1969 - Pictorial maps | 65852 |
| Nautical charts - Columbia River - 1970 - Pictorial maps | 65853 |
| Nautical charts - Columbia River - 1971 - Pictorial maps | 65854 |
| Nautical charts - Columbia River - 1972 - Pictorial maps | 65855, 65856 |
| Nautical charts - Columbia River - 1973 - Pictorial maps | 65857, 65858 |
| Nautical charts - Columbia River - 1976 - Pictorial maps | 65859 |
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| Nautical charts - Columbia River - Maps | 1947 | 65845 |
| Nautical charts - Columbia River - Maps | 1949 | 65846 |
| Nautical charts - Comoros - Maps | 1720 | Manuscripts | 21824 |
| Nautical charts - Côn Đảo Island (Vietnam) - Maps | 1720 | Manuscripts | 21834 |
| Nautical charts - Connecticut River - 1966 - Pictorial maps | 55986 |
| Nautical charts - Connecticut River - 1968 - Pictorial maps | 55991 |
| Nautical charts - Connecticut River - 1969 - Pictorial maps | 55993 |
| Nautical charts - Connecticut River - 1970 - Pictorial maps | 55996 |
| Nautical charts - Connecticut River - 1971 - Pictorial maps | 55998 |
| Nautical charts - Connecticut River - 1972 - Pictorial maps | 55999, 56000 |
| Nautical charts - Connecticut River - 1973 - Pictorial maps | 56003, 56004 |
| Nautical charts - Connecticut River - Maps | 1947 | 42918 |
| Nautical charts - Connecticut River - Maps | 1949 | 42928 |
| Nautical charts - Connecticut River - Maps | 1951 | 42934 |
| Nautical charts - Conwy Region (Wales) - 1693 - Coasts | 45964 |
| Nautical charts - Conwy Region (Wales) - 1749 - Coasts | 45965 |
| Nautical charts - Copenhagen (Denmark) - 1730 | 70189 |
| Nautical charts - Copenhagen Region (Denmark) - Maps | 1816 | 70350 |
| Nautical charts - Coquet Island (England) | 1693 | 59708 |
| Nautical charts - Coquet Island (England) | 1757 | 59710 |
| Nautical charts - Corfu Island (Greece) - 1753 - Coasts | 37558 |
| Nautical charts - Corfu Island (Greece) - 1771 - Coasts | 37559 |
| Nautical charts - Cork Harbour (Ireland) | 1749 | 22159 |
| Nautical charts - Cork Harbour (Ireland) | 1757 | 22160 |
| Nautical charts - Cork Harbour (Ireland) | 1758 | 22161 |
| Nautical charts - Cork Harbour (Ireland) | 1766 | 22162 |
| Nautical charts - Cork Harbour (Ireland) | 1790 | 22158, 22163 |
| Nautical charts - Cork (Ireland) - Maps | 1703 - Harbors | 38255 |
| Nautical charts - Cork (Ireland) - Maps | 1801 - Harbors | 22167 |
| Nautical charts - Cork Region (Ireland) | 1749 - Coasts | 22159 |
| Nautical charts - Cornwall (England : County) | 1588 - Coasts | 22172, 22173 |
| Nautical charts - Cornwall (England : County) | 1686 - Coasts | 22178 |
| Nautical charts - Cornwall (England : County) | 1693 - Coasts | 22179 |
| Nautical charts - Cornwall (England : County) | 1749 - Coasts | 22180, 22181 |
| Nautical charts - Cornwall (England : County) | 1757 - Coasts | 22182 |
| Nautical charts - Coromandel Coast (India) | 1703 | 44213 |
| Nautical charts - Coromandel Coast (India) - Maps | 1700 - Manuscripts | 22201, 73067 |
| Nautical charts - Coromandel Coast (India) - Maps | 1703 | 36507, 36508 |
| Nautical charts - Coromandel Coast (India) - Maps | 1748 | 36524, 36525 |
| Nautical charts - Corpus Christi Bay (Tex.) - 1949 | 33190, 33191 |
| Nautical charts - Corsica (France) - 1753 - Coasts | 22226, 38860 |
| Nautical charts - Corsica (France) - 1771 - Coasts | 22227, 38871 |
| Nautical charts - Corvo Island (Azores) - 1873 | 22271 |
| Nautical charts - Croque Island (N.L.) | 1794 | 12312 |
| Nautical charts - Cuba - 1763 | 22493 |
| Nautical charts - Cuba - Maps | 1689 | 22490 |
| Nautical charts - Cuba - Maps | 1730-1739 - Coasts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles | 22491 |
| Nautical charts - Cuba - Maps | 1732 | 81596 |
| Nautical charts - Cuba - Maps | 1760 | 81606 |
| Nautical charts - Cuba - Maps | 1770 - Manuscripts | 22494 |
| Nautical charts - Cuba - Maps | 1783 - Coasts | 22496 |
| Nautical charts - Cumberland Bay (Québec) | 1786 | 65953 |
| Nautical charts - Cumberland River (Ky. and Tenn.) | 1951 | 50541, 50542 |
| Nautical charts - Cumberland River (Ky. and Tenn.) | 1956 | 50543 |
| Nautical charts - Cumbria (England) | 1749 - Coasts | 38456 |
| Nautical charts - Cuyahoga River (Ohio) | 1936 | 21015 |
| Nautical charts - Dardanelles Strait (Turkey) - Maps | 1806 | 45886 |
| Nautical charts - Dartmouth (England) | 1693 | 22838 |
| Nautical charts - Dartmouth (England) | 1749 | 22839 |
| Nautical charts - Dartmouth (England) | 1757 | 22840 |
| Nautical charts - Dartmouth Region (England) | 1693 | 22838 |
| Nautical charts - Dartmouth Region (England) | 1693 - Coasts | 23509 |
| Nautical charts - Dartmouth Region (England) | 1749 | 22839 |
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nautical charts</th>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Call Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- Dartmouth Region (England)</td>
<td>Coasts</td>
<td>1749</td>
<td>23511</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Dartmouth Region (England)</td>
<td></td>
<td>1757</td>
<td>22840</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Dartmouth Region (England)</td>
<td>Coasts</td>
<td>1757</td>
<td>23512</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Davis Strait</td>
<td></td>
<td>1700</td>
<td>32977</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Dayenne River (French Guiana)</td>
<td>Mouth - Maps</td>
<td>1783</td>
<td>33137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Dear Sound (Scotland)</td>
<td></td>
<td>1688</td>
<td>62283</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Dear Sound (Scotland)</td>
<td></td>
<td>1749</td>
<td>62287</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Dee, River, Watershed (Wales and England)</td>
<td></td>
<td>1689</td>
<td>22976</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Dee, River, Watershed (Wales and England)</td>
<td></td>
<td>1749</td>
<td>22977</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Delaware Bay (Del. and N.J.)</td>
<td></td>
<td>1777</td>
<td>22988</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Delaware Bay (Del. and N.J.)</td>
<td></td>
<td>1947</td>
<td>3683, 47926</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Delaware Bay (Del. and N.J.)</td>
<td></td>
<td>1948</td>
<td>3684, 3685</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Delaware Bay (Del. and N.J.)</td>
<td></td>
<td>1949</td>
<td>3686, 3687</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Delaware Bay (Del. and N.J.)</td>
<td></td>
<td>1951</td>
<td>3688, 3689, 3701, 47959, 55163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Delaware Bay (Del. and N.J.)</td>
<td></td>
<td>1952</td>
<td>3690, 3691, 3702</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Delaware Bay (Del. and N.J.)</td>
<td></td>
<td>1956</td>
<td>3692, 3693, 3694</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Delaware Bay (Del. and N.J.)</td>
<td></td>
<td>1964</td>
<td>3695</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Delaware Bay (Del. and N.J.)</td>
<td></td>
<td>1966</td>
<td>47999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Delaware Bay (Del. and N.J.)</td>
<td></td>
<td>1968</td>
<td>48001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Delaware Bay (Del. and N.J.)</td>
<td></td>
<td>1969</td>
<td>48003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Delaware Bay (Del. and N.J.)</td>
<td></td>
<td>1970</td>
<td>48004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Delaware Bay (Del. and N.J.)</td>
<td></td>
<td>1971</td>
<td>48005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Delaware Bay (Del. and N.J.)</td>
<td></td>
<td>1972</td>
<td>48006, 48007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Delaware Bay (Del. and N.J.)</td>
<td></td>
<td>1973</td>
<td>48008, 48009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Delaware Bay (Del. and N.J.)</td>
<td></td>
<td>1976</td>
<td>48012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Delaware Bay (Del. and N.J.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1700-1799 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>23047, 23048</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Delaware Bay (Del. and N.J.)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Maps - 1776</td>
<td>22988</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Delaware Bay (Del. and N.J.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1777 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>23050</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Delaware Bay (Del. and N.J.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1780-1789 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>23051</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Delaware Bay (Del. and N.J.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1784 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>23052</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Delaware Bay (Del. and N.J.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1941</td>
<td>22990</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Delaware Bay (Del. and N.J.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1946</td>
<td>22991</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Delaware Bay (N.Y.-Del. and N.J.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1777</td>
<td>22989</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Delaware River (N.Y.-Del. and N.J.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1700-1799 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>23047, 23048, 23049</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Delaware River (N.Y.-Del. and N.J.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1776</td>
<td>22988</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Delaware River (N.Y.-Del. and N.J.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1780-1789 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>23051</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Delaware River (N.Y.-Del. and N.J.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1784 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>23052</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Delmarva Peninsula</td>
<td>1947</td>
<td>47926</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Delmarva Peninsula</td>
<td>1948</td>
<td>3685</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Delmarva Peninsula</td>
<td>1949</td>
<td>3686</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Delmarva Peninsula</td>
<td>1951</td>
<td>3688, 47959</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Delmarva Peninsula</td>
<td>1952</td>
<td>3691</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Delmarva Peninsula</td>
<td>1956</td>
<td>3694</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Delmarva Peninsula</td>
<td>1964</td>
<td>3695</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Demerara River (Guyana)</td>
<td>Mouth - Maps</td>
<td>1783</td>
<td>33137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Denmark</td>
<td>1558</td>
<td>11619</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Denmark</td>
<td>1562</td>
<td>11620</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Denmark</td>
<td>Maps - 1588 - Coasts</td>
<td>28499, 28500</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Denmark</td>
<td>Maps - 1807 - Coasts</td>
<td>11647</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Derry (Northern Ireland)</td>
<td>Harbors</td>
<td>1758</td>
<td>38275</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Derry (Northern Ireland)</td>
<td>Harbors</td>
<td>1790</td>
<td>38303</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Des Plaines River (Wis. and Ill.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1970</td>
<td>36457</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Detroit River (Mich. and Ont.)</td>
<td>- 1949</td>
<td>32587</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Devon (England)</td>
<td>Coasts</td>
<td>1588</td>
<td>23506</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Devon (England)</td>
<td>Coasts</td>
<td>1693</td>
<td>23509</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Devon (England)</td>
<td>Coasts</td>
<td>1749</td>
<td>23511</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Devon (England)</td>
<td>Coasts</td>
<td>1757</td>
<td>23512</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Dixon Entrance (B.C. and Alaska)</td>
<td>- 1824</td>
<td>66111</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Dorset (England)</td>
<td>Coasts</td>
<td>1588</td>
<td>23506</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Dorset (England)</td>
<td>Coasts</td>
<td>1693</td>
<td>23731</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Dorset (England)</td>
<td>Coasts</td>
<td>1749</td>
<td>23732</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Dorset (England)</td>
<td>Coasts</td>
<td>1757</td>
<td>23733</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Dover, Strait of</td>
<td>1581</td>
<td>25469</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Dover, Strait of</td>
<td>1588</td>
<td>25470</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Nautical charts

Nautical charts - Dover, Strait of - 1693  23781
Nautical charts - Dover, Strait of - 1749  23782
Nautical charts - Downs, The (England : Hills) - 1749 - Coasts  23785
Nautical charts - Downs, The (England : Hills) - 1757 - Coasts  23786
Nautical charts - Dublin Bay (Ireland) - 1693  23834
Nautical charts - Dublin Bay (Ireland) - 1749  23835
Nautical charts - Dublin Bay (Ireland) - Maps - 1703  38255
Nautical charts - Dublin Bay (Ireland) - Maps - 1800  23836
Nautical charts - Dublin (Ireland : County) - 1693 - Coasts  23834
Nautical charts - Dublin (Ireland : County) - 1749 - Coasts  23835
Nautical charts - Dublin Region (Ireland) - 1693 - Coasts  23834
Nautical charts - Dublin Region (Ireland) - 1749 - Coasts  23835
Nautical charts - Dublin Region (Ireland) - Maps - 1758 - Coasts  38276
Nautical charts - Dublin Region (Ireland) - Maps - 1766 - Coasts  38279
Nautical charts - Dublin Region (Ireland) - Maps - 1790 - Coasts  38304
Nautical charts - Dumfries (Scotland) - 1749 - Coasts  38456
Nautical charts - Dundee Region (Scotland) - 1693 - Coasts  23881
Nautical charts - Dundee Region (Scotland) - 1749 - Coasts  23882
Nautical charts, Dutch - 1600-1699  52797, 53290
Nautical charts - Dyfed (Wales) - 1693 - Coasts  16522, 23967
Nautical charts - Dyfed (Wales) - 1749 - Coasts  16523, 23968
Nautical charts - Dyfed (Wales) - 1757 - Coasts  23969
Nautical charts - East China Sea - 1754  67748
Nautical charts - East Indies - 1719 - Manuscripts  24037
Nautical charts - East Indies - 1748  36710
Nautical charts - East Indies - Manuscript maps - Catalogs  53289
Nautical charts - East Indies - Maps - 1697 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  24031
Nautical charts - East Indies - Maps - 1700-1799 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  24033
Nautical charts - East Indies - Maps - 1703  24035, 36704, 36705
Nautical charts - East Indies - Maps - 1720 - Manuscripts  71168, 71169
Nautical charts - East Indies - Maps - 1748  24040, 39638
Nautical charts - East River (N.Y.) - 1956  42955
Nautical charts - East Sussex (England) - 1693 - Coasts  24067
Nautical charts - East Sussex (England) - 1749 - Coasts  24068
Nautical charts - East Sussex (England) - 1757 - Coasts  24069
Nautical charts - Eastern Hemisphere - 1511 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  24533
Nautical charts - Eastern Hemisphere - Maps - 1599 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  24534, 24535
Nautical charts - Eastern Hemisphere - Maps - 1610 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  24537
Nautical charts - Ecuador - Maps - 1728 - Coasts  18958
Nautical charts - Edinburgh Region (Scotland) - 1693 - Coasts  27508
Nautical charts - Edinburgh Region (Scotland) - 1749 - Coasts  27510, 41839
Nautical charts - Edinburgh Region (Scotland) - 1757 - Coasts  27511
Nautical charts - Elbe River (Czech Republic and Germany) - Mouth - Maps - 1808  81536
Nautical charts - Elliot Bay (Wash.) - Maps - 1947  65845
Nautical charts - Elliot Bay (Wash.) - Maps - 1949  65846
Nautical charts - Elliott Bay (Wash.) - 1967  65850
Nautical charts - Emden Region (Lower Saxony, Germany) - 1642  24972
Nautical charts - Ems River Estuary (Germany and Netherlands) - 1740 - Mouth  24970
Nautical charts - Ems River Estuary (Germany and Netherlands) - 1749 - Mouth  24971
Nautical charts - Ems River (Germany and Netherlands) - 1642 - Mouth  24972
Nautical charts - England - 1693 - Coasts  25071, 25072
Nautical charts - England - 1740 - Coasts  58795
Nautical charts - England - 1749 - Coasts  25116, 25117
Nautical charts - England - 1766 - Coasts  58801
Nautical charts - England - 1836  25234
Nautical charts - England, Eastern - 1583 - Coasts  25007
Nautical charts - England, Eastern - 1588 - Coasts  25008, 25009
Nautical charts - England, Eastern - 1740 - Coasts  25003
Nautical charts - England, Eastern - 1749 - Coasts  25004
Nautical charts - England, Eastern - 1758 - Coasts  25005, 25010
Nautical charts - England, Eastern - 1790 - Coasts  25006, 25011
Nautical charts - England - Maps - 1749 - Coasts  58800
Nautical charts - England - Maps - 1807 - Coasts  25175
Nautical charts - England, North East - 1588 - Coasts  25428, 25429
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| Nautical charts - England, North West - Maps - 1766 - Coasts | 38281 |
| Nautical charts - England, South East - 1583 - Coasts | 25444 |
| Nautical charts - England, South East - 1588 - Coasts | 25445, 25446, 25447 |
| Nautical charts, English - 1690-1710 | 52798 |
| Nautical charts, English - 1750-1800 | 52799 |
| Nautical charts, English - 1951-1981 | 25538 |
| Nautical charts, English - Bibliography | 52800 |
| Nautical charts - English Channel - 1581 | 25469 |
| Nautical charts - English Channel - 1588 | 25470 |
| Nautical charts - English Channel - 1653 | 25471 |
| Nautical charts - English Channel - 1693 | 25475, 57228 |
| Nautical charts - English Channel - 1693 - Coasts | 25474 |
| Nautical charts - English Channel - 1710 | 25482 |
| Nautical charts - English Channel - 1740 | 25484 |
| Nautical charts - English Channel - 1749 | 25487 |
| Nautical charts - English Channel - 1750 | 25488, 25489 |
| Nautical charts - English Channel - 1758 - Coasts | 25490 |
| Nautical charts - English Channel - 1775 | 25493 |
| Nautical charts - English Channel - 1785 | 14261, 25494 |
| Nautical charts - English Channel - 1790 - Coasts | 25495 |
| Nautical charts - English Channel - 1800 | 25498 |
| Nautical charts - English Channel - Maps - 1656 | 14163 |
| Nautical charts - English Channel - Maps - 1682 | 25472 |
| Nautical charts - English Channel - Maps - 1692 | 25473 |
| Nautical charts - English Channel - Maps - 1695 | 25476 |
| Nautical charts - English Channel - Maps - 1700 | 25477 |
| Nautical charts - English Channel - Maps - 1701 | 25478 |
| Nautical charts - English Channel - Maps - 1702 | 25479, 25480, 25481 |
| Nautical charts - English Channel - Maps - 1728 | 25483 |
| Nautical charts - English Channel - Maps - 1740 | 25485 |
| Nautical charts - English Channel - Maps - 1748 | 25486 |
| Nautical charts - English Channel - Maps - 1766 | 25491 |
| Nautical charts - English Channel - Maps - 1794 | 25496 |
| Nautical charts - English Channel - Maps - 1795 | 25497 |
| Nautical charts - English Channel - Maps - 1804 | 25499 |
| Nautical charts - Englishtown (N.S.) - 1743 | 16446 |
| Nautical charts - Erie, Lake - 1936 | 21015 |
| Nautical charts - Erie, Lake - 1962 | 25580 |
| Nautical charts - Esquiman Channel (N.L. and Québec) - 1786 | 65953 |
| Nautical charts - Essequibo River (Guyana) - Mouth - Maps - 1783 | 33137 |
| Nautical charts - Essex (England) - Maps - 1701 - Coasts | 25478 |
| Nautical charts - Essex (England) - Maps - 1702 - Coasts | 25628 |
| Nautical charts - Essex (England) - Maps - 1766 - Coasts | 25630 |
| Nautical charts - Estonia - Maps - 1588 - Coasts | 25656, 25657 |
| Nautical charts - Estremadura (Portugal) - 1583 - Coasts | 25660 |
| Nautical charts - Estremadura (Portugal) - 1588 - Coasts | 25661 |
| Nautical charts - Europe - 1569 - Coasts | 45810 |
| Nautical charts - Europe - 1583 | 25898 |
| Nautical charts - Europe - 1584-1585 | 25899, 25900 |
| Nautical charts - Europe - 1586Ca. | 52801 |
| Nautical charts - Europe - 1588 | 25902, 25903, 25904 |
| Nautical charts - Europe - 1595 - Coasts | 45828 |
| Nautical charts - Europe - 1608 | 25912 |
| Nautical charts - Europe - 1612 - Coasts | 25913 |
| Nautical charts - Europe - 1646 - Coasts | 45849 |
| Nautical charts - Europe - 1693-1700 - Coasts | 52745 |
| Nautical charts - Europe - 1708 - Coasts | 25954 |
| Nautical charts - Europe - 1748 - Coasts | 25982 |
| Nautical charts - Europe - 1758 - Coasts | 25988, 25989 |
| Nautical charts - Europe - 1785 | 14261 |
| Nautical charts - Europe - 1790 - Coasts | 26009, 26010 |
| Nautical charts - Europe - History 1500-1900 | 17168 |
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nautical charts</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Call Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>Florida - 1971 - Pictorial maps</td>
<td>70726</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>Florida - 1972 - Pictorial maps</td>
<td>70727, 70728</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>Florida - 1973 - Pictorial maps</td>
<td>70729, 70730</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>Florida - 1976 - Pictorial maps</td>
<td>70731</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>Florida Keys (Fla.) - 1990</td>
<td>26821</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>Florida - Maps - 1774 - Coasts</td>
<td>26848</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>Florida, Straits of - 1761</td>
<td>27176</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>Florida, Straits of - 1772</td>
<td>27177</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>Foça (Turkey) - 1753 - Harbors</td>
<td>27184</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>Foça (Turkey) - 1771 - Harbors</td>
<td>27185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>Fonseca, Gulf of - Maps - 1794 - Manuscripts</td>
<td>27195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>Fort-De-France Bay (Martinique) - Maps - 1759</td>
<td>45229</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>Fort-De-France Bay (Martinique) - Maps - 1775</td>
<td>45232</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>Fort-De-France Bay (Martinique) - Maps - 1827</td>
<td>27285</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>Fort-De-France (Martinique) - Maps - 1700 - Manuscripts</td>
<td>27286</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>Fort-De-France (Martinique) - Maps - 1760</td>
<td>27288</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>Fort Liberté Bay (Haiti) - Maps - 1710 - Manuscripts</td>
<td>27359</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>Forth, Firth of - Maps - 1766 - Coasts</td>
<td>27512</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>Forth, Firth of (Scotland) - 1693 - Coasts</td>
<td>27508</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>Forth, Firth of (Scotland) - 1749 - Coasts</td>
<td>27510</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>Forth, Firth of (Scotland) - 1757 - Coasts</td>
<td>27511</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>Fortune Bay (N.L.) - Maps - 1784</td>
<td>56914, 56915</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>Fowey Region (England) - 1693 - Coasts</td>
<td>22179</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>Fowey Region (England) - 1749 - Coasts</td>
<td>22180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>Fowey Region (England) - 1757 - Coasts</td>
<td>22182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>Foyle, Lough (Northern Ireland and Ireland) - 1758</td>
<td>38275</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>Foyle, Lough (Northern Ireland and Ireland) - 1790</td>
<td>38303</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>France - 1695 - Coasts</td>
<td>27658</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>France - 1715 - Coasts</td>
<td>27688</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>France - 1734 - Coasts</td>
<td>27629</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>France -1753 - Coasts</td>
<td>27730</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>France - 1761 - Coasts</td>
<td>27740</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>France -1771 - Coasts</td>
<td>27763</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>France - 1774 - Coasts</td>
<td>27775</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>France - 1793 - Coasts</td>
<td>27826, 27827</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>France - 1799 - Coasts</td>
<td>27851</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>France - 1805 - Coasts</td>
<td>27862</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>France - Maps - 1702 - Coasts</td>
<td>27673, 27674</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>France - Maps - 1758 - Coasts</td>
<td>27735, 27736</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>France - Maps - 1761</td>
<td>27741</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>France - Maps - 1766</td>
<td>27749, 27750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>France - Maps - 1774</td>
<td>27776</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>France - Maps - 1790</td>
<td>27802, 27803</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>France - Maps - Harbors - 1761</td>
<td>27741</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>France - Maps - Harbors - 1774</td>
<td>27776</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>Franz Josef Land (Russia) - 1874</td>
<td>11824</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>French</td>
<td>62576</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>French Guiana - Maps - 1703 - Coasts</td>
<td>28370</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>French Guiana - Maps - 1724 - Manuscripts</td>
<td>18897</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>French Guiana - Maps - 1732 - Coasts</td>
<td>70437</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>French Guiana - Maps - 1760 - Coasts</td>
<td>70453</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>French Guiana - Maps - 1783 - Coasts</td>
<td>70476</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>Friesland (Netherlands) - 1740 - Coasts</td>
<td>28408</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>Friesland (Netherlands) - 1749 - Coasts</td>
<td>28409</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>Fujian Sheng (China) - Maps - 1703 - Coasts</td>
<td>28462</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>Fujian Sheng (China) - Maps - 1748 - Coasts</td>
<td>28463</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>Funchal (Madeira Islands) - Maps - 1791</td>
<td>43803</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>Fundy, Bay of - Maps - 1784 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>28495</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>Fundy, Bay of - 1794</td>
<td>60162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>Fundy, Bay of - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>28493</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>Fundy, Bay of - Maps - 1809</td>
<td>60164</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>Fyns am (Denmark) - Maps - 1588 - Coasts</td>
<td>28499, 28500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>Galapagos Islands - Maps - 1793-1794</td>
<td>28515, 28516</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>Galapagos Islands - Maps - 1793-1794 - Manuscripts</td>
<td>28514, 62532</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nautical charts</th>
<th>Gallipoli (Italy) - 1753 - Harbors</th>
<th>28543</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>Gallipoli (Italy) - 1771 - Harbors</td>
<td>28544</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>Gallipoli (Turkey) - 1753 - Harbors</td>
<td>28545</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>Gallipoli (Turkey) - 1771 - Harbors</td>
<td>28546</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>Galveston Bay (Tex.) - 1949</td>
<td>33190, 33191</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>Galveston Bay (Tex.) - Maps - 1690 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>28552</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>Galveston Bay (Tex.) - Maps - 1785 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>28553</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>Galveston Bay (Tex.) - Maps - 1828</td>
<td>74513</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>Galway Bay (Ireland) - 1758</td>
<td>38272</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>Galway Bay (Ireland) - 1790</td>
<td>38300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>Galway Bay (Ireland) - Maps - 1766</td>
<td>38280</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>Ganges River Delta (Bangladesh and India) - Maps - 1748</td>
<td>12385, 12386</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>Garonne River (Spain and France) - Maps - 1702 - Mouth</td>
<td>26374</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>Gaspé Peninsula (Québec) - Maps - 1724 - Manuscripts</td>
<td>19074</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>Gdansk, Gulf of (Poland and Russia) - Maps - 1588</td>
<td>28623, 28624</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>Gdansk, Gulf of (Poland and Russia) - Maps - 1728</td>
<td>62375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>Gdansk (Poland : Voivodeship) - Maps - 1588 - Coasts</td>
<td>65154, 65155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>Genoa, Gulf of - 1753</td>
<td>38860</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>Genoa, Gulf of - 1771</td>
<td>38871</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>Genoa (Italy) - 1817</td>
<td>45888</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>Genoa (Italy) - 1821</td>
<td>45889</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>Genoa (Italy) - 1822</td>
<td>45890</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>Genoa (Italy) - 1829</td>
<td>45891</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>Georgia, Strait of (B.C. and Wash.) - 1859</td>
<td>68704</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>Georgian Bay (Ont.) - Maps - 1828</td>
<td>31275</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>Géras, Gulf of (Greece) - Maps - 1753</td>
<td>52037</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>Géras, Gulf of (Greece) - Maps - 1771</td>
<td>52038</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>Germany - Maps - 1898 - Coasts</td>
<td>31553</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>Ghana - 1701 - Coasts</td>
<td>31841</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>Ghana - Maps - 1715 - Manuscripts</td>
<td>552</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>Gibraltar - 1782</td>
<td>45888, 45889, 45890, 45891</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>Gibraltar, Bay of (Spain) - 1744</td>
<td>31858</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>Gibraltar, Bay of (Spain) - 1753</td>
<td>31859</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>Gibraltar, Bay of (Spain) - 1771</td>
<td>31860</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>Gibraltar, Bay of (Spain) - Maps - 1782</td>
<td>31861</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>Gibraltar - Maps - 1737 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>45863</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>Gibraltar - Maps - 1806</td>
<td>45886</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>Gibraltar, Strait of - 1753</td>
<td>31884</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>Gibraltar, Strait of - 1771</td>
<td>31886</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>Gibraltar, Strait of - Maps - 1759</td>
<td>31885</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>Gironde Estuary (France) - 1758</td>
<td>27736</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>Gironde Estuary (France) - 1790</td>
<td>27803</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>Gironde Estuary (France) - Maps - 1703</td>
<td>25951</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>Gironde Estuary (France) - Maps - 1766</td>
<td>27750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>Gironde Estuary (France) - Maps - 1793</td>
<td>31912</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>Goleta (Calif.) - Maps - 1782 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>32230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>Göteborg (Sweden) - 1730</td>
<td>70189</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>Graciosa Island (Azores) - 1873</td>
<td>74470</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical Charts</td>
<td>Grand Banks of Newfoundland - 1710</td>
<td>45103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>Grand Banks of Newfoundland - 1794</td>
<td>32307</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>Grand Banks of Newfoundland - Maps - 1784</td>
<td>32306</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>Grand Traverse Bay (Mich.) - 1951</td>
<td>32590, 32591</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>Grand Traverse Bay (Mich.) - 1952</td>
<td>32594</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>Grande Baie (Mauritius) - Maps - 1703 - Coasts</td>
<td>45548</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>Grande Baie (Mauritius) - Maps - 1746 - Coasts</td>
<td>45550</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>Great Bahama Bank (Bahamas) - 1763</td>
<td>22493</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>Great Belt (Denmark) - 1740</td>
<td>40506</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>Great Belt (Denmark) - 1749</td>
<td>40507</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>Great Belt (Denmark) - Maps - 1656</td>
<td>70348</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>Great Britain - 1838-1842 - Coasts</td>
<td>14361</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>Great Britain - Coasts - Maps - 1757</td>
<td>14235</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>Great Britain - Maps - 1795</td>
<td>25497</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>Great Courland Bay (Trinidad and Tobago) - Maps - 1775</td>
<td>75233</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>Great Lakes (North America) - 1965</td>
<td>78410</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nautical charts - Great Lakes Region (North America)</th>
<th>1941</th>
<th>32581</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Great Lakes Region (North America)</td>
<td>1946</td>
<td>32582, 32583</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Great Lakes Region (North America)</td>
<td>1948</td>
<td>32585, 32586</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Great Lakes Region (North America)</td>
<td>1949</td>
<td>32587, 32588</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Great Lakes Region (North America)</td>
<td>1951</td>
<td>3759, 32590, 32591</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Great Lakes Region (North America) - 1951</td>
<td>Index maps</td>
<td>32589</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Great Lakes Region (North America)</td>
<td>1952</td>
<td>32593, 32594</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Great Lakes Region (North America)</td>
<td>1956</td>
<td>32596, 32597</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Great Lakes Region (North America) - 1966</td>
<td>Pictorial maps</td>
<td>32601</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Great Lakes Region (North America) - 1968</td>
<td>Pictorial maps</td>
<td>32606</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Great Lakes Region (North America) - 1969</td>
<td>Pictorial maps</td>
<td>32607</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Great Lakes Region (North America) - 1970</td>
<td>Pictorial maps</td>
<td>32610</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Great Lakes Region (North America) - 1971</td>
<td>Pictorial maps</td>
<td>32611</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Great Lakes Region (North America) - 1972</td>
<td>Pictorial maps</td>
<td>32613, 32614</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Great Lakes Region (North America) - 1973</td>
<td>Pictorial maps</td>
<td>32615, 32616</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Great Lakes Region (North America) - 1976</td>
<td>Pictorial maps</td>
<td>32619</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Great Lakes Region (North America) - Bibliography</td>
<td>1856-1895</td>
<td>76421</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Great Lakes Region (North America) - Maps</td>
<td>1970-1979</td>
<td>32609</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Great Lakes Region (North America) - Maps</td>
<td>1975</td>
<td>78709</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Great Lakes Region (North America) - Maps</td>
<td>1976</td>
<td>78732</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Great Yarmouth (England) - 1693</td>
<td>Coasts</td>
<td>32762</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Great Yarmouth (England) - 1749</td>
<td>Coasts</td>
<td>32763</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Great Yarmouth Region (England) - 1693</td>
<td>Coasts</td>
<td>32762</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Great Yarmouth Region (England) - 1749</td>
<td>Coasts</td>
<td>32763</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Greenland - Maps</td>
<td>1703</td>
<td>Coasts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Greenland Sea</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1654</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Guadalupe</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1783</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Guantánamo Bay (Cuba) - Maps</td>
<td>1770</td>
<td>Manuscripts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Guiana</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1732</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Guiana</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1760</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Guiana</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1783</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Gujarat (India)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1703</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Gujarat (India)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1748</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Gulf Coast (Fla.)</td>
<td>1935</td>
<td>3734</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Gulf Coast (Fla.)</td>
<td>1946</td>
<td>3736</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Gulf Coast (Fla.)</td>
<td>1947</td>
<td>70719</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Gulf Coast (Fla.)</td>
<td>1948</td>
<td>3738</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Gulf Coast (Fla.)</td>
<td>1949</td>
<td>3739, 27123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Gulf Coast (Fla.)</td>
<td>1951</td>
<td>3740, 70720</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Gulf Coast (Fla.)</td>
<td>1952</td>
<td>3741</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Gulf Coast (Fla.)</td>
<td>1956</td>
<td>3742</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Gulf Coast (Fla.) - 1960</td>
<td>Pictorial maps</td>
<td>70721</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Gulf Coast (Fla.) - 1964</td>
<td>3743</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Gulf Coast (Fla.) - 1966</td>
<td>Pictorial maps</td>
<td>70722</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Gulf Coast (Fla.) - 1968</td>
<td>Pictorial maps</td>
<td>70723</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Gulf Coast (Fla.) - 1969</td>
<td>Pictorial maps</td>
<td>70724</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Gulf Coast (Fla.) - 1970</td>
<td>Pictorial maps</td>
<td>70725</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Gulf Coast (Fla.) - 1971</td>
<td>Pictorial maps</td>
<td>70726</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Gulf Coast (Fla.) - 1972</td>
<td>Pictorial maps</td>
<td>70727, 70728</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Gulf Coast (Fla.) - 1973</td>
<td>Pictorial maps</td>
<td>70729, 70730</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Gulf Coast (Fla.) - 1976</td>
<td>Pictorial maps</td>
<td>70731</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Gulf Coast (Mexico) - Maps</td>
<td>1703</td>
<td>46238</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Gulf Coast (U.S.) - 1726</td>
<td>Manuscripts</td>
<td>33170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Gulf Coast (U.S.)</td>
<td>1752</td>
<td>33174</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Gulf Coast (U.S.) - 1947</td>
<td>3737, 33189</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Gulf Coast (U.S.) - 1949</td>
<td>33190, 33191, 33192, 33193</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Gulf Coast (U.S.)</td>
<td>1951</td>
<td>33194, 33206</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Gulf Coast (U.S.)</td>
<td>1956</td>
<td>33195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Gulf Coast (U.S.) - 1966</td>
<td>Pictorial maps</td>
<td>33207</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Gulf Coast (U.S.) - 1968</td>
<td>Pictorial maps</td>
<td>33208</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Gulf Coast (U.S.) - 1969</td>
<td>Pictorial maps</td>
<td>33209</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Gulf Coast (U.S.) - 1970</td>
<td>Pictorial maps</td>
<td>33210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Gulf Coast (U.S.) - 1971</td>
<td>Pictorial maps</td>
<td>33211</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Nautical charts - Gulf Coast (U.S.) - 1972 - Pictorial maps 33212, 33213
Nautical charts - Gulf Coast (U.S.) - 1973 - Pictorial maps 33214, 33215
Nautical charts - Gulf Coast (U.S.) - 1976 - Pictorial maps 33216
Nautical charts - Gulf Coast (U.S.) - Maps - 1699 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 33164
Nautical charts - Gulf Coast (U.S.) - Maps - 1703 46238
Nautical charts - Gulf Coast (U.S.) - Maps - 1735 - Manuscripts 33172
Nautical charts - Gulf Coast (U.S.) - Maps - 1755 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 33175
Nautical charts - Gulf Coast (U.S.) - Maps - 1784 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 33185
Nautical charts - Gulf Coast (U.S.) - Maps - 1788 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 33186
Nautical charts - Gulf of Spezia (Italy) - Maps - 1793 33198
Nautical charts - Gulf States - 1752 33174
Nautical charts - Gulf States - 1946 33203, 33204, 33205
Nautical charts - Gulf States - 1951 33206
Nautical charts - Gulf States - 1966 - Pictorial maps 33207
Nautical charts - Gulf States - 1968 - Pictorial maps 33208
Nautical charts - Gulf States - 1969 - Pictorial maps 33209
Nautical charts - Gulf States - 1970 - Pictorial maps 33210
Nautical charts - Gulf States - 1971 - Pictorial maps 33211
Nautical charts - Gulf States - 1972 - Pictorial maps 33212, 33213
Nautical charts - Gulf States - 1973 - Pictorial maps 33214, 33215
Nautical charts - Gulf States - 1976 - Pictorial maps 33216
Nautical charts - Gulf States - Maps - 1732 - Coasts 33201
Nautical charts - Gulf States - Maps - 1774 - Coasts 26848
Nautical charts - Gulf Stream - 1787 33217
Nautical charts - Gulf Stream - 1807 57903
Nautical charts - Guyana - Coasts 1728 3802
Nautical charts - Guyana - Maps - 1703 - Coasts 33226
Nautical charts - Gwynedd (Wales) - 1693 - Coasts 16522, 45964
Nautical charts - Gwynedd (Wales) - 1749 - Coasts 16523, 45965
Nautical charts - Hakodate-shi (Japan) - 1853 33326
Nautical charts - Hakodate-shi Region (Japan) - 1853 33326
Nautical charts - Halifax Harbour (N.S.) - 1788 33339
Nautical charts - Halifax Region (N.S.) - Maps - 1760 56899
Nautical charts - Halifax Region (N.S.) - Maps - 1783 56910
Nautical charts - Hamford Water (England) - 1758 25005
Nautical charts - Hamford Water (England) - 1790 25006
Nautical charts - Hamford Water (England) - Maps - 1740 25003
Nautical charts - Hamford Water (England) - Maps - 1749 25004
Nautical charts - Hampshire (England) - 1693 - Coasts 38559
Nautical charts - Hampshire (England) - 1749 - Coasts 38561
Nautical charts - Harbour Grace (N.L.) - Maps - 1689 33502
Nautical charts - Harbour Grace (N.L.) - Maps - 1732 33503
Nautical charts - Harbour Grace (N.L.) - Maps - 1760 33504
Nautical charts - Hare Bay (N.L.) - Maps - 1784 56921
Nautical charts - Harlem River (N.Y.) - 1956 42955
Nautical charts - Haro Strait (B.C. and Wash.) - 1859 68704
Nautical charts - Hartlepool (England) - 1686 - Coasts 13950
Nautical charts - Hartlepool (England) - 1749 - Coasts 13951
Nautical charts - Hartlepool Region (England) - 1686 - Coasts 13950
Nautical charts - Hartlepool Region (England) - 1749 - Coasts 13951
Nautical charts - Harwich (England) - 1686 - Coasts 33608, 33609
Nautical charts - Harwich Region (England) - 1686 - Coasts 33608, 33609
Nautical charts - Havana (Cuba) - 1783 - Harbors 22496
Nautical charts - Havana (Cuba) - Maps - 1689 - Harbors 33652
Nautical charts - Havana (Cuba) - Maps - 1710 - Manuscripts 33653
Nautical charts - Havana (Cuba) - Maps - 1732 - Harbors 33654
Nautical charts - Havana (Cuba) - Maps - 1760 - Harbors 33657
Nautical charts - Havana (Cuba) - Maps - 1783 - Harbors 33660
Nautical charts - Hawaii - 1894 33684
Nautical charts - Hawaii - 1965 62572
Nautical charts - Hawaii - 1966 33696
Nautical charts - Hawaii - 1967 33698
Nautical charts - Hawaii Island (Hawaii) - 1966 33696
Nautical charts - Hawaii Island (Hawaii) - 1967 33698
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Nautical charts  33691
Nautical charts - Hawaii - Maps - 1933  33691
Nautical charts - Hawaii - Maps - 1934  33692
Nautical charts - Hawkes Bay (N.L.) - Maps - 1784  56916
Nautical charts - Helford River Estuary (England) - 1693  26505
Nautical charts - Helford River Estuary (England) - 1749  26506
Nautical charts - Helford River Estuary (England) - 1757  26507
Nautical charts - Helgoland Bight (Germany) - Maps - 1728  26355
Nautical charts - Helgoland Bight (Germany) - Maps - Collections, 1543-1875  33763
Nautical charts - Hempstead Bay (N.Y.) - 1952  42943
Nautical charts - Hempstead Bay (N.Y.) - 1956  42953, 42954
Nautical charts - Hempstead Harbor (N.Y.) - 1952  42943
Nautical charts - Hempstead Harbor (N.Y.) - 1956  42953, 42954
Nautical charts - Heneago (Dominican Republic) - Maps - 1783  65816
Nautical charts - Herring Bay (Md.) - Maps - 1778  19325
Nautical charts - Herring Bay (Md.) - Maps - 1778-1816  19324
Nautical charts - Héyères, Bay of (France) - Maps - 1793  33919
Nautical charts - Hispaniola - Maps - 1689  33986
Nautical charts - Hispaniola - Maps - 1732  33992, 81596
Nautical charts - Hispaniola - Maps - 1760  33996, 81606
Nautical charts - Hispaniola - Maps - 1783  34001
Nautical charts - Hispaniola - Maps - 1783 - Coasts  65816
Nautical charts - History  17439, 17440, 35069, 35070, 45559, 46107, 46108, 46109, 46110, 46111, 46112, 46113, 46114, 52793, 52794, 52795, 52796, 52816, 52817, 52818, 52857
Nautical charts - History - 1000-1470  52821
Nautical charts - History - 1275-1499  52804
Nautical charts - History - 1290-1699  52786, 52787
Nautical charts - History - 1300-1799  52805, 52806, 52807
Nautical charts - History - 1400-1499  52808
Nautical charts - History - 1400-1599  52809
Nautical charts - History - 1450-1525  84536
Nautical charts - History - 1500-1599  596
Nautical charts - History - 1500-1699  17147, 46106
Nautical charts - History - 1500-1800  52810
Nautical charts - History - 1931  52811
Nautical charts - History - 1942  52812
Nautical charts - History - 1985  52813
Nautical charts - History - 1995  52814
Nautical charts - History - 2006  52815
Nautical charts - History - Exhibitions  17433, 52803
Nautical charts - History - Exhibitions - Catalogs  17431
Nautical charts - Holderness (England) - 1740 - Coasts  34532
Nautical charts - Holderness (England) - 1790 - Coasts  34533
Nautical charts - Holy Island (England : Island) - 1693  34584
Nautical charts - Holy Island (England : Island) - 1749  34585
Nautical charts - Holyhead Bay (Wales) - 1749  34588
Nautical charts - Holyhead Region (Wales) - 1749 - Coasts  34588
Nautical charts - Honda Bay (Columbia)- 1728  56894
Nautical charts - Honda Bay (Cuba) - Maps - 1760  34597
Nautical charts - Honda Bay (Cuba) - Maps - 1783 - Harbors  34598
Nautical charts - Honduras, Gulf of - Maps - 1703  46628
Nautical charts - Honduras - Maps - 1703 - Coasts  3667
Nautical charts - Horta (Azores : District) - Maps - 1882  34676
Nautical charts - Horta Bay (Azores) - Maps - 1882  34676
Nautical charts - Houtman Abrolhos (W.A.) - Maps - 1703  34769
Nautical charts - Houtman Abrolhos (W.A.) - Maps - 1748  34770
Nautical charts - Hoy Sound (Scotland) - 1688  62283
Nautical charts - Hoy Sound (Scotland) - 1749  62287
Nautical charts - Hudson Bay - Maps - 1703  15960
Nautical charts - Hudson River (N.Y. and N.J.) - 1941  34818
Nautical charts - Hudson River (N.Y. and N.J.) - 1946  34819, 34820
Nautical charts - Hudson River (N.Y. and N.J.) - 1947  34821
Nautical charts - Hudson River (N.Y. and N.J.) - 1949  34822, 56670
Nautical charts - Hudson River (N.Y. and N.J.) - 1951  34823, 34824
Nautical charts - Hudson River (N.Y. and N.J.) - 1956  34825
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Nautical charts - Hudson River (N.Y. and N.J.) - 1964 56744
Nautical charts - Hudson River (N.Y. and N.J.) - 1965 78410
Nautical charts - Hudson River (N.Y. and N.J.) - 1966 - Pictorial maps 55986, 56748
Nautical charts - Hudson River (N.Y. and N.J.) - 1968 - Pictorial maps 55991, 56752
Nautical charts - Hudson River (N.Y. and N.J.) - 1969 - Pictorial maps 55993, 56758
Nautical charts - Hudson River (N.Y. and N.J.) - 1970 - Pictorial maps 55996, 56763
Nautical charts - Hudson River (N.Y. and N.J.) - 1971 - Pictorial maps 55998, 56765
Nautical charts - Hudson River (N.Y. and N.J.) - 1972 - Pictorial maps 55999, 56000, 56767, 56768
Nautical charts - Hudson River (N.Y. and N.J.) - 1973 - Pictorial maps 56003, 56004, 56769, 56770
Nautical charts - Hudson River (N.Y. and N.J.) - 1976 - Pictorial maps 56774
Nautical charts - Hudson River (N.Y. and N.J.) - Maps - 1852 34816
Nautical charts - Huelva (Spain : Province) - 1587 - Coasts 34853
Nautical charts - Huelva (Spain : Province) - 1588 - Coasts 34854
Nautical charts - Hugli River (India) - Maps - 1700 - Manuscripts 34857
Nautical charts - Hugli River (India) - Maps - 1703 15156
Nautical charts - Hugli River (India) - Maps - 1724 - Manuscripts 34858
Nautical charts - Hugli River (India) - Maps - 1748 15155, 15157
Nautical charts - Humber, River (England) - 1684-1693 34864
Nautical charts - Humber, River (England) - 1749 34865
Nautical charts - Huntington Bay (N.Y. : Bay) - 1952 42943
Nautical charts - Huntington Bay (N.Y. : Bay) - 1956 42953, 42954
Nautical charts - Huron, Lake (Mich. and Ont.) - 1828 35060
Nautical charts - Hyères Islands (France) - 1753 35077, 35078
Nautical charts - Hyères Islands (France) - 1771 35079, 35080
Nautical charts - Hyères Region (France) - 1753 - Coasts 35077, 35078
Nautical charts - Hyères Region (France) - 1771 - Coasts 35079, 35080
Nautical charts - Iberian Peninsula - Maps - 1656 3669
Nautical charts - IJssel Lake (Netherlands) - Maps - 1583 35337
Nautical charts - IJssel Lake (Netherlands) - Maps - 1588 35338
Nautical charts - Illinois and Michigan Canal (Ill.) - Maps - 1970 36457
Nautical charts - Illinois - Maps - 1970 36457
Nautical charts - Illinois River (Ill.) - 1948 32586
Nautical charts - Illinois River (Ill.) - 1949 32587, 32588
Nautical charts - Illinois River (Ill.) - 1951 50541, 50542
Nautical charts - Illinois River (Ill.) - 1956 50543
Nautical charts - Illinois River (Ill.) - Maps - 1970 36457, 64208, 64209
Nautical charts - Illinois Waterway (Ill.) - 1941 32581
Nautical charts - Illinois Waterway (Ill.) - 1946 32582, 32583
Nautical charts - Illinois Waterway (Ill.) - 1948 32585
Nautical charts - Illinois Waterway (Ill.) - 1952 32593
Nautical charts - Illinois Waterway (Ill.) - 1956 32596, 32597
Nautical charts - Illinois Waterway (Ill.) - 1966 32601
Nautical charts - Illinois Waterway (Ill.) - 1968 32606
Nautical charts - Illinois Waterway (Ill.) - 1969 32607
Nautical charts - Illinois Waterway (Ill.) - 1970 32610
Nautical charts - Illinois Waterway (Ill.) - 1971 32611
Nautical charts - Illinois Waterway (Ill.) - 1972 32613, 32614
Nautical charts - Illinois Waterway (Ill.) - 1973 32615, 32616
Nautical charts - Illinois Waterway (Ill.) - 1976 32619
Nautical charts - Illinois Waterway (Ill.) - Maps - 1970 36457
Nautical charts - India - Maps - 1670 - Coasts - Manuscripts 36504
Nautical charts - India - Maps - 1703 - Coasts 36507, 36508, 36509, 36510, 36511
Nautical charts - India - Maps - 1724 - Coasts - Manuscripts 36516, 36517
Nautical charts - India - Maps - 1748 - Coasts 12385, 12386, 36524, 36525, 36526, 36527, 36528, 36529, 36530
Nautical charts - India - Maps - 1819 - Coasts 36557
Nautical charts - India, South - Maps - 1728 36709
Nautical charts - Indian Coast (Africa) - Maps - 1703 36706
Nautical charts - Indian Coast (Africa) - Maps - 1748 36711
Nautical charts - Indian Coast (India) - Maps - 1703 36706
Nautical charts - Indian Coast (India) - Maps - 1748 36711
Nautical charts - Indian Ocean - 1652 36700
Nautical charts - Indian Ocean - 1748 36710
Nautical charts - Indian Ocean - 1891 36716
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Nautical charts - Indian Ocean - 1944 134
Nautical charts - Indian Ocean - Maps - 1540 - Manuscripts 36697
Nautical charts - Indian Ocean - Maps - 1656 36701
Nautical charts - Indian Ocean - Maps - 1687 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 36702
Nautical charts - Indian Ocean - Maps - 1698 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 36703
Nautical charts - Indian Ocean - Maps - 1703 24035, 36704, 36705, 36706
Nautical charts - Indian Ocean - Maps - 1720 - Coasts - Manuscripts 36707, 36708
Nautical charts - Indian Ocean - Maps - 1724 - Manuscripts 36516
Nautical charts - Indian Ocean - Maps - 1728 2313, 12384, 36709
Nautical charts - Indian Ocean - Maps - 1748 24040, 36711
Nautical charts - Indian Ocean - Maps - 1803 36713
Nautical charts - Indonesia - 1513 - Manuscripts - FacsimilesManuscript maps - Facsimiles 10727
Nautical charts - Indonesia - 1719 - Manuscripts 24037
Nautical charts - Indonesia - Banten Region - Maps - 1720 - Manuscripts 39624
Nautical charts - Indonesia - Jakarta Region - Maps - 1720 - Manuscripts 39624
Nautical charts - Indonesia - Java - Maps - 1720 - Manuscripts 39624
Nautical charts - Indonesia - Maps - 1703 82728
Nautical charts - Indonesia - Maps - 1703 - Coasts 24035
Nautical charts - Indonesia - Maps - 1720 - Manuscripts 37450, 37451, 39634, 39635
Nautical charts - Indonesia - Maps - 1748 39638, 82729
Nautical charts - Indonesia - Maps - 1748 - Coasts 24040
Nautical charts - Inverness Region (Scotland) - 1689 - Coasts 51741, 51742
Nautical charts - Ionian Islands (Greece) - 1400-1499 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 38503
Nautical charts - Ionian Islands (Greece) - 1753 - Coasts 37558
Nautical charts - Ionian Islands (Greece) - 1771 - Coasts 37559
Nautical charts - Ionian Sea - 1753 - Coasts 37558
Nautical charts - Ionian Sea - 1771 - Coasts 37559
Nautical charts - Ireland - 1740 - Coasts 67914
Nautical charts - Ireland - 1758 - Coasts 38272, 38273, 38274, 38275
Nautical charts - Ireland - 1785 - Coasts 67920
Nautical charts - Ireland - 1790 - Coasts 38300, 38301, 38302, 38303
Nautical charts - Ireland - 1838-1842 - Coasts 14361
Nautical charts - Ireland - Maps - 1702 - Coasts 38250, 38251, 38252, 38253
Nautical charts - Ireland - Maps - 1703 - Coasts 38255
Nautical charts - Ireland - Maps - 1728 - Coasts 38261
Nautical charts - Ireland - Maps - 1748 - Coasts 38269
Nautical charts - Ireland - Maps - 1758 - Coasts 38276, 38277
Nautical charts - Ireland - Maps - 1766 - Coasts 38279, 38280, 38281, 38282, 38283, 38284
Nautical charts - Ireland - Maps - 1790 - Coasts 38304, 38305
Nautical charts - Irish Sea - 1689 38455
Nautical charts - Irish Sea - 1740 67914
Nautical charts - Irish Sea - 1749 38456
Nautical charts - Irish Sea - 1785 67920
Nautical charts - Irish Sea - Maps - 1728 13973
Nautical charts - Irish Sea - Maps - 1748 38269
Nautical charts - Irish Sea - Maps - 1758 38277
Nautical charts - Irish Sea - Maps - 1766 38281
Nautical charts - Irish Sea - Maps - 1790 38305
Nautical charts - Irish Sea - Maps - 1794 38457
Nautical charts - Iroise (France) - Maps - 1800-1802 38459
Nautical charts - Iskenderun, Gulf of (Turkey) - 1753 38489
Nautical charts - Iskenderun, Gulf of (Turkey) - 1771 38490
Nautical charts - Isla Beata (Dominican Republic) - Maps - 1783 - Coasts 65816
Nautical charts - Islands - 1528 38506
Nautical charts - Islands, Bay of (N.L.) - Maps - 1764 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 38500
Nautical charts - Isle de Batz (France) - Maps - 1793 38533
Nautical charts - Isle of Man - 1749 38456
Nautical charts - Isle of Wight (England) - 1693 38559
Nautical charts - Isle of Wight (England) - 1749 25487, 38561
Nautical charts - Isle of Wight (England) - Maps - 1701 25478
Nautical charts - Isle of Wight (England) - Maps - 1702 25479
Nautical charts - Isle of Wight (England) - Maps - 1748 25486, 38560
Nautical charts - Isle of Wight (England) - Maps - 1766 25491
Nautical charts - Isles of Scilly (England) - 1686 22178
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Nautical charts - Isles of Scilly (England) - 1689 38572
Nautical charts - Isles of Scilly (England) - 1749 22181, 38574
Nautical charts - Isles of Scilly (England) - 1757 38575
Nautical charts - Isles of Scilly (England) - Maps - 1701 25478
Nautical charts - Isles of Scilly (England) - Maps - 1728 80689
Nautical charts - Isles of Scilly (England) - Maps - 1729 38573
Nautical charts - Isles of Scilly (England) - Maps - 1766 25491
Nautical charts - Italy - 1560 - Coasts - Manuscripts - Forgeries 90
Nautical charts - Italy - 1753 - Coasts 38860, 38861
Nautical charts - Italy - 1771 - Coasts 38871, 38872
Nautical charts - Italy - History - 1500-1599 80260
Nautical charts - Italy - Maps - 1793 - Coasts 28747, 42273
Nautical charts - Izmir, Gulf of (Turkey) - 1753 39337
Nautical charts - Izmir, Gulf of (Turkey) - 1771 39338
Nautical charts - Izmir (Turkey) - 1817 45888
Nautical charts - Izmir (Turkey) - 1821 45889
Nautical charts - Izmir (Turkey) - 1822 45890
Nautical charts - Izmir (Turkey) - 1829 45891
Nautical charts - Jade Bay (Germany) - Maps - 1808 81536
Nautical charts - Jakarta Region (Indonesia) - Maps - 1748 39630
Nautical charts - Jamaica - 1761 - Coasts 83024
Nautical charts - Jamaica Bay (N.Y.) - 1956 42955
Nautical charts - Jamaica - Maps - 1671 - Manuscripts 39429
Nautical charts - Jamaica - Maps - 1689 - Coasts 39432
Nautical charts - Jamaica - Maps - 1703 - Coasts 39433
Nautical charts - Jamaica - Maps - 1732 - Coasts 39435
Nautical charts - Jamaica - Maps - 1760 - Coasts 39436
Nautical charts - Jamaica - Maps - 1783 - Coasts 39443
Nautical charts - James River (Va.) - 1951 3688, 47959
Nautical charts - James River (Va.) - 1952 3691
Nautical charts - James River (Va.) - 1956 3694
Nautical charts - Japan - Maps - 1703 - Coasts 24035
Nautical charts - Japan - Maps - 1748 - Coasts 24040
Nautical charts - Japan - Maps - 1955-1960 - Coasts 58753
Nautical Charts - Japan, Sea of - 1710 39498
Nautical charts - Java (Indonesia) - Maps - 1720 - Manuscripts 39635, 39636, 39637
Nautical charts - Java - Maps - 1703 - Coasts 39628, 39629
Nautical charts - Java - Maps - 1746 - Coasts 39630, 39631, 39632
Nautical charts - Java Sea - Maps - 1703 13418
Nautical charts - Java Sea - Maps - 1720 - Manuscripts 37450, 37451, 39634, 39635, 39636, 39637
Nautical charts - Java Sea - Maps - 1748 13419, 39638
Nautical charts - Juan de Fuca, Strait of (B.C. and Wash.) - Maps - 1824 79853
Nautical charts - Jutland (Denmark) - 1588 - Coasts 39911, 39915
Nautical charts - Jutland (Denmark) - 1740 - Coasts 39912
Nautical charts - Jutland (Denmark) - 1749 - Coasts 39913
Nautical charts - Jutland (Denmark) - Maps - 1588 - Coasts 39916, 39917
Nautical charts - Kahoolawe (Hawaii) - 1966 33696
Nautical charts - Kahoolawe (Hawaii) - 1967 33698
Nautical charts - Karlskrona (Sweden) - Maps - 1728 - Harbors 40478
Nautical charts - Kattegat (Denmark and Sweden) - 1697 70188
Nautical charts - Kattegat (Denmark and Sweden) - 1730 70189
Nautical charts - Kattegat (Denmark and Sweden) - 1740 40506
Nautical charts - Kattegat (Denmark and Sweden) - 1749 40507
Nautical charts - Kattegat (Denmark and Sweden) - Maps - 1695 11622
Nautical charts - Kattegat (Denmark and Sweden) - Maps - 1807 70192
Nautical charts - Kauai (Hawaii) - 1966 33696
Nautical charts - Kauai (Hawaii) - 1967 33698
Nautical charts - Kea (Greece) - 1753 - Harbors 40518
Nautical charts - Kea (Greece) - 1771 - Harbors 40519
Nautical charts - Kenai Peninsula (Alaska) - Maps - 1779 - Manuscripts 40542
Nautical charts - Kent (England) - 1749 - Coasts 23785
Nautical charts - Kent (England) - 1757 - Coasts 23786
Nautical charts - Kent (England) - Maps - 1701 - Coasts 25478
Nautical charts - Kent (England) - Maps - 1702 - Coasts 25628
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Nautical charts - Kent (England) - Maps - 1766 - Coasts 25630
Nautical charts - Kinsale Harbour (Ireland) - 1749 41213
Nautical charts - Kinsale Harbour (Ireland) - 1757 41214
Nautical charts - Kinsale (Ireland) - 1758 - Harbors 38273
Nautical charts - Kinsale (Ireland) - 1790 - Harbors 38301
Nautical charts - Kinsale Region (Ireland) - 1749 - Coasts 41213
Nautical charts - Kinsale Region (Ireland) - 1757 - Coasts 41214
Nautical charts - Kodiak (Alaska) - 1869 - Harbors 41273
Nautical charts - Kola Peninsula (Russia) - Maps - 1740 - Coasts 41643
Nautical charts - Kola Peninsula (Russia) - Maps - 1749 - Coasts 41645
Nautical charts - Kola River (Russia) - Maps - 1740 41643
Nautical charts - Kola River (Russia) - Maps - 1749 41645
Nautical charts - Kotor, Gulf of (Montenegro) - 1753 - Harbors 51214
Nautical charts - Kotor, Gulf of (Montenegro) - 1771 - Harbors 51215
Nautical charts - Kythera Island (Greece) - 1753 63491
Nautical charts - Kythera Island (Greece) - 1771 63492
Nautical charts - La Coruña Bay (Spain) -1801 12611
Nautical charts - La Coruña (Spain : Province) - 1583 - Coasts 22267
Nautical charts - La Coruña (Spain : Province) - 1588 - Coasts 22268, 22269, 22270
Nautical charts - Labrador (N.L.) - 1786 - Coasts 41398
Nautical charts - Labrador (N.L.) - Maps - 1715 - Manuscripts 67981
Nautical charts - Labrador (N.L.) - Maps - 1771 56902
Nautical charts - Lake St. Clair (Mich. and Ont.) - Maps - 1828 73086
Nautical charts - Lake Washington Ship Canal (Seattle, Wash.) - 1967 65850
Nautical charts - Lake Washington Ship Canal (Seattle, Wash.) - Maps - 1947 65845
Nautical charts - Lake Washington Ship Canal (Seattle, Wash.) - Maps - 1949 65846
Nautical charts - Lakshadweep (India) - Maps - 1724 - Coasts - Manuscripts 36516
Nautical charts - Lamlash (Scotland) - Maps - 1794 - Harbors 38457
Nautical charts - Lanai (Hawaii) - 1966 33696
Nautical charts - Lanai (Hawaii) - 1967 33698
Nautical charts - Lancashire (England) - 1749 - Coasts 38456
Nautical charts - Land's End (England) - 1686 - Coasts 22178
Nautical charts - Land's End (England) - 1749 - Coasts 22181
Nautical charts - Lapland -1740 - Coasts 41643
Nautical charts - Lapland -1749 - Coasts 41645
Nautical charts - Lark Harbor (N.L.) - Maps - 1784 - Harbors 56919
Nautical charts - Larnaca (Cyprus : Bay) - 1753 - Harbors 41660
Nautical charts - Larnaca (Cyprus : Bay) - 1771 - Harbors 41661
Nautical charts - Latvia - History 16943
Nautical charts - Le Maire Strait (Argentina) -- 1624 44207
Nautical charts - Leith Region (Edinburgh, Scotland) - 1749 - Coasts 41839
Nautical charts - Ligurian Sea - 1753 38860
Nautical charts - Ligurian Sea - 1771 38871
Nautical charts - Lingga Archipelago (Indonesia) - Maps - 1703 44215
Nautical charts - Lingga Archipelago (Indonesia) - Maps - 1748 44218
Nautical charts - Lisbon (Portugal) - 1748 - Harbors 3673
Nautical charts - Lisbon (Portugal) - 1758 - Harbors 25988, 65377
Nautical charts - Lisbon (Portugal) - 1790 - Harbors 26009
Nautical charts - Lisbon (Portugal) - Maps - 1703 - Harbors 25951
Nautical charts - Lisbon Region (Portugal) - 1758 74164
Nautical charts - Lisbon Region (Portugal) - 1790 74166
Nautical charts - Lisbon Region (Portugal) - Maps - 1766 65382, 74165
Nautical charts - Lisbon Region (Portugal) - Maps - 1790 65384
Nautical charts - Lisbon Region (Portugal) - Maps - 1810 74167
Nautical charts - Little Belt (Denmark) - 1740 40506
Nautical charts - Little Belt (Denmark) - 1749 40507
Nautical charts - Little Calumet River (Ind. and Ill.) - Maps - 1970 36457
Nautical charts - Little Courland Bay (Trinidad and Tobago) - Maps - 1775 75233
Nautical charts - Lituya Bay (Alaska) - 1798 42235
Nautical charts - Livorno (Italy) - 1753 - Harbors 42271
Nautical charts - Livorno (Italy) - 1771 - Harbors 42272
Nautical charts - Livorno (Italy) - 1817 45888
Nautical charts - Livorno (Italy) - 1821 45889
Nautical charts - Livorno (Italy) - 1822 45890
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Nautical charts - Livorno (Italy) - 1829 45891
Nautical charts - Livorno (Italy) - History 18063
Nautical charts - Livorno (Italy) - Maps - 1747 - Harbors 39067
Nautical charts - Lizard, The (England) - 1666 - Coasts 22178
Nautical charts - Lizard, The (England) - 1749 - Coasts 22181
Nautical charts - Loire River (France) - 1758 27735
Nautical charts - Loire River (France) - Maps - 1766 27749
Nautical charts - Loire River (France) - Maps - 1790 27802
Nautical charts - Long Beach (Calif.) - 1965 62572
Nautical charts - Long Beach (Calif.) - 1968 15643
Nautical charts - Long Beach (Calif.) - 1970 62529
Nautical charts - Long Island (N.Y.) - 1946 - Coasts - Nautical charts 42980, 42981, 42982
Nautical charts - Long Island (N.Y.) - 1947 - Coasts 42918
Nautical charts - Long Island (N.Y.) - 1948 42921
Nautical charts - Long Island (N.Y.) - 1948 - Coasts 42922
Nautical charts - Long Island (N.Y.) - 1949 - Coasts 42928, 42929
Nautical charts - Long Island (N.Y.) - 1951 - Coasts 42934, 42935, 42936
Nautical charts - Long Island (N.Y.) - 1952 - Coasts 42944
Nautical charts - Long Island (N.Y.) - 1956 - Coasts 42955
Nautical charts - Long Island (N.Y.) - 1963 42963
Nautical charts - Long Island (N.Y.) - 1966 - Pictorial maps 55986
Nautical charts - Long Island (N.Y.) - 1968 - Pictorial maps 55991
Nautical charts - Long Island (N.Y.) - 1969 - Pictorial maps 55993
Nautical charts - Long Island (N.Y.) - 1970 - Pictorial maps 55996
Nautical charts - Long Island (N.Y.) - 1971 - Pictorial maps 55998
Nautical charts - Long Island (N.Y.) - 1972 - Pictorial maps 55999, 56000
Nautical charts - Long Island (N.Y.) - 1973 - Pictorial maps 56003, 56004
Nautical charts - Long Island (N.Y.) - 1974 - Coasts 42974
Nautical charts - Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1732 - Coasts 55826
Nautical charts - Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1760 - Coasts 55828
Nautical charts - Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1783 - Coasts 55837
Nautical charts - Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1952 - Coasts 42943
Nautical charts - Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1956 - Coasts 42953, 42954
Nautical charts - Long Island Sound (N.Y. and Conn.) - 1946 42980, 42981, 42982
Nautical charts - Long Island Sound (N.Y. and Conn.) - 1956 42955
Nautical charts - Long Island Sound (N.Y. and Conn.) - 1963 42963
Nautical charts - Long Island Sound (N.Y. and Conn.) - 1966 - Pictorial maps 55986
Nautical charts - Long Island Sound (N.Y. and Conn.) - 1968 - Pictorial maps 55991
Nautical charts - Long Island Sound (N.Y. and Conn.) - 1969 - Pictorial maps 55993
Nautical charts - Long Island Sound (N.Y. and Conn.) - 1970 - Pictorial maps 55996
Nautical charts - Long Island Sound (N.Y. and Conn.) - 1971 - Pictorial maps 55998
Nautical charts - Long Island Sound (N.Y. and Conn.) - 1972 - Pictorial maps 55999, 56000
Nautical charts - Long Island Sound (N.Y. and Conn.) - 1973 - Pictorial maps 56003, 56004
Nautical charts - Lorient (France) - Maps - 1725 - Manuscripts 43059
Nautical charts - Los Angeles (Calif.) - 1965 62572
Nautical charts - Louisbourg (N.S.) - Maps - 1716 - Manuscripts 43249
Nautical charts - Louisiana - Maps - 1848 74532
Nautical charts - Low countries - 1758 - Coasts 25010
Nautical charts - Low countries - 1790 - Coasts 25011
Nautical charts - Lower Saxony (Germany) - 1584 - Coasts 43530
Nautical charts - Lower Saxony (Germany) - 1588 - Coasts 43531, 69370, 69371
Nautical charts - Lugo (Spain : Province) - 1583 - Coasts 3559
Nautical charts - Lugo (Spain : Province) - 1587 - Coasts 3560
Nautical charts - Lumbovk (Russia) - Maps - 1740 82887
Nautical charts - Lumbovk (Russia) - Maps - 1749 82888
Nautical charts - Luzon (Philippines) - 1898 43681
Nautical charts - Mackinac, Straits of - 1949 32587
Nautical charts - Mackinac, Straits of - 1966 32601
Nautical charts - Mackinac, Straits of - 1968 32606
Nautical charts - Mackinac, Straits of - 1969 32607
Nautical charts - Mackinac, Straits of - 1970 32610
Nautical charts - Mackinac, Straits of - 1971 32611
Nautical charts - Mackinac, Straits of - 1972 32613, 32614
Nautical charts - Mackinac, Straits of - 1973 32615, 32616
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| Nautical charts | Mackinac, Straits of - 1976 | 32619 |
| Nautical charts | Mackinac, Straits of (Mich.) - 1951 | 32590, 32591 |
| Nautical charts | Mackinac, Straits of (Mich.) - 1952 | 32594 |
| Nautical charts | Mackinac, Straits of (Mich.) - Maps - 1717 - Manuscripts | 43761 |
| Nautical charts | Madagascar - Maps - 1670 - Manuscripts | 2173 |
| Nautical charts | Madagascar - Maps - 1703 - Coasts | 43788 |
| Nautical charts | Madagascar - Maps - 1748 - Coasts | 43790 |
| Nautical charts | Madeira Islands - 1701 | 16434 |
| Nautical charts | Madeira Islands - 1775 | 16436 |
| Nautical charts | Madeira Islands - Maps - 1703 | 250 |
| Nautical charts | Madeira Islands - Maps - 1766 | 277 |
| Nautical charts | Madeira Islands - Maps - 1807 | 11362 |
| Nautical charts | Madeira Islands (Madeira Islands) - Maps - 1703 | 250 |
| Nautical charts | Madeira Islands (Madeira Islands) - Maps - 1766 | 277 |
| Nautical charts | Madia Gûbâl (Egypt) - Maps - 1804 | 66330 |
| Nautical charts | Madia Gûbâl (Egypt and Saudi Arabia) - Maps - 1804 | 66330 |
| Nautical charts | Madura Island (Indonesia) - Maps - 1703 - Coasts | 39628 |
| Nautical charts | Madura Island (Indonesia) - Maps - 1748 - Coasts | 39631 |
| Nautical charts | Madura Strait (Indonesia) - Maps - 1703 | 39628 |
| Nautical charts | Madura Strait (Indonesia) - Maps - 1748 | 39631 |
| Nautical charts | Maeradow (Norway) - 1740 - Harbors | 43879 |
| Nautical charts | Magdalene Islands (Quebec) - 1794 | 43887 |
| Nautical charts | Magdalene Islands (Québec) - Maps - 1781 | 43885, 43886 |
| Nautical charts | Magellan, Strait of (Chile and Argentina) - 1624 | 44207 |
| Nautical charts | Magellan, Strait of (Chile and Argentina) - Maps - 1708 - Manuscripts | 22938 |
| Nautical charts | Magellan, Strait of (Chile and Argentina) - Maps - 1710 - Manuscripts | 43900, 43901, 43902 |
| Nautical charts | Mahebourg (Mauritius) - Maps - 1715 - Manuscripts | 45549 |
| Nautical charts | Mahón (Spain) - 1753 - Harbors | 43929, 72734 |
| Nautical charts | Mahón (Spain) - 1771 - Harbors | 43930, 72746 |
| Nautical charts | Maine - 1794 | 60162 |
| Nautical charts | Maine - 1947 - Coasts | 44138 |
| Nautical charts | Maine - 1949 - Coasts | 44152 |
| Nautical charts | Maine - 1951 - Coasts | 44155 |
| Nautical charts | Maine - 1966 - Pictorial maps | 54530 |
| Nautical charts | Maine - 1968 - Pictorial maps | 54531 |
| Nautical charts | Maine - 1969 - Pictorial maps | 54535 |
| Nautical charts | Maine - 1970 - Pictorial maps | 54536 |
| Nautical charts | Maine - 1971 - Pictorial maps | 54537 |
| Nautical charts | Maine - 1972 - Pictorial maps | 54538, 54539 |
| Nautical charts | Maine - 1973 - Pictorial maps | 54541, 54542 |
| Nautical charts | Maine - Maps - 1703 - Coasts | 56891 |
| Nautical charts | Malaaasia - Maps - 1720 - Manuscripts | 44217 |
| Nautical charts | Malabar Coast (India) - 1703 | 44213 |
| Nautical charts | Malabar Coast (India) - Maps - 1670 - Coasts - Manuscripts | 36504 |
| Nautical charts | Malabar Coast (India) - Maps - 1703 | 36510 |
| Nautical charts | Malabar Coast (India) - Maps - 1748 | 36527 |
| Nautical charts | Malacca, Strait of - Maps - 1703 | 44215 |
| Nautical charts | Malacca, Strait of - Maps - 1720 - Manuscripts | 44216, 44217 |
| Nautical charts | Malacca, Strait of - Maps - 1748 | 44218 |
| Nautical charts | Malay Archipelago - Maps - 1728 | 44222 |
| Nautical charts | Malaysia - 1719 - Manuscripts | 24037 |
| Nautical charts | Malaysia - Maps - 1703 - Coasts | 24035 |
| Nautical charts | Malaysia - Maps - 1720 - Manuscripts | 44216 |
| Nautical charts | Malaysia - Maps - 1728 | 36709 |
| Nautical charts | Malaysia - Maps - 1748 - Coasts | 24040 |
| Nautical charts | Maldives - Maps - 1724 - Manuscripts | 36516 |
| Nautical charts | Maldives - Maps - 1728 | 36709 |
| Nautical charts | Malonado (Uruguay) - Maps - 1789 - Harbors | 66851 |
| Nautical charts | Man of War Bay (Trinidad and Tobago) - Maps - 1775 | 75233 |
| Nautical charts | Manasquan Inlet (N.J.) - 1951 | 3701, 55163 |
| Nautical charts | Manasquan Inlet (N.J.) - 1952 | 3702 |
| Nautical charts | Mandab, Strait of - Maps - 1703 - Coasts | 44316 |
| Nautical charts | Mandab, Strait of - Maps - 1748 - Coasts | 44317 |
| Nautical charts | Manhasset Bay (N.Y.) - 1952 | 42943 |
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nautical charts</th>
<th>Manhasset Bay (N.Y.)</th>
<th>1956</th>
<th>42953, 42954</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>Manua Islands (American Samoa)</td>
<td>1798</td>
<td>45506</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>Manuscripts - Bibliography</td>
<td></td>
<td>79815</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>Manuscripts - Bibliography</td>
<td>1300-1700</td>
<td>44434</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>Manuscripts - Bibliography</td>
<td>1500-1700</td>
<td>44435</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>Manuscripts - Collections, 1400-1499 - Facsimiles</td>
<td></td>
<td>84536</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>Manuscripts - Collections - Facsimiles</td>
<td></td>
<td>52782</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Collections, 1680-1885</td>
<td></td>
<td>79815</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>Map reading</td>
<td>44697</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>Manuscripts</td>
<td>Facsimiles</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mediterranean Sea-1425- Manuscripts</td>
<td>22308</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mediterranean Sea-1440- Manuscripts</td>
<td>45779</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mediterranean Sea-1456- Manuscripts</td>
<td>45783</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mediterranean Sea-1500- Manuscripts- Facsimiles</td>
<td>45999</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mediterranean Sea-1528-</td>
<td>64760</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mediterranean Sea-1533- Manuscripts</td>
<td>45800</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mediterranean Sea-1537- Manuscripts- Facsimiles</td>
<td>45802</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mediterranean Sea-1567- Manuscripts</td>
<td>45808</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mediterranean Sea-1568- Manuscripts</td>
<td>45809</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mediterranean Sea-1569-</td>
<td>45810</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mediterranean Sea-1582- Manuscripts- Facsimiles</td>
<td>38581</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mediterranean Sea-1592- Manuscripts</td>
<td>45822</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mediterranean Sea-1594- Manuscripts</td>
<td>10590, 45824</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mediterranean Sea-1595-</td>
<td>45828</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mediterranean Sea-1595- Manuscripts</td>
<td>45825</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mediterranean Sea-1596- Manuscripts</td>
<td>45829</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mediterranean Sea-1600-1699- Manuscripts</td>
<td>45834, 45835</td>
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<tr>
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<tr>
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<tr>
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| Nautical charts - New York Harbor (N.Y. and N.J.) - 1970 | Pictorial maps | 48004, 55996 |
| Nautical charts - New York Harbor (N.Y. and N.J.) - 1971 | Pictorial maps | 48005, 55998 |
| Nautical charts - New York Harbor (N.Y. and N.J.) - 1972 | Pictorial maps | 48006, 48007, 55999, 56000 |
| Nautical charts - New York Harbor (N.Y. and N.J.) - 1973 | Pictorial maps | 48008, 48009, 56003, 56004 |
| Nautical charts - New York Harbor (N.Y. and N.J.) - 1974 | | 42974 |
| Nautical charts - New York Harbor (N.Y. and N.J.) - 1976 | Pictorial maps | 48012 |
| Nautical charts - New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1874 | Harbors | 55658 |
| Nautical charts - New York Region - 1757 | Manuscripts - Facsimiles | 55827 |
| Nautical charts - New York Region - 1776 | | 58883, 58884 |
| Nautical charts - New York Region - 1777 | | 58885 |
| Nautical charts - New York Region - 1966 | Pictorial maps | 47999, 55986 |
| Nautical charts - New York Region - 1967 | Pictorial maps | 48001, 55991 |
| Nautical charts - New York Region - 1969 | Pictorial maps | 48003, 55993 |
| Nautical charts - New York Region - 1970 | Pictorial maps | 48004, 55996 |
| Nautical charts - New York Region - 1971 | Pictorial maps | 48005, 55998 |
| Nautical charts - New York Region - 1972 | Pictorial maps | 48006, 48007, 55999, 56000 |
| Nautical charts - New York Region - 1973 | Pictorial maps | 48008, 48009, 56003, 56004 |
| Nautical charts - New York Region - 1976 | Pictorial maps | 48012 |
| Nautical charts - New York Region - Maps - 1732 | Coasts | 55826 |
| Nautical charts - New York Region - Maps - 1760 | Coasts | 55828 |
| Nautical charts - New York Region - Maps - 1783 | Coasts | 55837 |
| Nautical charts - New York State | 1949 | 56670 |
| Nautical charts - New York (State) | 1964 | 56744 |
| Nautical charts - New York (State) - 1966 | Pictorial maps | 56748 |
| Nautical charts - New York (State) - 1968 | Pictorial maps | 56752 |
| Nautical charts - New York (State) - 1969 | Pictorial maps | 56758 |
| Nautical charts - New York (State) - 1970 | Pictorial maps | 56763 |
| Nautical charts - New York (State) - 1971 | Pictorial maps | 56765 |
| Nautical charts - New York (State) - 1972 | Pictorial maps | 56767, 56768 |
| Nautical charts - New York (State) - 1973 | Pictorial maps | 56769, 56770 |
| Nautical charts - New York (State) - 1976 | Pictorial maps | 56774 |
| Nautical charts - New York (State) - Canals | 1941 | 34818 |
| Nautical charts - New York (State) - Canals | 1946 | 34819, 34820 |
| Nautical charts - New Zealand | 1542-1851 | 56835 |
| Nautical charts - Newcastle (N.S.W.) - Maps - 1891 | | 56877 |
| Nautical charts - Newcastle upon Tyne Region (England) | 1693 | Coasts 56880 |
| Nautical charts - Newcastle upon Tyne Region (England) | 1749 | Coasts 56881 |
| Nautical charts - Newfoundland and Labrador - 1689 | Coasts | 12016, 13357, 18744, 33502 |
| Nautical charts - Newfoundland and Labrador - 1732 | Coasts | 12017, 13358, 18745, 33503 |
| Nautical charts - Newfoundland and Labrador - 1760 | Coasts | 12018, 13359, 18746, 33504 |
| Nautical charts - Newfoundland and Labrador - 1784 | | 56917 |
| Nautical charts - Newfoundland and Labrador | 1786 | 56922 |
| Nautical charts - Newfoundland and Labrador - 1794 | | 3730, 56925, 56926, 56927 |
| Nautical charts - Newfoundland and Labrador - Collections | 1769-1770 | 56937 |
| Nautical charts - Newfoundland and Labrador - Maps - 1675 | Coasts | 56885 |
| Nautical charts - Newfoundland and Labrador - Maps - 1689 | | 56887 |
| Nautical charts - Newfoundland and Labrador - Maps - 1703 | Coasts | 56891, 56892 |
| Nautical charts - Newfoundland and Labrador - Maps - 1728 | Coasts | 56894 |
| Nautical charts - Newfoundland and Labrador - Maps - 1732 | | 56896 |
| Nautical charts - Newfoundland and Labrador - Maps - 1732 | Coasts | 56895 |
| Nautical charts - Newfoundland and Labrador - Maps - 1760 | | 56899 |
| Nautical charts - Newfoundland and Labrador - Maps - 1760 | Coasts | 56898 |
| Nautical charts - Newfoundland and Labrador - Maps - 1763 | | 73118 |
| Nautical charts - Newfoundland and Labrador - Maps - 1775 | Coasts | 56906 |
| Nautical charts - Newfoundland and Labrador - Maps - 1783 | | 56910 |
| Nautical charts - Newfoundland and Labrador - Maps - 1783 | Coasts | 56909 |
| Nautical charts - Newfoundland and Labrador - Maps - 1784 | | 56912, 56914, 56915, 56916, 56918, 56919, 56920, 56921, 67989 |
| Nautical charts - Newfoundland and Labrador - Maps - 1784 | Coasts | 56911 |
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Newfoundland and Labrador - Maps - 1791</td>
<td>56923</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Newport Bay (Calif.) - 1947</td>
<td>15699</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Newport Bay (Calif.) - 1949</td>
<td>15700</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Newport Bay (Calif.) - 1966</td>
<td>15636</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Newport Bay (Calif.) - 1967</td>
<td>15641</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Newport Bay (Calif.) - 1968</td>
<td>15643, 15644</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Newport Bay (Calif.) - 1969</td>
<td>15645</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Newport Bay (Calif.) - 1970</td>
<td>15648, 62529</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Newport Bay (Calif.) - 1971</td>
<td>15649</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Newport Bay (Calif.) - 1972</td>
<td>15651, 15652</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Newport Bay (Calif.) - 1973</td>
<td>15655, 15656</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Newport Bay (Calif.) - 1976</td>
<td>15660</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Newport Beach (Calif.) - 1965</td>
<td>62572</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Niagara River (N.Y. and Ont.) - Maps - 1828</td>
<td>57009</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Niagara River (New York and Ont.) - Maps - 1847</td>
<td>57013</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Niger River Delta (Nigeria) - 1701</td>
<td>12396</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Niihau (Hawaii) - 1966</td>
<td>33696</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Niihau (Hawaii) - 1967</td>
<td>33698</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Norfolk (England) - 1588 - Coasts</td>
<td>73394, 73395</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Normandy (France) - 1588 - Coasts</td>
<td>57220, 57221</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - North America - 1613-1623 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>57338</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - North America - Coasts - Maps - 1793 - Manuscripts</td>
<td>57659</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - North America - History - 1600</td>
<td>18213</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - North America - Maps - 1559 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>25883</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - North America - Maps - 1686 - Coasts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>3721</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - North America - Maps - 1689 - Coasts</td>
<td>3722</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - North America - Maps - 1732 - Coasts</td>
<td>3724</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - North America - Maps - 1760 - Coasts</td>
<td>3725</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - North America - Maps - 1778-1780 - Coasts</td>
<td>57628</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - North America - Maps - 1783 - Coasts</td>
<td>3728</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - North Atlantic - History - 18102</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - North Atlantic Ocean - 1550</td>
<td>15057</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - North Atlantic Ocean - 1740</td>
<td>3671, 3672</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - North Atlantic Ocean - 1749</td>
<td>3674</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - North Atlantic Ocean - 1758 - Coasts</td>
<td>3675</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - North Atlantic Ocean - 1766 - Coasts</td>
<td>3676</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - North Atlantic Ocean - 1775</td>
<td>57897</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - North Atlantic Ocean - 1787</td>
<td>33217</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - North Atlantic Ocean - 1790 - Coasts</td>
<td>3677</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - North Atlantic Ocean - 1807</td>
<td>57903</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - North Atlantic Ocean - 1851</td>
<td>57909</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - North Atlantic Ocean - 1869</td>
<td>57914</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - North Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1690-1702 - Coasts</td>
<td>3670</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - North Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1728</td>
<td>57887</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - North Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1728 - Coasts</td>
<td>57885, 57886</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - North Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1740</td>
<td>57890, 57891</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - North Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1749</td>
<td>57893, 57894</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - North Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1779 - Manuscripts</td>
<td>57899</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - North Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1779 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>57898</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - North Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1802</td>
<td>52858</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - North Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1805-1807</td>
<td>57902</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - North Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1807</td>
<td>52859</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - North Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1770-1779 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>12454</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - North Pacific Ocean - 1849</td>
<td>58751</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - North Pacific Ocean - 1944</td>
<td>134</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - North Pacific Ocean - Maps - 1630 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>58701</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - North Pacific Ocean - Maps - 1852</td>
<td>62562, 62563, 62564</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - North Pacific Ocean - Maps - 1955-1960</td>
<td>58753</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - North Sea - 16944</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - North Sea - 1558</td>
<td>11619</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - North Sea - 1562</td>
<td>11620</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - North Sea - 1599 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>58790</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - North Sea - 1653</td>
<td>58791</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - North Sea - 1693</td>
<td>25071</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Call Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - North Sea - 1740</td>
<td>3671, 3672, 58795, 58796, 58797</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - North Sea - 1749</td>
<td>3674, 25116, 58799</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - North Sea - 1758</td>
<td>25010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - North Sea - 1766</td>
<td>58801</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - North Sea - 1785</td>
<td>58803</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - North Sea - 1790</td>
<td>25011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - North Sea - 1816</td>
<td>58808, 58809</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - North Sea - 1822</td>
<td>58810</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - North Sea - 1829</td>
<td>58811</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - North Sea - History - 1500-1599</td>
<td>2185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - North Sea - Maps - 1656</td>
<td>58792</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - North Sea - Maps - 1680</td>
<td>58793</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - North Sea - Maps - 1702</td>
<td>58794</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - North Sea - Maps - 1715</td>
<td>14197</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - North Sea - Maps - 1728</td>
<td>26354</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - North Sea - Maps - 1740</td>
<td>58798</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - North Sea - Maps - 1747</td>
<td>53435</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - North Sea - Maps - 1749</td>
<td>58800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - North Sea - Maps - 1766</td>
<td>58802</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - North Sea - Maps - 1806</td>
<td>58805</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - North Sea - Maps - 1813</td>
<td>58806</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - North Sea - Maps - 1814</td>
<td>58807</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - North Sea - Maps - Collections, 1543-1875</td>
<td>33763</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Northeast Passage - 1874</td>
<td>11824</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Northeastern States - Maps - 1689 - Coasts</td>
<td>58860</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Northeastern States - Maps - 1703 - Coasts</td>
<td>58864</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Northern Ireland - 1758 - Coasts</td>
<td>38275</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Northern Ireland - 1790 - Coasts</td>
<td>38303</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Northern Ireland - Maps - 1766 - Coasts</td>
<td>38284</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Northumberland (England) - 1693 - Coasts</td>
<td>34584, 56880, 59708</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Northumberland (England) - 1749 - Coasts</td>
<td>34585, 56881</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Northumberland (England) - 1757 - Coasts</td>
<td>59710</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Norway - 1583 - Coasts</td>
<td>10991</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Norway - 1588 - Coasts</td>
<td>10992, 60079, 80174, 80175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Norway - 1740 - Coasts</td>
<td>26662, 26663, 58797, 60086, 60087, 60088, 60089, 67549</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Norway - 1749 - Coasts</td>
<td>26664, 26665, 58799, 60092, 60093, 60094, 60095, 67558</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Norway - Maps - 1740 - Coasts</td>
<td>60090</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Norway - Maps - 1749 - Coasts</td>
<td>60096</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Norway - Maps - 1806 - Coasts</td>
<td>58805</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts, Norwegian</td>
<td>52826</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Norwegian Sea - Maps - 1654</td>
<td>69164</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Norwegian Sea - Maps - 1728</td>
<td>26354</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Nova Scotia - 1774-1784</td>
<td>3726, 3727</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Nova Scotia - 1794</td>
<td>60162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Nova Scotia - 1798</td>
<td>60163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Nova Scotia - 1809</td>
<td>60164</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Nova Scotia - Cape Breton Island - Maps - 1716 - Manuscripts</td>
<td>16467</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Nova Scotia - History - 1700-1799</td>
<td>23336, 23337</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Nova Scotia - Maps - 1783 - Coasts</td>
<td>53877</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Oahu (Hawaii) - 1966</td>
<td>33696</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Oahu (Hawaii) - 1967</td>
<td>33698</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Ohio River - 1811</td>
<td>26488, 50505</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Ohio River - 1817</td>
<td>26489, 50507</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Ohio River - 1818</td>
<td>26491, 50508</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Ohio River - 1820</td>
<td>61267</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Ohio River - 1822</td>
<td>50509</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Ohio River - 1824</td>
<td>26493, 26494, 50510, 61268</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Ohio River - 1825</td>
<td>26495, 50511, 50512</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Ohio River - 1829</td>
<td>26496, 50514</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Ohio River - 1832</td>
<td>26497, 50517</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Ohio River - 1834</td>
<td>26498, 50518, 50519</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Ohio River - 1841</td>
<td>26499, 26500, 50522, 50523, 61271</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Nautical charts - Ohio River - 1845  50524
Nautical charts - Ohio River - 1847  50525
Nautical charts - Ohio River - 1851  50529
Nautical charts - Ohio River - 1948  32585
Nautical charts - Ohio River - 1851  50541, 50542
Nautical charts - Ohio River - 1952  32593
Nautical charts - Ohio River - 1956  32596, 32597, 50543
Nautical charts - Ohio River - 1968  32606
Nautical charts - Ohio River - 1969  32607
Nautical charts - Ohio River - 1970  32610
Nautical charts - Ohio River - 1971  32611
Nautical charts - Ohio River - 1972  32613, 32614
Nautical charts - Ohio River - 1973  32615, 32616
Nautical charts - Ohio River - 1976  32619
Nautical charts - Ohio River - Maps - 1814 (Provisional Heading)  50506
Nautical charts - Ohio River - Maps - 1826  61269
Nautical charts - Ohio River - Maps - 1832  61270
Nautical charts - Ohio River - Maps - 1850  61273
Nautical charts - Ohio River - Maps - 1858  61275
Nautical charts - Olytoy, Bay of (Greece) - 1753 - Harbors  46170
Nautical charts - Olytoy, Bay of (Greece) - 1771 - Harbors  46171
Nautical charts - Okeechobee Waterway (Fla.) - 1946  3736
Nautical charts - Okeechobee Waterway (Fla.) - 1947  70719
Nautical charts - Okeechobee Waterway (Fla.) - 1948  3738
Nautical charts - Okeechobee Waterway (Fla.) - 1949  3739
Nautical charts - Okeechobee Waterway (Fla.) - 1951  3740, 70720
Nautical charts - Okeechobee Waterway (Fla.) - 1952  3741
Nautical charts - Okeechobee Waterway (Fla.) - 1956  3742
Nautical charts - Okinawa Island (Japan) - 1797-1804  65885

Nautical charts on vellum in the Library of Congress / compiled by Walter W. Ristow and R. A. Skelton  52772
Nautical charts - Ontario, Lake (N.Y. and Ont.) - 1849  56670
Nautical charts - Ontario, Lake (N.Y. and Ont.) - 1854  56744
Nautical charts - Ontario, Lake (N.Y. and Ont.) - 1966 - Pictorial maps  56748
Nautical charts - Ontario, Lake (N.Y. and Ont.) - 1968 - Pictorial maps  56752
Nautical charts - Ontario, Lake (N.Y. and Ont.) - 1969 - Pictorial maps  56758
Nautical charts - Ontario, Lake (N.Y. and Ont.) - 1970 - Pictorial maps  56763
Nautical charts - Ontario, Lake (N.Y. and Ont.) - 1971 - Pictorial maps  56765
Nautical charts - Ontario, Lake (N.Y. and Ont.) - 1972 - Pictorial maps  56767, 56768
Nautical charts - Ontario, Lake (N.Y. and Ont.) - 1973 - Pictorial maps  56769, 56770
Nautical charts - Ontario, Lake (N.Y. and Ont.) - 1976 - Pictorial maps  56774
Nautical charts - Ontario, Lake (N.Y. and Ont.) - Maps - 1836  61784
Nautical charts - Orford Region (England) - 1790 - Coasts  62277
Nautical charts - Orinoco River (Venezuela and Colombia) - Maps - 1732  70437
Nautical charts - Orinoco River (Venezuela and Colombia) - Maps - 1760  70453
Nautical charts - Orinoco River (Venezuela and Colombia) - Maps - 1783  70476
Nautical charts - Orissa (India) - Maps - 1700 - Coasts - Manuscripts  62281
Nautical charts - Orissa (India) - Maps - 1748 - Coasts  36529, 36530
Nautical charts - Orkney (Scotland) - 1688 - Coasts  62283
Nautical charts - Orkney (Scotland) - 1693 - Coasts  62284, 69473
Nautical charts - Orkney (Scotland) - 1749 - Coasts  62286, 62287, 69498
Nautical charts - Orkney (Scotland) - 1757 - Coasts  62288
Nautical charts - Oslofjorden (Norway) - 1740 - Coasts  62376
Nautical charts - Oslofjorden (Norway) - 1749 - Coasts  62377
Nautical charts - Oslofjorden (Norway) - Maps - 1728  62375
Nautical charts - Oslofjorden (Norway) - Maps - 1807  70192
Nautical charts - Oyster Bay (N.Y. : Bay) - 1852  42943
Nautical charts - Oyster Bay (N.Y. : Bay) - 1956  42953, 42954
Nautical charts - Pacific Coast (America) - 1682 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  66836, 66837
Nautical charts - Pacific Coast (America) - History  66838, 66839, 66840
Nautical charts - Pacific Coast (Asia) - Maps - 1720 - Manuscripts  70859, 70860
Nautical charts - Pacific Coast (B.C.) - Maps - 1955-1960  58753
Nautical charts - Pacific Coast (Calif.) - 1541-1770 - Coasts  46266
Nautical charts - Pacific Coast (Calif.) - 1852  62527
Nautical charts - Pacific Coast (Calif.) - 1979  15705
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Nautical charts - Pacific Coast (Central America) - Maps - 1794 - Manuscripts 27195, 46301
Nautical charts - Pacific Coast (Mexico) - 1541-1770 - Coasts 46266
Nautical charts - Pacific Coast (Mexico) - 1979 15705
Nautical charts - Pacific Coast (Mexico) - Maps - 1794 - Manuscripts 27195, 46301
Nautical charts - Pacific Coast (North America) 16916
Nautical charts - Pacific Coast (North America) - 1852 62562, 62563, 62564
Nautical charts - Pacific Coast (North America) - 1947 15699, 68519
Nautical charts - Pacific Coast (North America) - 1949 15700, 68522
Nautical charts - Pacific Coast (North America) - 1966 - Pictorial maps 15636, 65849, 68527
Nautical charts - Pacific Coast (North America) - 1967 - Pictorial maps 15641, 65850, 68529
Nautical charts - Pacific Coast (North America) - 1968 - Pictorial maps 15644, 65851, 68531
Nautical charts - Pacific Coast (North America) - 1969 - Pictorial maps 15645, 65852
Nautical charts - Pacific Coast (North America) - 1970 - Pictorial maps 15648, 65853, 68534
Nautical charts - Pacific Coast (North America) - 1971 - Pictorial maps 15649, 65854
Nautical charts - Pacific Coast (North America) - 1972 - Pictorial maps 15651, 15652, 65855, 65856, 68537, 68538
Nautical charts - Pacific Coast (North America) - 1973 - Pictorial maps 15655, 15656, 65857, 65858, 68539, 68540
Nautical charts - Pacific Coast (North America) - 1976 - Pictorial maps 15660, 65859, 68541
Nautical charts - Pacific Coast (North America) - Maps - 1769 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 62537
Nautical charts - Pacific Coast (North America) - Maps - 1975 78709
Nautical charts - Pacific Coast (North America) - Maps - 1976 78732
Nautical charts - Pacific Coast (North America) - Maps - 1979 78797
Nautical charts - Pacific Coast (Russia) - 1852 62562, 62563, 62564
Nautical charts - Pacific Coast (South America) - 1500 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 62530
Nautical charts - Pacific Coast (South America) - 1656 70408
Nautical charts - Pacific Coast (South America) - 1769-1794 62566, 62567
Nautical charts - Pacific Coast (U.S.) - 1965 62572, 78410
Nautical charts - Pacific Coast (U.S.) - 1967 62573
Nautical charts - Pacific Coast (U.S.) - Maps - 1955-1960 58753
Nautical charts - Pacific Coast (Wash.) - Maps - 1947 65845
Nautical charts - Pacific Coast (Wash.) - Maps - 1949 65846
Nautical charts - Pacific Ocean - 1715 62584
Nautical charts - Pacific Ocean - 1767-1768 62585
Nautical charts - Pacific Ocean - 1789-1794 62566, 62567
Nautical charts - Pacific Ocean - 1800-1899 45200
Nautical charts - Pacific Ocean - 1827-1828 62609
Nautical charts - Pacific Ocean - 1837 62613
Nautical charts - Pacific Ocean - 1970-1979 45201
Nautical charts - Pacific Ocean - Maps - 1700-1799 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 62581
Nautical charts - Pacific Ocean - Maps - 1793-1794 - Manuscripts 62532, 62590
Nautical charts - Pacific Ocean - North America - Maps - 1838-1842 - Coasts 57725
Nautical charts - Pacific States - 1966 - Pictorial maps 65849
Nautical charts - Pacific States - 1967 - Pictorial maps 65850
Nautical charts - Pacific States - 1968 - Pictorial maps 65851
Nautical charts - Pacific States - 1969 - Pictorial maps 65852
Nautical charts - Pacific States - 1970 - Pictorial maps 65853
Nautical charts - Pacific States - 1971 - Pictorial maps 65854
Nautical charts - Pacific States - 1972 - Pictorial maps 65855, 65856
Nautical charts - Pacific States - 1973 - Pictorial maps 65857, 65858
Nautical charts - Pacific States - 1976 - Pictorial maps 65859
Nautical charts - Pahang (Malaysia) - Maps - 1703 - Coasts 62677
Nautical charts - Pais Vasco (Spain) - 1583 - Coasts 2268
Nautical charts - Pais Vasco (Spain) - 1588 - Coasts 2269
Nautical charts - Palawan (Philippines) - 1898 62708
Nautical charts - Palermo (Italy) - 1753 - Harbors 46153
Nautical charts - Palermo (Italy) - 1771 - Harbors 46154
Nautical charts - Panama, Gulf of - Maps - 1792 - Manuscripts 2362
Nautical charts - Panama - Maps - 1703 - Coasts 21226
Nautical charts - Panama - Maps - 1760 - Coasts 62938
Nautical charts - Panguei Bay (Philippines) - Maps - 1755 - Manuscripts 62954
Nautical charts - Paramaribo Region (Suriname) - Maps - 1724 - Manuscripts 62986
Nautical charts - Paramaribo River (Surinam) - Maps - 1724 - Manuscripts 62987
Nautical charts - Paxos Island (Greece) - 1753 - Coasts 37558
Nautical charts - Paxos Island (Greece) - 1771 - Coasts 37559
Nautical charts - Pearl Harbor (Hawaii) - 1893-1894 63454
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Nautical charts - Peloponnesus (Greece : Peninsula) - 1753 63491
Nautical charts - Peloponnesus (Greece : Peninsula) - 1771 63492
Nautical charts - Pembroke Region (Wales) - Maps - 1728 80689
Nautical charts - Pensacola Bay (Fla.) - 1700-1799 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 64159
Nautical charts - Pensacola Bay (Fla.) - 1803 46250
Nautical charts - Pensacola Bay (Fla.) - Maps - 1720 - Manuscripts 51185
Nautical charts - Pensacola Bay (Fla.) - Maps - 1777 64171
Nautical charts - Peoria (Ill.) - Maps - 1970 64208, 64209
Nautical charts - Persian Gulf - 1776 64245
Nautical charts - Persian Gulf - Maps - 1703 64242
Nautical charts - Persian Gulf - Maps - 1748 64243
Nautical charts - Peru - Maps - 1729 - Coasts 18958, 20569
Nautical charts - Petty Harbour (N.L.) - 1786 41398
Nautical charts - Philadelphia Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1700-1799 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 23049
Nautical charts - Philadelphia Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1780-1789 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 23051
Nautical charts - Philadelphia Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1784 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 23052
Nautical charts - Philippines - 1867 64517
Nautical charts - Philippines - 1898 20756, 64519
Nautical charts - Philippines - 1899 64521
Nautical charts - Philippines - Maps - 1565 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 64506
Nautical charts - Philippines - Maps - 1749 64513
Nautical charts - Philippines - Maps - 1749 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 64511, 64512
Nautical charts - Philippines - Maps - 1933 64535
Nautical charts - Pico Island (Azores) - Maps - 1882 26458
Nautical charts - Pim Bay (Azores) - Maps - 1882 34676
Nautical charts - Pine Island Sound (Fla.) - 1998 19241
Nautical charts - Pistole Bay (N.L.) - Maps - 1784 56921
Nautical charts - Placentia Bay (N.L.) - 1794 75500
Nautical charts - Placentia Bay (N.L.) - Maps - 1784 56915
Nautical charts - Plaquemines Parish (La.) - Maps - 1723 - Manuscripts 50468
Nautical charts - Plymouth (England) - 1693 64929
Nautical charts - Plymouth (England) - 1749 64930
Nautical charts - Plymouth (England) - 1757 64931
Nautical charts - Plymouth Region (England) - 1693 64929
Nautical charts - Plymouth Region (England) - 1693 - Coasts 38559
Nautical charts - Plymouth Region (England) - 1749 64930
Nautical charts - Plymouth Region (England) - 1749 - Coasts 38561
Nautical charts - Plymouth Region (England) - 1757 64931
Nautical charts - Plymouth Sound (England) - 1749 25487
Nautical charts - Plymouth Sound (England) - Maps - 1701 25478
Nautical charts - Plymouth Sound (England) - Maps - 1728 25101
Nautical charts - Plymouth Sound (England) - Maps - 1748 64935
Nautical charts - Plymouth Sound - Maps - 1809 64937
Nautical charts - Poel Island (Germany) - 1730 70189
Nautical charts - Poitou (France) - 1588 - Coasts 64960, 64961
Nautical charts - Pomerania (Poland and Germany) - Maps - 1588 - Coasts 65154, 65155
Nautical charts - Pontevedra (Spain : Province) - 1583 - Coasts 22267
Nautical charts - Pontevedra (Spain : Province) - 1588 - Coasts 22269
Nautical charts - Port Au Port Bay (N.L.) - Maps - 1784 56919
Nautical charts - Port-Au-Prince (Haiti) - Maps - 1710 - Manuscripts 65219, 65220
Nautical charts - Port-De-Paix (Haiti) - Maps - 1725 - Manuscripts 64311
Nautical charts - Port Louis (Mauritius) - Maps - 1715 - Manuscripts 65224
Nautical charts - Port Royal (Jamaica) - Maps - 1689 65229
Nautical charts - Port Royal (Jamaica) - Maps - 1688 - Harbors 39432
Nautical charts - Port Royal (Jamaica) - Maps - 1732 - Harbors 39435
Nautical charts - Port Royal (Jamaica) - Maps - 1760 - Harbors 39436
Nautical charts - Port Royal (S.C.) - 1775 - Harbors 57959, 57960, 57961, 57962, 57963
Nautical charts - Port Royal (S.C.) - 1777 - Harbors 57964
Nautical charts - Port Royal Sound (S.C.) - 1778 65230
Nautical charts - Portland (England) - Maps - 1758 65240
Nautical charts - Portland (England) - Maps - 1790 65241
Nautical charts - Portland Region (England) - 1693 - Coasts 23731
Nautical charts - Portland Region (England) - 1749 - Coasts 23732
Nautical charts - Portland Region (England) - 1757 - Coasts 23733
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| Nautical charts | Porter Porca (Cuba) - Maps | 1689 | 11437 |
| Nautical charts | Porter Porca (Cuba) - Maps | 1732 | 11438 |
| Nautical charts | Porto (Portugal) - 1758 - Harbors | 65377 |
| Nautical charts | Porto (Portugal) - Maps | 1703 - Harbors | 25951 |
| Nautical charts | Portugal - 1588 - Coasts | 65345, 65346 |
| Nautical charts | Portugal - 1740 - Coasts | 13135 |
| Nautical charts | Portugal - 1758 - Coasts | 65377, 72738 |
| Nautical charts | Portugal - 1785 - Coasts | 13137 |
| Nautical charts | Portugal - 1789 - Coasts | 72758 |
| Nautical charts | Portugal - 1812 - Coasts | 72766 |
| Nautical charts | Portugal - Maps | 1590 | 65347 |
| Nautical charts | Portugal - Maps | 1656 | 3669 |
| Nautical charts | Portugal - Maps | 1702 - Coasts | 72697 |
| Nautical charts | Portugal - Maps | 1702 - Coasts - Strip Maps | 65358 |
| Nautical charts | Portugal - Maps | 1766 - Coasts | 65382 |
| Nautical charts | Portugal - Maps | 1780 - Coasts | 45882 |
| Nautical charts | Portugal - Maps | 1790 - Coasts | 65384 |
| Nautical charts | Portugal, Portuguese - 1675-1699 | 16913 |
| Nautical charts | Portugal, Portuguese - 1800 | 52827 |
| Nautical charts | Potomac River - 1890 | 65450 |
| Nautical charts | Potomac River - 1951 | 3688, 47959 |
| Nautical charts | Potomac River - 1952 | 3691 |
| Nautical charts | Potomac River - 1956 | 3694 |
| Nautical charts | Prince Edward Island - 1794 | 65563 |
| Nautical charts | Printing | 52828 |
| Nautical charts | Publishing - London (England) - History | 36479, 36480 |
| Nautical charts | Puerto Real (Honduras) - Maps | 1971 - Harbors | 65815 |
| Nautical charts | Puerto Rico - Maps | 1703 | 81592 |
| Nautical charts | Puerto Rico - Maps | 1760 | 2161 |
| Nautical charts | Puerto Rico - Maps | 1783 | 2164 |
| Nautical charts | Puerto Rico - Maps | 1783 - Coasts | 65816 |
| Nautical charts | Puget Sound Region (Wash.) - 1965 | 62572 |
| Nautical charts | Puget Sound Region (Wash.) - 1966 | 65847 |
| Nautical charts | Puget Sound Region (Wash.) - 1967 | 65848 |
| Nautical charts | Puget Sound Region (Wash.) - Maps | 1947 | 65845 |
| Nautical charts | Puget Sound Region (Wash.) - Maps | 1949 | 65846 |
| Nautical charts | Puget Sound (Wash.) - 1966 - Pictorial maps | 65849 |
| Nautical charts | Puget Sound (Wash.) - 1967 - Pictorial maps | 65850 |
| Nautical charts | Puget Sound (Wash.) - 1968 - Pictorial maps | 65851 |
| Nautical charts | Puget Sound (Wash.) - 1969 - Pictorial maps | 65852 |
| Nautical charts | Puget Sound (Wash.) - 1970 - Pictorial maps | 65853 |
| Nautical charts | Puget Sound (Wash.) - 1971 - Pictorial maps | 65854 |
| Nautical charts | Puget Sound (Wash.) - 1972 - Pictorial maps | 65855, 65856 |
| Nautical charts | Puget Sound (Wash.) - 1973 - Pictorial maps | 65857, 65858 |
| Nautical charts | Puget Sound (Wash.) - 1976 - Pictorial maps | 65859 |
| Nautical charts | Pusan (Korea) - 1797-1804 - Harbors | 65885 |
| Nautical charts | Québec (Province) - 1786 - Coasts | 65953 |
| Nautical charts | Queen Charlotte Islands (B.C.) - 1824 | 66111 |
| Nautical charts | Quirpon Island (N.L.) - 1794 | 12312 |
| Nautical charts | Racine (Wis.) - Maps | 1976 | 66151 |
| Nautical charts | Rappahannock River (Va.) - 1951 | 3688, 47959 |
| Nautical charts | Rappahannock River (Va.) - 1952 | 3691 |
| Nautical charts | Rappahannock River (Va.) - 1956 | 3694 |
| Nautical charts | Red Bay (N.L.) - 1794 | 12312 |
| Nautical charts | Red Sea - 1765 | 66329 |
| Nautical charts | Red Sea - Maps | 1763 - Coasts | 44316 |
| Nautical charts | Red Sea - Maps | 1748 - Coasts | 44317 |
| Nautical charts | Red Sea - Maps | 1804 | 66330 |
| Nautical charts | Restigouche River (N.B. and Quebec) - 1760 - Mouth | 66413 |
| Nautical charts | Rhine River - 1967 | 66433 |
| Nautical charts | Riga, Gulf of (Latvia and Estonia) - Maps | 1588 | 66815, 66816 |
| Nautical charts | Riga, Gulf of (Latvia and Estonia) - Maps | 1740 | 11629 |
| Nautical charts | Riga, Gulf of (Latvia and Estonia) - Maps | 1749 | 11635 |
| Nautical charts | Rio de Janeiro (Brazil : State) - Maps | 1705 - Manuscripts | 66845 |
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Nautical charts - Rio de la Plata (Argentina and Uruguay) - 1837 - Mouth 14852
Nautical charts - Rio de la Plata Delta (Argentina and Uruguay) - Maps - 1710 - Manuscripts 66848
Nautical charts - Rio de la Plata (Uruguay and Argentina) - 1868 66852
Nautical charts - Rio de la Plata (Uruguay and Argentina) - Maps - 1808 - Mouth 66851
Nautical charts - Robeson Islands (Panama) - Maps - 1970 67012
Nautical charts - Rodrigues (Mauritius) - Maps - 1748 - Coasts 67104
Nautical charts - Rovinj (Croatia) - 1753 - Harbors 67429
Nautical charts - Rovinj (Croatia) - 1771 - Harbors 67430
Nautical charts - Rügen (Germany) - 1730 70189
Nautical charts - Russia - 1740 - Coasts 67549
Nautical charts - Russia - 1749 - Coasts 67558
Nautical charts - Rye Region (England) - 1693 - Coasts 24067
Nautical charts - Rye Region (England) - 1749 - Coasts 24068
Nautical charts - Rye Region (England) - 1757 - Coasts 24069
Nautical charts - Saaremaa Island (Estonia) - Maps - 1588 - Coasts 67759, 67760
Nautical charts - Sacramento (Calif.) - 1850 16660
Nautical charts - Sacramento (Calif.) - 1970 62528
Nautical charts - Sacramento River (Calif.) - 1851 67822
Nautical charts - Sacramento River (Calif.) - 1852 68498
Nautical charts - Sado River (Portugal) - Maps - 1702 - Mouth 26374
Nautical charts - Saint Anns Bay (N.S.) - Maps - 1715 - Manuscripts 67838
Nautical charts - Saint Augustin Bay (Québec) - 1786 65953
Nautical charts - Saint-Augustin (Madagascar) - Maps - 1703 - Harbors 43788
Nautical charts - Saint-Augustin (Madagascar) - Maps - 1748 - Harbors 43790
Nautical charts - Saint Augustine Bay (Madagascar) - Maps - 1670 - Manuscripts 67841
Nautical charts - Saint Augustine Region (Fla.) - Maps - 1777 67877
Nautical charts - Saint Brides Bay (Wales) - 1693 23967
Nautical charts - Saint Brides Bay (Wales) - 1749 23968
Nautical charts - Saint Brides Bay (Wales) - 1757 23969
Nautical charts - Saint Clair, Lake (Mich. and Ont.) - 1949 32587
Nautical charts - Saint Clair River (Mich. and Ont.) - 1949 32587
Nautical charts - Saint Clair River (Mich. and Ont.) - 1951 32590, 32591
Nautical charts - Saint Clair River (Mich. and Ont.) - 1952 32594
Nautical charts - Saint George's Channel (Ireland and Wales) - 1693 67912
Nautical charts - Saint George's Channel (Ireland and Wales) - 1740 67914
Nautical charts - Saint George's Channel (Ireland and Wales) - 1749 67918
Nautical charts - Saint George's Channel (Ireland and Wales) - 1757 67919
Nautical charts - Saint George's Channel (Ireland and Wales) - 1785 67920
Nautical charts - Saint George's Channel (Ireland and Wales) - Maps - 1702 67913
Nautical charts - Saint George's Channel (Ireland and Wales) - Maps - 1748 80691
Nautical charts - Saint George's Channel (Ireland and Wales) - Maps - 1766 38281
Nautical charts - Saint John Island (China) - Maps - 1802 70861
Nautical charts - Saint Kitts - Maps - 1703 39433
Nautical charts - Saint Kitts - Maps - 1783 67971
Nautical charts - Saint Lawrence, Gulf of - Maps - 1775 65560, 65561
Nautical charts - Saint Lawrence, Gulf of -1720 - Manuscripts 67978
Nautical charts - Saint Lawrence, Gulf Of - 1775 67984, 67985, 67986
Nautical charts - Saint Lawrence, Gulf of - 1786 67990
Nautical charts - Saint Lawrence, Gulf of - 1794 3730, 56926
Nautical charts - Saint Lawrence, Gulf of - Maps - 1689 68024
Nautical charts - Saint Lawrence, Gulf of - Maps - 1715 - Manuscripts 67979, 67980, 67981
Nautical charts - Saint Lawrence, Gulf of - Maps - 1724 - Manuscripts 19074, 68027
Nautical charts - Saint Lawrence, Gulf of - Maps - 1775 67987
Nautical charts - Saint Lawrence, Gulf of - Maps - 1784 32306, 67989
Nautical charts - Saint Lawrence, Gulf of - Maps - 1790 67991
Nautical charts - Saint Lawrence (N.L.) - Maps - 1784 - Harbors 56915
Nautical charts - Saint Lawrence River - 1613 66103
Nautical charts - Saint Lawrence River - 1760 68008
Nautical charts - Saint Lawrence River - 1775 68013, 68014, 68015, 68016
Nautical charts - Saint Lawrence River - 1794 68017
Nautical charts - Saint Lawrence River - 1949 56670
Nautical charts - Saint Lawrence River -1951 34824
Nautical charts - Saint Lawrence River -1964 56744
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Nautical charts - Saint Lawrence River - 1965  78410
Nautical charts - Saint Lawrence River - Maps - 1756 - Coasts - Manuscripts  68029
Nautical charts - Saint Lawrence River - Maps - 1756 - Manuscripts  68028
Nautical charts - Saint Lawrence River - Maps - 1966  68020
Nautical charts - Saint Lawrence River - Maps- 1975  78709
Nautical charts - Saint Lawrence River - Maps- 1976  78732
Nautical charts - Saint Lawrence River Valley - 1815  65955
Nautical charts - Saint Lawrence River Valley - Maps - 1689  68024
Nautical charts - Saint Lawrence River Valley - Maps - 1724 - Manuscripts  68026, 68027
Nautical charts - Saint-Malo (France) - Maps - 1701 - Harbors  25478
Nautical charts - Saint-Malo (France) - Maps - 1758 - Harbors  68175
Nautical charts - Saint-Malo (France) - Maps - 1766 - Harbors  68176
Nautical charts - Saint-Malo (France) - Maps - 1790 - Harbors  68177
Nautical charts - Saint Martin (West Indies) - Maps - 1689 - Harbors  68181
Nautical charts - Saint Martin (West Indies) - Maps - 1783 - Harbors  68182
Nautical charts - Saint Marys River (Mich. and Ont.) - Maps - 1825  68189
Nautical charts - Saint Peter’s Bay (N.S.) - Maps - 1715 - Manuscripts  2533
Nautical charts - Saint Petersburg (Russia) - 1816  58808, 58809
Nautical charts - Saint Petersburg (Russia) - 1822  58810
Nautical charts - Saint Petersburg (Russia) - 1829  58811
Nautical charts - Saint Petersburg (Russia) - Maps - 1728 - Harbors  40478
Nautical charts - Saint Petersburg (Russia) - Maps - 1803 - Harbors  11641, 11642
Nautical charts - Saint Pierre and Miquelon - 1794  56926
Nautical charts - Saint Pierre and Miquelon - Maps - 1732  68240
Nautical charts - Saint Pierre and Miquelon - Maps - 1760  68241
Nautical charts - Saint Pierre and Miquelon - Maps - 1783  68242
Nautical charts - Salcombe (England) - 1693  64929
Nautical charts - Salcombe (England) - 1749  64930
Nautical charts - Salcombe (England) - 1757  64931
Nautical charts - Saldanha Bay (South Africa) - Maps - 1700 - Manuscripts  68268
Nautical charts - Saldanha Bay (South Africa) - Maps - 1748  68269
Nautical charts - Salvador Región (Brazil) - Maps - 1705 - Manuscripts  1262
Nautical charts - San Bias Gulf (Panama) - Maps - 1970  68410
Nautical charts - San Carlos Region (Spain) - 1705-1706 - Coasts  1209
Nautical charts - San Carlos Region (Spain) - 1753 - Coasts  1210
Nautical charts - San Diego Bay (Calif.) - 1849-1850  72229
Nautical charts - San Diego Bay (Calif.) - 1966  15636
Nautical charts - San Diego Bay (Calif.) - 1967  15641
Nautical charts - San Diego Bay (Calif.) - 1968  15644
Nautical charts - San Diego Bay (Calif.) - 1969  15645
Nautical charts - San Diego Bay (Calif.) - 1970  15648
Nautical charts - San Diego Bay (Calif.) - 1971  15649
Nautical charts - San Diego Bay (Calif.) - 1972  15651, 15652
Nautical charts - San Diego Bay (Calif.) - 1973  15655, 15656
Nautical charts - San Diego Bay (Calif.) - 1976  15660
Nautical charts - San Diego Bay (Calif.) - Maps - 1769 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  68412
Nautical charts - San Diego Bay (Calif.) - Maps - 1782 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  68413
Nautical charts - San Diego Bay (Calif.) - Maps - 1947  15699
Nautical charts - San Diego Bay (Calif.) - Maps - 1949  15700
Nautical charts - San Diego (Calif.) - 1968  15643
Nautical charts - San Diego (Calif.) - 1970  62529
Nautical charts - San Diego Region (Calif.) - 1965  62572
Nautical charts - San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - 1849  15234
Nautical charts - San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - 1852  62527, 68498
Nautical charts - San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - 1947  68519
Nautical charts - San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - 1949  68522
Nautical charts - San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - 1965  62572
Nautical charts - San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - 1966 - Pictorial maps  68527
Nautical charts - San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - 1967 - Pictorial maps  68529
Nautical charts - San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - 1968 - Pictorial maps  68531
Nautical charts - San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - 1970 - Pictorial maps  68534
Nautical charts - San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - 1971 - Pictorial maps  68535
Nautical charts - San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - 1972 - Pictorial maps  68537, 68538
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| Nautical charts - San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - 1973 - Pictorial maps | 68539, 68540 |
| Nautical charts - San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - 1976 - Pictorial maps | 68541 |
| Nautical charts - San Francisco Bay (Calif.) - 1851 | 68563, 68729 |
| Nautical charts - San Francisco Bay (Calif.) - 1947 | 68519 |
| Nautical charts - San Francisco Bay (Calif.) - 1949 | 68522 |
| Nautical charts - San Francisco (Calif.) - 1850 | 16660 |
| Nautical charts - San Francisco (Calif.) - 1968 | 15643 |
| Nautical charts - San Francisco (Calif.) - 1970 | 62528 |
| Nautical charts - San Joaquin River (Calif.) - 1852 | 68498 |
| Nautical charts - San Juan de Ulua Island (Mexico) - Maps - 1689 | 68701 |
| Nautical charts - San Juan de Ulua Island (Mexico) - Maps - 1760 | 68702 |
| Nautical charts - San Juan de Ulua Island (Mexico) - Maps - 1783 | 68703 |
| Nautical charts - San Juan Islands (Wash.) - 1859 | 68704 |
| Nautical charts - San Pablo Bay (Calif.) - 1851 | 68729 |
| Nautical charts - San Pablo Bay (Calif.) - 1972 - Pictorial maps | 68537, 68538 |
| Nautical charts - San Pablo Bay (Calif.) - 1973 - Pictorial maps | 68539, 68540 |
| Nautical charts - San Pablo Bay (Calif.) - 1976 - Pictorial maps | 68541 |
| Nautical charts - San Pablo Bay (Calif.) - Maps - 1947 | 68519 |
| Nautical charts - San Pablo Bay (Calif.) - Maps - 1949 | 68522 |
| Nautical charts - San Pablo Bay (Calif.) - Maps - 1966 - Pictorial maps | 68527 |
| Nautical charts - San Pablo Bay (Calif.) - Maps - 1967 - Pictorial maps | 68529 |
| Nautical charts - San Pablo Bay (Calif.) - Maps - 1968 - Pictorial maps | 68531 |
| Nautical charts - San Pablo Bay (Calif.) - Maps - 1970 - Pictorial maps | 68534 |
| Nautical charts - San Pablo Bay (Calif.) - Maps - 1971 - Pictorial maps | 68535 |
| Nautical charts - San Pablo (Calif.) - 1968 | 15643 |
| Nautical charts - San Pablo (Calif.) - 1970 | 62528 |
| Nautical charts - San Pedro Bay (Calif.: Bay) - 1947 | 15699 |
| Nautical charts - San Pedro Bay (Calif.: Bay) - 1949 | 15700 |
| Nautical charts - San Pedro Bay (Calif.: Bay) - 1966 | 15636 |
| Nautical charts - San Pedro Bay (Calif.: Bay) - 1967 | 15641 |
| Nautical charts - San Pedro Bay (Calif.: Bay) - 1968 | 15644 |
| Nautical charts - San Pedro Bay (Calif.: Bay) - 1969 | 15645 |
| Nautical charts - San Pedro Bay (Calif.: Bay) - 1970 | 15648 |
| Nautical charts - San Pedro Bay (Calif.: Bay) - 1971 | 15649 |
| Nautical charts - San Pedro Bay (Calif.: Bay) - 1972 | 15651, 15652 |
| Nautical charts - San Pedro Bay (Calif.: Bay) - 1973 | 15655, 15656 |
| Nautical charts - San Pedro Bay (Calif.: Bay) - 1976 | 15660 |
| Nautical charts - San Pedro (Los Angeles, Calif.) - 1968 | 15643 |
| Nautical charts - San Pedro (Los Angeles, Calif.) - 1970 | 62529 |
| Nautical charts - San Sebastián (Spain) - Maps - 1812 | 68738 |
| Nautical charts - Sandusky Bay (Ohio) - 1962 | 25580 |
| Nautical charts - Sandwich Region (England) - 1749 - Coasts | 23785 |
| Nautical charts - Sandwich Region (England) - 1757 - Coasts | 23786 |
| Nautical charts - Santa Barbara (Calif.) - 1968 | 15643 |
| Nautical charts - Santa Barbara (Calif.) - 1970 | 62529 |
| Nautical charts - Santa Barbara (Calif.) - Maps - 1782 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles | 68773 |
| Nautical charts - Santa Barbara Channel (Calif.) - Maps - 1782 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles | 68779 |
| Nautical charts - Santa Catalina Island (Calif.) - 1966 | 15636 |
| Nautical charts - Santa Catalina Island (Calif.) - 1967 | 15641 |
| Nautical charts - Santa Catalina Island (Calif.) - 1968 | 15644 |
| Nautical charts - Santa Catalina Island (Calif.) - 1969 | 15645 |
| Nautical charts - Santa Catalina Island (Calif.) - 1970 | 15648 |
| Nautical charts - Santa Catalina Island (Calif.) - 1971 | 15649 |
| Nautical charts - Santa Catalina Island (Calif.) - 1972 | 15651, 15652 |
| Nautical charts - Santa Catalina Island (Calif.) - 1973 | 15655, 15656 |
| Nautical charts - Santa Catalina Island (Calif.) - 1976 | 15660 |
| Nautical charts - Santa Catalina Island (Calif.) - Maps - 1947 | 15699 |
| Nautical charts - Santa Catalina Island (Calif.) - Maps - 1949 | 15700 |
| Nautical charts - Santa Monica (Calif.) - 1968 | 15643 |
| Nautical charts - Santa Monica (Calif.) - 1970 | 62529 |
| Nautical charts - Santo Domingo (Dominican Republic) - Maps - 1689 - Harbors | 68861 |
| Nautical charts - Santo Domingo (Dominican Republic) - Maps - 1760 - Harbors | 68863 |
| Nautical charts - Santo Domingo (Dominican Republic) - Maps - 1783 - Harbors | 68865 |
| Nautical charts - São Jorge Island (Azores) - Maps - 1882 | 26458 |
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Nautical charts - Sardinia (Italy) - 1753 - Coasts 22226
Nautical charts - Sardinia (Italy) - 1771 - Coasts 22227
Nautical charts - Sardinia (Italy) - Maps - 1753 - Coasts 1218
Nautical charts - Saronic Gulf (Greece) - 1771 - Harbors 68933
Nautical charts - Saronic Gulf (Greece) - Maps - 1753 68932
Nautical charts - Savannah River (Ga. and S.C.) - Maps - 1772 69007
Nautical charts - Savona (Italy) - 1753 - Harbors 69010
Nautical charts - Savona (Italy) - 1771 - Harbors 69011
Nautical charts - Scandinavia - 1558 11619
Nautical charts - Scandinavia - 1562 11620
Nautical charts - Scandinavia - Exhibitions - Catalogs 69328, 69329
Nautical charts - Scandinavia - Maps - 1654 69164
Nautical charts - Scarborough (England) - 1686 - Coasts 13950
Nautical charts - Scarborough (England) - 1749 - Coasts 13951
Nautical charts - Scarborough Region (England) - 1686 - Coasts 13950
Nautical charts - Scarborough Region (England) - 1749 - Coasts 13951
Nautical charts - Schleswig-Holstein (Germany) - 1588 - Coasts 69370, 69371
Nautical charts - Scotland - 1588 - Coasts 69460, 69461
Nautical charts - Scotland - 1693 - Coasts 23881, 25071, 69473
Nautical charts - Scotland - 1702 - Coasts 69481
Nautical charts - Scotland - 1740 - Coasts 69491
Nautical charts - Scotland - 1749 - Coasts 23882, 25116, 69497, 69498
Nautical charts - Scotland - 1758 - Coasts 69501
Nautical charts - Scotland - 1790 - Coasts 69518
Nautical charts - Scotland - Maps - 1728 - Coasts 69488
Nautical charts - Scotland - Maps - 1766 - Coasts 27512, 69502
Nautical charts - Seine River (France) - Mouth - Maps - 1793 69830
Nautical charts - Sellers and Selling - Europe 52829
Nautical charts - Sept-Îles (Québec) - 1775 68016
Nautical charts - Severn River Estuary (England and Wales) - 1693 69879
Nautical charts - Severn River Estuary (England and Wales) - 1749 11337, 69880
Nautical charts - Severn River Estuary (England and Wales) - 1757 69881
Nautical charts - Shannon River (Ireland) - 1758 - Nautical charts 38272
Nautical charts - Shannon River (Ireland) - 1790 - Nautical charts 38300
Nautical charts - Shannon River (Ireland) - Maps - 1766 - Nautical charts 38280
Nautical charts - Shapinsay Sound (Scotland) - 1688 62283
Nautical charts - Shapinsay Sound (Scotland) - 1749 62287
Nautical charts - Shark Bay (W.A.) - Maps - 1703 82728
Nautical charts - Shark Bay (W.A.) - Maps - 1748 82729
Nautical charts - Shetland (Scotland) - 1693 - Coasts 69473, 69949, 69950
Nautical charts - Shetland (Scotland) - 1749 69498
Nautical charts - Shetland (Scotland) - 1749 - Coasts 69951, 69952
Nautical charts - Shihir (Yemen) - Maps - 1748 51896
Nautical charts - Shore Acres (Calif.) - 1850 16660
Nautical charts - Shrewsbury River (N.J.) - 1951 3701, 55163
Nautical charts - Shrewsbury River (N.J.) - 1952 3702
Nautical charts - Siberia (Russia) - 1947 - Coasts 70023
Nautical charts - Sicily (Italy) - 1753 - Coasts 38861
Nautical charts - Sicily (Italy) - 1771 - Coasts 38872
Nautical charts - Sidon (Lebanon) - 1771 - Harbors 70095
Nautical charts - Singapore - Maps - 1703 - Coasts 44215
Nautical charts - Singapore - Maps - 1748 - Coasts 44218
Nautical charts - Skagerrak - 1697 70188
Nautical charts - Skagerrak - 1730 70189
Nautical charts - Skagerrak - 1740 - Coasts 70190
Nautical charts - Skagerrak - 1749 - Coasts 70191
Nautical charts - Skagerrak - Maps - 1695 11622
Nautical charts - Skaggerak (Denmark and Norway) - Maps - 1807 70192
Nautical charts - Solent Channel (England) - 1693 38559
Nautical charts - Solent Channel (England) - 1749 38561
Nautical charts - Sound, The (Denmark and Sweden) - 1585 70346
Nautical charts - Sound, The (Denmark and Sweden) - 1588 70347
Nautical charts - Sound, the (Denmark and Sweden) - 1740 70344
Nautical charts - Sound, the (Denmark and Sweden) - 1749 70345
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Nautical charts - Sound, The (Denmark and Sweden) - Maps - 1656  70348
Nautical charts - Sound, the (Denmark and Sweden) - Maps - 1728  26355
Nautical charts - Sound, the (Denmark and Sweden) - Maps - 1801  70349
Nautical charts - Sound, The (Denmark and Sweden) - Maps - 1816  70350
Nautical charts - South Africa - 1701 - Coasts  52535
Nautical charts - South Africa - Maps - 1700-1799 - Manuscripts  517
Nautical charts - South Africa - Maps - 1748 - Coasts  70354
Nautical charts - South America - 1523 - Coasts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  1529, 13081
Nautical charts - South America - 1616 - Coasts - Manuscripts  70398
Nautical charts - South America - 1656  70408
Nautical charts - South America - Maps - 1703 - Coasts  70427
Nautical charts - South America - Maps - 1732 - Coasts  70437
Nautical charts - South America - Maps - 1760 - Coasts  70453
Nautical charts - South America - Maps - 1783 - Coasts  70476
Nautical charts - South America - Maps - 1793-1794  70482, 70483
Nautical charts - South Asia - Maps - 1640 - Coasts - Manuscripts  70681
Nautical charts - South Atlantic Ocean - 1698  70711
Nautical charts - South Atlantic Ocean - 1753  70712
Nautical charts - South Atlantic Ocean - 1883  70716
Nautical charts - South Atlantic Ocean - 1944  134
Nautical charts - South Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1793-1794 - Manuscripts  70713, 70714
Nautical charts - South Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1808  70715
Nautical charts - South Atlantic States - 1689 - Coasts  3744
Nautical charts - South Atlantic States - 1703 - Coasts  3745
Nautical charts - South Atlantic States - 1946  3736
Nautical charts - South Atlantic States - 1947  70719
Nautical charts - South Atlantic States - 1951  70720
Nautical charts - South Atlantic States - 1960 - Pictorial maps  70721
Nautical charts - South Atlantic States - 1966 - Pictorial maps  70722
Nautical charts - South Atlantic States - 1968 - Pictorial maps  70723
Nautical charts - South Atlantic States - 1969 - Pictorial maps  70724
Nautical charts - South Atlantic States - 1970 - Pictorial maps  70725
Nautical charts - South Atlantic States - 1971 - Pictorial maps  70726
Nautical charts - South Atlantic States - 1972 - Pictorial maps  70727, 70728
Nautical charts - South Atlantic States - 1973 - Pictorial maps  70729, 70730
Nautical charts - South Atlantic States - 1976 - Pictorial maps  70731
Nautical charts - South Atlantic States - Maps - 1732 - Coasts  3746
Nautical charts - South Carolina - 1777 - Coasts  70760
Nautical charts - South Carolina - Maps - 1760 - Coasts  70757
Nautical charts - South China Sea - 1719 - Manuscripts  24037
Nautical charts - South China Sea - Maps - 1703  24035, 44215
Nautical charts - South China Sea - Maps - 1720 - Manuscripts  70859, 70860
Nautical charts - South China Sea - Maps - 1748  24040, 44218
Nautical charts - South China Sea - Maps - 1753  71172
Nautical charts - South China Sea - Maps - 1802  70861
Nautical charts - South Holland (Netherlands) - Maps - 1702 - Coasts  85275
Nautical charts - South Holland (Netherlands) - Maps - 1766 - Coasts  71110
Nautical charts - South Pacific Ocean - 1685  71114
Nautical charts - South Pacific Ocean - 1849  71125
Nautical charts - South Pacific Ocean - 1852  71127
Nautical charts - South Pacific Ocean - 1944  134
Nautical charts - South Pacific Ocean - Collections, 1542-1851  56835
Nautical charts - South Pacific Ocean - Maps - 1793-1794 - Manuscripts  70713, 70714
Nautical charts - South Shetland Islands (Antarctica) - 1819-1820  71133
Nautical charts - Southampton Region (England) - 1693 - Coasts  38559
Nautical charts - Southampton Region (England) - 1749 - Coasts  38561
Nautical charts - Southeast Asia - Maps - 1656  71162
Nautical charts - Southeast Asia - Maps - 1720 - Coasts - Manuscripts  71168, 71169
Nautical charts - Southern California Bight (Calif. and Mexico) - 1979  15705
Nautical charts - Southern States - 1946  33203, 33204, 33205
Nautical charts - Southern States - Maps - 1783 - Coasts  71319
Nautical charts - Spain - 1740 - Coasts  13135
Nautical charts - Spain - 1753 - Coasts  72734
Nautical charts - Spain - 1758 - Coasts  65377, 72738
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Call Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Spain - 1771 - Coasts</td>
<td>72746</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Spain - 1785 - Coasts</td>
<td>13137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Spain - 1786-1813 - Coasts</td>
<td>72754</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Spain - 1789 - Coasts</td>
<td>72758</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Spain - 1812 - Coasts</td>
<td>72786</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Spain - Cadiz Bay - Maps - 1725 - Manuscripts</td>
<td>15083</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Spain - Catalogs - 1800-1899</td>
<td>52830</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Spain- History - 1500-1599</td>
<td>80260</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Spain - Maps - 1656</td>
<td>3669</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Spain - Maps - 1702 - Coasts</td>
<td>72696, 72697</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Spain - Maps - 1702 - Coasts - Strip Maps</td>
<td>65358</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Spain - Maps - 1758 - Coasts</td>
<td>72739</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Spain - Maps - 1766 - Coasts</td>
<td>65382</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Spain - Maps - 1766 - Coasts - Strip Maps</td>
<td>72742</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Spain - Maps - 1780 - Coasts</td>
<td>45882</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Spain - Maps - 1790 - Coasts</td>
<td>65384, 72759</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Spear Harbor (N.L.) - Maps - 1771</td>
<td>56902</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Spithead Channel (England) - Maps - 1799</td>
<td>72972</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Sri Lanka - Maps - 1700 - Manuscripts</td>
<td>73067</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Sri Lanka - Maps - 1703</td>
<td>73068</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Sri Lanka - Maps - 1724 - Manuscripts</td>
<td>36516</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Sri Lanka - Maps - 1728</td>
<td>36709</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - St. Clair River (Mich. and Ont.) - Maps - 1828</td>
<td>73086</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - St. George's Bay (N.L.) - Maps - 1784</td>
<td>56919</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - St. John's (N.L.) - 1794 - Harbors</td>
<td>75536</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - St. John's (N.L.) - Maps - 1732 - Harbors</td>
<td>56896</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - St. John's (N.L.) - Maps - 1760 - Harbors</td>
<td>56899</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - St. John's (N.L.) - Maps - 1783 - Harbors</td>
<td>56910</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - St. Joseph Channel (Ont.) - Maps - 1828</td>
<td>73099</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - St. Lumaire Bay (N.L.) - Maps - 1784</td>
<td>56920</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - St. Magaret's Bay (N.L.) - Maps - 1784</td>
<td>56916, 56921</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - St. Mary's Bay (N.L.) - 1794</td>
<td>75500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - St. Mary's Bay (N.L.) - Maps - 1784</td>
<td>56915</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - St. Mary's River (Fla.) - Maps - 1770 - Mouth</td>
<td>1481</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - St. Mary's River (Fla.) - Maps - 1778 - Mouth</td>
<td>1482</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - St. Marys River (Mich. and Ont.) - Maps - 1828</td>
<td>68190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - St. Paul Harbor (Kodiak, Alaska) - 1869</td>
<td>41273</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - St. Pierre, Island (France) - Maps - 1782</td>
<td>73119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Stockholm (Sweden) - Maps - 1728 - Harbors</td>
<td>73272</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Stockton (Calif.) - 1970</td>
<td>62528</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Suffolk (England) - 1588 - Coasts</td>
<td>73394, 73395</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Suisun Bay (Calif.) - 1851</td>
<td>73405</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Suisun Bay (Calif.) - 1970</td>
<td>62528</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Sulu Archipelago (Philippines) - 1898</td>
<td>20756, 73418</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Sulu Sea - 1898</td>
<td>73419</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Sumatera Barat (Indonesia) - Maps - 1728</td>
<td>36709</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Sumatra (Indonesia) - Maps - 1703 - Coasts</td>
<td>44215</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Sumatra (Indonesia) - Maps - 1720 - Manuscripts</td>
<td>39635, 39636, 39637, 44216, 44217</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Sumatra (Indonesia) - Maps - 1748 - Coasts</td>
<td>15003, 44218</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Sunda Strait (Indonesia) - Maps - 1703</td>
<td>39629</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Sunda Strait (Indonesia) - Maps - 1720 - Manuscripts</td>
<td>39636, 39637</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Sunda Strait (Indonesia) - Maps - 1748</td>
<td>39632</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Superior, Lake - 1941</td>
<td>32581</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Superior, Lake - 1946</td>
<td>32582, 32583</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Superior, Lake - 1948</td>
<td>32585, 32586</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Superior, Lake - 1949</td>
<td>32587, 32588</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Superior, Lake - 1951</td>
<td>32590, 32591</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Superior, Lake - 1952</td>
<td>32593, 32594</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Superior, Lake - 1956</td>
<td>32596, 32597</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Superior, Lake - 1966 - Pictorial maps</td>
<td>32601</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Superior, Lake - 1968 - Pictorial maps</td>
<td>32606</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Superior, Lake - 1969 - Pictorial maps</td>
<td>32607</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Superior, Lake - 1970 - Pictorial maps</td>
<td>32610</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Superior, Lake - 1971 - Pictorial maps</td>
<td>32611</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Nautical charts - Superior, Lake - 1972 - Pictorial maps 32613, 32614
Nautical charts - Superior, Lake - 1973 - Pictorial maps 32615, 32616
Nautical charts - Superior, Lake - 1976 - Pictorial maps 32619
Nautical charts - Surinam River (Surinam) - Mouth - Maps - 1783 33137
Nautical charts - Suriname - Maps - 1703 - Coasts 28370, 33226
Nautical charts - Suriname - Maps - 1732 - Coasts 70437
Nautical charts - Suriname - Maps - 1760 - Coasts 70453
Nautical charts - Suriname - Maps - 1783 - Coasts 70476
Nautical charts - Suriname River (Suriname) - Maps - 1732 70437
Nautical charts - Suriname River (Suriname) - Maps - 1760 70453
Nautical charts - Sussex (England) - Maps - 1740 73597
Nautical charts - Sussex (England) - Maps - 1778 73598
Nautical charts - Svalbard (Norway) - 1728 73622, 73623
Nautical charts - Svalbard (Norway) - 1740 - Coasts 67549
Nautical charts - Svalbard (Norway) - 1749 - Coasts 67558
Nautical charts - Svyatoy Nos (Russia) - Maps - 1740 82887
Nautical charts - Svyatoy Nos (Russia) - Maps - 1749 82888
Nautical charts - Sweden - 1583 - Coasts 1449
Nautical charts - Sweden - 1588 - Coasts 1450
Nautical charts - Sweden - Coasts - Maps - 1740 11630
Nautical charts - Sweden - Coasts - Maps - 1749 11636
Nautical charts - Sweden - Maps - 1583 - Coasts 73675
Nautical charts - Sweden - Maps - 1588 - Coasts 13242, 13243, 73676
Nautical charts - Table Bay (South Africa) - 1701 52535
Nautical charts - Table Bay (South Africa) - Maps - 1700 - Manuscript 74144
Nautical charts - Tadoussac (Québec) - 1775 68016
Nautical charts - Tagus River Estuary (Portugal) - 1758 74164
Nautical charts - Tagus River Estuary (Portugal) - 1790 74166
Nautical charts - Tagus River Estuary (Portugal) - Maps - 1766 74165
Nautical charts - Tagus River (Spain and Portugal) - Maps - 1702 - Mouth 26374
Nautical charts - Tagus River (Spain and Portugal) - Mouth - Maps - 1810 74167
Nautical charts - Taiwan Strait - Maps - 1703 28462
Nautical charts - Taiwan Strait - Maps - 1748 28463
Nautical charts - Tallinn (Estonia) - 1816 58808, 58809
Nautical charts - Tallinn (Estonia) - 1822 58810
Nautical charts - Tallinn (Estonia) - 1829 58811
Nautical charts - Tallinn (Estonia) - Maps - 1728 - Harbors 62375
Nautical charts - Tallinn (Estonia) - Maps - 1803 - Harbors 11641, 11642
Nautical charts - Tampa Bay (Fla.) - Maps - 1769 74206
Nautical charts - Tampa Bay (Fla.) - Maps - 1777 74207
Nautical charts - Taranto (Italy) - 1753 - Harbors 602
Nautical charts - Taranto (Italy) - 1771 - Harbors 603
Nautical charts - Tarr Bay (England) - 1693 22838
Nautical charts - Tarr Bay (England) - 1749 22839
Nautical charts - Tarr Bay (England) - 1757 22840
Nautical charts - Tasmania - 1802-1815 - Coasts 11048
Nautical charts - Tehuantepec, Gulf of (Mexico) - Maps - 1703 46628
Nautical charts - Tenerife (Canary Islands) - Maps - 1703 250
Nautical charts - Tenerife (Canary Islands) - Maps - 1766 277
Nautical charts - Tennessee River - 1948 32585
Nautical charts - Tennessee River - 1951 50541, 50542
Nautical charts - Tennessee River - 1952 32593
Nautical charts - Tennessee River - 1956 32596, 32597, 50543
Nautical charts - Terceira Island (Azores) - 1873 74470
Nautical charts - Texas - Maps - 1848 74532
Nautical charts - Texas - Matagorda Bay - Maps - 1605 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 45513
Nautical charts - Thailand, Gulf of - Maps - 1720 - Manuscripts 70859
Nautical charts - Thames River (England) - 1653 75037
Nautical charts - Thames River (England) - 1758 75038
Nautical charts - Thames River (England) - 1790 75039
Nautical charts - Thames River (England) - Maps - 1701 - Mouth 25478
Nautical charts - Thames River (England) - Maps - 1728 25101
Nautical charts - Thames River - Maps - 1807 25175
Nautical charts - Thames Valley (England) - 1693 - Coasts 25072
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Call Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - United States - 1911 - Coasts</td>
<td>77146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - United States - Bibliography</td>
<td>52831</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - United States - Bibliography - 1861-1865</td>
<td>76340</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - United States - Bibliography of bibliographies</td>
<td>76099</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - United States - Maps - 1965</td>
<td>78410</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - United States - Maps - 1973 - Coasts</td>
<td>78658</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - United States - Maps - 1975</td>
<td>78709</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - United States - Maps - 1976</td>
<td>78732</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - United States - Maps - 1979</td>
<td>78797</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Uruguay - Coasts 1728</td>
<td>3801</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Usedom (Germany) - 1730</td>
<td>70189</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Valencia, Gulf of (Spain) - 1753 - Coasts</td>
<td>79759</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Valencia, Gulf of (Spain) - 1771 - Coasts</td>
<td>79760</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Vallejo Bay (Calif.) - 1850</td>
<td>16660</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Valletta (Malta) - 1753 - Harbors</td>
<td>43929</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Valletta (Malta) - 1771 - Harbors</td>
<td>43930</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Venezuela - Maps - 1732 - Coasts</td>
<td>70437</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Venezuela - Maps - 1760 - Coasts</td>
<td>70453</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Venezuela - Maps - 1783 - Coasts</td>
<td>70476</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Venezuela - 1817 - Coasts</td>
<td>79929</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Venezuela - Maps - 1703 - Coasts</td>
<td>21227, 33226, 81592</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Venice, Gulf of (Italy) - 1753 - Coasts</td>
<td>79954</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Venice, Gulf of (Italy) - 1771 - Coasts</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Venice, Gulf of (Italy) - 1771 - Coasts</td>
<td>79955</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Venice, Gulf of (Italy) - Maps - 1806</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Ventura (Calif.) - 1968</td>
<td>15643</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Ventura (Calif.) - 1970</td>
<td>62529</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Vest Ager fylke (Norway) - 1588 - Coasts</td>
<td>80174, 80175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Vietnam - Maps - 1720 - Manuscripts</td>
<td>70860</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Villefranche-Sur-Mer (France) - 1753 - Harbors</td>
<td>80277</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Villefranche-Sur-Mer (France) - 1771 - Harbors</td>
<td>80278</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Virgin Islands - 1991</td>
<td>80321</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Virginia - Bibliography</td>
<td>25518</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Virginia - Maps - 1703 - Coasts</td>
<td>80359</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Virginia - Maps - 1732 - Coasts</td>
<td>19323</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Virginia - Maps - 1783 - Coasts</td>
<td>19327</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Walberswick Region (England) - 1790 - Coasts</td>
<td>62277</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Wales - 1836</td>
<td>25234</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Wales - Bibliography</td>
<td>80718</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Wales - Maps - 1748</td>
<td>80691</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Washington (State) - 1966</td>
<td>65847</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Washington (State) - 1967</td>
<td>65848</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Waterford Harbour (Ireland) - Maps - 1737</td>
<td>81436</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Weser River (Germany) - Maps - 1808 - Mouth</td>
<td>81536</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - West Bengal (India) - Maps - 1700 - Coasts - Manuscripts</td>
<td>34857</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - West Bengal (India) - Maps - 1724 - Coasts - Manuscripts</td>
<td>34858</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - West Indies - 1682 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>66836, 66837</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - West Indies - 1725</td>
<td>3800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - West Indies - 1732 - Coasts</td>
<td>16555</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - West Indies - 1741</td>
<td>45538</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - West Indies - 1760 - Coasts</td>
<td>16562</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - West Indies - 1761</td>
<td>27176, 83024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - West Indies - 1766</td>
<td>81607</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - West Indies - 1771</td>
<td>81609, 81610</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - West Indies - 1778</td>
<td>81616</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - West Indies - 1780</td>
<td>46245, 46246</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - West Indies - 1798-1801</td>
<td>81632</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - West Indies - 1869</td>
<td>81685</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - West Indies - History</td>
<td>66838, 66839, 66840</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - West Indies - Maps - 1538 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>81576</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - West Indies - Maps - 1675 - Coasts</td>
<td>81583, 81584</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - West Indies - Maps - 1689</td>
<td>3792, 16539, 16540, 16541</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - West Indies - Maps - 1689 - Coasts</td>
<td>16536, 16537, 16538</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - West Indies - Maps - 1703</td>
<td>81592, 81593</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - West Indies - Maps - 1703 - Coasts</td>
<td>16543</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - West Indies - Maps - 1724 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>16549</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - West Indies - Maps - 1726 - Manuscripts</td>
<td>16550</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - West Indies - Maps - 1729 - Manuscripts</td>
<td>16552</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - West Indies - Maps - 1731 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>16553</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - West Indies - Maps - 1732</td>
<td>3804, 16557, 81596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - West Indies - Maps - 1732 - Coasts</td>
<td>16556</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - West Indies - Maps - 1747 - Manuscripts</td>
<td>81601</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - West Indies - Maps - 1748</td>
<td>81602</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - West Indies - Maps - 1760</td>
<td>81606</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - West Indies - Maps - 1783</td>
<td>3813</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - West Indies - Maps - 1783 - Coasts</td>
<td>16572</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - West Indies - Maps - 1796</td>
<td>81629</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - West Indies - Maps - 1802</td>
<td>81638</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - West Indies - Maps - 1809</td>
<td>81648</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - West Indies - Maps - 1814</td>
<td>16581</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - West Indies - Maps - 1818</td>
<td>81655</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Western Australia - Maps - 1703 - Coasts</td>
<td>82728</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Western Australia - Maps - 1748 - Coasts</td>
<td>82729</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Western Hemisphere - 1523 - Coasts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>1529, 13081</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Western Hemisphere - Collections, 1467-1890 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>1829</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1502 - Manuscripts</td>
<td>1524</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1527 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>82736</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1546 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>1541</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1600-1699 - Coasts - Atlantic Ocean - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>1575</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1793-1794</td>
<td>82759</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1793-1794 - Manuscripts</td>
<td>82757, 82758</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Weymouth and Portland (England) - 1693 - Coasts</td>
<td>23731</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Weymouth and Portland (England) - 1749 - Coasts</td>
<td>23732</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Weymouth and Portland (England) - 1757 - Coasts</td>
<td>23733</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - White Sea (Russia) - Maps - 1740</td>
<td>82887</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - White Sea (Russia) - Maps - 1749</td>
<td>82888</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Windward Islands (West Indies) - 1763</td>
<td>2162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Windward Passage - 1761</td>
<td>83024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Windward Passage - Maps - 1689</td>
<td>33986</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Windward Passage - Maps - 1703</td>
<td>81593</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Windward Passage - Maps - 1710</td>
<td>Manuscripts 11420</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Windward Passage - Maps - 1732</td>
<td>33992, 81596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Windward Passage - Maps - 1760</td>
<td>33996, 81606</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Windward Passage - Maps - 1783</td>
<td>34001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Wrangel Island (Russia) - 1740 - Coasts</td>
<td>84724</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Xiamen Shi (China) - Maps - 1703 - Coasts</td>
<td>28462</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Xiamen Shi (China) - Maps - 1748 - Coasts</td>
<td>28463</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Yarmouth Region (England) - 1740 - Coasts</td>
<td>25003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Yarmouth Region (England) - 1749 - Coasts</td>
<td>25004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Yarmouth Region (England) - 1758 - Coasts</td>
<td>25005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Yarmouth Region (England) - 1790 - Coasts</td>
<td>25006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Yarmouth Region (England) - Maps - 1728 - Coasts</td>
<td>25102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Yemen (Republic) - Maps - 1703 - Coasts</td>
<td>85092</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Yemen (Republic) - Maps - 1748 - Coasts</td>
<td>85093</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - York Point (N.L.) - 1794</td>
<td>12312</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Yucatán Peninsula - Maps - 1703 - Coasts</td>
<td>3667</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Yugoslavia - Maps - 1806 - Coasts</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Yuquot (B.C.) - Maps - 1791</td>
<td>85232</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Zakynthos (Greece) - 1753</td>
<td>63481</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Zakynthos (Greece) - 1771</td>
<td>63492</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Zeeland (Netherlands : Province) - 1583 - Coasts</td>
<td>12108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Zeeland (Netherlands : Province) - 1588 - Coasts</td>
<td>12109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Zeeland (Netherlands : Province) - 1766 - Coasts</td>
<td>71110, 85275</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Zhoushan Archipelago (China) - Maps - 1703 - Coasts</td>
<td>85317</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical charts - Zhoushan Archipelago (China) - Maps - 1748 - Coasts</td>
<td>85318</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Navarre (Spain) - Maps - Collections, To 1977</td>
<td>52854</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Navarrete, Martín Fernández de, 1765-1844</td>
<td>19285, 62548, 62549, 62550</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Navarrete, Martín Fernández de, 1765-1844. Biblioteca marítima española, obra póstuma... (1851)</td>
<td>19285</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Navarro Brotons, Victor</td>
<td>28840</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Navarro County (Tex.) - 1880: LC G&amp;M land ownership maps on microfiche]</td>
<td>52855</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Navarro County (Tex.) - Maps - 1880 - Landowners</td>
<td>52855</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Navarro, Il. 1769</td>
<td>46266</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Navarro, Juan R.</td>
<td>21681, 68471</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Navas, Francisco de</td>
<td>64188, 64189</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naveen national atlas of India</td>
<td>36667</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Navesink River (N.J.) - Maps - 1951 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>3701, 55163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Navesink River (N.J.) - Maps - 1952 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>3702</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Navies - Maps - 1571 - Pictorial works</td>
<td>41872</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Navies - Maps - 1572 - Pictorial works - Manuscripts</td>
<td>115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Navies - Pictorial works - 1570</td>
<td>45811, 73384</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Navies - Pictorial works - 1571</td>
<td>41871, 41873, 41874, 41875, 41876, 41877, 41878</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Navies - Pictorial works - 1572</td>
<td>46172</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Navigantium atque itinerantium bibliotheca, or, A complete collection of voyages and travels : consisting of above six hundred of the most authentic writers ... / Originally published ... by John Harris ... Now carefully revised, with large additions,    7840</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Navigantium atque itinerantium bibliotheca. Or, A complete collection of voyages and travels. Consisting of above six hundred of the most authentic writers ... Originally published by John Harris ... Now carefully revised, with large additions, and con     80591, 80592</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Navigantium: collection voyages &amp; travels</td>
<td>7781</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Navigare e descrivere : isolari e portolani del Museo Correr di Venezia, XV-XVII secolo / a cura di Camillo Tonini e Piero Lucchi / Originally published by John Harris ... Now carefully revised, with large additions, and con         52822</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Navigatio Aenaeae secundum Virgilium</td>
<td>45705</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Navigatio Aeneae in primo libro Dionysii Halycarnassensis adnotata</td>
<td>45704</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Navigatio Ulyssis secundum Homenum</td>
<td>45708</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Navigation</td>
<td>52868</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Navigation - 1566</td>
<td>52856</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Navigation - 1599</td>
<td>52857</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Navigation - 1600-1699</td>
<td>73352</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Navigation - 1802</td>
<td>52858</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Navigation - 1807</td>
<td>52859</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Navigation, American - 1519-1802</td>
<td>52860</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Navigation, American - History</td>
<td>52861</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Navigation chart of the English Channel]</td>
<td>25471</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Navigation chart of the North Sea]</td>
<td>58791</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Navigation Charts - Antarctica - Maps - 1928 - Coasts</td>
<td>2111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Navigation charts, middle and upper Mississippi River / prepared by U.S. Division Engineer Office, Upper Miss. Valley Division</td>
<td>50539</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Navigation charts of Grand Traverse Bay, Michigan</td>
<td>6930</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Navigation charts of the Mississippi River]</td>
<td>50516, 50521, 50527, 50530</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Navigation charts of the Ohio River]</td>
<td>61270, 61271, 61273, 61275</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Navigation charts SEE Nautical charts</td>
<td>44697</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Navigation, English - History</td>
<td>52862</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Navigation Equipment Co. (Chicago, Ill.)</td>
<td>36457, 52834</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Navigation - Handbooks, manuals, etc. - 1545</td>
<td>52863</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Navigation - Handbooks, manuals, etc. - 1551</td>
<td>52864</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Navigation - Handbooks, manuals, etc. - 1554</td>
<td>52865</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Navigation - Handbooks, manuals, etc. - 1609</td>
<td>52866</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Navigation - Handbooks, manuals, etc. - 1628</td>
<td>52867</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Navigation - History</td>
<td>22078, 35075, 52816, 52817, 52818, 52868, 52877, 52878</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Navigation - History - 1300-1599</td>
<td>52869</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Navigation - History - 1400-1499</td>
<td>21781</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Navigation - History - 1400-1900 - Congresses</td>
<td>52870</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Navigation - History - 1500-1599</td>
<td>15071</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Navigation - History - 1767-1967</td>
<td>52734</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Navigation - History - 18th cent.</td>
<td>52837</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Navigation - History - 1950</td>
<td>52871</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Navigation - History - 1973</td>
<td>52872</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Navigation - History - 1992</td>
<td>52873</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Navigation - History - 2006</td>
<td>17393</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Navigation - History - Bibliography</td>
<td>1495, 52874, 52877</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Navigation - History - Exhibitions - Catalogs</td>
<td>52875, 52876</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Navigation in the days of Captain Cook / by E. G. R. Taylor</td>
<td>52837</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Navigation - Instruction and study - France - 17th century</td>
<td>28088</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Nebenzahl, Kenneth, 1927- - Map collections - Catalogs  52902, 52903
Nebenzahl, Kenneth, 1927- - Maps of the Holy Land  52904
Nebenzahl, Kenneth, 1927- SEE ALSO Kenneth Nebenzahl, inc.  40562
Nebolsine, George (George A.)  26273
Nebot, Pasqual  33184
Nebraska  52923, 52929, 52950, 52957, 52960, 52990, 52991, 52992, 52996, 52997, 52998, 52999, 53000, 53005, 53008, 53009, 53010, 53011, 53012, 53021, 53022, 53023, 53024, 53028, 53029, 53030, 53031, 53032, 53037, 53038, 53039
Nebraska, 15 minute series (topographic)  52946
Nebraska 1934 road map : Barnsdall  53049
Nebraska 1936 road map / Cities Service  53074
Nebraska : 1936 road map / Cities Service serves a nation  53075
Nebraska : 1937 road map : Cities Service ...  53094, 53096
Nebraska 1974 : highway map travel guide  53283
Nebraska 1975 complimentary highway map & travel guide  53284
Nebraska, 7.5 minute series (topographic)  52947
Nebraska and adjoining states : Mboiloi, Socony-Vacuum ...  53232, 53233, 53234, 53255
Nebraska and Kansas  32649, 52948, 52949, 52951, 52952, 52953, 52954, 52955, 52956, 52958, 52959, 81826
Nebraska and Kanzas  32650, 52907
Nebraska and United States road map : Diamond / Mid-Continent Petroleum Corporation  53003
Nebraska : "best in the long run" ... Marathon Oil Co.  53056, 53066, 53081
Nebraska, Bureau of Roads and Bridges  52984, 52994, 53025, 53026, 53041
Nebraska : California Company road map ...  53146, 53168, 53184, 53199
Nebraska : California Company road map : Calso gasoline  53147
Nebraska - Cities and towns - Pictorial works - Exhibitions - Catalogs  52905
Nebraska / Cities Service  53223, 53236, 53245
Nebraska ... / compliments of Phillips Petroleum Company, Bartlesville, Oklahoma  53248
Nebraska, Department of Economic Development  53283
Nebraska, Department of Roads  53282, 53283
Nebraska, Dept. of Economic Development  53284
Nebraska, Dept. of Public Works  52984, 52994, 53025, 53026, 53041
Nebraska, Dept. of Roads  53268, 53277, 53280, 53281, 53284
Nebraska : Derby products / compliments of the Derby Oil Co., Wichita, Kansas  53047, 53062
Nebraska - Description and travel  52906
Nebraska Game, Forestation, and Parks Commission  53042, 53277, 53280
Nebraska highway map : 1935 ... / compliments of Phillips Petroleum Company  53068
Nebraska highway map ... Standard Oil Company (Indiana)  53262
Nebraska highways 1961 / Distributed by Nebraska Department of Roads  53277
Nebraska highways 1965 / Nebraska Game, Forestation, and Parks Commission  53280
Nebraska highways 1971  53282
Nebraska, its advantages, resources  52919, 52920
Nebraska, Kansas and Dacotah / eng. by Oliver J. Stuart  32656
Nebraska, Kansas and Indian Territory  32666, 32667, 32669, 32673, 32675, 32677, 32679, 32680
Nebraska, Kansas, Indian Territory and Oklahoma  32681
Nebraska - Maps - 1846  81798
Nebraska - Maps - 1854-1861 - Boundaries  32645
Nebraska - Maps - 1855  32649, 40072, 52907
Nebraska - Maps - 1857  32650, 52908, 81826
Nebraska - Maps - 1857 - Public lands - Surveys  40079
Nebraska - Maps - 1858  52909
Nebraska - Maps - 1858 - Road maps  62658
Nebraska - Maps - 1859  81726
Nebraska - Maps - 1859 - Gold mines and mining  48287, 63459
Nebraska - Maps - 1859 - Trails  40080
Nebraska - Maps - 1860  37606, 52910
Nebraska - Maps - 1862 - Surveys  40081
Nebraska - Maps - 1864  37607
Nebraska - Maps - 1865  37610
Nebraska - Maps - 1865-1872 - Railroad land grants  52911
Nebraska - Maps - 1869  52912
Nebraska - Maps - 1870  52914
Nebraska - Maps - 1870 - Railroad land grants  52913
Nebraska - Maps - 1870 - Railroads  81864
Nebraska - Maps - 1871  10813, 52915
Nebraska - Maps - 1871 - American bison hunting  52916
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| Nebraska - Maps - 1871 - Railroad land grants | 52917 |
| Nebraska - Maps - 1871 - Railroads | 52916 |
| Nebraska - Maps - 1873 - Railroad land grants | 52918 |
| Nebraska - Maps - 1875 | 52919, 52920 |
| Nebraska - Maps - 1875 - Lands for sale | 37626 |
| Nebraska - Maps - 1875 - Railroad land grants | 52921 |
| Nebraska - Maps - 1876 | 52922 |
| Nebraska - Maps - 1876 - Railroads | 13179, 52923 |
| Nebraska - Maps - 1878 - Railroad land grants | 52924 |
| Nebraska - Maps - 1879 | 52925 |
| Nebraska - Maps - 1880 | 52926 |
| Nebraska - Maps - 1881 - Railroads | 52927 |
| Nebraska - Maps - 1882 - Railroads | 52928 |
| Nebraska - Maps - 1883 | 52929, 52930 |
| Nebraska - Maps - 1883 - Railroads | 52931 |
| Nebraska - Maps - 1884 - Railroads | 52932, 52933 |
| Nebraska - Maps - 1885 | 12323, 52934, 52935 |
| Nebraska - Maps - 1885 - Railroads | 52936, 52937, 52938 |
| Nebraska - Maps - 1887 - Railroads | 52939 |
| Nebraska - Maps - 1888 - Railroads | 52940 |
| Nebraska - Maps - 1890 - Railroads | 52941 |
| Nebraska - Maps - 1892 - Railroads | 52942, 52943 |
| Nebraska - Maps - 1894 - Railroads | 52944 |
| Nebraska - Maps - 1898 - Railroads | 52945 |
| Nebraska - Maps - 1900-1960 - Topographic maps | 52946, 52947 |
| Nebraska - Maps - 1900 - Railroads | 52948 |
| Nebraska - Maps - 1901 - Railroads | 52949, 52950 |
| Nebraska - Maps - 1902 - Railroads | 52951 |
| Nebraska - Maps - 1903 - Railroads | 52952 |
| Nebraska - Maps - 1904 - Railroads | 52953 |
| Nebraska - Maps - 1905 - Railroads | 52954 |
| Nebraska - Maps - 1906 - Railroads | 52955 |
| Nebraska - Maps - 1907 - Railroads | 52956, 52957 |
| Nebraska - Maps - 1908 - Railroads | 52958 |
| Nebraska - Maps - 1909 - Railroads | 52959 |
| Nebraska - Maps - 1911 - Railroads | 52960 |
| Nebraska - Maps - 1913 - Railroads | 52961, 52962 |
| Nebraska - Maps - 1913 - Road maps | 52963 |
| Nebraska - Maps - 1915 - Railroads | 52964 |
| Nebraska - Maps - 1916 - Railroads | 52965 |
| Nebraska - Maps - 1916 - Road maps | 40527, 52965, 52966 |
| Nebraska - Maps - 1918 - Road maps | 52967 |
| Nebraska - Maps - 1919 - Railroads | 52968, 52969 |
| Nebraska - Maps - 1919 - Road maps | 52968, 52969, 52970 |
| Nebraska - Maps - 1920 - Railroads | 52971, 52972, 52973 |
| Nebraska - Maps - 1920 - Road maps | 52971, 52972, 52973 |
| Nebraska - Maps - 1921 - Railroads | 52974, 52975 |
| Nebraska - Maps - 1921 - Road maps | 52974 |
| Nebraska - Maps - 1922 - Railroads | 52976 |
| Nebraska - Maps - 1922 - Road maps | 52976 |
| Nebraska - Maps - 1923 - Railroads | 52977 |
| Nebraska - Maps - 1923 - Road maps | 52977 |
| Nebraska - Maps - 1924 - Railroads | 52979 |
| Nebraska - Maps - 1924 - Railroads - Indexes | 52978 |
| Nebraska - Maps - 1924 - Road maps | 40143, 40144, 52979, 52980, 52981 |
| Nebraska - Maps - 1925 - Railroads | 52982 |
| Nebraska - Maps - 1925 - Road maps | 40147, 40148, 40149, 52982 |
| Nebraska - Maps - 1926 - Railroads | 52983 |
| Nebraska - Maps - 1926 - Road maps | 40152, 40153, 52983, 52984 |
| Nebraska - Maps - 1927 - Road maps | 21364, 40158, 40159, 40160, 52985 |
| Nebraska - Maps - 1928 - Railroads | 52986, 52987, 52988, 52989 |
| Nebraska - Maps - 1928 - Road maps | 40167, 40168, 52986, 52987, 52988, 52989, 52990, 52991, 52992 |
| Nebraska - Maps - 1929 - Aeronautical charts - Indexes | 52993 |
| Nebraska - Maps - 1929 - Indexes | 52993 |
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Necessity for a General Staff

Nebraska with sectional map of adjoining states: Texaco

Nebraska : the California Company road map

Nebraska : Texaco ... Sinclair road map

Nebraska road map / Standard Oil Company of Nebraska

Nebraska road map / Cities Service Oils ... / Barnsdall ... / Bareco Oil Company, formerly Barnsdall Refining Corp.

Nebraska : road map and sightseeing guide: Sinclair

Nebraska : Pure Oil pathfinder...fourteenth edition

Nebraska road map / compliments of Deep Rock Oil Companies

Nebraska road map / Cities Service Oils.../ Cities Service ahead

Nebraska road map / compliments of Mobilgas ... Socony-Vacuum Oil Company Incorporated, White Eagle Division

Nebraska official road map: Phillips 66

Nebraska maps.../...and sightseeing guide: Sinclair

Nebraska road map .../... by Bareco Oil Company

Nebraska road map / Cities Service.../... Cities Service ahead

Nebraska road map / compliments of Cities Service Oils...

Nebraska road map / compliments of Cities Service Oils...

Nebraska road map: Deep-Rock

Nebraska road map:... Deep Rock Oil Companies

Nebraska road map...eighteenth edition: Standard Oil Company of Nebraska

Nebraska road map...nineteenth edition: Standard Oil Company of Nebraska

Nebraska road map: PARCO: Producers and Refiners Corporation, Independence, Kansas

Nebraska road map...seventeenth edition / Standard Oil Company of Nebraska

Nebraska road map: Standard Oil Company of Nebraska

Nebraska road map ... Standard Oil Company of Nebraska

Nebraska road map ... twentieth edition: Standard Oil Company of Nebraska

Nebraska road map / White Eagle Oil Corporation, a Socony-Vacuum company

Nebraska... Sinclair

Nebraska... Sinclair 1933 road map

Nebraska... Sinclair H-C Gasoline road map

Nebraska... Sinclair road map

Nebraska... Standard Oil Company

Nebraska State Automobile Association

Nebraska State Historical Society - Map Collections

Nebraska, State Planning Board

Nebraska, State Railway Commission

Nebraska Sunday-School Assembly Grounds (Crete, Neb) - Maps - 1885

Nebraska Territory, 1854-1861 - Maps - 1859

Nebraska - Tourism - 1969

Nebraska towns on view

Nebraska University Press SEE University of Nebraska Press

Nebraska with sectional map of adjoining states: Texaco

Nebriasa (Spain) SEE Lebrija (Spain)

Necessity for a General Staff

Nechui-Levytskyi, I. S. (Ivan Semenovych), 1837-1918
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Neck, D. C. van  81689
Neckambus, G.  77839
Neckar River Valley (Germany) - Maps - 1630 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  84742
Neckar River Valley (Germany) - Maps - 1911-1912  13152
Neckar River Valley (Germany) - Maps - 1955  60336
Neckar River Valley (Germany) - Maps - 1956  73668
Neckar River Valley (Germany) - Maps - 1962  60337
Necker, W. L.  79798
Nectario Maria, Brother  45026
Neddermann, F.  30574
Nederland en Indie  53573
Nederland en zijne Oostindische bezittingen  53533
Nederland hier en overzee  53602
Nederland in kaarten  7195
Nederlands Aardrijkskundig  24056
Nederlands Aardrijkskundig Genootschap see Koninklijk Nederlands Aardrijkskundig Genootschap  41298
Nederlands Instituut voor Militaire Historie  53345
Nederlands Leger- en Wapenmuseum Generaal Hoefer  41299
Nederlands Scheepvaart Museum  13210
Nederlands Scheepvaart Museum - Map collections - Exhibitions - Catalogs  13210
Nederlands tijdschrift voor geneeskunde (1923)  80676
Nederlandsch Aardrijkskundig Genootschap. Tijdschrift (1962)  69906
Nederlandsch Brazilië onder het bewind van Johan Maurits, grave van Nassau, 1637-1644 : historisch, geographisch, ethnographisch, naar de Latijnsche uitgave van 1647 voor het eerst in het Nederlandsch bewerkt  70401
Nederlandsch Onderwijzers-Genootschap. Gewestelijke Vereeniging Noord-Holland=Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  53522
Nederlandsche historiebladen : driemaandelijk s tijdschrift voor de geschiedenis en de kunstgeschiedenis van de Nederlanden (1938)  46016
Nederlandsche historieprenten plat-en-atlas  53561
Nederlandsche historisch-geographische documenten in Spanje : uitkomsten van twee maanden onderzoek / door F.C. Wieder ; met een inleiding tot de studie der Oud-Nederlandsche cartographie  18174, 44783
Nederlandsche houtsneden, 1500-1550  17685
Nederlandsche Oost-Indische Compagnie  3429, 8926, 24028, 53289
Nederlandsche Oost-Indische Compagnie - History  53290
Nederlandsche Oost-Indische Compagnie - History - Catalogs  53289
Nederlandsche Oost-Indische Compagnie - Manuscript maps - Catalogs  53289
Nederlandsche Oost-Indische Compagnie - Maps - 1927  8926
Nederlandsche Oost-Indische Compagnie - Maps - Catalogs  53289
Nederlandsche Oost-Indische Compagnie - Maps - Collections, 1602-1799 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  3429
Nederlandsche provincien, Oost- & West-Indie  81689
Nederlandse Vereniging voor Kartografie  18295
Nederlandse weredialtas  9006
Née, François Denis, 1732-1817  38638
Neebe, O. William  19903, 57314
The Need for map cataloging  18754
Needell, Keith  70302
Needham, Helen M.  30430
Needham (Mass.) - Maps - 1763 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  53291
Needs, Peter  7560
Neele  1721, 7887, 7962, 14283, 14291, 14307, 14309, 14332, 24517, 25177, 29219, 30787, 41384, 42796, 58742, 62595, 62596, 62598, 65057, 70357, 76599
Neele and Son SEE Neele & Son  3358
Neele, G. J. SEE Neele, George  30676
Neele, George  314, 471, 525, 573, 1739, 3344, 7931, 7945, 7968, 7970, 11556, 12803, 14107, 14321, 14340, 15841, 20660, 23156, 24047, 24099, 24553, 24757, 25185, 26039, 27873, 27878, 29164, 30676, 30772, 31465, 36552, 36553, 38178, 38325, 38911, 48118, 52638, 53487, 53492, 57683, 59670, 65056, 65396, 67260, 67620, 67623, 69232, 69541, 70515, 71226, 72789, 73842, 75765, 81651, 82765, 84199
Neele, George, fl. 1813-1823 SEE Neele, George  30676
Neele, James  8004, 25241, 29384, 29457, 30660, 30799, 30805, 42428
Neele (James and Josiah), engravers SEE James and Josiah Neele (Firm)  69560
Neele, Josiah  8004, 29384, 29457, 30660, 30799, 30799, 30956, 42428, 51267
Neele’s general atlas : consisting of a complete set of maps compiled from the best authorities, and including all the new discoveries / engraved by Samuel & George Neele  7931
Neele, S. I., 1758-1824 SEE Neele, Samuel John, 1758-1824  76535
Neele (S.J.) & Son SEE Neele & Son  3358
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Neisse (Germany) SEE Nysa (Poland)</th>
<th>60230</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Neisser, Judith</td>
<td>52901</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neisser Kultur- und Heimatbund</td>
<td>60229</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nieuwe Caart ...</td>
<td>71172</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nell, Johann Peter</td>
<td>9592, 31366, 31408</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nell, Louis</td>
<td>21299, 21320, 32308, 53649, 72265</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nell's topographical map of the state of Colorado</td>
<td>21320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nelles guides</td>
<td>11112, 15750, 24846, 36681, 46601, 51839, 56831, 67300, 72602, 80258</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nelles Verlag</td>
<td>11112, 15750, 24846, 36681, 37474, 38438, 46601, 51839, 56831, 67300, 72602, 80258</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nell, Humbert S.</td>
<td>1930- 19565</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nelli, Humbert S., 1930-19565</td>
<td>19565</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nelli, Humbert S., 1930-19565</td>
<td>19565</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nelli, Niccolo, fl. 1562-1573</td>
<td>206, 36501, 36502, 71149, 71150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nellist, John F.</td>
<td>46936</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nelson, A. L.</td>
<td>71112, 71132, 71139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nelson, Anthony A.</td>
<td>76211</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nelson atlas of Canada</td>
<td>7080</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nelson, Caroline P.M.</td>
<td>42295</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nelson, Christopher, 1944-</td>
<td>76345</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nelson County (Ky.) - Maps - 1882 - Landowners</td>
<td>53300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nelson County (N.D.) - Maps - 1928 - Landowners</td>
<td>53301</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Nelson County (Va.) - 1864: LC G&amp;M land ownership maps on microfiche]</td>
<td>53302</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nelson, Gaylord, 1916-2005</td>
<td>26406</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nelson, James</td>
<td>12786</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nelson County (Va.) - Maps - 1864 - Landowners - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>53302</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nelson County (Va.) - Maps - 1864 - Landowners</td>
<td>53303, 53304</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nelson County (Va.) - Maps - 1866 - Landowners - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>53305</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nelson County (Va.) - Maps - 1866 - Landowners</td>
<td>53303, 53304</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nelson County (Va.) - Maps - 1866 - Landowners</td>
<td>53303, 53304</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nelson County (Va.) - Maps - 1866 - Landowners</td>
<td>53303, 53304</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nelson Doubleday, Inc.</td>
<td>6489, 6524</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nelson, Horatio, Viscount, 1758-1805 Voyages, 1805</td>
<td>57902</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nelson, J. S., fl. 1922</td>
<td>61361</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nelson, John C.</td>
<td>76158</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nelson, Jean Sterling</td>
<td>19402</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nelson library atlas : containing general reference maps of all parts of the earth, including each state of the United States on large scale and in complete detail : also comprehensive indexes, affording quick reference to location of every county and</td>
<td>77371</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nelson Morris Ranch (Tex.) - Maps - 1909</td>
<td>36863</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nelson (N.Z. : Provincial District) - Maps - 1864-1865 - Geology</td>
<td>56823</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nelson &amp; Phillips</td>
<td>12854, 12859, 82874</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nelson River (Man.) - Maps - 1685 - Mouth - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>34794</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nelson River (Man.) - Maps - 1752</td>
<td>53306</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nelson River (Man.) - Maps - 1783 - Mouth - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>53307</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nelson's guide to Paris : with maps, plans, and illustrations</td>
<td>63144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nelson's history of the war / by John Buchan</td>
<td>84605</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nelson's war atlas : containing a series of new maps showing the 1917 campaigns</td>
<td>84621</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nelson's world gazetteer with map supplement</td>
<td>8468</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nelson, Sara G.</td>
<td>29960</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nelson, Steve</td>
<td>56966</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nelson, T.</td>
<td>8389, 29255, 30395, 30403</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nelson, T. E., fl. 1930</td>
<td>49652</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nelson, Thomas, 1822-1892</td>
<td>12806</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nelson, Thomas (Firm, London) SEE Thomas Nelson (Firm)</td>
<td>12855</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nelson (Thomas O.) Company SEE Thomas O. Nelson Company</td>
<td>11831</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nelson (Thomas) &amp; Sons SEE Thomas Nelson &amp; Sons</td>
<td>15936</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nelson universal hand-atlas</td>
<td>8389</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nelson, Wilbur Armistead, 1889-</td>
<td>80325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nelson's hand-book to Scotland for tourists : illustrated by maps, plans, and views</td>
<td>69596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nelsons' hand-books for tourists</td>
<td>69596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nethorpe, A.</td>
<td>23640, 23641</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nemaha County (Kan.) - Board of Commissioners</td>
<td>53308</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nemaha County (Kan.) - Maps - 1957 - Landowners</td>
<td>53308</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nemaha County (Neb.) - Maps - 1894 - Landowners</td>
<td>53309</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nemaha County (Neb.) - Maps - 1913 - Landowners</td>
<td>53310</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Netherlands - Colonies - Historical geography - Maps - 1924 53320
Netherlands - Colonies - Maps - 1724 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 16549
Netherlands - Colonies - Maps - 1726 - Manuscripts 16550
Netherlands - Colonies - Maps - 1729 - Manuscripts 16552
Netherlands - Colonies - Maps - 1731 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 16553
Netherlands - Colonies - Maps - 1841 53512
Netherlands - Colonies - Maps - 1857 53522
Netherlands - Colonies - Maps - 1875 37457
Netherlands - Colonies - Maps - 1890 53545
Netherlands - Colonies - Maps - 1892 53547
Netherlands - Colonies - Maps - 1901 8852
Netherlands - Colonies - Maps - 1908 8864
Netherlands - Colonies - Maps - 1924 53320
Netherlands - Colonies - Maps - Catalogs 53323, 53324
Netherlands - Colonies - Maps - Bibliography - Catalogs - 1583-1840 53321, 53322
Netherlands - Colonies - Maps - Bibliography - Indexes - 1583-1840 53325, 53326
Netherlands. Consulaat-Generaal (Chicago, Ill.) 53629
Netherlands. Description and travel - 1657 53327
Netherlands. Description and travel - 1580 53328
Netherlands. Description and travel - 1588 53329
Netherlands. Description and travel - 1593 53330
Netherlands. Description and travel - 1630 53331
Netherlands. Description and travel - 1630 - Cities and towns 53331
Netherlands. East Indies 71200
The Netherlands / Engd. by J. Moffat Edinr. 12185
Netherlands. Fdn Sci Atlas 9042
Netherlands from the best authorities 12183
Netherlands. Generale Staf 53332
Netherlands. Generale Staf. Topographische en militaire kaart van het Koningrijk der Nederlanden 53332
Netherlands. Geography - 1960 53599
Netherlands. Geography - 1985 53333
Netherlands. Geography - History 53334
Netherlands - Guidebooks - 1948 - Periodicals 53335, 53336
Netherlands. Historical geography - Maps - 1594-1606 12102
Netherlands. Historical geography - Maps - 1600-1799 53337
Netherlands. Historical geography - Maps - 1624 53338
Netherlands. Historical geography - Maps - 1701 53339
Netherlands. Historical geography - Maps - 1741 31301
Netherlands. Historical geography - Maps - 1880 8818
Netherlands. Historical geography - Maps - 1881 53340
Netherlands. Historical geography - Maps - 1883 83701
Netherlands. Historical geography - Maps - 1890 53341
Netherlands. Historical geography - Maps - 1896 83706
Netherlands. Historical geography - Maps - 1898 53553
Netherlands. Historical geography - Maps - 1901 8852
Netherlands. Historical geography - Maps - 1904 34084
Netherlands. Historical geography - Maps - 1906 83708
Netherlands. Historical geography - Maps - 1908 8864
Netherlands. Historical geography - Maps - 1909 34086
Netherlands. Historical geography - Maps - 1911 83709
Netherlands. Historical geography - Maps - 1912 34089
Netherlands. Historical geography - Maps - 1914 34090
Netherlands. Historical geography - Maps - 1917 83710
Netherlands. Historical geography - Maps - 1918 34091, 83711
Netherlands. Historical geography - Maps - 1921 83712
Netherlands. Historical geography - Maps - 1922 34094
Netherlands. Historical geography - Maps - 1923 34095
Netherlands. Historical geography - Maps - 1924 53320
Netherlands. Historical geography - Maps - 1925 34096, 83713
Netherlands. Historical geography - Maps - 1927 53342
Netherlands. Historical geography - Maps - 1929 34098
Netherlands. Historical geography - Maps - 1931 83714
Netherlands. Historical geography - Maps - 1932 34101
Netherlands - Historical geography - Maps - 1934 53343
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Call Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands - Historical geography - Maps - 1939</td>
<td>34106, 83716</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands - Historical geography - Maps - 1948</td>
<td>34109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands - Historical geography - Maps - 1948 - Reclamation of land</td>
<td>53590</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands - Historical geography - Maps - 1949</td>
<td>83719</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands - Historical geography - Maps - 1955 - Reclamation of land</td>
<td>53595</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands - Historical geography - Maps - 1964</td>
<td>53344</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands - Historical geography - Maps - 1971</td>
<td>53334</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands - Historical geography - Maps - 2011</td>
<td>53345</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands - Historical geography - Maps - Collections</td>
<td>41597</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands - Historical geography - Maps - Exhibitions</td>
<td>66824</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands - History - Pictorial works - 1921</td>
<td>83752</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands - History - Pictorial works - 1925</td>
<td>83753</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands - History - Pictorial works - 1934</td>
<td>53343</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands - History - Wars of Independence, 1556-1648 - Maps - 1657</td>
<td>12341</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands (Kingdom, 1815-). Department van Marine</td>
<td>35065</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands (Kingdom 1815-). Rijksarchief, The Hague</td>
<td>64558, 64560</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands (Kingdom, 1815-). Rijkscommissie voor Geodesie</td>
<td>75508</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands (Kingdom, 1815-). Rijkscommissie voor Geodesie. Publications</td>
<td>75505</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands (Kingdom, 1815-). Rijksarchief, The Hague</td>
<td>68183</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands (Kingdom, 1815-). Topographische inrichting</td>
<td>53518</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands (Kingdom, 1815-). Topographische inrichting</td>
<td>53548</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands. Koninklijke Bibliotheek SEE Koninklijke Bibliothek (Netherlands)</td>
<td>81576</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands - Map Collections</td>
<td>53346</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands - Maps - 1500-1599 - Cities and towns</td>
<td>33144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands - Maps - 1526</td>
<td>34661, 34662</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands - Maps - 1540</td>
<td>66441</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands - Maps - 1552</td>
<td>53347, 53348</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands - Maps - 1557</td>
<td>53349</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands - Maps - 1558</td>
<td>53350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands - Maps - 1560</td>
<td>12332</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands - Maps - 1567</td>
<td>53327</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands - Maps - 1568 - Cities and towns</td>
<td>53351</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands - Maps - 1570</td>
<td>12335</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands - Maps - 1573 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>53352, 53353</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands - Maps - 1580</td>
<td>53328</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands - Maps - 1580 - Cities and towns</td>
<td>53354</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands - Maps - 1582 - Cities and towns</td>
<td>53355</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands - Maps - 1584</td>
<td>53356</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands - Maps - 1588</td>
<td>12336, 53329, 53357</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands - Maps - 1594-1606</td>
<td>12102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands - Maps - 1600-1699 - Cities and towns</td>
<td>53358</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands - Maps - 1600-1799</td>
<td>53337</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands - Maps - 1606</td>
<td>12337</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands - Maps - 1607</td>
<td>53359</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands - Maps - 1608</td>
<td>53360</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands - Maps - 1609 - Cities and towns</td>
<td>53361</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands - Maps - 1610-1619</td>
<td>12111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands - Maps - 1611</td>
<td>53362</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands - Maps - 1612 - Cities and towns</td>
<td>53363</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands - Maps - 1613 - Cities and towns</td>
<td>53364, 53365</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands - Maps - 1616 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>53366</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands - Maps - 1617 - Cities and towns</td>
<td>53367, 53368, 53369</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands - Maps - 1617 - Cities and towns</td>
<td>53370, 53371</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands - Maps - 1620 - Cities and towns</td>
<td>53372, 53373, 53374</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands - Maps - 1622</td>
<td>12113, 53375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands - Maps - 1626</td>
<td>53376</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands - Maps - 1630</td>
<td>53377</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands - Maps - 1633</td>
<td>53378</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands - Maps - 1635</td>
<td>12114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands - Maps - 1635 - Cities and towns</td>
<td>53379</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands - Maps - 1636 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>53380, 53381</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands - Maps - 1639 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>53382</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands - Maps - 1640</td>
<td>12115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands - Maps - 1641 - Cities and towns</td>
<td>53383</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Netherlands - Maps - 1647 12116
Netherlands - Maps - 1648 12119, 53384
Netherlands - Maps - 1648 - Cities and towns 12118
Netherlands - Maps - 1649 - Cities and towns 12120
Netherlands - Maps - 1651 12121
Netherlands - Maps - 1651 - Cities and towns 53385
Netherlands - Maps - 1652 - Cities and towns 53386
Netherlands - Maps - 1654 25448
Netherlands - Maps - 1657 - Cities and towns 25926
Netherlands - Maps - 1660 - Cities and towns 53387
Netherlands - Maps - 1668 - Cities and towns 53388
Netherlands - Maps - 1670-1679 12122
Netherlands - Maps - 1676 12123, 53389
Netherlands - Maps - 1680 53390, 53391
Netherlands - Maps - 1684 12126
Netherlands - Maps - 1688 12344
Netherlands - Maps - 1689 53392
Netherlands - Maps - 1690 12333, 53393
Netherlands - Maps - 1692 53394
Netherlands - Maps - 1695 53395
Netherlands - Maps - 1696 (Provisional Heading) 53396
Netherlands - Maps - 1698 53397
Netherlands - Maps - 1698 - Cities and towns 53397
Netherlands - Maps - 1698 - Cities and towns 53398
Netherlands - Maps - 1700 31361, 53399, 53400, 53401, 53402
Netherlands - Maps - 1700-1799 34427
Netherlands - Maps - 1701 53403
Netherlands - Maps - 1702 53404, 53406
Netherlands - Maps - 1702 - Coasts - Nautical charts 53405, 85275
Netherlands - Maps - 1703 53407, 53408
Netherlands - Maps - 1703 - Military maps 12139
Netherlands - Maps - 1705 53409
Netherlands - Maps - 1706-1747 - Military maps 12141
Netherlands - Maps - 1706 (Provisional Heading) 53410
Netherlands - Maps - 1710 31373, 53411, 53412, 53413, 53414, 53415, 66474
Netherlands - Maps - 1712 - Military maps 12145
Netherlands - Maps - 1712 - Polder maps 53416
Netherlands - Maps - 1713 (Provisional Heading) 53417
Netherlands - Maps - 1714-1728 12146
Netherlands - Maps - 1717 - Coasts - Floods 31377
Netherlands - Maps - 1720 31381, 53418, 53419
Netherlands - Maps - 1721 53420
Netherlands - Maps - 1725 31386, 31387, 53421, 53422, 53423
Netherlands - Maps - 1729 82826
Netherlands - Maps - 1730 31390, 53424, 66479
Netherlands - Maps - 1732 53425
Netherlands - Maps - 1733-1769 8747
Netherlands - Maps - 1734 53426
Netherlands - Maps - 1734 (Provisional Heading) 53427
Netherlands - Maps - 1740 12157, 12360, 53428, 53429
Netherlands - Maps - 1740 - Coasts - Nautical charts 53430, 58795, 58797
Netherlands - Maps - 1741 25449, 53431
Netherlands - Maps - 1745 53432
Netherlands - Maps - 1745 (Provisional Heading) 53433
Netherlands - Maps - 1746 53434
Netherlands - Maps - 1747 53435
Netherlands - Maps - 1747 (Provisional Heading) 53436
Netherlands - Maps - 1748 53437, 53438
Netherlands - Maps - 1749 - Coasts - Nautical charts 53439, 58799, 58800
Netherlands - Maps - 1750 - Polder maps 53440
Netherlands - Maps - 1753 53441, 53442, 53443
Netherlands - Maps - 1754-1763 53444
Netherlands - Maps - 1760 53445
Netherlands - Maps - 1766 53446, 53447
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Netherlands - Maps - 1766 - Coasts - Nautical charts 58801, 58802, 71110
Netherlands - Maps - 1769 53448, 53449, 66432
Netherlands - Maps - 1770 53450
Netherlands - Maps - 1772 12166, 53451
Netherlands - Maps - 1773-1794 - Fortification 53452
Netherlands - Maps - 1774 53453
Netherlands - Maps - 1780 53454, 53455
Netherlands - Maps - 1783 53456, 53457
Netherlands - Maps - 1784 53458
Netherlands - Maps - 1785 12171, 53459
Netherlands - Maps - 1786 53460
Netherlands - Maps - 1787 53461, 53462, 53463
Netherlands - Maps - 1788 53464
Netherlands - Maps - 1793 53465, 53466
Netherlands - Maps - 1793 - Cities and towns 53467
Netherlands - Maps - 1794 12367, 52398, 53468, 53469, 53470, 53471, 53472
Netherlands - Maps - 1794 - Cities and towns 12177
Netherlands - Maps - 1795 58804
Netherlands - Maps - 1796 53473, 53474
Netherlands - Maps - 1799 1985, 53475
Netherlands - Maps - 1800 53476
Netherlands - Maps - 1800-1999 - Bathymetric maps 18172
Netherlands - Maps - 1802 53477, 53478
Netherlands - Maps - 1804 53479, 53480
Netherlands - Maps - 1806 53481
Netherlands - Maps - 1807 53482, 53483
Netherlands - Maps - 1810 53484
Netherlands - Maps - 1811 53485, 53486
Netherlands - Maps - 1813 53487
Netherlands - Maps - 1814 12183, 53488, 53489, 53490, 53491
Netherlands - Maps - 1815 12184, 53492
Netherlands - Maps - 1816 53493, 53494
Netherlands - Maps - 1818 53495, 53496
Netherlands - Maps - 1820 53497
Netherlands - Maps - 1821 12185, 53498
Netherlands - Maps - 1822 12186, 53499
Netherlands - Maps - 1823 53500, 53501
Netherlands - Maps - 1825 53502
Netherlands - Maps - 1826 53503
Netherlands - Maps - 1829 12189, 53504
Netherlands - Maps - 1830 53505
Netherlands - Maps - 1831 53506, 53507
Netherlands - Maps - 1832 53508
Netherlands - Maps - 1833 53509
Netherlands - Maps - 1838 53510
Netherlands - Maps - 1840 12375, 53511
Netherlands - Maps - 1841 53512
Netherlands - Maps - 1844 53513
Netherlands - Maps - 1845 53514, 53515
Netherlands - Maps - 1847 53516
Netherlands - Maps - 1850 53517
Netherlands - Maps - 1850-1864 53518
Netherlands - Maps - 1850 (Provisional Heading) 53519
Netherlands - Maps - 1851 53520
Netherlands - Maps - 1855 (Provisional Heading) 53521
Netherlands - Maps - 1857 53522
Netherlands - Maps - 1860 12196, 53523
Netherlands - Maps - 1861 12197
Netherlands - Maps - 1866 53524
Netherlands - Maps - 1867 53525, 53526
Netherlands - Maps - 1869 12198
Netherlands - Maps - 1870 (Provisional Heading) 53527
Netherlands - Maps - 1871 8797, 12199, 53528
Netherlands - Maps - 1872 53529
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Maps - Year</th>
<th>Volume</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>Maps - 1873</td>
<td>12200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>Maps - 1873 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>53530</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>Maps - 1874</td>
<td>12201</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>Maps - 1875</td>
<td>12202, 12203</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>Maps - 1876</td>
<td>53531</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>Maps - 1876 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>53532</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>Maps - 1878</td>
<td>12204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>Maps - 1879</td>
<td>53533</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>Maps - 1879 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>53534</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>Maps - 1880</td>
<td>12205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>Maps - 1881</td>
<td>12207, 53340</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>Maps - 1882</td>
<td>53535, 53536</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>Maps - 1883</td>
<td>53537</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>Maps - 1883 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>53538</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>Maps - 1884</td>
<td>12208</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>Maps - 1885</td>
<td>8830, 12209, 12210, 53539</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>Maps - 1885 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>53540, 53541</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>Maps - 1887</td>
<td>12211</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>Maps - 1888</td>
<td>12212, 12213, 12214, 53542</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>Maps - 1889</td>
<td>53543, 53544</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>Maps - 1890</td>
<td>53341, 53545</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>Maps - 1891</td>
<td>12215, 12216</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>Maps - 1892</td>
<td>53546, 53547</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>Maps - 1893</td>
<td>8839, 8840</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>Maps - 1893-1926</td>
<td>53548</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>Maps - 1894</td>
<td>12217, 12218, 12219, 12220, 53549, 53550</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>Maps - 1895</td>
<td>53551</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>Maps - 1896</td>
<td>12223, 12224, 12225, 53552</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>Maps - 1898</td>
<td>8848, 53553</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>Maps - 1900</td>
<td>12226</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>Maps - 1901</td>
<td>12227, 12228, 12229, 12230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>Maps - 1903</td>
<td>8854, 53554, 67386</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>Maps - 1904</td>
<td>12231</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>Maps - 1905</td>
<td>12232, 12233, 12234, 12235, 12236, 12237, 12238, 12239</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>Maps - 1906</td>
<td>53555</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>Maps - 1908-1909</td>
<td>53556</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>Maps - 1909</td>
<td>8866, 53557</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>Maps - 1910</td>
<td>12241, 12242, 12243, 12244, 12245, 12246, 12247, 12248, 12249, 12250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>Maps - 1910-1911</td>
<td>53558</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>Maps - 1910-1919</td>
<td>53559</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>Maps - 1910 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>53560, 53561</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>Maps - 1912</td>
<td>8877</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>Maps - 1912 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>53562</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>Maps - 1913</td>
<td>53563, 53564, 53565</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>Maps - 1914</td>
<td>12252, 53566</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>Maps - 1914-1915</td>
<td>53567</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>Maps - 1916</td>
<td>8889, 8890</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>Maps - 1917 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>53568</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>Maps - 1921</td>
<td>8902</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>Maps - 1924</td>
<td>53320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>Maps - 1925</td>
<td>53569</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>Maps - 1925 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>53570</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>Maps - 1926</td>
<td>53571, 53572</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>Maps - 1926 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>53573</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>Maps - 1927</td>
<td>8927, 53574, 53575, 53576</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>Maps - 1928 (North Brabant (Netherlands) - Maps - 1928)</td>
<td>53577</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>Maps - 1929</td>
<td>53578, 53579</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>Maps - 1932</td>
<td>53580</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>Maps - 1933</td>
<td>53581, 53582</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>Maps - 1933 - Cities and towns - Road maps</td>
<td>53583</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>Maps - 1933 - Road maps</td>
<td>53583</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>Maps - 1934</td>
<td>53584</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>Maps - 1934 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>53585</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>Maps - 1936</td>
<td>53586, 53587</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject Area</th>
<th>Call Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands - Maps - 1938</td>
<td>53588</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands - Maps - 1939</td>
<td>34106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands - Maps - 1948</td>
<td>53598</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands - Maps - 1948 - Dikes (Engineering)</td>
<td>53590</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands - Maps - 1948 - Hydraulic engineering</td>
<td>53590</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands - Maps - 1948 - Reclamation of land</td>
<td>53590</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands - Maps - 1950 - Bicycle trails</td>
<td>53591</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands - Maps - 1950 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>53592</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands - Maps - 1951</td>
<td>53593</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands - Maps - 1954 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>53594</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands - Maps - 1955 - Dikes (Engineering)</td>
<td>53595</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands - Maps - 1955 - Hydraulic engineering</td>
<td>53595</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands - Maps - 1955 - Reclamation of land</td>
<td>53595</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands - Maps - 1957</td>
<td>12273</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands - Maps - 1957-1963 - Language and languages</td>
<td>53596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands - Maps - 1957 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>53597</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands - Maps - 1958</td>
<td>12276</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands - Maps - 1959 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>53598</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands - Maps - 1960</td>
<td>53599, 53600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands - Maps - 1960 - Economics</td>
<td>53600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands - Maps - 1960 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>53601, 53602</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands - Maps - 1961</td>
<td>53603</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands - Maps - 1964</td>
<td>12278, 53344</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands - Maps - 1965</td>
<td>53604, 53605</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands - Maps - 1965 - Economics</td>
<td>53604, 53605</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands - Maps - 1970</td>
<td>53606</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands - Maps - 1977</td>
<td>53607</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands - Maps - 1978 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>53608</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands - Maps - 1979</td>
<td>53609</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands - Maps - 1980-1989</td>
<td>53610</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands - Maps - 1983</td>
<td>53611</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands - Maps - 1985</td>
<td>53333, 53612</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands - Maps - 1988-1997 - Cities and towns - Road maps</td>
<td>53613</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands - Maps - 1992</td>
<td>53614</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands - Maps - 1993</td>
<td>53615</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands - Maps - 1994</td>
<td>53616</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands - Maps = 2011</td>
<td>53345</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands - Maps - Bibliography</td>
<td>41587, 53353</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands - Maps - Bibliography - 1500-1599</td>
<td>33143, 53617</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands - Maps - Bibliography - 1542-1807</td>
<td>53618</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands - Maps - Bibliography - 1548-1794</td>
<td>53619</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands - Maps - Bibliography - 1615-1797</td>
<td>18170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands - Maps - Bibliography - Catalogs</td>
<td>13238, 53324, 53620, 66821, 66822, 66826</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands - Maps - Bibliography - Catalogs - 1895-1934</td>
<td>53343</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands - Maps - Catalogs</td>
<td>53621</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands - Maps - Collections</td>
<td>18176, 53626, 53627</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands - Maps - Collections, 1500-1599</td>
<td>53622</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands - Maps - Collections, 1540-1560</td>
<td>53623</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands - Maps - Collections, 1540-1650</td>
<td>53624</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands - Maps - Collections, 1553-1560</td>
<td>53625</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands - Maps - Collections, 1583-1827</td>
<td>53621</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands - Maps - Collections, 1600-1799 - Exhibitions</td>
<td>18169</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands - Maps - Exhibitions</td>
<td>41597</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands - Maps - Exhibitions - Catalogs</td>
<td>33142, 53628, 53629</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands - Maps - To 1900 - Exhibitions</td>
<td>66824</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Call Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands - Pictorial maps</td>
<td>18177</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands - Pictorial works</td>
<td>18177</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands - Pictorial works - 1645 - Cities and towns</td>
<td>53630</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands - Pictorial works - 1657 - Cities and towns</td>
<td>25926</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands - Pictorial works - 1894</td>
<td>53550</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands - Pictorial works - Bibliography - Catalogs - 1895-1934</td>
<td>53343</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands - Reclamation of land - Historical geography - Maps - 1956</td>
<td>53631</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands - Rijksarchief</td>
<td>7096</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands - Rijksarchiefdienst - Maps collections - Catalogs</td>
<td>73077</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands - SEE ALSO Benelux countries</td>
<td>12332</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands - Surveys - Exhibitions - 1600-1699</td>
<td>18162, 18163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands. Topografisch Bureau</td>
<td>16760</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands. Topografische Dienst</td>
<td>41597, 53501, 53518, 53612</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands. Topograph</td>
<td>5935</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherton &amp; Worth</td>
<td>22193</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nethery, William H.</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netoliczka, Oskar Gerhard, b. 1897</td>
<td>17680, 17681, 34658</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netto, John</td>
<td>17682</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neu und verbesserter Plan der St. u. Hafens Havana...</td>
<td>33656</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neu-vermehrte post-charte durch ganz Deutschland</td>
<td>31366</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neubauer, Friedrich</td>
<td>34251, 34257, 34258</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neubauer, Friedrich. Deutsche Geschichte für die mittleren Klassen</td>
<td>34251</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neubauer, Manfred</td>
<td>75516</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neuberg an der Donau Region (Germany) - Maps - 1710</td>
<td>53634</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neubert &amp; Synove</td>
<td>8642</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neuburg an der Donau, mit der Gegend auf 2 Stund</td>
<td>53634</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neuchâtel, Lake of (Switzerland) - Maps - 1552</td>
<td>53635</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neuchâtel (Switzerland : Canton) - Maps - 1700</td>
<td>53637</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neuchâtel (Switzerland : Canton) - Maps - 1802</td>
<td>31451</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neuchâtel (Switzerland) - Maps - 1732</td>
<td>53638</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neuchâtel (Switzerland) - Maps - 1740</td>
<td>65690</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neuchâtel (Switzerland) - Maps - 1741</td>
<td>53639</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neuchâtel (Switzerland) - Maps - 1872</td>
<td>65726</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neue Allgemeine Geographische Ephemeriden 8 (1820)</td>
<td>74248</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neue Arbeiten über Gerhard Mercator, seinen Sohn Arnold und Christian Sgroten: Eine Betrachtung der Veröffentlichungen von 1945 bis 1960</td>
<td>46066</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Neue Bearbeitungen aus den Jahren 1879 bis 1881]</td>
<td>9921</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neue Chur Saechsische post charte ...</td>
<td>69103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neue Chur Saechsische post charte ... / Ad. Fr. Zürner ...; 1736 ausser neue revidirt 1753</td>
<td>69112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neue deutsche Biographie (1953- )</td>
<td>34642</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neue Ergebnisse in der Honterus-Forschung / von Gernot Nussbächer</td>
<td>34641</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neue Erkenntnisse zum Wirken Tilenam Stellas als Kartograph in Mecklenburg</td>
<td>73194</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neue Forschungen zu Sebastian Münster: mit einem Anhang von Ernst Emmerling, Graphische Bildnisse Sebastian Münsters</td>
<td>51964</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neue Gesichtspunkte zur Würdigung der Bedeutung der &quot;Geographie&quot; des Klaudios Ptolemaios für die Orientalistik (mit den einleitenden Abschnitten der &quot;Weltanschau&quot; des [Pseudo-]Moses Xorenapi in deutscher Übersetzung)</td>
<td>65792</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neue Mittheilungen über Gerhard Mercator</td>
<td>17617</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neue Ptolemäus-Literatur</td>
<td>65743</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neue Quellen und Forschungen zu Johannes Corputius</td>
<td>22219</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neue reise um die welt ...</td>
<td>9591</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neue Sächsischen Post-Charte mit dem Post-Wegen und Strasse ...</td>
<td>69098</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neue und vollständige Postkarte durch ganz Deutschland: und durch die angrätsenden Theile der benachbarten Länder / aufs accurateste zusammen getragen, von verschiedenen übersehen, wohl corrigirt, ausgefertigt, und mit Allergnädigstem Kaiserlichen P</td>
<td>31445</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neue und vollständige Postkarte durch ganz Deutschland: verfertigt von Johann Iacob von Bors zu Overen, des H.R. Reichs Graenz Ober-Postmeistern zu Maseyck und nach seinem Ableben übersehen von Franz Joseph Heger, churufystlich Maynzischen und fürst</td>
<td>31416</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Nevada River (Russia) - Maps - Collections 53641
Nevada (Ship) 58742, 58743, 58744, 58745, 58746, 58748, 84201
Nevada (Ship) - Voyages, 1803-1806 - Maps 1014, 1015
Nevada 53652, 53658, 53755, 53757
Nevada, 15 minute series (topographic) 53662
Nevada 1973 highways : official highway map 53762
Nevada 1975 highways : official highway map 53764
Nevada 1976-77 highways 53765
Nevada 1978-79 highways 53767
Nevada, 7.5 minute series (topographic) 53663
Nevada atlas & gazetteer 53769
Nevada City - 1896 53642
Nevada City Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1896 - Geology 53642
Nevada collections of maps and aerial photographs / by Mary B. Ansari 44499
Nevada County (Ark.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners 53643
[Nevada County (Calif.) - 1880: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 53644
Nevada County (Calif.) - Maps - 1863 - Canals 85193
Nevada County (Calif.) - Maps - 1880 - Landowners 53644
Nevada. Dept. of Highways 53735, 53737, 53744, 53746, 53749, 53751, 53752, 53753, 53754, 53756, 53758, 53759, 53760, 53761, 53762, 53764, 53765, 53767, 76182
Nevada highways : 1949 / State of Nevada Department of Highways 53735
Nevada highways : 1950 / State of Nevada Department of Highways 53737
Nevada highways : 1956 / State of Nevada Department of Highways 53744
Nevada highways 1965-1966 / State of Nevada Department of Highways 53751
Nevada highways 1967 / State of Nevada Department of Highways 53752, 53753
Nevada highways 68 / State of Nevada Department of Highways 53754
Nevada highways 69 : official highway map / State of Nevada Department of Highways 53756
Nevada highways 70 : official highway map / State of Nevada Department of Highways 53758
Nevada highways 71 : official highway map / State of Nevada Department of Highways 53759, 53760
Nevada highways 72 : official highway map / State of Nevada Department of Highways 53761
Nevada highways / State of Nevada Department of Highways 53746
Nevada - Historical geography - Maps - 1963 53749
Nevada - Historical geography - Maps - 1965 53751
Nevada - Historical geography - Maps - 1967 53753
Nevada - Historical geography - Maps - 1968 53754
Nevada - Historical geography - Maps - 1969 53756
Nevada - Historical geography - Maps - 1970 53758
Nevada - Historical geography - Maps - 1971 53759, 53760
Nevada - Historical geography - Maps - 1972 53761
Nevada - Historical geography - Maps - 1973 53762
Nevada - Historical geography - Maps - 1975 53764
Nevada - Historical geography - Maps - 1976 53765
Nevada - Historical geography - Maps - 1978 53767
Nevada Historical Society 80329
Nevada / map prepared by Allan Cartography of Medford, Or., using base materials from the United States Geological Survey's 1:500,000 scale map series 53768
Nevada - Maps - 1855 15248, 53645, 79547
Nevada - Maps - 1857 - Explorations 62658
Nevada - Maps - 1857 - Road maps 62658
Nevada - Maps - 1858 15254
Nevada - Maps - 1865 79550
Nevada - Maps - 1865 - Railroads 15258
Nevada - Maps - 1866 - Postal service 53646
Nevada - Maps - 1866 - Telegraph lines 53646
Nevada - Maps - 1869 15259, 15260
Nevada - Maps - 1870 53647, 53648
Nevada - Maps - 1870 - Mines and mineral resources 81862
Nevada - Maps - 1871 53649
Nevada - Maps - 1873 - Mines and mineral resources 15262
Nevada - Maps - 1877 2550, 15264
Nevada - Maps - 1878 15265, 74174
Nevada - Maps - 1879-1880 - Expeditions 53650
Nevada - Maps - 1879 - Land classification 74175
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Nevada - Maps - 1930 - Aeronautical charts 53683
Nevada - Maps - 1930 - Railroads 53683
Nevada - Maps - 1930 - Road maps 15402, 15403, 15404, 15405, 82264
Nevada - Maps - 1931 53684
Nevada - Maps - 1931 - Railroads 53684
Nevada - Maps - 1931 - Road maps 15408, 15409, 15410, 15411, 15412, 53684, 53685
Nevada - Maps - 1932 53686
Nevada - Maps - 1932 - Railroads 53686
Nevada - Maps - 1932 - Road maps 15414, 15416, 15417, 15418, 15419, 53686
Nevada - Maps - 1933 - Road maps 2639, 15420, 15421, 53687
Nevada - Maps - 1934 - Road maps 2647, 15424, 15425, 15426, 53688, 53689, 53690
Nevada - Maps - 1935 - Road maps 15429, 15430, 15431, 15432, 15433, 15434, 15435, 15436, 15437, 15438, 15439, 15440, 15441, 15442, 53691
Nevada - Maps - 1936 - Road maps 15446, 15447, 15448, 15449, 15450, 15451, 15452, 15453, 15454, 15455, 53692, 53693, 53694, 53695
Nevada - Maps - 1937 - Road maps 15460, 15461, 15462, 15463, 15464, 15465, 15466, 15467, 15468, 15469, 15470, 15471, 15472, 15473, 53696, 53697, 53698, 53699, 72494, 72495
Nevada - Maps - 1938 - Road maps 15477, 15478, 15479, 15480, 15481, 15482, 15483, 15484, 53700, 53701, 53702, 53703, 53704, 53705, 62191
Nevada - Maps - 1939 - Road maps 15485, 15496, 15497, 15498, 15499, 15500, 15501, 15502, 53706, 53707, 53708, 53709, 72506
Nevada - Maps - 1940 - Road maps 15506, 15507, 15508, 15509, 15510, 15511, 15512, 53710, 53711, 53712
Nevada - Maps - 1941 - Road maps 15520, 15521, 15522, 15523, 53713, 53714, 53715
Nevada - Maps - 1942 - Road maps 2750, 15527, 15528, 15529, 15530, 15531, 53716, 53717, 53718
Nevada - Maps - 1944 - Road maps 15537, 15538, 15539, 15540
Nevada - Maps - 1945 - Road maps 15542, 15543, 53719, 53720
Nevada - Maps - 1946 - Road maps 2765, 15546, 15547, 15548, 15549, 15550, 15551, 15552, 15553, 15554, 15555, 15556, 15557, 15558, 15559, 15560, 15561, 15562, 15563, 53721, 53722, 53723, 53724, 53725
Nevada - Maps - 1947 53726
Nevada - Maps - 1947 - Railroads 53726
Nevada - Maps - 1947 - Road maps 15567, 15568, 15569, 15570, 15571, 15572, 15573, 15574, 15575, 15576, 15577, 15578, 15579, 15580, 53726, 53727, 53728, 53729, 79685
Nevada - Maps - 1948 - Road maps 15586, 15587, 15588, 15589, 15590, 15591, 15592, 15593, 15594, 15595, 15596, 53730, 53731, 53732, 53733, 53734
Nevada - Maps - 1949 - Road maps 15602, 15603, 15604, 53735, 53736
Nevada - Maps - 1950 - Road maps 15606, 15607, 53737
Nevada - Maps - 1951 - Road maps 15608, 15609, 15610, 15611, 15612, 53738
Nevada - Maps - 1952 53739, 53740
Nevada - Maps - 1952 - Railroads 53739, 53740
Nevada - Maps - 1952 - Road maps 15618, 15619, 53739, 53740, 53741, 79690
Nevada - Maps - 1953 - Road maps 53742
Nevada - Maps - 1954 - Road maps 15621, 15622, 53743
Nevada - Maps - 1955 - Railroads - Floods 15624
Nevada - Maps - 1956 - Road maps 53744
Nevada - Maps - 1956-1971 - Counties 53745
Nevada - Maps - 1958-1971 - Road maps 53745
Nevada - Maps - 1958 - Road maps 76182
Nevada - Maps - 1960 - Road maps 53746
Nevada - Maps - 1962 53748
Nevada - Maps - 1962-1963 - Road maps 79698
Nevada - Maps - 1962-1964 53747
Nevada - Maps - 1962-1964 - Railroads 53747
Nevada - Maps - 1962-1964 - Road maps 53747
Nevada - Maps - 1962 - Railroads 53748
Nevada - Maps - 1962 - Road maps 53748
Nevada - Maps - 1963 - Road maps 53749
Nevada - Maps - 1964 - Road maps 53750
Nevada - Maps - 1965 - Maps, Physical 15634
Nevada - Maps - 1965 - Physiographic provinces 15634
Nevada - Maps - 1965 - Road maps 53751
Nevada - Maps - 1966 - Road maps 15637
Nevada - Maps - 1967 - Road maps 21657, 53752, 53753
Nevada - Maps - 1968 - Road maps 53754, 53755
Nevada - Maps - 1969 - Road maps 2838, 53756, 53757
Nevada - Maps - 1970 - Road maps 53758
Nevada - Maps - 1971 - Road maps 53759, 53760
Nevada - Maps - 1972 - Road maps 53761
Nevada - Maps - 1973 - Road maps 53762
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| Nevada - Maps - 1974 - Ghost towns                  | 15657 |
| Nevada - Maps - 1974 - Road maps                  | 2841 | 53763 |
| Nevada - Maps - 1975 - Road maps                  | 53764 |
| Nevada - Maps - 1976 - Road maps                  | 53765 | 53766 |
| Nevada - Maps - 1978 - Road maps                  | 53767 |
| Nevada - Maps - 1980 - Cell phones                | 15665 |
| Nevada - Maps - 1980 - Mobile communication systems| 15665 |
| Nevada - Maps - 1980 - Road maps                  | 15665 |
| Nevada - Maps - 1990                              | 53768 |
| Nevada - Maps - 2004 - Road maps                  | 15678 |
| Nevada - Maps - 2008 - Road maps                  | 53769 |
| Nevada - Maps, Physical - 1990                    | 53768 |
| Nevada Natural Gas Pipe Line Co. - Maps - 1956    | 72580 |
| Nevada Natural Gas Pipe Line Company system map   | 72580 |
| Nevada - Pictorial works - 1944                   | 82636 |
| Nevada points of interest and touring map ...     | 53730 |
| Nevada points of interest and touring map ... / Standard stations and Chevron gas stations | 53721 |
| Nevada road map : Standard Service               | 53691 |
| Nevada : Standard Oil road map ...                | 53692, 53695, 53699, 53700, 53701, 53713 |
| Nevada : Standard Oil road map. At your service from Canada to Mexico : Standard Stations, Inc., Standard Oil dealers | 53706 |
| Nevada ... Standard stations road map             | 53696, 53710 |
| Nevada. State Highway Dept.                       | 53745 |
| Nevada - Surveys - 1871-1877                       | 28815 |
| Nevada - Surveys - 1876                           | 28825 |
| Nevada / Texaco                                   | 53750 |
| Nevada : travel with a Standard road map          | 53687 |
| Nevada, Utah points of interest and touring map ...| 53729 |
| Nevada, Utah road map : Union Oil Company         | 53731, 53734 |
| Nevada Water Co. (Nevada County, Calif.) - Maps - 1863 | 85193 |
| Nevada Water Co. (Nevada County, Calif.)          | 85193 |
| Neve, Felipe de, 1724-1784                        | 31896, 31897 |
| Nevers (France) - Maps - 1620                      | 53770 |
| Nevil, James, fl. 1770                            | 63531 |
| Nevill, Presley                                   | 1279, 1280 |
| Neville, Marion, 1901-1967                        | 19727, 36105 |
| Nevin, Alfred, 1816-1890                          | 12669, 12886 |
| Nevins Memorial Library (Metheun, Mass.)          | 34470 |
| Nevis - Maps - 1703 - Manuscripts                 | 53771 |
| Nevis - Maps - 1871 - Landowners                  | 53772 |
| Nevs                                          | 53640 |
| Nevskia Guba (Firm)                               | 68234 |
| The New 1931 touring map of the United States     | 77525 |
| A New 2 weeks vacation trip to California : how to do it, what to see and do, what it will cost | 15189 |
| A New & accurate chart of the West Indies with the adjacent coasts of North and South America. ... | 81602 |
| A New & accurate chart of the Western or Atlantic Ocean ... | 3806 |
| A New & accurate chart of the Western or Atlantic Ocean : drawn from the most approved modern maps &c / by Thos. Bowen, 1788 | 3815 |
| A New & accurate chart of the world ... shewing the variation of the magnetical needle, according to observations made ... 1744 / by Eman. Bowen | 84103 |
| A New & accurate chart of all the known world     | 84109 |
| A New & accurate chart of all the known world drawn from the latest & most accurate surveys ... / by Eman. Bowen | 84122 |
| A New & accurate map of Asia                      | 3300 |
| A New & accurate map of Asia ... / Eman. Bowen    | 3309 |
| A New & accurate map of Asia : drawn from the most approved modern maps & charts / by Thos. Bowen | 3323 |
| A New & accurate map of Bermuda or Sommers Islands ; A Accurate map of the Island of St. Christopher, vulgarly called St. Kits | 12569, 12570 |
| A New & accurate map of Brasil divided into its captainships | 13830 |
| A New & accurate map of China                     | 20637 |
| A New & accurate map of China. Drawn from surveys made by the Jesuit missionaries ... | 20637 |
| A New & accurate map of Europe : drawn from the best authorities / by Thos. Bowen | 26012 |
| A New & accurate map of Germany ... / Eman. Bowen | 31417 |
| A New & accurate map of Germany divided into its circles | 31409 |
| A New & accurate map of Louisiana, with part of Florida and Canada ... | 76453, 76454 |
| A New & accurate map of Mexico or New Spain together with California, New Mexico &c. | 46286, 46287, 46288 |
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A New and exact map of the island of Antigua in America ... 2150
A New and exact map of the island of St. Christopher in America ... 67970
A New and exact map of the United Provinces, or Netherlands &c. / according to the newest and most exact observations by Herman Moll geographer 53444
A New and exact survey of the River Dee or Chester-water 22977
A New and exact survey of the River Dee or Chester-water / Ia. Collins sculpsit 1689 22976
A New and general map of the middle dominions belonging to the United States of America ... 58988
A New and general map of the southern dominions belonging to the United States of America ... 71322
A New and improved school atlas, to accompany the practical system of modern geography 4780
New and old house numbers, city of Chicago 73332
A New and original hydrographical survey of the North and St. George's Channels... 38457
A New and universal geographical grammar, or, A complete system of geography : containing the ancient and present state of all the empires, kingdoms, states and republics in the known world ... with a new and complete set of maps ... in two volumes 29047
A New and very accurate map of South Britain or England and Wales 25115
A New approach to world distribution maps 23659, 23660
New atlas 4709, 4756, 4784, 4796
New atlas & geography table 10696
The New atlas of African history / G.S.P. Freeman-Grenville ; [cartography, Lorraine Kessel ; designed and produced by Cartaj 193
The New atlas of Australia : the complete work containing over one hundred maps, and full descriptive geography of New South Wales, Victoria, Queensland, South Australia and Western Australia : together with numerous illustrations and copious indices / 80193
New atlas of Chicago and suburbs 19715
A New atlas of China : land, air and sea routes / by Marthe Rajchman ; descriptive text by the staff of Asia Magazine ; with an introduction by H.E. Yarnell 20717
New atlas of classical geography 34413
A New atlas of France : comprising maps of the eighty-three departments, beautifully engraved and coloured, each department being divided into its several districts and cantons : also two general maps of France, exhibiting that country both in its form 27833
New atlas of the Bible 13043
New atlas of the British West Indies 81644
A New atlas of the current world : 1943 10718
A New atlas of the mundane system, or, Of geography and cosmography : describing the heavens and the earth, the distances, motions, and magnitudes of the celestial bodies, the various empires, kingdoms, states, and republics throughout the known world 7890
A New atlas of the mundane system, or, Of geography and cosmography : describing the heavens and the earth, the distances, motions and magnitudes of the celestial bodies, the various empires, kingdoms, states, and republics throughout the known world 7867
A New atlas of the mundane system; or geography and cosmography : describing the heavens and the earth, the distances, motions and magnitudes of the celestial bodies ... with a general introduction to geography and cosmography ... 7851
New atlas of the United States & territories 76856
A New atlas of the world 4808, 5838
New atlas of word 5584, 5617, 5834
New atlas or collection of maps of all parts of globe 10753
The New Baedeker : being casual notes of an irresponsible traveller / by Harry Thurston Peck 26171
New Bedford Board of Commerce 54059
New Bedford, Martha's Vineyard, and Nantucket Steamboat Company 45209, 52583
New Bedford, Martha's Vineyard, and Nantucket Steamboat Company - Maps - 1934 45209
New Bedford (Mass.) - Maps - 1926 - Road maps 54059
New Bedford (Mass.) - Maps - 1951 76087, 76089
New Bedford (Mass.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps 45503
New Bedford, Massachusetts : the gateway to Cape Cod 54059
New Bedford Region (Mass.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps 45503
New Bern, N.C. 53776
New Bern (N.C.) - Maps - 1769 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 53773, 53774
New Bern (N.C.) - Maps - 1866 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 53775
New Bern (N.C.) - Pictorial works - 1864 53776
New Bern Region (N.C.) - Maps - 1841 57984
New Bern Region (N.C.) - Maps - 1847 57986
New Bern Region (N.C.) - Maps - 1850 57987
New biblical atlas 12818
The New Biblical atlas and scripture gazetteer / the maps by W. and A.K. Johnston 12867
The New Biblical atlas, and Scripture gazetteer : with descriptive notices of the tabernacle and the temple 12814
New bibliographical approaches to the history of sixteenth-century Italian map publishing 44674, 44675, 44676
New Braunfels, San Marcos, Texas : Local street detail 53777
New Braunfels (Tex.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps 53777
New Britain Island (Papua New Guinea) - Maps - 1744 - Nautical charts 54560
New Britain Island (Papua New Guinea) - Maps - 1840 38526
New Britain National Bank 54053
New British atlas 14300, 14322, 14358, 14360, 25222
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New British atlas : containing a complete set of county maps, on which are delineated all the principal cross roads, cities, towns, & most considerable villages, parks, rivers, navigable canals & railways : preceded by general maps of England, Ireland, Scotland, and parts of Wales, 1775-1783. 53975

New Brunswick - Historical geography - Maps - 1783-1800 41581

New Brunswick - Maps - 1783-1800 41581

New Brunswick - Maps - 1775-1779 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 60158

New Brunswick - Maps - 1785-1800 - Postal service - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 67937

New Brunswick - Maps - 1794 - Nautical charts 60162

New Brunswick - Maps - 1802 65954

New Brunswick - Maps - 1804-1805 65960

New Brunswick - Maps - 1806-1812 65961

New Brunswick - Maps - 1806-1812 - Railroads 53779

New Brunswick - Maps - 1806-1812 - Railroads 53780

New Brunswick - Maps - 1806-1812 - Railroads 53781

New Brunswick - Maps - 1806-1812 - Railroads 53782

New Brunswick - Maps - 1806-1812 - Railroads 53783

New Brunswick - Maps - 1806-1812 - Railroads 53784

New Brunswick - Maps - 1806-1812 - Railroads 53785

New Brunswick - Maps - 1806-1812 - Railroads 53786

New Brunswick - Maps - 1806-1812 - Railroads 53787

New Brunswick - Maps - 1806-1812 - Railroads 53788

New Brunswick - Maps - 1806-1812 - Railroads 53789

New Brunswick - Maps - 1806-1812 - Railroads 53790

New Brunswick - Maps - 1806-1812 - Railroads 53791

New Brunswick - Maps - 1806-1812 - Railroads 53792

New Brunswick - Maps - 1806-1812 - Railroads 53793

New business map of the United States 77961

New business map of the United States: Western section 82478

New Caledonia (Colony) - Maps - 1700 62935

New Caledonia (Colony) - Maps - 1721 62937

New Caledonia - Maps - 1700-1799 - Coasts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 53794

New Caledonia - Maps - 1798 79871

New Caledonia - Maps - 1943 53796

The New Cambridge modern history atlas 83731

New cartographical contributions to the coastal exploration of Australia in the course of the 17th century 16924

The New cartophilatelist 44994

New Castile (Spain) - Maps - 1794 53796

New Castle County (Del.) - 1849: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche 53798

New Castle County (Del.) - 1881: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche 53799

New Castle County (Del.) - Maps - 1699 - Land grants - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 53797
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Call Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>New England Hardware Dealers’ Association</td>
<td>13519</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New England - Historical geography - Maps - 2000 - Road maps</td>
<td>58845</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New England - Historical geography - Maps - 2000 - Trails</td>
<td>58845</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New England - History - Revolution, 1775-1783 - Maps</td>
<td>53870, 53872</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New England - History - Revolution - Maps - 1775</td>
<td>53807</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New England Hotel Association (Boston, Mass.)</td>
<td>54060, 54151</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New England Hotel Association (Boston, Mass.) - Maps - 1926</td>
<td>54060</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New England Hotel Association (Boston, Mass.) - Maps - 1932</td>
<td>54151</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New England - Hotels, motels, etc. - Directories - 1938</td>
<td>53808</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New England Hotels Publishing Corporation</td>
<td>3879, 3880, 54050, 59209</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New England in early printed maps, 1513 to 1800: an illustrated carto-bibliography / compiled by Barbara Backus McCorkle</td>
<td>54555</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New England in Soconyland 1929: a road map of New England</td>
<td>54091</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New England in Soconyland ... : 1930 road map of New England / Standard Oil Company of New York</td>
<td>54112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New England is Vacationland</td>
<td>54109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New England - Land Grants</td>
<td>53809</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New England - Land Settlement</td>
<td>53810, 53811</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New England: Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island / American Oil Company</td>
<td>54356</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New England - Maps - 1600-1699 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>53812</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New England - Maps - 1606</td>
<td>53813</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New England - Maps - 1607 - Coasts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>45093</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New England - Maps - 1614-1616</td>
<td>53814</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New England - Maps - 1614-1631</td>
<td>53815</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New England - Maps - 1614-1637</td>
<td>53816</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New England - Maps - 1614-1639</td>
<td>53817</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New England - Maps - 1625</td>
<td>15822</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New England - Maps - 1628</td>
<td>53818</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New England - Maps - 1629</td>
<td>53819</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New England - Maps - 1634</td>
<td>53820</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New England - Maps - 1635</td>
<td>53821</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New England - Maps - 1639</td>
<td>53822</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New England - Maps - 1640</td>
<td>53823</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New England - Maps - 1656</td>
<td>53824, 53825, 53826</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New England - Maps - 1662</td>
<td>58852</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New England - Maps - 1670 - Coasts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>58853</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New England - Maps - 1672</td>
<td>53827</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New England - Maps - 1675</td>
<td>53828</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New England - Maps - 1676</td>
<td>53829, 57857</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New England - Maps - 1677</td>
<td>53830, 53831, 53832, 53833</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New England - Maps - 1680</td>
<td>53836, 58856</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New England - Maps - 1680 - Coasts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>53834</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New England - Maps - 1680 - Landowners - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>53835</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New England - Maps - 1680 - Manuscripts</td>
<td>54557</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New England - Maps - 1680 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>58854, 58855</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New England - Maps - 1680 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>53837</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New England - Maps - 1689 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>45101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New England - Maps - 1691 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>68025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New England - Maps - 1693 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>53838</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New England - Maps - 1698 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>53839</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New England - Maps - 1700</td>
<td>47565</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New England - Maps - 1700-1799 - Coasts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>53840</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New England - Maps - 1700-1799 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>53841, 53842</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New England - Maps - 1700 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>53843</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New England - Maps - 1702 - Ecclesiastical geography</td>
<td>53844</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New England - Maps - 1703</td>
<td>53845</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New England - Maps - 1713 - Abenaki Indians - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>53846</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New England - Maps - 1713 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>53847</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New England - Maps - 1715 - Abenaki Indians - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>53848</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New England - Maps - 1720 - Manuscripts</td>
<td>53849</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New England - Maps - 1729</td>
<td>47567</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New England - Maps - 1730</td>
<td>53850, 57862, 58866</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New England - Maps - 1731 - Coasts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>53851</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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| New England - Maps - 1889 - Railroads | 53918, 53919 |
| New England - Maps - 1890 | 30361 |
| New England - Maps - 1890 - Railroads | 53920, 53921, 58944 |
| New England - Maps - 1891 - Railroads | 53922, 53923 |
| New England - Maps - 1892 - Railroads | 53924 |
| New England - Maps - 1893 - Railroads | 53925, 53926 |
| New England - Maps - 1894 - Railroads | 53927, 53928 |
| New England - Maps - 1895 | 30430 |
| New England - Maps - 1895 - Railroads | 53929, 53930 |
| New England - Maps - 1896 - Railroads | 53931, 53932 |
| New England - Maps - 1897 - Railroads | 53933, 53934 |
| New England - Maps - 1898 - Railroads | 47659, 53935, 53936 |
| New England - Maps - 1899 | 30479 |
| New England - Maps - 1899-1901 | 30473 |
| New England - Maps - 1899 - Railroads | 53937, 53938, 53939, 53940 |
| New England - Maps - 1900 - Railroads | 53941, 53942, 53943, 53944 |
| New England - Maps - 1901-1907 - Railroads | 24135 |
| New England - Maps - 1901 - Railroads | 44008, 53945, 53946, 53947 |
| New England - Maps - 1902 | 30503 |
| New England - Maps - 1902 - Postal service | 45429 |
| New England - Maps - 1902 - Railroads | 44010, 45429, 53948, 53949, 53950, 53951, 53952 |
| New England - Maps - 1903 - Railroads | 44012, 53953, 53954, 53955, 53956 |
| New England - Maps - 1903 - Street-railroads | 53803 |
| New England - Maps - 1903 - Tourist maps | 53803 |
| New England - Maps - 1904 - Railroads | 44014, 53957, 53958, 53959, 53960 |
| New England - Maps - 1904 - Street-railroads | 53804 |
| New England - Maps - 1904 - Tourist maps | 53804 |
| New England - Maps - 1905 - Railroads | 44016, 53961, 53962, 53963, 53964, 53965, 53966, 53967 |
| New England - Maps - 1905 - Road maps | 53964, 53965, 53966, 53967, 53968 |
| New England - Maps - 1906 - Cities and towns - Road maps | 53972 |
| New England - Maps - 1906 - Railroads | 44018, 53969, 53970, 53971 |
| New England - Maps - 1906 - Road maps | 53972 |
| New England - Maps - 1907 | 30529 |
| New England - Maps - 1907 - Railroads | 44020, 53973, 53974, 53975, 53976 |
| New England - Maps - 1907 - Road maps | 53976 |
| New England - Maps - 1906 - Cities and towns - Road maps | 53980 |
| New England - Maps - 1908 - Railroads | 53977, 53978, 53979 |
| New England - Maps - 1908 - Road maps | 53980, 53981 |
| New England - Maps - 1909 - Cities and towns - Road maps | 53986 |
| New England - Maps - 1909 - Railroads | 53982, 53983, 53984 |
| New England - Maps - 1909 - Road maps | 53985, 53986 |
| New England - Maps - 1910-1919 | 53987 |
| New England - Maps - 1910 - Cities and towns - Road maps | 53989 |
| New England - Maps - 1910 - Railroads | 53988 |
| New England - Maps - 1910 - Road maps | 53989 |
| New England - Maps - 1911 - Railroads | 53990 |
| New England - Maps - 1911 - Road maps | 53805, 53991 |
| New England - Maps - 1911 - Transportation | 53991 |
| New England - Maps - 1912 - Railroads | 21988, 53992, 53993 |
| New England - Maps - 1912 - Road maps | 53993 |
| New England - Maps - 1913 - Railroads | 53994, 53995 |
| New England - Maps - 1913 - Road maps | 53806, 53995, 53996 |
| New England - Maps - 1913 - Transportation | 53996 |
| New England - Maps - 1914 - Cities and towns - Road maps | 54000, 54001 |
| New England - Maps - 1914 - Railroads | 53997 |
| New England - Maps - 1914 - Road maps | 53998, 53999, 54000, 54001 |
| New England - Maps - 1914 - Transportation | 53998, 53999 |
| New England - Maps - 1915 - Cities and towns - Road maps | 54003 |
| New England - Maps - 1915 - Railroads | 54002 |
| New England - Maps - 1915 - Road maps | 54003, 56207 |
| New England - Maps - 1916 | 54007 |
| New England - Maps - 1916 - Railroads | 54004 |
| New England - Maps - 1916 - Road maps | 54005, 54006 |
| New England - Maps - 1917 - Cities and towns - Road maps | 54008 |
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New England - Maps - 1917 - Road maps  54008, 54009, 54010
New England - Maps - 1918  54014
New England - Maps - 1918 - Cities and towns - Road maps  12496
New England - Maps - 1918 - Road maps  12496, 54011, 54012, 54013, 56211
New England - Maps - 1919 - Road maps  54015, 54016, 54017, 54018, 54019
New England - Maps - 1920-1929 - Bus lines  54020
New England - Maps - 1920-1929 - Railroads  54020, 54021
New England - Maps - 1920-1929 - Road maps  54021
New England - Maps - 1920 - Maps  54022
New England - Maps - 1920 - Road maps  54023, 54024, 54025, 54026, 54027, 54028, 54029, 54030, 54031, 54032
New England - Maps - 1921-1929 - Road maps  54033
New England - Maps - 1921 - Road maps  54034, 54035, 54036
New England - Maps - 1922 - Road maps  45462, 54037, 59185
New England - Maps - 1923 - Road maps  38451, 54038, 54039, 56245, 75404
New England - Maps - 1924-1925  3879
New England - Maps - 1924-1925 - Road maps  3879
New England - Maps - 1924 - Maps  54040
New England - Maps - 1924 - Road maps  54041, 54042, 54043, 54044, 54045, 54046, 54047, 54048, 56251
New England - Maps - 1925  3880
New England - Maps - 1925 - Lighthouses  54051
New England - Maps - 1925 - Maps  44045, 54049, 54050
New England - Maps - 1925 - Pictorial works  54051
New England - Maps - 1925 - Road maps  3880, 13599, 54052, 54053, 54054, 54055, 54056, 54057, 56256
New England - Maps - 1926 - Cities and towns - Road maps  12497
New England - Maps - 1926 - Hotels  54060
New England - Maps - 1926 - Road maps  12497, 54058, 54059, 54060, 54061, 54062, 54063, 56265
New England - Maps - 1927 - Industries  54064
New England - Maps - 1927 - Land use  54064
New England - Maps - 1927 - Maps, Physical  54064
New England - Maps - 1927 - Road maps  54065, 54066, 54067, 54068, 54069, 54070, 54071, 54072, 54073, 54074, 54075, 54076, 63657
New England - Maps - 1928 - Maps  54077
New England - Maps - 1928 - Road maps  54078, 54079, 54080, 54081, 54082, 54083, 54084, 54085, 54086, 54087, 54088, 54089, 56289, 61838, 61839
New England - Maps - 1929 - Road maps  54090, 54091, 54092, 54095, 54096, 54097, 54098, 54099, 54100, 54101, 54102, 54103, 54104, 54105, 54106, 54107, 54108, 54635, 54890
New England - Maps - 1929 - Road maps - Indexes  54093, 54094
New England - Maps - 1930-1939 - Pictorial maps  54109
New England - Maps - 1930-1939 - Road maps  54110
New England - Maps - 1930 - Railroads  54111
New England - Maps - 1930 - Road maps  54112, 54113, 54115, 54116, 54117, 54118, 54119, 54120, 54121, 54122, 54123, 54124, 54125, 54126, 54127, 54128, 54129, 54130, 54131, 54132, 80123
New England - Maps - 1930 - Road maps - Indexes  54114
New England - Maps - 1931 - Clothing trade  54137
New England - Maps - 1931 - Hotels  54138
New England - Maps - 1931 - Pictorial maps  54133, 54134
New England - Maps - 1931 - Road maps  21960, 45480, 54133, 54134, 54135, 54136, 54137, 54138, 54139, 54140, 54141, 54142, 54143, 54144, 54145, 54642, 56343, 56347, 63707, 66712
New England - Maps - 1932  54146
New England - Maps - 1932 - Hotels  54151
New England - Maps - 1932 - Pictorial maps  54147
New England - Maps - 1932 - Road maps  54147, 54148, 54149, 54150, 54151, 54152, 54153, 54154, 54155, 54156, 54157, 54158, 54159, 54160, 54161, 54162, 54163, 54164, 54165, 56356, 63723
New England - Maps - 1932 - Solar eclipses  54151
New England - Maps - 1933  54166
New England - Maps - 1933 - Pictorial maps  54167
New England - Maps - 1933 - Road maps  24333, 54168, 54169, 54170, 54171, 54172, 54173, 54174, 54175, 54176, 54177, 54178, 54179, 54180, 54181, 83740, 66714, 66715
New England - Maps - 1934  54182, 54183, 54184
New England - Maps - 1934 - Pictorial maps  54187
New England - Maps - 1934 - Road maps  54185, 54186, 54187, 54188, 54189, 54190, 54191, 54192, 54193, 54194, 54195, 54196, 54197, 54198, 54199, 54200, 54201, 54202, 54203, 54204, 54205, 54206, 54207, 54649, 56386, 63755
New England - Maps - 1935 - Pictorial maps  54209, 54210
New England - Maps - 1935 - Road maps  54208, 54209, 54210, 54211, 54212, 54213, 54214, 54215, 54216, 54217, 54218, 54219, 54220, 54221, 54222, 54223, 54224, 54225, 54226, 54227, 54228, 54229, 54230, 54231, 54232, 56404, 60697
New England - Maps - 1936 - Road maps  44090, 54233, 54234, 54235, 54236, 54237, 54238, 54239, 54240, 54241, 54242, 54243, 54244, 54245,
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Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

New France - Maps - 1755 15831, 15832
New France - Maps - 1759 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 15833
New France - Maps - Bibliography - 1545-1700 57845

New freight house at the enlarged and modernized Albina Yard near Portland, Oregon 1168
New gazetteer/geog dict No America & West Indies 4740, 4773, 4791
New gazetteer / geographical dictionary North America & West Indies 57302

A New gazetteer map of Monroe County Indiana 51278
A New gazetteer of the Eastern continent, or, A geographical dictionary : containing, in alphabetical order, a description of all the countries, kingdoms, states, cities, towns, principal rivers, lakes, harbors, mountains, &c., &c. in Europe, Asia, and 52247
A New gazetteer of the Eastern continent, or, A geographical dictionary : containing, in alphabetical order, a description of all the countries, kingdoms, states, cities, towns, principal rivers, lakes, harbors, mountains, &c., &c. , in Europe, Asia, Af 29147

The New gazetteer, or, Geographical companion : containing a general and concise account, alphabetically arranged, of the empires, kingdoms, states, provinces, cities, towns, seas, harbours, bays, rivers, lakes and mountains in the known world, and more 52061
New gazetteer or geographical dictionary No Amer 4790

A New genealogical atlas of Ireland / Brian Mitchell 38368, 38369
New general atlas 4638, 4663, 4676, 4666, 4704, 4715, 4742, 4752, 4951, 4952, 4961, 4974, 4976, 4984, 4985, 4994, 4995, 4996, 5008, 5017, 5018, 5029, 5030, 5037, 5045, 5050, 5057, 5060, 5065, 5073, 5082, 5091, 5098, 5099, 5109, 5114, 5121, 5133, 5139, 5140, 5148, 5149, 5162, 5179, 5189, 5206, 5224, 5238, 5256, 5274, 5304, 5344, 5395, 5396, 7910, 7943, 7949, 7951, 7974, 7976, 7987, 7998, 8050, 8051, 8075, 8078
A New general atlas, ancient and modern / accurately constructed by James Playfair ; and elegantly engraved by the most eminent artists in London 7970

New general atlas ancient & modern 7937
New general atlas : being a collection of maps of the world & quarters, the various empires, kingdoms & states, &c., in the known world : carefully engraved & correctly delineated from the best maps extant 8015
A New general atlas : being a collection of maps of the world & quarters, the various empires, kingdoms & states in the known world, agreeably to the best authorities & in accordance with modern discovery : with all the improvements, railroads, &c. &c. 8061
A New general atlas, comprising a complete set of maps : representing the grand divisions of the globe, together with the several empires, kingdoms and states in the world ... 4694
A New general atlas : comprising a complete set of maps, representing the grand divisions of the globe, together with the several empires, kingdoms and states in the world ; compiled from the best authorities, and corrected by the most recent discoveries 4657, 4679, 4746, 4828
A New general atlas : comprising a complete set of maps representing the grand divisions of the globe together with the several empires, kingdoms and states in the world / compiled from the best authorities, and corrected by the most recent discoveries 4732
A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs, on various projections, exhibiting the form and component parts of the globe : and a collection of maps and charts, delineating the natural and political divisions of the empires, ki 7964, 7991
A New general atlas : consisting of a series of geographical designs, on various projections, exhibiting the form and component parts of the globe and a collection of maps and charts : delineating the natural and political divisions of the empires, kin 7932, 7935
New general atlas : consisting of twenty nine maps, beautifully engraved on steel, embracing all the latest discoveries and exhibiting the population of the towns, lengths of rivers, and heights of mountains / prepared for the Scottish School Book Asso 8092
A New general atlas / constructed by A. Arrowsmith, exhibiting the boundaries and divisions, also the chains of mountains and other geographical features of all the known countries in the world 7984
A New general atlas / constructed by A. Arrowsmith, hydrographer to the King ; exhibiting the boundaries and divisions, also the chains of mountains and other geographical features of all the known countries in the world 8079
A New general atlas / constructed by A. Arrowsmith, hydrographer to the King ; exhibiting the boundaries and divisions, also the chains of mountains and other geographical features of all the known countries in the world : comprehended in fifty-four ma 8064
A New general atlas : constructed from the latest authorities / by A. Arrowsmith ... exhibiting the boundaries and divisions ... of all the known countries in the World ; comprehended in fifty three maps from original drawings 7947
A New general atlas constructed from the latest authorities ... Exhibiting the boundaries and divisions, also the chains of mountains and other geographical features of all the known countries in the world 7971
A New general atlas : containing a geographical and historical account of all the empires, kingdoms, and other dominions of the world, with the natural history and trade of each country / taken from the best authors, particularly Cluverius [et al.] ... 7797, 7799
A New general atlas, exhibiting the five great divisions of the globe : Europe, Asia, Africa, America and Oceania, with their several empires, kingdoms, states, territories and other subdivisions corrected to the present time / drawn and engraved, part 4696
A New general atlas, exhibiting the five great divisions of the globe : Europe, Asia, Africa, America and Oceania, with their several empires, kingdoms, states, territories and other subdivisions, corrected to the present time / drawn and engraved, pa 4703
New general atlas for the use of schools 8067
A New general atlas of America : exhibiting its physical features and present arrangements in political divisions as settled by the latest treaties / constructed and drawn by A. Arrowsmith = Neuer Zeitunge-Atlas von Amerika : nach den besten Original-Q 1763
New general atlas of modern geography 8140
A New general atlas of modern geography : compiled and drawn from the latest observations / by James Wyld 8023
A New general atlas of modern geography : compiled and drawn from the latest observations : with index, containing upwards of eight thousand names of places / by James Wyld 8113
A New general atlas of modern geography : comprised in fifty two maps : compiled from the latest and best authorities / by John Dower 8086
A New general atlas of modern geography : consisting of a complete collection of maps of the four quarters of the globe, delineating their physical features and coloured to show the limits of their respective states : including also the latest geography 8073
A New general atlas of modern geography : consisting of a complete collection of maps of the four quarters of the globe, delineating their physical features and coloured to show the limits of their respective states, including also the latest geography 8032
A New general atlas of modern geography : consisting of a complete collection of maps of the four quarters of the globe, delineating their physical features and coloured to show the limits of their respective states : including also the latest geography 8117
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New Hampshire: land of scenic splendor: map showing state highways and main traveled roads, railway lines and airports.

New Brunswick - Maps - 1812  79931
New Brunswick - Maps - 1857  79932
New Brunswick - Maps - 1859  79933
New Brunswick - Land grants  54658

New Grand Canyon Lodge (Ariz.) - Pictorial works - 1927  54558
The New Grand Canyon Lodge, Grand Canyon National Park, Arizona  54558
New guide map of Chicago / published by Peter Roy  19532

New guide to geography: containing, I. The necessary, preliminary geographical definitions, II. A particular account, in an easy and methodical manner, of the several parts of the known world ... III. The names and correspondence of ancient and modern nations, 29031

New guide to Mexico: including lower California / by Frances Toor; newly revised by Kate Simon  46560
A New guide to Rome and its environs / by Saverio Pisani  67288
New guide to the Holy land  62851, 62862
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New Orleans (La.) - Maps - 1959 - Road maps 55552
New Orleans (La.) - Maps - 1960 - Road maps 55503, 55553
New Orleans (La.) - Maps - 1961 - Civil defense - Road maps 55504
New Orleans (La.) - Maps - 1961 - Evacuation of civilians - Road maps 55504
New Orleans (La.) - Maps - 1964 - Road maps 55554
New Orleans (La.) - Maps - 1966 - Pictorial maps 80259
New Orleans (La.) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps 55505, 55506
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New Orleans (La.) - Maps - 1968 - Road maps | 55507
New Orleans (La.) - Maps - 1969 - Road maps | 55508
New Orleans (La.) - Maps - 1970 - Road maps | 55509
New Orleans (La.) - Maps - 1971 - Road maps | 55510
New Orleans (La.) - Maps - 1972 - Road maps | 55555
New Orleans (La.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps | 55511, 55512
New Orleans (La.) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps | 55513, 55514
New Orleans (La.) - Maps - 1977 - Commerce | 78761
New Orleans (La.) - Maps - 1986 - Road maps | 55515
New Orleans (La.) - Maps - 1990 - Road maps | 55516
New Orleans (La.) - Maps - 1992 - Road maps | 55517
New Orleans (La.) - Maps - 1994 - Road maps | 55518
New Orleans (La.) - Maps - 1996 - Road maps | 55519
New Orleans (La.) - Maps - 2002 - Road maps | 55520
New Orleans (La.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps | 55521
New Orleans (La.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps | 55522, 55523, 55524
New Orleans (La.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps | 55525
New Orleans (La.) - Maps - Collections | 76093
New Orleans (La.) - Maps - Fire risk assessment - History | 55526
New Orleans (La.) - Pictorial works - 1853 | 55527
New Orleans (La.) - Pictorial works - 1950 | 55528
New Orleans (La.) - Pictorial works - 1955 | 3629
New Orleans (La.) - Pictorial works - 1956 | 16428
New Orleans (La.) - Pictorial works - 1959 | 55529
New Orleans (La.) - Pictorial works - 1983 | 55530
New Orleans (La.) - Pictorial works - Collections | 76093
New Orleans Lithographing Co. | 55556
New Orleans, Louisiana | 55499
New Orleans, Louisiana : Local street detail | 55524
New Orleans, Louisiana StreetFinder | 55515
New Orleans - Maps - 1930-1939 - Pictorial maps | 55531
New Orleans metropolitan area basic evacuation plan | 55501, 55502, 55504
New Orleans : Mobil travel map | 55510
New Orleans - Pictorial works - 1803 | 55532
New Orleans Railway & Light Co. | 55488, 55489
New Orleans Railway & Light Co. - Maps - 1906 | 55488
New Orleans Railway & Light Co. - Maps - 1907 | 55489
New Orleans Region (La.) - Maps - 1721 - Landowners - Manuscripts - Facsimiles | 65194
New Orleans Region (La.) - Maps - 1747 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles | 55533
New Orleans Region (La.) - Maps - 1762 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles | 50474
New Orleans Region (La.) - Maps - 1770 | 44305
New Orleans Region (La.) - Maps - 1792 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles | 55534, 55535
New Orleans Region (La.) - Maps - 1826 | 76115
New Orleans Region (La.) - Maps - 1832 | 76629, 76630
New Orleans Region (La.) - Maps - 1833 | 76661
New Orleans Region (La.) - Maps - 1838 | 76662
New Orleans Region (La.) - Maps - 1843 | 71353, 76691, 76692, 76694
New Orleans Region (La.) - Maps - 1845 | 55457, 55477, 76707
New Orleans Region (La.) - Maps - 1853 | 55536, 79409
New Orleans Region (La.) - Maps - 1872 | 80960
New Orleans Region (La.) - Maps - 1884 - Landowners | 55484
New Orleans Region (La.) - Maps - 1894 - Railroads | 43317
New Orleans Region (La.) - Maps - 1904 | 43322
New Orleans Region (La.) - Maps - 1907 - Railroads | 43323
New Orleans Region (La.) - Maps - 1913 - Railroads | 43324
New Orleans Region (La.) - Maps - 1914 - Railroads | 43325
New Orleans Region (La.) - Maps - 1916 - Railroads | 43326
New Orleans Region (La.) - Maps - 1919 - Railroads | 43327
New Orleans Region (La.) - Maps - 1920 - Railroads | 43329, 43330
New Orleans Region (La.) - Maps - 1921 - Railroads | 43331
New Orleans Region (La.) - Maps - 1921 - Vegetation surveys | 43332
New Orleans Region (La.) - Maps - 1922 - Railroads | 43333
New Orleans Region (La.) - Maps - 1922 - Road maps | 43334
New Orleans Region (La.) - Maps - 1923 - Railroads | 43334
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New Orleans Region (La.) - Maps - 1923 - Road maps 43344
New Orleans Region (La.) - Maps - 1924 - Railroads 43345
New Orleans Region (La.) - Maps - 1924 - Road maps 43335
New Orleans Region (La.) - Maps - 1925 - Railroads 43336
New Orleans Region (La.) - Maps - 1925 - Road maps 43336
New Orleans Region (La.) - Maps - 1926 - Railroads 43336
New Orleans Region (La.) - Maps - 1926 - Road maps 43336
New Orleans Region (La.) - Maps - 1928 - Railroads 43340, 43341, 43342
New Orleans Region (La.) - Maps - 1928 - Road maps 43340, 43341, 43342
New Orleans Region (La.) - Maps - 1929 43347
New Orleans Region (La.) - Maps - 1929 - Aeronautical charts 43347
New Orleans Region (La.) - Maps - 1929 - Railroads 43347
New Orleans Region (La.) - Maps - 1934 - Road maps 55537
New Orleans Region (La.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps 55492, 55538, 55539, 55540, 55541
New Orleans Region (La.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps 55542
New Orleans Region (La.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps 43401, 55543, 55544
New Orleans Region (La.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps 43410, 55545, 55546
New Orleans Region (La.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps 55547
New Orleans Region (La.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps 55548
New Orleans Region (La.) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps 55549
New Orleans Region (La.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps 55550
New Orleans Region (La.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps 55551
New Orleans Region (La.) - Maps - 1954 - Road maps 55500
New Orleans Region (La.) - Maps - 1959 - Road maps 55552
New Orleans Region (La.) - Maps - 1960 - Road maps 55553
New Orleans Region (La.) - Maps - 1964 - Road maps 55554
New Orleans Region (La.) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps 55505, 55506
New Orleans Region (La.) - Maps - 1972 - Road maps 55555
New Orleans Region (La.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps 55511, 55512
New Orleans Region (La.) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps 55514
New Orleans Region (La.) - Maps - 1986 - Road maps 55515
New Orleans Region (La.) - Maps - 1990 - Road maps 55516
New Orleans Region (La.) - Maps - 1994 - Road maps 55518
New Orleans Region (La.) - Maps - 1996 - Road maps 55519
New Orleans Region (La.) - Maps - 2002 - Road maps 55520
New Orleans Region (La.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps 55521
New Orleans Region (La.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps 55522
New Orleans Region (La.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps 55525
New Orleans, Saint Bernard and Plaquemines Rail Road Company 55556
New Orleans, Saint Bernard and Plaquemines Rail Road Company - Maps - 1875 55556
New Orleans, St. Bernard and Plaquemines Rail Road Company 55556
New Orleans street guide 55522, 55525
New Orleans street map and directory ... 1975 / Amoco Oil Company 55511
New Orleans & suburbs street map and directory ... 1975-76 / Amoco Oil Company 55512
New Orleans : the south's greatest industrial city ... with romance and history 55531
New Orleans & Vicinity 55491
New Orleans & vicinity StreetFinder 55518, 55519, 55520, 55521
The New Orleans visitor's guide : visitors city guide 55490
A New parliamentary and county atlas of Great Britain and Ireland : containing seventy-two coloured maps / by W. Hughes, and others ; edited by A.H. Keane 14405
New passenger and baggage facility added to freight station, St. Joseph, Mo. - 1959 67960
New passenger depot at Denton, Texas 23208
New passenger station at Concord, New Hampshire 21846
New peace county : a Chinese gazetteer of the Hong Kong region / by Peter Y.L. Ng ; prepared for press and with additional material by Hugh D.R. Baker 52328
The New peerless atlas of the world 5440, 5981
New Penguin world atlas 8581
The New people’s atlas of the world 5495, 5549
New Perry Hotel (Perry, Ga.) 76183
New physical geography 5211
New physical geography for grammar and high schools, and colleges / by James Monteith 30275, 30276
A New pictorial and descriptive guide to Glasgow and the Clyde : including Helensburgh, Rothesay, Dunoon, Arran, Hamilton, Lanark, &c. : and a short account of the Burns country 31954
A New pictorial and descriptive guide to Oban, Fort William, the Caledonian canal, Iona, Staffa and the western Highlands 60270
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A New pictorial and descriptive guide to the Isle of Man: with appendices for cyclists, anglers and golfers; large map of the island and plans of Douglas, Ramsey, etc. 38549

New pictorial and practical guide to London: its public buildings, leading thoroughfares, and principal objects of interest, with railways, cab fares, omnibus centres, &c., &c.: numerous maps and plans, &c. 42505

New pictorial atlas: 1940 census edition: the world remapped 6481

New pictorial atlas of the world by George Wharton James and Alan H. Burgoyne, and Elmore Elliott Peake 5846, 5883, 5911, 5945, 5946

New pictorial atlas of the world by Lloyd Edwin Smith; edited by Frederick K. Branom 6022

New pictorial atlas of the world: featuring new 1930 census / edited by Frederick K. Branom 6052

New pictorial atlas of the world: latest census / by Lloyd Edwin Smith; edited by Frederick K. Branom 6132

New pictorial atlas of the world: latest census / edited by Frederick K. Branom 6180, 6181

New pictorial atlas of the world 5457, 5831, 8484

New pictorial atlas: the world remapped 6229

A New pilot for the south east coast of Nova Scotia, Chedabucto Bay, Gut of Canso, Bay of Funday, and round the isle of Cape Breton with the principal harbours / surveyed by Thomas Backhouse ... comprehending fifteen charts ... ; with an entire new boo 60163

A New plan of Boston from actual surveys ... 13489

New plan of London / by John Bartholomew, F.R.G.S. 42508

The New plan of Rome / Giambattista Nolli; this precise high-resolution digital reconstruction as a single sheet was assembled and edited at the University of Oregon by James Tice ... and Erik Steiner; technical expertise was provided by Mark Brennen 67229

A New plan of several towns in the county of Worcester 83669

New plan of the city and environs of New Orleans, compiled for Gardner's Directory for 1869 55479

A New plan of the island of Grenada from the original French survey by Monsieur Pinel; taken in 1763 by order of government, and now published with the addition of English names, alterations of property and other improvements to the present year 1796. 33029

A New plan of the island of Grenada: from the original French survey of Monsieur Pinel, taken in 1763 by order of government, and now published with the addition of English names, alterations of property, and other improvements to the present year 178 33023

A New plan of ye great town of Boston in New England in America ... to the year 1769 13475

New plant of the R.T. French Company at Souderton, Pa., which was completed in 1957 70341

A New plotting-table for taking plans and maps, in surveying: invented in the year 1721 / by Henry Beighton, F.R.S. 64911, 64912

New Plymouth (N.Z.) - Pictorial works - 1851 56821

New Pocket atlas 5359

New pocket atlas of United States 4702

A New pocket companion for Oxford, or, Guide through the university: containing an accurate description of the public edifices, the buildings in each of the colleges, the gardens, statues, pictures, hieroglyphics, and all other curiosities in the univ 62487

New pocket world atlas 6695

The New popular atlas of the world 5335

New popular family atlas of the world: containing useful and instructive colored charts and engravings, reference tables of history, finance, commerce, agricultural, mining, manufacturing, politics and education: together with a comprehensive statist 5360

A New popular map of the United States / by Floyd A. Stilgenbauer, Ph. D., College of the City of Detroit; assisted by Henry Vozka, M.A., Detroit Northern High School 77529

New Port Royal (Honduras) - Maps - 1775 - Harbors 67000

New Port Royal (Honduras) - Maps - 1782 - Fortification - Manuscripts 67001

The New portrait of our planet

New Providence Island (Bahamas) - Maps - 1733 55557

New Providence Island (Bahamas) - Maps - 1835 81667

New Providence Island (Bahamas) - Maps - 1970-1979 - Road maps 11431, 11432, 11433, 11434

New Providence Island (Bahamas) - Maps - 1970 - Airways 11435

The New Prudential building rises on the Chicago skyline over air rights above the Illinois Central 20023

New Radnor (Wales) - Maps - 1610 66157, 66158, 80685

New Radnor (Wales) - Maps - 1676 80687

New rail road and county map of Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, & West Virginia 47621

New rail road and county map of Missouri 50710

New rail road and township map of Missouri and eastern Kansas from the last government surveys 50690

New railroad and county map of North & South Carolina 58006

New railroad and township map of Arkansas 2876, 2877

New railroad, county and township map of Colorado 21324

New railroad, county and township map of New York, showing every railroad station and post office in the state 56116

New railroad guide: for travelers upon the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, Illinois Central & Branch, and Grand Central & Branch, and Great Western Rail Roads 19371

The New "Red book" information, street & subway guide to New York City, Manhattan and Bronx boroughs: with indexed map, also sectional maps:
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A New sett of maps both of antient and present geography : wherein not only the latitude and longitude of many places are corrected according to the latest observations, but also the most remarkable differences of antient and present geography may be

A New royal atlas : illustrative of the various divisions which comprise the surface of the globe : intended also as an interesting companion to Bigland's View of the world and the New geographical grammar / by John Evans

New sectional & township map of Indiana / D.L. Bourquin eng., Chicago

New sectional and township map of Ohio

New sectional map of the state of Illinois 

New sectional map of the state of Illinois : also exhibiting the internal improvements, distances between towns, villages, post offices, the outlines of prairies, woodlands, marshes, & the lands donated to the State by the genl. govt. for the purpose o

New sectional map of the state of Illinois compiled from the United States surveys : also exhibiting the internal improvements, distances between towns, villages & post offices, the outlines of prairies, woodlands, marshes & the lands donated to the st

New sectional map of the state of Missouri engraved from official draughts of each county

New sectional & township map of Indiana / D.L. Bourquin eng., Chicago

New sea chart of the coast of Portugal and part of Spain, from Cape Finistere to the Burlings, and from the Burlings to Cape St. Vincent ...
New South Wales : north  55566
New South Wales Public Library  55561
New South Wales, Victoria, Queensland and South Australia / by J. Bartholomew, F.R.G.S.  70733
New South - Maps - 1855  55572
New South - Maps - 1857  55573
New South - Maps - 1859  55574
New Spain - Church History - Slides  55575
New Spain - Indian cartography  46263
New Spain - Maps - 1602 - Indians - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  55235
New Spain - Maps - 1745  57531, 57532
New Spain - Maps - 1769  46291
The New standard atlas of the Dominion of Canada  16052, 16053
New standard atlas of the United States : a new series of over 50 maps in colors, based upon the latest official surveys, with a complete index showing location and population of all cities, towns and villages : the population figures are according to  77199, 77215
New standard atlas of world  5298, 5299, 5300
New standard atlas of world, indexed  5425
New standard guide of the city of Washington and environs : with map and indicator for locating all points of interest and the principal business houses  80966
A New star atlas for the library, the school, and the observatory : in twelve circular maps (with two index plates) : intended as a companion to Webb's celestial objects for common telescopes, with a letterpress introduction of the study of the stars :  3521
A New star atlas for the library, the school, and the observatory in twelve circular maps (with two index plates) : intended as a companion to Webb's celestial objects for common telescopes' : with a letterpress introduction on the story of the stars,  3524
New stars in the flag  76266
The New state of the world atlas  84557, 84558
The New state of war and peace : an international atlas : a full color survey of arsenals, armies and alliances throughout the world / Michael Kidron and Dan Smith  80806
New street number guide map of Chicago  19742, 19770
New street number guide map of Chicago and suburbs [northern section]  19843
New street number guide map of Chicago [northern section]  19747
New students atlas  8637
New supreme world atlas  6446, 6465
The New survey of Wisconsin : showing distances, municipal towns and post-offices / published by George F. Cram  83140
A New system of geography ...  25780, 29324, 29326, 29327, 29347, 29348, 29349, 29350, 29368, 29369, 29370, 29371, 29389, 29390, 29391, 29392, 29393
A New system of geography, ancient and modern : for the use of schools : accompanied with an atlas, adapted to the work / by Jedidiah Morse and Sidney Edwards Morse  29346, 29388
A New system of geography and universal history of the known world ... : to which is prefixed a concise system of astronomical geography by James Ferguson : including the late discoveries of Dr. Herschel, and other eminent astronomers, in illustration  29255
A New system of geography : designed in a most plain and easie method, for the better understanding that science : accommodated with new maps of all the empires, kingdoms, principalities, dukedoms, provinces, and countries in the whole world : with geo  7780
A New system of geography : in which is given, a general account of the situation and limits, the manners, history, and constitution, of the several kingdoms and states in the known world : and a very particular description of their subdivisions and de  25781
A New system of geography, or, A general description of the world : Containing a particular and circumstantial account of all the countries, kingdoms, and states of Europe, Asia, Africa, and America ; with the birds, beasts, reptiles, insects, the vari  29036
New system of modern geography  4539, 29160, 29212, 29233, 29244, 29254, 29264
A New system of modern geography; or, a geographical, historical, and commercial grammar and present state of the several kingdoms of the world ...  29058
A New system of modern geography, or, A view of the present state of the world : with an appendix, containing statistical tables of the population, commerce, revenue, expenditure, debt, and various institutions of the United States, and general views o  29325
New terrestrial globe (12)  31991
A New terrestrial globe / by Nath. Hill 1754  18936
The New Testament according to the Eastern text / translated from the original Aramaic sources by George M. Lamsa  12967
[New Testament in Mon]  12981
The New Testament of our lord and saviour Jesus Christ / translated from the Latin Vulgate ; diligently compared with the original Greek and first published by the English College at Rheims A.D. 1582 ; with annotations and references by Dr. Challoner a  12997
The New Testament of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ : translated out of the original Greek, and with former translations diligently compared and revised, by His Majesty's special command  12928
The New Testament of our lord and saviour Jesus Christ : translated out of the original Greek, and with the former translations diligently compared and revised, by his Majesty's special command  12806
A New theory on mapping the New World  18428
A New "Third World"  24597
New topographical atlas of Chautauqua County, New York : from actual surveys especially for this atlas  19279
New topographical atlas of Erie Co., New York : from actual surveys especially for this atlas  25568
New topographical atlas of Genesee and Wyoming counties, New York : from actual surveys  28714
New topographical atlas of Indiana  36768, 36771
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New York and metropolitan New York / courtesy of Sinclair ... 30793, 30795
The New universal gazetteer, or, Modern geographical index : containing a concise description of the empires, kingdoms, cities, towns, seas, rivers &c. &c. in the known world; with the government, manners, and religion, of the inhabitants; with the extent of the several nations of that vast continent : their customs, commerce, and way of navigation ... 30764
New & universal gazetteer. Vol. 1 52068
New universal geographical grammar 29064
A New universal pocket gazetteer : containing descriptions of the most remarkable empires, kingdoms, nations, states, tribes, cities, towns, villages, mountains, islands, rivers, seas, lakes, cataracts, canals, and railroads in the known world : with n ... 52075
A New voyage to the East-Indies by Francis Leguat and his companions, containing their adventures in two desart islands and an account of the most remarkable things in Maurice Island, Batavia, at the Cape of Good Hope, the island of St. Helena and other ... 45354
New voyages to North America 57444
New voyages to North-America, by the Baron de Lahontan; reprinted from the English edition of 1703, with facsimiles of original title-pages, maps, and illustrations, and the addition of introduction, notes, and index, by Reuben Gold Thwaites 57448
New voyages to North-America : containing an account of the several nations of that vast continent ... the several attempts of the English and French to dispossess one another ... and the various adventures between the French, and the Iroquoise confeder ... 57509
New voyages to North-America : containing an account of the several nations of that vast continent : their customs, commerce, and way of navigation upon the lakes and rivers. The several attempts of the English and French to dispossess one another, wit ... 57445, 57446
New war map of Britain's colony of Ceylon ... 56743, 56750
New voyage round the world ... 7772, 7779
A New voyage to the East-Indies by Francis Leguat and his companions, containing their adventures in two desart islands and an account of the most remarkable things in Maurice Island, Batavia, at the Cape of Good Hope, the island of St. Helena and other ... 45354
New voyages to North America 57444
New voyages to North-America, by the Baron de Lahontan; reprinted from the English edition of 1703, with facsimiles of original title-pages, maps, and illustrations, and the addition of introduction, notes, and index, by Reuben Gold Thwaites 57448
New voyages to North-America : containing an account of the several nations of that vast continent ... the several attempts of the English and French to dispossess one another ... and the various adventures between the French, and the Iroquoise confeder ... 57509
New voyages to North-America : containing an account of the several nations of that vast continent : their customs, commerce, and way of navigation upon the lakes and rivers. The several attempts of the English and French to dispossess one another, wit ... 57445, 57446
New war map of Britain's colony of Ceylon ... 56743, 56750
A New way to build maps 44539
New Westminster (B.C.) - Maps - 1859 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 55576
New Windsor (N.Y. : Town) - Maps - 1864 - Landowners 55577
New world atlas 6668, 8475
The New world atlas and gazetteer 5830, 5950
New world atlas, containing new and complete historical, economic, political and physical maps of the entire world, in full colors, with complete indexes; and the races of mankind, illustrated gazetteer of the world, illustrated gazetteer of the United 6364
A New world : England's first view of America / Kim Sloan with contributions by Joyce E. Chaplin, Christian F. Feest and Ute Kuhlmann 37434
New world horizons : geography for the air age / edited by Chester H. Lawrence; maps by Ray Ramsey 30593, 30594
The New World in maps [slide]: the first hundred years 16841
The New world loose leaf atlas 5933, 6005, 6034
New world map jig-saw puzzle (size 43 in. x 26 in.) ... 84377
New world map puzzle 84370
A New world map : the Lambert equal-area projection of the tangent hemispheres / GSC 84501
New World Press 48254
New world wonder atlas / contributing editors, Frederick K. Branom, Lloyd Edwin Smith, [and] editorial staff, Newsmap magazine 6232, 6264
New worlds and old : maps and explorers 23314
The New worlds and the old: reciprocal influences in the age of discoveries 1494
New worlds : maps from the age of discovery / Ashley and Miles Baynton-Williams 17286
New York 55638, 55647, 55650, 55781, 55808, 55814, 55838, 55849, 55851, 55853, 55855, 55858, 56059, 56061, 56062, 56063, 56065, 56066, 56067, 56068, 56072, 56074, 56081, 56082, 56084, 56104, 56107, 56153, 56158, 56161, 56164, 56168, 56171, 56173, 56174, 56178, 56182, 56183, 56186, 56188, 56190, 56304, 56306, 56307, 56308, 56309, 56323, 56326, 56327, 56329, 56330, 56348, 56350, 56351, 56352, 56362, 56363, 56364, 56365, 56366, 56376, 56377, 56379, 56384, 56756, 56760
New York, 15 minute series (topographic) 56154
New York : 1933 road map ... Socony-Vacuum : Standard Oil Company of New York, Inc. 56373
New York : 1934 road map ... Socony-Vacuum : Standard Oil Company of New York, Inc. 56387
New York : 1936 road map : Cities Service serves a nation 56438
New York : 1937 road map : Cities Service ... 56468
The New York 1939 official world's fair pictorial map 56798
New York 1940 : buy at the Esso sign / Colonial Beacon Oil Company 56547
New York, 7.5 minute series (topographic) 56155
New York-Albany-Buffalo (via Albany-Syracuse); Buffalo-Albany-New York (via Syracuse Albany); New York-Cleveland-Chicago (via Buffalo-Toledo); New York-Albany-Buffalo [map]; New York-Pittsburgh-Chicago; New York-St. Louis-Kansas City (via Harrisbu ... 1923
New York : American Amoco gas / compliments of American Oil Company 56712, 56713
New York / American Oil Company 56743, 56750
New York : Amoco / compliments of American Oil Co. 56704
New York : Amoco gas : right - from the start 56736
New York and Brooklyn with their environs in 1776 55830
New York and Long Branch Railroad 47817
New York and Long Branch Railroad - Maps - 1930 47817
New York and metropolitan New York / courtesy of Sinclair ... 56723
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New York and Metropolitan New York : Richfield 56730
New York and Metropolitan New York : Sinclair ... 56714, 56715, 56716, 56738, 56739, 56740
New York and Metropolitan New York : Sinclair H-C gasoline 56706
New York and Metropolitan New York ... Sinclair HC gasoline ... 56705
New York and New Jersey 56122, 56125, 56128, 56135, 56140, 56143, 56146, 56148
New York and Pertambo Harbours 55600
New York and Pertambo harbours 55603
New York and the world : superior reference atlas 56175
[New York and vicinity] 55822, 55835
[New York and vicinity in two sections] 55836
New York area key : a guide to the genealogical records of the State of New York including maps, histories, charts, and other helpful materials 56017
New York : Atlantic 55729, 55972, 55673, 55698, 55699, 55692, 55697, 55694, 55704, 55705, 55706
New York : Atlantic road map 56543
New York : Atlantic White Flash 56469
New York : Atlantic White Flash : Atlantic road map 56498, 56499, 56524
New York Automobile Club 55880
New York : best way to go! : Amoco : from Maine to Florida 56638
New York : best way to go : Amoco ; from Maine to Florida / compliments of American Oil Co. 56639

New York Bight (N.J. and N.Y.) - Maps - 1777 55831, 55832
New York : buy at the Esso sign, follow the Esso sign in 1935 / Colonial Beacon Oil Company 56413
New York Central and Hudson River Railroad Company 34840, 47655, 47660, 47666, 47670, 47677, 47683, 47688, 47693, 47700, 56112, 56118, 56121, 56124, 56127, 56128, 56135, 56140, 56143, 56146, 56148, 56149, 56151, 56156, 59005, 59013, 59020, 59028, 59037, 59049, 59064, 59080, 59090, 59105, 59114, 59134, 59142
New York Central and Hudson River Railroad Company - Maps - 1888 56112
New York Central and Hudson River Railroad Company - Maps - 1889 56118
New York Central and Hudson River Railroad Company - Maps - 1890 56121
New York Central and Hudson River Railroad Company - Maps - 1891 56124
New York Central and Hudson River Railroad Company - Maps - 1892 56127
New York Central and Hudson River Railroad Company - Maps - 1893 56132
New York Central and Hudson River Railroad Company - Maps - 1895 56139
New York Central and Hudson River Railroad Company - Maps - 1896 56142
New York Central and Hudson River Railroad Company - Maps - 1897 47655, 56145
New York Central and Hudson River Railroad Company - Maps - 1898 47660, 56147
New York Central and Hudson River Railroad Company - Maps - 1899 47666, 56151
New York Central and Hudson River Railroad Company - Maps - 1900 47670, 56156
New York Central and Hudson River Railroad Company - Maps - 1901 47677, 59005
New York Central and Hudson River Railroad Company - Maps - 1902 47683, 59013
New York Central and Hudson River Railroad Company - Maps - 1903 47688, 59020
New York Central and Hudson River Railroad Company - Maps - 1904 47693, 59028
New York Central and Hudson River Railroad Company - Maps - 1905 47700, 59037
New York Central and Hudson River Railroad Company - Maps - 1906 59049
New York Central and Hudson River Railroad Company - Maps - 1907 59064
New York Central and Hudson River Railroad Company - Maps - 1908 - Railroads 59080
New York Central and Hudson River Railroad Company - Maps - 1909 59090
New York Central and Hudson River Railroad Company - Maps - 1910 59105
New York Central and Hudson River Railroad Company - Maps - 1911 59114
New York Central and Hudson River Railroad Company - Maps - 1913 59134
New York Central and Hudson River Railroad Company - Maps - 1914 59142
New York Central and Hudson River Railroad Company - Maps - 1924 34840

New York Central & Hudson River Railroad. 1899 56151
New York Central & Hudson River Railroad. 1900 56156
New York Central & Hudson River Railroad. 1901 59005
New York Central & Hudson River Railroad. 1902 59013
New York Central & Hudson River Railroad. 1903 59020
New York Central & Hudson River Railroad. 1904 59028
New York Central & Hudson River Railroad. 1905 59037
New York Central & Hudson River Railroad. 1906 59049
New York Central & Hudson River Railroad. 1907 59064
New York Central & Hudson River Railroad. 1908 59080
New York Central & Hudson River Railroad. 1909 59090
New York Central & Hudson River Railroad. 1910 59105
New York Central & Hudson River Railroad. 1911 59114
New York Central & Hudson River Railroad. 1913 59134
New York Central & Hudson River Railroad. 1914 59142
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New York Central Railroad Company - Maps - 1950 59467
New York Central Railroad Company - Maps - 1951 59480
New York Central Railroad Company - Maps - 1952 59496
New York Central Railroad Company - Maps - 1953 59511
New York Central Railroad Company - Maps - 1955 59526
New York Central Railroad Company - Maps - 1956 59540
New York Central Railroad Company - Maps - 1957 59554, 84721
New York Central Railroad Company - Maps - 1958 59561
New York Central Railroad Company - Maps - 1959 59568
New York Central Railroad Company - Maps - 1960 59577
New York Central Railroad Company - Maps - 1961 59583
New York Central Railroad Company - Pictorial works - 1949 - Railroad yards 81510
New York Central Railroad Company - Pictorial works - 1958 67009
New York Central Railroad Company - Pictorial works - 1960 - Railroad stations 13940, 14875
New York Central Railroad Company - Pictorial works - 1960 - Railroad yards 24935, 37427
New York Central Railroad Company - Pictorial works - 1961 - Railroad yards 13100, 51855
New York Central system 59540, 59554, 59577, 59583
New York Central system - New York Central, Michigan Central, Big Four, Boston & Albany, Pittsburgh & Lake Erie 59480, 59496
New York Central System SEE New York Central Railroad Company 55710
New York Central system: the Water Level route 59511, 59526
New York Central system: the Water Level Route ... New York Central, Michigan Central, Big Four, Boston & Albany, Pittsburgh & Lake Erie 59456, 59467
New York Central system: the Water Level Route ... New York Central, Michigan Central, Boston & Albany, Big Four, Pittsburgh & Lake Erie 59440
The New York, Chicago and St. Louis Railroad System 59458
The New York, Chicago & St. Louis R.R. 1905 59040
New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad 14665, 21073, 24477, 35029, 48961, 48963, 48968, 48974, 48978, 55578, 59040, 59054, 59077, 59095, 59110, 59120, 59128, 59137, 59145, 59157, 59164, 59168, 59170, 59179, 59183, 59188, 59191, 59195, 59200, 59204, 59212, 59222, 59262, 59263, 59272, 59278, 59286, 59287, 59297, 59303, 59311, 59325, 59334, 59342, 59354, 59372, 59441, 59457, 59458, 59471, 59481, 59497, 59512, 59520, 59527, 59541, 59542, 59555, 59562, 59568, 59578, 59697, 78120, 78150, 78184, 78189, 78237, 78281, 78314
New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad - Maps - 1905 59040
New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad - Maps - 1906 59054
New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad - Maps - 1908-1909 59077
New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad - Maps - 1909 59095
New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad - Maps - 1910 59110
New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad - Maps - 1911 59120
New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad - Maps - 1912 59128
New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad - Maps - 1913 59137
New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad - Maps - 1914 59145
New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad - Maps - 1916 59157
New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad - Maps - 1917 59164
New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad - Maps - 1918 59168
New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad - Maps - 1919 59170
New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad - Maps - 1920 59179
New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad - Maps - 1922 59183
New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad - Maps - 1923 59188
New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad - Maps - 1924 59191
New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad - Maps - 1925 59195
New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad - Maps - 1926 59200
New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad - Maps - 1927 59204
New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad - Maps - 1928 59212
New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad - Maps - 1929 59222
New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad - Maps - 1930 59262, 59263
New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad - Maps - 1931 59272
New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad - Maps - 1932 59278
New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad - Maps - 1933 59286, 59287
New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad - Maps - 1934 59297
New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad - Maps - 1935 59303
New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad - Maps - 1936 59311
New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad - Maps - 1937 59325
New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad - Maps - 1938 59334
New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad - Maps - 1939 59342
New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad - Maps - 1940 59354
New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad - Maps - 1941 59372
New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad - Maps - 1943 48961
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New York metropolitan area road map / Cities Service ahead 55928
New York metropolitan area : Texaco road map 55922
New York, metropolitan New York city : Valvoline road map 56474, 56475
New York, Metropolitan New York : Sinclair H-C Gasoline road map 56545, 56574, 56575
New York metropolitan area : Texaco road map... 55914
New York, metropolitan New York : Sinclair H-C gasoline road map 56544
New York Mirror 55234
New York : Mobiloil : Socony 56628, 56657, 56658, 56676
New York : Mobil oil : Socony-Vacuum 56601, 56602
New York Movers Tariff Bureau, Inc. 78867
New York (N.Y.) - Battlegrounds - Maps - 1776 27452, 27453
New York (N.Y.). Board of Aldermen. Committee on Wharves 55633
New York (N.Y.). Board of Aldermen. Committee on Wharves. Report of the Committee on Wharves, relative to the erection of a great pier in the North River [1836?] 42431, 55602, 55631, 55632, 55634
New York (N.Y.). Board of Elections 44336
New York (N.Y.). Board of Estimate and Apportionment 55683, 55695, 55696
New York (N.Y.). City Planning Commission 55588, 55763, 55764
New York (N.Y.). Description and travel - 1937 55579
New York (N.Y.). Description and travel - 1970 19391
New York (N.Y.). Directories - 1922 55580
New York (N.Y.). Directories - 1926 55688
New York (N.Y.). Emergency Relief Bureau 55695, 55696
New York (N.Y.). Geography - 1905 55581
New York (N.Y.). Guidebooks - 1895 55582
New York (N.Y.). Guidebooks - 1896 55583
New York (N.Y.). Guidebooks - 1904 55584
New York (N.Y.). Guidebooks - 1922 55580
New York (N.Y.). Guidebooks - 1926 55688
New York (N.Y.). History - Maps 55803, 55804
New York (N.Y.). History - Revolution, 1776 27451
New York (N.Y.). Lenox Library SEE Lenox Library 18763
New York (N.Y.). Maps - 1625 - Landowners 55589
New York (N.Y.). Maps - 1639 55590
New York (N.Y.). Maps - 1680 - Pictorial works 58857
New York (N.Y.). Maps - 1682 - Pictorial works 55595
New York (N.Y.). Maps - 1731 18191, 55601, 55602, 55633
New York (N.Y.). Maps - 1747 - Harbors 13472
New York (N.Y.). Maps - 1763 55605
New York (N.Y.). Maps - 1766 55606
New York (N.Y.). Maps - 1770 55608
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New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1770 - Pictorial works 55608
New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1773 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 27338
New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1775 55609, 55610
New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1776 55611, 55612, 55615, 58883, 58884
New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1776 - Harbors - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 55613
New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1776 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 55614
New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1777 58885
New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1777 - Harbors - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 55616
New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1778 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 55617
New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1780 - Harbors - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 55618
New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1781 - Harbors - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 55619, 55620
New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1781 - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles 55621
New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1782 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 55622, 55623, 55624, 55625
New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1793 - Manuscripts 57659
New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1796 - Harbors - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 55626
New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1804 - Road maps 64354
New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1816 76112, 76113
New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1820 76585
New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1824 55627
New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1825 55628
New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1828 55629
New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1829 76618
New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1834 76646
New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1835 55630
New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1836 55631, 55632, 55633, 55634
New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1836 - City planning 55631, 55632, 55633, 55634
New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1837 55635
New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1838 76659
New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1839 55636
New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1840 55637, 55638
New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1841 4808, 76681
New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1841 - Distances Other Points 55639
New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1846 53890, 53891
New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1847 55640, 55641
New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1849 55842
New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1850 55642, 76735
New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1852 44325, 55643
New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1852 - Railroad Connections 21986
New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1853 55644
New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1854 55645
New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1855 55646, 55647
New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1855 - Pictorial works 55648
New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1857 55649, 55650
New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1859 55651, 55652
New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1860 50609, 50691
New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1863 55653
New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1865 55654
New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1866 14683
New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1869 55655, 55656
New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1871 - Pictorial works 55657
New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1872 - Harbors 65242
New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1873 58930
New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1874 - Harbors - Nautical charts 55658
New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1877 55659
New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1880 55660, 55661
New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1884 55662, 55663
New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1885 - Fire risk assessment 55664
New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1885 - Real property 55664
New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1887 55665
New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1888 - Railroads 55666
New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1889 55667
New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1891 55668, 55669
New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1895 - Road maps 55844
New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1898 - Charities 55670
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Area</th>
<th>Maps</th>
<th>Call Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>Maps 1899</td>
<td>55671</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>Maps 1901 - Road maps</td>
<td>55672</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>Maps 1901 - Subways</td>
<td>55672</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>Maps 1902</td>
<td>55673</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>Maps 1905</td>
<td>55581</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>Maps 1905 - Railroads</td>
<td>55674</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>Maps 1906 - Railroads</td>
<td>55675</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>Maps 1907 - Railroads</td>
<td>55676</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>Maps 1909</td>
<td>55677</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>Maps 1909 - Pictorial maps</td>
<td>55812</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>Maps 1910</td>
<td>55678</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>Maps 1911</td>
<td>55679</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>Maps 1913</td>
<td>55680</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>Maps 1913 - Local transit</td>
<td>44335</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>Maps 1914 - Music trade</td>
<td>55681</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>Maps 1914 - Piano makers</td>
<td>55681</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>Maps 1915</td>
<td>55682</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>Maps 1919 - Local transit</td>
<td>55683</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>Maps 1919 - Railroads</td>
<td>55683</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>Maps 1919 - Road maps</td>
<td>55683, 55684</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>Maps 1919 - Subways</td>
<td>55683</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>Maps 1921 - Local transit</td>
<td>55685</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>Maps 1921 - Subways</td>
<td>55685</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>Maps 1922 - Road maps</td>
<td>55580</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>Maps 1923</td>
<td>55686</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>Maps 1925 - Local transit</td>
<td>55687</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>Maps 1925 - Road maps</td>
<td>55687</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>Maps 1926 - Road maps</td>
<td>55688</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>Maps 1927</td>
<td>55689</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>Maps 1928 - Local transit</td>
<td>55690</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>Maps 1928 - Road maps</td>
<td>55690</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>Maps 1930-1939</td>
<td>55691</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>Maps 1931</td>
<td>77502</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>Maps 1931 - Cemeteries</td>
<td>83662</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>Maps 1933 - Road maps</td>
<td>55692, 55693</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>Maps 1934 - Pictorial maps</td>
<td>56387</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>Maps 1934 - Road maps</td>
<td>55694, 55896</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>Maps 1935</td>
<td>55695, 55696</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>Maps 1935 - Road maps</td>
<td>55697, 55698, 55699, 55903</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>Maps 1936 - Road maps</td>
<td>55700, 55701, 55702, 55703, 55906, 55910, 55911, 56429</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>Maps 1937 - Road maps</td>
<td>55704, 55916, 55919, 55920, 55921</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>Maps 1938</td>
<td>77676</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>Maps 1938 - Road maps</td>
<td>55009, 55705, 55706, 55707, 55926, 55927, 55928, 55929</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>Maps 1939</td>
<td>55708</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>Maps 1939 - Pictorial maps</td>
<td>55709</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>Maps 1939 - Railroads</td>
<td>55710</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>Maps 1939 - Road maps</td>
<td>55711, 55712, 55713, 55714, 55715, 55716, 55717, 55938, 55939, 55940, 55941</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>Maps 1939 - Road maps - Pictorial maps</td>
<td>55717, 56796</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>Maps 1940 - Road maps</td>
<td>55718, 55946, 55947, 55949</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>Maps 1941 - Road maps</td>
<td>55719, 55720, 55721, 55722, 55948, 55950, 55951, 55952, 55953</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>Maps 1942 - Road maps</td>
<td>55723, 55724, 55954, 55955</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>Maps 1945 - Radar images</td>
<td>55725</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>Maps 1945 - Railroads</td>
<td>55726</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>Maps 1945 - Road maps</td>
<td>44346, 55726, 55727</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>Maps 1946</td>
<td>55956</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>Maps 1946 - Road maps</td>
<td>55728, 55729, 55730, 55958, 55959, 55960, 55961, 55962</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>Maps 1947 - Road maps</td>
<td>55731, 55732, 55963, 55964</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>Maps 1948 - Road maps</td>
<td>55733, 55734, 55965, 55966, 55967, 55968, 55969, 55970</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>Maps 1949 - Road maps</td>
<td>55735, 55971</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>Maps 1950 - Pictorial maps</td>
<td>55736</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>Maps 1951</td>
<td>76087, 76088</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>Maps 1951 - Road maps</td>
<td>55737, 55738, 55739, 55989</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>Maps 1952 - Road maps</td>
<td>55740, 55741, 55972, 55973</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>Maps 1953 - Road maps</td>
<td>55974, 55975</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>New York (N.Y.) - Maps</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Catalog Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1954</td>
<td></td>
<td>55976</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1954 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
<td>42948, 55977</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1955 - Local transit</td>
<td></td>
<td>55750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1955 - Railroads, Elevated</td>
<td></td>
<td>55750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1955 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
<td>55742, 55743, 55744, 55745, 55746, 55747, 55748, 55749, 55978</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1955 - Street-railroads</td>
<td></td>
<td>55750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1955 - Subways</td>
<td></td>
<td>55750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1956 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
<td>42956, 55751, 55979, 55980, 55981, 55982</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1957 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
<td>42959, 44348, 55752</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1958 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
<td>42961</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1960 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
<td>55753</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1961 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
<td>55754</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1962 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
<td>55755</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1963 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
<td>55984</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1963 - Roads</td>
<td></td>
<td>44349</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1964</td>
<td></td>
<td>56802</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1964 - Local transit</td>
<td></td>
<td>42964, 56800, 56803, 56804, 56805, 56806, 56807, 56808, 56812, 56813</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1964 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
<td>55757, 55758, 56809</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1965 - Local transit</td>
<td></td>
<td>56814</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1965 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
<td>44350, 55759</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1965 - Tourist maps</td>
<td></td>
<td>44350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1966 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
<td>55760</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1967 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
<td>55761, 55990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1968</td>
<td></td>
<td>44351, 55762</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1968 - Automobile leasing and renting</td>
<td></td>
<td>59605</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1968 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
<td>55992, 59605</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1969 - City planning</td>
<td></td>
<td>55763, 55764</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1969 - Local transit - Proposed routes</td>
<td></td>
<td>55764</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1969 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
<td>55765, 55994, 55995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1969 - Social conditions</td>
<td></td>
<td>55763</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1970 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
<td>19391, 55997</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1971 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
<td>55766</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1972 - Local transit</td>
<td></td>
<td>55767</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1972 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
<td>56001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1972 - Subways</td>
<td></td>
<td>55767</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1973 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
<td>55768, 55769, 56005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1974 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
<td>56006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1975 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
<td>55770, 55771, 56007, 56008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1976 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
<td>55772, 55773, 55774</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1977 - Jigsaw puzzle maps</td>
<td></td>
<td>55775</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1977 - Subways</td>
<td></td>
<td>55775</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1978 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
<td>55776</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1979 - Local transit</td>
<td></td>
<td>55779</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1979 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
<td>55777, 55778, 56012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1979 - Subways</td>
<td></td>
<td>55779</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1980-1989</td>
<td></td>
<td>55587</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1980 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
<td>44352</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1983</td>
<td></td>
<td>55780</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1989</td>
<td></td>
<td>55781</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1989 - Local transit</td>
<td></td>
<td>55782</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1989 - Subways</td>
<td></td>
<td>55782</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1990 - Local transit</td>
<td></td>
<td>55783, 55784</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1990 - Subways</td>
<td></td>
<td>55783, 55784</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1991</td>
<td></td>
<td>55785</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1992 - Subways</td>
<td></td>
<td>55786</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1994</td>
<td></td>
<td>55787</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1995-1996</td>
<td></td>
<td>79101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1995 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
<td>55788</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1997 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
<td>55789</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
<td>55790</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td></td>
<td>84597</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001 - Cartoon Maps</td>
<td></td>
<td>55791</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
<td>55792</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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| New York (N.Y.) | Maps - 2004 - Buildings, structures, etc. | 55793 |
| New York (N.Y.) | Maps - 2007 - Road maps | 55794 |
| New York (N.Y.) | Maps - 2008 - Cartoon Maps | 55795 |
| New York (N.Y.) | Maps - 2009 - Road maps | 55796 |
| New York (N.Y.) | Maps - Bibliography | 44319, 44320, 44356, 55799, 56791, 68975 |
| New York (N.Y.) | Maps - Bibliography - Catalogs | 18190 |
| New York (N.Y.) | Maps - Collections | 76093 |
| New York (N.Y.) | Maps - Collections, 1498-1909 | 55797, 55798 |
| New York (N.Y.) | Maps - Collections, 1600-1994 | 55800, 55801 |
| New York (N.Y.) | Maps - Collections, 1600-2005 | 55802 |
| New York (N.Y.) | Maps - Collections, 1651-1731 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles | 57859 |
| New York (N.Y.) | Maps - Collections, 1811-1879 | 19011 |
| New York (N.Y.) | Maps - Collections - 2009 | 55803 |
| New York (N.Y.) | Maps - Collections - Manuscripts - Facsimiles | 55804 |
| New York (N.Y.). Mayor's Committee on City Planning | 55695, 55696 |
| New York (N.Y.) | Pictorial works - 1600-1699 | 58847 |
| New York (N.Y.) | Pictorial works - 1650-1671 | 55805 |
| New York (N.Y.) | Pictorial works - 1656 | 53824, 53825, 53826, 58850, 58851 |
| New York (N.Y.) | Pictorial works - 1659 | 76216, 76219 |
| New York (N.Y.) | Pictorial works - 1662 | 58852 |
| New York (N.Y.) | Pictorial works - 1680 | 58856 |
| New York (N.Y.) | Pictorial works - 1730 | 58866 |
| New York (N.Y.) | Pictorial works - 1734 | 53426 |
| New York (N.Y.) | Pictorial works - 1737 | 57512 |
| New York (N.Y.) | Pictorial works - 1741 | 46224 |
| New York (N.Y.) | Pictorial works - 1776 | 55615 |
| New York (N.Y.) | Pictorial works - 1850 | 55806 |
| New York (N.Y.) | Pictorial works - 1856 | 55807 |
| New York (N.Y.) | Pictorial works - 1867 | 55808 |
| New York (N.Y.) | Pictorial works - 1876 | 55809, 55810 |
| New York (N.Y.) | Pictorial works - 1890 | 55811 |
| New York (N.Y.) | Pictorial works - 1905 | 55812 |
| New York (N.Y.) | Pictorial works - 1909 | 55812 |
| New York (N.Y.) | Pictorial works - 1939 | 55813 |
| New York (N.Y.) | Pictorial works - 1961 - Railroad yards | 51855 |
| New York (N.Y.) | Pictorial works - 1998 - Pictorial maps | 55814 |
| New York (N.Y.) | Pictorial works - Collections | 55804, 76093 |
| New York (N.Y.) | Pictorial works - Collections, 1498-1909 | 55797, 55798 |
| New York (N.Y.) | Pictorial works - Collections, 1600-1994 | 55800, 55801 |
| New York (N.Y.) | Pictorial works - Collections, 1600-2005 | 55802 |
| New York (N.Y.). Rapid Transit Railroad Commissioners | SEE New York (State). Board of Rapid Transit Railroad Commissioners | 56807 |
| New York National Land Association | 46844 |
| New York, New England | 56343, 56356, 56378 |
| New York, New Haven and Hartford Railroad | 53938, 53942, 53945, 53950, 53954, 54111, 54474 |
| New York, New Haven and Hartford Railroad and connections | 53910, 53912 |
| New York, New Haven, and Hartford Railroad Company | 14676, 16475, 44360, 45209, 52583, 53910, 53912, 53938, 53942, 53945, 53950, 53954, 53958, 54111, 54389, 54416, 54417, 54474, 54518, 54519, 59041, 59055, 59068, 59084, 59096, 59111, 59121, 59133, 59141, 56666, 66305 |
| New York, New Haven, and Hartford Railroad Company - Maps - 1884 | 53910 |
| New York, New Haven, and Hartford Railroad Company - Maps - 1886 | 53912 |
| New York, New Haven, and Hartford Railroad Company - Maps - 1899 | 53938 |
| New York, New Haven, and Hartford Railroad Company - Maps - 1900 | 53942 |
| New York, New Haven, and Hartford Railroad Company - Maps - 1901 | 53945 |
| New York, New Haven, and Hartford Railroad Company - Maps - 1902 | 53950 |
| New York, New Haven, and Hartford Railroad Company - Maps - 1903 | 53954 |
| New York, New Haven, and Hartford Railroad Company - Maps - 1904 | 53958 |
| New York, New Haven, and Hartford Railroad Company - Maps - 1905 | 59041 |
| New York, New Haven, and Hartford Railroad Company - Maps - 1906 | 59055 |
| New York, New Haven, and Hartford Railroad Company - Maps - 1907 | 59068 |
| New York, New Haven, and Hartford Railroad Company - Maps - 1908 | 59084 |
| New York, New Haven, and Hartford Railroad Company - Maps - 1909 | 59096 |
| New York, New Haven, and Hartford Railroad Company - Maps - 1910 | 59111 |
| New York, New Haven, and Hartford Railroad Company - Maps - 1911 | 59121 |
| New York, New Haven, and Hartford Railroad Company - Maps - 1913 | 59133 |
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New York, New Haven, and Hartford Railroad Company - Maps - 1914  59141
New York, New Haven, and Hartford Railroad Company - Maps - 1930  54111
New York, New Haven, and Hartford Railroad Company - Maps - 1946  54389
New York, New Haven, and Hartford Railroad Company - Maps - 1947  54416, 54417
New York, New Haven, and Hartford Railroad Company - Maps - 1949  54474
New York, New Haven, and Hartford Railroad Company - Pictorial works - 1954 - Freight and freightage - Statistics  54518, 54519
New York, New Haven, and Hartford Railroad Company - Pictorial works - 1955  14676, 44360, 65666, 66305

The New York, New Haven, and Hartford Railroad income note ...  54389
The New York, New Haven, and Hartford Railroad: serving Southern New England for over 100 years  54416
The New York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad  53958
The New York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad: leased, operated and allied lines  59133
The New York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad: leased, operated and controlled lines  59141
The New York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad: operated and controlled lines  59041, 59055, 59068, 59084, 59096, 59111, 59121
New York: New Jersey: American Amoco Gas ... American Oil Co.  56407, 56408, 56409
New York-New Jersey-Harlem quadrangle  55680
New York, New Jersey, Long Island: American Amoco Gas ... American Oil Co.  56432, 56461, 56494, 56495, 56522, 56571
New York, New Jersey, Long Island: American Amoco Gas ... American Oil Company  56542
New York, New Jersey, Long Island / American Oil Co.  56431, 56493
New York, New Jersey, Long Island: Texaco road map  55700, 56405, 56406, 56433, 56434
New York, New York City  56764
New York observer (New York, N.Y.)  12791, 12798, 12810, 12825, 24603, 76685, 76686, 76705

New York of the Pacific (Calif.) SEE Shore Acres (Calif).  16660
New York official AAA road map  56393
New York official road map 1928: Red "G" road maps  56290
New York, Ontario, and Western Railway Co.  47625, 47632, 47639, 47647, 47650, 47671, 47689, 56101, 63625
New York, Ontario, and Western Railway Co. - Maps - 1882  56101
New York, Ontario, and Western Railway Co. - Maps - 1890  47625
New York, Ontario, and Western Railway Co. - Maps - 1891  47632
New York, Ontario, and Western Railway Co. - Maps - 1892  47639
New York, Ontario, and Western Railway Co. - Maps - 1894  47647
New York, Ontario, and Western Railway Co. - Maps - 1895  47650
New York, Ontario, and Western Railway Co. - Maps - 1900  47671, 63625
New York, Ontario, and Western Railway Co. - Maps - 1903  47689
New York, Ontario & Western R.R. and connections  47625, 47632, 47639
New York, Ontario & Western Railway and connections  47647, 47650
New York, Ontario: with routes to Montreal, Boston, Philadelphia, Washington, Scranton, Pittsburgh, Erie, Cleveland, Detroit, Chicago: Gousha guide  56442
New York, Pennsylvania, New England  56347
New York, Pennsylvania: Texaco  56578, 56579
New York Piano Manufacturers  55681
New York picture and street map  44351
New York: points of interest and touring map ... / the California Oil Company  56640
New York Port Authority SEE Port of New York Authority  55897
New York Printing Company  28217
New York Public Library  1532, 13463, 13753, 14705, 21878, 24603, 25930, 30646, 44355, 53775, 53817, 57857, 58705, 76837, 76867, 76868, 79143, 79144, 7915, 82630
New York Public Library - Art collections - Catalogs  79415
New York Public Library. Bulletin of the New York Public Library  79415
New York Public Library. Bulletin of the New York Public Library (1936)  23338
New York Public Library. Manuscript. Codex Ebnerianus  10552, 10553, 10554
New York Public Library. Manuscript. Codex Ebnerianus SEE Codex Ebnerianus  65790
New York Public Library - Map collections  79413, 79414
New York Public Library - Map collections - Bibliography - Catalogs  18190
New York Public Library - Map collections - Catalogs  79415
New York Public Library - Map collections - Exhibitions  82630
New York Public Library. Map Division  44778, 83827
New York Public Library. Map Division - Cataloging  18801
New York Public Library. Map Division - Catalogs  14705, 44778
New York Public Library. Map Division - History  55815, 55816
New York Public Library SEE ALSO Lenox Library  18763
New York: Pure Oil pathfinder  56444, 56478, 56502, 56503, 56529
New York: Pure Oil pathfinder ... fourteenth edition  56479
New York: Pure Oil pathfinder ... thirteenth edition  56435
New York: Pure Oil pathfinder ... twelfth edition  56425
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Call Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>New York Region - Aerial photographs</td>
<td>1933 55817</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York Region - Description and travel</td>
<td>1896 82701</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York Region - History - Maps - Archival resources</td>
<td>44500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York Region - History - Maps - Library resources</td>
<td>44500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York Region - Maps - 1600-1699 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>34805, 55818, 55819</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York Region - Maps - 1639 - Landowners - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>55820</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York Region - Maps - 1660</td>
<td>53836</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York Region - Maps - 1690 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>5597</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York Region - Maps - 1698 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>53839</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York Region - Maps - 1700-1799 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>55821, 55822, 55823, 55824</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York Region - Maps - 1725 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>55825</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York Region - Maps - 1732 - Coasts - Nautical charts</td>
<td>55826</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York Region - Maps - 1757 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>55827</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York Region - Maps - 1760 - Coasts - Nautical charts</td>
<td>55828</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York Region - Maps - 1774 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>55829</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York Region - Maps - 1776</td>
<td>42852, 42853, 55830</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York Region - Maps - 1776 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>58883, 58884</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York Region - Maps - 1777</td>
<td>55833</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York Region - Maps - 1777 - Harbors</td>
<td>55831, 55832</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York Region - Maps - 1777 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>58885</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York Region - Maps - 1781 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>55834</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York Region - Maps - 1782 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>55835, 55836</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York Region - Maps - 1783 - Coasts - Nautical charts</td>
<td>55837</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York Region - Maps - 1802 - Road maps</td>
<td>47599</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York Region - Maps - 1804 - Road maps</td>
<td>47600, 47601, 64354</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York Region - Maps - 1816</td>
<td>55838</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York Region - Maps - 1819</td>
<td>76114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York Region - Maps - 1826</td>
<td>76115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York Region - Maps - 1828</td>
<td>55839</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York Region - Maps - 1831</td>
<td>64451</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York Region - Maps - 1832</td>
<td>34827, 34828, 76629, 76630</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York Region - Maps - 1833</td>
<td>76661</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York Region - Maps - 1835</td>
<td>76650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York Region - Maps - 1838</td>
<td>76658, 76662</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York Region - Maps - 1839</td>
<td>55840, 55841</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York Region - Maps - 1843</td>
<td>76691, 76692, 76693, 76694</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York Region - Maps - 1845</td>
<td>56082, 76707</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York Region - Maps - 1846</td>
<td>57745</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York Region - Maps - 1849</td>
<td>55842</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York Region - Maps - 1854</td>
<td>55645</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York Region - Maps - 1855</td>
<td>55647</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York Region - Maps - 1857</td>
<td>55650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York Region - Maps - 1859</td>
<td>55652</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York Region - Maps - 1865</td>
<td>55654</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York Region - Maps - 1867</td>
<td>55843</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York Region - Maps - 1869</td>
<td>55656</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York Region - Maps - 1875 - Postal service</td>
<td>56098</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York Region - Maps - 1875 - Railroads</td>
<td>56098</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York Region - Maps - 1882 - Railroads</td>
<td>56102, 56103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York Region - Maps - 1884</td>
<td>55663</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York Region - Maps - 1885</td>
<td>56107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York Region - Maps - 1887 - Railroads</td>
<td>56110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York Region - Maps - 1888 - Railroads</td>
<td>56114, 56115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York Region - Maps - 1895 - Bicycle trails</td>
<td>55844, 55845, 55846, 55847</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York Region - Maps - 1895 - Railroads</td>
<td>55844, 55845, 55846, 55847</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York Region - Maps - 1895 - Road maps</td>
<td>55844, 55845, 55846, 55847</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York Region - Maps - 1896</td>
<td>55848</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York Region - Maps - 1896 - Bicycle trails</td>
<td>82701</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York Region - Maps - 1896 - Railroads</td>
<td>55849</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York Region - Maps - 1897 - Railroads</td>
<td>55850, 56145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York Region - Maps - 1898 - Railroads</td>
<td>55851, 56147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York Region - Maps - 1899 - Railroads</td>
<td>55852, 56151</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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New York Region - Maps - 1900 - Railroads 54819, 55853, 56156
New York Region - Maps - 1901 - Railroads 55854, 59005
New York Region - Maps - 1902 - Railroads 55855, 59013
New York Region - Maps - 1903 - Railroads 55856, 59020
New York Region - Maps - 1904 - Railroads 54826, 55858, 59037
New York Region - Maps - 1905 - Railroads 54830, 55859, 59049
New York Region - Maps - 1906 - Railroads 54833, 55860, 56180, 59064
New York Region - Maps - 1907 - Railroads 59080
New York Region - Maps - 1908 - Railroads 55861, 59090
New York Region - Maps - 1909 - Railroads 55862, 59105
New York Region - Maps - 1910 - 55679
New York Region - Maps - 1911 - Railroads 55863, 59114
New York Region - Maps - 1912 - Railroads 55864, 59129
New York Region - Maps - 1913 - 55680
New York Region - Maps - 1913 - Railroads 59133, 59134, 59138
New York Region - Maps - 1914 - Railroads 59141, 59142, 59146
New York Region - Maps - 1915 - 55682
New York Region - Maps - 1915 - Railroads 59149, 59151
New York Region - Maps - 1915 - Road maps 55865
New York Region - Maps - 1916 - Railroads 59156
New York Region - Maps - 1917 - Railroads 59163
New York Region - Maps - 1918 - Railroads 59167
New York Region - Maps - 1918 - Road maps 55866, 55867
New York Region - Maps - 1919 - Local transit 55683
New York Region - Maps - 1919 - Railroads 55863, 59169
New York Region - Maps - 1919 - Road maps 55683, 55684
New York Region - Maps - 1919 - Subways 55683
New York Region - Maps - 1920-1929 - Railroads 56224
New York Region - Maps - 1920-1929 - Road maps 56224
New York Region - Maps - 1920 - Railroads 59172, 59177
New York Region - Maps - 1920 - Road maps 47757
New York Region - Maps - 1921 - Railroads 59178, 59180
New York Region - Maps - 1922 - Railroads 59182, 59184
New York Region - Maps - 1923 - Country clubs 55871, 55872
New York Region - Maps - 1923 - Railroads 55868, 55869, 59187, 59198
New York Region - Maps - 1923 - Road maps 55871, 55872, 55873, 55874, 56247, 56248, 56249
New York Region - Maps - 1923 - Road maps - Indexes 55870
New York Region - Maps - 1924 - Country clubs 55875, 55876
New York Region - Maps - 1924 - Railroads 59190, 59192
New York Region - Maps - 1924 - Road maps 54853, 54854, 54855, 55875, 55876, 56252
New York Region - Maps - 1925 - Country clubs 54865, 54866, 54867, 54868, 54869
New York Region - Maps - 1925 - Railroads 59193, 59194, 59196
New York Region - Maps - 1925 - Road maps 54049, 54865, 54866, 54867, 54868, 54869
New York Region - Maps - 1926 - Country clubs 55877
New York Region - Maps - 1926 - Railroads 59199, 59201
New York Region - Maps - 1926 - Road maps 55877, 56266, 56267
New York Region - Maps - 1927 - 55689
New York Region - Maps - 1927 - Country clubs 55878
New York Region - Maps - 1927 - Railroads 59203, 59205
New York Region - Maps - 1927 - Road maps 55878, 55879
New York Region - Maps - 1928 - 84333
New York Region - Maps - 1928 - Golf courses 55881, 55882
New York Region - Maps - 1928 - Railroads 59211, 59213
New York Region - Maps - 1928 - Road maps 55880, 55881, 55882, 56286, 56290, 63665, 63666, 63667, 82703, 82704, 82705, 82706
New York Region - Maps - 1928 - Yacht clubs 55881, 55882
New York Region - Maps - 1929 - Airways 54887, 54888
New York Region - Maps - 1929 - Railroads 47809, 59219, 59220, 59221, 59223
New York Region - Maps - 1929 - Road maps 25619, 55883, 56294, 56295, 56296, 56300, 56301
New York Region - Maps - 1930-1939 - Fishing 54896
New York Region - Maps - 1930-1939 - Railroads 54896
New York Region - Maps - 1930 - 47813, 59254, 59264
New York Region - Maps - 1930 - Road maps 54898, 54899, 55884, 55885, 56319, 56322, 59267
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| New York Region - Maps - 1957 - Railroads | 47990, 55983, 78187 |
| New York Region - Maps - 1957 - Road maps | 42960, 55752 |
| New York Region - Maps - 1958 - Railroads | 47991 |
| New York Region - Maps - 1958 - Road maps | 82720 |
| New York Region - Maps - 1959 - Railroads | 47993 |
| New York Region - Maps - 1959 - Road maps | 42962 |
| New York Region - Maps - 1960 - Road maps | 55753, 56741 |
| New York Region - Maps - 1961 - Railroads | 47997 |
| New York Region - Maps - 1961 - Road maps | 55754 |
| New York Region - Maps - 1963 - Road maps | 55984, 56743 |
| New York Region - Maps - 1964 - Road maps | 42964, 55758, 56806, 56807, 56812, 56813, 82721 |
| New York Region - Maps - 1965 - Road maps | 42965, 55204, 55985, 56801, 56814 |
| New York Region - Maps - 1966 - Nautical charts - Pictorial maps | 47999, 55986 |
| New York Region - Maps - 1966 - Road maps | 55206, 55207, 55760, 56749, 56750 |
| New York Region - Maps - 1967 - Road maps | 42968, 42969, 55209, 55761, 55987, 55988, 55989, 55990, 55997, 82722 |
| New York Region - Maps - 1968 - Nautical charts - Pictorial maps | 48001, 55991 |
| New York Region - Maps - 1968 - Road maps | 42970, 42971, 42972, 55211, 55992, 56756 |
| New York Region - Maps - 1969 - Nautical charts - Pictorial maps | 48003, 55993 |
| New York Region - Maps - 1969 - Road maps | 42973, 55765, 55995, 56760, 56761, 82723 |
| New York Region - Maps - 1970 - Nautical charts - Pictorial maps | 48004, 55996 |
| New York Region - Maps - 1970 - Road maps | 55997, 55764 |
| New York Region - Maps - 1971 - Nautical charts - Pictorial maps | 48005, 55998 |
| New York Region - Maps - 1971 - Road maps | 55766 |
| New York Region - Maps - 1972 - Nautical charts - Pictorial maps | 48006, 48007, 55999, 56000 |
| New York Region - Maps - 1972 - Road maps | 56001 |
| New York Region - Maps - 1973 - Nautical charts - Pictorial maps | 48008, 48009, 56003, 56004 |
| New York Region - Maps - 1973 - Road maps | 55768, 56005, 56772 |
| New York Region - Maps - 1974 - Road maps | 55212, 55213, 55215, 56006, 56773 |
| New York Region - Maps - 1975 - Road maps | 55770, 56007, 56008, 56009, 56123 |
| New York Region - Maps - 1976 - Nautical charts - Pictorial maps | 48012, 56010 |
| New York Region - Maps - 1976 - Road maps | 42975, 55214, 55772, 55773, 56777, 56778 |
| New York Region - Maps - 1977 - Road maps | 56779 |
| New York Region - Maps - 1978 - Road maps | 56782 |
| New York Region - Maps - 1979 - Pictorial maps | 56011 |
| New York Region - Maps - 1979 - Road maps | 55777, 56012, 56784 |
| New York Region - Maps - 1979 - Street-railroads - Pictorial maps | 56011 |
| New York Region - Maps - 1987 - Ferries | 56013 |
| New York Region - Maps - 1995 | 44354 |
| New York Region - Maps - 1997 - Road maps | 55789 |
| New York Region - Maps - 2002 - Road maps | 55792 |
| New York Region - Maps - 2007 - Road maps | 55794 |
| New York Region - Maps - 2009 - Road maps | 55796 |
| New York Region - Pictorial works - 1948 - Railroads | 39723 |
| New York : Richfield | 56572, 56699 |
| New York : Richfield : rich because it comes from a Richfield | 56482 |
| New York : Richfield the safe-and-save gasoline | 56508, 56509 |
| New York : road map and pictorial sight-seeing guide : Sinclair H-C Gasoline | 56603, 56604, 56605, 56630 |
| New York road map : Atlantic White Flash Plus | 56410 |
| New York road map : Cities Service ... | 56505, 56530, 56550, 56562 |
| New York road map / Cities Service ahead | 56504 |
| New York road map / Cities Service Oils ... | 56580 |
| New York road map ... compliments of your Sunoco dealer | 56496, 56497, 56523 |
| New York road map for 1938 : buy at the Esso sign : Colonial Beacon Oil Company | 56500 |
| New York road map ... Keystone | 56490 |
| New York road map : Parco : Producers and Refiners Corporation, Independence, Kansas | 56367 |
| New York road map : Sunoco : and historical-scenic guide | 56548 |
| New York road map : Sunoco : including historical-pictorial map | 56577 |
| New York road map : Sunoco : including historical-scenic guide | 56560 |
| New York Rubber Co. | 77144 |
| New York : Sinclair 1933 road map | 56382 |
| New York : Sinclair road map | 56449, 56450, 56472, 56473, 56501, 56516, 56517, 56518 |
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New York State highways / published by State of New York ... Department of Commerce ...

New York State highway condition map : April 30, 1968 to June 30, 1968 56754

New York State : Frontier road map ... Frontier Oil Refining Company, Buffalo, N.Y., division of Ashland Oil and Refining Company ... 56755

New York State driver's manual 56014

New York State Canal System (N.Y.) - Maps - 1919 56015

New York State - Canals - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1941 34818
New York State - Canals - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1946 34819, 34820

New York State - Census, 1915 - Maps 56016

New York State - Commissioners of Indian Affairs 56042, 56043, 56044, 56047, 61753, 61763

New York State - Commissioner of Indian Affairs. Proceedings of the Commissioners of Indian Affairs, appointed by law for the extinguishment of Indian titles in the state of New York (1861) 61763

New York State - Dept. of Commerce. Division of State Publicity 56625, 56761

New York State - Dept. of Environmental Conservation 56766

New York State - Dept. of Motor Vehicles 56014

New York State - Dept. of Transportation 56754, 56755, 56785

New York State - Dept. of Transportation. Highway map of New York (1968) 56755

New York State - Dept. of Transportation. New York State highway condition map ... (1968) 56754

New York State - Division of Tourism 56782, 56784

New York State - Highway Commission 56014

New York State - Frontier road map ... Frontier Oil Refining Company, Buffalo, N.Y., division of Ashland Oil and Refining Company ... 56719

New York State - Geography - 1877 30102

New York State - Geography - 1881 30206

New York State - Geography - 1886 30300

New York State - Geography - 1889 30347

New York State - Geography - 1891 30380, 30382

New York State - Geography - 1896 30448, 30449

New York State - Geography - 1901 30494, 30495

New York State - Geography - 1903 30509

New York State - Geography - 1915 30559

New York State - Guidebooks - 1911 53805

New York State - Guidebooks - 1913 53806

New York State - Highway Commission 56014

New York State - Historical geography - Maps - 1960 - Indians 56025, 56026

New York State - Historical geography - Maps - 1683-1979 - Counties 56017

New York State - Historical geography - Maps - 1690-1790 51208

New York State - Historical geography - Maps - 1847 56086

New York State - Historical geography - Maps - 1848 56087

New York State - Historical geography - Maps - 1860-1892 56788

New York State - Historical geography - Maps - 1935 - Indians - Pictorial maps 56018

New York State - Historical geography - Maps - 1935 - Pictorial maps 56019

New York State - Historical geography - Maps - 1937 - Pictorial maps 56020


New York State - Historical geography - Maps - 1965 56746

New York State - History - 1775-1865 SEE ALSO Holland Purchase 34549

New York State - History - French and Indian War, 1755-1763 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 61750, 61751

New York State - History - Revolution, 1775-1813 55833

New York State - History - Revolution, 1775-1783 - Maps 14950, 14952, 14956, 51209

New York State - History - Revolution, 1775-1783 SEE ALSO Bennington, Battle of, N.Y., 1777 12403

New York State - History - Revolution, 1775-1873 SEE ALSO Harlem Heights, Battle of, N.Y., 1776 33525

New York State - History - Revolution, 1776 56022

New York State - History - Revolution, 1777 18725, 18726

New York State - History - Revolution - Maps - 1775-1783 SEE ALSO Burgoune's Invasion, 1777 14953
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| New York State Library, Catalogue of Maps and Surveys, 1851 | 56023 |
| New York State Library - Map collections - Bibliography | 56791 |
| New York State Library - Maps - 1600-1699 - Iroquois Indians - Manuscripts - Facsimiles | 56024 |
| New York State Library - Maps - 1600 - Indians - Historical geography | 56025, 56026 |
| New York State Library - Maps - 1600 - Six Nations - Historical geography | 56025, 56026 |
| New York State Library - Maps - 1656 | 53825, 53826 |
| New York State Library - Maps - 1665 - Indians - Manuscripts - Facsimiles | 56027 |
| New York State Library - Maps - 1676 | 53829 |
| New York State Library - Maps - 1680 - Boundaries - New Hampshire - Manuscripts - Facsimiles | 53835 |
| New York State Library - Maps - 1700-1799 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles | 56028 |
| New York State Library - Maps - 1700 - Iroquois Indians | 56029 |
| New York State Library - Maps - 1703 | 53845 |
| New York State Library - Maps - 1724 - Manuscripts | 68026 |
| New York State Library - Maps - 1730 | 53850 |
| New York State Library - Maps - 1732 - Indian land transfers - Manuscripts | 19143 |
| New York State Library - Maps - 1737 - Boundaries - Connecticut - Manuscripts | 66814 |
| New York State Library - Maps - 1740 | 47572, 47573 |
| New York State Library - Maps - 1750 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles | 56030, 56031 |
| New York State Library - Maps - 1756 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles | 61750 |
| New York State Library - Maps - 1758 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles | 56032, 61751 |
| New York State Library - Maps - 1758 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles | 56032 |
| New York State Library - Maps - 1759 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles | 56033 |
| New York State Library - Maps - 1771 - Indians - Manuscripts - Facsimiles | 56034, 56035, 56036 |
| New York State Library - Maps - 1775 | 56037 |
| New York State Library - Maps - 1776 | 56038, 58883, 58884 |
| New York State Library - Maps - 1777 | 47592, 56039, 58885, 58886 |
| New York State Library - Maps - 1778 | 58888 |
| New York State Library - Maps - 1778 - Land grants | 56040 |
| New York State Library - Maps - 1779 | 56041 |
| New York State Library - Maps - 1783 | 56042 |
| New York State Library - Maps - 1788 - Counties | 56043, 56044 |
| New York State Library - Maps - 1791 - Landowners - Manuscripts - Facsimiles | 56045 |
| New York State Library - Maps - 1794 | 56046, 56047 |
| New York State Library - Maps - 1795 | 56048, 56049 |
| New York State Library - Maps - 1796 | 56050 |
| New York State Library - Maps - 1797 - Indian Reservations | 34549 |
| New York State Library - Maps - 1797 - Landowners - Manuscripts - Facsimiles | 34549 |
| New York State Library - Maps - 1798 - Indian reservations | 61763 |
| New York State Library - Maps - 1800 - Boundaries - Pennsylvania - Manuscripts | 63546 |
| New York State Library - Maps - 1801 | 56051 |
| New York State Library - Maps - 1803 | 56052 |
| New York State Library - Maps - 1804 | 56053, 56054 |
| New York State Library - Maps - 1804 - Indian Reservations | 34550, 34551, 34552 |
| New York State Library - Maps - 1804 - Landowners | 34550, 34551, 34552 |
| New York State Library - Maps - 1805 | 56055 |
| New York State Library - Maps - 1809 | 56056 |
| New York State Library - Maps - 1810 | 56057 |
| New York State Library - Maps - 1814 | 56058 |
| New York State Library - Maps - 1819 | 56059 |
| New York State Library - Maps - 1819 - Description and Travel | 56060 |
| New York State Library - Maps - 1819 - Guidebooks | 56061 |
| New York State Library - Maps - 1822 | 56062 |
| New York State Library - Maps - 1823 | 56063, 56064 |
| New York State Library - Maps - 1825 | 56065 |
| New York State Library - Maps - 1826 | 56066 |
| New York State Library - Maps - 1827 | 56067 |
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New York (State) - Maps - 1827-1829 - Railroads, Proposed 45396
New York (State) - Maps - 1828 56068
New York (State) - Maps - 1829 56069, 56070
New York (State) - Maps - 1831 56071
New York (State) - Maps - 1832 56072
New York (State) - Maps - 1833 56073
New York (State) - Maps - 1834 56074
New York (State) - Maps - 1837 56075, 56076
New York (State) - Maps - 1838 56077
New York (State) - Maps - 1839 56078
New York (State) - Maps - 1840 53890, 53891, 56079
New York (State) - Maps - 1840 - Transportation 56080
New York (State) - Maps - 1841 56081
New York (State) - Maps - 1845 56082, 56083
New York (State) - Maps - 1846 56084, 57745
New York (State) - Maps - 1847 56085, 56086
New York (State) - Maps - 1847 - Railroads 45403
New York (State) - Maps - 1848 56087
New York (State) - Maps - 1850 56088
New York (State) - Maps - 1851 - Landowners 1121
New York (State) - Maps - 1852 - Railroads 56089
New York (State) - Maps - 1860 56090, 56091
New York (State) - Maps - 1860-1892 56788
New York (State) - Maps - 1860 - Geology 56090
New York (State) - Maps - 1860 - Meteorology 56090
New York (State) - Maps - 1862 - Canals 56092, 56093
New York (State) - Maps - 1862 - Canals - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. 56092
New York (State) - Maps - 1862 - Railroads 56092, 56093
New York (State) - Maps - 1865 56094
New York (State) - Maps - 1866 56095
New York (State) - Maps - 1869 56096
New York (State) - Maps - 1870 56097
New York (State) - Maps - 1875 53904
New York (State) - Maps - 1875 - Postal service 56098
New York (State) - Maps - 1875 - Railroads 56098
New York (State) - Maps - 1877 30102
New York (State) - Maps - 1879 56099
New York (State) - Maps - 1879 - Railroads 65246
New York (State) - Maps - 1881 30206, 56100
New York (State) - Maps - 1882 - Postal service 56102, 56103
New York (State) - Maps - 1882 - Railroads 56101, 56102, 56103
New York (State) - Maps - 1883 56104
New York (State) - Maps - 1883 - Railroads 56105
New York (State) - Maps - 1884-1887 - Railroads 63587
New York (State) - Maps - 1884 - Railroads 56106
New York (State) - Maps - 1885 56107
New York (State) - Maps - 1885 - Railroads 56108
New York (State) - Maps - 1886 30300
New York (State) - Maps - 1886 - Railroads 58933
New York (State) - Maps - 1887 - Railroads 56109, 56110, 58935
New York (State) - Maps - 1888 - Postal service 56116
New York (State) - Maps - 1888 - Railroads 56111, 56112, 56113, 56114, 56115, 56116, 56117, 58937, 58938
New York (State) - Maps - 1889 30347
New York (State) - Maps - 1889 - Railroads 56118, 56119, 58940
New York (State) - Maps - 1890 - Indian reservations 56120
New York (State) - Maps - 1890 - Railroads 30382, 56121, 56122, 56123, 58945
New York (State) - Maps - 1890 - Six Nations 56120
New York (State) - Maps - 1891 30380, 34835
New York (State) - Maps - 1891 - Railroads 56124, 56125, 56126
New York (State) - Maps - 1892 - Railroads 56127, 56128, 56129
New York (State) - Maps - 1893 56130
New York (State) - Maps - 1893 - Bicycle Trails 56131
New York (State) - Maps - 1893 - Railroads 56132, 56133, 56134
New York (State) - Maps - 1893 - Road maps 56131
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New York (State) - Maps - 1894 - Railroads  56135, 56136, 63608
New York (State) - Maps - 1895  56137, 56138
New York (State) - Maps - 1895 - Railroads  47651, 56139, 56140, 56141, 63611
New York (State) - Maps - 1896  30448, 30449
New York (State) - Maps - 1896 - Postal service  56144
New York (State) - Maps - 1896 - Railroads  56142, 56143, 56144, 63613
New York (State) - Maps - 1897 - Railroads  56145, 56146, 63615
New York (State) - Maps - 1898 - Railroads  56147, 56148, 56149, 56150, 63620
New York (State) - Maps - 1899 - Railroads  56151, 56152, 56153, 63622
New York (State) - Maps - 1900-1960 - Topographic maps  56154, 56155
New York (State) - Maps - 1900 - Railroads  56156, 56157, 56158, 63626
New York (State) - Maps - 1901  30494, 30495
New York (State) - Maps - 1901 - Railroads  56159, 56160, 56161, 63627
New York (State) - Maps - 1902 - Railroads  56162, 56163, 56164
New York (State) - Maps - 1903  30509
New York (State) - Maps - 1903 - Railroads  56165, 56166, 56167, 56168
New York (State) - Maps - 1903 - Road maps  34836
New York (State) - Maps - 1904 - Railroads  56169, 56170, 56171
New York (State) - Maps - 1905 - Railroads  56172, 56173, 56174
New York (State) - Maps - 1906  56175
New York (State) - Maps - 1906 - Railroads  56176, 56177, 56178
New York (State) - Maps - 1906 - Road maps  56179
New York (State) - Maps - 1907 - Railroads  56180, 56181, 56182, 56183
New York (State) - Maps - 1907 - Road maps  56184
New York (State) - Maps - 1908 - Railroads  56185, 56186
New York (State) - Maps - 1909 - Railroads  56187, 56188
New York (State) - Maps - 1910 - Cities and towns - Road maps  56191
New York (State) - Maps - 1910 - Railroads  56189, 56190
New York (State) - Maps - 1910 - Road maps  56191, 56192
New York (State) - Maps - 1911  55679, 56193
New York (State) - Maps - 1911 - Cities and towns - Road maps  56196
New York (State) - Maps - 1911 - Railroads  56194, 56195
New York (State) - Maps - 1911 - Road maps  56196
New York (State) - Maps - 1912  56200
New York (State) - Maps - 1912 - Cities and towns - Road maps  56199
New York (State) - Maps - 1912 - Railroads  56197, 56198
New York (State) - Maps - 1912 - Road maps  56199
New York (State) - Maps - 1913 - Railroads  56201, 56202
New York (State) - Maps - 1914 - Cities and towns - Road maps  56206
New York (State) - Maps - 1914 - Railroads  56203, 56204
New York (State) - Maps - 1914 - Road maps  54000, 56205, 56206
New York (State) - Maps - 1915  30559, 56016
New York (State) - Maps - 1915 - Road maps  56207
New York (State) - Maps - 1916 - Road maps  56208
New York (State) - Maps - 1917 - Road maps  56209
New York (State) - Maps - 1918 - Road maps  54011, 54012, 56210, 56211, 56212, 56213, 56214, 56215, 56216
New York (State) - Maps - 1919 - Railroads  56217, 56218
New York (State) - Maps - 1919 - Road maps  54015, 54016, 54017, 54018, 56217, 56218, 56219, 56220, 56221, 56222
New York (State) - Maps - 1920-1929 - Pictorial maps  56223
New York (State) - Maps - 1920-1929 - Railroads  56224
New York (State) - Maps - 1920-1929 - Road maps  56224, 59171
New York (State) - Maps - 1920 - Canals  56235
New York (State) - Maps - 1920 - Railroads  56226, 56235
New York (State) - Maps - 1920 - Railroads - Indexes  56225
New York (State) - Maps - 1920 - Road maps  54022, 54023, 54024, 54025, 54026, 54027, 56226, 56227, 56228, 56229, 56230, 56231, 56232, 56233, 56234
New York (State) - Maps - 1920 - Road maps - Indexes  56225
New York (State) - Maps - 1920 - Transportation  56235
New York (State) - Maps - 1921 - Railroads  56236
New York (State) - Maps - 1921 - Road maps  54034, 54035, 54036, 56236, 56237, 56238, 56239, 56240, 56241
New York (State) - Maps - 1922 - Railroads  56242
New York (State) - Maps - 1922 - Road maps  56242, 56243, 59185
New York (State) - Maps - 1923 - Railroads  56244
New York (State) - Maps - 1923 - Road maps  11297, 54038, 54039, 56244, 56245, 56246, 56247, 56248, 56249, 56250
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New York (State) - Maps - 1924 - Railroads 34840
New York (State) - Maps - 1924 - Road maps 54047, 54856, 54857, 54858, 54859, 56251, 56252, 56253
New York (State) - Maps - 1925 - Railroads 56254
New York (State) - Maps - 1925 - Road maps 56254, 56255, 56256, 56257, 56258, 56259, 56260, 56261
New York (State) - Maps - 1926 - Railroads 56262, 56263
New York (State) - Maps - 1926 - Road maps 56262, 56263, 56264, 56265, 56266, 56267, 56268, 56269, 56270, 56271
New York (State) - Maps - 1927 55689
New York (State) - Maps - 1927 - Railroads 56272
New York (State) - Maps - 1927 - Road maps 56272, 56273, 56274, 56275, 56276, 56277, 56278, 56279, 65995
New York (State) - Maps - 1928 - Railroads 56281, 56282, 56283, 56284, 56285
New York (State) - Maps - 1928 - Railroads - Indexes 56280
New York (State) - Maps - 1928 - Road maps 56281, 56282, 56283, 56284, 56285, 56286, 56287, 56288, 56289, 56290, 56291, 56292, 61838,
61839
New York (State) - Maps - 1928 - Road maps - Indexes 56280
New York (State) - Maps - 1929 - Road maps 56293, 56294, 56295, 56296, 56297, 56298, 56299, 56300, 56301, 56302, 56303, 56304, 56305,
56306, 56307, 56308, 56309, 56310, 56311, 56312, 56313, 56314, 56315
New York (State) - Maps - 1930 56317
New York (State) - Maps - 1930-1939 - Aeronautical chartsAeronautical charts - New York (State) - Maps - 1930-1939 56316
New York (State) - Maps - 1930-1939 - Railroads 56316
New York (State) - Maps - 1930-1939 - Road maps 59252
New York (State) - Maps - 1930 - Aeronautical charts 56317
New York (State) - Maps - 1930 - Clothing trade 56323
New York (State) - Maps - 1930 - Pictorial maps 56318
New York (State) - Maps - 1930 - Railroads 56317
New York (State) - Maps - 1930 - Road maps 45504, 54116, 56319, 56320, 56321, 56322, 56323, 56324, 56325, 56326, 56327, 56328, 56329,
56330, 56331, 56332, 56333, 56334, 56335, 56336, 56337
New York (State) - Maps - 1930 - Roads 56317
New York (State) - Maps - 1931 56338, 56339
New York (State) - Maps - 1931 - Clothing trade 56345
New York (State) - Maps - 1931 - Railroads 56338
New York (State) - Maps - 1931 - Road maps 51212, 56338, 56340, 56341, 56342, 56343, 56344, 56345, 56346, 56347, 56348, 56349, 56350,
56351, 56352
New York (State) - Maps - 1932 56353
New York (State) - Maps - 1932 - Pictorial maps 56358
New York (State) - Maps - 1932 - Railroads 56353
New York (State) - Maps - 1932 - Road maps 42871, 56353, 56354, 56355, 56356, 56357, 56358, 56359, 56360, 56361, 56362, 56363, 56364,
56365, 56366, 56367, 56368
New York (State) - Maps - 1933 - Pictorial maps 56369
New York (State) - Maps - 1933 - Road maps 54170, 56369, 56370, 56371, 56372, 56373, 56374, 56375, 56376, 56377, 56378, 56379, 56380,
56381, 56382
New York (State) - Maps - 1934 - Pictorial maps 56391
New York (State) - Maps - 1934 - Road maps 54192, 54193, 54194, 56383, 56384, 56385, 56386, 56387, 56388, 56389, 56390, 56391, 56392,
56393, 56394, 56395, 56396, 56397, 56398, 56399, 56400, 56401, 56402, 56403
New York (State) - Maps - 1935 - Pictorial maps 56411
New York (State) - Maps - 1935 - Road maps 56404, 56405, 56406, 56407, 56408, 56409, 56410, 56411, 56412, 56413, 56414, 56415, 56416,
56417, 56418, 56419, 56420, 56421, 56422, 56423, 56424, 56425, 63787, 64764
New York (State) - Maps - 1936 - Pictorial maps 56426, 56440
New York (State) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps 56426, 56427, 56428, 56429, 56430, 56431, 56432, 56433, 56434, 56435, 56436, 56437, 56438,
56439, 56440, 56441, 56442, 56443, 56444, 56445, 56446, 56447, 56448, 56449, 56450, 56451, 56452, 56453
New York (State) - Maps - 1937 - Pictorial maps 24368, 26626, 26627, 56456
New York (State) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps 26626, 26627, 56454, 56455, 56456, 56457, 56458, 56459, 56460, 56461, 56462, 56463, 56464,
56465, 56466, 56467, 56468, 56469, 56470, 56471, 56472, 56473, 56474, 56475, 56476, 56477, 56478, 56479, 56480, 56481, 56482, 56483, 56484
New York (State) - Maps - 1938 - Pictorial maps 26628
New York (State) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps 26628, 56485, 56486, 56487, 56488, 56489, 56490, 56491, 56492, 56493, 56494, 56495, 56496,
56497, 56498, 56499, 56500, 56501, 56502, 56503, 56504, 56505, 56506, 56507, 56508, 56509, 56510, 56511, 56512
New York (State) - Maps - 1939 - Fishes 56525
New York (State) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps 56513, 56514, 56515, 56516, 56517, 56518, 56519, 56520, 56521, 56522, 56523, 56524, 56525,
56526, 56527, 56528, 56529, 56530, 56531, 56532, 56533, 56534
New York (State) - Maps - 1940 56535
New York (State) - Maps - 1940 - Fishes 56546
New York (State) - Maps - 1940 - Pictorial maps 56547, 56548
New York (State) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps 56536, 56537, 56538, 56539, 56540, 56541, 56542, 56543, 56544, 56545, 56546, 56547, 56548,
56549, 56550, 56551, 56552, 56553, 56554, 56555
New York (State) - Maps - 1941 - Canals - Nautical charts 34818
New York (State) - Maps - 1941 - Pictorial maps 56560
New York (State) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps 56556, 56557, 56558, 56559, 56560, 56561, 56562, 56563, 56564, 56565, 56566
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New York (State) - Maps - 1942 - Fishes 56572
New York (State) - Maps - 1942 - Pictorial maps 56572, 56576, 56577, 56603
New York (State) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps 56567, 56568, 56569, 56570, 56571, 56572, 56573, 56574, 56575, 56576, 56577, 56578, 56579, 56580, 56581, 56582, 56583
New York (State) - Maps - 1943 - Road maps 56584
New York (State) - Maps - 1944 - Road maps 56585, 56586, 56587
New York (State) - Maps - 1945 - Fishing 56589
New York (State) - Maps - 1945 - Road maps 56588, 56589, 56590, 56591
New York (State) - Maps - 1946 55956
New York (State) - Maps - 1946 - Canals - Nautical charts 34819, 34820
New York (State) - Maps - 1946 - Pictorial maps 56604, 56605, 56606, 56607
New York (State) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps 56592, 56593, 56594, 56595, 56596, 56597, 56598, 56599, 56600, 56601, 56602, 56603, 56604, 56605, 56606, 56607, 56608, 56609, 56610, 56611, 56612, 56613, 56614, 56615, 56616, 56617
New York (State) - Maps - 1947 - Pictorial maps 56630, 56631
New York (State) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps 56618, 56619, 56620, 56621, 56622, 56623, 56624, 56625, 56626, 56627, 56628, 56629, 56630, 56631, 56632, 56633, 56634, 56635, 56636, 56637, 56638, 56639, 56640, 56641, 56642, 56643, 56644, 56645, 56646
New York (State) - Maps - 1947 - Ski resorts 56625
New York (State) - Maps - 1948 56648
New York (State) - Maps - 1948 - Maps, Physical 56647
New York (State) - Maps - 1948 - Pictorial maps 56659, 56660, 56661, 56662, 56663
New York (State) - Maps - 1948 - Population density 56647
New York (State) - Maps - 1948 - Railroads 56648
New York (State) - Maps - 1948 - Rain and rainfall 56647
New York (State) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps 56648, 56649, 56650, 56651, 56652, 56653, 56654, 56655, 56656, 56657, 56658, 56659, 56660, 56661, 56662, 56663, 56664, 56665, 56666, 56667, 56668, 56669
New York (State) - Maps - 1949 56671
New York (State) - Maps - 1949 - Canals - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. 56670
New York (State) - Maps - 1949 - Nautical charts 56670
New York (State) - Maps - 1949 - Pictorial maps 56670, 56678
New York (State) - Maps - 1949 - Railroads 56671
New York (State) - Maps - 1949 - Road maps 56671, 56672, 56673, 56674, 56675, 56676, 56677, 56678, 56679, 56680, 56681
New York (State) - Maps - 1950 - Pictorial maps 56684
New York (State) - Maps - 1950 - Railroads 56685
New York (State) - Maps - 1950 - Road maps 56682, 56683, 56684, 56685, 56686
New York (State) - Maps - 1951 - Road maps 56687, 56688, 56689, 56690, 56691, 56692, 56693, 56694, 56695, 56696, 56697, 56698, 56699
New York (State) - Maps - 1952 56701
New York (State) - Maps - 1952 - Indexes 56700
New York (State) - Maps - 1952 - Railroads 56701
New York (State) - Maps - 1952 - Railroads - Indexes 56700
New York (State) - Maps - 1952 - Road maps 56701, 56702, 56703, 56704, 56705, 56706, 56707, 56708, 56709
New York (State) - Maps - 1952 - Road maps - Indexes 56700
New York (State) - Maps - 1953 - Road maps 55974, 56710, 56711
New York (State) - Maps - 1954 - Road maps 56712, 56713, 56714, 56715, 56716, 56717, 56718, 56719, 56720
New York (State) - Maps - 1955 - Road maps 24457, 56721, 56722, 56723, 56724, 56725, 56726
New York (State) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps 56727, 56728, 56729, 56730, 56731, 56732, 56733, 56734, 56735, 56736, 56737, 56738, 56739, 56740
New York (State) - Maps - 1960 - Road maps 56741
New York (State) - Maps - 1962 56742
New York (State) - Maps - 1962 - Railroads 56742
New York (State) - Maps - 1962 - Road maps 56742
New York (State) - Maps - 1963 - Road maps 56743
New York (State) - Maps - 1964 - Canals - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. 56744
New York (State) - Maps - 1964 - Nautical charts 56744
New York (State) - Maps - 1964 - Road maps 56745
New York (State) - Maps - 1965 56746
New York (State) - Maps - 1965 - Road maps 56747
New York (State) - Maps - 1966 - Canals 56748
New York (State) - Maps - 1966 - Nautical charts - Pictorial maps 56748
New York (State) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps 56737, 56749, 56750
New York (State) - Maps - 1967 - Hospitality industry 56751
New York (State) - Maps - 1967 - Road maps 56751
New York (State) - Maps - 1968 - Canals 56752
New York (State) - Maps - 1968 - Hospitality industry 56757
New York (State) - Maps - 1968 - Nautical charts - Pictorial maps 56752
New York (State) - Maps - 1968 - Road maps 56753, 56754, 56755, 56756, 56757
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<tbody>
<tr>
<td>New York (State) - Maps - 1969 - Canals</td>
<td>56758</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York (State) - Maps - 1969 - Hospitality industry</td>
<td>56762</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York (State) - Maps - 1969 - Nautical charts - Pictorial maps</td>
<td>56758</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York (State) - Maps - 1969 - Road maps</td>
<td>56759, 56760, 56761, 56762</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York (State) - Maps - 1970 - Canals</td>
<td>56763</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York (State) - Maps - 1970 - Nautical charts - Pictorial maps</td>
<td>56763</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York (State) - Maps - 1970 - Road maps</td>
<td>56764</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York (State) - Maps - 1971 - Canals</td>
<td>56765</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York (State) - Maps - 1971 - Nautical charts - Pictorial maps</td>
<td>56765</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York (State) - Maps - 1972 - Canals</td>
<td>56767, 56768</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York (State) - Maps - 1972 - Deer hunting</td>
<td>56766</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York (State) - Maps - 1972 - Nautical charts - Pictorial maps</td>
<td>56767, 56768</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York (State) - Maps - 1972 - Road maps</td>
<td>56766</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York (State) - Maps - 1973 - Canals</td>
<td>56769, 56770</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York (State) - Maps - 1973 - Nautical charts - Pictorial maps</td>
<td>56769, 56770</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York (State) - Maps - 1973 - Road maps</td>
<td>56771, 56772</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York (State) - Maps - 1974 - Road maps</td>
<td>56773</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York (State) - Maps - 1976 - Canals</td>
<td>56774</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York (State) - Maps - 1976 - Nautical charts - Pictorial maps</td>
<td>56774</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York (State) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps</td>
<td>56775, 56776, 56777, 56778</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York (State) - Maps - 1977 - Road maps</td>
<td>56779</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York (State) - Maps - 1978 - Counties</td>
<td>56780</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York (State) - Maps - 1978 - Road maps</td>
<td>56781, 56782</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York (State) - Maps - 1978 - Tourist maps</td>
<td>56782</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York (State) - Maps - 1979 - Road maps</td>
<td>56783, 56784</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York (State) - Maps - 1979 - Tourist maps</td>
<td>56784</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York (State) - Maps - 1983</td>
<td>56785</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York (State) - Maps - 1988 - Road maps</td>
<td>56786</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York (State) - Maps - 1991 - Road maps</td>
<td>56787</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York (State) - Maps - Administrative and political divisions - History - 1860-1892</td>
<td>56788</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York (State) - Maps - Bibliography</td>
<td>28716, 56789, 56790, 56791, 56792, 68975</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York (State) - Maps - Bibliography of bibliographies</td>
<td>56023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York (State) - Maps - Collections, 1683-1979</td>
<td>56017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York (State). Metropolitan Transportation Authority</td>
<td>55767, 55779, 55782, 55783, 55784, 55786</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York (State). Metropolitan Transportation Authority - Maps - 1972</td>
<td>55767</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York (State). Metropolitan Transportation Authority - Maps - 1979</td>
<td>55779</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York (State). Metropolitan Transportation Authority - Maps - 1989</td>
<td>55782</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York (State). Metropolitan Transportation Authority - Maps - 1990</td>
<td>55783, 55784</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York State Motor Federation. Rochester Division</td>
<td>56229</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York State Museum</td>
<td>56025, 56026</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York State Museum. Bulletin of the New York State Museum</td>
<td>56025, 56026</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York (State) - Pictorial maps - 1945</td>
<td>56589</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York (State). Public Service Commission</td>
<td>56203, 56204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York (State). Public Service Commission. First District</td>
<td>5583</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York (State). Rapid Transit Railroad Commissioners SEE New York (State), Board of Rapid Transit Railroad Commissioners</td>
<td>56807</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York (State) - Road maps - 1939</td>
<td>56793</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York (State). Secretary's Office</td>
<td>56016, 56791</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York (State). Secretary's Office - Map collections - Bibliography</td>
<td>56791</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York (State). State Education Department SEE University of the State of New York</td>
<td>56026</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York (State). State Engineer and Surveyor</td>
<td>34816, 56015, 56092, 56093, 56791, 56792</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York (State). State Engineer and Surveyor - Map collections - Bibliography</td>
<td>56791</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York (State). State Engineer and Surveyor - Map Collections - Catalogs</td>
<td>56792</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York (State). State Library School, Albany</td>
<td>18766</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York (State). Surveyor General</td>
<td>43830, 56071, 82696</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York (State). Thruway Authority</td>
<td>56745, 56747, 56753, 56759, 56771, 56775, 56776, 56781, 56783</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York State Thruway Authority - Maps - 1956</td>
<td>56733, 56734</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York State Thruway (N.Y.) - Maps - 1964</td>
<td>56745</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York State Thruway (N.Y.) - Maps - 1965</td>
<td>56747</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York State Thruway (N.Y.) - Maps - 1968</td>
<td>56753</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York State Thruway (N.Y.) - Maps - 1969</td>
<td>56759</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York State Thruway (N.Y.) - Maps - 1973</td>
<td>56771</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York State Thruway (N.Y.) - Maps - 1976</td>
<td>56775, 56776</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York State Thruway (N.Y.) - Maps - 1978</td>
<td>56781</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York State Thruway (N.Y.) - Maps - 1979</td>
<td>56783</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>New York street plan and index</td>
<td>55768</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York subway guide / New York City Transit Authority</td>
<td>55767</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York Sun</td>
<td>69947</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York / Sunoco</td>
<td>56711</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York : Sunoco road map ...</td>
<td>56708</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York : Sunoco road map and historical scenic guide ...</td>
<td>56661, 56662, 56663, 56678, 56684, 56692, 56693</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York, Susquehanna, and Western Railroad</td>
<td>47626, 47633, 47640, 47644, 47648, 55851, 55852, 55853, 55854, 55855, 55856, 55857, 55858,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York : Susquehanna and Western Railroad and connections</td>
<td>47626, 47633, 47640, 47644, 47648</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York, Susquehanna, and Western Railroad - Maps - 1890</td>
<td>47626</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York, Susquehanna, and Western Railroad - Maps - 1891</td>
<td>47633</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York, Susquehanna, and Western Railroad - Maps - 1892</td>
<td>47640</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York, Susquehanna, and Western Railroad - Maps - 1893</td>
<td>47644</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York, Susquehanna, and Western Railroad - Maps - 1894</td>
<td>47648</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York, Susquehanna, and Western Railroad - Maps - 1898</td>
<td>55851, 58981</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York, Susquehanna, and Western Railroad - Maps - 1899</td>
<td>55852, 58988</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York, Susquehanna, and Western Railroad - Maps - 1900</td>
<td>55853, 58996</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York, Susquehanna, and Western Railroad - Maps - 1901</td>
<td>55854, 59006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York, Susquehanna, and Western Railroad - Maps - 1902</td>
<td>55855, 59014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York, Susquehanna, and Western Railroad - Maps - 1903</td>
<td>55856, 59022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York, Susquehanna, and Western Railroad - Maps - 1904</td>
<td>55857, 59029</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York, Susquehanna, and Western Railroad - Maps - 1905</td>
<td>55858, 59039</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York, Susquehanna, and Western Railroad - Maps - 1906</td>
<td>55859, 59052</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York, Susquehanna, and Western Railroad - Maps - 1907</td>
<td>55860, 59066</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York, Susquehanna, and Western Railroad - Maps - 1909</td>
<td>55861</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York / Texaco</td>
<td>56778</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York, the metropolis of the western world / with 90 illustrations from photographs</td>
<td>55812</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York Thruway - Maps - 1959</td>
<td>4143, 4144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York Thruway - Maps - 1961</td>
<td>4146, 4147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York Thruway : the Governor Thomas E. Dewey thruway, &quot;Main Street of the Empire State&quot;</td>
<td>56747, 56753, 56759, 56771, 56775, 56776, 56781, 56783</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York Thruway : the main street of the Empire State</td>
<td>56745</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York times</td>
<td>77000, 80303</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The New York Times atlas of the world : in collaboration with The Times of London</td>
<td>6883</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York times book review (Dec. 27, 1964)</td>
<td>11413</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York Times Company</td>
<td>5861, 6883, 19180, 21841, 26402, 28517, 33434, 42976, 44921, 55216, 76387, 77000, 84555, 84682, 84683, 84688, 84693, 84706</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York times (Jan. 13, 2012)</td>
<td>74313</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York Times mid-week pictorial</td>
<td>5861</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York times (Nov. 29, 1988)</td>
<td>30941</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York times (Sept. 28, 2011)</td>
<td>61719</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York to Chicago</td>
<td>59073</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York to Chicago, Chicago to New York : South Bend to Indianapolis, Indianapolis to South Bend, Toledo to Detroit, Detroit to Toledo, Albany to Saratoga Springs, Saratoga Springs to Albany</td>
<td>59102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York to Chicago : map and air log : United Air Lines</td>
<td>77622</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York to Paris Race, 1906 - Maps</td>
<td>56794, 56795</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York tourguide map : Gulf</td>
<td>56690, 56702, 56703, 56728, 56729</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York tourguide map : Gulf</td>
<td>56727</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York - Tourism - 1939</td>
<td>54556</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York ... travel the route of friendly service / Socony-Vacuum Oil Company</td>
<td>56629, 56677</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York Tribune's pocket atlas of world</td>
<td>5258</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York und Umgebung</td>
<td>55689</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York und Umgebung / Kartographie und Druck: Georg Westerman</td>
<td>55756</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York und Umgebung : praktisches Reiseführer</td>
<td>55679</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York und umgebungen</td>
<td>55839</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York University Press</td>
<td>26511</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York, West Shore &amp; Buffalo Railroad - Maps - 1882</td>
<td>56101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York with Long Island : Texaco</td>
<td>56569, 56592, 56618, 56619, 56649, 56682, 56684, 56689, 56721, 56722</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York with Long Island ... tour with Texaco</td>
<td>56710</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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New York with Pennsylvania : Texaco  56585, 56586, 56590, 56591, 56608, 56609, 56610, 56611, 56632, 56633, 56634, 56635, 56636, 56637, 56664, 56694, 56695
New York with Pennsylvania : tour with Texaco  56720, 56724, 56725, 56726, 56735
New York with sectional map of adjoining states : Texaco  56567
New York with special maps of cities, Westchester and Rockland Counties, Finger Lakes region / Esso  56741
New York, with the city of Brooklyn in the distance, from the steeple of St. Paul's church, looking east, south and west  55648
New York World's Fair (1939-1940)  47879, 47888, 55704, 55705, 55706, 55714, 55716, 55931, 55936, 55626, 55627, 55649, 55676, 55679, 55928, 60820, 60836, 60841, 63917, 63921, 77678
New York World's Fair (1939-1940) - Access routes - Maps  42901, 42907, 55710, 55711, 55717, 55925, 55936, 55943, 55945, 56527, 56796, 56799, 59348, 59349, 60836, 63917
New York World's Fair (1939-1940) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps  55704
New York World's Fair (1939-1940) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps  55705, 55706, 55926, 55927
New York World's Fair (1939-1940) - Maps - 1939  47879, 55938, 56526, 60820
New York World's Fair (1939-1940) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps  55709, 55714, 55716, 59344
New York World's Fair (1939-1940) - Maps - 1940  47888, 56549, 60841, 63921
New York World's Fair (1939-1940) - Maps - Pictorial maps  55709, 55717, 56797, 56798
New York World's Fair (1939-1940) - Pictorial works  55813
New York World's Fair (1964-1965)  56802, 56808, 56809, 82721
New York World's Fair 1964-1965 Corporation  42964, 55984, 55985, 55745, 55747, 55800, 55801, 55803, 55804, 55805, 55806, 55807, 55810, 55812, 55813, 55814
New York World's Fair (1964-1965) - Maps  24489, 42964, 55985, 55802, 55803, 55804, 55805, 55806, 55807, 55810, 55811, 55812, 55813, 55814
New York World's Fair (1964-1965) - Maps - Pictorial maps  56809
New York World's Fair (1964-1965) - Maps - Road maps  82721
New York World's Fair 1965 / Atlantic  56801
New York World's Fair and guide to New York City, 1964-1965 / compliments of Intertype Company, a division of Harris-Intertype Company ; map prepared by Rand McNally & Company  56808
New York World's Fair and metropolitan New York : Sinclair ...  56814
New York World's Fair and midtown and downtown Manhattan / American Automobile Association  56803
New York World's Fair map / Mobil  56810, 56811
New York Zoological Park - Maps - 1918  14674, 14675
New Yorker  1288, 40474, 55791, 55795, 63248, 79411
The New Yorker's idea of the United States  79410
A New Yorker's idea of the United States of America  77652, 77702
New Yorkistan  55791
New Zealand  56821, 56822, 56824, 56829, 56830, 56831, 58699
New Zealand atlas  6977
New Zealand cartographic journal  17443
New Zealand Cartographic Journal 20, no.1 (May 1990)  1193
New Zealand Cartographic Society  17443
New Zealand Geographical Society. Canterbury Branch. Map Bibliography Committee  16452
New Zealand - Geography - 1855  11035
New Zealand - Geography - 1903  56815
New Zealand - Hydrographic Surveying - 1848-1851  36
New Zealand map collections  44501
New Zealand - Maps - 1696  11045
New Zealand - Maps - 1744 - Coasts  11046
New Zealand - Maps - 1773  56816
New Zealand - Maps - 1776  1694, 1695
New Zealand - Maps - 1785 - Pictorial works  56817, 56818
New Zealand - Maps - 1789 - Coasts  82730
New Zealand - Maps - 1795  38525
New Zealand - Maps - 1796  56819
New Zealand - Maps - 1814  11052
New Zealand - Maps - 1816  11023
New Zealand - Maps - 1822  11054
New Zealand - Maps - 1829  11056
New Zealand - Maps - 1838  56820
New Zealand - Maps - 1839  11062
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<tbody>
<tr>
<td>New Zealand - Maps - 1840</td>
<td>11065</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Zealand - Maps - 1841</td>
<td>70583</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Zealand - Maps - 1851</td>
<td>56821</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Zealand - Maps - 1853</td>
<td>56822</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Zealand - Maps - 1855</td>
<td>11035, 38527</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Zealand - Maps - 1857</td>
<td>38528</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Zealand - Maps - 1861</td>
<td>60321</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Zealand - Maps - 1864-1865 - Geology</td>
<td>56823</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Zealand - Maps - 1865</td>
<td>32379</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Zealand - Maps - 1866</td>
<td>65149</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Zealand - Maps - 1867</td>
<td>11075</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Zealand - Maps - 1872</td>
<td>11076</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Zealand - Maps - 1876</td>
<td>11078</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Zealand - Maps - 1884</td>
<td>11079</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Zealand - Maps - 1885</td>
<td>56824</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Zealand - Maps - 1888</td>
<td>11083</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Zealand - Maps - 1893</td>
<td>56825</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Zealand - Maps - 1902</td>
<td>11085</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Zealand - Maps - 1903</td>
<td>56815</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Zealand - Maps - 1910-1919</td>
<td>56826</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Zealand - Maps - 1913 - Harbors</td>
<td>11029</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Zealand - Maps - 1913 - Trade routes</td>
<td>11029</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Zealand - Maps - 1930 - Road maps</td>
<td>56827</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Zealand - Maps - 1942</td>
<td>56828</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Zealand - Maps - 1957 - Maps, Physical</td>
<td>11098</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Zealand - Maps - 1958 - Maps, Physical</td>
<td>11099</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Zealand - Maps - 1960 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>56829</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Zealand - Maps - 1969</td>
<td>11101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Zealand - Maps - 1984 - Guidebooks</td>
<td>11105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Zealand - Maps - 1987 - Guidebooks</td>
<td>56830</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Zealand - Maps - 1992</td>
<td>56831</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Zealand - Maps - Bibliography</td>
<td>16452, 56832, 56833</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Zealand - Maps - Bibliography - 1800-1899</td>
<td>11120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Zealand - Maps - Collections, 1500-1900</td>
<td>56834</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Zealand - Maps - Collections, 1542-1851 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>56835</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Zealand - Nautical charts - Bibliography</td>
<td>52800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Zealand / Ngaio Marsh and R. M. Burden [i.e. Burdon]</td>
<td>56828</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Zealand - Pictorial works - 1791 - Coasts</td>
<td>56836</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Zealand - Railroads - Timetables - 1988</td>
<td>56837</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 30, sheet 64 68168
Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 30, sheet 65 11788
Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 30, sheet 66 53771
Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 30, sheet 67 67968
Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 30, sheet 68 39429
Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 30, sheet 69 16460
Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 30, sheet 7 62464
Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 30, sheet 70 16461
Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 30, sheet 71 75371
Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 30, sheet 71A 79749
Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 30, sheet 72 64311
Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 30, sheet 73 27359
Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 30, sheet 74 65219
Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 30, sheet 75 65220
Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 30, sheet 76 33653
Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 30, sheet 77 13107
Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 30, sheet 78 33170
Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 30, sheet 79 50468
Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 30, sheet 8 62463
Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 30, sheet 80 55452
Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 30, sheet 81 55454
Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 30, sheet 82 27241, 50463, 50470
Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 30, sheet 83 27241, 50463, 50470
Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 30, sheet 84 2340
Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 30, sheet 85 51185
Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 30, sheet 86 51172
Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 30, sheet 87 11420
Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 30, sheet 88 53849
Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 30, sheet 89 2031
Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 30, sheet 9 67928
Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 30, sheet 90 2038, 2041
Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 30, sheet 91 2039, 2040
Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 30, sheet 92 27236
Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 30, sheet 93 16467
Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 30, sheet 94 43249
Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 30, sheet 95 43265, 43266
Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 30, sheet 96 2533
Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 30, sheet 97 67838
Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 30, sheet 98 64901
Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 30, sheet 99 67981
Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 302 49384
Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 304 65538
Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 305 65539
Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 306 65540
Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 308 68794
Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 309 68411
Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 310 65537
Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 311 26527
Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 312 58702
Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 313 64511
Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 314 64512
Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 315 27414
Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 316 27415
Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 317 18891
Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 318 18892
Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 319 11796
Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 320 33100
Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 321 22494
Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 322 33987
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Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 323   32982
Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 324   666
Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 33   45847
Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 34   45848
Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 35   45834
Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 42   32519
Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 47   50551
Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 48   57381
Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 49   57372
Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 5   27220, 83839
Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 50   57373
Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 51   54557
Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 52   57400
Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 53   45513
Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 54   57403
Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 55   55596
Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 6   27220, 83852
Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 61   50565
Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 62   57418
Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 67   51640
Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 7   27220, 83859
Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 8   45800
Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 88   51648
Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 9   27220, 83847
Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ayer MS map 9.   27220, 83847
Newberry Library. Manuscript map. map roll oG7481.2 1870 G5   62736
Newberry Library. Manuscript map. map4F G4103 .R3G46 1774 .C7   66252
Newberry Library. Manuscript map. MS map4F G5404.R6 1800 .M3   66847
Newberry Library. Manuscript map. Ruggles 408   13167
Newberry Library. Manuscript map. VAULT Ayer folio 183 M2 1772 ms map 1   82975
Newberry Library. Manuscript map. VAULT Ayer folio 183 M2 1772 ms map 2   27270
Newberry Library. Manuscript map. VAULT Ayer folio 183 M2 1772 ms map 3   27229
Newberry Library. Manuscript map. VAULT Ayer folio 183 M2 1772 ms map 4   27324
Newberry Library. Manuscript map. VAULT Ayer folio 183 M2 1772 ms map 5   27310
Newberry Library. Manuscript map. VAULT Ayer MS 3008 box 6 folder 100   81845
Newberry Library. Manuscript map. VAULT Case MS folio G4050 1866 .D6   81844, 81845, 81846, 81847, 81848
Newberry Library. Manuscript map. VAULT drawer Ayer MS map 236   68561
Newberry Library. Manuscript map. VAULT map9C G4050 1811 .C5   52637
Newberry Library. Manuscript map. VAULT oversize Ayer 958.5 C9 E97   22577
Newberry Library. Manuscript. Midwest MS McNally family   45639
Newberry Library. Manuscript. Midwest MS Sloan   19374
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Newfoundland and Labrador

Newfoundland and Labrador -1669 - Coasts - Nautical charts 12016, 13357, 18744, 33502
Newfoundland and Labrador -1732 - Coasts - Nautical charts 12017, 13358, 18745, 33503
Newfoundland and Labrador -1760 - Coasts - Nautical charts 12018, 13359, 18746, 33504
Newfoundland and Labrador - Discovery and Exploration 64986
Newfoundland and Labrador - Discovery and Exploration - Exhibitions - Catalogs 56882
Newfoundland and Labrador - Hydrographic Surveying 22079
Newfoundland and Labrador - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles - Collections, 1497–1769 56936
Newfoundland and Labrador - Maps - 1600-1699 - Manuscripts 56883
Newfoundland and Labrador - Maps - 1626 56884
Newfoundland and Labrador - Maps - 1675 - Coasts - Nautical charts 56885
Newfoundland and Labrador - Maps - 1687 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 56886
Newfoundland and Labrador - Maps - 1689 - Nautical charts 56887
Newfoundland and Labrador - Maps - 1693 - Fisheries - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 56888
Newfoundland and Labrador - Maps - 1703 56889, 56890, 56893
Newfoundland and Labrador - Maps - 1703 - Coasts - Nautical charts 56891, 56892
Newfoundland and Labrador - Maps - 1728 - Coasts - Nautical charts 56894
Newfoundland and Labrador - Maps - 1730 57862
Newfoundland and Labrador - Maps - 1732 - Coasts - Nautical charts 56895
Newfoundland and Labrador - Maps - 1732 - Nautical charts 56896
Newfoundland and Labrador - Maps - 1744 56897
Newfoundland and Labrador - Maps - 1745 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 58868
Newfoundland and Labrador - Maps - 1760 - Coasts - Nautical charts 56898
Newfoundland and Labrador - Maps - 1760 - Nautical charts 56899
Newfoundland and Labrador - Maps - 1763 - Coasts - Nautical charts 73118
Newfoundland and Labrador - Maps - 1767 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 56900
Newfoundland and Labrador - Maps - 1770 - Coasts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 56901
Newfoundland and Labrador - Maps - 1771 - Nautical charts 56902
Newfoundland and Labrador - Maps - 1775 - Coasts 56903, 56904, 56905
Newfoundland and Labrador - Maps - 1775 - Coasts - Nautical charts 56906
Newfoundland and Labrador - Maps - 1777 56907
Newfoundland and Labrador - Maps - 1780 56908
Newfoundland and Labrador - Maps - 1783 - Coasts - Nautical charts 56909
Newfoundland and Labrador - Maps - 1783 - Nautical charts 56910
Newfoundland and Labrador - Maps - 1784 - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. 56916
Newfoundland and Labrador - Maps - 1784 - Coasts - Nautical charts 56911
Newfoundland and Labrador - Maps - 1784 - Nautical charts 56912, 56913, 56914, 56915, 56916, 56917, 56918, 56919, 56920, 56921, 67989
Newfoundland and Labrador - Maps - 1788 - Nautical charts 56922
Newfoundland and Labrador - Maps - 1791 - Nautical charts 56923
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Catalog Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Newport Bay (Calif.)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>62529</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newport Bay (Calif.)</td>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>15648</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newport Bay (Calif.)</td>
<td>1970 - Harbors</td>
<td>15649</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newport Bay (Calif.)</td>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>15651, 15652</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newport Bay (Calif.)</td>
<td>1972 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>15655, 15656</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newport Bay (Calif.)</td>
<td>1973 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>15660</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newport Bay (Calif.)</td>
<td>1976 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>15660</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newport Beach (Calif.)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>62572</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Newport County (R.I.)]</td>
<td>1850: LC G&amp;M land ownership</td>
<td>56938</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>maps on microfiche</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newport County (R.I.)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>56938</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newport (Isle of Wight, England)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>38557</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newport (Isle of Wight, England)</td>
<td>1646</td>
<td>38558</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newport News Region (Va.)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>57203</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1966 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newport News Region (Va.)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>57204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1972 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newport News Region (Va.)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>57210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1974 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newport News Region (Va.)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>33460</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1975 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newport News Region (Va.)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>33461, 57211</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1976 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newport News Region (Va.)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>75182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2001 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newport News Region (Va.)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>75183</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2003 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newport News Region (Va.)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>75184, 75185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2004 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newport News Region (Va.)</td>
<td>Pictorial works</td>
<td>56939</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newport (R.I.)</td>
<td>History</td>
<td>56940, 56941</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Revolution, 1775-1783</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newport (R.I.)</td>
<td>History</td>
<td>56942, 56943</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Revolution, 1775-1783</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maps - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newport (R.I.)</td>
<td>History</td>
<td>56944</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Siege, 1780 - Maps - Manuscripts</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newport (R.I.)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>56945</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1757 - Fortification</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newport (R.I.)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>56946</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1758 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newport (R.I.)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>56947</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newport (R.I.)</td>
<td>1776</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newport (R.I.)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>56948, 56949</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newport (R.I.)</td>
<td>1777</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newport (R.I.)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>52659</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newport (R.I.)</td>
<td>1780 - Manuscripts</td>
<td>56950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newport (R.I.)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>56940, 56941</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newport (R.I.)</td>
<td>1871 - Landowners</td>
<td>66679</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newport (R.I.)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>56951</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newport (R.I.)</td>
<td>1876 - Landowners</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newport (R.I.)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>56952</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newport (R.I.)</td>
<td>1880</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newport (R.I.)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>66714, 66715</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newport (R.I.)</td>
<td>1933 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newport (R.I.)</td>
<td>Pictorial maps</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newport (R.I.)</td>
<td>Motels</td>
<td>56953</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newport (R.I.)</td>
<td>1970</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newport (R.I.)</td>
<td>Pictorial works</td>
<td>56954</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newport (R.I.)</td>
<td>1840-1849</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newport (Wales)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>49192</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newport (Wales)</td>
<td>1872 - Harbors</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newquay (England)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>23545</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newquay (England)</td>
<td>1904</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newquay (England)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>23546</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newquay (England)</td>
<td>1908</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newquay (England)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>56955</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newquay (England)</td>
<td>1928-1929</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newquay (England)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>56956</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newquay (England)</td>
<td>1938-1939</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>News Agencies - United States</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>77962</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>News agencies - United States Maps</td>
<td>1950-1959</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>News atlas of world</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>News atlas of world (locations and</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>boundaries)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>News auto atlas</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>News Chronicle Book Department</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>News commentator's world atlas</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>News Front</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The News map of metropolitan district</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>: New York City</td>
<td>55885</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The News map of metropolitan New York</td>
<td></td>
<td>55888, 55891,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>News of the Wired</td>
<td>55892</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>News review plat book, Livingston</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>County, Illinois</td>
<td></td>
<td>42244</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>News review platbook &amp; rural</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>directory, Livingston County, Illinois</td>
<td></td>
<td>42245</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newsletter (London Topographical</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Society)</td>
<td>69334</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newsletter (National Cartographic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information Center). No. 17 (Fall</td>
<td></td>
<td>1096</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1986): 1-2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newsmap for the armed forces</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>: 236th week of the war -- 118th</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>week of U. S. participation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Newton's improved pocket celestial globe 18940
Newton's new & improved terrestrial globe 31997
Newton's new & improved terrestrial pocket globe 31999
Newton School District 30443
Newton Theological Institution 63073
Newtonian Mathematics 69703
Neyhart, A. P. 14012, 81233, 82254
Neyhart, Arthur P., ca. 1903- 81223
Nez Perce Indian Reservation (Idaho) - Pictorial works - 1886 56962
Nez Perce Indian Reservation (Idaho) - Tourism - 1994 56963
Nez Perce Indians 59738
Nez Perce Indians - History - 19th century 13102
Nez Perce Indians - History - 19th century - Guidebooks 13141
Nez Perce Indians - Maps - 1806 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 59738
Nez Perce Indians - Wars, 1877 - Maps - 1878 56964
Nez Perce National Historic Trail - 1994 56965
Nez Perce National Historic Trail : Oregon, Idaho, Montana, Wyoming 56965
Nez Perce National Historical Park (Idaho) - Parks - 1977 56966
Nez Perce National Historical Parks Association 56966
Nez Perces National Historical Park 56963
Ng, Peter Y. L. 52328
Nguyen Van Chi-Bonnardel, Re'gine SEE Bonnardel, Régine 404
Niagara, Battle of, Ont., 1814 SEE Lundy's Lane, Battle of, Ont., 1814 76401
[ Niagara County (N. Y.) - 1852: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche ] 56968
[ Niagara County (N. Y.) - 1860: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche ] 56969
Niagara County (N. Y.) - Maps - 1839 56967
Niagara County (N. Y.) - Maps - 1852 - Landowners 56968
Niagara County (N. Y.) - Maps - 1860 - Landowners 56969
Niagara County (N. Y.) - Maps - 1875 - Landowners 56970
Niagara County (N. Y.) - Maps - 1890 - Indians 75289, 75890
Niagara County (N. Y.) - Maps - 1890 - Landowners 75289, 75890
Niagara County (N. Y.) - Maps - 1993 - Road maps 14867
Niagara County (N. Y.) - Maps - 1996 - Road maps 14868
Niagara County (N. Y.) - Maps - 2002 - Road maps 14869
Niagara County (N. Y.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps 14870, 14871
Niagara County (N. Y.) - Maps - 2009 - Road maps 14873
Niagara County (N. Y.) - Maps - 2010 - Road maps - 1801-1899 56972
Niagara County (N. Y.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps - 1801-1899 56972
Niagara County (N. Y.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps - 1801-1899 56972
Niagara Falls : America's Senic Wonderland 56991
Niagara Falls, Fort Erie, portions of regional municipality of Niagara : city and suburbs as well as a comprehensive district map / Rolph-McNally 56993
Niagara Falls, from the American side, near the ferry staircase 56988
Niagara Falls (N. Y. and Ont.) - Description and travel - 1930 56971
Niagara Falls (N. Y. and Ont.) - Maps - 1800-1899 56972
Niagara Falls (N. Y. and Ont.) - Maps - 1813 56973
Niagara Falls (N. Y. and Ont.) - Maps - 1828 56974
Niagara Falls (N. Y. and Ont.) - Maps - 1831 56975, 56976
Niagara Falls (N. Y. and Ont.) - Maps - 1841 76681
Niagara Falls (N. Y. and Ont.) - Maps - 1841 - Tourist maps 56977
Niagara Falls (N. Y. and Ont.) - Maps - 1844 76699, 76700
Niagara Falls (N. Y. and Ont.) - Maps - 1928 - Pictorial maps 56978
Niagara Falls (N. Y. and Ont.) - Maps - 1928 - Railroads 56978
Niagara Falls (N. Y. and Ont.) - Maps - 1928 - Railroads - Pictorial maps 56989
Niagara Falls (N. Y. and Ont.) - Maps - 1930 - Pictorial maps 56979
Niagara Falls (N. Y. and Ont.) - Maps - 1930 - Railroads 56979
Niagara Falls (N. Y. and Ont.) - Maps - 1931 77502
Niagara Falls (N. Y. and Ont.) - Maps - 1938 77676
Niagara Falls (N. Y. and Ont.) - Maps - 1940-1949 - Pictorial maps 57011
Niagara Falls (N. Y. and Ont.) - Maps - 1944 - Road maps 14880
Niagara Falls (N. Y. and Ont.) - Maps - 1949 - Road maps 14881
Niagara Falls (N. Y. and Ont.) - Maps - 1965 - Road maps 14885
Niagara Falls (N. Y. and Ont.) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps 14859
Niagara Falls (N. Y. and Ont.) - Maps - 1967 - Road maps 14886
Niagara Falls (N. Y. and Ont.) - Maps - 1968 - Road maps 14861
Niagara Falls (N. Y. and Ont.) - Maps - 1969 - Road maps 14862
Niagara Falls (N. Y. and Ont.) - Maps - 1970 - Road maps 14863
Niagara Falls (N. Y. and Ont.) - Pictorial works - 1697 56980
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Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.) - Pictorial works - 1698 56981
Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.) - Pictorial works - 1717 1633
Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.) - Pictorial works - 1721 - Manuscripts 66055
 Niagra Falls (N.Y. and Ont.) - Pictorial works - 1727 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 56982
Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.) - Pictorial works - 1737 57512
Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.) - Pictorial works - 1741 46224
Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.) - Pictorial works - 1765 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 56983, 56984
Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.) - Pictorial works - 1777 56985
Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.) - Pictorial works - 1798 56986
Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.) - Pictorial works - 1802 76532
Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.) - Pictorial works - 1815 76559
Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.) - Pictorial works - 1817 58910, 58911
Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.) - Pictorial works - 1822 58916
Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.) - Pictorial works - 1829 58917
Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.) - Pictorial works - 1837 56987
Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.) - Pictorial works - 1841 56988
Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.) - Pictorial works - 1845 82776
Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.) - Pictorial works - 1848 57010
Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.) - Pictorial works - 1851 61795
Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.) - Pictorial works - 1852 56089
Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.) - Pictorial works - 1928 56978
Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.) - Pictorial works - 1928 - Railroads 56989
Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.) - Pictorial works - 1930 56979
Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.) - Pictorial works - 1959 56992
Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.) - Pictorial works - Catalogs 56990
Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.) - Pictorial works - Collections 56990
Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.) - Tourism - 1952 56991
Niagara Falls (N.Y.) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps 56996
Niagara Falls (N.Y.) - Maps - 1949 - Road maps 56997
Niagara Falls (N.Y.) - Maps - 1951 - Road maps 56998
Niagara Falls (N.Y.) - Maps - 1952 - Road maps 56999
Niagara Falls (N.Y.) - Maps - 1953 - Road maps 14888
Niagara Falls (N.Y.) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps 14887, 57000, 57001, 57002, 57003
Niagara Falls (N.Y.) - Maps - 1959 56992
Niagara Falls (N.Y.) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps 14860
Niagara Falls (N.Y.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps 14864
Niagara Falls (N.Y.) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps 14865, 14866
Niagara Falls (N.Y.) - Maps - 1979 - Road maps 56993
Niagara Falls (Ont.) - Maps - 1953 - Road maps 14888
Niagara Falls (Ont.) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps 14887

Niagara Falls : Ontario, Canada / Niagara Parks Commission 57011
Niagara Falls Region (N.Y. and Ont.) - Distances, etc. - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1927 56994
Niagara Falls Region (N.Y. and Ont.) - Maps - 1773 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 56995, 61701
Niagara Falls Region (N.Y. and Ont.) - Maps - 1814 76400, 76401, 76402
Niagara Falls Region (N.Y. and Ont.) - Maps - 1818 76573
Niagara Falls Region (N.Y. and Ont.) - Maps - 1824-1825 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 76602
Niagara Falls Region (N.Y. and Ont.) - Maps - 1826 76115
Niagara Falls Region (N.Y. and Ont.) - Maps - 1832 76629, 76630
Niagara Falls Region (N.Y. and Ont.) - Maps - 1833 76661
Niagara Falls Region (N.Y. and Ont.) - Maps - 1838 76662
Niagara Falls Region (N.Y. and Ont.) - Maps - 1849 76730
Niagara Falls Region (N.Y. and Ont.) - Maps - 1850 61794
Niagara Falls Region (N.Y. and Ont.) - Maps - 1855 55647, 61796, 76772
Niagara Falls Region (N.Y. and Ont.) - Maps - 1857 55650, 61798
Niagara Falls Region (N.Y. and Ont.) - Maps - 1859 55652, 61800
Niagara Falls Region (N.Y. and Ont.) - Maps - 1867 61802
Niagara Falls Region (N.Y. and Ont.) - Maps - 1927 56994
Niagara Falls Region (N.Y. and Ont.) - Maps - 1934 - Road maps 61869
Niagara Falls Region (N.Y. and Ont.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps 14878, 14879
Niagara Falls Region (N.Y. and Ont.) - Maps - 1944 - Road maps 13625, 13626, 14880
Niagara Falls Region (N.Y. and Ont.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps 13630, 13631
Niagara Falls Region (N.Y. and Ont.) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps 56996
Niagara Falls Region (N.Y. and Ont.) - Maps - 1949 - Road maps 14881, 56997
Niagara Falls Region (N.Y. and Ont.) - Maps - 1951 - Road maps 56998
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Call Numbers</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Niagara Falls Region (N.Y. and Ont.) - Maps - 1952 - Road maps</td>
<td>56999</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Niagara Falls Region (N.Y. and Ont.) - Maps - 1954 - Road maps</td>
<td>14882, 14888, 56719</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Niagara Falls Region (N.Y. and Ont.) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps</td>
<td>14887, 57000, 57001, 57002, 57003</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Niagara Falls Region (N.Y. and Ont.) - Maps - 1965 - Road maps</td>
<td>14885</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Niagara Falls Region (N.Y. and Ont.) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps</td>
<td>14859, 14860</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Niagara Falls Region (N.Y. and Ont.) - Maps - 1967 - Road maps</td>
<td>14886</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Niagara Falls Region (N.Y. and Ont.) - Maps - 1968 - Road maps</td>
<td>14861</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Niagara Falls Region (N.Y. and Ont.) - Maps - 1969 - Road maps</td>
<td>14862</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Niagara Falls Region (N.Y. and Ont.) - Maps - 1970 - Road maps</td>
<td>14863</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Niagara Falls Region (N.Y. and Ont.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps</td>
<td>14864, 67046</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Niagara Falls Region (N.Y. and Ont.) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps</td>
<td>14865, 14866</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Niagara Falls Region (N.Y. and Ont.) - Maps - 1979 - Road maps</td>
<td>56993, 73083</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Niagara Falls Region (N.Y. and Ont.) - Maps - 1995 - Road maps</td>
<td>33428</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Niagara Falls Route SEE Michigan Central Railroad Company</td>
<td>46977</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Niagara Frontier Food Terminal (Buffalo, N.Y.) - Pictorial works</td>
<td>59697</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Niagara Gorge Railroad Company (N.Y.)</td>
<td>56978, 56979, 56989</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Niagara Gorge Railroad Company (N.Y.) - Maps - 1928</td>
<td>56978, 56989</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Niagara Gorge Railroad Company (N.Y.) - Maps - 1930</td>
<td>56979</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Niagara (N.Y.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps</td>
<td>14872</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Niagara-on-the-Lake (Ont.) - Historical geography - Maps - 1781-1981</td>
<td>57004</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Niagara-on-the-Lake (Ont.) - Maps - 1940-1949</td>
<td>57005</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Niagara-on-the-Lake (Ont.) - Pictorial works - 1940-1949</td>
<td>57005</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Niagara (Ont.) - Maps - 1995 - Road maps</td>
<td>33428</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Niagara Parks Commission (Ont.)</td>
<td>57011</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Niagara Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1782-1876 - Landowners</td>
<td>42111</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Niagara River (N.Y. and Ont.) - At Buffalo (N.Y.) - Maps - 1822</td>
<td>25562</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Niagara River (N.Y. and Ont.) - Maps - 1726 - Mouth - Fortification</td>
<td>14872</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Niagara River (N.Y. and Ont.) - Maps - 1726 - Mouth - Manuscripts</td>
<td>57006</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Niagara River (N.Y. and Ont.) - Maps - 1726 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>57007</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Niagara River (N.Y. and Ont.) - Maps - 1756 - Mouth - Fortification</td>
<td>57008</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Niagara River (N.Y. and Ont.) - Maps - 1828 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>57009</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Niagara River (N.Y. and Ont.) - Maps - 1848</td>
<td>57010</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Niagara River (N.Y. and Ont.) - Maps - 1940-1949 - Pictorial maps</td>
<td>57011</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Niagara River (N.Y. and Ont.) - Pictorial works - 1837</td>
<td>56987</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Niagara River (N.Y. and Ont.) - Pictorial works - 1849-1854</td>
<td>25579</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Niagara River Valley (N.Y. and Ont.) - History - War of 1812</td>
<td>76410</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Niagara River Valley (N.Y. and Ont.) - Maps - 1814</td>
<td>76400, 76401, 76402</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Niagara River Valley (N.Y. and Ont.) - Maps - 1824</td>
<td>57012</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Niagara River Valley (N.Y. and Ont.) - Maps - 1826</td>
<td>76115</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Niagara River Valley (N.Y. and Ont.) - Maps - 1851</td>
<td>76738</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Niagara River Valley (N.Y. and Ont.) - Maps - 1854</td>
<td>76761</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Niagara Falls Region (N.Y. and Ont.) - Maps - 1949 - Pictorial maps</td>
<td>56989</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Niagara Falls Region (N.Y. and Ont.) - Maps - 1950 - Pictorial maps</td>
<td>56989</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Niagara's Great Gorge trip: the falls and whirlpool rapids route</td>
<td>56989</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Niagara's Great Gorge trip: the falls and whirlpool rapids route</td>
<td>56979</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Niagara's Great Gorge trip: the falls and whirlpool rapids route:</td>
<td>56978</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>there is no automobile road through the Gorge</td>
<td>56978</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Niagara University</td>
<td>30778</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Niagara River (New York and Ont.) - Maps - 1847 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>57013</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nibi, Filippo</td>
<td>2512</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nibby, A. (Antonio), 1792-1839</td>
<td>41747</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicaragua</td>
<td>57015</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Nicaragua and Costa Rica]</td>
<td>18966</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicaragua - History - Filibuster War, 1855-1860 - Maps</td>
<td>18977, 18983, 18987</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicaragua - Maps - 1811 - Canals, Proposed</td>
<td>74308</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicaragua - Maps - 1817 - Canals</td>
<td>18966</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicaragua - Maps - 1849 - Manuscripts</td>
<td>57014</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicaragua - Maps - 1856</td>
<td>18977</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicaragua - Maps - 1860</td>
<td>18983</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicaragua - Maps - 1886 - Provisional Heading</td>
<td>57015</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicaragua - Maps - 1966 - Road maps</td>
<td>57016</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicaragua - Maps - 1967 - Road maps</td>
<td>57017</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicaragua - Maps - 1978 - Road maps</td>
<td>57018</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicaragua. Ministerio de Fomento. Oficina Nacional de Urbanismo</td>
<td>44302</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicaragua / Texaco</td>
<td>57016, 57017, 57018</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicaria Island (Greece) SEE Ikaria Island (Greece)</td>
<td>35344</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nice (France : Arrondissement) - Historical geography - Maps - 1830-1839</td>
<td>57019</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Nicholson, R.  23517
Nicholson, Ranald  69455
Nicholson, Robert  14545, 42707, 73478
Nicholson's London guide : a comprehensive pocket guide to London's sights, pleasures and services, with new maps and street index  42703
Nicholson, T. E.  8056, 28276, 65181, 80862
Nicholson, W.  80419
Nicholson, W. L.  28828, 46782, 56098, 60401, 74550, 79359, 79561
Nicholson Wildlife Center  66144
Nickel, Edwin A.  78357
Nickel mines and mining - Lynn Lake (Man.) - Pictorial works - 1954  43690
Nickel Plate Road SEE New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad  59168, 59263
Nickel Plate Road : The New York, Chicago and St. Louis R. R. Co and connections  59168, 59170, 59179, 59183
Nickel, Richard, d. 1972  19377
Nickels, Sylvie  85213
Nicknames of American cities, towns, and villages : past & present / by Gerard L. Alexander  52498
Nicknames of the states  76911
Nickolson, Elizabeth  34393
Nicobar Islands (India) - Maps - 1844  38518
Nicol, C. S.  52569
Nicol, G. (George)  7860, 7885, 11053, 38289, 60314, 60315
Nicol, George, 1740 or 41 - 1829 SEE Nicol, G. (George)  38289
Nicol, James, 1810 - 1879  35110
Nicol, William, 1777 - 1857  11053
Nicolai, Christoph Gottlieb  29005
Nicolai, J.  80631
Nicolai d'Arfeuille, agent secret, géographe et dessinateur (1517 - 1583)  57059
Nicolai, F.  9626
Nicolai, J.  80631
Nicolaische Verlagsbuchhandlung  9844, 12852, 30690
Nicolai, Christoph Gottlieb  29005
Nicolaus, of Cusa, Cardinal, 1401-1464. Germania  17846
Nicolaus Cusanus und die Geographie  22113, 22114
Nicolaus Cusanus: A Fifteenth Century Vision of Man  17846
Nicolaus Germanus, 15th cent.  10552, 10553, 10554, 10556, 18851, 28855, 28856, 28857, 28859, 28860, 30646, 57049, 57050, 57051, 57052, 57053, 65790, 65791, 65793, 65794
Nicolaus Germanus, 15th cent. - Cartometry  57036
Nicolaus Germanus, 15th cent. [Terrestrial and celestial globes] (1477)  57054, 57055
Nicolaus Germanus, 15th cent. [World map] (1477)  57054, 57055
Nicolaus Niger, b. 1388 SEE Clavus, Claudius, b. 1388  20955
Nicolaus, of Cusa, Cardinal, 1401-1464. Germania  57056, 57057
Nicola, C. G. (Charles Grenfell). Chart of the world [1865?]  8158
Nicolaus, Clavus, b. 1546-1609 SEE Clavus, Claudius, b. 1546-1609  28946
Nicola, Cornelis, ca. 1546-1609 SEE Claesz, Cornelis, ca. 1546-1609  28946
Nicolas de Nicolai et la Prise d'Ambleteuse en 1549  57068
Nicolas de Nicolai ou Nicolay  57067
Nicolas de Nicolay  57060, 57066
Nicolas Etablissements (Paris, France) SEE Etablissements Nicolas (Paris, France)  31913
Nicolaus Copernicus und die Geographie  22113, 22114
Nicolaus Cusanus: A Fifteenth Century Vision of Man  17846
Nicolaus Germanus, 15th cent. - Cartometry  57036
Nicolaus Germanus, 15th cent. [Terrestrial and celestial globes] (1477)  57054, 57055
Nicolaus Germanus, 15th cent. [World map] (1477)  57054, 57055
Nicolaus Niger, b. 1388 SEE Clavus, Claudius, b. 1388  20955
Nicolaus, of Cusa, Cardinal, 1401-1464. Germania  57056, 57057
Nicola, C. G. (Charles Grenfell). Chart of the world [1865?]  8158
Nicolaus, Clavus, b. 1546-1609 SEE Clavus, Claudius, b. 1546-1609  28946
Nicola, Cornelis, ca. 1546-1609 SEE Claesz, Cornelis, ca. 1546-1609  28946
Nicola, Nicolas de, 1517-1583  3158, 3159, 3160, 3773, 3774, 3775, 3776, 3777, 7645, 7646, 7667, 7752, 10578, 27624, 52867, 57058, 57059, 57060, 57061, 57062, 57063, 57064, 57065, 57066, 57067, 57068, 57069, 57070, 69449
Nicolet National Forest ... Rhinelander, Wisconsin  57071
Nicolet National Forest (Wis.) - Maps - 1959  57071
Nicolini, F.  38512
Nicolini, Fausto, 1879-1965  31908
Nicoll, William, bookseller  23632, 26844, 67859, 74206
Nicolle de La Croix, abbé, 1704-1760  9232, 9265, 29225
Nicolle de La Croix, abbé, 1704-1760. Géographie moderne  9215, 9216, 9231, 9254, 9282
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Nicolle, Gabriel-Henri, 1767-1829  9314, 72781
Nicolle, Henri-Gabriel, 1767-1829 SEE Nicolle, Gabriel-Henri, 1767-1829  9314
[Nicollet County (Minn.) - 1885: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche]  57072
Nicollet County (Minn.) - Maps  1885 - Landowners  57072
Nicollet County (Minn.) - Maps  1927 - Landowners  57073
Nicollet, J. N. (Joseph Nicolas), 1786-1843  48248, 50649, 50650, 50651, 50652, 50653, 50654, 50655
Nicollet County (Minn.) - Maps  1885 - Landowners  57072
Nicollet County (Minn.) - Maps  1927 - Landowners  57073
Nicollet Mall (Minneapolis, Minn.) - 1975  57074, 57075
Nicolosi, Giovanni Battista, 1610-1670  229, 3259, 25929, 28960, 57365, 70410, 84029, 84030
Nicolosi, Giovanni Battista, 1610-1670. Dell’ Hercole e studio geografico ... (1660)  229, 3259, 25929, 57365, 70410, 84029, 84030
Nicolosi, Giovanni Battista, 1610-1670. Dell’hercole e studio geografico ... (Rome: V. Masciiardi, 1660).=Mascardi, Vitale, fl. 1660-1670  84030
Nicolson, Adam, 1957-  25414
Nicolson, Nigel  14151, 14152, 14153
Nicosia (Cyprus) - Maps  1574  57076
Nicosia (Cyprus) - Maps - Collections  57077
Nicosia  57076
Nicsia Island (Greece) SEE Naxos Island (Greece)  52886
Nicia Nacso a antiquame. detta isola posta nello arcipelago signoregiata da Turchi ...  52886
Nicsia / NB F  52884
Niderlands beschreibung  53354
Niderlands Beschreibung in welcher aller darinn begriffnen Landtschafften ... Vrsprung vnd Auffgang / eigentlich erklärt wirt ... Erstlich durch ... Ludwig Guicciardin ... zusamen getragen : jetzund aber auss dem italiänischen Original ... verteutschet  53328
Niederndorff, Henrico  29010
Nidwalden (Switzerland) - Pictorial works  1620  74091
Nieberding, H.  35123
Niebuhr, Carsten, 1733-1815  2281, 2284, 2285, 2286, 2289, 2290, 9241
Niederbayern (Germany) - Maps  1745  57078
Niederdonau (Reichsgau) - Maps  1943  80230
Niederer, F. L.  3191
Niederland, William G.  65736
Niederland, William G., 1904-  28802
Niederlande  53611
Niederländische 'Germania' -- Wandkarten des 16. und 17. Jahrhunderts  17230
Niedermayer, Oskar von  6188
Niederösterreichische Landesbibliothek  11279
Niederösterreichische Landesbibliothek - Map collections - Exhibitions - Catalogs  11279
Niederrhein und Industriegebiet  66567
Niederrheinesches Museum der Stadt Duisburg - Map collections - Catalogs  57079
Niederrheinesches Museum der Stadt Duisburg  57079
Niedersachsen in alten karten des 16C-18C  7196
Niedersächsische Landesverwaltungsamt-Landesvermessung  43570
Niedersächsische Staats- und Universitätsbibliothek Göttingen  17301, 30838
Niedersächsische Staats- und Universitätsbibliothek Göttingen - Map collections - Exhibitions - Catalogs  17301, 30838
Niedersächsisches Landesverwaltungsamt-Landesvermessung  32263
Niedersächsisches Landesverwaltungsamt  65150, 65151
Niedersächsisches Landesverwaltungsamt. Landesvermessung  61708, 61709
Niedersächsisches Staatsarchiv (Oldenburg, Germany)  61711
Niedersächsisches Staatsarchiv (Oldenburg, Germany) - Map collections - Catalogs  61711
Nielson, Oskar  60112
Nielson, Ralph  59795
Nielson, Yngvar, 1843-1916  60112, 60115, 69266, 69271
Niemeister, Wilhelm, 1920-1966  31291
Niepr River SEE Dnieper River  23669
Niermeyer, Jan, fl. 1893  18165
Niermeyer, Jan Frederik, 1907-1965  8858, 8859, 8863, 8872, 8884, 8888, 8897, 8918, 8919, 8922, 8928, 8933, 8939, 8945, 8957, 8969, 8971, 8989, 9003, 9009, 9021
Nies, Jay  67424
Niessen, Josef, b. 1864  31303, 31307, 31308
Nietman, W. (Wilhem) SEE Nietman, Wilhem  31566
Nietmann, Wilhem  26134, 26147, 31566
Nietmanns (W.) Verlag SEE Nietmann, Wilhem  31566
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Night spots SEE Nightclubs 44346
Night view of the company’s new electronic retarder yard at Tulsa, Oklahoma 19318
Nightclubs - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 2007 19948
Nightclubs - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 2010 19959
Nightclubs - Loop (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1894 43052
Nightclubs - Manhattan (New York, N.Y.) - Maps - 1945 44346
Nightclubs - Manhattan (New York, N.Y.) - Maps - 1957 44348
Nightingale, Joseph, 1775-1824 25190
Nightspots SEE Nightclubs 44346
Nighttime and Easter Time: The Rotations of the Sun, the Moon, and the Little Bear in Renaissance Time Reckoning / Claire Vincent ; Bruce Chandler 34673
Nigra de San Martin, Santiago 21119, 66858
Nigritarvm regio 1535
Nijmegen Region (Netherlands) 35124, 35125
Nijmegen (Netherlands) 35124, 35125
Nijhoff, Wouter, 1866 57104
Niihau (Hawaii) 11554
Nihon Koku 11770
Nihon Kotsu Kosha 39563, 39565, 39566, 39567, 39568, 39569, 39570, 39571, 39572, 39573, 39575
Nihon Shuppan Boeki Kabushiki Kaisha 39574, 39579
Nihon Kotsu Kosha 39563, 39565, 39566, 39567, 39568, 39569, 39570, 39571, 39572, 39573, 39575
Niklasson, Lars 73751
Nikulaus Cusanus in seinen Beziehungen zur mathematischen und physikalischen Geographie 17536
Nikolaus Gerbelius 31277
Nikolaus von Cues und seine Umwelt: Untersuchungen zu Cusanus-Texte 17609
Nikuradse, A. (Alexander) 18884
Nile, Battle of the, Egypt, 1798 - Maps 25803
Nile, Battle of the, Egypt, 1798 - Maps 25803
Nile, Battle of the, Egypt, 1798 - Maps from the area of Aswan : illustrated guide-map, English, Deutsch, Svensk 57109
Nile, Battle of the, Egypt, 1798 - Maps from the area of Aswan : illustrated guide-map, English, Deutsch, Svensk 57109
The Nile from Khartoum to the Mediterranean / John Bartholomew & Co. 57108
The Nile : notes for travellers in Egypt / by E.A. Wallis Budge 24814
Nile River Delta (Egypt) - History, Ancient - Maps - 1726 24723
Nile River Delta (Egypt) - History, Ancient - Maps - 1726 24723
Nile River Delta (Egypt) - Maps - 1800-1899 57096
Nile River Delta (Egypt) - Maps - 1800-1899 57096
Nile River Delta (Egypt) - Maps - 1811 24756
Nile River Delta (Egypt) - Maps - 1855 57097
Nile River Delta (Egypt) - Maps - 1857 57098
Nile River Delta (Egypt) - Maps - 1859 57099
Nile River Delta (Egypt) - Maps - 1864 360
Nile River - Explorations - Maps - 1864 165
Nile River - Maps - 1800 - Ancient 11550
Nile River - Maps - 1859 57100
Nile River - Maps - 1868 - Guidebooks 57101
Nile River Valley -1535-1570 75707
Nile River Valley -1535-1588 75708
Nile River Valley -1535-1606 75709
Nile River Valley -1875 24786
Nile River Valley -1880 24788
Nile River Valley -1907 24813
Nile River Valley - Historical geography - Maps - 1595-1606 24716
Nile River Valley - Historical geography - Maps - 1700 429
Nile River Valley - History, Ancient - Maps - 1765 24725
Nile River Valley - History, Ancient - Maps - 1831 24727, 24728
Nile River Valley - Maps - 1552 24731
Nile River Valley - Maps - 1655 444
Nile River Valley - Maps - 1700 429, 24738
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Call Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nile River Valley - Maps - 1701</td>
<td>450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nile River Valley - Maps - 1703</td>
<td>451</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nile River Valley - Maps - 1742</td>
<td>457</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nile River Valley - Maps - 1753</td>
<td>24739, 24740</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nile River Valley - Maps - 1765</td>
<td>24725, 24741</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nile River Valley - Maps - 1766</td>
<td>168</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nile River Valley - Maps - 1779</td>
<td>24742</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nile River Valley - Maps - 1799-1826</td>
<td>24747</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nile River Valley - Maps - 1799-1828</td>
<td>24748, 24749</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nile River Valley - Maps - 1801</td>
<td>24750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nile River Valley - Maps - 1813</td>
<td>24757, 24758</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nile River Valley - Maps - 1817</td>
<td>57102, 57103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nile River Valley - Maps - 1818</td>
<td>24759</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nile River Valley - Maps - 1822</td>
<td>57104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nile River Valley - Maps - 1825</td>
<td>24761</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nile River Valley - Maps - 1829</td>
<td>57105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nile River Valley - Maps - 1831</td>
<td>24764, 24765</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nile River Valley - Maps - 1832</td>
<td>504, 24766</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nile River Valley - Maps - 1833</td>
<td>24767</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nile River Valley - Maps - 1841</td>
<td>24772</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nile River Valley - Maps - 1845</td>
<td>24773, 24774</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nile River Valley - Maps - 1847</td>
<td>24776</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nile River Valley - Maps - 1847-1852</td>
<td>24775</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nile River Valley - Maps - 1850</td>
<td>24777</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nile River Valley - Maps - 1851</td>
<td>24778</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nile River Valley - Maps - 1859 - Ethnology</td>
<td>57106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nile River Valley - Maps - 1861</td>
<td>506, 24782</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nile River Valley - Maps - 1866</td>
<td>2307</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nile River Valley - Maps - 1867-1869</td>
<td>24783</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nile River Valley - Maps - 1872</td>
<td>75795</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nile River Valley - Maps - 1873</td>
<td>24784</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nile River Valley - Maps - 1874 - Maps, Physical Map</td>
<td>24785</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nile River Valley - Maps - 1885</td>
<td>24792</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nile River Valley - Maps - 1887</td>
<td>57107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nile River Valley - Maps - 1888-1890</td>
<td>24794</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nile River Valley - Maps - 1891</td>
<td>24796, 25331</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nile River Valley - Maps - 1896-1898</td>
<td>24805</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nile River Valley - Maps - 1900</td>
<td>24808</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nile River Valley - Maps - 1907</td>
<td>24814, 24815</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nile River Valley - Maps - 1911</td>
<td>57108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nile River Valley - Maps - 1939</td>
<td>24831</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nile River Valley - Maps - 1956</td>
<td>24833</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nile River Valley - Maps - 1978</td>
<td>57109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nile River Valley - Maps - Collections, 1856-1891</td>
<td>57110, 57111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Niles, F. W.</td>
<td>80973</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Niles, Henry Clay</td>
<td>23767</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Niles, John M.</td>
<td>52235</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Niles (Mich.) - Maps - 1950 - Road maps</td>
<td>57112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Niles (Ohio) - Maps - 1926 - Road maps</td>
<td>60542</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Niles, Sanford</td>
<td>5319, 30334, 30338, 30344</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NILI (Organization : Palestine)</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nilsson, Anna</td>
<td>9707</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nilsson, H.P.</td>
<td>34065</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nimbus</td>
<td>7263</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nimes (France) - Maps - 1698</td>
<td>28570</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nimes (France) - Pictorial works - 1620</td>
<td>57113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nimmo, William Phillip, 1831-1883</td>
<td>69590</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Niume Books &amp; Prints</td>
<td>44190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Nine regions of the Pennsylvania</td>
<td>59543</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nine Years’ War, 1689-1697 SEE Grand Alliance, War of The, 1689-1697</td>
<td>33759</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nineteenth century American railroad cartography</td>
<td>66173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nineteenth century British hydrographic charts of New Zealand</td>
<td>52800</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Nineteenth-century cadastral maps of New Hampshire and Vermont  54728
The Nineteenth century color revolution: maps in geographical journals  21256
Nineteenth-century geographies: the transformation of space from the Victorian Age to the American Century / edited by Helena Michie, Ronald R. Thomas  30839
Nineteenth century images of the world for American school children  76163
Nineteenth-century maps and atlases of Montreal in the collections of the Rare Book Department of the McGill University Library  51685
Nineteenth century maps in the collection of the Georgia Surveyor General Department, 1800-1849 / compiled by Margaret A. Johnsen  31268
Nineteenth century maps: some cartographical problems and solutions  64605
Nineteenth century Otago and Southland town plans. Supplement.  62410
Nineteenth century Otago and Southland town plans  62409
Nineteenth district, first ward, Chicago  43052
Nineweh and its remains  57114
Nineweh (Extinct City) - Maps - 1849 - Archaeology  57114
Nino Aragno editore  38507
Nio Island (Greece) SEE Ios Island (Greece)  37560
Nion & Didot  1638
Nion, J. L.  15968
Niox, G. (Gustave), ca. 1495-1558  9476
Nipigon Forest Reserve (Ont.) - Maps - 1930 - Road maps  61847
Nippon Island (Japan) SEE Honshu (Japan)  34629
Nippon Koku SEE Nihon Koku  11770
Nippur (Extinct city) - Maps - 001300  57115
Nippur (Iraq) SEE Nippur (Extinct city)  57115
Nirenstein, Nathan  49037, 62655, 77401
Nirona-handatlas durch die Deutsche heimat  10376
Nirona Werke  10376
Nis (Yugoslavia) - Maps - 1689  57116
Nisa, Marco da, ca. 1495-1558 SEE Marco, da Nizza, ca. 1495-1558  72240
Nisaro Island (Greece) SEE Nisyros Island (Greece)  57117
Nisbet, Jack, 1949-  75111
Nischer, Ernst  16720
Nishiomiya, S.  75251
Nisos Itháki (Greece) SEE Ithaca Island (Greece)  39323
Nisos Lefkada (Greece) SEE Lefkas Island (Greece)  41802
Nísos Soúdhas (Greece) SEE Suda Island (Greece)  22407
Nissa citta della Servia  57116
Nissa, Marco da, ca. 1495-1558 SEE Marco, da Nizza, ca. 1495-1558  72240
Nissa Silesior sedes episcopalis  60230
Nisseno, H.  9361, 20806, 69374
Nissen, Kristian  85325
Nisseno, Per Schjelderup, 1844-1930  60113, 60122
Nisyros Island (Greece) - Maps - 1528  57117
Nithsdale (Scotland) - 1583-1596  57118
NITIDISSIMAES CIVITATIS MECHELINEENIS  45653
NITIDISSIMAES CIVITATIS MECHELINEENIS, in meditvllio Brabantiae sitae  45650
Nivetribes  43228
Nitschke Bros. (Columbus, Ohio)  76379, 76410
Nitzsche  13203
Nitzsche, W.  9797
Niven, Napier and Khull, printers  29164
NIVERNALIS (France) - Maps - 1753  12602, 12603
NIVERNALIS (France) - Maps - 1777  12604
NIVERNALIS (France) SEE Nièvre (France)  57090
NIVERNOIS (France) SEE Nivernais (France)  12603
Nixia Island (Greece) SEE Naxos Island (Greece)  52885
Nixon, E. M.  77664
Niza, Marco da, ca. 1495-1558 SEE Marco, da Nizza, ca. 1495-1558  72240
Nizza (France) SEE Nice (France)  57020
Nizza, Marco da, ca. 1495-1558 SEE Marco, da Nizza, ca. 1495-1558  72240
Nizza / MDXLII A E V.  57020
NK (Firm)  73284
NK (Firm) - 1988  73284
NK Stockholm guide  73284
No. 1. Alabama  761
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No. 1: automobile roads of northern New England, 1929 54095
No. 1. Cities of New-York and Brooklyn, &c. &c. 55641
No. 1. Identification map 20389
No. 1. Northern New England (Maine, Vermont, New Hampshire) 54101, 54125
No. 1: This map shows the position of our continent as compared with Europe and Africa on one side and Asia on the other, placing us in the center...

84260

No. 10. Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island 54141
No. 11: automobile roads: Kentucky and Tennessee ... Gulf ... 40760
No. 11. Kentucky, Tennessee 40762, 40776
No. 11. Michigan 47009
No. 12. Middle Western States (Michigan, Indiana, Illinois, Wisconsin, Iowa) 48873
No. 12. North Carolina, South Carolina 58068
No. 13. Florida 26961, 26969
No. 13. Mississippi 50178
No. 14: automobile roads in Georgia ... Gulf 31090
No. 14. Georgia 31092, 31101
No. 14. New Hampshire, Vermont 54643
No. 14: road map: 1930: Georgia: Gulf 31099
No. 15. Alabama 744, 752
No. 15. New Jersey 54913
No. 16. New York 56349
No. 17. North Carolina, South Carolina 58082
No. 17. Texas 74646, 74655
No. 172. Franciscus Monachus 51229
No. 18. Middle West (Michigan, Indiana, Illinois, Wisconsin, Iowa) 48839
No. 18. Middle Western States (Michigan, Indiana, Illinois, Wisconsin, Iowa) 48866
No. 18. Northwestern Ontario 61861
No. 19. Ohio 60624
No. 2. Arkansas 2929
No. 2: automobile roads of southern New England, 1929 54092
No. 2: [Proposed railroad routes across the United States] 76728
No. 2. Southern New England (Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island) 54102, 54126
No. 20. Ontario 61844
No. 20. Ontario, Quebec 61860
No. 21 75328
No. 21. North Central Territories (Minnesota, Wisconsin, Michigan, Ontario) 48840
No. 21. Northwestern Ontario 61857
No. 21. Pennsylvania 63713
No. 22. Philadelphia & Vicinity 64394
No. 23. Pittsburgh & Vicinity 64826
No. 24. Texas 74665
No. 3. Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia 3904
No. 3. Illinois 35482
No. 3. New York 56305, 56328
No. 30. Williamsport and north of Sunbury 63617
No. 4. Florida 26975
No. 5. Geological sketch map of Nanaimo in Vancouver Island 52570
No. 5. Georgia 31107
No. 5. New Jersey 54894, 54903
No. 6. Kentucky, Tennessee 40795
No. 6. Philadelphia & Vicinity 64392, 64393
No. 7. Louisiana 43358
No. 7. Pittsburgh & Vicinity 64825
No. 8: 1929: automobile roads of Louisville and vicinity... Gulf... 48834
No. 8. Geological sketch of the south east of Vancouver Island and part of the coast of the Gulf of Georgia 79854
No. 8. Louisville & Vicinity 43472, 43473, 43474
No. 9. Maine 44068
No. 9. Ohio 60577, 60602
No. Carolina, So. Carolina: Sinclair 1933 road map 58102
No. Dakota: Sinclair 1933 road map 58406
No need to ask!: early maps of London's underground railways 42814
No wonder the Middle East is in deep shit 84516
Nobel, Alfons, 1895-1972 36641
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La Nobile citta di Messina 46157
La Nobile citta di Messina / Di V. E. seruo deutosissimo Gasparo Argaria 46146
Nobili, Alessandra, 1955- 70075
Nobili, Pietro de, fl. 1560-1579 15797, 22258, 22486, 28756, 70334, 83805
 Nobilis fluvius Albis maxima cura ... 24900
Nobilis Hannoniae comitatus descrip. / auctore Iacobo Surhonio Montana 33283
Nobilis Hannoniae comitatuscriptio ... 333832
Nobilis Hannoniae comitatis descrip. / auctore Iacobo Surhonio Montana 33284
Nobili, Petrus de, fl. 1560-1579 SEE Nobili, Pietro de, fl. 1560-1579 83805
Nobilis Saxoniae fl. Visurgis cum terris adjacentib. 81537
Nobili, Pietro de, fl. 1560 SEE Nobili, Pietro de, fl. 1560-1579 83805
La Nobilissima et grande citta di Parigi 63021
La Nobilissima et grande citta di Parigi 63021
Nobilissimi Albis fluvii ostia nec non Hamburgense et alia territoria adjacentia 33398
Nobility - Clothing and dress - Europe - Pictorial works - 1606 25740
"Noble arts, especially maps" : notes on hitherto unknown examples of sixteenth century cartography : With annotated list of maps, charts, documents, and pictures, published in the portfolio accompanying the eight quarto volumes of Elizabethan England 74324
Noble, Charles, 1797-1874 46773
[Nobles County (Ind.) - 1860- LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 57119
Nobles County (Ind.) - Maps - 1860-1869 - Landowners 57119
Nobles County (Ind.) - Maps - 1874 - Landowners 57120, 57121
Nobles County (Ind.) - Maps - 1908 - Landowners 57122
Nobles County (Ind.) - Maps - 1914 - Landowners 57123, 57124
Nobles County (Ind.) - Maps - 1939 - Landowners 57125
Nobles County (Ind.) - Maps - 1969 - Landowners 1294
Nobles County (Ind.) - Maps - 1982 - Landowners 57126
Nobles County Indiana 57122
Nobles County, Indiana, 1982 plat book 57126
Nobles County (Ohio) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners 57127
Noble, Harvey W. 30066
Noble, John 41142
Noble, Robert, fl. 1800 15988, 15989, 16319, 16325
Noble, Thaddeus C., 1818- 57128
Noble, William Hatt, b.1828 32566
Nobles County Genealogical Society 57129
Nobles County (Minn.) - Maps - 1888 - Landowners 57129
Nobles County (Minn.) - Maps - 1935 - Landowners 57130
Nobles County (Minn.) - Maps - 1961 - Landowners 57131
Nobles, Gregory H. 18538
Nobles, William H., 1816-1876 62658
Nobilissimi Albis fluvii ostia nec non Hamburgense ... 24904
Nobmo. prudmoq. viro Joanni Six ... hanc novissimam Britanniae olim Armoricae tabulam summa veneratione 14621
Nobmo. Prudmoq. viro Joanni Six ... hanc novissimam Britanniae olim Armoricae tabulam summa veneratione 14621
Nobody's backyard : the rise of Latin America 41697
Nocera Umbra (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1577 57132
Nocera in Appennino monte 57132
Nocnia in Appennino monte 57132
Nocnia in Appennino monte 57132
Nocnia in Appennino monte 57132
Nocnia in Appennino monte 57132
Nociões de geografia antigua / por H. F. Tozer 30546
Nociones de geografia antigua / por H. F. Tozer 34478
Nock, O. S. (Oswald Stevens), 1905- 66171
Nocturnals 34673
[Nodaway County (Mo.) - 1876: LC G&M land ownership maps on Microfiche] 57133
Nodaway County (Mo.) - Maps - 1876 - Landowners 57133
Nodaway County (Mo.) - Maps - 1893 - Landowners 57134
Nodaway County (Mo.) - Maps - 1911 - Landowners 57135
Nodaway County (Mo.) - Maps - 1925 - Landowners 57136
Nodaway County (Mo.) - Maps - 1980 - Landowners 57137
Nodes (Nov. 1990) 41590
Nee, Barbara R., 1950- 44954
Neé, Charlotte 53336
Noél et Dauty palais royal galerie de Nemours 72800
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Noordhoff, R. 8855, 8857
Noordhoff's blinde-atlas 8962
Noordhoff's volledige leer- repettie-atlas 8959
Noordhoff & Smit (Firm) 8815, 8819, 8829, 8830
Noordhollands noordelykste gedeelte; behelzende Westfriesland ... 58694
Noord Hollandt 58685, 58687
Noorduyn (J.) en Zoon SEE J. Noorduyn en Zoon 8803

Norbert, Willy 58788

Nootka Sound (B.C.) 58685, 58687

Nootka Sound (B.C.) - Maps - 1700-1799 - Indians - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 57144
Nootka Sound (B.C.) - Maps - 1700-1799 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 57145, 57146
Nootka Sound (B.C.) - Maps - 1788-1789 58732, 58734
Nootka Sound (B.C.) - Maps - 1799 - Manuscripts 57147
Nootka Sound (B.C.) - Maps - 1844 62560
Nootka Sound (B.C.) - Pictorial works - 1785 57148
Nootka Sound (B.C.) - Pictorial works - 1792 57149, 65808
Norbert, Willy 58788

Norbotten (Sweden : Province) See Norrbottens län (Sweden) 18200
Norbury Printers Limited 26262
Nord-America 57791
Nord-America und West-Indien 57731
Le Nord de l'Europe : contenant le Danemark, la Norwege, la Suede et la Laponie; avec la majeure partie de la Russie Européen / par M. Bonne, Ingénieur-Hydrographe de la Marine 69212
Nord de la France 28098, 28099, 28102
Nord de la France, Champagne, Ardennes / Michelin 28143, 28144
Nord de la France : Picardie, Artois, Flandre, Champagne (Nord), Ardenne, Argonne / sous la direction de Marcel Monmarché 28040
Nord-Deutschland 31709
Nord-est de la France 28105, 28108, 28112, 28114, 28121, 28133
Nord (France : Dept.) - 1709 - Military operations 44245, 44246
Nord (France : Dept.) - History - 1794 - Maps - 1839 57150, 57151
Nord (France : Dept.) - Maps - 1696 23890
Nord (France : Dept.) - Maps - 1700 26724, 57152, 81563
Nord (France : Dept.) - Maps - 1713 23892
Nord (France : Dept.) - Maps - 1726 75414
Nord-ouest de la France 28106, 28107, 28113, 28122, 28123, 28124, 28131
Nord-Pas-De-Calais (France) - Maps - 1682 64642
Nord-Pas-De-Calais (France) - Maps - 1695 - Fortification 23889
Nord-Pas-De-Calais (France) - Maps - 1700 57153, 57154, 57155, 57156
Nord-Pas-De-Calais (France) - Maps - 1701 57157
Nord-Pas-De-Calais (France) - Maps - 1702 12136
Nord-Pas-De-Calais (France) - Maps - 1703 57158, 57159
Nord-Pas-De-Calais (France) - Maps - 1707 57160
Nord-Pas-De-Calais (France) - Maps - 1710 57161
Nord-Pas-De-Calais (France) - Maps - 1711 57162, 57163
Nord-Pas-De-Calais (France) - Maps - 1712 645, 64652
Nord-Pas-De-Calais (France) - Maps - 1713 - Fortification 23891
Nord-Pas-De-Calais (France) - Maps - 1716 12148
Nord-Pas-De-Calais (France) - Maps - 1720 57164, 81568
Nord-Pas-De-Calais (France) - Maps - 1725 12153, 57165, 57166
Nord-Pas-De-Calais (France) - Maps - 1726 57167
Nord-Pas-De-Calais (France) - Maps - 1730 57168
Nord-Pas-De-Calais (France) - Maps - 1741 57169, 64657
Nord-Pas-De-Calais (France) - Maps - 1972 28143
Nord-Pas-De-Calais (France) - Maps - 1982 28144
Nord-Pas-De-Calais (France) - Maps - 1993 64662
Nord-Pas-de-Calais (France) - Maps - 1997 57170

Le Nord : Picardie, Artois, Flandre, Ardenne : 55 cartes et 38 plans 28132
Le Nord : Picardie, Artois, Flandre / publié sous la direction de Marcel Monmarché 28028
Nord, R. W. 81202
Nord-Tirol und Vorarlberg 75937
Nord-Tirol und Vorarlberg : kleine Ausgabe mit Angaben für Automobilisten 75938
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Nord-Tirol und Vorarlberg : mit Angaben für Wintersportler und Automobilisten 75939
Nord-und Ostsee = North Sea and the Baltic = Mer du Nord et Baltique 69399
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Nordén, Arthur 62388
Norden, Eric, 1869-1946 58285
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Norden, John, 1548-1625? Civitas Londini (1600) 57171
Norden, John, 1548-1625? Speculum Britanniae pars (1597) - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 22174
Norden, John, 1548-1625? Speculum Britanniae. Pars Cornwall. 17095
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Norfolk, Henry Howard, Duke of, 1655-1701 14174, 14225, 32762, 32763
Norfolk Isand 43055
Norfolk Island (Australia) - Maps - 1798 79871
Norfolk Island (Australia) - Maps - 1840 38526
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Norfolk, Portsmouth, Chesapeake, Hampton, Newport News: Pure ... 57203
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Norfolk & Portsmouth Traction Company - Maps - 1907 57186
Norfolk & Portsmouth Traction Company - Maps - 1908 57187
Norfolk & Portsmouth Traction Company - Maps - 1909 57188
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Norfolk (Va.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps  75184, 75185
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Norfolk (Va.) - Tourism - 1989  57213
Norfolk : Visitors Guide  57213
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Norfolk & Western Railway and connections. 1904  24151, 24152
Norfolk & Western Railway and connections. 1905  24157, 24158
Norfolk & Western Railway and connections. 1906  24163, 24164
Norfolk & Western Railway and connections. 1907  24169, 24170
Norfolk & Western Railway and connections. 1908  24179, 24180
Norfolk & Western Railway and connections. 1909  24186, 24187, 24188
Norfolk & Western Railway and connections. 1910  24196
Norfolk & Western Railway and connections. 1911  24202, 24203
Norfolk & Western Railway and connections. 1912  24210, 24211
Norfolk & Western Railway and connections. 1913  24215
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Norge Norvegisk formannskap  1:1000000  60126
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Norges geografiske oppmåling - Bibliography  57214
Norges sjøkartverk  60133, 72980, 73628
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Norham and Islandshire s (England) - Maps  1852  57215
Norhamshire (England) SEE Norham and Islandshires (England)  57215
Norico, Matthias Zinthio, ca. 1498-1572 SEE Zündt, Matthias, ca. 1498-1572  34905
Noriel, Pierre  9532
Norin, Erik  3219
Norlin Industries  84490
Norlin Industries - Directories - 1981  84490
Norlund, N. E. (Niels Erik), 1885-1981  17119, 17189, 39883
Norlund, N. E. (Niels Erik), 1885-1981. Danmarks kortlaegning (1943)  39883
Norlund, Niels Erik, 1885-  23104
Normal annual precipitation map of the United States / data for United States compiled from Bulletin W, U.S. Weather Bureau by Eugene Van Cleef ; data for Canada from the Canadian Meteorological Service ; data for areas outside of the United States and  77196
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Norman  30659
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Norman (Okla.) - Maps - 2000 - Road maps  61306
Norman, Remington Co.  45249
Norman, Robert, fl. 1590  64758
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Norman, William, d. 1807  29190, 29191, 29192, 29193, 45384
Normand, Charles Pierre Joseph, 1765-1840  27540
Normandia  57222
Normandie  57229, 57270, 57271
Normandie : 34 cartes et 29 plans / publié sous la direction de Marcel Monmarché ; rev. par Robert Doré ; introd. générale par Georges Huard  57265
Normandie : 41 cartes, 31 plans / publié sous la direction de Marcel Monmarché  57262
Normandie : 48 cartes et 27 plans / par Paul Gruyer  57261
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Normandie / Michelin  57274, 57276
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Normandy  57263, 57266, 57280
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Normandy - Bibliography  57219
Normandy / by Camille Mauclair  57267
Normandy / by Cyril Scudamore ; with forty illustrations and two maps  57257
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<td>57252, 75398</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normandy (France) - Maps - 1893</td>
<td>57253</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normandy (France) - Maps - 1897</td>
<td>19160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normandy (France) - Maps - 1898</td>
<td>57254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normandy (France) - Maps - 1901</td>
<td>19161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normandy (France) - Maps - 1902 - Bicycle trails</td>
<td>57255</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normandy (France) - Maps - 1902 - Road maps</td>
<td>57255</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normandy (France) - Maps - 1905</td>
<td>57256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normandy (France) - Maps - 1906</td>
<td>57257, 57258</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normandy (France) - Maps - 1907</td>
<td>57259</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normandy (France) - Maps - 1910</td>
<td>57260</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normandy (France) - Maps - 1911-1912</td>
<td>19163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normandy (France) - Maps - 1912</td>
<td>57261</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normandy (France) - Maps - 1921</td>
<td>57262</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normandy (France) - Maps - 1924</td>
<td>57263</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normandy (France) - Maps - 1925</td>
<td>57264</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normandy (France) - Maps - 1926</td>
<td>57265</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normandy (France) - Maps - 1926 - Guidebooks</td>
<td>57266</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normandy (France) - Maps - 1927</td>
<td>57267</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normandy (France) - Maps - 1928</td>
<td>57268</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normandy (France) - Maps - 1933</td>
<td>57269</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normandy (France) - Maps - 1936-1937</td>
<td>19165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normandy (France) - Maps - 1939-1949</td>
<td>57270</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normandy (France) - Maps - 1950</td>
<td>19166</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normandy (France) - Maps - 1959</td>
<td>57271</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normandy (France) - Maps - 1962</td>
<td>57272</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normandy (France) - Maps - 1965</td>
<td>57273</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normandy (France) - Maps - 1972</td>
<td>57274</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normandy (France) - Maps - 1980</td>
<td>57275</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normandy (France) - Maps - 1984</td>
<td>57276</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normandy (France) - Maps - 1985</td>
<td>57277</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normandy (France) - Maps - 1989</td>
<td>57278</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normandy (France) - Maps - 1994</td>
<td>57280</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normandy (France) - Maps - Pictorial works - 1906</td>
<td>57258</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normandy Invasion, 1944 SEE World War, 1939-1945 - Campaigns - France - Normandy</td>
<td>84660</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Normandy / Michelin 57272, 57273, 57275, 57277
Normandy picturesque / by Henry Blackburn 57249
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Normannia ducatus tum superior ad ortum, tum interior ad occasum ... 57235
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Norot (Conn.) - Maps - 1927 - Decorative maps 57281
NORPAC see North Pacific Oceanographic Committee 58753
Norrbotten tar form 18200
Norrbottens län (Sweden) - Maps - 1912 79877
Norrbottens län (Sweden) - Maps - Collections - 1539-1973 18200
Norris and Wellge 41265, 64197, 74194
Norris, Charlie 42691
Norris, George E. 51637
Norris, Grace 42691
Norris, Joseph D., Jr. 41649
Norris Peters Co. 1020, 2480, 13177, 15728, 27428, 32651, 43682, 44367, 44369, 55284, 55285, 61321, 62622, 62682, 71240, 76905, 76922, 76943, 77039, 77098, 80966
Norris, Robert, -1791 22669
Norris, Robert, -1791. Memoirs of the reign of Bossa Ahádee, king of Dahomy, an inland country of Guiney ... (1789) 22669
Norris, Thomas W. (Thomas Wayne) 15235, 15236
Norristown (Pa) - Maps - 1849 51612
Norrköping 73737
Norrland (Sweden) - Maps - 1741 57282
Norrland (Sweden) - Maps - 1904 57283
Norrlands södra kustlandskap : (Angermanland, Medelpad, Helsingland, Gästrikland) : utgifven af Svenska turistföreningen 57283
Norse Atlantic saga 6692
Norselius, G., Lieut. 72977
Norsemen 69316
Norsk polarinstitutt 32996
Norsk Sjfartsmuseum 17689
Norske Bibelselskap 12906, 12953, 13024
Norske bokklubben 7141
Norske Spitsbergen ekspedition (1909-1910) 72979, 72980
Norske videnskaps- og savnitteakademi i Oslo. 60133
Norstedt (P.A.) & söner SEE Norstedts förlag 52807
Norstedts förlag 10803, 10828, 10838, 10839, 10842, 10846, 10850, 10857, 10864, 10879, 17310, 17311, 17312, 30013, 30533, 34078, 34103, 52805, 52806, 52807, 69251, 73732, 73733, 73736, 73743, 83702
Nort-lutlande : subdivisee en ses quatre dioeceses, Selande, Fuyen, ou Fionie, isles et provinces du royaume de Danemarck / par le S. Sanson d’Abb., geogr. ord. de S.M. 23129
Nort-lutlande subdivisee en ses quatre dioeceses ... 23102
Norte (Mexico) SEE Mexico, North 46618
Nortgoiens (Bavaria, Germany) SEE Nordgau (Bavaria, Germany) 60285
Nortgòw (Bavaria, Germany) SEE Nordgau (Bavaria, Germany) 60285
North Africa: Algeria, Morocco & Tunisia 496
North Africa - Maps - 1902-1910 - Road maps 26155
North Africa - Maps - 1943 26224
North Africa - Maps - 1944 26227
North Africa, Marocco, Algiers & Tunis 482
North Africa or Barbary If-V 478
North Africa SEE Africa, North 25879
North Africa ; South Africa 476, 477
North Africa ; South Africa / Edg. by W. Dassauville Edinr. 473
North Africa ; South Africa / Engraved by W. Dassauville Edinr. 474
North America 57284, 57434, 57447, 57567, 57673, 57676, 57679, 57682, 57686, 57694, 57704, 57707, 57708, 57709, 57722, 57724, 57728, 57730, 57733, 57735, 57741, 57746, 57751, 57754, 57756, 57757, 57759, 57764, 57787, 57788, 57799, 57803, 57808, 57812, 57829
North America - 1871 - Cartoon maps 68204
North America - 1883 57284
North America - 1976 - Airways 57285, 57286
North America - 1978 - Airways 57287
North America - 1981 - Airways 57288
North America - 1987 - Airways 57289
North America: A Rand McNally simplified merged relief map 57821
North America, as divided amongst the European powers 57606, 57607
North America at the time of the Revolution: a collection of eighteenth century maps. Parts 1-3 57863
North America - Bird watching - Maps - 1955 57290
North America - Boundaries - Maps - 1755 57558, 57559
North America - Boundaries - Maps - 1755-1757 57553
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North America in its present divisions, agreeable to the peace. North America / by Edwd. Weller, F.R.G.S. 57775
North America / by J. Bartholomew, F.R.G.S. 57786
North America-Caribbean route map 16604
North America - Cities and towns - Maps - Bibliography - 1850-1977 26682
North America - Cities and towns - Pictorial works - Bibliography - 1825-1925 57291, 57292
North America - Collections, 1492-1855 57293
North America : corrected from the observations communicated to the Royal Society at London, and the Royal Academy at Paris 57466
North America - Description and travel - 1500-1599 37438
North America - Description and travel - 1709 57294
North America - Description and travel - 1800 76111
North America - Description and travel - 1816 76112, 76113
North America - Description and travel - 1826 76115
North America - Discovery and exploration 15060, 18220, 57295, 65608
North America - Discovery and exploration - British 15052
North America - Discovery and exploration - Maps 57296, 57297
North America - Discovery and exploration - Maps - 1603-1616 19148
North America - Discovery and exploration - Maps - 2004 57320
North America - Discovery and exploration, Norse 18208, 30864, 57298
North America - Discovery and Exploration, Russian 57299, 57300
North America - Discovery and Exploration - Theories 57301
North America divided into its proicipal parts... 57383
North America / drawn by J. Finlayson ; engraved by J. Yeager 57698, 57710
North America / drawn & engraved by J. Archer, Pentonville, London 57732
North America drawn from the best authorities 57571
North America, drawn from the most recent authorities 57697
North America, drawn from the most recent authorities with the tracks of Columbus & Cortez 57695
North America / drawn under the direction of Mr. Pinkerton by L. Hebert ; Neele sculpt. 352 Strand 57692
North America / edited by Wallace W. Atwood, president, Clark University 57807
North America, from Hudson Bay to Mexico, with a great 'Mer de l'Ouest' 57449
North America from the French of M. D'Anville, improved with the back settlements of Virginia and course of Ohio ... 1755 57552
North America from the French of Mr. D'Anville ... 57548, 57593
North America from the French of Mr. d'Anville improved with the English surveys made since the peace 57609, 57610, 57612
North America - Geography 57305
North America - Geography - 1833 57302
North America - Geography - 1976 57303
North America - Geography - 2008 57304
North America - Geological cross sections - 1948 57811
North America - Historical geography 57305
North America - Historical geography - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1842 76314
North America - Historical geography - Maps - 1600-1800 - Indians 57306, 57307, 57308
North America - Historical geography - Maps - 1600-1900 - Indians 57334
North America - Historical geography - Maps - 1603-1616 19148
North America - Historical geography - Maps - 1745 57309
North America - Historical geography - Maps - 1778 57630, 57631
North America - Historical geography - Maps - 1814 57310
North America - Historical geography - Maps - 1820 57695
North America - Historical geography - Maps - 1821 57697
North America - Historical geography - Maps - 1836 - Indians 57311
North America - Historical geography - Maps - 1847 57784
North America - Historical geography - Maps - 1890 76223
North America - Historical geography - Maps - 1970 57312, 57313
North America - Historical geography - Maps - 1975 - Indians 57314
North America - Historical geography - Maps - 1985 - Indians 57315
North America - Historical geography - Maps - 1995 57316
North America - Historical geography - Maps - 1995 - Immigrants 57317, 57318
North America - Historical geography - Maps - 1998 57319
North America - Historical geography - Maps - 2004 57320
North America - Historical geography - Maps - 2010 - Railroads 57321
North America - History - Maps 57296, 57297, 76302
North America (, [XIV] 76628
North America in its present divisions, agreeable to the peace 57638, 57641
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<th>Title</th>
<th>Call Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>North America in maps : topographical map studies of Canada and the USA</td>
<td>57303</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America in the cartography of Guillaume Delisle</td>
<td>38538</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America : including the most recent discoveries in the Arctic seas and west coast from government charts and reports, United States survey &amp;c. / by G.H. Swanston Edinr. ; engd. by G.H. Swanston Edinr.</td>
<td>57778</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America : index map to Canada and the United States</td>
<td>76645</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America - Indian cartography</td>
<td>36694, 37443, 37444, 57322, 57323</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America - Indian cartography - Bibliography</td>
<td>36691</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America - Indian cartography - Exhibitions - Catalogs</td>
<td>36686</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America / Kümmerly + Frey</td>
<td>57838</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America - Landscape history</td>
<td>57305</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America - Manuscript maps - Bibliography</td>
<td>76377</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America - Manuscript maps - Bibliography - 1500-1899</td>
<td>1519, 1520</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America - Manuscript maps - Bibliography - 1600-1799</td>
<td>57324</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America - Manuscript maps - Bibliography - 1892</td>
<td>57325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America - Manuscript maps - Bibliography - 1900</td>
<td>14588</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America - Maps - 1492-1900 - Indians - Language and languages</td>
<td>41606</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America - Maps - 1497-1500 - Ethnology - History</td>
<td>57326</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America - Maps - 1528</td>
<td>57874</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America - Maps - 1565</td>
<td>57327</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America - Maps - 1566</td>
<td>57328, 57329, 57330</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America - Maps - 1575 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>57331</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America - Maps - 1578 - Coasts - Pacific Ocean - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>57332</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America - Maps - 1578 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>81577</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America - Maps - 1593</td>
<td>57333, 81741</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America - Maps - 1600-1900 - Indian land transfers</td>
<td>57334</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America - Maps - 1606</td>
<td>57335</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America - Maps - 1612</td>
<td>57336, 57337</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America - Maps - 1613</td>
<td>15940, 15941</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America - Maps - 1613-1623 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>57338</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America - Maps - 1616</td>
<td>57339, 57340, 57341</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America - Maps - 1624</td>
<td>57342, 57343</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America - Maps - 1625</td>
<td>57344</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America - Maps - 1630</td>
<td>57345</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America - Maps - 1631 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>57346</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America - Maps - 1632</td>
<td>57347, 57348, 57349, 57350, 57351, 57352, 57353</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America - Maps - 1636</td>
<td>58849</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America - Maps - 1639</td>
<td>57354</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America - Maps - 1641 - Indians - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>32515</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America - Maps - 1650</td>
<td>57355, 57356, 57357, 57358</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America - Maps - 1650-1750</td>
<td>57359</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America - Maps - 1653</td>
<td>57360</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America - Maps - 1656</td>
<td>15943, 15944, 15945, 15946, 15947, 15948, 57361, 57362, 57363</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America - Maps - 1657</td>
<td>57364</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America - Maps - 1660</td>
<td>57365</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America - Maps - 1664</td>
<td>57366, 57367</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America - Maps - 1665 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>57368</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America - Maps - 1669</td>
<td>57369, 57370</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America - Maps - 1670</td>
<td>57371</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America - Maps - 1674</td>
<td>57374</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America - Maps - 1674-1678 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>57372, 57373</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America - Maps - 1674 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>57375, 57376, 57377, 57378, 57379, 57380</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America - Maps - 1675 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>57381</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America - Maps - 1677</td>
<td>57382</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America - Maps - 1680</td>
<td>57383</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America - Maps - 1680-1689</td>
<td>57857</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America - Maps - 1680-1689 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>57384</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America - Maps - 1680 - Geography - Tables</td>
<td>57385</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America - Maps - 1680 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>57386, 57387</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America - Maps - 1681</td>
<td>57388</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America - Maps - 1682 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>57389, 57390</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America - Maps - 1683</td>
<td>57391, 57392</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America - Maps - 1684 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>57393, 57394, 57395, 57396</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America - Maps - 1685 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>57397, 57398, 57399, 57400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America - Maps - 1686 - Coasts - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>3721</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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North America - Maps - 1686 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 57401, 57402
North America - Maps - 1687 - Indians - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 57403
North America - Maps - 1688 1622, 57404, 57405, 57406, 57407, 57408
North America - Maps - 1688 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 57409
North America - Maps - 1689 - Coasts - Nautical charts 3722
North America - Maps - 1689 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 50561, 57410
North America - Maps - 1690 57411
North America - Maps - 1691 57412
North America - Maps - 1695 57413, 57414, 57415
North America - Maps - 1697 57416, 57417
North America - Maps - 1697 - Indians - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 50565, 57418
North America - Maps - 1698 57419, 57420, 57421
North America - Maps - 1699 57422, 57423, 57424
North America - Maps - 1699 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 50566
North America - Maps - 1700 15957, 57425, 57426, 57427, 57428, 57436
North America - Maps - 1700-1799 - Manuscripts - Bibliography 38541
North America - Maps - 1700-1799 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 50571, 57429, 57430, 57431, 57432, 57433, 57434
North America - Maps - 1700-1815 - Land Settlement 57435
North America - Maps - 1700 - Indians - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 50576
North America - Maps - 1701 57437, 57438
North America - Maps - 1701 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 57439
North America - Maps - 1702 57440
North America - Maps - 1702 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 57441
North America - Maps - 1703 57442, 57443, 57444, 57445, 57446, 57447, 57448, 57450, 57451, 57452, 57453
North America - Maps - 1703 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 57449
North America - Maps - 1704 57454, 57455, 57456
North America - Maps - 1705 15965, 57457
North America - Maps - 1706 57458
North America - Maps - 1707-1708 57459
North America - Maps - 1708 57460, 57461, 57463
North America - Maps - 1708 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 57462
North America - Maps - 1709 32537, 57464, 57465
North America - Maps - 1710 2541, 57466
North America - Maps - 1712 57467
North America - Maps - 1713 57468, 57469, 57470, 57471
North America - Maps - 1713 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 57472
North America - Maps - 1715 57473, 57474, 57475, 57476, 57477
North America - Maps - 1716 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 57478
North America - Maps - 1717 57479, 57480
North America - Maps - 1717 - Hydrography - Manuscripts 57481
North America - Maps - 1717 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 57482
North America - Maps - 1718 50580, 50581
North America - Maps - 1718-1719 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 57483
North America - Maps - 1719 57484, 57485, 57486, 57487, 57488, 57857, 76436
North America - Maps - 1720 57489, 57490, 57492, 57493
North America - Maps - 1720-1729 57491
North America - Maps - 1722 57494, 57495
North America - Maps - 1725 28998, 57496
North America - Maps - 1728 57497
North America - Maps - 1728 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 57498
North America - Maps - 1730 29002
North America - Maps - 1732 - Coasts - Nautical charts 3724
North America - Maps - 1732 - Indians - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 57499
North America - Maps - 1733 57500, 57501, 57502, 57503, 57504, 57505, 57506
North America - Maps - 1734 57507
North America - Maps - 1734 - Indians - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 57508
North America - Maps - 1735 57509, 57510
North America - Maps - 1737 29008, 57512, 57513
North America - Maps - 1737 - Indians - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 57511
North America - Maps - 1739 57514, 76447, 76448
North America - Maps - 1740 57515
North America - Maps - 1741 57516, 57517, 57518, 57519, 57520
North America - Maps - 1741 - Cities and towns 57519
North America - Maps - 1742 57521, 57522
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North America - Maps - 1743 57523
North America - Maps - 1744 57524, 57525, 57526, 57527, 57528, 57529, 57892
North America - Maps - 1745 57530, 57531, 57532, 57533, 76452
North America - Maps - 1746 57534, 57535, 57536, 72245
North America - Maps - 1747 57537
North America - Maps - 1750 57538, 57539, 57540
North America - Maps - 1750-1759 57541
North America - Maps - 1752 57542
North America - Maps - 1752 - Hydrography 57543
North America - Maps - 1754 57544, 57545
North America - Maps - 1755 24077, 57546, 57547, 57548, 57549, 57550, 57551, 57552, 57556, 57557, 57558, 57559, 76455, 76456
North America - Maps - 1755-1757 57553
North America - Maps - 1755 - Boundaries 57554, 57555
North America - Maps - 1755 - Propaganda maps 57560
North America - Maps - 1756 57561, 57565, 57566
North America - Maps - 1756 - Boundaries 57562, 57563, 57564
North America - Maps - 1757 57567
North America - Maps - 1758 - Coasts - Pacific Ocean 58714
North America - Maps - 1759 57568, 57569
North America - Maps - 1760 57570, 57573
North America - Maps - 1760-1769 57571, 57572
North America - Maps - 1760 - Coasts - Nautical charts 3725
North America - Maps - 1760 (Provisional Heading) 57574
North America - Maps - 1761 57575
North America - Maps - 1762 57576, 57577, 57578
North America - Maps - 1763 57579
North America - Maps - 1763 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 57580
North America - Maps - 1764 15982, 57581
North America - Maps - 1765 24080, 57582, 57583, 57584, 57587
North America - Maps - 1765 - Military bases - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 57585, 57586
North America - Maps - 1766 57588, 57591
North America - Maps - 1766 - Military bases - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 57589
North America - Maps - 1766 (Provisional Heading) 57590
North America - Maps - 1767 - Military bases - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 57592
North America - Maps - 1768 57593, 57594, 57596
North America - Maps - 1768 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 57595
North America - Maps - 1769 57597, 57598, 57599, 57600
North America - Maps - 1770 57601
North America - Maps - 1770-1779 - Indians - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 57602
North America - Maps - 1770 - Coasts 58719
North America - Maps - 1771 15983
North America - Maps - 1772 57603, 57604, 79348
North America - Maps - 1772 (Provisional Heading) 57605
North America - Maps - 1774 57606, 57607, 57608
North America - Maps - 1775 57609, 57610, 57611, 57612, 57614, 57615
North America - Maps - 1775 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 57613
North America - Maps - 1776 15984, 57616, 57617, 57618, 57619, 57620, 57621
North America - Maps - 1776 - Names, Geographical 52408
North America - Maps - 1777 57622, 57623, 57624, 57625, 57626
North America - Maps - 1778 57627, 57629, 57630, 57631
North America - Maps - 1778-1780 - Coasts - Nautical charts 57628
North America - Maps - 1779 57632
North America - Maps - 1780 2445, 57633
North America - Maps - 1781 57634, 57635, 57636
North America - Maps - 1782 57637, 76472
North America - Maps - 1783 57638, 57639, 57640, 57641, 57642, 57643, 57644
North America - Maps - 1783 - Coasts - Nautical charts 3728
North America - Maps - 1784 76486
North America - Maps - 1785 28460, 57651
North America - Maps - 1785 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 57645, 57646, 57647, 57648, 57649, 57650
North America - Maps - 1786 57652, 76492
North America - Maps - 1787 76493
North America - Maps - 1789 57654, 57655
North America - Maps - 1789 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 57653
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North America - Maps - 1790-1799 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 50622
North America - Maps - 1790 - Administrative and political divisions - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 57656
North America - Maps - 1792 57657, 76499, 76500
North America - Maps - 1793 57658, 76503
North America - Maps - 1793 - Manuscripts 57659
North America - Maps - 1794 57660, 57661, 57662, 57663, 57664, 76505
North America - Maps - 1795 57665, 76516
North America - Maps - 1795 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 57666
North America - Maps - 1797 52144, 52476, 57667, 57668
North America - Maps - 1798 29122, 52146, 52647, 57669, 76522
North America - Maps - 1799 57670, 57671
North America - Maps - 1800 29131
North America - Maps - 1800 (Provisional Heading) 57672
North America - Maps - 1802 29148, 57673, 57674, 57675
North America - Maps - 1804 29155, 52478, 57676
North America - Maps - 1804 - Coasts - Pacific Ocean 58739
North America - Maps - 1804 - Explorations 57677
North America - Maps - 1806 57678
North America - Maps - 1807 57679, 68032
North America - Maps - 1809 29210, 76545
North America - Maps - 1811 29228, 29229, 57680
North America - Maps - 1812 57681, 57682
North America - Maps - 1813 57683, 82766
North America - Maps - 1814 29256, 29257, 57684, 57685, 57686, 57687, 57688
North America - Maps - 1815 57689, 57690, 57691
North America - Maps - 1818 29271, 29272, 29295, 57692, 57693, 76574
North America - Maps - 1820 16015, 57694, 57695
North America - Maps - 1821 57696, 57697
North America - Maps - 1822 57698, 57699, 57700, 57701, 57702, 57703
North America - Maps - 1823 57704
North America - Maps - 1824 57705, 57706
North America - Maps - 1825 57707, 57708
North America - Maps - 1826 57709
North America - Maps - 1827 2455, 7692, 57710, 57711
North America - Maps - 1828 57712
North America - Maps - 1829 57713
North America - Maps - 1829 (Provisional Heading) 57714, 57715
North America - Maps - 1830-1855 57716
North America - Maps - 1831 16025, 59683, 59684
North America - Maps - 1833 57717, 57718
North America - Maps - 1834 57719, 57720, 57721
North America - Maps - 1836 57722, 57723
North America - Maps - 1836 - Indians 57311
North America - Maps - 1838 57724
North America - Maps - 1838-1842 - Coasts - Pacific Ocean - Nautical charts 57725
North America - Maps - 1839 57726, 57727, 76664
North America - Maps - 1840 57728, 57729, 57730, 62558
North America - Maps - 1840-1849 57731
North America - Maps - 1841 57732, 57733
North America - Maps - 1842 57734
North America - Maps - 1843 57735, 57736, 57737
North America - Maps - 1843 - Physiographic provinces 57737
North America - Maps - 1844 57738, 57739
North America - Maps - 1845 57740, 57741, 57742, 57743, 76710
North America - Maps - 1846 57744, 57745
North America - Maps - 1847 57746, 57747
North America - Maps - 1848 - Centrality of Kansas 57748
North America - Maps - 1848 - Hydrography 57748
North America - Maps - 1848 - Physiographic provinces 57748
North America - Maps - 1849 57749
North America - Maps - 1849 - Shipping 76726, 76727
North America - Maps - 1849 - Trade routes 76726, 76727
North America - Maps - 1849 - Trails 76726, 76727
North America - Maps - 1850 57750, 57752, 57753
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North America - Maps - 1850-1859  57751
North America - Maps - 1851  57754
North America - Maps - 1851 - Geology  57755
North America - Maps - 1853  57756, 57757
North America - Maps - 1854  57758
North America - Maps - 1855  57759, 57760, 57761
North America - Maps - 1856  48281, 57762, 57763
North America - Maps - 1857  57764, 76781, 76782, 76783
North America - Maps - 1858 - Cartoon maps  57765
North America - Maps - 1859  57766, 57767
North America - Maps - 1860  57768, 57769
North America - Maps - 1860 - Centrality of Kansas  57771, 57772
North America - Maps - 1860 - Hydrography  57770, 57771, 57772, 57773
North America - Maps - 1860 - Physiographic provinces  57770, 57771, 57772, 57773
North America - Maps - 1860 - Railroads, Proposed  50656, 50657
North America - Maps - 1860 - Watersheds  50656, 50657
North America - Maps - 1861  57774, 76804
North America - Maps - 1866  57775
North America - Maps - 1867  57776
North America - Maps - 1867 (Provisional Heading)  57777
North America - Maps - 1869  76835
North America - Maps - 1871 - Centrality of Saint Paul (Minn.)  68204
North America - Maps - 1871 - Railroads  68204
North America - Maps - 1872  57778
North America - Maps - 1873 - Boundaries  57779
North America - Maps - 1873 - Centrality of Kansas  57780, 57782, 57783
North America - Maps - 1873 - Climate  57780
North America - Maps - 1873 - Physiographic provinces  57781, 57782, 57783
North America - Maps - 1874  57784
North America - Maps - 1877-1878  363
North America - Maps - 1879  57785
North America - Maps - 1880 - Guidebooks  76884
North America - Maps - 1884  30257, 30258
North America - Maps - 1885  57786
North America - Maps - 1887  57787, 76934, 76935, 76936
North America - Maps - 1887 - Manuscripts  5252
North America - Maps - 1888  57788
North America - Maps - 1889 - Anthropomorphic maps  57789
North America - Maps - 1891 - Guidebooks  75971
North America - Maps - 1893  57790
North America - Maps - 1897  1039, 57791, 77011
North America - Maps - 1898  57792, 57793, 57794, 77019
North America - Maps - 1899 - Railroads  77030
North America - Maps - 1901 - Railroads  77050
North America - Maps - 1902 - Maps, Outline and base  57795
North America - Maps - 1903 (Provisional Heading)  57796
North America - Maps - 1904  57798
North America - Maps - 1904 - Indians  57797
North America - Maps - 1908 - Railroads  5685
North America - Maps - 1910-1919  57799
North America - Maps - 1911 - Railroads  5742
North America - Maps - 1912  57800
North America - Maps - 1912 - Geology  57801
North America - Maps - 1915 - Indians - Language and languages  57802
North America - Maps - 1918 - Boundaries  77221
North America - Maps - 1920 - Railroads - Freight and freightage - Rates  77235
North America - Maps - 1922  57803
North America - Maps - 1926 - Radio stations  77333
North America - Maps - 1934 (Provisional Heading)  57804
North America - Maps - 1936 - Road maps  77633, 77640
North America - Maps - 1937 - Indians - Language and languages  57805
North America - Maps - 1937 - Road maps  77662, 77665
North America - Maps - 1939 - Indians - History  57806
North America - Maps - 1940 - Maps, Physical  57807
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>North America - Maps</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Call Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- 1940 - Natural resources</td>
<td>57807</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- 1940 - Population</td>
<td>57807</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- 1940 - Rain and rainfall</td>
<td>57807</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- 1942</td>
<td>57808</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- 1942 - Road maps</td>
<td>77799</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- 1943 - Atmospheric temperature</td>
<td>57809</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- 1943 - Climate</td>
<td>57809</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- 1943 - Weather</td>
<td>57809</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- 1944 - Road maps</td>
<td>21592</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- 1945 - Transportation</td>
<td>77846</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- 1946 - Road maps</td>
<td>38040, 40330, 43436, 43437, 50246, 53222, 84970</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- 1946 - Transportation</td>
<td>77863</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- 1947</td>
<td>37441</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- 1947 - Transportation</td>
<td>77892</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- 1948 - Maps, Physical</td>
<td>57810, 57811</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- 1948 - Physiographic provinces</td>
<td>57811</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- 1949 - Maps, Physical</td>
<td>57812</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- 1950 - Indians - Population</td>
<td>37437</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- 1952 - Railroads</td>
<td>84416</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- 1952 - Road maps</td>
<td>74964</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- 1953 - Airways</td>
<td>57813</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- 1954 - Airways</td>
<td>57814</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- 1956</td>
<td>6511</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- 1956 - Transportation</td>
<td>57815</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- 1959 - Pictorial maps</td>
<td>78258</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- 1960-1960 - Maps, Physical</td>
<td>57816</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- 1960 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>57817, 78481</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- 1960 - Transportation</td>
<td>78287</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- 1962</td>
<td>57818</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- 1963</td>
<td>57819</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- 1965</td>
<td>66214</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- 1965 - Relief models</td>
<td>57820</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- 1966</td>
<td>57821</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- 1967</td>
<td>78482, 78483</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- 1967 - Aeronautical charts</td>
<td>57822</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- 1967 - Airways</td>
<td>84461, 84462</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- 1967 - Insurance Companies</td>
<td>57823</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- 1968 - Road maps</td>
<td>57824</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- 1968 - Traffic Surveys</td>
<td>57824</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- 1970-1979 - Airways</td>
<td>16603</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- 1970</td>
<td>26274</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- 1973 - Bicycle trails</td>
<td>57825</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- 1975 - Culture</td>
<td>57826, 57827</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- 1975 - Indians - Pictorial maps</td>
<td>57314</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- 1975 - Road maps</td>
<td>78713</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- 1980</td>
<td>57829, 78824</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- 1980-1989 - Indians</td>
<td>57828</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- 1980-1989 - Vegetation surveys</td>
<td>57828</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- 1980</td>
<td>78836</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- 1983 - Cartography in art</td>
<td>17913</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- 1985</td>
<td>57830, 57831</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- 1988 - Birds</td>
<td>57832</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- 1990</td>
<td>57833, 57834</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- 1993 - Indians</td>
<td>57835</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- 1993 - Language and languages</td>
<td>57835</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- 1995</td>
<td>57838</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- 1995 - Folklore</td>
<td>57836</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- 1995 - Maps in literature</td>
<td>57836</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- 1995 - Maps</td>
<td>57837</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- 1997 - Road maps</td>
<td>79166</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- 2005</td>
<td>57839, 57840</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- 2005 - Bibliography</td>
<td>16303, 16304, 50642</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- 2005 - Bibliography</td>
<td>- 1461-1536</td>
<td>18221</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- 2005 - Maps</td>
<td>57841</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Note</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>North America - Maps - Bibliography - 1500-1975</td>
<td>57842</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America - Maps - Bibliography - 1511-1700</td>
<td>57843</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America - Maps - Bibliography - 1545-1700</td>
<td>57844, 57845</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America - Maps - Bibliography - 1600-1850</td>
<td>57846, 57847</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America - Maps - Bibliography - 1750-1789</td>
<td>57848</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America - Maps - Bibliography - 1799</td>
<td>57849</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America - Maps - Bibliography - Catalogs - 1500-1820</td>
<td>57850</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America - Maps - Bibliography - Catalogs - 1571-1898</td>
<td>59794</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America - Maps - Birds - Migration - 1960</td>
<td>57851</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America - Maps - Catalogs</td>
<td>12586</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America - Maps - Collections</td>
<td>16303, 16304, 16845, 18218, 57320, 57867, 57868</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America - Maps - Collections, 1463-1782</td>
<td>57852, 57853</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America - Maps - Collections, 1492-1612</td>
<td>57854</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America - Maps - Collections, 1500-1800</td>
<td>18209, 18210</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America - Maps - Collections, 1500-1863</td>
<td>57855, 57856</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America - Maps - Collections, 1502-1533 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>18221</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America - Maps - Collections, 1511-1700</td>
<td>57843</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America - Maps - Collections, 1600-1719</td>
<td>57857</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America - Maps - Collections, 1600-1799 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>57858</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America - Maps - Collections, 1621-1792 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>81709</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America - Maps - Collections, 1630-1776</td>
<td>18214</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America - Maps - Collections, 1650-1699 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>32629</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America - Maps - Collections, 1651-1731 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>57859</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America - Maps - Collections, 1683</td>
<td>32384, 32385</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America - Maps - Collections, 1700-1799 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>57860</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America - Maps - Collections, 1700-1900</td>
<td>57861</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America - Maps - Collections, 1718-1873 - Slides</td>
<td>16882</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America - Maps - Collections, 1730</td>
<td>57862</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America - Maps - Collections, 1733-1776</td>
<td>57863</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America - Maps - Collections, 1747 - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles</td>
<td>23878, 23879</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America - Maps - Collections, 1750-1789</td>
<td>57864</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America - Maps - Collections, 1755-1776</td>
<td>57865</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America - Maps - Collections, 1776</td>
<td>79349</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America - Maps - Collections, 1798</td>
<td>52145</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America - Maps - Collections, 1798-1903</td>
<td>57866</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America - Maps - Collections, 2007 - Railroads</td>
<td>66172</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America - Maps - Collections - Electronic information resources</td>
<td>44850, 44851</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America - Maps - Collections - Jesuits</td>
<td>18124, 18125</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America - Maps - Collections - Manuscripts - Facsimiles - Electronic information resources</td>
<td>44850, 44851</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America - Maps - Collections - Maps - 1800-1899</td>
<td>16310</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America - Maps - Collections, To 1630</td>
<td>18215</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America - Maps - Collections, To 2010 - Railroads</td>
<td>57321</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America - Maps - Exhibitions</td>
<td>50647, 69429</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America - Maps - Exhibitions - Electronic information resources</td>
<td>50646</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America - Maps - Fire risk assessment - Bibliography</td>
<td>26683</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America - Maps - Flyways - 1960</td>
<td>57851</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America - Maps - Manuscripts - Bibliography - 1700-1850</td>
<td>57869</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America - Maps - Railroads - Collections, 1800-1899</td>
<td>66174, 66175</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America / N.R. Hewitt, sc. 10 Broad Str. Bloomsby. London</td>
<td>57687, 57688, 57700, 57713</td>
<td>[North America north and west of 40 N. latitude, 70 W. longitude] 57646, 57647, 57648</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America on the 15th century portolan charts</td>
<td>52808</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America, or, The United States and the adjacent countries / by S.G. Goodrich</td>
<td>57784</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America : performed under the patronage of Louis Duke of Orleans, First Prince of the Blood / by the Sieur d'Anville, greatly improved by Mr. Bolton ; engraved by R.W. Seale ; Gravelot, delin ; Walker, sculp.</td>
<td>57542</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America - Pictorial works - 1812-1813</td>
<td>57870</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America - Pictorial works - Collections</td>
<td>57867, 57868</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America, plate III</td>
<td>2445</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America road atlas</td>
<td>7506</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America : road atlas = Amerique du nord : atlas routier</td>
<td>16252, 16253</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America. Sheet IX</td>
<td>48235</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America, Sheet IX : Parts of Missouri, Illinois and Indiana</td>
<td>48234, 48262</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America, Sheet X : Parts of Missouri, Illinois, Kentucky, Tennessee, Alabama, Mississippi and Arkansas</td>
<td>71351</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America sheet XV</td>
<td>72255</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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North Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1690-1702 - Coasts - Nautical charts 3670
North Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1700 - Coasts 24074
North Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1707 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 57884
North Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1728 - Coasts - Nautical charts 57885, 57886
North Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1728 - Nautical charts 57887
North Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1734 57888
North Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1740 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 57889
North Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1740 - Nautical charts 3671, 3672, 57890, 57891
North Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1744 57892
North Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1749 - Nautical charts 3674, 57893, 57894
North Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1758 57895
North Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1758 - Coasts - Nautical charts 3675
North Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1766 - Coasts - Nautical charts 3676
North Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1775 - Nautical charts 57896, 57897
North Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1779 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts 57899
North Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1779 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 57898
North Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1781 - Naval operations 57900
North Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1782 - Naval operations - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 57901
North Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1787 - Nautical charts 33217
North Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1790 - Coasts - Nautical charts 3677
North Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1802 - Nautical charts 52858
North Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1805-1807 - Nautical charts 57902
North Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1807 - Nautical charts 52859, 57903
North Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1815 57904
North Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1821 57905
North Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1822 57906
North Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1829 57907
North Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1848 - Hurricanes 57908
North Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1851 - Nautical charts 57909
North Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1853 - Shipping 24109
North Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1856 - Bathymetric maps 57910
North Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1856 - Ocean currents 2385, 57911
North Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1858 - Cables, Submarine 57912
North Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1858 - Telegraph lines 57912
North Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1858 - Transatlantic cables 57912
North Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1861 - Ocean currents 57913
North Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1869 - Nautical charts 57914
North Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1873 57915
North Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1913 - Trade routes 57916
North Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1944 - Aeronautical charts 134
North Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1944 - Nautical charts 134
North Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1957 - Submarine topography 57917
North Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1957 - Transatlantic cables 57918
North Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1959 - Submarine topography 18222
North Atlantic Ocean - Maps - Collections 85315
North Atlantic Ocean - Maps - Facsimiles 85315
North Atlantic States : location map no. 1 of the National Park System / drawn by John J. Black, September 1944 59410
North Atlantic States SEE Northeastern States 58853
North Atlantic Treaty Organization. Scientific Affairs Division 23599
North Augusta (S.C.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps 10985
The North Battery in the Town of Boston in ye province of the Massachusetts Bay in America ... 13459
North Beveland (Netherlands) - Maps - 1753 57920
North boundary of the Cherokee neutral grounds / surveyed by R. P. Beauchamp, asst. surveyor; A. L. Langham, surveyor, May 1827 61320
North Brabant (Netherlands) - Maps - 1540 66441
North Brabant (Netherlands) - Maps - 1625 57921
North Brabant (Netherlands) - Maps - 1680 57922, 57923, 57924
North Brabant (Netherlands) - Maps - 1682 57925
North Brabant (Netherlands) - Maps - 1695 57926
North Brabant (Netherlands) - Maps - 1700 12135, 57927, 57928
North Brabant (Netherlands) - Maps - 1710 12143, 12144
North Brabant (Netherlands) - Maps - 1715 28662
North Brabant (Netherlands) - Maps - 1720 57929, 57930, 57931
North Brabant (Netherlands) - Maps - 1725 28663, 28664, 57932, 57933, 57934, 57935
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Call Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>North Carolina - Boundaries - Virginia - 1728</td>
<td>80326</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Carolina. Corporation Commission</td>
<td>58030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Carolina. Department of Transportation</td>
<td>58273, 58278, 58279, 58281</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Carolina. Dept. of Conservation and Development</td>
<td>72199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Carolina Dept. of Transportation and Highway Safety</td>
<td>58274, 58275</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Carolina - Discovery and Exploration</td>
<td>57942</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Carolina. Division of Archives and History - Map Collections</td>
<td>57943</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Carolina - Geography - Bibliography - 1909</td>
<td>58283</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Carolina geological and economic survey. Bulletin no. 18</td>
<td>58283</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Carolina, Georgia, South Carolina, Florida : American Amoco gas...</td>
<td>71828</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Carolina - Gold mines and resources - Maps - 1841</td>
<td>57984</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Carolina Highway Commission</td>
<td>58047, 58071, 58086, 58087, 58103, 58260, 58261, 58264</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Carolina highway map 1959 / published by North Carolina State Highway Commission, Raleigh ...</td>
<td>58261</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Carolina - Historical geography - Maps - 1700-1799</td>
<td>57951</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Carolina - Historical geography - Maps - 1938</td>
<td>71212</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Carolina - Historical geography - Maps - 1975</td>
<td>58277</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Carolina - Historical geography - Maps - 1976</td>
<td>58279</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Carolina - History - Revolution, 1775-1783 SEE ALSO Guilford Court House (N.C.), Battle of, 1781</td>
<td>33148</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Carolina - In art - Catalogs</td>
<td>37434</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Carolina in maps</td>
<td>58286</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Carolina - Maps - 1500-1599 - Coasts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>57944</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Carolina - Maps - 1600-1699</td>
<td>71262</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Carolina - Maps - 1651</td>
<td>80349, 80350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Carolina - Maps - 1662-1679 - Coasts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>57945</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Carolina - Maps - 1662 - Coasts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>57946</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Carolina - Maps - 1670-1973 - Counties</td>
<td>57947</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Carolina - Maps - 1671</td>
<td>71265</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Carolina - Maps - 1672</td>
<td>57948</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Carolina - Maps - 1676</td>
<td>57949</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Carolina - Maps - 1680 - Coasts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>71267</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Carolina - Maps - 1684 - Coasts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>70749</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Carolina - Maps - 1685</td>
<td>57950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Carolina - Maps - 1700-1799 - Landowners</td>
<td>57951</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Carolina - Maps - 1700-1799 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>71273</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Carolina - Maps - 1703</td>
<td>57952</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Carolina - Maps - 1711-1715 - Military operations - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>57953</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Carolina - Maps - 1715 - Boundaries - Virginia - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>57953</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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North Carolina - Maps - 1715 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 71277
North Carolina - Maps - 1730 57862
North Carolina - Maps - 1738 80362
North Carolina - Maps - 1757 71296
North Carolina - Maps - 1764 - Boundaries - South Carolina - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 57954
North Carolina - Maps - 1768 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 57955
North Carolina - Maps - 1769 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 57956
North Carolina - Maps - 1770-1779 - Road maps - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 57957
North Carolina - Maps - 1770 - Landowners 57958
North Carolina - Maps - 1775 57959, 57960, 57961, 57962, 57963, 70854
North Carolina - Maps - 1777 57964
North Carolina - Maps - 1781 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 57965
North Carolina - Maps - 1793 57966
North Carolina - Maps - 1795 57967
North Carolina - Maps - 1796 57968, 57969
North Carolina - Maps - 1801 57970
North Carolina - Maps - 1804 57971, 57972
North Carolina - Maps - 1805 57973
North Carolina - Maps - 1814 57974
North Carolina - Maps - 1822 57975
North Carolina - Maps - 1823 57976
North Carolina - Maps - 1825 57977
North Carolina - Maps - 1826 57978
North Carolina - Maps - 1827 57979
North Carolina - Maps - 1828 57980
North Carolina - Maps - 1833 57981
North Carolina - Maps - 1835 71352
North Carolina - Maps - 1837 57982
North Carolina - Maps - 1841 57983
North Carolina - Maps - 1841 - Transportation 57984
North Carolina - Maps - 1845 57985
North Carolina - Maps - 1847 57986
North Carolina - Maps - 1847 - Gold Mines and Mining 57986
North Carolina - Maps - 1850 57987
North Carolina - Maps - 1850 - Gold Mines and Mining 57987
North Carolina - Maps - 1855 57988, 57989
North Carolina - Maps - 1857 57990
North Carolina - Maps - 1859 57991
North Carolina - Maps - 1860 57992
North Carolina - Maps - 1861-1865 - Landowners 80413
North Carolina - Maps - 1861-1865 - Topographic maps 80413
North Carolina - Maps - 1865 57993
North Carolina - Maps - 1867 - Canals 23655
North Carolina - Maps - 1875-1876 - Indians - Land tenure 19313
North Carolina - Maps - 1875 - Postal service 79359
North Carolina - Maps - 1878 - Railroads 57994
North Carolina - Maps - 1879 57995
North Carolina - Maps - 1880 - Railroads 57996
North Carolina - Maps - 1881 - Railroads 57997
North Carolina - Maps - 1882 57998
North Carolina - Maps - 1883 - Railroads 57999, 58000, 58001
North Carolina - Maps - 1884 - Railroads 58002
North Carolina - Maps - 1885 58005
North Carolina - Maps - 1885 - Railroads 58003, 58004
North Carolina - Maps - 1887 - Railroads 58006
North Carolina - Maps - 1888 - Railroads 58007
North Carolina - Maps - 1890 - Indians - Landowners 19314
North Carolina - Maps - 1891 - Railroads 57180
North Carolina - Maps - 1892 - Railroads 58008, 58009
North Carolina - Maps - 1899 - Railroads 58010
North Carolina - Maps - 1900-1960 - Topographic maps 58011, 58012, 58013
North Carolina - Maps - 1900 - Railroads 58014
North Carolina - Maps - 1901 - Railroads 58015
North Carolina - Maps - 1902 - Railroads 58016
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| North Carolina - Maps - 1903 - Railroads | 58017 |
| North Carolina - Maps - 1904 - Railroads | 58018 |
| North Carolina - Maps - 1905 - Railroads | 58019 |
| North Carolina - Maps - 1906 - Railroads | 58020 |
| North Carolina - Maps - 1907 - Railroads | 58021, 58022 |
| North Carolina - Maps - 1908 - Railroads | 58023 |
| North Carolina - Maps - 1909 - Railroads | 58024 |
| North Carolina - Maps - 1911 - Railroads - Indexes | 58025 |
| North Carolina - Maps - 1913 - Railroads | 58026, 58027 |
| North Carolina - Maps - 1914 - Railroads | 58028 |
| North Carolina - Maps - 1916 - Railroads | 58029 |
| North Carolina - Maps - 1917 - Railroads | 58030 |
| North Carolina - Maps - 1919 - Railroads | 58031, 58032, 58033 |
| North Carolina - Maps - 1919 - Road maps | 58031, 58032 |
| North Carolina - Maps - 1920-1929 - Road maps | 68291 |
| North Carolina - Maps - 1920 - Railroads | 58034, 58035, 58036 |
| North Carolina - Maps - 1920 - Road maps | 58034, 58035, 58036 |
| North Carolina - Maps - 1921 - Railroads | 58037, 58038 |
| North Carolina - Maps - 1921 - Road maps | 58037, 58038 |
| North Carolina - Maps - 1922 - Railroads | 58039 |
| North Carolina - Maps - 1922 - Road maps | 58039 |
| North Carolina - Maps - 1923 - Railroads | 58040 |
| North Carolina - Maps - 1923 - Road maps | 58040 |
| North Carolina - Maps - 1924 - Railroads | 58041 |
| North Carolina - Maps - 1924 - Road maps | 58041, 58042, 58043 |
| North Carolina - Maps - 1925 - Railroads | 58044 |
| North Carolina - Maps - 1925 - Road maps | 58044, 58045, 58046 |
| North Carolina - Maps - 1926 - Road maps | 58047, 58048, 58049 |
| North Carolina - Maps - 1927 - Railroads | 58050 |
| North Carolina - Maps - 1927 - Road maps | 31079, 58050, 58051, 58052, 58053, 58054, 58055, 58056, 58057 |
| North Carolina - Maps - 1928 - Railroads | 58058, 58059, 58060, 58061 |
| North Carolina - Maps - 1928 - Road maps | 58058, 58059, 58060, 58061, 58062, 58063, 58064 |
| North Carolina - Maps - 1929 | 58065 |
| North Carolina - Maps - 1929 - Aeronautical charts | 58065 |
| North Carolina - Maps - 1929 - Railroads | 58065 |
| North Carolina - Maps - 1929 - Road maps | 47812, 58066, 58067, 58068 |
| North Carolina - Maps - 1930-1939 - Aeronautical charts | 58069 |
| North Carolina - Maps - 1930-1939 - Railroads | 58069 |
| North Carolina - Maps - 1930-1939 - Road maps | 58070 |
| North Carolina - Maps - 1930 - Road maps | 58071, 58072, 58073, 58074, 58075, 58076, 58077, 58078, 58079 |
| North Carolina - Maps - 1931 | 58080 |
| North Carolina - Maps - 1931 - Railroads | 58080 |
| North Carolina - Maps - 1931 - Road maps | 58080, 58081, 58082, 58083, 58084, 58085, 58086, 58087, 70831 |
| North Carolina - Maps - 1932 - Road maps | 58088, 58089, 58090, 58091, 58092, 58093, 58094, 58095, 58096, 58097 |
| North Carolina - Maps - 1933 - Road maps | 47832, 58098, 58099, 58100, 58101, 58102, 58103 |
| North Carolina - Maps - 1934 - Road maps | 58104, 58105, 58106, 58107, 58108, 58109, 58110, 58111, 58112 |
| North Carolina - Maps - 1935 - Road maps | 3949, 3950, 47837, 47838, 47839, 58113, 58114, 58115, 58116, 58117, 58118 |
| North Carolina - Maps - 1936 - Road maps | 3962, 3963, 47848, 47849, 58119, 58120, 58121, 58122, 58123, 58124, 58125, 58126 |
| North Carolina - Maps - 1937 - Road maps | 3977, 3978, 3979, 3980, 47860, 47861, 47862, 58127, 58128, 58129, 58130, 58131, 58132, 58133, 58134 |
| North Carolina - Maps - 1938 - Pictorial maps | 58139 |
| North Carolina - Maps - 1938 - Road maps | 58135, 58136, 58137, 58138, 58139, 58140, 58141, 58142, 58143, 58144 |
| North Carolina - Maps - 1939 - Road maps | 58145, 58146, 58147, 58148, 58149, 58150, 58151, 58152, 58153 |
| North Carolina - Maps - 1940 - Road maps | 58154, 58155, 58156, 58157, 58158, 58159, 58160, 58161, 58162 |
| North Carolina - Maps - 1941 - Road maps | 58163, 58164, 58165, 58166, 58167, 58168, 58169, 58170 |
| North Carolina - Maps - 1942 - Fishes | 58172 |
| North Carolina - Maps - 1942 - Road maps | 4045, 58171, 58172, 58173, 58174, 58175, 58176 |
| North Carolina - Maps - 1943 - Road maps | 58177 |
| North Carolina - Maps - 1944 - Road maps | 58178, 58179 |
| North Carolina - Maps - 1945 - Road maps | 4057, 47910, 58180 |
| North Carolina - Maps - 1946 - Pictorial maps | 58181, 58182 |
| North Carolina - Maps - 1946 - Road maps | 4062, 4063, 4064, 47916, 47917, 47918, 58181, 58182, 58183, 58184, 58185, 58186, 58187, 58188, 58190, 58191 |
| North Carolina - Maps - 1947 - Pictorial maps | 58192 |
North Carolina - Maps - 1947 - Road maps 4082, 4083, 4084, 4085, 47931, 47932, 47933, 47934, 58192, 58193, 58194, 58195, 58196, 58197, 58198, 58199
North Carolina - Maps - 1948 58200, 58201
North Carolina - Maps - 1948 - Pictorial maps 58202
North Carolina - Maps - 1948 - Railroads 58200, 58201
North Carolina - Maps - 1948 - Road maps 4093, 58200, 58201, 58202, 58203, 58204, 58205, 58206, 58207, 58208, 58209, 58210, 58211, 58212, 58213, 70846
North Carolina - Maps - 1949 - Pictorial maps 58214
North Carolina - Maps - 1949 - Road maps 4101, 58214, 58215, 58216, 58217, 58218, 58219
North Carolina - Maps - 1950 - Pictorial maps 58220
North Carolina - Maps - 1950 - Road maps 4111, 58220, 58221, 58222, 70847
North Carolina - Maps - 1951 - Pictorial maps 58224
North Carolina - Maps - 1951 - Road maps 4121, 58223, 58224, 58225, 58226, 58227, 58228, 58229, 58230
North Carolina - Maps - 1952 58231
North Carolina - Maps - 1952 - Railroads 58231
North Carolina - Maps - 1952 - Road maps 58231, 58232, 58233, 58234, 58235, 58236, 58237, 58238, 70848, 70849
North Carolina - Maps - 1953 - Road maps 58239
North Carolina - Maps - 1954 - Road maps 58240, 58241, 58242, 58243, 58244, 58245, 58246, 58247, 58248
North Carolina - Maps - 1955 - Road maps 47980, 47981, 58249, 58250
North Carolina - Maps - 1956 - Road maps 58251, 58252, 58253, 58254, 58255, 58256, 58257, 58258, 58259
North Carolina - Maps - 1959 - Road maps 58260, 58261
North Carolina - Maps - 1962 58263
North Carolina - Maps - 1962-1966 - Road maps 70850
North Carolina - Maps - 1962 - Railroads 58263
North Carolina - Maps - 1962 - Road maps 58264
North Carolina - Maps - 1963 58265
North Carolina - Maps - 1967 58266
North Carolina - Maps - 1968 - Road maps 58267
North Carolina - Maps - 1969 - Road maps 58268
North Carolina - Maps - 1972 - Cities and towns 58270
North Carolina - Maps - 1972 - Counties 58272
North Carolina - Maps - 1972 - Maps, Physical 58271
North Carolina - Maps - 1972 - Road maps 58272
North Carolina - Maps - 1973 - Road maps 58273, 58274
North Carolina - Maps - 1974 - Road maps 58275, 58276
North Carolina - Maps - 1975 58277
North Carolina - Maps - 1975 - Road maps 58278
North Carolina - Maps - 1976 - Road maps 58279, 58280
North Carolina - Maps - 1978 - Road maps 58281
North Carolina - Maps - 1985 - Railroads 58282
North Carolina - Maps - Bibliography 58285
North Carolina - Maps - Bibliography - 1590-1909 58283
North Carolina - Maps - Bibliography - 1975 58284
North Carolina - Maps - Collections, 1585-1896 58286
North Carolina official highway map 58265
North Carolina official highway map: 1959 official highway map / issued by North Carolina State Highway Commission ... 58260
North Carolina, South Carolina 58067, 58074, 58075, 58083, 58089, 58090, 58091, 58098, 58099, 58100, 58267, 58268
North Carolina, South Carolina 1936 road map / Cities Service 58122
North Carolina, South Carolina: 1936 road map: Cities Service serves a nation 58121
North Carolina, South Carolina: 1937 road map: Cities Service ... 58128, 58132
North Carolina, South Carolina: American Amoco gas / compliments of American Oil Company from Maine to Florida ... 58241
North Carolina, South Carolina: Amoco / compliments of American Oil Company 58225, 58233
North Carolina, South Carolina: Amoco gas ... 58251
North Carolina, South Carolina: Amoco: make it all the way! / compliments of American Oil Company 58203
North Carolina, South Carolina and adjoining states: Mobilgas: Socony-Vacuum 58190, 58191, 58213
North Carolina, South Carolina, and Georgia 71211, 71346, 71348
North Carolina, South Carolina and southeastern states ... Pure ... trip map 58212, 58219, 58229
North Carolina, South Carolina and southeastern United States: Pure Oil trip map 58198, 58199
North Carolina, South Carolina: Atlantic keeps your car on the go 58223, 58232, 58240
North Carolina, South Carolina: best way to go! : Amoco from Maine to Florida / compliments of American Oil Company 58183, 58193
North Carolina, South Carolina, Charlotte, Raleigh, Columbia and the United States ... Crown Central Petroleum Corporation 58235
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North Carolina, South Carolina / Cities Service 58194, 58204
North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia 58081
North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia / Amoco 72163
North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, Florida : American Amoco gas ... American Oil Co. 71843, 71887
North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, Florida : American Amoco gas ... American Oil Company 71911, 71933, 71954, 71972
North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, Florida : American Amoco gas : Amoco ... American Oil Co. 71866
North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, Florida / American Oil Co. 71844
North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, Florida ... Amoco 71845, 71867, 71953, 71971
North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, Florida : Atlantic road map 71932
North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, Florida : Atlantic White Flash ... 71864
North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, Florida : Atlantic White Flash : Atlantic road map 71885, 71910
North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, Florida : road map : Atlantic White Flash Plus 71817, 71832
North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia ... : Sunoco tour map 72182, 72189
North Carolina, South Carolina info-map : Gulf 58134, 58153, 58160, 58161, 58169, 58177, 58179, 58180, 58186, 58187, 58196, 58206, 58216, 58222
North Carolina, South Carolina official AAA road map 58105
North Carolina, South Carolina : Rand McNally road map 58188, 58207, 58208, 58217, 58237
North Carolina, South Carolina : Richfield 58162, 58170, 58172, 58228, 58238, 58242, 58256
North Carolina, South Carolina road map and sightseeing guide : Sinclair 58224
North Carolina, South Carolina road map : Cities Service ... 58140, 58148, 58149, 58155, 58165
North Carolina, South Carolina road map / Cities Service ahead 58141
North Carolina, South Carolina road map / Cities Service Oils ... 58173, 58184
North Carolina, South Carolina ... Sinclair 58243, 58244, 58252, 58253
North Carolina, South Carolina : Sinclair H-C gasoline 58234
North Carolina, South Carolina : Sinclair H-C gasoline road map 58159, 58168, 58176
North Carolina, South Carolina : Sinclair road map 58126, 58131, 58143, 58152
North Carolina, South Carolina : the new Goushá tour and contour map, with Hobbs guides, featuring Goodrich Tire Dealers 58108
North Carolina, South Carolina : tourguide map : Gulf 58227, 58236, 58239, 58245, 58246, 58249, 58250, 58254, 58255
North Carolina State College. School of Design Student Publications 44657
North Carolina. State Dept. of Archives and History 58285, 58286
North Carolina State Highway Commission 58272
North Carolina - Surveys 18226
North Carolina - Tourism - 1993 58287
North Carolina Travel and Tourism Division 58287
North Carolina traveler's almanac 58287
North Carolina with sectional map of adjoining states : Texaco 58164, 58171
North Carolina / Young & Delleker sc. 57981
North Central Forest Experiment Station (Saint Paul, Minn.) 49518
North Central Illinois Genealogical Society / Willard F. Clark, 1950 49518
North & central Italy and the island of Corsica / by Keith Johnston, F.R.S.E. ; engraved & printed by W. & A.K. Johnston, Edinburgh 39098
North central New Mexico / Willard F. Clark, 1950 55416
North Central Territorial (Northern parts of Minnesota, Wisconsin, Michigan; Western Ontario) 48865
North Central United States 48881
North Channel (Lake Huron) - Maps - 1822 - Nautical charts 58289
North Channel (Northern Ireland and Scotland) - Maps - 1804 - Nautical charts 67922
North Channel (Northern Ireland and Scotland) - Maps - 1913 - Trade routes 38458
North Coast Hiawatha (Train) - Maps - 1974 60067
North Cornwall (England) - Maps - 1928-1929 56955
North Cornwall (England) - Maps - 1938-1939 56956
North Dakota 58313, 58314, 58344, 58345, 58349, 58350, 58535, 58535, 58363, 58364, 58365, 58366, 58367, 58374, 58375, 58376, 58377, 58378, 58382, 58383, 58384, 58385, 58386, 58398, 58399, 58400, 58401, 58666, 58667
North Dakota, 15 minute series (topographic) 58311
North Dakota 1934 road map : Barnsdaal 58409
North Dakota 1936 road map / Cities Service 58441
North Dakota : Cities Service serves a nation 58442
North Dakota : 1937 road map : Cities Service ... 58460, 58462
North Dakota : 1971 official highway map 58668
North Dakota 1974 official highway map 58670, 58672
North Dakota : 1975 official highway map 58673
North Dakota 1980-1981 official highway map 58674
North Dakota, 7.5 minute series (topographic) 58312
North Dakota : California Company road map ... 58486, 58524, 58539
North Dakota : California Company road map : Calso gasoline 58487
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North Dakota - Maps - 1930-1939 - Road maps 58358, 58359
North Dakota - Maps - 1930 - Aeronautical charts 58361
North Dakota - Maps - 1930 - Railroads 58361
North Dakota - Maps - 1930 - Road maps 58362, 58363, 58364, 58365, 58366, 58367, 58368, 58369
North Dakota - Maps - 1930 - Roads 58361
North Dakota - Maps - 1931 58370, 58371
North Dakota - Maps - 1931 - Bus lines 58372
North Dakota - Maps - 1931 - Railroads 58371, 58372
North Dakota - Maps - 1931 - Road maps 58371, 58373, 58374, 58375, 58376, 58377, 58378, 58379, 58380, 58381, 70928
North Dakota - Maps - 1932 58396
North Dakota - Maps - 1932 - Road maps 58382, 58383, 58384, 58385, 58386, 58387, 58388, 58389, 58390, 58391, 58392, 58393, 58394, 58395
North Dakota - Maps - 1933 - Road maps 58397, 58398, 58399, 58400, 58401, 58402, 58403, 58404, 58405, 58406
North Dakota - Maps - 1934 - Road maps 58407, 58408, 58409, 58410, 58411, 58412, 58413, 58414, 58415, 58416, 58417, 58418, 58419, 58420,
58421, 58422
North Dakota - Maps - 1935 - Road maps 58423, 58424, 58425, 58426, 58427, 58428, 58429, 58430, 58431, 58432, 58433, 58434, 58435, 58436,
58437, 58438
North Dakota - Maps - 1936 - Road maps 58439, 58440, 58441, 58442, 58443, 58444, 58445, 58446, 58447, 58448, 58449, 58450, 58451, 58452,
58453, 58454, 58455, 58456, 58457, 58458
North Dakota - Maps - 1937 - Road maps 58459, 58460, 58461, 58462, 58463, 58464, 58465, 58466, 58467, 58468, 58469, 58470, 58471, 58472,
58473, 58474, 58475, 59911, 59912, 59913, 59914
North Dakota - Maps - 1938 - Road maps 58476, 58477, 58478, 58479, 58480, 58481, 58482, 58483, 58484, 58485, 58486, 58487, 58488, 58489,
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North western America showing the territory ceded by Russia to the United States  1017
North-western France  28139
North-western France / edited by Findlay Muirhead and Marcel Monmarché  28137, 28140
North-western France / edited by L. Russell Muirhead  28141
North-western Germany, with the altered boundaries consequent on the War of 1866 / by J. Bartholomew, F.R.G.S.  31528
The North-Western Line hunting and fishing resorts of northern Wisconsin and Michigan  83127
North-Western Line SEE Chicago and Northwestern Railway Company  83127
North Western's Grand Avenue freight yard located almost in shadow of Chicago's downtown business district  32302
North western states  59833
North York Moors (England) - Maps - 1966 - Walking  58822
North York Moors (England) - Maps - 1987  58823
North York (Ont.) - Maps - 1878 - Landowners  58824
North York pioneers & landmarks  58824
North Yorkshire (England) - Historical geography - Maps - 2003  58825
North Yorkshire (England) - Maps - 1950  85151
North Yorkshire (England) - Maps - 2003  58825
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Northampton and Rutland  58837
Northampton County Commissioners (Pa.)  58829
[Northampton County (N.C.) - 1863: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche]  58826
Northampton County (N.C.) - Maps - 1863 - Landowners  58826
[Northampton County (Pa.) - 1860: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche]  58827
Northampton County (Pa.), County Commissioners SEE Northampton County Commissioners (Pa.)  58829
Northampton County (Pa.) - Maps - 1860 - Landowners  58827
Northampton County (Pa.) - Maps - 1950-1959  58828
Northampton County (Pa.) - Maps - 1968 - Road maps  58829
Northampton County (Pa.) - Maps - 2003 - Road maps  41808
Northampton County (Pa.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps  41809
Northampton County (Pa.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps  41810
[Northampton County, Pennsylvania]  58828
Northampton (England) - Maps - 1610  58830, 58831
Northamptoniae comitatvs descriptio in quo contvi olim insedervnt  58832, 58833
Northamptonshire / by Wakeling Dry ; with numerous illustrations  58836
Northamptonshire (England) - Historical geography - Maps - 2009  67078
Northamptonshire (England) - Maps - 1610  58830, 58831
Northamptonshire (England) - Maps - 1637  58832, 58833
Northamptonshire (England) - Maps - 1878  58834
Northamptonshire (England) - Maps - 1901  58835
Northamptonshire (England) - Maps - 1906  58836
Northamptonshire (England) - Maps - 1924  58837
Northamptonshire (England) - Maps - 1991  58838
Northamptonshire (England) - Maps - 2009  67078
Northamptonshire Libraries  27565
Northamptonshire & Rutland  58834
Northamptonshire  58830, 58831
Northbrook (Ill.) - Aerial photographs - 1925  19374
Northcote, Alice, Lady  11086
Northcote, Rosalind, 1873-1950  23504
Northeast Africa SEE Africa, Northeast  502
Northeast Airlines flight map  24471
Northeast Airlines, Inc.  24471
Northeast Airlines, Inc. - Maps - 1960  24471
Northeast Atlantic States SEE Northeastern States  58874
Northeast boundary of the United States - Maps - 1840  58918
Northeast Connecticut StreetFinder  75279, 75280
Northeast Passage - 1878  7983
Northeast Passage - 1881  58839
Northeast Passage - Discovery and Exploration  18236
Northeast Passage - Discovery and exploration - Maps  11824
The Northeast Passage : from the Vikings to Nordenskiöld / [editor, Nils-Erik Raurala]  18233, 18234
Northeast Passage - Maps - 1685  58840
Northeast Passage - Maps - 1705-1764  2427
Northeast Passage - Maps - 1748  2438
Northeast Passage - Maps - 1750-1752  14787
Northeast Passage - Maps - 1752  58706, 58707
Northeast Passage - Maps - 1752-1753  58705
Northeast Passage - Maps - 1753-1755  58710, 58711
Northeast Passage - Maps - 1758  58713
Northeast Passage - Maps - 1761  58715, 58716
Northeast Passage - Maps - 1764  58717
Northeast Passage - Maps - 1766  58718
Northeast Passage - Maps - 1774  58841
Northeast Passage - Maps - 1775  58722, 58723
Northeast Passage - Maps - 1775-1776  58720
Northeast Passage - Maps - 1775-1783  58721
Northeast Passage - Maps - 1776  58724
Northeast Passage - Maps - 1784  58730
Northeast Passage - Maps - 1785  60314, 60315
Northeast Passage - Maps - 1858-1879 - Explorations  2468
Northeast Passage - Maps - 1874-1877 - Nautical charts  11824
Northeast Passage - Maps - 1878  79883
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Northeastern States - Maps - 1778 58888
Northeastern States - Maps - 1779 58889
Northeastern States - Maps - 1780 58890
Northeastern States - Maps - 1781 58892
Northeastern States - Maps - 1781 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 58891
Northeastern States - Maps - 1789 29084, 58893
Northeastern States - Maps - 1791 - Canals 58894, 58895
Northeastern States - Maps - 1791 - Road maps 58894, 58895
Northeastern States - Maps - 1792 57657
Northeastern States - Maps - 1794 15840, 58896, 58897, 58898
Northeastern States - Maps - 1797 58899
Northeastern States - Maps - 1798 - Transportation 58900
Northeastern States - Maps - 1799 58901
Northeastern States - Maps - 1804 58902
Northeastern States - Maps - 1805 48212, 48213, 48214, 48215
Northeastern States - Maps - 1810 58903
Northeastern States - Maps - 1811 48216
Northeastern States - Maps - 1812 58904
Northeastern States - Maps - 1813 58905, 58906
Northeastern States - Maps - 1814 58907
Northeastern States - Maps - 1815 16008
Northeastern States - Maps - 1816 58908, 76114
Northeastern States - Maps - 1817 58909, 58910, 58911
Northeastern States - Maps - 1818 58912, 58913
Northeastern States - Maps - 1819 58914
Northeastern States - Maps - 1820 - Canals 58915
Northeastern States - Maps - 1822 58916
Northeastern States - Maps - 1825 48228
Northeastern States - Maps - 1829 58917
Northeastern States - Maps - 1831 76625, 76626
Northeastern States - Maps - 1834 15844, 61790, 61791
Northeastern States - Maps - 1840 56079
Northeastern States - Maps - 1840 - Boundaries 58918
Northeastern States - Maps - 1843 58919
Northeastern States - Maps - 1852 58920
Northeastern States - Maps - 1852 - Railroads 48272
Northeastern States - Maps - 1853 58921
Northeastern States - Maps - 1859 58922
Northeastern States - Maps - 1859 - Railroads 58923, 82873
Northeastern States - Maps - 1860 - Railroads 58924, 58925
Northeastern States - Maps - 1866 58926
Northeastern States - Maps - 1866 - Harbors Improvements 32569
Northeastern States - Maps - 1872 15855, 58927
Northeastern States - Maps - 1872 - Transportation 58928
Northeastern States - Maps - 1873 58929, 58930
Northeastern States - Maps - 1879 - Railroads 65246
Northeastern States - Maps - 1884 - Railroads 58931
Northeastern States - Maps - 1885 58932
Northeastern States - Maps - 1885 - Railroads 48325
Northeastern States - Maps - 1886 - Railroads 58933, 59831
Northeastern States - Maps - 1887 - Railroads 58934, 58935
Northeastern States - Maps - 1888 - Railroads 48333, 58936, 58937, 58938
Northeastern States - Maps - 1889 - Railroads 42085, 48336, 58939, 58940
Northeastern States - Maps - 1890 - Railroads 48348, 58941, 58942, 58943, 58944, 58945, 58946
Northeastern States - Maps - 1891-1892 - Railroads 58947
Northeastern States - Maps - 1891 - Railroads 58948, 58949, 58950, 58951, 58952
Northeastern States - Maps - 1892 - Railroads 58953, 58954, 58955, 58956
Northeastern States - Maps - 1893 - Railroads 58957, 58958, 58959, 58960, 58961
Northeastern States - Maps - 1894 - Railroads 58962, 58963, 58964
Northeastern States - Maps - 1895 - Railroads 58965, 58966
Northeastern States - Maps - 1896 - Railroads 58967, 58968, 58969, 58970, 58971, 58972, 58973, 58974
Northeastern States - Maps - 1897 - Railroads 58975, 58976, 58977, 58978, 58979
Northeastern States - Maps - 1898 - Railroads 58980, 58981, 58982, 58983, 58984, 58985
Northeastern States - Maps - 1899 - Railroads 58986, 58987, 58988, 58989, 58990, 58991, 58992, 58993
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Northeastern States - Maps - 1900 - Railroads 58994, 58995, 58996, 58997, 58998, 58999, 59000, 59001, 59002, 59003, 59004
Northeastern States - Maps - 1901 - Railroads 59005, 59006, 59007, 59008, 59009, 59010, 59011, 59012
Northeastern States - Maps - 1902 - Railroads 59013, 59014, 59015, 59016, 59017, 59018
Northeastern States - Maps - 1903 - Mines and mineral resources 59023
Northeastern States - Maps - 1903 - Railroads 59019, 59020, 59021, 59022, 59023, 59024, 59025, 59026
Northeastern States - Maps - 1904 - Mines and mineral resources 59030
Northeastern States - Maps - 1904 - Railroads 59027, 59028, 59029, 59030, 59031, 59032, 59033, 59034, 59035
Northeastern States - Maps - 1904 - Road maps 66986
Northeastern States - Maps - 1905 - Railroads 59036, 59037, 59038, 59039, 59040, 59041, 59042, 59043, 59044, 59045, 59046
Northeastern States - Maps - 1905 - Telephone 59047
Northeastern States - Maps - 1906 - Railroads 59048, 59049, 59050, 59051, 59052, 59053, 59054, 59055, 59056, 59057, 59058, 59059, 59060, 59061, 59062
Northeastern States - Maps - 1907 - Coal mines and mining 59069
Northeastern States - Maps - 1907 - Lumbering 59069
Northeastern States - Maps - 1907 - Railroads 59063, 59064, 59065, 59066, 59067, 59068, 59069, 59070, 59071, 59072
Northeastern States - Maps - 1907 - Road maps 59073, 59074, 59075, 59076, 59633, 59634, 59635, 59636, 59637, 59638, 59639, 59640, 59641, 59642
Northeastern States - Maps - 1908-1909 - Railroads 59077, 59078
Northeastern States - Maps - 1908 - Coal mines and mining 59085
Northeastern States - Maps - 1908 - Lumbering 59085
Northeastern States - Maps - 1908 - Railroads 59079, 59080, 59081, 59082, 59083, 59084, 59085, 59086, 59087
Northeastern States - Maps - 1909-1910 - Railroads 59088
Northeastern States - Maps - 1909 - Railroads 59089, 59090, 59091, 59092, 59093, 59094, 59095, 59096, 59097, 59098, 59099, 59100
Northeastern States - Maps - 1909 - Road maps 59101, 59102
Northeastern States - Maps - 1909 - Transportation 59101
Northeastern States - Maps - 1910-1919 59101
Northeastern States - Maps - 1910 - Railroads 59104, 59105, 59106, 59107, 59108, 59109, 59110, 59111, 59112
Northeastern States - Maps - 1911 - Railroads 59113, 59114, 59115, 59116, 59117, 59118, 59119, 59120, 59121, 59122
Northeastern States - Maps - 1912 - Railroads 16130, 59123, 59124, 59125, 59126, 59127, 59128, 59129, 59130
Northeastern States - Maps - 1913 - Harbors 59131
Northeastern States - Maps - 1913 - Railroads 59132, 59133, 59134, 59135, 59136, 59137, 59138, 59139
Northeastern States - Maps - 1913 - Trade routes 59131
Northeastern States - Maps - 1914 - Railroads 59140, 59141, 59142, 59143, 59144, 59145, 59146, 59147
Northeastern States - Maps - 1915 - Railroads 59148, 59149, 59150, 59151, 59152, 59153, 59154
Northeastern States - Maps - 1916 - Railroads 59155, 59156, 59157, 59158, 59159, 59160, 59161
Northeastern States - Maps - 1916 - Road maps 22556
Northeastern States - Maps - 1917 - Railroads 59162, 59163, 59164, 59165
Northeastern States - Maps - 1918 - Railroads 59166, 59167, 59168
Northeastern States - Maps - 1919 - Railroads 59169, 59170
Northeastern States - Maps - 1920-1929 - Road maps 59171
Northeastern States - Maps - 1920 - Railroads 59172, 59173, 59176, 59177
Northeastern States - Maps - 1920 - Railroads - Freight and freighthouse - Rates 59174, 59175
Northeastern States - Maps - 1921 - Railroads 59178, 59179, 59180
Northeastern States - Maps - 1921 - Road maps 59181
Northeastern States - Maps - 1922 - Railroads 59182, 59183, 59184
Northeastern States - Maps - 1922 - Road maps 54037, 59185, 59186
Northeastern States - Maps - 1923 - Railroads 59187, 59188, 59189
Northeastern States - Maps - 1923 - Road maps 56246
Northeastern States - Maps - 1924 - Railroads 59190, 59191, 59192
Northeastern States - Maps - 1924 - Road maps 54041
Northeastern States - Maps - 1925 - Pictorial maps 11298
Northeastern States - Maps - 1925 - Railroads 59193, 59194, 59195, 59196
Northeastern States - Maps - 1925 - Road maps 11298, 59197, 59198, 60534
Northeastern States - Maps - 1926 - Railroads 59199, 59200, 59201
Northeastern States - Maps - 1926 - Road maps 36919
Northeastern States - Maps - 1927-1932 - Road maps 59202
Northeastern States - Maps - 1927 - Railroads 59203, 59204, 59205, 59206, 59207, 59208
Northeastern States - Maps - 1927 - Road maps 56273, 59209, 59210, 60550, 77366
Northeastern States - Maps - 1927 - Road maps - Cities and towns 60550
Northeastern States - Maps - 1928 - Cities and towns - Road maps 59215
Northeastern States - Maps - 1928 - Maps - Road maps 60560
Northeastern States - Maps - 1928 - Railroads 56989, 59211, 59212, 59213, 59214
Northeastern States - Maps - 1928 - Road maps 22557, 54081, 54082, 59215, 59216, 59217, 59218, 60561, 60562
Northeastern States - Maps - 1929 - Aeronautical charts 3887, 54096, 54097, 54891, 56297
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Northeastern States - Maps - 1929 - Cities and towns - Road maps 59238
Northeastern States - Maps - 1929 - Railroads 59219, 59220, 59221, 59222, 59223, 59224, 59225, 59226, 59227, 59228, 59229, 59230, 59231,
59232, 59233, 59234, 59235, 59236, 59237
Northeastern States - Maps - 1929 - Road maps 3887, 46957, 54096, 54097, 54891, 56297, 59238, 59239, 59240, 59241, 59242, 59243, 59244,
59245, 59246, 59247, 59248, 60573, 60574, 60575, 63680
Northeastern States - Maps - 1930-1939 - Hotels 59251
Northeastern States - Maps - 1930-1939 - Maps - Road maps 60589
Northeastern States - Maps - 1930-1939 - Pictorial maps 59249
Northeastern States - Maps - 1930-1939 - Railroads - Pictorial maps 59250
Northeastern States - Maps - 1930-1939 - Road maps 44343, 54110, 59251, 59252
Northeastern States - Maps - 1930 - Maps - Road maps 60594
Northeastern States - Maps - 1930 - Railroads 59253, 59254, 59255, 59256, 59257, 59261, 59262, 59263, 59264, 59265
Northeastern States - Maps - 1930 - Railroads - Freight and freightage - Rates 16182, 59258, 59259, 59260
Northeastern States - Maps - 1930 - Road maps 3893, 3894, 15880, 15881, 21010, 35802, 46984, 46985, 47821, 54113, 54115, 54116, 54117,
54900, 56320, 56324, 59266, 59267, 59268, 59270, 60595, 60596, 61845, 63693
Northeastern States - Maps - 1930 - Road maps - Pictorial maps 59269
Northeastern States - Maps - 1931 - Railroads 59271, 59272, 59273, 59274
Northeastern States - Maps - 1931 - Road maps 3902, 15883, 35823, 35824, 36972, 40793, 47005, 54135, 54136, 54138, 54139, 54910, 56344,
56346, 59275, 59276, 59277, 60617, 60618, 60619, 60620, 63708, 63710
Northeastern States - Maps - 1932 - Railroads 59278, 59279, 59280
Northeastern States - Maps - 1932 - Road maps 3910, 35838, 35839, 54921, 56359, 56360, 59281, 59282, 59283, 59284, 59285, 60631, 60632,
63724
Northeastern States - Maps - 1933 59289, 59296
Northeastern States - Maps - 1933 - Railroads 59286, 59287, 59288
Northeastern States - Maps - 1933 - Road maps 35858, 35859, 47042, 47043, 54935, 54937, 56373, 56374, 59290, 59291, 59292, 59293, 59294,
59295, 60652, 60653, 63744
Northeastern States - Maps - 1934 - Railroads 59297, 59298
Northeastern States - Maps - 1934 - Road maps 35882, 35883, 40828, 47059, 54168, 54185, 54948, 56387, 56388, 56389, 56392, 59299, 59300,
59301, 60671, 60672, 60673, 61869, 63762, 63763, 63764, 63765
Northeastern States - Maps - 1935 - Maps 59302
Northeastern States - Maps - 1935 - Railroads 59303, 59304
Northeastern States - Maps - 1935 - Road maps 56412, 59305, 59306, 59307, 59308, 59309, 60698, 60699, 63788, 63789, 83303, 83304
Northeastern States - Maps - 1936 - Maps 59310
Northeastern States - Maps - 1936 - Railroads 59311, 59312, 59313, 59314, 59315, 59316, 59317
Northeastern States - Maps - 1936 - Road maps 56427, 56441, 59318, 59319, 59320, 59321, 59322, 59323, 60729, 60730, 60731, 60732, 63812,
63813, 63814
Northeastern States - Maps - 1937-1938 - Road maps 59324
Northeastern States - Maps - 1937 - Railroads 59325, 59326
Northeastern States - Maps - 1937 - Road maps 37083, 54997, 56458, 56476, 56477, 59327, 59328, 59329, 59330, 59331, 59332, 60762, 60763,
60764, 60765, 61887, 63841, 63842, 63843, 63844, 63845
Northeastern States - Maps - 1938 - Maps 59333
Northeastern States - Maps - 1938 - Railroads 59334, 59335
Northeastern States - Maps - 1938 - Road maps 44103, 47225, 56489, 56491, 59336, 59337, 59338, 59339, 60791, 60792, 61895, 63871, 63872,
63873, 63874
Northeastern States - Maps - 1939 - Cattle trade 59340
Northeastern States - Maps - 1939 - Maps 59341
Northeastern States - Maps - 1939 - Railroads 59342, 59343
Northeastern States - Maps - 1939 - Ranches 59340
Northeastern States - Maps - 1939 - Road maps 44110, 44111, 56515, 56528, 59340, 59344, 59345, 59346, 59347, 59348, 59349, 59350, 59351,
60821, 63902, 63903
Northeastern States - Maps - 1939 - Shorthorn cattle 59340
Northeastern States - Maps - 1940 - Bus lines 59352
Northeastern States - Maps - 1940 - Maps 59353
Northeastern States - Maps - 1940 - Railroads 59354, 59355
Northeastern States - Maps - 1940 - Road maps 24395, 54337, 59352, 59356, 59357, 59358, 59359, 59360, 59361, 59362, 59363, 59364, 59365,
59366, 59367, 59368, 59369, 59370
Northeastern States - Maps - 1941-1946 - Railroads - Maintenance and repair 59371
Northeastern States - Maps - 1941 - Railroads 59372, 59373
Northeastern States - Maps - 1941 - Road maps 55053, 59374, 59375, 59376, 59377, 59378, 59379, 59380, 59381, 59382, 59383, 59384, 59385,
59386, 59387, 59388, 59389, 59390, 59391, 59392, 59393
Northeastern States - Maps - 1942 59394
Northeastern States - Maps - 1942 - Road maps 47342, 54369, 55064, 59395, 59396, 59397, 59398, 59399, 59400, 59401, 59402, 59403, 60875,
63961
Northeastern States - Maps - 1943 - Railroads 59404, 59405, 59406, 59407
Northeastern States - Maps - 1943 - Road maps 59408, 59409
Northeastern States - Maps - 1944 - National parks and reserves 59410
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Northeastern States - Maps - 1944 - Road maps 59410
Northeastern States - Maps - 1945-1952 - Road maps 59411
Northeastern States - Maps - 1945 - Factories 59412
Northeastern States - Maps - 1945 - Railroads 59413, 59414
Northeastern States - Maps - 1945 - Road maps 54385, 54387, 55075, 59415, 59416
Northeastern States - Maps - 1946 - Railroads 59417, 59418
Northeastern States - Maps - 1946 - Railroads - Pictorial maps 59419
Northeastern States - Maps - 1946 - Road maps 24421, 44136, 47373, 59420, 59421, 59422, 59423, 59424, 60898, 60989, 63983, 83474, 83475
Northeastern States - Maps - 1947 - Railroads 59425, 59426, 59427
Northeastern States - Maps - 1947 - Railroads - Pictorial maps 59428
Northeastern States - Maps - 1947 - Road maps 44141, 44142, 44143, 47392, 47393, 59429, 59430, 59431, 59432, 59433, 59434, 59435, 59436, 59437, 59438, 60922, 60923, 60924, 64003
Northeastern States - Maps - 1948 - Railroads 59439, 59440, 59441, 59442
Northeastern States - Maps - 1948 - Railroads - Pictorial maps 59442
Northeastern States - Maps - 1948 - Road maps 44150, 59444, 59445, 59446, 59447, 59448, 59449, 59450, 59451, 59452, 59453, 60946, 60947, 60948, 60949, 64027, 83499
Northeastern States - Maps - 1949 - Railroads 59454, 59455, 59456, 59457, 59458, 59459, 59462
Northeastern States - Maps - 1949 - Railroads - Pictorial maps 59460, 59461
Northeastern States - Maps - 1949 - Road maps 44153, 47438, 59463, 59464, 59465, 59466, 60967, 61930
Northeastern States - Maps - 1950 - Agriculture - Pictorial maps 59471
Northeastern States - Maps - 1950 - Mines and mineral resources - Pictorial maps 59471
Northeastern States - Maps - 1950 - Pictorial maps 59474
Northeastern States - Maps - 1950 - Railroads 59467, 59468, 59469
Northeastern States - Maps - 1950 - Railroads - Pictorial maps 59470, 59471
Northeastern States - Maps - 1950 - Road maps 44154, 59472, 59473, 59474, 59475, 59476, 59477, 59478
Northeastern States - Maps - 1951 - Pictorial maps 59487
Northeastern States - Maps - 1951 - Railroads 59479, 59480, 59481, 59482, 59483
Northeastern States - Maps - 1951 - Railroads - Pictorial maps 59484, 59485
Northeastern States - Maps - 1951 - Road maps 24445, 24446, 24447, 44156, 47457, 47458, 47459, 59486, 59487, 59488, 59489, 59490, 59491, 59492, 59493, 59494
Northeastern States - Maps - 1952 - Industries - Pictorial maps 59499
Northeastern States - Maps - 1952 - Railroads 59495, 59496, 59497, 59498, 59501
Northeastern States - Maps - 1952 - Railroads - Pictorial maps 59499, 59500
Northeastern States - Maps - 1952 - Road maps 44162, 47468, 47469, 47470, 47471, 59502, 59503, 59504, 59505, 59506, 59507, 61001, 61002, 78045
Northeastern States - Maps - 1953 - Railroads 59508, 59509, 59510, 59511, 59512, 59513, 59514, 59516
Northeastern States - Maps - 1953 - Railroads - Pictorial maps 59515
Northeastern States - Maps - 1953 - Road maps 59517
Northeastern States - Maps - 1954 - Railroads 59518, 59519, 59520, 59522
Northeastern States - Maps - 1954 - Railroads - Pictorial maps 59521
Northeastern States - Maps - 1954 - Road maps 4141, 24455, 47478, 47479
Northeastern States - Maps - 1955 - Railroads 59523, 59524, 59525, 59526, 59527, 59529
Northeastern States - Maps - 1955 - Railroads - Pictorial maps 59528
Northeastern States - Maps - 1955 - Road maps 47487, 47488, 47489, 47490, 59530, 59531, 59532, 59533, 59534, 59535
Northeastern States - Maps - 1956 - Railroads 59536, 59537, 59538, 59539, 59540, 59541, 59542
Northeastern States - Maps - 1956 - Railroads - Sales territories 59543
Northeastern States - Maps - 1956 - Road maps 59544, 59545, 59546, 59547, 59548
Northeastern States - Maps - 1957 - Railroads 59549, 59550, 59551, 59552, 59553, 59554, 59555, 59556
Northeastern States - Maps - 1957 - Railroads - Pictorial maps 59557, 78186
Northeastern States - Maps - 1957 - Road maps 59558, 64096
Northeastern States - Maps - 1958 - Hotels 74988
Northeastern States - Maps - 1958 - Railroads 59559, 59560, 59561, 59562, 59563
Northeastern States - Maps - 1958 - Railroads - Pictorial maps 59564, 59565
Northeastern States - Maps - 1958 - Road maps 74988
Northeastern States - Maps - 1959 - Railroads 59566, 59567, 59568, 59569
Northeastern States - Maps - 1959 - Railroads - Pictorial maps 59570, 59571
Northeastern States - Maps - 1959 - Road maps 59572
Northeastern States - Maps - 1960 - Railroads 59576, 59577, 59578
Northeastern States - Maps - 1961 - Railroads 59579, 59580, 59581, 59582, 59583
Northeastern States - Maps - 1961 - Road maps 59584
Northeastern States - Maps - 1962 - Hotels 49100
Northeastern States - Maps - 1962 - Road maps 49100
Northeastern States - Maps - 1963 - Road maps 24482, 24483, 59585, 59586, 59587, 75441
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<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalog Title</th>
<th>Call Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Northwest Company of Canada - Maps</td>
<td>1819 16012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northwest Connecticut StreetFinder</td>
<td>42185, 42186, 42187</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northwest Expressway (Chicago, Ill.) SEE Kennedy Expressway (Chicago, Ill.)</td>
<td>19367</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northwest Franklin Historical Society, Hilliard, Ohio</td>
<td>28325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Northwest frontier, June 18, 1812</td>
<td>48192</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Northwest in 1841</td>
<td>59816</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northwest Indian travel guide and map</td>
<td>59798</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northwest Indiana street guide</td>
<td>37405</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northwest land district of Illinois [showing progress of public land surveys</td>
<td>35466</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in 1835]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northwest Missouri Genealogy Society</td>
<td>3567</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northwest, Old - Historical geography</td>
<td>44718</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norway - Maps - 1890</td>
<td>60108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norway - Maps - 1891</td>
<td>60109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norway - Maps - 1892</td>
<td>60110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norway - Maps - 1893</td>
<td>60111, 60112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norway - Maps - 1898</td>
<td>73720, 73721</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norway - Maps - 1901</td>
<td>60113, 60114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norway - Maps - 1903</td>
<td>73723</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norway - Maps - 1906</td>
<td>73727</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norway - Maps - 1907</td>
<td>60115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norway - Maps - 1908</td>
<td>73728</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norway - Maps - 1910</td>
<td>60116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norway - Maps - 1911</td>
<td>60117, 60118, 60120, 73729</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norway - Maps - 1911-1912</td>
<td>60119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norway - Maps - 1913</td>
<td>60121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norway - Maps - 1914</td>
<td>73731</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norway - Maps - 1921</td>
<td>60122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norway - Maps - 1921 - Economics</td>
<td>60122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norway - Maps - 1925</td>
<td>60123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norway - Maps - 1926</td>
<td>60124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norway - Maps - 1928</td>
<td>60125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norway - Maps - 1928 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>60126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norway - Maps - 1930</td>
<td>60127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norway - Maps - 1931</td>
<td>60128, 60129, 60130</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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A Note on Thevet's unpublished maps of overseas islands 75092
Note sul mappamondo cordiforme di Haci Ahmed di Tunisi / Antonio Fabris 33263
Note sulla cartografia dell'Italia nei secoli XV e XVI 17993
Note sur Gemma Frisius 28689
Note sur la carte générale du pays de Normandie 17719
Note sur une mappemonde Turke du XVIe siècle, conservée à Bibliothèque de Saint-Marc à Venise 33265
Note sur une mission géographique en Suisse 17647
Notebook world atals 7483
Noted geography scholar Edward Espenshade dies at age 97 25601
[Notes about August Heinrich Pertermann] 64308
[Notes about map allusions by the poet Gloria Oden in 'A Private letter to Brazil' and 'The Map'] 18320
[Notes about map cover art produced by Maurice Logan in the 1920s and 1930s for Chevron, Standard Oil, and the H.M. Gousha Company] 42310
Notes and comments on the composition of terrestrial and celestial maps (1772). Translated and introduced by Waldo R. Tobler 17275
[Notes and correspondence relating to the Vinland Map posted on MapHist listserv] 80298
Notes biographical and bibliographical on the Atlantic Neptune 23334
Notes : David Woodward 93668
Notes de cartographie chinoise : une carte chinoise de 1594 à la Bibliothèque nationale / par M. Destombes 17065
Notes explicatives sur la 'Cosmographiae introductio' et les cartes de Waldseemüller de 1507 et 1516 80634
Notes for a history of surveyors' measuring tapes -part I 74245
Notes of a military reconnaissance : from Fort Leavenworth, in Missouri, to San Diego, in California, including parts of the Arkansas, Del Norte, and Gila rivers / by Lieut. Col. W.H. Emory : made in 1846-7, with the advanced guard of the 'Army of the 81806, 81809
Notes on a 'genealogical chart' of some American commercial map and atlas producers / by David Woodward and Arthur H. Robinson 44683
Notes on a map of the British Isles by Pietro Coppo 22131
[Notes on Abraham Ortelius] 62334
[Notes on Aegidius Tschudi] 75578
[Notes on Agostino Giustiniani] 31915
[Notes on André Thevet] 75084
[Notes on Anthony Jenkinson] 39702
[Notes on Anton Wied] 82915
[Notes on Augustin Hirschvogel] 33969
[Notes on Bartholomeaeus Scultetus] 69715
[Notes on Benedetto Bordone] 13410
[Notes on Bernardus Sylvanus] 70141
[Notes on Bonaventura Castiglioni] 18709
[Notes on Bonaventure Brochard] 14667
Notes on C.J. Sauthier and Lord Percy : with a listing of maps of the State of New York drawn by Simeon De Witt and David H. Burr / by Mark Babinski 68975
[Notes on Carl Heydanus] 33917
[Notes on Caspar Brusch] 14760
[Notes on Caspar Vopel] 80555
[Notes on Charles de l'Escluse] 21114
[Notes on Christian Sgrooten] 69899
[Notes on Christoph and Heinrich Zell] 85295
[Notes on Christophorus Pyramius] 65904
[Notes on Cornelis Anthoniszoon] 2176
[Notes on de Albertinus de Virga's world map of 1414] 80314
[Notes on decreased Rand McNally and Company atlas and map publishing : with co-branding by the firms of G.M. Johnson & Associates Ltd., Pneu Michelin, R.M. Acquistions LLC, and Sam's Club] 66226
[Notes on Diego Gutierrez] 33222
[Notes on Domenico Macaneo] 43733
[Notes on Erhard Reich] 66348
[Notes on Ferdinand de Lannoy] 41627
[Notes on Fernando Alvares Seco] 69812
[Notes on Franciscus Monachus] 51230
[Notes on Gabriel Symeoni] 70148
[Notes on Gemma Frisius] 28686
Notes on genealogy 44728
[Notes on Gerard Mercator] 46001
[Notes on Giacomo Gastaldi] 28604
[Notes on Giovann Battista Guicchiardini] 33140
[Notes on Giovann Giorgio Settala] 69873
[Notes on Giovanni Domenico Zorzi] 85336
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[Notes on Godfried Mascop] 45357
[Notes on Gregorio Amaseo] 1456
[Notes on Humphrey Lhuyd] 42290
[Notes on interpreting date codes on maps published by Automobile Club of Southern California] 44930
[Notes on interpreting date codes on maps published by R.L. Polk & Co., Arrow Map, Inc., Arrow Publishing Co., and MAPCO (Map Corporation of America)] 3134
[Notes on Jacob van Deventer] 23493
[Notes on Jacob Ziegler] 85320
[Notes on Jean Chaumeau] 19275
[Notes on Jean Jolivet] 39866
[Notes on Jean Surhon] 73460
[Notes on Jerónimo de Chaves] 19284
[Notes on Johann Cuginger] 22421
[Notes on Johannes Honter] 34639
[Notes on Johannes Mellinger] 45926
[Notes on Johannes Sambucus] 85340
[Notes on Johannes Stumpf] 73342
[Notes on John Adams and contemporary map-makers] 71
[Notes on Leo Bagrow's possession of a manuscript copy of S.U. Remezov's manuscript atlas of Siberia (1696-1697), now at Harvard University] 11418
[Notes on Liévin Algoet] 32215
[Notes on lithography and lithographic transfers] 42196
[Notes on Lorenz Fries] 28397
[Notes on Marcus Ambrosius] 1474
[Notes on Marcus Jordan] 39882
[Notes on Marcus Seezgauer] 69813
[Notes on Martin Brion] 13967
[Notes on Martin Helwig] 33773
[Notes on Martin Waldseemüller] 80639
[Notes on Matthias Zündt] 85352
[Notes on Nicolas de Nicolay] 57061
[Notes on Nicolaus Cusanus] 57030
[Notes on Nicolaus Germanus] 57051
[Notes on Nicolò Zeno] 85311
[Notes on Nikolaos Sophianos] 70330
[Notes on Olaus Magnus] 61681
[Notes on Oronce Fine] 26604
[Notes on Paolo Giovio] 31907
[Notes on Peter Boeckel] 13278
[Notes on Peter Laackste] 41424
[Notes on Philipp Apian] 2245
[Notes on pictorial war maps compiled by Charles H. Owens during World War II / Denis Cosgrove] 62483
[Notes on Pietro Coppo] 22128
[Notes on Pietro Ligorio] 42015
[Notes on Sebastian Cabot] 15064
[Notes on Sebastian Münster] 51954
[Notes on Sebastian Rotenhan] 67374
[Notes on Stephan Ketlenhofer] 40536
[Notes on the accuracy of the placement of Lake Michigan on maps by John Melish and others] 18132
[Notes on the care & cataloguing of old maps / by Lloyd A. Brown] 44456
[Notes on the cataloging, care, and classification of maps and atlases including a list of publications compiled in the division of maps and charts] 18768
[Notes on the cataloging of maps] 18763
[Notes on the construction of a general map of Africa, 1/two million] 16807
[Notes on the cross-staff] 22445
[Notes on the Dablon map of Lake Superior, 1671] 22663
[Notes on the development of the cartographic representation of cities] 17073
[Notes on the dialect geography of the Philippines / Richard S. Pittman and associates] 64539
[Notes on the historical cartography of the Upper Knife-Heart region] 17258
[Notes on the history of Rand McNally and Company / compiled by Bruce Grant] 66230
[Notes on the history of the Poole Brothers Printing Company of Chicago] 65200
[Notes on the knowledge of latitudes and longitudes in the middle ages] 28809
[Notes on the map of Nova Italia] 27523
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Nouveau atlas universel de géographie Guthrie 9274
Nouveau atlas universel-portatif de géographie ancienne & moderne: contenant 39 cartes dont 33 pour la partie moderne / par Arrowsmith ... revue et corrigé d'après les dernières découvertes et les nouvelles divisions des états de l'Europe survenues pa 9309
Nouveau atlas V3 8706
Nouveau itinéraire général 27758
Nouveau itinéraire général, Indicateur fidele 27757, 27793
Nouveau itinéraire portatif de Suisse d'apres Ebel 73852
Nouveau manuel de géographie : à l'usage des écoles françaises d'Orient / par F.T.D. Cours moyen : comprenant, avec la description physique et politique des cinq parties du monde, une étude détaillée de l'Empire Ottoman 30476
La Nouvelle Angletterre en 4 feuilles ... A map of the most inhabited part of New England containing the provinces of Massachusetts Bay and New Hampshire, with the colonies of Connecticut and Rhode Island ... After the original ... 1777 53874
Nouvelle atlas de Chine: Tartary 20631
Nouvelle biographie générale (1853-1866) 13320, 43734, 69716
Nouvelle carte d'Afrique où l'on a tracé les routes de Bruce, Mungo-Park et Barow / dressée par Hérisson, élève de Mr. Bonne 315
Nouvelle carte d'Europe où sont tracées les principales routes des divers états qui la composent / dressée par Hérisson, élève de Mr. Bonne 26038
Nouvelle carte de l'Amérique septentrionale et méridionale : où sont marquées les découvertes les plus récentes faites par Cook, Mackenzie, Vancouver, La Pérouse et Humbold / dressée par Hérisson, élève de Mr. Bonne 82766
Nouvelle carte de l'Asie, où se trouvent les découvertes faites par Bougainville, Dampier, Entrecasteaux et La Pérouse / dressée par Hérisson, élève de Mr. Bonne 3345
Nouvelle carte de l'Empire de la Chine et les pais circonvoisins = Nieuwe kaart van't Keizerryk China en de aangrenzende landen 20641
Nouvelle carte de l'Espagne 72270
Nouvelle carte de l'Etat de l'Eglise / dressée sur celle du P. Boscovich divisée en trois feuilles, qui peuvent être jointes ensemble ... 62970
Nouvelle carte de l'etat de Milan avec une partie du Montferrat ... / dressé sur les lieux par un officier general au service de S.S. ... 49186
Nouvelle carte de l'histoire suivant le plan dressé sur les lieux 38645
Nouvelle carte de la partie occidentale de Dalmatie dressée sur les lieux 22761
Nouvelle carte de la partie orientale de Dalmatie dressée sur les lieux 22762
Nouvelle carte de la République Batave 53481
Nouvelle carte de la Riviere de Bengale : depuis la Pointe des Palmiers jusqua' Chandernagor 34857
Nouvelle carte de la Suisse dans laquelle sont exactement distingués les treize cantons ... 73833
Nouvelle carte des côtes des Carolines : septentrionales et méridionales du Cap Fear à Sud Edisto 70760
Nouvelle carte des découvertes faites par des vaisseaux Russiens ... 58714
Nouvelle carte des découvertes faites par des vaisseaux Russiens aux côtes inconnues de l'Amerique septentrionale avec les pais adiacents 58730
Nouvelle carte des Pays Bas Autrichiennes 53460, 53465
Nouvelle carte des postes de France 27704
Nouvelle carte des sources de la Riviere Tête-Plate / dressée par le R.P. De Smet de la Compagnie de Jésus ; Ed. Vande Steene 26754
Nouvelle carte des sources du Fleuve Colombie / dressée par le R.P. De Smet , de la Compagnie de Jésus ; Ed. Vande Steene 21751
Nouvelle carte du Détroit de Gibraltar et de l'Isle de Cadix ... 31887
Nouvelle carte du Mexique, du Texas et d'une partie des états limirophes ... 46347
Nouvelle carte du pays de Donawert et Hochstett &c. 40540
Nouvelle carte du Rojaume de Holland ... = Nieuwe kaart van het koningrijk Holland ... 53484
Nouvelle carte du royaume d'Angleterre et de la principauté de Galles ... / par Thomas Kitchin ... ; gravée par J. Bonatti 25160
Nouvelle carte du territoire de Crème ... 22385
Nouvelle carte du Territoire de l'Oregon / dressée par le R.P. Smet de la Compagnie de Jésus 59819
Nouvelle carte du territoire de Polesine ... 26568
Nouvelle carte générale de la Mer Méditerranée = Nieuwe algemeene Kaart van de Middellantsche Zee ... 48567
Nouvelle carte géographique de grand royaume de Moscovie representant la partie meridionale &c 67530
Nouvelle carte géographique de la partie meridionale de France: contenant le gouvernement de Guienne et Gascogne, le Lyonnos ... 28156
Nouvelle carte géographique du Grand Royaume de Moscovie representant la partie septentrionale &c / par Nicolas Visscher 67709
Nouvelle carte géographique du grand royaume de Moscovie representant la partie septentrionale &c 67529
Nouvelle carte hydrographique et routière de la Suisse ... 73834
Nouvelle carte particulière de l'Amerique ou sont exactement marquees, une partie de la Baye d'Hudson, le Pays de Klistinons, la source de la grande Riviere de Mississipi, le Pays des Illinois &c. 57526
Nouvelle carte physique et routière la France ... 27972
Nouvelle carte postale de la république française ... 27939
Nouvelle carte, réduite, de tote la coste de Cartagenne, les Isles du Vent, Golfe du Mexico ... Rochefort 1735 81597
Nouvelle carte routière de la Suisse 73986
Nouvelle carte topographique de la France 27911
Nouvelle charte generale it detaillee de l'Europe 26031
Nouvelle description des Gaules ... 27810
Nouvelle description des Gaules, avec les confins Dalemaine, et Itlye 17590
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<tbody>
<tr>
<td>22972</td>
<td>Nouvelle description géographique, hydrographique et physique de la France, d'après les décrets de l'Assemblée nationale...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>84000</td>
<td>Nouvelle description hydrographique de tout le monde</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9128</td>
<td>Nouvelle edition du théâtre de la guerre en Italie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32515, 32516</td>
<td>Nouvelle France</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57346</td>
<td>Nouvelle France. 1631</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58858</td>
<td>Nouvelle France. 1684</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15982</td>
<td>La Nouvelle France ou Canada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29004</td>
<td>Nouvelle géographie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27540</td>
<td>Nouvelle géographie et statistique de la France, Alger et la Belgique : suivie d'un traité sur le monde entier : ornée de 90 cartes et approuvée de l'Université / par J. Henry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27541, 27542</td>
<td>Nouvelle géographie et statistique de la France, Alger et la Belgique : suivie d'un traité sur le monde entier : ornée de 95 cartes approuvée de l'Université / par J. Eysséric</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27543, 27544</td>
<td>Nouvelle géographie et statistique de la France, Alger et la Belgique : suivie d'un traité sur le monde entier : ornée de 95 cartes approuvée de l'Université / par J. Eysséric</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9493</td>
<td>Nouvelle géographie générale : livre-atlas / par J. Henry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9547</td>
<td>Nouvelle introduction a la géographie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>84189</td>
<td>Nouvelle mappe monde dédiée au progres de nos connoissances</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>84138, 84139</td>
<td>Nouvelle mappe monde dédiée au progres de nos connoissances. Hemisphere maritime. Hemisphere terrestre / Dressée par Mr. Boullanger...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>84194</td>
<td>Nouvelle mission du Sacré-Coeur, chez les Coeurs-d'Alenes. Lettres XX1 et XXII / P. Vande Steene</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55478</td>
<td>Nouvelle-Oléans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4428</td>
<td>Nouvelle relation de l'Afrique occidentale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33912</td>
<td>Nouvelle topographie. Numéro premier, Carte générale de la France</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4414, 4415</td>
<td>Nouvelle voyages aux isles de l'Amérique</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58705</td>
<td>Nouvelles cartes des découvertes de l'amiral de Fonte, et autres navigateurs espagnols, portugais, anglais, hollandois, français &amp; russes, dans les mers septentrionales, avec leur explication...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13894</td>
<td>Nouvelles plans et environs du vieux ey du neuf Brisac</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34891, 34892</td>
<td>Nouvelle descriptio totivs Hvngariae</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28637</td>
<td>Nova nova descriptio totivs Hvngariae.  Romae MDLVIIII</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65408</td>
<td>Nova nova descriptio totivs Hvngariae.  Romae MDLVIIII</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28440</td>
<td>Nova nova descriptio totivs Hvngariae.  Romae MDLVIIII</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42334</td>
<td>Nova nova descriptio totivs Hvngariae.  Romae MDLVIIII</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28442, 28443</td>
<td>Nova nova descriptio totivs Hvngariae.  Romae MDLVIIII</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42335</td>
<td>Nova nova descriptio totivs Hvngariae.  Romae MDLVIIII</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67319, 67320</td>
<td>Nova nova descriptio totivs Hvngariae.  Romae MDLVIIII</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28441</td>
<td>Nova nova descriptio totivs Hvngariae.  Romae MDLVIIII</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22749</td>
<td>Nova nova descriptio totivs Hvngariae.  Romae MDLVIIII</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22750</td>
<td>Nova nova descriptio totivs Hvngariae.  Romae MDLVIIII</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67319, 67320</td>
<td>Nova nova descriptio totivs Hvngariae.  Romae MDLVIIII</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23751</td>
<td>Nova nova descriptio totivs Hvngariae.  Romae MDLVIIII</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13827</td>
<td>Nova nova descriptio totivs Hvngariae.  Romae MDLVIIII</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16621, 73371</td>
<td>Nova nova descriptio totivs Hvngariae.  Romae MDLVIIII</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Nova Scotia Utopia ... (1516) 79723
A Nova Lusitania : imagens cartográficas do Brasil nas coleções da Biblioteca Nacional (1700-1822) : catálogo 13867
Nova mappa archiducauss Austriae superioris ditiones in suos quadrantes ... 79496
Nova mappa geographica Sueciae ac Gothiae regna ut et Finlandiae ducatum ... 73686
Nova Maris Caspii et regionis Usbeck ... 48103
Nova Mexico 46207
Nova orbis tabula in lucem edita / a. F. de Wit 84055
Nova orbis tabula, in lucem edita, A.F. De Wit 84051
Nova orbis tabula, ex fide geografi Nybiensis / delineata studio Petri Bertii, Christianissimi Francorum Regis cosmografi 83973
Nova orbis tabula, in lucem edita / a. F. de Wit 84044
Nova orbis terraeque tabula accuratissime delineata. Mappe-monde, ou description generale du globe terrestre et aquatique. Selon les nouvelles observations de mssrs. de l'Académie des sciences, etc. 84090
Nova orbis terrarum descriptio ... 83964
Nova orbis terrarum geographica ac hydrogr. tabula. 83987
Nova orbis terrarum geographica : ac hydrogr. tabula, ex optimus in hoc opere auctorib. desumpta 83984
Nova Persiae, Armeniae, Natoliae et Arabiae 48072, 48073, 48075, 48080, 48085
Nova Persiae, Armeniae, Natoliae, et Arabiae / descriptio per F. de Wit 48020
Nova Picardiae tabula 64640, 64641, 64647, 64656
Nova regni Neapoll. descript. usquae ad pharum ... / Pyrrho Ligorio Neap. auctore ; Sebastianus a Regibus Clodiensis in aes incidebat 39193, 39194
Nova Rhaetia descriptio atque totius Helvetiae, 1538 = Erste Karte der Schweiz = Première carte de la Suisse. ca. 1: 350,000 17818
Nova Rhaetia descriptio atque totius Helvetiae, 1538 = Erste Karte der Schweiz = Première carte de la Suisse. ca. 1: 350,000 17819
Nova Rico (Firm) SEE Rico (Firm) 32116
Nova Scotia - 1785 - Maps - Postal service - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 60156
Nova Scotia - 1785 - Maps - Road maps - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 60156
Nova Scotia and New Brunswick 60168
Nova Scotia and Newfoundland 45114
Nova Scotia, Dept. of Highways 60174, 60176, 60177, 60178
Nova Scotia, Dept. of Lands and Forests 16470
Nova Scotia - Discovery and Exploration 64896
Nova Scotia, Highways Board 60173
Nova Scotia - Hydrographic Surveying 35072
Nova Scotia - Maps - 1700-1799 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 53842
Nova Scotia - Maps - 1744 60157
Nova Scotia - Maps - 1750 33340
Nova Scotia - Maps - 1755 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 60158
Nova Scotia - Maps - 1756 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 60159
Nova Scotia - Maps - 1774-1784 - Nautical charts 3726, 3727
Nova Scotia - Maps - 1781 60160
Nova Scotia - Maps - 1783 - Coasts - Nautical charts 53877
Nova Scotia - Maps - 1784 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 60161
Nova Scotia - Maps - 1794 - Nautical charts 60162
Nova Scotia - Maps - 1798 - Nautical charts 60163
Nova Scotia - Maps - 1809 - Nautical charts 60164
Nova Scotia - Maps - 1814 16007
Nova Scotia - Maps - 1821 16016
Nova Scotia - Maps - 1822 16017
Nova Scotia - Maps - 1827 16022
Nova Scotia - Maps - 1829 16024, 60165, 60166
Nova Scotia - Maps - 1847 65957
Nova Scotia - Maps - 1850 65958
Nova Scotia - Maps - 1851 45114
Nova Scotia - Maps - 1853 15850
Nova Scotia - Maps - 1864 - Landowners 60167
Nova Scotia - Maps - 1883 60168
Nova Scotia - Maps - 1883 - Railroads 60169
Nova Scotia - Maps - 1884 - Railroads 60170
Nova Scotia - Maps - 1885 - Railroads 60171
Nova Scotia - Maps - 1887 - Railroads 53782
Nova Scotia - Maps - 1888 - Railroads 53783
Nova Scotia - Maps - 1896 60172
Nova Scotia - Maps - 1924 - Road maps 60173
Nova Scotia - Maps - 1928 - Road maps 60174
Nova Scotia - Maps - 1929 - Road maps 60175
Nova Scotia - Maps - 1930 - Road maps 60176
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Novus XVII inferioris Germaniae provinciarum typus 12339
Novveav monde 3777
Novvelle et exacte description de la terre vniverselle 84018
Novvm ac magnvm thealrvm vrblvm Belgicae regiae, ad praesentis temporis faciem expressum a Ioanne Blaev ... 12120
Novy variant truda I. K. Kirolove ' A New variant of the work of I. K. Kirolovs 41215
Now and then : comparisons of ordinary Americans' symbol conventions with those of past cartographers 45017, 45018
Nowell, Laurence, 1530-ca. 1570 38221, 38222, 38448, 60193
Nowins, Michael 32164, 32165
Nowy malowniczy atlas swiata : zawiera nowe mapy wszystkich czesci swiata, wlaczajac granice nowych panstw w Europie, które powstały na mocy traktatu pokojowego w Paryzu, opis wszystkich krajów na świecie z dołczeniem krótkiej ich historyi, wielka lic 5844
Nowon, Thomas, 1699-1743 24513
Noxubee County (Miss.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners 60194
Noyan, Chevalier de, fl. 1769 50479, 64186
Noxes County, Texas, 1750 60195
Nox war atlas / William Bunge 60195
Nuclear warfare - Maps - 1888 60195
Nuclear warfare - Safety measures - Maps - 1961 55504
Nuclei historiae universali 4476
Nucleus historiae 4321
Nueba descripción de la Isla de Cuba 22491
[Nueces County (Tex.) - 1879: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 60197
Nueces County (Tex.) - Historical geography - Maps - 1750-1800 60196
Nueces County (Tex.) - Maps - 1879 - Landowners 60197
Nueces County, Texas, 1750-1800 : a bicentennial memoir 60196
Nuckles, R. 26808
Nuclear war atlas / William Bunge 60195
Nuclear warfare - Maps - 1888 60195
Nuclear warfare - Safety measures - Maps - 1961 55504
Nuclei historiae universali 4476
Nucleus historiae 4321
Nueva de Cobadonga (Ship) - Voyages 64513
Nueva de Cobadonga (Ship) - Voyages - Manuscripts 64511, 64512
Nueva de Cobadonga (Ship) - Voyages - Facsimiles 58702
Nueva Señora de Loreto, Presidio de (Tex.) SEE Presidio de Nuestra Señora de Loreto Site (Tex.) 65532
Nueva Señora de los Dolores de los Tejas Site (Tex.) SEE Presidio de Nuestra Señora de los Dolores de los Tejas Site (Tex.) 65533
Nueva Señora del Pilar Presidio (Texas) SEE Presidio de Nuestra Señora del Pilar de Los Adaes Site (La.) 65534
Nueva Alemana (Santiago, Chile) 20585
La Nueva cartografía en España : del siglo XVIII al XX 18444
Nueva demarcación de la Bahía de Sa María de Galve (antes Pansacola) por orden del exmo. sor. Conde de Galve & Vírrey de la España; hizo d año de 1693 D. Carlos de Sigueuna y Gongora cosmographer del Roy ſor y su cathedratico jubilado de mathematica 64153
Nueva descripción de la costa oriental y septemtrional de las provincias de la Florida ... /por Juan Joseph Elixio de la Puente ... Havana y Febrero 29 de 1768 71310
Nueva España SEE New Spain 46291
Nueva geografia universal, v1 10790
Nueva Helvetia (Sacramento, California) SEE Sacramento (Calif.) 66209
Nueva Helvetia (Sacramento, California) - Map 6777, 6858
Nueva atlas de mundo 6777, 6858
Nueva atlas geográfico de la Argentina / (José Anesi) 2527
Nueva atlas geográfico de las Américas 1794
Nueva atlas geográfico de las Américas / (José Anesi) 1796
Nueva atlas internacional 7055
Nueva atlas para ejercicios de historia de España 72642
Nuevo León (Mexico : State) - Maps - 1795 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 74200
Nuevo León (Mexico : State) - Maps - 1873 - Indians 21119
Nuevo León (Mexico : State) - Maps - 1873 - Landowners 66858
Nuevo Leon (Mexico : State) - Maps - 1925 - Railroads 60198, 60199
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>51577</td>
<td>Nuevo mapa de los Estados de Sonora, Chihuahua, Sinaloa, Durango y territorio de la Baja California</td>
<td>Nuevo Leon (Mexico : State) - Maps - 1937</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46376</td>
<td>Nuevo mapa geografico de el terreno que abraza el mando de la audiencia de Guadalaxara ...</td>
<td>Nuevo Leon (Mexico : State) - Maps - 1937</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39423</td>
<td>Nuevo mapa geografico de las provincias de la Sonora y Nueva-Vizcaya de la America septentrional, comprendidas entre los 23° 30' y 32° de latitud N. ... en le que se manifiestan las adyacentes, para conocimiento de su posicion, como asimismo la penins</td>
<td>Nuevo Leon (Mexico : State) - Maps - 1937</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55237</td>
<td>Nuevo México 1776-1789 / compiled and written by John L. Kessell for the Albuquerque Bicentennial Commission</td>
<td>Nuevo Leon (Mexico : State) - Maps - 1937</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Nuevo Leon (Mexico : State) - Maps - 1937**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>59803</td>
<td>Nunavut - Discovery and exploration - Maps</td>
<td>Nunavut SEE ALSO Arctic Archipelago (Nunavut and N.W.T.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>59803</td>
<td>Nunavut - Maps - 1859</td>
<td>Nunavut SEE ALSO Arctic Archipelago (Nunavut and N.W.T.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>59803</td>
<td>Nunavut - Maps - 1860</td>
<td>Nunavut SEE ALSO Arctic Archipelago (Nunavut and N.W.T.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>59803</td>
<td>Nunavut - Maps - 1999</td>
<td>Nunavut SEE ALSO Arctic Archipelago (Nunavut and N.W.T.)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Nunavut SEE ALSO Arctic Archipelago (Nunavut and N.W.T.)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>78582</td>
<td>Number of American Indians by counties of the United States: 1970</td>
<td>Numbers, House SEE Street addresses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44649</td>
<td>Numerical approaches to map projections</td>
<td>Numerical approaches to map projections</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75659</td>
<td>Nuova disegno dell’Isola di Malta et suoi forti ...</td>
<td>Nuova disegno dell’Isola di Malta et suoi forti ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81817</td>
<td>Nuova California : (Statti Uniti dell’America Settentrionale)</td>
<td>Nuova California : (Statti Uniti dell’America Settentrionale)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>59663</td>
<td>Nuova carta del Polo Artico : secondo l’ultime osservazioni</td>
<td>Nuova carta del Polo Artico : secondo l’ultime osservazioni</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62971</td>
<td>Nuova carte degli State Pontifici meridionali</td>
<td>Nuova carte degli State Pontifici meridionali</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16569</td>
<td>Nuova ed corretta carta dell’Indie Occidentali cavata dalle miglior autorità</td>
<td>Nuova ed corretta carta dell’Indie Occidentali cavata dalle miglior autorità</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56907</td>
<td>Nuova, e corretta carta dell’Isola di Terra Nuova</td>
<td>Nuova, e corretta carta dell’Isola di Terra Nuova</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>82753</td>
<td>Nuova ed esatta carta della America ...</td>
<td>Nuova ed esatta carta della America ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53813</td>
<td>La Nuova Francia / [Giacomo Gastaldi]</td>
<td>La Nuova Francia / [Giacomo Gastaldi]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11047</td>
<td>Nuova notizie intorno a Giacomo Gastaldi / Roberto Almagià</td>
<td>Nuova notizie intorno a Giacomo Gastaldi / Roberto Almagià</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>79970</td>
<td>Nuova pianta dell’incita città di Venezia regolata l’anno 1797 / Ka. Lodovico Ughi delini</td>
<td>Nuova pianta dell’incita città di Venezia regolata l’anno 1797 / Ka. Lodovico Ughi delini</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>59263</td>
<td>Nuova pianta di Napoli = Nouveau plan de Naples = New map of Naples</td>
<td>Nuova pianta di Napoli = Nouveau plan de Naples = New map of Naples</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67232</td>
<td>Nuova pianta di Roma in prospettiva / dedicata a ... il D. Abondio Rezzonico Senatore de Roma dall’ ... il Cav. Giuseppe Vasi ; si vende dal medesimo autore per Paoli Otto</td>
<td>Nuova pianta di Roma in prospettiva / dedicata a ... il D. Abondio Rezzonico Senatore de Roma dall’ ... il Cav. Giuseppe Vasi ; si vende dal medesimo autore per Paoli Otto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67235</td>
<td>Nuova pianta di Roma moderna estratta dalla grande del Nolli, corretta ed accresiuta di nomi delle contrade indicati al loro rispettivo sito</td>
<td>Nuova pianta di Roma moderna estratta dalla grande del Nolli, corretta ed accresiuta di nomi delle contrade indicati al loro rispettivo sito</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67221</td>
<td>Nuova pianta et alzata della citta di Roma...</td>
<td>Nuova pianta et alzata della citta di Roma...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58724</td>
<td>La Nuova Zelandia delineata sulle ultime osservazioni del Capitan Cook</td>
<td>La Nuova Zelandia delineata sulle ultime osservazioni del Capitan Cook</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>79871</td>
<td>Le Nuove Ebridi e a Nova Caledonia delineate sulle osservazioni del Cap. Cook</td>
<td>Le Nuove Ebridi e a Nova Caledonia delineate sulle osservazioni del Cap. Cook</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28605</td>
<td>Nuovi studi su Giacomo Gastaldi e sulla Geografia in Italia nel Secolo XVI / Gemma Sgrilli</td>
<td>Nuovi studi su Giacomo Gastaldi e sulla Geografia in Italia nel Secolo XVI / Gemma Sgrilli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38931</td>
<td>[Nuovissima guida del viaggiatore in Italia : Maps]</td>
<td>[Nuovissima guida del viaggiatore in Italia : Maps]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**La Nuova Francia / [Giacomo Gastaldi]**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>28601</td>
<td>La Nuova Olanda e la Nuova Guinea delineate sulle ultime osservazioni</td>
<td>La Nuova Olanda e la Nuova Guinea delineate sulle ultime osservazioni</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11047</td>
<td>Nuova pianta dell’incita città di Venezia regolata l’anno 1797 / Ka. Lodovico Ughi delini</td>
<td>Nuova pianta dell’incita città di Venezia regolata l’anno 1797 / Ka. Lodovico Ughi delini</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>79970</td>
<td>Nuova pianta di Napoli = Nouveau plan de Naples = New map of Naples</td>
<td>Nuova pianta di Napoli = Nouveau plan de Naples = New map of Naples</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>59263</td>
<td>Nuova pianta di Roma in prospettiva / dedicata a ... il D. Abondio Rezzonico Senatore de Roma dall’ ... il Cav. Giuseppe Vasi ; si vende dal medesimo autore per Paoli Otto</td>
<td>Nuova pianta di Roma in prospettiva / dedicata a ... il D. Abondio Rezzonico Senatore de Roma dall’ ... il Cav. Giuseppe Vasi ; si vende dal medesimo autore per Paoli Otto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67232</td>
<td>Nuova pianta di Roma moderna estratta dalla grande del Nolli, corretta ed accresiuta di nomi delle contrade indicati al loro rispettivo sito</td>
<td>Nuova pianta di Roma moderna estratta dalla grande del Nolli, corretta ed accresiuta di nomi delle contrade indicati al loro rispettivo sito</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67221</td>
<td>Nuova pianta et alzata della citta di Roma...</td>
<td>Nuova pianta et alzata della citta di Roma...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**La Nuova Topografia di Roma**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>58724</td>
<td>La Nuova Zelandia delineata sulle ultime osservazioni del Capitan Cook</td>
<td>La Nuova Zelandia delineata sulle ultime osservazioni del Capitan Cook</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>79871</td>
<td>Le Nuove Ebridi e a Nova Caledonia delineate sulle osservazioni del Cap. Cook</td>
<td>Le Nuove Ebridi e a Nova Caledonia delineate sulle osservazioni del Cap. Cook</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Nuovo atlante di geografia universale**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10640</td>
<td>Nuovo atlante di geografia moderna : dedicato a Sua Eccellenza il signor conte Giulio di Strassoldo ... / compilato da Carlo Rossari ad uso delle scuole ginnasiali sulle tracce migliori geografi moderni e riveduto nell’incito I.R. Istituto geografico</td>
<td>Nuovo atlante di geografia moderna : dedicato a Sua Eccellenza il signor conte Giulio di Strassoldo ... / compilato da Carlo Rossari ad uso delle scuole ginnasiali sulle tracce migliori geografi moderni e riveduto nell’incito I.R. Istituto geografico</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10647</td>
<td>Nuovo atlante di geografia universale</td>
<td>Nuovo atlante di geografia universale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10648</td>
<td>Nuovo atlante generale metodico ed elementare tascabile per lo studio della geografia ed istoria antica e moderna : arricchite di varie carte delle nuove scoperte</td>
<td>Nuovo atlante generale metodico ed elementare tascabile per lo studio della geografia ed istoria antica e moderna : arricchite di varie carte delle nuove scoperte</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10634</td>
<td>Nuovo atlas historico</td>
<td>Nuovo atlas historico</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)**
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For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Nuremberg (Germany). Stadtbibliothek SEE Stadtbibliothek Nürnberg 60220

Nuovo atlante istorico 4750
Nuovo compendio di geografia teorico-pratica: con notizie storiche ad uso delle scuole ginnasiali, normali e tecniche / per Eugenio Comba 30414
Nuovo Messico 46208

Nur al-Din Muhammad Jahangir Gurkani, 1569-1627 SEE Jahangir, Emperor of Hindustan, 1569-1627 51202

Nurnberg (Germany) - Historical geography - Maps - 903-1564 60202
Nuremberg (Germany) - Maps - 1590-1606 13809
Nuremberg (Germany) - Maps - 1625 60203
Nuremberg (Germany) - Maps - 1632 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 60204
Nuremberg (Germany) - Maps - 1705 60205
Nuremberg (Germany) - Maps - 1732 60206
Nuremberg (Germany) - Maps - 1750 - Pictorial works 60226
Nuremberg (Germany) - Maps - 1793 60207
Nuremberg (Germany) - Maps - 1800 60208, 60209
Nuremberg (Germany) - Maps - 1805 60210
Nuremberg (Germany) - Maps - 1872 31533
Nuremberg (Germany) - Maps - 1895 60211
Nuremberg (Germany) - Maps - 1913 28256
Nuremberg (Germany) - Maps - 1920 60212
Nuremberg (Germany) - Maps - 1921 28257
Nuremberg (Germany) - Maps - 1923 60213
Nuremberg (Germany) - Maps - 1927 60214
Nuremberg (Germany) - Maps - 1928 28258
Nuremberg (Germany) - Maps - 1929 60215
Nuremberg (Germany) - Maps - 1932 28260, 60216
Nuremberg (Germany) - Maps - 1961 60217
Nuremberg (Germany) - Maps - 1962 28261
Nuremberg (Germany) - Maps - 1966 60218
Nuremberg (Germany) - Maps - 1980 - Guidebooks 60219
Nuremberg (Germany) - Maps - Bibliography - Catalogs 60220
Nuremberg (Germany) - Maps - Collections - Manuscripts 60220
Nuremberg (Germany) - Maps - Exhibitions - Catalogs 44939
Nuremberg (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1620 60221, 60222

Nuremberg (Germany). Stadtbibliothek SEE Stadtbibliothek Nürnberg 60220

[Nuremberg region] / 1559 H. W. 60223
Nuremberg Region (Germany) - Maps - 1559 60223
Nuremberg Region (Germany) - Maps - 1710 60224
Nuremberg Region (Germany) - Maps - 1745 - History, Ancient 60225
Nuremberg Region (Germany) - Maps - 1750 60226
Nuremberg Region (Germany) - Maps - 1895 60211
Nuremberg Region (Germany) - Maps - 1920 60212
Nuremberg Region (Germany) - Maps - 1923 60213
Nuremberg Region (Germany) - Maps - 1927 60214
Nuremberg Region (Germany) - Maps - 1929 60215
Nuremberg Region (Germany) - Maps - 1932 60216
Nuremberg Region (Germany) - Maps - 1961 60217

Nurminen, J. SEE John Nurmisen säätiö 18234

Nurminen (John) Foundation SEE John Nurmisen säätiö 18395

Nürnberg 60208

Nürnberg (Germany) SEE Nuremberg (Germany) 60203

Nürnberg (Germany). Stadtbibliothek SEE Stadtbibliothek Nürnberg 60220

Nürnberg, mit dero Gegend 60224

Nürnberg: Praktischer Führer für Reisende 60211
Nürnberg und Umgebung 60213, 60215, 60217

Nürnberg und Umgebung: mit Angaben für Automobilisten 60216

Nürnberg und Umgebung: Praktischer Reiseführer 60212

Nurock, Max, 1893- 62886

Nurses - Maps - 1943 - Manuscripts 84372, 84373

Nuslerus, Bernhard Gulinemus 84735

Nußbacher, Gernot 17690, 34641

Nuttall, Julie 14808

Nuß, Lucia 16886, 17912

Nutt 7792, 7793, 25104

Nutt, D. 73906

Nutt, John 7786

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
O comércio de mapa na França e na Grã Bretanha durante o século XVIII = The map trade in France and England in the eighteenth century / Mary Sponberg Pedley 44558
O'Connell, Charles F. 76059
O'Connell, F. 30305
O'Connell, Kathleen, fl. 2008 52709
O'Connell, Matthew J. 13072
O'Connor, 18th cent. 69003
O'Connor, Alice 42697
O'Connor, J. D. 75798
O'Connor, Jas. P., fl. 1907 19461
O'Connor, R. F. 33853, 65890, 67079
O'Connor, W. P. 71097, 71099
O'Conor, Charles, 1764-1828 30305
O.D. Case & Company 12858, 12864, 29604, 29628, 29781
O.D. Cooke & Sons 4748
Ó Dálaigh, Aonghus 69631
O'Dell, Edward P. 27169, 54553
O'Donnell, John A., active 1932 56453
O'Donoghue, Yolanda (Jones) 18021
O'Donoghue, Yolande 17153
O'Donoughue, James 30778
O'Doria, Hercules 23715
O., F., 16th cent. 28904
O'Faoláin, Seán, 1900-1991 38424
O'Flanagan, Michael, 1876-1942 52383
O'Galligan, George R. 8084
O'Haire, Robert T. 2831
O'Hare, Daniel 61351
O'Hea, Richard A. 80910
O'Keeffe, Patric 32415, 32455
O'Kelly, Charles, 1621-1695 38242
O. Koffmahn, O. 10132
O.L. Baskin & Co. 16668, 16669
O'Malley, Charles Donald 17691, 17692, 28677, 28683, 80171
O'Malley, Henry Edward, 1848-1925 51885
O'Malley, Patrick L., 1962-2007 35113
O'Malley, Noel Sever, 1909-1999 79459
O'Neill, Henry Edward, 1848-1925 51885
O'Neill, Patrick L., 1962-2007 35113
O'Neill, R. W. 33126
O'Neill, Virginia 79043, 79044
O'Reilly, Joanna M. 32398
O'Reilly, John J. 44591
O'Reilly, Montagu, R.N. 8183, 18880, 35113
O'Reilly, Noel Sever, 1909-1999 79459
O'Reilly, Montagu, R.N. 8183, 18880, 35113
O'Shanessey, John J. 44591
O'Shea, Henry, 1838-1905 72861
O'Shea, Richard 76321
O'Shea's guide to Spain and Portugal / edited by John Lomas 72861
O'Sullivan, Edmund M. 30073
O'Sullivan, George H. 38209
O.T.O. Dude Ranch (Corwin Springs, Mont.) 60233
O.T.O. Dude Ranch (Corwin Springs, Mont.) - Maps - 1930-1939 - Pictorial maps 60233
O.T.O. Dude Ranch, Montana, P.O. address Corwin Springs / cartograph by F. van West, Box 381, Venice, Calif. 60233
O.T.S. Communication 79990
O veche harta manuscrisa a regiunilor românești = [Une vieille carte manuscrite des régions roumaines] 67120
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O.W. Gray & Son  5313, 11589, 19557, 36902, 41807, 43997, 43999, 44680, 76870, 77286
Oakland  60234, 60235, 60236
Oahu  33681, 60234
Oakland (Calif.) - Maps  1841
Oahu (Calif.) - Maps  1846
Oahu (Calif.) - Maps  1960-1969  1066
Oahu (Calif.) - Maps  1960-1969 - Automobile leasing and renting  60236
Oahu (Calif.) - Maps  1960-1969 - Road maps - Pictorial maps  60236
Oahu (Calif.) - Maps  1963 - Road maps - Pictorial maps  33695
Oahu (Calif.) - Maps  1966 - Nautical charts  33696
Oahu (Calif.) - Maps  1967 - Maps, Physical  1072, 1073
Oahu (Calif.) - Maps  1970 - Harbors  33706
Oahu (Calif.) - Maps  1979 - Road maps  60237
Oahu (Calif.) - Maps  2002 - Road maps  60238
Oahu (Calif.) - Maps  2005 - Road maps  60239
Oahu - Maps  1976 - Road maps  34624
Oahu - Maps  1979 - Local transit  34625, 34626, 34627
Oak Knoll Books (Firm)  16999, 23712
Oak Park Arts District (Firm : Ill.)  60242
Oak Park arts map & guide / Oak Park Arts District  60242
Oak Park (Ill.) - Maps  1869  60240
Oak Park (Ill.) - Maps  1894 - Real property  60241
Oak Park (Ill.) - Maps  1986 - Election districts  22069
Oak Park (Ill.) - Maps  1986 - Road maps  22069
Oak Park (Ill.) - Maps  1996  60245
Oak Park (Ill.) - Maps  2010 - Arts - Tourist maps  60242
Oak Park (Ill.) - Maps  2010 - Tourist maps - Pictorial maps  60243
Oak Park (Ill.) - Maps  2011  60246
Oak Park (Ill.) - Pictorial works - 1873  60244
Oak Park (Ill.) - Tourism - 1996  60245
Oak Park (Ill.) - Tourism - 2011  60246
Oak Park is eight miles due west of Chicago's ...  60241
Oak Park visitor guide 2011  60246
Oak Park Visitors Bureau (Ill.) SEE Oak Park Visitors Center (Ill.)  60245
Oak Park Visitors Center (Ill.)  60245, 60246
Oakes, David  41079, 41080
Oakes, George W.  25738, 26271
Oakes, T. F.  81875
Oakes, William H.  65665
Oakeshott, Walter  22296
Oakham (Rutland, England) - Maps  1646  67741
Oakham (Rutland, England) - Maps  1676  67742
Oakland  60255
Oakland (Calif.) - 1940 - Road maps  68586
Oakland (Calif.) - 1956 - Road maps  60267, 60268
Oakland (Calif.) - Description and travel - 1950  60247
Oakland (Calif.) - Maps  1936 - Road maps  68504
Oakland (Calif.) - Maps  1937 - Road maps  24004, 24005, 68505
Oakland (Calif.) - Maps  1938 - Road maps  24006, 68507, 68508, 68509, 68579, 68580
Oakland (Calif.) - Maps  1939 - Road maps  68510, 68511, 68582
Oakland (Calif.) - Maps  1940 - Road maps  68585
Oakland (Calif.) - Maps  1941 - Road maps  68587
Oakland (Calif.) - Maps  1942 - Road maps  68512, 68588, 68589, 68590, 68591
Oakland (Calif.) - Maps  1943 - Road maps  68592
Oakland (Calif.) - Maps  1945 - Road maps  68593
Oakland (Calif.) - Maps  1946 - Road maps  68515, 68516, 68517, 68518, 68519, 68594, 68595, 68596, 68597, 68598
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Oakland (Calif.) - Maps  1951 - Road maps  68608
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Oakland (Calif.) - Maps  1954 - Road maps  68613, 68614
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location/Type</th>
<th>Title/Description</th>
<th>Call Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Oakland (Calif.)</td>
<td>Maps: 1956 - Road maps</td>
<td>68524</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oakland (Calif.)</td>
<td>Maps: 1957 - Road maps</td>
<td>68525</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oakland (Calif.)</td>
<td>Maps: 1960 - Road maps</td>
<td>68616</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oakland (Calif.)</td>
<td>Maps: 1966 - Road maps</td>
<td>68528</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oakland (Calif.)</td>
<td>Maps: 1967 - Road maps</td>
<td>68530, 68618</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oakland (Calif.)</td>
<td>Maps: 1968 - Road maps</td>
<td>68532, 68621</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oakland (Calif.)</td>
<td>Maps: 1969 - Road maps</td>
<td>60249</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oakland (Calif.)</td>
<td>Maps: 1970 - Road maps</td>
<td>60250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oakland (Calif.)</td>
<td>Maps: 1971 - Road maps</td>
<td>60251</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oakland (Calif.)</td>
<td>Maps: 1972 - Road maps</td>
<td>24007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oakland (Calif.)</td>
<td>Maps: 1975 - Road maps</td>
<td>60252, 60253</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oakland (Calif.)</td>
<td>Maps: 1976 - Road maps</td>
<td>60254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oakland (Calif.)</td>
<td>Maps: 1978 - Road maps</td>
<td>68628</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oakland (Calif.)</td>
<td>Maps: 1979 - Road maps</td>
<td>60255</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oakland (Calif.)</td>
<td>Pictorial works: 1890-1899</td>
<td>60256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oakland Chamber of Commerce (Oakland, Calif.)</td>
<td>Oakland County 4-H Leaders Association (Mich.)</td>
<td>60259</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oakland County 4-H Leaders Development Committee (Mich.)</td>
<td>60260</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oakland County (Mich.)</td>
<td>1894: LC G&amp;M land ownership maps on microfiche</td>
<td>60258</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oakland County (Mich.)</td>
<td>Maps: 1872 - Landowners</td>
<td>60257</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oakland County (Mich.)</td>
<td>Maps: 1894 - Landowners</td>
<td>60258</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oakland County (Mich.)</td>
<td>Maps: 1977 - Landowners</td>
<td>60259</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oakland County (Mich.)</td>
<td>Maps: 1985 - Landowners</td>
<td>60260</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oakland County (Mich.)</td>
<td>Maps: 1994 - Road maps</td>
<td>23386</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oakland County (Mich.)</td>
<td>Maps: 1997 - Road maps</td>
<td>23387, 60261</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oakland County (Mich.)</td>
<td>Maps: 2002 - Road maps</td>
<td>60262</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oakland County (Mich.)</td>
<td>Maps: 2004 - Road maps</td>
<td>23390, 60263</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oakland County (Mich.)</td>
<td>Maps: 2005 - Road maps</td>
<td>23393, 23395, 60264, 60265</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oakland County (Mich.)</td>
<td>Maps: 2008 - Road maps</td>
<td>23397, 60266</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oakland County, Michigan, land atlas &amp; plat book, 1977</td>
<td>60259</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oakland, East Bay cities: Mobil travel map</td>
<td>60252</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oakland, East Bay Cities / Phillips 66, the performance company</td>
<td>60253</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oakland, East Bay cities tourguide map / Gulf</td>
<td>60249, 60250</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oakland, East Bay Cities with southern Alameda County: street and vicinity maps / Phillips 66</td>
<td>60251</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oakland &amp; Macomb counties street guide</td>
<td>60262, 60263, 60264, 60265, 60266</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oakland &amp; Macomb counties StreetFinder</td>
<td>60261</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oakland Museum</td>
<td>57408</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oakland Region (Calif.)</td>
<td>Maps: 1948 - Road maps</td>
<td>60248</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oakland Region (Calif.)</td>
<td>Maps: 1956 - Road maps</td>
<td>60267, 60268</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oakland Region (Calif.) SEE San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.)</td>
<td>68586</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oakland Tribune (Oakland, Calif.)</td>
<td>60256</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oakley (Bedford, England)</td>
<td>Maps: 1795 - Real property</td>
<td>60269</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oakley, E.</td>
<td>66074</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oakley, Geo. P. (George Peters), d. 1847</td>
<td>76663</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oakley, Horace Sweeney, 1861-1929</td>
<td>28591</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oakley Reynes (Bedfordshire) SEE Oakley (Bedford, England)</td>
<td>60269</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oakwoods Cemetery (Chicago, Ill.)</td>
<td>Pictorial works: 2007</td>
<td>15790</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oats</td>
<td>Maps: 1950</td>
<td>84393</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ob, Gulf of (Russia)</td>
<td>Maps: 1762</td>
<td>26001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ob, Gulf of (Russia)</td>
<td>Maps: 1800</td>
<td>26021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obadele-Starks, Ernest, 1959-</td>
<td>78435</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obala Hrvatske na pomorskim i geografskim kartama od 16. do 19. stoljeća = Croatian coastlines on maps and sea charts from 16th to 19th century</td>
<td>22438</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oban (Scotland)</td>
<td>Maps: 1897</td>
<td>60270</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obbott, Gregory SEE Obbott, Krikko</td>
<td>55814</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obbott, Krikko</td>
<td>1950-</td>
<td>20033, 46716, 55814</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obdam, Jacob van Wassenber, 1645-1714</td>
<td>24865</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obelisco Vaticano (Vatican City)</td>
<td>Pictorial works: 1586</td>
<td>60271</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obelisks - Rome (Italy)</td>
<td>Pictorial works: 1550</td>
<td>21802</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obelisks - Rome (Italy)</td>
<td>Pictorial works: 1586</td>
<td>60271</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obelisks - Rome (Italy)</td>
<td>Pictorial works: 1589</td>
<td>64624</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obelisks - Rome (Italy)</td>
<td>Pictorial works: 1590</td>
<td>64626</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obelisks - Rome (Italy)</td>
<td>Pictorial works: 1594</td>
<td>64634</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>39157</td>
<td>Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39124</td>
<td>Ober-Italien</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39108</td>
<td>Ober-Italien V1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39109</td>
<td>Ober-Italien V2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11270</td>
<td>Ober- und Niederösterreich : die Donau von Passau bis Wien</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60272</td>
<td>Oberammergau (Germany) - Maps - 1930</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60273</td>
<td>Oberammergau (Germany) - Maps - 1960</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60272</td>
<td>Oberammergau und das Ammergebirge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60273</td>
<td>Oberammergau und Umgebung</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60274</td>
<td>Oberbayern (Germany) - Maps - 1745</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60275</td>
<td>Oberbayern (Germany) - Maps - 1912</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60276</td>
<td>Oberbayern (Germany) - Maps - 1913</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60277</td>
<td>Oberbayern (Germany) - Maps - 1920</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60278</td>
<td>Oberbayern (Germany) - Maps - 1922</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60279</td>
<td>Oberbayern (Germany) - Maps - 1923</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60280</td>
<td>Oberbayern (Germany) - Maps - 1925</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60281</td>
<td>Oberbayern (Germany) - Maps - 1927</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60282</td>
<td>Oberbayern (Germany) - Maps - 1929</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60283</td>
<td>Oberbayern (Germany) - Maps - 1930</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60284</td>
<td>Oberbayern (Germany) - Maps - 1933</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60285</td>
<td>Oberbayern (Germany) - Maps - 1939</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60286</td>
<td>Oberbayern (Germany) - Maps - 1955</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60287</td>
<td>Oberbayern (Germany) - Maps - 1956</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60288</td>
<td>Oberbayern I : Garmisch-Partenkirchen, Mittenwald und Oberammergau</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60289</td>
<td>Oberbayern II : von der Isar bis zum Inn und die Hochebene um München</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60284</td>
<td>Oberbayern III : Berchtesgaden, Chiemgau und Inntal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60285</td>
<td>Oberbayern und München</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80237</td>
<td>Ober, Frederick A. (Frederick Albion), 1849-1913</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33907</td>
<td>Oberhessen, Kurhessen und Waldeck</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60282</td>
<td>Oberhofsammlung, Eugen, 1859-1944</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25530</td>
<td>Oberhofsammlung, Eugen, 1859-1944</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29461</td>
<td>Oberlin, Ann</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36726</td>
<td>Oberly, John H., 1837-1899</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73934</td>
<td>Oberosler, J.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12009</td>
<td>Oberpfalz (Germany) - Guidebooks - 1962</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12009</td>
<td>Oberpfalz (Germany) - Road maps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33886</td>
<td>Oberreinbisher Kreis (Holy Roman Empire) - Maps - 1695</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33895</td>
<td>Oberreinbisher Kreis (Holy Roman Empire) - Maps - 1700</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Oberschlesisches Landesmuseum (Ratingen, Germany) 18421, 60229
Oberst, Fritz 58788

Oberstdorf (Germany) - Maps - 1934 60290
Oberstdorf im Allgäu und Umgebung : Anhang, Oberstdorf im Winter 60290

Oberstdorf Region (Germany) - Maps - 1934 60290
Oberthur (Firm) 28068

Oberwesel (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1620 60291

Obsdatoral map, from "Jargonography: an atlas of cartographic and artistic jargon"/ Cynthia Millis 3148

Obilby, John, 1600-1676 - Exhibitions 60292
Obituary, Frank Debenham 22961
Obituary, J. B. Harley, 1932-1991 33534
Obituary, John Brian Harley, 1932-1991 33532
Obituary notes : Colton Storm 73293
Obituary notes : Matthias (Matt) P. Lowman 43585
[Obituary of Gerard L. Alexander by Alice Hudson; posted to MapHist electronic discussion group 28 February 2009] 1192
[Obituary of Thomas R. Smith of Lawrence, Kansas : newspaper obituary forwarded February 20, 1996 as e-mail message from David Woodward] 70235

Obsdio arcis Sancti Martini in insula a Rete, anno M.DC.XXV = Le siege de la cittadelle de Saint Martin dans l'Isle de Ré l'an 1625 / Jac Callot fe[c] 66297
Obsdio Bredana armis Philippi IV 4285
Obsdio et expugnatio Portus Calvi 65322
Obsdio Rhinbercae ad vivum expressa ... 66425, 66426

The Obsolete topographic map as a research document 75311
Occasional Lecture Series no.3 16929
Occidentai regni Angliae districtus ... 25065, 25082
Occupation map of Japan and adjacent areas : including potential U.S. bases in the Pacific 39562

Occupations - Maps - 1966 84458
Ocean - Area measurement - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1833 2506
Ocean - Area measurement - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1835 2507
Ocean - Area measurement - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1841 2509
Ocean Atlanticque côtes d'Europe et d'Afrique 57882
The Ocean, atmosphere, and life : being the second series of a descriptive history of the life of the globe / by Élisée Reclus 60300
Ocean - Boundaries SEE Water boundaries 81433
Ocean cables SEE Cables, Submarine 57918
Ocean circulation - Maps - 1856 60295
Ocean City-Longport Automobile Bridge Company (Ocean City, N.J.) 54883
[Ocean County (N.J.) - 1872: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 60294

Ocean County (N.J.) - Maps - 1872 - Landowners 60294
Ocean County (N.J.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps 51262
Ocean currents - America - Maps - 1678 3790
Ocean currents - Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1678 3790
Ocean currents - Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1787 33217
Ocean currents - Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1807 57903
Ocean currents - Caribbean Sea - Maps - 1780 2163, 16570
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Call Number(s)</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ocean currents - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1800-1899</td>
<td>45200</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ocean currents - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1970-1979</td>
<td>45201</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ocean currents - Gulf Stream - Maps - 1787</td>
<td>33217</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ocean currents - Gulf Stream - Maps - 1807</td>
<td>57903</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ocean currents - Indian Ocean - Maps - 1780</td>
<td>523, 36676, 37453</td>
<td>36713</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ocean currents - Indian Ocean - Maps - 1803</td>
<td>36713</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ocean currents - Maps - 1665 - Manuscripts</td>
<td>84040</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ocean currents - Maps - 1780</td>
<td>84137</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ocean currents - Maps - 1838-1845</td>
<td>84239</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ocean currents - Maps - 1855</td>
<td>84268</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ocean currents - Maps - 1856</td>
<td>60295</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ocean currents - Maps - 1860</td>
<td>84277</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ocean currents - Maps - 1861</td>
<td>84280</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ocean currents - Maps - 1863</td>
<td>84282</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ocean currents - Maps - 1864</td>
<td>2004</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ocean currents - Maps - 1891</td>
<td>84308</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ocean currents - Maps - 1892</td>
<td>84309</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ocean currents - Maps - 1920</td>
<td>84326</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ocean currents - Maps - 1923-1933</td>
<td>52766</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ocean currents - Maps - 1930-1939</td>
<td>84339</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ocean currents - Maps - 1942</td>
<td>84354</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ocean currents - Maps - 1943</td>
<td>84374</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ocean currents - Maps - 1950</td>
<td>84404, 84405, 84407</td>
<td>1950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ocean currents - Maps - History</td>
<td>45559</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ocean currents - Mexico, Gulf of - Maps - 1780</td>
<td>16570</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ocean currents - North Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1787</td>
<td>33217</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ocean currents - North Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1807</td>
<td>57903</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ocean currents - North Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1856</td>
<td>2385, 57911</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ocean currents - North Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1861</td>
<td>57913</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ocean currents - North Pacific Ocean - Maps - 1854</td>
<td>41385</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ocean currents - Pacific Ocean - Maps - 1678</td>
<td>3790</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ocean currents - Pacific Ocean - Maps - 1780</td>
<td>568</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ocean currents - Sargasso Sea - Maps - 1891</td>
<td>68926</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ocean currents SEE ALSO Gulf Stream</td>
<td>26847</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ocean currents - South Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1780</td>
<td>567, 13831, 13832, 70472, 70473</td>
<td>1780</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ocean currents - South Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1950-1959</td>
<td>70647</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ocean currents - South Pacific Ocean - Maps - 1780</td>
<td>64270, 70473</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ocean currents - South Pacific Ocean - Maps - 1950-1959</td>
<td>70647</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ocean currents - Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1678</td>
<td>3790</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ocean - Discovery and exploration - History - Maps</td>
<td>60296</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ocean Drive (N.J.) - Maps - 1954</td>
<td>60297</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ocean Drive (N.J.) - Maps - 1967</td>
<td>60298</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ocean Drive (N.J.) - Maps - 1972</td>
<td>60299</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ocean - Eastern Hemisphere - Area measurement - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1840</td>
<td>24526</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ocean - Eastern Hemisphere - Area measurement - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1851</td>
<td>24527</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ocean - Geography - 1856</td>
<td>60328</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ocean - Geography - 1858</td>
<td>60329</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ocean - Geography - 1864</td>
<td>60330</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ocean Highway - Maps - 1925</td>
<td>77319</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ocean Highway - Maps - 1939</td>
<td>4013</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ocean highways</td>
<td>67437</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ocean - Maps - 1856</td>
<td>60328</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ocean - Maps - 1858</td>
<td>60329</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ocean - Maps - 1864</td>
<td>60330</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ocean - Maps - 1873</td>
<td>60330</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ocean - Maps - 1894</td>
<td>52754, 52755</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ocean - Maps - 1895</td>
<td>52756</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ocean - Maps - 1897</td>
<td>52757</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ocean - Maps - 1899</td>
<td>52759</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ocean - Maps - 1901</td>
<td>52760</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ocean - Maps - 1903</td>
<td>52761</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ocean - Maps - 1907</td>
<td>52762</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ocean - Maps - 1912</td>
<td>52763</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ocean - Maps - 1914</td>
<td>52764</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ocean - Maps - 1922</th>
<th>52765</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ocean - Maps - 1925</td>
<td>52767</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ocean - Maps - 1931</td>
<td>52768</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ocean - Maps - 1944</td>
<td>52769</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ocean - Maps - 1960 - Submarine topography</td>
<td>84547</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ocean - Maps - 1971</td>
<td>60301, 60302</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ocean - Maps - 1977</td>
<td>60303</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ocean - Maps - 1979</td>
<td>60304</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ocean - Maps - 1983</td>
<td>60305</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ocean - Maps - 1996</td>
<td>60306</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Ocean navigation of Columbus on his first voyage | 21781 |
Ocean passages for the world : winds and currents | 52766 |
Ocean routes | 84340 |
Ocean routes SEE Trade routes (flipped heading) | 24039 |
Ocean Springs (Miss.) - Maps - 1700-1799 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles | 27369 |
Ocean Springs (Miss.) - Maps - 1720 - Land Grants - Manuscripts | 27370 |
Ocean Steamship Company of Savannah | 77167, 77175, 77183, 77194, 77211, 77218, 77239, 77247, 77262, 77281, 77299, 77313, 77337, 77357, 77377, 77408, 77467, 77507, 77533, 77555, 77569 |
Ocean Steamship Company of Savannah - Maps - 1912 | 77167 |
Ocean Steamship Company of Savannah - Maps - 1913 | 77175 |
Ocean Steamship Company of Savannah - Maps - 1914 | 77183 |
Ocean Steamship Company of Savannah - Maps - 1915 | 77194 |
Ocean Steamship Company of Savannah - Maps - 1916 | 77211 |
Ocean Steamship Company of Savannah - Maps - 1917 | 77218 |
Ocean Steamship Company of Savannah - Maps - 1920 | 77239 |
Ocean Steamship Company of Savannah - Maps - 1921 | 77247 |
Ocean Steamship Company of Savannah - Maps - 1922 | 77262 |
Ocean Steamship Company of Savannah - Maps - 1923 | 77281 |
Ocean Steamship Company of Savannah - Maps - 1924 | 77299 |
Ocean Steamship Company of Savannah - Maps - 1925 | 77313 |
Ocean Steamship Company of Savannah - Maps - 1926 | 77327 |
Ocean Steamship Company of Savannah - Maps - 1927 | 77357 |
Ocean Steamship Company of Savannah - Maps - 1928 | 77377 |
Ocean Steamship Company of Savannah - Maps - 1929 | 77408 |
Ocean Steamship Company of Savannah - Maps - 1930 | 77467 |
Ocean Steamship Company of Savannah - Maps - 1931 | 77507 |
Ocean Steamship Company of Savannah - Maps - 1932 | 77533 |
Ocean Steamship Company of Savannah - Maps - 1933 | 77555 |
Ocean Steamship Company of Savannah - Maps - 1934 | 77569 |
Ocean temperature - Maps - 1856 | 60295 |
Ocean to Old Spanish Trail - Maps - 1925 | 77319 |
Ocean travel - Maps - 1891 | 60307 |
Ocean travel - Maps - 1897 | 26146, 52758 |
Ocean travel - Maps - 1904 | 75429 |
Ocean travel - Maps - 1905 | 26158, 26159 |
Ocean travel - Maps - 1908 | 26165 |
Ocean travel - Maps - 1909 | 75430 |
Ocean travel - Maps - 1911 | 26173 |
Ocean travel - Maps - 1912 | 26176 |
Ocean travel - Maps - 1913 | 75433 |
Ocean travel - Maps - 1914 | 60308 |
Ocean travel - Maps - 1920 | 75434 |
Ocean travel - Maps - 1920-1929 | 5845 |
Ocean travel - Maps - 1923 | 5902 |
Ocean travel - Maps - 1924 | 75435 |
Ocean travel - Maps - 1925 | 31814 |
Ocean travel - Maps - 1952 | 75436 |
Ocean - Western Hemisphere - Area measurement - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1851 | 82734

The Ocean World | 60301, 60302
Oceana County 4-H Leaders Association (Mich.) | 60311
(Oceana County (Mich.) - 1876: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche) | 60309
Oceana County (Mich.) - Maps - 1876 - Landowners | 60309
Oceana County (Mich.) - Maps - 1950 - Landowners | 60310
Oceana County (Mich.) - Maps - 1957 - Landowners | 60311
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Call Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Oceanography</td>
<td>60310</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ocean or Pacific Ocean</td>
<td>60318, 60319</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ocean Publications</td>
<td>84553</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oceania - 1897 - Maps</td>
<td>9496</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oceania and Pacific Ocean from Admiralty surveys</td>
<td>62621</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oceania - Discovery and exploration - Maps - 1859</td>
<td>65148</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oceania - Geography - 1891</td>
<td>11021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oceania - Historical geography - Maps - 1859</td>
<td>65148</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oceania - Maps - 1773 - Explorations</td>
<td>60312, 60313</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oceania - Maps - 1765</td>
<td>60314, 60315</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oceania - Maps - 1793</td>
<td>62592</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oceania - Maps - 1795</td>
<td>38525</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oceania - Maps - 1797</td>
<td>71120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oceania - Maps - 1804</td>
<td>62602</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oceania - Maps - 1806</td>
<td>65144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oceania - Maps - 1813</td>
<td>65145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oceania - Maps - 1814</td>
<td>62603, 62604</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oceania - Maps - 1817</td>
<td>45913</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oceania - Maps - 1821</td>
<td>45914</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oceania - Maps - 1822</td>
<td>45915</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oceania - Maps - 1825</td>
<td>62608</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oceania - Maps - 1826</td>
<td>3364</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oceania - Maps - 1829</td>
<td>45916</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oceania - Maps - 1840</td>
<td>38526, 60316, 60317, 62614</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oceania - Maps - 1841</td>
<td>71122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oceania - Maps - 1842</td>
<td>71123, 71124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oceania - Maps - 1845</td>
<td>60318</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oceania - Maps - 1846</td>
<td>62617</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oceania - Maps - 1847</td>
<td>60319</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oceania - Maps - 1850</td>
<td>60320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oceania - Maps - 1851</td>
<td>71126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oceania - Maps - 1853</td>
<td>65147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oceania - Maps - 1859</td>
<td>65148</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oceania - Maps - 1861</td>
<td>60321</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oceania - Maps - 1866</td>
<td>65149</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oceania - Maps - 1872</td>
<td>62619</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oceania - Maps - 1883</td>
<td>71128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oceania - Maps - 1885</td>
<td>62621</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oceania - Maps - 1895 - Ecclesiastical geography</td>
<td>38529</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oceania - Maps - 1895 - Missions</td>
<td>38529</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oceania - Maps - 1908</td>
<td>11028, 60322</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oceania - Maps - 1913 - Trade routes</td>
<td>62624</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oceania - Maps - 1942</td>
<td>60323, 62626</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oceania - Maps - 1944</td>
<td>71202, 71203, 71204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oceania - Maps - 1945</td>
<td>71206</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oceania - Maps - 1968 - Guidebooks</td>
<td>60324</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oceania - Maps - 1980 - Airways</td>
<td>60325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oceania - Maps - 1989 - Guidebooks</td>
<td>60326</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oceania - Maps - Bibliography - Catalogs</td>
<td>60327</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oceania, or the islands in the Pacific Ocean, on Mercator's projection, comprising Polynesia, Malaysia and Australasia, compiled from the British Admiralty charts, the surveys of the U. States Exploring Expedition and Lieut. Raper's table of maritime p</td>
<td>62619</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oceania - Pictorial works - 1785</td>
<td>60314, 60315</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oceanic observations of the Pacific, 1955 : the NORPAC atlas</td>
<td>58753</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oceanica 71128</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oceanica and the Pacific Ocean</td>
<td>62616</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oceanica or Oceania 71122</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oceanie ou cinquième partie du monde comprenant l'archipel d'Asie, l'Australasie, et la Polynésie ... / carte encyprotypre dressée par H. Brué, Ingénieur-Géographe</td>
<td>62604</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oceanie ou cinquième partie du monde comprenant l'archipel d'Asie, l'Australasie, la Polynésie, &amp;a. / par H. Brué</td>
<td>62603</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oceanographers - United States - Biography</td>
<td>45559</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oceanographic maps SEE Oceanography - Charts, diagrams, etc.</td>
<td>60328</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oceanography 75996</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oceanography - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1856</td>
<td>60328</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Odisci SEE Georgia (Republic) 31272
Odlanicka-Poczobutt, Anna 41283
Odlanicki-Poczobutt, Michael 18608
Odlanicki-Poczobutt, Michal 41346
Ödhamn, Samuel, 1750-1829 52421
Odnalezienie mapy Rosji Jenkinsona z 1562 roku 39706
Odeo, Cardinal, 1573-1626 31325
Odom, Mackie 50264
Odoardo, Cardinal, 1573-1626 31325
Odoric, da Pordenone, 1265?-1331 SEE Odorico, da Pordenone, 1265?-1331 60339
Odorichus, da Pordenone, 1265?-1331 SEE Odorico, da Pordenone, 1265?-1331 60339
Odorico, da Pordenone, 1265?-1331 - Travels to Ceylon 60339
ODT, Inc. 84505
Odysseus (Greek mythology) - Travel - Maps - 1597-1606 36696
Odysseus (Greek Mythology) - Voyages 45708
Odyssey Press. Trade Division 6738
Oedipus, siue Enipontus vulgo Innspruck ... 37498, 37499
Oenipontis (Austria) SEE Innsbruck (Austria) 37500
Oesthesia, K. 10174
Oetjes, F. W. 14174, 14225, 34584, 34585
Oetzel, Franz August, 1783-1850 336, 3398
L’oeuvre cartographique de Gérard et de Cornielle de Jode 17715
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L’oeuvre cartographique de Gérard Mercator  46015
L’oeuvre cartographique de Nicolas de Nicolay et d’Antoine de Laval (1544-1619) / par R. Hervé ...  57070
Oey, E.  37474
Of caravels and cartographers ...  52736
Of gods and globes : the territorialization of Hindu deities in popular visual culture  17969
Of London  42414
Of maps and mapping  28702
Of maps and men  76064
Of maps and men : in pursuit of a Northwest Passage : an exhibition of maps, books, artwork, and photographs : Leonard L. Milberg Gallery, Harvey S. Firestone Library, Princeton University, 4 April-26 September 2004  59805
Of the practice of colouring maps  21704
Ofen (Hungary) SEE Buda (Hungary)  34912
Ofen (Hungary) SEE Budapest (Hungary)  14820
Ofen, Karl  18054
Offer, G., fl. 1827  30799, 30801
Official road map of Louisiana  43426
Office Departmental du Tourisme  45242
Office national de tourisme du Danemark SEE Turistforeningen for Danmark  23186
Office of Lord High Admiral of England SEE Great Britain. Admiralty  25474
Office of University Publications  79486
Official 1929 Paragon road map of Ohio  60575
Official 1932 Illinois road map  35850
Official 1935 Ohio highway map  60695
Official 1940 road map of New Mexico : showing U.S. highways and principal state roads motor patrolled  55392
Official 1953 Ohio highway map  61007
Official 1963 Hawaii state highway map / Department of Transportation, Highways Division, State of Hawaii  33695
Official 1967 Florida State Road Department vacation map  27156
Official 1969 Chickasaw County, Iowa, farm & ranch directory  20532
Official 1971 Story, Iowa, county directory  73298
Official 1972 highway map : Montana : the big sky country  51545
Official 1974 Alabama highway map  973
The Official 1976 Alabama highway map : bicentennial issue / prepared by the State of Alabama Highway Department ... in cooperation with the U.S. Department of Transportation, Federal Highway Administration  977
Official 1977 Adams County, Iowa, rural resident directory  62
Official 1977 Ringgold County, Iowa, rural resident directory  66833
Official 1977 Warren County, Iowa, rural resident directory  80830
Official 1978-1979 state highway map : South Dakota  71090
Official 1978 Boone County, Iowa, rural resident directory  13393
Official 1980 Cass County, Iowa, rural resident directory  18673
Official 1980 Fremont County, Iowa, rural resident directory  28368
Official 1980 Guthrie County, Iowa rural resident directory  35221
Official 1980 Nodaway County, Missouri, rural resident directory  57137
Official 1981 Greene County, Iowa, rural resident directory  32944
Official 1981 Mills County, Iowa, rural resident directory  49282
Official 1981 Stearns County, Minnesota, rural resident directory  73185
Official 1983 Decatur County, Iowa, rural resident directory  22967
Official 3 year atlas, Waukesha County, Wisconsin, 1961--1966--1963  81469
Official A.A.A. road map : north central states  48832
Official A.A.A. road map : northeastern states  59248
Official A.A.A. road map, south central states  71771
Official A.A.A. road map : western states  82253
Official A.A.A. road maps of main highways in New England, New York, Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Delaware, Maryland, eastern Ohio showing routes to Bear Mountain Bridge ...  59318
Official A.A.A. road map : Illinois  35783
Official A.A.A. road map : Indiana  36941
Official A.A.A. road map : Iowa  37754
Official A.A.A. road map : Kentucky, Tennessee  40771
Official A.A.A. road map : Michigan  46973
Official A.A.A. road map : Minnesota  49641
Official A.A.A. road map : Missouri  50779
Official A.A.A. road map : New England : adjacent New York and Quebec  54099
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Official highway map of the state of Vermont: showing main routes of travel numbered by the State Highway Board 80119, 80120
Official highway map of the United States ... / Federated Hardware Mutuals ... 77746
Official highway map of Wisconsin 83511
Official highway map of Wisconsin: "the playground of the Middle West": showing the state trunk highway system: also the more important county trunk highways / furnished to the Secretary of State by the Wisconsin Highway Commission ... 83198
Official highway map: state of Oregon ... / published ... by Oregon State Motor Ass'n. 62141
Official highway service map 46994
Official highway service map of Wisconsin: 1930 83240
Official highway service map of Wisconsin: 1932 83267
Official highway service map of Wisconsin: 1933 83281
Official Hotel Hollenden Cleveland road map ... / issued by Hotel Hollenden, Cleveland, Ohio, Theo. DeWitt, Vice Pres. and Gen. Mgr. 21010
Official Idaho highway map 35306
Official Illinois road map: Chicago Motor Club 35891
Official Indiana road map 36999, 37015
Official La Salle County landowner's handbook 68301
Official map: 1933 state highways of Ohio 60649
Official map, Colorado recreational area: embracing Rocky Mountain National Park, Denver mountain parks, Pikes Peak region / F. E. Washburn '42; Jo. F. D. May 1948 (checked) 21632
Official map: Nebraska state highway system / prepared by Department of Public Works, Bureau of Roads and Bridges 53025, 53026, 53041
Official map: New Jersey / New Jersey Department of Transportation 55209
Official map of Chinatown in San Francisco / prepared under the supervision of the Special Committee of the Board of Supervisors, July 1885 20758, 20759
Official map of Illinois highways 35879
Official map of Illinois highways 1934 / issued by Edward J. Hughes, Secretary of State. Automobile Department 35880, 35881
Official map of Illinois highways 1935 / issued by Edward J. Hughes, Secretary of State. Automobile Department 35914
Official map of Illinois state highways: 1935 35913
Official map of Illinois system of highways: 1933 35857
Official map of Maine / issued by State Highway Department, Augusta, Me. 44071
Official map of New Mexico 55277
The Official map of southern New England: comprising Massachusetts, Connecticut and Rhode Island / L.V. Crocker, topographer 54007, 54014
Official map of Tennessee highways 1966 / published and distributed free by the Tennessee Department of Highways 74429, 74430
Official map of Tennessee highways 1967 / published and distributed free by the Tennessee Department of Highways 74431
Official map of Tennessee highways 1968 / published and distributed free by the Tennessee Department of Highways 74433, 74434
Official map of Tennessee highways 1969 / published and distributed free by the Tennessee Department of Highways 74436, 74437
Official map of Tennessee highways 1970 / published and distributed free by the Tennessee Department of Highways 74439, 74440
Official map of Tennessee highways 1971 / published and distributed free by the Tennessee Department of Highways 74442
Official map of the county of San Mateo California 68718
Official map of the county of San Mateo California. Including city and county of San Francisco ... 68716, 68717
Official map of the state highways of North Dakota ... April 15th, 1930 / published for free distribution by the North Dakota Dept. of State Highways 58362
Official map of the state highways of North Dakota ... April 15th, 1932 / published for free distribution by the North Dakota Dept. of State Highways 58389
Official map of the state highways of North Dakota ... April 15th, 1933 / published for free distribution by the North Dakota Dept. of State Highways 58387
Official map of the state highways of Oklahoma ... July 1, 1930 / published for free distribution by the Oklahoma State Highway Commission 61408
Official map of the state of Mississippi 50116
Official map of the state of Texas, to accompany the statistical and descriptive work, 'Resources, soil and climate of Texas’ 74553
Official map of the Territory of Arizona / compiled from surveys, reconnaissances and other sources by E.A. Eckhoff and P. Riecker, civil engineers; drawn by Eckhoff & Riecker 2553
Official map of the Territory of Arizona: with all the recent explorations / compiled by Richard Gird c.e. commissioner 2547
Official map of Virginia, Storey County Nevada 80329
Official map publications 16848
Official map showing state highways and other important roads, 1926 / Department of Public Works, Bureau of Highways ... 56264, 56269
Official map, state highway system: State of Nebraska / prepared by Department of Public Works, Bureau of Roads and Bridges; R.L. Cochran, State Engineer 52984
The Official maps of New England / Lawton V. Crocker, topographer 54029, 54031
The Official maps of New England / Lawton V. Crocker, topographer 54029, 54031
The Official maps of New York / compiled from United States government surveys, official state surveys, and original sources 56234
The Official maps of New York / compiled from United States government surveys, official state surveys, and original sources / L.V. Crocker, topographer 56227
Official McHenry County street and road guide 45596
Official Michigan road map: Chicago Motor Club: AAA 47078
Official Michigan service map / issued by State Highway Department ... 47033
Official Michigan service map / issued jointly by State Highway Department ... and Department of Conservation 47014
The Official military atlas of the Civil War 76331, 76332, 76333
Official motor routes of New York / compliments of Hotel Wagner, Anna J. Scott, Mgr., Canajoharie, New York 56266
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Official transcontinental motor bus route map: showing lines operated by member companies and connecting carriers / National Bus Traffic Association 77675

Official transportation map 1975–76: Massachusetts 45499

Official transportation map: Pennsylvania, bicentennial state, 1975: highways, railroads, public transit, airports 64212

Official United States Tourist Service map of Idaho-Utah: listing hotels–resorts–cafes–garages and motels, all selected for outstanding service and accommodations 35225

Official view book, a Century of progress exposition / foreword by Rufus C. Dawes; text by Allen D. Albert; photographs by Kaufmann & Fabry Co. 19030

Official Wisconsin road map: Chicago Motor Club: A.A.A. : where we send you we have been 83285

Official World's Fair in pictures: Chicago, 1933 19033

Official Wyoming map 84829

Officiele Vereeniging voor Toeristenverkeer in Nederlandsch-Indie SEE Vereeniging Toeristenverkeer (Indonesia) 39627

L'Officina del geografo: la 'Descritzione di tutta Italia' di Leandro Alberti e gli studi geografico-antiquari tra Quattro e Cinquecento: con un saggio di edizione (Lombardia-Toscana) 1163

Officina (Firm) 67216

Officina Liberorum Quentell 83837, 83838

Officina Plantiniana see Plantijnsche Drukkerij 30650

Officina Wetstteniana 12685

Offizielles St. Galler Wochen-Programm : La semaine a Saint-Gall 67910

Offiziesles Verkehrsbüro (Vienne, Austria) 11602

[Opprints and typescripts of articles on cartography by Cornelis Koeman] 16791

Offshore geography of northwestern Europe: the political and economic problems of delimitation and control 57871

Oicina Cartografica de Pablo Ludwig (Buenos Aires, Argentina) SEE Ludwig, Pablo 2520

Ogawa (K.), firm SEE K. Ogawa 39536

Ogborn, Miles 42373

Ogden, Abigail 29131

Ogden, John C. 26417

Ogden, L. J. G. 56193

Ogden, Mahlon D. 19479, 19480

Ogden, Mahlon D. - Real property - Maps 1881-1890 19972

Ogden, Mahlon D. - Real property - Maps 1886 52890

Ogden, Peter Skene, 1790-1854 60341

Ogden, Peter Skene, 1790-1854 - Travels, 1829 - Manuscripts 60341

Ogden's track 1829 60341

Ogden (Utah) - Maps 1877 60342

Ogden (Utah) - Maps 1936 - Road maps 79635

Ogden (Utah) - Maps 1937 - Road maps 79641

Ogden (Utah) - Maps 1954 - Road maps 68315, 68316, 68317, 68318

Ogden (Utah) - Maps 1956 - Road maps 68319, 68320

Ogden (Utah) - Maps 1966 - Road maps 68322

Ogden (Utah) - Maps 1968 - Road maps 68324

Ogden (Utah) - Maps 1969 - Road maps 68325

Ogden (Utah) - Maps 1971 - Road maps 68326

Ogden (Utah) - Maps 1975 - Road maps 68327

Ogden (Utah) - Maps 1976 - Road maps 68329

Ogden (Utah) - Maps 2001 - Road maps 68331

Ogden (Utah) - Maps 2003 - Road maps 68332

Ogden (Utah) - Maps 2006 - Road maps 68333

Ogden (Utah) - Pictorial works - 1875 60343

Ogdensburg (N.Y.) - Maps - 1752 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 27346

Ogdensburg (N.Y.) - Maps 1830 60344

Ogdensburg (N.Y.) - Maps 1853 - Railroads - Freight and freighthage Houses 67974

Ogee, Jean 14631

Ogemaw County (Mich.) - Maps - 1904 - Real property 46844

Ogerio, Matthaeo, 16th cent. SEE Ogier, Macé, 16th cent. 68937

Ogerolles, Jean d' 20867

Ogier, Macé, 16th cent. 7752, 68937

Ogilby, John, 1600-1676 30, 231, 1615, 1616, 1617, 1618, 1888, 4346, 7379, 7764, 11784, 12565, 13266, 13856, 15086, 16534, 16695, 19596, 19204, 20565, 21225, 22595, 27380, 27403, 27507, 31345, 33661, 39315, 39316, 39428, 39494, 39495, 42052, 42398, 42399, 42736, 42782, 45041, 46192, 46207, 46275, 47567, 48162, 52007, 52682, 61713, 63384, 64264, 64559, 65322, 65451, 66315, 66849, 67846, 68345, 68706, 68860, 68872, 70180, 71265, 75189, 75564, 79923, 80355, 80356

Ogilby, John, 1600-1676. A New map of the kingdom of England & domain of Wales, whereon are projected all ye principal roads ... [1679] 25064

Ogilby, John, 1600-1676. America: being the latest, and most accurate description of the New World ... (1671) 30, 1615, 1988, 11784, 12565, 13266, 13826, 15806, 16534, 16695, 18956, 19204, 20565, 21225, 22595, 27380, 27403, 27507, 31345, 33661, 39315, 39316, 39428, 42052, 45041, 46192, 46275, 47567, 48162, 52007, 52682, 61713, 63384, 64264, 64559, 65322, 65451, 66315, 66849, 67846, 68345, 68706, 68860, 68872, 70180, 71265, 75189, 75564, 79923, 80355, 80356
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Ohio and Mississippi Railroad Company  24110
Ohio and Mississippi Railroad Company - Maps - 1857-1858  24110
Ohio and N.W. Territory  48211
Ohio and northeastern United States : Pure Oil trip map ...  60899, 60923, 60924
Ohio and northeastern United States ... Pure ... trip map ...  60947, 60948, 60967
Ohio and West Virginia road map / [Pennzoil Company]  60723
Ohio - Antiquities - 1848  23979
Ohio archaeological and historical publications (1927)  34569
Ohio archaeological and historical quarterly (1904)  60461
Ohio : Atlantic  60872, 60894, 60920, 60921, 60941, 60942, 60943, 60964, 60999
Ohio : Atlantic keeps your car on the go  60983
Ohio : Atlantic road map  60837
Ohio : Atlantic White Flash ...  60756, 60788, 60817
Ohio atlas & gazetteer  61077
Ohio Biological Survey  61078
Ohio - Boundaries - Michigan  60355
Ohio. Auditor of State's Land Office  34518, 604663
Ohio Auto Club (AAA) SEE AAA Ohio Auto Club  48706
Ohio. Aviation Board (Columbus, Ohio) SEE Ohio. Bureau of Aviation  60939
Ohio : best in the long run : Marathon Oil Co.  60711
Ohio : best way to go! : Amoco ... American Oil Company  60903
Ohio : best way to go! : Amoco : from Maine to Florida / compliments of American Oil Co.  60927
Ohio. Commissioner of Railroads and Telegraphs  60410, 60438
Ohio. Commissioners of Public Printing  60492
Ohio. Department of Highways  60591, 60605, 60642, 60649, 60695, 60993, 61023, 61264
Ohio. Department of Transportation  61057, 61058, 61062, 61066
Ohio. Dept. of Highways  60800, 61036, 61039, 61048
Ohio. Department of Highways. Division of Operations  61039, 61051
Ohio. Department of Natural Resources  61036
Ohio. Department of Transportation  61057, 61058, 61062, 61066
Ohio. Dept. of Highways  60591, 60605, 60614, 60642, 60649, 60695, 60993, 61023, 61264
Ohio. Dept. of Transportation  61052, 61055, 61060, 61068, 61070, 61074
Ohio - Description and travel - 1954  61011
Ohio - Description and travel - 1969  11299
Ohio - Distances - Tables - 1907  36735
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ohio Division of Geological Survey</th>
<th>60517</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ohio Division of Wildlife</td>
<td>61036</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ohio, Eastern United States</strong></td>
<td>60567</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio Edison Company</td>
<td>61056</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ohio Edison Company - Maps - 1973</strong></td>
<td>61056</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio / Exxon</td>
<td>61063</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio gazetteer or topographical dictionary</td>
<td>52415</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio Genealogical Society, Ashland County Chapter</td>
<td>3189, 3190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio Genealogical Society, Clark County Chapter</td>
<td>20935</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio Genealogical Society, Coshocton County Chapter</td>
<td>22290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio Genealogical Society, Crawford County Chapter</td>
<td>22374</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio Genealogical Society, Guernsey County Chapter</td>
<td>33124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio Genealogical Society, Lake County Chapter</td>
<td>41464</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio Genealogical Society, Mahoning County Chapter</td>
<td>43933, 43934</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio Genealogical Society, Trumbull County Chapter</td>
<td>75565, 75567</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio Genealogical Society, Wood County Chapter</td>
<td>83640</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio Genealogical Society, Wyandot Tracers Chapter</td>
<td>84762</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ohio - Geography - 1879</strong></td>
<td>30144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ohio - Geography - 1880</strong></td>
<td>30179</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ohio - Geography - 1891</strong></td>
<td>30381</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ohio - Geography - 1896-1900</strong></td>
<td>30437</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio Highway Department</td>
<td>5711</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio highway map : 1935 ... / compliments of Phillips Petroleum Company</td>
<td>60713</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio highway map 1946</td>
<td>60910</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio highway map 1947</td>
<td>60934</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio highway map, 1951 / State of Ohio, Department of Highways</td>
<td>60993</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio highway map, 1955 / Ohio Department of Highways</td>
<td>61023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ohio - Historical geography - Maps - 1930</strong></td>
<td>60598</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ohio - Historical geography - Maps - 1962</strong></td>
<td>61039</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ohio - Historical geography - Maps - 1976</strong></td>
<td>61070</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio Historical Society</td>
<td>60360</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio : including metropolitan maps of Cleveland, Columbus, Cincinnati ... / Rand McNally</td>
<td>61076</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio, Indiana, Illinois &amp; Kentucky</td>
<td>48295, 48339</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio, Indiana road map : Sunoco</td>
<td>37197</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio, Indiana road map : Sunoco : including historical-scenic guide</td>
<td>60859</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio, Indiana : Sunoco road map and historical scenic guide</td>
<td>37301, 60944, 60950, 60966, 60976, 60984</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio info-map : Gulf ...</td>
<td>60738, 60762, 60791, 60821, 60844, 60863, 60887, 60888, 60906, 60907, 60908, 60930, 60931, 60932, 60956, 60957, 60971, 60982</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio info-map ... / Gulf Refining Company ...</td>
<td>60739</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio, Kentucky, West Virginia / compliments of Ashland products</td>
<td>24444</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio, Kentucky, West Virginia : Pepper Gasolines ... / compliments of Ashland Refining Co.</td>
<td>60669</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio : make it Amoco all the way! ... American Oil Company</td>
<td>60953, 60970, 60981</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio : make it Amoco all the way! / compliments of American Oil Co.</td>
<td>60954</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ohio - Maps - 1762 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</strong></td>
<td>46738</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ohio - Maps - 1763</strong></td>
<td>60359</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ohio - Maps - 1767 - Surveys</strong></td>
<td>60360</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ohio - Maps - 1791 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</strong></td>
<td>25578</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ohio - Maps - 1796 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</strong></td>
<td>60361</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ohio - Maps - 1796 - Surveys</strong></td>
<td>60362, 60363</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ohio - Maps - 1804</strong></td>
<td>60364</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ohio - Maps - 1807</strong></td>
<td>60365, 60392</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ohio - Maps - 1807-1817 - Manuscripts</strong></td>
<td>63550</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ohio - Maps - 1813 - Road maps</strong></td>
<td>66870</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ohio - Maps - 1814</strong></td>
<td>60366</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ohio - Maps - 1815</strong></td>
<td>60367</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ohio - Maps - 1818</strong></td>
<td>60368</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ohio - Maps - 1819</strong></td>
<td>52415, 60369</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ohio - Maps - 1821 - Road maps</strong></td>
<td>60370</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ohio - Maps - 1822</strong></td>
<td>60371</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ohio - Maps - 1823</strong></td>
<td>60372</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ohio - Maps - 1825</strong></td>
<td>60373</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ohio - Maps - 1826</strong></td>
<td>60374</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ohio - Maps - 1827</strong></td>
<td>60375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ohio - Maps - 1828</strong></td>
<td>60376, 60377</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
<td>Call Numbers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio - Maps - 1831</td>
<td>60378</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio - Maps - 1832</td>
<td>60379</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio - Maps - 1833</td>
<td>60380, 60381</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio - Maps - 1834</td>
<td>60382</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio - Maps - 1834 - Boundaries - Michigan</td>
<td>46756</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio - Maps - 1835</td>
<td>60383</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio - Maps - 1836</td>
<td>60384</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio - Maps - 1836 - Transportation</td>
<td>60385</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio - Maps - 1838</td>
<td>60386</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio - Maps - 1841</td>
<td>60387</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio - Maps - 1841 - Transportation</td>
<td>60388</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio - Maps - 1842</td>
<td>60389</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio - Maps - 1843</td>
<td>60390</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio - Maps - 1846</td>
<td>57745, 60391</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio - Maps - 1847</td>
<td>60392</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio - Maps - 1850</td>
<td>60393</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio - Maps - 1855</td>
<td>60394</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio - Maps - 1855 - Railroads</td>
<td>60395</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio - Maps - 1857</td>
<td>60396</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio - Maps - 1859</td>
<td>60397, 60398</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio - Maps - 1860</td>
<td>60399</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio - Maps - 1864</td>
<td>60400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio - Maps - 1870-1871 - Railroads</td>
<td>36769</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio - Maps - 1870-1872 - Postal service</td>
<td>60401</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio - Maps - 1870-1872 - Railroads</td>
<td>60401</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio - Maps - 1870 - Postal service</td>
<td>79359</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio - Maps - 1870 - Railroads</td>
<td>79359</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio - Maps - 1871 - Railroads</td>
<td>51816</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio - Maps - 1874</td>
<td>60402</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio - Maps - 1875</td>
<td>46643</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio - Maps - 1880</td>
<td>60403</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio - Maps - 1880 - Railroads</td>
<td>60403</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio - Maps - 1881 - Railroads</td>
<td>60404</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio - Maps - 1883</td>
<td>60405</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio - Maps - 1883 - Railroads</td>
<td>60406, 60407</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio - Maps - 1884 - Railroads</td>
<td>60408</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio - Maps - 1885 - Railroads</td>
<td>60409</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio - Maps - 1887 - Railroads</td>
<td>60410, 60411, 63592</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio - Maps - 1888</td>
<td>60412</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio - Maps - 1888 - Railroads</td>
<td>60413, 60414, 60415, 63594</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio - Maps - 1889 - Railroads</td>
<td>60416, 63600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio - Maps - 1890 - Railroads</td>
<td>60417, 60418, 60419, 60420, 63601</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio - Maps - 1891</td>
<td>30381</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio - Maps - 1891 - Railroads</td>
<td>60421, 60422, 61287, 63605</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio - Maps - 1892 - Railroads</td>
<td>60423, 60424, 60425, 63606</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio - Maps - 1893 - Railroads</td>
<td>60426, 60427, 63607</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio - Maps - 1894 - Railroads</td>
<td>60428, 60429, 60430, 63609</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio - Maps - 1895 - Railroads</td>
<td>60431, 60432, 60433, 60434, 63612</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio - Maps - 1896-1900</td>
<td>30437</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio - Maps - 1896 - Gas industry</td>
<td>48418</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio - Maps - 1896 - Oil fields</td>
<td>48418</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio - Maps - 1896 - Railroads</td>
<td>60435, 60436, 63614</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio - Maps - 1897 - Gas industry</td>
<td>48432</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio - Maps - 1897 - Oil fields</td>
<td>48432</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio - Maps - 1897 - Railroads</td>
<td>63616</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio - Maps - 1898</td>
<td>60439</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio - Maps - 1898 - Gas industry</td>
<td>48451</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio - Maps - 1898 - Oil fields</td>
<td>48451</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio - Maps - 1898 - Railroads</td>
<td>36814, 60437, 60438, 63621</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio - Maps - 1899 - Railroads</td>
<td>60440, 60441</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio - Maps - 1900-1960 - Topographic maps</td>
<td>60442, 60443</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio - Maps - 1900 - Railroads</td>
<td>60444, 60445, 60446, 60447</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio - Maps - 1901 - Coal mines and mining</td>
<td>60449</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio - Maps - 1901 - Railroads</td>
<td>60448, 60449, 60450, 60451, 60452</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Ohio - Maps - 1902 - Railroads 60453, 60454, 60455, 60456
Ohio - Maps - 1903 - Railroads 60457, 60458, 60459
Ohio - Maps - 1904 60460
Ohio - Maps - 1904 - Canals 60461
Ohio - Maps - 1904 - Railroads 60462, 60463, 60464
Ohio - Maps - 1905 - Railroads 60465, 60466, 60467
Ohio - Maps - 1906 - Railroads 46864, 60468, 60469, 60470
Ohio - Maps - 1907 - Railroads 60471, 60472, 60473, 60474
Ohio - Maps - 1908 - Railroads 60475, 60476
Ohio - Maps - 1909 60477, 60483
Ohio - Maps - 1909 - Maps, Physical 5689
Ohio - Maps - 1909 - Railroads 60478, 60479, 60480, 60481
Ohio - Maps - 1909 - Real property 60482
Ohio - Maps - 1909 - Road maps 36864
Ohio - Maps - 1910 - Railroads 60484, 60485
Ohio - Maps - 1911 5729
Ohio - Maps - 1911 - Maps, Physical 5729
Ohio - Maps - 1911 - Railroads 60486
Ohio - Maps - 1913 - Railroads 60487, 60488
Ohio - Maps - 1914 - Canals 60492
Ohio - Maps - 1914 - Coal mines and mining 60492
Ohio - Maps - 1914 - Electric railroads 60492
Ohio - Maps - 1914 - Indians - Earthworks (Archaeology) 60489
Ohio - Maps - 1914 - Railroads 60490, 60491, 60492
Ohio - Maps - 1914 - Tunnels 60492
Ohio - Maps - 1915 - Cities and towns - Road maps 48706
Ohio - Maps - 1915 - Road maps 48706
Ohio - Maps - 1916 - Boundaries - Michigan 60493
Ohio - Maps - 1916 - Railroads 60494
Ohio - Maps - 1917 - Road maps 48728
Ohio - Maps - 1918 - Road maps 36876, 36877, 36878, 60495, 60496, 60497
Ohio - Maps - 1919 - Railroads 60498, 60499
Ohio - Maps - 1919 - Road maps 36881, 36882, 36883, 36884, 36885, 60498, 60499, 60500, 60501, 60502, 60503, 60504
Ohio - Maps - 1920 - Railroads 60505
Ohio - Maps - 1920 - Road maps 36889, 36890, 36891, 36892, 60505, 60506, 60507, 60508, 60509, 60510
Ohio - Maps - 1921 - Railroads 60511, 60512
Ohio - Maps - 1921 - Road maps 36896, 36897, 36898, 36899, 36900, 60511, 60513, 60514
Ohio - Maps - 1922 - Administrative and political divisions 60517
Ohio - Maps - 1922 - Railroads 60515
Ohio - Maps - 1922 - Road maps 60515, 60516
Ohio - Maps - 1922 - Surveys 60517
Ohio - Maps - 1923 - Railroads 60518
Ohio - Maps - 1923 - Road maps 36903, 36904, 60519, 60520, 60521, 60522
Ohio - Maps - 1924 - Railroads 60523, 60524
Ohio - Maps - 1924 - Road maps 60523, 60524, 60525, 60526, 60527, 60528, 60529, 60530
Ohio - Maps - 1925 - Railroads 60531
Ohio - Maps - 1925 - Rivers 60532
Ohio - Maps - 1925 - Road maps 60531, 60533, 60534, 60535, 60536, 60537, 60538
Ohio - Maps - 1926 - Railroads 60539, 60540
Ohio - Maps - 1926 - Road maps 60539, 60540, 60541, 60542, 60543, 60544
Ohio - Maps - 1926 - Surveys - Indexes 60545
Ohio - Maps - 1927 - Railroads 60546
Ohio - Maps - 1927 - Road maps 36922, 40742, 60546, 60547, 60548, 60549, 60550, 60551, 60552, 60553, 60554
Ohio - Maps - 1927 - Road maps - Cities and towns 60550
Ohio - Maps - 1928 - Railroads 60555, 60556, 60557, 60558
Ohio - Maps - 1928 - Road maps 60555, 60556, 60557, 60558, 60559, 60560, 60561, 60562, 60563, 60564, 60565, 60566, 60567, 60568, 60569
Ohio - Maps - 1929 - Aeronautical charts - Indexes 60570
Ohio - Maps - 1929 - Indexes 60570
Ohio - Maps - 1929 - Railroads - Indexes 60570
Ohio - Maps - 1929 - Road maps 48835, 59240, 59241, 59242, 60572, 60573, 60574, 60575, 60576, 60577, 60578, 60579, 60580, 60581, 60582, 60583, 60584, 60585
Ohio - Maps - 1929 - Road maps - Indexes 60571
Ohio - Maps - 1930-1939 - Aeronautical charts 60587
Ohio - Maps - 1930-1939 - Pictorial maps 60586
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ohio - Maps - 1949 - Railroads</th>
<th>60963</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ohio - Maps - 1949 - Road maps</td>
<td>36269, 60963, 60964, 60965, 60966, 60967, 60968, 60969, 60970, 60971, 60972, 60973</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio - Maps - 1950-1959 - Road maps</td>
<td>60974</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio - Maps - 1950 - Pictorial maps</td>
<td>60975, 60976, 60978, 60979, 60980</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio - Maps - 1950 - Road maps</td>
<td>36279, 36280, 36281, 37325, 37326, 37327, 60976, 60977, 60978, 60979, 60980, 60981, 60982</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio - Maps - 1951 - Pictorial maps</td>
<td>60984, 60986, 60987, 60988</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio - Maps - 1951 - Road maps</td>
<td>36294, 37334, 37335, 60983, 60984, 60985, 60986, 60987, 60988, 60990, 60991, 60992, 60993, 60994, 60995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio - Maps - 1952</td>
<td>60996, 60997</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio - Maps - 1952 - Pictorial maps</td>
<td>61003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio - Maps - 1952 - Railroads</td>
<td>60996, 60997</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio - Maps - 1952 - Road maps</td>
<td>60996, 60997, 60998, 60999, 61000, 61001, 61002, 61003, 61004, 61005, 61006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio - Maps - 1953 - Road maps</td>
<td>37347, 37348, 37349, 61007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio - Maps - 1954 - Fishing</td>
<td>61011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio - Maps - 1954 - Hunting</td>
<td>61011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio - Maps - 1954 - Pictorial maps</td>
<td>61009, 61010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio - Maps - 1954 - Recreation</td>
<td>61011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio - Maps - 1954 - Road maps</td>
<td>36332, 37354, 37355, 61008, 61009, 61010, 61011, 61012, 61013, 61014, 61015, 61016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio - Maps - 1955 - Road maps</td>
<td>24443, 36343, 37359, 37360, 61017, 61018, 61019, 61020, 61021, 61022, 61023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio - Maps - 1956 - Pictorial maps</td>
<td>61026</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio - Maps - 1956 - Road maps</td>
<td>24460, 36353, 36354, 37368, 37409, 37410, 37411, 61024, 61025, 61026, 61027, 61028, 61029, 61030, 61031, 61032, 61033, 61034</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio - Maps - 1958 - Animals</td>
<td>61036</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio - Maps - 1958 - Fishing</td>
<td>61036</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio - Maps - 1958 - Hunting</td>
<td>61036</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio - Maps - 1958 - Recreation</td>
<td>61036</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio - Maps - 1958 - Road maps</td>
<td>61035, 61036, 61290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio - Maps - 1959 - Road maps</td>
<td>61037</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio - Maps - 1962-1963</td>
<td>61038</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio - Maps - 1962-1963 - Railroads</td>
<td>61038</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio - Maps - 1962-1963 - Road maps</td>
<td>61038</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio - Maps - 1962 - Road maps</td>
<td>61039, 61040</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio - Maps - 1963 - Hotels</td>
<td>61041</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio - Maps - 1963 - Road maps</td>
<td>61041</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio - Maps - 1964 - Road maps</td>
<td>61042, 61043</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio - Maps - 1965 - Road maps</td>
<td>61044</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio - Maps - 1966 - Hotels</td>
<td>61045</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio - Maps - 1966 - Restaurants</td>
<td>61045</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio - Maps - 1966 - Road maps</td>
<td>15637, 21070, 61045, 61046</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio - Maps - 1967 - Road maps</td>
<td>61047, 61048</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio - Maps - 1968 - Road maps</td>
<td>61049</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio - Maps - 1969 - Road maps</td>
<td>11299, 61050, 61051</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio - Maps - 1970-1979 - Administrative and political divisions</td>
<td>61052</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio - Maps - 1970-1979 - Road maps</td>
<td>18917</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio - Maps - 1970 - Hotels</td>
<td>61053</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio - Maps - 1970 - Restaurants</td>
<td>61053</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio - Maps - 1970 - Road maps</td>
<td>61053</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio - Maps - 1971 - Hotels</td>
<td>61054</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio - Maps - 1971 - Restaurants</td>
<td>61054</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio - Maps - 1971 - Road maps</td>
<td>61054</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio - Maps - 1973 - Administrative and political divisions</td>
<td>61055</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio - Maps - 1973 - Electric utilities</td>
<td>61056</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio - Maps - 1973 - Road maps</td>
<td>61056, 61057, 61058, 61059</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio - Maps - 1973 - Transportation</td>
<td>61057, 61058</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio - Maps - 1974-1976 - Counties</td>
<td>61060</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio - Maps - 1974-1976 - Road maps</td>
<td>61060</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio - Maps - 1974 - Hotels</td>
<td>61061</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio - Maps - 1974 - Restaurants</td>
<td>61061</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio - Maps - 1974 - Road maps</td>
<td>61061, 61062, 61063, 61064</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio - Maps - 1974 - Transportation</td>
<td>61062</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio - Maps - 1975 - Hotels</td>
<td>61065</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio - Maps - 1975 - Restaurants</td>
<td>61065</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio - Maps - 1975 - Road maps</td>
<td>61065, 61066, 61067</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio - Maps - 1976 - Administrative and political divisions</td>
<td>61068</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Ohio River - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1807-1834 26487
Ohio River - Between 18 Mile Creek and Sandy River - Maps - 1824 61079
[Ohio River between 18 Mile Creek and Sandy Creek] 61080
Ohio River - Between 18 Mile Creek and Sandy River - Maps - 1824 61080
[Ohio River between 18 Mile Creek and Sandy River] 61079, 61081, 61082, 61083
Ohio River - Between 18 Mile Creek and Sandy River - Maps - 1817 61082
Ohio River - Between 18 Mile Creek and Sandy River - Maps - 1818 61083
Ohio River - Between Amsterdam and Crooked Creek - Maps - 1841 61084, 61085
Ohio River - Between Augusta and Crawfish Creek - Maps - 1825 61086
Ohio River - Between Augusta and Crawfish Creek - Maps - 1829 61087
Ohio River - Between Augusta and Crawfish Creek - Maps - 1832 61088
Ohio River - Between Augusta and Crawfish Creek - Maps - 1834 61089
[Ohio River between Baker's and Little Muskingum River] 61090, 61091, 61092, 61093, 61094
Ohio River - Between Baker's and Little Muskingum River - Maps - 1811 61090
Ohio River - Between Baker's and Little Muskingum River - Maps - 1817 61091
Ohio River - Between Baker's and Little Muskingum River - Maps - 1818 61092
Ohio River - Between Baker's and Little Muskingum River - Maps - 1824 61093, 61094
Ohio River - Between Bayou Creek and Three Mile Island Dam - Maps - 1841 61095, 61096
Ohio River - Between Bayou Creek and Three Mile Island - Maps - 1825 61097
Ohio River - Between Bayou Creek and Three Mile Island - Maps - 1829 61098
Ohio River - Between Bayou Creek and Three Mile Island - Maps - 1832 61099
Ohio River - Between Bayou Creek and Three Mile Island - Maps - 1834 61100
Ohio River - Between Belleville Island and Galliopolis Island - Maps - 1841 61101
Ohio River - Between Belleville Island and Galliopolis - Maps - 1825 61102
Ohio River - Between Belleville Island and Galliopolis - Maps - 1829 61103
Ohio River - Between Belleville Island and Galliopolis - Maps - 1832 61104
Ohio River - Between Belleville Island and Galliopolis - Maps - 1834 61105
Ohio River - Between Belleville Island and Galliopolis Island - Maps - 1841 61106
[Ohio River between Big Stone Creek and Stout's Run] 61107, 61108, 61109, 61110, 61111
Ohio River - Between Big Stone Creek and Stout's Run - Maps - 1811 61107
Ohio River - Between Big Stone Creek and Stout's Run - Maps - 1817 61108
Ohio River - Between Big Stone Creek and Stout's Run - Maps - 1818 61109
Ohio River - Between Big Stone Creek and Stout's Run - Maps - 1824 61110, 61111
[Ohio River between Columbia and Louisville] 61112, 61113, 61114, 61115, 61116
Ohio River - Between Columbia and Louisville - Maps - 1811 61112
Ohio River - Between Columbia and Louisville - Maps - 1818 61113
Ohio River - Between Columbia and Louisville - Maps - 1824 61114, 61115
Ohio River - Between Columbia and Louisville - Maps - 1817 61116
Ohio River - Between Deer Creek and Big Bone Lick Creek - Maps - 1825 61117
Ohio River - Between Deer Creek and Big Bone Lick Creek - Maps - 1829 61118
Ohio River - Between Deer Creek and Big Bone Lick Creek - Maps - 1832 61119
Ohio River - Between Deer Creek and Big Bone Lick Creek - Maps - 1834 61120
Ohio River - Between Deer Creek and Patviati - Maps - 1841 61121, 61122
Ohio River - Between Fredericksburg and Indian Kentucky River - Maps - 1829 61123
Ohio River - Between Fredericksburg and Indian Kentucky River - Maps - 1832 61124
Ohio River - Between Fredericksburgh and Indian Kentucky River - Maps - 1825 61125
Ohio River - Between Fredricksburg and Indian Kentucky River - Maps - 1834 61126
Ohio River - Between Gallipolis and Amanda Furnace Landing - Maps - 1841 61127
Ohio River - Between Gallipolis and Big Sandy River - Maps - 1825 61128
Ohio River - Between Gallipolis and Big Sandy River - Maps - 1829 61129
Ohio River - Between Gallipolis and Big Sandy River - Maps - 1832 61130
Ohio River - Between Gallipolis and Big Sandy River - Maps - 1834 61131
Ohio River - Between Gallipolis and Amanda Furnace Landing - Maps - 1841 61132
Ohio River - Between Golconda Island and Fort Massac - Maps - 1825 61133
Ohio River - Between Golconda Island and Fort Massac - Maps - 1829 61134
Ohio River - Between Golconda Island and Fort Massac - Maps - 1832 61135
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Ohio River - Between Golconda Island and Fort Massac - Maps - 1834 61136
Ohio River - Between Golconda Island and Fort Massac - Maps - 1841 61137, 61138
Ohio River - Between Graham's Station and Little Miami River - Maps - 1811 61139
Ohio River - Between Graham's Station and Little Miami River - Maps - 1817 61140
Ohio River - Between Graham's Station and Little Miami River - Maps - 1818 61141
Ohio River - Between Graham's Station and Little Miami River - Maps - 1824 61142, 61143
Ohio River - Between Green River and Wabash River - Maps - 1825 61144
Ohio River - Between Green River and Wabash River - Maps - 1829 61145
Ohio River - Between Green River and Wabash River - Maps - 1832 61146
Ohio River - Between Green River and Wabash River - Maps - 1834 61147
Ohio River - Between Higginsport and Crawfish Creek - Maps - 1841 61150
Ohio River - Between Higginsport and Crawfish Creek - Maps - 1841 61151
Ohio River - Between Indian Creek and Crooked Creek - Maps - 1825 61152
Ohio River - Between Indian Creek and Crooked Creek - Maps - 1829 61153
Ohio River - Between Indian Creek and Crooked Creek - Maps - 1832 61154
Ohio River - Between Indian Creek and Crooked Creek - Maps - 1834 61155
Ohio River - Between Island No. 1 and Island No. 13 - Maps - 1811 61156
Ohio River - Between Island No. 1 and Island No. 13 - Maps - 1817 61157
Ohio River - Between Island No. 1 and Island No. 13 - Maps - 1818 61158
Ohio River - Between Island No. 1 and Island No. 13 - Maps - 1824 61159, 61160
Ohio River - Between Island No. 1 and Captina - Maps - 1811 61161
Ohio River - Between Island No. 1 and Captina - Maps - 1817 61162
Ohio River - Between Island No. 1 and Captina - Maps - 1818 61163
Ohio River - Between Island No. 1 and Captina - Maps - 1824 61164, 61165
Ohio River - Between Island No. 68 and Island No. 78 - Maps - 1818 61167
Ohio River - Between Island No. 68 and Island No. 78 - Maps - 1824 61168, 61169
Ohio River - Between Island No. 79 and Island No. 88 - Maps - 1817 61170
Ohio River - Between Island No. 79 and Island No. 88 - Maps - 1818 61171
Ohio River - Between Island No. 79 and Island No. 88 - Maps - 1824 61172, 61173, 61174
Ohio River - Between Island No. 89 and Mouth of the Ohio - Maps - 1817 61175
Ohio River - Between Island No. 89 and the Mouth of the Ohio - Maps - 1817 61176
Ohio River - Between Island No. 89 and the Mouth of the Ohio - Maps - 1818 61177
Ohio River - Between Islands No. 89 and the Mouth of the Ohio - Maps - 1824 61178, 61179
Ohio River - Between Jeffersonville and Buck Creek - Maps - 1825 61180
Ohio River - Between Jeffersonville and Buck Creek - Maps - 1829 61181
Ohio River - Between Jeffersonville and Buck Creek - Maps - 1832 61182
Ohio River - Between Jeffersonville and Buck Creek - Maps - 1834 61183
Ohio River - Between Kentucky and Mockport - Maps - 1841 61184, 61185
Ohio River - Between Kentucky Creek and Island No. 49 - Maps - 1811 61186
Ohio River - Between Kentucky Creek and Island No. 49 - Maps - 1817 61187
Ohio River - Between Kentucky Creek and Island No. 49 - Maps - 1824 61188, 61190
Ohio River - Between Lanesville and Middle Island - Maps - 1841 61191, 61192
Ohio River - Between Little Chain and the Mississippi River - Maps - 1825 61193
Ohio River - Between Little Chain and the Mississippi River - Maps - 1829 61194
Ohio River - Between Little Chain and the Mississippi River - Maps - 1832 61195
Ohio River - Between Little Chain and the Mississippi River - Maps - 1834 61196
Ohio River - Between Little Chain and the Mississippi River - Maps - 1841 61197, 61198
Ohio River - Between Madison and Six Mile Island - Maps - 1825 61199
Ohio River - Between Madison and Six Mile Island - Maps - 1829 61200
Ohio River - Between Madison and Six Mile Island - Maps - 1832 61201
Ohio River - Between Madison and Six Mile Island - Maps - 1834 61202
Ohio River - Between Madison and Six Mile Island - Maps - 1841 61203, 61204
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Ohio River - Between Marietta and Island No. 45 - Maps - 1811 61205
Ohio River - Between Marietta and Island No. 45 - Maps - 1817 61206
Ohio River - Between Marietta and Island No. 45 - Maps - 1818 61207
Ohio River - Between Marietta and Island No. 45 - Maps - 1824 61208, 61209
Ohio River - Between Newport and Belleville - Maps - 1825 61210
Ohio River - Between Newport and Belleville - Maps - 1829 61211
Ohio River - Between Newport and Belleville - Maps - 1832 61212
Ohio River - Between Newport and Belleville - Maps - 1834 61213
Ohio River - Between Newport and Belleville - Maps - 1841 61214, 61215
Ohio River - Between Phillis’s Island and Wellsburg - Maps - 1841 61216
Ohio River - Between Phillis’s Island and Wellsburgh - Maps - 1825 61217
Ohio River - Between Phillis’s Island and Wellsburgh - Maps - 1829 61218
Ohio River - Between Phillis’s Island and Wellsburgh - Maps - 1832 61219
Ohio River - Between Phillis’s Island and Wellsburgh - Maps - 1834 61220
Ohio River - Between Phillis’s Island and Wellsburgh - Maps - 1841 61221
Ohio River - Between Pittsburgh and Montgomery Island - Maps - 1825 61222
Ohio River - Between Pittsburgh and Montgomery's Island - Maps - 1829 61223
Ohio River - Between Pittsburgh and Montgomery's Island - Maps - 1832 61224
Ohio River - Between Pittsburgh and Montgomery's Island - Maps - 1834 61225
Ohio River - Between Pittsburgh and Montgomery's Island - Maps - 1841 61226, 61227
Ohio River - Between Salt River and Anderson Creek - Maps - 1824 61228
Ohio River - Between Salt River and Anderson's Creek - Maps - 1811 61229
Ohio River - Between Salt River and Anderson’s Creek - Maps - 1817 61230
Ohio River - Between Salt River and Anderson’s Creek - Maps - 1818 61231
Ohio River - Between Salt River and Anderson’s Creek - Maps - 1824 61232
Ohio River - Between Shwaveetown and Hurrican Island - Maps - 1841 61233
Ohio River - Between Shwaveetown and Hurricane Island - Maps - 1825 61234
Ohio River - Between Shwaveetown and Hurricane Island - Maps - 1829 61235
Ohio River - Between Shwaveetown and Hurricane Island - Maps - 1832 61236
Ohio River - Between Shwaveetown and Hurricane Island - Maps - 1834 61237
Ohio River - Between Shwaveetown and Hurricane Island - Maps - 1841 61238
Ohio River - Between Stoner’s Creek and Conoconneque Island - Maps - 1825 61239
Ohio River - Between Stoner’s Creek and Conoconneque Island - Maps - 1829 61240
Ohio River - Between Stoner’s Creek and Conoconneque Island - Maps - 1832 61241
Ohio River - Between Stoner’s Creek and Conoconneque Island - Maps - 1834 61242
Ohio River - Between Storm’s Creek and Conoconneque Island - Maps - 1841 61243, 61244
Ohio River - Between Sunfish Creek and Middle Island - Maps - 1825 61245
Ohio River - Between Sunfish Creek and Middle Island - Maps - 1829 61246
Ohio River - Between Sunfish Creek and Middle Island - Maps - 1832 61247
Ohio River - Between Sunfish Creek and Middle Island - Maps - 1834 61248
Ohio River - Between Twin Creeks and White Oak Creek - Maps - 1825 61249
Ohio River - Between Twin Creeks and White Oak Creek - Maps - 1829 61250
Ohio River - Between Twin Creeks and White Oak Creek - Maps - 1832 61251
Ohio River - Between Twin Creeks and White Oak Creek - Maps - 1834 61252
Ohio River - Between Twin Creeks and White Oak Creek - Maps - 1841 61253, 61254
Ohio River - Between Warrenton and Fish Creek - Maps - 1825 61255
Ohio River - Between Warrenton and Fish Creek - Maps - 1829 61256
Ohio River - Between Warrenton and Fish Creek - Maps - 1832 61257
Ohio River - Between Warrenton and Fish Creek - Maps - 1834 61258
Ohio River - Between Warrenton and Fish Creek - Maps - 1841 61259, 61260
Ohio River - Between Warsaw and Indian Kentucky River - Maps - 1841 61261, 61262
Ohio River - Between Yellowbanks and Red Bank - Maps - 1817 61263
Ohio River - Bridges - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1928 61264
Ohio River: charts, drawings & descriptions 5895
Ohio River - Description and travel - 1847-1848 - Manuscripts 1302
Ohio River - Maps - 1803 61265, 71329, 71330, 71331
Ohio River - Maps - 1807-1834 - Canals 26487
Ohio River - Maps - 1807-1834 - Rapids 26487
Ohio River - Maps - 1810 61266
Ohio River - Maps - 1811 - Nautical charts 26488, 50505
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| Ohio River - Maps - 1814 - Nautical charts | 50506 |
| Ohio River - Maps - 1817 - Nautical charts | 26489, 50507 |
| Ohio River - Maps - 1818 - Nautical charts | 26491, 50508 |
| Ohio River - Maps - 1820 - Nautical charts | 61267 |
| Ohio River - Maps - 1822 - Nautical charts | 50509 |
| Ohio River - Maps - 1824 - Nautical charts | 26493, 26494, 50510, 61268 |
| Ohio River - Maps - 1825 - Nautical charts | 26495, 50511, 50512 |
| Ohio River - Maps - 1826 - Nautical charts | 61269 |
| Ohio River - Maps - 1829 - Nautical charts | 26496, 50514 |
| Ohio River - Maps - 1832 - Nautical charts | 26497, 50517, 61270 |
| Ohio River - Maps - 1834 - Nautical charts | 26498, 50518, 50519 |
| Ohio River - Maps - 1841 - Nautical charts | 26499, 26500, 50522, 50523, 61271 |
| Ohio River - Maps - 1842 | 76687 |
| Ohio River - Maps - 1843 | 48252 |
| Ohio River - Maps - 1844 | 76701 |
| Ohio River - Maps - 1845 | 50625 |
| Ohio River - Maps - 1845 - Nautical charts | 50524 |
| Ohio River - Maps - 1847 | 50626 |
| Ohio River - Maps - 1847 - Nautical charts | 50525 |
| Ohio River - Maps - 1849-1852 | 61272 |
| Ohio River - Maps - 1850 | 76735 |
| Ohio River - Maps - 1850 - Nautical charts | 61273 |
| Ohio River - Maps - 1851 | 61274, 76741 |
| Ohio River - Maps - 1851 - Nautical charts | 50529 |
| Ohio River - Maps - 1856 | 51148 |
| Ohio River - Maps - 1858 - Nautical charts | 61275 |
| Ohio River - Maps - 1948 - Nautical charts | 32585 |
| Ohio River - Maps - 1951 - Nautical charts | 50541, 50542 |
| Ohio River - Maps - 1952 - Nautical charts | 32593 |
| Ohio River - Maps - 1956 - Nautical charts | 32596, 32597, 50543 |
| Ohio River - Maps - 1964 - Shipping | 78381 |
| Ohio River - Maps - 1968 - Nautical charts | 32606 |
| Ohio River - Maps - 1969 - Nautical charts | 32607 |
| Ohio River - Maps - 1969 (Provisional Heading) | 41071 |
| Ohio River - Maps - 1970 - Nautical charts | 32610 |
| Ohio River - Maps - 1971 - Nautical charts | 32611 |
| Ohio River - Maps - 1972 - Nautical charts | 32613, 32614 |
| Ohio River - Maps - 1973 - Nautical charts | 32615, 32616 |
| Ohio River - Maps - 1976 - Nautical charts | 32619 |
| Ohio River - Pilot guides - 1811 | 50505 |
| Ohio River - Pilot guides - 1817 | 26501, 50507 |
| Ohio River - Pilot guides - 1818 | 50508 |
| Ohio River - Pilot guides - 1820 | 61267 |
| Ohio River - Pilot guides - 1824 | 50510, 61268 |
| Ohio River - Pilot guides - 1825 | 50511, 50512 |
| Ohio River - Pilot guides - 1829 | 50514 |
| Ohio River - Pilot guides - 1832 | 50517 |
| Ohio River - Pilot guides - 1834 | 50519 |
| Ohio River - Pilot guides - 1841 | 50522, 50523 |
| Ohio River - Pilot guides - 1845 | 50524 |
| Ohio River - Pilot guides - 1847 | 50525 |
| Ohio River - Pilot guides - 1851 | 50529 |
| Ohio River Railroad Company | 3851, 61287 |
| Ohio River Railroad Company - Maps - 1891 | 61287 |
| Ohio River - Surveys - 1796-1800 | 71329, 71330 |
| Ohio River Valley - Antiquities - 1848 | 23979 |
| Ohio River Valley - Maps - 1700-1799 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles | 61276 |
| Ohio River Valley - Maps - 1740 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles | 61277 |
| Ohio River Valley - Maps - 1749 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles | 61278 |
| Ohio River Valley - Maps - 1750 - Manuscripts | 61279 |
| Ohio River Valley - Maps - 1753 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles | 61280 |
| Ohio River Valley - Maps - 1755 | 24078, 24079, 47579, 47580, 58872, 58873 |
| Ohio River Valley - Maps - 1755 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles | 32651, 50604, 50605, 61281, 61282 |
| Ohio River Valley - Maps - 1758 | 47584, 47585 |
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Ohio River Valley - Maps - 1765 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 63530
Ohio River Valley - Maps - 1766 47587
Ohio River Valley - Maps - 1775 47590, 47591
Ohio River Valley - Maps - 1778 48199, 48200, 48201
Ohio River Valley - Maps - 1781 48202
Ohio River Valley - Maps - 1794 - Indians - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 50600
Ohio River Valley - Maps - 1826 61283, 61284, 61285
Ohio River Valley - Maps - 1849 61286
Ohio River Valley - Maps - 1850 50628
Ohio River Valley - Maps - 1858 50629
Ohio River Valley - Maps - 1861 50633
Ohio River Valley - Maps - 1891 - Railroads 61287
Ohio River Valley - Maps - 1900 - Railroads 47672
Ohio River Valley - Maps - Bibliography - 1673-1783 61288
Ohio River Valley - Maps - Bibliography - 1800 18246
Ohio River Valley - Maps - Collections, 1673-1783 61288
Ohio road map and historical scenic guide : Sunoco 60842
Ohio road map and northeastern United States : Hi-Speed gas ... 60898, 60922, 60946
Ohio road map and pictorial sight-seeing guide : Sinclair H-C gasoline 60900, 60901
Ohio road map and sight-seeing guide : Sinclair H-C gasoline ... 60926
Ohio road map : Atlantic White Flash Plus 60703
Ohio road map ... / Barnsdall ... 60793
Ohio road map : Canfield 60685
Ohio road map : Cities Service ... 60795, 60822, 60843, 60861
Ohio road map / Cities Service ahead 60794
Ohio road map : Cities Service Oils ... 60876
Ohio road map ... / compliments of your Sunoco dealer 60789
Ohio road map ... / Johnson Oil Refining Company ... Chicago, Illinois 60772
Ohio road map / Leonard Refineries, Inc., Alma, Michigan 61042
Ohio road map : official 1924 ... / compliments of Public Service Oil Corporation ... Columbus, Ohio 60530
Ohio road map : Parco : Producers and Refiners Corporation, Independence, Kansas 60643
Ohio - Road maps - History 61289
Ohio : Sinclair ... 61015, 61016, 61032, 61033
Ohio : Sinclair 1933 road map 60667, 60668
Ohio : Sinclair H-C gasoline 61006
Ohio : Sinclair road map ... 60745, 60780, 60807, 60833
Ohio ... Socony-Vacuum Oil Company incorporated 60746, 60792
Ohio State Archaeological and Historical Society 60461, 60489
Ohio State Automobile Association 60535, 60542, 60550, 60573, 60574, 60599, 60622
Ohio. State Bridge Commission SEE Ohio. Bureau of Bridges 24387
Ohio State University. Extension 75889
Ohio State University. Natural Resources Institute 61078
Ohio Statesman 81787
Ohio - Surveys 60355
Ohio. Susquehanna, Hudson and Connecticut Rivers, Lake Ontario, Erie, etc. 32532
Ohio / Texaco 61043
Ohio ... the new Marathon gasoline : the Ohio Oil Company 60975, 60986, 61003
Ohio / The Ohio Oil Company 60890
Ohio ... the Pure Oil Pathfinder ... 60828, 60849, 60868
Ohio : tour with Texaco 61037
Ohio tourguide map : Gulf ... 60992, 61004, 61012, 61028, 61029, 61030, 61040
Ohio - Tourism - 1976 37407
Ohio - Tourism - 1977 37408
Ohio trailways to highways, 1776-1976 ... 61070
Ohio transportation map 1974 61062
Ohio transportation map 1975 61066
Ohio Turnpike Commission 61048
Ohio Turnpike map 61048
Ohio Turnpike (Ohio) 61290
Ohio Turnpike (Ohio) - Maps - 1950-1959 - Road maps 60974
Ohio Turnpike (Ohio) - Maps - 1955 - Road maps 61023
Ohio Turnpike (Ohio) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps 37409, 37410, 37411
Ohio Turnpike (Ohio) - Maps - 1958 61290
Ohio Turnpike (Ohio) - Maps - 1967 - Road maps 59598, 61048
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Entry</th>
<th>Volume</th>
<th>Catalog Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ohio Turnpike (Ohio) - Maps - 1968 - Road maps</td>
<td>59604</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio, United States</td>
<td>60564</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio University Press</td>
<td>3581</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio weekend adventure plans : your guide to weekend adventure / Marathon</td>
<td>11299</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio with sectional map of adjoining states : Texaco</td>
<td>60858, 60874, 60886</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohiopyle State Park (Pa.) - Pictorial works - 1795</td>
<td>61291</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohlenbusch, A. B.</td>
<td>21641</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohlenbusch Oil Co. (Lubbock, Tex.)</td>
<td>21641</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohlman's new relief map of the United States and adjoining parts of Canada and Mexico</td>
<td>77788</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohman (Theodore W.) Map Company</td>
<td>77788</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oildale (Calif.) - Maps - 1935</td>
<td>43164</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oil fields - California - Los Angeles County - Maps - 1935</td>
<td>48418</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oil fields - Indiana - Maps - 1896</td>
<td>48432</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oil fields - Indiana - Maps - 1898</td>
<td>48451</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oil fields - Manitoba - Maps - 1953</td>
<td>60044</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oil fields - Northwestern States - Maps - 1953</td>
<td>60044</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oil fields - Ohio - Maps - 1896</td>
<td>48418</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oil fields - Ohio - Maps - 1897</td>
<td>48432</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oil fields - Ohio - Maps - 1898</td>
<td>48451</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oil fields - Pennsylvania - Maps - 1865</td>
<td>63578</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oil fields - Saskatchewan - Maps - 1953</td>
<td>60044</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oil fields - Venango County (Pa.) - Maps - 1865</td>
<td>63578</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oil Fields - Wyoming - Maps - 1917</td>
<td>84811</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oil Filter Service Co. (Salt Lake City, Utah)</td>
<td>78042</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oil industries - United States - Maps - 1930-1989</td>
<td>6171</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oil pipelines - Canada, Western - Maps - 1953</td>
<td>60045</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oil pipelines - Northwestern States - Maps - 1953</td>
<td>60045</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oil Spring Reservation (N.Y.) - Maps - 1890</td>
<td>1278</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oil wells - Montana - Maps - 1952</td>
<td>58643</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oil wells - Montana - Maps - 1958</td>
<td>82974</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oil wells - North Dakota - Maps - 1952</td>
<td>58643</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oil wells - North Dakota - Maps - 1958</td>
<td>82974</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oil Wells - Northwestern States - Maps - 1956</td>
<td>82973</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oil wells - Williston Basin - Maps - 1952</td>
<td>58643</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oil Wells - Williston Basin - Maps - 1956</td>
<td>82973</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oil wells - Williston Basin - Maps - 1958</td>
<td>82974</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oldale (Calif.) - Maps - 2006 - Cartographic curiosities</td>
<td>17923</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oise (France) : Département SEE Oise (France)</td>
<td>61293</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oise (France) - Maps - 1709</td>
<td>61292, 61293</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oise (France) - Maps - 1710</td>
<td>61294, 61295</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oise (France) - Maps - 1741</td>
<td>61296, 61297</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oitineoppidulum et arx episcopi Lubecensis sedes</td>
<td>26378, 26379</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oitylo, Bay of (Greece) - Maps - 1753 - Harbors - Nautical charts</td>
<td>46170</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oitylo, Bay of (Greece) - Maps - 1771 - Harbors - Nautical charts</td>
<td>46171</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oija, A., fl. 1948</td>
<td>49427</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ojea, Hernando, ca. 1560-1615</td>
<td>7752, 28530, 28531</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ojibwa and Sioux Missions</td>
<td>49516</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ojibwa language - Manitousin (Ont.) - Maps - 1984</td>
<td>44406</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oka, Takashi</td>
<td>23085, 75420</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oklahoma - Maps - 1963</td>
<td>61298</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Okain's Bay Circulating Library (N.Z.)</td>
<td>30827</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Okeechobee Waterway (Fla.) - Maps - 1946 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>3736</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Okeechobee Waterway (Fla.) - Maps - 1947 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>70719</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Okeechobee Waterway (Fla.) - Maps - 1948 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>3738</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Okeechobee Waterway (Fla.) - Maps - 1949 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>3739</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Okeechobee Waterway (Fla.) - Maps - 1951 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>3740, 70720</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Okeechobee Waterway (Fla.) - Maps - 1952 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>3741</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Okeechobee Waterway (Fla.) - Maps - 1956 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>3742</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Okefenokee Swamp (Ga. and Fla.) - Maps - 1803 68187
Okey, Elmer E.  80817
Okey, Mina R.  80817
Okey, Thomas, 1852-1935  63174, 79976
Okhuizen, Edwin  16942, 18236, 67707
Oklahoma Island (Japan) - Maps - 1797-1804 - Nautical charts 65885
Oklahoma Island (Japan) - Maps - 1853 61299
Oklahoma  61298, 61387, 61388, 61389, 61394, 61395, 61396, 61397, 61403, 61404, 61405, 61406, 61415, 61416, 61417, 61418, 61424, 61425, 61426, 61427, 61434, 61435, 61436, 61437, 61665, 61666, 61667
Oklahoma, 15 minute series (topographic) 61337
Oklahoma 1934 road map : Barnsdall  61443
Oklahoma 1935. Go the Standard way for trouble-free driving 61469
Oklahoma 1935 ... let the Standard Oil Company serve you 61470
Oklahoma : 1936 highway map : Phillips 66  61482
Oklahoma 1936 highway map : Phillips 66 / compliments of Phillips Petroleum Company 61481
Oklahoma 1936 road map / Cities Service  61474
Oklahoma : 1936 road map : Cities Service serves a nation 61491
Oklahoma : 1937 road map : Cities Service ...  61493, 61512
Oklahoma 1963  61298
Oklahoma 1970  61668
Oklahoma 1975 map  61673, 61674
Oklahoma, 7.5 minute series (topographic) 61338
Oklahoma '73  61670, 61671
Oklahoma Adventure Guide Magazine  61678
Oklahoma - Airports - Maps - 1935 61456
Oklahoma and Indian Territories and Texas  32684, 32685, 32686, 32687, 32688, 32689, 32690, 32692, 32693
Oklahoma and Indian Territory  61343
Oklahoma and Indian Territory and Texas  32683
Oklahoma : "best in the long run" : Marathon Oil Co.  61451, 61464
Oklahoma / Cities Service  61621, 61632
Oklahoma City, Edmond/Norman, Oklahoma & Cleveland counties StreetFinder  61306
Oklahoma City, Indian Territory 1890  61310
Oklahoma City (Okla.) - Maps - 1890-1896 - Road maps 61300
Oklahoma City (Okla.) - Maps - 1889  61301
Oklahoma City (Okla.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps 61472
Oklahoma City (Okla.) - Maps - 1951  76087, 76088
Oklahoma City (Okla.) - Maps - 1954 - Road maps 75624, 75625
Oklahoma City (Okla.) - Maps - 1955 - Road maps 75626
Oklahoma City (Okla.) - Maps - 1959 - Road maps 61302
Oklahoma City (Okla.) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps 75627
Oklahoma City (Okla.) - Maps - 1967 - Road maps 75628
Oklahoma City (Okla.) - Maps - 1968 - Road maps 75629
Oklahoma City (Okla.) - Maps - 1969 - Road maps 75630
Oklahoma City (Okla.) - Maps - 1971 - Road maps 75631
Oklahoma City (Okla.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps 61303, 75632, 75633
Oklahoma City (Okla.) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps 61304
Oklahoma City (Okla.) - Maps - 1995-1996 - Road maps 79101
Oklahoma City (Okla.) - Maps - 1997 - Road maps 61305
Oklahoma City (Okla.) - Maps - 2000 - Road maps 61306
Oklahoma City (Okla.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps 61307, 61308
Oklahoma City (Okla.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps 61309
Oklahoma City (Okla.) - Pictorial works - 1890  61310
Oklahoma City : Oklahoma & Cleveland counties & vicinity street guide 61307, 61308
Oklahoma City Region (Okla.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps 61506
Oklahoma City Region (Okla.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps 61534
Oklahoma City Region (Okla.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps 61555
Oklahoma City Region (Okla.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps 61572, 61573
Oklahoma City Region (Okla.) - Maps - 1944 - Road maps 61607
Oklahoma City Region (Okla.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps 61617, 61618
Oklahoma City Region (Okla.) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps 61629, 61630
Oklahoma City Region (Okla.) - Maps - 1949 - Road maps 61641
Oklahoma City Region (Okla.) - Maps - 1950 - Road maps 61643
Oklahoma City Region (Okla.) - Maps - 1951 - Road maps 61644
Oklahoma City Region (Okla.) - Maps - 1952 - Road maps 61652
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Oklahoma City Region (Okla.) - Maps - 1954 - Road maps 61655
Oklahoma City Region (Okla.) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps 61656, 61657
Oklahoma City Region (Okla.) - Maps - 1959 - Road maps 61302
Oklahoma City Region (Okla.) - Maps - 1973 - Road maps 61670, 61671
Oklahoma City Region (Okla.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps 61673, 61674, 61675, 75633
Oklahoma City Region (Okla.) - Maps - 1996 - Road maps 61311
Oklahoma City Region (Okla.) - Maps - 1997 - Road maps 61305
Oklahoma City Region (Okla.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps 61307, 61308
Oklahoma City Region (Okla.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps 61309
Oklahoma City street guide 61309
Oklahoma City, Tulsa / American Automobile Association 61305, 61311
Oklahoma City & vicinity StreetFinder 61305, 61311
Oklahoma/ ... / compliments of Phillips Petroleum Company, Bartlesville, Oklahoma 61624
Oklahoma Corporation Commission 61354, 61361
Oklahoma County (Okla.) - Maps - 2000 - Road maps 61306
Oklahoma County (Okla.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps 61307, 61308
Oklahoma. Dept. of Highways 51, 19310, 23005, 61660, 61670, 61671, 61673, 61674, 61675, 69866
Oklahoma : Derby products / compliments of the Derby Oil Co., Wichita, Kansas 61460
Oklahoma EasyFinder 61676
Oklahoma - Geography - 1908 30534
Oklahoma highway map : 1935 ... / compliments of Phillips Petroleum Company 61466
Oklahoma - Historical geography - Maps - 1939 - Indians 61535
Oklahoma - Historical geography - Maps - 1940-1949 61312
Oklahoma - Historical geography - Maps - 1965 61313, 61314
Oklahoma - Historical geography - Maps - 1976 61315
Oklahoma - Historical geography - Maps - 2006 61316
Oklahoma - Indians of North America - 1961 61317
Oklahoma info-map : Gulf 61472, 61480, 61506, 61534, 61555, 61572, 61573, 61607, 61617, 61618, 61629, 61630, 61641
Oklahoma, Kansas info-map : Gulf 61643
Oklahoma, Kansas tourguide map : Gulf 61644, 61652, 61655, 61656, 61657
Oklahoma - Landowners - Indexes - 1908-1910 61318
Oklahoma Map Co. ( Muskogee, Okla. ) 36732
Oklahoma - Maps - 1827 - Cherokee Reservation 61320
Oklahoma - Maps - 1828-1866 - Cherokee Indians - Landowners 61321
Oklahoma - Maps - 1844 57742
Oklahoma - Maps - 1844 - Indians 36722
Oklahoma - Maps - 1854 13872
Oklahoma - Maps - 1868 - Manuscripts 36723
Oklahoma - Maps - 1869 - Manuscripts 16411
Oklahoma - Maps - 1872 - Indians - Wars - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 61322
Oklahoma - Maps - 1875 - Manuscripts 61323
Oklahoma - Maps - 1878 - Railroads 74551
Oklahoma - Maps - 1879 61324, 61325
Oklahoma - Maps - 1879 - Indians - Land tenure 61326
Oklahoma - Maps - 1880-1889 61327
Oklahoma - Maps - 1883 36724, 61328, 74555
Oklahoma - Maps - 1887 - Railroads 61329
Oklahoma - Maps - 1888 - Railroads 36725
Oklahoma - Maps - 1889 61330, 61331
Oklahoma - Maps - 1889- Indian Reservations 36726
Oklahoma - Maps - 1890-1891 61332
Oklahoma - Maps - 1890 - Indians 21006, 61333
Oklahoma - Maps - 1890 - Railroads 61333
Oklahoma - Maps - 1892 - Railroads 61334
Oklahoma - Maps - 1894 - Indian reservations 36727
Oklahoma - Maps - 1894 - Indians 61335
Oklahoma - Maps - 1894 - Railroads 61335
Oklahoma - Maps - 1895 - Indians 36728
Oklahoma - Maps - 1895 - Railroads 61336
Oklahoma - Maps - 1900-1960 - Topographic maps 61337, 61338
Oklahoma - Maps - 1900 - Indian reservations 36729
Oklahoma - Maps - 1900 - Railroads 32683
Oklahoma - Maps - 1900 - Real property 36729
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Old maps of a “New World” 52713
Old maps of America at the Columbus exhibition in Paris: Cartographers’ dreams, imagination supplying the deficit of knowledge: A study of the great collection of maps of the western world in the Bibliotheque Nationale 16861
The Old maps of Androscoggin County, Maine in 1873 1972
The Old maps of Carroll County, New Hampshire, in 1892 16688
The Old maps of Cheshire County, New Hampshire, in 1892 19338
The Old maps of Kennebec County, Maine in 1879 40557
The Old maps of Lincoln County, Maine in 1857 42090
The Old maps of Merrimack County, New Hampshire, in 1892 46140
Old maps [of North America in facsimile] 57853
Old maps [of North America in facsimile, 1463-1782] 57852
The Old maps of northeastern Essex County Massachusetts in 1884 25612
The Old maps of Oxford County, Maine, in 1858 62485
Old maps of Piscataquis County, Maine in 1882 64802
The Old maps of Rockingham County, New Hampshire in 1892 67074
The Old maps of rural Cumberland County, Maine in 1871 22545, 22546
The Old maps of rural Hillsborough County, N.H. in 1892 33958
The Old maps of southern Plymouth County, Mass., in 1879 64928
The Old maps of southern Somerset County, Maine in 1883 70279
The Old maps of Sullivan County, N.H. in 1892: the old roads, houses with family names, detail maps of villages and neighborhoods 73409
Old maps of Switzerland 1496-1900 / Arbeitsgemeinschaft der Kartenkuratoren, DGfK-Kommission der Kartenkuratoren 73774
Old maps of the land of Israel / the National Maritime Museum Haifa 62881
Old Maps of the Southwest 7290, 75015
Old Maps of the Southwest, No. 1 72250
Old Maps of the Southwest, no. 3 81890
Old Maps of the Southwest, No. 4 72254, 72255
Old maps of Washington County, Maine in 1881 80908
The Old maps of York County, Maine, in 1872 85104
Old maps : to what extent are they metrically accurate? / Frans Depuydt, Leen Decruynaere, An Heirman, Joeri Theelen 18632
Old maps yield new treasure 44872
Old Monroe Street: notes on the Monroe Street of early Chicago days 51300
Old National Pike SEE Cumberland Road 76115
Old Navy dog lovers’ map of Chicago 20061
Old Navy (Firm) 20061
The Old Northwest Territory preceding and following the ordinance of 1787 48191
Old Order Amish SEE Amish 24933
Old Oregon Trail (Highway) SEE United States Highway 30 AND Oregon National Historic Trail 62275
Old Oregon Trail information: Federal Route 30 hard surfaced all the way / issued by Inland Empire Hotel Association 76181
Old Oregon Trail SEE Oregon National Historic Trail 81841
Old passenger station at Concord, New Hampshire 21847
Old Pike SEE Cumberland Road 76115
Old plans of Oxford 5482, 62498
Old Plymouth Colony Indian and Pilgrim trails 45376
Old Provence / by Theodore Andrea Cook 65635
Old, R. O. (Robert Orchard), Colorado: United States, America ... [1869] 21283
Old river control 50491
Old romance map of historical Niagara-on-the-Lake 57005
Old sailing charts / Lucio Bozzano; [translated by Ben Johnson] 52793
Old San Francisco Steak House Development Corp. 22730
[Old Series one-inch map: Sheet 5 (Hastings) and sheet 9 (Brighton)] 73602
Old Spanish fort and museum on “Singing River” Pascagoula, Miss. 61703
Old Spanish Fort Museum - 1970 61703
Old Spanish Fort Site (Pascagoula, Miss.) - 1970 61703
Old Tecumseh Sherman’s maps: He spends much time going over them every day 69947
Old Territory and Military Department of New Mexico / compiled in the Bureau of Topogl. Engrs. of the War Dept. chiefly for military purposes under the authority of the Secretary of War. 1859 55258, 55259
The Old Testament according to the authorized version / with a brief commentary by various authors. Published: London: Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge, 1880-1889 12871
Old Times Distillery Co. (Louisville, Ky.) 84565
Old Town (Chicago, Ill.) - Historical geography - Maps - 2001 61704
Old Town (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1988 - Pictorial maps 61705
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Olmsted County (Minn.) - Maps - 1981 - Landowners 61717
Olmsted County (Minn.) - Maps - 1983 - Landowners 61718
Olmsted County (Minn.). Soil & Water Conservation District 61717
Olmsted, Frederick Law, 1822-1903 76732
Olmsted, Frederick Law, 1822-1903. A Map of the cotton kingdom and its dependencies in America (1861) 61719
Olmsted, Frederick Law, 1822-1903. The Cotton kingdom : a traveller's observations on cotton and slavery in the American slave states (1861) 76732
Olmsted, Vaux and Co., New York 66907, 66908

Olmuts (Czech Republic) 51725
Olmuts (Czech Republic) SEE Olomouc (Czech Republic) 51724

Olney, J. (Jesse), 1798-1872 4706, 4722, 4728, 4743, 4777, 4780, 4809, 4822, 4861, 4862, 4876, 4877, 4931, 5020, 29401, 29410, 29411, 29412, 29424, 29427, 29428, 29454, 29462, 29471, 29476, 29477, 29490, 29498, 29499, 29526, 29571, 29631, 29761, 48182
Olney's atlas comprising anc & modern geography 29761
Olney's quarto geography 29631
Olney's school atlas 4809, 4822, 4861, 4876, 4877, 4931, 5020

Olomouc (Czech Republic) - Maps - 1682 51727
Olomouc (Czech Republic) - Maps - 1720-1742 - Pictorial works 51733, 51734
Olomouc (Czech Republic) - Maps - 1742 - Fortification 51737
Olomouc (Czech Republic) - Pictorial works - 1627 51724
Olomouc (Czech Republic) - Pictorial works - 1630 51725
Olomouc (Czech Republic) - Pictorial works - 1664 51726
Olomouc (Czech Republic) - Pictorial works - 1690 51728

Olpp, J. 12986

Olschki (L. S.), firm SEE Leo S. Olschki (Firm) 67181
Olschki, Leo S. (Leo Samuel), 1861-1940 88, 16802, 38510

Olsen, O. T. (Ole Theodor) 58812

Olsen, Oluf Nicolai, 1794-1848 35111, 35112, 61720

Olson, Richard, 1946- 79204
Olshin, Benjamin B. 65141
Olson, Ann 83637
Olson, Ed 76166, 79267
Olson, Judy M. 18309, 67015
Olson, Ole H. 58429
Olson, Rik 52600
Olsson, Gunnar, 1935- 18312
Olsson, J.T. 10800
Olsson, K. G. 3218
Olson, William Frits William, 1902- SEE William Frits, William, 1902-26241
Olsted, Vaux & Co. 81071
Olsted, Vaux & Co. Report accompanying plan for laying out the South Park (Chicago: Evening Journal, Book and Job Printing House, 1871) 81071
Olszewicz, Boleslaw, 1893-1972) 18327, 18330, 18331, 18333
Oltmanns, C. W. 53305
Oltmanns, Jabbo, 1783-1836 46307, 46308, 46318, 46319, 46320, 46631
Oluta, the birthplace of Malinche ; The Route of Malinche to her meeting with Cortez 45063

Olympia (Greece : Ancient sanctuary) - Maps - 1824 61721
Olympia (Wash.) - Pictorial works - 1879 61722

Olympiakon Aereoporeia 84473
Olympiakon Aereoporeia - Maps - 1970 84473
Olympic Airways SEE Olympiakon Aereoporeia 84473

Olympic Games (10th : 1932 : Los Angeles, Calif.) - Maps - 1932 77546
Olympic Games (11th : 1936 : Berlin, Germany) 12540
Olympic Games (11th : 1936 : Berlin, Germany) - Maps 12540
Olympic Games (21st : 1976 : Montréal, Québec) 51681
Olympic Games (21st : 1976 : Montréal, Québec) - Maps - 1972 51681
Olympic Games (21st : 1976 : Montréal, Québec) - Calendars 16275
Olympic Games (21st : 1976 : Montréal, Québec) - Maps 16275
Olympic Games (23rd : 1984 : Los Angeles, Calif.) - Maps 61723, 61724, 61725
Olympic Games (26th : 1996 : Atlanta, Ga.) 3647, 31264, 61726, 79149, 84499, 84500
Olympic Games (26th : 1996 : Atlanta, Ga.) - Calendars 61726
Olympic Games (28th : 2004 : Athens, Greece) 61727
Olympic Games (28th : 2004 : Athens, Greece) - Maps - 2004 61727
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Olympic National Forest (Wash.) - Maps - 1935 - Pictorial maps 61728
Olympic National Forest (Wash.) - Maps - 1935 - Road maps 61728, 61729, 61730
Olympic National Park (Wash.) - Maps - 1935 - Pictorial maps 61728, 61729, 61730
Olympic National Park (Wash.) - Maps - 1935 - Road maps 61728
Olympic National Park (Wash.) - Maps - 1935 - Road maps
Olympic National Forest (Wash.) - Maps - 1935 - Pictorial maps 61729, 61730
Olympic National Park (Wash.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps 81311
Olympic National Park (Wash.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps 81363
Olympics - Athens Region (Greece) - Maps - 2004 61727
Olympics - Atlanta (Ga.) - Maps - 1996 3647, 61726
Olympics - Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1984 61723, 61724, 61725
Olympics - Maps - 1908 42557
Olympics - Maps - 1932 77546
Olympics - Maps - 1939 61731
Olympics - Maps - 1960 76182, 82587
Olympics - Maps - 1976 61727
Olympics - Maps - 1996 3647, 61726, 84499, 84500
Olympics - Maps - 2004 61727
Olympus, Mount (Greece) - Pictorial works - 1552 61732
Om Kartkatalogisering 18770
Om Ni reser till London 42695
Om ni reser till Paris 63236
Om Ni reser till Rom 67293
Om Ni reser till Spanien 72895
Om Ni reser till Tyskland 31640
Om Zeniemes reiser 17805
Omaha and vicinity StreetFinder 61743
Omaha City, Nebraska Territory 61733
Omaha, Council Bluffs, 1975-76 / Standard Oil Division of Amoco Oil Company 61739
Omaha, Council Bluffs / Mobil 61734
Omaha, Council Bluffs / Phillips 66, the performance company 61738
Omaha, Council Bluffs / Standard Oil, divison American Oil Company 61735, 61736
Omaha, Council Bluffs street and vicinity maps / Phillips 66 61737
Omaha & Council Bluffs street guide 61745
Omaha, Council Bluffs street map / Standard Oil Division, Amoco Oil Company 61740
Omaha & Council Bluffs StreetFinder 61744
Omaha EasyFinder : Local street detail 61746
Omaha, Kansas City & Eastern Railroad 71500
Omaha, Kansas City & Eastern Railroad - Maps - 1898 71500
Omaha-Kansas City Highway - Maps - 1920 77243
Omaha (Neb.) 61741
Omaha (Neb.) - Maps - 1854 61733
Omaha (Neb.) - Maps - 1951 76087, 76088
Omaha (Neb.) - Maps - 1954 - Road maps 23264, 23265, 23266
Omaha (Neb.) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps 23268
Omaha (Neb.) - Maps - 1959 - Road maps 61749
Omaha (Neb.) - Maps - 1965 - Road maps 61734
Omaha (Neb.) - Maps - 1968 - Road maps 61735
Omaha (Neb.) - Maps - 1969 - Road maps 61736
Omaha (Neb.) - Maps - 1971 - Road maps 61737
Omaha (Neb.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps 61738, 61739
Omaha (Neb.) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps 61740
Omaha (Neb.) - Maps - 1979 - Road maps 61741
Omaha (Neb.) - Maps - 1986 - Road maps 61742
Omaha (Neb.) - Maps - 1994 - Road maps 79075
Omaha (Neb.) - Maps - 1996 - Road maps 61743
Omaha (Neb.) - Maps - 2002 - Road maps 61744
Omaha (Neb.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps 61745, 61746
Omaha (Neb.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps 61747
Omaha (Neb.) - Pictorial works - 1868 61748
Omaha Region (Neb.) - Maps - 1930-1939 - Railroads 53002
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Ontario, Lake (N.Y. and Ont.) - Maps - 1973 - Nautical charts - Pictorial maps 56769, 56770
Ontario, Lake (N.Y. and Ont.) - Maps - 1976 - Nautical charts - Pictorial maps 56774
Ontario, Lake (N.Y. and Ont.) - Pictorial works - 1815 16008
Ontario, Lake (N.Y. and Ont.) - Pictorial works - 1849-1854 25579
Ontario - Maps - 1641 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 32515
Ontario - Maps - 1740 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 44375
Ontario - Maps - 1791 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 25578
Ontario - Maps - 1800 61786
Ontario - Maps - 1810 76548
Ontario - Maps - 1813 15841, 61787, 61788
Ontario - Maps - 1815 16009
Ontario - Maps - 1821 - Townships 61789
Ontario - Maps - 1834 61790, 61791
Ontario - Maps - 1844 16326
Ontario - Maps - 1847 61792
Ontario - Maps - 1850 61794
Ontario - Maps - 1850-1984 - Railroads 61793
Ontario - Maps - 1851 61795
Ontario - Maps - 1855 61796
Ontario - Maps - 1857 61798
Ontario - Maps - 1857 - Administrative and political divisions 61797
Ontario - Maps - 1858 61799
Ontario - Maps - 1859 61800
Ontario - Maps - 1860 61801
Ontario - Maps - 1861 15853
Ontario - Maps - 1862-1881 - Landowners 73294
Ontario - Maps - 1867 61802
Ontario - Maps - 1883 - Railroads 61803, 61804
Ontario - Maps - 1884 - Railroads 61805
Ontario - Maps - 1885 15922
Ontario - Maps - 1885 - Railroads 61806
Ontario - Maps - 1887 - Railroads 61807
Ontario - Maps - 1888 - Railroads 61808, 61809, 61810
Ontario - Maps - 1894 - Railroads 61811
Ontario - Maps - 1896 - Railroads 58971
Ontario - Maps - 1897 - Railroads 58977
Ontario - Maps - 1898 48453
Ontario - Maps - 1898 - Railroads 58983, 58984
Ontario - Maps - 1899 48468
Ontario - Maps - 1899 - Railroads 58990
Ontario - Maps - 1900 - Railroads 48486, 58998, 58999
Ontario - Maps - 1901 - Railroads 48501, 59008, 59009, 59010
Ontario - Maps - 1902 - Railroads 48526
Ontario - Maps - 1903 - Railroads 48540
Ontario - Maps - 1904 - Railroads 59032
Ontario - Maps - 1905 - Railroads 59043
Ontario - Maps - 1906 - Railroads 59057, 59058, 59059
Ontario - Maps - 1908 - Railroads 59087
Ontario - Maps - 1909 - Railroads 59098, 59099
Ontario - Maps - 1910-1919 61812
Ontario - Maps - 1910 - Cities and towns - Road maps 56191
Ontario - Maps - 1910 - Road maps 56191
Ontario - Maps - 1911 - Cities and towns - Road maps 56196
Ontario - Maps - 1911 - Railroads 61813
Ontario - Maps - 1911 - Road maps 56196
Ontario - Maps - 1912 - Cities and towns - Road maps 56199
Ontario - Maps - 1912 - Road maps 56199
Ontario - Maps - 1913 - Railroads 61814, 61815
Ontario - Maps - 1914 - Cities and towns - Road maps 56206
Ontario - Maps - 1914 - Railroads 61816
Ontario - Maps - 1914 - Road maps 56206
Ontario - Maps - 1916 - Railroads 61817
Ontario - Maps - 1916 - Road maps 56208
Ontario - Maps - 1918 - Road maps 56210
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<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalog Title</th>
<th>Call Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ontario - Maps - 1920 - Railroads</td>
<td>61818, 61819, 61820</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ontario - Maps - 1920 - Road maps</td>
<td>56228, 56229</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ontario - Maps - 1921 - Railroads</td>
<td>61821</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ontario - Maps - 1921 - Road maps</td>
<td>56237</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ontario - Maps - 1922 - Railroads</td>
<td>61822</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ontario - Maps - 1922 - Road maps</td>
<td>59186, 65988</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ontario - Maps - 1923 - Railroads</td>
<td>61823</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ontario - Maps - 1923 - Road maps</td>
<td>24255, 56246, 56247, 56248, 56249, 56250, 60519, 60520, 61824, 61825, 61826, 61827, 61828</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ontario - Maps - 1924 - Road maps</td>
<td>60526, 60527, 60528, 60529, 61829</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ontario - Maps - 1925 - Railroads</td>
<td>61830</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ontario - Maps - 1925 - Road maps</td>
<td>61831, 61832, 77322</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ontario - Maps - 1926 - Road maps</td>
<td>49623, 49624, 61833</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ontario - Maps - 1927 - Road maps</td>
<td>61834, 61835, 61836, 65995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ontario - Maps - 1928 - Railroads</td>
<td>61837</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ontario - Maps - 1928 - Road maps</td>
<td>46944, 61838, 61839, 61840</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ontario - Maps - 1929 - Road maps</td>
<td>56298, 56299, 56300, 56301, 56302, 59243, 59244, 61841, 61842, 61843, 61844</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ontario - Maps - 1930-1933 - Road maps</td>
<td>77397</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ontario - Maps - 1930 - Railroads</td>
<td>46977</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ontario - Maps - 1930 - Road maps</td>
<td>46984, 61845, 61846, 61847, 61848, 61849, 61850, 61851, 61852, 61853, 61854, 61855, 61856, 61857, 61858</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ontario - Maps - 1931 - Road maps</td>
<td>61859, 61860, 61861, 61862</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ontario - Maps - 1932 - Road maps</td>
<td>61863, 61864, 77540</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ontario - Maps - 1933 - Road maps</td>
<td>56375, 61865, 61866, 61867, 61868</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ontario - Maps - 1934 - Road maps</td>
<td>15890, 15891, 56393, 61869, 61870, 61871, 61872, 61873, 77583, 77584</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ontario - Maps - 1935 - Road maps</td>
<td>61874, 61875, 61876, 61877, 61878, 61879, 77615</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ontario - Maps - 1936 - Road maps</td>
<td>56442, 61880, 61881, 61882, 61883, 61884, 61885</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ontario - Maps - 1937 - Road maps</td>
<td>15900, 47163, 61886, 61887, 61888, 61889, 61890, 61891, 61892, 61893</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ontario - Maps - 1938 - Road maps</td>
<td>15904, 47213, 47214, 49795, 54291, 61894, 61895, 61896, 61897, 61898, 61899, 61900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ontario - Maps - 1939 - Road maps</td>
<td>61901, 61902, 61903, 61904, 61905</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ontario - Maps - 1940 - Road maps</td>
<td>15907, 47288, 61906, 61907, 61908, 61909, 61910</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ontario - Maps - 1941 - Road maps</td>
<td>15909, 47309, 61911, 61912, 61913, 61914, 61915, 61916, 61917</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ontario - Maps - 1942 - Road maps</td>
<td>47343, 61918, 61919</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ontario - Maps - 1945-1952 - Road maps</td>
<td>59411</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ontario - Maps - 1945 - Road maps</td>
<td>47366, 61920</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ontario - Maps - 1946 - Road maps</td>
<td>15910, 16391, 61921, 61922, 61923, 61924</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ontario - Maps - 1947 - Road maps</td>
<td>47398, 61925</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ontario - Maps - 1948 - Road maps</td>
<td>15911, 16392, 24434, 61926, 61927, 61928, 61929</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ontario - Maps - 1949 - Road maps</td>
<td>61930</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ontario - Maps - 1950 - Road maps</td>
<td>15912, 15913, 16393, 16394, 61931</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ontario - Maps - 1951 - Road maps</td>
<td>15914, 15915, 16395, 16396, 61932, 61933</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ontario - Maps - 1952 - Road maps</td>
<td>16397, 61934</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ontario - Maps - 1953 - Road maps</td>
<td>32595, 61935</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ontario - Maps - 1954 - Road maps</td>
<td>72149</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ontario - Maps - 1955 - Road maps</td>
<td>15916, 15917, 15918, 16398, 16399, 61936, 61937, 61938, 61939, 61940</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ontario - Maps - 1957 - Road maps</td>
<td>61941</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ontario - Maps - 1959 - Road maps</td>
<td>32598</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ontario - Maps - 1961 - Road maps</td>
<td>32599, 61942</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ontario - Maps - 1963 - Road maps</td>
<td>32600, 36398, 59585</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ontario - Maps - 1964 - Road maps</td>
<td>61943</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ontario - Maps - 1965 - Road maps</td>
<td>61944</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ontario - Maps - 1966 - Road maps</td>
<td>60062, 61945, 61946, 61947, 61948, 61949</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ontario - Maps - 1967 - Road maps</td>
<td>32604, 32605, 60063, 61950, 61951, 61952, 61953, 78511</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ontario - Maps - 1968 - Road maps</td>
<td>60064, 61954, 61955</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ontario - Maps - 1969 - Economics</td>
<td>61956, 61957</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ontario - Maps - 1969 - Road maps</td>
<td>32608, 44397, 61958, 61959, 61960</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ontario - Maps - 1970 - Road maps</td>
<td>61961, 61962</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ontario - Maps - 1971-1973 - Road maps</td>
<td>24500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ontario - Maps - 1971 - Road maps</td>
<td>16400, 32612, 61963, 61964</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ontario - Maps - 1972 - Road maps</td>
<td>51681</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ontario - Maps - 1973 - Road maps</td>
<td>16263, 32617</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ontario - Maps - 1974 - Road maps</td>
<td>61965</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ontario - Maps - 1976 - Road maps</td>
<td>61966</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ontario - Maps - 1978 - Administrative and political divisions</td>
<td>61967</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ontario - Maps - 1978 - Road maps</td>
<td>61968, 68956, 68957</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ontario - Maps - 1979 - Road maps</td>
<td>41219</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Call Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Orange County (Fla.) - Maps - 2002 - Road maps</td>
<td>62293</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orange County (Fla.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps</td>
<td>62294</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orange County (Fla.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps</td>
<td>62295</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orange County (Fla.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps</td>
<td>62296</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orange County (Fla.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps</td>
<td>62297</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orange County (Fla.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps</td>
<td>62298</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orange County Genealogical Society</td>
<td>22200, 32260, 33467, 33926, 55577, 62025, 62032, 80872</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orange County (Ind.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners</td>
<td>62018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orange County Insurance Agency (Santa Ana, Calif.)</td>
<td>2836, 15642, 15701, 15702, 21657, 43133, 61991, 78510</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orange County : Mobil travel map</td>
<td>62002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Orange County (N.C.) - 1891: LC G&amp;M land ownership maps on microfiche]</td>
<td>62019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orange County (N.C.) - Maps - 1891 - Landowners</td>
<td>62019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orange County (N.C.) - Maps - 2000 - Road maps</td>
<td>66187</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orange County (N.C.) - Maps - 2002 - Road maps</td>
<td>66188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orange County (N.C.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps</td>
<td>66189, 66190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orange County (N.C.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps</td>
<td>66191</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Orange County (N.Y.) - 180: LC G&amp;M land ownership maps on microfiche]</td>
<td>62021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Orange County (N.Y.) - 1810: LC G&amp;M land ownership maps on microfiche]</td>
<td>62022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orange County (N.Y.) - 1839</td>
<td>62020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Orange County (N.Y.) - 1851: LC G&amp;M land ownership maps on microfiche]</td>
<td>62024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Orange County (N.Y.) - 1859: LC G&amp;M land ownership maps on microfiche]</td>
<td>62026</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orange County (N.Y.) Genealogical Society</td>
<td>56876</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orange County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners</td>
<td>62021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orange County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1805 - Landowners</td>
<td>80871</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orange County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1810 - Landowners</td>
<td>62022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orange County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1851 - Landowners</td>
<td>62023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orange County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1851 - Landowners</td>
<td>62024, 62025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orange County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1859 - Landowners</td>
<td>62026</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orange County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1861 - Landowners</td>
<td>32260</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orange County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1863 - Landowners</td>
<td>62027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orange County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1864 - Landowners</td>
<td>62028, 62029, 62030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orange County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1873 - Landowners</td>
<td>62031</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orange County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1875 - Landowners</td>
<td>62032</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orange County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1895 - Road maps</td>
<td>62033</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orange County / Phillips 66, the performance company</td>
<td>62000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orange County : popular street atlas</td>
<td>62003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orange County street and vicinity maps / Phillips 66</td>
<td>61996, 61997</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orange County street guide</td>
<td>62007, 62008, 62009, 62010, 62011, 62013, 62014, 62015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orange County street map / issued by Orange County Automobile Club ...</td>
<td>61991</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Orange County (Tex.) - 1880: LC G&amp;M land ownership maps on microfiche]</td>
<td>62034</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Orange County (Tex.) - 1895: LC G&amp;M land ownership maps on microfiche]</td>
<td>62035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orange County (Tex.) - Maps - 1880 - Landowners</td>
<td>62034</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orange County (Tex.) - Maps - 1895 - Landowners</td>
<td>62035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Orange County (Va.) - 186: LC G&amp;M land ownership maps on microfiche]</td>
<td>62036, 62037, 62038</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Orange County (Va.) - 1863: LC G&amp;M land ownership maps on microfiche]</td>
<td>62039</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orange County (Va.) - Maps - 1860-1869 - Landowners</td>
<td>62036, 62037</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orange County (Va.) - Maps - 1860-1869 - Landowners - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>62038</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orange County (Va.) - Maps - 1863 - Landowners - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>62039</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Orange County (Va.) - 1858: LC G&amp;M land ownership maps on microfiche]</td>
<td>62040</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orange County (Va.) - Maps - 1858 - Landowners</td>
<td>62040</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orange, J.</td>
<td>39544, 39545</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orange Judd &amp; Company</td>
<td>5462, 5771, 17079</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orange Judd family atlas of the world</td>
<td>5771</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orange &amp; Los Angeles counties street guide</td>
<td>62006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orangeburg County (S.C.) - Maps - 1825 - Landowners</td>
<td>19198, 62041</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orangeburgh District, South Carolina</td>
<td>62041</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oranjestad (Sint Eustatius) - Pictorial works - 1777</td>
<td>62042</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orant-Hawtin (Firm)</td>
<td>19563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orario di apertura dei musei di Firenze</td>
<td>26801</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orbassano (Italy), Battle of, 1693</td>
<td>62043, 62044</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orbe cattolico ossia atlante geog-eccles</td>
<td>4925, 4926</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orbi                                                             44991</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orbis antiqui descriptio for the use of schools / edited by Th. Menke</td>
<td>34446</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orbis antiqui tabulae geographicae secundum Cl. Ptolemaeum : cum indice philologico absolutissimo, omnium locorum, montium, fluminum, &amp;c. in</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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tabulis occurrentium, situm, nomina recentiora, & alia eò pertinentia, lineis per ipsas ductis, accuratissime i 8745, 8746
Orbis Bibilis sacris cognitus, seu, Geographia sacra = Carte de la geographie sacrée pour l'Ancien Testament : qui contient 1nt. les noms des descendants de Noe depuis leur sortie de l'arche en 1657 jusqu'à leur division du tems de Phaleg, 2nt. les peu 12699
Orbis (Firm) 22652
Orbis habitabilis oppida et vestitus, (The towns and costumes of the inhabited world) Amsterdam, ca. 1695 / Carolus Allard ; avec un introd. by R.A. Skelton 20874
Orbis imago : mappemonde de Gédéric Mercator de 1538 46080
Orbis imperantis tabellae geog-hist-genealog 4362
Orbis lusus : a forgotten 17th century geographical game / Jernej Sekolec 28811
Orbis lusus, pars prima, seu, Lusus geographicus : defensac ac demonstratus, ab illustrissimo S.R.I. comite Wolfgango Engelberto ab Auersperg in Alma Universtitate Graecensi / praeside Matthia Kirchoffer 28812
Orbis maritimi 4301
Orbis philatelic atlas 44991
Orbis Romani descriptio seu divisio per themata sub imperatoribus Constantinopolitanis post Heracli 11489
Orbis Romani descriptio seu divisio per themata sub imperatoribus Constantinopolitanis post Heraclii tempora facta / auctore Guillelmo Del'Isle ... quae prodit studio Anselmi Banduni ... 11487
Orbis Romani pars orientalis 67159
Orbis Romanis pars occidentalis 67161
Orbis Romani pars orientalis auspicis serenissimi principis Ludovicii Philippi aureliano rum ducis / auctor d'Anville ... Guill. De-la-Haye 67160
Orbis Romani pars orientalis 67161
Orbis Romani paras orientalis auspicis serenissimi principis Ludovicii Philippi aureliano rum ducis / auctor d'Anville ... Guill. De la Haye 67162
Orbis tabula quatenus a veteribus cogniti 34367
Orbis terrae compendiosa descrip to / Quam ex magna uni ver sial Gerardi Mercatoris, Domino Richardo Gartho, geographie ac cetera ... 83944
Orbis terrae novissima descrip to 83979
Orbis terrae novissima descrip to / Authore Gerardo Mercator ... ; I. Hondius sculp. ... ; I. le Clerc excu. 1602 83978
Orbis ter rapeaque in tabulis geographiae et hydrographiae / descriptus a Simone Pauli, bibliopola Argentiniensi ... 13217
Orbis terrarum antiquus / a Christiano Theophilo Reichardo, quondam in usam inventutis descriptus ; denuo delineavit et commentario illustravit Albertus Forbiger 34442
Orbis terrarum antiquus / in scholarum usum descriptus ; ab Alb. van Kampen 30698, 30699
Orbis terrarum antiquus in usum scholarum : ad D'Avili, Mannert, Ukerti, Reichard, Hrushed, Wilhlmii Aliorumque opera tabulasa depictus : argumentum brevis geographiae antiquae conspictus / scriptit I.H. Moeller 30680
Orbis terrarum antiquus : Schul-Atlas der alten Welt, nach D'Anville, Mannert, Ukerti, Reichard, Kruse, Wilhelm u. A. bearb / ... kurzer Abriss der alten Geographie von J.H. Möller 34427
Orbis terrarum antiquus : Schul-Atlas der alten Welt, nach D'Anville, Mannert, Ukerti, Reichard, Kruse, Wilhelm u. A. bearb / ... kurzer Abriss der alten Geographie von J.H. Möller 34422, 34426, 34439
Orbis terrarum epiteme in qua mores, leges, ritus omnium gentium / per Ioannem Boemam Aubanum Teutonicum ex multis clarissimi scriptoribus collecti continentur, vna cum He... 28928
Orbis terrarum nova et accuratissima tabula 84027, 84081
Orbis terrarum tabula a recens emendata et in lucem edita / D. Stoopendaal fec. 84053
Orbis terrarum tipus de integro in plurimis emendatvs, auctus, et icunculis illustratus / auct. Nicolaus Ioa: Visshero 84032
Orbis terrarum tipus de integro mittis in locis emendatvs / auct. G. Ianssonio 84043
Orbis terrarum veteribus noti descriptio. A comparative atlas of the inhabited world) Amsterdam, ca. 1695 / Carolus Allard ; with an introd. by R.A. Skelton 46080
Orbis terrarum nova et accuratissima tavula 84041
Orbis typvs unversalis ivxta hydrographorvm traditionem 83849
Orbis veteribus noti tabula nova ... 24531, 34366
Orbis veteribus noti tabula nova / auctore Guillelmo Del'Isle ... ; Derosier sculp. 24530
Orbis veteribus notus 24521
Orbis veteribus notus / auctore J. Arrowsmith 34406
Orbis veteribus notus auspicis serenissimi principis Ludovicii Philippi aureliano rum ducis / auctor d'Anville ... ; Guill. De-la-Haye ; H. Gravelot inv. ; N. Le Mire sculp. 84119
Orbis veteribus notus auspicis serenissimi principis Ludovicii Philippi Aureliana rum ducis publici juris factus / auctor d'Anville 34370
Orbis vetus, et orbis veteris utraque continens, terraram[ue] tractus, arcticus, et antarcticus ... 34124
Orbis vetus in utraque continente ... 34130
Orbis vetus in utraque continente juxta mentem Sansonianam distinctus ... / Robert de Vaugondy ... 34131
Orbis vetus in utraque continente juxta mentem Sansonianam distinctus ... / redactus, accurante Robert de Vaugondy ... 34129, 34132
Orbison, James H. (James Henry) 30652
Orchyna 62403
Ord, Edward Otho Cresap, 1818-1883 15194, 19149, 43087
Ordance Survey map of Hadrian's Wall 33271
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Ordance Survey map of southern Britain in the iron age 24998
Order of Friars Minor Capuchin SEE Capuchins 16515
Order of the Rainbow for Girls 76029
The Orderly landscape : landscape tastes and the United States Survey 79439
The Ordinance maps 32479
Ordine al quale t'esercito Turchesco suole prese[n]tar: si in campagna contro de Christiani ... 49266
Ordines Sacri Romani Imp. ab Ottone III insti[v]ti / Gerard de Jode exc. ; Anton Wierinx fe. 25740
The Ordinance and topographical surveys 32468
Ordinance gazetteer of Scotland : a survey of Scott[ish] topography, statistical, biographical, and historical 52446
Ordinance map of Ireland published on a scale of one inch to a mile 38402
Ordinance Survey 32463
The Ordinance Survey and the origins of official geological mapping in Devon and Cornwall 32471
The Ordinance Survey and the public 32467
Ordinance survey atlas of Scotland : quarter inch to the mile 69657
Ordinance Survey (Great Britain) SEE Great Britain. Ordnance Survey 14067
The Ordinance Survey guide to the River Thames and River Wey / editor, David Perrott 75050
Ordinance Survey illustrated atlas of Victorian & Edwardian Britain 14463
Ordinance Survey (Ireland) 17984, 20919, 23840, 23853, 28564, 38344, 38402, 38412, 38443, 44716, 45646, 51237, 51238, 59691, 62046
Ordinance Survey (Ireland) - History 62045
Ordinance survey : its history organization and work 32465
Ordinance Survey : map makers to Britain since 1791 32476
The Ordinance Survey map of Cambridge in 1885 and 1886 : originally published on 60 sheets at 1:500 and here reproduced at 1:1260 / collected and introduced by Peter Bryan and Tony Baggs 15760
Ordinance Survey map of Roman Britain 14110
Ordinance survey maps 5850
Ordinance survey maps : a concise guide for historians 32474, 32475
Ordinance survey memoirs of Ireland 59691
Ordinance Survey motoring atlas of Great Britain 14561, 14564
Ordinance Survey of England and Wales. One - inch series 25173
Ordinance Survey of Great Britain : England and Wales : indexes to the 1/2500 and 6-inch scale maps 32477, 32478
Ordinance Survey of Great Britain SEE Great Britain. Ordnance Survey 32468
Ordinance Survey of Ireland 23328, 38345, 38346, 52383, 62048
Ordinance Survey of Ireland - History 62047
Ordinance Survey of Ireland - History - Pictorial works - 1991 62048
Ordinance Survey of Ireland - Sources - 1838 52383
Ordinance Survey of Northern Ireland 12098, 38443, 59694, 59695, 59696, 62048
Ordinance Survey of Northern Ireland - History - Pictorial works - 1991 62048
Ordinance Survey of Northern Ireland - Maps - Bibliography - Catalogs 59696
Ordinance Survey of Scotland 69638
Ordinance survey of Scotland : popular edition one-inch map (with national grid) 69658
Ordinance survey of the county of Londonderry, Colonel Colby, superintendent. Volume the first 23328
The Ordinance survey of the United Kingdom 32486
[Ordinance Survey road maps of Scotland. Scale 1:1:126,720] 69653
Ordinance Survey travelmaster guide 23324, 33455
Ordinance Surveyors' drawings, 1789 - c.1840 : the original manuscript maps of the first Ordnance Survey of England and Wales from the British Library Map Library / by Yolande Hodson ; with an introduction, summary listing, and indexes by Tony Campbell 25034
[Ordinance Townland survey of Ireland. Dublin sheet] 23853
Ordo Fratrum Minorum Capuccinorum SEE Capuchins 16515
Ordre de bataille de l'armee des allies dans le camp de Neerwinde 53296
Ore Mountains (Czech Republic and Germany) SEE Erzgebirge (Czech Republic and Germany) 25591
Orefici, Andrea de gli, 16th cent. 64682, 64683
Oregon 62072, 62086, 62088, 62135, 62136, 62146, 62147, 62151, 62152, 62261, 62262, 62263, 62271
Oregon, 15 minute series (topographic) 62083
Oregon : 1970 boating guide / Union Oil Company of California 62264
Oregon, 30 minute series (topographic) 62084
Oregon, 7.5 minute series (topographic) 62085
Oregon - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1855 62049
Oregon and California Railroad Company 62068, 81897
Oregon and California Railroad Company - Maps - 1877 62068
Oregon and California Railroad Company - Maps - 1882 81897
Oregon and upper California 81805
Oregon atlas & gazetteer 62272
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Oregon Auto Camp Association  62098
Oregon-California Trails Association  81776
Oregon - Camping - 1974  62050
Oregon Central Highway (Or.) - Maps - 1929  62130
Oregon City (Or.) - Pictorial works - 1845  62051
Oregon Coast Highway Association  76174
Oregon country, 1819-1890  62055
Oregon country and Oregon counties, 1843-1941  62057
Oregon Country SEE Northwest, Pacific  16034
Oregon. Dept. of Transportation. State Highway Division SEE Oregon. State Highway Division  62266
Oregon - Description and travel - 1930-1939  62052
Oregon. Division of Highways  62259
Oregon Genealogical Society  62055
Oregon gold & gems: maps, then & now
Oregon highway map / Oregon State Highway Commission  62253
Oregon highway map / published for free distribution [by] Oregon State Highway Commission  62254, 62255
Oregon - Historical geography - Maps  62055, 81423
Oregon - Historical geography - Maps - 1825-1972  80810
Oregon - Historical geography - Maps - 1850  62053
Oregon - Historical geography - Maps - 1973  62054
Oregon Historical Society  1009, 41900, 62057, 62568, 65305, 65306, 80810
Oregon - History - Civil War, 1861-1865 - Manuscript maps  15793, 33539, 39835, 39836, 39837, 39838, 44238, 44239
Oregon Journal (July 11, 1943)  70094
Oregon Journal (July 4, 1943)  11605
Oregon Journal (Portland, Or.) SEE Oregon Journal  11605
Oregon / map prepared by Allan Cartography of Medford, Or., using base materials from the United States Geological Survey's 1:500,000 scale state map series  62270
Oregon - Maps - 1790-1795 - Coasts  15228
Oregon - Maps - 1825-1972 - Indian reservations - History  80810
Oregon - Maps - 1830  59739, 59740
Oregon - Maps - 1838 - Indians - Trading posts  81782, 81783, 81784
Oregon - Maps - 1841  62056, 81164
Oregon - Maps - 1842  71123, 71124
Oregon - Maps - 1843  81787
Oregon - Maps - 1843-1941 - Administrative and political divisions  62057
Oregon - Maps - 1844  59817
Oregon - Maps - 1844 - Coasts  62559, 62560
Oregon - Maps - 1845  16034, 62058, 62059, 76711, 76712
Oregon - Maps - 1845-1873 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  59818
Oregon - Maps - 1846  62060
Oregon - Maps - 1846 - Indians - Missions  59819, 59820, 59821, 59822, 59823, 59824
Oregon - Maps - 1847 - Ecclesiastical geography  62561
Oregon - Maps - 1847 - Missions  62561
Oregon - Maps - 1848  81807
Oregon - Maps - 1848 - Indians  62061
Oregon - Maps - 1849  21745, 62062, 62063
Oregon - Maps - 1855  59745, 62064
Oregon - Maps - 1856  81167
Oregon - Maps - 1857  59746
Oregon - Maps - 1860  81172
Oregon - Maps - 1860-1869 - Surveys - Manuscripts  62065
Oregon - Maps - 1863  62066
Oregon - Maps - 1865  62067
Oregon - Maps - 1872-1873 - Indians - Wars  15261
Oregon - Maps - 1877 - Railroads  62068
Oregon - Maps - 1882  62069, 62070, 62071
Oregon - Maps - 1883  62072
Oregon - Maps - 1883 - Railroads  62073
Oregon - Maps - 1884 - Railroads  62074
Oregon - Maps - 1885 - Railroads  62075
Oregon - Maps - 1887 - Railroads  62076
Oregon - Maps - 1888 - Railroads  62077
Oregon - Maps - 1892 - Railroads  62078, 62079
Oregon - Maps - 1893 - Railroads  62080
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Oregon National Historic Trail - Oregon missions and travels over the Rocky mountains, in 1845-46 / by Father P.J. De Smet of the Society of Jesus 59820
Oregon National Historic Trail - Maps - 1846 81799
Oregon National Historic Trail - Maps - 1865 81841
Oregon National Historic Trail - Maps - 1925 77319
Oregon National Historic Trail - Maps - 1925 - Road maps 62275
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Oregon National Historic Trail - Maps - 1929  62130
Oregon National Historic Trail - Maps - 1930  62276
Oregon National Historic Trail - Maps - 1930 - Road maps  76181
Oregon: official highway map  62266, 62268
Oregon Pacific Railroad  59757
Oregon Pacific Railroad - Maps - 1890  59757
Oregon: Pictorial works - 1846 - Indians - Missions  59820, 59823, 59824
Oregon points of interest and touring map...  62230, 62236
Oregon points of interest and touring map... / Standard stations and Chevron gas stations  62224
Oregon Railway and Navigation Company  59767, 81897, 81901, 81905, 81927, 82014, 82015
Oregon Short Line Railroad Company  77603, 82153, 82154, 82160, 82161, 82166, 82173, 82174, 82181, 82187, 82192, 82194, 82263
Oregon Short Line Railroad Company - Maps - 1913  82153, 82154
Oregon Short Line Railroad Company - Maps - 1914  82160
Oregon Short Line Railroad Company - Maps - 1915  82166
Oregon Short Line Railroad Company - Maps - 1916  82173, 82174
Oregon Short Line Railroad Company - Maps - 1917  82181
Oregon Short Line Railroad Company - Maps - 1919  82187
Oregon Short Line Railroad Company - Maps - 1920  82192, 82194
Oregon Short Line Railroad Company - Maps - 1921  77250
Oregon Short Line Railroad Company - Maps - 1922  77265
Oregon Short Line Railroad Company - Maps - 1923  77284
Oregon Short Line Railroad Company - Maps - 1924  77303
Oregon Short Line Railroad Company - Maps - 1925  77317, 77318
Oregon Short Line Railroad Company - Maps - 1927  77364
Oregon Short Line Railroad Company - Maps - 1929  77413, 77414
Oregon Short Line Railroad Company - Maps - 1930  77477, 82263
Oregon Short Line Railroad Company - Maps - 1931  77509
Oregon Short Line Railroad Company - Maps - 1932  77535
Oregon Short Line Railroad Company - Maps - 1933  77557
Oregon Short Line Railroad Company - Maps - 1934  77571
Oregon Short Line Railroad Company - Maps - 1935  77603
Oregon: Richfield travel guide  62229, 62234
Oregon road map, 1932 / compiled and published by Oregon State Highway Commission ... ; R.H. Baldock, State Highway Engineer ...  62145
Oregon road map, 1933 / compiled and published by Oregon State Highway Commission ... ; R.H. Baldock, State Highway Engineer ...  62150
Oregon road map, 1934 / compiled and published by Oregon State Highway Commission ... ; R.H. Baldock, State Highway Engineer ...  62157
Oregon road map... 1935 / compiled and published by Oregon State Highway Commission ... ; R.H. Baldock, State Hwy. Eng'r. ...  62165
Oregon road map - Standard Service  62167
Oregon Short Line Railroad Company  77250, 77265, 77284, 77303, 77317, 77318, 77364, 77413, 77414, 77477, 77509, 77535, 77557, 77571, 77603, 82153, 82154, 82160, 82166, 82173, 82174, 82181, 82187, 82192, 82194, 82263
Oregon Short Line Railroad Company - Maps - 1913  82153, 82154
Oregon Short Line Railroad Company - Maps - 1914  82160
Oregon Short Line Railroad Company - Maps - 1915  82166
Oregon Short Line Railroad Company - Maps - 1916  82173, 82174
Oregon Short Line Railroad Company - Maps - 1917  82181
Oregon Short Line Railroad Company - Maps - 1919  82187
Oregon Short Line Railroad Company - Maps - 1920  82192, 82194
Oregon Short Line Railroad Company - Maps - 1921  77250
Oregon Short Line Railroad Company - Maps - 1922  77265
Oregon Short Line Railroad Company - Maps - 1923  77284
Oregon Short Line Railroad Company - Maps - 1924  77303
Oregon Short Line Railroad Company - Maps - 1925  77317, 77318
Oregon Short Line Railroad Company - Maps - 1927  77364
Oregon Short Line Railroad Company - Maps - 1929  77413, 77414
Oregon Short Line Railroad Company - Maps - 1930  77477, 82263
Oregon Short Line Railroad Company - Maps - 1931  77509
Oregon Short Line Railroad Company - Maps - 1932  77535
Oregon Short Line Railroad Company - Maps - 1933  77557
Oregon Short Line Railroad Company - Maps - 1934  77571
Oregon Short Line Railroad Company - Maps - 1935  77603
Oregon: Standard Oil road map ...  62170, 62175, 62177, 62181, 62189, 62205, 62212, 62213, 62217
Oregon: Standard Oil road map. At your service from Canada to Mexico : Standard Stations, Inc., Standard Oil dealers  62200
Oregon: Standard stations road map  62188
Oregon: Standard Stations road map / ... Standard Stations Inc. & authorized distributors  62190
Oregon State Chamber of Commerce  62130
Oregon State Highway Commission  20917, 62115, 62130, 62133, 62134, 62139, 62145, 62150, 62157, 62165, 62253, 62254, 62255, 62275
Oregon. State Highway Dept.  62113, 62133, 62254, 62255
Oregon. State Highway Division  62266, 62268
Oregon. State Immigration Board  62091, 62093
Oregon State Motor Association  62141
Oregon. State Printing Board  62091
Oregon State University  79365
Oregon State University - Maps - 1963  79365
Oregon State University. Press  59789
Oregon Territory. 1846  59821
Oregon Territory - Maps - 1841  62056
Oregon Territory - Maps - 1845  62059
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Oregon Territory - Maps - 1849   62062, 62063
Oregon Territory SEE Oregon   81782, 81784
Oregon / Texaco   62258
Oregon: the beaver state in word and picture / by the Conoco Travel Bureau, Denver, Colorado   62052
Oregon: the eyes of the nation are on the Pacific Northwest ...   62130
Oregon : tour with Texaco   62252
Oregon Trail SEE Oregon National Historic Trail   81841
Oregon : travel with a Standard road map ... / compliments of Standard Oil Company of California   62155, 62156
Oregon Trunk Railway   82237, 82238, 82246, 82248, 82250, 82251
Oregon Trunk Railway - Maps - 1927   82237, 82238
Oregon Trunk Railway - Maps - 1928   82246, 82248
Oregon Trunk Railway - Maps - 1929   82250, 82251
Oregon U.S. 99 Highway Association   62240
Oregon Univ. Pr.   62269
Oregon, Washington ... General gasoline road map: General Petroleum Corporation of California, a Socony Vacuum Company   62153, 62154
Oregon, Washington highway map for your motoring pleasure ... / the Bay Petroleum Corp., McPherson, Kans., Denver, Colo., New Orleans, La. 1849
Oregon, Washington highways ... presented by your smiling Associated dealer   62176, 62183
Oregon, Washington : Marathon gasoline / The Ohio Oil Company   62250
Oregon-Washington Railroad and Navigation Company   77250, 77265, 77284, 77303, 77317, 77318, 77364, 77413, 77414, 77477, 77509, 77535, 77557, 77571, 77603, 82153, 82154, 82160, 82166, 82173, 82174, 82181, 82187, 82192, 82194, 82263
Oregon-Washington Railroad and Navigation Company - Maps - 1913   82153, 82154
Oregon-Washington Railroad and Navigation Company - Maps - 1914   82160
Oregon-Washington Railroad and Navigation Company - Maps - 1917   82181
Oregon-Washington Railroad and Navigation Company - Maps - 1919   82187
Oregon-Washington Railroad and Navigation Company - Maps - 1920   82192, 82194
Oregon-Washington Railroad and Navigation Company - Maps - 1921   77250
Oregon-Washington Railroad and Navigation Company - Maps - 1922   77265
Oregon-Washington Railroad and Navigation Company - Maps - 1923   77284
Oregon-Washington Railroad and Navigation Company - Maps - 1924   77303
Oregon-Washington Railroad and Navigation Company - Maps - 1925   77317, 77318
Oregon-Washington Railroad and Navigation Company - Maps - 1927   77364
Oregon-Washington Railroad and Navigation Company - Maps - 1930   77477, 82263
Oregon-Washington Railroad and Navigation Company - Maps - 1931   77509
Oregon-Washington Railroad and Navigation Company - Maps - 1933   77557
Oregon-Washington Railroad and Navigation Company - Maps - 1934   77571
Oregon, Washington road map : mobilize with Mobilgas ... General Petroleum Corporation   62182
Oregon-Washington with Idaho-Montana-Wyoming : Texaco   59781, 62220, 62221, 62225, 62226, 62227, 62231, 62237, 62238, 62241, 62242, 62243, 81340, 81341, 81343, 81344, 81352, 81353, 81354, 81355, 81356, 81357, 81358, 81367, 81368
Oregon with sectional map of adjoining states : Texaco ...   62218, 62219
Orell Füssli A.G. SEE Artistisches Institut Orell Füssli   74092
Orell Füssli Art. Institut SEE Artistisches Institut Orell Füssli   10911
Orell Füssli Kartographie AG   33105, 33106
Orell, Füssli und Compagnie   10900, 10918, 10921, 43608, 73907
Orell Füssli Verlag SEE Artistisches Institut Orell Füssli   74087
Orellana, Francisco de, d. ca. 1546 - Travels, 1540-1541   1460
Orendorff, Alfred   35609
Orenstein, Jacob   75985
Orenstein, Nadine   44824
Orenstein, Y.   48165
Øresund (Denmark and Sweden) SEE Sound, The (Denmark and Sweden)   70348, 70350
L’orfèvre et graveur Gaspar van der Heyden et la construction des globes à Louvain dans le prémier tiers du XVle siècle   33918
Orford, Edward Russell, Earl of, 1653-1727   14174, 14225, 38559, 38561
Orford Ness   6746, 8562
Orford Region (England) - Maps - 1790 - Coasts - Nautical charts   62277
Organisation Todt (Germany)   10440
Organismos Touristikon Ekdoseon   67295
Organizacion Estados Amer.   1802
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Origine et translatione della chiesa di Santa Maria di Loreto 68841
Les Origines de la carte d'Espagne 17646
Les Origines de la carte de France : La carte d'Oronce Finé 17216
Les Origines de la projection de Mercator / par Albert Clos-Arceduc 46107
Origines ecclesiasticae 12691
Origines ecclesiasticae. Vol. 3: geography 7788
Le origini della toponomastica militare in Piemonte 18316
Origins and Development of the Ichnographic City Plan 17727
The Origins of the English map trade, 1670-1710 44557
The Origins of unusual place-names / Armond and Winifred Moyer, compilers 52487
Orilia (Ont.) - Pictorial works - 1875 70145
Orinoco River Valley (Venezuela and Colombia) - Maps - 1660 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 33132
Orinoco River (Venezuela and Colombia) - Maps - 1732 - Nautical charts 70437
Orinoco River (Venezuela and Colombia) - Maps - 1760 - Nautical charts 70453
Orinoco River (Venezuela and Colombia) - Maps - 1783 - Nautical charts 70476
Orion Booksellers Ltd. 84525
Orion Booksellers Ltd., London 39824
Orissa (India) -1778 62280
Orissa (India) - Maps - 1700 - Coasts - Nautical charts - Manuscripts 62281
Orissa (India) - Maps - 1700 - Fortification - Manuscripts 62281
Orissa (India) - Maps - 1748 - Coasts - Nautical charts 36529, 36530
Orissa (India) - Maps - 1868 12391
Orivetvm vulgo Oruieto Thusciae, nobilissimae Italiae regionis opp. 62364
Orizaba, Pico de (Mexico) - Pictorial works - 1811 62282
Orkney and Shetland islands 69957
Orkney (Scotland) - Maps - 1610 14150, 69465
Orkney (Scotland) - Maps - 1676 14168, 69470
Orkney (Scotland) - Maps - 1688 - Coasts - Nautical charts 62283
Orkney (Scotland) - Maps - 1693 - Coasts - Nautical charts 62284, 69473
Orkney (Scotland) - Maps - 1700 14183
Orkney (Scotland) - Maps - 1740-1749 62285
Orkney (Scotland) - Maps - 1743 14216, 69504
Orkney (Scotland) - Maps - 1749 - Coasts - Nautical charts 62286, 62287, 69498
Orkney (Scotland) - Maps - 1754 14230, 14231
Orkney (Scotland) - Maps - 1757 - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. 14236, 14237
Orkney (Scotland) - Maps - 1757 - Coasts - Nautical charts 62288, 62289
Orkney (Scotland) - Maps - 1776 14253
Orkney (Scotland) - Maps - 1779 14257
Orkney (Scotland) - Maps - 1789 69516
Orkney (Scotland) - Maps - 1792 69519
Orkney (Scotland) - Maps - 1794 69523
Orkney (Scotland) - Maps - 1807 14302, 69955
Orkney (Scotland) - Maps - 1810 14073
Orkney (Scotland) - Maps - 1815 14324, 14325, 69544, 69545
Orkney (Scotland) - Maps - 1817 69957
Orkney (Scotland) - Maps - 1822 14338
Orkney (Scotland) - Maps - 1829 14351
Orkney (Scotland) - Maps - 1834 69566
Orkney (Scotland) - Maps - 1840 62290
Orkney (Scotland) - Maps - 1841 69574
Orkney (Scotland) - Maps - 1872 69600
Orkney (Scotland) - Maps - 1885 69613
Orkney (Scotland) - Maps - 1900 62291
Orkney (Scotland) - Maps - 1910-1919 69649
Orkney (Scotland) - Maps - 1924-1925 33936
Orkney (Scotland) - Maps - 1934 - Mountaineering 33735
Orkney & Shetland : with approaches from Edinburgh, Aberdeen, Thurso and the western Highlands / by M.J.B. Baddeley ; ten maps by Bartholomew 62291
Orlando, Caesar 7667, 7752, 70107, 70108
Orlando, Giovanni, fl. 1590-1640 13344, 13914, 18692, 26562, 26806, 44269, 62715, 64617, 67212, 75861
Orlando, Pellegrino 83782
Orlando (Fla.) - Maps - 1990 - Road maps 62292
Orlando (Fla.) - Maps - 2002 - Road maps 62293
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Call Numbers</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Orlando (Fla.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps</td>
<td>62294</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orlando (Fla.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps</td>
<td>62295</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orlando (Fla.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps</td>
<td>62296</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orlando (Fla.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps</td>
<td>62297</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orlando (Fla.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps</td>
<td>62298</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orlando : including Orange, Seminole, and portions of Osceola, Volusia, &amp; Lake counties StreetFinder</td>
<td>62294, 62295</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orlando, Orange &amp; Seminole counties &amp; vicinity StreetFinder</td>
<td>62293</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orlando Region (Fla.) - Maps - 1894 - Railroads</td>
<td>26895</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orlando Region (Fla.) - Maps - 1899 - Railroads</td>
<td>26898</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orlando Region (Fla.) - Maps - 1990 - Road maps</td>
<td>62292</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orlando Region (Fla.) - Maps - 1992 - Road maps</td>
<td>62299</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orlando Region (Fla.) - Maps - 1994 - Road maps</td>
<td>62300</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orlando Region (Fla.) - Maps - 1996 - Road maps</td>
<td>62301</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orlando Region (Fla.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps</td>
<td>62294</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orlando Region (Fla.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps</td>
<td>62295</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orlando Region (Fla.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps</td>
<td>62296</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orlando Region (Fla.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps</td>
<td>62297</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orlando Region (Fla.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps</td>
<td>62298</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orlando street guide [62297, 62298]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orlando street guide : including Orange and Seminole counties and portions of Osceola county</td>
<td>62296</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orlando &amp; vicinity StreetFinder [62300, 62301]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orléanais (France) - Maps - 1650</td>
<td>62302</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orléanais (France) - Maps - 1652</td>
<td>12036</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orléanais (France) - Maps - 1653</td>
<td>62303</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orléanais (France) - Maps - 1693</td>
<td>62304</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orléanais (France) - Maps - 1695</td>
<td>35352, 62305</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orléanais (France) - Maps - 1696 - Names, Geographical</td>
<td>62306</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orléanais (France) - Maps - 1697</td>
<td>62307</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orléanais (France) - Maps - 1700</td>
<td>62308</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orléanais (France) - Maps - 1710</td>
<td>62309, 62310</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orléanais (France) - Maps - 1718</td>
<td>62311, 62312</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orléanais (France) - Maps - 1720</td>
<td>62313</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orléanais (France) - Maps - 1741</td>
<td>62314</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orléanais (France) - Maps - 1753</td>
<td>62315, 62316</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orléanais (France) - Maps - 1973 - Ethnology</td>
<td>62317</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orléanais (France) - Maps - 1973 - Language and languages</td>
<td>62317</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orleans</td>
<td>62325</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orléans Canal (France) - Maps - 1697</td>
<td>62318</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Orleans County (N.Y.) - 1852: LC G&amp;M land ownership maps on microfiche]</td>
<td>62320</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Orleans County (N.Y.) - 1860: LC G&amp;M land ownership maps on microfiche]</td>
<td>62321</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orleans County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1839</td>
<td>62319</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orleans County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1852 - Landowners</td>
<td>62320</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orleans County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1860 - Landowners</td>
<td>62321</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orleans County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1875 - Landowners</td>
<td>56970</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orleans County (N.Y.) - Maps - 2009 - Road maps</td>
<td>14873</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Orleans County (Vt.) - 1859: LC G&amp;M land ownership maps on microfiche]</td>
<td>62322</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orleans County (Vt.) - Maps - 1859 - Landowners</td>
<td>62322</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orleans County (Vt.) - Maps - 1883 - Landowners</td>
<td>41552</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orléans family</td>
<td>9433</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orleans (France) - Maps - 1611 - Pictorial works</td>
<td>62323</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orléans (France) - Maps - 1620</td>
<td>62324</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orléans (France) - Pictorial works - 1620</td>
<td>62325</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orléans, House of</td>
<td>9433</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orléans, Louis Philippe, duc d', 1725-1785</td>
<td>272, 3304, 3306, 3307, 9238, 23992, 24547, 25770, 25986, 25990, 38848, 57534, 57542, 63042, 67160, 67162, 79447, 82756, 84119</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orléans, Louis Philippe Joseph, Duc d', 1747-1793</td>
<td>57536</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orleans Parish (La.) - Maps - 1723 - Landowners - Manuscripts</td>
<td>55452</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orleans Parish (La.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps</td>
<td>55522</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orleans Parish (La.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps</td>
<td>55525</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orléans, Philippe, duc d', 1640-1701</td>
<td>62318</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orléans, Philippe, duc d', 1674-1723</td>
<td>41879, 41880</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orleanman, L. H.</td>
<td>61322, 61323</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orléans</td>
<td>62323</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Orlov 72620
Orlowicz, Mieczyslaw, 1881-1959 65073
Orme, Nicholas 22199
Orme, Robert, d. 1781 7855, 13748, 13749
Orme, William, Capt., fl. 1748 13747, 13753
Ormeling, F. J. (Ferdinand Jan), 1881- SEE Ormeling, Ferjan, 1881-
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Oude atlassen en kaarten aanwezig in de Centraal Bibliotheek en de Bibliotheek van de afdeling Cultuurtechniek 41587

Oude hollandsche zeevaart-uitgaven: De zeekaarten van Cornelis Anthonisz 2180

Oude hollandsche zeevaart-uitgaven: De oudste leeskaarten. 39412

Oude kaarten en de geschiedenis van de Kop van Noord-Holland 18230

Oude kaartende der Nederlanden, 1548-1794: historische beschouwing, kaartbeschrijving, afbeelding, commentaar = Old maps of the Netherlands, 1548-1794: an annotated and illustrated cartobibliography / H.A.M. van der Heijden 53619

Oude zeekaartboeken in nieuwe uitgaven 39413

Ouenedaar, Battle of, Ouenedaar, Belgium, 1708 62457

Ouenedaar, Battle of, Ouenedaar, Belgium, 1708 - Maps 62458, 62459

Ouenedaar (Belgium), Battle of, 1708 62460

Ouenedaar (Belgium) - Maps - 1695 - Fortification 62461

Ouenedaar (Belgium) - Maps - 1713 - Fortification 62462

Ouenedaar, ville forte du comte de Flandre ... 62461, 62462

Oudheidkundige kring van het Land van Waas 46043

Oudijk, Michel R. Doesburg, Sebastián van 68825

Oudin (H.) et Lecene (H.) SEE H. Lecene et H. Oudin 94811

Ouellette, L. P. 80622

Ouellet, L. P. 80622

L'Oeuvre géographique de Mercator 46006

Oughton, Marguerita 28784

Ouiddah (Benin) - Maps - 1715 - Fortification - Manuscripts 62463, 62464

Ouiddah (Benin) - Maps - 1715 - Slavery - Manuscripts 62463, 62464

Our fighting forces 84667

Our friendly neighbors to the south / by John T. McCutcheon 70642

Our Indian neighbors 64766
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Our life in the Swiss highlands / by John Addington Symonds and his daughter Margaret 73990
Our magnificent earth 7038, 7068
Our Old Town : the history of a neighborhood 61704
Our planet : the blue book of maps 6076
Our selection of map reprints for research 44953
Our towns : place names of northern Illinois : another account of those forgotten stories and legends behind the naming of towns. But this time we'll explore places of Indian origin and derivation 52340
Our United States, its history in maps 7000, 76312
Our universe : an atlas 3526
Our whole country, or, The past and present of the United States : historical and descriptive ... 76795
Our whole country: past & present of US 76796
Our world : first lessons in geography for children 29970, 29971, 30293, 30322, 30391
Our world II: lessons in geography 29991, 29992, 30010, 30037, 30038, 30050, 30108
Our world in space atlas 6672, 6683
Our worldly passion for maps 17374
Ourand, Charles H. 2142, 22507, 43682
Ouray County (Colo.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners 62465
Ouray County (Colo.) - Maps - 1900 - Railroads 68697
Outhc, Battle of the, 1794 - Maps - 1839 62466
Outisby, Ian, 1947- 25418
Ouseley, Sir William 52157
Out West Co. 15206
Out West Petroleum Co. 84811
Outagamie County (Wis.) - Maps - 1859-1885 - Landowners 62467
Outagamie County (Wis.) - Maps - 1975 - Landowners 62468
Outagamie County, Wisconsin : atlas & plat book : 1975 62468
The Outcome of the Cabot Quater-Centenary 17553
Outdoor Illinois 35770
Outdoor Illinois Magazine 35455
Outdoor recreation - Greene County (Pa.) - Maps - 1976 32962
Outdoor safety tips 76147
Outdoors in Nebraska : season of 1933 / compliments of Game Forestation and Parks Commission, State of Nebraska 53042
Outerbridge Crossing (N.Y) - Access routes - Maps - 1929 55883
Outes, Felix F. (Felix Faustino), 1878-1939 70664
Outgrowths of letterpress. No. 8: Modern mapmaking / by George Sherman 19037
Outhett, John 42445
Outhier, Reginald 2347, 4448
Outing map of Lower California / issued and copyrighted by the Automobile Club of Southern California : [signed] R.E.K. 11453
An Outline atlas of Eastern history / by R.R. Sellman 3232
[Outline atlas of the world, drawn on a spherical projection, about year 1700] 7776
An Outline atlas of world history : with notes / R.R. Sellman 34328
Outline chart ... c. 1670 3827
Outline descriptions of military posts in the Military Division of the Pacific / Irwin McDowell, commanding 81888
Outline descriptions of the posts in the Military Division of the Missouri, commanded by Lieutenant General P.H. Sheridan : accompanied by tabular lists of Indian superintendancies, agencies and reservations, and a summary of certain Indian treaties 81885
Outline historical atlas of the United States 76233
An Outline map of a greater Chicago : from Evanston south 40 miles to co. line : from state line west 20 miles to co. line 20175
Outline map of Allegan Co., Michigan 1268
Outline map of Barry Co., Michigan 11846
Outline map of Berrien and Van Buren Counties, Michigan 12593
Outline map of Central America & Yucatan : showing the situation of the ruined cities & monuments visited by Messrs. Stephens & Catherwood in the years 1839, 1840, 1841, 1842 / F. Catherwood 1844 18970
Outline map of Eaton Co., Michigan 24588
Outline map of Illinois 35512
Outline map of Indian localities in 1833 / G. Catlin 76637, 76638
Outline map of Ingham Co., Michigan 37485
Outline map of Ionia and Mountcalm Counties, Michigan 37552
Outline map of Middlesex Co. 49138
Outline map of Ogle County Illinois 60350
Outline map of the lands known as Oklahoma, Indian T., opened to settlement by Executive Order March 23, 1889 61331
Outline map of the lines of the Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul Railway Co. 48445
Outline map of the lines of the Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul Railway Co. June 30th, 1893 48378
Outline map of the lines of the Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul Railway Co. June 30th, 1895 48403
Outline map of the lines of the Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul Railway Co. June 30th, 1896 48414
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</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Outline map of the lines of the Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul Railway Co. June 30th, 1897</td>
<td>48428</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outline map of the lines of the Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul Railway Co. June 30th, 1898</td>
<td>48446</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outline map of the lines of the Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul Railway Co. June 30th, 1899</td>
<td>48462</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outline map of the lines of the Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul Railway. July 30th, 1892</td>
<td>48366</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outline map of the lines of the Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul Railway. June 30th, 1891</td>
<td>48354</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outline map of the lines of the Chicago, Milwaukee &amp; St. Paul Railway Company, Chicago, Milwaukee &amp; Puget Sound Railway Company, and Tacoma Eastern Railroad Company, June 30, 1910</td>
<td>59851</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outline map of the lines of the Chicago, Milwaukee &amp; St. Paul Railway Company, Chicago, Milwaukee &amp; Puget Sound Railway Company, and Tacoma Eastern Railroad Company, June 30, 1911</td>
<td>59853</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outline map of the lines of the Chicago, Milwaukee &amp; St. Paul Railway Company, Chicago, Milwaukee &amp; Puget Sound Railway Company, and Tacoma Eastern Railroad Company, June 30, 1912</td>
<td>59855</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outline map of the lines of the Chicago, Milwaukee &amp; St. Paul Railway Company. June 30, 1907</td>
<td>48588</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outline map of the lines of the Chicago, Milwaukee &amp; St. Paul Railway Company. June 30, 1908</td>
<td>59846</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outline map of the lines of the Chicago, Milwaukee &amp; St. Paul Railway Company. June 30, 1909</td>
<td>59848</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outline map of the lines of the Chicago, Milwaukee &amp; St. Paul Railway Company. June 30th, 1900</td>
<td>48480</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outline map of the lines of the Chicago, Milwaukee &amp; St. Paul Railway Company. June 30th, 1905</td>
<td>48564</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outline map of the lines of the Chicago, Milwaukee &amp; St. Paul Railway Company. June 30th, 1906</td>
<td>48575</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outline map of the U.S. identifying Delaware, Lackawanna and Western Railroad office locations</td>
<td>78092, 78117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outline map of the U.S. identifying Denver &amp; Rio Grande Western Railroad office locations</td>
<td>78118, 78149, 78181, 78209, 78235, 78279, 78313</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outline map of the Union Pacific Railway in the western U.S.</td>
<td>82296</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outline map of the United States identifying Fire Association of Philadelphia company locations</td>
<td>77436</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outline map of the United States showing locations of New York, Chicago &amp; St. Louis Railroad shareholders</td>
<td>78189</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outline map of the United States showing roads or railroads</td>
<td>77493</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outline map of the world</td>
<td>84436</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outline map of Union Co.</td>
<td>76034</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outline map of Watertown</td>
<td>81456</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outline map of waterway between Lake Michigan and La Salle, Ill. showing location of proposed locks and dams</td>
<td>35379</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outline map of Westmoreland County</td>
<td>82807</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Outline maps]</td>
<td>84342</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outline maps for class 8</td>
<td>10771</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Outline maps of Arctic Regions and Antarctica]</td>
<td>2499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outline maps of counties of Pennsylvania</td>
<td>63505</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outline military map of Puerto Rico</td>
<td>65823</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outline missionary series: India</td>
<td>36608</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outline of charts of the Great Lakes, Lake Champlain, New York Canals, Minnesota-Ontario border lakes</td>
<td>32589</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An Outline of political geography / by J.F. Horrabin</td>
<td>30595</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outline plan of the cities of Quebec and Levis : showing the main arteries from the Quebec Automobile Club 69 Buade Street</td>
<td>66094</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An Outline plan of the harbour and fortifications of Louisbourg</td>
<td>43243</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An Outline, shewing 'the south boundary line of the Massachusetts, as run in 1713,' and 'the line as said to have been run by Woodward and Saferly in 1642.' It is a reduction of Crown Add.Mss. 15487. fol.27</td>
<td>45379</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outline sketch of the military reservation of Fort Verde, Arizona</td>
<td>27445</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outlines of geography and history</td>
<td>29492</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outlines of geography : for the use of lower and middle forms of schools and of candidates for the Army Preliminary Examinations / by A.A. Somerville and R.W. White Thomson ; with numerous maps</td>
<td>30404</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outlines of geography, principally ancient</td>
<td>8068</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outlines of history</td>
<td>34057, 34069</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Outlines of military geography / by Colonel A.C. Macdonnell ...</td>
<td>49239</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outlines of modern geography : on a new plan, carefully adapted to youth : with numerous engravings of cities, manners, costumes, and curiosities : accompanied by an atlas / by Charles A. Goodrich</td>
<td>29367, 29409</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outlines of physical geography</td>
<td>29582, 29597, 29691, 29747, 29863, 29911</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outlines of Roman history : for the use of high schools and academies / by William C. Morey</td>
<td>67177</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outlines of scripture geography with an atlas / by J.E. Worcester</td>
<td>12755</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outlines of the geography, natural and civil history and constitution of Vermont / by S.R. Hall ; also the Constitution of the United States, with notes and queries, by Pliny H. White, and the Declaration of Independence</td>
<td>80060</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outlines of the physical and political divisions of South America</td>
<td>70519</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outlines of the physical and political divisions of South America: delineated by Arrowsmith partly from scarce and original documents, published before the year 1806 but principally from manuscript maps &amp; surveys made between the years 1771 and 1806</td>
<td>70509</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outlines of the world / by A. Arrowsmith</td>
<td>7986, 8059</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outlines of the world's history, ancient, mediaeval, and modern : with special relation to the history of civilization and the progress of mankind / by William Swinton</td>
<td>34073</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outlines of world history : maps &amp; illus.</td>
<td>34197</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outram, G.</td>
<td>69667</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outriere</td>
<td>12731</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Outrigger canoes - Hawaii - Kealakekua Bay - Pictorial works - 1784 | 40525                      
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The Outermost or the farthest part of the Eastern Sea eastwardly ... inclosed with in the coastes of east Finland, Rusland, & Lyffland ... 26630

Oval & Koster 36981, 36982

[Oval world map] 83862

[Oval world map showing Magellan's route] 83880

Ovalle, Alonso de, 1601-1651 8737, 9098, 9125, 9258, 20558, 20559, 20560, 20561, 20562, 20563, 20599, 21835, 21836, 22138, 22139, 22140, 51193, 51194, 51195, 66135, 66136, 66137, 68842, 68843, 68844, 68854, 68855, 70428, 70431, 70441, 79795, 79796, 79797

Ovalle, Alonso de, 1601-1651. Historica relación del reyno de Chile, y delas missiones, y ministerios que exercita en el la Compañia de Iesvs (1646) 20558, 20600, 21836, 21837, 22138, 22140, 51193, 51195, 66136, 66137, 68843, 68844, 68854, 79795, 79797

Ovalle, Alonso de, 1601-1651. Historica relatione del regno di Cile ... (1646) 20559, 20562, 20599, 21835, 22139, 51194, 66135, 68842, 79796

Ovena (Hungary) SEE Budapest (Hungary) 34912

Ovenden, Mark, 1963- 20889, 42294, 63311

Over cartografie : een vlucht over het terrein van vogelvlucht : en andere kaarten, gewone en ongewone, eendrachtig gevlogen door 18177

Over-Ijsel 62481

Over the Rockies : the discovery & mapping of the Canadian west, 1700-1886 17028

Over there with Pershing 84626

Over - Yssel (Netherlands) SEE Overijssel (Netherlands) 53347

Overbeck 31607

Overtolz, C. 17716

Overell, Richard 62521

Overijssel (Netherlands) - Maps - 1552 53347

Overijssel (Netherlands) - Maps - 1634 62469

Overijssel (Netherlands) - Maps - 1680 62470

Overijssel (Netherlands) - Maps - 1682 62471

Overijssel (Netherlands) - Maps - 1695 62472

Overijssel (Netherlands) - Maps - 1696 - Names, Geographical 62473

Overijssel (Netherlands) - Maps - 1700 62474, 62475

Overijssel (Netherlands) - Maps - 1710 62476

Overijssel (Netherlands) - Maps - 1720 62477, 62478

Overijssel (Netherlands) - Maps - 1725 62479, 62480

Overijssel (Netherlands) - Maps - 1769 62481

Overijsselsche almanak voor oudheid en lettere (1839) 23494

Overland journeys to the Pacific 40528

Overland journeys to the Pacific - 1792-1793 43751

Overland journeys to the Pacific - Maps - 1853 - Manuscripts 81820

Overland journeys to the Pacific - Maps - 1859 81831

Overland journeys to the Pacific - Maps - 1863 81837

Overland journeys to the Pacific - Maps - 1949 - Pictorial maps 82470

Overland journeys to the Pacific - Maps - Exhibitions 82630

Overland Mail Company 53646

Overland Mail Company - Maps - 1866 53646

Overland monthly (San Francisco, Calif.) 28836, 30900, 30901, 30917, 30921

Overland Publishing Co. 81892

Overland route to India 26093

Overman, A. C. 32334

Overseas Containers 8575

Overstolz Zigaretten 5000

Overstreet 6843

Overton 46222

Overton, John, 1640-1713 25629

Overton, Philip, d. 1751 25709, 57475, 57476, 57569, 62508, 69191, 69193, 69194, 73597, 84076

Overton, Richard C. 19373

Overton, Richard C. (Richard Cleghorn), 1907-1988 21316, 24135, 77882

Overton, Thomas J., 1957- 21670

An Overview of the geographic names information system in Illinois 52339

Overy, R. J. 34350, 84663

Oviedo (Spain : Province) SEE Asturias (Spain) 3562

Owaki, Kunio 79153

Owa Germanice Niev Hvisel 60190

Owariya Seishichi - ban Edo kiriezu : debagiri shubikiiri / [shippitsu Shiraishi Tsutomu] 75256

Owen County (Ind.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners 62482

Owen, D. J. (David John), 1874-1941 38414

Owen, David Dale 4866
Owen, David Dale, 1807-1860  18613
Owen, Ed. A., Mrs.   156
Owen, Glyn D. T.  30478
Owen, Hugh, ca. 1645-1699  14174, 14225, 23967, 23968
Owen, John  34358
Owen, John, of the Middle Temple  25091, 25092, 25093, 25103, 25105, 25122, 25126
Owen, Richard, Commander, fl. 1829-1844  81685
Owen, Robert Dale, 1801-1877  54730
Owen, Tim  32476
Owen, W. F. W., 1774-1857  8056, 57009, 70359
Owens, Charles H. (Charles Hamilton), fl. 1910-1952  11605, 15443, 62483, 70094
Owens, P., fl. ca. 1930?  66910
Owhyhee SEE Hawaii  45913
Owykee SEE Hawaii  40526
Ownership index to sec. 13-T.38-R.13 : covering the district between W. 55th and W. 63rd Sts. and south Western and South Kedzie Aves.  19746
Oxenstierna, Eric  69316
The Oxford advanced atlas  8435
The Oxford advanced atlas / by John Bartholomew, M.A., F.R.S.E., cartographer to the king  8449
The Oxford advanced atlas / John Bartholomew  8485, 8500
Oxford and Cambridge / Geoffrey Tyack ; maps by John Flower ; plans by Hilary Wright  62497
Oxford and its colleges / by J. Wells ; illustrated by Edmund H. New  62491
Oxford and the Cotswolds  62513
Oxford as it was and as it is to-day / by Christopher Hobhouse  62495
The Oxford atlas  8551, 8556
The Oxford atlas / edited by Sir Clinton Lewis [and] J.D. Campbell, with the assistance of D.P. Bickmore and K.F. Cook  8525, 8546, 8560
Oxford Bible atlas  13050
Oxford Bible atlas / edited by Adrian Curtis  13055
Oxford Bible atlas / edited by Herbert G. May, with the assistance of R.W. Hamilton and G.N.S. Hunt  13039
Oxford Cartographers Ltd.  84505
Oxford Classic Tour  62501
The Oxford Classic Tour : guided tour of Oxford & the colleges  62501
The Oxford companion to world exploration  17395
[Oxford County (Me.) - 1858: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche]  62484
Oxford County (Me.) - Maps - 1858 - Landowners  62484, 62485
The Oxford economic atlas  24622
Oxford economic atlas of the world  24630
Oxford economic atlas of world  24624, 24625, 24627
Oxford (England) - Historical geography - Maps - 0600-1500  62504
Oxford (England) - Historical geography - Maps - 1944-1945  62495
Oxford (England) - Maps - 1610  62506, 62507
Oxford (England) - Maps - 1715 - Pictorial works  62508
Oxford (England) - Maps - 1762  62486
Oxford (England) - Maps - 1812  62487
Oxford (England) - Maps - 1823  62488
Oxford (England) - Maps - 1901  62489, 62490
Oxford (England) - Maps - 1904  62491
Oxford (England) - Maps - 1910  62492
Oxford (England) - Maps - 1923 - Guidebooks  62512
Oxford (England) - Maps - 1927  62513
Oxford (England) - Maps - 1929-1930  62493
Oxford (England) - Maps - 1937-1938  62494
Oxford (England) - Maps - 1944-1945  62495
Oxford (England) - Maps - 1950  62496
Oxford (England) - Maps - 1985  42713
Oxford (England) - Maps - 1995  62497
Oxford (England) - Maps - Collections, 1578-1728  62498
Oxford (England) - Pictorial works - 1620  62499
Oxford (England) - Pictorial works - 1657  62500
Oxford (England) - Pictorial works - 1724  79483
Oxford (England) - Tourism - 1990  62501
Oxford guide  62489, 62492
Oxford Historical Society  5482, 62498
Oxford home atlas of world  8540
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Oxford (Ont. : County) - Maps - 1852 62502
Oxford (Ont. : County) - Maps - 1876 - Landowners 62503
Oxford region econ atlas-USSR & Eastern Europe 72612
Oxford regional economic atlas 24626
Oxford regional economic atlas: Western Europe 8570, 26277
Oxford State University (Ohio) SEE Miami University (Oxford, Ohio) 48145
Oxford Story 79482
The Oxford Story : Oxford's liveliest attraction 79482
Oxford & the Cotswolds
Oxford University SEE University of Oxford
Oxford war atlas 1939 84671
Oxford war atlas 1939-1941 84671
Oxford world atlas / geographic editor, Saul B. Cohen ; prepared by the Cartographic Dept., Clarendon Press 8571
Oxfordshire Museums Advisory Council 62515
Oxfordshire actually survey'd 62508
Oxfordshire / by F.G. Brabant ; with twenty-eight illustrations by Edmund H. New and from photographs, three maps and a plan 62514
Oxfordshire described with ye citie and the armes of the colledges of yt. famous Vniuersity ao.1605 62506, 62507
Oxfordshire (England) - Historical geography - Maps - 0600-1500 62504
Oxfordshire (England) - Historical geography - Maps - 2010 62505
Oxfordshire (England) - Maps - 1610 62506, 62507
Oxfordshire (England) - Maps - 1715 62508
Oxfordshire (England) - Maps - 1810 62509
Oxfordshire (England) - Maps - 1820 - Geology 62510
Oxfordshire (England) - Maps - 1860 12486
Oxfordshire (England) - Maps - 1872 12487
Oxfordshire (England) - Maps - 1882-1889 12488
Oxfordshire (England) - Maps - 1894 62511
Oxfordshire (England) - Maps - 1923 - Guidebooks 62512
Oxfordshire (England) - Maps - 1927 62513
Oxfordshire (England) - Maps - 1933 62514
Oxfordshire (England) - Maps - 1950 12493
Oxfordshire (England) - Maps - 2010 62505
Oxfordshire (England) - Museums - 1991 62515
Oxfordshire Record Society 62505
Oxholm, Peter Lotharius, 1753-1827 67898
Oxoniensis Universitas. The south prospect of the city of Oxford / Sutton Nicholls sculp. 1724 79483
Oxonivm nobile Angliae oppidum, septentrionalem Tamesis ... / Depingeb. Georg. Hoefnagle 62500
Oxonivm nobile Anglie oppidum, septentrionalem Tamesis ... 62499
Oxtoy, G. P. 17165
Oyarvide, Andrés de 14852, 64517
Oyen 60126
Oyman 10942
Oyster Bay (N.Y. : Bay) - Maps - 1952 - Nautical charts 42943
Oyster Bay (N.Y. : Bay) - Maps - 1956 - Nautical charts 42953, 42954
Ozanne, Henriette 16917, 17208
Ozark County (Mo.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners 62516
Ozark County (Mo.) - Maps - 1861 - Geology 62517
Ozark Map Co. 40050
Ozark Mountains Region - Maps - 1932 - Road maps 50821
Ozark Mountains Region - Maps - 1933 - Road maps 50835
Ozark Mountains Region - Maps - 1936 - Road maps 2977, 50833
Ozark Mountains Region - Maps - 1937 - Road maps 2989, 50907
Ozark Mountains Region - Maps - 1938 - Road maps 2999, 50934
Ozark Mountains Region - Maps - 1939 - Road maps 3013, 50963, 50967
Ozark Mountains Region - Maps - 1941 - Road maps 51001
Ozark Mountains Region - Maps - 1942 - Road maps 51013
Ozark Mountains Region - Maps - 1946 - Road maps 51034, 51047, 51048
Ozark Trail (Highway) - Maps - 1920 77243
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Ozarks Genealogical Society (Springfield, Mo.)  32946
Ozaukee County 4-H Leaders Association (Wis.)  62518
Ozaukee County (Wis.) - Maps - 1892 - Landowners  80931
Ozaukee County (Wis.) - Maps - 1966 - Landowners  62518, 80933
Ozaukee County (Wis.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps  49368
Ozaukee County (Wis.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps  49369
Ozment, James L.  52232
Ozouf, M. (Marianne), b. 1897  30587
Ozouf, Mme., b. 1897  SEE Ozouf, M. (Marianne), b. 1897  30587
Ozouf, R. (René)  30587, 30591
[The Oztoticpac lands map]  62519
The Oztoticpac lands map of Texcoco, 1540  62520
Oztoticpac (Texcoco de Mora, Mexico) - Maps - 1540 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  62519, 62520
P.A.A. (Airlines) SEE Pan American World Airways, Inc.  62922
P.A. Bourdier (Firm) SEE Bourdier, P. A. (Firm)  9427
P. & A. Campbell  13975
P. & A. Campbell - Maps - 1930  13975
P. & A. Campbell Steamboat Co. SEE P. & A. Campbell  13975
P., A. D.  26820
P.A. Mesier & Co. (New York, N.Y.) SEE Mesier's Lith.  55633
P.A. Mesier's Lithog. SEE Mesier's Lith.  55633
P.A. Norstedt & söner SEE Norstedts förlag  52807
P.A.S.T of Union Co.  76028
P. Adam Schaliger a German mandarin of ye first order  69331
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Palestine - Maps - 1766 48108, 62808
Palestine - Maps - 1767 62809
Palestine - Maps - 1772 62810
Palestine - Maps - 1774 12708, 12709
Palestine - Maps - 1779 62811
Palestine - Maps - 1782 62812
Palestine - Maps - 1783 62813, 62814
Palestine - Maps - 1784 62815
Palestine - Maps - 1786 12717, 12718, 12719
Palestine - Maps - 1794 12721, 12722, 12723
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Palestine - Maps - 1802 24754
Palestine - Maps - 1820 12745, 12746
Palestine - Maps - 1823 62817
Palestine - Maps - 1826 62818
Palestine - Maps - 1827 12751
Palestine - Maps - 1833 62819
Palestine - Maps - 1836-1845 62820
Palestine - Maps - 1837 - Guidebooks 24768
Palestine - Maps - 1840 62821
Palestine - Maps - 1843 62822, 62823
Palestine - Maps - 1845 62824
Palestine - Maps - 1847 - Administrative and political divisions 62825
Palestine - Maps - 1850 - Administrative and political divisions 62826
Palestine - Maps - 1851 62827
Palestine - Maps - 1853 48138
Palestine - Maps - 1856 62828, 70154
Palestine - Maps - 1858 - Hebrew language 62829
Palestine - Maps - 1859 70157
Palestine - Maps - 1867 62830
Palestine - Maps - 1868-1869 74120, 74121
Palestine - Maps - 1869 62831
Palestine - Maps - 1870 - Manuscripts 62736
Palestine - Maps - 1871 12851
Palestine - Maps - 1872 62832
Palestine - Maps - 1874 12854
Palestine - Maps - 1874 - Maps, Physical 24785
Palestine - Maps - 1876 62833, 62834
Palestine - Maps - 1877 12859, 48145
Palestine - Maps - 1878 8215
Palestine - Maps - 1880 48147, 62835
Palestine - Maps - 1882 12814
Palestine - Maps - 1883 62836
Palestine - Maps - 1885 62837
Palestine - Maps - 1886 26133
Palestine - Maps - 1887 62838
Palestine - Maps - 1888 3407
Palestine - Maps - 1889 12894, 24795, 70158
Palestine - Maps - 1891 62839
Palestine - Maps - 1892 45750, 74122
Palestine - Maps - 1893 62840
Palestine - Maps - 1894 62841, 62842
Palestine - Maps - 1895 62843
Palestine - Maps - 1898 12909, 62844, 62845
Palestine - Maps - 1900 12914, 62846
Palestine - Maps - 1902 12921
Palestine - Maps - 1903 - Guidebooks 74123, 74124
Palestine - Maps - 1904 62847
Palestine - Maps - 1905 62848
Palestine - Maps - 1906 62849, 62850
Palestine - Maps - 1907 62851
Palestine - Maps - 1909 12927
Palestine - Maps - 1910-1919 62852
Palestine - Maps - 1911 74125
Palestine - Maps - 1912 62853, 62854, 62855
Palestine - Maps - 1913 62856, 62857
Palestine - Maps - 1918 62858, 62859, 62860
Palestine - Maps - 1922 - Geography 62861
Palestine - Maps - 1923 62862
Palestine - Maps - 1924-1925 62863
Palestine - Maps - 1925 8442, 62864
Palestine - Maps - 1932 48152, 62865
Palestine - Maps - 1934 62866, 62867, 62868
Palestine - Maps - 1941 62869
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Palestine - Maps - 1944 62870
Palestine - Maps - 1948 62871
Palestine - Maps - 1953 38587
Palestine - Maps - 1956 62872
Palestine - Maps - 1958 62873
Palestine - Maps - 1960 84447
Palestine - Maps - 1961 81546
Palestine - Maps - 1962 62874
Palestine - Maps - 1964 38588
Palestine - Maps - 1965 62875
Palestine - Maps - 1967 38589
Palestine - Maps - 1968 10549
Palestine - Maps - 1970 62876
Palestine - Maps - 1971 62877
Palestine - Maps - 1975 48163
Palestine - Maps - 1977 39894, 48165
Palestine - Maps - 1977 - Road maps 62878
Palestine - Maps - 1978 - Guidebooks 62879
Palestine - Maps - 1985 38590
Palestine - Maps - 1990 - Guidebooks 62880
Palestine - Maps - 1995 38591
Palestine - Maps - Bibliography 13065, 13066, 62882, 62883
Palestine - Maps - Bibliography - Catalogs 62881
Palestine - Maps - Collections 13065, 13066, 48170, 62885, 62886
Palestine - Maps - Collections, 1462-1927 - Electronic information resources 62884
Palestine - Maps - Collections, 1500-1700 13064
Palestine - Maps - Exhibitions - Catalogs 62887, 62888, 62889
Palestine news 62858, 62859, 62860, 74126
Palestine or the Holy Land 62739
Palestine or the Holy Land / by Keith Johnston, F.R.S.E. ; engraved & printed by W. & A.K. Johnston, Edinburgh 62742
La Palestine / par le Sr. d'Anville ... 62809
Palestine - Pictorial works - 1572 39756
Palestine - Pictorial works - 1847 12794
Palestine - Pictorial works - 1880 62890
Palestine - Pictorial works - 1883 62891
Palestine - Pictorial works - Bibliography 13067
Palestine - Pictorial works - Collections 62886
Palestine pocket guide-books 62858, 62859, 62860, 74126
Palestine & Syria 62864
Palestine - Territorial questions - Maps - 1948 65529
Palestine : the Holy Land as it was and as it is / by John Fulton 12914
Palestine with the Hauran and the adjacent districts 62822
Palestine / Young & Delleker sc. 62819
Palestrina, Salvat de 3768
Paletin Korculanin, Vinko, 1508-ca. 1571 SEE Paletin, Vinko, 1508-ca. 1571 62893
Paletin, Vinko, 1508-ca. 1571 62892, 62893
Paletin, Vinko, 1508-ca. 1571, [Map of Spain] (1551) 62893
Paletino da Corzula, Vicente, 1508-ca. 1571 SEE Paletin, Vinko, 1508-ca. 1571 62893
Paletino da Corzula, Vicenzo, 1508-ca. 1571 SEE Paletin, Vinko, 1508-ca. 1571 62893
Paletino, Vincenzo, 1508-ca. 1571 SEE Paletin, Vinko, 1508-ca. 1571 62893
Paletino, Vincenzo, 16th cent. 52865, 52866
The Palgrave concise historical atlas of Eastern Europe 25749
The Palgrave concise historical atlas of the Balkans 11483, 11484
Palgrave, Francis, Sir, 1788-1861 39084
Palgrave Macmillan (Firm) 3107
Palgrave, Robert Henry Inglis, Sir, 1827-1919 25633
Palgreen, A. 22975
Palisades (N.J. and N.Y.) - Pictorial works - 1821-1828 34846
Pallada (Ship) - Voyages 62894
Palladio, Andrea, 1508-1580 67195
Palladio : rivista di storia dell'architettura (1952) 42012
Palladio's Rome : a translation of Andrea Palladio's two guidebooks to Rome / by Vaughan Hart and Peter Hicks 67195
Pallas, Peter Simon, 1741-1811 4532, 4533, 4534, 4572, 12456, 67609
Pallas Photo Labs 77290
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Palmavicini, Leone, fl. 1590-1616 13918
Pallin, Anders 32271, 33367, 70259, 79876, 79879
Palisser Expedition SEE British North American Exploring Expedition 16338
Palisser, Hugh, Sir, 1723-1796 56926, 56927
Palisser, John, 1807-1887 16318, 16329, 16330, 16331, 16332, 16333, 16335, 16336, 16337, 16338, 39927, 41306, 41307, 42232, 52569, 52570, 61799, 66180, 67024, 68958, 70352, 79854
Palisser, John, 1807-1887. Exploration -- British North America : further papers relative to the exploration by the expedition under Captain Palliser of that portion of British North America which lies between the northern branch of the river Saskatchewan 16333, 41306, 41307
Palisser, John, 1807-1887. Exploration -- British North America : papers relative to the exploration by Captain Palliser of that portion of British North America which lies between the northern branch of the river Saskatchewan and the frontier of the Unit 16329, 39927, 42232, 61799, 66180, 67024, 68958, 70352
Palisser, John, 1807-1887. Exploration.--British North America. The Journals, detailed reports, and observations relative to the exploration, by Captain Pal
isser, of that portion of British North America ... (1863) 16318, 16335, 16338, 52569, 52570, 79854
Palisser, John, 1807-1887. Index and maps to Captain Palliser's reports ... (1865) 16318, 16335, 52569, 52570, 79854

Palliser, John, 1807-1887 - Travel, 1857-1858 - Maps 16329
Palliser, John, 1807-1887 - Travel, 1857-1860 - Maps 16335, 16336, 16337
Palliser, John, 1807-1887 - Travel, 1858-1859 - Maps 16333
Palliser, John, 1807-1887 - Travel, 1859 - Maps 41307
Palliser, Pickersgill 66864
Pallmann, Heinrich, 1849-1922 62955
Pallu de la Barrière, Léopold Augustin Charles, 1828-1891 20608
Palm Beach Chamber of Commerce 62910
Palm Beach County business user's street atlas and directory 62896
Palm Beach County (Fla.) - Maps - 1965 - Road maps 62895
Palm Beach County (Fla.) - Maps - 1989 - Road maps 62896
Palm Beach County (Fla.) - Maps - 1990 - Road maps 62897
Palm Beach County (Fla.) - Maps - 1992 - Road maps 62898
Palm Beach County (Fla.) - Maps - 1994 - Road maps 62899
Palm Beach County (Fla.) - Maps - 1996 - Road maps 62900
Palm Beach County (Fla.) - Maps - 1999 - Road maps 62901
Palm Beach County (Fla.) - Maps - 2002 - Road maps 46696, 62902
Palm Beach County (Fla.) - Maps - 2003 - Road maps 46699, 62903
Palm Beach County (Fla.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps 46701, 62904
Palm Beach County (Fla.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps 46704, 62905
Palm Beach County (Fla.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps 46706, 62906
Palm Beach County (Fla.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps 46654, 62907
Palm Beach County (Fla.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps 46655, 62908
Palm Beach County (Fla.) - Maps - 2009 - Road maps 46657, 62909
Palm Beach County, Florida StreetFinder 62895
Palm Beach County street guide 62905, 62906, 62907, 62908, 62909
Palm Beach County StreetFinder 62899, 62900, 62901, 62902, 62903, 62904
Palm Beach (Fla.) - Maps - 1936 - Pictorial maps 66162
Palm Beach (Fla.) - Maps - 1947 - Harbors 70719
Palm Beach (Fla.) - Maps - 1948 - Harbors 3738
Palm Beach (Fla.) - Maps - 1949 - Harbors 3739
Palm Beach (Fla.) - Maps - 1951 - Harbors 3740, 70720
Palm Beach (Fla.) - Maps - 1952 - Harbors 3741
Palm Beach (Fla.) - Maps - 1955 - Landowners 62910
Palm Beach (Fla.) - Maps - 1955 - Road maps 62910
Palm Desert (Calif.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps 62911
Palm Springs (Calif.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps 62911
Palm Springs, Desert Cities EasyFinder : Local street detail 62911
Palma 62912
Palma, Marco 18710, 18711
Palmanova (Italy) - Maps - 1572-1657 62912
Palmanova (Italy) - Maps - 1620 - Fortification 62913
Palmatary, J. T. (James T.) 20000, 20002, 20003
Palmatary, J. T. (James T.), Chicago, 1857 - Prospectuses 2002
Palmblad, Vilhelm Fredrik, 1788-1852 10799
Palmella, duque de, 1781-1850 16988
Palmella, duque de, 1781-1850 - Map collections - Exhibitions - Catalogs 16988
Palmer, Alan Warwick 84604
Palmer (Alaska) - Maps - 2009 - Road maps 1935
Palmer, Arnold 34009
Palmer, C. 69916, 83040
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Palmer, Douglas 34510
Palmer, E. H., fl. 1871 24785
Palmer, Emily Fitz Roy 29364
Palmer, G. 23485, 47602, 58904, 58905, 66075, 71339, 76407, 76408, 76409, 76557
Palmer, George 76554
Palmer, I. 80071
Palmer, John, fl. 1818 76570
Palmer, Loomis T., b. 1844 SEE Remlap, L. T., 1844-5402
Palmer, Margaret 12578
Palmer, Marie-Rose 63241
Palmer, Martin 66384
Palmer, Nathaniel Brown, 1790-1877 18430
Palmer, P. 13057
Palmer, R. M. 64440
Palmer, R. R. (Robert Roswell), 1909-2002 3234, 34113, 34114, 34311, 34312, 34313, 34314, 83691, 83693, 83694, 83721, 83722, 83726, 83729, 83742, 83743, 83746
Palmer, Richard 12759, 12759, 12774
Palmer, Richard F. 27201
Palmer, Richard, fl. 1680-1700 25629, 73482, 73485
Palmer's Bible atlas : a facsimile of the 1831 edition 12759
Palmer's European guide 26122
Palmer's map of the South Shetlands and the Palmer Peninsula 18430
Palmer, Sutton, 1854-1933 15354, 64256, 69664
Palmer, Theodore W. 18602
Palmer, Thomas H., 1782-1861 3092, 4634, 11607, 26856, 48120, 67629, 69234, 76113, 76114, 76574, 84211
Palmer, Thomas, Sir, 1540-1626 73590
Palmer, Tut. 75110
Palmer Tyres 28037
Palmer, William Jackson, 1836-1909 71215
Palmer, William R., d. 1862 18978
Palmer, William T., 1877-1954 41501, 41511, 80749
Palmerlee, Albert Earl, 1939-22321
Palmeus, A.F. Gervais de 44286
Palmosa Island (Greece) SEE Patmos Island (Greece) 63419
Palmyra 74162
Palmyra (Syria) SEE Tadmur (Syria) 74163
Palo Alto, Battle of, Tex., 1846- Maps 62914
Palo Alto County (Iowa) - Maps - 1908- Landowners 62915
Palo Alto County (Iowa) - Maps - 1908- Landowners 62915
Palo Alto County (Iowa) - Maps - 1908- Landowners 62915
Palo Alto County (Iowa) - Maps - 1908- Landowners 62915
Palo Alto County (Iowa) - Maps - 1908- Landowners 62915
Palo Alto County (Iowa) - Maps - 1908- Landowners 62915
Palo Alto County (Iowa) - Maps - 1908- Landowners 62915
Palo Alto County (Iowa) - Maps - 1908- Landowners 62915
Palo Alto County (Iowa) - Maps - 1908- Landowners 62915
Palo Alto County (Iowa) - Maps - 1908- Landowners 62915
Palo Duro State Park (Tex.) - Access routes - Maps - 1934 74692
[Palo Pinto County (Tex.)] - 1879: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche 62916
[Palo Pinto County (Tex.)] - 1889: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche 62917
[Palo Pinto County (Tex.)] - 1898: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche 62918
Palomar Observatory - Maps - 1953- Road maps 68439
Palomino, A. 20560
Palomino, Jean-François, 1976- 57310
Palou, Francisco, 1723-1789. Relacion historica de la vida y apostolicas tareas del venerable padre fray Junipero Serra, y de las misiones ... en la California Septentrional, y ... Monterey (1787) 15226, 68560
Palthenio, Hartmanno SEE Parthenius, Hartmann, fl. 1615-1631 70391
Paltsits, Victor Hugo, 1867-1952 55797, 55798, 57448, 73265
Palude Meotide (Ukraine and Russia) SEE Azov, Sea of (Ukraine and Russia) 22423
Paluzie, Esteban, 1806-1873 10787, 30348
Paluzie, Faustino, 1833-1901 10785, 10787, 30348
[Palumphagonia : Terra Gulenum] 2072
Pamphilia et Psidia / conatibus geographicis Guilelmi Sanson Nicolai filij 75723
Pamphlets - United States - Collections 40563
Pamphyllia (Turkey) - History, Ancient - Maps - 1670-1750 75723
Pamphyllia (Turkey) - Maps - 1670-1750 75723
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The Pan American Highway 62920
Pan American Highway SEE Pan American Highway System 62920
Pan American Highway System - Maps - 1934 77581
Pan American Highway System - Maps - 1934-1935 24334, 24335, 48891
Pan American Highway System - Maps - 1935 24348, 48895, 77609, 77613, 82291, 82293
Pan American Highway System - Maps - 1936 24359, 48905, 72483, 74724, 74725, 74727, 74728, 77641, 77642, 77643, 82300
Pan American Highway System - Maps - 1937 24367
Pan American Highway System - Maps - 1938 59922, 77688
Pan American Highway System - Maps - 1940 59945, 59946
Pan American Highway System - Maps - 1940-1949 77724
Pan American Highway System - Maps - 1940 - Pictorial maps 1793
Pan American Highway System - Maps - 1941 59958, 59959
Pan American Highway System - Maps - 1942 59979
Pan American Highway System - Maps - 1946 59995
Pan American Highway System - Maps - 1947 22316, 24887, 60003, 60004, 62945
Pan American Highway System - Maps - 1948 34611, 60014, 60015, 60016, 60017
Pan American Highway System - Maps - 1949 60027
Pan American Highway System - Maps - 1950 60033
Pan American Highway System - Maps - 1950 - Pictorial maps 62919
Pan American Highway System - Maps - 1951 60037
Pan American Highway System - Maps - 1952 62920
Pan American Highway System - Maps - 1956 64289
Pan American Highway System - Maps - 1960 18997, 78300
Pan American Institute 6348, 19002
Pan American Institute of Geography and History 34617, 46498, 46517, 57805, 70643, 79950
Pan American Institute of Geography and History. Grupo de Trabajo de Normas y Símbolos Cartográficos 45023
Pan American Petroleum Corporation 745, 754, 762, 773, 780, 790, 807, 819, 830, 846, 859, 870, 878, 885, 916, 941, 3056, 3072, 26956, 26962, 26970, 26976, 26986, 31086, 31087, 31093, 31095, 31102, 31108, 31114, 43346, 43353, 43359, 43364, 43370, 43376, 43383, 43392, 43398, 43406, 43414, 43423, 43428, 43434, 43440, 43447, 44069, 50168, 50174, 50179, 50186, 50193, 50200, 50206, 50213, 50217, 50223, 50228, 50233, 50237, 50244, 50249, 50255, 50406, 54104, 54127, 54142, 54156, 54157, 54644, 54904, 54914, 54925, 56299, 56300, 56301, 56308, 56329, 56350, 56363, 63680, 74377, 74382, 74386, 74391, 74392, 74393, 74396, 74397, 74398, 74401, 74402, 74407, 74410, 74414, 74415, 74416, 74417
Pan-American Railroad 46471, 46473, 46475
Pan-American Railroad - Maps - 1911 46471
Pan-American Railroad - Maps - 1912 46473
Pan-American Railroad - Maps - 1913 46475
Pan American Union 80658
Pan American Union. Travel Division 46560
Pan American World Airways, Inc. 403, 628, 629, 631, 634, 635, 636, 638, 639, 640, 641, 642, 11102, 26274, 46228, 62921, 62922, 78286, 78347, 78449, 84450
Pan American World Airways, Inc. - Maps - 1948 62921
Pan American World Airways, Inc. - Maps - 1950 62922
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Pan American World Airways, Inc. - Maps - 1963 84450
Pan American World Airways, Inc. - Maps - 1964 628, 629
Pan American World Airways, Inc. - Maps - 1965 631
Pan American World Airways, Inc. - Maps - 1972 640
Pan American World Airways, Inc. - Maps - 1974 642
Pan American World Airways, Inc. - Timetables - 1948 62921
Pan American World Airways, Inc. - Timetables - 1950 62922
Pan American World Airways system ... corrected to January 1, 1963 84450
Pan American World Airways system time table : the system of the flying clippers : passengers, mail, cargo 62922
Pan American World Airways system time tables 62921
Pan Books 22578
Pan-Handle Route (Railroad) SEE Denver, Texas, and Fort Worth Railroad Company 21316
Pan Referencen Books 6911
Panagathus, Levinus, d. 1547 SEE Goethals, Liévin, d. 1547 69152
Panagathus, Liévin, d. 1547 SEE Goethals, Liévin, d. 1547 32218
Panagathus, Liévin Goethals, d. 1547 32219
Panagra Air Lines SEE Pan American
Panagra route map = mapa de rutas 70649
Panama 62952, 62953
The Panama Canal : approaches to the canal 16596
The Panama Canal effect on ocean routes 84320
[Panama Canal maps and elevation profiles] / Board of Consulting Engineers, Panama Canal 62923
Panama Canal (Panama) - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1882 16430
Panama Canal (Panama) - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1905 62923
Panama Canal (Panama) - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1913 84320
Panama Canal (Panama) - Maps - 1853 22821
Panama Canal (Panama) - Maps - 1857 - Manuscripts 22822
Panama Canal (Panama) - Maps - 1879 62932
Panama Canal (Panama) - Maps - 1882 16430
Panama Canal (Panama) - Maps - 1883 70622
Panama Canal (Panama) - Maps - 1905 62923, 62924
Panama Canal (Panama) - Maps - 1908 5686
Panama Canal (Panama) - Maps - 1909 76420
Panama Canal (Panama) - Maps - 1910 5705, 5719
Panama Canal (Panama) - Maps - 1912 62926, 62927, 62943
Panama Canal (Panama) - Maps - 1912 - Guidebooks 62925
Panama Canal (Panama) - Maps - 1913 84320
Panama Canal (Panama) - Maps - 1913 - Trade routes 16596
Panama Canal (Panama) - Maps - 1916 77199
Panama Canal (Panama) - Maps - 1925 16598
Panama Canal (Panama) - Maps - 1931 62928
Panama Canal (Panama) - Maps - 1937 - Military bases - Pictorial maps 77653
Panama Canal (Panama) - Maps - 1947 22316, 24887, 62945
Panama Canal (Panama) - Maps - 1948 34611
Panama Canal (Panama) - Maps - 1960 - Road maps 18997
Panama Canal (Panama) - Maps - 1966 62946
Panama Canal (Panama) - Maps - 1967 62947
Panama Canal (Panama) - Maps - 1968 62948
Panama Canal (Panama) - Maps - 1969 62949
Panama Canal (Panama) - Maps - 1971 19001
Panama Canal (Panama) - Maps - 1973 62950
Panama Canal (Panama) - Maps - 1976 62951
Panama Canal (Panama) - Photography - 1931 62928
Panama Canal (Panama) - Pictorial works - 1910 5705
Panama Canal (Panama) - Pictorial works - 1931 62928
Panama Canal (Panama)SEE ALSO Canal Zone 76420
Panama Canal Zone SEE Canal Zone 16597
The Panama guide / John O. Collins 62943
Panama, Gulf of (Panama) - Maps - 1792 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts 2362
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<tr>
<td>Panama - History 62944</td>
<td>Panama - History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panama - History 1717 (Provisional Heading) 62930</td>
<td>Panama - History (Provisional Heading)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panama - History 1811 74308</td>
<td>Panama - History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panama - History 1847 - Railroads, Proposed 70593</td>
<td>Panama - History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panama - History 1850 - Railroads, Proposed 70596</td>
<td>Panama - History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panama - History 1851 62941</td>
<td>Panama - History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panama - History 1853 22821</td>
<td>Panama - History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panama - History 1855 18976</td>
<td>Panama - History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panama - History 1857 18979</td>
<td>Panama - History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panama - History 1857 - Canals - Manuscripts 22822</td>
<td>Panama - History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panama - History 1859 18981</td>
<td>Panama - History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panama - History 1860 18984</td>
<td>Panama - History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panama - History 1867 46379</td>
<td>Panama - History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panama - History 1874 (Provisional Heading) 62931</td>
<td>Panama - History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panama - History 1879 62932</td>
<td>Panama - History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panama - History 1903 62923, 62924</td>
<td>Panama - History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panama - History 1908 35668</td>
<td>Panama - History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panama - History 1918 29296</td>
<td>Panama - History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panama - History 1671 21225</td>
<td>Panama - History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panama - History 1671 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 62933</td>
<td>Panama - History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panama - History 1700 62934, 62935</td>
<td>Panama - History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panama - History 1703 - Coasts - Nautical charts 21226</td>
<td>Panama - History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panama - History 1721 62936, 62937</td>
<td>Panama - History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panama - History 1745 16561</td>
<td>Panama - History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panama - History 1760 - Coasts - Nautical charts 62938</td>
<td>Panama - History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panama - History 1769 62939</td>
<td>Panama - History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panama - History 1777 62940</td>
<td>Panama - History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panama - History 1808 - Nautical charts 81646</td>
<td>Panama - History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panama - History 1811 21230</td>
<td>Panama - History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panama - History 1811 - Canals, Proposed 74308</td>
<td>Panama - History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panama - History 1818 70527</td>
<td>Panama - History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panama - History 1845 - Canals, Proposed 70589</td>
<td>Panama - History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panama - History 1851 62941</td>
<td>Panama - History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panama - History 1853 - Canals 22821</td>
<td>Panama - History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panama - History 1854 76768</td>
<td>Panama - History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panama - History 1855 - Railroads 62942</td>
<td>Panama - History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panama - History 1856 18977</td>
<td>Panama - History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panama - History 1857 - Canals - Manuscripts 22822</td>
<td>Panama - History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panama - History 1866 46378</td>
<td>Panama - History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panama - History 1867 46379</td>
<td>Panama - History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panama - History 1872 70621</td>
<td>Panama - History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panama - History 1905 - Canals 62923, 62924</td>
<td>Panama - History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panama - History 1912 62943</td>
<td>Panama - History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panama - History 1928 81697</td>
<td>Panama - History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panama - History 1928 - Ethnology 62944</td>
<td>Panama - History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panama - History 1928 - Indians 62944</td>
<td>Panama - History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panama - History 1947 - Road maps 62945</td>
<td>Panama - History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panama - History 1960 - Road maps 18997</td>
<td>Panama - History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panama - History 1966 - Road maps 62946</td>
<td>Panama - History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panama - History 1967 - Road maps 62947</td>
<td>Panama - History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panama - History 1968 - Road maps 62948</td>
<td>Panama - History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panama - History 1969 - Road maps 62949</td>
<td>Panama - History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panama - History 1970-1979 - Maps, Physical 19000</td>
<td>Panama - History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panama - History 1973 - Road maps 62950</td>
<td>Panama - History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panama - History 1976 - Road maps 62951</td>
<td>Panama - History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panama-Pacific International Exposition (1915 : San Francisco, Calif.) 39547, 62927</td>
<td>Panama - History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panama-Pacific International Exposition (1915 : San Francisco, Calif.) - Maps 68573</td>
<td>Panama - History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panama (Panama) - Maps - 1671 - Manuscripts 62933</td>
<td>Panama - History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panama (Panama) - Maps - 1855 18976</td>
<td>Panama - History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panama (Panama) - Maps - 1857 18979</td>
<td>Panama - History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panama (Panama) - Maps - 1859 18981</td>
<td>Panama - History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panama (Panama) - Maps - 1860 18983</td>
<td>Panama - History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panama (Panama) - Maps - 1960 - Road maps 18997</td>
<td>Panama - History</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Panoramic perspective of the Spokane region: including the geological and scenic wonderland embracing the Grand Coulee Dam, as it will appear when the development is completed ... 38475, 72994
Panoramic sketch - Battle of Waterloo - June 18th, 1815 81444
A Panoramic sketch of the bay, town & entrance of the harbour of Napachan, on the island of Likeo or Loochoo / Neele sc. 352 Strand 52050
[Panoramic view of Chicago, 1864] 20005
Panoramic view of San Joaquin Valley, showing main highways, roads and some of the myriad attractions of the High Sierra, its national parks and big trees groves / [signed] W. H. Bull 68684
Panoramic View of the city of Ann Arbor ... Michigan 2023
Panoramic view of the east approach to the Milwaukee Road's new freight car repair facility in the Bensenville, Ill., yards ... 12408
Panoramic view of the Yosemite National Park, California 85178
Panoramic views : cities and towns of Pennsylvania 64137
Panorama di Roma antica e moderna / Rossini dis. e inc. Roma 1827 67315
Panouse, Jacqueline 44306, 64701, 69040
Pansini, Giuseppe 7301
Pants, Katharine F. 25507
Papacy - Controversial literature 75493
Papacy - Maps - 1566-1567 75493
Papadopoli, Nicolò, conte, 1841-1922 90, 52617, 62669, 67428, 79968, 80006, 80007
Papal line of demarcation SEE Demarcation line of Alexander VI 65426
Papal States - Guidebooks - 1843 38657
Papal States (Italy) - Maps - 1796 - Landowners 62967
Papal States - Maps - 1700-1750 62968
Papal States - Maps - 1740 62969
Papal States - Maps - 1750 39068, 39069
Papal States - Maps - 1776 - Ecclesiastical geography 62970
Papal States - Maps - 1820 62971
Papal States - Maps - 1856-1867 38682
Papal States - Maps - 1861 38683
Papal States - Maps - Collections, 1400-1799 62972
Pape, Whitney 14741
Papeleria Inglesa 8318
Papellier, E. 39544
Papenfuse, Edward C. 17049, 45347, 45348
Paper 62974
Paper - Analysis 62973
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Call Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Paper and press (1890)</td>
<td>44612</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paper - Conservation and restoration</td>
<td>44918</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paper - History</td>
<td>81451</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paper Industry Management Association</td>
<td>54188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Paper landscape : the Ordnance Survey in nineteenth-century Ireland</td>
<td>62047</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paper trails (Exhibit)</td>
<td>66990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paper trails : geographic literacy via American highway maps / by Gerald A. Danzer with James Akerman</td>
<td>66990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paper trails : maps, highways and American journeys in the twentieth century / exhibit captions by James Akerman, Newberry Library</td>
<td>66978</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Papermaking - Eastern Hemisphere - Historical geography - Maps - 1934-1936</td>
<td>62975</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Papers of the Bibliographical Society of America (1931)</td>
<td>592</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Papers of the Bibliographical Society of America (1948)</td>
<td>46089</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Papers of the Bibliographical Society of America 25 (1931); 1-110</td>
<td>595</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Papers of the Bibliographical Society of America 64 (1970)</td>
<td>73292</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Papers of the Bibliographical Society of Canada (1968)</td>
<td>43750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Papers of the Bibliographical Society of Canada (1973)</td>
<td>61971, 61972</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Papers of the Nordenskiöld Seminar on the History of Cartography and the Maintenance of Cartographic Archives, Espoo (Finland), September 12-15, 1979</td>
<td>17092</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Papeterie-Librarie Lionnet</td>
<td>38961, 63130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Papflation : herocis temporibus, henetorum populorum sede clara, cujus Papflation maritima fuit Romanorum aetate Ponti regni pars accidentalior, in qua Sinope totius Mithridatis regni caput, Papflation vero Mediterranea Pylaemenis regnum constituit</td>
<td>75722</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Papflation - History, Ancient - Maps - 1670-1679</td>
<td>75722</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Papflation - Maps - 1670-1679</td>
<td>75722</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Papflation (Turkey : Region) SEE Papflation</td>
<td>75722</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pap, Enzo</td>
<td>33133, 70415, 81576, 82736</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Papinot, Edward Joseph</td>
<td>5712</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Papp-Vár, Árpád</td>
<td>17891, 34993</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pappenheim (Bavaria, Germany) - Maps - 1745 - Pictorial works</td>
<td>62976</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pappenheim Region (Bavaria, Germany) - Maps - 1745</td>
<td>62976</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pappi, Henry</td>
<td>55648</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Papua (Indonesia) - Maps - 1956</td>
<td>62977</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Papua New Guinea - Maps - 1664</td>
<td>71164</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Papua New Guinea - Maps - 1956</td>
<td>62977</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Papworth, John Buonarotti</td>
<td>35081</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paquien</td>
<td>27990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Para o silêncio da história</td>
<td>45151</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pará River (Brazil) - Maps - 1623 - Delta - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>45028</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parables from South America / by Kenneth G. Grubb ; with photographs by the author</td>
<td>70640</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paracelsus, 1493-1541</td>
<td>33975, 33976</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parade Gasoline SEE Hunt Oil Company</td>
<td>969</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parade (New York, N.Y.)</td>
<td>78435</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parade's United States vacation guide and road atlas</td>
<td>78435</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paradigmatic processes in culture change</td>
<td>73575</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paradis, F. E., fl. 1898</td>
<td>20122, 20123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paradise - Maps - 1625</td>
<td>62978</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paradise - Maps - Collections</td>
<td>18271</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paraditus / [Jodocus Hondius]</td>
<td>7755, 62978</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paragon Refining Company</td>
<td>60581</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paragon Refining Company (Cleveland, Ohio)</td>
<td>60575</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paraguay</td>
<td>62980</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paraguay-Bolivia : la Real Cédula de 1743 a la geografia de la época</td>
<td>19061</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paraguay / [Central Intelligence Agency]</td>
<td>62984</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paraguay, Imprenta Nacional</td>
<td>19061</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paraguay - Maps - 1642</td>
<td>62979</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paraguay - Maps - 1656</td>
<td>70406</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paraguay - Maps - 1700</td>
<td>70425</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paraguay - Maps - 1700-1750</td>
<td>70422</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paraguay - Maps - 1703</td>
<td>62980</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paraguay - Maps - 1730</td>
<td>70435</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paraguay - Maps - 1756</td>
<td>62981, 62982</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paraguay - Maps - 1790 - Indians - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>62983</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paraguay - Maps - 1809</td>
<td>70508</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Paraguay - Maps - 1822 70542
Paraguay - Maps - 1827 70550
Paraguay - Maps - 1840 70576
Paraguay - Maps - 1845 13842
Paraguay - Maps - 1847 13843
Paraguay - Maps - 1850 13844
Paraguay - Maps - 1932 70641
Paraguay - Maps - 1969 62984
Paraguay - Maps - Collections 70667
Paraguay, ó prov. de rio de la Plata ... 62979
Paraguay; official standard names approved by the United States Board on Geographic Names 52423
Le Paraguay ou les RRRP de la Compagnie de Jesus ont repandu leurs missions 66850
Paraguay River - Maps - 1901 13338, 62985
Le Paraguay : tiré des relations les plus recentes / par G. Sanson, géographe ordinaire du roy 70422
Le Paraguay, le Chili, la Terre, et les Îles Magellániques ... 70406
Paraíba (Brazil : City) SEE João Pessoa (Paraíba, Brazil) 39822
Paraíba (Brazil) - Maps - 1662 66855
Paraíba (Brazil : State) - Maps - 1635 - Maps 39822
Paraland Products SEE Pennfield Oil Company 37897
Parallela geographiae veteris et nova 25794
Parallele du contour de l’Italie selon les cartes de MM. de l’Isle et Sanson, et celle qui resulte de l’analyse geographique de de continent par le S. Anville 38843
The Parallels on the Ptolemaic maps 65752
Paramaribo Region (Suriname) - Maps - 1724 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts 62986
Paramaribo River (Surinam) - Maps - 1724 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts 62987
Paramaribo (Suriname) - Maps - 1724 - Manuscripts 62987
Paramaribo (Suriname) - Maps - 1769 73463
Paramaribo (Suriname) - Maps - 1872 53317
Paramaribo (Suriname) - Pictorial works - 1791 62988
Paramaribo (Suriname) - Pictorial works - 1794 62989
Paramaribo (Suriname) - Pictorial works - 1851 70597
Paramount Communications 15673, 20494, 51571, 68711, 79012, 79045, 79051, 79052, 79054, 79055, 79056, 79057, 79058, 79059, 79068, 79069, 79070, 79071, 79075, 79078, 79079, 79080, 79081, 79083, 79090, 79091, 79092, 79093, 79094
Paraná, Brazil (State). Departamento de Geografia, Terras e Colonização. Divisão de Geografia 62990
Paraná (Brazil : State) - Maps - 1953 62990
Paraná River Valley (Brazil : Argentina) - Maps - 1700 70425
Paranapanema River (Brazil) - Maps - 1889 39317
Paranavitana, K. D., 1944- 73078
Paranavitana, K. D., 1944--/=/Netherlands. Rijksarchiefdienst 73077
Paraquariae provinciae Soc. Iesu cum adjacentibus novissima descriptio... / ...delin. à Matthaeo Seuttero, chalc. August. 70435
Paraquaria vulgo Paraguay 66849
Paraquaria vulgo Paraguyav, cum adjacentibus 70425
Paravia, Antonio, 1754-1828 62991
Paravia, Antonio, 1754-1828 - Map collections 62991
Paravia (Firm) 9846, 10677, 10678, 10686, 10688, 30414, 30551, 67262, 67270
Paravia (G.B.) & Co. SEE Paravia (Firm) 10686
Paráya (Brazil : City) SEE João Pessoa (Paraíba, Brazil) 39822
Parbes, H. M. 22561
Parcel post rate zones 77454
Parcel post - United States - Maps - 1920 77230
Parcel post - United States - Maps - 1930 77454
Parchappe, 19th cent. 8056, 70566
Parco nazionale del Gran Paradiso (Italy) - Maps - 1963 62992
PARCO see Producers and Refiners Corporation 47035
Pardo Bazán, Emilia, condesa de, 1852-1921 2524
Paredes, Antonio Donato 33186
Parefectura Lugdunensis generalis ... 27717
Parens, siue Parentium vulgo, Parento Historie opp. 65215
Parent, Curé d’Aumont 9125, 61292
Parente, Benito Maciel 45028
Parente, Benito Maciel 13819
Parents, siue Parentium vulgo, Parento Historie opp. 65215
Parentes, Benito Maciel 45028
Parenti, Francesco, fl. 1612 73023
Paragon : sive veteris geographiae algivae tabvlae. Lector s. ad nostram orbis terrarum descriptionem habe sequentes tabulas : quas in gratiam prisciae tam sacrae quam profanae historiae decreueram ... historiae cvivs geographia 30648
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Paris (France) - Maps - 0056 62999, 63000
Paris (France) - Maps - 1180-1223 63001
Paris (France) - Maps - 1200-1699 63002, 63003
Paris (France) - Maps - 1285-1314 63004, 63005, 63006
Paris (France) - Maps - 1380 63007
Paris (France) - Maps - 1500-1599 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 63013
Paris (France) - Maps - 1540 63008, 63009
Paris (France) - Maps - 1550 63010, 63011, 63012, 63013
Paris (France) - Maps - 1552 63014
Paris (France) - Maps - 1552 - Pictorial maps 63015
Paris (France) - Maps - 1553 63016
Paris (France) - Maps - 1567 63017
Paris (France) - Maps - 1572 63018
Paris (France) - Maps - 1573 63019
Paris (France) - Maps - 1575 63020
Paris (France) - Maps - 1590 63021
Paris (France) - Maps - 1609 63022, 63023
Paris (France) - Maps - 1611 63024
Paris (France) - Maps - 1615 63025
Paris (France) - Maps - 1618 - Pictorial works 63026, 63027
Paris (France) - Maps - 1635 63028
Paris (France) - Maps - 1648 63029
Paris (France) - Maps - 1652 63030, 63031, 63032, 63033
Paris (France) - Maps - 1676 63034
Paris (France) - Maps - 1682 63035
Paris (France) - Maps - 1689 63036
Paris (France) - Maps - 1694 63037
Paris (France) - Maps - 1695 63038
Paris (France) - Maps - 1714 63039
Paris (France) - Maps - 1716 63040
Paris (France) - Maps - 1723 63041
Paris (France) - Maps - 1738 63042
Paris (France) - Maps - 1739 63044, 63045
Paris (France) - Maps - 1739 - Indexes 63043
Paris (France) - Maps - 1740 63046
Paris (France) - Maps - 1741 63047
Paris (France) - Maps - 1754 63048
Paris (France) - Maps - 1756 63049
Paris (France) - Maps - 1760 (Provisional Heading) 63050
Paris (France) - Maps - 1762 63051
Paris (France) - Maps - 1763 (Provisional Heading) 63052
Paris (France) - Maps - 1774 (Provisional Heading) 63053
Paris (France) - Maps - 1777 (Provisional Heading) 63054
Paris (France) - Maps - 1784 63055
Paris (France) - Maps - 1785 - Road maps 63056
Paris (France) - Maps - 1789 63057
Paris (France) - Maps - 1791 63058
Paris (France) - Maps - 1792 62994, 63059
Paris (France) - Maps - 1800 63060, 63061
Paris (France) - Maps - 1801 - Road maps 63062
Paris (France) - Maps - 1808 - Road maps 63063
Paris (France) - Maps - 1814 63064, 63065
Paris (France) - Maps - 1823 63066
Paris (France) - Maps - 1824 63067
Paris (France) - Maps - 1834 63068
Paris (France) - Maps - 1835 27917
Paris (France) - Maps - 1839 63069
Paris (France) - Maps - 1841 26082
Paris (France) - Maps - 1845-1847 26103
Paris (France) - Maps - 1845 - Pictorial works 63070
Paris (France) - Maps - 1846-1860 63071
Paris (France) - Maps - 1851 63072, 63073
Paris (France) - Maps - 1853 63074
Paris (France) - Maps - 1858 63075
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| Paris (France) - Maps - 1860 | 63076, 63077, 63078 |
| Paris (France) - Maps - 1861 | 63079 |
| Paris (France) - Maps - 1864 | 63080 |
| Paris (France) - Maps - 1867 | 63081, 63082, 63083 |
| Paris (France) - Maps - 1867 - Guidebooks | 63084 |
| Paris (France) - Maps - 1870 - Guidebooks | 63085, 63086 |
| Paris (France) - Maps - 1872 | 63087, 63088 |
| Paris (France) - Maps - 1874 | 63089 |
| Paris (France) - Maps - 1876 | 63090 |
| Paris (France) - Maps - 1878 | 63091, 63092 |
| Paris (France) - Maps - 1880 | 63093 |
| Paris (France) - Maps - 1881 | 63094, 63095, 63096, 63097 |
| Paris (France) - Maps - 1884 | 63098, 63099 |
| Paris (France) - Maps - 1886 | 63100 |
| Paris (France) - Maps - 1887 | 63101, 63102 |
| Paris (France) - Maps - 1888 | 27997, 63103, 63105, 63106 |
| Paris (France) - Maps - 1888 - Local Transit | 63104 |
| Paris (France) - Maps - 1889 | 63108 |
| Paris (France) - Maps - 1889 - Exhibitions | 63361 |
| Paris (France) - Maps - 1889 (Provisional Heading) | 63107 |
| Paris (France) - Maps - 1890-1899 | 63109 |
| Paris (France) - Maps - 1891 | 63110, 63111 |
| Paris (France) - Maps - 1892 | 63112 |
| Paris (France) - Maps - 1894 | 63113, 63114, 63115, 73947 |
| Paris (France) - Maps - 1896 | 63116 |
| Paris (France) - Maps - 1898 | 63117, 63118, 63119 |
| Paris (France) - Maps - 1899 | 63120, 63121 |
| Paris (France) - Maps - 1900 | 63122, 63123, 63124, 63125, 63312 |
| Paris (France) - Maps - 1901 | 63126, 63127 |
| Paris (France) - Maps - 1902-1918 | 63128 |
| Paris (France) - Maps - 1902 - Guidebooks | 63129 |
| Paris (France) - Maps - 1903 | 63131 |
| Paris (France) - Maps - 1903-1906 - Bicycle trails | 63130 |
| Paris (France) - Maps - 1903-1906 - Road maps | 63130 |
| Paris (France) - Maps - 1904 | 63132, 63133, 63134, 63135 |
| Paris (France) - Maps - 1905 | 63136 |
| Paris (France) - Maps - 1907 | 63137, 63138, 63139, 63140, 63141, 63142, 63143 |
| Paris (France) - Maps - 1908 | 63144 |
| Paris (France) - Maps - 1909 | 63145, 63146, 63147 |
| Paris (France) - Maps - 1909-1914 | 63148 |
| Paris (France) - Maps - 1909 - Administrative and political divisions | 63149 |
| Paris (France) - Maps - 1910 | 63150, 63151, 63152, 63153 |
| Paris (France) - Maps - 1911 | 63154, 63155, 63156, 63157, 63158 |
| Paris (France) - Maps - 1911 - Subways | 63154, 63155 |
| Paris (France) - Maps - 1912 | 63159, 63160 |
| Paris (France) - Maps - 1913 | 63162, 63163, 63164 |
| Paris (France) - Maps - 1913-1914 | 63161 |
| Paris (France) - Maps - 1914 | 28022, 63165, 63166 |
| Paris (France) - Maps - 1914 - Road maps | 63167 |
| Paris (France) - Maps - 1914 - Subways | 63167 |
| Paris (France) - Maps - 1915 | 63168 |
| Paris (France) - Maps - 1916 - Road maps | 63169 |
| Paris (France) - Maps - 1916 - Subways | 63169 |
| Paris (France) - Maps - 1918 | 63170, 63171 |
| Paris (France) - Maps - 1918 - Bus lines | 63172 |
| Paris (France) - Maps - 1918 - Road maps | 63172 |
| Paris (France) - Maps - 1918 - Subways | 63172 |
| Paris (France) - Maps - 1919 | 63173, 63174, 63175 |
| Paris (France) - Maps - 1920 | 63176, 63177 |
| Paris (France) - Maps - 1920 - Dentists | 63179 |
| Paris (France) - Maps - 1920 - Road maps | 63178, 63347 |
| Paris (France) - Maps - 1920 - Subways | 63178, 63179 |
| Paris (France) - Maps - 1921 | 63180, 63181, 63182 |
| Paris (France) - Maps - 1922 | 63184 |
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Paris (France) - Maps - 1922 - Bus lines 63183
Paris (France) - Maps - 1922 - Road maps 63183, 63348
Paris (France) - Maps - 1922 - Subways 63183
Paris (France) - Maps - 1923 63185, 63186
Paris (France) - Maps - 1924 63187, 63189, 63190, 63191, 63192, 63193, 63194, 63195, 63196, 63197
Paris (France) - Maps - 1924 - Guidebooks 63188
Paris (France) - Maps - 1924 - Pictorial maps 63189
Paris (France) - Maps - 1924 - Road maps 63189
Paris (France) - Maps - 1924 - Subways 63189
Paris (France) - Maps - 1926 63198, 63199
Paris (France) - Maps - 1927 63200
Paris (France) - Maps - 1927 - Pictorial maps 63201
Paris (France) - Maps - 1928 63202, 63203, 63204, 63205
Paris (France) - Maps - 1928 - Bus lines 63206
Paris (France) - Maps - 1928 - Road maps 63206
Paris (France) - Maps - 1928 - Subways 63206
Paris (France) - Maps - 1929 63207, 63208
Paris (France) - Maps - 1930 63209, 63210, 63211, 63212
Paris (France) - Maps - 1931 63213, 63214, 63215, 63216, 63217
Paris (France) - Maps - 1932 63218, 63219
Paris (France) - Maps - 1933 63220
Paris (France) - Maps - 1933 - Bus lines 63220
Paris (France) - Maps - 1933 - Road maps 63220
Paris (France) - Maps - 1933 - Subways 63220
Paris (France) - Maps - 1934 63221
Paris (France) - Maps - 1935 63222
Paris (France) - Maps - 1936 63350
Paris (France) - Maps - 1936-1941 63223
Paris (France) - Maps - 1936-1944 - Road maps 63224
Paris (France) - Maps - 1936-1944 - Subways 63224
Paris (France) - Maps - 1938 63225
Paris (France) - Maps - 1939 63226
Paris (France) - Maps - 1940 63227
Paris (France) - Maps - 1940 - Pictorial maps 63227
Paris (France) - Maps - 1940 - Subways 63227
Paris (France) - Maps - 1942 63228
Paris (France) - Maps - 1944 63229, 63230
Paris (France) - Maps - 1944 - Pictorial maps 63230
Paris (France) - Maps - 1944 - Subways 63230
Paris (France) - Maps - 1945 63231, 63232
Paris (France) - Maps - 1948 63233
Paris (France) - Maps - 1948 - Bus lines 63233
Paris (France) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps 63233
Paris (France) - Maps - 1948 - Subways 63233
Paris (France) - Maps - 1949 63234
Paris (France) - Maps - 1950 63235, 63236
Paris (France) - Maps - 1951 63237, 63238
Paris (France) - Maps - 1951 - Pictorial maps 63238
Paris (France) - Maps - 1951 - Road maps 63238
Paris (France) - Maps - 1951 - Subways 63238
Paris (France) - Maps - 1952 63240
Paris (France) - Maps - 1952-1953 63239
Paris (France) - Maps - 1953 63241
Paris (France) - Maps - 1955 63242
Paris (France) - Maps - 1958 62996, 63243
Paris (France) - Maps - 1958 - Road maps 63243
Paris (France) - Maps - 1958 - Subways 63243
Paris (France) - Maps - 1959 63244
Paris (France) - Maps - 1959 - Bus lines 63244
Paris (France) - Maps - 1959 - Road maps 63244
Paris (France) - Maps - 1959 - Subways 63244
Paris (France) - Maps - 1960 63245
Paris (France) - Maps - 1962 63246, 63247
Paris (France) - Maps - 1962- Road maps 63247
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| Paris (France) - Maps - 1962 - Subways      | 63247 |
| Paris (France) - Maps - 1963              | 28142 |
| Paris (France) - Maps - 1963 - Cartoon Maps | 63248 |
| Paris (France) - Maps - 1964              | 63249 |
| Paris (France) - Maps - 1966              | 63250 |
| Paris (France) - Maps - 1968              | 63251 |
| Paris (France) - Maps - 1969              | 63252 |
| Paris (France) - Maps - 1970              | 63253 |
| Paris (France) - Maps - 1971              | 63254 |
| Paris (France) - Maps - 1972              | 63256, 63257 |
| Paris (France) - Maps - 1972 - Jigsaw puzzle maps - Subways | 63255 |
| Paris (France) - Maps - 1973              | 63258, 63259, 63260 |
| Paris (France) - Maps - 1973 - Road maps  | 63258 |
| Paris (France) - Maps - 1973 - Subways    | 63258 |
| Paris (France) - Maps - 1974 - Bus lines  | 63261 |
| Paris (France) - Maps - 1974 - Road maps  | 63261 |
| Paris (France) - Maps - 1975              | 63262 |
| Paris (France) - Maps - 1976              | 63263, 63264 |
| Paris (France) - Maps - 1977              | 63265, 63266 |
| Paris (France) - Maps - 1977 - Road maps  | 63265 |
| Paris (France) - Maps - 1977 - Subways    | 63265 |
| Paris (France) - Maps - 1978              | 63267 |
| Paris (France) - Maps - 1978 - Local transit | 63236 |
| Paris (France) - Maps - 1979              | 63268 |
| Paris (France) - Maps - 1980              | 63269 |
| Paris (France) - Maps - 1981              | 63271, 63272 |
| Paris (France) - Maps - 1981 - Guidebooks | 63270 |
| Paris (France) - Maps - 1982              | 63273 |
| Paris (France) - Maps - 1982 - Bus lines  | 63273 |
| Paris (France) - Maps - 1982 - Road maps  | 63273 |
| Paris (France) - Maps - 1982 - Subways    | 63273 |
| Paris (France) - Maps - 1983 - Road maps  | 63274 |
| Paris (France) - Maps - 1984              | 63275, 63276 |
| Paris (France) - Maps - 1985              | 63277, 63278 |
| Paris (France) - Maps - 1986              | 63279 |
| Paris (France) - Maps - 1987              | 63280, 63281 |
| Paris (France) - Maps - 1988              | 63282, 63283 |
| Paris (France) - Maps - 1989              | 63284, 63285, 63286, 63287, 63289 |
| Paris (France) - Maps - 1989 - Bus lines  | 63286 |
| Paris (France) - Maps - 1989 (Provisional Heading) | 63288 |
| Paris (France) - Maps - 1989 - Road maps  | 63286 |
| Paris (France) - Maps - 1989 - Subways    | 63286 |
| Paris (France) - Maps - 1990              | 63291, 63292 |
| Paris (France) - Maps - 1990-1999         | 63290 |
| Paris (France) - Maps - 1990-1999 - Bus lines | 63290 |
| Paris (France) - Maps - 1990-1999 - Road maps | 63290 |
| Paris (France) - Maps - 1990-1999 - Subways | 63290 |
| Paris (France) - Maps - 1990 - Road maps  | 63291 |
| Paris (France) - Maps - 1990 - Subways    | 63291 |
| Paris (France) - Maps - 1991              | 63293, 63294 |
| Paris (France) - Maps - 1992              | 63295, 63296 |
| Paris (France) - Maps - 1993 (Provisional Heading) | 63297 |
| Paris (France) - Maps - 1994              | 63298, 63299 |
| Paris (France) - Maps - 1994 - Road maps  | 63298 |
| Paris (France) - Maps - 1994 - Subways    | 63298 |
| Paris (France) - Maps - 1995              | 63300 |
| Paris (France) - Maps - 1996              | 63301 |
| Paris (France) - Maps - 1997              | 63302 |
| Paris (France) - Maps - 1998              | 63303 |
| Paris (France) - Maps - 1999              | 63304, 63305 |
| Paris (France) - Maps - 2004              | 63306 |
| Paris (France) - Maps - 2004 - Bus lines  | 63306 |
| Paris (France) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps  | 63306 |
| Paris (France) - Maps - 2004 - Subways    | 63306 |
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Call Numbers</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1785</td>
<td>63056</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1792</td>
<td>62994</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1803</td>
<td>63340</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1832</td>
<td>63341</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1845</td>
<td>27936</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1847</td>
<td>27938</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1849</td>
<td>27939</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1851</td>
<td>63072, 63073</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1852</td>
<td>27942</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1855</td>
<td>27949, 63342</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1857</td>
<td>63343</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1861</td>
<td>27959</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1870</td>
<td>8099</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1872</td>
<td>63344</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1873</td>
<td>27972</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1881</td>
<td>63095, 63096, 63097</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1884</td>
<td>63098, 63099</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1887</td>
<td>63102, 84304</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1888</td>
<td>63105, 63106</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1890-1899</td>
<td>63109</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1891</td>
<td>63110, 63111</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1894</td>
<td>63113, 63114, 63115, 63346</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1894</td>
<td>63345</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1896</td>
<td>63116, 69826</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1898</td>
<td>63118, 63119</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1900</td>
<td>63124, 63125</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1901</td>
<td>63126, 63127</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1903</td>
<td>63131</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1904</td>
<td>63132, 63133, 63134, 63135</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1907</td>
<td>63137, 63138, 63139, 63140, 63141, 63142</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1909-1914</td>
<td>63148</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1910</td>
<td>63151, 63152, 63153</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1911</td>
<td>63156, 63157, 63158</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1913</td>
<td>63162, 63163, 63164</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1914</td>
<td>63166</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1915</td>
<td>63168</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1918</td>
<td>63171</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1920</td>
<td>63177</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1920</td>
<td>63347</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1921</td>
<td>63181, 63182</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1922</td>
<td>63348</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1923</td>
<td>63185, 63186</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1924</td>
<td>63190, 63191, 63192, 63193, 63194, 63195, 63196, 63197</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1925</td>
<td>63349</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1926</td>
<td>63199</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1927</td>
<td>63200</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1928</td>
<td>63205</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1928</td>
<td>63205</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1929</td>
<td>63208</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1930</td>
<td>63210</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1931</td>
<td>63214, 63215, 63216, 63217</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1932</td>
<td>63219</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1934</td>
<td>63221</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1936</td>
<td>63350</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1952</td>
<td>63240, 63351</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1953</td>
<td>63241</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1959</td>
<td>63352</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1966</td>
<td>63250</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1969</td>
<td>63252</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1970</td>
<td>63253</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1971</td>
<td>63353</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1972</td>
<td>63256</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1973</td>
<td>63259</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Call Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Paris Metropolitan Area (France) - Maps - 1973 - Ethnology</td>
<td>62317</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paris Metropolitan Area (France) - Maps - 1973 - Language and languages</td>
<td>62317</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paris Metropolitan Area (France) - Maps - 1975</td>
<td>63262</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paris Metropolitan Area (France) - Maps - 1976</td>
<td>63263</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paris Metropolitan Area (France) - Maps - 1977</td>
<td>63266</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paris Metropolitan Area (France) - Maps - 1979</td>
<td>63268, 63354</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paris Metropolitan Area (France) - Maps - 1980</td>
<td>63269</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paris Metropolitan Area (France) - Maps - 1981</td>
<td>63271</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paris Metropolitan Area (France) - Maps - 1983</td>
<td>63274</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paris Metropolitan Area (France) - Maps - 1984</td>
<td>63275, 63355</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paris Metropolitan Area (France) - Maps - 1985</td>
<td>63277</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paris Metropolitan Area (France) - Maps - 1986</td>
<td>63279, 63356</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paris Metropolitan Area (France) - Maps - 1987</td>
<td>63280, 63281</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paris Metropolitan Area (France) - Maps - 1988</td>
<td>35369, 63282, 63283</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paris Metropolitan Area (France) - Maps - 1989</td>
<td>63287, 63357</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paris Metropolitan Area (France) - Maps - 1993</td>
<td>64662</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paris Metropolitan Area (France) - Maps - 1994</td>
<td>63298, 63299</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paris Metropolitan Area (France) - Maps - 1997</td>
<td>63302</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paris Metropolitan Area (France) - Maps - Subways - Collections</td>
<td>63311</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paris Metropolitan Area (France) - Pictorial works - 1698</td>
<td>63358, 63359</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paris Metropolitan Area (France) SEE ALSO Ile-de-France (France)</td>
<td>63357</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paris / Michelin</td>
<td>63257, 63264, 63267, 63272, 63278, 63289, 63292, 63296, 63301, 63303</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paris Observatory SEE Observatoire de Paris</td>
<td>84069</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paris par arrondissement : répertoire des rues, monuments, musées, sens uniques, métro, RER, autobus, carte &quot;Paris-Auto&quot;, renseignements divers</td>
<td>63306</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paris Peace Conference (1919-1920) - Maps - Bibliography</td>
<td>63360</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paris Plan</td>
<td>63285, 63293</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paris, plan 1/14 000 : Strassenverzeichnis = street index = liste des rues, métro, sens uniques / cartographie, Jacques Coillot</td>
<td>63291</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paris plan nouveau</td>
<td>63143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paris pour tous; atlas</td>
<td>63173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paris pratique : plan par arrondissement, 1999 : répertoire des rues, sens uniques, rues piétonnes, autobus, métro, RER</td>
<td>63304</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paris Region (France) SEE Paris Metropolitan Area (France)</td>
<td>63298</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paris, Rouen, Havre, Dieppe, Boulogne</td>
<td>63078, 63080</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paris &amp; ses environs</td>
<td>63102, 63118, 63131, 63139, 63156, 63166, 63194, 63215</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paris : Sèvres, Versailles, Saint-Germain, Saint-Denis, Chantilly, Vincennes, Fontainebleau / publié sous la direction de Marcel Monmarché ; avec une introduction par G. Lenôtre</td>
<td>63196</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paris, short guide</td>
<td>63237</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Paris that is Paris / by Watson White</td>
<td>63198</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paris, Thomas Clifton, 1818-1909</td>
<td>23518, 23519, 73899, 73905, 82991, 82992, 82994</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paris und Nord-Frankreich</td>
<td>63093</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paris und seine umgebungen</td>
<td>63096</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paris und umgebung</td>
<td>63185, 63199, 63210, 63240, 63250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paris und umgebung, Chartres</td>
<td>63216, 63217</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paris und Umgebung : praktischer Reiseführer</td>
<td>63162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paris underground : the maps, stations, and design of the Métro / Mark Ovenden</td>
<td>63311</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paris Universal Exposition (1900) SEE Exposition universelle internationale de 1900 (Paris, France)</td>
<td>63121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paris Universal Exposition of 1878 - Maps</td>
<td>63092</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paris Universal Exposition of 1878 - Maps - district by district, street by street / written by Vivienne Menkes-Irby ; maps created by Richard David Creative</td>
<td>63295</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paris, Versailles, Saint-Germain, Saint-Denis, Chantilly, Fontainebleau</td>
<td>63221</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paris vu du ciel / photographies Yann Arthus-Bertrand</td>
<td>63313</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paris : with a large plan of the city, plans of the Bois de Boulogne, Versailles, the Louvre</td>
<td>63246</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paris : with thirty-two reproductions from photographs</td>
<td>63312</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paris World's Fair (1889)</td>
<td>63361</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paris World's Fair (1889) - Maps</td>
<td>63361</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paris y sus alrededores : guía / publicada bajo la dirección de J. Munoz Escamez</td>
<td>63171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parise</td>
<td>63017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Parish boundaries of England and Wales, with dates of commencement of registers]</td>
<td>25397</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Parish churches of England</td>
<td>20813</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parish, Elijah, 1762-1825</td>
<td>1504, 1505, 13070, 29147, 29187, 29188, 29212, 29233, 29254, 52247</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parish maps &amp; index London County 1903 / drawn &amp; compiled by Lorne W. Main</td>
<td>42529</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parish maps of the counties of England and Wales</td>
<td>25408</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Parish maps of the counties of Scotland]</td>
<td>69882</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parish of the Ecureuils</td>
<td>64947</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parish, Woodbine, Sir, 1796-1882</td>
<td>8008, 8183, 20580, 70563, 70620</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Call Numbers</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parishes - London (England) - Maps</td>
<td>1903 42529</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parishes - London Region (England) - Maps</td>
<td>1903 42529</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parishes - Mayo (Ireland : County)</td>
<td>1838 52383</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parísio, Prospero, fl. 1589-1595</td>
<td>1589-1595 7752, 15140, 39200, 65861</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parisot, Magdelaine, 1909-1927</td>
<td>1909-1927 1239, 12274, 12275, 12280, 24833, 63351, 65413, 65925</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Park County Inc. (Parke County, Ind.)</td>
<td>63368</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Park County (Mont.) - Maps - 1930-1939 - Pictorial maps</td>
<td>60233</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Park County (Mont.) - Maps - 1981 - Maps, Physical</td>
<td>63362</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Park districts - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1914</td>
<td>19664</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Park Güell / Conrad Kent and Dennis Prindle</td>
<td>33117</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Park &amp; guide map of Chicago</td>
<td>19531, 19547</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Park Guide : Shenandoah National Park</td>
<td>69941</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Park, Mungo, 1771-1806 - Travel - Africa</td>
<td>315</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Park, Mungo, 1771-1806 - Travel - Africa - Maps</td>
<td>320</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Park Press (Washington, D.C.)</td>
<td>84599</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Park Ridge Public Library (Park Ridge, Ill.)</td>
<td>7744</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Park, Siyoung</td>
<td>41580</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parke-Bernet Galleries</td>
<td>80672</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Park County Convention &amp; Visitors Bureau (Parke County, Ind.)</td>
<td>63368</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parke County (Ind.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners</td>
<td>63363</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parke County (Ind.) - Maps - 1872 - Landowners</td>
<td>63364</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parke County (Ind.) - Maps - 1872 - Mines and mineral resources</td>
<td>63364</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parke County (Ind.) - Maps - 1872 - Railroads</td>
<td>63364</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parke County (Ind.) - Maps - 1874 - Landowners - Indexes</td>
<td>63365</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parke County (Ind.) - Maps - 1908 - Landowners</td>
<td>63366</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parke County (Ind.) - Maps - 1980-1990 - Landowners</td>
<td>63367</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parke County (Ind.) - Maps - 2008 - Covered bridges - Tourist maps</td>
<td>63368</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parke County (Ind.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps</td>
<td>63368</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parke, E.</td>
<td>73502, 73503</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parke, Edith Putnam, 1886-1961</td>
<td>84414</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parke, Edmund T.</td>
<td>44734</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parke Brothers, inc.</td>
<td>11290, 77189</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parker, J. W.</td>
<td>29238, 29266, 29271</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parker &amp; Bliss</td>
<td>73410, 81818, 81819</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parker, Arthur Caswell, 1881-1955</td>
<td>56018</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parker, Hattie</td>
<td>29265</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parker, Edw.</td>
<td>29265</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parker Eng. Co.</td>
<td>8613</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parker, George</td>
<td>81157</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parker Engraving Co. (Saint Louis, Mo)</td>
<td>48855, 56989</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parker Engraving Co. (St. Louis, Mo.)</td>
<td>48807, 48816, 48825, 48831, 48856, 48869, 48878, 48883, 48892, 48894, 48904, 48915, 48928, 48934, 48943, 48955, 48962, 48966, 48969, 48975, 48980, 48993, 49010, 49019, 49026, 49040, 49048, 49053, 49060, 49067, 49074, 71668, 71678, 77176, 77189, 77204, 77240, 77248, 77263, 77282, 77302, 77316, 77340, 77362, 77385, 77411, 77475</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parker, G. Dudrea, 1883-1972</td>
<td>29174</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parker, George</td>
<td>18609</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parker, Hattie</td>
<td>29891</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parker, Henry, 1724 or 25-1809</td>
<td>70759</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parker &amp; Huyett</td>
<td>53535, 64751, 67956, 81829</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parker, J. W.</td>
<td>29521</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parker, James, fl. 1747</td>
<td>3831, 54753, 54754</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parker, John, 1923-1934</td>
<td>73441</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parker, John, 1925-2006. The Lake Superior Region, 1672 : a map and description by Jesuits in New France (1992)</td>
<td>73441</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parker, John, 1925-2006</td>
<td>23682</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Parks - Chicago (Ill.) - Pictorial works - Collections  20053
Parks - Chicago (Ill.) - Pictorial works - Collections, To 2000  19980
Parks - Cleveland Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1930  21035
Parks - Colorado - Maps - 1865  21280
Parks - Cook County (Ill.) - Maps - 1920  22034
Parks - Cook County (Ill.) - Maps - 1928  22035
Parks - Cook County (Ill.) - Maps - 1935  22041
Parks - Cook County (Ill.) - Maps - 1950  22058
Parks - Cook County (Ill.) - Maps - 2006-2009  22072
Parks - Ellis Park (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1870  19506
Parks - For Chicago Region maps only, use twice in 'flipped' subject headings (as both beginning and floating topical subdivisions). For all other maps use only as a secondary subdivision.  81072
Parks, George Bruner, 1890-  66207, 66208
Parks - Grant Park (Chicago, Ill.) - Drawings - 1908 - Proposed works  32347
Parks - Grant Park (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1870  32348
Parks - Grant Park (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1903 - Proposed works  32349
Parks - Grant Park (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1904 - Proposed works  32350
Parks - Humboldt Park (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1870  19505
Parks - Illinois - Maps - 1971  36406
Parks - Jackson Park (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1871  81071
Parks - Jackson Park (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1891  84574
Parks - Jackson Park (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1892  84575
Parks - Jackson Park (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1986  39379
Parks - Kentucky - Maps - 1962  41064
Parks - Kentucky - Maps - 1964  41065
Parks - Kentucky - Maps - 1965  41066, 41067
Parks - Kentucky - Maps - 1967  41069
Parks, Lieut., fl. 1858  28504
Parks - Lincoln Park (Chicago, Ill. : City section) - Maps - 1862  42114
Parks - Lincoln Park (Chicago, Ill. : City section) - Maps - 1863  42115
Parks - Lincoln Park (Chicago, Ill. : City section) - Maps - 1870  19505, 42116, 42117
Parks - Lincoln Park (Chicago, Ill. : City section) - Maps - 1871  42118
Parks - Lincoln Park (Chicago, Ill. : City section) - Maps - 1873  42119
Parks - Lincoln Park (Chicago, Ill. : City section) - Maps - 1899  42120
Parks - Lincoln Park (Chicago, Ill. : City section) - Maps - 1908  42121
Parks - Lincoln Park (Chicago, Ill. : City section) - Maps - 1995  42126
Parks - Lincoln Park (Chicago, Ill. : City section) - Maps - Collections, 1849-2006 - Electronic information resources  42127
Parks - Maps - 1953 - United States  78083
Parks - Millenium Park (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 2002  19443
Parks - Millenium Park (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 2006  49275
Parks - Missouri - Maps - 1932  50819, 50820
Parks - Missouri - Maps - 1933  50834
Parks - Morton Arboretum - Maps - 1950-1959 - Pictorial maps  51820
Parks - Morton Arboretum - Maps - 2011  51821
Parks - Moscow (Russia) - Maps - 1986  51836
Parks, National SEE National parks and reserves  78977
Parks - New Mexico - Maps - 1974  55433
Parks - Pennsylvania - Maps - 1932  63729, 63730
Parks - Riverside (Ill.) - Maps - 1869  66907
Parks - Saratoga Springs (N.Y.) - Maps - 1882  21858
Parks - Saratoga Springs (N.Y.) - Pictorial works - 1882  20857
Parks - Skinner Park (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1870  19506
Parks - South Shore Park (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1986  39379
Parks - Southern States - Maps - 1929  52580
Parks - Union Park (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1870  19506
Parks - United States - Maps - 1960  78301
Parks - Vernon Park (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1870  19506
Parks - Washington Park (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1871  81071
Parks - Washington Park (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1897  81072
Parks - Washington Square Park (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1872  81144
Parks - Washington Square Park (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1879  81145
Parks - Washington Square Park (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1884  81146
Parks - Washington Square Park (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1886  52890
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Call Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parks - Washington Square Park (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1886 - Manuscripts</td>
<td>56870</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parks - Washington Square Park (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1890 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>56871</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parks - Washington Square Park (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1937-1940</td>
<td>81147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parks - Washington Square Park (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 2005 - Manuscripts</td>
<td>811148, 81149, 81150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parks - Washington Square Park (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 2007 - Manuscripts</td>
<td>81151, 81152, 81153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parks - Washington Square Park (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 2009 - Manuscripts</td>
<td>81154, 81155, 81156</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parks - Washington Square Park (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 2011 - Manuscripts</td>
<td>81157, 81158, 81159, 81160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parks - Washington Square Park (Chicago, Ill.) - Pictorial works - 1898</td>
<td>81161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parks - West (U.S.) - Maps - 1927</td>
<td>82244</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parkeys, George Isham, 1749-1820 - Biography</td>
<td>63372</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parley, Peter</td>
<td>29676</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parley, Peter, 1793-1860 SEE Goodrich, Samuel G. (Samuel Griswold), 1793-1860</td>
<td>70383</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parley's common school history of the world : for the use of schools / by Samuel G. Goodrich</td>
<td>34083, 34070</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parley's first book of history &amp; geography</td>
<td>34170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parley's primary histories</td>
<td>352, 57784</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parliament Press</td>
<td>38197</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parliamentary county atlas of England &amp; Wales</td>
<td>25318</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parliamentary gazetteer of England &amp; Wales</td>
<td>52258</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parma</td>
<td>63375, 63376, 63379</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parma. Biblioteca palatina SEE Biblioteca palatina di Parma</td>
<td>83778</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parma (Italy) - Battle of, 1734</td>
<td>63373, 63374</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parma (Italy) - Buildings, Structures, Etc. - Maps - 1767</td>
<td>63378</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parma (Italy) - Census, 1765</td>
<td>63378</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parma (Italy) - Maps - 1567</td>
<td>63375, 63376</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parma (Italy) - Maps - 1590</td>
<td>63377</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parma (Italy) - Maps - 1745</td>
<td>63382</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parma (Italy) - Maps - 1767 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>63378</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parma (Italy) - Maps - 1840</td>
<td>63379</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parma (Italy) - Maps - 1840 - Pictorial works</td>
<td>63379</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parma (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1620</td>
<td>39184</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parma (Italy : Province) - Historical geography - Maps - 1819</td>
<td>64619</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parma (Italy : Province) - Maps - 1725</td>
<td>63380</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parma (Italy : Province) - Maps - 1740</td>
<td>63381</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parma (Italy : Province) - Maps - 1745</td>
<td>63382</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parma (Italy : Province) - Maps - 1779</td>
<td>63383</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parmaae ac Plaisantiae amoenissimi dvcatvs typus elegans et acuratus nunq[ue] ante hac editus / Ioannes à Deutecu[m] f.</td>
<td>24956</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parnaiba (Piauí, Brazil) - Maps - 1671 - Pictorial works</td>
<td>63384</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parnaiba River (Brazil) - Maps - 1671 - Mouth - Pictorial works</td>
<td>63384</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parnall, Maggie</td>
<td>42111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parnassus, Mount (Suriname) SEE Blue Bergh (Suriname)</td>
<td>13257</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parnell, Geoffrey</td>
<td>75422</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parnell, Sean</td>
<td>19959</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Parody on patience</td>
<td>19362</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paroletti, Modesto, 1765-1834</td>
<td>43735</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paros Island (Greece) - Maps - 1528</td>
<td>41391</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parr, John, 1725-1791</td>
<td>28494, 63407, 67938, 73081, 73089</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parr, Nathaniel, d. 1751</td>
<td>29023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parr, Richard, fl. 1723-1751</td>
<td>42406, 42786</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parragon Publishing</td>
<td>7516</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Parreus map (1562) of French Florida</td>
<td>11837</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parris, Alexander, 1780-1852</td>
<td>76610</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parris, E.T.</td>
<td>42765</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parrish, J. M.</td>
<td>8502</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parrish, John S.</td>
<td>76154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parrish, Maguerite Hess</td>
<td>34829</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parrish, Marguerite Hess</td>
<td>34842</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parrish (Max) &amp; Co. SEE Max Parrish &amp; Co.</td>
<td>42772</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parroquia de Santa Fé (N.M.) - SEE Cathedral of San Francisco de Asis (Santa Fe, N.M.)</td>
<td>27366</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parrott, George B.</td>
<td>13558</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parrott, William P.</td>
<td>13558</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parrott, William P. Extract from the plan of the coast survey of Boston harbor, 1847 (1849)</td>
<td>13558</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parrott, William P. Plan of the proposed docks at South Boston (1849?)</td>
<td>13558</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parrum, Joannes, fl. 1492-1530 SEE Petit, Jean, fl. 1492-1530</td>
<td>83874</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Parry, J. F.  38513, 71138
Parry, James V.  16894, 16895
Parry, John  73475
Parry, John Horace, 1914-1982  44739
Parry, Miss  76409
Parry, Muriel H.  18780
Parry Sound (Ont. : District) - Maps - 1879 - Landowners  52030
Parry, T., 18th cent.  58732, 58734
Parry, T., 18th cent. - 18th cent.  58732, 58734
Parry, Thomas F.  20102, 20518
Parry, William Edward, Sir, 1790-1856  2454
Pars altera seu borealis circuli Rhenani...  33891
Pars globi terrestris anno 1492 a Martino Behaim equite Lusitano, Norimbergae confecti / delineavit Christoph. Theoph. de Murr, 1778  3766
Pars inferior principatus Languedoc, Provinciae, Delphinatus  27678
Pars meridionalis Brabantiae...  13715, 13717
Pars meridionalis Brabantiae continens dominium Mechlinense...  13723
Pars Septentrionalis Brabantiae et circumiacentium provinciarum  57921
Pars Vederoviae plurimas ditiones prinç. et com. Nassoovicor...  52680
Pars vederoviae plurimas ditiones prinç. et com. Nassoovicor. imprims vero regionem Schwalbacensem acidulis claram exhibens...  52677
Parsell (H.) & Co. SEE H. Parsell & Co.  81446
Parsell, Jesse  29835
Parson, George  14857, 14858, 14876, 32577, 32578
Parson, Joseph  4734
Parsons and Atwater  64441
Parsons & Atwater  13564, 55809, 68100
Parsons, Charles, 1821-1910  55807
Parsons, Charles R. (Charles Richard), 1844-1918 or 1920  68654, 68655
Parsons, David N., 1866-  52276, 65778
Parsons, E. J. S. (Edward John Samuel)  14129, 18774, 84732
Parsons, Edward Alexander, 1878-  1196
Parsons, John, 1824-1891  75799
Parsons, John W.  37569
Parsons, Mary Maria  29667
Parsons, William E.  11419
Part Id. of the compleat map of the Holy-Land  12709
Part Id. of the compleat map of the Holy Land / by Samuel Dunn  12719, 12723
Part III : Army years, 1873 : First duty west of the hundreth meridian  28817
Part of a colored map of the route between Albany and Oswego, [showing upper Mohawk and Wood Creek] drawn about 1756  51207
Part of Canada [Quebec and Ontario]  15856
Part of Central New Mexico  55264
Part of central Wyoming / U.S. Geological and Geographical Survey of the Territories ; F.V. Hayden, U.S. geologist in charge ; F.M. Endlich, geological assistant ; George B. Chittenden, C. E., topographical assistant ; Julius Bien & Co. lith.  30950
Part of central Wyoming / U.S. Geological and Geographical Survey of the Territories ; F.V. Hayden, U.S. geologist in charge ; George B. Chittenden, C. E., topographical assistant ; Julius Bien & Co. lith.  84788
Part of Indian Creek laccolite, looking north across the valley of Indian Creek : Plate XIII  85087
Part of Louisiana; delta of the Mississippi  50513
Part of Maine & c. with boundary claimed by Grt. Britain  43967
Part of New England  53837
Part of New England, New York, east New larsey and Long Island  58860
Part of Northumberland / J. Harris sculp.  59708, 59710
Part of Northwest Territories.  59812
Part of Salem in 1700 from the researches of Sidney Perley ...  68275
Part of South Australia  70732
Part of the circle of Austria in which are the Dukedoms of Stiria, and Carinthia, of Carniole and others...  16616
Part of the circle of Austria, viz. the Archdukedom of Austria...  11142
Part of the city of Honolulu, Oahu, H.I. / F.S. Dodge  34622
Part of the coast of Britanny shewing the invasions, camps & marches of the British armies in 1758  67882
Part of the (Dorchester and West Roxbury) metropolitan district  23716
Part of the Island of Maouna ; Plan of the Creek du Massacre  45506
Part of the maine island of Shetland / H. Moll sculp.  69949, 69951
Part of the map of London comprizing the estate of His Grace the Duke of Bedford in the parishes of St. Paul Covent Garden, St. Martin in the Fields, St. Giles in the Fields, St. George Bloomsbury, St. George the Martyr and St. Pancras; distinguished b...  42416
Part of the province of East Florida: [chart of the coast of East and West Florida, northern section]  26848
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Pascaerte van Brazil en Nieu Nederlandt van Cuorvo en Flores tot de Barbados nu eerst uyt gegeven / door Arnold Colom

Pascagoula (Miss.) - Maps - 1726 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

Pascagoula River (Miss.) - Maps - 1726 - Mouth - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

Pascawaty River In New England

Pascawaty River, in New England, by J.S.

Pascatway River In New England

Pascatoway River, in New England, by J.S.

Paschinger

Pasco County (Fla.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps

Pasco County (Fla.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps

Pasco County street guide

Pasco (Wash.) - Pictorial works - 1955 - Railroads

Pasco (Wash.) - Pictorial works - 1961 - Railroads

Paseo de Carlos Tercero (Havana, Cuba) - Pictorial works

Paseo de Tacon (Havana, Cuba) SEE Paseo de Carlos Tercero (Havana, Cuba)

Paseo Militar (Havana, Cuba) SEE Paseo de Carlos Tercero (Havana, Cuba)

Paseo Nuevo Shopping Center : Where shopping is fun

Pask, Joseph, fl. 1680 - 1700

Paskaert van t' Schager - Rak Soo't by de Oost - vaerende Zee ... / door C. J. Voogt ... ; door Gerard van Keulen ... ; door den Admiral Tromp

Paslore, Ellen

Paso de Robles (Calif.) SEE Paso Robles (Calif.)

Paso Robles (Calif.) - Maps - 1993 - Road maps

Pasquali

Pasquali, Giovanni Battista

Pasquali, Giovanni V

Pasquali, J.B.

Pasquier

Pass, C.

Pass, J.

Pass, Simon van de, 1595? - 1647

Passage by land to California discovr'd by Father Eusebius Francis Kino a Jesuit : between the years 1698 & 1701 : continuing likewise the new missions of the Jesuits / E. Bowen sc.

Passage du Nort Est ou carte itineraire pour les Indes Orientales par l'Ocean Septentrional

Passaic County (N.J.) - Landowners

Passaic County (N.J.) - Landowners - 2006

Passaic County (N.J.) - Maps - 1861

Passaic County (N.J.) - Maps - 1861 - Landowners

Passaic County (N.J.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps

Passamaquoddy Bay (N.B. and Me.) - Manuscripts - Facsimiles

Passamaquoddy Bay (N.B. and Me.) - Manuscripts - Landowners

Passau (Germany) - Maps - Bibliography

Passau (Germany) - Maps - Collections

Passau (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1576

Passau und das Land der Abtei in historischen Karten und Plänen : eine annotierte Zusammenstellung / Johann-Bernhard Haversath und Ernst Struck

Passaua

Passavia Universitätsverlag

Passenger station - Port Arthur

Passenger trains - Pictorial works - 1889

Passerone, Lodovico

Passe of the Pyrenees

Passefield, Robert W.

Passing off reproductions as real art

Passonneau, J. R.

Passport Books

Passport's guide to ethnic Chicago : a complete guide to the many faces & cultures of Chicago / Richard Lindberg

Past cityscapes : the uses of cartography in urban history

Past cityscapes : uses of cartography in urban history

Past imperfect : essays on history, libraries, and the humanities / Lawrence W. Towner ; edited by Robert W. Karrow, Jr. and Alfred F. Young, with an introduction by Alfred F. Young

Past worlds : the Times atlas of archaeology

Pasteur, Jan David, 1753 - 1804

Pastoureau, Mireille

Pastrouicchi

Passport Books - 19915, 19920, 63295, 64291, 68267

Passport's guide to ethnic Chicago - Richard Lindberg

Past cityscapes - Lawrence W. Towner

Past imperfect - essays on history, libraries, and the humanities - Alfred F. Young

Past worlds - the Times atlas of archaeology - 2359

Pasteur, Jan David - 1753-1804

Pastor's College (Newington, London)

Pastoureau, Mireille

Pastoureau, Mireille - 7726, 9105, 9546, 12315, 68768

Pastoureau, Mireille - 41343
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Patagonia 63411, 63412
Patagonia (Argentina and Chile) - Maps - 1492-1520 - Explorations 63410
Patagonia (Argentina and Chile) - Maps - 1845 70588
Patagonia (Argentina and Chile) - Maps - 1855 63411
Patagonia (Argentina and Chile) - Maps - 1857 63412
Patagonia (Argentina and Chile) - Maps - 1859 63413
Patagonia (Argentina and Chile) - Maps - 1914 63414, 63415
Patagonia (Argentina and Chili) - Maps - 1851 26485
Patauia, Passauia, siue Patauium, quondam Boedurum ... 6340
Patavini territorii corographia / Iac. Castaldo avct. ; Apvliae qvae olim Iapygia nova corographia / Jacobo Castaldo auctore 62667
Patavini territorii corographia / Iac. Castaldo avct. ; Tarvisini agri typvs auctore Io. Pinadello Phil. et I.C. Taruisino 62668
Patavium (Italy) SEE Padua (Italy) 62664
Patavivm nobilissima et litterarum studijs Florentissima Italiae civitas 62664
Patay, Pálné 14822, 34990
Patent medicines - Periodicals 76882, 76890
Pater, Ben de 53345
Paterlee, Laura Livingston 5354
Paterson, Daniel 14256, 25138, 25209
Paterson, Daniel, 1738-1825 4577, 4593, 4707, 14263, 14284, 14286, 14315, 14339, 14356, 14263, 14284, 14315, 14339, 14356, 33023, 33029, 57585, 57586, 57592, 63416
Paterson (N.J.) - Maps - 1851 76087, 76088
Paterson Region (N.J.) - Maps - 1881 - Railroads 54803
Paterson Region (N.J.) - Maps - 1884 - Railroads 54807
Paterson Region (N.J.) - Maps - 1888 - Railroads 54812
Paterson, S. 71102
Paterson's British itinerary being a new and accurate delineation and description of the direct, and principal cross roads of Great Britain; In two volumes / by Daniel Paterson ... 14286
Paterson's guide-book to the Rhine and its provinces : with maps and plans 66517
Paterson's guide-books 66517, 66527
Paterson's roads : Daniel Paterson, his maps and his itineraries, 1738-1825 / by Sir Herbert George Fordham 63416
'Paterson's roads': Daniel Paterson, his maps and itineraries, 1738-1825 63417
Paterson, Sten Stur 10880
Paterson, William 66517, 66527
Paterson, William, 1658?-1719 16547, 81595
Paterson (William), publishers, London SEE William Paterson (Firm) 69624
Patesson, E. 7721
PATH map guide 56011
Pathfinder personal travel plan / American Oil Motor Club 78430
Pathian Lehhabu thian Thulhung Hlui leh Thulhung Thar Bu 13025
Paths to victory 1941-1945 84711
Patmos Island (Greece) - Maps - 1528 63418
Patmos Island (Greece) - Maps - 1574 63419
Paton, G. 7895
Paton, George, 1721-1807 63504
Paton, George H. 41556
Paton, James 31951
Paton, James, 1843-1906 31944
Paton, William Agnew, 1848-1918 81682
Patouillet, Louis, 1699-1779 10649
Patras (Greece) - Maps - 1682 - Pictorial works 63470
Patras (Greece) - Maps - 1689 - Pictorial works 63420
Patras guides 63349
Patras, Gulf of (Greece) - Maps - 1574 52044
Patras (L.), publisher, Paris SEE L. Patras (Firm) 63349
Patasso della parte del Golfo 63420
Patria 7719, 8976
Patria Editorial SEE Editorial Patria 46552
Patria's verklarende en geillustreerde wereldatlas 7719
Patriarch Partners, LLC 66243
Patrice Press 68837
Patrick, David, 1849-1914 52099, 75960
Patrick, Samuel, 1684-1748 34377
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Patris Imprimerie (Paris, France) SEE Imprimerie de Patris (Paris, France) 59809
Patron Huerfanos 38578
Patronage of mapmakers and topographers at the court of Spain 16884
Patru, Olivier, 1604-1681 230
Patten, Nathaniel 62589
Patten, Thomas 51687
Patten, William, 1868-1936 5685, 5688, 5742
Pattenen, W. 30756
Pattengill, G. Delevan 32341
The Pattern of world agriculture 84421
Patterns and imprints of mankind 6823
Patterns on the American land 79407
Patterns on the land; geographical, historical, and political maps of California 15633
Patterson, C. P. 51859, 76883
Patterson, Daniel, 1738-1825 25176
Patterson, Doris, 1921- 22942
Patterson, Doris. Atlas of De Witt County & the State of Illinois, 1875, Warner & Beers 22941
Patterson, John H. 49521
Patterson & Lambdin (Firm) SEE R. Patterson & Lambdin (Firm) 61267
Patterson (R.) & Lambdin, firm SEE R. Patterson & Lambdin (Firm) 61267
Patterson, T. J. 23858
Patterson & White 31831
Patterson, William 31958, 31959, 79475
Patterson, Wm. D. (William D.), fl. 1870 13994
Patteson, Edward, 1762?-1845 7978
Pattison, H. A. 24923, 24924
Pattison, Thomas 22952, 22953
Pattison, W. I. 22342
Pattison, William David, 1921- 32099, 32100, 44757, 78482, 78483, 78824, 84466, 84467
Patton, Clyde P. (Clyde Perry), 1923- 15664, 62267
Patton, Jeffrey C. 76163
Patton, Phil 2319
Patton, R. S. (Raymond Stanton), 1882-1937 44582
Patton, R. S. (Richard Stanton) 28780
Patton, William, 1798-1879 12769
Patua e te Papa Havaii 29922
Patzer, Wolfgang 18550
Pau, Pyrenees-Atlantiques: plan & notice 7112
Pauahi Bishop (Bernice) Museum SEE Bernice Pauahi Bishop Museum 45201
Pauer, Gyula 41079, 41080, 41083, 71210
Pauker, Maria 63280
Paul, Albert Otto 10120, 10121, 10122, 10123, 10124, 10162
Paul (C. Kegan) & Co. SEE C. Kegan Paul & Co. 21301
Paul, George Frederick 6406
Paul Hamlyn Ltd. 8559, 26340
Paul, Hosea 61677, 73424, 80609
Paul, James Balfour, 1846-1931 69603
Paul (Kegan) International SEE Kegan Paul International 51205
Paul List Verlag 12544, 62704
Paul List Verlag SEE ALSO Atlantik-Verlag Paul List 12544
Paul Mellottée, éditeur 14649, 63117, 63209
Paul Oestergaard K.G. 10475
Paul Oestergaard K.G. SEE ALSO Oestergaard, Paul, 1900-1972 10475
Paul of Milionico. Vera delineatio hodierni situs almae civitatis Ierusalem (1687) 63421
Paul, René 66042
Paul Sullivan's war atlas : reference maps to be used in connection with Paul Sullivan's war news broadcasts on the coast-to-coast Columbia network ... / Brown and Williamson Tobacco Corporation, Louisville Ky. 6198
Paul, the Apostle, Saint - Art - Manuscripts 45825
Paul, the Apostle, Saint - Pictorial works - 1579-1606 45696
Paul, the Apostle, Saint - Travel - Maps - 1625 45700
Paul, the Apostle, Saint - Travel - Maps - 1626 45701
Paul, the Apostle, Saint - Travel - Maps - 1642 45723
Paul, the Apostle, Saint - Travel - Maps - 1660 45702
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Pearcy, G. Etzel 25696
Pearkes, Eileen Delehanty, 1961- 41308
Pearl atlas of the world 8300, 8387

Pearl City Region (Hawaii) - Maps - 1893-1894 63454
Pearl Harbor 63454

Pearl Harbor and military environs, Oahu, Territory of Hawaii, December 7, 1941 63453
Pearl Harbor (Hawaii), Attack on, 1941 - Maps 63453
Pearl Harbor (Hawaii) - Maps - 1893-1894 - Nautical charts 63454
Pearl Harbor (Hawaii) - Maps - 1941 63453
Pearl River (China) - Maps 1893-1894 - Nautical charts 63454
Pearl River Valley (Miss. and La.) - Maps - 1893-1894 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 63456
Pearl River Valley (Miss. and La.) - Maps - 1750 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 63457
Pearlman, Edith 65503
Pearlman, Michael R. (Michael Reisman) 68962
Pears (A. & F.) Limited 8300, 8328, 24986
Pears' blotting book : with dictionary, 15,000 words, and atlas, 60 maps 8328
Pears, Pauline 75879
Peary, Robert E. (Robert Edwin), 1856-1920 16901, 63458
Pears, Seth, 1764-1819 81753
Peate, J. J. 12067
Peatlands - Minnesota - Maps - 1978 50025
Pebworth, Alison 68549
Pecci, Matthieu Néron 15219, 15692, 44844, 58710, 58711
Pecciolen, Matthieu Néron 44844, 58710
Pech, Nakuk, fl. 1562-1884 20534
Peck, A. Y. 18903, 51288, 56969, 61767, 61774, 62321, 69852, 69855, 81494, 82953
Peck, Harry Thurston, 1856-1914 26171
Peck, I. D. 18903, 51288, 56969, 61767, 61774, 62321, 69852, 69855, 81494
Peck, John Mason, 1789-1858 15012, 35467, 35479, 35499, 35501, 35502, 35505, 52334
Peck, John Mason, 1789-1858. A Guide for emigrants : containing sketches of Illinois, Missouri, and the adjacent parts (1831) 48231
Peck, John Mason, 1789-1858. The Traveller's directory for Illinois : containing accurate sketches of the state ... (1839) 35479
Peck, John S. 13237
Peck, Paul R. 33960, 51281, 81486
Peck School (Morristown, N.J.) 34264
Peck, W. S., fl. 1884 - Homes and haunts - Pictorial works - 1884 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 27437
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Peck, William G. (William Guy), 1820-1892 3093, 55244, 55245, 81794, 81806, 81809
Peckarsky, David J. R. 19947
Peckham, C. B. 12404
Peckham, Howard Henry, 1910- 76391, 76392
Peckham, Wm. C. 80265
Pecos (N.M.) - Pictorial works - 1848 63460, 63461, 63462
Pecos River (N.M. and Tex.) - Maps - 1942 63463
Pécsi, Márton 34885
Pector, Désiré 1852
Peddicord, Ron 52339, 66982
Pedemontanae totius prope Italiae fertillissimae regionis una cum suis finitimis elegantissimo descriptio / [Ioannes à Deutecum, Lucas à Deutecum, fecerunt] 64686
Pedemontanae vicinorvmque regionvm / avc tore Iacabo Castaldo descrip. 64688, 64684, 64685
Pedemontium et reliquae ditiones Italiae 64694
Pedersen, Hausen 23185
Pedersen, Olaf 62335
Pedersen, Roy N. 69959
Pedestrian accidents - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1925 19716
Pedestrian accidents - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1926 19732
Pedestrian bridges SEE Skywalks 49455
Pedestrian traffic flow - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1926 43032
Pedestrian traffic flow - Loop (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1926 43032
Pedley, Mary Sponberg 9546, 26454, 44558, 44562, 44574, 67006, 67007
Pedretti, Carlo. A chronology of Leonardo da Vinci's architectural studies after 1500 (1962) 18360
Pedrezzano, Giovanni Battista, active 16th century 1547, 28897, 28898, 28899, 46197, 46198, 52865, 67474
Pedro Fernandez de Queirós, the last great Portuguese navigator 66126
Pedro, Infante of Portugal, 1392-1449 45554
Pedways, Elevated SEE Skywalks 49455
Pée, Willem 81569
Peekskill (N.Y.) - Maps - 1780 - Military operations - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 63464
Peel Castle (Isle of Man) - Pictorial works - 1693 38547, 38548
Peel (Ont. : County) - Maps - 1877 - Landowners 63465
Peele, William T. 6945, 6946, 38530
Peeler, E. F. (Edward Francis), b. 1898 73504
Peel, Annie Olmstead 62022, 62414, 73415
Peet, W. S., fl. 1871 78
Peeters, Bonaventura 1188, 1189
Peeters, Jacques, 1637-1695 7686, 9594, 11511
Peeters, Thomas, Capt. 32980
Peéreboom, L. P. 53554
Peerless 6-inch terrestrial globe 32050
Peerless Oil Company 40174, 60547
Peerless Oil Company - Maps - 1927 60547
Peet, Annie Olmstead 62022, 62414, 73415
Peel Castle (Isle of Man) - Pictorial works - 1693 38547, 38548
Peel, W. S., fl. 1871 78
Peeters, Bonaventura 1188, 1189
Peeters, Jacques, 1637-1695 7686, 9594, 11511
Peeters, Thomas, Capt. 32980
Pégard, A. 27966
Pegg, Richard A. 17068, 17069, 17133, 84271
Pegg, S. M. 1959
Peggiali, Cesare SEE Poggiali, Cesare 29751
Pegl (Italy) - Maps - 1932 28753
Pegli (Italy) - Maps - 1932 28753
Pegu (Burma) SEE Bago (Burma) 11412
Pehle, Max 34284, 34287, 34289, 34290, 34292, 34295, 34296, 34297, 34299
Pei-k'an-Chen 39793
Pei, Mario, 1901-1978 52111
Peiner, Werner, 1897-1984 63466, 74280
Peiniger, Gustave. Missions-Gesellschaft für Deutsch-Ost-Afrika [1903?] 50073
Le Peintre et l'arpenteur : images de Bruxelles et de l'ancien duché de Brabant / [catalogue, conception, réalisation et coordination générale, Véronique Van de Kerckhof, Helena Bussers, Véronique Büeken] 17928
Le Peintre et le chorographe: deux regards différents sur le monde / Lucia Nuti 17912
Peip, Chr. (Christian), 1843- 11824, 68926
Peip, Chr. (Christian), b. 1843 9072, 10019, 10027, 10063, 10138, 10209, 10258, 10278, 12529, 12531, 12537, 31563, 80219
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Peiping (China) SEE Beijing (China)  12078

Peirce, B.  5102

Peitz, Wilhelm Maria, 1876-1954  65741

Pekin, Harry W.  29938

Peking  12080

Peking (China) SEE Beijing (China)  12078

Pel, Hans (Johannes Alexis), 1950-  80043

Pel, Hans (Johannes Alexis), 1950- Op de kaart gezet Hendrik Verhees (2007)  13699, 57939

Pelagonesi (Greece) - Maps - 1528  59700
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Pélerin de Vézelay (Firm) SEE Magasin du Pélerin de Vézelay  39908

Pelet, Jean J G  4963, 72831

Pelet, Jean Jacques Germain, Baron, 1777-1858  22325

Pelet, Paul  28020

Peletier, Michel Le  72681

Pelham  13557

Pelham, Cavendish  4594

Pelham, Henry, 1749-1806  13572, 20919

Pelham, Mary, 1767-1840 SEE Phillips, R. (Richard), Sir, 1767-1840  29222

Pelham, Peter, ca. 1697-1751  63468

Pelham, Reginald Arthur, 1903-  32279

Pelham, William  2856, 2859

Pelham, William, 1803-1879  55253
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Pellegrini, Domenico Maria, 1737-1820  64889

Pellegrini, Giovanni Battista  28447
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Pellowe, William C. S. (William Charles Smithson), b. 1890  46519
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Peloponnesus (Greece : Peninsula) - Maps - 1572 - Military operations 46166, 46167
Peloponnesus (Greece : Peninsula) - Maps - 1625 63481, 63482
Peloponnesus (Greece : Peninsula) - Maps - 1680 63483
Peloponnesus (Greece : Peninsula) - Maps - 1686 32821, 32822
Peloponnesus (Greece : Peninsula) - Maps - 1689 63484
Peloponnesus (Greece : Peninsula) - Maps - 1692 - Names, Geographical 63485
Peloponnesus (Greece : Peninsula) - Maps - 1695 63486
Peloponnesus (Greece : Peninsula) - Maps - 1700 63472, 63487
Peloponnesus (Greece : Peninsula) - Maps - 1703 63488
Peloponnesus (Greece : Peninsula) - Maps - 1740 63489
Peloponnesus (Greece : Peninsula) - Maps - 1745 63490
Peloponnesus (Greece : Peninsula) - Maps - 1753 - Nautical charts 63491
Peloponnesus (Greece : Peninsula) - Maps - 1771 - Nautical charts 63492
Peloponnesus (Greece : Peninsula) - Maps - 1829 63493, 63494
Peloponnesus (Greece : Peninsula) - Pictorial works - 1572 - Naval operations 46172
Peloponnesus hodie Morea... 63483, 63487
Peloponnesus hodie Morea : ad normam veterum et recentiorum mappar. / accuritissime adornata, aeri incisa et venalis exposita per Matth. Seutter, S.C.M. Geogr. Augustanum 63489
Peloponnesus hodie Moreae regnum 63470
Peloponnesus hodie Moreae regnum, distincte divisum, in omnes suas provincias 65143
Peloponnesvs nominatoj Morea 63477, 63478, 63479
Peloubet, F. N. (Francis Nathan), 1831-1920 12865, 12876, 12877
Peloubet, M. A. T. (Mary Abby Thaxter) 12865, 12876, 12877
Peloux et co. 33308
Pelt, F. C. 29040
Peltier, Georges 63197
Pelton, O. 4670
Pelton, O. B. 4911
Pelton, Oliver, 1798-1882 4815, 84254
Peltonen, Arvo 17092, 18235
Peltzer, Otto 19528, 73565, 81144
Peltzer, Otto, b. 1836 SEE Peltzer, Otto 73565
Peltzer's atlas of the city of Chicago, embracing all the subdivided territory within the legal boundaries of the city, and containing all recorded maps and showing all streets and alleys opened by the authorities 19528
Pemaquid Fort in the Province of Main in America ; Profile of Pemaquid Fort. J. Redknapp, 1705 27328
Pemaquid Fort (Me.) - Maps - 1699 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 63495
Pemaquid (Me.) - Maps - 1705 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 27328
Pemaquid Region (Maine) - Maps - 1700-1799 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 63496, 63497
Pemberton, F. D. 79854
Pemberton, R. B. (Robert Boileau) 36579
Pembina (N.D.) - Pictorial works - 1864 63498
Pembroke, Philip Herbert, Earl of, 1584-1650 7762, 51623, 51624
Pembroke Region (Wales) - Maps - 1728 - Nautical charts 80689
Pembroke, Thomas Herbert, Earl of, 1656-1733 10555, 14174, 14225, 23509, 23511
Pembroke (Wales) - Maps - 1610 63499, 80685
Pembroke (Wales) - Maps - 1676 63500, 80687
Pembroke (Wales) - Maps - 1872 - Harbors 49192
Pembrokeshire (Wales) - Maps - 1610 63499
Pembrokeshire (Wales) - Maps - 1676 63500
Pemerlin, Sebastien SEE Pemmerlin, Sebast. 28365
Pemex 46536
Pemex SEE ALSO Petroles Mexicanos 46536
Pemiscot County (Mo.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Real property 63501
Pemmerlin, Sebast. 28365, 28904
Pemmerlinum, Sebast. SEE Pemmerlin, Sebast. 28365
Pen topography / E.C. Osgood 75314
Pena, Afonso Augusto Moreira, 1847-1909 - Portraits - 1908 13852
Peña, Federico 23219
Peña, Is., fl. 1757 15220, 15221
Peña, Juan Antonio de la. Derrotero de la expedicion en la provincia de los Texas (1722) 45519, 65532, 65533, 65534, 68375
Peña Marazuela, María Teresa de la 65842
Pena Novoa, Jaime 24642
Peñalver Gómez, Patricio 13086
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<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>44234</td>
<td>Penang (Pinang) SEE George Town (Pinang)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44232</td>
<td>Penang SEE Pinang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>63499, 63500</td>
<td>Penbrokshyre described and the situations both of Penbrooke and St. Davids</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27297</td>
<td>[Pencil drawing of Old Fort Dearborn and the Kinzie house on the Chicago River around 1831]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28864, 28865, 28866</td>
<td>Pencio, Jacopo, fl. 1486-1530</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5232</td>
<td>Penck, Albrecht</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18346</td>
<td>Penck, Albrecht, b. 1858</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18349</td>
<td>Penck, Albrecht, b. 1858</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73091</td>
<td>Pend d'Oreille Indians SEE Kalispel Indians</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39938</td>
<td>Pend d'Oreille Reservation (Wash.) SEE Kalispel Indian Reservation (Wash.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39918</td>
<td>Pend Oreille, Lake (Idaho) - Maps - 1845-1873 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39938</td>
<td>Pend Oreille Reservation (Wash.) SEE Kalispel Indian Reservation (Wash.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49390</td>
<td>Pendarvis House (Mineral Point, Wis) - 1970</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49390</td>
<td>Pendarvis : Mineral Point, Wisconsin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57940</td>
<td>Pendleton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60332</td>
<td>Pendleton District, South Carolina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57301, 57307, 57308, 33350</td>
<td>Pendleton's Lithography, Boston</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73031</td>
<td>Pendleton, S. T.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75321</td>
<td>Pendleton, Thomas P., 1885-1897</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33067, 33350</td>
<td>Pendleton, Thomas P., 1885-1897</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43505</td>
<td>Pendleton, Thomas P., 1885-1897</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64147</td>
<td>Penebscot Bay (Me.) - Maps - 1779</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64147</td>
<td>Penebscot River (Me.) - Maps - 1779</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37470</td>
<td>Penerbitan Balai Buku</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8737, 33295, 33300, 33302</td>
<td>Penez, Alexander, 18th cent.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71440</td>
<td>Penfold, D. N.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14588</td>
<td>Penfold, P. A.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7064, 8588</td>
<td>Penguin atlas of African history</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34505</td>
<td>The Penguin atlas of ancient history / maps devised by the author and drawn by John Woodcock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14103</td>
<td>The Penguin atlas of British &amp; Irish history</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49169</td>
<td>The Penguin atlas of diasporas / by Gérard Chaliand and Jean-Pierre Rageau ; maps by Catherine Petit ; translated from the French by A.M. Berrett</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6617, 47557</td>
<td>Penguin atlas of medieval history</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34042</td>
<td>The Penguin atlas of modern history (to 1815) / maps devised by the author and lettered by Ivan Atanasoff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1801</td>
<td>Penguin atlas of No American history to 1870</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7169</td>
<td>Penguin atlas of recent history</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8582</td>
<td>Penguin atlas of recent history Europe 1815-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8542</td>
<td>Penguin atlas of the world</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1801, 7334, 8542, 8552, 8582, 8588, 11110, 12493, 13045, 14068, 11403, 22197, 23323, 23561, 25044, 25416, 33454, 33869, 34042, 34505, 40604, 41511, 42294, 42721, 47557, 49169, 57198, 57316, 63311, 65212, 70300, 72909, 73401, 80749, 82999</td>
<td>Penguin guides</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36664</td>
<td>The Penguin guide to the monuments of India</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12493, 16293, 22197, 23323, 23561, 33454, 33869, 36664, 38440, 39019, 40604, 41511, 57198, 57316, 63311, 65212, 70300, 72909, 73401, 80749, 82999</td>
<td>The Penguin historical atlas of North America / Eric Homberger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57316</td>
<td>The Penguin historical atlas of the Third Reich / Richard Overy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>98-106435</td>
<td>English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9780140513301</td>
<td>; LCCN: 98-106435</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.</td>
<td>SUBJECT(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.</td>
<td>Penguin London mapguide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13045</td>
<td>The Penguin shorter atlas of the Bible / Luc. H. Groffenberg ; translated by Mary F. Hedlund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11110, 25416, 72909</td>
<td>Penguin travel guides</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1699-1721</td>
<td>Pénicaud, André. Relation ou annale de ce qui s'est passé dans le pays de la Louisiane pendant vingt-deux années consecutives ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50589</td>
<td>Penick, S. T.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55294</td>
<td>Penig (Germany) - Pictorial works</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>63502</td>
<td>Penig (Germany) - Pictorial works</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Pennsylvania ... Amoco / compliments of American Oil Co. 64062, 64071, 64077, 64078
Pennsylvania and New Jersey 63553, 63555, 63558, 63559, 63562, 63564, 63590
Pennsylvania and northeastern United States: Pure Oil trip ... 63983, 64003
Pennsylvania and northeastern United States ... trip map / compliments of your Pure Oil dealer 64027
Pennsylvania and Ohio 63601, 63605, 63606, 63609, 63612, 63614, 63616, 63621
Pennsylvania and West Jersey 64143
Pennsylvania and West Virginia road map / [Pennzoil Company] 63807
Pennsylvania archives 1279, 1280, 14811, 19344, 24080, 26539, 26540, 47577, 47579, 47588, 47592, 53797, 53850, 57531, 63519, 63521, 63522, 63523, 63528, 63531, 63533, 63541, 64346
Pennsylvania : Atlantic keeps you car on the go 64056, 64069
Pennsylvania atlas : a thematic atlas of the Keystone State 64121
Pennsylvania : best way 63990, 64010, 64032
Pennsylvania atlas : a thematic atlas of Pennsylvania, Delaware and the Chesapeake Bay area : Mobilgas ... Socony-Vacuum Oil Company ... 64022, 64040, 64050
Pennsylvania, Delaware and the Chesapeake Bay country : Mobilgas 64021
Pennsylvania. Dept. of Commerce 64116, 64117, 64118, 64122
Pennsylvania. Dept. of Community Affairs 64120
Pennsylvania. Dept. of Environmental Resources 64117, 64118, 64122
Pennsylvania. Dept. of Internal Affairs 64123, 64133
Pennsylvania. Dept. of Property and Supplies 63720, 64101, 64116, 64118, 64122
Pennsylvania. Dept. of Public Instruction 64101, 64116, 64118, 64122
Pennsylvania. Dept. of Transportation 64115, 64122
Pennsylvania - Description and travel - 1970 63507
Pennsylvania - Description and travel - 1976 63508, 63509
Pennsylvania. Division of Archives and Manuscripts - Map Collections - Catalogs 64133
Pennsylvania (eastern edition) road map for 1938 : buy at the Esso sign : Standard Oil Company of Pennsylvania 63878
Pennsylvania EasyFinder : Highways & interstates 64129
Pennsylvania ... Esso ... 1934 : Standard Oil Company of Pennsylvania 63769
Pennsylvania Fish Commission 64122
Pennsylvania Game Commission 64101, 64116, 64117, 64118, 64122
Pennsylvania. General Assembly 63505
Pennsylvania - Geography - 1878 30127, 30128
Pennsylvania - Geography - 1882 30222
Pennsylvania - Geography - 1887 30317
Pennsylvania - Geography - 1897 30461
Pennsylvania - Geography - 1901 30496
Pennsylvania - Geography - 1902 30504
Pennsylvania German dialect - Maps - 2001 64128
Pennsylvania Grade Crude Oil Association 63719
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Pennsylvania, her counties, townships, towns 7058
Pennsylvania. Historia Survey 64131
Pennsylvania Historical and Museum Commission 64134
Pennsylvania Historical and Museum Commission, Bureau of Archives and History. Manuscript map 63539
Pennsylvania Historical and Museum Commission. Division of Archives and Manuscripts 64132, 64133
Pennsylvania Historical and Museum Commission. Division of Archives and Manuscripts - Map collections - Catalogs 64132
Pennsylvania Historical and Museum Commission - Map Collections - Catalogs 64134
Pennsylvania Historical Commission 73415
Pennsylvania - Historical geography - Maps 76620
Pennsylvania - Historical geography - Maps - 1896 - Fortification 63510
Pennsylvania - Historical geography - Maps - 1925 63511
Pennsylvania - Historical geography - Maps - 1959 64099
Pennsylvania - Historical geography - Maps - 1965 63512
Pennsylvania - Historical geography - Maps - 1989 63513
Pennsylvania - History - 1775-1865 SEE ALSO Holland Purchase 34549
Pennsylvania - History - Colonial Period, ca. 1600-1775 SEE ALSO Bushy Run, Battle of, Pa., 1763 60359
Pennsylvania - History - Revolution, 1775-1783 54760
Pennsylvania - History - Revolution, 1775-1783 - Maps 64500
Pennsylvania - History - Revolution, 1775-1783 - Pictorial maps 73415
Pennsylvania - History - Revolution, 1775-1777 SEE ALSO Brandywine, Battle of, Pa., 1777 13800
Pennsylvania - History - Revolution, 1777-1778 63515
Pennsylvania - History - Revolution, 1777 - Maps 75498
Pennsylvania - History - Revolution, 1779 - Maps 64339
Pennsylvania Indemnity Corporation (Philadelphia, Pa.) 24286, 24291, 24297, 24316, 24321
Pennsylvania Indemnity Exchange (Philadelphia, Pa.) 24267
Pennsylvania Independent Oil Company 63668
Pennsylvania Indian Forts 5410
Pennsylvania info-map : Gulf ... 63824, 63843, 63874, 63903, 63932, 63949, 63966, 63975, 63976, 63992, 64012, 64013, 64014, 64034, 64048, 64054
Pennsylvania / J.H. Young sc. 63561
Pennsylvania : keep your motor young with Richfield 63906, 63925
Pennsylvania. Land Office 1287
Pennsylvania - Language and languages - Maps - 2001 64128
Pennsylvania lines west of Pittsburg 48184
The Pennsylvania lines west of Pittsburgh, and their principal connections 79420
Pennsylvania magazine 13570, 13571, 13577
Pennsylvania Magazine of History and Biography 64344
Pennsylvania Magazine of History and Biography (1943) 23336
Pennsylvania : make it Amoco all the way! / compliments of American Oil Co. 64031, 64046, 64052
Pennsylvania - Maps - 1681 63516
Pennsylvania - Maps - 1687 - Landowners 63519
Pennsylvania - Maps - 1687 - Landowners - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 63517, 63518
Pennsylvania - Maps - 1687 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 63520
Pennsylvania - Maps - 1699 - Land grants - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 14811, 53797, 63521, 63522, 63523
Pennsylvania - Maps - 1715 - Landowners 63524
Pennsylvania - Maps - 1730 53850
Pennsylvania - Maps - 1740 47572, 47573
Pennsylvania - Maps - 1754 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 63525, 63526
Pennsylvania - Maps - 1756 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 63527
Pennsylvania - Maps - 1759 63528, 63529
Pennsylvania - Maps - 1763 - Road maps - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 27200
Pennsylvania - Maps - 1765 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 63530
Pennsylvania - Maps - 1770 63531
Pennsylvania - Maps - 1770-1779 63532, 63533
Pennsylvania - Maps - 1775 63534, 63535, 63536, 63537, 63538
Pennsylvania - Maps - 1777 47592
Pennsylvania - Maps - 1785 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 63539
Pennsylvania - Maps - 1788 63540
Pennsylvania - Maps - 1792 63541
Pennsylvania - Maps - 1794 56047, 63542
Pennsylvania - Maps - 1795 63543
Pennsylvania - Maps - 1796 63544, 63545
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Call Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pennsylvania - Maps</td>
<td>1796 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>6361</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsylvania - Maps</td>
<td>1800 - Boundaries - New York (State) - Manuscripts</td>
<td>63546</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsylvania - Maps</td>
<td>1804</td>
<td>63547, 63548</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsylvania - Maps</td>
<td>1805</td>
<td>63549</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsylvania - Maps</td>
<td>1807-1817 - Manuscripts</td>
<td>63550</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsylvania - Maps</td>
<td>1810</td>
<td>56057</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsylvania - Maps</td>
<td>1814</td>
<td>63551</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsylvania - Maps</td>
<td>1822</td>
<td>63552</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsylvania - Maps</td>
<td>1823</td>
<td>63553, 63554</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsylvania - Maps</td>
<td>1825</td>
<td>63555</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsylvania - Maps</td>
<td>1826</td>
<td>63556</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsylvania - Maps</td>
<td>1826 - Canals</td>
<td>19319</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsylvania - Maps</td>
<td>1826 - Road maps</td>
<td>76115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsylvania - Maps</td>
<td>1827</td>
<td>63557</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsylvania - Maps</td>
<td>1828</td>
<td>63558</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsylvania - Maps</td>
<td>1830-1865 - Fugitive slaves</td>
<td>76620</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsylvania - Maps</td>
<td>1830-1865 - Slavery</td>
<td>76620</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsylvania - Maps</td>
<td>1830-1865 - Underground Railroad</td>
<td>76620</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsylvania - Maps</td>
<td>1832</td>
<td>63559</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsylvania - Maps</td>
<td>1833</td>
<td>63560, 63561</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsylvania - Maps</td>
<td>1834</td>
<td>47612, 63562</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsylvania - Maps</td>
<td>1840 - Transportation</td>
<td>63563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsylvania - Maps</td>
<td>1841</td>
<td>63564</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsylvania - Maps</td>
<td>1845</td>
<td>63565, 63566</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsylvania - Maps</td>
<td>1846</td>
<td>57745</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsylvania - Maps</td>
<td>1847</td>
<td>63567, 63568, 63569</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsylvania - Maps</td>
<td>1847 - Coal mines and mining</td>
<td>63568</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsylvania - Maps</td>
<td>1850</td>
<td>63570</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsylvania - Maps</td>
<td>1851 - Canals</td>
<td>64863</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsylvania - Maps</td>
<td>1851 - Railroads</td>
<td>64863</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsylvania - Maps</td>
<td>1852 - Counties</td>
<td>63571</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsylvania - Maps</td>
<td>1852 - Railroads</td>
<td>63571</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsylvania - Maps</td>
<td>1855</td>
<td>63572</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsylvania - Maps</td>
<td>1855 - Coal mines and mining</td>
<td>63573</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsylvania - Maps</td>
<td>1855 - Railroads</td>
<td>63573, 63574</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsylvania - Maps</td>
<td>1857</td>
<td>63575</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsylvania - Maps</td>
<td>1859</td>
<td>63576</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsylvania - Maps</td>
<td>1864</td>
<td>63577</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsylvania - Maps</td>
<td>1865 - Oil fields</td>
<td>63578</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsylvania - Maps</td>
<td>1867 - Mines and mineral resources</td>
<td>63579</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsylvania - Maps</td>
<td>1867 - Railroads</td>
<td>63579</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsylvania - Maps</td>
<td>1872</td>
<td>26546, 63580, 63581, 63582</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsylvania - Maps</td>
<td>1878</td>
<td>30128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsylvania - Maps</td>
<td>1878 - Counties</td>
<td>63583</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsylvania - Maps</td>
<td>1878 - Indian land transfers</td>
<td>63583</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsylvania - Maps</td>
<td>1878 - Railroads</td>
<td>63584</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsylvania - Maps</td>
<td>1880-1889 - Gas wells</td>
<td>32960</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsylvania - Maps</td>
<td>1882</td>
<td>30222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsylvania - Maps</td>
<td>1883</td>
<td>63585</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsylvania - Maps</td>
<td>1883 - Railroads</td>
<td>63586</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsylvania - Maps</td>
<td>1884-1887 - Railroads</td>
<td>63587</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsylvania - Maps</td>
<td>1884 - Railroads</td>
<td>63588</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsylvania - Maps</td>
<td>1885</td>
<td>63590</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsylvania - Maps</td>
<td>1885 - Counties - Geology</td>
<td>63589</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsylvania - Maps</td>
<td>1885 - Railroads</td>
<td>63591</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsylvania - Maps</td>
<td>1887 - Railroads</td>
<td>63592, 63593</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsylvania - Maps</td>
<td>1888 - Railroads</td>
<td>63594, 63595, 63596, 63597, 63598, 63599</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsylvania - Maps</td>
<td>1889 - Railroads</td>
<td>63600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsylvania - Maps</td>
<td>1890 - Railroads</td>
<td>60418, 63601, 63602, 63603</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsylvania - Maps</td>
<td>1891 - Geology</td>
<td>63604</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsylvania - Maps</td>
<td>1891 - Railroads</td>
<td>56126, 60421, 63605</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsylvania - Maps</td>
<td>1892 - Coal mines and mining</td>
<td>47640</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsylvania - Maps</td>
<td>1892 - Railroads</td>
<td>56129, 60424, 63606</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsylvania - Maps</td>
<td>1893 - Coal mines and mining</td>
<td>47644</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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## Pennsylvania - Maps

- **1893** - Railroads
  - 56134, 60427, 63607
- **1894** - Coal mines and mining
  - 47648, 63608
- **1894** - Lumbering
  - 56136
- **1894** - Railroads
  - 56136, 60430, 63608, 63609, 63610
- **1895** - Coal mines and mining
  - 63611
- **1895** - Lumbering
  - 56141
- **1895** - Railroads
  - 56141, 60434, 63611, 63612
- **1896** - Coal mines and mining
  - 63613
- **1896** - Fortification
  - 63510
- **1896** - Railroads
  - 60436, 63613, 63614
- **1897** - 30461
- **1897** - Coal mines and mining
  - 63615
- **1897** - Railroads
  - 63615, 63616
- **1898** - Bicycle trails
  - 63617, 63618, 63619
- **1898** - Coal mines and mining
  - 63620
- **1898** - Cycling
  - 63617, 63618, 63619
- **1898** - Railroads
  - 56149, 56150, 63620, 63621
- **1898** - Road maps
  - 63617, 63618, 63619
- **1899** - Coal mines and mining
  - 63622
- **1899** - Railroads
  - 54816, 56152, 63622
- **1900-1960** - Topographic maps
  - 63623, 63624
- **1900** - Coal mines and mining
  - 63625, 63626
- **1900** - Railroads
  - 54820, 56157, 60446, 63625, 63626
- **1901** - 30496
- **1901** - Coal mines and mining
  - 63627
- **1901** - Railroads
  - 54821, 56159, 56160, 60450, 63627
- **1902** - 30504
- **1902** - Coal mines and mining
  - 56163
- **1902** - Railroads
  - 54823, 56162, 56163, 60455
- **1903** - Coal mines and mining
  - 56166, 56167
- **1903** - Railroads
  - 54824, 56166, 56167, 63628, 63629
- **1903** - Road maps
  - 63628
- **1904** - Coal mines and mining
  - 56169, 56170
- **1904** - Railroads
  - 54825, 56169, 56170
- **1905** - Coal mines and mining
  - 56172
- **1905** - Railroads
  - 54827, 56172
- **1906** - Coal mines and mining
  - 56176, 56177
- **1906** - Railroads
  - 54831, 56176, 56177
- **1907** - Coal mines and mining
  - 56181
- **1907** - Railroads
  - 54834, 56181, 63630
- **1908** - Coal mines and mining
  - 56185
- **1908** - Railroads
  - 54835, 56185
- **1909** - Coal mines and mining
  - 56187
- **1909** - Railroads
  - 54836, 56187
- **1909** - Road maps
  - 63631
- **1910** - Coal mines and mining
  - 56189
- **1910** - Railroads
  - 56189, 63632
- **1911** - Coal mines and mining
  - 56194, 56195
- **1911** - Railroads
  - 56194, 56195
- **1912** - Coal mines and mining
  - 56197, 56198
- **1912** - Railroads
  - 56197, 56198, 63633
- **1913** - 30556
- **1913** - Railroads
  - 63634, 63635
- **1914** - Railroads
  - 63636
- **1915** - Cities and towns - Road maps
  - 54841
- **1915** - Rail maps
  - 54841, 63637
- **1916** - Railroads
  - 63638
- **1916** - Railroads
  - 63638
- **1918** - Rail maps
  - 56212, 56213, 56214, 56215, 56216, 60495, 60496
- **1919** - Railroads - Indexes
  - 63639
- **1919** - Rail maps
  - 56219, 56220, 56221, 56222, 60500, 60501, 60502, 60503
- **1920** - Railroads
  - 63641
- **1920** - Railroads - Indexes
  - 63640
- **1920** - Road maps
  - 42105, 56230, 56231, 56232, 56233, 60506, 60507, 60508, 60509, 60510, 60511
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Pennsylvania - Maps - 1965 - Road maps 64108
Pennsylvania - Maps - 1966 - Fishes 64110
Pennsylvania - Maps - 1966 - Fishing 64110
Pennsylvania - Maps - 1966 - Road maps 15637, 64109, 64110
Pennsylvania - Maps - 1967 - Fishes 64112
Pennsylvania - Maps - 1967 - Fishing 64112
Pennsylvania - Maps - 1967 - Indians 55208
Pennsylvania - Maps - 1967- Road maps 64111, 64112, 64113
Pennsylvania - Maps - 1968 - Road maps 64114
Pennsylvania - Maps - 1970 - Administrative and political divisions 64115
Pennsylvania - Maps - 1970 - Road maps 63507, 64116
Pennsylvania - Maps - 1972 - Road maps 64117
Pennsylvania - Maps - 1973 - Road maps 64118
Pennsylvania - Maps - 1973 - Transportation 64118
Pennsylvania - Maps - 1974 - Road maps 64119
Pennsylvania - Maps - 1975 64121
Pennsylvania - Maps - 1975 - Administrative and political divisions 64120
Pennsylvania - Maps - 1975 - Road maps 64122
Pennsylvania - Maps - 1975 - Transportation 64122
Pennsylvania - Maps - 1976 - Road maps 64123
Pennsylvania - Maps - 1977 - Road maps 64124
Pennsylvania - Maps - 1986 - Temperature 33549
Pennsylvania - Maps - 1989 63513, 64125, 64126
Pennsylvania - Maps - 1996 - Road maps 64127
Pennsylvania - Maps - 2001 - Language and languages - Pennsylvania German dialect 64128
Pennsylvania - Maps - 2006 - Road maps 64129
Pennsylvania maps and atlases in the Pennsylvania State University Libraries / by Ruby M. Miller 64135
Pennsylvania - Maps - Bibliography 64130, 64132, 64133, 64134, 64135
Pennsylvania - Maps - Bibliography - 1900 64131
Pennsylvania - Maps - Exhibitions - Catalogs 64136
Pennsylvania - Maps - Landowners - History - 1959 64099
Pennsylvania, Maryland, Virginia and West Virginia : Mobilgas ... Socony-Vacuum Oil Company 63979
Pennsylvania, Maryland, Virginia and West Virginia ... Socony-Vacuum Oil Company 63997
Pennsylvania, metropolitan Philadelphia : Sinclair H-C gasoline road map 63927, 63928, 63947
Pennsylvania : metropolitan Philadelphia : Sinclair ... road map 63962
Pennsylvania / Mobil 64100
Pennsylvania ... Mobilgas ... : Socony-Vacuum Oil Company Incorporated 63837, 63867
Pennsylvania Motor Federation (Harrisburg, Pa.) 63756
Pennsylvania, New England 63707, 63723, 63740
Pennsylvania, New Jersey 63726, 63742, 64104
Pennsylvania, New Jersey / American Automobile Association 64111
Pennsylvania, New Jersey : Atlantic 63957, 63958, 63980, 63981, 63982, 63998, 64000, 64001, 64023, 64024, 64025, 64026, 64041, 64042
Pennsylvania, New Jersey : Atlantic road map 63922
Pennsylvania, New Jersey : Atlantic White Flash : Atlantic road map 63840, 63869, 63901
Pennsylvania, New Jersey : Atlantic White Flash ... road map 63868
Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Maryland, Delaware : with routes to Chicago, Detroit, Cleveland, Indianapolis, Cincinnati, New York, Buffalo, Albany, Clarksville and Norfolk : Goushá guide 47841
Pennsylvania, New Jersey : official AAA road map : Pennsylvania Motor Federation, Hersey Building, Harrisburg, Pa. 63756
Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Ohio : American Amoco gas ... American Oil Co. 63783
Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Ohio ... Amoco ... American Oil Co. 63784
Pennsylvania, New Jersey : points of interest and touring map ... / the California Oil Company 64002
Pennsylvania, New Jersey road map : Atlantic White Flash Plus 63785
Pennsylvania, New Jersey road map : Parco : Producers and Refiners Corporation, Independence, Kansas 63727
Pennsylvania, Northeastern United States 63744
Pennsylvania, Nova Jersey, et Nova York, cum regionibus ad fluvium Delaware in America sitis, nova delineatione ... 47572, 47573
Pennsylvania, Office of Resource Management 21138
Pennsylvania, Office of Resources Managment 15164, 64765
Pennsylvania official highway map 64108
Pennsylvania official highway map 1972-1973 64117
Pennsylvania : official highway map issued for free distribution ... / Department of Highways ... 64101
Pennsylvania official transportation map 1973 : highways, railroads, rapid transit, airports 64118
Pennsylvania, Ohio, New Jersey : American Amoco Gas ... American Oil Co. 63816, 63846, 63876, 63959, 63984
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The Pennsylvania Railroad is the great trunk line and fast mail route of the United States. The scenery on the Pennsylvania Railroad and its branches is the most varied and beautiful in the United States.
Pennsylvania Railroad - Maps - 1914 59147
Pennsylvania Railroad - Maps - 1915 59152, 59153
Pennsylvania Railroad - Maps - 1916 59158, 59159
Pennsylvania Railroad - Maps - 1917 59165
Pennsylvania Railroad - Maps - 1920 24243
Pennsylvania Railroad - Maps - 1920 - Railroads 48184
Pennsylvania Railroad - Maps - 1930 24306
Pennsylvania Railroad - Maps - 1938 23425
Pennsylvania Railroad - Maps - 1947 59427, 77886
Pennsylvania Railroad - Maps - 1948 - Pictorial maps 77912
Pennsylvania Railroad - Maps - 1949 59459
Pennsylvania Railroad - Maps - 1950 59468, 59469
Pennsylvania Railroad - Maps - 1951 59482, 59483
Pennsylvania Railroad - Maps - 1952 59498
Pennsylvania Railroad - Maps - 1953 59513, 59514
Pennsylvania Railroad - Maps - 1956 - Sales territories 59543
Pennsylvania Railroad - Maps - 1957 59556
Pennsylvania Railroad - Maps - 1958 59563
Pennsylvania Railroad - Pictorial works - 1876 66176
Pennsylvania Railroad - Pictorial works - 1952 1448
Pennsylvania Railroad - Pictorial works - 1954 22005
Pennsylvania Railroad. Summer excursion routes for the season of 1875 24113
Pennsylvania Railroad. Summer excursion routes / National Railway Publication Company, Philadelphia 24113
Pennsylvania Railroad System 59427, 77740
Pennsylvania Railroad system : the standard railroad of the world 24243
Pennsylvania Railroad. The Centennial Exhibition and the Pennsylvania Railroad [1876] 18950, 64370, 66176, 76868
Pennsylvania. Rand McNally Indexed Pocket Map, Tourists’ and Shippers’ Guide 63648
Pennsylvania : Rand McNally road map 63978, 64016, 64036, 64049, 64065, 64073, 64085, 64109
Pennsylvania Record Press 12044, 80923
Pennsylvania Record Press, Rimersburg, Pa. 82803
Pennsylvania : Richfield ... 63856, 63891, 63961, 64057, 64070, 64080, 64093
Pennsylvania : Richfield ... Pennsylvania is famous for [mushrooms] ... ride with Richfield 63857
Pennsylvania : Richfield the safe-and-save gasoline 63892
Pennsylvania road map and historical-scenic guide : Sunoco 63926
Pennsylvania road map and pictorial sight-seeing guide : Sinclair H-C Gasoline 63974, 63986, 63987, 64006
Pennsylvania road map : Cities Service ... 63885, 63909, 63929, 63948
Pennsylvania road map / Cities Service ahead 63884
Pennsylvania road map / Cities Service Oils ... 63964
Pennsylvania road map ... / compliments of your Sunoco dealer 63879, 63880
Pennsylvania road map / Fleet-Wing products 64063
Pennsylvania road map ... Keystone 63774
Pennsylvania road map ... Sunoco ... 63882, 63908
Pennsylvania road map : Sunoco : including historical-pictorial map 63963
Pennsylvania road map : Sunoco : including historical-scenic guide 63946
Pennsylvania Route 660 (Pa.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps 64764
Pennsylvania's Grand Canyon : 1000 feet deep, 50 miles long 64764
Pennsylvania's Grand Canyon SEE Pine Creek Gorge Natural Area (Pa.) 64764
Pennsylvania's major highways & historic properties 64099
Pennsylvania Short Lines SEE Pennsylvania Railroad 24124, 58992
Pennsylvania : Sinclair ... 64081, 64082, 64094, 64095
Pennsylvania : Sinclair 1933 road map 63754
Pennsylvania : Sinclair H-C gasoline 64074
Pennsylvania : Sinclair road map ... 63830, 63831, 63859, 63860, 63894, 63895, 63915
Pennsylvania : Standard : 1933 road map : Standard Oil Company of Pennsylvania 63746
Pennsylvania State Chamber of Commerce 63511, 63674
Pennsylvania state highway system detour bulletin : issued weekly by Department of Highways ... 63738
Pennsylvania State Library SEE State Library of Pennsylvania 5856
Pennsylvania. State Printer 1279, 1280, 14811, 19344, 24080, 26539, 26540, 47577, 47579, 47588, 47592, 53797, 53850, 57531, 63519, 63521, 63522, 63523, 63528, 63531, 63533, 63541, 64346
Pennsylvania State Publicity Bureau (Harrisburg, Pa.) 63674
Pennsylvania State Railroad Commission 63633
Pennsylvania State University 57827
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Penobscot County (Me.) - Maps - 1859 - Landowners 64146
Penobscot Expedition, 1779 64147
Penobscot Indian Nation 75479
Penobscot River (Me.) - 1780 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 27363
Penobscot River (Me.) - Maps - 1759 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 43945
Penobscot River (Me.) - Maps - 1779 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 64148
Penobscot River Valley (Me.) - Maps - 1764 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 64149, 64150
Penobscot River Watershed (Me.) - Maps - 1773-1774 43951

Peñón de Vélez de la Gomera, Battle of, Peñón de Vélez de la Gomera, Tunisia, 1535 - Pictorial works 64152
Peñón de Vélez de la Gomera (Spain) - History - Siege, 1564 - Maps 64151
Peñón de Vélez de la Gomera (Spain) - Maps - 1569 64151
Peñón de Vélez de la Gomera (Spain) - Pictorial works - 1620 64152
Penrose annual (1967) 64938
Penrose annual (1969) 12047

Penrose, Boies, 1902 23634, 79892
Penrose, Boies, 1902-1976 23634, 79892

Penasco Bay (Fla.) - Maps - 1693 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 64153
Penasco Bay (Fla.) - Maps - 1698 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 64154
Penasco Bay (Fla.) - Maps - 1699 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 64155
Penasco Bay (Fla.) - Maps - 1700-1799 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 64156, 64157, 64158, 71269
Penasco Bay (Fla.) - Maps - 1700-1799 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 64159
Penasco Bay (Fla.) - Maps - 1713 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 64160
Penasco Bay (Fla.) - Maps - 1719 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 64161, 64162
Penasco Bay (Fla.) - Maps - 1720 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts 51185
Penasco Bay (Fla.) - Maps - 1739 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 64163
Penasco Bay (Fla.) - Maps - 1744 64164
Penasco Bay (Fla.) - Maps - 1755 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 68850
Penasco Bay (Fla.) - Maps - 1756 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 64165
Penasco Bay (Fla.) - Maps - 1761 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 64166
Penasco Bay (Fla.) - Maps - 1765 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 64167, 64168
Penasco Bay (Fla.) - Maps - 1768 64196
Penasco Bay (Fla.) - Maps - 1768 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 64169
Penasco Bay (Fla.) - Maps - 1774 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 64170
Penasco Bay (Fla.) - Maps - 1777 - Nautical charts 64171
Penasco Bay (Fla.) - Maps - 1781 64172
Penasco Bay (Fla.) - Maps - 1803 - Nautical charts 46250

Penasco. Donné par M. le Chv. de Noyan 64186
Penasco, Escambia & Santa Rosa counties StreetFinder 64193, 64194

Penasco, Fla. ... 64197
Penasco (Fla.) - History - Siege, 1781 - Manuscript maps 64187, 64188, 64189
Penasco (Fla.) - History - Siege, 1781 - Maps 64172
Penasco (Fla.) - Maps - 1699 - Harbors - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 64173, 64174
Penasco (Fla.) - Maps - 1700-1799 - Harbors - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 64175
Penasco (Fla.) - Maps - 1719 - Fortification - Manuscripts 64176
Penasco (Fla.) - Maps - 1719 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 64179
Penasco (Fla.) - Maps - 1719 - Harbors - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 64177, 64178, 64179
Penasco (Fla.) - Maps - 1720 - Fortification - Manuscripts 51185
Penasco (Fla.) - Maps - 1720 - Harbors - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 64180
Penasco (Fla.) - Maps - 1756 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 64165
Penasco (Fla.) - Maps - 1759 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 64181
Penasco (Fla.) - Maps - 1763 26841
Penasco (Fla.) - Maps - 1763 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 64182
Penasco (Fla.) - Maps - 1765 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 64183
Penasco (Fla.) - Maps - 1765 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 64184
Penasco (Fla.) - Maps - 1767 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 64185
Penasco (Fla.) - Maps - 1768 64196
Penasco (Fla.) - Maps - 1769 - Harbors - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 64186
Penasco (Fla.) - Maps - 1781 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 64187, 64188, 64189
Penasco (Fla.) - Maps - 1787 - Harbors - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 64190
Penasco (Fla.) - Maps - 1797 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 27409
Penasco (Fla.) - Maps - 1799 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 64191
Penasco (Fla.) - Maps - 1833 26862
Penasco (Fla.) - Maps - 1839 26865
Penasco (Fla.) - Maps - 1845 26870
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Peoria County (Ill.) - Maps - 1861 - Landowners 64198
Peoria County (Ill.) - Maps - 1873 - Landowners 64199, 64200
Peoria County (Ill.) - Maps - 1896 - Landowners 64205
Peoria County (Ill.) - Maps - 1920 64207
Peoria County (Ill.) - Maps - 1942 - Landowners 64201
Peoria County (Ill.) - Maps - 1953 - Landowners 64202
Peoria County (Ill.) - Maps - 1995 - Landowners 64203
Peoria County (Ill.) - Maps - 1995 - Road maps 64203
Peoria County Rural Youth (Ill.) 42306, 64202

The Percentage groupings in Central Freight Association territory for eastbound rates to trunk line and New England territories -- Section A 48848
The Percentage groupings in Central Freight Association territory for westbound rates from trunk line and New England territories -- Section C 48849
Perceptions of place : twenty-first-century interpretations of English place-name studies / edited by Jayne Carroll and David N. Parsons 52276
Perceptions of selfhood in the rural mid-west during the 1870's: as they appear in county atlases and literary works 16867
Perceptions of the early railroad surveys in California 15710
Perceval, Alain 27525, 27526
Perceval, James Gates, 1795-1856 29836
Percival, Eldon L. 41589
Percy, S. 7555
Percy, S. 7555
Percy, S. McGee, 1927-2015
Percy Lud, Humphries & Co. SEE Lund Humphries 42528
Pepper Gasoline SEE Ashland (Firm) 60669
Pepper Gasoline SEE Ashland (Firm) 79634
Pepper Gasoline SEE Gem State Oil Company OR SEE Utah Oil Refining

Pepys, Samuel, 1633-1703 14174, 14225, 33608, 33609
Pequeña carta, que contiene la Canal de Santa Barbara en la costa septentrional de la California: corregida y enmendado por los segundos pilotos de las fragatas de S[u] Mag[estad] Princessa y Faborita en la expedicion que emprendimos por Marzo de este 68779
*Pepys Island (Imaginary Place)
Pepys Library 2408
Pepys, Samuel, 1633-1703 14174, 14225, 33608, 33609
Pequeña carta, que contiene la Canal de Santa Barbara en la costa septentrional de la California: corregida y enmendado por los segundos pilotos de las fragatas de S[u] Mag[estad] Princessa y Faborita en la expedicion que emprendimos por Marzo de este 68779
Pequeño atlas de la descripción de los ríos Curupa e Amazonas ... [1623] 45028
Pequeño atlas de Santa Catarina 68797
Pequeño atlas del Brasil 13856
Pequeño atlas del Brasil : aprovado pela Directoria Geral de Instrução Publica de S.Paulo Edição do "Instituto Geografico de Agostini" de Novara / annozzoções do Mario da Vaiga Cabral 13856
Pequeño atlas general de la República Argentina : trazado seguido los datos más recientes / por Aquilino Fernández ; acompañado de la descripción de cada una de las provincias y gobernaciones escritas por Carlos H. Pizzumo 25223
Pequeño atlas geográfico del Ecuador 24638
Pequot War, 1636-1638 - Maps 53830, 53831, 53832, 53833
Pérez, Étienne du, 1525-1604 67205
Peraccurata S. Romani imperii tabula 25705
Peraccurata S. Romani imperii tabula, comprehendens regiones vulgo sub nomine Germaniae ... 31370
Peralta, Felipe 64292
Peralta, Manuel María de 22314, 22315
Perambulation 64212
The Percentage groupings in Central Freight Association territory for westbound rates from New England and trunk line territories -- Section A 48848
The Percentage groupings in Central Freight Association territory for eastbound rates to trunk line and New England territories -- Section C 48849
Perceptions of place : twenty-first-century interpretations of English place-name studies / edited by Jayne Carroll and David N. Parsons 52276
Perceptions of selfhood in the rural mid-west during the 1870's: as they appear in county atlases and literary works 16867
Perceptions of the early railroad surveys in California 15710
Perceval, Alain 27525, 27526
Perce (France) - Maps - 1719 43938
Perce (France) - Maps - 1741 43939
Percival, James Gates, 1795-1856 29836
[Percey H. Sloan photographs, 1890-1930] 19374
Percy Lund, Humphries & Co. SEE Lund Humphries 42528
Percy, S. 7555
Perdew, Eldon L. 41589
Perdigüero, Ainhoa 62680
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Pere Marquette and connections  48740, 48741, 48742, 48754, 48755, 48775, 48788, 48789, 48790, 48791, 48792

Pere Marquette Railroad  46850, 46854, 46859, 47360, 47361, 47365, 47374, 47394, 48698, 48711, 48712, 48713, 48714, 48740, 48741, 48742, 48754, 48755, 48775, 48788, 48789, 48790, 48791, 48792, 59026, 59035, 59082, 59093, 59108, 59118, 59126, 59136, 59144, 59265, 59274, 59279, 59280, 59288, 59296, 59304, 59317, 59326, 59335, 59343, 59355, 59373, 59425

Pere Marquette Railroad and connections  46850, 46854, 46869, 48711, 48712, 48713, 48714, 59082, 59093, 59108, 59118, 59126, 59136, 59144

Pere Marquette Railroad - Maps - 1901  46850

Pere Marquette Railroad - Maps - 1902  46854

Pere Marquette Railroad - Maps - 1903  59026

Pere Marquette Railroad - Maps - 1904  46859, 59035

Pere Marquette Railroad - Maps - 1908  59082

Pere Marquette Railroad - Maps - 1909  59093

Pere Marquette Railroad - Maps - 1910  59108

Pere Marquette Railroad - Maps - 1911  59118

Pere Marquette Railroad - Maps - 1912  59126

Pere Marquette Railroad - Maps - 1913  59136

Pere Marquette Railroad - Maps - 1914  59144

Pere Marquette Railroad - Maps - 1915  48698

Pere Marquette Railroad - Maps - 1916  48711, 48712, 48713, 48714

Pere Marquette Railroad - Maps - 1919  48740, 48741, 48742

Pere Marquette Railroad - Maps - 1920  48754, 48755

Pere Marquette Railroad - Maps - 1923  48775

Pere Marquette Railroad - Maps - 1924  48788, 48789, 48790, 48791, 48792

Pere Marquette Railroad - Maps - 1930  59265

Pere Marquette Railroad - Maps - 1931  59274

Pere Marquette Railroad - Maps - 1932  59279, 59280

Pere Marquette Railroad - Maps - 1933  59288

Pere Marquette Railroad - Maps - 1934  59298

Pere Marquette Railroad - Maps - 1935  59304

Pere Marquette Railroad - Maps - 1936  59317

Pere Marquette Railroad - Maps - 1937  59326

Pere Marquette Railroad - Maps - 1938  59335

Pere Marquette Railroad - Maps - 1939  59343

Pere Marquette Railroad - Maps - 1940  59355

Pere Marquette Railroad - Maps - 1941  59373

Pere Marquette Railroad - Maps - 1943  47360, 47361

Pere Marquette Railroad - Maps - 1945  47365

Pere Marquette Railroad - Maps - 1946  47374

Pere Marquette Railroad - Maps - 1947  47394, 59425

Pere Marquette Railroad - Maps - 1948  59439

Pere Marquette Railroad SEE ALSO Pere Marquette Railway  46850

Pere Marquette Railway  23425, 46850, 46978

Pere Marquette Railway and connections  46878

Pere Marquette Railway. Auto Ferries  47079

Pere Marquette Railway. Auto Ferries - Maps - 1934  47079

Pere Marquette Railway indicating connecting line junction points  47394

Pere Marquette Railway indicating connecting line junction points  47365, 47374

Pere Marquette Railway - Maps - 1930  46978

Pere Marquette Railway - Maps - 1938  23425

Pere Marquette RailwaySEE ALSO Pere Marquette Railroad  46850

Pere Marquette System and connections  59026, 59035

Peregrinator Filior Dei ...  48057

Peregrinationis divi Pavli typvs corographicvs ... / Abrah. Ortelius describvat 1579  45696

Peregriner, Connie  30278

Pereira da Silva, Francisco Maria  26583

Pereira, Gabriel, 1847-1911  16988

Perel, A.  3167

Perelle, Gabriel, 1603-1667  2503, 80864

Perelle, N.  65097

Peret, Pierre, fl. 1587-1599 SEE Perret, Petrus, fl. 1587-1599  25599

Pérez Brignoli, Héctor  19005

Perez d’Aleccio, Matteo  18089
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Maps</th>
<th>call numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Peristera Island (Greece)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1528</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perkin, John</td>
<td>44564</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perkins</td>
<td>8025</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perkins and Bacon</td>
<td>8040, 14366, 23169, 24526, 24770, 25244, 26078, 36580, 38356, 39246, 51875, 65070, 66881, 70573, 71192, 84243, 84244</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perkins &amp; Bacon (Firm)</td>
<td>fl. ca. 1840</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perkin, C. R.</td>
<td>16800</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perkins, Dwight Heald</td>
<td>1867-1941</td>
<td>19644</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perkins, Enoch</td>
<td>1760-1828</td>
<td>51285</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perkins, Geo. A.</td>
<td>1856-1915</td>
<td>45424</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perkins, Henry</td>
<td>1803-1889</td>
<td>12797</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perkins, James H.</td>
<td>(James Handasyd)</td>
<td>1810-1849</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perkins, Joseph</td>
<td>1788-1842</td>
<td>4657, 4679, 4732, 4746, 4828</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perkins Oil Company</td>
<td>62244</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perkins &amp; Purves</td>
<td>12790</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perkins, Samuel</td>
<td>1767-1850</td>
<td>29463, 29481</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perks, J. W.</td>
<td>29144</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perks, William</td>
<td>29095</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perles, Moritz</td>
<td>1844-1917</td>
<td>7600, 11231, 11232</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perley, Henry F.</td>
<td>16038, 16039</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perley, Sidney</td>
<td>1858-1928</td>
<td>68275</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perlman, S.</td>
<td>8442</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perit, H.</td>
<td>10476, 10486</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perly's blue map atlas</td>
<td>of Greater Toronto</td>
<td>75363</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perly's Maps Ltd.</td>
<td>75363</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Permabooks</td>
<td>6407</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Permanent Committee on Geographical Names for British Official Use</td>
<td>52136, 52156, 52170</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pernambuco (Brazil)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1662</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pernambuco (Brazil)</td>
<td>SEE Recife (Brazil)</td>
<td>66313</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pernambuco, Brazil (State)</td>
<td>SEE Pernambuco (Brazil)</td>
<td>64221</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pernetta, John</td>
<td>60306</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pernety, Antoine-Joseph</td>
<td>1716-1801</td>
<td>26480, 26481, 26482, 26483</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pernicious cartophilia</td>
<td>44877</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pernold, Adolf Emanuel</td>
<td>11183</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peron</td>
<td>9398</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peron, A.</td>
<td>69828</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pérén, captain, b.</td>
<td>1769 SEE Péron, François, 1775-1810</td>
<td>1886</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Péron, François</td>
<td>1775-1810</td>
<td>1886, 11032, 11048, 14794, 66111, 79853</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Péron, François</td>
<td>1775-1810. Mémoires</td>
<td>du capitaine Péron, sur ses voyages aux côtes d’Afrique, en Arabie, à l’Île d’Amsterdam, aux îles d’Anjouan et de Mayotte, aux côtes nord-ouest de l’Amérique, auxîles Sandwich, à la Chine, etc. ... (1824)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peronel, M.</td>
<td>57389</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Le Perou et le cours de</td>
<td>the Riviere Amazone</td>
<td>64263</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Le Perou : et le cours</td>
<td>de la Riviere Amazone</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>depuis ses sources jusque</td>
<td>jusqu a la mer :</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>à la mer : tirés de</td>
<td>divers auteurs et de</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>diverses relations</td>
<td>de diverses relations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>par N. Sanson d’Abbeville,</td>
<td>geogr. ordre. du roy :</td>
<td>Johannes Somer Pruthenus sculp.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>La Pérouse, Jean-François</td>
<td>de Galaup, comte de,</td>
<td>1741-1788</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>de la Pérouse, Jean-François</td>
<td>de Galaup, comte de,</td>
<td>1741-1788 - Expedition, 1785-1788 - Maps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perouse, Jean-François de</td>
<td>Galaup, comte de,</td>
<td>1741-1788</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perpignan (France)</td>
<td>Battle of, 1642</td>
<td>64222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perpignan (France)</td>
<td>History - Siege, 1542</td>
<td>64223</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perpignan (France)</td>
<td>History - Siege, 1569</td>
<td>64224</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perpignan (France)</td>
<td>History - Siege, 1569</td>
<td>64224</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perpignan (France)</td>
<td>Maps - 1569</td>
<td>64244</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perpignan (France)</td>
<td>Maps - 1689</td>
<td>64255</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perpignan (France)</td>
<td>Maps - 1695 -</td>
<td>64226</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perpignan (France)</td>
<td>Fortification</td>
<td>64226</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perpignan (France)</td>
<td>Maps - 1713 -</td>
<td>64227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perpignan ville forte</td>
<td>capitale de comté de</td>
<td>64266</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perpignan ville forte</td>
<td>capitale du comté de</td>
<td>64266</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perpignon</td>
<td>64227</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perpignol, Aimé</td>
<td>30590, 30603</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perrella (Firm)</td>
<td>10687</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perret, fl. ca. 1943</td>
<td>26223, 62628</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perret, Petrus, fl.</td>
<td>1587-1599</td>
<td>7752, 20873, 25599, 68708, 68709</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perret, Robert</td>
<td>5753</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perrier, André, fl. 1760-1824</td>
<td>SEE Perrier, fl. 1760-1824</td>
<td>65028</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Perrier, fl. 1760-1824  65023, 65026, 65027, 65028, 65097
Perrier, l’oncle  63063
Perrin, Christiane  14543, 65925
Perrin du Lac, François Marie, 1766-1824  51141
Perrin du Lac, M. (François Marie), 1766-1824  51141
Perrin du Lac, M. (François Marie), 1766-1824. Voyage dans les deux Louisianes (1805)  51141
Perrin, François, 1533? - 1606  75493
Perrin, Maurice, fl. 1884-1892  1509, 9488, 25784, 28000, 28216, 30415
Perrin, P.  34285
Perrin, Peter, M.D.  29252
Perrin, William Gordon, 1874-1931  46132
Perrin, William N.  35021
Perrine, C. O. (Charles O.)  71360, 71361
Perrine's New topographical war map of the southern states : taken from the latest government surveys and official reports  71360, 71361
Perrins, Lewis  9879
Perris, William  41191
Perron, C.  30415
Perron, Joachim du, comte de Revel, 1756-1814  85166
Perronet, Jean-Rodolphe, 1708-1794  27762
Perronneau, Henri-Louis, d. 1812  25166
Perrot, A. M. (Aristide Michel), 1793-1879  4626, 4924, 9328, 9343, 9377, 14342, 27901, 27902, 27919, 27928, 27931, 29373, 29386, 29399, 30815, 73852
Perrott, David  75050
Perry, C. N.  43162
Perry County Farm Bureau (Ill.)  64229, 64230, 64231
Perry County (Ill.) - Maps - 1900 - Railroads - Manuscripts  39346
Perry County (Ill.) - Maps - 1902 - Landowners  64228
Perry County (Ill.) - Maps - 1952 - Landowners  64229
Perry County (Ill.) - Maps - 1971 - Landowners  64230
Perry County (Ill.) - Maps - 1979 - Landowners  64231
Perry County (Ind.) - Maps - 1861 - Landowners  64232, 64233
Perry County (Ind.) - Maps - 1871-1872 - Landowners  64234
Perry County (Ind.) - Maps - 1871-1872 - Mines and mineral resources  64234
Perry County (Ind.) - Maps - 1876 - Landowners  64232, 64233
Perry County (Ind.) - Maps - 1964 - Road maps  64232, 64233
Perry County (Ind.) - Maps - 1974 - Landowners  64235
Perry County (Ind.), Soil and Water Conservation District  64235
Perry County, Indiana : atlas & plat book : 1975  64235
Pers, Jean-Baptiste le, 1675-1735  33311
Persac, Marie Adrain, ca. 1823-1873  64239
Persac, Marie Adrien, 1823-1873  50630, 50631, 50632
Persepolis / A. Bell Prin. Wal. sculptor fecit  64240
Persepolis (Iran) - Maps - 1956  48156
Persepolis (Iran) - Maps - 1965  48158
Persepolis (Iran) - Pictorial works - 1797  64240
Pershing Highway - Maps - 1920  82196
Persia  38161, 38175, 38177, 38182, 38183, 38184, 38185, 38186, 38191, 48116, 48123
Persia, Afghanistan and Beluchistan / by Edwd. Weller, F.R.G.S.  38195
Persia, Afghanistan and Beluchistan  48149
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Call Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Persia, Afghanistan &amp; Beloochistan</td>
<td>38196, 48148</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Persia and Afghanistan / by Keith Johnston. F.R.S.E. ; engraved &amp;</td>
<td>38194</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>printed by W. &amp; A.K. Johnston, Edinburgh</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Persia and Arabia</td>
<td>48124, 48130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Persia, Arabia &amp;c.</td>
<td>38190, 48132, 48135,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Persia, Arabia, Tartary, Afghanistan</td>
<td>48125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>La Persia delineata sulle ultime osservazioni</td>
<td>38174</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Persia, divide into its great provinces</td>
<td>38168</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Persia : divided into its great provinces / by Samuel Dunn</td>
<td>38170, 38173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Persia / drawn &amp; engraved by J. Archer, Pentonville, London</td>
<td>38189</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Persia / drawn under the direction of Mr. Pinkerton by L. Hebert ;</td>
<td>38180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neele sculpt. 352 Strand</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Persia / J. &amp; G. Menzies sculpt. Edinr.</td>
<td>38179, 38181</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Persia / Neele sculpt.</td>
<td>38178</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Persia SEE Iran</td>
<td>38166</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Persia &amp; Tartary</td>
<td>38193</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Persia with part of the Ottoman empire</td>
<td>38187</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Persian Gulf - 1991 - Maps</td>
<td>64241</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Persian Gulf : a region in crisis / Sun Times, Jack Jordan</td>
<td>64241</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Persian Gulf - Historical geography - Maps - 1971</td>
<td>38148, 64247</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Persian Gulf - Maps - 1540</td>
<td>2275</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Persian Gulf - Maps - 1703 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>64242</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Persian Gulf - Maps - 1748 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>64243</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Persian Gulf - Maps - 1758</td>
<td>64244</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Persian Gulf - Maps - 1776 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>64245</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Persian Gulf - Maps - 1780</td>
<td>2287</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Persian Gulf - Maps - 1908</td>
<td>2308</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Persian Gulf - Maps - Collections</td>
<td>64247</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Persian Gulf - Maps - Collections, 1500-1799</td>
<td>64246</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Persian Gulf Region - 1991 - Maps</td>
<td>64241</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Persian Gulf Region - Maps - 1793</td>
<td>48112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Persian Gulf Region - Maps - Collections</td>
<td>38204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Persici sive Sophorvm regni typvs</td>
<td>38152, 38153, 38154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Persicum Regnum / [Jodocus Hondius]</td>
<td>38155, 38156</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Persian Gulf - Maps - 1831</td>
<td>2302</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal equation</td>
<td>64248</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal equation in astronomy</td>
<td>64248</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>La Personnalité géographique de la France</td>
<td>27538</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personne, E. (Edvard)</td>
<td>73693</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personnel of the Indian Peace Commission</td>
<td>69946</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Persons of independent means in proportion to the population, England &amp; Wales, 1841</td>
<td>25247</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Persoy, Pieter, fl. ca.</td>
<td>1680, 8715, 8728, 14616, 14621, 57225, 57234</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perspect</td>
<td>23974</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perspective</td>
<td>2365, 64249</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perspective map of Fort Worth, Tex. 1891</td>
<td>27502</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perspective map of Newport News, Va.</td>
<td>56939</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perspective map of the city of Cairo, Ill. 1888</td>
<td>15137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perspective map of the city of Helena, Montana</td>
<td>33762</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perspective map of the world on the horizon of London</td>
<td>84263</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perspective maps: bibliog. for Mr. Eugene Derydyke</td>
<td>64250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perspective Maps - Bibliography</td>
<td>64250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perspective traces SEE Maps - Symbols - Perspective traces</td>
<td>33549</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Perspective view of the Admiralty, dock-yards, storehouses &amp;c. at</td>
<td>1918</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amsterdam</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Perspective view of the city of Dublin from Phoenix Park</td>
<td>23852</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perspect Map Co.</td>
<td>1936, 3608, 12028, 19974, 20477, 32345, 37563, 41522, 41793, 73586, 79366, 80259</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perspektivpläne der Wiener Vorstädte aus dem Jahre 1734 / herausgegeben von Leopold Mazakarini für die Mitglieder der Gesellschaft für Natur- und Heimatkunde, Wien</td>
<td>80252</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Persson, Nils, 1939-</td>
<td>79815</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perth Amboy (N.J.) - Maps - 1700-1799 - Harbors - Manuscripts -</td>
<td>55600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facsimiles</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perth Amboy (N.J.) - Maps - 1733 - Harbors</td>
<td>55603</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perth Amboy (N.J.) - Maps - 1770-1779 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>64251</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perth Amboy (N.J.) - Maps - 1777 - Harbors</td>
<td>55831, 55832</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perth Amboy (N.J.) - Maps - 1780</td>
<td>64252</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perth Amboy Region (N.J.) - Maps - 1776</td>
<td>58883, 58884</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perth Amboy Region (N.J.) - Maps - 1777</td>
<td>58885</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perth County Historical Board</td>
<td>64255</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Perth County (Ont.) - Surveys 64253
Perth, James Drummond, Earl of, 1648-1716 14174, 14225, 27508, 27510
Perth (Ont.: County) - Maps - 1879 - Landowners 64254
Perth (Ont.: County) - Maps - Collections, 1800-1899 64255
Perth (W.A.) - Maps - 1833 11058
Perth (W.A.) - Maps - 1851 - Pictorial works 82732
Perthes, Fr. 52646
Perthes (Justus), firm, Gotha, Germany SEE Justus Perthes (Firm : Gotha, Germany) 10072
Perthes neue Reiseführer 28395, 60282
Perthshire (Scotland) - Maps - 1909 64256
Peru 64267, 64275, 64276, 64277
Perú 64272
Peru and Bolivia 64279, 64280, 64281, 64283, 70606, 70610
Peru and the Amazones country 64266
Peru - Archaeological sites - 1970 64257
Peru & Bolivia 64282
Peru handbook / Alan Murphy 64291
Peru - Historical geography 64258
Peru - Historical geography - Maps - 1970 64290
Peru - History - 1737 1517
Peru - History - Conquest, 1522-1548 64258
Peru - History - Insurrection of Tupac Amaru, 1780-1781 - Maps - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 64269
Peru - History - Sources 64259
Peru. Instituto Nacional de Planificación 64290
Peru - Maps - 1562 70386, 70387
Peru - Maps - 1588 64260
Peru - Maps - 1606 64261
Peru - Maps - 1624 - Coasts 64262
Peru - Maps - 1656 64263, 70406
Peru - Maps - 1671 64264
Peru - Maps - 1699-1705 70417
Peru - Maps - 1700 64265
Peru - Maps - 1701 64266
Peru - Maps - 1703 64267, 70429
Peru - Maps - 1710 70432
Peru - Maps - 1716 70433
Peru - Maps - 1728 - Coasts - Nautical charts 18958, 20569
Peru - Maps - 1737 70438
Peru - Maps - 1741 70442
Peru - Maps - 1747 64268
Peru - Maps - 1780 64270
Peru - Maps - 1780 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 64269
Peru - Maps - 1784 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 64271
Peru - Maps - 1800-1899 64272, 70497
Peru - Maps - 1806 64273
Peru - Maps - 1809 64274
Peru - Maps - 1810 64275
Peru - Maps - 1811 - Canals, Proposed 74308
Peru - Maps - 1816 70522, 70523
Peru - Maps - 1818 70529
Peru - Maps - 1822 64276, 70544
Peru - Maps - 1827 64277
Peru - Maps - 1829 70555
Peru - Maps - 1831 13839, 70559
Peru - Maps - 1834 64278
Peru - Maps - 1840 70580
Peru - Maps - 1845 64279
Peru - Maps - 1847 64280
Peru - Maps - 1850 64281
Peru - Maps - 1851 64282
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Peter Apian 2226
Peter Apian's world map of 1530 2241
Peter Apianus, 1495 or 1501-1552 2225
Peter Apianus und sein Astronomicum Caesareum = Peter Apianus and his Astronomicum Caesareum 2232
Peter Apianus und sein Astronomicum Caesareum see Apian, Peter 17845
Peter, B. 10138
Peter Baker Photography 23565
Peter Bertius' relations with Poles and Poland 18329
Peter Böckels Dithmarschen-Karte aus dem Jahre 1559 und ihre Nachbildungen 17549
Peter de Wale, anatomisches Blatt / von Ludwig Choulant 80673
Peter de Wale (Van de Waele, ab Aggere?) 80675
Peter de Wale (Wael) 80679
Peter Dewarat und die kurpfälzische Landesaufnahme der zweiten Hälfte des 18. Jahrhunderts 62700
Peter Gedda's maritime atlas of the Baltic, 1695 28634
Peter Heller Ltd. 16297
Peter I, Emperor of Russia, 1672-1725 67536
Peter I and II of Russia. Peter I Island (Antarctica) 2228
Peter I Island (Antarctica) - Maps - 1929 64306
Peter I's Öy / ved Nils Larsen, Norvegia-Ekspedisjonen 1928-29. 64306
Peter Lang Publishing 26341
Peter Parley's atlas of modern maps and geographical tables : also, his remarks upon the right mode of using them, and of learning geography, with a complete index 8044
Peter Parley's Erzählungen über Europa, Asien, Afrika und Amerika 29523
Peter Parley's geography for beginners : with eighteen maps and one hundred and fifty engravings 29529, 29589
Peter Parley's method of telling about geography to children : with nine maps and 75 engravings ; principally for the use of schools. 29407
Peter Parley's method of telling about geography to children : with nine maps and seventy-five engravings : principally for the use of schools 29473, 29508
Peter Parley's universal history, on the basis of geography 34196, 34222
Peter Parley's universal history on the basis of geography : illustrated by maps and engravings 34173
Peter Peck's world map of 1530 2241
Peter Petermann's planet : a guide to German handatlases and their siblings throughout the world, 1800-1950 / Jürgen Espenhorst ; edited and translated from the German text by George R. Crossman ;preface by Robert E. Grim 10534
Petermann's Atlanten 12071, 16759, 41546, 65744
Petermann's maps : carto-bibliography of the maps in Petermanns geographische Mitteilungen 1855-1945 44775
Petermann's Mitteilungen 529, 3463, 32652, 32755, 41098, 44230, 44313, 44639, 63455, 67657, 67658
Petermann's Mitteilungen (1859) 59803, 65148, 68704
Petermann's geographische Mitteilungen 529, 3463, 32652, 32755, 41098, 44230, 44313, 44639, 63455, 67657, 67658
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Peters projection (Cartography) 7314, 44662, 44664, 84505

Peterson, Ann H. 22334

Peterson, Bertha E. 40533

Peterson, Charles, S. 81797

Peterson, E. Frank 57290

Peterson, Roger Tory, 1908-1996 - Travels - Maps - 1955 57290

Peterson, Roger Tory, 1908-1996. Wild America (1955) 57290

Peterson, Wm. A. 22335

Petheram, John, 1809-1858 22429, 32875

Petethke, W. 9887

Petil 19324

Petit 9481, 13487, 22949

Petit atlas a l'usage des ecoles 7712

Petit atlas de geographie 9372, 9506

Petit atlas de geographie contemporaine 9432

Petit atlas de geographie en relief 9467

Petit atlas de géographie moderne : contenant vingt cartes / dressés [sic] sous la direction de E. Cortambert 9435
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Petit atlas de géographie moderne / dressé sous la direction de E. Cortambert 9427
Petit atlas de géographie : pour servir à l'étude des éléments de géographie de l'abbé Gautier / par MM. de Blignières, Demoyencourt, Ducrox (de Sixt) et le Clerc, aîné 9415
Petit atlas de toutes les parties du monde : à l'usage de la jeunesse ... 9317
[Petit atlas de toutes les parties du monde : à l'usage de la jeunesse ... / par Madame Tardieu-Denesle] 9323
Petit atlas de toutes les parties du monde : destiné aux jeunes gens des deux sexes et autres personnes qui veulent étudier la géographie moderne, lire avec fruit l'histoire des derniers siècles et suivre la marche des armées ... : composé de vingt-une 9296
Petit atlas de toutes parties du monde 9352
Petit atlas départemental de la France : contenant 86 cartes des départements de la France, 3 cartes des provinces de l'Algérie, 12 cartes des colonies françaises, 1 carte d'assemblage des départements de la France 27984
Petit atlas des missions catholiques / par André Boucher 18857
Petit atlas du Congo Belge 21855
Petit atlas élémentaire : atlas A 9373
Petit atlas élémentaire : dressé pour la Petite géographie méthodique et le Manuel de géographie des mêmes auteurs / par Mm. Achille Meissas et Auguste Michelot 9412, 9418
Petit atlas geographique du Quebec 6988
Le Petit atlas maritime 9189
Le Petit atlas maritime : recueil de cartes et plans des quatre parties du monde. Par le J. Bellin 9190
Petit atlas moderne : ou, Collection de cartes élémentaire dédié à la jeunesse 9249
Petit atlas moderne, ou, Collection de cartes élémentaires : dédié à la jeunesse : avec privilège, 1793 / [du Sieur Lattré] 9250
Petit atlas moderne, ou, Collection de cartes élémentaires : dédié à la Jeunesse : avec privilège du Roi, 1783 / [du Sieur Lattré] 9221
Petit atlas moderne, ou, Collection de cartes élémentaires : dédié à la jeunesse / [délivrée par Alès] 9263, 9276
Petit atlas national des départemens de la France et de ses colonies : 100 cartes ornées de vues des monumens les plus remarquables / dressées par V. Monin et gravées sur acier par Alès 27927
Petit atlas national des départemens de la France et de ses colonies : 100 cartes ornées de vues des monumens les plus remarquables / dressées par V. Monin ; gravées sur acier par Alès 27913
Petit atlas national des départemens de la France et de ses colonies : 100 cartes ornées de vues des monumens les plus remarquables / dressées par V. Monin et gravées sur acier par Alès 27916
Petit atlas universel 10684
Petit atlas van Houten 8868
Petit, Catherine Vallet SEE Vallet, Catherine 30957
Petit et nouveau atlas 9146
Petit flambeau de la mer 52747
Petit Goâve (Haiti) - Maps - 1725 - Fortification - Manuscripts 64311
Petit guide illustré dans Vienne et ses environs / par Jules Meurer 80217
Petit, H. M., fl. 1932 19029
Petit, J.-B. 2369, 13094, 13916, 14606, 16642, 24720, 24965, 25846, 26758, 27597, 31312, 33309, 34523, 39037, 39700, 40531, 42025, 44194, 44416, 45042, 52643, 53294, 53314, 57150, 57151, 60192, 62466, 62754, 65907, 65908, 66278, 66637, 66638, 69400, 73271, 75482, 84749, 85361
Petit, J. M. 63149
Petit, Jean de 2160, 9125, 9592, 31874, 81571
Petit, Jean, fl. 1492-1530 83874
Le Petit Neptune français : or, French coasting pilot, for the coast of Flanders, Channel, Bay of Biscay, and Mediterranean. To which is added the coast of Italy from the river Var to Orbitello; with the Gulf of Naples, and the island of Corsica 27827
Le Petit Neptune Francois, or, The French coasting pilot : being a particular description of the bays, roads, rocks, sands, land-marks, depths of water, bearings, and distances from place to place, and the setting and flowing of the tides, on the coast 27775
Le Petit Neptune français, or, The French coasting pilot : being a particular description of the bays, roads, rocks, sands, land-marks, depths of water, bearings and distances from place to place, the setting and flowing of the tides, on the coast of F 27740
Le Petit Neptune français, or, The French coasting pilot : for the coast of Flanders (Belgium), Channel, the Bay of Biscay, and Mediterranean : to which is added, the coast of Italy from the river Var to Cape Spartivento, with the North Coast of Sicily 27862
Le petit Neptune français, or, The French coasting pilot : for the coast of Flanders, Channel, Bay of Biscay, and Mediterranean : to which is added, the coast of Italy from the river Var to Orbitello with the Gulf of Naples, and the Island of Corsica : 27826
Petit & nouveau atlas 4374
Petit, Pierre, 1598-1677 63033
Petit, Pierre, 1617-1687 63031
Petit plan avec légende de la Ville de Chartres / Guérin 19252
Petit tableau de France ou cartes geographique 27744
Petit, Victor, 1820-1874 65635
Petite histoire de Paris : histoire, monuments, administration, environs de Paris : avec 11 plans, dont 3 hors texte,130 gravures, questionnaire, lexique / par Fernand Bournon 63159
Petite Pologne SEE Malopolska (Poland) 44241
Petite Rivière de l'Artibenite (Haiti) - Maps - 1790 3146
The Petition of Sweynheym and Pannartz to Sixtus IV 73767
Petra (Extinct City) - Maps - 1851 - Pictorial works 3392
Petra (Extinct city) - Maps - 1885 24792
Petra L. 9381
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Petroleum pipeline industry - United States - Maps - 1930 77452
Petroleum pipelines - British Columbia - Maps - 1983 14062
Petropavlovskaia (Russia) SEE Petropavlovsk-Kamchatskaia (Russia) 2338
Petropavlovsk-Kamchatskaia (Russia) - Maps - 1785 - Pictorial works 64314, 64315
Petropavlovsk-Kamchatskaia (Russia) - Pictorial works - 1798 64316
Petropavlovsk-Kamchatskaia (Russia) - Pictorial works - 1872 2338
Petrosch 10629
Petrova 57870
Petrovaradin (Serbia) - Pictorial works - 1716 22802
Petrovaradinska tvrdava (Petrovaradin, Serbia) - Pictorial works - 1696 22809
Petryl, August 13315
Petruccelli, Antonio 24411, 78344, 84698
Petrucci, Giulia 7244
Petrucci, Pietro, 16th cent. 38775
Petruzio, Petrus, 16th cent. SEE Petrucci, Pietro, 16th cent. 38775
Petru, Heinrich, 1508-1579 SEE Petri, Heinrich, 1508-1579 28891
...Petrus Plancius, theoloog en geograaf, 1552-1622 64907
Petritzka, Meret, 1937- 17724, 83854
Petter and Galpin 8091
Petterchak, Janice A. 45637
Pettersen, Roger 33733
Pettes, Robert 78164
Petti, William, Sir, 1623-1687 SEE Petty, William, Sir, 1623-1687 14186
Petitbone, Darwin A., 1827-1894 28711, 35019, 41632, 46779, 49155, 67827, 75891
Petitbone & Hess 46779
Peticcrow, Roy 15930, 15931, 15932, 15936
Petigrew, A. H., fl. 1930 80464
[Petit County (Mo.) - 1876: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 64318
Pettis County (Mo.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners 64317
Pettis County (Mo.) - Maps - 1876 - Landowners 64318
Pettis County (Mo.) - Maps - 1896 - Landowners 64319
Petit, H. M., fl. 1933 20239
Peto, Augustine 44560
Peto, Christine Marie, 1961- 17209

Petty Harbour (N.L.) - Maps - 1896 - Nautical charts 41398
Petty & Sons ltd. (Leeds, Eng.) 14546, 14551, 14557, 14558, 14559, 26325
Petty, William, Sir, 1623-1687 2188, 3103, 7771, 7787, 8728, 8737, 9125, 14172, 14186, 16364, 18887, 20918, 21862, 21863, 22165, 23705, 23783, 23837, 25558, 28563, 38217, 38218, 38219, 38241, 38245, 38246, 38247, 38256, 38258, 41119, 41141, 41145, 41183, 41630, 41824, 41825, 41840, 42077, 42818, 49280, 49281, 49282, 49304, 49306, 49564, 51234, 51942, 51943, 67334, 70213, 75953, 76003, 81437, 82797, 82850, 82911
Petty, William, Sir, 1623-1687. A Geographical description of ye kingdom of Ireland ... [1685] 28918, 21862, 22165, 23705, 23783, 23837, 25558, 28563, 38219, 41119, 41141, 41145, 41183, 41630, 41824, 41840, 42077, 42818, 49280, 49281, 49282, 49304, 49306, 51234, 51942, 67334, 70213, 75953, 76003, 81437, 82797, 82850, 82911
Petzel, W. 10005, 10061
Peucker, Karl, 1859-1940 7590, 7606, 19997, 26140
Peucker, Thomas K. 23597, 41776, 66382
Peuckert, H. 10525, 10530
Peurbach, Georg von, 1423-1461 3551, 64320
Peuscher, (Firm) 1796, 2527, 63410, 70664
Peuscher, Jacobo 70667
Peutil en jappa et 29920
Peutinger, Konrad, 1465-1546 or 1547 32919, 49280, 57043, 64321, 64322, 64326, 64327, 67179, 67180, 67181, 67182, 67183, 67184, 67185, 67186, 67187, 67188
Peutinger map SEE Peutinger table 67134
Peutinger's Roman map : the physical landscape framework / Richard Talbert 64326
Peutinger table 22618, 32919, 49280, 64323, 64324, 64325, 64326, 64327, 67179, 67180, 67181, 67182, 67183, 67184, 67185, 67186, 67187, 75688, 75721
Peutinger table - Facsimiles 28952, 28953, 29488, 32919, 49280, 64326, 64327, 67179, 67180, 67181, 67182, 67183, 67184, 67185, 67186, 67187, 75688, 75721
Peutinger table - Facsimiles - Manuscripts 67134
Peutinger table - Study and teaching - 1715 64328

The Peutingerian table 67187
Peyer, Hans Conrad, 1485-1534 46193, 46194, 46195, 46196, 46197
Peyrounin, A. 176, 177, 228, 3226, 3257, 9098, 9258, 12089, 12090, 12091, 23100, 25795, 25796, 25797, 33234, 34911, 35348, 42206, 45368, 57358, 62302, 65008, 67509, 67516, 70403, 70404
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51761
Philadelphia (Pa.) - Exhibitions - Maps - 1876 26477
Philadelphia (Pa.) - Fire risk assessment - Indexing 33915
Philadelphia (Pa.) - History - Revolution, 1775-1783 - Maps 64500
Philadelphia (Pa.) - History - Revolution, 1779 - Maps 64339
Philadelphia (Pa.) - Map industry and trade - 1850-1900 64340
Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1683 64341, 64342
Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1684 64343
Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1684 - Landowners 64344
Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1687 63519
Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1687-1965 - Election Districts 64345
Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1687 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 63518
Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1709 - Maps - Real property - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 64346
Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1715 63524
Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1750-1759 64347
Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1756 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 63527
Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1762 64348, 64349
Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1777 64350
Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1794 64351
Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1794 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 64352
Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1797 64353
Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1804 - Road maps 64354
Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1811 64355
Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1816 76112, 76113
Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1820 76585
Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1826 76115
Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1828 64356
Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1829 76618
Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1834 76646
Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1838 76659
Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1840 64357
Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1841 76681
Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1845 64358
Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1846 64359
Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1846 - Election Districts 64360
Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1850 64361
Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1852 64362
Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1855 64363
Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1855 - Pictorial works 64364
Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1857 64365
Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1859 64366
Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1864 64367
Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1872 - Harbors 65242
Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1875-1876 - Election districts 64368
Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1875-1876 - Landowners 64368
Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1875-1876 - Real property 64368
Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1876 - Docks 64369
Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1876 - Exhibitions 18951
Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1876 - Local transit 64371
Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1876 - Piers 64369
Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1876 - Railroads 18950, 64370, 64371
Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1876 - Street-railroads 64371
Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1876 - Waterfronts 64369
Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1877 - Landowners 64372
Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1882 - Landowners 23009, 64373
Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1882 - Railroads - Real property 23009, 64373
Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1884 64374
Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1888 - Railroads 64375
Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1891 64376
Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1892 64377
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Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1906 - Telephone 64378
Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1907 - Telephone 64379
Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1908 - Road maps 64380
Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1908 - Telephone 64381
Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1910 64383
Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1910-1919 - Road maps 64382
Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1910 - Election Districts 64383
Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1910 - Fire risk assessment 64384
Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1910 - Real property 64384
Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1913 - Road maps 64385
Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1917 - Road maps 64386
Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1924 - Road maps 64387
Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1925 - Fire risk assessment 64388
Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1925 - Real property 64388
Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1925 - Road maps 64452
Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1927 - Road maps 64389
Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1928 - Road maps 64390
Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1929 - Road maps 64391, 64392
Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1930 - Road maps 59268, 64393
Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1931 77502
Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1931 - Road maps 64394, 64395
Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1933 - Road maps 64396
Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps 64397, 64459, 64460
Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps 64462, 64463
Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1938 77676
Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1938-1951 - Road maps 64398
Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps 55009, 63878, 64464, 64465
Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps 64466, 64467
Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps 64468, 64469
Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps 64399, 64400, 64470, 64471, 64472
Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps 64401, 64402, 64473, 64474
Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps 64475
Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1949 - Road maps 64403, 64476, 64477, 64478
Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1950 - Road maps 64404
Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1951 76087, 76088
Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1951 - Road maps 64405, 64406, 64479, 64480, 64481, 64482
Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1952 - Road maps 64407, 64408, 64483
Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1954 - Road maps 64409, 64410, 64484, 64485
Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1955 - Road maps 64411
Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps 64412, 64413, 64414, 64486, 64487
Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1959 - Road maps 64415, 64488, 64489
Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1960 - Road maps 64490
Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1964-1966 - Road maps 64416
Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps 64417, 64491
Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1967-1968 - Road maps 64492
Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1967 - Road maps 64418
Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1968 - Road maps 64493
Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1969 - Road maps 64419, 64420, 64494
Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1971 - Road maps 64495
Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1972 - Road maps 64496
Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1974 - Road maps 64421
Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps 64422, 64423, 64424, 64425
Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps 64426, 64427, 64497
Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1979-1980 - Road maps 64428
Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1998 - Road maps 64429
Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 2003 - Road maps 64430, 64431
Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps 64432, 64433
Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps 64434, 79101
Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 2009 - Road maps 64435, 64436
Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - Bibliography - 1683-1865 64437
Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - Collections 76093
Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - Collections, 1700-1800 64444
Philadelphia (Pa.) - Pictorial works - 1702 64438
Philadelphia (Pa.) - Pictorial works - 1720 64439
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Philadelphia (Pa.)  - Pictorial works  - 1754  69712, 76219
Philadelphia (Pa.)  - Pictorial works  - 1798-1806  64440
Philadelphia (Pa.)  - Pictorial works  - 1828  26478
Philadelphia (Pa.)  - Pictorial works  - 1875  64441
Philadelphia (Pa.)  - Pictorial works  - 1876  64442
Philadelphia (Pa.)  - Pictorial works  - 1896  64443
Philadelphia (Pa.)  - Pictorial works  - 1951 - Railroad Stations  66304
Philadelphia (Pa.)  - Pictorial works  - Bibliography  - 1683-1865  64437
Philadelphia (Pa.)  - Pictorial works  - Collections  76093
Philadelphia (Pa.)  - Pictorial works  - Collections, 1700-1800  64444
Philadelphia (Pa.)  - Pictorial works  - Lectures  64445
Philadelphia & Reading Coal & Iron Co.  - Maps  - 1884  81901
Philadelphia & Reading R.R. and principal connections  47642
Philadelphia & Reading Railroad and principal connections  47628, 47635
Philadelphia & Reading Railroad Co.  - Maps  - 1890  47628
Philadelphia & Reading Railroad Co.  - Maps  - 1891  47635
Philadelphia & Reading Railroad Co.  - Maps  - 1892  47642
Philadelphia & Reading Railroad Co.  - Maps  - 1893  58961
Philadelphia & Reading Railroad Co.  - Maps  - 1898  47659, 47662
Philadelphia & Reading Railroad Co.  - Maps  - 1904  47695
Philadelphia & Reading Railroad Co.  - Maps  - 1905  47702
Philadelphia & Reading Railroad Co.  - Maps  - 1906  47708
Philadelphia & Reading Railroad Co.  - Maps  - 1907  47714
Philadelphia & Reading Railroad Co.  - Maps  - 1908  47718
Philadelphia & Reading Railroad Co.  - Maps  - 1909  47722
Philadelphia & Reading Railroad Co.  - Maps  - 1914  47740
Philadelphia & Reading Railroad Co.  - Maps  - 1915  47742
Philadelphia & Reading Railroad Co.  - Maps  - 1916  47744
Philadelphia & Reading Railroad Co.  - Maps  - 1917  47747
Philadelphia & Reading Railroad Co.  - Maps  - 1918  47749
Philadelphia & Reading Railroad Co.  - Maps  - 1919  47752
Philadelphia & Reading Railroad Co.  - Maps  - 1920  47756
Philadelphia & Reading Railroad Co.  - Maps  - 1921  47763
Philadelphia & Reading Railroad Co.  - Timetables  - 1839  47878
Philadelphia & Reading Railway and its principal connections  47659
Philadelphia Region (Pa.)  - Maps  - 1700-1799 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  23049
Philadelphia Region (Pa.)  - Maps  - 1750-1759 - Landowners  64347
Philadelphia Region (Pa.)  - Maps  - 1777 - Landowners  64446, 64447
Philadelphia Region (Pa.)  - Maps  - 1777 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  64448
Philadelphia Region (Pa.)  - Maps  - 1778  76400, 76401, 76402
Philadelphia Region (Pa.)  - Maps  - 1780-1789 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  23051
Philadelphia Region (Pa.)  - Maps  - 1780 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  64449
Philadelphia Region (Pa.)  - Maps  - 1784 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  23052
Philadelphia Region (Pa.)  - Maps  - 1802 - Road maps  47599
Philadelphia Region (Pa.)  - Maps  - 1804 - Road maps  47600, 47601, 64354, 64450
Philadelphia Region (Pa.)  - Maps  - 1819  76114
Philadelphia Region (Pa.)  - Maps  - 1831  64451
Philadelphia Region (Pa.)  - Maps  - 1832  76629, 76630
Philadelphia Region (Pa.)  - Maps  - 1833  76661
Philadelphia Region (Pa.)  - Maps  - 1835  76650
Philadelphia Region (Pa.)  - Maps  - 1838  76658, 76662
Philadelphia Region (Pa.)  - Maps  - 1843  76691, 76692, 76693, 76694
Philadelphia Region (Pa.)  - Maps  - 1845  63566, 76707
Philadelphia Region (Pa.)  - Maps  - 1846  57745
Philadelphia Region (Pa.)  - Maps  - 1847  63568
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Philadelphia Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1877 - Landowners  64372
Philadelphia Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1882 - Landowners  23009
Philadelphia Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1882 - Railroads - Real property  23009
Philadelphia Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1882 - Road maps  23009
Philadelphia Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1891  64376
Philadelphia Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1903  63628
Philadelphia Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1905 - Railroads  54826
Philadelphia Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1912 - Railroads  63633
Philadelphia Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1920 - Road maps  47757
Philadelphia Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1923 - Railroads  55868, 55969
Philadelphia Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1924 - Road maps  64387
Philadelphia Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1925 - Road maps  63649, 64452
Philadelphia Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1927-1932 - Road maps  59202
Philadelphia Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1927 - Road maps  63655, 77366
Philadelphia Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1929 - Road maps  63681, 63682, 64453
Philadelphia Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1930 - Local transit  64454
Philadelphia Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1930 - Road maps  64454
Philadelphia Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1930 - Shopping centers  64454
Philadelphia Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1932 - Aeronautical charts  47828
Philadelphia Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1932 - Pictorial maps  24322, 24323
Philadelphia Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1933 - Road maps  47831
Philadelphia Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1934 - Road maps  63757, 63769, 64419, 64455, 64456
Philadelphia Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1935 - Road maps  54963, 63785
Philadelphia Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps  54981, 63809, 63810, 63820, 63821, 64397, 64457, 64458, 64459, 64460
Philadelphia Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps  63840, 63848, 63849, 64461, 64462, 64463
Philadelphia Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1938  63879, 63880
Philadelphia Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1938-1951 - Road maps  64398
Philadelphia Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps  55010, 55013, 63868, 63869, 63881, 63882, 64464, 64465
Philadelphia Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps  55028, 55029, 55031, 63901, 63907, 63908, 64466, 64467
Philadelphia Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps  55044, 63922, 63926, 63927
Philadelphia Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps - Manuscripts  63920
Philadelphia Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps  55055, 63943, 63946, 63947
Philadelphia Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1942  63963
Philadelphia Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps  55066, 63928, 63957, 63962, 64468, 64469
Philadelphia Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1946  63988
Philadelphia Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps  11730, 11731, 55084, 55096, 55097, 63980, 63999, 64400, 64470, 64471, 64472
Philadelphia Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps  55113, 55124, 63998, 63999, 64401, 64402, 64473, 64474
Philadelphia Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps  55137, 55138, 64023, 64024, 64475
Philadelphia Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1949 - Road maps  55150, 55151, 64041, 64042, 64403, 64476, 64477, 64478
Philadelphia Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1950 - Road maps  55157
Philadelphia Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1951 - Road maps  55164, 64405, 64406, 64479, 64480, 64481, 64482
Philadelphia Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1952 - Road maps  64071, 64407, 64483
Philadelphia Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1953 - Road maps  64075
Philadelphia Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1954 - Road maps  55181, 55182, 55185, 55186, 64077, 64078, 64409, 64410, 64484, 64485, 64487, 64488, 64489, 64491
Philadelphia Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1955 - Road maps  64875
Philadelphia Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps  55189, 55190, 55191, 55192, 55193, 55201, 64412, 64486, 64487
Philadelphia Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1957 - Railroads  78187
Philadelphia Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1957 - Road maps  52719
Philadelphia Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1959 - Road maps  64415, 64488, 64489
Philadelphia Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1960 - Road maps  64100, 64490
Philadelphia Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1964-1966 - Road maps  64416
Philadelphia Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps  55206, 55207, 64491
Philadelphia Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1967-1968 - Road maps  64492
Philadelphia Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1967 - Road maps  55210, 64113, 64418
Philadelphia Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1968 - Road maps  64114, 64493
Philadelphia Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1969 - Road maps  64420, 64494
Philadelphia Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1971 - Road maps  64495
Philadelphia Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1972 - Road maps  64496
Philadelphia Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1974 - Road maps  64119
Philadelphia Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps  64423, 64424
Philadelphia Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1976 - Electric utilities  64497
Philadelphia Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps  64123, 64426, 64497
Philadelphia Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1979-1980 - Road maps  64428
Philadelphia Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1998 - Road maps  64429
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<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalog Entry</th>
<th>Call Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>and plans on an enlarged scale of the environs six important towns</td>
<td>64534</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philip’s handy general atlas of America : comprising a series of detailed</td>
<td>8594</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maps of the United States, Canada, etc. / with index and statistical notes by</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Bartholomew</td>
<td>57785</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philip’s international world atlas</td>
<td>401</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philip’s modern college atlas for Africa / edited by Harold Fullard</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philip’s new historical atlas for students : a series of 65 plates,</td>
<td>34260</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>containing 154 coloured maps and diagrams, with an introduction illustrated</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>by 43 maps and plans in black and white</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philip’s school atlas of the world and the Commonwealth of Australia</td>
<td>7557</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>specialized</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philip’s special large-scale map of the North Western Frontier</td>
<td>62683</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philip’s systematic atlas, physical and political : specially designed for</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the use of higher schools and private students / by E.G. Ravenstein</td>
<td>8307</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philip, Son &amp; Nephew</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8333, 8436, 8471, 8474, 8488, 8509, 14428, 14455, 14458, 25336, 25341,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25345, 25347, 25374, 25378, 34285, 34293, 34294, 36644, 38408, 42524,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42576, 42587, 42589, 42624, 42625, 42632, 42674, 57909, 69631, 75431,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>77077</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philip &amp; Son SEE George Philip &amp; Son</td>
<td>34260</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philip V, King of Spain, 1683-1746</td>
<td>18714, 32300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philippine (Netherlands) SEE Sint Philippine (Netherlands)</td>
<td>75104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philipp Apian, Landmesser und Kartograph</td>
<td>2247</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philipp Apian, Leben und Werke</td>
<td>17740</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philipp Apian’s Bayerische Landtafeln und Peter Weiner’s Chorographia</td>
<td>17583</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bavariae: eine bibliographische Untersuchung</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philipp Apian’s Topographie von Bayern und bayerische Wappensammlung</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>: zur Feier des siebenhundertjährigen Herrscherjubiläums des</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>erlauchten Hauses Wittelsbach / hrg. von dem historischen Vereine von</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oberbayern</td>
<td>2253</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philipp Apian und die Bayerischen Landtafeln</td>
<td>2252</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philippe, Bucache: 1700-1773</td>
<td>14786</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philippe de Pretot, Etienne André, ca. 1708-1787 SEE Philippe, Etienne</td>
<td>9242</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>André, ca. 1708-1787</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philippe, Etienne André, ca. 1708-1787</td>
<td>9219, 9241, 9242</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philippe V, 1683-1746</td>
<td>39211, 7050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philippe-ville place forte des Pays Bas dans le comté de Hainaut</td>
<td>64504</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philippeville (Belgium) - Maps - 1620</td>
<td>12112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philippeville (Belgium) - Maps - 1695 - Fortification</td>
<td>64502</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philippeville (Belgium) - Maps - 1710 - Fortifications</td>
<td>64503</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philippeville (Belgium) - Maps - 1713 - Fortification</td>
<td>64504</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philippeville, place forte des Pays Bas dans le comté de Hainaut</td>
<td>64502</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philippeville Region (Belgium) - Maps - 1746</td>
<td>19196</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philippeville-ville place forte des Pays Bas dans le comté de Hainaut</td>
<td>64504</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philippeville (Belgium) - Maps - 1620</td>
<td>12112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philippine American War, 1899-1902 SEE Philippines - History -</td>
<td>43682</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philippine American War, 1899-1902</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philippine Bible House (Manila, Philippines)</td>
<td>13023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philippine cartography, 1320-1899</td>
<td>18300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philippine Islands</td>
<td>64531, 64535</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philippine Islands between St. Bernardino &amp; Mindoro Straits, with adjacent</td>
<td>64530</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>islands, from Spanish surveys to 1873</td>
<td>64519</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philippine Islands / Coast and Geodetic Survey, Geographical Division,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manila P.I.</td>
<td>64534</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philippine languages - Dialects - Maps - 1952</td>
<td>64539</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philippine road map 1951</td>
<td>64538</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philippine road map 1952 / Standard-Vacuum Oil Company Philippines</td>
<td>64540</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philippine road map 1954 / Standard-Vacuum Oil Company Philippines</td>
<td>64541</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philippine road map 1955 / Standard-Vacuum Oil Company Philippines</td>
<td>64542</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philippine road map 1956 / Standard-Vacuum Oil Company Philippines</td>
<td>64543</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philippine road map 1957 / Standard-Vacuum Oil Company Philippines</td>
<td>64544</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philippine road map / Standard-Vacuum Oil Company Philippines</td>
<td>64545, 64547</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philippine school geography</td>
<td>64505</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philippines</td>
<td>64536</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Philippines and Marianas]</td>
<td>64510</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philippines, Bureau of Mines</td>
<td>64528</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philippines - Geography - 1904</td>
<td>64505</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philippines : histoire, geographie</td>
<td>64515</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philippines - History - Philippine American War, 1899-1902</td>
<td>70380</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philippines - History - Philippine American War, 1899-1902 - Maps</td>
<td>14896, 43682</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philippines - Manuscript maps - Bibliography - Catalogs</td>
<td>1522</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Philippines - Maps - 1565 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 64506
Philippines - Maps - 1564 24027
Philippines - Maps - 1664 71164
Philippines - Maps - 1706 44294, 44295
Philippines - Maps - 1734 64507, 64509
Philippines - Maps - 1734-1744 64508
Philippines - Maps - 1742 64510
Philippines - Maps - 1749 - Nautical charts 64513
Philippines - Maps - 1749 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 64511, 64512
Philippines - Maps - 1752 64514
Philippines - Maps - 1769 71174
Philippines - Maps - 1774 44224
Philippines - Maps - 1778 24044
Philippines - Maps - 1780 71176
Philippines - Maps - 1786 44225
Philippines - Maps - 1794 44226
Philippines - Maps - 1825 24049
Philippines - Maps - 1831 24050
Philippines - Maps - 1832 71190
Philippines - Maps - 1840 44233
Philippines - Maps - 1846 64515
Philippines - Maps - 1849 - Nautical charts 58751
Philippines - Maps - 1851 71194
Philippines - Maps - 1852 64516
Philippines - Maps - 1852 - Cities and towns 64516
Philippines - Maps - 1853 71195
Philippines - Maps - 1867 - Nautical charts 64517
Philippines - Maps - 1886 49378
Philippines - Maps - 1892 64518
Philippines - Maps - 1896 43680
Philippines - Maps - 1898 - Nautical charts 20756, 64519
Philippines - Maps - 1899 64520, 64521, 70367
Philippines - Maps - 1899 - Nautical charts 64521
Philippines - Maps - 1900 64522, 64523
Philippines - Maps - 1901 - Railroads 77050
Philippines - Maps - 1902 64524, 64525
Philippines - Maps - 1903 77060
Philippines - Maps - 1904 64505, 64526, 64527
Philippines - Maps - 1904 - Cables, Submarine 64529
Philippines - Maps - 1904 - Mines and mineral resources 64528
Philippines - Maps - 1904 - Telegram lines 64529
Philippines - Maps - 1904 - Transpacific cables 64529
Philippines - Maps - 1906 64530
Philippines - Maps - 1907 33688
Philippines - Maps - 1908 35668, 64531, 64532, 64533
Philippines - Maps - 1928 64534
Philippines - Maps - 1933 - Nautical charts 64535
Philippines - Maps - 1937 - Military bases - Pictorial maps 77653
Philippines - Maps - 1943 62628
Philippines - Maps - 1944 62629
Philippines - Maps - 1946 77854
Philippines - Maps - 1951 64536
Philippines - Maps - 1951 - Road maps 64537, 64538
Philippines - Maps - 1952 - Language and languages 64539
Philippines - Maps - 1952 - Road maps 64540
Philippines - Maps - 1954 - Road maps 64541
Philippines - Maps - 1955 - Road maps 64542
Philippines - Maps - 1956 - Road maps 64543
Philippines - Maps - 1957 - Maps, Physical 11098
Philippines - Maps - 1957 - Road maps 64544
Philippines - Maps - 1958 - Maps, Physical 11099
Philippines - Maps - 1958 - Road maps 64545
Philippines - Maps - 1959 64546
Philippines - Maps - 1960 - Road maps 64547
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lists of county boroughs, municipal boroughs, urban districts, rural districts, parliamentary borough 25347, 25351
Philips' handy administrative atlas of England & Wales : a series of detailed county maps showing local government and parliamentary divisions : with statistics of county boroughs, municipal boroughs, urban districts, rural districts, parliamentary borough 25378
Philips' handy administrative atlas of Ireland : a series of detailed county maps showing local government and parliamentary divisions, with lists of county boroughs, municipal boroughs, urban districts, rural districts, parliamentary boroughs and diocese 38408
Philips' handy atlas & gazetteer of the British Isles : a series of detailed county maps showing local government and parliamentary divisions : with maps illustrating physical, commercial and industrial features, and a gazetteer-index of the British Isles 14455
Philips' handy atlas of general geography : containing thirty-two maps / edited by William Hughes 8189, 8192
Philips' handy atlas of the counties of England / by John Bartholomew 25299, 25302, 25305, 25308, 25314
Philips' handy atlas of the counties of England : including maps of North and South Wales, the Channel Islands, and the Isle of Man : reduced from the Ordnance Survey and coloured to show the new parliamentary divisions, according to the Redistribution 25316
Philips' handy atlas of the counties of England : including maps of North and South Wales, the Channel Islands, the Isle of Man, and plans on an enlarged scale of the environs of six important towns 25336, 25345
Philips' handy atlas of the counties of England : including maps of North & South Wales, the Channel Islands, and the Isle of Man : reduced from the Ordnance Survey, and coloured to show the new parliamentary divisions, according to the Redistribution 25320
Philips' handy atlas of the counties of England : including maps of North & South Wales, the Channel Islands, and the Isle of Man : reduced from the Ordnance Survey and coloured to show the new parliamentary divisions, according to the Redistribution B 25325
Philips' handy atlas of the counties of England : including maps of North & South Wales, the Channel Islands, and the Isle of Man 25331, 25332
Philips' handy atlas of the counties of Ireland / constructed by John Bartholomew ; revised by P.W. Joyce 38384, 38388
Philips' handy atlas of the counties of Scotland / constructed by John Bartholomew, edited by George Philip 69610, 69619, 69620, 69623, 69631
Philips' handy atlas of the counties of Wales / constructed by John Bartholomew 80701
Philips' handy atlas to North & South Wales : a series of fourteen maps, including a general map of Wales and a map of Snowdon and its approaches 80699
Philips' handy classical atlas / by William Hughes 34468
Philips' handy county atlas of England & Wales : a series of detailed county maps : with consulting index / edited by George Philip 25341
Philips' handy county atlas of the British Isles : a series of detailed county maps with gazetteer-index of the British Isles containing 20,000 names / edited by George Philip 14428
Philips' handy general atlas of the world : a comprehensive series of maps illustrating general and commercial geography : with complete index of 40,000 names / by John Bartholomew 9220
Philips' handy volume atlas of London : a series of fifty-five sectional maps and plans (on a scale of three inches to the mile) of the county of London : with fifteen special maps and plans, a directory of public buildings, &c., and a complete index 42524
Philips' handy volume atlas of London : a series of fifty-five sectional maps (on a scale of three inches to the mile) of the county of London : with special maps and plans, and a complete index 42587
Philips' handy-volume atlas of London. A series of sixty-four sectional maps (on the scale of three inches to the mile) of the county of London 42621
Philips' handy-volume atlas of London : a series of sixty-four sectional maps (on the scale of three inches to the mile) of the county of London : with special maps and plans, and a complete index 42625
Philips' handy-volume atlas of the world : a series of 64 plates containing 110 maps & plans / with complete index and statistical notes J. Francon Williams 8261
Philips' handy-volume atlas of the world : containing eighty coloured maps with statistical notes and complete index / by George Philip 8487
Philips' handy-volume atlas of the world : containing eighty new and specially engraved plates, with statistical notes and complete index / by George Philip 8456, 8462
Philips' handy-volume atlas of the world : containing seventy-four new and specially engraved plates, with statistical notes & complete index / by E.G. Ravenstein 8408
Philips' handy-volume atlas of the world : containing seventy-seven new and specially engraved plates with statistical notes & complete index / by E.G. Ravenstein 8423
Philips' historical atlas of Canada 15932
Philips' imperial general atlas : comprising forty-two maps, constructed from the best authorities, and including the latest discoveries, accompanied by a valuable consulting index 8145
Philips' imperial library atlas 8153
Philips' intermediate historical atlas for schools : formerly published as "Philips' junior historical atlas" / prepared under the direction of the Historical Association 34293
Philips' international atlas 6239
Philips' introductory school atlas : comprising eighteen maps of the principal countries of the world / edited by William Hughes 8163
Philips' junior historical atlas / prepared under the direction of the Historical Association 34275
Philips' library atlas of ancient and modern geography : a series of maps constructed from the most recent authorities and embracing the principal countries of the world, accompanied by a copious consulting index of upwards of 22,000 names of places / 8258
Philips' library atlas of ancient and modern geography : with notes of the extent, population, revenue, &c., of every country in the world / by G.H. Smith ; accompanied by a copious index of upwards of 22,000 names of places by J.H. Johnson 34445
Philips' Mercantile marine atlas : a series of 35 plates containing over 200 charts & plans, with tables of 10,000 distances between ports, national & commercial flags, cable & wireless telegraphy charts with list of wireless stations, lists of British & 75433
Philips' mercantile marine atlas : a series of 35 plates containing over 200 charts & plans, with tables of 10,000 distances between ports, national & commercial flags, lists of British & United States consulates, and complete index of 20,000 ports, &c 75431
Philips' modern school atlas / designed and compiled by George Philip 8496
Philips' modern school atlas of comparative geography : a series of 80 coloured plates, containing 142 maps and diagrams, with introduction and complete index / edited by George Philip 8434
Philips' new historical atlas for students : a series of 65 plates containing 154 coloured maps and diagrams ; with an introduction illustrated by 43 maps and plans in black and white / by Ramsey Muir 34095
Philips' new modern school atlas of comparative geography / edited by George Philip 8488
Philips' new popular atlas : illustrating the new boundaries and territorial changes effected by the peace treaties with a gazetteer index / edited by George Philip 8420
Philips' new popular atlas : illustrating the new boundaries and territorial changes effected by the peace treaties with index to place-names / edited by George Philip 8428
Philips' new popular atlas of astronomical, physical, political, and classical geography : a series of forty-eight coloured plates, containing seventy-six maps and diagrams with a complete index / edited by George Philip Jnr. 8334, 8343
Philips' new school atlas of comparative geography : a series of 64 coloured plates containing over 100 physical, political and commercial maps & diagrams with complete index 8467
Philips' new school atlas of comparative geography / designed and compiled by George Philip 8493
Philips new school atlas of universal history 34283
Philips' new school atlas of universal history / edited by Ramsay Muir and George Philip 34285, 34294, 34300
Philips' new Scripture atlas : a series of 16 coloured plates containing 41 maps and plans illustrating the historical geography of Palestine and the lands of the Bible, with descriptive and explanatory notes on the maps / by George Philip 12948
Philips' new world atlas / edited by Harold Fullard 8580
Philips' pictorial atlas of the world showing where and how people live / edited by George Philip 8471
Philips' regional wall map of central Africa / edited by Harold Fuller, M.Sc. 157
Philips' regional wall map of the Far East 71201
Philips' road atlas-guide to Great Britain / edited by George Philip ; 64 pages of coloured road maps, together with a gazetteer of 92 pages containing information of interest to tourists, cyclists, and sportsmen, specially prepared by E.T. Brown 14458
Philips' school atlas of classical geography / by William Hughes 30689
Philips' Scripture atlas 12837, 12843, 12847, 12850
Philips' scripture atlas : comprising sixteen maps / by William Hughes 12941
Philips' select atlas of modern geography : constructed from the latest and most authentic sources with a copious consulting index / edited by William Hughes 8132
Philips' select atlas of modern geography : with a copious consulting index / edited by William Hughes 8267, 8312
Philips' select atlas of physical and political geography / edited by George Philip Jnr. 8333
Philips' series of penny maps : forming a comprehensive atlas of modern and ancient geography 8111
Philips' shilling atlas of modern geography 8355
Philips' synthetic maps. Series 9, Indian Empire / by E.G.R. Taylor 36644
Philips' systematic atlas, physical and political : specially designed for the use of higher schools and private students / by E.G. Ravenstein 8313
Philips' tape indicator map of London : divided into quarter-mile squares for reference, and for measuring distances 42557
Philips' Universal atlas / edited by George Philip 8473
Philips' visual contour atlas : 40 coloured plates containing 58 maps & diagrams with index / [edited by George Philip] 8436, 8472
Philips' visual contour atlas : Suffolk edition 8452
Philips'burg (Saint Martin) - Maps - 1822 - Pictorial works - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 64558
Philipsburg (Saint Martin) - Pictorial works - 1671 - Pictorial works 64559
Philipsburg (Saint Martin) - Pictorial works - 1817 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 64560
Philipsburgh Manor (N.Y.) - Maps - 1785 82695
Philipsen & Co. 8649
Philipsbourg : ville tres forte sittuée au de la du Rhein ... 64555, 64556
Philimore atlas & index of parish registers 14552
Philimore atlas of parish registers 7168
Philimore & Co. 7168, 14552, 25631, 42409, 73589
Phillip Wells, c.1688, A sand draught of New York Harbour 56855
Phillipe, Ada S. 30306
Phillipi, fl. 1872 8183, 20580
Phillipova, C.H. 26149
Philippine Islands. Mining Bureau. Bulletin no. 3 14897
Philips, Thomas, Sir, 1792-1872 45779, 45845, 52053
Philips 66 (Firm) SEE Phillips Petroleum Company 2709
Philips 66 interstate highway guide 78541
[Philips 66 road maps of the United States] 78728
[Philips 66 road maps of the United States and Mexico] 78601
Philips, Angie, fl. 1874 30024
Phillips-Barrett, Barbara 15671
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Philological Quarterly 22984
Philologus (1933) 65806
Philologus, Thomas, ca. 1493-ca. 1577 202, 203, 204, 208
A philosophic look at maps old and new 17368
A Philosophical and political history of the settlements and trade of the Europeans in the East and West Indies 7858
Philosophical & political hist of E&W Indies 4510
Philosophical & political history of E&W Indies 4499, 4528
Philp & Solomons 81854, 81855
Philp, Armand 9323
Philipsburg Region (Germany) 2007
Philip, Thomas 29046, 52062
Philips, William, Sir, 1651
Philips, Constantine John, 1744-1792 65104
Phipps, William, Sir, 1651-1695 16536, 16537, 16538, 68024, 68025
Phipps, Constantine John, 1744-1792 65104
Phlegraean Plain (Italy) 1792
Phlegraean Plain (Italy) 1560
Phlegraean Plain (Italy) - Historical Geography 64563
Phlegraean Plain (Italy) - Maps 15795, 15796, 15797
Phlegraean Plain (Italy) - Maps 1776
Phlegraean Plain (Italy) - Volcanoes 64564
Phlegraean Plain (Italy) - Pictorial works 64565
Phoebe Snow Railroad SEE Delaware, Lackawanna and Western Railroad Company 47951
Phoebe Snow Route SEE Delaware, Lackawanna and Western Railroad Company 47967
Phoenix (Ariz.) - Maps 1939 64566, 64567
Phoenix (Ariz.) - Maps 1940 64568
Phoenix (Ariz.) - Maps 1947 64569, 64570
Phoenix (Ariz.) - Maps 1948 64571, 64572
Phoenix (Ariz.) - Maps 1949 - Banks and banking 64573
Phoenix (Ariz.) - Maps 1949 - Road maps 64573
Phoenix (Ariz.) - Maps 1951 76087, 76088
Phoenix (Ariz.) - Maps 1951 - Road maps 64574
Phoenix (Ariz.) - Maps 1952 - Road maps 64575
Phoenix (Ariz.) - Maps 1953 - Banks and banking 64576
Phoenix (Ariz.) - Maps 1953 - Road maps 64576, 64577
Phoenix (Ariz.) - Maps 1956 - Road maps 64578
Phoenix (Ariz.) - Maps 1960 - Road maps 64599
Phoenix (Ariz.) - Maps 1965 - Banks and banking 64579
Phoenix (Ariz.) - Maps 1965 - Road maps 64579
Phoenix (Ariz.) - Maps 1966 - Road maps 64580
Phoenix (Ariz.) - Maps 1967 - Road maps 64581
Phoenix (Ariz.) - Maps 1968 - Road maps 64582
Phoenix (Ariz.) - Maps 1969 - Road maps 64583
Phoenix (Ariz.) - Maps 1970 - Road maps 64584
Phoenix (Ariz.) - Maps 1971 - Road maps 64585
Phoenix (Ariz.) - Maps 1972 - Road maps 64600
Phoenix (Ariz.) - Maps 1974 - Real estate business 64586
Phoenix (Ariz.) - Maps 1974 - Road maps 64586
Phoenix (Ariz.) - Maps 1975-1979 - Road maps 64587
Phoenix (Ariz.) - Maps 1976-1979 - Road maps 64588
Phoenix (Ariz.) - Maps 1976 - Road maps 64589
Phoenix (Ariz.) - Maps 1993 - Road maps 64590
Phoenix (Ariz.) - Maps 1995 - Road maps 64591
Phoenix (Ariz.) - Maps 2004 - Road maps 64592
Phoenix (Ariz.) - Maps 2005 - Road maps 64593, 64594
Phoenix (Ariz.) - Maps 2006 - Road maps 64595, 64596
Phoenix (Ariz.) - Maps 2007 - Road maps 64597
Phoenix (Ariz.) - Pictorial works 1885 64598
Phoenix Arizona Eng. & Litho. Co. 2732
Phoenix Arizona Engraving & Lithography Co. 2736, 2759
Phoenix city map 76 Union 64580, 64581
Phoenix city map & street guide ... / a courtesy of your Arizona Automobile Association 64587
Phoenix city map : Union Oil Company 64570, 64572, 64574, 64575, 64577, 64578
Phoenix EasyFinder 64591
Phoenix EasyFinder : Local street detail 64594
Phoenix Fire Company, London 19227, 19228
Phoenix Maps (Firm) 20919, 28564, 45569, 45646
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Phoenix metro area city map & street guide ... / Realty Executives, realtors  64586
Phoenix metro street guide  64592, 64593, 64602
Phoenix Park (Dublin, Ireland) - Pictorial works - 1793  23852
Phoenix Region (Ariz.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps  64566, 64567
Phoenix Region (Ariz.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps  64568
Phoenix Region (Ariz.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps  64571
Phoenix Region (Ariz.) - Maps - 1960 - Road maps  64599
Phoenix Region (Ariz.) - Maps - 1963 - Road maps  2834
Phoenix Region (Ariz.) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps  64580
Phoenix Region (Ariz.) - Maps - 1967 - Road maps  64581
Phoenix Region (Ariz.) - Maps - 1968 - Road maps  64582
Phoenix Region (Ariz.) - Maps - 1969 - Road maps  64583
Phoenix Region (Ariz.) - Maps - 1970 - Road maps  64584
Phoenix Region (Ariz.) - Maps - 1971 - Road maps  64585
Phoenix Region (Ariz.) - Maps - 1972 - Road maps  64600
Phoenix Region (Ariz.) - Maps - 1974 - Real estate business  64586
Phoenix Region (Ariz.) - Maps - 1974 - Road maps  64586
Phoenix Region (Ariz.) - Maps - 1976-1979 - Road maps  64588
Phoenix Region (Ariz.) - Maps - 1993 - Road maps  64590
Phoenix Region (Ariz.) - Maps - 1995 - Road maps  64601
Phoenix Region (Ariz.) - Maps - 2003 - Road maps  64602
Phoenix Region (Ariz.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps  64592
Phoenix Region (Ariz.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps  64593
Phoenix Region (Ariz.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps  64595, 64596
Phoenix Region (Ariz.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps  64597
Phoenix (Ship)  34578
Phoenix street and vicinity maps ...  64571
Phoenix street and vicinity maps. At your service from Canada to Mexico: Standard Stations and Standard Oil dealers  64566, 64567, 64568
Phoenix street guide  64595, 64597
Phoenix street map / Phillips 66  64585
Phoenix streetatlas  64596
Phoenix tourgide map / Gulf  64582, 64583, 64584
Phoenix : Valley of the Sun street guide  64590
Photogandros Island (Greece) - Maps - 1528  41392
Photo-atlas of the United States  78711
Photo-atlas of the United States: a complete photographic atlas of the U.S.A. using satellite photography  78712
Photo auto guide (Rand McNally and Company) SEE Rand McNally and Company. Photo auto guide  35659
Photo-auto guide series (Rand McNally and Company) SEE Rand McNally and Company. Photo auto guide  35659
Photo auto map : [route between Chicago and New York, plate nos. 1-37] / copyright 1907, C.S. Chapin, Chicago  59076
Photo-auto maps--Albany to Buffalo. No. 681 [680, 679 and 678]  59636
Photo-auto maps--Albany to Buffalo. No. 657 [656, 655 and 654]  59638
Photo-auto maps--Albany to Buffalo. No. 674 [673, 672 and 671]  59637
Photo-auto maps--Cleveland to Toledo. No. 610 [609, and 608]  59641
Photo-auto maps--Cleveland to Toledo. No. 630 [629, 628 and 627]  59640
Photo-auto maps--New York to Albany. No. 769 [768, 767 and 766]  59639
Photo-auto maps--New York to Albany. No. 789 [788, 787 and 786]  59635
Photo-auto maps--New York to Albany. No. 793 [792, 791 and 790]  59634
Photo-auto maps--New York to Albany. No. 796 [795, and 794]  59633
Photo-auto maps--South Bend to Chicago, Ill. No. 503 [502, 501, and 500]  59642
Photo Electro. Co.  11427, 11801
Photo-Electrotype Co. (Boston, Mass.) SEE Photo Electro. Co.  11801
Photo Eng. Co. (Chicago, Ill.) SEE Photo Engraving Co. (Chicago, Ill.)  13679
Photo Eng. Co. (New York, N.Y.) SEE Photo Engraving Co.  74486
Photo-engraving and Braille maps  44962
Photo Engraving Co.  55269, 74486, 80965, 81892, 85064, 85066, 85084
Photo Engraving Co. (Chicago, Ill.)  13679
Photo Engraving Co. (New York, N.Y.) SEE Photo Engraving Co.  74486
Photo Geographic International (Firm)  78117, 78712
Photo maps - Jamaica - 1991  39466
Photo maps - Spain - 1975  72929
Photo maps - United States - 1975  78711, 78712
Photo maps - United States - 1975 - Cities and towns  78711, 78712
[Photo-mosaic of Chicago's Near North Side, bounded by Larabee, Goethe, McClurg, and Hubbard]  20029
[Photocopied fragments of a manuscript map drawn by Hermon Husbands]  70284
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[Photocopies of copperplate maps, views, and engravings of America and colonial Williamsburg, Virginia] 1841

[Photocopy selections from Murray's Encyclopaedia of geography] 44616

Photocopying 64603, 64604, 64605, 64606, 64607
Photocopying rare maps and atlases 64603, 64607
PhotoDisc Incorporated 79225, 79226, 79227, 79228, 79235
Photoduplication 64608
Photoduplication SEE Photocopying 64607
Photoengraving 24711, 44593, 44962
Photoengraving SEE ALSO Photogalvanography 44593
Photogalvanography 44593

Photography, Artistic - England - Pictorial works - 1800-1899 25438

Photogrammetric Engineering 84705

Photogrammetry - 1870 75322
Photogrammetry - 1886-1923 75323
Photogrammetry - 1947 21125
Photogrammetry - United States 64609

[Photograph of Andrew McNally II] 45638

[Photograph of Chateau Laurier and the National War Memorial, Ottawa] 19257

[Photograph of Cleveland Union Terminal] 21073

[Photograph of LaSalle Street Station in Chicago] 41678

[Photograph of new Western Pacific Railroad depot and division offices at Elko, Nevada] 24939

[Photograph of R.A. Skelton, London] 70203

[Photograph of state governors standing upon an outline map of the United States] 77991

Photograph of terrestrial and celestial globes by T. Bardin, ca. 1800 31996

[Photograph of the Chicago and North Western Railway's suburban service on the Kennedy Expressway near Lawrence Avenue] 19367

[Photograph of the Illinois Central yards north of Randolph Street in Chicago] 20025

[Photograph of the Queen Elizabeth Hotel in Montréal] 66113

[Photograph of the United States Freight Company's Atlanta terminal] 3630

[Photograph of the United States Freight Company's Chicago terminal] 20024, 20026

[Photograph of the United States Freight Company's loading facility in Manhattan] 44361

[Photograph of trains outside Union Station in Chicago] 76043

[Photograph of Union Station in Chicago] 76042

Photographic automobile guidebooks 35657, 35658, 35659, 36846, 36864, 59073, 59079, 59102

Photography, Artistic - England - Pictorial works - 1800-1899 25438

Photography, Artistic - History - Pictorial works - 1800-1899 25438

Photographic prints : the investor's point of view 44946

Photographic Surveying 64610

Photographic surveying - 1947 21125

Photographic surveying - Alberta - History - 1900-1999 51866

Photographs - Colorado - Collections, 1897-1903 37442

Photographs - Denver (Colo.) - Collections, 1897-1903 37442

[Photographs, descriptions, and correspondence with Gary Meagher relative to Humboldt's 1800 map of the Rio Negro in the James Ford Bell Library] 34873

[Photographs of manuscript nautical charts and portolan atlases variously dated ca. 1200-1554 : reproduced from originals in libraries of Milan, Florence, and Venice] 10691

[Photographs of participants at Vinland map conference, Smithsonian Museum of History and Technology, 15-16 Nov. 1966] 80290

[Photographs of portolan charts belonging to the Hispanic Society of America] 52792

[Photographs of Rand McNally Map-Tack System wooden map cabinets, manufactured between ca. 1910-ca. 1920] 80771

Photographs - Paris (France) - Pictorial works - Collections, 1890-1925 63314


Photographs - United States - Collections, 1897-1903 37442

Photography - Chicago (Ill.) - 1858 20004

Photography - Chicago (Ill.) - 1896 - Bridges 33370

Photography - Chicago (Ill.) - 1978 20029

Photography - Chicago (Ill.) - Collections 65504, 76194

Photography - Chicago (Ill.) - Collections, 1890 20055

Photography - Chicago (Ill.) - Collections, 1899 20051

Photography - Chicago (Ill.) - Collections, To 2000 19404

Photography - Chicago (Ill.) - Collections, To 2000 - Parks 19980

Photography - Chicago (Ill.) - History - Pictorial works - Collections 19405, 19406

Photography - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1896 33368

Photography - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - Collections, 1883 20038

Photography - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - Collections, 1893 20041, 20042, 20043, 20044

Photography - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - Collections, 1898 20045, 20046
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Physical geography of the global environment / H.J. de Blij, Peter O. Muller 30635
Physical geography of the sea 60330
The Physical geography of the sea / by M.F. Maury 60328, 60329
Physical geography of world 39541
Physical geography : prepared on a new and original plan / by John D. Quackenbos, John S. Newberry, Charles H. Hitchcock ... [et al.] 30314
The Physical geography and geography of Great Britain : a manual of British geology / By the late Sir Andrew C. Ramsay ; with a geological map, printed in colours 14419
A Physical, historical, political & descriptive geography 30531, 30532
A Physical, historical, political, & descriptive geography / by Keith Johnston ... 30207
Physical map of America & Africa and the Atlantic Ocean 1775
Physical map of Asia 3383
A Physical map of Cook County 22028
Physical map of Europe 26085
Physical map of North America 57737
Physical map of the Arctic 2491, 2495
Physical map of the United States 76933
Physical methods of dating and comparing maps 44764
A Physical planisphere wherein are represented all the known lands and seas with the great chains of mountains which traverse the globe from the North Pole... (1757) 14785
Physical-political map, Alaska / published by Jeppesen & Co. 1063
Physical-political map of New York 56339
Physical & political map of the southern division of the United States 71353
Physical sketch map of north-west Australia : showing the surface characteristics of the country, and discoveries of the most recent explorers / by John George Bartholomew 82733
Physicians - Central African Republic - Maps - 2012 - Workload 18954
Physicians - Workload - Maps - 2012 84517
Physics 2534
Physics - Popular works - 1856 8124
Physikalisch-stat handatlas Oesterreich-Hungarn 7582
Physikalisch-statistisch atlas Deutschen Reichs 9903
Physikalischer atlas 9743, 9760, 9976
Physikalischer atlas (25 parts, in portfolio) 9975
Physikalischer atlas. (Begründet 1836 ...) 9969
Physikalischer atlas: geog jahrbuch (Pts1-IV) 9761
Physiographic diagram, Atlantic Ocean (sheet 1) 57917
Physiographic diagram of Asia 3431
Physiographic diagram of Europe 26191
Physiographic diagram of North America 57810, 57811
Physiographic diagram of the United States 78172
Physiographic diagram of Wisconsin 83270
Physiographic map of Tennessee 74422
Physiographic provinces - Africa - Maps - 1843 1775
Physiographic provinces - Africa, North - Maps - 1967 494
Physiographic provinces - America - Maps - 1843 1775
Physiographic provinces - Asia - Maps - 1843 3383
Physiographic provinces - California - Maps - 1965 15634
Physiographic provinces - Canada - Maps - 1965 16244
Physiographic provinces - Europe - Maps - 1843 26085
Physiographic provinces - Maps - 1770 9197
Physiographic provinces - Maps - 1855 84268
Physiographic provinces - Maps - 1975 84482
Physiographic provinces - Mexico - Maps - 1843 76693
Physiographic provinces - Mexico - Maps - 1964 46566
Physiographic provinces - Michigan - Maps - 1968 47516
Physiographic provinces - Middle East - Maps - 1951 48154
Physiographic provinces - Nevada - Maps - 1965 15634
Physiographic provinces - North America - Maps - 1843 57737
Physiographic provinces - North America - Maps - 1848 57748
Physiographic provinces - North America - Maps - 1860 57770, 57771, 57772, 57773
Physiographic provinces - North America - Maps - 1873 57781, 57782, 57783
Physiographic provinces - North America - Maps - 1948 57811
Physiographic provinces - the West (U.S.) - Maps - 1873 21287, 81872
Physiographic provinces - United Staes - Maps - 1957 78173
Physiographic provinces - United States - Maps - 1843 76693
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Picardy (France) - Maps - 1905 57256, 64661
Picardy (France) - Maps - 1972 28143
Picardy (France) - Maps - 1982 28144
Picardy (France) - Maps - 1993 64662
Picardy (France) - Maps - 1997 57170
Picart, H. (Hugues), 1587-1662 or 1664 9095, 9107, 27624
Picart, N. 9099
Picart, Pieter SEE Pickaerdt, Pieter, 1668 or 69 - ca. 1732 43720
Picasso in Wien 80197
Picasso, Pablo, 1861-1973 - Homes and haunts 63305
Picasso’s Paris: walking tours of the artist’s life in the city / by Ellen Williams 63305
Piccioni, Paul 28728
Piccolo atlante geografico a uso delle scuole italiane: composto di 25 carte / già corrette da F.C. Marmocchi, ed ora nuovamente rivedute secondo le più recenti notizie 1066
Piccolo atlante Marinelli: 89 carte geografiche con notizie geografico-statistiche e repertorio alfabetico di tutti 16,000 nomi / a cura di Olinio Marinelli 10683
Piccolo atlante per lo studio della geografia elementare: composto di 9 carte / disegnate e compilate sulle più recenti rivedute dal F. C. Marmocchi 10665
Piccolomini, Alessandro 4203, 4204
Piccolpasso, Cipriano, 1524-1579 75242
Pichilingue (Mexico) - Maps - 1803 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 15203
Picinich, Donald George 52393
Pick (Albert) Hotels, firm SEE Albert Pick Hotels (Firm) 24427
Pick, Alfred, Jr. 24428
Pick, Eugène, fl. 1859 27953
Pick Hotels (Firm) SEE Albert Pick Hotels (Firm) 24427
Pick Hotels road map: covering eastern United States, central United States ... / Albert Pick Hotels 24427, 24428
Pick, Roni 13578, 13663
Pickaerdt, Pieter, 1668 or 69 - ca. 1732 43720
[Pickaway County (Ohio) - 1858: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 64664
Pickaway County (Ohio) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners 64663
Pickaway County (Ohio) - Maps - 1858 - Landowners 64664
Pickaway County (Ohio) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps 21797
Pickaway County (Ohio) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps 21798
Pickaway Plains (Ohio) - Antiquities - 1934 - Manuscripts 64665
Pickel, Georges, S.J. 83834, 83835
Pickens, Buford L. 17120
Pickens County (S.C.) - Maps - 1825 - Landowners 60332
Pickering, James F. 29459
Pickering, W. 14112
Pickering, William 54730
Pickering, William. Plan of the town of Harmonie in Posey County, Indiana (1824) 54730
Picket (A. & E.), firm, Wheeling, Va. SEE A. & E. Picket (Firm) 4733
Picket, Albert 29279
Picket & Co. 4734
Picket, J. W. 29279
Picket 25207, 25224
Pickett, J. 7949, 7961, 7976, 7998, 8075, 32438, 34409
Pickett, Nancy Jo 83591
Pickett, William, 1792-1820 7960
Pickford, Nigel 69976, 69977
Pickles, John 44758
Pickles, John, 1960- 16799
Pickles, Thomas, 1888- 44688
Pico, Bias 2262
Pico, Geronymo 2262
Pico Island (Azores) - Maps - 1872 43795
Pico Island (Azores) - Maps - 1882 - Nautical charts 26458
Picolata (Fla.) - Maps - 1765 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 64666
Picolpasso Durantino, Cipriano, 1524-1579 SEE Piccolpasso, Cipriano, 1524-1579 75242
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A Pictorial and descriptive guide to Oxford and district : with key plan of the colleges, large plan of the city, and two district maps : sixty illustrations 62490
A Pictorial and descriptive guide to Ripon, Fountains Abbey, York, Harrogate, Bolton Abbey, Pateley Bridge, etc. : with three district maps and plans of Ripon Cathedral, Fountains Abbey, York Cathedral, etc. 85148
A Pictorial and descriptive guide to Stratford-upon-Avon, the home of Shakespeare : with excursions in the neighbourhood 73324
A Pictorial and descriptive guide to Teignmouth and the south Devon coast from the Axe to the Teign : with a description of Exeter and its cathedral : plan of Teignmouth and nine other maps and plans : fifty illustrations 74309
A Pictorial and descriptive guide to the Channel Islands, with excursions to Brittany and Normandy : maps of Jersey, Guernsey, Alderney, Sark and the French coast : plan of St. Helier 19163
A Pictorial and descriptive guide to the Channel Islands : with excursions to Brittany and Normandy : maps of the islands and of Jersey, Guernsey, Sark, and Alderney, plans of St. Helier and St. Peter Port 19165
A Pictorial and descriptive guide to the English Lake District : with an outline guide for pedestrians and a special section for motorists : map of district and three section maps 41502
A Pictorial and descriptive guide to the English Lake District : with an outline guide for pedestrians : map of district and three section maps 41497, 41499
A Pictorial and descriptive guide to the English Lake District : with an outline guide for walkers and a special section for motorists : map of district and three section maps 41505
A Pictorial and descriptive guide to the Highlands of Scotland : following the principal railway, steamer, and public motor routes, and indicating the chief tours from each centre : with eight district maps and plans of Aberdeen, Inverness and Oban 33936
A Pictorial and descriptive guide to the Isle of Wight : in six sections, with walks and excursions by road, rail and steamer from each centre : map of the island and plans of Ryde, Sandown, Shanklin and Ventnor 38568
A Pictorial and descriptive guide to the Malvern Country : including Tewkesbury, Gloucester, Cheltenham, Worcester, Droitwich, Hereford, etc. 44298
A Pictorial and descriptive guide to the Thames from Putney to Cricklade : : five specially-drawn charts of the river : map showing routes by road and rail from London to the nearer Thames resorts 75044
A Pictorial and descriptive guide to the Thames from Putney to Cricklade : : five specially-drawn charts of the river : maps showing routes by road and rail to the Thames resorts 75047
A Pictorial and descriptive guide to the Wye Valley, by river, road and rail : with notes on angling, boating, cycling, motoring, etc. : three maps and over sixty illustrations 84768
A Pictorial and descriptive guide to the Wye Valley, including Llandrindod Wells and the spas of central Wales 84773
A Pictorial and descriptive guide to the Wye Valley, including Llandrindod Wells and the spas of central Wales : : three district maps, and plans of Hereford, Llandrindod Wells, etc 84772
A Pictorial and descriptive guide to Torquay, Paignton, Dartmouth, Kingsbridge, Totnes, and other South Devon resorts : : plans of Torquay, Paignton and Dartmouth, three district maps, chart of the river Dart, etc. 23559
A Pictorial and descriptive guide to Warwick, Royal Leamington Spa, Kenilworth, Stratford-upon-Avon, Coventry & the George Eliot country : with large map of the district and plans of Warwick, Warwick Castle, Leamington, Kenilworth Castle and Stratford 80868
A Pictorial and descriptive guide to Wells, Glastonbury, Wookey, Cheddar, Weston-super-Mare, Clevedon, etc. : plans of Wells and Wells cathedral and six other plans and maps 81524
A Pictorial and descriptive guide to Weymouth, Portland, Dorchester, Lulworth, Swanage, Sherborne, etc. : with plans of Weymouth, Swanage, Poole and Studland, three maps, and special notes for motorists : sixty illustrations 82851
Pictorial and road map of Guam 33090
Pictorial atlas illustrating Spanish-American War 5460
Pictorial atlas illustrating the Spanish-American War : comprising a history of the great conflict of the United States with Spain / by LeRoy Armstrong ; with over 150 illustrations from special photographs and drawings by such noted artists as A.G. Sc 5461
Pictorial atlas illustrating the Spanish-American war : comprising a history of the great conflict of the United States with Spain ... with over 150 original illustrations ... full and accurate maps, political and historical, educational charts, dia 5524
Pictorial atlas illustrating the Spanish-American war : ... [and] full and accurate maps ... 5493
Pictorial atlas of American history 76255
Pictorial atlas of Britain 14547
Pictorial atlas of the greater United States and the world : being the first volume of its kind to bring the old and new possessions of our country to a close association and a prominent and conspicuous position worthy of their importance : every foot o 77026, 77053, 77059
Pictorial atlas of the Netherlands : [compilation and text, H. Meijer] 53612
Pictorial atlas of the world 6386, 7392, 7440, 8593, 8603
Pictorial atlas of the world : featuring individual maps of the states and descriptive information on the states, world and solar system 6482
Pictorial atlas of the world : featuring individual maps of the states and descriptive information on the states, world, and solar system 6458
The pictorial atlas of the world / geographical consultant, John Salt ; cartographic editor, Harold Fullard 8576
Pictorial atlas of world 5414, 5415, 5453, 5454, 5511, 5513, 6632, 6633, 6634, 6635, 6636, 6637
Pictorial Bible atlas / J. Catling Allen ; with maps drawn by Malcolm Porter 13046
Pictorial California (Firm) 15708
Pictorial California : Southern California special edition 15708
A Pictorial chart of English literature [British Isles] / compiled by Ethel Earle Wylie ; illustrated by Ella Wall Van Leer 14472
A Pictorial geography of the world : comprising a universal geography, popular and scientific, including a physical, political, and statistical account of the earth and its various divisions, with numerous sketches from recent travels, and ii 29484, 29493, 29530, 29603
A Pictorial guide to many lands, the British commonwealth and empire / edited with an introduction by W.J. Turner 32454
Pictorial handbook of modern geography 29837
Pictorial history of Northwestern University, 1851-1951 60007
Pictorial history of the world's greatest war and new international atlas of the world : featuring a special history of the world's greatest war by S.J. Duncan-Clark ... : accompanied by about 75 maps ... from the latest federal, state and transportati 5840
Pictorial map of Africa / description of animals and their geographical location edited by Philip Hershkovitz ... ; illustrated by Robert Glaubke 390
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Pictorial maps - 1830 48231
Pictorial maps - 1831 - Animals 84232
Pictorial maps - 1843 84252
Pictorial maps - 1926 44860, 76232
Pictorial maps - 1927 44691
Pictorial maps - 1928 44692
Pictorial maps - 1929 2025, 36472
Pictorial maps - 1930 - Rubber industry and trade 84546
Pictorial maps - 1930 - Tire industry 84546
Pictorial maps - 1932 84343
Pictorial maps - 1935 1060
Pictorial maps - 1937 84346
Pictorial maps - 1940 51569, 51570
Pictorial maps - 1944 84378
Pictorial maps - 1950 82562
Pictorial maps - 1959 84435
Pictorial maps - 1992 7366
Pictorial maps - Adirondack Mountains (N.Y.) - 1930 85
Pictorial maps - Adirondack Mountains (N.Y.) - Maps - 1929 84
Pictorial maps - Advertising - 1897 28518
Pictorial maps - Africa - 1957 - Animals 390
Pictorial maps - Africa, North - 1954 - Maps - Airways 26243
Pictorial maps - Alabama - 1942 31221
Pictorial maps - Alabama - 1976 977
Pictorial maps - Alton Railroad Company - Maps - 1947 77887
Pictorial maps - America - 1940 1793
Pictorial maps - America - 1950 62919
Pictorial maps - America - Maps - 1929 - Air mail service 82785
Pictorial maps - Amsterdam (Netherlands) - 1552 1890
Pictorial maps - Anchorage Region (Alaska) - 1974 - Road maps 1936
Pictorial maps - Animals - Maps - 1943 84375
Pictorial maps - Ann, Cape (Mass.) - 1930 2024
Pictorial maps - Arizona - 1926 2595
Pictorial maps - Arizona - 1948 2788, 2789
Pictorial maps - Arizona - 1953 2820
Pictorial maps - Arizona - 1954-1955 2826
Pictorial maps - Arizona - Collections, 1912-1962 16902
Pictorial maps - Arizona - Maps - 1775 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 79889
Pictorial maps - Arizona - Maps - 1929 - Airways 2609
Pictorial maps - Arizona - Maps - 1947 64569
Pictorial maps - Arizona - Maps - 1949 64573
Pictorial maps - Arizona - Maps - 1952 75599
Pictorial maps - Arizona - Maps - 1953 64576, 75600
Pictorial maps - Arizona - Maps - 1966 75601, 84375
Pictorial maps - Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Company - Maps - 1933 72464
Pictorial maps - Atlanta (Ga.) - 1864 - Manuscripts 3595
Pictorial maps - Atlanta (Ga.) - Maps - 1974 - Road maps 3608
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| Pictorial maps | Atlanta Region (Ga.) - Maps - 1964 - Road maps | 3638 |
| Pictorial maps | Atlantic Coast (N.Y.) - 1947 | 42918 |
| Pictorial maps | Atlantic Coast (N.Y.) - 1949 | 42928 |
| Pictorial maps | Atlantic Coast (N.Y.) - 1951 | 42934 |
| Pictorial maps | Atlantic Coast (New England) - 1947 | 44138 |
| Pictorial maps | Atlantic Coast (New England) - 1949 | 44152 |
| Pictorial maps | Atlantic Coast (New England) - 1951 | 44155 |
| Pictorial maps | Atlantic Coast (New England) - 1966 - Nautical charts | 54530 |
| Pictorial maps | Atlantic Coast (New England) - 1968 - Nautical charts | 54531 |
| Pictorial maps | Atlantic Coast (New England) - 1969 - Nautical charts | 54535 |
| Pictorial maps | Atlantic Coast (New England) - 1970 - Nautical charts | 54536 |
| Pictorial maps | Atlantic Coast (New England) - 1971 - Nautical charts | 54537 |
| Pictorial maps | Atlantic Coast (South Atlantic States) - 1960 - Nautical charts | 70721 |
| Pictorial maps | Atlantic Coast (South Atlantic States) - 1966 - Nautical charts | 70722 |
| Pictorial maps | Atlantic Coast (South Atlantic States) - 1968 - Nautical charts | 70723 |
| Pictorial maps | Atlantic Coast (South Atlantic States) - 1969 - Nautical charts | 70724 |
| Pictorial maps | Atlantic Coast (South Atlantic States) - 1970 - Nautical charts | 70725 |
| Pictorial maps | Atlantic Coast (South Atlantic States) - 1971 - Nautical charts | 70726 |
| Pictorial maps | Atlantic Intracoastal Waterway - 1960 - Nautical charts | 70721 |
| Pictorial maps | Atlantic Intracoastal Waterway - 1966 - Nautical charts | 70722 |
| Pictorial maps | Atlantic Intracoastal Waterway - 1968 - Nautical charts | 70723 |
| Pictorial maps | Atlantic Intracoastal Waterway - 1969 - Nautical charts | 70724 |
| Pictorial maps | Atlantic Intracoastal Waterway - 1970 - Nautical charts | 70725 |
| Pictorial maps | Atlantic Intracoastal Waterway - 1971 - Nautical charts | 70726 |
| Pictorial maps | Atlantic Intracoastal Waterway - 1972 - Nautical charts | 70727, 70728 |
| Pictorial maps | Atlantic Intracoastal Waterway - 1973 - Nautical charts | 70729, 70730 |
| Pictorial maps | Atlantic Intracoastal Waterway - 1976 - Nautical charts | 70731 |
| Pictorial maps | Atlantic States -1930 - Road maps | 3895 |
| Pictorial maps | Atlantic States - 1960 - Railroads | 3828 |
| Pictorial maps | Atlantic States - Maps - 1933 | 3918 |
| Pictorial maps | Atlantic States - Maps - 1934 | 3931 |
| Pictorial maps | Atlantic States - Maps - 1935 | 3946 |
| Pictorial maps | Atlantic States - Maps - 1936 | 3959, 3960 |
| Pictorial maps | Atlantic States - Maps - 1937 | 3971, 3972 |
| Pictorial maps | Atlantic States - Maps - 1941 | 4042 |
| Pictorial maps | Atlantic States - Maps - 1942 | 4052, 4053 |
| Pictorial maps | Atlantic States - Maps - 1946 | 4078, 4079 |
| Pictorial maps | Atlantic States - Maps - 1948 | 4099 |
| Pictorial maps | Atlantic States - Maps - 1949 | 4108 |
| Pictorial maps | Atlantic States - Maps - 1950 | 4115 |
| Pictorial maps | Atlantic States - Maps - 1951 | 4116, 4117 |
| Pictorial maps | Atlantic States - Maps - 1952 | 4131 |
| Pictorial maps | Augsburg (Germany) - 1552 - Fortification | 10963 |
| Pictorial maps | Australia - 1942 | 11096 |
| Pictorial maps | Bahamas - 1970-1979 | 11431 |
| Pictorial maps | Balkan Peninsula - 1943 | 11605 |
| Pictorial maps | Bangkok (Thailand) - 1975 | 11770 |
| Pictorial maps | Barkley, Lake, Region (Ky. and Tenn.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps | 40614 |
| Pictorial maps | Barnstable County (Mass.) - 2010 | 26502 |
| Pictorial maps | Basel (Switzerland) - 1549-1552 | 11870 |
| Pictorial maps | Baystate Medical Center (Springfield, Mass.) - Maps - 1991 | 12028 |
| Pictorial maps | Beltrami County (Minn.) - 1930 - Road maps | 12327 |
| Pictorial maps | Bemidji Region (Minn.) - 1930 - Road maps | 12327 |
| Pictorial maps | Bern (Switzerland) - 1549-1552 | 12581 |
| Pictorial maps | Bern (Switzerland) - 1552 | 11390 |
| Pictorial maps | Black Hills (S.D. and Wyo.) - Maps - 1950 - Road maps | 13188 |
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Pictorial maps - Boston (Mass.) - 1929 13524
Pictorial maps - Boston (Mass.) - 1930 13526
Pictorial maps - Boston (Mass.) - 1934 13432
Pictorial maps - Boston (Mass.) - Historical geography - Maps - 1940 13441
Pictorial maps - Boston (Mass.) - History - Revolution, 1775-1783 13441
Pictorial maps - Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1939 13532
Pictorial maps - Boston Region (Mass.) - Historical geography - Maps - 1940 13580
Pictorial maps - Boston Region (Mass.) - Maps - 1882 13588
Pictorial maps - British Columbia - 1960-1969 14053
Pictorial maps - British Isles - 1935 14482
Pictorial maps - British Isles - Maps - 1930 - Sports 14477
Pictorial maps - British Isles - Maps - 1937 14490
Pictorial maps - British Isles - Maps - 1960 26308
Pictorial maps - Brunswick (Ga.) - 1935 - Road maps 14756
Pictorial maps - Budapest (Hungary) - 1992 14840
Pictorial maps - Cagliari (Italy) - 1552 15102
Pictorial maps - California - 1933 15189
Pictorial maps - California - 1936 15443
Pictorial maps - California - 1939 - Road maps 15503
Pictorial maps - California - 1940 15513
Pictorial maps - California - 1960-1969 - Road maps 15199
Pictorial maps - California - 1969 - Road maps 15647
Pictorial maps - California Highway 49 (Calif.) - 1960-1969 15199
Pictorial maps - California - Maps - 1930-1939 - Railroads 15399
Pictorial maps - California - Maps - 1940 - Water resources development 19016
Pictorial maps - California - Maps - 1947 77881
Pictorial maps - California, Southern - 1947 15699
Pictorial maps - California, Southern - 1949 15700
Pictorial maps - California, Southern - 1958 15704
Pictorial maps - California, Southern - 1966 - Nautical charts 15636
Pictorial maps - California, Southern - 1967 - Nautical charts 15641
Pictorial maps - California, Southern - 1968 - Nautical charts 15644
Pictorial maps - California, Southern - 1969 - Nautical charts 15645
Pictorial maps - California, Southern - 1970 - Nautical charts 15648
Pictorial maps - California, Southern - 1971 - Nautical charts 15649
Pictorial maps - California, Southern - 1972 - Nautical charts 15651, 15652
Pictorial maps - California, Southern - 1973 - Nautical charts 15655, 15656
Pictorial maps - California, Southern - 1976 - Nautical charts 15660
Pictorial maps - California State Fair and Exposition - 1969-1971 43198
Pictorial maps - Canada - 1967 - Maps, Physical 16291
Pictorial maps - Canada - Maps - 1929 16174
Pictorial maps - Canada - Maps - 1931 16185
Pictorial maps - Canada - Maps - Collections, 1974 16309
Pictorial maps - Canadian National Railways - Maps - 1950 56934
Pictorial maps - Canadian Rockies (B.C. and Alta.) Maps - 1929 - Railroads 16412
Pictorial maps - Canadian Rockies (B.C. and Alta.) Maps - 1930 - Railroads 16413, 16414
Pictorial maps - Cape Ann Trail (Highway) - 1930 2024
Pictorial maps - Cape Cod (Mass.) - 1934 - Road maps 16476
Pictorial maps - Cape Cod (Mass.) - 2010 26502
Pictorial maps - Caribbean Area - 1933 16599
Pictorial maps - Central America - 1933 16599
Pictorial maps - Century of Progress International Exposition (1933-1934 : Chicago, Ill.) 19028
Pictorial maps - Champlain Canal (N.Y.) - 1966 - Nautical charts 56748
Pictorial maps - Champlain Canal (N.Y.) - 1968 - Nautical charts 56752
Pictorial maps - Champlain Canal (N.Y.) - 1969 - Nautical charts 56758
Pictorial maps - Champlain Canal (N.Y.) - 1970 - Nautical charts 56763
Pictorial maps - Champlain Canal (N.Y.) - 1971 - Nautical charts 56765
Pictorial maps - Champlain Canal (N.Y.) - 1972 - Nautical charts 56767, 56768
Pictorial maps - Champlain Canal (N.Y.) - 1973 - Nautical charts 56769, 56770
Pictorial maps - Champlain Canal (N.Y.) - 1976 - Nautical charts 56774
Pictorial maps - Champlain, Lake - 1966 - Nautical charts 56748
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Pictorial maps - Champlain, Lake - 1968 - Nautical charts 56752
Pictorial maps - Champlain, Lake - 1969 - Nautical charts 56758
Pictorial maps - Champlain, Lake - 1970 - Nautical charts 56763
Pictorial maps - Champlain, Lake - 1971 - Nautical charts 56765
Pictorial maps - Champlain, Lake - 1972 - Nautical charts 56767, 56768
Pictorial maps - Champlain, Lake - 1973 - Nautical charts 56769, 56770
Pictorial maps - Champlain, Lake - 1976 - Nautical charts 56774
Pictorial maps - Charleston (S.C.) - 2010 19236
Pictorial maps - Chattanooga Region (Tenn.) - 1965 67048
Pictorial maps - Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company - 1960 3828, 24474, 24475
Pictorial maps - Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company - Maps - 1949 59460
Pictorial maps - Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company - Maps - 1951 59484
Pictorial maps - Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company - Maps - 1952 59499
Pictorial maps - Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company - Maps - 1953 49047
Pictorial maps - Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company - Maps - 1959 59570
Pictorial maps - Chesapeake Bay (Md. and Va.) - 1966 - Nautical charts 47999
Pictorial maps - Chesapeake Bay (Md. and Va.) - 1968 - Nautical charts 48001
Pictorial maps - Chesapeake Bay (Md. and Va.) - 1969 - Nautical charts 48003
Pictorial maps - Chesapeake Bay (Md. and Va.) - 1970 - Nautical charts 48004
Pictorial maps - Chesapeake Bay (Md. and Va.) - 1971 - Nautical charts 48005
Pictorial maps - Chesapeake Bay (Md. and Va.) - 1972 - Nautical charts 48006, 48007
Pictorial maps - Chesapeake Bay (Md. and Va.) - 1973 - Nautical charts 48008, 48009
Pictorial maps - Chesapeake Bay (Md. and Va.) - 1976 - Nautical charts 48012
Pictorial maps - Chester (England) - 1900 19353
Pictorial maps - Chesterton Region (Ind.) - Maps - 1958 19356
Pictorial maps - Chicago and North Western Railway Company - Maps - 1959 49083
Pictorial maps - Chicago and North Western Railway Company - Maps - 1961 49098
Pictorial maps - Chicago Black Hills Highway - 1950 - Road maps 49020
Pictorial maps - Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company - Maps - 1900 21327
Pictorial maps - Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company - Maps - 1901 21328
Pictorial maps - Chicago (III.) - 1920-1929 - Bus lines 19694
Pictorial maps - Chicago (Ill.) - 1931 19754, 20021
Pictorial maps - Chicago (Ill.) - 1933 19400, 19401
Pictorial maps - Chicago (Ill.) - 1934 19028
Pictorial maps - Chicago (Ill.) - 1940 19402
Pictorial maps - Chicago (Ill.) - 1946 20354
Pictorial maps - Chicago (Ill.) - 1949 20384
Pictorial maps - Chicago (Ill.) - 1951 19860
Pictorial maps - Chicago (Ill.) - 1965 19871
Pictorial maps - Chicago (Ill.) - 1970-1979 20027
Pictorial maps - Chicago (Ill.) - 1973 20028
Pictorial maps - Chicago (Ill.) - 1981 19901
Pictorial maps - Chicago (Ill.) - 2001 20033
Pictorial maps - Chicago (Ill.) - Collections, 1971-1991 19974
Pictorial maps - Chicago Region (Ill.) - 1930-1939 20201
Pictorial maps - Chicago Region (Ill.) - 1932 20501
Pictorial maps - Chicago Region (Ill.) - 1933 20241
Pictorial maps - Chicago Region (Ill.) - 1946 20360, 20361
Pictorial maps - Chicago Region (Ill.) - 1947 20367, 20368
Pictorial maps - Chicago Region (Ill.) - 1948 20379
Pictorial maps - Chicago Region (Ill.) - 1949 20388
Pictorial maps - Chicago Region (Ill.) - 1951 20400
Pictorial maps - Chicago Region (Ill.) - 1973 20477
Pictorial maps - Chicago Region (Ill.) - Collections, 1971-1991 19974
Pictorial maps - Chicago Region (Ill.) - Collections, 1971-1991 - Maps - 1933 - Road maps 20243
Pictorial maps - Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway Company - Maps - 1953 78070
Pictorial maps - Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway Company - Maps - 1956 82549
Pictorial maps - Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway Company - Maps - 1957 82562
Pictorial maps - Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway Company - Maps - 1958 82569
Pictorial maps - Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway Company - Maps - 1959 82580
Pictorial maps - Chinatown (Chicago, Ill.) - 1986 20757
Pictorial maps - Cleveland (Ohio) - 1933 - Road maps 21012
Pictorial maps - Collections 80531
Pictorial maps - Colmar (France) - 1552 21188
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Pictorial maps - Colonial National Historical Park (Va.) - 1938 47870
Pictorial maps - Colorado - 1879 - Railroads 40089, 40090
Pictorial maps - Colorado - 1930-1939 21377, 21379
Pictorial maps - Colorado - 1945 21594
Pictorial maps - Colorado - Maps - 1900 - Railroads 21327
Pictorial maps - Colorado - Maps - 1901 - Railroads 21328
Pictorial maps - Colorado River Valley (Colo.-Mexico) - Maps - 1932 34663
Pictorial maps - Colorado Springs Region (Colo.) - 1930-1939 21701
Pictorial maps - Columbia River - 1947 65845
Pictorial maps - Columbia River - 1949 65846
Pictorial maps - Columbia River - 1966 - Nautical charts 65849
Pictorial maps - Columbia River - 1968 - Nautical charts 65851
Pictorial maps - Columbia River - 1969 - Nautical charts 65852
Pictorial maps - Columbia River - 1970 - Nautical charts 65853
Pictorial maps - Columbia River - 1971 - Nautical charts 65854
Pictorial maps - Columbia River - 1972 - Nautical charts 65855, 65856
Pictorial maps - Columbia River - 1973 - Nautical charts 65857, 65858
Pictorial maps - Columbia River - 1976 - Nautical charts 65859
Pictorial maps - Columbus Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1989 - Road maps 32345
Pictorial maps - Connecticut River - 1966 - Nautical charts 55986
Pictorial maps - Connecticut River - 1968 - Nautical charts 55991
Pictorial maps - Connecticut River - 1970 - Nautical charts 55996
Pictorial maps - Connecticut River - 1971 - Nautical charts 55998
Pictorial maps - Connecticut River - 1972 - Nautical charts 55999, 56000
Pictorial maps - Connecticut River - 1973 - Nautical charts 56003, 56004
Pictorial maps - Cook County (Ill.) - 1932 20501
Pictorial maps - Coralville Region (Iowa) - Maps - 1991 - Road maps 37563
Pictorial maps - Conwin Springs Region (Mont.) - 1930-1939 60233
Pictorial maps - Coxcatlan Region (Mexico) - Maps - 1580 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 22357
Pictorial maps - Cuba - 1947 - Road maps 24386, 24394, 27034, 77899
Pictorial maps - Cuba - 1956-1961 - Road maps 22521
Pictorial maps - Cuba - Maps - 1938 27053, 27054
Pictorial maps - Cuba - Maps - 1940 27078
Pictorial maps - Cuba - Maps - 1941 27088
Pictorial maps - Cuba - Maps - 1942 - Road maps 27098
Pictorial maps - Cuba - Maps - 1945 27101
Pictorial maps - Cuba - Maps - 1946 27104
Pictorial maps - Cuba - Maps - 1947 27113
Pictorial maps - Cuba - Maps - 1948 27120, 27121
Pictorial maps - Cuba - Maps - 1950 27129
Pictorial maps - Cuba - Maps - 1951 27135
Pictorial maps - Cuba - Maps - 1952 27142
Pictorial maps - Cuba - Maps - 1956 - Road maps 78165
Pictorial maps - Cuba - Maps - 1957 - Road maps 24464
Pictorial maps - Cuba - Maps - 1958 - Road maps 24467
Pictorial maps - Dallas (Tex.) - 1985 22747
Pictorial maps - Dallas (Tex.) - 1986 22730
Pictorial maps - Daytona Beach (Fla.) - 1936 66162
Pictorial maps - Daytona Beach (Fla.) - 1936 - Railroads 22911
Pictorial maps - Dearborn (Mich.) - 1951 33824
Pictorial maps - Delaware and Hudson Railway Company - Maps - 1957 59557
Pictorial maps - Delaware and Hudson Railway Company - Maps - 1958 59564
Pictorial maps - Delaware and Hudson Railway Company - Maps - 1959 59571
Pictorial maps - Delaware Bay (Del. and N.J.) - 1966 - Nautical charts 47999
Pictorial maps - Delaware Bay (Del. and N.J.) - 1968 - Nautical charts 48001
Pictorial maps - Delaware Bay (Del. and N.J.) - 1969 - Nautical charts 48003
Pictorial maps - Delaware Bay (Del. and N.J.) - 1970 - Nautical charts 48004
Pictorial maps - Delaware Bay (Del. and N.J.) - 1971 - Nautical charts 48005
Pictorial maps - Delaware Bay (Del. and N.J.) - 1972 - Nautical charts 48006, 48007
Pictorial maps - Delaware Bay (Del. and N.J.) - 1973 - Nautical charts 48008, 48009
Pictorial maps - Delaware Bay (Del. and N.J.) - 1976 - Nautical charts 48012
Pictorial maps - Delaware, Lackawanna and Western Railroad Company - Maps - 1952 47967
Pictorial maps - Delaware, Lackawanna and Western Railroad Company - Maps - 1953 47969
Pictorial maps - Delaware, Lackawanna and Western Railroad Company - Maps - 1955 47977
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Pictorial maps - Delaware, Lackawanna and Western Railroad Company - Maps - 1956  47983
Pictorial maps - Delaware, Lackawanna and Western Railroad Company - Maps - 1957  78186
Pictorial maps - Delaware, Lackawanna and Western Railroad Company - Maps - 1958  59565
Pictorial maps - Denver Region (Colo.) - 1930-1939  21379
Pictorial maps - Detroit Region (Mich.) - 1930  46976
Pictorial maps - Distrito Federal (Mexico) - 1972  46226
Pictorial maps - Dogs - 1943  84375
Pictorial maps - Dogs - Maps - 1943  84375
Pictorial maps - Douro Litoral (Portugal) - 1958  25547
Pictorial maps - DuPage County (Ill.) - Maps - 1928  23898
Pictorial maps - East (U.S.) - 1932  24322, 24323
Pictorial maps - East (U.S.) - 1933  24332
Pictorial maps - East (U.S.) - 1934  24339
Pictorial maps - East (U.S.) - 1935  24345
Pictorial maps - East (U.S.) - 1937  24361, 24362
Pictorial maps - East (U.S.) - 1942  24406
Pictorial maps - East (U.S.) - 1946  24419
Pictorial maps - East (U.S.) - 1960 - Railroads  24474, 24475
Pictorial maps - East (U.S.) - Maps - 1930 - Road maps  24314
Pictorial maps - East (U.S.) - Maps - 1942  24402
Pictorial maps - East (U.S.) - Maps - 1945  24415
Pictorial maps - East (U.S.) - Maps - 1957  24462
Pictorial maps - Eastern Shore (Md. and Va.) - 1947 - HistoryDelmarva Peninsula SEE ALSO Eastern Shore (Md. and Va.)  24578
Pictorial maps - Entre Douro e Minho (Portugal) - 1958  25547
Pictorial maps - Erie Railroad Company - Maps - 1946  59419
Pictorial maps - Erie Railroad Company - Maps - 1947  59428
Pictorial maps - Erie Railroad Company - Maps - 1948  59442
Pictorial maps - Erie Railroad Company - Maps - 1949  59461
Pictorial maps - Erie Railroad Company - Maps - 1950  59470
Pictorial maps - Erie Railroad Company - Maps - 1951  59485
Pictorial maps - Erie Railroad Company - Maps - 1952  59500
Pictorial maps - Erie Railroad Company - Maps - 1953  59515
Pictorial maps - Erie Railroad Company - Maps - 1954  59521
Pictorial maps - Erie Railroad Company - Maps - 1955  59528
Pictorial maps - Europe - 1938  31624
Pictorial maps - Europe - 1954 - Maps - Airways  26243
Pictorial maps - Europe - Collections, 1400-1899  17161
Pictorial maps - Europe - Maps - 1980  26308
Pictorial maps - Falmouth (Mass.) - 2010  26502
Pictorial maps - Finger Lakes Region (N.Y.) - 1937  26626, 26627
Pictorial maps - Finger Lakes Region (N.Y.) - 1938  26628
Pictorial maps - Florence (Italy) - 1552  26768
Pictorial maps - Florida - 1936  66162
Pictorial maps - Florida - 1936 - Railroads  66162
Pictorial maps - Florida - 1937  27030
Pictorial maps - Florida - 1938  27042, 27043, 27052
Pictorial maps - Florida - 1942  27095, 27096
Pictorial maps - Florida - 1942 - Road maps  27098
Pictorial maps - Florida - 1946 - Road maps  24420
Pictorial maps - Florida - 1947 - Road maps  24386, 24394, 27034, 77899
Pictorial maps - Florida - 1949 - Coasts  27123
Pictorial maps - Florida - 1951  27137
Pictorial maps - Florida - 1956  27149
Pictorial maps - Florida - 1956 - Road maps  78165
Pictorial maps - Florida - 1958 - Road maps  24467
Pictorial maps - Florida - 1960 - Nautical charts  70721
Pictorial maps - Florida - 1966 - Nautical charts  70722
Pictorial maps - Florida - 1968 - Nautical charts  70723
Pictorial maps - Florida - 1969 - Nautical charts  70724
Pictorial maps - Florida - 1970 - Nautical charts  70725
Pictorial maps - Florida - 1971 - Nautical charts  70726
Pictorial maps - Florida - 1972 - Nautical charts  70727, 70728
Pictorial maps - Florida - 1973 - Nautical charts  70729, 70730
Pictorial maps - Florida - 1976 - Nautical charts  70731
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Pictorial maps - Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.) - Maps - 1927 31928
Pictorial maps - Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.) - Maps - 1945 - Railroads 82386
Pictorial maps - Great Smoky Mountains National Park (N.C. and Tenn.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps 58139
Pictorial maps - Guam - 1960 33090
Pictorial maps - Gulf Coast (Fla.) - 1960 - Nautical charts 70721
Pictorial maps - Gulf Coast (Fla.) - 1966 - Nautical charts 70722
Pictorial maps - Gulf Coast (Fla.) - 1968 - Nautical charts 70723
Pictorial maps - Gulf Coast (Fla.) - 1969 - Nautical charts 70724
Pictorial maps - Gulf Coast (Fla.) - 1970 - Nautical charts 70725
Pictorial maps - Gulf Coast (Fla.) - 1971 - Nautical charts 70726
Pictorial maps - Gulf Coast (Fla.) - 1972 - Nautical charts 70727, 70728
Pictorial maps - Gulf Coast (Fla.) - 1973 - Nautical charts 70729, 70730
Pictorial maps - Gulf Coast (U.S.) - 1966 - Nautical charts 33207
Pictorial maps - Gulf Coast (U.S.) - 1968 - Nautical charts 33208
Pictorial maps - Gulf Coast (U.S.) - 1969 - Nautical charts 33209
Pictorial maps - Gulf Coast (U.S.) - 1970 - Nautical charts 33210
Pictorial maps - Gulf Coast (U.S.) - 1971 - Nautical charts 33211
Pictorial maps - Gulf Coast (U.S.) - 1972 - Nautical charts 33212, 33213
Pictorial maps - Gulf Coast (U.S.) - 1973 - Nautical charts 33214, 33215
Pictorial maps - Gulf Coast (U.S.) - 1976 - Nautical charts 33216
Pictorial maps - Gulf Coast (U.S.) - Maps - 1949 33190, 33191
Pictorial maps - Gulf, Mobile and Ohio Railroad Company - Maps - 1947 77887
Pictorial maps - Gulf States - 1966 - Nautical charts 33207
Pictorial maps - Gulf States - 1968 - Nautical charts 33208
Pictorial maps - Gulf States - 1969 - Nautical charts 33209
Pictorial maps - Gulf States - 1970 - Nautical charts 33210
Pictorial maps - Gulf States - 1971 - Nautical charts 33211
Pictorial maps - Gulf States - 1972 - Nautical charts 33212, 33213
Pictorial maps - Gulf States - 1973 - Nautical charts 33214, 33215
Pictorial maps - Gulf States - 1976 - Nautical charts 33216
Pictorial maps - Halifax (N.S.) - 1933 - Road maps 33352
Pictorial maps - Hampton Roads (Va. : Region) - 1930 - Road maps 33463
Pictorial maps - Hawaii - 1937 - Military bases 77653
Pictorial maps - Hawaii - 1963 - Road maps 33695
Pictorial maps - Hawaii - 1967 - Road maps 33699, 33700
Pictorial maps - Hawaii - 1970 - Road maps 33707
Pictorial maps - Hawaii - Maps - 1966 - Road maps 33697
Pictorial maps - Hawaii - Maps - 1967 - Road maps 33701
Pictorial maps - Hawaii - Maps - 1968 - Road maps 33702
Pictorial maps - Hawaii - Maps - 1969 - Road maps 33704
Pictorial maps - Hawaii - Maps - 1971 - Road maps 33708
Pictorial maps - Hawaii - Maps - 1976 34624
Pictorial maps - Hawaii - Maps - 1978 - Road maps 33710
Pictorial maps - Henry Ford Museum and Greenfield Village - 1951 33824
Pictorial maps - History 2002, 2003, 31899, 62483
Pictorial maps - Holland Tunnel (New York, N.Y.) - 1930 54898
Pictorial maps - Hollywood Region (Fla.) - 1936 66162
Pictorial maps - Hoover Dam (Ariz. and Nev.) - Maps - 1932 34663
Pictorial maps - Hudson River (N.Y. and N.J.) - 1966 - Nautical charts 55986, 56748
Pictorial maps - Hudson River (N.Y. and N.J.) - 1968 - Nautical charts 55991, 56752
Pictorial maps - Hudson River (N.Y. and N.J.) - 1969 - Nautical charts 55993, 56758
Pictorial maps - Hudson River (N.Y. and N.J.) - 1970 - Nautical charts 55996, 56763
Pictorial maps - Hudson River (N.Y. and N.J.) - 1971 - Nautical charts 55998, 56765
Pictorial maps - Hudson River (N.Y. and N.J.) - 1972 - Nautical charts 55999, 56000, 56767, 56768
Pictorial maps - Hudson River (N.Y. and N.J.) - 1973 - Nautical charts 56003, 56004, 56769, 56770
Pictorial maps - Hudson River (N.Y. and N.J.) - 1976 - Nautical charts 56774
Pictorial maps - Hudson River Valley (N.Y. and N.J.) - 1937 34829, 34842
Pictorial maps - Hudson River Valley (N.Y. and N.J.) - Maps - 1930-1945 34841
Pictorial maps - Idaho - 1935 35194
Pictorial maps - Idaho - 1936 82297
Pictorial maps - Idaho - 1937 82305
Pictorial maps - Idaho - 1959 35284
Pictorial maps - Idaho - 1964 35290
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Pictorial maps - Idaho - 1966 35291
Pictorial maps - Idaho - 1967 35293
Pictorial maps - Idaho - 1968 35295
Pictorial maps - Idaho - 1969 35296, 35297
Pictorial maps - Idaho - 1971 35299
Pictorial maps - Idaho - 1972 35300
Pictorial maps - Idaho - 1973 35301, 35302
Pictorial maps - Idaho - 1974 35303
Pictorial maps - Idaho - 1976 35305
Pictorial maps - Idaho - 1979 35306
Pictorial maps - Idaho - Maps - 1938 82313
Pictorial maps - Idaho - Maps - 1940 35238, 35246
Pictorial maps - Idaho - Maps - 1941 35247
Pictorial maps - Illinois -1920-1929 - Parks 35711
Pictorial maps - Illinois - 1929 35778
Pictorial maps - Illinois - 1969 - Jigsaw puzzle maps 36400
Pictorial maps - Illinois Central Railroad Company - Maps - 1945 79451
Pictorial maps - Illinois - Historical geography - Maps - 1934 35411
Pictorial maps - Illinois - History - 1967 35412
Pictorial maps - Illinois - Maps - 1949 36265, 36266
Pictorial maps - Illinois - Maps - 1950 36275, 36278
Pictorial maps - Illinois - Maps - 1951 36293
Pictorial maps - Illinois - Maps - 1954 36331
Pictorial maps - Illinois - Maps - 1956 36349, 36352
Pictorial maps - Illinois - Maps - 1964 36394
Pictorial maps - Illinois - Maps - 1973 36412
Pictorial maps - Illinois - Maps - 1979 36423
Pictorial maps - Illinois - Maps - 1982 36425
Pictorial maps - Illinois - Maps - 1998 36434
Pictorial Maps, inc. 44349, 56809
Pictorial maps - Independence (Mo.) - Maps - 1961 36483
Pictorial maps - Indian River Valley (Fla.) - 1936 66162
Pictorial maps - Indiana -1930 36954
Pictorial maps - Indiana - 1932 36981, 36982
Pictorial maps - Indiana -1946 37232, 37233, 37234
Pictorial maps - Indiana -1947 37270
Pictorial maps - Indiana -1948 37301
Pictorial maps - Indiana - Maps - 1935 60696, 60700
Pictorial maps - Indiana - Maps - 1941 60859
Pictorial maps - Indiana - Maps - 1942 37197
Pictorial maps - Indiana - Maps - 1946 60895, 60896, 60897
Pictorial maps - Indiana - Maps - 1947 60925
Pictorial maps - Indiana - Maps - 1948 60944, 60950
Pictorial maps - Indiana - Maps - 1949 60966
Pictorial maps - Indiana - Maps - 1950 37321, 37324, 60976
Pictorial maps - Indiana - Maps - 1951 37330, 60984
Pictorial maps - Indiana - Maps - 1952 37342
Pictorial maps - Indiana - Maps - 1954 37350
Pictorial maps - Indiana - Maps - 1955 37365
Pictorial maps - Indiana - Maps - 1956 37366
Pictorial maps - Iowa City Region (Iowa) - Maps - 1991 - Road maps 37563
Pictorial maps - Ireland - Maps - 1969 38210
Pictorial maps - Istanbul (Turkey) - 1552 38634
Pictorial maps - Jackson County (Mo.) - Maps - 1961 36483
Pictorial maps - Jacksonville Region (Fla.) - 1938 27042, 27043
Pictorial maps - Jamestown Festival (1957) - Maps 24462
Pictorial maps - Jamestown Festival Park - Maps - 1957 21252, 24462
Pictorial maps - Johnstown Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1991 - Road maps 41793
Pictorial maps - Kansas - 1961 40454, 40455
Pictorial maps - Kansas - 1962 40458
Pictorial maps - Kansas City, Mo. - 1930 39986
Pictorial maps - Kansas City Region (Kan. and Mo.) - 1967 - Historical geography 40025
Pictorial maps - Kenilworth (Ill.) - 1889-1947 40555
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Pictorial maps - Kentucky - 1930 40769
Pictorial maps - Kentucky - 1931 40785
Pictorial maps - Kentucky - 1932 40799
Pictorial maps - Kentucky - 1937 40874
Pictorial maps - Kentucky - 1938 - Maps - Road maps 40898
Pictorial maps - Kentucky Lake Region (Ky. and Tenn.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps 40614
Pictorial maps - Kentucky - Maps - 1930 24311
Pictorial maps - Kentucky - Maps - 1936 40854
Pictorial maps - Kentucky - Maps - 1950 41027, 41028
Pictorial maps - Kentucky - Maps - 1951 41032
Pictorial maps - Kentucky - Maps - 1952 41040
Pictorial maps - Kentucky - Maps - 1954 41047
Pictorial maps - Kentucky - Maps - 1955 41053
Pictorial maps - Kentucky - Maps - 1956 41054
Pictorial maps - Kern County (Calif.) - Maps - 1930-1939 41111
Pictorial maps - Ketchum Region (Idaho) - Maps - 1936 - Ski resorts 73434
Pictorial maps - Lake County (Ill.) - 1932 20501
Pictorial maps - Lake Geneva Region (Wis.) - Maps - 1974 - Road maps 41522
Pictorial maps - Lakeview (Chicago, Ill.) - 1986 41541
Pictorial maps - Land Between the Lakes (Ky. and Tenn.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps 40614
Pictorial maps - Lexington (Ky.) - 1955 41920
Pictorial maps - Lexington Region (Ky.) - Maps - 1931 40792
Pictorial maps - Lexington Region (Ky.) - Maps - 1932 40800
Pictorial maps - Lexington Region (Ky.) - Maps - 1933 40813
Pictorial maps - Lexington Region (Ky.) - Maps - 1934 40827
Pictorial maps - London (England) - 1923 - Exhibitions 14065
Pictorial maps - London (England) - 1923 - Railroads 14065
Pictorial maps - London (England) - 1952 42675
Pictorial maps - London (England) - Maps - 1914 42567
Pictorial maps - Long Island (N.Y.) - 1937 42895, 56456
Pictorial maps - Long Island (N.Y.) - 1938 42898
Pictorial maps - Long Island (N.Y.) - 1946 42914, 42915, 42916
Pictorial maps - Long Island (N.Y.) - 1947 42918, 42920
Pictorial maps - Long Island (N.Y.) - 1949 42928
Pictorial maps - Long Island (N.Y.) - 1950 42932
Pictorial maps - Long Island (N.Y.) - 1951 42934, 42937, 42938
Pictorial maps - Long Island (N.Y.) - 1952 42945
Pictorial maps - Long Island (N.Y.) - 1966 - Nautical charts 55986
Pictorial maps - Long Island (N.Y.) - 1968 - Nautical charts 55991
Pictorial maps - Long Island (N.Y.) - 1969 - Nautical charts 55993
Pictorial maps - Long Island (N.Y.) - 1970 - Nautical charts 55996
Pictorial maps - Long Island (N.Y.) - 1971 - Nautical charts 55998
Pictorial maps - Long Island (N.Y.) - 1972 - Nautical charts 55999, 56000
Pictorial maps - Long Island (N.Y.) - 1973 - Nautical charts 56003, 56004
Pictorial maps - Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1932 42871
Pictorial maps - Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1933 56369
Pictorial maps - Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1934 56391
Pictorial maps - Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1935 56411
Pictorial maps - Long Island Sound (N.Y. and Conn.) - 1966 - Nautical charts 55986
Pictorial maps - Long Island Sound (N.Y. and Conn.) - 1968 - Nautical charts 55991
Pictorial maps - Long Island Sound (N.Y. and Conn.) - 1969 - Nautical charts 55993
Pictorial maps - Long Island Sound (N.Y. and Conn.) - 1970 - Nautical charts 55996
Pictorial maps - Long Island Sound (N.Y. and Conn.) - 1971 - Nautical charts 55998
Pictorial maps - Long Island Sound (N.Y. and Conn.) - 1972 - Nautical charts 55999, 56000
Pictorial maps - Long Island Sound (N.Y. and Conn.) - 1973 - Nautical charts 56003, 56004
Pictorial maps - Loop (Chicago, Ill.) - 1920-1929 - Bus lines 19694
Pictorial maps - Loop (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1934 43039
Pictorial maps - Los Angeles (Calif.) - Maps - 2001-2002 43226
Pictorial maps - Los Angeles County Fair (Los Angeles County, Calif.) - 1969-1971 43198
Pictorial maps - Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - 1958 15704
Pictorial maps - Los Angeles Region (Calif.) - Maps - 2001-2002 43226
Pictorial maps - Louisiana - Maps - 1941 43426
Pictorial maps - Lucerne Lake (Switzerland) - 1888 43608
Pictorial maps - Madison Region (Wis.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps 43851
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pictorial maps - Madison (Wis.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps</th>
<th>43851</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pictorial maps - Maine - 1934-1935</td>
<td>44076, 44077</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pictorial maps - Maine - 1935</td>
<td>44080</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pictorial maps - Maine - 1947 - Coasts</td>
<td>44138</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pictorial maps - Maine - 1949 - Coasts</td>
<td>44152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pictorial maps - Maine - 1951 - Coasts</td>
<td>44155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pictorial maps - Maine - 1966 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>54530</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pictorial maps - Maine - 1968 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>54531</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pictorial maps - Maine - 1969 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>54535</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pictorial maps - Maine - 1970 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>54536</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pictorial maps - Maine - 1971 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>54537</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pictorial maps - Maine - 1972 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>54538, 54539</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pictorial maps - Maine - 1973 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>54541, 54542</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pictorial maps - Maine - Maps - 2003</td>
<td>44188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pictorial maps - Maine - Railroads - 1909</td>
<td>65245</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pictorial maps - Manhattan (New York, N.Y.) - 1926</td>
<td>44358</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pictorial maps - Manhattan (New York, N.Y.) - 1930-1939</td>
<td>44342</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pictorial maps - Manhattan (New York, N.Y.) - 1933</td>
<td>56373</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pictorial maps - Manhattan (New York, N.Y.) - 1935</td>
<td>55900, 55901</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pictorial maps - Manhattan (New York, N.Y.) - 1936 - Road maps</td>
<td>56429</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pictorial maps - Manhattan (New York, N.Y.) - 1937 - Local transit</td>
<td>44344</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pictorial maps - Manhattan (New York, N.Y.) - 1937 - Road maps</td>
<td>56459</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pictorial maps - Manhattan (New York, N.Y.) - 1938 - Road maps</td>
<td>55925, 56490</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pictorial maps - Manhattan (New York, N.Y.) - 1939 - Road maps</td>
<td>55936</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pictorial maps - Manhattan (New York, N.Y.) - 1963</td>
<td>44349</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pictorial maps - Manhattan (New York, N.Y.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps</td>
<td>56458</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pictorial maps - Manhattan (New York, N.Y.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps</td>
<td>56491</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pictorial maps - Manhattan (New York, N.Y.) - Maps - 1980</td>
<td>44352</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pictorial maps - Mani Region (Mexico) - Maps - 1777 - Landowners - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>85195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pictorial maps - Maps - 1944</td>
<td>6327, 6328, 6329, 6330</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pictorial maps - Maps - 1958</td>
<td>6567</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pictorial maps - Maps - 1960-1969</td>
<td>84437</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pictorial maps - Maps - 1976</td>
<td>84483</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pictorial maps - Maps - 1979</td>
<td>7021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pictorial maps - Maps - Rockome Gardens (Ill.) - 1971</td>
<td>67082</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pictorial maps - Mashpee Region (Mass.) - 2010</td>
<td>26502</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pictorial maps - Massachusetts - 1976</td>
<td>45500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pictorial maps - Massachusetts - Historical geography - Maps - 1940</td>
<td>13580</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pictorial maps - Massachusetts - Maps - 1882</td>
<td>13588</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pictorial maps - McCormack Lines, Inc. - 1942</td>
<td>70644</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pictorial maps - Memph (Tenn.) - Maps - 1931</td>
<td>45940</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pictorial maps - Mexico - 1931</td>
<td>46502</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pictorial maps - Mexico - 1933</td>
<td>16599</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pictorial maps - Mexico City (Mexico) - 1932</td>
<td>24696, 46212</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pictorial maps - Mexico City Region (Mexico)</td>
<td>46527</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pictorial maps - Mexico City Region (Mexico) - 1972</td>
<td>46226</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pictorial maps - Mexico - Maps - 1500-1599 - Manuscripts</td>
<td>46163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pictorial maps - Mexico - Maps - 1560 - Manuscripts</td>
<td>74467</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pictorial maps - Miami Beach ( Fla.) - 1941</td>
<td>46661</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pictorial maps - Miami Beach ( Fla.) - 1949</td>
<td>46666</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pictorial maps - Miami Beach ( Fla.) - Maps - 1951 - Road maps</td>
<td>46671</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pictorial maps - Miami Beach ( Fla.) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps</td>
<td>46682</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pictorial maps - Miami Beach ( Fla.) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps</td>
<td>46684</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pictorial maps - Miami Beach ( Fla.) - Maps - 1968 - Road maps</td>
<td>46685</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pictorial maps - Miami Beach ( Fla.) - Maps - 1969 - Road maps</td>
<td>46686</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pictorial maps - Miami Beach ( Fla.) - Maps - 1970 - Road maps</td>
<td>46687</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pictorial maps - Miami ( Fla.) - 1941</td>
<td>46661</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pictorial maps - Miami ( Fla.) - 1949</td>
<td>46666</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pictorial maps - Miami ( Fla.) - Maps - 1951 - Road maps</td>
<td>46671</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pictorial maps - Miami ( Fla.) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps</td>
<td>46682</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pictorial maps - Miami ( Fla.) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps</td>
<td>46684</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pictorial maps - Miami ( Fla.) - Maps - 1968 - Road maps</td>
<td>46685</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pictorial maps - Miami ( Fla.) - Maps - 1969 - Road maps</td>
<td>46686</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pictorial maps - Miami ( Fla.) - Maps - 1970 - Road maps</td>
<td>46687</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Pictorial maps - Miami Region (Fla.) - 1936 66162
Pictorial maps - Miami Region (Fla.) - 1938 27042, 27043
Pictorial maps - Michigan - 1930 46976
Pictorial maps - Michigan - 1941 47313
Pictorial maps - Michigan - 1949 47436
Pictorial maps - Michigan - 1950 47447
Pictorial maps - Michigan - 1951 47455
Pictorial maps - Michigan - 1953 47474
Pictorial maps - Michigan - 1954 47476
Pictorial maps - Michigan - 1955 47484, 47485
Pictorial maps - Michigan - 1963 46724
Pictorial maps - Michigan Avenue (Chicago, Ill.) - 2001 46716
Pictorial maps - Michigan - History - 1942 47344
Pictorial maps - Michigan - Maps - 1933 47041
Pictorial maps - Michigan - Maps - 1934 47058
Pictorial maps - Michigan - Maps - 1935 47085, 47086
Pictorial maps - Michigan - Maps - 1936 47118, 47119
Pictorial maps - Michigan - Maps - 1937 47164
Pictorial maps - Michigan - Maps - 1940 47289
Pictorial maps - Michigan - Maps - 1941 47314, 47315, 47316, 47317, 47318, 47319, 47337, 47338
Pictorial maps - Michigan - Maps - 1942 47346, 47347, 47348
Pictorial maps - Michigan - Maps - 1942-1946 47339
Pictorial maps - Michigan - Maps - 1944 47362, 47363
Pictorial maps - Michigan - Maps - 1945 47368
Pictorial maps - Michigan - Maps - 1946 47375, 47376, 47377, 47378, 47379, 47383, 47384
Pictorial maps - Michigan - Maps - 1947 47395, 47396, 47397, 47401, 47402, 47403, 47404
Pictorial maps - Michigan - Maps - 1948 47415, 47416, 47419, 47420, 47421, 47422, 47423, 47433
Pictorial maps - Michigan - Maps - 1950 47443, 47444, 47449
Pictorial maps - Michigan - Maps - 1950 - Road maps 59473
Pictorial maps - Michigan - Maps - 1951 47456
Pictorial maps - Michigan - Maps - 1952 47467
Pictorial maps - Michigan - Maps - 1952 - Road maps 78044
Pictorial maps - Michigan - Maps - 1954 47477
Pictorial maps - Michigan - Maps - 1955 47486
Pictorial maps - Michigan - Maps - 1956 47491
Pictorial maps - Michigan - Maps - 1956 - Road maps 78165
Pictorial maps - Middle Atlantic States - 1938 47870, 47871
Pictorial maps - Middle Atlantic States - 1938 - Road maps 48002
Pictorial maps - Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1946 - Railroads 47913
Pictorial maps - Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1948 - Road maps 47944
Pictorial maps - Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1952 - Railroads 47967
Pictorial maps - Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1953 - Railroads 47969
Pictorial maps - Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1955 - Railroads 47977
Pictorial maps - Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1956 - Railroads 47983
Pictorial maps - Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1966 - Nautical charts 47999
Pictorial maps - Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1968 - Nautical charts 48001
Pictorial maps - Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1969 - Nautical charts 48003
Pictorial maps - Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1970 - Nautical charts 48004
Pictorial maps - Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1971 - Nautical charts 48005
Pictorial maps - Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1972 - Nautical charts 48006, 48007
Pictorial maps - Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1973 - Nautical charts 48008, 48009
Pictorial maps - Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1976 - Nautical charts 48012
Pictorial maps - Middle West - 1949 - Maps 49012
Pictorial maps - Middle West - 1950 - Road maps 49020
Pictorial maps - Middle West - Maps - 1930 48842
Pictorial maps - Middle West - Maps - 1936 48907, 48908
Pictorial maps - Middle West - Maps - 1937 59731, 60758, 60759
Pictorial maps - Middle West - Maps - 1938 - Road maps 48924
Pictorial maps - Middle West - Maps - 1951 49032
Pictorial maps - Middle West - Maps - 1953 - Railroads 49047
Pictorial maps - Middle West - Maps - 1955 - Railroads 49059
Pictorial maps - Middle West - Maps - 1959 - Railroads 49083
Pictorial maps - Middle West - Maps - 1961 - Railroads 49098
Pictorial maps - Milwaukee (Wis.) - 1973 49370
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<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pictorial maps</td>
<td>Pictorial maps - Minnesota - Maps - 1935 - Road maps</td>
<td>49725</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pictorial maps</td>
<td>Pictorial maps - Missouri - Maps - 1946</td>
<td>51032, 51033</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pictorial maps</td>
<td>Pictorial maps - Mississippi, Kansas and Texas Railway Company - Maps - 1947</td>
<td>72043</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pictorial maps</td>
<td>Pictorial maps - Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company - Maps - 1946</td>
<td>51050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pictorial maps</td>
<td>Pictorial maps - Mississippi, Kansas and Texas Railway Company - Maps - 1947</td>
<td>51064</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pictorial maps</td>
<td>Pictorial maps - Missouri - Maps - 1951</td>
<td>51088</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pictorial maps</td>
<td>Pictorial maps - Mohawk River Valley (N.Y.) - History - 1934</td>
<td>51211</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pictorial maps</td>
<td>Pictorial maps - Monterey Region (Calif.) - 1930-1939</td>
<td>51575</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pictorial maps</td>
<td>Pictorial maps - Mormons - West (U.S.) - History - 1846-1847</td>
<td>51769</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pictorial maps</td>
<td>Pictorial maps - Morocco - 1947</td>
<td>51785</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pictorial maps</td>
<td>Pictorial maps - Morton Arboretum - 1950-1959</td>
<td>51820</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pictorial maps</td>
<td>Pictorial maps - Mount Vernon Memorial Highway (Va.) - 1932</td>
<td>24322, 24323</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pictorial maps</td>
<td>Pictorial maps - Murano (Italy) - 1926</td>
<td>52006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pictorial maps</td>
<td>Pictorial maps - Napa Valley (Calif.) - 1988</td>
<td>52599</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pictorial maps</td>
<td>Pictorial maps - Napa Valley (Calif.) - 1992</td>
<td>52601</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pictorial maps</td>
<td>Pictorial maps - Nashville, Chattanooga, and St. Louis Railway - 1930-1939</td>
<td>71774</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pictorial maps</td>
<td>Pictorial maps - Nassau (Bahamas) - 1970-1979</td>
<td>11432, 11433, 11434</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pictorial maps</td>
<td>Pictorial maps - Natchez (Miss.) - Maps - 1962 - Road maps</td>
<td>52695</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pictorial maps</td>
<td>Pictorial maps - Nebraska - 1946</td>
<td>53220, 53221</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pictorial maps</td>
<td>Pictorial maps - Nebraska - 1947</td>
<td>53235</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pictorial maps</td>
<td>Pictorial maps - Nebraska - 1961</td>
<td>53277</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pictorial maps</td>
<td>Pictorial maps - Nebraska - Maps - 1949</td>
<td>53256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pictorial maps</td>
<td>Pictorial maps - Nebraska - Maps - 1951</td>
<td>53260</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pictorial maps</td>
<td>Pictorial maps - Netherlands - 18177</td>
<td>11177</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pictorial maps</td>
<td>Pictorial maps - New England - 1930-1939</td>
<td>54109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pictorial maps</td>
<td>Pictorial maps - New England - 1931</td>
<td>54133, 54134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pictorial maps</td>
<td>Pictorial maps - New England - 1932</td>
<td>54147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pictorial maps</td>
<td>Pictorial maps - New England - 1940</td>
<td>54334</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pictorial maps</td>
<td>Pictorial maps - New England - 1941</td>
<td>54350, 54351</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pictorial maps</td>
<td>Pictorial maps - New England - 1942</td>
<td>54368, 54369, 54370, 54371</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pictorial maps</td>
<td>Pictorial maps - New England - 1945</td>
<td>54385, 54386, 54387, 54388</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pictorial maps</td>
<td>Pictorial maps - New England - 1946</td>
<td>54399</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pictorial maps</td>
<td>Pictorial maps - New England - 1947</td>
<td>54428, 54429</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pictorial maps</td>
<td>Pictorial maps - New England - 1948</td>
<td>54459, 54460</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pictorial maps</td>
<td>Pictorial maps - New England - 1949</td>
<td>54476</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pictorial maps</td>
<td>Pictorial maps - New England - 1950</td>
<td>54491</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pictorial maps</td>
<td>Pictorial maps - New England - 1951</td>
<td>54505</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pictorial maps</td>
<td>Pictorial maps - New England - 1952</td>
<td>54515</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pictorial maps</td>
<td>Pictorial maps - New England - 1966 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>54530</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pictorial maps</td>
<td>Pictorial maps - New England - 1968 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>54531</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pictorial maps</td>
<td>Pictorial maps - New England - 1969 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>54535</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pictorial maps</td>
<td>Pictorial maps - New England - 1970 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>54536</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pictorial maps</td>
<td>Pictorial maps - New England - 1971 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>54537</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pictorial maps</td>
<td>Pictorial maps - New England - 1972 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>54538, 54539</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pictorial maps</td>
<td>Pictorial maps - New England - 1973 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>54541, 54542</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pictorial maps</td>
<td>Pictorial maps - New England - Maps - 1933</td>
<td>54567</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pictorial maps</td>
<td>Pictorial maps - New England - Maps - 1934</td>
<td>54187</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pictorial maps</td>
<td>Pictorial maps - New England - Maps - 1935</td>
<td>54209, 54210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pictorial maps</td>
<td>Pictorial maps - New England - Maps - 1946</td>
<td>54390, 54391, 54392, 54393</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pictorial maps</td>
<td>Pictorial maps - New England - Maps - 1947</td>
<td>54418, 54419</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pictorial maps</td>
<td>Pictorial maps - New England - Maps - 1948</td>
<td>54452, 54453, 54454</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pictorial maps</td>
<td>Pictorial maps - New England - Maps - 1951</td>
<td>54504</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pictorial maps</td>
<td>Pictorial maps - New England - Maps - 1952</td>
<td>54514</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Pictorial maps - New Jersey - 1945  55074
Pictorial maps - New Jersey - 1946  55082, 55083
Pictorial maps - New Jersey - 1947  55110, 55111
Pictorial maps - New Jersey - 1948  55136
Pictorial maps - New Jersey - 1950  55156
Pictorial maps - New Jersey - Maps - 1933  54932
Pictorial maps - New Jersey - Maps - 1934  54946, 54947
Pictorial maps - New Jersey - Maps - 1935  54960, 54961, 54962
Pictorial maps - New Jersey - Maps - 1936  54977, 54978, 54979
Pictorial maps - New Jersey - Maps - 1937  54993, 54994
Pictorial maps - New Jersey - Maps - 1940  55044
Pictorial maps - New Jersey - Maps - 1941  55053, 55055
Pictorial maps - New Jersey - Maps - 1942  55064, 55066
Pictorial maps - New Jersey - Maps - 1945  55075
Pictorial maps - New Jersey - Maps - 1946  55096, 55097
Pictorial maps - New Jersey - Maps - 1947  55124
Pictorial maps - New Jersey - Maps - 1949  55149, 55150
Pictorial maps - New Jersey - Maps - 1950  55157
Pictorial maps - New Jersey - Maps - 1951  55164
Pictorial maps - New Jersey - Maps - 1976 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  79889
Pictorial maps - New Mexico - Maps - 1950  55416
Pictorial maps - New Orleans - 1930-1939  55531
Pictorial maps - New Orleans (La.) - Maps - 1966  80259
Pictorial maps - New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad - Maps - 1950  59471
Pictorial maps - New York Harbor (N.Y. and N.J.) - 1947  42918
Pictorial maps - New York Harbor (N.Y. and N.J.) - 1949  42928
Pictorial maps - New York Harbor (N.Y. and N.J.) - 1951  42934
Pictorial maps - New York Harbor (N.Y. and N.J.) - 1966 - Nautical charts  47999, 55986
Pictorial maps - New York Harbor (N.Y. and N.J.) - 1968 - Nautical charts  48001, 55991
Pictorial maps - New York Harbor (N.Y. and N.J.) - 1969 - Nautical charts  48003, 55993
Pictorial maps - New York Harbor (N.Y. and N.J.) - 1971 - Nautical charts  48005, 55998
Pictorial maps - New York Harbor (N.Y. and N.J.) - 1972 - Nautical charts  48006, 48007, 55999, 56000
Pictorial maps - New York Harbor (N.Y. and N.J.) - 1973 - Nautical charts  48008, 48009, 56003, 56004
Pictorial maps - New York Harbor (N.Y. and N.J.) - 1976 - Nautical charts  48012
Pictorial maps - New York (N.Y.) - 1909  55812
Pictorial maps - New York (N.Y.) - 1939  55709, 55717
Pictorial maps - New York (N.Y.) - 1939 - Road maps  56796
Pictorial maps - New York (N.Y.) - 1950  55736
Pictorial maps - New York (N.Y.) - 1998  55814
Pictorial maps - New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1934  56387
Pictorial maps - New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1980  44352
Pictorial maps - New York Region - 1931  54908, 54909
Pictorial maps - New York Region - 1932  24322, 24323
Pictorial maps - New York Region - 1966 - Nautical charts  47999, 55986
Pictorial maps - New York Region - 1968 - Nautical charts  48001, 55991
Pictorial maps - New York Region - 1969 - Nautical charts  48003, 55993
Pictorial maps - New York Region - 1970 - Nautical charts  48004, 55996
Pictorial maps - New York Region - 1971 - Nautical charts  48005, 55998
Pictorial maps - New York Region - 1972 - Nautical charts  48006, 48007, 55999, 56000
Pictorial maps - New York Region - 1973 - Nautical charts  48008, 48009, 56003, 56004
Pictorial maps - New York Region - 1976 - Nautical charts  48012
Pictorial maps - New York Region - Maps - 1939 - Road maps  56797
Pictorial maps - New York Region - Maps - 1979  56011
Pictorial maps - New York (State) -1920-1929  56223
Pictorial maps - New York (State) - 1936 - Road maps  56440
Pictorial maps - New York (State) - 1937  24388, 26626, 26627
Pictorial maps - New York (State) - 1938  26628
Pictorial maps - New York (State) - 1940  56547
Pictorial maps - New York (State) - 1940 - Road maps  56548
Pictorial maps - New York (State) - 1941 - Road maps  56560
Pictorial maps - New York (State) - 1942  56572, 56576, 56603
Pictorial maps - New York (State) - 1942 - Road maps  56577
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Pictorial maps - New York (State) - 1945 56589
Pictorial maps - New York (State) - 1946 56604, 56605
Pictorial maps - New York (State) - 1946 - Road maps 56606, 56607
Pictorial maps - New York (State) - 1947 56630
Pictorial maps - New York (State) - 1947 - Road maps 56631
Pictorial maps - New York (State) - 1948 56659, 56660
Pictorial maps - New York (State) - 1948 - Road maps 56661, 56662, 56663
Pictorial maps - New York (State) - 1949 56670
Pictorial maps - New York (State) - 1949 - Road maps 56678
Pictorial maps - New York (State) - 1950 56684
Pictorial maps - New York (State) - 1966 - Nautical charts 56748
Pictorial maps - New York (State) - 1968 - Nautical charts 56752
Pictorial maps - New York (State) - 1969 - Nautical charts 56758
Pictorial maps - New York (State) - 1970 - Nautical charts 56763
Pictorial maps - New York (State) - 1971 - Nautical charts 56765
Pictorial maps - New York (State) - 1972 - Nautical charts 56767, 56768
Pictorial maps - New York (State) - 1973 - Nautical charts 56769, 56770
Pictorial maps - New York (State) - 1976 - Nautical charts 56774
Pictorial maps - New York (State) - Historical geography - Maps - Indians - 1935 56018
Pictorial maps - New York (State) - History - 1935 56019
Pictorial maps - New York (State) - History - 1937 56020
Pictorial maps - New York (State) - Maps - 1930 56318
Pictorial maps - New York (State) - Maps - 1932 56358
Pictorial maps - New York (State) - Maps - 1933 56369
Pictorial maps - New York (State) - Maps - 1934 56391
Pictorial maps - New York (State) - Maps - 1935 56411
Pictorial maps - New York (State) - Maps - 1936 56426
Pictorial maps - New York (State) - (State) - 1937 56456
Pictorial maps - New York World's Fair (1939-1940) 55717, 56797, 56798
Pictorial maps - New York World's Fair (1939-1940) - 1939 55709
Pictorial maps - New York World's Fair (1964-1965) 56809
Pictorial maps - Newfoundland and Labrador - Maps - 1950 56934
Pictorial maps - Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.) - 1928 56978
Pictorial maps - Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.) - 1930 56979
Pictorial maps - Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.) - 1940-1949 57011
Pictorial maps - Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.) - Maps - 1928 - Railroads 56989
Pictorial maps - Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.) - 1940-1949 57011
Pictorial maps - Niagara River (N.Y. and Ont.) - 1940-1949 57011
Pictorial maps / Nigel Holmes 64667
Pictorial maps - Nile River Valley - 1978 57109
Pictorial maps - Norfolk Region (Va.) - 1930 57202
Pictorial maps - North America - 1959 78258
Pictorial maps - North America - Maps - 1975 - Indians - History 57314
Pictorial maps - North Carolina - 1946 58181, 58182
Pictorial maps - North Carolina - 1947 58192
Pictorial maps - North Carolina - 1948 58202
Pictorial maps - North Carolina - 1949 58214
Pictorial maps - North Carolina - 1950 58220
Pictorial maps - North Carolina - 1951 58224
Pictorial maps - North Carolina - Maps - 1938 58139
Pictorial maps - North Dakota - 1946 58585, 58586, 58587, 58588
Pictorial maps - North Dakota - 1947 58599, 58600
Pictorial maps - North Dakota - 1948 58616, 58617
Pictorial maps - North Dakota - 1949 58630
Pictorial maps - North Dakota - 1951 58636
Pictorial maps - Northeastern States - 1925 11298
Pictorial maps - Northeastern States -1930-1939 59249
Pictorial maps - Northeastern States -1930-1939 - Railroads 59250
Pictorial maps - Northeastern States -1930 - Road maps 59269
Pictorial maps - Northeastern States - 1950 59474
Pictorial maps - Northeastern States - 1951 59487
Pictorial maps - Northeastern States - Maps - 1946 - Railroads 59419
Pictorial maps - Northeastern States - Maps - 1947 - Railroads 59428
Pictorial maps - Northeastern States - Maps - 1948 - Railroads 59442
Pictorial maps - Northeastern States - Maps - 1949 - Railroads 59460, 59461
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Pictorial maps - Northeastern States - Maps - 1950 - Railroads 59470, 59471
Pictorial maps - Northeastern States - Maps - 1951 - Railroads 59484, 59485
Pictorial maps - Northeastern States - Maps - 1952 - Industries 59499
Pictorial maps - Northeastern States - Maps - 1952 - Railroads 59499, 59500
Pictorial maps - Northeastern States - Maps - 1953 - Railroads 59515
Pictorial maps - Northeastern States - Maps - 1954 - Railroads 59521
Pictorial maps - Northeastern States - Maps - 1955 - Railroads 59528
Pictorial maps - Northeastern States - Maps - 1957 - Railroads 59557, 78186
Pictorial maps - Northeastern States - Maps - 1958 - Railroads 59564, 59565
Pictorial maps - Northeastern States - Maps - 1959 - Railroads 59570, 59571
Pictorial maps - Northeastern States - Maps - 1975 59624
Pictorial maps - Northwest, Old - Maps - 1937 59731
Pictorial maps - Northwestern States - 1956 - Hunting 60049
Pictorial maps - Northwestern States - 1958 - Hunting 60053
Pictorial maps - Northwestern States - 1959 - Railroads 60055
Pictorial maps - Northwestern States - Maps - 1948 60012
Pictorial maps - Northwestern States - Maps - 1950 60031
Pictorial maps - O.T.O. Dude Ranch (Corwin Springs, Mont.) - 1930-1939 60233
Pictorial maps - Oahu (Hawaii) - 1963 - Road maps 33695
Pictorial maps - Oahu (Hawaii) - Maps - 1960-1969 - Road maps 60236
Pictorial maps - Oak Park (Ill.) - Maps - 2010 - Tourist maps 60243
Pictorial maps of the United States illustrating the cost of railroad use with radiating distances] 77380
Pictorial maps - Ohio - 1930-1939 60586
Pictorial maps - Ohio - 1933 - Road maps 60654
Pictorial maps - Ohio - Maps - 1931 60618, 60619
Pictorial maps - Ohio - Maps - 1933 60651
Pictorial maps - Ohio - Maps - 1934 60670, 60674, 60675, 60676, 60677, 60678
Pictorial maps - Ohio - Maps - 1935 60696, 60700
Pictorial maps - Ohio - Maps - 1940 60842
Pictorial maps - Ohio - Maps - 1941 60859
Pictorial maps - Ohio - Maps - 1942 37197
Pictorial maps - Ohio - Maps - 1946 37232, 37233, 37234, 60895, 60896, 60897, 60900, 60901, 60902
Pictorial maps - Ohio - Maps - 1947 37270, 60925, 60926
Pictorial maps - Ohio - Maps - 1948 37301, 60944, 60950, 60951, 60952
Pictorial maps - Ohio - Maps - 1949 60968, 60969
Pictorial maps - Ohio - Maps - 1950 60975, 60976, 60978, 60979, 60980
Pictorial maps - Ohio - Maps - 1951 60984, 60986, 60987, 60988
Pictorial maps - Ohio - Maps - 1952 61003
Pictorial maps - Ohio - Maps - 1954 61009, 61010
Pictorial maps - Ohio - Maps - 1956 61026
Pictorial maps - Oklahoma - 1946 72536, 72537, 72538
Pictorial maps - Oklahoma - 1947 72550, 72551
Pictorial maps - Oklahoma - 1948 72562
Pictorial maps - Oklahoma - Maps - 1946 72545, 72546, 72547, 74882
Pictorial maps - Oklahoma - Maps - 1947 74905, 74906
Pictorial maps - Oklahoma - Maps - 1948 74930
Pictorial maps - Old Town (Chicago, Ill.) - 1988 61705
Pictorial maps - Olympic National Forest (Wash.) - 1935 61728, 61729, 61730
Pictorial maps - Olympic National Park (Wash.) - 1935 61728, 61729, 61730
Pictorial maps - Ontario, Lake (N.Y. and Ont.) - 1966 - Nautical charts 56748
Pictorial maps - Ontario, Lake (N.Y. and Ont.) - 1968 - Nautical charts 56752
Pictorial maps - Ontario, Lake (N.Y. and Ont.) - 1969 - Nautical charts 56758
Pictorial maps - Ontario, Lake (N.Y. and Ont.) - 1970 - Nautical charts 56763
Pictorial maps - Ontario, Lake (N.Y. and Ont.) - 1971 - Nautical charts 56765
Pictorial maps - Ontario, Lake (N.Y. and Ont.) - 1972 - Nautical charts 56767, 56768
Pictorial maps - Ontario, Lake (N.Y. and Ont.) - 1973 - Nautical charts 56769, 56770
Pictorial maps - Ontario, Lake (N.Y. and Ont.) - 1976 - Nautical charts 56774
Pictorial maps - Oregon - Maps - 1948 81374, 81375
Pictorial maps - Oregon State Fair - Maps - Pictorial maps 43198
Pictorial maps - Ormond Beach ( Fla.) - 1936 - Railroads 22911
Pictorial maps - Pacific Area - Maps - 1943 - Ethnology 62523
Pictorial maps - Pacific Coast (North America) - 1930-1939 62565
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Pictorial maps - Pacific Coast (North America) - 1947  15699, 65845, 68519
Pictorial maps - Pacific Coast (North America) - 1949  15700, 65846, 68522
Pictorial maps - Pacific Coast (North America) - 1966 - Nautical charts  15636, 65849, 68527
Pictorial maps - Pacific Coast (North America) - 1967 - Nautical charts  15641, 65850, 68529
Pictorial maps - Pacific Coast (North America) - 1968 - Nautical charts  15644, 65851, 68531
Pictorial maps - Pacific Coast (North America) - 1969 - Nautical charts  15645, 65852
Pictorial maps - Pacific Coast (North America) - 1970 - Nautical charts  15648, 65853, 68534
Pictorial maps - Pacific Coast (North America) - 1971 - Nautical charts  15649, 65854
Pictorial maps - Pacific Coast (North America) - 1972 - Nautical charts  15651, 15652, 65855, 65856, 68537, 68538
Pictorial maps - Pacific Coast (North America) - 1973 - Nautical charts  15655, 15656, 65857, 65858, 68539, 68540
Pictorial maps - Pacific Coast (North America) - 1976 - Nautical charts  15660, 65859, 68541
Pictorial maps - Pacific States - 1930-1939 - Railroads  82256
Pictorial maps - Pacific States - 1948  81378
Pictorial maps - Pacific States - 1966 - Nautical charts  65849
Pictorial maps - Pacific States - 1967 - Nautical charts  65850
Pictorial maps - Pacific States - 1968 - Nautical charts  65851
Pictorial maps - Pacific States - 1969 - Nautical charts  65852
Pictorial maps - Pacific States - 1970 - Nautical charts  65853
Pictorial maps - Pacific States - 1971 - Nautical charts  65854
Pictorial maps - Pacific States - 1972 - Nautical charts  65855, 65856
Pictorial maps - Pacific States - 1973 - Nautical charts  65857, 65858
Pictorial maps - Pacific States - 1976 - Nautical charts  65859
Pictorial maps - Palm Beach (Fla.) - 1936  66162
Pictorial maps - Pan American Highway System - 1940  1793
Pictorial maps - Panama Canal (Panama) - 1937 - Military bases  77653
Pictorial maps - Paris (France) - 1552  63015
Pictorial maps - Paris (France) - 1940  63227
Pictorial maps - Paris (France) - Maps - 1924  63189
Pictorial maps - Paris (France) - Maps - 1927  63201
Pictorial maps - Paris (France) - Maps - 1944  63230
Pictorial maps - Paris (France) - Maps - 1951  63238
Pictorial maps - Park County (Mont.) - 1930-1939  60233
Pictorial maps - Paw Paw Lake (Berrien County, Mich. : Lake) - 1936  63434
Pictorial maps - Paw Paw (Mich.) - 1936  63434
Pictorial maps - Pennsylvania - 1932 - Petroleum industry and trade  63719
Pictorial maps - Pennsylvania - 1937  24368
Pictorial maps - Pennsylvania - Maps - 1932  63720
Pictorial maps - Pennsylvania - Maps - 1933  63745
Pictorial maps - Pennsylvania - Maps - 1934  63767, 63768
Pictorial maps - Pennsylvania - Maps - 1935  63790, 63791, 63792
Pictorial maps - Pennsylvania - Maps - 1936  63818, 63819
Pictorial maps - Pennsylvania - Maps - 1937  63847
Pictorial maps - Pennsylvania - Maps - 1940  63926
Pictorial maps - Pennsylvania - Maps - 1941  63946, 64141
Pictorial maps - Pennsylvania - Maps - 1947  64007, 64008
Pictorial maps - Pennsylvania - Maps - 1948  64030
Pictorial maps - Pennsylvania - Maps - 1949  64045
Pictorial maps - Pennsylvania - Maps - 1950  64051
Pictorial maps - Pennsylvania - Maps - 1951  64060, 64061
Pictorial maps - Pennsylvania Railroad - Maps - 1946 - Railroads  77912
Pictorial maps - Pennsylvania Turnpike (Pa.) - Maps - 1941  64141
Pictorial maps - Philadelphia Region (Pa.) - 1932  24322, 24323
Pictorial maps - Philippines - 1937 - Military bases  77653
Pictorial maps - Pike National Forest (Colo.) - 1930-1939  21701
Pictorial maps - Pittsburgh Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1781  64861

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Pictorial maps - Pleasant Hill (Ky.) - 1968 64921
Pictorial maps - Portland (Me.) - 2000 65319
Pictorial maps - Portland (Me.) - Railroads - 1909 65245
Pictorial maps - Portland Railway Company (Portland, Or.) - Railroads - 1909 65245
Pictorial maps - Portland Region (Me.) - Railroads - 1909 65245
Pictorial maps - Portland Region (Or.) - 2000 65319
Pictorial maps - Portsmouth Region (Va.) - 1930 57202
Pictorial maps - Prague (Czech Republic) - Maps - 2011 80542
Pictorial maps - Princeton (N.J.) - Maps - 2011 - Tourist maps 65582
Pictorial maps - Princeton University - Maps - 2011 - Tourist maps 65582
Pictorial maps - Puerto Rico - Maps - 1942 65825
Pictorial maps - Puerto Rico - Maps - 1966 - Road maps 24492
Pictorial maps - Puerto Rico - Maps - 1967 - Road maps 78502
Pictorial maps - Puerto Rico - Maps - 1969 - Road maps 78564
Pictorial maps - Puerto Rico - Maps - 1970 - Road maps 78599
Pictorial maps - Puerto Rico - Maps - 1974 - Road maps 65838
Pictorial maps - Puget Sound Region (Wash.) - 1947 65845
Pictorial maps - Puget Sound Region (Wash.) - 1949 65846
Pictorial maps - Puget Sound (Wash.) - 1966 - Nautical charts 65849
Pictorial maps - Puget Sound (Wash.) - 1967 - Nautical charts 65850
Pictorial maps - Puget Sound (Wash.) - 1968 - Nautical charts 65851
Pictorial maps - Puget Sound (Wash.) - 1969 - Nautical charts 65852
Pictorial maps - Puget Sound (Wash.) - 1970 - Nautical charts 65853
Pictorial maps - Puget Sound (Wash.) - 1971 - Nautical charts 65854
Pictorial maps - Puget Sound (Wash.) - 1972 - Nautical charts 65855, 65856
Pictorial maps - Puget Sound (Wash.) - 1973 - Nautical charts 65857, 65858
Pictorial maps - Puget Sound (Wash.) - 1976 - Nautical charts 65859
Pictorial maps - Pullman Incorporated - Maps - 1950 - Headquarters 77966
Pictorial maps - Pure Oil Company - 1930-1939 65882
Pictorial maps - Pure Oil Company - 1930-1939 - Petroleum industry and trade 65881
Pictorial maps - Québec (Province) - 1930 28599
Pictorial maps - Reading Company - Maps - 1946 47913
Pictorial maps - Rhine River Valley - 1837 66487
Pictorial maps - Rhine River Valley - 1847 66491
Pictorial maps - Rhine River Valley - 1869 66572
Pictorial maps - Rhine River Valley - 1870-1879 66573
Pictorial maps - Rhine River Valley - 1885 66509
Pictorial maps - Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1890 66514
Pictorial maps - Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1930-1939 66556
Pictorial maps - Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1950 66562, 66563
Pictorial maps - Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1953 66564
Pictorial maps - Rhinelander (Wis.) - 1986 66654
Pictorial maps - Rhode Island 66656
Pictorial maps - Rhode Island - 1933 - Road maps 66714, 66715
Pictorial maps - Riverside Region (Calif.) - 1930-1939 66910
Pictorial maps - Rock Creek Park (Washington, D.C.) - 1955 67058
Pictorial maps - Rock Creek Valley (Md. and Washington, D.C.) - 1955 67058
Pictorial maps - Rocky Mountains - 1879 - Railroads 40089, 40090
Pictorial maps - Rocky Mountains - Maps - 1986 67092
Pictorial maps - Rome (Italy) - 1950 67286
Pictorial maps - Rouffach (France) - 1548-1552 67419
Pictorial maps - Russia - Jigsaw puzzle maps 72626
Pictorial maps - Saint Augustine (Fla.) - 1936 - Railroads 67865
Pictorial maps - Saint Augustine (Fla.) - 1950 - Road maps 67866
Pictorial maps - Saint Augustine Region (Fla.) - 1936 66162
Pictorial maps - Saint Croix (V.I.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps 67899
Pictorial maps - Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1933 - Road maps 68109, 68110, 68111
Pictorial maps - Saint Paul (Minn.) - 1931 68206
Pictorial maps - Saint Paul Region (Minn.) - Maps - 1953 49487
Pictorial maps - Saint Petersburg Region (Fla.) - 1938 27042, 27043
Pictorial maps - Saint Thomas (V.I.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps 67899
Pictorial maps - Saint Thomas (V.I.) - Maps - 1979 - Road maps 68254
Pictorial maps - San Antonio (Tex.) - 1932 24696
Pictorial maps - San Diego Region (Calif.) - 1958 15704

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Pictorial maps - San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - 1947  68519
Pictorial maps - San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - 1949  68522, 68607
Pictorial maps - San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - 1966 - Nautical charts 68527
Pictorial maps - San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - 1967 - Nautical charts 68529
Pictorial maps - San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - 1968 - Nautical charts 68531
Pictorial maps - San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - 1970 - Nautical charts 68534
Pictorial maps - San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - 1972 - Nautical charts 68537, 68538
Pictorial maps - San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - 1973 - Nautical charts 68539, 68540
Pictorial maps - San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - 1976 - Nautical charts 68541
Pictorial maps - San Francisco Bay (Calif.) - 1947  68519
Pictorial maps - San Francisco Bay (Calif.) - 1949  68522
Pictorial maps - San Pablo Bay (Calif.) - 1947  68519
Pictorial maps - San Pablo Bay (Calif.) - 1949  68522
Pictorial maps - San Pablo Bay (Calif.) - 1966 - Nautical charts 68527
Pictorial maps - San Pablo Bay (Calif.) - 1967 - Nautical charts 68529
Pictorial maps - San Pablo Bay (Calif.) - 1968 - Nautical charts 68531
Pictorial maps - San Pablo Bay (Calif.) - 1970 - Nautical charts 68534
Pictorial maps - San Pablo Bay (Calif.) - 1972 - Nautical charts 68537, 68538
Pictorial maps - San Pablo Bay (Calif.) - 1973 - Nautical charts 68539, 68540
Pictorial maps - San Pablo Bay (Calif.) - 1976 - Nautical charts 68541
Pictorial maps - Santa Cruz County (Calif.) - 1955  68824
Pictorial maps - Sarasota Region (Fla.) - 1938  27042, 27043
Pictorial maps - Schenectady (N.Y.) - Maps - 1930  69349
Pictorial maps - Scotland - 1973  69679
Pictorial maps - Scotland - Maps - 1952  69674
Pictorial maps - Sears Tower (Chicago, Ill.) - 1970-1979  20027
Pictorial maps - Sears Tower (Chicago, Ill.) - 1973  20028
Pictorial maps SEE ALSO Anthropomorphic Maps 84375
Pictorial maps SEE ALSO Cartoon Maps 84375
Pictorial maps - Sevastopol (Ukraine) - Maps - 1854-1855  69877
Pictorial maps - Shaving - Equipment and supplies - United States - Maps - 1930-1939  77442
Pictorial maps - Shenandoah National Park (Va.) - 1938 - Road maps 47870
Pictorial maps - Shenandoah National Park (Va.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps 47871
Pictorial maps - Shenandoah National Park (Va.) - Maps 1948  47944
Pictorial maps - Sicily - 1943  70094
Pictorial maps - Sion (Switzerland) - 1552  70166
Pictorial maps - Solothurn (Switzerland) - 1552  70274
Pictorial maps - Sonoma County (Calif.) - 1993  70317
Pictorial maps - South America - 1942 - Cruise lines 70644
Pictorial maps - South Atlantic States - 1960 - Nautical charts 70721
Pictorial maps - South Atlantic States - 1966 - Nautical charts 70722
Pictorial maps - South Atlantic States - 1968 - Nautical charts 70723
Pictorial maps - South Atlantic States - 1969 - Nautical charts 70724
Pictorial maps - South Atlantic States - 1970 - Nautical charts 70725
Pictorial maps - South Atlantic States - 1971 - Nautical charts 70726
Pictorial maps - South Atlantic States - 1972 - Nautical charts 70727, 70728
Pictorial maps - South Atlantic States - 1973 - Nautical charts 70729, 70730
Pictorial maps - South Atlantic States - 1976 - Nautical charts 70731
Pictorial maps - South Carolina - 1946  58181, 58182
Pictorial maps - South Carolina - 1947  58192
Pictorial maps - South Carolina - 1948  58202
Pictorial maps - South Carolina - 1949  58214
Pictorial maps - South Carolina - 1950  58220
Pictorial maps - South Carolina - 1951  58224
Pictorial maps - South Carolina - Maps - 1938  58139
Pictorial maps - South Dakota - 1946  58585, 58586, 58587, 58588
Pictorial maps - South Dakota - 1947  58599, 58600
Pictorial maps - South Dakota - 1948  58616, 58617
Pictorial maps - South Dakota - 1949  58630
Pictorial maps - South Dakota - 1951  58636
Pictorial maps - South Dakota - 1953-1955  71054
Pictorial maps - South Dakota - 1974  71088
Pictorial maps - South Dakota - 1975  71089
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Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Pictorial maps - South Dakota - 1978 71090
Pictorial maps - Southern Pacific Railroad Company - 1927 77360
Pictorial maps - Southern Pacific Railroad Company - 1928 77382
Pictorial maps - Southern Pacific Railroad Company - 1930 77471, 77472, 77473
Pictorial maps - Southern Pacific Railroad Company - 1930-1939 82256
Pictorial maps - Southern Pacific Railroad Company - Maps - 1954 72577
Pictorial maps - Southern States - 1930-1939 - Railroads 71774
Pictorial maps - Southern States - 1946 72036
Pictorial maps - Southern States - 1947 72063
Pictorial maps - Southern States - 1956 72161
Pictorial maps - Southern States - 1965 67048
Pictorial maps - Southern states - Maps - 1938 - Road maps 48924
Pictorial maps - Southern States - Maps - 1947 - Railroads 72043
Pictorial maps - Southern States - Maps - 1952 27142
Pictorial maps - Southwestern States - 1932 34663, 72459
Pictorial maps - Southwestern States - 1933 72464
Pictorial maps - Southwestern States - 1946 72533
Pictorial maps - Southwestern States - 1992 76193
Pictorial maps - Southwestern States - Maps - 1949 72567
Pictorial maps - Southwestern States - Maps - 1954 - Railroads 72577
Pictorial maps - Soviet Union - Jigsaw puzzle maps 72626
Pictorial maps - Spokane Interstate Fair (Spokane, Wash.) - 1969-1971 43198
Pictorial maps - Springfield (Ill.) - Maps - 1969 73038
Pictorial maps - Springfield Region (Mass.) - Maps - 1991 - Road maps 12028
Pictorial maps - Stowe (Vt.) - Maps - 1950-1959 - Ski resorts 73302
Pictorial maps - Strasbourg (France) - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 51720, 73310
Pictorial maps - Sullivan's Indian Campaign, 1779 73415
Pictorial maps - Sun Valley Lodge (Sun Valley, Idaho) - 1936 73434
Pictorial maps - Sun Valley Region (Idaho) - Maps - 1936 - Ski resorts 73434
Pictorial maps - Superior, Lake - 1966 - Nautical charts 32601
Pictorial maps - Superior, Lake - 1968 - Nautical charts 32606
Pictorial maps - Superior, Lake - 1969 - Nautical charts 32607
Pictorial maps - Superior, Lake - 1970 - Nautical charts 32610
Pictorial maps - Superior, Lake - 1971 - Nautical charts 32611
Pictorial maps - Superior, Lake - 1972 - Nautical charts 32613, 32614
Pictorial maps - Superior, Lake - 1973 - Nautical charts 32615, 32616
Pictorial maps - Superior, Lake - 1976 - Nautical charts 32619
Pictorial maps - Sussex County (Del.) - Maps - 1991 - Road maps 73586
Pictorial maps - Switzerland - Maps - 1939 74059
Pictorial maps - Switzerland - Maps - 1960-1969 74070
Pictorial maps - Tahiti (French Polynesia : Island) - 2010 74171
Pictorial maps - Tahoe, Lake (Calif. and Nev.) - Maps - 1965 74176
Pictorial maps - Tampa Region (Fla.) - 1938 27042, 27043
Pictorial maps - Tauber River Valley (Germany) - Maps - 1930 - Road maps 74280
Pictorial maps - Temascaltepec Region (Mexico) - Maps - 1560 - Manuscripts 74317
Pictorial maps - Tennessee - 1950 41028
Pictorial maps - Tennessee - 1951 41032
Pictorial maps - Tennessee - 1952 41040
Pictorial maps - Tennessee - 1954 41047
Pictorial maps - Tennessee - 1956 41054
Pictorial maps - Tennessee - Maps - 1955 41053
Pictorial maps - Texas - 1946 72536, 72537, 72538
Pictorial maps - Texas - 1947 72550, 72551
Pictorial maps - Texas - 1948 72562
Pictorial maps - Texas - Maps - 1936 74746, 74747
Pictorial maps - Texas - Maps - 1938 74802
Pictorial maps - Texas - Maps - 1946 72545, 72546, 72547, 74882
Pictorial maps - Texas - Maps - 1947 74905, 74906
Pictorial maps - Texas - Maps - 1948 74930
Pictorial maps - Texas & Pacific Railway - Maps - 1949 72567
Pictorial maps - Texas & Pacific Railway - 1952 - Railroads 82505
Pictorial maps - Texas & Pacific Railway - Maps - 1953 - Railroads 82517
Pictorial maps - Union Pacific Railway Company - 1936 73434
Pictorial maps - Union Pacific Railway Company - 1946 82400

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
| Pictorial maps - United States - 1927 - Railroads | 77360 |
| Pictorial maps - United States - 1928 | 77373 |
| Pictorial maps - United States - 1928 - Railroads | 77380, 77381, 77382 |
| Pictorial maps - United States - 1930-1939 | 77435 |
| Pictorial maps - United States - 1930-1939 - Petroleum industry and trade | 65881, 65882 |
| Pictorial maps - United States - 1930 - Pipe industry | 77453 |
| Pictorial maps - United States - 1930 - Railroads | 77471, 77472, 77473 |
| Pictorial maps - United States - 1932 | 50821, 53034, 54165, 54181, 54930, 79617 |
| Pictorial maps - United States - 1932 - Road maps | 56368, 81255 |
| Pictorial maps - United States - 1933 | 53045, 54943, 56382, 70940, 70950 |
| Pictorial maps - United States - 1933 - Maps - Petroleum industry and trade | 77566 |
| Pictorial maps - United States - 1933 - Road maps | 77562 |
| Pictorial maps - United States - 1936 | 77640 |
| Pictorial maps - United States - 1937 | 77665 |
| Pictorial maps - United States - 1937 - Military bases | 77653 |
| Pictorial maps - United States - 1938 | 77677 |
| Pictorial maps - United States - 1938 - Road maps | 77697 |
| Pictorial maps - United States - 1940-1949 | 77722 |
| Pictorial maps - United States - 1944 | 77827 |
| Pictorial maps - United States - 1946 - Folklore | 77853 |
| Pictorial maps - United States - 1950 - Maps | 77988 |
| Pictorial maps - United States - 1962 | 78344 |
| Pictorial maps - United States - 1966 | 76255 |
| Pictorial maps - United States - 1971 - Treasure troves | 78636 |
| Pictorial maps - United States - 1973 - Fishes | 78659 |
| Pictorial maps - United States - 1990 - Road maps | 79011 |
| Pictorial maps - United States. Army - Maps - 1937 | 77653 |
| Pictorial maps - United States - Collections, 1800-1899 | 79351 |
| Pictorial maps - United States Highway 1 - 1930 | 3895 |
| Pictorial maps - United States Highway 17 - 1930 | 3895 |
| Pictorial maps - United States Highway 66 - 1992 | 76193 |
| Pictorial maps - United States - Historical geography - Maps - 1976 | 76272, 76273 |
| Pictorial maps - United States - History - 1763-1783 | 76397, 76398 |
| Pictorial maps - United States - History - Revolution, 1775-1783 | 59624, 76397, 76398 |
| Pictorial maps - United States - Indians - Historical geography - Maps - 1650 | 76416 |
| Pictorial maps - United States - Maps - 1875-1876 - Railroads | 76860 |
| Pictorial maps - United States - Maps - 1912 | 76228 |
| Pictorial maps - United States - Maps - 1928 | 77374 |
| Pictorial maps - United States - Maps - 1929 - Air mail service | 82785 |
| Pictorial maps - United States - Maps - 1929 - Airways | 77399, 77400 |
| Pictorial maps - United States - Maps - 1930-1939 | 77436 |
| Pictorial maps - United States - Maps - 1930-1939 - Railroads | 77438 |
| Pictorial maps - United States - Maps - 1930-1939 - Water-pipes | 77443, 77444 |
| Pictorial maps - United States - Maps - 1931 | 16185, 77504 |
| Pictorial maps - United States - Maps - 1932 | 2632, 35177, 35856, 36998, 37804, 40218, 40810, 47038, 49693, 51410, 55335, 58097, 58393, 58394, 60647, 61430, 62148, 70939, 77528, 83266, 84857 |
| Pictorial maps - United States - Maps - 1933 | 782, 2640, 3929, 21418, 26996, 31120, 31121, 40232, 40824, 43372, 49694, 49706, 50195, 58102, 58406, 60667, 60688, 63754 |
| Pictorial maps - United States - Maps - 1936 | 77624, 77625 |
| Pictorial maps - United States - Maps - 1937 | 77669, 77670 |
| Pictorial maps - United States - Maps - 1938 | 77678, 77696 |
| Pictorial maps - United States - Maps - 1938 - Airways | 77674 |
| Pictorial maps - United States - Maps - 1940 - Bus lines | 77730 |
| Pictorial maps - United States - Maps - 1942 | 36140, 77792 |
| Pictorial maps - United States - Maps - 1944 - Indians | 77825 |
| Pictorial maps - United States - Maps - 1947 | 77881 |
| Pictorial maps - United States - Maps - 1947 - Railroads | 77887 |
| Pictorial maps - United States - Maps - 1948 - Railroads | 77912 |
| Pictorial maps - United States - Maps - 1950-1959 - Airways | 77954, 77955 |
| Pictorial maps - United States - Maps - 1950 - Airways | 77965 |
| Pictorial maps - United States - Maps - 1950 - Headquarters | 77966 |
| Pictorial maps - United States - Maps - 1953 | 78057 |
| Pictorial maps - United States - Maps - 1953 - Industries | 78070 |
| Pictorial maps - United States - Maps - 1953 - Railroads | 78070 |

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
| Pictorial maps - United States - Maps - 1956 | 78146 |
| Pictorial maps - United States - Maps - 1975 - Cities and towns | 78708 |
| Pictorial maps - United States - Maps - 1975 - Indians - History | 57314 |
| Pictorial maps - United States - Maps - 1992 - Juvenile literature | 79033 |
| Pictorial maps - United States - Maps - Collections, 1920-1990 | 79363 |
| Pictorial maps - University of Wisconsin--Madison - Maps - 1975 | 43851 |
| Pictorial maps - Upper Peninsula (Mich.) - Maps - 1933 | 47041 |
| Pictorial maps - Upper Peninsula (Mich.) - Maps - 1934 | 47058 |
| Pictorial maps - Utah - 1935 | 79634 |
| Pictorial maps - Utah - 1936 | 82297 |
| Pictorial maps - Utah - 1937 | 82305 |
| Pictorial maps - Utah - Maps - 1938 | 82313 |
| Pictorial maps - Utah - Maps - 1940 | 79662 |
| Pictorial maps - Utah - Maps - 1941 | 79674 |
| Pictorial maps - Vancouver Region (B.C.) - 1937 | 16382 |
| Pictorial maps - Venice (Italy) - 1528 | 79997 |
| Pictorial maps - Venice (Italy) - 1552 | 79964 |
| Pictorial maps - Vicksburg (Miss.) - Maps - 1965 - Road maps | 80184 |
| Pictorial maps - Vienna Region (Austria) - Maps - 1734 | 80252 |
| Pictorial maps - Vieux Carré (New Orleans, La.) - Maps - 1966 | 80259 |
| Pictorial maps - Virginia - 1951 | 80479 |
| Pictorial maps - Virginia - 1955 | 80483 |
| Pictorial maps - Virginia - 1958 | 80484 |
| Pictorial maps - Virginia - 1959 | 80485 |
| Pictorial maps - Virginia - 1961 | 80487 |
| Pictorial maps - Virginia - 1964 | 80489, 80490 |
| Pictorial maps - Virginia - 1965 | 80491 |
| Pictorial maps - Virginia - 1966 | 80492, 80493 |
| Pictorial maps - Virginia - 1967 | 80494, 80495 |
| Pictorial maps - Virginia - 1971 | 80496 |
| Pictorial maps - Virginia - 1972 | 80497, 80498 |
| Pictorial maps - Virginia - 1973 | 80500, 80501 |
| Pictorial maps - Virginia - 1974 | 80502, 80503 |
| Pictorial maps - Vltava River (Czech Republic) - Maps - 2011Prague (Czech Republic) - Maps - 2011 - Pictorial maps | 80542 |
| Pictorial maps - Walt Disney World (Fla.) - Maps - 1973 | 80787 |
| Pictorial maps - Washington (D.C.) - 1914-1925 - Road maps | 80973 |
| Pictorial maps - Washington (D.C.) - 1930 - Road maps | 80977 |
| Pictorial maps - Washington (D.C.) - 1936 - Road maps | 80984 |
| Pictorial maps - Washington (D.C.) - 1938 - Road maps | 80990 |
| Pictorial maps - Washington (D.C.) - 1967 | 81055 |
| Pictorial maps - Washington (D.C.) - Maps - 1952 - Road maps | 81018 |
| Pictorial maps - Washington (D.C.) - Maps - 1957 - Road maps | 81024 |
| Pictorial maps - Washington Region - 1938 - Road maps | 80990 |
| Pictorial maps - Washington (State) - 1939 | 81316, 81317 |
| Pictorial maps - Washington (State) - 1940 | 81323 |
| Pictorial maps - Washington (State) - 1957 | 81405 |
| Pictorial maps - Washington (State) - Maps - 1944 | 81342 |
| Pictorial maps - Washington (State) - Maps - 1948 | 81374, 81375 |
| Pictorial maps - Waterton Lakes National Park (Alta.) - 1925 | 31927 |
| Pictorial maps - Waterton Lakes National Park (Alta.) - 1927 | 31928 |
| Pictorial maps - West Indies - 1494 | 81573 |
| Pictorial maps - West Palm Beach (Fla.) - 1936 | 66162 |
| Pictorial maps - West Palm Beach Region (Fla.) - 1938 | 27042, 27043 |
| Pictorial maps - West (U.S.) - 1930-1939 - Railroads | 82256 |
| Pictorial maps - West (U.S.) - 1946 - Railroads | 82400 |
| Pictorial maps - West (U.S.) - 1949 - Indians | 82470 |
| Pictorial maps - West (U.S.) - 1950 - Road maps | 82486 |
| Pictorial maps - West (U.S.) - History - Mormons - 1846-1847 | 51769 |
| Pictorial maps - West (U.S.) - Maps - 1899 | 51769 |
| Pictorial maps - West (U.S.) - Maps - 1937 | 82309 |
| Pictorial maps - West (U.S.) - Maps - 1938 | 82315 |
| Pictorial maps - West (U.S.) - Maps - 1939 | 82329 |
| Pictorial maps - West (U.S.) - Maps - 1945 - Railroads | 79451, 82386 |

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Pictorial maps - West (U.S.) - Maps - 1952 - Railroads 82505
Pictorial maps - West (U.S.) - Maps - 1953 - Railroads 82517
Pictorial maps - West (U.S.) - Maps - 1956 - Railroads 82549
Pictorial maps - West (U.S.) - Maps - 1957 - Railroads 82562
Pictorial maps - West (U.S.) - Maps - 1958 - Railroads 82569
Pictorial maps - West (U.S.) - Maps - 1959 - Railroads 82580
Pictorial maps - West (U.S.) - Maps - 1986 67092
Pictorial maps - West Virginia - 1930-1939 60586
Pictorial maps - Western Hemisphere - 1940 1793
Pictorial maps - Western Hemisphere - 1950 62919
Pictorial maps - Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1929 - Air mail service 82785
Pictorial maps - White Mountains (N.H. and Me.) - 1859 - Tourist maps 82873
Pictorial maps - Williamsburg (Va.) - 1938 47870
Pictorial maps - Willis Tower (Chicago, Ill.) - 1973 20028
Pictorial maps - Wisconsin - 1932 83268
Pictorial maps - Wisconsin - 1933 83282, 83283
Pictorial maps - Wisconsin - 1934 83302
Pictorial maps - Wisconsin - 1935 83321
Pictorial maps - Wisconsin - 1946 83487, 83488
Pictorial maps - Wisconsin - 1947 83496
Pictorial maps - Wisconsin - 1948 83512
Pictorial maps - Wisconsin - 1949 83517
Pictorial maps - Wisconsin - 1950 83519
Pictorial maps - Wisconsin - 1951 83527
Pictorial maps - Wisconsin - 1962 83551
Pictorial maps - Wisconsin - 1973 83573
Pictorial maps - Wisconsin - Maps - 2005 83588
Pictorial maps - Wisconsin - Cities and towns - Bibliography 83589
Pictorial maps - Wismesbourg (France) - 1552 83601
Pictorial maps - Woods Hole Region (Mass.) - 2010 26502
Pictorial maps - World - 1956 84426
Pictorial maps - World map - 1930-1939 83755
Pictorial maps - World maps - 1930-1939 - Industries 84337
Pictorial maps - Wörnitz River Valley (Germany) - Maps - 1930 - Road maps 74280
Pictorial maps - Würzburg (Germany) - 1552. 84750
Pictorial maps - Wyoming - Maps - 1930-1939 - Industries 84838
Pictorial maps - Yosemite National Park (Calif.) - Maps - 1965 85175
Pictorial maps - Yucatan (Mexico : State) - Maps - 1577 - Landowners - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 85195
Pictorial plan of Chester 19353
[Pictorial railroad map of central California] 15399
[Pictorial relief map of bridges spanning the Vltava River in Prague] 80542
[Pictorial relief map of Canada] / Michelin 16291
Pictorial review of World War Two 84714
Pictorial review of world war two: a pictorial summary of the war to date; plus descriptive pictures and stories about our Army, Navy, Marines, and Coast guard; pictures of our fleet and airplanes; a dictionary of war terms; a key to the pronunciation 6332
Pictorial St. Louis : a topographical survey drawn in perspective, 1875 / by Camille N. Dry ; edited by Richard J. Compton 68102
Pictorial St. Louis, the great metropolis of the Mississippi Valley : a topographical survey drawn in perspective, A.D. 1875 / by Camille N. Dry ; designed and edited by Rich. J. Compton 68101
Pictorial Sunday-book 12799
Pictorial travel atlas of scenic America 6493
Pictorial view of the world. 1848 84259
Pictorial works 64671
Pictorial works - 130th Street Bridge (Chicago, Ill.) - 1949 1
Pictorial works - 1800-1899 - Exhibitions 64668
Pictorial works - Bibliography - 1731-1818 44774
Pictorial works - Calumet River (Ill.) - 1871 15743
Pictorial works - Calumet River (Ill.) - 1949 - Bridges 1
Pictorial works - Camp Douglas (Ill.) - 1865 15791
Pictorial works - Camp Douglas (Ill.) - 2007 15790
Pictorial works - Century of Progress International Exposition (1933-1934 : Chicago, Ill.) 19030, 19031, 19032, 19033
Pictorial works - Century of Progress International Exposition (1933-1934 : Chicago, Ill.) - 1932 - Jigsaw puzzle maps 19029
Pictorial works - Century of Progress International Exposition (1933-1934 : Chicago, Ill.) - 1933 20022
Pictorial works - Century of Progress International Exposition (1933-1934 : Chicago, Ill.) - Collections 19034
Pictorial works - Chicago and North Western Railway Company - 1946 - Railroad stations 19366

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
| Pictorial works | Chicago and North Western Railway Company - 1955 - Railroad stations | 32302 |
| Pictorial works | Chicago (Ill.) - 1779 | 19983 |
| Pictorial works | Chicago (Ill.) - 1779-1857 | 19981, 19982 |
| Pictorial works | Chicago (Ill.) - 1804 | 27294 |
| Pictorial works | Chicago (Ill.) - 1812 | 27295 |
| Pictorial works | Chicago (Ill.) - 1815 | 83617 |
| Pictorial works | Chicago (Ill.) - 1820 | 19984, 19985, 19986, 19987, 19988, 19989, 19990 |
| Pictorial works | Chicago (Ill.) - 1830 | 19991, 27296, 83618 |
| Pictorial works | Chicago (Ill.) - 1831 | 19586, 19587, 19992, 76216, 76219 |
| Pictorial works | Chicago (Ill.) - 1833 | 19993 |
| Pictorial works | Chicago (Ill.) - 1852 | 19995 |
| Pictorial works | Chicago (Ill.) - 1853 | 19997, 19998, 19999 |
| Pictorial works | Chicago (Ill.) - 1856 | 27300, 27301 |
| Pictorial works | Chicago (Ill.) - 1857 | 20000, 20001, 20002, 20003 |
| Pictorial works | Chicago (Ill.) - 1858 | 20004 |
| Pictorial works | Chicago (Ill.) - 1864 | 20005 |
| Pictorial works | Chicago (Ill.) - 1866 - Stockyards | 76046 |
| Pictorial works | Chicago (Ill.) - 1868 | 20006 |
| Pictorial works | Chicago (Ill.) - 1871 | 15743, 20010, 20011, 20012 |
| Pictorial works | Chicago (Ill.) - 1871 - Fires | 19508, 20008, 20009 |
| Pictorial works | Chicago (Ill.) - 1876 | 20013 |
| Pictorial works | Chicago (Ill.) - 1877 | 20014 |
| Pictorial works | Chicago (Ill.) - 1890-1930 | 19374 |
| Pictorial works | Chicago (Ill.) - 1892 | 20017, 20018 |
| Pictorial works | Chicago (Ill.) - 1893 | 84588 |
| Pictorial works | Chicago (Ill.) - 1898 | 20019 |
| Pictorial works | Chicago (Ill.) - 1910 | 20020 |
| Pictorial works | Chicago (Ill.) - 1931 | 20021 |
| Pictorial works | Chicago (Ill.) - 1932 - Jigsaw puzzle maps | 19029 |
| Pictorial works | Chicago (Ill.) - 1933 | 20022 |
| Pictorial works | Chicago (Ill.) - 1947 - Railroad stations | 19368 |
| Pictorial works | Chicago (Ill.) - 1948 - Railroad stations | 19366 |
| Pictorial works | (Chicago, Ill.) - 1949 - Bridges | 1 |
| Pictorial works | Chicago (Ill.) - 1949 - Railroad stations | 76042 |
| Pictorial works | Chicago (Ill.) - 1951 - Railroad stations | 41678 |
| Pictorial works | Chicago (Ill.) - 1955 - Railroad stations | 32302 |
| Pictorial works | Chicago (Ill.) - 1957 - Railroad stations | 76043 |
| Pictorial works | Chicago (Ill.) - 1961 - Railroads | 19367 |
| Pictorial works | Chicago (Ill.) - 1978 | 20029 |
| Pictorial works | Chicago (Ill.) - 1982 | 20030, 20031 |
| Pictorial works | Chicago (Ill.) - 2001 | 20033 |
| Pictorial works | Chicago (Ill.) - 2002 | 20034 |
| Pictorial works | Chicago (Ill.) - American Express Building - 1874 | 19537 |
| Pictorial works | Chicago (Ill.) - Buildings - Collections, 1950-1972 | 19377 |
| Pictorial works | Chicago (Ill.) - Collections | 65504, 76194 |
| Pictorial works | Chicago (Ill.) - Collections, 1870-1949 | 20056 |
| Pictorial works | Chicago (Ill.) - Collections, 1883 | 20037 |
| Pictorial works | Chicago (Ill.) - Collections, 1886 | 20039 |
| Pictorial works | Chicago (Ill.) - Collections, 1900-1999 | 20057, 20058 |
| Pictorial works | Chicago (Ill.) - Collections, 1910 | 20049 |
| Pictorial works | Chicago (Ill.) - Collections, 1916 | 20050 |
| Pictorial works | Chicago (Ill.) - Collections, 1949 | 20051 |
| Pictorial works | Chicago (Ill.) - Collections, To 2000 | 19404 |
| Pictorial works | Chicago (Ill.) - Collections, To 2000 - Parks | 19980 |
| Pictorial works | Chicago (Ill.) - Collections, To 2004 | 19407 |
| Pictorial works | Chicago (Ill.) - History - Collections, To 2004 | 19407 |
| Pictorial works | Chicago (Ill.) - History - Pictorial works | 19403 |
| Pictorial works | Chicago (Ill.) - Inter-State Industrial Exposition of Chicago - 1873 | 19532, 37510 |
| Pictorial works | Chicago (Ill.) - Inter-State Industrial Exposition of Chicago - 1874 | 19537 |
| Pictorial works | Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - Collections, 1883 | 20038 |
| Pictorial works | Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - Collections, 1891 | 20040 |
| Pictorial works | Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - Collections, 1893 | 20041, 20042, 20043, 20044 |
| Pictorial works | Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - Collections, 1898 | 19627, 20045, 20046 |
| Pictorial works | Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - Collections, 1900-1999 | 20047 |
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Pictorial works - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - Collections, 1907 20048
Pictorial works - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - Collections, 2001 20052
Pictorial works - Chicago (Ill.) - Near North Side - 1978 20029
Pictorial works - Chicago (Ill.) - Photography - Collections, 1890 20055
Pictorial works - Chicago Region (Ill.) - 1890-1930 19374
Pictorial works - Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - Collections, 2001 20052
Pictorial works - Chicago River (Ill.) - 1849 - Floods 20514
Pictorial works, Chinese - Collections, 1800-1899 44844
Pictorial works - Cities and towns - United States 76095
Pictorial works - East Side (Chicago, Ill.) - 1871 15743
Pictorial works - Exhibitions 62959, 62960
Pictorial works - Exhibitions - Catalogs 64669
Pictorial works - Fabyan's Forest Preserve (Kane County, Ill.) - 1920 26450
Pictorial works - For Chicago Region items only, use twice in 'flipped' subject headings (as both beginning and floating topical subdivisions). For all other maps use only as a secondary subdivision. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.

Pictorial works - Forest Park (Ill.) - 1873 60244
Pictorial works - Fort Dearborn (Ill.) - 1779-1857 19981, 19982
Pictorial works - Fort Dearborn (Ill.) - 1804 27294
Pictorial works - Fort Dearborn (Ill.) - 1812 27295
Pictorial works - Fort Dearborn (Ill.) - 1820 19989, 19990
Pictorial works - Fort Dearborn (Ill.) - 1830 27296
Pictorial works - Fort Dearborn (Ill.) - 1853 27298
Pictorial works - Fort Dearborn (Ill.) - 1856 27299, 27300, 27301
Pictorial works - Fort Dearborn (Ill.) - 1857 20001, 27302
Pictorial works - France - 1972 27525, 27526
Pictorial works - Germany, Southern - 1570-1579 64670
Pictorial works - Grand Avenue Freight Yard (Chicago, Ill.) - 1955 32302
Pictorial works - Interstate 90 - 1961 19367
Pictorial works, Japanese - Collections, 1800-1899 44844
Pictorial works - Kennedy Expressway (Chicago, Ill.) - 1961 19367
Pictorial works - La Grange (Ill.) - 1908 32328
Pictorial works - Lakeview (Chicago, Ill.) - 1866 41543
Pictorial works - Lincoln Park (Chicago, Ill.) - City section - 1995 42126
Pictorial works - Loop (Chicago, Ill.) - 1860 35537
Pictorial works - Loop (Chicago, Ill.) - 1898 20019
Pictorial works - Loop (Chicago, Ill.) - 1926 43010
Pictorial works - Loop (Chicago, Ill.) - 1928 43049, 43050
Pictorial works - Merchandise Mart (Chicago, Ill.) - Building - 1951 46126
Pictorial works - Michigan Ave. (Chicago, Ill.) - 1866 46715
Pictorial works - Michigan Avenue (Chicago, Ill.) - 2001 46716
Pictorial works - Near North Side (Chicago, Ill.) - 1898 81161
Pictorial works - Near North Side (Chicago, Ill.) - 1927 52892
Pictorial works - Newberry Library - 1898 81161
Pictorial works - Newberry Library - 1978 20029
Pictorial works - Norfolk (England) - 1987 57189
Pictorial works - Oak Park (Ill.) - 1873 60244
Pictorial works - Prairie Avenue (Chicago, Ill.) - Collections 65504
Pictorial works - Pullman (Chicago, Ill.) - 1893 65875
Pictorial works - River Forest (Ill.) - 1873 60244
Pictorial works SEE ALSO Panoramas 62959
Pictorial works - South Chicago (Chicago, Ill.) - 1871 15743
Pictorial works - United States Highway 66 - Collections 76194
Pictorial works - Wabash Ave. (Chicago, Ill.) - 1871 80606
Pictorial works - Washington (D.C.) - Exhibitions 64672
Pictorial works - Washington Square Park (Chicago, Ill.) - 1898 81161
Pictorial works - Wolf's Point (Chicago, Ill.) - 1815 83617
Pictorial works - Wolf's Point (Chicago, Ill.) - 1830 83618
Pictorial works - Wolf's Point (Chicago, Ill.) - 1870 83619
Pictorial works - World's Columbian Exposition (1893 : Chicago, Ill.) - 5365, 5366, 5367, 5368, 5369, 5370, 5371, 19443, 35598, 84577, 84578, 84579, 84580, 84581, 84582, 84583, 84584, 84585, 84586, 84587, 84588, 84589, 84590, 84591, 84592, 84593, 84594, 84595

Pictorial world atlas 6778, 6801, 6802, 7069
[Pictorial world map] 84337
[Pictorial world map showing Canadian Pacific Railway rail lines, steamships, air lines] 84435
[Pictorial world map] /[signed] Paus 83755
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Pictou (N.S. : County) - Maps - 1864 - Landowners 64673
Pictou (N.S. : County) - Maps - 1879 - Landowners 64674
Pictura et scriptura : textes, images et herméneutique des Mappae Mundi (XIII-XVI siècle) / Margriet Hoogvliet 18104
Picture atlas of our world 7047, 7391
Picture atlas of prehistoric life 2001
A Picture atlas of the British Isles / by H. Alnwick 14490
Picture atlas of the world 7039, 7133, 7355
Picture Collection 53287
Picture guides 13231, 33034, 57267, 75400
Picture map geography of the United States 77504
Picture map geography of the United States / by Vernon Quinn ; with picture maps by Paul Spener Johst 78057
Picture map of Natchez, Mississippi 52695
Picture map of the historical rides of Paul Revere, William Dawes, Samuel Prescott, April 18-19, 1775 / drawn by Ivan Chisholm, Braintree 13580
Picture map of Vicksburg, Mississippi and the national military park and cemetery 80184
Picture of the Panama Canal 62043, 62044
Picture of the Panama Canal 62044
Picture of the Panama Canal 62925
Picture of Paris : being a complete guide to all the public buildings, places of amusement, and curiosities in that metropolis : accompanied with six descriptive routes from the coast to Paris : with full directions to strangers on their first arrival 63065
Picture puzzles SEE ALSO Connect-the-dots puzzles 20552
Picture writing from ancient southern Mexico : Mixtec place signs and maps 51169
Picture-writing, Indian - 1781 - Delaware Indians 64861
Picture-writing, Indian - Southwestern States - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1946 72533
Pictures of history 44879
Pictures of the Panama Canal 62925
Picturesque Atlas 11026, 11081
Picturesque atlas of Australasia 11026, 11081
Picturesque Europe 26121
Picturesque guide to Wales 80695
Picturesque Lyme and Old Lyme 61702
A Picturesque situation : Mackinac before photography, 1615-1860 / Brian Leigh Dunnigan 43753
Picturesque touring areas in the British Isles / by Reginald Wellbye : with eight aqua etchings and numerous pen and ink drawings by E. Margaret Holman, and twelve pictorial sketch maps by H.A. Powell and W.E. Taylor 14476
The Picturesque tourist : being a guide through the northern and eastern states and Canada : giving an accurate description of cities and villages, celebrated places of resort, etc. : with maps and illustrations / edited by O.L. Holley 76699, 76700
Picturing America, 1497-1899 : prints, maps, and drawings bearing on the New World discoveries and on the development of the territory that is now the United States / by Gloria Gilda Deák 79413
Picturing American cities in the twentieth century : Emily Edwards's maps of San Antonio and Mexico City / Delia Cosentino 24696
Picturing Britain : time and place in image and text, 1700-1850 14182
Pidgeon, R. H. (Roger H.) 19574, 55664
A Piece taken from Rand, McNally & Co.'s Railroad junction point and county map 66212
Piedmont (Italy) - History - Grand Alliance, War of The, 1689-1697 - Campaigns, 1693 62043, 62044
Piedmont (Italy) - Maps - 1540 64675
Piedmont (Italy) - Maps - 1550 64676
Piedmont (Italy) - Maps - 1553 64677
Piedmont (Italy) - Maps - 1556 64678
Piedmont (Italy) - Maps - 1561 64679
Piedmont (Italy) - Maps - 1564 64680
Piedmont (Italy) - Maps - 1566 64681
Piedmont (Italy) - Maps - 1567 64682, 64683
Piedmont (Italy) - Maps - 1570 64684
Piedmont (Italy) - Maps - 1588 64685
Piedmont (Italy) - Maps - 1593 64686
Piedmont (Italy) - Maps - 1600 64687
Piedmont (Italy) - Maps - 1606 64688
Piedmont (Italy) - Maps - 1610 64689
Piedmont (Italy) - Maps - 1630 39043
Piedmont (Italy) - Maps - 1680 42026, 42027, 42342, 64690, 64691, 64692, 64693
Piedmont (Italy) - Maps - 1682 64694, 69027, 69028
Piedmont (Italy) - Maps - 1682 - Cities and towns 69027, 69028
Piedmont (Italy) - Maps - 1692 42343, 64695
Piedmont (Italy) - Maps - 1694 69031, 69032
Piedmont (Italy) - Maps - 1695 64696, 69033, 69034
Piedmont (Italy) - Maps - 1696 69035
Piedmont (Italy) - Maps - 1700 28735, 64697, 64698, 69036, 69037, 69038
Piedmont (Italy) - Maps - 1701 69039
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Call Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pierce County (Wash.)</td>
<td>Pierce County (Minn.)</td>
<td>66200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pierce County Historical Association (Wis.)</td>
<td>64720, 64730</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pierce County (Wash.) street guide</td>
<td>64724, 64726, 64727</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pierce County (Wash.) - Maps - 1890 - Landowners</td>
<td>64723</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pierce County (Wash.) - Maps - 1890 - Landowners</td>
<td>64723</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pierce County (Wash.) - Maps - 1890 - Landowners</td>
<td>64723</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pierce County (Wash.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps</td>
<td>41158, 41159, 64724</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pierce County (Wash.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps</td>
<td>41162, 41163, 41164</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pierce County (Wash.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps</td>
<td>41167, 41168, 64725</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pierce County (Wash.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps</td>
<td>41172, 41173, 41174, 41175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pierce County (Wash.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps</td>
<td>64726</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pierce County (Wash.) - Maps - 2009 - Road maps</td>
<td>41179, 41180, 64727</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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[Pierce County (Wis.) - 1887: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 64729
Pierce County (Wis.) - Maps - 1877-1878 - Landowners 64728
Pierce County (Wis.) - Maps - 1887 - Landowners 64729
Pierce County (Wis.) - Maps - 1908 - Landowners 64730
Pierce County (Wis.) - Maps - 1920 - Landowners 64731
Pierce County (Wis.) - Maps - 1968 - Landowners 64732
Pierce Cycles, firm, Buffalo, N.Y. SEE Geo. N. Pierce & Co. (Buffalo, N.Y.) 82701
Pierce (Geo. N.) & Co., Buffalo, N.Y. SEE Geo. N. Pierce & Co. (Buffalo, N.Y.) 82701
Pierce, John, of Worcester 83670
Pierce, John, Surveyor General 21279
Pierce Oil Company, S. A. 2657, 2673, 2685
Pierce, Richard A. (Richard Austin), 1918- 62562, 62563
Pierres, H. 17490
Pietkiewicz, Stanislaw, 1894-16758, 17359, 66377
Pietkivitch, Alvin J. 66144, 66152, 66153
Pietra (Italy) - Maps - 1700-1799 - Road maps 45572
Pietro Andrea Gregorio Mattioli 45537
Pietro Coppo 22125, 22127
Pietro Coppo le "Tabulae", 1524-1526 : una preziosa raccolta cartografica custodita a Pirano / Luciano Lago, Claudio Rossit 22133
Pietro Coppo le Tabulae1524-1526 7216
Pietro, Marco di 29218
Pietro, Paul R. B. 20857
Pietro, Paul R. B. 20857
Pietro, Paul R. B. 20857
Pieta (Italy) - Maps - 1939 75490, 75491
Pieta, Ludovico 1939-1778-1799 - Road maps 45572
Pigafetta, Antonio, approximately 1480-approximately 1534 1488, 4171, 4172, 4173, 4174, 4175, 43880, 43881, 43882, 43883, 64733
Pigafetta, Filippo, 1533-1604 509, 7752, 64734
Pigafetta, Filippo SEE Pigafetta, Filippo, 1533-1604 509
Piggioli, Z. 14740
Piglet, Francais, 1775-after 1834 12772, 38638
Pigot, Geoee. 41562
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Piggott, Reginald 25835
Pignatti, Teresio, 1920-11808
Pigerol, ville forte d'Italia en Piemont ... 64773
Pigerol, ville forte d'Italia en Piemont ... 64774
Pigot, James 4851, 14347, 14355, 14373, 14388, 52256
Pigozzi, Marinella 13080
Piguenit, C. D. 29106, 30762
Pijnacker, Cornelis van, 1570-1645 7770, 23479, 23797
Pike County (Ala.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners 64735
Pike County (Ark.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners 64736
Pike County Farm Bureau (Pike County, Ill.) 64740
[Pike County (III.) - 1860: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 64737
Pike County (III.) - Land tenure - 1821-1835 41580
Pike County (III.) - Maps - 1860 - Landowners 64737
Pike County (III.) - Maps - 1872 - Landowners 64738
Pike County (III.) - Maps - 1912 - Landowners 64739
Pike County (III.) - Maps - 1978 - Landowners 64740
Pike County (Ind.). Board of Commissioners 64743
Pike County (Ind.). Auditor 64743
Pike County (Ind.). Maps - 1871-1872 - Landowners 64741
Pike County (Ind.). Maps - 1871-1872 - Mines and mineral resources 64741
Pike County (Ind.). Maps - 1881 - Landowners 31889
Pike County (Ind.). Maps - 1920-1929 - Landowners 64742
Pike County (Ind.). Maps - 1973 - Landowners 64743
Pike County (Ind.). Maps - 1983 - Landowners 64744
Pike County, Indiana, land atlas and plat book, 1983 64744
Pike County (Miss.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners 64745
Pike County (Mo.). Maps - 1899 - Landowners 64746
[Pike County (Pa.) - 1856: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 64747
[Pike County (Pa.) - 1872: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 64748
Pike County (Pa.). Maps - 1856 - Landowners 64747
Pike County (Pa.). Maps - 1872 - Landowners 64748
Pike National Forest (Colo.) - Maps - 1930-1939 - Pictorial maps 21701
Pike National Forest (Colo.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps 21459, 23301
Pike National Forest (Colo.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps 21483, 23302
Pike National Forest (Colo.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps 21512, 21513, 21514, 21515, 23303
Pike National Forest (Colo.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps 21538, 23305
Pike National Forest (Colo.) - Pictorial works - 1930-1939 21701
The Pike of Teneriffe; Sepulchral caves of the Guanches in the isle of Teneriffe 74323
Pike (R. L.) & Co., Louisville, Ky. 43468
Pike's Peak Lithographing Company 62568, 79031
Pike (W. and W.), firm SEE W. and W. Pike 45535
Pike, Zebulon Montgomery, 1779-1813 5394, 50503, 81754, 81755, 81756, 81757
Pike, Zebulon Montgomery, 1779-1813 - Expedition, 1805-1807 81754, 81755, 81756, 81757
Pikes Peak Auto Highway (Colo.) 64749
Pikes Peak Auto Highway (Colo.) - 1950 64749
Pikes Peak Auto Highway, Colorado Springs, Colo. 64749
Pikes Peak (Colo.). Motels - 1950 64750
Pikes Peak (Colo.). Pictorial works - 1859 64751
Pikes Peak (Colo.). Tourism - 1950 64752, 64753
Pikes Peak Lithographing Co. 44610
Pikes Peak Ocean to Ocean Highway Association (St. Joseph, Mo.) 48836, 59245, 72442, 76117
Pikes Peak Ocean to Ocean Highway between New York City and Anderson, Ind. ... 1929 59245
Pikes Peak Ocean to Ocean Highway between Piqua, Ohio and Colorado Springs, Colorado ... 1929 48836
Pikes Peak Ocean to Ocean Highway between Stratton, Colo., and Los Angeles ... 1929 72442
Pikes Peak Ocean to Ocean Highway - Maps - 1920 82196
Pikes Peak Ocean to Ocean Highway - Maps - 1926 76117
Pikes Peak Ocean to Ocean Highway - Maps - 1929 48836, 59245, 72442
Pikes Peak Ocean to Ocean Highway: New York to Los Angeles 76117
Pikes Peak Press 64753
Pikes Peak region (Colo.) - Description and travel - 1995 21689
Pikes Peak Region (Colo.). Maps - 1859 21276
Pikes Peak Region (Colo.). Maps - 1863 81837
Pikes Peak Region (Colo.). Maps - 1960 21694
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Pikes Peak Region (Colo.) - Maps - Gold mines and mining - 1859 21674
Pikes Peak region & Colorado Springs Colorado : Official visitors guide 21689
Pikes Peak to Ocean Highway - Maps - 1925 77319
Pikes Peak via world famous cog wheel route : steam & diesel electric trains 44404
The Pikes Peaker : where to go - what to see - what to do 64753
Pilar de Los Adaes (La.) SEE Presidio de Nuestra Señora del Pilar de Los Adaes Site (La.) 65535
Pilar (N.M.) - Maps - 1768 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 64754
Pilar Pardo y Puertolas 9381
Pilbeam, Elaine, 1961- 32476
Pilbrow 4771
Pilchard family 12651
Pilcher, Elizabeth, fl. 1710 12651
Pilersuifik (Firm) 32991
Pillans (H. & J.), firm SEE H. & J. Pillans 7991
Pillans, John 8068
Pillans, Palmer Job, 1816-1899 74532
Pilgrim Duxbury from 1620 to 1650 23965
Pilgrim, Michael 55588
Pilgrim quarterly 12814
Pilgrim Trust 34009
Pilgrims and pilgrimages - Maps - History 66976
Pilgrims and pilgrimages - Palestine - 1678 64755
The Pilgrims : finding their way 70228
Pilinski, Adam, 1810-1887 15051, 39752
Pilinski père et fils 83828
Pillans, John 8068
Pillans, Palmer Job, 1816-1899 74532
The Pillar of Antoine at Rome ; Trajan's Pillar at Rome / Grainger sculp. 21803
Pillar of Antoine (Rome, Italy) SEE Column of Marcus Aurelius (Rome, Italy) 21803
Pillement, Victor, 1767-1814 38638
Pilling, James Constantine, 1846-1895 30074, 30184
Pillon, Lucia 13085
Pillsbury Flour Mills Company 49679, 49681
Pillsbury's official standard road map : Minnesota, Iowa / compliments of the Pillsbury Flour Mills Company, Minneapolis, Minn. 49681
Pillsbury's official standard road map : Minnesota, Wisconsin / compliments of the Pillsbury Flour Mills Company, Minneapolis, Minn. ; distributed by the Minneapolis Civic & Commerce Association 49679
Pilon (Abel) et cie see Abel Pilon et cie 9460
Pilon Island (Ont.) - Maps - 1817 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 655
Piloni, Luigi 68925
Pilot charts SEE Nautical charts 44697
Pilot Club (Zanesville, Ohio) 52026, 52027
Pilot guides 64756
Pilot guides - 1250 64757
Pilot guides - 1584 64758
Pilot guides - 1584-1585 25900
Pilot guides - 1659 52743
Pilot guides - 1668 52744
Pilot guides - 1669 8708
Pilot guides - 1675 8711
Pilot guides - 1675-1687 81583, 81584
Pilot guides - 1689 16536, 16537, 16538
Pilot guides - 1690-1702 3670
Pilot guides - 1693-1700 52745
Pilot guides - 1698 70711
Pilot guides - 1701 3661
Pilot guides - 1703 3666, 36705
Pilot guides - 1720-1753 52750
Pilot guides - 1728 7803
Pilot guides - 1732 16555
Pilot guides - 1740 3671, 3672
Pilot guides - 1748 36710
Pilot guides - 1749 3674
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| Pilot guides - 1753 | 45872 |
| Pilot guides - 1758 | 3675 |
| Pilot guides - 1760 | 16562 |
| Pilot guides - 1764 | 45874 |
| Pilot guides - 1766 | 3676 |
| Pilot guides - 1771 | 45877 |
| Pilot guides - 1779 | 45881 |
| Pilot guides - 1783 | 16572 |
| Pilot guides - 1790 | 3677 |
| Pilot guides - 1794-1795 | 45885 |
| Pilot guides - 1797 | 52066 |
| Pilot guides - 1801 | 52069, 52070 |
| Pilot guides - 1817 | 45887 |
| Pilot guides - 1883 | 70716 |
| Pilot guides - 1923-1934 | 52766 |
| Pilot guides - 1943 | 2118 |
| Pilot guides - 1947 | 70023 |
| Pilot guides - Adriatic Sea - 1771 | 95 |
| Pilot guides - Africa, North - Collections - Manuscripts - Facsimiles | 497 |
| Pilot guides - Allegheny River (Pa. and N.Y.) - 1811 | 50505 |
| Pilot guides - Allegheny River (Pa. and N.Y.) - 1817 | 50507 |
| Pilot guides - Allegheny River (Pa. and N.Y.) - 1818 | 50508 |
| Pilot guides, Arabian | 36719 |
| Pilot guides - Atlantic Coast (N.S.) - 1798 | 60163 |
| Pilot guides - Atlantic Coast (U.S.) - 1800 | 3747 |
| Pilot guides - Atlantic Coast (U.S.) - 1804 | 3748, 3749 |
| Pilot guides - Atlantic Coast (U.S.) - 1812 | 3750 |
| Pilot guides - Atlantic Coast (U.S.) - 1817 | 3751 |
| Pilot guides - Atlantic Coast (U.S.) - 1833 | 3754 |
| Pilot guides - Atlantic Coast (U.S.) - 1837-1838 | 3755 |
| Pilot guides - Atlantic Coast (U.S.) - 1842 | 3756 |
| Pilot guides - Atlantic Coast (U.S.) - 1850 | 3757 |
| Pilot guides - Atlantic Coast (U.S.) - 1867 | 3758 |
| Pilot guides - Atlantic Ocean - 1798-1801 | 81632 |
| Pilot Guides - Bibliography | 52784 |
| Pilot guides - Bibliography - 1475-1900 | 7735 |
| Pilot guides - Bibliography - 1860 | 7728 |
| Pilot guides - British Isles - 1693 | 14174 |
| Pilot guides - British Isles - 1749 | 14225 |
| Pilot guides - British Isles - 1753 | 14229 |
| Pilot guides - British Isles - 1757 | 14235 |
| Pilot guides - British Isles - 1785 | 14261 |
| Pilot guides - British Isles - 1838-1842 | 14361 |
| Pilot guides - California - 1979 | 15705 |
| Pilot guides - Caribbean Area - 1798-1801 | 81632 |
| Pilot guides - Caribbean Sea - 1798-1801 | 81632 |
| Pilot Guides - China - Maps - 1775 | 36538 |
| Pilot Guides - China - Maps - 1819 | 36557 |
| Pilot guides - East Indies - 1817 | 64759 |
| Pilot guides - English Channel - 1785 | 14261 |
| Pilot guides - English Channel - 1795 | 25497 |
| Pilot guides - Europe - Maps - 1584-1585 | 25899 |
| Pilot guides - Europe - Maps - 1588 | 25903, 25904 |
| Pilot guides - Europe - Maps - 1592 | 25903, 25905 |
| Pilot guides - Europe - Maps - 1608 | 25912 |
| Pilot guides - Europe - Maps - 1643 | 25923 |
| Pilot guides - Europe, Northern - 1543 | 2181 |
| Pilot guides - Falls of the Ohio (Ky. and Ind.) - 1817 | 26501 |
| Pilot guides - France - 1695 | 27658 |
| Pilot guides - France - 1761 | 27740 |
| Pilot guides - France - 1774 | 27775 |
| Pilot guides - France - 1793 | 27826, 27827 |
| Pilot guides - France - 1805 | 27862 |
| Pilot guides - Great Britain - 1757 | 14235 |
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Call No</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pilot guides - Great Britain - 1838-1842</td>
<td>14361</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pilot guides - History - 1300-1799</td>
<td>52805, 52806, 52807</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pilot Guides - India - Maps - 1775</td>
<td>36538</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pilot Guides - India - Maps - 1819</td>
<td>36557</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pilot guides - Ireland - 1838-1842</td>
<td>14361</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pilot Guides - Maps - 1717</td>
<td>2428</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pilot Guides - Maps - 1800</td>
<td>32980</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pilot guides - Mediterranean Sea - 1528</td>
<td>45799, 64760</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pilot guides - Mediterranean Sea - 200</td>
<td>52738</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pilot guides - Mexico - 1979</td>
<td>15705</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pilot guides - Mexico, Gulf of - 1796-1801</td>
<td>81632</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pilot guides - Mississippi River - 1811</td>
<td>50505</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pilot guides - Mississippi River - 1817</td>
<td>50507</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pilot guides - Mississippi River - 1818</td>
<td>50508</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pilot guides - Mississippi River - 1820</td>
<td>61267</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pilot guides - Mississippi River - 1824</td>
<td>50510</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pilot guides - Mississippi River - 1825</td>
<td>50511, 50512</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pilot guides - Mississippi River - 1829</td>
<td>50514</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pilot guides - Mississippi River - 1832</td>
<td>50517</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pilot guides - Mississippi River - 1834</td>
<td>50519</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pilot guides - Mississippi River - 1841</td>
<td>50522, 50523</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pilot guides - Mississippi River - 1845</td>
<td>50524</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pilot guides - Mississippi River - 1847</td>
<td>50525</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pilot guides - Mississippi River - 1851</td>
<td>50529</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pilot guides - Mississippi River - 1940</td>
<td>50539</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pilot guides - Mississippi River - 1947</td>
<td>50540</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pilot guides - Monongahela River (W. Va. and Pa.) - 1811</td>
<td>50505</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pilot guides - Monongahela River (W. Va. and Pa.) - 1817</td>
<td>50507</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pilot guides - Monongahela River (W. Va. and Pa.) - 1818</td>
<td>50508</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pilot Guides - Newcastle (N.S.W.) - Maps - 1891</td>
<td>56877</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pilot guides - North Sea - 1566</td>
<td>52856</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pilot guides - Nova Scotia - 1798</td>
<td>60163</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pilot guides - Ohio River - 1811</td>
<td>50505</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pilot guides - Ohio River - 1817</td>
<td>26501, 50507</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pilot guides - Ohio River - 1818</td>
<td>50508</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pilot guides - Ohio River - 1820</td>
<td>61267</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pilot guides - Ohio River - 1824</td>
<td>50510, 61268</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pilot guides - Ohio River - 1825</td>
<td>50511, 50512</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pilot guides - Ohio River - 1829</td>
<td>50514</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pilot guides - Ohio River - 1832</td>
<td>50517</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pilot guides - Ohio River - 1834</td>
<td>50519</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pilot guides - Ohio River - 1841</td>
<td>50522, 50523</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pilot guides - Ohio River - 1845</td>
<td>50524</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pilot guides - Ohio River - 1847</td>
<td>50525</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pilot guides - Ohio River - 1851</td>
<td>50529</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pilot guides - Pacific Coast (America) - 1682</td>
<td>66838, 66839, 66840</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pilot guides - Pacific Coast (America) - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>66836, 66837</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pilot guides - Pacific Coast (Calif.) - 1979</td>
<td>15705</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pilot guides - Pacific Coast (Mexico) - 1979</td>
<td>15705</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pilot guides, Portuguese</td>
<td>36719, 85238</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pilot guides - Printing</td>
<td>52828</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pilot guides - Southern California Bight (Calif. and Mexico) - 1979</td>
<td>15705</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pilot guides - Venice, Gulf of (Italy) - 1771</td>
<td>95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pilot guides - West Indies - 1682</td>
<td>66838, 66839, 66840</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pilot guides - West Indies - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>66836, 66837</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pilot guides - West Indies - 1795-1801</td>
<td>81632</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The 'Pilot' sectional road maps of New England and Hudson River district, covering 54,848 square miles [in] 103 sectional plates, 118 city street maps 53985</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Le Pilote de l'île de Saint-Domingue ...</td>
<td>33314</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Le Pilote de Terre-neuve, ou, Recueil de plans des côtes et des portes de cette île. Pour l'usage des vaisseaux du roi, et des navires de commerce destinés à la pêche. D'après les plans levés par M.M. James Cook et Michael Lane, ingénieurs géographes a</td>
<td>56917</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pilote des îles Britanniques</td>
<td>14299</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pilote du Bresil</td>
<td>4689</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pilots of the Caribbean : a selection of atlases, maps and charts of North America and the Caribbean / Bernard J. Shapero Rare Books</td>
<td>12586</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Pilotti & Loehle 10062, 10135, 10184
Piltz, Ernst 24857, 75148
Pilz, Kurt 17726
Pim Bay (Azores) - Maps - 1882 - Nautical charts 34676
[Pima County (Ariz.) - 1893: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 64762
Pima County (Ariz.) - Arizona - Maps - 1890 - Tohono O'odham Indians 64761
Pima County (Ariz.) - Maps - 1880 2554
Pima County (Ariz.) - Maps - 1893 - Landowners 64762
Pima County (Ariz.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps 75615
Pima County (Ariz.) - Pictorial works - 1859 - Silver mines and mining 33760
Pima County Board of Supervisors 64762
Pimentel, Manoel 14904
Pinckney, T. F. 13938
Pinckney, Charles, d. 1758 19219
Pincian Hill (Italy)
Pinchon, J. P. 28035
Pinchemel, Philippe 18117, 28784
Pinchemel, Geneviève 18117
Pinart, A. L. (Alphonse Louis), 1852
Pinart, A. L. (Alphonse Louis), 1852
Pinargenti, Simone, fl. 157
Pinardi, Ugo, fl. 1555
Pinakotheke 67503
Pinar del Río (Cuba)
Pinay (P. & G. Pineider (Florence, Italy) 67261
Pina, John, 1690
Pine Island Sound
Pine Grove Furnace State Park (Pa.)
Pine Creek Gorge Natural Area (Pa.)
Pine Creek Gorge Natural Area (Pa.)
Pine Creek Gorge Natural Area (Pa.)
Pine County (Minn.) - Maps - 1972 - Landowners 64763
Pine Creek Gorge Natural Area (Pa.) - Description and travel - 1937 64764
Pine Creek Gorge Natural Area (Pa.) - Maps - 1937 64764
Pine Grove Furnace State Park (Pa.) - Description and travel - 1994 64765
Pine Island Sound (Fla.) - Maps - 1998 - Nautical charts 19241
Pine, John, 1690-1756 3101, 42405, 42407, 42408, 42409, 42410, 42789
Pine Ridge Indian Reservation (S.D.) - 1950 64766
Pine Ridge Indian Reservation (S.D.) - Maps - 1910 12400
Pine Ridge Indian Reservation (S.D.) - Maps - 2010 12401
Pineapple Inn : Jct. 138 & 138A, Newport, RI 56953
Pineapple Inn (Newport, R.I.) 56953
Pineau, René 14543, 35369
Pineda, Alonso Álvarez de 16530
Pinedo, Thomas de 30645
Pineider (P. & G.) SEE P. & G. Pineider (Florence, Italy) 67261
Pinel, Monsieur 33023, 33029
Pine County (Fla.) - Maps - 1985 - Road maps 64767
Pine County (Fla.) - Maps - 1988 - Road maps 64768
Pine County (Fla.) - Maps - 1990 - Road maps 64769
Pine County (Fla.) - Maps - 1992 - Road maps 64770
Pine County (Fla.) - Maps - 1994 - Road maps 64771
Pine County (Fla.) - Maps - 1996 - Road maps 64772
Pine County (Fla.) - Maps - 2000 - Road maps 74220
Pine County (Fla.) - Maps - 2002 - Road maps 74221
Pine County (Fla.) - Maps - 2003 - Road maps 68216, 74223
Pine County (Fla.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps 68217, 74225
Pine County (Fla.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps 68219, 74229
Pine County (Fla.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps 68220, 74230
Pine County (Fla.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps 68221, 74232
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Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Pioneer Atlas Company (Moorhead, Minn.) 20970
Pioneer atlas of American West 81882
Pioneer atlas of the American West : containing facsimile reproductions of maps and indexes from the 1876 first edition of Rand, McNally & Co.,s business atlas of the great Mississippi Valley and Pacific slope; together with contemporary railroad maps 81877, 81878, 81879, 81880, 81881
Pioneer charting of the Gulf Stream : the contributions of Benjamin Franklin and William Gerard DeBrahm 17274
Pioneer Kentucky; an outline of its exploration and settlement, its early cartography and primitive geography, coupled with a brief presentation of the principal trails, traces, forts, stations, springs, licks, fords and ferries used prior to the year 18044
Pioneer maps of health and disease in England 45684
Pioneer Mission Agency 13036
Pioneer Press Co. (Saint Paul, Minn.) 22334, 77100, 77101
Pioneer Service Stations (Huntington, W. Va.) SEE Shank's Oil Co. (Huntington, W. Va.) 47826
The pioneering efforts of Joseph Camp Griffith Kennedy in statistical cartography and the U.S. decennial census: 1845-1875. 40560
Pioneerland, Inc. 49504
Pioneerland: Minnesota 49504
Pirko, Janet 13803
Pipe Coupling Manufacturers, Inc. (Martins Ferry, Ohio) 78197
Pipe industry - United States - Maps - 1930 - Pictorial maps 77453
Pipelines - Southern Pacific Railroad Company - Maps - 1956 72583, 72584
Pipelines - Southwestern States - Maps - 1956 72583, 72584
Pipelines - United States - Maps - 1931 77503
Piper, David 42725
Piper Publishing LLC 33438
Pipestem Resort 64779
Pipestem Resort State Park 64779
Pipestem State Park (W.V.) - Tourism - 1990 64779
Pipestone, a treasure that belongs to the Indians 64780
Pipestone (Minn.) - Maps - 1897 - Indians - Quarries - Manuscripts 64781
Pipestone National Monument (Minn.) - 1975 64780
Pipestone National Monument (Minn.) - Maps - 1897 - Manuscripts 64781
Piqua (Miami County, Ohio) - Maps - 1824 - Archaeology 64782
Piquet, Charles, 1771-1827 38885
Piquette, Constance M. 82626
Pirckheimer, Willibald, 1470
Piranesi, Giovanni Battista, 1720
Piramus, Christophorus SEE Pyramius, Christophorus, fl. 16th cent. 65905
Piramius, Christophorus SEE Pyramius, Christophorus, fl. 16th cent. 65905
Piranesi, Giovanni Battista, 1720-1778 1101, 15813, 67228
Pirkheimer, Willibald, 1470-1530 28875, 28877, 28878, 28884, 28885, 28886, 28887, 28888, 28889, 28890, 28891, 28892, 28895, 28896, 28902, 28903, 28910, 28912, 28913, 28924, 28946, 28947, 28948, 28949, 28951
Piré, Louis, 1827-1887 7706
Piri Re's and the Columbian theory 64787
Piri Re's and the Hapgood hypotheses 64789
Piri Reis, d. 1554? 18114, 38611, 64783, 64788, 64793
Piri Reis, d. 1554? Kitâb-i bahriye 64784, 64785
Piri Reis, d. 1554? [World map, 1513] 17281, 21777, 21778, 64768, 64767, 64768, 64778, 64779, 64790, 64791, 64792
Piri Reis et ses oeuvres 64783
Piri Reis hantasi hakknda izahnname : Almanca, fransizca ve ingilizce tercumperleri beraberdir 64788
The Piri Reis map of 1513 : a paper presented at the Xth International Congress of the History of Science, at Ithica [sic], New York, (1962) / by Charles H. Hapgood 64791
The Piri Reis map of 1513 / Gregory C. McIntosh ; with a foreword by Norman J.W. Thower 64793
Pirnay, Henri 7709
Pirro Ligorio 42010, 42011, 42013
Pirro Ligorio and decoration of the late sixteenth century at Ferrara / David R. Coffin 42020
Pirro Ligorio : artist and antiquarian / edited by Robert W. Gaston 42007
Pirro Ligorio, ca. 1513-1583 SEE Ligorio, Pirro, ca. 1513-1583 42018
Pirro Ligorio cartographo 42008
Pirro Ligorio of Naples, Rome and Ferrara / by C.A. Harding 42014
Pirro Ligorio's illustrations to Aesop's Fables / Erna Mandowski 42017
Pirro Ligorio's Roman Antiquities. The Drawings in MS XIII.B7 in the National Library of Naples 17643
Pirro Ligorio topografo di Roma antica / Ferdinando Castagnoli 42012
Pisa / Achille Soli pitore fecit 64794
Pisa, Alberto 65183, 67264
Pisa e il suo territorio ; tra cartografia e vedutismo dal XV al XIX secolo : la raccolta di Valentino Cai / a cura di Lucia Tosi 64796
Pisa, Frantisek 34248
Pisa : Hotel Duomo 34700
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Pisa, Italia 64795
Pisa (Italy) - Maps - 1625  64794
Pisa (Italy) - Maps - 1890  64795
Pisa (Italy) - Maps - Collections, 1400-1899  64796
Pisa (Italy) - Pictorial works - Collections, 1400-1899  64796
Pisa Region (Italy) - Maps - 1890  66912
Pisa Region (Italy) - Maps - 1892  66914
Pisani, Saverio  67288
Pisarri, A.  10617
Pisarro, C.  10624

Pisavnum vulgo Pezaro  64304
Piscataqua River (N.H. and Me.) - Maps - 1700-1799 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  65332
Piscataqua River (N.H. and Me.) - Maps - 1700 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  64797
Piscataqua River (N.H. and Me.) - Maps - 1708 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  64798
Piscataqua River (N.H. and Me.) - Maps - 1750 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  64799
Piscataqua River Valley (N.H.) - Maps - 1680 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  64800
[Piscataquis County (Me.) - 1858: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche]  64801
Piscataquis County (Me.) - Maps - 1764 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  64150
Piscataquis County (Me.) - Maps - 1858 - Landowners  64801
Piscataquis County (Me.) - Maps - 1882 - Landowners  64802
Piscator, Nicolaum, 1618-1679 SEE Visscher, Nicolaes, 1618-1679  12114, 12126
Piscatore, Johanne Piscatore, 1586 or 7-1652 SEE Visscher, Claes Jansz., 1586 or 7-1652  51724
The Piscatorial atlas of the North Sea, English Channel, and St. George's Channels / by O.T. Olsen  58812
Pischon, Friedrich August, 1785-1857  34055
Pisgah-sight of Palestine  62788, 62789
Pisidia - History, Ancient - Maps - 1670-1750  75723
Pisidia (Turkey : Region) SEE Pisidia  75723
Pisigani, Francesco, fl. 1367-1373 see Pizigano, Francesco, fl. 1367-1373  83778
Pisigani, Marco, 14th cent. SEE Pizigano, Marco, 14th cent.  83778
Pismo Beach (Calif.) - Maps - 1993 - Road maps  68711
Piso, Willem, 1611-1678  70409
Pissassalto (Philippines) SEE Bual Island (Philippines)  14788
Pissis, Aimé, 1812-1889  20581
Pissis, Pierre Joseph Aimé, 1812-1889  8183, 20580
Pistoia-Cutigliano  64803
Pistoia (Italy : Province) - Maps - 1899 - Bicycle trails  64803, 64804
Pistolet Bay (N.L.) - Maps - 1784 - Nautical charts  56913, 56921
Pistor  9747
Piszczewicz, Leonard  65438
Pitati, Pietro, 1490-1557. Almanach novum (1544)  64805
Pitatus, Petrus, 1490-1557 SEE Pitiati, Pietro, 1490-1557  64805
Pitcairn Island - Maps - 1840  38526
Pitcairn, J. F.  39171, 67289
Pitcher, D. T.  46568
Pitcher, Donald Edgar  75706
Pithou, Pierre, 1539-1596  7752, 35346
[Pitkin County (Colo.) - 1884: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche]  64806
Pitkin County (Colo.) - Maps - 1884 - Landowners  64806
Pitman (Isaac) & Sons SEE Isaac Pitman & Sons  8372, 12928
Pitman, P.  51174
Pitner, L. E. (Lloyd E.)  84371, 84378
Pitner projection (Cartography)  84371, 84378
Pitt, Barrie  84695
Pitt County (N.C.) - Maps - Collections, 1704-1910  64807
Pitt, Frances, 1948-  84695
Pitt, Leonard  15633
Pitt, Moses, fl. 1654-1696  2423, 7770, 8728, 13299, 13721, 13722, 24014, 41803, 42327, 57927, 67444, 75968, 81563
Pitt, Moses, fl. 1654-1696. English atlas  64808
Pitt, William, 1st earl of Chatham, 1708-1778, ded.  68010
Pitteri, F.  10627, 10636
Pitteri, Giovanni Marco, 1703-1786  2091, 51884
Pittman, Daniel  28472
Pittman, I. A.  48292
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Pittsburgh (Pa.) - Maps - 1761 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 27401
Pittsburgh (Pa.) - Maps - 1811 64811
Pittsburgh (Pa.) - Maps - 1817 64812
Pittsburgh (Pa.) - Maps - 1817 - Manuscripts 64813
Pittsburgh (Pa.) - Maps - 1818 64814
Pittsburgh (Pa.) - Maps - 1824 64815
Pittsburgh (Pa.) - Maps - 1828 64816
Pittsburgh (Pa.) - Maps - 1829 - Pictorial works 64817
Pittsburgh (Pa.) - Maps - 1832 64818
Pittsburgh (Pa.) - Maps - 1832 - Pictorial works 64819
Pittsburgh (Pa.) - Maps - 1834 64820
Pittsburgh (Pa.) - Maps - 1834 - Pictorial works 64821
Pittsburgh (Pa.) - Maps - 1851 - Road maps 64822
Pittsburgh (Pa.) - Maps - 1855 20831
Pittsburgh (Pa.) - Maps - 1857 20832
Pittsburgh (Pa.) - Maps - 1859 20833
Pittsburgh (Pa.) - Maps - 1925 - Road maps 63649
Pittsburgh (PA) - Maps - 1927 - Road maps 64823
Pittsburgh (PA) - Maps - 1928 - Road maps 64824
Pittsburgh (PA) - Maps - 1930 - Road maps 64825
Pittsburgh (PA) - Maps - 1931 - Road maps 64826
Pittsburgh (PA) - Maps - 1934 - Road maps 64827
Pittsburgh (PA) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps 64866
Pittsburgh (PA) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps 64867
Pittsburgh (PA) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps 63878, 64828
Pittsburgh (PA) - Maps - 1945 - Road maps 64829
Pittsburgh (PA) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps 64868, 64869
Pittsburgh (PA) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps 64830
Pittsburgh (PA) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps 64831
Pittsburgh (PA) - Maps - 1949 - Road maps 64870
Pittsburgh (PA) - Maps - 1951 76087
Pittsburgh (PA) - Maps - 1951 - Road maps 64832, 64871
Pittsburgh (PA) - Maps - 1952 - Road maps 64833, 64834, 64872
Pittsburgh (PA) - Maps - 1953 - Road maps 64835
Pittsburgh (PA) - Maps - 1954 - Road maps 64836
Pittsburgh (PA) - Maps - 1956 28620, 64837, 64876
Pittsburgh (PA) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps 64838, 64839
Pittsburgh (PA) - Maps - 1959 - Road maps 64877, 64878
Pittsburgh (PA) - Maps - 1960 - Road maps 64879
Pittsburgh (PA) - Maps - 1964 - Road maps 64880
Pittsburgh (PA) - Maps - 1965 - Road maps 64840
Pittsburgh (PA) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps 64841, 64881
Pittsburgh (PA) - Maps - 1967 - Road maps 64842, 64843
Pittsburgh (PA) - Maps - 1968 - Road maps 64844, 64882
Pittsburgh (PA) - Maps - 1969 - Road maps 64845
Pittsburgh (PA) - Maps - 1970 - Road maps 64846
Pittsburgh (PA) - Maps - 1971 - Road maps 64847
Pittsburgh (PA) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps 64848, 64849
Pittsburgh (PA) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps 64850, 64883
Pittsburgh (PA) - Maps - 1979 - Road maps 64884
Pittsburgh (PA) - Maps - 1995-1996 - Road maps 79101
Pittsburgh (PA) - Maps - 2003 - Road maps 64851
Pittsburgh (PA) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps 64852
Pittsburgh (PA) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps 64853
Pittsburgh (PA) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps 64854, 64855
Pittsburgh (PA) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps 64856
Pittsburgh (PA) - Pictorial works - 1853 64857
Pittsburgh (PA) - Pictorial works - 1951 - Railroad stations 64858
Pittsburgh (PA) - Pictorial works - 1954 - Railroads 22005
Pittsburgh (Penn.) - Maps - 1951 76088
Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company 64859
Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company - Pictorial works - 1959 64859
Pittsburgh Printing Company (Pittsburgh, Pa.) 59002, 59004, 59018, 59033, 59044, 59060, 59062, 59072, 59100
Pittsburgh Region (Pa.) - Distances, etc. - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1927 56994
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Pittsburgh Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1753 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 64860
Pittsburgh Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1781 - Delaware Indians 64861
Pittsburgh Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1818 64862
Pittsburgh Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1828 64816
Pittsburgh Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1843 76691, 76692, 76694
Pittsburgh Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1845 63566, 76707
Pittsburgh Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1851 - Canals 64863
Pittsburgh Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1851 - Railroads 64863
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Pittsburgh Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps 60920, 60921, 64830
Pittsburgh Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps 60941, 60942, 60943, 64831
Pittsburgh Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1949 - Road maps 60964, 64870
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Pittsburgh Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1951 - Road maps 64832, 64871
Pittsburgh Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1952 - Road maps 64833, 64834, 64872
Pittsburgh Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1953 - Road maps 64075, 64835
Pittsburgh Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1954 - Road maps 64836, 64873, 64874
Pittsburgh Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1955 - Road maps 64875
Pittsburgh Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps 64838, 64839, 64876
Pittsburgh Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1959 - Road maps 64877, 64878
Pittsburgh Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1960 - Road maps 64100, 64879
Pittsburgh Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1964 64880
Pittsburgh Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1965 - Road maps 64840
Pittsburgh Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps 59594, 64841, 64881
Pittsburgh Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1967 - Road maps 64113, 64842, 64843
Pittsburgh Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1968 - Road maps 64114, 64844, 64846, 64882
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Pittsburgh & vicinity StreetFinder 64885, 64886
Pittsburgh welcomes you! 64837
Pittsburgher Hotel (Pittsburgh, Pa.) 59246
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Pizzigano, Zuane, [Nautical chart], 1424 21779, 64890, 64891, 64892, 64893, 64895, 64896
Pizzigano, Zuane, [Nautical chart] (1424) - Facsimiles 64894
Pizzigante (Italy) - Maps - 1734 49175
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Place mats - Maps - 1969 79427
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Place name literature, United States and Canada, 1952-1954 52495
Place name synonyms, classified / by Austin Farmar 52098
Place-names and the Anglo-Saxon settlement 52272
Place names : how they define the world-- and more 52124
Place names, Imaginary SEE Imaginary places 36460
Place names in 16th and 17th century Borneo 52188
Place names in Ojibway : Manitoulin District, Ontario 44406
Place-names in Quebec 52431
Place names in the San Francisco Bay counties / by Erwin G. Gudde 52441
Place-names of Alberta 52139
Place names of Alberta / edited and introduced by Aphrodite Karamitsanis 52141
The Place-names of County Durham / by Victor Watts; edited by Paul Cavill 52245
Place-names of Great Britain and Ireland / John Field 52313
Place names of Illinois / Edward Callary 52335
The Place-names of the English people at home and overseas / by M.J.C. Meiklejohn 52196
Place-names of the Maltese Islands : ca. 1300-1800 52380
Place-names on the early Ordnance Survey maps of England and Wales 52282
Place names SEE Names, Geographical 52406
The Place to be : Mississippi 50082
Placemats SEE Place mats 79426
Placenames of France : over 4000 towns, villages, natural features, regions and departments 52294
Placenames of the world : origins and meanings of the names for 6,600 countries, cities, territories, natural features, and historic sites 52125
Placentia Bay (N.L.), Battle of - Maps - 1692 64897, 64898, 64899
Placentia Bay (N.L.) - Maps - 1692 64897, 64898, 64899
Placentia Bay (N.L.) - Maps - 1708 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 64900
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Placentia Bay (N.L.) - Maps - 1733 64904
Placentia Bay (N.L.) - Maps - 1741 1652
Placentia Bay (N.L.) - Maps - 1744 64905
Placentia Bay (N.L.) - Maps - 1747 13472
Placentia Bay (N.L.) - Maps - 1784 - Nautical charts 56915
Placentia Bay (N.L.) - Maps - 1794 - Nautical charts 75500
Placer County (Calif.) - Maps - 2003 - Road maps 67807, 67808
Placer County (Calif.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps 67809, 67810
Placer County (Calif.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps 67811, 67812
Placer County (Calif.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps 67813, 67814
Placer County (Calif.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps 67815, 67816
Placer County (Calif.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps 67817, 67818
Placer County (Calif.) - Maps - 2009 - Road maps 67819, 67820
Placerville (Calif.) - Pictorial works - 1888 64906
Places, Imaginary SEE Imaginary Places 79726
Places in the sun: the history and romance of Florida place-names 52291
Places of cultural and historic interest in Middlesex County [N.J.] 49132
Places of the imagination : a celebration of worlds, islands, and realms 36461
The Places recorded in the five books of Moses / Thackara sculpt. 12751
Places, Sacred SEE Sacred space 62956
Places to go / by John P. Roberts 49124
Places to go : Tupelo area attractions guide 75668
Placide de Sainte Hélène, père, 1648 89098
Plaé, A. B. de la, fl. 1640 39045, 39204, 39205, 42348, 52632
Placing history : how maps, spatial data, and GIS are changing historical scholarship / edited by Anne Kelly Knowles ; digital supplement edited by Amy Hillier 34025
Placing the Enlightenment : thinking geographically about the age of reason / Charles W.J. Withers 17307
Plaes, A. B. de la, fl. 1640 9098, 9258, 15142, 39045, 39415, 52632, 70043, 70063, 70064, 71166
Plain, Elizabeth 8608
Plain of Leon ; Entrance to the port of Realejo 41865
Plain system of geography 29117
A Plaine and full description of Petrus Plancius his universall map : serving both for sea and land, and by him lately put forth in the yeere of our Lord 1592 ... 64908
Plaine de Weill 81511, 81512
Plains of Abraham, Battle of The, Québec, 1759 68009, 68010
Paisance Bay (N.L.) SEE Placentia Bay (N.L.) 64899
Plan and profile of Fort George, on Cypquir Island [1761] 27334
A Plan and section of the bastion of Albany 27324
A Plan and sections of a quadrangular fort, being a design made prior to the erection of the pentagonal fort erected at Ontario, by Sowers, in 1760; drawn 27386
Plan and sections of the Fort at Pensacola, 1763 64182
Plan and view of Fort Barrington, consisting of a wooden tower, bastione and four wooden caponieres, all built of reching timber [1772] 27245
Plan and views of Boston 13583
Plan and views of Easter Isle, on the same scale / Neele sc 24517
Plan archeologique de Paris du XIII e au XVlie siecle / restitué par Adolphe Berty ; A. Berty rest. et del. ; J. Sulpis sculp. ; Martin et Fontet scris. 63002, 63003
Plan commode de Paris du Mètropolitain et du Nord-Sud / gravé par E. Dufrénoy ; Paris monumental 63189
Plan d'Alise et de ses environs ... 1259
[Plan d'Amboy. Vues de la rade de Charles-Town et de Fort Sullivan, mai 1780] 64252
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Plan d'une partie de la côte N.O. de l'Amerique decouverte par Mr. Barckly en 1786 79849
Plan d'une partie de la côte no de l'Amérique decouverte par Mr. Barhui en 1786 ... communiqué en 1791 par M. de Kergarion 11828
Plan d'une partie de la côte no. de l'Ammenique. Decouverte par Mr. Brakliu en 1786 suv le vau le London longuie 39892
Plan d'une partie de St. Lucie avec la position des deux escadres Francaise et Anglaise 68167
"Plan d'une petit fort pour l'isle de St. Andre, or Cumberland Island" 27422
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Plan de Batavia 39418, 39419
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Plan de Boston avec les sondes et les directions pour la navigation. Traduit de l'anglais 13484
Plan de Bouchain et de ses environs 13670
Plan de Chambly ... 1704 19080
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Plan de Tripoly en Barbanie
Plan de West-Point du Sud
Plan del gran puerto de San Francisco / descubierto y demarcado por el alferez graduado de Fragrata de la Real Armada, Dn. Jose de Cañizares primer piloto ... ; gravado por Manuel Villavicencio a.n. de 1781
Plan del nuevo camino p[ara] la capital que los habitantes del Puerto de Atakapas ... / deliné el Marqués de San Miguel de Aguayo / Sylviero F.
Plan del Persisio de N. S. de los Dolores, junto a la Mission de nuestra Señora de la Concepcion, [sic] que está en el centro del Pais de los Texas ... / delineo el Marques de San Miguel de Aguayo / Sylviero F.
Plan del Presidio de N. S. del Pilar, de los Adays, en la frontera de los Texas, Nuevo Reyno de Filipinas / cuya fortificacion demarcó, y dejó ejecutada el Marqués de San Miguel de Aguayo, en primero de Noviembre de mil setecientos[n]tos y viente y un
Plan del Presidio de San Antonio de Bejar, de la Provincia de Texas, Nuevo Reyno de Filipinas, a seys leguas de Cuagulla; cuya Fortificacion demarcó el Marques de San Miguel de Aguayo / Sylvério scul.
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Plan des cotes de Terre-Neuve IV. feuille contenant la partie occidentale depuis le Cap de Raye jusqu'au Cap St. Grégoire
Plan des cotes de Terre-Neuve V. feuille contenant la partie occidentale depuis le Cap St. Grégoire jusqu'à la Pointe de Ferolle
Plan des cotes de Terre-Neuve VI. feuille contenant la partie septentrionale depuis la Pointe de Ferolle, jusqu'à l'Isle de Quirpon, avec le Détroit de Bell'-Ile et les côtes de Labrador situées sur ce Détroit
Plan des cotes de Terre-Neuve VII. feuille contenant la partie orientale depuis l'Isle de Quirpon jusques au Cap de St. Jean, vulgairement appelee le Petit Nord
Plan des deux forts des Natchez assiogez au mois de fevriers 1730 par Francois ...
Plan des différents villages François dans le pays des Illinios, avec une partie de la riviere Mississipi et des confluentes des fleuves Missouri et Illinois
Plan des embouchures et fleuve du Mississippi jusques a la ville de la Nelle Orleans
Plan des environs d'Ath
Plan des environs de Williamsburg, York, Hampton, et Portsmouth
Plan des emprises de la bataille gagnée par les Français le 25 septembre 1799
Plan des environs du fort St. Frederic ...
Plan des etablisemens de Sa Maje. Catholique a la Riviere d'Hiberville
Plan des fortes faits par le Regiment Carignan Salieres sur la Rivière de Richelieu
Plan des lignes de l'armée du roy Guillaume devant la ville et château de Namur ...
Plan des lignes de l'armée du roy Guillaume devant la ville et château de Namur ...
Plan des maisons et autres fortifications de Malthe ...
Plan des environs de la rade de Quebec;
Plan des environs de la rade de Quebec;
Plan del puerto de San Francisco situado en la costa de la California septentrional ...
Plan del presidio de la Martinique. Pour designier les ouvrages faits au mois de juillet 1776, et ceux qui restent encore a faire ...
Plan del Fort Bourbon de la Martinique. Pour designier les ouvrages faits au mois de juillet 1776, et ceux qui restent encore a faire ...
Plan du Fort Bull situé par 43°30' de latitude Septentrionale, sur les frontieres de la nouvelle Angletterre et de la nouvelle France, pris d'assaut par les Français a midy le 27 mars 1756 ...
Plan du Fort d'Auphin situé par 24°: de latitude sud et par 69d: 10: de longitude ...
Plan du Fort d'York ...
Plan du Fort Dauphin et de la Riviere de la Mobile
Plan du fort de ludia : dans le Royaume d'Arbre côte d'Afrique scitü par les 5 degres 40 minutes du Nord
Plan du fort de l'isle de la Balise : ou l'on a marqué tres exactement les ouvrages qui sont faits ex ceux qui restent a faire, par des coulers differentes, avec une explication de la solidité de sont terrein, et de chaque chose, par lettres alphabetiques
A Plan of Captain Carvers travels in the interior parts of North America in 1766 and 1767 48197, 48198
A Plan of Caronière Island, in Conception Bay, Newfoundland ... received with Mr. John Brewse's letter, dated St. John's, 18 Oct., 1746" 16519
Plan of Cardona, a strong city and castle of Catalonia, upon the river Cardoner as besieged by the French and defended by the allies 16527, 16528
A Plan of Carver's grant from the Nawodwissie Indians 18640
A Plan of Cascaskies / Thos. Kitchin sculpit 40492, 40493
A Plan of Cascasquias with the design of an enceinte 40491
A Plan of Chaleur Bay, in the Gulf of St. Laurence / surveyed by His Majesty's ship Norwich in 1760 19075
A Plan of Charles-Town 19214
A Plan of Charles-Town from a survey of Edwd. Crisp in 1704 19215
[Plan of Charleston 1780] 19225
[Plan of Charleston and its defences] 19208
A Plan of Chebuctoo Harbour; with town of Hallefax, by Moses Harris, Surveyor, 1749 33338
Plan of Chicago 19380
The Plan of Chicago @ 100: 15 views of Burnham's legacy for a new century / edited by Ely Chapter, Lambda Alpha International 20898
The Plan of Chicago: a regional legacy / [written and produced by Dennis McClendon] 15010
The Plan of Chicago: Daniel Burnham and the remaking of the American city / Carl Smith 15011
Plan of Chicago / Daniel H. Burnham, Edward H. Bennett ; edited by Charles Moore ; with a new introduction by Carl Smith 19383
Plan of Chicago harbor, ill. and vicinity 19567
The Plan of Chicago in 1925: a report to the citizens of Chicago setting forth what has been accomplished by united civic effort during the past fifteen years / Chicago Plan Commission 19384
Plan of Chicago prepared under the direction of the Commercial Club during the years MCMVI, MCMVII, and MCMVIII 19381, 19382
A Plan of Choir Gaur, vulgarly called Stonehenge, with all the lines and figures that were form'd for attaining it, together with such lines as were applied to the work for discovering it's general form / by John Wood, architect, A.D. MDCCXL 73287
Plan of Cincinnati 20823
Plan of Cincinnati, including all the late additions & subdivisions 20822
Plan of Cincinnati: including all the late additions & subdivisions / engraved for Oliver Farnsworth, 1819 ; T. Sharpless delt. ; E.G. Gridley sc. 20824
Plan of Cité Chambray in the island of Gozo, near Malta / Jones & Smith sculp., Pentonville 20860
Plan of Congress Park, Saratoga 21858
Plan of Cook County & vicinity of Chicago 22017
[Plan of Crown Point] 22461
A Plan of 'Crown Point, or St. Frederick's Fort, at the head of Lake Champlain and the mouth of Wood Creek, 1759' 22460
Plan of crown property on the east side of Charing Cross: between the former hospital of St. Mary Rounceval on the north and Scotland on the south. 1610 19185
Plan of Cushman's Riverside subdivision 66909
Plan of Custer's fight on the Little Big Horn 42222
Plan of Detroit 23358
Plan of Detroit [1807] 23357
Plan of different movements of ye army of ye allies under Prince Eugene of Savoy, and of ye French army, under Marshal Villars ... ye 24th of July, 1712, when ye French attacked ye ... camp at Denain commanded by the E. of Albemarle 23075, 23076
The Plan of Edinborough, exactly done from the original of ye famous D: Witt 24659
Plan of Edinburgh 24666
Plan of Eighteenth St. Bridge & viaducts, Chicago, Ill. 1887 24856
Plan of Falmouth Old Fort [ca. 1700?] 26503
A Plan of Fort Augusta, on the Susquehanna River, at the junction of the north and west branches; drawn about 1756 27238
[Plan of Fort Bridger, Wyoming] / made in Office of Chief of Engineers Jan'y. 16, 1882 27253
Plan of Fort Charters 27281
Plan of Fort Charters on the Mississippi 27279, 27280
A Plan of Fort Cumberland in Nova Scotia ... received with Mr. Engineer Brewse's letter, dated Halifax, 10 Oct., 1755 27273
A Plan of Fort Cumberland, on Will's Creek and Potomack River, woth a view of the store houses belonging to the Ohio Company on the other side of the river, and shewing where the Virginia troops were encamped, 12 Feb., 1755 27271
A 'plan of Fort de Quesne' (now Pittsburg), at the junction of Ohio and the Monongahela; drawn before the fort was quite finished. 27309
Plan of Fort des Français on the north west coast of America ... 42235
[Plan of Fort des Français on the north west coast of America ...] 27305
Plan of Fort Edward 27324
A 'Plan of Fort Edward: ... designed to contain a garrison of 400 men; there is one magazine for powder, and the necessary barracks and storehouses are now a building; William Eyre, eng., Nov. 13th 1755 27314
A 'Plan of Fort Edward' on Hudson's river, designed to contain 400 men; drawn, Nov. 13, 1755 27316
Plan of Fort Frederick [Crown Point], situate on the south side of Lake Champlain, and on the west side of Wood Creek, said to be built within the bounds of the province of New York, by the French, 1731/32 22456
A Plan of Fort George at the city of New-York 27338
Plan of Fort King George and part of the Altamaha River. With an abstract of the journall of the voyage from Fort George in South Carolina to St. Simon's Island and Barr in the 'Elizabeth' Sloop, Captain Sollard, Commander [ca. 1722] 27344
A 'Plan of Fort Ligonier' [on the Loyal Hanon Creek], with its outworks 42005
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Plan of Montreal, drawn by J.A. in 1756 51652
Plan of Moos River, in Hudsons Bay, North America ... / by S.H. 1774 ; Neele sculpt., 352 Strand 51717
Plan of Morristown, Morris Co., N. J.  51811
Plan of Nanaimo showing the coal mines / from records and surveys of the honourable Hudson Bay Company and original observations by C.S. Nicol, manager, and Dr. Hector 52569
A Plan of Nevill's Alley (Court), Fetter Lane, from a drawing in the British Museum 42393
Plan of new 4 mile lake tunnel with its land ramifications 19595
Plan of New Haven 54738
A Plan of New Haven and harbour 54737
A Plan of New Haven and harbour. 1775 54736
A Plan of New Orleans 55469
Plan of New Orleans the capital of Louisiana 55467
Plan of New Orleans, the capital of Louisiana; with the disposition of its quarters and canals as they have been traced by Mr. de la Tour in the year 1720 55466
Plan of New Orleans / Thos. Kitchin sculp. 55471
[Plan of New York] 55829
A Plan of New York; drawn in 1695, by John Miller 55599
Plan of New York Island and a part of Long Island, shewing the positions of the American and British armies before, at, and after the engagement on the heights, August 27, 1776 42850
A Plan of New York Island, with part of Long Island, Staten Island & east New Jersey, with a particular description of the engagement on the woody heights of Long Island, between Flatbush and Brooklyn, on the 27th of August 1776 between His Majesty's forces and the American forces 42852, 42853
Plan of north Halsted St. Bridge over the north branch of Chicago River, 1896 33368
Plan of North Shields and Tynemouth, from actual survey in 1827 ... Engraved by W.W. Pybus 58818
A Plan of Ogdensburgh in the county of St. Lawrence, state of New York 60344
Plan of Olympia / Surveyed by Tho. Allason ; engraved by Josh. Cross 61721
A Plan of Oswego, at the mouth of the river Onondaga, on Lake Ontario, shewing the positions of Fort Ontario and Fort Oswego; drawn about 1756 27383
Plan of Paris 63103
Plan of Paris, and map of the environs 63079
A Plan of Paris &c. 63048
A 'Plan of part of Lake Champlain, with the communication down to St. John's;' drawn by Gother Mann, Capt. commanding Royal Engineers; dated Quebec, 13 June, 1791 19141
Plan of part of the city of Richmond, shewing the situation of the proposed buildings. 1798 66791
A Plan of part of the principal roads in the province of North Carolina. [177-] 57957
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Plan of part of ye city of Glasgow & course of the burn Molendinar, leading to the saw mill erected by William Fleming, wright in Glasgow in 1750 & 1751 31945
Plan of parts of New York and New Hampshire, showing land grants and the boundary between New Hampshire and Massachusets 53835
A Plan of Paulus Hook shewing the works erected for its defence 1781-2 63424
A Plan of Paulus Hook with the road to Bergen and parts adjacent in the province of New Jersey 63425
Plan of Perth Amboy from an actual survey 64251
A Plan of Piscataqua Harbour 65331
Plan of private claims in the Michigan Territory ... 1810 46740
Plan of property of Bush Terminal Co. 55675, 55676
[Plan of proposed addition to Washington Park, to include the site of the Newberry Library] 56870
A Plan of Quebec 66074
Plan of Quebec and adjacent country: shewing the principal encampments and works of the British and French armies during the siege by General Wolfe in 1759 66075
Plan of Quebec and the Heights of Abraham, shewing in particular the French encampment of the 28th April, their batteries and approaches also the encampments of the garrison at their alarm posts, and new works erected by them during siege 66082
Plan of Quebec, relative to the state of defence of the fortifications; with the projected Citadel; a rough sketch, drawn apparently soon after the capture of the place by Wolfe 66941
A Plan of Quebec, the capital of New France of Canada 66072
A Plan of Quebec, the capital town of Canada, or New France, in North America', drawn about 1700 66065
Plan of Quebec, with the positions of the British and French Armys on the Heights of Abraham, 13 Sept., 1759 65942
Plan of Racquetteville, St. Lawrence Co. N.Y. 65454
A Plan of Ratsibon 66338, 66339
Plan of re-numbering, city of Chicago : a complete table showing new and old numbers affected by an ordinance passed by the City Council of the City of Chicago, June 22, 1908, and as amended by an ordinance passed June 21, 1909 ... 73329
A Plan of Reading 66301
A Plan of Ristigouche Harbour, in Chaleur Bay / surveyed in 1760, by the King's ship Norwich 66413
Plan of Sacramento City, State of California 67777
A plan of Sandy hook, 28 miles from New York, surveyed April 15, 1757: shewing the best channel for sailing to New York, with its banks and depths of water 55827
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Plan of the city of Glasgow [1783] 31950
Plan of the city of Glasgow, Gorbells and Calton 31949
Plan of the city of Glasgow, Gorbells, Calton and environs, with an exact delineation of its royalty 31942

A Plan of the city of Hamburg 33384
A Plan of the city of Hamburg 1771 33383
A Plan of the city of Hanover 33485, 33486
A Plan of the city of Jedo 75250
A Plan of the city of Lima 42054
A Plan of the city of Lisbon 42169
A Plan of the city of Madrid 1771 43863
A Plan of the city of Malta 79782, 79790
A Plan of the city of Manheim 44412, 44413
A Plan of the city of Moscow 1771 51829
A Plan of the city of Munich 51906, 51907
A Plan of the city of Naples 52618, 52619

[Plan of the city of New York. 1776?] 55614
A Plan of the City of New York from an actual survey / made by James Lyne 55601, 55602
Plan of the city of New York in North America, surveyed in the years 1766 & 1767 55608, 55615
A Plan of the city of New-York & its environs to Greenwich ... 55606
A Plan of the city of New-York & its environs to Greenwich, on the North or Hudsons River, and to Crown Point, on the East or Sound River, shewing the several streets, publick buildings, docks, fort & battery, with the true form & course of the command 55609
A Plan of the city of New-York, reduced from an actual survey ... 1763 55605

... Plan of the city of New York ... survey'd in 1767 55611
A Plan of the city of Oxford 62486
A Plan of the city of Paris 63059, 63061
A Plan of the city of Peking 12079
Plan of the city of Philadelphia as now consolidated: shewing the boundaries of the wards 64367
Plan of the city of Quebec 66090
A Plan of the city of Quebec 1771 66084
A Plan of the city of Quebec, the capital of Canada, as it surrender'd 18 Septembr. 1759 to the British fleet and army, commanded by Vice Adml. Saunders & Brigadr. Genl. Townsend 66076, 66083
A Plan of the city of Quebec the capital of Canada, as it surrender'd 18 Septembr. 1759 to the British fleet and army, commanded by Vice Adml. Saunders & Brigadr. Genl. Townsend 66073
A Plan of the city of Rome 67233, 67234
Plan of the city of Savannah and fortification 68986
Plan of the city of Savannah, Ga. in 1818 68994
A Plan of the city of Siam or Juthia 11346
Plan of the city of St. Augustine 67863
Plan of the city of St. Louis 68042
A Plan of the city of St. Petersburg 1771 68226
A Plan of the city of Stokholm 1771 73273
A Plan of the city of Turin 75676, 75677
A Plan of the city of Venice 79969, 79972
A Plan of the city of Vienna 80211
A Plan of the city of Vienna 1771 80210
A Plan of the city of Warsaw 80861
Plan of the city of Washington 80941, 80945
Plan of the city of Washington in the Territory of Columbia 80943
Plan of the city of Washington in the territory of Columbia, ceded by the States of Virginia and Maryland to the United States of America, and by them established as the seat of their government, after the year 1800 / [Pierre Charles L'Enfant] 80947
Plan of the city of Washington, in the Territory of Columbia, ceded by the states of Virginia and Maryland to the United States of America, and by them established as the seat of their government, after the year MDCCC 80940
Plan of the city of Washington / Thackara & Vallance sc. 80944

A Plan of the city of Wurtzburg 84751, 84752
A Plan of the coast from Pleasant River to the west end of Penobscot Bay surveyed agreeably to the orders and instructions of ... the Lords Commissioners for Trade and Plantations to Samuel Holland ... Surveyor General of Lands for the Northern District 43949
A Plan of the coast from the west passage of Passamiquodi Bay, to the River St. John in the Bay of Fundy surveyed agreeably to the orders and instructions of the right honorable the Lords Commissioners for Trade and Plantations to Samuel Holland Esqr. ... 53864
A Plan of the coast of East Florida from Fort William to Anastatia Island; with a bird's-eye view of the town of St. Augustine, to shew the attack and capture of the place by the English forces under General Oglethorpe in 1740; unfinished 67872
A Plan of the contiguous stones of Choir Gaure, vulgarly called Stonehenge, in the perfect state they seem to have been intended by the architect of the work 73289

Plan of the country and camps of Alamanar ... defeated by ... Lieut. Genl. Stanhope, July 27, 1710 1318, 1319
Plan of the country from Frogs Point to Croton River, shewing the positions of the American and British armies from the 12th of Oct. 1776 until the engagement on the White Plains on the 28th 82881
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Entry</th>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A Plan of the district of Maine, drawn from several plans</td>
<td>43955</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plan of the encampment and position of the army under his excellency</td>
<td></td>
<td>Lt. General Burgoyne at Braemus Heights on Hudson's River near Stillwater, on the 20th Sept. with the position...of the army...Octr. 1777 / drawn by W. C. Wilkinson ; engraved by Wm. F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plan of the encampment and position of the army under his excellency</td>
<td></td>
<td>Lt. General Burgoyne at Swords House on Hudson's River near Stillwater...with the positions...of the army...Sepr. 1777 / drawn by W. C. Wilkinson ; engraved by Wm. Faden</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plan of the engagement at Quiberon, July 24, 1755</td>
<td>66134</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plan of the engagement at Quiberon, July 24: 1755 / engraved by Russell Junior, Grays Inn Road</td>
<td>66133</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plan of the entrenchment in front of Newport Camp, Augt. 26th. 1757</td>
<td>56945</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Plan of the fort and barracks at Mount Pleasant (Fort Cumberland), in Maryland</td>
<td>27272</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Plan of the fort and harbour of Matanzas, distant from St. Augustine five leagues</td>
<td>27367</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plan of the fort at Detroit, 1760</td>
<td>23401</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'A Plan of the fort at Pensacola,' copies by W. Brasier</td>
<td>64181</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plan of the fort at Saratoga, 1757</td>
<td>69423</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Plan of the fort for 220 men, built in December, 1758, within 400 yards of Fort du Quesne', and on the Monongahela River</td>
<td>64809</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plan of the fort in New York; drawn in 1695, by John Miller</td>
<td>27466</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Plan of the Fort of Albany; drawn in 1695, by John Miller</td>
<td>27232</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Plan of the fort of Scancadhie, 20 miles N. of Albany; drawn in 1695, by John Miller</td>
<td>69345</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plan of the fortress of Strasburg and Fort Kehl / Jones &amp; Smith, Pentonville</td>
<td>73309</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plan of the fortress of Strasburg and Fort Kehl / Jones &amp; Smith, Petonville</td>
<td>31863</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plan of the French and American sieg of Savannah in Georgia ... (1779)</td>
<td>31260, 31261</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plan of the glorious battle of Hochstet gained by the allies on August 13th 1704</td>
<td>13246, 13247</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'A Plan of the Great Falls on Hudson's River', shewing the position of the camp and redoubts; drawn about 1758</td>
<td>34804</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plan of the group called Romanzoff's Islands, the middle of which is 9° 26' 47' north lat. and 189° 57' 13' west long. of Greenwich ... January 1817 / Sidy. Hall, sculpt.</td>
<td>84722</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plan of the hamlet of Hammersmith: taken from actual survey in the year 1830</td>
<td>33432</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plan of the harbour and city of Louisbourg; drawn about the year 1748, by Abraham Isaacs, of New York</td>
<td>43255</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plan of the harbour of Cadiz ... 1789</td>
<td>15084</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plan of the harbour of Genoa</td>
<td>28747</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plan of the harbour of Halifax and George's Island with the fortifications on it.</td>
<td>1753</td>
<td>33343</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plan of the harbour of Louisbourg, sent by Admiral Philip Warren to Admiral (afterwards Lord) Anson, 19 June, 1745; with a sketch of adjoining coast</td>
<td>43244</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plan of the Harbour of Musquitois, distant from St. Augustine 72 miles</td>
<td>51848</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Plan of the harbour of Port Antonio in Jamaica</td>
<td>65216</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plan of the harbours of Port-Louis and L'Orient</td>
<td>12629</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plan of the hill of Alto, or Aetos / Neele sculp. Strand</td>
<td>139</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plan of the Howe Truss Swing Bridge at N. Western Avenue, Chicago, Ill., 1890</td>
<td>34782</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plan of the incampment of the allies at Prats del Rey under ... Count Staremberg; and ye enemy under the Duke of Vendosme ... ye 17th of Septem[be]r to ye 25th of Decem[be]r 1711 ...</td>
<td>65516, 65517</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Plan of 'the Indian fort at the Flats' four miles from Albany</td>
<td>1120</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Plan of 'the Indian fort at the Flats,' four miles from Albany, drawn in 1695, by John Miller</td>
<td>1119</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plan of the inlet called the River Clyde : west coast of Baffins Bay, 1820. / J. Walker sculpt.</td>
<td>66869</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plan of the inlets of Ferrol Coruña and Betanzos geometrically surveyed in 1787</td>
<td>12611</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plan of the investiture of Ostend surrendered, 6 July, 1706</td>
<td>62381, 62382</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plan of the investment and attack of York in Virginia</td>
<td>85172</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plan of the island Cocos / surveyed and drawn by Capt. James Colnett of the Royal Navy, 1793 ; engraved by T. Foot</td>
<td>21133, 21134</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Plan of the Island of Burlington, and a view of the city from the river Delaware</td>
<td>14999</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plan of the island of Dominica ...</td>
<td>23687</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Plan of the island of Jersey...</td>
<td>39717</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Plan of the island of St. John with the divisions of the counties, parishes ... likewise the soundings round the coast ...</td>
<td>65560</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Plan of the island of St. John with the divisions of the counties, parishes ... likewise the soundings round the coast ... / surveyed by Capt. Holland</td>
<td>1775</td>
<td>65561</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plan of the Island of Tobago</td>
<td>75234, 75236</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plan of the islands Felix and Ambrose / by Capt. James Colnett, of the Royal Navy, 1793 ; engraved by T. Foot</td>
<td>68481, 68482</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plan of the Isle Ste. Marguerite, with the road of Gourjan or Gourgen</td>
<td>68262</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plan of the Isthmus of Chignecto, with the road from Beau Bassin to the Baye Verte, 1755 ... received with Mr. Engineer Brewse's letter dated Halifax, 18 Oct., 1755</td>
<td>20538</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plan of the lengths of the principal rivers throughout the world</td>
<td>66878</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plan of the lengths of the principal rivers throughout the world / Drawn &amp; engraved by W. H. Lizzars Edinr.</td>
<td>66873</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plan of the lengths of the principal rivers throughout the world / drawn &amp; engraved for Thomson's New general atlas</td>
<td>66875</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plan of the lines of Brabant forced July 18, 1705 by the army of ye Allies, commanded by his grace the Duke of Marlborough, &amp; Felt-Marshal D'Averquerque</td>
<td>13704, 13705</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A Plan of the manor of Ebury, c. 1663-1670 24599
A Plan of the Manor of Philippsburgh in the county of Westchester ... with the addition of the southern end of Colen-Donck 82695
Plan of the Michigan Central R.R. showing part of its connections 48277
Plan of the New Fort at Crown Point on Lake Champlain, and Environs, with its several Reduits began in August 1759 19134
Plan of the new town of Pánzacola. By Elias Durnford 64184
A Plan of the north half of the township of Woodstock 83663
Plan of the northern boundary line of the Province of the Massachusetts Bay in New England as it is called in his Majesty's Royall Order for running the same, extending from three miles due north of Pentucket falls in Merrimack River on a course west 45380
Plan of the northern part of New Jersey, shewing the positions of the American and British armies after crossing the North River in 1776 54761
Plan of the old Fort of Pemaquid and the proposed New Fort. 1699 63495
Plan of the operations of General Washington against the Kings troops in New Jersey, from the 26th of December 1776, to the 3d January 1777 75498, 75499
A Plan of the operations of the French and American forces against the English in York and Gloucester, at the entrance of York River, in Chesapeake Bay, from the 6th to the 15th October, 1777, prior to the capitulation of General Burgoyne; copy from t 85156
A Plan of the operations of the King's army under the command of General Sr. William Howe ... against the American forces commanded by General Washington ... [w]herein is particularly distinguished the engagement on the White Plains, the 28th of Octobe 82883, 82884, 82885
A Plan of the outlines of the contiguous stones of Choir Gaure, vulgarly called Stonehenge, with the lines and figures that were form'd and all the smaller dimensions that were taken for attaining it / by John Wood, architect. A.D. MDCCXL 73288
Plan of the parish of Fulham in the county of Middlesex 28470
Plan of the parish of St. Mary Kensington : including old and new Brompton, and the north side of Little Chelsea ; also showing Kensington Palace, Gardens and parts of Hyde Park 40568
Plan of the peninsula of Chesapeake [sic] Bay 23064
Plan of the position which army took under ... Burgoyne. 1777 68889
Plan of the position which the army under Lt. Genl. Burgoinque took at Saratoga on the 10th of September 1777 ... 68887
Plan of the position which the army under Lt. Genl. Burgoinque took at Saratoga on the 10th of September 1777 ... / engraved by Wm. Faden 68886
Plan of the principal field of actionbetween the rivers Cottica and Marawina : with a sketch of the manner of encamping in the woods of Surinam / T. Conder sculpt. 22332
Plan of the Province of New Hampshire, together with part of Hudson's River, from Albany to Lake George, and from thence through Lake Champlain to Mont Real; taken from a great number of exact attested plans of particular parts of the country, and accu 53859
A Plan of the publik lots at White Point in the city of Charleston sold in 1784 : shewing how they are effected [sic] by East Bay Street continued, laid out in 1785 by commissioners appointed by law ... 19226
Plan of the quarters of an army in the Bishopric of Paderborn 62661
[Plan of the rapids of Ohio, at low water, showing the islands, rocks, sands, currents, shores, and the route of the canal] / J. Brooks 26487
A Plan of the rapids of the Ohio 43949
Plan of the redoubt and intrenchment on the heights of Charles-Town (commonly called Bunker's Hill), opposite Boston ... attacked and carried by his Majesty's troops, June 17, 1775 14920
Plan of the rethrench'd camp at Fort Ligonier, 1750 27360
Plan of the River Mississippi from the River Yasous to the River Iberville in West Florida. Shewing lands granted and names of proprietors. With a schedule 50612
Plan of the River Saguenay : Canada East 67836
Plan of the River Saint Lawrence from the Montreal to the parish Berthier on the north side of the river, and Sorel on the south, being part of a survey to be continued to Quebec by order of his excellency Major General Amherst General and commander in 68807
Plan of the River St. John, wherein is delineated the several allotments of land granted and lais out to be granted [to] loyal emigrants and disbanded corps; done under the orders and directions of H.E. Governor Parr, by Charles Morris, S. Gen., 1784 67938
Plan of the rivers Mississippi, Iberville, Mobile, and Bay of Pensacola; in the province of West Florida. Shewing the situati 45381
Plan of the seige [...] of Charleston in South Carolina 19209
Plan of the settlement at Prairie des Chiens from the report of J. [sic] Lee Esqre., &c. : not taken from actual surve 32921, 32922
Plan of the settlement at Prairie des Chiens from the report of J. [sic] Lee Esqre., Agent, &c. : not taken from actual surve 65506, 65507
A Plan of the several villages in the Illinois country, with part of the River Mississippi &c 35418
Plan of the siege of Charleston in S. Carolina 19211
Plan of the siege of Charleston in South Carolina 19210
Plan of the siege of Charleston in South Carolina 19210
Plan of the siege of Citivella del Tronto 20915
[Plan of the siege of Civitella del Tronto] / E. V. 1542 64223
Plan of the siege of Savannah, with the joint attack of the French and Americans on the 9th October 1779... 68981, 68983
Plan of the siege of Savannah, with the joint attack of the French and Americans on the 9th October, 1779, in which they were defeated by his Majesty's forces under the command of Major Genl. Augustin Prevost 68982
Plan of the siege of York Town in Virginia 85171
Plan of the situation where the battle of Ramillies was fought May ye 23d. 1706 ... 66194, 66195
Plan of the St. Maurice Territory 68192
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Plan of the works of the city of Messina, one of the strongest and most considerable cities of Sicily, and a fine sea-port 46151, 46155

[Plan of the works on Bunker's Hill, at the time it was abandoned by His Majesty's forces on the 17th of March, 1776] 14921

Plan of three island situated in the harbor of New York 55619

Plan of three islands situated in the harbor of New York 55620

[Plan ?] of town of El Paso, Texas (also called Franklin) 24884

Plan of Township no. 24, Range 1 West of Fifth Meridian 15168

Plan of Turin as besieged in 1706 75669, 75670

Plan of Union Park ; Plan of Ellis Park ; Plan of Vernon Park ; Plan of Jefferson Park 19506

Plan of Vandalia ; the capital of the state of Illinois 79862, 79863

Plan of Wilmington and its environs. 1809 82981

Plan of ye battle of Wynendale, between ye troops of ye allies commanded by Major Gen. Webb, & those of France, under Count De La Motte, Sep. 28, 1708 82926, 82927

Plan of York Harbour ... taken in August, 1760 55604

A Plan of York Harbour and Lark Bay, within the Bay of Three Islands, in Newfoundland 85116

A Plan of York Town and Gloucester in the province of Virginia ... surrendered on the 17th October 1781 / from an actual survey in the possession of Jno. Hills 85170

Plan particulier de le journee du 12 au 13 Xbre 1781... Carte reduite et demonstration des routes qu'a parcouurues l'armee navale francaise commande par M. le Cte de Guichen sortie de la baye de Brest ... Egalement la demonstration des routes qu'a parco 57901

Plan pour servir à expliquer la fortification irreguliere et la construction des citadelles : la figure ABCDEFG represente une simple muraille qui servoit d'enceinte à la place que l'on à fortifieé 27515

Plan profil et elevation du Fort Condé de la Mobille 51172

Plan reduit de Barataria et d'une partie du Fleuve Mississipi de la basse Louisiane, dressée au depost des plans à la secrétarie du gouvernement par ordre de Monsir Le Marquis de la Casa - Calvo Gouverneur Mil.re de cette province par S.M.C. An 1800$ 50480

A Plan representing the form of settling the districts or county divisions in the Margravate of Azilja [Georgia] 11348

Plan routier de la ville et faubourg de Paris : divisé en 12 mairies 63062

Plan S. Peterburga s blizhaishimi okrestnostiami 1914 68234

Plan shewing sewers laid under the Chicago Sewerage Commissioners to the end of 1857 19476

A Plan 'shewing the Citadel [of Quebec] completely finished' 66078

Plan shewing the region explored by S.J. Dawson and his party, between Fort William, Lake Superior, and the Great Saskatchewan River, from 1st of August 1857 to 1st November 1858 16044

Plan showing disposition of quarantine buildings--Athol Island 3594

Plan showing location of the property of the East Boston Company in East Boston and vicinity / compiled from official maps and actual surveys [by] Frank L. Tibelets, engineer 13518

Plan showing part of the southern boundary of the lands granted the 17th day of September, anno dom. 1744, by H.M. King George the second to the right honourable John, Lord Carteret, now Earl Granville, as the same was laid out and marked in the months 32352


Plan stolichnago goroda Sanktpeterburga s blizhaishimi okrestnostiami = Plan de la ville de St. Petersbourg 75669, 75670

Plan topographique de los cimientos de una villa antigua mexicana cerca de Sombrente en el Estado de Zacatecas 70276

Plan topographique au Detroit 23484

Plan topographique du Détroit et des eaux qui forment la jonction du Lac Érie avec le Lac Saint Clair 23483

Plan urged to save Everglades' ecology / by Kerry Gruson 26405

Plan van Straatsburg... 73321

Plan & view of the city of Mobile 51177

Plan von Berlin 12517


Plan von der Stadt New-York 55629

Plan von Innbsuck 37496

Plan von Leipzig 41827

Plan von Neu Ebenezer 53800

Plan von Philadelphia / Carl Metzeroth sc. 64356

Plan von Pittsburg und umgebungen 64816

Planciuss, Petrus, 1552-1622 532, 7752, 8679, 15820, 24026, 27618, 38776, 44849, 64907, 70396

Plancius, Petrus, 1552-1622. Nova et exacta terrarum orbis tabula ... (1592) 64908

Planciuss, Petrus, 1552-1622. Orbis terrarum typus (1592) 64909

Plane de las fortificaciones que se estan construyendo en la Nueva Orleans 55335

Pläne rheinischer Städte bei Jacob van Deventer 23497

Plane-Table - 1500-1599 75506

Plane-table - Handbooks, Manuals, Etc. 64910

Plane-Table - Handbooks, Manuals, Etc. - 1721 64911, 64912

Plane-Table - Handbooks, manuals, etc. - 1952 64913

Plane-table - Handbooks, manuals, etc. - 1976 75442

The Plane-table in the sixteenth century 75506

Plane table mapping / by Julian W Low 64913
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de dicha plaza por la nación Britanica, y atacada por las fuerzas españolas del mando del mariscal de c. 64188
Plano de la villa Panzacola, Fuerte Jorge y fortificaciones adyacentes últimamente construidas por la nación Britanica, atacadas las fuerzas españolas al mando del mariscal de campo. dn. Bernardo de Galves, y rendidas el 8 de Mayo de 1781 64189
Plano de la villa y corte de Madrid 43864
Plano de la villa de Panzacola, Fuerte Jorde, y fortificaciones adyacentes últimamente construidas por la nación Britanica, atacadas las fuerzas Españoles al mando del Mariscal; de campo Dn. Bernardo de Galvez, y rendidas el 8 de Mayo de 1781 64187
Plano de la Ynsigne entrada, y Puerto de Bucarely. ... 1779 14791, 14793
Plano de las líneas telegráficas de la república de Bolívia en conexión con las de los países limitrofes, organizado por el director general de telégrafos Carlos Torrico con autorización del Ministerio del ramo. 1905 13334
[Plano de las provincias de la Florida] / Juan Joseph Elixio de la Puente 71311
Plano de las provincias del Cuzco y demas para la dirección de las tropas del Rey contra el rebelde Joseph Gabri Tupac Amaro 64269
Plano de lo revtante del Canal y Ysla de Sta. Anastasia ... 67874
Plano de los caminos de turismo en las Sierras de Córdoba / editado por el Horario Guía del F. C. Central Argentino 22143
Plano de los Cayos de la Florida. 1742 26816
Plano de Madrid / Leczano delineo en 1812; Lopez corrijio y aumento en 1846 43868
Plano de Madrid = Plan of Madrid 43870
Plano de Madrid y su término municipal 43871
Plano de Manila y sus arrabales 44368
Plano de Oporto y sus inmediaciones 65323
Plano de parte de la Isla de Santa Rosa, punta de siguenza, y costa de tierra firme que forma la entrada del Puerto. Santa Rosa punta de siguenza 26 de Agosto de 1755 68850
Plano de Pollok 65136
Plano de Puerto Antonio i lugares adyacentes. Situado en la parte del norte de la ysla de Jamayca ... Novembre de 1791 65217
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Plat book of Fon [sic] du Lac County, Wisconsin 27192
Plat book of Franklin County, Illinois 28310
Plat book of Freeborn County, Minnesota 28350
Plat book of Fulton County, Illinois 28477
Plat book of Gallatin Co. [Illinois] 28535
Plat book of Gibson County, Indiana 31891
Plat book of Green County, Wisconsin 32927
Plat book of Hamilton Co. III. 33402
Plat book of Hamilton County, Illinois 33403
Plat book of Hancock County by townships 33471
Plat book of Hancock County, Illinois 33472
Plat book of Henry County, Illinois 33806
Plat book of Houston County, Minnesota: drawn from actual surveys and the county records 34711
Plat book of Jackson Co., Iowa: drawn from actual surveys & county records 39350
Plat book of Jackson County, Missouri: compiled from county records and actual surveys 39360
Plat book of Jasper County, Illinois 39607
Plat book of Jasper County, Iowa: drawn from actual surveys and the county records 39614
Plat book of Jasper County, Missouri: compiled from county records and actual surveys 39617
Plat book of Jefferson 39650
Plat book of Jefferson county, Nebraska. Compiled from county records and actual surveys 39670
Plat book of Jefferson County, Wisconsin 39682, 39683
Plat book of Jo Daviess County, Illinois: drawn from actual surveys & County records / by the North West Publishing Company 39815
Plat book of Knox County, Illinois: containing outline map of the county and plats of all the townships showing cities, and villages, federal, state, county and township roads, ownership, acreage, shape and location of farms, lakes, rivers and creeks, 41246
Plat book of La Salle Co., Illinois 68294
Plat book of Lake County, Michigan 41463
Plat book of Lapeer County, Michigan 41634
Plat book of Lawrence County, Illinois 41725
Plat book of Le Sueur County, Minn. 73390
Plat Book of Livingston County, Illinois 42242, 42243
Plat book of Lyon County, Iowa: showing location of land and ownership thereof, roads, and other essential information to date of March 1, 1931 43693
Plat book of Lyon County, Minnesota 43700
Plat book of Macoupin County, Illinois 43777
Plat book of Madison County, Nebraska: compiled from county records and actual surveys / Northwest Publishing; Standard atlas of Madison County, Nebraska including a plat book of the villages, cities, and precincts of the county ... / compiled and 43834
Plat book of Marathon County, Wisconsin: compiled from county records and actual surveys 45030
Plat book of Marshall County, Iowa 45187
Plat book of Mercer County, Illinois 46116
Plat book of Midland County, Michigan 49156
Plat book of Monroe County, Illinois: compiled from county records and actual surveys 51277
Plat book of Monroe County, New York: compiled from deed descriptions and plats furnished by the Title and Guarantee Company of Rochester; also from records and surveys by J.M. Lathrop & Company 51291
Plat book of Morgan County, Illinois: compiled and published by the American Atlas Co. 51752, 51753
Plat book of Nemaha County, Nebraska: compiled by C.H. Scoville; eng. by Ballett & Volk 53309
Plat book of Nodaway County, Missouri: drawn from actual surveys & county records by the Northwest Publishing Co. 57134
Plat book of Oconto County, Minnesota: drawn from actual surveys and the county records 61716
Plat book of Osceola County, Michigan 62367
Plat book of Otter Tail County, MN 1884 62448, 62449
Plat book of Pettis County, Missouri: drawn from actual surveys & county records / by the North West Publishing Co. 64319
Plat book of Pike County, Indiana 64742
Plat book of Platte County, Nebraska: compiled from county records and actual surveys 64916
Plat book of Polk County, Nebraska 65130
Plat book of [Posey Co., Ind.] 65434
Plat book of Racine and Kenosha counties, Wisconsin: including plats of the villages, cities and townships of the counties, map of the state, United States and world, patrons directory, reference business directory and departments devoted to general i 66148
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Plat book of Randolph County, Indiana : compiled from county records and actual surveys 66264
Plat book of Rock Island County, Illinois 67060
Plat book of Shiawassee County, Michigan 69962
Plat book of [Spencer County, Indiana] 72959
Plat book of St. Clair County, Illinois 67892
Plat book of Thayer County, Nebraska : compiled from county records and actual surveys 75056
Plat book of Vanderburg Co., Ind. 79864
Plat book of Vermilion County, Illinois 80051
Plat book of Vernon County, Missouri : compiled from county records and actual surveys 80146
Plat book of Washington and Ozaukee Counties, Wisconsin : drawn from actual surveys and the county records 80931
Plat book of Washtenaw County, Mich. 81430
[Plat book of Wayne County, Illinois] 81476
Plat book of Wayne County, Iowa, drawn from actual survey and county records. Eng. by Balliet & Volk 81485
Plat book of White County, Illinois 82866
Plat book of Whiteside County, Illinois 82893
Plat book of Wilkin County, Minnesota 82934
Plat book of Williams County, Ohio 82952
Plat book of Winnebago County, Iowa : containing outline map of the county and plats of all the townships showing cities and villages, federal, state, county and township roads, ownership, acreage, shape and location of farms, lakes, rivers and creeks, 83038
Plat book, Oneida County, Wisconsin 61760
Plat book, Perry County, Illinois 64229
Plat book, Randolph County, Illinois 66256
Plat book, Renville County, Minnesota : containing an outline map of the county, 27 township plats showing the names of owners, roads, trunk highways, state aid roads ... and an abstract of the traffic regulation laws of the state 66407
Plat book, Sangamon County, Illinois 68758
Plat book, Washington County, Illinois 80892
Plat book, Williamson County, Illinois 82966
Plat book, Winnebago County, Illinois 83035
Plat book with farm directory, Dodge County, Wisconsin 23680
Plat book with farm directory, Rock County, Wisconsin / compiled and published by Derr Map Studio ; sponsored by Rock County Board of Supervisors 67057
Plat book with index to owners, Crawford County, Michigan 22371
Plat book with index to owners, Jefferson County, Illinois 39653
Plat book with index to owners, Langlade County, Wisconsin 41603
Plat book with index to owners, Rusk County, Wisconsin 67470
Plat directory, Wyandot County, Ohio, 1979 84763
A Plat exhibiting the state of the surveys in the state of Florida 26869, 26875
Plat & farm directory, Fayette County, Ohio, 1977 26537
Plat & farm directory, Madison County, Ohio, 1977 43837
Plat, H. du 69368
Plat maps SEE SUBHEADING Real property AND 19977
Plat of a survey of land 'for military purposes' around Fort Brady Saut [sic] St. Marie, Mich. 68972
Plat of Cemetery Park 1863 42115
Plat of Cemetery Park / [Chicago Board of Public Works] 42114
Plat of Columbia Heights owned by Minneapolis Improvement Company North-East 21732
Plat of Cornell, Cook County, Illinois 32765
Plat of Homewood and its residence sites ... 33606
Plat of Jefferson, township 92 & 93 north, range 2 & 3 west of the 5th principal meridian : Clayton County, Iowa 39645
A Plat of lands belonging to the trustees of Illinois College 39407
Plat of Madison the capital of Wisconsin 43850
Plat of Navarino, Green Bay, Wisconsin Territory 32923
Plat of the Ballona Rancho, finally confirmed to Agustin Machado et al... July 1858 11610
The Plat of the cittle of London-Derrie as it stand[s] built and fortyfyed / [from the survey by Sir Thomas Phillips and Richard Hadson, A. D. 1622] 23329
Plat of the common field and town tract of Kaskaskia 40494
[Plat of the Delaware lands, Part II] 40064
Plat of the Delaware lands [pt. 1] / Isaac McCoy, West Port, Missouri 40065
Plat of the Potawatomi lands : surveyed in 1838 / by J. C. McCoy 40067
A A Plat of the province of Carolina, in North America, the south part actually surveyed by Maurice Matthews. Joel Gascoyne fecit. 70750
Plat of the seven ranges of townships being part of the United States N.W. of the river Ohio ... 60362, 60363
Plat of the survey of the Kickapoo lands : surveyed in 1833-4 under instructions from General William Clark...Westport, Jackson County Missouri, August 1st 1834 / Isaac McCoy, surveyor 40062
Plat of the survey of the northern boundary line of Osage Reservation / surveyed by John C. McCoy, July 1836 40063
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Plat of the town of Chicago / by David Carver 1833 19427
A Plat of the vicinity of Little Sioux, Iowa showing the residence and grave of Charles Larpenteur 1851-1872 42231
Plat of Township Number Eleven in the Fifth Range 51285
Plat of Wyandot lands surveyed in conformity with the treaty with the Delawares, containing 39 sections / J. McCoy surveyor 40069
Plat showing the accretion in front of Kinzie's Addition to Chicago north of North Pier of Chicago 19435
Plat showing Evanston, its north and south environs, the university grounds, etc. 26388
Plat showing Lincoln Park, Humboldt and Central Parks, and their connecting boulevards 19505
Plat showing the burnt district of Chicago 1871 19513
Plat, Sous-Lieutenant 81543
La Plata 70514
La Plata, Chili and the Banda Orientale 70577
La Plata / drawn under the direction of Mr. Pinkerton by L. Hebert; Neele sculpt. 352 Strand 70530
Plata River (Columbia) - Maps - 1728 56894
Plate I, Plate II [Maps showing distribution of the yellow fever in New York city, 1796-1797] 44324
Plate no.I : a draught of Nelson & Hayes's Rivers latd. 57° 10' north, var. 16° 45' westerly / T. Jefferys sculp. 53306
Plate no.II : a draught of Churchill River latd. 59° 00' north, var. 16° 40' west 20818
Plate no.III : plans of York and Prince of Wales's Forts 27505
Platten-Atlas voor de algemene geschiedenis 8975
Platen-Atlas voor de vaderlandsche geschiedenis 53568
Platen, Charles G. 19262, 19263
[Plates from a French Bible] 12749
Platner, Warton, b. 1851 73565
Platou, Ludvig Stoud, 1778-1833. Sammandrag af Geografin 10800
[Plats of surveys in Sangamon County, Illinois by Abraham Lincoln] 68756
[Plats of townships in Fayette County Pennsylvania, showing original property lines, land ownership, dates of surveys, patents, warrants, etc.] 26547
[Plats of townships in Greene County Pennsylvania, showing original property lines, land ownership, dates of surveys, patents, warrants, etc.] 32957
[Plats of twps. in Fayette Co.] 26538
Platt, Albrecht, 1794-1862 9702, 9766
Platt, Colin 7033, 25863, 34509
Platt, George Edmund 53557, 63153
Platt, H. 37413
Platt & Munk Co. 78308
[Platt of part of Bureau County] 14935
A Platt of part of Europe, Africa and America ... 3791
The Platt of sayling for the discoverye of a passsage into the South Sea, 1631, 1632; an outline chart, with an oval sketch of the true portrait of Thomas James, aetatis suae, 40 2407
The Platt of sayling for the discoverye of a passsage into the South Sea, 1631, 1632 59799, 59800
Platt, Raye R. (Raye Roberts), b. 1891 1862
Platt, Raye Roberts, 1891-1947 41698
Platte County (Mo.) - Maps - 1907 - Landowners 64915
Platte County (Neb.) - Maps - 1914 - Landowners 64916
Platte County (Neb.) - Maps - 1923 - Landowners 64917
Platte River: atlas of the Big Bend region 7404
Platte River Land Co. 64918
Platte River Road SEE Great Platte River Road 32752
Platte River Valley (Neb.) - Maps - 1862 - Road maps 81836
Platte River Valley (Neb.) - Maps - 1864 - Road maps 81838
Platte River Valley (Neb.) - Maps - 1865 - Road maps 81841
Plattengrond van de stad Groningen en hare naaste omgeving door Jacob van Deventer, c. 1567 17686
Plattengronden van de stad Schiedam 17597
Plattenburg, Lucile 84447
Platteville (Colo.) - Maps - 1871 - Real property 64918
Platteville, Colorado 64918
Playdon, George W. 45199
Playfair, James, 1738-1819 7937, 7970
Playfair, John, 1748-1819 - Book Collection 64919
Playfair, R. Lambert (Robert Lambert), Sir, 1828-1899 1222, 1223, 1224, 1227, 45734, 45736, 45737
Playfair, William, 1759-1823 25782, 25783, 79790
Playing card games - Specimens - 1875 27975
Playing card games - Specimens - 1944 11290
Playing card maps - 1676 25062, 25063
Playing card maps - 1779 10634
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Playing card maps - 1785  25140
Playing card maps - 1913-1914  10148
Playing card maps - 1926  26198
Plaza mayor and cathedral, City of Mexico  46211
Plaza or great square, of San Antonio  68379
Plaza y Valdés (Firm)   18126
Plaza citta opul estissima core della Sicilia  64623
Pleasant driving : Republic gasoline, motor oil : Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, W. Virginia road map  47882, 47891
Pleasant driving : Republic gasoline, motor oil : Florida road map  27072
Pleasant driving : Republic gasoline, motor oil : Georgia road map  31170
Pleasant driving : Republic gasoline, motor oil : North Carolina, South Carolina road map  58151, 58158
Pleasant driving : Republic gasoline, motor oil : Pennsylvania road map  63913, 63936
Pleasant driving : Republic gasoline, motor oil : road map : eastern United States  24382
Pleasant Hill (Ky.) - 1970  64920
Pleasant Hill (Ky. - Maps - 1968 - Pictorial maps  64921
The pleasures of Beauport, authentic and eccentric / by Lisa Hammel  12041
The Pleasures of London / by Felix Barker and Peter Jackson ; edited by Ann Saunders and Denise Silvester-Carr  42779
Plebs atlas  8491
Plebs League  8491
Plech, Helmut, 1920-  52369
Pleiades Press  42104
Pleiades Press (Sacramento, Calif.)  42100
Piessen, Marie-Louise   64668
Piessenger, Frank P.   28492
Piewe, Ernst   70670
Plewman, W. R. (William Rothwell), 1880-  84629
Pleydell, J. C.   27312
Pleydenwurff, Wilhelm, d. 1494  20796, 20797
Pli, Pierres, d. 1565   64506
Pliester, M. L.   22576
Plihá, Katalin   14822
Plihon & Hommay   14646
Plimpton, Francis A.   68277
Plimpton (H.M.) & Co. SEE H.M. Plimpton & Co.   11427
Plinsoll line SEE Load-line  84448
Plindeburg (Hungary) SEE Visegrad (Hungary)   80528
Plyny, the Younger  38736
Plitvicka jezera (Croatia) - Maps - 1951  22437
Plon Brothers (Firm) SEE Plon Freres (Firm)  46189
Plon (E.) et cie SEE E. Plon et cie   24616
Plon (E.), Nourrit and Co. SEE E. Plon, Nourrit and Co.   13185
Plon Freres (Firm)  46189
Plön (Germany - Maps - 1593  64922, 64923
Plön (Germany - Pictorial works - 1593  64922, 64923
Plon, Henri   15099, 28214
Plot of military reservation declared by the President April 11, 1859, embracing coal-mines on Sulphur-Creek, Wyoming ... ; Plot showing location of reservation relative to Fort Bridger  27252
Plot of the survey of the leading roads in the town of Ridgeville Cook County, surveyed according to the township organization law by order of J. Anderson, D. Hood & M. Young Esqrs. Commissioners of Highways  26387
A Plotte of the forte at Black-water, as it was when the Lo Burgh Lo. Dep. did wyn itt from the traytor the Erle of Tyrone, 1597   13207
Plotting the land of Ontario, 1564-1919 : a joint exhibit by the Canadiana Dept., R.O.M., Macdonald Ophthalmic Foundation, Ontario Department of Public Records and Archives : to coincide with the 5th annual conference of the Association of Canadian Map  61976
Plotting the oceans : Dutch sea atlases of the seventeenth century  52742
Plowright, W. B.   38395
Pluche, Noël Antoine, 1688-1761  279, 2282, 3312, 9206, 25995, 25997, 27767, 29048, 29074, 32837, 48109, 62810, 71175, 75741, 82751, 84127
Pluche, Noël Antoine, 1688-1761. Concorde de la géographie des différens âges (1772)   279, 2282, 3312, 25995, 25997, 27767, 32837, 48109, 62810, 71175, 75741, 82751, 84127
[Plumas County (Calif.) - 1892: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche]   64924
Plumas County (Calif.) - Maps - 1892 - Landowners  64924
Plumb, H. S.   3188
The Plumb-pudding in danger, or, State epicures taking un petit souper ... / Jas. Gillray inv. & fec.   31998
Plumb, Trevor W.   11038
Plumb, W. H., active 1898  55670
Plumbe, John, 1809-1857  37571
Po River Delta (Italy) - Maps - 1703 64939
Po River Delta (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1787 67428
Po River (Italy) - Maps - 1745 64940
Po River Valley (Italy) - Maps - 1540 64675
Po River Valley (Italy) - Maps - 1567 39038
Po River Valley (Italy) - Maps - 1570 - Delta 43056
Po River Valley (Italy) - Maps - 1730 64941
Po River Valley (Italy) - Maps - 1735 64942
Poates Corporation SEE L.L. Poates Engr'g Co. 77325
Poates highway and regional guide of the United States : in three sections, Atlantic, Mississippi Valley, Pacific / Poates Corporation 77325
Poates, L. L. 3411, 26181
Poates (L.L.) Eng'r Co. SEE L.L. Poates Engr'g Co. 77325
Poates (L.L.) Publishing Company SEE L.L. Poates Engr'g Co. 82023
Poblaciones mexicanas, planos y panoramas, siglos XVI al XIX = Mexican towns, plans and panoramas, 16th to 19th centuries / Roberto L. Mayer ; contribuciones especiales de Eneas A. Trabulse ; editor, Mario de la Torre 46606, 46607
Poblocki, Wladyslaw 5844
Pobuda, Wenzel, b. 1797 9687
Pocahontas County (Iowa) - Maps - 1985 - Landowners 64943
[Pocahontas County (W. Va.) - Maps - 1825: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 64944
Pocahontas County (W. Va.) - Maps - 1825 - Landowners 64944
Pocahontas Record-Democrat 64943
Pochard, Edme-Eugène-Auguste Marie 27797, 34046, 34141, 67619
Pocket atlas 7070, 7071, 7072, 7073, 7077, 8561
Pocket atlas and guide to Birmingham 13133
Pocket atlas and guide to Glasgow and district 31957
Pocket atlas and guide to Liverpool & Birkenhead 42241
Pocket atlas and guide to London 42615, 42618
The Pocket atlas and guide to London / by J.G. Bartholomew 42513, 42527, 42546, 42565, 42572
Pocket atlas and guide to Manchester 44310
Pocket atlas and guide to Paris 63107
The Pocket atlas and guide to Paris / by J.G. Bartholomew 63108
Pocket atlas and world gazetteer 8405
Pocket atlas New York 5 Boroughs 55776
Pocket atlas of classical geography 34475
Pocket atlas of England & Wales 25324, 25327
Pocket atlas of historical geography 8182
Pocket atlas of Ireland 14410
Pocket atlas of Scotland 14409, 69655
Pocket atlas of the United States 76939, 78360
Pocket atlas of the world 5245, 8263, 8290
Pocket atlas of the world : 112 pages, containing 64 pages of maps and insets, and index to about 7500 place-names 8501
Pocket atlas of the world : 164 pages, containing 128 pages of maps and insets, and index to about 5000 place-names 8547
Pocket book containing several choice collections 7768, 28991
Pocket Books 6432, 6433, 6434, 6568, 6619, 6620, 6693, 6695, 6747, 6749
Pocket gazetteer 30513
Pocket guide to Burma 15006
Pocket guide to China 20718
Pocket guide to Edinburgh 24669
Pocket guide to English roads 25089
Pocket guide to India 36648
Pocket guide to Japan 39550
Pocket guide to New Caledonia 53795
Pocket guide to Paris 63117
Pocket guide to Paris and the cities of northern France 63229
Pocket guide to Soviet Union 67695
Pocket guide to the cities of Southern France 28048
The Pocket guide to the West Indies, British Guiana, British Honduras, Bermuda, the Spanish Main, Surinam, and the Panama Canal / by Sir Algernon Aspinall 81700
The Pocket guide to the West Indies, British Guiana, British Honduras, the Bermudas, the Spanish Main, and the Panama Canal / by Algernon Aspinall 81694, 81695, 81696
The Pocket guide to the West Indies, British Guiana, British Honduras, the Bermudas, the Spanish Main, and the Panama Canal / by Algernon E. Aspinall 81693
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The Pocket guide to the West Indies / by Algernon E. Aspinall  81690
Pocket Irish atlas  14562
A Pocket map of central Washington, District of Columbia  81011
A Pocket map of Central Washington, District of Columbia; A Pocket map of suburban Washington, D.C., Maryland & Virginia  81010
Pocket map of the state of Georgia  31019
Pocket map of the state of Texas  74552
Pocket maps and the American dream: emigrant maps in the cartographic history library  75449
A Pocket plan of the city and suburbs of Dublin  23846
Pocket road atlas  78724, 78736, 78993, 79025
[Pocket road atlas of the United States, Canada, and Mexico]  78461
Pocket road atlas: United States, Canada, Mexico  78916, 78980, 79054, 79055, 79056, 79057, 79058, 79059, 79068, 79078, 79079, 79082, 79083, 79102
Pocket scripture atlas  12849
Pocket topography & gazetteer of England  52256
Pocket vacation guide: United States, Canada, Mexico  78931
Pocket world atlas  6432, 6433, 6568, 6619, 6620, 6693, 6747, 6749, 6859
Pocket world atlas  6434
PocketAtlas of the world / editors, Dr. Manfred Reckziegel ... [et al.] ; cartography, Klett-Perthes  7502
Pocklington, Cn.  7965
Pocock, Ebenezer  32003
Pocock, George, Sir, 1706-1792  22493, 81616
Pocock, Richard, 1704-1765 SEE Pococke, Richard, 1704-1765  67710
Pocock's portable globe  32003
Pococke, Richard, 1704-1765  48101, 67710
Podadera, Luis Miranda SEE Miranda Podadera, Luis  43870
Poder militar y naval de los Estados Unidos en 1898: según datos existentes en el Depósito de la Guerra  76055
Podillia (Ukraine) - Maps  41132, 64945
Podillia (Ukraine) - Maps  64946
Podlasie (Poland : Region) - Maps  1741  45368
Podrobnaya karta Rossiskogo Imperii: i biz liuzhashchikh zagranichnykh vladienii / sochinena, gravirovana, i pechatana pri sobstvennom Ego Imperatorskogo Velichestva Depo Kart  67610
Podrobny atlas of Russian geography  67672
Poe, O. M. (Orlando Metcalfe), 1832-1895/=Lawrence, Henry  67825
Poele Island (Germany) - Maps  1730  70189
Poele, A. G. van  34268
The Poetical geography, designed to accompany outline maps or school atlases: to which are added the rules of arithmetic in rhyme / by George Van Waters  29596, 29613
Poeticon astronomicon  3557
Poetry and maps SEE Cartography - Poetry  52708
Poett, Alfred  15258
Poff, Cathryn  45010
Poggiali, Cesare  10663, 29678, 29751
Poggiali, Gius. (Giuseppe)  10646
Pognon, Edmond, 1911-1979  64947
Pogo, Alexander, b. 1893  28695
Pogonowski, Iwo, 1921-1952  34268
Pograbio, Andrea, d. 1602 SEE Pograbski, Andrezej, d. 1602  64987
Podase, Brian C., 1955-  76345
Pohnpeian language - Texts  29920
Point Adams (Or.) SEE Fort Stevens State Park (Or.)  81888
Point-Aux-Trembles (Québec) - Maps  1761 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  64947
Point de vues  15095
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Point Hicks to Cape Howe: Cook's landfall--19 April 1770  11033

Point Loma (San Diego, Calif.) - Maps  - 1889  81931
Point Loma (San Diego, Calif.) - Maps  - 1890  52843
Point Pleasant, Battle of, W. Va., 1774 - Maps  - 1934 - Manuscripts  64948
Point San Jose (Calif.) SEE Camp San Jose (Calif.)  81888
Pointe-à-Pitre (Guadeloupe) - Maps  - 1973 - Road maps  45241

[Pointe Coupee Parish (La.) - 1883: LC & M land ownership maps on microfiche]  64949
Pointe Coupee Parish (La.) - Maps  - 1883 - Landowners  64949
Pointe de Sable, Jean Baptiste, 1745?-1818  19983
Pointe de Sable, Jean Baptiste, 1745?-1818 - Homes and haunts - Pictorial works  19983
Pointe de Sable, Jean Baptiste, 1745?-1818 - Portraits  19983
Pointe du Sable, Jean Baptiste, 1745?-1818 SEE Pointe de Sable, Jean Baptiste, 1745?-1818  19983
Pointe, François de la, fl. 1666-1690 SEE Lépine, François de, fl. 1654-1709  63321
Pointed Heart Indians SEE Coeur d'Alene Indians  21140
Pointier, Wallace  41224

Points d'appui entre principales puissances  8759
Points de partage et communications projetées entre le Grand Océan et l'Océan Atlantique  74308
Points of chief historical interest adjacent to Chicago  20077
Points of interest, city of Richmond, Virginia and environs / Department of Public Works, 1923  66796
Points of interest in the land of Pepper gasolines  24356, 24370, 24380
Points of interest in the land of Pepper gasolines / compliments of Ashland Oil & Refining Company  24371
Points of interest in the land of Pepper gasolines / compliments of Ashland Refining Company  24357
Points of interest in Washington and how reached  80972
Points of interest on 'Wendella Cruise' [on Chicago's lakeshore]  19845
Poiron, Citn., fl. 1803  27858
Poirée, Ernest  27968
Poirier, M.  9476
Poirson, J. B. (Jean Baptiste), 1760-1831  9270, 9279, 9295, 9296, 9304, 9309, 9313, 9314, 9317, 9339, 26029, 26048, 28375, 46311, 46319, 46320, 46321, 74308, 84195
Poirson, J. B. (Jean Baptiste), 1760-1831. Carte du Mexique et des pays limitrophes situés au norde et à l'est ... (1827)  46549
Poisson, Georges, 1924-  63240, 63241
Poirot (France) - History - Siege, 1569 - Maps  42314, 64950
Poirot (France) - Maps - 1569  64950
Poirot (France) - Maps - 1611 - Pictorial works  64951
Poirot (France) - Pictorial works - 1561  64952
Poirot (France) - Pictorial works - 1620  64953
Poirot (France) - Maps - 1569  64954, 64955
Poirot-Charentes (France) - Maps - 1690  64954, 64955
Poirot-Charentes (France) - Maps - 1707  64956
Poirot-Charentes (France) - Maps - 1714  64957
Le Poirot et le pays d'Aunis  64957
Poirot (France) - Maps - 1579-1588  64958
Poirot (France) - Maps - 1579-1606  64959
Poirot (France) - Maps - 1588 - Coasts - Nautical charts  64960, 64961
Poirot (France) - Maps - 1611  64962
Poirot (France) - Maps - 1627 - Coasts  67030
Poirot (France) - Maps - 1753  64963, 64964
Le Poivre, Pierre, 1546-1626  64965
Pokuttia (Ukraine) - Maps - 1750  64966
Pol Guides (Firm) SEE Guides Pol (Firm)  66942
Pol, Pierre van der  13886
Polak, Emanuel  55778
Poland  65002, 65003, 65057, 65060, 65065, 65083
Poland, a historical atlas / by Iwo Cyprian Pogonowski  64972, 64973
Poland and Lithuania  65069
Poland and other countries belonging to that crown according to the newest observation, 1719 / revised by I. Senex  65006
Poland - Boundaries - 1998  64967
Poland - Cartography - History - 1918-1933  65114
Poland / [Central Intelligence Agency]  65084
Poland, Centralny Urad Geodezji i Kartografii  10720
Poland : corrected from the observations communicated to the Royal Society at London and the Royal Academy at Paris / by John Senex  65020
Poland / drawn under the direction of Mr. Pinkerton by L. Hebert ; Neele sculpt. 352 Strand  65061
Poland. Eugeniusz Romer State Cartographical Publishing House SEE Panstwowe Przedsiebiorstwo Wydawnictw Kartograficznych  65086
Poland from the best authorities  65059
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Poland - Geography - 1956 64968
Poland - Geography - Bibliography - 1945-1969 18334
Poland - Historical geography - Maps - 1657 65097
Poland - Historical geography - Maps - 1844 (Provisional Heading) 64969
Poland - Historical geography - Maps - 1977 64970
Poland - Historical geography - Maps - 1986 64971
Poland - Historical geography - Maps - 1987 64972
Poland - Historical geography - Maps - 1988 64973
Poland - Historical geography - Maps 1993 - Cities and towns 64974
Poland - Historical geography - Maps - 1993 - Jews 64975
Poland - History, Ancient - Maps - 1741 65015
Poland - History - World War, 1939-1945 - Maps 64976
Poland - International trade - 1998 64977
Poland, Lithuania and Prussia / Vallance sc. 65047
Poland, Lithuania and Prussia / A. Bell Prin. Wal. sculptor fecit 65050
Poland - Maps - 1540 11491
Poland - Maps - 1552 11492, 31323, 64978, 64979
Poland - Maps - 1562 64980, 64981
Poland - Maps - 1570 64982, 64983
Poland - Maps - 1585 64984
Poland - Maps - 1588 64985
Poland - Maps - 1593 64986
Poland - Maps - 1606 64987
Poland - Maps - 1625 64988
Poland - Maps - 1626 64989
Poland - Maps - 1630 64990
Poland - Maps - 1634 64991
Poland - Maps - 1655 64992, 64993
Poland - Maps - 1659 64994
Poland - Maps - 1676 64995
Poland - Maps - 1680 25751, 25752, 64996, 64997
Poland - Maps - 1688 64998
Poland - Maps - 1696 - Names, Geographical 64999
Poland - Maps - 1697 65000
Poland - Maps - 1700 25755, 65001
Poland - Maps - 1701 65002
Poland - Maps - 1703 65003
Poland - Maps - 1705 23119
Poland - Maps - 1710 22634, 25759, 25760, 25761, 65004, 65005
Poland - Maps - 1719 65006
Poland - Maps - 1720 25762
Poland - Maps - 1725 25763
Poland - Maps - 1730 25764, 25765, 25766, 65007
Poland - Maps - 1730-1739 65008
Poland - Maps - 1732 65009
Poland Maps - 1733 65010, 67539
Poland Maps - 1733-1737 67538
Poland - Maps - 1734 25768, 65011
Poland - Maps - 1740 65012, 65013
Poland - Maps - 1741 65014, 65015
Poland - Maps - 1745 25769, 65016
Poland - Maps - 1747 65017
Poland - Maps - 1752 65018, 65019
Poland - Maps - 1754-1763 65020
Poland - Maps - 1766 65021, 65022
Poland - Maps - 1772 65023, 65025, 65026, 65027, 65028
Poland - Maps - 1772-1799 65024
Poland - Maps - 1773 65029, 65030
Poland - Maps - 1776 65031, 65032
Poland - Maps - 1778 65033
Poland - Maps - 1780 65034, 65035
Poland - Maps - 1782 65036
Poland - Maps - 1783 65037
Poland - Maps - 1786 65038
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| Poland - Maps - 1787 | 65039 |
| Poland - Maps - 1789 | 65040 |
| Poland - Maps - 1794 | 65041, 65042 |
| Poland - Maps - 1796 | 65043, 65044 |
| Poland - Maps - 1797 | 65045, 65046, 65047, 65048, 65049 |
| Poland - Maps - 1798 | 65050 |
| Poland - Maps - 1799 | 31451, 65051 |
| Poland - Maps - 1802 | 31452, 65052 |
| Poland - Maps - 1804 | 65053 |
| Poland - Maps - 1807 | 65054 |
| Poland - Maps - 1811 | 65055 |
| Poland - Maps - 1813 | 65056 |
| Poland - Maps - 1814 | 65057, 65058, 65059, 65060 |
| Poland - Maps - 1818 | 65061 |
| Poland - Maps - 1820 | 25771, 65062 |
| Poland - Maps - 1821 | 25772, 65063 |
| Poland - Maps - 1822 | 65064 |
| Poland - Maps - 1829 | 65065 |
| Poland - Maps - 1830 | 65066, 65067 |
| Poland - Maps - 1831 | 65068, 65069 |
| Poland - Maps - 1832 | 67640 |
| Poland - Maps - 1834 | 65714 |
| Poland - Maps - 1840 | 65070 |
| Poland - Maps - 1841 | 67650 |
| Poland - Maps - 1855 | 31517 |
| Poland - Maps - 1857 | 31521 |
| Poland - Maps - 1861 | 67660 |
| Poland - Maps - 1868 | 67665, 67666 |
| Poland - Maps - 1888 | 67679, 67680 |
| Poland - Maps - 1893 | 67682 |
| Poland - Maps - 1910-1940 - Ethnology | 65098 |
| Poland - Maps - 1915-1939 - Topographic maps | 65071 |
| Poland - Maps - 1927 | 65072 |
| Poland - Maps - 1927 - Railroads | 65073 |
| Poland - Maps - 1934 | 65074 |
| Poland - Maps - 1937 - Economics | 65075 |
| Poland - Maps - 1937 - Industries | 65075 |
| Poland - Maps - 1939 | 65076 |
| Poland - Maps - 1943 | 65077, 65078, 65079, 65080 |
| Poland - Maps - 1947 - Annexation | 65081 |
| Poland - Maps - 1947 - Boundaries | 65081 |
| Poland - Maps - 1959 - Cities and towns | 65082 |
| Poland - Maps - 1959 - Road maps | 65082 |
| Poland - Maps - 1964 | 65083 |
| Poland - Maps - 1967 | 65084 |
| Poland - Maps - 1968 | 65085 |
| Poland - Maps - 1971 | 10723 |
| Poland - Maps - 1980 - Administrative and political divisions | 65086 |
| Poland - Maps - 1985 - Cities and towns | 65087 |
| Poland - Maps - 1985 - Road maps | 65087 |
| Poland - Maps - 1987 | 64972 |
| Poland - Maps - 1988 | 64973 |
| Poland - Maps - Bibliography | 44508, 65088, 65094, 85262 |
| Poland - Maps - Bibliography - 1421-1600 | 18327 |
| Poland - Maps - Bibliography - 1482-1945 | 10724 |
| Poland - Maps - Bibliography - 1500-1800 | 65089, 67705 |
| Poland - Maps - Bibliography - 1562-1796 | 65090 |
| Poland - Maps - Bibliography - 1607-1686 | 18330 |
| Poland - Maps - Bibliography - 1700-1764 | 18331 |
| Poland - Maps - Bibliography - 1764-1797 | 18333 |
| Poland - Maps - Bibliography - Catalogs | 65092, 65093 |
| Poland - Maps - Bibliography - Catalogs - 1815-1915 | 65091 |
| Poland - Maps - Collections, 1500-1800 | 65089 |
| Poland - Maps - Collections, 1540-1800 | 65095 |
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Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Poland - Maps - Collections, 1562-1796 65096
Poland - Maps - Collections, 1655-1786 65097
Poland, Ministerstwo Komunikacji 65073
Poland, Ministerstwo Robot Publicznych 65072
Poland. Ministry of Public Works SEE Poland. Ministerstwo Robot Publicznych 65072
Poland. Ministry of Transport SEE Poland, Ministerstwo Komunikacji 65073
Poland / N. R. Hewitt, sculpt. 65058, 65063, 65064
Poland. National Library SEE Biblioteka Narodowa (Poland) 65096, 65794
Poland / Neele sculp. 65056
Poland. Panstwowe Przedsiebiorstwo Wydawnictw Kartograficznych SEE Panstwowe Przedsiebiorstwo Wydawnictw Kartograficznych 65086
Poland (Polska) divided into eight palatinates or woiwodies 65068
Poland - Population - Maps - 1910-1940 65098
Poland previous to its partition in 1795, between Russian, Austria & Prussia : shewing also its present extent or territory 65070
Poland - Road maps - 1998 65099
Poland subdivided according to the extent of its several parts... 25753
Poland - Surveys - 1500-1599 65100
Poland, with its divisions before the late partition 65033
Poland. Wojsko Polskie. Służba Topograficzna 10721
Polanen, Jan van, ca. 1324
Poland, with its divisions before the late partition, the extent of which cannot as yet be ascertained 65053
Poland, shewing the claims of Russia, Prussia & Austria, until the late depredations, the extent of which cannot as yet be ascertained 65043
Poland. State Cartographical Publishing House SEE Panstwowe Przedsiebiorstwo Wydawnictw Kartograficznych 65086
Poland.
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Polder maps - Zeeland (Netherlands : Province) - Maps - 1725 85286
Polder maps - Zipa (Netherlands) - 1625 85329
Poldersm, C. J. 37464

Pole arctique : ou terre du Septentrion 2404
Polen und seine Wirtschaft / herausgegeben von Peter-Heinz Seraphim ; mit 117 Kartenblättern und 350 Einzelkarten von Gerhard Fischer 65075
Polén, R. 41381

Poles - Germany - Maps - 1910-1940 65098
Polesine Camerini (Italy) - Maps - 1780 26568
Polesine (Italy : Province) SEE Rovigo (Italy : Province) 67426
Polesino di Rovigo 67427
Polevoi, B.P. 18256
Polfliet, Greet 17382
Polhemus & de Vries (New York, N.Y.) 48288, 48289

Poli Actici et circumiacentium terrarum descrip... 2426
Poli arctici et circumiacentium terrarum descrip... / per Fredericum de Wit Amstelodami. 2421, 2422
Poli arctici et circumiacentium terrarum descrip... / sumptibus Henrici Hondij. 2409, 2410, 2415
Poli Palace (Rome, Italy) SEE Palazzo Poli (Rome, Italy) 67317
Poliagos Island (Greece) SEE Polýaigos, Nísos Island (Greece) 41392
Policandro Island (Greece) SEE Pholegandros Island (Greece) 41392
Police, Carol 42189
Polinsky, Maria 41605
Polioha 49885
Poliologia 4357
Poliometria Germaniae 23657
Poliometria Germaniae ac finitimorum quorundam locorum Europae 23658

Polish Atlases SEE Atlases, Polish 65763
Polish Cartography - 1918-1933 65114
Polish Cartography - Bibliography 44508
Polish cartography - Europe, Central - History - 1500-1599 65115
Polish Cartography - Historiography 65116

Polish Scientific Publishers SEE Paniawes Wydawnictwo Naukowe 64968
Polish Succession, War of, 1733-1738 66480, 66481
Polish Succession, War of, 1733-1738 - Campaigns - Manuscript maps 25843
Polish Succession, War of, 1733-1738 - Maps 49205, 49227
Polish Succession, War of, The, 1733-1738 63373, 63374, 64553, 64554, 64557
Polish Succession, War of, The, 1733-1738 - Maps - 1735 33759

Politi regia de imperiis mundi (pt1) 4330
Political and name changes 52102
Political and terrain series maps 6578

Political atlas 5625, 76130, 76131, 76132, 76133, 76134, 76135, 76136, 76137, 76138, 76139, 76140, 76141, 76142, 76143
Political atlas for 1932 6031

Political atlas of Illinois 36430
Political divisions SEE SUBDIVISION Administrative and political divisions under names of countries, states, cities, etc. 71320
Political essay on kingdom of New Spain 4607, 4608

Political geography - 1973 30622
Political geography - History - 1800-1899 66316
Political geography - Maps 21785
Political geography - Maps - 1718-1873 16882
Political geography - Maps - 1755 57560
Political geography - Maps - 1800-1899 66316
Political geography - Maps - 1858 57765
Political geography - Maps - 1882 79418
Political geography - Maps - 1899 76419
Political geography - Maps - 1915 84622
Political geography - Maps - 1916 84324
Political geography - Maps - 1917 26184, 26185
Political geography - Maps - 1936 25786
Political geography - Maps - 1937 10360, 34104
Political geography - Maps - 1938 31624, 45760, 65117
Political geography - Maps - 1939 10388
Political geography - Maps - 1939-1941 26346
Political geography - Maps - 1942 611, 84681, 84682, 84683, 84684
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Polk County (Fla.) - Maps</th>
<th>2006 - Road maps</th>
<th>65124</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Polk County (Fla.) - Maps</td>
<td>2009 - Road maps</td>
<td>65125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Polk County (Iowa) - 1872: LC G&amp;M land ownership maps on microfiche]</td>
<td></td>
<td>65126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Polk County (Iowa) - 1885: LC G&amp;M land ownership maps on microfiche]</td>
<td></td>
<td>65127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Polk County (Iowa) - 1895: LC G&amp;M land ownership maps on microfiche]</td>
<td></td>
<td>65128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polk County (Iowa) - Maps</td>
<td>1872 - Landowners</td>
<td>65126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polk County (Iowa) - Maps</td>
<td>1885 - Landowners</td>
<td>65127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polk County (Iowa) - Maps</td>
<td>1895 - Landowners</td>
<td>65128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polk County (Minn.) - 1915 - Landowners</td>
<td></td>
<td>65129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polk County (Neb.) - Maps</td>
<td>1906 - Landowners</td>
<td>65130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polk County (Neb.) - Maps</td>
<td>1918 - Landowners</td>
<td>15022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polk County street guide</td>
<td></td>
<td>65124, 65125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polk County StreetFinder</td>
<td></td>
<td>65121, 65122, 65123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Polk County (Tex.) - 1889: LC G&amp;M land ownership maps on microfiche]</td>
<td></td>
<td>65131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Polk County (Tex.) - 1879: LC G&amp;M land ownership maps on microfiche]</td>
<td></td>
<td>65132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polk County (Tex.) - Maps</td>
<td>1800-1899 - Landowners</td>
<td>65131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polk County (Tex.) - Maps</td>
<td>1879 - Landowners</td>
<td>65132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polk County (Wis.) - Maps</td>
<td>1886 - Landowners</td>
<td>65133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polk County, Wisconsin, 1986 land atlas and plat book</td>
<td></td>
<td>65133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polk, J. K.</td>
<td></td>
<td>46184</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polk (R. L.) and Company</td>
<td>SEE R.L. Polk &amp; Co.</td>
<td>11690</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polk's map of metropolitan Chicago</td>
<td></td>
<td>20464</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polk St. Viaduct, Chicago, Ill.</td>
<td></td>
<td>65134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polk Street Viaduct (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps</td>
<td>1888</td>
<td>65134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polk Street Viaduct (Near West Side, Chicago, Ill.) - Designs and plans</td>
<td>1888</td>
<td>52893</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polk Street Viaduct (Near West Side, Chicago, Ill.) - Landowners</td>
<td></td>
<td>65135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pollak, Martha D.</td>
<td></td>
<td>49256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pollard, Alfred W. (Alfred William), 1859-1944</td>
<td></td>
<td>25507</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pollard, Alfred William, 1859-1944</td>
<td></td>
<td>22134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pollard, Edward Alfred, 1831-1872</td>
<td></td>
<td>13260</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pollard, R., 18th cent.</td>
<td></td>
<td>58732</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pollitt, Frances L. Mapping the international boundary between the United States and Canada 1797-1843 (2007)</td>
<td></td>
<td>44459</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pollmann, Bernhard, 1954-</td>
<td></td>
<td>63280</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polloc (Philippines) - Maps</td>
<td>1862 - Manuscripts</td>
<td>65136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polloc (Philippines) - Maps</td>
<td>1862 - Pictorial works - Manuscripts</td>
<td>65136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pollock, S. D., Dr.</td>
<td></td>
<td>29913</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pollock, T. H.</td>
<td></td>
<td>18680</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pollock, William Wilson</td>
<td></td>
<td>64344</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polna (Jihomoravsky kraj, Czech Republic) - Maps</td>
<td>1682</td>
<td>51727</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polná (Jihomoravsky kraj, Czech Republic) - Pictorial works - 1617</td>
<td></td>
<td>65137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polna (Jihomoravsky kraj, Czech Republic) - Pictorial works - 1627</td>
<td></td>
<td>51724</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polna (Jihomoravsky kraj, Czech Republic) - Pictorial works - 1630</td>
<td></td>
<td>51725</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polna (Jihomoravsky kraj, Czech Republic) - Pictorial works - 1664</td>
<td></td>
<td>51726</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polna (Jihomoravsky kraj, Czech Republic) - Pictorial works - 1690</td>
<td></td>
<td>51728</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polna (Jihomoravsky kraj, Czech Republic) - Pictorial works - 1720</td>
<td></td>
<td>51733, 51734</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polna vulgo Polm insign. Bohemiae civitas ...</td>
<td></td>
<td>65137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polo australe, à meridionale, &amp; antartico</td>
<td></td>
<td>2085</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polo, Marco, 1254-1323?</td>
<td></td>
<td>28616, 65138, 65139, 65140, 65141, 73052, 73053, 80666</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polo, Marco, 1254-1323? - Map Collections</td>
<td></td>
<td>65142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polo, Niccolò, active 1592-1614</td>
<td></td>
<td>28945</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polo settentronico, o Boreale, et articco / scoperta da Guilielmo Baffins Inglese gl'anni 1623, et 1624</td>
<td></td>
<td>2405</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>La Pologne ...</td>
<td>25763, 25768, 65014</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>La Pologne divisee en ses palatinats selon la dernier condivision ...</td>
<td></td>
<td>65052</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>La Pologne dressée sur ce qu'en ont donné Starovolsk, Beauplan, Hartnoch, et autres auteur, rectifiée par les observations d'Hevelius etc. / par Guillaume Del'Isle ...</td>
<td></td>
<td>65009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>La Pologne : dressée sur ce qu'en ont donné Starovolsk, Beauplan, Hartnoch, et autres auteurs, rectifiée par les observations d'Hevelius etc / par Guillaume Del'Isle de l'Academie des sciences ; Ph. Buache P.G.d.R.d.l'A.R.d.S. gendre de l'auteur</td>
<td></td>
<td>65044</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>La Pologne : dressée sur ce qu'en ont donné Starovolsk, Beauplan, Hartnoch, et autres auteurs, rectifiée par les observations d'Hevelius etc / par Guillaume Del'Isle de l'Academie royale des sciences et premier geographe du roy ; Ph. Buache P.G.d.R.d.I</td>
<td></td>
<td>65034</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pologne / par Annie et Henri de Montfort ; avant-propos par Fortunat Strowski</td>
<td></td>
<td>65076</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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La Polonia divisa nelle sue antiche province e delineata sule ultime osservazioni, foglio primo 65049
La Polonia divisa nelle sue antiche province e delineata sule ultime osservazioni, foglio quarto 65046
La Polonia divisa nelle sue antiche province e delineata sule ultime osservazioni, foglio secondo 65048
La Polonia divisa nelle sue antiche province e delineata sule ultime osservazioni, foglio terzo 65045
Polonia et Silesia / [Jodocus Hondius] 64988
Polonia et Silesia / per Gerardum Mercatorem 64984
Poloniae amplissimi regni typvs geographicvs 64986
Poloniae et Vngariae nova descriptio 11492
Poloniae finitimarumque locorum descriptio / auctore Wenceslao Godreccio Polano 64982, 64985
Poloniae finitimarumque locorum descriptio / auctore Wenceslao Godreccio, et correctore Andrea Pograbio Pilsensi 64987
Poloniae regnum ut et magni ducatus Lithuaniae ... 65013
Poloponnesus (Greece) - Maps 1680 65143
Pol. Przegl. Kartogr. SEE Polski przeglad kartograficzny 33046
Polska Akademia Nauk. Instytut Geografii 10724
Polska Akademia Nauk. Biblioteka Gdanska 65090, 65096
Polska Akademia Nauk. Biblioteka Gdanska - Map collections - Catalogs 65090
Polska Akademia Nauk. Komisja Historii Miast 64974
Polska rzeczpospolita ludowa 65086
Polskaia, N. M. (Nina Mikhailovna) 10767, 18512
Polskaia, N. M. (Nina Mikhailovna) SEE Polskaia, N. M. (Nina Mikhailovna) 10767
Polski przeglad kartograficzny (1930) 18327
Polski przeglad kartograficzny (1931) 18330
Polski przeglad kartograficzny (1932) 18333
Polski przeglad kartograficzny (1990) 39706
Polski przeglad kartograficzny = Pol’skii Kartograficheskii obzor = Polish cartographical review 18337
Polski słownik biograficzny (1935-) 1475
Polski słownik biograficzny (1935-) 33047
Polskie pismiennictwo kartograficzne (1659-1939) / Tadeusz Gwardak 18324
Polskie Towarzystwo Geograficzne. Komisja Kartograficzna 18337
Polskie Towarzystwo Historyczne. La Pologne au VII e Congrès international des sciences historiques (1933) 18332
Polsyaka, N. 70024
Połtowsko (Poland) SEE Pultusk (Poland) 65876
Poluostrov' Kamchatka s' kart' Gidrograficheskago Departamenta, 1851 g. 39952
[Polus Antarcticus] 2084
Polus Arcticus cum vicinis regionibus / [Jodocus Hondius] 2406
Polus Arcticus sive tract[us] septentrionalis 2403
Poly-albion 4275, 14155
Polýaigos Island (Greece) SEE Polýaigos, Nísos Island (Greece) 41392
Polýaigos, Nísos Island (Greece) - Maps - 1528 41392
Polybius 4192, 6853, 10892
Polyconic projection (Cartography) 20455, 41084, 50707
Polyester film encapsulation / Preservation Office, Research Services ; illustrated by Margaret R. Brown 44914
The Polyglot pronouncing hand-book : a key to the correct pronunciation of current geographical and other proper names from foreign languages / by D.G.H. 52090
Polyglott Verlag 25415, 28075, 39018, 46597, 62880
Polyhedron projection (Cartography) 84513
Polyhesia 65144, 65145, 65147, 65149
Polynesia - Discovery and exploration - Digital mapping 41896
Polynesia - Discovery and exploration - Maps - 1859 65148
Polynesia / drawn under the direction of Mr. Pinkerton by L. Hebert ; Neele sculpt. 352 Strand 65146
Polynesia - Historical geography - Maps - 1859 65148
Polynesia - Maps - 1764 71115
Polynesia - Maps - 1771 71117
Polynesia - Maps - 1774 71118
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Population - Maps - 1943 84376
Population - Maps - 1957 84429
Population - Maps - 1958 84433
Population - Maps - 1978 65211
Population - Maps - 1980 65212
Population - Maps - 1995 84497
Population maps British Isles 14530
Population maps - United States - 1625-1790 65214
Population - North America - Maps - 1940 57807
Population origin groups in rural Texas 74496
Population - Pacific States - Maps - 1949 62653
Population - Silesia - Maps - 1888 70137
Population - Texas - Maps - 1850-1930 74536
Population - United States - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1908 77007
Population - United States - Maps - 1825 76606
Population - United States - Maps - 1892 76977, 76978
Population - United States - Maps - 1930-1939 77437
Population - United States - Maps - 1932 77529
Population - United States - Maps - 1951 78018
Population - United States - Maps - 1988 78956
Population - United States - Maps - 1989 78978, 78979
Population - Wales - Maps - 1841 25245
Porcacchi, Tommaso 4191, 4193, 4194, 4201, 4227, 4272, 4364, 10609
Porcella, Bartholomeo, fl. 1572 41877
Porcupine Islands (Lake Superior) - Pictorial works - 1853 - Manuscripts 65812
Pordenone, Odorico da, 1265? - 1331 SEE Odorico, da Pordenone, 1265?-1331 60339
Porebski, Stanislaw, fl. 1563-1573 7667, 7752, 10578, 65156, 65158, 83615
Porec (Porec, Croatia) - Pictorial works - 1620 65215
Porena, Filippo, 1839-1910 17730, 31903
Porizka 42158
Porle, Joseph, fl. 1761 64166
Porro, Girolamo, 1520-1604 1578, 1581, 10606, 10609, 28927, 28932, 28933, 28934, 28935, 28936, 28937, 28949, 28954, 75957
Porrua Turanzas (José) Ediciones SEE Ediciones José Porrua Turanzas 32234
Port Antonio (Jamaica) - Maps - 1733 - Harbors 65216
Port Antonio (Jamaica) - Maps - 1781 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 65217
Port Antonio (Jamaica) - Maps - 1851 - Pictorial works 39455
Port Arthur Chamber of Commerce (Ont.) SEE Chamber of Commerce (Port Arthur, Ont.) 61847
Port Arthur Route: Kansas City, Pittsburg & Gulf Railroad, Kansas City & Northern Connecting R.R., Omaha, Kansas City & Eastern Railroad, Omaha & St. Louis Railroad 71500
Port Arthur Route SEE Kansas City, Pittsburg, and Gulf Railroad Company 71499, 71500
Port Arthur (Tex.) - Pictorial works - 1950 - Railroad stations 65218
Port Au Port Bay (N.L.) - Maps - 1784 - Nautical charts 56919
Port-Au-Prince (Haiti) - Maps - 1710 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts 65219, 65220
Port-Au-Prince (Haiti) - Maps - 1938 33317
Port-au-Prince (Haiti) - Maps - 1964 - Road maps 33318
Port-au-Prince (Haiti) - Maps - 1967 - Road maps 33319
Port-au-Prince (Haiti) - Maps - 1978 - Road maps 33320
Port Authority Trans-Hudson Corporation 56011
Port aux Basques (N.L.) - Maps - 1794 56926
Port Bonavista 13357, 13359
Port Bonavista, part of New-Found-Land 13358
Port Chalmers (Alaska) - Maps - 1790-1795 1013
Port Chalmette (La.) SEE Chalmette (La.) 19076
Port cities - Maps- Collections, 1572-1618 20885
Port cities - Pictorial works - Collections, 1572-1618 20885
Port Cox (B.C.) SEE Clayoquot Sound (B.C.) 58732
Le Port d'Alger... 1248
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Port Dauphin (N.S.) SEE Englishtown (N.S.) 16446
Port de Bayaha : de la coste St. Domingue avec les deux batteries proposés ay fair pour empescher les vaisseaux enemmis d'y entrez marquéés A 27359

Port-De-Paix (Haiti) - Maps - 1725 - Fortification - Manuscripts 64311
Port-De-Paix (Haiti) - Maps - 1725 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts 64311
Port de Rhode Island et Narraganset Baye 52659
Port de Sancta María de Galle ou de Pensacola ... latitude de 30d 10m ... longitude de 28d5 24m ... 64162
Port Desire 65814
Port Desire (Argentina) SEE Puerto Deseado (Argentina) 65814
Port Effingham (B.C.) SEE Barkley Sound (B.C.) 58732
Port Etches (Alaska) - Maps - 1779 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 65221
Port facilities at Buffalo, N.Y. / Board of Engineers for Rivers and Harbors ; drawn by E.L.G. 14858
Port Famine (Chile) SEE Hambre Harbor (Chile) 43996
Port folio 18528
Port Frichies (Greece) SEE Frikes (Ithaca Island, Greece) 28434
Port Frichies / Tomkins & Richards sculp. 28434
Port Huron (Mich.) - access routes - 1929 59247
Port Huron : the gateway to Canada and the blue waters, paved roads and good hotels : short cut to Niagara Falls 59247
Port Jackson (N.S.W.) - Maps - 1822 55562
Port Jackson (N.S.W.) - Maps - 1829 55563
Port Jackson (N.S.W.) - Maps - 1853 55667
Port Jackson (N.S.W.) - Maps - 1888 11083
Port L'Orient (France) SEE Lorient (France) 43060
Port Louis (France)  65222
Port-Louis (France) - Maps - 1695 - Fortification 65222
Port-Louis (France) - Maps - 1713 - Fortification 65223
Port Louis (Mauritius) - Maps - 1715 - Fortification - Manuscripts 65224
Port Louis (Mauritius) - Maps - 1715 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts 65224
Port Mahón SEE Mahón (Spain) 43930
Port Maon SEE Mahón (Spain) 43930
Port Meares (Or.) SEE Cordova Bay (Alaska) 58732
Port Mulgrave (Alaska) - Maps - 1791 65225
Port Mulgrave (Alaska) - Maps - 1844 62560
Port of Bourdeaux, capital of the province of Guienne, in the kingdom of France ; View of Brest harbour, in the province of Brittany, in the kingdom of France 13407
The Port of Buffalo, N.Y. / prepared by the Board of Engineers for Rivers and Harbors, War Department, in cooperation with the Bureau of Operations, United States Shipping Board 14857
The Port of Chicago, Illinois 19811
The port of Copenhagen : Europe's Baltic Frontier / by Gene Powell 22098
The Port of Dieppe, in the province of Normandy, in the kingdom of France ; The Port of Havre-De-Grace in the province of Normandy in the kingdom of France / Warren sculp. 23590
The Port of London / John Herbert 75048
The Port of Marseilles, in the province of Brittany, in the kingdom of France ; The Port of Nantz, in the province of Brittany, in the kingdom of France 45178
Port of Messina 46156
Port of New Orleans - Pictorial works - 1959 55529
Port of New Orleans : United States railroads and selected inland waterways 78761
Port of New York Authority 55883, 55884, 55897, 55912
Port of New York gateways : George Washington Bridge, Holland Tunnel, Bayonne Bridge, Goethals Bridge, Outerbridge Crossing : bridges and tunnels of the Port of New York Authority ... 1934 55897
Port of San Francisco ( Calif.) 68656
Port of Spain (Trinidad and Tobago) - Maps - 1959 - Road maps 75529
Port of Spain (Trinidad and Tobago) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps 75530
Port of Spain (Trinidad and Tobago) - Maps - 1967 - Road maps 75531
Port of St. Diego in Upper California 68449
Port Orford Region (Or.) - Maps - 1857 - Manuscripts 65226
Port Patrick (Scotland) - Maps - 1872 - Harbors 31953
Port Patrick (Scotland) SEE Portpatrick (Scotland) 69552
Port Phillip Association 18340
The Port Phillip Association maps 18340
Port Richmond 65227
Port Richmond (Philadelphia, Pa.) - Pictorial works - 1946 - Railroads 65227
Port Roseway Harbour (N.S.) - Maps - 1794 60162
Port Roseway Harbour (N.S.) SEE Shelburne (N.S.) 69919
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Call Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Port Royal and Sea Islands of South Carolina</td>
<td>70791</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Port Royal dans la Caroline méridionale</td>
<td>65230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Port Royal Ferry, Battle of, Port Royal Ferry, S.C., 1862 - Maps</td>
<td>65228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Port Royal harbour, Isla Roatan, Honduras: hydrographic survey</td>
<td>65815</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Port Royal (Jamaica) - Maps - 1689 - Harbors - Nautical charts</td>
<td>39432</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Port Royal (Jamaica) - Maps - 1689 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>65229</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Port Royal (Jamaica) - Maps - 1700 - Harbors</td>
<td>81589</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Port Royal (Jamaica) - Maps - 1721</td>
<td>81594</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Port Royal (Jamaica) - Maps - 1732 - Harbors - Nautical charts</td>
<td>39435</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Port Royal (Jamaica) - Maps - 1760 - Harbors - Nautical charts</td>
<td>39436</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Port Royal (Jamaica) - Maps - 1766</td>
<td>39437</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Port Royal (Jamaica) - Maps - 1814 - Harbors</td>
<td>39444, 39447, 39448</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Port Royal (Jamaica) - Maps - 1821 - Harbors</td>
<td>39449</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Port Royal (Jamaica) - Maps - 1822 - Harbors</td>
<td>39451</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Port Royal (Jamaica) - Maps - 1829 - Harbors</td>
<td>39453</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Port Royal (Jamaica) - Maps - 1851 - Pictorial works</td>
<td>39455</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Port Royal (Jamaica) - Pictorial works - 1872 - Harbors</td>
<td>12576</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Port Royal (N.S.) - Historical geography - Maps - 2005</td>
<td>45092</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Port Royal (N.S.) - Maps - 1609</td>
<td>2026, 2027, 2028, 2029, 2030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Port Royal Region (S.C.) - Maps - 1862</td>
<td>70791</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Port Royal (S.C.) - Maps - 1595 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>68826</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Port Royal (S.C.) - Maps - 1775 - Harbors - Nautical charts</td>
<td>57959, 57960, 57961, 57962, 57963</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Port Royal (S.C.) - Maps - 1777 - Harbors - Nautical charts</td>
<td>57964</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Port Royal Sound (S.C.) - Maps - 1778 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>65230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Port Said (Egypt) - Description and travel - 1976</td>
<td>65231</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Port Said is bustling with activity again / by Eric Pace</td>
<td>65231</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Port-Saint-Esprit (France) - Maps - 1730</td>
<td>28569</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Porta Decumana Castle (Turin, Italy) SEE Palazzo Madama (Turin, Italy)</td>
<td>62717</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Porta Fibellona Castle (Turin, Italy) SEE Palazzo Madama (Turin, Italy)</td>
<td>62717</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Porta, Hugo à, d. 1572 SEE La Porte, Hugues de, d. 1572</td>
<td>28890</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Porta Phibellona Castle (Turin, Italy) SEE Palazzo Madama (Turin, Italy)</td>
<td>62717</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portable atlas</td>
<td>5138</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Portable atlas for the Dominion of Canada ... / constructed and engraved by John Bartholomew</td>
<td>16057</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Portable atlas of physical geography / consisting of twenty maps constructed and engraved by Edward Weller</td>
<td>8185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Portable paradise : Baedeker, Murray, and the Victorian guidebook / Jonathan Keates</td>
<td>40476</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portage County 4-H Leaders Association (Wis.)</td>
<td>65234</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Portage County (Ohio) - 1857: LC G&amp;M land ownership maps on microfiche]</td>
<td>65232</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portage County (Ohio) - Maps - 1857 - Landowners</td>
<td>65232</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portage County (Ohio) - Maps - 1874</td>
<td>65233</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portage County (Ohio) - Maps - 2002 - Road maps</td>
<td>650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portage County (Ohio) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps</td>
<td>651</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portage County (Ohio) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps</td>
<td>653</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portage County (Ohio) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps</td>
<td>654</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portage County (Wis.) - Maps - 1977 - Landowners</td>
<td>65234</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portage Park (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1875 - Real property</td>
<td>38477</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portages - New England - Maps - 1680 - Manuscripts</td>
<td>54557</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portages - New France - Maps - 1680 - Manuscripts</td>
<td>54557</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portal of the 153.6’ span of the Polk St. Viaduct, C. &amp; G. W. R. R.</td>
<td>52893</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portal Ridge (Calif.) - Maps - 1853 - Passes</td>
<td>70113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portant, Jan 7667, 7671, 7752, 11648, 65156, 65158</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portantio, Joanne SEE Portant, Jan 11648</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portantius, Joanne SEE Portant, Jan 11648</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portantius, Johannes</td>
<td>65235</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[La Porte County (Ind.) - 1862: LC G&amp;M land ownership maps on microfiche]</td>
<td>41647</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>La Porte County (Ind.) SEE LaPorte County (Ind.)</td>
<td>41648</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>La Porte County Indiana</td>
<td>41650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Porte, Hugues de la, d. 1572 SEE La Porte, Hugues de, d. 1572</td>
<td>28890</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portefeuilles de plans : projets et dessins d'ingénieurs militaires en Europe du XVIIe au XIXe siècle / actes du colloque international de Saint-Amand-Montrond, 2 et 3 mars 2001</td>
<td>49257</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Porteous (William) &amp; Co. SEE William Porteous &amp; Co.</td>
<td>31956</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Porter 12877</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Porter, A., fl. 1791</td>
<td>36487</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Porter, A. N. (Andrew N.)</td>
<td>14101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Porter &amp; Coates 12876, 18951, 26477, 53550, 64369, 64371</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Portland (Ind.). County Surveyor</td>
<td>65239</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portland (Ind.) - Maps - 1855 - Landowners</td>
<td>65236</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portland (Ind.) - Maps - 1855 - Mills and mill-work</td>
<td>65236</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portland (Ind.) - Maps - 1876-1921 - Landowners</td>
<td>65237</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portland (Ind.) - Maps - 1912 - Landowners</td>
<td>65238</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portland (Ind.) - Maps - 1972 - Road maps</td>
<td>65239</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portland (Ind.) - Maps - 2001 - Road maps</td>
<td>41459</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portland (Ind.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps</td>
<td>41460</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portland (Ind.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps</td>
<td>37405</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portland County (Ind.), Plan Commission</td>
<td>65239</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Porter, J. L. (Josias Leslie), 1823-1889</td>
<td>74120, 74121, 75799</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Porter, Jesse M.</td>
<td>30215</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Porter, Lansing</td>
<td>4814</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Porter, Malcolm</td>
<td>7552, 13046</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Porter, Mary</td>
<td>30980</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Porter, Philip Wiley</td>
<td>41292, 44658, 73178</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Porter, T. C. (Thomas Cunningham), b. 1860</td>
<td>76851, 76857</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Porter, Thomas C. (Thomas Conrad), 1822-1901</td>
<td>76870</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Porter, Thomas, fl. 1654-1668</td>
<td>42389</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Porter, William B.</td>
<td>55607</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Porter, William, printer</td>
<td>36487</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Porterfield, Thompson P.</td>
<td>62054</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portfolio of maps of new cabinet encyclopedia</td>
<td>5470</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Porti della Nuova York e Perthamboy</td>
<td>55831, 55832</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portinaro, Pierluigi</td>
<td>18209, 18210</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Portion of David Thompson's map of the North West, taken to illustrate the first exploration across the Rocky Mountains</td>
<td>16321</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Portion of Grand Canyon Arizona</td>
<td>32310</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Portion of south east'n Arizona : from topographical reconnaissance / by First Lieut. E.J. Spencer, Corps. of Engineers ; assisted by E.D. Williams, Oskar Huber, top assistants, during a portion of February, March &amp; April 1886</td>
<td>2563</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Portion of the North West or Hudson's Bay Territory, taken from Arrowsmith's map of North America, 1795 corrected to 1818</td>
<td>57693</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portions of the Russian empire in eastern and western Asia</td>
<td>2338</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portland</td>
<td>8098, 65298</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portland and Rumford Falls Railway and its connections</td>
<td>44000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portland and Seattle Railway Company</td>
<td>82084</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portland and Seattle Railway Company - Maps - 1907</td>
<td>82084</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portland Cement Association</td>
<td>57824, 78396</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portland Cement Association - Maps - 1968</td>
<td>57824</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portland Chamber of Commerce (Or.)</td>
<td>62091, 62132</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portland city map</td>
<td>65288, 65289</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portland city map / 76 Union</td>
<td>65290</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portland city map / 76 Union : Union Oil Company</td>
<td>65279, 65282</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portland city map / Union 76</td>
<td>65294</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portland city map / Union 76 : Union Oil Company</td>
<td>65268</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portland city map / Union Oil Company</td>
<td>65267, 65284, 65316</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portland city map / Union Oil Company of California</td>
<td>65291, 65292</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portland (England) - Maps - 1728 - Harbor</td>
<td>25101</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portland (England) - Maps - 1758 - Harbors</td>
<td>65240</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portland (England) - Maps - 1758 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>65240</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portland (England) - Maps - 1790 - Harbors</td>
<td>65241</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portland (England) - Maps - 1790 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>65241</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portland (England) - Maps - 1872</td>
<td>42801</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portland Eugene and Eastern Railway</td>
<td>65308</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portland Eugene and Eastern Railway - Maps - 1913</td>
<td>65307</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portland Eugene and Eastern Railway - Maps - 1914</td>
<td>65308</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portland Eugene and Eastern RY. in northern Oregon, 1913 ; Southern Pacific Co. (west div.) electric lines, Peninsular Ry. Co., San Jose Railroads, San Francisco Bay Territory, 1913 ; Pacific Electric Railway System in southern California, 1913</td>
<td>65307</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portland Eugene and Eastern RY. in northern Oregon, 1914 ; Southern Pacific Co. (west div.) electric lines, Peninsular Ry. Co., San Jose Railroads, San Francisco Bay Territory, 1914 ; Pacific Electric Railway System in southern California, 1914</td>
<td>65308</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portland House</td>
<td>7231</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portland including: portions of Clackamas, Clark, Columbia, Multnomah, Washington, and Yamhill counties street guide</td>
<td>65302</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portland, Me. from the latest surveys</td>
<td>65243, 65244</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portland (Me.) - Maps - 1705 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>26504</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portland (Me.) - Maps - 1841</td>
<td>76681</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Portland (Me.) - Maps - 1872 - Harbors 65242
Portland (Me.) - Maps - 1882 65243, 65244
Portland (Me.) - Maps - 1909 - Railroads - Pictorial maps 65245
Portland (Me.) - Maps - 1951 76087, 76088
Portland (Me.) - Maps - 2000 - Pictorial maps 65319
Portland (Me.) - Maps - 2000 - Tourist maps 65319
Portland (Me.) - Pictorial works - 1909 - Railroads 65245
Portland metro area, Clackamas, Columbia, Multnomah, Washington, Yamhill, greater Vancouver area, WA 65320
Portland metro area : portions of Clackamas, Columbia, Multnomah, Washington, Yamhill, and Clark counties street guide 65299, 65300
Portland : Mobil travel map 65296
Portland Museum of Art 2398, 44188
Portland Museum of Art - Exhibitions - 2009 2398
Portland & Ogdensburg Railroad Company 65246
Portland & Ogdensburg Railroad Company - Maps - 1879 65246
Portland & Ogdensburg Railroad Company - Timetables - 1879 65246
Portland (Or.) - Maps - 1831 - Real property 65247, 65248
Portland (Or.) - Maps - 1905 - Pictorial works 41900
Portland (Or.) - Maps - 1926 - Road maps 62115
Portland (Or.) - Maps - 1930 - Road maps 62134
Portland (Or.) - Maps - 1931 - Road maps 62139, 62140, 62141, 82272
Portland (Or.) - Maps - 1932 - Road maps 62145, 65249
Portland (Or.) - Maps - 1933 - Road maps 62150, 65250
Portland (Or.) - Maps - 1934 - Road maps 62157
Portland (Or.) - Maps - 1935 - Road maps 62165, 65251
Portland (Or.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps 65252, 65253
Portland (Or.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps 65254, 65313
Portland (Or.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps 65255, 65256, 65314
Portland (Or.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps 62195, 62196, 65257, 65258, 65315
Portland (Or.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps 65259, 65260
Portland (Or.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps 65261, 65262, 69748
Portland (Or.) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps 65263, 65264, 65265, 69752
Portland (Or.) - Maps - 1943 - Road maps 65266
Portland (Or.) - Maps - 1945 - Road maps 65267, 65268
Portland (Or.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps 65269, 65270, 65271, 65272, 65273, 65274, 65275, 65276, 65278, 65279
Portland (Or.) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps 65277, 65278, 65279
Portland (Or.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps 65280, 65281, 65282
Portland (Or.) - Maps - 1950 - Road maps 65283
Portland (Or.) - Maps - 1951 76087, 76088
Portland (Or.) - Maps - 1953 - Road maps 65284
Portland (Or.) - Maps - 1954 - Road maps 65285, 65286
Portland (Or.) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps 65287, 69780, 78166
Portland (Or.) - Maps - 1957 - Road maps 62252, 65288
Portland (Or.) - Maps - 1958 - Road maps 65289
Portland (Or.) - Maps - 1960 - Road maps 65317
Portland (Or.) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps 65290
Portland (Or.) - Maps - 1968 - Road maps 65291
Portland (Or.) - Maps - 1969 - Road maps 65292, 65293
Portland (Or.) - Maps - 1970 - Harbors 62264
Portland (Or.) - Maps - 1970 - Road maps 65294
Portland (Or.) - Maps - 1971 - Road maps 65295
Portland (Or.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps 65296
Portland (Or.) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps 65297
Portland (Or.) - Maps - 1978 - Road maps 65298
Portland (Or.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps 65299
Portland (Or.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps 65300
Portland (Or.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps 65301
Portland (Or.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps 65302
Portland (Or.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps 65303
Portland (Or.) - Maps - 2009 - Road maps 65304
Portland (Or.) - Pictorial works - 1890 65305
Portland (Or.) - Pictorial works - 1958 - Railroads 1167
Portland (Or.) - Maps - 1928 - Road maps 62124
Portland, Oregon, 1890 65305
Portland (Oregon) / Texaco 65266
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Portland & Rumford Falls Railway - Maps - 1896   44000
Portland : Standard Oil street and vicinity maps ...  65262
Portland : Standard Oil street & vicinity maps     65264
Portland street and vicinity maps. At your service from Canada to Mexico : Standard Stations and Standard Oil Dealers  65260
Portland street and vicinity maps. At your service from Canada to Mexico : Standard Stations Inc. & authorized distributors  65258
Portland street and vicinity maps / Phillips 66     65295
Portland street and vicinity maps ... / Standard stations and Chevron gas stations   65273, 65277
Portland street guide   65301, 65303, 65304
Portland street map ... Standard stations ...   65256
Portland tourgide map / Gulf     65293
Portland & Vicinity     65249, 65250
Portland & vicinity StreetFinder   65318
Portland, Willamette Valley to Astoria EasyFinder : Major roads & highways   65321
Portlock, Nathaniel   4519
Portlock, Nathaniel, 1748? - 1847 (Provisional Heading)   7868
Portlock, William Henry     29144, 80594
Porto Azzurro (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1694   24897
Porto Belo (Brazil) - Maps - 1747 - Harbors     13472
Porto Belo (Brazil) - Maps - 1772     70457
Porto Calvo (Brazil) - Maps - 1671 - Pictorial works   65322
Porto, Carmen Manso SEE Manso Porto, Carmen   65337
Porto d'Abeuraye     17
Porto della Canea     16445
Porto della Concettione     21835
Porto di Coquimbo     22139
Porto di Malta / Domenico Zenoi f.     44254
Porto di Quintero     66135
Porto di Tolon     75382
Porto Longone nell' isola Elba     43007
Porto Porca (Cuba) - Maps - 1689 - Nautical charts   11437
Porto Porca (Cuba) - Maps - 1732 - Nautical charts   11438
Porto (Portugal) - Maps - 1702 - Harbors     65358
Porto (Portugal) - Maps - 1703 - Harbors - Nautical charts   25951
Porto (Portugal) - Maps - 1758 - Harbors - Nautical charts   65377
Porto (Portugal) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Fortification     65323
Porto (Portugal) - Maps - 1833     65324
Porto (Portugal) - Maps - 1833 - Pictorial works     65324
Porto (Portugal) - Maps - 1840 - Pictorial works     65325
Porto Region (Portugal) - Maps - 1710     65363
Porto Region (Portugal) - Maps - 1833     65324
Porto Rico     68706
Porto Rico and Virgin Islands     65819, 65821
Porto Rico and Virgin Isles ; Haiti, Hispaniola or St. Domingo     65820, 65822, 81652
Porto Rico and Virgin Isles ; Haiti, Hispaniola or St. Domingo / J. & G. Menzies sculpt. Edinr.     65817, 65818
Porto Santo     65326
Porto Santo Island (Madeira Islands) - Maps - 1528     65326
Porto Santo Island (Madeira Islands) - Maps - 1780     16437
Porto Vecchio (Corsica, France) - Maps - 1793 - Harbors     13367
Portobelo (Panama) - Maps - 1703 - Harbors     21226
Portobelo (Panama) - Maps - 1733 - Harbors     65327
Portobelo Region (Panama) - Maps - 1777 - Coasts     65328
Portoghesi, Paolo. Caprarola (1996)     52000
Portola (Calif.) - Pictorial works - 1960 - Railroad Stations     65329
Portolan     6970, 18290, 44912, 48064
Portolan (1986)     50048
Portolan (2003-2004)     64611
Portolan (2006)     44656
Portolan 28 (Fall 1993)     83638
[Portolan atlas]     10566, 10567, 10581, 10585, 10729, 10730, 10732, 10737, 10741, 45719, 45722, 45725, 45726, 45727, 83856, 83883, 83897, 83902, 83905, 83912, 83939
[Portolan atlas, ca. 1540]     83884
Portolan atlas, Conte de Ottomaño Freducci, MCCCCXXX 7 ...     45802
Portolan atlas Joan Martines en Messina, afo 1582; facsimile, with introduction by Edward Luther Stevenson     10583
[Portolan atlas of 1563]     10731
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[Portolan atlas of 4 charts on a plane scale, 15--?] 45790
[Portolan atlas of 7 charts. 1582] 10584

A Portolan atlas of the Mediterranean Sea and western European waters (with a world map) 10590, 10591
Portugal
Portugal, Madeira, the Azores / Michelin
Portugal : Lissabon (Lisboa), Algarve
Portugal. Junta das Missões Geográficas e de Investigações Coloniais
Portugal. Direcção geral dos trabalhos geodesicos e topographicos
Portugal. Comissão Nacional para as Comemorações dos Descobrimentos Portugueses
Portugal. Comissão da cartografia das colonias
Portugal / [Central Intelligence Agency]
Portugal and the Cape Verde Islands; official standard names approved by the United States Board on Geographic Names.
Portsmouth Region (Va.) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps 33460
Portsmouth Region (Va.) - Maps - 1500-1699y 65429
Portsmouth Region (Va.) - Maps - 1700-1799 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 65335
Portsmouth Region (Va.) - Maps - 1976 - Reactor maps 33461
Portugal 24024, 44836, 65359, 65397, 65399, 65400, 65401, 65402, 65403, 65414, 65418, 65421, 65422
Portugal Region (Va.)
Portugal - Colonies - Manuscript maps - Bibliography - Catalogs 1522
Portugal - Colonies - Maps - 1936 72885
Portugal - Colonies - Maps - 1948 65336
Portugal. Comissão da cartografia das colonias 51886
Portugal. Comissão de Cartografia das Colónias 43741
Portugal. Comissão Executiva das Comemorações do Quinto Centenário da Morte do Infante D. Henrique 10733, 10748, 10749, 10750, 10751, 33828, 33829
Portugal. Comissão Executiva das Comemorações do Quinto Centenário da Morte do Infante D. Henrique. Comissão Ultramarina 79892
Portugal. Comissão Nacional para as Comemorações dos Descobrimentos Portugueses 13867
Portugal. Comm de Cartog 65406
Portugal continental 65410
Portugal / David J. J. Evans 65423
Portugal. Descobrimentos 7490
Portugal. Direccão geral dos trabalhos geodesicos e topographicos 65403
Portugal / drawn under the direction of Mr. Pinkerton by L. Hebert ; Neele sculp. 352 Strand 65398
Portugal - Historical geography - Maps - 1641 72633
Portugal - Historical geography - Maps - 1700 72635
Portugal - Historical geography - Maps - 1700 72636
Portugal - Historical geography - Maps - 1703 72637
Portugal - Historical geography - Maps - 1820 72795
Portugal - Historical geography - Maps - 1821 72796
Portugal - Historical geography - Maps - 1831 72648
Portugal - Historical geography - Maps - 1941 34107
Portugal - History - 1500-1699y 65429
Portugal - History, Ancient - Maps - 1730-1739 72644
Portugal - History, Ancient - Maps - 1750 72645, 72646
Portugal - History, Ancient - Maps - 1807 72647
Portugal - History, Ancient - Maps - 1831 72648
Portugal - History, Ancient - Maps - 1832 72649
Portugal - History - John IV, 1640-1656 - Pictorial works 1187, 19293, 21136, 80274
Portugal - History - Pictorial works - 1500-1699 65429
Portugal. Junta das Missões Geográficas e de Investigações Colonials 65336
Portugal. Junta de Investigações do Ultramar 65336
Portugal : Lissabon (Lisboa), Algarve 65419
Portugal, Madeira 65417
Portugal, Madeira, Azores 65413
Portugal, Madeira / Michelin 65420
Portugal, Madeira, the Azores / Michelin 65424
Portugal - Manuscript maps - Bibliography - Catalogs - 1600-1799 65337
Portugal - Maps - 0476-1450 - Cities and towns 65338
Portugal - Maps - 1490 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 72650
Portugal - Maps - 1500 72651
Portugal - Maps - 1504 72653
Portugal - Maps - 1509 72657, 72658
Portugal - Maps - 1560 72659
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Portugal - Maps - 1560-1570  65339
Portugal - Maps - 1560-1588  65340
Portugal - Maps - 1560-1606  65341
Portugal - Maps - 1561  65342, 65343
Portugal - Maps - 1568  65344
Portugal - Maps - 1570  72660
Portugal - Maps - 1588  72661
Portugal - Maps - 1588 - Coasts - Nautical charts  65345, 65346
Portugal - Maps - 1590  72662
Portugal - Maps - 1590 - Nautical charts  65347
Portugal - Maps - 1593  65348, 72663
Portugal - Maps - 1598  65349
Portugal - Maps - 1606  72664
Portugal - Maps - 1625  72665
Portugal - Maps - 1626  72666, 72667
Portugal - Maps - 1633  72628, 72668
Portugal - Maps - 1641  72669
Portugal - Maps - 1652Madrid (Spain) - Pictorial works - 1652  72670
Portugal - Maps - 1653  65350
Portugal - Maps - 1654  65351, 65352
Portugal - Maps - 1656 - Nautical charts  3669
Portugal - Maps - 1657 - Cities and towns  25926
Portugal - Maps - 1660  65353, 72675, 72676, 72677
Portugal - Maps - 1681 - Geography - Tables  72678
Portugal - Maps - 1682  65354, 72679, 72680
Portugal - Maps - 1688  35089
Portugal - Maps - 1689  72681
Portugal - Maps - 1695  65355
Portugal - Maps - 1696  72683
Portugal - Maps - 1696 - Names, Geographical  72682
Portugal - Maps - 1698  65356, 72685
Portugal - Maps - 1700  65357, 72635, 72687, 72688, 72689, 72690, 72691, 72924
Portugal - Maps - 1700-1750  72688
Portugal - Maps - 1701  72693, 72694
Portugal - Maps - 1702 - Coasts - Nautical charts  72697
Portugal - Maps - 1702 - Coasts - Nautical charts - Strip Maps  65358
Portugal - Maps - 1703  65359
Portugal - Maps - 1704  65360, 65361
Portugal - Maps - 1705  72700, 72701, 72702, 72703, 72704
Portugal - Maps - 1708 (Provisional Heading)  72705
Portugal - Maps - 1710  65360, 65363, 72706, 72707, 72708, 72709, 72710, 72711
Portugal - Maps - 1711  72712
Portugal - Maps - 1711 - Road maps  72713, 72714, 72715
Portugal - Maps - 1715  72716
Portugal - Maps - 1719  72718
Portugal - Maps - 1720  65364, 72695, 72719, 72720, 72721
Portugal - Maps - 1725  65365, 72722
Portugal - Maps - 1730  65366, 65367, 72723, 72724
Portugal - Maps - 1734  72725
Portugal - Maps - 1740  65368, 65369, 65370, 72726, 72727, 72728
Portugal - Maps - 1740 - Coasts - Nautical charts  13135
Portugal - Maps - 1745  65371, 72730
Portugal - Maps - 1747  65372, 72731
Portugal - Maps - 1750  72645, 72646, 72732, 72733
Portugal - Maps - 1751  65373, 65374, 65375, 65376
Portugal - Maps - 1757 - Postal service  72735, 72736
Portugal - Maps - 1758 - Coasts - Nautical charts  65377, 72738
Portugal - Maps - 1760 - Coasts  65378
Portugal - Maps - 1762  65379, 65380
Portugal - Maps - 1764  72740
Portugal - Maps - 1766  65381, 72743, 72744
Portugal - Maps - 1766 - Coasts - Nautical charts  65382
Portugal - Maps - 1769  72745
Portugal - Maps - 1772  72747
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Portugal - Maps - 1774  72748
Portugal - Maps - 1776  72749
Portugal - Maps - 1778  65383
Portugal - Maps - 1780  72750, 72751
Portugal - Maps - 1780 - Coasts - Nautical Charts - Mediterranean Sea - Maps - 1780 - Coasts  45882
Portugal - Maps - 1782  72636, 72752
Portugal - Maps - 1783  72637, 72753
Portugal - Maps - 1785 - Coasts - Nautical charts  13137
Portugal - Maps - 1786  72755
Portugal - Maps - 1787  72756
Portugal - Maps - 1789 - Coasts - Nautical charts  72758
Portugal - Maps - 1790 - Coasts - Nautical charts  65384
Portugal - Maps - 1791  65385
Portugal - Maps - 1793  72760
Portugal - Maps - 1794  65386, 65387, 65388, 65389, 72761, 72762, 72763, 72764
Portugal - Maps - 1796  72765
Portugal - Maps - 1797  65390, 65391, 72766
Portugal - Maps - 1798  72767
Portugal - Maps - 1799  72768
Portugal - Maps - 1802  72770
Portugal - Maps - 1804  72774, 72775, 72776
Portugal - Maps - 1807  65392, 65393, 72647, 72779
Portugal - Maps - 1810  72782, 72783, 72784
Portugal - Maps - 1811  65394, 72785
Portugal - Maps - 1811 - Road maps  65395
Portugal - Maps - 1812  72787, 72788
Portugal - Maps - 1812 - Coasts - Nautical charts  72786
Portugal - Maps - 1813  65396, 65397
Portugal - Maps - 1814  72790
Portugal - Maps - 1815  72791, 72792
Portugal - Maps - 1818  65398, 72793
Portugal - Maps - 1819  25803
Portugal - Maps - 1819 - Coasts (Provisional Heading)  72794
Portugal - Maps - 1820  72795
Portugal - Maps - 1821  72796
Portugal - Maps - 1822  72797, 72798
Portugal - Maps - 1823  65399, 72799, 72800
Portugal - Maps - 1825  65400, 72801, 72802
Portugal - Maps - 1826  72803
Portugal - Maps - 1829  72804
Portugal - Maps - 1831  65401, 72648, 72807
Portugal - Maps - 1832  72808
Portugal - Maps - 1833  72809
Portugal - Maps - 1834  72810
Portugal - Maps - 1836  72811
Portugal - Maps - 1838  72812
Portugal - Maps - 1840  65402, 72813, 72814, 72815
Portugal - Maps - 1841  72816, 72817
Portugal - Maps - 1845  72819
Portugal - Maps - 1847  72821
Portugal - Maps - 1850  72822
Portugal - Maps - 1851  72823
Portugal - Maps - 1853  72824, 72825
Portugal - Maps - 1855  72827
Portugal - Maps - 1857  72828
Portugal - Maps - 1860  72829
Portugal - Maps - 1861  72830
Portugal - Maps - 1862-1904 - Topographic maps  65403
Portugal - Maps - 1864  65404
Portugal - Maps - 1865  27963
Portugal - Maps - 1866  72832
Portugal - Maps - 1867-1896  72833
Portugal - Maps - 1872  72835
Portugal - Maps - 1875  72836
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Call Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Portugal - Maps - 1883</td>
<td>72842, 72843</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal - Maps - 1885</td>
<td>72844</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal - Maps - 1886-1924</td>
<td>72845</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal - Maps - 1887</td>
<td>72846</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal - Maps - 1888</td>
<td>72849</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal - Maps - 1892</td>
<td>72853</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal - Maps - 1893 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>65405</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal - Maps - 1897</td>
<td>72856</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal - Maps - 1898</td>
<td>72859, 72860</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal - Maps - 1899</td>
<td>72861, 72862</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal - Maps - 1901</td>
<td>72863, 72864, 72865</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal - Maps - 1903</td>
<td>65407</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal - Maps - 1903 - Colonies</td>
<td>65406, 65407</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal - Maps - 1908</td>
<td>72867, 72868, 72869</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal - Maps - 1909-1914 - Names, Geographical</td>
<td>65408</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal - Maps - 1910-1919</td>
<td>72870</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal - Maps - 1912</td>
<td>72871</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal - Maps - 1913</td>
<td>72872, 72873, 72874, 72875</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal - Maps - 1916</td>
<td>72876</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal - Maps - 1917 - Road maps</td>
<td>65409</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal - Maps - 1920</td>
<td>72877</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal - Maps - 1929</td>
<td>72880, 72936, 72937</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal - Maps - 1930</td>
<td>72882, 72883</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal - Maps - 1936</td>
<td>65410, 72885</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal - Maps - 1936 - Colonies</td>
<td>65410</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal - Maps - 1938</td>
<td>72886</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal - Maps - 1941</td>
<td>34107, 65411</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal - Maps - 1941-1945</td>
<td>72888</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal - Maps - 1948 - Colonies</td>
<td>65336</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal - Maps - 1949-1963 - Topographic maps</td>
<td>65412</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal - Maps - 1955</td>
<td>72894</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal - Maps - 1956</td>
<td>65413</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal - Maps - 1957</td>
<td>65414</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal - Maps - 1958</td>
<td>65415</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal - Maps - 1959</td>
<td>72896</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal - Maps - 1964</td>
<td>72900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal - Maps - 1968</td>
<td>65416</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal - Maps - 1969</td>
<td>72901</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal - Maps - 1970</td>
<td>65417</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal - Maps - 1972</td>
<td>72902</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal - Maps - 1972 - Guidebooks</td>
<td>65418</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal - Maps - 1974</td>
<td>65419</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal - Maps - 1983</td>
<td>65420</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal - Maps - 1991</td>
<td>65421, 65422</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal - Maps - 1993 - Road maps</td>
<td>72910</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal - Maps - 1995</td>
<td>65423</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal - Maps - 1997</td>
<td>65424</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal - Maps - 2008 - Cities and towns - History</td>
<td>65425</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal - Maps - Bibliography - Catalogs - 1600-1799</td>
<td>65337</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal, Ministério das Colónias - 43741, 65336</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal / Neele sculp.</td>
<td>65396</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal, Northern - Maps - 1794</td>
<td>28533</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal - Pictorial works - 1657 - Cities and towns</td>
<td>25926</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal, Treaties, etc. Spain, 1494 June 7</td>
<td>65426</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal y Quesada, Francisco Coello de, 1822-1898 SEE Coello, Francisco, 1822-1898</td>
<td>72832</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugaliae monumenta chartographica</td>
<td>10748, 10750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugaliae monumenta chartographica / por Armando Cortesão e Avelino Teixeira da Mota</td>
<td>10749</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugaliae civitatis : perspectivas cartográficas militares</td>
<td>65425</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugaliae et Algariae</td>
<td>65361</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugaliae et Algariae regna cum consibus Hispaniae ...</td>
<td>65369</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Portugaliae et Algariae regna : cum consibus Hispaniae simul vero peculiari mappa Brasiliae regnum in America meridionali, cujus ora Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Call Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Post chaise companion through Ireland</td>
<td>38321</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post chaise companion thru England &amp; Wales</td>
<td>14247</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post Express</td>
<td>5513</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post, Jeremiah Benjamin, 1937-1974</td>
<td>17313, 17314, 33915, 36470, 36471, 44451, 44740, 44933, 64445, 75483</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post, Joyce</td>
<td>33915</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post office guide</td>
<td>11802</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post office London directory (1892)</td>
<td>42502</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post office London directory (1901)</td>
<td>42520</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post office plan of Edinburgh, Leith, and Portobello, with suburbs</td>
<td>24657</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Post office plan of London</td>
<td>42473</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post &amp; reisekarten des Orients</td>
<td>3418</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post roads - Connecticut - Maps - 1773-1774</td>
<td>21877</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post roads - Maine - Maps - 1773-1774</td>
<td>43951</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Post roads of France / from the map of Jaillot</td>
<td>27768</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post route map of Montana / Post Office Department, United States of America</td>
<td>51508</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post route map of the state of Alabama ... 1st of December 1899</td>
<td>691</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post route map of the state of Illinois : showing post offices with the intermediate distances and mail routes in operation on the 1st of June, 1901</td>
<td>35624</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post route map of the state of Missouri</td>
<td>50725</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post route map of the state of New Jersey ... 1st of December, 1902</td>
<td>54822</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post route map of the state of New York and parts of Vermont, Massachusetts, Connecticut, New Jersey and Pennsylvania, showing also the adjacent portions of the dominion of Canada. Designed and constructed ... by W.L. Nicholson, topographer of P.O. Dep</td>
<td>56098</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post route map of the state of South Carolina ... 1st of July, 1917</td>
<td>70809</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post route map of the state of Texas ... 1st of December, 1902</td>
<td>74596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post route map of the state of Texas with adjacent parts of Louisiana, Arkansas, Indian Territory and the Republic of Mexico</td>
<td>74550</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post route map of the state of Washington ... 1st of December, 1902</td>
<td>81190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post route map of the state of West Virginia ... 1st of January, 1921</td>
<td>82664</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post route map of the states of Kentucky and Tennessee ... 1st of December 1899</td>
<td>40703</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post route map of the states of Kentucky and Tennessee ... in operation on the 1st of December 1892</td>
<td>40691</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post route map of the states of Maryland and Delaware and of the District of Columbia ... 1st of December, 1902</td>
<td>45286</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post route map of the states of Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Connecticut ... 1st of June, 1902</td>
<td>45429</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post route map of the states of Michigan and Wisconsin</td>
<td>46782</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post route map of the states of Montana, Idaho and Wyoming : showing post offices with the intermediate distances on mail routes in operation on the 1st of June, 1906</td>
<td>51358</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post route map of the states of Ohio and Indiana with adjacent parts of Pennsylvania, Michigan, Illinois, Kentucky and West Virginia</td>
<td>60401</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post route map of the territory of New Mexico : showing post offices with the intermediate distances and mail routes in operation on the 1st of June, 1902; also railways under construction June 30th, 1902, and the several mining districts of the Territ</td>
<td>55285</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post route map of the territory of Utah : with parts of adjacent states and territories showing post offices with the intermediate distances and mail routes in operation on 1st of February 1887</td>
<td>79561</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post route maps of the United States</td>
<td>79359</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-taschen-atlas von Deutschland</td>
<td>31556, 31574</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post u. reise karte von Italalien und den nördlich angrenzenden Alpen-ländern ...</td>
<td>38938</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post- und Eisenbahn-Reise-Karte von Central Europa nach F. Handtke's Post- und Reise-Karte</td>
<td>25727</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post und Reise-karte von Deutschland und den anliegenden Ländern, für Extraposten, Couriere, Diligencen und Ellwagen</td>
<td>31287</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post- und reise-karte von Deutschland und einem theile der angrenzenden länder nach den besten hülfsmitteln neu bearbeitet</td>
<td>26107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Post war employment of Revolutionary War map makers</td>
<td>49236</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postage-stamp collecting SEE Stamp collecting</td>
<td>73148</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postage stamps - United States</td>
<td>44995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postal addresses SEE Street addresses</td>
<td>44336</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postal service - Alabama - Maps - 1875</td>
<td>79359</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postal service - Alabama - Maps - 1899</td>
<td>691</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postal service - Alaska - Maps - 1902</td>
<td>79359</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postal service - Alps - Maps - 1931-1932</td>
<td>74051</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postal service - Alps Region - Maps - 1848</td>
<td>38938</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postal Service - Asia - Maps - 1851</td>
<td>26093</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postal Service - Asia - Maps - 1962</td>
<td>3418</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postal service - Atlantic States - Maps - 1874</td>
<td>79359</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postal service - Austria - Maps - 1799</td>
<td>11111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postal service - Balkan Peninsula - Historical geography - Maps - 1992</td>
<td>75825</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postal service - Baltimore Region (Md.) - Maps - 1902</td>
<td>45286</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postal Service - Barbados - Maps - 1935</td>
<td>11802</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Call Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Postal service - Germany - Maps - 1887</td>
<td>25727</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postal service - Germany - Maps - 1889</td>
<td>26137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postal service - Germany - Maps - 1907</td>
<td>31562</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postal service - Guam - Maps - 1902</td>
<td>79359</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postal service - Hawaii - Maps - 1902</td>
<td>79359</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postal Service - Hollywood (Calif.) - 1948</td>
<td>34558</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postal service - Holy Roman Empire - Maps - 1764</td>
<td>31416</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postal service - Hungary</td>
<td>66981</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postal service - Hungary - Maps - 1799</td>
<td>11171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postal service - Idaho - Maps - 1906</td>
<td>51358</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postal service - Illinois - Maps - 1872</td>
<td>79359</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postal service - Illinois - Maps - 1898</td>
<td>35624</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postal service - Indiana - Maps - 1870</td>
<td>79359</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postal service - Indiana - Maps - 1870-1872</td>
<td>60401</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postal service - Iowa - Maps - 1872</td>
<td>79359</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postal service - Italy - Maps - 1680</td>
<td>38799</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postal Service - Italy - Maps - 1708</td>
<td>38824</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postal Service - Italy - Maps - 1714</td>
<td>38830, 38831</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postal Service - Italy - Maps - 1718</td>
<td>38833, 38834</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postal service - Italy - Maps - 1756</td>
<td>38862, 38863</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postal service - Italy - Maps - 1786</td>
<td>38883</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postal service - Italy - Maps - 1794</td>
<td>38891, 38892</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postal service - Italy - Maps - 1811</td>
<td>38909</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postal service - Italy - Maps - 1840</td>
<td>38931</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postal service - Italy - Maps - 1848</td>
<td>38938</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postal service - Italy - Maps - 1860-1869</td>
<td>38942</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postal service - Italy, Northern - Maps - 1820</td>
<td>62971</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postal service - Kentucky - Maps - 1882</td>
<td>40673</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postal service - Kentucky - Maps - 1892</td>
<td>40691</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postal service - Kentucky - Maps - 1899</td>
<td>40703</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postal Service - London (England) - Maps - 1892</td>
<td>42502</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postal service - Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1875</td>
<td>56098</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postal service - Louisiana - Maps - 1874</td>
<td>79359</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postal service - Maine - Maps - 1773-1774</td>
<td>43951</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postal service - Maine - Maps - 1869</td>
<td>79359</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postal service - Maps - 1920</td>
<td>65442</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postal service - Maps - France - Maps - Collections, 1600-1899</td>
<td>17210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postal Service - Maryland - Baltimore - Maps - 1949</td>
<td>11690</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postal service - Maryland - Maps - 1902</td>
<td>45286</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postal service - Massachusetts - Maps - 1902</td>
<td>45429</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postal service - Michigan - Maps - 1871</td>
<td>46782, 79359</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postal service - Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1869</td>
<td>79359</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postal service - Middle Eas - Historical geography - Maps - 1992</td>
<td>75825</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postal service - Middle West - Maps - 1866</td>
<td>48292</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postal service - Middle West - Maps - 1872</td>
<td>79359</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postal service - Midlothian (Scotland) - Maps - 1904-1905</td>
<td>24657</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postal service - Mississippi - Maps - 1875</td>
<td>79359</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postal service - Mississippi - Maps - 1899</td>
<td>79359</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postal service - Missouri - Maps - 1872</td>
<td>79359</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postal service - Missouri - Maps - 1899</td>
<td>50725</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postal service - Montana - Maps - 1906</td>
<td>51358</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postal service - Montana - Maps - 1944</td>
<td>51508</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postal service - Nevada - Maps - 1866</td>
<td>53646</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postal service - New Brunswick - Maps - 1785</td>
<td>67937</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postal service - New England - Maps - 1866</td>
<td>79359</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postal service - New England - Maps - 1902</td>
<td>45429</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postal service - New Jersey - Maps - 1902</td>
<td>54822</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postal service - New Mexico - Maps - 1902</td>
<td>55285</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postal service - New York Region - Maps - 1875</td>
<td>56098</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postal service - New York (State) - Maps - 1875</td>
<td>56098</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postal service - New York (State) - Maps - 1882</td>
<td>56102, 56103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postal service - New York (State) - Maps - 1888</td>
<td>56116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postal service - New York (State) - Maps - 1896</td>
<td>56144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postal service - North America - Maps - 1700-1799</td>
<td>51223</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Postal service - North Carolina - Maps - 1875  79359
Postal service - Nova Scotia - Maps - 1785 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  60156
Postal service - Ohio - Maps - 1870  79359
Postal service - Ohio - Maps - 1870-1872  60401
Postal service - Portugal - Maps - 1757  72735, 72736
Postal service - Puerto Rico - Maps - 1902  79359
Postal service - Reims (France) - Maps - 1910  66354
Postal service - Rhode Island - Maps - 1902  45429
Postal service - Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1899  50725
Postal service - Samoan Islands - Maps - 1902  79359
Postal Service - Saxony (Germany) - Maps - 1720  69098
Postal Service - Saxony (Germany) - Maps - 1730  69103
Postal Service - Saxony (Germany) - Maps - 1742  69107
Postal Service - Saxony (Germany) - Maps - 1753  69112
Postal service - Scotland - Maps - 1794 - Road maps  69524
Postal service - Seattle Region (Wash.) - Maps - 1902  81190
Postal service SEE ALSO Air mail service  65442
Postal service - Seward Peninsula (Alaska) - Maps - 1903  69893
Postal service - Seward Peninsula (Alaska) - Maps - 1904  69894
Postal service - South Carolina - Maps - 1875  79359
Postal service - South Carolina - Maps - 1917  70809
Postal service - Spain - Maps - 1757  72735, 72736
Postal service - Switzerland - Maps - 1931-1932  74051
Postal service - Tennessee - Maps - 1882  40673
Postal service - Tennessee - Maps - 1892  40691
Postal service - Tennessee - Maps - 1899  40703
Postal service - Texas - Maps - 1874  79359
Postal service - Texas - Maps - 1878-1880  74550
Postal service - Texas - Maps - 1902  74596
Postal service - Turkey - Historical geography - Maps - 1992  75825
Postal service - United States - 1876  52482
Postal service - United States - Directories - 1883  46644
Postal service - United States - Maps - 1849  76726, 76727
Postal service - United States - Maps - 1851  76739
Postal service - United States - Maps - 1857  81828
Postal service - United States - Maps - 1858-1869 - Historical geography  81732
Postal service - United States - Maps - 1866  48292
Postal service - United States - Maps - 1920  77230
Postal service - United States - Maps - 1930  77454, 77457
Postal service - United States - Maps - 1932 - History  77547
Postal service - United States - Maps - 1946  77854
Postal service - United States - Maps - 1970  78609
Postal Service - United States - Maps - 1980-1989  78822
Postal Service - United States - Maps - 1983  78900
Postal Service - United States - Maps - 1986  78944, 78945
Postal service - United States - Maps - 1995  79122
Postal service - United States - Maps - 1996  79150
Postal service - United States - Maps - 1999  79190
Postal service - United States - Maps - 2000  79194
Postal service - United States - Maps - Collections, 1866-1902  79359
Postal service - United States - Maps - History - 1837-1950  18561
Postal service - Utah - Maps - 1866  53646
Postal service - Utah - Maps - 1887  79561
Postal service - Washington (D.C.) - Maps - 1902  45286
Postal service - Washington Region - Maps - 1902  45286
Postal service - Washington (State) - Maps - 1902  81190
Postal service - West (U.S.) - History - Maps  81736
Postal service - West (U.S.) - History - 1857  81828
Postal service - West (U.S.) - Maps - 1858-1869 - Historical geography  81732
Postal service - West (U.S.) - Maps - 1860  81834
Postal Service - West (U.S.) - Maps - 1860-1861  65199
Postal service - West Virginia - Maps - 1921  82664
Postal service - West Virginia - Maps - 1933  82677
Postal service - Wisconsin - Maps - 1871  46782, 79359
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Postal service - Wyoming - Maps - 1887  51358
Postal service - Wyoming - Maps - 1906  51358
Postal Telegraph-Cable Company  76970
Postal Telegraph-Cable Company - Maps - 1890  76970
Postal zone guide and city directory for Chicago Illinois postal area  19833
Postarum seu veredariorum stationes per Germaniam et provincias adiacentes.  31408
Postcard maps - Great Lakes Region (North America) - Maps - 1990  32622
Postcard maps - Tahiti (French Polynesia : Island) - 2010  74171
Postcard Maps - United States - Maps - Collections, 1920-1990  79363
Postcards - 1940  68565
Postcards - Century of Progress International Exposition (1933-1934 : Chicago, Ill.) - Collections  19034
Postcards - Chicago (Ill.) - Collections  65504
Postcards - Chicago (Ill.) - Collections, 1870-1949  20056
Postcards - Chicago (Ill.) - Collections, 1900-1919  20057
Postcards - Chicago (Ill.) - Collections, 1900-1999  20058
Postcards - Newberry Library - Collections, 1898-1945  56873
Postcards - Prairie Avenue (Chicago, Ill.) - Collections  65504
Postel, Guillaume, 1510-1581  25, 4188, 4296, 7667, 15114, 17732, 18923, 27611, 27624, 39870, 65443, 65444, 65445, 65447, 65448
Postel, Guillaume, 1510-1581 - Congresses  65446
Postel, Guillaume, 1510-1581. Descriptio alCahirae urbis (1549)  15114
Postema, Jan P. J., 1954 - 22221
A Poster of Illinois  36425
Postes Alpestres Suisses ... [1931-1932]  74051
Potentissimae Helvetiorum reipublicae cantones tredecim ... / exhibiti a Ioh. Baptista Homanno
Potentissimae Helvetiorum reipublicae cantones tredecim cum foederatis et subjectis provinciis ...  73812
The Postoffices of South Dakota, 1861-1930  52454
The Postroads of France ...  27769
Potamographia G
The Posts, stations and active organizations of the United States Army  77653
Pictorial works
Pictorial works
Pictorial works
Pictorial works
Pictorial works
Pictorial works
Pictorial works
Pictorial works
Pictorial works
Pictorial works
Pictorial works
Pictorial works
Pictorial works
Pictorial works
Pictorial works
Pictorial works
Pictorial works
Pictorial works
Pictorial works
Potawatomi Indians - Historical geography - Maps - 1974 - Indians  23899
The Potawatomi Indians of DuPage County / Royal J. Schmidt  23899
Pote & Williams  34377
Potenci River (Brazil) - Pictorial works - 1671 - Mouth  52682
Potential audio-visual resource sources for geographic thought or the history and philosophy of geography based upon...All possible worlds: a history of geographical ideas  44950
Potentissimae Helvetiorum reipublicae cantones tredecim cum foederatis et subjectis provinciis ... / exhibiti a loh. Baptista Homanno  73805, 73808
Potenza (Italy : Province) - Maps - 1897 - Bicycle trails  22287, 65449
Potier, L.  63033
Potocki, Andrzej  18325, 18326
Potomac River (in four sheets) : sheet no. 4, from Indian Head to Georgetown  65450
Potomac River - Maps - 1890 - Nautical charts  65450
Potomac River - Maps - 1951 - Nautical charts  3688, 47959
Potomac River - Maps - 1952 - Nautical charts  3691
Potomac River - Maps - 1956 - Nautical charts  3694
Potosi  65451
Potosi (Bolivia) - Maps - 1671 - Pictorial works  65451
Potosi (Bolivia) - Maps - 1797 - Pictorial works  65452
Potosi (Bolivia) - Maps - 1851 - Pictorial works  64282
Potratz, John  78490
Potsdam (Germany : Bezirk) - Maps - 1725  69431
Potsdam (Germany) - Maps - 1822  12532
Potsdam (Germany) - Maps - 1828  65453
Potsdam (Germany) - Maps - 1931  12538
Potsdam (Germany) - Maps - 1933  12539
Potsdam (Germany) - Maps - 1936  12541
Potsdam (Germany) - Maps - 1974  12551
Potsdam (Germany) - Maps - 1997  12555
Potsdam (N.Y.) - Maps - 1853  65454
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Potsdam Region (Germany) - Maps - 1780  12561
Potsdam Region (Germany) - Maps - 1861  65723
Potsdam Region (Germany) - Maps - 1928  65453
Potsdam und Umgebung  65453
Pott, Young, and Company  20815
Pottawattamie County (Iowa) - Maps - 1877 - Landowners - Manuscripts  65455
Pottawattamie County (Iowa) - Maps - 1885 - Landowners  65456
Pottawattamie County (Iowa) - Maps - 1913 - Landowners  23776
Pottelberge, J. Van  64965
Potter-Bradley atlas of the world for commercial, educational and library reference : with isometric index to each map  5372
Potter, C.  19459
[Potter County (Pa.) - 1856: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche]  65457
[Potter County (Pa.) - 1893: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche]  65458
Potter County (Pa.) - Maps - 1856 - Landowners  65457
Potter County (Pa.) - Maps - 1893 - Landowners  65458
Potter County (S.D.)- 1907  70878
Potter, Isaac B.  56179
Potter, J.  8098
Potter, J. D., 19th cent.  1989, 1990, 2465, 11363, 22271, 26458, 52655, 74470, 81685
Potter, J. E.  30375, 30379, 30413, 30468
Potter (John E.) and Co., Philadelphia SEE John E. Potter and Company  5372
Potter, John, fl. 1754-1804  52060
Potter, Paraclete, 1784-1858  4630, 4682, 4683, 29261, 29292, 29328, 29372
Potter's advanced geography  30375, 30379, 30468
Potter's new elementary geography  30413
Potter, S. (Sheldon), 1789-1834  29292, 29328
Potter, Simon  18028
Potter, T. W., Mrs.  12820
Potter, W. K.  66693
Potter, W.R., fl. 1883  67176
Potter & Wilson  341, 3372, 4785, 26074, 57724, 70568, 76657, 84238
Pottinger, Don  69677
Potts  57590
Potts, H. S.  66201
Potts, James, d. 1796  57588, 57591
Pottstown (Pa.) - Maps - 1849  51612
Potvin, Daniel  43886
Potyka, Alexander  51794
Pouchoir, Mr. de  30580
Poulatières, D.  30580
Poulu (France) - Maps - 1746 - Manuscripts  65459
Poulin, Guy  16404
Pouille, Emmanuel  26607, 26611
Poulmaire, L.  30580
Poulu Condore SEE Côn Đảo Island (Vietnam)  21833
Pouncy, Benjamin Thomas, d. 1799  33675, 33676, 33716, 56817, 56818, 59729, 59730, 59801, 60074, 60075, 62546, 64314, 64315
Pounds, Norman John Greville  25743, 26261, 48157, 75126
Pountney Co.  46497
Pountney, H.  53981, 56192
Pountney, James  11671, 33217
Pountney, James, active 1772-1814 SEE Pountney, James  11671
Pour l'étude des villes: des plans d'assurances  66054
Pour la carte de la Franche Compte  28196
Pourabbas, Ali Asghar, 1935-  21836
Pourbus, Pierre, ca. 1510-1584. Francum territorium nobilissimium quartum. Flandriae membrum, 1571  65460
Pourkamal  38148
Pourtalés, Friedrich, Graf, 1853-1928  58734
Poussielgue, Grèce  16185
Poussielgue, Charles  9509, 28013, 30483, 34075
Poussielgue Frères  9477, 9480, 9490, 34075
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Call Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Poverty - England - Maps</td>
<td>1842 25258</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poverty - England - Maps</td>
<td>1844 25259</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poverty - London (England) - Maps</td>
<td>1889 42496, 42497</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poverty - London (England) - Maps</td>
<td>1889-1890 42494</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poverty - London (England) - Maps</td>
<td>1891 42499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poverty - Wales - Maps</td>
<td>1842 25258</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poverty - Wales - Maps</td>
<td>1844 25259</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Powie, Clara A.</td>
<td>30277</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Powder horn maps</td>
<td>65461, 65462</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Powder River Basin (Wyo. and Mont.) - Maps</td>
<td>1845-1873 59818</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Powell, R. M.</td>
<td>20785</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Powell, E. Alexander (Edward Alexander), 1879-1957</td>
<td>156</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Powell, Edward J.</td>
<td>2394, 32566</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Powell, Gene</td>
<td>22098</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Powell, H. A.</td>
<td>14476</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Powell, H. M.</td>
<td>8049</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Powell, J.</td>
<td>80196</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Powell, J. B.</td>
<td>8049</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Powell, James R.</td>
<td>67424</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Powell, John Wesley, 1834-1902</td>
<td>18600, 32309, 41154, 57802, 65465, 76875, 76965, 76966, 79554</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Powell, John Wesley, 1834-1902 - Bibliography</td>
<td>65463</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Powell, John Wesley, 1834-1902 - Biography</td>
<td>65464</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Powell, John Wesley, 1834-1902. Indian linguistic families of America, north of Mexico (1891)</td>
<td>76966</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Powell (John Wesley) Memorial Highway SEE John Wesley Powell Memorial Highway</td>
<td>79707</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Powell, Margaret S.</td>
<td>52494</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Powell, Marian</td>
<td>34320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Powell, Peter J., 1928</td>
<td>57314</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Powell, Rebecca</td>
<td>8127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Powell, Sudwell E.</td>
<td>23963</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Powell, T. K.</td>
<td>29077</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Powell, William, active 1547-1570</td>
<td>1488</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Powell, William H.</td>
<td>8127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Powell, Willie</td>
<td>5071</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power, Charles A. le Poer</td>
<td>43800, 72937</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power, Charles A. le Poer. General map of the island of Majorca [1835?]</td>
<td>43800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power, Charles A. le Poer. Island of Madeira : map of the District of Funchal [1835?]</td>
<td>43800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power development in central Washington</td>
<td>81404</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power, F.</td>
<td>30755, 30756</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power Gasoline SEE Glacier Production Company</td>
<td>51506</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power, J. J.</td>
<td>80847</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power, John Carroll, 1819-1894. Abraham Lincoln : his life, public services, death and great funeral cortege ... (1889)</td>
<td>42085</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Power of graphics</td>
<td>28808</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Power of maps / by Denis Wood with John Fels</td>
<td>18311</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Power of Maps (Exhibition)</td>
<td>17186, 44760, 65466</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power-Plants - Florida - Maps</td>
<td>1945-1963 27100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power-Plants - Georgia - Maps</td>
<td>1945-1956 27100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power-Plants - Middle West - Maps</td>
<td>1948-1956 48989</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power-Plants - New England - Maps</td>
<td>1950- 54488</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power-Plants - Northwest, Pacific - Maps</td>
<td>1942-1953 59776</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power-Plants - Northwestern States - Maps</td>
<td>1948-1965 60011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power-Plants - San Diego County (Calif.) - Maps</td>
<td>1958-1970 68458</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power-Plants - San Diego County (Calif.) - Maps</td>
<td>1959-1970 68459</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power-Plants - Southwestern States - Maps</td>
<td>1954 74972</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power-plants - United States - Maps</td>
<td>1968 78522</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power-plants - Washington (State) - Maps</td>
<td>1907 81197</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power, Robert H.</td>
<td>18380, 18381, 21773, 80300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power's general map of Madeira, also enlarged map of the environs of Funchal, with index</td>
<td>43800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power Systems - East (U.S.) - Maps</td>
<td>1970-1979 65467</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power transmission lines SEE Electric lines</td>
<td>21348</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Powers, Edward</td>
<td>495, 26295</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Powers, S. T.</td>
<td>84657</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Poweshiek County Farm Bureau (Iowa) 65468
Poweshiek County, Iowa : atlas & directory 65468

**Poweshiek County (Iowa) - Maps - 1972 - Landowners** 65468
[Poweshiek County (Va.) - 1864: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 65469

**Poweshiek County (Iowa) - Maps - 1864 - Landowners** 65469

Pownall, Eve 11097
Pownall, John, 1720 - 1795 57553, 57558, 57559
Pownall, Thomas, 1722 - 1805 1691, 1701, 1706, 1707, 1715, 1716, 7865, 7874, 26384, 27385, 34808, 43945, 47580, 57625, 57639, 57652, 57662, 57664, 57904, 57905, 57906, 57907, 58882, 58884, 58885, 76369, 79349, 79350, 82760
Powning, C. C. 66402
Poyet frères (Paris, France) 14979, 14980, 19060, 31913
Poynor 67067, 67068, 67069
Poyntell, William, 1756 - 1811 67169
Poynter, A. G. 7231
Poynter, C. W. (Charles Wittit) 71133
Pozna (Poland) SEE Poznan (Poland) 52425
Poznan (Poland) - Maps - 1620 65470
Poznan (Poland) - Maps - 1657 65471
Poznan (Poland) - Maps - 1700 13780, 13781
Poznan (Poland) - Maps - 1725 13787, 13788
Poznan (Poland) - Maps - 1830 - Topographic maps 65472
Poznan (Poland) - Maps - 1940 65473
Pozo Cano, Raúl del 6079, 19061
Pozoseratus, Ludovic 64628, 75957
Pozsony (Slovakia) SEE Bratislava (Slovakia) 34912
Pozzi, G. 10658, 26774
Pozzi, Gabriele 8593
Pozzi, Rocco, d. ca. 1780 44, 20873, 75502
Pozzi, Stefano, 1699 - 1768 67230
Pozo Serrato, Ludovico, ca. 1550 - ca. 1604 44, 20873, 75502
Pozzuoli (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1620 65474, 65475
Pozzuoli (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1632 65476
Pozzuoli Region (Italy) - Maps - 1560 15795, 15796, 15797
Pozzuoli Region (Italy) - Maps - 1580 15798
Pozzuoli Region (Italy) - Maps - 1586 15799
Pozzuoli Region (Italy) - Maps - 1588 15800
Pozzuoli Region (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1620 64565
PPS 63378
PPWK see Parstwowe Przedsiebiorstwo Wydawnictw Kartograficznych 65086
Pracchi, Roberto 68924
Prace Wojskowego Instytutu Geograficznego w latach 1918-1939 / plk w stanie spoczynku prof. Bronislaw Dzikiewicz 28775
The "Practicable" engineer : John B. Jervis and the old Croton Aqueduct / Larry D. Lankton 39772
Practical geography for common schools : illustrated with diagrams, colored maps, and engravings 30465, 30523
Practical guide to Algiers 1251
Practical guide to the English lake district 41477
A Practical map of metropolian Baltimore 11725
Practical map production 17036
Practical questions and answers about your vacation in rhythmic Trinidad and romantic Tobago 75525
Practical system of modern geography 4777, 29401, 29410, 29411, 29412, 29427, 29428, 29429, 29454, 29462, 29471, 29476, 29490, 29498, 29499, 29526, 29571
Practical work in geography for the use of teachers and advanced pupils : being a guide for the young teacher in teaching preparatory, elementary and advanced work in geography, showing what to teach and what to omit from the text books / by Henry McCoo 30392
Practically all the geographers were women / Janice Monk, Department of Geography and Regional Development, University of Arizona 83639
Praecipuarum urbiu m Germaniae Superioris iconnismi & effigies, graphice delineatae 26361
Praefectura ducatus Britanniae ... 14622
Praefectura generalis & comitatus Provinciae una cum terris adjacentibus ... 66361
Praefectura generalis Languedociae 41614
Praefectura Piccardiae; eaque partita in comitatus ... 64649
Praefecturae de Paraiba, et Rio Grande 66855
Praefecturae Paranambuche pars Borealis una cum Praefectura de Itamaraca 64421
Praefecturae Paranambuche pars meridionalis 983
Praeger (Frederick A.), publishers SEE Praeger Publishers 76362
Praeger Publishers 392, 6663, 6760, 6784, 19168, 42696, 48157, 52639, 52640, 67487, 76363
Praeger Publishers SEE ALSO Frederick A. Praeger, Inc. 6663
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Prairie du Rocher (Ill.)  64444
Prairie du Chien (Wis.)  65733
Praese[n]t[abulae toliae terrae hemispherium artic...  83959
Praesent, Hans, 1888-1946  18808, 18809, 18810
Praetorius, J.  9579
Prague (Czech Republic) SEE Prazsky hrad  65519
Prague (Czech Republic) - Description and travel - 1970  65478
Prague (Czech Republic) - Description and travel - 1978  65479
Prague (Czech Republic) - Description and travel - 1987  65480
Prague (Czech Republic) - Description and travel - 1988  65481
Prague (Czech Republic) - Description and travel - 1990  65482
Prague (Czech Republic) - Description and travel - 1994  65483
Prague (Czech Republic) - History - Siege, 1741  65484
Prague (Czech Republic) - History - Siege, 1742  65485, 65486
Prague (Czech Republic) - Maps - 1928  65487
Prague (Czech Republic) - Maps - 1929  65488
Prague (Czech Republic) - Maps - 1941  65489
Prague (Czech Republic) - Maps - 1987  65490
Prague (Czech Republic) - Maps - 1994 - Guidebooks  65491
Prague (Czech Republic) - Maps - 1995  65492
Prague (Czech Republic) - Maps - 2010 - Tourist maps  65493
Prague (Czech Republic) - Maps - 2011 - Road maps  65494
Prague (Czech Republic) - Maps - Collections, 1606-1865  65495
Prague (Czech Republic) - Maps - Facsimiles  65496
Prague (Czech Republic) - Musical life - 1978  65496
Prague (Czech Republic) - Pictorial works - 1606  65497
Prague (Czech Republic) - Pictorial works - 1620  65498, 65519
Prague (Czech Republic) - Pictorial works - 1671  65499
Prague (Czech Republic) - Pictorial works - 1680  65500
Prague (Czech Republic) - Pictorial works - 1720  65501
Prague (Czech Republic) - Pictorial works - 1808  65502
Prague (Czech Republic) - Pictorial works - 1840  65503
Prague - Description and travel - 1985  65502
Prague - Description and travel - 1994  65503
Prague has what Paris lacks: trams / by Edith Pearlman  65503
Prague Information Service  65493
Prague peaks out through scaffolding / by William Echikson  65502
Prague Reborn / by Pete Hamill; photographed by Antonin Kratochvil  65482
Prague Region (Czech Republic) - Maps - 1928  65487
Prague Region (Czech Republic) - Maps - 1929  65488
Prague Region (Czech Republic) - Maps - 1941  65489
Prague Region (Czech Republic) - Maps - Collections, 1606-1865  65495
Prague Region (Czech Republic) - Maps - Facsimiles  65496
Pragvá capitale in Boemia  65499
Praia (Cape Verde) - Maps - 1775 - Pictorial works  16504
Praia (Cape Verde) - Pictorial works - 1775  16503
Prairie Avenue (Chicago, Ill.) - Photography - Collections  65504
Prairie Avenue (Chicago, Ill.) - Pictorial works - Collections  65504
Prairie Avenue (Chicago, Ill.) - Postcards - Collections  65504
Prairie Club Camp (Ind.)  36737, 36738
[Prairie County (Ark.) - 1892: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche]  65505
Prairie County (Ark.) - Maps - 1898 - Landowners  65505
Prairie du Chien (Wis.) - Maps - 1820 - Landowners  65506, 65507
Prairie du Rocher (Ill.) - Maps - 1774 - Landowners - Manuscripts  66252
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Call Number(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prairie du Rocher (Ill.) - Pictorial works - 1841</td>
<td>65508</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prairie Farmer Publishing Company</td>
<td>28478, 33808</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prairie Land Heritage Museum (Jacksonville, Ill.)</td>
<td>39404</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prairie Provinces (Canada) SEE Prairie Provinces</td>
<td>65510</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prairie Provinces - Historical geography - Maps - 1951 - American bison</td>
<td>76247</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prairie Provinces - Maps - 1724 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>65509</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prairie Provinces - Maps - 1920 - Road maps</td>
<td>59863</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prairie Provinces - Maps - 1927 - Road maps</td>
<td>65510</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prairie Provinces - Maps - 1930 - Road maps</td>
<td>65511</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prairie Provinces - Maps - 1974 - Road maps</td>
<td>14056</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prairie Provinces - Maps - 1976 - Road maps</td>
<td>14057</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prairie Provinces SEE ALSO Canada, Western</td>
<td>65510</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prairie River Land Co. (Grand Rapids, Minn.)</td>
<td>49571</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prairie Ronde and vicinity, 1830</td>
<td>36394</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prakash, Satya</td>
<td>36674</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Praktisches Geographie-, Lern- und Wiederholungsbuch und Taschenatlas für Beamte und Militärpersonen : mit besonderer Berücksichtigung der Anforderungen für die Prüfungen der Post-, Telegraphen-, Eisenbahn- und Polizei-Beamtenanwärter und zur Verwendung</td>
<td>10214</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pramberger, Emil</td>
<td>7589</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prang &amp; Co. SEE L. Prang &amp; Co.</td>
<td>74313</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L. Prang &amp; Co. War telegram marking map (1862)</td>
<td>74313</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prang (L.) and Co., Boston SEE L. Prang &amp; Co.</td>
<td>85083</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prang (L.) and Company, Boston SEE L. Prang &amp; Co.</td>
<td>74313</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prang, Louis, 1824-1909</td>
<td>74313</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Praptomo, Suhardi</td>
<td>37473</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prasad, Sri Nandan</td>
<td>36670</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prato, Rinier da</td>
<td>1941</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prats de Moliou, place forte de Roussillon</td>
<td>65514</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prats de Moliou place forte du Roussillon</td>
<td>65515</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prats-De-Mollo-La-Preste (France) - Maps - 1695 - Fortification</td>
<td>65514</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prats-De-Mollo-La-Preste (France) - Maps - 1713 - Fortification</td>
<td>65515</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prats del Rey (Spain), Battle of, 1711 - Maps</td>
<td>65516, 65517</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pratt</td>
<td>25358, 25359, 30022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pratt, Bob</td>
<td>84507</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pratt, Charles E. (Charles Eadward), 1845-1898</td>
<td>13588</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pratt, Charles E. (Charles Eadward), 1845-1898. A Wheel around the Hub (1882)</td>
<td>13588</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pratt, D. C.</td>
<td>40545</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pratt, Dallas, 1914-1994</td>
<td>1976</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pratt, F. M.</td>
<td>76723</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pratt, F. M. Pratt's river and railroad guide : with illustrated maps of the Mississippi, Missouri, Ohio, Illinois and Hudson rivers, and the connecting lines of railroad between Boston and New Orleans, with correct table of distances (New York : F. M. Prat)</td>
<td>34831</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pratt Institute</td>
<td>79365</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pratt Institute - Maps - 2011</td>
<td>79365</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pratt, James</td>
<td>29091</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pratt, John F.</td>
<td>1028, 1032</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pratt, John J., b. 1833</td>
<td>31902</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pratt, Newton Thomas, 1901-1985</td>
<td>15494</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pratt, Oakley &amp; Company</td>
<td>4931, 29761</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pratt, Patricia</td>
<td>19295</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pratt, Robinson and Co. (New York, N.Y.)</td>
<td>76658</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pratt’s river and railroad guide : with illustrated maps of the Mississippi, Missouri, Ohio, Illinois and Hudson rivers, and the connecting lines of railroad between Boston and New Orleans, with correct table of distances</td>
<td>76723</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pratt’s road atlas of England and Wales for motorists</td>
<td>25358, 25359</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pratt, W.</td>
<td>3472, 7667, 32540, 65803</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pratt, Woodford &amp; Co.</td>
<td>4822, 4861, 4862, 4876, 29526, 29571, 29631</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pratt Woodford F&amp;B</td>
<td>4877</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prättigau Valley (Switzerland) - Maps - 1929</td>
<td>74045</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pratz</td>
<td>40184, 55318</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pratz, C. H.</td>
<td>54524, 77574, 78249, 78288</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prault</td>
<td>9175, 9205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prayer sticks - Kickapoo Indians - Illustrations</td>
<td>65518</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Preliminary inventory of the cartographic records of the American Expeditionary Forces, 1917-21 : (Record group 120) / compiled by Franklin W. Burch 76056
Preliminary inventory of the cartographic records of the Federal Housing Administration 76145
Preliminary inventory of the cartographic records of the Federal Housing Administration. (Record group 31). Compiled by Charlotte Munchmeyer 76146
Preliminary inventory of the cartographic records of the Forest Service (Record group 95) Compiled by Charlotte M. Ashby 76148
Preliminary inventory of the cartographic records of the Office of the Chief of Naval Operations. (Record Group 38). Compiled by Charlotte M. Ashby 79402
Preliminary inventory of the cartographic records of the Office of the Secretary of the Interior : record group 48 / compiled by Laura E. Kelsay 76110
Preliminary inventory of the cartographic records of the United States Marine Corps. (Record group 127). Compiled by Charlotte M. Ashby 79383
Preliminary inventory of the records of the United States Antarctic Service : (Record group 126) / compiled by Charles E. Dewing and Laura E. Kelsay 2128
Preliminary list of maps in the historical collections of the Pennsylvania Historical and Museum Commission 64134
[ Preliminary list of maps of Turin in the Newberry Library ] 75680
A Preliminary list of Ordnance Survey one-inch district and tourist maps and selected precursors in The British Library / by Karen Severud Cook and Robert P. McIntosh 32470
Preliminary map of the San Juan Country 66854
Preliminary map of the western portion of the reconnaissance and survey for a pacific rail road route near the 35th par. / made by Capt. A.W. Whipple, T.E. in 1853-4. With additions showing the route of the proposed wagon road from Fort Defiance to the 72260
A Preliminary New England regional plan : indicating progress of planning in New England : June 30, 1937 / New England Regional Planning Commission, National Resources Committee, District no. 1 54260
Preliminary topographical map : embracing in skeleton a portion only of notes from surveys made in accordance with par. II, special orders no. 109, War Dept. March 18, 1871 ... of Brig. General A.A. Humphreys ... dated March 23, 1871 / conducted under 53649
Prell, C.F. 9916
Le premier atlas mondial français 68768
Premier atlas of world 5904, 5929, 5938, 5939
Premier carte de la Meuse avec les pays, duchez et comtez voisins / par le Sr. Sanson Geographe du Roy 46183
Premier Oil Refining Company (Longview, Tex.) 83710
Premier serie : Wisconsin 83147
The Premier street map of Miami, Miami Beach and vicinity / produced under the direction of Alexa 84345
Premier testament de Benoit Bordono, peintre en miniature 46668
Premier voyages francais a la Chine 20709
Premier world atlas 6455, 6456, 6475, 6500, 6501, 6519, 6536, 6537, 6560, 6579, 6580, 6804, 6808, 6875, 6884, 6885, 6959, 7015, 7491
Premiere annee de geographie 30535
La Premiere édition de la table de Peutinger 64324
Prémie partie de la carte d'Asie contenant la Turquie, l'Arabie, la Perse, l'Inde ... / publiée sous les auspices de Monseigneur Louis Philippe d'Orléans ... par le Sr. d'Anville ... ; Gravé par G. de la Haye ; H. Grave 3304
Prémière partie de la carte d'Europe contenant la France, l'Alemagne, l'Italie, l'Espagne & les Isles Britanniqs. / publiée sous les auspices de Monseigneur Louis Philippe Duc d'Orléans ... par le Sr. d'Anville ... ; Gravé par G. de la Haye ; H. Grave 25986
La Premiere partie du nouveau & grand illumniant flambeau de la mer, le troisiéme livr 26250
La Première réduction de la grande carte de Flandre de Mercator e. Contenant la description des costes maritimes de Norwegue Finmarcken, Laplandt, Russen, & l'entiere, Mer Blanche. Comme aussi d'Islant, l'Isle de Beeren, l'Isle d'Elebris Rvssiae civitas 24188
La Première édition de la carte d'Europe contenant la France, l'Alemagne, l'Italie, l'Espagne & les Isles Britanniqs. / publiée sous les auspices de Monseigneur Louis Philippe Duc d'Orléans ... par le Sr. d'Anville ... ; Gravé par G. de la Haye ; H. Grave 25986
La Premiere partie du nouveau & grand illuminant flambeau de la mer, le troisieme livre. Contenant la description des costes maritimes de Norwegue Finmarcken, Laplandt, Russen, & l'entiere, Mer Blanche. Comme aussi d'Islant, l'Isle de Beeren, l'Isle d'Elebris Rvssiae civitas 24288
La Premiere réduction de la carte d'Asie contenant la Turquie, l'Arabie, la Perse, l'Inde ... / publiée sous les auspices de Monseigneur Louis Philippe d'Orléans ... par le Sr. d'Anville ... ; Gravé par Guill. De-la-Haye ; H. Gravelot invente; De Lamosse 3304
Premii partie de la carte d'Europe contenant la France, l'Alemagne, l'Italie, l'Espagne & les Isles Britanniqs. / publiée sous les auspices de Monseigneur Louis Philippe Duc d'Orléans ... par le Sr. d'Anville ... ; Gravé par G. de la Haye ; H. Grave 25986
Premii parte de la carte d'Asie contenant la Turquie, l'Arabie, la Perse, l'Inde ... / publiée sous les auspices de Monseigneur Louis Philippe d'Orléans ... par le Sr. d'Anville ... ; Gravé par Guill. De-la-Haye ; H. Gravelot invente; De Lamosse 3304
La Premiere partie du nouveau & grand illuminant flambeau de la mer, le troisieme livre. Contenant la description des costes maritimes de Norwegue Finmarcken, Laplandt, Russen, & l'entiere, Mer Blanche. Comme aussi d'Islant, l'Isle de Beeren, l'Isle d'Elebris Rvssiae civitas 24288
La Premiere réduction de la grande carte de Flandre de Mercator 46102
Premissia celebris Rvssiae civitas 65733, 65734
Premisilia (Poland) SEE Przemysli (Poland) 65733
Premio Brand Oils SEE Mason City Oil and Grease Co. (Mason City, Iowa) 37712
Prentice-Hall, inc. 1909, 3144, 3145, 6667, 7253, 7295, 11771, 12553, 14578, 16294, 16607, 18471, 18472, 19909, 19910, 21207, 22109, 22650, 24842, 24843, 24845, 28070, 28288, 34621, 38435, 39021, 39584, 39585, 43873, 46596, 51837, 52727, 52728, 53610, 55781, 57926, 63280, 63284, 65421, 65490, 67299, 68629, 68631, 69321, 69323, 70164, 70709, 74080, 75031, 75666, 75827, 75878, 79012, 79026, 79029, 79051, 79052, 79075, 79123, 81705, 85220
Prentice-Hall world atlas / Joseph E. Williams, editor 6667
Prentice, Randy A. 79130
Prentis, William, b. 1740 60365, 80392
Prentiss, Addison 83671
Prentiss, Mabel Emerton 15206
The Preparation of the Blaeu maps of Scotland : a further assessment 13211
Presbiter Johannes, sive, Abissinorvm Imperii descrip:io 499, 500
Presburg 13808
Presburg (Slovakia) SEE Bratislava (Slovakia) 34912
Presbury, George Gouldsmith 11670
Presbyterian Board of Publication SEE Presbyterian Church in the U.S.A. Board of Publication 12828
Presbyterian Church in the U.S.A. Board of Publication 12807, 12828
Presbyterian Church - Missions - Maps - 1937 84345
Presbyterian Church - Missions - Maps - 1947 84387
Presbyterian Church of West Caldwell 12800
Presbyterian missions throughout the world 84345
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Presbyterian Theological Seminary 12669
Presbyterian Theological Seminary, Chicago 1320, 1488, 8695, 12650, 12692, 12695, 12697, 12703, 12728, 12735, 13070, 25781, 30645, 32841, 34357, 39791, 48096, 48108, 62592, 67231, 75683
Presbyterian Theological Seminary of the Northwest 34357
Presciutti, Paolo, 1970- 17168
Prescott (Ariz.) - Pictorial works - 1885 65524
Prescott County (Ont.) - Maps - 1933 66001
Prescott, Dorothy F. (Dorothy Francis), 1931- 11119
Prescott, Eli S. 19416
Prescott, J. R. V. (John Robert Victor) 16984
Prescott, Oliver, 1762- 49128
Prescott (Ont. : County) - Maps - 1862-1881 - Landowners 73294
Prescott, Samuel, Dr., 1751-approximately 1777 - Travel - Maps 13580
Presegni, Comino, active 1593-1605 83981
Presegni, Comino, active 1593-1605 SEE Presegni, Comino, active 1593-1605 83981
Present Africa / engrav'd by S.I. Neele 267, 288
Present Asia distinguish into its general divisions or countries : together with their capital cities, chief rivers, mountains, &c. / delin. M. Burg sculp. Univ. Ox. 3273
Present Asia / engrav'd by S.I. Neele 3316, 3317
Present Britain / engrav'd by S. Neele 25136, 25137
Present day legal systems of the world / by John H. Wigmore 84334
Present Europe / engrav'd by S.I. Neele 26000, 26002
Present France 27788, 27789
Present Germany 31425, 31426
Present Ireland / engrav'd by S. Neele 38292, 38293
Present Poland, Prussia &c. / engrav'd by S.J. Neele 65036, 65037
Present Scotland 69510, 69511
Present Spain and Portugal / S.J. Neele sculpt. 72752, 72753
Present state of British Empire 4483, 4494
Present state of Great Britain & Ireland 14198
Present state of HM's isles & territories in America 4365
The Present state of the European settlements on the Mississippi [sic] : with a geographical description of that river : illustrated by plans and draughts / by Captain Philip Pittman 50495, 50496, 50497
Present Sweden and Norway / engrav'd by S.I. Neele 69213, 69214
Preservation and maintenance of maps 44903
The Preservation of library materials 44917
Preservation of maps : how they are classified, preserved, and catalogued : the methods employed in the Library of Congress described / by P. Lee Phillips 41932
Preserving a 1942 military globe 32147
Preserving the past: the development of a digital historical aerial photography archive 123, 125
Preses, Ignasi Maria Colomer SEE Colomer Preses, Ignasi Maria 72918
Presets, Ignasi Maria Colomer SEE Colomer Preses, Ignasi Maria 72918
Presettlement forests of the 5th principal meridian, Missouri territory, 1815 76158
Presettlement prairie of Missouri 79886
Presettlement vegetation of plain of Lake Chicago in Cook County, Ill. 20503
Presidencia del Gobierno 72929
President, king's jester and cartographer 33219
Presidential election map / Wilshire Oil Company of California 78377
Presidential vote, Cook County 22023
Presidents - Historical geography - Maps - 1967 65525
Presidents - Historical geography - Maps - 1975 65526
Presidents - United States - Biography - Juvenile literature 65525, 65526
Presidents - United States - Election - 1788-2004 - Maps 65527
Presidents - United States - Election - 1888-1892 - Maps 35590
Presidents - United States - Election - 1892 - Maps 22023
Presidents - United States - Election - 1896-1916 - Maps 77000
Presidents - United States - Election - 1896 - Maps 77005
Presidents - United States - Elections, 1916-1920 - Maps 65528
Presidents - United States - Elections, 1944-1948 - Maps 65529
Presidents - United States - Elections - 1964-1968 - Maps 78377
[Presidio County (Tex.) - 1891: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 65530
[Presidio County (Tex.) - 1894: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 65531
Presidio County (Tex.) - Maps - 1891 - Landowners 65530
Presidio County (Tex.) - Maps - 1894 - Landowners 65531
Presidio County of N. S. de Loreto en la Bahia del Espiritu Santo de la Provincia de Texas, Nuevo Reyno de Filipinas, que demarcó, y dejó aviertas las zanjas de toda la fortificacion el Marqués de San Miguel de Aguayo ... / Sylverio f. 65532
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A previously unknown map of England and Wales, showing roads, circa 1670, by Wenceslaus Hollar.
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A Primary geography: illustrated by numerous maps and engravings / by D.M. Warren 29769
A Primary geography: introductory to Swinton's "Complete course in geography" / by William Swinton 30140
Primary geography: introductory to Swinton's "Grammar school geography" / by William Swinton 30136, 30358
Primary mathematical & physical geography: and guide to Nichols' geographic models of the United States / by George S. Ormsby 30087
Primary political map of the world / Rand McNally and Company 84508
Primary school geography 30410, 30419, 30453, 30454, 30486
Primary Source Media (Firm) 44781
Prince Edward County (Va.) Board of Supervisors 65555
Prince Edward County (Md.) SEE Prince George's County (Md.)
Prince Edward Island 65556
Prince Edward Island Heritage Foundation 65564
Prince Edward Island, Dept. of the Environment and Tourism 65556
Prince Edward Island 1973 Centennial Commission 65564
Prince Edward County (Va.) Board of Supervisors 65555
Prince Edward Island - Maps 1879 65555
Prince Edward County (Va.) - Maps 1879 - Landowners 65555
Prince Edward Island - 1672 45099
Prince Edward Island - 1794 - Landowners 65563
Prince Edward Island 1973 Centennial Commission 65564
Prince Edward Island - Camping - Directories 1970-1979 65556
Prince Edward Island Canada: 1964 road map & tourist guide / Prince Edward Island Travel Bureau 65556
Prince Edward Island, Dept. of the Environment and Tourism 65556
Prince Edward Island - Description and travel 1970-1979 65556
Prince Edward Island Heritage Foundation 65556
Prince Edward Island - Maps 1744 60157
Prince Edward Island - Maps 1775 65560, 65561
Prince Edward Island - Maps 1775 - Landowners 65557, 65558, 65559
Prince Edward Island - Maps 1789 6562
Prince Edward Island - Maps 1794 - Nautical charts 65563
Prince Edward Island - Maps 1829 60166
Prince Edward Island - Maps 1880 - Landowners 65564
Prince Edward Island - Maps 1887 - Railroads 53782
Prince Edward Island - Maps 1888 - Railroads 53783
Prince Edward Island - Maps 1918 - Road maps 45127
Prince Edward Island - Maps 1929 - Road maps 65565
Prince Edward Island - Maps 1964 - Road maps 65566
Prince Edward Island - Maps 1970-1979 - Road maps 65556
Prince Edward Island - Maps 1978 - Road maps 66051
Prince Edward Island - Maps - Exhibitions - Catalogs 67992
Prince Edward Island, Travel Bureau 65566
Prince George County (Md.) SEE Prince George's County (Md.) 2052
Prince Edward Island 65556, 65567, 65568
Prince Edward Island - Landowners 65567, 65568
Prince Edward Island - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 65569
Prince George County (Va.) - Maps - 2002 - Road maps 81040
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The Principal elements of the solar system; from the latest observations  3543
The Principal fixed stars in the North Hemisphere delineated on the plane of the equator / A. Bell sculpt.  3505
The Principal fixed stars in the South Hemisphere delineated on the plane of the equator / A. Bell sculpt.  3506
The Principal fixed stars of the North Hemisphere : delineated on the plane of the equator for the year 1774 / by S. Dunn  18927, 18928
The Principal fixed stars of the north hemisphere delineated on the plane of the equator, for the year 1774  18924
The Principal fixed stars of the South Hemisphere : delineated on the plane of the equator for the year 1774 / by S. Dunn  3484, 18929
The Principal fixed stars of the south hemisphere delineated on the plane of the equator for the year 1774  18925
Principal highway routes of the north central states  48872
Principal highway routes of the United States  77367, 77423
Principal highways in the Republic of Mexico = Principales carreteras en Mexico  46509
Principal interconnected transmission lines in the United States  78522
The Principal islands of the East Indies  37449
Principal navigations English nation  4218
The Principal navigations, voyages, traffiques, and discoveries of the English nation / collected by Richard Hakluyt, preacher ; and edited by Edmund Goldsmid ...  7749
The Principal navigations : voyages, traffiques and discoveries of the English nation, made by sea or overland, to the remote and farthest distant quarters of the earth, at any time within the compass of these 1600 yeeres: diuided into three severall v  80589
The Principal Navigations, Voyages, Traffiques & Discoveries of the English Nation.  17547
Principal roads of England & Wales.  Vol. 1  14199
The Principal stage, steam-boat, and canal routes in the United States; with the population of each state and other statistical information: being an accompaniment to Mitchell's traveller's guide  79436
Principal transportation routes of the world  84312
The Principal uses of land / by V.C. Finch  84397
Les Principales forteresses ports &c. de l'Amérique septentrionale  1652
Les Principales puissances et la vie économique du monde : classes de philosophie, mathématiques et sciences expérimentales / André Meynier, Aimé Perpiliou, Louis François, Robert Mangin  30503
Principall dignitate gaudens Comitat. Tirolis Episcopat. Tridentinum et Brixiensem ...  75915
Principall dignitate gaudens Comitat. Tirolis Episcopat. Tridentinum et Brixiensem ut et Comitat. Brigantimum Feldkirch Sonneberg et Pludentinum continent : quo ad omnes urbes, oppida, arces, coenobia, pagos / exactissime designata cura et manu Matthae ...  79316
Principality of Catalonia in which are comprehended the counties of Rossillon and of Cerdagne  18823
The Principality of Wales / by John Seller  80688
The Principall islands in America belonging to the English Empire ...  81589
The Principal navigations, voyages, and discoveries of the English nation : made by sea or overland, to the most remote and farthest distant quarters of the earth at any time within the compass of these 1500 yeeres: deuided into three severall parts  28925
Principat Goricens cmv Karstio et Chaczeola descriptio  70215
Principatus Catalonii ...  18837
Principatus Cataloniae, comitatus Perpiniani et Cerdannae  18833
Principatus Cataloniae nec nom comitatuum Ruscinonensis et Cerretania ...  18840
Principatus Hennenbergensis ...  3180
Principatus Isenacensis ...  25554
Principatus Isenacensis cum adjacentibus vincinorum statuum ...  75138
Principatus Nassaviae ...  52678, 52679
Principatus Pedemontii ...  64691
... Principatus Saxo-Hildburghusian ... tabulam  73404
Principatuum Transilvaniae in suas quasque nationes earumque sedes et regiones ...  75461
Principatuum Moldaviae et Walachiae tabula geographica generalis : ex autographis castrametatorum Russicorum ad normam observationum astronomarum hunc infinem in illis regionibus habitarum / conscripta a J. F. Schmidio, Acad. Scient. Petr. Adjuncto.$  51216
Principauté Citerieure  68281
Principauté de Catalogne  18821, 18824, 18831
Principauté de Catalogne : divisée en neuf diaeceses et en dix-sept vegueries, &c. : mais le comté de Roussillon, ou est l’evesché d’Eline transferé a Perpignan, où sont les veguerie de Perpignan, souveguerie de Valspir, veguerie de Villefranque en Confi  18839
La Principauté de Catalogne divisée en vegueries  18836
Principauté de Catalogne, ou sont compris les comtés de Roussillon ...  18825
Principauté de Catalogne ou sont compris les comtés de Roussillon et de Cerdagne ...  18826
Principauté de Galles: ou sont les comtés, ou shires de Anglesey I., Carnarvan, Denbigh, Flint, Merioneth, et Montgomery en Nort-Walles, Cardigan, Radnor, Breknock, Glamorgan, Carmarden, et Penbrock en Sout-Walles / par le Sr. Sanson d’Abbeville, ge  80690
La Principauté de Liége et le Duché de Limbourg / par le Sr. Robert de Vaugonny ...  41998, 41999
Principauté de Piemont, seigneurie de Verceil, duché ou Val d’Aoust ... / dressée sur les memoires du Sr. Bourgoin par N. de Fer  64700
Principauté de Transilvanie divisée en cinq nations ...  75458
Principaute de Transilvanie et pays circonvoisins dressé sur les meilleures cartes  75463
Principauté de Transilvanie : tirée de W. Lazius, de I. Sambucus, et de G. Mercator &c. / par le Sr. Sanson d’Abbev., geogr. ordre. de Sa Majté. ; J. Lhuillier fecit  75457
Principauté de Transilvanie divisée en cinq nations  75459, 75460
Principes, Iliario  7353
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Printing - Germany - Ingolstadt - History 2227, 2228, 65589
Printing - Germany - Landshut - History 2228, 65589
Printing - Hammond (Ind.) 66241
Printing - History - Europe - Names, Geographical - Latin 52285, 52286, 52287
Printing - History - Germany - Ulm 34530
Printing - History - Italy - Names, Geographical 65590, 65591, 65592
Printing history news 32376
Printing in color SEE Color printing 44574
Printing - Italy - Milan - History - 1745 65593
Printing - Italy (Rome) - History - 1500-1599 73767
Printing - Italy - Venice - History - Sources 75438
Printing - Lyon (France) - History 65594
Printing machine (1834) 44588
Printing maps in colors 44579, 44580
Printing of maps SEE Map printing 11679
Printing plants - Chicago (Ill.) 66241
Printing plates 11916, 35592, 44590
Printing presses - History - 1941 65598
Printing processes SEE Map printing 11679
Printing processes - Wax engravings SEE Printing processes - Cerographs AND Cerographs 11679
Printing Products Corporation (Chicago, Ill.) 19740, 19744
Printing proofs SEE Proofs (Printing) 78449
Printing - Russia - History 1479
Printing - 's Hertogenbosch (Netherlands) - History - 1500-1599 33273, 33274
Printing Solutions (Brooklyn Park, Minn.) 32246
Printing - Specimens - 1930-1950 66234
Printing - Strasbourg (France) - History - 1500-1599 85304
Printing the written word : the social history of books, circa 1450-1520 (1991) 34529
Printing times and lithographer (1875) 26584, 41826, 44603
Printing - Transylvania (Romania) - History - 1500-1599 65599
Printing - Tübingen (Germany) - History - 1500-1599 2254
Printing - United States - Historical geography - Maps - 1932 65600
Printing - United States - Historical geography - Maps - 1936 76241
Printing - United States - Historical geography - Maps - 1936 - Manuscripts 76240
Printing - Zurich (Switzerland) - 1500-1599 34656
Printing: history and process 65602
Prints 65595, 65596, 65597
Prints, American - Bibliography 65601
Prints - Bibliography - Methodology 44824, 44825, 44826
Prints - Dictionaries 65587
Prints - Handbooks, manuals, etc. 65602, 65603, 65604
Prinzi, J. 18250
Prioleau, John, 1882-1954 25375
Prior & Dunning 66090
Prior, Wilhelm 69261, 69267, 69272
Prior hemisphaerii terrestris Europaeis ... 8660
Prior hemisphaerii terrestris Europaeis ... The Priority given to the representation of location and size in school atlases ... 18462
Prior hemisphaerii terrestris Europaeis ... Priors lomme-atlas over Danmark 69261, 69267, 69272
Prisci aliquot Germanie ac vicinorum populi nostri eui spatio haud prorsus noti 52301
Prisciani, Pellegrino, ca.1435 65605
Prisoner-of-war camps - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1865 15789
Prisoner-of-war camps - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 2007 15790
Prisoner-of-war camps - Chicago (Ill.) - Pictorial works - 1865 15791
Prisoner-of-war camps - Chicago (Ill.) - Pictorial works - 2007 15790
Prisons - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1870 22007
Prisons - Chicago (Ill.) - Pictorial works - 1870 22007
Prisons - Cook County (Ill.) - Maps - 1870 22007
Prisons - Cook County (Ill.) - Pictorial works - 1870 22007
Příspevek k vykladu Ptolémajových zprav o hydrografických pomerech komarske parve = [Contribution a l'explication du traite de Ptolémée touchant l'hydrographie du bassin de Komarno] 65804
Pritchard, James B. (James Bennett), 1909-1997 13052
Pritchard, Marcy 81037
Pritchard Smith, R. 23519
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Pritchett 77036
Pritchett, V. S. 52704
Pritzlaff (John) Hardware Co., Milwaukee, Wis. SEE John Pritzlaff Hardware Co. (Milwaukee, Wis.) 83176
Priuli, Antonio, 17th cent. 42337
Priuli & Verlucca 17168

Privacy, Right of - Maps 24909
Private claims at Michillimackinac, surveyed in Octr. & Novr. 1828 43763

Private investigators in literature - Maps - 1987 42191
A Private letter to Brazil 52708
A Private letter to Brazil / Gloria Oden 52709

Privileged-sector mapping of Pennsylvania: A selective cartographic history for 1870 to 1974 18275
Privileg. Württembergische Bibelanstalt SEE Privilegierte Württembergische Bibelanstalt 12954
Privilegierte Württembergische Bibelanstalt 12954, 13006
Prixiner, Gottfried, 1746-1819 34964, 34965

Prize books (Provenance) - 1860 8091
Prize books (Provenance) - 1870 14091
Prize books (Provenance) - 1874 8192

Prize winning wheat grown along Great Northern 49022
Pro Civitate (Firm) 12165
Pro, Joachim SEE Pró, Joaquín 43907
Pró, Joaquín 43906, 43907

Proas de Espana en el Mar Magallanico 63410
Probably world map for Cadet nurses -- Of. of War Inf. / [George Salter] 84373
Probasco, Henry, 1820-1902 71295

The Problem of maps 44527
Problematical features in maps designed by Mercator and Desceliers 46045
Probleme der Landkartenproduktion in Brandenburg-Preussen / von Eckhard Jäger 44670
Problèmes de géographie humaine 23074
Problèmes de l'investigation des cartes de XIXe siècle 16758
Probst, Georg Balthasar 39765
Probst, Johann Michael, d. 1809 9634, 69876
Probst, John, b. ca. 1805 46185
Proceedings 30865
Proceedings and transactions of the Royal Society of Canada 17024
Proceedings. Edited by Wilcomb E. Washburn 80292
Proceedings of the American Congress on Surveying and Mapping, 32nd annual meeting 66173
Proceedings of the American Philosophical Society (March, 1864) 24112
Proceedings of the annual conference / Association of Canadian Map Libraries = Comptes rendus de la conférences annuelle / Association des cartothèques canadiennes 18291
Proceedings of the Australian Map Curators’ Circle Seminar and Workshop held at the Department of Geography, University of Sydney, 27-28 February 1974 44462
Proceedings of the British Academy (1957) 52272
Proceedings of the cartographic symposium held in the Department of Geography, University of Edingburgh, 21-24 September 1962 : arranged by the Geography Departments of the Universities of Glasgow and Edingburgh 17088
Proceedings of the Indiana Academy of the Social Sciences 22340
Proceedings of the Map Keepers’ Seminar and Workshop held at the National Library of Australia, 12th and 13th April, 1973 / [edited by Elizabeth Ellis] 44463
Proceedings of the Royal Geographical Society and monthly record of geography 67437
Proceedings of the Royal Geographical Society and monthly record of geography (1883) 85309
Proceedings of the Royal Philosophical Society of Glasgow (1901-1902) 45536
Proceedings of the Royal Society of Edinburgh (1972) 75081
Proceedings of the Society of Antiquaries of Scotland (1922) 18403
Proceedings of the Symposium on Geographic Information Processing / compiled and edited by D.R.F Taylor 23602
Process engravers’ monthly (1902) 44613

[The Process of wax engraving] 44590
Processione generale fatta in Vinegia, alla publicacione della lega, l’anno M. D. LXXI 64627
Processions - Venice (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1571 64627
Prockter, Adrian 42388
Proclus, approximately 410-485 65807
Proclus, approximately 410-485. Procli de sphera liber 65807
Proclus, approximately 410-485. Procli de Sphaera liber (1561) 22303
Proclus, approximately 410-485. Procli de Sphaera liber (1585) 22304
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Profiles from San Francisco Bay to Los Angeles ... and from the Pimas Villages to Fort Fillmore 72236
Profiles ... no. 1 route near the 41st parallel ... no. 2 route near the 38th & 39th parallel 72237
Profiles of canals 76672
Profiles of canals and rail-roads 76673
 Profiles of grades to accompany Iowa Railroad Commissioners report for 1881] 37562
Profiles of passes in the Sierra Nevada [Shits.1 & 2] 70112
Profiles of the coasts of France] 27823
Profiles of the main routes surveyed 81719
Profiles of the New York State canals and feeders : showing the elevations of the same above tide water and the junction of the lateral canals with the Erie / designed under the direction of Wm. B. Taylor, State Engr. & Survr. by S.H. Sweet, Deputy Sta 56092
Profiles - Ohio and Erie Canal (Ohio) - 1833 60381
Profiles : the House of Baedeker / Herbert Warren Wind 40474
Profilo do Suazich 7380
Profilo della fortezza di Cannina, et prospetto della piazza della Vallona 79794
Profilo di Malvasia da settentrione 51245
Profilo di Malvasia ueduta da mezzia giorno 51246
Program aims to rescue Everglades from 100 years of the hand of man / by Philip Shabecoff 26409
[Program and list of participants in Coronelli-Weltbund der Globusfreunde, Brussels, 1969] 22211
Program of the studies of the architect and of the civil engineer 20901
Programme for determination of difference of longitude by telegraph between San Francisco, Cal. and stations in Nevada, proposed by Prof. George Davidson, United States Coast Survey 43000
The Programs and cartographic records of United States mapping and charting operations in the Second World War 79395
Progress chart of the northern & north-western lakes, compiled from the data of the U.S. Lake Survey 32572
Progress in historical geography 34028
Progress in Human Geography 5 (1981) 36689
Progress in machine-readable map cataloging at the Library of Congress 18793
Progress map of Signal Corps telegraph lines and cables in the military division of the Philippines. Prepared under the direction of Brigadier General A.W. Greely ... Corrected to April 1, 1904 ... 64529
Progress of maritime discovery 4576
Progress of the new overhead highway over North Station yards 58820
Progress Printing Company, Holdredge, Neb. 3631, 34534, 64337
Progress-report upon Geographical and Geological Explorations...by Lt. George M. Wheeler [review] 28836
Progressive Map Company 65607
Progressive Map Service (Fresno, Calif.) 15204
Progressive Map Service (Los Angeles, Calif.) SEE Progressive Map Company 65607
Progressive Maps (Firm : Los Angeles, Calif.) SEE Progressive Map Company 65607
Progressive Oil Co. (Browns Valley, Minn.) 71094
Pröhle, Heinrich, 1822-1895 33611
Projections sphaeræ in planum 44624
Proizvodstvennoe kartosostavitel'skoe ob'edinenie 'Kartografiia' GUGK (Soviet Union) 51836
Projahn, W. 10274
Project 400 65608
The Project: A description 15928
Project archives : Fort Louisbourg map collection as of April, 1977 43264
Project for the attack of Ticonderoga, proposed to be put in execution as near as the circumstances and ground will admit of 75179
Projecting power on conquered landscapes : Canberra and Pretoria 20897
Projection of the globe on the cylinder of a meridian, by James Vetch, Capt. R. E. 84213
Projections of earth and space 32152
Projections SEE Map projection 44668
Projet de la fortezza di Cannina 50722
Projet de la ville et forteresse de Nice 57025
Projet de normalisation de symboles de cartes thématiques : communication enregistrée à l'U.G.I. sous le No. 1073 = Proposal for standardization of symbols on thematic maps : I.G.U. Congress registration number No. 1073 45013
Le Projet de résolution de l'Assemblée Generale de OON au sujet du 500 aniversaire de la decouverte de l'Amerique 21799
Projet de souscription pour la Carte generale de la France : en 173 feuilles / proposé par M. Cassini de Thury 18684
Proliv Tsugaru (Japan) SEE Tsugaru Strait (Japan) 75591
PromoMap (1977) 76423
Prologue (Fall 1977) 18542, 45018
Promis, Domenico 43736
Promis, Vincenzo, 1839-1889 28607
Promotional broadside for a large map of North and South America 1729
Promotional literature - South Dakota - 1909 70880
Promotional Reprint Co. 18890
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Call Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pronouncing gazetteer &amp; geography of Philippines</td>
<td>5573</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pronouncing vocabulary of geographical and personal names / by Elias Longley</td>
<td>52105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prontera, Francesco</td>
<td>67181</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Pronunciation guide to Missouri place names / by Donald George Picinich</td>
<td>52393</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pronunciation guide to names of places and state office-holders in Iowa</td>
<td>52346</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pronunciation of English in the Atlantic states</td>
<td>6614</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proofs (Printing) - 1570 - Specimens</td>
<td>43056</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proofs (Printing) - 1908 - Specimens</td>
<td>20138, 20139, 20140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proofs (Printing) - 1914 - Specimens</td>
<td>35095</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proofs (Printing) - 1925 - Specimens</td>
<td>77322</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proofs (Printing) - 1930 - Specimens</td>
<td>77484</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proofs (Printing) - 1933 - Specimens</td>
<td>37000, 37001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proofs (Printing) - 1937 - Specimens</td>
<td>16192, 20291, 61888</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proofs (Printing) - 1938 - Specimens</td>
<td>77689</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proofs (Printing) - 1940-1949 - Specimens</td>
<td>77723</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proofs (Printing) - 1940 - Specimens</td>
<td>73631, 73632</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proofs (Printing) - 1941 - Specimens</td>
<td>19065, 46660</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proofs (Printing) - 1942 - Specimens</td>
<td>84713</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proofs (Printing) - 1943 - Specimens</td>
<td>26224, 56584</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proofs (Printing) - 1944 - Specimens</td>
<td>2119, 3414, 21592, 26225, 26229, 39558, 39559, 71205, 84382, 84383</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proofs (Printing) - 1949 - Specimens</td>
<td>41099, 73633</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proofs (Printing) - 1950 - Specimens</td>
<td>36275, 37321, 47443, 60975, 62919, 77984, 77987</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proofs (Printing) - 1951 - Specimens</td>
<td>78014, 78015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proofs (Printing) - 1952 - Specimens</td>
<td>78046, 78047, 78048, 78049, 78050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proofs (Printing) - 1953 - Specimens</td>
<td>51537</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proofs (Printing) - 1954 - Specimens</td>
<td>36330, 41100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proofs (Printing) - 1955</td>
<td>22970</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proofs (Printing) - 1956 - Specimens</td>
<td>2063, 2122, 23829</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proofs (Printing) - 1957 - Specimens</td>
<td>2064, 12319, 51677, 51678, 71140, 72587, 78199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proofs (Printing) - 1958-1959 - Specimens</td>
<td>36373</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proofs (Printing) - 1959 - Specimens</td>
<td>78256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proofs (Printing) - 1960 - Specimens</td>
<td>1925, 55503, 78286, 78302, 81509</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proofs (Printing) - 1961 - Specimens</td>
<td>67361</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proofs (Printing) - 1962 - Specimens</td>
<td>19022, 19069, 19070, 78347</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proofs (Printing) - 1963 - Specimens</td>
<td>78376</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proofs (Printing) - 1965 - Specimens</td>
<td>24576</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proofs (Printing) - 1966 - Specimens</td>
<td>24684, 24685, 35292, 49433, 78449, 80187, 80188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proofs (Printing) - 1968 - Specimens</td>
<td>21658, 56754, 78377</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proofs (Printing) - 1970 - Specimens</td>
<td>3530, 65935</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proofs (Printing) - 1973 - Specimens</td>
<td>24501, 65936, 82609</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proofs (Printing) - 1974 - Specimens</td>
<td>4152, 60066, 60067</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proofs (Printing) - 1975 - Specimens</td>
<td>43851</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proofs (Printing) - 1977 - Specimens</td>
<td>80189, 83020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proofs (Printing) - 1978 - Specimens</td>
<td>50079</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proofs (Printing) - 1979 - Specimens</td>
<td>15170, 24686</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proof, J. M. Sterck</td>
<td>17734</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prop, G</td>
<td>8937, 8948, 8952, 8980, 8982, 8983, 8994, 8995, 8997, 8999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Propaganda maps</td>
<td>21785, 44761, 44762</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Propaganda maps - 1755</td>
<td>57560</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Propaganda maps - 1882</td>
<td>79418</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Propaganda maps - 1884</td>
<td>79419</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Propaganda maps - 1915</td>
<td>84622</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Propaganda maps - 1916</td>
<td>84324</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Propaganda maps - 1917</td>
<td>26185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Propaganda maps - 1938</td>
<td>31624, 45760</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Propaganda maps - 1942</td>
<td>84684</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Propaganda maps - 1952</td>
<td>3417, 26239</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Propaganda maps - 1960</td>
<td>84447</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Propaganda maps - Bibliography</td>
<td>44758</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Propaganda maps - Collections, 1939-1941</td>
<td>26346</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Propaganda maps - Europe - Maps - Collections, 1939-1941</td>
<td>26346</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Propaganda maps - Germany - Maps - 1937</td>
<td>10360</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Propaganda maps - Germany - Maps - 1939</td>
<td>10388</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Propaganda maps - Germany - Maps - Collections, 1939-1941</td>
<td>26346</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Call Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Proposed routes - New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1969 - Local transit</td>
<td>55764</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Proposed routes of Northern Pacific Railroad, submitted with</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>application for land grant] No. 4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A proposito di alcune carte nautiche della Biblioteca Nazionale</td>
<td>59698</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>di Parigi</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A proposito di una presunta carta dell’Asia anteriore di Giacomo</td>
<td>13087</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gastaldi</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prosopographiae heroum atque illustrium virorum totius Germaniae</td>
<td>28617</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pars prima [-tertia]. In hac personarum descriptione omnium</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tam armis ... quam lites et religione totius Germaniae</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>celebrium virorum vitae et res praelclare gestae bona tide</td>
<td>31289</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>referuntur</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Prospect and map of London, showing the River Thames to</td>
<td>42760</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Woolwich Reach</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prospect des koniglichen Lust-Schlosses Colonna</td>
<td>21707</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prospect draft of Her Majesty’s Fort William and Mary</td>
<td>27267</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prospect, Grundris und Gegen der Polnischen vesten Reich und</td>
<td>28629</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Handels-Stadt Dantzig</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prospect Grundris und Gegen ... Stralsund...</td>
<td>73308</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A ’Prospect of Annapolis Royal’; drawn by Captain J.H. Bastide,</td>
<td>2045</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1751</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Prospect of Britain : the town panoramas of Samuel and</td>
<td>25440, 25441</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nathaniel Buck / Ralph Hyde</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Prospect of Coventre : from Warwick road, on the south side of</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the cityye [top view] : the prospect of it upon</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liecester roade on the north side of the city [bottom view]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/ W. Hollar fecit</td>
<td>22350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Prospect of James Fort on the island of St. Heliena</td>
<td>39476</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prospect of London &amp; Westminster taken at several stations to the</td>
<td>42762</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>southward thereof</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A ’Prospect of Louisburg, taken from N.E. Harbour, by G.H.</td>
<td>43256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bastide, 1749; drawn by J. Heath’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prospect of most famous parts of world</td>
<td>7763</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[A Prospect of most famovs parts of world ... ]</td>
<td>7761</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Prospect of the city of London from the southeast in the year</td>
<td>42771</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1945 shewing its architecture, the destruction caused by the</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>King’s enemies during previous five years and some of the means</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>whereby the safety of the citizens was maintained</td>
<td>42653c, 42654</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Prospect of the city of London from the southeast in the year</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1945 shewing its architecture, the destruction caused by the</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>King’s enemies during previous five years and some of the means</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>whereby the safety of the citizens was maintained</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Prospect of the most famous parts of the world</td>
<td>7766</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Prospect of the most famous parts of the world. London, 1627</td>
<td>7757</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Prospect of the most famous parts of the world. London, 1627.</td>
<td>7758</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With an introd by R.A. Skelton</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Prospect of the most famous parts of the world : viz. Asia,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Afirca, Europe, America with these kingdoms therein contained ...</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>: together with all the provinces, counties, and shires, contained</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in that large theator of Great Brittaines empire / perf</td>
<td>7762</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Prospekt of the town of Glasgow from ye south. Facies</td>
<td>31958</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>civilitatis Glascoae ab asturo</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Prospekt of Warwick : from Coventre road on the northeast</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>part of the town [top view] : the prospect of it from London road</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>on the south side of the town [bottom view] / W. Hollar fecit</td>
<td>80870</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Prospekt of ye town of Glasgow from ye north east. Facies</td>
<td>31959</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>civilitatis Glasgow ab oriente esteko</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prospect Park (Delaware County, Pa.) - Maps - 1882 - Landowners</td>
<td>23011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prospect und Grundris der ... Ansee Stadt Bremen ...</td>
<td>13900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prospect und Grundris der ... Ansee Stadt Hamburg ...</td>
<td>33400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prospect und Grundris der...Reichs-stadt Nürnb erg...</td>
<td>60226</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prospect von der gebergigten Haupt Vestung Gibraltar</td>
<td>31881</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Prospective plan of the battle fought near Lake George on the</td>
<td>41525</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8th of September 1755</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prospective view of the city of Cairo ...</td>
<td>15134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prospects of England : two thousand years seen through</td>
<td>25414</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>twelve English towns</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prospectua y planta de la ciudad de Santiago</td>
<td>68854</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Prospectus Amoenifs Vallis Oeniponticae ... ; Schlosberg, die Clause in Alpibus Tirolensibus ; Monument occursus Imp. Caroli V et Ferdinandi fratris 37492

Prospectus and map, 1836  43847

Prospectus : Carte générale de la Turquie d'Europe, en 15 feuilles : dressée, des matériaux rassemblés par M. le lieutenant-général comte Guilleminot, directeur-général du Dépôt de la guerre, et M. le maréchal-de camp baron de Tromelin, inspecteur-  41638

Prospectus : Description topographique, économique et politique du royaume de France : divisé par portions uniformes, ou par territoires géographiquement égaux entre eux, dont les cartes & plans sont accompagnés d'un discours explicatif de tous les obj 33913

Prospectus eleganteres splendidissimae archiepiscopalis urbis Salisburgensis...  68352

[Prospectus for Henry Francis Walling's Map of the counties of Franklin and Grand Isle, Vermont (Boston: Baker, Tilden & Co., 1857)]  80780

Prospectus : Nouvelle topographie, ou, Description détaillée de la France : divisée par carrés uniformes, dont les cartes seront accompagnées d'un discours sur tous les objets intéressans qui leur sont propres : avec le rapport des mesures locales à la 33914

Prospectus : The County Map Company  22345

Prospectuses  22345

Prospectus Fort Romani, aedificiorvm ruinus celeberrimi : vulgo Campo Vaccino  67116

Prospectus Freti Sicvli vulgo il Faro de Messina ...  46160

Prospectus Montis Trinitatis in Romae  75535

Prospetto d' una picciola parte del Palazzo di Teodorico  66289

Prosser, William F.  81184

Prosser, William George  42374

Prosveshenie  10081

Protection Insurance Company  76347

Protestant churches - India - Maps - 1840  36581

Protestant churches - Piedmont (Italy) - Maps - 1882  12814

Prothero, Mansell  33533

Prothero, Michael B.  41589

Prothero, Rowland E. (Rowland Edmund), Baron Ernle, 1851-1937  38565

Protoparchiae Mindelhemensis nova tabula geographica  49385

Protractors - Exhibitions  45644

Proulx, J.-B. (Jean-Baptiste), 1846-1904  16064

Proust, Marcel  63314

Proust, C. A.  23907

La Provenance du nom Bulgar / J. Németh  52202

Provenance of Novacco Map Collection : acquired by the Newberry Library in 1967  28209

The Provenance of two early atlases of Scotland, containing contemporary manuscript insertions  13220

Providence  65639, 65643, 65648, 65653

Providence : 36 cartes et 26 plans / publié sous la direction de Marcel Monmarché  65636

Providence-Alpes-Côte d'Azur (France) - Historical geography - Maps - 1897  66918

Providence-Alpes-Côte d'Azur (France) - Historical geography - Maps - 1969  65609

Providence-Alpes-Côte d'Azur (France) - Maps - 1897  66918

Providence-Alpes-Côte d'Azur (France) - Maps - 1923  66741

Providence-Alpes-Côte d'Azur (France) - Maps - 1927  66742

Providence-Alpes-Côte d'Azur (France) - Maps - 1954  66958

Providence-Alpes-Côte d'Azur (France) - Maps - 1963  65612

Providence-Alpes-Côte d'Azur (France) - Maps - 1964  66960

Providence-Alpes-Côte d'Azur (France) - Maps - 1965  66962

Providence-Alpes-Côte d'Azur (France) - Maps - 1971  66962

Providence-Alpes-Côte d'Azur (France) - Maps - 1976  65645

Providence-Alpes-Côte d'Azur (France) - Maps - 1977  66963

Providence-Alpes-Côte d'Azur (France) - Maps - 1978  66965

Providence-Alpes-Côte d'Azur (France) - Maps - 1979  65646

Providence-Alpes-Côte d'Azur (France) - Maps - 1981  65647, 65648

Providence-Alpes-Côte d'Azur (France) - Maps - 1985  65649, 66966

Providence-Alpes-Côte d'Azur (France) - Maps - 1988  65651, 66967

Providence-Alpes-Côte d'Azur (France) - Maps - 1991  65652

Providence-Alpes-Côte d'Azur (France) - Maps - 1996  65654

Providence-Alpes-Côte d'Azur (France) - Maps - 1998  65656

Providence-Alpes-Côte d'Azur (France) - Maps - 1999  66969

Providence-Alpes-Côte d'Azur (France) - Maps - Bibliography  66510

Providence-Alpes-Côte d'Azur (France) - Maps - Exhibitions - Catalogs  65610

Providence : avec carte touristique  65642

Providence : avec carte touristique / Michelin  65645

Providence : Comtat Venaissin, Côte d'Azur, Comité de Nice / [refondu par Georges Monmarché]  65641

Providence/Côte d'Azur  65611

Providence, Côte d'Azur  65640

Provence-Côte d'Azur (France) - Maps - 1920  66942
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Providence Island (Colombia) - Maps - 1929  65638
Providence County (R.I.) - Maps - 1943  65640
Providence Côte D’Azur (France) - Maps - 1995  65611
La Provence divisée en ses vigueries et terres adjacentes  65629
Providence (France) - Historical geography - Maps - 1969  65612
Providence (France) - Maps - 1588  41609
Providence (France) - Maps - 1593  65613
Providence (France) - Maps - 1594-1606  65614
Providence (France) - Maps - 1606  41610
Providence (France) - Maps - 1652  65615
Providence (France) - Maps - 1683  65616
Providence (France) - Maps - 1692 - Names, Geographical  65617
Providence (France) - Maps - 1694  65618
Providence (France) - Maps - 1695  65619, 69033, 69034
Providence (France) - Maps - 1696  65620
Providence (France) - Maps - 1700  65621, 65622
Providence (France) - Maps - 1707  65623
Providence (France) - Maps - 1710  65624, 65625, 65626
Providence (France) - Maps - 1715  65627, 65628
Providence (France) - Maps - 1730  65629
Providence (France) - Maps - 1741  65630
Providence (France) - Maps - 1745  65631
Providence (France) - Maps - 1747  65632
Providence (France) - Maps - 1754  65633, 65634
Providence (France) - Maps - 1777  22874
Providence (France) - Maps - 1799  64715
Providence (France) - Maps - 1877  27980
Providence (France) - Maps - 1890  66912
Providence (France) - Maps - 1892  66914
Providence (France) - Maps - 1911  65635
Providence (France) - Maps - 1925  65636
Providence (France) - Maps - 1926 - Economics  65637
Providence (France) - Maps - 1929  65638
Providence (France) - Maps - 1938  65639
Providence (France) - Maps - 1943  65640
Providence (France) - Maps - 1956  65641
Providence (France) - Maps - 1960  65642
Providence (France) - Maps - 1964  65643
Providence (France) - Maps - 1966  65644
Providence (France) - Maps - 1976  65645
Providence (France) - Maps - 1979  65646
Providence (France) - Maps - 1981  65647, 65648
Providence (France) - Maps - 1985  65649
Providence (France) - Maps - 1988  65651
Providence (France) - Maps - 1988-2001 - Guidebooks  65650
Providence (France) - Maps - 1991  65652
Providence (France) - Maps - 1993  65653
Providence (France) - Maps - 1995  65611
Providence (France) - Maps - 1996  65654
Providence (France) - Maps - 1997  65655
Providence (France) - Maps - 1998  65656
Providence (France) - Maps - Bibliography  65610
Providence (France) - Maps - Exhibitions - Catalogs  65610
Providence / Michelin  65646, 65647, 65649, 65651, 65652, 65654, 65656
The Provence of Mnster  51939
La Provence suivant les nouvelles observations ...  65632
Providence & the Côte d’Azur / main contributor, Roger Williams  65655
Providence & the Riviera  65650
[Providance County (R.I.) - 1851: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche]  65657
Providence County (R.I.) - Maps - 1851 - Landowners  65657
Providence County (R.I.) - Maps - 1895 - Landowners  65658
Providence Island (Colombia) - Maps - 1775  67000
Providence Lithograph Co.  66717
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Call Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Providence (R.I.) - Maps - 1650-1770 - Landowners</td>
<td>65659</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Providence (R.I.) - Maps - 1823</td>
<td>65660</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Providence (R.I.) - Maps - 1841</td>
<td>76681</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Providence (R.I.) - Maps - 1857</td>
<td>65661</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Providence (R.I.) - Maps - 1871 - Landowners</td>
<td>66679</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Providence (R.I.) - Maps - 1875 - Landowners</td>
<td>65662</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Providence (R.I.) - Maps - 1878 - Railroads</td>
<td>66680</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Providence (R.I.) - Maps - 1884 - Railroads</td>
<td>66683</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Providence (R.I.) - Maps - 1888 - Railroads</td>
<td>66685</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Providence (R.I.) - Maps - 1889 - Railroads</td>
<td>66686, 66687</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Providence (R.I.) - Maps - 1875 - Landowners</td>
<td>65658</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Providence (R.I.) - Maps - 1905</td>
<td>45433</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Providence (R.I.) - Maps - 1927 - Road maps</td>
<td>65663</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Providence (R.I.) - Maps - 1930 - Road maps</td>
<td>66711</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Providence (R.I.) - Maps - 1932 - Road maps</td>
<td>66713</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Providence (R.I.) - Maps - 1933 - Road maps</td>
<td>66716</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Providence (R.I.) - Maps - 1934 - Road maps</td>
<td>66717</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Providence (R.I.) - Maps - 1951</td>
<td>76087, 76088</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Providence (R.I.) - Maps - 1965 - Road maps</td>
<td>66719</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Providence (R.I.) - Pictorial works - 1835</td>
<td>65664</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Providence (R.I.) - Pictorial works - 1844</td>
<td>65665</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Providence (R.I.) - Pictorial works - 1853 - Manuscripts</td>
<td>65812</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Providence (R.I.) - Pictorial works - 1955 - Railroads</td>
<td>65666</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Providence Region (R.I.) - Maps - 1778 - Military operations - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>65667</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Providence Region (R.I.) - Maps - 1843</td>
<td>76694</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Providence Region (R.I.) - Maps - 1845</td>
<td>76707</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Providence Region (R.I.) - Maps - 1930 - Road maps</td>
<td>66711</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Providence Region (R.I.) - Maps - 1932 - Road maps</td>
<td>66713</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Providence Region (R.I.) - Maps - 1933 - Road maps</td>
<td>66716</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Providence Region (R.I.) - Maps - 1934 - Road maps</td>
<td>66717</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Providence Region (R.I.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps</td>
<td>65668, 65669</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Providence Region (R.I.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps</td>
<td>65670</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Providence Region (R.I.) - Maps - 1950 - Road maps</td>
<td>13645</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Providence Region (R.I.) - Maps - 1954 - Road maps</td>
<td>13534</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Providence (Sloop : Great Britain) - Travels, 1796-1797 - Maps</td>
<td>39509, 67749</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provident National Bank</td>
<td>18537</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>La Province d'Auvergne divisée en haute et basse</td>
<td>11315</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>La Province de Berry</td>
<td>12601</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Province de la Louisianne. MDCC.XLIII</td>
<td>43273</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Province de New-York en 4 feuilles, par Montréal</td>
<td>56039</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>La Province de Picardie divisée en haute et basse</td>
<td>64643</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>La Province de Poitou et le pays d'Aunis</td>
<td>64956</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Province de Québec, Canada : carte routière et touristie, 1933</td>
<td>66003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Province des Amazones</td>
<td>70438</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Province of Artois and the country adjacent / by William de l'Isle</td>
<td>3172</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Province of Canada (western sheet) / by Keith Johnston, F.R.S.E. ; engraved &amp; printed by W. &amp; A.K. Johnston, Edinburgh</td>
<td>15853</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Province of Connaught with the citie of Galwaye described</td>
<td>21860, 21861</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The province of Connought...</td>
<td>21863</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Province of Kyle</td>
<td>73326</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The province of Leinster...</td>
<td>41825</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Province of Lennox</td>
<td>73327</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Province of Maine</td>
<td>43956, 43960</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Province of Maine, from the best authorities</td>
<td>43952, 43954, 43959</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Province of Mounster</td>
<td>51940, 51941</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The province of Munster</td>
<td>51943</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Province of New Brunswick, Canada : official government highway map...</td>
<td>53786</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Province of New Jersey, divided into east and west, commonly called the Jerseys</td>
<td>54768, 54769, 54770, 54771</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Province of Ontario</td>
<td>61812</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Province of Quebec</td>
<td>65974</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Province of Ulster</td>
<td>76004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>La Province ou duche de Bretagne</td>
<td>14623</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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| Prussia (Germany) - Maps - 1786 | 31431 |
| Prussia (Germany) - Maps - 1788 | 31435, 65697, 65698 |
| Prussia (Germany) - Maps - 1794 | 31441, 65042, 65699 |
| Prussia (Germany) - Maps - 1797 | 65047, 65700 |
| Prussia (Germany) - Maps - 1798 | 65050 |
| Prussia (Germany) - Maps - 1799 | 65051 |
| Prussia (Germany) - Maps - 1802 | 31452 |
| Prussia (Germany) - Maps - 1804 | 25720 |
| Prussia (Germany) - Maps - 1805 | 31455, 65701 |
| Prussia (Germany) - Maps - 1810 | 65702 |
| Prussia (Germany) - Maps - 1811 | 65703 |
| Prussia (Germany) - Maps - 1815 | 65704, 65705 |
| Prussia (Germany) - Maps - 1818 | 65706 |
| Prussia (Germany) - Maps - 1822 | 65707 |
| Prussia (Germany) - Maps - 1823 | 65708 |
| Prussia (Germany) - Maps - 1825 | 65709 |
| Prussia (Germany) - Maps - 1826 | 65710 |
| Prussia (Germany) - Maps - 1828 | 65711 |
| Prussia (Germany) - Maps - 1829 | 65712 |
| Prussia (Germany) - Maps - 1830 | 31488 |
| Prussia (Germany) - Maps - 1831 | 31489 |
| Prussia (Germany) - Maps - 1831-1836 | 31494 |
| Prussia (Germany) - Maps - 1833 | 65713 |
| Prussia (Germany) - Maps - 1834 | 65714 |
| Prussia (Germany) - Maps - 1836 | 65715 |
| Prussia (Germany) - Maps - 1840 | 65716 |
| Prussia (Germany) - Maps - 1842 | 65717 |
| Prussia (Germany) - Maps - 1845 | 9731, 65718, 65719 |
| Prussia (Germany) - Maps - 1847 | 65720 |
| Prussia (Germany) - Maps - 1850 | 65721 |
| Prussia (Germany) - Maps - 1851 | 65722 |
| Prussia (Germany) - Maps - 1855 | 31517 |
| Prussia (Germany) - Maps - 1857 | 31521 |
| Prussia (Germany) - Maps - 1861 | 65723 |
| Prussia (Germany) - Maps - 1866 | 65673, 65724, 65725 |
| Prussia (Germany) - Maps - 1872 | 65726 |
| Prussia (Germany) - Maps - 1876 | 65674 |
| Prussia (Germany) - Maps - 1907 - War games | 31564 |
| Prussia (Germany) - Maps - 1911 | 65727 |
| Prussia (Germany) - Maps - 1915 | 65728 |
| Prussia (Germany) - Maps - 1927 | 31593, 31594, 31595 |
| Prussia (Germany) - Maps - 1928 | 31598 |
| Prussia (Germany) - Maps - 1930 | 31601 |
| Prussia (Germany) - Maps - 1934 | 65729 |
| Prussia (Germany) - Maps - 1938 | 31625 |
| Prussia (Germany) - Maps - 1941 | 65730 |
| Prussia (Germany) - Maps - 1988 - Cities and towns | 65731 |
| Prussia (Germany) - Maps - Collections, 1542-1810 | 18348 |

**Prussia / [Jodocus Hondius]** 65680


**Prussia (Kingdom). Königlich Preussische Akademie der Wissenschaften SEE Königlich Preussische Akademie der Wissenschaften zu Berlin** 31433

**Prussia. Kriegsgeschicht** 5195, 5748

**Prussia. Landesaufnahme** SEE Prussia (Germany). Landesaufnahme 25722

**Prussia & Poland / by J. Arrowsmith** 65714

**Prussia States** 65716

**Prussia / Young & Delleker sc.** 65713

**Prussian cartography in the late 18th century** 18350

**Prussian dominions** 65702, 65704, 65705, 65707, 65712

**Prussian dominions / drawn under the direction of Mr. Pinkerton by L. Hebert ; Neele sculpt. 352 Strand** 65706

**Prussian states** 25720, 31452

**Prussia - Maps - 1860** 65732

**Prusy Królewskie (Poland) - Maps - 1745** 65692
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Public auction: Mitchell Heights and Oakland Park, July 30 at 3 o'clock p.m. on the grounds  49345
Public Broadcasting Associates  17425
Public Broadcasting Service (U.S.) Shape of the world (Television program)  17375
Public Building Commission of Chicago SEE Chicago (Ill.). Public Building Commission  20521
Public domain  5192
Public health - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1915  19670
Public housing - Chicago (Ill.) - Pictorial works - 1936  39845, 39895
Public housing - Jane Addams Houses (Chicago, Ill.) - Pictorial works - 1936  39845
Public housing - Julia C. Lathrop Homes (Chicago, Ill.) - Pictorial works - 1936  39895
Public land records of the federal government  76151
The public land records of the federal government, 1800-1950, and their statistical significance  76152
Public land surveys: history, instructions, methods  76153
Public lands - Alabama - Maps - 1878 - Surveys  679
Public lands - Arkansas - Maps - 1878 - Surveys  2871
Public lands - California - Maps - 1857 - Surveys  15252
Public lands - California - Maps - 1860 - Surveys  15255
Public lands - California - Maps - 1879 - Surveys  15267
Public Lands - Colorado - Maps - 1863 - Surveys  21279
Public Lands - Edwards County (Ill.) - Maps - 1817 - Manuscripts  24690
Public lands - Florida - Maps - 1857 - Surveys  26880
Public lands - Florida - Maps - 1860 - Surveys  26883
Public lands - Green Bay Region (Wis.) - Maps - 1835  83069, 83070
Public lands - Green Bay (Wis.) - Maps - 1835  83069, 83070
Public Lands - Illinois - Maps - 1800-1899 - Surveys - Index Maps  35419
Public Lands - Illinois - Maps - 1804-1856 - Surveys  35420
Public lands - Indiana - Maps - 1786-1810 - Public lands - Surveys - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  36747
Public lands - Iowa - Maps - 1855 - Surveys  37595
Public lands - Kansas - Maps - 1857 - Surveys  40079
Public lands - Louisiana - Maps - 1851 - Surveys  43296
Public lands - Louisiana - Maps - 1854 - Surveys  43298
Public lands - Louisiana - Maps - 1857 - Surveys  43301
Public lands - Louisiana - Maps - 1860 - Surveys  43303
Public lands - Michigan - Maps - 1857 - Surveys  46776
Public lands - Milwaukee Region (Wis.) - Maps - 1835  83069, 83070
Public lands - Minnesota - Maps - 1856 - Surveys  49530
Public lands - Minnesota - Maps - 1857 - Surveys  46776, 83091
Public lands - Mississippi - Maps - 1878 - Surveys  50115
Public lands - Montana - Maps - 1879 - Surveys  51330
Public lands - Nebraska - Maps - 1857 - Surveys  40079
Public lands - New Mexico - Maps - 1857 - Surveys  55253
Public lands - New Mexico - Maps - 1860 - Surveys  55254
Public lands - New Mexico - Maps - 1861 - Surveys  55255
Public lands - New Mexico - Maps - 1863 - Surveys  55256
Public lands - New Mexico - Maps - 1879 - Surveys  55265
Public lands - New Mexico - Maps - 1886 - Surveys  55273
Public lands - New Mexico - Maps - 1908 - Surveys  55291
Public lands - New Mexico - Maps - 1909 - Surveys  55293
Public lands - New England - Maps  21816
Public lands - Ohio River Valley - History  79445
Public lands - Oklahoma - Maps - 1914 - Surveys  61351
Public lands - United States - History  79445
Public Lands - United States - Maps - 1880  76886
Public Lands - United States - Maps - Bibliography  79340
Public lands - Utah - Maps - 1879 - Surveys  79556
Public lands - Washington (State) - Maps - 1857 - Surveys  81169
Public lands - West (U.S.) - Management - 2009  76082
Public lands - Wisconsin - Maps - 1835  83069, 83070
Public lands - Wisconsin - Maps - 1857 - Surveys  83091
Public lands - Wyoming - Maps - 1879 - Surveys  84799
Public libraries - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 2011  19961
Public Library of Fort Wayne and Allen County  80857
The Public markets of the city of London ...  42395
Public policy and cartography SEE Cartography and politics  17169
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Public power systems in the state of Washington 81348
Public Radio International 20054
The Public school atlas of modern geography: in 31 maps: exhibiting clearly the more important physical features of the countries delineated and noting all the chief places of historical, commercial, or social interest / edited, with an introduction by George Butler 34476
The Public schools atlas of ancient geography: in 28 maps, on the plan of The public schools atlas of modern geography / edited with an introduction by George Butler 8227
The Public schools atlas of modern geography in 33 maps: exhibiting clearly the more important physical features of the countries delineated and noting all the chief places of historical, commercial or social interest / edited, with an introduction on 8270, 8287, 8354
The Public schools historical atlas / edited by C. Colbeck 34218, 34264
The Public schools of Massachusetts ... 45422
Public Service Commission of South Carolina SEE South Carolina. Public Service Commission 70838
Public Service Commission of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania 63673
Public Service Company of Colorado 21590, 21594
Public Service Company of Colorado - Maps - 1944-1946 21590
Public Service Company of Northern Illinois 36122, 52340
Public Service Corporation of New Jersey 54826, 54830, 54833, 54976
Public Service Corporation of New Jersey - Maps - 1905 54826
Public Service Corporation of New Jersey - Maps - 1906 54830
Public Service Corporation of New Jersey - Maps - 1907 54833
Public Service Corporation of Colorado (Columbus, Ohio) 60530
Public Service Oil Corporation (Columbus, Ohio) - Maps - 1924 60530
Public Service transit guide for northern New Jersey 54876
Public surveys in the state of Wisconsin and territory of Minnesota 83084
Public utilities - California - Maps - 1908 15340
Public utilities - California - Maps - 1909 15344
Public utilities - California - Maps - 1910 15348
Public utilities - California - Maps - 1911 15350
Public utilities - California - Maps - 1912 15352
Public utilities - San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1908 15340
Public utilities - San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1909 15344
Public utilities - San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1910 15348
Public utilities - San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1911 15350
Public utilities - San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1912 15352
Public welfare - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1934 19776
Public works - Chicago (Ill.) - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1871 35372
Public works - Chicago (Ill.) - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1878 35373
Public works - Chicago (Ill.) - Designs and plans - 1862 20523
Public works - Chicago (Ill.) - Designs and plans - 1873 20524
Public works - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1862 19484, 20523, 42114
Public works - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1864 19460, 19486, 19487
Public works - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1865 19489
Public works - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1870 19506, 22007, 32348, 33369, 42117
Public works - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1871 19513
Public works - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1909 19650
Public works - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1915 19671
Public works - London (England) - Maps - 1944 42652
Publicaciones de Martin-Meras [to 1992] 45221
The Publication of Paolo Giovio's Histories: Charles V and the Revision of Book XXXIV 17870
Publications illustrées SEE Bureau des publications illustrees (Paris, France) 9380
Publications, maps and charts sold by U.S. government agencies other than the superintendent of documents 76172
Publications of the Colonial Society of Massachusetts v. 52 (1980) 18096, 18097
Publications of the George H. Beans Library (later the Tall Tree Library) : 1928-1963 30963
Publications, Tall Tree Library: partial list 74189
Publications : The George H. Beans Library, 1928-1938 30962
Publicité Routiere Bolze (Geneva, Switzerland) 85368
PUBLIKATIONSTELLE 75986
Publish and perish : the career of Lienhart Holle 34529
Publish and perish: The Career of Lienhart Holle in Ulm 34530
[Published letter from Wm. Kinney to Edwin M. Taylor summarizing statutes regarding military bounty lands in western Kentucky] 40655
Published maps of Montana : an annotated bibliography 51552
[Published materials relating to Andrew McNally III's service in World War II, including copies of journal Photogrammetric Engineering; Army Map
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Service glossaries, technical manuals, specifications, bulletins, etc.: Newmaps and other maps] 84705
Published sources of information about maps and atlases 44861
Publisher / dealer descriptions: John Bartholomew & Son Limited 39829
Publisher-dealer descriptions: John P. Coll, maps: dealer in out-of-print maps of the 19th and 20th centuries 21177
Publishers and publishing - Chicago (Ill.) - History 66230, 66232, 66241
Publishers and publishing - Great Britain - History 40476
Publishers and Publishing - Great Britain - History - 1843-1943 11366
Publishers and publishing - Great Britain - Indexes - 1475-1640 65135
Publishers and publishing - Italy - 1500-1599 27222, 44676
Publishers and publishing - London (England) - History 39840
Publishers and publishing - Manhattan (New York, N.Y.) - Maps - 1924 44340
Publishers' catalogs - Catalogs - 1850 84775
Publishers' catalogs - Catalogs - 1855 84776
Publishers' catalogs - Chicago (Ill.) 66241
Publishers' catalogs - England - 1850 84775
Publishers' catalogs - England - 1855 84776
Publishers' catalogs - France - 1770 38534
Publishers' catalogs - Germany - 1738-1739 67543
Publishers' catalogs - United States - 1911 66220
Publishers' catalogs - United States - 1920-1929 66221
Publishers Enterprises Group 44248
Publishers Group West 57320
Publishers weekly 44539
Publishers weekly 118 (1930) 19038
Publishers weekly (1903) 66211
Publishers weekly (1922) 16764, 16765, 16766, 16767
A Publishing History of John Mitchell’s 1755 Map of North America / Matthew Edney 51163
Pucci, Kelly 15790
Puchades i Bataller, Ramon J. 52821
Pückler-Muskau, Hermann, Fürst von, 1785-1871 11380
Pückler-Muskau, Hermann, Fürst von, 1785-1871. Andeutungen über Landschaftsgärtnerei (1834) 11376, 11377, 11378, 11379
Puebla de Zaragoza (Mexico) - Maps - 1962 - Road maps 46564
Puebla de Zaragoza (Mexico) - Maps - 1964 - Road maps 46554
Puebla de Zaragoza (Mexico) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps 46569
Puebla de Zaragoza (Mexico) - Maps - 1967 - Road maps 46574
Puebla de Zaragoza (Mexico) - Maps - 1968 - Road maps 46578, 46579
Puebla de Zaragoza (Mexico) - Maps - 1973 - Road maps 46589, 46590
Puebla de Zaragoza (Mexico) - Maps - 1974 - Road maps 46593
Puebla (Mexico : State) - Maps - 1925 - Railroads 65810
Puebla (Mexico : State) - Maps - 1925 - Railroads - Indexes 65809
Puebla Region (Mexico) - Maps - 1500-1599 - Manuscripts - Slides 34785
Puebla, Tlaxcala and Veracruz. México : indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide ... = Mapa de bolsillo ... 65809
Pueblo (Colo.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps 23257
Pueblo (Colo.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps 23261, 23262
Pueblo (Colo.) - Maps - 1950 - Road maps 23263
Pueblo (Colo.) - Maps - 1955 - Road maps 23267
Pueblo (Colo.) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps 23270, 23271
Pueblo (Colo.) - Maps - 1968 - Road maps 23273
Pueblo (Colo.) - Maps - 1969 - Road maps 23274
Pueblo (Colo.) - Maps - 1970 - Road maps 23275
Pueblo (Colo.) - Maps - 1975-1976 - Road maps 23276
Pueblo (Colo.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps 23277
Pueblo (Colo.) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps 23278, 23280
Pueblo (Colo.) - Maps - 1979 23281
Pueblo (Colo.) - Maps - 1995 - Road maps 21695
Pueblo (Colo.) - Maps - 2002 - Road maps 21696, 21697
Pueblo (Colo.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps 21698
Pueblo (Colo.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps 21700
[Pueblo County (Colo.) - 1888: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 65811
Pueblo County (Colo.) - Maps - 1888 - Landowners 65811
Pueblo de Santo Domingo 68771, 68866
Pueblo Hungo Pavie (N.M.) SEE Hungo Pavie (N.M.) 34994
Pueblo Indians - Maps - 1912 77162
Pueblo of Laguna, New Mexico - Pictorial works - 1853 - Manuscripts 65812
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Pueblo of Taos -- north pueblo 74243
Pueblo of Taos -- south pueblo / [signed] Thwaites 74244
Pueblo Zuni (N.M.) SEE Zuni (N.M.) 85360
Pueblos Popolocas existentes á mediados del siglo XIX 65208
Pueltas, José María de Jesús, 1772 18439
Puente, Juan Jose Elio de la 46243, 46244, 64169, 67860, 71310, 71311, 76462
Puente y Olea, Manuel de la, d. 1910 19287
Puente y Olea, Manuel de la, d. 1910. Estudios Españoles (1900) 19287
Puerta de Alcalá / J. Cebrian dibo. y lito. ; lit. J. Donon 65813
Puerta de Alcalá (Madrid, Spain) - Pictorial works - 1862 65813
Puerta, Joseph de la 34680, 34681, 34682, 34683, 64510
Puerto Alfaques (Spain) SEE Alfaques, Puerto de los (Spain) 1210
Puerto de Coquimbo 22138, 22140
Puerto de los Alfaques (Spain) SEE Alfaques, Puerto de los (Spain) 1210
Puerto de Quintero 66136, 66137
Puerto de San Diego situado p[or] 32 grados 32 minutos de latitud septentrional 68412
Puerto de Valdivia 22223
Puerto del Hambre (Chile) SEE Hembre Harbor (Chile) 43896
Puerto dela Concepcion 21836, 21837
Puerto Deseado (Argentina) - Pictorial works - 1603 65814
Puerto Famine (Chile) SEE Hembre Harbor (Chile) 43896
Puerto Hambre (Chile) SEE Hembre Harbor (Chile) 43896
Puerto La Cruz (Anzoátegui, Venezuela) - Maps - 1959 - Road maps 79937
Puerto La Cruz (Anzoátegui, Venezuela) - Maps - 1960 - Road maps 79938
Puerto La Cruz (Anzoátegui, Venezuela) - Maps - 1962 - Road maps 79939
Puerto La Cruz (Anzoátegui, Venezuela) - Maps - 1963 - Road maps 79940
Puerto La Cruz (Anzoátegui, Venezuela) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps 79942
Puerto Real (Honduras) - Maps - 1971 - Harbors - Nautical charts 65815
Puerto Rico 65838
Puerto Rico. 7.5 minute series (topographic) 65824
Puerto Rico. Administración Federal de Carreteras 65839
Puerto Rico. Autoridad de Carreteras y Transportación SEE Puerto Rico. Highway and Transportation Authority 65841
Puerto Rico. Departamento de Transportación y Obras Públicas SEE Puerto Rico. Dept. of Transportation and Public Works 65841
Puerto Rico. Department of Education 6758
Puerto Rico. Dept. of Transportation and Public Works 65839, 65841
Puerto Rico / Gulf 65830
Puerto Rico. Highway and Transportation Authority 65841
Puerto Rico : mapa oficial de transportacion = official transportation map 65841
Puerto Rico : mapa oficial de transportacion = oficial transportation map / Gobierno de Puerto Rico, Departamento de Transportacion y Obras Publicas 65839
Puerto Rico : mapa oficial = Puerto Rico : official map / [Texaco] 65835
Puerto Rico - Maps - 1625 22487
Puerto Rico - Maps - 1644 1608
Puerto Rico - Maps - 1703 - Nautical charts 81592
Puerto Rico - Maps - 1760 - Nautical charts 2161
Puerto Rico - Maps - 1783 - Coasts - Nautical charts 65816
Puerto Rico - Maps - 1783 - Nautical charts 2164
Puerto Rico - Maps - 1815 65817, 65818, 81652
Puerto Rico - Maps - 1822 65819, 65820
Puerto Rico - Maps - 1827 65821
Puerto Rico - Maps - 1829 65822
Puerto Rico - Maps - 1860 22503
Puerto Rico - Maps - 1892 81686
Puerto Rico - Maps - 1898 65823
Puerto Rico - Maps - 1900-1960 - Topographic maps 65824
Puerto Rico - Maps - 1901-1907 - Railroads 24135
Puerto Rico - Maps - 1901 - Railroads 77050
Puerto Rico - Maps - 1902 - Postal service 79359
Puerto Rico - Maps - 1902 - Railroads 79359
Puerto Rico - Maps - 1908 35668
Puerto Rico - Maps - 1925 16598
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Puerto Rico - Maps - 1942 - Pictorial maps</td>
<td>65825</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puerto Rico - Maps - 1942 - Road maps</td>
<td>65825</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puerto Rico - Maps - 1946</td>
<td>77854</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puerto Rico - Maps - 1950 - Road maps</td>
<td>65826</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puerto Rico - Maps - 1963 - Road maps</td>
<td>65827</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puerto Rico - Maps - 1966</td>
<td>6758</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puerto Rico - Maps - 1966 - Road maps</td>
<td>65828</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puerto Rico - Maps - 1966 - Road maps - Pictorial maps</td>
<td>24492</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puerto Rico - Maps - 1967 - Road maps</td>
<td>65829, 65830, 65831</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puerto Rico - Maps - 1967 - Road maps - Pictorial maps</td>
<td>78502</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puerto Rico - Maps - 1968 - Airways</td>
<td>78521</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puerto Rico - Maps - 1968 - Road maps</td>
<td>65832, 65833</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puerto Rico - Maps - 1969 - Road maps</td>
<td>65834</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puerto Rico - Maps - 1969 - Road maps - Pictorial maps</td>
<td>78564</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puerto Rico - Maps - 1970 - Road maps - Pictorial maps</td>
<td>78599</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puerto Rico - Maps - 1972 - Road maps</td>
<td>65835, 65836</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puerto Rico - Maps - 1974 - Road maps</td>
<td>65837</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puerto Rico - Maps - 1974 - Road maps - Pictorial maps</td>
<td>65838</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puerto Rico - Maps - 1976 - Road maps</td>
<td>78756</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puerto Rico - Maps - 1979 - Road maps</td>
<td>65839, 65840</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puerto Rico - Maps - 1995 - Road maps</td>
<td>65841</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puerto Rico - Maps - Bibliography - Catalogs</td>
<td>22530, 65842</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puerto Rico / Mobil travel map</td>
<td>65829, 65837</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puerto Rico / Sinclair</td>
<td>65827, 65831, 65833</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puerto Rico / [Texaco]</td>
<td>65832, 65834</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puerto Rico y sus carreteras / obsequio de la West India Oil Company (P.R.)</td>
<td>65825</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puetz, C. J.</td>
<td>74451</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pufendorf, Samuel, Freiherr von, 1632-1694</td>
<td>34027, 57530, 65876, 73681, 80864</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pufendorf, Samuel, Freiherr von, 1632-1694. Introduction à l'histoire generale et politique de l'univers ... (1743-1745)</td>
<td>57530</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puffer-Erben geografische atlas fuer mittelschulen</td>
<td>10286</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puffer-Erben geografischer atlas fuer mittelschulen</td>
<td>10345</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puffer, Lorenz</td>
<td>10286, 10345</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puget Sound Attractions Center</td>
<td>69800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puget Sound country / copyrighted and published by Kroll Map Company, Incorporated ; compiled and drawn by Carl R. Pearson</td>
<td>65844</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puget Sound Navigation Company</td>
<td>65843, 79855, 81263</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puget Sound Navigation Company - Maps - 1929</td>
<td>65843</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puget Sound Navigation Company - Maps - 1933</td>
<td>81263</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puget Sound Power and Light Company</td>
<td>81309, 81348</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puget Sound Power and Light Company - Maps - 1939-1944</td>
<td>81309</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puget Sound Power and Light Company - Maps - 1946</td>
<td>81348</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puget Sound Power and Light Company territory served</td>
<td>81309</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puget Sound Region (Wash.) - Maps - 1907-1908 - Freight and freightage - Rates</td>
<td>62087</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puget Sound Region (Wash.) - Maps - 1929 - Ferries</td>
<td>65843</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puget Sound Region (Wash.) - Maps - 1929 - Road maps</td>
<td>65843</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puget Sound Region (Wash.) - Maps - 1933 - Ferries</td>
<td>81263</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puget Sound Region (Wash.) - Maps - 1935 - Ferries</td>
<td>79855</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puget Sound Region (Wash.) - Maps - 1940</td>
<td>65844</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puget Sound Region (Wash.) - Maps - 1946</td>
<td>77869</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puget Sound Region (Wash.) - Maps - 1947 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>65845</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puget Sound Region (Wash.) - Maps - 1947 - Pictorial maps</td>
<td>65845</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puget Sound Region (Wash.) - Maps - 1949 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>65846</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puget Sound Region (Wash.) - Maps - 1949 - Pictorial maps</td>
<td>65846</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puget Sound Region (Wash.) - Maps - 1955 - Ferries</td>
<td>78135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puget Sound Region (Wash.) - Maps - 1965 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>62572</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puget Sound Region (Wash.) - Maps - 1966 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>65847</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puget Sound Region (Wash.) - Maps - 1967 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>65848</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puget Sound Region (Wash.) SEE ALSO Georgia Basin (B.C. and Wash.)</td>
<td>81263</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puget Sound (Wash.) - Maps - 1966 - Nautical charts - Pictorial maps</td>
<td>65849</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puget Sound (Wash.) - Maps - 1967 - Nautical charts - Pictorial maps</td>
<td>65850</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puget Sound (Wash.) - Maps - 1968 - Nautical charts - Pictorial maps</td>
<td>65851</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puget Sound (Wash.) - Maps - 1969 - Nautical charts - Pictorial maps</td>
<td>65852</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puget Sound (Wash.) - Maps - 1970 - Nautical charts - Pictorial maps</td>
<td>65853</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puget Sound (Wash.) - Maps - 1971 - Nautical charts - Pictorial maps</td>
<td>65854</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Pure Oil Company - Maps 65880

Pure Oil Company - Maps - 1930 77484, 77485

Pure Oil Company - Maps - 1930-1939 - Petroleum industry and trade 65881

Pure Oil Company - Maps - 1930-1939 - Pictorial maps 65882

Pure Oil Company - Maps - 1932 77512

Pure Oil Company - Maps - 1935 77610

Pure Oil Company - Maps - 1935 - Petroleum Industry and Trade 20263, 20264, 35922, 35923, 37036, 37842, 40840, 49724, 54212, 54213, 56425, 58423

Pure Oil Company - Maps - 1960 4145, 24476, 78302

Pure Oil Company - Maps - 1967 59598, 72200

Pure Oil Company - Maps - 1968 59604, 72201, 72202

Pure Oil Company of Tennessee SEE Pure Oil Company 71870

Pure Oil Company of the Carolinas 77565

Pure Oil Company - Ohio - Maps - 1964 78399

[Pure Oil Company road maps of the United States] 78399, 78514

Pure Oil dealers welcome you to Alabama 966, 967

Pure Oil dealers welcome you to Alabama : Pure: sectional map, southeastern states 962

Pure Oil Dealers welcome you to Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi : Pure sectional trip map : south central states 72130

Pure Oil dealers welcome you to Atlanta 3599

Pure Oil dealers welcome you to Chicago and vicinity ... Pure ... downtown Chicago map 20405

Pure Oil dealers welcome you to Chicago & vicinity 19865, 20420, 20431

Pure Oil dealers welcome you to Cleveland & vicinity 21066

Pure Oil dealers welcome you to Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, W. Virginia 4141, 47987

Pure Oil dealers welcome you to Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, W. Virginia ... : sectional map northeastern states 4132

Pure Oil dealers welcome you to Detroit & vicinity 23368

Pure Oil dealers welcome you to Florida : street maps of Miami and Miami Beach 27136, 27137, 27149

Pure Oil dealers welcome you to Georgia ... 31243, 31251

Pure Oil dealers welcome you to Georgia ... sectional map southeastern states 31237

Pure Oil dealers welcome you to Illinois ... 36333, 36360, 36361

Pure Oil dealers welcome you to Illinois and central U.S. 36379

Pure Oil dealers welcome you to Illinois ... : sectional map, Great Lakes states 36320

Pure Oil dealers welcome you to Indiana ... 37343, 37351, 37352

Pure Oil dealers welcome you to Iowa 38105, 38110, 38120

Pure Oil dealers welcome you to Kentucky, Tennessee ... 40610, 41044, 41051

Pure Oil dealers welcome you to Michigan ... 47478, 47487

Pure Oil dealers welcome you to Michigan ... : sectional map, Great Lakes states 47470

Pure Oil dealers welcome you to Milwaukee & vicinity 49335

Pure Oil dealers welcome you to Minnesota ... 49990, 50000

Pure Oil dealers welcome you to Minnesota ... : sectional map, north central states 49980

Pure Oil dealers welcome you to North Carolina, South Carolina : Pure 58247

Pure Oil dealers welcome you to North Carolina, South Carolina : Pure 58257, 58258, 58259

Pure Oil dealers welcome you to Ohio ... sectional map Great Lakes states 61001

Pure Oil dealers welcome you to Pennsylvania ... 64079, 64092

Pure Oil dealers welcome you to Wisconsin ... 83536

[Pure Oil map of Texas] 74681

Pure Oil maps / by Alan Eastlund (RMCA #761) 65880

Pure Oil pathfinder : Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi : eleventh edition 71824

Pure Oil pathfinder : Chicago and vicinity 20236, 20250

Pure Oil pathfinder : Chicago and vicinity / compliments of the Pure Oil Company, U.S.A. 19777

Pure Oil pathfinder : Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia 3928

Pure Oil pathfinder : Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia : in 32 states : Pure 3943

Pure Oil pathfinder for a Century of Progress Exposition, 1934 / [signed] Geo. H. Bodeen 19028

Pure Oil pathfinder for Chicago and vicinity 20231

Pure Oil pathfinder for Chicago and vicinity / issued by the Pure Oil Company, U.S.A. 19757, 19758
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pure Oil pathfinder for Chicago and vicinity / with compliments of the Pure Oil Company, U.S.A.</td>
<td>19769</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pure Oil Pathfinder for Florida</td>
<td>26980</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pure Oil pathfinder for Indiana</td>
<td>36995, 37013</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pure Oil Pathfinder for Iowa</td>
<td>37781</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pure Oil Pathfinder for Kentucky, Tennessee</td>
<td>40779, 40807</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Pure Oil&quot; pathfinder for Michigan</td>
<td>46951</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pure Oil pathfinder for Minnesota</td>
<td>49655</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pure Oil pathfinder for Minnesota : series 1931</td>
<td>49666</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pure Oil pathfinder for New England</td>
<td>54130</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pure Oil pathfinder for New Jersey : ninth edition</td>
<td>54928</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pure Oil pathfinder for New York / issued by the Pure Oil Company U.S.A.</td>
<td>56319</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Pure Oil&quot; Pathfinder for New York / the Pure Oil Co. U.S.A.</td>
<td>56286</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pure Oil pathfinder for North Carolina, South Carolina</td>
<td>58095</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pure Oil pathfinder for New York / issued by Peoples Oil Company, distributors of Pure Oil Co., products, headquarters: Columbia, S. Carolina</td>
<td>58096</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pure Oil Pathfinder for North Dakota</td>
<td>58360</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pure Oil Pathfinder for North Dakota : ninth edition</td>
<td>58396</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pure Oil Pathfinder for North Dakota : series 1931</td>
<td>58370</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pure Oil pathfinder for Ohio / issued by the Pure Oil Company, U.S.A.</td>
<td>60606</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pure Oil pathfinder for Pennsylvania</td>
<td>63703</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Pure Oil&quot; pathfinder for Pennsylvania (Pittsburgh) / the Pure Oil Co.</td>
<td>63670</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pure Oil pathfinder for South Dakota / issued by the Pure Oil Company, U.S.A.</td>
<td>70917</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pure Oil Pathfinder for South Dakota : ninth edition</td>
<td>70937</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pure Oil pathfinder for South Dakota / series 1931</td>
<td>70920</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pure Oil Pathfinder for South Dakota / issued by the Pure Oil Company, U.S.A.</td>
<td>70920</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pure Oil Pathfinder for South eastern states / issued by &quot;Railroad&quot; Jones Oil Co., distributors of Pure Oil Co. products</td>
<td>71792</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pure Oil pathfinder for South eastern states / issued by Sherrill Oil Company, distributors of Pure Oil Co. products, headquarters: Pensacola, Fla.</td>
<td>71803</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pure Oil pathfinder for Texas : series 1931</td>
<td>74668</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Pure Oil&quot; pathfinder for Wisconsin / the Pure Oil Co. U.S.A.</td>
<td>83216</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pure Oil pathfinder : Illinois</td>
<td>35875, 35905</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pure Oil pathfinder : Indiana</td>
<td>37030</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pure Oil Pathfinder : Iowa</td>
<td>37818, 37836</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pure Oil pathfinder : Iowa / with compliments of the Pure Oil Company U.S.A.</td>
<td>37819</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pure Oil Pathfinder : Kentucky, Tennessee</td>
<td>40822</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pure Oil Pathfinder : Kentucky, Tennessee : Pure</td>
<td>40836</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pure Oil pathfinder : Kentucky, Tennessee / with compliments of the Pure Oil Company U.S.A.</td>
<td>40808</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pure Oil Pathfinder : Long Island / compliments of the Pure Oil Company, U.S.A.</td>
<td>42880</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pure Oil Pathfinder : Long Island : eleventh edition</td>
<td>42879</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pure Oil Pathfinder : Long Island : tenth edition</td>
<td>42874</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pure Oil pathfinder : Long Island / with compliments of the Pure Oil Company U.S.A.</td>
<td>42875, 42876</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pure Oil pathfinder map of A Century of Progress / compliments of the Pure Oil Company, Group One, General Exhibits Building</td>
<td>19026</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Pure Oil pathfinder : Michigan</td>
<td>47288</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pure Oil pathfinder : Michigan : eleventh edition</td>
<td>47074</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pure Oil pathfinder : Michigan : tenth edition</td>
<td>47054</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pure Oil pathfinder : Michigan / with compliments of the Pure Oil Company U.S.A.</td>
<td>47055</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pure Oil pathfinder : Minnesota : eleventh edition</td>
<td>49707</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pure Oil pathfinder : Minnesota : tenth edition</td>
<td>49696</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pure Oil pathfinder : New England : tenth edition</td>
<td>54177</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pure Oil pathfinder : New Jersey : eleventh edition</td>
<td>54955</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pure Oil pathfinder : New Jersey : tenth edition</td>
<td>54942</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pure Oil pathfinder : New York / with compliments of the Pure Oil Company U.S.A., tenth edition</td>
<td>56381</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pure Oil Pathfinder : North Dakota : eleventh edition</td>
<td>58417</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pure Oil Pathfinder : North Dakota : tenth edition</td>
<td>58403</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pure Oil pathfinder : Ohio : eleventh edition</td>
<td>60692</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pure Oil pathfinder : Ohio : tenth edition</td>
<td>60663</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pure Oil pathfinder : Pennsylvania : eleventh edition</td>
<td>63775</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pure Oil pathfinder : Pennsylvania : tenth edition</td>
<td>63751</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Pure Oil pathfinder road maps of the United States]</td>
<td>77484, 77485, 77541, 77565, 77610</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Pure Oil pathfinder road maps of the United States] / compliments of the Pure Oil Company, U.S.A.</td>
<td>77588</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pure Oil Pathfinder : South Dakota : tenth edition</td>
<td>70949</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pure Oil Pathfinder : South Dakota : eleventh edition</td>
<td>70961</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Putnam County (Ohio)  
Putnam County (N.Y.)  
Putnam County (N.Y.)  
Putnam County (N.Y.)  
Putnam County (N.Y.)  
Putnam County (N.Y.)  
Putnam County (N.Y.)  
Putnam County (Ind.)  
Putnam County (Ind.)  
Putnam County (Ill.)  
Putnam County (Ill.)  
Putnam, Claude George   15704  
Putnam, Charles A.   68277  
Putnam, Benjamin Alexander, 1801  
Putman, Robert   52789, 15585  
Putman, Robert   52789, 15585  
Pureshestvie vokrug sveta na korable 'Neva' v 1803-1806 godakh  1014  
Putman, Robert   52789, 52790  
Putnam, Benjamin Alexander, 1801-1869   26875  
Putnam, Charles A.   68277  
Putnam, Claude George   15704  
The Putnam County atlas ...  65893  
Putnam County (Ill.) - Maps - 1890 - Landowners   45180  
Putnam County (Ill.) - Maps - 1958 - Landowners   14941  
Putnam County (Ill.) - Maps - 1956 - Landowners   45181  
Putnam County (Ill.) - Maps - 1974 - Landowners   45182  
[Putnam County (Ind.)] - 1864: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche]  65887  
Putnam County (Ind.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners   65886  
Putnam County (Ind.) - Maps - 1864 - Landowners   65887  
Putnam County (Ind.) - Maps - 1879 - Landowners   65888, 65889  
[Putnam County (N.Y.) - 1854: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche]  65890  
Putnam County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1839 - Landowners   23957  
Putnam County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1854 - Landowners   65890  
Putnam County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1935 - Road maps   82707  
Putnam County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps   82708  
Putnam County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps   82709  
Putnam County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1949 - Road maps   82711  
Putnam County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1952 - Road maps   82713, 82714  
Putnam County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1954 - Road maps   82715  
Putnam County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1955 - Road maps   82716  
Putnam County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps   82717, 82718, 82719  
Putnam County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1958 - Road maps   82720  
Putnam County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1967 - Road maps   82722  
Putnam County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1969 - Road maps   82723  
Putnam County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1970 - Road maps   55997  
Putnam County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1974 - Road maps   56006  
Putnam County (N.Y.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps   82724  
Putnam County (Ohio) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners   65891  
Putnam County (Ohio) - Maps - 1880 - Landowners   65892  
Putnam County (Ohio) - Maps - 1895 - Landowners   65893
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Putnam, D. P., fl. 1868  41555, 73294
Putnam, Donald F., 1903-1977  15924
Putnam (G.P.) & Sons SEE G.P. Putnam & Sons  44340
Putnam, G. R. (George Rockwell), b. 1865  52825
Putnam, George Palmer, 1814-1872  57114
Putnam, Herbert, 1861-1955  42182
Putnam, Leon  31932, 62369
Putnam, Rufus, 1738-1824  4585, 83669
Putnam's (G.P.) Sons SEE G.P. Putnam's Sons  34277
Putnam's handy map book  5879
Putnam's Historical atlas, mediaeval and modern : a series of 96 plates, containing 229 colored maps and diagrams: with a section on the economic history of the United States illustrated by 9 maps in black and white, an introduction illustrated by 40 m  34277
Putsch, Christian Wilhelm  75900
Putsch, Johann, 1516-1542  65894, 75900
Putte, Bernard van den, 1528-1580  25894, 65895
Putterlick  48134
Putting life into maps  44583
Putting Muscle Shoals on the map  18153
Putz, Wilhelm  34188
Putzger, F. W. (Friedrich Wilhelm), 1849-1913  9944, 10017, 10057, 10336, 34225, 34226, 34228, 34231, 34237, 34245, 34247, 34248, 34249, 34252, 34255, 34256, 34258, 34266, 34269, 34271, 34274, 34276, 34282, 34284, 34287, 34289, 34290, 34292, 34295, 34296, 34297, 34299, 34310, 34334, 83741
Putzger historischer Atlas zur Welt- und Schweizer Geschichte = Atlas historique, histoire universelle et histoire suisse / Putzger ; im Einvernehmen mit dem Verein Schweizerischer Geschichtslehrer herausgegeben von der Atlaskommission unter Leitung vo
Puy-de-Dôme (France) - Maps  1593  65896
Puyallup Indian Reservation (Wash.) - Maps  1891 - Landowners  65897
Puyallup River (Wash.) - Mouth - Maps  1898  65898
Puységur, Antoine Hyacinthe Anne de Chastenet, comte de, 1752-1807  33314
The Puzzle of Tupaia's map  75667
Puzzle World (Firm)  84504
Puzzle World world atlas : educational tray puzzle  84504
Puzzler [Queries about Tanesse map]  74237
Pvteoli  65474, 65476
PWA rebuilds the nation  77722
PWN see Panstwowe Wydawnictwo Naukowe  64968
Pyadyshev, Vasilii Petrovich, 1768-1835 SEE Piadyshev, Vasilii Petrovich, 1768-1835  8056
Pybus, W. W.  58818
Pye, Thomas  75235
Pyke, Jonathan  30006
Pyle, K.  13187
Pyle, S.  11344
Pylos (Greece) - Maps  1572 - Military operations  46166, 46167
Pylos (Greece) - Maps  1572 - Naval operations - Manuscripts  115
Pylos (Greece) - Maps  1682 - Pictorial works  63470
Pylos (Greece) - Maps  1689  65899
Pylos (Greece) - Maps  1689 - Pictorial works  65900
Pylos (Greece) - Pictorial works - 1572 - Naval operations  46172
Pyramid Lake (Calif.) - Pictorial works - 1849  76726, 76727
Pyramid of Cestius (Rome, Italy) - Pictorial works - 1721  67226
Pyramid, (Utah) - Pictorial works - 1961 - Railroads - Microwave communication systems  65901
Pyramids of Giza (Egypt) - Pictorial works - 1552  65902
Pyramids of Giza (Egypt) - Pictorial works - 1793  65903
Pyramids of Jizah (Egypt) see Pyramids of Giza (Egypt)  65903
Pyramius, Christophorus, fl. 16th cent.  65904, 65905
Pyramius' Wandkarte von Deutschland (Brüssel 1547)  17562
Pyrenees  65915
Pyrénées  65921, 65923, 65924
Pyrénées : 41 cartes, 28 plans, 12 panoramas / publié sous la direction de Marcel Monmarché ; avec une introduction par F. Schrader  65919
Pyrénées : 53 cartes, 19 plans, 6 vues à vol d'oiseau et 6 panoramas  65918
Pyrénées, Aquitaine, Côte Basque / Michelin  65929, 65932
Pyrénées-Atlantiques (France) - Maps - 1963  65922
Pyrénées-Atlantiques (France) - Maps - 1966  65923
Pyrénées-Atlantiques (France) - Maps - 1969  65924
Pyrénées-Atlantiques (France) - Maps - 1974  65926
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Pyrénées-Atlantiques (France) - Maps - 1977 65927
Pyrénées-Atlantiques (France) - Maps - Bibliography - Catalogs 65906
Pyrénées, Gascogne : Armagnac, Landes, Pays-Basque, Béarn, Bigorre, Toulouse, comté de Foix, Andorre, Roussillon / guide établi par Jean-Jacques Fauvel ; avec la collaboration de Magdelaine Parisot et Christian Perrin 65925
Pyrénées - History - Revolution, 1789-1799 - Maps - 1839 65907, 65908
Pyrénéennes, Languedoc, Tam Gorges / Michelin 65931
Pyrénées - Maps - 1691 - Names, Geographical 65909
Pyrénéennes - Maps - 1695 65910
Pyrénéennes - Maps - 1700 65911
Pyrénéennes - Maps - 1809 65912
Pyrénéennes - Maps - 1813 65913
Pyrénéennes - Maps - 1862 27960
Pyrénéennes - Maps - 1877 65914
Pyrénéennes - Maps - 1888 65915
Pyrénéennes - Maps - 1890 65916
Pyrénéennes - Maps - 1912 65917, 66937
Pyrénéennes - Maps - 1912-1914 65918
Pyrénéennes - Maps - 1923 66944
Pyrénéennes - Maps - 1925 65919
Pyrénéennes - Maps - 1928 65920
Pyrénéennes - Maps - 1933 65921
Pyrénéennes - Maps - 1963 65922
Pyrénéennes - Maps - 1966 65923
Pyrénéennes - Maps - 1969 65924
Pyrénéennes - Maps - 1972 65925
Pyrénéennes - Maps - 1974 65926
Pyrénéennes - Maps - 1977 65927
Pyrénéennes - Maps - 1986 65928
Pyrénéennes - Maps - 1992 65929
Pyrénéennes - Maps - 1994 65930
Pyrénéennes - Maps - 1996 65931
Pyrénéennes - Maps - 1997 65932
Pyrénéennes / Michelin 65922
Pyrénéennes / Michelin 65926, 65927
Pyrénéennes-Orientales (France) - Maps - 1569 64224
Pyrénéennes-Orientales (France) - Maps - 1790 27804
Pyrénéennes-Orientales - Maps - 1695 - Fortification 12307
Pyrénéennes-Orientales - Maps - 1713 - Fortification 12308
Pyrénéennes / par Adolphe et Paul Joanne 65914
Pyrénéennes / publié sous la direction de Marcel Monmarché 65920
Pyrénéennes, Roussillon, Albigeois / Michelin 65928, 65930
Q. A. Teletype Service SEE Quick Action Teletype Service 77943
Q.R.S. 9692
Qartajannah (Tunisia) - Pictorial works - 698 16713
Qau El-Kebir (Egypt) - Maps - 1840 - Pictorial works 65933
Quackenbos, John D. (John Duncan), 1848-1926 30314
Quad Cities (Ill. and Iowa) - Maps - 1861 76806
Quad Cities (Ill. and Iowa) - Maps - 1882 - Landowners 69698
Quad Cities (Ill. and Iowa) - Maps - 1883 - Railroads 35580
Quad Cities (Ill. and Iowa) - Maps - 1907 - Railroads 65934
Quad Cities (Ill. and Iowa) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps 36105
Quad Cities (Ill. and Iowa) - Maps - 1970 - Road maps 65935
Quad Cities (Ill. and Iowa) - Maps - 1973 - Road maps 65936
Quad Cities Region (Ill. and Iowa) - Maps - 1874 - Coal mines and mining 22887
Quad Cities Region (Ill. and Iowa) - Maps - 1874 - Railroads 22887
The Quad-City area of Illinois, Iowa 65936
Quad-City Development Group 65935, 65936
Quad, Matthias, 1557-1613 2081, 2403, 9566, 9573, 27616, 28939, 28941, 28942, 28943, 28944, 28945, 31668, 65937
Quad, Matthias, 1557-1613, Fasciculus geographicus complectens... (1608) 2081
Quad, Matthias, 1557-1613, Geographisch Handbuch (1600) 2403
Quaderni di studi arabi (1989) 33263
Quadrange 28065
Quadrange Books 6883
Quadrange (Firm) 6944
Quadrangular treasure : the cartographic route to industrial archeology  37480

Quadrant   11369
Quadrant and sextant of reflection / Hooker sculpt.  65938
The Quadrant and the quill : a book written in honour of Captain Samuel Sturmy, 'a tried and trusty sea-man,' and author of The mariner's magazine, 1669  73352

Quadrants (Astronomical instruments) - Pictorial works - 1807  65938
[Quadripartitum : with the gloss of Haly ibn Ridwan]  3472
Quarerendo (1977)  79812
Quaifé, Milo Milton, 1880-1959  20077, 20079, 20080, 20171, 20504
Quaini, Massimo  17399
Quaker State Oil Refining Corporation  46550, 68084, 68087, 70740, 70741
Quakers SEE Society of Friends  24107, 76698

Quaerendo et quanta importanza, e bellezza sia la nobile cita di Napole in Italia ... / S. P. ; Ant. Lafrerij formis Romae [M].D.LXVI  52609

Quality Courts Motels, Inc. - Maps - 1965  76121
Quality Courts Motels, Inc. Quality Courts Motels 1965 directory  76121
Quality Printers (New Orleans, La.)  55499

Quarries - Pipestone (Minn.) - Maps - 1897 - Manuscripts  64781
Quartae partis Brabantiae seu ditionis Silvae Ducis accuratissima delineatio  57922
Quartel Cz, Lt  53521
Quarter inch atlas and gazetteer of Great Britain  14523
Quarterly journal of the Library of Congress  62350
Quarterly journal of the Library of Congress (1969)  70233
Quarterly Journal of the Library of Congress 29 (1972)  51882
Quarterly Paper of the American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions (Boston, Mass.) SEE Missionary Herald (Boston, Mass.)  43754

Quartermaster's map  65939
Quarteron del seno Mexicano con islas y baxos ...  46248
Quarteron del Seno Mexicano : corregido ultimamente en muchas partes  16571
Quartz mines and mining - Rocky Mountains - Maps - 1860  67091
Quartz mines and mining - West (U.S.) - Maps - 1860  67091
Quasar (Firm)  67256, 67257
Quast, Mathijs Hendrickszoon, d. 1641  18025
Quatre instruments anciens de l'observatoire royale de Belgique / H. Michel  28681
Quatrième centenaire de la découverte de l'Amérique : catalogue des documents géographiques exposés a la Section des cartes et plans de la Bibliothèque nationale  1521
Quattrocchi, Anna Margaret  35037
Quebec  66051
Quebec : 1937 road map : Cities Service ...  6609, 66010
Quebec and Lake St. John Railway  65973

Québec and Lake St. John Railway - Maps - 1902  65973
Quebec and Lake St. John Ry. : the new route to the far-famed Saguenay  65973
Quebec Automobile Club  66094
Quebec automobile tour book : official maple leaf tours  65994
Québec Campaign, 1759 - Manuscript maps  65940, 66077, 66080
Québec Campaign, 1759 - Maps  65943, 66076, 66083
Québec Campaign, 1759 - Maps - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  65941, 65942, 66078, 66081, 66082
Québec : carte détaillée de la province = Québec : detailed provincial map / Rolph-McNally  66050
Québec / Cities Service  66038, 66040
Québec comme il sevoit du côté de l'est.  66098
Québécois Expedition, 1690  66072
Québec Expedition, 1690 - Maps  66056, 66057, 66058
Québec Expedition, 1775 SEE Canadian Invasion, 1775-1776  43944
Quebec, including Maritime Provinces : with maps of Montreal, Quebec City, Laurentian Playground, Chibougamau, Halifax, Saint John, Newfoundland / [Sunoco]  66046
Québec - Maps - 1861  15853
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Québec - Maps - 1932 - Road maps 54152
Quebec, Maritime Provinces : CITGO : discover America by car 66043
Quebec, Maritime Provinces, Newfoundland : Mobil travel map 66045, 66047
Québec, Maritime Provinces, Newfoundland / ... Sinclair 66044
Québec : Montreal and Quebec sheet 65982
Québec (Province). Dept. of Highways and Mines SEE Québec (Province). Roads Dept. 65999
Québec (Province). Dept. of Roads SEE Québec (Province). Roads Dept. 65999
Québec (Province). Editeur Officiel 65949
Québec (Province) - Fire risk assessment - Maps - History 65944
Québec (Province) - Geography - 1924 65991
Québec (Province) - Historical geography - Maps - 1971 65945
Québec (Province) - History - Siege, 1690 - Maps 65946
Québec (Province) - History - Siege, 1690 - Maps 65947
Québec (Province) - Maps - 1665 - Indians - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 65948, 65949
Québec (Province) - Maps - 1709 - Landowners - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 58871
Québec (Province) - Maps - 1749 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 53859
Québec (Province) - Maps - 1768 58877
Québec (Province) - Maps - 1773 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 54569
Québec (Province) - Maps - 1776 58883, 58884, 58885, 58886
Québec (Province) - Maps - 1777 58888
Québec (Province) - Maps - 1786 - Coasts - Nautical charts 65953
Québec (Province) - Maps - 1802 65954
Québec (Province) - Maps - 1815 16009, 65955
Québec (Province) - Maps - 1828 47607
Québec (Province) - Maps - 1834 65956
Québec (Province) - Maps - 1845 15849
Québec (Province) - Maps - 1847 65957
Québec (Province) - Maps - 1850 65958
Québec (Province) - Maps - 1851 65959
Québec (Province) - Maps - 1853 65960
Québec (Province) - Maps - 1856 - Boundaries - New Brunswick (Provisional Heading) 53778
Québec (Province) - Maps - 1857 65962, 65963
Québec (Province) - Maps - 1857 - Administrative and political divisions 65961
Québec (Province) - Maps - 1859 65964
Québec (Province) - Maps - 1860 61801
Québec (Province) - Maps - 1867 65965
Québec (Province) - Maps - 1878 - Railroads 65966
Québec (Province) - Maps - 1881 - Landowners 24581
Québec (Province) - Maps - 1883 - Railroads 65967
Québec (Province) - Maps - 1884 - Railroads 65968
Québec (Province) - Maps - 1885 - Railroads 65969
Québec (Province) - Maps - 1887 - Railroads 65970
Québec (Province) - Maps - 1888 - Railroads 65971
Québec (Province) - Maps - 1895 - Railroads 65972
Québec (Province) - Maps - 1902 - Railroads 65973
Québec (Province) - Maps - 1910-1919 65974
Québec (Province) - Maps - 1913 65975
Québec (Province) - Maps - 1913 - Railroads 65976, 65977
Québec (Province) - Maps - 1913s 65978
Québec (Province) - Maps - 1914 - Cities and towns - Road maps 54001
Québec (Province) - Maps - 1914 - Railroads 65979
Québec (Province) - Maps - 1914 - Road maps 54001
Québec (Province) - Maps - 1915 - Cities and towns - Road maps 54003
Québec (Province) - Maps - 1915 - Road maps 54003
Québec (Province) - Maps - 1916 - Railroads 65980
Québec (Province) - Maps - 1916 - Road maps 54006
Québec (Province) - Maps - 1917 - Road maps 54010
Québec (Province) - Maps - 1918 - Railroads 65981
Québec (Province) - Maps - 1918 - Road maps 54013
Québec (Province) - Maps - 1919 - Road maps 54019
Québec (Province) - Maps - 1920 65982
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Québec (Province) - Maps - 1920 - Railroads  65984, 65985, 65986
Québec (Province) - Maps - 1920 - Railroads - Indexes  65983
Québec (Province) - Maps - 1920 - Road maps  54028
Québec (Province) - Maps - 1922 - 59186
Québec (Province) - Maps - 1922 - Railroads  65987
Québec (Province) - Maps - 1922 - Road maps  65988
Québec (Province) - Maps - 1923 - Railroads  65989, 65990
Québec (Province) - Maps - 1923 - Road maps  38451, 61824, 61825, 61826, 61827, 61828, 75404
Québec (Province) - Maps - 1924 - 65991
Québec (Province) - Maps - 1924 - Road maps  54048, 61829
Québec (Province) - Maps - 1925 - Railroads  65992, 65993
Québec (Province) - Maps - 1925 - Road maps  61831, 61832, 65994
Québec (Province) - Maps - 1926 - Road maps  61833
Québec (Province) - Maps - 1927 - Road maps  56274, 56275, 61834, 61835, 65995
Québec (Province) - Maps - 1928 - Road maps  54083, 61838, 61839, 65996
Québec (Province) - Maps - 1929 - Road maps  54098, 54099, 56294, 56295, 59243, 59244, 61841, 61842, 61843
Québec (Province) - Maps - 1930 - Pictorial maps  28599
Québec (Province) - Maps - 1930 - Road maps  54118, 54119, 54120, 54121, 61848, 61849, 61850, 61851, 61852, 61853, 61854, 61855, 65997, 65998, 65999
Québec (Province) - Maps - 1930 - Road maps - Indexes  54114
Québec (Province) - Maps - 1931 - 51662
Québec (Province) - Maps - 1931 - Road maps  61859, 61860
Québec (Province) - Maps - 1932 - Road maps  16188, 66000, 77540
Québec (Province) - Maps - 1933 - 66001
Québec (Province) - Maps - 1933 - Road maps  56375, 59291, 61865, 66002, 66003
Québec (Province) - Maps - 1934 - Road maps  15890, 15891, 61870, 61871, 66004, 77583, 77584
Québec (Province) - Maps - 1935 - 54214
Québec (Province) - Maps - 1935 - Road maps  54652, 61874, 61875, 66005, 66006, 77615
Québec (Province) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps  59319, 61881, 61882, 66007, 66008
Québec (Province) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps  15900, 56478, 56479, 61888, 66009, 66010, 66011, 66012
Québec (Province) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps  15904, 54292, 54673, 56502, 66013, 66014, 66015, 66016, 66017
Québec (Province) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps  54861, 56529, 66018, 66019, 66020, 66021, 66022
Québec (Province) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps  15907, 61906, 66023, 66024, 66025, 66026, 66027
Québec (Province) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps  15909, 61912, 66028, 66029, 66030
Québec (Province) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps  66031, 66032
Québec (Province) - Maps - 1945 - Road maps  66033
Québec (Province) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps  15910, 61922, 66034, 66035, 66036, 66037
Québec (Province) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps  66038
Québec (Province) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps  15911, 44150, 54457, 54458, 61927, 66039, 66040, 66041
Québec (Province) - Maps - 1949 - Road maps  54475, 61930
Québec (Province) - Maps - 1950 - Road maps  15912, 15913, 61931
Québec (Province) - Maps - 1951 - Road maps  15914, 15915, 45133, 54502, 54503, 61932, 61933
Québec (Province) - Maps - 1952 - Road maps  61934
Québec (Province) - Maps - 1953 - Road maps  61935
Québec (Province) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps  15916, 15917, 15918, 61936, 61937, 61938, 61939, 61940
Québec (Province) - Maps - 1957 - Road maps  61941
Québec (Province) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps  61945, 61946
Québec (Province) - Maps - 1967 - Road maps  61950, 66042, 66043, 66044, 66045
Québec (Province) - Maps - 1968 - Road maps  61954, 61955, 66046, 66047, 66048
Québec (Province) - Maps - 1969 - Road maps  61958, 61959, 61960
Québec (Province) - Maps - 1970 - Road maps  61961, 61962
Québec (Province) - Maps - 1971-1973 - Road maps  24500
Québec (Province) - Maps - 1971 - Road maps  61963, 61964
Québec (Province) - Maps - 1972 - Road maps  51681
Québec (Province) - Maps - 1973 - Road maps  16263
Québec (Province) - Maps - 1974 - Road maps  66049
Québec (Province) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps  61966
Québec (Province) - Maps - 1978 - Road maps  66050, 66051
Québec (Province) - Maps - Bibliography - 1500-1820  57841
Québec (Province) - Maps - Bibliography - Catalogs  66052
Québec (Province) - Maps - Bibliography - Catalogs - 1500-1820  57850
Québec (Province) - Maps - Fire risk assessment - History  66053, 66054
Québec (Province). Ministère de la Voie SEE Québec (Province). Roads Dept.  65999
Québec (Province) - Pictorial works - 1721 - Manuscripts  66055
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Québec (Province). Provincial Publicity Bureau. Tourist Branch SEE Québec (Province). Tourist Branch 65999
Québec (Province). Provincial Tourist Bureau SEE Québec (Province). Tourist Branch 65999
Québec (Province). Roads Dept. 28599, 65997, 65999, 66003
Québec (Province). Tourist Branch 65999
Québec (Province). Tourist Bureau 28599
Québec Provincial Motor League 65994
Québec (Québec), Battle of, 1690 - Maps 66056, 66057, 66058
Québec (Québec), Battle of, 1759 - Maps - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 66059
Québec (Québec), Battle of, 1760 - Maps - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 66060
Québec (Québec) - History - French and Indian War, 1755-1763 68009, 68010
Québec (Québec) - History - Siege, 1775-1776 66061
Québec (Québec) - History - Siege, 1775-1776 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 66085
Québec (Québec) - Maps - 1663 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 66062
Québec (Québec) - Maps - 1689 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 68023
Québec (Québec) - Maps - 1700-1799 - Harbors - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 66063
Québec (Québec) - Maps - 1700-1799 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 66064
Québec (Québec) - Maps - 1701 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 66065
Québec (Québec) - Maps - 1709 - Pictorial works 57465, 65948, 65949
Québec (Québec) - Maps - 1715 - Fortification - Manuscripts 66066
Québec (Québec) - Maps - 1720 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 66067
Québec (Québec) - Maps - 1721 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 66068
Québec (Québec) - Maps - 1730 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 66069
Québec (Québec) - Maps - 1735 - Harbors - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 66070
Québec (Québec) - Maps - 1744 66071
Québec (Québec) - Maps - 1755 57560
Québec (Québec) - Maps - 1756 43257
Québec (Québec) - Maps - 1758 66072
Québec (Québec) - Maps - 1759 66073, 66074
Québec (Québec) - Maps - 1759 66075
Québec (Québec) - Maps - 1759-1760 66076
Québec (Québec) - Maps - 1759 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 65941, 66077, 66078
Québec (Québec) - Maps - 1759 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 65940, 65942, 66079, 66080
Québec (Québec) - Maps - 1760 66083, 68009, 68010
Québec (Québec) - Maps - 1760 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 66081, 66082
Québec (Québec) - Maps - 1770 - Pictorial works - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 68031
Québec (Québec) - Maps - 1771 66084
Québec (Québec) - Maps - 1776 65950, 65951, 65952, 66102
Québec (Québec) - Maps - 1776 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 66085
Québec (Québec) - Maps - 1777 66086
Québec (Québec) - Maps - 1777 - Pictorial works 66087
Québec (Québec) - Maps - 1784 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 66088
Québec (Québec) - Maps - 1787 - Military Ceremonies, Honors, and Salutes - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 66089
Québec (Québec) - Maps - 1793 - Manuscripts 57659
Québec (Québec) - Maps - 1813 66090
Québec (Québec) - Maps - 1815 65955
Québec (Québec) - Maps - 1828 - Fortification 66091
Québec (Québec) - Maps - 1830 66092
Québec (Québec) - Maps - 1851 - Pictorial works 65959
Québec (Québec) - Maps - 1854 - Pictorial works 66093
Québec (Québec) - Maps - 1900-1929 - Road maps 66094
Québec (Québec) - Maps - 1926 66106
Québec (Québec) - Maps - 1933 - Road maps 62427
Québec (Québec) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps 62428, 62433
Québec (Québec) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps 62434, 62435
Québec (Québec) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps 62436
Québec (Québec) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps 62437, 62438
Québec (Québec) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps 62439
Québec (Québec) - Maps - 1945 - Road maps 62440
Québec (Québec) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps 62441, 62442, 62443
Québec (Québec) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps 24434, 66107
Québec (Québec) - Maps - 1954 - Road maps 72149
Québec (Québec) - Maps - 1970 - Road maps 66095
Québec (Québec) - Maps - Bibliography 66097
Québec (Québec) - Maps - Bibliography - Union lists 66096
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Québec (Québec) - Maps - Collections, 1651-1731 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  57859
Québec (Québec) - Pictorial works - 1685 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  66098
Québec (Québec) - Pictorial works - 1721 - Manuscripts  66055, 66099
Québec (Québec) - Pictorial works - 1737  57512
Québec (Québec) - Pictorial works - 1740  66100
Québec (Québec) - Pictorial works - 1741  46224
Québec (Québec) - Pictorial works - 1815  65955
Québec (Québec) - Pictorial works - 1860  66101
Québec (Québec) - Pictorial works - 1944  19256
Québec (Québec) - Siege, 1775  66102
Québec Region (Québec) - Maps - 1613  66103
Québec Region (Québec) - Maps - 1663 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  66104
Québec Region (Québec) - Maps - 1709  57465
Québec Region (Québec) - Maps - 1744  66105
Québec Region (Québec) - Maps - 1769  65943
Québec Region (Québec) - Maps - 1846  57745
Québec Region (Québec) - Maps - 1920  65982
Québec Region (Québec) - Maps - 1926  66106
Québec Region (Québec) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps  62428, 62433
Québec Region (Québec) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps  62434, 62435
Québec Region (Québec) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps  62436
Québec Region (Québec) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps  62437, 62438
Québec Region (Québec) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps  62439
Québec Region (Québec) - Maps - 1945 - Road maps  62440
Québec Region (Québec) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps  62441, 62442, 62443
Québec Region (Québec) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps  66107
Québec Region (Québec) - Maps - 1970 - Road maps  66095
Québec Region (Québec) - Pictorial works - 1765 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  22971
Québec : réseau des grandes routes / Ministère de la Voirie = Québec : main highway system / Roads Department  65997
Québec road map : Cities Service ...  65996, 66018, 66022, 66024, 66025, 66028, 66029
Québec road map / Cities Service ahead  66014, 66015
Québec road map / Cities Service Oils ...  66031, 66036
Québec, ville de l'Amerique septentrionale ... assiégée par les Anglois ...  65946, 65947
Québec vue prise de Beauport  66093
Québec with city maps of Chicoutimi, Montréal, Quebec, Sherbrooke /Texaco  66048
Quebek, de hoofdstad van Kanada; aan de Riviere van St. Laurens door de Engelschen belegerd en by verdrag bemagtld, in't jaar 1759  65943
Quedlinburg (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1620  66108
Quedlinburg (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1657  66109
Queen Anne's County (Md.) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps  66110
Queen Charlotte Islands (B.C.) - Maps - 1824 - Nautical charts  66111
Queen & Crescent Route SEE Cincinnati, New Orleans & Texas Pacific Railway Company  71395
The Queen Elizabeth [Hotel in Montréal]  66114
Queen Elizabeth Hotel (Montréal, Québec) - Pictorial works - 1954  66112
Queen Elizabeth Hotel (Montréal, Québec) - Pictorial works - 1957  66113
Queen Elizabeth Hotel (Montréal, Québec) - Pictorial works - 1959  66114
Queen, James E.  41079, 41080
Queen newspaper  26163
The "Queen" newspaper book of travel  26163
Queen's University Festival  38454
Queens County  41630
[Queens County (N.Y.) - 1859: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche]  66115
[Queens County (N.Y.) - 1860: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche]  66116
[Queens County (N.Y.) - 1872: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche]  66117
[Queens County (N.Y.) - 1886: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche]  66118
[Queens County (N.Y.) - 1899: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche]  66119
Queens County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1859 - Landowners  66115
Queens County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1860 - Landowners  66116
Queens County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1872 - Landowners  66117
Queens County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1886 - Landowners  66118
Queens County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1899 - Landowners  66119
Queens (N.S. : County) - Maps - 1864 - Landowners  66120
Queens (New York, N.Y.) - Maps - 1694  66121
Queens (New York, N.Y.) - Maps - 1852 - Landowners  66122
Queens (New York, N.Y.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps  55704
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place</th>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Call Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Queens (New York, N.Y.) - Maps - 1938</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>55705, 55706</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Queens (New York, N.Y.) - Maps - 1939</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>55712, 55713, 55714</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Queens (New York, N.Y.) - Maps - 1940</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>55718</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Queens (New York, N.Y.) - Maps - 1941</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>55720, 55721</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Queens (New York, N.Y.) - Maps - 1942</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>55723</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Queens (New York, N.Y.) - Maps - 1946</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>55728</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Queens (New York, N.Y.) - Maps - 1947</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>55732</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Queensberry, Charles Douglas, Duke of,</td>
<td></td>
<td>1698-1778, 7797, 67226</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Queensboro Bridge (New York, N.Y.) - Maps</td>
<td>1939</td>
<td>55942</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Queensland (Australia) - Maps</td>
<td>1814</td>
<td>43055</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Queensland, Dept. of Mapping and Surveying</td>
<td></td>
<td>26446</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Queensland - Maps - 1898 - Railroads</td>
<td></td>
<td>66123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Queensland - Maps - 1910-1919</td>
<td></td>
<td>74274</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Queensland - Railroads - 1988</td>
<td></td>
<td>66124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Queensland - Railroads - 1988 Great Northern Railway Company (U.S.)</td>
<td></td>
<td>66125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Queensland, Railways Dept.</td>
<td></td>
<td>66123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Queensland Railways Traveltrain</td>
<td></td>
<td>66124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Queensland - Tourism - 1988</td>
<td></td>
<td>66124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Queirós, Pedro Fernandes de, d. 1615</td>
<td>Biography</td>
<td>66126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Queiroz, Pedro Fernandes, d. 1615 SEE Queirós, Pedro Fernandes de, d. 1615</td>
<td></td>
<td>71113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quelle est la plus ancienne carte moderne de la France?</td>
<td></td>
<td>70142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quemada Site (Mexico) - Maps - 1834 - Archaeology - Manuscripts</td>
<td></td>
<td>66127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quemada Site (Mexico) - Maps - 1834 - Indians - Manuscripts</td>
<td></td>
<td>66127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quencez, G. (Gabriel)</td>
<td></td>
<td>30833</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Le Quenoy ville forte du comté de Hainaut</td>
<td></td>
<td>66128, 66130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quentel, Johann, d. ca. 1551</td>
<td></td>
<td>83837, 83838</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Querbeuf</td>
<td></td>
<td>50060</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quercus</td>
<td></td>
<td>17286, 49253</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quercy (France) - Maps - 1960</td>
<td></td>
<td>64213</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quercy (France) - Maps - 1961</td>
<td></td>
<td>64214</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quercy (France) - Maps - 1965</td>
<td></td>
<td>23721</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quercy (France) - Maps - 1968</td>
<td></td>
<td>64215</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quercy (France) - Maps - 1973</td>
<td></td>
<td>64216</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quercy (France) - Maps - 1994</td>
<td></td>
<td>23724</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quercy (France) - Maps - 1996</td>
<td></td>
<td>23725</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Queretaro (Mexico) - Maps - 1925 - Railroads</td>
<td></td>
<td>33096</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Querin, Marco</td>
<td></td>
<td>44366</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quesada, Antonio Faveau</td>
<td></td>
<td>15202</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quesada, Francisco Coello de Portugal y,</td>
<td></td>
<td>1822-1898, 72832</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quesnel, François, d. 1619</td>
<td></td>
<td>63022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Le Quesnoy (France) - Maps - 1713 -</td>
<td>Fortification</td>
<td>66128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Le Quesnoy (France) - History - Siege</td>
<td></td>
<td>66129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Le Quesnoy (France) - Maps - 1695 -</td>
<td>Fortification</td>
<td>66130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Le Quesnoy (France) - Maps - 1712 -</td>
<td>Fortifications</td>
<td>66131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Le Quesnoy Region (France) - Maps - 1712</td>
<td></td>
<td>66129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Questa carta contiene l'isola di Ferro</td>
<td>by Shutland con la Norvegia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Le Quesnoy (France) (France) - Maps</td>
<td>Settentrionale : la longitudine</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Le Quesnoy (France) - History - Siege</td>
<td>Comincia da l'isola di Pico</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Le Quesnoy (France) - Maps - 1712 -</td>
<td>d'Asore de Europa Carta XXXX</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quetelet et al., 1796-1874</td>
<td>A. F. Lucini fece.</td>
<td>57879</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Quest for America [by] Geoffrey Ashe</td>
<td></td>
<td>1485</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Questo disegno representa una delle fontani</td>
<td>Tomasso Moneta formis</td>
<td>80270</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quetelet, Adolphe, 1796-1874</td>
<td></td>
<td>42998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quetelet, Lambert A. J., 1796-1874</td>
<td></td>
<td>42998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quetin, Louis</td>
<td></td>
<td>26071</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quetin, V.</td>
<td></td>
<td>27541, 27542</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quivédo, Louis-Marie-Yves, 1788-</td>
<td></td>
<td>38638</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quezaltenango (Guatemala) - Maps - 1933</td>
<td></td>
<td>66132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quezaltenango (Guatemala) - Maps - 1966</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>33109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quezaltenango (Guatemala) - Maps - 1967</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>33110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quezaltenango (Guatemala) - Maps - 1972</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>33111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quezaltenango (Guatemala) - Maps - 1973</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>33112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quezon City Region (Philippines) - Maps -</td>
<td></td>
<td>64548</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quiberon Expedition, France, 1795 - Maps</td>
<td></td>
<td>66133, 66134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quiberon (France) - History - 1795 - Maps</td>
<td></td>
<td>66133</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Quiberon Region (France) - Maps - 1816  66134
Quibo Island (Panama) SEE Coiba Island (Panama)  21152
Quick Action Teletype Service  77943
**Quick Action Teletype Service - Maps - 1949**  77943
Quick, E. J.  8512
Quick facts about Colombia  21245
Quick (Firm)  41970
Quick reference atlas & gazetteer of the world  5579, 5612
Quick reference atlas of world  5885, 5912
Quick reference United States atlas  79200
Quick reference world atlas  6998, 7040, 7134, 7153, 7203, 7496, 7515, 7526, 7527
Quicksee desk atlas  8512
Quicksee Loadline Map (Firm)  84448
The Quiet revolution in mapping  23600
Quigley, Hugh, b. 1895  33938
Quill (Firm)  42716
Quill, Humphrey  33561
Quillar Press  14810
Quillet, Aristide, 1880 - 1955  9523, 9531
Quimby, Frank K.  41602
Quimper, Manuel  39891, 79845, 79846, 79847, 79848, 79856, 81163
Quin, Edward, 1794 - 1828  34145, 34147, 34152, 34167, 34175, 34176, 34177, 34178, 34417
Quin, Smith & Van Zandt  52909
A Quincentennial map of American Indian history  79030
Quincy and Palmyra Railroad  35527, 79353
**Quincy and Palmyra Railroad - Maps - 1856**  35527
Quincy, Charles Sevin de  4421
Quincy Herald (Quincy, Ill.)  35527, 79353
Quindos, Juan  46248
Quinlan-McGrath, Mary  52001
Quinlan, Nora J.  64669
Quinn, Alison M.  57854
Quinn, David B.  17737, 18214, 18215, 57854, 66836, 66837
Quinn, David B. The Hakluyt handbook (1974)  33324
Quinn, Elizabeth Vernon, 1881 - 1962  78057
Quinn, L. M.  42317
Quinn, Vernon, 1881 - 1962  77504, 78057
Quinsac & Baquié  9482
Quintana, Felipe de la  13334
**Quintana Roo (Mexico : State) - 1925 - Maps - Railroads**  85194
Quinte, Bay of (Ont.) - Pictorial works - 1727 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  75365
Quintero Bay (Chile) - Maps - 1646  66135, 66136, 66137
Quintin, Jean, 1500-1561  7645, 7667, 7752, 38519, 38520, 38522
Quintos, Mercy  69429
Quir, Pedro Fernández de, d. 1615 SEE Queirós, Pedro Fernandes de, d. 1615  71113
Quirielle, Roger de, 1848-  57066
Quirielle, Roger de, 1848- Bio-bibliographie des écrivains anciens du Bourbonnais (1899)  57066
Quiring, Horst  84446
Quirino, Carlos  18300, 64507
Quirós, Pedro Fernández de, d. 1615 SEE Queirós, Pedro Fernandes de, d. 1615  71113
Quirós, Pedro Fernandes de, d. 1615 SEE Queirós, Pedro Fernandes de, d. 1615  71113
Quirós, Pedro Fernandes de, d. 1615 SEE Queirós, Pedro Fernandes de, d. 1615  71113
Quirós, Pedro Fernandes de, d. 1615 SEE Queirós, Pedro Fernandes de, d. 1615  71113
Quirón Island (N.L.) - Maps - 1794 - Nautical charts  12312
Quistello (Italy), Battle of, 1734  66138
Quito (Ecuador) - Maps - 1741  66139
Quito (Ecuador) - Maps - 1772  70457
Quito (Ecuador) - Maps - 1777  66140
Quito (Ecuador) - Maps - 1858  66141
Quito Region (Ecuador) - Maps - 1751 - Surveys  66142
Quito Region (Ecuador) - Maps - 1751 - Surveys - Pictorial works  85036
Quittner, Dr.  79902
Quuttinirpaq National Park (Nunavut) - Maps - 1998  52251
Qvarta pars Brabantiae cujus caput Sylvadvcis  57927
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Qvarta Rheni et IX. Nova tab.  66439
Qvedelinbvrga, antiqvissimvm Saxoniae oppid.  66108, 66109
Qvivirae regnv[m], cum alijs versus borea[m]  81741

R.A.T.P. see Régie autonome des transports parisiens  63286
R. and J. Dodsley   14243
R. and J. Ottens SEE R. & J. Ottens   53425
R. and R. Clark (Firm) SEE R. & R. Clark (Firm)  25356
R.B. Thompson & Co.  12846, 19520, 19985, 20012
R. B. W.    70145
R. Bemporad & Figlio editori   26781, 26782, 30547
R. Bemporad & Figlio editori. Map of Florence (1899)  38707
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20615, 21315, 24086, 24495, 24498, 30553, 32186, 33674, 33703, 42125, 47559, 55988, 55994, 58303, 58304, 77089, 77090, 78545, 78546, 78549, 78568, 78683
R. S. B. 32760
R.S. Taintor, Jr. & Co. 44680
R. Sayer and J. Bennett (Firm) SEE Robert Sayer and John Bennett (Firm) 1685
R. Sculthorp & Co. 84335
R. Sherman & Co. 30475
R. Società geografica italiana 37532
R. Stevenson & Co. (Leavenworth, Kan.) 81844, 81845, 81846, 81847
R.T.A. (Regional Transportation Authority) SEE Illinois. Regional Transportation Authority 19955
R.T. Ford & Co. 59251
R.T. French Company 70341
R.T. French Company - Pictorial works 2015 70341
R. T. Ford & Co. - Maps 1930-1939 59251
R.T. French Company - Maps 1930-1939 70341
R. & W. Mount & T. Page (Firm), fl. ca.1713-1722 3675, 11355
R. W. Silvester & Co. 75077
R. Y Highway SEE Regina-Yellowstone Highway 65510
The R-Y route with connections 65510
Raab (Hungary) SEE Győr (Hungary) 33248
Raap, Hilda 33063
Raasloff 73101
Rabatta, Agostino da, fl. 1779-1819 10634
Rabbit, Mary C. 30908
Rabby, cartographer 68028
Rabe, G. F. 336
Rabelais, François, 1495-1553. Gargantua 66143
Rabenhorst, Thomas D ed 7172
Rabenort's geography: the US as a whole 5783
Rabenort, William 5783
Rabin, A. 2513, 28040, 28132, 66741, 69068, 80573, 80574
Rabin, Antoine SEE Rabin, A. 2513
Rabl, Josef 16623, 74282
RAC motoring atlas Europe 26331
RAC motoring atlas France 28080
La Raccolta cartografica dell'Archivio di Stato di Genova / Caterina Barlettaro, Ofelia Garbarino 42036
Raccolta di carte geografiche incise nella seconda metà del sec. XVI possedute dalla Biblioteca Alessandrina 17657
Raccolta di documenti e studi pubblicati dalla R. Commissione colombiana, pel quarto centenario dalla scoperta dell'America 21759
[Raccolta di mappamondi e carte nautiche del xiii al xvi secolo] 10692, 10693
Raccolta disegni viaggio da Veneti a Costantinopli 10594
Race riots - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1919 - African Americans 19690, 19691
Race SEE Ethnology 84348
Racetracks (Automobile racing) - North America - Maps - 2007 79271
Racetracks (Automobile racing) - North America - Maps - 2008 79286
Rachlin, Harvey. Lucy's bones, sacred stones, & Einstein's brain ... (1996) 16456
Ráchovon (Greece) SEE Chania (Greece) 22407
Racine County 1800-1840 : lines are Indian trails 66144
Racine County Farm Bureau (Wis.) 66149
[Racine County (Wis.)] - 1858: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 66146
[Racine County (Wis.)] - 1873: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 66147
Racine County (Wis.) - Historical geography - Maps - 1800-1840 - Indians 66144
Racine County (Wis.) - Maps - 1800-1840 - Landowners 66144
Racine County (Wis.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners 66145
Racine County (Wis.) - Maps - 1858 - Landowners 66146
Racine County (Wis.) - Maps - 1873 - Landowners 66147
Racine County (Wis.) - Maps - 1908 - Landowners 66148
Racine County (Wis.) - Maps - 1962-1964 - Landowners 66149
Racine County (Wis.) - Maps - 1968 - Landowners 66150
Racine County (Wis.) - Maps - 1989 - Landowners 40567
Racine County (Wis.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps 49366, 49367
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<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Racine County (Wis.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps</td>
<td>49368</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Racine County (Wis.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps</td>
<td>49369</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Racine, Wis. City Engineer</td>
<td>66152, 66153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Racine, Wis. harbor, ca. 1840s</td>
<td>66152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Racine, Wis. harbor, ca. 1856?</td>
<td>66153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Racine (Wis.) - Harbors - Maps - 1978 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>66151</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Racine (Wis.) - Maps - 1840-1849 - Harbors - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>66152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Racine (Wis.) - Maps - 1856 - Harbors - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>66153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Racine (Wis.) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps</td>
<td>49363</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rackham, Bernard, 1876-</td>
<td>66268</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Racle, Michel, 1739-1793</td>
<td>13404</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raçon (Simon) et Comp., printers SEE</td>
<td>63084</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imp. Simon Raçon et Comp.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rad-Mar Press, Inc. (Toledo, Ohio)</td>
<td>59329</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radack Chain (Marshall Islands) SEE Ratak Chain (Marshall Islands)</td>
<td>45197</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radar images - New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1945</td>
<td>55725</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radar map of New York City, showing what appears on the picture tube</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of a Philco-built radar in a B-17 bomber, flying at night at a high</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>altitude 55725</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radcliff, C. H.</td>
<td>28715</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radcliffe, William</td>
<td>38551</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radclyffe, Edward, 1810-1863</td>
<td>581, 8097, 19155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rade de Toulon</td>
<td>75383, 75386</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rade et port de Corke en Irlande : copié sur la carte du Pilote</td>
<td>22160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>costier de la Grande Bretagne de Grenville Colins</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radeau Cove (B.C.) SEE Sushartie (B.C.)</td>
<td>58732</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radefeld, Armin</td>
<td>75144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radefeld, Carl Christian Franz, 1788-1874</td>
<td>1785, 9695, 9716, 9748, 9801, 9802, 29467</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radeka, Lynn</td>
<td>82637</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rademacher, Elizabeth</td>
<td>47538</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raden, Don</td>
<td>6764</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rader, R. D.</td>
<td>51407</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radford, I.A.</td>
<td>8079</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radici, Marco Antonio, 16th cent.</td>
<td>27607, 27608</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radink, J.</td>
<td>8775</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio atlas</td>
<td>77267, 77285, 77320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio atlas of the world</td>
<td>77575, 77606</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio - Colorado - Pictorial works - 1961 - Railroads</td>
<td>79697</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio - Pyramid, (Utah) - Pictorial works - 1961 - Railroads</td>
<td>65901</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio stations - Canada - Directories - 1923</td>
<td>77273, 77274, 77275</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio stations - Canada - Directories - 1926</td>
<td>77334</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio stations - Directories - 1928-1929</td>
<td>66154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio stations - Louisiana - Maps - 1941</td>
<td>43426</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio stations - Maps - 1928-1929</td>
<td>66154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio stations - North America - Directories - 1926</td>
<td>77333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio stations - North America - Maps - 1926</td>
<td>77333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio stations of the United States and Canada</td>
<td>77334</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio stations - United States - Directories - 1922</td>
<td>77255, 77267</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio stations - United States - Directories - 1923</td>
<td>77273, 77274, 77275, 77285</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio stations - United States - Directories - 1925</td>
<td>77320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio stations - United States - Directories - 1926</td>
<td>77333, 77334</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio stations - United States - Directories - 1934</td>
<td>77575</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio stations - United States - Directories - 1935</td>
<td>77606</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio stations - United States - Directories - 1950</td>
<td>77978</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio stations - United States - Directories - 1951</td>
<td>78003, 78005, 78006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio stations - United States - Directories - 1952</td>
<td>78038, 78040</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio stations - United States - Directories - 1954</td>
<td>78100, 78101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio stations - United States - Directories - 1955</td>
<td>78126, 78127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio stations - United States - Directories - 1956</td>
<td>78155, 78156</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio stations - United States - Directories - 1957</td>
<td>78192</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio stations - United States - Directories - 1958</td>
<td>78218, 78219, 78220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio stations - United States - Directories - 1959</td>
<td>78242, 78246</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio stations - United States - Directories - 1960</td>
<td>78288, 78289</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio stations - United States - Maps - 1922</td>
<td>77255</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio stations - United States - Maps - 1923</td>
<td>77273, 77274, 77275</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Radio stations - United States - Maps - 1926 77333, 77334
Radio stations - United States - Maps - 1928-1929 66154
Radio stations - United States - Maps - 1960 78275
Radio - Utah - Pictorial works - 1961 - Railroads 79697
Radisson Hotel 66155
Radisson Hotel, Providence Harbor (Providence, R.I.) - 1980 66155
Radisson Hotel, Providence Harbor: Providence, Rhode Island 66155
Radisson, Pierre Esprit, ca. 1636-1710 45815
Radisson, Pierre Esprit, ca. 1636-1710 - Expedition, 1682-1683 - Manuscripts 34795
Radium Dentaire (Firm) 63179
Radium Dentaire (Firm) - Maps - 1920 63179
Radle, Harry 30317
Radlinski, William A. 18546
Radnor Yard (Davidson County, Tenn.) - Maps - 1955-1959 66156
Radnorshire (Wales) - Maps - 1961 78275
Radnorshire (Wales) - Maps - Bibliography 66159
Radó, A. 10258, 10278
Radó, Sándor, 1899- 6793, 67694
Radziwill, Mikolaj Krystof, 1549-1616, ded. 42202
Rae, Edward, b. 1847 41646
Rae, John, 1813-1893 - Narrative of an expedition to the shores of the Arctic Sea, in 1846 and 1847 (1850 [i.e. 1851?]) 2458, 2459
Rae Smith 4966
Raeder, N. 72979
Raedt, Martine de 20896
Raemdonck, Jean van 45359, 46043, 46048, 46096, 46097, 46098, 46101, 46102, 46103
Raemdonck, Jean van, b. 1817 46009
Raes, D. 7700, 62561
Raetia SEE Graubünden (Switzerland) 32358
Raffaellino, da Reggio, 1550-1578 52002
Raffaello Sanzio, 1483-1520 SEE Raphael, 1483-1520 66268
Raffel, Pierre, fl. 1688 32527, 32528, 58846, 61778, 61780, 73439
Raffelsperger, Franz 11186
Raffelsperger, Franz, 1793-1867 52176
Rafferty, Milton D 7131, 50668
Raffigurazioni, vedute e piante di Palermo dal sec. XV al sec. XIX / Cesare Barbera Azzarello 62726
Raffles, Thomas Stamford, Sir, 1781-1826 8056, 44228
Rahn, Carl Christian, 1795-1864 32982, 52653, 52654
Raft Cove (B.C.) SEE Sushartie (B.C.) 58732
Rafferty, Barry 18945
Rageau, Jean-Pierre 30957, 30958, 49169
Ragland, Hobart D. 61312, 69865
Raglovich, Lieut. von, fl. 1820 8056, 31491
Rago, Kathy 79009
Ragotzky, Karl August, d. 1820 67147
Ragdsdale, Fred 78245, 78290
Ragusa (Croatia) SEE Dubrovnik (Croatia) 23859
Ragusi (Croatia) SEE Dubrovnik (Croatia) 23859, 41341
Rahariotis, Angela 7366
Rahl, Johann Gottlieb, Colonel, ca. 1726-1776 SEE Rall, Johann Gottlieb, Colonel, ca. 1726-1776 76401
Rahn, Walter F. 54528, 61943, 78395
Rahtgens, H. G. 23190, 74019, 75152
Raiatea (French Polynesia) - Pictorial works - 1793 66160
Raidel, Georg Martin, 1702-1741 65756
Rail and steamer routes of the Baltimore Chesapeake and Atlantic railway company 23036, 23037, 23038
Rail-road & county map of the state of Arkansas: accompanying James P. Henry's pamphlet on the resources of the state of Arkansas / Sanford Robinson, del. 2869
Rail road map of Pennsylvania / drawn and compiled by J. Sutton Wall, chief draughtsman 63603
[Railroad and canal map of the Pittsburgh region] 64863
Railroad and county map of Alabama 685
Railroad and county map of Alabama, Georgia, & S. Carolina 71375
Railroad and county map of Arizona 2564
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Call Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Railroad and county map of Arkansas</td>
<td>2875</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Railroad and county map of California</td>
<td>15279</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Railroad and county map of Colorado</td>
<td>21317</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Railroad and county map of Dakota &amp; Manitoba</td>
<td>58296, 58297, 58306</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Railroad and county map of Florida</td>
<td>26893</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Railroad and county map of Idaho</td>
<td>35129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Railroad and county map of Illinois</td>
<td>35589</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Railroad and county map of Indian T.</td>
<td>61327, 61329</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Railroad and county map of Kansas</td>
<td>40103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Railroad and county map of Kentucky &amp; Tennessee</td>
<td>40675</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Railroad and county map of Louisiana</td>
<td>43310</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Railroad and county map of Maine</td>
<td>43994</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Railroad and county map of Manitoba</td>
<td>44381</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Railroad and county map of Massachusetts &amp; Rhode Island</td>
<td>45418</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Railroad and county map of Mexico</td>
<td>46393</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Railroad and county map of Michigan &amp; Wisconsin</td>
<td>46793</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Railroad and county map of Mississippi</td>
<td>50122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Railroad and county map of Montana T.</td>
<td>51337</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Railroad and county map of Nebraska</td>
<td>52939</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Railroad and county map of Nevada</td>
<td>53656</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Railroad and county map of New Jersey</td>
<td>54804, 54810</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Railroad and county map of New Mexico</td>
<td>55274</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Railroad and county map of New York</td>
<td>56110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Railroad and county map of North Carolina</td>
<td>57999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Railroad and county map of Ohio</td>
<td>60403, 60411</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Railroad and county map of North Dakota</td>
<td>61807</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Railroad and county map of Oregon</td>
<td>62076</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Railroad and county map of Texas</td>
<td>74561</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Railroad and county map of the interior states</td>
<td>48310</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Railroad and county map of Utah</td>
<td>79562</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Railroad and county map of Virginia, W. Virginia, Maryland and Delaware</td>
<td>80427</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Railroad and county map of Washington</td>
<td>81179</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Railroad and township map of Missouri</td>
<td>50716</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Railroad and township map of the Chicago region]</td>
<td>20092</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Railroad and Warehouse Commission of the State of Minnesota</td>
<td>49573, 49651</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Railroad bridges - Connecticut River - Pictorial works - 1847</td>
<td>21984</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Railroad bridges - Springfield (Mass.) - Pictorial works - 1847</td>
<td>21984</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Railroad Commission map of Montana : January 1st, 1915</td>
<td>51363</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Railroad Commission of Georgia</td>
<td>31061</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Railroad Commission of Kentucky</td>
<td>40723</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Railroad Commission of South Carolina</td>
<td>70805, 70807</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Railroad Commission of the State of California</td>
<td>15356</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Railroad Commission of Wisconsin</td>
<td>83141, 83149</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Railroad Commissioners' map of Minnesota</td>
<td>49573</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Railroad Commissioners' map of Minnesota 1916 ... / compiled and published by McGill-Warner Co. ; M. J. Grindhem del.</td>
<td>49582</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Railroad Commissioners' map of Minnesota, 1930 / prepared under the direction of the commission ; compiled and published by McGill-Warner Co. ; M.J. Grindhem [?] del.</td>
<td>49651</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Railroad Commissioners' map of Mississippi / engraved and printed by Brandau-Craig-Dickerson Co.</td>
<td>50143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Railroad Commissioners' map of North Dakota</td>
<td>58321</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Railroad connections at Buffalo, N.Y. / Board of Engineers for River and Harbors ; drawn by H.P.J.</td>
<td>14876</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Railroad facilities in Northeastern Illinois metropolitan area</td>
<td>20430</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Railroad freight classification territories</td>
<td>77460</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Railroad Jones Oil Co</td>
<td>71792</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Railroad Journal Job Printing Office (New York, N.Y.)</td>
<td>76753</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Railroad land grant legend in American history texts / by Robert S. Henry</td>
<td>66161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Railroad land grants - Alberta - Maps - 1909</td>
<td>1136, 1137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Railroad land grants - Idaho - Maps - 1891</td>
<td>81181</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Railroad land grants - Illinois - Maps - 1854</td>
<td>19106, 35510, 35511, 35512, 39812</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Railroad land grants - Illinois - Maps - 1865</td>
<td>35547</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Railroad land grants - Kansas - Maps - 1873</td>
<td>76853</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Railroad land grants - Maps - 1865-1872 - Nebraska</td>
<td>52911</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Railroad land grants - Maps - 1878 - Nebraska</td>
<td>52924</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Railroad land grants - Michigan - Upper Peninsula - Maps - 1901</td>
<td>79519</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Railroad land grants - Minnesota - Maps - 1872</td>
<td>49539</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Call Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Railroad land grants - Minnesota - Maps - 1881</td>
<td>49546</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Railroad land grants - Minnesota - Maps - 1889</td>
<td>49559</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Railroad land grants - Nebraska - Maps - 1870</td>
<td>52913</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Railroad land grants - Nebraska - Maps - 1871</td>
<td>52917</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Railroad land grants - Nebraska - Maps - 1873</td>
<td>52918</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Railroad land grants - Nebraska - Maps - 1875</td>
<td>52921</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Railroad land grants - Saskatchewan - Maps - 1896</td>
<td>68943</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Railroad land grants - South Dakota - Maps - 1881</td>
<td>49546</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Railroad land grants - United States - History</td>
<td>66161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Railroad land grants - United States - Maps - 1873</td>
<td>76853</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Railroad land grants - United States - Maps - 1930</td>
<td>77455</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Railroad land grants - Washington (State) - Maps - 1883</td>
<td>81175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Railroad land grants - Washington (State) - Maps - 1891</td>
<td>81181</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Railroad land grants - West (U.S.) - Maps - 1870</td>
<td>81863</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Railroad land grants - West (U.S.) - Maps - 1871</td>
<td>81866</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Railroad land grants - West (U.S.) - Maps - 1872</td>
<td>81868</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Railroad maps of North America : the first hundred years</td>
<td>66174</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Railroad maps of North America : the first hundred years / by Andrew M. Modelski</td>
<td>66175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Railroad maps of the United States : a selective annotated bibliography of original 19th-century maps in the Geography and Map Division of the Library of Congress / compiled by Andrew M. Modelski</td>
<td>79421, 79422</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Railroad maps SEE Railroads - Maps</td>
<td>15863</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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[Railroad route, New York to Saint Johnsbury, Vt.]  21986
Railroad stations - Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Company - Pictorial works - 1956  23208
Railroad stations - Atlanta (Ga.) - Pictorial works - 1961  3630
Railroad stations - Boston and Maine Railroad - Pictorial works - 1947  58819
Railroad stations - Boston and Maine Railroad - Pictorial works - 1954  58820
Railroad stations - Boston and Maine Railroad - Pictorial works - 1955  58821
Railroad stations - Boston (Mass.) - Pictorial works - 1947  58819
Railroad stations - Boston (Mass.) - Pictorial works - 1954  58820
Railroad stations - Boston (Mass.) - Pictorial works - 1955  58821
Railroad stations - Chicago and North Western Railway Company - Pictorial works - 1948  19366
Railroad stations - Chicago and North Western Railway Company - Pictorial works - 1955  32302
Railroad stations - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1899  20128
Railroad stations - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1905  20135
Railroad stations - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1908  20138, 20139, 20140
Railroad stations - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1910  20144, 22032
Railroad stations - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1913  20148, 20149, 20150
Railroad stations - Chicago (Ill.) - Pictorial works - 1948  19366
Railroad stations - Chicago (Ill.) - Pictorial works - 1959  32302
Railroad stations - Chicago (Ill.) - Pictorial works - 1960  20026
Railroad stations - Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1899  20128
Railroad stations - Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1905  20135
Railroad stations - Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1908  20138, 20139, 20140
Railroad stations - Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1910  20144, 22032
Railroad stations - Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1913  20148, 20149, 20150
Railroad stations - Denton (Tex.) - Pictorial works - 1956  23208
Railroad Stations - Elko (Nev.) - Pictorial works - 1959  24939
Railroad stations - Gulf, Mobile and Ohio Railroad Company - Pictorial works - 1948  33197
Railroad stations - Higgins (Tex.) - Pictorial works - 1951  33922
Railroad stations - Itasca (Ill.) - Maps - 1919 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  39319
Railroad stations - Kansas City (Kan.) - Pictorial works - 1959  76039
Railroad stations - Kansas City Southern Railway - Pictorial works - 1950  65218
Railroad stations - Kansas City Southern Railway - Pictorial works - 1951  64858
Railroad stations - Loop (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1910  22032
Railroad stations - Los Angeles (Calif.) - Pictorial works - 1959  43157
Railroad stations - Los Angeles (Calif.) - Pictorial works - 1961  43158
Railroad stations - Manhattan (New York, N.Y.) - Pictorial works - 1959  44361
Railroad stations - Manhattan (New York, N.Y.) - Pictorial works - 1961  44362
Railroad stations - Mobile (Ala.) - Pictorial works - 1948  33197
Railroad stations - Pittsburgh (Pa.) - Pictorial works - 1951  64858
Railroad stations - Port Arthur (Tex.) - Pictorial works - 1950  65218
Railroad Stations - Portola (Calif.) - Pictorial works - 1959  65329
Railroad stations - San Bernardino (Calif.) - Pictorial works - 1951  33922
Railroad stations - Union Pacific Railway Company - Pictorial works - 1959  43157, 76039
Railroad stations - United States Freight Company - Pictorial works - 1959  20024, 44361
Railroad stations - United States Freight Company - Pictorial works - 1960  20026
Railroad stations - United States Freight Company - Pictorial works - 1961  3630, 43158, 44362
Railroad stations - Universal Carloading & Distributing Co. - Pictorial works - 1959  44361
Railroad stations - Wabash Railroad Company - Pictorial works - 1959  80612
Railroad Stations - Western Pacific Railroad Company - Pictorial works - 1959  24939
Railroad Stations - Western Pacific Railroad Company - Pictorial works - 1960  65329

Railroad system of Chicago  19594
Railroad terminals - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1898  43022
Railroad terminals - Loop (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1898  43022
Railroad tracks - Itasca (Ill.) - Maps - 1919 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  39319
Railroad travel - Florida - Guidebooks - 1936  66162
Railroad travel - Northwestern States - 1911  66163
Railroad tunnels - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 2002  43047
Railroad tunnels - Loop (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1909  19650, 43024
Railroad tunnels - Loop (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1928  43049, 43050
Railroad tunnels - Loop (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1930  43036
Railroad tunnels - Loop (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 2002  43047


Railroad valuation maps - Inventories  79381
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Railroads - Kansas City (Mo.) - Maps - 1945 41237
Railroads - Pictorial works - 1961 - Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Company 39985
Railroads - Pictorial works - 1961 - Kansas City (Kan.) 39985
Railroads - Area measurement - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1883 66164
Railroads - Belt Railway Company of Chicago - Maps - 1884 19568
Railroads - Belt Railway Company of Chicago - Maps - 1890 19593
Railroads - Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1967 13658
Railroads - Boston Region (Mass.) - Maps - 1967 13658
Railroads, Cable - Tom, Mount (Mass.) - Pictorial works - 1904 51862
Railroads - Canada - Handbooks, manuals, etc. - 1868-1912 79360
Railroads - Canada - Historical geography - Maps - 2010 57321
Railroads - Canada - History - Maps - 1850-1984 61793
Railroads - Canada - Timetables - 1868 76832
Railroads - Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company - Maps - 1884 19568
Railroads - Chicago and Western Indiana Railroad Company - Maps - 1890 19593
Railroads - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1855 - Railroad stations 43011
Railroads - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1872 19527
Railroads - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1876 20013
Railroads - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1877 19542
Railroads - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1884 19568
Railroads - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1885 76924
Railroads - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1885 - Manuscripts 19571
Railroads - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1890 19593, 19594
Railroads - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1891 76973
Railroads - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1892 22024
Railroads - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1894 19618
Railroads - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1897 19410
Railroads - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1898 19629
Railroads - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1899 19634, 20128
Railroads - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1902 19641
Railroads - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1905 20135
Railroads - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1908 20138, 20139, 20140
Railroads - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1909 19649
Railroads - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1910 20144
Railroads - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1913 20148, 20149, 20150
Railroads - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1923 19711
Railroads - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1927 35393
Railroads - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1934 19024
Railroads - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1942-1943 19825, 19826
Railroads - Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1847 35493
Railroads - Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1883 35579
Railroads - Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1888 20099, 35591
Railroads - Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1892 20111, 20112
Railroads - Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1899 20128
Railroads - Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1905 20135
Railroads - Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1908 20138, 20139, 20140
Railroads - Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1910 20144
Railroads - Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1913 20148, 20149, 20150
Railroads - Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1956 20430
Railroads - Cook County (Ill.) - Maps - 1892 22024
Railroads - East (U.S) - Freight and freightage - Rates - Maps - 1925 24262
Railroads, electric SEE Electric railroads (Used as an ending topical subject heading only) 48841
Railroads, Elevated - Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1936 13529
Railroads, Elevated - New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1955 55750
Railroads - Europe - Maps - 1892 26141
Railroads - For Chicago Region maps only, use twice in 'flipped' subject headings (as both beginning and floating topical subdivisions). For all other maps use only as a secondary subdivision. 20111
Railroads - Freight and freightage Houses - Ogdensburg (N.Y.) - Maps - 1853 67974
Railroads - Freight and freightage - Rates - Indian Territory - Maps - 1906 66165, 66166, 66167
Railroads - Freight and freightage - Rates - Kansas - Maps - 1906 66168
Railroads - Freight and freightage - Rates - Middle West - Maps - 1907-1908 48585
Railroads - Freight and freightage - Rates - Missouri - Maps - 1902 66169
Railroads - Freight and freightage - Rates - Oklahoma - Maps - 1906 66165, 66166, 66167
Railroads - Freight and freightage - Rates - Oregon - Maps - 1907-1908 62087
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Rain and rainfall

Rain and rainfall

Railway timetables with illustrative maps & plans

Railway times (London) 42377

Railway guide

Rain and rainfall - Georgia - Maps - 1916 31061
Rain and rainfall - Maps - 1860 84275
Rain and rainfall - Maps - 1864 2004
Rain and rainfall - Maps - 1873 60300
Rain and rainfall - Maps - 1930-1939 84339
Rain and rainfall - Maps - 1940-1949 84350
Rain and rainfall - Maps - 1950 84405, 84406, 84407, 84408
Rain and rainfall - Maps - 1951 84410
Rain and rainfall - Maps - 1952 84415
Rain and rainfall - Nebraska - Maps - 1850-1930 53188
Rain and rainfall - New Mexico - Maps - 1901 55284
Rain and rainfall - New York (State) - Maps - 1931 56339
Rain and rainfall - New York (State) - Maps - 1948 56647
Rain and rainfall - North America - Maps - 1940 57807
Rain and rainfall - United States - Maps - 1878 76875
Rain and rainfall - United States - Maps - 1910 77131
Rain and rainfall - United States - Maps - 1915 77196
Rain and rainfall - United States - Maps - 1921 77251, 77252
Rain chart of the United States 76875
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Ramberger, J. J.   31881
Rambler Books   20491
Rambler in the West   35467
Ramblers' guide to Torbay district   75328
Rambles in Naples : an archaeological and historical guide to the museums, galleries, villas, churches, and antiquities of Naples and its environs / by S. Russell Forbes   52621, 52622
Rambles in Normandy / by Francis Miltoun, with many illustrations by Blanche McManus   57258
Rambles in Rome : an archaeological and historical guide to the museums, galleries, villas, churches, and antiquities of Rome and the Campagna / by S. Russell Forbes   67252, 67254, 67255, 67266
Rambles in Surrey   73499
Rambles through our country : an instructive geographical game for the young   76892
Ramboz   30672, 34466
Ramellatus, Ambrosius   25958, 25959
Ramey, B. B.   20527
Ramirez Cabañas, Ignacio   46549
Ramillies (Belgium), Battle of, 1706 - Maps   66194, 66195, 66196
Ramirez, Ignacio, 1818-1879   46186
Ramirez, José Fernando, 1804-1871, dedicatee   46377
Ramm, Axel   32270
Ramming, Martin   18006
Ramond   46307, 46308
Ramond, J. G., fl. 1898   14421
Ramond, Louis-François, 1755-1827   73823
Ramos Giminez, Leopoldo   6080
Rampezetto, Francesco   41871
Ramsau am Dachstein (Austria) - Maps - 1948   66197
Ramsay, Andrew Crombie, Sir, 1814-1891   14419
Ramsay, Andrew Michael   4458, 4459
Ramsay, David, 1749-1815   4516, 19215, 70773, 76493
Ramsay, David, fl. 1796   30764
Ramsay, George, fl. 1811-1823   7932, 7964
Ramsay, John   69598
Ramsay, Robert L. (Robert Lee), 1880-1953   52393
Ramsay, William Mitchell, Sir, 1851-1939   48150
Ramsden Barrington (England) - Maps - 1615 - Estate Plans - Manuscripts - Facsimiles   66198
Ramsell, Jack   13193
Ramsey, Albert C.   46186
[Ramsey County (Minn.) - 1885: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche]   66201
[Ramsey County (Minn.) - 1887: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche]   66202
Ramsey County (Minn.) - Maps - 1867 - Landowners   66199
Ramsey County (Minn.) - Maps - 1883 - Landowners   66200
Ramsey County (Minn.) - Maps - 1885 - Landowners   66201
Ramsey County (Minn.) - Maps - 1886 - Landowners   68205
Ramsey County (Minn.) - Maps - 1887 - Landowners   66202
Ramsey County (Minn.) - Maps - 1890 - Landowners   66203
Ramsey County (Minn.) - Maps - 1911 - Landowners   5726
Ramsey County (N.D.) - Maps - 1928 - Landowners   66204
Ramsey, Frank DeW., fl. 1889   27445
Ramsey, Henry J.   41202
Ramsey, J. G. M. (James Gettys McGready), 1797-1884   74325
Ramsey, Millett & Hudson   13679, 14742, 23293, 27332, 30974, 40089, 40090, 41763, 42110, 44318, 55269, 68829, 81875
Ramsey, Ray   30593, 30594
Ramsgate (England) - Maps - 1872 - Harbors   45044
Ramus, Michael   78344
Ramusio, Giovanni Battista, 1485-1557   202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 1488, 1531, 1532, 4232, 4254, 7012, 17738, 17739, 20873, 22594, 25667, 33981, 36501, 36502, 66205, 71149, 71150, 80587, 80588, 80590, 80597, 83909
Ramusio, Giovanni Battista, 1485-1557. Mondo novovo (1534)   66205
Ramusio, Giovanni Battista, 1485-1557. Navigationi et viaggi (1554-56)   15072, 18454, 66206
Ramusio, Giovanni Battista, 1485-1557. Navigationi et viaggi (1554-56), v. 1   201, 70675, 70678, 71147, 71154, 80588
Ramusio, Giovanni Battista, 1485-1557. Navigationi et viaggi (1554-56), v. 3   533, 13823, 22596, 33981, 46203, 51643, 51644, 53813, 73061, 80597
Ramusio, Giovanni Battista, 1485-1557. Navigationi et viaggi (1606), v. 1   218, 219
Ramusio, Giovanni Battista, 1485-1557. Navigationi et viaggi (1606), v. 2   25
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalog Entry</th>
<th>Call Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ramusio, Giovanni Battista, 1485-1557. Navigation et viaggi - Sources</td>
<td>66207, 66208</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>contents</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1606 (1970)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The 'Ramusio' map of 1534 : a facsimile edition</td>
<td>66205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ran, Nachman</td>
<td>62885</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ranally physical-political : Africa</td>
<td>402</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ranally physical-political : Asia</td>
<td>3421</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ranally physical-political : Europe</td>
<td>26254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ranally physical - political [globe gores]</td>
<td>32088</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ranally physical-political : North America</td>
<td>57819</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ranally physical-political : United States</td>
<td>78402</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ranally simplified lands overseas : a map of the Eastern Hemisphere</td>
<td>24577</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ranally trading area map of the United States</td>
<td>78055</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rance River (France) - Maps - 1793 - Mouth</td>
<td>68178</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ranches - Cherokee Strip (Okla. and Kan.) - Maps - 1884</td>
<td>61677</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ranches - Middle West - Maps - 1939</td>
<td>48927</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ranches - Northeastern States - Maps - 1939</td>
<td>59340</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ranches - Northwestern States - Maps - 1939</td>
<td>59923</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ranches SEE ALSO Haciendas</td>
<td>68840</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ranches - Southern States - Maps - 1939</td>
<td>71897</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ranches - Southwestern States - Maps - 1939</td>
<td>72505</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ranchin, François, 1564-1641</td>
<td>9087</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rancho del paso Río de los Americanos</td>
<td>66209</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rancho Mirage (Calif.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps</td>
<td>62911</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rancho New Helvetia (Calif.) SEE Rancho Nueva Helvetia (Calif.)</td>
<td>66209</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rancho Rio de los Americanos (Calif.) - Maps - 1842-1843 - Manuscripts -</td>
<td>73617</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facsimiles</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rancho Rio de los Americanos (Calif.) - Maps - 1855-1862</td>
<td>66209</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rand, Avery &amp; Co. 44008, 44010, 44012, 44014, 44018, 59306, 59397, 59398</td>
<td>33690</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rand McNally 12 inch lunar globe</td>
<td>51708</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rand McNally 12 inch lunar globe [gores]</td>
<td>51710</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rand McNally 14 x 21 inch industrial map of the United States</td>
<td>77187, 77188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rand McNally 14 x 21 inch map of Hawaii</td>
<td>33690</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rand McNally 1923 detailed auto trails map : Chicago and vicinity</td>
<td>19710, 20169, 20170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rand McNally 1925 official road map / Honolulu: Northern and Central</td>
<td>47789</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rand McNally 1991 commercial atlas &amp; marketing guide</td>
<td>7360, 7389</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rand McNally 1992 road atlas</td>
<td>79034, 79035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rand McNally 1993 road atlas</td>
<td>79060, 79062</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rand McNally 1994 road atlas</td>
<td>79085</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rand McNally 1995 road atlas</td>
<td>79104, 79105, 79108, 79118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rand McNally 1998 business traveler's road atlas &amp; trip planner</td>
<td>79170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rand McNally 1998 deluxe road atlas and travel guide : United States,</td>
<td>79173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada, Mexico</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rand McNally 1998 road atlas &amp; trip planner : United States, Mexico</td>
<td>79174</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rand McNally 8' globe</td>
<td>32048</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rand McNally 8' Globe Indexed</td>
<td>32035, 32043</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rand McNally advan. phys/pol globe</td>
<td>32129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rand McNally air-age map of the world : a new world perspective</td>
<td>84366</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rand McNally air globe</td>
<td>32044</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rand McNally Alabama pocket map</td>
<td>960, 961</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rand McNally Alabama pocket reference map</td>
<td>968</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rand McNally and Co.'s general map of the United States : with portions of</td>
<td>76952, 76986</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the Dominion of Canada and the Republic of Mexico</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rand, McNally and Co.'s Idaho</td>
<td>35132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rand McNally and Co.'s indexed pocket map and shippers' guide of British</td>
<td>1138</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Columbia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rand McNally and Co.'s indexed pocket map, tourists' and shippers' guide</td>
<td>44387</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of Manitoba</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rand, McNally and Co.'s Indiana</td>
<td>36785</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rand, McNally and Co.'s Kansas</td>
<td>40087, 40096, 40107, 40114, 40115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rand, McNally and Co.'s Kentucky</td>
<td>40696, 40698, 40701</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rand, McNally and Co.'s Maryland, D.C., and Delaware</td>
<td>45273, 45288</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rand McNally and Co.'s new and concise map of Chicago : showing the new</td>
<td>19610</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>city limits and the location of the World's Columbian Exposition, streets,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>parks, boulevards, railroads, street car lines, etc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Rand McNally and Company. The Rand McNally motorists' road map in sections (1912-1913) 35689, 35694, 35695
Rand McNally and Company. The Rand McNally new commercial atlas map of Wisconsin (1913) 83143
Rand McNally and Company. This is the exclusive, new Rand McNally world portrait globe (1964) 32093
Rand McNally and Company. Travelers railway guide. Western section 79423

Rand McNally and Company - Trials, litigation, etc. 77893, 78001

Rand McNally and Company - Type and type-founding - Specimens 66244, 66245, 66246, 66247
Rand McNally and Company. World atlas 7219
Rand McNally Arizona pocket map 2821, 2822, 2832, 2833
Rand McNally Arkansas pocket map 3079, 3080, 3081, 3084, 3085
Rand McNally atlas for today's world 7441
The Rand McNally atlas of the oceans 60304
Rand McNally atlas of the United States 78878
Rand McNally atlas of the world 6100
Rand McNally atlas : passport edition 7463
Rand McNally auto road atlas of United States 77349, 77350, 77351, 77352
Rand McNally auto road atlas of United States : a map of every state in the United States and every province of eastern Canada 77422, 77481, 77512, 77514, 77515, 77517
Rand McNally auto road atlas of United States and eastern Canada ... 77388
Rand McNally auto road atlas of United States, Ontario, Quebec and Maritime Provinces of Canada 77365
Rand McNally auto road map of north central United States 48882, 48888, 48898, 48903, 48914, 48922, 48926
Rand McNally auto road map of northeastern United States 59285, 59294, 59307, 59322, 59331
Rand McNally auto road map of south central United States 71805, 72467, 72477, 72488, 72489, 72501
Rand McNally auto road map of southeastern United States 24328, 71813, 71835, 71852, 71875, 71890
Rand McNally autochum : containing auto road maps of every state in the union, a transcontinental road map of the United States, a mileage distance table to the larger cities and national parks, and a series of convenient forms and record charts for th 77328
Rand McNally aviation maps 77445
Rand McNally battle map of the Pacific : with revised maps of Europe, the Philippines, and Japan : second edition 62629
Rand McNally beginners globe 32102
Rand McNally Bible atlas 13009
Rand McNally business planning atlas : 1989 78978
Rand McNally business traveler's road atlas 78973, 789874
Rand McNally business traveler's road atlas and guide to major cities 78907, 78940, 78950, 78966, 78984, 79004, 79038, 79063
Rand McNally business traveler's road atlas and trip planner 79107, 79154
Rand McNally business traveler's road atlas : United States, Canada, Mexico 79161, 79180, 79187
Rand McNally California pocket map 15616, 15617, 15628
Rand McNally Cambridge travel atlas 79000
Rand McNally Canada Inc. 79262, 79327, 79843
Rand McNally Canada road atlas & vacation guide 16295
Rand McNally Canadian road atlas 16250
Rand McNally centennial sixteen globe 32072
Rand McNally centennial sixteen inch globe 32078
Rand McNally centennial twelve globe 32073
Rand McNally centennial twelve (political) 32074
Rand McNally Chicago street guide and transportation directory 19861
Rand McNally Chicago street guide and transportation directory : showing suburban railroads, office buildings, street numbers, elevated lines, restaurants, street cars, bus routes, golf clubs, theaters, airports, museums, hotels, and other places of in 19761, 19802, 19819
Rand McNally Chicago street guide and transportation directory : showing suburban railroads, office buildings, street numbers, elevated lines, subway lines, restaurants, street cars, bus routes, golf clubs, theaters, museums, hotels and other places of 19834
Rand McNally city & highway road atlas 78869, 78870, 78866, 78887, 78905, 78918, 78924
Rand McNally & Co.'s A Trip through the United States, a geographical game 76963
Rand McNally & Co.'s Africa 370
Rand, McNally & Co.'s Alabama 686, 687, 688, 690
Rand, McNally & Co.'s Arizona 2565, 2567, 2569, 2576, 2577
Rand, McNally & Co.'s Arkansas 2879, 2880
Rand, McNally & Co.'s Asia 3407
Rand, McNally & Co.'s automobile map of Indiana 36859, 36860
Rand, McNally & Co.'s bird's eye view of the World's Columbian Exposition, Chicago, U.S.A., 1893 : showing grounds and views of the buildings--looking northwest 84589
Rand, McNally & Co.'s bird's-eye views and guide to Chicago : indispensable to every visitor; containing innumerable details of business and residence localities ... means of transportation ... directory of churches, clubs, hotels ... 20041, 20042, 20043, 20044
Rand, McNally & Co.'s Bird's eye views and guide to Chicago : indispensable to every visitor. Containing innumerable details of business and residence localities ... 20045, 20046
Rand McNally & Co.'s Business atlas : containing large scale maps of each state and territory of the great Mississippi Valley and Pacific slope ... 5106
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Rand McNally & Co.'s Indexed County and Township Pocket Map and Shippers' Guide of Kansas 40099, 40123
Rand McNally & Co.'s Indexed County and Township Pocket Map and Shippers' Guide of Kentucky 40677
Rand McNally & Co.'s Indexed County and Township Pocket Map and Shippers' Guide of Louisiana 43311, 43319
Rand McNally & Co.'s Indexed County and Township Pocket Map and Shippers' Guide of Maine 43993, 43998, 44002
Rand McNally & Co.'s Indexed County and Township Pocket Map and Shippers' Guide of Maryland and Delaware 45280, 45281, 45287
Rand McNally & Co.'s Indexed County and Township Pocket Map and Shippers' Guide of Minnesota 49563
Rand McNally & Co.'s Indexed County and Township Pocket Map and Shippers' Guide of Nebraska 52937, 52941
Rand, McNally & Co.'s indexed county and township pocket map and shippers' guide of Nebraska accompanied by a new and original compilation and ready reference index, showing in detail the entire railroad system ... 52945
Rand McNally & Co.'s Indexed County and Township Pocket Map and Shippers' Guide of Nevada 53659, 53660
Rand McNally & Co.'s Indexed County and Township Pocket Map and Shippers' Guide of New Hampshire 54604
Rand McNally & Co.'s Indexed County and Township Pocket Map and Shippers' Guide of New Mexico 55275
Rand McNally & Co.'s Indexed County and Township Pocket Map and Shippers' Guide of North Carolina 58004
Rand McNally & Co.'s Indexed County and Township Pocket Map and Shippers' Guide of Oregon 62078
Rand McNally & Co.'s Indexed County and Township Pocket Map and Shippers' Guide of Rhode Island 66689
Rand McNally & Co.'s Indexed County and Township Pocket Map and Shippers' Guide of Utah 79565
Rand McNally & Co.'s Indexed County and Township Pocket Map and Shippers' Guide of Virginia 80434
Rand McNally & Co.'s Indexed County and Township Pocket Map and Shippers' Guide of Washington 81189
Rand McNally & Co.'s Indexed County and Township Pocket Map and Shippers' Guide of West Virginia 82651
Rand McNally & Co.'s indexed county and township pocket map and shippers' guide of Wisconsin 83113, 83130, 83142
Rand McNally & Co.'s indexed county and township pocket map and shippers' guide of Wisconsin accompanied by a new and original compilation and ready reference index, showing in detail the entire railroad system, the express company doing business over ... 83129
Rand McNally & Co.'s indexed county and township pocket map shippers' guide of Wisconsin 83143
Rand, McNally & Co.'s indexed county map and Shippers guide (series) SEE Rand McNally and Company. Shippers guide 31035
Rand, McNally & Co.'s indexed indexed atlas of the world map of Philadelphia 64376
Rand, McNally & Co.'s indexed map of Dakota, showing the railroads in the territory, and the express company doing business over each 58294
Rand McNally & Co.'s Indexed Map of Kansas 40091
Rand McNally & Co.'s indexed map of New Jersey : showing the railroads in the state and the express company doing business over each 54802
Rand McNally & Co.'s Indexed Map of Washington Territory 80963
Rand McNally & Co.'s Indexed Map of Wyoming 84785
Rand McNally & Co.'s indexed pocket map and shippers' guide of Mexico 46462
Rand McNally & Co.'s Indexed Pocket Map and Shippers' Guide of Ontario 61813
Rand, McNally & Co.'s indexed railroad and Shippers guide (series) SEE Rand McNally and Company. Shippers guide 31035
Rand McNally & Co.'s indexed standard guide map of the World's Columbian Exposition at Chicago, 1893 84567
Rand, McNally & Co.'s indexed statistical map of the world on Mercator's projection. Showing the direction of the ocean currents 84309
Rand, McNally & Co.'s Indian Territory 36725
Rand, McNally & Co.'s Indiana 36783, 36797, 36801, 36806, 36809
Rand, McNally & Co.'s Iowa 37628, 37631, 37654, 37657, 37658
Rand, McNally & Co.'s Kansas 40092, 40105, 40112, 40116, 40118
Rand, McNally & Co.'s Kentucky 40689, 40694
Rand, McNally & Co.'s Kentucky and Tennessee 40673
Rand, McNally & Co.'s letter size map of the United States 76973
Rand McNally & Co.'s Library map of the world, on Mercator's projection, showing the latest discoveries, and every place of commercial importance, and defining the ocean currents; with insert maps, on an enlarged scale of the British Isles, Germany, N ... 84307
Rand, McNally & Co.'s Louisiana 43306, 43312, 43313, 43315, 43317
Rand, McNally & Co.'s Maine 43986, 43995, 43996, 44021
Rand, McNally & Co.'s Manitoba 44377, 44382, 44383
Rand, McNally & Co.'s map of Chicago. No. 3 19589, 19590
Rand McNally & Co.'s map of Chicago : showing new street number plan ... 20144
Rand McNally & Co.'s map of Chicago with new street changes / issued by Hartford Fire Insurance Company ... 39 LaSalle Street, Chicago 20148, 20149
Rand McNally & Co.'s map of Chicago with new street changes / issued by Hartford Fire Insurance Company ... 39 LaSalle Street, Chicago 20148, 20149
Rand McNally & Co.'s Map of Hillsdale County Mich. 33963
Rand, McNally & Co.'s map of Illinois 35594
Rand McNally & Co.'s Map of New York City - Brooklyn, Jersey City and vicinity 55663, 55667
Rand, McNally & Co.'s map of Rhode Island 66687
Rand, McNally & Co.'s map of the city of Chicago 19608
Rand McNally & Co.'s Map of the Isle of Pines, West Indies 38491
Rand, McNally & Co.'s map of the northern portion of the Black Hills comprising ... mining districts ... 13183
Rand McNally & Co.'s map of the northern portion of the Black Hills : showing all prominent gold and silver quartz lodes / compiled from actual survey and observation by Geo. Henckel, U.S. Deputy Surveyor 13182
Rand, McNally & Co.'s map of the United States 76998
Rand, McNally & Co.'s map of the United States showing, in six degrees, the density of population, 1890 76978
Rand McNally & Co.'s map of the United States : showing in six degrees the density of the population, 1890 76977
Rand McNally & Co.'s map of the Western Hemisphere 1791
Rand McNally & Co.'s Map of Winnebago and Boone Counties, Illinois 83033
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Rand, McNally & Co.'s New and complete street number guide of Manhattan and Bronx: a complete street and avenue directory giving all corner numbers 44333

Rand McNally & Co.'s New and concise map of Chicago: showing the new city limits and location of the World's Columbian Exposition, streets, parks, boulevards, railroads, street car lines, etc. 19617

Rand McNally & Co.'s new automobile road map of Cook, Lake, and DuPage Counties, with parts of adjoining counties, including the manufacturing district in Lake County, Ind. 20145

Rand McNally & Co.'s New Brunswick, Nova Scotia and Prince Edward Island 53783

Rand McNally & Co.'s New Census Atlas of the United States 77143, 77144, 77150, 77151

Rand McNally & Co.'s New city limits map of Chicago, 1890 19591

Rand McNally & Co.'s new commercial railroad map of the United States: with portions of the dominion of Canada, the republic of Mexico, and the West Indies 77049

Rand McNally & Co.'s new county and railroad map of New York 56165

Rand McNally & Co.'s new cyclists' road map of Chicago and adjacent districts: embracing the counties of Cook, Lake, Du Page, Will, etc. 20119

Rand McNally & Co.'s new eighteen inch terrestrial globe 32010

Rand McNally & Co.'s new enlarged scale railroad and county map of California: showing every railroad station and post office in the state 15272

Rand McNally & Co.'s New Enlarged Scale Railroad and County Map of Tennessee, Showing every Railroad Station and Post Office in the State 74350

Rand McNally & Co.'s new enlarged scale railroad and county map of Texas: compiled by the latest and most accurate surveys 74562

Rand McNally & Co.'s New Family Atlas of the World 5275

Rand McNally & Co.'s new general map of Chicago ... 1914 19667

Rand McNally & Co.'s New Guide to the Pacific Coast, Santa Fé Route: California, Arizona, New Mexico, Colorado, and Kansas 3570

Rand McNally & Co.'s New Hampshire 54599, 54600, 54603, 54607, 54608

Rand McNally & Co.'s new handy atlas 5331, 5332

Rand McNally & Co.'s new handy map of the borough of Bronx 14673

Rand McNally & Co.'s new handy map of the borough of Manhattan 44334

Rand McNally & Co.'s New Imperial Atlas of the World 5701, 5813

Rand McNally & Co.'s New Indexed Atlas of the World 5257

Rand McNally & Co.'s new indexed business atlas 76889

Rand McNally & Co.'s new indexed business atlas and shippers' guide: containing large scale maps of the Dominion of Canada, old Mexico, Central America, Cuba, and the several states and territories of the United States, together with a complete refer 5155

Rand McNally & Co.'s new indexed map of the United States 77170

Rand McNally & Co.'s New indexed miniature guide map of the World's Columbian Exposition at Chicago, 1893 84571

Rand McNally & Co.'s New indexed standard guide map of the World's Columbian Exposition at Chicago, 1893 84566, 84568, 84569

Rand McNally & Co.'s New Jersey 54803, 54807, 54812, 54814, 54832

Rand McNally & Co.'s new map of North Carolina 58007, 58008, 58009

Rand McNally & Co.'s new map of South Carolina 70797, 70798

Rand McNally & Co.'s new map of the Black Hills 48306

Rand McNally & Co.'s new map of West Virginia 82646

Rand McNally & Co.'s New Mexico 55276, 55279, 55280, 55281, 55290

Rand McNally & Co.'s New official railroad map of the United States and Canada 76924

Rand McNally & Co.'s New official railroad map of the United States and Dominion of Canada 77050

Rand McNally & Co.'s New official railroad map of the United States, Canada and Mexico 76923, 76953

Rand McNally & Co.'s new railroad and county map of the province of Ontario ... 61804

Rand McNally & Co.'s new railroad, county and township map of New York, showing every railroad station and post office in the state 56102, 56103, 56144

Rand McNally & Co.'s new railroad map, from the Atlantic coast to the Rocky Mountains 76878

Rand McNally & Co.'s New railway guide map of the United States & Canada / compiled by the editor expressly for this publication 76852

Rand, McNally & Co.'s New road map of Chicago and vicinity, embracing all of Cook, Lake and Du Page Counties: with parts of adjoining counties 20113, 20129
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalog Entry</th>
<th>Call Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rand McNally compact road atlas</td>
<td>78925, 79037, 79087</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rand McNally compact road atlas and city guide</td>
<td>79131, 79132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rand McNally &amp; Company's standard map of the United States of America</td>
<td>76934, 76935, 76936</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rand McNally &amp; Company Survey [of property at Ossining, New York]</td>
<td>66225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rand McNally &amp; Company terrestrial globe, 12 inch</td>
<td>32039</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rand McNally &amp; Company terrestrial globe, 18 inch</td>
<td>32031, 32032, 32041, 32042</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Rand McNally concise atlas of the earth</td>
<td>7048</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rand McNally Connecticut, Rhode Island pocket map</td>
<td>21973, 21973, 21974</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rand McNally cosmopolitan world on Mercator's projection</td>
<td>84424</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rand McNally country atlas</td>
<td>7364</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rand McNally Delaware, Maryland, District of Columbia pocket map</td>
<td>45334, 45335, 45336, 45337, 45338, 45339</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rand McNally deluxe motor carriers' road atlas '07</td>
<td>79277</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rand McNally deluxe motor carriers' road atlas '08</td>
<td>79294</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rand McNally deluxe motor carriers' road atlas '09</td>
<td>79308</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rand McNally deluxe road atlas and travel guide</td>
<td>79111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rand McNally deluxe road atlas and travel guide : United States, Canada, Mexico</td>
<td>79135, 79157, 79185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rand McNally deluxe road atlas &amp; travel guide</td>
<td>79042, 79065</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rand McNally desk reference world atlas</td>
<td>7233</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rand McNally detailed 1924 auto trails map : Chicago and vicinity with motor routes to golf links and forest preserves</td>
<td>20173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rand McNally detailed 1925 auto road map : Chicago and vicinity</td>
<td>20183, 20184, 20186</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rand McNally detailed 1927 auto road map : Chicago and vicinity</td>
<td>20189, 20190, 20191</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rand McNally detailed 1928 auto road map : Chicago and vicinity</td>
<td>20194, 20195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rand McNally detailed auto trails map : Chicago and vicinity, with motor routes to golf links and forest preserves</td>
<td>19702, 19703</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rand McNally discovery atlas of animals</td>
<td>2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rand McNally discovery atlas of planets and stars</td>
<td>3534</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rand McNally dual subway map of greater New York</td>
<td>55685</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rand McNally easy-to-read 1995 travel atlas : United States, Canada, Mexico</td>
<td>79106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rand McNally easy-to-read 1996 travel atlas : United States, Canada, Mexico</td>
<td>79140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rand McNally easy-to-read 1997 travel atlas : United States, Canada, Mexico</td>
<td>79164, 79165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rand McNally easy-to-read 1998 travel atlas : United States, Canada, Mexico</td>
<td>79169</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rand McNally easy-to-read travel atlas : United States, Canada, Mexico, 1999</td>
<td>79179</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rand McNally Eight Inch Celestial Globe and Star Finder</td>
<td>18941</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rand McNally exploring America's national parks</td>
<td>79168</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rand McNally family adventure road atlas</td>
<td>78942, 78952</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rand McNally fast find street map of Houston</td>
<td>34741</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rand McNally Florida desk map</td>
<td>27173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rand McNally Florida pocket map</td>
<td>27141, 27151, 27152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rand McNally Georgia pocket map</td>
<td>31232, 31233, 31252</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rand McNally giant atlas of the USA</td>
<td>79033</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rand McNally globe guide : Color illustrated handbook</td>
<td>32163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rand McNally globe terrestre</td>
<td>32071</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rand McNally globe compartment road atlas : United States, Canada, Mexico</td>
<td>78959</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rand McNally GmbH</td>
<td>26258, 26259, 26263, 26266, 26269, 26270, 26275, 26276, 26279, 26280, 26281, 26286, 26287, 26288, 26291, 26292, 26298, 26299</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rand McNally grammar school geography</td>
<td>30429</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rand McNally greater Houston street map</td>
<td>34744, 34745</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rand McNally handy railroad atlas of the United States</td>
<td>78484</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rand McNally handy railroad atlas of the United States</td>
<td>78028, 78029, 78123, 78124, 78214, 78215, 78411, 78412, 78413, 78485, 78620, 78621, 78661, 78662, 78775, 78861, 78914</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rand McNally Hawaii pocket map</td>
<td>33694</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rand McNally historical atlas of the Holy Land</td>
<td>12961</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rand McNally Idaho pocket map</td>
<td>35274, 35275, 35287, 35288</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rand McNally Illinois pocket map</td>
<td>36316, 36389, 36390</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rand McNally illustrated road guide</td>
<td>78161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rand McNally Illustrirter Atlas der Welt</td>
<td>5442</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rand McNally imperial map of Alaska</td>
<td>1064</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rand McNally Imperial map of Mexico</td>
<td>46561</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rand McNally imperial map of the United States</td>
<td>78303</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rand McNally imperial world</td>
<td>84411</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rand McNally in the nineteenth century : reaching for a national market</td>
<td>66233</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Rand McNally junior auto road map : Mississippi 50164
Rand McNally junior auto road map : Montana 51380
Rand McNally junior auto road map : Nebraska 52985
Rand McNally junior auto road map : New Hampshire, Vermont 54630
Rand McNally junior auto road map : New York 56274
Rand McNally junior auto road map : North Carolina, South Carolina 58051
Rand McNally junior auto road map : North Dakota 58339
Rand McNally junior auto road map of Alabama 756
Rand McNally junior auto road map of Georgia 31104
Rand McNally junior auto road map of Maine 44066, 44072
Rand McNally junior auto road map of Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island 54131
Rand McNally junior auto road map of Montana 51401
 Rand McNally junior auto road map of New Hampshire, Vermont 54640, 54646
Rand McNally junior auto road map of North and South Carolina 58076
Rand McNally junior auto road map of Ontario 61858
Rand McNally junior auto road map of Quebec 65998
Rand McNally junior auto road map of southeastern United States 71764
Rand McNally junior auto road map of United States 77491
Rand McNally junior auto road map of Utah 79609
Rand McNally junior auto road map of Wyoming 84844
Rand McNally junior auto road map : Ohio 60549
Rand McNally junior auto road map : Oklahoma 61379
Rand McNally junior auto road map : Ontario 61380, 61834
Rand McNally junior auto road map : Oregon 62117, 62137
Rand McNally junior auto road map : Pennsylvania 63657
Rand McNally junior auto road map : Quebec 65995
Rand McNally junior auto road map : South Dakota 70897
Rand McNally junior auto road map : Texas 74630
Rand McNally junior auto road map : United States 77366
Rand McNally junior auto road map of Utah 79596
Rand McNally junior auto road map : Washington 81222
Rand McNally junior auto road map : Wisconsin 83199, 83201
Rand McNally junior auto road map : Wyoming 84823
Rand McNally junior auto trails atlas of the eastern United States 24266, 24267
Rand McNally junior auto trails atlas of the United States ... 77329
[Rand McNally junior auto trails atlas of the United States : printing proofs] 77322
Rand McNally junior auto trails atlas of the western United States 82229, 82230
Rand McNally junior auto trails map : Arkansas 2902
Rand McNally junior auto trails map : Louisiana 43337
Rand McNally junior auto trails map : Mississippi 50159
Rand McNally junior auto trails map : New England 54075
Rand McNally junior auto trails map : New England, Quebec 54048
Rand McNally junior auto trails map : New York 56253, 56255
Rand McNally junior auto trails map of Nebraska / Tagolene 52980
Rand McNally junior auto trails map of Oklahoma / Tagolene 61365
Rand McNally junior auto trails map of the United States 77321
Rand McNally junior auto trails map : Wisconsin 83191
Rand McNally junior road map : Indiana 36936
Rand McNally junior road map : Michigan 46929
Rand McNally Kansas pocket map 40441, 40442, 40456, 40457
Rand McNally Kentucky pocket map 41037, 41038, 41039, 41063
Rand McNally kids' map of the United States : games, puzzles, fun things to see and do ... 79011
Rand McNally large scale motor carriers' road atlas '05 79229, 79231
Rand McNally large scale motor carriers' road atlas '07 79278
Rand McNally large scale motor carriers' road atlas '09 79309
Rand McNally Los Angeles recreation and freeway map 43221
Rand McNally Louisiana pocket map 43449, 43450, 43451
Rand McNally Maine pocket map 44159, 44160, 44161, 44171, 44172
Rand McNally map compartment road atlas 79086, 79141, 79181
Rand McNally map : Missouri 51102
Rand McNally map of Alabama 974
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Rand McNally map of Alaska, western Canada  1083, 1086
Rand McNally map of Alaska, Yukon, N. W. British Columbia  1087
Rand McNally map of Alberta, British Columbia, Manitoba, Saskatchewan  14056, 14057
Rand McNally map of Arizona, New Mexico  2840, 2844
Rand McNally map of Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi  72207, 72210
Rand McNally map of Atlanta  3607, 3614
Rand McNally map of Austin, San Antonio  11010
Rand McNally map of Baltimore : with metropolitan Baltimore, Washington, D.C. : including Alexandria, Annapolis, Arlington ...  11705
Rand McNally map of Boston : including Arlington, Belmont, Brookline ...  13540, 13541
Rand McNally map of Brooklyn  14698
Rand McNally map of Buffalo-Niagara Falls, Rochester  14866
Rand McNally map of California  15658, 15661
Rand McNally map of central United States, western United States  49107, 49108
Rand McNally map of Chicago streets  19892
Rand McNally map of Chicago & vicinity  20482
Rand McNally map of Colorado, Wyoming  21662
Rand McNally map of Connecticut, Massachusetts, Rhode Island  54543, 54546
Rand McNally map of Dallas  22726
Rand McNally map of Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia  48011, 48013
Rand McNally map of Denver, Pueblo, Colorado Springs  23280
Rand McNally map of Detroit  23385
Rand McNally map of eastern United States  59620
Rand McNally map of Florida  27161, 27164
Rand McNally map of Fort Lauderdale  27351
Rand McNally map of Fort Worth  27487
Rand McNally map of Georgia  31259
Rand McNally map of Honolulu & Hawaii  34624
Rand McNally map of Houston  34755, 34756
Rand McNally map of Idaho, Montana  35304
Rand McNally map of Illinois  36414, 36418
Rand McNally map of Indiana  37392, 37394
Rand McNally map of interstate United States  78758
Rand McNally map of Iowa  38135, 38139
Rand McNally map of Jacksonville  39391
Rand McNally map of Kansas City  39984
Rand McNally map of Kansas, Nebraska  40466
Rand McNally map of Kentucky, Tennessee  41076, 41078
Rand McNally map of Los Angeles  43148
Rand McNally map of Louisville  43481
Rand McNally map of Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont  44182
Rand McNally map of Marin County  45059
Rand McNally map of Memphis  45958
Rand McNally map of Mexico, Central America  46592, 46595
Rand McNally map of Miami, Miami Beach  46693
Rand McNally map of Michigan  47524, 47530
Rand McNally map of Milwaukee  49364
Rand McNally map of Minnesota  50019
Rand McNally map of Missouri  51133, 51136
Rand McNally map of Nashville  52668
Rand McNally map of Nevada, Utah  53763, 53766
Rand McNally map of New Jersey  55212
Rand McNally map of New Orleans : including Gretna, Harahan, Kenner, Westwego  55513
Rand McNally map of New York  56773, 56777
Rand McNally map of New York City : Manhattan, Brooklyn, Bronx, Queens & Staten Island  55774
Rand McNally map of Norfolk  57210
Rand McNally map of Norfolk and Hampton Roads area  57211
Rand McNally map of North & South Carolina  58276, 58280
Rand McNally map of North & South Dakota  58671
Rand McNally map of northwest Orange County  62001
Rand McNally map of Oakland, East Bay Cities  60254
Rand McNally map of Ohio  61064
Rand McNally map of Oklahoma  61672
Rand McNally map of Oklahoma City, Tulsa : including Bethany, Del City, Forest Park ...  61304
Rand McNally map of Ontario  61965
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Rand McNally map of Pennsylvania 64119, 64123
Rand McNally map of Philadelphia 64421, 64427
Rand McNally map of Phoenix 64589
Rand McNally map of Pittsburgh : including Baldwin, Bellevue, Brentwood ... 64883
Rand McNally map of Portland 65297
Rand McNally map of Quebec, Atlantic Provinces 66049
Rand McNally map of Sacramento 67803
Rand McNally map of Salt Lake City, Ogden, Provo 68330
Rand McNally map of San Fernando Valley 68495
Rand McNally map of San Francisco and Southern Peninsula cities 68627
Rand McNally map of San Gabriel Valley 68675
Rand McNally map of San Jose 68695
Rand McNally map of Seattle 68974
Rand McNally map of St. Louis 68088
Rand McNally map of Tampa, St. Petersburg 74218
Rand McNally map of Texas 75002, 75004
The Rand McNally map of the borough of Manhattan : including Bronx Park 44327
The Rand McNally map of the borough of Manhattan : the principal portions of boroughs of Bronx, Brooklyn and Queens and the business district of Jersey City 44335
Rand McNally map of the Bronx 14674, 14675
Rand McNally Map of the Comanche, Kiowa, and Apache Indian Reservations, Oklahoma Territory 61340, 61341, 61342
Rand McNally map of Tucson 75610
Rand McNally map of United States, Mexico 78702
Rand McNally map of Washington, Oregon 81416, 81417, 81419
Rand McNally map of Wisconsin 83574
Rand McNally map showing Czechoslovakia in transition, November, 1938 22656
Rand McNally Massachusetts pocket map 45490, 45491, 45492
Rand McNally merged relief physical-political sixteen inch globe 32087
Rand McNally merged relief physical-political twelve inch globe 32089, 32090, 32094
Rand McNally metro atlas 7367
Rand McNally metropolitan auto road map of Greater New York and vicinity 55879
Rand McNally Michigan pocket map 47463, 47464, 47504, 47505
Rand McNally Michigan road atlas 47503
Rand McNally Michigan road atlas : boat launching sites, fishing & hunting guide, winter sports facilities 47502
Rand McNally mile to the inch map of Westchester County, N.Y. and vicinity 82703, 82704, 82705, 82706
Rand McNally Minnesota pocket map 49978, 49979, 50010, 50011
Rand McNally Mississippi pocket map 50258, 50259, 50260, 50261, 50262
Rand McNally Missouri pocket map 51094, 51095, 51096, 51123
Rand McNally Montana pocket map 51533, 51544
Rand McNally motor carriers' road atlas 78971, 79041, 79067, 79089, 79113, 79114, 79138, 79139, 79162, 79176, 79188
Rand McNally motor carriers' road atlas '05 79230
Rand McNally motor carriers' road atlas '06 79252
Rand McNally motor carriers' road atlas '07 79293
Rand McNally motor carriers' road atlas '09 79307
The Rand McNally motorists' road map in sections. Section I. Chicago and surrounding country : showing 25,000 miles of highways 35689
The Rand McNally motorists' road map in sections. Section II. Ohio and surrounding country : showing 25,000 miles of highways 35694
The Rand McNally motorists' road map in sections. Section III. Chicago and Illinois River Valley and surrounding country : showing 25,000 miles of highways 35695
Rand McNally Nebraska pocket map 53264, 53265, 53278, 53279
Rand McNally Nevada pocket map 53739, 53740, 53747, 53748
Rand McNally New 18 x 24 Map of Alaska showing also British Columbia 1030
The Rand McNally new commercial atlas map of Alabama 689, 699, 700, 701, 702, 703, 704, 706, 707, 708
The Rand-McNally new commercial atlas map of Alaska 1051, 1052, 1053
The Rand-McNally new commercial atlas map of Alberta 1140, 1141, 1142, 1143, 1144, 1145, 1146
The Rand-McNally new commercial atlas map of Arizona 2578, 2579, 2580, 2583, 2584, 2585
The Rand McNally new commercial atlas map of Arkansas 2886, 2887, 2888, 2891, 2892, 2893, 2894
The Rand-McNally new commercial atlas map of British Columbia 14001, 14002, 14003, 14004, 14005, 14006, 14007, 14008, 14009
The Rand-McNally new commercial atlas map of California 15355, 15357, 15358, 15360, 15362
The Rand McNally new commercial atlas map of Connecticut 21937, 21938, 21939, 21940, 21941
The Rand McNally new commercial atlas map of Connecticut and Rhode Island 21928, 21929, 21930, 21931, 21932, 21933, 21934, 21935, 21936
The Rand-McNally new commercial atlas map of Florida 26915, 26916, 26917, 26918, 26920, 26921, 26922, 26925
The Rand McNally new commercial atlas map of Georgia 31049, 31058, 31059, 31060, 31062, 31063, 31064, 31067, 31068
The Rand McNally new commercial atlas map of Idaho 35137, 35138, 35139, 35140, 35142, 35143
The Rand-McNally new commercial atlas map of Illinois 35688, 35692, 35693, 35697, 35698, 35700, 35706, 35712
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Rand McNally official auto trails map : Alabama, Georgia 718, 719, 720, 721, 725
Rand McNally official auto trails map : Chicago-Milwaukee section : south eastern Wisconsin, north eastern Illinois 35704
Rand McNally official auto trails map : Chicago, Milwaukee section : southeastern Wisconsin, northeastern Illinois 1918 35705
Rand McNally official auto trails map : district no. 1 : Illinois, western Indiana, S.E. Iowa, N.E. Missouri 35702, 35703, 35715, 35716
Rand McNally official auto trails map : district no. 10 37694, 37695, 37696, 37700, 37701, 37702, 37703
Rand McNally official auto trails map : district no. 2 : eastern Illinois, Indiana, southern Mich., western Ohio 36876, 36877, 36878
Rand McNally official auto trails map : district no. 3 : southern peninsula of Michigan, northern Indiana, northwestern Ohio 1918 46887, 46888
Rand McNally official auto trails map : district no. 4 : N.E. Ohio, western Pennsylvania, S.E. Michigan, western New York 60495, 60496
Rand McNally official auto trails map : district no. 5 : New York, northern Penna., western New England 56212, 56213, 56214, 56215, 56216
Rand McNally official auto trails map : district no. 6 : New England, eastern New York 54011, 54012
Rand McNally official auto trails map : district no. 7 : S.E. Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Delaware, Maryland, E. Virginia 47750, 47751
Rand McNally official auto trails map, District no. 8, Southern Wisconsin, Northern Illinois ... an index 35710
Rand McNally official auto trails map : district no. 9 49585, 49586, 49587, 49594, 49595, 49596
Rand McNally official auto trails map : district number 1 : Illinois, southeast Iowa, northeast Missouri 35722
Rand McNally official auto trails map : district number 9 49602
Rand McNally official auto trails map : Florida 26936, 26943, 26944
Rand McNally official auto trails map : New York City and vicinity 55866, 55867
Rand McNally official auto trails map : North & South Carolina 58042, 58043, 58045, 58046
Rand McNally official auto trails map : northeastern United States 24256, 24257
Rand McNally official auto trails map of the United States 77253, 77254, 77290, 77291, 77292, 77330
Rand McNally official auto trails map : southern Wisconsin, northern Illinois 83151
Rand McNally official auto trails maps : America's most popular road guide. Rand McNally and Company Map Headquarters 936 Clark St. Chicago 44998
The Rand McNally official guide and hand book 79423
The Rand McNally Official Guide and Hand Book, of the Railway and Steam Navigation Lines of the United States, Dominion of Canada, and Mexico 77042
Rand McNally official highway guide 24275, 24276, 24277, 24284, 24287, 24292, 48829, 82242
Rand McNally official map of Alaska, 1898 1040
Rand McNally official map of the moon 3547
Rand McNally official map of Vietnam, Laos, and Cambodia 37447
The Rand McNally Official Railway Guide and Hand Book, for the United States and the Dominion of Canada 76893
Rand McNally official road atlas of the United States 77589
Rand McNally official war map of Korea 41313
Rand McNally Ohio pocket map 60996, 60997, 61038
Rand McNally Oklahoma pocket map 61649, 61650, 61651, 61661, 61662
Rand McNally Oregon pocket map 62245, 62246, 62256
Rand McNally Pennsylvania pocket map 64066, 64102, 64103
Rand McNally photographic world atlas 7284, 7303
Rand McNally phys/pol globe 32126, 32130
Rand McNally physical / political globe / technology and design by Nova Rico 32115
Rand McNally physical-political map of the United States 79239
Rand McNally physical-political map of the world 84509
Rand McNally pocket city atlas 78988, 78989, 78990, 79014, 79167
Rand McNally pocket map of Chicago business district 43033
Rand McNally pocket map of Chicago Loop district 43028, 43029
Rand McNally pocket map of United States : for tourists, travelers, shippers, general, commercial and business reference 77756
Rand McNally pocket maps of Alabama : for tourists, travelers, shippers, general, commercial and business reference ... 768, 944
Rand McNally pocket maps of Arizona : for tourists, travelers, shippers, general, commercial and business reference 2624, 2805
Rand McNally pocket maps of Arkansas : for tourists, travelers, shippers, general, commercial and business reference 2925, 3075
Rand McNally pocket maps of California : for tourists, travelers, shippers, general, commercial and business reference 15408, 15414, 15601, 15605
Rand McNally pocket maps of Colorado : for tourists, travelers, shippers, general, commercial and business reference 21390, 21637
Rand McNally pocket maps of Connecticut : for tourists, travelers, shippers, general, commercial and business reference 21960
Rand McNally pocket maps of Connecticut, Rhode Island : for tourists, travelers, shippers, general, commercial and business reference 21971
Rand McNally pocket maps of Florida : for tourists, travelers, shippers, general, commercial and business reference 26974, 27127
Rand McNally pocket maps of Georgia : for tourists, travelers, shippers, general, commercial and business reference 31106, 31112, 31211, 31212
Rand McNally pocket maps of Idaho : for tourists, travelers, shippers, general, commercial and business reference 35172, 35176, 35271
Rand McNally pocket maps of Illinois : for tourists, travelers, shippers, general, commercial and business reference 35817, 36244, 36245
Rand McNally pocket maps of Indiana : for tourists, travelers, shippers, general, commercial and business reference 36969, 37296, 37320
Rand McNally pocket maps of Iowa : for tourists, travelers, shippers, general, commercial and business reference 37778, 38070, 38093
Rand McNally pocket maps of Kansas : for tourists, travelers, shippers, general, commercial and business reference 40196, 40417, 40433
Rand McNally pocket maps of Kentucky : for tourists, travelers, shippers, general, commercial and business reference 40784, 41010, 41026
Rand McNally pocket maps of Louisiana : for tourists, travelers, shippers, general, commercial and business reference 43357, 43443, 43444
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Rand McNally pocket maps of Maine : for tourists, travelers, shippers, general, commercial and business reference 44067, 44118, 44146, 44147
Rand McNally pocket maps of Maryland, Delaware and District of Columbia : for tourists, travelers, shippers, general, commercial and business reference 45332, 45333
Rand McNally pocket maps of Maryland, Delaware : for tourists, travelers, shippers, general, commercial and business reference 45329
Rand McNally pocket maps of Massachusetts : for tourists, travelers, shippers, general, commercial and business reference 45480, 45488, 45489
Rand McNally pocket maps of Michigan : for tourists, travelers, shippers, general, commercial and business reference 46999, 47414, 47442
Rand McNally pocket maps of Minnesota : for tourists, travelers, shippers, general, commercial and business reference 49664, 49680, 49953, 49954
Rand McNally pocket maps of Mississippi : for tourists, travelers, shippers, general, commercial and business reference 50177, 50183, 50257
Rand McNally pocket maps of Missouri : for tourists, travelers, shippers, general, commercial and business reference 50804, 50102, 50163
Rand McNally pocket maps of Montana : for tourists, travelers, shippers, general, commercial and business reference 51402, 51409, 51530
Rand McNally pocket maps of Nebraska : for tourists, travelers, shippers, general, commercial and business reference 53014, 53259
Rand McNally pocket maps of Nevada : for tourists, travelers, shippers, general, commercial and business reference 53684, 53686, 53726
Rand McNally pocket maps of New Hampshire : for tourists, travelers, shippers, general, commercial and business reference 54641, 54704
Rand McNally pocket maps of New Jersey : for tourists, travelers, shippers, general, commercial and business reference 54907, 54919, 55132, 55133
Rand McNally pocket maps of New Mexico : for tourists, travelers, shippers, general, commercial and business reference 55326, 55415
Rand McNally pocket maps of New York : for tourists, travelers, shippers, general, commercial and business reference 56338, 56353, 56648, 56671
Rand McNally pocket maps of North Carolina : for tourists, travelers, shippers, general, commercial and business reference 58080, 58200, 58201
Rand McNally pocket maps of North Dakota : for tourists, travelers, shippers, general, commercial and business reference 58371, 58609, 58610
Rand McNally pocket maps of Ohio : for tourists, travelers, shippers, general, commercial and business reference 60613, 60629, 60940, 60963
Rand McNally pocket maps of Oklahoma : for tourists, travelers, shippers, general, commercial and business reference 61411, 61631, 61642
Rand McNally pocket maps of Oregon : for tourists, travelers, shippers, general, commercial and business reference 62138, 62144, 62232, 62239
Rand McNally pocket maps of Pennsylvania : for tourists, travelers, shippers, general, commercial and business reference 63706, 63718, 64020, 64039
Rand McNally pocket maps of Rhode Island : for tourists, travelers, shippers, general, commercial and business reference 66712
Rand McNally pocket maps of South Carolina : for tourists, travelers, shippers, general, commercial and business reference 70831, 70846, 70847
Rand McNally pocket maps of South Dakota : for tourists, travelers, shippers, general, commercial and business reference 70928, 71060, 71062
Rand McNally pocket maps of Tennessee : for tourists, travelers, shippers, general, commercial and business reference 74388, 74418, 74419
Rand McNally pocket maps of Texas : for tourists, travelers, shippers, general, commercial and business reference 74671, 74682, 74946, 74954
Rand McNally pocket maps of Utah : for tourists, travelers, shippers, general, commercial and business reference 79613, 79685
Rand McNally pocket maps of Vermont : for tourists, travelers, shippers, general, commercial and business reference 80124, 80130
Rand McNally pocket maps of Virginia : for tourists, travelers, shippers, general, commercial and business reference 80465, 80476, 80478
Rand McNally pocket maps of Washington : for tourists, travelers, shippers, general, commercial and business reference 81254, 81262, 81389, 81392
Rand McNally pocket maps of West Virginia : for tourists, travelers, shippers, general, commercial and business reference 82675, 82676, 82680, 82681
Rand McNally pocket maps of Wisconsin : for tourists, travelers, shippers, general, commercial and business reference 83254, 83269, 83513, 83520
Rand McNally pocket maps of Wyoming : for tourists, travelers, shippers, general, commercial and business reference 84851, 84978
Rand McNally pocket national parks 52718
Rand McNally pocket road atlas : United States, Canada, Mexico 78748, 78777, 78792, 78800, 78903, 78904, 78972, 78987, 78999, 79007, 79021, 79022, 79023
Rand McNally pocket travel atlas 76124
Rand McNally pocket world atlas 6837, 7281, 7282, 7312
Rand McNally political globe 32127
Rand McNally portrait map of United States 78271
Rand McNally primary globe 32092
Rand McNally primary globe [gores] 32095
The Rand McNally Primary School Geography 30542
Rand McNally primary United States 57818
Rand McNally radio map of the United States 77255, 77273, 77274, 77275, 77333
Rand McNally regional atlas 6509
Rand McNally road atlas 79130, 79144, 79145, 79151, 79153, 79171, 79178
Rand McNally road atlas and guide to places of interest of the United States and eastern Canada 77536, 77537, 77538
Rand McNally road atlas and major city guide : United States, Canada, Mexico 78910, 79006
Rand McNally road atlas and radio guide of the United States : 77978, 78003, 78005, 78006, 78038, 78040, 78100, 78101, 78126, 78127, 78155, 78156, 78192, 78218, 78219, 78220, 78242, 78246, 78286, 78289
Rand McNally road atlas and travel guide 78324, 78325, 78349, 78351, 78354, 78355, 78366, 78367, 78368, 78391, 78392, 78415, 78422, 78423, 78424, 78425, 78457, 78458, 78459, 78462, 78496, 78530, 78531, 78559, 78560, 78591, 78592, 78597, 78628, 78644, 78645, 78674, 78675, 78677, 78681
Rand McNally road atlas and travel guide : Canada, United States, Mexico 78369
Rand McNally road atlas and travel guide : United States, Canada, Mexico 78995, 79008, 79009, 79024, 79061
Rand McNally road atlas = Atlas de Carreteras 79128
Rand McNally road atlas & city guide of Europe 26312, 26318, 26320, 26324, 26325, 26336
Rand McNally road atlas contents : United States, Canada, Mexico 79103, 79117
Rand McNally road atlas : deluxe edition 79182
Rand McNally road atlas & fishing guide 79084
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commercial and business reference 43347
Rand McNally standard indexed and air trails maps of Maine : for tourists, aviators, commercial travelers, transportation men, shippers, general, commercial and business reference 44060
Rand McNally standard indexed and air trails maps of Maryland, Delaware : for tourists, aviators, commercial travelers, transportation men, shippers, general, commercial and business reference 45327
Rand McNally standard indexed and air trails maps of Massachusetts : for tourists, aviators, commercial travelers, transportation men, shippers, general, commercial and business reference 45476
Rand McNally standard indexed and air trails maps of Michigan : for tourists, aviators, commercial travelers, transportation men, shippers, general, commercial and business reference 46954
Rand McNally standard indexed and air trails maps of Minnesota : for tourists, aviators, commercial travelers, transportation men, shippers, general, commercial and business reference 49638
Rand McNally standard indexed and air trails maps of Mississippi : for tourists, aviators, commercial travelers, transportation men, shippers, general, commercial and business reference 50169
Rand McNally standard indexed and air trails maps of Missouri : for tourists, aviators, commercial travelers, transportation men, shippers, general, commercial and business reference 50776
Rand McNally standard indexed and air trails maps of Montana : for tourists, aviators, commercial travelers, transportation men, shippers, general, commercial and business reference 51386, 51394
Rand McNally standard indexed and air trails maps of Nebraska : for tourists, aviators, commercial travelers, transportation men, shippers, general, commercial and business reference 52993
Rand McNally standard indexed and air trails maps of Nevada : for tourists, aviators, commercial travelers, transportation men, shippers, general, commercial and business reference 53681, 53683
Rand McNally standard indexed and air trails maps of New Hampshire : for tourists, aviators, commercial travelers, transportation men, shippers, general, commercial and business reference 54634, 54638
Rand McNally standard indexed and air trails maps of New Jersey : for tourists, aviators, commercial travelers, transportation men, shippers, general, commercial and business reference 54889
Rand McNally standard indexed and air trails maps of New Mexico : for tourists, aviators, commercial travelers, transportation men, shippers, general, commercial and business reference 55316
Rand McNally standard indexed and air trails maps of New York : for tourists, aviators, commercial travelers, transportation men, shippers, general, commercial and business reference 56317
Rand McNally standard indexed and air trails maps of North Carolina : for tourists, aviators, commercial travelers, transportation men, shippers, general, commercial and business reference 58065
Rand McNally standard indexed and air trails maps of North Dakota : for tourists, aviators, commercial travelers, transportation men, shippers, general, commercial and business reference 58361
Rand McNally standard indexed and air trails maps of Ohio : for tourists, aviators, commercial travelers, transportation men, shippers, general, commercial and business reference 60570
Rand McNally standard indexed and air trails maps of Oklahoma : for tourists, aviators, commercial travelers, transportation men, shippers, general, commercial and business reference 61392, 61400
Rand McNally standard indexed and air trails maps of Oregon : for tourists, aviators, commercial travelers, transportation men, shippers, general, commercial and business reference 62129
Rand McNally standard indexed and air trails maps of Pennsylvania : for tourists, aviators, commercial travelers, transportation men, shippers, general, commercial and business reference 63671, 63672
Rand McNally standard indexed and air trails maps of Rhode Island : for tourists, aviators, commercial travelers, transportation men, shippers, general, commercial and business reference 66708
Rand McNally standard indexed and air trails maps of South Carolina : for tourists, aviators, commercial travelers, transportation men, shippers, general, commercial and business reference 70825
Rand McNally standard indexed and air trails maps of South Dakota : for tourists, aviators, commercial travelers, transportation men, shippers, general, commercial and business reference 70909
Rand McNally standard indexed and air trails maps of Tennessee : for tourists, aviators, commercial travelers, transportation men, shippers, general, commercial and business reference 74378
Rand McNally standard indexed and air trails maps of Texas : for tourists, aviators, commercial travelers, transportation men, shippers, general, commercial and business reference 74651
Rand McNally standard indexed and air trails maps of Utah : for tourists, aviators, commercial travelers, transportation men, shippers, general, commercial and business reference 79605
Rand McNally standard indexed and air trails maps of Vermont : for tourists, aviators, commercial travelers, transportation men, shippers, general, commercial and business reference 80121
Rand McNally standard indexed and air trails maps of Virginia : for tourists, aviators, commercial travelers, transportation men, shippers, general, commercial and business reference 80481
Rand McNally standard indexed and air trails maps of Washington : for tourists, aviators, commercial travelers, transportation men, shippers, general, commercial and business reference 81240
Rand McNally standard indexed and air trails maps of West Virginia : for tourists, aviators, commercial travelers, transportation men, shippers, general, commercial and business reference 82673
Rand McNally standard indexed and air trails maps of Wisconsin : for tourists, aviators, commercial travelers, transportation men, shippers, general, commercial and business reference 83227, 83242
Rand McNally standard indexed and air trails maps of Wyoming : for tourists, aviators, commercial travelers, transportation men, shippers, general, commercial and business reference 84832
Rand McNally standard indexed map of the United States : including air navigation for tourists, aviators, commercial travelers, transportation men, shippers, general, commercial and business reference 77427
Rand McNally standard map of Aguascalientes, Colima, Jalisco, and Nayarit 606
Rand McNally standard map of Alabama 709, 710, 711, 717, 722, 726, 735, 736, 737, 747
Rand McNally standard map of Alaska 1054, 1055, 1056, 1057, 1059
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Rand McNally standard map of Sinaloa 70159, 70160
Rand McNally standard map of Sonora 70318, 70319
The Rand McNally standard map of South Carolina 70814, 70815, 70816, 70817, 70818, 70819, 70821, 70822, 70823, 70824, 70826
Rand McNally standard map of South Dakota 70889, 70890, 70891, 70892, 70893, 70894, 70896, 70898, 70899, 70900, 70901, 70910
Rand McNally standard map of Tennessee 74367, 74368, 74369, 74370, 74371, 74372, 74373, 74374, 74375, 74376, 74379
Rand McNally standard map of Texas 74618, 74619, 74622, 74623, 74624, 74625, 74628, 74635, 74636, 74637, 74638, 74652
Rand McNally standard map of the borough of Bronx, 1903 14672
Rand McNally Standard Map of the Borough of Brooklyn 14691
Rand McNally Standard Map of the World 84328
Rand McNally standard map of United States 77428
Rand McNally standard map of Utah 79587, 79589, 79590, 79592, 79593, 79594, 79595, 79606
Rand McNally standard map of Vermont 80110, 80111, 80112, 80113, 80114, 80115, 80116, 80117, 80118, 80122
Rand McNally standard map of Virginia 80446, 80449, 80451, 80452, 80453, 80454, 80455, 80456, 80457, 80458, 80459, 80460, 80462
Rand McNally standard map of Washington 81212, 81213, 81214, 81215, 81217, 81218, 81225, 81226, 81227, 81241
Rand McNally standard map of West Virginia 82665, 82666, 82667, 82668, 82669, 82670, 82671, 82672, 82674
Rand McNally standard map of Wisconsin 83163, 83164, 83169, 83171, 83172, 83179, 83180, 83185, 83186, 83205, 83206, 83207, 83208, 83228
Rand McNally standard map of Wyoming 84187, 84188, 84189, 84200, 84201, 84202, 84203, 84205, 84206, 84207, 84208, 84209, 84216, 84218
Rand McNally standard map of Yucatan and Terr. de Quintana Roo 85194
Rand McNally standard map of Zacatecas and Aguascalientes 85234, 85235
Rand McNally street index guide to accompany metropolitan New York City map 55870
Rand McNally street map of Chicago and surrounding suburbs 19870
Rand McNally street map of Cleveland and surrounding suburbs 21018
Rand McNally street map of Cleveland and surrounding suburbs / distributed by George R. Klein News Co. ... Cleveland, Ohio ... 21017
Rand McNally street map of Dallas and surrounding suburbs ... 22709, 22713, 22717
Rand McNally street map of Dallas and surrounding suburbs / distributed by M.H. West Company ... Dallas, Texas ... 22707
Rand McNally street map of Dallas and surrounding suburbs / M.H. West Company ... Dallas, Texas ... 22712, 22716
Rand McNally street map of Detroit and surrounding suburbs 23372
Rand McNally street map of Detroit and surrounding suburbs / Ludington News Company ... Detroit, Michigan 23371
Rand McNally street map of New York and surrounding suburbs 55757
Rand McNally street map of St. Louis and surrounding suburbs 68079, 68080
Rand McNally telephone area code map of the United States 78606
Rand McNally Tennessee pocket map 74420, 74421, 74423
Rand McNally Texas pocket map 74969, 74970, 74991, 74992, 74993
Rand McNally the city atlas : pocket size : United States cities 79201
Rand McNally the road atlas '04 and trip planner : United States, Canada & Mexico 79212
Rand McNally : the road atlas '04 deluxe : United States, Canada & Mexico 79218
Rand McNally the road atlas '04 midsize deluxe : United States, Canada & Mexico 79216
Rand McNally the road atlas '04 midsize : United States, Canada & Mexico 79215
Rand McNally the road atlas '04 : pocket size : United States, Canada & Mexico 79217
Rand McNally : the road atlas '04 : United States, Canada & Mexico 79211
Rand McNally : the road atlas '05 : United States, Canada & Mexico 79223, 79225, 79226, 79227, 79228, 79235
Rand McNally : the road atlas '05 deluxe midsize 79221
Rand McNally : the road atlas '05 midsize 79236
Rand McNally the road atlas '05 : pocket size 79232
Rand McNally : the road atlas '05 & travel guide 79222
Rand McNally : the road atlas 2006 79262
Rand McNally the road atlas and safety guide : United States, Canada & Mexico 79213
Rand McNally the road atlas easy-to-read : United States, Canada & Mexico 79204
Rand McNally the road atlas midsize deluxe : United States, Canada & Mexico 79207
Rand McNally the road atlas midsize : United States, Canada & Mexico 79206
Rand McNally the road atlas pocket size : United States, Canada & Mexico 79208
Rand McNally : the road atlas : United States, Canada & Mexico 79199, 79205
Rand McNally trading area map 78571
Rand McNally transcontinental auto road map of the United States featuring national parks and monuments and state parks 77347
Rand McNally transcontinental auto road map of the United States featuring United States interstate highways 77396
Rand McNally transcontinental auto trails map of the United States featuring national parks and monuments and state parks 77326, 77327
Rand McNally traveler's world atlas and guide 7283
Rand McNally travelog 78009
Rand McNally twelve inch terrestrial globe 32054
Rand McNally type specimens: linotype, monotype 66246
Rand McNally United States : classic edition 79240
Rand McNally Utah pocket map 79698
Rand McNally vacation atlas and guide : Canada, United States, Mexico 78417
Rand McNally Vermont pocket map 80131, 80132
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Call Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Rand McNally Vest Pocket Map of Connecticut and Rhode Island</td>
<td>21923</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Rand McNally vest pocket map of Illinois</td>
<td>35663</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Rand McNally Vest Pocket Map of Maryland and Delaware</td>
<td>45285</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Rand McNally vest pocket map of New York, showing all counties, cities, towns, railways, lakes, rivers, etc.</td>
<td>56138</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Rand McNally Vest Pocket Map of Virginia</td>
<td>80435</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rand McNally Virginia pocket map</td>
<td>80480, 80482, 80488</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rand McNally Virginia pocket map : reference map ... [and] detailed highway map</td>
<td>80481</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rand McNally wall map of West Virginia</td>
<td>82679</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rand McNally Washington pocket map</td>
<td>81396, 81397, 81408, 81409</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rand McNally West Virginia pocket map</td>
<td>82682, 82683, 82684, 82685, 82686</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rand McNally winter recreation map and ski guide featuring major ski areas : northeastern states</td>
<td>59631</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rand McNally winter recreation map and ski guide featuring major ski areas : western states</td>
<td>82619</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rand McNally Wisconsin pocket map</td>
<td>83532, 83533, 83550, 83554</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rand McNally World Atlas</td>
<td>6214, 6325, 6375, 6716, 6786, 7210, 7365</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Rand McNally world atlas of exploration / by Eric Newby ; introduction by Sir Vivian Fuchs</td>
<td>23640, 23641</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rand McNally world : classic edition</td>
<td>84510</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rand McNally world globe</td>
<td>32083, 32084, 32085, 32086</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rand McNally world map for the air age / ed. by George T. Renner</td>
<td>84349</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rand McNally world-master globe</td>
<td>32075, 32079</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rand McNally world portrait globe</td>
<td>32091, 32093, 32103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rand McNally world portrait map</td>
<td>84482</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rand McNally Wyoming pocket map</td>
<td>84989, 84990, 85000, 85001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rand McNally yellow guide : county codes, zip codes, and latest populations for all places with 100 or more people, arranged on a county by county basis</td>
<td>85328</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rand McNally zip code atlas</td>
<td>78900, 78944, 78945, 79122, 79190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rand McNally zip code atlas / ed. by Richard L. Forstall ; introd. by Martin Baier</td>
<td>78609</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rand McNally zip code finder</td>
<td>79150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rand McTavish Co. Unltd.</td>
<td>45576</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rand, W. W. (William Wilberforce),</td>
<td>1816-1909   12827</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rand, William H., 1828-1915 - Portraits</td>
<td>66250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Randolph (E. Broox) &amp; Sons, Inc., California SEE E. Broox Randall &amp; Sons, Inc. (California)</td>
<td>60036</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Randall, George A.</td>
<td>14736, 39348, 69916, 83040</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Randall, Hilda</td>
<td>67493</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Randall Motor Club, Inc. (California)</td>
<td>15559, 15629, 15701, 15702, 15703, 60036, 82508</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Randall, Richard R.</td>
<td>52096, 52124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Randall, W. West</td>
<td>63617, 63618, 63619</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Randdegger, Johannes, 1830-1900</td>
<td>10904, 10905</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Randel, Jesse F.</td>
<td>74520, 74529, 74533</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Randel, John</td>
<td>33525, 66251</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Randin, Hugues, 1648-1677</td>
<td>57372, 57373, 57387</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Randklev, James</td>
<td>79140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Randle, Ian</td>
<td>44744</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Randles, W. G. L.</td>
<td>16823</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Randmark I globe]</td>
<td>32099</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RandMark I [globe gores]</td>
<td>32100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RandMark I series</td>
<td>78482, 78483, 78824</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RandMark II [globe gores]</td>
<td>32109, 32117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RandMark III [globe gores]</td>
<td>32108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Randolph, Charles Wilson</td>
<td>25284</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Randolph County Farm Bureau (Ill.)</td>
<td>66256, 66257, 66258, 66259</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Randolph County (Ill.) - Maps - 1774 - Landowners - Manuscripts</td>
<td>66252</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Randolph County (Ill.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners</td>
<td>66253</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Randolph County (Ill.) - Maps - 1919 - Landowners</td>
<td>66254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Randolph County (Ill.) - Maps - 1919 - Topographic maps</td>
<td>66255</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Randolph County (Ill.) - Maps - 1951 - Landowners</td>
<td>66256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Randolph County (Ill.) - Maps - 1965 - Landowners</td>
<td>66257</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Randolph County (Ill.) - Maps - 1974 - Landowners</td>
<td>66258</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Randolph County (Ill.) - Maps - 1980 - Landowners</td>
<td>66259</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Randolph County (Ill.) - Maps - 1982 - Landowners</td>
<td>66260</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Randolph County (Ind.) - 1865: LC G&amp;M land ownership maps on microfiche]</td>
<td>66262</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Randolph County (Ind.) - Maps - 1865-1909 - Landowners</td>
<td>66261</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Randolph County (Ind.) - Maps - 1865 - Landowners</td>
<td>66262</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Rasmussen, Knud Johan Victor, 1879-1933  32994, 32995
Rasmussen, R. P.  30743
Raspe, Gabriel Nicolaus  4474, 4477
Rassman's Buch- und Musikhandlung  52760
**Rastatt, Battle of, Rastatt, Germany, 1796 - Maps - 1839**  66278
Rastawiecki, Edward, baron, 1805-1974  65088
Rater, Hermann, 1827-1891  19694
Ratajksi, Lech  16780
**Ratak Chain (Marshall Islands) - Maps - 1817**  45197
Ratcliffe, John G.  1264
Ratdolt, E.  3555, 3556
*Rate group map of the United States / Santa Fe*  70448
Ratelband, Erven van J.  8749
Ratelband, J.  62930
Ratelband, Johannes, 1715-1793  70129
**Rathborne, Aaron**  66279
Rathbun, Daniel C. B.  52405
Rathbun, Hiram  29795
Rathgeber für auswanderungslustige. Wie und wohin sollen wir auswandern ... / von Traugott Bromme  57745
Rathsam, Maggie  30073
*A Rational policy of public works*  20904
Ratisbona  66342
**RATP see Régie autonome des transports parisiens**  63286
*Rätselatlas / von W. Bobzin*  28566
Rathey, Wilhelm  10241, 12536
Ratti, Antonio  10669, 17097
Ratti, fl. ca. 1871  10669
**Rattler (Ship) - Voyage, 1793-1794 - Manuscript maps**  20556, 28514, 62532, 62590, 70713, 70714, 82757, 82758
**Rattler (Ship) - Voyage, 1793-1794 - Maps**  28515, 28516, 70482, 70483
Ratto, Héctor Raúl, 1892-1948  44221
Rätze, Curt  9986
*Ratzebourg, ville d'Allemagne ...*  66280, 66281
**Ratzeburg (Germany) - Maps - 1695 - Fortification**  66280
**Ratzeburg (Germany) - Maps - 1713 - Fortification**  66281
**Ratzeburg (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1588**  66282
Ratzel, Friedrich  5905
Ratzel, Friedrich, 1844-1904  30840, 62336
**Ratzenbrgk**  66282
Ratzer, Bernard  18188, 27401, 54768, 54769, 54770, 54771, 55608, 55611, 55612, 55615, 56038, 56888
Rauch, J. D.  16670
Rau, Johann  9573
Ravasio, P.  30414
Ravelengien, Franciscus, 1539-1597 SEE Raphelengius, Franciscus, 1539-1597  25903
Ravell, Anthony, fl. 1770  67961, 81618
*Raven Maps & Images*  1088, 2845, 15670, 15706, 21666, 33712, 35308, 37402, 48016, 50028, 51549, 53768, 55439, 62270, 67092, 67229, 75008, 79031, 79714, 81420, 85023
Ravenel, Louis, 1865-1937  30731, 30732, 30733, 30734
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Ré Island (France) - History - Seige, 1625 - Maps 66297
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Ré Island (France) - Maps - 1627  67030
Ré Island (France) - Maps - 1696 - Fortification  66298
Ré Island (France) - Maps - 1713 - Fortification  66299
Ré Island (France) - Maps - 1793 - Coasts  66300

Re-mapping the tour: Mary Ireland's 1923 scrapbook at the Newberry Library  38451
Re, Sebastiano di, fl. 1500-1560  12105, 14139, 27604, 28441, 32806, 32807, 32809, 34894, 34896, 38218, 38448, 39193, 39194, 65342, 65343, 67199, 67201, 72657, 80185
Re: Vinland map [MapHist internet communication, 26 Feb. 1996]  80296
Rea & Otley  42257
Rea, Robert Right  26384
Rea, S. M.  19278, 28713
Rea, Saml. N.  53798
Rea, Samuel M.  19298, 32190, 68270
The Reaches of New York City  55935
Read, D. H. M.  33451
Read, L. G., fl. ca. 1928  77373
Read, N. G.  5040, 5058
Read & Taylor  40655
Read, Thomas  7821, 14228, 25131
Read, William Alexander, 1869-  52128
Read, William Alexander, 1869-1962  52292
Readdy, E. W.  42778
Reade, Philip, Lieut.  2551
Reader (Chicago, Ill.)  17252
Reader : Chicago's free weekly SEE Reader (Chicago, Ill.)  17252
Reader's Digest Association  6664, 6665, 7041, 7178, 7186, 7234, 7305, 7356, 7387, 7410, 10700, 10709, 14525, 16287, 30628, 32377, 41516, 70376, 78516, 78857, 82712
Reader's Digest Association - Access routes - Maps - 1952  82712
Reader's Digest Association (Canada)  16287
Reader's Digest Association (Great Britain)  14577
Reader's Digest atlas of southern Africa  70376
Reader's Digest/Bartholomew atlas of the world  7186
Reader's digest complete atlas of the British Isles  14525
Reader's digest great world atlas  6665
The Reader's Digest map of Westchester County  82712
Reader's Digest México  6712
Reader's Digest South Africa  70376
Reader's Digest touring guide to Britain  14577
Readers Digest great world atlas  6664
Readers Digest México  10709
Readers edition atlas of world  6322
Readers world atlas  6438, 6476, 6477, 6502, 6520, 6521, 6538, 6545, 6599, 6625, 6626, 6655, 6726
Readex Microprint  50506
The Reading. 1910  47727
The Reading. 1911  47732
The Reading. 1912  47736
The Reading. 1913  47738
The Reading. 1914  47740
The Reading. 1915  47742
The Reading. 1916  47744
The Reading. 1917  47747
The Reading. 1918  47749
The Reading. 1919  47752
The Reading. 1920  47756
The Reading. 1921  47763
The Reading. 1922  47768
Reading a contour map  44702
Reading area  47913
Reading Company  12471, 39821, 47702, 47727, 47732, 47736, 47738, 47740, 47744, 47747, 47749, 47752, 47756, 47763, 47768, 47772, 47777, 47785, 47788, 47805, 47810, 47817, 47818, 47819, 47825, 47829, 47830, 47833, 47836, 47847, 47858, 47869, 47878, 47887, 47894, 47901, 47906, 47908, 47913, 47914, 47929, 47943, 47953, 47957, 47964, 47970, 47973, 47978, 47984, 47985, 47992, 47994, 47996, 47998, 63989, 64067, 64086, 64097, 65227, 66304, 70341, 78031
Reading Company ... [and] Central Railroad Co. of New Jersey. 1933  47830
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Reading Company : Central Railroad of New Jersey, New York & Long Branch Railroad, Atlantic City Railroad and connections 47817
Reading Company - Maps - 1910 47727
Reading Company - Maps - 1911 47732
Reading Company - Maps - 1912 47736
Reading Company - Maps - 1913 47738
Reading Company - Maps - 1914 47740
Reading Company - Maps - 1915 47742
Reading Company - Maps - 1916 47744
Reading Company - Maps - 1917 47747
Reading Company - Maps - 1918 47749
Reading Company - Maps - 1919 47752
Reading Company - Maps - 1920 47756
Reading Company - Maps - 1921 47763
Reading Company - Maps - 1922 47768
Reading Company - Maps - 1923 47772
Reading Company - Maps - 1924 47778
Reading Company - Maps - 1925 47785
Reading Company - Maps - 1927 47798
Reading Company - Maps - 1928 47805
Reading Company - Maps - 1929 47810
Reading Company - Maps - 1930 47817, 47818, 47819
Reading Company - Maps - 1931 47825
Reading Company - Maps - 1932 47829
Reading Company - Maps - 1933 47830
Reading Company - Maps - 1934 47833
Reading Company - Maps - 1935 47836
Reading Company - Maps - 1936 47847
Reading Company - Maps - 1937 47858
Reading Company - Maps - 1938 47869
Reading Company - Maps - 1939 47878
Reading Company - Maps - 1940 47887
Reading Company - Maps - 1941 47894
Reading Company - Maps - 1942 47901
Reading Company - Maps - 1943 47906
Reading Company - Maps - 1944 47908
Reading Company - Maps - 1946 47914, 63989
Reading Company - Maps - 1946 - Pictorial maps 47913
Reading Company - Maps - 1947 47929
Reading Company - Maps - 1948 47943
Reading Company - Maps - 1949 47953
Reading Company - Maps - 1950 47957
Reading Company - Maps - 1951 47964
Reading Company - Maps - 1952 64067, 64068
Reading Company - Maps - 1952 - Stockholders 78031
Reading Company - Maps - 1953 47970
Reading Company - Maps - 1954 47973
Reading Company - Maps - 1955 12471, 47978
Reading Company - Maps - 1956 47984, 47985, 64086
Reading Company - Maps - 1957 64097
Reading Company - Maps - 1958 47992
Reading Company - Maps - 1959 47994
Reading Company - Maps - 1960 47996
Reading Company - Maps - 1961 47998
Reading Company - Pictorial works - 1946 65227
Reading Company - Pictorial works - 1951 - Railroad stations 66304
Reading Company - Pictorial works - 1959 39821
Reading Company SEE ALSO Philadelphia & Reading Railroad Co. 47702
Reading (England) - Maps - 1610 14799
Reading (England) - Maps - 1666 14800
Reading (England) - Maps - 1752 66301
Reading Iron Co. (Reading, Pa.) 77453
Reading Iron Co. (Reading, Pa.) - Maps - 1930 77453
Reading (Pa.) - Maps - 1915 - Road maps 66302
Reading (Pa.) - Maps - 2009 - Road maps 66303
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Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Reading Publishing House  12470, 41807, 82803
Reading Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1909 - Road maps  63631
Reading Region (Pa.) - Maps - 2009 - Road maps  66303
Reading street guide  66303
Reading Terminal (Philadelphia, Penn.) - Pictorial works - 1951  66304
Reading the landscape of Europe  52723
Reading Wisconsin's landscape / maps prepared and booklet designed in the Cartographic Laboratory, University of Wisconsin  83551
Readville (Boston, Mass.) - Pictorial works - 1955 - Railroads  66305
Readville car shops, Readville, Massachusetts  66305
Ready reference atlas : for the tourist and traveler  5599
Ready-reference atlas of world  6057, 6058, 6059, 6081, 6111, 6112, 6142, 6165, 6190, 6219, 6220, 6249, 6250, 6282
Ready reference library wall chart / issued by The Schuyler Citizen [and] The Rushville Citizen  35668
Reagan's help is needed to save the Everglades' ecosystem / by Gaylord Nelson  26406
Real Academia de la Historia (Spain)  55237
Real Academia de la Historia (Spain). Servicio de Cartografía y Bellas Artes  65337, 66306
Real Academia de la Historia (Spain). Servicio de Cartografía y Bellas Artes - Map collections - Catalogs  65337, 66306
Real Compañía Velha, firm, Portugal  SEE Real Compañía Vinícola del Norte de Portugal  25547
Real Compañía Vinícola del Norte de Portugal  25547
Real Escuela de Navegación (Cádiz, Spain)  1522
Real Escuela de Navegación (Cádiz, Spain) - Bibliography - Catalogs  1522
Real estate and building improvements in the city of Toledo, Ohio   75260
Real Estate and Building Journal  22025
Real estate business - Dallas Region (Tex.) - Maps - 1976  22691
Real estate business - Dallas (Tex.) - Maps - 1976  22691
Real estate business - Phoenix (Ariz.) - Maps - 1974  64586
Real estate business - San Francisco (Calif.) - Maps - 1958  68615
Real estate development - Florida - Maps - 1975  27162
Real estate for sale.  Apply at the President's Office, Washington, D. C.  76419
Real estate map of Chicago and suburbs : including the towns of Evanston, Norwood Pk., the eastern half of Leyden, Cicero, Riverside, east half of Proviso, Lyons, Calumet, Worth & the east half of Palos, Cook County  20109
Real Estate Map Publishing Co.  41425, 41426
Real Estate Map Publishing Co's atlas of Lake : 39th to 87th : State St. to Crawford [i.e. Cicero] Ave.  41425
Real estate map of Chicago and suburbs : including the towns of Evanston, Norwood Pk., the eastern half of Leyden, Cicero, Riverside, east half of Proviso, Lyons, Calumet, Worth & the east half of Palos, Cook County  41426
Real Estate Map Publishing Co's official atlas of the Township of Lake View : Rogers Park, West Ridge & part of West Town, Chicago  41426
[Real estate maps of Michigan counties, including Manistee, Gladwin, Clare, Roscommon, Ogemaw, Wexford, Missaukee, Mason, Lake, Grand Traverse and Benzie, ca. 1900-1904]  64844
[Real estate tax assessment maps of Hyde Park and Jefferson Park in Chicago for 1939]  35056
[Real estate tax assessment maps of Rogers Park, Lakeview, the Near North Side, and Jefferson Park in Chicago, 1931]  67106
[Real estate tax assessment maps of Schaumburg, Stickney, Thornton, Wheeling, and Worth in Cook County, Illinois, 1931]  69335
[Real estate tax assessment maps of Thornton, Wheeling, and Worth in Cook County, Illinois, 1939]  75117
Real Gabinete Portugués de Leitura (Rio de Janeiro, Brazil)  33829
Real, imagined and abstract world of the past  17909
Real Instituto y Observatorio de la Armada (San Fernando) See Instituto y Observatorio de Marina (Spain)  37505
Real, Laurentius, 17th cent.  71160
Real Palacio / E. de Llete dibo. y lito. ; lit. Heráldica  66307
Real Palacio (Madrid, Spain) - Pictorial works - 1862  66307
Real property - Austin (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1876  10993, 10994
Real property - Avalon (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1871  32765
Real property - Cartography - Austria  66308
Real property - Cartography - History  60269
Real property - Chatham (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1871  32765
Real property - Chautauqua (N.Y.) - Maps - 1881  19282
Real property - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1830 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  19424, 19425
Real property - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1833-1858 - Trials, litigation, etc. - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  19426, 19434
Real property - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1834  19429, 19430, 19431, 19432, 19433
Real property - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1834 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  19428
Real property - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1835-1858 - Trials, litigation, etc. - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  19435, 19436, 19437, 19438
Real property - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1836  19441
Real property - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1837 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  19445
Real property - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1847  19452
Real property - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1849  19453, 19454
Real property - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1866  19490
Real property - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1868  19497
Real property - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1872  19528
Real property - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1873  19533
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Real property - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1873 - Land values 19534
Real property - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1879 19548, 19549
Real property - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1882 19561
Real property - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1884 19569
Real property - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1886 19577, 19578, 19579, 19580
Real property - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1891 19601, 19602
Real property - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1891-1892 19596, 19597
Real property - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1893 19612
Real property - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1898 - Railroads 43022
Real property - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1907 - Tax assessment 19647
Real property - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1912-1989 - Land values 19656
Real property - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1917 41426
Real property - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1917-1925 41425
Real property - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1929 19746
Real property - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1931 - Tax assessment 67106
Real property - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1950 19858
Real property - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1950 - Land Values 19857
Real property - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1956-1957 22060
Real property - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1956-1959 41427
Real property - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - Collections, 1871-1891 - Manuscripts 19972
Real property - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - Collections, 1883-1896 - Trials, litigation, etc. 35396
Real property - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - Collections, 1894-1925 - Manuscripts 19977
Real property - Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1862 22015
Real property - Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1873 20095
Real property - Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1882 20096
Real property - Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1886 20097
Real property - Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1888 20100
Real property - Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1890 20104
Real property - Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1891 20109
Real property - Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1912-1989 - Land values 19656
Real property - Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1925 20177
Real property - Cook County (Ill.) - Maps - 1862 22015
Real property - Cook County (Ill.) - Maps - 1875 22019
Real property - Cook County (Ill.) - Maps - 1882 20096
Real property - Cook County (Ill.) - Maps - 1886 20097
Real property - Cook County (Ill.) - Maps - 1888 20100
Real property - Cook County (Ill.) - Maps - 1890 20104
Real property - Cook County (Ill.) - Maps - 1891 20109
Real property - Cook County (Ill.) - Maps - 1896-1912 22026
Real property - Cook County (Ill.) - Maps - 1912-1989 - Land values 19656
Real property - Cook County (Ill.) - Maps - 1931 - Tax assessment 69335
Real property - Cook County (Ill.) - Maps - 1956-1957 22060
Real property - Côte-d'Or (France) - Maps - 1707 67425
Real property - Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Drive (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1882 19561
Real property - England - Maps - 1595-1918 - Bibliography 17148
Real property - England - Maps - 1842-1843 25248
Real property - Essex County (N.J.) - Maps - 1904 25618
Real property - For Chicago Region maps only, use twice in 'flipped' subject headings (as both beginning and floating topical subdivisions). For all other maps use only as a secondary subdivision. 19441
Real property - Georgia - Maps - 1757 70756
Real property - Georgia - Maps - 1780 70763
Real property - Glencoe (Ill.) - Maps - 1911 31968
Real property - Goose Island (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1870 32249
Real property - Greater Grand Creek (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1871 32765
Real property - Harvey (Ill.) - Maps - 1870 33606
Real property - Harvey (Ill.) - Maps - 1891 33607
Real property - Homewood (Ill.) - Maps - 1870 33606
Real property - Hyde Park (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1869 35045
Real property - Hyde Park (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1872 35046
Real property - Hyde Park (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1883 35050
Real property - Hyde Park (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1885 35054
Real property - Hyde Park (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1939 - Tax assessment 35056
Real property - Illinois - Maps - Bibliography - Union lists 66309, 66310

Real property in proportion to the population in 1841, assessed to the property and income tax in England & Wales in 1842-43 25248
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Volumes</th>
<th>Call Numbers</th>
<th>Years</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Real property - Irving Park (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps</td>
<td></td>
<td>1875</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real property - Jefferson Park (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1931 -</td>
<td></td>
<td>67106</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real property - Jefferson Park (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1939 -</td>
<td></td>
<td>35056</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real property - Kennebunkport (Me.) - Maps - 1940 - Manuscripts</td>
<td></td>
<td>67096</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real property - Knollwood (Ill.) - Maps - 1926</td>
<td></td>
<td>41238</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real property - La Grange (Ill.) - Maps - 1870-1879</td>
<td></td>
<td>32327</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real property - Lake (Cook County, Ill.: Township) - Maps - 1917</td>
<td></td>
<td>41426</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real property - Lake (Cook County, Ill.: Township) - Maps - 1917-1925</td>
<td></td>
<td>41425</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real property - Lake (Cook County, Ill.: Township) - Maps - 1956-1959</td>
<td></td>
<td>41427</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real property - Lake County (Ill.) - Maps - 1896-1912</td>
<td></td>
<td>22026</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real property - Lake County (Ill.) - Maps - 1926</td>
<td></td>
<td>41238</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real property - Lakeview (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1873</td>
<td></td>
<td>19533</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real property - Lakeview (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1917</td>
<td></td>
<td>41426</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real property - Lakeview (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1931 - Tax assessment</td>
<td></td>
<td>67106</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real property - Lincoln Park (Chicago, Ill.: City section) - Maps</td>
<td></td>
<td>1886</td>
<td>19577, 19578, 19579, 19580</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real property - Loop (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1837 - Manuscripts -</td>
<td></td>
<td>19445</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real property - Loop (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1881 - Land Values</td>
<td></td>
<td>43013</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real property - Loop (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1891</td>
<td></td>
<td>43014, 43015</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real property - Loop (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1893</td>
<td></td>
<td>19612</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real property - Loop (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1898 - Railroads</td>
<td></td>
<td>43022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real property - Loop (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1913</td>
<td></td>
<td>43026</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real property - Loop (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1935</td>
<td></td>
<td>43040</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real property - Loop (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - Collections, 1883-1896</td>
<td></td>
<td>35396</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real property - Maps - Exhibitions</td>
<td></td>
<td>25647</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real property - Maps - History</td>
<td></td>
<td>25649</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real property - Maps - Illinois - Bibliography - Union lists</td>
<td></td>
<td>66311</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real property - Maps - United States - History</td>
<td></td>
<td>41594</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real property - Mckinley Park (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1888 - Manuscripts</td>
<td></td>
<td>45605</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real property - Middle West - Maps - 1952 - Cities and towns</td>
<td></td>
<td>49037</td>
<td></td>
<td>(Provisional Heading)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real property - Near North Side (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1870</td>
<td></td>
<td>32249</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real property - Near North Side (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1913</td>
<td></td>
<td>43026</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real property - Near North Side (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1931 - Tax assessment</td>
<td></td>
<td>67106</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real property - New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1885</td>
<td></td>
<td>55664</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real property - North Carolina - Maps - 1757</td>
<td></td>
<td>70756</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real property - North Carolina - Maps - 1780</td>
<td></td>
<td>70763</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real property - Oak Park (Ill.) - Maps - 1894</td>
<td></td>
<td>60241</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real property - Ogden, Mahion D. - Maps - 1881-1890</td>
<td></td>
<td>19972</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real property - Pacific States - Maps - 1954 - Cities and towns (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td></td>
<td>62655</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real property - Paris (France) - Maps - Bibliography - 1809-1854</td>
<td></td>
<td>63308</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real property - Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1910</td>
<td></td>
<td>64384</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real property - Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1925</td>
<td></td>
<td>64388</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real property - Portage Park (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1875</td>
<td></td>
<td>38477</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real property - Riverdale (Ill.) - Maps - 1874</td>
<td></td>
<td>66871</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real property - Riverside (Ill.) - Maps - 1869</td>
<td></td>
<td>66908</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real property - Riverside (Ill.) - Maps - 1871</td>
<td></td>
<td>66909</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real property - Rockford (Ill.) - Maps - 1883</td>
<td></td>
<td>67070</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real property - Rogers Park (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1917</td>
<td></td>
<td>41426</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real property - Rogers Park (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1931 - Tax assessment</td>
<td></td>
<td>67106</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real property - Rouvres-en-Plaines (France) - Maps - 1707</td>
<td></td>
<td>67425</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real property - Schaumburg (Ill.) - Maps - 1931 - Tax assessment</td>
<td></td>
<td>69335</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real property - Schaumburg (Ill.) - Maps - 1931 - Tax assessment</td>
<td></td>
<td>69335</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real property - South Shore (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1871</td>
<td></td>
<td>32765</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real property - St. Charles (Ill.) - Maps - 1855</td>
<td></td>
<td>73084</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real property - Stickney (Ill.) - Maps - 1931 - Tax assessment</td>
<td></td>
<td>69335</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real property - Stickney (Ill.) - Maps - 1956-1958</td>
<td></td>
<td>73266</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real property - Thornton (Ill.) - Maps - 1931 - Tax assessment</td>
<td></td>
<td>69335</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real property - United States - Maps - 1929 - Cities and towns (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td></td>
<td>77401</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real property - Wales - Maps - 1595-1918 - Bibliography</td>
<td></td>
<td>17148</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real property - Wales - Maps - 1842-1843</td>
<td></td>
<td>25248</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real property - Wales - Maps - Bibliography - Catalogs</td>
<td></td>
<td>80721</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real property - West Rogers Park (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1917</td>
<td></td>
<td>41426</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real property - West Town (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1917</td>
<td></td>
<td>41426</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real property - Wheeling (Ill.) - Maps - 1931 - Tax assessment</td>
<td></td>
<td>69335</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real property - Worth (Ill.) - Maps - 1931 - Tax assessment</td>
<td></td>
<td>69335</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Authors/Editors</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Call Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Real property - Zion (III) - Maps - 1910</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>22026</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real rapid transit at least cost</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>19660</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real Sociedad Económica de Amigos del País (Cuba)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>22479</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real Sociedad Económica de la Habana SEE Real Sociedad Económica de Amigos del País (Cuba)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>22479</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real Sociedad Geográfica (Spain)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>30866, 72921, 84537, 84541</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real Sociedad Patriótica (Cuba) SEE Real Sociedad Económica de Amigos del País (Cuba)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>22479</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real Sociedad Patriótica de Amigos del País (Cuba) SEE Real Sociedad Económica de Amigos del País (Cuba)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>22479</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real Sociedad Patriótica de la Habana SEE Real Sociedad Económica de Amigos del País (Cuba)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>22479</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real spaces : world art history and the rise of Western modernism / David Summers</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>72627</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real Tour Association (Lenox, Mass.)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>54008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Real tour to the Berkshires</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>54008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Real tour to the Berkshires / compiled by the Bureau of Tours of the Automobile Club of America, 12 East 53rd Street, New York City</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>12497</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Real tour to the Berkshires / compiled by the Bureau of Tours of the Automobile Club of America, 54th St. West of Broadway, New York</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>12496</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real Vinícola, firm, Portugal SEE Real Companhia Vinícola do Norte de Portugal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>25547</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Real world : understanding the modern world through the new geography / general editor, Bruce Marshall ; principal writer, Philip Boys</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>30632</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reale accademia delle scienze di Torino</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>80038</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reale Società geografica italiana SEE R. Società geografica italiana</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>37532</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reality, bias, and the making of an atlas</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>16866</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reality, symbolism, time, and space in medieval world maps</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>84520</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Realms of gold : a catalogue of maps in the library of the American Philosophical Society / Murphy D. Smith</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1865</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Realschule Buchlad</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>9633</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Realtor (Firm : Phoenix, Ariz.)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>64586</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Realty Executives (Phoenix, Ariz.)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>64586</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Realty Executives (Phoenix, Ariz.) - Maps - 1974</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>64586</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real Estates of the Mississippi Valley</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>72618</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real Estates of the Missouri Valley</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>72618</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real Estates of the Ohio Valley</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>72618</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Real Est |...
Recla[no]cimiento del fuerte de Mailad
Recla[no]cimiento de la Isabela de Basilan
Recla[no]cimiento del fuerte de Mailad
Recla[no]cimiento del fuerte de Mailad
Recla[no]cimiento del estero de Maguindanao ó de la Mundaya que corre por el o[este] de Cotabatto y une los brazos n[orte] y s[ud] de Rio Grande de Mindanao
Recla[no]cimiento de la Isabela de Basilan
Recla[no]cimiento del estero de Maguindanao ó de la Mundaya que corre por el o[este] de Cotabatto y une los brazos n[orte] y s[ud] de Rio Grande de Mindanao
Red Crown Gasoline SEE Standard Oil Company 13268
Red Deer (Alta.) - Maps - 1971 - Road maps 1159
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<td>82787, 82788</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relief outline and desk outline maps : book two : Eastern Hemisphere</td>
<td>24575</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relief outline and outline maps : book one: eastern hemisphere</td>
<td>6705</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relief panorama of the Rhine</td>
<td>66564</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relief panorama of the Rhine from Mainz to Köln</td>
<td>66562</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relief panorama of the Rhine with text inserted (D.R.G.M.)</td>
<td>66556</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relief representation</td>
<td>16784, 32482</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relief representation - 1926</td>
<td>44581</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relief representation - 1956</td>
<td>66376</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relief representation - 1964</td>
<td>66377</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relief representation - Chile</td>
<td>66378</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relief Representation - Exhibitions</td>
<td>66379</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relief representation - Handbooks, manuals, etc.</td>
<td>66380</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relief representation - History</td>
<td>51882</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relief representation - History - 1500-1799</td>
<td>66381</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relief Representation - Maps - 1974</td>
<td>66382</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relief Representation - Switzerland</td>
<td>66383</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Religion and early maps</td>
<td>24604</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Religion and geography - Exhibitions - Catalogs</td>
<td>24608</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Religions - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1848</td>
<td>84259</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Religions - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1883</td>
<td>2510</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Religions - Europe Central -1748</td>
<td>25716</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Religions - Europe, Central - Maps - 1821</td>
<td>84214, 84215</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Religions - Europe, Central - Maps - 1845</td>
<td>84254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Religions - Europe - Maps - 1900</td>
<td>26150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Religions - Germany - Maps - 1748</td>
<td>25716</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Religions - History</td>
<td>83754</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Religions - Maps - 1625</td>
<td>84001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Religions - Maps - 1745 - Asia</td>
<td>3299</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Religions - Maps - 1815</td>
<td>84204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Religions - Maps - 1821</td>
<td>84214, 84215</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Religions - Maps - 1845</td>
<td>84254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Religions - Maps - 1885</td>
<td>84298</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Religions - Maps - 1974</td>
<td>66385</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Religions - Maps - 1993</td>
<td>66384</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Religions - Maps - History - 1974</td>
<td>66385</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Religions - Rhineland (Germany) - Historical geography - Maps - 2007</td>
<td>66615</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Religions SEE ALSO Ecclesiastical geography</td>
<td>66385</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Religions - und Konfessionsgemeinschaften seit 1871 / von Lothar Weiss</td>
<td>66615</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Religious Society of Friends SEE Society of Friends</td>
<td>24107, 76698</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Religious Tract Society (Great Britain)</td>
<td>8042, 12812, 12867, 12895, 29594, 29767</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relocation between Wildersville and Timberlake P. &amp; M. division</td>
<td>33784</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remarkable Cave / copyright by Robert Schorn</td>
<td>66386</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remarkable Cave (Tas.) - 1990</td>
<td>66386</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remarkable maps of the XVth, XVIIth &amp; XVIth centuries reproduced in their original size</td>
<td>44841</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remarks on the introduction of geological maps</td>
<td>30925</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Rembshard, Karl, 1678-1735  72719

Remezov, Semën Uliánovich, 1642-ca. 1720  18371, 66387, 66388

Remington, Abram., Capt., fl. 1759  3675, 72739

Remote sensing - 1997  28792
Remote sensing - images - 1974  66389
Remote sensing - images - 1974-1984 - Night photography  84480
Remote sensing - images - 1992  66390
Remote sensing - images - 2004 - Night photography  84507
Remote sensing - images - Abstracts - Periodicals  66391
Remote sensing - images - Alaska - Glaciers - 1988  31931
Remote sensing - images - Chicago Region (Ill.) - 1985  20490, 36427
Remote sensing - images - Europe - 1985-1989 - Night photography  26319
Remote sensing - images - Glaciers - 1988  31931
Remote sensing - images - Grand Canyon (Ariz.) - Maps - 1979  32310
Remote sensing - images - Great Lakes Region (North America) - Maps - 1978  32620
Remote sensing - images - Illinois - 1985  20490, 36427, 36428
Remote sensing - images - Manitoba - 1980  44400
Remote sensing - images - Maps - 1995  84497
Remote sensing - images - Middle Atlantic States - Maps - 1977  48014
Remote sensing images SEE ALSO Aerial photographs  72929
Remote sensing images SEE ALSO Photo maps  72929
Remote sensing images SEE ALSO Radar images  72929
Remote sensing images SEE ALSO Satellite image maps  31931
Remote sensing images - South America - Glaciers - 1988  31931
Remote sensing images - Spain - 1975  72929
Remote sensing - Maps  24909
Remote-sensing maps - United States - 1981  78859
Remote sensing - techniques for environmental analysis  66389
Remponeau, Georges, 1916-  33308
Remsen, Harold E.  33515

The Remuneration of public servants  79405
Remy  10380
Remy, Jules, 1826-1893  29496, 29538
Remzi  10930

A Renaissance globemaker's toolbox : Johannes Schönér and the revolution of modern science, 1475-1550 / John W. Hessler  69408
A Renaissance in the historical geography of the Bible  62730

Renaissance - Maps  3144, 3145, 49245
Renaissance quarterly 50, no. 4 (Winter 1997)  52001
Renaissance survey techniques and the mapping of Raleigh's Virginia [slide]  73573
Renaissance topographies of ancient Rome  18358
Renard, Johann, 1772-1814  31460, 69878
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Renard, Louis  551, 4450, 9125, 15959, 25757, 25763, 25850, 25851, 32978, 48084, 52749, 57453, 62584, 64702, 64704, 64705, 65009, 67524, 67526, 70428, 84084

Renard, Louis. Atlas de la navigation et du commerce qui se fait dans toutes les parties du monde ... (1715)  62584, 84084

Renard, publisher, Paris. SEE Chez Renard (Paris, France)  29373

Renaucourt, Henry de  63212

Renaud,  31869

Renaudus, fl. 1641  28732, 28733

Renault, V.  9472

Renaut,  50602, 50603

Rend Lake (Ill.) - Maps - 1975  39655

Rend Lake Reservoir (Ill.) - Maps - 1973  39654

The Rendering of geographical names  52467


Rendleman, David A.  67431

Rendsburg - Eckernförde (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1620  66392

Rendsburg - Eckernförde (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1657  66393

René, fl. 1912 - 1913  9513

Reneia (Greece) - Maps - 1689  66394

Reneia Island (Greece) SEE Rhenea Island (Greece)  102

Renewing the landscape  66362

Renfrew (Ont. : County) - Maps - 1863-1881 - Landowners  41555

Renfrewshire Local History Forum  66395

Rennau, Günter  10525, 10530

Rennell and the surveyors of India  73566

Rennell, James, 1742 - 1830  320, 468, 3333, 7863, 7881, 8056, 12387, 12388, 12389, 12390, 30666, 36487, 36541, 36543, 36548, 36554, 36566, 36573, 62823, 73566, 81548

Rennell, James, 1742 - 1830. Bengal atlas  66397

Rennell, James, 1742 - 1830 - Maps - Bibliography  66398

Rennell, James, 1742 - 1830 - Maps - Bibliography  66399

Renner, George T. (George Thomas), 1900 - 1955  45012, 84349

Renshawe, John H.  40733, 54633

Renshawe, John Henry, 1852 - 13376, 79554

Rensselaer County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1854: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche  66405

Rensselaer County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1861: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche  66406

Rensselaer County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1767 - Landowners  66403

Rensselaer County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1839  66404
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Rensselaer County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1854 - Landowners  66405
Rensselaer County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1861 - Landowners  66406
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute. Dept. of Civil Engineering  75314

[Rental car company maps compiled by Eugene Derdyn and Creative Sales Corporation]  78708
Renting, R. A. D.  67388
Rentino Adige (Italy) - Maps - 1930  13913
Rentrée des classes: 1. L’Avion professeur  14753
Rentschler, F.  59731
Renty, Battle of, France, 1554  33880
Renucci, Toussaint  17742, 17743, 17780
Renville County (Minn.) - Maps - 1826 - Landowners  66407
Renville County (Minn.) - Maps - 1855 - Landowners  66408
Renwick, Jane, 1801-83634
Renwick, Robert  31945, 31948, 31949
Renz, Tilman  26380
Renzulli, Melanie Mize  75883
la Reole, Gironde: plan & notice  7116
The Reorientation of American culture in the 1890’s  73578
Rep, Outsger Pieterzoon, 18th cent.  73622, 73623
Repair and restoration [of] maps  44913
Reparaz Ruiz, Gonzalo de, 1901-69809, 69811
Répertoire bibliographique des livres imprimés en Alsace au 16ème siècle de la Bibliothèque nationale et Universitaire de Strasbourg  17748
Répertoire cartobibliographique de Charlevoix / Daniel Dufour  19239
Répertoire cartobibliographique sur la région de l’est du Québec / Yves Michaud ; avec la collaboration de Mario Côté  66052
Répertoire des atlas de la cartothèque  7742
Répertoire älterer Topographie : Druckgraphik von 1486-1750 / von Alois Fauser  20882
Répertoire der Land- und Seekarten, sowie der vorzüglichen Grundrisse und topographischen Ansichten der merkwürdigsten Städte  17862
Répertoire van de profielen der stad Amsterdam en van de plattegronden der schutterswijken / door A.E. d’Ally  1914
Répertoire von handschriftlichen kaarten en plattegronden omstreeks 1855 bewaard op het Universiteitsarchief Van De K. U. Leuven / door Luc Janssens  79472
Répertoire zur Karte von Deutschland in XVI Blättern : zum bessern Gebrauch und Verständniss dieser Karte / hrsg. von D. F. Sotzmann  52302
Repertorivm in formam alphabeticam redactu[m]. In se co[n]tinens totius iam cogniti orbis terras Maria. Fontes, flumina, montes, gentes, ciuitates atq[ue] villas. Secundu[m] eorum longitudines ac latitudines ...  52053
Repertitie-atlas der algemeene geschiedenis  8924
Repertitie-atlas der geheele aarde  8867, 8880, 8907
Repertitie-atlas / door F.M. Gescher Leeraar Aardrijkskunde M. O.  26207
Repertitie-atlas I : Nederland, Ned. Indie  8943
Repertitie-atlas II: Europe en de werelddeelen  8914, 8917
Repertitie-atlas van Europa en werelddeelen  8916
Repertitie-atlas van Europa & werelddeelen  8932
Repton, Charles & Court, 1858-67736
Replogle 10 inch precision globe  32069
Replogle 12 inch reference globe and world atlas  32077
Replogle Globes  6157, 6261, 6268, 6429, 6510, 6527, 32069, 32070, 32077, 32124, 32131, 32157, 32164, 32165, 32187, 52094, 52109, 66409, 84861
Replogle world atlas  6429, 6510, 6527
Replogle world nation series 12 inch diameter globe / LeRoy M. Tolman, chief cartographer ; Terrence E. Donovan, cartographer  32124
Report and recommendations on a physical plan for a unified transportation system for the city of Chicago : to the Committee on Local Transportation of the City Council of the City of Chicago / by R.F. Kelker, Jr.  19711
Report from the Select committee on public libraries  14379
Report of Board Internal Improvements on railroads from Boston  13493
Report of commission & atlas  5492
Report of commission to five civilized tribes  57797
Report of commissioner for 1834 & 1835  83069
Report of commissioner for 1852  79354
Report of commissioner for 1859  4942
Report of commissioner for 1860  4956
Report of commissioner for 1863  4988
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Report of commissioner for 1866 76829
Report of exam of upper Columbia River 21742
Report of Isthmian Canal Commission 5545
Report of Mississippi & Missouri River Commissions 50536, 50537, 50538
Report of Mississippi River Commission 5637, 50535
Report of Mississippi Valley Committee WPA 6065
[Report of Mr. Leslie to the American Philosophical Society, based on letter about U.S. county maps received from Robert Pearsall Smith] 24112
Report of Nicaraguan Canal Board 5400
Report of Supt AD Bache for 1844 76696
Report of Supt AD Bache for 1845 76708
Report of Supt AD Bache for 1846 76716
Report of Supt AD Bache for 1850 76733
Report of Supt AD Bache for 1852 76755
Report of Supt AD Bache for 1853 76762
Report of Supt AD Bache for 1854 4900
Report of survey of US & Texas Boundary Comm 5170
Report of T.J. Cram on Wisconsin & harbors 83075
Report of the Board of Directors of Internal Improvements of the State of Massachusetts : on the practicability and expediency of a rail-road from Boston to the Hudson River, and from Boston to Providence ; submitted to the General Court, January 16, 1 45397
Report of the Chicago Land Use Survey, directed by the Chicago Plan Commission and conducted by the Work Projects Administration 19825, 19826
Report of the Committee on Wharves, relative to the erection of a great pier in the North River 55633
Report of the exploring expedition to the Rocky Mountains in the year 1842 : and to Oregon and north California in the years 1843-'44 / by Brevet Captain J. C. Frémont, of the topographical engineers, under the orders of Col. J.J. Abert, chief of the T 81795
A Report of the Geography in Liberal Education Project 30888
Report of the map workshop presented by the Graphics Committee, NJLA History and Bibliography Section at Maplewood Public Library, March 21, 1972 44447
[Report of the Secretary of War communicating the several Pacific railroad explorations : atlas] 81818
[Report of the Secretary of War communicating the several Pacific railroad explorations : detached maps, profiles, and sections] 81819
Report of the superintendent of the U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey showing the progress of the work during the fiscal year ending with ... 28777
[Report of the United States General Land Office commissioner for 1851] 76742
Report of T.J. Cram on Neenah, WI & Rock River 83074
Report of T.J. Cram on Ohio R at Louisville 4825
Report of uniform system for spelling foreign geographic names 52470
Report of US Nicaragua surveying party 57015
Report on art of war in Europe 1854-56 4959, 34058
Report on bridging the Mississippi River between Saint Paul, Minn. and St. Louis, Mo. / by Brevet Major General G.K. Warren, Major of Engineers 50532
Report on census of Cuba 1899 22510
Report on Indians taxed and Indians not taxed in the United States (except Alaska) : at the eleventh census: 1890 / Department of the Interior, Census Office ... 76085
Report on Mexican War 46184
Report on Red River expedition 4937
[Report on survey of boundary signed by John Messinger and Lucius Lyon] 35391
Report on the geodetic application of wireless telegraphy 42988
Report on the location of the boundary line along the Potomac River between Virginia and Maryland : in accordance with the Award of 1877 80325
Report on the maps and surveys / by F. Debenham 16890
Report on transportation subways. Committee on local transportation City council of the city of Chicago. Milton J. Foreman, chairman ... Prepared by the Bureau of Engineering of the Department of Public Works 19650
Report on US-Canada trade & atlas 76756
Report Supt AD Bache 1855-1865 5011
Report Supt Benj Peirce 1866-1873 5102
Report Supt CP Patterson 6/30/1874-80 76883
Report Supt FM Thorn 6/30/1885-90 76962
Report Supt HS Pritchett 6/30/1897-99 77036
Report Supt JE Hilgard 6/30/1882-84 76921
Report Supt OH Tittman 6/30/1901-11 77146
Report Supt WW Duffield 6/30/1894-96 77012
Report & transactions of the Devonshire Association for the Advancement of Science, Literature and Art 26431
Report with maps & views 5410
Reports & charts of cruise of US Brig Dolphin 4883
Reports of commissioner 76886
Reports of explorations printed in the documents of the United States government : a contribution toward a bibliography / compiled by Adelaide R. Hasse (Office Superintendent of Documents, Government Printing Office) 69441
Reports of Pacific RR surveys 4964
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[Reports of railroad companies. 1854-1859] 79353
[Reports of railroad companies. 1881-1960] 79361
Reports of Supt AD Bache 1847-1849 76725
Reports of TJCram on Mi-Wi boundary survey 83076
Reports on the proposed divisions of the counties mentioned in schedule (F.) of the Reform Bill (England) : illustrated by plans 25225
Reports upon Pacific wagon roads 4933, 81830
Repraesentatio geographica circuli Egerani, nec non Einboensis ... 1742 = Carte du territoire d'Egra, & du cercle d'Einboges ... 1742 85255
Representacion de la Laguna y Golfo Dulce, y de su castillo de San Phelipe ... Sacada de su original ... 1753 51851
La Représentation cartographique du relief polaire 18338
Représentation du relief des régions désertiques sur les cartes à petit échelle 44999
The Representation of buildings on early maps and plans 45015
The Representation of the north of Europe in the world map of Petrus Plancius of 1592 64909
A Representation of the sea fight, on the 5th of Sepr. 1781, between Rear Admiral Graves and the Count DeGrasse 19331
Representation of unknown land in XIV-XV-and XVI century cartography 17296
The Representations of the overseas world in the De Bry Collection of voyages (1590-1634) / by Michiel van Groesen 14781
Representing place : landscape painting and maps / Edward S. Casey 17916
Representing the earth's shape: the polesmics surrounding Maupertuis's expedition to Lapland 23975
Representing the republic : cartographic discourses in the USA, 1865-1900 18558
Repro-Holland 8658, 18170, 31671
Reproducing maps in libraries and archives: the custodian's point of view 64604
Reproducing maps in libraries and archives: the photographer's point of view 64606
[Reproduction of the map by Jean Jolivet, 'Vraie description des Gaules,' with introduction] 17728
Reproduction of Topographical map of the counties of Ingham & Livingston, Michigan : published by Geil, Harley & Siverd, Philadelphia, 1859 ... 37484
Reproductions de cartes & de globes relatifs à la découverte de l'Amérique du XVIe au XVIIIe siècle : avec texte explicatif 1832
[Reproductions of 19th century maps of Perch County, Ontario] 64255
[Reproductions of four maps from Abraham Ortelius' Theatrum orbis terrarum, London, 1606] 83985
[Reproductions of maps of Bow, N.H. dated ca. 1730, 1749, 1858 and 1892] 13696
Reps, John William 13557, 16983, 18531, 18532, 18575, 20900, 45346, 50644, 50645, 57291, 57292, 59732, 76092, 79412, 80328, 80936, 81058, 81722, 81723, 81724, 82904
Rept military reconnaissance in Alaska in 1883 5213
Republic County (Kan.) - Maps - 1904 - Landowners 66410
Republic map : Georgia / Republic Oil Refining Company 31229
Republic National Bank of Dallas 6542
Republic National Bank of Dallas SEE Republic National Bank of New York 22727
Republic National Bank of New York - Maps - 1979 22727
Republic National Bank SEE Republic National Bank of New York 22727
Republic of Estonia 25653
Republic of Mexico 46503, 46505
Republic of the Philippines: conditions for Azolla 64550
Republic of Transkei (South Africa) SEE Transkei (South Africa) 75446
Republic Oil Co. 24382, 27072, 31170, 31229, 47846, 47856, 47865, 47882, 47891, 56420, 56445, 56481, 58130, 58151, 58158, 60777, 63798, 63827, 63855, 63913, 77689, 77692
República Argentina : división política, red caminera y ferroviaria / Patricia A.C. M. Bernasconi, cartógrafa 2530
República de Colombia costa norte, fondeaderos, Golfo de Uraba 79539
República Dominicana / ARCO Caribbean Inc. 23699
República Dominicana / Texaco 23696, 23697, 23700
La República Mexicana : geografía y atlas / por Tomás Zepeda Rincon con la "División Pentagráfica" de la República Mexicana según el Ing. Jose Luis Osorio Mondragón 46534
La República Mexicana : geografía y atlas / por Tomás Zepeda Rincon con la División Pentagráfica de la República Mexicana según el Jose Luis Osorio Mondragón 46548
Republican Advocate 5518
Republican Advocates's universal atlas of world 5520
Republican Hotel (Milwaukee, Wis.) 83168
Republican National Convention (8th : 1884 : Chicago) - Advertising 46717
Republican Printing Company (Cedar Rapids, Iowa) 48441, 48474, 48475, 48509, 82017
Republican Printing Office (Saint Louis, Mo.) 1447, 15103, 15135, 16657, 27281, 27283, 36453, 39644, 40495, 50648, 51252, 65508, 67885, 68036, 68097, 68098, 69844
Republican Steam Printing House (Des Moines, Iowa) 37622
Republican official road map : United States 77689
La República de Génesis 42026
La República de Génesis, la principaute de Piemont, le Montferrat, et partie du duche de Milan 28735
La República des Hebreux : où l'on voit l'origine de ce peuple, ses loix, sa religion, son gouvernement tant ecclesiastique que politique, ses cérémonies,
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ses coutumes, ses progres, ses revolutions, sa decadence, & enfin sa ruine 39791
République et la liberté religieuse 9433
République Française en 88 départements 27839
La République Française en LXXXVIII départements : dictionnaire géographique et méthodique, destiné aux administrateurs, négocians, gens d' affaires, et a ceux qui étudient la géographie de la France ... / par une société de géographes 52293
Request of Mr. Albert H. Griffith: information concerning Sebastian Münster, especially a possible reason for defacing of Münster's name throughout the copy of Ptolemy's Geography, edited by Münster, in Mr. Griffith's possession 18947
Requiem for a revolution / by Spencer Reiss 22474
Rerick Brothers (Richmond, Ind.) 15025, 20935, 33818, 66772, 81483
Rerick Brothers (Richmond, Ind.). The County of Miami, Ohio : an imperial atlas and art folio ... (1894) 46643
Rerum et urbis Amsteldamensia historia 4426, 8673
[Rerum Moscoviticarum commentarii. English] Notes upon Russia : being a translation of the earliest account of that country, entitled Rerum Moscoviticarum commentarii / by the Baron Sigismund von Herberstein ; translated and edited, with notes and an i 67473
Rerum Moscoviticarum commentarii Sigismundi liberi baronis in Herberstain, Nępberg, & Guettenhain : Russiae, & quae nunc eius metropolis est, Moscouiae, breuissima descriptio : chorographia denique totius imperii Moscici & vicinorum quorundam mentio : 67476
Rerum moscoviticarum commentarij, sigismundo libero authore : russiae breuissima descriptio, & de religione eorum varia inserta sunt. Chorographia totius imperii moscici, & vicinorum quorundam mentio 67472
Rerum Moscoviticarum Commentarii... 17561
Rervm ad agriam anno M.D.LII gestarum, breuis narratio loan. Sambuci 24703
Rervm Moscoviticarvm avctores varii: vnvm in corpvs nvnc primvm congesti. Quibus & gentis historia continetur: et Regionvm accvrata descriptio. Additus est index rerum & verborum in primis notabilium copiosus 67494
Rervm Moscoviticarvm commentari 67475
Res-atlas öfver Sverige : fullständig hand-atlas för resor, hem och skolor : upptagande alla jernvägar med stationer och hållplatser, landsvägar, andra vigtiga vägar, kanaler, alla gästgivaregårdar och skjutssationer samt öfriga betydande platser, de 73718
Res Gentium Verlag 31308
Res Gentium Verlag/ Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 31307
Resaca, Battle of, Resaca, Ga., 1864 - Maps - 1864 30983
Resaca de la Palma, Battle of, Tex., 1846 - Maps 66411
Resch, Wolfgang 12292
Reschreiter, Rudolph, 1625 82848
Rescue work - Virginia - Maps - 1979 80513
Research catalog of maps of America to 1860 in the William L. Clements Library, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan. Edited by Douglas W. Marshall 1810
Research catalogue 30729
Research guide to Honduras / prepared by Fernando Lanza Sandoval, in collaboration with Rigoberto Granados Garay and Leticia Bustillo de Young 34617
Research in China: geographical & geological maps 20710
Research libraries - United States 66412
Research, Military SEE Military research 18223
Research note : women in cartography 83634
Research notes : Sanborn maps 55526
Research perspectives on John Montresor and the British engineers in America : 1755-1783 51705
Research possibilities in the U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey records 76098
Research Pubs 41404
Research report ... December-March 1991 18255
A Researcher's guide to the Army Map Service Library 76065
Researchers (Firm) 37398
Resen, Peder Hansen, 1625-1688. Atlas Danicus (1677) 23106
Reservation of the St. Regis Indians : St. Lawrence & Franklin counties, New York ... / located and platted by Henry B. Carrington ... 68247
Residentia electoralis Brandenburgica... 12499
Residentia Societatis Jesu Galviae 29252
Residentia Societatis Jesu Galviae... 29253
Residentia Societatis Jesu Galviae... 29254
Residentia Societatis Jesu Galviae... 29255
Residentia Societatis Jesu Galviae... 29256
Residentia Societatis Jesu Galviae... 29257
Residential distribution of 27,693 employees of the Western Electric Company [in Chicago] 19736
Residential distribution of employees of one central business district store [in Chicago] 19725
Residential Hotels and Caterers Association (London, England) 42613
Reser, F. 68223
Resolution (Ship) 2089, 2090, 41097, 71131
Resort Maps (Firm) 19236, 26502, 65319, 65582
Resort Maps Franchise, Inc. SEE Resort Maps (Firm) 26502
Resort Maps Inc. SEE Resort Maps (Firm) 26502
Resortmaps.com (Firm) SEE Resort Maps (Firm) 26502
Resorts - Appalachian Mountains - Maps - 1892 24119
Resorts - California - Maps - 1881 15268, 15269
Resorts - East (U.S.) - Maps - 1892 24119
Resorts - San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1881 15268, 15269
Resorts SEE ALSO Health resorts 33729
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Resorts - United States - Guidebooks - 1924 20174
Resource atlas Italy 8599
Resource Design Associates 61678
Resources and conservation [map of the United States] / compiled and drawn by R. Baxter Blair ; assisted by David Maydole Matteson A.M. ; L. Philip Denoyer, geographer 77503
Resources for advanced research in Canadian studies in the British Library Reference Division: maps 17027
Resources & opportunities of Montana 5781
Respect Jamaica / prepared by the Nature Conservancy 39466
Respublica Hollandiae, et urbes 53331
Respublica Veneta, ducatus Mutinae, Parmae et Mirandulae 39050
Restaurant 'El Patio' (Chicago, Ill.) 46604
Restaurants - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1965 19871
Restaurants - East (U.S.) - Maps - 1975 59627
Restaurants - East (U.S.) - Maps - 1976 59628
Restaurants - East (U.S.) - Maps - 1979 24509
Restaurants - Northeastern States - Maps - 1979 24509
Restaurants - Ohio - Maps - 1966 61045
Restaurants - Ohio - Maps - 1970 61053
Restaurants - Ohio - Maps - 1971 61054
Restaurants - Ohio - Maps - 1974 61061
Restaurants - Ohio - Maps - 1975 61065
Restaurants - Ohio - Maps - 1976 61069
Restaurants - Ohio - Maps - 1978 61073
Restaurants - Ohio - Maps - 1979 61075
Restaurants - Southern States - Maps - 1979 24509
Restaurants - United States - 1980 - Maps 78837
Restigouche River (N.B. and Quebec) - Maps - 1760 - Mouth - Nautical charts 66413
Restoration of the Pueblo Hungo Pavie / Vincent Brooks 34995
Retarcker control tower at Robert E. Young Yard, Elkhart, Ind. 24935
Rethinking maps : new frontiers in cartographic theory / Martin Dodge, Rob Kitchen and Chris Perkins 16800
Rethymnom (Crete) - Maps - 1689 66414
Rethymnom (Crete) - Maps - 1689 66415
Rethymnom (Greece) - Maps - 1682 22407
Rethymnom (Greece) - Maps - 1700 - Fortification 22410
Rei, Ladislaio 17744
Retimo (Crete) SEE Rethymnom (Greece) 22407
Retracement surveys and history: (surveying in the New England state of Vermont). 80141
Retracing and mapping the Bartrams' southern travels. 4162
Retraite des dix mille : tabula conspectum exhibens regionum omnium quas Cyrus Junior Artaxerxi fratibellum illatus ac Cyro in acie caeso, auxiliares Graeci peragarunt, ad mentem Xenophontis ... / a Guillelmo Delisle ... 32798
A Retrieval system for engineering drawings 24992
Rettig, Chris 81148
The Return of Halley's Comet 3548
Reubach, Emil, fl. 1872 81867, 81885
Reuben H. Donnelley Corporation 624, 18998, 19030, 19033, 19601, 19602, 70656, 78521
Reumann, Klaus 17745, 69368
Reunion - Maps - 1670 - Manuscripts 45353
Réunion - Maps - 1760 66416
Réunion - Maps - 1784 51884
Réunion - Maps - 1814 318, 319
Réunion - Maps - 1816 66417
Réunion - Maps - 1844 38518
Réunion - Maps - 1872 27970
Reusch, Erhard, 1678-1740 22760
Reuschle, Carl Gustav, 1812-1875 9885
Reuschle, Carl Gustav, 1812-1875. Illustrirte Geographie für Schule und Haus 29852
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Revoir Photography (Red Wing, Minn.) 32246
La Revolución cartográfica en Europa, 1400-1800 : la representación de los nuevos mundos en la Europa de Renacimiento 17300
The Revolution 76396

Revolution of 1688 (Great Britain) SEE Great Britain - History - Revolution of 1688 23509

Revolutionary map of Savannah ... 1778 69003
Revolutionary War mapmakers 16719

[Revolutionary War maps: most reproduced from originals in the Library of Congress] 76393

Revolutionary war spy maps 51256

Revolutions - Philosophy 17435
Revue archéologique 27591

Revue belge de géographie (1962) 46015
Revue d'Alsace (1933) 17204
Revue d'Alsace (1959) 51995
Revue d'histoire diplomatique (1937) 57059
Revue de Géographie 57375
Revue de géographie commerciale 3552
Revue de l'Université de Lyon (1933) 70147
Revue des bibliothèques et archives de belgique (1907) 69897
Revue des études anciennes 65748
Revue encyclopédique (1820) 44606
Revue historique (Paris, France) 15069
Revue roumaine d'histoire (1973) 34646
Revue roumaine d'histoire (1976) 34641
Rex, Frederick, b. 1880 19442, 19681, 19795
Reydon Felipe (Chile) SEE Hambre Harbor (Chile) 43896
Rey, E. G. (Emmanuel Guillaume), b. 1837 48152
Rey, Joseph 9507
Rey, Marcel Michel, 1720?-1780 58714
Reych, Erhardo SEE Reich, Erhard, 16th cent. 66349
Reych, Erhardus SEE Reich, Erhard, 16th cent. 66349
Reyes Orozco, Carlos 10708
Reyher, Ferdinand Julius, -approximately 1870 34054, 34061, 34076
Reykjavik, Iceland 7266
Reymann, Daniel Gottlob, 1759-1837 9641, 25722
Reymann's topographische Special-Karte von Central Europa 25722
Reynel, Pedro, b. ca. 1464 SEE Reinel, Pedro, b. ca. 1464 34596
Reynolds, Charles B. (Charles Bingham), 1856-1940 33662, 80970, 80974, 80975, 80978, 81004
Reynolds's after-war atlas and gazetteer of the world / edited and revised by Francis J. Reynolds 8613
Reynolds, B.S. Co. SEE B.S. Reynolds Co. 80996
Reynolds-Ball, Eustace A. (Eustace Alfred), b. 1857? 39743, 67264
Reynolds, Charles B. (Charles Bingham), 1856-1940 33662, 80970, 80974, 80975, 80978, 81004
Reynolds, Charles B. (Charles Bingham), 1856-1940. The Standard guide, Washington (1943) 80996
Reynolds comprehensive atlas and gazetteer of the world 5943
Reynolds & Darling 41188
Reynolds, Francis J. (Francis Joseph), 1867-1937 5744, 5777, 5819, 5820, 5830, 5943, 5950, 8613
Reynolds, James, active 1845-1864 8124, 14377, 14378, 32443, 32446, 42444, 42448
Reynolds (James) & Sons SEE James Reynolds & Sons 42480
Reynolds, M. Map of the town of Bedford (1841) 34531
Reynolds Oil Company (Griswold, Iowa) 21472
Reynolds Publishing Company (New York, N.Y.) 5943
Reynolds, R., active 1760 7787, 23139, 53445, 62807
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Reynolds's map of London : divided into quarter mile sections for measuring distances 42444
Reynolds's map of modern London : divided into quarter mile sections / drawn and engraved by R. Jarman 42448
Reynolds's universal atlas of astronomy, geology, physical geography, the vegetable kingdom, and natural philosophy : comprising four hundred coloured maps and diagrams, with popular descriptions 8124
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<tr>
<td>Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1936</td>
<td></td>
<td>13274</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1937 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
<td>31806</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1939</td>
<td></td>
<td>66561</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1950 - Pictorial maps</td>
<td></td>
<td>66562, 66563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1953</td>
<td></td>
<td>21203</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1956</td>
<td></td>
<td>66565, 66566</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1957 - Guidebooks</td>
<td></td>
<td>21204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1958</td>
<td></td>
<td>66567</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1965</td>
<td></td>
<td>66568</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhine River Valley - Maps - 1984</td>
<td></td>
<td>66569</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhine River Valley - Maps - Collections, 1536-1806 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>66570</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhine River Valley - Maps - Collections, 1544-1700</td>
<td></td>
<td>66434, 66435</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhine River Valley - Maps - Geomorphology</td>
<td></td>
<td>66571</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhine River Valley - Pictorial works - 1549-1552</td>
<td></td>
<td>41269</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhine River Valley - Pictorial works - 1837</td>
<td></td>
<td>66487</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhine River Valley - Pictorial works - 1847</td>
<td></td>
<td>66491</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhine River Valley - Pictorial works - 1869</td>
<td></td>
<td>66572</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhine River Valley - Pictorial works - 1870-1879</td>
<td></td>
<td>66573</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhine River Valley - Pictorial works - 1879</td>
<td></td>
<td>66506</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhine River Valley - Pictorial works - 1885</td>
<td></td>
<td>66509</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhine River Valley - Pictorial works - 1950</td>
<td></td>
<td>66562, 66563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhine River Valley - Pictorial works - 1953</td>
<td></td>
<td>66564</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The 'Rhihebeck' panorama of London</td>
<td></td>
<td>42764</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhineland (Germany) - Cities and towns - Cartography</td>
<td></td>
<td>23497</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhineland (Germany) - Historical geography - Maps - 1926</td>
<td></td>
<td>31303</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhineland (Germany) - Historical geography - Maps - 1950</td>
<td></td>
<td>31307, 31308</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhineland (Germany) - Historical geography - Maps - 1982</td>
<td></td>
<td>26594, 66612, 84737</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhineland (Germany) - Historical geography - Maps - 1982-2006</td>
<td></td>
<td>66574</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhineland (Germany) - Historical geography - Maps - 1985</td>
<td></td>
<td>66618</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhineland (Germany) - Historical geography - Maps - 1998</td>
<td></td>
<td>66571</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhineland (Germany) - Historical geography - Maps - 2007</td>
<td></td>
<td>66575, 66589, 66613, 66614, 66615, 66617</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhineland (Germany) - History - World War, 1939-1945 - Concentration camps - Maps</td>
<td>66575</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhineland (Germany) - Maps - 1545</td>
<td></td>
<td>66576, 66577</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhineland (Germany) - Maps - 1682</td>
<td></td>
<td>66578, 66579, 66580</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhineland (Germany) - Maps - 1689</td>
<td></td>
<td>66581, 66582</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhineland (Germany) - Maps - 1698</td>
<td></td>
<td>66583</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhineland (Germany) - Maps - 1700</td>
<td></td>
<td>28231, 28232, 66474, 66584, 66585, 66586, 66587, 66588</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhineland (Germany) - Maps - 1700-1999 - Banks and banking</td>
<td></td>
<td>66589</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhineland (Germany) - Maps - 1710</td>
<td></td>
<td>66590, 66591</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhineland (Germany) - Maps - 1720</td>
<td></td>
<td>66592, 66593, 66594</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhineland (Germany) - Maps - 1725</td>
<td></td>
<td>66595, 66596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhineland (Germany) - Maps - 1730</td>
<td></td>
<td>66479</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhineland (Germany) - Maps - 1734</td>
<td></td>
<td>66597</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhineland (Germany) - Maps - 1740</td>
<td></td>
<td>31173, 31174, 66598, 66599, 66600, 66601</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhineland (Germany) - Maps - 1745</td>
<td></td>
<td>66602, 66603, 66604, 66605</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhineland (Germany) - Maps - 1753</td>
<td></td>
<td>66606, 66607</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhineland (Germany) - Maps - 1769</td>
<td></td>
<td>66608</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhineland (Germany) - Maps - 1797</td>
<td></td>
<td>66609</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhineland (Germany) - Maps - 1801-1828 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td></td>
<td>66610</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhineland (Germany) - Maps - 1810</td>
<td></td>
<td>12181</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhineland (Germany) - Maps - 1811</td>
<td></td>
<td>12182, 66611</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhineland (Germany) - Maps - 1831</td>
<td></td>
<td>66486</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhineland (Germany) - Maps - 1879</td>
<td></td>
<td>66506</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhineland (Germany) - Maps - 1982 - Geology</td>
<td></td>
<td>66612</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhineland (Germany) - Maps - 2007 - Archaeology</td>
<td></td>
<td>66614</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhineland (Germany) - Maps - 2007 - Castles</td>
<td></td>
<td>66613, 66614</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhineland (Germany) - Maps - 2007 - Ecclesiastical geography - History</td>
<td></td>
<td>66615</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhineland (Germany) - Maps - 2007 - Fortification - History</td>
<td></td>
<td>66614</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhineland (Germany) - Maps - 2007 - Religions - History</td>
<td></td>
<td>66615</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhineland (Germany) - Maps - 2008 - Archaeology</td>
<td></td>
<td>66616</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhineland (Germany) - Maps - Collections, 1536-1806 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>66570</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhineland (Germany) - Maps - Romans - Archaeology</td>
<td></td>
<td>66617, 66618</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Rhineland (Germany) - Topographic maps 1700-1899 82842
Rhineland-Palatinate (Germany) - Historical geography - Maps - Exhibitions 17235
Rhineland-Palatinate (Germany) - History - 1796 - Maps - 1839 66619
Rhineland-Palatinate (Germany) - Maps - 1540 66440
Rhineland-Palatinate (Germany) - Maps - 1552 24853
Rhineland-Palatinate (Germany) - Maps - 1593 66620, 66621
Rhineland-Palatinate (Germany) - Maps - 1621 62696
Rhineland-Palatinate (Germany) - Maps - 1648 20996, 66622
Rhineland-Palatinate (Germany) - Maps - 1652 62697
Rhineland-Palatinate (Germany) - Maps - 1682 66623
Rhineland-Palatinate (Germany) - Maps - 1692 - Cities and towns 66624
Rhineland-Palatinate (Germany) - Maps - 1692 - Names, Geographical 66624, 66625
Rhineland-Palatinate (Germany) - Maps - 1695 66626, 66627, 66628, 66629, 66630, 66631, 66632
Rhineland-Palatinate (Germany) - Maps - 1696 66637, 66638
Rhineland-Palatinate (Germany) - Maps - 1696 - Cities and towns 66637
Rhineland-Palatinate (Germany) - Maps - 1696 - Military Campaigns 66633
Rhineland-Palatinate (Germany) - Maps - 1696 - Names, Geographical 66634, 66635, 66636
Rhineland-Palatinate (Germany) - Maps - 1700 66639
Rhineland-Palatinate (Germany) - Maps - 1710 66475, 66640, 66641, 66642, 66643
Rhineland-Palatinate (Germany) - Maps - 1716 66644
Rhineland-Palatinate (Germany) - Maps - 1720 12151, 66645, 66646
Rhineland-Palatinate (Germany) - Maps - 1725 66647
Rhineland-Palatinate (Germany) - Maps - 1740 66648, 75515
Rhineland-Palatinate (Germany) - Maps - 1741 62699
Rhineland-Palatinate (Germany) - Maps - 1743 44193
Rhineland-Palatinate (Germany) - Maps - 1745 66649, 67761
Rhineland-Palatinate (Germany) - Maps - 1776 66650
Rhineland-Palatinate (Germany) - Maps - 1777 33904
Rhineland-Palatinate (Germany) - Maps - 1783 31736
Rhineland-Palatinate (Germany) - Maps - 1797 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 66651
Rhineland-Palatinate (Germany) - Maps - 1937 62701
Rhineland-Palatinate (Germany) - Maps - 1956 62702
Rhineland-Palatinate (Germany) - Maps - 1965 62705
Rhineland-Palatinate (Germany) - Maps - Collections, 1513-1803 62706
Rhineland-Palatinate (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1695 66652
Rhineland-Palatinate (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1713 66653
Rhineland-Palatinate (Germany) SEE ALSO Palatinate (Germany) 62702
Rhinelander / Paul & Sardi Nadon B 66654
Rhinelander (Wis.) - Maps - 1986 - Pictorial maps 66654
Rhinelandiae. Amstelandiae et circumiacent 58688
Rhins, J.-L. Dutreuil de (Jules Léon), 1846-1894 75170
Rhoads, James Berton 63360, 76083
Rhinelander (Wis.) - Maps - 1986 - Pictorial maps 66654
Rhinelander (Wis.) - Maps - 1986 - Pictorial maps 66654
Rhine, C. E. 34059, 34060, 34062, 34066, 34072, 34081
Rhode Island 5314, 66665, 66668, 66669, 66671, 66672, 66673, 66674, 66675, 66676, 66678
Rhode Island, Battle of, 1778 - Maps 66655
Rhode Island. Board of Public Roads SEE Rhode Island. State Board of Public Roads 66713
Rhode Island. Commission on a Contour Topographical Map of the State 66688
Rhode Island. Dept. of Public Works 66719
Rhode Island Development Council 66719
Rhode Island. Geographic Board 52432
Rhode Island - Historical geography - Maps - 1636-1740 66656
Rhode Island Historical Society 37568, 65660, 65662, 66664
Rhode Island Historical Society. Library - Map collections - Bibliography 66723
Rhode Island - History - Colonial period, ca. 1600-1775 - Maps - Indians 66724
Rhode Island - History - Revolution, 1775-1783 - Manuscript maps 65667
Rhode Island - History - Revolution, 1775-1783 - Maps 52659
Rhode Island - History - Revolution - Maps - 1777 52658
Rhode Island - Maps - 1697 - Boundaries - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 21876
Rhode Island - Maps - 1700-1799 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 66657
Rhode Island - Maps - 1742 66658
Rhode Island - Maps - 1750 - Boundaries - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 66659
Rhode Island - Maps - 1778 52659
Rhode Island - Maps - 1778 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 66660
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Rhode Island - Maps - 1780 - Manuscripts 56950
Rhode Island - Maps - 1780 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 66661
Rhode Island - Maps - 1781 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 66662
Rhode Island - Maps - 1794 66663
Rhode Island - Maps - 1795 66664, 66665
Rhode Island - Maps - 1796 66666
Rhode Island - Maps - 1796 - Administrative and political divisions 66667
Rhode Island - Maps - 1801 66668
Rhode Island - Maps - 1804 66669, 66670
Rhode Island - Maps - 1805 66671
Rhode Island - Maps - 1814 66672
Rhode Island - Maps - 1819 52235
Rhode Island - Maps - 1822 66673
Rhode Island - Maps - 1826 66674
Rhode Island - Maps - 1827 66675
Rhode Island - Maps - 1828-1829 - Railroads, Proposed 45398
Rhode Island - Maps - 1829 66676
Rhode Island - Maps - 1833 66677
Rhode Island - Maps - 1841 21896, 45401
Rhode Island - Maps - 1845 66678
Rhode Island - Maps - 1846 53890, 53891
Rhode Island - Maps - 1847 45404, 45405
Rhode Island - Maps - 1855 45406
Rhode Island - Maps - 1857 45407
Rhode Island - Maps - 1859 45408
Rhode Island - Maps - 1871 66679
Rhode Island - Maps - 1878 - Railroads 66680
Rhode Island - Maps - 1883 - Railroads 21905, 66681
Rhode Island - Maps - 1884 - Railroads 21906, 66682, 66683
Rhode Island - Maps - 1885 - Railroads 21907, 66684
Rhode Island - Maps - 1887 - Railroads 45418
Rhode Island - Maps - 1888 - Railroads 5335, 21912, 66685
Rhode Island - Maps - 1889 - Railroads 66686, 66687
Rhode Island - Maps - 1891 - Topographic maps 66688
Rhode Island - Maps - 1892 - Railroads 21915, 21916
Rhode Island - Maps - 1893 - Railroads 66689, 66690
Rhode Island - Maps - 1895 - Railroads 21921
Rhode Island - Maps - 1900-1960 - Topographic maps 66691
Rhode Island - Maps - 1900 - Railroads 45427
Rhode Island - Maps - 1901 21923
Rhode Island - Maps - 1902 - Postal service 45429
Rhode Island - Maps - 1902 - Railroads 45429
Rhode Island - Maps - 1905 - Road maps 45433
Rhode Island - Maps - 1906 - Railroads 21925
Rhode Island - Maps - 1906 - Road maps 45436
Rhode Island - Maps - 1907 - Railroads 21927
Rhode Island - Maps - 1910 - Railroads 66692
Rhode Island - Maps - 1913 - Railroads 21928, 21929, 21930, 21931
Rhode Island - Maps - 1913 - Road maps 66693
Rhode Island - Maps - 1914 - Railroads 21932, 21933
Rhode Island - Maps - 1916 - Railroads 21934, 21935, 21936
Rhode Island - Maps - 1919 - Railroads 66694, 66695
Rhode Island - Maps - 1919 - Road maps 21937, 21938, 66694, 66695
Rhode Island - Maps - 1920 - Railroads 66696, 66697
Rhode Island - Maps - 1920 - Road maps 21939, 21940, 21941, 66696, 66697
Rhode Island - Maps - 1921 - Railroads 66698
Rhode Island - Maps - 1921 - Road maps 66698
Rhode Island - Maps - 1922 - Railroads 66699
Rhode Island - Maps - 1922 - Road maps 66699
Rhode Island - Maps - 1923 - Railroads 66700
Rhode Island - Maps - 1923 - Road maps 66700
Rhode Island - Maps - 1924 - Maps 54040
Rhode Island - Maps - 1924 - Railroads 66701
Rhode Island - Maps - 1924 - Road maps 66701
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Call Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rhode Island - Maps - 1925 - Railroads</td>
<td>66702</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhode Island - Maps - 1925 - Road maps</td>
<td>66702</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhode Island - Maps - 1926 - Railroads</td>
<td>66703, 66704, 66705, 66706</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhode Island - Maps - 1926 - Road maps</td>
<td>66703, 66704, 66705, 66706</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhode Island - Maps - 1928 - Road maps</td>
<td>66707</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhode Island - Maps - 1929</td>
<td>66708</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhode Island - Maps - 1929 - Aeronautical charts</td>
<td>66708</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhode Island - Maps - 1929 - Railroads</td>
<td>66708</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhode Island - Maps - 1930-1939 - Aeronautical charts</td>
<td>66709</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhode Island - Maps - 1930-1939 - Railroads</td>
<td>66709</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhode Island - Maps - 1930 - Road maps</td>
<td>66710, 66711</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhode Island - Maps - 1931</td>
<td>66712</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhode Island - Maps - 1931 - Railroads</td>
<td>66712</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhode Island - Maps - 1932 - Road maps</td>
<td>66713</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhode Island - Maps - 1933 - Road maps</td>
<td>66714, 66715, 66716</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhode Island - Maps - 1933 - Road maps - Pictorial maps</td>
<td>66714, 66715</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhode Island - Maps - 1934 - Road maps</td>
<td>66717, 66718</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhode Island - Maps - 1938 - Road maps</td>
<td>21964, 21965, 21966</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhode Island - Maps - 1939 - Road maps</td>
<td>21967, 21968, 21969</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhode Island - Maps - 1941 - Road maps</td>
<td>39473</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhode Island - Maps - 1947</td>
<td>21971</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhode Island - Maps - 1947 - Railroads</td>
<td>21971</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhode Island - Maps - 1947 - Road maps</td>
<td>21971</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhode Island - Maps - 1952</td>
<td>21972</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhode Island - Maps - 1952 - Railroads</td>
<td>21972</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhode Island - Maps - 1952 - Road maps</td>
<td>21972</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhode Island - Maps - 1958 - Road maps</td>
<td>54523</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhode Island - Maps - 1962</td>
<td>21973, 21974</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhode Island - Maps - 1962 - Railroads</td>
<td>21973, 21974</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhode Island - Maps - 1965 - Road maps</td>
<td>66719</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhode Island - Maps - 2000 - Road maps</td>
<td>66720</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhode Island - Maps - 2003 - Road maps</td>
<td>66721</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhode Island - Maps - 2005 - Road maps</td>
<td>21979</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhode Island- Maps - 2006 - Road maps</td>
<td>66722</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhode Island - Maps - Bibliography</td>
<td>66723</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhode Island - Maps - Indians - History - Colonial period, ca. 1600-1775</td>
<td>66724</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhode Island ... official highway map</td>
<td>66719</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhode Island - Pictorial maps</td>
<td>66565</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhode Island. Public Utilities Commission</td>
<td>66707</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhode Island (R.I. : Island) - Maps - 1880</td>
<td>56952</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhode Island. Railroad commissioner</td>
<td>66692</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhode Island. State Board of Public Roads</td>
<td>66710, 66711, 66713, 66716, 66717</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhode Island State Library</td>
<td>65662</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhode Island street guide</td>
<td>66722</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhode Island StreetFinder</td>
<td>66720, 66721</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhode Island / Young &amp; Delleker sc.</td>
<td>66677</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhode, J. C.</td>
<td>9625</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhode map of the state of Rhode Island / compiled &amp; published by C.A. Pabodie &amp; Son, 139 Mathewson St., Prov. R.I. from the U.S. Geological Survey</td>
<td>66693</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhodes, Alexandre de, 1591-1660</td>
<td>80254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhodes and the Dodecanese : by Jean Currie ; with 16 photographs by Cora Pongracz</td>
<td>66731</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhodes (C.E.) Machine Co., Rockport, Me. SEE C.E. Rhodes Machine Co. (Rockport, Me.)</td>
<td>54097</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhodes, Edwin S.</td>
<td>3581, 75887</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhodes (Greece) - History - Siege, 1522-1552 - Pictorial works</td>
<td>66725</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhodes (Greece : Island) - Historical geography - Maps - 1584-1606</td>
<td>102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhodes (Greece : Island) - History - Siege, 1522 - Maps</td>
<td>66726</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhodes (Greece : Island) - Maps - 1522</td>
<td>66726</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhodes (Greece : Island) - Maps - 1522-1574</td>
<td>66727</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhodes (Greece : Island) - Maps - 1565</td>
<td>66728</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhodes (Greece : Island) - Maps - 1570</td>
<td>66729, 66730</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhodes (Greece : Island) - Maps - 1584-1606</td>
<td>102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhodes (Greece : Island) - Maps - 1588</td>
<td>22403</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhodes (Greece : Island) - Maps - 1606</td>
<td>22404</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhodes (Greece : Island) - Maps - 1625</td>
<td>22613</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Rhodes (Greece : Island) - Maps - 1626 22614
Rhodes (Greece : Island) - Maps - 1970 66731
Rhodes (Greece : Island) - Pictorial works - 1970 66731
Rhodes (Greece) - Maps - 1528 66732
Rhodes (Greece) - Maps - 1570 66733
Rhodes (Greece) - Maps - 1570 - Military operations 66734
Rhodes (Greece) - Maps - 1574 66735
Rhodes (Greece) - Maps - 1689 66736
Rhodes (Greece) - Maps - 1851 - Pictorial works 75788
Rhodes (Greece) - Pictorial works - 1626 66737
Rhodes (Greece : Island) - Maps - 1528 66732
Rhodes (Greece : Island) - Maps - 1570 66733
Rhodes, Henry, 1779-1846 82799
Rhodes Island (Greece) SEE Rhodes (Greece : Island) 22613
Rhodes, Jane, Miss 29596
Rhodes, John George 30824
Rhodes, Joshua 75235
Rhodesia, Northern SEE Northern Rhodesia 85245
Rhodi insula et citta memorabile, et piu di tutte le altre nobile ... lo anno 1522 ... 66727
Rhodi Island (Greece) SEE Rhodes (Greece : Island) 66727
Rhodus insula Carpatij maris, olim Ophiusa ... 66728, 66729
Rhodvs 66733
Rhön (Germany) - Maps - 1912 66738
Rhön (Germany) - Maps - 1955 66739
Rhone (France) - Maps - 1659 66743
Rhone (France) - Maps - 1679 66744
Rhone (France) - Maps - 1966 65644
Rhône River Valley - Maps - 1552 79754
Rhone River Valley (Switzerland and France) - Maps - 1552 79754
Rhone River Valley (Switzerland and France) - Maps - 1588 41609
Rhone River Valley (Switzerland and France) - Maps - 1606 41610
Rhone River Valley (Switzerland and France) - Maps - 1923 66741
Rhone River Valley (Switzerland and France) - Maps - 1927 66742
Rhone River Valley (Switzerland and France) - Maps - 1969 66746
Rhotaas, F. J., 1836-1898 SEE Rothas, Frederick J., 1836-1898 55446
Ribou 27781
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Call Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ribton-Turner, C. J. (Charles James)</td>
<td>27987, 28001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ricard</td>
<td>13673</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ricard, Prosper, 1874-1952</td>
<td>1234, 1237, 51781, 51782, 51784</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ricard, Robert</td>
<td>46267</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Ricard, Robert. La 'Conquête spirituelle' du Mexique. Essai sur l’apostolat et les méthodes missionnaires des ordres mendians en Nouvelle-Espagne de 1523-24 à 1572 (1933)  46267

Richard Andree’s allgemeiner Handatlas : in sechsundachtzig Karten mit erläuterndem Text  9917

Richard Andree’s stora handatlas i åttiosex Kartor / med svensk förklarande text af Hjalmar Guillberg  10818

Richard Andrees allgemeiner Handatlas : in hundertzwanzig Kartenseiten nebst alphabetischem Namenverzeichnis  9961

Richard Andrees allgemeiner Handatlas : in hundertzwanzig Kartenseiten und zwei Ergänzungskarten, nebst alphabetischem Namenverzeichnis  9943

Richard B. Arkway Inc. | 1814, 3658, 16630, 19288

Richard B. Arkway Inc. - Catalogs  1814

Richard Clay (The Chaucer Press)  65644

Richard David Creative (Firm)  63295

Richard Harrison, avid bird-watcher and map maker, 92  33563

Richard, Hélène  22206

Richard Kay Publications  13433, 13434

Richard King portolan chart  83830

Richard Nickel’s Chicago: photographs of a lost city  19377
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Richard Norwood, first survey of Bermuda 60146
Richard of Cirencester, d. 1401 52314
Richard, of Wallingford, 1292-1336 66759
Richard Phillips and Co. 29333, 52192
Richard Phillips and Co. SEE ALSO Phillips, R. (Richard), Sir, 1767-1840 29333
Richard Pietsch & co. 80777
Richard Pietsch & co. 73267
Richard (pseud.), 1793-1851 27904
Richard's illustrated and statistical map of the great conflaguration in Chicago 19508
Richard Schwarz KG. 12544
Richard W. Stephenson [obituary] 73248
Richards 28434
Richards atlas of New York State 56746
Richards & Co. (Denver, Colo.) 21286
Richards, Frank E. 56746
Richards, Frank E. The Indian supplement for the student outline guide (1968) 56746
Richards, G. H. 2394
Richards, G. H. (George Henry) 68704
Richards (Grant) Ltd. SEE Grant Richards Ltd. 12222
Richards, Henry C. 29847
Richards, Henry M. 12468
Richards, Horace Gardiner, 1906-16487
Richards, Irene 32397
Richards, J. Howard 68955
Richards, Karen C. 79209
Richards (L.J.) & Co. SEE L.J. Richards & Co. 38398
Richards, Traddson (Thomas Addison), 1820-1900 76780, 76801
Richards (W. & S.), firm SEE W. & S. Richards (Firm) 63214
Richards, William, 1793-1847 29432, 29538
Richards, William G. 52375
Richardson, Alan 16925
Richardson and Lord SEE Richardson & Lord 29327
Richardson and Urquhart, bookseller 23632
Richardson, Bond & Wright (Owen Sound, Ont.) 16629, 24581, 24913, 41555, 52030, 61978, 64254, 81446
Richardson County (Neb.) - Maps - 1913 - Landowners 66760
Richardson & Cox 29734
Richardson, David, 1946- 175
Richardson, Eric 13142
Richardson, H. C. 23537
Richardson, H. H. (Henry Hobson), 1838-1886 19374
Richardson, J. 30747, 30767
Richardson, J., fl. 1827 30796, 30799, 30801, 30805
Richardson, J. H. 29850, 29868, 29892, 29895, 30305
Richardson, J., Reverend 25345
Richardson, John, Sir, 1787-1885. Arctic searching expedition : a journal of a boat-voyage through Rupert's Land and the Arctic Sea, in search of the discovery ships under command of Sir John Franklin ... (1851) 57755
Richardson, Joseph, -1763 29034
Richardson, Laurence 14104
Richardson, Leslie, 1885-1934 65638
Richardson & Lord 4632, 4648, 4697, 29314, 29317, 29326, 29327, 29346, 29347, 29348, 29349, 29350, 29350, 29367, 29368, 29369, 29370, 29371, 29391, 29392, 29393, 30769
Richardson, Lord & Holbrook 29409
Richardson, M. J., Miss 30225
Richardson, Matthew 33145
Richardson, Richard 69943
Richardson, S., 18th cent. 7843
Richardson's new map of the state of Texas including part of Mexico ... 74546
Richardson, Thomas 28496
Richardson, W. 57601
Richardson, W. A. 4991
Richardson, W.A.R. 16923, 16929, 23651, 52279, 66761, 66762
Richardson, W. A. R. - Bibliography 66761, 66762
Richardson (W. J. and J.), firm SEE W. J. and J. Richardson (Firm) 30778
Richardson (W.J. and J.) SEE W.J. and J. Richardson 30770
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Richmondtown, N.Y. 4 66763
Richmond (S.C.) 51758
Richmond Plantation, Syn план 2023
Richmond Plantation, Syn Plantation 2023
Richmond Plantation, Syn Plant and 2023
Richmond Plantation, Syn Plantation and 2023
Richmond Plantation, Syn Plantation and 2023
Richmond Plantation, Syn Plantation 2023
Richmond Plantation, Syn 2023
Richmond Plantation 2023
Richmond Plantation 2023
Richmond Plantation 2023
Richmond Plantation 2023
Richmond Plantation 2023
Richmond Plantation 2023
Richmond Plantation 2023
Richmond Plantation 2023
Richmond Plantation 2023
Richmond Plantation 2023
Richmond Plantation 2023
Richmond Plantation 2023
Richmond Plantation 2023
Richmond Plantation 2023
Richmond Plantation 2023
Richmond Plantation 2023
Richmond Plantation 2023
Richmond Plantation 2023
Richmond Plantation 2023
Richmond Plantation 2023
Richmond Plantation 2023
Richmond Plantation 2023
Richmond Plantation 2023
Richmond Plantation 2023
Richmond Plantation 2023
Richmond Plantation 2023
Richmond Plantation 2023
Richmond Plantation 2023
Richmond Plantation 2023
Richmond Plantation 2023
Richmond Plantation 2023
Richmond Plantation 2023
Richmond Plantation 2023
Richmond Plantation 2023
Richmond Plantation 2023
Richmond Plantation 2023
Richmond Plantation 2023
Richmond Plantation 2023
Richmond Plantation 2023
Richmond Plantation 2023
Richmond Plantation 2023
Richmond Plantation 2023
Richmond Plantation 2023
Richmond Plantation 2023
Richmond Plantation 2023
Richmond Plantation 2023
Richmond Plantation 2023
Richmond Plantation 2023
Richmond Plantation 2023
Richmond Plantation 2023
Richmond Plantation 2023
Richmond Plantation 2023
Richmond Plantation 2023
Richmond Plantation 2023
Richmond Plantation 2023
Richmond Plantation 2023
Richmond Plantation 2023
Richmond Plantation 2023
Richmond Plantation 2023
Richmond Plantation 2023
Richmond Plantation 2023
Richmond Plantation 2023
Richmond Plantation 2023
Richmond Plantation 2023
Richmond Plantation 2023
Richmond Plantation 2023
Richmond Plantation 2023
Richmond Plantation 2023
Richmond Plantation 2023
Richmond Plantation 2023
Richmond Plantation 2023
Richmond Plantation 2023
Richmond Plan...
Richmond (England) 66778
Richmond (England) 66778
Richmond (England) 66778
Richmond (England) 66778
Richmond (England) 66778
Richmond (England) 66778
Richmond (England) 66778
Richmond & Danville Railroad Company 24115, 24118, 76899, 76981, 76991
Richmond / American Automobile Association 66803
Richmond and Danville Railroad Company 24115, 24118, 76899, 76981, 76991
Richmond and Danville Railroad Company - Maps - 1883 76899
Richmond and Danville Railroad Company - Maps - 1890 24115
Richmond and Danville Railroad Company - Maps - 1891 24118
Richmond and Danville Railroad Company - Maps - 1892 76981
Richmond and Danville Railroad Company - Maps - 1893 76991
Richmond and Lennox, Charles Lennox, 3d duke of, 1735-1806 20525, 73600
Richmond and the Peninsula 80522
Richmond & Backus Company (Ann Arbor, Mich.) 43755
Richmond, Bella 4639
Richmond : bicentennial commemorative road map / Amoco Oil Company 66806
Richmond Chamber of Commerce (Richmond, Va.) 66796
Richmond city map / Union 76 66800
Richmond Civil War Centennial Committee 21162
Richmond County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1668-1712: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche 66779
Richmond County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1780-1783: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche 66780
Richmond County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1850 66781
Richmond County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1859 66782
Richmond County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1860 66783
Richmond County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1884 66784
Richmond County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1887 66785, 66786
Richmond & Danville Railroad and connections 24115, 24118, 76981, 76991
Richmond EasyFinder : Local street detail 66811
Richmond EasyFinder Plus! 66808
Richmond (England) - Maps - 1610 85120
Richmond (England) - Maps - 1676 85124
Richmond (England) - Pictorial works - 1620 25047
Richmond (England) - Pictorial works - 1657 25056
Richmond, Henrico & Chesterfield counties StreetFinder 66809
Richmond, I. A. (Ian Archibald), 1902-1965 18403, 32415
Richmond, John B. 4639
Richmond, Lucia 4632
Richmond, Manchester, and vicinity 66792
Richmond : Mobil travel map 66805
Richmond (N.S. : County) - Maps - 1864 - Landowners 66787
Richmond News (Richmond, Mo.) 66296
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Call Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Richmond Palace (England) - Pictorial works</td>
<td>1610 73480, 73481</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richmond-Petersburg Turnpike (Va.) - Maps</td>
<td>1959 4143, 4144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richmond-Petersburg Turnpike (Va.) - Maps</td>
<td>1961 4146, 4147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richmond / Pure Oil Division, Union Oil Company of California</td>
<td>66798</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richmond Railway and Electric Co. System</td>
<td>66793, 66794</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richmond Railway and Electric Co. System - Maps</td>
<td>1897 66793</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richmond Railway and Electric Co. System - Maps</td>
<td>1899 66794</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richmond Region (N.Y.) - Maps</td>
<td>1975 66803</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richmond Region (Va.) - Maps</td>
<td>1843 76694</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richmond Region (Va.) - Maps</td>
<td>1845 76707</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richmond Region (Va.) - Maps</td>
<td>1862 66788</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richmond Region (Va.) - Maps</td>
<td>1864 80420</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richmond Region (Va.) - Maps</td>
<td>1865 66789</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richmond Region (Va.) - Maps</td>
<td>1914 - Road maps 80440</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richmond Region (Va.) - Maps</td>
<td>1960-1969 80486</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richmond Region (Va.) - Maps</td>
<td>1968 - Road maps 66798</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richmond Region (Va.) - Maps</td>
<td>1970 - Road maps 66800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richmond Region (Va.) - Maps</td>
<td>1973-1974 - Road maps 66802</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richmond Region (Va.) - Maps</td>
<td>1975 - Road maps 66799, 66804, 66805</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richmond Region (Va.) - Maps</td>
<td>1976 - Road maps 66806</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richmond Region (Va.) - Maps</td>
<td>2005 - Road maps 66810</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richmond Region (Va.) - Maps</td>
<td>2009 - Road maps 66812</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richmond street and vicinity maps / Texaco</td>
<td>66799</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richmond tourist map / Gulf</td>
<td>66797, 66801</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richmond (Va.), Dept. of Public Works</td>
<td>21162, 66795, 66796</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richmond (Va.) - Maps - 1737 - Landowners - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>66790</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richmond (Va.) - Maps - 1798 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>66791</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richmond (Va.) - Maps - 1855</td>
<td>80409</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richmond (Va.) - Maps - 1856</td>
<td>80410</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richmond (Va.) - Maps - 1857</td>
<td>80411</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richmond (Va.) - Maps - 1859</td>
<td>80412</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richmond (Va.) - Maps - 1877</td>
<td>66792</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richmond (Va.) - Maps - 1897 - Railroads</td>
<td>66793</td>
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Rivers - Area measurement - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1872 84289
Rivers - Area measurement - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1883 24571, 82782
Rivers - Area measurement - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1885 84299
Rivers - Area measurement - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1910-1919 84315
Rivers - Area measurement - Charts, diagrams, etc. - History 51882
Rivers - Arizona - Maps - 1848 55248
Rivers - Brazil SEE ALSO Amazon River 45028
Rivers - British Isles - Maps - 1801 14295
Rivers - Colombia SEE ALSO Amazon River 45028
Rivers - Eastern Hemisphere - Area measurement - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1851 24527
Rivers, edens, empires: exhibition charts the 'revealing' of America 41930
Rivers - England - Maps - 1947 25389
Rivers - Europe - Maps - 1955 52434
Rivers - Europe, Southern - Maps - 1734 11527
Rivers - Europe, Southern - Maps - 1745 11532
Rivers - Freight and freightage - Rates - Middle West - Maps - 1907-1908 48585
Rivers - Freight and freightage - Rates - Oregon - Maps - 1907-1908 62087
Rivers - Freight and freightage - Rates - Washington (State) - Maps - 1907-1908 62087
Rivers - Germany - Maps - 1935 - Pictorial maps 63466
Rivers - Great Britain - Maps - 1801 14295
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Call Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rivers, the - Illinois - Maps - 1970</td>
<td>36457</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rivers ; Mountains / drawn by C.J.W. Russell &amp; engraved by J. Archer, Pentagonville, London</td>
<td>51877</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rivers - New Mexico - Maps - 1848</td>
<td>55248</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rivers of England</td>
<td>73325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rivers of France</td>
<td>27920</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rivers of the Mississippi Valley, or, Tourist's guide / Engd. by E.O. Reed Cin[cinna]ti</td>
<td>50626</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rivers - Oregon - Maps - 1908</td>
<td>62087</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rivers - Peru SEE ALSO Amazon River</td>
<td>45028</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rivers - United States - Area measurement - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1845</td>
<td>76167</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rivers - United States - Maps - 1848</td>
<td>76723</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rivers - United States - Maps - 1890</td>
<td>76969</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rivers - United States - Maps - 1964 - Inland water transportation</td>
<td>78381</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rivers - Venezuela - Area measurement - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1840</td>
<td>79930</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rivers - Washington (State) - Maps - 1908</td>
<td>62087</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rivers - Western Hemisphere - Area measurement - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1851</td>
<td>82734</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riverside and Fort Lee Ferry Co. - Maps - 1928</td>
<td>55880</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riverside (Calif.). Convention and Visitors Bureau</td>
<td>66886</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riverside (Calif.) - Description and travel - 1970</td>
<td>66886</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riverside (Calif.) - Maps - 1970 - Road maps</td>
<td>66886, 68392</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riverside (Calif.) - Maps - 1972 - Road maps</td>
<td>68409</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riverside (Calif.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps</td>
<td>68393</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riverside (Calif.) region - Maps - 1970 - Road maps</td>
<td>66886</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riverside Chamber of Commerce</td>
<td>66886</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riverside County</td>
<td>66905</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riverside County (Calif.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps</td>
<td>66887, 66888, 66889, 68395</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riverside County (Calif.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps</td>
<td>66890, 66891, 66892, 68397</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riverside County (Calif.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps</td>
<td>66893, 66894, 66895, 68399</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riverside County (Calif.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps</td>
<td>66896, 66897, 66898, 68899, 68401, 68402</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riverside County (Calif.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps</td>
<td>66900, 66901</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riverside County (Calif.) - Maps - 2009 - Road maps</td>
<td>66902, 66903, 66904, 68406</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riverside County (Calif.) - Travel and description - 1940</td>
<td>66905</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riverside County Chamber of Commerce</td>
<td>66905</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riverside County street guide</td>
<td>66888, 66891, 66894, 66897, 66902, 66903</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riverside (Ill.) - Historic buildings - 1993</td>
<td>66906</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riverside (Ill.) - Maps - 1869 - Parks</td>
<td>66907</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riverside (Ill.) - Maps - 1869 - Real property</td>
<td>66908</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riverside (Ill.) - Maps - 1871 - Real property</td>
<td>66909</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riverside Illinois : National historic landmark landscape architectural district</td>
<td>66906</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riverside (N.J.) - Pictorial works - 1959</td>
<td>64859</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riverside &amp; Orange counties street guide</td>
<td>66887, 66890, 66893, 66896, 66900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riverside Press (Cambridge, Mass.)</td>
<td>46188, 85359</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riverside Press (Edinburgh, Scotland)</td>
<td>12491, 60151, 82996</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riverside Printing Co. (Milwaukee, Wis.)</td>
<td>49345</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riverside Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1930-1939 - Pictorial maps</td>
<td>66910</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riverside Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1930-1939 - Relief</td>
<td>66910</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riverside Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1970 - Road maps</td>
<td>68392</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riverside Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1972 - Road maps</td>
<td>68409</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riverside Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps</td>
<td>68393</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riverside Region (Calif.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps</td>
<td>66897, 66898</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riverside Region (Calif.) - Maps - 2009 - Road maps</td>
<td>66902, 66903</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riverside Region (Calif.) - Maps - 2009 - Road maps</td>
<td>66902, 66903</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riverside &amp; San Diego counties : including portions of Imperial county street guide</td>
<td>66889, 66892, 66899, 66901</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riverside &amp; San Diego counties street guide : including portions of Imperial County</td>
<td>66895, 66904</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riverside Tires SEE Montgomery Ward</td>
<td>78415</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rivet, Paul, 1876-1958</td>
<td>46478, 57802, 70836</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riviera</td>
<td>66950, 66953</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Riviera, ancient and modern / by Charles Lenthéric ; translated by Charles West</td>
<td>66918</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riviera, das suedoestliche Frankreich</td>
<td>66920, 66924, 66930, 66938</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riviera di Genova di Levante</td>
<td>28758</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riviera di Genova di Ponente</td>
<td>42027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riviera (France) - Historical geography - Maps - 1895</td>
<td>66918</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riviera (France) - Maps - 1887</td>
<td>66911</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riviera (France) - Maps - 1890</td>
<td>66912</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riviera (France) - Maps - 1892</td>
<td>39124, 66913, 66914</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<th>Catalog Year</th>
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</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Riviera (Italy) - Maps - 1927</td>
<td>66947</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riviera (Italy) - Maps - 1928</td>
<td>66948</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riviera (Italy) - Maps - 1931</td>
<td>66953</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riviera (Italy) - Maps - 1932</td>
<td>66954</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riviera (Italy) - Maps - 1952</td>
<td>66957</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riviera (Italy) - Maps - 1961</td>
<td>66959</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Riviera : or, The coast from Marseilles to Leghorn, including the interior towns of Carrara, Lucca, Pisa, and Pistoia / C.B. Black</td>
<td>66927, 66939</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Riviera : or, The coast from Marseilles to Leghorn : including the interior towns of Carrara, Lucca, Pisa, and Pistoia, with fifteen maps and nine plans / C.B. Black</td>
<td>66919</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Riviera : practical guide to the Cote d'Azur</td>
<td>66943</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riviera, South-Eastern France and Corsica</td>
<td>66951, 66952</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riviera, Suedfrankreich, Corsica, Algerien</td>
<td>66921, 66925</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riviera, Suedfrankreich, Korsica, Algerien</td>
<td>66926, 66931, 66935, 66940</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riviera, suedoestliche Frankreich, Korsika</td>
<td>66949</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rivière de Famine (N.Y.) SEE Hungry Bay (N.Y.)</td>
<td>34996</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>La Rivière de Mississipi[!] et ses environs, dans l'Amérique Septionale</td>
<td>50583</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riviere des Lacs to the Rocky Mountains [Map no. 2]</td>
<td>51325</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>La Riviere du Detroit, depuis le Lac Sainte Claire jusqu' au Lac Eré</td>
<td>23478</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rivière et détroit de d'Awloskee en Caroline mérid.</td>
<td>15187</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riviere, fl. 1651</td>
<td>9098, 84021, 84022</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rivière, Jean-Loup</td>
<td>17749</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riviere &amp; Son</td>
<td>25960</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riviere, Carlos</td>
<td>68796</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rivij, Gerardi, active 1597 SEE Rivius, Gerardus, active 1597</td>
<td>1502</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rivington</td>
<td>7914, 7958, 34379, 34413, 42419</td>
<td>1927</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rivington and Fletcher (London, England)</td>
<td>30746</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rivington (C. &amp; J.) SEE C. &amp; J. Rivington</td>
<td>7975, 29384</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rivington, Charles</td>
<td>1754-1831    31875</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rivington (Francis &amp; John), firm SEE Francis &amp; John Rivington</td>
<td>34414</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rivington (J. and F.), firm SEE J. and F. Rivington (Firm)</td>
<td>30750</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rivington (J., F., and C.), firm SEE J., F., and C. Rivington (Firm)</td>
<td>29073, 30751</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rivington, James</td>
<td>1724-1802    15221, 26848, 30747, 30753</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rivington, John</td>
<td>1720-1792    7843, 23632, 25127, 30746, 48101, 52059, 52063</td>
<td>1932</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rivington (John and James), firm SEE John and James Rivington (Firm)</td>
<td>32432</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rivington, Percival and Co.</td>
<td>30404</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rivington's Reisehandbuch für das Königreich Böhmen : mit 12 Karten und Plänen</td>
<td>22645</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rivoli, Battle of, Rivoli Veronese, Italy, 1797- Maps - 1839</td>
<td>66970</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rivoli Veronese (Italy) - Maps - 1797</td>
<td>66970</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rivy, Gerardi, active 1597 SEE Rivius, Gerardus, active 1597</td>
<td>1502</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rixinger und Graf</td>
<td>73889</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rizaiyeh (Iran) - Maps - 1841</td>
<td>79543</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rizaiyeh (Iran) - Maps - 1846</td>
<td>79544</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rizza, Paul F.</td>
<td>64121</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rizzi, Amedeo</td>
<td>79464</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Rizzi-Zannoni, Giovanni Antonio, 1736-1814  7412, 7435, 9182, 9184, 9186, 9188, 9217, 9220, 9227, 10631, 10638, 18634, 27747, 27752, 27757, 27758, 27793, 28527, 28528, 28529, 38869, 38900, 39238, 43598, 45886, 52605, 65023, 65024, 65026, 65027, 65385, 65388, 65389, 75744

Rizzi-Zannoni, Giovanni Antonio, 1736-1814. Atlante marittimo delle due Sicilie (1792)  66971

Rizzi-Zannoni, Giovanni Antonio, 1736-1814. Carte de la Pologne (1772)  65023, 65028

Rizzo, Anthony V.  47

Rizzoli  8664

Rizzoli International Publications  17052, 44320, 55799, 81047

RJS Associates  49154, 62497

RMCA (Road Map Collectors of America) SEE Road Map Collectors Association  44929

RMCA see Road Map Collectors Association  44931

Roach, Adria  79398

Roach, Marilynne K.  68273

The Road and bay of Havre de Grace  69830

[Road and postal maps of Italy]  38942

Road atlas  79241, 79287, 79288, 79297, 79301, 79303, 79304, 79310, 79312, 79313, 79314, 79315, 79316, 79321, 79322, 79323, 79325

The Road atlas '05 : easy-to-read  79224

The Road atlas '05 : large scale  79237, 79238

The Road atlas '06  79243, 79244, 79245, 79247, 79258, 79259, 79261

The Road atlas '06 : large scale  79264, 79290, 79296, 79302, 79311, 79317, 79324, 79428

The Road atlas : 100 great attractions  79257

The Road atlas 2007  79283

Road atlas : 3 miles to 1 inch  14502

Road atlas : Allstate Motor Club  78487

Road atlas America  79166

Road atlas and route guide. No. 1, 100 miles round London : together with large separate folding map  42603

Road atlas and route guide. No. 3, Wales and Midlands : together with large separate folding map  80705

Road atlas and travel guide / Farmers Insurance Group  78504

Road atlas and travel planner  79280

Road atlas Britain  14538, 14546, 14551, 14557, 14558, 14559, 14573, 14580

Road atlas Britain & Ireland  14570

The Road atlas : business traveler's  79256

Road atlas : Canada  16265, 16268, 16271, 16272, 16274

The Road atlas : Canada, United States, Mexico = Atlas routier : Canada, États-Unis, Mexique  79326, 79327

Road atlas Canada, USA = Atlas routier Canada, USA  16285

Road atlas & city guide of Europe  7218

The Road atlas : deluxe midsize  79292, 79306, 79319

Road atlas Great Britain  14583

Road atlas large scale  79264, 79290, 79296, 79302, 79311, 79317, 79324, 79428

The Road atlas : large scale United States  79198, 79202, 79210

The Road atlas : map compartment  79233

The Road atlas : midsize  79305, 79318

Road atlas of Australia / Robinson's  11109

Road atlas of Europe  7221

Road atlas of Great Britain  14514, 14519

Road atlas of Great Britain & Ireland  14574, 14576

The Road atlas of Scotland and Ireland for motorists, pedestrians / engraved and printed by George Philip & Son, Ltd.  69646

Road atlas of Spain & Portugal  72910

Road atlas of U.S., Mexico and S. Canada with Rand McNally maps  78099

Road atlas of United States, Canada & Mexico  7286, 7464

The Road atlas : pocket size  79279, 79295, 79302

The Road atlas & safety guide  79254

Road atlas & travel guide  78690, 78693, 78694, 78696, 78697, 78715, 78716, 78717, 78720, 78721, 78744, 78745, 78764, 78765, 78766, 78767, 78768, 78928, 79300

The Road atlas & travel guide '06  79246
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Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

The Road atlas & trip planner  79255
Road atlas: United States, Canada, Mexico  7347, 79124
Road atlas: US, Canada, Mexico  6832
Road map & vacation guide : the complete trip planner for carefree travel  78880
Road book of Massachusetts : containing also some of the principal through routes of other states  45424
Road book of Pennsylvania : eastern section, 1898 / compiled by W. West Randall, chairman, and Carl Hering, of the Road Book Committee of the Pennsylvania Division, L.A.W. : from reports furnished by members throughout the state  63618
Road book of Pennsylvania : western section, 1898 / compiled by W. West Randall, chairman, and Carl Hering of the Road Book Committee of the Pennsylvania Division, L.A.W. from reports furnished by members throughout the state  63619
Road-books and itineraries bibliographically considered / by Sir Herbert George Fordham  66980
Road condition map and bulletin of Missouri for week ending Thursday, March 27, 1930 / issued by Missouri State Highway Commission  50799
Road condition map of Kentucky as of Jan. 1, 1931  40788
Road condition map of Tennessee showing the designated trunk line system of state highways  74385
Road condition map of Tennessee : showing the designated trunk line system of state highways / [signed] R.H. Baker, commissioner  74380
Road from Newport of Milford to Severn  14277
Road from Philadelphia to Washington / W. Harrison Junr. sc.  64450
Road guide and lubricating chart : Premo Brand Oils for automobiles and tractors / Mason City Oil and Grease Co., Mason City, Iowa  37712
Road Guides, Automobile SEE Automobile Travel  11312
Road map : 1932 : California and Arizona  15146
Road map : 1932 : California and Arizona : Union Oil Company  15147
Road map : 1932 : Oregon : Union Oil Company  62149
Road map : 1932 : Washington : Union Oil Company  81260
Road map : Alabama, Georgia : and sightseeing guide : Sinclair  956
Road map : Alabama ... / Gulf Refining Company ...  760
Road map and historical guide : Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia ... Sunoco ... Sun Oil Company  3931
Road map and historical guide : Florida ... Sunoco  26999
Road map and historical guide : Michigan ... Sunoco ... Sun Oil Company  47058, 47086
Road map and historical guide : New England ... Sunoco ... Sun Oil Company  54187
Road map and historical guide : New Jersey ... Sunoco ... Sun Oil Company  54946, 54947
Road map and historical guide : New York ... Sunoco ... Sun Oil Company  56391
Road map and historical guide : Ohio, Indiana ... Sunoco ... Sun Oil Company  60700
Road map and historical guide : Ohio .. Sunoco ... Sun Oil Company  60670, 60674
Road map and historical guide : Pennsylvania ... Sunoco ... Sun Oil Company  63767, 63768
Road map and numerical list of automobiles registered in Massachusetts  11313
Road map and sight-seeing guide : Pennsylvania : Sinclair  64058
Road map and sight-seeing guide : Philadelphia and vicinity : Sinclair  64406
Road map and sightseeing guide : eastern Canada : Sinclair  45133
Road map and sightseeing guide : Idaho-Montana, Wyoming : Sinclair  35272
Road map and sightseeing guide : Long Island and Metropolitan New York : Sinclair  42939
Road map and sightseeing guide : New England : Sinclair  54503
Road map and sightseeing guide : New Jersey and metropolitan New York : Sinclair  55166, 55167
Road map and sightseeing guide : Ohio : Sinclair  60987
Road map and sightseeing guide : Pennsylvania : Sinclair  64059
Road map and sightseeing guide : Texas, Oklahoma, New Mexico, Mexico : Sinclair  72571, 72572
Road map and sightseeing guide : western Canada : Sinclair  16396
Road map and sightseeing guide : Wisconsin : Sinclair  83527
Road map : Arkansas and United States  3005
Road map : Arkansas / compliments of Tide Water Associated Oil Company New York, San Francisco, Tulsa  3044, 3052, 3060, 3068, 3074
Road map : Arkansas : Gulf  2935
Road map : Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi : and sight-seeing guide : Sinclair  72122
Road map : Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi : National White Rose gasoline  71944
Road map bibliography  66989
Road map : British Columbia ... / compliments of Tide Water Associated Oil Company, New York, San Francisco, Tulsa  14048
Road map : California, Arizona, Nevada / General Petroleum Corporation : a Socony-Vacuum Company  15496, 15506
Road map : California, Arizona, Nevada / Mobilgas ...  15507
Road map : California, Arizona, Nevada / Signal service from Canada to Mexico  72485
Road map : California, Nevada, Arizona : General Mobilgas  2647, 15424
Road map : California, Nevada / Golden State Automobile Club  15499
Road map : central United States ... / compliments of The National Refining Company  48935, 48936, 48937
Road map Chicago and vicinity  20266
Road map : Chicago and vicinity / Chicago Motor Club  19828, 19835, 19838, 19840, 19847
Road map, Chicago and vicinity : Chicago Motor Club A.A.A.  19781, 19790, 19796, 19803, 19813, 19856
Road map : Chicago and vicinity ... Sinclair  20400
Road Map Collectors Association  3185, 20948, 44925, 44928, 44929, 44931, 66989, 79433
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Road map cover art SEE Road maps - Cover art 66983
Road map : Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, W. Virginia / compliments of Tide Water Associated Oil Company New York, San Francisco, Tulsa 47899, 47905
Road map : Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, W. Virginia : Marathon 4047
Road map & historical guide : Connecticut, Rhode Island, Massachusetts ... Sunoco ... Sun Oil Company 54209, 54210
Road map & historical guide : Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia ... compliments of your Sunoco dealer 3972
Road map & historical guide : Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia ... Sunoco 3971
Road map & historical guide : Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia ... Sunoco Company, Inc. 23267
Road map & historical guide : Florida / compliments of your Sunoco dealer 27032, 27033
Road map & historical guide : Florida ... Sunoco 27008, 27031
Road map & historical guide : Florida ... Sunoco Company, Inc. 26997, 27007, 27023
Road map & historical guide : Michigan ... Sunoco ... Sun Oil Company 47119, 47164
Road map & historical guide : Michigan ... Sunoco ... Sun Oil Company 47085, 47118
Road map & historical guide : New England ... compliments of your Sunoco dealer 54281
Road map & historical guide : New England ... Sunoco 54262
Road map & historical guide : New England ... Sunoco ... Sun Oil Company 54254, 54255
Road map & historical guide : New Jersey ... compliments of your Sunoco dealer 54993, 54994
Road map & historical guide : New Jersey ... Sun Oil Company 54960, 54961, 54962, 54977, 54978, 54979
Road map & historical guide : New York ... Sunoco ... compliments of your Sunoco dealer 56456
Road map & historical guide : New York ... Sunoco ... Sun Oil Company 56411, 56426, 56440
Road map & historical guide : Ohio ... / compliments of your Sunoco dealer 60758, 60759
Road map & historical guide : Ohio, Indiana, Kentucky ... Sunoco ... Sun Oil Company 48907, 48908
Road map & historical guide : Ohio, Indiana, Kentucky ... Sunoco ... Sun Oil Company 60696
Road map & historical guide : Pennsylvania ... compliments of your Sunoco dealer 63819, 63847
Road map & historical guide : Pennsylvania : Sun Oil Company 63791
Road map & historical guide : Pennsylvania ... Sun Oil Company 63790, 63792, 63818
Road map : Howard Johnson's : host of the highway ... 49100
Road map : Illinois and sightseeing guide : Sinclair 36312
Road map : Illinois and United States 36037
Road map : Illinois ... [by National] 36091
Road map, Illinois / Chicago Motor Club A.A.A. 36029
Road map : Illinois / compliments of Tide Water Associated Oil Company New York, San Francisco, Tulsa 36121, 36204, 36236, 36263
Road map : Illinois / Dixie 36301
Road map : Illinois ... / Economy Oil Co., Atlantic, Iowa ... 36002
Road map : Illinois : Marathon ... 36140
Road map : Illinois / Marathon 37112
Road map, Illinois / compliments of Tide Water Associated Oil Company New York, San Francisco, Tulsa 37195, 37266, 37295, 37316
Road map : Illinois ... Marathon 37201
Road map : Illinois : National White Rose gasoline 37168
Road map : Illinois ... Sinclair 37338
Road map : Iowa and United States 37928
| Road map of Hillsborough County, Florida / by the County Engineering Dept. ; compiled & drawn by Tom Curtiss, January 1958 | 33948 |
| Road map of Idaho | 35198, 35200 |
| Road map of Idaho showing : state highways and connecting roads | 35166, 35181, 35186, 35193 |
| Road map of Idaho : showing state highways and connecting roads, 1930 / published for free distribution by the Department of Public Works ; J.D. Wood, commissioner | 35168 |
| Road map of Idaho : Standard gasoline unsurpassed | 35192 |
| Road map of Illinois ... | 36112 |
| Road map of Illinois, 1930 | 35815 |
| Road map of Illinois, 1934 | 35902 |
| Road map of Illinois and United States | 36064, 36090 |
| Road map of Illinois and United States : D-X | 36228 |
| Road map of Illinois : another Standard Oil service | 36156 |
| Road map of Illinois by National | 36065 |
| Road map of Illinois / CO-OP | 36307 |
| Road map of Illinois / compliments of Michigan Mutual Liability Company of Detroit ... through its affiliate Associated General Fire Company ... | 36304 |
| Road map of Illinois / compliments of your co-op service station, a member owner of Midland Cooperative Wholesale ... | 36305 |
| Road map of Illinois / D-X the sign of friendly service | 36255 |
| Road map of Illinois / Pennzip! gasoline | 36229 |
| Road map of Illinois : see America ... | 36309, 36310, 36311 |
| Road map of India | 36651 |
| Road map of Indiana ... | 37187 |
| Road map of Indiana, 1934 | 37024 |
| Road map of Indiana and United States | 37149, 37167 |
| Road map of Indiana / compliments of the Cincinnati Oil Works Co. | 37336 |
| Road map of Indiana : D-X | 37288 |
| Road map of Indiana / D-X the sign of friendly service | 37309 |
| Road map of Indiana : En-Ar-Co White Rose dealer | 37150 |
| Road map of Indiana : Pennzip! gasoline | 37289 |
| Road map of Iowa, 1934 | 37830 |
| Road map of Iowa and United States | 37955, 37974 |
| Road map of Iowa and United States : D-X | 38063 |
| Road map of Iowa and United States / D-X the sign of friendly service | 38080 |
| Road map of Iowa : En-Ar-Co White Rose dealer | 37957 |
| Road map of Iowa : Marathon products ... compliments of Transcontinental Oil Co. | 37776 |
| Road map of Iowa : North Star Gasoline : made for the north | 38099 |
| Road map of Kansas and United States | 40335, 40353 |
| Road map of Kansas and United States : D-X | 40410 |
| Road map of Kansas and United States / D-X the sign of friendly service | 40421 |
| Road map of Kansas : En-Ar-Co White Rose dealer | 40336 |
| Road map of Kentucky, Tennessee ... | 40956 |
| Road map of Kentucky, Tennessee and United States | 40926, 40940 |
| Road map of Kentucky, Tennessee : D-X | 41003 |
| Road map of Kentucky, Tennessee / D-X the sign of friendly service | 41014 |
| Road map of Kentucky, Tennessee : En-Ar-Co White Rose dealer | 40927 |
| Road map of Kentucky, Tennessee. Increase your motoring comfort with Surety gasoline [and] motor oil, Phil T. Williams Oil Co., Inc. | 40609 |
| Road map of Kentucky, Tennessee : Pennzip! gasoline | 41004, 41015 |
| Road map of Long Island in Soconyland, 1927 | 42865 |
| Road map of Long Island in Soconyland, 1927 / issued by and obtainable only from the Associated Merchants of the Garrett Roads | 64454 |
| Road map of Maine, Maritime Provinces ... / Tide Water Associated Oil Company, New York, San Francisco, Tulsa | 44135 |
| Road map of Maine, Maritime Provinces ... / Tide Water Associated Oil Company, New York, Tulsa, San Francisco | 44140, 44149 |
| Road map of Maine, Vermont, New Hampshire and the United States ... Crown Central Petroleum Corporation | 54482 |
| Road map of Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island, Boston, Hartford, Providence and the United States : Crown ... Crown Central Petroleum Corporation ... | 54483 |
| Road map of Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island, Cape Cod ... / Tide Water Associated Oil Company, New York, San Francisco, Tulsa | 54414 |
| Road map of Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island, Cape Cod ... / Tide Water Associated Oil Company, New York, Tulsa, San Francisco | 54447, 54473 |
| Road map of Massachusetts / Department of Public Works, Division of Highways ; W.W. Mars, del. | 45463 |
| Road map of Massachusetts / prepared by General Drafting Co. ... New York | 45462 |
| Road map of metropolitan Boston and Cape Cod ... / Tide Water Associated Oil Company, New York, San Francisco, Tulsa | 13634 |
| Road map of metropolitan Boston and Cape Cod ... / Tide Water Associated Oil Company, New York, Tulsa, San Francisco | 13640 |
| Road map of metropolitan New York and Long Island ... / Tide Water Associated Oil Company, New York, Tulsa, San Francisco | 55963, 55966 |
| Road map of metropolitan Washington, D.C. ... / Tide Water Associated Oil Company, New York, Tulsa, San Francisco | 81116, 81120 |
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Road map of Mexico / General Petroleum Corporation, a Socony Mobil Oil Company 46555
Road map of Mexico / McNutt Oil & Refining Co., Inc. ... El Paso, Tex. 46550
Road map of Mexico / Mobil 46564
Road map of Michigan ... 47328
Road map of Michigan and northeastern United States : guide to Hi-Speed motoring satisfaction 47457, 47468, 47469
Road map of Michigan and United States 47273, 47297
Road map of Michigan : Citizens' Mutual Auto Ins. Co., Howell, Mich. 47112, 47165, 47166
Road map of Michigan : D-X 47408
Road map of Michigan / D-X the sign of friendly service 47426
Road map of Michigan : En-Ar-Co White Rose dealer 47274
Road map of Michigan : Pennzip! gasoline 47409
Road map of Minnesota and United States 49828, 49850
Road map of Minnesota : D-X 49948
Road map of Minnesota / D-X the sign of friendly service 49960
Road map of Minnesota : En-Ar-Co White Rose dealer 49830
Road map of Missouri, 1934 50856
Road map of Missouri and United States 50972, 50989
Road map of Missouri and United States : D-X 51056
Road map of Missouri and United States / D-X the sign of friendly service 51068
[Road map of Missouri] / Authorized Guide & Map Service of America 50785
Road map of Missouri : En-Ar-Co White Rose dealer 50973
Road map of Missouri : Marathon products ... compliments of Transcontinental Oil Co. 50803
Road map of Monmouth County, New Jersey / copyright, General Drafting Co. 51261
Road map of Montana, Idaho, Wyoming ... Union Oil Company 51538
Road map of Nebraska and United States 53158, 53176
Road map of Nebraska and United States : D-X 53238
Road map of Nebraska and United States / D-X the sign of friendly service 53247
Road map of Nebraska : En-Ar-Co White Rose dealer 53159
Road map of Nevada : Standard gasoline unsurpassed 53689, 53690
Road map of Nevada, Utah ... Union Oil Company 53743
Road map of New England 54049
Road map of New England in Soconyland, 1926 54063
Road map of New England : New York City and vicinity, Northeastern United States ... Valvoline ... 54337
Road map of New Hampshire, Vermont ... / Tide Water Associated Oil Company, New York, San Francisco, Tulsa 54702
Road map of New Hampshire, Vermont ... / Tide Water Associated Oil Company, New York, Tulsa, San Francisco 54709, 54713
[Road map of New Jersey] 54886, 55019, 55060
Road map of New Jersey / compiled and published by Keystone Automobile Club 54922
Road map of New Jersey, metropolitan New York and the United States ... Crown Central Petroleum Corporation 55160
Road map of New Jersey ... / Tide Water Associated Oil Company, New York, San Francisco, Tulsa 55105
Road map of New Jersey ... / Tide Water Associated Oil Company, New York, Tulsa, San Francisco 55131, 55147
Road map of New Mexico 55431, 55434
Road map of New Mexico, Arizona and United States 55381
Road map of New Mexico / Standard gasoline unsurpassed 55345
Road map of New Mexico / Standard Oil Company of California 55346, 55347
Road map of New Mexico : State Road 1 55318
Road map of New York ... 5564
Road map of New York and plan of New York World's Fair ... / compliments of your Sterling independent dealer 56526, 56549
Road map of New York and United States ... / compliments of your Sterling independent dealer 56511
Road map of New York ... / compliments of your Sterling independent dealer 56616
Road map of New York : En-Ar-Co White Rose dealer ... 56533
Road map of New York in Soconyland, 1926 56267
Road map of New York : metropolitan New York, Long Island and the United States 56680
Road map of New York : metropolitan New York, Long Island and the United States ... Crown Central Petroleum Corportation ... 56697
Road map of New York / Pennzip! gasoline 56643
Road map of [New York State] ... Wolverine-Empire Refining Company 56412, 56441, 56477
Road map of New York ... / Tide Water Associated Oil Company, New York, San Francisco, Tulsa 56617
Road map of New York ... / Tide Water Associated Oil Company, New York, Tulsa, San Francisco 56646, 56669
[Road map of North and South Carolina] 58064
Road map of North Carolina, South Carolina, Charlotte, Raleigh, Columbia and the United States ... Crown Central Petroleum Corporation 58215, 58221, 58226
Road map of North Dakota, South Dakota : En-Ar-Co White Rose dealer ... 58511
Road map of North Dakota, South Dakota / Midland Cooperatives 58662
Road map of north eastern Ohio and street map of greater Cleveland / the Cleveland Automobile Club ... 60755
Road map of north eastern Ohio : showing all roads, type of construction ... / issued by the Warren Automobile Club 60542
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Road map of North, South Dakota and United States  58510, 58526
Road map of North, South Dakota : D-X  58603
Road map of North, South Dakota / D-X the sign of friendly service  58620
Road map of northeastern United States ... / Wolverine-Empire Refining Company, Empire Division, Oil City, Pa.  59276
[Road map of northeastern Wyoming and western South Dakota]  84993
Road map of Northern Wisconsin lake region : Chicago Motor Club : A.A.A. ...  83174
Road map of Ohio  60860, 60866
Road map of Ohio, 1934  60690
Road map of Ohio and northeastern states ... the Cleveland Automobile Club ...  60573, 60574
Road map of Ohio and northeastern United States : guide to Hi-Speed motoring satisfaction  60875, 61002
Road map of Ohio and plan of New York World's Fair ... / compliments of your Sterling independent dealer  60820, 60841
Road map of Ohio and United States  60825, 60846
Road map of Ohio and United States ... / compliments of your Sterling independent dealer  60811
Road map of Ohio: Comet gasoline, motor oils : quality products of the Tresler Oil Company, Cincinnati, Ohio  60995
Road map of Ohio / compliments of Goodwin Bros. Automobile Co., New Castle, Ind.  60991
Road map of Ohio ... / compliments of your Sterling independent dealer  60918
Road map of Ohio : D-X  60933
Road map of Ohio / D-X the sign of friendly service  60958
Road map of Ohio : En-Ar-Co White Rose dealer ...  60826
Road map of Ohio / issued by Akron Automobile Club, 368 S. Broadway, Akron, Ohio  60535
Road map of Ohio : Pennzip! gasoline  60935
Road map of Ohio / Sohio  61069
Road map of Ohio / the Boron Oil Company  61059
Road map of Ohio ... Wolverine-Empire Refining Company  60673, 60699, 60732, 60765
Road map of Oklahoma and United States  61544, 61563
Road map of Oklahoma and United States : D-X  61623
Road map of Oklahoma and United States / D-X the sign of friendly service  61634
Road map of Oklahoma : Bell dealers lead the parade  61645
Road map of Oklahoma : En-Ar-Co White Rose dealer / compliments of your En-Ar-Co dealer  61545
Road map of Oklahoma ... the Security Oil Company, Wichita, Kansas  61647
Road map of Oklahoma / Universal Motor Oils Company Inc., the Universal Motor Fuels Inc.  61654
Road map of Ontario and Maritime Provinces / compliments of Canadian Tire Corp'n, Toronto, Canada ...  61911
Road map of Oregon, 1926 / compiled and published by the Oregon State Highway Commission ... ; Roy A. Klein, State Highway Engineer  62115
Road map of Oregon, 1931 / compiled and published by the Oregon State Highway Commission ... ; Roy A. Klein, State Highway Engineer  62139
Road map of Oregon / compiled by Oregon State Highway Commission ; compliments of Wagner's on the highway  62134
Road map of Oregon : Standard gasoline unsurpassed ...  62163
Road map of Oregon / Standard Oil Company of California  62164
Road map of Oregon, Washington ... / Perkins Oil Company, jobbers of Champion Petroleum products ... Vancouver, Washington  62244
Road map of Pennsylvania ...  63950
Road map of Pennsylvania / compliments of your Sterling independent dealer  63994
Road map of Pennsylvania, New Jersey and plan of New York World's Fair ... / compliments of your Sterling independent dealer  63921
Road map of Pennsylvania, New Jersey and United States ... / compliments of your Sterling independent dealer  63870, 63944
Road map of Pennsylvania : Pennzip! gasoline  64015, 64035
Road map of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh and the United States ... Crown Central Petroleum Corporation  64047, 64053
Road map of Pennsylvania ... / Tide Water Associated Oil Company, New York, San Francisco, Tulsa  63995
Road map of Pennsylvania ... / Tide Water Associated Oil Company, New York, Tulsa, San Francisco  64018, 64038
Road map of Pennsylvania ... Wolverine-Empire Refining Company ...  63765, 63789, 63814, 63844, 63845
Road map of Porter County Indiana / compiled from county surveyor's records and data August 1960 by William S. Tanke, county surveyor  65239
Road map of scenic-historic Empire tours : New York, New Jersey, New England, Pennsylvania, Maryland, Delaware, Washington, D.C., adjacent Canada ... / Compliments of Empire Tours Association  59321
Road map of scenic-historic Empire tours : New York, New Jersey, New England, Pennsylvania, Maryland, Delaware, Washington, D.C. ... / compliments of Empire Tours Association  59321
Road map of South Carolina state highway system showing condition of state roads as of April 1 1930 / drawn by D.G. Ruff  70828
Road map of South Carolina state highway system showing condition of state roads as of May 1 1930  70829
Road map of South Carolina state highway system showing condition of state roads as of May 1 1931 / drawn by D.G. Ruff : '31  70830
Road map of South Carolina state highway system showing condition of state roads as of October 1 1930 / drawn by D.G. Ruff 1-1-30  70827
[Road map of southeastern Pennsylvania]  63920
Road map of southern California / issued by Randall Motor Club, Inc.  15703
Road map of southwestern United States and Los Angeles area ... / Harbor Refining Company ... Long Beach, California  72585
Road map of Texas and United States  74812, 74830
Road map of Texas : D-X  74921
Road map of Texas / D-X the sign of friendly service  74939
Road map of Texas, Houston, Dallas, Fort Worth, San Antonio and the United States ... Crown Central Petroleum Corporation ...  74949
Road map of Texas : Marathon products ... / compliments of Transcontinental Oil Co.  74661, 74662
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| **Road maps - History - Exhibitions - Catalogs** | 45565 |
| **Road maps - Hungary** | 66981 |
| **Road maps - Illinois - 1917-1992** | 66982 |
| **Road maps - Illinois - 1926-1981 - Cover art** | 66983 |
| **Road maps - Illinois - 1933-2004 - Bibliography** | 66984 |
| **Road maps - Japan - History** | 66976 |
| **Road maps - Lazio (Italy) - 1972** | 41750 |
| **Road maps - Map reading - 1954** | 76118 |
| **Road maps - Map reading - 1959** | 76119 |
| **Road maps - Marketing - 1960** | 66236 |
| **Road maps - Mechanical aids** | 20946, 39875, 66985 |
| **Road maps - Michigan - Sources** | 66991 |
| **Road maps - Northeastern States - 1904** | 66986 |
| **Road maps of Germany** | 31611 |
| **Road maps of Hawaii and greater Honolulu / 76 Union** | 33697, 33701 |
| **Road maps of Hawaii and greater Honolulu / Union Oil Company of California** | 33702, 33704 |
| **Road maps of main highways in New England, New York, Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Delaware, Maryland, Eastern Ohio : showing in detail the routes to the Bear Mountain Bridge crossing of the Hudson River, West Point, Storm King Highway, Catskills, Adirondacks** | 59281 |
| **Road maps of metropolitan St. Louis showing leading highways to, from and through St. Louis via McKinley Bridge ...** | 68150 |
| **Road maps of metropolitan St. Louis ... via McKinley Bridge : shortest routes connecting Missouri-Illinois, U.S. 40 and 66** | 68136 |
| **[Road maps of the northeast Atlantic states and the Philadelphia region with manuscript revisions]** | 59202 |
| **[Road maps of Western Europe and North Africa used by Edward E. Ayer in his automobile touring, ca. 1902-1910]** | 26155 |
| **Road maps - Ohio - History** | 61289 |
| **Road maps - Sources** | 37537, 37545, 69938, 79432, 79433 |
| **Road maps - Technological Innovations** | 66987 |
| **Road maps - United States** | 11308, 66242 |
| **Road maps - United States - 1880-1930** | 79424 |
| **Road maps - United States - 1900-1959** | 28707 |
| **Road maps - United States - 1900-1985** | 28705 |
| **Road maps - United States - 1912-1950** | 65607 |
| **Road maps - United States - 1918-1973** | 17954 |
| **Road maps - United States - 1920-1929** | 79425 |
| **Road maps - United States - 1920-1939** | 41625 |
| **Road maps - United States - 1930-1959** | 11302 |
| **Road maps - United States - Bibliography - Catalogs - 1927-1975** | 33254 |
| **Road maps - United States - Dummies (Bookselling) - 1922** | 66218 |
| **Road maps - United States - History** | 11284 |
| **Road maps - United States - History - 1920-1929** | 66219, 66248, 66249 |
| **Road maps - United States - History - 1925-1980** | 28703 |
| **Road maps - United States - History - 1972-1988** | 66988 |
| **Road maps - United States - History - Bibliography** | 66989 |
| **Road maps - United States - History - Sources** | 11311 |
| **Road maps - United States - Sources** | 11310, 52703 |
| **Road maps - United States - Sources - Periodicals** | 79432, 79433 |
| **Road maps - United States - Study and teaching - Outlines, syllabi, etc.** | 66990 |
| **Road maps - Nautical charts** | 65847, 65848 |
| **Road maps - Pictorial maps** | 14053 |
| **The Road not taken** | 66987 |
| **The Road of Ancona** | 1939, 1940 |
| **The Road of Barry** | 11826, 11827 |
| **The Road of Rovigno** | 67429, 67430 |
| **The Road that leads to the checker marked Go-Gas service stations on the motor routes of Massachusetts and vicinity / The Go-Gas Company, 90 West Street, New York City** | 45465 |
| **The Road, the ride, and you : Harley-Davidson ride atlas of North America, 2nd edition** | 79270 |
| **Road to Kabul : an anthology** | 147 |
| **The Road to there : mapmakers and their stories / Val Ross** | 17386 |
| **The Road to Yorktown: maps and manuscripts from the archive of General Rochambeau : the gift of Paul Mellon** | 76394 |
| **Road Town (V.I.) - Harbors - Maps - 1991** | 80321 |
| **Road trip USA : cross-country adventures on America's two-lane highways** | 11309 |
| **Roadmaps-L (Online discussion list)** | 3134, 44923, 44930, 47554, 47555, 66226, 67109 |
| **RoadMaster 2007 standard road atlas : United States, Canada, Mexico** | 79285 |
| **Roads - Alaska SEE ALSO Alaska Highway** | 59686 |
| **Roads - America SEE ALSO Pan American Highway System** | 62920 |
| **The Roads and harbour of Toulon...** | 75379 |
Roads and routes of the United States and Canada / prepared by “Brownie,” director of the Tour Club

Roads - British Columbia SEE ALSO Alaska Highway 59686
Roads for carefree motoring in eastern United States : Richfield ... 59421
Roads for carefree motoring in eastern United States : Richfield ... 59416
Roads for carefree motoring in Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island : Richfield 54385, 54387, 54388, 54428, 54459
Roads for carefree motoring in metropolitan New York City with street map of Manhattan : Richfield 55727, 55958
Roads for carefree motoring in New Hampshire, Vermont, Maine ... Richfield 54366, 54399, 54429, 54460, 54486
Roads for carefree motoring in New Jersey ... Richfield 55079, 55154
Roads for carefree motoring in New York : Richfield ... 56589, 56600, 56656, 56667, 56675
Roads for carefree motoring in North Carolina, South Carolina : Richfield ... 58209, 58210, 58218
Roads for carefree motoring in Ohio : Richfield ... 60913, 60973
Roads for carefree motoring in Pennsylvania : Richfield ... 63972, 63973, 64005, 64028, 64043
Roads for carefree motoring in New Jersey ... Richfield 55075, 55129, 55145
Roads in England & Wales 4577, 4593, 4707, 14284, 14315, 14339, 14356, 25138, 25209
Roads in Gt Britain & Travelling dictionary(2VIn1) 14256
Roads - Japan SEE ALSO Tokaiko (Japan) 75244
Roads - Maps - Collectors and collecting - Periodicals 66975
Roads - Michigan - Names 66991
Roads - Norway - Maps - 1847-1919 60137
Roads of Figarone and St. Mary ; Bay and road of St. Fiorentino ; Bay and port of Calvi ; Harbour and road of Ajaccio ; Gulls of Talana or Valinco, and of Campo-Moro 15746
Roads of Italy 38881
The Roads of the Gough map 32283
Roads out of London 42782
Roads, Roman 66994
Roads, Roman - Balkan Peninsula - 1740-1749 31313
Roads, Roman - Crete (Greece) - Maps - 1676-1750 22406
Roads, Roman - Cyprus - Maps - 1718 22618
Roads, Roman - England - Maps - 0033 25021
Roads, Roman - England - Maps - 1658 25031
Roads, Roman - England - Maps - 1709 25032
Roads, Roman - England - Maps - 1740-1749 14213
Roads, Roman - Iberian Peninsula - Maps - 1730-1739 72644
Roads, Roman - Illyria - 1740-1749 31313
Roads, Roman - Maps 32919, 49280, 64326, 64327, 84542
Roads, Roman - Maps - 0033 66992, 66993
Roads, Roman - Maps - 0200-0299 39333
Roads, Roman - Maps - 1658 25031
Roads, Roman - Maps - 1709 25032
Roads, Roman - Portugal - Maps - 1730-1739 72644
Roads, Roman - Sicily (Italy) - 1743 70032
Roads, Roman - Spain - Maps - 1730-1739 72644
Roads, Roman - Turkey - Maps - 1660-1675 75721
Roads, Roman - Turkey - Maps - 1676 75698
Roads, Roman - Turkey - Maps - 1958 75705
Roads - Southern States - Maps - 1835 71352
The Roads that built America : the incredible story of the U.S. interstate system 37545, 79431
Roads through England delineated 25124
Roads through history : road maps from Rome to today : an annotated checklist of an exhibition at the Peabody Institute Library, August-September, 1965 66977
Roads to Cibola : what to see in New Mexico and how to get there / [compiled and edited by the State Highway Service Bureau] 55317
Roads to Romance Association 15704
Roads - United States - Guidebooks 11309
Roads - United States - History 79431
Roads - United States - History - 1991 76188
Roads - United States - History - 1997 76186
Roads - United States - History - Sources 11311
Roads - United States - Maps - 1932 - History 77547
Roads - United States - Maps - Bibliography 26443
Roads - Yukon SEE ALSO Alaska Highway 59686
Roadside America 66995
Roadside America (Shartlesville Pa.) - 1970 66995
Roadways SEE Roads 65099
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[Roanoke County (Va.) - 186-: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 66996
[Roanoke County (Va.) - 1864: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 66997
[Roanoke County (Va.) - 1865-1885: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 66998
Roanoke County (Va.) - Maps - 1860-1869 - Landowners - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 66996
Roanoke County (Va.) - Maps - 1864 - Landowners 66997
Roanoke County (Va.) - Maps - 1865-1885 - Landowners - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 66998
Roanoke Historical Society 12056
Roanoke, Lynchburg/Charlottesville & vicinity StreetFinder 66999
Roanoke (Va.) - Maps - 2001 - Road maps 66999
Roatán (Honduras) - Maps - 1835 81667
Roatan Island (Honduras) - Maps - 1775 67000
Roatán Island (Honduras) - Maps - 1782 - Fortification - Manuscripts 67001
Rob. Timm & Co. 9835
Roba, Jennifer 81158
Robacioli, Francesco, active 1602 83981
Robas 4323
Robas BV 8772
Robb, Alexander, fl. 1868 12989
Robb, Duncan M. 30143
Robb, E.F., fl. 1871 12840
Robb, Graham, 1958- 27560
Robb, James J., 1958- 82622, 82623
Robbe, J. 9129
Robbe's methode geographie 9129
Robbers SEE Brigands and Robbers 13954
Robbins, John W. 82880
Robbins Nest 82880
Robbins, Royal, 1787-1861 29419
Robbins, Seth 55803
Robero, Diogo, -1533 SEE Ribero, Diego, -1533 16851, 83864
Robert Bismark Insurance Agency (Lincoln, Ill.) 42304
Robert Blachford & Co. 2454
Robert Burlen & Son 46539
Robert Campbell and Co. 78749, 78750
Robert Campbell and Co. SEE ALSO Campbell, Robert, fl. 1806-1831 78749
Robert Clarke & Co. 13750, 36790, 36792, 36794, 36798, 40082, 48335, 48355, 48379, 48393, 48405, 48416, 48430, 48448, 48464, 48482, 48517,
48535, 48549, 48576, 76826, 76914
Robert de Bourbon, Duke of Parma, 1848-1907 79996, 83850
Robert de Vaugondy, Didier, 1723-1786 296, 1700, 2332, 2333, 2335, 2442, 2443, 2444, 3305, 7881, 9126, 9156, 9157, 9161, 9162, 9164, 9169,
9170, 9171, 9183, 9200, 9210, 9215, 9216, 9222, 9226, 9230, 9231, 9254, 9257, 9258, 9260, 9272, 9282, 9290, 9298, 9310, 10630, 10631, 10632,
11159, 11161, 11162, 11164, 11165, 13739, 13740, 14085, 14086, 14087, 15692, 18719, 18720, 18721, 18722, 25853, 25854, 25984, 25985, 26019,
26744, 26745, 27771, 28199, 28200, 28459, 29036, 29065, 29082, 29130, 30748, 30749, 30750, 30751, 30753, 32543, 32783, 32784, 34138, 34148,
34150, 35364, 36540, 38742, 38743, 38747, 45036, 45037, 45530, 48039, 48040, 50599, 57539, 57540, 57549, 57640, 58727, 62315, 62316, 62756,
62815, 63050, 64963, 64964, 65633, 65634, 67002, 67003, 67005, 67008, 67157, 67158, 67559, 67560, 67561, 67562, 67563, 67564, 67565, 67566,
67590, 67611, 67612, 69110, 69111, 69120, 70423, 70448, 70449, 70450, 72645, 72646, 72647, 72771, 72772, 75735, 75736, 76489, 84115
Robert de Vaugondy, Didier, 1723-1786. Atlas universel 67002
Robert de Vaugondy, Didier, 1723-1786. Atlas universel (1757) - Prospectuses 67008
Robert de Vaugondy, Didier, 1723-1786 - Bibliography 67006
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Roman (A.) & Co. (San Francisco. Calif.) SEE A. Roman & Co.  68566
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Roman books and their impact [except]  67114
Roman Britain: According to Antoninus, Ptolemy, and the discoveries of modern times / T. Reynolds, del. ; P. Roberts sculpt.  25021
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Roman cartography - Rome (Italy) - History, Ancient  27225, 27226
Roman Empire  67130
The Roman Empire (eastern and western) in the 4th century 67131
Roman Empire SEE Rome  67140
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The Roman land surveyors: an introduction to the Agrimensores 73561
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Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1554-2006 - Archaeology 67195
Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1555 67196
Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1557 67197, 67198, 67199
Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1560 67200
Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1561 67201
Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1567 - Archaeology 67202
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Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1570 - Archaeology 67203
Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1574 - Archaeology 67204
Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1577 23833, 67205
Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1582 - Archaeology 67206, 67207, 67208
Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1590 67209
Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1590 - Archaeology 67210
Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1593 67211
Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1602 - Archaeology 67212
Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1603 67213
Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1620 67214
Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1620 - Archaeology 67215
Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1625 67216
Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1625 - Pictorial works 67217, 67218
Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1650 - Archaeology 67219
Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1667 - Pictorial works 67220
Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1676 67221
Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1682 67222
Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1689 67223
Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1694 - Archaeology 67224
Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1704 67225
Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1704 - Antiquities 67225
Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1704 - Archaeology 67225
Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1705 38820
Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1721 67226
Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1730 67227
Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1748 67228, 67229, 67230
Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1778 - Antiquities 67231
Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1778 - Archaeology 67231
Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1781 67232
Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1792 67233
Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1800 67234
Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1818 67235
Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1820 62971
Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1825 67190
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Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1830 67236, 67237
Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1830 - Archaeology 67238
Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1840 - Pictorial works 67239
Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1847 38937
Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1850 - Archaeology 67240
Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1853 38681
Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1856-1857 38682
Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1858 67241
Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1862 67242
Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1864 67243
Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1866 38944
Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1867 38684, 38685, 67244
Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1869 38886, 67245
Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1870 67246
Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1872 38687, 38946
Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1875 38688, 38689
Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1875-1877 67247
Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1877 38690, 38691
Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1878 67248
Rome (Italy) - Maps - 1879 38692
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Rossi, Giovanni Antonio, 1489-1544   83807
Rossi, Giovanni Battista de, 1576-1656   14154, 22258, 62362
Rossi, Giovanni Battista de, 1822-1894   5134
Rossi, Giovanni Domenico de   25939
Rossi, Guido Alberto, 1949-    79956
Rossignol, Charles   32232
Rossi, Isseppo   57116
Rossi, Louis C.   65142
Rossi, Luigi   10647
Rossi, Marcian F. - Map collections   65140, 65141
Rossi, Massimo   79971
Rossi, Nelson   6681
Rossi, P. de   38791
Rossie (N.Y.) - Maps - 1853 - Lead Mines and Mining   67365
Rossignol, Charles   32232
Rossiiskaia akademia nauk   67721, 70024
Rossiiskaia akademiia nauk. Russkoe geograficheskoe obshchestvo SEE Russkoe geograficheskoe obshchestvo   67655
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Rossiiskaia natsional’naja biblioteka 158, 10568, 36698, 68238
Rossiiskaia natsional’naja biblioteka. Manuscript map 62768
Rossiiskaia natsional’naja biblioteka - Map collections 68238
Rossini, Luigi, 1790-1857 67315
Rossit, Claudio 22133
Rossit, Claudio, 1949- 10559, 17988
Rossiter, Edgar A., fl. ca. 1892-1953 73565
Rossiter, Frederick C,. b.1844 73565
Rossiter, Stuart 3591, 22416, 22417, 23198, 25404, 25405, 32903, 32906, 32907, 39175, 42692, 42697, 42702, 44289, 63251, 65644, 67292, 67297, 85215
Røst Island (Norway) - Maps 1650 67366
Rostochivm, Megapolensis ducatus vrbs nominis celebritate ... 83598
Rostociuvm vrbs Vandalica Anseatica et megapolitana 67368
Rostock (Germany) - Pictorial works 1620 67367, 67368
Rostock (Germany) - Pictorial works 1630 13769
Rostock (Germany) - Pictorial works 1633 13770
Rostovskaia oblast (Russia) - Maps 1540 67369
Rota, Maria Pia 31916, 31918
Rota, Martin, 1520-1583 22751, 22752, 22754, 22755, 22756, 41878
Rota Region (Spain) - Maps 1740 15079
Rota Region (Spain) - Maps 1785 15080
Rotary International 79141
Rota, Käthe 57310
Roth, Cecil, 1899- 45899
Roth, Ernst David, 1879-1964 20890
Roth, Erwin 11158
Roth, Joh. Georg, 1850-1896 10871, 10874, 10875
Roth's atlas nr 1 10871, 10874, 10875
Roth's atlas nr 3, for folkskolor 10841, 10844
Roth, Friedrich Rudolf von 9756, 9792
Rothenberg Region (Germany) 67377
Rothenburg (Germany), Battle of, 1645 67378
Rothenburg o. T., Dinkelsbühl, Nördlingen 67380
Rothenburg ob der Tauber (Germany) - Maps 1872 67381
Rothenburg ob der Tauber (Germany) - Pictorial works 1872 67382
Rothenburg ob der Tauber und Umgebung : praktischer Reiseführer 67379
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Rothensteiner, John E. (John Ernest), 1860-1936  53331
Rothert, Eduard  10031, 10032, 10163, 34236, 34240, 34241, 34242, 34246, 34262
Rothery, Frederick Montague  14919
Rothesay (Scotland) - Maps - 1872 - Harbors  31953
Rotthasaas, Jacob, 1836-1898 SEE Rothas, Frederick J., 1836-1898  55446
Rothier, Jessica Skwire  44188
Rothman, Juliet  67383
Rothrock, George A.  66363
Rothschild, J. (Jules), b. 1838  9424
Rothschild Atlas  nr 1 geografisk atlas  67385
Rothschild Atlas nr 4 geografisk atlas, II  67383
Rotteck, Carl von, 1775  41873
Rottenburg Region (Germany) - Maps  17913
Rotter, A. (Andrew), 1801-1883  80950
Rotterdam (Netherlands) - Map collections - Exhibitions - Catalogs  67383
Rotterdam in de zeventiende en achttiende eeuw  67388
Rotterdam (Netherlands) - Maps - 1620  67384
Rotterdam (Netherlands) - Maps - 1840 - Pictorial works  67385
Rotterdam (Netherlands) - Maps - 1851 - Pictorial works  53520
Rotterdam (Netherlands) - Maps - 1903  67386
Rotterdam (Netherlands) - Pictorial works - 1620  67387
Rotterdam (Netherlands) - Pictorial works - Collections, 1600-1799  67388
Rotterdam (Pieter Co.) Co., Amsterdam SEE Pieter Rotterdam in compagnie  12687
Rotterdam Region (Netherlands) - Maps - 1873  67389
Rotterdam Region (Netherlands) - Maps - 1878  67390, 67391
Rotterdam Region (Netherlands) - Maps - 1882  67392, 67393, 67394
Rotterdam Region (Netherlands) - Maps - 1884  67395
Rotterdam Region (Netherlands) - Maps - 1886  67396, 67397
Rotterdam Region (Netherlands) - Maps - 1889  67398, 67399
Rotterdam Region (Netherlands) - Maps - 1892  67400, 67401
Rotterdam Region (Netherlands) - Maps - 1896  67402
Rotterdam Region (Netherlands) - Maps - 1900  67403
Rotterdam Region (Netherlands) - Maps - 1903  67386, 67404
Rotterdam Region (Netherlands) - Maps - 1906  67404, 67406, 67407, 67408
Röttinger, Heinrich, 1869-  17758
Rottwell (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1552  67409
Rottwell (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1694  67410
Rottwil en Souabe  67410
Rotz, Jean  7747, 7748, 67411
Rotz, Jean. This boke of idrogaphy (Ms., 1542)  7748
Rouen, est une des premieres villes du royaume de France ...  67415, 67416
Rouen (France : Généralité) - Maps - 1715  33645
Rouen (France) - Maps - 1611 - Pictorial works  67413
Rouen (France) - Maps - 1620  67414
Rouen (France) - Maps - 1695 - Fortification  67415
Rouen (France) - Maps - 1713 - Fortification  67416
Rouen (France) - Maps - 1860  63078
Rouen (France) - Maps - 1864  63080
Rouen (France) - Maps - Bibliography  67417
Rouen (France) - Pictorial works - 1620  67418
Rouen (France) - Pictorial works - Bibliography  67417
Rouff, J.  27993
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Rouffach (France) - Maps - 1548-1552 - Pictorial maps 67419
Rouffach (France) - Pictorial works - 1548-1552 67419
Rouffach (France) - Pictorial works - 1620 28148
Rouge, Georges-Louis Le SEE Le Rouge, Georges-Louis 58888
Rougeron, P. N. (Pierre Nicolas) 9283, 9305
Rougeron, Vignerot & Cie 9501
A Rough catalogue of maps relating to Norwich and Norfolk 57200
Rough draft of cataloguing rules for maps [and] Tentative classification scheme for loose maps in John Carter Brown Library 18788
[Rough outline map of the Rio Grande, Gila, and Colorado River valleys in New Mexico and Arizona] 55248

Rouge, Georges - Louis Le SEE Le Rouge, Georges 58888
Rougeron, P. N. (Pierre Nicolas) 9283, 9305
Rougeron, Vignerot & Cie 9501
Rough Rock Demonstration School 57835
A Roughly-traced chart of the bay of Pensacola; drawn by French hand, about 1720 64180
Rougui 9443, 27949
Rougiere, Georges SEE Georges Rougiere 9446
Rouillé, P. N. (Pierre Nicolas) 9283, 9305
Rouiller, P. N. (Pierre Nicolas) 9283, 9305
Rouillé, M. 76456
Roujoux, P. G. (Prudence Guillaume), baron de, 1779-1836 29399, 29400, 29449, 29557
Roullet, Régis du 51173
Roumanie: atlas ethnographique 5989
The Round earth on flat paper 44619
The Round earth on flat paper: map projections used by cartographers / by Wellman Chamberlin; with drawings by Charles E. Riddiford. Map services of the National Geographic Society / by Gilbert Grosvenor 44665
Round Rock (Tex.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps 11017
The Round the world traveller: a complete summary of practical information / by D.E. Lorenz, (Ph.D., Columbia), author of "The new Mediterranean traveller", director of world wide cruises 3411
Roundhouses (Railroads) - Illinois - Cicero - Designs and plans - 1901 20819
Rounds, Keith, active 1981 85021
Rounds, Sterling Parker, 1828-1887 19484, 19487, 42114
Rountree's (Richmond, Va.) 66795
Rouse, E. Clive (Edward Clive), 1901-1997/=Little guides 14807
Rouse, James, fl. 1815-1827 27881, 81445
Rouse, Jno., active 1755 47580
Rousses Point (N.Y.) - Maps - 1814 76400, 76401, 76402
Rousseau, Alexandre, 18th cent. 28983
Rousseau, André, 1712-1778 12271, 12272, 12274, 12275
Rousseau, Joachim 27797
Rousseau, Lovel Harrison, 1818-1869 70183
Rousseau, T., fl. 1704-1781 18714, 18715, 28532
Rousseau, Willy 7721
Roussel, Capitaine SEE Roussel, Joseph 72788
Roussel, Claude, fl. 1683-1716 57391, 57392, 63042, 71166
Roussel, jeune 49249
Roussel, Joseph 65912, 72784, 72788
Roussel, M. 2328
Roussel, P. 8752, 8753
Roussel, Camille 9456
Roussillon (France) - Maps - 1668 3167
Roussillon (France) - Maps - 1777 41623
Roussillon (France) - Maps : Province - Maps - 1660 67421, 67422
Roussillon (France) - Maps : Province - Maps - 1682 18822
Roussillon (France) - Maps : Province - Maps - 1689 18823
Roussillon (France) - Maps : Province - Maps - 1695 - Fortification 12307
Roussillon (France) - Maps : Province - Maps - 1700 18829
Roussillon (France) - Maps : Province - Maps - 1713 - Fortification 12308
Roussillon (France) - Maps : Province - Maps - 1725 67423
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<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1741</td>
<td>Roussillon (France : Province) - Maps</td>
<td>18839</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1745</td>
<td>Roussillon (France : Province) - Maps</td>
<td>18840</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1986</td>
<td>Roussillon (France : Province) - Maps</td>
<td>65928</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1994</td>
<td>Roussin, Albin-Reine, baron, 1781-1854</td>
<td>4689, 4803, 8056, 70566</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Roussin, Jean François</td>
<td>45725, 45852, 45885, 57882</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19839</td>
<td>Route 1 (U.S.) SEE United States Highway 1</td>
<td>39473</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56793</td>
<td>Route 20 (U.S.) SEE United States Highway 20</td>
<td>56793</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27153</td>
<td>Route 27 (U.S.) SEE United States Highway 27</td>
<td>27153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61664</td>
<td>Route 44 (U.S.) SEE United States Highway 44</td>
<td>61664</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1926-1992</td>
<td>Route 66 : 66th anniversary</td>
<td>76193</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67424</td>
<td>Route 66 Association of Missouri</td>
<td>67424</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>76192</td>
<td>Route 66 (U.S.) SEE United States Highway 66</td>
<td>76192</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15204</td>
<td>Route 99 (U.S.) SEE United States Highway 99</td>
<td>15204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44080</td>
<td>Route and pictorial map of Maine</td>
<td>44080</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Route and pictorial map of Maine / issued by the State Highway Commission Augusta, Me.</td>
<td>1934-35 44076, 44077</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Route and surveys of the south magnetic polar party, 1908-09</td>
<td>13985</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Route and surveys of the southern journey party, 1908-09</td>
<td>13987</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70371</td>
<td>Route book</td>
<td>70371</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The Route book of Devon : a guide for the stranger and tourist to the towns, watering places, and other interesting localities of this county : with maps of the roads, county of Devon, and plans of Exeter, Plymouth, Devonport, and Stonehouse</td>
<td>23517</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1740</td>
<td>Route de douze vaisseaux commandés par M. de la Rochalar</td>
<td>57889</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Route de l'armée françoise depuis la Mississipi au fort des Natchez leué a la Boussolle et a l'estime. Cequi est ponctué est jou le rapport des Genr. du Says le Mississipi est de la carte Mr. Pouger</td>
<td>50568</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>66326</td>
<td>Route de l'armée françoise depuis le Mississipi au fort des Natches ...</td>
<td>66326</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62043</td>
<td>Route de Pignerol a Turin ...</td>
<td>62043</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62044</td>
<td>Route de Pignerola a Turin ...</td>
<td>62044</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21877</td>
<td>Route from New London to Saybrook</td>
<td>21877</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42594</td>
<td>Route guide and atlas of 100 miles round London</td>
<td>42594</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38415</td>
<td>Route guide and atlas of Ireland</td>
<td>38415</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25362</td>
<td>Route guide and atlas of West of England</td>
<td>25362</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Route guide and atlas to Scotland</td>
<td>14464</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>78639</td>
<td>Route map and flight notes</td>
<td>78639</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Route map and schedule of the incomparable Empire Builder / Great Northern Railway</td>
<td>60055</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Route map of Hartford, Conn. / Claude L. Yates</td>
<td>33578</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Route map of Massachusetts / Department of Public Works ; W.W. Mars, del. ; Cockayne, Boston</td>
<td>45470</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[Route map of the Chesapeake and Ohio Railway]</td>
<td>24411</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[Route map of Union Pacific Railway]</td>
<td>82374, 82387, 82401, 82435, 82456, 82475, 82484, 82495, 82506, 82518</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Route map to accompany Colonel Meline's &quot;Two Thousand Miles on Horseback&quot;</td>
<td>81843</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Route maps / Olympic Airways</td>
<td>84473</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Route maps : Pan Am</td>
<td>640</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Route maps : Pan American, world's most experienced airline</td>
<td>638</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Route maps : Scandinavia ... : Scandinavian Airlines</td>
<td>69317</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Route numbers in New England : showing also outstanding places of historical interest</td>
<td>54068</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Route numbers in New England : showing also outstanding places of historical interest : April 1930</td>
<td>54122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The Route of De Soto : Delisle's interpretation / Barbara Boston</td>
<td>70340</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The Route of Phoebe Snow</td>
<td>47951, 47983, 47995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Route of scouting expedition no. 1 consisting of 40 men of 1st Ogn. Cav. Co. 'G.' and 40 men of Co. 'H' 1st Ogn. Infty. from May 23d to June 6st [sic] 1865</td>
<td>39836</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Route of the Atlantic Coastal Highway</td>
<td>3895</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Route of the Eagles SEE Texas &amp; Pacific Railway</td>
<td>82517</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Route of the Gjøa through the North West Passage</td>
<td>59804</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Route of the Mormon pioneers from Nauvoo to Great Salt Lake</td>
<td>51769</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Route of the N &amp; W : Norfolk and Western Railway and connections</td>
<td>24478</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Route of the Orient Star : Philippine Airlines</td>
<td>84440</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Route of the River Raisin force, Aug. 19, 1812 - Jan. 18, 1813 / map by Robert W. Rowe</td>
<td>66870</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Route of the United States air mail : Buenos Aires-Chicago with Junius B. Wood of the Chicago Daily News / Chisholm</td>
<td>82785</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Rowe, George, 1796-1864 45535
Rowe, I. 31464
Rowe, J. H. 73405
Rowe, Margery M. 23510, 23571
Rowe, Robert W., 1924-2000 66870
Rowe, S. J. 69358, 75894, 75895
Rowe, William H. 76943
Rowell, Joseph Cummings, 1853-1938 15684, 15687
Rowes 19161
Rowland-Entwistle, Theodore 7258, 13047
Rowland (G.T.), firm SEE G.T. Rowland (Firm) 8613
Rowland, H. A. 45641
Rowland, Susan 73589
Rowland, William W., 1879-1967 67432, 67433, 77417
Rowles, Ruth Anderson 76203, 76204
Rowley, Gwyn, 1938-44742
Rowley (H.H.) & Co. 13566
Rowley, Harold Henry, 1890-1969 13012, 13033
Rowley & Peterson 13355, 33497, 42094, 75845
Rowley, Trevor, 1942-44742
Roworth (C.) & Sons SEE C. Roworth and Sons 35477
Rowoth, Charles, fl. 1799-1869 50247, 52047, 58742
Roxburge Club 3101, 3102, 7748
RoxburghClub 8569
Roy[a]ume et desert de Barca et l'Egypte ... 444
Roy, Bernard de, fl. 1664-1700 8737, 79736, 79741, 79743
Roy, Nicette 30570
Roy, Peter 19532
Roy, Pierre-Jean-Baptiste, 1775-1862 SEE Le Roy, Pierre-Jean-Baptiste, 1775-1862 32858
The Roy V. Boswell Collection for the History of Cartography, California State University, Fullerton : a description with some notes on cartography and maps / by Roy V. Boswell and Linda E. Herman 13664
Roy, William, 1726-1790 29194, 32483, 69531, 69532, 69955
The Royal atlas of England and Wales : reduced from the Ordnance Survey : a complete series of topographical maps, physical and statistical charts, town plans, and index of 35,000 names / edited by J.G. Bartholomew 25338, 25339
The Royal atlas of England & Wales 25343
The Royal atlas of modern geography : exhibiting, in a series of entirely original and authentic maps, the present condition of geographical discovery and research in the several countries, empires, and states of the world / by Alexander Keith Johnston 8143
The Royal atlas of modern geography : exhibiting, in a series of entirely original and authentic maps, the present condition of geographical discovery and research in the several countries, empires, and states of the world / by Alexander Keith Johnston$! 8233
The Royal Australasian world-atlas : a series of full coloured maps with index / by J.G. Bartholomew 8324
Royal Academy of St. Petersburg SEE Imperatorskaià akademiià nauk (Russia) 51840
Royal Anthropological Institute of Great Britain and Ireland 25680
Royal Archaeological Society of the Land van Waas SEE Koninklijke Oudheidkundige Kring van het Land van Waas 35086, 46041
The Royal atlas of England and Wales : reduced from the Ordnance Survey : a complete series of topographical maps, physical and statistical charts, town plans, and index of 35,000 names / edited by J.G. Bartholomew 25338, 25339
Royal Atlas of England and Wales 25343
The Royal atlas of modern geography : exhibiting, in a series of entirely original and authentic maps, the present condition of geographical discovery and research in the several countries, empires, and states of the world / by Alexander Keith Johnston 8143
The Royal atlas of modern geography : exhibiting, in a series of entirely original and authentic maps, the present condition of geographical discovery and research in the several countries, empires, and states of the world / by Alexander Keith Johnston$! 8233
The Royal Australasian world-atlas : a series of full coloured maps with index / by J.G. Bartholomew 8324
Royal Australian Survey Corps 59701
Royal Australian Survey Corps. Australia 1,506,880 59701
Royal Automobile Association of South Australia 11089
Royal Automobile Club (Great Britain) 25370, 26331, 28080
The Royal Automobile Club guide and handbook, 1929-30 25370
Royal Automobile Club of Canada 65994
Royal Automobile Club of South Africa 70371
Royal Blue Line Company 80973
Royal Blue Line Company. Free map and guide to Washington (1925) 80973
The Royal Blue route 25456
Royal cabinet atlas 8018
The Royal cabinet atlas : universal compendium of all places in the known world ; with one hundred colored plates 8040
Royal Colonial Institute (Great Britain) 81684, 81687
Royal Cosmographers SEE Cosmographers royal 1500
Royal Danish Ministry of Education 23086
Royal Dutch Geographical Society see Koninklijk Nederlands Aardrijkskundig Genootschap 41298
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Royal English atlas  14534
The Royal English atlas : eighteenth century county maps of England and Wales by Emanuel Bowen and Thomas Kitchin ...  25135
Royal English atlas (facs1828ed)  6667

Royal Geographical Society (Great Britain) - Exhibitions - Catalogs  52876
Royal Geographical Society: a record, 1931-55  67436
Royal Geographical Society (Great Britain)  165, 371, 2117, 2385, 2387, 2467, 2484, 2495, 3135, 5100, 6630, 8183, 8553, 8664, 8665, 14066, 14129, 14517, 14595, 16762, 18293, 23635, 23642, 24941, 25346, 25420, 25421, 26218, 30627, 32969, 32983, 33536, 37456, 44638, 44667, 44909, 45771, 46162, 52876, 57110, 57111, 59723, 67436, 67437, 67441, 72981, 73478, 73626, 79934, 83686, 83772, 83783, 83988, 83989, 84425, 85225, 85332

Royal Geographical Society (Great Britain) - Bibliography  3137, 67437
Royal Geographical Society (Great Britain) - Catalogs  44555
Royal Geographical Society (Great Britain) - Exhibitions  23635
Royal Geographical Society (Great Britain). Fordham Collection  67440
Royal Geographical Society (Great Britain). Journal, 1830-1914  67438
Royal Geographical Society (Great Britain). Library  67439
Royal Geographical Society (Great Britain). Library - 1936  18772
Royal Geographical Society (Great Britain). Manuscript. 14.B.6  45834
Royal Geographical Society (Great Britain). Manuscript. 14.B.7  45834
Royal Geographical Society (Great Britain) - Map collections  17874, 25420, 25421
Royal Geographical Society (Great Britain) - Map collections - Catalogs  67440, 67441
Royal Geographical Society (Great Britain). Supplementary papers  67437
The Royal Geographical Society history of world exploration / general editor, John Keay  23642
Royal Greenwich Observatory  52734
Royal Historical Society (Great Britain) - Catalogs  44469
Royal Historical Society (Great Britain). Transactions v. 14 (1900)  52270
Royal illustrated atlas  8195
The Royal illustrated atlas of modern geography : with an introductory notice by N. Shaw, Secretary to the Royal Geographical Society &c  8183
Royal Institute of International Affairs  16627, 30599
Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors. Surrey County Branch  30954
The Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors : Geomatics'99 : proceedings of the Geomatics Division Conference, University of Nottingham, 10-12 September 1999  30954
Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors  17184
The Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors : Geomatics'99 : proceedings of the Geomatics Division Conference, University of Nottingham, 10-12 September 1999  30954
Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors. Geomatics Division. Conference (1999 : University of Nottingham)  30954
Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors. Surrey County Branch  73507
Royal Irish Academy  7042, 23635, 23642, 24941, 25346, 25420, 25421, 26218, 30627, 32969, 32983, 33536, 37456, 44638, 44667, 44909, 45771, 46162, 52876, 57110, 57111, 59723, 67436, 67437, 67441, 72981, 73478, 73626, 79934, 83686, 83772, 83783, 83988, 83989, 84425, 85225, 85332
Royal Library (Sweden) SEE Kungliga Biblioteket (Sweden)  73760
Royal Library (Netherlands) SEE Koninklijke Bibliotheek (Netherlands)  81576
Royal Library (Denmark) SEE Kongelige Bibliotek (Denmark)  28347
Royal Library (Belgium) SEE Bibliothèque royale de Belgique  53353
Royal Library (Denmark) SEE Kongelige Bibliotek (Denmark)  28347
Royal Library (Netherlands) SEE Koninklijke Bibliotheek (Netherlands)  81576
Royal Library (Sweden) SEE Kungliga Biblioteket (Sweden)  73760
The royal map collections of England  25035, 44489
Royal Melbourne Zoological Gardens  67442
Royal Melbourne Zoological Gardens - 1988  67442
Royal Military College atlas  8455
Royal Military College, Sandhurst  39219, 67443
Royal Military College, Sandhurst - Maps - 1880-1881 - Manuscripts  67443
The Royal Navy and the northwest coast of North America, 1810-1914 : a study of British maritime ascendancy  59726
Royal Oak Foundation  42372
Royal Ontario Museum  17028, 17245, 17246, 52220, 61976
Royal Ontario Museum. Canadiana Dept.  61977
Royal Ontario Museum - Map Collections - Exhibitions - Catalogs  17245, 17246, 61977
The Royal patrons of the cartography of Edmund Halley, 1656-1742  33361
Royal relief atlas  8239, 8252
The Royal road to Mexico : a travel log--an interpretation--a plea for friendship / by William C.S. Pellowe  46519
Royal Scandinavia  69330
Royal Scottish Geographical Society's atlas of Scotland : a series of sixty-two plates of maps and plans illustrating the topography, physiography, geology, natural history, and climate of the country / designed by and prepared under the direction of J  69628
Royal Scottish Museum  3466
Royal Scottish Museum - Exhibitions  3466
The Royal shilling atlas : a complete series of maps with index / by J.G. Bartholomew  8318
Royal Society (Great Britain)  7787, 7797, 7874, 11789, 17089, 18938, 18939, 25143, 25152, 32466, 48088, 48093
Royal Society of Arts (Great Britain)  32387
Royal Society of Canada  25586, 46070
Royal Society of Edinburgh  20548
Royal Ulster Works  8198, 8204, 8228
Royal United Service Institution (Great Britain) - Map Collections  44569
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The Royal universal atlas, of the principal empires, kingdoms, and states, in the known world / engraved in a superior style, by Kirkwood and Sons, Edinburgh 17909
Le Royaume d'Angleterre distingué en ses provinces 25073, 25074
Le Royaume d'Angleterre : divisé dans les sept royaumes, ou Heptarchies, des Anglois-Saxons, et la principauté. de Galles divisée en deux parties : et ces royaumes et parties subdivisées en cinquante deux comtés, ou shires / par le Sr. Sanson d'Abbeville 25106
Le Royaume d'Angleterre divisé en comtez et baronies 25113
Le Royaume d'Angleterre divise en plusieurs parties subdivisées en comtez ou sheries 25077
Le Royaume d'Angleterre divisé selon les sept royaumes ... / par le Sr. Robert 25134
Le Royaume d'Angleterre divise selon les sept royaumes ... / par E. Haussard fecit 25120, 25121
Le Royaume d'Angleterre, distingué en ses provinces 25079
Royaume d'Annan, comprenant les royaumes de Tumkin et de la Cocinchine / designé par les peres de la Compagnie de Iesus ; I. Somer, sculp. 80254
Le Royaume d'Aragon 2327, 2329
Le Royaume d'Aragon : diuisé en sept dioeceses et en / par le Sr. Sanson d'Abbeville, geogr. ordre. de Sa Majét., 1741 2331
Le Royaume d'Escosse divisé en parties septentrionale & meridionale ... 69474, 69478
Le Royaume d'Irlande diuisé en ses provinces ... 38248
Le Royaume d'Irlande diuisé en ses provinces, subdivisé en sheries ... 38243
Le Royaume d'Irlande divisé en provinces 38246, 38267
Royaume d'Irlande divisé en ses provinces, subdivisé en sheries ou comtés ... 38244
Royaume d'Irlande diuisé en ses quatre provinces / par le Sr. Robert 38320
Royaume d'Irlande divisé en ses quatre provinces / par le Sr. Robert ... ; Guill. Delahaye sculpst 38270, 38271
Le Royaume de Boheme 13301
Le Royaume de Boheme carte reduite sur celle de 25 feuilles faite á Prague 22637
Royaume de Boheme : diuisé en ses douce cercles / reduite d'après la carte de M. Muller 13309
Royaume de Boheme, le Duché de Silesie /.../ dressés d'apres les cartes de Muller, par le Sr. Robert ... 13307, 13308
Le Royaume de Boheme, le duché de Silésie /.../ par le Sr. Robert 22642
Le Royaume de Dalmatie ... la Morlaquie et la Bosnie 85203
Royaume de Danemarck, qui comprend le Nort-Jutland divisé en ses quatre dioceeses ... / par le Sr. Robert ... 23136, 23137
Royaume de Danemarck qui comprend le Nort-Jutland ... / par le Sr. Robert ... 23152
Le Royaume de Danemarck subdivisé en ses principales provinces ... 23112
Le Royaume de Danemarck, divisé en ses provinces 23116
Le Royaume de Danemarck subdivisé en ses principales provinces / par le S. Sanson ... ; presenté a Monseigneur le Dauphin par ... Hubert Jaillot 23133
Royaume de Danemarq / par le Sr. Sanson d'Abbeville, geographe ordinaire de S.M. 23131
Le Royaume de France, distingué suivant l'estendue de toutes ses provinces, et ses acquisitions ... 27657
Le Royaume de France divisé en 83 departemens, suivant les décrets de l'Assemblée Nationale des 15 Janvier, 16 et 26 Fevrier 1790 ... / par C. E. Delamarche successeur de M. de Vaugondy ... 27801
Le Royaume de France divisé en toutes ses provinces 27695
Le Royaume de France divisé en toutes ses provinces comprises sous douze gouvernements generaux ... / par le Sr. Sanson ; presenté a Monseigneur le Dauphin par ... Hubert Jaillot 27702
Le Royaume de France divisé en toutes ses provinces et les acquisitions 27665
Le Royaume de France : divisé par gouvernement militaires / Dressée sur les observations astronomiques Par le Sr. Janvier, geographe 27790
Le Royaume de France divisé par gouvernements de provinces 27729
Le Royaume de France divisé par gouvernements militaire / dressée ... par le Sr. Janvier, geographe 27867
Le Royaume de France divisé suivant les gouvernemens généraux / par le Sr. Robert 27725, 27726
Le Royaume de France fait conforme aux cartes ... 27716
Le Royaume de France : fait conforme aux cartes, imprémées, et manuscrites, desirees sur la situation des lieux et conferee avec les itineraires anciens et modernes / aux depens de Matthieu Seutter ... a Augsburg 27710
Le Royaume de Galice divisé en plusieurs territoires et les Asturies ... / Dressez sur les memoires de Rodrigo Mendez Silva et presenté a sa Majesté tres Christienne par ... I. B. Nolin ; T. Rousseau sculp. 28532
Le Royaume de Galice divisé en plusieurs territoires et les Asturies ... 72699
Le Royaume de Hongrie ... 34934
Le Royaume de Hongrie, diuisé en haute et basse Hongrie, Transilvanie, Esclavonie et Croatie / dressé par le Sr. Janvier, géographe 11538
Le Royaume de Hongrie divisé dans ces cercles, et comtés dressé sur les meilleures cartes 34956
Le Royaume de Hongrie et des pays qui en dependoient autrefois 11530
Le Royaume de Hongrie, et les estats qui en ont esté sujets, et qui sont presentement la partie septentrionale de la Turquie en Europe ... 11514
Le Royaume de Hongrie et les estats qui en ont été sujets et qui font presentem. la partie septentrionale de la Turquie en Europe : ou sont les beglerbeglicz, ou gouvernements, de Bude, de Temeswar, de Bosnie, et partie de celuy de Romelie, dans chacun ... 34939
Le Royaume de Hongrie, et les estats qui en ont esté sujets ... 34922
Le Royaume de Hongrie et les Estats qui ont esté unis á sa couronne ... 34924
Le Royaume de Hongrie, la Transilvanie, l'esclavonie la Croatie et la Bosnie 34942
Le Royaume de Hongrie, principauté de Transilvanie ... / par le Sr. Robert ... 34945, 34946
Le Royaume de Hongrie, principauté de Transilvanie, Sclavonie, Croatie ... / par le Sr. Robert ... 34966
Royaume de Naples 39204, 39212
Le Royaume de Naples divisé en douze provinces 39207, 39208, 39209, 39221
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Le Royaume de Naples divisé en ses douze provinces 39211
Le Royaume de Naples et de Sicile ... 39224
Royaume de Naples / par N. Sanson d'Abbeville, geogr. du roy ; A.B. de la Plaets sculpit 52632
Royaume de Nauarre : diuisé en six merindades / par le Sr. Sanson d'Abbeville, geogr. du roy ; J. Sommer sculp. 52851
Royaume de Norwege : subdivisé en ses principaux gouvernements / tiré de divers memoires / par G. Sanson, geographe ordinaire du roy 60080
Le Royaume de Pologne divisé en ses duchés et provinces ... / par le Sr. Robert de Vaugondy ... 65018, 65019
Le Royaume de Pologne, le grand duché de Lithuanie ... 65016, 65030
Le Royaume de Pologne / par le Sr. Robert de Vaugondy ... 65054
Le Royaume de Portugal divisé en cinq grandes provinces 65360
Le Royaume de Portugal et des Algarves ... 65355
Le Royaume de Prusse ... 65691
Le Royaume de Sardaigne / dressée sur les cartes manuscrites levées dans le pays par les ingénieurs Piemontois 68917
Le Royaume de Suede et ses acquisitions ... 69172
Les Royaumes d'Espagne et de Portugal : divisés par grandes provinces / dressés sur les observations astronomiq par le Sr. Janvier, géographe 72750
Les Royaumes d'Espagne et de Portugal ... / par le Sr. Janvier, geographe 72779
Les Royaumes d'Espagne et de Portugal / par le Sr. Robert ... ; Guill. Delahaye sculpit 72732, 72733
Les Royaumes d'Espagne et de Portugal / par M. Bonne, Ingr. Hydrographe de la Marine 72751
Les Royaumes de Naples et de Sicile 39214
Les Royaumes de Pologne er de Prusse : avec le duché de Curlande divisés en provinces et Palatinats / dressés sure les observations astronomiques par le Sr. Sanson d'Abbeville, g 65035
Les Royaumes de Suede et de Norwege divisés en leurs provinces ou gouvernemens / par le S. Robert de Vaugondy ... ; E. Haussard fecit 69204, 69205
Les Royaumes de Suede et Norwege divisés par provinces et gouvernements / par le Sr. Janvier ... 69229
Les Royaumes de Valence et de Murec 79766, 79767
Royaumont, Sieur de, 1625-1709 SEE Fontaine, Nicolas, 1625-1709 12680
Roye, Charles, 1845-1923 478, 8056
Rozemond, A. J. H. 53620
Rozet, M. (Claude Antoine), 1798-1858 1625-1709 12680
Roze, Charles 7705, 7708
Royo, F. 72837
Rubenstein, James M. 30629
Rübéstame, Otto 33357
Ruber, Joannes Antonius, 1489-1544 SEE Rossi, Giovanni Antonio, 1489-1544 83807
Rubin, Rehav 13249
Rubin, Chaim T. SEE Rubinstein, Hayim 39731
Rubinstein, E. S. 67897
Rubinstein, Hayim 39731
Rubio, F. 78371
Rubio, Julio Alberto 66132
Rubio, Julio Alberto. Guía ilustrada de turismo en Guatemala (1933) 66132
Rubie's Sternwheelers 13249
Rubie's Sternwheelers, Inc. : Belennerhassett Island tours on a real sternwheeler 13249
Rubovitz, Norma 84343
Ruchacz, Wilhelm 34144
Ruchman, David 19906
Rucker, Elisabeth 69337
Rudd & Carleton 57912
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Rudd, Eric 22534, 71127, 84691
Rudder, B. de (Bernhard), 1894- 11328
Ruddiman Johnston & Co. 1223, 1224, 8272, 8326, 28001, 39127, 45737, 52758, 67253, 67258, 67260, 67679, 67682, 69611, 69626, 69632, 72852, 72858
Ruddock, S. A. (Samuel Abiel), 1767? 1828 21178, 70778
A Rude outline chart of part of coast of North Carolina and Albemarle River, in North Carolina; drawn about 1660 1133
Rudge (William E.) & Sons SEE William E. Rudge’s Sons 55578
Rüdiger Verlag 67125
Rudigern, A. 9610
Rudimenta cosmographica 4182, 10886
Rudimenta cosmographica = Elementele cosmografiei, Brasov 1542, textul original latin si traducerea in limba romana de Valeria Caliman; cu o introducere de Paul Binder si Gernot Nussbächer 34638
[Rudimentorum cosmographiae] 22305
Rudimentorum cosmographicorum 4184, 4187, 4195, 10889, 28906
Rudiments of geography 29199, 29248, 29249, 29250, 29357, 29358, 29394, 29413, 29421, 29422, 29430, 29435
Rudolf, H., (Engraver) 31814
Rudolf Schmidt's Bayrischer Schulatlas : 46 Haupt-und 81 Nebenkarten auf 46 Kartenseiten : für die Zwecke bayrischer Volks- und Mittelschulen / eingerichtet und herausgegeben von Hans Reinlein 10171
Rudolph & Dieterici 7579
Rudolph, Emil 22026, 33925, 41521
Rudolph, H. 52303
Rudolph, Norman Guthrie, 1900-1985 44359
Rudolph's map of Highland Park, Lake County, Illinois 33925
Rudolph's map of Lake Forest, Lake County, Illinois 41521
Rudolstadt (Germany) - Maps 1932 75160
Rudy, Darla 48169
Rudy Lamont Ruggles Collection (Newberry Library) 1868, 3595, 10989, 10990, 12035, 12324, 12325, 13167, 19412, 19415, 19989, 19990, 19995, 20001, 23865, 70258, 76494, 79349, 81572, 81769, 81791, 81793, 81795, 81797, 83617, 83618
Rue, Joseph 49135, 54773
Rue, Philippe de la SEE La Rue, Philippe de 9258
Rueckert, Carl 12923
Ruegen und die Ostseebaeder Pommerns 67449
Ruegg 73947
Ruegg (H.) & Co. SEE H. Ruegg & Co. 43613
Rüegg & Schaufelberger 26146, 43611, 43612
Ruehl von Lilienstern, Johann Jakob Otto August, 1780-1847 SEE Rühle von Lilienstern, Johann Jakob Otto August, 1780-1847 10899
Ruelens, C. (Charles), 1820-1890 64324, 70097
Rufach (France) SEE Rouffach (France) 67419
Ruff, D. G., fl. 1930-1932 70827, 70828, 70830, 70832
Ruffmann, Karl-Heinz 17761
Ruffner, E. H. (Ernest Howard), b. 1845 61324, 70603
Ruffner, William Henry, 1824- 67065
Ruffoni, 16th cent. 79903
Rufs, Catherine Mary 32436
Rufs, J. 32436
Rufus Adams & Co. (New York, N.Y.) 40100, 81898, 81899, 81903, 81907, 81909
Rufus Blanchard: Chicago’s earliest map publisher 44671
Ruga, Pietro, fl. 1816-1827 67235
Ruge, Sophus, 1831-1903 5349, 10038, 16856, 17762, 18387, 25792, 28364, 73215
Ruge, Walther, 1865- 44486, 80566
Rügen (Germany) - Maps - Collections 1550-1809 65179
Rügen (Germany) - Maps - 1584-1606 69369
Rügen (Germany) - Maps - 1588 23664
Rügen (Germany) - Maps - 1682 67444
Rügen (Germany) - Maps - 1682 67445
Rügen (Germany) - Maps - 1716 67446
Rügen (Germany) - Maps - 1725 67447
Rügen (Germany) - Maps - 1730 - Nautical charts 70189
Rügen (Germany) - Maps - 1745 67448
Rügen (Germany) - Maps - 1921 67449
Rügen (Germany) - Maps - 1924 31723
Rügen (Germany) - Maps - 1925 67450
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Year(s)</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>67451</td>
<td>Rügen : Illustrierter Führer / von Erwin Volckmann</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67451</td>
<td>Rügen Island (Germany) - Description and travel</td>
<td>1909</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67452</td>
<td>Rügen Island (Germany) - Maps</td>
<td>1650</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67453</td>
<td>Rügen Island (Germany) - Maps</td>
<td>1813</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67454</td>
<td>Rügen Island (Germany) - Maps</td>
<td>1909</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67455</td>
<td>Rügen Island (Germany) - Maps</td>
<td>1920-1921</td>
<td>19105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67456</td>
<td>Rügen Island (Germany) - Pictorial works</td>
<td>1872</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39906</td>
<td>Rugenbräu (Interlaken, Switzerland)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3628</td>
<td>Ruger, Albert. Bird's eye view of the city of Urbana, Champaign County, Illinois ...</td>
<td>1869</td>
<td>19105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3628</td>
<td>Ruger, Albert. Bird's eye view of the city of Urbana, Champaign County, Illinois ...</td>
<td>1869</td>
<td>19105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>66618</td>
<td>Rüger, Christoph B.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5103</td>
<td>Reger, Edw.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67452</td>
<td>Rugge Island (Germany) SEE Rügen Island (Germany)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20613</td>
<td>Ruggieri, Michele</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45051</td>
<td>Ruggles, E., Jr.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73036</td>
<td>Ruggles, H. C., fl. 1867</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34851</td>
<td>Ruggles, Richard I., 1923</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44403</td>
<td>Ruggles, Richard Irwin, 1923-17030, 44402, 44403</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70140</td>
<td>Ruggles, Rudy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11301</td>
<td>Rugh, Susan Sessions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67444</td>
<td>Rugia insula ac duca tus accuratissime descripta</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67447</td>
<td>Rugia insula ac duca tus accuratissimé descripta</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60324</td>
<td>Ruhen, Olaf</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10406</td>
<td>Ruhl (Moritz), firm SEE Moritz Ruhl (Firm)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9665</td>
<td>Rühle von Lillienstern, Johann Jakob Otto August, 1780-1847</td>
<td></td>
<td>10899</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9665</td>
<td>Ruhnstruck, W.</td>
<td></td>
<td>31562</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67456</td>
<td>Ruhr (Germany : Region) - Maps</td>
<td>1959</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67456</td>
<td>Ruhrgebiet</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67457</td>
<td>Ruhrgebiet (MIHAG)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29141</td>
<td>Röhrs, Friedrich, 1779-1820</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29142</td>
<td>Ruins and site museums : Puruchuco, Pachacamac</td>
<td></td>
<td>64257</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18992</td>
<td>Ruins in the Maya area</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Ruins of Abó</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65933</td>
<td>Ruins of Anteopolis</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2168</td>
<td>Ruins of Antinoe</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27283</td>
<td>Ruins of Fort Chartres</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40480</td>
<td>Ruins of Kamac</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>63460</td>
<td>Ruins of Pecos</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>63462</td>
<td>Ruins of Pecos -- Astek [!] church</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>63461</td>
<td>Ruins of Pecos -- Catholic church</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69834</td>
<td>Ruins of Selinus</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74163</td>
<td>Ruins of the ancient city of Palmyra ; The remains of the great temple of the sun in Palmyra from the west / A. Bell Prin. Wal. sculptor fecit</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72240</td>
<td>Ruiz, Augustin, 16th cent. SEE Ruiz, Augustin, 16th cent.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16577</td>
<td>Ruiz, Antonio, fl. 1799</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72240</td>
<td>Ruiz, Augustin, 16th cent. - Travel</td>
<td>1581</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72240</td>
<td>Ruiz, Augustin, 16th cent. - Maps</td>
<td>1869</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67852</td>
<td>Ruiz de Olano, Pedro</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67871</td>
<td>Ruiz-Guinaez, Enrique</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>63410</td>
<td>Ruiz Hernandez, Pío</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46563</td>
<td>Ruiz Naufal, Víctor M.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46257, 46258</td>
<td>Ruiz, Teofilo</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51973, 51974, 51978, 51995</td>
<td>Rule, Pauline</td>
<td>17964</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39480</td>
<td>Rules for observance by visitors and residents in the territories of H.H. the Maharaja of Jammu and Kashmir</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52469</td>
<td>Rules for the transliteration of placenames occuring on foreign maps</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67126</td>
<td>Rumänien</td>
<td></td>
<td>39480</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65889</td>
<td>Rumbergh, G. P. C.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11506</td>
<td>Rumelia - Maps</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18728</td>
<td>Rümmer, Colonel</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3566</td>
<td>Rumerfield, B. F.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44933</td>
<td>Ruminations on the borderlands of cartography</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Rumney, Thomas A. 76197
Rumoldus Mercator 46115
Rump, H. W. 66517
Rumpp 77713
Rumsey, David, 1944- 18606, 67459, 67460
Rumsey, David, 1944- Map collections 67458, 67459
Rumsey, David, 1944- Map collections 67458, 67459
Rumsey, William D. 41901
Runck, Jesse H. 29580
Rund um den Genfer See (Lac Léman) : Ein Führer durch die Orte: Genf, Lausanne, Vevey, Montreux etc., nebst. Ausflügen in die Umgebung / Hrg. von Leo Woerl ; mit Plänen von Genf und Lausanne, Illustrationen und einer Karte vom Genfer See 28721
Rund um Nürnberg = Pleasant motor-trips round Franconia 28218
Rundlett, Louis J. Geography of New Hampshire (1907) 30529
Runge, I. 9842
Runge, Jürgen 18080
Runnels County (Tex.) - 1879: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche 67461
Runnels County (Tex.) - 1890-1899 - Landowners 67462
Runnels County (Tex.) - Maps - 1898 - Landowners 67463
Running Press 7442
Running Press gem world atlas : a complete guide to the countries of the world 7442
Runnion, James B. 60240
Rupellae obsidio regnante Ludovico XIII regnum administrante Richeleo = Le siege de La Rochelle sous le regne de Louis XIII et sous le ministere du Cardinal de Richelieu / Jac. Callot fec. 67029
Ruphon, Jacopo, fl. 1664-1680 34032
Rupprech, Fel. 9948
Rural images : estate maps in the Old and New Worlds / edited by David Buisseret 25649
Rural images : the estate plan in the Old and New Worlds / catalog prepared by David Buisseret 25647
Ruremundanus, Joannes, fl. 1540 28883
Rurick (Ship) SEE Riurik (Brig) 75592
Rus (The Slavic word) 67708
Russell, Benjamin B. 65244
Russell, Edward J. 8705, 8706, 8707
Russell and Sons, engravers, London SEE Russell & Sons 34410
Russell and Struthers SEE Russell & Struthers 30148
Russell, Anna, fl. 1870 29946
Russell, B. B. 4999
Russell, C. J. W. 8045, 8083, 51877, 81435
Russell & Cockrell (Amarillo, Tex.) 72418
Rush County (Ind.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners 67464
Rush County (Ind.) - Maps - 1856 - Landowners 67465
Rush Street Bridge (Chicago, Ill.) - Pictorial works - 1884 1
Rushbrook Williams, L. F. (Laurence Frederic), 1890-1978 36657, 36658, 36659, 36661
Rushing to capitalism, Estonia trounces its ex-Soviet mates / by Marshall Ingwerson 25652
Rusling, James Fowler, 1834-1918 71363
Russegger, Joseph, 1802-1863 48134
Russell 29485
Russell, Allen T. 23907
Rushville Citizen (Rushville, Ill.) 35668
[Runnels County (Tex.) - 1879: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 67461
[Runnels County (Tex.) - 1890-1899 - Landowners] 67462
[Runnels County (Tex.) - Maps - 1898 - Landowners] 67463
[Runnels County (Tex.) - 1879: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 67461
[Runnels County (Tex.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners] 67464
[Runnels County (Tex.) - Maps - 1856 - Landowners] 67465
[Runnels County (Tex.) - Maps - 1867 - Landowners] 67466
[Runnels County (Tex.) - Maps - 1879 - Landowners] 67467
[Runnels County (Tex.) - Maps - 1895 - Landowners] 67468
[Runnels County (Tex.) - 1895: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 67468
[Runnels County (Tex.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners] 67469
[Runnels County (Tex.) - Maps - 1971 - Landowners] 67470
[Runnels County (Tex.) - Maps - 1879-1899 - Landowners] 67471
[Runnels County (Tex.) - Maps - 1856-1899 - Landowners] 67472
[Runnels County (Tex.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners] 67473
[Runnels County (Tex.) - Maps - 1856-1899 - Landowners] 67474
[Runnels County (Tex.) - Maps - 1867 - Landowners] 67475
[Runnels County (Tex.) - Maps - 1879 - Landowners] 67476
[Runnels County (Tex.) - Maps - 1895 - Landowners] 67477
[Runnels County (Wis.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners] 67478
[Runnels County (Wis.) - Maps - 1856-1899 - Landowners] 67479
[Runnels County (Wis.) - Maps - 1856-1899 - Landowners] 67480
[Runnels County (Wis.) - Maps - 1867 - Landowners] 67481
[Runnels County (Wis.) - Maps - 1879 - Landowners] 67482
[Runnels County (Wis.) - Maps - 1895 - Landowners] 67483
[Runnels County (Wis.) - Maps - 1895 - Landowners] 67484
[Runnels County (Wis.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners] 67485
Russell, E., 19th cent. 62891
Russell, E. Hamilton 39113
Russell, F. D. 42237
Russell, firm (Penge, England) 8056, 31491, 48234, 48235, 76628
Russell, Frank A., fl. 1914 14682
Russell (G.W.) & Son SEE G.W. Russell & Son (Firm) 29341
Russell (George) & Co. SEE Geo. Russell & Co. 4968
Russell, George L. 79030
Russell, Israel Cook, 1852-1906 13376
Russell, J. C. 7875, 7877, 7904, 7921, 7945, 7974, 7997, 8011, 29151, 29167, 29180, 29221, 29387, 34410, 41892, 45906, 66133
Russell, J. C., fl. 1798-1827 SEE Russell, J. C. 7997
Russell, John, 1919-2008 74060
Russell, John, active 1733-1795 7872, 7875, 7877, 7914, 7921, 7961, 15997, 24088, 24094, 24098, 28334, 29105, 29120, 29127, 29162, 29201, 29221, 29234, 29235, 30755, 30756, 30757, 30758, 30760, 30761, 30771, 30773, 30785, 40621, 52477, 53878, 57661, 58897, 58900, 58901, 70487, 70498, 71324, 71326, 76513, 80947, 81624, 81637
Russell, junior 29221
Russell, Odiorne, and Co. 29437
Russell (Ont. : County) - Maps - 1862-1881 - Landowners 73294
Russell, P. 25131
Russell & Price 14228
Russell, R. R. 80844
Russell, S. 29202
Russell's atlas of ancient geography with a consulting index: composed from the latest & best authorities / by J.C. Russell 34410
Russell's General atlas of modern geography: composed from the latest & best authoriies / by J.C. Russell; accompanied by a consulting index 7997
Russell & Sons 34410
Russell & Struthers 30044, 30052, 30074, 30140, 30148, 30173, 30203, 30381, 34073
Russell, William, 1741-1793 32559, 57627, 57630, 57631
Russia 9288, 10753, 10754, 10756, 10758, 10759, 12932, 43644, 51830, 67627, 67628, 67672, 67673, 67676, 67685, 67689, 67711, 67727, 67729, 67730
Russia 1462-1914; Russia 1914-1939 67480
Russia. Admiralteiskoi kollegii 11639
Russia alba or Moscovia... 67712
Russia and the Russians, in 1842 68222
Russia. Armiia 67619
Russia. Armiia. Glavnoe upravlenie Generalnogo shtaba. Otdiel General-Kvartirmeistera 22429
Russia. Armiia. Glavnyi shtab. Voenno-istoricheskaia kommisiia 67737
Russia, Asiatic SEE Asiatic Russia 3440
Russia Asiatica 1835/ Giosuè Russo del. ; Vincenzo Russo inc. ; Luigi Russo ser. 67646
Russia: complete geographical survey 67685
Russia. Depo kart 67610
Russia - Description and travel - 1500-1599 67471, 67472
Russia - Description and travel - 1549 67473
Russia - Description and travel - 1550 67474
Russia - Description and travel - 1561 32389
Russia - Description and travel - 1843 68222
Russia - Description and travel - Early works to 1800 67475, 67476
Russia - Discovery and Exploration 67477
Russia, divided into its governments 67577
Russia, divided into its governments / by Samuel Dunn 67592, 67594
Russia - Ecclesiastical geography - Maps - 1855 43644
Russia Europea / Giosuè Russo dis. ; L. Russo scr. ; Vincenzo Russo inc. ; Luigi Russo ser. 67644
Russia Europea meridion[al]e / Giosuè Russo del. ; Vincenzo Russo inc. ; Luigi Russo scr. 67647
Russia - Explorations - Historical geography - Maps - 1959 (Provisional Heading) 67478
Russia (Federation). Russian National Library SEE Rossiskaia natsional'naia biblioteka 68238
Russia. Gidrograficheskii departament 39952
Russia. Giidrograficheskii departament 39952
Russia. Glavnoe upravlenie geodezii i kartografii SEE Soviet Union. Glavnoe upravlenie geodezii i kartografii 68239
Russia - Historical geography - 1968 67479
Russia - Historical geography - Maps - 1462-1939 67480
Russia - Historical geography - Maps - 1552-1740 11881
Russia - Historical geography - Maps - 1654 67481
Russia - Historical geography - Maps - 1770 67572, 67573
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Russia - Historical geography - Maps - 1772 67575
Russia - Historical geography - Maps - 1801-1917 67482
Russia - Historical geography - Maps - 1812-1813 67483
Russia - Historical geography - Maps - 1820 67629
Russia - Historical geography - Maps - 1821 67630
Russia - Historical geography - Maps - 1845 67484
Russia - Historical geography - Maps - 1873 67485
Russia - Historical geography - Maps - 1905 67486
Russia - Historical geography - Maps - 1944 72606
Russia - Historical geography - Maps - 1954 72609
Russia - Historical geography - Maps - 1961 72613
Russia - Historical geography - Maps - 1965 72617
Russia - Historical geography - Maps - 1967 67487
Russia - Historical geography - Maps - 1970 67488, 67489
Russia - Historical geography - Maps - 1972 67490
Russia - Historical geography - Maps - 1978 67491
Russia - Historical geography - Maps - 1984 67492
Russia - Historical geography - Maps - 1991 67703
Russia - History, Ancient - Maps - 1741 67717
Russia - History, Ancient - Maps - 1960 25861
Russia - History - Napoleonic Wars, 1800-1815 - Maps - 1904 67493
Russia - History - To 1533 67494
Russia - History - World War, 1939-1945 - Maps - 1944 67495
Russia, Imperial Academy of Sciences SEE Imperatorskaïà akademiîa nauk (Russia) 51840
Russia in Asia 3439, 3440, 3444, 3447
Russia in Asia and Tartary 3443, 3445, 3446
Russia in Asia SEE Asiatic Russia 3440
Russia in Asia / Young & Delleker sc. 67642
Russia in Europe 67583, 67585, 67608, 67616, 67651, 67652, 67653, 67654, 67656, 67675, 67719, 67726, 67728
Russia in Europe and Poland / drawn & engraved by J. Archer, Pentonville, London 67650
Russia in Europe / by J. Bartholomew, F.R.G.S. 67662
Russia in Europe / drawn under the direction of Mr. Pinkerton by L. Hebert; Neele sculpt. 352 Strand 67626
Russia in Europe II[X] 67645
Russia in Europe / Neele sculpt. 67623
Russia in Europe, north part 67724
Russia in Europe SEE Russia 67658
Russia in Europe, south part 67725
Russia in Europe / Young & Delleker sc. 67641
Russia. Kart, Depo SEE Russia. Depo kart 67610
Russia. Leningradskii gosudarstvennyi universitet imeni A.A. Zhdanova. Nauchno-issledovatelskii geografno-ekonomicheskii institut SEE Leningradskii gosudarstvennyi universitet imeni A.A. Zhdanova. Nauchno-issledovatelskii geografno-ekonomicheskii institut 68237
Russia. Map Depot SEE Russia. Depo kart 67610
Russia - Maps - 1550 67474
Russia - Maps - 1551 67496
Russia - Maps - 1552 64978, 67497
Russia - Maps - 1556 67476
Russia - Maps - 1557 67472
Russia - Maps - 1562 67501
Russia - Maps - 1562-1570 67498
Russia - Maps - 1562-1588 67499
Russia - Maps - 1562-1606 67500
Russia - Maps - 1566 67502
Russia - Maps - 1568 - Facsimiles 67503
Russia - Maps - 1593 67504
Russia - Maps - 1595 67494
Russia - Maps - 1600 67496
Russia - Maps - 1625 67505, 67506
Russia - Maps - 1626 3433
Russia - Maps - 1651 67507, 67508
Russia - Maps - 1659 67509
Russia - Maps - 1676 67510
Russia - Maps - 1679 67511
Russia - Maps - 1680 67512
Russia - Maps - 1682 3434
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Call Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>67513, 69173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>25943, 67514</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>48078</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>67515, 67516, 67517, 67518, 67519</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>67520, 67521</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>67522</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>67523, 67524, 67525, 67526</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>67527</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>3436, 67528, 67529, 67530</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>48089</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>67531</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>67532</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>67533</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>67534</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>67535</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>67536</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>48096, 67537</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>67539</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>67538</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>67540, 67541</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>67542</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>48097</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>67543</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>67544</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>67545, 67546, 67547, 67548</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>67549</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>67550</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>67551, 67717</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>67552</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>67553, 67554, 67555</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>67555</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>67556</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>67557</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>67558</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>67559, 67560, 67561, 67562, 67709</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>67563, 67564</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>3306, 67565, 67566</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>67567</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>25770</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>67568, 67569, 67570, 67571</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>67572, 67573</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>67574, 67575, 67576</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>67577, 69208</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>67578, 67579, 67580, 67581, 67582</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>67583, 67584</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>67585</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>67586, 67587</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>67588</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>67589</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>67591</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>67590</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>67592, 69217</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>67593</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>67594, 67595, 67596, 67597, 67598, 69222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>67599, 67600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>67601, 67602, 67603</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>65048, 65049, 67604, 75984</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>67605</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>67606</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>26357, 67607, 67608</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>67609</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>67610</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>67611, 67612, 67613, 67614</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>67615, 67616</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Russia - Maps - 1812 67617, 67618
Russia - Maps - 1812-1824 67619
Russia - Maps - 1813 67620
Russia - Maps - 1814 67621, 67622, 67623
Russia - Maps - 1815 67624, 67625
Russia - Maps - 1818 67626
Russia - Maps - 1818 (Provisional Heading) 67627
Russia - Maps - 1819 (Provisional Heading) 67628
Russia - Maps - 1820 67629
Russia - Maps - 1821 67630
Russia - Maps - 1822 67631, 67632
Russia - Maps - 1825 67633, 67634, 67635
Russia - Maps - 1827-1862 - Railroads 67636
Russia - Maps - 1829 67637, 67638
Russia - Maps - 1830 67639
Russia - Maps - 1831 67640
Russia - Maps - 1832 67641, 67642
Russia - Maps - 1833 67643, 67644, 73696
Russia - Maps - 1834-1840 67645
Russia - Maps - 1835 67646
Russia - Maps - 1836 67647
Russia - Maps - 1838 3441, 3442
Russia - Maps - 1840 67648, 67649
Russia - Maps - 1841 67650
Russia - Maps - 1845 67484, 67651, 67652
Russia - Maps - 1847 - Administrative and political divisions 67653
Russia - Maps - 1850 - Administrative and political divisions 67654
Russia - Maps - 1851 67655
Russia - Maps - 1853 67656
Russia - Maps - 1854 22431, 75790
Russia - Maps - 1858 - Surveys 67657, 67658
Russia - Maps - 1861 67659, 67660
Russia - Maps - 1862 - Ethnology 67661
Russia - Maps - 1866 67662, 67663
Russia - Maps - 1867 67664
Russia - Maps - 1868 67665, 67666
Russia - Maps - 1872 67667, 67668
Russia - Maps - 1873 67485
Russia - Maps - 1875 67669, 67670, 67671
Russia - Maps - 1876 67672
Russia - Maps - 1877-1878 - Military history 67737
Russia - Maps - 1883 67673, 67674
Russia - Maps - 1885 67675
Russia - Maps - 1887 67676
Russia - Maps - 1888 67677, 67678, 67679, 67680
Russia - Maps - 1892 67681
Russia - Maps - 1893 67682
Russia - Maps - 1894 10755
Russia - Maps - 1897 67683, 67684
Russia - Maps - 1899 (Provisional Heading) 67685
Russia - Maps - 1901 67686
Russia - Maps - 1902 67687
Russia - Maps - 1904 67493, 67688
Russia - Maps - 1905 10757, 67496
Russia - Maps - 1910-1919 67689
Russia - Maps - 1911 - Ethnology 26172
Russia - Maps - 1911 - Jews - Population 26172
Russia - Maps - 1912 67690
Russia - Maps - 1914 67691, 67692
Russia - Maps - 1928 67693
Russia - Maps - 1929 67694
Russia - Maps - 1932 67695
Russia - Maps - 1941 26219, 26220
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Russia</th>
<th>Maps</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Call Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1944</td>
<td>72606</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1944</td>
<td>Economics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1947</td>
<td>Maps, Physical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1949</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1951</td>
<td>Aeronautical Charts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1952</td>
<td>Propaganda maps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1954</td>
<td>10762, 72609</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1954</td>
<td>Climate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1954</td>
<td>Economics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1954</td>
<td>Weather</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1955</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1956</td>
<td>Economics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1956</td>
<td>Economics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1957</td>
<td>Language and languages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1959</td>
<td>10764</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1959</td>
<td>Volcanoes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1960</td>
<td>10765, 67482</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1960</td>
<td>Economics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1961</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1961</td>
<td>Economics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1962</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1962</td>
<td>Ethnology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1963</td>
<td>10766</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1963</td>
<td>(Provisional Heading)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1964</td>
<td>10767</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1965</td>
<td>72616, 72617</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1965</td>
<td>Economics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1965</td>
<td>Railroads</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1966</td>
<td>Railroads</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1967</td>
<td>10768</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1971</td>
<td>72619</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1974</td>
<td>10770</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1975</td>
<td>Inland navigation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1976</td>
<td>72622, 72623</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1976</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1977</td>
<td>72624</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1980</td>
<td>72625</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1986</td>
<td>10773</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1990</td>
<td>Pictorial maps - Jigsaw puzzle maps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1991</td>
<td>67703</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1991</td>
<td>Civilization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1992</td>
<td>67704</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>Bibliography</td>
<td>67707</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>Bibliography</td>
<td>1500-1800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>Bibliography</td>
<td>1700-1799</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>Bibliography</td>
<td>Catalogs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>Collections</td>
<td>1500-1725</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>Name</td>
<td></td>
<td>67708</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Russia, Navy (Imperial) SEE Russia. Voennyi flot 11639

Russia, Northern - Maps - 1568 - Facsimiles 67503

Russia, Northern - Maps - 1710 67529

Russia, Northwestern - Maps - 1750 67709

Russia or Moscovy / A. Bell Prin. Wal. sculptor fecit 67604

Russia or Moscovy / Scot & Allardice 67605

Russia & Poland / by J. Arrowsmith 67640

Russia, Poland & Finland 67685

Russia, Poland & Finland, Crimea, Caucasus 67680

Russia, Republics & Baltics 67704

Russia. Royal Academy of Sciences SEE Imperatorskaia akademii nauk (Russia) 51840

Russia SEE ALSO Soviet Union 72606

Russia, Southern - Maps - 1540 3199, 67369

Russia, Southern - Maps - 1710 67530

Russia, Southern - Maps - 1769-1770 67710

Russia - Soviet Union - Maps - 1944 72606
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Russian River Valley (Calif.) - Maps - 2007 - Wineries 70315
Russian River Valley (Calif.) - Maps - 2010 - Wineries 70316
Russian River Wine Road 70315

Russian traditional cartography of the seventeenth century and the importance of Semen Ul'yanovich Remezov and his drawing books of Siberia 18415

Russian wayfarers and Russin America 57300

Russians - Alaska - Maps - 1867 1017
The Russians on the Amur: its discovery, conquest, and colonization ... 1926

Rutland (England)
Rutland (England)
Rutland (England)
Rutland (England)

Rutland County (Vt.)
Rutland County (Vt.)

Rutinii, Carl 27571

Rutherford, H. J. P. 25341

Rutherford County (Tenn.)
Rutherford County (Tenn.)
Rutherford County (Tenn.)

Rutherford B. Hayes Memorial Library (Fremont, Ohio) 4891

Ruth Watson: place on earth 17944

Ruth, Rod 78659

Ruth, Richard, 17th cent. SEE Rooth, Richard, 17th cent. 67918

Ruth, Rod 78659

Ruth Watson: place on earth 17944

Rutherford, Andrew, active 1745 7787, 33928

Rutherford B. Hayes Memorial Library (Fremont, Ohio) 4891

[Rutherford County (Tenn.) - 1878: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 67738

Rutherford County (Tenn.) - Maps - 1878 - Landowners 67738

Rutherford County (Tenn.) - Maps - 2000 - Road maps 52670

Rutherford County (Tenn.) - Maps - 2002 - Road maps 52671, 52672

Rutherford, H. J. P. 25341

Rutherford, Andrew, active 1745 SEE Rutherford, Andrew, active 1745 7787

Rutinii, Carl 27571

[Rutland County (Vt.) - 1854: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 67739

Rutland County (Vt.) - Maps - 1854 - Landowners 67739

Rutland County (Vt.) - Maps - 1869 - Landowners 67740

Rutland (England) - Maps - 1646 67741

Rutland (England) - Maps - 1676 67742

Rutland (England) - Maps - 1810 67743

Rutland (England) - Maps - 1878 58834

Rutland (England) - Maps - 1901 58835

Rutland (England) - Maps - 1912 41817
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Rutland (England) - Maps - 1924 58837
Rutland (England) - Pictorial works - 1810 67743
Rutland, John Manners, Duke of, 1696-1779 70451
Rutlandshire (England) SEE Rutland (England) 67743
Rutlandshire with Oukham and Stanford her bordering neighbour newly described 67741, 67742
Rutlinger, Johannes, d. 1609 22268, 25904
Rutter, Frank, 1876-1937 15761
Rütgter & Co. 43611
Ruys, Lamberta J. 57055
Ruysbroeck, Willem van, ca. 1210-ca. 1270 3235, 29488
Ruysch, Johannes, d. 1533 1829, 10552, 10553, 65773, 83836, 17100, 67744, 67745, 83836
Ruysch, Johannes, d. 1533. Universalior cogniti orbis tabvla ex recentibvs confecta observationi [1507] 28862
Ruysch, Johannes, d. 1533. Universalior cogniti orbis tabvla ex recentibvs confecta observationi [1508] 28863
The Ruysch map of the world (1507-1508) 67745
Ruysch world map : census and commentary 67744
Ruysschaert, José 57055
Ruyter, Baltasar, 18th cent. 8737, 13735, 28156, 38846, 38864, 57934, 70433
Ruyter, Jan 8750
RV Reise- und Verkehrsverlag SEE Reise- und Verkehrsverlag 7361
Rvota perpetva nuovamente ad ultillo comvne posta in lvce, et da Ano. Santuvcci da Rpomaranci cosmografo di S. A. S. alla Sma. Madama Cristina, Gran Dvchessa di Toscanna dedicata ... 15165
Rvssiae, Moscoviae et Tartariae descriptio / auctore Antonio Ienkensono Anglo, edita Londini anno 1562 & dedicata illustriss. D. Henrico Sÿdneo Walliae presidi 67498
Rvssiae, Moscoviae et Tartariae descriptio / auctore Antonio Ienkensono, Anglo, edita Londini anno 1563 & dedicata illustriss. D. Henrico Sÿdneo Walliae presidi 67499, 67500
Rwanda - Description and travel - 1955 21856
Rwanda - Geography - 1955 21856
Rwanda - Maps - 1955 21856
Ryan, D. J. 68993
Ryan, Donald 15633
Ryan, George E., engineer 19574
Ryan, George H. 35403
Ryan & Hart Company (Chicago, Ill.) 48491, 48511, 48530, 48544, 48559, 48560
Ryan, Karen-Lee 79449
Ryan, Thomas R. 41574
Rybakov, B. A. (Boris Aleksandrovich), 1908-2001 18377
Rybotycki, Wieslaw Roman 10539
The Ryburn map of Victorian Bradford 13757
Ryburn Publishing 13756, 13757
Ryckbost, Anne M. 81152
Ryckmans, Pierre, 1891-1959 41574
Ryde, Percy W. 16768
Rydelius, Ellen 70196
Ryder 32984
Ryder Bros. 62275
Ryder Geosystems. Satellite Mapping Division 78859
Ryder, Robert, fl. 1670-1680 42857
Ryder's standard geographic reference : the United States of America 78859
Ryder Systems, Inc. 27165, 78201, 78819
Ryder Systems, Inc. - Maps - 1957 78201
Ryder Systems, Inc. - Maps - 1977 27165
Ryder Truck Lines SEE Ryder Systems, Inc. 27165
Rydström, A. 85068, 85069, 85070
Rye, Egidius van der, fl. 1573-1617 20873, 21110, 21111, 25926, 41335, 41336, 41339, 41347, 41349
Rye House Plot, 1683 - Charts, diagrams, etc. 25610
Rye - Maps - 1950 84399
Rye Region (England) - Maps - 1693 - Coasts - Nautical charts 24067
Rye Region (England) - Maps - 1749 - Coasts - Nautical charts 24068
Rye Region (England) - Maps - 1757 - Coasts - Nautical charts 24069
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Ryhiner, Johann Friedrich von, 1732-1803 - Map collections - Catalogs 67746
Ryhiner, Johann Friedrich von, 1732-1803 - Map collections - Exhibitions 67747
Ryhter, Augustine, fl. 1576-1590 67746, 67747
Ryken Eng. Co 28333, 33414
Ryken, Hollis 33512, 33513
Ryland, John 14243
Ryles Library SEE John Rylands University Library of Manchester 39842
Ryley, Charles Reuben, 1752?-1798 14280
Rym, Sipe 9688
Ryman (H.J.) Ltd. SEE H.J. Ryman, Ltd 42607
Ryssel oder Lille mitt nahe anligender Gegend 42049
Rystedt, Bengt 23606
Ryther, Augustine 2269, 3102, 3560, 25039, 25040, 25041, 25904, 34853, 62498
Ryther, Augustine, fl. 1576-1590 3101
Ryukyu Islands - Maps - 1754 67748
Ryukyu Islands - Maps - 1796-1804 39509
Ryukyu Islands - Maps - 1797-1804 67749
Ryukyu Islands - Maps - 1856 67750
Ryukyu Islands - Pictorial works - 1797-1804 - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. 67751
Ryukyuan names : monographs on and lists of personal and place names in the Ryukyus / edited by Shunzo Sakamaki 52439
Ryval, Michael 44877
Rzewuski, Waclaw Seweryn, 1784-1831 28884
S. 84096
S., A.A., fl. 1928 81230
A.S.A. Airlines SEE Atlantic Southeast Airlines 57289
S. America 70491
S. and E. Ballard (Booksellers) 30746, 52054, 52055, 52057, 52058
S. and R. Bentley 49650
S. and S. Auto Parts Co. (Minn.) 49639
S. Avdomarifanvm S. Aulmer, Omer, jccius portus ... 68199
S. Avgvstini pars est terrae Florida sub latitudine 30 grad ora vero maritima humilior est ... 67842
S., C. (Christoph Stimmer), 16th cent. SEE Stimmer, Christoph, 16th cent. 28904
S., C., fl. 1902 20138
S. C. Griggs & Co. 4945, 4969, 4990, 4991, 29747, 29759, 29801, 29821, 29822, 29832, 29845, 29846, 29861, 29862, 29890, 29911
S. C. H. 80980
S. C. R. 61728, 61729, 61730
S.C. Toof & Co. (Memphis, Tenn.) 71831
S. Crowder and Co. 29034
S. D. Childs & Co. 19990, 19995, 25520, 27295, 44591
S. D. Childs & Co. SEE ALSO Childs, Shubael D. 19995
S. Dakota 1935 : go the Standard way ... 70966
S. Dakota 1935. Go the Standard way for trouble-free driving 70978
S. Dillon Ripley Center (Smithsonian Institution) 17186
S., E. W., fl. 1906 46864
S., fl. 1717 67531
S. F., fl. 1956 82550, 82551, 82564
S. F., fl. ca. 1876 66176
S., F. I., 18th cent. 39765
S freight - by-air / Slick Airways ... 78379
S., G., 16th cent. 28904
S.G. Adams Printing and Stationery Co. (Saint Louis, Mo.) 68079, 68080
S. Gahbrielem Verlag SEE Sankt-Gabriel-Verlag 18867
S. Galli opp. et monasterium Heluetiorum ... 67908, 67909
S. Giorgio di Schiro 11342, 11343
S'Grootens Karte von Österreich 69902
S.H.B. Ltd. 84351
S. H. Goetzel & Co. (Mobile, Ala.) 18983
S., H. (Hans Schäufelin), ca. 1480-ca. 1539 SEE Schäufelein, Hans, ca. 1480-ca. 1539 28904
S. H. Kerfoot & Co. 19457, 19587, 76951, 76957
S.H. Mathews, Publishers 28633
S. Hemisphere / Neele sculp. 71226
s' Hertogenbosch belegert door sijn excellentie Frederick Hendrick Prince van Orangien ... = La Ville de Bol-Duc assiegeè par son excelle. Frederic Henri Prince d' Orange ... 67752, 67753
's-Hertogenbosch (Netherlands) - History - Siege, 1629 - Maps 67752, 67753
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>67754</td>
<td>'s-Hertogenbosch (Netherlands) - Maps - 1620</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67752, 67753</td>
<td>'s-Hertogenbosch (Netherlands) - Maps - 1629</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67755</td>
<td>'s-Hertogenbosch (Netherlands) - Pictorial works - 1620</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>78547</td>
<td>S.I.G.M.A. (Gasoline marketers) SEE Society of Independent Gasoline Marketers of America</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75967</td>
<td>S., I. H., fl. 1670</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31360, 31376, 31380</td>
<td>S. Imperium Romano-Germanicum oder Teutschland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31372</td>
<td>S. Imperium Romano Germanicum ; Teutschland mit seinen Angräntzenden Königreich und Provincien</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64800</td>
<td>S., J. 18th cent.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8061</td>
<td>S. Johnson &amp; Son</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3476</td>
<td>S.K. (Firm : Tokyo, Japan)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18294</td>
<td>S.I.A. see Special Libraries Association</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8728, 70685</td>
<td>S., L., engraver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12069</td>
<td>S., L. I. SEE Sinck, Lucas Jansz., fl. 1622-1625</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30547</td>
<td>S. Lattes &amp; C.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42433</td>
<td>S. Lewis and Co. (London, England)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69426, 69427</td>
<td>S. Lewis &amp; J.S. Hawley Civil Engineers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81861</td>
<td>S. Low, Son &amp; Marston SEE Sampson Low, Son &amp; Marston</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50480</td>
<td>S.M.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>84332</td>
<td>S., M., 20th cent.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81582</td>
<td>S. Lewis and Co. (London, England)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12882</td>
<td>S.P.C.K. Bible atlas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52609</td>
<td>S., P., d. 1604</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68765</td>
<td>S.P.G. missionary atlas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68764</td>
<td>S. Polid vulgo Sarpolten inferioris Avstriae civitas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29292, 29328</td>
<td>S. Potter &amp; Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9692</td>
<td>S. Q.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68246</td>
<td>S. Qvintano : Gallorum strages die x Augousti expugnatio vrbis die xxvii eiusdem. MDLVII</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68245</td>
<td>S. Qvintino : Gallorum strages die x Augusti expugnatio vrbis die xxvii eiusdem. MDLVII</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64298, 75271</td>
<td>S. R. A. F.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69560</td>
<td>S. &amp; R. Bentley SEE S. and R. Bentley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11938</td>
<td>S.R.I Bavariae circulus atq. electoratus tam cum adjacentibus quam inseritis regionibus ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11942</td>
<td>S. R. I. Bavariae circulus atque electoratus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11157</td>
<td>S. R. I. Circulus Austriacus quem componunt archid. Austriae, ducatus Stiriae, Carinthiae, Carnioliae, comit. Tyrolensis, ditionesque Sveviae Austriacae, cum suis confinis / a Tobia Majero, math. cult. legitime designatus - curantibus Homannianis Here</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31813, 66602</td>
<td>S. R. I. Circulus Rhenan inferior sive electorum Rheni...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>66650</td>
<td>S. R. I. circulus Rhenan inferior sive electorum Rheni complectent tres archiepiscopatus ... /a Ioh. Baptista Homanno</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33902</td>
<td>S. R. I. circulus Rhenan superior ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33903</td>
<td>S. R. I. circulus Rhenan superior in quo sunt Landgraviatvs, Hasso-Casselensis, Darmstadiens, et Rhenofeldensis ... / Ioh. Baptistae Hommani</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73645</td>
<td>S.R.I Sueviae circulus atq. electoratus tam cum adjacentibus quam inseritis regionibus ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73653</td>
<td>S.R.I. Circulus Sueviae continens Burgiensem ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31387</td>
<td>S. R. I. circulus Westphalicus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32825</td>
<td>S. R. I. circlvls Avstriacvs quem compounent archid. Austriae, ducatvs Stiriae, Carinthiae, Carnioliae, comit. Tyrolensis, ditionesque Sveviae Austriacae ... / a Tobia Majero</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31284</td>
<td>S.R.I. in Germania descriptio...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33899, 33899</td>
<td>S. R. I. pars septentrioralior superiors circuli Rhenani ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68350</td>
<td>S. R. I. principatus et archiepiscopatus Salisburgensis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68353</td>
<td>S. R. I. principatus et archiepiscopatus Salisburgensis cum subjectis, insertis, ac finitimis regionibus ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2057</td>
<td>S. R. I. principatus et episcopatus Fisettensis...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24852</td>
<td>S. R. I. principatus et episcopatus Eistettensis cum omnibus ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19008</td>
<td>S.R.I. principatus Fuldensis in Buchonia...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28469</td>
<td>S. R. I. principatus Fuldensis in Buchonia cum adjacentibus quibusdam regionibus adumbratur ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73650</td>
<td>S.R.I Sueviae circulus atq. ducatus una cum inseritis et adjacentibus regionibus ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73652</td>
<td>S. R. I. Sueviae circulus et ducatus ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>82825</td>
<td>S.R.I. Wesphaliae circulus, in omnes ejusdem subjacentes provincias ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31381</td>
<td>S. R. I. Westphaliae circulus ...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
S. R. Imp. Comitatus Hanau proprie sic dictus, cum singulis suis praefecturis; ut et Comitatus Solms Busingen et Nidda cum reliqua Wetteravia et rincis regionibus ...

33468

S.S. Johnson Foundation 1009

S.S. Kresge Company 77306, 77329

S. Salvador 68343

S. Salvador (Brazil) SEE Salvador (Brazil) 68343

S., Sieur 57491

S. Stiles & Co. 4785, 15844, 35499, 35501, 35502, 46762, 57724, 74513, 76657, 84238

S. Strati Island (Greece) SEE Ayios Evstratios Island (Greece) 33468

S.S. Johnson Foundation 1009

S.S. Kresge Company 77306, 77329

S. Salvador 68343

S., Sieur 57491

S. Stiles & Co. 4785, 15844, 35499, 35501, 35502, 46762, 57724, 74513, 76657, 84238

S. Strati Island (Greece) SEE Ayios Evstratios Island (Greece) 33468

S.S. Johnson Foundation 1009

S.S. Kresge Company 77306, 77329

S. Salvador 68343

S., Sieur 57491

S. Stiles & Co. 4785, 15844, 35499, 35501, 35502, 46762, 57724, 74513, 76657, 84238

S. Strati Island (Greece) SEE Ayios Evstratios Island (Greece) 33468

S.S. Johnson Foundation 1009

S.S. Kresge Company 77306, 77329

S. Salvador 68343

S., Sieur 57491

S. Stiles & Co. 4785, 15844, 35499, 35501, 35502, 46762, 57724, 74513, 76657, 84238

S. Strati Island (Greece) SEE Ayios Evstratios Island (Greece) 33468
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>67768</td>
<td>Sable Island (N.S.) - Maps</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67769</td>
<td>Sable Island (N.S.) - Maps - 1967 - Topographic maps</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67769</td>
<td>Sable Island, Nova Scotia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19983</td>
<td>Sable, Jean Baptiste Pointe de, 1745?-1818 SEE Pointe de Sable, Jean Baptiste, 1745?-1818</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46186</td>
<td>Saborio, Napoléon</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10940</td>
<td>Sabri, Faik</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22621</td>
<td>Sabry, John</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75455</td>
<td>Sabucus, Johannes 1531-1584 SEE Zsámboki, János, 1531-1584</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67770</td>
<td>Sac County (Iowa) - Maps - 1970 - Landowners</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67777</td>
<td>Sac County, Iowa : with township maps corrected to May 25, 1970 / R.C. Booth Enterprises</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31346</td>
<td>Sac. Imperii Romano-germanici geographica descrip</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11760, 11762</td>
<td>Sac. Rom. Imperii principatus &amp; episcopatus Bambergensis nova tabula geographica...</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36699</td>
<td>Sacatora, Ilha de (Yemen) SEE Socotra (Yemen)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70305</td>
<td>Sacco, Joe</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17385</td>
<td>Sacha, Bob</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69074</td>
<td>Sächs. -Böh. Schweiz mit Dresden: mit Angaben für Autofahrer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67771</td>
<td>Sachs, Hans, 1494-1576</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46107, 46113</td>
<td>Sachs, Jerome Michael, 1914-2012</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>84359</td>
<td>Sachs, Morris Bernard, 1896-1957</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80220</td>
<td>Sachs, Paul Joseph</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30976, 81049</td>
<td>Sachse, Edward, 1804-1873</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15356</td>
<td>Sachse, Richard</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69126</td>
<td>Sachsen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69128</td>
<td>Sachsen nordbohmische Bader</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69125, 75132</td>
<td>Sächsische Kommission für Geschichte</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69103</td>
<td>Sächsische Landesbibliothek (Dresden, Germany)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75132</td>
<td>Sächsische Landesbibliothek--Staats- und Universitätsbibliothek Dresden</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24906</td>
<td>Sächsische Schweiz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69074</td>
<td>Sächsische Schweiz (Germany) SEE Saxon Switzerland (Germany)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69074</td>
<td>Sächsische Staatsbibliothek--Staats- und Universitätsbibliothek Dresden SEE Sächsische Landesbibliothek--Staats- und Universitätsbibliothek Dresden</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65602</td>
<td>Sacilotto, Deli</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67775</td>
<td>The Sack Collection of European maps</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39826, 67772, 67774</td>
<td>Sack, Johan Gabriel, 1691-1751</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39826</td>
<td>Sack, Johann Gabriel, 1691-1751 - Map collections</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39826</td>
<td>Sack, Johann Gabriel, 1691-1751 - Map collections - Catalogs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39826</td>
<td>Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library) SEE Johan Gabriel Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52360</td>
<td>Sack Map Collection (Newberry Library)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81936, 81949</td>
<td>Sackett &amp; Fiske Stationary Co. (New York, N.Y.)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81960</td>
<td>Sackett, George W.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81971</td>
<td>Sackett, Rachel B.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31830, 64761, 76964, 76965, 76966, 77197</td>
<td>Sackville, George Germain, Viscount, 1716-1785</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13572, 64147, 70763</td>
<td>Sackville, George Germain, Viscount, 1716-1785</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33958, 40557, 42090, 46140, 62485, 64928, 67074, 70279, 73409, 80908, 85104</td>
<td>Sacramento and Solano counties : including portions of Placer, El Dorado, Yolo counties street guide</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67808</td>
<td>Sacramento and Stockton to Lake Tahoe and vicinity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15242</td>
<td>Sacramento Archives and Collection Center</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15514</td>
<td>Sacramento (Calif.). City Council</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67821</td>
<td>Sacramento (Calif.) - Maps - 1842-1843 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73617</td>
<td>Sacramento (Calif.) - Maps - 1850 - Nautical charts</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67777</td>
<td>Sacramento (Calif.) - Maps - 1850</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>66209</td>
<td>Sacramento (Calif.) - Maps - 1855-1862</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67778</td>
<td>Sacramento (Calif.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67779</td>
<td>Sacramento (Calif.) - Maps - 1943 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67780</td>
<td>Sacramento (Calif.) - Maps - 1945 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67781, 67782</td>
<td>Sacramento (Calif.) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Sacramento Valley (Calif.) - Maps - 1849 15234
Sacramento Valley (Calif.) - Maps - 1851 - Real property 67822, 73405
Sacramento Valley (Calif.) - Maps - 1855-1862 - Land grants 66209
Sacramento Valley (Calif.) - Maps - 1940 19016
Sacred directions, orientation, and the top of the map 62278
Sacred geography 4667, 12744
Sacred geography and antiquities 12848
Sacred geography, contained in six maps ... : the whole very useful for the better understanding of the Holy Bible 12688
Sacred geography, or, A gazetteer of the Bible : containing, in alphabetical order, a geographical description of all the countries, kingdoms, nations and tribes of men, with all the villages, towns, cities, provinces, hills, mountains, rivers, lakes, 13070
Sacred places SEE Sacred space 62956
Sacred space - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 2004 19940
Sacred space - Illinois - Maps - 2004 19940
Sacred space - Maps - Exhibitions - Catalogs 62956
Sacred spaces SEE Sacred space 62956
The Sacred theory of the earth : containing an account of the original of the earth, and of all the general changes which it hath undergone, or is to undergo, till the consummation of all things : in four books ... : with a review of the theory, and of 22379
Sacri sepulchri templum 20817
Sacro Bosco, Joannes de, fl. 1230 3478, 83837, 83838
Sadeler, Justus, fl. ca. 1600 64630, 66346
Sadag de France Bellegarde 57267, 75400
Sadao, Shëji, 1937 344657
Sadeler, Justus, fl. ca. 1600 64630, 66346
Sader, fl. 1949 66807
Sadiq Isfahani, Muhammad Sadiq ibn Muhammad Salih, 1609 or 1610-1650 or 51 52157
Sadler, Donald Harry, 1908-1987 52734
Sadler's excelsior geography : number one, on the plan of object-teaching / designed for beginners by a Catholic teacher 30446
Sadler's excelsior geography. Number three : including local, physical, descriptive, historical, mathematical, comparative, topical, and ancient geography, with synopitical reviews, map-drawing, and relief maps / by a Catholic teacher 30381
Sadler's excelsior geography. Number two, for elementary and intermediate classes / by a Catholic teacher 30173, 30381
Sadler's excelsior introduction to geography : designed for junior classes / by a Catholic teacher 30073, 30167
Sadler's new excelsior geography : number two, for elementary and intermediate classes / by a Catholic teacher 30573
Sadler (William H.) inc. SEE William H. Sadlier, Inc. 30446
Sado River (Portugal) - Maps - 1702 - Mouth - Nautical charts 26374
Sadony, Joseph A. 39768, 52622
Saechsisc her volksschul-atlas 10324
Saeger (G.E.) Printing Company (Cleveland, Ohio) SEE G.E. Saeger Printing Company (Cleveland, Ohio) 59015
Sáez de Andrés, Antonio 17223
Safari 10494
Safarík, Z. 22651
Safarik, Zdenek 13313
Safe Deposit & Trust Company of Lawrence County (New Castle, Pa.) 24276
The Safeguard of sailors, or Great rutter / translated out of Dutch into English, by Robert Norman, hydrographer 64758
Safeway Stores, Inc. 67823
Safeway Stores, Inc - Pictorial works - 1959 67823
Saff, Donald 65602
Safford, Henry G., fl. 1899 34216
Safford, Lottie L. 29863
Safi (Morocco) - Pictorial works - 1620 51799
Safier, Neil 16872, 17135
Safrai, Samuel 62762
Saga Maps (Firm) 32992
[Sagadahoc County (Me.) - 1858: LC G&M land ownership maps on microiche] 67824
Sagadahoc County (Me.) - Maps - 1856 - Landowners 67824
Sage, A. Le, 1766-1842 SEE Las Cases, Emmanuel-Auguste-Dieuonné, comte de, 1766-1842 9334
Sage (J.) Sons & Co., Buffalo, N.Y., printers SEE J. Sage & Sons (Buffalo, N.Y.) 36767
Sage Library (West Bay City, Mich.) 68876
Sage, Mary Ann 29224
Sage, Rufus B., 1817-1893 12035, 81791, 81798
Sage, Rufus B., 1817-1893. Scenes in the Rocky Mountains (1846) 81798
Le Sage's Historical, genealogical, chronological and geographical atlas : exhibiting all the royal families in Europe, their origin, descent, marriages, &c. : together with the various possessions, foreign wars, civil commotions, famous battles, relig 34043
Le Sage's Historical, genealogical, chronological and geographical atlas : exhibiting all the royal families in Europe, their origin, descent, marriages, &c. : together with the various possessions, foreign wars, civil commotions, famous battles, relig 34044
Sager, Peter, 1925- 17763
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Saginaw Bay (Mich.) - Maps - 1875 - Triangulation 67825
[Saginaw County (Mich.) - 1858: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 67827
[Saginaw County (Mich.) - 1890: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 67830
Saginaw County (Mich.) - Maps - 1840 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 67826
Saginaw County (Mich.) - Maps - 1858 - Landowners 67827
Saginaw County (Mich.) - Maps - 1860 46779
Saginaw County (Mich.) - Maps - 1877-1916 - Landowners 67828
Saginaw County (Mich.) - Maps - 1877 - Landowners 67829
Saginaw County (Mich.) - Maps - 1890 - Landowners 67830
Saginaw County (Mich.) - Maps - 1896 - Landowners 67831
Saginaw County (Mich.) - Maps - 1916 - Landowners 67832
Saginaw County (Mich.) - Maps - 1971 - Landowners 67833
Saginaw Genealogical Society 67829, 67832
Saginaw (Mich.) - Maps - 1870 67834
Saginaw Valley & St. Louis Railroad - Maps - 1883 46790
Sagra, Ramón 4829
Sagra, Ramón de la, 1798 56018
Sahab Geographic & Drafting Institute (Tehran, Iran) SEE Mu'assasah Sah'ab 38166
Sahab Geographic & Drafting Institute SEE Mu'assasah Sah'ab 64247
Sahab map of Tehran 74306
Sailing charted waters 44878
[Sailing charts of the Marshall Islands] 45200
Sailing directions for Antarctica: including the off-lying islands south of latitude 60° 2118
Sailing directions for Lake Michigan 46732
Sailing directions for the east coast of Siberia: from Mys Otto Shmidt to Sakhalinskiy Zaliv (Sakhalin Gulf), including Ostrov Vrangelya (Wrangel Island), Ostrov Gerald (Herald Island), Diomede Islands, Komandorskiy Ostrova (Komandorski Islands), an 70023
Sailing directory for the Ethiopic or South Atlantic Ocean: including a description of the coasts of South America and Africa 70717
A Sailing directory for the Ethiopic or South Atlantic Ocean: including a description of the coasts of South America and Africa / by Alexander G. Findlay 70716
Sailing for the East: history & catalogue of manuscript charts on vellum of the Dutch East India Company (VOC), 1602-1799 / Güнтер Schilder & Hans Kok 53289
Sailing Ships - Maps - 1975 69723
Sailillant 26481, 71118
Sailillant&Nyon 9203, 9208
La Sainte géographie c'est a dire, exacte description de la terre, et véritable démonstration du paradis terrestre, depuis la creation du monde jusques à maintenant: selon le sens literal de la Sainte Escrivre, & selon la doctrine des saincts peres 12655
Saindon, Robert A. 41907
Saintomer Region (France) - Maps - 1710 67837
Saint Agatha (Netherlands) SEE St. Agatha (Netherlands) 53630
Saint Albans Messenger (Vt.) SEE St. Albans Messenger (Vt.) 80780
Saint-Albin, Charles de, Archbishop, 1698-1764 84096
Saint Anns (N.S.) - Maps - 1715 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts 67838
Saint Anns Bay (N.S.) - Maps - 1744 67839
Saint Anns Bay (N.S.) - Maps - 1790 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 67840
Saint Anns (N.S.) - Maps - 1744 - Harbors 67839
Saint Augustin Bay (Québec) - Maps - 1786 - Nautical charts 65953
Saint-Augustin (Madagascar) - Maps - 1703 - Harbors - Nautical charts 43788
Saint-Augustin (Madagascar) - Maps - 1748 - Harbors - Nautical charts 43790
Saint Augustine Bay (Madagascar) - Maps - 1670 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts 67841
Saint Augustine (Fla.), Battle of, 1585 67842
Saint Augustine (Fla.) - Maps - 1500-1599 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 67843
Saint Augustine (Fla.) - Maps - 1595 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 67844, 67845
Saint Augustine (Fla.) - Maps - 1671 - Pictorial works 67846
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Saint Augustine (Fla.) - Maps - 1700-1799 - Harbors - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 67847
Saint Augustine (Fla.) - Maps - 1700-1799 - Manuscripts 67849
Saint Augustine (Fla.) - Maps - 1700-1799 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 67848
Saint Augustine (Fla.) - Maps - 1733 - Harbors 67850
Saint Augustine (Fla.) - Maps - 1737 - Harbors - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 67851
Saint Augustine (Fla.) - Maps - 1738 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 67852
Saint Augustine (Fla.) - Maps - 1743 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 33154
Saint Augustine (Fla.) - Maps - 1745 16561
Saint Augustine (Fla.) - Maps - 1747 - Harbors 13472
Saint Augustine (Fla.) - Maps - 1763 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 67853
Saint Augustine (Fla.) - Maps - 1763 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 67854, 67855
Saint Augustine (Fla.) - Maps - 1764 67856
Saint Augustine (Fla.) - Maps - 1765 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 67857, 67858
Saint Augustine (Fla.) - Maps - 1769 67859
Saint Augustine (Fla.) - Maps - 1769 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 67860
Saint Augustine (Fla.) - Maps - 1776 71316
Saint Augustine (Fla.) - Maps - 1777 74207
Saint Augustine (Fla.) - Maps - 1779 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 67861
Saint Augustine (Fla.) - Maps - 1783 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 67862
Saint Augustine (Fla.) - Maps - 1788 67863
Saint Augustine (Fla.) - Maps - 1794 71322
Saint Augustine (Fla.) - Maps - 1839 - Harbors 26865
Saint Augustine (Fla.) - Maps - 1847 - Harbors 26873
Saint Augustine (Fla.) - Maps - 1850 - Harbors 26874
Saint Augustine (Fla.) - Maps - 1852 - Harbors 26876
Saint Augustine (Fla.) - Maps - 1885 67864
Saint Augustine (Fla.) - Maps - 1936 - Railroads - Pictorial maps 67865
Saint Augustine (Fla.) - Maps - 1936 - Tourist maps 67865
Saint Augustine (Fla.) - Maps - 1950 - Road maps - Pictorial maps 67866
Saint Augustine (Fla.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps 39400
Saint Augustine (Fla.) - Maps - 2009 - Road maps 39401
Saint Augustine (Fla.) - Pictorial works - 1764 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 67867, 67868
Saint Augustine Historical Society and Institute of Science SEE St. Augustine Historical Society and Institute of Science 67866
Saint Augustine Region (Fla.) - Maps - 1700-1799 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 67869
Saint Augustine Region (Fla.) - Maps - 1740 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 67870, 67871, 67872
Saint Augustine Region (Fla.) - Maps - 1759 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 67873
Saint Augustine Region (Fla.) - Maps - 1763 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 67874
Saint Augustine Region (Fla.) - Maps - 1765 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 67875
Saint Augustine Region (Fla.) - Maps - 1766 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 67876
Saint Augustine Region (Fla.) - Maps - 1777 - Nautical charts 67877
Saint Augustine Region (Fla.) - Maps - 1779 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 67878
Saint Augustine Region (Fla.) - Maps - 1785 - Landowners - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 67879
Saint Augustine Region (Fla.) - Maps - 1936 - Pictorial maps 66162
Saint Augustine Region (Fla.) - Maps - 2009 - Road maps 39401
Saint-Barthélemy - Maps - 1792 67880
Saint-Barthélemy - Maps - 1801 - Administrative and political divisions 67881
Saint-Barthélemy - Maps - 1973 - Road maps 45241
Saint Blasien Abbey (Sankt Blasien, Germany) SEE Kloster St. Blasien 41231
Saint Brandon Rocks (Mauritius) SEE Cargados Carajos Shoals (Mauritius) 45548
Saint Brides Bay (Wales) - Maps - 1693 - Nautical charts 23967
Saint Brides Bay (Wales) - Maps - 1749 - Nautical charts 23968
Saint Brides Bay (Wales) - Maps - 1757 - Nautical charts 23969
Saint Cast (France), Battle of - Maps - 1758 67882
Saint Catherine Island (Brazil) SEE Santa Catarina Island (Brazil) 1015, 68800
Saint Catherine (Monastery : Mount Sinai) - Maps - 1980 - Description and Travel 67883
Saint Charles County (Mo.) - Maps - 1875 - Landowners 67884
Saint Charles County (Mo.) - Maps - 1949 - Road maps 51083
Saint Charles County (Mo.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps 68090
Saint Charles County (Mo.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps 68091
Saint Charles County (Mo.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps 68092
Saint Charles County (Mo.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps 68093
Saint Charles County (Mo.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps 68094
Saint Charles (Mo.) - Pictorial works - 1841 67885
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Saint Clair County (Ill.) - Maps - 1877 - Landowners 67890
Saint Clair County (Ill.) - Maps - 1877 - Landowners 67891
Saint Clair County (Ill.) - Maps - 1891 - Landowners 67892
Saint Clair County (Ill.) - Maps - 1896 - Landowners 67893
Saint Clair County (Ill.) - Maps - 1968 - Road maps 67905
Saint Clair County (Ill.) - Maps - 1975 - Landowners 68104
Saint Clair County (Mich.) - Maps - 1876 - Landowners 67894
Saint Clair, Lake (Mich. and Ont.) - Maps - 1700-1799 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 67895, 67896
Saint Clair, Lake (Mich. and Ont.) - Maps - 1949 - Nautical charts 32587
Saint Clair River (Mich. and Ont.) - Maps - 1949 - Nautical charts 32587
Saint Clair River (Mich. and Ont.) - Maps - 1951 - Nautical charts 32590, 32591
Saint Clair River (Mich. and Ont.) - Maps - 1952 - Nautical charts 32594
Saint Croix County (Minn.) - Maps - 1886 - Landowners 66200
Saint Croix River (Wis. and Minn.) - Maps - 1834 67897
Saint Croix (United States Virgin Islands) - Maps - 2000 - Road maps 80322
Saint Croix (V.I.) - Maps - 1799 67898
Saint Croix (V.I.) - Maps - 1872 23181
Saint Croix (V.I.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps - Pictorial maps 67899
Saint Croix (V.I.) - Maps - Collections, 1991 67900
Saint-Cyr, France (Seine-et-Oise), École spéciale militaire SEE École spéciale militaire de Saint-Cyr 49250
Saint-Domingue - Maps - 1715 - Maps Manuscript 33987
Saint-Domingue - Maps - 1760 33997
Saint-Domingue - Maps - 1772 - Manuscripts 33998
Saint Elias, Mount (Alaska and Yukon) 67901
Saint Elias Mountains - Maps - 1868-1889 67902
Saint Erini Island (Greece) SEE Thera Island (Greece) 75076
Saint-Étienne 9507, 9510
Saint Eustatius (Netherlands Antilles) - Maps - 1700-1799 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 67903
Saint Eustatius (Netherlands Antilles) SEE Sint Eustatius 62042
Saint Francois County (Mo.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners 67904
Saint Francois County (Mo.) - Maps - 1836 50662
Saint Francois County (Mo.) - Maps - 1982 - Road maps 67905
Saint Gabriel Verlag SEE Sankt-Gabriel-Verlag 18867
Saint Gahbrielem Verlag SEE Sankt 67898
Saint Gall (Switzerland : Canton) - Maps - 1710 2258
Saint Gall (Switzerland : Canton) - Maps - Exhibitions 67906
Saint Gall, Switzerland - Maps - 1950-1959 - Tourism 67907
Saint Gall (Switzerland) - Pictorial works - 1620 67908
Saint Gall (Switzerland) - Pictorial works - 1857 67909
Saint Gall (Switzerland) - Tourism - 1951 67910
Saint Gall, Switzerland. Tourist Office 67907
Saint George (Bermuda Islands) - Maps - 1860 - Pictorial works 67911
Saint George (Bermuda Islands) - Maps - 1949 12577
Saint George Island (Azores) SEE São Jorge Island (Azores) 26458
Saint George's Channel (Ireland and Wales) - Maps - 1693 - Nautical charts 67912
Saint George's Channel (Ireland and Wales) - Maps - 1702 - Nautical charts 67913
Saint George's Channel (Ireland and Wales) - Maps - 1740 - Nautical charts 67914
Saint George's Channel (Ireland and Wales) - Maps - 1748 67915, 67916, 67917
Saint George's Channel (Ireland and Wales) - Maps - 1748 - Nautical charts 80691
Saint George's Channel (Ireland and Wales) - Maps - 1749 - Nautical charts 67918
Saint George's Channel (Ireland and Wales) - Maps - 1757 - Nautical charts 67919
Saint George's Channel (Ireland and Wales) - Maps - 1766 - Nautical charts 38281
Saint George's Channel (Ireland and Wales) - Maps - 1785 - Nautical charts 67920
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Saint George's Channel (Ireland and Wales) - Maps - 1801 67921
Saint George's Channel (Ireland and Wales) - Maps - 1804 - Nautical charts 67922
Saint George's Channel (Ireland and Wales) - Maps - 1883 - Fishing 58812
Saint George's Channel (Ireland and Wales) - Maps - 1913 - Trade routes 38458
Saint George's (Grenada) - Maps - 1740-1749 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 67923
Saint George's (Grenada) - Maps - 1760 67924
Saint George (Utah) - Maps - 1872 67925
Saint-Germain-en-Laye Castle (France) SEE Château de Saint-Germain-en-Laye (Saint-Germain-en-Laye, France) 19255
Saint Helena - Maps - 1703 67926, 67927
Saint Helena - Maps - 1720 - Manuscripts 67928
Saint Helena - Maps - 1766 38523
Saint Helena - Maps - 1836 38515
Saint Helena - Maps - 1853 354
Saint Helena - Maps - 1860 358
Saint Helena - Maps - 1864 360
Saint Helena, Mount, Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1865 - Mines and mineral resources 15257
Saint Helena - Pictorial works - 1594 532
Saint Helena - Pictorial works - 1597 67929
Saint Helens, Mount (Wash.) - Pictorial works - 1860 - Manuscripts 67930
Saint- Honorat, Île (France) - Maps - 1689 68263
Saint Ignace (Mich.) - Maps - 1717 - Fortification - Manuscripts 43761
Saint Ignace (Mich.) - Maps - 1717 - Indians - Manuscripts 43761
Saint Ignatius Mission (Stevens County, Wash.) SEE St. Ignatius Mission (Stevens County, Wash.) 73091
Saint-Ildéfonse (Spain : Palace) SEE San Ildefonso (Spain) 72773
Saint-Jean (Québec) - Maps - 1720 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 67932
Saint-Jean (Québec) - Maps - 1791 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 67933
Saint-Jean (Québec) - Maps - 1704 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 19080
Saint-Jean (Québec) - Maps - 1791 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 19081
Saint John County (N.B.) - Maps - 1875 - Landowners 67935
Saint John, Everitte, 1844-1908 SEE St. John, Everitite, 1844-1908 81896
Saint John Island (Canada) SEE Prince Edward Island 65561
Saint John Island (China) - Maps - 1802 - Nautical charts 70861
Saint John, Isle SEE Puerto Rico 22487
Saint John (N.B.) - Maps - 1763 - Harbors - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 67934
Saint John (N.B.) - Maps - 1875 - Landowners 67935
Saint John (N.B.) - Pictorial works - 1882 67936
Saint John Region (N.B.) - Maps - 1794 60162
Saint John River (Me. and N.B.) - Maps - 1785 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 67937
Saint John River (Me. and N.B.) - Maps - 1794 60162
Saint John River (Me. and N.B.) - Maps - 1809 60164
Saint John River Valley (Me. and N.B.) - Historical geography - Maps - 1783-1800 41581
Saint John River Valley (Me. and N.B.) - Maps - 1784 - Landowners - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 67938
Saint John River Valley (Me. and N.B.) - Maps - 1812 - Landowners - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 67939
Saint John (United States Virgin Islands) - Maps - 2000 - Road maps 80322
Saint Johns County (Fla.) - Maps - 1764 - Landowners 23961
Saint Johns County (Fla.) - Maps - 1765 - Coasts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 67940
Saint Johns County (Fla.) - Maps - 1785 - Landowners - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 67879
Saint Johns County (Fla.) - Maps - 2003 - Road maps 39397
Saint Johns County (Fla.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps 39398
Saint Johns County (Fla.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps 39400
Saint Johns County (Fla.) - Maps - 2009 - Road maps 39401
Saint Johns River Valley (Fla.) - Maps - 1881 67941
Saint Joseph and Bellemont Steam Ferry (Mo.) SEE St. Joseph and Bellemont Steam Ferry (Mo.) 67956
Saint Joseph Bay (Fla.) - Maps - 1718 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 67942, 67943
Saint Joseph Bay (Fla.) - Maps - 1774 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 67944
Saint Joseph County (Ind.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners 67945
Saint Joseph County (Ind.) - Maps - 1863 - Landowners 67946
Saint Joseph County (Ind.) - Maps - 1875 67948
Saint Joseph County (Ind.) - Maps - 1875 - Landowners 67947
Saint Joseph County (Ind.) - Maps - 1895 - Landowners 67949
Saint Joseph County (Ind.) - Maps - 1908 67950
Saint Joseph County (Ind.) - Maps - 1929 - Landowners 67951
Saint Joseph County (Ind.) - Maps - 2000 - Road maps 70743
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Saint Lawrence County (Ind.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps 70744, 70745
Saint Joseph County (Ind.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps 70746
Saint Joseph County (Mich.) - Maps - 1858 - Landowners 67952
Saint Joseph County (Mich.) - Maps - 1872 - Landowners 67953
Saint Joseph County (Mich.) - Maps - 1897 - Landowners 67954
Saint Joseph County (Mich.) - Maps - 1930 - Landowners 67955
Saint Joseph & Denver City Railroad Co. 52911
Saint Joseph & Denver City Railroad Co. - Maps - 1865-1872 - Manuscripts 52911
Saint Joseph Lead Company SEE St. Joseph Lead Company 63441
Saint Joseph Light and Power Company 51077
Saint Joseph Light and Power Company - Maps - 1949 51077
Saint Joseph (Mo.) - Maps - 1859 - Ferries 67956
Saint Joseph (Mo.) - Maps - 1886 67957
Saint Joseph (Mo.) - Maps - 1892 67958
Saint Joseph (Mo.) - Pictorial works - 1860 67959
Saint Joseph (Mo.) - Pictorial works - 1959 - Railroads 67960
Saint Kitts and Nevis - Maps - 1800 69597
Saint Kitts and Nevis - Maps - 1700 81589
Saint Kitts and Nevis - Maps - 1775 67961
Saint Kitts and Nevis - Maps - 1825 41798
Saint Kitts and Nevis - Maps - 1816 - Administrative and political divisions 67962
Saint Kitts and Nevis - Maps - 1817 67963
Saint Kitts and Nevis - Maps - 1821 67964
Saint Kitts and Nevis - Maps - 1822 67965
Saint Kitts and Nevis - Maps - 1829 67966
Saint Kitts and Nevis - Maps - 1872 81680
Saint Kitts and Nevis - Maps - Bibliography 67967
Saint Kitts and Nevis SEE ALSO Saint Kitts 67971
Saint Kitts - Maps - 1699 - Fortification - Manuscripts 67968
Saint Kitts - Maps - 1700-1799 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 67969
Saint Kitts - Maps - 1703 - Nautical charts 39433
Saint Kitts - Maps - 1721 81594
Saint Kitts - Maps - 1747 12569, 12570
Saint Kitts - Maps - 1753 - Landowners 67970
Saint Kitts - Maps - 1779 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 33016
Saint Kitts - Maps - 1783 - Nautical charts 67971
Saint Landry Parish (La.) - Maps - 1700-1799 - Landowners 27, 74299
[Saint Lawrence County (N.Y.) - 1858: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 67975
Saint Lawrence County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1830 60344
Saint Lawrence County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1839 67972
Saint Lawrence County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1853 67974
Saint Lawrence County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1853 - Geology 67973
Saint Lawrence County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1858 - Landowners 67975
Saint Lawrence County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1865 - Landowners 67976
Saint Lawrence County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1890 - Indians 68247
Saint Lawrence County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1890 - Landowners 68247
Saint Lawrence County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1897 - Landowners 67977
Saint Lawrence, Gulf o - Maps - 1794 - Nautical charts 3730
Saint Lawrence, Gulf of -1720 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts 67978
Saint Lawrence, Gulf of - Maps - 1689 - Nautical charts 68024
Saint Lawrence, Gulf of - Maps - 1715 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts 67979, 67980, 67981
Saint Lawrence, Gulf of - Maps - 1724 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts 19074, 68027
Saint Lawrence, Gulf of - Maps - 1725 - Maps - Manuscript 67982
Saint Lawrence, Gulf of - Maps - 1730-1739 - Manuscripts 68001
Saint Lawrence, Gulf of - Maps - 1775 67983
Saint Lawrence, Gulf of - Maps - 1775 - Nautical charts 65560, 65561, 67984, 67985, 67986, 67987
Saint Lawrence, Gulf of - Maps - 1777 67988
Saint Lawrence, Gulf of - Maps - 1781 60160
Saint Lawrence, Gulf of - Maps - 1784 - Nautical charts 32306, 67989
Saint Lawrence, Gulf of - Maps - 1786 - Nautical charts 67990
Saint Lawrence, Gulf of - Maps - 1789 65562
Saint Lawrence, Gulf of - Maps - 1790 - Nautical charts 67991
Saint Lawrence, Gulf of - Maps - 1794 - Nautical charts 56926
Saint Lawrence, Gulf of - Maps - 1797 24091, 58899
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Saint Lawrence, Gulf of - Maps - Exhibitions - Catalogs 67992
Saint Lawrence (N.L.) - Maps - 1784 - Harbors - Nautical charts 56915
Saint Lawrence River - Maps - 1500-1599 - Mouth - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 67993
Saint Lawrence River - Maps - 1600-1699 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 61779, 67994
Saint Lawrence River - Maps - 1613 - Nautical charts 66103
Saint Lawrence River - Maps - 1680 - Manuscripts 54557
Saint Lawrence River - Maps - 1685 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 67995
Saint Lawrence River - Maps - 1699 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 57424, 67996
Saint Lawrence River - Maps - 1700-1799 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 56028, 67997, 67998, 67999
Saint Lawrence River - Maps - 1700-1799 - Mouth - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 68000
Saint Lawrence River - Maps - 1703 32534, 32535, 32536
Saint Lawrence River - Maps - 1726 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 61781
Saint Lawrence River - Maps - 1730-1739 - Manuscripts 68001
Saint Lawrence River - Maps - 1735 - Mouth - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 68002
Saint Lawrence River - Maps - 1740 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 68003
Saint Lawrence River - Maps - 1744 35345, 66105
Saint Lawrence River - Maps - 1744 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 68004
Saint Lawrence River - Maps - 1749 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 61278
Saint Lawrence River - Maps - 1759 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 68005
Saint Lawrence River - Maps - 1760 68009, 68010
Saint Lawrence River - Maps - 1760-1762 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 68006
Saint Lawrence River - Maps - 1760 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 68007
Saint Lawrence River - Maps - 1760 - Nautical charts 68008
Saint Lawrence River - Maps - 1771 68011
Saint Lawrence River - Maps - 1773 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 68012
Saint Lawrence River - Maps - 1775 - Nautical charts 68013, 68014, 68015, 68016
Saint Lawrence River - Maps - 1777 15838
Saint Lawrence River - Maps - 1794 - Nautical charts 68017
Saint Lawrence River - Maps - 1817 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 655
Saint Lawrence River - Maps - 1845 56083
Saint Lawrence River - Maps - 1856 68018
Saint Lawrence River - Maps - 1856 - Canals 73101
Saint Lawrence River - Maps - 1876 68019
Saint Lawrence River - Maps - 1916-1940 - Nautical charts 32506
Saint Lawrence River - Maps - 1949 - Nautical charts 56670
Saint Lawrence River - Maps - 1951 - Nautical charts 34824
Saint Lawrence River - Maps - 1964 - Nautical charts 56744
Saint Lawrence River - Maps - 1965 - Nautical charts 78410
Saint Lawrence River - Maps - 1966 - Nautical charts 68020
Saint Lawrence River - Maps - 1975 - Nautical charts 78709
Saint Lawrence River - Maps - 1976 - Nautical charts 78732
Saint Lawrence River - Pictorial works -1849-1854 25579
Saint Lawrence River - Pictorial works - 1857 68021
Saint Lawrence River Valley - Maps - 1600-1699 - Indians - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 68022
Saint Lawrence River Valley - Maps - 1612 57336, 57337
Saint Lawrence River Valley - Maps - 1663 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 66104
Saint Lawrence River Valley - Maps - 1689 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 68023
Saint Lawrence River Valley - Maps - 1689 - Nautical charts 68024
Saint Lawrence River Valley - Maps - 1690 66072
Saint Lawrence River Valley - Maps - 1691 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 68025
Saint Lawrence River Valley - Maps - 1724 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts 68026, 68027
Saint Lawrence River Valley - Maps - 1724 16038, 16039
Saint Lawrence River Valley - Maps - 1755 24076
Saint Lawrence River Valley - Maps - 1755 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 19131
Saint Lawrence River Valley - Maps - 1756 - Coasts - Manuscripts 68028
Saint Lawrence River Valley - Maps - 1756 - Coasts - Nautical charts - Manuscripts 68029
Saint Lawrence River Valley - Maps - 1756 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 53859
Saint Lawrence River Valley - Maps - 1757 57557, 68030
Saint Lawrence River Valley - Maps - 1758 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 56032
Saint Lawrence River Valley - Maps - 1759 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 56033
Saint Lawrence River Valley - Maps - 1769 65943
Saint Lawrence River Valley - Maps - 1770 - Manuscripts 68031
Saint Lawrence River Valley - Maps - 1776 65950
Saint Lawrence River Valley - Maps - 1777 67988
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Saint Lawrence River Valley - Maps - 1778  57629
Saint Lawrence River Valley - Maps - 1807  68032
Saint Lawrence River Valley - Maps - 1813  76400, 76401, 76402
Saint Lawrence River Valley - Maps - 1815 - Nautical charts  65955
Saint Lawrence River Valley - Maps - 1817  68033
Saint Lawrence River Valley - Maps - 1850  68034
Saint Lawrence River Valley - Maps - 1857  76786
Saint Lawrence River Valley - Maps - 1863  32567
Saint Lawrence River Valley - Maps - 1865  32568
Saint Lawrence River Valley - Maps - 1913  65978
Saint Lawrence River Valley - Pictorial works - 1857  68035
Saint Lawrence Seaway - Maps - 1952  30475
Saint Lo, George d. 1718 SEE St. Lo, George, d. 1718  23731
Saint Louis, Alton and Chicago Railroad SEE St. Louis, Alton and Chicago Railroad  35535, 64751
Saint Louis, Alton, and Terre Haute Rail-road Company SEE St. Louis, Alton, and Terre Haute Railroad  35392
Saint Louis and vicinity / Automobile Club of Missouri, 3917 Lindell Boulevard, St. Louis 8 Missouri  68073
Saint Louis and vicinity road map / Automobile Club of Missouri  68054
Saint Louis and vicinity road map... / Automobile Club of Missouri, general offices 3917 Lindell Boulevard, St. Louis  68060, 68066
Saint Louis Arsenal (Mo.) - Pictorial works - 1841  68036
Saint Louis Central Railroad SEE St. Louis Central Railroad  39346
Saint Louis County (Minn.) - Maps - 1900 - Railroads - Manuscripts  68037
Saint Louis County (Mo.) - Maps - 1856-1865 - Landowners  68038
Saint Louis County (Mo.) - Maps - 1857 - Landowners  68039
Saint Louis County (Mo.) - Maps - 1998 - Road maps  68165
Saint Louis County (Mo.) - Maps - 2001 - Road maps  68166
Saint Louis County (Mo.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps  68090
Saint Louis County (Mo.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps  68091
Saint Louis County (Mo.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps  68092
Saint Louis County (Mo.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps  68093
Saint Louis County (Mo.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps  68094
Saint Louis (Mo.) - Maps - 1822  68040, 68041
Saint Louis (Mo.) - Maps - 1823  50272, 50273
Saint Louis (Mo.) - Maps - 1835  68042
Saint Louis (Mo.) - Maps - 1840  68043
Saint Louis (Mo.) - Maps - 1841  76681
Saint Louis (Mo.) - Maps - 1846  68044
Saint Louis (Mo.) - Maps - 1855  68045
Saint Louis (Mo.) - Maps - 1857  68046
Saint Louis (Mo.) - Maps - 1859  68047
Saint Louis (Mo.) - Maps - 1872  58928, 68048
Saint Louis (Mo.) - Maps - 1873  49540
Saint Louis (Mo.) - Maps - 1875  68101, 68102
Saint Louis (Mo.) - Maps - 1887  68049
Saint Louis (Mo.) - Maps - 1888 - Railroads  50717
Saint Louis (Mo.) - Maps - 1891 - Ferries  24063
Saint Louis (Mo.) - Maps - 1891 - Railroads  24063
Saint Louis (Mo.) - Maps - 1904  43460, 43461
Saint Louis (Mo.) - Maps - 1932 - Road maps  68050
Saint Louis (Mo.) - Maps - 1934 - Road maps  68051
Saint Louis (Mo.) - Maps - 1935 - Road maps  68052, 68053, 68114, 68115, 68116
Saint Louis (Mo.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps  50905, 50906, 68054, 68055, 68056, 68117, 68118, 68119, 68120
Saint Louis (Mo.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps  68057, 68058, 68121, 68122, 68123, 68124
Saint Louis (Mo.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps  40031, 68059, 68125, 68126, 68127, 68128, 68129
Saint Louis (Mo.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps  68060, 68061, 68062, 68130, 68131, 68132
Saint Louis (Mo.) - Maps - 1940-1949  68063
Saint Louis (Mo.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps  68064, 68065, 68133
Saint Louis (Mo.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps  68066, 68067, 68068, 68134, 68135
Saint Louis (Mo.) - Maps - 1942  68070
Saint Louis (Mo.) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps  68069, 68136, 68137, 68138
Saint Louis (Mo.) - Maps - 1943 - Local transit  68071
Saint Louis (Mo.) - Maps - 1943 - Road maps  68071
Saint Louis (Mo.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps  51049, 68072, 68139, 68140, 68141, 68142
Saint Louis (Mo.) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps  68073, 68074, 68075, 68143
Saint Louis (Mo.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps  40009, 51075, 68076, 68144, 68145
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Collection</th>
<th>Date Range</th>
<th>Call Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Saint Louis (Mo.) - Maps - 1949 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
<td>68146, 68147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saint Louis (Mo.) - Maps - 1950 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
<td>68148</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saint Louis (Mo.) - Maps - 1951</td>
<td></td>
<td>76087, 76088</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saint Louis (Mo.) - Maps - 1951 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
<td>68149</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saint Louis (Mo.) - Maps - 1952</td>
<td></td>
<td>51097</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saint Louis (Mo.) - Maps - 1952 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
<td>68150, 68151, 68152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saint Louis (Mo.) - Maps - 1954</td>
<td></td>
<td>68154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saint Louis (Mo.) - Maps - 1955 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
<td>68155, 68156</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saint Louis (Mo.) - Maps - 1959</td>
<td></td>
<td>68077, 68162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saint Louis (Mo.) - Maps - 1960 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
<td>68163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saint Louis (Mo.) - Maps - 1963 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
<td>68078</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saint Louis (Mo.) - Maps - 1964 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
<td>68079, 68080</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saint Louis (Mo.) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
<td>68081</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saint Louis (Mo.) - Maps - 1967 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
<td>68082</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saint Louis (Mo.) - Maps - 1968 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
<td>20472</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saint Louis (Mo.) - Maps - 1970 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
<td>68083</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saint Louis (Mo.) - Maps - 1972 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
<td>68164</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saint Louis (Mo.) - Maps - 1975-1976 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
<td>68084</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saint Louis (Mo.) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
<td>68085, 68086, 68087</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saint Louis (Mo.) - Maps - 1994 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
<td>79075</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saint Louis (Mo.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
<td>68090</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saint Louis (Mo.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
<td>68091</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saint Louis (Mo.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
<td>68092</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saint Louis (Mo.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
<td>68093</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saint Louis (Mo.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
<td>68094</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saint Louis (Mo.) - Maps - 2009 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
<td>68095</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saint Louis (Mo.) - Maps - Bibliography</td>
<td></td>
<td>68096</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saint Louis (Mo.) - Maps - Collections</td>
<td></td>
<td>76093</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saint Louis (Mo.) - Pictorial works - 1832</td>
<td></td>
<td>76216, 76219</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saint Louis (Mo.) - Pictorial works - 1841</td>
<td></td>
<td>68097</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saint Louis (Mo.) - Pictorial works - 1842</td>
<td></td>
<td>68098</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saint Louis (Mo.) - Pictorial works - 1853</td>
<td></td>
<td>68099</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saint Louis (Mo.) - Pictorial works - 1874</td>
<td></td>
<td>68100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saint Louis (Mo.) - Pictorial works - 1875</td>
<td></td>
<td>68101, 68102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saint Louis (Mo.) - Pictorial works - Collections</td>
<td></td>
<td>76093</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saint Louis (Mo.) - Pictorial works - Collections, 1841</td>
<td></td>
<td>50648</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saint Louis (Mo.) - Tourism - 1970</td>
<td></td>
<td>68103</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Census, 19th, 1970 - Maps 68104

Saint Louis Public Service Company SEE St. Louis Public Service Company 68071

Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Collections, 1841 50648
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Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1960 - Railroads 50739
Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1919 - Railroads 50741, 50742
Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1919 - Road maps 50741, 50742
Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1920 - Railroads 50743, 50744
Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1920 - Road maps 50743, 50744
Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1921 - Railroads 50745
Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1921 - Road maps 50745
Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1922 - Railroads 50747
Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1923 - Railroads 50748
Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1923 - Road maps 50748
Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1924 - Railroads 50749
Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1924 - Road maps 50749
Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1925 - Railroads 50753
Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1925 - Road maps 50753
Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1926 - Railroads 50759
Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1926 - Road maps 50759
Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1928 - Railroads 50766, 50767, 50768, 50769
Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1928 - Road maps 50766, 50767, 50768, 50769
Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1930-1939 - Railroads 50789
Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1930 - Road maps 48860, 68108
Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1933 - Road maps - Pictorial maps 68109, 68110, 68111
Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1934 - Road maps 68112, 68113
Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1935 - Road maps 48897, 68052, 68053, 68114, 68115, 68116
Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps 48906, 50883, 50884, 50885, 50886, 50905, 50906, 68054, 68055, 68056, 68117, 68118, 68119, 68120
Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps 50907, 50908, 50909, 68057, 68058, 68121, 68122, 68123, 68124
Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps 48923, 50934, 50935, 50936, 68059, 68125, 68126, 68127, 68128, 68129
Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps 48929, 50963, 50964, 68060, 68061, 68062, 68130, 68131, 68132
Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1940-1949 68063
Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps 50981, 50982, 68064, 68065, 68133
Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps 36105, 50996, 50997, 68066, 68067, 68068, 68134, 68135
Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1942 68070
Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps 68069, 68136, 68137, 68138
Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1944 40034, 40035
Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1944 - Road maps 40033
Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps 36160, 36161, 36162, 40036, 40037, 51047, 51048, 51049, 68072, 68139, 68140, 68141, 68142
Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps 68073, 68074, 68075, 68143
Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps 51075, 68076, 68144, 68145
Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1949 - Road maps 51083, 68146, 68147
Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1950 - Road maps 40038, 68148
Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1951 - Road maps 68149
Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1952 - Road maps 51097, 68150, 68151, 68152
Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1954 - Railroads 36329
Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1954 - Road maps 40039, 68153, 68154
Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1955 - Railroads 36342
Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1955 - Road maps 49062, 68155, 68156
Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1956 - Railroads 36351
Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps 68157, 68158, 68159, 68160
Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1957 - Railroads 36371
Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1958 - Railroads 36376, 68161
Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1959 - Railroads 36378
Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1959 - Road maps 68077, 68162
Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1960 - Railroads 36384
Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1960 - Road maps 36385, 68163
Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1961 - Railroads 36388
Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1962-1969 - Road maps 51123
Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1963 - Road maps 68078
Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1964 - Road maps 68079, 68080
Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps 68081
Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1967 - Road maps 68082
Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1970 - Road maps 51131, 68083
Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1971- Road maps 36408
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Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1972- Road maps 68164
Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1974 - Road maps 51132
Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1975 68104
Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps 51134, 68085, 68086, 68087
Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps 51135, 68089
Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1977 - Road maps 51137
Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 1998 - Road maps 68165
Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 2001 - Road maps 68166
Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps 68090
Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps 68091
Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps 68092
Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps 68093
Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps 68094
Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Maps - 2009 - Road maps 68095
Saint Louis Region (Mo.) - Pictorial works - 1842 68098
Saint Louis Roi de France Mission (Calif.) SEE San Luis Rey Mission (Calif.) 62560
Saint Louis Zoo : The living world 73102
Saint Lucia - Maps - 1700-1799 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 68167
Saint Lucia - Maps - 1724 - Manuscripts 68168
Saint Lucia - Maps - 1775 68169
Saint Lucia - Maps - 1778 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 68170
Saint Lucia - Maps - 1779 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 51770
Saint Lucia - Maps - 1779 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 68171
Saint Lucia - Maps - 1780 41798
Saint Lucia - Maps - 1784 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 18740
Saint Lucia - Maps - 1817 67963
Saint Lucia - Maps - 1821 67964
Saint Lucia - Maps - 1822 67965
Saint Lucia - Maps - 1829 67966
Saint Lucia - Maps - 1835 81667
Saint Lucia - Maps - 1847 68172
Saint Lucia - Maps - 1872 81680
Saint Lucia - Maps - Bibliography 67967
Saint Lucie County (Fla.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps 36721
Saint-Malo (France) - Maps - 1695 - Fortification 68173
Saint-Malo (France) - Maps - 1701 - Harbors - Nautical charts 25478
Saint-Malo (France) - Maps - 1713 - Fortification 68174
Saint-Malo (France) - Maps - 1758 - Harbors - Nautical charts 68175
Saint-Malo (France) - Maps - 1766 - Harbors - Nautical charts 68176
Saint-Malo (France) - Maps - 1790 - Harbors - Nautical charts 68177
Saint-Malo (France) - Maps - 1793 - Harbors 68178
Saint-Malo (France) - Pictorial works - 1793 43060
Saint-Malo Region (France) - Maps - 1695 68179
Saint-Malo Region (France) - Maps - 1713 68180
Saint-Marc (Artibonite, Haiti) - Maps - 1790 3146
Saint-Marc, Colin de, Mme 67231
Saint-Marie Moissac Librairie SEE Librairie Saint-Marie Moissac 73890
Saint Marks (Fla.) - Maps - 1760-1769 - Fortification - Manuscripts 27410
Saint Marks (Fla.) - Maps - 1800 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 27411, 27413
Saint Marks (Fla.) - Maps - 1800 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Maps - 1800 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 27412
Saint Marks (Fla.) - Maps - 1800 - Indians - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 27412, 27413
Saint-Martin (Collectivity) - Maps - 1873 - Road maps 45241
Saint Martin Parish (L.a.) - Maps - 1700-1799 - Landowners 74299
Saint-Martin, Vivien de SEE Vivien de Saint-Martin, M. 34201
Saint Martin (West Indies) - Maps - 1669 - Harbors - Nautical charts 68181
Saint Martin (West Indies) - Maps - 1783 - Harbors - Nautical charts 68182
Saint Martin (West Indies) - Maps - 1792 67880
Saint Martin (West Indies) - Maps - 1817 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 68183
Saint Martin (West Indies) - Maps - 1847 - Nautical charts 1989, 1990
Saint Martin (West Indies) - Maps - Collections, 1579-1950 68184
Saint Martin (West Indies) - Pictorial works - 1671 64559
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Saint Paul (Minn.) - Maps - 1931 - Pictorial maps 68206
Saint Paul (Minn.) - Maps - 1934 49460
Saint Paul (Minn.) - Maps - 1935 49407, 49462, 49463
Saint Paul (Minn.) - Maps - 1935 - Road maps 49464
Saint Paul (Minn.) - Maps - 1936 49466, 49467
Saint Paul (Minn.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps 49408, 49409, 49465
Saint Paul (Minn.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps 49410, 49469, 49470
Saint Paul (Minn.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps 49411, 49412, 49471, 49472, 49473, 49474
Saint Paul (Minn.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps 49413, 49414, 49475, 49476
Saint Paul (Minn.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps 49415, 49416, 49417, 49477
Saint Paul (Minn.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps 49418, 49419, 49478, 49479
Saint Paul (Minn.) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps 49420, 49421, 49422, 49480
Saint Paul (Minn.) - Maps - 1945 - Road maps 49481
Saint Paul (Minn.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps 49423, 49424, 49482, 49483, 49484
Saint Paul (Minn.) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps 49425, 49426, 49485, 49486
Saint Paul (Minn.) - Maps - 1948 - Museums 49427
Saint Paul (Minn.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps 49428, 49429
Saint Paul (Minn.) - Maps - 1951 76087, 76088
Saint Paul (Minn.) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps 49488, 49489
Saint Paul (Minn.) - Maps - 1959 49490
Saint Paul (Minn.) - Maps - 1959 - Road maps 49430
Saint Paul (Minn.) - Maps - 1964 - Road maps 49431
Saint Paul (Minn.) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps 49432, 49433
Saint Paul (Minn.) - Maps - 1967 - Road maps 49434
Saint Paul (Minn.) - Maps - 1968 - Road maps 49435, 49436
Saint Paul (Minn.) - Maps - 1969 - Road maps 49437, 49438
Saint Paul (Minn.) - Maps - 1970 - Road maps 49439
Saint Paul (Minn.) - Maps - 1971 - Road maps 49440
Saint Paul (Minn.) - Maps - 1975-1976 - Road maps 49441
Saint Paul (Minn.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps 49442
Saint Paul (Minn.) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps 49443
Saint Paul (Minn.) - Maps - 1979-1979 - Road maps 49445
Saint Paul (Minn.) - Maps - 1979 - Road maps 49444
Saint Paul (Minn.) - Maps - 1994 - Road maps 79075
Saint Paul (Minn.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps 68207
Saint Paul (Minn.) - Pictorial works - 1853 68208
Saint Paul (Minn.) - Pictorial works - 1860 68209
Saint Paul (Minn.) - Pictorial works - 1867 66199, 68210
Saint Paul (Minn.) - Pictorial works - 1874 - Pictorial works 49449
Saint Paul (Minn.) - Pictorial works - 1889 49559
Saint Paul (Minn.) - Saint Paul Area Chamber of Commerce - 1970 68211
Saint Paul Minnesota 68200
Saint Paul Pioneer Press (Saint Paul, Minn.) 49022
Saint Paul Press (Minn.) (1871) SEE St. Paul Press (Minn.) (1871) 68204
Saint Paul Region (Minn.) - Maps - 1825 - Dakota Indians - Land Tenure - Manuscripts 18640
Saint Paul Region (Minn.) - Maps - 1825 - Landowners - Manuscripts 18640
Saint Paul Region (Minn.) - Maps - 1886 - Landowners 68205
Saint Paul Region (Minn.) - Maps - 1890 - Railroads 49561
Saint Paul Region (Minn.) - Maps - 1893 - Railroads 49564
Saint Paul Region (Minn.) - Maps - 1894 - Railroads 49565, 49566
Saint Paul Region (Minn.) - Maps - 1897 - Railroads 49457
Saint Paul Region (Minn.) - Maps - 1907 - Railroads 49572
Saint Paul Region (Minn.) - Maps - 1910 - Railroads 49458
Saint Paul Region (Minn.) - Maps - 1911 - Railroads 49576
Saint Paul Region (Minn.) - Maps - 1913 - Railroads 49578, 49579
Saint Paul Region (Minn.) - Maps - 1914 - Railroads 49580, 49581
Saint Paul Region (Minn.) - Maps - 1916 - Railroads 49582, 49583, 49584
Saint Paul Region (Minn.) - Maps - 1920 - Railroads 49593
Saint Paul Region (Minn.) - Maps - 1920 - RailroadsMinnesota - Maps - 1920 - Road maps 49592
Saint Paul Region (Minn.) - Maps - 1921 - Railroads 49600
Saint Paul Region (Minn.) - Maps - 1922 - Railroads 49606
Saint Paul Region (Minn.) - Maps - 1923 - Railroads 49609
Saint Paul Region (Minn.) - Maps - 1924 - Railroads 49612, 49613
Saint Paul Region (Minn.) - Maps - 1925 - Railroads 49618
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Saint Petersburg (Russia) - Maps - 1981 68239
Saint Petersburg (Russia) - Maps - 1991 51838
Saint Petersburg (Russia) - Maps - 1994 51839, 68235
Saint Petersburg (Russia) - Maps - 1996 68236
Saint Petersburg (Russia) - Maps - Collections 68239
Saint Petersburg (Russia) - Maps - Collections, 1656-1914 68237
Saint Petersburg (Russia) - Maps - Collections, 1700-2002 68238
Saint Petersburg (Russia) - Pictorial works - 1745 37489
Saint Petersburg (Russia). Royal Academy of Sciences SEE Imperatorskaíà akademiíà nauk (Russia) 51840
Saint Petersburg, SEE Imperatorskaíà akademiíà nauk (Russia) 51216
Saint Pierre and Miquelon (France) SEE Saint Pierre and Miquelon 68240
Saint Pierre and Miquelon - Maps - 1732 - Nautical charts 68240
Saint Pierre and Miquelon - Maps - 1760 - Nautical charts 68241
Saint Pierre and Miquelon - Maps - 1783 - Nautical charts 68242
Saint Pierre and Miquelon - Maps - 1794 - Nautical charts 56926
Saint-Pierre-D'Albigny (France) -1693 - Pictorial works 68243
Saint-Pierre-D'Albigny (France) -1713 - Pictorial works 68244
Saint-Quentin, Battle of, Saint-Quentin, Aisne, France, 1557 - Pictorial works 68245, 68246
Saint Regis Band of Mohawk Indians of New York SEE St. Regis Band of Mohawk Indians of New York 68247
Saint Regis Mohawk Indian Reservation (N.Y.) - Maps - 1890 68247
Saint Regis Mohawk Indian Reserve (Québec and Ont.) SEE Akwesasne Indian Reserve (Québec and Ont.) 655
Saint-Rémy-en-Rollat (France) - Maps - 1921 11335
Saint Salvador (Congo) SEE Mbanza-Ngungu (Congo)Saô Salvador (Congo) SEE Mbanza-Ngungu (Congo) 45575
Saint-Sever, Landes: plan & notice 7122
Saint Simon, Claude Anne, Duc de, 1740
Saint-Simons Island (Ga.) - Maps - 1701-1799 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 68248, 68249, 68250, 68251
Saint Tammany Parish (La.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps 55522
Saint Tammany Parish (La.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps 55525
Saint Thomas, U.S. Virgin Islands 68254
Saint Thomas (United States Virgin Islands) - Maps - 2000 - Road maps 80322
Saint Thomas (V.I.) - Maps - 1764 68253
Saint Thomas (V.I.) - Maps - 1836 38515
Saint Thomas (V.I.) - Maps - 1925 16598
Saint Thomas (V.I.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps - Pictorial maps 67899
Saint Thomas (V.I.) - Maps - 1979 - Road maps - Pictorial maps 68254
Saint Venant Region (France) - Maps - 1710 621
Saint-Victor (Abbey : Paris, France). Bibliothèque 63014
Saint Vincent Academy (Newark, N.J.) 64530
Saint Vincent - Maps - 1775 68255
Saint Vincent - Maps - 1780 41798
Saint Vincent - Maps - 1814 68256
Saint Vincent - Maps - 1821 68257
Saint Vincent - Maps - 1822 68258
Saint Vincent - Maps - 1829 68259
Saint Vincent - Maps - 1835 81667
Saint Vincent - Maps - 1872 81680
Saint Vincent - Maps - Bibliography 67967
Saint-Yves, Maurice 7135

La Sainte Bible en latin et en français : avec des notes litterales, critiques et historiques, des prefaces et des dissertations tirées du Commentaire de Dom Augustin Calmet, Abbé de Senones, de M. l’Abbé de Vence, & des auteurs les plus célèbres, pour 12703
La Sainte Bible : qui comprend l’Ancien et le Nouveau Testament / traduits sur les textes originaux he?breu et grec par Louis Segond 12993

Sainte Geneviève County (Mo.) - Geographical cross sections - 1861 68261
Sainte Genevieve County (Mo.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners 68260
Sainte Genevieve County (Mo.) - Maps - 1861 - Geology 68261
Sainte-Marguerite, Ile de (France) - Maps - 1793 68262
Sainte-Marguerite, Ile (France) - Maps - 1689 68263
Sainte-Marie-de-Madagascar Island (Madagascar) - Maps - 1872 27970
Saintes (France) - Pictorial works - 1560 68264
Saintin, Amédée 12772, 29243, 29281
Saintonge (France) - Maps - 1753 64963, 64964
Sajovic, William 6764, 22524, 36266, 36349, 36394, 84463
Sajuto, Heru - Map Collections - Exhibitions - Catalogs 17977
Sakamaki, Shunzo, 1906-1973 52439
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Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Sakkara (Egypt) SEE Saqqarah (Egypt) 15121
Sala d’Artur Ramon 11817
Sala D’Artur Ramon - Map Collections - Exhibitions 11817
Sala del Maggior Consiglio (Venice, Italy) - Pictorial works - 1566 79960, 79961
La Sala delle carte geografiche in Palazzo Vecchio: “capriccio et invenzione nata dal Duca Cosimo” / a cura di Alessandro Cecchi e Paola Pacetti; testi di Paola Pacetti ... [et al.]; con il contributo di Franco Casali ... [et al.] 68265
Sala delle Carte geografiche (Palazzo vecchio, Florence, Italy) 68265
Sala Regia (Vatican Palace, Vatican City) - Pictorial works - 1570 22291, 22292
Salaba, Marie 62700
Salamancan 68267
Salamancan, Antonio, d. 1562 1244, 1245, 1247, 11883, 16512, 18688, 20873, 21802, 25880, 50055, 62769, 62770, 62778, 73779, 73780, 75851, 80198, 83901
Salamancan, Antonio, d. 1562. [Double-cordiform world map, ca, 1550] 68266
Salamancan, Francesco, fl. ca. 1560 32806, 32807
Salamancan (Spain) - Maps - 1988 68267
Salaries, etc. - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1895 52899
Salaries, etc. - Loop (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1895 52899
Salaries, etc. - Near West Side (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1895 52899
Salazar, Hipólito, fl. 1840 46377
Salazar, Hipólito, fl. 1840-1874 SEE Salazar, Hipólito 46377
Salazar, J. (Juan) 12935
Salazar, J. (Juan) 46377
Salazar Ylarregui, José. Datos de los trabajos astronómicos y topográficos ... por la Comisión de Límites Mexicana... (1850) 21681, 68471
Salba, George 3468
Salcombe (England) - Maps - 1693 - Nautical charts 64929
Salcombe (England) - Maps - 1749 - Nautical charts 64930
Salcombe (England) - Maps - 1757 - Nautical charts 64931
Saldanha Bay (South Africa) - Maps - 1700 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts 68268
Saldanha Bay (South Africa) - Maps - 1747 16499
Saldanha Bay (South Africa) - Maps - 1748 - Nautical charts 68269
Saldanha Bay (South Africa) - Maps - 1766 38523
Saldanha da Cunha, Maria Núbia 52428
Saldina-Bay 68269
Sale, George, 1697?-1736 34035, 41310
Salé (Morocco) - Pictorial works - 1620 51799
The Sale of Alaska and the international expedition to effect telegraph link between North America and Europe via Siberia 67731
Sale, Randall D. 18514, 18516, 76275, 82914
Sale, Richard, 1946- 14658
Salem Church, Battle of, Va., 1863 - Maps 19149
Salem Church Region (Va.) - History - Civil War, 1861-1865 - Maps 19149
Salem Church Region (Va.) - Maps - 1863 19149
Salem Church (Va.) - History - Civil War, 1861-1865 - Maps 19149
Salem Co. New Jersey / Survey Map Co., 41 Lafayette Place, N.Y. ; Salem, Salem Co. N.J. 68272
[Salem County (N.J.) - 1849: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 68270
Salem County (N.J.) - Maps - 1849 - Landowners 68270
Salem County (N.J.) - Maps - 1876 - Landowners 68271
Salem County (N.J.) - Maps - 1905 - Road maps 68272
Salem County (N.J.) - Maps - 2009 - Road maps 55218
Salem Fort in the province of the Massachusetts Bay in America ... by J. Redknap. November, 1705 68276
Salem Historical Society (Salem, Ohio) 21755, 21756
Salem House Publishers 72908
Salem, Mass. 1883 68278
Salem (Mass.) - History - Colonial period, ca. 1600-1775 - Maps - Witchcraft 68273
Salem (Mass.) - Maps - 1692 - History 68274
Salem (Mass.) - Maps - 1692 - Landowners 68274
Salem (Mass.) - Maps - 1700 - Road maps 68275
Salem (Mass.) - Maps - 1705 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 68276
Salem (Mass.) - Maps - 1891 - Road maps 68277
Salem (Mass.) - Pictorial works - 1883 68278
Salem (N.J.) - Maps - 1905 - Road maps 68272
Salem (Or.) - Maps - 1969-1971 - Agricultural exhibitions - Pictorial maps 43198
Salem (Or.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps 68279
Salem (Or.) - Pictorial works - 1846 73113, 73114
Salem Region (Or.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps 68279
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Salt Lake City (Utah)  68304
La Salle County (Tex.) - Maps - 1895 - Landowners  68304
La Salle, Robert Cavelier, sieur de, 1643-1687  22208, 24942, 24943, 57393, 57394, 57395, 67994
La Salle, Robert Cavelier, sieur de, 1643-1687 - Expedition, 1684  46233
La Salle, Robert Cavelier, sieur de, 1643-1687 - Travels  57469, 57470, 57471
La Salle, Robert Cavelier, sieur de, 1643-1687 - Travels, 1669 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  32519
La Salle, Robert Cavelier, sieur de, 1643-1687 - Travels - Manuscripts  45513
La Salle, Robert Cavelier, sieur de, 1643-1687 - Travels - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  57400
La Salle Street Station (Chicago, Ill.) SEE LaSalle Street Station (Chicago, Ill.)  41678
Salley, A. S. (Alexander Samuel), 1871-1961. George Hunter's map of the Cherokee country and the path thereto in 1730 (1917)  71285
Sallis, Julia B.  30493
Sällskapet för Finlands geografi SEE Suomen Maantieteellinen Seura  26648
Salmon, Arthur L. (Arthur Leslie), b. 1865  22194, 22198
Salomon, John S.  80517
Salomon Rogiers  7770
Salmon industry and trade  4611, 25672
Salmon, Thomas, 1679  8097, 14383, 65722
Salmon, John S. - Modern history  57514
Salmons, Joe, 1956-  64128
Salomon, Richard, 1884-1966  61981
Salomon Rogiers  7770
Salop (England) SEE Shropshire (England)  69995
Salt, Henry  4611, 25672
Salt Lake City and Ogden, Provo: tour with Texaco ...  68315, 68316, 68317, 68318, 68319, 68320
Salt Lake City city map  68321
Salt Lake City city map / 76 Union  68323
Salt Lake City Corporation  68309
Salt Lake City, Logan/Ogden/Provo & vicinity StreetFinder  68331
Salt Lake City, Ogden, and Provo street and vicinity maps / Phillips 66  68326
Salt Lake City, Ogden and Provo / [Texaco]  68322, 68325
Salt Lake City, Ogden, Provo 1975-76 / Amoco Oil Company  68327
Salt Lake City, Ogden, Provo street map / Amoco Oil Company  68329
Salt Lake City / Phillips 66, the performance company  68328
Salt Lake City Region (Utah) - Maps - 1920 - Road maps  82196
Salt Lake City Region (Utah) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps  68308
Salt Lake City Region (Utah) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps  68311
Salt Lake City Region (Utah) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps  68314
Salt Lake City Region (Utah) - Maps - 1954 - Road maps  68315, 68316, 68317, 68318, 79694, 79695
Salt Lake City Region (Utah) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps  68319, 68320
Salt Lake City Region (Utah) - Maps - 1957 - Road maps  68321
Salt Lake City Region (Utah) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps  68322
Salt Lake City Region (Utah) - Maps - 1967 - Road maps  68323
Salt Lake City Region (Utah) - Maps - 1968 - Road maps  68324
Salt Lake City Region (Utah) - Maps - 1969 - Road maps  68325
Salt Lake City Region (Utah) - Maps - 1971 - Road maps  68326
Salt Lake City Region (Utah) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps  68327, 68328
Salt Lake City Region (Utah) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps  68329, 68330
Salt Lake City Region (Utah) - Maps - 1994 - Road maps  68305
Salt Lake City Region (Utah) - Maps - 2001 - Road maps  68331
Salt Lake City Region (Utah) - Maps - 2003 - Road maps  68306, 68332
Salt Lake City Region (Utah) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps  68333
Salt Lake City street and vicinity maps ...  68314
Salt Lake City street and vicinity maps. At your service from Canada to Mexico : Standard Stations and Standard Oil dealers  68308, 68311
Salt Lake City street guide  68333
Salt Lake City tourguide map / Gulf  68324
Salt Lake City (Utah) - Aerial photographs - 1966  79703
Salt Lake City (Utah) - Aerial photographs - 1973  79711
Salt Lake City / [engraved by] Bond & Chandler, Chicago  68337
Salt Lake City (Utah) - Maps - 1931 - Road maps  82272
Salt Lake City (Utah) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps 79635
Salt Lake City (Utah) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps 79641
Salt Lake City (Utah) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps 68307, 68308
Salt Lake City (Utah) - Maps - 1940-1949 - Road maps 68309
Salt Lake City (Utah) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps 68310, 68311
Salt Lake City (Utah) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps 68312
Salt Lake City (Utah) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps 68313, 68314
Salt Lake City (Utah) - Maps - 1951 76087, 76088
Salt Lake City (Utah) - Maps - 1954 - Road maps 68315, 68316, 68317, 68318, 79694, 79695
Salt Lake City (Utah) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps 68319, 68320
Salt Lake City (Utah) - Maps - 1957 - Road maps 68321
Salt Lake City (Utah) - Maps - 1965 - Road maps 79702
Salt Lake City (Utah) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps 68322
Salt Lake City (Utah) - Maps - 1967 - Road maps 68323
Salt Lake City (Utah) - Maps - 1968 - Road maps 68324
Salt Lake City (Utah) - Maps - 1969 - Road maps 68325
Salt Lake City (Utah) - Maps - 1971 - Road maps 68326
Salt Lake City (Utah) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps 68327, 68328
Salt Lake City (Utah) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps 68329, 68330
Salt Lake City (Utah) - Maps - 1995-1996 - Road maps 79101
Salt Lake City (Utah) - Maps - 2001 - Road maps 68331
Salt Lake City (Utah) - Maps - 2003 - Road maps 68332
Salt Lake City (Utah) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps 68333
Salt Lake City (Utah) - Pictorial works - 1869 68334
Salt Lake City (Utah) - Pictorial works - 1870 68335
Salt Lake City (Utah) - Pictorial works - 1870-1879 68336
Salt Lake City (Utah) - Pictorial works - 1878 68337
Salt Lake City (Utah) - Pictorial works - 1966 79703
Salt Lake City (Utah) - Pictorial works - 1973 79711
Salt Lake City & vicinity, including Logan, Ogden, and Provo street guide 68306, 68332
Salt Lake City & vicinity StreetFinder 68305
Salt Lake City, with a sketch of the route of the Central Pacific Railroad, from Omaha to Salt Lake City, and thence to San Francisco 68336
Salt Lake City, with a sketch of the route of the Central Pacific Railroad, from Omaha to Salt Lake City, and thence to San Francisco [Salt Lake County (Utah) - 1890: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 68338
Salt Lake County (Utah) - Maps - 1890 - Landowners 68338
Salt Lake Tribune automobile tour book 82196
Salt Lake Tribune (Firm) 82196
Salt Lake Tribune Printing and Publishing Co. SEE Tribune Printing and Publishing Co. (Salt Lake City, Utah) 68337
Salt Lake (Utah) SEE Great Salt Lake (Utah) 32754
Salt Lake-Yellowstone Highway - Maps - 1920 82196
Salt licks - Illinois 52341
Salt River Project 64587, 64588
Salt River Valley (Ariz.) - Maps - 1930-1939 - Irrigation - Relief 68339
Salten (Norway) - Maps - 1740 68340
Salter, Albert Pellew, 1816-1874 16043
Salter, Christopher L. 20728
Salter, George, 1897-1967 3414, 3415, 20609, 36649, 36650, 67495, 84372, 84373, 84673
Salter, H. E. (Herbert Edward), 1863-1951 62504
Salter, John, 1798-1874 33432
Saltonstall, Richard, Sir, 1521?-1601 42368
Saltonstall, Wye, fl. 1630-1640 7759, 7760
Salter, Juan T. Flaquer 30348
Salter, María Flaquer 30348
Saltzburg 68354
Saltzburghensis episcopatis seu luunaviensis diaeceseos chorographia accuratissima elaborata / ab Marco Setznagel Saltzbugensis ; Ioannes à Deutecum, Lucas à Deutecum fecerunt 68348
Saluda County (S.C.) - Maps - 1825 - Landowners 24655
Salisbury, T. 28976
Salusbury, T. 10677, 10678
Saluzzo (Italy) - Historical geography - Maps - 1830-1839 68341
Salvador (Brazil) - Maps - 1769 1263
Salvador (Brazil) - Maps - 1777 68342
Salvador (Brazil) - Pictorial works - 1629 68343
Salvador (Brazil) - Pictorial works - 1671 39316, 68344, 68345
Salvador (Brazil) - Pictorial works - 1777 68342
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<th>Call Number</th>
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<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Salvador (Brazil) - Pictorial works - 1851</td>
<td>13845</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salvador Region (Brazil) - Maps - 1705 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts</td>
<td>1262</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salvat (Firm)</td>
<td>1497</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salvatella. Europa politica [1924?]</td>
<td>30574</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salvatico, Christopher C.</td>
<td>3104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salvation Army</td>
<td>25442, 25443</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salvation Army - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1890</td>
<td>25442, 25443</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salvato, Vincenzo</td>
<td>27187</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Salvatix mundi</em> : representing Queen Elizabeth I as a Christ type*</td>
<td>84518</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salverte, Aglaé Baconnière de, d. 1828</td>
<td>11362</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salvioni, Bernardo, fl. ca. 1597</td>
<td>80005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salvioni, Francesco</td>
<td>38580</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salviucci</td>
<td>5134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salway, William</td>
<td>73037</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salwey, Thomas, 1791-1877</td>
<td>2347</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salz Bros., Inc. (Firm)</td>
<td>6100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salzburg</td>
<td>68359, 68364</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salzburg (Austria : Land) - Maps - 1570</td>
<td>68346</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salzburg (Austria : Land) - Maps - 1588</td>
<td>68347</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salzburg (Austria : Land) - Maps - 1593</td>
<td>68348</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salzburg (Austria : Land) - Maps - 1606</td>
<td>68349</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salzburg (Austria : Land) - Maps - 1680</td>
<td>11924</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salzburg (Austria : Land) - Maps - 1690-1699</td>
<td>11926</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salzburg (Austria : Land) - Maps - 1700</td>
<td>11933</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salzburg (Austria : Land) - Maps - 1701</td>
<td>11934, 11935</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salzburg (Austria : Land) - Maps - 1720</td>
<td>11942</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salzburg (Austria : Land) - Maps - 1724</td>
<td>68350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salzburg (Austria : Land) - Maps - 1725</td>
<td>75912</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salzburg (Austria : Land) - Maps - 1743</td>
<td>68351</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salzburg (Austria : Land) - Maps - 1898</td>
<td>68366</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salzburg (Austria : Land) - Maps - 1922</td>
<td>68356</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salzburg (Austria : Land) - Maps - 1937</td>
<td>68357</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salzburg (Austria : Land) - Maps - 1939</td>
<td>68358</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salzburg (Austria : Land) - Pictorial works - 1700</td>
<td>68352</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salzburg (Austria) - Maps - 1742</td>
<td>11949</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salzburg (Austria) - Maps - 1745</td>
<td>68353</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salzburg (Austria) - Maps - 1840 - Pictorial works</td>
<td>68354</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salzburg (Austria) - Maps - 1880</td>
<td>11963</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salzburg (Austria) - Maps - 1882</td>
<td>11964</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salzburg (Austria) - Maps - 1884</td>
<td>11965</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salzburg (Austria) - Maps - 1886</td>
<td>11966</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salzburg (Austria) - Maps - 1890</td>
<td>11967</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salzburg (Austria) - Maps - 1892</td>
<td>11968</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salzburg (Austria) - Maps - 1896</td>
<td>11969</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salzburg (Austria) - Maps - 1898</td>
<td>11970, 68366</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salzburg (Austria) - Maps - 1900</td>
<td>11971</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salzburg (Austria) - Maps - 1902</td>
<td>11972</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salzburg (Austria) - Maps - 1904</td>
<td>11973</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salzburg (Austria) - Maps - 1906</td>
<td>11974</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salzburg (Austria) - Maps - 1908</td>
<td>11975</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salzburg (Austria) - Maps - 1910</td>
<td>11976</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salzburg (Austria) - Maps - 1911</td>
<td>68355</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salzburg (Austria) - Maps - 1912</td>
<td>11977</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salzburg (Austria) - Maps - 1913-1914</td>
<td>11978</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salzburg (Austria) - Maps - 1914</td>
<td>11979</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salzburg (Austria) - Maps - 1922</td>
<td>68356</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salzburg (Austria) - Maps - 1930</td>
<td>1347</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salzburg (Austria) - Maps - 1937</td>
<td>68357</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salzburg (Austria) - Maps - 1939</td>
<td>68358</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salzburg (Austria) - Maps - 1961</td>
<td>75947</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salzburg (Austria) - Maps - 1979 - Guidebooks</td>
<td>68359</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salzburg (Austria) - Museums - 1970-1979</td>
<td>68360</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salzburg (Austria) - Pictorial works - 1552</td>
<td>68361</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Salzburg (Austria) - Pictorial works - 1570 68346
Salzburg (Austria) - Pictorial works - 1588 68347
Salzburg (Austria) - Pictorial works - 1620 68362, 68363
Salzburg (Austria) - Pictorial works - 1695 68364
Salzburg (Austria) - Pictorial works - 1700 68352
Salzburg (Austria : Province) SEE Salzburg (Austria : Land) 68351
Salzburg (Austria) - Tourism - 1985 68365
Salzburg im Bilde alter Karten 18379
Salzburg im Kartenbild der Zeiten 18378
Salzburg Panorama Tours 68365
Salzburg Panorama Tours : Sightseeing the personal way 68365
Salzburg Region (Austria) - Maps - 1898 68366
Salzburg Region (Austria) - Maps - 1911 68355
Salzburg Region (Austria) - Maps - 1922 68356
Salzburg Region (Austria) - Maps - 1939 68358
Salzburg und das Salzkammergut 68356
Salzburger Automobil-Club 11255
Salzburger Land mit Salzkammergut und Angaben für Autofahrer 68358
Salzburger Museum Carolino Augusteum 68360, 80778
Salzburger Museum Carolino Augusteum Spielzeugmuseum : A walk through the Spielzeugmuseum 68360
Salzburger im Kartenbild der Zeiten 68358
Salzkammergut (Austria) - Maps - 1898 68366
Salzkammergut (Austria) - Maps - 1905 31785
Salzkammergut (Austria) - Maps - 1909 31790
Salzkammergut (Austria) - Maps - 1913-1914 11978
Salzkammergut (Austria) - Maps - 1922 68356
Salzkammergut (Austria) - Maps - 1927 68367
Salzkammergut (Austria) - Maps - 1939 68358
Salzmann, Friedrich Rudolph, 1749-1821 26345
Salzmann, H., fl. 1888 30699
Sam’s Club 66226, 79198, 79223, 79238, 79260, 79261, 79262, 79265, 79281, 79283, 79284, 79297, 79298, 79311, 79312, 79313, 79324, 79325, 79326
Sámboki, János, 1531-1584 SEE Zsámboki, János, 1531-1584 85346
Sámboky, János, 1531-1584 SEE Zsámboki, János, 1531-1584 85346
Sámboky János könyvtára, írta és az 1587 - Bibliotheca Ioannis Sambuci, scripsit et catalogum anni 1587 17532
Sambre River Valley (France and Belgium) - History - 1794 - Maps - 1839 68368
Sambuci, Ioannis, 1531-1584 SEE Zsámboki, János, 1531-1584 75455
Sambucus, Johannes, 1531-1584 SEE Zsámboki, János, 1531-1584 85346
Sambucus, Johannes, 1531-1584 SEE Zsámboki, János, 1531-1584 75455, 85346
Sames, James Walter, 1921- 41086
Sami (European people) - Cartography 41642
Samian 68369
Samian Island (Norway) - Maps - 1650 68369
Samier, V. 51187
Samizdat House 76188
Saml. Gabriel Sons & Company 6004, 20552
Samling af kaart over spanske og portugiske kyst 72794
Sammlung Ryhiner : Karten, Pläne und Ansichten aus dem 16. bis 19. Jahrhundert = Ryhiner collection : maps, plans and views from the 16th to the 19th century 67746
Sammlung von 26 Schiffahrten 4309
Sammlung von sechs und zwanzig Schiffahrten in verschiedene fremde Lander] 9570
Sammons, Christa 85030, 85031
Samo (Greece : Municipality) SEE Samos (Greece : Municipality) 68371
Samo Island (Greece) SEE Samos (Greece : Municipality) 68371
Samo Island (Greece)SEE Samos Island (Greece) 68372
Samoan Islands - Maps - 1840 38526
Samoan Islands - Maps - 1942 60323
Samoan Islands - Maps - 1866 65149
Samoan Islands - Maps - 1889 68370
Samoan Islands - Maps - 1902 - Postal service 79359
Samochodowy atlas Polski : 1:500,000 = Road atlas of Poland ... 65087
Samogitia (Lithuania) - Maps - 1730 41706
Samos (Greece : Municipality) - Maps - 1528 68371
Samos Island (Greece) - Historical geography - Maps - 1584-1606 102
Samos Island (Greece) - Maps - 1574 68372
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Samos Island (Greece) - Maps - 1584-1606 102
Samoset, Indian chief, b. ca. 1590 - Portraits 17913
Samothrace Island (Greece) - Maps - 1528 68373
Samotracia Island (Greece) SEE Samothrace Island (Greece) 68373
Samourka, M. (Margarita) 17263
Samourka, M. (Margarita) - Map collections 17263
Sampaio, Teodoro, 1855-1937 13853, 39317
Sampler of America's Rail-­Trails / by Karen-Lee Ryan 79449
Samplers and historic embroideries: "samplers, mapped & charted" : exhibition at Witney Antiques 24950
Sampson, Davenport & Co. 13505, 13506
Sampson Low, Son & Marston 21282, 58930, 68760, 71373, 76836, 81821, 81861
Sampson Low, Marston, Searle & Rivington 60307, 81684, 81687
Sampson, Davenport & Co. 13525, 65663, 74108, 74109
San Antonio, Battle of, 1835 68380, 68381
San Antonio, Battle of, 1835 - Manuscripts 68386
San Antonio Bay (Tex.) - Maps - 1685 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 45512
San Antonio, Bexar & Comal counties StreetFinder 68384
San Antonio, Bexar & Comal counties & vicinity StreetFinder 68386
San Antonio & Bexar County business user's street atlas and directory 68382
San Antonio, Bexar County, Comal County, & vicinity StreetFinder 68387
San Antonio de Bexar 68391
San Antonio de Béxar (Mexico) SEE San Antonio (Tex.) 68377
San Antonio de Béxar (Tex.) SEE San Antonio (Tex.) 68377
San Antonio Museum of Art 46212
San Antonio Region (Tex.) - Maps - 1959 - Road maps 68374
San Antonio Region (Tex.) - Maps - 2003 - Road maps 68385
San Antonio Region (Tex.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps 68386
San Antonio Region (Tex.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps 68387
San Antonio Region (Tex.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps 68388
San Antonio Region (Tex.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps 68389
San Antonio Region (Tex.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps 68390
San Antonio River (Tex.) - Maps - 1768 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 65536
San Antonio street guide 68388, 68389, 68390
San Antonio (Tex.) - Maps - 1721 - Fortification 68375
San Antonio (Tex.) - Maps - 1768 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 68376
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Date Range</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Call Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>San Antonio (Tex.)</td>
<td>1783</td>
<td>Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>68377</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Antonio (Tex.)</td>
<td>1836</td>
<td>Manuscripts</td>
<td>68378</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Antonio (Tex.)</td>
<td>1843</td>
<td>Manuscripts</td>
<td>68379</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Antonio (Tex.)</td>
<td>1940</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>34725</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Antonio (Tex.)</td>
<td>1943</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>34726, 34727</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Antonio (Tex.)</td>
<td>1946</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>34730</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Antonio (Tex.)</td>
<td>1950</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>34733</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Antonio (Tex.)</td>
<td>1951</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>34733</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Antonio (Tex.)</td>
<td>1952</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>10999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Antonio (Tex.)</td>
<td>1954</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>11000, 11001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Antonio (Tex.)</td>
<td>1956</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>11002, 11003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Antonio (Tex.)</td>
<td>1959</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>68374</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Antonio (Tex.)</td>
<td>1966</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>11004, 11005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Antonio (Tex.)</td>
<td>1967</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>11006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Antonio (Tex.)</td>
<td>1968</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>33777</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Antonio (Tex.)</td>
<td>1969</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>11007, 68380</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Antonio (Tex.)</td>
<td>1970</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>11008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Antonio (Tex.)</td>
<td>1971</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>68381</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Antonio (Tex.)</td>
<td>1975</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>11009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Antonio (Tex.)</td>
<td>1976</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>11010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Antonio (Tex.)</td>
<td>1989</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>68382</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Antonio (Tex.)</td>
<td>1995-1996</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>79101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Antonio (Tex.)</td>
<td>1997</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>68383</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Antonio (Tex.)</td>
<td>2001</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>68384</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Antonio (Tex.)</td>
<td>2003</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>68385</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Antonio (Tex.)</td>
<td>2004</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>68386</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Antonio (Tex.)</td>
<td>2005</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>68387</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Antonio (Tex.)</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>68388</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Antonio (Tex.)</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>68389</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Antonio (Tex.)</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>68390</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Antonio (Tex.)</td>
<td>1926</td>
<td>Pictorial maps</td>
<td>24696</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Antonio (Tex.)</td>
<td>1852</td>
<td>Pictorial works</td>
<td>68391</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Antonio &amp; vicinity, including Bexar, Comal, and portions of Hays, Gillespie, Guadalupe, and Kendall counties StreetFinder</td>
<td>68385</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Antonio &amp; vicinity StreetFinder</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>68383</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Benito County (Calif.)</td>
<td>2004</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>51566</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Benito County (Calif.)</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>51567</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Bernardino (Calif.)</td>
<td>1970</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>68392</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Bernardino (Calif.)</td>
<td>1972</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>68409</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Bernardino (Calif.)</td>
<td>1975</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>68393</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Bernardino (Calif.)</td>
<td>1983</td>
<td>Pictorial works</td>
<td>68394</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Bernardino (Calif.)</td>
<td>1951</td>
<td>Railroad stations</td>
<td>33922</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Bernardino County (Calif.)</td>
<td>2004</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>68395, 68396</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Bernardino County (Calif.)</td>
<td>2005</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>68397, 68398</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Bernardino County (Calif.)</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>68399, 68400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Bernardino County (Calif.)</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>43186, 68401, 68402, 68403, 68404, 68405</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Bernardino County (Calif.)</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>43191</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Bernardino County (Calif.)</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>43196, 68406, 68407, 68408</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Bernardino County street guide</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>68396, 68398, 68400, 68402, 68403, 68404, 68407, 68408</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Bernardino Region (Calif.)</td>
<td>1936</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>15444</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Bernardino Region (Calif.)</td>
<td>1937</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>15445</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Bernardino Region (Calif.)</td>
<td>1938</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>15446</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Bernardino Region (Calif.)</td>
<td>1939</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>15449</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Bernardino Region (Calif.)</td>
<td>1970</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>68392</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Bernardino Region (Calif.)</td>
<td>1972</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>68409</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Bernardino Region (Calif.)</td>
<td>1975</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>68393</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Bernardino Region (Calif.)</td>
<td>1976</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>68394</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Bernardino &amp; Riverside counties street guide</td>
<td>68395, 68397, 68399, 68401, 68406</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Bernardino, Riverside / Phillips 66, the performance company</td>
<td>68393</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Bernardino, Riverside street and vicinity maps / Phillips 66</td>
<td>68392</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Blas Gulf (Panama)</td>
<td>1970</td>
<td>Nautical charts</td>
<td>68410</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Blas Islands (Panama)</td>
<td>1700</td>
<td></td>
<td>62935</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Blas Islands (Panama)</td>
<td>1721</td>
<td></td>
<td>62937</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[San Blas, Mexico in 1769]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>68411</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Blas (Mexico)</td>
<td>1769</td>
<td>Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>68411</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Blas (Mexico)</td>
<td>1844</td>
<td></td>
<td>62560</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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San Diego Region (Spain) - Maps - 1705-1706 - Coasts - Nautical charts 1209
San Diego Region (Spain) - Maps - 1753 - Coasts - Nautical charts 1210
San Cristóbal Island (Galapagos Islands) - Pictorial works - 1793-1794 68858
San Diego and vicinity ... tour with Texaco 68455, 68456, 68457
San Diego Barracks (Calif.) SEE Presidio of San Diego (Calif.) 81888
San Diego Bay (Calif.) - Maps - 1769 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 68412
San Diego Bay (Calif.) - Maps - 1782 68415, 68471
San Diego Bay (Calif.) - Maps - 1782 - Manuscripts 68413
San Diego Bay (Calif.) - Maps - 1790-1795 15227
San Diego Bay (Calif.) - Maps - 1844 62560
San Diego Bay (Calif.) - Maps - 1849-1850 - Nautical charts 72229
San Diego Bay (Calif.) - Maps - 1869 68500
San Diego Bay (Calif.) - Maps - 1947 - Nautical charts 15699
San Diego Bay (Calif.) - Maps - 1949 - Nautical charts 15700
San Diego Bay (Calif.) - Maps - 1966 - Nautical charts 15636
San Diego Bay (Calif.) - Maps - 1967 - Nautical charts 15641
San Diego Bay (Calif.) - Maps - 1968 - Nautical charts 15644
San Diego Bay (Calif.) - Maps - 1969 - Nautical charts 15645
San Diego Bay (Calif.) - Maps - 1970 - Nautical charts 15648
San Diego Bay (Calif.) - Maps - 1971 - Nautical charts 15649
San Diego Bay (Calif.) - Maps - 1972 - Nautical charts 15651, 15652
San Diego Bay (Calif.) - Maps - 1973 - Nautical charts 15655, 15656
San Diego Bay (Calif.) - Maps - 1976 - Nautical charts 15660
San Diego Bay (Calif.) - Pictorial works - 1842-1843 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 68449
San Diego (Calif.) - Maps - 1769 - Harbors - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 68414
San Diego (Calif.) - Maps - 1782 68415
San Diego (Calif.) - Maps - 1782 - Indians - Manuscripts 68413
San Diego (Calif.) - Maps - 1839 - Harbor 62557
San Diego (Calif.) - Maps - 1890 - Fortification 52843
San Diego (Calif.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps 68416, 68417, 68418
San Diego (Calif.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps 68419, 68420, 68421
San Diego (Calif.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps 68422, 68423
San Diego (Calif.) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps 68424, 68425, 68426
San Diego (Calif.) - Maps - 1943 - Road maps 68427
San Diego (Calif.) - Maps - 1945 - Road maps 68428
San Diego (Calif.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps 68429, 68430
San Diego (Calif.) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps 68431, 68432, 68433, 68434
San Diego (Calif.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps 68435, 68436, 68437
San Diego (Calif.) - Maps - 1949 - Road maps 68438
San Diego (Calif.) - Maps - 1951 76087, 76088
San Diego (Calif.) - Maps - 1953 - Road maps 68439
San Diego (Calif.) - Maps - 1954 - Road maps 68455
San Diego (Calif.) - Maps - 1955 - Road maps 68456
San Diego (Calif.) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps 68457
San Diego (Calif.) - Maps - 1957 - Road maps 68440
San Diego (Calif.) - Maps - 1960 - Road maps 68472
San Diego (Calif.) - Maps - 1962 - Road maps 68473
San Diego (Calif.) - Maps - 1963 - Road maps 68441
San Diego (Calif.) - Maps - 1965 - Road maps 68442
San Diego (Calif.) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps 68443
San Diego (Calif.) - Maps - 1968 - Harbors - Nautical charts 15643
San Diego (Calif.) - Maps - 1968 - Road maps 68444
San Diego (Calif.) - Maps - 1969 - Road maps 68445
San Diego (Calif.) - Maps - 1970 - Harbors - Nautical charts 62529
San Diego (Calif.) - Maps - 1970 - Road maps 68446
San Diego (Calif.) - Maps - 1972 - Road maps 68474
San Diego (Calif.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps 68447
San Diego (Calif.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps 68448
San Diego (Calif.) - Pictorial works - 1842-1843 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 68449
San Diego (Calif.) - Pictorial works - 1848 68450
San Diego (Calif.) - Pictorial works - 1853 - Mission 68451
San Diego (Calif.) - Pictorial works - 1873 68452
San Diego, California 68452
San Diego Canyon (N.M.) - Maps - 1875 - Archaeology 68453
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Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

San Diego city map 68440
San Diego city map / 76 Union 68443
San Diego city map : Union Oil Company 68423, 68424, 68427, 68428, 68431, 68435, 68438, 68439

[San Diego County (Calif.) - 1889-1890: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 68454
San Diego County (Calif.) - Maps - 1889-1890 - Landowners 68454
San Diego County (Calif.) - Maps - 1890 - Indian Reservations 76964
San Diego County (Calif.) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps 68432
San Diego County (Calif.) - Maps - 1954 - Road maps 68455
San Diego County (Calif.) - Maps - 1955 - Road maps 68456
San Diego County (Calif.) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps 68457
San Diego County (Calif.) - Maps - 1958-1970 - Electric Lines 68458
San Diego County (Calif.) - Maps - 1958-1970 - Gas-pipes 68458
San Diego County (Calif.) - Maps - 1958-1970 - Power-Plants 68458
San Diego County (Calif.) - Maps - 1959-1970 - Electric Lines 68459
San Diego County (Calif.) - Maps - 1959-1970 - Gas-pipes 68459
San Diego County (Calif.) - Maps - 1959 - Industrial sites 68459
San Diego County (Calif.) - Maps - 1959 - Military bases 68459
San Diego County (Calif.) - Maps - 1959 - Power-Plants 68459
San Diego County (Calif.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps 66889, 68460, 68461
San Diego County (Calif.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps 66892, 68462, 68463
San Diego County (Calif.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps 66895, 68464, 68465
San Diego County (Calif.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps 66899, 68466, 68467
San Diego County (Calif.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps 66901, 68468, 68469
San Diego County (Calif.) - Maps - 2009 - Road maps 66904, 68470
San Diego County, including portions of Imperial County street guide 68461, 68466
San Diego County street guide 68456, 68470
San Diego County street guide : including portions of Imperial County 68463, 68464
San Diego de Tesuque (N.M.) SEE Tesuque Pueblo (N.M.) 74486
San Diego EasyFinder : Local street detail 68448
San Diego from the old fort 68450
San Diego Gas and Electric Company 68458, 68459
San Diego Gas & Electric Co. territory served 68458
San Diego / Mobil 68442
San Diego : Mobil travel map 68447
San Diego & Orange counties, including portions of Imperial county street guide 68460, 68462
San Diego & Orange counties street guide 68465, 68467, 68469
San Diego Region (Calif.) - Historical geography - Maps - 1958 - Pictorial maps 15704
San Diego Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1850 - Boundaries 68471
San Diego Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1894 - Railroads 15297, 15298
San Diego Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1895 - Railroads 15302
San Diego Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1907 - Railroads 15336, 15337
San Diego Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1908 - Railroads 15342
San Diego Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1909 - Railroads 15346
San Diego Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1914 - Railroads 15355
San Diego Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1915 - Railroads 15356
San Diego Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1916 - Railroads 15357
San Diego Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1917 - Railroads 15358
San Diego Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1919 - Railroads 15360
San Diego Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1920 - Railroads 15362
San Diego Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1921 - Railroads 15363
San Diego Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1922 - Railroads 15364
San Diego Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1923 - Railroads 15366
San Diego Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1924 - Railroads 15370, 15371, 15372
San Diego Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1925 - Railroads 15375
San Diego Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1927 - Railroads 15383
San Diego Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1928 - Railroads 15388, 15389, 15390, 15391
San Diego Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps 68416, 68417, 68418
San Diego Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps 68421
San Diego Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps 68425, 68426
San Diego Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps 68429, 68430
San Diego Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps 68433, 68434
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San Francisco and North Pacific Railway 15287, 15290, 15292, 15294, 15299, 15303, 15306, 15308, 15310, 15312, 15321, 15323, 15326, 15328, 15330, 15334
San Francisco and North Pacific Railway Company 15289, 15296, 15301
San Francisco and North Pacific Railway Company - Maps - 1891 15289
San Francisco and North Pacific Railway Company - Maps - 1894 15296
San Francisco and North Pacific Railway Company - Maps - 1895 15301
San Francisco and North Pacific Railway - Maps - 1890 15287
San Francisco and North Pacific Railway - Maps - 1891 15290
San Francisco and North Pacific Railway - Maps - 1892 15292
San Francisco and North Pacific Railway - Maps - 1893 15294
San Francisco and North Pacific Railway - Maps - 1894 15299
San Francisco and North Pacific Railway - Maps - 1895 15303
San Francisco and North Pacific Railway - Maps - 1896 15306
San Francisco and North Pacific Railway - Maps - 1897 15308
San Francisco and North Pacific Railway - Maps - 1898 15309
San Francisco and North Pacific Railway - Maps - 1899 15310
San Francisco and North Pacific Railway - Maps - 1900 15319
San Francisco and North Pacific Railway - Maps - 1901 15321
San Francisco and North Pacific Railway - Maps - 1902 15323
San Francisco and North Pacific Railway - Maps - 1903 15326
San Francisco and North Pacific Railway - Maps - 1904 15328
San Francisco and North Pacific Railway - Maps - 1905 15330
San Francisco and North Pacific Railway - Maps - 1906 15334
San Francisco and Northwestern Railway Company 34879, 34880, 34881, 34882
San Francisco and Northwestern Railway Company - Maps - 1903 34879
San Francisco and Northwestern Railway Company - Maps - 1904 34880
San Francisco and Northwestern Railway Company - Maps - 1905 34881
San Francisco and Northwestern Railway Company - Maps - 1906 34882
San Francisco and Northwestern Railway Company 34879, 34880, 34881, 34882
San Francisco and San Mateo counties street guide 68634
San Francisco Bay and California in 1776: three maps, with outline sketches reproduced in facsimile from the original manuscript drawn by Pedro Font, chaplain and cartographer to the expedition led by Juan Bautista de Anza, which made the overland journey 68557
San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1781 68560
San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1842-1843 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 15231
San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1844 62560
San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1849 15232, 15233
San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1849 - Nautical charts 15234
San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1850 15235, 15236
San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1851 15239, 68663
San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1851 - Nautical charts 68498
San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1851 - Real property 68729
San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1852 68567
San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1852 - Nautical charts 62527
San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1853 - Geology 68499
San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1854 15245
San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1860 15256
San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1869 68500
San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1881 - Railroads 15268, 15269
San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1881 - Resorts 15268, 15269
San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1887 - Railroads 15279
San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1888 - Railroads 15283
San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1889 - Railroads 15285
San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1890 - Railroads 15287
San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1891 - Railroads 15290
San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1891 - Road maps 68572
San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1892 - Railroads 15292
San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1893 - Railroads 15294
San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1894 - Railroads 15297, 15298, 15299
San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1895 - Railroads 15302, 15303
San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1896 - Railroads 15306
San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1897 - Railroads 15308
San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1898 - Railroads 15310
San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1899-1913 - Topographic maps 68720
San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1899 - Railroads 15312
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San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1900 - Railroads 15319
San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1901 - Railroads 15321
San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1902 - Railroads 15323
San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1903 - Railroads 15326
San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1904 - Railroads 15328
San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1905 - Railroads 15330, 82071, 82072
San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1906  68501
San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1906 - Earth movements 68501
San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1906 - Earthquakes 68501
San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1906 - Railroads 15334, 82080, 82081
San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1907 - Railroads 15336, 15337, 15338, 82088, 82089
San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1908 - Public utilities 15340
San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1909 - Railroads 15342, 15343, 68502, 82099, 82100
San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1909 - Public utilities 15344
San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1909 - Railroads 15346, 15347, 82110, 82111
San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1910 - Public utilities 15348
San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1910 - Railroads 15349, 82121, 82122
San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1911 - Public utilities 15350
San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1911 - Railroads 15351, 82131, 82132
San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1912 - Public utilities 15352
San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1912 - Railroads 15353, 82145
San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1913 - Geology 68721
San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1913 - Railroads 65307, 82151
San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1913 - Topographic maps 68721
San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1914 - Geological cross sections 68722
San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1914 - Geology 68503, 68722
San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1914 - Railroads 15355, 65308, 82157
San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1914 - Topographic maps 68503, 68722
San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1915  68573
San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1915 - Railroads 15356, 65309, 82163
San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1916 - Railroads 15357, 65310, 82170
San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1917 - Railroads 15358, 65311, 82179
San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1919 - Railroads 15360, 65312, 82186
San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1920 - Railroads 15362
San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1921 - Railroads 15363
San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1922 - Railroads 15364
San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1922 - Road maps 15365
San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1923 - Railroads 15366
San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1923 - Road maps 15367, 15368, 15369
San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1924 - Railroads 15370, 15371, 15372
San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1924 - Road maps 15373, 15374
San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1925  77311
San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1925 - Railroads 15375
San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1925 - Road maps 15376, 15377, 15378
San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1927 - Railroads 15383
San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1928 - Railroads 15388, 15389, 15390, 15391
San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1929 - Road maps 15397
San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1930 - Road maps 15400
San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1933 - Road maps 15423
San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1935 - Road maps 68575
San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps 68504, 68576, 82299
San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps 24004, 24005, 68505, 68506
San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps 24006, 68507, 68508, 68509, 68580
San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps 68510, 68511, 68582, 82323
San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps 68585, 68586
San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps 68587
San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps 68512, 68588, 68589, 68591
San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1944 - Pictorial works 68513
San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps 68514, 68515, 68516, 68517, 68518, 68594, 68595, 68597, 68598
San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1947 - Nautical charts 68519
San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1947 - Pictorial maps 68519
San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1947 - Railroads 77888
San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps 68520, 68599, 68601
San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps 68521, 68602, 68605
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>68522</td>
<td>San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1949 - Nautical charts</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68522, 68607</td>
<td>San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1949 - Pictorial maps</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68608</td>
<td>San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1951 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68609</td>
<td>San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1952 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68611, 68612</td>
<td>San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1953 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68613, 68614</td>
<td>San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1954 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68523</td>
<td>San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1955 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68524</td>
<td>San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>78187</td>
<td>San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1957 - Railroads</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68525</td>
<td>San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1959 - City Planning</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68526</td>
<td>San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1960 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15630</td>
<td>San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1963 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62572</td>
<td>San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1965 - Nautical charts</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68527</td>
<td>San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1966 - Nautical charts - Pictorial maps</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68528</td>
<td>San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68529</td>
<td>San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1967 - Nautical charts - Pictorial maps</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68530, 68618, 68619, 68620</td>
<td>San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1967 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68531</td>
<td>San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1968 - Nautical charts - Pictorial maps</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68532, 68621</td>
<td>San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1968 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68533</td>
<td>San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1969 - Nautical charts - Pictorial maps</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60249, 68622</td>
<td>San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1970 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68534</td>
<td>San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1970 - Nautical charts - Pictorial maps</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60250, 68623</td>
<td>San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1971 - Nautical charts - Pictorial maps</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68535</td>
<td>San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1971 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60251</td>
<td>San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1972 - Local transit</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68536</td>
<td>San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1972 - Nautical charts - Pictorial maps</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68537, 68538</td>
<td>San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1973 - Nautical charts - Pictorial maps</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68539, 68540</td>
<td>San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68541</td>
<td>San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1976 - Nautical charts - Pictorial maps</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60254, 68627</td>
<td>San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68628</td>
<td>San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1978 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60255</td>
<td>San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1979 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68542</td>
<td>San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1999 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68543</td>
<td>San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 2003 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68544, 68636</td>
<td>San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68545, 68638</td>
<td>San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68546, 68639, 68640</td>
<td>San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68641, 68642</td>
<td>San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68547, 68643, 68644</td>
<td>San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 2009 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68548, 68549</td>
<td>San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 2010 - Thematic maps</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68550</td>
<td>San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - Bibliography - 1771-1847</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68550</td>
<td>San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - Collections, 1771-1847</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68550, 68551</td>
<td>San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - Pictorial works - 1963</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68552</td>
<td>San Francisco Bay Area Council</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68552</td>
<td>San Francisco Bay Area Freeways</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68536</td>
<td>San Francisco Bay Area Rapid Transit District (Calif.) - Maps 1972</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68536</td>
<td>San Francisco Bay Area Rapid Transit District (Calif.) - Maps 1972</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68536</td>
<td>San Francisco Bay Area Rapid Transit System</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68512</td>
<td>San Francisco Bay Area / Richfield travel guide</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15205</td>
<td>San Francisco Bay (Calif.) - Historical geography - Maps - 1579</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68553, 68554</td>
<td>San Francisco Bay (Calif.) - Maps - 1772 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68555, 68556</td>
<td>San Francisco Bay (Calif.) - Maps - 1775 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68557</td>
<td>San Francisco Bay (Calif.) - Maps - 1776</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68558, 68559</td>
<td>San Francisco Bay (Calif.) - Maps - 1777 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68560</td>
<td>San Francisco Bay (Calif.) - Maps - 1781</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15227</td>
<td>San Francisco Bay (Calif.) - Maps - 1790-1795</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68561</td>
<td>San Francisco Bay (Calif.) - Maps - 1796 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68562</td>
<td>San Francisco Bay (Calif.) - Maps - 1800 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62557</td>
<td>San Francisco Bay (Calif.) - Maps - 1839</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62560</td>
<td>San Francisco Bay (Calif.) - Maps - 1844</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58751</td>
<td>San Francisco Bay (Calif.) - Maps - 1849 - Nautical charts</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68563, 68729</td>
<td>San Francisco Bay (Calif.) - Maps - 1851 - Nautical charts</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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San Francisco Bay (Calif.) - Maps - 1947 - Nautical charts 68519
San Francisco Bay (Calif.) - Maps - 1947 - Pictorial maps 68519
San Francisco Bay (Calif.) - Maps - 1949 - Nautical charts 68522
San Francisco Bay (Calif.) - Maps - 1949 - Pictorial maps 68522
San Francisco, bay cities : Texaco 68596, 68603
San Francisco Bay cities : tour with Texaco 68610, 68611, 68612, 68614
San Francisco Bay metropolitan area 68513
San Francisco / C. Kuchel 68650, 68651
San Francisco (Calif.) - Biography - 1954 73336
San Francisco (Calif.) - Board of Supervisors 20758, 20759
San Francisco (Calif.). Board of Supervisors. Report of the Special Committee of the Board of Supervisors of San Francisco on the condition of the Chinese quarter and the Chinese in San Francisco (1885) 20758
San Francisco (Calif.) - Description and travel - 1920-1929 68564
San Francisco (Calif.) - Description and travel - 1940 68565
San Francisco (Calif.) - Description and travel - 1970Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1970 - Road maps 19391
San Francisco (Calif.) - Directories - 1878 68566
San Francisco (Calif.) - Guidebooks - 1878 68566
San Francisco (Calif.) - Maps - 1796 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 65538, 65539, 65540
San Francisco (Calif.) - Maps - 1850 - Nautical charts 16660
San Francisco (Calif.) - Maps - 1852 68567
San Francisco (Calif.) - Maps - 1854 15246
San Francisco (Calif.) - Maps - 1855 15250, 15251
San Francisco (Calif.) - Maps - 1857 15253
San Francisco (Calif.) - Maps - 1864 - Railroads 68568
San Francisco (Calif.) - Maps - 1868 - Landowners 68716, 68717
San Francisco (Calif.) - Maps - 1873 68569
San Francisco (Calif.) - Maps - 1877 68566
San Francisco (Calif.) - Maps - 1886 68570
San Francisco (Calif.) - Maps - 1887 68571
San Francisco (Calif.) - Maps - 1891 - Road maps 68572
San Francisco (Calif.) - Maps - 1899-1913 - Topographic maps 68720
San Francisco (Calif.) - Maps - 1906 - Earthquakes 68660, 68661, 68662
San Francisco (Calif.) - Maps - 1906 - Fires 68660, 68661, 68662
San Francisco (Calif.) - Maps - 1913 - Geology 68721
San Francisco (Calif.) - Maps - 1913 - Topographic maps 68721
San Francisco (Calif.) - Maps - 1914 - Geological cross sections 68722
San Francisco (Calif.) - Maps - 1914 - Geology 68503, 68722
San Francisco (Calif.) - Maps - 1914 - Topographic maps 68503, 68722
San Francisco (Calif.) - Maps - 1915 - Railroads 15356
San Francisco (Calif.) - Maps - 1915 - Real property 68573
San Francisco (Calif.) - Maps - 1915 - Road maps 68573
San Francisco (Calif.) - Maps - 1930-1939 - Road maps 68574
San Francisco (Calif.) - Maps - 1931 - Road maps 82272
San Francisco (Calif.) - Maps - 1935 - Road maps 68575
San Francisco (Calif.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps 68504, 68576
San Francisco (Calif.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps 68505, 68506, 68577, 68578
San Francisco (Calif.) - Maps - 1938-1939 - Fire risk assessment 32226
San Francisco (Calif.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps 68507, 68508, 68509, 68579, 68580, 68581
San Francisco (Calif.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps 68510, 68511, 68582, 68583
San Francisco (Calif.) - Maps - 1940 68584
San Francisco (Calif.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps 68585, 68586
San Francisco (Calif.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps 68587
San Francisco (Calif.) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps 68512, 68588, 68589, 68590, 68591
San Francisco (Calif.) - Maps - 1943 - Road maps 68592
San Francisco (Calif.) - Maps - 1945 - Road maps 68593
San Francisco (Calif.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps 68515, 68516, 68517, 68518, 68594, 68595, 68596, 68597, 68598
San Francisco (Calif.) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps 68520, 68599, 68600, 68601
San Francisco (Calif.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps 68521, 68602, 68603, 68604, 68605
San Francisco (Calif.) - Maps - 1949 - Pictorial maps 68607
San Francisco (Calif.) - Maps - 1949 - Road maps 68606, 68607
San Francisco (Calif.) - Maps - 1951 76087, 76088
San Francisco (Calif.) - Maps - 1951 - Road maps 68608
San Francisco (Calif.) - Maps - 1952 - Road maps 68609, 68610
San Francisco (Calif.) - Maps - 1953 - Road maps 68611, 68612
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San Francisco (Calif.) - Maps - 1954 - Road maps 68613, 68614
San Francisco (Calif.) - Maps - 1958 - Real estate business 68615
San Francisco (Calif.) - Maps - 1958 - Road maps 68615
San Francisco (Calif.) - Maps - 1960 - Road maps 68616
San Francisco (Calif.) - Maps - 1960 - Travel 68617
San Francisco (Calif.) - Maps - 1967 - Road maps 68618, 68619, 68620
San Francisco (Calif.) - Maps - 1968 - Harbors - Nautical charts 15643
San Francisco (Calif.) - Maps - 1968 - Road maps 68621
San Francisco (Calif.) - Maps - 1969 - Road maps 68622
San Francisco (Calif.) - Maps - 1970 - Harbors - Nautical charts 62528
San Francisco (Calif.) - Maps - 1970 - Road maps 68623
San Francisco (Calif.) - Maps - 1970 - Road maps - 1970 19391
San Francisco (Calif.) - Maps - 1971 - Pictorial works 68624
San Francisco (Calif.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps 68625, 68626
San Francisco (Calif.) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps 68627
San Francisco (Calif.) - Maps - 1978 - Road maps 68628
San Francisco (Calif.) - Maps - 1989 68629
San Francisco (Calif.) - Maps - 1990 - Road maps 68630
San Francisco (Calif.) - Maps - 1992 68631
San Francisco (Calif.) - Maps - 1996 - Road maps 68632
San Francisco (Calif.) - Maps - 2003 - Road maps 68633, 68634
San Francisco (Calif.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps 68635, 68636
San Francisco (Calif.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps 68545, 68637, 68638
San Francisco (Calif.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps 68546, 68639, 68640
San Francisco (Calif.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps 68641, 68642
San Francisco (Calif.) - Maps - 2009 - Road maps 68547, 68643, 68644
San Francisco (Calif.) - Maps - 2010 - Thematic maps 68548, 68549
San Francisco (Calif.) - Maps - Bibliography - 1771-1847 68550
San Francisco (Calif.) - Maps - Collections 76093
San Francisco (Calif.) - Maps - Collections, 1771-1847 68550, 68551
San Francisco (Calif.) - Mission Dolores - 1970 68645
San Francisco (Calif.) - Pictorial works - 1842-1843 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 65541
San Francisco (Calif.) - Pictorial works - 1842-1843 - Landowners - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 68646
San Francisco (Calif.) - Pictorial works - 1842-1843 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 68647
San Francisco (Calif.) - Pictorial works - 1846 68648
San Francisco (Calif.) - Pictorial works - 1850 68649, 68650, 68651
San Francisco (Calif.) - Pictorial works - 1860 15256
San Francisco (Calif.) - Pictorial works - 1868 68652
San Francisco (Calif.) - Pictorial works - 1868 - Indexes 68653
San Francisco (Calif.) - Pictorial works - 1878 68654
San Francisco (Calif.) - Pictorial works - 1878 - Jigsaw puzzle maps 68655
San Francisco (Calif.) - Pictorial works - 1920-1929 68564
San Francisco (Calif.) - Pictorial works - 1951 68656
San Francisco (Calif.) - Pictorial works - 1957 68657
San Francisco (Calif.) - Pictorial works - Collections 76093
San Francisco (Calif.) - Tourism - 1960 68658
San Francisco, California / published and distributed by San Francisco Chamber of Commerce 68583
San Francisco Chamber of Commerce 68583
San Francisco : city by the Golden Gate 68565
San Francisco city map : Union Oil Company 68590, 68592
San Francisco Convention & Tourist Bureau 68564
San Francisco Convention & Tourist League 68574
San Francisco County (Calif.) SEE San Francisco (Calif.) 68586
San Francisco County street guide 68633
San Francisco del Rincón (Mexico) - Maps - 1768 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 68659
San Francisco Earthquake and Fire, Calif., 1906 - Charts, diagrams, etc. 68662
San Francisco Earthquake and Fire, Calif., 1906 - Maps 15332, 68501, 68660, 68661, 68662
San Francisco, East Bay cities city map 68525
San Francisco, East Bay cities city maps / 76 Union 68528, 68530
San Francisco, East Bay cities city maps / Union Oil Company of California 68532
San Francisco, East Bay Cities / published by National Automobile Club ... 68618
San Francisco & East Bay cities street and vicinity maps. At your service from Canada to Mexico : Standard Stations and Standard Oil dealers 68582, 68585
San Francisco, East Bay cities tourguide map / Gulf 68621
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San Joaquin Valley (Calif.) - Maps - 1940 19016
San Joaquin Valley (Calif.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps 68682, 68685
San Joaquin Valley (Calif.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps 68683, 68686
San Joaquin Valley Tourist & Travel Association 15204
San Jorge Island (Azores) SEE São Jorge Island (Azores) 26458
San Jose (Calif.) - Maps - 1850 68687
San Jose (Calif.) - Maps - 1956 - Industries 68804
San Jose (Calif.) - Maps - 1963 - Road maps 68688
San Jose (Calif.) - Maps - 1967 - Road maps 68689
San Jose (Calif.) - Maps - 1968 - Road maps 68690
San Jose (Calif.) - Maps - 1969 - Road maps 68691
San Jose (Calif.) - Maps - 1970 - Road maps 68692
San Jose (Calif.) - Maps - 1971 - Road maps 68693
San Jose (Calif.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps 68694
San Jose (Calif.) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps 68695
San Jose (Calif.) - Maps - 2001 - Cartographic curiosities 17923
San Jose Chamber of Commerce 68804
San Jose city map / 76 Union 68689
San Jose city map / Union Oil Company of California 68690, 68691
San José (Costa Rica) - Maps - 1960 - Road maps 18997
San José (Costa Rica) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps 22317
San José (Costa Rica) - Maps - 1967 - Road maps 22318
San José (Costa Rica) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps 22319
San José (Costa Rica) - Maps - 2010 22320
San Jose : Mobil travel map 68693
San Jose / Phillips 66, the performance company 68694
San Jose Railroads (Calif.) 65307, 65308, 65309, 65310, 65311, 65312
San Jose Railroads (Calif.) - Maps - 1913 65307
San Jose Railroads (Calif.) - Maps - 1914 65308
San Jose Railroads (Calif.) - Maps - 1915 65309
San Jose Railroads (Calif.) - Maps - 1916 65310
San Jose Railroads (Calif.) - Maps - 1917 65311
San Jose Railroads (Calif.) - Maps - 1919 65312
San Jose Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1963 - Road maps 68688
San Jose Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1967 - Road maps 68689
San Jose Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1968 - Road maps 68690
San Jose Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1969 - Road maps 68691
San Jose Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1970 - Road maps 68692
San Jose Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1971 - Road maps 68693
San Jose Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps 68694
San Jose street map / Wilshire 68688
San Jose tourguide map / Gulf 68692
San Jose Bay (B.C.) - Maps - 1788-1789 58732, 58734
San Juan Bautista Del Rio Grande (Mexico) - Maps - 1768 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 33127
San Juan County (Colo.) - Maps - 1880-1889 - Road maps 68696
San Juan County (Colo.) - Maps - 1900 - Railroads 68697
San Juan County (Colo.) - Maps - Bibliography 68698
San Juan County (N.M.) - Maps - 1874-1877 - Topographic maps 21288
San Juan County (Utah) - Maps - 1874-1877 - Topographic maps 21288
San Juan County (Wash.) - Maps - 1974 - Landowners 68699
San Juan de Aznalfarache (Spain) - Pictorial works - 1565 68700
San Juan de Ulua Island (Mexico) - Maps - 1689 - Nautical charts 68701
San Juan de Ulua Island (Mexico) - Maps - 1760 - Nautical charts 68702
San Juan de Ulua Island (Mexico) - Maps - 1783 - Nautical charts 68703
San Juan del Foratche (Spain) SEE San Juan de Aznalfarache (Spain) 68700
San Juan Del Norte (Nicaragua) - Maps - 1855 - Harbors 18976
San Juan Del Norte (Nicaragua) - Maps - 1857 - Harbors 18979
San Juan Del Norte (Nicaragua) - Maps - 1859 - Harbors 18981
San Juan Indian Pueblo. D. & R.G. R.R. 68707
San Juan Island (Wash.) - Maps - 2009 - Road maps 38498
San Juan Islands (Wash.) - Maps - 1859 - Nautical charts 68704
San Juan Mountains (Colo. and N.M.) - Maps - 1992 - Geology 68705
San Juan (P.R.) - Maps - 1671 - Pictorial works 68706
San Juan (P.R.) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps 65825
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Catalog Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>San Juan (P.R.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1950 - Road maps</td>
<td>65826</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Juan (P.R.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1963 - Road maps</td>
<td>65827</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Juan (P.R.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1967 - Road maps</td>
<td>65829, 65830, 65831</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Juan (P.R.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1968 - Road maps</td>
<td>65832, 65833</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Juan (P.R.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1969 - Road maps</td>
<td>65834</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Juan (P.R.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1972 - Road maps</td>
<td>65835, 65836</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Juan (P.R.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1974 - Road maps</td>
<td>65837</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Juan (P.R.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1979 - Road maps</td>
<td>65839, 65840</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Juan (P.R.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1995 - Road maps</td>
<td>65841</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Juan Pueblo (N.M.)</td>
<td>Pictorial works - 1883</td>
<td>68707</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Juan Region (P.R.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1963 - Road maps</td>
<td>65827</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Juan Region (P.R.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1966 - Road maps</td>
<td>65828</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Juan Region (P.R.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1967 - Road maps</td>
<td>65829, 65830, 65831</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Juan Region (P.R.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1968 - Road maps</td>
<td>65833</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Juan Region (P.R.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1972 - Road maps</td>
<td>65836</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Juan Region (P.R.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1979 - Road maps</td>
<td>65840</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Juan River (Nicaragua and Costa Rica)</td>
<td>Maps - 1855</td>
<td>18976</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Juan River (Nicaragua and Costa Rica)</td>
<td>Maps - 1857</td>
<td>18979</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Juan River (Nicaragua and Costa Rica)</td>
<td>Maps - 1859</td>
<td>18981</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Lorenzo de El Escorial (Spain)</td>
<td>SEE San Lorenzo del Escorial (Spain)</td>
<td>72773</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Lorenzo de Tesuque (N.M.) SEE Tesuque Pueblo (N.M.)</td>
<td></td>
<td>74486</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Lorenzo del Escorial (Spain)</td>
<td>Pictorial works - 1587</td>
<td>68708</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Lorenzo del Escorial (Spain)</td>
<td>Pictorial works - 1591-1606</td>
<td>25599</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Lorenzo del Escorial (Spain)</td>
<td>Pictorial works - 1620</td>
<td>68709</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Lorenzo del Escorial (Spain)</td>
<td>Pictorial works - 1652</td>
<td>72670</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Lorenzo del Escorial (Spain)</td>
<td>Pictorial works - 1803</td>
<td>72773</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Luis Obispo (Calif.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1993 - Road maps</td>
<td>68711</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Luis Obispo (Calif.)</td>
<td>Pictorial works - 1844 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>50057</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Luis Obispo (Calif.)</td>
<td>Pictorial works - 1877</td>
<td>68710</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Luis Obispo County (Calif.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1993 - Road maps</td>
<td>68711</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Luis Obispo County (Calif.)</td>
<td>Maps - 2004 - Road maps</td>
<td>68781, 68782</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Luis Obispo County (Calif.)</td>
<td>Maps - 2005 - Road maps</td>
<td>68783, 68784</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Luis Obispo County (Calif.)</td>
<td>Maps - 2006 - Road maps</td>
<td>68785, 68786</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Luis Obispo County (Calif.)</td>
<td>Maps - 2007 - Road maps</td>
<td>68787, 68788</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Luis Obispo County (Calif.)</td>
<td>Maps - 2008 - Road maps</td>
<td>68789, 68790</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Luis Obispo County (Calif.)</td>
<td>Maps - 2009 - Road maps</td>
<td>68791, 68792</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Luis Potosi (Mexico)</td>
<td>- 1925 - Maps - Railroads</td>
<td>68712, 68713</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Luis Potosi (Mexico)</td>
<td>- 1962 - Road maps</td>
<td>46564</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Luis Potosi (Mexico)</td>
<td>- 1966 - Road maps</td>
<td>46569</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Marcos (Colo.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1910 - Irrigation</td>
<td>68714</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Marcos. A Kaliforniá őszigetén / Razolta Xantus J. 1858</td>
<td></td>
<td>68715</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Marcos (Mexico)</td>
<td>Pictorial works - 1858-1860</td>
<td>68715</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Marcos (Tex.)</td>
<td>Maps - 2006 - Road maps</td>
<td>53777</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Martin, Santiago Nigra de SEE Nigra de San Martin, Santiago</td>
<td></td>
<td>66858</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Martino al Cimino: atlanter storico</td>
<td></td>
<td>7244</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Mateo County (Calif.)</td>
<td>- 1894: LC G&amp;M land ownership maps on microfiche</td>
<td>68719</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Mateo County (Calif.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1868 - Landowners</td>
<td>68716, 68717</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Mateo County (Calif.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1877 - Landowners</td>
<td>68718</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Mateo County (Calif.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1894 - Landowners</td>
<td>68719</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Mateo County (Calif.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1899-1913 - Topographic maps</td>
<td>68720</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Mateo County (Calif.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1913 - Geology</td>
<td>68721</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Mateo County (Calif.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1913 - Topographic maps</td>
<td>68721</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Mateo County (Calif.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1914 - Geologic cross sections</td>
<td>68722</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Mateo County (Calif.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1914 - Geology</td>
<td>68503, 68722</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Mateo County (Calif.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1914 - Topographic maps</td>
<td>68503, 68722</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Mateo County (Calif.)</td>
<td>Maps - 2003 - Road maps</td>
<td>68634, 68723, 68806</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Mateo County (Calif.)</td>
<td>Maps - 2004 - Road maps</td>
<td>68636, 68724, 68808</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Mateo County (Calif.)</td>
<td>Maps - 2005 - Road maps</td>
<td>68545, 68638, 68725, 68810</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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San Salvador (Brazil) SEE Salvador (Brazil) 1263, 68343
San Salvador (El Salvador) - Maps - 1807 - Manuscripts 68737
San Salvador (El Salvador) - Maps - 1960 - Road maps 18997
San Salvador (El Salvador) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps 24888
San Salvador (El Salvador) - Maps - 1967 - Road maps 24889
San Salvador (El Salvador) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps 24890
San Salvador (El Salvador) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps 24891
San Salvador Island (Galapagos Islands) SEE Santiago Island (Galapagos Islands) 68858
San Sebastián Region (Spain) - Maps - 1807 - Manuscripts 68737
San Sebastián Region (Spain) - Maps - 1713 34600
San Sebastián (Spain) - Maps - 1812 - Nautical charts 68738
San Sebastián (Spain) - Pictorial works - 1620 68739
San Stefano (Church : Pavia, Italy) 61981
San Xavier del Bac Mission (Tucson, Ariz.) SEE Mission San Xavier del Bac (Tucson, Ariz.) 50058
Sanborn, Alden B. 76746
Sanborn (B.H.) & Co., publishers, Boston SEE Benjamin H. Sanborn and Co. 34485
Sanborn, B. W. 21845
Sanborn & Carter 29518
Sanborn County (S.D.) - 1900: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche 68740
Sanborn County (S.D.) - Maps - 1900 - Landowners 68740
Sanborn fire insurance maps [in the] Map and Geography Library, University of Illinois 26673
Sanborn fire insurance maps of Iowa; Union list of maps in the map collections of the University of Iowa Libraries and the State Historical Society Library. 26675
Sanborn Map Company 13523, 19639, 22046, 26667, 26681, 26684, 32226, 33761, 44755, 55526, 68742, 68744, 79825, 81718
Sanborn Map Company - Bibliography 26672, 26673, 26674, 26675, 26676, 26677, 26678, 26679, 26680, 26681, 26682, 37406, 68741, 68742
Sanborn Map Company - History 68743
Sanborn maps of Indiana, 1883-1950 37406
Sanches, Domingo, fl. 1618 3784
Sanches, R., former owner 28896
Sánchez, Domingo, fl. 1618 SEE Sanches, Domingo, fl. 1618 3784
Sánchez, Edesio 13036
Sánchez, Joseph P. 57324
Sánchez, Martín 18120
Sánchez-Saavedra, E. M. 80518, 80519
Sanchis, Francisca 72916
Sanct. Sebastianvm vulgo Donostien ad mare oceanum ... 68739
Sanctonicolavm vulgo S. Nicolas oppidum in Superiore Hungaria prope Zolnochium quod ipsi met Turcae (aduentante serenissimo Maximiliano) igne cremarunt ac deroquiluerunt 68728
A Sand draught of New-York Harbour 55596
Sand et Conti (Paris, France) 9105
Sanday, W. (William), 1843-1920 12890
Sandburg, Carl, 1878-1967 42087
Sandefur, John Courtenay, 1893-1971 68824
Sandeman, R. 42767
Sander, Richard G. 78490
Sander, Robert A. 44755
Sander, Wilhelm, 1766-1836 9636, 9642, 45256
Sanders, A 10381, 10438, 14495, 18884
Sanders, J., 18th cent. 58732
Sanders Oil Company (Columbus, Miss.) 77565
Sanders, Robert, 1727-1783 12710, 12712
Sanders, Robert R., active 1973-1974 40464, 40465
Sanders, Ross 84701
Sanders, W. 9644
Sanders, William 83049
Sanderson, Eric W. 44319
Sanderson, Michael W. B. 17439, 17440
Sanderson, Ralph, Capt, 17th cent. 13950, 13951, 14174, 14225
Sanderson, S. 25413
Sandford, Edward, Rev. 12701
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Sandford, Herbert  74133
Sandford (W.P.), publishers, Rockford, Ill. SEE W.P. Sandford (Firm)  42245
Sandhurst, Eng. Royal military college SEE Royal Military College, Sandhurst  67443
Sandi, Antonius, fl. ca. 1787  67428
Sandilands, R. W., 1924- 35064
Sandler, C. (Christian)  17316, 34590, 34591
Sandomierz (Poland) - Pictorial works - 1620  68745
Sandomierz (Poland) - Pictorial works - 1657  68746
Sandomir (Poland) SEE Sandomierz (Poland)  68745
Sandoval County (N.M.) - Maps - 1909  55294
Sandoval & Vasquez (Mexico City, Mexico)  46380, 46381
Sandoval y Vasquez (Mexico City, Mexico) SEE Sandoval & Vasquez (Mexico City, Mexico)  46380
Sandow, George  987, 21998
Sandoz, E.  29899
Sandoz & Fischbacher  73907
Sandoz Pharmaceuticals  78469, 78508, 78706
The Sandoz vacation guide and road atlas  78469, 78508
Sandri, G.  80156
Sands, J.  11097
Sands, James E.  45053
Sands, John, fl. 1877-1890?  80193
Sands & McDougall  11084
Sandstone concretions. Creek on Assouri R. (Roche Percée) ; Map of Winnipeg Lake Basin. Shewing the distribution of superficial deposits / [signed] J. Hector. 1858  67024
Sandusky Bay Bridge Co. (Ohio)  48857, 48858, 48859, 59282
Sandusky Bay Bridge (Ohio) - Access routes - Maps - 1930  48857, 48858, 48859
Sandusky Bay Bridge (Ohio) - Access routes - Maps - 1932  59282
Sandusky Bay Bridge (Ohio) - Maps - 1962 - Nautical charts  25580
Sandusky County 1980 plat book  68752
[Sandusky County (Ohio) - 1860: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche]  68748
[Sandusky County (Ohio) - 1898: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche]  68750
[Sandusky County (Ohio) - 1891: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche]  68751
Sandusky County (Ohio) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners  68747
Sandusky County (Ohio) - Maps - 1860 - Landowners  68748
Sandusky County (Ohio) - Maps - 1874 - Landowners  68749
Sandusky County (Ohio) - Maps - 1886 - Landowners  68750
Sandusky County (Ohio) - Maps - 1891 - Landowners  68751
Sandusky County (Ohio) - Maps - 1980 - Landowners  68752
Sandusky County (Ohio) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps  75269
Sandusky (Ohio) - Pictorial works - 1883  68753
Sandusky Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1960 - Road maps  34699
Sandusky Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1962 - Road maps  18918, 18919
Sandusky Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1963 - Road maps  18920
Sandusky Region (Ohio) - Maps - 1970-1979 - Road maps  18917
Sandusky, William H., 1813-  28560
Sandvliet (Belgium) SEE Zandvliet (Belgium)  85250
Sandwich (England) - Maps - 1769  40583, 40584, 40585, 68754
Sandwich Islands SEE Hawaii  33674
Sandwich, John Montagu, Earl of, 1718-1792  68016
Sandwich Region (England) - Maps - 1749 - Coasts - Nautical charts  23785
Sandwich Region (England) - Maps - 1757 - Coasts - Nautical charts  23786
Sandy Hill Region (N.Y.) - Pictorial works - 1821-1828  34846
Sandys, George  4258, 4259, 4274, 4312, 4313, 4322, 4335, 7765
Sanford, Everts & Co.  1972
Sanford, Everts & Co. Atlas of Androscoggin County, Maine (1873)  1972
Sanford, Everts & Co. Atlas of York County, Maine (1872)  85104
Sanford, Everts & Co. SEE Sanford, Everts & Co.  85104
Sanford, F. L.  22828, 22955
Sanford, G. P. (George P.)  12405, 19299, 20782, 20993, 21098, 33438, 39850, 66623, 69927, 75211, 75215, 81482, 83010, 83018, 83673, 83674
Sanford, John, fl. 1822  23572
Sang, Philip D., 1902-1975  50642
Sangallo, Antonio da, 1484-1546  11883
Sangamon County Abstract Co. Plat book of Sangamon County, Illinois (1911)  68757
Sangamon County Farm Bureau (Ill.)  68758
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Year Range</th>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Call Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Santa Barbara (Calif.) - Maps</td>
<td>1970</td>
<td>- Harbors - Nautical charts</td>
<td>62529</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santa Barbara (Calif.) - Maps</td>
<td>1990</td>
<td>- Harbors</td>
<td>68777</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santa Barbara (Calif.) - Pictorial works</td>
<td>1842-1843</td>
<td>- Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>68774, 68793</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santa Barbara (Calif.) - Pictorial works</td>
<td>1877</td>
<td></td>
<td>68775</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santa Barbara (Calif.) - Shopping centers</td>
<td>1990</td>
<td></td>
<td>68776</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santa Barbara (Calif.) - Tourism</td>
<td>1990</td>
<td></td>
<td>68777</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santa Barbara (Calif.) - Vineyards</td>
<td>1994</td>
<td></td>
<td>68778</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santa Clara County</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>68772</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santa Barbara Channel (Calif.) - Maps</td>
<td>1782</td>
<td>- Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>68779</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santa Barbara County (Calif.) - Indians - Manuscripts</td>
<td>21156</td>
<td></td>
<td>68780</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santa Barbara County (Calif.) - Maps</td>
<td>1889</td>
<td>- Landowners</td>
<td>68780</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santa Barbara County (Calif.) - Maps</td>
<td>2004</td>
<td>- Road maps</td>
<td>68781, 68782</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santa Barbara County (Calif.) - Maps</td>
<td>2005</td>
<td>- Road maps</td>
<td>68783, 68784</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santa Barbara County (Calif.) - Maps</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>- Road maps</td>
<td>68785, 68786</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santa Barbara County (Calif.) - Maps</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>- Road maps</td>
<td>68787, 68788</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santa Barbara County (Calif.) - Maps</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>- Road maps</td>
<td>68789, 68790</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santa Barbara County (Calif.) - Maps</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>- Road maps</td>
<td>68791, 68792</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santa Barbara Channel (Calif.) - Maps</td>
<td>1782</td>
<td>- Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>68779</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santa Clara County (Calif.) - Maps</td>
<td>1800</td>
<td>- Landowners</td>
<td>68780</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santa Clara County (Calif.) - Maps</td>
<td>1842</td>
<td>- Pictorial works</td>
<td>68781</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santa Clara County (Calif.) - Maps</td>
<td>1851</td>
<td>- Pictorial works</td>
<td>68782</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santa Clara County (Calif.) - Maps</td>
<td>1876</td>
<td>- Pictorial works</td>
<td>68783</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santa Clara County (Calif.) - Maps</td>
<td>1890</td>
<td>- Landowners</td>
<td>68784</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santa Clara County (Calif.) - Maps</td>
<td>1956</td>
<td>- Industries</td>
<td>68785</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Santa Clara County (Calif.) - Maps - 1963 - Road maps  68688
Santa Clara County (Calif.) - Maps - 1967 - Road maps  6889
Santa Clara County (Calif.) - Maps - 1968 - Road maps  6890
Santa Clara County (Calif.) - Maps - 2003 - Road maps  991, 68805, 68806
Santa Clara County (Calif.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps  994, 68807, 68808
Santa Clara County (Calif.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps  68545, 68809, 68810
Santa Clara County (Calif.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps  68546, 68811, 68812, 68813
Santa Clara County (Calif.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps  68814
Santa Clara County (Calif.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps  68815, 68816
Santa Clara County (Calif.) - Maps - 2009 - Road maps  68547, 68817, 68818
Santa Clara County street guide  68805, 68807, 68809, 68811, 68815, 68817
Santa Clara, Juan Procopio de Bassecourt, conde de  27409
Santa Clara Mission (Calif.) SEE Santa Clara Mission  68819
Santa Clara Mission - Pictorial works - 182-1843 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  68819
Santa Clara & San Mateo counties street guide  68806, 68808, 68810, 68813, 68814, 68816, 68818
Santa Clara Valley (Santa Clara County, Calif.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps  68820
Santa Clara (Villa Clara, Cuba) - Maps - 1951 - Road maps  22520, 22523
Santa Clara (Villa Clara, Cuba) - Maps - 1956-1961 - Road maps  22521
Santa Clara (Villa Clara, Cuba) - Maps - 1960 - Road maps  22522
Santa Cruz, Alonso de, 1505-1567  1829, 38578, 38583, 46201, 46202, 68821, 71259, 83887
Santa Cruz, Alonso de, 1505-1567. Map collections  44784
Santa Cruz, Alonso de, 1505-1567. Mapa de México, Tenochtitlán, y sus contornos hacia 1550  46201
Santa Cruz (Bolivia) - Maps - 1905  13338, 68822
Santa Cruz Chamber of Commerce  68824
Santa Cruz County (Arizona) - Maps - 1880 - 2554
Santa Cruz County (Calif.) - Maps - 1889 - Landowners  68823
Santa Cruz County (Calif.) - Maps - 1955 - Pictorial maps  68824
Santa Cruz County (Calif.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps  51566
Santa Cruz County (Calif.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps  51567
Santa Cruz Island (Galapagos Islands) - Maps - 1840 - 38526
Santa Cruz Islands (Solomon Islands) - Maps - 1866 - 65149
Santa Cruz, J. D.  41658
Santa Cruz Papalutla (Mexico) - Maps - 1500-1599 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  68825
Santa Elena Site (South Carolina) - Maps - 1595 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  68826
Santa Fe  72427
Santa Fe Chamber of Commerce  55416, 68832
Santa Fe city map / revised, L. Hasch, 1952  68822
Santa Fe Co.  68827
Santa Fe County and mining districts  68829
Santa Fe County (North Dakota) - Maps - 1883: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche  68828
Santa Fe County (North Dakota) - Maps - 1883 - Indians  68827
Santa Fe County (North Dakota) - Maps - 1883 - Landowners  68828
Santa Fe County (North Dakota) - Maps - 1883 - Mines and mineral resources  68829
Santa Fe County (North Dakota) - Maps - 1883 - Railroads  68827, 68829
Santa Fe, Liberal and Englewood Railroad  72393, 72391, 72399
Santa Fe, Liberal and Englewood Railroad - Maps - 1907 - 72383
Santa Fe, Liberal and Englewood Railroad - Maps - 1908 - 72391
Santa Fe, Liberal and Englewood Railroad - Maps - 1909 - 72399
Santa Fe (New Mexico) - Maps - 1766-1768 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  68830
Santa Fe (New Mexico) - Maps - 1846 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  68831
Santa Fe (New Mexico) - Maps - 1860 - Pictorial works  50693
Santa Fe (New Mexico) - Maps - 1873 - Fortification  27365
Santa Fe (New Mexico) - Maps - 1952 - Road maps  68832
Santa Fe (New Mexico) - Maps - 1997 - Road maps  1178
Santa Fe (New Mexico) - Maps - 1999 - 55441
Santa Fe (New Mexico) - Maps - 2003 - Road maps  1179, 1180
Santa Fe (New Mexico) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps  1181
Santa Fe (New Mexico) - Pictorial works - 1848 - 27366, 68833
Santa Fe (New Mexico) - Pictorial works - 1882 - 68834
Santa Fe (New Mexico) - Pictorial works - 1883 - 68835
Santa Fe National Historic Trail - Maps  81740
Santa Fe National Historic Trail - Maps - 1940  68836
Santa Fe National Historic Trail - Maps - 1989  68837
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Santa Fe : new rail entrance into Dallas 22688
Santa Fe, Prescott and Phoenix Railway Company 2570, 2571, 2572, 2575
Santa Fe, Prescott and Phoenix Railway Company - Maps - 1897 2570
Santa Fe, Prescott and Phoenix Railway Company - Maps - 1898 2571
Santa Fe, Prescott and Phoenix Railway Company - Maps - 1899 2572
Santa Fe, Prescott and Phoenix Railway Company - Maps - 1900 2575
Santa Fe quadsrangle: New Mexico 68838
Santa Fe Railroad SEE Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Company 72464
Santa Fe, Raton-Des Moines Railroad 72383, 72391, 72399
Santa Fe, Raton-Des Moines Railroad - Maps - 1907 72383
Santa Fe, Raton-Des Moines Railroad - Maps - 1908 72391
Santa Fe, Raton-Des Moines Railroad - Maps - 1909 72399
Santa Fe, Raton & Eastern Railroad 72383, 72391, 72399
Santa Fe, Raton & Eastern Railroad - Maps - 1907 72383
Santa Fe, Raton & Eastern Railroad - Maps - 1908 72391
Santa Fe, Raton & Eastern Railroad - Maps - 1909 72399
Santa Fe Region (N.M.) - Maps - 1932 - Road maps 55335
Santa Fe Region (N.M.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps 55363
Santa Fe Region (N.M.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps 55369
Santa Fe Region (N.M.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps 55372
Santa Fe Region (N.M.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps 55386
Santa Fe Region (N.M.) - Maps - 1961 68838
Santa Fe Region (N.M.) - Maps - 1962 - Road maps 55420
Santa Fe Region (N.M.) - Maps - 2000 - Road maps 1184
Santa Fe Soil and Water Conservation District (Fla.) 21717
Santa Fe System Lines (Chicago, Ill.) SEE Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Company 72464
Santa Fe, Taos & Albuquerque 55441
The Santa Fe trail 81740
Santa Fe Trail Association 68836
Santa Fe Trail Transportation Company 82452, 82469
Santa Fe Trail Transportation Company - Maps - 1948 - Bus lines 82452
Santa Fe Trail Transportation Company - Maps - 1948 - Trucks - Routes 82469
Santa Fe Trails 68836
Santa Fe Transportation Company (California) 82452, 82469
Santa Fe Transportation Company (California) - Maps - 1948 - Bus lines 82452
Santa Fe Transportation Company (California) - Maps - 1948 - Trucks - Routes 82469
Santa Inês Hacienda (Mexico) - Maps - 1500-1599 - Land Tenure - Manuscripts 68839
Santa Inês Hacienda (Mexico) - Maps - 1569 - Land Tenure - Manuscripts 68840
Santa Inês Hacienda (Mexico) - Maps - 1569 - Manuscripts 68840
Santa Katerina Island (Brazil) - Maps - 1747 13830
Santa Maria del Popolo (Church: Pavia, Italy) 61981
Santa Maria di Loreto (Loreto, Italy) - Pictorial works - 1600 68841
Santa Maria Island (Azores) - Maps - 1872 43795
Santa Maria Island (Biobio, Chile) - Maps - 1646 68842, 68843, 68844
Santa Maria Maggiore (Church: Rome, Italy) - Pictorial works - 1589 64624
Santa Maria Maggiore (Church: Trento, Italy) - Pictorial works - 1565 22337
Santa Marta (Colombia) - Description and travel - 1973 33088
Santa Maura (Greece) SEE Leukas (Greece) 41890
Santa Monica (Calif.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps 68845
Santa Monica (Calif.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps 68846
Santa Monica (Calif.) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps 68847
Santa Monica (Calif.) - Maps - 1968 - Harbors - Nautical charts 15643
Santa Monica (Calif.) - Maps - 1970 - Harbors - Nautical charts 62529
Santa Monica (Calif.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps 43152
Santa Monica Mountains National Recreation Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1997 - Road maps 43224
Santa Rosa (Calif.), City Engineers Office 68848
Santa Rosa (Calif.) - Maps - 1951 - Road maps 68848
Santa Rosa (Calif.) - Pictorial works - 1885 68849
Santa Rosa Chamber of Commerce 68848
Santa Rosa County (Fla.) - Maps - 1999 - Road maps 64192
Santa Rosa County (Fla.) - Maps - 2003 - Road maps 64193, 64194
Santa Rosa County (Fla.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps 64195
Santa Rosa Island (Fla.) - Maps - 1700-1799 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 64158
Santa Rosa Island (Fla.) - Maps - 1755 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 68850
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Santo Domingo (Dominican Republic) - Battle of, 1586 68859
Santo Domingo (Dominican Republic) - Maps - 1671 - Pictorial works 68860
Santo Domingo (Dominican Republic) - Maps - 1689 - Harbors - Nautical charts 68861
Santo Domingo (Dominican Republic) - Maps - 1700-1799 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 68862
Santo Domingo (Dominican Republic) - Maps - 1710 - Manuscripts 65220
Santo Domingo (Dominican Republic) - Maps - 1745 16561
Santo Domingo (Dominican Republic) - Maps - 1760 - Harbors - Nautical charts 68863
Santo Domingo (Dominican Republic) - Maps - 1777 68864
Santo Domingo (Dominican Republic) - Maps - 1783 - Harbors - Nautical charts 68865
Santo Domingo (Dominican Republic) - Maps - 1964 - Road maps 33318
Santo Domingo (Dominican Republic) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps 23696
Santo Domingo (Dominican Republic) - Maps - 1967 - Road maps 23697, 33319
Santo Domingo (Dominican Republic) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps 23700
Santo Domingo (Dominican Republic) - Maps - Collections, 1493-1900 34007
Santo Domingo Pueblo (N.M.) - Pictorial works - 1848 68866
Santoría (Spain). Ayuntamiento 22276, 22282
Santoña (Spain). Ayuntamiento 22276, 22282
Santo Domingo (Dominican Republic). Comisiòn Geogràfica y Geològica 39317
Santo Domingo (Dominican Republic) - Pictorial works - 1848 68871
Santo Domingo (Dominican Republic) - Pictorial works - 1890 68867
São Paulo (Brazil : State). Comissão Geográfica e Geológica 39317
São Paulo (Brazil : State) - Maps - Collections, 1612-1837 68868
São Paulo (Brazil) - Tourism - 1980 68869
São Salvador (Brazíli) SEE Salvador (Brazíli) 68343
São Sebastião Island (Brazil) - Pictorial works - 1603 68870
São Tiago Island (Cape Verde), Battle of, 1585 68871
São Tiago Island (Cape Verde) - Maps - 1671 - Pictorial works 68872
São Tome and Principe - Maps - 1836 38515
São Tome and Principe - Pictorial works - 1603 65583
São Tome and Principe - Pictorial works - 1623 534
São Tomé Island (São Tome and Principe) - Maps - 1625 535, 536
São Tomé Island (São Tome and Principe) - Maps - 1626 537
São Vicente Island (Cape Verde) - Maps - 1851 - Pictorial works 38517
Saône-et-Loire (France) 9476
Saône-Et-Loire (France) - Maps - 1659 68874
Saône-Et-Loire (France) - Maps - 1659 68873
Saône-Et-Loire (France) - Maps - 1690 68875
Saône-Et-Loire (France) - Maps - 1697 43709
Saône-et-Loire (France) - Maps - 1725 43713
Saône River (France) - Maps - 1886-1889 68876
Sappington, Nancy R. H. 28795
Sapulski, W. S 32623
Saqqarah (Egypt) - Maps - 1963 15121
Sarachino Island (Greece) SEE Peristera Island (Greece) 1323
Saragossa (Spain : Province) SEE Zaragoza (Spain : Province) 85258
Sarasota/Bradenton, Manatee, Sarasota, & Charlotte counties Street guide 68881
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Sardinia insula inter Africu. et Tyrrhenum ... / Fabius Licinius f.
Sardinia (Italy) - Maps - 1588 38520
Sardinia (Italy) - Maps - 1593 38521
Sardinia (Italy) - Maps - 1606 22419, 38522
Sardinia (Italy) - Maps - 1659 22233
Sardinia (Italy) - Maps - 1680 68905
Sardinia (Italy) - Maps - 1682 22235
Sardinia (Italy) - Maps - 1688 38802
Sardinia (Italy) - Maps - 1700 68906
Sardinia (Italy) - Maps - 1705 70052
Sardinia (Italy) - Maps - 1710 22237, 68907, 68908
Sardinia (Italy) - Maps - 1712 70051
Sardinia (Italy) - Maps - 1717 68909
Sardinia (Italy) - Maps - 1725 68910, 68911
Sardinia (Italy) - Maps - 1731 22239
Sardinia (Italy) - Maps - 1734 68912
Sardinia (Italy) - Maps - 1740 38845, 68913, 70063
Sardinia (Italy) - Maps - 1745 68914, 70065
Sardinia (Italy) - Maps - 1753 - Coasts - Nautical charts 1218, 22226
Sardinia (Italy) - Maps - 1764 38867, 42032
Sardinia (Italy) - Maps - 1765 68915, 68916
Sardinia (Italy) - Maps - 1771 - Coasts - Nautical charts 22227
Sardinia (Italy) - Maps - 1779 68917
Sardinia (Italy) - Maps - 1786 38883
Sardinia (Italy) - Maps - 1792 22244, 68918
Sardinia (Italy) - Maps - 1799 64715
Sardinia (Italy) - Maps - 1830-1839 68919
Sardinia (Italy) - Maps - 1831 22249, 64718
Sardinia (Italy) - Maps - 1834 39082
Sardinia (Italy) - Maps - 1845 68920
Sardinia (Italy) - Maps - 1847 64719
Sardinia (Italy) - Maps - 1850 64720
Sardinia (Italy) - Maps - 1853 39090
Sardinia (Italy) - Maps - 1856 39093
Sardinia (Italy) - Maps - 1858 39095
Sardinia (Italy) - Maps - 1860 39097, 39256
Sardinia (Italy) - Maps - 1861 38683, 39257
Sardinia (Italy) - Maps - 1866 38945
Sardinia (Italy) - Maps - 1867 38684
Sardinia (Italy) - Maps - 1906 39289
Sardinia (Italy) - Maps - 1911 39296
Sardinia (Italy) - Maps - 1927 39306
Sardinia (Italy) - Maps - 1936 39310
Sardinia (Italy) - Maps - 1943 70086
Sardinia (Italy) - Maps - 1952 68921
Sardinia (Italy) - Maps - 1957 68922
Sardinia (Italy) - Maps - 1963 - Cartoon Maps 63248
Sardinia (Italy) - Maps - 1967 68923
Sardinia (Italy) - Maps - 1971-1980 68924
Sardinia (Italy) - Maps - Collections, 00199-1972 68925
Sardinia (Kingdom) - Maps - 1799 64715
Sardinia (Kingdom) SEE Sardinia (Italy) 68916
Sardiniae regnum et insula uti per celeberr. P. Coronelli ... 68912, 68914
Sardinien 68922
Sardones evesché de Elne, ou de Perpignan 67422
Sardones, evesché de Elne, ou de Perpignan, comté de Roussillon : ou sot. les veguerie de Perpignan, souvegrie. de Vall-Spir, vegurie. de Villefranque de Conflent, souvegrie. de Capsir : tout ce coté de Roussillon et partie de celuy de Cerdane sont a p 67421
Sáfairvi, Béla 34885
Sarg, Tony, 1882-1942 19994, 56798
Sargasso Sea - Maps - 1891 68926
Sargasso Sea - Maps - 1891 - Vegetation surveys 68926
Sarg, Charles Sprague 5201
[Sargent County (N.D.) - 1899: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 68927
Sargent County (N.D.) - Maps - 1899 - Landowners 68927
Sargent County (North Dakota) - Maps - 1930 - Landowners 68928
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Call No.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Saskatchewan - Maps - 1922 - Railroads</td>
<td>68948</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saskatchewan - Maps - 1923 - Railroads</td>
<td>68949</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saskatchewan - Maps - 1923 - Road maps</td>
<td>14012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saskatchewan - Maps - 1925 - Railroads</td>
<td>68950, 68951</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saskatchewan - Maps - 1928 - Land use</td>
<td>68952</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saskatchewan - Maps - 1930 - Road maps</td>
<td>68953</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saskatchewan - Maps - 1931 - Road maps</td>
<td>68954</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saskatchewan - Maps - 1937 - Road maps</td>
<td>16382</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saskatchewan - Maps - 1941 - Road maps</td>
<td>58541</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saskatchewan - Maps - 1942 - Road maps</td>
<td>58557</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saskatchewan - Maps - 1953 - Oil fields</td>
<td>60044</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saskatchewan - Maps - 1953 - Road maps</td>
<td>1156</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saskatchewan - Maps - 1964 - Road maps</td>
<td>1157, 44396</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saskatchewan - Maps - 1969</td>
<td>68955</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saskatchewan - Maps - 1969 - Road maps</td>
<td>44397</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saskatchewan - Maps - 1971 - Road maps</td>
<td>16400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saskatchewan - Maps - 1972 - Road maps</td>
<td>44398</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saskatchewan - Maps - 1976 - Road maps</td>
<td>16403</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saskatchewan - Maps - 1978 - Road maps</td>
<td>68956, 68957</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saskatchewan - Maps - 2007</td>
<td>68940</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saskatchewan - Maps - Collections - History - Indians</td>
<td>68941</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saskatchewan - River (Sask. and Man.) - Exploration - Maps - 1795 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>57666</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saskatchewan - River (Sask. and Man.) - Geological cross sections - 1858</td>
<td>39927, 68958</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saskatchewan - River (Sask. and Man.) - Maps - 1858</td>
<td>39927</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saskatchewan - River Valley (Sask. and Man.) - Maps - 1896 - Railroad land grants</td>
<td>68943</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sasquatch Books</td>
<td>58700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sasquatch Books (Firm)</td>
<td>43751</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sasquesahanok (Pa.) SEE Conestoga (Pa. : Township)</td>
<td>57492</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sassen Bay (Spitsbergen Island) - Maps - 1920</td>
<td>68959</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sassen, Joost van. d. 1755</td>
<td>64554</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sassi, Giuseppe Antonio, 1675-1751</td>
<td>65593</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satara (India : District) - Maps - 1855</td>
<td>68960</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Satchel guide for the vacation tourist in Europe / by W. J. Rolfe</td>
<td>26164</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satchel guide to Europe</td>
<td>26125, 26139, 26142, 26157, 26168, 26178, 26195, 26196, 26199, 26202, 26204, 26210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satchel guide to Europe / by William J. Rolfe; rev. and enl. by William D. Crockett</td>
<td>26201</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satchel guides</td>
<td>26125, 26139, 26142, 26157, 26164, 26166, 26167, 26168, 26178, 26195, 26196, 26199, 26201, 26202, 26204, 26210, 72883</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satchidananda Ashram (Va.) - Shrines - 2000</td>
<td>68961</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satchidananda Ashram-Yogaville, inc.</td>
<td>68961</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satellite geodesy - Congresses</td>
<td>68962</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satellite image atlas of glaciers of the world / edited by Richard S. Williams, Jr., and Jane G. Ferrigno</td>
<td>31931</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satellite image map of Illinois</td>
<td>36428</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satellite image map of northeastern Illinois</td>
<td>36427</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satellite image map of northeastern Illinois; Land use and land cover map of northeastern Illinois / by Richard E. Dahlberg, Donald E. Luman</td>
<td>20490</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satellite image maps - United States - 1981</td>
<td>78859</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satellite image maps - United States - 1992</td>
<td>66390</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satellite Tracks - Maps - 1973</td>
<td>84479</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satellite world atlas : two stunning views of our world / AND Cartographic</td>
<td>8605</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sather, C.</td>
<td>28190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satkowski, J.</td>
<td>17940</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satow</td>
<td>39529</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sattler, Albert</td>
<td>9732</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saturday Evening Post</td>
<td>77761</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satyrical maps SEE Allegorical maps</td>
<td>83983</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satzinger, Walter</td>
<td>39416</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saucier, François, 18th cent.</td>
<td>50597, 50606, 66252</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sauder, Robert A.</td>
<td>26667</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saudi Arabia - Maps - 1540</td>
<td>2275</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saudi Arabia - Maps - 1593</td>
<td>2276</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saudi Arabia - Maps - 1654</td>
<td>2277, 2278</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saudi Arabia - Maps - 1703</td>
<td>2279</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saudi Arabia - Maps - 1707</td>
<td>501</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saudi Arabia - Maps - 1721</td>
<td>48093</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Saudi Arabia - Maps - 1732 2280
Saudi Arabia - Maps - 1766 48107
Saudi Arabia - Maps - 1778 48110
Saudi Arabia - Maps - 1780 2287
Saudi Arabia - Maps - 1786 2288
Saudi Arabia - Maps - 1794 2290, 2291
Saudi Arabia - Maps - 1818 2296
Saudi Arabia - Maps - 1835 75780
Saudi Arabia - Maps - 1841 2303
Saudi Arabia - Maps - 1858 2306
Saudi Arabia - Maps - 1866 2307, 74119
Saudi Arabia - Maps - 1867 75793
Saudi Arabia - Maps - 1910-1919 2309
Saudi Arabia - Maps - 1950-1959 - Physiographic provinces 2310
Saudi Arabia - Maps - 1978 68963
Saudi Arabia - Maps - 1688 48020
Sauer, Carl Ortwin, 1889-1975   24620, 62523, 73167
Sauer, Serge A.   7743, 41928
Sauer, William   23404
Sauerbrey, N.   52751
Sauerland (Germany) - Maps - 1931 68964
Sauerland (Germany) - Maps - 1956 68965
Sauerland, Siegerland und Bergisches Land 68965
Sauerland und Siegerland 68964
Sauerländer (H.R.) & Co. SEE H.R. Sauerländer & Co.   83741
Saunders, Chas. G.   36950
Saugatuck (Mich.) - Harbors - Maps - 1990 46737
[Sauk and Ioway tracts in Kansas] / surveyed by W. S> Donohoe under instructions from J. C. McCoy, 1837 & 1838 40066
Sauk County 4-H Leaders Association (Wis.) 68967
[Sauk County (Wis.) - 1859: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 68966
Sauk County (Wis.) - Maps - 1859 - Landowners 68966, 73429
Sauk County (Wis.) - Maps - 1970 - Landowners 68967
Sauk County, Wisconsin : triennial atlas & plat book 68967
Sauk Indian Reservation (Kan.) - Maps - 1838 40066
Sauk Indians - Illinois - Maps - 1832 - Manuscripts 13167
Sauk Indians - United States - Maps - 1840 76676
Saul Jarcho 39604
Saul Moskowitz Instrument Engineering 73550, 73551
Saul, Nigel 14106
Saulnier, Verdon L. 70149
Sault Sainte Marie Canal (Mich.) - Maps - 1852 68968
Sault Sainte Marie Canal (Mich.) - Maps - 1858 46777, 68969, 79511
Sault Sainte Marie Canal (Ont.) - Pictorial works - 1955 68973
Sault Sainte Marie (Mich.) - Maps - 1823 - Landowners 68970
Sault Sainte Marie (Mich.) - Maps - 1846 68971
Sault Sainte Marie (Mich.) - Maps - 1846 - Real property 68972
Sault Sainte Marie (Mich.) - Maps - 1852 68968
Sault Sainte Marie (Mich.) - Maps - 1858 - Canals 68969
Sault Sainte Marie (Mich.) - Pictorial works - 1955 68973
Saunders and Stanford 18974, 18975, 22821
Saunders, Ann, 1830- 18066, 18068, 42397, 42561, 42647, 42720, 42742, 42743, 42779
Saunders, Charles, Sir 1713?-1775 68008, 68017
Saunders County (Neb.) - Maps - 1907 - Landowners 23675
Saunders County (Neb.) - Maps - 1916-1918 - Landowners 68974
Saunders, Harold E. 2112, 15035
Saunders, J., fl. 1795 3579, 65576
Saunders, J. G. 13105, 73158
Saunders map-pak to accompany World regional geography 30630
Saunders, Trelawney, 1821-1910 36611, 36614
Saunier, Geo. 9460
Saunterings in Florence : a new and practical hand-book for English and American tourists / E. Griffi 26781
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Sauren, Eugène 17074
Sauret, Martine, 1955- 44980
Sauthier, Claude Joseph 15838, 18188, 24649, 27338, 27451, 27452, 27453, 34810, 34811, 47592, 53773, 53774, 56022, 56038, 56041, 57865, 58886, 58888, 70761, 82883, 82884, 82885
Sauthier, Claude Joseph - Bibliography 68975
Sauthier, Claude Joseph. Topographical map of Hudsons River 57865
Sauvè 27797
Sauvin, R. V., Dr. 30430
Sauze d'Oulx (Italy) - Historical geography - Maps - 1830-1839 73581
Sauzet 29004
Savage and Ottinger (Salt Lake City, Utah) 68336
Savage, Aria 23223
Savage, C. R. (Charles Roscoe), 1832-1909 68336
Savage, Charles C., 1820-1907 29652, 29671
Savage, George 29615, 29639
Savage, J., 19th cent. 11894
Savage-Smith, Emilie 22309
Savage, Tom, 1945- 52345
Savanna-La-Mar (Jamaica) - Maps - 1775 - Harbors 39440
Savannah, Americus and Montgomery Railway 71417, 71431, 71444
Savannah, Americus and Montgomery Railway - Maps - 1891 71417
Savannah, Americus and Montgomery Railway - Maps - 1892 71431
Savannah, Americus and Montgomery Railway - Maps - 1893 71444
Savannah and Hilton Head Island street guide 69000
Savannah, Augusta and Northern Railway 24182
Savannah, Augusta and Northern Railway - Maps - 1908 24182
Savannah, Florida and Western Railway and allied lines 71524, 71537
Savannah, Florida and Western Railway Company - Maps - 1900 71524
Savannah, Florida and Western Railway Company - Maps - 1901 71537
Savannah, Florida and Western Railway Company 71524, 71537
Savannah, GA, Hilton Head, SC EasyFinder Plus! 68997
Savannah (Ga.) - Historical geography - Maps - 1917 68976
Savannah (Ga.) - History - Siege, 1779 - Maps 31260, 31261, 68981, 68982, 68983, 69008
Savannah (Ga.) - History - Siege, 1779 - Maps - Manuscript 68977
Savannah (Ga.) - History - Siege, 1779 - Maps - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 68978, 68979, 68980
Savannah (Ga.) - Maps - 1735 68984
Savannah (Ga.) - Maps - 1741-1779 - Maps 31260, 31261
Savannah (Ga.) - Maps - 1755 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 68985
Savannah (Ga.) - Maps - 1757 68986
Savannah (Ga.) - Maps - 1770 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 68987
Savannah (Ga.) - Maps - 1779 68982
Savannah (Ga.) - Maps - 1841 76881
Savannah (Ga.) - Maps - 1851 31018
Savannah (Ga.) - Maps - 1853 68988
Savannah (Ga.) - Maps - 1855 68989
Savannah (Ga.) - Maps - 1856 - Real property 68990
Savannah (Ga.) - Maps - 1857 68991
Savannah (Ga.) - Maps - 1859 68992
Savannah (Ga.) - Maps - 1868 68993
Savannah (Ga.) - Maps - 1869 68994
Savannah (Ga.) - Maps - 1920-1929 - Road maps 68995
Savannah (Ga.) - Maps - 1986 68996
Savannah (Ga.) - Maps - 1996 - Road maps 68997
Savannah (Ga.) - Maps - 2001 - Road maps 68998
Savannah (Ga.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps 68999
Savannah (Ga.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps 69000
Savannah (Ga.) - Pictorial works - 1734 69001
Savannah, Georgia in 1853 68988
Savannah, Hilton Head Island street guide 68999
Savannah, Hilton Head Island & vicinity StreetFinder 68998
Savannah Historic District (Savannah, Ga.) - Maps - 1886 68996
Savannah Northwestern Route SEE Brinson Railway Company 31057
Savannah Region (Ga.) - Maps - 1735 69002
Savannah Region (Ga.) - Maps - 1778 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 69003
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Savoy Region (Ga.) - Maps - 1780 69004
Savoy Region (Ga.) - Maps - 1843 76694
Savoy Region (Ga.) - Maps - 1845 76707
Savoy Region (Ga.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps 68999
Savoy Region (Ga.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps 69000
Savoy River (Ga. and S.C.) - Maps - 1752 - Landowners - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 69005
Savoy River (Ga. and S.C.) - Maps - 1770 - Mouth - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 69006
Savoy River (Ga. and S.C.) - Maps - 1772 - Nautical charts 69007
Savoy River Valley (Ga. and S.C.) - Maps - 1730-1757 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 71284, 71285
Savoy River Valley (Ga. and S.C.) - Maps - 1780 69008
Savoy River Valley (Ga. and S.C.) - Maps - 1910 - Railroads 31054
Savoy River Valley (Ga. and S.C.) - Maps - 1911 - Railroads 31055
Savoy River Valley (Ga. and S.C.) - Maps - 1912 - Railroads 31057
Savoy : 32 cartes, 2 panoramas, 7 plans et 8 topo-guides / publié sous la direction de Marcel Monmarché 69068
Savoie (France) - Maps - 1740 69054
Savoie (France) - Maps - 1886 69009
Savoie (France) - Maps - 1920 1348
Savoie (France) - Maps - 1925 1350
Savoie (France) - Maps - 1960 69013
Savoie (France) - Maps - 1971 69014
Savoie (France) - Maps - 1974 69015
Savoie (France) - Maps - 1984 69016
Savoie (France) - Maps - 1988 69017
Savoie : 32 cartes, 2 panoramas, 7 plans et 8 topo-guides / publié sous la direction de Marcel Monmarché 69068
Savoie, W. 9461
Savonarola, Raffaello 4400, 10623
Savona (Italy) - Maps - 1753 - Harbors - Nautical charts 69010
Savona (Italy) - Maps - 1771 - Harbors - Nautical charts 69011
Savonarola, Raffaelo 4400, 10623
Savonarola, Raffaelo, 1680-1748 30745
Savorgnano, Pietro 46197
Savoy Alps (France) - Maps - 1861 73884
Savoy Alps (France) - Maps - 1930 69012
Savoy Alps (France) - Maps - 1960 69013
Savoy Alps (France) - Maps - 1971 69014
Savoy Alps (France) - Maps - 1974 69015
Savoy Alps (France) - Maps - 1984 69016
Savoy Alps (France) - Maps - 1988 69017
Savoy Alps (France) - Maps - 1780 69008
Savoy Alps (France) - Maps - 1752 - Landowners - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 69005
Savoy Alps (France) - Maps - 1770 - Mouth - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 69006
Savoy Alps (France) - Maps - 1772 - Nautical charts 69007
Savoy Alps (France) - Maps - 1730-1757 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 71284, 71285
Savoy Alps (France) - Maps - 1780 69008
Savoy Alps (France) - Maps - 1910 - Railroads 31054
Savoy Alps (France) - Maps - 1911 - Railroads 31055
Savoy Alps (France) - Maps - 1912 - Railroads 31057
Savoy : 32 cartes, 2 panoramas, 7 plans et 8 topo-guides / publié sous la direction de Marcel Monmarché 69068
Savoie (France) - Maps - 1740 69054
Savoie (France) - Maps - 1886 69009
Savoie (France) - Maps - 1920 1348
Savoie (France) - Maps - 1925 1350
Savoie (France) - Maps - 1960 69013
Savoie (France) - Maps - 1971 69014
Savoie (France) - Maps - 1974 69015
Savoie (France) - Maps - 1984 69016
Savoie (France) - Maps - 1988 69017
Savoie / publié sous la direction de Marcel Monmarché 69067
Savoie, W. 9461
Savolax et Kexholm : tirées de divers memoires / par le Sr. Sanson, geographe ordinaire du roy 38650
Savona (Italy) - Maps - 1753 - Harbors - Nautical charts 69010
Savona (Italy) - Maps - 1771 - Harbors - Nautical charts 69011
Savonarola, Raffaelo 4400, 10623
Savonarola, Raffaelo, 1680-1748 30745
Savorgnano, Pietro 46197
Savoy Alps (France) - Maps - 1861 73884
Savoy Alps (France) - Maps - 1930 69012
Savoy Alps (France) - Maps - 1960 69013
Savoy Alps (France) - Maps - 1971 69014
Savoy Alps (France) - Maps - 1974 69015
Savoy Alps (France) - Maps - 1984 69016
Savoy Alps (France) - Maps - 1988 69017
Savoy and Piedmont 69039
La Savoy, dediee au roy 69030
Savoy (France and Italy) - Historical geography - Maps - 1830-1839 69018, 69019
Savoy (France and Italy) - History - Early works to 1800 69020
Savoy (France and Italy) - Maps - 1562 69021, 69022
Savoy (France and Italy) - Maps - 1570 41608
Savoy (France and Italy) - Maps - 1588 41609
Savoy (France and Italy) - Maps - 1606 41610
Savoy (France and Italy) - Maps - 1636 69023
Savoy (France and Italy) - Maps - 1663 69024
Savoy (France and Italy) - Maps - 1680 69025
Savoy (France and Italy) - Maps - 1682 69026, 69027, 69028
Savoy (France and Italy) - Maps - 1682 - Cities and towns 69027, 69028
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Sawyer (France and Italy) - Maps - 1683 69029
Sawyer (France and Italy) - Maps - 1691 69030
Sawyer (France and Italy) - Maps - 1694 69031, 69032
Sawyer (France and Italy) - Maps - 1695 69033, 69034
Sawyer (France and Italy) - Maps - 1696 69035
Sawyer (France and Italy) - Maps - 1700 64697, 64698, 69036, 69037, 69038
Sawyer (France and Italy) - Maps - 1701 69039
Sawyer (France and Italy) - Maps - 1705 64701, 69040
Sawyer (France and Italy) - Maps - 1706-1707 69041
Sawyer (France and Italy) - Maps - 1710 64708, 69042, 69043, 69044, 69045, 69046
Sawyer (France and Italy) - Maps - 1718 69047, 69048
Sawyer (France and Italy) - Maps - 1721 69049
Sawyer (France and Italy) - Maps - 1725 69050, 69051
Sawyer (France and Italy) - Maps - 1740 69052, 69053, 69054
Sawyer (France and Italy) - Maps - 1741 64709, 64710, 69055, 69056
Sawyer (France and Italy) - Maps - 1744 69057
Sawyer (France and Italy) - Maps - 1745 69058
Sawyer (France and Italy) - Maps - 1747 69059
Sawyer (France and Italy) - Maps - 1751 69060, 69061
Sawyer (France and Italy) - Maps - 1766 69062
Sawyer (France and Italy) - Maps - 1782 69063
Sawyer (France and Italy) - Maps - 1801 69064
Sawyer (France and Italy) - Maps - 1806 69065
Sawyer (France and Italy) - Maps - 1811 69066
Sawyer (France and Italy) - Maps - 1831 64718
Sawyer (France and Italy) - Maps - 1838 73861
Sawyer (France and Italy) - Maps - 1840 73865
Sawyer (France and Italy) - Maps - 1846 73869
Sawyer (France and Italy) - Maps - 1847 64719
Sawyer (France and Italy) - Maps - 1850 64720
Sawyer (France and Italy) - Maps - 1854 73875
Sawyer (France and Italy) - Maps - 1858 73880
Sawyer (France and Italy) - Maps - 1861 73882, 73883
Sawyer (France and Italy) - Maps - 1867 73895
Sawyer (France and Italy) - Maps - 1871 73899
Sawyer (France and Italy) - Maps - 1874 73905
Sawyer (France and Italy) - Maps - 1879 73915
Sawyer (France and Italy) - Maps - 1892-1895 73941
Sawyer (France and Italy) - Maps - 1892-1900 73942
Sawyer (France and Italy) - Maps - 1912 74013
Sawyer (France and Italy) - Maps - 1922 69067
Sawyer (France and Italy) - Maps - 1925 74035
Sawyer (France and Italy) - Maps - 1925-1929 69068
Sawyer (France and Italy) - Maps - 1939 69069
Sawyer (France and Italy) - Maps - Collections 18386
Sawyer (France And Italy) - Maps - Collections, 1500-1700 18385
Sawyer, House of - Maps - 1700 64697
La Savoie : dediee au roy / par le P. Placide, Augustin Dechaussée, géographe ordinaire du roi ; nouvellement revue, corrigée et augmentée d'après les cartes et ouvrages géographiques de Guil. de L'Isle 69063
La Savoie / par le P. Placide, ingénieur géographe ; nouvellement revue, corrigée et augmentée d'après les cartes et ouvrages géographiques de Guil. Delisle, par Dezauche, ingénieur geographe, rue des Noyers 69064
Savvaidis, P. D. 65746
Sawakín (Sudan) - Maps - 1765 66329
Sawbridge, George, d. 1681 73527
Sawdon, Richard A. 69637
Sawmills - Glasgow (Scotland) - Maps - 1751 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 31945
Sawyer, Abel 54570
Sawyer, Abel, Jr. 54570
Sawyer, C. M., fl. 1931 58086, 58087, 58103
Sawyer County 4-H Clubs (Wis.) 69072
Sawyer County 4-H Leaders' Association (Wis.) 69071
Sawyer County (Wis.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners 69070
Sawyer County (Wis.) - Maps - 1964 - Landowners 69071
Sawyer County (Wis.) - Maps - 1968 - Landowners 69072
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| Scacciati, Andrea | 1697, 26850, 32558, 33082, 45233, 67988, 82753 |
| Scadding, Henry | 1813-1901 | 52418 |
| Scafi, Alessandro | 18270, 18271 |
| Scaglione, Giannantonio | 17042 |
| Scaife, William Robert | 7136 |
| Scalberg, Daniel | 17016 |
| Scale, Bernard | 14270, 38288 |
| Scales for determining slope from topographic maps | 75310 |
| Scaliger, Joseph Juste | 1540-1609 | 18389, 18390 |
| Scally | 11081 |
| Scammell, Alexander | 1747-1781 | 43950 |
| Scandinavia - Maps | 1797 | 69136 |
| Scandinavia - Maps | 1817 | 69137 |
| Scandinavia - Maps | 1821 | 69138 |
| Scandinavia - Maps | 1822 | 69139 |
| Scandinavia - Maps | 1829 | 69140 |
| Scandinavia - Maps | 1872 | 69141 |
| Scandinavia, or Sweden, Denmark & Norway | 69139, 69140 |
| Scandinavia, or Sweden, Denmark & Norway | 69137, 69138 |
| Scandaroon, Gulf of (Turkey) | SEE Iskenderun, Gulf of (Turkey) | 38490 |
| Scandanavia, or Turkey | SEE Iskenderun (Turkey) | 45876 |
| Scandinavia or Scandinavia comprehending Sweden, and Norway, with the Danish Islands... | 69219 |
| Scandinavia, sive regiones septentrionales | 57878 |
| Scandiniae insulae index | 69151 |
| Scandinavia | 69240, 69313, 69320, 69322 |
| [Scandinavia, 1688] | 73680 |
| Scandinavia and its confines... | 69171 |
| Scandinavia and its confines in which are the Kingdoms of Sweden, Norway &c. divided into their principall provinces / revised by I. Senex ; I. Harris sculp. | 69192 |
| Scandinavia and the Scandinavians in the annals of the Royal Geographical Society 1830-1914 | 67438 |
| Scandinavia - Bus routes | 1980 | 69142 |
| Scandinavia - Cartography | 61692 |
| Scandinavia completens Sueciae Daniae & Norvegiae | 69178 |
| Scandinavia completens Sueciae, Daniae & Norvegiae regna... | 69201 |
| Scandinavia completens Sueciae, Daniae, & Norvegiae regna / ex tabulis Joh. Baptista Homanni... | 69196 |
| Scandinavia completens Sueciae, Daniae, et Norvegiae regna... / Augusto Gottlob Böehmi... | 69209 |
| Scandinavia : Denmark, Sweden, Norway, Finland : with 26 maps and plans, and 51 sketches | 69314 |
| Scandinavia / drawn under the direction of Mr. Pinkerton by L. Hebert ; Neele sculp. 352 Strand | 69233 |
| Scandinavia, Finland / Michelin | 69324 |
| Scandinavia - Historical geography | 61693 |
| Scandinavia - Historical geography - Maps | 1654 | 69143 |
| Scandinavia - Historical geography - Maps | 1700 | 69144 |
| Scandinavia - Historical geography - Maps | 1821 | 69235 |
| Scandinavia in old maps and prints / Erik van Mingroot, Eduard van Ermen ; Tony Mackrill | 69326, 69327 |
| Scandinavia, incl Denmark | 69321 |
| Scandinavia - Maps | 1470 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles | 69145 |
| Scandinavia - Maps | 1490 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles | 69146 |
| Scandinavia - Maps | 1528 | 69147 |
| Scandinavia - Maps | 1539 | 69148 |
| Scandinavia - Maps | 1540 | 69149 |
| Scandinavia - Maps | 1552 | 69150 |
| Scandinavia - Maps | 1554 | 69151 |
| Scandinavia - Maps | 1558 - Nautical charts | 11619 |
| Scandinavia - Maps | 1561 | 26351 |
| Scandinavia - Maps | 1562 | 64980, 64981, 69152 |
| Scandinavia - Maps | 1562 - Nautical charts | 11620 |
| Scandinavia - Maps | 1570 | 69153 |
| Scandinavia - Maps | 1572 | 26352, 69154, 69155 |
| Scandinavia - Maps | 1588 | 69156 |
| Scandinavia - Maps | 1593 | 69157 |
| Scandinavia - Maps | 1600 | 11649 |
| Scandinavia - Maps - 1606 | 69158 |
| Scandinavia - Maps - 1620 | 69159 |
| Scandinavia - Maps - 1625 | 69160, 69161 |
| Scandinavia - Maps - 1647 | 69162, 69163 |
| Scandinavia - Maps - 1654 - Nautical charts | 69164 |
| Scandinavia - Maps - 1656 | 69165 |
| Scandinavia - Maps - 1669 | 69166 |
| Scandinavia - Maps - 1670 | 69167 |
| Scandinavia - Maps - 1680 | 69168, 69169, 69170 |
| Scandinavia - Maps - 1684 | 69171 |
| Scandinavia - Maps - 1686 | 69172 |
| Scandinavia - Maps - 1688 | 69173 |
| Scandinavia - Maps - 1688 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles | 73680 |
| Scandinavia - Maps - 1692 - Names, Geographical | 69174 |
| Scandinavia - Maps - 1695 | 69175 |
| Scandinavia - Maps - 1700 | 69176, 69177, 69178, 69179, 69180, 69181, 69183 |
| Scandinavia - Maps - 1700-1799 | 69182 |
| Scandinavia - Maps - 1701 | 69184, 69185 |
| Scandinavia - Maps - 1705 | 69186 |
| Scandinavia - Maps - 1706 | 69187 |
| Scandinavia - Maps - 1708 | 69188 |
| Scandinavia - Maps - 1710 | 69189, 69190 |
| Scandinavia - Maps - 1718 | 69191 |
| Scandinavia - Maps - 1719 | 69192 |
| Scandinavia - Maps - 1726 | 69193, 69194 |
| Scandinavia - Maps - 1732 | 69195 |
| Scandinavia - Maps - 1734 | 69196, 69197 |
| Scandinavia - Maps - 1738 - Arc measures | 2347 |
| Scandinavia - Maps - 1740 | 69198 |
| Scandinavia - Maps - 1741 | 23130, 69199, 69200 |
| Scandinavia - Maps - 1745 | 69201 |
| Scandinavia - Maps - 1747 | 69202 |
| Scandinavia - Maps - 1754-1763 | 69203 |
| Scandinavia - Maps - 1756 | 69204, 69205 |
| Scandinavia - Maps - 1766 | 69206 |
| Scandinavia - Maps - 1772 | 69207 |
| Scandinavia - Maps - 1774 | 69208 |
| Scandinavia - Maps - 1776 | 69209 |
| Scandinavia - Maps - 1780 | 69210, 69211, 69212 |
| Scandinavia - Maps - 1782 | 69213 |
| Scandinavia - Maps - 1783 | 69214 |
| Scandinavia - Maps - 1787 | 69215 |
| Scandinavia - Maps - 1788 | 69216 |
| Scandinavia - Maps - 1789 | 69217 |
| Scandinavia - Maps - 1793 | 69218 |
| Scandinavia - Maps - 1794 | 69219, 69220, 69221, 69222 |
| Scandinavia - Maps - 1796 | 69223, 69224 |
| Scandinavia - Maps - 1798 | 69225 |
| Scandinavia - Maps - 1802 | 69226 |
| Scandinavia - Maps - 1804 | 69227, 69228 |
| Scandinavia - Maps - 1807 | 69229 |
| Scandinavia - Maps - 1811 | 69230 |
| Scandinavia - Maps - 1814 | 69231, 69232 |
| Scandinavia - Maps - 1818 | 69233 |
| Scandinavia - Maps - 1820 | 69234 |
| Scandinavia - Maps - 1821 | 69235 |
| Scandinavia - Maps - 1823 | 69236 |
| Scandinavia - Maps - 1825 | 69237, 69238 |
| Scandinavia - Maps - 1826 | 69239 |
| Scandinavia - Maps - 1831 | 69240 |
| Scandinavia - Maps - 1833 | 69241 |
| Scandinavia - Maps - 1834 | 69242 |
| Scandinavia - Maps - 1840 | 69243 |
| Scandinavia - Maps - 1841 | 69244, 69245 |
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Scandinavia - Maps - 1845 69246
Scandinavia - Maps - 1847 69247
Scandinavia - Maps - 1850 69248
Scandinavia - Maps - 1853 69249
Scandinavia - Maps - 1860 65732
Scandinavia - Maps - 1861 73704
Scandinavia - Maps - 1864 (Provisional Heading) 69250
Scandinavia - Maps - 1868 (Provisional Heading) 69251
Scandinavia - Maps - 1873 (Provisional Heading) 69252, 69253
Scandinavia - Maps - 1880 (Provisional Heading) 69254
Scandinavia - Maps - 1881 (Provisional Heading) 69255
Scandinavia - Maps - 1885 69256
Scandinavia - Maps - 1891 (Provisional Heading) 69257
Scandinavia - Maps - 1892 69258, 69259
Scandinavia - Maps - 1893 (Provisional Heading) 69260, 69261
Scandinavia - Maps - 1895 69262, 69263
Scandinavia - Maps - 1896 (Provisional Heading) 69264
Scandinavia - Maps - 1899 69265, 69266
Scandinavia - Maps - 1900 (Provisional Heading) 69267
Scandinavia - Maps - 1901 (Provisional Heading) 69268
Scandinavia - Maps - 1903 69269, 69270, 69271
Scandinavia - Maps - 1903 (Provisional Heading) 69272
Scandinavia - Maps - 1906 (Provisional Heading) 69273
Scandinavia - Maps - 1907 69274
Scandinavia - Maps - 1909 69275
Scandinavia - Maps - 1909 - Cruise lines 69276
Scandinavia - Maps - 1910 10839, 26359
Scandinavia - Maps - 1910-1919 69277
Scandinavia - Maps - 1910 (Provisional Heading) 69278
Scandinavia - Maps - 1911 69279
Scandinavia - Maps - 1912 69280, 69281, 69282, 69283
Scandinavia - Maps - 1912 (Provisional Heading) 69284
Scandinavia - Maps - 1914 69285
Scandinavia - Maps - 1914 (Provisional Heading) 69286
Scandinavia - Maps - 1916 - Cruise lines 69287
Scandinavia - Maps - 1916 - Economics (Provisional Heading) 69288
Scandinavia - Maps - 1916 (Provisional Heading) 69289
Scandinavia - Maps - 1919 69290
Scandinavia - Maps - 1919 (Provisional Heading) 69291
Scandinavia - Maps - 1920 (Provisional Heading) 69292
Scandinavia - Maps - 1923 69293
Scandinavia - Maps - 1929 (Provisional Heading) 69294
Scandinavia - Maps - 1936 69295
Scandinavia - Maps - 1936 (Provisional Heading) 69296
Scandinavia - Maps - 1937 (Provisional Heading) 69297
Scandinavia - Maps - 1939 69298, 69299
Scandinavia - Maps - 1940 69300
Scandinavia - Maps - 1941 (Provisional Heading) 69301
Scandinavia - Maps - 1946 (Provisional Heading) 69302
Scandinavia - Maps - 1947 (Provisional Heading) 69303
Scandinavia - Maps - 1952 (Provisional Heading) 69304
Scandinavia - Maps - 1954 69305
Scandinavia - Maps - 1955 69306
Scandinavia - Maps - 1955 (Provisional Heading) 69307
Scandinavia - Maps - 1956 69308
Scandinavia - Maps - 1957 69309
Scandinavia - Maps - 1959 69310
Scandinavia - Maps - 1959 (Provisional Heading) 69311
Scandinavia - Maps - 1960 (Provisional Heading) 69312
Scandinavia - Maps - 1963 69313
Scandinavia - Maps - 1963 - Road maps 69314
Scandinavia - Maps - 1964 69315
Scandinavia - Maps - 1965 - Guidebooks 69316
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Call Numbers</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Scandinavia - Maps</td>
<td>69318</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scandinavia - Maps - 1973 - Glaciers</td>
<td>69319</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scandinavia - Maps - 1973 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scandinavia - Maps - 1976 - Guidebooks</td>
<td>69320</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scandinavia - Maps - 1980-1989</td>
<td>69321</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scandinavia - Maps - 1992 - Guidebooks</td>
<td>69322</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scandinavia - Maps - 1993</td>
<td>69323</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scandinavia - Maps - 1996</td>
<td>69324</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scandinavia - Maps - Bibliography</td>
<td>18389, 18390, 18391, 18395</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scandinavia - Maps - Bibliography - 1482-1601</td>
<td>69325</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scandinavia - Maps - Collections</td>
<td>18389, 18390, 18391, 69326, 69327</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scandinavia - Maps - Collections, 1482-1601</td>
<td>69325</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scandinavia - Maps - Exhibitions - Catalogs</td>
<td>73780</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scandinavia - Nautical charts - Exhibitions - Catalogs</td>
<td>69328, 69329</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scandinavia, Norway, Sweden, Finland</td>
<td>69323</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scandinavia or the kingdoms of Denmark, Sweden, Norway &amp; Lapland</td>
<td>69184</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scandinavia, Switzerland, Europe &amp; Spain</td>
<td>26182</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scandinavia - Tourism - 1972</td>
<td>69330</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scandinavia, vel regna septentrionalia, Suecia, Dania, et Norvegia</td>
<td>69189</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scandinavian Airlines System</td>
<td>69317</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scandinavian-American Line SEE Forenede dampsksb-Selskab</td>
<td>69276</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scandinavian Peninsula - Maps - 1738 - Arc measures</td>
<td>2347</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>La Scandinavie et les environs</td>
<td>69162, 69180</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>La Scandinavie et les environs ou sont les estats et royaumes</td>
<td>69163</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Le Scandinavie, et les environs, ou sont les royaumes de Suede, de Danemarck</td>
<td>69174</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>La Scandinavie, et les environs, ou sont les royaumes de Suede, de Danemarck et de Norwege</td>
<td>69175, 69188</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>La Scandinavie où sont les royaumes de Suede, Danemark et Norwege</td>
<td>69179</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scarabelli, Anastasio, d. 1763 or 64</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scarafoni, Camillo Scaccia SEE Scaccia-Scarafoni, Camillo</td>
<td>67304</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scaramelli, Richard A.</td>
<td>73670</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scaramuzza, S.</td>
<td>24563</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scarboro Company SEE Scarborough Company</td>
<td>24338</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scarboro’s “all-in-one” inter-state and city traffic maps</td>
<td>24352</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scarboro’s “all-in-one” inter-state travel and city maps of all states east of the Mississippi River, eastern Ontario, Quebec, Maritime Provinces and trunk lines west</td>
<td>24338</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scarborough Company</td>
<td>5705, 24338, 24352, 45432, 45433, 48728, 49131, 56207, 56211, 63628, 77510</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scarborough Company SEE ALSO Scarborough Motor Guide Company</td>
<td>24338</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
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Schmidt, Max Georg 34279
Schmidt, Max George 10272
Schmidt, Paulus 9636, 9642, 80068, 82837
Schmidt, Peter, fl. 1557-1595 44785
Schmidt-Peterson, Jürgen, 1860- 52149
Schmidt, R. 74097
Schmidt, R. (Engraver) 9686, 9725, 42441
Schmidt, Reinhold 9773
Schmidt, Royal J. 23899
Schmidt's illustrierte Wanderbuch der Central-Schweiz bis Ober-Italien : Spezial-Führer für Touristen, Kurgäste und Sommerfrischler / bearbeitet von Ed. Thomann 73943
Schmidt, V. 25659
Schmidt, W. 7604, 7610, 7611, 7621, 34087, 41604
Schmidt, Wilhelm 5940
Schmidt, William E. 13676, 23216
Schmiedeler, Tom 66983
Schmiedeler, L 33746
Schmiesser & Vogelsang 5458
Schmielewski, Ulrich 60229
Schmielewski, Vera 60229
Schmit 27935, 27965
Schmit, J. M. F. 1766
Schmit, J. P. 12265, 12270
Schmitt, Antoine 9418
Schmitt, Johann Heinrich von, 1744-1805 66651
Schmitt, Rosemary 18424
Schmitt, Samuel A. 42676
Schmitt'sche Karte von Südwestdeutschland vom 1797 Jahre 66651
Schmitz, A., fl. 1887 9940
Schmitz, Erik 1921
Schmitz, Iva B. 33792
Schmitz, Leonhard, 1807-1890 5067, 8221, 8256, 30691, 30695
Schmollinger 25235
Schmook, Rebecca 68284
Schmudlo, l.c., 1732-1786 SEE Schmidt, James F., 1732-1786 67584
Schnack, Anton, 1892-1973 21829
Schnaittach Region (Germany) - Maps - 1710 67377
Schnayder, Edward 14894
Schneidau, P. von 20514
Schneider 8766, 66738
Schneider (A.G.) & Weigel (J.C.), publisher SEE Schneider und Weigel 9705
Schneider, Adam Gottlieb, 1745-1815 30654
Schneider, Daniel, b. 1667 25920
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Schneider, Max, 1859- 34479, 34481, 34483, 34490, 34491, 34498
Schneider, Philip A.  80319
Schneider, R. Stephen  17254
Schneider, Ruprecht Adam  31874, 33373, 67543, 84112
Schneider's (Th.) We. u. Presuhn, lithographers SEE Th. Schneider's We. u. Presuhn  73376
Schneider und Weigel  9656, 9700, 9705, 43599
Schnell, George A., 1931-  16796
Schnell & Steiner  73268
Schnitzer, Johann  28855, 28856, 28857, 28859, 83798
Schnitzler, J. H.  34181
Schnoorschen Buchdruckerey (Saint Petersburg, Russia)  58744
Schock, Otto  9944
Schock, Rud.  9944
Schocken  62751
Schoenbeck, Edwin F.  41455, 41456
Schoenberg, Albert  39999
Schoenberg & Co., publisher, New York SEE Schönberg & Co.  5032
Schoenmaker, B.  53345
Schoensperger, Johann, d. 1520? SEE Schönsperger, Johann, d. 1520?  20799
Schoepf, Thomas, d. 1577  12579, 12580
Schoenbeck, Edwin F.  41455, 41456
Schoenberg, Albert  39999
Schoenmaker, B.  53345
Schoensperger, Johann, d. 1520? SEE Schönsperger, Johann, d. 1520?  20799
Schoepf, Thomas, d. 1577  12579, 12580
Schoffer, Peter, ca. 1475-1547  79963
Schofield, George Wheeler - Journeys, 1872 - Maps - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  61322
Schofield, John  34777
Schofield, John, 1948-  18068
[Schoharie County (N.Y.) - 1856: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche]  69404
Schoharie County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1839  69403
Schoharie County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1856 - Landowners  69404
Schoharie County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1866 - Landowners  69405
Schoharie Creek (N.Y.) - Maps - 1758 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  69406
Schol, Hieronymus, 16th cent.  12438, 12439, 20873, 25926, 33767, 73280, 73281
Scholar Press  14070
A Scholar's guide to geographical writing on the American and Canadian past  76197
Scholars' guide to Washington, D.C. for cartography and remote sensing imagery: (maps, charts, aerial photographs, satellite images, cartographic literature, and geographic information systems)  44534
Scholastic Magazines, inc.  76416, 76811
Scholderer, Victor, 1880-1971  73767
Schouer, Hieronymus, 16th cent. SEE Schol, Hieronymus, 16th cent.  25926
Schols, J.  37458
Scholtens, Arend Lubbertus  8785, 8787, 8795
Scholtens, H. J. J.  17771
Scholz, Barthel, 1540-1614 SEE Scultetus, Bartholomäus, 1540-1614  69081, 69720
Scholz, Joseph  9732
Schomburgk, Robert H. (Robert Hermann), Sir, 1804-1865  8056, 8183, 11800, 70566, 75534
Schön, Erhard, d. 1542  14820, 14839, 20873
Schonackers, Roger  17772
Schönberg & Co.  4999, 5000, 5032, 30006
Schönberg & Co. Schönberg's Virginia campaign map, 1864  5000
Schönberg's standard atlas of the world  5000, 5032
Schönborn, Anton, 1829-1871  85045, 85053, 85054
Schöne alte Karten aus den Rheinlanden und Westfalen, 1536-1806  66570
Schöneberg  12551
Schöneberg (Berlin, Germany) - Maps - 1967  69407
Schöner, Andreas  3479
Schöner, Johann, 1477-1547  1829, 3479, 18221, 31980, 44839, 62394, 69409, 69408, 69411
Schöner, Johann, 1477-1547. De nuper sub Castiliae ac Portugaliae regibus serenissimis repertis insulis ac regionibus (1881)  16844
Schön, Erhard, d. 1542  14820, 14839, 20873
Schonenackers, Roger  17772
Schönberg & Co.  4999, 5000, 5032, 30006
Schönberg & Co. Schönberg's Virginia campaign map, 1864  5000
Schönberg's standard atlas of the world  5000, 5032
Schönborn, Anton, 1829-1871  85045, 85053, 85054
Schöne alte Karten aus den Rheinlanden und Westfalen, 1536-1806  66570
Schöneberg  12551
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Schotanus à Sterringa, Bernardus, b. ca. 1640. Uitbeelding der heerlijkheid Friesland 53440
Schotanus, Christian 8705
Schoten, Francis van, 1581-1646 7770
Schotius, Henricus SEE Schottus, Henricus 48023
Schott, Charles A. (Charles Anthony), 1826-1901 11409, 42999, 76875
Schott, Gerhard 5941, 6090
Schott, Johann, 1477-1548 28867, 28868, 28872, 44844
Schotten, Shalom 2354
Schottenloher, Karl, 1878-1954 2227, 1773, 65589, 85322, 85323, 85324
Schottenloher, Karl, 1878-1954. Jakob Ziegler aus Landau an der Isar (1910) 85324
Schottenstift (Vienna, Austria) 69413
Schottenstift (Vienna, Austria). Bibliothek - Map collections - Exhibitions - Catalogs 62956
Schottenstift (Vienna, Austria) - Map collections - Exhibitions - Catalogs 69413
Schotti, Joannis, 1477-1548 SEE Schott, Johann, 1477-1548 28867
Schottland 69678
Schottus, Andreas, 1552-1629 4238, 79903
Schottus, Franciscus, 1548-1622 4220, 4290, 4307, 4317, 38791, 38794, 79903
Schottus, Henricus 7752, 48023
Schotz, E. 31600
Schouten, Anthony, fl. 1698 57419
Schouten, Willem Cornelisz. 4270, 4419
Schouw - tonneel des oorlogs, verbeedld in 48 nieuwe geographische land-caarten ... opeen nieuwe manier tot nut en gemak geschikt voor alle officiers en ryzigers ... = Le Theatre de bellone : contenant 48 nouvelles cartes geographiques ... ouvrage très u 25957
Schouwen-Duiveland (Netherlands) - Maps - 1753 69414
Schoyer, Solomon 76609
Schrader, Franz, 1844-1924 1509, 9482, 9484, 9487, 9491, 9495, 9496, 9499, 9506, 9514, 9516, 9519, 9520, 9521, 9522, 9525, 9529, 9530, 25784, 28182, 30415, 34254, 65916, 65918, 65920, 65921
Schrader, Theodore 68048
Schaermbli, F. A. (Franz Anton), 1751-1803 69415
Schaermbli, F. A. (Franz Anton), 1751-1803. Allgemeiner grosser Atlass (1800) 7566
Schaermbli, Franz Anton 7574, 58735
Schrämlischen Buchdruckerei 7576
Schramm, Albert, 1880- 17774
Schramm, Emilio 10015
Schramm, J. M. 11959
Schramm, Josef, 1919- 493, 585
Schreiber 1773, 9634
Schreiber, Charles 75785
Schreiber, Collingwood, fl. 1891 16076
Schreiber, E. 53532
Schreiber, Johann Georg, 1676-1750 9592, 9607, 9627, 9647, 57566, 79502, 79504, 85293
Schreiber, Thomas 34986
Schreiber, Ulrich, Prof. 68962
Schreitersche Verlagsbuchhandlung 10113
Schrack, Albert Philibert, 1800-1877 61709
Schretter, Howard A. 31262, 31263
Schreyer, Alice D. 22135
Schritten der physikalisch-ökonomischen Gesellschaft zu Königsberg (1863) 33789
Schritten des Historisch-wissenschaftlichen Fachkreises 'Freunde Alter Uhren' (1979) 22842
Schrifttum 38609
Schrijver, Pieter, 1576-1660 53331
Schroeder, F. 18353
Schroeder, E.H. 34159
Schroeder, Erich K. 28797
Schroeder, Friedrich, 1768-1839 38638
Schroeder (K.) Verlag SEE Kurt Schroeder Verlag 16440
Schroeder (Kurt) Verlag SEE Kurt Schroeder Verlag 16440
Schroeder, Mollie 30200
Schroeder, Ralph L. 80916
Schroeder Reiseführer 16440, 24835, 25676, 38198, 39879, 51787, 51791, 74128, 75663, 75813, 85209
Schroeder, W. W. 77426
Schroeder, Walter A., 1934- 79886
Schroeder, William 7327
Schoorl, C., 1955- 33063
Schoorl, Meindert, 1955- 33063
Schooth, Christian ca.1525-1603 SEE Sgrooten, Christian, ca.1525-1603 69903
Schoottz, Christian, ca.1525-1603 SEE Sgrooten, Christian, ca.1525-1603 69903
Schor, Joh. Fred. 1660
Schröter, Johann 32816
Schrött, Christian, ca.1525-1603 SEE Sgrooten, Christian, ca.1525-1603 69903
Schrötter, Friedrich Leopold von, 1743-1815 8056, 31491
Schrowang, O. Ground plan of the Louisiana Purchase Exposition, St. Louis, Mo., 1904 43460
Schryver, Cornelis, Capt. 61984
Schuchert, Johann Tobias, d. 1711 1991, 1992
Schuchhard, C. 46129
Schuchman (W. & Bro.) Lith. SEE Wm. Schuchman & Bro. Lith. 40078
Schuchman (G.F.) & Co., lithographers, Pittsburgh 12051
Schuchman & Haunlein 64822, 64863
Schuchman (W. & Bro.) Lith. SEE Wm. Schuchman & Bro. Lith. 40078
Schuchman, William, b. 1823 or 4 63573
Schück, K. W. Albert, 1833-1918 21831
Schück, A., 1833-1918 SEE Schück, K. W. Albert, 1833-1918 21831
Schück, Adolf 34103
Schück, A., 1833-1918 SEE Schück, K. W. Albert, 1833-1918 21831
Schuchter, Johann 32816
Schuilenburg, B. M., junior 34090
Schuiling, Roelof SEE Schuiling, R. 53554
Schuiling, R. 8840, 8848, 8854, 8866, 8877, 8880, 8890, 8902, 8905, 8907, 8927, 53554
Schuiling, W. H. 17483
Schul-atlas 9653, 9690, 9882, 9941
Schul-atlas, atlas scholasticus 7570
Schul-atlas der alten Geographie / bearbeitet von F. Voigt 30690
Schul-atlas der alten Welt / nach Mannert, Ukert, Reichard, Kruse, Wilhelm u. A. bearbeitet 30662
Schul-atlas fuer die mittleren unterrichtsstufen 9970
Schul-atlas fuer die alte Erdbeschreibung / zur allgemeinen Schul-encyclopaedie gehoerig 34385
Schul-atlas fuer hohere Lehranstalten / bearbeitet und herausgegeben von Carl Loreck und Albert Winter 10135
Schul-atlas in 36 Karten 9723
Schul-atlas in 36 Karten / von Daniel Völter 9726
Schul-atlas in acht und dreissig karten 9776
Schul-atlas : nach den besten Quellen entworfen / von J. Lehnhardt 9732
Schul-atlas uber alle Teile der Erde / nach Mannert, Ukert, Reichard, Kruse, Wilhelm u. A. bearbeitet 9964
Schul-atlas ober alle Teile der Erde : zum geographischen Unterricht in höheren Lehranstalten / herausgegeben und bearbeitet von C. Diercke und E. Gaebler 9925, 9938
Schul-atlas uber alle Theile der Erde : nach dem neuesten Zustande, und über das Weltgebäude : nach Stieler's Hand-Atlas verkleinert 9685, 9691, 9692, 9709, 9722, 9731, 9738, 9745, 9752, 9774, 9778, 9793, 9805
Schul-atlas uber alle theile der erde un das Wichtigste über das Weltgebaeude / nach den neuesten Forschungen und Veränderungen entworfen u. gezeichnet von G. Hanser 9736
Schul-atlas von allen Theilen der Erde : nach den neuesten Werken und Bestimmungen 9693
Schul-atlas von allen Theilen der Erde : nach den neuesten Werken und Bestimmungen / entworfen und gezeichnet von C. L. Ohmann 9708
Schul-Atlas / von H. Wettstein in zweiunddreissig Blättern bearbeitet von J. Randegger 10904, 10905
Schul-Atlas zur Biblischen Geschichte / bearbeitet, gezeichnet und nebst Beschreibung herausgegeben von E. Leeder ... 12915
Schul-geographie 9814
Schulamt der Stadt Zürich 10911
Schulatlantern in Deutschland und benachbarten Ländern vom 18. Jahrhundert bis 1950 : ein bibliographisches Verzeichnis / bearbeitet von Astrid Badziag und Petra Mohs, unter Mitarbeit von Wolfgang Meinecke ; herausgegeben von Lothar Zögner 10532
Schulatlas 7599
Schulatlas der alten Geographie : mit historisch-erläuternden Rand-Anmerkungen, insbesondere zu dem Handbuche und Leitfaden der alten Geographie gehörig : zum Gebrauch in Gymnasien / von Fr. C.L. Sickler 34395
Schulatlas der alten Geographie : mit historisch-erläuternden Rand-Anmerkungen, insbesondere zu dem Handbuche und Leitfaden der alten Geographie gehörig, zum Gebrauch in Gymnasien / von Fr. C.L. Sickler 30678
Schulatlas der neueren Erdkunde : Seiner Königlichen Hoheit dem Prinzen Albert, Herzog zu Sachsen etc. etc. etc., gewidmet / von Dr. Carl Vogel 9703
Schulatlas fuer der obere unterrichtstufen 10168
Schulatlas fuer mittleren unterrichtsstufen 10154
Schulatlas fuer Anfangsunterricht und Mittelstufen / herausgegeben von Heinrich Fischer ; 47 Haupt- und Nebenkarten auf 52 Kartenseiten ; ausgeführt in der Geographischen Anstalt von Velhagen & Klasing in Leipzig 10086
Schulatlas zur geschichte des altertums 10056, 10073, 10107, 10175
Schulbuchhandlung (Braunschweig, Germany) 34385
Schulenbschmettausch 7137
Schüler, Arthur 77019
Schüler, Ed. 34180
Schuler, J. E. 10507
Schuler, J. E. (Josef Egon) 25896, 25897
Schüler, Mechthild, 1959- 17301
Schulkarte von Wurttemberg, Baden und Hohenzollern 11400
Schuller, Rodolfo R., 1873-1932 62983
Schulumuseum Nürnberg 10171
Schulstäd, Olav 10713
Schultchen, H. 400
Schulte, Evelyn 31279
Schulten, Susan 13578, 18544, 42108, 61719, 74313, 76169, 76349
Schulthess, Friedrich 38752, 38753
Schulting, J G ed 7078
Schultz, Barthélemy, 1540-1614 SEE Scultetus, Bartholomäus, 1540-1614 69720
Schultz, Christian, ca. 1770-ca. 1814 29240, 45052, 50504, 56057, 61266, 76546, 76547, 76548
Schultz, Christian, ca. 1770-ca. 1814. Travels on an inland voyage : through the states of New-York, Pennsylvania, Virginia, Ohio, Kentucky and Tennessee (1810) 56057
Schultz-Riesenberg, W. 24857, 38969, 70080
Schultz, Wm. P. 82900
Schulyer, Eugene, 1840-1890 - Travels, 1873 3214
Schulz, Alfred, fl. 1904 9990, 10011, 34085
Schulz, Fritz Traugott, b. 1875 65489
Schulz, Georg 10541, 18462, 37534
Schulz, Günther 16964
Schulz, Herbert Clarence, 1902- 44436
Schulz, Johann Bernhard 12499
Schulz, Juergen, 1927- 11809, 79992
Schulz, L. 31537
Schulz, Siegmund 33044
Schumacher, A. F. H. 24899
Schumacher, Bruno, 1879-1957 85302
Schumacher, Edward 24519
Schumacher, Gottlieb 39878
Schumacher, Julie L. 81151
Schumann, C., fl. 1854-1855 13194, 18648, 24936, 34883, 43805, 82638
Schumann, H. 25064
Schumburg, August 10806, 10808
Schupf, Sara 3127
Schupp, A. 28581
Schuppm, Steven van 33277
Schurhammer, Georg, 1882-1971 64733
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Schurig, Richard 10312
Schuster, Carl G. 17883
Schut, 18th cent. 53450
Schütz, Johann Karl Gottfried. Programm, durch welches zur Feier des 300 jährigen Jubiläums... (1865) 33247
Schütte, Gudmund, b. 1872 17775
Schütte, Joseph F. 1980
Schutz, John 48091
Schütz, Wilhelm 66514
Schütze, E. 2344, 21166, 38453, 75282
Schuyler County (N.Y) - Maps - 1839 75286
Schuyler, Anthony Hunter 29049
Schuyler Citizen (Schuyler, Ill.) 35668
Schuyler County 4-H Clubs (Ill.) 69418
Schuyler County atlas : 1963, 1964, 1965 69418
Schuyler County Farm Bureau (Ill.) 69417
Schuyler County (Ill.) - Maps - 1913 - Landowners 69416
Schuyler County (Ill.) - Maps - 1950 - Landowners 69417
Schuyler County (Ill.) - Maps - 1963-1965 - Landowners 69418
Schuyler County (Ill.) - Maps - 1975 - Landowners 69419
Schuyler County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1839 19297, 73260
Schuyler County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1857 - Landowners 69420
Schuyler County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1874 - Landowners 69421
Schuyler, Eugene 1840-1890 3214
Schuyler, Jas. D. 68454
Schuyler Smith and Co. 12869
Schuylerville (N.Y.) - Maps - 1756 - Fortification - Manuscripts 69422
Schuylerville (N.Y.) - Maps - 1757 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 69423
Schwabacher-Frey Company 82340
Schwabe, Ernst, b. 1858 34228, 34231, 34237, 34245, 34247, 34249, 34252, 34256, 34258, 34266, 34269, 34271, 34274, 34276, 34282
Schwabe, Johann Joachim, 1714-1784 1662, 1663, 1664, 1666, 1669, 1670, 9616, 9617, 9618, 9622, 9623, 9630, 35108
Schwabe, Johann Georg von, 1716-1791. Scriptores rerum Hngaricarvm veteres ... (1746-1748) 75451, 75462
Schwanz 66570
Schwaiger, Heinrich 82848
Schwaiger's Führer durch das Wettersteingebirge : mit ausführlicher Beschreibung der Talstationen, Ausflüge, Talwanderungen, Uebergänge u. Hochtouren der Gruppe 82848
Schweinzel, Hermann 75929
Schweitzer, Marcel N. 72876, 72879, 72889, 72898, 72999
Schwabach, L. 10746
Schwäbisch Hall (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1657 69428
Schwäbische Alb und Schwäbischer Wald, mit Stuttgart 73668
Schwäbischer Kreis (Holy Roman Empire) - Maps - 1695 73639
Schwäbischer Kreis (Holy Roman Empire) - Maps - 1708 73646
Schwäbisches Land in alten Karten und Plänen 18483
Schwaerglitz, J. 75785
Schwab, Fr. 84738
Schwager, Heinrich 82848
Schwaiger's Führer durch das Wettersteingebirge : mit ausführlicher Beschreibung der Talstationen, Ausflüge, Talwanderungen, Uebergänge u. Hochtouren der Gruppe 82848
Schwaighofer, Hermann 75929
Schwalbach, L. 10746
Schwandner, Johann Georg von, 1716-1791. Scriptores rerum Hngaricarvm veteres ... (1746-1748) 75451, 75462
Schwann 66570
Schwann, L. 18860
Schwarm, Harold 15633
Schwartz, Richard, fl. 1929 12537
Schwarz 80213
Schwart, Charles 56013
Schwartz, H. B. 39545
Schwartz, Johann Conrad, 1677-1747  34357
Schwartz, Seymour I., 1928-  16858, 16859, 18535, 44879, 69429, 69430, 76357, 76358

**Schwartz, Seymour I., 1928 - Map collections - Exhibitions**  69429

Schwartzberg, Joseph E.  70671, 70672
Schwarz, C.  80942
Schwarz, G.  23622
Schwarz, Karl, 1885-1962  33843, 33970, 33971, 33972, 33974, 80246
Schwarz (Richard) KG. SEE Richard Schwarz KG.  12544
Schwarzberg, Jenny  20552
Schwarzenberg, Adolpho  33249

**Schwarzwald (Germany)**  13164
**Schwarzwaldbot**  31612, 13165

**Schwarzwald, Odenwald, Bergstrasse**  13147, 13148, 13150, 13151, 13153, 13154, 13157

**Schwarzwald Odenwald Bodensee**  13155, 13159

**Schwarzwald, Odenwald, Heidelberg**  13160

**Schwarzwald, Odenwald, Heidelberg**  13160

**Schweizerische Alpenposten...**  74051

**Schweiz auf alten karten**  6343

**Schweiz, Chamonix**  74012

**Schweiz, Chamonix, Veltlin**  73976

**Schweiz, I: Nord- & Zentral-Schweiz, Tessin**  74043, 74044

**Schweiz in vier wochen**  74047

**Schweiz : Graubünden, Prättigau, Davos**  74045

**Schweiz : kleine Ausgabe**  74039

**Schweiz : mit Angaben für Automobilisten**  74050

**Schweizer-Atlas für Schule und Haus / gezeichnet von Rudolph Gross**  73889

Schweizer, Hannah  12560
Schweizer, Harro  12560

**Schweizerische Alpenposten...**  74051

**Schweizerische Gesellschaft für Kartographie**  75307

**Schweizerische Gesellschaft für Kartographie. Arbeitsgruppe für Kartengeschichte**  17447

**Schweizerische Landesbibliothek - Map collections - Catalogs**  74086

Schweizerische Verkehrszentrale  74049

Schweizerische Zeitschrift für Geschichte = Revue suisse d'histoire = Rivista storica svizzera (1956)  75581

Schweizerische Zentrale für Verkehrsförderung  74059

Schweizerischer mittelschulatlas  10915, 10920, 10922
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A Scotch atlas, or, Description of the kingdom of Scotland : divided into counties, with the subdivisions of sheriffdoms, shewing their respective boundaries and extent, soil, produce, mines, minerals, metals, their trade and manufactures : also their c

The Scotch itinerary : containing the roads through Scotland, on a new plan : with copious observations, for the instruction and entertainment of travellers ... / by James Duncan

Scotia regnum divivist in partem septentrionalem et meridionalam

Scotia regnum divivist in partem septentrionalem et Meridionalam subdivisas in comitatus, vicecomitatus provincias praefecturas dominia et insulas / per F. de Wit

Scotiae tabvla
Scotland tabula. Cum privilegio 69463
Scotland, Jean-Baptiste, b. 1678 63039
Scotland 69466, 69480, 69517, 69531, 69532, 69554, 69555, 69556, 69562, 69570, 69572, 69573, 69578, 69579, 69582, 69584, 69586, 69587, 69588, 69589, 69605, 69609, 69616, 69617, 69635, 69642, 69649, 69680, 69686, 69687
Scotland / A. Bell Prin. Wal. sculptor fecit 69529
Scotland - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. - Coasts - 1693 24995
Scotland - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. - Coasts - 1749 24997
Scotland, and its islands; or the north part of Great Britain, divided into its shires 69506
Scotland, and its islands, or the North part of Great Britain, divided into shires / by Samuel Dunn 69513, 69522
Scotland - Antiquities SEE ALSO Antonine Wall (Scotland) 2174
Scotland / by A.R. Hope Moncrieff ; illustrated in colour by Sutton Palmer & G.F. Nicholls 69664
Scotland / by G.H. Swantston, Edinr. 69600
Scotland / by J. Arrowsmith 69565
Scotland / by J. Bartholomew, F.R.G.S. 69597, 69613
Scotland / by John Ainslie, land surveyor 69519
Scotland - Coasts - 1540 42142
Scotland County (Mo.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners 69448
Scotland - Description and travel - 1560 69449
Scotland - Description and travel - 1590 32392
Scotland / drawn and engrav'd from a series of angles and astronomical oberservations by John Ainslie, land surveyor 69516
Scotland: Drawn and engraved for Thomson's New General Atlas, April 1st, 1815 69543
Scotland / drawn & engraved by Hewitt, Broad St. Bloomsbury 69544, 69545
Scotland / drawn & engraved by J. Archer, Pentonville, London 69574
Scotland: drawn from the best authorities ... 69548, 69549
Scotland / edited by Findlay Muirhead 69660, 69665
Scotland / edited by L. Russell Muirhead 69672
Scotland - Estate Maps - 1700-1799 69450
Scotland for the motorist / by J. Inglis Ker 69661
Scotland from the best authorities 69542
Scotland - Geography 60346
Scotland - Geography - Dictionaries - 1857 69451
Scotland - Geography - History - 2001 69452
Scotland, historic and romantic / by Maria Hornor Lansdale 69639
Scotland - Historical geography - Maps - 1707 69453
Scotland - Historical geography - Maps - 1826-1829 69557
Scotland - Historical geography - Maps - 1950 69454
Scotland - Historical geography - Maps - 1960 69677
Scotland - Historical geography - Maps-1975 69455
Scotland - History, Ancient - 1934 69456
Scotland - History, Ancient - Maps - 1834 69457
Scotland [I-II] 69566
Scotland / John Tomes ; maps and plans drawn by John Flower 69685
Scotland / Manuscript maps 69458
Scotland : mapping the nation / Christopher Fleet, Margaret Wilkes and Charles W.J. Withers 18400
Scotland - Maps - 1250 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 25036
Scotland - Maps - 1500-1599 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 65191
Scotland - Maps - 1588 69459
Scotland - Maps - 1588 - Coasts - Nautical charts 69460, 69461
Scotland - Maps - 1596 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 69462
Scotland - Maps - 1598 69463
Scotland - Maps - 1606 69464
Scotland - Maps - 1610 69465
Scotland - Maps - 1627 14158
Scotland - Maps - 1635 69466
Scotland - Maps - 1646 7762
Scotland - Maps - 1654 69467, 69468, 69469
Scotland - Maps - 1676 7767, 14167, 69470
Scotland - Maps - 1680 69471
Scotland - Maps - 1688 69472
Scotland - Maps - 1693 - Coasts - Nautical charts 23881, 25071, 69473
Scotland - Maps - 1695 69474
Scotland - Maps - 1697 69475
Scotland - Maps - 1698 69476
Scotland - Maps - 1700 69477, 69478, 69479
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Scotland - Maps - 1701 69480
Scotland - Maps - 1702 - Coasts - Nautical charts 69481
Scotland - Maps - 1710 69482, 69483, 69484
Scotland - Maps - 1720 - Road maps 69485
Scotland - Maps - 1721 69486
Scotland - Maps - 1725 69487
Scotland - Maps - 1728 - Coasts - Nautical charts 69488
Scotland - Maps - 1740 69489, 69490, 69492
Scotland - Maps - 1740 - Coasts - Nautical charts 69491
Scotland - Maps - 1741 69493, 69494
Scotland - Maps - 1745 69495
Scotland - Maps - 1746 69496
Scotland - Maps - 1749 - Coasts - Nautical charts 23882, 25116, 69497, 69498
Scotland - Maps - 1750-1759 14227
Scotland - Maps - 1751 69499, 69500
Scotland - Maps - 1758 - Coasts - Nautical charts 69501
Scotland - Maps - 1766 69503
Scotland - Maps - 1766 - Coasts - Nautical charts 27512, 69502
Scotland - Maps - 1769 69504
Scotland - Maps - 1773 69505
Scotland - Maps - 1774 69506
Scotland - Maps - 1776-1800 - Road maps 69507
Scotland - Maps - 1776 - Road maps 69508
Scotland - Maps - 1778 69509
Scotland - Maps - 1782 69510, 69511
Scotland - Maps - 1785 69512
Scotland - Maps - 1786 69513
Scotland - Maps - 1787 (Provisional Heading) 69514
Scotland - Maps - 1788 69515
Scotland - Maps - 1789 69516
Scotland - Maps - 1790 69517
Scotland - Maps - 1790 - Coasts - Nautical charts 69518
Scotland - Maps - 1792 69519
Scotland - Maps - 1794 14280, 69520, 69521, 69522, 69523
Scotland - Maps - 1794 - Postal service - Road maps 69524
Scotland - Maps - 1795 69525, 69526
Scotland - Maps - 1795 - Road maps 69527
Scotland - Maps - 1796 69528
Scotland - Maps - 1797 69529
Scotland - Maps - 1798 69530
Scotland - Maps - 1802 69531
Scotland - Maps - 1804 69532, 69533
Scotland - Maps - 1804 - Road maps 69534
Scotland - Maps - 1807 69535, 69555
Scotland - Maps - 1808 - Road maps 69536
Scotland - Maps - 1810 14073
Scotland - Maps - 1811 25432, 69537, 69538
Scotland - Maps - 1812 69539
Scotland - Maps - 1813 69540, 69541
Scotland - Maps - 1814 69542
Scotland - Maps - 1815 69543, 69544, 69545
Scotland - Maps - 1818 69546, 69547
Scotland - Maps - 1820 69548
Scotland - Maps - 1821 69549, 69550, 69551
Scotland - Maps - 1822 69552, 69553
Scotland - Maps - 1823 69554
Scotland - Maps - 1825 69555
Scotland - Maps - 1826 69556
Scotland - Maps - 1826-1829 69557
Scotland - Maps - 1827 69558
Scotland - Maps - 1829 69559, 69561
Scotland - Maps - 1829 - Road maps 69560
Scotland - Maps - 1831 69562
Scotland - Maps - 1832 69563
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Scotland - Maps - 1833 69564
Scotland - Maps - 1834 69565, 69566
Scotland - Maps - 1835 69567
Scotland - Maps - 1836 69568
Scotland - Maps - 1838 69569
Scotland - Maps - 1840 69570, 69571, 69572
Scotland - Maps - 1841 69573, 69574
Scotland - Maps - 1842 52445, 69575, 69576
Scotland - Maps - 1845 69577, 69578, 69579
Scotland - Maps - 1846 69580, 69581
Scotland - Maps - 1847 69582
Scotland - Maps - 1850 69583, 69584
Scotland - Maps - 1851 69585, 69586
Scotland - Maps - 1853 69587
Scotland - Maps - 1855 69588
Scotland - Maps - 1857 69451, 69589
Scotland - Maps - 1858 69590
Scotland - Maps - 1859 69591
Scotland - Maps - 1860 69592
Scotland - Maps - 1861 69593, 69594
Scotland - Maps - 1863-1864 69595
Scotland - Maps - 1866 69596, 69597
Scotland - Maps - 1867 38379, 69598
Scotland - Maps - 1869 69599
Scotland - Maps - 1872 69600
Scotland - Maps - 1873 69601
Scotland - Maps - 1875 69602, 69603, 69604
Scotland - Maps - 1875 - Anthropomorphic maps 69605
Scotland - Maps - 1875 - Cartoon maps 69605
Scotland - Maps - 1877 69606
Scotland - Maps - 1881 69607, 69608
Scotland - Maps - 1882-1885 52446
Scotland - Maps - 1883 69609
Scotland - Maps - 1884 69610
Scotland - Maps - 1884-1890 69611
Scotland - Maps - 1885 69613
Scotland - Maps - 1885 - Maps, Physical 69612
Scotland - Maps - 1887 69614, 69615, 69616
Scotland - Maps - 1888 69617
Scotland - Maps - 1889 69618, 69619, 69620, 69621
Scotland - Maps - 1890 - Military Districts 69622
Scotland - Maps - 1892 69623, 69624
Scotland - Maps - 1894 69625, 69627
Scotland - Maps - 1894-1895 69626
Scotland - Maps - 1895 69628, 69629
Scotland - Maps - 1897 52312
Scotland - Maps - 1898 69630, 69631, 69632
Scotland - Maps - 1900 69633, 69634, 69635, 69636, 69637
Scotland - Maps - 1900 - Railroads 69638
Scotland - Maps - 1902 69639
Scotland - Maps - 1903 43581, 69640, 69643
Scotland - Maps - 1903-1906 69641
Scotland - Maps - 1903 - Guidebooks 69642
Scotland - Maps - 1906 69644, 69645
Scotland - Maps - 1907 - Road maps 69646
Scotland - Maps - 1908 43582, 69647
Scotland - Maps - 1909 64256, 69276
Scotland - Maps - 1910 69648
Scotland - Maps - 1910-1919 69649
Scotland - Maps - 1912 69650
Scotland - Maps - 1913 69651
Scotland - Maps - 1915 69652
Scotland - Maps - 1915 - Road maps 69653
Scotland - Maps - 1920 69654
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various approaches by land and sea from the south / by the late M.J.B. Baddeley ; fifty maps and plans by B  69647
Scotland: Part II, The northern Highlands ... : containing a full description of Aberdeen, Inverness, Loch Maree, and Gairloch, and of the mainland north of these places in the counties of Aberdeen, Banff, Elgin and Nairn, Inverness, Ross, Cromarty, S   33932
Scotland: Part II, The northern Highlands ... : containing a full description of Aberdeen, Inverness, Loch Maree, and Gairloch, and of the mainland north of those places in the counties of Aberdeen, Banff, Elgin and Nairn, Inverness, Ross & Cromarty, S   33933, 33934
Scotland: Part II, The northern Highlands, containing a full description of Aberdeen, Inverness, Loch Maree, and Gairloch, and of the mainland north of those places in the counties of Aberdeen, Banff, Elgin and Nairn, Inverness, Ross & Cromarty, Suther   33935
Scotland: Part III, The "Lowlands," including Edinburgh and Glasgow and all Scotland south of those places / by M.J.B. Baddeley ; twenty maps and plans by Bartholomew  43581, 43582, 69627
Scotland: Part III, The "Lowlands," including Edinburgh and Glasgow and all Scotland south of those places / by M.J.B. Baddeley ; twenty maps and plans by J. Bartholomew  69615
Scotland - Pictorial works - 1794 - Cities and towns   14280
Scotland - Road maps - 1700-1799   18406
Scotland / Scot & Allardice   69530
Scotland : southern part   69539
Scotland : southern part / drawn under the direction of Mr. Pinkerton by L. Hebert ; Neele sculpt. 352 Strand   69546
Scotland (southern sheet) / by Keith Johnston, F.R.S.E. ; engraved & printed by W. & A.K. Johnston, Edinburgh   69593
Scotland - Surveys, Military - 1747-1755   69692
Scotland with its islands   69540
Scotland with the principal roads from the best authorities   69527, 69528, 69533, 69534
Scotland / Young & Delleker sc.   69564
Scots kith and kin pictorial map and guide to your tartan, clan or family / Cherrie Osborne  69674
Scots magazine (1775)   13573
Scots West India Company SEE Company of Scotland Trading to Africa and the Indies   62937
Scotsman, Edinburgh   11855
Scott   29178
Scott, Alexander De Courcy   85327
Scott, B.   29318
Scott, Beulah Mohart   28483, 32954, 35014
Scott, Beulah Mohart. Atlas of Delaware County, Ohio. Index   23003
Scott, Beulah Mohart. Combination atlas map of Howard County, Indiana ... [index] (1968)  34774
Scott, Beulah Mohart. Index of atlas of Darke County, Ohio : from actual surveys by D.J. Lake & B.N. Griffing ... 1875   22828
Scott, Beulah Mohart. Index of Atlas of Knox County, Ohio : from actual surveys by and under the direction of J.A. Caldwell ...   41256
Scott, Beulah Mohart. Index of Combination atlas map of Fairfield County, Ohio, 1875 ...   26474
Scott, Beulah Mohart. [Index of] Combination atlas map of Licking County, Ohio   41966
Scott, Beulah Mohart. [Index of] Combination atlas map of Medina County, Ohio ...   45692
Scott, Beulah Mohart. Index to the combined 1874-1899 atlases of Mahoning County   43933, 43934
Scott, Bob   14563
Scott & Bowne   5481, 5969
Scott, Charles, fl. 1855   19469
Scott County (Ark.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners   69693
Scott County (III.) - Maps - 1903 - Landowners   69694
Scott County (Ind.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners   69695
Scott County (Ind.) - Maps - 1972 - Landowners   69696
[Scott County (Iowa) - 1860: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche]   69697
Scott County (Iowa) - Maps - 1857 - Landowners   22885
Scott County (Iowa) - Maps - 1860 - Landowners   69697
Scott County (Iowa) - Maps - 1882 - Landowners   69698
Scott County (Iowa) - Maps - 1919 - Landowners   69699
[Scott County (Ky.) - 1879: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche]   69700
Scott County (Ky.) - Maps - 1879 - Landowners   69700
Scott County (Minn.) - Maps - 1890 - Landowners   66203
Scott County (Minn.) - Maps - 1898 - Landowners   69701
Scott County (Minn.) - Maps - 1911 - Landowners   5726
Scott County (Miss.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners   69702
Scott, Daniel, d. 1930   22561
Scott, David   15026
Scott, David B.   4955
Scott, David Clark   22476
Scott, Edmund, ca. 1746-1810   29096, 40526
Scott, Foresman and Company   7184, 25824, 27587
Scott, Geo., fl. 1914   41402
Scott, Glenn Robert, 1918-   21266
Scott, Heidi V., 1976-   64258
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<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4551, 12179, 12729, 21881, 23017, 25717, 25719, 30993, 33315, 38313, 38323, 40624, 43953, 45252, 45385, 45386, 45390, 48204, 48205, 48206, 50267, 52068, 52515, 52516, 53474, 54573, 54777, 56049, 57967, 58725, 58726, 62586, 63543, 64353, 66665, 70692, 70697, 70766, 71325, 73831, 73838, 74329, 74330, 74333, 76509, 76510, 76514, 76515, 76516, 80066, 80064, 80384</td>
<td>Scott, J. T. (Joseph T.) The United States gazetteer (1795)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56888</td>
<td>Scott, Jack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>84503</td>
<td>Scott, Jack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41572, 67739, 69426, 69427, 80913</td>
<td>Scott, James D. Combination atlas map of Bucks County Pennsylvania (1876)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45557</td>
<td>Scott, Jeremy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29171</td>
<td>Scott, Joseph (Geographer)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74330</td>
<td>Scott, Joseph (Geographer) fl. 1793-1796 SEE Scott, J. T. (Joseph T.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41569, 41570, 41572</td>
<td>Scott, Joshua</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36750</td>
<td>Scott, Katherine N.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52443</td>
<td>Scott, Maggie (Margaret R.), Dr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42095</td>
<td>Scott, Mark D.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29846</td>
<td>Scott, Mary C.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23793, 46031</td>
<td>Scott-Polar Research Institute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2078, 22963</td>
<td>Scott Polar Research Institute - Biography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1506, 1753, 7994, 28970, 31952</td>
<td>Scott, R.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72014, 72041, 72067, 72084, 72094, 72113</td>
<td>Scott, R. J., fl. 1945</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24950</td>
<td>Scott, Rebecca</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7932, 20661, 20662, 30790, 30800, 38912, 38913, 39077, 84203, 84218</td>
<td>Scott, Robert, 1777-1841</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>84218</td>
<td>Scott, Robert Falcon, 1868-1912 - Expeditions, 1902-1912</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2107, 2108, 2115</td>
<td>Scott's compendium of geography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13184, 13186</td>
<td>Scott, Samuel, 1846-1917</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5646</td>
<td>Scott'sEmulsion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57314</td>
<td>Scott, Simon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57314</td>
<td>Scott, Simon, b. 1952 SEE Scott, Simon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5383</td>
<td>Scott Stamp &amp; Coin Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12741</td>
<td>Scott, Stanley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12734</td>
<td>Scott, Thomas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14810, 16725, 17377, 17378, 17379</td>
<td>Scott, Valerie, 1942</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8183</td>
<td>Scott, W. B., fl. ca. 1872</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39479</td>
<td>Scott, W. H.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60618</td>
<td>Scott, Walt, fl. 1931</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69426, 69427</td>
<td>Scott, Walter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22958</td>
<td>Scott, Walter E., 1872-1954</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>59713</td>
<td>Scott (Walter) Publishing Co. SEE Walter Scott Publishing Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69696</td>
<td>Scott-Washington Counties, Indiana : plat book &amp; index of owners</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46225</td>
<td>Scott, Winfield</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>84050</td>
<td>Scotti, Carlo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31942, 31946</td>
<td>Scottish Burgh Records Society</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69703</td>
<td>Scottish Cartography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42142</td>
<td>Scottish Cartography - Influences - 1540</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18100, 34871</td>
<td>Scottish geographical magazine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>169, 170, 366, 530, 2481, 16062, 22444, 33354, 44640, 51885, 60228, 69612, 75243, 75832, 75960, 80255, 82733, 84300, 84301, 84302</td>
<td>Scottish geographical magazine (1885)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18401</td>
<td>Scottish geographical magazine (1905)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28700</td>
<td>Scottish geographical magazine (1927)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11859</td>
<td>Scottish Geographical Magazine, Edinburgh 76, no. 2 (1960)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33927</td>
<td>Scottish Highlands SEE Highlands (Scotland)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52443</td>
<td>Scottish Language Dictionaries Limited</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33735</td>
<td>Scottish Mountaineering Club</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71112</td>
<td>Scottish National Antarctic Expedition</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The Sea coastes of Andaluzia made according unto the right situation thereof ... 34853
The Sea coastes of Byscay betweene Laredo and Sentilliana ... 16448
The Sea coastes of England, betweene the Isle of Wight & Douer ... 25445
The Sea coastes of England, from the Sorlinges ... to Plymouth 22172
The Sea coastes of Gallicia from Cape of Aulies vsnte Ortegal ... 3560
The Sea coastes of Norway and of land of northeast, as they shew ... betweene Mardou and Akerson ... 10992
The Sea coastes of Norway as they doo appeare according to their situation betweene Der Noess & Mardou ... 80174
The Sea coastes of part of Denmarke and Swedeland from Vuyste to Calmer ... 13242
The Sea coastes of Portugal betweene Camino & Montego ... 65345
The Sea coastes of Swedeland about the coastes of Westerwijk ... beginning from Kalmar ... to the entraunce of Stockholme 73676
The Sea coastes of the landes of Poyctou and Bordeaux ... betweene Picqueler & the River of Bordeaux called the Garonne 64960
The Sea coastes round abouts the Ile called Ossef ... beginning from Dagheroont ... 67759
The Sea coastes, with the iles of Brefayne betweene Blaet & Piequeliers 14613
The Sea-coasts of France from Calais to Bayone : descripted in fifteen large charts, surveyed and printed by order of the French king : from the original, done at Paris, and the remarks explained in English, and published for the use of His Majesty's Ro 27688
The Sea coastes of France from Olone to Cape Machiacaca in Biscay 27736, 27750, 27803
Sea driff and whales, on which the movements of the sea as indicated by the thermometer are shewn 60295
Sea ice - Antarctica - Data processing - 2005 35097
Sea Islands - Maps - 1780 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 70762
Sea Islands - Maps - 1862 70791
Sea Level Route - Maps - 1939 4013
The Sea mappe of Portugal wherein are situatet the most famous mart towne of Lisbone & St. Vues ... 25661
The Sea mappe of the north coast of England betweene Walderswick & Burnham ... 73394
The Sea mappe of the Sond, the most famous part of whole Dnenmarckeeune as it appeareth on both the sides ... through the Channell from Waersbergen unto Falsterboen ... 70347
Sea marine atlas : a comprehensive chartbook and guide to cruising the waters of southern California / William P. Crawford 15705
Sea monsters on medieval and Renaissance maps / Chet Van Duzer 2003
Sea monsters - Pictorial works - 1552 51316
Sea of Cortez (Mexico) SEE California, Gulf of (Mexico) 15202
Sea of Galilee (Israel) SEE Tiberias, Lake (Israel) 75169
Sea of Marmara - Maps - 1846 69722
The Sea of Marmara or Propontis, with the Straits of Constantinope and of Gallipoli 45145
Sea of the West (North America : Imaginary place) SEE Mer de l'Ouest (North America : Imaginary place) 57481
Sea Otter Harbour (B.C.) SEE San Josey Bay (B.C.) 58732
The Sea remembers : shipwrecks and archaeology from Homer's Greece to the rediscovery of the Titanic / edited by Peter Throckmorton 76022
Sea stories, English - Maps 60231, 60232
Sea surveys : Britain's contribution to hydrography / Sir John Edgell 35063
The Sea town and port Yerba Buena in St. Francisco Bay in California 68646
The sea-trial of John Harrison's chronometer 33562
Seaboard Air Line Railway Company : all Florida route 3892
Seaboard Air Line Railway Company 3892, 24125, 24134, 24138, 24142, 24147, 24153, 24159, 24165, 24172, 24183, 24190, 24198, 24205, 24206
Seaboard Air Line Railway Company - Maps - 1899 24125
Seaboard Air Line Railway Company - Maps - 1900 24134
Seaboard Air Line Railway Company - Maps - 1901 24138
Seaboard Air Line Railway Company - Maps - 1902 24142
Seaboard Air Line Railway Company - Maps - 1903 24147
Seaboard Air Line Railway Company - Maps - 1904 24153
Seaboard Air Line Railway Company - Maps - 1905 24159
Seaboard Air Line Railway Company - Maps - 1906 24165
Seaboard Air Line Railway Company - Maps - 1907 24172
Seaboard Air Line Railway Company - Maps - 1908 24183
Seaboard Air Line Railway Company - Maps - 1909 24190
Seaboard Air Line Railway Company - Maps - 1910 24198
Seaboard Air Line Railway Company - Maps - 1911 24205, 24206
Seaboard Air Line Railway Company - Maps - 1930 3892
Seaboard Oil Company (Jacksonville, Fla.) 77565
Seabrook, C. C. 26112
Seafaring Life - Maps - 1975 69723
Seager, Joni 52729, 83637
Seagram-Distillers Corporation SEE Distillers Corporation-Geams Ltd. 78707
Seale, Richard William 560, 561, 3307, 7807, 7814, 7823, 7824, 7826, 7830, 7841, 7848, 8609, 11403, 11624, 11640, 13135, 13137, 14227, 15835, 15836, 23826, 23827, 23992, 25114, 25139, 25484, 25494, 27715, 27792, 31735, 34367, 34378, 34379, 38262, 38296, 38842, 38867, 38873, 38880, 43562, 45864, 45884, 57501, 57502, 57503, 57504, 57505, 57506, 57515, 57542, 57651, 58702, 58796, 58803, 64511, 64512, 64513, 67914, 67920, 69492, 69512, 70439, 70477, 72726
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Seale, Richard William. An Accurate map of Canada, with the adjacent countries, exhibiting the late seat of war between the English & French in those parts (1761) 17020
Sealing, H. Ellis 2345
Seally, John, 1747?-1795 7866
Sealock, Richard Burl, 1907-1984 52492, 52493, 52494, 52495, 52496
The Seaman and the printer 52828
Seaman, James V 4638, 4676
Seaman's Cairo a century ago 15108
Seaman, Valentine, 1770-1817 44324
"Seamanship - History 69971
Search and rescue operations SEE Rescue work 80513
Searching for 66 / Tom Teague ; illustrated by Bob Waldmire 76188
Searching for shamrock roots 62046
Searcy County (Ark.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners 69724
Searcy, I. G. 26860
Searl, A. D. 40073
Searl, Albert Dwight, 1831- 41735
Searle, D. J. H. 16826
Searle, William George, 1829- 52280
Searles, Asbury M. 38593
Searles, Jas. M. 38593
Sears, A. T. 44318
Sears Brothers (Firm : Chicago, Ill.) 13178, 27347, 66319
Sears, C. 30074
Sears DieHard Batteries SEE DieHard Batteries 79056
Sears, Edward S. 53904
Sears, Eulalia 5266
Sears, Joan Niles 30979
Sears, John Henry 25613
Sears Roebuck and Co. highway map of Arizona, New Mexico 2828
Sears Roebuck and Co. highway map of New York 56731
Sears, Roebuck and Company 2828, 5818, 20027, 20028, 26222, 46972, 56731
Sears, Roebuck and Company DieHard Batteries SEE DieHard Batteries 79056
Sears, Roebuck and Company - Maps - 1929 46972
Sears Silvertone radio European war map / compliments of Sears Roebuck and Co. 26222
Sears Tower 20028
Sears Tower : Chicago experience/skydeck 20032
Sears Tower (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1970-1979 - Pictorial maps 20027
Sears Tower (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1973 - Pictorial maps 20028
Sears Tower (Chicago, Ill.) - Pictorial works - 1970-1979 20027
Sears Tower (Chicago, Ill.) - Pictorial works - 1973 20028
Sears Tower (Chicago, Ill.) - Pictorial works - 1987 20032
Sears Tower (Chicago, Ill.) SEE ALSO Willis Tower (Chicago, Ill.) 20028
Sears Tower Skydeck 20027
Sears, Vinton A. 59047
Sears, Vinton A. Telephone development (1905) 59047
Sears, Vinton Asarelah, 1868- SEE Sears, Vinton A. 59047
Seas, maps, and men : an atlas-history of man's exploration of the deep / general editor G.E.R. Deacon 60296
Seaside Oil Company 15497, 15620, 72506
Seaside touring maps of the west 15497
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<td>33389</td>
<td>Semmelhack, Wilhelm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69846</td>
<td>Semmering (Austria : Region) - Maps - 1914</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80228</td>
<td>Semmering Railway (Austria) SEE Semmeringbahn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80224</td>
<td>Semmering Railway SEE Semmeringbahn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80224, 80228</td>
<td>Semmeringbahn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80224</td>
<td>Semmernberg - Maps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80228</td>
<td>Semmernberg - Maps - 1927</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73126</td>
<td>Semmler, Hans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10237, 10266, 10340</td>
<td>Sempf, Wilh.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24915</td>
<td>Semple, E. A.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>66387</td>
<td>Semyon Ulyanovich Remezov, outstanding Russian cartographer and geographer (1642- after 1720)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70103</td>
<td>Sena vetvs civitas virginis / Matteo Flor. for.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Sequoia National Park (Calif.) - Maps - 1970 - Road maps 28388, 28389
Sequoia National Park (Calif.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps 28390
Sequoia County (Okla.) - Historical geography - Maps - 1889 69865
Sequoia County (Okla.) - Maps - 1898 50
Sequoia County (Okla.) - Maps - 1960-1969 - Road maps 52
Sequoia County (Okla.) - Maps - 1960 - Road maps 69866
Sequoia CountyGeneral highway map Sequoyah County Oklahoma 69865
Sequusciani 66743
Sequoia National Park (Calif.) - Maps - 1970 - Road maps 28388, 28389
Sequoia National Park (Calif.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps 28390
Sequoia County (Okla.) - Historical geography - Maps - 1889 69865
Sequoia County (Okla.) - Maps - 1898 50
Sequoia County (Okla.) - Maps - 1960-1969 - Road maps 52
Sequoia County (Okla.) - Maps - 1960 - Road maps 69866
Sequoia CountyGeneral highway map Sequoyah County Oklahoma 69865
Sequusciani 66743
Seraglio (Istanbul, Turkey) SEE Eminönü (Istanbul, Turkey) 24964
Serai (Istanbul, Turkey) SEE Eminönü (Istanbul, Turkey) 24964
Seraphim, Peter - Heinz, 1902 - 1979 65075
Seraphin, Eugene, b. 1898 12959
Seravalli, quam vides, spectator, iconem, operi huie nostro suis sumptib. inferi curauerat Minvtivs Hieronymi Minvtii ... 69868
Seravezza (Italy) - Maps - 1700-1799 - Road maps 45572
Serbia and Montenegro 1851 34979
Serbia and Montenegro - Historical geography - 1590-1606 22748
Serbia and Montenegro - Maps - 1590-1606 22748
Serbia - Maps - 1898 75803
Serbia - Maps - 1902 75806
Serbia - Maps - 1908 75808
Serbian 10776
Serbian Atlases SEE Atlases, Serbian 10776
Serendonati, Francesco, 1540 - 1602, tr. 10649
The Serenissima Republic in Greece : XVII- XVIII centuries : from the drawings of Captain Antonio Paravia and the archives of Venice / Guido Amoretti ; [translation, Mia and Maurizio Rosso, Josephine Taylor] 62991
Serenissimo principi ac domino ... hanc ejusdem principatus Saxo-Hildburghusian novam et exactam tabulam ... 33940
Sereno, Paola 3460, 18316, 18385
Sergent, E. 10672
Sergento (Italy) SEE Agrigento (Italy) 602
Sergento ; The Bay of Taranto 602
Sergipe (Brazil) - Maps - 1872 13850
A Series of accurate maps of the principal lakes of Cumberland, Westmorland & Lancashire ... first surveyed and planned between 1783 and 1794 41467
Series of charts with sailing directions 4867, 62527
A Series of county outline maps of the southeastern United States for the period 1790-1860 71247, 71320
A Series of early printed maps of India in facsimile 36672
A Series of maps for a general atlas 4730
A Series of maps, modern and ancient, under the superintendence of the Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge 7992
Series of maps to history of United States 76209
A Series of maps to Willard's History of the United States, or Republic of America : designed for schools and private libraries 76208, 76210
A Series of population maps of the colonies and United States 1625-1790 65214
Serigny, M. de, fl. 1719-1720 50483, 64173, 64174, 71280, 71281
Serino, Paola 3460, 18316, 18385
Sergent, E. 10672
Sergento (Italy) SEE Agrigento (Italy) 602
Sergento ; The Bay of Taranto 602
Sergipe (Brazil) - Maps - 1872 13850
A Series of accurate maps of the principal lakes of Cumberland, Westmorland & Lancashire ... first surveyed and planned between 1783 and 1794 41467
Series of charts with sailing directions 4867, 62527
A Series of county outline maps of the southeastern United States for the period 1790-1860 71247, 71320
A Series of early printed maps of India in facsimile 36672
A Series of maps for a general atlas 4730
A Series of maps, modern and ancient, under the superintendence of the Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge 7992
Series of maps to history of United States 76209
A Series of maps to Willard's History of the United States, or Republic of America : designed for schools and private libraries 76208, 76210
A Series of population maps of the colonies and United States 1625-1790 65214
Serigny, M. de, fl. 1719-1720 50483, 64173, 64174, 71280, 71281
Serigo Island (Greece) SEE Kythera Island (Greece) 63492
Serinapatam (India) - Maps - 1791 11766
Seringapatam 73080
Seringapatam (India) SEE Srirangapatana (India) 73079
Serinaimh 70180
Serinwar al fiume Mur 69867
Serinwar (Croatia) - Maps - 1689 69867
Serling, Robert J. 624
Semas, Sutaise 5651
Serotta, Edward 65481
Serpell, Christopher 24896
Serpell, Jean 24896
Serra, Junípero, 1713-1784 15226, 51568
Serra, Junípero, 1713-1784 - Portraits 17913
Serra, P. 64521
Serrano, Jose 9381
Serravalle (Vittorio Veneto, Italy) - Pictorial works - 1620 69868
Serres, Dominic, 1719-1793 64196
Serres, J. T. 52753
Serryn, Pierre 9539, 34120
Serth, E. 9812, 9885
Servan, J.-M.-A. (Joseph-Michel-Antoine), 1737-1807 52649
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Servants of the map : stories / Andrea Barrett 17191
Servetus, Michael, 1511?-1553  28877, 28878, 28889, 28890, 69869
Service and touring guide  77370
Service area map, Iowa-Illinois Gas and Electric Company  38088
Service area maps, Kansas City Power & Light Company  40431
Service & Bradbury  45903
Service Géographique de l'Armée, son histoire, son organisation, ses travaux  27527
Service industries - Napa Valley (Calif.) - Maps - 1988  52599
Service set for renowned geographer  41217
Service Stations - Indiana - Maps - 1928 - Directories  36938
Service Stations - Iowa - Maps - 1928 - Directories  37749
Service Stations - Kansas - Maps - 1928 - Directories  40174, 40175
Service Stations - Kentucky - Maps - 1928 - Directories  40756
Service Stations - Tennessee - Maps - 1928 - Directories  40756
Servigliano (Ascoli Piceno)  69870
Servigliano (Italy) - Historical geography - Maps - 1992  69870
Servoss, R. D.  21926, 30405, 30428, 30512, 56179
Serz & Cie.  9736, 9762, 9771, 9777, 9795
Sese, J.  30546
Sesia River Valley (Italy)  64675
Sesqui-Centennial International Exposition (1926 : Philadelphia, Pa.)  64387
Sesquipennential of Kentucky  40964
Sessa, Melchiorre, fl. 1506?-1549  3558, 10560, 10561, 10563
Sessions, Scott  22469
Sestini, Aldo  10683
Set 20 new & correct maps of Ireland  14205
Set 32 new & correct maps of Europe  7802
Set 36 new & correct maps of Scotland  14203
Set 50 new & correct maps of England & Wales  14200, 14209
A Set of fifty new and correct maps of England and Wales, &c. : with the great roads and principal cross-roads, &c. shewing the computed miles from town to town ... / all, except two, composed and done by Herman Moll  25098
A Set of plans and forts in America reduced from actual surveys  79348
A Set of printed, illuminated maps to accompany Berlinghieri's edition of Ptolemy, 1482  65785
Sète (France) - Maps - 1744 - Harbors  69871
Setenil (Spain) - Pictorial works - 1620  69872
[ Seth Eastman watercolor drawings prepared to illustrate Henry Rowe Schoolcraft's Historical and statistical information respecting the history, condition and prospects of the Indian tribes of the United States, 1853]  69812
Seton  8096
Seton, Robert  29444
Settala, Giovan Giorgio, b. ca. 1490  7645, 7646, 7667, 7752, 39039, 39040, 39041, 69873, 69874
Settari, Gregoire  67231
La Sette chiese di Roma  67313
Settenil  69872
Settenil (Spain) SEE Setenil (Spain)  69872
Setting the record straight on America's first national map : Abel Buell's map of the United States / Paul Cohen  14843
Settle, Dionyse  28453
Settle, Mary Lee  75826
Settlement in Buchan Dist of Aberdeenshire  7164
The Settlement of New England  53811
The Settlements of Nithsdale in the sixteenth century by Timothy Pont  57118
The Settling of North America : the atlas of great migrations into North America from the Ice Age to present  57317, 57318
Settling the Maine wilderness : Moses Greenleaf, his maps and his household of faith, 1777-1834 / Walter M. MacDougall  33005
Settling the upper Illinois Valley: patterns of change in the I & M Canal corridor, 1830-1900  36443
Setubal (Portugal) - Maps - 1785 - Harbors - Manuscripts  42168
Setznagel, Marco, ca.1520-1580 SEE Scsznagel, Marcus, ca.1520-1580  68348
Setznagel, Marcus, ca. 1520-ca.1580 SEE Scsznagel, Marcus, ca. 1520-ca.1580  69813
Seufert, Anthony  30140
Seuil  49168
Seuil (Firm) SEE Éditions du Seuil  13091
Seuilla / Frances[co] Ambrosi inc.  69891
Seurig, Max  18363
Seutter, Albrecht Carl, 1722-1762  9601, 9612, 9624, 15980, 15981, 24962, 24963
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Severo, Richard 23691
Severocesky (Czech Republic) - Maps - 1720 69882
Severomoravsky Kraj (Czechoslovakia) - Maps - 1745 69883, 69884
Severson-Tris, Mary A. 66231
Severt, Jacques, fl. 1598-1628 16757
Seymour County (Ark.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners 69885
Sevilla 69886
Sevilla 1519 : Hotel Madrid 34701
Sevilla Cathedral (Sevilla, Spain) SEE Catedral de Sevilla 72773
Sevilla forma urbis : la forma del centro histórico a escala 1:1000 en el fotoplano y en el mapa / fotoplano realizado por la Compagnia Generale Riprese eere textos de José Núñez Castain, Rosa Bonetta, Lucino Ferretti ; [traducción española Pilar Allu 18413
Seville 69886
Seville, Bibiloteca Colombina SEE Biblioteca Colombina 33978
Seville, Jean de 52867
Seville Region (Spain) - Maps - 1588 1948
Seville Region (Spain) - Maps - 1606 1949
Seville (Spain) - Aerial photographs - 1992 18413
Seville (Spain). Ayuntamiento 18413
Seville (Spain) - Maps - 1811 - Fortification 1169
Seville (Spain) - Maps - 1840 - Pictorial works 69886
Seville (Spain) - Maps - 1910 69887
Seville (Spain) - Maps - 1992 18413
Seville (Spain) - Pictorial works - 1565 - Cemeteries 68700
Seville (Spain) - Pictorial works - 1593 69888
Seville (Spain) - Pictorial works - 1620 69889, 69890
Seville (Spain) - Pictorial works - 1652 72670
Seville (Spain) - Pictorial works - 1680 69891
Seville (Spain) - Remote-sensing maps - 1992 18413
Seville (Spain) - Tourism - 1960 69892
Severson, Z. E. 84812
Sewah Studios (Marietta, Ohio) 60554, 60598, 60654
Sewall, A. 28980
Sewall, J. S. (Joseph S.), 1827-1917 49532, 49536
Sewall, Jotham, 1760
Sewall, J. S. (Joseph S.), 1827-1917 49532, 49536
Sewall, J. L. 44322
Seward Peninsula (Alaska) - Maps - 1903 - Gold mines and mining 69893
Seward Peninsula (Alaska) - Maps - 1903 - Postal service 69893
Seward Peninsula (Alaska) - Maps - 1903 - Trails 69893
Seward Peninsula (Alaska) - Maps - 1904 - Gold mines and mining 69894
Seward Peninsula (Alaska) - Maps - 1904 - Postal service 69894
Seward Peninsula (Alaska) - Maps - 1904 - Trails 69894
Seward Peninsula (Alaska) - Maps - 1914 - Railroads 1051
Seward Peninsula (Alaska) - Maps - 1916 - Railroads 1052
Seward Peninsula (Alaska) - Maps - 1920 - Railroads 1053
Sewell, Alfred L. 19509
Sewell, John, 1733 or 1734-1802 7882
Sewell & Miller 12844
Sewer authorities SEE Sewer districts 20423
Sewer districts - Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1891 20068
Sewer districts - Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1955 20423
Sewerage authorities SEE Sewer districts 20423
Sewerage - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1855 19469
Sewerage - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1857 19476
Sewerage - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1909 19650
Sewerage districts SEE Sewer districts 20423
Sewerage - For Chicago Region maps only, use twice in 'flipped' subject headings (as both beginning and floating topical subdivisions). For all other maps use only as a secondary subdivision. 19469
Sewerage - Hyde Park (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1883 35049
Sewerage - Hyde Park (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1885 35053
Sextant 52833
Sextant - History - 1837-1987 15038
Sextant - History - 1931 69895
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Sextant - Pictorial works - 1807 65938
Sexton, G.  29144
Seybert  25725
Seychelles - Maps - 1844 38518
Seydlitz, Ernst von, 1784-1849 9814, 9904, 9955, 9962, 10049, 10099, 10126, 10145
Seydlitz, Ernst von, 1784-1849. Geographie-Lehrbücher 10156
Seydlitz, Georg von 13152
Seydlitzsche geographie, ausgabe A: grundzuge 9955
Seyffardt  8799
Seyforth, H. G  64732
Seyfried, Johann H  4357
Seymour  4582, 29265
Seymour, Joseph H.  4581, 20656, 20822, 24755, 54575, 54578, 54579, 75761, 80072, 80075, 80077, 83670
Seymour, Ralph Fletcher, b. 1876  20022, 20890
Seytter, Wilhelm  11400
Sezgin, Fuat  2316
[La Slera] 22308
Sfere terrestri e celesti di autore italiano oppure fatte o conservate in Italia 32183
Sforza family - Maps - 1330-1550 49185
Sforza, Guido Ascanio, 1518-1564 7645, 7646, 7667, 7752, 65339, 65340, 65341, 65342, 65343, 65349
Sgortino, Giusto 10654
Sgrilli, Gemma 28605
Sgrooten, Chré tien, ca.1525-1603 SEE Sgrooten, Christian, ca.1525-1603 69903
Sgrooten, Christiaan, ca.1525-1603 SEE Sgrooten, Christian, ca.1525-1603 69903
Sgrooten, Christian, 1532-1608 8658, 8660, 17229, 20873, 28637, 39733, 39939, 53352, 53353, 69896, 83959
Sgrooten, Christian, 1532-1608. Atlas bruxellensis (1573) 8658
Sgrooten, Christian, 1532-1608. Atlas madritensis (1592) 8658
Sgrooten, Christian, ca.1525-1603 7645, 7646, 7667, 7671, 7752, 11500, 11501, 12645, 12649, 17229, 18607, 28640, 28641, 28643, 28672, 31329, 31334, 31674, 46066, 46086, 53353, 69897, 69898, 69899, 82814, 82815
Sgrooten, Christian, ca.1525-1603. [Atlas of Germany and the Low Countries] (1573) 69900
Sgrooten, Christian, ca.1525-1603. Deliniatio sinus Meridionalis Maris, vulgo de Zuyderzee (1573) 69901
Sgrooten, Christian, ca.1525-1603. Descriptio Regni Daniae (1592) 17118
Sgrooten, Christian, ca.1525-1603. Kaarten van de Nederlanden (1961) 69903
Sgrooten, Christian, ca.1525-1603. [Maps of Austria] (1573) 69902
Sgrooten, Christian, ca.1525-1603. [Maps of the Netherlands] (1557-1595) 69903
Sgrooten, Christian, ca.1525-1603. Nova celeberrimi ducatvs Geldriae (1564) 69904
Sgrooten, Christian, ca.1525-1603. Nova totius Germaniae (1565?) 69905
Sgrooten, Christian, ca.1525-1603. Superioris Hollandiae pars (1573) 69906
Sgro ten, Christian, ca.1525-1603 SEE Sgrooten, Christian, ca.1525-1603 69903
Sgrothenius, Christian, ca.1525-1603 SEE Sgrooten, Christian, ca.1525-1603 69903
Sgrothenum, Christianum, ca.1525-1603 SEE Sgrooten, Christian, ca.1525-1603 31329
Shabad, Theodore 28787
Shabecoff, Philip 26409
[Shackelford County (Tex.) - 1879: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 69907
Shackelford County (Tex.) - Maps - 1879 - Landowners 69907
Shackelford, H. B. 74304
Shackleton--an Antarctica map primer : a limited edition selection of historical maps reproduced from the collections of the Library of Congress and private collections / compiled and annotated by Earl B. McElfresh 2129
Shackleton, Ernest Henry, Sir, 1874-1922 13984, 13985, 13986, 13987
Shackleton, Ernest Henry, Sir, 1874-1922 - Expedition, 1907-1909 13986, 13987
Shackleton, Ernest Henry, Sir, 1874-1922 - Expedition, 1908-1909 2107, 2108, 2115
Shadbolt, Maurice 60324
Shaded relief maps 69908
Shaded relief of the Arctic Ocean and adjacent continents 2397
Shadis, Raymond 43943
Shadow Graphics 79030
Shadow Mountain National Recreation Area (Colo.) SEE Arapaho National Recreation Area (Colo.) 72601
The Shadow of the moon : British solar eclipse mapping in the eighteenth century / by Geoff Armitage 70270
Shaffer Oil and Refining Company 35767, 35788, 36931, 36946, 37743, 37758, 46947, 46965, 49634, 49643, 52991, 52999, 58344, 58350, 61388, 61396, 70902, 70907, 83212, 83220
Shahrdari-i Isfahan (Iran) SEE Isfahan (Iran) 38487
Shahrdari-i Shiraz (Iran) SEE Shiraz (Iran) 69981
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Sharman, John, fl. 1794 7891
Sharman, John, fl. 1794. Introduction to astronomy, geography, and the use of the globes 7891
Sharp, Andrew, 1906-1974 11034
Sharp, G. W., fl. 1863 81837
Sharp, Henry A. 18769, 73505
Sharp, Linda Carlson 18203
Sharp & Thain 19520
Sharp (Greece) SEE Karpathos Island (Greece) 40483
Sharpe, Bartholomew, fl. 1679-1682 81585, 81586
Sharpe, Charles William, 1818-1899 29505
Sharpe, H., fl. 1852 34414
Sharpe, J., fl. 1827 30799, 30801
Sharpe, John, 1777-1860 8077
Sharpe, M. E. 76021
Sharpe, Mike, 1970- 8078
5, 81586
5

Sharpe's corresponding atlas : comprising fifty-four maps, constructed upon a system of scale and proportion, from the most recent authorities / engraved on steel by Joseph Wilson Lowry ; with a copious consulting index 8077
Sharplces Separator Co. 45434
Sharpless, T., fl. 1819 20824

[Shasta County (Calif.) - Land use - Maps - 1862] 2143
[Shasta County (Calif.) - Maps - 1862 - Landowners] 69911

Shasta, Mount (Calif. : Mountain) - Pictorial works - 1853-1855 - Manuscripts 82638
Shattuck, Lemuel, 1793-1859 21843
Shaudys, Vincent K. 51552
Shaul, Nellie 30449
Shaw, Benjamin F. (Benjamin Franklin), 1832-1890 29825
Shaw & Borden Co. (Spokane, Wash.) 82268
Shaw & Cunningham 26475
Shaw family 63178
Shaw, Frances Wells, 1872-1937 12085, 12497, 13372, 19230, 19252, 23622, 24313, 26211, 36621, 36999, 37466, 38416, 38417, 39626, 39627, 40821, 52264, 53995, 55817, 65211, 71214, 75252, 83232
Shaw, Isobel 62684
Shaw, Jas. 4221
Shaw-Lefevre, John George, 1797-1879 25225
Shaw, Marian 79371
Shaw, Mary Alison, 1932- 14520
Shaw, N. 8195
Shaw, Norton, d. 1868 8183
Shaw Photogrammetric Services Ltd., Ottawa 61979
Shaw, R. P. 61979

Shaw, Ralph Robert, 1907-. American bibliography - Indexes 44971
Shaw, Thomas 8783
Shaw, Thomas, 1694-1751 456
Shaw, Thomas, 1694-1751/=Millar, Andrew, 1707-1768 460
Shaw, W. W., Jr., active 1928 23898
Shaw, Walter L. 29777
Shaw, William, 1798-1872 478, 8056
Shaw, Wm. R. 40556, 67824
Shaw & Woleben (Gulfport, Miss.) 50089

Shawano County (Wis.) - Maps - 1960-1969 - Landowners 69912
Shawano County, Wisconsin, official farm plat book and directory 69912
Shawnee County (Kan.) - Maps - 1873 - Landowners 69913

Shawnee Indian Lands (Kan.) SEE Black Bob Indian Reservation (Kan.) 40060
Shawnee National Forest (Ill.) - Tourism - 1991 69914
Shawnee National Forest (Ill.) - Tourism - 1999 69915
She-now-we-ke-shick 50533
Shea, G. 23784
Shea, John Gilmary, 1824-1892 50557, 57392
Sheafer, J. M. 21674
Sheafer, P. W. 63579, 69425
Sheahan, J. W. 34068
Sheahan, James Washington 19510, 19511, 41543, 46715, 76046
Shealy 73330
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Shealy, J. P. 19766
Shealy's Automobile & Transportation Map of Chicago 19766
Shealy's quick service street guide of Chicago and Berwyn, Cicero, Evanston, Forest Park, Maywood, Oak Park 73330
Shear, G. Willard 34848
Sheard, Sophia 67172
Sheard, Titus 39269
Shearer, John E. 18412
Shearer, John E. (John Elliot), d. 1932 17777, 18401
Shearer, W. O. 16681, 44680, 80839, 85109
The Shearman collection: an acquisition of rare geographical books and maps 79473
Shearman, F. Dobson 63443
Shearman, Warren C. 84330
Shearer, W. O. 16681, 44680, 80839, 85109
Sheets, K. A. 79334
Sheets, Frank T., b. 1890 20232, 35776, 35796
Sheet no. 3, western territories / prepared by Major G.L. Gillepsie ... January 1876 82062
Sheet no. 2, western territories / prepared by Major G.L. Gillepsie ... January 1876 59828
Sheets, Frank T., b. 1890 20232, 35776, 35796
Sheets, K. A. 79334
Sheffield, Bill 1001
Sheffield and Huddersfield / Ordinance Survey 71141
Sheffield, Bill 1001
Sheffield (England) - Maps - 1775 85126
Sheffield (England) - Maps - 1898 71141
Sheffield, Mr., active 1749 7787, 39437
Shefrin, Jill 72970
Shelborn, Colin 41517
Shelburne (N.S. : County) - Maps - 1864 - Landowners 69918
Shelburne (N.S.) - Maps - 1760 - Harbors - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 69919
Shelby County 4-H & Junior Fair Association (Ill.) 69923, 69924
Shelby County (Ala.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners 69920
Shelby County (Ala.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps 13129
Shelby County (Ala.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps 13130
Shelby County Historical and Genealogical Society 69922
Shelby County (Ill.) - Board of Supervisors 69924
Shelby County (III.) - Maps - 1736 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 27237
Shelby County (III.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners 69921
Shelby County (III.) - Maps - 1875-1914 - Landowners 69922
Shelby County (III.) - Maps - 1915-1947 - Landowners 69923
Shelby County (III.) - Maps - 1977 - Landowners 69924
Shelby County (III.) - Maps - 1996 - Landowners 69925
Shelby County (III.) - Maps - 1996 - Road maps 69925
[Shelby County (Ind.) - 1866: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 69927
Shelby County (Ind.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners 69926
Shelby County (Ind.) - Maps - 1866 - Landowners 69927
Shelby County (Ind.) - Maps - 1880 - Landowners 69928
Shelby County (Ind.) - Pictorial works - 1880 69928
Shelby County (Mo.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners 69929
Shelby County (Mo.) - Maps - 1878 - Landowners 69930
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Shell street guide and metropolitan map of Toronto and metropolitan map of Hamilton 75341, 75342, 75343, 75344, 75345, 75346, 75347, 75348, 75349
Shell street guide : New York City, Manhattan, Bronx, Brooklyn, Queens 55990
Shell street guide of Dallas, Fort Worth 22689
Shell street guide of Fort Worth, Dallas 27476
Shell street guides and map of San Francisco, Oakland metropolitan area 68508
Shell street guide and metropolitan map of Toronto and metropolitan map of Hamilton 74235
Shell-Tauberkarte 74280
Shell Touring Service 54556
Shell tourist accommodation directory and trailer space 53808
Shell Union Oil Corporation 53808
Shell USA travel guide 78542, 78567, 78651, 78682
Shell street guide of Dallas, Fort Worth 22689
Shell street guide of Fort Worth, Dallas 27476
Shell street guides and map of San Francisco, Oakland metropolitan area 68508
Shell stree...
Sherer, John 24983
Sherer, Thomas E 7328
Sheridan County (Kan.) - Maps - 1906-1907 - Landowners 69945
Sheridan, Joseph E. 28551
Sheridan, Lawrence V. Master plan : a guide for future community development, Valparaiso, Indiana ... (1951) 79798
Sheridan, Philip Henry, 1831-1888 52916, 81885
Sheridan, Philip Henry, 1831-1888 - Travel, 1871 - Maps 52916
*The Sheridome of Fyfe* 26581
Sheringham (England) - Maps - 1930-1931 22441
*The Sherlock Holmes mystery map : [England and London]* 42191
Sherman 4798, 4823
Sherman and Smith SEE Sherman & Smith 31016
Sherman Barracks (Neb.) SEE Fort Omaha (Neb.) 81885
Sherman (C.) and Co. SEE C. Sherman and Co. 29469
Sherman Carburetor Parts Company (Indianapolis, Ind.) 78794
Sherman, Christopher Elias, 1869-1940 60355, 60493, 60517, 60532
Sherman, George 19037
Sherman, George E., b. 1810 or 11 29694, 29891, 29914, 29961
Sherman, George G. 5059
Sherman, Harriet A. 34429
Sherman Hotel (Wolf Point, Mont.) 51414
Sherman, Isaac 70238
Sherman, J. E. 33962, 65520
Sherman, James M. 80921
Sherman, John C. 44708
Sherman, William Tecumseh, 1820-1891 - Map use 69946
Sherman, William Tecumseh, 1820-1891 - Map collections 69947
*Sherman, William Tecumseh, 1820-1891 - Military Campaigns, 1863-1865* 71251, 71252
Shermin, George Col. 50630
Shermin, L. E. 30430
Sheriff, J. 8246
Sherrill Oil Company (Pensacola, Fla.) 71803
Sherrill Press (Boston, Mass.) 13524
Sherwood 26439, 29781
Sherwood and Co. (London) 7978, 34403
Sherwood, Arlyn SEE Booth, Arlyn 36447
Sherwood Brothers 4003, 4005, 4021, 4022
Sherwood, C. W. 22019, 80144
Sherwood Forest (England) - Maps - 1904 23322
Sherwood, George, fl. 1865 29835
Sherwood, Gilbert and Piper 30660, 74495
Sherwood & Jones 25208
Sherwood, Neely, and Jones 7945, 41816, 42424, 63065, 76570, 80878
*Sherwood Park (Alta.) - Maps - 1992 - Road maps* 24687
Sherwood Service SEE Sinclair Oil Corporation 4077
*The Shetland and South Orkney Islands with the tracks of the several discoverers / J. & C. Walker sculpt.* 71138
Shetland (Scotland) - Maps - 1560 69948
Shetland (Scotland) - Maps - 1625 2406
Shetland (Scotland) - Maps - 1693 - Coasts - Nautical charts 69473, 69949, 69950
Shetland (Scotland) - Maps - 1700 14183
Shetland (Scotland) - Maps - 1721 69486
Shetland (Scotland) - Maps - 1740 69492
Shetland (Scotland) - Maps - 1740-1749 62285
Shetland (Scotland) - Maps - 1741 14215
Shetland (Scotland) - Maps - 1743 14216, 69504
Shetland (Scotland) - Maps - 1744 14217
Shetland (Scotland) - Maps - 1749 - Coasts - Nautical charts 69951, 69952
Shetland (Scotland) - Maps - 1749 - Nautical charts 69498
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Call Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shinjiang (China)</td>
<td>85028</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'Ship Cove, Nootka', a sketch in Indian ink, Shewing in pencil the stem of the Resolution at anchor; on the reverse is a sketch in pencil of canoes with natives, at Nootka; drawn by J. Webber</td>
<td>57146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ship models - Exhibitions - Catalogs</td>
<td>69967</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ship's papers - Bibliography - Catalogs</td>
<td>44792</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ship via Huber &amp; Huber Motor Express Inc.</td>
<td>77836</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shipbuilding - San Blas (Mexico) - Designs and Plans - Maps - 1777 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>26527</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shipcanal Isthmus of Darien</td>
<td>62931</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shipcanal Isthmus of Panama &amp; River Napipi</td>
<td>62932</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shipcanal Isthmus of Tehuantepec</td>
<td>74307</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shipton, Nathaniel N.</td>
<td>17031</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shipton</td>
<td>28008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ships</td>
<td>SEE ALSO Boats and Boating</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ships on maps, by Sir. H. George Frodham [review by] H.H.</td>
<td>27211</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ships and Medieval</td>
<td>30864</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ships and Seamanship in the Ancient World</td>
<td>69971</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ships - Drawings - History</td>
<td>16885</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ships - Europe - History - Slides</td>
<td>69972</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ships - History</td>
<td>69971</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ships - Maps - History</td>
<td>16885</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ships - Medieval</td>
<td>30864</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ships on maps</td>
<td>46076, 69973</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ships on maps, by Sir. H. George Frodham [review by] H.H.B.</td>
<td>27211</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ships - Pictorial works - 1494</td>
<td>1855, 81573</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ships - Pictorial works - History</td>
<td>16885</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ships SEE ALSO Boats and Boating</td>
<td>79887</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shipton</td>
<td>28008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shipton, Nathaniel N.</td>
<td>17031</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shipwrecks</td>
<td>Bibliography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shipwrecks - Door County (Wis.) - Maps - 1959</td>
<td>46728</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shipwrecks - Maps - 1957</td>
<td>69974, 69975</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shipwrecks - Maps - 1994</td>
<td>69976, 69977</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shipwrecks - Maps - 1996</td>
<td>76022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shipwrecks - Maps - Bibliography - 1973</td>
<td>69978</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shipwrecks - Maps - Bibliography - 1975</td>
<td>69979</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shipwrecks - Michigan, Lake, Coast (Wis.) - Maps - 1959</td>
<td>46728</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shipwrecks</td>
<td>Michigan, Lake, Coast (Wis.) - Maps - 1961</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Short guide to Edinburgh 24674
Short guide to London 42656
Short guide to London : 4 maps and 28 plans / edited by L. Russell Muirhead 42658
Short guide to London / edited by L. Russell Muirhead 42659, 42683
Short, Harold C. 41766
The Short Highway : U.S. 1, U.S. 15A, U.S. 17, U.S. 1 : consult your map 4000
Short Highway (U.S.) - Maps - 1938 4000
A Short historical sketch of hydrographic work of the Latvian coast and to seaward, and the present state of the charting thereof 16943
The Short history of ancient cartography in Japan 18027
A Short history of the Channel Islands / John Uttley 19168
Short history of World War I 6430
Short, Johann Jakob, fl. 1635-1636 SEE Schort, Johann Jakob, fl. 1635-1636 69350, 69351
Short, John R. 17384, 18558, 36695
Short, Nicholas M 6976
'The Short Route' from the north & west to the east and south : shorter, safer, smoother; easier grades, fewer railroad crossings; fine scenery, through some of America's most alluring history / cartograph by Sewak Studios 60554
ShortRoute Highway (Ohio and West Virginia) - Maps - 1927 60554
Short, scenic, historic Lake Shore Route : 100 miles of thrills along the south shore of beautiful Lake Erie : Toledo, Port Clinton, Catawba, Sandusky, Cedar Point, Lorain, and Cleveland... via Sandusky Bay Bridge... 48857, 48858, 48859, 59282
A Short-title list of atlases, published before 1820, relating to the Western Hemisphere 1821
Short walks in English towns 7261
Short, Wm. 33436, 33437
Shorter atlas of Western civilization / by F. van der Meer ; with the assistance of G. Lemmens 34320
Shorter, C. 14806
Shorter Oxford economic atlas of world 24629
The Shortest automobile routes between Atlantic City, New Jersey resorts, New York, New England, and the south and west via Delaware-New Jersey ferries 47811
The Shortest line between Chicago and New York 59250
Shortgrave, Richard, fl. 1667 42761
Shorthorn cattle - Illinois - Maps - 1950 36287
Shorthorn cattle - Indiana - Maps - 1951 37339
Shorthorn cattle - Middle West - Maps - 1939 48927
Shorthorn cattle - Northeastern States - Maps - 1939 59340
Shorthorn cattle - Northwestern States - Maps - 1939 59923
Shorthorn cattle - Southern States - Maps - 1939 71897
Shorthorn cattle - Southwestern States - Maps - 1939 72505
Shorthorn world and farm magazine 36287, 37339, 48927, 59340, 59923, 71897, 72505
Shoshone Indians SEE Shoshoni Indians 81786
Shoshone National Forest (Wyo.) - Maps - 1926 69984
Shoshoni Indians - West (U.S.) - Maps - 1843 81786
Shostek, Robert, 1910 67058
Shotton, W. A. 41514
Shovel, Randolph Abbott, 1844-1885 53775
Shouell, Clowdisley, Sir, 1650-1707 SEE Shovell, Clowdisley, Sir, 1650-1707 16522
Shouendo 39537
Shovell, Clowdisley, Sir, 1650-1707 13228, 13229, 14174, 14225, 16522, 16523, 25478, 36704, 36705, 75380, 75381
Show me Route 66 67424
Showing connections of the Chicago & Western Indiana Railroad Company 20147
Showker, K. 24841
Shreve, Anita 44878
Shreveport and Caddo Parish street guide 69986
Shreveport and Caddo Parish street guide : including portions of Bossier & Desoto parishes 69992
Shreveport, Bossier City StreetFinder 69990
Shreveport, Caddo Parish & vicinity StreetFinder 69991
Shreveport EasyFinder : Local street detail 69985
Shreveport (La.) - Maps - 1951 76087, 76088
Shreveport (La.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps 69985
Shreveport (La.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps 69986
Shreveport (La.) - Pictorial works - 1942 - Railroad stations 76041
Shreveport (La.) - Pictorial works - 1950 69987
Shreveport (La.) - Pictorial works - 1956 69988
Shreveport (La.) - Pictorial works - 1961 - Railroads 69989
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Shreveport Region (La.) - Maps - 1995 - Road maps 69990
Shreveport Region (La.) - Maps - 2002 - Road maps 69991
Shreveport Region (La.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps 69992
Shreveport Region (La.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps 69986
Shrewsbury (England) - Maps - 1620 25047
Shrewsbury (England) - Maps - 1646 69993
Shrewsbury (England) - Maps - 1657 25056
Shrewsbury (England) - Maps - 1676 69994
Shrewsbury Region (N.J.) - Maps - 1951 - Nautical charts 3701, 55163
Shrewsbury Region (N.J.) - Maps - 1952 - Nautical charts 3702
Shrinking peak? : height of Everest officially lowered 26399
Shriver, Philip R. 41519
Shropshire Archaeological Society 69996
Shropshire / by John Ernest Auden 70000
Shropshire & Cheshire 69998
Shropshire (England) - Maps - 1646 69993
Shropshire (England) - Maps - 1676 69994
Shropshire (England) - Maps - 1805 69995
Shropshire (England) - Maps - 1808 69996
Shropshire (England) - Maps - 1870-1875 69997
Shropshire (England) - Maps - 1879 69998
Shropshire (England) - Maps - 1897-1911 69999
Shropshire (England) - Maps - 1921 70000
Shropshire (England) - Maps - Bibliography 70001
Shropshire described : the situation of Shrowesbury shewed ... 69999, 69994
Shubenacadie canal line 70002
Shubenacadie Canal (N.S.) - Maps - 1829 70002
Shuckburgh, George 73833
Shuckburgh, John, d. 1761 29011
Shufeldt 74307
Shufunotomo (Firm) 39583
Shuker family 7904
Shuler, John A. 19378
Shumaker, Bratev, printer SEE Tip. Bratev Shumaker 67485
Shumard, Benjamin Franklin, 1820-1869 16483, 20930, 50695, 62517, 68261
Shumate, Albert 32212
Shumway, E. R., active 1937 64764
Shumway, Floyd M. 18180
Shupe, Barbara 76107
Shupe, John F. 52707
Shurin, Aaron 68549
Shurtleff, Nathaniel Bradstreet, 1810-1874 13556
Shurtleff, Nathaniel Bradstreet, 1810-1874. A topographical and historical description of Boston (1890) 13556
Shury, J. 29510
Shury, James 8056, 29505, 29509, 30808, 30810, 30814, 30824, 42367, 63068
Shuster, Will 55317
Shute, Samuel, 1662-1742 57479, 57480
Siam as far as explored by Missionaries 75026, 75027
Siam in trade and war : royal maps of the nineteenth century / Narisa Chakrabongse ... [et al.] 75025
Siam Royal State Railways 11769
Siam SEE Thailand 75025
Siara 27507
Sibenik (Croatia) - Maps - 1571 70003
Sibenik (Croatia) - Maps - 1689 - Pictorial works 70004
Sibenik (Croatia) - Pictorial works - 1620 70005
Sibenik Region (Croatia) - Maps - 1570 22752, 22753, 22754, 22755
Sibenik Region (Croatia) - Maps - 1571 70003
Sibenik Region (Croatia) - Maps - 1588 16614
Sibenik Region (Croatia) - Maps - 1600 22757
Sibenik Region (Croatia) - Maps - 1606 16615
Siberia and Chinese Tartary 70020
Siberia & Central Asia 70022
Siberia (Russia) - Geography - Sources - 1579 70006
Siberia (Russia) - Maps - 1598 70007
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Siberia (Russia)</th>
<th>Maps</th>
<th>1626</th>
<th>3202</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Siberia (Russia)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1654</td>
<td>70008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siberia (Russia)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1675</td>
<td>Ethnology - Manuscripts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siberia (Russia)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1676</td>
<td>3203</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siberia (Russia)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1696-1697</td>
<td>Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siberia (Russia)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1700</td>
<td>70012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siberia (Russia)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1706</td>
<td>70013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siberia (Russia)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1710</td>
<td>3436</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siberia (Russia)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1730</td>
<td>Manuscript maps - Facsimiles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siberia (Russia)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1737</td>
<td>20633</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siberia (Russia)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1741</td>
<td>67551</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siberia (Russia)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1748</td>
<td>70015, 70016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siberia (Russia)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1750-1752</td>
<td>14787</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siberia (Russia)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1752</td>
<td>58706</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siberia (Russia)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1752-1753</td>
<td>58705</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siberia (Russia)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1753</td>
<td>3306, 70017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siberia (Russia)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1753-1755</td>
<td>58710, 58711</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siberia (Russia)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1758</td>
<td>Coasts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siberia (Russia)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1761</td>
<td>58715, 58716</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siberia (Russia)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1764</td>
<td>58717</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siberia (Russia)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1766</td>
<td>58718</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siberia (Russia)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1770</td>
<td>Coasts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siberia (Russia)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1775</td>
<td>58722, 58723</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siberia (Russia)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1775-1776</td>
<td>58720</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siberia (Russia)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1775-1783</td>
<td>58721</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siberia (Russia)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1779</td>
<td>Coasts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siberia (Russia)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1780</td>
<td>67582</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siberia (Russia)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1784</td>
<td>58730</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siberia (Russia)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1785 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>70018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siberia (Russia)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1787</td>
<td>67591</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siberia (Russia)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1796</td>
<td>3437, 3438</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siberia (Russia)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1798</td>
<td>Coasts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siberia (Russia)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1804</td>
<td>Coasts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siberia (Russia)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1811</td>
<td>3209</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siberia (Russia)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1821</td>
<td>67630</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siberia (Russia)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1824</td>
<td>70019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siberia (Russia)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1838</td>
<td>3441, 3442, 70020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siberia (Russia)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1840</td>
<td>70021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siberia (Russia)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1841</td>
<td>70022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siberia (Russia)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1947</td>
<td>Coasts - Nautical charts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siberia (Russia)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>Collections</td>
<td>18416, 18417, 70024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siberia (Russia)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>Explorations, Russian - History</td>
<td>70024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sibille, Marine</td>
<td>63307</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sibium, Ptolomo Sicum vulgo Sibenicho Dalmatie opp.</td>
<td>70005</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sibiu (Romania)</td>
<td>Pictorial works</td>
<td>1552</td>
<td>70025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sibley County (Minn.)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1966</td>
<td>Landowners</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sibley County, Minnesota, farm &amp; ranch directory, 1966</td>
<td>70026</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sibley Expedition, 1863, Manuscript maps</td>
<td>49537</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sibley Expedition, 1863, Maps - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>22676</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sibley, Henry Hastings, 1811-1891</td>
<td>22676</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sibley, John, 1757-1837</td>
<td>41909</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siborne, William, 1797-1849</td>
<td>52650, 52651</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sibundas Leo, ca. 1528-ca. 1583</td>
<td>7667, 7752, 28415, 28416</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sic enim est traditum</td>
<td>34014</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sicambria (Hungary)</td>
<td>SEE Budapest (Hungary)</td>
<td>34912</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sicard, Claude, 1677-1726</td>
<td>9170, 10631, 24739, 24740, 24742</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sichel (H.) Söhne (Firm)</td>
<td>31651</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>La Sicile divisée en ses trois provinces ou valées</td>
<td>70046, 70047, 70048</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>La Sicile divisée en ses trois provinces ou valées ... par le Sr. Sarson ; Hubert Jaillot</td>
<td>70070</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>La Sicile pour l'histoire romaine de Mr. Rollin...</td>
<td>70033</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sicilia antiqua</td>
<td>4267, 70029</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sicilia : con 35 carte geografiche, 13 piante di città, 10 piante di edifici / L.V. Bertarelli</td>
<td>70081</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>La Sicilia disegnata : la carta di Samuel von Schmettau (1720-1721)</td>
<td>70058</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sicilia insularum omnium (ut inquit) Diodorus optima...</td>
<td>70041</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Sicilia / [Jodocus Hondius]  70093
Sicilia / Mario Cartari  70042
Sicilia Occidentale  10690
Sicilia secondo Tolemeo [et] Sicilia secondo modern  70027
Siciliae antiquae quae et Sicania et Trinacria ...  70031
Siciliae antiquae quae et Sicania et Trinacria dicta tabula geographica / auctore Guillelmo Dellsie ...  70030
Siciliae insulae atque totius regni eius descriptio, secundum uarium eius habitudinem  70036
Siciliae locorum nomina, antiquis recentoribusq temporalibus vsurpata  52449
Siciliae veteris typvs / ex conatibus geographicus Ab. Ortelij.  70028
Sicilian, Hieronimo, fl. 1615  39203
Sicily  70078, 70087, 70090, 70092
Sicily / by Christopher Kininmonth ; with 15 photographs by Herbert Spencer  70089
Sicily / by F. Hamilton Jackson ; with illustrations by the author  70079
Sicily / by F. Hamilton Jackson, with illustrations by the author and from photographs and two maps  70082
Sicily / [edited by] Alta Macadam ; 32 maps and plans by John Flower  70091
Sicily (Italy). Assessorato dei beni culturali e ambientali e della pubblica istruzione  70075
Sicily (Italy) - Historical geography - Maps  1528  70027
Sicily (Italy) - Historical geography - Maps  1584-1606  70028
Sicily (Italy) - Historical geography - Maps  1659  70029
Sicily (Italy) - History, Ancient - Maps  1714  70030
Sicily (Italy) - History, Ancient - Maps  1741  70031
Sicily (Italy) - History, Ancient - Maps  1743  70032
Sicily (Italy) - History, Ancient - Maps  1776  70033
Sicily (Italy) - Maps  1528  70027
Sicily (Italy) - Maps  1540  68900
Sicily (Italy) - Maps  1545  70034, 70035
Sicily (Italy) - Maps  1552  70036
Sicily (Italy) - Maps  1566  70037, 70038, 70039
Sicily (Italy) - Maps  1570  38519, 70040
Sicily (Italy) - Maps  1570-1579  70041
Sicily (Italy) - Maps  1584-1606  70028
Sicily (Italy) - Maps  1585  70042
Sicily (Italy) - Maps  1588  38520
Sicily (Italy) - Maps  1593  38521
Sicily (Italy) - Maps  1606  38522
Sicily (Italy) - Maps  1635-1685  38788
Sicily (Italy) - Maps  1647  70043
Sicily (Italy) - Maps  1648  39205
Sicily (Italy) - Maps  1659  70029
Sicily (Italy) - Maps  1680  70044
Sicily (Italy) - Maps  1682  70045
Sicily (Italy) - Maps  1690-1699  70046
Sicily (Italy) - Maps  1695  70047
Sicily (Italy) - Maps  1696 - Names, Geographical  70048
Sicily (Italy) - Maps  1700  70049
Sicily (Italy) - Maps  1702  70050, 70051
Sicily (Italy) - Maps  1705  70052
Sicily (Italy) - Maps  1710  70053
Sicily (Italy) - Maps  1714  70030
Sicily (Italy) - Maps  1717  70054, 70055
Sicily (Italy) - Maps  1719  38835
Sicily (Italy) - Maps  1720  70056, 70057
Sicily (Italy) - Maps  1720-1721 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  70058
Sicily (Italy) - Maps  1721  70059
Sicily (Italy) - Maps  1722  70060
Sicily (Italy) - Maps  1735  70061
Sicily (Italy) - Maps  1740  70062, 70063
Sicily (Italy) - Maps  1741  15142, 70064
Sicily (Italy) - Maps  1743  70032
Sicily (Italy) - Maps  1745  39224, 70065
Sicily (Italy) - Maps  1747  70066
Sicily (Italy) - Maps  1750  39228, 39229, 70067
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sicily (Italy)</th>
<th>Maps</th>
<th>1753 - Coasts - Nautical charts</th>
<th>38861</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sicily (Italy)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1757-1799</td>
<td>70068</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sicily (Italy)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1759</td>
<td>70069</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sicily (Italy)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1764</td>
<td>38867</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sicily (Italy)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1766</td>
<td>39230, 39231</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sicily (Italy)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1771 - Coasts - Nautical charts</td>
<td>38872</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sicily (Italy)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1775</td>
<td>39232, 70070</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sicily (Italy)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1776</td>
<td>70033</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sicily (Italy)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1779</td>
<td>39234, 70071</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sicily (Italy)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1786</td>
<td>38883</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sicily (Italy)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1790</td>
<td>70072</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sicily (Italy)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1799</td>
<td>70073</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sicily (Italy)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>17th cent. - Facsimiles</td>
<td>18000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sicily (Italy)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1821</td>
<td>39240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sicily (Italy)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1822</td>
<td>39241</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sicily (Italy)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1829</td>
<td>39243</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sicily (Italy)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1830</td>
<td>70074</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sicily (Italy)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1834</td>
<td>38927</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sicily (Italy)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1837-1853 - Cities and towns</td>
<td>70075</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sicily (Italy)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1837-1853 - Manuscripts</td>
<td>70075</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sicily (Italy)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1840</td>
<td>39246</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sicily (Italy)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1845</td>
<td>39247</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sicily (Italy)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1847</td>
<td>39248</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sicily (Italy)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1850</td>
<td>39249</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sicily (Italy)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1856</td>
<td>70076</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sicily (Italy)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1860</td>
<td>39256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sicily (Italy)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1861</td>
<td>39257</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sicily (Italy)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1864</td>
<td>70077, 70078</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sicily (Italy)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1866</td>
<td>8160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sicily (Italy)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1872</td>
<td>38947</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sicily (Italy)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1895</td>
<td>39276</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sicily (Italy)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1902</td>
<td>39285</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sicily (Italy)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1904</td>
<td>70079</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sicily (Italy)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1906</td>
<td>39289</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sicily (Italy)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1908</td>
<td>39292, 39293, 39294</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sicily (Italy)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1909-1910</td>
<td>70080</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sicily (Italy)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1910</td>
<td>39295</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sicily (Italy)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1911</td>
<td>39296</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sicily (Italy)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1912</td>
<td>486, 39299, 39300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sicily (Italy)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1919</td>
<td>70081</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sicily (Italy)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1922</td>
<td>10197, 39301, 70082</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sicily (Italy)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1926</td>
<td>39305, 70083</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sicily (Italy)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1927</td>
<td>39306</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sicily (Italy)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1929</td>
<td>38985</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sicily (Italy)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1930</td>
<td>39308, 39309</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sicily (Italy)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1936</td>
<td>39310</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sicily (Italy)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1937-1939</td>
<td>38992</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sicily (Italy)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1938-1942</td>
<td>70084</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sicily (Italy)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1943</td>
<td>70085, 70086</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sicily (Italy)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1943 - Road maps</td>
<td>70087</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sicily (Italy)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1958</td>
<td>70088</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sicily (Italy)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1972</td>
<td>70089</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sicily (Italy)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1975</td>
<td>70090</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sicily (Italy)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1981</td>
<td>70091</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sicily (Italy)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1995</td>
<td>70092</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sicily (Italy)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>Collections, 1587-1810</td>
<td>70058</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sicily (Italy)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1625</td>
<td>70093</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sicily (Italy)</td>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>1943 - Pictorial maps</td>
<td>70094</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sicino Island (Greece)</td>
<td>SEE Sikinos Island (Greece)</td>
<td>41392</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sicker (G.)</td>
<td>Kartographischen Anstalt SEE Kartographischen Anstalt von G. Sicker</td>
<td>31585</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sickler, Friedrich</td>
<td>1773-1836</td>
<td>30678, 34395</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sickles, Harry Dayton</td>
<td>52515</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sider, Sandra</td>
<td>33977, 51957, 83942, 83943</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sides, William</td>
<td>11673</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Sidi Ali ibn Husain 5431
Sidney E. Morse & Co. 24603, 76686
Sidney, George, fl. 1805-1825 41816
Sidney, Henry, Sir, 1529-1586 7645, 7646, 7667, 7752, 67498, 67499, 67500
Sidney, J. C. 1121, 11655, 23958, 25614, 55842, 62024, 62025, 66781
Sidney & Neff 1282, 61765, 82698
Sidney's map of twelve miles around New York : with the names of property holders, & c., from entirely new and original surveys 55842
Sidoli, Alessandro 1812-1855 33649
Sidon 70096
Sidon (Lebanon) - Maps - 1771 - Harbors - Nautical charts 70095
Sidon (Lebanon) - Maps - 1840 - Pictorial works 70096
Sidwell Company 20481, 79367
Sidwell Company ALSO Sidwell Studio 20481
Sidwell Studio 19067, 20307, 20481, 22060, 41427, 73266
Sidwell Studio SEE ALSO Sidwell Company 20481
Siebart, Selmar 32644, 72228, 81827
Siebeck (Paul) Verlag SEE Verlag J.C B. Mohr (Paul Siebeck) 24600
Sieben buecher von Schweden 73681
Siebengebirge (Germany) - Maps - 1933 11373
Siebenthal, C. E. (Claude Ellsworth), 1869-1930 22028
Sieber, Louis 63012, 63013
Sieber, Rudolf 22777
Siebert, Irmgard, 1955-38503
Siebert, Wilbur Henry, 1866-1961 76620, 76621
Siebold, Philipp Franz von, 1796-1866 8183, 39522, 39526
Sieburgh, G. J. 8949
Le Siege d'Arras leve par le deffaite des ennemis. 1654 3127
Siége de Savanah fait par les troupes du roi, aux ordres de monsieur le Comte d'Estaing, Vice-Admiral de France en Septembre et Octobre 1779 68979
Siége de Savannah en Septembre et Octobre 1779 68980
Le Siége et les fêtes de Binche (1543 et 1549). Deux documents publies avec traduction, liminaires et notes 70097
Siebe, Rudolf 22777
Siebert, Irmgard, 1955-38503
Sieber, Louis 63012, 63013
Sieber, Rudolf 22777
Siebert, Irmgard, 1955-38503
Sieber, Louis 63012, 63013
Siebert, Wilbur Henry, 1866-1961 76620, 76621
Siebold, Philipp Franz von, 1796-1866 8183, 39522, 39526
Sieburgh, G. J. 8949
Le Siege d'Arras leve par le deffaite des ennemis. 1654 3127
Siége de Savanah fait par les troupes du roi, aux ordres de monsieur le Comte d'Estaing, Vice-Admiral de France en Septembre et Octobre 1779 68979
Siége de Savannah en Septembre et Octobre 1779 68980
Le Siége et les fêtes de Binche (1543 et 1549). Deux documents publies avec traduction, liminaires et notes 70097
Siebe, Rudolf 22777
Siebert, Irmgard, 1955-38503
Sieber, Louis 63012, 63013
Siebert, Wilbur Henry, 1866-1961 76620, 76621
Siebold, Philipp Franz von, 1796-1866 8183, 39522, 39526
Sieburgh, G. J. 8949
Le Siege d'Arras leve par le deffaite des ennemis. 1654 3127
Siége de Savanah fait par les troupes du roi, aux ordres de monsieur le Comte d'Estaing, Vice-Admiral de France en Septembre et Octobre 1779 68979
Siége de Savannah en Septembre et Octobre 1779 68980
Le Siége et les fêtes de Binche (1543 et 1549). Deux documents publies avec traduction, liminaires et notes 70097
Siegert, Eduard 65586
Siegerland (1915-1918) 73200
Siegerland (1925) 73201
Siegerland (1928) 73216
Siegelaender Lebensbilder (1954) 73204
Siegert, Jutta 1847
Sieges - Europe - Maps - 1789-1799 26008
Sieglm, Wilhelm 10056, 10073, 10107, 10175
Siegmund Freiherr von Herberstein : mit besonderer Ruecksicht auf seine Reisen in Russland / geschildert von Friedrich Adelung 33841
Siegel, Michael 55220
Siegel, Shizue 68548
Siegen (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1620 70098
Siegen (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1657 70099
Siegener Zeitung (1921) 73222
Siegener Zeitung (1924) 73196
Siegener Zeitung (1925) 73197, 73198, 73199
Sieger, Eduard 65586
Siegerland (1915-1918) 73200
Siegerland (1925) 73201
Siegerland (1928) 73216
Siegelaender Lebensbilder (1954) 73204
Siegert, Jutta 1847
Sieges - Europe - Maps - 1789-1799 26008
Sieglm, Wilhelm 10056, 10073, 10107, 10175
Sieglm, Wilhelm, 1855-1935 34221
Siegmund Freiherr von Herberstein : mit besonderer Ruecksicht auf seine Reisen in Russland / geschildert von Friedrich Adelung 33841
Siegist, Werner 51982
Siena (Italy) - Biography 70100
Siena (Italy) - Hotels - 1970 70101
Siena (Italy) - Maps - 1569 70102
Siena (Italy) - Maps - 1600 70103
Siena (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1599 70104
Siena (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1620 39184
Siena (Italy : Province) -1560 70105
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Siena (Italy : Province) -1600 70106
Siena (Italy : Province) - Maps - 1572-1588 70107
Siena (Italy : Province) - Maps - 1572-1606 70108
Siena (Italy : Province) - Maps - 1922-1925 38718
Siena / Orlando Malauolta auctore 70104
Sierck (France), Battle of 1643 70109
Sierck (France) - Pictorial works - 1694 70110
Sierra Club 37476, 85181
La Sierra de Sant Adrian en Biscaya ... 68851
Sierra Leone atlas 8563
Sierra Leone - Maps - 17 - 75 565
Sierra Leone - Maps - 1833 - 1851 41925
Sierra Leone - Maps - 1851 - Pictorial works 581
Sierra Leone - Maps - 1853 - Passes 70111
Sierra Leone - Maps - 1853 - Passes 70113
Sierra Leone - Surveys 70112
Sierra Leone - Maps - 1922 - 1925 38718
Sierra Nevada (Calif. and Nev.) - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1853 - Passes 70112
Sierra Nevada (Calif. and Nev.) - Maps - 1853 - Passes 70113
Sierra Nevada (Calif. and Nev.) - Surveys - 1876 28826
Sieurin, Ernest-Dieudonné 9503, 9513, 28007, 34265
Sievers, Jörn 52234
Sievers, Wilhelm 373, 1790, 10050, 10067, 10082
Sievert, Robert E. 49133
Siewers, Hans 10710
Siewert, Wulf 3764
Sifton, Clifford, Sir, 1861 - 1929 16100
Sifton, Paul Ginsburg 80765
Sifton, Praed & Co. 81694, 81695, 81696, 81700, 81701
Sigerus, Emil 67125
Sigeth (Romania) SEE Sighet (Romania) 22809
Sighet (Romania) - History - Siege, 1566 - Maps 70114
Sighet (Romania) - History - Siege, 1566 - Pictorial works 70115, 70116, 70117
Sighet (Romania) - Maps - 1566 70114, 70115
Sighet (Romania) - Pictorial works - 1566 70116, 70117
Sighet (Romania) - Pictorial works - 1694 22809
Sight-seers map of Paris 63211
Sights and scenes from the car windows of the Union Pacific : the Overland Route : Council Bluffs & Kansas City to San Francisco 76040
Sightseeing in the Olympic city of Tallinn with Intourist 74196
Sigismund I, King of Poland, 1467 - 1548 25926
Sigismund III, King of Poland and Sweden, 1566 - 1632 64986
Sigismund III, King of Poland and Sweden, 1566 - 1632 - Portraits - 1593 64986
Siglo Veintiuno Editores 46259
SIGMA (Gasoline marketers) SEE Society of Independent Gasoline Marketers of America 78547
Signa (Italy). Assessorato alla cultura 18419
Signa (Italy) - Historical geography - Maps - Exhibitions - Catalogs 18419
Signa (Italy) - Maps - Exhibitions - Catalogs 18419
Signal city map : Los Angeles 43127
Signal city map : Portland 65281
Signal city map : San Francisco and East Bay cities 68602
Signal city map : Seattle, Tacoma 69772
Signal highway map : Arizona, New Mexico 2813
Signal highway map : California, Arizona, Nevada 15554, 15555, 15569, 15591, 15592, 15603
Signal highway map : California, Nevada 15611, 15622
Signal highway map : Utah, Nevada ... 79690
Signal highway map : Washington, Oregon ... 81394, 81401
Signal highway map : Washington, Oregon, Idaho ... 81349, 81350, 81351, 81365, 81366, 81378, 81379, 81380, 81390
Signal map of Portland and Vancouver 65287
Signal Oil and Gas Company 2813, 15441, 15554, 15555, 15569, 15591, 15592, 15603, 15611, 15622, 15639, 43127, 59906, 59916, 65281, 65287, 68802, 69772, 72485, 72500, 79690, 81283, 81349, 81350, 81351, 81365, 81366, 81378, 81379, 81380, 81390, 81394, 81401
Signal presents California highways for your driving pleasure 15639
Signal road map ... : California, Arizona, Nevada 72500
Signal road map ... : Washington, Oregon, Idaho 59916
Signes geographiques 45019
Signet 7334
Signet (Firm) 7005, 78795
Signet (H.M.) Society SEE Society of Writers to H.M. Signet (Great Britain) 7964
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Authors/Editors</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7005</td>
<td>The Signet/Hammond world atlas</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8217, 20807, 32822, 44308</td>
<td>Signet Library (Great Britain)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7334</td>
<td>Signet world atlas</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17306</td>
<td>The Significance of cartography for the unveiling of our earth from the beginning of the age of discovery to the middle of the 16th century</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45199</td>
<td>The Significance of Marshallese stick charts</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30622</td>
<td>The Significance of territory</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22392</td>
<td>The Significance of the Catalan world map of 1375</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>63430</td>
<td>Signori, Mario</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17732</td>
<td>Signorvm coelestivm vera configvratio aut asterismus</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26329, 26330</td>
<td>Signs and symbols - Europe - Maps - 1990</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41093, 41094</td>
<td>Sigourney review</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57613, 64153, 74504</td>
<td>Sigourney y Gongora, Carlos de</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17306</td>
<td>Sigurdsson, Haraldur, 1908- SEE Haraldur Sigurðsson, 1908-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45027</td>
<td>Siguret, Philippe</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23953, 44838</td>
<td>Sijmons, A. H.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7767</td>
<td>Sijmons, Evert van Hamersveldt, ca. 1591-1653SEE Symons, Evert van Hamersveldt</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16795</td>
<td>Sijmons, K.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>83752</td>
<td>Sijthoff, A. W., firm, publishers, Leiden</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70118</td>
<td>Sikkim (India) - Maps - 1528</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37443</td>
<td>Silent witnesses: native American maps</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37443</td>
<td>Sikes, C. S.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48698, 48711, 59144</td>
<td>Silberman, Robert B. (Robert Bruce), 1950-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9601, 9609, 9612, 32360, 69490</td>
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A Sketch of the arbours near Cape Florida with some account of the Harbours, etc. [ca.1765?] 26819
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Sketch of the battle of Haddonfield, May 23, 1778 / after a reconnoissance by Gustavus R. Bechler; J. Bien, lith. 33831
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A Sketch of the battle of Waterloo fought Sunday June 18th, 1815 / Davies sculpt. 81438
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<td>9458</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
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<tr>
<td>70311, 70312</td>
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<td>70314</td>
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</tr>
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<td>70313</td>
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</tr>
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</tr>
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<td>52595</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>70315</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>23832, 70316</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>79100</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>15215</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>15216</td>
<td>Sonora ( Mexico : State) - 1726</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15217</td>
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Sopher, David Edward 66385
Sophianos, Nikolaos 10578, 12562, 32801, 32802, 32805, 32806, 32807, 52316, 70329, 70330
Sophianos, Nikolaos. Nomina antiqva et recentia vrbivm Graeciae descriptionis à N. Sophiano iam aeditae 32802
Sophianos, Nikolaos. Totius Graeciae descriptio (1552) 70331, 70332
Sophianus, Nikolaus SEE Sophianos, Nikolaos 70332
Sopot (Albania) - History - Siege, 1570 - 1574 70333
Sopot (Albania) - History - Siege, 1570 - Pictorial works 70334
Sopot (Albania) - Maps - 1570-1574 70333
Sopot (Albania) - Pictorial works - 1570 70334
Sopot Region (Albania) - Maps - 1570-1574 70333
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Sopranos, O. J. 75830
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Soranzo, Francesco 7752, 39033
Soren, Johen 13035
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Sørensen, C. 38733
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Sørensen, Sven, 1934– 28568
Sorenson, John P. 68337
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Soto, Hernando de, approximately 1500-1542 71261
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<td>South America - Maps - 1766</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>South America - Maps - 1769</td>
<td>522</td>
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<tr>
<td>South America - Maps - 1780</td>
<td>523</td>
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<tr>
<td>South America - Maps - 1802</td>
<td>70355, 70356</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South America - Maps - 1804</td>
<td>70357</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South America - Maps - 1806</td>
<td>70358</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South America - Maps - 1809</td>
<td>524</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South America - Maps - 1813</td>
<td>525</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South America - Maps - 1815</td>
<td>473, 474</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South America - Maps - 1822</td>
<td>476</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South America - Maps - 1825</td>
<td>16497</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South America - Maps - 1829</td>
<td>477</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South America - Maps - 1834</td>
<td>70359</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South America - Maps - 1836</td>
<td>70360</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South America - Maps - 1836 - Road maps</td>
<td>41386</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South America - Maps - 1840</td>
<td>70361</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South America - Maps - 1841</td>
<td>360, 70362, 70363</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South America - Maps - 1846</td>
<td>70364</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South America - Maps - 1861</td>
<td>483</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South America - Maps - 1866</td>
<td>484</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South America - Maps - 1872</td>
<td>362, 70365</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South America - Maps - 1885</td>
<td>70366</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South America - Maps - 1899</td>
<td>70367</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South America - Maps - 1900</td>
<td>70368, 70369</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South America - Maps - 1910-1919</td>
<td>374, 70370</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South America - Maps - 1930 - Road maps</td>
<td>70371</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South America - Maps - 1940 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>70372</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South America - Maps - 1941</td>
<td>70373</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South America - Maps - 1947 - Railroads</td>
<td>70374</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South America - Maps - 1954</td>
<td>8535</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South America - Maps - 1972 - Airways</td>
<td>70375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South America - Maps - 1972 - Road maps</td>
<td>70375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South America - Maps - 1972 - Tourist maps</td>
<td>70375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South America - Maps - 1984</td>
<td>70376</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South America - Maps - 1992</td>
<td>70377</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South America - Maps - Bibliography - 1550-1750</td>
<td>414</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Africa - Maps - Bibliography - 1750-1856</td>
<td>70378</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Africa - Maps - Bibliography - 1890-1949</td>
<td>85245</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Africa - Neele sculp.                                         525</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Africa / Sarah Gertrude Millin</td>
<td>70373</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Africa / the London Geographical Institute</td>
<td>531</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South African Atlases SEE Atlases, South African</td>
<td>10778</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South African Railways and Harbours</td>
<td>70374</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South African Railways and Harbours - Maps - 1947</td>
<td>70374</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South African Railway : history, scope and organisation</td>
<td>70374</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South African Scope</td>
<td>75444</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South African Tourist Corporation</td>
<td>70375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South African War, 1899-1902 - Maps</td>
<td>70367, 70368, 70369, 70379, 70380</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South America - Maps - 1807</td>
<td>70381</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South America - Maps - 1808</td>
<td>29141, 29142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South America - Maps - 1808 - A Rand McNally simplified merged relief map</td>
<td>70655</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South America as divided amongst the Spaniards and the Portuguese, the French and the Dutch ...</td>
<td>70459, 70478</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South America / Augustus Petermann, F.R.G.S. &amp;c</td>
<td>70619</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South America / J. Arrowsmith</td>
<td>70562</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South America / J. Bartholomew, F.R.G.S.</td>
<td>70625</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South America - Collections, 1574-1906</td>
<td>64290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South America - Description and travel - 1927</td>
<td>70382</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South America - Discovery and exploration - Portuguese - Bibliography</td>
<td>33829</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South America divided into its principal parts...</td>
<td>70412</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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South America / drawn and printed by Karl Wenschow G.M.B.H. 70647
South America / drawn & engraved by J. Archer, Pentonville, London 70581, 70583
South America / drawn under the direction of Mr. Pinkerton by L. Hebert; Neele sculpt. 352 Strand 70526
South America / edited by Clarence F. Jones, PhD. Northwestern University 70651
South America / Engd. by J. Moffat Ednr. 70517, 70518
South America / engrav'd by S.I. Neele 70474, 70475
South America from the best authorities 70502
South America from the best authorities / Scot 70496
South America from the latest discoveries: shewing the Spanish & Portuguese settlements according to Mr. D'Anville / by De L... 70456
South America - Geography - 2008 57304
South America / H. Morse sc. 70533
South America - Historical geography 17135
South America - Historical geography - Maps - 1819-1820 79922
South America - Historical geography - Maps - 1820 70535
South America - Historical geography - Maps - 1821 70539
South America - Historical geography - Maps - 1847 70383
South America - Historical geography - Maps - 1936 41683
South America - History - Maps - 1998 70384
South America - History - Wars of Independence, 1806-1830 - Maps 79922
South America [I-IV] 70566
South America - Maps - 1523 - Coasts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 1529, 13081
South America - Maps - 1525 70385
South America - Maps - 1528 81575
South America - Maps - 1562 70386, 70387
South America - Maps - 1575 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 57331
South America - Maps - 1579 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 70388
South America - Maps - 1587 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 70389
South America - Maps - 1588 64260
South America - Maps - 1593 70390
South America - Maps - 1599 70391, 70392, 70393, 70394
South America - Maps - 1606 57335, 64261
South America - Maps - 1613 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 70395
South America - Maps - 1615 70396
South America - Maps - 1615 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 70397
South America - Maps - 1616 - Coasts - Manuscripts 70398
South America - Maps - 1624 70399
South America - Maps - 1625 70400
South America - Maps - 1637 81711
South America - Maps - 1642 62979
South America - Maps - 1647 - Language and languages 70402
South America - Maps - 1647 - Mapuche Language 70401, 70402
South America - Maps - 1650 70403, 70404
South America - Maps - 1655 21224
South America - Maps - 1656 70405, 70406, 70407
South America - Maps - 1656 - Nautical charts 70408
South America - Maps - 1660 70410
South America - Maps - 1660 - Mapuche Language 70409
South America - Maps - 1671 33134, 66849
South America - Maps - 1675 70411
South America - Maps - 1680 70412
South America - Maps - 1680 - Geography - Tables 70413
South America - Maps - 1688 1622
South America - Maps - 1689 70414
South America - Maps - 1691 70415
South America - Maps - 1695 70416
South America - Maps - 1699-1705 70417
South America - Maps - 1700 70418, 70419, 70420, 70421, 70424, 70425, 79924
South America - Maps - 1700-1750 70422
South America - Maps - 1700-1779 70423
South America - Maps - 1701 20566, 66853, 81590
South America - Maps - 1703 2516, 20567, 62980, 70426, 70428, 70429, 70430
South America - Maps - 1703 - Coasts - Nautical charts 70427
South America - Maps - 1710 70431, 70432
South America - Maps - 1710 - Manuscripts 1462
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South America - Maps - 1716 70433, 75190
South America - Maps - 1719 70434
South America - Maps - 1725 28998
South America - Maps - 1730 29002, 70435
South America - Maps - 1732 70436
South America - Maps - 1732 - Coasts - Nautical charts 70437
South America - Maps - 1737 29008, 70438
South America - Maps - 1740 70439
South America - Maps - 1741 70440, 70441, 70442
South America - Maps - 1745 70443
South America - Maps - 1747 70444, 70445
South America - Maps - 1748 70446, 70447
South America - Maps - 1750 70448, 70449, 70450
South America - Maps - 1753 70712
South America - Maps - 1755 70451
South America - Maps - 1756 57566, 62981, 62982
South America - Maps - 1758 41688, 70452
South America - Maps - 1760 - Coasts - Nautical charts 70453
South America - Maps - 1764 70454
South America - Maps - 1765 70455
South America - Maps - 1766 70456
South America - Maps - 1769-1770 - Coasts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 71116
South America - Maps - 1772 70457, 70458
South America - Maps - 1774 70459
South America - Maps - 1775 70460, 70461, 70462, 70463, 70464
South America - Maps - 1776 70465
South America - Maps - 1777 70466, 70467
South America - Maps - 1779 70468, 70469, 70470, 70471
South America - Maps - 1780 20571, 64270, 70472, 70473
South America - Maps - 1782 70474
South America - Maps - 1783 70475
South America - Maps - 1783 - Coasts - Nautical charts 70476
South America - Maps - 1785 28460, 70477
South America - Maps - 1787 70478, 70479, 70480
South America - Maps - 1787 - Colonies 70480
South America - Maps - 1793 70481
South America - Maps - 1793-1794 - Coasts - Manuscripts 70713, 70714
South America - Maps - 1793-1794 - Manuscripts 82758
South America - Maps - 1793-1794 - Nautical charts 70482, 70483
South America - Maps - 1793-1794 Rattler (Ship) - Voyage, 1793-1794 - Maps 82759
South America - Maps - 1794 70484, 70485, 70486, 70487, 70488
South America - Maps - 1796 70489, 70490
South America - Maps - 1797 70491
South America - Maps - 1798 70492, 70493, 70494, 70495, 70496
South America - Maps - 1800-1899 70497
South America - Maps - 1800-1899 - Exhibitions 18427
South America - Maps - 1801 70498
South America - Maps - 1802 70499
South America - Maps - 1804 70500, 70501, 70502
South America - Maps - 1806 21229, 64273, 70503, 70504, 70505, 79927
South America - Maps - 1807 70506, 70507
South America - Maps - 1809 64274, 70508
South America - Maps - 1810 79928
South America - Maps - 1811 70509, 70510, 70511, 70512
South America - Maps - 1812 70513, 70514
South America - Maps - 1813 70515, 82766
South America - Maps - 1814 70516, 70517, 70518, 70519
South America - Maps - 1814-1834 46323
South America - Maps - 1816 70520, 70521, 70522, 70523, 70524
South America - Maps - 1817 70525, 81653
South America - Maps - 1818 70526, 70527, 70528, 70529, 70530, 70531
South America - Maps - 1820 70532, 70533, 70534, 70535
South America - Maps - 1821 70536, 70537, 70538, 70539
South America - Maps - 1822 57703, 57711, 70540, 70541, 70542, 70543, 70544
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| South America - Maps - 1823 | 70545, 76598 |
| South America - Maps - 1825 | 70546, 70547 |
| South America - Maps - 1826 | 70548 |
| South America - Maps - 1827 | 7692, 70549, 70550 |
| South America - Maps - 1828 | 70551, 70552 |
| South America - Maps - 1829 | 70553, 70554, 70555 |
| South America - Maps - 1830 | 70556 |
| South America - Maps - 1831 | 13839, 70557, 70558, 70559, 70560 |
| South America - Maps - 1833 | 70561 |
| South America - Maps - 1834 | 70562, 70563, 70564 |
| South America - Maps - 1836 | 70565 |
| South America - Maps - 1836-1842 | 70566 |
| South America - Maps - 1837 | 62613 |
| South America - Maps - 1838 | 70567, 70568, 70569 |
| South America - Maps - 1840 | 70570, 70571, 70572, 70573, 70574, 70575, 70576, 70577, 70578, 70580, 70582, 79922, 79930 |
| South America - Maps - 1840 - Ethnology | 70579 |
| South America - Maps - 1841 | 70581, 70582, 70583 |
| South America - Maps - 1842 | 70584, 71123, 71124 |
| South America - Maps - 1843 | 70585, 70586 |
| South America - Maps - 1845 | 70587, 70588, 70589 |
| South America - Maps - 1846 | 57745 |
| South America - Maps - 1847 | 70383, 70590, 70591, 70592, 70593 |
| South America - Maps - 1849 - Shipping | 76726, 76727 |
| South America - Maps - 1850 | 70594, 70595, 70596 |
| South America - Maps - 1851 | 70597, 70598 |
| South America - Maps - 1851 - Coasts | 26485 |
| South America - Maps - 1852-1858 | 18870 |
| South America - Maps - 1853 | 70599, 70600 |
| South America - Maps - 1854 | 1468 |
| South America - Maps - 1855 | 13846, 64283, 70601, 70602, 71237, 71238, 79931 |
| South America - Maps - 1857 | 70603, 70604, 70605, 70606, 79932 |
| South America - Maps - 1859 | 70607, 70608, 70609, 70610, 79933 |
| South America - Maps - 1860 | 70611, 70612, 70613 |
| South America - Maps - 1861 | 70614, 70615 |
| South America - Maps - 1883 | 70616 |
| South America - Maps - 1890 | 70617 |
| South America - Maps - 1896 | 70618, 70619 |
| South America - Maps - 1897 | 20580, 70620, 70621 |
| South America - Maps - 1877-1878 | 363 |
| South America - Maps - 1878 | 18986 |
| South America - Maps - 1883 | 70622 |
| South America - Maps - 1885 | 70623, 70624, 70625, 70626, 70627 |
| South America - Maps - 1887 | 70628 |
| South America - Maps - 1888 | 70629, 70630, 70631, 70632 |
| South America - Maps - 1895 | 70633 |
| South America - Maps - 1900 | 70634 |
| South America - Maps - 1903 - Boundaries (Provisional Heading) | 33231 |
| South America - Maps - 1908 | 13853 |
| South America - Maps - 1910-1919 | 70635 |
| South America - Maps - 1913 - Trade routes | 70718 |
| South America - Maps - 1914 | 2522 |
| South America - Maps - 1915 - Indians - Language and languages | 70636 |
| South America - Maps - 1919 | 70637 |
| South America - Maps - 1920 | 18991 |
| South America - Maps - 1920 - Commerce | 18990 |
| South America - Maps - 1922 | 41692, 41693 |
| South America - Maps - 1922-1940 | 41690 |
| South America - Maps - 1927 | 70638 |
| South America - Maps - 1929 | 70639 |
| South America - Maps - 1932 | 70640, 70641 |
| South America - Maps - 1935 - Cartoon maps | 70642 |
| South America - Maps - 1937 - Indians - Language and languages | 70643 |
| South America - Maps - 1940 - Road maps | 77743 |
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalog Entry</th>
<th>Call Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>South America - Maps - 1941 - Road maps</td>
<td>77774</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South America - Maps - 1942</td>
<td>70646</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South America - Maps - 1942 - Cruise lines - Pictorial maps</td>
<td>70644</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South America - Maps - 1942 - Geology</td>
<td>70645</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South America - Maps - 1947</td>
<td>37441</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South America - Maps - 1950-1959 - Maps, Physical</td>
<td>70647</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South America - Maps - 1953</td>
<td>70648</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South America - Maps - 1953 - Airways</td>
<td>70649</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South America - Maps - 1954</td>
<td>70650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South America - Maps - 1954 - Airways</td>
<td>78085</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South America - Maps - 1956</td>
<td>6511</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South America - Maps - 1956 - Maps, Physical</td>
<td>70651</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South America - Maps - 1956 - Transportation</td>
<td>70652</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South America - Maps - 1957</td>
<td>70653</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South America - Maps - 1958 - Airways</td>
<td>78202</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South America - Maps - 1961 - Airways</td>
<td>78305</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South America - Maps - 1963 - Airways</td>
<td>18998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South America - Maps - 1965</td>
<td>70654</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South America - Maps - 1966</td>
<td>70655</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South America - Maps - 1967 - Indians - Language and languages</td>
<td>41607</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South America - Maps - 1968 - Airways</td>
<td>70656</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South America - Maps - 1969 - Guidebooks</td>
<td>70657</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South America - Maps - 1987 - Guidebooks</td>
<td>70658</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South America - Maps - 1988 - Glaciers - Remote-sensing images</td>
<td>31931</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South America - Maps - Bibliography - 1527-1865</td>
<td>1808</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South America - Maps - Coasts - 1682 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>70659</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South America - Maps - Collections</td>
<td>70667</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South America - Maps - Collections, 1500-1899</td>
<td>21243, 21244, 70660, 70661, 70662, 70663</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South America - Maps - Collections, 1500-1900</td>
<td>79945, 79946, 79947, 79948, 79949</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South America - Maps - Collections, 1527-1865</td>
<td>1808</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South America - Maps - Collections, 1600-1810 - Cities and towns - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>70664</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South America - Maps - Collections, 1621-1792 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>81709</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South America - Maps - Collections, 1700-1799</td>
<td>70665</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South America - Maps - Collections, 1945</td>
<td>70666</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South America - Maps - Vegetation surveys - Bibliography</td>
<td>70668</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South America / Neele sculp.</td>
<td>70515</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South America (northern sheet) / by Keith Johnston, F.R.S.E. ; engraved &amp; printed by W. &amp; A.K. Johnston, Edinburgh</td>
<td>70614</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South America : performed under the patronage of Louis Duke of Orleans, First Prince of the Blood / by the Sieur d'Anville, improved by Mr. Bolton for Mr. Postlethwayt's Dictionary of commerce ; Tho: Kitchen sculpt. 1755</td>
<td>70451</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South America : sheet V. Patagonia. / Published under the superintendence of the Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge ; Engraved by J. &amp; C. Walker.</td>
<td>70569</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South America : sketch map showing the route of Prof. Hiram Bingham from Caracas to Bogota 1907</td>
<td>79934</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South America (south sheet)</td>
<td>70618</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South America (southern sheet) / by Keith Johnston, F.R.S.E. ; engraved &amp; printed by W. &amp; A.K. Johnston, Edinburgh</td>
<td>70615</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South America - Topographic maps, Austrian - 1900-1950</td>
<td>70669</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South America with its several divisions, according to the possessions of the European powers / by Thomas Kitchin ...</td>
<td>70485</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South America, with the conquests of Pizarro</td>
<td>70535, 70539</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South America with the latest additions and rectifications of Pentland, Parish, Fitzroy, Herndon. &amp;c. / Engd. by G. H. Swanston Edinr.</td>
<td>70620</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South America / Young &amp; Delleker sc.</td>
<td>70561</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South American handbook</td>
<td>70657, 70658</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South American states : New Granada &amp; Venezuela / Engraved by J. Bartholomew Edinr.</td>
<td>70621</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Asia</td>
<td>70703</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Asia - Geography</td>
<td>70670</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Asia - Historical geography - Maps - 1526-1765</td>
<td>51203, 51204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Asia - Historical geography - Maps - 1827</td>
<td>48043</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Asia - Historical geography - Maps - 1978</td>
<td>70671, 70672</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Asia - History, Ancient - Maps - 1625</td>
<td>48032</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Asia - History, Ancient - Maps - 1765</td>
<td>36496</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Asia - History, Ancient - Maps - 1827</td>
<td>48043</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Asia in maps / Robert C. Kingsbury</td>
<td>70708</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Asia - Map collections</td>
<td>36498, 36499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Asia - Maps - 1370 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>70673</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Asia - Maps - 1540</td>
<td>70674</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Asia - Maps - 1554</td>
<td>70675</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Asia - Maps</td>
<td>1565</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Asia - Maps</td>
<td>1565 - Coasts - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Asia - Maps</td>
<td>1593</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Asia - Maps</td>
<td>1602</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Asia - Maps</td>
<td>1606</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Asia - Maps</td>
<td>1625</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Asia - Maps</td>
<td>1626</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Asia - Maps</td>
<td>1640 - Coasts - Nautical charts - Manuscripts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Asia - Maps</td>
<td>1654</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Asia - Maps</td>
<td>1676</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Asia - Maps</td>
<td>1682</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Asia - Maps</td>
<td>1696</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Asia - Maps</td>
<td>1700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Asia - Maps</td>
<td>1701</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Asia - Maps</td>
<td>1703</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Asia - Maps</td>
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South Dakota - Maps - 1967 - Road maps 58665, 71084
South Dakota - Maps - 1968 - Road maps 58666, 71085
South Dakota - Maps - 1969 - Road maps 58667
South Dakota - Maps - 1970 - Counties 71086
South Dakota - Maps - 1970 - Road maps 71086
South Dakota - Maps - 1972 - Road maps 71087
South Dakota - Maps - 1974 - Pictorial maps 71088
South Dakota - Maps - 1974 - Road maps 58671, 71088
South Dakota - Maps - 1975 - Pictorial maps 71089
South Dakota - Maps - 1975 - Road maps 71089
South Dakota - Maps - 1978 - Pictorial maps 71090
South Dakota - Maps - 1978 - Road maps 71090
South Dakota - Maps - 1997 - Road maps 58675
South Dakota - Maps - Bibliography 49115
South Dakota motor trails are calling ... / compliments of Standard Oil Company (Indiana) 70905
South Dakota road map ... / Bareco Oil Company, formerly Barnsdall Refining Corp. 71029, 71037
South Dakota road map ... / Barnsdall ... 71007
South Dakota road map ... / by Bareco Oil Company 71045
South Dakota road map : Cities Service ... 71009, 71021, 71030, 71038
South Dakota road map / Cities Service ahead 71008
South Dakota road map / Cities Service Oils ... 71046, 71047
South Dakota road map ... / compliments of Deep Rock Oil Companies 70969
South Dakota road map : Deep Rock 70955
South Dakota road map ... / Johnson Oil Refining Company ... Chicago, Illinois 71000
South Dakota : Sinclair road map ... 70990
South Dakota. State Highway Commission 13187, 70904, 70911, 70927, 70938, 70941, 70964, 71063, 71064, 71066, 71070, 71072, 71073, 71074, 71075
South Dakota state highway system showing construction status to July 15, 1929 / South Dakota State Highway Commission 70904
South Dakota State Historical Society 38476
South Dakota : the California Company road map 71002
South Dakota Tourism 71091
South Dakota - Tourism - 1969 60070
South Dakota - Tourism - 1990 - German language 71091
South Dakota - Tourism - 1995 71092
South Dakota - Tourism - 1996 71093
South Dakota - Maps - 1931 - Road maps 71094
South Devon and Dartmoor 23543, 23568
South Devon and South Cornwall, including Dartmoor and the Scilly Isles / by C.S. Ward and M.J.B. Baddeley ; maps and plans by Bartholomew 23529
South Devon and South Cornwall : with a full description of Dartmoor and the Scilly Isles / by C.S. Ward and M.J.B. Baddeley ; edited by W. Baxter ; 24 maps and plans by Bartholomew 23553
South Devon and South Cornwall : with a full description of Dartmoor and the Scilly Isles / originally compiled by C.S. Ward and M.J.B. Baddeley 23555
South Devon (including W. Dorset coast) and South Cornwall : with a full description of Dartmoor and the Scilly Isles / by C.S. Ward and M.J.B. Baddeley ; 17 maps and plans by Bartholomew 23535
South Devon (including W. Dorset coast) and South Cornwall : with a full description of Dartmoor and the Scilly Isles / by C.S. Ward and M.J.B. Baddeley ; 18 maps and plans by Bartholomew 23537
South Devon (including W. Dorset coast) and South Cornwall : with a full description of Dartmoor and the Scilly Isles / by C.S. Ward and M.J.B. Baddeley ; 22 maps and plans by Bartholomew 23547
South Devon (including W. Dorset coast from Weymouth) and South Cornwall : with a full description of Dartmoor and the Scilly Isles / by C.S. Ward and M.J.B. Baddeley ; 22 maps and plans by Bartholomew 23541, 23544
South-east Africa as shown on selected printed maps of the sixteenth century 16823
South & east African atlas & guide 378, 380, 382, 384
South-East Asia 71028
South East Asia - Maps - 1860 36599
South East Asia SEE Southeast Asia 24027
The South east coast of Ellesmere Island from surveys by J. W. Wright and R. A. Hamilton 1938. 24941
The South east prospect of the city of Philadelphia / by Peter Cooper, painter 64439
A South east view of the city of Montreal 51658
South-Eastern France 28163, 28164, 28167, 28168, 28169
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| South eastern states : Pure Oil pathfinder | 71830, 71846, 71868, 71869, 71888 |
| South eastern states : Pure Oil pathfinder ... / compliments of Pure Oil Company of Tennessee ... | 71870 |
| South eastern states ... Pure Oil pathfinder road map | 71973 |
| South eastern states : Pure Oil pathfinder ... thirteenth edition | 71847 |
| South eastern states : Pure Oil pathfinder ... twelfth edition | 71829 |
| South eastern states ... Pure Oil road map / compliments of your friendly neighbor the Pure Oil dealer | 72007 |
| South eastern states : Pure Oil trip map ... / compliments of your Pure Oil dealer | 72016 |
| South eastern states ... the Pure Oil pathfinder | 71912, 71994, 71955 |
| South eastern states : the Pure Oil pathfinder / compliments of your friendly neighbor, the Pure Oil dealer | 71956 |

**South Eastern United States** 71785

| South Georgia (Falkland Islands) - Maps - 1830 | 70556 |
| South Georgia (Falkland Islands) - Maps - 1838 | 70569 |
| South Georgia (Falkland Islands) - Maps - 1906 - Harbors | 71095 |
| South Georgia (Falkland Islands) - Maps - 1927 - Harbors | 71096 |
| South Georgia (Falkland Islands) - Maps - 1934 - Harbors | 71087 |
| South Georgia (Falkland Islands) - Maps - 1938 | 71098 |
| South Georgia (Falkland Islands) - Maps - 1938 - Harbors | 71099 |
| South Georgia (Falkland Islands) - Maps - 1939 - Harbors | 71100 |
| South Georgia (Falkland Islands) - Maps - 1948-1950 | 2060 |
| South Georgia (Falkland Islands) - Maps - 1955 | 2062 |
| South Georgia (Falkland Islands) - Maps - 1957 | 71101, 71102 |
| South Georgia Islands - Maps - 1855 | 63411 |
| South Georgia Islands - Maps - 1857 | 63412 |
| South Georgia Islands - Maps - 1859 | 63413 |

**South Georgia / soundings mainly from surveys by Lieut. Commr. J. M. Chaplin, R.N., R.R.S. 'Discovery' expeditions, 1925-1930 ; topography from surveys by the South Georgia survey expeditions, 1951-1957, under the leadership of Mr. Duncan Carse.** 71098

South Georgia Survey Expeditions (1951-1956) 71102

| South Hants and Dorset : Portsmouth, Southampton, Winchester, Petersfield, the New Forest, Romsey, Bournemouth, Swanage, Weymouth, Dorchester, Wimborne, Sherborne, and Lyme Regis / by Wm. Baxter ; nineteen maps and plans by Bartholomew | 33449 |

**South Haven (Mich.) : Harbors - Maps - 1990** 46737

**South Holland (Netherlands)**

| South Holland (Netherlands) - Maps - 1593 | 58680 |
| South Holland (Netherlands) - Maps - 1614 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles | 71103 |
| South Holland (Netherlands) - Maps - 1630 | 8679 |
| South Holland (Netherlands) - Maps - 1633 | 58683 |
| South Holland (Netherlands) - Maps - 1644 | 71104 |
| South Holland (Netherlands) - Maps - 1680-1683 | 7770 |
| South Holland (Netherlands) - Maps - 1682 | 71105 |
| South Holland (Netherlands) - Maps - 1700 | 71106, 71107, 71108 |
| South Holland (Netherlands) - Maps - 1702 - Coasts - Nautical charts | 85275 |
| South Holland (Netherlands) - Maps - 1720 | 58686 |
| South Holland (Netherlands) - Maps - 1725 | 57935, 58688, 58689, 58690 |
| South Holland (Netherlands) - Maps - 1749 | 71109 |
| South Holland (Netherlands) - Maps - 1766 - Coasts - Nautical charts | 71110 |
| South Holland (Netherlands) - Maps - 1769 | 69355, 71111 |

**South India SEE India, South** 36709

South Indian Railway Co., Ltd. 36625

**South Indian Railway Co., Ltd. - Maps - 1905** 36625

**South Italy** 38920

| South Italy and the island of Sardinia / by Keith Johnston, F.R.S.E. ; engraved & printed by W. & A.K. Johnston, Edinburgh | 39257 |
| South Italy / by J. Arrowsmith | 39244 |

**South of France** 28185

The South of France : Provence and the French Alps / edited by Stuart Rossiter 65644

South of France, west-half : including the winter resorts of Pau, Arcachon, Biarritz & Amélie, the health-restoring spas in the Pyrenees, the sea-bathing stations on the Bay of Biscay and islands, the highlands and ravines in the centre of France, the 28187, 28188

**South Orange County EasyFinder Plus** 62005

**South Orkney Islands** 71112

| South Orkney Islands - Maps - 1822 | 71136 |
| South Orkney Islands - Maps - 1830 | 70556 |
| South Orkney Islands - Maps - 1838 | 70569 |
| South Orkney Islands - Maps - 1855 | 63411 |
| South Orkney Islands - Maps - 1857 | 63412 |
| South Orkney Islands - Maps - 1859 | 63413 |
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### Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Call Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>South Orkney Islands - Maps - 1917</td>
<td>71138</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Orkney Islands - Maps - 1933</td>
<td>73173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Orkney Islands - Maps - 1943</td>
<td>71112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Orkney Islands - Maps - 1948-1950</td>
<td>2060</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Orkney Islands - Maps - 1955</td>
<td>2062</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Pacific handbook</td>
<td>60326</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Pacific Ocean - Maps - 1598 - Manuscript maps</td>
<td>71113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Pacific Ocean - Maps - 1685 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>71114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Pacific Ocean - Maps - 1764</td>
<td>71115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Pacific Ocean - Maps - 1769-1770 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>71116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Pacific Ocean - Maps - 1771</td>
<td>71117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Pacific Ocean - Maps - 1773 - Explorations</td>
<td>60312, 60313</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Pacific Ocean - Maps - 1774</td>
<td>71118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Pacific Ocean - Maps - 1793-1794 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts</td>
<td>70713, 70714</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Pacific Ocean - Maps - 1795</td>
<td>38525, 71119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Pacific Ocean - Maps -1797</td>
<td>71120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Pacific Ocean - Maps - 1798</td>
<td>71121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Pacific Ocean - Maps - 1808</td>
<td>70715</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Pacific Ocean - Maps - 1840</td>
<td>60317</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Pacific Ocean - Maps - 1841</td>
<td>71122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Pacific Ocean - Maps - 1842</td>
<td>71123, 71124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Pacific Ocean - Maps - 1847</td>
<td>44229</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Pacific Ocean - Maps - 1849 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>71125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Pacific Ocean - Maps - 1851</td>
<td>71126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Pacific Ocean - Maps - 1852 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>71127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Pacific Ocean - Maps - 1853</td>
<td>65147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Pacific Ocean - Maps - 1861</td>
<td>60321</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Pacific Ocean - Maps - 1883</td>
<td>71128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Pacific Ocean - Maps - 1894 - Jurisdiction, Territorial</td>
<td>62622</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Pacific Ocean - Maps - 1894 - Strategic aspects</td>
<td>62622</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Pacific Ocean - Maps - 1894 - Territorial waters</td>
<td>62622</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Pacific Ocean - Maps - 1942</td>
<td>62626</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Pacific Ocean - Maps - 1944 - Aeronautical charts</td>
<td>134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Pacific Ocean - Maps - 1944 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Pacific Ocean - Maps - 1984 - Guidebooks</td>
<td>11105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Pacific Ocean - Maps - 1989 - Guidebooks</td>
<td>60326</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Pacific Ocean - Maps - Bibliography</td>
<td>16926, 16927</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Pacific Ocean - Maps - Collections, 1542-1851 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>56835</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Pacific Ocean - Maps - Ocean currents - 1780</td>
<td>64270, 70473</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Pacific Ocean Region SEE Oceania</td>
<td>60322</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Pacific Region SEE Oceania</td>
<td>60322</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Pacific SEE Oceania</td>
<td>60322</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Park (Allegheny County, Pa.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps</td>
<td>64828</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Park (Allegheny County, Pa.) - Maps - 1945 - Road maps</td>
<td>64829</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Park (Allegheny County, Pa.) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps</td>
<td>64830</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Park (Allegheny County, Pa.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps</td>
<td>64831</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Park (Allegheny County, Pa.) - Maps - 1951 - Road maps</td>
<td>64832</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Park (Allegheny County, Pa.) - Maps - 1952 - Road maps</td>
<td>64833, 64834</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Park (Allegheny County, Pa.) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps</td>
<td>64876</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Park (Allegheny County, Pa.) - Maps - 1960 - Road maps</td>
<td>64879</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Park (Allegheny County, Pa.) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps</td>
<td>64841</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Park (Allegheny County, Pa.) - Maps - 1967 - Road maps</td>
<td>64842, 64843</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Park (Allegheny County, Pa.) - Maps - 1968 - Road maps</td>
<td>64844, 64882</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Park (Allegheny County, Pa.) - Maps - 1969 - Road maps</td>
<td>64845</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Park (Allegheny County, Pa.) - Maps - 1970 - Road maps</td>
<td>64846</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Park (Allegheny County, Pa.) - Maps - 1971 - Road maps</td>
<td>64847</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Park (Allegheny County, Pa.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps</td>
<td>64848</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Park (Allegheny County, Pa.) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps</td>
<td>64850, 64883</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Park (Allegheny County, Pa.) - Maps - 1979 - Road maps</td>
<td>64884</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South part of Guttenberg, Clayton County, Iowa</td>
<td>33224</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The South part of New-England, as it is planted this yeare, 1634 53820
The South part of New-England, as it is planted this yeare, 1635 53821
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The South part of New-England, as it is planted this yeare, 1639 53822
South part of Russia in Europe 67635
The South part of the isles of Shetland 69950, 69952
South part of Turkey in Europe comprehending ancient Graecia, and part of Macedonia and Thrace 32853, 32861
South part of Turkey in Europe, comprehending ancient Graecia, and part of Macedonia and Thrace / Drawn by Jas. Wyld; Engraved by N. R. Hewitt, Buckm. Pl. Fitzroy Sqr. 32851
The South part of Turky in Europe 11522

South Pasadena (Calif.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps 63393
South Pasadena (Calif.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps 63394
South Pass (Wyo.) - Maps - 1860 - Railroads, Proposed 71129, 71130
South Polar chart. 2100
South polar chart compiled from the latest information in the Hydrographic Department, 1956. 2122
South Polar chart: from various authorities with amendments and additions to 1912. 2108
South Polar Chart: from various authorities with amendments and additions to 1912. Magnetic variation curves for 1912 / Engraved by Malby & Sons. 2106

South Pole - Maps - 1929-1930 - Aerial exploration 15034
South Pole - Maps - 1929 - Aerial exploration 15035
South Sandwich Islands - Maps - 1820 71131
South Sandwich Islands - Maps - 1939 71132
South Sandwich Islands - Maps - 1948-1950 2060
South Sandwich Islands - Maps - 1955 2062

South Sea Company - Maps - 1720 43272
South Sea Islands 60317
South Sea Islands SEE Oceania 60322
South Seas SEE Oceania 60322
South section of metropolitan Chicago, showing area of 600 square miles 19749
South Shetland Islands and Bransfield Strait : compiled from the latest information in the Hydrographic Department, 1956, including surveys by R.R.S. 'Discovery' and Falkland Islands Dependencies Survey. 71140
South Shetland Islands (Antarctica) - Maps - 1819-1820 - Nautical charts 71133
South Shetland Islands - Maps - 1821 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 71134
South Shetland Islands - Maps - 1822 71135, 71136
South Shetland Islands - Maps - 1830 70556
South Shetland Islands - Maps - 1838 70569
South Shetland Islands - Maps - 1909 71137
South Shetland Islands - Maps - 1917 71138
South Shetland Islands - Maps - 1949 71139
South Shetland Islands - Maps - 1955 2062, 22970
South Shetland Islands - Maps - 1957 71140
South Shetlands and adjoining islands and lands compiled from the latest information in the Hydrographic Office / Engraved by Malby & Sons. 71137

South Shields (England) - Maps - 1872 - Harbors 75896
The South Shore and Norfolk County, Mass. 13593, 13594
South Shore (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1871 - Real property 32765
South Shore Interurban Railroad (Ill.) SEE Chicago, South Shore and South Bend Railroad 20519
South Shore (Mass. : Coast) - Pictorial works - 1905 13437
South Shore Park (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1886 39379
South-Shore-Road Route 55 (N.Y.) - Maps - 1931 51212
South Shore: the last interurban / by William D. Middleton 20519

South Town (Chicago, Ill.) SEE Near South Side (Chicago, Ill.) 43037

The South view of Oswego on Lake Ontario 27394
South Wales 80693, 80702, 80704
South Wales and the Border in the fourteenth century / by William Rees 80752
South Wales and the Marches / with a portrait by W. J. Gruffydd 80711
South Wales and the Wye district of Monmouthshire / by C.S. Ward and M.J.B. Baddeley 80757, 80759
South Wales and the Wye district of Monmouthshire / by C.S. Ward and M.J.B. Baddeley; 17 maps and plans by Bartholomew 80755
South Wales and the Wye district of Monmouthshire / by C.S. Ward and M.J.B. Baddeley; eighteen maps and plans by Bartholomew 80756
South Wales and the Wye district of Monmouthshire / by C.S. Ward and M.J.B. Baddeley; twenty-two maps and plans by Bartholomew 80758
South Wales / by G.W. Wade and J.H. Wade; with thirty-two illustrations and two maps 80760
South Wales Record Society 51267

South Wales SEE Wales, South 80760

South-west Arabia (the Yemen and the Aden protectorate): transliteration of names / [by M.C. Lake] 52159
South West Asia SEE Middle East 48047
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South West Canada (British Columbia, Alberta, Saskatchewan, Manitoba) 16371
The South-west coast of Ireland from Dungarvan to the River Shannon 38251, 38273, 38282, 38301
The South-West highway atlas for 1675 / Paul White 81551
South West Pennsylvania Genealogical Service 26543
South-West Press (Dallas, Tex.) 46506
South-west Russia: showing the extent of the Kingdom of Poland previous to its partition in 1772 / by Keith Johnston, F.R.S.E.; engraved & printed by W. & A.K. Johnston, Edinburgh 67660
South-Western France 28165, 28166
South-western Germany / by Keith Johnston, F.R.S.E.; engraved & printed by W. & A.K. Johnston, Edinburgh 31743
South-Western States. The Railway systems 72278
South Works (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 2002 19443
South Yorkshire (England) - Maps - 1988 71141
Southack, Cyriac, 1662 13452, 16555, 16562, 16572, 18652, 18653, 18654, 53877, 57479, 57480, 57628
Southack, Cyprian, 1662-1745. The New England Coasting Pilot (Between 1729-1734) 71142
Southack, Cyprian, 1662-1745 SEE Southack, Cyriac, 1662-1745 57628
Southampton Corporation 71144
[Southampton County (Va.) - 1863: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 71143
Southampton County (Va.) - Maps - 1863 - Landowners 71143
Southampton (England) - Maps - 1646 38557
Southampton (England) - Maps - 1676 38558
Southampton (England) - Maps - 1872 - Harbors 45044
Southampton (England) - Maps - Collections, 1500-1964 71144
Southampton, Isle of Wight & South of England Royal Mail Steam Packet Company 25450
Southampton, Isle of Wight & South of England Royal Mail Steam Packet Company - Maps - 1930 25450
Southampton maps from Elizabethan times 71144
Southampton Record Soc 5661
Southampton Region (England) - Maps - 1693 - Coasts - Nautical charts 38559
Southampton Region (England) - Maps - 1749 - Coasts - Nautical charts 38561
Southampton University Library 33598
SouthamptonCorp 71144
Southard, R. B. (Rupert B.) 30907
Southcotun Gazette (Mich.) 20549
Southeast Asia 71209
Southeast Asia - Description and travel - 1930 71145
Southeast Asia - Geography 70670
Southeast Asia - Maps - 1540 71146
Southeast Asia - Maps - 1554 71147
Southeast Asia - Maps - 1561 71148
Southeast Asia - Maps - 1565 71149, 71150
Southeast Asia - Maps - 1565 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 36698
Southeast Asia - Maps - 1570 71151, 71152
Southeast Asia - Maps - 1588 71153
Southeast Asia - Maps - 1593 70676
Southeast Asia - Maps - 1602 70677
Southeast Asia - Maps - 1606 71154, 71155
Southeast Asia - Maps - 1617 24026
Southeast Asia - Maps - 1625 71156, 71157
Southeast Asia - Maps - 1626 71158, 71159
Southeast Asia - Maps - 1635 71160
Southeast Asia - Maps - 1650 71161
Southeast Asia - Maps - 1654 24027, 36503
Southeast Asia - Maps - 1656 - Nautical charts 71162
Southeast Asia - Maps - 1662 71163
Southeast Asia - Maps - 1664 71164
Southeast Asia - Maps - 1676 24030
Southeast Asia - Maps - 1680 70707
Southeast Asia - Maps - 1682 71165
Southeast Asia - Maps - 1686 71166
Southeast Asia - Maps - 1700 70685, 71167
Southeast Asia - Maps - 1701 36505
Southeast Asia - Maps - 1705 23991
Southeast Asia - Maps - 1710 24036
Southeast Asia - Maps - 1720 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts 71168, 71169
Southeast Asia - Maps - 1721 36513
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Southeast Asia - Maps - 1746 53434
Southeast Asia - Maps - 1747 70688
Southeast Asia - Maps - 1750 24041, 24042
Southeast Asia - Maps - 1751 71170, 71171
Southeast Asia - Maps - 1753 71172
Southeast Asia - Maps - 1766 24043, 36536
Southeast Asia - Maps - 1769 71173, 71174
Southeast Asia - Maps - 1772 71175
Southeast Asia - Maps - 1774 70690
Southeast Asia - Maps - 1779 24045
Southeast Asia - Maps - 1780 71176
Southeast Asia - Maps - 1781 71177, 71178
Southeast Asia - Maps - 1786 71179
Southeast Asia - Maps - 1794 71180
Southeast Asia - Maps - 1797 70695, 71181
Southeast Asia - Maps - 1802 24046
Southeast Asia - Maps - 1804 71182
Southeast Asia - Maps - 1811 71183
Southeast Asia - Maps - 1813 24047, 24048
Southeast Asia - Maps - 1814 71184, 71185, 71186
Southeast Asia - Maps - 1822 71187
Southeast Asia - Maps - 1823 71188
Southeast Asia - Maps - 1829 71189
Southeast Asia - Maps - 1831 24050
Southeast Asia - Maps - 1832 37445, 71190
Southeast Asia - Maps - 1834 20676
Southeast Asia - Maps - 1836 44228
Southeast Asia - Maps - 1840 71191, 71192
Southeast Asia - Maps - 1841 44231, 71193
Southeast Asia - Maps - 1845 3386
Southeast Asia - Maps - 1851 71194
Southeast Asia - Maps - 1853 71195
Southeast Asia - Maps - 1855 71196
Southeast Asia - Maps - 1857 70706, 71197
Southeast Asia - Maps - 1866 24053
Southeast Asia - Maps - 1867 36603
Southeast Asia - Maps - 1873 37446
Southeast Asia - Maps - 1885 71198
Southeast Asia - Maps - 1888 20702, 36613
Southeast Asia - Maps - 1908 - Volcanoes 71199
Southeast Asia - Maps - 1930 - Road maps 71145
Southeast Asia - Maps - 1940-1949 71200
Southeast Asia - Maps - 1941 26221
Southeast Asia - Maps - 1942 - Maps, Physical 71201
Southeast Asia - Maps - 1943 62628
Southeast Asia - Maps - 1944 71202, 71203, 71204, 71205
Southeast Asia - Maps - 1945 71206
Southeast Asia - Maps - 1951 64536
Southeast Asia - Maps - 1964 71207
Southeast Asia - Maps - 1970-1979 37447
Southeast Asia - Maps - 1971 71208
Southeast Asia - Maps - 1984 - Guidebooks 71209
Southeast Asia - Maps - 1989 71210
Southeast Asia - Maps - Catalogs 70710
Southeast Asia - Maps - Collections 18431, 18432
Southeast Atlantic States - Maps - 1841 71211
Southeast Connecticut StreetFinder 55230
Southeast Cook County suburban map 22065
Southeast Englewood conservation project 25464
The Southeast frontier of New Spain 46254
The Southeast in early maps / William P. Cumming 18434
The Southeast in early maps, with an annotated check list of printed and manuscript regional and local maps of southeastern North America during the colonial period 18435
Southeast United States info-map : Gulf 71850
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A Southeast view of ye great town of Boston ... 13560
Southeastern Alaska Views in Color  1095
Southeastern Alaska with part of British Columbia and Yukon : Rand McNally road map 1071
Southeastern and south-central United States tourguide map : Gulf  72156, 72162
Southeastern Asia SEE Southeast Asia  24027
Southeastern Color Lithographers  30980
Southeastern Connecticut's coast & country / distributed by the Southeastern Connecticut Tourism District 21866
Southeastern Connecticut Tourism District 21866, 21978, 55228
Southeastern Europe SEE Balkan Peninsula  34889
Southeastern states  71772
Southeastern States - Historical geography - Maps - 1938  71212
Southeastern States - Maps - 1625  71213
Southeastern states - Maps - 1935 - Road maps  71214
Southeastern states : official AAA road map  71816
Southeastern States SEE Southern States  3099
Southeastern United States : keep your motor young with Richfield 71923, 71947, 71948
Southeastern United States : with Interstate strip maps / Standard Oil, division American Oil Company 7220
Southern Africa  524, 70361
Southern Africa SEE Africa, Southern  513
Southern Airways, Inc.  72195
Southern Airways, Inc. - Maps - 1965  72195
Southern Asia SEE South Asia  36554
Southern Bavaria  11996
Southern California SEE California, Southern  28823
Southern California Bight (Calif. and Mexico) - Maps - 1979 - Nautical charts  15705
Southern California Edison Company  15585
Southern California Edison Company - Maps - 1948-1980  15585
Southern California Edison [system maps]  15585
Southern California - Maps - 1930 - Road maps  15401
Southern California / produced by Allan Cartography of Medford, Or. ; topography and culture from U.S. Geological Survey 1:500,000 and 1:100,000 scale maps  15706
Southern California SEE California, Southern  28823
Southern & central California atlas & gazetteer  15668
Southern central Colorado and part of New Mexico / Department of the Interior, U.S. Geological and Geographical Survey of the Territories, F.V. Hayden in charge ; A.D. Wilson, topographical assistant  21289
Southern Cone of South America - Maps - 1700-1750  70422
Southern Cone of South America - Maps - 1811 - Canals, Proposed  74308
Southern Cone of South America - Maps - 1861  70615
Southern Cone of South America - Maps - 1885  70627
Southern Continental Railroad  71215
Southern Continental Railroad - Maps - 1869  71215
Southern end of Lake Michigan  46736
Southern England / by W. Ormsby Gore  25457
Southern England SEE England, Southern  25456
Southern Europe  26366
Southern France  28162, 28173, 28176
Southern France including Corsica  28170, 28171, 28172, 28174, 28175, 28177, 28178, 28179, 28180
Southern France : with a complete atlas and 72 other maps and plans / edited by Findlay Muirhead and Marcel Monmarché  28182
Southern Freight Association  71779
Southern Freight Association - Maps - 1930  71779
Southern Freight Association territory  71779
Southern Germany  31754, 31758, 31761, 31768, 31769, 31770, 31771, 31777, 31778, 31779, 31780, 31781, 31787, 31788, 31791, 31792, 31793, 31794, 31797, 31798, 31799, 31800, 31802, 31803
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Southern Italy : with Sicily and Sardinia / edited by L. Russell Muirhead 39311
Southern Lake County suburban map 41440
Southern Land Company (New Orleans, La.) 43305
Southern Lith. Co. 55484
Southern Massachusetts : Cope Cod street guide 45503
Southern Massachusetts, Cape Cod street guide 16482
Southern Methodist University. DeGolyer Library SEE DeGolyer Library 18074
The Southern & middle parts of ancient Italy, with the islands of Sicily, Sardinia & Corsica / engrav'd by S.J. Neele 39187
The Southern & middle parts of ancient Italy, with the islands of Sicily, Sardinia & Corsica / engrav'd by S.J. Neele, 352 Strand 39188
The Southern & middle parts of present Italy with the islands of Sicily, Sardinia & Corsica / engrav'd by Samuel John Neele, no. 352 Strand 39235, 39236
The Southern & middle parts of Turkey in Europe / engrav'd by S.J. Neele no. 352 Strand 32839, 32840
Southern National Highway - Maps - 1925 77319
[Southern Netherlands] 12168
Southern New England : Colonial 1932 road map / published by Colonial Beacon Oil Company 54154
Southern New England (Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island) 54129
Southern North Sea ports 58816
Southern Ocean : Iles de Kerguelen from the French government charts to 1946 41100
Southern Ontario, hub of the roads to discovery 61979
Southern Pacific and Railway Steamship Lines 82033
Southern Pacific and Railway Steamship Lines. 1901 82041
Southern Pacific and Union Pacific systems. 1906 82080
Southern Pacific and Union Pacific systems. 1907 82088
Southern Pacific and Union Pacific systems. 1908 82099
Southern Pacific and Union Pacific systems. 1909 82110
Southern Pacific and Union Pacific systems. 1910 82121
Southern Pacific and Union Pacific systems. 1911 82131
Southern Pacific Co. : Atlantic System and affiliated lines 71455, 71465
Southern Pacific Co. : Atlantic system and other lines 71478
Southern Pacific Co. : Eastern section 71405
Southern Pacific Co. electric lines in northern Oregon, 1915 ; Southern Pacific Co. (west div.) electric lines, Peninsular Ry. Co., San Jose Railroads, San Francisco Bay Territory, 1915 ; Pacific Electric Railway System in southern California, 1915 65309
Southern Pacific Co. electric lines in northern Oregon, 1916 ; Southern Pacific Co. (west div.) electric lines, Peninsular Ry. Co., San Jose Railroads, San Francisco Bay Territory, 1916 ; Pacific Electric Railway System in southern California, 1916 65310
Southern Pacific Co. electric lines in northern Oregon, 1917 ; Southern Pacific Co. (west div.) electric lines, Peninsular Ry. Co., San Jose Railroads, San Francisco Bay Territory, 1917 ; Visalia Electric Railroad lines in Tulare County California, 191 65311
Southern Pacific Co. electric lines in northern Oregon, 1919 ; Southern Pacific Co. (west div.) electric lines, Peninsular Ry. Co., San Jose Railroads, San Francisco Bay Territory, 1919 ; Visalia Electric Railroad lines in Tulare County California, 191 65312
Southern Pacific Co. lines : Atlantic properties 71506, 71519, 71532
Southern Pacific Co. lines : Pacific system 82016, 82024, 82034
Southern Pacific Company 43199, 78382, 78414, 78552, 82581, 82582, 82592
[Southern Pacific Company and proprietary companies] 82186
Southern Pacific Company and proprietary companies. 1913 82151
Southern Pacific Company and proprietary companies. 1914 82157
Southern Pacific Company and proprietary companies. 1915 82163
Southern Pacific Company and proprietary companies. 1916 82170
Southern Pacific Company and proprietary companies. 1917 82179
Southern Pacific Company and proprietary companies. 1920 77238
Southern Pacific Company and proprietary companies. 1921 77246
Southern Pacific Company and proprietary companies. 1922 77261
Southern Pacific Company, Atlantic System 71418, 71432, 71445, 72280, 72288, 72293
Southern Pacific Company : Atlantic system and other lines 71490
Southern Pacific Company - Maps - 1892 81965
Southern Pacific Company - Maps - 1894 81987
Southern Pacific Company - Maps - 1895 81995
Southern Pacific Company - Maps - 1896 82003
Southern Pacific Company - Maps - 1899 82025
Southern Pacific Company - Maps - 1900 82033
Southern Pacific Company - Maps - 1901 82041
Southern Pacific Company - Maps - 1902 82050
Southern Pacific Company - Maps - 1903 79576, 82057
Southern Pacific Company - Maps - 1904 82065
Southern Pacific Company - Maps - 1911 43199
Southern Pacific Company - Maps - 1925 77311
Southern Pacific Company - Maps - 1959 82581, 82582
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Southern Pacific Railroad Company - Maps - 1948  77910, 77911
Southern Pacific Railroad Company - Maps - 1949  77931, 77932
Southern Pacific Railroad Company - Maps - 1950  77974, 77975
Southern Pacific Railroad Company - Maps - 1951  77998, 77999
Southern Pacific Railroad Company - Maps - 1952  43211, 43212, 78026, 78027, 78030
Southern Pacific Railroad Company - Maps - 1953  78067, 78068
Southern Pacific Railroad Company - Maps - 1954  78094, 78095
Southern Pacific Railroad Company - Maps - 1954 - Pictorial maps  72577
Southern Pacific Railroad Company - Maps - 1956  82550, 82551
Southern Pacific Railroad Company - Maps - 1956 - Pipelines  72583, 72584
Southern Pacific Railroad Company - Maps - 1957  32756, 32757, 82563, 82564
Southern Pacific Railroad Company - Maps - 1958  82570
Southern Pacific Railroad Company - Maps - 1961  71239
Southern Pacific Railroad Company - Pictorial works - 1949 - Headquarters  34768
Southern Pacific Railroad Company - Pictorial works - 1953  22985
Southern Pacific Railroad Company - Pictorial works - 1953 - Railroad yards  67348
Southern Pacific Railroad Company - Pictorial works - 1955 - Railroad yards  25465
Southern Pacific Railway and Steamship Lines. 1902  82050
Southern Pacific Railway and Steamship Lines. 1903  82057
Southern Pacific Railway and Steamship lines. 1904  82065
Southern Pacific System : Atlantic system  71544, 71557, 71568, 71588, 71599, 71610
Southern Pacific System : Pacific system  82042, 82051, 82058, 82066, 82073, 82082
Southern Palestine  62858
Southern part of England  25205, 25216
The Southern part of France which includes Foussillon-Languedoc...  28154
Southern part of Ireland  38337, 38342
Southern part of Ireland / Drawn & engraved by N. R. Hewitt, Grafton Strt. East, Tottenham Court Road  38332
Southern part of Russia or Muscovy in Europe  67723
Southern part of Scotland  69552, 69559
Southern part of Scotland / Hewitt sc., Buckingham Pl. Fitzroy Sqe.  69550
Southern portion of South America  70632
Southern ports & harbours in the United States / by J. Bartholomew F.R.G.S.  80960
The Southern provinces of Sweden (Sverige)  73695
Southern provinces of the United States  71344, 71350
Southern provinces of the United States / Hewitt, Grafton Str. East, Tottenham Court Rd.  71341
Southern provinces of the United States / Hewitt, sc. Grafton Str. East, Tottenham Court Rd.  71342
Southern Railway and Connections  71546, 77003, 77014, 77021, 77032
Southern Railway and connections. 1900  77043
Southern Railway and connections. 1901  77051
Southern Railway and connections. 1902  77055
Southern Railway and connections. 1903  77063
Southern Railway and connections. 1904  77073
Southern Railway and connections. 1905  77084
Southern Railway and connections. 1906  77094
Southern Railway and connections. 1907  77104, 77105
Southern Railway and connections. 1908  77115
Southern Railway Company - Pictorial works - 1959 - Railroads  37491
Southern Railway (Great Britain)  26212
Southern Railway (Great Britain) - Maps - 1938  26212
Southern Railway system  72178
Southern Railway system. 1901  71545
Southern Railway system. 1902  71558
Southern Railway system. 1903  71569
Southern Railway system. 1904  71589
Southern Railway system. 1905  71600
Southern Railway System SEE Southern Railway (U.S.)  24307
Southern Railway (U.S.)  19268, 19269, 24240, 24262, 24307, 37491, 71507, 71520, 71533, 71545, 71546, 71558, 71569, 71589, 71600, 71611, 71622, 71638, 71649, 71662, 71671, 71681, 71697, 71706, 71728, 71739, 71900, 72006, 72209, 72215, 76996, 77003, 77014, 77021, 77032, 77043, 77051, 77055, 77063, 77073, 77084, 77094, 77104, 77115, 77127, 77137, 77152, 77153, 77171, 77179, 77190, 77200, 77216, 77217, 77245, 77256, 77276, 77293, 77308, 77335, 77355, 77376, 77403, 77456, 77505, 77532, 77554, 77567, 77600, 77626, 77654, 77679, 77705, 77732, 77766, 77793, 77812, 77813, 77841, 77855, 77883, 77906, 77927, 77969, 77993, 78019, 78061, 78089, 78115, 78147, 78176, 78206, 78223, 78276, 78311
Southern Railway (U.S.) - Maps - 1895  19268, 76996
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Southern Railway (U.S.) - Maps</th>
<th>Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1896</td>
<td>77003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1897</td>
<td>77014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1898</td>
<td>71507, 77021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1899</td>
<td>71520, 77032</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1900</td>
<td>71533, 77043</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1901</td>
<td>71545, 71546, 77051</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1902</td>
<td>71558, 77055</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1903</td>
<td>71569, 77063</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1904</td>
<td>71589, 77073</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1905</td>
<td>71600, 77084</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1906</td>
<td>71611, 77094</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1907</td>
<td>71622, 77104, 77105, 82086</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1908</td>
<td>71638, 77115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1909</td>
<td>71649, 77127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1910</td>
<td>71662, 77137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1911</td>
<td>71671, 77152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1912</td>
<td>71681, 77163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1913</td>
<td>77171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1914</td>
<td>77179</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1915</td>
<td>77190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1916</td>
<td>71697, 77200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1917</td>
<td>72216, 77217</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1921</td>
<td>72245</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1922</td>
<td>72256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1923</td>
<td>19269, 77276</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1924</td>
<td>72293</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1925</td>
<td>17470, 77308</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1926</td>
<td>17450, 77335</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1927</td>
<td>77355</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1928</td>
<td>77376</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1929</td>
<td>71769, 77403</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1930</td>
<td>24307, 77456</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1931</td>
<td>77505</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1932</td>
<td>77532</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1933</td>
<td>77554</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1934</td>
<td>77567</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1935</td>
<td>77600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1936</td>
<td>77626</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1937</td>
<td>77654</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1938</td>
<td>77679</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1939</td>
<td>77705</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1940</td>
<td>77732</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1941</td>
<td>77766</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1942</td>
<td>77793</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1943</td>
<td>77812, 77813</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1945</td>
<td>77841</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1946</td>
<td>77855</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1947</td>
<td>77883</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1948</td>
<td>77906</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1949</td>
<td>77927</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1950</td>
<td>77969</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1951</td>
<td>77993</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1952</td>
<td>78019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1953</td>
<td>78061</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1954</td>
<td>78099</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1955</td>
<td>78115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1956</td>
<td>72167, 78147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1957</td>
<td>78176</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1958</td>
<td>78206</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1959</td>
<td>72178, 72179, 72180, 78233</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1960</td>
<td>78276</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1961</td>
<td>78311</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1966</td>
<td>72196</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1972</td>
<td>72206</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Southern Railway (U.S.) - Maps - 1975 72209
Southern Railway (U.S.) - Maps - 1980 72215
Southern Regions 2096, 2097
Southern routes road map : official : Chicago Motor Club : A.A.A. 71744
The Southern slopes of Mount St. Elias / from observations by the author, worked out by H. Broke, Lieut. R.E. ; F.S. Weller 67901
Southern Spain and Portugal : with Madeira, the Canary Islands, and the Azores : with an atlas of southern Spain and Portugal and 38 other maps and plans / edited by Findlay Muirhead 72937
Southern Spain & Portugal 72936
Southern Spain : with Gibraltar, Ceuta & Tangier / edited by L. Russell Muirhead 72935
Southern States - 1544-1776 - Maps - Bibliography 34691
Southern States - 1721-1835 - Cherokee Indians - Landowners 71240
Southern States - 1897 - Maps - Railroads 50127, 50128
Southern States - 1930 - Road maps 757
The Southern states and Mississippi territory 71340
Southern states : automobile road map 71698
Southern States - Description and travel - 1932 71241
Southern States - Description and travel - 1968 71242, 71243
Southern States - Description and travel - 1973 71244
Southern States - Description and travel - 1975 71245
Southern States - Description and travel - 1976 71246
Southern States - Geography - 1700-1799 22920
Southern States - Historical Cartography 71247
Southern States - Historical geography - 1976 71248
Southern States - Historical geography - Maps - 1511-1821 46254
Southern States - Historical geography - Maps - 1526-1686 30980
Southern States - Historical geography - Maps - 1565-1763 Gulf States - Historical geography - Maps - 1565-1763 71249
Southern States - Historical geography - Maps - 1974 72208
Southern States - Historical geography - Maps - 1999 - Road maps 71250
Southern States - Historical geography - Maps - 1999 - Trails 71250
Southern States - History - Civil War, 1861-1865 15042, 71252
Southern States - History - Civil War, 1861-1865 - Campaigns 71362
Southern States - History - Civil War, 1861-1865 - Maps 71251, 71358, 71363, 71365
Southern States - History - Civil War, 1861-1865 - Naval operations - Maps 71356
Southern States - History - Civil War, 1861-1865 - Maps 71360, 71361, 71364
Southern States - History - Revolution, 1775-1783 71253, 71254
Southern States - History - Revolution, 1775-1783 - Manuscript maps 80379, 80380
Southern States - History - Revolution, 1780-1781 71255
Southern States - Indian cartography 71257
Southern States - Indian cartography - 1708-1737 71256
Southern States - Indians - Maps as historical sources 44753
Southern States - Manuscript maps - Bibliography - 1580-1813 71258
Southern States - Maps - 1544-1561 - Coasts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 71259
Southern States - Maps - 1570 71260
Southern States - Maps - 1588 64260
Southern States - Maps - 1598 71261
Southern States - Maps - 1600-1699 71262
Southern States - Maps - 1606 57857, 64261
Southern States - Maps - 1609 80340
Southern States - Maps - 1660-1669 71263
Southern States - Maps - 1665 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 71264
Southern States - Maps - 1671 71265
Southern States - Maps - 1672 71266
Southern States - Maps - 1684 - Coasts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 70749, 71267
Southern States - Maps - 1699 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 71268
Southern States - Maps - 1700-1799 - Coasts - Manuscripts 71271
Southern States - Maps - 1700-1799 - Coasts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 71269, 71270
Southern States - Maps - 1700-1799 - Indians - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 71272
Southern States - Maps - 1700-1799 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 71273, 71274
Southern States - Maps - 1700 - Indians - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 71275
Southern States - Maps - 1715 - Indians 71276
Southern States - Maps - 1715 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 71277
Southern States - Maps - 1716 - Coasts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 71278
Southern States - Maps - 1716 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 71279
Southern States - Maps - 1718 50583
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Southern States - Maps - 1720 - Coasts - Manuscripts 71281
Southern States - Maps - 1720 - Coasts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 33169, 71280
Southern States - Maps - 1725 71282
Southern States - Maps - 1729 71283
Southern States - Maps - 1730 57862
Southern States - Maps - 1730-1757 - Cherokee Indians - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 71284, 71285
Southern States - Maps - 1730-1757 - Trade routes - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 71284, 71285
Southern States - Maps - 1732 33201
Southern States - Maps - 1732 - Coasts - Nautical charts - 1732 33201
Southern States - Maps - 1733 - Indians - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 71286
Southern States - Maps - 1740-1749 - Indians - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 71287
Southern States - Maps - 1740 - Hydrography - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 50597
Southern States - Maps - 1740 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 71288
Southern States - Maps - 1743 71289
Southern States - Maps - 1744 71290
Southern States - Maps - 1744 - Coasts - Manuscripts 71291
Southern States - Maps - 1747 46286, 46287, 71292
Southern States - Maps - 1748 71293, 71294
Southern States - Maps - 1752 46288, 50594
Southern States - Maps - 1752 - Coasts 43275
Southern States - Maps - 1753 80366
Southern States - Maps - 1754 71295
Southern States - Maps - 1754-1794 80367
Southern States - Maps - 1755 47581, 80368
Southern States - Maps - 1757 71296
Southern States - Maps - 1760-1762 - Cherokee Indians - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 71297, 71298
Southern States - Maps - 1760-1957 - Cherokee Indians 19315
Southern States - Maps - 1760 - Indians 71299
Southern States - Maps - 1760 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 71300
Southern States - Maps - 1763 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 71301, 71302
Southern States - Maps - 1764 71303, 71304
Southern States - Maps - 1764 - Indians - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 71305, 71306
Southern States - Maps - 1765 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 71307, 71308, 71309
Southern States - Maps - 1768 - Coasts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 71310, 71311
Southern States - Maps - 1770-1779 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 71312
Southern States - Maps - 1770 - Coasts - Manuscripts 71313
Southern States - Maps - 1770 - Coasts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 70758
Southern States - Maps - 1774 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 71314
Southern States - Maps - 1775 80372, 80373, 80374, 80375, 80376
Southern States - Maps - 1775 - Indians - Manuscripts 71315
Southern States - Maps - 1776 - Indians 71316
Southern States - Maps - 1777 26850, 80377
Southern States - Maps - 1780 71317
Southern States - Maps - 1780 - Coasts - Indians - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 71318
Southern States - Maps - 1783 - Coasts - Nautical charts 71319
Southern States - Maps - 1787-1794 80381
Southern States - Maps - 1788 46298, 46299
Southern States - Maps - 1789 29084
Southern States - Maps - 1790-1860 - Administrative and political divisions 71320
Southern States - Maps - 1792 71321
Southern States - Maps - 1794 71322
Southern States - Maps - 1794 - Indians - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 50600
Southern States - Maps - 1794 - Indians - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 71323
Southern States - Maps - 1795 71324, 71325
Southern States - Maps - 1796 30994, 30995
Southern States - Maps - 1798 18959
Southern States - Maps - 1799 71326
Southern States - Maps - 1800 - Coasts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 71327
Southern States - Maps - 1801 71328
Southern States - Maps - 1803 - Boundaries 71329, 71330, 71331, 71332
Southern States - Maps - 1804 71333
Southern States - Maps - 1805 71334
Southern States - Maps - 1806 43268
Southern States - Maps - 1807 71335, 71336
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Southern States - Maps - 1901 - Railroads 46436, 71535, 71536, 71537, 71538, 71539, 71540, 71541, 71542, 71543, 71544, 71545, 71546, 71547, 77051
Southern States - Maps - 1902 - Railroads 46439, 71548, 71549, 71550, 71551, 71552, 71553, 71554, 71555, 71556, 71557, 71558, 71559, 77055
Southern States - Maps - 1903 - Railroads 46444, 71560, 71561, 71562, 71563, 71564, 71565, 71566, 71567, 71568, 71569, 71570, 77063
Southern States - Maps - 1904 - Railroads 46446, 71571, 71572, 71573, 71574, 71575, 71576, 71577, 71578, 71579, 71580, 71581, 71582, 71583, 71584, 71585, 71586, 71587, 71588, 71589, 71590, 77073
Southern States - Maps - 1905 - Railroads 46449, 71591, 71592, 71593, 71594, 71595, 71596, 71597, 71598, 71599, 71600, 71601, 77084
Southern States - Maps - 1906 - Railroads 46452, 71602, 71603, 71604, 71605, 71606, 71607, 71608, 71609, 71610, 71611, 71612, 77094
Southern States - Maps - 1907 - Railroads 46456, 71613, 71614, 71615, 71616, 71617, 71618, 71619, 71620, 71621, 71622, 71623, 77104, 77105
Southern States - Maps - 1908 - Railroads 71624, 71625, 71626, 71627, 71628, 71629, 71630, 71631, 71632, 71633, 71634, 71635, 71636, 71637, 71638, 71639, 77115
Southern States - Maps - 1909 - Railroads 71640, 71641, 71642, 71643, 71644, 71645, 71646, 71647, 71648, 71649, 71650, 71651, 71652, 77127
Southern States - Maps - 1910-1919 71653
Southern States - Maps - 1910 - Cities and towns - Road maps 47728
Southern States - Maps - 1910 - Railroads 71654, 71655, 71656, 71657, 71658, 71659, 71660, 71661, 71662, 77137
Southern States - Maps - 1910 - Road maps 47728
Southern States - Maps - 1911 - Railroads 71663, 71664, 71665, 71666, 71667, 71668, 71669, 71670, 71671, 71672
Southern States - Maps - 1912 - Railroads 71673, 71674, 71675, 71676, 71677, 71678, 71679, 71680, 71681
Southern States - Maps - 1913 - Harbors 71682
Southern States - Maps - 1913 - Railroads 71683, 71684, 71685
Southern States - Maps - 1913 - Trade routes 71682
Southern States - Maps - 1914 - Railroads 71686, 71687, 71688
Southern States - Maps - 1915 - Cities and towns - Road maps 54841
Southern States - Maps - 1915 - Railroads 71689, 71690, 71691
Southern States - Maps - 1915 - Road maps 54841
Southern States - Maps - 1916 - Coal mines and mining 71697
Southern States - Maps - 1916 - Cotton growing 71697
Southern States - Maps - 1916 - Railroads 71692, 71693, 71694, 71695, 71696, 71697
Southern States - Maps - 1916 - Road maps 71698, 79362
Southern States - Maps - 1917 - Railroads 71699, 71700, 71701, 71702, 71703, 71704, 71705, 71706, 71707, 71708, 71709, 71710, 71711, 71712, 71713, 71714, 71715, 71716, 71717
Southern States - Maps - 1918 - Railroads 71718
Southern States - Maps - 1919 - Road maps 71719
Southern States - Maps - 1920 - Railroads 71720, 71721, 71722
Southern States - Maps - 1920 - Road maps 71723
Southern States - Maps - 1921 - Railroads 71724, 71725, 71726
Southern States - Maps - 1922 - Railroads 71727, 71728
Southern States - Maps - 1922 - Road maps 26929, 26930, 26931, 26932, 26933, 71729, 71730, 71731, 71732
Southern States - Maps - 1923 - Railroads 71733, 71734, 71735, 71736, 71737
Southern States - Maps - 1923 - Road maps 79362
Southern States - Maps - 1924 - Railroads 71738, 71739
Southern States - Maps - 1924 - Road maps 47782, 50750, 50751, 50752
Southern States - Maps - 1925 - Railroads 71740, 71741, 71742, 71743
Southern States - Maps - 1925 - Road maps 71744, 71745, 71746, 71747
Southern States - Maps - 1926 - Coal mines and mining 71750
Southern States - Maps - 1926 - Electric utilities 71750
Southern States - Maps - 1926 - Railroads 71748, 71749, 71750
Southern States - Maps - 1926 - Road maps 47795, 71751
Southern States - Maps - 1926 - Textile industry 71750
Southern States - Maps - 1927 - Railroads 71752, 71753, 71754, 71755
Southern States - Maps - 1927 - Road maps 71756, 71757, 71758, 71759, 71760
Southern States - Maps - 1928 - Hotels 74643
Southern States - Maps - 1928 - Railroads 71761, 71762
Southern States - Maps - 1928 - Road maps 31087, 71763, 71764
Southern States - Maps - 1929 - Coal mines and mining 71769
Southern States - Maps - 1929 - Electric utilities 71769
Southern States - Maps - 1929 - Hotels 72443, 72444
Southern States - Maps - 1929 - Railroads 71765, 71766, 71767, 71768, 71769
Southern States - Maps - 1929 - Road maps 30195, 71770, 71771, 71772, 71773, 72443, 72444
Southern States - Maps - 1929 - Textile industry 71769
Southern States - Maps - 1930-1939 - Railroads - Pictorial maps 71774
Southern States - Maps - 1930-1939 - Road maps 71775
Southern States - Maps - 1930 - Hotels 72456
Southern States - Maps - 1930 - Military bases 71776
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Call Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Southern States - Maps - 1968 - Truck stops</td>
<td>72201, 72202</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southern States - Maps - 1969 - Road maps</td>
<td>24499, 59611, 72203, 72204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southern States - Maps - 1970 - Road maps</td>
<td>59614, 72205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southern States - Maps - 1972 - Railroads</td>
<td>72206</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southern States - Maps - 1974 - Road maps</td>
<td>974, 59620, 72207, 72208</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southern States - Maps - 1975 - Railroads</td>
<td>72209</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southern States - Maps - 1975 - Road maps</td>
<td>59625, 59626, 59627</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southern States - Maps - 1976 - Road maps</td>
<td>24505, 24506, 59628, 72210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southern States - Maps - 1977 - Road maps</td>
<td>72211</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southern States - Maps - 1979 - Hotels</td>
<td>24509</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southern States - Maps - 1979 - Restaurants</td>
<td>24509</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southern States - Maps - 1979 - Road maps</td>
<td>24509, 72212, 78814</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southern States - Maps - 1980-1989 - Airways</td>
<td>72213, 72214</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southern States - Maps - 1980 - Railroads</td>
<td>72215</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southern States - Maps - 1988 - Airways</td>
<td>72216</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southern States - Maps - Bibliography</td>
<td>43459, 72217</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southern States - Maps - Bibliography - 1524-1996</td>
<td>18072</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southern States - Maps - Bibliography - 1751-1794</td>
<td>80367</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southern States - Maps - Bibliography - 1775</td>
<td>18434, 18435</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southern States - Maps - Collections, 1504-1775</td>
<td>18072</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southern States - Maps - Collections, 1524-1996</td>
<td>18072</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southern States - Maps - Collections, 1540-1775</td>
<td>18434, 18435</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southern States - Surveys</td>
<td>72218</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southern States - Surveys - 1775-1827</td>
<td>72219</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southern States - Surveys - 1796-1800</td>
<td>71329, 71330</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southern Statess - Maps - 1804</td>
<td>30997</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southern Tibet : discoveries in former times compared with my own researches in 1906-1908, by Sven Hedin</td>
<td>3218</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southern United States</td>
<td>71653</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southern Vietnam and the South China Sea; official standard names approved by the United States Board on Geographic Names</td>
<td>52524</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southesk, James Carnegie, Earl of, 1827-1905. Saskatchewan and the Rocky mountains ... during a journey through the Hudson's Bay Company's territories, in 1859 and 1860 (1875)</td>
<td>1135, 16328</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southesk, James Carnegie, Earl of, 1827-1905 - Travel, 1859-1860 - Maps</td>
<td>16328</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southesk, James Carnegie, Earl of, 1827-1905 - Travel, 1859 - Maps</td>
<td>1135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southgate Press (Boston, Mass.)</td>
<td>59026, 59035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southgate, W. B. &amp; Son</td>
<td>22890</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southgate (W. W. ) &amp; Son</td>
<td>22890</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southcicke, Cyprian, 1662-1745 SEE Southack, Cyprian, 1662-1745</td>
<td>57628</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southland (N.Z.) - Maps - Bibliography</td>
<td>62409, 62410</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southside Community Committee (Chicago, Ill.)</td>
<td>14677</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southwick (London, England) - Maps - 1658</td>
<td>42391</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southwick (London, England) - Maps - 1745</td>
<td>42786</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southwick (London, England) - Maps - 1787</td>
<td>42413</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southwick (London, England) - Pictorial works - 1661</td>
<td>42392</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southwell, Henry, 1729 or 30-1779</td>
<td>12710, 12712</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southwell, Robert, Sir, 1635-1702</td>
<td>14174, 14225, 41213, 69879, 69880</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southwell, Thomas</td>
<td>16565</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southwest Asia SEE Middle East</td>
<td>48047</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southwest Connecticut street guide</td>
<td>21980</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southwest Cook County suburban map</td>
<td>22066</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southwest Gas Corporation</td>
<td>72597</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southwest Gas Corporation - Maps - 1964</td>
<td>72597</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southwest Gas Corporation [system map]</td>
<td>72597</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Southwest / Mobil</td>
<td>72598</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Southwest / Mobilgas ... : Magnolia Petroleum Company, a Socony-Vacuum oil company</td>
<td>72503, 72507</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southwest, New - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1855</td>
<td>72229</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southwest, New - Description and travel</td>
<td>40528</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southwest, New - History</td>
<td>72220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southwest New Jersey street guide</td>
<td>55218</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southwest, New - Maps - 1975 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>72221</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<th>Call Numbers</th>
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<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Southwestern States</strong></td>
<td>72222, 72223</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Southwestern States</strong></td>
<td>72224, 72225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Southwestern Michigan fishing and hunting guide : zone 2</strong></td>
<td>47315</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Southwestern Michigan road map : fishing and hunting guide : zone 2</strong></td>
<td>47419</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Southwestern Pennsylvania Genealogical Services</strong></td>
<td>26545, 82802</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Southwestern United States info-map : Gulf</strong></td>
<td>72483</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Southwestern Alabama, past and present</strong></td>
<td>20941</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Southwestern Freight Bureau - Maps - 1930</strong></td>
<td>72451</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Southwestern Freight Bureau</strong></td>
<td>72451</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Southwestern Map Co.</strong></td>
<td>33542</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Southwestern Public Service Company - Maps - 1954</strong></td>
<td>74972</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Southwestern states : 1937 road map : Cities Service</strong></td>
<td>72474, 72499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Southwestern States - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc.</strong></td>
<td>1853 72234</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Southwestern States - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc.</strong></td>
<td>1853-1856 72242</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Southwestern States - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc.</strong></td>
<td>1854 72236</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Southwestern States - Altitudes -Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1854 - Forests and forestry | 72235
Southwestern States - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1855 | 72237
Southwestern States / Cities Service | 72552, 72563
Southwestern States - Description and travel - 1968 | 72238
Southwestern States - Description and travel - 1973 | 72239
Southwestern States - Discovery and exploration - Maps - 1869 | 72240
Southwestern States - Ethnology - Maps - 1970 | 72241
Southwestern States - Geological cross sections - 1853 | 72243
Southwestern States - Geological cross sections - 1853-1856 - Railroads, Proposed | 72242
Southwestern States - Historical geography - Maps - 1869 | 72240
Southwestern States - Manuscript maps - Bibliography - 1519-1836 | 33161, 33162
Southwestern States - Manuscript maps - Bibliography - 1600-1799 | 57324
Southwestern States - Maps - 1600 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles | 46608
Southwestern States - Maps - 1700-1799 - Indians - Manuscripts - Facsimiles | 66856
Southwestern States - Maps - 1700-1799 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles | 46278, 67090
Southwestern States - Maps - 1717 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles | 46610
Southwestern States - Maps - 1719 - Indians - Manuscripts - Facsimiles | 66857
Southwestern States - Maps - 1725 | 72244
Southwestern States - Maps - 1726 - Indians - Manuscripts - Facsimiles | 46611
Southwestern States - Maps - 1727 - Indians - Manuscripts - Facsimiles | 46612
Southwestern States - Maps - 1729 - Indians - Manuscripts | 46615, 46616
Southwestern States - Maps - 1729 - Indians - Manuscripts - Facsimiles | 46613
Southwestern States - Maps - 1746 | 72245
Southwestern States - Maps - 1765 | 72246
Southwestern States - Maps - 1769 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles | 46619
Southwestern States - Maps - 1770 - Indians - Manuscripts - Facsimiles | 46620
Southwestern States - Maps - 1770 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles | 55238
Southwestern States - Maps - 1771 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles | 46621, 72247
Southwestern States - Maps - 1777 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles | 21685
Southwestern States - Maps - 1780 | 46297
Southwestern States - Maps - 1789 - Indians - Manuscripts - Facsimiles | 72248
Southwestern States - Maps - 1795 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles | 55242
Southwestern States - Maps - 1798 | 18960
Southwestern States - Maps - 1804 | 46306
Southwestern States - Maps - 1810 | 46309
Southwestern States - Maps - 1811 | 46318, 46319, 46320
Southwestern States - Maps - 1811 - Mines and mineral resources | 46319, 46320
Southwestern States - Maps - 1814 | 46324, 46325
Southwestern States - Maps - 1818 | 72249
Southwestern States - Maps - 1822 | 46330
Southwestern States - Maps - 1823 | 46331
Southwestern States - Maps - 1827 | 46334
Southwestern States - Maps - 1829 | 46336
Southwestern States - Maps - 1835 | 74511, 74512
Southwestern States - Maps - 1836 | 74517
Southwestern States - Maps - 1837 | 74519
Southwestern States - Maps - 1839 | 74520
Southwestern States - Maps - 1841 | 46345
Southwestern States - Maps - 1842 | 72250
Southwestern States - Maps - 1844 | 72251
Southwestern States - Maps - 1845 | 72252, 74529
Southwestern States - Maps - 1845 - Indians | 81794
Southwestern States - Maps - 1846 | 46350, 46351, 46352
Southwestern States - Maps - 1846 - Railroads, Proposed | 46353
Southwestern States - Maps - 1848 | 74533
Southwestern States - Maps - 1849 | 72253, 72254
Southwestern States - Maps - 1851 | 46365
Southwestern States - Maps - 1852 | 72255, 72256, 72257
Southwestern States - Maps - 1853-1854 - Railroads - Explorations and surveys | 81818, 81819
Southwestern States - Maps - 1853-1855 - Railroads, Proposed | 32644, 72228
Southwestern States - Maps - 1853-1856 - Geology | 72242
Southwestern States - Maps - 1853 - Geology | 72258
Southwestern States - Maps - 1858 | 28504
Southwestern States - Maps - 1858-1859 - Road maps | 16410
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Southwestern States - Maps - 1858-1860 72259
Southwestern States - Maps - 1858 - Indians 72260
Southwestern States - Maps - 1858 - Railroads 72260
Southwestern States - Maps - 1858 - Road maps 72260
Southwestern States - Maps - 1858 - Trails 72260
Southwestern States - Maps - 1859 70327
Southwestern States - Maps - 1864 72261
Southwestern States - Maps - 1869 72240, 72262
Southwestern States - Maps - 1872 72263
Southwestern States - Maps - 1874-1881 - Geology 72264
Southwestern States - Maps - 1874-1883 - Topographic maps 72265
Southwestern States - Maps - 1877 2550
Southwestern States - Maps - 1882 - Railroads 72266, 72267
Southwestern States - Maps - 1883 - Railroads 72268
Southwestern States - Maps - 1885 72269
Southwestern States - Maps - 1885 - Railroads 21315
Southwestern States - Maps - 1886 - Railroads 72270
Southwestern States - Maps - 1887 15281
Southwestern States - Maps - 1887 - Railroads 72271, 72272, 72273
Southwestern States - Maps - 1888 - Railroads 72274, 72275
Southwestern States - Maps - 1889 - Railroads 72276, 72277, 72278, 72279, 72280
Southwestern States - Maps - 1890 - Railroads 46398, 72281, 72282, 72283, 72284, 72285, 72286, 72287, 72288
Southwestern States - Maps - 1891 - Railroads 46401, 72289, 72290, 72291, 72292, 72293, 74570
Southwestern States - Maps - 1892 - Railroads 46404, 72294, 72295, 72296, 72297, 74572
Southwestern States - Maps - 1893 - Railroads 46406, 72298, 72299, 72300, 72301, 72302, 74575
Southwestern States - Maps - 1894 - Railroads 46410, 72303, 72304, 72305, 74577
Southwestern States - Maps - 1895 - Railroads 46415, 72306, 72307, 72308, 72309, 74579
Southwestern States - Maps - 1896 - Railroads 46417, 72310, 72311, 72312, 74581
Southwestern States - Maps - 1897 - Railroads 46420, 46421, 72313, 72314, 72315, 72316, 74583
Southwestern States - Maps - 1898 - Railroads 46424, 72317, 72318, 72319, 72320, 74585
Southwestern States - Maps - 1899 - Railroads 46429, 72321, 72322, 72323, 72324, 72325, 74588
Southwestern States - Maps - 1900 - Indians - Reservations 72328
Southwestern States - Maps - 1900 - Railroads 72326, 72327, 72328, 72329, 72330, 72331, 72332, 74593
Southwestern States - Maps - 1901 - Indians - Reservations 72334
Southwestern States - Maps - 1901 - Railroads 72333, 72334, 72335, 72336, 72337, 72338, 72339, 74594, 74599
Southwestern States - Maps - 1902 - Railroads 72340, 72341, 72342, 72343, 72344, 72345, 72346
Southwestern States - Maps - 1903-1906 - Railroads 46440
Southwestern States - Maps - 1903-1907 - Railroads 46441
Southwestern States - Maps - 1903-1908 - Railroads 46442
Southwestern States - Maps - 1903 - Railroads 72347, 72348, 72349, 72350, 72351, 72352, 72353, 72354, 74601
Southwestern States - Maps - 1904 - Indians 72362
Southwestern States - Maps - 1904 - Railroads 72355, 72356, 72357, 72358, 72359, 72360, 72361, 72362, 74603
Southwestern States - Maps - 1905 - Indians 72368
Southwestern States - Maps - 1905 - Railroads 72363, 72364, 72365, 72366, 72367, 72368, 74604
Southwestern States - Maps - 1906 - Railroads 72369, 72370, 72371, 72372, 72373, 72374, 72375, 72376, 74605
Southwestern States - Maps - 1907 - Coal mines and mining 72383
Southwestern States - Maps - 1907 - Railroads 72377, 72378, 72379, 72380, 72381, 72382, 72383, 74607
Southwestern States - Maps - 1908 - Coal mines and mining 72391
Southwestern States - Maps - 1908 - Railroads 72384, 72385, 72386, 72387, 72388, 72389, 72390, 72391
Southwestern States - Maps - 1909 - Coal mines and mining 72399
Southwestern States - Maps - 1909 - Railroads 72392, 72393, 72394, 72395, 72396, 72397, 72398, 72399
Southwestern States - Maps - 1910 74610
Southwestern States - Maps - 1910 - Railroads 72400, 72401, 72402, 72403, 72404, 72405
Southwestern States - Maps - 1911 - Railroads 72406, 72407, 72408, 72409, 72410
Southwestern States - Maps - 1912 - Railroads 72411, 72412, 72413, 72414
Southwestern States - Maps - 1913 - Railroads 72415, 72416, 72417
Southwestern States - Maps - 1913 - Road maps 72418
Southwestern States - Maps - 1914 - Railroads 72419, 72420, 72421
Southwestern States - Maps - 1915 - Railroads 72422, 72423
Southwestern States - Maps - 1916 - Railroads 72424
Southwestern States - Maps - 1917-1918 - Road maps 72425
Southwestern States - Maps - 1920-1929 - Railroads 72426
Southwestern States - Maps - 1920 - Railroads 72427
Southwestern States - Maps - 1920 - Railroads - Freight and freighting - Rates 72428
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Southwestern States - Maps - 1920 - Road maps 72429, 82197
Southwestern States - Maps - 1921 - Road maps 72430, 72431
Southwestern States - Maps - 1923 - Road maps 72432, 72433, 72434, 72435
Southwestern States - Maps - 1925 - Railroads 72436, 72437, 72438, 72439, 72440
Southwestern States - Maps - 1928 - Road maps 61391
Southwestern States - Maps - 1929 - Railroads 72441
Southwestern States - Maps - 1929 - Road maps 72442, 72443, 72444, 72445, 72446
Southwestern States - Maps - 1930 24871
Southwestern States - Maps - 1930 - Hotels 72456
Southwestern States - Maps - 1930 - Railroads 72447, 72448, 72449, 72450, 72451, 72452, 72453, 72454, 72455
Southwestern States - Maps - 1930 - Road maps 72456, 72457
Southwestern States - Maps - 1931 - Railroads 72458
Southwestern States - Maps - 1931 - Road maps 2933
Southwestern States - Maps - 1932 - Discovery and exploration - Pictorial maps 72459
Southwestern States - Maps - 1932 - Pictorial maps 34663
Southwestern States - Maps - 1932 - Railroads 72460
Southwestern States - Maps - 1933 - Railroads 72461, 72462
Southwestern States - Maps - 1933 - Railroads - Pictorial maps 72464
Southwestern States - Maps - 1933 - Road maps 59296, 59892, 59893, 72463, 72465, 72466, 72467, 72468
Southwestern States - Maps - 1933 - Road maps - Pictorial maps 72464
Southwestern States - Maps - 1934-1935 - Road maps 82283
Southwestern States - Maps - 1934 - Railroads 72469, 72470
Southwestern States - Maps - 1934 - Road maps 72471, 72472, 72473, 72474, 72475
Southwestern States - Maps - 1935 - Road maps 55354, 61471, 72476, 72477, 72478, 72479, 72480, 72481, 72482
Southwestern States - Maps - 1936 - Road maps 72483, 72484, 72485, 72486, 72487, 72488, 72489, 72490, 72491, 72492, 72493
Southwestern States - Maps - 1937 - Road maps 72494, 72495, 72496, 72497, 72498, 72499, 72500, 72501, 72502, 82307
Southwestern States - Maps - 1938 - Road maps 59922, 72503
Southwestern States - Maps - 1939-1959 - Natural gas pipelines 72504
Southwestern States - Maps - 1939 - Cattle trade 72505
Southwestern States - Maps - 1939 - Ranches 72505
Southwestern States - Maps - 1939 - Road maps 59929, 59930, 59931, 72505, 72506, 72507, 72508, 72509, 72510
Southwestern States - Maps - 1939 - Shorthorn cattle 72505
Southwestern States - Maps - 1940 - Road maps 59945, 59946, 59947, 59948, 59949, 59950, 59951, 59952, 68836, 72511, 72512, 72513, 72514, 72515, 72516, 72517, 82337
Southwestern States - Maps - 1941 - Road maps 59958, 59959, 59966, 59967, 59968, 59969, 59970, 59971, 59972, 59973, 72518, 72519, 72520, 72521, 72522
Southwestern States - Maps - 1942 - Road maps 59979, 59986, 59987, 72523, 72524, 72525, 72526, 72527
Southwestern States - Maps - 1943 - Road maps 71992, 72528
Southwestern States - Maps - 1944 - Road maps 72529
Southwestern States - Maps - 1945 - Road maps 72530, 72531, 72532
Southwestern States - Maps - 1946 - Pictorial maps 72533
Southwestern States - Maps - 1946 - Railroads 72533, 72534
Southwestern States - Maps - 1946 - Road maps 59995, 72533, 72535, 72536, 72537, 72538, 72539, 72540, 72541, 72542, 72543, 72544, 72545, 72546, 72547, 72548
Southwestern States - Maps - 1947 - Railroads 72549
Southwestern States - Maps - 1947 - Road maps 60003, 60004, 72550, 72551, 72552, 72553, 72554, 72555, 72556, 72557, 72558, 72559
Southwestern States - Maps - 1948 - Railroads 72560
Southwestern States - Maps - 1948 - Road maps 60014, 60015, 60016, 60017, 72561, 72562, 72563, 72564, 72565, 72566
Southwestern States - Maps - 1949 - Railroads - Pictorial maps 72567
Southwestern States - Maps - 1949 - Road maps 60027, 72568
Southwestern States - Maps - 1950 - Railroads 72569
Southwestern States - Maps - 1950 - Road maps 60033
Southwestern States - Maps - 1951 - Railroads 72570
Southwestern States - Maps - 1951 - Road maps 49036, 60036, 60037, 60038, 72571, 72572
Southwestern States - Maps - 1952 - Railroads 72573
Southwestern States - Maps - 1952 - Road maps 60042
Southwestern States - Maps - 1953 - Railroads 72574, 72575
Southwestern States - Maps - 1954 - Electric Lines 74972
Southwestern States - Maps - 1954 - Power-Plants 74972
Southwestern States - Maps - 1954 - Railroads 72576
Southwestern States - Maps - 1954 - Railroads - Pictorial maps 72577
Southwestern States - Maps - 1955 - Railroads 72578
Southwestern States - Maps - 1955 - Road maps 60047, 60048, 72579
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Southeastern States - Maps - 1956 - Natural gas pipelines 72580
Southeastern States - Maps - 1956 - Pipelines 72583, 72584
Southeastern States - Maps - 1956 - Railroads 72581, 72582
Southeastern States - Maps - 1956 - Railroads - Pipelines 72583, 72584
Southeastern States - Maps - 1956 - Road maps 72585, 72586
Southeastern States - Maps - 1957 - Road maps 72587
Southeastern States - Maps - 1959 - Railroads 72588, 72589
Southeastern States - Maps - 1959 - Road maps 72590
Southeastern States - Maps - 1959 - Trucks - Routes 72591
Southeastern States - Maps - 1960 - Railroads 72593, 72594, 72595
Southeastern States - Maps - 1960 - Trucks - Routes 72595
Southeastern States - Maps - 1961 - Railroads 72596
Southeastern States - Maps - 1961 - Trucks - Routes 72596
Southeastern States - Maps - 1962 - Road maps 82601
Southeastern States - Maps - 1964 - Natural gas pipelines 72597
Southeastern States - Maps - 1965 - Road maps 72598
Southeastern States - Maps - 1966 - Road maps 15637
Southeastern States - Maps - 1967 - Road maps 72599
Southeastern States - Maps - 1968 - Hotels 72600
Southeastern States - Maps - 1968 - Road maps 72600
Southeastern States - Maps - 1969 - Road maps 72601
Southeastern States - Maps - 1974 - Road maps 2841
Southeastern States - Maps - 1982 - Indian reservations 52842
Southeastern States - Maps - 1987 72602
Southeastern States - Maps - 1992 - Road maps - Pictorial maps 76193
Southeastern States - Maps - 1993 72603
Southeastern States - Maps - Bibliography - 1900 18506, 18507
Southeastern States - Maps - Bibliography - Catalogs 2367
Southeastern States - Maps - Collections 41211, 41212
Southeastern States - Maps - Collections, 1550-1941 55442
Southeastern States - Maps - Collections, 1600-1899 72604
Southeastern States - Maps - Collections, 1746-1860 72605
Southeastern States - Maps - Collections, 1777-1931 75016
Southeastern States - Maps - Collections - Slides 76077
Southeastern States - Maps - Collections, To 1900 18506, 18507
Southeastern States - Maps - Facsimiles 55442
Southeastern States - Pictorial works - 1811 46319, 46320
Southeastern states road map ... / Barnsdall ... 71915
The Southern states road map / Cities Service 72508, 72514, 72518
The Southern states road map / Cities Service Oils ... 72525, 72539
Southwestern States SEE ALSO Southwest, New 46352
Southwestern Stationery and Bank Supply, Inc. (Oklahoma City, Okla.) 61675
Southwestern Tariff Committee 72428, 77237
Southwestern Tariff Committee - Maps - 1920 72428, 77237
Southwestern Telegraph and Telephone Company 48472, 71492, 74586
Southwestern Telegraph and Telephone Company - Maps - 1898 74586
Southwestern Telegraph and Telephone Company - Maps - 1899 48472
Southwestern Telegraph and Telephone Exchange Company - Maps - 1897 71492
The Southern United States 72220
Southwestern United States / Whiting Bros. 72601
Southwick, J. 22848, 40556
Southwick, Jos. 67824
Southwood, Henry, fl. ca. 1675-1737 3666, 16555, 56885, 56892, 56896
Southworth, Michael 18314
Southworth, Samuel Seaman, 1841- 15191
Southworth, Susan 18314
Souto, P. S. F. 13833
Souvay, Charles L. (Charles Leon), b. 1870 62863
Souvenir de l'Hôtel de la Ville : guide de Milan 42361
Souvenir map of a Century of Progress Exposition and Chicago Loop district: prepared for the convenience of those attending the seventy-first annual meeting of the National Education Association, July 1 to 6, 1933, Chicago, Illinois / compliments of R 43038
Souvenir map of the Black Hills of South Dakota : the sunshine state / copyright owned by Black Hills and Bad Lands Association ; drawn by K. Pyle
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Souvenir map of the Pennsylvania Turnpike 64141
Souvenir map: the Great Silver Fleet: Eastern Air Lines 24390, 24402
Souvenir maps: Pennsylvania-Central Airlines 24389
Souvenir of the Panama Canal 62928
Souvenir of World's Fair, Chicago 1893 84581
Souvenir Publishing Co. (Lynn, Mass.) 5461
Souvenir views of Gettysburg, Pa. 31830
Sov. Entsiklopedija 10772
The Sovereign map: theoretical approaches in cartography throughout history 17390
Soviet Union 2679, 2687, 2688, 2689, 2704, 2720, 21456, 21476, 21477, 21506, 21507, 21534, 35219, 35230, 35911, 35973, 35974, 36017, 36018, 36072, 36313, 37071, 37101, 37102, 37133, 37134, 37158, 37876, 37911, 37940, 37941, 37965, 40283, 40298, 40321, 40343, 47152, 47201, 47202, 47253, 47254, 49042, 49766, 49815, 49838, 50901, 50931, 50959, 50960, 50979, 53089, 53110, 53111, 53144, 53145, 53167, 58457, 58475, 58498, 58517, 59921, 60748, 60749, 60782, 60834, 61486, 61500, 61552, 71854, 71882, 71896, 71926, 72132, 74739, 74759, 74760, 74794, 74795, 74817, 77721, 83338, 83367, 83368, 83398, 83419, 84885, 84893, 84907, 84924
Soviet Union, Glavnoe upravlenie geodezi 10773, 12092, 25861, 34118, 51836, 67478, 67697, 67699, 67702, 68239, 72608, 72610, 72615, 72618, 72620, 72621, 72623, 72625
Soviet Union. Glavnoe upravlenie geodezi i kartografi 1797, 1799, 2124, 10760, 10761, 10763, 10769, 10771, 34118, 67478, 68239, 72608, 72610, 72615, 72618, 72620, 72621, 72623, 72625
Soviet Union: Historical geography - Maps 1954 72609
Soviet Union: Historical geography - Maps - 1961 72613
Soviet Union: Historical geography - Maps - 1965 72617
Soviet Union: Historical geography - Maps - 1991 67703
Soviet Union in maps / [editor, Harold Fullard] 72617
Soviet Union in maps: its origin and development / edited by George Goodall 72609
Soviet Union in maps: its origin and development / edited by Harold Fullard 72613
Soviet Union in maps: its origins and development / edited by George Goodall 72606
Soviet Union - Maps - 1944 72606
Soviet Union - Maps - 1944 - Economics 72606
Soviet Union - Maps - 1947 - Maps, Physical 72607
Soviet Union - Maps - 1949 72608
Soviet Union - Maps - 1954 72609
Soviet Union - Maps - 1955 72609
Soviet Union - Maps - 1955 - Economics 72609
Soviet Union - Maps - 1956 - Economics 72611
Soviet Union - Maps - 1956 - Economics 72612
Soviet Union - Maps - 1960 - Economics 67701
Soviet Union - Maps - 1961 72613
Soviet Union - Maps - 1961 - Economics 72613
Soviet Union - Maps - 1962 72614
Soviet Union - Maps - 1965 72616, 72617
Soviet Union - Maps - 1965 - Economics 72617
Soviet Union - Maps - 1965 - Railroads 72615
Soviet Union - Maps - 1966 - Railroads 72618
Soviet Union - Maps - 1971 72619
Soviet Union - Maps - 1975 - Inland navigation 72620
Soviet Union - Maps - 1976 72622, 72623
Soviet Union - Maps - 1976 - Road maps 72621
Soviet Union - Maps - 1977 72624
Soviet Union - Maps - 1980 72625
Soviet Union - Maps - 1990 - Pictorial maps - Jigsaw puzzle maps 72626
Soviet Union - Maps - 1991 67703
Soviet Union - Maps - 1991 - Civilization 67703
Soviet Union - Maps - Bibliography - Catalogs 67706
Soviet Union, March 1990: 1000 piece jigsaw puzzle / by Kirill Doron 72626
Soviet Union SEE ALSO Russia 72606
Sow, Charles 4761
Sowber, George 30028
Sowber, Rebekah 30028
Sowell, Thomas 46064
Sower, Barnes & Co. 21277, 21278, 29734, 29749, 29776, 29777, 50656, 50657, 57770, 57771, 57772, 57773, 71129, 71130, 76792, 76793, 84278
Sower, Barnes & Co. 21277, 21278, 29734, 29749, 29776, 29777, 50656, 50657, 57770, 57771, 57772, 57773, 71129, 71130, 76792, 76793, 84278
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

84279
Sower, Christopher, 1721-1784. Hoch-Deutsch-Americanische Calender auf das Jahr ... 1773. 38595
Sowers, Margaret C. Civitates orbis terrarum index [197-?] 20868
Sowers, Thomas, Capt., fl. 1749-1772 1108, 27235, 27389, 27390, 27391, 61699
Sowel, Andrew, 1628-1695 64341, 64342
Sower and Russell, firm, printers, Manchester 29128
Soyars, J. L. 41069, 41073, 41074, 41077, 41081
Space age atlas 6581, 6582, 6586, 6600, 6656, 6657, 6706, 6707
Space age world atlas 6573, 6574
Space (Art) 72623
Space Charts 72628
Space Flight to the Moon 51712, 51714
Space house boat / celestial eng. Ev. Byron Ekland ; approved by James Thomas Mangan 76023
Space & place, mapmaking East and West : four hundred years of Western and Chinese cartography from the Library of Congress, Geography and Map Division, and the collection of Leonard & Juliet Rothman : exhibition catalogue / by Cordell D.K. Yee ... [et al.] 67383
Space remote sensing imagery SEE Remote sensing images 32620
Spaces of modernity : London's geographies, 1680-1780 42373
Space & place, mapmaking East and West : four hundred years of Western and Chinese cartography from the Library of Congress, Geography and Map Division, and the collection of Leonard & Juliet Rothman : exhibition catalogue / by Cordell D.K. Yee ... [et al.] 67383
Space remote sensing imagery SEE Remote sensing images 32620
Spaces of modernity : London's geographies, 1680-1780 42373
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spain - Colonies - Maps - Bibliography - Catalogs</th>
<th>22530</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Spain - Colonies - North America - Maps - 1769 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>76462</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain. Depósito de la Guerra</td>
<td>1889, 43680, 49378, 72845, 76055</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain - Description and travel - 1897</td>
<td>72855</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain. Dirección de Hidrografía</td>
<td>3729, 13836, 13837, 13838, 14852, 64517, 64521, 66852, 70336, 72754, 72758, 79852, 79929, 79929, 81648, 81655</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain. Dirección de Hidrografía - Bibliography</td>
<td>52777</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain. Dirección de Hidrografía SEE ALSO Spain. Dirección de Trabajos Hidrográficos</td>
<td>81648</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain. Dirección de Hidrografía - History - 1800-1899</td>
<td>52830</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain. Dirección de Hydrographia - Map collections - Catalogs - 1800-1899</td>
<td>52830</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain. Dirección de Trabajos Hidrográficos</td>
<td>81648</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain. Dirección de Trabajos Hidrográficos SEE ALSO Spain. Dirección de Hidrografía</td>
<td>81648</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain. Dirección General de Archivos y Bibliotecas</td>
<td>10587</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain. Dirección General de Ordenación del Turismo</td>
<td>41701</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain. Dirección General de Archivos y Bibliotecas</td>
<td>72895</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain - Discovery and exploration</td>
<td>39890</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain divided into its several kingdoms and principalities...</td>
<td>72679</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain. Ejército. Capitanía General de Filipinas</td>
<td>49381</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain. Ejército. Cuerpo de Estado Mayor</td>
<td>1889, 43680, 49378, 72845</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain. Ejército. Servicio Geográfico</td>
<td>1806, 1807, 1808, 50091, 72244, 72630</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain. Ejército. Servicio Geográfico - Map collections</td>
<td>72631</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain. Ejército. Servicio Geográfico - Map collections - Catalogs</td>
<td>417, 1805, 3427, 26343, 60327, 72915</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain. Ejército. Servicio Geográfico. Sección de Documentación</td>
<td>417, 1805, 3427, 10779, 26343, 60327, 72915</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain (España) I</td>
<td>72925</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain (España) II-III</td>
<td>72805</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain - Geography, Medieval</td>
<td>173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain. Hidrografía, Dirección de SEE Spain. Dirección de Hidrografía</td>
<td>52777</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain - Historical geography - Maps - 1586-1606</td>
<td>72632</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain - Historical geography - Maps - 1641</td>
<td>72633, 72634</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain - Historical geography - Maps - 1700</td>
<td>72635</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain - Historical geography - Maps - 1752</td>
<td>72636</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain - Historical geography - Maps - 1783</td>
<td>72637</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain - Historical geography - Maps - 1820</td>
<td>72795</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain - Historical geography - Maps - 1821</td>
<td>72796</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain - Historical geography - Maps - 1831</td>
<td>72648</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain - Historical geography - Maps - 1840</td>
<td>72638</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain - Historical geography - Maps - 1846</td>
<td>72639</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain - Historical geography - Maps - 1862</td>
<td>72831</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain - Historical geography - Maps - 1876</td>
<td>72640</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain - Historical geography - Maps - 1880</td>
<td>72641</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain - Historical geography - Maps - 1926 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>72642</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain - Historical geography - Maps - 1941</td>
<td>34107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain - Historical geography - Maps - 1999</td>
<td>72643</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain - History - 1500-1599</td>
<td>1500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain - History, Ancient - Maps - 1730-1739</td>
<td>72644</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain - History, Ancient - Maps - 1750</td>
<td>72645, 72646</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain - History, Ancient - Maps - 1807</td>
<td>72647</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain - History, Ancient - Maps - 1831</td>
<td>72648</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain - History, Ancient - Maps - 1838</td>
<td>72649</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain - History - Philip II, 1556-1598 SEE ALSO Armada, 1588</td>
<td>3102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain. Imprenta Real SEE Imprenta Real (Spain)</td>
<td>62549</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain. Instituto Geográfico y Estadístico</td>
<td>43868</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain. Junta General de Estadística</td>
<td>18445</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain. Logroño Provincia</td>
<td>41658</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain - Maps - 1490 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>72650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain - Maps - 1540</td>
<td>72651, 72652</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain - Maps - 1544</td>
<td>72653</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain - Maps - 1549</td>
<td>72654</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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| Spain - Maps | 1552 | 72655, 72656 |
| Spain - Maps | 1559 | 72657, 72658 |
| Spain - Maps | 1560 | 72659 |
| Spain - Maps | 1570 | 72660 |
| Spain - Maps | 1586-1606 | 72632 |
| Spain - Maps | 1588 | 72661 |
| Spain - Maps | 1590 | 72662 |
| Spain - Maps | 1593 | 72663 |
| Spain - Maps | 1606 | 72664 |
| Spain - Maps | 1625 | 72665 |
| Spain - Maps | 1626 | 72666, 72667 |
| Spain - Maps | 1633 | 72668 |
| Spain - Maps | 1641 | 72669 |
| Spain - Maps | 1652 | 72670 |
| Spain - Maps | 1655 (Provisional Heading) | 27639 |
| Spain - Maps | 1656 - Nautical charts | 3669 |
| Spain - Maps | 1657 - Cities and towns | 25926 |
| Spain - Maps | 1660 | 70410 |
| Spain - Maps - 1660 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles | 72671, 72672 |
| Spain - Maps | 1682 | 72679, 72680 |
| Spain - Maps | 1688 | 35089 |
| Spain - Maps | 1689 | 72681 |
| Spain - Maps | 1696 | 72683 |
| Spain - Maps | 1696 - Names, Geographical | 72682 |
| Spain - Maps | 1698 | 72684, 72685 |
| Spain - Maps | 1700 | 65911, 72635, 72687, 72688, 72689, 72690, 72691 |
| Spain - Maps | 1700-1750 | 72686 |
| Spain - Maps | 1701 | 72692, 72693, 72694, 72695 |
| Spain - Maps - 1702 - Coasts - Nautical charts | 72696, 72697 |
| Spain - Maps | 1702 - Coasts - Nautical charts - Strip Maps | 65358 |
| Spain - Maps | 1703 | 72698 |
| Spain - Maps | 1704 | 72699 |
| Spain - Maps | 1705 | 72700, 72701, 72702, 72703, 72704 |
| Spain - Maps | 1708 | 72705 |
| Spain - Maps | 1710 | 72706, 72707, 72708, 72709, 72710, 72711 |
| Spain - Maps | 1711 | 72712 |
| Spain - Maps - 1711 - Road maps | 72713, 72714, 72715 |
| Spain - Maps | 1715 | 72716 |
| Spain - Maps | 1717 | 72717 |
| Spain - Maps | 1719 | 72718 |
| Spain - Maps | 1720 | 72719, 72720, 72721 |
| Spain - Maps | 1725 | 72722 |
| Spain - Maps | 1730 | 72723, 72724 |
| Spain - Maps | 1734 | 72725 |
| Spain - Maps | 1740 | 31872, 72726, 72727, 72728 |
| Spain - Maps | 1740 - Coasts - Nautical charts | 13135 |
| Spain - Maps | 1741 | 72729 |
| Spain - Maps | 1745 | 72730 |
| Spain - Maps | 1747 | 72731 |
| Spain - Maps | 1750 | 72645, 72646, 72732, 72733 |
| Spain - Maps | 1753 - Coasts - Nautical charts | 72734 |
| Spain - Maps | 1757 - Postal service | 72735, 72736 |
| Spain - Maps | 1757 (Provisional Heading) | 72737 |
| Spain - Maps | 1758 - Coasts - Nautical charts | 65377, 72738, 72739 |
| Spain - Maps | 1764 | 72740 |
| Spain - Maps | 1765 | 72741 |
| Spain - Maps | 1766 | 72743, 72744 |
| Spain - Maps | 1766 - Coasts - Nautical charts | 65382 |
| Spain - Maps | 1766 - Coasts - Nautical charts - Strip Maps | 72742 |
| Spain - Maps | 1769 | 72745 |
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### Spain - Maps

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year Range</th>
<th>Call Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1865</td>
<td>27963</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1866</td>
<td>72832</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1867-1896</td>
<td>72833</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1869-1874</td>
<td>72834</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1872</td>
<td>72835</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1875</td>
<td>72836, 72837</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1876</td>
<td>72640</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1878-1881</td>
<td>72838</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1880</td>
<td>72641, 72839</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1882-1895</td>
<td>72840, 72841</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1886-1895</td>
<td>72850</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1896-1924</td>
<td>72845</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1897</td>
<td>72854</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1898-1907</td>
<td>72858</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1899</td>
<td>72862</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1901</td>
<td>72864, 72865</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1905-1919</td>
<td>72866</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1910-1919</td>
<td>72870</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1912</td>
<td>72871</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1913</td>
<td>72872, 72873, 72874, 72875</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1916</td>
<td>72876</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1920</td>
<td>72877</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1924</td>
<td>72878</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1927</td>
<td>72879</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1929</td>
<td>72880</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1930</td>
<td>72881, 72882, 72883</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1935</td>
<td>72884</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1936</td>
<td>72885</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1938</td>
<td>72886</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1940-1949</td>
<td>72887</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1941</td>
<td>34107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1941-1945</td>
<td>72888</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1952</td>
<td>72890, 72890</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1953</td>
<td>72891, 72892</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1955</td>
<td>72893, 72894</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1958</td>
<td>72895</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1959</td>
<td>72896</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1961</td>
<td>72897, 72898</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1963</td>
<td>72899</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1964</td>
<td>11474, 72900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1969</td>
<td>72901</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1972</td>
<td>72902</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1974</td>
<td>72903</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1975</td>
<td>72904</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1975-1980</td>
<td>72929</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1980</td>
<td>72905</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1987</td>
<td>72907</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1987-1991</td>
<td>72906</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1989</td>
<td>72908</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1991-1993</td>
<td>72909</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1993-1996</td>
<td>72910</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1996-2000</td>
<td>72911</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Spain - Maps - 1997 72912
Spain - Maps - 1998 72913
Spain - Maps - Bibliography 72914, 72917, 72918
Spain - Maps - Bibliography - 1875-1995 - Topographic maps 18446
Spain - Maps - Bibliography - Catalogs 72915, 72916
Spain - Maps - Bibliography - Catalogs - 1700-1899 18444
Spain - Maps - Collections, 1300-1899 (Provisional Heading) 72919
Spain - Maps - Collections, 1500-1899 72914
Spain maps her 'New World' 72949
Spain - Maps - History - 19th century 75308
Spain - Maps - Military Campaigns, 1807-1814 72778
Spain. Marina 32, 27195, 46301, 57147
Spain / Michelin 72903, 72907, 72911
Spain. Ministerio de Fomento 5116
Spain. Ministerio de la Guerra. L.M. 8a
Spain. Ministerio de la Guerra. LM 8a
Spain. Ministerio de Fomento. Instituto Geográfico de España SEE Instituto Geográfico de España 18446
Spain. Ministerio de Fomento. Instituto Geográfico de España SEE Instituto Geográfico de España 18446
Spain. Ministerio de Fomento. Instituto Geográfico de España SEE Instituto Geográfico de España 18446
Spain. Ministerio de la Guerra, Archivo General Militar de Guadalajara See Archivo General Militar de Guadalajara (Spain) 2368
Spain. Ministerio de Defensa - Handbooks, manuals, etc. 72920
Spain. Ministerio de Defensa. Secretaría General Técnica 22530
Spain. Ministerio de Fomento 64259
Spain. Ministerio de Fomento. Instituto Geográfico de España SEE Instituto Geográfico de España 18446
Spain. Ministerio de la Guerra. J 8a-1a-a,4 84118
Spain. Ministerio de la Guerra. J 9a-2a-a,10 26832
Spain. Ministerio de la Guerra. J 9a-2a-a,11 33171
Spain. Ministerio de la Guerra. J 9a-2a-a,12 74208
Spain. Ministerio de la Guerra. J 9a-2a-a,13 15224
Spain. Ministerio de la Guerra. J 9a-2a-a,14 71310
Spain. Ministerio de la Guerra. J 9a-2a-a,15(2) 33158
Spain. Ministerio de la Guerra. J 9a-2a-a,2 46244
Spain. Ministerio de la Guerra. J 9a-2a-a,24 68556
Spain. Ministerio de la Guerra. J 9a-2a-a,32 71323
Spain. Ministerio de la Guerra. J 9a-2a-a,4 46241
Spain. Ministerio de la Guerra. J 9a-2a-a,5(2) 33185
Spain. Ministerio de la Guerra. J 9a-2a-a,57 65217
Spain. Ministerio de la Guerra. J 9a-2a-a,6 26852
Spain. Ministerio de la Guerra. J 9a-2a-a,8 26836
Spain. Ministerio de la Guerra. J 9a-2a-a,9 26837
Spain. Ministerio de la Guerra. J 9a-2a-e,14 15223
Spain. Ministerio de la Guerra. L.9a-2a-a,7 28553
Spain. Ministerio de la Guerra. L.M. 8a-1a-a,104 46619
Spain. Ministerio de la Guerra. LM 8a-1a-a,11(1) 50606
Spain. Ministerio de la Guerra. LM 8a-1a-a,11(2) 43276
Spain. Ministerio de la Guerra. LM 8a-1a-a,117 11450
Spain. Ministerio de la Guerra. LM 8a-1a-a,12 71311
Spain. Ministerio de la Guerra. LM 8a-1a-a,127 64157
Spain. Ministerio de la Guerra. LM 8a-1a-a,128 26817
Spain. Ministerio de la Guerra. LM 8a-1a-a,13 64189
Spain. Ministerio de la Guerra. LM 8a-1a-a,14 64166
Spain. Ministerio de la Guerra. LM 8a-1a-a,15 64163
Spain. Ministerio de la Guerra. LM 8a-1a-a,19 64165
Spain. Ministerio de la Guerra. LM 8a-1a-a,20 64169
Spain. Ministerio de la Guerra. LM 8a-1a-a,21 27410
Spain. Ministerio de la Guerra. LM 8a-1a-a,23 67855
Spain. Ministerio de la Guerra. LM 8a-1a-a,26 67852
Spain. Ministerio de la Guerra. LM 8a-1a-a,28 14792, 14793
Spain. Ministerio de la Guerra. LM 8a-1a-a,40 67090
Spain. Ministerio de la Guerra. LM 8a-1a-a,41 68554
Spain. Ministerio de la Guerra. LM 8a-1a-a,43 67851
Spain. Ministerio de la Guerra. LM 8a-1a-a,44 51564
Spain. Ministerio de la Guerra. LM 8a-1a-a,46 46278
Spain. Ministerio de la Guerra. LM 8a-1a-a,51(1) 72247
Spain. Ministerio de la Guerra. LM 8a-1a-a,52 70324
Spain. Ministerio de la Guerra. P-b-10-37 43260
Spain. Ministerio de la Guerra. P-b-10-43 67840
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<th>Title</th>
<th>Call Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Spain. Ministerio de Marina. Dirección de Hidrografía SEE Spain. Dirección de Hidrografía</td>
<td>52777</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain. Ministerio de Obras Públicas y Urbanismo</td>
<td>17223</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain - Nautical cartography</td>
<td>72921</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain - Nautical charts - Catalogs - 1800-1899</td>
<td>52830</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain, Northern - Maps - 1652</td>
<td>18712</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain, Northern - Maps - 1653</td>
<td>72922</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain, Northern - Maps - 1682</td>
<td>72923</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain, Northern - Maps - 1700</td>
<td>72924</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain, Northern - Maps - 1741</td>
<td>18718</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain, Northern - Maps - 1813</td>
<td>65913</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain, Northern - Maps - 1831</td>
<td>72925</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain, Northern - Maps - 1930</td>
<td>72926</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain, Northern - Maps - 1958</td>
<td>72927</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain, Northern - Maps - 1966</td>
<td>72928</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain, Northern - Maps - 1968</td>
<td>72929</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain, Northern - Maps - 1991</td>
<td>72930</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain, Northern - Maps - 1992</td>
<td>72931</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain, Northern - Maps - 1993</td>
<td>72932</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain, Northern - Maps - 1994</td>
<td>72933</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain, Northern - Maps - 1995</td>
<td>72934</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain, Northern - Maps - 1996</td>
<td>72935</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain, Northern - Maps - 1997</td>
<td>72936</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain, Northern - Maps - 1998</td>
<td>72937</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain, Northern - Maps - 1999</td>
<td>72938</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain - Pictorial works - 1500-1599 - Cities and towns</td>
<td>18449, 18450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain - Pictorial works - 1657 - Cities and towns</td>
<td>25926</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain - Pictorial works - 1803</td>
<td>72773</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain &amp; Portugal</td>
<td>72809, 72813, 72816, 72819, 72836, 72842, 72846, 72870, 72888</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain &amp; Portugal / by G. H. Swanston Edinr. ; Engd. by G. H. Swanston Edinburgh</td>
<td>72835</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain &amp; Portugal / by J. Arrowsmith</td>
<td>72808</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain &amp; Portugal (chiefly from the map of F. Coello) / by W. Hughes, F.R.G.S.</td>
<td>72832</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain &amp; Portugal / J. &amp; G. Menzies sculp. Edinr.</td>
<td>72791, 72792</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain &amp; Portugal, reduced from Jasr. Nantiat's map in four sheets</td>
<td>72787</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain / preface by M. Jean Camp</td>
<td>72891</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain / [prepared by Marcel N. Schweitzer]</td>
<td>72798</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain. Real Biblioteca. Ms. 2-K-8</td>
<td>10581</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain - Remote sensing images - 1975</td>
<td>72929</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain / Sacheverell Sitwell</td>
<td>72893</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain. Servicio Histórico Militar</td>
<td>1806, 1808, 50091, 52853</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain, Servicio Histórico Militar - Map collections - Catalogs</td>
<td>52853</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain : Sevilla</td>
<td>69892</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain, southern</td>
<td>72938</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain, Southern - History, Ancient - Maps - 1726</td>
<td>72930</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain, Southern - Maps - 1652</td>
<td>72931</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain, Southern - Maps - 1680</td>
<td>72932</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain, Southern - Maps - 1682</td>
<td>72933</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain, Southern - Maps - 1700</td>
<td>72934</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain, Southern - Maps - 1929</td>
<td>72935, 72936, 72937</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain, Southern - Maps - 1964</td>
<td>72938</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain, Southern - Maps - 1968</td>
<td>72939</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain, the mainland</td>
<td>72904</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain : the mainland : with maps, plans and atlas / [edited by] Ian Robertson</td>
<td>72905</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain &amp; the Spaniards</td>
<td>72854</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spaine</td>
<td>72698</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spaine newly described, with many adictions, both in the attires of the people &amp; the setuations of their cheifest cityes ...</td>
<td>72666, 72667</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spainer, E.</td>
<td>37457</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spalatro</td>
<td>72983</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spalding &amp; Storrss</td>
<td>4798, 29478, 29482</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spallato citta nobile et antiqua ... nella Dalmatia ...</td>
<td>72982</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spallato (Croatia) SEE Split (Croatia)</td>
<td>72982</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spallato Region (Croatia) SEE Split Region (Croatia)</td>
<td>41227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spamer</td>
<td>34209</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spamer, Otto</td>
<td>9915, 10001, 10033</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>La Sparla / Giacomo Castaldi Piamontese de Villa Franca, cosmo... ; In Venetia. 1544</td>
<td>72653</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spandau (Berlin, Germany) - Maps - 1977</td>
<td>72940</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spandau Region (Germany) - Maps - 1780</td>
<td>12561</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spang, William, ca. 1607-1664</td>
<td>18404</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spangenberg, Cylacus, 1528-1604</td>
<td>44415</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spaniards on the Canadian Pacific coast</td>
<td>26440</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spanien</td>
<td>72892</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spanien und Portugal</td>
<td>72856, 72862, 72871, 72880, 72894, 72900, 72901, 72902</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spanier, E.</td>
<td>8828</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spanier (E.) &amp; Zn. Lith v. Z.M. SEE Spanier, E.</td>
<td>8828</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Spanish American War, 1898 - Cartoon maps 76419
Spanish-American War, 1898 - Maps 5460, 5461, 5493, 5524, 8384, 22509, 44368, 65823, 68853, 72941, 72942, 72943, 72944, 72945, 72946, 72947, 72948, 77026, 77034, 81686, 81688, 84309
Spanish-American War, 1898 - Pictorial works 77026
The Spanish and Portuguese Overseas Empire; Voyages of Discovery and Exploration 17541
Spanish Armada, 1588 SEE Armada, 1588 3102
The ‘Spanish Blaeu’ 13215
Spanish cartography - 1800 32234
Spanish cartography - America - History - 1500-1699 72949
Spanish Cartography - Bibliography 45221
Spanish cartography - Catalogs 70249
Spanish cartography - History - 1500-1799 17013, 17075
Spanish cities of the golden age : the views of Anton van den Wyngaerde / edited by Richard L. Kagan 18450
Spanish Colonial Research Center (Albuquerque, N.M.) 57324
Spanish Colonial Research Center (Albuquerque, N.M.) - Map collections - Catalogs 57324
Spanish colonial urban planning : the fortified coastal city of Campeche in New Spain 17013
A Spanish discovery of North Carolina in 1586 57942
Spanish dominions in North America 46304, 46305
Spanish dominions in North America, middle part 46316
Spanish dominions in North America : middle part / drawn under the direction of Mr. Pinkerton by L. Hebert ; Neele sculpt. 352 Strand 46327
Spanish dominions in North America : northern part / drawn under the direction of Mr. Pinkerton by L. Hebert ; Neele sculpt. 352 Strand 72249
Spanish dominions in North America, southern part 18962
Spanish dominions in North America : southern part / drawn under the direction of Mr. Pinkerton by L. Hebert ; Neele sculpt. 352 Strand 18967
Spanish explorations in the strait of Juan de Fuca, by Henry R. Wagner 39890
[Spanish map of a portion of the inland parts of East Florida] 24019
[Spanish map of Bahia de Tampa] 74209
Spanish map of east Florida 67879
The Spanish missions of Georgia 30985, 50059
The Spanish Netherlands 12352
The Spanish Netherlands commonly called Flanders / revised by I. Senex 26735
Spanish North America 46324, 46325, 46336
Spanish North America / Hewitt, sculp. 46330
Spanish North America, southern part 18963, 18964, 18965, 18968, 18969
[Spanish portolan charts] 45717
Spanish Sahara SEE Western Sahara 45545
Spanish settlements in Georgia (1526-1686) 30980
Spanish Succession, War of, 1701-1714 - Maps 615, 616, 617, 3572, 7807, 8609, 11126, 12131, 12139, 12141, 12145, 12160, 12369, 13920, 22382, 22383, 22811, 23754, 23756, 24863, 24864, 24865, 25867, 25967, 25960, 31843, 35326, 39051, 39052, 39062, 40540, 42038, 42039, 42040, 42043, 44244, 44247, 44424, 44428, 44429, 45142, 45143, 45975, 46182, 46183, 49210, 49224, 51302, 51303, 52547, 62384, 62460, 64698, 66129, 66196, 66475, 72711, 72950, 73122, 75407, 75408, 75412, 79914, 80009, 80286, 80535, 82925
Spanish Succession, War of, 1701-1714 - Maps - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 13252
Spanish Succession, War of, 1701-1714 - Pictorial works 72716
Spanish temper 52704
Spanish Town (Jamaica) - City planning - History 72951
Spanish Town (Jamaica) - Maps - 1963 - Road maps 39461
Spanish Town (Jamaica) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps 39462
Spanish Town (Jamaica) - Maps - 1967 - Road maps 39463
Spanish Town (Jamaica) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps 39465
The Spanish views of Anton van den Wyngaerde / Egbert Haverkamp-Begeman 18449
Spanish vistas / by George Parsons Lathrop ; illustrated by Charles S. Reinhart 72857
Spanish Voyages to the Northwest Coast of America in the Sixteenth Century 17834
Spanoghe, C. M. 7689
Sparkassen und Banken im nördlichen Rheinland 1789 bis 1913 / von Paul Thomes 66589
Sparke, Michael, d. 1653 7759, 7760, 80346, 80347, 81579
Sparks, Bruce Willrid 1974
Sparks, James Henry 18598
Sparks, Jared, 1789-1866 45922
Sparks, Jared, 1789-1866 - Map Collections 72952
Sparks, John Bertram, 1886-1949 72953, 72954
Sparks, John Bertram, 1886-1949 - Histomap of world history 72954
Sparks, John Henry 81820
Sparks, John Henry - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 81820
The Sparks map collection 72952
Sparks (Nev.) - Maps - 1991 - Road maps 66400
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Sparks (Nev.) Maps - 2007 - Road maps 66401
Sparrell Print (Firm : Boston, Mass.) 13589
Sparrow, engraver, active 1775 57963
Sparrow, S., fl. ca. 1793 29096, 80540
Sparta (Greece) - Maps - 1682 - Pictorial works 63470
Sparta (Greece) - Maps - 1871 - Antiquities 3587
Spartanburg County (S.C.) - Maps - 1700-1799 - Landowners 70752
Spartanburg County (S.C.) - Maps - 1825 - Landowners 72955
Spartanburg Region (S.C.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps 33011
Spartanburg Region (S.C.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps 33012, 33013
Spartanburg (S.C.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps 33012, 33013
Spartanburg District, South Carolina 72955
Spartanburg Region (S.C.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps 33012, 33013
Spartanburg (S.C.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps 33011
Spartanburg (S.C.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps 33012, 33013
Spartanburg (S.C.) - Maps - 1871 - Nautical charts 56902
Speake, Jennifer 75473
Special auto road map / issued by the Automobile Club of Illinois, affiliated with the American Motorists Association 48837
Special detailed road map : 1928 : Chicagoland 20196, 20197
Special exhibition of maps and charts at the National Maritime Museum, Greenwich 17182
Special issue for the XVIII-th International Geographical Congress, Rio de Janeiro 1956 64968
Special issue : land surveying and mapping 73545
Special-Karte der deutsch-französischen grenzländer mit angabe der sprachgrenze ... 31529
Special-Karte der europäischen Turkei 75796
Special-Karte der Venediger Gruppe 79902
Special-Karte der Vereinigten Staaten 76798
Special Libraries (1978) 66231
Special Libraries Association 44668, 44822
Special Libraries Association. Geography and Map Division - Periodicals 18294
Special Libraries Association. Geography and Map Division 18294, 44528, 44531
Special Libraries Association. Geography and Map Division. Committee on Map Cataloging 18775
Special Libraries Association. Geography and Map Division - Periodicals 18294
Special Libraries Association. Geography and Map Group 18294
Special map illustrating the Spanish-American War 72842
Special purpose mapping in 18th century Russia : a search for the beginnings of thematic mapping 18374
Special Ranally political : world : modified sinusoidal projection 84464
Special Ranally physical : United States 79460
Special Ranally political : world : modified sinusoidal projection 84465
Special reference problems in map collections 44510
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Speert, Julius L.   75300
Speet, Ben   1888, 33256
Speich, Daniel, 1941-   18492
Speiggle, John W.   5015
Speke, Hugh, 1656-1724?   25610
Speke, John Hanning, 1827-1864   165, 362, 8183
**Speke, John Hanning, 1827-1864 - Journeys - Maps**   165
Spekke, Arnolds   6631
Spekke, Arnolds, 1887-1972   17798
Speleology SEE Caving   83006
The Spell of Brittany / by Francis Millou ; with many illustrations by Blanche McManus   14645
The Spell of Switzerland / by Nathan Haskell Dole ; illustrated from photographs and original paintings by Woldemar Ritter   74017
Speller   29964
Spellman, Lawrence E.   32891
Spellman, Mr., fl. 1895   43318
Spelunking SEE Caving   83006
Spence, Jonathan D.   66752
Spence, Mary Lee   81790, 81792
Spence, Ruth S.   1815
Spence, Sharon Lloyd   55441
Spencer   41490
Spencer, Brian   58822
Spencer County 4-H Junior Leaders (Ind.)   72960, 72961
**Spencer County (Ind.) - Maps - 1879 - Landowners**   72958
**Spencer County (Ind.) - Maps - 1920-1929 - Landowners**   72959
**Spencer County (Ind.) - Maps - 1973 - Landowners**   72960
**Spencer County (Ind.) - Maps - 1979 - Landowners**   72961
**Spencer County (Ky.) - Maps - 1862 - Landowners**   53300
Spencer, E. D.   63448
Spencer, E. J. (Eugene Jaccard)   2563
Spencer, Edmund   75790
Spencer, F. W.   8044
Spencer, Herbert, 1924-2002   22414
Spencer, J. R. H.   18192
Spencer & McCadden Real Estate (Chicago, Ill.)   82978
Spencer, Robert F.   2133, 25681, 25682, 84442
Spencer, Russell   32376
Spencer-Stanhope, John, 1787-1873. Olympia (1824)   24910, 24911, 61721
**Spend your vacation in the thumb of Michigan ...**   46976
Spennemann, Dirk R.   62521
Sperling, Walter   13252
Sperry, R. A.   36122
Spertus Museum of Judaica, Chicago SEE Maurice Spertus Museum of Judaica   18268
Sphassart   72963, 72964
**Spessart (Germany) - Maps - 1910 - Road maps**   72962
**Spessart (Germany) - Maps - 1935**   72963
**Spessart (Germany) - Maps - 1963**   72964
Spett, Jakob   65098
**Speyer (France) - Maps - 1689 - Pictorial works**   72965
**Speyer (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1552**   72966, 72967
**Speyer (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1620**   72968
**Speyer (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1657**   72969
**Speyer Region (Germany) - Maps - 1710**   41586
**Spezia (Italy : Province) - Maps - 1680**   28798
Spezial atlas : über sämtliche Staeten Deutschlands : 24 Karten in Farbendrück / bearbeitet und herausgegeben von Wilhelm Issleib   9838
Spezial-Karte der Samoa-Inseln, mit Plänen der Hälften von Apia und Saluafata, nach dem neuesten Materialien bearbeitet   68370
Spezial-karte von Afrika   367
Sphaerae artificialae sýnoptica idea delineatae et propositae   18935
Sphaerae materials   3110
La Sphere des deux mondes, composée en françois, par Darinel pasteur des Amadis [pseud.] Avec vn epithalame, que le mesme auther ha faict, sur les nopces & mariag de tresillustre, & serenissime prince, Don Philippe roy d'Angleterre. &c. Commenté, glo   22297
**The Sphere of the cartographer : an exhibit of globes, globe gores and related materials, sponsored by Arthur and Janet Holzhimer : American Geographical Society Collection, Golda Meir Library, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, October 23-November 22**   32151
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Sphère terrestre et sphère céleste 31981
Sphères connues de Mercator 46098
Les Sphères terrestre & sphère céleste de Gérard Mercator, 1541 et 1551 31982
Les Sphères terrestre & sphère céleste de Gérard Mercator, 1541 et 1551 : reproductions anastatiques des fuseaux originaux gravés par Gérard Mercator et conservés à la Bibliothèque royale à Bruxelles / préface de Antoine De Smet 46096
Les Sphères terrestre et sphère céleste de Gérard Mercator (1541 et 1551) 46097
Les Sphères terrestre et sphère céleste de Gérard Mercator par le Dr. J. van Raemdonck 46095
[Spherical Concepts Earthsphere / international globe] 32114
Spherical Concepts, Inc. 32114, 32123
[A Spherical projection of a part of the northern hemisphere, including all America north of the line, and parts of western Europe and Africa] 59646
Sphinx 9061
Sphyroeras, Vas. Vl. (Vasilis Vl.) 16803
Sphyroeras, Vasilis 7206
Sphyroeras, Vasilis et al 32916
Spiaggia dell' Amiro di Rettimo 66415
Spice Islands (Indonesia) SEE Maluku (Indonesia) 44296
Spicer, Andi 64309
Spicer, Wells 18909
Spicilegium Copernicanum : Festschrift des Historischen Vereins für Ermland zum vierhundertsten Geburtstage des ermländischen Domherrn Nikolaus Kopernikus / Hrsg. von Franz Hipler 22116
Spiegel, Doris, 1901- 74049
Spiegel van de Zuiderzee : geschiedenis en cartobibliografie van de Zuiderzee en het Hollands Waddengebied / Erik Walsmit ... [et al.] 35341
Spiegelberg, Paul 74049
Spiegelhalter, Cecil 52241
Spieghel de australische navigatie 4279
Spieghel der zeevaerdt, door Lucas Iansz Waghenaer. Leyden, Ghedruct by C. Plantijn, 1584- 25900
Spieker, Andrew Maute, 1932- 18529
Spier, George 5467, 5640, 5644
Spier, Rudolph 43014, 43015
Spielmann, M. H. (Marion Harry), 1858- 80170
Spielzeugmuseum (Salzburg, Austria) - 1970-1979 68360
Spiers, Alexander, esquire 34402
Spiers, Richard Phené, 1838- 1916 67260
Spiess, Ernst 75307
Spiess, Mathias 21875
Spilhaus, John, 1730?-1795? 57572, 72970
Spilsbury, T., fl. 1772 27177
Spinalonga (Greece) - Maps - 1682 22407
Spinalonga (Greece) - Maps - 1700 - Fortification 22410
Spinalonga (Leper colony) - Maps - 1700 22410
Spinden, Herbert Joseph, 1879-1967 18992
Spindler, Max, 1894- 12545
Spindler, Will H. (Will Henry), 1899- 64766
Spink, A. E. 19461
[Spink County (S.D.) - 1899: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 72971
Spink County (S.D.) - Maps - 1899 - Landowners 72971
Spinola, Ambrogio, 1569-1630 13878, 13879, 18643
Spinola, Gaston, fl. 1597-1612 7752, 42063
Spira 72965
Spira celebris admodum imperij & episcopalis in Germania ... 72968, 72969
Spiral Binding Co. (New York, N.Y.) 77538
Spirinx, Nicolas, fl. 1606-1643 18931, 18932, 31987, 83990
The spirit and impact of exploration 23629, 26438
The spirit and purpose of geography 30608
The Spirit of London / by Paul Cohen-Portheim ; revised by Raymond Mortimer 42666
Spirit of the times 45523
Spiritus loci : a game in 8 etchings 17913
Spitsberga. 72974
Spithead Channel (England) - Maps - 1799 - Nautical charts 72972
Spithead Channel (England) - Maps - 1872 45044
Spitsberg (partie nord-ouest) / carte dressée sous la direction du Captitaine Bunnar Isachsen par l’Expédition Norvégienne. 72979
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Spitsbergen 73627
Spitsbergen 1:666,666.  73633
Spitsbergen / by Captain Gunnar Isachsen, R.N.A.  73626
Spitsbergen : farvand og ankerspladder paa vest- og nordkysten / optat av Rittmester Isachens norske Spitsbergenekspedition med Marinens D/S "Fjord" 1909-1910 ; Hydrograferingen er utfert av de norske Sj_officerer Kaptein A. Hermansen og Premier_l_tnant  72980
Spitsbergen Island (Norway) - Maps - 1625  72973
Spitsbergen Island (Norway) - Maps - 1654  69164
Spitsbergen Island (Norway) - Maps - 1662  72974
Spitsbergen Island (Norway) - Maps - 1676  72975
Spitsbergen Island (Norway) - Maps - 1757  25987
Spitsbergen Island (Norway) - Maps - 1899 - Harbors  72976
Spitsbergen Island (Norway) - Maps - 1910  60116
Spitsbergen Island (Norway) - Maps - 1911  60120, 72977
Spitsbergen Island (Norway) - Maps - 1911 - Harbors  72978
Spitsbergen Island (Norway) - Maps - 1913  60121
Spitsbergen Island (Norway) - Maps - 1914  72979
Spitsbergen Island (Norway) - Maps - 1920 - Harbors  72980
Spitsbergen Island (Norway) - Maps - 1949  72981
Spitsbergen Island (Norway) - Maps - Collections  18451
Spitsbergen Island (Norway) SEE ALSO Svalbard (Norway)  72973
Spitsbergen : map of Klaas Billen Bay & Temple Bay / Surveyed by John Mathieson F.R.S.G.S. (late H.M. Ordnance Survey) ; Assisted by George M. Cowan M.C.; and A. Fleming Campbell  68959
Spittle, John  79856
Spitz, Janet H.  76349
Spitzberga.  72975
Spitzbergen / Bearbeitet von Dr. H. Guttmann  73625
Spitzbergen Island (Norway) SEE Spitsbergen Island (Norway)  72973
Spitzer, F & C Wiener  5101
Spitzer, Peter, 16th cent.  13812, 20873
Split (Croatia) - Maps - 1574  72982
Split (Croatia) - Maps - 1840 - Pictorial works  72983
Split (Croatia) - Maps - 1951  22437
Split Region (Croatia) - Maps - 1574  72982
Split Region (Croatia) - Maps - 1574 - Manuscripts  41226
Split Region (Croatia) - Maps - 1600  22756
Split Region (Croatia) - Maps - 1605 - Manuscripts  41227
Spoden, H. T.  41204, 73414
Spoden, Muriel Clark  41204, 73414
Spofford, Ainsworth Rand, 1825-1908  5177, 5204
Spofford's  5470
Spofford's cabinet cyclopedia atlas  5507
Spofforth, R.  178, 243, 429, 7775, 7777, 7795, 27550, 27666, 27668, 48024, 72635, 72690, 75690
Spofforth, Robert, fl. 1700-1701 SEE Spofforth, R.  7775
Spoils of war : the colorings and shadings in this map show at a glance the territory that has changed hands since the Great war ... / basic map copyright by Rand, McNally & Co.  26203
Spokane and Inland Empire Railroad Company  81197, 82129, 82134, 82142, 82146, 82150, 82152, 82156, 82159, 82162, 82165, 82169, 82172, 82178, 82180, 82183
Spokane and Inland Empire Railroad Company - Maps - 1907  81197
Spokane and Inland Empire Railroad Company - Maps - 1911  82129, 82134
Spokane and Inland Empire Railroad Company - Maps - 1912  82142, 82146
Spokane and Inland Empire Railroad Company - Maps - 1913  82150, 82152
Spokane and Inland Empire Railroad Company - Maps - 1914  82156, 82159
Spokane and Inland Empire Railroad Company - Maps - 1915  82162, 82165
Spokane and Inland Empire Railroad Company - Maps - 1916  82169, 82172
Spokane and Inland Empire Railroad Company - Maps - 1917  82178, 82180
Spokane and Inland Empire Railroad Company - Maps - 1918  82183
Spokane Chamber of Commerce  38475, 59770, 59771
Spokane city map  73015
Spokane city map / 76 Union  73017, 73018
Spokane city map : Union Oil Company  72999, 73000, 73002, 73003, 73005, 73006, 73009, 73010, 73011, 73012, 73013, 73014
Spokane city map / Union Oil Company of California  73019, 73020
Spokane County (Wash.) - Maps - 1957-1965 - Landowners  72984
Spokane EasyFinder : Local street detail  73022
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Call Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Spokane Indian Reservation (Wash.) - Pictorial works - 1886</td>
<td>72985</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spokane International Railroad</td>
<td>16154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spokane International Railroad - Maps - 1921</td>
<td>16154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spokane International Railroad - Maps - 1922</td>
<td>16157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spokane International Railroad - Maps - 1923</td>
<td>16159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spokane International Railroad - Maps - 1924</td>
<td>16161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spokane International Railroad - Maps - 1925</td>
<td>16166</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spokane International Railroad - Maps - 1926</td>
<td>16168</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spokane International Railroad - Maps - 1927</td>
<td>16170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spokane International Railroad - Maps - 1928</td>
<td>16173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spokane International Railroad - Maps - 1929</td>
<td>16175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spokane International Railroad - Maps - 1930</td>
<td>16181</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spokane International Railroad - Maps - 1956</td>
<td>59786</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spokane International Railroad - Maps - 1957</td>
<td>59787</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spokane Interstate Fair (Spokane, Wash.) - Maps - 1969-1971 - Pictorial maps</td>
<td>43198</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Call Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sremski Karlovci</td>
<td>Pictorial works</td>
<td>1716</td>
<td>22802</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sri Lanka</td>
<td>Arabic and Persian sources</td>
<td></td>
<td>73050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sri Lanka</td>
<td>Cartography, History</td>
<td></td>
<td>73051</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sri Lanka</td>
<td>Description and travel</td>
<td>1284-1293</td>
<td>73052, 73053</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sri Lanka</td>
<td>Description and travel, 14th century</td>
<td></td>
<td>60339</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sri Lanka</td>
<td>Description and travel, Greek</td>
<td></td>
<td>64220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sri Lanka</td>
<td>Discovery and exploration</td>
<td></td>
<td>73054, 73055</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sri Lanka</td>
<td>Discovery and exploration, Greek</td>
<td></td>
<td>73056</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sri Lanka</td>
<td>History, Ancient - Maps</td>
<td>1765</td>
<td>36496</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sri Lanka</td>
<td>Maps - 1528</td>
<td></td>
<td>73057, 73058</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sri Lanka</td>
<td>Maps - 1540</td>
<td></td>
<td>73059</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sri Lanka</td>
<td>Maps - 1565</td>
<td></td>
<td>73060</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sri Lanka</td>
<td>Maps - 1606</td>
<td></td>
<td>73061</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sri Lanka</td>
<td>Maps - 1625</td>
<td></td>
<td>73062</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sri Lanka</td>
<td>Maps - 1626</td>
<td></td>
<td>73063</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sri Lanka</td>
<td>Maps - 1682</td>
<td></td>
<td>73064</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sri Lanka</td>
<td>Maps - 1700</td>
<td></td>
<td>73065, 73066</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sri Lanka</td>
<td>Maps - 1700 - Fortification - Manuscripts</td>
<td></td>
<td>73067</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sri Lanka</td>
<td>Maps - 1700 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts</td>
<td></td>
<td>73067</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sri Lanka</td>
<td>Maps - 1703 - Nautical charts</td>
<td></td>
<td>73068</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sri Lanka</td>
<td>Maps - 1722</td>
<td></td>
<td>73069</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sri Lanka</td>
<td>Maps - 1724 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts</td>
<td></td>
<td>36516</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sri Lanka</td>
<td>Maps - 1728 - Nautical charts</td>
<td></td>
<td>36709</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sri Lanka</td>
<td>Maps - 1730</td>
<td></td>
<td>73070</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sri Lanka</td>
<td>Maps - 1733</td>
<td></td>
<td>36520</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sri Lanka</td>
<td>Maps - 1741</td>
<td></td>
<td>73071</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sri Lanka</td>
<td>Maps - 1743</td>
<td></td>
<td>36522</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sri Lanka</td>
<td>Maps - 1744</td>
<td></td>
<td>36675</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sri Lanka</td>
<td>Maps - 1745</td>
<td></td>
<td>36523</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sri Lanka</td>
<td>Maps - 1762</td>
<td></td>
<td>36534</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sri Lanka</td>
<td>Maps - 1765</td>
<td></td>
<td>36496</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sri Lanka</td>
<td>Maps - 1768</td>
<td></td>
<td>36537</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sri Lanka</td>
<td>Maps - 1769</td>
<td></td>
<td>73072</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sri Lanka</td>
<td>Maps - 1780</td>
<td></td>
<td>36676</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sri Lanka</td>
<td>Maps - 1794</td>
<td></td>
<td>36544</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sri Lanka</td>
<td>Maps - 1803</td>
<td></td>
<td>73073</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sri Lanka</td>
<td>Maps - 1811</td>
<td></td>
<td>70698</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sri Lanka</td>
<td>Maps - 1814</td>
<td></td>
<td>36554</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sri Lanka</td>
<td>Maps - 1821</td>
<td></td>
<td>36562</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sri Lanka</td>
<td>Maps - 1822</td>
<td></td>
<td>36566</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sri Lanka</td>
<td>Maps - 1823</td>
<td></td>
<td>73074</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sri Lanka</td>
<td>Maps - 1829</td>
<td></td>
<td>36573</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sri Lanka</td>
<td>Maps - 1831</td>
<td></td>
<td>36575</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sri Lanka</td>
<td>Maps - 1840</td>
<td></td>
<td>36584</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sri Lanka</td>
<td>Maps - 1841</td>
<td></td>
<td>36586</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sri Lanka</td>
<td>Maps - 1851</td>
<td></td>
<td>36678, 73075</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sri Lanka</td>
<td>Maps - 1866</td>
<td></td>
<td>36602</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sri Lanka</td>
<td>Maps - 1872</td>
<td></td>
<td>36604, 44232</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sri Lanka</td>
<td>Maps - 1892</td>
<td></td>
<td>36615</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sri Lanka</td>
<td>Maps - 1894</td>
<td></td>
<td>36618</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sri Lanka</td>
<td>Maps - 1898</td>
<td></td>
<td>36621</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sri Lanka</td>
<td>Maps - 1901</td>
<td></td>
<td>36623</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sri Lanka</td>
<td>Maps - 1906</td>
<td></td>
<td>36626</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sri Lanka</td>
<td>Maps - 1907</td>
<td></td>
<td>36627</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sri Lanka</td>
<td>Maps - 1909</td>
<td></td>
<td>36628</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sri Lanka</td>
<td>Maps - 1910</td>
<td></td>
<td>36630</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sri Lanka</td>
<td>Maps - 1911</td>
<td></td>
<td>36631</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sri Lanka</td>
<td>Maps - 1913</td>
<td></td>
<td>36632</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sri Lanka</td>
<td>Maps - 1918</td>
<td></td>
<td>36635</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sri Lanka</td>
<td>Maps - 1921</td>
<td></td>
<td>36636</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sri Lanka</td>
<td>Maps - 1924</td>
<td></td>
<td>36637</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sri Lanka</td>
<td>Maps - 1926</td>
<td></td>
<td>36638</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sri Lanka</td>
<td>Maps - 1929</td>
<td></td>
<td>36640</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sri Lanka</td>
<td>Maps - 1933</td>
<td></td>
<td>36643</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sri Lanka - Maps - 1938 36645</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sri Lanka - Maps - 1942 73076</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sri Lanka - Maps - 1949 36653</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sri Lanka - Maps - 1950 36656</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sri Lanka - Maps - 1955 36655</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sri Lanka - Maps - 1962 36657</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sri Lanka - Maps - 1965 36658</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sri Lanka - Maps - 1968 36659</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sri Lanka - Maps - 1982 36661</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sri Lanka - Maps - 1984 - Guidebooks 36662</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sri Lanka - Maps - Bibliography - Catalogs 73077</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sri Lanka - Maps - Collections, 1600-1799 73078</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sri Lanka-Netherlands Association, Central Cultural Fund 73078</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Srirangapattna (India) - Maps - 1799 73079</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Srirangapattna (India) - Maps - 1840 - Pictorial works 73080</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Agatha (Netherlands) - Pictorial works - 1645 53630</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Albans (England) - Maps - 1646 33865</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Albans (England) - Maps - 1676 33866</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Albans Messenger (Vt.) 80780</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Albert (Alta.) - Maps - 1992 - Road maps 24687</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Amour 63033</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Andrews (N.B.) - Maps - 1785 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 73081</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Andrews (Scotland) - Maps - 1895 69629</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Andrews (Scotland) - Maps - 1901 69643</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Andrews (Scotland) - Pictorial works - 1740 24680</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Asaph (Wales) - Maps - 1610 26761, 80685</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Asaph (Wales) - Maps - 1676 26762, 80687</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Augustine Harbour (Québec) SEE Saint Augustin Bay (Québec) 65953</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Augustine (Fla.) SEE Saint Augustine (Fla.) 67866</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Augustine Historical Society and Institute of Science 29002, 67866</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Augustine, the capital of East Florida 67859</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Bede’s College 8303</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Blasien Abbey (Sankt Blasien, Germany) SEE Kloster St. Blasien 41231</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Boniface 18858</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Catharines, 1875. Province Ontario, Canada 73082</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Catharines Historical Museum 73082</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Catharines (Ont.) - Maps - 1875 - Pictorial works 73082</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Catharines (Ont.) - Maps - 1979 - Road maps 73083</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Catharines, Thorold, portions of regional municipality of Niagara : city and suburbs as well as a comprehensive district map / Rolph-McNally 73083</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Catherine Island (Brazil) SEE Santa Catarina Island (Brazil) 1015</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Charles Air Line Railroad (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1902 19641</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Charles (I.II.) - Maps - 1855 - Landowners 73084</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Charles (I.II.) - Maps - 1855 - Real property 73084</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Charles (Mo.) SEE Saint Charles (Mo.) 67885</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Christopher and Nevis 67962</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Christopher SEE Saint Kitts 67971</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Christophers, or St. Kitts, surveyed by ... 67961</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Christophers : St. Lucia : Nevis 67965, 67966</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Christophers : St. Lucia : Nevis / Engraved by Kirkwood &amp; Son Edinburgh 67963, 67964</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Clair, Arthur, 1734-1818 75172</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Clair County Farm Bureau (Ill.) 67893</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Clair County (Ill.) SEE Saint Clair County (Ill.) 67891</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[St. Clair County (Mich.) - 1859: LC G&amp;M land ownership maps on microfiche] 73085</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Clair County (Mich.) - Maps - 1859 - Landowners 43764, 73085</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Clair Hotel (Chicago, Ill.) 19739</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Clair River (Mich. and Ont.) - Maps - 1817 - Nautical charts 41536</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Clair River (Mich. and Ont.) - Maps - 1828 - Nautical charts 73086</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Clair Shores Historical Commission 43764</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Cloud Area Genealogists, Inc. 73184</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Columbia Church Library 34157</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Croix : 500 years pre-Columbus to 1990 67900</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Croix and Misacoda or Burntwood Rivers 67897</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Croix County (Minn.) SEE Saint Croix County (Minn.) 66200</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[St. Croix County (Wis.) - 1887: LC G&amp;M land ownership maps on microfiche] 73087</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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[St. Joseph County (Mich.) - 1858: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 67952
[St. Joseph County (Mich.) - 1897: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 67954
St. Joseph County (Mich.) SEE Saint Joseph County (Mich.) 67953
St. Joseph & Grand Island Railway 82154, 82263
St. Joseph & Grand Island Railway - Maps - 1913 82154
St. Joseph & Grand Island Railway - Maps - 1930 82263
St. Joseph Lead Company 63441
St. Joseph Lead Company - Maps - 1959 63441
St. Joseph Light & Power Company system map 51077
St. Joseph (Mo.) SEE Saint Joseph (Mo.) 67959
[St. Landry Parish (La.) - 1860: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 73100
St. Landry Parish (La.) - Maps - 1860 - Landowners 73100
St. Lawrence and Lake Champlain Canal - Maps - 1856 73101
St. Lawrence County (N.Y.) SEE Saint Lawrence County (N.Y.) 68247
St. Lawrence (N.L.) - Maps - 1794 56926
St. Lawrence River ... [Charts no. 1-2, 4-6]. Projected from a trigonometrical survey executed under the orders of Major C.B. Comstock ... in 1871, 1872 & 1873 ... 68019
St. Lawrence River pilot from Cap des Rosiers (south shore) and Rivière St. Jean (north shore) to Kingston 68020
St. Lawrence Seminary (Mount Calvary, Wis.) 25924, 25959
St. Lawrence River from Cap des Rosiers (south shore) to Kingston [Charts 12, 17]. ... 67954
St. Lawrence (N.Y.) - Boats and ships 67953
St. Lawrence (N.Y.) - Charts 11-17. ... 67952
St. Lawrence (N.Y.) - Charts 18-24. ... 67954
St. Lawrence (N.Y.) - Charts 25-29. ... 67954
St. Lawrence and Saint Joseph (Mo.) 67959
St. Louis 68020
St. Louis, Alton, and Chicago Railroad - Maps - 1859 35535
St. Louis, Alton, and Terre Haute Railroad 35392
St. Louis, Alton, and Terre Haute Railroad - Maps - 1855-1879 - Right of way - Manuscripts 35392
St. Louis, Alton, and Terre Haute Railroad SEE ALSO Terre Haute, Alton, and St. Louis Railroad 35392
St. Louis and main routes through central United States : Chain of Rocks route : for local and through traffic crossing the Mississippi River at St. Louis 68109
St. Louis and main routes thru central United States : Chain of Rocks route : for local and through traffic crossing the Mississippi River at St. Louis ... 68110, 68111
St. Louis and San Francisco Railroad Company - Maps - 1890 81940
St. Louis and San Francisco Railroad Company - Maps - 1891 72338
St. Louis and San Francisco Railroad Company 2850, 19317, 19318, 32694, 32695, 32697, 72071, 72087, 72105, 72117, 72129, 72139, 72147, 72155, 72160, 72168, 72172, 72181, 72188, 72193, 72279, 72287, 72316, 72319, 72325, 72332, 72338, 72339, 72343, 72354, 74457, 77056, 77062, 77064, 77072, 77074, 77075, 77085, 77086, 77106, 77118, 77158, 77168, 77176, 77219, 77240, 77248, 77263, 77282, 77302, 77316, 77340, 77362, 77660, 77683, 77708, 77737, 77768, 77797, 77818, 77831, 77844, 77861, 77889, 78087, 81902, 81906, 81912, 81916, 81924, 81940
St. Louis and San Francisco Railroad Company - Maps - 1883 81902
St. Louis and San Francisco Railroad Company - Maps - 1884 81906
St. Louis and San Francisco Railroad Company - Maps - 1885 81912
St. Louis and San Francisco Railroad Company - Maps - 1886 81916
St. Louis and San Francisco Railroad Company - Maps - 1887 81924
St. Louis and San Francisco Railroad Company - Maps - 1889 72279
St. Louis and San Francisco Railroad Company - Maps - 1890 72287
St. Louis and San Francisco Railroad Company - Maps - 1897 72316
St. Louis and San Francisco Railroad Company - Maps - 1898 72319
St. Louis and San Francisco Railroad Company - Maps - 1899 72325
St. Louis and San Francisco Railroad Company - Maps - 1900 72332
St. Louis and San Francisco Railroad Company - Maps - 1901 72339
St. Louis and San Francisco Railroad Company - Maps - 1902 72343
St. Louis and San Francisco Railroad Company - Maps - 1903 72354, 77064
St. Louis and San Francisco Railroad Company - Maps - 1904 77074, 77075
St. Louis and San Francisco Railroad Company - Maps - 1905 77085
St. Louis and San Francisco Railroad Company - Maps - 1906 77095
St. Louis and San Francisco Railroad Company - Maps - 1907 77106
St. Louis and San Francisco Railroad Company - Maps - 1910 32694, 77138
St. Louis and San Francisco Railroad Company - Maps - 1911 32695, 77158
St. Louis and San Francisco Railroad Company - Maps - 1912 32697, 77168
St. Louis and San Francisco Railroad Company - Maps - 1913 77176
St. Louis and San Francisco Railroad Company - Maps - 1917 77219
St. Louis and San Francisco Railroad Company - Maps - 1920 77240
St. Louis and San Francisco Railroad Company - Maps - 1921 77248
St. Louis and San Francisco Railroad Company - Maps - 1922 77263
St. Louis and San Francisco Railroad Company - Maps - 1923 77282
St. Louis and San Francisco Railroad Company - Maps - 1924 77302
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Volume</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>St. Louis and San Francisco Railway Company - Maps</td>
<td>1925</td>
<td>77316</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Louis and San Francisco Railway Company - Maps</td>
<td>1926</td>
<td>77340</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Louis and San Francisco Railway Company - Maps</td>
<td>1927</td>
<td>77362</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Louis and San Francisco Railway Company - Maps</td>
<td>1937</td>
<td>77660</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Louis and San Francisco Railway Company - Maps</td>
<td>1938</td>
<td>77683</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Louis and San Francisco Railway Company - Maps</td>
<td>1939</td>
<td>77708</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Louis and San Francisco Railway Company - Maps</td>
<td>1940</td>
<td>77737</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Louis and San Francisco Railway Company - Maps</td>
<td>1941</td>
<td>77768</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Louis and San Francisco Railway Company - Maps</td>
<td>1942</td>
<td>77797</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Louis and San Francisco Railway Company - Maps</td>
<td>1943</td>
<td>77818</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Louis and San Francisco Railway Company - Maps</td>
<td>1944</td>
<td>77831</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Louis and San Francisco Railway Company - Maps</td>
<td>1945</td>
<td>77844</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Louis and San Francisco Railway Company - Maps</td>
<td>1946</td>
<td>77861</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Louis and San Francisco Railway Company - Maps</td>
<td>1947</td>
<td>77889</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Louis and San Francisco Railway Company - Maps</td>
<td>1948</td>
<td>72071</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Louis and San Francisco Railway Company - Maps</td>
<td>1949</td>
<td>72087</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Louis and San Francisco Railway Company - Maps</td>
<td>1950</td>
<td>72105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Louis and San Francisco Railway Company - Maps</td>
<td>1951</td>
<td>72117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Louis and San Francisco Railway Company - Maps</td>
<td>1952</td>
<td>72129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Louis and San Francisco Railway Company - Maps</td>
<td>1953</td>
<td>72139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Louis and San Francisco Railway Company - Maps</td>
<td>1954</td>
<td>72147, 78087</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Louis and San Francisco Railway Company - Maps</td>
<td>1955</td>
<td>72155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Louis and San Francisco Railway Company - Maps</td>
<td>1956</td>
<td>72160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Louis and San Francisco Railway Company - Maps</td>
<td>1957</td>
<td>72168</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Louis and San Francisco Railway Company - Maps</td>
<td>1958</td>
<td>72172</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Louis and San Francisco Railway Company - Maps</td>
<td>1959</td>
<td>72181</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Louis and San Francisco Railway Company - Maps</td>
<td>1960</td>
<td>72188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Louis and San Francisco Railway Company - Maps</td>
<td>1961</td>
<td>72193</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Louis and San Francisco Railway Company - Pictorial works</td>
<td>1959</td>
<td>2850, 19317, 74457</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Louis and San Francisco Railway Company - Pictorial works</td>
<td>1960</td>
<td>19318</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Louis and vicinity ... / compliments of Phillips Petroleum Company, Bartlesville, Oklahoma</td>
<td>68075, 68076</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Louis and vicinity official road map : Phillips 66</td>
<td>68058, 68062, 68065, 68068, 68069, 68072, 68126, 68127</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Louis, Arkansas and Texas Railway</td>
<td>71406</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Louis, Arkansas and Texas Railway and connections</td>
<td>71406</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Louis, Arkansas and Texas Railway - Maps</td>
<td>1890</td>
<td>71406</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Louis, Arsenal (Mo.) SEE Saint Louis Arsenal (Mo.)</td>
<td>68036</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Louis Book and News Co. (St. Louis, Mo.)</td>
<td>50699</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Louis Central Railroad</td>
<td>39346</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Louis Central Railroad - Maps - 1800-1899 - Manuscripts</td>
<td>39346</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St Louis County (Minn.) SEE Saint Louis County (Minn.)</td>
<td>68037</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[St. Louis County (Mo.) - 1856-1865: LC G&amp;M land ownership maps on microfiche]</td>
<td>68038</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[St. Louis County (Mo.) - 1857: LC G&amp;M land ownership maps on microfiche]</td>
<td>68039</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The St. Louis directory for the years 1840-1 : containing the names of the inhabitants, their occupations, and the numbers of their places of business and dwellings, with a sketch of the city of St. Louis, also the names of the city, township, county &amp; 68043</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Louis gateway</td>
<td>68161</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Louis, Iron Mountain, and Southern Railway Company</td>
<td>72276, 72285, 72291, 72296, 72300, 72301, 72303, 72304, 72306, 72307, 72308, 72310, 72313, 72314, 72317, 72322, 72323, 72329, 72330, 72335, 72336, 72344, 72345, 72351, 72352, 72359, 72360, 72365, 72366, 72374, 72375, 72380, 72381, 72388, 72389, 72396, 72397, 72404, 72405, 72410, 72414, 76874, 82133, 82158, 82164, 82171</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Louis, Iron Mountain, and Southern Railway Company</td>
<td>76874</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Louis, Iron Mountain, and Southern Railway Company</td>
<td>72276</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Louis, Iron Mountain, and Southern Railway Company</td>
<td>72285</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Louis, Iron Mountain, and Southern Railway Company</td>
<td>72291</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Louis, Iron Mountain, and Southern Railway Company</td>
<td>72296</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Louis, Iron Mountain, and Southern Railway Company</td>
<td>72300, 72301</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Louis, Iron Mountain, and Southern Railway Company</td>
<td>72303, 72304</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Louis, Iron Mountain, and Southern Railway Company</td>
<td>72306, 72307, 72308</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Louis, Iron Mountain, and Southern Railway Company</td>
<td>72310</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Louis, Iron Mountain, and Southern Railway Company</td>
<td>72313, 72314</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Louis, Iron Mountain, and Southern Railway Company</td>
<td>72317</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Louis, Iron Mountain, and Southern Railway Company</td>
<td>72322, 72323</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Louis, Iron Mountain, and Southern Railway Company</td>
<td>72329, 72330</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Louis, Iron Mountain, and Southern Railway Company</td>
<td>72335, 72336</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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St. Louis, Iron Mountain, and Southern Railway Company - Maps - 1902 72344, 72345
St. Louis, Iron Mountain, and Southern Railway Company - Maps - 1903 72351, 72352
St. Louis, Iron Mountain, and Southern Railway Company - Maps - 1904 72359, 72360
St. Louis, Iron Mountain, and Southern Railway Company - Maps - 1905 72365, 72366
St. Louis, Iron Mountain, and Southern Railway Company - Maps - 1906 72374, 72375
St. Louis, Iron Mountain, and Southern Railway Company - Maps - 1907 72380, 72381
St. Louis, Iron Mountain, and Southern Railway Company - Maps - 1908 72388, 72389
St. Louis, Iron Mountain, and Southern Railway Company - Maps - 1909 72396, 72397
St. Louis, Iron Mountain, and Southern Railway Company - Maps - 1910 72404, 72405
St. Louis, Iron Mountain, and Southern Railway Company - Maps - 1911 72410, 82133
St. Louis, Iron Mountain, and Southern Railway Company - Maps - 1912 72414
St. Louis, Iron Mountain, and Southern Railway Company - Maps - 1914 82158
St. Louis, Iron Mountain, and Southern Railway Company - Maps - 1915 82164
St. Louis, Iron Mountain, and Southern Railway Company - Maps - 1916 82171
St. Louis, Kansas City, and Colorado Railroad Company 77062, 77083
St. Louis, Kansas City and vicinity / Sinclair oils 68077
St. Louis Mercantile Library at the University of Missouri--St. Louis. Fellowship report, 2003 21251
St. Louis : Mobil travel map 68085
St. Louis Park School District (Saint Louis Park, Minn.) 30557
St. Louis / Philips 66, the performance company 68086
St. Louis post-dispatch 77930, 82243
St. Louis : printed materials relating to St. Louis in the George N. Meissner Memorial Rare Book Dept., Washington Univ. 68096
St. Louis Public Library 39458
St. Louis Public Service Company 68071
St. Louis, Rocky Mountain and Pacific Company 55287, 55288, 55289, 55292
St. Louis, Rocky Mountain and Pacific Company - Maps - 1905 55287
St. Louis, Rocky Mountain and Pacific Company - Maps - 1906 55288
St. Louis, Rocky Mountain and Pacific Company - Maps - 1907 55289
St. Louis, Rocky Mountain and Pacific Company - Maps - 1908 55292
St. Louis & San Francisco Railroad Company 77082, 77083, 77092, 77093, 77102, 77103, 77113, 77114, 77125, 77126, 77385, 77411, 77475, 82101, 82112
St. Louis & San Francisco Railroad Company - Maps - 1903 77062
St. Louis & San Francisco Railroad Company - Maps - 1904 77072
St. Louis & San Francisco Railroad Company - Maps - 1905 77082, 77083
St. Louis & San Francisco Railroad Company - Maps - 1906 77092, 77093
St. Louis & San Francisco Railroad Company - Maps - 1907 77102, 77103
St. Louis & San Francisco Railroad Company - Maps - 1908 77113, 82101
St. Louis & San Francisco Railroad Company - Maps - 1909 77125, 77126, 82112
St. Louis & San Francisco Railroad Company - Maps - 1928 77385
St. Louis & San Francisco Railroad Company - Maps - 1929 77411
St. Louis & San Francisco Railroad Company - Maps - 1930 77475
St. Louis - San Francisco Railway and auxiliary lines. December 31, 1917 77219
St. Louis - San Francisco Railway and auxiliary lines. December 31, 1920 77240
St. Louis - San Francisco Railway and auxiliary lines. December 31, 1921 77248
St. Louis - San Francisco Railway and auxiliary lines. December 31, 1922 77263
St. Louis - San Francisco Railway and auxiliary lines. December 31, 1923 77282
St. Louis - San Francisco Railway and auxiliary lines. December 31, 1924 77302
St. Louis - San Francisco Railway and auxiliary lines. December 31, 1925 77316
St. Louis - San Francisco Railway and auxiliary lines. December 31, 1926 77340
St. Louis - San Francisco Railway and auxiliary lines. December 31, 1927 77362
St. Louis-San Francisco Railway and auxiliary lines. December 31, 1928 77385
St. Louis-San Francisco Railway and auxiliary lines. December 31, 1929 77411
St. Louis-San Francisco Railway and auxiliary lines. December 31, 1930 77475
St. Louis & San Francisco Railway and connections 81940
St. Louis-San Francisco Railway Company 71782, 78239
St. Louis-San Francisco Railway Company - Maps - 1930 71782
St. Louis-San Francisco Railway Company - Maps - 1959 78239
St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company 71419, 71433, 71440, 71446, 71451, 71456, 71466, 71479, 71491, 71508, 71521, 71534, 71547, 71559, 71570, 71590, 71601, 71612, 71623, 71639, 71650, 71651, 71652, 71660, 71669, 71672, 71679, 71685, 71688, 71691, 71696, 71701, 71718, 71726, 71728, 71735, 71743, 71749, 71755, 71762, 71768, 71783, 72344, 72345, 72351, 72352, 72359, 72360, 72365, 72366, 72367, 72374, 72375, 72376, 72380, 72381, 72388, 72389, 72396, 72397, 72404, 72405, 72410, 72414, 76997, 77004, 77015, 77022, 77033, 77044, 77052, 77057, 77065, 77076, 77086, 77096, 77107, 77116, 77128, 77129, 77139, 77159, 77169, 77177, 77184, 77195, 77212, 77220, 77224, 77249, 77264, 77283, 82137
St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company - Maps - 1891 71419
St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company - Maps - 1892 71433
St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company - Maps - 1893 71440, 71446
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St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company - Maps - 1894  71451, 71456
St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company - Maps - 1895  71466, 76997
St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company - Maps - 1896  71479, 77004
St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company - Maps - 1897  71491, 77015
St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company - Maps - 1898  71508, 77022
St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company - Maps - 1899  71521, 77033
St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company - Maps - 1900  71534, 77044
St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company - Maps - 1901  71547, 77052
St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company - Maps - 1902  71559, 72344, 72345, 77057
St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company - Maps - 1903  71570, 72351, 72352, 77065
St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company - Maps - 1904  71590, 72359, 72360, 77076
St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company - Maps - 1905  71601, 72365, 72366, 77086
St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company - Maps - 1906  71612, 72374, 72375, 77096
St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company - Maps - 1907  71623, 72380, 72381, 77107
St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company - Maps - 1908  71639, 72388, 72389, 77116
St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company - Maps - 1909  71650, 71651, 71652, 72396, 72397, 77128
St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company - Maps - 1910  71660, 72404, 72405, 77139
St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company - Maps - 1911  71669, 71672, 72410, 77159, 82137
St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company - Maps - 1912  71679, 72414, 77169
St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company - Maps - 1913  71685, 77177
St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company - Maps - 1914  71688, 77184
St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company - Maps - 1915  71691, 77195
St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company - Maps - 1916  71696, 77212
St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company - Maps - 1917  71701, 77220
St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company - Maps - 1918  71718, 77224
St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company - Maps - 1921  71726, 77249
St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company - Maps - 1922  71728, 77264
St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company - Maps - 1923  71735, 77283
St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company - Maps - 1925  71743
St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company - Maps - 1926  71749
St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company - Maps - 1927  71755
St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company - Maps - 1928  71762
St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company - Maps - 1929  71768
St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company - Maps - 1930  71783
St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company of Texas SEE St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company  71440
St. Louis Southwestern Railway : St. Louis Southwestern Railway of Texas : Tyler Southern Railway  71419, 71433, 71446
St. Louis, St. Louis County & vicinity StreetFinder  68166
St. Louis : St. Louis & St. Charles counties StreetFinder  68090, 68091
St. Louis / Standard Oil Company  68162
St. Louis / Standard Oil, division American Oil Company  68078
St. Louis street guide / Standard Oil Company  68092, 68094
St. Louis street guide : including St. Louis & St. Charles counties  68093
St. Louis street map / Standard Oil Company  68081
St. Louis tourist guide / Gulf  68082, 68083
St. Louis & Vicinity  68050, 68051
St. Louis & vicinity street map and directory ... 1975-76 / Standard Oil Division of Amoco Oil Company  68084
St. Louis & vicinity street map and directory ... 1975 / Standard Oil Division of Amoco Oil Company  68087
St. Louis & vicinity StreetFinder  68165
St. Louis visitors guide  68103
St. Louis World's Fair (1904) SEE Louisiana Purchase Exposition (1904 : Saint Louis, Mo.)  43461
St. Louis Zoological Park - Tourism - 1989  73102
St. Louis Zoological Park  73102
St. Lucia, done from surveys and observations ...  68169
St. Lumaire Bay (N.L.) - Maps - 1784 - Nautical charts  56920
St. Maclou à Panthemon, Melle. de  57596
St. Magaret's Bay (N.L.) - Maps - 1784 - Nautical charts  56916, 56921
St. Malo (France) SEE Saint-Malo (France)  43060
St. Malo, ville de la haute Bretagne ...  68173, 68174
St. Marie Id. SEE Sainte-Marie-de-Madagascar Island (Madagascar)  27970
St. Mark's Square (Venice, Italy) SEE Piazza San Marco (Venice, Italy)  64631
St. Martin Abbey (Trier, Germany) - Maps - 1695  73103
St. Martin Abbey (Trier, Germany) - Maps - 1713  73104
St. Martin (Netherlands Antilles) - Maps - 1872  53317
[St. Martin Parish (La.) - 1860: LC &M land ownership maps on microfiche]  73105
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St. Petersburg/Clearwater street guide 68221
St. Petersburg EasyFinder : Local street detail 68218
St. Petersburg ( Fla. ) SEE Saint Petersburg ( Fla. ) 74218
St. Petersburg, Pinellas County street guide 68219
St. Petersburg, Pinellas County StreetFinder 68216, 68217
St. Petersburg ( Russia ) . Imperatorskaia akademii nauk SEE Imperatorskaia akademii nauk ( Russia ) 51840
St. Petersburg ( Russia ) . Imperial Academy of Sciences SEE Imperatorskaia akademii nauk ( Russia ) 51840
St. Petersburg ( Russia ) SEE Saint Petersburg ( Russia ) 68227
St. Petersburg street guide 68220
St. Petersburg, Tampa / Philips 66, the performance company 68215
St. Petersburg, Tampa : Pure... 68212
St. Petersburg, Tampa / Pure Oil Division, Union Oil Company of California 68213
St. Petersburg, Tampa street and vicinity maps / Phillips 66 68214
St. Petersburg und umgebung 68231, 68233
St. Petersburg und umgebung : Praktischer Reiseführer 68223
St. Philip's Castle ( Mahón, Spain ) SEE Castillo de San Felipe ( Mahón, Spain ) 50045
St. Pierre and Miquelon ( France ) SEE Saint Pierre and Miquelon 68240
St. Pierre Island ( France ) - Maps - 1763 73118
St. Pierre, Island ( France ) - Maps - 1782 - Nautical charts 73119
St. Regis Band of Mohawk Indians of New York - New York (State) - Maps - 1890 - Landowners 68247
St. Regis Mohawk Indian Reservation ( N.Y. ) SEE Saint Regis Mohawk Indian Reservation ( N.Y. ) 68247
St. Regis ( Québec ) - Maps - 1818 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 73120
St. Rose of Lima Priory ( Dubuque, Iowa ) 12675
St. Salvador, a Portuguese city on the River Lelunda in the kingdom of Congo in Africa ; The Manner of travelling, as practiced by the people of Congo in Africa 45575
St. Salvator, a Portugese city on the River Lelunda in the kingdom of Congo in Africa ; The Manner of travelling, as practiced by the people of Congo in Africa 45575
St. Salvador ( Congo ) SEE Mbanza-Ngungu ( Congo ) 45575
St. Simon's Island, Georgia 68252
St. Tammany Parish ( La. ) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps 70212
St. Thomas More College ( Saskatoon, Sask. ). Prairie Centre for the Study of Ukrainian Heritage 16981
St. Thomas ( Ont. ) - Historical geography - Maps - 1980 73121
St. Thomas ( Ont. ) - Maps - 1979 - Road maps 42780
St. Venant ( France ) - History - Siege, 1710 73122
St. Venant ( France ) - Maps - 1710 - Siege 73123
St. Venant ( France ) - Maps - 1740 - Fortification 619
St. Venant ( France ) - Maps - 1785 - Fortification 620
St. Vincent ; Barbados 68258, 68259
St. Vincent ; Barbados / Engraved by Kirkwood & Son Edinburgh 68256, 68257
St. Vincent, from an actual survey... 68255
St. Wendelins Capelle, of de Franse Kerk, met het Begynhof / P. De Swart, ad viv. del. ; B. F. Immink fec. et sculp. 1743 12070
St. Winifred's Well ( Wales ) - Pictorial works - 1610 26761
St. Winifred's Well ( Wales ) - Pictorial works - 1676 26762
Sta. Barbara in California 68774
Staatliche Allgemeine Berufsschule für die weiblich Jugend ( Hamburg, Germany ) 69390
Staatliche Bibliothek Ansbach 73124
Staatliche Bibliothek Ansbach - Map collections - Catalogs 73124
Staatliche Museen Preussischer Kulturbesitz. Museum für Indische Kunst SEE Museum für Indische Kunst ( Germany ) 70673
Staatliche Museen zu Berlin - Preussischer Kulturbesitz. Dept. of Prints and Drawings SEE Staatliche Museen zu Berlin--Preussischer Kulturbesitz. Kupferstichkabinett--Sammlung der Zeichnungen und Druckgraphik 26802
Staatliche Museen zu Berlin - Preussischer Kulturbesitz. Kupferstichkabinett--Sammlung der Zeichnungen und Druckgraphik 26802, 79995
Staatliche Museen zu Berlin--Preussischer Kulturbesitz. Museum für Indische Kunst SEE Museum für Indische Kunst ( Germany )/Museum für Völkerkunde ( Berlin, Germany ). Indische Kunstabteilung SEE Museum für Indische Kunst ( Germany ) 70673
Staatliche Verlagsanstalt ( Czechoslovakia ) 8643
Staatlicher Mathematisch-Physikalischer Salon ( Dresden, Germany ) - Map collections 69410
Staatliches Archivlager, Göttingen SEE Germany. Staatliches Archivlager, Göttingen 73224
Staatsarchiv Amberg 12004
Staatsarchiv Amberg - Map collections - Bibliography - Catalogs 12004
Staatsarchiv Bamberg 41378
Staatsarchiv des Kantons Bern 73125
Staatsarchiv des Kantons Bern - Map Collections - Exhibitions - Catalogs 73125
Staatsarchiv des Kantons Zürich 85363
Staatsarchiv Marburg, Karte B No. 386 45033
Staatsarchiv Neuburg an der Donau 12004
Staatsarchiv Neuburg an der Donau - Map collections - Bibliography - Catalogs 12004
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Staatsarchiv Schwerin 17799, 73224
Staatsarchiv Schwerin - Map collections - Catalogs 73224
Staatsarchiv Wertheim 73126
Staatsarchiv Wertheim - Map collections - Catalogs 73126
Staatsbibliothek Preussischer Kulturbesitz 18421, 73130
Staatsbibliothek Preussischer Kulturbesitz. Kartenabteilung 31808
Staatsbibliothek Preussischer Kulturbesitz. Kartenabteilung - Map collections - Catalogs 31808
Staatsbibliothek Preussischer Kulturbesitz - Map collections 73127
Staatsbibliothek Preussischer Kulturbesitz - Map collections - Cataloging - 1905 18817
Staatsbibliothek Preussischer Kulturbesitz - Map collections - Exhibitions 18421
Staatsbibliothek Preussischer Kulturbesitz. - Map collections - Exhibitions - Catalogs 79374
Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin--Preussischer Kulturbesitz 418, 1822, 16977, 18286, 25778, 25879, 26344, 31662, 31663, 31665, 31666, 31808, 44487, 73128, 73129, 73130
Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin--Preussischer Kulturbesitz. Manuscript. Hs. 2° Ham. 446. 10586
Staatsbibliothek Zu Berlin-Preussischer Kulturbesitz - Map Cataloging 73128
Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin--Preussischer Kulturbesitz - Map collections - Catalogs 418, 1822, 25778, 26344, 31662, 31663, 31665, 31666, 31808, 73129
Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin--Preussischer Kulturbesitz SEE ALSO Deutsche Staatsbibliothek 31665
Staatsdruck 31460
Staatsdruckerij 9042
Stabe, K. Hans 52234
Stabile film 44584
Stabilimento Tipografico Luzzago (Brescia, Italy) 1352
Stabius, Johannes, 1450-1522 44655, 83850
Stabius, Johannes, 1450-1522. [World and celestial maps, 1515] 23939
Stabler, Arthur Phillips 37438, 75086
Stacey, Jenny 27199
Stachurski, Richard, 1940- 18217
Stack Publishing Co 83037
Stackhouse, Mrs., fl. 1785 7862
Stackhouse, Thomas, 1756-1836 107, 108, 179, 180, 287, 288, 3228, 3229, 3316, 3317, 7857, 7862, 7882, 23146, 23147, 24545, 24546, 25023, 25024, 25136, 25137, 25801, 25802, 26000, 26002, 27552, 27553, 27788, 27789, 31299, 31300, 31425, 31426, 32771, 32772, 32839, 32840, 34036, 34037, 34371, 34373, 34886, 34887, 34954, 34955, 38292, 38293, 38879, 39034, 39035, 39072, 39187, 39188, 39235, 39236, 53456, 53457, 57638, 57641, 62812, 62814, 65036, 65037, 67583, 67585, 69213, 69214, 69510, 69511, 70474, 70475, 72636, 72637, 72752, 72753, 75692, 75693, 75748, 75749, 82754, 82755
Stackhouse, Thomas, 1756-1836. A New universal atlas : consisting of a complete set of maps ... (1785) 180, 288, 3229, 3317, 23147, 24546, 25024, 25026, 26002, 31300, 31425, 34037, 34373, 53456, 57638, 65037, 67585, 69214, 70475, 72636, 72752, 82755
Stackhouse, Thomas, 1756-1836. A New universal atlas : consisting of a complete set of maps ... (1785)/--Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library) 108, 25024, 25137, 27553, 27789, 32772, 32840, 34887, 34955, 38293, 39035, 39072, 39188, 39236, 62814, 69510, 72637, 72753, 75693, 75748
Stackhouse, Thomas, 1756-1836. An Universal atlas : being a set of maps, to illustrate ancient and modern geography ... (1782) 107, 179, 287, 3228, 3316, 23146, 24545, 25023, 25136, 25801, 26000, 27552, 27788, 31299, 31426, 32771, 32839, 34036, 34371, 53457, 57641, 62812, 65036, 67583, 69213, 69510, 70474, 72636, 72752, 75692, 75748
Stackhouse, Thomas, ca. 1680-1752 12705
Stackpole Books 52641
Stacy Map Publishers 38471, 40566, 80816, 83034, 83036
Stacy Press SEE Stacy Map Publishers 83036
Stacy's farm plat book of Iroquois County, Ill. 38471
Stacy's farm plat book, Warren Co. [Illinois] 80816
Stade (Lower Saxon, Germany) - Maps - 1620 73131
Stade (Lower Saxon, Germany) - Maps - 1741 33489
The Stade of the ancient Greeks 73132
Staden 73131
Stadium (Standard of Length) 65798, 73132
Stadler, Friedr. 17093
Stadsarchief Amsterdam 1921
Stadsarchief te Antwerpen (Belgium) 69340
Stadsarchief te Antwerpen (Belgium). Dans cette carte est figuré le cours del l'Escaut commençant vers Rupelmonde (ca. 1490) 69341
Stadt im Wandel: Kunst und Kultur des Bürgertums in Norddeutschland 1150-1650 17652
Stadt, Land, Fluss : eine topographische Bibliographie deutschspraechiger Prosa 1945 bis 2000 / bearbeitet von Monika Stoye 52342
Stadt Paulia 63427
Stadt- und Universitätsbibliothek Bern 18490, 67746, 83984
Stadt- und Universitätsbibliothek Bern - Map collections - Catalogs 67746
Stadt- und Universitätsbibliothek Bern - Map collections - Exhibitions - Catalogs 18490
Stadtarchiv Hannover 83941
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world. Patrons directory, reference business directory ... Compiled and published by Geo. A. Ogle 66254
Standard atlas of Randolph County, Missouri : including a plat book of the villages, cities and townships of the county : map of the state, United States and world ; patrons directory, reference business directory and departments devoted to general inf 66265
Standard atlas of Red Willow County, Nebraska 66331
Standard atlas of Republic County, Kansas, including a plat book of the villages, cities, and townships of the county. map of the state, United States, and world ... 66410
Standard atlas of Richardson County, Nebraska, including a plat book of the villages, cities and townships of the county. Map of the State, United States and World ... 66760
Standard atlas of Richland County, Wisconsin : including a plat book of the villages, cities and townships of the county : map of the state, United States and world, patrons directory, reference business directory and departments devoted to general inf 66776
Standard atlas of Rock County, Minnesota : including a plat book of the villages, cities and townships of the county, map of the state, United States and world, patron's directory, reference business directory and departments devoted to general inform 67050
Standard atlas of Saginaw County Michigan : including a plat book of the villages, cities and townships of the county ... 67832
Standard atlas of Saline County, Illinois : including a plat book of the villages, cities and townships of the county; map of the state, United States and world; patrons directory, reference business directory ... 68284
Standard atlas of Sargent County, North Dakota, including a plat book of the villages, cities and townships of the county. Map of the State, United States and world, patrons directory ... 69932
Standard atlas of Schuyler County, Ill. including a plat book of the villages, cities and townships of the county. Map of the state, United States and world. Patrons directory, reference business directory and departments devoted to general information 69416
Standard atlas of Scott County, Illinois 69694
Standard atlas of Scotts Bluff County, Nebraska 69706
[Standard atlas of Sedgwick County Kansas] 69819, 69820
Standard atlas of Shelby County, Missouri / compiled and published by Geo. A. Ogle & Co. 69931
Standard atlas of Sheridan County, Kansas, including a plat book of the villages, cities, and townships of the county : Map of the state, United States, and world ... 69945
Standard atlas of St. Clair County, Illinois, including a plat book of the villages, cities and townships of the county 67889
Standard atlas of St. Joseph County, Indiana : including a plat book of the villages, cities and townships of the county, map of the state, United States and world, farmers directory, reference business directory and departments devoted to general information 67949
Standard atlas of St. Joseph County, Michigan ... 67955
Standard atlas of Steele County, North Dakota ... 73189
Standard atlas of Stutsman County, North Dakota ... 73354
Standard atlas of Sumner County, Kansas : including a plat book of the villages, cities and townships of the county ... 73427
Standard atlas of Swift County, Minnesota : including a plat book of the villages, cities and townships of the county, map of the state, United States and world, patrons directory, reference business directory and departments devoted to general inform 73768
Standard atlas of Taylor County, Wisconsin : including a plat book of the villages, cities and townships of the county 74291
Standard atlas of the world 4999, 5285, 5305, 6166, 6278, 19592
Standard atlas of Towner County, North Dakota ... 74243
Standard atlas of Union County, Illinois : including a plat book of the villages ... 76028
Standard atlas of Union County, Iowa : including a plat book of the villages, cities and townships ... 76032
Standard atlas of Van Buren County, Michigan 79810
Standard atlas of Walla Walla County, Washington; incl. a plat book of the villages, cities and townships ... Patrons directory ... 80772
Standard atlas of Walsh County, North Dakota : including a plat book of the villages, cities and townships of the county 80786
Standard atlas of Walworth County, Wisconsin, including a plat book of the villages, cities and townships of the county, patrons directory, reference business directory and departments devoted to general information, analysis of the system of U. S. Ian 80798
Standard atlas of Warren county, Illinois ... 80815
Standard atlas of Waukesha County, Wisconsin ... 81467
Standard atlas of Webster County, Iowa : including a plat book of the villages, cities, and townships of the county : map of the state, United States and the world ; patrons directory, reference business directory and departments devoted to general inf 81504
Standard atlas of Webster County, Nebraska, including a plat book of the villages, cities and townships of the county. Map of the state, United States and world ... 81508
Standard atlas of White County, Indiana : including a plat book of the villages, cities, and townships of the county ... 82871
Standard atlas of Wichita County, Kansas, including a plat book of the villages, cities, and townships of the county 82905
Standard atlas of Will County, Illinois : including a plat book of the villages, cities, and townships of the county; map of the state, United States, and world ... 82940
Standard atlas of Williamson County, Illinois : including a plat book of the villages, cities, and townships of the county ... / comp. by Geo. A. Ogle & Co. ; assisted by T. J. Youngblood 82965
Standard atlas of Wood County, Wisconsin : including a plat book of the villages, cities and townships of the county, map of the state, United States and world, patrons directory, reference business directory and departments devoted to general informat 83647
Standard atlas of Woodbury County, Iowa 83652
Standard atlas of world 5210, 5229, 5260, 5261, 5280, 5281, 5284, 5301, 5302, 6167, 6191, 6221, 6240, 6284, 6380, 6402, 6420
Standard Atlas Publishing Co., Cincinnati 34565
Standard atlases of Wayne County, Illinois, 1881, 1910 81475
Standard classic atlas for schools and colleges : with an alphabetical index giving the latitudes and longitudes of nearly 10,000 places 34473
Standard Educational Corporation 7049, 7105, 7421, 78878, 79104
The Standard family atlas of the world : indexed : containing separate maps of each state in the United States ...., maps of continents ... and all foreign
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Standard Oil road map: Illinois
35976, 35977, 35978, 35979

Standard Oil road map: Illinois 1934
35903, 35912

Standard Oil road map: Indiana
37072, 37073

Standard Oil road map: Indiana 1934
37025, 37034

Standard Oil road map: Iowa
37877, 37878

Standard Oil road map: Iowa 1934
37831

Standard Oil road map: Kansas
40284, 40285

Standard Oil road map: Kansas 1934
40243

Standard Oil road map: Kansas City
40026, 40027

Standard Oil road map: Kentucky
40800

Standard Oil road map: Kentucky 1932
40813

Standard Oil road map: Kentucky 1933
40828

Standard Oil road map: Michigan
47110, 47111, 47116

Standard Oil road map: Michigan 1934
47070

Standard Oil road map: Milwaukee
49297, 49298, 49299

Standard Oil road map: Minneapolis, St. Paul
49466

Standard Oil road map: Minneapolis, St. Paul 1934
49467

Standard Oil road map: Minnesota
49746, 49747, 49748

Standard Oil road map: Minnesota 1934
49715

Standard Oil road map: Missouri
50884, 50885

Standard Oil road map: Missouri 1934
50857

Standard Oil road map: Montana
51431, 51432

Standard Oil road map: Montana 1934
51421

Standard Oil road map: N. Dakota
58449, 58450

Standard Oil road map: No. Dakota 1934
58414

Standard Oil road map of Ohio
60810

Standard Oil road map of Ohio: sixteenth edition: Sohio...
60809

Standard Oil road map: Oklahoma
61487, 61488

Standard Oil road map: Oklahoma 1934
61449

Standard Oil road map: S. Dakota
70982, 70983

Standard Oil road map: So. Dakota 1934
70958

Standard Oil road map: St. Louis
68119, 68120

Standard Oil road map: Wisconsin
83339, 83340

Standard Oil road map: Wisconsin 1934
83294, 83298

Standard Oil road map: Wyoming
84888

Standard Oil road map: Wyoming 1934
84866

Standard Oil: southeast United States road map
72148

Standard, Paul, 1900-
62373

“Standard” pictorial road map of Washington, D.C. and vicinity
80977

Standard plat book of Henry County, Missouri; comp. and pub. under the direction of R.P. Fitch, civil engineer
33822

The Standard road book. New England
53981

Standard road-book of New York State
56192

Standard road map of Nebraska/Standard Oil Company of Nebraska
53071

Standard Stations, Inc.
2654, 35229, 35234, 46544, 53706, 55346, 55355, 55364, 55385, 62190, 62200, 74818, 77718, 77783, 77784, 77902, 77919, 79660, 81306, 81314, 81315, 82288

62571

Standard time in America: why and how it came about and the part taken by the railroads and William Frederick Allen / by John S. Allen
75195

Standard time SEE Time
1316, 75195

Standard travel information and expense record
76119

Standard travel information service: United States road map
77919

Standard travel information service: United States road map / Standard Oil Company of California and its subsidiaries...
77919

Standard travel information: United States road map...
77783, 77784

Standard travel information United States road map...
77718

Standard-Vacuum Oil Company
37471, 44234, 44235

Standard-Vacuum Oil Company - Maps - 1960
44235

Standard-Vacuum Oil Company, Philippines Division
64537, 64538, 64540, 64541, 64542, 64543, 64544, 64545, 64547

Standard-Vacuum Sales Company SEE Standard-Vacuum Oil Company
37471

Standard world atlas
6439, 6441, 6478, 6480, 6503, 6522, 6539, 6540, 6561, 6601, 6805

Standardizing map classification and cataloging: a report for the Newberry Library
18791

Standig & Co.
25245, 25247, 25249, 25250, 25251, 25252, 25258, 25259, 25260, 25261, 25262

Standing Conference for Local History
14118, 44742
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Stansbury, Howard 32755
Stansbury, M. H. 81782, 81783, 81784
Stansby, William, fl. 1597-1638 7754, 7756
Stanstead (Québec : County) - Maps - 1881 - Landowners 24581
Stanton, Anne G., 1945- 43459
Stanton, Samuel McC. 80655
Stanton, W., fl. 1853 34578
Stanton, W. S. (William Sanford), 1842-1918 27252
Stanway, Kate 70226
Stanway, Roger 70226
Stanwix, Fort Treaty of, 1768 - Maps 47588
Staples 14162
Staples Islands (England) SEE Farne Islands (England) 34584, 69497
Staples Press, Ltd. 17331
Staples, Stephen McL. (Stephen McLellan), 1800-1832 21119
Staples, The (England) SEE Farne Islands (England) 69497
Stapleton, Alan 42770
Stapleton International Airport (Denver, Colo.) - 1998 73153
Staplers, Alphonse 2210
A Star atlas and reference handbook : (epoch 1950) : for students and amateurs / by Arthur P. Norton ; the reference handbook by J. Gall Inglis and A.P. Norton and edited by R.M.G. Inglis 3528
Star atlas : containing stars visible to the naked eye and clusters, nebulae and double stars visible in small telescopes : together with variable stars, red stars, characteristic star groups, ancient constellation figures and an explanatory text / by 73166
Star chart for northern skies 3545
Star chart for southern skies 3546
Star charts SEE Astronomy - Charts, diagrams, etc. 3525
Star crossings and stone monuments : field astronomy by the Wheeler Survey in 1870's Colorado / by William E. Wilson 18595, 18601
Star, Jeffrey 28792
The Star Lake Country : Northern Wisconsin on the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway 73154
Star Lake (Wis.) - Maps - 1909 73154
Star-shaped map for plane routes aids navigators 84381
Star-Telegram 28588
Star time and telegraph : the 'American method' of longitude determination 42991
Star time and telegraph : The United States Coast and Geodetic Survey and the development of a world-wide telegraphic longitude network, 1846-1904 42992
Starbuck, Stephen 28464
Starch foods / by V. C. Finch 84394
Starck, Mabel F. 74017
Starckman, P. 2328, 9125, 12148, 14967, 23759, 25966, 27677, 27706, 278
Star, Jeffrey 28792
Star crossings and stone monuments : field astronomy by the Wheeler Survey in 1870's Colorado / by William E. Wilson 18595, 18601
Stark's guide-book and history of British Guiana : containing a description of everything relating to this colony that would be of interest to tourists and residents, respecting its history, inhabitants, climate, agriculture, geology, gold mining, gove 33232
Stark's history and guide to Barbados and the Caribbee Islands : containing a description of everything on or about these islands of which the visitor or resident may desire information : including their history, inhabitants, climate, agriculture, geol 11801
Stark's history and guide to the Bahama Islands : containing a description of everything on or about the Bahama Islands of which the visitor or resident may desire information : including their history, inhabitants, climate, agriculture, geology, gover 11427
Stark's Jamaica guide : (illustrated) containing a description of everything relating to Jamaica of which the visitor or resident may desire information, 11427
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including its history, inhabitants, government, resources, and places of interest to travellers

Stearke, Carl
10241, 10406

[Starke County (Ind.) - 1898: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 73161

Starke County (Ind.) - Maps - 1898 - Landowners 73161
Starke County (Ind.) - Maps - 1910 73162
Starke County (Ind.) - Maps - 1911 73163
Starke County (Ind.) - Maps - 1975- Landowners 73164
Starke County Indiana 73162, 73163
Starke County, Indiana : plat book, index of owners, city street maps 73164

Starkenburg, Ludolf Tjarda van, fl. ca. 1700 8737, 33960

Starling, Thomas 346, 578, 3377, 4739, 4755, 8000, 8006, 8012, 8018, 8040, 8056, 11064, 11184, 12748, 12768, 12776, 12785, 12801, 12802, 14365, 14366, 15845, 16031, 20678, 23169, 24051, 24526, 24770, 25223, 25244, 26078, 27926, 29448, 31499, 32866, 36580, 38356, 39246, 40568, 42293, 46342, 48124, 51875, 53511, 57730, 60317, 65070, 65402, 65716, 66880, 66881, 67649, 69572, 70361, 70574, 70575, 70577, 71192, 72815, 73698, 73864, 75781, 76669, 81669, 82735, 84243, 84244, 84248

Starling, Thomas. The Royal cabinet atlas... [ca. 1840] 346, 578, 3377, 11064, 11184, 14365, 14366, 15845, 16031, 20678, 23169, 24051, 24526, 24770, 25224, 26078, 27926, 31499, 32866, 36580, 38356, 39246, 46342, 48124, 51875, 53511, 57730, 60317, 65070, 65402, 65716, 66881, 67649, 69572, 70361, 70574, 70575, 70577, 71192, 72815, 73698, 73864, 75781, 76669, 81669, 82735, 84243, 84244, 84248

Starmond House 36465

Starnazzi, Carlo 41869

Starovologg, Simon, 1588-1656 SEE Starovolski, Szymon, 1588-1656 65011

Starovolski, Szymon, 1588-1656 SEE Starovolski, Szymon, 1588-1656 65009

Starovolski, Szymon, 1588-1656 9605, 65011, 65014

Starovolski, Szymon, 1588-1656 9125, 65009

[Starr County (Tex.) - 1900: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 73165

Starr County (Tex.) - Maps - 1900 - Landowners 73165

Starr, Frederick, 1858-1933 52388

Starr, Georgia 30122

Starr & Headington 19118

Starr, J. W. 19118, 41256

Stars - Atlases SEE Astronomy - Charts, diagrams, etc. 3525
Stars - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1753 3494
Stars - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1774 18924, 18925
Stars - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1876 3484, 18927
Stars - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1894 3502, 18928, 18929
Stars - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1898 3521
Stars - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1899 3486
Stars - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1901 3524
Stars - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1966 3528
Stars - Maps - 1896 73166

Stars - Maps SEE Astronomy - Charts, diagrams, etc. 3525
Stars - Maps Astronomy - Charts, diagrams, etc. 73166
Starved Rock State Park 73168, 73169, 73170
Starved Rock State Park (Ill.) 73169

Starved Rock State Park (Ill.) - Maps - 1918 - Geology 73167

Starved Rock State Park (Ill.) - Maps - 1971 - Trails 73168

Starved Rock State Park (Ill.) - Maps - 2011 73169

Starved Rock State Park (Ill.) - Tourism - 1973 73170

Starved Rock Trail (Ill.) - Maps - 1922 35726, 35727

Starwood Pub. 76345

Stasbourg France) SEE Strasbourg (France) 73309

Stasi, M. 29057

Stassin et Xavier (Paris, France) 24775, 24783, 26083, 26096, 26098, 26101, 26104, 26112, 27933, 27952, 31280, 31740, 31741, 31742, 31743, 31744, 38657, 38681, 38682, 38683, 38684, 39090, 39091, 39093, 39095, 39097, 39099, 39251, 39252, 39255, 39258, 39261, 65404, 67241, 72820, 72826, 73869, 73875, 73880, 73882, 73883

State Archives of Michigan 41846, 67826, 84764

State atlas of New Jersey : based on State Geological Survey and from additional surveys 54755

State atlases 79479

State atlases: a bibliography on planning, preparation, production, presentation, and perusal of thematic atlases 79437

State Atlases - Illinois - Bibliography 79437

State Bank (Chicago, Ill.) 5597

State-book of Pennsylvania 63567

State boundaries of America : how, why and when American state lines were formed / Tegan and Jerry Hansen 76076

State Bridge Commission of Ohio (Cincinnati, Ohio) SEE Ohio. Bureau of Bridges 24387

State-city map of the United States 78263

State Company (Columbia, S.C.) 70820, 70832, 70833, 70834, 70835, 70837, 71285

State fairs SEE Agricultural exhibitions 43198
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State Farm Insurance Companies  57823, 77609, 77686, 77712, 77743, 77774, 77801, 77834, 77848, 78133, 78294, 78393, 78425, 78723, 78771, 78811, 78899, 79009, 79142, 79143, 79195, 79234
State Farm Insurance Companies - Maps - 1967  57823
State Farm road atlas  79234
State Farm road atlas : United States, Canada, Mexico  77712, 77801, 77834, 77848, 79142, 79195
State Farm road atlas : United States, Canada, Mexico, South America, Central America  77743, 77774
State Farm road atlas: United States, Mexico, Canada  78294, 78393
State Farm road atlas: United States, Mexico, Canada, Alaska  78133
State Farm road atlas: US Mexico Canada Alaska  6486
State Farm Year 1967  57823
State forests SEE Forest reserves  55285
State Geological Survey [California]  30900
State Geological Survey (California) SEE Geological Survey of California  30901
State geological surveys  30919
State Highway Commission map of Maine, 1930 / made and copyrighted by the National Survey Co., Chester, Vermont  44062
State Highway Commission map of Maine / made and copyrighted by the National Survey Co., Chesterton, Vermont  44065
State Highway Commission of Kansas  40155, 40184, 40216, 40217, 40231, 40248, 40249, 40268, 40454, 40455, 40458, 40461, 40464, 40465
State Highway Commission project progress map of Montana showing the different highway systems  51407
State highway department : 1931 winter edition road map of Kentucky showing condition of U. S. and state routes as of Nov. 1, 1931  40787
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Stuart-Taylor Co. 61847
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Such-Gotlande et pays circonvoisins: ou sont les provinces de Schonen, ou Scanie, Hallande, et Bleckinge, aujourd'hui de la couronne de Suede / par le Sr. Sanson d'Abbeville, geogr. ordre. du roy 32265
Such Jutland: où sont les duchés de Sleswick, et d'Holsace, subdivisés en leurs principales parties / par N. Sanson d'Abbeville, geogr. ordre. du roy 69363
Such-ouest de la France 66917, 66923, 66929, 66936
Such-ouest de la Pologne: guide illustré des chemins de fer polonais / rédigé par le Dr. Orłowicz 65073
Such-Ouest: Poitou, Charentes, Périgord, Quercy, Bordelais, Agenais 28053
Such-Ouest: Poitou, Charentes, Périgord, Quercy, Bordelais, Agenais / rédigé par Georges Monmarché 28054
Such-Tirolo: Brenner, Gardasee, Dolomiten, Ortter, mit Angaben für Automobilisten 75941
Such-Tirol mit Dolomiten 75933
La Suda 73385
Suda Bay (Greece) - Pictorial works - 1570 - Naval operations 73384
Suda (Crete) - Maps - 1689 - Pictorial works 73385, 73386
Suda (Greece) - Maps - 1700 - Fortification 22410
Suda Island (Greece) - Maps - 1682 22407
Sudan - Maps - 1774 25669
Sudan - Maps - 1786 25670
Sudan - Maps - 1789 569
Sudan - Maps - 1794 25671
Sudan - Maps - 1798 73387
Sudan - Maps - 1814 73388
Sudan - Maps - 1818 25673
Sudan - Maps - 1847 24776
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Sudan - Maps - 1850 24777
Sudan - Maps - 1853 582
Sudan - Maps - 1859 73389
Sudan - Maps - 1888 508
Sudan - Maps - 1907 24813, 24815
Sudan - Maps - 1909 24821
Sudan - Maps - 1911 24823
Sudan - Maps - 1918 24826
Sudan - Maps - 1956 24833
Sudan (Region) - Maps - 1908 24817, 24818, 24819
Sudan (Region) - Maps - 1910 24822
Sudan (Region) - Maps - 1914 24824, 24825
Sudan (Region) - Maps - 1928 24827
Sudan (Region) - Maps - 1929 24829, 24830
Sudbrok Press, Prestwood, Eng. 14229
Sudbury, John 1984, 7762, 12480, 12481, 13876, 14150, 15098, 15769, 16525, 16637, 19339, 21861, 22175, 22176, 22550, 23077, 23316, 23507, 26761, 60148, 62507, 63499, 66158, 69465, 70291, 73139, 73479, 73480, 73592, 76001, 80685, 80873, 82987, 83683, 85119, 85120, 85121
Sudbury River Valley (Mass.) - Maps - 1973 3454
Süddeutscher Verlag 81527
Süddeutschland mit den anstossenden Gebieten von Oesterreich und der Schweiz : ein Führer für Reisende : mit 33 Karten, Plänen und Grundrissen 31755
Süddeutschland, Salzkammergut 31785, 31790
Sudeten - Maps - 1938 31966
Sudetenland (Czech Republic) - Maps - 1908 - Railroads 31566
Südfrankreich 28161
Sudhoff, Karl, 1853 - 1938 17808, 28400
Sudhoff, Karl, 1853 - 1938. Bibliographia Paracelsica (1958) 1478
Südindien / Gerd und Elfriede Möller 36680
Süditalien : Neapel, Sizilien, und Sardinien 39306
Sudlow, E., fl. 1785 - 1792 7871, 25146
Sudory, Joseph A. 30056
Südspanien 72939
Südtirol - Trentino, östlicher Teil und Provinz Belluno (Dolomiten) 75951
Südtirol - Trentino, westlicher Teil und Gardasee 75950
Südwest Verlag 10503
Südwestliche und südöstliche Umgebung Berlins 12518
Suecia, Dania, et Norvegia 69182
Sueciae, Norvegiae, et Daniae nova tabula 69167
Suedbayern 11997, 11998, 11999
Suedbayern (MIHAG) 12000
Suedbayern Muenchen & Bayerischen Alpen 11991
Suedbayern Muenchen Oberbayern Allgau 11981
Suedbayern Tirol Salzburg 11977, 11979
Suedbayern Tirol und Salzburg 11963, 11964, 11965, 11966, 11967, 11968, 11969, 11970, 11971, 11972, 11973, 11974, 11975, 11976
Sueddeutschland 31801, 31805
Sueddeutschland Oberhein Baden 31764, 31767, 31772, 31774, 31775, 31776, 31784, 31786, 31789, 31795, 31796
Sueddeutschland und Oesterreich 31748, 31750, 31752, 31760
Suede et Norvege 73721
Suede, Norvague, et Danneomarck 69186
Sueonie, ou, Suede : ou sont les provinces de Uplande, Sudermannie, Westmannie, Noricie, Dalecarlie, Gестricie et les Isles d’Aland / par le Sr. Sanson d’Abbeville, geogr. ordre. de Sa Majesté 73683
Suessiones populi Belgicae secundae 646
Le Sueur County (Minn.) - Maps - 1898 - Landowners 73390
Le Sueur County (Minn.) - Maps - 1912 - Landowners 73391
Le Sueur, Pierre Charles, b. 1657 - Travels - Maps - 1697 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 50565
Suez Canal (Egypt) - Maps - 1885 24792
Suez Canal (Egypt) - Maps - 1887 57107
Suez (Egypt) - Maps - 1804 - Harbors 66330
Suez (Egypt) - Maps - 1804 - Pictorial works 66330
Suez (Egypt) - Maps - 1851 - Pictorial works 26093
Suez (Egypt) - Pictorial works - 1818 29296
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Entry</th>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Suffolk / by William A. Dutt ; with illustrations by J. Wyile, and Frank Southgate ; and from photographs and two maps</td>
<td>73400</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suffolk County (Mass.) - Maps - 1991 - Road maps</td>
<td>13543, 13544</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Suffolk County (N.Y.) - 1858: LC &amp; M land ownership maps on microfiche]</td>
<td>73393</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suffolk County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1839</td>
<td>73392</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suffolk County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1858 - Landowners</td>
<td>73393</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suffolk County (N.Y.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps</td>
<td>42977</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suffolk (England) - Maps - 1588 - Coasts - Nautical charts</td>
<td>73394, 73395</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suffolk (England) - Maps - 1610</td>
<td>73396, 73397</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suffolk (England) - Maps - 1736-1766 - Guidebooks</td>
<td>73403</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suffolk (England) - Maps - 1783</td>
<td>73398, 73399</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suffolk (England) - Maps - 1870</td>
<td>25632</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suffolk (England) - Maps - 1875</td>
<td>25633</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suffolk (England) - Maps - 1886</td>
<td>25634</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suffolk (England) - Maps - 1892</td>
<td>25635, 25636, 25637</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suffolk (England) - Maps - 1902</td>
<td>25639</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suffolk (England) - Maps - 1909</td>
<td>25640</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suffolk (England) - Maps - 1921</td>
<td>57196</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suffolk (England) - Maps - 1922</td>
<td>73400</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suffolk (England) - Maps - 1949</td>
<td>73401</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suffolk (England) - Maps - 1950</td>
<td>26552</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suffolk (England) - Maps - 1957</td>
<td>73402</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suffolk (England) - Maps - Collections, 1736-1766</td>
<td>73403</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suffolk Records Society</td>
<td>73403</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suffolk Records Society. Publications, v.15</td>
<td>73398, 73399</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suffolk (Va.) - Maps - 1600-1699 - Landowners</td>
<td>52576, 52577</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suffolk (Va.) - Maps - 1864 - Landowners</td>
<td>52578</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suffolk, described and divided into hundreds ...</td>
<td>73396, 73397</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Suggestion for experts on W. Graham Arader III</td>
<td>2321</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suggestions regarding the production of a correct geographical and historical map of Pennsylvania</td>
<td>64140</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sugimura, Kazue</td>
<td>37503</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suhi (Germany: Bezirke) - Maps - 1716</td>
<td>25554</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suhi (Germany: Bezirke) - Maps - 1724</td>
<td>73404</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sul Planisferi Tolemaiici: alcune questioni interpretative e prospettiche</td>
<td>65797</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suiker, verhout &amp; tabaks : het Braziliaanse handboek van Johannes de Laet, 1637 / bezorgd en ingeleid door B.N. Teensma</td>
<td>81711</td>
<td>7797</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suisse</td>
<td>73872, 73893, 73912, 73927, 73945, 73956, 73962, 73993, 73995, 74007, 74024, 74041, 74076</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suisse : autocars alpestres</td>
<td>74092</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>La Suisse divisée en ses treize cantons, ses alliez &amp; ses sujets ... / par ... H. Iaillot</td>
<td>73814</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>La Suisse divisée en ses treize cantons, ses alliez &amp; ses sujets / par le Sr. Sanson geographe du Roy</td>
<td>73793</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>La Suisse divisée en ses treize cantons et ses alliés / ... par Mr. Bonne</td>
<td>73825</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>La Suisse divisée en ses XIII cantons et ses alliés : projetée et assujettie aux observations astronomiques / par Mr. Bonne</td>
<td>73820</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suisse / par Adolphe et Paul Joanne</td>
<td>73908</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Les Suisses, les Alliés des Suisses et leurs Suiets ...</td>
<td>73790</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Les Suisses, les alliés des Suisses et leurs sujets : qui peuvent passer sous le nom des Suisses, partie de Souabe, &amp;c. / par N. Sanson d'Abbeuille, geogr. du roy, 1731 : R. Cordier Abbauil. sculp.</td>
<td>73807</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Les Suisses leurs alliés et leurs Suiets / par le Sr. Iaillot ...</td>
<td>73799</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Les Suisses, leurs alliez : avec les sujets des Suisses, et des alliez. Selon les memoires de Sjmler, de Gyger, et de plusieurs autres auteurs / par le Sr. Tillemon</td>
<td>73795</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suisin Bay (Calif.) - Maps - 1851 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>73405</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suisin Bay (Calif.) - Maps - 1851 - Real property</td>
<td>73405</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suisin Bay (Calif.) - Maps - 1970 - Harbors - Nautical charts</td>
<td>62528</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suisin Bay (Calif.) - Pictorial works - 1850</td>
<td>23574, 23575</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suite de Borneo islands, de lisle de lava, et d'une partie de Sumatra</td>
<td>37451</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suite de Cambodia, ou se trouvent la Cochinchine, et un partie de Borneo</td>
<td>70860</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suite de l'atlas curieux</td>
<td>9137</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suite du course du fleuve de St. Laurent ...</td>
<td>68030</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sukhoteleu, Petr Kornilevich, 1751-1836</td>
<td>67610</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sukru</td>
<td>10941</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Süleyman I, Sultan of the Turks, 1494 or 5-1566</td>
<td>64785</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sulmierski, Filip, 1843-1885</td>
<td>52424</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sui in antiche mappe idro-geografiche loperate in Venezia</td>
<td>38655</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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A Summary of selected manuscript documents of historic importance preserved in the Archives of the Department / Admiralty, Hydrographic Department

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

prefixed, an historical account of the progress and improvements of astronomy and geography ... to the 29116

Summary on the subject of (the third region of Eicumen and Asia by cartographical data of Ptolemys) 65798

[Summary route map of Northern Pacific Railway] 60059
[Summary route map of the Central Railroad of New Jersey] 47988
[Summary route map of the Chesapeake and Ohio Railway] 59551
[Summary route map of the Chicago Great Western Railway] 49007, 49015
[Summary route map of the Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway] 82596
[Summary route map of the Delaware, Lackawanna and Western Railroad] 47954
[Summary route map of the Great Northern Railway detailing proposed merger of several railroad companies] 60058
[Summary route map of the Great Northern Railway in the northwestern U.S.] 60050
[Summary route map of the Illinois Central Railroad] 78316
[Summary route map of the New York Central Railroad in the northeastern U.S.] 59568
[Summary route map of the New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad] 24477
[Summary route map of the Norfolk and Western Railway] 24479
[Summary route map of the Pennsylvania Railroad] 59563
[Summary route map of the Reading Company railroad] 47998
Summer and Fall Wildflowers of Brown County State Park 14729
Summer Institute of Linguistics 64539
Summer Palace of the Empress of Russia at Petersburg ; Winter Palace of the Empress of Russia at Petersburg 73422
Summer Palace (Saint Petersburg, Russia) - Pictorial works - 1793 73422
Summer resorts - Northwestern States - 1911 66163
Summer resorts of the coast, lake, and mountain regions along the Boston & Maine Railroad and connections, March 1, 1912 53993
Summer resorts of the coast, lake, and mountain regions along the Boston & Maine Railroad and connections, season 1913 53995
Summer sports : 25 of them! Your move! : Garmisch, EUCOM's playground 28585
Summer - United States - Maps - 1921 77251
A Summer voyage on the river Saône / by Philip Gilbert Hamerton 68876
Summerfield, J. 20734
Summers, David, 1941- 72627
Summers, J. H. 39712, 39713
Summerson, John 17786
Summit Books 84695
Summit County (Ohio) - Maps - 1891 - Landowners 73423
[Summary County (Ohio) - 1856: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 73424
Summit County (Ohio) - 1874 - Pictorial works 73425
Summit County (Ohio) - Maps - 1856 - Landowners 73424
Summit County (Ohio) - Maps - 1874 - Landowners 73425
Summit County (Ohio) - Maps - 1990 - Road maps 21028
Summit County (Ohio) - Maps - 1997 - Road maps 21029
Summit County (Ohio) - Maps - 2002 - Road maps 650
Summit County (Ohio) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps 651
Summit County (Ohio) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps 653
Summit County (Ohio) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps 654
Summer, Arthur 29720, 30071, 30128, 30242
Summer County (Kan.) - Maps - 1883 - Landowners 73426
Summer County (Kan.) - Maps - 1902 - Landowners 73427
[Summary County (Tenn.) - 1878: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 73428
Summer County (Tenn.) - Maps - 1878 - Landowners 73428
Summer County (Tenn.) - Maps - 2000 - Road maps 52670
Summer County (Tenn.) - Maps - 2002 - Road maps 52671, 52672
Summer, H. F. 12769
Sumpter, Kriste Wagner 42107
[Sumpter Township and the railroad connection to Baraboo] 73429
Sumpter (Wis.) - Maps - 1859 - Landowners 73429
Sumter County (Ala.) - Maps - 1736 - Manuscripts 27262
Sumter County (Ala.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners 73430
Sumter County (Fla.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps 41430
Sumter County (S.C.) - Maps - 1825 - Landowners 73431
Sumter District, South Carolina 73431
Sun Dial Press 6172
SUN (Firm : Amsterdam) 31852, 33277
Sun Oil Company 3909, 3918, 3931, 3946, 3959, 3960, 3971, 3972, 4006, 4007, 4008, 4035, 4043, 4054, 4078, 4079, 4099, 4108, 4115, 4117, 4130,
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Sunoco road map and historical scenic guide : New York  56607, 56631
Sunoco : road map and historical scenic guide : Ohio, Indiana  37232, 37233, 37234, 37270, 60895, 60896, 60897, 60925
Sunoco road map and historical scenic guide : Pennsylvania  63988, 64007, 64008
Sunoco road map of Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia :  3909
Sunoco road map of Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia : showing historical and other points of interest : Sun Oil Company  3918
Sunoco road map of Michigan : showing historical and other points of interest : Sun Oil Company  47041
Sunoco road map of Michigan ... Sun Oil Company  47024
Sunoco road map of New England : showing historical and other points of interest : Sun Oil Company  54167
Sunoco : road map of New England ... Sun Oil Company  54148, 54149
Sunoco road map of New Jersey : showing historical and other points of interest : Sun Oil Company  54932
Sunoco road map of New York : showing historical and other points of interest : Sun Oil Company  56369
Sunoco road map of New York ... Sun Oil Company  56354
Sunoco road map of Ohio : showing historical and other points of interest  60651
Sunoco road map of Ohio ... Sun Oil Company  60630
Sunoco road map of Pennsylvania : showing historical and other points of interest : Sun Oil Company  63745
Sunoco road map of Pennsylvania ... Sun Oil Company  63722
Sunoco road maps of the Eastern United States]  24332, 24339, 24345, 24419, 24453
Sunoco road maps of the northeastern United States]  24368, 59349, 59474, 59487
Sunray DX Oil Co.  37381
Sunrise Route Ferry  42862
Sunrise Route Ferry - Maps - 1927  42862
Sunrise trails on Long Island / issued by the Long Island Chamber of Commerce  42862
Sunset Highway (Wash.) SEE Primary State Highway 2 (Washington)  69728
Sunset Magazine  46553, 78946, 78992
Sunset Marketing & Distributors (Honolulu, Hawaii)  60237
Sunset road atlas : U.S., Canada, Mexico  78946
Sunset road atlas US Canada Mexico  78992
Sunshine Highway Association  79362
Sunshine Highway - Maps - 1915 : 79362
Sunshine State Parkway (Fla.) - Maps - 1959  4143, 4144
Sunshine State Parkway (Fla.) - Maps - 1961  4146, 4147
Suomalainen Kirjallisuuden Kirjapaino  26610
Suomalainen Kirjallisuuden Seura  26634, 26635
Suomen historian kartasto  69311
Suomen kartta. Karta over Finland  26646, 26647, 26650
Suomen Maantieteellinen Seura  26637
Suomennan kartoisto. Karttakokonaisuus  26635
Super America (Division of Ashland Oil Co.) SEE Ashland (Firm)  19898
SuperAmerica (Division of Ashland Oil Co.) SEE Ashland (Firm)  19898
SuperAntio, Francisco SEE Soranzo, Francesco  39033
SuperAmerica road maps of the middle western United States]  49112
Superantio, Francisco SEE Soranzo, Francesco  39033
Superbasilica (Turin, Italy) SEE Basilica of Superga (Turin, Italy)  11885
Superior dissected maps by W. Peacock : England & Wales  25304
Superior dissected maps by W. Peacock: The World  84291
Superior, Lake - Cities and towns - History  18480
Superior, Lake - Geography  18480
Superior, Lake - Maps - 1600-1699 - Indians - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  73437
Superior, Lake - Maps - 1600-1699 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  73438, 73439
Superior, Lake - Maps - 1672  73440, 73441, 73442, 73443, 73444, 73445, 73446, 73447, 73448
Superior, Lake - Maps - 1672 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  73449, 73450
Superior, Lake - Maps - 1680-1689 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  73451
Superior, Lake - Maps - 1700-1799 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  73452, 73453, 73454
Superior, Lake - Maps - 1750 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  73455
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A Survey of Lake Champlain, from Crown Point to Windmill Point, and from thence to St. John 19135
A Survey of Lake Champlain, including Lake George, Crown Point, and St. John 19136, 19137, 19138
[Survey of land along Elk Island in western Goochland County, Virginia at the junction of Byrd Creek and James River] 32235
[Survey of land] laied out to the London Land Compe. 5000 acres of land in Gilberts bounded as per this draft in Scholki and Perqueaming Creek 63521
Survey of Lincoln Project (Lincoln, England) 18062
Survey of London 42385
The Survey of London / by John Stow 42384
Survey of London & Westminster 42402, 42411
Survey of North American cultures : scratch atlas 57826, 57827
Survey of northern and northwestern lakes : catalogue of charts 76421
A Survey of Palestine under the British Mandate, 1920-1948 73574
A Survey of Piscataqua River. By J.B. 64797
[Survey of ] ... several tracts included within one description computed to contain 25200 acres ... confirmed by patt. to the Londn. Compa. said to be sit. in N'Castle County ... 53797
A Survey of St. Joseph's north channel 58289, 73099
A Survey of St. Mary's River 68189
A Survey of St. Marys River ... 68190
...Survey of the Bay of Dublin...1800 23836
A Survey of the coast of Sussex, made in 1587, with a view to its defence against foreign invasion, and especially against the Spanish Armada 73590
Survey of the Coast of the United States SEE United States Coast Survey 76097
A Survey of the country between the upper part of Lake George and Fort Ticonderoga, drawn about 1756 75174
A Survey of the County Palatine of Chester 19341
A Survey of the double-page maps in thirty-five editions of the 'Cosmographia universalis' 1544-1628 of Sebastian Münster and his editions of Ptolemy's 'Geographia' 1540-1552 51973
A Survey of the Empire Group / compiled from United States government surveys, official state surveys and original sources by Henry MacNair, Assoc. M. Am. Soc. C.E., geographer 59101
Survey of the great and important river of St. John, &c.: and of the British settlements of New Brunswick ... 67939
A Survey of the harbour of Louisbourg, with the fortifications and works of the town; drawn in 1758, by Lieut. Waters, of the 43258
Survey of the high roads of England & Wales 14327
A survey of the history of map printing: the first 400 years 44601
Survey of the mouth of Galien River, Michigan 53791
Survey of the N. & N.W. Lakes ... showing the progress of the survey in Lake Michigan, 1860 46731
Survey of the N. & N.W. Lakes showing the progress of the survey in Saginaw Bay, 1857 / Captain G.G. Meade, T.E. Supdt. ; observations of longitude, latitude, and magnetic variation by Lt. C.N. Turnbull, T.E. in 1856 & 1857 ; main triangulation by Lt. 67825
Survey of the River Niagara 57009
Survey of the River Niagra 57013
A Survey of the roads of the United States of America, 1789 76523, 76524
A Survey of the roads of the United States of America / by Christopher Colles 76494
A Survey of the state of Maine, in reference to its geographical features, statistics and political economy; illustrated by maps ... 43968
Survey systems within the Crown Domain, colonies to confederation : British Columbia 14064
Survey to plot early land ownership in state 41590
Surveying - 1520 18360, 18361
Surveying - 1556 598
Surveying - 1566 22222
Surveying - 1600-1699 69862
Surveying - 1615 73513
Surveying - 1662 73514
Surveying - 1751 62962
Surveying - 1776 to 1976 73536
Surveying - 1820 73515
Surveying - 1910 16762
Surveying - 1922 16766, 16767
Surveying - 1936 73516
Surveying - 1949 16775
Surveying - 1964 16783
Surveying - 1970-1979 73517
Surveying - Accuracy - 1500-1699 73518
Surveying Alaska by dog sled and helicopter 1096
Surveying - America - History - 1600-1699 17149
Surveying, Ancient 73519
Surveying and cartographic accomplishments of George Vancouver to Pacific America 62575
Surveying and mapping 18278
Surveying and mapping 32 (1972) 51882
The Surveying and mapping of British East Africa, 1890-1946 : origins, development and coordination 167
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Surveying, Military SEE Military topography

Surveying

Surveying, Medieval

Surveying instruments of Greece and Rome / M.J.T. Lewis

Surveying

Surveying, Graeco

Surveying, Maine - 1806 73554

Surveying, Mathematics 18098

Surveying, Medieval 73555, 73556, 73557

Surveying - Metes and bounds 18655, 73558

Surveying, Military SEE Military topography 49269

Surveying aneroids: Their uses and limitations. By R. A. Hamilton, C. A. Biddle, B. W. Sparks. 1974

Surveying - Baltimore (Md.) - History - 1730-1823 16948

Surveying - Bibliography 17330

Surveying - British Isles - History - 1900-1999 22169

Surveying - Congo (Democratic Republic) - 1890-1906 17086

Surveying - Congresses 73520

Surveying - Congresses - 1999 30954

Surveying - Delfland (Netherlands) - 1712 22464, 23055

Surveying - Dublin (Ireland) - History - 1700-1799 73521

Surveying - England - Bibliography 17184

Surveying - England - History - 1600-1699 17149

Surveying - Frankfurt am Main (Germany) - History 17220

Surveying - Germany - History - 1500-1599 46087

Surveying, Graeco-Roman - Instruments 73522

Surveying - Greece - Instruments - History 73523

Surveying - Handbooks, manuals, etc. 49261, 49262

Surveying - Handbooks, manuals, etc. - 1300-1399 73524

Surveying - Handbooks, manuals, etc. - 1400-1499 73525

Surveying - Handbooks, manuals, etc. - 1600-1630 73526

Surveying - Handbooks, manuals, etc. - 1657 73527

Surveying - Handbooks, manuals, etc. - 1799 49269

Surveying - Handbooks, manuals, etc. - 1806 73528

Surveying - Handbooks, manuals, etc. - 1910 73529

Surveying - Handbooks, manuals, etc. - 1912-1916 49270

Surveying - Handbooks, manuals, etc. - 1952 64913

Surveying - Handbooks, manuals, etc. - 1955 44543

Surveying - Handbooks, manuals, etc. - 1977 128

Surveying - Handbooks, manuals, etc. - 2000 73530

Surveying - Handbooks, manuals, etc. - Juvenile literature - 1920 73531

Surveying - Hawaii - History - 1800-1899 73532

Surveying - History 52878, 73533

Surveying - History - 0030-1599 - Exhibitions - Catalogs 73534

Surveying - History - 1400-1499 1164

Surveying - History - 1450 1166

Surveying - History - 1600-1799 73535

Surveying - History - 1700-1899 18004, 18005

Surveying - History - 1776-1776 73536

Surveying - History - 17th cent. - Sources 73537

Surveying - History - 1991 17375

Surveying - History - Congresses - 1998 73538

Surveying - History - Periodicals 73539

Surveying - Illinois 80049

Surveying - Illinois -1833-1836 42086

Surveying - Instruments 21131, 73540, 73541, 73542, 73543, 73545, 73546, 73550, 73551

Surveying - Instruments - 0030-1599 - Exhibitions - Catalogs 73534

Surveying - Instruments - Catalogs 23791, 73544

Surveying - Instruments - Exhibitions 73547

Surveying - Instruments - Exhibitions - 1600-1699 18162, 18163

Surveying - Instruments - Exhibitions - Catalogs 17184, 18419

Surveying - Instruments - Handbooks, manuals, etc. 49260, 49261, 49262

Surveying - Instruments - History 69435, 73523

Surveying - Instruments - Illustrations 73548, 73549

Surveying instruments of Greece and Rome / M.J.T. Lewis 73523

Surveying - Instruments - Pictorial works 73552

Surveying instruments : their history and classroom use 73542

Surveying - Instruments - United States 73553

Surveying - Ireland - History - 1600-1799 73535

Surveying - Jamaica - History - 1700-1899 18004, 18005

Surveying - Lauenburg (Duchy) - History 69398

Surveying - Maine - 1806 73554

Surveying - Mathematics 18098

Surveying, Medieval 73555, 73556, 73557

Surveying - Metes and bounds 18655, 73558
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| Surveyors - Pennsylvania - Biography | 34560 |
| Surveyors, Russian | 73569 |
| Surveyors - Training - 1800-1899 | 73570 |
| Surveyors - United States - Biography | 15014, 24710, 33946, 66251, 75115 |
| Surveyors - United States - Illinois - Rockford | 26557 |
| Surveyors - West (U.S.) - History - 1853-1860 | 62636 |
| Surveyors - West (U.S.) - Juvenile fiction | 30911, 30912, 59720 |

| Surveyors who measured by centuries / by O.A.W. and Margaret S. Dilke | 67117 |

| Surveys - Alabama - Maps - 1844 | 76702 |
| Surveys - Alabama - Maps - 1845 | 670 |
| Surveys - Alabama - Maps - 1847 | 672 |
| Surveys - Alabama - Maps - 1878 - Public lands | 679 |
| Surveys - Algeria - 1830-1846 | 73571 |
| Surveys and discoveries in the Arctic Regions with additions and changes to 1911 on coast of Baffin Island | 11411 |
| Surveys and surveyors of the public domain, 1785-1975 | 79444 |
| Surveys - Antarctic Peninsula (Antarctica) - 1957 | 2069 |
| Surveys - Arkansas - Maps - 1844 | 76702 |
| Surveys - Arkansas - Maps - 1845 | 2856 |
| Surveys - Arkansas - Maps - 1847 | 2859 |
| Surveys - Arkansas - Maps - 1851 | 2861 |
| Surveys - Arkansas - Maps - 1876 - Public lands | 2871 |
| Surveys - British Isles | 32486 |
| Surveys - British Isles - 1958-1961 | 14123 |
| Surveys - British Isles - 1958-1962 | 14124 |
| Surveys - British Isles - History | 32474, 32475, 32476, 32484, 32485 |
| Surveys - California - Maps - 1857 - Public lands | 15252 |
| Surveys - California - Maps - 1860 - Public lands | 15255 |
| Surveys - California - Maps - 1879 - Public lands | 15267 |
| Surveys - Canada - Maps - 1970-1979 | 16254 |
| Surveys - Canada, Western - 1792-1813 | 75107, 75108 |
| Surveys - Canada, Western - 1901-1905 | 69840 |
| Surveys - Champaign County (Ill.) - Maps - 1820 | 19105 |
| Surveys - Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1822-1845 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles | 22011 |
| Surveys - Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1822-1850 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles | 20086 |
| Surveys - Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1825-1890 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles | 20087 |
| Surveys - Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1836 | 35465 |
| Surveys - Colorado - Maps - 1863 - Public Lands | 21279 |
| Surveys - Cook County (Ill.) - Maps - 1822-1845 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles | 22011 |
| Surveys - Ecuador - Maps - 1751 | 66142 |
| Surveys - Ecuador - Maps - 1751 - Pictorial works | 85036 |
| Surveys - Egypt - 1798-1801 | 73571 |
| Surveys - Egypt - 1799-1801 | 24748, 24749 |
| Surveys - Egypt - 1799-1826 | 24747 |
| Surveys - England -1720-1840 | 23510 |
| Surveys - England - 1880 | 73572 |
| Surveys - Florida - Maps - 1844 | 76702 |
| Surveys - Florida - Maps - 1845 | 26869 |
| Surveys - Florida - Maps - 1851 | 26875 |
| Surveys - Florida - Maps - 1857 - Public lands | 26880 |
| Surveys - Florida - Maps - 1860 - Public lands | 26883 |
| Surveys - Foggia (Italy) | 27189 |
| Surveys - France - 1783 | 28190 |
| Surveys - France - 1784 - Surveys | 28190 |
| Surveys - France - Maps - 1744 | 28190 |
| Surveys - France - Maps - 1745 | 27723 |
| Surveys - Great Britain | 32486 |
| Surveys - Great Britain - History | 32474, 32475, 32476 |
| Surveys - Great Lakes Region (North America) - Maps - 1880 | 32572 |
| Surveys - Green Bay Region (Wis.) - Maps - 1835 | 83069, 83070 |
| Surveys - Green Bay (Wis.) - Maps - 1835 | 83069, 83070 |
| Surveys - Humboldt Bay (Calif.) - 1851 | 34878 |
| Surveys - Illinois - Maps - 1800-1899 - Public Lands - Index Maps | 35419 |
| Surveys - Illinois - Maps - 1804-1856 - Public Lands | 35420 |
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Surveys - Illinois - Maps - 1823 35438, 35439
Surveys - Illinois - Maps - 1825 35444
Surveys - Illinois - Maps - 1836 35465, 35466
Surveys - Illinois - Maps - 1837 35468
Surveys - Illinois - Maps - 1838 35473
Surveys - Illinois - Maps - 1839 35478
Surveys - Illinois - Maps - 1840 35480
Surveys - Illinois - Maps - 1841 35481, 35482
Surveys - Illinois - Maps - 1843 35487
Surveys - Illinois - Maps - 1845 35490
Surveys - Illinois - Maps - 1848 35495
Surveys - Illinois - Maps - 1849 35496
Surveys - Illinois - Maps - 1850 35500
Surveys - Illinois - Maps - 1852 35504
Surveys - Illinois - Maps - 1865 35547

Surveys in Maine 43970
Surveys - Indiana - Maps - 1786-1810 - Public lands - Surveys - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 36747
Surveys - Indiana - Maps - 1845 36758
Surveys - Indiana - Maps - 1847 36759
Surveys - Instruments - Catalogs 41720, 41721
Surveys - Instruments - Slides 73573
Surveys - Iowa - Maps - 1844 76702
Surveys - Iowa - Maps - 1845 37575
Surveys - Iowa - Maps - 1847 37577, 37578
Surveys - Iowa - Maps - 1851 37580
Surveys - Iowa - Maps - 1855 - Public lands 37595
Surveys - Iowa - Maps - 1866 37611, 37613
Surveys - Israel - History - 1920-1948 73574
Surveys - Kansas - Maps - 1857 - Public lands 40079
Surveys - Louisiana - Maps - 1845 43293
Surveys - Louisiana - Maps - 1851 - Public lands 43296
Surveys - Louisiana - Maps - 1854 - Public lands 43298
Surveys - Louisiana - Maps - 1857 - Public lands 43301
Surveys - Louisiana - Maps - 1860 - Public lands 43303
Surveys - Michiagan, Lake - Maps - 1860 46731
Surveys - Michigan - Maps - 1844 76702
Surveys - Michigan - Maps - 1845 46767
Surveys - Michigan - Maps - 1847 46769, 46770
Surveys - Michigan - Maps - 1851 46773
Surveys - Michigan - Maps - 1857 - Public lands 46776
Surveys - Middle West - Maps - 1830-1930 46749
Surveys - Middle West - Maps - 1862 40081
Surveys - Milwaukee Region (Wis.) - Maps - 1835 83069, 83070
Surveys - Minnesota - Maps - 1851 83084
Surveys - Minnesota - Maps - 1856 - Public lands 49530
Surveys - Minnesota - Maps - 1857 - Public lands 46776, 83091
Surveys - Mississippi - Maps - 1845 50105
Surveys - Mississippi - Maps - 1847 50108
Surveys - Mississippi - Maps - 1876 - Public lands 50115
Surveys - Missouri - Maps - 1823 35438, 35439
Surveys - Missouri - Maps - 1825 35444
Surveys - Missouri - Maps - 1844 76702
Surveys - Missouri - Maps - 1845 50680
Surveys - Missouri - Maps - 1847 50682
Surveys - Montana - Maps - 1879 - Public lands 51330
Surveys - Nebraska - Maps - 1857 - Public lands 40079
Surveys - New Jersey - 1747 54753, 54754
Surveys - New Mexico - Maps - 1857 - Public lands 55253
Surveys - New Mexico - Maps - 1860 - Public lands 55254
Surveys - New Mexico - Maps - 1861 - Public lands 55255
Surveys - New Mexico - Maps - 1863 - Public lands 55256
Surveys - New Mexico - Maps - 1879 - Public lands 55265
Surveys - New Mexico - Maps - 1886 - Public lands 55273
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Survey</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Catalog Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Surveys - New Mexico - Maps</td>
<td>1908 - Public lands</td>
<td>55291</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surveys - New Mexico - Maps</td>
<td>1909 - Public lands</td>
<td>55293</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surveys - Nile River Valley</td>
<td>1799-1801 24748, 24749</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surveys - Nile River Valley</td>
<td>1799-1826 24747</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surveys - North America - Maps</td>
<td>1818 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>73120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surveys of Illinois &amp; Missouri</td>
<td>- Maps - 1851 - Public lands</td>
<td>35464</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surveys of North America, entitled: Atlantic Neptune</td>
<td>- Maps - 1853 - Public lands</td>
<td>3732</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surveys of the seas : a brief history of British hydrography</td>
<td>- Maps - 1854 - Public lands</td>
<td>35069, 35070</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surveys - Ohio - Maps</td>
<td>1787 60360</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surveys - Ohio - Maps</td>
<td>1796 60362, 60363</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surveys - Ohio - Maps</td>
<td>1922 60517</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surveys - Ohio - Maps</td>
<td>1926 - Indexes 60545</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surveys - Oklahoma - Maps</td>
<td>1914 - Public lands 61351</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surveys - Ontario</td>
<td>64253</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surveys - Oregon - Maps</td>
<td>1860-1869 Manuscripts 62065</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surveys - Palestine - History</td>
<td>- Maps - 1920-1948 73574</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surveys, Photographic SEE</td>
<td>Photographic surveying 51866</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surveys - Plotting</td>
<td>75321</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surveys - Plotting - Problems, exercises, etc. - 2000</td>
<td>73530</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surveys - Quito Region (Ecuador) - Maps 1751</td>
<td>66142</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surveys - Russia - Maps</td>
<td>1858 67657, 67658</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surveys - Smithfield (Jefferson County, Ohio : Township) - Maps</td>
<td>1786 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 70238</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surveys - Technique</td>
<td>73573</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surveys - Tennessee - 1745-1780</td>
<td>74456</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surveys - United States - 1760-1860 - Social aspects</td>
<td>73575</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surveys - United States - 1800-1899</td>
<td>73577</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surveys - United States - 1800-1899 - Archival resources</td>
<td>73576</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surveys - United States - 1807-1983</td>
<td>30907</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surveys - United States - 1870-1900 - Social aspects</td>
<td>73578</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surveys - United States - 1879</td>
<td>52700, 73579</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surveys - United States - Maps</td>
<td>1844 76702</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surveys - United States - Maps</td>
<td>1851 76742</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surveys - United States - Maps</td>
<td>1864 76816</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surveys - United States - Maps</td>
<td>1865 76820</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surveys - United States - Maps</td>
<td>1866 76823, 76824</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surveys - United States - Maps</td>
<td>1867 76829</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surveys - United States - Maps</td>
<td>1879 76879</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surveys - United States - Maps</td>
<td>1880 76886</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surveys - United States - Maps</td>
<td>1887 76934, 76935, 76936</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surveys - United States - Massachusetts -1875</td>
<td>73580</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surveys - Utah - Maps</td>
<td>1879 - Public lands 79556</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surveys - Washington (State) - Maps</td>
<td>1857 - Public lands 81169</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surveys - West (U.S.) - Maps</td>
<td>1855 81822</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surveys - West (U.S.) - Maps</td>
<td>1879 81893</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surveys - Wisconsin - Maps</td>
<td>1835 83069, 83070</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surveys - Wisconsin - Maps</td>
<td>1844 76702</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surveys - Wisconsin - Maps</td>
<td>1845 83078</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surveys - Wisconsin - Maps</td>
<td>1847 83081</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surveys - Wisconsin - Maps</td>
<td>1851 83084</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surveys - Wisconsin - Maps</td>
<td>1857 - Public lands 83091</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surveys - Wyoming - Maps</td>
<td>1879 - Public lands 84789</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surville, Luis de</td>
<td>46620</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Susa Valley (Italy) - Historical geography - Maps - 1830-1839</td>
<td>73581</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suseh, A. (Ahmad)</td>
<td>38204</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sushartie (B.C.) - Maps</td>
<td>1789-1789 58732, 58734</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Susquehanna Claim, 1753-1808 - Manuscripts</td>
<td>19143</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Susquehanna Company - Maps</td>
<td>19143</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Susquehanna County 4-H (Pa.)</td>
<td>73584</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Susquehanna County (Pa.) - 1858: LC G&amp;M land ownership maps on microfiche]</td>
<td>73582</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Susquehanna County (Pa.) - Maps</td>
<td>1858 - Landowners 73582</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Susquehanna County (Pa.) - Maps</td>
<td>1914 - Landowners 73583</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Susquehanna County (Pa.) - Maps</td>
<td>1967 - Landowners 73584</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Susquehanna County (Penn.) - Maps</td>
<td>1952 - Road maps 73585</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Susquehanna Indians - Pictorial works - 1720</td>
<td>57492, 57493</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Susquehanna Silk Mills 5722
Susquehannock Indians SEE Susquehanna Indians 57492
Sussex 73591, 73595, 73599, 73610, 73612
Sussex Archaeological Society 14125
Sussex Archaeological Society - Map collections - Catalogs 14125
Sussex / by Ronald F. Jessup ; based on the original Guide by F.G. Brabant 73613
Sussex County Convention & Tourism Commission 73586
Sussex County (Del.) - Maps - 1991 - Pictorial maps - Road maps 73586
Sussex County, Delaware : small wonder 73586
[Sussex County (N.J.) - 1860: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 73587
Sussex County (N.J.) - Maps - 1860 - Landowners 73587
Sussex County (N.J.) - Maps - Collections, 1789-1918 - Landowners 80837
[Sussex County (Va.) - 1863: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 73588
Sussex County (Va.) - Maps - 1863 - Landowners 73588
Sussex described and divided into rapes ... 73593, 73594
Sussex described and divided into rapes, with the situation of Chichester the chiefe citie thereof ... 73592
Sussex, Duke of SEE Augustus Frederick, Duke of Sussex, 1773
Sussex described and divided into rapes ... 73593, 73594
Sussex described and divided into rapes, with the situation of Chichester the chiefe citie thereof ... 73592
Sussex, Duke of SEE Augustus Frederick, Duke of Sussex, 1773-1843 38345
Sussex (England) - Historical geography - Maps - 1999 73589
Sussex (England) - Maps - 1575 40579
Sussex (England) - Maps - 1587 - Coasts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 73590
Sussex (England) - Maps - 1595 73591
Sussex (England) - Maps - 1610 73592, 73593
Sussex (England) - Maps - 1666 73594
Sussex (England) - Maps - 1724 73595, 73596
Sussex (England) - Maps - 1740 73597
Sussex (England) - Maps - 1740 - Nautical charts 73597
Sussex (England) - Maps - 1778 73598
Sussex (England) - Maps - 1778 - Nautical charts 73598
Sussex (England) - Maps - 1787 73599
Sussex (England) - Maps - 1795 73600
Sussex (England) - Maps - 1804 73601
Sussex (England) - Maps - 1813 73602
Sussex (England) - Maps - 1825 73603
Sussex (England) - Maps - 1858 40589
Sussex (England) - Maps - 1863-1865 40590
Sussex (England) - Maps - 1866-1874 40591
Sussex (England) - Maps - 1875 73604
Sussex (England) - Maps - 1877-1878 73605
Sussex (England) - Maps - 1877-1888 73606
Sussex (England) - Maps - 1889 73607
Sussex (England) - Maps - 1893-1897 73608
Sussex (England) - Maps - 1897 73494
Sussex (England) - Maps - 1902 73609
Sussex (England) - Maps - 1905 73498
Sussex (England) - Maps - 1907-1908 13957
Sussex (England) - Maps - 1913 73500
Sussex (England) - Maps - 1923 73610
Sussex (England) - Maps - 1927 73611
Sussex (England) - Maps - 1928 73612
Sussex (England) - Maps - 1932-1933 20526
Sussex (England) - Maps - 1939 40604
Sussex (England) - Maps - 1949 73613
Sussex (England) - Maps - Collections, 1575-1825 73614
Sussex Prints 23032
Sussex Record Society 24066
Süstermann, Johann Melchior, fl. 1696-1718 67147
Sutcliffe, Gamaliel 8019
Sutcliffe, Thomas 8019
Suter, P. 46636
Sutherland, Alexander, d. 1793 13365, 53790
Sutherland and Knox 30681
Sutherland, James, fl. 1862. Atchison city directory and business mirror for 1860-61 ... [1860?] 3568
Sutherland, James Franklin 18655
Sutherland, Joel B. (Joel Barlow), 1792-1861 83070
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Sutherland & McEvoy 81832

Sutil (Ship) - Voyages, 1791-1792 - Map 62524, 62548, 62549, 62550, 62551, 62552
Sutor, C. 9566
Sutro Library 1127, 1128, 1446, 3154
[Sutter County (Calif.) - 1873: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 73615
[Sutter County (Calif.) - 1895: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 73616
Sutter County (Calif.) - Maps - 1873 - Landowners 73615
Sutter County (Calif.) - Maps - 1895 - Landowners 73616
Sutter's Fort (Sacramento, Calif.) - Maps - 1842-1843 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 73617
Sutter's Fort (Sacramento, Calif.) - Maps - 1855-1862 66209
Suttler, Daniel, 1640-1690 80202
Suttles, Cameron 1009
Suttles, Wayne P., 1918-1998 1009
Sutton 14106
Sutton, A. 11107, 64933
Sutton, Alan 18980
Sutton, Charles, fl. 1869 8079
Sutton County (Calif.) - Maps - 1873 - Landowners 73615
Sutton County (Calif.) - Maps - 1895 - Landowners 73616
Sutton County (Fla.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners 73620
Sutton County (Fla.) - Maps - 1898-1981 - Landowners 73621
Sutton, Edward 1548
Sutton, Henry, ca. 1624-1665 28682
Sutton, Robt. (Robert) 10961, 10962
Sutton, Thomas 44859
Sutton, Thomas, Rev. 69596
Suveyors, British - Biography 16731
Suveyors, Irish - Biography 16731
Suvozina, A. S. 68234
Suwanee River Route SEE Georgia Southern & Florida Railway Company 71397
Suwannee County (Fla.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners 73620
Suwannee County (Fla.) - Maps - 1981-2000 - Landowners 73621
Suydam, C. D 14734
Suydam, John Voorhees, 1810-1885 14734, 43850
Suzzallo Library (Seattle, Wash.) - Map collections - Catalogs 59794
Suzzallo Library (Seattle, Wash.) - Map collections - Catalogs 59794
Svalbard 73630
Svalbard : Central Vestspitsbergen / from surveys and compilation by the Cambridge Spitsbergen Expedition 1949. 72981
Svalbard (Norway) - Maps - 1666 57881
Svalbard (Norway) - Maps - 1728 - Nautical charts 73622, 73623
Svalbard (Norway) - Maps - 1740 - Coasts - Nautical charts 67549
Svalbard (Norway) - Maps - 1749 - Coasts - Nautical charts 67558
Svalbard (Norway) - Maps - 1764 73624
Svalbard (Norway) - Maps - 1910 73625
Svalbard (Norway) - Maps - 1914 73626
Svalbard (Norway) - Maps - 1918 73627
Svalbard (Norway) - Maps - 1919 73628
Svalbard (Norway) - Maps - 1929 12034
Svalbard (Norway) - Maps - 1935 73629
Svalbard (Norway) - Maps - 1937 73630
Svalbard (Norway) - Maps - 1940 73631, 73632
Svalbard (Norway) - Maps - 1949 - Ice 73633
Svambera, Václav, 1866-1939 17809
Svano-Dynas world atlas 10868
SVD see Society of the Divine Word 84582
Svealand (Sweden) - Maps - 1703 73683
Svecia, et Norwegia etc. / [Jodocus Hondius] 69160, 69161
Svenonius, Fredrik Vilhelm, 1852-1927 79877
Svensk namnbok : dopnamn, a?tenamn, ortnamn / [by P.A. Kjöllerström] 52460
Svensk skolatlas #1 10851
Svensk skolatlas #2 10852
Svensk varldsatlas 10856
Svenska Amerikanska 5613
Svenska Bokhandels 10853
Svenska Bokhandelscentralens 10860
Svenska Folkets Tidning 5579
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Svenska reseböcker 39482
Svenska sällskapet för antropologi och geografi (1878) 85326
Svenska sydpolarexpeditionen (1901-1903) 2099

**Swabia (Germany)**

Svenska sydpolarexpeditionen (1901-1903) - Maps 2099

Svenska turistföreningen 13245, 22680, 32270, 32271, 32276, 33367, 57283, 60112, 60122, 62388, 70259, 73276, 73726, 73737, 73739, 73741, 73744, 79876, 79877, 79879

Svenska turistföreningens resehandböcker 73726

Svenska turisttrafikförbundet 73279

Svenska turisttrafikförbundet. Your guide in Stockholm (1955) 73279

Sverdrup, Otto Neumann, 1854-1930 2482, 2483

Sverige i 32 kartblad 73734, 73735, 73747

Sverige : illustrerad handbok för resande : och därförde ett minne för dem som besökt landet : med 136 illustr. samt 27 kartor och planer. 1, Södra och mellersta Sverige 73717

Sverige nu: AVC’s atlas over folk, land & naringar 69294

Sveriges quadrata bildningar 69251

Sveslovenske Kjizjare 10776

Svevia (et Bavariae XI. Nova tabvilia) 11912

Svevia et Bavariae descriptio 11914

**Svevia (Germany) SEE Swabia (Germany)** 73634

Sveviae utriusq. cum Germaniae tum Rheticae Martianorumque nemorum tÿpus chorographicus versus ac Germanus. Authore 11393

Svezia, Norvegia e Danimarca / Antonio Rossi inc. ; Giosué Russo dis. ; Luigi Russo scr. 69242

Sviate Pysmo, Staroho i Novoho Žalitu 13016

Svinin, Pavel Petrovich, 1788-1839 57870

**Svinin, Pavel Petrovich, 1788-1839 - Travels, 1812-1813** 57870

Svímo Ovidii patria 73417

Svma de cosmographía / [por] Pedro de Medina ; edición, notas e introducción de Juan Fernández Jiménez 22298

Svlatvm ciuitas sere inter Westphalicas maxima ... 70261

Svuanen 73634

**Svuaben (Germany) SEE Swabia (Germany)** 73634

**Svyatoy Nos (Russia) - Maps** 1740 - Nautical charts 82887

Svyatoy Nos (Russia) - Maps - 1749 - Nautical charts 82888

Swab, Anton 73692

**Swabia** 73667

Swabia (Germany) - Maps - 1540 11912

Swabia (Germany) - Maps - 1552 1306, 11914, 73634

Swabia (Germany) - Maps - 1572-1588 11867

Swabia (Germany) - Maps - 1572-1606 11868

Swabia (Germany) - Maps - 1680 73635, 73636

Swabia (Germany) - Maps - 1689 73637

Swabia (Germany) - Maps - 1690-1699 73638

Swabia (Germany) - Maps - 1695 73639

Swabia (Germany) - Maps - 1696 - Cities and towns 73640

Swabia (Germany) - Maps - 1696 - Names, Geographical 73640

Swabia (Germany) - Maps - 1700 73641

Swabia (Germany) - Maps - 1704 73642, 73643, 73644

Swabia (Germany) - Maps - 1705 73645

Swabia (Germany) - Maps - 1708 73646

Swabia (Germany) - Maps - 1710 73647, 73648

Swabia (Germany) - Maps - 1717 73649

Swabia (Germany) - Maps - 1720 73650

Swabia (Germany) - Maps - 1725 73651, 73652

Swabia (Germany) - Maps - 1734 73653

Swabia (Germany) - Maps - 1740 73654, 73655

Swabia (Germany) - Maps - 1741 1426, 62699, 73656, 73657

Swabia (Germany) - Maps - 1742 73658

Swabia (Germany) - Maps - 1743 73659, 73660

Swabia (Germany) - Maps - 1745 73661

Swabia (Germany) - Maps - 1751 73662, 73663

Swabia (Germany) - Maps - 1769 28250

Swabia (Germany) - Maps - 1778 73664

Swabia (Germany) - Maps - 1797 73665

Swabia (Germany) - Maps - 1805 11958

Swabia (Germany) - Maps - 1811 73666

Swabia (Germany) - Maps - 1831 73667

---
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Swabia (Germany) - Maps - 1956 73668
Swabia (Germany) - Maps - Bibliography 18483
Swabian Alps (Germany) - Maps - 1955 1311
Swabian Alps (Germany) - Maps - 1956 73668
Swaffham (England) - Maps - 1797 73669
Swahili language - Texts - 1953 12995
Swahili language - Texts - 1960 13031
Swails, John 60412
Swainson, William, 1789-1855 29450, 29488
Swale, Abel 25076, 32427, 32431
Swall, Abel 20157, 32431
Swan, Bradford F. (Bradford Fuller) 67745
Swan, Brewer and Tileston 1507
Swan, Christopher 50490
Swan, Fudger and Co. 39953
Swan Islands (Honduras) - Maps - Collections 18484
Swan Sonnenschein 8239
Swan, Timothy, 1758-1842 29300, 29301, 29302, 29303, 29304
Swanholm, Emma 29488
Swank, John M. 76347
The Swans of Airlie / by Dr. William J. L. Sladen 622
Swansea (Wales) - Maps - 1872 - Harbors 49192
Swansea (Wales). University College SEE University of Wales Swansea 79487
Swanson, Anna 12905
Swanson, Ben 12905
Swanson family 12905
Swanson, Mark, 1951- 76325
Swanton, John Reed, 1873-1958 46478
Swanzey (N.H.) - Maps - Collections, 1734-1892 73670
Swarns, Rachel 22477
Swart, Claudius Claussen, b. 1388 SEE Clavus, Claudius, b. 1388 20955
Swart, Dirk 1894
Swart, Pieter de, 1709-1773 12070, 13887, 28619, 40503, 45140, 79778
Swart, Steven, fl. 1740 59659
Swasey, William F. 68648
Swasey, William F. 68648
Swatan, James Colin 30744, 30893
Swazey, Harriet D. 29289
Swazey, Sally 29289
Swaziand - Maps - 1972 - Maps, Physical 73671
Swears, Bill R. 41069, 41073, 41074, 41077, 41081
Sweden 73756
Sweden and Norway 69195, 69226, 69249, 73698, 73701, 73702, 73703
Sweden and Norway / by J. Bartholomew, F.R.G.S. 73706
Sweden and Norway / drawn & engraved by J. Archer, Pentonville, London 73699
Sweden and Norway with Russian Finland / by G.H. Swantston Edinr. 69141
Sweden, Armén. Generalstabens litografiska anstalt SEE Generalstabens litografiska anstalt 3218
Sweden. Army. Generalstabens litografiska anstalt SEE Generalstabens litografiska anstalt 3218
Sweden : corrected from the observations communicated to the Royal Society at London and the Royal Academy at Paris / by John Senex ... 69203
Sweden, Denmark and Finland from the best authorities SEE Sweden, Denmark and Finland from the best authorities 69224
Sweden, Denmark, and Norway 69238
An Sweden, Denmark, Norway, and Finland from the best authorities 69228, 69231
Sweden - Economic conditions - 1972 73672
Sweden / edited by L. Russell Muirhead 73752
Sweden / edited by the Swedish Touring Club ; with 17 maps and 7 plans 73726
Sweden. Ekonomiska Kartor 13244, 33356, 44240, 69250, 69254, 69255, 69264, 69268, 69273, 69284, 69288, 69296
Sweden / [English adaptation by Blanche Christie] 73753
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Call Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sweden, Falun (atlas &amp; portfolio)</td>
<td>7373</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden. Generalstabens litografiska anstalt SEE Generalstabens litografisk</td>
<td>3218, 73740</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anstalt</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden - Historical geography - Maps - 1856</td>
<td>73673</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden - Historical geography - Maps - 1883</td>
<td>83702</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden - Historical geography - Maps - 1940</td>
<td>83717</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden - Historical geography - Maps - 1960</td>
<td>83720</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden / Kurt Drost; introduction by Erik Sjögren</td>
<td>73763</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden. Lithographic Institute of the General Staff of the Swedish Army</td>
<td>3218</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEE Generalstabens litografiska anstalt</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden - Manuscript maps - Bibliography - Catalogs</td>
<td>73674</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden - Maps - 1552</td>
<td>23089</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden - Maps - 1583 - Coasts - Nautical charts</td>
<td>1449, 73675</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden - Maps - 1588 - Coasts - Nautical charts</td>
<td>1450, 13242, 13243, 73676</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden - Maps - 1659</td>
<td>73677</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden - Maps - 1666</td>
<td>73678</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden - Maps - 1682</td>
<td>73679</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden - Maps - 1688</td>
<td>69173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden - Maps - 1688 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>73680</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden - Maps - 1695</td>
<td>23112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden - Maps - 1697</td>
<td>73681</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden - Maps - 1700</td>
<td>23116, 7682</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden - Maps - 1703</td>
<td>73683</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden - Maps - 1710</td>
<td>73684, 73685</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden - Maps - 1734</td>
<td>69197</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden - Maps - 1740</td>
<td>23128, 73686</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden - Maps - 1740 - Coasts - Nautical charts</td>
<td>11630</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden - Maps - 1741</td>
<td>23131, 32266, 73687</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden - Maps - 1745</td>
<td>73688</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden - Maps - 1747</td>
<td>73689</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden - Maps - 1749 - Coasts - Nautical charts</td>
<td>11636</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden - Maps - 1754-1763</td>
<td>69203</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden - Maps - 1756</td>
<td>69204, 69205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden - Maps - 1766</td>
<td>69206, 73690</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden - Maps - 1782</td>
<td>69213</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden - Maps - 1783</td>
<td>69214</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden - Maps - 1796</td>
<td>73691</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden - Maps - 1797-1807</td>
<td>73692</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden - Maps - 1807</td>
<td>69229</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden - Maps - 1814</td>
<td>69232</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden - Maps - 1818</td>
<td>73693</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden - Maps - 1820</td>
<td>69234</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden - Maps - 1832</td>
<td>73694</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden - Maps - 1833</td>
<td>73695</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden - Maps - 1834</td>
<td>73696</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden - Maps - 1840</td>
<td>73697, 73698</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden - Maps - 1841</td>
<td>73699</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden - Maps - 1845</td>
<td>73700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden - Maps - 1849</td>
<td>10804</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden - Maps - 1851</td>
<td>73701</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden - Maps - 1855</td>
<td>73702</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden - Maps - 1856</td>
<td>73673</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden - Maps - 1857</td>
<td>73703</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden - Maps - 1861</td>
<td>73704</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden - Maps - 1865</td>
<td>73705</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden - Maps - 1866</td>
<td>73706</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden - Maps - 1869</td>
<td>73707</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden - Maps - 1879</td>
<td>60100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden - Maps - 1880 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>73708</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden - Maps - 1882</td>
<td>60103, 73709, 73710</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden - Maps - 1883</td>
<td>26130, 73711, 83702</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden - Maps - 1883 - Topographic maps</td>
<td>73712</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden - Maps - 1885</td>
<td>60104, 60105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden - Maps - 1887</td>
<td>73713, 73714</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden - Maps - 1888</td>
<td>73715, 73716</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden - Maps - 1889</td>
<td>60107</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Sweden - Maps - 1892 73717, 73718
Sweden - Maps - 1896 73719
Sweden - Maps - 1898 73720, 73721
Sweden - Maps - 1899 73722
Sweden - Maps - 1903 73723
Sweden - Maps - 1904 73724, 73725
Sweden - Maps - 1906 73726, 73727
Sweden - Maps - 1908 73728
Sweden - Maps - 1911 73729
Sweden - Maps - 1913 73730
Sweden - Maps - 1914 23190, 73731
Sweden - Maps - 1916 73732, 73733, 73734, 73735
Sweden - Maps - 1920 73736
Sweden - Maps - 1923-1925 73737
Sweden - Maps - 1923 - Topographic maps 73738
Sweden - Maps - 1925 73739
Sweden - Maps - 1926 73740
Sweden - Maps - 1927 73741
Sweden - Maps - 1927 - Road maps 73742
Sweden - Maps - 1928 73743
Sweden - Maps - 1929 73744, 73745
Sweden - Maps - 1930 73746
Sweden - Maps - 1931 73747
Sweden - Maps - 1936-1938 73748
Sweden - Maps - 1942 73749
Sweden - Maps - 1946 73750
Sweden - Maps - 1950 - Road maps 73751
Sweden - Maps - 1952 73752
Sweden - Maps - 1953 73753
Sweden - Maps - 1962 73754
Sweden - Maps - 1971 73755
Sweden - Maps - 1990 73756, 73757
Sweden - Maps - Collections 73758, 73759
Sweden - Maps - Exhibitions - Catalogs 73760
Sweden & Norway 69247, 69248, 73700, 73714
Sweden, Norway and Denmark 69245
Sweden & Norway / by J. Arrowsmith 73694
Sweden, Norway &c. / Neele sc. 352 Strand 69232
Sweden, Norway & Denmark 69256
Sweden & Norway, Denmark and the Baltic 69277
Sweden & Norway. Scandinavia 73716
Sweden & Norway (Scandinavia) / by Keith Johnston, F.R.S.E. ; engraved & printed by W. & A.K. Johnston, Edinburgh 73704
Sweden on £10 / by Sydney A. Clark. ; illustrated by Edward C. Caswell 73748
Sweden - Pictorial works - 1620 - Cities and towns 73761
Sweden - Pictorial works - 1657 - Cities and towns 73762
Sweden - Pictorial works - 1961 73763
Sweden. Rikets allmänna kartverk 73744, 73749
Sweden, Southern -1680 23109
Sweden, Southern - Maps - 1682 73764
Sweden, Southern - Maps - 1683 23110
Sweden, Southern - Maps - 1710 23122
Sweden. Tourist Traffic Association SEE Svenska turisttrafikförbundet 73279
Sweden: Uppsala 79537
Swedes & Swedish settlements in North America 6276
Swedish Atlases SEE Atlases, Swedish 10792
Swedish Cartography 73765
Swedish Cartography - Video tapes 73766
Swedish Greenland Expedition (1899) 41290
Swedish Polar Expedition 72978
Swedish Polar Expedition (1883) 32997
Swedish Pomerania, with the island of Rugen 67453
Swedish Seminar on Geographic Information Systems, Gavle, Sweden, 1977 23606
Swedish Touring Club’s guides 73726
Swedish Touring Club SEE Svenska turistföreningen 73726
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Swedish Tourist Traffic Association SEE Svenska turisttrafikförbundet 73279
Sweeney, Frank R. 80764
Sweeney, L. F. 78309
Sweeping the skies : some celestial ladies of the 17th-19th centuries 83633
Sweet Bros. (Firm) 39979, 39987
Sweet, Homer De Lois, 1826-1893 61767, 61768, 61769
Sweet, S. H. (Sylvanus Howe), 1830-1899 34816, 56092, 56093
Sweet's new atlas of Onondaga Co., New York : from recent and actual surveys and records under the superintendence of Homer D. L. Sweet 61768
Sweeting, John, d. 1661 1610, 21224, 46271, 81579
Sweetkind 7503
Sweetser 5317, 5343
Sweetser, Helen A. [Manuscript map of mid-Atlantic states, 1857 or later] 29720
Sweetser, M. F. (Moses Foster), 1848-1897 45123, 45124, 47618, 47619, 53907, 53909
Sweetser, M. F. (Moses Foster), 1848-1897 45123, 45124, 47618, 47619, 53907, 53909
Sweitzer, H. 48208, 76529
Swelinck, Jan 2026, 2027, 2028, 2029, 45094, 45095, 45096, 45097, 45098
Swenson, John F. 19963, 22011, 52226
Swenson, Russell 22341
Swenson, Russell 22341
Swensson, J. A. 24003
Swerdlow, N. M. (Noel M.) 64320
Swett, C. A. (Cyrus A.) 49532, 49536
Swett, Warren L. 32401
Swevers, Marc 46018
Sweynheim, Konrad, -1477 28850, 28851, 28852, 28860, 73767
Sweynheym, Conrad, -1477 SEE Sweynheim, Konrad, -1477 28852
Swiderska, Hanna 3553
Swiebodzin (Wojewodztwo lubuskie, Poland) SEE ALSO Schwiebus (Germany) 69432
Swift County (Minn.) - Maps - 1907 - Landowners 73768
Swift (John S.) Co. SEE John S. Swift Co. 55318
Swift, Jonathan, 1667-1745. Gulliver's travels (1726) 11612, 14666, 34771, 41656, 42051, 73769
Swift, Jonathan, 1667-1745. Travels into several remote nations of the world : in four parts (1726) 11612, 14666, 34771, 41656, 42051
Swift, Michael 20881, 76302
Swigart Davis, Louise SEE Davis, Louise Swigart 33090
Swindlers and swindling 22342
Swinford Bros. 14371
Swinging through Arizona, New Mexico the Sovereign way : Sovereign Service 2687, 2688, 2689, 2704, 2720
Swinging through Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi the Sovereign way : Sovereign Service 71882, 71896, 71926
Swinging through Colorado the Sovereign way : Sovereign Service : fit for a king 21476, 21477, 21506, 21507, 21534
Swinging through Idaho, Montana the Sovereign way ... 35219, 35230
Swinging through Illinois the Sovereign way ... 35911, 36017, 36018, 36072
Swinging through Indiana ... Sovereign Service 37101, 37102, 37133, 37134
Swinging through Indiana the Sovereign way 37158
Swinging through Iowa ... Sovereign Service 37911, 37940, 37941, 37965
Swinging through Kansas ... Sovereign Service ... 40298, 40321, 40343
Swinging through Michigan ... Sovereign Service 47201, 47202, 47253, 47254
Swinging through Minnesota ... Sovereign Service 49786, 49815, 49838
Swinging through Missouri ... Sovereign Service 50931, 50959, 50960, 50979
Swinging through Nebraska ... Sovereign Service ... with Derby 53167
Swinging through North Dakota, South Dakota ... Sovereign Service ... 58475, 58498, 58517
Swinging through Ohio ... Sovereign Service ... 60782, 60834
Swinging through Oklahoma ... Sovereign Service ... 61500, 61530, 61552
Swinging through Texas ... Sovereign Service ... 74759, 74760, 74794, 74795, 74817
Swinging through United States the Sovereign way / Sovereign Service 77721
Swinging through Wisconsin ... Sovereign Service ... 83367, 83368, 83398, 83419
Swinging through Wyoming the Sovereign way 84893, 84907, 84924
Swink (Okla.) - Historic buildings - 1994 73770
Swinton, John, 1703-1777 34035
Swinton, William, 1833-1892 30040, 30044, 30054, 30084, 30085, 30086, 30122, 30123, 30136, 30140, 30141, 30174, 30177, 30187, 30198, 30199, 30200, 30201, 30205, 30206, 30212, 30213, 30241, 30339, 30358, 30360, 30376, 30382, 30386, 30387, 30393, 30394, 30449, 34073, 34197, 76217, 76220
Swiontek, Linda 19967
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| Switzerland - Maps - 1606 | 73786 |
| Switzerland - Maps - 1617 - Facsimiles | 73787 |
| Switzerland - Maps - 1620 | 73788 |
| Switzerland - Maps - 1635 - Cities and towns | 73789 |
| Switzerland - Maps - 1648 | 73790 |
| Switzerland - Maps - 1657 - Cities and towns | 25926 |
| Switzerland - Maps - 1659 | 31345 |
| Switzerland - Maps - 1680 | 73791, 73792 |
| Switzerland - Maps - 1696 | 73793 |
| Switzerland - Maps - 1700 | 73794, 73795, 73796, 73797, 73798 |
| Switzerland - Maps - 1704 | 73799 |
| Switzerland - Maps - 1710 | 2258, 43610, 73800 |
| Switzerland - Maps - 1712 | 73801 |
| Switzerland - Maps - 1713 | 73802, 73803, 73804 |
| Switzerland - Maps - 1714 | 73805 |
| Switzerland - Maps - 1721 | 73806 |
| Switzerland - Maps - 1731 | 73807 |
| Switzerland - Maps - 1732 | 73808 |
| Switzerland - Maps - 1740 | 73809, 73810 |
| Switzerland - Maps - 1741 | 73811 |
| Switzerland - Maps - 1745 | 73812 |
| Switzerland - Maps - 1747 | 73813 |
| Switzerland - Maps - 1750 | 73814 |
| Switzerland - Maps - 1751 | 73815 |
| Switzerland - Maps - 1756 | 73816, 73817 |
| Switzerland - Maps - 1760 | 73818, 73819 |
| Switzerland - Maps - 1767 | 73820 |
| Switzerland - Maps - 1769 | 73821, 73822 |
| Switzerland - Maps - 1769-1780 | 73823 |
| Switzerland - Maps - 1774 | 73824 |
| Switzerland - Maps - 1778 | 73825 |
| Switzerland - Maps - 1780 | 73826 |
| Switzerland - Maps - 1783 | 38879, 39072 |
| Switzerland - Maps - 1786 | 73827 |
| Switzerland - Maps - 1789-1815 - History | 38885 |
| Switzerland - Maps - 1792 | 69433 |
| Switzerland - Maps - 1794 | 73828, 73829, 73830 |
| Switzerland - Maps - 1796 | 73831 |
| Switzerland - Maps - 1796-1802 | 73832 |
| Switzerland - Maps - 1799 | 73833 |
| Switzerland - Maps - 1800 | 73834 |
| Switzerland - Maps - 1801 | 73835 |
| Switzerland - Maps - 1802 | 73836 |
| Switzerland - Maps - 1804 | 73837, 73838 |
| Switzerland - Maps - 1806 | 73839 |
| Switzerland - Maps - 1809 | 73840 |
| Switzerland - Maps - 1811 | 73841 |
| Switzerland - Maps - 1813 | 73842 |
| Switzerland - Maps - 1814 | 73843, 73844, 73845 |
| Switzerland - Maps - 1817 | 73846 |
| Switzerland - Maps - 1818 | 73847 |
| Switzerland - Maps - 1822 | 73848 |
| Switzerland - Maps - 1825 | 1356, 73849, 73850 |
| Switzerland - Maps - 1826 | 73851 |
| Switzerland - Maps - 1827 | 73852 |
| Switzerland - Maps - 1829 | 73853 |
| Switzerland - Maps - 1830-1835 - Pictorial works | 73854 |
| Switzerland - Maps - 1831 | 73855 |
| Switzerland - Maps - 1832 | 73856 |
| Switzerland - Maps - 1833 | 73857 |
| Switzerland - Maps - 1836 | 73858 |
| Switzerland - Maps - 1837 | 73859 |
| Switzerland - Maps - 1838 | 73860, 73861 |
| Switzerland - Maps - 1838 - Guidebooks | 73862 |
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Maps</th>
<th>Call Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>Maps - 1840</td>
<td>39083, 73863, 73864, 73865</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>Maps - 1841</td>
<td>31503, 73866</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>Maps - 1844</td>
<td>8780</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>Maps - 1845</td>
<td>73867, 73868</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>Maps - 1846</td>
<td>73869</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>Maps - 1847</td>
<td>73870, 73871</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>Maps - 1849</td>
<td>73872</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>Maps - 1850</td>
<td>73873</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>Maps - 1851</td>
<td>73874</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>Maps - 1853</td>
<td>38940</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>Maps - 1854</td>
<td>73875</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>Maps - 1855</td>
<td>73876, 73877</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>Maps - 1857</td>
<td>73878, 73879</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>Maps - 1858</td>
<td>73880</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>Maps - 1859-1862</td>
<td>1357</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>Maps - 1860</td>
<td>73881</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>Maps - 1861</td>
<td>73882, 73883, 73884</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>Maps - 1863</td>
<td>73885, 73886</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>Maps - 1864</td>
<td>73887, 73888, 73889</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>Maps - 1865</td>
<td>73890</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>Maps - 1866</td>
<td>73891, 73892</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>Maps - 1867</td>
<td>73893, 73894, 73895</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>Maps - 1869</td>
<td>73896, 73897</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>Maps - 1870</td>
<td>73898</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>Maps - 1871</td>
<td>73899</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>Maps - 1872</td>
<td>1358, 73900, 73901, 73902</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>Maps - 1873</td>
<td>73903, 73904</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>Maps - 1874</td>
<td>73905, 73906</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>Maps - 1875</td>
<td>73907</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>Maps - 1877</td>
<td>73908, 73909, 73910, 73911</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>Maps - 1878</td>
<td>73912</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>Maps - 1879</td>
<td>73913, 73914, 73915</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>Maps - 1880</td>
<td>73916, 73917, 73918</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>Maps - 1881</td>
<td>73919, 73920, 73921, 73922, 73923</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>Maps - 1883</td>
<td>73924, 73925, 73926, 73927, 73928, 73929</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>Maps - 1885</td>
<td>73930</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>Maps - 1886</td>
<td>73931, 73932, 73933, 73934</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>Maps - 1887</td>
<td>73935</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>Maps - 1888</td>
<td>73936, 73937</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>Maps - 1889</td>
<td>73938, 73939</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>Maps - 1890</td>
<td>73940</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>Maps - 1891</td>
<td>73941</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>Maps - 1892-1895</td>
<td>73941</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>Maps - 1892-1900</td>
<td>73942</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>Maps - 1893</td>
<td>73944, 73945, 73946</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>Maps - 1894</td>
<td>73947</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>Maps - 1895</td>
<td>73948, 73949, 73950, 73951, 73952, 73953, 73954, 73955</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>Maps - 1896</td>
<td>73956, 73957, 73958</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>Maps - 1897</td>
<td>73959, 73960, 73961</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>Maps - 1898</td>
<td>73962, 73963, 73964</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>Maps - 1899</td>
<td>73965, 73966, 73967, 73968</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>Maps - 1900</td>
<td>73969</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>Maps - 1901</td>
<td>73970, 73971, 73972, 73973</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>Maps - 1903</td>
<td>10906, 73974, 73975, 73976</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>Maps - 1904</td>
<td>38960, 73977, 73978</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>Maps - 1904</td>
<td>Guidebooks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>Maps - 1905</td>
<td>73980, 73981, 73982, 73983, 73984</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>Maps - 1906</td>
<td>73985</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>Maps - 1906-1910</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>Maps - 1907</td>
<td>73987, 73988, 73989, 73990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>Maps - 1908</td>
<td>73991, 73992</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>Maps - 1909</td>
<td>73993, 73994, 73995, 73996, 73997, 73998, 73999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>Maps - 1910</td>
<td>74000, 74001, 74002, 74005, 74006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>Maps - 1910-1919</td>
<td>74003</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title of the map or chart</th>
<th>Call number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland - Maps - 1910-1919 - Bicycle trails</td>
<td>74004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland - Maps - 1910-1919 - Road maps</td>
<td>74004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland - Maps - 1910 - Railroads</td>
<td>74005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland - Maps - 1911</td>
<td>74007, 74008, 74009, 74010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland - Maps - 1911-1912</td>
<td>74011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland - Maps - 1912</td>
<td>74012, 74013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland - Maps - 1913</td>
<td>43614, 74014, 74015, 74016, 74018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland - Maps - 1913-1920</td>
<td>74017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland - Maps - 1913 - Railroads</td>
<td>23683</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland - Maps - 1914</td>
<td>74019, 74020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland - Maps - 1919</td>
<td>74021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland - Maps - 1920</td>
<td>74022, 74023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland - Maps - 1921</td>
<td>74024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland - Maps - 1921 - Railroads</td>
<td>74025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland - Maps - 1922</td>
<td>74026, 74027, 74028, 74029</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland - Maps - 1923</td>
<td>74030, 74031</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland - Maps - 1923-1926</td>
<td>74032</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland - Maps - 1924</td>
<td>10911</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland - Maps - 1925</td>
<td>74033, 74035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland - Maps - 1925-1926</td>
<td>74034</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland - Maps - 1926</td>
<td>74036</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland - Maps - 1926 - Railroads</td>
<td>74036</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland - Maps - 1927</td>
<td>74037, 74038</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland - Maps - 1928</td>
<td>74039, 74040, 74041, 74042, 74043, 74044</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland - Maps - 1929</td>
<td>43607, 74045</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland - Maps - 1930</td>
<td>10913, 74046, 74047, 74048</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland - Maps - 1931</td>
<td>74049</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland - Maps - 1931-1932</td>
<td>74050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland - Maps - 1931-1932 - Postal service</td>
<td>74051</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland - Maps - 1931-1932 - Road maps</td>
<td>74051</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland - Maps - 1932</td>
<td>74052</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland - Maps - 1935</td>
<td>10914</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland - Maps - 1936 - Road maps (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>74053</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland - Maps - 1937</td>
<td>74054, 74055</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland - Maps - 1938</td>
<td>74056, 74057, 74058</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland - Maps - 1939 - Pictorial maps</td>
<td>74059</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland - Maps - 1950</td>
<td>74060</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland - Maps - 1950 - Road maps</td>
<td>31636, 74061</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland - Maps - 1952</td>
<td>74062</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland - Maps - 1954</td>
<td>74063</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland - Maps - 1955</td>
<td>74064</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland - Maps - 1957</td>
<td>74065</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland - Maps - 1958</td>
<td>73772</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland - Maps - 1959 - Road maps</td>
<td>74066, 74067</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland - Maps - 1960</td>
<td>74068, 74069</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland - Maps - 1960-1969 - Pictorial maps</td>
<td>74070</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland - Maps - 1960-1969 - Road maps</td>
<td>74092</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland - Maps - 1960 - Roads - Jigsaw puzzle maps</td>
<td>74071</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland - Maps - 1961 - Road maps</td>
<td>85368</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland - Maps - 1964</td>
<td>74072, 74073</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland - Maps - 1965</td>
<td>74074</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland - Maps - 1967</td>
<td>74075</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland - Maps - 1969</td>
<td>74076</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland - Maps - 1968 - Airways</td>
<td>84469</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland - Maps - 1972</td>
<td>74077, 74078</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland - Maps - 1974</td>
<td>74079</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland - Maps - 1978</td>
<td>83741</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland - Maps - 1981</td>
<td>74080</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland - Maps - 1982</td>
<td>74081</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland - Maps - 1987</td>
<td>74082</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland - Maps - 1991</td>
<td>74083</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland - Maps - 1996</td>
<td>74084</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland - Maps - 1998 - Museums</td>
<td>74085</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Sygambria (Hungary) SEE Budapest (Hungary)  34912
Sykes, Geo.  14997, 14998
Sykes, Godfrey, 1861-1948  1994
Sykes & Gwathmey  57185
Sykes, John, fl. 1791-1795  1094, 15697, 33716, 56836, 59729, 59730, 59801, 62546
Sykes, Percy Molesworth, Sir, 1867-1945  20602
Sylvain, Jeanne  33308
Sylvania Central Railway  77218, 77229, 77247, 77262, 77281, 77313, 77337, 77357, 77377, 77408, 77467, 77507, 77533, 77555, 77569
Sylvania Electric Products, Inc.  59412
Sylvania : Main plants and feeder plants  59412
Sylvania (Switzerland) SEE Nidwalden (Switzerland)  74091
Sylvanus, Bernardus SEE Silvani, Bernardo  28865, 70142
Sylverio de Sotomayor, Francisco, 1699-ca.1763  65532, 65533, 65534, 68375
Sylvester, Dorothy  44689
Sylvester, Rowland L., 1924-2001  32508, 32509
La Symbolique des representations sur les globes et les cartes, celestes et terrestres en Grece antique  32918
Symbols  129, 45024, 45025, 74100
Symbols - 1600-1619  18384
Symbols - 1964  30614
Symbols - Geology - Maps  30943
Symbols - Geology - Maps - History  30942
Symbols - Juvenile literature  16787
Symbols On Maps SEE Maps - Symbols  45023
Symbols, Point  34023
Syme (Greece) - Maps  1689  74101
Symeon, Gabriele, 1509-1575 SEE Simeoni, Gabriele, 1509-1575  12596
Symeon, Gabriel, 1509-1575 SEE Simeoni, Gabriele, 1509-1575  17781
Symeonis, Gabrielis, 1509-1575 SEE Simeoni, Gabriele, 1509-1575  12596, 70149
Symes, Edward Spence, 1852-1901  36618
Symes, Lt. Colonel  66080
Symes, Michael  7893
Symon, Edward, d. 1741  7797, 7799, 7803, 76444
Symonds, Craig L.  76337, 76338, 76395, 79401
Symonds, F. M., fl. 1892  19605
Symonds, H. D. (Henry Delahoy)  1717, 7901, 24088, 29106, 29129, 30762, 40621, 53878, 57661, 58897, 70487, 71324, 76510, 76511, 76512, 76513, 76525, 81624
Symonds, Hurst, and Badcock  25167
Symonds, James, fl. 1776  28992
Symonds, John Addington, 1840-1893  73990
Symonds, Margaret, 1869-1925  64293, 73990
Symons, Evert van Hamersveldt  7767, 7768, 7776, 7777, 8679, 8728, 11470, 23098, 23105, 24973, 43605, 79924
Symons, Evert z. Hamers Veldt SEE Symons, Evert van Hamersveldt  7767
Symons, T. W. (Thomas William), 1849-1920  21742, 59753, 74174, 74175
Symonson, Philip, d. 1598  40580
Symonsz, Evert van Hamersveldt SEE Symons, Evert van Hamersveldt  7767
Symposia SEE SUBDIVISION Congresses UNDER SUBJECTS AND NAMES OF ORGANIZATIONS  37528
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Symposium of the British Cartographic Society (1973 : Southampton) 23592
Symposium on Geographic Information Processing, Carleton University, 1976 23602
Symposiums SEE SUBDIVISION Congresses UNDER SUBJECTS AND NAMES OF ORGANIZATIONS 37528
Syndicat d'initiative de Chartres 19252
Syndicat national du commerce en gros des vins, cidres, spiritueux et liqueurs de France 14982
Syndicate Publishing 32382, 34261
Synge 8046
Synkrotema Trapezas Kyprou 17110
Synopsis circuli Rhenani inferioris sive electorum Rheni ... 66599
Synopsis Circuli Rhenani Inferioris sive Electorum Rheni ... ob oculos posita à Matth. Seutter, Sac. 66599
Synopsis geographiae universalis 29040
A Synopsis of Nigeria's indigenous cartographic heritage / Nnabugwu O. Uluocha 18197
A Synopsis of the repeopling of the world by the descendents of Noah / engrav'd by Samuel John Neele, Russell Court 34371, 34373
Synopsis plagae septemtrionalis sive Sueciae Daniae et Norwegiae regn. : accuratissime delineatum / stilo et studio Matth. Seutter, Sac. 66600
Syracuse (Sicily) 70028
Syracuse Chamber of Commerce 74113
Syracuse Chamber of Commerce - History, Ancient - Maps - 1714 70030
Syracuse Chamber of Commerce - History, Ancient - Maps - 1741 70031
Syracuse Chamber of Commerce - History, Ancient - Maps - 1743 70032
Syracuse Chamber of Commerce - Maps - 1695 - Fortification 74102
Syracuse Chamber of Commerce - Maps - 1713 - Fortification 74103
Syracuse Chamber of Commerce - Maps - 1714 70030
Syracuse Chamber of Commerce - Maps - 1725 - Pictorial works 74104
Syracuse Chamber of Commerce - Maps - 1743 70032
Syracuse Chamber of Commerce - Maps - 1839 74105
Syracuse Chamber of Commerce - Maps - 1839 - Pictorial works 74105
Syracuse Chamber of Commerce - Maps - 1840 38931
Syracuse Chamber of Commerce - Pictorial works - 1552 74106
Syracuse Chamber of Commerce - Pictorial works - 1617 74107
Syracuse Chamber of Commerce - Province - Historical geography - Maps - 1584-1606 70028
Syracuse Chamber of Commerce - Province - Maps - 1584-1606 70028
Syracuse Chamber of Commerce - Maps - 1860 56091
Syracuse Chamber of Commerce - Maps - 1903 74108
Syracuse Chamber of Commerce - Maps - 1913 74109
Syracuse Chamber of Commerce - Maps - 1914 - Railroads 56204
Syracuse Chamber of Commerce - Maps - 1951 76087, 76088
Syracuse Chamber of Commerce - Maps - 1959 - Road maps 74113
Syracuse Chamber of Commerce - Maps - 2008 - Road maps 79719
Syracuse Chamber of Commerce - Region (N.Y.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps 74110, 74111
Syracuse Chamber of Commerce - Region (N.Y.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps 74112
Syracuse Chamber of Commerce - Region (N.Y.) - Maps - 1959 - Road maps 74113
Syracuse Chamber of Commerce - Region (N.Y.) - Maps - 1960 - Road maps 74114
Syracuse Chamber of Commerce - Sicily - Maps - 1720 - Harbors 74115
Syracuse with the remaining vestiges of its five cities 74105
Syren (Ship) - Voyage, 18-- 71125
Syren (Ship) - Voyages, 1851-1852 - Manuscripts 58751
Syria 48051, 48137, 62817, 62823, 74118
Syria and Arabia Petraea 48138
Syria and the Lebanon 74127
Syria / by W. Hughes, F.R.G.S. 74119
Syria / drawn & engraved by J. Archer, Pentonville, London 48127
Syria et Assyria ad mentem Ptolomaei ailiorumq 48037
Syria - History - 1798-1801 - Maps - 1839 62754
Syria - History, 401 B.C. 74116
Syria - History, Ancient - Maps - 1843 62757
Syria - Maps - 1552 48051
Syria - Maps - 1566 62774, 62775, 62776
Syria - Maps - 1764 38544, 75739
Syria - Maps - 1813 48118
Syria - Maps - 1840 74117
Syria - Maps - 1841 48127
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Syria - Maps - 1843 62823
Syria - Maps - 1851 48137
Syria - Maps - 1853 48138
Syria - Maps - 1864 74118
Syria - Maps - 1866 74119
Syria - Maps - 1868-1869 74120, 74121
Syria - Maps - 1876 62833, 62834
Syria - Maps - 1889 24795
Syria - Maps - 1891 62839
Syria - Maps - 1892 74122
Syria - Maps - 1893 62840
Syria - Maps - 1894 62841, 62842
Syria - Maps - 1895 62843
Syria - Maps - 1898 62844, 62845
Syria - Maps - 1903 - Guidebooks 74123, 74124
Syria - Maps - 1904 62847
Syria - Maps - 1905 62848
Syria - Maps - 1906 62849, 62850
Syria - Maps - 1911 74125
Syria - Maps - 1912 62853, 62854, 62855
Syria - Maps - 1913 62857
Syria - Maps - 1918 62860
Syria - Maps - 1919 74126
Syria - Maps - 1924-1925 62863
Syria - Maps - 1925 62864
Syria - Maps - 1929 62866
Syria - Maps - 1932 48152
Syria - Maps - 1934 62868
Syria - Maps - 1942 74127
Syria - Maps - 1952 22782
Syria - Maps - 1961 74128
Syria / Neele sculp. 48118
Syria & Palestine 74123, 74124
Syrie, Palestine, Iraq, Transjordanie 48152
Syrien 74128
Syros Island (Greece) - Maps - 1840 - Pictorial works 74129
System map / American Airlines 78171, 78203, 78204, 78230, 78306
System map and direct points of service: Common carrier division, Ryder System, Inc. 78819
System map and points served direct by Ryder System, common carrier division 78201
System map of Montana-Dakota Utilities Co. 60011
System map of United Air Lines: the main line airway - coast to coast 77955
System map of United Air Lines: the main line airway - coast to coast / Ed Boehmer 77954
System map, Wisconsin Central Ltd., Fox Valley & Western Ltd. 83583
System of Chicago Surface Lines: showing principal points of interest and direct lines of transportation 19740, 19744
System of geography 29497
System of geography for schools 30219
A System of geography for the use of schools / by Sidney E. Morse; illustrated with more than fifty cerographic maps and numerous wood-cut engravings 29651
A System of geography for the use of schools: illustrated with more than fifty cerographic maps and numerous wood-cut engravings / by Sidney E. Morse 29533, 29552, 29574, 29579, 29630, 29670, 29735, 29778
A System of geography, for the use of schools: illustrated with more than fifty cerographic maps, and numerous wood-cut engravings / By Sidney E. Morse, A.M. 29718
A System of geography for the use of schools: on a new and perfectly easy plan, in which the European boundaries are stated, as settled by the Peace of Paris, November 1815: with maps / by J. Bigland 29340
System of geography for use of schools 29520, 29534, 29535, 29545, 29551, 29556, 29592, 29607, 29717, 29811
System of geography of the world 29125, 29126, 29132, 29133, 29134, 29156, 29157, 29158, 29172, 29173, 29182, 29183, 29220, 29231, 29232, 29247
A System of geography, on a new and easy plan: from the latest and best authorities: including also the elements of astronomy, an account of the solar system, a variety of problems to be solved by the terrestrial and celestial globes, and a pronunci 29438
A System of geography, or, A descriptive, historical, and philosophical view of the several quarters of the world : and of the various empires, kingdoms, and republics which they contain; particularly, detailing those alterations which have been introd 29164
A System of geography, or, A new & accurate description of the earth in all its empires ... 7778
A System of geography; or, A new & accurate description of the earth in all its empires, kingdoms and states. Illustrated with history and topography, and maps of every country ... by Herman Moll ... 28986
System of Mela 34421
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Call Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Szeged (Hungary)</td>
<td>4563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System of physical geography : containing a description of the natural features of the land and water, the phenomena of the atmosphere, and the distribution of vegetable and animal life : to which is added, A treatise on the physical geography of the world : ... to which are added, I. A geographical index, with the names of places alphabetically arranged. II. A tabl</td>
<td>299221</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System of physical geography : containing a description of the natural features of the land and water, the phenomena of the atmosphere, and the distribution of vegetable and animal life : to which is added, A treatise on the physical geography of the world : ... to which are added, I. A geographical index, with the names of places alphabetically arranged. II. A tabl</td>
<td>299452</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System of questions in geography : adapted to any modern atlas embracing geographical definitions, introduction to the use of the terrestrial globe and ancient geography / by David H. Pierson</td>
<td>29831</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Szegedin (Hungary)</td>
<td>SEE Szeged (Hungary)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Szwajkart, John. Train watcher’s map of Chicago (1987) 19908
Szwec, W.  78462, 78696
Szykula, Krystyna  39705, 39706, 39707, 43747
Szyzkula, Krystyna  85262
T 13 S. R. 68 W., T. 13 S. R. 67 W.  21693
T. 39 N. 14 E. of 3d. P. M.  81146
T. A.  75620
T.A.T. (Firm) SEE Transcontinental Air Transport 77399
T. and G. Underwood (Firm)  7970
T. and G. Underwood (T. and G.), publishers SEE T. and G. Underwood (Firm) 7970
T. and J. Fleet (Firm) SEE T. & J. Fleet (Firm)  55833
T.A.T. (Firm) SEE Transcontinental Air Transport 77399
T. and G. Underwood (T. and G.), publishers SEE T. and G. Underwood (Firm) 7970
T. and J. Fleet (Firm) SEE T. & J. Fleet (Firm)  55833
T., C.J.R. SEE Tolkien, Christopher  48017
T. & E.H. Ensign  20088, 52479, 76691, 76692, 76703
T. Eaton Co.  61867, 61893
T. Eaton Co.  - Access routes - Maps  - 1933  61867
T. Eaton Co.  - Access routes - Maps  - 1937  61893
T. Ellwood Zell and Company  5081, 5095, 5119, 5141, 5158, 5174, 5322, 19991, 20006, 48295
T. Ellwood Zell and Company. A Guide to the city of Chicago : its public buildings, places of amusement ... (1868)  19493, 19494, 19991, 20006
T. Ellwood Zell, Davis & Co. (Philadelphia, Pa.)  5119, 8219
't Eÿland Curacao, anno 1789  22577
T. Fisher Unwin (Firm)  1383, 1125, 11225, 11226, 11241, 12239, 12245, 12246, 12247, 12248, 12249, 12527, 12528, 12534, 14442, 14443, 14444, 14445, 16156, 24852, 28128, 28129, 28130, 28134, 28177, 28178, 28180, 31717, 31718, 31719, 31719, 31794, 31797, 31798, 31799, 31800, 38968, 38969, 38968, 39143, 39148, 39149, 39150, 39151, 39151, 39150, 39150, 39150, 42552, 42559, 42569, 42593, 45749, 62855, 63140, 63141, 63142, 63151, 63152, 63164, 63195, 66537, 66538, 66546, 66549, 66550, 66561, 67692, 69275, 69281, 69282, 69283, 69290, 73996, 73997, 73998, 74009, 74010, 74015, 74016, 74026, 74027, 77117, 77118, 77119, 77120
't Hooge heemraed - schap van Rhynland  8755
't Hooge heemraedschap van Delflant : met alle de steden, dorpen, ambachten, litmaten, polders, ... wateringen, etc. ...  23057
't Hoogh-Heeraetschap van de Uytwaterende Sluysen in Kenemerlant ende West-Frieslant  58682
T.I.M.E. Freight and freightage, Inc.  78820
T.I.M.E. Freight, Inc.  78820
T.I.M.E. Freight, Inc. [Route Map]  78820
T-in-O maps  38488, 74141, 74142
T-in-O maps - 1425 - Manuscripts  22308
T-in-O maps - 1472  74136, 74137
T-in-O maps - 1489  74138
T-in-O maps - 1493  74139
T-in-O maps - 1503  74140
{T-in-O world map}  74137, 74138, 74139
T.J. Carey & Co. SEE Carey, T. J. (Thomas Joseph), b. 1853  1027
T. & J. Fleet (Firm)  55833
T.K. & P.G. Collins (Firm)  30813, 63574
T.K. & P.G. Collins (Firm)  30813, 63574
T. Murray & Son SEE Thomas Murray & Son  69590
T.N. Hibben & Co.  13994
T.N.T. Co.  20022
T. Nelson & Sons SEE Thomas Nelson & Sons  15936
T. O. Weigel (Firm)  12698
T. P. Br. Co. SEE Tacony-Palmyra Bridge Co.  64461
T. Page and W. Mount  3794, 16555
T. Page and W. Mount (Firm), fl. ca.1729-1733  2145, 3724, 3746, 3794, 3804, 11438, 11790, 12017, 12567, 13358, 15829, 16555, 16556, 16557, 16697, 18745, 19323, 22161, 25989, 33503, 33654, 33992, 39435, 45526, 47568, 53852, 55826, 56895, 56896, 68240, 70437, 75231, 81596
T.R. Marvin and Son  35533, 79353
T=Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)  27984
T. S.  52190
T. S. F.  51629, 80165, 80168
T. (Tobias Stimmer), 16th cent. SEE Stimmer, Tobias, 16th cent.  28904
T. Sinclair's Lith.  12329, 15192, 15232, 15233, 15240, 21280, 35514, 46333, 46632, 55243, 57744, 64367, 68499, 72243
T. Sinclair's Lith. SEE ALSO Sinclair, Thomas S., ca. 1805-1881  21280
T. Spilsbury and Son  31865
T. T., active approximately 1831  9683
T. von Wierings Erben  9615
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Tabula Italiae antiquae : in regiones XI ad Augusto divisae et tum ad mensuras itineraris tum ad observationes astronomicas exactae / accurate Gulielmo Del’sile ...

38744

Tabula Italiae, Corsicae, Sardiniae, et adjacentium regnorum ...

38792, 38793

Tabula itineraria Peutingeriana 67188

Tabula IV: Spanien-Karte 72650

Tabula IX: Italien-Karte 38756

Tabula Magellanica, qua tierrae del Fuego ...

75189

Tabulae caelestes: himmels-atlas 10312

Tabulae dominii Groeningae qvae et complectitur maximam partem Drentiae emendata 33054

Le Tabulae (facsimile 1524-1526) 10559

Tabulæ geographicae 4377, 4388

Tabulæ geographicae Cl: Ptolemy ad mentem autors restitutea et emendate per Gerardum Mercatorem 28921, 28922, 28923

Tabulæ geographicae quibus universa geographicæ vetus continetur : emulitis authoribus collectae et in quatuor partes distributæ 34032

Tabulæ geographicae vetustiores in Italia adservatae. Reproductions of manuscript and rare printed maps, edited and explained as a contribution to the history of geographical knowledge in the period of the great discoveries 44843

Tabulæ in geographos Graecos minores 9402

Tabularum geographicarum contractarum libri 4 8694

Tabularum geographicarum libri septem 8674

Tabularum geographicarum Lusitanorum specimen 10751

Tabvla Africae III 24730

Tabvla Africae IIII 434

Tabvla antiqua regionis inter Dravvm flvivm et Mare Adriaticvm 16645

Tabvla Asiae I 75710

Tabvla Asiae II 67369

Tabvla Asiae III 18875

Tabvla Asiae IIII 48048

Tabvla Asiae IX 142, 70674

Tabvla Asiae V 38151

Tabvla Asiae VI 2275

Tabvla Asiae VII 3199

Tabvla Asiae VIII 3200

Tabvla Asiae X 36500

Tabvla Asiae XI 71146

Tabvla Asiae XII 73059
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**Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)**

Tabvla Evropae I 14126
Tabvla Evropae II 72652
Tabvla Evropae III 27600
Tabvla Evropae IIII 31320
Tabvla Evropae IX 14898
Tabvla Evropae V 11493
Tabvla Evropae VI 38757
Tabvla Evropae VII 68900
Tabvla Evropae VIII 75965
Tabvla Evropae X 32800
Tabvla geographica regni Chile 20558, 20559
Tabvla marchionatvs Brandenbvgici et dvcatvs Pomeraniae quae sunt pars septentrionalis circvli Saxoniae Svperioris / novissime edita a Ioh. Baptista Homanno 13792
Tabvla moderna Poloniiae, Vngariae, Boemiae, Germaniae, Rvssiae, Lithvae 25880
Tabvla moderna Terrae Sanctae 62769, 62770
Tabvla moderna Terrae Canaan Abrahae tempore et anteadventvm filior. Isreal cvm vicinis et finitimis regionib 12642
Tabvla terre nove 1526
Tachard, Guy, 1651-1712 36516, 36517
Tacitus, Cornelius 31316
Tackabury, George N. 16054
Tackabury, Mead & Moffett, Philadelphia 73425
Tackabury, R. M. 46783, 46784
Tackabury's atlas of the Dominion of Canada / drawn, compiled and edited by H.F. Walling ; with general descriptions by T. Sterry Hunt ... [et al.] ; drawn, compiled and edited by H.F. Walling 16054
Tackabury, S. T. 46783, 46784
Tackius, Henricus, heirs of 32392
Tacksbury, Rowley & Co. 76037
Tacoma / American Oil Company 74157
Tacoma city map / 76 Union 74155
Tacoma city map / Union 76 74158
Tacoma city map : Union Oil Company 74146, 74147, 74148, 74149, 74150, 74151, 74152, 74153
Tacoma city map / Union Oil Company of California 74156
Tacoma Eastern Railroad Company 59851, 59853, 59855
Tacoma Eastern Railroad Company - Maps - 1910 59851
Tacoma Eastern Railroad Company - Maps - 1911 59853
Tacoma Eastern Railroad Company - Maps - 1912 59855
Tacoma EasyFinder 74159
Tacoma Region (Wash.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps 69726, 69740
Tacoma Region (Wash.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps 69742, 69743
Tacoma Region (Wash.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps 69727
Tacoma Region (Wash.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps 69729, 69745
Tacoma Region (Wash.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps 69746, 69747
Tacoma Region (Wash.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps 69750, 69751
Tacoma Region (Wash.) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps 69754, 69755
Tacoma Region (Wash.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps 69760, 69761, 69762, 69764
Tacoma Region (Wash.) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps 69767, 69768
Tacoma Region (Wash.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps 69771
Tacoma Region (Wash.) - Maps - 1957 - Road maps 69781
Tacoma Region (Wash.) - Maps - 1962 - Road maps 69783
Tacoma Region (Wash.) - Maps - 1964 - Road maps 69784
Tacoma Region (Wash.) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps 69785
Tacoma Region (Wash.) - Maps - 1967 - Road maps 69786, 74155
Tacoma Region (Wash.) - Maps - 1968 - Road maps 69787, 74156
Tacoma Region (Wash.) - Maps - 1969 - Road maps 74157
Tacoma Region (Wash.) - Maps - 1970 - Road maps 74158, 81413
Tacoma Region (Wash.) - Maps - 1971 - Road maps 69790
Tacoma Region (Wash.) - Maps - 1995 - Road maps 69733, 74145
Tacoma Region (Wash.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps 64726
Tacoma Region (Wash.) - Maps - 2009 - Road maps 64727
Tacoma street map / General Petroleum Corporation, a Socony Mobil Oil Company 74154
Tacoma & vicinity StreetFinder 74145
Tacoma (Wash.) - Aerial photographs - 1967 74155
Tacoma (Wash.) - Aerial photographs - 1968 74156
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>74158</td>
<td>Tahiti (Wash.) - Aerial photographs - 1970</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65898</td>
<td>Tacoma (Wash.) - Maps - 1898 - Harbors</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69738</td>
<td>Tacoma (Wash.) - Maps - 1933 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69740</td>
<td>Tacoma (Wash.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69743</td>
<td>Tacoma (Wash.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69727</td>
<td>Tacoma (Wash.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69729, 69745</td>
<td>Tacoma (Wash.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69746, 69747</td>
<td>Tacoma (Wash.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69750, 69751, 74146</td>
<td>Tacoma (Wash.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69754, 69755, 69756, 74147</td>
<td>Tacoma (Wash.) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74148</td>
<td>Tacoma (Wash.) - Maps - 1943 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69760, 69761, 69762, 69763, 69764, 69765</td>
<td>Tacoma (Wash.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69767, 69768, 69769, 74150</td>
<td>Tacoma (Wash.) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69771, 69772, 69773, 74151</td>
<td>Tacoma (Wash.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74152</td>
<td>Tacoma (Wash.) - Maps - 1951 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69776, 69777, 74153</td>
<td>Tacoma (Wash.) - Maps - 1952 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69778</td>
<td>Tacoma (Wash.) - Maps - 1953 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69781</td>
<td>Tacoma (Wash.) - Maps - 1955 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69785</td>
<td>Tacoma (Wash.) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69786, 74155</td>
<td>Tacoma (Wash.) - Maps - 1967 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69787, 74156</td>
<td>Tacoma (Wash.) - Maps - 1968 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74157</td>
<td>Tacoma (Wash.) - Maps - 1969 - Road maps</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74158</td>
<td>Tacoma (Wash.) - Pictorial works - 1884</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74155</td>
<td>Tacoma (Wash.) - Pictorial works - 1967</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74163</td>
<td>Tacoma (Wash.) - Pictorial works - 1968</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74158</td>
<td>Tacoma (Wash.) - Pictorial works - 1970</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74158</td>
<td>Tacony-Palmyra Bridge : a 4 lane bridge crossing the Delaware River at Palmyra, New Jersey and North Philadelphia, Penna. (Tacony-Palmyra Bridge Co.)</td>
<td>64461</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64461</td>
<td>Tacony-Palmyra Bridge (N.J. and Pa.) - Access routes - Maps - 1937</td>
<td>64461</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28211</td>
<td>Tactical studies from the Franco-German war of 1870-71</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74161</td>
<td>Tadmor (Pa.) - Pictorial works - 1961 - Railroads</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74162</td>
<td>Tadmur (Syria) - Maps - 1840 - Pictorial works</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74163</td>
<td>Tadmur (Syria) - Pictorial works - 1797</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68016</td>
<td>Tadoussac (Québec) - Maps - 1775 - Nautical charts</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40505</td>
<td>Taeschner, Franz, 1888-1967</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8776</td>
<td>Tafereel der omwentelingen in Europa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45374, 45375</td>
<td>Tager, J.</td>
<td>22167</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80903</td>
<td>Taggart, Thomas</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55353</td>
<td>Tagolene Motor Oil SEE Skelly Oil Company</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74164</td>
<td>Tagus River Estuary (Portugal) - Maps - 1758 - Nautical charts</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74165</td>
<td>Tagus River Estuary (Portugal) - Maps - 1766 - Nautical charts</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74166</td>
<td>Tagus River Estuary (Portugal) - Maps - 1790 - Nautical charts</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26374</td>
<td>Tagus River (Spain and Portugal) - Maps - 1702 - Mouth - Nautical charts</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42170</td>
<td>Tagus River (Spain and Portugal) - Maps - 1816 - Mouth</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74167</td>
<td>Tagus River (Spain and Portugal) - Mouth - Maps - 1810 - Nautical charts</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75275</td>
<td>Tagus River Valley (Spain and Portugal) - Maps - 1584-1588</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75276</td>
<td>Tagus River Valley (Spain and Portugal) - Maps - 1584-1606</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74171</td>
<td>Tahiti</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74170</td>
<td>Tahiti: a paradise lost</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74169</td>
<td>[Tahiti et Morea]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22081</td>
<td>Tahiti (French Polynesia : Island) - Discovery and Exploration - Maps - 1767-1840</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74168</td>
<td>Tahiti (French Polynesia : Island) - Maps - 1796</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45913</td>
<td>Tahiti (French Polynesia : Island) - Maps - 1817</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45914</td>
<td>Tahiti (French Polynesia : Island) - Maps - 1821</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45915</td>
<td>Tahiti (French Polynesia : Island) - Maps - 1822</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45916</td>
<td>Tahiti (French Polynesia : Island) - Maps - 1829</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38526</td>
<td>Tahiti (French Polynesia : Island) - Maps - 1840</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Taking possession: the cartouche as cultural text in eighteenth-century American maps / C.N.G. Clarke 18637

Taking the measure of the land 18542

Takuzo, Maruya–Sadahide, 1807-1873 SEE Utagawa, Sadahide, 1807-1873 85097

Talamone (Orbetello): atlante storico 7425

[Talbot County (Md.) - 1858: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 74186

Talbot County (Md.) - Historical geography - Maps - 1970 74185

Talbot County (Md.) - Maps - 1858 - Landowners 74186

Talbot County (Md.) - Maps - 1970 74185

Talbot County (Md.) - Maps - 1974 - Road maps 74187

Talbot, Oliver C., 1868- 65893

Talbot, Thomas, 1771-1853 18248

Talbot, William, Sir, d. 1691 80357

Talcott, Andrew, 1797-1883 50483, 80413

Talcott, Edward B. 19441

Talcott, George, d. 1862 79506

Tale of two cartographers: Emory, Warren, and their maps of the trans-Mississippi west 18596

Tales from the map room / a BBC-TV productions in association with Ambrose Video Publishing; producer, Julian Stenhouse; narrated by Philippa Davies; photography, Martin Patmore, Graham Day; music, Andy Roberts; film editor, Peter Essex 17424

Tales from the map room: fact and fiction about maps and their makers / [edited by] Peter Barber and Christopher Board 17376

Tales of a pathfinder / Anthon L. Westgard 11300

Taliaferro, Henry G. (Henry Garland), 1945- 33199, 76093

Taliesin Bookbindery 7978

Taliqani, Mahmud 64246

Tall Mardikh (Syria) SEE Ebla (Extinct city) 24598

Tall Tree Library 12029, 74188, 74189, 74190

Tall Tree Library - Bibliography 30963, 74189

Tall Tree Library - Bibliography - 1950 74190

The Tall Tree Library collection of maps 74188

Tall Tree Library Publications, no. 12 61688

Tall Tree Library Publications, no. 13 81448

Tall Tree Library Publications, no. 14 79803

Tall Tree Library Publications, no. 15 62672

Tall Tree Library Publications, no. 16 28846

Tall Tree Library Publications, no. 17 35031

Tall Tree Library Publications, no. 18 75958

Tall Tree Library Publications, no. 19 16857

Tall Tree Library Publications, no. 20 65426

Tall Tree Library Publications, no. 21 28909

Tall Tree Library Publications, no. 22 44785

Tall Tree Library Publications, no. 23 39588

Tall Tree Library Publications, nos. 24-26 39589

Tall Tree Library Publications SEE ALSO George H. Beans Library. Publications 61688

Tallahassee (Fla.) - Maps - 1829 26860

Tallahassee (Fla.) - Maps - 1833 26862

Tallahassee (Fla.) - Maps - 1839 26865

Tallahassee (Fla.) - Maps - 1845 26870

Tallahassee (Fla.) - Maps - 1847 26873

Tallahassee (Fla.) - Maps - 1850 26874

Tallahassee (Fla.) - Maps - 1852 26876

Tallahassee (Fla.) - Maps - 1999 - Road maps 74191

Tallahassee (Fla.) - Maps - 2003 - Road maps 74192, 74193

Tallahassee (Fla.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps 41863

Tallahassee (Fla.) - Pictorial works - 1885 74194

Tallahassee, Leon & Gadsden counties 74191

Tallahassee, Leon & Gadsden counties StreetFinder 74192, 74193

Tallahassee Region (Fla.) - Maps - 2003 - Road maps 74193

Tallahassee Region (Fla.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps 41863

Tallahassee street guide 41863

Talleres 72642

Talleres de Fotozincografía (Mexico City, Mexico) 57805

Tailey Brothers Service Stations (Zanesville, Ohio) 60562

Talleyrand et de Valençay, Duc de 63013
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Years</th>
<th>Maps</th>
<th>Page Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tampa (Fla.)</td>
<td>1971</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>68214</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tampa (Fla.)</td>
<td>1972</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>74235</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tampa (Fla.)</td>
<td>1974</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>74216</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tampa (Fla.)</td>
<td>1975</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>68215, 74217</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tampa (Fla.)</td>
<td>1976</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>74218</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tampa (Fla.)</td>
<td>1994</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>74219</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tampa (Fla.)</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>74220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tampa (Fla.)</td>
<td>2002</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>74221</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tampa (Fla.)</td>
<td>2003</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>74222, 74223</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tampa (Fla.)</td>
<td>2004</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>74224, 74225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tampa (Fla.)</td>
<td>2005</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>74226, 74227, 74228, 74229</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tampa (Fla.)</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>33954, 74230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tampa (Fla.)</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>74231, 74232</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tampa (Fla.)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Pictorial works - 1818</td>
<td>74233</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tampa Hillsborough County street guide</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>74228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tampa Hillsborough County StreetFinder</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>74222, 74224</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tampa Region (Fla.)</td>
<td>1938</td>
<td>Pictorial maps</td>
<td>27042, 27043</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tampa Region (Fla.)</td>
<td>1953</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>27147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tampa Region (Fla.)</td>
<td>1960</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>74234</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tampa Region (Fla.)</td>
<td>1966</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>68212</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tampa Region (Fla.)</td>
<td>1972</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>74235</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tampa Region (Fla.)</td>
<td>1974</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>74216</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tampa Region (Fla.)</td>
<td>1952</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>27146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tampa Region (Fla.)</td>
<td>1975</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>68215, 74217</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tampa Region (Fla.)</td>
<td>2004</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>74224, 74225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tampa Region (Fla.)</td>
<td>2005</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>74228, 74229</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tampa Region (Fla.)</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>33954, 74230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tampa Region (Fla.)</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>74231, 74232</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tampa, St. Petersburg</td>
<td>1974-75</td>
<td>Amoco Oil Company</td>
<td>74216</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tampa, St. Petersburg EasyFinder : Major roads &amp; highways</td>
<td></td>
<td>74227</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tampa/St. Petersburg, Hillsborough &amp; Pinellas counties street guide</td>
<td></td>
<td>74229</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tampa/St. Petersburg, Hillsborough &amp; Pinellas counties StreetFinder</td>
<td></td>
<td>74220, 74221, 74222, 74223, 74225</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tampa/St. Petersburg street guide : including Hillsborough, Pasco and Pinellas counties</td>
<td></td>
<td>74230</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tampa/St. Petersburg street guide : including Hillsborough, Pinellas, and Pasco counties</td>
<td></td>
<td>74232</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tampa, St. Petersburg &amp; suburbs street map and directory : Bradenton, Palmetto, Sarasota, Venice ... 1975-76 / Amoco Oil Company</td>
<td></td>
<td>74217</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tampa, St. Petersburg ... tour with Texaco</td>
<td></td>
<td>74211</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tampa, St. Petersburg tourguide map / Gulf</td>
<td></td>
<td>74215</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tampa street guide : including Hillsborough County</td>
<td></td>
<td>33954</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tampico Harbor Co. (Tampico, Mexico)</td>
<td></td>
<td>11836</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tampico Region (Tamaulipas, Mexico) Maps : 1891 - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc.</td>
<td></td>
<td>62963</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tampico Region (Tamaulipas, Mexico) Maps : 1891 - Railroads</td>
<td></td>
<td>11836</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tampico (Tamaulipas, Mexico) Maps : 1847</td>
<td></td>
<td>46185</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tams, Friedrich</td>
<td>10207, 10221, 10231, 10239, 10254</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tamsweg (Austria) - Catholic church buildings - 1980</td>
<td></td>
<td>74234</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tamsweg/St. Leonhard : Salzburg</td>
<td></td>
<td>74236</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tanaka, Kaoru, 1898-</td>
<td></td>
<td>10699</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tanck Estrada, Dorothy</td>
<td></td>
<td>46303</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tandou (Fd.) &amp; cie. SEE Fd. Tandou &amp; cie.</td>
<td></td>
<td>9443</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tandy, E. A.</td>
<td></td>
<td>36639</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tennesse, Jacques. Plan of the City and Suburbs of New Orleans, 1817</td>
<td></td>
<td>55476</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taney County (Mo.) - Maps : 1800-1899 - Landowners</td>
<td></td>
<td>74237</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tangen, H.</td>
<td>60106, 60108</td>
<td>863</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tangier (Morocco) - Maps : 1632</td>
<td></td>
<td>225</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tangier (Morocco) - Pictorial works : 1620</td>
<td></td>
<td>51799</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tangipahoa Parish (La.) - Maps : 1770 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td></td>
<td>50610, 50611</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tangipahoa Parish (La.) - Maps : 1872 - Railroads - Manuscripts</td>
<td></td>
<td>1879</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tanjé, Pieter, 1706-1761</td>
<td></td>
<td>12687</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tank, Roar Nielsen, 1880-</td>
<td></td>
<td>60119</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tanke, William S., 1926-2008</td>
<td></td>
<td>65239</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tannatt, Henry</td>
<td></td>
<td>49538</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tanner, A.</td>
<td></td>
<td>2577</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Tarn (France) SEE Tarentaise (France) 74249

Taranto (Italy) - Maps - 1790 - Harbors - Nautical charts 602

Tarija (Bolivia) - Maps - 1851 - Pictorial works 64282
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

10063  
Taschen-atlas ueber alle theile der erde  9699  
Taschen, Benedikt  8666  
Taschen (Firm)  8666  
Taschenatlas  10450  
Taschenatlas der Bayerischen Alpen, V1: ostlicher  10222  
Taschenatlas der Bayerischen Alpen, V2: westlicher  10244  
Taschenatlas der ganzen Welt: 24 Karten in Kupferstich und geographisch-statistischer Text  10447  
Taschenatlas füer eisenbahnreisende  10245, 10281, 10313  
Taschenatlas füer militärbeamter  10153  
Taschenatlas: mit Tagebuch: den Arbeitskameraden an der Front gewidmet, der Oberbürgermeister der Hauptstadt der Bewegung  10417  
Taschenatlas: mit Tagebuch/überreicht im Auftrage des Reichsorganisationsleiters der NSDAP, durch den Leiter der Zentralstelle für die Finanzwirtschaft der Deutschen Arbeitsfront  10402  
Taschenatlas über alle theile erde  9681  
Taschenatlas vom Deutschen Reich: 24 Karten in Kupferstich  31598  
Taschenatlas vom Deutschen Reich: 24 Karten in Kupferstich aus dem Verlag Justus Perthes, Gotha  31594  
Taschenatlas vom Deutschen Reich: 24 Karten in Kupferstich/aus dem Verlag von Justus Perthes, Gotha  31593  
Taschenatlas vom Deutschen Reich: 24 Karten in Kupferstich mit einem Namenverzeichnis u. geographisch-statischen Nachweisen  31601  
Taschenatlas vom westlichen kriegschauplatz  84646  
Taschenatlas von vierzehn Karten: nebst hinreichender Erläuterung bersetzen  9644  
Taschenbuch der reisen, oder, Unterhaltende darstellung der entdeckungen des 18ten jahrhunderts in rücksicht der länder, menschen und productenkunde. Für jede klasse von lesern, von E.A.W. von Zimmermann ... für das jahr ...  29141, 29142  
Tasman, Abel Janszoon, 1603?1659?  7785, 11039, 11041, 11042, 11043, 11044, 11046, 18025, 74266, 74268  
Tasman, Abel Janszoon, 1603?1659?  11046  
Tasman, Abel Janszoon, 1603?1659?  11039, 11041, 11042, 11043, 11044, 11046, 18025, 74266, 74268  
Tasman, Abel Janszoon, 1603?1659?. Voyages, 1642-1644  11042, 11043, 11044, 11121  
[Tasman's map of 1644?]  11044  
The Tasman map, showing Tasman's voyages of 1642-3 and 1644  11042  
Tasman's kaart van zijn australische ontdekkingen, 1644, 'de Bonaparte-kaart': Gereproduceerd op de ware grootte in goud en kleurens naar het origineel in de Mitchell Library, Sydney (N.S.W.) Met toestemming van de autoriteiten/door F. C. Wieder  11043  
Tasmania - Arts and crafts - 1980  74267  
Tasmania - Maps - 1642 - Coasts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  74268  
Tasmania - Maps - 1644-1681 - Coasts  11041  
Tasmania - Maps - 1799  74269  
Tasmania - Maps - 1802-1815 - Coasts - Nautical charts  11048  
Tasmania - Maps - 1822  55562  
Tasmania - Maps - 1829  55563  
Tasmania - Maps - 1831  11057  
Tasmania - Maps - 1833  82731  
Tasmania - Maps - 1834  74270  
Tasmania - Maps - 1840  74271  
Tasmania - Maps - 1841  74272  
Tasmania - Maps - 1845  11067  
Tasmania - Maps - 1851  74273  
Tasmania - Maps - 1853  11069  
Tasmania - Maps - 1861  60321  
Tasmania - Maps - 1885  56824  
Tasmania - Maps - 1888  11083  
Tasmania - Maps - 1910-1919  74274  
Tasmania; Settled portions of Queensland; Settled portions of Western Australia; Settled portions of South Australia  74274  
Tasmania Travel Centre  85098  
Tasmanian crafts makers and sellers  74267  
Tasmanian Development Authority  74267  
Tasniere, Barth. Joseph  67132  
Tassin, Christophe Nicolas, d. 1660  3167, 9083, 9095, 27627, 27628, 27629, 27631, 27632, 27633, 27634, 27639, 27640, 57236, 72668, 73789, 74275  
Tassin, Nicolas, sieur, d. 1660 SEE Tassin, Christophe Nicolas, d. 1660  57236  
Tassin, Pepe  56873  
Tasso, G.  10651
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Tasso Island (Greece) SEE Thasos Island (Greece) 75055
Tastu, J. 9346, 9350
TAT (Firm) SEE Transcontinental Air Transport 77399
Tata (Hungary) - Maps - 1689 - Pictorial works 74276
Tata (Hungary) - Pictorial works - 1620 74277
Tatanka : Custer State Park 22589
Tatariae maioris sive Asiaticae tabula quae praesertom complectitur Tatarium Rvssicum... 67589
Tate, George W. 62019
Tate, Nahum, 1652 - 1715 12788
Tates, C. Halsted, fl. 1884 26129
Tatham, A.F. 16971
Tatham, David 41770
Tatham, William, 1752 - 1819 18226, 67939
Tatham, Wm. 81487
Tator, W. J. 56969, 61767, 62321
Tatra (Hungary) - Maps - 1689 - Pictorial works 74276
Tatra (Hungary) - Pictorial works - 1620 74277
Tatra (Hungary) - Maps - 1620 - Pictorial works 74276
Tata (Hungary) - Pictorial works - 1697 18226
Tatham, Wm. 81487
Tattiaeu, Johan 67146
Tatton, Gabriel 44843, 44848, 45829, 45830, 57339
Tatton, Gabriel. Maris Pacifici, 1600 41945
Taub, Bathsheba 39894
Taub, Jonathan 19010
Taub, Liba 27226
Tauber River Valley (Germany) - Maps - 1930 - Road maps - Pictorial maps 74280
Tauber River Valley (Germany) - Maps - 1955 74281
Tauerbant, Heinrich 10525, 10530
Taubert, Sigfred 36656, 44554
Taubert, Sigfred. Bibliopola (1966) 44554
Taubman, Philip 25655
Taubula generalis Sabaudiae 69029
Tauck Tours (Westport, Conn.) 78835
Tauernbahn (Austria) - Maps - 1911 - Railroads 74282
Taunay, Afonso de E. (Afonso de Escragnolle), 1876 - 1958 68868
Taunt, Henry 25438, 75040
Taunton (Mass.) - Maps - 1725 - Landowners - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 74283
Taunus 74284
Taunus (Germany) - Maps - 1912-1913 28279
Taunus (Germany) - Maps - 1936 74284, 74285
Taunus (Germany) - Maps - 1951 - Guidebooks 28281
Taunus (Germany) - Maps - 1952 28282
Taunus (Germany) - Maps - 1953 28284
Taunus (Germany) - Maps - 1953 - Guidebooks 28283
Taunus (Germany) - Maps - 1960 28285
Taunus Mountains (Germany) - Maps - 1745 82847
Taunus, Westerwald und Lahntal 74285
Taunus, Westerwald und Lahntal 74285
Taunus, Westerwald und Lahntal 74285
Tauranius, Zacharias 286
Taverner, William, Captain 16555, 16562, 16572, 68240, 68241, 68242
Tavernier, Jean Baptiste 4350, 4351, 4353, 4354, 4361
Tavernier, Melchior, d. 1641 9089, 9090, 9094, 9098, 14080, 14081, 14160, 25699, 25797, 27548, 27549, 27613, 27614, 27626, 27629, 27631, 27636, 31297, 31342, 31343, 32775, 38727, 38728, 38789, 63032, 67028, 67028, 67141, 67142, 67143, 67144, 72633, 72634, 72635, 79802, 84015, 84017
Taverns (Inns) - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 2007 19948
Taverns (Inns) - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 2010 19959
Taverns (Inns) - Loop (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1894 43052
Taviran (Philippines) - Maps - 1862 - Manuscripts 74286, 74287
Taviran (Philippines) - Maps - 1862 - Pictorial works - Manuscripts 74287
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Tavola corografica della regione Verbanese / di Domenico Macaneo (1489-1490)  43913
Tavola Sferca  3544

Tax assessment - Chicago (III.) - Maps - 1907 - Real property  19647
Tax, Sol, 1907-  37437, 84385
Taxation of personal property - Chicago (III.) - Maps - 1931 - Index maps  35055, 39693, 41540, 43037
Taxation of personal property - Evanston (III.) - Maps - 1931 - Index maps  26393
Taxation of personal property - Hyde Park (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1931 - Index maps  35055
Taxation of personal property - Jefferson Park (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1931 - Index maps  39693
Taxation of personal property - Lakeview (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1931 - Index maps  41540
Taxation of personal property - Loop (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1931 - Index maps  43037
Taxation of personal property - Near South Side (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1931 - Index maps  43037

Taylor, A., fl. 1862   80337
Taylor & Hoyt, printers, New York   35509
Taylor, Hoyt & Cook, printers, New York   35518
Taylor, Henry C. (Henry Calhoun), 1894
Taylor, Henry C. (Henry Calhoun), 1894
Taylor, Harry, 1863
Taylor, Harriet, d. 1931   73036, 73037
Taylor, Griffith, fl. ca. 1793   1920, 29096
Taylor, Griffith, Geographer, fl. ca. 1793  17091
Taylor family
Taylor, Edwin M.   40655
Taylor, E. H.   73166
Tayles, Debra K.   17927
Taylor, Alfred E., active 1920-1940  14477, 25379, 38419, 42612, 70298, 80706
Taylor and Francis SEE Taylor & Francis   58812
Taylor and Skinner's maps of the roads of Ireland, surveyed 1777  38289
Taylor, Andrew, 1952-  46039
Taylor, Barbara, 1954-  18039
Taylor, Bayard, ed.   26121
Taylor, Barbara, 1949-  39028
Taylor, Corlene   42111
Tayor, E. G. R. (Eva Germaine Rimington), 1879
Taylor, D. R. F. (David Ruxton Fraser), 1937
Taylor County (Wis.)
Taylor County (Fla.)
Taylor County (Tex.)
Taylor, Corlene   42111
Taylor, D. R. (David Ruxton Fraser), 1937-  23606, 41089, 62446
Taylor, David, 1818-1881  15844
Taylor, David. Surveys and mapping of the escape routes from Sydney  17091
Taylor, Edward, 1818-1881  15844
Taylor, Edward M.   40655
Taylor family - Manuscripts  34581
Taylor, Edw. ca. 1793  1920, 29096
Taylor & Francis  58812
Taylor, Francis M.   28492
Taylor, Frank H. (Frank Hamilton), 1846-1927  67941
Taylor, Frank J., 1894-1972  18635, 77674
Taylor, Garnett, Evans & Co.  42680
Taylor, George, 1900-  32396, 32397
Taylor, George, geographer, fl. 1778  38289, 38290, 38291, 38294, 38295, 54773, 55621, 69507, 69508
Taylor, George, Geographer, fl. 1778. Sketches of the Roads in Scotland, 1785  18406
Taylor, George H., fl. 1910  20150
Taylor, Gertrude C.  27, 74299
Taylor, Griffith, 1880-1963  13988
Taylor, Harriet, d. 1931  73036, 73037
Taylor, Harry, 1863-1930  65898
Taylor, Henry C. (Henry Calhoun), 1894-1971  1495
Taylor, Henry C. (Henry Calhoun), 1894-1971 - Manuscripts - Catalogs  1495
Taylor, Hoyt & Cookbook printers, New York  35518
Taylor & Hoyt, printers, New York  35509
Taylor, Hudson, fl. 1862  80337
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>17876</td>
<td>Teaching geography at university level</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30884</td>
<td>The Teaching of geography in elementary schools</td>
<td>by Richard Elwood Dodge and Ciara Barbara Kirchwey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44802</td>
<td>Teague, Cynthia M.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>76188</td>
<td>Teague, Tom</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81148</td>
<td>'Team Earth': Goode's homolosine projection transformed</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8270</td>
<td>Teasdale, Rev.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75981</td>
<td>Téâtre de la guerre dans la Petite Tartarie, la Crimée, la Mer Noir, &amp;c / ... par diverses observations faites par Guillaume de l'Isle</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>66633</td>
<td>Téâtre de la Guerre sur le Rhein ...</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>66475</td>
<td>Téâtre de la guerre sur le Rhein, Moessele, Mayn, &amp; le Necker / sur les memoires du Sr. Sanson</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4371</td>
<td>Teatro Belgico</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4359</td>
<td>Teatro Britannico</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>83981</td>
<td>Teatro del cielo, a della terra / In Brescia, per Camino Presengo, MDCCII ; Con licenza de'Superiori</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10617, 10624</td>
<td>Teatro del mondo e sue parti</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10635</td>
<td>Teatro della guerra marittima e terrestre</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72705</td>
<td>Teatro della guerra: Spagna &amp; Portogallo</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53410</td>
<td>Teatro della guerra: XVII provincie del Belgio</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38782</td>
<td>Teatro delle citta d'Italia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4382</td>
<td>Teatro Gallico</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67119</td>
<td>Teatro Romano (Verona, Italy) SEE Roman Theater (Verona, Italy)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16885</td>
<td>Tebel, René</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34876, 62564</td>
<td>Tebben'kov, Mikhail Dmitrievich, d. 1872</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62562, 62563, 62564</td>
<td>Tebben'kov, Mikhail Dmitrievich, d. 1872, Atlas sieverozapadnykh beregov Ameriki (1852)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10937</td>
<td>Tecadddul atlas: world 10937</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>79929</td>
<td>Tecera hoja que comprende la parte de las costa de Tierra Firme i islas adyacentes : entre los meridianos de 63°30' y 68°44' al occidental de Cadiz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74299</td>
<td>Teche, Bayou (La.) - Maps - 1700-1799 - Landowners</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>63033</td>
<td>Techener, J. (Jacques), 1802-1870</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41720</td>
<td>Technical catalogue, section 8 : surveying equipment</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41721</td>
<td>Technical catalogue, section 8 : surveying instruments and equipment</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49248</td>
<td>The Technique of the terrain : maps and their use in the field in peace and war</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36641</td>
<td>Technisch-Wirtschaftliche Auslandsführer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34524</td>
<td>Technische Hochschule Stuttgart. Geographisches Seminar</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17370</td>
<td>Technological transition in cartography / Mark Stephen Monmonier</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74316</td>
<td>Technology for Access to Czech Map Collections SEE TEMAP (Map cataloging and digitization program)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74300</td>
<td>Technology - History - 1958</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26679</td>
<td>Technology of fire insurance and guide to fire insurance surveying / by John Howard-Blood</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17236</td>
<td>Technology review (1905)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24993</td>
<td>Technology - United States - 1880-1945</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8737, 9125, 68855, 70428, 70431, 70441</td>
<td>Techo, Nicós del, 1611-1685</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18438</td>
<td>Ted W. Mayborn donates collection to UTA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36461</td>
<td>Tedeschi, Anthony</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34529, 34530, 83668</td>
<td>Tedeschi, Martha, 1958-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28854</td>
<td>Tedesco, Nicolaus, active 1475-1486 SEE Laurentii, Nicolaus, active 1475-1486</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26363</td>
<td>TEE (Express train) SEE Trans Europ Express (Express train)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41470</td>
<td>Tee, F. W.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8851</td>
<td>Teeken-atlas der geheele aarde</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8948</td>
<td>Teekenatlas van Europa en de werelddeelen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37465</td>
<td>Teekenatlas van Nederl. Oost-Indië : voor de lagere school / door W.J. Gerards</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53552</td>
<td>Teekenatlas van Nederland in 13 kaartjes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8952</td>
<td>Teekenatlas van Nederland en de Indien</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81711</td>
<td>Teensma, Benjamin Nicolaas</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75896</td>
<td>Tees River (England) - Maps - 1872 - Mouth</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49125</td>
<td>Tees River (England) - Maps - 1898</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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The Telegraph in nineteenth-century America: Technology and monopoly

Telegraph lines - Area measurement - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1883

Telegraph lines - Arizona - Maps - 1880

Telegraph lines - Atlantic Ocean - 1870

Telegraph lines - Atlantic Ocean - 1873

Telegraph lines - Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1885

Telegraph lines - Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1890-1899

Telegraph lines - Bolivia - Maps - 1905

Telegraph lines - Canada - Maps - 1890

Telegraph lines - Europe, Northern - Maps - 1875

[Telegraph lines in North Central Europe, a portion of a larger map]

Telegraph lines - Maps - 1920

Telegraph lines - Nevada - Maps - 1866

Telegraph lines - North Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1858

Telegraph lines - Pacific Ocean - 1904

Telegraph lines - Philippines - Maps - 1904

Telegraph lines - United States - Maps - 1890

Telegraph lines - Utah - Maps - 1866

Telegraph - Peninsular Campaign, 1862 - Maps

"Telegraph Road" [United States Highway 24]. "Main Street of America"

Telegraph Road (United States) SEE United States Highway 24

Telegraph - United States - 1844-1899

Telegraph - United States - History

Telegraph - United States - History - 1800-1899

Telegraph - United States - History - Civil War, 1861-1865

Télégraphe électro-magnétique de M. Morse

The Telegraphic longitude net of the United States and its connection with that of Europe...1866-1896

Telegraphic longitude SEE Longitude - Telegraphic determination

Telegraphic longitude: The Pacific arcs from San Francisco to Manila, 1904-4, completing the circuit of the earth


Teleki, Pál, gróf, 1879-1941. The Evolution of Hungary and its place in European history (1923)

Telemark (Norway) - Maps - 1785-1853

Telephone - Area codes - United States - Maps - 1976

Telephone - Arkansas - Maps - 1898

Telephone - Arkansas - Maps - 1899

Telephone - Colfax County (N.M.) - Maps - 1889

Telephone - Decatur County (Iowa) - Maps - 1897

Telephone - Michigan - Maps - 1899

Telephone - Middle West - Maps - 1897

Telephone - Middle West - Maps - 1898

Telephone - Middle West - Maps - 1899

Telephone - Mora County (N.M.) - Maps - 1889

Telephone - New Mexico - Maps - 1889

Telephone - Northeastern States - Maps - 1905

Telephone - Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1906

Telephone - Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1907

Telephone - Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1908

Telephone Pioneers of America

Telephone - Southern States - Maps - 1897

Telephone - Texas - Maps - 1898

Telephone - Texas - Maps - 1899

Telephone - United States - Maps - 1970

Telescopés

Teletype - United States - Maps - 1949

Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)
Tennessee Interstate highway map / published and distributed free by the Tennessee Department of Highways 74435, 74438, 74441
Tennessee Line SEE Nashville, Chattanooga, and St. Louis Railway 71407, 71447
Tennessee - Maps - 1752 - Indians - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 40615
Tennessee - Maps - 1780 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 74325
Tennessee - Maps - 1794 40621, 74326
Tennessee - Maps - 1795 71325, 74327, 74328, 74446
Tennessee - Maps - 1796 74329, 74330
Tennessee - Maps - 1797 47598
Tennessee - Maps - 1801 74331
Tennessee - Maps - 1804 74332, 74333
Tennessee - Maps - 1805 74334
Tennessee - Maps - 1814 74335
Tennessee - Maps - 1820-1829 40635
Tennessee - Maps - 1820 - Indians 19316
Tennessee - Maps - 1822 74336
Tennessee - Maps - 1823 40637, 40638
Tennessee - Maps - 1825 40639
Tennessee - Maps - 1826 74337
Tennessee - Maps - 1827 74338
Tennessee - Maps - 1828 40642
Tennessee - Maps - 1831 40643, 40644
Tennessee - Maps - 1832 40645, 40646, 40647, 74339
Tennessee - Maps - 1833 74340
Tennessee - Maps - 1834 40649, 40650
Tennessee - Maps - 1836 40651, 40652, 74341
Tennessee - Maps - 1839 74342
Tennessee - Maps - 1841 74343
Tennessee - Maps - 1841 - Transportation 74344
Tennessee - Maps - 1845 40657
Tennessee - Maps - 1846 57745
Tennessee - Maps - 1847 74345
Tennessee - Maps - 1850 74346
Tennessee - Maps - 1855 40663
Tennessee - Maps - 1857 40664
Tennessee - Maps - 1859 40665
Tennessee - Maps - 1860 40666, 40667
Tennessee - Maps - 1863 40670, 40671
Tennessee - Maps - 1865 40672
Tennessee - Maps - 1882 - Postal service 40673
Tennessee - Maps - 1883 - Railroads 40675, 74347
Tennessee - Maps - 1884 - Railroads 40677, 74348
Tennessee - Maps - 1885 40680
Tennessee - Maps - 1885 - Railroads 74349
Tennessee - Maps - 1886 - Railroads 40681
Tennessee - Maps - 1887 - Railroads 40682, 40683
Tennessee - Maps - 1888 74350
Tennessee - Maps - 1888 - Railroads 40684, 40685
Tennessee - Maps - 1889-1894 - Railroads - Right of way - Manuscripts 35392
Tennessee - Maps - 1889 - Railroads 40686, 40687, 74351
Tennessee - Maps - 1890 - Railroads 40688, 40689, 71407
Tennessee - Maps - 1891 - Railroads 40690, 71420
Tennessee - Maps - 1892 - Postal service 40691
Tennessee - Maps - 1892 - Railroads 40691, 40692, 71434
Tennessee - Maps - 1893 - Railroads 40693, 40694, 71447
Tennessee - Maps - 1894 - Railroads 40695, 40696, 71457, 74352
Tennessee - Maps - 1895 - Railroads 40697, 40698, 71467
Tennessee - Maps - 1896 - Railroads 40699
Tennessee - Maps - 1897 - Railroads 40700, 40701
Tennessee - Maps - 1898 - Railroads 40702, 71509
Tennessee - Maps - 1899 - Postal service 40703
Tennessee - Maps - 1899 - Railroads 40703, 40704
Tennessee - Maps - 1900-1960 - Topographic maps 74353, 74354, 74355
Tennessee - Maps - 1900 - Railroads 40707
Tennessee - Maps - 1901 - Railroads 40708
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Tennessee - Maps - 1902 - Railroads 40709
Tennessee - Maps - 1903 - Railroads 40710
Tennessee - Maps - 1904 - Railroads 40711
Tennessee - Maps - 1905 - Railroads 40712
Tennessee - Maps - 1906 - Railroads 40713
Tennessee - Maps - 1907 - Railroads 40715, 74356, 74357
Tennessee - Maps - 1908 - Agriculture 74358
Tennessee - Maps - 1908 - Mines and mineral resources 74358
Tennessee - Maps - 1908 - Railroads 40716, 74358
Tennessee - Maps - 1909 - Railroads 40717
Tennessee - Maps - 1910 - Railroads 74359
Tennessee - Maps - 1911 - Railroads 74360, 74361
Tennessee - Maps - 1914 - Railroads 74362
Tennessee - Maps - 1916 - Railroads 74363
Tennessee - Maps - 1920 - Railroads 74364, 74365
Tennessee - Maps - 1920 - Road maps 74364, 74365
Tennessee - Maps - 1921 - Railroads 74366
Tennessee - Maps - 1921 - Road maps 74366
Tennessee - Maps - 1922 - Railroads 74367
Tennessee - Maps - 1922 - Road maps 74367
Tennessee - Maps - 1923 - Railroads 74368
Tennessee - Maps - 1923 - Road maps 74368
Tennessee - Maps - 1924 - Railroads 74369, 74370
Tennessee - Maps - 1924 - Road maps 36907, 36908, 36909, 36910, 74369, 74370
Tennessee - Maps - 1925 - Railroads 74371
Tennessee - Maps - 1925 - Road maps 40736, 40737, 74371
Tennessee - Maps - 1926 - Railroads 74372, 74373
Tennessee - Maps - 1926 - Road maps 40739, 40740, 40741, 74372, 74373
Tennessee - Maps - 1927 - Road maps 40742, 40743, 40744, 40745, 40746, 50164, 60549
Tennessee - Maps - 1928 - Railroads 74374, 74375, 74376
Tennessee - Maps - 1928 - Road maps 40751, 40752, 40753, 40754, 40755, 40756, 74374, 74375, 74376
Tennessee - Maps - 1929 74378
Tennessee - Maps - 1929 - Aeronautical charts 74378
Tennessee - Maps - 1929 - Railroads 74378
Tennessee - Maps - 1929 - Road maps 40759, 40760, 40761, 40762, 40763, 40764, 40765, 40766, 40767, 74377
Tennessee - Maps - 1930-1939 - Aeronautical charts 74379
Tennessee - Maps - 1930-1939 - Railroads 74379
Tennessee - Maps - 1930 - Road maps 40771, 40772, 40773, 40774, 40775, 40776, 40777, 40778, 40779, 40780, 40781, 40782, 40783, 74380, 74381, 74382, 74383, 74384, 74385
Tennessee - Maps - 1931 74388
Tennessee - Maps - 1931 - Bus lines 40786
Tennessee - Maps - 1931 - Clothing trade 40791
Tennessee - Maps - 1931 - Railroads 40786, 74388
Tennessee - Maps - 1931 - Road maps 40790, 40791, 40792, 40793, 40794, 40795, 40796, 40797, 40798, 47826, 74386, 74387, 74388
Tennessee - Maps - 1932 - Road maps 40800, 40801, 40802, 40803, 40804, 40805, 40806, 40807, 40808, 40809, 40810, 40812, 74389, 74390
Tennessee - Maps - 1933 - Road maps 40813, 40814, 40815, 40816, 40817, 40818, 40819, 40820, 40821, 40822, 40823, 40824, 60648, 60650, 74391, 74392
Tennessee - Maps - 1934 - Road maps 40827, 40828, 40829, 40830, 40831, 40832, 40833, 40834, 40835, 40836, 40837, 40838, 74393, 74394, 74395
Tennessee - Maps - 1935 - Road maps 3948, 40840, 40841, 40842, 40843, 40844, 40845, 40846, 40847, 40848, 40849, 40850, 40851, 40852, 74396
Tennessee - Maps - 1936 - Road maps 40853, 40854, 40855, 40856, 40857, 40858, 40859, 40860, 40861, 40862, 40863, 40864, 40865, 40866, 40867, 40868, 40869, 40870, 40871, 71857, 74397
Tennessee - Maps - 1937 - Road maps 40875, 40876, 40877, 40878, 40879, 40880, 40881, 40882, 40883, 40884, 40885, 40886, 40887, 40888, 40890, 40891, 40892, 40893, 71871, 71872, 71873, 71874, 71883, 74398
Tennessee - Maps - 1938 - Road maps 3992, 40897, 40898, 40899, 40900, 40901, 40902, 40903, 40904, 40905, 40906, 40907, 40908, 40909, 40910, 40911, 40912, 40913, 40914, 40915, 40916, 40917, 74399, 74400, 74401
Tennessee - Maps - 1939 - Road maps 4012, 40920, 40921, 40922, 40923, 40924, 40925, 40926, 40927, 40928, 40929, 40930, 40931, 40932, 40933, 40934, 74402, 74403, 74404, 74405
Tennessee - Maps - 1940 - Cartoon Maps 74406
Tennessee - Maps - 1940 - Road maps 40937, 40938, 40939, 40940, 40941, 40942, 40943, 40944, 40945, 40946, 40947, 40948, 40949, 74407, 74408, 74409
Tennessee - Maps - 1941 - Road maps 40953, 40954, 40955, 40956, 40957, 40958, 40959, 40960, 40961, 40962, 74410, 74411, 74412
Tennessee - Maps - 1942 - Road maps 40966, 40967, 40968, 40969, 40970, 40971, 40972, 40973, 40974, 40975, 74413, 74414
Tennessee - Maps - 1943 - Road maps 40977
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Tennessee official highway map 79-80 ; Highway map of Tennessee showing the designated system of interstate highways 74450
Tennessee official road map 74448
Tennessee, Railroad Commission 74358
Tennessee River - Maps - 1948 - Nautical charts 32585
Tennessee River - Maps - 1951 - Nautical charts 50541, 50542
Tennessee River - Maps - 1952 - Nautical charts 32593
Tennessee River - Maps - 1956 - Nautical charts 32596, 32597, 50543
Tennessee River - Maps - 1964 - Shipping 78381
Tennessee River Valley - Maps - 1938 74454
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Tennessee State Capitol (Nashville, Tenn.) - Pictorial works - 1953 74455
Tennessee State Library and Archives 28817
Tennessee - Surveys - 1745-1780 74456
Tennessee Valley Authority 74454, 78381, 79461
Tennessee Valley Authority. The Tennessee River navigation system : history, development, and operation (1964) 78381
Tennessee Valley surveying, 1745 to 1780 74456
Tennessee with sectional map of adjoining states 74413
Tennessee Yard (Memphis, Tenn.) - Pictorial works - 1959 - Railroads 74457
Tennessee / Young & Delleker sc. 74340
Tenney, R. A. 5208
Teocaltitlán (Mexico City, Mexico) 74456, 74461
Terentev, Kozma 62562, 62563, 62564
Terceira Island (Azores) 74466
Terceira Island (Azores) - surveyed by Captn. A.T.E. Vidal, R.N., 1844 ; Engraved by J. & C. Walker, sculpt. 74468
Teresa de Luna (Texas) 66549
Teresa de Luna (Texas) - Geological and topographical maps 16985
Teresa de Luna (Texas) - Manuscript - Maps 66550
Terebruggen, Hendrick, 1588? 1629 590, 74469
Terebruggen, Hendrick, 1588? - 1629 SEE Terbruggen, Hendrik, 1588? - 1629 74469
Terebruggen, Hendrik, 1588? - 1629 SEE Terbruggen, Hendrik, 1588? - 1629 74469
Terebruggen, Hendrik, 1588? - 1629 590, 74469
Terebruggen, Hendrik, 1588? - 1629 SEE Terbruggen, Hendrik, 1588? - 1629 74469
Terebruggen, Hendrik, 1588? - 1629 590, 74469
Terebruggen, Hendrik, 1588? - 1629 SEE Terbruggen, Hendrik, 1588? - 1629 74469
Terebruggen, Hendrik, 1588? - 1629 590, 74469
Terebruggen, Hendrik, 1588? - 1629 SEE Terbruggen, Hendrik, 1588? - 1629 74469
Terebruggen, Hendrik, 1588? - 1629 590, 74469
Terebruggen, Hendrik, 1588? - 1629 SEE Terbruggen, Hendrik, 1588? - 1629 74469
Terebruggen, Hendrik, 1588? - 1629 590, 74469
Terebruggen, Hendrik, 1588? - 1629 SEE Terbruggen, Hendrik, 1588? - 1629 74469
Terebruggen, Hendrik, 1588? - 1629 590, 74469
Tepecac Site (San Juan Teotihuacán, México) - Maps - 1873 - Landowners - Manuscripts 74467
Tepecac Site (San Juan Teotihuacán, México) - Maps - 1560 - Indians - Land Tenure - Manuscripts 74467
Tepecayac Insurance (Mexico) SEE Seguros Tepeyac S.A. (Mexico) 46565
Tepfanhardt, Mrs. 12447
Tepeyac Insurance (Mexico) SEE Seguros Tepeyac S.A. (Mexico) 46565
Tepfanhardt, Mrs. Walther 12447
Teplice (Czech Republic) - Maps - 1720 - Pictorial works 69882
Teplova, S. N. 72614
Ter Brugghen, Hendrick, 1588? - 1629 SEE Terbruggen, Hendrik, 1588? - 1629 74469
Ter Veen, H.N., Dr. 9873, 30688
Teramo (Italy) - Maps - Exhibitions 74468
Teramo (Italy) - Pictorial works - Exhibitions 74468
Teran, Domingo 66324
Teran, Manuel de Mier y SEE Mier y Teran, Manuel de 74509
Terán Trillo, Yolanda 46221
Terbruggen, Hendrick, 1588? - 1629 SEE Terbruggen, Hendrik, 1588? - 1629 74469
Terbruggen, Hendrik, 1588? - 1629 590, 74469
Terence and Graciosa / surveyed by Captn. A. T. E. Vidal, R. N., 1844 ; Engraved by J. & C. Walker, sculpt. 74470
Terceira Island (Azores) - Maps - 1872 43795
Terceira Island (Azores) - Maps - 1873 43795
Terceira Island (Azores) - Nautical charts 74470
Terentiev, Kozma 62562, 62563, 62564
Tereoboo, king of Owyhee, bringing presents to Capt. Cook 33675, 33676
Térképkincsek Kalocsán : A Föszékesegyházi Könyvtár atlaszai, térképei, városképei 39944
Terlaak, W. B. J. F. 8833
Természettudományi közlőny 16940
Terminology of Virginia's geographic features 52525
Términos topográficos en la Argentina colonial (1516-1810) : un análisis lingüístico-cultural 52162
Ternate (Indonesia) - Pictorial works - 1599 74471, 74472
Ternate (Indonesia) - Pictorial works - 1603 74473
Ternate Island (Indonesia) - Pictorial works - 1666 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 74474
Ternate (Moluccas) - Maps - 1666 74475
Ternay, Charles Henry Louis d'Arcas, chevalier de, 1723-1780 56943, 56944, 56950
Ternay, Charles Henry Louis d'Arcas, chevalier de, 1723-1780 56943, 56944, 56950
Ternay, Charles Henry Louis d'Arcas, chevalier de, 1723-1780 56943, 56944, 56950
Ternay, Charles Henry Louis d'Arcas, chevalier de, 1723-1780 56943, 56944, 56950
Terry's guide to Mexico : the new standard guidebook to the Mexican Republic, with chapters on the railways, the airways, and the ocean routes to Mexico ; with 4 maps and 27 plans / by T. Philip Terry 46497, 46501
Terry's guide to the Caribbean / by Wesley Edson ; edited by Dorothy Wheelock 16605
Terry's guide to the Japanese empire, including Korea and Formosa, with chapters on Manchuria, the Trans-Siberian railway, and the chief ocean routes to Japan ; a handbook for travelers / with 8 specially drawn maps and 21 plans, by T. Philip Terry ...$ 39549
Terry's guide to the Japanese Empire : including Korea and Formosa, with chapters on Manchuria, the Trans-Siberian Railway, and the chief ocean routes to Japan : a handbook for travelers, with 8 specially drawn maps and 23 plans / by T. Philip Terry 39552
Terry's guide to the Japanese empire, including Korea and Formosa, with chapters on Manchuria, the Trans-Siberian railway, and the chief ocean routes to Japan : a handbook for travellers with 8 specially drawn maps and 23 plans / by T. Philip Terry 39551
Terry's guides 16605, 22513, 22515, 39546, 39549, 39551, 39552, 46460, 46470, 46487, 46489, 46494, 46497, 46501, 46504, 46508, 46524, 46539, 46542, 46568, 46586
Terry's Japanese empire : including Korea and Formosa, with chapters on Manchuria, the Trans-Siberian Railway, and the chief ocean routes to Japan ; a guidebook for travellers / by T. Philip Terry 39546
Terry's Mexico : handbook for travellers / by T. Philip Terry ; with two maps and twenty-five plans 46460, 46470
Terry, T. Philip (Thomas Philip), 1864-1945 16605, 22513, 22515, 39546, 39549, 39551, 39552, 46460, 46461, 46470, 46471, 46472, 46473, 46474, 46475, 46476, 46477, 46478, 46479, 46489, 46492, 46493, 46494, 46495, 46496, 46497, 46501, 46504, 46508, 46524, 46539, 46542, 46568, 46586
Terry, T. Philip (Thomas Philip), 1864-1945. Terry's Mexico : handbook for travellers (1909) 46461
Terschelling (Netherlands) - Maps - 1769 58694
Tertiari partis Asiae : quae modernis India orientalis dicitur auctarina delineatio / autore Iacobo Castaldo Pedemontano ; Ioannes à Deutecum fecerunt 70876
Tertiary history of the Grand cañon district, with atlas 2556
Teruel (Spain : Province) - Maps - 1680 74480
Teruel (Spain : Province) - Maps - 1680 85259, 85260
Terza Loggia (Vatican Palace, Vatican City) - Map collections 74482, 74483
Terza Loggia (Vatican Palace, Vatican City) - Map collections - Facsimiles 74481
Terza tavola [Southeast Asia, oriented with south at the top] 71149, 71150
Terza tavola [Southeast Asia, oriented with south at the top] / [Giacomo Gastaldi] 71147, 71154
Terzo volume delle navigazioni et viaggi : nel quale si contengono le navigazioni al mondo nuovo, alli antichi incognito, fatte da don Christoforo Colombo genouese, che fu il primo à scoprirlo à i Re Catholici, detto hora le Indie occidentali, con gli 80597
Terzuolo 9366
Terzuolo Imprimerie SEE Imprimerie de Terzuolo 27555
Tesi, Mario 26767
Tesia, Ivan 7079
Tesoro de catamarqueñismos; nombres de lugares y apellidos indios con etimologías y eslabones aislados de la lengua cacana, por Samuel A. Lafone Quevedo, complementada con Palabras y modismos usuales en Catamarca, por Félix F. Avellaneda 52221
Tesore de la cartografia de Espana 72919
Tesouros da cartografia protuguesa 7490
Tesserà 38897
Tesserae (1899) 73545
Tesset Darha SEE Mauritania AND Western Sahara 45545
Tessier, Yves, 1940- 7742, 44472, 57353
Tessima Productions SEE Productions Tessima 57353
Testa, M. 10677
Testaccio (Rome, Italy) - Pictorial works - 1550 - Carnival 74484
Teste, Charles-Antoine 9338
Testimonia (Firm) 4197
Testo-atlante di geografia : con numerose illustrazioni e letture geografiche / Assunto Mori 30551
Testo-atlante di geografia storica : evo moderno pt 1 34092
Testo-atlante di geografia storica generale d'Italia in particolare / Arcangelo Ghisleri. Medio evo, per la prima classe liceale, per gli'istituti tecnici e per ogni colta persona, coll'aggiunta di due tavole nuove, e con altre tavole rifatte 30860
Teston Library 74480
Testo da don Christoforo Colombo 85259, 85260
Testo per gl'istituti tecnici e per 74481
Testo per gl'istituti tecnici e per 74482
Testo per gl'istituti tecnici e per 74483
Testo per gl'istituti tecnici e per 74484
Testo per gl'istituti tecnici e per 74485
Tetsu, Guillaume, 1509?-1572 74485
Tesque Pueblo (N.M.) - Pictorial works - 1883 74486
Téte-Plate Lake (Mont.) SEE Flathead Lake (Mont.) 26754
Téte-Plate River Valley (B.C. and Mont.) SEE Flathead River Valley (B.C. and Mont.) 26754
Têtes Plates Indians SEE Salish Indians 73109
Tetrick, James 40044
Tetis (Ship) 64166
Tetlama Region (Mexico) - Maps - 1500-1599 - Manuscripts 74487
Teton Trails / by Bryan Harry 32323
Tetra Company (Chicago, Ill.) 78531
Tetrahcia ducatus Geldriae Neomagensis 28650, 28656, 28664
Tetrahcia ducatus Geldriae Ruremondiana sive Hispanica 28657, 42073
Tetrahciae Antverpiensis pars meridionalis 2219
Tetrick, James 40043
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Texaco cruising chart no. 7 : the Pacific coast featuring Puget Sound and the Columbia River : Texaco Waterways Service : Texaco inc. 65850
Texaco cruising chart no. 8 : San Francisco Bay and adjacent waters : Texaco Waterways Service : Texaco inc. 68527
Texaco cruising chart no. 8 : the Pacific coast featuring San Francisco Bay and adjacent waters 68531, 68533, 68534, 68535, 68537, 68538, 68539, 68540, 68541
Texaco cruising chart no. 8 : the Pacific coast featuring San Francisco Bay and adjacent waters : Texaco Waterways Service : Texaco inc. 68529
Texaco cruising chart no. 9 : southern California : Texaco Waterways Service : Texaco inc. 15636
Texaco cruising chart no. 9 : the Pacific Coast featuring southern California 15644, 15645, 15648, 15649, 15651, 15652, 15655, 15656, 15660
Texaco cruising chart no. 9 : the Pacific Coast featuring southern California : Texaco Waterways Service : Texaco inc. 15641
Texaco cruising chart : Texaco Waterways Service : 1947 edition : Atlantic coast : Cape May, N.J. to Key West, Fla. (The Intracoastal Waterway and Florida West Coast) : the Texas Company 70719
Texaco cruising chart : Texaco Waterways Service : 1948 edition : Atlantic coast : Cape May, Va. to Key West, Fla. (the Intracoastal Waterway and Florida west coast) : the Texas Company 3738
Texaco cruising chart : Texaco Waterways Service : 1948 edition : Great Lakes and adjoining waterways : the Texas Company 32586
Texaco cruising chart : Texaco Waterways Service : 1949 edition : Atlantic coast : Cape Henry, Va. to Key West, Fla. (the intracoastal waterway and Florida west coast) : the Texas Company 3739
Texaco cruising chart : Texaco Waterways Service : 1949 edition : Great Lakes and adjoining waterways : the Texas Company 32588
Texaco cruising chart : Texaco Waterways Service : 1951 edition : Atlantic coast : Cape Henry, Va. to Key West, Fla. (the intracoastal waterway and Florida west coast) : the Texas Company 3740, 70720
Texaco cruising chart : Texaco Waterways Service : 1951 edition : Great Lakes and adjoining waterways : the Texas Company 32590, 32591
Texaco cruising chart : Texaco Waterways Service : 1951 edition : Mississippi River and tributaries : the Texas Company 50541, 50542
Texaco cruising chart : Texaco Waterways Service : 1952 edition : Atlantic coast : Cape Henry, Va. to Key West, Fla. (the Intracoastal Eaterway and Florida west coast) : the Texas Company 3741
Texaco cruising chart : Texaco Waterways Service : 1952 edition : Great Lakes and adjoining waterways : the Texas Company 32594
Texaco cruising chart : Texaco Waterways Service : 1956 edition : Atlantic coast : Cape Henry, Va. to Key West, Fla. (the Intracoastal Waterway and Florida west coast) : the Texas Company 3742
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Call Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Texaco road map : 1930 : Illinois</td>
<td>35816</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texaco road map : 1930 : Indiana</td>
<td>36968</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texaco road map : 1930 : Iowa</td>
<td>37775</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texaco road map : 1930 : Kansas, Nebraska</td>
<td>40189, 40190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texaco road map : 1930 : Kentucky, Tennessee</td>
<td>40783</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texaco road map : 1930 : Michigan</td>
<td>46996</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texaco road map : 1930 : Minnesota</td>
<td>49663</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texaco road map : 1930 : Missouri</td>
<td>50802</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texaco road map : 1930 : New England states</td>
<td>54132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texaco road map : 1930 : New [Jersey]</td>
<td>54906</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texaco road map : 1930 : New York</td>
<td>56337</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texaco road map : 1930 : North Carolina, South Carolina</td>
<td>58078</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texaco road map : 1930 : North Dakota, South Dakota</td>
<td>58368, 58369</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texaco road map : 1930 : Ohio</td>
<td>60612</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texaco road map : 1930 : Oklahoma</td>
<td>61410</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texaco road map : 1930 : Pennsylvania</td>
<td>63704</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texaco road map : 1930 : Texas</td>
<td>74660</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texaco road map : 1930 : Washington, Oregon</td>
<td>81243</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texaco road map : 1930 : western Canada</td>
<td>16372</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texaco road map : 1930 : Wisconsin</td>
<td>83239</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texaco road map : Alabama, Georgia</td>
<td>742, 750, 769, 770, 798</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texaco road map : Alabama, Georgia, Florida, Cuba</td>
<td>783, 784, 795, 71809</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texaco road map : Alabama, Georgia, Florida, Cuba : 1933</td>
<td>777</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texaco road map : Alabama, Georgia, Florida, Cuba : 1934 : tour with Texaco</td>
<td>785</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texaco road map : Arizona, Colorado, New Mexico, Utah</td>
<td>72465, 72466, 72473</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texaco road map : Arizona, Colorado, New Mexico, Utah : 1933</td>
<td>72463</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texaco road map : Arizona, Colorado, New Mexico, Utah : 1934</td>
<td>72471</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texaco road map : Arizona, New Mexico</td>
<td>2611, 2638</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texaco road map : Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi</td>
<td>43356, 71807</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texaco road map : Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi : 1933</td>
<td>71814</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texaco road map : Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi : 1934</td>
<td>71826</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texaco road map : California, Nevada</td>
<td>15396, 15404, 15419</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texaco road map : California, Nevada : 1933</td>
<td>15421</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texaco road map : California, Nevada : 1934</td>
<td>15425</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texaco road map : California, Nevada : 1934 : tour with Texaco</td>
<td>15426</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texaco road map : Canada : 1933 ...</td>
<td>15884</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texaco road map : Canada : 1933 : tour with Texaco</td>
<td>15887</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texaco road map : Canada : 1934 ...</td>
<td>15888</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texaco road map : Canada : 1934 : tour with Texaco</td>
<td>15889</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texaco road map : Canada : tour with Texaco</td>
<td>15885</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texaco road map : Colorado, Utah: 21407, 21408</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texaco road map : Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia</td>
<td>47838</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texaco road map : Florida</td>
<td>26959</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texaco road map : Idaho, Montana, Wyoming</td>
<td>59878, 59890</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texaco road map : Idaho, Montana, Wyoming : 1933</td>
<td>59894</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texaco road map : Idaho, Montana, Wyoming : 1934</td>
<td>59896</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texaco road map : Illinois</td>
<td>35855</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texaco road map : Illinois, Indiana</td>
<td>42287</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texaco road map : Illinois, Indiana, Ohio : 1933</td>
<td>35860, 35861, 35862</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texaco road map : Illinois, Indiana, Ohio : 1934</td>
<td>35884, 35885, 35886</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texaco road map : Indiana</td>
<td>36997</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texaco road map : Indiana : tour with Texaco</td>
<td>36967</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texaco road map : Iowa</td>
<td>37803</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texaco road map : Iowa : 1933</td>
<td>37821</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texaco road map : Iowa : 1934</td>
<td>37839</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texaco road map : Iowa : 1934 : tour with Texaco</td>
<td>37840</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texaco road map : Kansas, Nebraska</td>
<td>40208</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texaco road map : Kansas, Nebraska : 1933</td>
<td>40220, 40221</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texaco road map : Kansas, Nebraska : 1934</td>
<td>40234, 40235</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texaco road map : Kentucky, Tennessee</td>
<td>40759, 40809</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texaco road map : Kentucky, Tennessee : 1933</td>
<td>40823</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texaco road map : Kentucky, Tennessee : 1934</td>
<td>40838</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texaco road map : Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont</td>
<td>54229</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Texaco road map: Maryland, Delaware, Virginia, West Virginia: 1933 3930
Texaco road map: Maryland, Delaware, Virginia, West Virginia: 1934 3945
Texaco road map: Michigan 46957, 47037
Texaco road map: Michigan: 1933 47056
Texaco road map: Michigan: 1934 47077
Texaco road map: Minnesota 49692
Texaco road map: Minnesota: 1933 49705
Texaco road map: Minnesota: 1934 49720
Texaco road map: Minnesota: 1934: tour with Texaco 49721
Texaco road map: Missouri 50777, 50938, 50939, 50940
Texaco road map: Missouri: 1933 50846
Texaco road map: Missouri: 1934 50862
Texaco road map: New England 54107, 54162, 54163, 54164, 54258
Texaco road map: New England: 1933 54178, 54179, 54180
Texaco road map: New England: 1934 54205, 54206
Texaco Road Map: New England: 1934: spring edition 54204
Texaco road map: New Jersey 54895
Texaco road map: New Jersey, Long Island: 1933 54931
Texaco road map: New Jersey, Long Island, 1934 54944, 54945
Texaco road map: New Jersey... tour with Texaco 54929
Texaco road map: New York ... 56294
Texaco road map: New York: 1933 56372
Texaco road map: New York: 1934 56384
Texaco road map: New York: 1934: tour with Texaco 56385
Texaco road map: New York / tour with Texaco 56295
Texaco road map: New York & vicinity and Westchester County, 1934 55898, 55899
Texaco road map: New Zealand / prepared for the Texas Company (Australasia) Ltd. by Catts-Patterson Company (N.Z.) Ltd. 56827
Texaco road map: North Carolina, South Carolina ... 58094
Texaco road map: North Carolina, South Carolina: 1933 ... 58101
Texaco road map: North Carolina, South Carolina: 1934 ... 58112
Texaco road map: North Dakota, South Dakota 58355, 58391, 58392
Texaco road map: North Dakota, South Dakota: 1933 ... 58404, 58405
Texaco road map: North Dakota, South Dakota: 1934 ... 58421, 58422
[Texaco road map of Alabama] 794
[Texaco road map of Arizona] 2652
[Texaco road map of Arkansas] 2963
[Texaco road map of Colorado] 21429
[Texaco road map of Connecticut] 21961
[Texaco road map of Delaware] 23045
[Texaco road map of Idaho] 35190
[Texaco road map of Indiana] 37035
[Texaco road map of Kansas] 40250
[Texaco road map of Kentucky] 40826
[Texaco road map of Louisiana] 43379
[Texaco road map of Maine] 44079
[Texaco road map of Maryland] 45330
[Texaco road map of Massachusetts] 45505
[Texaco road map of Mississippi] 50203
[Texaco road map of Montana] 51422
[Texaco road map of Nebraska] 53059
[Texaco road map of Nevada] 53688
[Texaco road map of New Hampshire] 54650
[Texaco road map of New Jersey] 54959
[Texaco road map of New Mexico] 55344
[Texaco road map of North Carolina] 58104
[Texaco road map of North Dakota] 58420
[Texaco road map of Oklahoma] 61455
[Texaco road map of Pennsylvania] 63780
[Texaco road map of Rhode Island] 66718
[Texaco road map of South Carolina] 70836
[Texaco road map of South Dakota] 70965
[Texaco road map of Tennessee] 74395
[Texaco road map of Texas] 74649
[Texaco road map of Utah] 79626
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalog Entry</th>
<th>Call Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Texaco road map of Vermont</td>
<td>80127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texaco road map of Virginia</td>
<td>80466</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texaco road map of Washington</td>
<td>81276</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texaco road map of West Virginia</td>
<td>82678</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texaco road map of Wyoming</td>
<td>84867</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texaco road map: Ohio</td>
<td>60646</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texaco road map: Oklahoma</td>
<td>61429</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texaco road map: Pennsylvania</td>
<td>63682, 63739</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texaco road map: Pennsylvania: 1933</td>
<td>63753</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texaco road map: Pennsylvania: 1934</td>
<td>63779</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texaco road map: Texas</td>
<td>74659, 74680</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texaco road map: Texas, Oklahoma</td>
<td>74724, 74725</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texaco road map: Texas, Oklahoma: 1933</td>
<td>74684, 74685</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texaco road map: Texas, Oklahoma: 1934</td>
<td>74693, 74694</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texaco road map: Texas, Oklahoma: 1934 : tour with Texaco</td>
<td>74704</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texaco road map: United States Lincoln Highway</td>
<td>42106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texaco road map: Washington, Oregon</td>
<td>81235, 81242, 81256, 81257</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texaco road map: Washington, Oregon: 1933</td>
<td>81264, 81265</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texaco road map: Washington, Oregon: 1934</td>
<td>81271, 81272</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texaco road map: western Canada</td>
<td>16192</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texaco road map: Wisconsin</td>
<td>83265</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texaco road map: Wisconsin: 1933</td>
<td>83280</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texaco road map: Wisconsin: 1934</td>
<td>83300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texaco road map: Wisconsin: 1934 : tour with Texaco</td>
<td>83301</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texaco road maps of Canada</td>
<td>16256, 16260, 16263</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texaco road maps of eastern Canada</td>
<td>15919</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texaco road maps of the eastern United States</td>
<td>24466, 24489, 24494, 24496, 24504</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texaco road maps of the Middle West</td>
<td>49102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texaco road maps of the northeastern United States</td>
<td>59610</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texaco road maps of the United States</td>
<td>77426, 77499, 77500, 77524, 77545, 77561, 77580, 77611, 77636, 77666, 77687, 77749, 77785, 77903, 78081, 78111, 78137, 78168, 78757</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texaco road maps of the United States and Canada</td>
<td>78016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texaco road maps of the western United States</td>
<td>78074, 82322</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texaco street map of Portland (Oregon)</td>
<td>65275, 65276, 65283</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texaco street maps of Denver, Colorado Springs and Pueblo (Colorado)</td>
<td>23257, 23261, 23262, 23263</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texaco touring atlas, by Rand McNally: United States, Canada, Mexico</td>
<td>78426, 78463</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texaco touring atlas: United States, Canada, Mexico</td>
<td>78499, 78532, 78533, 78562</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texaco touring map: Alabama</td>
<td>839, 840, 841, 842, 855, 856</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texaco touring map: Alabama, Georgia, and Florida, South Carolina</td>
<td>823, 824, 825</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texaco touring map: Alabama with sectional map of adjoining states</td>
<td>865, 866, 875, 876</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texaco touring map: Arizona</td>
<td>2712, 2713, 2714</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texaco touring map: Arizona, Colorado, New Mexico, Utah and California, Nevada</td>
<td>72494, 72495</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texaco touring map: Arizona, Colorado, New Mexico, Utah and Kansas, Nebraska</td>
<td>72496, 72497, 72498</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texaco touring map: Arizona with sectional map of adjoining states</td>
<td>2725, 2737, 2747, 2748, 2749</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texaco touring map: Arkansas</td>
<td>3022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texaco touring map: Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi and Kentucky, Tennessee</td>
<td>71871, 71872, 71874</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texaco touring map: Arkansas with sectional map of adjoining states</td>
<td>3023, 3024, 3033, 3042, 3043</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texaco touring map: Atlantic City, New Jersey</td>
<td>3655, 3656</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texaco touring map: California, Nevada and Oregon, Washington</td>
<td>15470</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texaco touring map: California, Nevada and Oregon, Washington: tour with Texaco</td>
<td>15466, 15467, 15468, 15469</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texaco touring map: California, Nevada with sectional map of adjoining states</td>
<td>15518, 15519, 15525, 15526</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texaco touring map: California : tour with Texaco</td>
<td>15491, 15492, 15493</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texaco touring map: Canada: tour with Texaco</td>
<td>16376, 16377, 16378</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texaco touring map: Chicago</td>
<td>19799, 19800, 19818</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texaco touring map: Colorado</td>
<td>21518, 21519, 21520, 21521, 21540, 21541</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texaco touring map: Colorado with sectional map of adjoining states</td>
<td>21556, 21570, 21571</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texaco touring map: Connecticut and Rhode Island</td>
<td>21964, 21965, 21966, 21967</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texaco touring map: Connecticut, Massachusetts, Rhode Island</td>
<td>54335, 54336, 54352, 54353</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texaco touring map: Connecticut, Rhode Island with sectional map of adjoining states</td>
<td>21968, 21969</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texaco touring map: Delaware, Maryland and West Virginia</td>
<td>3988, 3989, 3990, 4011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texaco touring map: Delaware, Maryland, Virginia and West Virginia and North &amp; South Carolina</td>
<td>3977</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texaco touring map: Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia and North Carolina and South Carolina</td>
<td>47862</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texaco touring map: Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia and North &amp; South Carolina</td>
<td>3978, 3979, 3980</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texaco touring map: Delaware, Maryland, West Virginia with sectional map of adjoining states</td>
<td>4010, 4024, 4036</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Texaco touring map : New York metropolitan area  ...  55932, 55933
Texaco touring map : New York with sectional map of adjoining states ...  56513, 56514, 56536, 56537, 56538, 56556, 56557
Texaco touring map : North Carolina ... tour with Texaco  ...  58135, 58136, 58145
Texaco touring map : North Dakota ... sectional map of adjoining states  ...  58154, 58163
Texaco touring map : North Dakota with sectional map of adjoining states  ...  58476, 58499
Texaco touring map of North Dakota with sectional map of adjoining states  ...  58500, 58518, 58533
Texaco touring map of southern California metropolitan area  ...  43209, 43210
Texaco touring map : Ohio ...  ...  60790
Texaco touring map : Ohio and Pennsylvania ...  ...  60766, 60767
Texaco touring map : Ohio with sectional map of adjoining states ...  ...  60818, 60819, 60839, 60840, 60855, 60856, 60857
Texaco touring map : Oklahoma ...  ...  61513, 61536
Texaco touring map : Oklahoma, Texas and old Mexico ...  ...  61507, 61508, 61509, 61510, 61511
Texaco touring map : Oregon with sectional map of adjoining states ...  ...  62195, 62196, 62207, 62208, 62214
Texaco touring map : Pennsylvania ...  ...  63864, 63865, 63866, 63899
Texaco touring map : Pennsylvania with sectional map of adjoining states ...  ...  63900, 63918, 63919, 63940, 63941
Texaco touring map : San Francisco and Bay Cities  ...  68580
Texaco touring map : San Francisco, bay cities : Texaco  ...  68579
Texaco touring map : South Carolina ... tour with Texaco  ...  70839, 70840, 70841
Texaco touring map : South Carolina with sectional map of adjoining states ...  ...  70842, 70843, 70844, 70845
Texaco touring map : South Dakota ...  ...  71006, 71020
Texaco touring map : South Dakota with sectional map of adjoining states ...  ...  71028, 71035, 71036
Texaco touring map : Tennessee  ...  74399, 74400, 74403
Texaco touring map : Tennessee with sectional map of adjoining states ...  ...  74404, 74405, 74408, 74409, 74411, 74412
Texaco touring map : Texas ...  ...  74769, 74770, 74771
Texaco touring map : Texas with sectional map of adjoining states ...  ...  74804, 74821, 74822, 74823, 74838, 74839
Texaco touring map : Utah ...  ...  79648
Texaco touring map : Utah with sectional map of adjoining states ...  ...  79656, 79663, 79664, 79669, 79670
Texaco touring map : Virginia  ...  80467, 80468, 80469, 80470
Texaco touring map : Virginia with sectional map of adjoining states ...  ...  80472, 80473
Texaco touring map : Washington ...  ...  81307, 81308
Texaco touring map : Washington, D.C. and vicinity  ...  80992, 80994
Texaco touring map : Washington, D.C. & vicinity  ...  80991, 80993
Texaco touring map : Washington, D.C. & vicinity : Texaco  ...  81000
Texaco touring map : Washington with sectional map of adjoining states ...  ...  81318, 81324, 81325, 81331
Texaco touring map : western Canada  ...  16389
Texaco touring map : western Canada : tour with Texaco  ...  16383, 16386
Texaco touring map : Wisconsin ...  ...  83375, 83376, 83403
Texaco touring map : Wisconsin with sectional map of adjoining states ...  ...  83404, 83422, 83438
Texaco touring map : Wyoming : tour with Texaco  ...  84912, 84913
Texaco touring map : Wyoming with sectional map of adjoining states ...  ...  84928, 84929, 84940, 84941, 84953
Texaco Touring Service : Atlantic coast to the Rocky Mountains  ...  24433, 24437, 48994
Texaco Touring Service : Great Lakes to the Pacific coast  ...  49001
The Texaco Touring Service large scale trip map of United States ...  ...  24383
Texaco touring service : the United States with western sectional ...  ...  77942
Texaco Touring Service trip map of eastern United States  ...  24395, 59366, 59383, 59384, 59385, 59386, 59387, 59398, 59409
Texaco touring service trip map of northern United States ...  ...  59408
Texaco touring service trip map of southern United States ...  ...  71992
The Texaco Touring Service trip map of the United States ...  ...  77641, 77642, 77643
The Texaco Touring Service trip map of the United States ... central section ...  ...  48905
The Texaco Touring Service trip map of the United States ... eastern section ...  ...  24359, 24367
The Texaco Touring Service trip map of the United States ... western section ...  ...  82300
Texaco touring service trip map of the United States with central section ...  ...  77871, 77900
Texaco touring service trip map of the United States with eastern sectional ...  ...  77870, 77872
Texaco touring service trip map of the United States with western sectional ...  ...  77869
Texaco Touring Service trip map of western United States  ...  59950, 59951, 59952, 59969, 59970, 59971, 59972, 59973, 59987, 59990, 82337
Texaco tourist guide to the inter-American highway = Texaco guia turistica de la carretera interamericana  ...  18997
Texaco travel atlas  ...  78739, 78749, 78750
Texaco travel atlas by Rand McNally : United States, Canada, Mexico  ...  78679, 78680
Texaco travel atlas : United States, Canada, Mexico  ...  78595, 78596, 78630, 78648
Texaco trip map : eastern United States  ...  59345, 59346, 59351, 59370
Texaco trip map : western United States  ...  59930, 59931
Texaco Waterways Service  ...  11693, 46673, 46676, 80991, 80993, 81006, 81119
Texaco Waterways Service SEE Texaco ...  ...  3734
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| Texas - Maps - 1795 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles | 74200 |
| Texas - Maps - 1820-1920 - Census | 74508 |
| Texas - Maps - 1830 | 74509 |
| Texas - Maps - 1830 - Road maps | 74509 |
| Texas - Maps - 1830 - Trails | 74509 |
| Texas - Maps - 1834 | 74510 |
| Texas - Maps - 1835 | 74549 |
| Texas - Maps - 1835 - Land grants | 74511, 74512, 74513 |
| Texas - Maps - 1836 | 57723, 74514, 74515, 74516 |
| Texas - Maps - 1836 - Land grants | 74517 |
| Texas - Maps - 1837 | 29466, 74518 |
| Texas - Maps - 1837 - Land grants | 74519 |
| Texas - Maps - 1839 | 74520 |
| Texas - Maps - 1840 | 9715 |
| Texas - Maps - 1841 | 46345, 74521, 74522, 74523, 74524 |
| Texas - Maps - 1841 - Indians | 74525 |
| Texas - Maps - 1841 - Land grants | 74526 |
| Texas - Maps - 1842 | 46346 |
| Texas - Maps - 1843 | 8779 |
| Texas - Maps - 1843 - Indians - Manuscripts | 68379 |
| Texas - Maps - 1844 | 72251 |
| Texas - Maps - 1845 | 10901, 46347, 46348, 74527, 74529, 76711, 76712 |
| Texas - Maps - 1845 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles | 74528 |
| Texas - Maps - 1846 | 46352, 46353, 74530 |
| Texas - Maps - 1847 | 55243, 74531 |
| Texas - Maps - 1848 | 55247, 74533 |
| Texas - Maps - 1848 - Coasts | 74532 |
| Texas - Maps - 1848 - Harbors | 74532 |
| Texas - Maps - 1848 - Hydrography | 74532 |
| Texas - Maps - 1848 - Nautical charts | 74532 |
| Texas - Maps - 1849 | 74495, 74534 |
| Texas - Maps - 1850 | 74535 |
| Texas - Maps - 1850-1930 - Population | 74536 |
| Texas - Maps - 1854 | 74538 |
| Texas - Maps - 1854 - Geology | 74537 |
| Texas - Maps - 1854 - Indian reservations | 13872 |
| Texas - Maps - 1855 | 74539 |
| Texas - Maps - 1857 | 74540, 74541, 74542 |
| Texas - Maps - 1858 | 74543 |
| Texas - Maps - 1859 | 74544 |
| Texas - Maps - 1860 | 74545, 74546 |
| Texas - Maps - 1864 - Railroads | 43304 |
| Texas - Maps - 1866 | 74547 |
| Texas - Maps - 1868 - Manuscripts | 36723 |
| Texas - Maps - 1869 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles | 55260 |
| Texas - Maps - 1869 - Road maps - Manuscripts - Facsimiles | 55260 |
| Texas - Maps - 1871 | 74548 |
| Texas - Maps - 1872 - Indians - Wars - Manuscripts - Facsimiles | 61322 |
| Texas - Maps - 1873 - Landowners | 66858 |
| Texas - Maps - 1874 | 74549 |
| Texas - Maps - 1874 - Postal service | 79359 |
| Texas - Maps - 1874 - Railroads | 79359 |
| Texas - Maps - 1875 - Cattle trails | 81875 |
| Texas - Maps - 1875 - Manuscripts | 61323 |
| Texas - Maps - 1878-1880 - Postal service | 74550 |
| Texas - Maps - 1878-1880 - Railroads | 74550 |
| Texas - Maps - 1878 - Railroads | 74551 |
| Texas - Maps - 1879 | 74552 |
| Texas - Maps - 1882 | 74553 |
| Texas - Maps - 1882 - Railroads | 72267 |
| Texas - Maps - 1883 | 74554, 74555 |
| Texas - Maps - 1883 - Railroads | 74556 |
| Texas - Maps - 1884 - Railroads | 74557 |
| Texas - Maps - 1885 - Railroads | 74558 |
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Texas - Maps - 1886 - Railroads 74559
Texas - Maps - 1887 - Railroads 74560, 74561, 74562
Texas - Maps - 1888 - Railroads 74563, 74564, 74565, 74566, 74567, 75022
Texas - Maps - 1889 - Railroads 72280, 74568
Texas - Maps - 1890 - Railroads 72288
Texas - Maps - 1891 - Railroads 72293, 74569, 74570
Texas - Maps - 1892 - Railroads 74571, 74572
Texas - Maps - 1893 - Railroads 74573, 74574, 74575
Texas - Maps - 1894 - Railroads 74576, 74577
Texas - Maps - 1895 - Railroads 74578, 74579
Texas - Maps - 1896 - Railroads 74580, 74581
Texas - Maps - 1897 - Railroads 74582, 74583
Texas - Maps - 1898-1900  77017
Texas - Maps - 1898 - Railroads 74584, 74585
Texas - Maps - 1898 - Telephone 74586
Texas - Maps - 1899 - Railroads 74587, 74588
Texas - Maps - 1899 - Telephone 48472
Texas - Maps - 1900  74589
Texas - Maps - 1900-1960 - Topographic maps 74590, 74591
Texas - Maps - 1900 - Railroads 32683, 74592, 74593
Texas - Maps - 1901 - Railroads 32684, 74594
Texas - Maps - 1902 74595
Texas - Maps - 1902 - Postal service 74596
Texas - Maps - 1902 - Railroads 32685, 74596, 74597, 74598, 74599
Texas - Maps - 1903 - Railroads 32686, 74600, 74601
Texas - Maps - 1904 - Railroads 32687, 74602, 74603
Texas - Maps - 1905 - Railroads 32688, 74604
Texas - Maps - 1906 - Railroads 32689, 74605
Texas - Maps - 1907 - Railroads 32690, 74606, 74607
Texas - Maps - 1908 - Railroads 32692, 74608
Texas - Maps - 1909 - Railroads 32693, 74644
Texas - Maps - 1910 74610
Texas - Maps - 1910 - Coal mines and mining 74609
Texas - Maps - 1910 - Railroads 46469, 74609
Texas - Maps - 1911 - Railroads 46472
Texas - Maps - 1912- Railroads 46474
Texas - Maps - 1913 - Railroads 74611, 74612
Texas - Maps - 1914 - Railroads 74613
Texas - Maps - 1916 - Railroads 74614
Texas - Maps - 1919 - Railroads - Indexes 74615
Texas - Maps - 1920 - Railroads 74616, 74617
Texas - Maps - 1920 - Road maps 74616, 74617
Texas - Maps - 1921 - Railroads 74618
Texas - Maps - 1921 - Road maps 74618
Texas - Maps - 1922 - Railroads 74619
Texas - Maps - 1922 - Road maps 74619, 74620, 74621
Texas - Maps - 1923 - Railroads 74622, 74623
Texas - Maps - 1923 - Road maps 74622, 74623
Texas - Maps - 1924 - Railroads 74624
Texas - Maps - 1924 - Road maps 61366, 61367, 61368, 74624
Texas - Maps - 1925 - Railroads 74625
Texas - Maps - 1925 - Road maps 43337, 74625, 74626, 74627
Texas - Maps - 1926 - Railroads 74628
Texas - Maps - 1926 - Road maps 74628, 74629
Texas - Maps - 1927 - Road maps 62601, 61379, 61380, 74630, 74631, 74632, 74633, 74634
Texas - Maps - 1928 - Hotels 74643
Texas - Maps - 1928 - Railroads 74635, 74636, 74637, 74638
Texas - Maps - 1928 - Road maps 74635, 74636, 74637, 74638, 74639, 74640, 74641, 74642, 74643
Texas - Maps - 1929  74651
Texas - Maps - 1929 - Aeronautical charts 74651
Texas - Maps - 1929 - Airports 74650
Texas - Maps - 1929 - Railroads 74651
Texas - Maps - 1929 - Road maps 74644, 74645, 74646, 74647, 74648, 74649, 74650
Texas - Maps - 1930-1939 - Aeronautical charts 74652
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>74652</td>
<td>Texas - Maps - 1930-1939 - Railroads</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74653, 74654, 74655, 74656, 74657, 74658, 74659, 74660, 74661, 74662</td>
<td>Texas - Maps - 1930 - Road maps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32735</td>
<td>Texas - Maps - 1930 - Road mapsHug-the-Coast-Highway (Texas) - Maps - 1930</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74671</td>
<td>Texas - Maps - 1931</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74671</td>
<td>Texas - Maps - 1931 - Railroads</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74682</td>
<td>Texas - Maps - 1931 - Road maps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74682</td>
<td>Texas - Maps - 1932 - Railroads</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74682</td>
<td>Texas - Maps - 1932 - Road maps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74682</td>
<td>Texas - Maps - 1933 - Road maps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74682</td>
<td>Texas - Maps - 1934 - Road maps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74682</td>
<td>Texas - Maps - 1935 - Road maps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74682</td>
<td>Texas - Maps - 1936 - Pictorial maps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74682</td>
<td>Texas - Maps - 1937 - Road maps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74682</td>
<td>Texas - Maps - 1937 - Pictorial maps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74682</td>
<td>Texas - Maps - 1938 - Fishing - Road maps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74682</td>
<td>Texas - Maps - 1938 - Hunting - Road maps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74802</td>
<td>Texas - Maps - 1938 - Picturesque maps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74802</td>
<td>Texas - Maps - 1938 - Road maps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74802</td>
<td>Texas - Maps - 1939 - Road maps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74802</td>
<td>Texas - Maps - 1940 - Road maps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74802</td>
<td>Texas - Maps - 1941 - Railroads</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74802</td>
<td>Texas - Maps - 1942 - Road maps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74802</td>
<td>Texas - Maps - 1943 - Railroads</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74802</td>
<td>Texas - Maps - 1944 - Railroads</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74802</td>
<td>Texas - Maps - 1945 - Railroads</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74802</td>
<td>Texas - Maps - 1946 - Pictorial maps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74802</td>
<td>Texas - Maps - 1946 - Road maps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74802</td>
<td>Texas - Maps - 1947 - Pictorial maps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74802</td>
<td>Texas - Maps - 1947 - Road maps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74802</td>
<td>Texas - Maps - 1948 - Pictorial maps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74802</td>
<td>Texas - Maps - 1948 - Railroads</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74802</td>
<td>Texas - Maps - 1948 - Road maps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74802</td>
<td>Texas - Maps - 1949 - Railroads</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74802</td>
<td>Texas - Maps - 1950 - Railroads</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74802</td>
<td>Texas - Maps - 1950 - Road maps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74802</td>
<td>Texas - Maps - 1951 - Railroads</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74802</td>
<td>Texas - Maps - 1952 - Railroads</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74802</td>
<td>Texas - Maps - 1952 - Road maps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74802</td>
<td>Texas - Maps - 1953 - Microwave relay systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74802</td>
<td>Texas - Maps - 1953 - Railroads</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74802</td>
<td>Texas - Maps - 1954 - Electric Lines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74802</td>
<td>Texas - Maps - 1954 - Power-Plants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74802</td>
<td>Texas - Maps - 1955 - Road maps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74802</td>
<td>Texas - Maps - 1956 - Road maps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74802</td>
<td>Texas - Maps - 1957 - Road maps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74802</td>
<td>Texas - Maps - 1958 - Hotels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74802</td>
<td>Texas - Maps - 1958 - Maps, Physical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74802</td>
<td>Texas - Maps - 1958 - Road maps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74802</td>
<td>Texas - Maps - 1960 - Railroads</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74802</td>
<td>Texas - Maps - 1960 - Road maps</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Texas Pacific Coal and Oil Company - Maps - 1929 - Road maps 74650
Texas & Pacific Railway 1920, 14733, 16428, 21809, 22745, 22746, 24584, 24881, 24882, 25003, 27504, 43318, 55528, 69987, 69988, 72267, 72344, 72345, 72351, 72352, 72359, 72360, 72365, 72366, 72374, 72375, 72380, 72381, 72388, 72389, 72396, 72397, 72404, 72405, 72410, 72414, 72417, 72421, 72454, 72534, 72549, 72560, 72567, 74570, 74572, 74575, 74577, 74579, 74581, 74583, 74585, 74588, 74593, 74594, 74599, 74601, 74603, 74604, 74605, 74607, 74989, 77341, 77363, 77386, 77412, 77476, 77630, 82133, 82158, 82164, 82167, 82171, 82175, 82182, 82184, 82188, 82193, 82205, 82212, 82218, 82224, 82234, 82241, 82247, 82265, 82372, 82482, 82493, 82505, 82517, 82533, 82551, 82552, 82565, 82571, 82579, 82598
Texas & Pacific Railway - Altimeters - 1937 - 1960 43318
Texas & Pacific Railway and connecting lines 72417, 72421, 82167, 82175
The Texas & Pacific Railway Co. and connecting lines 82182, 82184, 82188, 82193, 82205, 82212, 82218, 82224, 82228, 82234
Texas & Pacific Railway, Land Dept.  1939, 15712, 23205, 23619, 26512, 26686, 41545, 62917, 65530, 66177, 66322, 73229, 74262, 79823, 83592
Texas & Pacific Railway - Maps - 1892 72267
Texas & Pacific Railway - Maps - 1891 74570
Texas & Pacific Railway - Maps - 1892 74572
Texas & Pacific Railway - Maps - 1893 74575
Texas & Pacific Railway - Maps - 1894 74577
Texas & Pacific Railway - Maps - 1895 74579
Texas & Pacific Railway - Maps - 1896 74581
Texas & Pacific Railway - Maps - 1897 74583
Texas & Pacific Railway - Maps - 1898 74585
Texas & Pacific Railway - Maps - 1899 74588
Texas & Pacific Railway - Maps - 1900 74593
Texas & Pacific Railway - Maps - 1901 74594
Texas & Pacific Railway - Maps - 1902 72344, 72345, 74599
Texas & Pacific Railway - Maps - 1903 72351, 72352, 74601
Texas & Pacific Railway - Maps - 1904 72359, 72360, 74603
Texas & Pacific Railway - Maps - 1905 72365, 72366, 74604
Texas & Pacific Railway - Maps - 1906 72374, 72375, 74605
Texas & Pacific Railway - Maps - 1907 72380, 72381, 74607
Texas & Pacific Railway - Maps - 1908 72388, 72389
Texas & Pacific Railway - Maps - 1909 72396, 72397
Texas & Pacific Railway - Maps - 1910 72404, 72405
Texas & Pacific Railway - Maps - 1911 72410, 82133
Texas & Pacific Railway - Maps - 1912 72414
Texas & Pacific Railway - Maps - 1913 72417
Texas & Pacific Railway - Maps - 1914 72421, 82158
Texas & Pacific Railway - Maps - 1915 82164, 82167
Texas & Pacific Railway - Maps - 1916 82171, 82175
Texas & Pacific Railway - Maps - 1917 82182
Texas & Pacific Railway - Maps - 1918 82184
Texas & Pacific Railway - Maps - 1919 82188
Texas & Pacific Railway - Maps - 1920 82193
Texas & Pacific Railway - Maps - 1921 82205
Texas & Pacific Railway - Maps - 1922 82212
Texas & Pacific Railway - Maps - 1923 82218
Texas & Pacific Railway - Maps - 1924 82224
Texas & Pacific Railway - Maps - 1925 82228
Texas & Pacific Railway - Maps - 1926 77341, 82234
Texas & Pacific Railway - Maps - 1927 77363
Texas & Pacific Railway - Maps - 1928 77386
Texas & Pacific Railway - Maps - 1929 77412
Texas & Pacific Railway - Maps - 1930 72454, 77476
Texas & Pacific Railway - Maps - 1936 77630
Texas & Pacific Railway - Maps - 1939 82321
Texas & Pacific Railway - Maps - 1941 82347
Texas & Pacific Railway - Maps - 1942 82365
Texas & Pacific Railway - Maps - 1944 82372, 82373
Texas & Pacific Railway - Maps - 1946 72534
Texas & Pacific Railway - Maps - 1947 72549
Texas & Pacific Railway - Maps - 1948 72560
Texas & Pacific Railway - Maps - 1949 - Pictorial maps 72567
Texas & Pacific Railway - Maps - 1950 82482
Texas & Pacific Railway - Maps - 1951 82493
Texas & Pacific Railway - Maps - 1952 - Pictorial maps 82505
Texas & Pacific Railway - Maps - 1953 - Pictorial maps 82517
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Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Texas & Pacific Railway - Maps - 1954 82533
Texas & Pacific Railway - Maps - 1955 82541
Texas & Pacific Railway - Maps - 1956 82552
Texas & Pacific Railway - Maps - 1957 82565
Texas & Pacific Railway - Maps - 1958 82571
Texas & Pacific Railway - Maps - 1959 82579
Texas & Pacific Railway - Maps - 1960 74989
Texas & Pacific Railway - Maps - 1961 82598
Texas & Pacific Railway - Pictorial works - 1951 24883
Texas Panhandle (Tex.) - Maps - 1888 - Railroads 75022
Texas Panhandle (Tex.) - Maps - 1934 - Road maps 74692
Texas Panhandle (Tex.) - Maps - 1940 - Cartoon maps 75023
Texas Panhandle (Tex.) - Maps - Collections, 1746-1860 72605
Texas points of interest and touring map ... 74927, 74944
Texas points of interest and touring map ... / Standard stations and Chevron gas stations 74901
Texas (Provisional government, 1835). General Land Office 74520, 74529, 74533
Texas : Pure Oil pathfinder ... 74789, 74790, 74814, 74833, 74849
Texas : Pure Oil pathfinder ... / compliments of the American Oil Company ... 74719
Texas : Pure Oil pathfinder ... fourteenth edition 74757, 74758
Texas... Pure Oil Pathfinder road map ... 74856
Texas : Pure Oil pathfinder ... thirteenth edition 74727, 74728
Texas : Rand McNally road map ... 74899, 74923, 74941, 74950, 74953, 74961, 74968
Texas road atlas 75012
Texas road atlas and travel guide 75007
Texas road map ... 74918
Texas road map ... / Bareco Oil Company, formerly Barnsdall Refining Corp. 74827, 74844
Texas road map ... / Barnsdall ... 74777
Texas road map ... / by Bareco Oil Company 74860
Texas road map : Cities Service ... 74779, 74807, 74828, 74845
Texas road map / Cities Service ahead 74778, 74780
Texas road map / Cities Service Oils ... 74861
Texas road map ... / compliments of Deep Rock Oil Companies 74733, 74782, 74783, 74810
Texas road map ... / Crown Central Petroleum Corp. ... 74847
Texas road map : Parco : Producers and Refiners Corporation, Independence, Kansas 74679
Texas ... Standard Oil road map ... 74740, 74741, 74742, 74762, 74797, 74836, 74852
Texas ... Standard Oil road map. At your service : Standard Stations, Inc., Standard Oil dealers 74818
Texas ... Standard stations road map 74761, 74796
Texas. State Highway Commission 74962
Texas State Historical Assn 7100
Texas State Historical Association 18503, 18504
Texas State Library 75014
Texas State Library - Map collections - Bibliography - Catalogs 75014
Texas. State Library SEE Texas State Library 75014
Texas tourgide map : Gulf ... 74956, 74963, 74973, 74974, 74979, 74980, 74981, 74982
Texas. Transportation Planning and Programming Division. Mapping Section 75006
Texas (U.S.) - Maps - 1810 46310
Texas. University. Arlington - Map collections 75024
Texas. University. Arlington - Map collections - Exhibitions 1884
Texas. University. University at Arlington - Map Collections 75449
Texas with sectional map of adjoining states : Texaco 74840, 74854
Texasgulf Inc. 16274
Texeira, Pedro, 17th cent. SEE Teixeira Albernas, Pedro de 72671
The Texel 35339
Texel (Netherlands) - Maps - 1769 34547, 58694
Texel (Netherlands) - Maps - 1816 35339
Texoma, Lake (Okla. and Tex.) - Maps - 1967 - Road maps 61665
Texoma, Lake (Okla. and Tex.) - Maps - 1968 - Road maps 61666
Texoma, Lake (Okla. and Tex.) - Maps - 1969 - Road maps 61667
Texoma, Lake (Okla. and Tex.) - Maps - 1974 - Road maps 61672
Text and Translation of the Legends of the Original Chart of the World by Gerhard Mercator, Issued in 1569 [Pamphlet accompanying facsim. of chart] 17587
A Textbook of geography 30581
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Call No.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Textile industry - Southern States - Maps - 1926</td>
<td>71750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Textile industry - Southern States - Maps - 1929</td>
<td>71769</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Textile spindles in territory served by Southern Railway System</td>
<td>71750, 71769</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thames River (England)</td>
<td>74486</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thames Pueblo, looking west</td>
<td>74486</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thames River (N.M.) SEE Tesque Pueblo (N.M.)</td>
<td>74486</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Th. Knaur Nachf. Verlag SEE Droemer Knaur</td>
<td>10341</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Th. Schneider's We. u. Presuhn=Roger S. Baskes Collection (Newberry Library)</td>
<td>73376</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Th. von Liechtenstern und Henry Lange's Schuls-Atlas zum Unterricht in der Erdkunde : für den Gebrauch der unteren Klassen der Lehrenstalten</td>
<td>9919</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Th. von Liechtenstern und Henry Lange's Schuls-Atlas zum Unterricht in der Erdkunde : für die oberen Klassen der Lehrenstalten</td>
<td>9967</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Th. von Liechtenstern und Henry Lange's Schuls-Atlas zum Unterricht in der Erdkunde : für die unteren Klassen der Lehrenstalten</td>
<td>9866</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Th. von Liechtenstern und Henry Lange's Schuls-Atlas zum Unterricht in der Erdkunde : für die oberen Klassen der Lehrenstalten</td>
<td>9866</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Th. von Liechtenstern und Henry Lange's Schuls-Atlas zum Unterricht in der Erdkunde : für die unteren Klassen der Lehrenstalten</td>
<td>9866</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Th. von Liechtenstern und Henry Lange's Schuls-Atlas zum Unterricht in der Erdkunde : für die oberen Klassen der Lehrenstalten</td>
<td>9866</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thai language - Texts - 1962</td>
<td>75028</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thai language - Texts - 1965</td>
<td>75029</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thailand 75031, 75032</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thailand, Angkor (Kambodscha)</td>
<td>75030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thailand &amp; Burma 75033</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Thailand] / Esso 75028, 75029</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thailand, Gulf of - Maps - 1720 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts</td>
<td>70859</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thailand: Kingdom of Siam</td>
<td>75034</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thailand - Maps - 1782-1850 - Exhibitions</td>
<td>75025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thailand - Maps - 1835</td>
<td>11768</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thailand - Maps - 1841</td>
<td>75026</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thailand - Maps - 1846</td>
<td>75027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thailand - Maps - 1962 - Road maps</td>
<td>75028</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thailand - Maps - 1965 - Road maps</td>
<td>75029</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thailand - Maps - 1973</td>
<td>75030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thailand - Maps - 1988</td>
<td>75031, 75032, 75033</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thailand - Maps - 1988 - Guidebooks</td>
<td>75034</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thailand - Maps - 1899 - Ethnology</td>
<td>75035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thackeray, 19th cent.</td>
<td>8056, 74105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thalassographica tabula totius Maris Mediterranei / ... Beschreven door Willem Barentsoen</td>
<td>45828</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thalheimer, M. E. (Mary Elsie)</td>
<td>34198, 34199, 34215, 76218</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Thames : a history from the air / Leslie Banks and Christopher Stanley</td>
<td>75036</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thames and Hudson 2364, 14152, 14153, 17343, 17344, 18946, 42701, 52786, 52787</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Thames and its story : from the Cotswolds to the Nore : with about 100 illustrations and 14 maps 75043</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Thames / by C. Fox Smith ; with 24 illustrations and two maps 75046</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thames Cartographic Services 7313, 31659, 53615, 65423</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Thames from mouth to source / by L. T. C. Rolt ; illustrated in color from old water colours and aquatints, with notes on the artists and illustrations by Francis Maxwell 75052</td>
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This Plan of Boston in New England ... 13468

This Plat shows the relative position of Oak Park, Harlem, and Thatcher to the city limits 60240

This Pocket map of the Atlantic Ocean is my business card ... 3821

This Remarkable continent : an atlas of United States and Canadian society and culture / general editors, John F. Rooney, Jr., Wilbur Zelinsky, and Dean R. Louder : cartographic editor, John D. Vitek ; coordinating editor, Campbell W. Pennington : assoc 78877

This represents the Charecke Nation by Col. Herberts map & my own observations with the path to Charles Town, its course & (distance measured by my watch) the names of ye branches, rivers & creeks, as given them by ye traders along that nation / Certif 71284, 71285

This Sketch was given by sundary [i.e. sundry?] Indians of the Choppunish Nation on the 29th, 30th, and 31st of May 1806 on the Flat Head River 59738

This transportation picture map of the Chesterton, Indiana area is presented by the Chesterton Chamber of Commerce 19356

This week in Boston 13532

This Week Magazine 78241

This year let Minnesota bring out the voyageur in you 49502

Thisisbell, W. H. P. H. 38564

Thisio, Christopher, 17th cent. 71161

Tholen (Netherlands) - Maps - 1753 75104

Tholosa 75394

Thom, Alexander, 1801-1879 8183, 29555, 29583, 29738, 29814, 30145, 30146, 30362, 43795, 52446, 84287

Thom, DeCourcy W. (DeCourcy Wright), 1858-1932 39084, 39091

Thom, E. 31575

Thomann, Ed. 79343

Thomas Allen & Son Limited 7505, 78488

Thomas and John Egerton (Firm) 31865

Thomas and Whipple 80076
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Thomas, fl. 1934  2653, 2654, 55346
Thomas, G., 19th cent.  9515
Thomas, Gabriel  64143
Thomas, Gabriel, 17th cent. SEE Thomas, Gabriel  64143
Thomas Gemini, Geminie, or Geminus  28673
Thomas Geminus  28677
Thomas Geminus, query no. 6 : who was Thomas Geminus?  28674
Thomas Geminus (worked c. 1540 to c. 1563)  28679
Thomas Gemyne, stranger : court-surgeon and printer / Herbert Garland  28675
Thomas, Geo. Coupland (George Coupland)  68586
Thomas, George, fl. 1793  29079
Thomas Gilcrease Institute of American History and Art. Library  75106
Thomas Gilcrease Institute of American History and Art. Library - Map collections - Catalogs  75106
Thomas, Glyn  25461
The Thomas guide : Arizona road atlas  2847
The Thomas guide : Central San Joaquin Valley street guide: including Fresno, Madera, Kings, and Tulare counties  68686
The Thomas guide : Las Vegas street guide  41672
The Thomas guide : Napa & Solano counties street guide  52596
The Thomas guide: Pierce County street guide  64725
The Thomas guide : Santa Clara County street guide  68812
The Thomas Guide Southern California arterial map  15707
The Thomas Guide state of California  15679
Thomas (H.A.) & Wylie Lith. SEE H.A. Thomas & Wylie Lith.  54811
Thomas Hardy's Wessex  33519
Thomas Holme, 1624-1695 : Surveyor General of Pennsylvania / Irma (Wilma Abigail) Corcoran  34560
Thomas Hutchins, 1730-1789 / by Anna Margaret Quattrocchi  35037
Thomas, Isaiah, 1749-1831  29097, 29110, 29111, 29112, 29122, 29131, 29148, 29155, 29170, 52146, 80076, 83670
Thomas, J. C.  13397
Thomas, J. Ross  27428
Thomas, J. W.  13677
Thomas Jefferson Memorial Foundation, Inc.  39694
Thomas Jefferson Memorial Foundation  51625
Thomas Jefferson's Monticello  51625
Thomas Jefferson's Paris  39695
Thomas, John, fl. 1918  84651, 84652
Thomas, John, fl. 1922  5831, 5846, 5883, 5911, 5945, 5946
Thomas, John, fl. ca. 1918  84607
Thomas, John V.  1205
Thomas, John W., 1830-1906  63385
Thomas Johnston  39861
Thomas, Joseph, publisher  8019, 8020, 42800
Thomas Lambert ou Lambrechts, dit Gemini  28680
Thomas, Lewis Foulk, 1808-1868  1447, 15103, 15135, 16657, 27281, 27283, 36453, 39644, 40495, 50648, 51252, 65508, 67885, 68036, 68097, 68098, 68099
Thomas, Lillian  17252
Thomas, Lowell, 1923-  32164, 32165
Thomas, M., fl. 1818  14923
Thomas, Marcia L., 1950-  65463
Thomas Marsh & Co. (Boston, Mass.)  13507
Thomas, Moses, 1787-1865  4619, 14923, 20575, 27887, 31473, 39239, 39513, 57692, 69233, 81654
Thomas Murray & Son  69590
Thomas Murray & Son SEE Thomas Murray & Son  69590
Thomas, Nathaniel S. (Nathaniel Seymour), 1867-1937  50070
Thomas Nelson (Firm)  5338, 6159, 8468, 8563, 12843, 12855, 15930, 15931, 15933, 33449, 34320, 41494, 52621, 60330, 69974, 69975, 84687, 85152
Thomas Nelson (Firm) SEE ALSO Thomas Nelson & Sons  15933
Thomas Nelson & Sons  5309, 5333, 5334, 6684, 8191, 8318, 8324, 8337, 11896, 12850, 12918, 13012, 15929, 15936, 23546, 23547, 23553, 25639, 25640, 30147, 33935, 34503, 34504, 38407, 38410, 38414, 38569, 39768, 41495, 43582, 52622, 62828, 63144, 63449, 63450, 67252, 67254, 67255, 67266, 68336, 69596, 69647, 69652, 73500, 77371, 80741, 80742, 80744, 80758, 80759, 84621, 85145, 85146
Thomas Nelson & Sons SEE ALSO Thomas Nelson (Firm)  67254
Thomas O. Nelson Company  11831, 12409, 20972, 23577, 26516, 41401, 43702, 45624, 49986, 49987, 49988, 49989, 50018, 57131, 65205, 66408, 75239, 75474, 81523, 82934
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Thomas O. Nelson Company. Atlas of the state of Minnesota ... (1954) 26516
Thomas, P. J., fl. 1885 20758
Thomas, Paul, 1962 Jan. 1 79236
Thomas, Richard, of Brighton, pub. 13956
Thomas, Robert K., 1925-1991 37437
Thomas, Ron 79118, 79211
Thomas, Ronald, 1940- 30839
Thomas’s imperial atlas 8019
Thomas’s library atlas, embodying a complete set of maps, illustrative of modern & ancient geography: the first series shewing the different states of Europe, Asia, Africa & America, divided according to the general Treaty of Peace by Congress in 1815 8020
Thomas Taylor’s maps of Wales 1716 74294
Thomas Tegg and Son 80595
Thomas, Vera Lorraine 25860
Thomas W. Dibblee, Jr. Geological Foundation 15694, 43169, 43170, 43171, 43172, 80018, 80019, 80020
Thomas (W. K.) & Co., printer SEE W. K. Thomas & Co. 11089
Thomas, W. W. 3582
Thomas Watson & Son 24105, 84605
Thomas & Whipple 29187, 29188, 29212
Thomas Y. Crowell & Co. 138, 3593, 6356, 17358, 52898, 52899, 74006
Thomasi Designs 32622
Thomassin, Philippe, fl. ca. 1600-1613 73023
Thomassy, Raymond, 1810-1863 50483
Thomassy, Raymond, 1810-1863. Géologie pratique de la Louisiane 50464
Thomaz, Luís Filipe F. R. (Luís Filipe Ferreira Reis), 1942- 34596
Thomée, Gustaf 9754, 10804
Thomée, Gustaf, 1812-1867 10810
Thomes, Paul 66589
Thomine, Jean-Baptiste 12772
Thompson 8587, 12743
Thompson, A. H. (Almon Harris), 1839-1906 68720, 68721, 68722
Thompson, A. M. 51168
Thompson, A. S. 22955
Thompson, Alexander, fl. 1828 74513
Thompson, Alton C. 75116
Thompson and Everts 16663, 22924, 22925, 22996, 39349, 39852, 42148, 73235
Thompson and Everts. Combination atlas map of Stephenson County, Illinois (1871) 73234
Thompson and Hall 12743
Thompson and Thomas, publishers, Chicago SEE Thompson & Thomas 5548
Thompson, Atwell 69963, 69964, 69965
Thompson, Benjamin William 16342
Thompson Bro’s & Burr 23903, 23904, 23905, 82938, 82939
Thompson (Charles C.) Co., publishers, Chicago SEE Charles C. Thompson Co. 5772
Thompson, Cyril 8347
Thompson, D. G. 29836
Thompson, David, 1770-1857 655, 16320, 16321, 16322, 16323, 16324, 16324, 18146, 44459, 75107, 75108, 75109, 75110, 75111
Thompson, David, 1770-1857. Journals relating to Montana and adjacent regions, 1808-1812 ... (1950) 16324, 59784
Thompson, David, 1770-1857. Map of the North-West Territory of the Province of Canada: from actual survey during the years 1792 to 1813 16321, 16323, 16324, 75108
Thompson, David, 1770-1857. Narrative, 1784-1812 (1962) 16322
Thompson, Derek, 1938- 45344
Thompson, Edmund, 1897- 21981
Thompson, Edward, captain 33137
Thompson, Edward V. 44190
Thompson, Elmer P., Jr. 77272
Thompson, F. P. 19294
Thompson, G. (Gilbert), 1839-1909 13376, 33496, 60342, 68662, 74174, 74175, 76329
Thompson, Gene 15008
Thompson, George Alexander 1742, 1743, 1754
Thompson, George, fl. 1796-1818 1722
Thompson, Gunnar 80314
Thompson, H. C. 20775
Thompson, Henry Yates, 1838-1928 3101
Thompson, Isobel 33864
Thompson, J. C. 5314, 66688
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Thornton, Samuel, fl. 1703
Thornton, Richard
Thornton, John, fl. 1652
Thornton, John, fl. 1652
Thorleifur Thórdarson
Thoren (Polan
Thorel, Clovis
Thoreau Society
Thoreau's maps : author's cartography brought to light / by Donna Urschel
Thoreau, Henry David, 1817
Thoreau, Henry David, 1817-1862 - Knowledge - Surveying
Thoreau's rivers : Concord, Massachusetts
Thoreau Society
Thoreau the land surveyor / Patrick Chura
Thorel, Clovis
Thoren (Poland) SEE Torun (Poland)
Thorsby Society. Miscellaneous v. 28
Thornton, J. Monroe (James Monroe), b. 1894
Thorleifur Thórdarson
Thorn, 76962
Thorn, Sir William, 1781-1843
Thorn, Sir William, 1781-1843. Map to illustrate the route of Prince Maximilian of Wied in the interior of North America (1843)
Thornhill, William
Thordike, Joseph Jacobs, 1913-
Thordike, Lynn, 1882-1965
Thorne, James, 1815-1881
Thorne, Kathryn Ford
Thorne, Robert, d. 1527
Thornton (III) - Maps - 1871
Thornton (III) - Maps - 1931 - Real property - Tax assessment
Thornton (III) - Maps - 1939 - Real property - Tax assessment
Thornton, John, fl. 1652-1701
Thornton, John, fl. 1652-1701. the English Pilot. the Third Book, 1703
Thornton, John, Major, 18th cent.
Thornton, Nancy
Thornton, Richard
Thornton, Samuel
Thornton, Samuel, fl. 1703-1739
Thornton, W. W.
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Thorold, Anthony W. (Anthony Wilson), 1825-1895 23521

Thorold (Ont.) - Maps - 1979 - Road maps 73083
Thorouge guide series 11896, 23527, 23528, 23529, 23534, 23535, 23536, 23537, 23538, 23541, 23542, 23544, 23545, 23546, 23547, 23553, 23563, 25635, 25639, 25640, 33449, 33930, 33931, 33932, 33933, 33934, 38391, 38392, 38393, 38394, 38395, 38396, 38397, 38407, 38410, 38414, 38564, 38569, 41478, 41479, 41481, 41482, 41484, 41485, 41486, 41488, 41490, 41493, 41494, 41495, 41498, 41500, 41504, 43581, 43582, 63443, 63444, 63445, 63446, 63447, 63448, 63449, 63450, 64682, 69614, 69615, 69621, 69627, 69629, 69637, 69643, 69647, 69652, 73494, 73498, 75122

The Thorough guide to the English Lake District / by M.J.B. Baddeley ; with maps, general and sectional (corrected from the Ordnance Survey) 41478

Thoroughfares SEE Roads 65099

Thorpe, Harry 80866

Thorpe, Harry, 1913-1977 75119

Thorpe, Percy Henry 14512

Thorpe, Samuel S. ca. 1900 46844

Thorpe, Percy Henry 14512

Thorpe, Harry, 1913-1977 75119

Three short happy months

Three sections of Three Rivers (Québec) SEE Trois-Rivières (Québec)

Three north country astronomers / Allan Chapman

Three mile road atlas of Britain [Three maps [i.e. map on 3 sheets] of northern New Jersey, with reference to the boundary between New York and New Jersey] 54766

Three mile road atlas of Britain 14554

Three north country astronomers / Allan Chapman 3473

Three Rivers (Québec) SEE Trois-Rivières (Québec) 65955

Three sections of indexes of the Parke County, Indiana atlas of 1874 : which was compiled from the 1870 census 63365

Three short happy months 76096
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Three world maps: Hoeye, Blaeu & Visscher  9043
Threlfall, T.  24786
Thresoor der zeevaert, Leyden, 1592 [door] Lucas Jansz Waghenaaer. With an introd. by R.A. Skelton  25905
Thresor de chartes  8663
Thresoor der zeevaert, Leyden, 1592 [door] Lucas Jansz Waghenaer. With an introd. by R.A. Skelton  25905
Thresor de chartes  8663
Thrift Press (Rockford, Ill.)  23910, 67951
Thrifty Rent-a-Car  78708
[Throckmorton County (Tex.) - 1880: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche]  75123
[Throckmorton County (Tex.) - 1898: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche]  75124
Throckmorton County (Tex.) - Maps - 1880 - Landowners  75123
Throckmorton County (Tex.) - Maps - 1898 - Landowners  75124
Throckmorton, Peter  76022
Throckmorton, S. R., Jr.  52592
Throop, Daniel Scrope, b. 1800  47615
Throop, John Peter Van Ness, 1794 - ca. 1861  30659, 45372, 45396, 45397, 46756
Throop, Orramel Hinckley, 1798 - 47615, 76719
Through Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, W. Virginia ... / Tide Water Associated Oil Company, New York, San Francisco, Tulsa  47925
Through Germany.  31814
Through Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island, Cape Cod ... / Tide Water Associated Oil Company, New York, San Francisco, Tulsa  54415
Through New Hampshire, Vermont ... / Tide Water Associated Oil Company, New York, San Francisco, Tulsa  54703
Through New Jersey ... / Tide Water Associated Oil Company, New York, San Francisco, Tulsa  55106
Through New Jersey with the giant power of Tydol Flying A Gasoline ...  55085
Through New York and Long Island ... / Tide Water Associated Oil Company, New York, San Francisco, Tulsa  56596
Through New York and Long Island ... / Tide Water Associated Oil Company, New York, San Francisco, Tulsa  56596
Through Ohio / Tide Water Associated Oil Company, New York, San Francisco, Tulsa  60919
Through Pennsylvania ... / Tide Water Associated Oil Company, New York, San Francisco, Tulsa  63996
Thrower, Norman Joseph William  73, 2009, 6787, 6947, 17150, 17151, 17351, 17380, 17381, 17383, 18253, 22344, 33360, 33361, 33364, 34872, 55560, 66836, 66837, 66839, 66840, 70200, 70201, 72241, 74496, 75120, 75125, 75310, 79372, 79473, 80781
Thrower, Norman Joseph William - Biography  75125
Thrower, Norman Joseph William. Maps and man  75126
Thruston, R. C. Ballard  26598
Thruston, Rogers Clark Ballard, 1858 - SEE Thruston, R. C. Ballard  26598
Thruway Esso (Albany, N.Y.)  55204
Thucydides  30676
Thucydides. History of the Peloponnesian War  30676
Thullier  46319, 46320
Thullier, fl. 1800  46318
Thullier, G.  1231
Thullier, H. L. (Henry Edward Landor), 1813-1906  12391, 52033
Thullier, Louis  1225, 1228, 1231, 9473, 11316, 11317, 11318, 12241, 14634, 14635, 14636, 22450, 22482, 24812, 24839, 28097, 28182, 28191, 28203, 28204, 28298, 28976, 39114, 42315, 42497, 44527, 45759, 53258, 62101, 63150, 63154, 63155, 63159, 63161, 63170, 63177, 63181, 63196, 63221, 65914, 65915, 65916, 66741, 66742, 66911, 69009, 72843, 73908, 75810, 80573, 80574
Thullier, Pierre, 1683 - 1768  29048, 29074
Thule  65796
Thule Expedition (2nd : 1916)  32994, 32995
Thumbnail sketch of new highway and Lake Washington Bridge  69728
Thunder Bay (Ont.) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps  75127
Thunder Bay Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps  75127
Thunderbird Enterprises  79030
Thunot (E.) et Cie. SEE E. Thunot et Cie.  9412
Thurber, Rex G.  35166, 35168, 35181, 35186, 35193, 35198, 35200
Thuringen  75162
Thüringen  75142, 75152
Thüringen & Frankenwald : grosse ausgabe  75147
Thüringen & Frankenwald : kleine ausgabe  75146
Thüringen: grosse ausgabe  75149, 75150, 75151, 75153, 75155, 75158
Thüringen: kleine ausgabe  75154
Thüringen Mitteldeutschland : Shell Reise-Dienst : Shell strassenkarte nr. 11  75163
Thüringer Lehrer-Verein. Schulbuchhandlung  29768
Thüringer Schulatlas / bearbeitet von Prof. Dr. Haack ; unter Mitwirkung eines Ausschusses Thüringer Lehrer  10234
Thüringer Wald  75164, 75166
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### Thuringia (Germany)
- Maps - 1552 75128
- Maps - 1588 75129
- Maps - 1593 75130
- Maps - 1606 75131
- Maps - 1625 75132
- Maps - 1630 75133
- Maps - 1710 69096, 75134, 75135
- Maps - 1715 75136
- Maps - 1729 75137
- Maps - 1740 69106
- Maps - 1745 75138, 75139
- Maps - 1745 - Names, Geographical 75140
- Maps - 1804 69119
- Maps - 1830 75141
- Maps - 1887 75142
- Maps - 1889 75143
- Maps - 1898 75144
- Maps - 1899 75145
- Maps - 1900-1909 - Guidebooks 75146
- Maps - 1906 75147
- Maps - 1907-1908 75148
- Maps - 1908 75149, 75150
- Maps - 1910 75151
- Maps - 1911 75152
- Maps - 1913 75153, 75154
- Maps - 1920 75155, 75156, 75157
- Maps - 1922 75158
- Maps - 1925 75159
- Maps - 1932 75160
- Maps - 1935 75162
- Maps - 1935 - Road maps 75161
- Maps - 1938 - Road maps 75163
- Thuringiae nova descriptio 75133
- Thuringian Forest (Germany) - Maps - 1926 75164
- Thuringian Forest (Germany) - Maps - 1929 75165, 75166
- Thuringian Forest (Germany) - Maps - 1937 75167
- Thüringische Landesbibliothek 82736
- Thurborn, W. 15759
- Thurman, Melburn D. 17902, 42224
- Thurston County (Wash.) - Maps - 1872 - Landowners - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 19009
- Thurston County (Wash.) - Maps - 1973 - Landowners 75168
- Thurston, Geo. 42634
- Thurston, Hazel 75665
- Thurston (Lyman) & Co., Boston SEE Lyman Thurston & Co. 29437
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Tide Water Associated Oil Company map of Arizona, Nevada, Utah 72557, 72566
Tide Water Associated Oil Company map of California 15584, 15600
Tide Water Associated Oil Company map of Oregon, Idaho, Montana 60009, 60022
Tide Water Associated Oil Company map of the United States 77904, 77920
Tide Water Associated Oil Company map of Washington, Idaho, Montana 60010, 60023
Tide Water Associated Oil Company SEE ALSO Associated Oil Company 82340
Tide Water Associated Oil Company SEE ALSO Tide Water Oil Company 2996
Tide Water Oil Company 2946, 2960, 2968, 2988, 2996, 3916, 3927, 3942, 3956, 35849, 35874, 35904, 35929, 35981, 36991, 37011, 37026, 37043, 37075, 37199, 37815, 37832, 37849, 37881, 40230, 40244, 40259, 40287, 40820, 40835, 40845, 40872, 44081, 44089, 47093, 47155, 47855, 49689, 49704, 49716, 49732, 49769, 50843, 50858, 50870, 50904, 53032, 53040, 53055, 53065, 53093, 54160, 54176, 54188, 54200, 54201, 54223, 54259, 54654, 54661, 54927, 54941, 54954, 54969, 54991, 55693, 55702, 55890, 55895, 55902, 56366, 56380, 56399, 56418, 56452, 58402, 58415, 58428, 58452, 61438, 61450, 61463, 61490, 63726, 63743, 63761, 63834, 70936, 70948, 70959, 70972, 70992, 74714, 74744, 83261, 83279, 83295, 83311, 83343
Tide Water Oil Company SEE ALSO Tide Water Associated Oil Company 2996
Tidens varaldsatlas 10872, 10878
Tidens Forlag 10872, 10878
Tidewater Area EasyFinder Plus! 75181
The Tidewater colonies : town planning in the 17th century 18575
Tidewater towns : city planning in colonial Virginia and Maryland 80328
Tidewater towns : colonial Maryland & Virginia 45346
Tidewater (Va. : Region) - Maps - 1997 - Road maps 75181
Tidewater (Va. : Region) - Maps - 2001 - Road maps 75182
Tidewater (Va. : Region) - Maps - 2003 - Road maps 75183
Tidewater (Va. : Region) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps 75184, 75185
Tidewater Virginia Peninsula StreetFinder 75182, 75183, 75184, 75185
Tidman, Nigel 69683
Tidsskrifter og årbøger: Fortegnelse over læbende serier, som indgår til Geografisk Instituts bibliotek. 30868
Tiebout and O'Brien (Firm) 76517, 76518
Tiebout, Cornelius 38902, 53480
Tiebout, John, fl. 1773-1832 38902, 53480
Tiebout, John, 1777-1832 76494
Tiebout, John, 1777-1832 4563, 76517, 76518
Tiebout, Cornelius, 1777-1832 4563, 76517, 76518
Tiebout, Cornelius, fl. 1773-1832 38902, 53480
Tiebout, Cornelius, 1777-1832 76494
Tiebout, Cornelius, 1777-1832 4563, 76517, 76518
Tiebout, John, fl. 1773-1832 12738
Tiedeman, Philip, 1657-1705 1419, 25099, 48079, 69047, 69048
Tiedemann, Philip, 1657-1705 1624
Tiele, Pieter Anton, 1834-1882 62338
Tielemans, Seeger 84038
Tielke, Johann Gottlieb 25868
Tiel, 9046
Tien-tsin (China) SEE Tianjin (China) 33731
Tiena, Brabantiae opp. ad amnem Geta, vnde casei ... 75186
Tienda de Guervo, Jose 46617
Tienen (Belgium) - Maps - 1620 75186
Tienen Region (Belgium) - 1705 - Military operations 13704, 13705
Tiergarten (Berlin, Germany) - Maps - 1984 75187
Tieman-Havens Printing Co. (Kansas City, Mo.) 71499
Tierra del Fuego (Argentina and Chile) - Maps - 1624 - Nautical charts 44207
Tierra del Fuego (Argentina and Chile) - Maps - 1630 75188
Tierra del Fuego (Argentina and Chile) - Maps - 1671 75189
Tierra del Fuego (Argentina and Chile) - Maps - 1716 75190
Tierra del Fuego (Argentina and Chile) - Maps - 1743 75191
Tierra del Fuego (Argentina and Chile) - Maps - 1762 75192
Tierra del Fuego (Argentina and Chile) - Maps - 1788 75193
Tierra del Fuego (Argentina and Chile) - Maps - 1949 75194
Tieskotter, Wilfred 20532
Tifernate, Gregorio, 1414-ca. 1462 28881
Tiffany, H. S. (Henry Stanton), 1845-1914 13178
Tiffany, J. M. 18872
Tiffin, Edward 43763
Tiflis (Georgia) SEE Tbilisi (Georgia) 38543
Tift, Charles W. 41128, 41129
Tiger Books International 8593
Tiggesbäumker, Günter, 1948- 60220, 73124, 79469
Tigris River Valley - Maps - 1779 48111
Tigurino Scheuchzer, Johann Jakob, 1672-1733 SEE Scheuchzer, Johann Jakob, 1672-1733 73804
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Tigurum 85372
Tigurum (Switzerland) SEE Zurich (Switzerland) 85372
Tigvvm, siue Turegum, Caesari ... 85371
Tijdscbr. van de Belgische Vereniging voor Aardrijkskundige Studies (1964) 34605
Tijdscbr. van het Koninklijk Nederlandsch Aardrijkskdung Genootschap 24023, 26685, 64325
Tijdscbr. van het Koninklijk Nederlandsch Aardrijkskdung Genootschap (1950) 2185
Tijdscbr. voor geschiedenis (1934) 23499
Tijuana Region (Baja California, Mexico) - Maps - 1850 - Boundaries 68471
Tijuana River Valley (Mexico and Calif.) - Maps - 1850 - Boundaries 68471
Til. Stella aus Siegen als Schützing Melanchthons 73223
Til. Stellas Karten von Mansfeld 73219
Tilburg Universiteit SEE Universiteit Tilburg 13699
Tilburgi Bibliotheca SEE Bibliotheca Tilburgi 9341
Tilbury, Mrs. 5172
Tilden (J.) and Co. SEE J. Tilden and Co. 12777
Tilden, John N. (John Newell), 1842-1902 30428, 30512
Tilden Ladies’ Seminary, West Lebanon, N.H. 29863
Tilden Rent-A-Car 16309
Tilden, S. D. 19017, 43685
Tileman Stella 73205
Tilemann Stella's karta öfver Zweibrücken 73217
Tilemann Stellas (1525-1589) Verdienste um die Topographie der Rheinpfalz 73211
Tilemann Stellas Karten über die Zweibrücker Gegend aus dem Jahre 1564 17545
Tilemann Strellas Karten vom Oberamt Zweibrücken aus dem Jahre 1564 17546
Tilemannus Stella Sigenensis, der erste Brockenbesteiger 1561 73210
Tilemannus Stella von Siegen 73200
Tilghman Island (Md.) - Historical geography - Maps - 1947 - Pictorial maps 24578
Tilghman Packing Co. 24578
Tilghman (F.), firm SEE F. Tilghmann (Firm) 26640
Tillemann Stella and his surveying of Pfalz-Zweibrücken 73208
Tillemont, Sieur. de, d. 1699 SEE Du Tralage, Jean Nicolas, d. 1699 84056
Tiller, Kate 62505
Tiller, Robert 51177
Tillion, E.-L. (Emilie-L.) 12265, 12270, 53581, 53588, 80574
Tillion, Lucien 14978, 28029
Tillman, S. E. (Samuel Escue), 1847-1942 28817, 74174, 74175
Tillman, Thomas A. 79441
Tillotson, Miles D. 19636, 19658, 19692, 19720, 19748
Tillotson's pocket map and street guide of Chicago and suburbs of Highland Park, Glencoe, Winnetka, Kenilworth, Wilmette, Evanston, Franklin Park, Maywood, River Forest, Oak Park, Riverside, LaGrange, Morgan Park, Indiana Harbor and Gary, Indiana 19658
Tillotson's pocket map & street guide of Chicago and suburbs of Evanston, Oak Park, Morgan Park, Glencoe, Kenilworth, Wilmette and Winnetka 19636
Tillson, Oliver J. 75996, 75997
Tilm. Stella's Karte von Deutschland 1560 73216
Tilm. Stella's Karte von Palästina 73222
Tilm. Stella's Reise nach Wien 1560 73199
Tilmann Stoltz 73204
Tilt, C. 1398
[Tilte page of] New York to Chicago 66239
Tilton, James 81168, 81169
Tilton, Lynn 66243
Timbakion (Greece) - Maps - 1700 - View 22410
Time and cost of copperplate engraving illustrated by early 19th century maps from the Viennese firm Artaria & Co. / Johannes Dörflinger 25532
Time and place in Joliet : essays on the geographical evolution of the city 39862
Time and place in New Orleans : past geographies in the present day 55447
The time capsule of the South, McRaven, Home of three periods, 1797 - 1836 - 1849 80181
Time chart of American History 76315
Time, inc. 611, 3417, 6629, 6632, 6633, 6634, 6635, 6636, 6637, 6757, 21246, 23210, 23215, 24597, 24964, 26239, 56809, 65118, 72114, 78990,
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Times Mirror Co. gives the library innovative maps painted by Hal Shelton  45003
Times Mirror Company  11999, 15654, 24501, 43217, 54532, 54533, 55209, 55436, 56754, 56755, 60236, 61723, 61724, 65839, 66048, 78503, 78504, 78505, 78506, 78507, 78508, 78509, 78535, 78536, 78537, 78538, 78539, 78540, 78541, 78542, 78543, 78565, 78566, 78567, 78579, 78586, 78603, 78632, 78651, 78682, 78700, 78705, 78706, 78707, 78724, 78725, 78736, 78795, 78916, 82609, 85080
Times Newspapers Limited  2359, 39831
Times of Spain  72890
Times-picayune (1865)  64239
Times Printing and Publishing House (Cedar Rapids, Iowa)  48425
Times Printing House (Philadelphia, Pa.)  64380
Times Printing Supplement  44598
Times Publishing Co. (El Paso, Tex.)  46383
Times Record Co.  33804
The Times shipping number, Friday December 13, 1912. Commercial chart of the world. Shipping routes, distances, comparative Greenwich time  84317
Times survey atlas of the world  5847, 5884, 8417
The Times survey atlas of the world: a comprehensive series of new and authentic maps reduced from the national surveys of the world and the special surveys of travellers and explorers with general index of over two hundred thousand names / prepared a  8426
Times war-atlas (2parts, looseleaf)  8410
Times war-atlas (bound)  8406
Timescale: an atlas of the fourth dimension / Nigel Calder  20804
Timetables: principal services for tourists and holidaymakers  56837
Timisoara (Romania) - History - Siege, 1551  75207
Timisoara (Romania) - Maps - 1695 - Pictorial works  22807
Timisoara (Romania) - Pictorial works - 1696  22809
Timm (Rob.) & Co. SEE Rob. Timm & Co.  983
Timothy, Dallen J.  44733
Timor Island - Maps - 1744 - Nautical charts  54560
Timor Island - Maps - 1862 - Missions  396
Timothy, Dallen J.  44733
Tindal, N. (Nicolas), 1687-1774  619, 620, 1255, 1256, 1318, 1319, 2203, 2204, 3577, 3578, 7807, 7815, 8609, 11624, 11640, 11813, 11815, 12157, 12171, 12616, 12620, 13135, 13137, 13246, 13247, 13248, 13671, 13672, 13704, 13705, 14122, 14124, 14125, 14747, 14748, 14749, 14768, 14770, 15079, 15080, 16527, 16528, 16846, 22556, 22558, 23075, 23076, 23079, 23080, 23082, 23083, 23702, 23703, 23753, 23755, 23760, 23761, 23763, 23764, 23826, 23827, 23886, 23887, 24680, 24681, 24683, 24864, 25114, 25139, 25484, 25494, 27714, 27715, 27792, 31393, 31394, 31395, 31396, 31427, 31428, 31429, 31430, 31849, 31850, 31871, 31882, 35327, 35328, 35329, 38262, 38296, 38842, 38880, 41879, 41880, 42045, 42046, 43217, 4322, 43939, 44245, 44246, 45651, 45652, 45654, 45884, 45977, 45978, 46151, 51311, 51312, 52551, 52552, 53428, 53459, 57085, 57086, 57515, 57651, 58796, 58803, 62381, 62382, 62458, 62459, 65516, 65517, 66194, 66195, 67914, 67920, 69492, 69512, 70439, 70477, 72726, 74260, 74261, 75380, 75381, 75405, 75406, 75669, 75670, 80262, 80263, 82926, 82927, 85256, 85257
Tindall, Robert, fl. 1606-1677 SEE Tindall, Robert, fl. 1606-1677  19320
Tine insula et citta antiqua posta nello arcipelago done antica inse...  75209
Tine Island (Greece) SEE Tinos Island (Greece)  75209
Tinicicum (Delaware County, Pa.: Township) - Maps - 1882 - Landowners  23010, 23011
Tinkham, A. W.  59742
Tinling (C.) & Co. SEE C. Tinling & Co.  66957
Tinling, D. L.  21810
Tinney, John, d. 1761  31935, 42405, 42407, 42408, 42409, 42410, 42789
Tino  75208
Tinos Island (Greece) - Maps - 1528  75208
Tinos Island (Greece) - Maps - 1574  75209
Tinsley Brothers  14399
Tinto, Alberto  75438
Tigo County Historical Society (Penn.)  75212
[Tioga County (N.Y.) - 1855: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche]  75210
Tioga County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1839  19297
Tioga County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1855 - Landowners  75210
Tioga County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1869 - Landowners  75211
Tioga County (Pa.) - Maps - 1875 - Landowners  75212
Tiolene  71830
Tiom Island (Pahang) - Maps - 1703 - Coasts - Nautical charts  62677
Tip. Bratev Shumakher  67485
Tip. Okruzhdano shtaba  67485
Tipitapa River (Nicaragua) - Maps - 1849 - Manuscripts  75213
Tipografia del Seminario di Padova  34032
Tipografia Giuntina  26800
Tipografia Ippolito Failli  38994
Tipografia Litografia S. Berdones (Granada, Spain)  32297
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Tipografia Rollandiana (Lisbon, Portugal) SEE Typographia Rollandiana (Lisbon, Portugal) 10743
Tipografia Sánchez & De Guise (Guatemala) 33108
Tipografia Volpi-cominiana 64889
Tipográfica Indigena 13021
Tipografii Morskago (Saint Petersburg, Russia) 11639
Tippecanoe County Historical Association 75217
[Tippecanoe County (Ind.) - 1866: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 75215
Tippecanoe County (Ind.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners 75214
Tippecanoe County (Ind.) - Maps - 1866 - Landowners 75215
Tippecanoe County (Ind.) - Maps - 1878 - Landowners 75216, 75217
Tippecanoe County (Ind.) - Maps - 1878 - Pictorial works 75217
Tippecanoe County (Ind.) - Maps - 1971 - Landowners 21089
Tipperary 75218
Tipperary (ireland : County) - Maps - 1685 75218
Tipsord, Mary A. 45617
Tipton County (Ind.) - Maps - Collections, 1874-1975 - Landowners 75219
Tipton Daily Tribune 75219
Tirion, Isaak 273, 278, 461, 522, 1263, 1675, 1678, 1679, 1680, 2280, 3290, 8747, 8761, 10625, 11163, 11446, 12702, 13743, 14216, 14424, 16492, 18899, 20641, 22640, 23126, 24077, 24544, 25130, 25970, 26746, 27731, 27732, 27759, 28250, 28432, 28666, 28667, 31419, 31885, 32246, 33062, 33227, 34544, 34547, 34949, 36518, 37452, 38167, 38285, 38452, 38665, 38870, 39505, 41354, 42074, 42790, 43564, 43675, 44284, 45231, 45733, 46290, 48095, 53443, 53448, 53449, 53467, 55470, 57556, 57597, 57598, 57920, 57936, 57937, 58693, 58694, 59657, 59663, 62481, 62939, 63049, 63336, 63374, 63457, 64189, 65919, 66430, 66432, 66608, 66830, 67537, 67541, 69115, 69197, 69355, 69414, 69504, 70455, 70747, 71109, 71111, 71173, 71174, 72246, 72745, 73072, 73463, 73821, 75104, 75730, 79729, 79745, 79746, 79747, 79896, 80627, 81608, 82750, 82834, 84105, 85288, 85289, 85291
Tirion, Isaak. Nieuwe en beknopte hand-atlas ... (1748 [i.e. 1769?]) 273, 278, 461, 522, 1263, 1680, 2280, 3290, 11163, 11446, 13743, 14216, 16492, 18899, 20641, 22640, 23126, 24077, 24544, 25130, 25970, 26746, 27731, 27732, 27759, 28250, 28432, 28666, 28667, 31419, 31885, 32246, 33062, 33227, 34544, 34547, 34949, 36518, 37452, 38167, 38285, 38452, 38665, 38870, 39505, 41354, 42074, 42790, 43564, 43675, 44284, 45231, 45733, 46290, 48095, 53443, 53448, 53449, 53467, 55470, 57598, 57920, 57936, 57937, 58693, 58694, 59657, 62481, 62939, 63049, 63336, 65010, 65943, 66430, 66431, 66432, 66608, 66830, 67537, 67541, 69115, 69197, 69355, 69414, 69504, 70455, 70747, 71109, 71111, 71173, 71174, 72246, 72745, 73072, 73463, 73821, 75104, 75730, 79729, 79745, 79746, 79747, 79896, 80627, 81608, 82750, 82834, 84105, 85288, 85289, 85291
Tirlemont (Belgium) SEE Tienen (Belgium) 13705
Tirol 75946
Tirol (6Volter) 75926
Tirol in der Deutschlandkarte des Nikolaus von Kues 17599
Tirol mit Vorarlberg : und Angaben für Autofahrer und Wintersportler 75943
Le Tirol sous le nom duquel l'on comprend le Comté de Tyrol ... / par le Sr. Robert ... ; Haussard ; grave par Delahaye l'ainé 75920, 75921
Le Tirol, souz le nom duquel s'entendent ... 75905
Le Tirol : sous le nom duquel s'entendent le comté de Tirol, puis les comtés de Bregenz, Feldkirch, Montfort, Pludantz, &c. sujets, et les evesches de Trente et Brixen en protection des comtés de Tirol / par le Sr. Sanson d'Abbeuille, geogr. ordre. du 75917
Tirol und Vorarlberg 75927
Tirol Vorarlberg Etschland 75932, 75940
Tirol Vorarlberg und Teile von Salzburg 75930, 75931
Tirol Vorarlberg westliches Salzburg 75942, 75945
Tirolensis comitatus seu partis Rhetiae Alpestris insignis descriptio chorographica 75903
Tiroler Landesmuseum Ferdinandaeum 25875, 31990
Tiryns (Greece) - Maps - 1869 - Pictorial works 75220
Tisak nakladnog zovoda Hrvatske 22437
TisakTipografija 85204
Tischbein, Georg Heinrich, 1755-1848 61707, 61708
Tischer, Emilie 9722
Tisdale, Elkanah, 1768-1835 4759, 4764, 4770, 4820
Tishby, Ariel 62882
Tiskem Geringera, Aug. SEE Geringera, Aug. 13315
Tisserand, L.-M. 63309
Tissot, Nicolas Auguste, 1824-1897. Indicatrix [map projection distortion analysis] 84513, 84514
Tissot, Roger 13231
Tissot, Victor 31537
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To Her Most Excellent Majesty Queen Victoria and to Her Royal Highness the duchess of Kent, this British atlas : comprising separate maps of every county in England : each riding in Yorkshire and North & South Wales, showing the roads, railways, canals and harbours ... 75245
To his excellency James Glen ... this prospect of Charles-town ... 19218
To His Excellency Sr. Henry Moore, bart., captain general and govermou ... this plan of the city of New York ... survey'd in 1767 ... 55612
To His Excellency William Burnet, Esq., this plan of Boston in New England is humbly dedicated 13466
To his excellency William Tryon Esqr., captain general & governor in chief of the province of New-York & : This map of the country of the VI. nations proper, with part of the adjacent colonies is humbly inscribed 56034, 56035, 56036
To his most excellent majesty George Illd. ... this accurate map of the back country of North Carolina is humbly dedicated ... 57955
To His Royal Highness George Augustus Frederick, Prince of Wales ... this topographical map of the Province of Lower Canada, shewing its division into districts, counties, seigniories, & townships ... dedicated by ... Joseph Bouchette, His Majesty's ... 65955
To His Royal Highness the Duke of Cambridge ... this map of the physical divisions of Germany ... is ... most humbly inscribed ... 31464
To Lake Maxinkuckee. It's a delightful trip over fine Indiana roads ... 45563
To San Francisco : Hotel Whitcomb road map of California highways 15397
To the citizens of Philadelphia, this new plan of the city and its environs ... 64355
To the citizens of Philadelphia this plan of the city and its environs is respectfully dedicated by the editor 64353
To the honar'd committee that was appointed by the general court to vew the sircumstances and the seittuation of the inhabitants of the town of Taunton [Mass.] 74283
To the Honourable Thomas Penn and Richard Penn, Esqrs., true & absolute proprietors & Governors of the Province of Pennsylvania & counties of New-Castle, Kent & Sussex on Delaware this map of the improved part of the Province of Pennsylvania is humb 63528, 63529
To the Kings most excellent majesty, this map of the county of Surrey, from a survey made in the years 1789 and 1790 ... 73488
To the mayor, recorder, aldermen, Common Council, and freemen of Philadelphia this plan of the improved part of the city ... 64348, 64439
To the mountains of the moon : mapping African exploration, 1541-1880 : an exhibition catalogue / by John Delaney 426
To the nobility & gentry of Essex this map with ... this map of the county of Surrey, from a survey made in the years 1789 and 1790 ... 25627
To the patrons of the Columbian Magazine this map of Pennsylvania is dedicated by their obliged and obedt. serv.nts the proprietors 63540
To the reader 62343
To the right Honorable William, Earl of Craven ... this new map of the chie[sic] rivers, bayes, creeks, harbours, and settlements of South Carolina ... 70751
To the right honourable John Lord Summers ... this map of North America ... is most humbly dedicated ... 57474, 57475, 57569
To the right honourable the Earl Cadogan, this map of Chelsea: from a new and actual survey ... 19294
To the Rt. Honble, James, Earl of Kildare ... this map of said county is ... dedicated 41142
To Thomas Mifflin, Governor and Commander in Chief of the State of Pennsylvania, this plan of the city and suburbs of Philadelphia ... 64351
A to Z of Elizabethan London 42388
A to Z of restoration London (facs1676) 7379
Toaldus, Joseph 34032
Tobacco industry - Missouri - Maps - 1850 - Statistics 50684
Tobacco producing areas of the world 84470, 84484
Tobago from actual surveys and observations ... 75233
Tobago (Trinidad and Tobago) - Maps - 1689 - Harbors - Nautical charts 75229
Tobago (Trinidad and Tobago) - Maps - 1703 75230
Tobago (Trinidad and Tobago) - Maps - 1721 81594
Tobago (Trinidad and Tobago) - Maps - 1732 - Harbors - Nautical charts 75231
Tobago (Trinidad and Tobago) - Maps - 1760 - Harbors - Nautical charts 75232
Tobago (Trinidad and Tobago) - Maps - 1760 - Nautical charts 2161
Tobago (Trinidad and Tobago) - Maps - 1775 75233
Tobago (Trinidad and Tobago) - Maps - 1776 - Landowners 75234
Tobago (Trinidad and Tobago) - Maps - 1779 75235
Tobago (Trinidad and Tobago) - Maps - 1780 41798
Tobago (Trinidad and Tobago) - Maps - 1780 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 75236
Tobago (Trinidad and Tobago) - Maps - 1783 - Harbors - Nautical charts 75237
Tobago (Trinidad and Tobago) - Maps - 1783 - Nautical charts 2164
Tobago (Trinidad and Tobago) - Maps - 1816-1817 33024
Tobago (Trinidad and Tobago) - Maps - 1835 81667
Tobias 36430
Tobias-Mayer-Museum (Marbach, Germany) 45565
Tobias-Mayer-Museum (Marbach, Germany) - Exhibitions - Catalogs 45565
Tobias, Ruth Anne 75061
Tobler, Jean Conrad 27687
Tobler, Titus 1806-1877 62729
Tobler, Waldo R. (Waldo Rudolph), 1930- 16750, 17128, 17275, 18628, 23601, 28790, 28791, 28803, 44442, 44648, 44649, 44651, 73517
Tochali, fortezza nei confini di Transilvania [!] et Ongheria ... 75247
Toquvay (Hungary) SEE Tokaj (Hungary) 75245
Toquvay, ouer Doggey, fortezza inespugabile' ne confini d' Ongheria ... da Massimiliano imp. l'anno 1565 per Lazaro Fanswendi, suo capitano & general ... 75245
Tod, William 85111
Today's world 7385, 7477
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Todd, Archibald, 17th cent. 24660
Todd, Arthur J. 19787
Todd County (Minn.) - Maps - 1914 - Landowners 75238
Todd County (Minn.) - Maps - 1956 - Landowners 75239
Todd County (Minn.) - Maps - 1977 - Landowners 75240
Todd County (S.D.) - Landowners - 1970 67341
Todd County (S.D.) - Maps - 1980 - Fishing 67340
Todd, Gilbert. [Map of Michigan and Wisconsin, manuscript, 1892] 5291
Todd, John, 1750-1782 27282
Todd Soil & Water Conservation District (Minn.) 75240
Todenhagen, Paul 10277
Todeschi, Pietro 84043
Todescho, Nicolaus, active 1475-1486 SEE Laurentii, Nicolaus, active 1475-1486 28854
Todhunter, Isaac, 1820-1884 23972
Todi 75242
Todi (Italy) - Maps - 1987 75241
Todi (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1565 75242
Todi : un attimo di storia : nuovissima guida artistica e praticia con piantina della città / Carlo Grassetti 75241
Todiman, Lieut., 18th cent. 67869
Todt, E. 3398
Toeput, Ludovico, ca. 1550-ca. 1604 SEE Pozzoserrato, Ludovico, ca. 1550-ca. 1604 20873
Tofani, G. 3890
Tofiño de San Miguel, Vincente, ca. 1732-1795 SEE Torfino de San Miguel, Vincente, ca. 1732-1795 65912
Tofswill & Myers (Firm) 76637, 76638, 76677, 76683
Tofte, Harald 8653
Tognale, Antonio 1554
Togo - Maps - 1789 - Slave trade 22669
Togo - Maps - 1885 75243
Tohono O'odham Indians - Pima County (Ariz.) - Arizona - Maps - 1890 64761
Toison D'Or (Ship) - Voyage, 1707-1708 - Manuscripts 22938
La Toja (Spain) - Description and travel - 1912 2524
Tokaido bunkenzu 75244
Tokaido (Japan) - Maps - 1750 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 75244
Tokaj (Hungary) - History - Siege, 1565 75246
Tokaj (Hungary) - History - Siege, 1565 - Maps 75245
Tokaj (Hungary) - History - Siege, 1566 - Maps 75247
Tokaj (Hungary) - Maps - 1565 75245
Tokaj (Hungary) - Maps - 1566 75247
Tokay (Hungary) SEE Tokaj (Hungary) 75245, 75246
Tokszó, Cemil 43684
Toksvig, Harald 83027
Tokyo 75254
Tokyo Bay (Japan) - Maps - 1854 - Nautical charts 75248
Tokyo Bay (Japan) - Maps - 1860 - Pictorial works 75249
Tokyo Cartographic Co. SEE Tokyo Katogurafikku Kabushiki Kaisha 84492
Tokyo guide map / Tokyo Metropolitan Foundation for History and Culture 75255
Tokyo (Japan), Imperial Geological Office SEE Japan. Noshomusho. Chishitsukyoku 39533
Tokyo (Japan) - Maps - 1792 75250
Tokyo (Japan) - Maps - 1851 - Pictorial works 39520
Tokyo (Japan) - Maps - 1910 75251
Tokyo (Japan) - Maps - 1930 75252
Tokyo (Japan) - Maps - 1942 39557
Tokyo (Japan) - Maps - 1980 75253
Tokyo (Japan) - Maps - 1995 75254
Tokyo (Japan) - Maps - 1998 - Subways 75255
Tokyo (Japan) - Maps - Collections, 1600-1900 75256
Tokyo (Japan) - Pictorial works - 1800-1899 75257
Tokyo (Japan) - Tourism - 1987 75258
Tokyo Katogurafikku Kabushiki Kaisha 84492
Tokyo Kyozai Co. (Firm : Japan) 3476
Tokyo metropolitan atlas 75253
Tokyo Metropolitan Foundation for History and Culture 75255
Tokyo Region (Japan) - Maps - 1885 39532
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Tôlanarô (Madagascar) - Maps - 1670 - Fortification - Manuscripts 75259
Tôlanarô (Madagascar) - Maps - 1670 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts 75259
Toledo, Ann Arbor and North Michigan Railway and connections 46806, 46809, 46813
Toledo, Ann Arbor, and North Michigan Railway Company 46806, 46809, 46813, 48387
Toledo, Ann Arbor, and North Michigan Railway Company - Maps - 1890 46806
Toledo, Ann Arbor, and North Michigan Railway Company - Maps - 1891 46809
Toledo, Ann Arbor, and North Michigan Railway Company - Maps - 1892 46813
Toledo, Ann Arbor, and North Michigan Railway Company - Maps - 1893 48387
Toledo, Ann Arbor and North Michigan Ry : Frankfort, Kewaunee and Green Bay Route 48387
Toledo Automobile Club 59299, 59329
Toledo/Bowling Green, Lucas and portions of Wood & Sandusky counties street guide 75269
Toledo, Bowling Green, Lucas County StreetFinder 75267
Toledo EasyFinder : Local street detail 75268
Toledo, Jose de 46249
Toledo & Lucas street guide 75270
Toledo & Ohio Central Extension Railroad 60420, 60422
Toledo & Ohio Central Extension Railroad - Maps - 1890 60420
Toledo & Ohio Central Extension Railroad - Maps - 1891 60422
Toledo & Ohio Central Railroad 60426, 60429, 60433
Toledo & Ohio Central Railroad - Maps - 1893 60426
Toledo & Ohio Central Railroad - Maps - 1894 60429
Toledo & Ohio Central Railroad - Maps - 1895 60433
Toledo (Ohio) - Maps - 1871 - Architecture 75260
Toledo (Ohio) - Maps - 1906 - Railroads 75261
Toledo (Ohio) - Maps - 1907 - Railroads 75262
Toledo (Ohio) - Maps - 1908 - Railroads 75263
Toledo (Ohio) - Maps - 1909 - Railroads 75264
Toledo (Ohio) - Maps - 1924 - Road maps 60525, 60541
Toledo (Ohio) - Maps - 1927 - Road maps 60548
Toledo (Ohio) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps 75265
Toledo (Ohio) - Maps - 1951 76087, 76088
Toledo (Ohio) - Maps - 1996 - Road maps 75266
Toledo (Ohio) - Maps - 2000 - Road maps 75267
Toledo (Ohio) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps 75268, 75269
Toledo (Ohio) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps 75270
Toledo, Peoria & Western Railroad 59206, 59207, 59208, 59214, 59224, 59225, 59226, 59227, 59228, 59229, 59230, 59231, 59232, 59233, 59234, 59235, 59236, 59237, 59443, 59462, 59501, 59516, 59522, 59529, 78190, 78240, 78283, 78317
Toledo, Peoria & Western Railroad Company 78190
Toledo, Peoria & Western Railroad Company by passes big-city yards ... 78240, 78283, 78317
Toledo, Peoria & Western Railroad Company : the short route between east and west : the road that's best ... links east and west 59529
Toledo, Peoria & Western Railroad - Maps - 1927 59206, 59207, 59208
Toledo, Peoria & Western Railroad - Maps - 1928 59214
Toledo, Peoria & Western Railroad - Maps - 1929 59224, 59225, 59226, 59227, 59228, 59229, 59230, 59231, 59232, 59233, 59234, 59235, 59236, 59237
Toledo, Peoria & Western Railroad - Maps - 1948 59443
Toledo, Peoria & Western Railroad - Maps - 1949 59462
Toledo, Peoria & Western Railroad - Maps - 1952 59501
Toledo, Peoria & Western Railroad - Maps - 1953 59516
Toledo, Peoria & Western Railroad - Maps - 1954 59522
Toledo, Peoria & Western Railroad - Maps - 1955 59529
Toledo, Peoria & Western Railroad - Maps - 1957 78190
Toledo, Peoria & Western Railroad - Maps - 1959 78240
Toledo, Peoria & Western Railroad - Maps - 1960 78283
Toledo, Peoria & Western Railroad - Maps - 1961 78317
Toledo, Peoria & Western Railroad : the short route between east and west : the road that's best ... links east and west 59516, 59522
Toledo Railways & Light Co. 75261, 75262, 75263, 75264
Toledo Railways & Light Co. - Maps - 1906 75261
Toledo Railways & Light Co. - Maps - 1907 75262
Toledo Railways & Light Co. - Maps - 1908 75263
Toledo Railways & Light Co. - Maps - 1909 75264
Toledo Region (Ohio) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps 75269
Toledo Region (Ohio) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps 75270
Toledo / S.R.A.F. 75271
Toledo (Spain) - Maps - 1600 75271
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Toll roads : Illinois and east [map of the northeastern United States] / Standard Oil Company  59572

Toll roads - Illinois - Maps - 1961  75277
Toll roads [map of the northeastern United States] / American Oil Company  59595, 59602, 59607
[Tolland County (Conn.) - 1857: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche]  75278

Tolland County (Conn.) - Maps - 1857 - Landowners  75278
Tolland County (Conn.) - Maps - 1995 - Road maps  75279
Tolland County (Conn.) - Maps - 1999 - Road maps  75280
Tolland County (Conn.) - Maps - 2002 - Road maps  75281
Tolland County (Conn.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps  55231, 55232
Tolland County (Conn.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps  33594
Tolland/Windham & New London counties StreetFinder  75281

Tollen, Jean de, 1582-1643  1975
Tolman, LeRoy M.  32124
Tolstikov, E. I.  2124
[Tom Green County (Tex.) - 1892: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche]  75282
[Tom Green County (Tex.) - 1894: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche]  75283, 75284
Tom Green County (Tex.) - Maps - 1872 - Manuscripts  27261
Tom Green County (Tex.) - Maps - 1892 - Landowners  75282
Tom Green County (Tex.) - Maps - 1894 - Landowners  75283, 75284
Tom, Jim  79143

Tom, Mount (Mass.) - Pictorial works - 1847  20533
Tom, Mount (Mass.) - Pictorial works - 1904 - Railroads, Cable  51862
Tom Green County (Tex.) - 1892: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche  75282
Tom Green County (Tex.) - 1894: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche  75283, 75284
Tombigbee River Valley (Miss. and Ala.) - Maps - 1700-1799 - Indians - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  658
Tombigbee River Valley (Miss. and Ala.) - Maps - 1770 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  660

Tombs - Agra (India) - Maps - 1927  597

Tombstone (Ariz.) - Maps - 1880  75285
Tombstone town plat  75285
Tombstone (Ariz.) - Maps - 1894 - Landowners  75286
Tombstone (Ariz.) - Maps - 1896 - Landowners  75287
Tombs, Edward  56882
Tomkins, Herbert W. (Herbert Winckworth), b. 1867  33851, 33868
Tomkins, Herbert W. (William Henry), ca. 1700-ca. 1750  2347, 7814, 19218, 19219, 19220, 25108, 25109, 25110, 25112, 25118, 34367, 34378, 34379, 57501, 57502, 57504, 57505, 57506
Toms, William Henry  57503
Toms, W. H. (William Henry), ca. 1700-ca. 1750  33851, 33868
Tomson, Laurence, 1539-1608  12646, 12648
Tonatihui  1804

Tonawanda Band of Seneca Indians of New York - Maps - 1890 - Landowners  75289
Tonawanda Indian Reservation (N.Y.) - Maps - 1890  75289

Tonawanda Band of Seneca Indians of New York - Maps - 1890 - Landowners  75289
Tonawanda Indian Reservation (N.Y.) - Maps - 1890  75289

Tender (Denmark) - Maps - 1620  75290
Tended (Denmark) - Maps - 1657  75291
Tondrous, Laursen  32992
Tonga - Maps - 1798  75292
Tonga - Maps - 1840  38526
Tonga - Maps - 1866  65149
Tonga - Pictorial works - 1785  75293, 75294
Tongatapu Island (Tonga) - Maps - 1840 38526
Tonge, Peter 52686
Tonge, W. 20539
Tonge, Winckworth 20537
Tongg Publishing Company 62626
Tong River Watershed (Wyo. and Mont.) - Maps - 1845-1873 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 59818
Toninga Eiderstadiae 75295, 75296
Tonini, Camillo 20865, 52822
Tonnema 8963
Tönning (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1620 75295
Tönning (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1657 75296
Tonson (J. and R.), publishers, London SEE J. and R. Tonson 27573
Tonson, Jacob, 1656? - 1736 25089, 56981, 57420, 57421
Tonta, L. 52835
Tony Stone Worldwide (Firm) 59791, 79055, 79056, 79057, 79058, 79068, 79075, 79079, 79081, 79091, 79103, 79104, 79144, 79145, 79151
Toof (S.C.) & Co. SEE S.C. Toof & Co. (Memphis, Tenn.) 71831
Tooke, Benjamin, d. 1716 34360, 57445, 57446
Tookey, fl. ca. 1793 29096, 67027
Tooley, R. V. (Ronald Vere), 1898-1986 407, 408, 409, 1809, 1811, 2127, 10774, 11116, 11117, 12578, 16725, 16726, 17340, 17343, 17344, 17347, 17358, 17362, 18267, 28786, 35085, 35087, 44891, 52716, 67967, 75297
Tooley's dictionary of mapmakers 16725
Tooley's Dictionary of mapmakers / compiled by Ronald Vere Tooley ; with a pref. by Helen Wallis 16726
Tools of empire : ships and maps in the process of westward expansion : an exhibit at the Newberry Library, opening on 3 June 1986 / sponsored jointly by the Chicago Maritime Society and the Newberry Library ; catalog prepared by David Buisseret 69967
Tooneel der Vereenigde Nederlanden 4416
Tooneel der steden van Nederlanden 53385
Tooneel des aerdrycx oft nieuwe atlas V2 8687
Toor, Frances, 1890-1956 46514, 46526, 46560
Toor, Frances, 1890-1956. Frances Toor's motorist guide to Mexico (1938) 46213, 46528, 46633, 70320
Toor (Frances) Studios, Mexico City SEE Frances Toor Studios (Mexico City, Mexico) 46526
Top Maps Denmark (Firm) 32993
Top of Australia : Northern Territory : September 1988 Visitor's Magazine 59702
The Top of the world / compiled and drawn in the Cartographic Division of the National Geographic Society for the National Geographic Magazine ; Lithographed by A. Hoen & Co., Baltimore, Md. 59690
Top secret printer 32376
Topeka (Kan.) - Maps - 2002 - Road maps 75298
Topeka, Kansas EasyFinder 75298
Topham, Harold W. 69837
Topkapi Palace Library SEE Topkapi Sarayi Müzesi. Kuütüphane 65775
Topkapi Sarayi Müzesi 52788, 64788
Topkapi Sarayi Müzesi - Map collections - Exhibitions - Catalogs 52788
Topkapi Sarayi Müzesi. Serai-Bibliothek SEE Topkapi Sarayi Müzesi. Kuütüphane 65775
Topog atlas des Koenigreichs Wurttemberg 84748
Topog capitel des indischen seespiegels 5431
Topog kaarten & plattegronden 1724-55 6990
Topog. Serv. East Indies 24056
Topog. survey of Hants, Wills &c. western circuit 14276
Topografie piemontesi nell'Italia unita 18317
Topografia del Polesine di Rovigo / Tratta in parte da pubbli. catastici de recenti estimi, ch'esistono negli archivi di Rovig, Lendinara, e Badia; ed il rimanente rilevato per commissione ... da Domco. Marchetti ... e di Alvise Milanovich tente. coll. La Topografia di Roma 67228
Topografica del partido de Santa Lucia Zacatecoluca de la yntendencia de San Salvador 63440
Topografie atlasje 8954
Topografien der Nation : Politik, kartografische Ordnung und Landschaft im 19. Jahrhundert 18492
Topografische Anstalt Winterthur SEE Topograph. Anstalt Winterthur 10906
Topografische Inrichting (Jakarta, Indonesia) 39626, 39627
Topografisk kart over Norge 60102
Topograph. Anstalt Winterthur 10906, 10908, 10910
Topograph. Winterthur SEE Topograph. Anstalt Winterthur 10906
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Topographic maps - Denmark - Maps - 1911-1937 23189
Topographic maps - Denmark - Maps - 1963 32374, 39924
Topographic maps - Denmark - Maps - 1965 39925
Topographic maps - England - 1660-1825 75306
Topographic maps for developing countries with special reference to East Africa 75303
Topographic maps - France - Maps - 1907 80571
Topographic maps - Fyn (Denmark) - Maps - 1963 39924
Topographic maps - Great Belt (Denmark) - Maps - 1963 32374
Topographic maps - Handbooks, manuals, etc. - 2005 75307
Topographic maps - History - 19th century 75308
Topographic maps - Indexing 75309, 79461
Topographic maps - Italy - Bibliography - Catalogs 39314
Topographic maps - Jutland (Denmark) - Maps - 1963 39924
Topographic maps - Jutland (Denmark) - Maps - 1965 39925
Topographic maps - Lithuania - 1920-1923 42209
Topographic maps: map graphics and generalisation 75307
Topographic maps - Map Reading 75310
Topographic maps - Map Use 75311
Topographic maps - Middle West - Bibliography - Catalogs 49114
Topographic maps - Northern Rhodesia - 1900-1960 75301
Topographic maps - Piedmont (Italy) - 1800-1899 18317
Topographic maps - Problems, exercises, etc. - 1877-1878 - Manuscripts 51844
Topographic maps - Problems, exercises, etc. - Handbooks, manuals, etc. - 1942 23792
Topographic maps - Study and teaching 44704
Topographic maps - Study and teaching - 1926 - Specimens 45021
Topographic maps - Study and teaching - 1971 18459
Topographic maps - Sweden - 1863 73712
Topographic maps - United States - Map Use 37480
Topographic maps - Verona (Italy: Province) - 1600-1625 80156
Topographic maps - Wisconsin - Bibliography - 1818-1974 75313
Topographic series 54975
Topographic surveys - Austria - History 16934
Topographic surveys of states 73563, 75326
Topographic terms in the Ohio Valley, 1748-1800 52416
Topographical and drainage map of New Orleans and surroundings from recent surveys and investigations 55483
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Topographical and statistical description of the county of Berks: containing and account of its situation, extent, towns, roads, rivers, lakes, mines, minerals, fisheries, manufactures, trade, commerce, agriculture, fairs, markets, curiosities, antiquities 12485
Topographical and statistical description of the county of Cambridge: containing an account of its situation, extent, towns, roads, rivers, minerals, fisheries, manufactures, commerce, fairs, agriculture, markets, curiosities, antiquities, natural history 15770
Topographical and statistical description of the county of Chester: containing an account of its situation, extent, towns, roads, rivers, minerals, fisheries, manufactures, commerce, agriculture, markets, curiosities, antiquities, natural history 19342
Topographical and statistical description of the county of Cumberland: containing an account of its situation, extent, towns, roads, rivers, minerals, fisheries, manufactures, commerce, fairs, agriculture, markets, curiosities, antiquities, natural history 22552
Topographical and statistical description of the county of Derby: containing an account of its situation, extent, towns, roads, rivers, minerals, fisheries, manufactures, commerce, fairs, agriculture, markets, curiosities, antiquities, natural history 23318
Topographical and statistical description of the county of Dorset: containing a copious account of its situation, extent, towns, roads, rivers, lakes, mines, minerals, fisheries, manufactures, trade, commerce, agriculture, fairs, markets, curiosities, antiquities 23734
Topographical and statistical description of the county of Durham: containing an account of its situation, extent, towns, roads, rivers, minerals, fisheries, manufactures, commerce, fairs, agriculture, markets, curiosities, antiquities, natural history 23943
Topographical and statistical description of the county of Gloucester: containing an account of its situation, extent, towns, roads, rivers, lakes, mines, minerals, fisheries, manufactures, trade, commerce, agriculture, fairs, markets, curiosities, antiquities 32197, 32198
Topographical and statistical description of the county of Hants: containing an account of its situation, extent, towns, roads, rivers, lakes, mines, minerals, fisheries, manufactures, trade, commerce, agriculture, fairs, markets, curiosities, antiquities 33443
Topographical and statistical description of the county of Hereford: containing an account of its situation, extent, towns, roads, rivers, minerals, fisheries, manufactures, commerce, fairs, agriculture, markets, curiosities, antiquities, natural history 33867
Topographical and statistical description of the county of Huntingdon: containing an account of its situation, extent, towns, roads, rivers, minerals, fisheries, manufactures, commerce, agriculture, markets, curiosities, antiquities, biography, nature 35012
Topographical and statistical description of the county of Kent: containing an account of its situation, extent, towns, roads, rivers, minerals, fisheries, manufactures, commerce, fairs, agriculture, markets, curiosities, antiquities, natural history 40586
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Topographical and statistical description of the county of Lancaster: containing an account of its situation, extent, towns, roads, rivers, lakes, mines, minerals, fisheries, manufactures, trade, commerce, agriculture, fairs, markets, curiosities, antiquities, natural history, c. 41561
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A Topographical chart of the bay at Narraganset ... 52657

A Topographical chart of the bay of Narraganset in the province of New England, with ... several works & batteries raised by the Americans 52658

A Topographical chart of the entrance of the River Tagus ... with the harbour and environs of Lisbon 74167

Topographical Conference (1892 : Washington, D.C.) 73520

Topographical descr of western terr of No Amer 4530

Topographical descr of western territory of No Amer 4525, 4529, 4531, 4545

Topographical description of Lower Canada 1740, 4736, 4738

A Topographical description of the province of Lower Canada: with remarks upon Upper Canada: and on the relative connexion of both provinces with the United States of America / by Joseph Bouchette; embellished by several views, plans of harbours, &c. 16009

Topographical description western terr No Amer 1711

Topographical dictionary of England 25223, 52254

The Topographical dictionary of England & Wales 52262

A Topographical dictionary of Great Britain and Ireland: compiled from local information, and the most recent and official authorities / by John Gorton; the Irish and Welsh articles by G.N. Wright; with fifty-four quarto maps, drawn and engraved by 52193

Topographical dictionary of Ireland 38352

A Topographical dictionary of Scotland, comprising the several counties ... 52447

Topographical dictionary of Scotland: map 14375, 14380

A Topographical dictionary of the United Kingdom 52191

A Topographical dictionary of the United Kingdom: compiled from parliamentary, and other authentic documents and authorities: containing geographical, topographical, & statistical accounts of every district, object, and place in England, Wales, Scott 52190

A Topographical dictionary of the United Kingdom: containing every city, town, village, hamlet, parish, district, object, and place, in England, Wales, Scotland, Ireland, and the small islands dependent: with forty-seven maps / by Benjamin Pitts Capp 52192
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Topographical surveying - 1880</td>
<td>36682, 75320</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topographical surveying - 1886</td>
<td>36683</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topographical surveying and keeping survey notes</td>
<td></td>
<td>75317</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topographical surveying - Congresses</td>
<td>73520</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topographical surveying - Humor - 1855</td>
<td>28774</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topographical surveying - Technique - 1870</td>
<td>75322</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topographical surveying - Technique - 1875</td>
<td>76097</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topographical surveying - Technique - 1886-1923</td>
<td>75323</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topographical surveying - Technique - 1947</td>
<td>21125</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topographical surveying - United States - 1800-1899</td>
<td>73577</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topographical surveying - United States - 1800-1899 - Archival resources</td>
<td>73576</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topographical surveying - United States - 1807-1983</td>
<td>30907</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topographical surveying - United States - 1875</td>
<td>30920</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topographical surveying - United States - 1877</td>
<td>75324</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topographical surveying - United States - 1883</td>
<td>20903</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topographical surveying - United States - 1884</td>
<td>75325</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topographical surveying - United States - 1886</td>
<td>75326</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topographical surveying - United States - 1922</td>
<td>16766</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topographical surveying - United States - Congresses</td>
<td>73520</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topographical surveying - United States - History --20th century</td>
<td>23831</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topographical township map of Annapolis County</td>
<td>2036</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topographical township map of Antigonish County</td>
<td>2144</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topographical township map of Cape Breton County, Nova Scotia</td>
<td>16470</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topographical township map of Colchester County</td>
<td>21160</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topographical township map of Cumberland County</td>
<td>22553</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topographical township map of Digby County</td>
<td>23591</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topographical township map of Guysborough County</td>
<td>33243</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topographical township map of Halifax County</td>
<td>33341</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topographical township map of Hants County</td>
<td>33498</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topographical township map of Inverness County</td>
<td>37546</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topographical township map of Kings County</td>
<td>41200</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topographical township map of Lunenborg County</td>
<td>43634</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topographical &amp; township map of part of the state of Colorado : exhibiting the San Juan, Gunnison &amp; California mining regions</td>
<td>21299</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topographical township map of Pictou County</td>
<td>64673</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topographical township map of Queens County</td>
<td>66120</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topographical township map of Richmond County</td>
<td>66787</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topographical township map of Shelburne County</td>
<td>69918</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topographical township map of Victoria County</td>
<td>80195</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topographical township map of Yarmouth County</td>
<td>85035</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Topographical description and admeasurement of the yland of Barbados in the West Indyaes with mrs. names of the seuerraall plantacons</td>
<td>11783, 11786</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topographie de l'univers</td>
<td>9172</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topographie de Le Zelande en 9 feuilles traduite de l'Hollandoise</td>
<td>85290</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>La Topographie de Paris, ou, Plan détaillé de la ville de Paris et de ses faubourgs : composé de vingt feuilles, d'un tableau d'assemblage, et d'une table alphabétique et statistique des rues, ruelles, culs-de-sac, passages, quais, places, carrés, carr</td>
<td>30636</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topographie française : ou, représentation de plusieurs villes, bourgs, chateaux, plans forteresses, vestiges d'antiquité, maisons modernes et autres du royaume de France / la plupart sur les dessemens de defunct Claude Chastillon, Ingenieur du Roy!</td>
<td>28149</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topographisch-historischer atlas von Hellas</td>
<td>32795</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topographisch-militairische charte Deutschland</td>
<td>31467</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topographische Anstalt G. Kümenmerly</td>
<td>73943</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topographische Anstalt J. Schlumpf</td>
<td>73943</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topographische en militaire kaart van het Koningrijk der Nederlanden</td>
<td>53518</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topographische en militaire kaart van het Koningrijk der Nederlands. [Door] J.A. van der Linden</td>
<td>53332</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topographische kaart van Curação in 18 bladen</td>
<td>22576</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topographische karte der Schweiz</td>
<td>73885, 73887, 73892, 73935</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topographische Karte des Hochstifts Osnabrück (1766-1767)</td>
<td>18250</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topographische Karte in XXII Blaetter den grössten Theil von Westphalen enthaltend</td>
<td>82837</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topographische special-karte des Schwarzwaldes für touristen</td>
<td>13146</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topographischer Atlas Schleswig-Holstein / 91 Kartenausschnitte ausgewählt und erläutert von Christian Degn und Uwe Muuss, mit einem Beitrag über die amtlichen Landkarten ; herausgegeben vom Landesvermessungsamt Schlesw-Holstein</td>
<td>69396</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topographisches Bureau (Bavaria) SEE Bavaria. Heer. Generalstab. Topographisches Bureau</td>
<td>31596</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topography and strategy in the war / by Douglas Wilson Johnson</td>
<td>84610</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Toronto (Ont.) - Maps - 1990-1999 - Road maps 75350
Toronto (Ont.) - Maps - 1995 - Road maps 75351, 75352
Toronto (Ont.) - Maps - Bibliography 75353
Toronto (Ont.) - Pictorial works - 1727 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 75354
Toronto (Ont.) - Pictorial works - 1727 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 75354
Toronto Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1894 - Railroads 61811
Toronto Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1913 - Railroads 61814, 61815
Toronto Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1914 - Railroads 61816
Toronto Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1916 - Railroads 61817
Toronto Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1920 - Railroads 61819, 61820
Toronto Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1921 - Railroads 61821
Toronto Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1922 - Railroads 61822
Toronto Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1923 - Railroads 61823
Toronto Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1925 - Railroads 61830
Toronto Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1928 - Railroads 61837
Toronto Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1934 - Road maps 75355
Toronto Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1935 - Road maps 75335, 75336
Toronto Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps 75337, 75338
Toronto Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps 75356, 75357
Toronto Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps 75339, 75358, 75359
Toronto Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps 75340, 75360, 75361
Toronto Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps 75341, 75342
Toronto Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps 75343
Toronto Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps 75344
Toronto Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1945 - Road maps 75345
Toronto Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps 75346, 75347, 75348
Toronto Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps 75349, 75362
Toronto Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1990-1999 - Road maps 75350
Toronto Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1995 - Road maps 75351, 75352
Toronto Region (Ont.) - Maps - Collections, 1950-1980 75363
Toronto Region (Ont.) - Pictorial works - 1727 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 75364, 75365
Toronto Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1850 61794
Townson 10829, 10835, 10837, 10840, 10845
Torquay (England) - Maps - 1935-1936 23559
Torquay (England) - Maps - 1951 23563
Torquay Natural History Society 8131
Torrance (Calif.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps 43180
Torre 22511
Torre de los Siete Suelos (Granada, Spain) SEE Tower of the Seven Floors (Granada, Spain) 1254
Torre, Giovan Battista della 73782
Torre, José Maria de la, 1815-1873 21786, 22478, 22479, 75366, 75367
Torre, Mario de la 15807, 46221, 46606, 46607
Torre, Pietro della, 15th cent. SEE Della Torre, Pietro, 15th cent. 28860
Torreangulo, Arte Grafico 34006
Torrentio, Laevinus, 1525-1595 SEE Torrentius, Laevinus, 1525-1595 22434
Torrentius, Laevinus, 1525-1595 7671, 7752, 22434, 27546
Torres, Diego de, 16th cent. 230
Torres, Juan de 16568
Torres Lanzas, Pedro 2367
Torres, Ludovico de, d. 1609 51273
Torres, Luis de, fl. 1804 16654
Torrescano, Pablo Maria 46186
Torresi, Simonetta 18077
Torrey, George E. 4969
Torrey, Hiram J. 1276
Torrey, J. F., fl. 1869 50700
Torrey, John, 1796-1873 81788, 81795
Torricella, Johann 16622
Torrice, Carlos, fl. 1905 13334, 13338
Torrington, Arthur Herbert, Earl of, 1647-1716 14174, 14225, 34584, 34585, 64929, 64930
Torsch, John W. 24110
Torsom (J.W.) & Oliver SEE J.W. Torsom & Oliver 11677
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Tour Iowa with Skelly: see America now / courtesy of Skelly Oil Company, U.S.A.

Tour Indiana with Skelly: see America now / courtesy of Skelly Oil Company, U.S.A.

Tour Illinois with Skelly: see America now / courtesy of Skelly Oil Company, U.S.A.

Tour guide to Norwalk's W. Main St. Historic District and other notable homes

A Tour from the city of New York, to Detroit, in the Michigan Territory: made between the 2d of May and the 22d of September, 1818

Tour Arizona, New Mexico with Skelly / courtesy of Skelly Oil Company, U.S.A.

Tour Arizona, New Mexico with Skelly: see America now / courtesy of Skelly Oil Company, U.S.A.

Tour Arizona, New Mexico with Skelly

Tour Arkansas with Skelly / courtesy of Skelly Oil Company, U.S.A.

Tour Arkansas with Skelly: see America now / courtesy of Skelly Oil Company, U.S.A.

Tour book ... / Automobile Club of America

Tour Colorado with Skelly / courtesy of Skelly Oil Company, U.S.A.

Tour Colorado with Skelly: see America now / courtesy of Skelly Oil Company, U.S.A.

Tour Florida via U.S. 27

Tour Florida with Texaco: Texaco road map: Florida

A Tour from the city of New York, to Detroit, in the Michigan Territory: made between the 2d of May and the 22d of September, 1818

Tour guide to Norwalk's W. Main St. Historic District and other notable homes

Tour Illinois: Illinois expedition land

Tour Illinois with Skelly / courtesy of Skelly Oil Company, U.S.A.

Tour Illinois with Skelly: see America now / courtesy of Skelly Oil Company, U.S.A.

Tour Indiana with Skelly / courtesy of Skelly Oil Company, U.S.A.

Tour Indiana with Skelly: see America now / courtesy of Skelly Oil Company, U.S.A.

Tour Iowa with Skelly / courtesy of Skelly Oil Company, U.S.A.

Tour Iowa with Skelly / courtesy of Skelly Oil Company, U.S.A.

Tour Iowa with Skelly: see America now / courtesy of Skelly Oil Company, U.S.A.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tourist maps</th>
<th>Call No.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tourist map of Colombo fort and environs / drawn &amp; printed by Survey Department, Ceylon</td>
<td>21248</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tourist map of New Hampshire highways : including a complete log of all numbered highways / prepared by State Highway Department</td>
<td>54629</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tourist map of Pennsylvania state highways 1929 / ... Samuel Eckels, chief engineer</td>
<td>63681</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tourist map of Pennsylvania state highways 1930 / ... Samuel Eckels, chief engineer</td>
<td>63705</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tourist map of Pennsylvania state highways 1931 / ... Samuel Eckels, chief engineer</td>
<td>63715</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tourist map of Pennsylvania state highways, 1932 / Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, Department of Highways, Harrisburg</td>
<td>63737</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tourist map of Pennsylvania state highways, 1932 ... / Samuel Eckels, chief engineer</td>
<td>63721, 63736</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tourist map of Switzerland</td>
<td>74025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tourist map of the island of Jamaica, B. W. I</td>
<td>39459</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tourist map of the Republic of South Africa / compiled and produced by Map Studio Productions (Pty.) Ltd.</td>
<td>70375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tourist map of Tokyo / Japan Tourist Bureau</td>
<td>75252</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tourist map of Union Pacific, the overland route, and of connecting lines</td>
<td>81941</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tourist Map Publishing Co. (Portland, Or.)</td>
<td>62124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tourist maps</td>
<td>22320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tourist maps - Barnstable County (Mass.) - 2010</td>
<td>26502</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tourist maps - Bennington County (Vt.) - 1923</td>
<td>12406</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tourist maps - Bloomington (Ind.) - Maps - 2010</td>
<td>13255</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tourist maps - Bloomington Region (Ind.) - Maps - 2010</td>
<td>13255</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tourist maps - Bluegrass Region (Ky.) - Maps - 1975</td>
<td>13262</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tourist maps - Boston Region (Mass.) - 1882</td>
<td>13588</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tourist maps - California, Southern - 1958</td>
<td>15704</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tourist maps - Cape Cod (Mass.) - 2010</td>
<td>26502</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tourist maps - Cayman Islands - 2004</td>
<td>18900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tourist maps - Centennial Exhibition (1876 : Philadelphia, Pa.)</td>
<td>18951</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tourist maps - Centennial Exhibition (1876 : Philadelphia, Pa.) - 1876</td>
<td>26477</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tourist maps - Charleston (S.C.) - 2010</td>
<td>19236</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tourist maps - Chattanooga Region (Tenn.) - 1965</td>
<td>67048</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tourist maps - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 2011</td>
<td>19962</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tourist maps - Colorado - 1901</td>
<td>21328</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tourist maps - Colorado - Maps - 1900 - Railroads</td>
<td>21327</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tourist maps - Connecticut - Maps - 1974</td>
<td>21976</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tourist maps - Connecticut - Maps - 1975</td>
<td>21977</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tourist maps - Connecticut River Valley - Maps - 1904</td>
<td>21987</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tourist maps - Daytona Beach (Fla.) - 1936</td>
<td>22911</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tourist maps - Ellettsville (Ind.) - Maps - 2010</td>
<td>13255</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tourist maps - Fairmount Park (Philadelphia, Pa.) - 1876</td>
<td>26477</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tourist maps - Fairmount Park (Philadelphia, Pa.) - Maps - 1876</td>
<td>18951</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tourist maps - Falmouth (Mass.) - 2010</td>
<td>26502</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tourist maps - Florida - 1936</td>
<td>27018, 66162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tourist maps - Gettysburg, Battle of, Gettysburg, Pa., 1863 - Maps - 1873</td>
<td>31819</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tourist maps - Hudson River Valley (N.Y. and N.J.) - 1923</td>
<td>34838</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tourist maps - India - 1930-1939</td>
<td>36642</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tourist maps - Jamaica - 1920</td>
<td>39459</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tourist maps - Lewis and Clark Expedition (1804-1806) - 2003</td>
<td>51152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tourist maps - Long Island Sound (N.Y. and Conn.) - Maps - 1904</td>
<td>42979</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tourist maps - Manchester Region (Vt.) - 1923</td>
<td>12406</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tourist maps - Manhattan (New York, N.Y.) - 1965</td>
<td>44350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tourist maps - Mashpee Region (Mass.) - 2010</td>
<td>26502</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tourist maps - Massachusetts - 1882</td>
<td>13588</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tourist maps - Massachusetts - Maps - 1904</td>
<td>45431</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tourist maps - Middle West - Maps - 1911</td>
<td>66163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tourist maps - Middle West - Maps - 1911 - Index maps</td>
<td>48648</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tourist maps - Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1847</td>
<td>50626</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tourist maps - Missouri River Valley - 2003</td>
<td>51152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tourist maps - Monroe County (Ind.) - Maps - 2010</td>
<td>13255</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tourist maps - Moscow (Russia) - 1986</td>
<td>51836</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tourist maps - Namibia -1972</td>
<td>70375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tourist maps - New England - 1976</td>
<td>24647</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tourist maps - New England - Maps - 1903</td>
<td>53803</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tourist maps - New England - Maps - 1904</td>
<td>53804</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tourist maps - New York (N.Y.) - 1965</td>
<td>44350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tourist maps - New York (State) - Maps - 1978</td>
<td>56782</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tourist maps - New York (State) - Maps - 1979</td>
<td>56784</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tourist maps - Niagara Falls (N.Y. and Ont.) - 1841</td>
<td>56977</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Towards a bibliography of 18th & 19th century maps, globes, charts : a pre-service and in-service aid for teachers of geography, history, and social studies 45012

Toward a cartobibliography of Florida before 1784 : with references to their locations in Florida libraries and major libraries in the United States / by Josephine Paula Roehrig 27175

Toward better understanding and use of maps, globes, charts : a pre-service and in-service aid for teachers of geography, history, and social studies 45012

Toward an urban view : the nineteenth-century American city in prints : exhibition and catalogue 79408

Toward an urban view : the nineteenth-century American city in prints : exhibition and catalogue 79408

Towards a bibliography of 18th & 19th century maps of Ontario / Joan Winearls 61971, 61972

Towards a bibliography of cartobibliographies 44828


The Tourist's road guide 11089

Tournai, Battle of, Tournai, Belgium, 1794 - Maps - 1839 57150

Tournai, Bernard of, 1929. Collected papers of Thomas Frederick Tout 20899

Tourists' map of India / Government of India, State Railways Department 36642

Tours et contours de la terre : itinéraires d'une femme au coeur de la cartographie / Monique Pelletier ; textes réunis par Catherine Hofmann et Danielle Lecq 63469

Tours (France) - Maps - 1611 - Pictorial works 75416

Tours (France) - Pictorial works - 1561 75417

Tours (France) - Pictorial works - 1620 75418

Toursier, G. 66942, 66943

Toussaint, A., fl. 1953 45551

Toussaint, Manuel de 46220

Tout, T. F. (Thomas Frederick), 1855-1929 20899

Toutain, Pierre, 1951- 66183

Touwaide, R. H. 17817

Towards a bibliography of Florida before 1784 : with references to their locations in Florida libraries and major libraries in the United States / by Josephine Paula Roehrig 27175

Towards a cartobibliography of Florida before 1784 : with references to their locations in Florida libraries and major libraries in the United States / by Josephine Paula Roehrig 27175

Towards a bibliography of the State of Tennessee ... 74341, 74342

Touristenkarte von Arosa 3124

Touristenkarte von Füssen, Reutte, Lermoos und dem Lechtal nebst angrenzenden Gebieten 1329

Tourists' guide to Cornwall and the Scilly Isles / by Annie E. Argall ; with a map of the county 22193

Tourists' guide to Cornwall and the Scilly Isles : containing succinct information concerning all the principal places and objects of interest in the county / by Walter H. Tregellas 22192

Tourists' guide to the county of Surrey : containing full information concerning all its favourite places of resort / by G. Phillips Bevan 73492

Tourists' guide to the Wye and its neighbourhood 84770

Tourists' guide to the Wye and its neighbourhood / by G. Phillips Bevan 84769

Tourists’ map of Hudson River 34817, 34838, 34839

Tourists’ map of India / Government of India, State Railways Department 36642


The Tourist's road guide 11089

Tournai, Battle of, Tournai, Belgium, 1794 - Maps - 1839 57150

Tournai (Belgium) - History - Siege, 1709 75407, 75408

Tournai (Belgium) - History - Siege, 1709 - Maps 75405, 75406

Tournai (Belgium) - Maps - 1620 75409

Tournai (Belgium) - Maps - 1689 75410

Tournai (Belgium) - Maps - 1695 - Fortification 75411

Tournai (Belgium) - Maps - 1709 - Fortifications 75412

Tournai (Belgium) - Maps - 1713 - Fortification 75413

Tournai (Belgium) - Maps - 1726 75414

Tournai Region (Belgium) - Maps - 1700 33296

Tournai Region (Belgium) - Maps - 1710 75415

Tournai Region (Belgium) - Maps - 1744 42050

Tournai Region (Belgium) - Maps - 1816 75402

Tournai, ville forte du Pais Bas ... 75411, 75413

Tournaire, Albert 45739

Tournay a strong city and castle in the Earldom of Flanders taken by the Confederates July 7, 1709 and left as a barrier town to the Dutch by the Treaty of Utrecht 75405, 75406

Tournay, Raymond Jacques, 1912- 13072

Tournefort, Joseph Pitton de, 1656-1708 9125, 32825, 32827, 32830, 32832, 48090, 48091, 48092

Tours et contours de la terre : itinéraires d'une femme au coeur de la cartographie / Monique Pelletier ; textes réunis par Catherine Hofmann et Danielle Lecq 63469

Tours (France) - Maps - 1611 - Pictorial works 75416

Tours (France) - Pictorial works - 1561 75417

Tours (France) - Pictorial works - 1620 75418

Toursier, G. 66942, 66943

Toussaint, A., fl. 1953 45551

Toussaint Imprimerie SEE Imprimerie de Toussaint 9412

Toussaint, Manuel de 46220

Tout, T. F. (Thomas Frederick), 1855-1929 20899

Tout, T. F. (Thomas Frederick), 1855-1929. Collected papers of Thomas Frederick Tout 20899

Toutain, Pierre, 1951- 66183

Touwaide, R. H. 17817

Touzalin, A. E. 76853

Touzery, Mireille 7459

Tovar y Tamariz, Josef 21156, 68773, 68779

Tovey, Abraham 14225, 38574

Tovo, Jerry 39690

Tourist Traffic Association (Stockholm, Sweden) SEE Turisttrafikföreningen för Stockholm 73277

Tourist's pocket map of the State of Illinois exhibiting its internal improvements, roads, distances, etc. 35457

The Tourist's pocket map of the state of Indiana : exhibiting its internal improvements, roads, distances &c. 36755

The Tourist's pocket map of the state of Ohio exhibiting its internal improvements, roads, distances &c. 60383, 60384, 60386, 60390

The Tourist's pocket map of the state of Tennessee ... 74341, 74342

Touristenkarte von Arosa 3124

Touristenkarte von Füssen, Reutte, Lermoos und dem Lechtal nebst angrenzenden Gebieten 1329

Tourists' guide to Cornwall and the Scilly Isles / by Annie E. Argall ; with a map of the county 22193

Tourists' guide to Cornwall and the Scilly Isles : containing succinct information concerning all the principal places and objects of interest in the county / by Walter H. Tregellas 22192

Tourists' guide to the county of Surrey : containing full information concerning all its favourite places of resort / by G. Phillips Bevan 73492

Tourists' guide to the Wye and its neighbourhood 84770

Tourists' guide to the Wye and its neighbourhood / by G. Phillips Bevan 84769

Tourists’ map of Hudson River 34817, 34838, 34839

Tourists’ map of India / Government of India, State Railways Department 36642

Tourists' map of Kansas : showing all trails and their names, main automobile roads ... /compliments of ... Hutchinson Oil Co., Hutchinson, Kansas 40146

Towards intellectual foundations of map librarian education, 1975  
Towards Pretoria : a record of the war between Briton and Boer to the hoisting of the British flag at Bloemfontein : with historical foreword, appendices and map / by Julian Ralph  
Towards the eternal center : Israel, Jerusalem, and the Temple : an exhibition, March 5-June 27, 1996 / [exhibition curators, Sharon Liberman Mintz and Elka Deitsch]  
Towards the improvement of the dot map.  
Tower City in 1879 and 1884  
**Tower City (N.D.) - Pictorial works - 1879-1884**  
Towland index to the plans on the scale of 25.344 inches to 1 mile 1/2500  
Towle, Edward L.  
Town and city atlas of the state of Connecticut / compiled from government surveys, county records and personal investigations  
Town and city atlas of the state of New Hampshire : compiled from government surveys, county records and personal investigations  
Town and country magazine (1776)  
Town & city maps of British isles 1800-1855  
Town & city maps of Great Britain  
Town & Country Publishing Co.  
Townland survey of Ireland  
Townland survey of Ireland [microform]  
Towns and Cities - Catalonia (Spain) - Maps - 1696  
The Towns and roads of the Gough map (c.1360)  
Townsend, Dennis, 1817-1874  
Townsend, Leonard  
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Townsend McCoun Real Estate (lll.) SEE McCoun, Townsend, Ill. 1873  20095
Townsend's patent folding globe  32007, 32008
Townsend, William B.  42431, 55602, 55631, 55632, 55633, 55634
Townshend, Charles, 1725-1767  57551
Township 20 north, range 12 east, state of Missouri  63501
Township atlas of the United States  78796
Township atlas of the United States: named townships  78760
Township, farm and school map of Kendall County  40546
[Township map detailing proposed Dakota & Great Southern Railway spur line in North Dakota and South Dakota]  58301
[Township map of Cape Blanco, Oregon] / surveyed in 1857  13235
[Township map of Coos Bay in Oregon] / surveyed in 1857  22090
Township map of Knox County, Illinois, ca. 1917-1922  41244
Township map of Lake Superior region and upper Mississippi  48296, 48304
Township map of Michigan, from the latest authorities  46775
[Township map of Port Orford region in Oregon] / surveyed in 1857  65226
[Township map of the region around the mouth of the Coquille River in Oregon]  22137
[Township map of the region around the mouth of the Rogue River in Oregon]  67108
[Township map of the Scottsburg region and the Umpqua River in Oregon] / surveyed in 1856  69708
A Township map of the state of Iowa  37590, 37596
A Township map of the state of Iowa compiled from the United States surveys ...  37586, 37591, 37592
Township map of the states of Indiana, Illinois, Wisconsin, Iowa, Missouri & Minnesota  48268
[Township maps of Cook County]  22069
Township maps of Cook County, including city of Chicago / [compiled and published by the Department of Highways, County of Cook, Illinois]  22070
[Township maps of Indian Territory]  36732
Township no. 17 South, Range no. 1 West of 3d meridian  15126
Township no. 4 south, range no. 9 east  84764
Township no. 74 [i.e. 47] N. Range no. 1 E. Mer. Mich.  68971
Township no. VIII in Range III [Smithfield Twp., Jefferson Co., Ohio] contains 23,040 acres  70238
[Township road maps, Cook County]  22071
Townships and county seats of Ontario  61967
Townships SEE SUBDIVISION Administrative and political divisions under names of countries, states, cities, etc.  71320
Townson, Duncan  34134
Townson, James W.  26473
Townson, Duncan  34134
Townson, James W.  26473
Toy theaters - Specimens - 1866-1870  62961
Toynbee, Arnold, 1889  20090
Toyodo Engraving Office  39536, 39538, 39539, 39543, 39544, 39545
Toyras, M. de, 17th cent.  18643
Toys - Museums SEE ALSO Spielzeugmuseum (Salzburg, Austria)  68360
Tozer, Henry Fanshawe, 1829-1916  34478, 34482, 34497
Tozzer Library  85195
Tra cartografia politica e immaginario figurativo Matthew Paris e l’iter de Londinio in Terram Sanctam / Salvatore Sansone  63320
Tra mappe, catasti, cabrei: la rappresentazione del territorio e del paesaggio della provincia di Terni tra Settecento e Ottocento / Augusto Ciuftetti, Marcella Arca Petrucci  18500
Trabacchi, Augusto  67286
Trabacchi, Augusto  67286
Trabzon (Turkey) - Pictorial works - 1860  48144
A Traced map of the lakes and rivers of North America, between 40° and 65° N.; drawn by J.D. Barbier du Bocage  57649
Traces of extensive Roman centuriation-surveying grids in central Europe  17160
Tracing and sketching lessons in geography  30466
[Tracing of 1602 map of New Mexico and northern New Spain]  55235
[Tracing of A Chart of the channel in the Philippine Islands through which the Manila galleon passes together with the adjacent islands]  64511
Track chart of H.M.S. Fly between the 21 September 1839 and 20th March 1840.  62635
Track survey of the Lake and River St. Clair  41536, 73086
Tracks in the sea: Matthew Fontaine Maury and the mapping of the oceans / Chester G. Hearne  45559
Tractado de la esfera  3478
Tractatus de duabus Sarmatiis asiana et europiana et de contentis in eis  57045
Tractus australior Americae meridionalis a Rio de la Plata per Fretum Magellanticum ad Toraltum = Nieuwe Perfecte Pascaert van ’t Suyderlyckste deel van Suyt America van Rio de la Plata door de straat Magellaen tot Toral  70411
Tractus Borysthenis vulgo Dniepr et Niepr dicti, à Kiova ad urbam Oczakow ubi in Pontum Euxinum se exonerat  23669
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Trade routes

Trade routes - Africa, West - Maps - 1913 70718
Trade routes - America - Maps - 1748 1658
Trade routes - America - Maps - 1849 15195, 15196, 15197
Trade routes - Arabian Sea - Maps - 1913 2314
Trade routes - Asia - History - To 2008 16915
Trade routes - Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1924 77301
Trade routes - Australasia - Maps - 1913 11029, 11030
Trade routes - Australia - Maps - 1913 11029
Trade routes - Baltic Sea - Maps - 1913 11644
Trade routes - Caribbean Area - Maps - 1913 16595, 16596
Trade routes - China Sea - Maps - 1913 39599
Trade routes - East Indies - Maps - 1744 24039
Trade routes - East Indies - Maps - 1913 37460
Trade routes - English Channel - Maps - 1913 25504
Trade routes - Europe - Maps - 1892 26140
Trade routes - Indian Ocean - Maps - 1913 36718
Trade routes - Indonesia - Maps - 1913 37460
Trade routes - Irish Sea - Maps - 1913 38458
Trade routes - Islands of the Pacific - Maps - 1913 62624
Trade routes - Japan, Sea of - Maps - 1913 39599
Trade routes - Maps 52758
Trade routes - Maps - 1856 84270
Trade routes - Maps - 1893 76986
Trade routes - Maps - 1904 75429
Trade routes - Maps - 1909 75430
Trade routes - Maps - 1913 75431, 75433, 84319, 84320, 84322
Trade routes - Maps - 1913 - Index maps 75432
Trade routes - Maps - 1920 75434, 84326, 84327
Trade routes - Maps - 1924 75435
Trade routes - Maps - 1925 84329
Trade routes - Maps - 1930 84340
Trade routes - Maps - 1937 84347
Trade routes - Maps - 1943 59688
Trade routes - Maps - 1952 75436
Trade routes - Maps - 1986 52846
Trade routes - Mediterranean Sea - Maps - 1913 45897, 45898
Trade routes - Middle East - Maps - 1860-1869 48143
Trade routes - New Zealand - Maps - 1913 11029
Trade routes - North America - Maps - 1849 76726, 76727
Trade routes - North Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1913 57916
Trade routes - North Channel (Northern Ireland and Scotland) - Maps - 1913 38458
Trade routes - North Sea - Maps - 1913 58814, 58815, 58816
Trade routes - Northeastern States - Maps - 1913 59131
Trade routes - Oceania - Maps - 1913 62624
Trade routes - Pacific Ocean - Maps - 1913 62624
Trade routes - Pacific Ocean - Maps - 1924 77301
Trade routes - Panama Canal (Panama) - Maps - 1913 16596
Trade routes - Polar regions - Maps - 1913 65107
Trade routes - Polynesia - Maps - 1913 11030
Trade routes - Saint George's Channel (Ireland and Wales) - Maps - 1913 38458
Trade routes SEE ALSO Shipping (flipped heading) 24039
Trade routes - South America - Maps - 1913 70718
Trade routes - South Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1913 70718
Trade routes - Southern States - Maps - 1730-1757 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 71284, 71285
Trade routes - Southern States - Maps - 1913 71682
Trade routes - West Indies - Maps - 1913 16595
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| Trade routes - Western Hemisphere - Maps | 1849 | 15195, 15196, 15197 |
| Trade SEE Commerce | 78055 |
| Trade & travel handbooks | 70657, 70658 |
| Trade & Travel Publications | 70657, 70658, 70709 |
| Trade winds - Atlantic Ocean - Maps | 1807 | 57903 |
| Trade winds - North Atlantic Ocean - Maps | 1807 | 57903 |
| Trading Posts - Africa, Central - Maps | 1715 - Manuscripts | 552 |
| Trading Posts - Africa, West - Maps | 1715 - Manuscripts | 552 |
| Trading Posts - Ghana - Maps | 1715 - Manuscripts | 552 |
| Trading posts - Hudson's Bay Company - Maps | 1838 | 81782, 81783, 81784 |
| Trading posts - Labrador - Maps | 1862 | 41397 |
| The Tradition of texts and maps in Ptolemy's Geography / Florian Mittenhuber | 65754 |
| Traditional Home | 44866 |
| Traditional methods of printing | 44572 |
| Traeger, Eugen, 1855- | 70137 |
| Traeger, Otto | 10331 |
| Traffic density chart : loaded and empty freight car miles per mile of road operated | 78148, 78177, 78178, 78207 |
| Traffic density chart : loaded and empty freight car miles per mile of road operated, 1951 | 77994 |
| Traffic density chart : loaded and empty freight car miles per mile of road operated [by the Gulf, Mobile and Ohio Railroad] | 78062, 78090 |
| Traffic density chart : loaded and empty freight car miles per mile of road operated [on the Gulf, Mobile and Ohio Railroad] | 78234, 78277, 78312 |
| Traffic density [on the Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway] | 72000 |
| Traffic fatalities - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps | 1926 | 19732 |
| Traffic flow - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps | 1926 | 19733, 19734 |
| Traffic flow - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - Trucking | 19735 |
| Traffic flow - Colorado - Maps | 1973 | 21660 |
| Traffic offices : Illinois Central Railroad | 78210, 78238 |
| Traffic signs and signals, Electronic SEE Electronic traffic controls | 19724 |
| Traffic Surveys - North America - Maps | 1968 | 57824 |
| Traffic volume SEE Traffic flow | 21660 |
| Traffic sales offices : in 39 cities in the United States and Canada | 78023 |
| Traffic Surveys - North America - Maps | 1968 | 57824 |
| Trafford, Richard, 1880-1960 | 27885 |
| Traganou, Jilly | 12743 |
| Träger, Richard | 10255 |
| Tragett, Robert Thorpe | 12743 |
| Traiectvm | 79728 |
| Traiectvm ad Mosam | 43725 |
| Traiectvm ad Mosam, vrbs et natura loci... | 43731 |
| A Trail in the far southwest | 28827 |
| The Trail of Lewis and Clark, 1804-1806 | 81731 |
| The Trail of the Olympian : two thousand miles of scenic splendor, Chicago to Puget Sound | 59769 |
| Trail to Sunset Highway - Maps | 1925 | 77319 |
| Traffco Manufacturing and Sales Company | 78500 |
| [Traill County (N.D.) - 1900: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] | 75437 |
| Traill County (N.D.) - Maps | 1900 - Landowners | 75437 |
| Trails - Alaska - Maps | 1898 | 1042 |
| Trails and automobile drives : trail trips to Phantom Ranch Hermit Creek Cabins and the Colorado River. June, 1929, Grand Canyon National Park, Arizona | 32313 |
| Trails - Appalachian Region - Historical geography - Maps | 1999 | 2256 |
| Trails - Black Hills (S.D. and Wyo.) - Maps - Collections, 1800-1899 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles | 22950 |
| Trails - Canada, Western - Maps | 1898 | 16354 |
| Trails - Colorado - Historical geography - Maps | 1969 | 21266 |
| Trails - Colorado - Maps | 1859 | 40080 |
| Trails - Colorado - Maps | 1924 | 21348 |
| Trails - East (U.S.) - Historical geography - Maps | 1999 | 2256 |
| Trails - Idaho - Maps | 1972 | 35311, 35312, 35313 |
| Trails - Kansas - History - Maps | 1821-1899 | 40467 |
| Trails - Kansas - Maps | 1859 | 40080 |
| Trails - Lake County (Ill.) - Maps | 1929 | 41437 |
| Trails - Mexico - Maps | 1807-1811 | 46307, 46308 |
| Trails - Montana - Maps | 1870 | 51327 |
| Trails - Nebraska - Maps | 1859 | 40080 |
| Trails - New England - Historical geography - Maps | 2000 | 58845 |
| Trails - New Mexico - Maps | 1807-1811 | 46307, 46308 |
| Trails - North America - Maps | 1849 | 76726, 76727 |
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Trails - Northeastern States - Historical geography - Maps - 2000 58845
Trails - Northwest, Old - Historical geography - Maps - 2000 58845
Trails - Northwest, Pacific - Maps - 1863 59749
Trails - Oregon - Maps, 1700-1899 62273
Trails - Rocky Mountains - Maps - 1990 41907
Trails SEE ALSO Bicycle trails 28008
Trails - Seward Peninsula (Alaska) - Maps - 1903 69893
Trails - Seward Peninsula (Alaska) - Maps - 1904 69894
Trails - Southern States - Historical geography - Maps - 1999 71250
Trails - Southwest, New - Maps - 1858 72260
Trails - Southwestern States - Maps - 1858 72260
Trails - Starved Rock State Park (Ill.) - Maps - 1971 73168
Trails - Texas - Maps - 1830 74509
Trails - United States - Maps - 1849 76726, 76727
Trails - United States - Maps - 2003 41906
Trails - United States - Maps - Bibliography 26443
Trails - Washington (State) - Maps - Collections, 1804-1914 81422
Trails - West (U.S.) - Maps - 1830-1870 81776
Trails - West (U.S.) - Maps - 1846 51168, 81800, 81801, 81802, 81803, 81804
Trails - West (U.S.) - Maps - 1857 81828
Trails - West (U.S.) - Maps - 1858-1869 - Historical geography 81732
Trails - West (U.S.) - Maps - 1859 40080
Trails - West (U.S.) - Maps - 1930 62276
Trails - West (U.S.) - Maps - 2002 15695
Trails - West (U.S.) - Maps - Collections, 1800-1899 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 22950, 32752, 82629
Trails - Wyoming 1932 84856
Trails - Wyoming - Maps - 1933 84862
Trails - Wyoming - Maps - 1935 84877
Trails - Yellowstone National Park - Maps - 1929 85075
Trails - Yellowstone National Park - Maps - 1972 85080
Trails - Yukon - Maps - 1898 16354
Trailways Bus System SEE National Trailways Bus System 59352
Trailways bus system : special road atlas of the United States, Canada and Mexico 78319
Trailways (Firm) SEE Continental Trailways, inc. 78319
Train watcher's guide to Chicago / written and published by John Szwajkart 19908
Training camp map of the United States showing the larger training centers of the Army, Navy, and Marine Corps ... 77762
Training camp map of the United States .... : Sohio / published by the Standard Oil Company (Ohio) 77755
The Training college atlas : a series of twenty-four maps illustrating the physical geography of the chief countries of the world / originally designed and drawn by William Hughes 8223
Training Course on Toponymy (2002 : Enschede, Netherlands, etc.) 52234
Training course on toponymy : Enschede, Frankfort am Main, Berlin, 11 August - 6 September, 2002 52234
The Training of East India Company surveyors in the nineteenth century 73570
Trains Magazine 77383, 77384
[Traphum Phra Ruang = Three-worlds cosmography of Phra Ruang] 70673
Traite de geographie moderne 9234, 9299
Traite de grandes operations militaires 4596, 4613
Traité de topographie, d'arpentage et de nivellement 73515
Trajan, Emperor of Rome, 53-117 38736
Trajan’s Column (Rome, Italy) - Pictorial works - 1721 67226
Trajan’s Column (Rome, Italy) - Pictorial works - 1793 21803
Trakten omkring Stockholms i IX blad 69260
Tralage, Jean Nicolas du, d. 1699 SEE Du Tralage, Jean Nicolas, d. 1699 84056
Tram map no. 3 42639
Tramezzino family 75438
Tramezzino, Michele, d. 1579 7671, 11619, 12105, 13707, 26691, 27604, 28410, 28441, 28635, 28639, 28642, 31325, 32809, 34894, 34896, 39194, 53350, 53623, 65342, 65343, 67193, 67210, 67224, 72657, 75438, 83906
Tramore Bay (Ireland) - Maps - 1737 - Nautical charts 81436
Trampler, Richard 7591, 7595
Trampler's mittelschul-atlas: grosse ausgabe 7591, 7595
Tramways SEE Street-railroads 19626
Trana Castello in Piemonte degli Orsini 75439
Trana Castello (Trana, Italy) - Pictorial works - 1819 75439
Tranchot, Jean Joseph, 1752-1815 66610
Transportacion Maritima Mexicana 1804
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Call Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Transcaucasus SEE Caucasus, South</td>
<td>48150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transcon advanced freightliner service</td>
<td>78170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transcon Lines</td>
<td>78170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transcon Lines - Maps - 1957-1963</td>
<td>78170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transcontinental Air Transport</td>
<td>77399, 77400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transcontinental Air Transport - Maps - 1929</td>
<td>77399, 77400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transcontinental Air Transport SEE ALSO Transcontinental &amp; Western Air, Inc.</td>
<td>77399</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transcontinental flights - United States - Maps - 1928 - Airways</td>
<td>77228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transcontinental Freight Bureau</td>
<td>82258</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transcontinental Freight Bureau - Maps - 1930</td>
<td>82258</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transcontinental Gas Pipe Line Corporation. Gas Supply Dept.</td>
<td>75005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transcontinental Gas Pipe Line Corporation map of Gulf coast area [offshore Texas &amp; Louisiana]</td>
<td>75005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transcontinental Oil Co.</td>
<td>2924, 37776, 50803, 74661, 74662</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transcontinental road map : official ... compiled and published by Chicago Motor Club</td>
<td>77324</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transcontinental stage lines</td>
<td>81815</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transcontinental &amp; Western Air, Inc. - Maps - 1936</td>
<td>77624, 77625, 77700, 77753, 77839, 83756</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transcontinental &amp; Western Air, Inc. - Maps - 1939</td>
<td>77700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transcontinental &amp; Western Air, Inc. - Maps - 1941</td>
<td>77753</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transcontinental &amp; Western Air, Inc. - Maps - 1944</td>
<td>83756</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transcontinental &amp; Western Air, Inc. - Maps - 1945</td>
<td>77839</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transcontinental &amp; Western Air, Inc. - Maps - 1951</td>
<td>77753</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transforming Boston, 1797-2001</td>
<td>13488</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transicard System SEE Standard Oil Company</td>
<td>78655</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transicard System truck stop map, directory / Standard</td>
<td>78655</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transilvania</td>
<td>75453, 75454, 75455, 75462</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transilvania provincia vulgo Over-Yssel</td>
<td>62470, 62471, 62476, 62477, 62479</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transilvania provincia vulgo Over-yssel</td>
<td>62474</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Transit and alidade : an introductory manual / by Steven P. L. Young</td>
<td>75442</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Transit atlas of Chicago, 1859-1896]</td>
<td>19410</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transit guide : Milwaukee and suburbs</td>
<td>49351</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transit maps of the world / Mark Ovenden : edited by Mike Ashworth</td>
<td>42294</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transit, Surveyors’ - Handbooks, manuals, etc. - 1976</td>
<td>75442</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transit systems See Local transit</td>
<td>20522</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transkei, a South African black area, is independent / by Henry Kamm</td>
<td>75446</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transkei, as it prepares for independence, finds itself to be outcast among nations / by John F. Burns</td>
<td>75445</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transkei breaks diplomatic tie, its only one, with South Africans / by John F. Burns</td>
<td>75447</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transkei (South Africa) - Politics and government - 1972</td>
<td>75443</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transkei (South Africa) - Politics and government - 1975</td>
<td>75444</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transkei (South Africa) - Politics and government - 1976</td>
<td>75445, 75446</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transkei (South Africa) - Politics and government - 1978</td>
<td>75447</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transkei (South Africa) - Politics and government - 1981</td>
<td>75448</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transkei : the first five years</td>
<td>75448</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transmission lines SEE Electric lines</td>
<td>21348</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transpacific cables - Pacific Ocean - 1904</td>
<td>43006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transpacific cables - Philippines - Maps - 1904</td>
<td>64529</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transparent world globe</td>
<td>32123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transport for London (Organization)</td>
<td>42816</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Transport mechanism for accidental pigments in an ink line</td>
<td>80308</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transportation</td>
<td>77547</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transportation - 1884 - Maps</td>
<td>84295</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transportation - Alabama - Maps - 1841</td>
<td>669</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transportation - Arkansas - Maps - 1833</td>
<td>2853</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transportation - Arkansas - Maps - 1841</td>
<td>2855</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transportation, Automotive SEE ALSO Automobiles - Social Aspects</td>
<td>77332</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transportation - British Isles - Maps - 1848</td>
<td>25271</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transportation - British Isles - Maps - 1910</td>
<td>14446</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transportation - California - History</td>
<td>15709</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transportation - California, Southern - History</td>
<td>15709</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transportation - Canada - Maps - 1920</td>
<td>16152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transportation - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1902</td>
<td>19641</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transportation - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1946</td>
<td>19839</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transportation - Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1946</td>
<td>19839</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transportation - Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1951</td>
<td>79798</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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| Transportation - Colombia - Maps - 1920 | 21234 |
| Transportation - Connecticut - Maps - 1912 | 21988 |
| Transportation - Connecticut - Maps - 1914 | 53998 |
| Transportation - Connecticut River Valley - Maps - 1912 | 21988 |
| Transportation - Delaware - Maps - 1844 | 45267 |
| Transportation - East (U.S.) - Maps - 2007 | 24512 |
| Transportation - England - Maps - 1837 | 25236 |
| Transportation - England - Maps - 1842 | 25254 |
| Transportation - Europe - Maps - 1810-1819 | 26032 |

Transportation in nineteenth-century America: a survey of the cartographic records in the National Archives 79450

Transportation in nineteenth-century America: a survey of the cartographic records in the national archives of the United States 75450

| Transportation - Italy - Maps - 1970-1979 | 39011 |
| Transportation - Kentucky - Maps - 1839 | 40654 |
| Transportation - Louisiana - Maps - 1839 | 43290 |

[Transportation map of Italy: showing airways, sea trade routes, and roads] 39011

[Transportation map of the United States: showing proposed steam-carriage roads and railroads] / Drawn and engraved by O.H. Throop, Washington, D.C. 76719

Transportation map[s]; highways, railroads, canals, air lanes, and dredged channels [Illinois, Iowa, Michigan, Minnesota and Wisconsin] 49121

| Transportation - Maps - 1841 - Pictorial Works | 79887 |
| Transportation - Maps - 1905 - Germany | 31559 |
| Transportation - Maps - 1909 | 84312 |
| Transportation - Maps - 1942 | 84357, 84358 |
| Transportation - Maps - 1944 | 84379, 84380 |
| Transportation - Maps - 1949 | 16222 |
| Transportation - Maps - 1953 | 84419 |
| Transportation - Maps - 1958 | 84434 |
| Transportation - Maps - Collections | 42294 |
| Transportation - Maps - History - Exhibitions - Catalogs | 45565 |
| Transportation Maps - United States - 1800-1914 | 75449 |
| Transportation Maps - United States - Bibliography - 1800-1899 | 75450 |
| Transportation - Maryland - Maps - 1844 | 45267 |
| Transportation - Massachusetts - Maps - 1912 | 21988 |
| Transportation - Michigan - Maps - 1841 | 46764 |
| Transportation - Middle West - Maps - Collections, 1939-1942 | 49121 |
| Transportation - New England - Maps - 1911 | 53991 |
| Transportation - New England - Maps - 1913 | 53996 |
| Transportation - New England - Maps - 1914 | 53998, 53999 |
| Transportation - New England - Maps - 1937 | 54260 |
| Transportation - New York (State) - Maps - 1840 | 56080 |
| Transportation - New York (State) - Maps - 1920 | 56235 |
| Transportation - North America - Maps - 1956 | 57815 |
| Transportation - North Carolina - Maps - 1841 | 57984 |
| Transportation - Northeastern States - Maps - 1798 | 58900 |
| Transportation - Northeastern States - Maps - 1872 | 58928 |
| Transportation - Northeastern States - Maps - 1909 | 59101 |
| Transportation - Ohio - Maps - 1836 | 60385 |
| Transportation - Ohio - Maps - 1841 | 60388 |
| Transportation - Ohio - Maps - 1973 | 61057, 61058 |
| Transportation - Ohio - Maps - 1974 | 61062 |
| Transportation - Ohio - Pictorial works - 1914 | 60492 |
| Transportation - Pennsylvania - Maps - 1840 | 63563 |
| Transportation - Pennsylvania - Maps - 1973 | 64118 |
| Transportation - Pennsylvania - Maps - 1975 | 64122 |
| Transportation See also Local transit | 20522 |
| Transportation SEE ALSO Roads | 65099 |
| Transportation - South America - Maps - 1956 | 70652 |
| Transportation - South Carolina - Maps - 1841 | 70783 |
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Call No.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Transportation - Tennessee - Maps - 1841</td>
<td>74344</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transportation - United States - Maps - 1825</td>
<td>76607</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transportation - United States - Maps - 1847</td>
<td>4838</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transportation - United States - Maps - 1849</td>
<td>76730</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transportation - United States - Maps - 1850</td>
<td>4869</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transportation - United States - Maps - 1851</td>
<td>76743</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transportation - United States - Maps - 1854</td>
<td>76768</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transportation - United States - Maps - 1855</td>
<td>76772</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transportation - United States - Maps - 1856</td>
<td>76776</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transportation - United States - Maps - 1857</td>
<td>76779</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transportation - United States - Maps - 1910</td>
<td>77141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transportation - United States - Maps - 1932 - History</td>
<td>77547</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transportation - United States - Maps - 1951</td>
<td>76087, 76088</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transportation - United States - Pictorial works - 1910</td>
<td>77141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transportation - Valparaiso Region (Ind.) - Maps - 1951</td>
<td>79798</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transportation - Virginia - Maps - 1845</td>
<td>80403</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transportation - Wales - Maps - 1842</td>
<td>25254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transota, Gerald, 1898-1971</td>
<td>14933</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transsylvanian / [Jodocus Hondius]</td>
<td>75456</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transvaal (South Africa) - Maps - 1900</td>
<td>70369</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transvaal War, 1899-1902 SEE South African War, 1899-1902</td>
<td>70379</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transverse Mercator projection (Cartography)</td>
<td>84213</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transylvania : beyond the myth / Harry W. Paulin</td>
<td>75452</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transylvania (Principal) SEE Transylvania (Romania) - 1991</td>
<td>75452</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transylvania (Romania) - Description and travel - 1541</td>
<td>75451</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transylvania (Romania) Description and travel - 1991</td>
<td>75452</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transylvania (Romania) - Maps - 1552</td>
<td>11494</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transylvania (Romania) - Maps - 1566-1588</td>
<td>75453</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transylvania (Romania) - Maps - 1566-1606</td>
<td>75454</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transylvania (Romania) - Maps - 1570</td>
<td>75455</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transylvania (Romania) - Maps - 1625</td>
<td>75456</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transylvania (Romania) - Maps - 1650-1750</td>
<td>75457</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transylvania (Romania) - Maps - 1696</td>
<td>75458</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transylvania (Romania) - Maps - 1700</td>
<td>75459, 75460</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transylvania (Romania) - Maps - 1717</td>
<td>34932</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transylvania (Romania) - Maps - 1741</td>
<td>11531</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transylvania (Romania) - Maps - 1745</td>
<td>75461</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transylvania (Romania) - Maps - 1746</td>
<td>75462</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transylvania (Romania) - Maps - 1747</td>
<td>34944</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transylvania (Romania) - Maps - 1784</td>
<td>75463</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transylvania (Romania) - Maps - 1831</td>
<td>34976</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transylvania (Romania) - Maps - 1853</td>
<td>34980</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transylvania (Romania) - Maps - 1878</td>
<td>11206</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transylvania (Romania) - Maps - 1923 - Ethnology</td>
<td>34983</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trap. J. P.</td>
<td>23182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trap, Pieter Willem Marinus, 1821-1905</td>
<td>8796, 8797, 8802, 34184, 34210, 37458</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trapani Vecchio (Italy) SEE Trapani (Italy)</td>
<td>75465</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trapani (Italy) - Maps - 1753 - Harbors - Nautical charts</td>
<td>75464</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trapani (Italy) - Maps - 1771 - Harbors - Nautical charts</td>
<td>75465</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trapani (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1580</td>
<td>75466</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trapani (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1620</td>
<td>39184</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trapani (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1682</td>
<td>70045</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trapani (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1700</td>
<td>70049</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trapani (Sicily) - Maps - 1720 - Pictorial works</td>
<td>75467</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trapano</td>
<td>75467</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trapano (Sicily (Italy)) - Maps - 1680 - Pictorial works</td>
<td>70044</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trapeza Kyprou. Politistiko Hidryma</td>
<td>17101, 17102, 17105, 17109, 17110, 172624, 22625, 22626, 22626, 45763, 45764, 52810</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trapeza Kyprou. Politistiko Hidryma - Map collections - Catalogs</td>
<td>22624, 22625</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trapeza Kyprou. Politistiko Hidryma - Map Collections</td>
<td>17110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trapnell, Jane R.</td>
<td>41607</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trask, John B.</td>
<td>15242</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trat, P. W. M.</td>
<td>37457</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tratado elemental de geografia de Cuba</td>
<td>22511</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trau citta nella Dalmacia vicino al Spaleto</td>
<td>75554</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Travel New Mexico with Conoco: every Conoco station is a branch of the Conoco Travel Bureau 55363, 55369, 55372, 55386
Travel New Mexico with the Independent 55399, 55407
Travel New York with Conoco 56368, 56396, 56613, 56642
Travel New York with Conoco: Conoco Travel Bureau 56414, 56443, 56480, 56506, 56531, 56551, 56563
Travel New York with Conoco: every Conoco station is a branch of the Conoco Travel Bureau 55707, 55715, 56439, 56470
Travel Newark and vicinity with Conoco 56842
Travel Newark and vicinity with Conoco: every Conoco station is a branch of the Conoco Travel Bureau 56838, 56839, 56840, 56841
Travel No. Dakota with Globe gasoline: get the most out of motoring 58408
Travel North Carolina South Carolina with Conoco 58109, 58185, 58195, 58205
Travel North Carolina, South Carolina with Conoco: Conoco Travel Bureau 58113, 58123, 58129, 58142, 58150, 58156, 58166, 58174, 58175
Travel North Carolina, South Carolina with Conoco: every Conoco station is a branch of the Conoco Travel Bureau 58119, 58127, 58137, 58146
Travel North Dakota, South Dakota: / this map prepared for your convenience by the Farmers Union Co-operative Brokerage, Sioux Falls, South Dakota 58542
Travel North Dakota, South Dakota with Conoco 58602, 58619
Travel North Dakota with Conoco 58410, 58572, 58578
Travel North Dakota with Conoco: Conoco Travel Bureau 58393, 58394, 58425, 58443, 58463, 58481, 58503, 58521, 58536, 58552, 58553
Travel North Dakota with Conoco: every Conoco station is a branch of the Conoco Travel Bureau 58439, 58459, 58477, 58501
Travel North Dakota with the Independent 58554
Travel Ohio with Conoco 60686, 60905, 60929
Travel Ohio with Conoco: Conoco Travel Bureau 60647, 60706, 60735, 60770, 60771, 60796, 60823, 60862, 60877
Travel Ohio with Conoco: every Conoco station is a branch of the Conoco Travel Bureau 60726, 60754, 60787, 60816
Travel Ohio with Globe gasoline: get the most out of motoring 60861
Travel Ohio with the Independent 60708, 60737, 60797
Travel Oklahoma with Conoco 61444, 61608, 61611, 61622, 61633
Travel Oklahoma with Conoco: Conoco Travel Bureau 61430, 61458, 61475, 61494, 61517, 61540, 61560, 61579, 61594, 61595
Travel Oklahoma with Conoco: every Conoco station is a branch of the Conoco Travel Bureau 61476, 61495, 61518, 61541
Travel Oklahoma with Globe gasoline: get the most out of motoring 61442
Travel Oklahoma with the Independent 61462, 61479, 61520, 61543, 61580, 61596
Travel Oregon Coast Highway, U.S. 101: no tolls in Oregon, in all the world no drive like this 76174
Travel Oregon with Conoco 62158, 62222, 62228, 62233
Travel Oregon with Conoco: Conoco Travel Bureau 62148, 62166, 62173, 62179, 62186, 62198, 62203, 62209, 62210, 62215
Travel Oregon with Conoco: every Conoco station is a branch of the Conoco Travel Bureau 62172, 62178, 62185, 62197
Travel Pennsylvania with Conoco 63772, 63991, 64011, 64033
Travel Pennsylvania with Conoco: Conoco Travel Bureau 63732, 63795, 63823, 63852, 63886, 63910, 63930, 63965
Travel Pennsylvania with Conoco: every Conoco station is a branch of the Conoco Travel Bureau 63820, 63848, 63881, 63907
Travel planner: Mississippi, the south's warmest welcome 50088
Travel Press & Publicity Co. Ltd. 69679
Travel Republic of Mexico with Conoco 46507, 46543, 46545
Travel Republic of Mexico with Conoco: Conoco Travel Bureau 46510, 46516, 46520, 46523, 46530, 46533, 46535, 46537
Travel Republic of Mexico with Conoco: every Conoco station is a branch of the Conoco Travel Bureau 46515, 46521, 46525, 46529
Travel S. Dakota with the Independent 70971, 70987, 70999, 71011, 71023, 71040
Travel scenic 1 to the new Jamestown Bridge Ferry System / [map by] The National Survey 39473
[Travel scrapbook illustrating 1923 journey from New Haven, Connecticut, through the province of Québec, to Portland, Maine] 75404
Travel So. Dakota with Globe gasoline: get the most out of motoring 70952
Travel South Dakota with Conoco 70954, 71053, 71056
Travel South Dakota with Conoco: Conoco Travel Bureau 70939, 70968, 70986, 70998, 71010, 71022, 71039, 71048, 71049
Travel South Dakota with Conoco: every Conoco station is a branch of the Conoco Travel Bureau 70981, 70993, 71004, 71019
Travel South Dakota with Conoco: the land of pleasure: Conoco Travel Bureau 70940
Travel St. Louis and vicinity with Conoco 68074, 68112
Travel St. Louis and vicinity with Conoco: Conoco Travel Bureau 68052, 68055, 68057, 68059, 68061, 68064, 68067
Travel St. Louis and vicinity with Conoco: every Conoco station is a branch of the Conoco Travel Bureau 68117, 68121, 68125, 68130
Travel Texas with Conoco 74697, 74879, 74897, 74920, 74938
Travel Texas with Conoco: Conoco Travel Bureau 74711, 74732, 74752, 74781, 74808, 74829, 74846, 74862, 74863
Travel Texas with Conoco: every Conoco station is a branch of the Conoco Travel Bureau 74745, 74753, 74768, 74803
Travel Texas with the Independent 74735, 74755, 74811
Travel the Constitution Route: Virginia State Route 20 80524
Travel the Interstate 95 corridor: safe, fast, economical, pleasant turnpike driving, New York to Florida 37544
Travel United States with Conoco: 77901, 77917
Travel US 16: most direct route to Wisconsin Dells, Badlands, Black Hills, Big Horns, Yellowstone and scenic west 49014
Travel Utah with Conoco 79617, 79624, 79677, 79679
Travel Utah with Conoco: Conoco Travel Bureau 79629, 79636, 79642, 79650, 79658, 79665, 79671, 79675
Travel Utah with Conoco: every Conoco station is a branch of the Conoco Travel Bureau 79635, 79641, 79649, 79657
Travel Washington and vicinity with Conoco 81007, 81009, 81077
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The Traveller's guide. A map of the roads, canals and steam boat routes of the United States; with the distances from place to place carefully noticed ... 76607
A Traveller's guide to America's dairyland 83587
A Traveller's guide to royal roads 14556
The Traveller's guide to the Scandinavian countries and Iceland : together with a reference to Scotland and the Faroe Isles 69276
The Traveller's handbook for Algeria and Tunisia : with maps, plans, and illustrations 1233, 1235
The Traveller's handbook for Belgium, and the Ardennes : with maps and plans 12101
The Traveller's handbook for Constantinople, Gallipoli and Asia Minor / by Roy Elston ; with maps 38628
The Traveller's handbook for Holland : with map and plans 53564
The Traveller's handbook for Naples and environs / edited by Roy Elston ; with maps and plans 52627
The Traveller's handbook for Northern Italy : with maps and plans 39153
The Traveller's handbook for Norway, Sweden and Denmark : including Spitsbergen, Iceland and other Arctic islands : with maps, plans and vocabulary 69293
The Traveller's handbook for Palestine and Syria 62863
The Traveller's handbook for Palestine and Syria / by Roy Elston ; revised by Harry Charles Luke ; with an appendix on the historical interest of the sites and monuments of Palestine by Professor J. Garstang 62866
The Traveller's handbook for Southern Italy (including Rome) and Sicily : with maps and plans 39301
The Traveller's handbook for Spain / by Albert F. Calvert ; with map. 25 plans of towns and 83 illustrations 72878
The Traveller's handbook for Switzerland, including French Savoy & Italian lakes : with maps and plans 74013
The Traveller's handbook for the Rhine (south-western Germany) and the Black Forest : with maps and plan 66541
The Traveller's handbook for the Riviera (Marseilles to Leghorn) and the Pyrenees (Biarritz to Marseilles) : 66937
The Traveller's handbook for the Rivieres of France and Italy : including Rhone Valley, Basses and Maritime Alps, and Corsica / by Roy Elston ; with maps and plans 66944
The Traveller's handbook to Algeria and Tunisia : with maps and plans 1236
The Traveller's handbook to Belgium / by Roy Elston ; with maps and plans 12260
The Traveller's handbook to Florence / edited by Roy Elston ; with plans 26788
The Traveller's handbook to Milan and the Italian lakes / by Roy Elston 49179
The Traveller's handbook to northern & central Italy, including Rome / by Roy Elston 39160
The Traveller's handbook to Switzerland including French Savoy and Italian Lakes 74035
The Traveller's handbook to the Rivieras of France and Italy : with maps and plans 53493
The Traveller's handbook to the United Netherlands : with 28 engravings and maps 53493
The Traveller's handbook to the United States 69287
Travellers' handbook in France 27946
Travellers' guide through the United Netherlands 76558, 76591
Travellers' guide through the United States 76558, 76591
Travellers' guide 24896, 44290, 66731, 70089, 75665, 85213
The Travellers' pocket map of Louisiana with its canals, roads & distances, by stage & steam boat routes / ?c drawn & engraved by William Hooker, New York 60380
Travellers' pocket map of Ohio : with its canals, roads and distances, by stage & steam boat routes / ?c drawn & engraved by William Hooker, New York 60380
Travelling atlas of England & Wales 14377, 14378, 14381, 14394
Travelling atlas of English counties 14392, 14398
Travelling county atlas with all coach & RRs 14374
Travelling county atlas with all railroads 14376, 14384, 14387
A Travelling county atlas: with all the coach and rail roads accurately laid down and coloured, and carefully corrected to the present time / engraved by Sidney Hall 14385
Travelmats (Firm) 24481, 24484, 24485, 36392, 40459, 50640, 53275, 54527, 54722, 59587, 60060, 62257, 72194, 78375, 79426, 79427, 83552, 83557
TraveLodge (Firm) 78704
TraveLodge (Firm)=Rand McNally Collection (Newberry Library) 76123
[TraveLodge road maps of the United States and Canada] 78704
Travels & history of Turkish Empire 7765
Travels in Egypt, Arabia Petraea, and the Holy Land / by Stephen Olin 48128
Travels in Mexico and life among the Mexicans / by Frederick A. Ober... 46392
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Treasure troves - Maps - 1957 69974, 69975
Treasure troves - Maps - 1970-1979 41133
Treasure troves - Maps - 1994 69976, 69977
Treasure troves - Maps - Bibliography - 1973 69978
Treasure troves - Maps - Bibliography - 1975 69979
Treasure troves - Michigan, Lake, Coast (Wis.) - Maps - 1959 46728
Treasure troves - Michigan, Lake, Coast (Wis.) - Maps - 1961 46729
Treasure troves - United States - Maps - 1971 78636
Treasure troves - Maps - 1970-1979 41133
Treasure troves - Maps - 1994 69976, 69977
Treasure troves - Maps - Bibliography - 1973 69978
Treasure troves - Maps - Bibliography - 1975 69979
Treasure troves - Michigan, Lake, Coast (Wis.) - Maps - 1959 46728
Treasure troves - Michigan, Lake, Coast (Wis.) - Maps - 1961 46729
Treasure troves - United States - Maps - 1971 78636

Treaty of Berlin, 1878 11590
Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo : February second 1848 / edited by George P. Hammond 46359
Treaty of Madrid, 1750 SEE Madrid, Treaty of, 1750 44722
Treaty of Paris (1763) - Maps - 1763 57614, 57615
Treaty of Peace 26188
Treaty of peace with Germany 5837
Treaty of Praire Du Chien, 1829 83067
Treaty of San Stefano - Maps - 1878 11590
Treaty of Versailles (1919) 65098
Treaty of Versailles (1919) - Maps 5841, 26188
Trebblia River, Battle of, Italy, 1799 - Maps - 1839 75482
Trechsel, Gaspard, fl. 1529-1549 28877, 28878, 28889, 28890
Trechsel, Melchior, fl. 1529-1549 28877, 28878
Tredyffrin Easttown Historical Society 18276
Tredyffrin Easttown History Quarterly - Maps - Indexes 75483
Tredyfrin (Pa. : Township) - Maps - Bibliography 75483
Tree, Lambert, 1832-1910 45046
Tree, Lambert, 1832-1910 - Correspondence 45046
Tree, Roland 57846, 57847
Tree Walk : Montpelier 51636
Trees of Mystery 41222
Trees of mystery : Klamath, California : Shrine of the Redwood Highway 41222
Treetops, Outspan, Paxtu / by Jan Hemsing 60227
Treischmann, Günther 10358
Treffel, G. 9518
Treffenpunkt der Feinschmecker : Grillgasthof Zauner 33042
Tregellas, Walter H. (Walter Hawken), 1831-1894 22187, 22192
Trehame, R. F. (Reginald Francis), 1901-1967 30716
Treischmann, Günther 10358
Trejo, Sergio 46549
Trelawny, Jonathan, Sir, 1650-1721 14174, 14225, 22179, 22180
Trellies y Govin, Carlos Manuel, 1866-22531
Tremaine, G. M., fl. 1862 42111
Tremaine, George R. 42111
Tremblay, Jean Paul 81027
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A trial list of the maps of the Battle of Bunker's Hill and the British fortifications near Charlestown: 1775 to 1799

Triangulation - 1500-1599 75505, 75506
Triangulation - 1533 28695, 28700
Triangulation - 1922 16767
Triangulation - California - Maps - 1906 15331, 68501
Triangulation - California, Northern - Maps - 1906 15331, 68501
Triangulation - Europe, Northern - 1800-1899 75508
Triangulation - France - Maps - 1735 27711
Triangulation - France - Maps - 1744 28190
Triangulation - France - Maps - 1745 27723
Triangulation - History 75507

A Trew and perfect geometrical ground plot of the manor of Ramsden Barrington in the parish of Ramsden Bellowes in the county of Essex being the inheritance of Sir William Fitch, knight of the perish of Barking in the foresaid county... 66198
Trevartha, Glenn Thomas, 1896
inhearthance of Sir William Fitch, knight of the perish of Barking in the foresaid county...
Treviri
Trevirensis 
Trevirensis episcopatus et electoratus ... 66598
Trevirensis episcopatvs exactissimo descriptio / per Iohannem a Scilde ; Ioannes à Doetinckum fecit.
Trevigny ou Trevise, ville de l'Etat de Venise, elle est capitale de la Marche Trevisiane
Trevigny (Italy) SEE Treviso (Italy)
Treviso's handbooks 26780, 67189, 67265
Treviso (Italy) - Maps - 1704 75501
Treviso (Italy) - Pictorial works - Catalogs 18522
Trevis (Italy) - Pictorial works - Catalogs 18522
Treviso (Italy) - Pictorial works - Catalogs 18522
Treviso (Italy : Province) - Maps - 1725 75503
Treviso (Italy : Province) - Maps - 1776 75504
Treviso (Italy : Province) - Maps - Catalogs 18522
Treviso (Italy : Province) - Pictorial works - Catalogs 18522
Trevis(i) (Italy) SEE Treviso (Italy) 75501
Trevisi, Antonio 67200
Trevis, Antonio 67200
Trevis, Antonio 67200
Trevis, Antonio 67200
Trevis, Antonio 67200
Trevis, Antonio 67200
Trevis, Antonio 67200
Trevis, Antonio 67200
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Triangulation - History - 1500-1599 23500
Triangulation - Netherlands 75508
The Triangulation of a harbour survey 75327
Triangulation - Saginaw (Mich.) - Maps - 1857 67825
Triangulation - San Francisco Bay Area (Calif.) - Maps - 1906 68501
Triangulation - Tables - Maps - 1680 13145
The Tribal hidege 52270
Tribal Research Institute (Chiang Mai, Thailand), Technical Service Club 75035
Tribocci, evesché de Strasbourg 1413
Triborough Bridge (New York, N.Y.) - Access routes - Maps - 1937 55915, 56468
Triborough Bridge (New York, N.Y.) - Access routes - Maps - 1938 55925, 55931, 56490
Triborough Bridge (New York, N.Y.) - Access routes - Maps - 1939 30969, 55944
Triborough Bridge (New York, N.Y.) - Access routes - Maps - 1940 56539
Triborough Bridge (New York, N.Y.) - Maps - 1939 55942
Tribune Book and Job Printing Office (Chicago, Ill.) 19486
Tribune color map of the new war front in North Africa 490
A Tribune color map of the Scandinavian countries that will help you keep up with developments in the northward spread of the European war 69300
Tribune Company 14939, 78973
Tribune Job Printing Company (Minneapolis, Minn.) 16097, 16099, 16104, 16109, 48476, 48500, 48543
Tribune Printing and Publishing Co. (Salt Lake City, Utah) 68337, 81896
Tribune Printing Company (Minneapolis, Minn.) SEE Tribune Job Printing Company (Minneapolis, Minn.) 48476
A Tribute to Brian Harley (for the Memorial service, 23 December 1991) 33530
A Tribute to David Woodward 83667
Tribute to Helen Margaret Wallis, 1924-1995 80781
A Tribute to Helen Wallis 80783
A Tribute to our founding editor, Arthur H. Robinson, 1915-2004 67015
Tricarico (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1620 75509
Tricaricum (Italy) SEE Tricarico (Italy) 75509
Tricaricvm basilicatae civitas 75509
Tricart, Jean 30884
Tricasses 10951
Trickett, Kevin 77305
Triciri...Ravena 66292
Tricou, Georges 65594
Tridentvm, Trient 75494
Triennial atlas & plat book, Bond County, Illinois 13363
Triennial atlas & plat book, Branch County, Michigan 13765
Triennial atlas & plat book, Clarion County, Pennsylvania 20923
Triennial atlas & plat book, Dekalb County, Indiana 22934
Triennial atlas & plat book, Dunn County, Wisconsin 23895
Triennial atlas & plat book, Gratiot County, Michigan 32357
Triennial atlas & plat book, Hamilton County, Illinois 33406
Triennial atlas & plat book, Henderson County, Illinois 33781
Triennial atlas & plat book, Jasper County, Illinois 39609
Triennial atlas & plat book, Knox County, Indiana 41248
Triennial atlas & plat book, Lawrence County, Illinois 41727
Triennial atlas & plat book, Licking County, Ohio 41967
Triennial atlas & plat book, Madison County, Illinois 43815
Triennial atlas & plat book, McLean County, Illinois 45615
Triennial atlas & plat book, Menard County, Illinois 45969
Triennial atlas & plat book, Oscoda County, Michigan 62369
Triennial atlas & plat book, Perry County, Illinois 64230
Triennial atlas & plat book, Piatt County, Illinois 64622
Triennial atlas & plat book, Price County, Wisconsin 65551
Triennial atlas & plat book, Stark County, Illinois 73157
Triennial atlas & plat book, Susquehanna County, Pennsylvania 73584
Triennial atlas & plat book, Taylor County, Wisconsin 74292
Triennial atlas & plat book, Trempealeau County, Wisconsin 75488
Triennial atlas & plat book, Warrick County, Indiana 80858
Triennial atlas & plat book, Washington County, Illinois 80934
Triennial atlas & plat book, Washington County, Wisconsin 80935
Triennial atlas & plat book, Waukesha County, Wisconsin 81470
Triennial atlas & plat book, Wood County, Wisconsin 83648
Triennial farmers atlas & residents directory, Clay County, Illinois 20961
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Trinidad and Tobago - Maps - 1959 - Road maps - Airlines 75529
Trinidad and Tobago - Maps - 1966 - Road maps 75530
Trinidad and Tobago - Maps - 1967 - Road maps 75531
Trinidad and Tobago Post Report 75527
Trinidad and Tobago SEE ALSO Trinidad 81698
Trinidad and Tobago Tourist Board 75523, 75524, 75525
Trinidad and Tobago, West Indies / Texaco 75530, 75531
Trinidad (Colo.) - Maps - 1873 75532
Trinidad - Maps - 1703 - Coasts - Nautical charts 33226
Trinidad - Maps - 1798 75533
Trinidad - Maps - 1816 33025
Trinidad - Maps - 1816-1817 33024
Trinidad - Maps - 1821 33026
Trinidad - Maps - 1822 33027
Trinidad - Maps - 1829 33028
Trinidad - Maps - 1835 81667
Trinidad - Maps - 1836 38515
Trinidad - Maps - 1872 75534
Trinidad - Maps - 1930-1939 81698
Trinidad Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1790-1795 - Coasts 15228
Trinidad Region (Calif.) - Maps - 1844 62560
Trinidad SEE ALSO Trinidad and Tobago 81698
Trinidad / Texaco 75529
Trinidad & Tobago 75528
Trinità dei Monti (Church : Rome, Italy) - Pictorial works - 1600 75535
Trinity and Brazos Valley Railway Company 72370, 82232, 82233, 82238, 82239, 82246, 82248, 82249, 82250, 82251, 82252
Trinity and Brazos Valley Railway Company - Maps - 1906 72370
Trinity and Brazos Valley Railway Company - Maps - 1926 82232, 82233, 82237
Trinity and Brazos Valley Railway Company - Maps - 1927 82238, 82239
Trinity and Brazos Valley Railway Company - Maps - 1928 82246, 82248, 82249
Trinity and Brazos Valley Railway Company - Maps - 1929 82250, 82251, 82252
Trinity Bay (N.L.) - Maps - 1748 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 75540, 75541
Trinity Bay (N.L.) - Maps - 1794 - Nautical charts 75536
Trinity College (Dublin, Ireland). Map Library 75537
Trinity College (Dublin, Ireland). Ms. 1209, 12 82910
Trinity College (Dublin, Ireland). Ms. 1209, 13 22224
Trinity College (Dublin, Ireland). Ms. 1209, 34 13207
Trinity College (Dublin, Ireland). Ms. 1209, 35 85043
Trinity College (Dublin, Ireland). Ms. 1209, 83 22164, 38229, 51939
Trinity College (Dublin, Ireland). Ms. R.4.50. 45817
The Trinity College map library 75537
Trinity College (University of Cambridge). Library 22174
[Trinity County (Calif.) - 1894: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 75538
Trinity County (Calif.) - Maps - 1894 - Landowners 75538
[Trinity County (Tex.) - 1879: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 75539
Trinity County (Tex.) - Maps - 1879 - Landowners 75539
Trinity Harbour ; Carboniere and Harbour Grace ; St. Johns Harbour / T. Jeffereys sculp. 75536
Trinity House (Kingston upon Hull, England) 14174, 14225, 34864, 34865
Trinity House (London, England) 3671, 14174, 14225, 25072, 25117
Trinity House (Newcastle upon Tyne, England) 14174, 14225, 56880, 56881
Trinity (N.L.) - Maps - 1699 - Harbors 56887
Trinity (N.L.) - Maps - 1703 - Harbors 56893
Trinity (N.L.) - Maps - 1732 - Harbors - Nautical charts 56896
Trinity (N.L.) - Maps - 1748 - Harbors - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 75540, 75541
Trinity (N.L.) - Maps - 1760 - Harbors - Nautical charts 56899
Trinity (N.L.) - Maps - 1783 - Harbors - Nautical charts 56910
Trinity Region (N.L.) - Maps - 1703 - Harbors 56892
Trinity River Delta (Tex.) - Maps - 1844 - Hydrography - Manuscripts 75542
Trinity River Region (Tex.) - Maps - 1844 - Hydrography - Manuscripts 75543
Tripoli 75544
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<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Call Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tripoli, Bay of (Libya) - Maps - 1816 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>75544</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tripoli, citta di Barbaria</td>
<td>75545, 75548</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tripoli, citta di Barbaria, cosi detta ...</td>
<td>75546</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tripoli in Barbary / W. Hollar fecit, 1676.</td>
<td>75549</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tripoli (Lebanon) - Maps - 1753 - Harbors - Nautical charts</td>
<td>38489</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tripoli (Lebanon) - Maps - 1771 - Harbors - Nautical charts</td>
<td>38490</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tripoli (Libya) - Maps - 1561</td>
<td>75545, 75546</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tripoli (Libya) - Maps - 1567</td>
<td>75547</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tripoli (Libya) - Maps - 1602</td>
<td>75548</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tripoli (Libya) - Maps - 1676</td>
<td>75549</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tripoli (Libya) - Maps - 1695 - Fortification</td>
<td>75550</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tripoli (Libya) - Maps - 1713 - Fortification</td>
<td>75551, 75552</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tripoli (Libya) - Maps - 1728 - Harbor</td>
<td>45861</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tripoli (Libya) - Maps - 1936</td>
<td>39310</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tripoli Region (Libya) - Maps - 1816 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>75544</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tripolitania - Maps - 1929</td>
<td>38984</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tripp, B. Ashburton</td>
<td>37441</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tripp, H. Alker (Herbert Alker), 1883-1954</td>
<td>26552</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triptik / Chicago Motor Club. A.A.A.</td>
<td>49105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tristan da Cunha - Description and travel - 1974</td>
<td>75553</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tristan da Cunha - Maps - 1836</td>
<td>38515</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trithemius, Johannes, 1462-1516</td>
<td>18851, 80663</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triton Motor Oil</td>
<td>2692, 2693, 2706, 15471, 15472, 15543, 53734</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triueuer, Emily H.</td>
<td>23528</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triumphant clans of Easter Island</td>
<td>24515</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triumphes de Louis le Juste XIII</td>
<td>4308</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trosas (Turkey) - Maps - 1764</td>
<td>75739</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trochilie ofte Trujillo (Honduras) SEE Trujillo (Honduras)</td>
<td>15808</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Troleschel, P.</td>
<td>75196, 75198, 75201</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Troeyer, Benjamin de, 1913-</td>
<td>51231, 51232, 51233</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Troeyer, Benjamin de, 1913- Bio-bibliographia franciscana neerlandica saeculi XVI (1974)</td>
<td>51232</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trogir (Croatia) - Maps - 1574</td>
<td>75554</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trogir Region (Croatia) - Maps - 1574</td>
<td>75554</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Troiani, E.</td>
<td>41747</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trois cartes précolombiennes représentant une partie de l'Amérique (Groenland)</td>
<td>17687</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trois navigations</td>
<td>4217</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trois-Rivières (Québec) - Maps - 1760-1762 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>68006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trois-Rivières (Québec) - Maps - 1770 - Pictorial works - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>68031</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trois-Rivières (Québec) - Maps - 1815</td>
<td>65955</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trois-Rivières (Québec) - Pictorial works - 1721 - Manuscripts</td>
<td>66055</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trois-Rivières (Québec) - Pictorial works - 1784 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>75555</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trois villes coloniales hollandaises à Sri-Lanka : Colombo, Galle et Jaffna</td>
<td>17082</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Troise, Fred L. (Fred Louis)</td>
<td>78660</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Troisième partie de la carte d'Asie contenant la Sibérie, et quelques autres parties de la Tartarie / publiée sous les auspices de Monseigneur Louis Philippe d'Orléans ... par le Sr. d'Anville ...</td>
<td>3306</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Troisième partie de la carte d'Europe contenant le midi de la Russie, la Pologne et la Hongrie, la Turquie ... / publiée sous les auspices de Monseigneur Louis Philippe d'Orléans ... par le Sr. d'Anville ...</td>
<td>25770</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trojan 1936 Ohio road map</td>
<td>60751</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trojan Gasoline &amp; Oil Co.</td>
<td>60720, 60721, 60751</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trojan Ohio road map</td>
<td>60720, 60721</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trojan War - Maps - 1726</td>
<td>32781</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Troll, Carl, 1899-</td>
<td>10491</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trolley car lines SEE Street-railroads</td>
<td>19626</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trolley trips through southern New England : illustrated</td>
<td>53803</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trollhättan (Sweden) - Maps - 1797-1807</td>
<td>73692</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trollhätté Canal (Sweden) - Maps - 1927</td>
<td>32264</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trollope, Anthony</td>
<td>11107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trollope, Anthony, 1815-1882 - Travels, 1858-1859</td>
<td>18980</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trollope, Thomas</td>
<td>7777</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tromelin, Jacques-Jean-Marie-François Boudin, 1772-1842</td>
<td>41638</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trommiltz, George</td>
<td>65671</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tromp, Cornelis, 1629-1691</td>
<td>70189</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Trompette (France) - Maps - 1696 - Fortification 75556
Trompette (France) - Maps - 1713 - Fortification 75557
Tronchet, Louis 63065
Troncoso, Diego, fl. 1787 75557
Trondheim Fjord (Norway) - Maps - 1668 75558
Trondheim (Norway) - Maps - 1928 60125
Trondheim (Norway) - Pictorial works - 1840 75559
Tronnier, R. 10126
Tron (Scotland) - Maps - 1872 - Harbors 31953
Troop movements at the Battle of Cold Harbor, 1864 21162
Tropé, Henri 12251
Tropics - Maps - Exhibitions 75560
Trovey, Lyle G. 120
Trossachs (Scotland) - Maps - 1910 75561
Trott, E. R. 55687
Trottenberg, A. D. 63314
Trotter, C. P., fl. 1936 34724
Trotter, Captain (Henry Dundas), 1802-1859 SEE Trotter, H. D. (Henry Dundas), 1802-1859 57091
Trotter, H. D. (Henry Dundas), 1802-1859 57091
Trotter, J.P. flourish 748
Trotter, Thomas, ca. 1750-1803 22077
Trotzig, Karl 22680
Trouble on the chain gang: city surveying, maps, and the absence of urban planning in Baltimore 1730-1823; with a checklist of maps of the period 16948
Trouble spots (Political science) SEE Hot spots (Political science) 7552
Trounson, A. Donald 46074
Trouset, Jules, b. 1842 27978
Trout, C. L. 13001
Trout Gallery 17942
Trout Gallery - Exhibitions 17942
Trout, P. L. (Peter Laird), d. 1925 22680
Troutman & Beal (Logansport, Ind.) 18668
Troutman, H. W. 18668
Trow City Directory Company 46407
Trow Directory, printer SEE Trow City Directory Company 46407
Trowbridge & Petford (Chicago, Ill.) 76911
Trower, W. P. 36210
Troy (N.Y.) - Maps - 1860 56091
Troy (N.Y.) - Maps - 1930 - Road maps 75562
Troy (N.Y.) - Maps - 1951 76087, 76088
Troy (N.Y.) - Maps - 1960 - Road maps 1116
Troy (N.Y.) - Maps - 2009 - Road maps 1117
Troy Public Library 23632
Troy Region (N.Y.) - Maps - 1851 - Landowners 1121
Troy Region (N.Y.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps 1122, 1123
Troy Region (N.Y.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps 1124
Troyes (France) - Maps - 1611 - Pictorial works 75563
Troyes (France) - Maps - 1745 - Pictorial works 19096
Trübner 80580
Trübner & Co. 4891, 4892, 4904, 4905, 4912, 4913, 9867, 13368, 33326, 34182, 34183, 34446, 36715, 39522, 41385, 52049, 61299, 67750, 69966, 74183, 75248, 76780, 76801, 79398, 81837
Trübner & Co. SEE ALSO Trübner, Nicolas, 1817-1884 4912
Trübner, Karl J. 80579, 80580
Trübner (N.) & Co. SEE Trübner & Co. 4891
Trübner, Nicolas, 1817-1884 4912, 4913
Trübner, Nicolas, 1817-1884 SEE ALSO Trübner & Co. 4912
Truchy, J. H. 34179
Truck freight lines SEE Trucking 82489
Truck industry - Canada - Maps - 1959 16240
Truck industry - Canada - Maps - 1962 16243
Truck industry - Canada - Maps - 1968 16247
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Trucking industry - United States - Maps - 1960 78295
Trucking industry - United States - Maps - 1963 78371, 78372
Trucking industry - United States - Maps - 1965 78429
Trucking industry - United States - Maps - 1966-1967 78442
Trucking industry - United States - Maps - 1967-1968 78476
Trucking industry - United States - Maps - 1968-1969 78518

Trucking routes of The Santa Fe Railway Trail Transportation Company and Santa Fe Transportation Company (California) 82469

Truck stops - Canada - Maps - 1971 78635
Truck stops - East (U.S.) - Maps - 1976 59628
Truck stops - Middle West - Maps - 1967 72200
Truck stops - Middle West - Maps - 1968 72201, 72202
Truck stops - Southern States - Maps - 1967 72200
Truck stops - Southern States - Maps - 1968 72201, 72202
Truck stops - United States - Maps - 1960 78302
Truck stops - United States - Maps - 1963 78376
Truck stops - United States - Maps - 1971 78635, 78655
Truck stops - United States - Maps - 1976 78759
Truckee (Calif.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps 66401

Trucker's road atlas 79127

Trucking - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1926 - Delivery of goods 19723
Trucking - Florida - Maps - 1977 27165
Trucking industry SEE Trucking 82489
Trucking - Kentucky - Maps - 1979 41082
Trucking - Middle West - Maps - 1960 49095
Trucking - North America - Maps - 1934 77572, 77573, 77574
Trucking - North America - Maps - 1939-1940 77699
Trucking - North America - Maps - 1940 77741
Trucking - North America - Maps - 1941 77773
Trucking - North America - Maps - 1949 77935, 77938
Trucking - North America - Maps - 1955 78131
Trucking - North America - Maps - 1961 78320
Trucking - North America - Maps - 1964 78383
Trucking - North America - Maps - 1966 78450, 78451, 78456
Trucking - North America - Maps - 1967 78499, 78490, 78492, 78493
Trucking - North America - Maps - 1973 23875, 78670, 78673
Trucking - North America - Maps - 1978 78781, 78782, 78787
Trucking - North America - Maps - 1981 78850
Trucking - North America - Maps - 1982 78866, 78867, 78868, 78872, 78876
Trucking - North America - Maps - 1985 78919, 78920, 78921, 78922, 78923, 78929
Trucking - North America - Maps - 1988 78971
Trucking - North America - Maps - 1990 78996, 78997, 78998, 79003
Trucking - North America - Maps - 1992 79041
Trucking - North America - Maps - 1993 79067
Trucking - North America - Maps - 1994 79089
Trucking - North America - Maps - 1995 79113, 79114
Trucking - North America - Maps - 1996 79127, 79138, 79139
Trucking - North America - Maps - 1997 79152, 79155, 79162
Trucking - North America - Maps - 1998 79176
Trucking - North America - Maps - 1999 79188
Trucking - North America - Maps - 2005 79229, 79230, 79231
Trucking - North America - Maps - 2006 79251, 79252
Trucking - North America - Maps - 2007 79277, 79278
Trucking - North America - Maps - 2008 79293, 79294
Trucking - North America - Maps - 2009 79307, 79308, 79309
Trucking - Northwestern States - Maps - 1950-1959 60030
Trucking - Pacific States - Maps - 1950 62654
Trucking - United States - Maps - 1944 77836
Trucking - United States - Maps - 1950 77987
Trucking - United States - Maps - 1953 78082
Trucking - United States - Maps - 1954 78112
Trucking - United States - Maps - 1957 78200, 78201
Trucking - United States - Maps - 1957-1963 78170
Trucking - United States - Maps - 1959-1978 78229
Trucking - United States - Maps - 1980 78838, 78839
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<tr>
<td>Tryrolis comitatus</td>
<td>82279</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tryon, William, 1729</td>
<td>82308</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tryon, Rolla M. (Rolla Milton), 1875</td>
<td>82489</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trygg, J. William</td>
<td>82556</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tryckert</td>
<td>78448</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trucks - Routes - Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Company -</td>
<td>82469</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trucks - Routes - Santa Fe Trail Transportation Company -</td>
<td>82469</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trucks - Routes - Santa Fe Transportation Company (California) -</td>
<td>82469</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>72589</td>
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<tr>
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<td>72595</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>72596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trucks - Routes - West (U.S.) - Maps - 1948</td>
<td>82469</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Truckstops atlas</td>
<td>78436</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Truckstops Corporation of America</td>
<td>78436</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trudel, Marcel</td>
<td>15934, 15935, 19145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A True and exact plan of part of one of the divisional boundaries between His Majesty's provinces of New Hampshire and the Massachusetts Bay made by Mr. Walter Bryant, Surveyor., according to the best of his skill and remarks. Newmarket, 16 April, 1741$!</td>
<td>54563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>True hydrographical description of the world as hath beene hetherto discouered</td>
<td>83975</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>True, J. P.</td>
<td>19371</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'A true survey of the ground': Defoe's Tour and the rise of thematic cartography</td>
<td>22984</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Truebner &amp; Co. SEE Trübner &amp; Co.</td>
<td>4891</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Truesdell, J. M.</td>
<td>41433</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Truesdell, Leon E. (Leon Edgar), 1880-1979.</td>
<td>19812</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Truesdell, Lott &amp; Co. (Chicago, Ill.)</td>
<td>37510</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Truesdell, William G.</td>
<td>26422</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trujillo (Honduras) Pictorial works - 1633</td>
<td>15808</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trujillo (Honduras) - Pictorial works - 1671</td>
<td>75564</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Truman, Smith, and Company</td>
<td>29437</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Trumbull County (Ohio) - 1856: LC G&amp;M land ownership maps on microfiche]</td>
<td>75566</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trumbull County, Ohio, cadastral or land ownership maps, 1830 -- 1840 -- 1850</td>
<td>75565</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trumbull County (Ohio) - Maps - 1830-1850 - Landowners</td>
<td>75565</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trumbull County (Ohio) - Maps - 1856 - Landowners</td>
<td>75566</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trumbull County (Ohio) - Maps - 1874 - Landowners</td>
<td>75568</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trumbull County (Ohio) - Maps - 1874 - Landowners - Maps - 1874</td>
<td>75567</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trumbull County (Ohio) - Maps - 1874 - Pictorial works</td>
<td>75567</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trumbull County (Ohio) - Maps - 1899 - Landowners</td>
<td>75569</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trumner, C.</td>
<td>76544</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trump, David H.</td>
<td>20907, 20908</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trumbour, Jacob, Jr.</td>
<td>32947</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trunk Line Freight and freightage Association - Maps - 1920</td>
<td>59173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trunk Line Freight Association</td>
<td>16182, 59173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trunk Line Freight Association - Maps - 1930</td>
<td>16182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Truro (England) - Maps - 1902</td>
<td>23544</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Truro (England) - Maps - 1908</td>
<td>23547</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Truschet, Olivier</td>
<td>63011, 63012, 63013, 63016, 64635, 75570</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Truschet, Olivier. Icy est le vray pourtraict natural ... de Paris (1550)</td>
<td>75570</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trusler, John</td>
<td>4550</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trutch, J. W. (Joseph William)</td>
<td>81167</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Truteau, Jean Baptiste, 1748-1827</td>
<td>57666</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Truxillo</td>
<td>75564</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Truxillo (Honduras) SEE Trujillo (Honduras)</td>
<td>75564</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A True and perfect pourtraict of the duchie of Mekelenburghge from lasmunde to Femeren</td>
<td>45657</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tryckert</td>
<td>10831</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trygg, J. William</td>
<td>32324, 46749</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tryon, Rolla M. (Rolla Milton), 1875-1954</td>
<td>30715</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tryon, William, 1729-1788</td>
<td>56034, 56035, 56036, 56038, 56041, 58888</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tryrolis comitatus</td>
<td>75906</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Tsad, Lake (Africa) SEE Chad, Lake  25674
Tsao, Wan-ju  20752
The Tsarist Empire in the 1900's  67482
Tschechoslowakei  22649, 22658
Tschechoslowakei : westlicher Teil  22648
Tscherikow, Aleksei Ilich, 1703-1748 SEE Chirikov, Aleksei Ilich, 1703-1748  58730
Tschi, Aegidius, 1505-1572  7645, 7646, 7667, 7752, 17818, 17819, 18495, 28621, 73780, 73783, 73784, 73786, 75571, 75572, 75573, 75574, 75575, 75576, 75577, 75578, 75580, 75581, 75590
Tschi, Aegidius, 1505-1572. [Austria] (156-?)  75582
Tschi, Aegidius, 1505-1572. [Map of Switzerland] (1538)  22793
Tschi, Aegidius, 1505-1572. [Map of Switzerland] (1555)  45905
Tschi, Aegidius, 1505-1572. [Maps of Switzerland] (1538-)  46054, 75584, 75585, 75586, 75587
Tschi, Aegidius, 1505-1572. [Maps of Switzerland] (156-?)  75583
Tschi or Schudy  75573
Tschi, Aegidius, 1505-1572. Scandinavia (156-?)  75589
Tschi, Aegidius, 1505-1572. [Map of Switzerland] (1565)  22793
Tschi, Aegidius, 1505-1572. [Map of Switzerland] (1568)  22793
Tschi, Aegidius, 1505-1572. [Maps of Switzerland] (1565)  45905
Tschi, Aegidius, 1505-1572. [Maps of Switzerland] (1568)  45905
Tschirikow, Aleksei Ilich, 1703-1748 SEE Chirikov, Aleksei Ilich, 1703-1748  58730
Tschudo, Aegidio, 1505-1572 SEE Tschudi, Aegidius, 1505-1572  73783
Tschervdo, Aegidio, 1505-1572  73783
Tschurikow, Aleksei Ilich, 1703-1748 SEE Chirikov, Aleksei Ilich, 1703-1748  58730
Tschvdo, Aegidio, 1505-1572 SEE Tschudi, Aegidius, 1505-1572  73783
Tselikas, Agamemnon  38581
Tshimakain Mission (Wash.) SEE Spokane Indian Reservation (Wash.)  72985
Tsopelas, Demetrius G  32909
Tsotsos, G. P.  65746
Tsouderos, Trine  30967
Tsuchida, Shigoru  74184
Tsugar (Japan) SEE Tsugaru Strait (Japan)  75591
Tsugaru-kaikyo (Japan) SEE Tsugaru Strait (Japan)  75591
Tsugaru Strait (Japan) - Pictorial works - 1797-1804 - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc.  75591
Tsvetkov, M. A.  18375
TT Maps  36666, 36668
The Story of Inyo  28813
TTK atlas of Indian states  36668
Tuamotu Archipelago (French Polynesia) - Maps - 1816  12458, 75592
Tuamotu Archipelago (French Polynesia) - Maps - 1840  38526
Tuamotu Archipelago (French Polynesia) - Maps - 1866  65149
Tuan, Yi-fu, 1930-  17926
Tubac  75593
Tubac (Arizona) - Pictorial works - 1866  75593
Tubac (Arizona) - Maps - 1768 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  75594
Tuban (Indonesia) - Pictorial works - 1615  75595
Tübingen (Germany) - Maps - 1745 - Pictorial works  84745
Tubingen (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1620  75596
Tubingen (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1657  75597
Tübingen mit dero Gegend auf 2 Stund  75598
Tübingen Region (Germany) - Maps - 1710  75598
Tubingen, Univ.  48164
TuccarzadiHilmi  10929, 10931
Tucci, Ugo/=Dizionario biografico degli italiani (1960-)  15065
Tucker, A.  38440, 39019, 65422
Tucker, Beverley, 1820-1890 SEE Tucker, Nathaniel Beverley, 1820-1890  33218
Tucker, C. T.  38513
Tucker, Harry J., d. 1928 - Travel, 1928- Maps  77228
Tucker, Harry J., d. 1928 - Travel, 1928- - Maps  77228
Tucker, M. G.  40564, 66147, 75486, 83041
Tucker, Nathaniel Beverley, 1820-1890  33218, 58752, 74182
Tucker Printing Company (Portland, Me.)  44008, 44010, 44012, 44014, 44016, 44018, 44020
Tucker, Sara Jones  6260, 49116, 49117
Tucker, T. B.  33411
Tucker, Thomas  82849
Tucker, W. A.  39831
Tuckermann, Louis  34207
Tuckett, F. F.  67271
Tucson (Arizona) - Aerial photographs - 1966  75604
Tucson (Arizona) - Aerial photographs - 1967  75605
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Tucson (Ariz.) - Aerial photographs - 1968 75606
Tucson (Ariz.) - Aerial photographs - 1969 75607
Tucson (Ariz.) - Maps - 1952 - Road maps 75599
Tucson (Ariz.) - Maps - 1953 - Banks and banking 75600
Tucson (Ariz.) - Maps - 1953 - Road maps 75600
Tucson (Ariz.) - Maps - 1966 - Banks and banking 75601, 75602, 75603
Tucson (Ariz.) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps 75601, 75602, 75603, 75604
Tucson (Ariz.) - Maps - 1967 - Road maps 75605
Tucson (Ariz.) - Maps - 1968 - Road maps 75606
Tucson (Ariz.) - Maps - 1969 - Road maps 75607
Tucson (Ariz.) - Maps - 1970 - Road maps 75608
Tucson (Ariz.) - Maps - 1976-1979 - Road maps 64588
Tucson (Ariz.) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps 75609, 75610
Tucson (Ariz.) - Maps - 1979 - Banks and banking 75611
Tucson (Ariz.) - Maps - 1979 - Road maps 75611
Tucson (Ariz.) - Maps - 1994 - Road maps 79075
Tucson (Ariz.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps 75612
Tucson (Ariz.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps 75613, 75614
Tucson (Ariz.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps 75615
Tucson (Ariz.) - Pictorial works - 1966 75604
Tucson (Ariz.) - Pictorial works - 1967 75605
Tucson (Ariz.) - Pictorial works - 1968 75606
Tucson (Ariz.) - Pictorial works - 1969 75607
Tucson city map / 76 Union 75605
Tucson city map and street guide ... / a courtesy of your Arizona Automobile Association 75609
Tucson city map / Union Oil Company of California 75606, 75607
Tucson : Davis Monthan A.F.B., Green Valley, South Tucson / compliments of Western Savings 75611
Tucson EasyFinder : Local street detail 75613
Tucson metro street guide 75612, 75614, 75618
Tucson metropolitan street atlas 75617
Tucson : Mobil travel map 75604
Tucson Region (Ariz.) - Maps - 1880 2554
Tucson Region (Ariz.) - Maps - 1976-1979 - Road maps 64588
Tucson Region (Ariz.) - Maps - 1979 - Road maps 75611
Tucson Region (Ariz.) - Maps - 1996 - Road maps 75616
Tucson Region (Ariz.) - Maps - 1999 - Road maps 75617
Tucson Region (Ariz.) - Maps - 2003 - Road maps 75618
Tucson Region (Ariz.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps 75612
Tucson Region (Ariz.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps 75614
Tucson Region (Ariz.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps 75615
Tucson street guide 75615
Tucson tourguide / Gulf 75608
Tucson & vicinity StreetFinder 75616
Tucumcario Region (Venezuela) - Maps - 1791 - Indian land transfers - Manuscripts 75619
Tudeer, Lauri Oskar Theodor, 1884-1955 65757
Tudor and early Stuart voyaging / by Boies Penrose 23634
Tudor Geography, 1485-1583 17813, 18068
Tudor London : a map and a view 10373
A Tudor mystery : Laurence Nowell's map of England and Ireland 60193
Tudor Pinner 64776
Tudor Press, Boston 20021
Tudor Press (Boston, Mass.) 45478, 45479
Tuerke, Juan 20582
Tuerkei 75813, 75814, 75817
Tuerkei und untere Donauländer 75802
Tufts, Edward R., 1942- 28807, 28808, 67483, 80531
Tufts, Nathan 4712
Tuitt, Michael L., Jr. 421, 3825
Tukwila (Wash.) - Tourism - 2003 69801
Tulancingo Region (Hidalgo, Mexico) - Maps - 1500-1599 - Indians - Land Tenure - Manuscripts 46163
Tulancingo Region (Hidalgo, Mexico) - Maps - 1843 - Manuscripts 75620
Tulane University, Middle American Research Institute 18992
Tulard, Jean 27592
[Tulare County (Calif.) - 1884: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 75621
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tulare County (Calif.) - Maps - 1884 - Landowners</td>
<td>75621</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tulare County (Calif.) - Maps - 1917 - Railroads</td>
<td>65311</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tulare County (Calif.) - Maps - 1919 - Railroads</td>
<td>65312</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tulare County (Calif.) - Maps - 2003 - Road maps</td>
<td>41189</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tulare County (Calif.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps</td>
<td>68685, 68686</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tulayan Island (Philippines) - Maps - 1862 - Manuscripts</td>
<td>75622</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tulayan Island (Philippines) - Maps - 1862 - Pictorial works - Manuscripts</td>
<td>75622</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tulla, J. G. (Johann Gottfried), 1770-1828</td>
<td>11388</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tullberg (Hasse W.) &amp; Co. See Hasse W. Tullberg &amp; Co.</td>
<td>73277</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tulsa and Oklahoma City tour with Texaco</td>
<td>75624, 75625, 75626</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tulsa, Broken Arrow &amp; vicinity StreetFinder</td>
<td>75634</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tulsa, Broken Arrow &amp; vicinity StreetFinder</td>
<td>75634</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tulsa EasyFinder : Local street detail</td>
<td>75635</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tulsa (Okla.) - Maps - 1918 - Pictorial works</td>
<td>75623</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tulsa (Okla.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps</td>
<td>61472, 61491</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tulsa (Okla.) - Maps - 1951</td>
<td>76087, 76088</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tulsa (Okla.) - Maps - 1954 - Road maps</td>
<td>75624, 75625</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tulsa (Okla.) - Maps - 1955 - Road maps</td>
<td>75626</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tulsa (Okla.) - Maps - 1960 - Road maps</td>
<td>75639</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tulsa (Okla.) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps</td>
<td>75627</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tulsa (Okla.) - Maps - 1967 - Road maps</td>
<td>75628</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tulsa (Okla.) - Maps - 1968 - Road maps</td>
<td>75629</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tulsa (Okla.) - Maps - 1969 - Road maps</td>
<td>75630</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tulsa (Okla.) - Maps - 1971 - Road maps</td>
<td>75631</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tulsa (Okla.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps</td>
<td>61303, 75632, 75633</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tulsa (Okla.) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps</td>
<td>61304</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tulsa (Okla.) - Maps - 1995-1996 - Road maps</td>
<td>79101</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tulsa (Okla.) - Maps - 2000 - Road maps</td>
<td>75634</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tulsa (Okla.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps</td>
<td>75635, 75636</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tulsa (Okla.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps</td>
<td>75637</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tulsa (Okla.) - Pictorial works - 1959 - Railroads</td>
<td>19317</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tulsa (Okla.) - Pictorial works - 1960 - Railroads</td>
<td>19318</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tulsa, Oklahoma City : Mobil travel map</td>
<td>75627</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tulsa, Oklahoma City / Phillips 66, the performance company</td>
<td>75633</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tulsa, Oklahoma City street maps / Phillips 66</td>
<td>75631</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tulsa, Oklahoma City / Texaco</td>
<td>75630</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tulsa, Oklahoma City tourguide map / Gulf</td>
<td>75628, 75629, 75632</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tulsa Region (Ok.) - Maps - 1995 - Road maps</td>
<td>75638</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tulsa Region (Okla.) - Maps - 1960 - Road maps</td>
<td>75639</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tulsa Region (Okla.) - Maps - 1971 - Road maps</td>
<td>75631</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tulsa Region (Okla.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps</td>
<td>75633</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tulsa Region (Okla.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps</td>
<td>75636</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tulsa Region (Okla.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps</td>
<td>75637</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tulsa street guide</td>
<td>75637</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tulsa street guide : including Broken Arrow</td>
<td>75636</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tulsa &amp; vicinity StreetFinder</td>
<td>75638</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tultepec Region (Mexico) - Maps - 1569 - Land Tenure - Manuscripts</td>
<td>68840</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tuman, Franjo</td>
<td>17099</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tumbao (Philippines) - Maps - 1862 - Manuscripts</td>
<td>75640, 75641</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tumbao (Philippines) - Maps - 1862 - Pictorial works - Manuscripts</td>
<td>75641</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Le Tumben Nupt’an = El Nuevo Testamento</td>
<td>13036</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tumbuka language - Texts - 1957</td>
<td>13014</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tunesien</td>
<td>75663</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tunag Hickok Federation of Nunavut</td>
<td>60200</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tunge, Grete</td>
<td>10202</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tunis 1896</td>
<td>75653</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tunis, Battle of, Tunis, Tunisia, 1535 - Maps</td>
<td>75646, 75647</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tunis, Battle of, Tunis, Tunisia, 1535 - Pictorial works</td>
<td>75648</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tunis, Battle of, Tunis, Tunisia, 1570 - Maps</td>
<td>75642</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tunis, Battle of, Tunis, Tunisia, 1574 - Maps</td>
<td>75643</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tunis, Battle of, Tunis, Tunisia, 1574 - Pictorial works</td>
<td>75651</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tunis, Edwin, 1897-1973</td>
<td>11682, 24578, 45331</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tunis, Gulf of - 230 B.C.</td>
<td>16712</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tunis, Gulf of (Tunisia) - Maps - 1728 - Harbor</td>
<td>45861</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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| Tunis, Gulf of (Tunisia) - Maps - 1753 - Nautical charts | 45868, 75644 |
| Tunis, Gulf of (Tunisia) - Maps - 1771 - Nautical charts | 45876, 75645 |
| Tunis Region (Tunisia) - Maps - 1535-1570 | 75707 |
| Tunis Region (Tunisia) - Maps - 1535-1588 | 75708 |
| Tunis Region (Tunisia) - Maps - 1535-1606 | 75709 |
| Tunis Region (Tunisia) - Maps - 1753 - Nautical charts | 75644 |
| Tunis Region (Tunisia) - Maps - 1771 - Nautical charts | 75645 |
| Tunis (Tunisia) 1535 - Maps | 75646, 75647 |
| Tunis (Tunisia) 1535 - Pictorial works | 75648 |
| Tunis (Tunisia) 1566 - Maps | 75649, 75650 |
| Tunis (Tunisia) 1570 - Maps - Fortification | 32287 |
| Tunis (Tunisia) 1574 - Pictorial works | 75651 |
| Tunis (Tunisia) - Maps - 1570 - Fortification | 75652 |
| Tunis (Tunisia) - Maps - 1632 | 225 |
| Tunis (Tunisia) - Maps - 1851 - Pictorial works | 511 |
| Tunis (Tunisia) - Maps - 1874 | 1221 |
| Tunis (Tunisia) - Maps - 1878 | 1222 |
| Tunis (Tunisia) - Maps - 1890 | 1223 |
| Tunis (Tunisia) - Maps - 1891 | 1224 |
| Tunis (Tunisia) - Maps - 1893 | 1225 |
| Tunis (Tunisia) - Maps - 1895 | 1227 |
| Tunis (Tunisia) - Maps - 1896 | 75653 |
| Tunis (Tunisia) - Maps - 1900 | 1228 |
| Tunis (Tunisia) - Maps - 1903 | 1229 |
| Tunis (Tunisia) - Maps - 1906 | 1231, 39289 |
| Tunis (Tunisia) - Maps - 1912 | 486 |
| Tunis (Tunisia) - Maps - 1913 | 1233 |
| Tunis (Tunisia) - Maps - 1923 | 1234, 1235 |
| Tunis (Tunisia) - Maps - 1926 | 1236 |
| Tunis (Tunisia) - Maps - 1955 | 1239 |
| Tunis (Tunisia) - Pictorial works - 1793 | 75654 |
| Tunis / by Hazel Thurston ; with 16 photographs by David Mere | 75655 |
| Tunis - Description and travel - 1977 | 75655 |
| Tunis - Description and travel - 1981 | 75656 |
| Tunis - Description and travel - 1993 | 75657 |
| Tunisia. Direction des travaux publics | 75661 |
| Tunis - Historical geography - Maps - 1936 | 75658 |
| Tunis - History, Ancient | 75659 |
| Tunis - History - Expedition of Charles V, 1535 - Maps | 75646, 75647 |
| Tunis - History - Expedition of Charles V, 1535 - Pictorial works | 43926, 64152, 75648 |
| Tunis - Maps - 1535-1570 | 75707 |
| Tunis - Maps - 1535-15788 | 75708 |
| Tunis - Maps - 1535-1606 | 75709 |
| Tunis - Maps - 1540 | 1214 |
| Tunis - Maps - 1625 | 439 |
| Tunis - Maps - 1626 | 440 |
| Tunis - Maps - 1703 | 41961 |
| Tunis - Maps - 1710 | 454 |
| Tunis - Maps - 1726 - Manuscripts | 1217 |
| Tunis - Maps - 1853 | 482 |
| Tunis - Maps - 1903 | 1229 |
| Tunis - Maps - 1908 - Road maps | 28015, 75660 |
| Tunis - Maps - 1910 - Road maps | 75661 |
| Tunis - Maps - 1912 - Road maps | 26177 |
| Tunis - Maps - 1913 | 1233 |
| Tunis - Maps - 1914 - Road maps | 28021 |
| Tunis - Maps - 1923 | 1235 |
| Tunis - Maps - 1926 | 1236 |
| Tunis - Maps - 1927 | 1237 |
| Tunis - Maps - 1934 | 45758 |
| Tunis - Maps - 1936 | 75658 |
| Tunis - Maps - 1943 | 75662 |
| Tunis - Maps - 1943 - Road maps | 84658 |
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Turkey

Turin (Italy) - Maps - Bibliography 75679, 75680
Turin (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1552 75681
Turin (Italy) : Province - Historical geography - Maps - 1830-1839 75682
The Turin Papyrus Map: the oldest known map with geological significance 30940
Turin Region (Italy) - Maps - 1540 64675
Turin Region (Italy) - Maps - 1550 64676
Turin Region (Italy) - Maps - 1866 38945
Turin (Torino) 75678
Turin, ville capitale de Piemont ... 75673, 75674, 75675
Türk tarihî araştırmalar Kurumu yayinemlerinden, no. 1 64788
Turisttrafikförreningen för Stockholm 73277
Turistaság és Alpinizmus 14830, 14831
Turin (Italy)

Turkey - Antiquities SEE ALSO Halicarnassus (Extinct City) 33337
Turkey. Army - Pictorial works - 1556 49266
Turkey. Army - Pictorial works - 1569 49267
Turkey. Army - Pictorial works - 1570 49268
Turkey bridge opens 13284
Turkey : central Mediterranean regions 109
Turkey - Coast, Aegean SEE Aegean Coast (Turkey) 114
Turkey containing the provinces in Asia Minor 75775, 75776
Turkey - Description and travel - 1801-1807 75683
Turkey - Description and travel - 1907 20921
Turkey - Description and travel - 1981 75684, 75685, 75686
Turkey - Description and travel - 1988 75687
Turkey - Description and travel - 1995 75688, 75689
Turkey: fall in love with a country 75689
Turkey - Historical geography - Maps - 1606 32767
Turkey - Historical geography - Maps - 1683-1689 SEE ALSO Austro-Turkish War, 1737-1739 11528
Turkey - Historical geography - Maps - 1700 48024, 75690
Turkey - Historical geography - Maps - 1723 32798, 75691
Turkey - Historical geography - Maps - 1783 75692, 75693
Turkey - Historical geography - Maps - 1820 11607, 48120
Turkey - Historical geography - Maps - 1827 75702
Turkey - Historical geography - Maps - 1843 75785
Turkey - Historical geography - Maps - 1899 (Provisional Heading) 34083
Turkey - Historical geography - Maps - 1910 75694
Turkey - History, 401 B.C. 74116
Turkey - History, Ancient 75697
Turkey - History, Ancient - 1703 75695
Turkey - History, Ancient - 1764 75696
Turkey - History, Ancient - Maps - 1600-1675 75721
Turkey - History, Ancient - Maps - 1670-1679 75722
Turkey - History, Ancient - Maps - 1676 75698
Turkey - History, Ancient - Maps - 1700-1799 9323
Turkey - History, Ancient - Maps - 1715 75699
Turkey - History, Ancient - Maps - 1726 32779, 32780, 32781, 75700
Turkey - History, Ancient - Maps - 1732 11486, 11487
Turkey - History, Ancient - Maps - 1741 11488, 11489, 32782, 75701
Turkey - History, Ancient - Maps - 1776 32787
Turkey - History, Ancient - Maps - 1807 75764
Turkey - History, Ancient - Maps - 1827 75702
Turkey - History, Ancient - Maps - 1830 75703, 75704
Turkey - History, Ancient - Maps - 1958 - Road maps, Roman 75705
Turkey - History - Maps 75706
Turkey - History - Ottoman Empire, 1288-1918 48102
Turkey - History - Ottoman Empire, 1288-1918 - Manuscripts 75794, 75801
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Call Numbers</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Turkey - History - Ottoman Empire, 1288-1918 - Maps</td>
<td>75785, 75804</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey I. Containing the northern provinces</td>
<td>11566, 11567</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey II. Containing the northern part of Greece</td>
<td>32859, 32860</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey III. Containing the southern part of Greece and Candia</td>
<td>63493, 63494</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey in Asia 48129, 48131, 48133, 48136, 75766, 75772, 75777, 75786, 75809</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey in Asia and the Caucasian provinces of Russia</td>
<td>48140, 48142</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey in Asia (Asia Minor) and Transcaucasia / by Keith Johnston, F.R.S.E.; engraved &amp; printed by W. &amp; A.K. Johnston, Edinburgh</td>
<td>75791</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey in Asia (Biblical regions) : the Holy Land and its borders ... / by J. Hugh Johnson, F.R.G.S.; Drawn and engraved at Stanford's Geographical Establishment, 6 Charing Cross, London 62832</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey in Asia / J. Arrowsmith</td>
<td>75778</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey in Asia / J. Bartholomew, F.R.G.S.</td>
<td>75800</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey in Asia containing the following governments...</td>
<td>48120</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey in Asia contains the following governments...</td>
<td>48122</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey in Asia / drawn &amp; engraved by J. Archer, Pentonville, London</td>
<td>75783</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey in Asia drawn from the most respectable authorities</td>
<td>48119</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey in Asia / drawn under the direction of Mr. Pinkerton by L. Hebert; Neele sculpt. 352 Strand</td>
<td>75768</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey in Asia / Engd. by W. Dassauville</td>
<td>75769</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey in Asia, Geogia &amp; western Persia</td>
<td>75789</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey in Asia / Neele sculp.</td>
<td>75765</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey in Asia, with Russian Armenia and the countries of the Caucasus / by W. Hughes, F.R.G.S.</td>
<td>75792</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey in Asia / Young &amp; Delleker sc.</td>
<td>75779</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey in Europe 11551, 11555, 11562, 11563, 11564, 11568, 11575, 11576, 11577, 11579, 11581, 11582, 11587, 11594</td>
<td>11567, 48121</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey in Europe and Asia, including the places celebrated for battles and sieges</td>
<td>11567, 48121</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey in Europe and Hungary</td>
<td>34968</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey in Europe and Hungary from the best authorities</td>
<td>11548, 11552</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey in Europe / J. Arrowsmith</td>
<td>11569</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey in Europe / J. Bartholomew, F.R.G.S.</td>
<td>11585</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey in Europe / by Keith Johnston, F.R.S.E.; engraved &amp; printed in colours by W. &amp; A.K. Johnston, Edinburgh</td>
<td>11584</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey in Europe / drawn &amp; engraved by J. Archer, Pentonville, London</td>
<td>11574</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey in Europe / drawn under the direction of Mr. Pinkerton by L. Hebert; Neele sculpt. 352 Strand</td>
<td>11559</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey in Europe, Greece, Roumania, Servia &amp;c.</td>
<td>11597</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey in Europe, Greece, Roumania, Servia &amp; Montenegro</td>
<td>11592</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey in Europe, Greece, Roumania, Servia, Montenegro &amp;c. / by J. Bartholomew, F.R.G.S.</td>
<td>11593</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey in Europe &amp; Hungary</td>
<td>11572</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey in Europe / Neele sculp.</td>
<td>11556</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey in Europe, Rumania, Servia, Montenegro, Bulgaria, etc.</td>
<td>11595</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey in Europe / Young &amp; Delleker sc.</td>
<td>11570</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey - Maps - 1528</td>
<td>104, 45144</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey - Maps - 1535-1570</td>
<td>75707</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey - Maps - 1535-1588</td>
<td>75708</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey - Maps - 1535-1606</td>
<td>75709</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey - Maps - 1540</td>
<td>75710</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey - Maps - 1552</td>
<td>32803, 75711</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey - Maps - 1558</td>
<td>32805, 32806, 32807</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey - Maps - 1561</td>
<td>32809</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey - Maps - 1564</td>
<td>32810, 32811</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey - Maps - 1566</td>
<td>32812, 75712, 75713</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey - Maps - 1570</td>
<td>48056, 75714, 75715</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey - Maps - 1588</td>
<td>48058</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey - Maps - 1593</td>
<td>48060, 75716</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey - Maps - 1606</td>
<td>32767, 48061</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey - Maps - 1625</td>
<td>75717</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey - Maps - 1626</td>
<td>48067, 48068, 75718</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey - Maps - 1658</td>
<td>75719, 75720</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey - Maps - 1660-1675</td>
<td>75721</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey - Maps - 1670-1679</td>
<td>75722</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey - Maps - 1670-1750</td>
<td>75723</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey - Maps - 1676</td>
<td>75698</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey - Maps - 1680</td>
<td>48074</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey - Maps - 1688</td>
<td>48020, 75724</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey - Maps - 1689</td>
<td>75725</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey - Maps - 1690 - Cities and towns</td>
<td>11511</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey - Maps - 1690 - Harbors</td>
<td>11511</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey - Maps - 1692</td>
<td>75726</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Turkey - Maps - 1695  45730
Turkey - Maps - 1696  48077
Turkey - Maps - 1698  48079
Turkey - Maps - 1700  48024, 48081, 75690, 75727
Turkey - Maps - 1700-1799  9323
Turkey - Maps - 1701  48082, 48083, 48084
Turkey - Maps - 1703  75695, 75728
Turkey - Maps - 1707  32825, 32826, 32827
Turkey - Maps - 1708  11523
Turkey - Maps - 1710  48086, 75729
Turkey - Maps - 1711  48087, 48088
Turkey - Maps - 1712  11525
Turkey - Maps - 1715  75699
Turkey - Maps - 1720  32828
Turkey - Maps - 1721  48093
Turkey - Maps - 1723  32798, 75691
Turkey - Maps - 1725  11526, 32830
Turkey - Maps - 1732  11486, 11487, 45733
Turkey - Maps - 1733  75730
Turkey - Maps - 1733-1737  67538
Turkey - Maps - 1740  48098, 48099
Turkey - Maps - 1741  34939, 48100, 75731
Turkey - Maps - 1745  75735, 75736
Turkey - Maps - 1756  75737, 75738
Turkey - Maps - 1760  75739
Turkey - Maps - 1764  75740
Turkey - Maps - 1766  75741
Turkey - Maps - 1769-1770  67710
Turkey - Maps - 1772  75742
Turkey - Maps - 1774  11540, 11541, 75743
Turkey - Maps - 1776  75744
Turkey - Maps - 1777  75745
Turkey - Maps - 1778  75746
Turkey - Maps - 1780  75747
Turkey - Maps - 1783  75748
Turkey - Maps - 1784  75749
Turkey - Maps - 1786  11542
Turkey - Maps - 1788  11544, 11545, 14899, 75751, 75752
Turkey - Maps - 1793  48112
Turkey - Maps - 1794  11546, 11547, 75753, 75754, 75755, 75756
Turkey - Maps - 1795  75757
Turkey - Maps - 1799 - History, Ancient  75758
Turkey - Maps - 1801  75759
Turkey - Maps - 1802  32849, 75760
Turkey - Maps - 1804  11553, 75761
Turkey - Maps - 1806  75762
Turkey - Maps - 1807  28030, 75763, 75764
Turkey - Maps - 1813  75765, 75766
Turkey - Maps - 1814  75767
Turkey - Maps - 1815  75768
Turkey - Maps - 1820  11607, 48120
Turkey - Maps - 1821  75769
Turkey - Maps - 1822  32853, 75770
Turkey - Maps - 1823  75771
Turkey - Maps - 1825  38596
Turkey - Maps - 1826  75772
Turkey - Maps - 1827  75702
Turkey - Maps - 1829  9673, 32859, 32860, 32861, 63493, 63494, 75773, 75774
Turkey - Maps - 1830  11566, 11567, 75775, 75776
Turkey - Maps - 1831  11568, 75777
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Call Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1832</td>
<td>75778</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1833</td>
<td>75779</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1835</td>
<td>75780</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1840</td>
<td>75781, 75782</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1841</td>
<td>75783</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1843</td>
<td>75784, 75785</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1845</td>
<td>11575, 11576, 48129, 75786</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1847</td>
<td>48133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1850</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1851</td>
<td>75787, 75788</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1853</td>
<td>11580, 75789</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1854</td>
<td>22431, 75790</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1855 Extinct cities</td>
<td>32875</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1855</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1856</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1857</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1858</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1859</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1860</td>
<td>11583</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1861</td>
<td>75791</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1866</td>
<td>11585, 75792</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1867</td>
<td>75793</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1870 Extinct cities</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1871</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1872</td>
<td>75795</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1873</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1874</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1875</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1876</td>
<td>11587, 75796</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1877</td>
<td>11588, 11589, 75797, 75798</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1878</td>
<td>75799</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1879</td>
<td>48146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1885</td>
<td>75800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1889 Extinct cities</td>
<td>75801</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1892</td>
<td>75802</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1893</td>
<td>38622</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1896</td>
<td>75803</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1899</td>
<td>30476, 75804</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1900</td>
<td>38625</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1900-1909</td>
<td>31554</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1901</td>
<td>32886</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1902</td>
<td>75806</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1903</td>
<td>75807</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1905</td>
<td>38626</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1906</td>
<td>32890</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1907</td>
<td>20821</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1908</td>
<td>75808</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1910-1919</td>
<td>75809</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1914</td>
<td>38627</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1917 Ethnology</td>
<td>31583, 31584</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1920-1921</td>
<td>75810</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1923</td>
<td>38628</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1958</td>
<td>75705, 75811</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1960</td>
<td>75812</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1961</td>
<td>75813</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1967</td>
<td>75814</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1968</td>
<td>75815</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1970</td>
<td>75816</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1973</td>
<td>75817</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1976 Guidebooks</td>
<td>75818</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1984 Guidebooks</td>
<td>75819</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1988</td>
<td>75820, 75821</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1988 Cities and towns</td>
<td>43684</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1989</td>
<td>111, 75822, 75823</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1991 Guidebooks</td>
<td>75824</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1991 Postal service - History</td>
<td>75825</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1992</td>
<td>75826</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1994</td>
<td>75827</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1996</td>
<td>75828</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1996-1999</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1997</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000-2019</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010-2019</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Tuscarawas County (Ohio) - Maps - 1875 - Landowners 75885, 75886
Tuscarawas County (Ohio) - Maps - 1908 - Landowners 75887
Tuscarawas County (Ohio) - Maps - 1977 - Landowners 75888
Tuscarawas County (Ohio) - Maps - 1998 - Landowners 75889
Tuscarawas County, Ohio, plat book, index of owners, city street maps 75888
Tuscarawas County plat directory, Ohio 75889
Tuscarora Indian Reservation (N.Y.) - Maps - 1890 75890
Tuscarora Indians - New York (State) - Maps - 1890 - Landowners 75890
Tuskarwas County 4-H (Ohio) 75889
Tuscia nobiliss. Italiae regi o Lvcam ... 43604
[Tuscola County (Mich.) - 1858: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 75891
Tuscola County (Mich.) - Maps - 1858 - Landowners 75891
Tuscola County (Mich.) - Maps - 1860 46779
Tusher, Diane 34625, 34626, 34627
Tûsî, Nasî r ad - Din at, 1201-1274 SEE Tusi, Nasir al-Din Muhammad ibn Muhammad, 1201-1274 3480
Tusi, Nasir al-Din Muhammad ibn Muhammad, 1201-1274 3480
Tuszynska - Rekawek, Halina 7730
Tuttle (C.E.) Co. SEE Charles E. Tuttle Co. 83018
Tuttle, Clay F. 30199
Tuttle, H. P. 13177
Tuttle, Kathryn A. 30199
Tuttle, Lizzie 30481
Tuttle & M'Cauley 76796
Tuttle, Norman, 1787-1858 34815
Tuttle & Pike 41402
Tutuila Island (American Samoa) - Maps - 1942 60323
Tutzschmann, Maximilian Moritz 69078
Tuxen, Poul 7248
Tuyl, J. D. van 17116
Tvbinga 75596, 75597
Tvnetis vrbis, ac Novae eivs Arcis, et Gvletae ... M.D. LXXIV ... 75651
Tvnces, oppidvm Barbarie & regia sedes; anno 1535, cum à Carolo V. Imp. expugnaretur, à Ioanne Maio eius maiestatis pictore ad vivam delineatum 75648
Tvrcia tvrcicive imperi seoul soliii manorum regni plerage pars, nunc recens summa fide ac industria elucubrata / Ioannes à D... 75716
Tvrcici imperi deletio ... 48058, 48061
Tvrciae antqvae typvs / ex conatibus geographicis Ab. Ortelij. 75850
Tvrciae insignis Italiae prouinciae vera ac elegans corographia / autore Hieronimo Bellarmato 75859
TWA air atlas 77839
TWA air routes in the United States 77964
TWA airway map and log / Transcontinental & Western Air, Inc. 77700
TWA flight crew air atlas of the U.S. 78054
TWA international air routes : U.S.A., Europe, Africa, Asia 626, 627
TWA Route Maps 84457
TWA air atlas of the United States 78205
TWA: the Lindbergh Line : airway map and air log : Transcontinental & Western Air, Inc. 77624, 77625
TWA: Trans World Airlines international air routes 625
TWA : United States route map and souvenir atlas 78205
TWA vacation guide and world atlas / compiled for Trans World Airlines 6523
TWA world routes in the U.S.A, Europe, Africa and Asia : welcome to the world of Trans World Airlines 78480
Twain, Mark, 1835-1910 37610, 37611
Twain, Mark, 1835-1910 - Autographs - Forgeries 37610
Tweed River (N.S.W.) - Maps - Bibliography 56878
Twee peurkundig teekenboek 8960
Twee peurkundig atlas (Europe en de werelddeelen) 8861, 8883, 8893, 8920, 8936, 8961
Tweedsmuir, Susan, 1882-1952 16193
Twelve maps of India, to accompany the statement exhibiting the moral and material progress and condition of India during the year 1882-83 36611
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Two hundred and fifty years of map making in the county of Surrey: a collection of reproductions of printed maps published between the years 1579-1823

Two by two: twenty new and accurate maps of Europe

Twinrocker Handmade Paper

Twin City Rapid Transit Company

Twin City Federal Savings & Loan

Twin City : a pictorial history of East Chicago, Indiana / [by Archibald McKinlay ; [edited by Tony Lillis] 24010

The Twin Cities: their famous lakes, river, parks and resorts

The Twin Cities: a pictorial history of East Chicago, Indiana / [by Archibald McKinlay ; [edited by Tony Lillis] 24010

The Twentieth century atlas and pictorial gazetteer of all lands

The Twentieth century atlas of Macon County, Illinois

The Twentieth century atlas of Du Page County, Illinois

The Twentieth century atlas of M Acon County, Illinois

The Twentieth century atlas of the commercial, geographical and historical world : with a description of every known land, both near and remote, ancient and modern : embracing complete, original and authentic maps of the present development of all the

The Twentieth century atlas of the commercial, geographical and historical world : with a description of every known land, both near and remote, ancient and modern ... together with useful and timely statistics, educational, industrial, military, naval

The Twentieth century atlas of the commercial, geographical and historical world : with a description of every known land, both near and remote, ancient and modern ... together with useful and timely statistics educational, industrial, military, naval

The Twentieth century atlas of the world : with descriptive gazetteer of principal countries
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Tydol trails thru New York and Long Island / issued by Tide Water Associated Oil Company ... New York  56539, 56540
Tydol trails thru North Dakota ...  58415, 58428, 58451, 58452, 58468, 58488, 58489, 58508
Tydol trails thru North Dakota / issued by Tide Water Associated Oil Company ... Tulsa  58525
Tydol trails thru Oklahoma ...  61450, 61463, 61489, 61490, 61505, 61532, 61533, 61554
Tydol trails thru Oklahoma / issued by Tide Water Associated Oil Company ... Tulsa  61571
Tydol trails thru Pennsylvania ...  63693, 63817, 63834, 63861, 63896, 63897, 63916
Tydol trails thru Pennsylvania and New Jersey  63761
Tydol trails thru Pennsylvania / issued by Tide Water Associated Oil Company ... New York  63938
Tydol trails thru Pennsylvania, New Jersey ...  63725
Tydol trails thru Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Maryland, Delaware and eastern Ohio  59242
Tydol trails thru South Dakota ...  70959, 70972, 70991, 70992, 71003, 71017, 71018, 71026
Tydol trails thru South Dakota / issued by Tide Water Associated Oil Company ... Tulsa  71033
Tydol trails thru Texas ...  74714, 74743, 74744, 74763, 74798, 74799, 74819
Tydol trails thru Texas / issued by Tide Water Associated Oil Company ... Tulsa  74837
Tydol trails thru Virginia  3887
Tydol trails thru Virginia, West Virginia, Maryland, Delaware  3893, 3894
Tydol trails thru Wisconsin ...  83295, 83311, 83342, 83343, 83373, 83400, 83401, 83421
Tydol trails thru Wisconsin / issued by Tide Water Associated Oil Company ... Tulsa  83437
[Tyler County (Tex.) - 1879: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche]  75893
[Tyler County (Tex.) - 1897: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche]  75894
[Tyler County (Tex.) - 1898: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche]  75895
Tyler County (Tex.) - Maps - 1879 - Landowners  75893
Tyler County (Tex.) - Maps - 1897 - Landowners  75894
Tyler County (Tex.) - Maps - 1898 - Landowners  75895
Tyler Hotel (Louisville, Ky.)  40860
Tyler, M. H.  49286, 81461
Tyler, Morris F.  63051
Tyler Southeastern Railway Company  71419, 71433, 71440, 71446, 71451, 71456, 71466, 71479, 71491, 71508, 71521, 76997, 77004, 77015, 77022, 77033
Tyler Southeastern Railway Company - Maps - 1891  71419
Tyler Southeastern Railway Company - Maps - 1892  71433
Tyler Southeastern Railway Company - Maps - 1893  71446
Tyler Southeastern Railway Company - Maps - 1894  71456
Tyler Southeastern Railway Company - Maps - 1895  71466, 76997
Tyler Southeastern Railway Company - Maps - 1896  71479, 77004
Tyler Southeastern Railway Company - Maps - 1897  71491, 77015
Tyler Southeastern Railway Company - Maps - 1898  71508, 77022
Tyler Southeastern Railway Company - Maps - 1899  71521, 77033
Tyman Susato  17456
Tyman, John L.  16405
Tyndale-Biscoe, Jack  44744
Tyndall, Robert, fl. 1606-1677  19320, 19321, 19322
Tyndall's draughte of Virginia 1608 : from the original in the British Museum  19320
Tyne and Wear (England) - Maps - 1693 - Coasts - Nautical charts  56880
Tyne and Wear (England) - Maps - 1749 - Coasts - Nautical charts  56881
Tyne, River (England) - Maps - 1728  25102
Tyne, River (England) - Maps - 1740  25003
Tyne, River (England) - Maps - 1749  25004
Tyne, River (England) - Maps - 1758 - Nautical charts  25005
Tyne, River (England) - Maps - 1790 - Nautical charts  25006
Tyne, River (England) - Maps - 1872 - Mouth  75896
Tynemouth (England) - Maps - 1827  58818
Tyner, Judith A.  18148, 44690, 76069, 83627, 83628
Tyng, Griswold  13432
Type and type-founding - Specimens  66244, 66245, 66246, 66247
Type and Type-Founding - Study and Teaching  38586
Type faces: Rand McNally and Company, Ossining plant  66247
[Typed descriptions and photographs of Blaeu's Nova Africae and de Wit's Nova totivs terrarum orbis tabula, with cover letter from C.W. Andrews, John Crerar Library, to Edward E. Ayer]  13222
Types of the races of man  25677
Typhoons - North Pacific Ocean - Maps - 1855  58752
Typis Wechelianis SEE Andreae Wecheli Heredes  48082
Typo de la carta cosmographica de Gaspar Vopello Medebvgense / Hieronymo de Girava Tarragone ...  83908
Typographia e litographia imperial de A. Sisson  68796
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Typographia Franco-Americana 68796
Typographia Rollandiana (Lisbon, Portugal) 10743
Typographic Etching Company 26584, 30404, 42748

[Typographic maps, English, 1780] 7854

Typographic maps SEE Map printing - Letterpress printing 26345

Typographie 44606
Typographie Cosson et Comp. SEE Cosson et Comp. (Firm), fl. 1860 38941
Typographie, lithographie, xylographie und kuperstech-kunst 65586
Typometry 44603

Typus corographicus Veromanduae partis Galliae Belgicae / [Ioannes à Deutecum, Lucas à Deutecum, fecerunt] 643
Typus Frisiae orientalis 24973

Typus geographicas ducat. Lauenburgici novus ... 33373

Typus regionalis Urrainae sive: Palatinatuum Podoliae, Kioviensis, & Bracziavi ... / Wilhelm Pfann sculpsit ; I. H. S. delin. 75967

Typus orbis terrarum 83945

Typvs orbis terrarum / [Jodocus Hondius] 83947

Tyre 75897

Tyre (Lebanon) - Maps - 1840 - Pictorial works 75897

Tyre (Lebanon) - Pictorial works - 1552 75898

Tyrol (Austria) - Historical geography - Maps - 1300-1975 - Churches 75899

Tyrolii Regio [Italienische Landkarten mit Genealogien], herausgegeben von Dr. R. Born. (1887) 74982
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Call Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tyrol (Austria) - Maps - 1805</td>
<td>11958</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyrol (Austria) - Maps - 1811</td>
<td>75924</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyrol (Austria) - Maps - 1880</td>
<td>11963</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyrol (Austria) - Maps - 1882</td>
<td>11964</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyrol (Austria) - Maps - 1884</td>
<td>11965</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyrol (Austria) - Maps - 1886</td>
<td>11966</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyrol (Austria) - Maps - 1888</td>
<td>75925</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyrol (Austria) - Maps - 1890</td>
<td>11967</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyrol (Austria) - Maps - 1892</td>
<td>11968</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyrol (Austria) - Maps - 1896</td>
<td>11969</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyrol (Austria) - Maps - 1898</td>
<td>11970, 68366</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyrol (Austria) - Maps - 1900</td>
<td>11971</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyrol (Austria) - Maps - 1901</td>
<td>75926</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyrol (Austria) - Maps - 1902</td>
<td>11972</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyrol (Austria) - Maps - 1904</td>
<td>11973</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyrol (Austria) - Maps - 1906</td>
<td>11974</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyrol (Austria) - Maps - 1908</td>
<td>11975</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyrol (Austria) - Maps - 1909</td>
<td>75927</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyrol (Austria) - Maps - 1910</td>
<td>11976</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyrol (Austria) - Maps - 1910-1919 - Bicycle trails</td>
<td>75928</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyrol (Austria) - Maps - 1910-1919 - Road maps</td>
<td>75928</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyrol (Austria) - Maps - 1912</td>
<td>11977, 25728</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyrol (Austria) - Maps - 1913</td>
<td>74018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyrol (Austria) - Maps - 1914</td>
<td>75941</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyrol (Austria) - Maps - 1915</td>
<td>75942</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyrol (Austria) - Maps - 1916</td>
<td>75943</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyrol (Austria) - Maps - 1917</td>
<td>75944</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyrol (Austria) - Maps - 1918</td>
<td>75945</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyrol (Austria) - Maps - 1919</td>
<td>75946</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyrol (Austria) - Maps - 1920</td>
<td>75947</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyrol (Austria) - Maps - 1921</td>
<td>75948</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyrol (Austria) - Maps - 1922</td>
<td>75949</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyrol (Austria) - Maps - 1923</td>
<td>75950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyrol (Austria) - Maps - 1924</td>
<td>75951</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyrol (Austria) - Maps - 1925</td>
<td>75952</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyrol &amp; Salzburg</td>
<td>75947</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Le Tyrol sous le nom duquel l'on comprend le comté de Tyrol ... / par le Sr. Robert</td>
<td>75923</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyrolia-Verlag</td>
<td>75922</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyrone County</td>
<td>75953</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyrone (Northern Ireland) - Maps - 1685</td>
<td>75953</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyrrell, Joseph Burr, 1858-1957</td>
<td>1041</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyrrell, William</td>
<td>16111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyrrenian Sea - Maps - 1741</td>
<td>15142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyrrenian Sea - Maps - 1753 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>38861</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyrrenian Sea - Maps - 1771 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>38872</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tywihitt Brooks, J., 1820-1894 SEE Vizetelly, Henry, 1820-1894</td>
<td>15198</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyssowski, Jan, 1811-1856</td>
<td>73405</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tytler, Alexander Fraser SEE Woodhouselee, Alexander Fraser Tytler, Lord, 1747-1813</td>
<td>34140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tytler, James, 1745-1804</td>
<td>29064, 52062</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tzeltal language - Texts - 1956</td>
<td>13007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tzschirmer, George</td>
<td>70639</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'tZuyder deel van West-Indien / A. Goos sculpsit</td>
<td>70399</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.P.R.R. map showing line of branches from U.P.R.R. to Portland Oregon, Puget Sound, Wash Terr., and Montana. To accompany report by G.M. Dodge, chief engr.</td>
<td>81854</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U. P. SEE Upper Peninsula (Mich.)</td>
<td>79508</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.P. Surveyors</td>
<td>79531, 79532</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.S. 1 Highway 1 SEE United States Highway 1</td>
<td>24468</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.S. 1 Highway Association (Raleigh, N.C.) SEE United States Highway 1 Association (Raleigh, N.C.)</td>
<td>24468</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.S. 1 SEE United States Highway 1</td>
<td>3890, 4000, 39473</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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U.S. 15 A SEE United States Highway 15 A 4000
U.S. 16 Highway Association 49014

U.S. 17 SEE United States Highway 17 4000
U.S. 2-10 : northern routes west-east : California Company interstate route map : northern routes, US 2, 10 59932, 59953, 59974
U.S. 2-10, northern routes, west-east : Standard Oil interstate route map : northern routes, US 2, 10 59934, 59954, 59975
U.S. 2-10, northern routes, west-east : Standard Stations interstate route map : northern routes, US 2, 10 59933

U.S. 20 SEE United States Highway 20 56793
U.S. 22 SEE United States Highway 22 63705
U.S. 24 Highway Association (Glasco, Kan.) 49158, 49159, 49160, 76180

U.S. 27 SEE United States Highway 27 27153

U.S. 3 SEE United States Highway 3 54689

U.S. 30 (Highway) SEE United States Highway 30 1

U.S. 30 SEE SEE United States Highway 30 AND Oregon National Historic Trail 62275
U.S. 30 SEE United States Highway 30 63705
U.S. 30th Congress, 1st session, 1847-1848. Senate Document 2, after p. 72 26875, 50108, 50682, 79507
U.S. 30th Congress, 1st session, 1847-1848. Senate Document 2, map 11 672
U.S. 30th Congress, 1st session, 1847-1848. Senate Document 2, map 3 36759
U.S. 30th Congress, 1st session, 1847-1848. Senate Document 2, map 4 46769
U.S. 30th Congress, 1st session, 1847-1848. Senate Document 2, map 5 37577
U.S. 30th Congress, 1st session, 1847-1848. Senate Document 2, map 6 83081
U.S. 30th Congress, 1st session, 1847-1848. Senate Document 2, map 8 2859

U.S. 44 SEE United States Highway 44 61664
U.S. 441 Highway Association (Commerce, Ga.) 24449, 24450

U.S. 5 SEE United States Highway 5 54689
U.S. 6, Roosevelt Highway (Firm) 77441
U.S. 60-66-70-80, southern routes, west-east : Standard Oil interstate route map : southern routes, US 60, 66, 70, 80 72517, 72522
U.S. 60-66-70-80, southern routes, west-east : Standard Stations interstate route map : southern routes, US 60, 66, 70, 80 72510

U.S. 7 SEE United States Highway 7 54689
U.S. 80 : San Diego to Savannah via Vicksburg, Mississippi / compliments of the Vicksburg Bridge Commission of Warren County 78052


U.S. 99 SEE United States Highway 99 15204

U.S.A. 79072
U.S. A.I.D. SEE United States. Agency for International Development 33113
U.S. Adjutant-General's Office, Military Information Division SEE United States. Adjutant-General's Office, Military Information Division 43682
U.S. Aeronautical Chart and Information Center 38203, 67696
U.S. Aeronautical Chart and Information Center, St. Louis 57822
U.S. Air Force 84453
U.S. Amtrak SEE Amtrak 1922

U.S. and Canadian locks at Sault Ste. Marie 68973

U.S. Army. Air Corps SEE United States Army. Air Corps 81076
U.S. Army Air Forces. Aeronautical Chart Service SEE United States. Aeronautical Chart Service 60939
U.S. Army. Corps of Engineers SEE United States. Army. Corps of Engineers 26864
U.S. Army. Corps of Topographical Engineers SEE United States. Army. Corps of Topographical Engineers 26864
U.S. Army. Dept. of West Virginia. 11657
U.S. Army Map Service see United States. Army Map Service 77888, 78187
U.S. Army. Middle Military Division 11657
U.S. Army. of the Cumberland. Topographical Engineers Office SEE United States. Army of the Cumberland. Topographical Engineers Office 19266
U.S. Army of the Potomac 73033
U.S. Army Orientation Course 84706
U.S. Army Quartermaster 59689
U.S. Army SEE United States. Army 77653
U.S. Army Service Forces 6295
U.S. Army. Topographical Engineer Corps SEE United States. Army. Corps of Topographical Engineers 26864
U.S. Army. Topographical Engineers SEE United States. Army. Corps of Topographical Engineers 26864
U.S. Arsenal, Saint Louis, Mo. SEE Saint Louis Arsenal (Mo.) 68036
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U.S. Battle Monument Comm.  34097, 34105
U.S. & British Virgin Islands : full color map / Rand McNally ; Fodor's  80322
U.S. Bureau of Agricultural Economics   76109
U.S. Bureau of Indian Affairs   36726, 45983
U.S. Bureau of the Census SEE United States. Bureau of the Census   19812
U.S. Bureau of Topographical Engineers SEE United States. Army. Corps of Topographical Engineers   26864
U.S.C. & G.S. (Series) no. 4000 (1934)  33692
U.S.C. & G.S. (Series) no. 4102 (1933)  33691
U.S.C. & G.S. (Series) no. 4200 (1933)  64535
U.S. Canada Boundary Commission   77221
U.S.-Canadian Seaway SEE Saint Lawrence Seaway   30475
U.S. Census Bureau SEE United States. Bureau of the Census   19812
U.S. Central Intelligence Agency SEE United States. Central Intelligence Agency   20724
U.S. Civil Air Patrol. Virginia Wing SEE United States. Civil Air Patrol. Virginia Wing   80513
U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey   1024, 1038, 1042, 1045, 3481, 3696, 3698, 3700, 3703, 3704, 3705, 5505, 5506, 12461, 12463, 13509, 15331, 15635, 16770, 16773, 17273, 18978, 28766, 28767, 28768, 32506, 33691, 33692, 34877, 41273, 42963, 43006, 43640, 44620, 44621, 44653, 46486, 49054, 50483, 60939, 64522, 64523, 64534, 64535, 64910, 66688, 67083, 68501, 68503, 68662, 68720, 68722, 73520, 75954, 76013, 78473, 79152, 79448, 79577, 79597, 79614, 79659, 80322, 80330, 81893, 84438, 84479
U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey - Index maps   3703
U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey = Lawson, Andrew C. (Andrew Cowper), 1861-1952   68721
U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey - Map printing - 1927  44582
U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey, Report of the superintendent of the U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey showing the progress of the work during the fiscal year ending with ... (1892)  73520
U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey SEE ALSO United States Coast Survey   1038
U.S. Coast Survey SEE United States Coast Survey   1017, 76097
The U.S. commitment : a Fortune map / executed by Richard Edes Harrison as a supplement to the January 1952 Fortune to help you see where and how and for how much your government has pledged America's future around the world   65118
U.S. Congress, House of Representatives SEE United States. Congress. House   35463
U.S. Congress SEE United States. Congress   15249
U.S. Congress, Senate SEE United States. Congress. Senate   670
U.S. Defense Mapping Agency   84479
U.S. Dept. of Agriculture SEE United States. Department of Agriculture   49518
U.S. Dept. of State SEE United States. Department of State   49518
U.S. Dept. of the Interior SEE United States. Department of the Interior   39370
U.S. Dept. of the Interior SEE United States. Department of the Interior   39370
U.S. Dept. of Transportation SEE United States. Department of Transportation   78825
U.S. Engineer Dept. SEE United States. Army. Corps of Engineers   26864
U.S. Federal Emergency Relief Administration SEE United States. Federal Emergency Relief Administration   39485
U.S. Finishing & Manufacturing Co. (Chicago, Ill.)   84370, 84377
U.S. Forest Service SEE United States. Department of Agriculture. Forest Service   69984
[U.S.G.S. 1:1,000,000 series state maps]  78139
[U.S.G.S. 1:500,000 series state maps]  78473
[U.S.G.S. maps of Hawaii]  33693
U.S.G.S. SEE Geological Survey (U.S.)   30914
The U.S. general land office and commercial map making : A case study   76157
U.S. General Land Office SEE United States. General Land Office   50708
U.S. General Land Office - Surveys   46749
U.S. Geographical and Geological Survey of the Rocky Mountain Region   76872, 76875, 79418, 79419, 79554
U.S. Geographical Surveys West of the 100th Meridian   2535, 11906, 12046, 13955, 15266, 16631, 19358, 21691, 26765, 27327, 27365, 27438, 28830, 30972, 32308, 32932, 41657, 53647, 53648, 53649, 57852, 60342, 64777, 67925, 68453, 72264, 72265, 75532, 76861, 76879, 80330, 81893, 83046, 85181
U.S. Geological and Geographical Survey of the Territories SEE Geological and Geographical Survey of the Territories (U.S.)  21300
U.S. Geological Survey, 1879-1979  30905
U.S. Geological Survey SEE Geological Survey (U.S.)   74959
U.S. Geological Survey : Topographic maps of United States (states are numbered alphabetically)  79448
U.S. government map of 1818 : copied from a map in the Topographical Bureau   27291
U.S. government mileage guide : HHG mileage guide no. 4  79152
U.S. government mileage guide no. 2  78996
U.S. Highway 1 SEE United States Highway 1  39473
U.S. Highway 2 Association   76175
U.S. Highway 20 Association (Chadron, Neb.) SEE National Highway 20 Association (Chadron, Neb.)   76178
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>U.S. Highway 23 Association (Eastman, Ga.)</td>
<td>72090</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.S. Highway 23 SEE United States Highway 23</td>
<td>72090</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.S. Highway 24 SEE United States Highway 24</td>
<td>49158</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.S. Highway 27 SEE United States Highway 27</td>
<td>27153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.S. Highway 3 SEE United States Highway 3</td>
<td>54689</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.S. Highway 30 SEE United States Highway 30</td>
<td>63705</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.S. Highway 40 SEE United States Highway 40</td>
<td>3086</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.S. Highway 41 Association (Macon, Ga.)</td>
<td>76183</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.S. Highway 41 : Great Lakes to the south Atlantic via the Gulf of Mexico ... / compliments of New Perry Hotel, Perry, Georgia</td>
<td>76183</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.S. Highway 44 SEE United States Highway 44</td>
<td>61664</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.S. Highway 441 SEE United States Highway 441</td>
<td>24450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.S. Highway 5 SEE United States Highway 5</td>
<td>54689</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.S. Highway 60 Association (Hereford, Tex.)</td>
<td>76184</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.S. Highway 64 SEE United States Highway 64</td>
<td>41070</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.S. Highway 65 SEE United States Highway 65</td>
<td>41070</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.S. Highway 66 SEE United States Highway 66</td>
<td>76192</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.S. Highway 7 SEE United States Highway 7</td>
<td>54689</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.S. Highway 71 SEE United States Highway 71</td>
<td>41070</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.S. Highway 75 SEE United States Highway 75</td>
<td>41070</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.S. Highway 93 SEE United States Highway 93</td>
<td>82269</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.S. Highway 99 SEE United States Highway 99</td>
<td>15204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.S. Holocaust Memorial</td>
<td>34572</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.S. Hydrographic Office SEE United States. Hydrographic Office</td>
<td>20756</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.S., indexed county land ownership maps, 1860-1918 [Internet resource]</td>
<td>79358</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.S. Inland Waterways Commission SEE United States Commission on Inland Waterways</td>
<td>48585</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.S. Interior Department</td>
<td>57797</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.S. Isthmian Canal Comm</td>
<td>5545</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.S. Lake Survey</td>
<td>132, 6196, 6442, 21015, 25580, 31820, 32506, 32572, 32589, 32624, 33790, 61785, 67825, 68019, 71251, 76421</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.S. Lake Survey - Maps - 1952</td>
<td>32592</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.S. Library of Congress</td>
<td>1692, 1693</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.S. Light-House Board</td>
<td>5117, 5235, 5683</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.S. Mail Line</td>
<td>56089</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.S. Military Academy Library map collection: the period of the American Revolution 1753-1800 ...</td>
<td>76378</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.S. Military Academy SEE United States Military Academy</td>
<td>76362</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.S. military post, Benecia</td>
<td>12328</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.S. military reservation at Fort Dodge, Kansas</td>
<td>27307</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.S. Mississippi Valley Comm</td>
<td>6065</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A U.S.N. Company's guide for the Australian coast</td>
<td>11084</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.S. National Aeronautics and Space Administration</td>
<td>32620, 84479</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.S. National Archives</td>
<td>19259, 19260, 22683, 33518, 33560, 46739, 46761, 68831, 70238, 76406, 81753, 85157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.S. National Archives - Map collections - Bibliography - Catalogs</td>
<td>76406</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.S. National Archives. RG 76</td>
<td>67939</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.S. National Cooperative Soil Survey SEE National Cooperative Soil Survey (U.S.)</td>
<td>36737</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.S. National Endowment for the Humanities</td>
<td>20085</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.S. National Ocean Survey</td>
<td>78658</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.S. National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration</td>
<td>57919</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.S. National Park Service SEE United States. National Park Service</td>
<td>1186, 77623</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.S. National Resources Committee SEE United States. National Resources Committee</td>
<td>54260</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.S. National Resources Planning</td>
<td>63463</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.S. National Youth Administration</td>
<td>19787</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The U.S. Naval Astronomical Expedition to the Southern Hemisphere ...</td>
<td>71238</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The U.S. Naval Astronomical Expedition to the Southern Hemisphere, during the years 1849-'50-'51-'52 / J.M. Gilliss, superintendent ... [et al.]</td>
<td>71237</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.S. Naval Institute SEE United States Naval Institute</td>
<td>76337</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.S. Naval Station (Guantánamo Bay, Cuba) SEE Guantánamo Bay Naval Base (Cuba)</td>
<td>22524</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.S. Navy SEE United States Navy</td>
<td>21125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.S. News &amp; World Report, inc.</td>
<td>77962</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.S. Nicaragua Survey</td>
<td>57015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.S. Nicaraguan Canal Board</td>
<td>5400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.S. Nicaraguan Canal Comm</td>
<td>5492</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.S. No. 1 Highway Association (Raleigh, N.C.) SEE United States Highway 1 Association (Raleigh, N.C.)</td>
<td>24468</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.S. No. 1 Highway : Canada to Florida : &quot;the aristocrat of highways&quot;</td>
<td>24468</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.S. No. 1 Highway SEE United States Highway 1</td>
<td>24468</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.S. No. 23 information map : U.S. 23 : the shortest route between Atlanta, Georgia and Jacksonville, Florida / U.S. Highway 23 Association</td>
<td>72090</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.S. No. 93 Highway Association</td>
<td>82269</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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U.S. no. 93 highway with extensions: the shorty scenic north and south connecting highway ... 82269
U.S. Northern Boundary Com 5124
U.S. Nurses map / [George Salter] 84372
U.S. Office of Archaeology and Historic Preservation. Pullman Recording Project 65873
U.S. Office of Farm Management 76109
U.S. Office of Indian Affairs 76885, 76922, 76943, 77162
U.S. Office of Naval Research 46566
U.S. Pacific Railroad Expeditions and Surveys SEE United States Pacific Railroad Expeditions and Surveys 81819
U.S. Post Office Dept. SEE United States. Post Office Dept. 52517, 79359
U.S. Postal Service SEE United States Postal Service 79194
U.S. Public Works Administration SEE United States. Public Works Administration 77722
U.S. Publishing Co., New York 74549
U. S. Publishing House 5326
U.S. Quartermaster Corps 1069, 16244
[U.S. railroads : classified according to capacity and relative importance / by Edward L. Ullman] 77976
U.S. Route 1 SEE United States Highway 1 39473
U.S. Route 20 SEE United States Highway 20 56793
U.S. Route 27 SEE United States Highway 27 27153
U.S.S.R. 72616
U.S.S.R. and certain neighboring areas; official standard names approved by the United States Board on Geographic Names 52455
The U.S.S.R. and eastern Europe / prepared by the Economist Intelligence Unit and the Cartographic Dept. of the Clarendon Press 72611
U.S.S.R. / [George Salter] 67495
U.S.S.R. see Soviet Union 68239, 72607
U.S. SEE United States 30914
U.S. Selective Service System SEE United States. Selective Service System 19680
U.S. Senate 5837
U.S. Signal Office 5110
U.S. Soil Conservation Service SEE United States. Soil Conservation Service 26588
U.S. Soil Survey SEE National Cooperative Soil Survey (U.S.) 36737
U.S. State Department 4787
U.S. states - Historical geography - Boundaries 75955
U.S. Survey of the Northern and Northwestern Lakes SEE U.S. Lake Survey 32624
U.S. survey of Township 17 : which includes the plat of the city of Cairo as incorporated 1818 and referred to in the Prospectus of the Cairo City & Canal Compy. 1838 15131
U.S. Surveyor General for Illinois and Missouri 35468, 35478, 35480, 35481, 35487, 35495, 35496, 35500, 35504
U.S. Surveyor General for Iowa, Minnesota Territory and Wisconsin SEE United States. Surveyor General for Iowa, Minnesota Territory and Wisconsin 37578
U.S. Tennessee Valley Authority SEE Tennessee Valley Authority 74454
U.S. Topographical Bureau SEE United States. Army. Corps of Topographical Engineers 26864
U. S. Truck Lines, Inc. 78200
U. S. Truck Lines, Inc. - Maps - 1957 78200
U. S. Truck Lines, Inc. of Delaware : transportation services of principal operating subsidiaries 78200
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United States - Description and travel - 1800 76111
United States - Description and travel - 1804 76535
United States - Description and travel - 1816 76112, 76113
United States - Description and travel - 1819 76114
United States - Description and travel - 1826 76115
United States - Description and travel - 1847 76167
United States - Description and travel - 1869 76116
United States - Description and travel - 1876 18949
United States - Description and travel - 1905-1920 11300
United States - Description and travel - 1926 76117
United States - Description and travel - 1932 77528
United States - Description and travel - 1950-1969 11302
United States - Description and travel - 1954 76118
United States - Description and travel - 1958 11304
United States - Description and travel - 1959 76119
United States - Description and travel - 1963 11305, 76120
United States - Description and travel - 1965 76121
United States - Description and travel - 1966 76122
United States - Description and travel - 1967 76123
United States - Description and travel - 1968 11306
United States - Description and travel - 1990 - Cities and towns 76124
United States - Description and travel - 2007 79281
United States: development to 1787 76491
United States - Discovery and exploration 76062
United States - Discovery and Exploration - Archival Resources - Inventories 79392
United States - Discovery and Exploration - Bibliography 79393, 79394
United States - Discovery and exploration - Maps - 1501-1844 26443
United States - Discovery and exploration - Maps - 1908 76125, 76126
United States - Discovery and exploration - Maps - 1937 76127
United States - Discovery and exploration - Maps - 2003 41906
United States - Discovery and exploration - Maps - 2004 76299
United States - Discovery and Exploration - Maps - Exhibitions 76128
United States - Distances, etc. - Tables - 1834 79436
United States - Distances - Tables - 1950 21159
United States. Division of Indian Health 78143
United States - Economic conditions 76303
United States. Economic Development Administration. Technical Assistance Project 17050
United States - Economics - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1883 76054, 76129
United States - Elections, 1788-2004 - Maps 65527
United States - Elections, 1904 76130
United States - Elections, 1908 76131
United States - Elections, 1916 76132
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Call Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>United States Highway 1 Association (Raleigh, N.C.)</td>
<td>24468</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States Highway 1 - Maps - 1929</td>
<td>3890</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States Highway 1 - Maps - 1930 - Pictorial maps</td>
<td>3895</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States Highway 1 - Maps - 1938</td>
<td>4000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States Highway 1 - Maps - 1941</td>
<td>39473</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States Highway 1 - Maps - 1958</td>
<td>24468</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States Highway 1 - Maps - 1960</td>
<td>4145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States Highway 1 SEE ALSO Atlantic Coastal Highway AND United States Highway 17</td>
<td>3895</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States Highway 10 - Maps - 1939</td>
<td>59932, 59933, 59934</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States Highway 10 - Maps - 1940</td>
<td>59953, 59954</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States Highway 10 - Maps - 1941</td>
<td>59974, 59975</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States Highway 101 - Maps - 1938</td>
<td>62569, 62570, 62571</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States Highway 101 - Maps - 1939</td>
<td>62646</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States Highway 101 - Maps - 1940</td>
<td>62650, 62651</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States Highway 101 - Maps - 1941</td>
<td>62652</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States Highway 101 - Maps - 1954 - Road maps</td>
<td>43213</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States Highway 101 - Maps - 1955 - Road maps</td>
<td>43214, 68523</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States Highway 101 - Maps - 1963</td>
<td>62257</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States Highway 101 - Maps - 1974 - Road maps</td>
<td>78699, 82610</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States Highway 101 - Oregon - Maps - 1938</td>
<td>76174</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States Highway 12 - Maps - 1962</td>
<td>83552</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States Highway 14 - Maps - 1914</td>
<td>71069, 84991, 84992, 84993, 84995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States Highway 14 - Maps - 1953</td>
<td>84996</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States Highway 15 A - Maps - 1938</td>
<td>4000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States Highway 16 - Maps - 1950-1959</td>
<td>49014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States Highway 16 - Maps - 1953</td>
<td>71069, 84991, 84992, 84993, 84995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States Highway 16 - Maps - 1976 - Road maps</td>
<td>78753</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States Highway 17 - Maps - 1930 - Pictorial maps</td>
<td>3895</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States Highway 17 - Maps - 1938</td>
<td>4000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States Highway 17 SEE ALSO Atlantic Coastal Highway AND United States Highway 1</td>
<td>3895</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States Highway 18 - Maps - 1950 - Pictorial maps</td>
<td>49020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States Highway 18 - Maps - 1953</td>
<td>84993</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States Highway 2 - Maps - 1939</td>
<td>59932, 59933, 59934</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States Highway 2 - Maps - 1940</td>
<td>59953, 59954</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States Highway 2 - Maps - 1941</td>
<td>59974, 59975</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States Highway 2 - Maps - 1974 - Road maps</td>
<td>58672</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States Highway 2 - Maps - 1976 - Road maps</td>
<td>78753</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States Highway 2 - Tourism - 1973</td>
<td>76175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States Highway 20 - Maps - 1939</td>
<td>56793</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States Highway 20 - Maps - 1941</td>
<td>76176</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States Highway 20 - Maps - 1950 - Pictorial maps</td>
<td>49020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States Highway 20 - Maps - 1951 - Road maps</td>
<td>76177</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States Highway 20 - Maps - 1957 - Road maps</td>
<td>76178</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States Highway 20 - Maps - 1960-1969 - Road maps</td>
<td>76179</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States Highway 22 - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1930</td>
<td>63705</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States Highway 23 Association (Eastman, Ga.) SEE U.S. Highway 23 Association (Eastman, Ga.)</td>
<td>72090</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States Highway 23 - Maps - 1950-1959</td>
<td>72090</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States Highway 231 - Maps - 1963</td>
<td>24484</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States Highway 24 Association (Glasco, Kan.) SEE U.S. 24 Highway Association (Glasco, Kan.)</td>
<td>49158</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States Highway 24 - Maps - 1937</td>
<td>76180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States Highway 24 - Maps - 1948</td>
<td>49158</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States Highway 24 - Maps - 1949</td>
<td>49159, 49160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States Highway 24 - Maps - 1963</td>
<td>40459</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States Highway 27 - Maps - 1960</td>
<td>24476</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States Highway 27 - Maps - 1962</td>
<td>27153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States Highway 3 - Maps - 1940</td>
<td>54689</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States Highway 30 - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1930</td>
<td>63705</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States Highway 30 - Maps - 1925</td>
<td>62275</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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| United States Highway 30 - Maps - 1930 | 76181 |
| United States Highway 30 - Maps - 1939 | 59935, 59936, 82325 |
| United States Highway 30 - Maps - 1940 | 59955, 59956 |
| United States Highway 30 - Maps - 1941 | 59976, 59977 |
| United States Highway 30 - Maps - 1949 | 1 |
| United States Highway 30 - Maps - 1963 | 36392, 60060 |
| United States Highway 301 - Maps - 1960 | 4145 |
| United States Highway 34 - Maps - 1960 | 53275 |
| United States Highway 395 - Maps - 1939 | 82326, 82327, 82328 |
| United States Highway 395 - Maps - 1940 | 82341, 82342 |
| United States Highway 395 - Maps - 1941 | 82354, 82355 |
| United States Highway 395 - Maps - 1949 | 53735 |
| United States Highway 395 - Maps - 1950 | 53737 |
| United States Highway 4 - Maps - 1962 | 54722 |
| United States Highway 40 - Maps - 1925 | 59198 |
| United States Highway 40 - Maps - 1928 | 22557 |
| United States Highway 40 - Maps - 1930 | 40187 |
| United States Highway 40 - Maps - 1939 | 59935, 59936, 82325 |
| United States Highway 40 - Maps - 1940 | 35318, 59955, 59956 |
| United States Highway 40 - Maps - 1941 | 59976, 59977 |
| United States Highway 40 - Maps - 1949 | 53735 |
| United States Highway 40 - Maps - 1950 | 53737 |
| United States Highway 40 - Maps - 1958 | 76182 |
| United States Highway 40 - Maps - 1963 | 59587 |
| United States Highway 40 - Maps - 1975 | 3086 |
| United States Highway 41 - Maps - 1950-1959 | 76183 |
| United States Highway 41 - Maps - 1960 | 24476 |
| United States Highway 41 - Maps - 1963 | 24485 |
| United States Highway 431 - Maps - 1963 | 24484 |
| United States Highway 44 - Maps - 1966 | 61664 |
| United States Highway 441 Association (Commerce, Ga.) SEE U.S. 441 Highway Association (Commerce, Ga.) | 24450 |
| United States Highway 441 - Maps - 1951 | 24449, 24450 |
| United States Highway 45 - Maps - 1963 | 72194 |
| United States Highway 5 - Maps - 1940 | 54689 |
| United States Highway 50 - Maps - 1939 | 59935, 59936, 82325 |
| United States Highway 50 - Maps - 1940 | 59955, 59956 |
| United States Highway 50 - Maps - 1941 | 59976, 59977 |
| United States Highway 50 - Maps - 1949 | 53735 |
| United States Highway 50 - Maps - 1950 | 53737 |
| United States Highway 50 - Maps - 1962 | 24481 |
| United States Highway 50 - Maps - 1950 - Pictorial maps | 49020 |
| United States Highway 6 - Maps - 1930-1939 | 77441 |
| United States Highway 6 - Maps - 1940 | 35318 |
| United States Highway 6 - Maps - 1949 | 53735 |
| United States Highway 6 - Maps - 1950 | 53737 |
| United States Highway 6 - Maps - 1960 | 53275 |
| United States Highway 60 - Maps - 1939 | 72510, 76184 |
| United States Highway 60 - Maps - 1940 | 72517 |
| United States Highway 60 - Maps - 1941 | 72522 |
| United States Highway 60 - Maps - 1963 | 78375 |
| United States Highway 61 - Maps - 1963 | 50640 |
| United States Highway 64 - Maps - 1968 | 41070 |
| United States Highway 65 - Maps - 1968 | 41070 |
| United States Highway 66 - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1923 | 77286 |
| United States Highway 66 - Guidebooks - 1990 | 76185 |
| United States Highway 66 - Guidebooks - 1997 | 76186 |
| United States Highway 66 - Historic buildings - Pictorial works - Collections | 76194 |
| United States Highway 66 - Historical geography - 1997 | 76186 |
| United States Highway 66 - Historical geography - Maps - 1990 | 76185, 76187 |
| United States Highway 66 - Historical geography - Maps - 1991 | 76188 |
| United States Highway 66 - Historical geography - Maps - 1994 | 76189 |
| United States Highway 66 - Historical geography - Maps - 2007 | 76191 |
| United States Highway 66 - Historical geography - Maps - 2011 | 76190 |
| United States Highway 66 - History - Pictorial works - 2007 | 76191 |
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| United States - History - Revolution, 1775-1783 - Maps - Collections | 13482, 57863, 57864, 73680, 73681, 73682, 73683, 73684, 73685, 73686, 73687, 73688, 73689, 73690, 73693 |
| United States - History - Revolution, 1775-1783 - Maps - Collections - Manuscripts - Facsimiles | 76391, 76392, 76393 |
| United States - History - Revolution, 1775-1783 - Maps - Exhibitions | 76394 |
| United States - History - Revolution, 1775-1783 - Maps - Manuscripts | 68977, 85167, 85168 |
| United States - History - Revolution, 1775-1783 - Maps - Manuscripts - Bibliography | 57869 |
| United States - History - Revolution, 1775-1783 - Maps - Manuscripts - Facsimiles | 1303, 3834, 3835, 11839, 12432, 13365, 13480, 13481, 14923, 14993, 14994, 19140, 19206, 19207, 19208, 21810, 21841, 23050, 24085, 24918, 33268, 49135, 49153, 51253, 51254, 51257, 51263, 52656, 53790, 54774, 56940, 56941, 56942, 56943, 63424, 63425, 63426, 68889, 70281, 70304, 85156, 85166 |
| United States - History - Revolution, 1775-1783 - Maps - Naval operations | 81572 |
| United States - History - Revolution, 1775-1783 - Maps - Naval Operations - Manuscripts | 56944, 56950, 57899 |
| United States - History - Revolution, 1775-1783 - Maps - Pictorial maps | 59624, 73697, 73698 |
| United States - History - Revolution, 1775-1783 - Naval Operations - Maps | 19331 |
| United States - History - Revolution, 1775-1783 - Naval Operations - Maps - Manuscripts | 19330 |
| United States - History - Revolution, 1775-1783 - Naval Operations - Maps - Manuscripts - Facsimiles | 57898 |
| United States - History - Revolution, 1775-1783 - Naval Operations SEE ALSO Grenada, Battle of, 1779 | 33016 |
| United States - History - War of 1812 | 76411 |
| United States - History - War of 1812 - Battlefields - Maps | 76405 |
| United States - History - War of 1812 - Battlefields - Pictorial works | 76405 |
| United States - History - War of 1812 - Manuscript maps | 13416, 13417 |
| United States - History - War of 1812 - Maps | 25803, 32510, 58904, 58905, 76400, 76401, 76402, 76407, 76408, 76409, 76410 |
| United States - History - War of 1812 - Maps - Bibliography | 55444, 76406 |
| United States - History - War of 1812 - Maps - Collections | 55445 |
| United States Hotel (Boston, Mass.) | 42979 |
| United States - Hotels - 1999 | 76412 |
| United States. Hydrographic Office. | 134, 2059, 2117, 2118, 2393, 2478, 2479, 2480, 3731, 11409, 18922, 19605, 20756, 21125, 32506, 42129, 43681, 45050, 52470, 62822, 65708, 7208, 84519, 70023, 73418, 73419, 76413, 84332 |
| United States. Hydrographic Office - Bibliography - Maps | 76415 |
| United States Hydrographic Office manuscript charts in the National Archives, 1838-1908 / compiled by William J. Heynen | 76414 |
| United States. Hydrographic Office - Map collections - Bibliography - Manuscripts | 76414 |
| United States - Hydrography - 1839-1950 - Maps - Bibliography | 76415 |
| United States. Immigration Commission (1907-1910). Dictionary of races or peoples (1911) | 11598, 18883, 26172 |

The United States in 1790, showing extent of settlement at the time of the beginning of government under the constitution 76427

The United States in old maps and prints / Eduard Van Egmond 79368, 79369, 79370

United States, including territories and insular possessions, showing the extent of public surveys, Indian, military and forest reservations, railroads, canals, national parks and other details ... 77058, 77069

United States including territories and insular possessions showing the extent of public surveys Indian, military & forest reservations, railroads, canals, national parks and other details ... 1916 77197

United States, including territories and insular possessions, showing the extent of public surveys, national parks and monuments, Indian, military, bird and game reservations, national forests, railroads, canals and other details ... 77672

United States. Indian Affairs, Bureau of SEE United States. Bureau of Indian Affairs 32320

United States. Indian Bureau SEE United States. Bureau of Indian Affairs 32320

United States. Indian Claims Commission 36744

United States Indian frontier in 1840. Showing the positions of the tribes that have been removed west of the Mississippi / G. Catlin 76678

United States. Indian Service SEE United States. Bureau of Indian Affairs 32320

United States - Indians - Historical geography - Maps - 1650 - Pictorial maps | 76416 |

United States - Indians - Historical geography - Maps - 1973 | 76417 |

United States - Indians - Historical geography - Maps - 1983 | 76418 |

United States industries | 77448 |

United States - Inland Navigation | 79384 |

United States - Inland navigation - Maps - 1905 | 77079 |

United States. Inland Waterways Commission 48585, 62087


United States - Insular possessions - Maps - 1899 | 76419 |

United States - Insular possessions - Maps - 1900 | 77035 |

United States - Insular possessions - Maps - 1903 | 77058 |

United States - Insular possessions - Maps - 1904 | 77069 |

United States - Insular Possessions - Maps - 1909 | 76420 |

United States - Insular possessions - Maps - 1916 | 77197 |

United States - Insular possessions - Maps - 1938 | 77672 |

United States. Interstate Commerce Commission 24240, 24262, 77315

United States. Interstate Commerce Commission. Bureau of Valuation 39319

United States. Interstate Commerce Commission. Bureau of Valuation - Map Collections - Inventories 79381

United States - Interstate Highway System SEE Interstate Highway System 78954

[United States interstate tourist guide maps] / Gulf 78753
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United States - Maps - 1769 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 76462
United States - Maps - 1771 15983
United States - Maps - 1773 76463
United States - Maps - 1775 - Indians 76464
United States - Maps - 1776 15984, 57621, 76465, 76466
United States - Maps - 1777 76467, 76468
United States - Maps - 1778 76469
United States - Maps - 1780 76470
United States - Maps - 1780-1789 29083
United States - Maps - 1782 76471, 76472
United States - Maps - 1783 15986, 15987, 57642, 57643, 57644, 76473, 76474, 76475, 76476, 76477, 76478, 76479, 76480
United States - Maps - 1784 24087, 29070, 76481, 76482, 76483, 76484, 76486
United States - Maps - 1784-1972 - Indian land transfers 76485
United States - Maps - 1785 76487, 76488, 76489
United States - Maps - 1786 76490, 76492
United States - Maps - 1786 - Administrative and political divisions 76491
United States - Maps - 1787 76493
United States - Maps - 1789 29084
United States - Maps - 1789 - Road maps 76494
United States - Maps - 1790-1899 - Cities and towns - Election Districts 24908
United States - Maps - 1790-1920 - Census 76495, 76496
United States - Maps - 1790 - Rivers 76497
United States - Maps - 1791 76498
United States - Maps - 1792 76162, 76499, 76500
United States - Maps - 1793 76501, 76502, 76503
United States - Maps - 1794 29102, 57664, 76504, 76505, 76506
United States - Maps - 1795 1717, 52515, 52516, 76507, 76508, 76509, 76510, 76511, 76512, 76513, 76515, 76516
United States - Maps - 1795-1800 76514
United States - Maps - 1796 76517, 76518, 76519, 76520, 76521
United States - Maps - 1797 52144, 52476
United States - Maps - 1798 52477, 76522
United States - Maps - 1798 - Road maps 76523, 76524
United States - Maps - 1799 76525
United States - Maps - 1800 76526
United States - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners - Bibliography - Catalogs 79339
United States - Maps - 1800-1899 - Railroads 76527
United States - Maps - 1800 (Provisional Heading) 57672
United States - Maps - 1801 76529, 76530
United States - Maps - 1802 76531, 76532
United States - Maps - 1803 - Boundaries 71329, 71330, 71331, 71332
United States - Maps - 1804 52478, 76533, 76534, 76535
United States - Maps - 1805 29171, 76536, 76537, 76538
United States - Maps - 1806 76539, 76540, 76541
United States - Maps - 1808 76542
United States - Maps - 1809 24097, 29211, 76543, 76544, 76545
United States - Maps - 1810 76546, 76547, 76548
United States - Maps - 1811 46321
United States - Maps - 1812 76549, 76550, 76551
United States - Maps - 1812 - Guidebooks 76552, 76553
United States - Maps - 1813 24099, 76407, 76408, 76554
United States - Maps - 1814 76555
United States - Maps - 1815 76409, 76556, 76557, 76559
United States - Maps - 1815 - Guidebooks 76558
United States - Maps - 1816 76112, 76113, 76560, 76561, 76562, 76563
United States - Maps - 1817 68033
United States - Maps - 1818 76564, 76565, 76566, 76567, 76568, 76569, 76570, 76571, 76573, 76574
United States - Maps - 1818 - Guidebooks 76572
United States - Maps - 1819 76575, 76576
United States - Maps - 1819 - Description and Travel 56060
United States - Maps - 1820 16015, 76577, 76578, 76579, 76580, 76581, 76582, 76583, 76585, 76586
United States - Maps - 1820-1829 76584
United States - Maps - 1820 - Canals 58915
United States - Maps - 1821 76587, 76588
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United States - Maps - 1822  1750, 1751, 76589, 76590, 76591, 76592, 76593
United States - Maps - 1823  76594, 76595, 76596, 76597, 76598, 76599
United States - Maps - 1824  76600, 76601
United States - Maps - 1824-1825 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  76602
United States - Maps - 1825  1511, 76603, 76604, 76605
United States - Maps - 1825 - Acquisition of territory  76606
United States - Maps - 1825 - Population  76606
United States - Maps - 1825 - Slavery  76606
United States - Maps - 1825 - Transportation  76607
United States - Maps - 1826  76615, 76608, 76609
United States - Maps - 1826 - Canals  76610
United States - Maps - 1826 - Railroads  76610
United States - Maps - 1827  1758, 1759, 16022, 52073, 76611
United States - Maps - 1828  76612, 76613, 76614, 76615, 76616, 76617
United States - Maps - 1829  76618, 76619
United States - Maps - 1830-1865 - Fugitive slaves  76620, 76621
United States - Maps - 1830-1865 - Slavery  76620, 76621
United States - Maps - 1830-1865 - Underground Railroad  76620, 76621
United States - Maps - 1830 - Railroads, Proposed  76622
United States - Maps - 1831  76623, 76624, 76625, 76626
United States - Maps - 1831 - Solar eclipses  76627
United States - Maps - 1832  76629, 76630, 76632, 76633, 76634
United States - Maps - 1832-1834  76628
United States - Maps - 1832 (Provisional Heading)  76631
United States - Maps - 1833  76635, 76636
United States - Maps - 1833 - American bison  76637, 76638, 76639
United States - Maps - 1833 - Indians  76637, 76638, 76639
United States - Maps - 1834  4759, 24102, 47611, 76640, 76641, 76642, 76643, 76644, 76645, 76646, 76647, 76648, 76649
United States - Maps - 1834 - Solar eclipses  76627
United States - Maps - 1835  4770, 48239, 76650, 76651
United States - Maps - 1835-1836  4764
United States - Maps - 1836  76652, 76653
United States - Maps - 1836 - Canals  24103
United States - Maps - 1836 - Canals, Proposed  24103
United States - Maps - 1836 - Inland navigation  24103
United States - Maps - 1836 - Railroads  24103
United States - Maps - 1836 - Railroads, Proposed  24103
United States - Maps - 1837  29469, 48182, 76654, 76655
United States - Maps - 1838  76656, 76657, 76658, 76659, 76661, 76662
United States - Maps - 1838 - Fortification  76660
United States - Maps - 1839  76663, 76664, 76665, 76666
United States - Maps - 1839 - Railroads  76664
United States - Maps - 1840  30892, 76667, 76668, 76669, 76671, 76675
United States - Maps - 1840-1849  76670
United States - Maps - 1840 - Boundaries - Canada  58918
United States - Maps - 1840 - Canals  76674
United States - Maps - 1840 - Canals - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc.  76672, 76673
United States - Maps - 1840 - Cherokee Indians - Relocation  76678
United States - Maps - 1840 - Indian reservations  76676
United States - Maps - 1840 - Indians - Relocation  76677, 76678
United States - Maps - 1840 - Railroads  76674
United States - Maps - 1840 - Railroads - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc.  76673
United States - Maps - 1841  4810, 76679, 76680, 76682
United States - Maps - 1841 - Cities and towns  76681
United States - Maps - 1841 - Indians  76683
United States - Maps - 1841 - Mandan Indians  76683
United States - Maps - 1842  4814, 57734, 76684, 76686
United States - Maps - 1842-1845  76685
United States - Maps - 1842 - Rivers  76687
United States - Maps - 1843  4820, 76688, 76689, 76690, 76691, 76692, 76694
United States - Maps - 1843 - Physiographic provinces  76693
United States - Maps - 1844  76695, 76699, 76700
United States - Maps - 1844 - Coasts - Nautical charts  76696
United States - Maps - 1844 - Guidebooks  76697
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United States - Maps - 1844- Indians  24107, 76698
United States - Maps - 1844 - Rivers  76701
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United States - Maps - 1918 - Military education  77222
United States - Maps - 1918 - Military training camps  77223, 84647
United States - Maps - 1918 (Provisional Heading)  5827
United States - Maps - 1918 - Railroads  77223, 77224
United States - Maps - 1918 - Road maps  77222
United States - Maps - 1919  8613, 66776
United States - Maps - 1919 - Games, Geographical  77225
United States - Maps - 1919 (Provisional Heading)  5839
United States - Maps - 1919 - Railroads - Freight and freightage - Rates  77226
United States - Maps - 1920  5852, 5853, 5854, 5856
United States - Maps - 1920-1929 - Climate  77227
United States - Maps - 1920-1929 - Geodasy  28780
United States - Maps - 1920-1929 - Railroads  77228
United States - Maps - 1920 - Economics  77229
United States - Maps - 1920 - Industries  77229
United States - Maps - 1920 - Parcel post  77230
United States - Maps - 1920 - Postal service  77230
United States - Maps - 1920 (Provisional Heading)  5855
United States - Maps - 1920 - Railroads  77231, 77232, 77233, 77234, 77238, 77239, 77240, 77241, 77242
United States - Maps - 1920 - Railroads - Freight and freightage - Rates  77235, 77236, 77237
United States - Maps - 1920 - Railroads - Rates  77230
United States - Maps - 1920 - Road maps  77241, 77242, 77243
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United States - Maps - 1921 5875, 5876, 5877, 77244
United States - Maps - 1921 - Climate 77251, 77252
United States - Maps - 1921 - Precipitation (Meteorology) 77251, 77252
United States - Maps - 1921 - Railroads 77245, 77246, 77247, 77248, 77249, 77250
United States - Maps - 1921 - Rain and rainfall 77251, 77252
United States - Maps - 1921 - Road maps 11312, 77253, 77254
United States - Maps - 1921 - Summer 77251
United States - Maps - 1921 - Weather 77251, 77252
United States - Maps - 1921 - Winds 77251, 77252
United States - Maps - 1921 - Winter 77252
United States - Maps - 1922 - Airways 11303
United States - Maps - 1922 (Provisional Heading) 5896
United States - Maps - 1922 - Radio stations 77255
United States - Maps - 1922 - Railroads 77258, 77257, 77258, 77259, 77260, 77261, 77262, 77263, 77264, 77265
United States - Maps - 1922 - Road maps 77266, 77267, 77268, 77269, 77270, 77271
United States - Maps - 1922 - Road maps - Dummies (Bookselling) 66218
United States - Maps - 1922 - Roads, Proposed 77266
United States - Maps - 1922 - Time - Systems and standards 77255
United States - Maps - 1923 5906, 5907
United States - Maps - 1923-1928 - Road maps 77272
United States - Maps - 1923 (Provisional Heading) 5908
United States - Maps - 1923 - Radio stations 77273, 77274, 77275
United States - Maps - 1923 - Railroads 77276, 77277, 77278, 77280, 77281, 77282, 77283, 77284
United States - Maps - 1923 - Railroads - Freight - Rates 77279
United States - Maps - 1923 - Road maps 77285, 77286, 77287, 77288, 77289, 77290, 77291, 77292
United States - Maps - 1923 - Time - Systems and standards 77273, 77274, 77275
United States - Maps - 1924 5916, 5917
United States - Maps - 1924 (Provisional Heading) 5918
United States - Maps - 1924 - Railroads 77293, 77294, 77298, 77299, 77300, 77301, 77302, 77303
United States - Maps - 1924 - Railroads - Distances 77295
United States - Maps - 1924 - Railroads - Freight and freightrage - Rates 77296, 77297
United States - Maps - 1924 - Road maps 77304, 77305, 77306, 79591
United States - Maps - 1924 - Vegetation surveys 77307
United States - Maps - 1925 77331
United States - Maps - 1925 (Provisional Heading) 5931
United States - Maps - 1925 - Railroads 77308, 77309, 77311, 77312, 77313, 77314, 77316, 77317, 77318
United States - Maps - 1925 - Railroads - Freight and freightrage - Rates 77310
United States - Maps - 1925 - Railroads, Proposed 77315
United States - Maps - 1925 - Road maps 24266, 24267, 77319, 77320, 77321, 77322, 77323, 77324, 77325, 77326, 77327, 77328, 77329, 77330, 79362, 82229, 82230
United States - Maps - 1926 5942
United States - Maps - 1926 - Cartoon Maps 77332
United States - Maps - 1926 - Cities and towns 5943
United States - Maps - 1926 (Provisional Heading) 5944
United States - Maps - 1926 - Radio stations 77333, 77334
United States - Maps - 1926 - Railroads 77335, 77336, 77337, 77338, 77339, 77340, 77341
United States - Maps - 1926 - Road maps 5943, 24271, 24272, 24274, 24275, 24276, 24277, 76117, 77342, 77344, 77345, 77346, 77347, 77348, 77349, 77350, 77351, 77352, 77353, 82235
United States - Maps - 1926 - Road maps (Provisional Heading) 77343
United States - Maps - 1926 - Time - Systems and standards 77333, 77334
United States - Maps - 1927 5962, 77371
United States - Maps - 1927 - Climate 77354
United States - Maps - 1927 (Provisional Heading) 5963
United States - Maps - 1927 - Railroads 77355, 77356, 77357, 77358, 77359, 77361, 77362, 77363, 77364, 77371
United States - Maps - 1927 - Railroads - Pictorial maps 77360
United States - Maps - 1927 - Road maps 24281, 24282, 24283, 24284, 24285, 24286, 24287, 77365, 77366, 77367, 77368, 77369, 77370, 82241, 82242, 82243
United States - Maps - 1928 5971, 5972
United States - Maps - 1928-1929 - Radio stations 66154
United States - Maps - 1928-1929 - Road maps 77372
United States - Maps - 1928 - Aeronautical charts 35760
United States - Maps - 1928 - Pictorial maps 77373, 77374
United States - Maps - 1928 (Provisional Heading) 5973
United States - Maps - 1928 - Railroads 77375, 77376, 77377, 77378, 77379, 77383, 77384, 77385, 77386
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Call Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>United States - Maps - 1928 - Railroads - Pictorial maps</td>
<td>77380, 77381, 77382</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States - Maps - 1928 - Road maps</td>
<td>24291, 24292, 48829, 60561, 77387, 77388, 77390, 77391, 77392, 77393, 77394, 77395, 77396</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States - Maps - 1928 - Roads, Proposed</td>
<td>77394</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States - Maps - 1928 - Transcontinental flights - Airways</td>
<td>77228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States - Maps - 1929</td>
<td>5981, 77427</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States - Maps - 1929-1930 - Road maps</td>
<td>31088</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States - Maps - 1929-1934 - Road maps</td>
<td>77397</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States - Maps - 1929-1939 - Airways</td>
<td>624</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States - Maps - 1929 - Air mail service</td>
<td>82784</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States - Maps - 1929 - Air mail service - Pictorial maps</td>
<td>82785</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States - Maps - 1929 - Airways</td>
<td>77398</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States - Maps - 1929 - Railroads</td>
<td>77430, 77431</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States - Maps - 1930</td>
<td>5995, 5996</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States - Maps - 1930 - Aeronautical charts</td>
<td>77428</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States - Maps - 1930 - Aeronautical charts - Advertising</td>
<td>77445</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States - Maps - 1930 - Railroads</td>
<td>77446</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States - Maps - 1930 - Bus lines</td>
<td>33038, 77447</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States - Maps - 1930 - Agriculture</td>
<td>77449</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States - Maps - 1930 - Economics</td>
<td>77448</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States - Maps - 1930 - Industries</td>
<td>77448</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States - Maps - 1930 - Inland navigation</td>
<td>77449</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States - Maps - 1930 - Matches - Advertising - Marketing</td>
<td>77450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States - Maps - 1930 - Parcel post</td>
<td>77454</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States - Maps - 1930 - Petroleum industry and trade</td>
<td>77451</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States - Maps - 1930 - Petroleum pipeline industry</td>
<td>77452</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States - Maps - 1930 - Pipe industry - Pictorial maps</td>
<td>77453</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States - Maps - 1930 - Postal service</td>
<td>77454, 77457</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States - Maps - 1930 - (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>5997</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States - Maps - 1930 - Railroad land grants</td>
<td>77455</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States - Maps - 1930 - Railroads</td>
<td>77456, 77466, 77467, 77468, 77469, 77470, 77474, 77475, 77476, 77477</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States - Maps - 1930 - Railroads - Express service - Rates</td>
<td>77457</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States - Maps - 1930 - Railroads - Freight and freightage - Rates</td>
<td>77458, 77459, 77460, 77461, 77462, 77463, 77464, 77465</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States - Maps - 1930 - Railroads - Pictorial maps</td>
<td>77471, 77472, 77473</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States - Maps - 1930 - Railroads - Rates</td>
<td>77454, 77457</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States - Maps - 1930 - Road maps</td>
<td>2619, 16183, 24315, 24316, 77478, 77479, 77480, 77481, 77482, 77483, 77484, 77485, 77486, 77487, 77488, 77489, 77490, 77491, 77492, 77493, 77494, 77495, 77496, 77497, 77498, 77499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States - Maps - 1931</td>
<td>6017, 6018, 6019, 24320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States - Maps - 1931-1934 - Road maps</td>
<td>48868</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States - Maps - 1931-1936 - Road maps</td>
<td>77500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States - Maps - 1931 - Railroads</td>
<td>77501</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States - Maps - 1931 - Cities and towns</td>
<td>77502</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States - Maps - 1931 - Clothing trade</td>
<td>77526</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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United States - Maps - 1931 - Mines and mineral resources 77503
United States - Maps - 1931 - National parks and reserves 77503
United States - Maps - 1931 - Natural resources 77503
United States - Maps - 1931 - Pictorial maps 16185, 77504
United States - Maps - 1931 - Pipelines 77503
United States - Maps - 1931 (Provisional Heading) 6020
United States - Maps - 1931 - Railroads 77505, 77506, 77507, 77508, 77509
United States - Maps - 1931 - Road maps 24321, 26981, 77510, 77511, 77512, 77513, 77514, 77515, 77516, 77517, 77518, 77519, 77520, 77521, 77522, 77523, 77524, 77525, 77526
United States - Maps - 1931 - Road maps - Distances 767
United States - Maps - 1932 6033
United States - Maps - 1932-1939 - Road maps 77527
United States - Maps - 1932 - Pictorial maps 2623, 35177, 35856, 36998, 37804, 40218, 40810, 47038, 49693, 50821, 51410, 53034, 54165, 54181, 54930, 55335, 56368, 58097, 58393, 58394, 60647, 61430, 62148, 70939, 77528, 79617, 81255, 83266, 84857
United States - Maps - 1932 - Population 77529
United States - Maps - 1932 - Railroads 77530, 77531, 77532, 77533, 77534, 77535
United States - Maps - 1932 - Railroads - History 77547
United States - Maps - 1932 - Road maps 58396, 61864, 77536, 77537, 77538, 77539, 77540, 77541, 77542, 77543, 77544, 77545, 77546
United States - Maps - 1932 - Road maps - History 77547
United States - Maps - 1932 - Transportation - History 77547
United States - Maps - 1933 77551
United States - Maps - 1933-1934 - Road maps 77548
United States - Maps - 1933 - Airways 77549
United States - Maps - 1933 - Beef cattle - Transportation 77550
United States - Maps - 1933 - Petroleum industry and trade - Pictorial maps 77566
United States - Maps - 1933 - Pictorial maps 782, 2640, 3929, 21418, 26996, 31120, 31121, 40232, 40824, 43372, 49694, 49706, 50195, 53045, 54943, 56382, 58102, 58406, 60667, 60668, 63754, 70940, 70950
United States - Maps - 1933 (Provisional Heading) 6048
United States - Maps - 1933 - Railroads 77552, 77553, 77554, 77555, 77556, 77557
United States - Maps - 1933 - Road maps 58395, 61868, 68109, 68110, 68111, 77558, 77559, 77560, 77561, 77563, 77564, 77565, 77566
United States - Maps - 1933 - Road maps - Pictorial maps 77562
United States - Maps - 1934-1935 - Road maps 24335, 48891
United States - Maps - 1934 (Provisional Heading) 6069
United States - Maps - 1934 - Railroads 77567, 77568, 77569, 77570, 77571
United States - Maps - 1934 - Road maps 61873, 77572, 77573, 77574, 77575, 77576, 77577, 77578, 77579, 77580, 77581, 77582, 77583, 77584, 77585, 77586, 77587, 77588, 77589, 77590
United States - Maps - 1935 6091, 77591, 77592
United States - Maps - 1935 - Airways 77593, 77594, 77595
United States - Maps - 1935 - Automobile leasing and renting 77596
United States - Maps - 1935 - Florists 77597, 77598
United States - Maps - 1935 - Matches - Marketing 77599
United States - Maps - 1935 - Petroleum industry and trade 50881, 53072, 54974, 56425, 60722, 63806, 74719, 83320
United States - Maps - 1935 (Provisional Heading) 6092
United States - Maps - 1935 - Railroads 77600, 77601, 77602, 77603
United States - Maps - 1935 - Road maps 24343, 24344, 24348, 24349, 48895, 77604, 77605, 77606, 77607, 77608, 77609, 77610, 77611, 77612, 77613, 77614, 77615, 77616, 77617, 77618, 82293
United States - Maps - 1936 6125, 77619, 84344
United States - Maps - 1936-1948 - Bus lines 77620
United States - Maps - 1936-1971 - Road maps - Slides 77621
United States - Maps - 1936 - Aeronautical charts 77624, 77625
United States - Maps - 1936 - Airways 77622, 77624, 77625
United States - Maps - 1936 - Parks 77623
United States - Maps - 1936 - Pictorial maps 77624, 77625, 77640
United States - Maps - 1936 (Provisional Heading) 6126
United States - Maps - 1936 - Railroads 77626, 77627, 77628, 77629, 77630, 77631, 77632
United States - Maps - 1936 - Road maps 24353, 24354, 24359, 24360, 27020, 48905, 77633, 77634, 77635, 77636, 77637, 77638, 77639, 77640, 77641, 77642, 77643, 77644, 77645, 77646, 77647, 77648, 77649, 77650, 77651, 82300
United States - Maps - 1937 6157
United States - Maps - 1937 - Cartoon maps 77652
United States - Maps - 1937 - Military bases - Pictorial maps 77653
United States - Maps - 1937 - Pictorial maps 77665, 77669, 77670
United States - Maps - 1937 (Provisional Heading) 6158
United States - Maps - 1937 - Railroads 77654, 77655, 77656, 77657, 77658, 77659, 77660, 77661
United States - Maps - 1937 - Road maps 24366, 24367, 76180, 77662, 77663, 77664, 77665, 77666, 77667, 77668, 77669, 77670
United States - Maps - 1937 - Road maps - History 76127
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United States - Maps - 1938 6172, 6173, 6174, 77671
United States - Maps - 1938 - Acquisition of territory 77672
United States - Maps - 1938 - Airways 77673
United States - Maps - 1938 - Airways - Pictorial maps 77674
United States - Maps - 1938 - Bus lines 77675
United States - Maps - 1938 - Cartoon maps 77674
United States - Maps - 1938 - Cities and towns 77676
United States - Maps - 1938 - Pictorial maps 77677, 77678, 77696, 77697
United States - Maps - 1938 (Provisional Heading) 6175
United States - Maps - 1938 - Railroads 77679, 77680, 77681, 77682, 77683, 77684
United States - Maps - 1938 - Road maps 24377, 24383, 62569, 77675, 77685, 77686, 77687, 77688, 77689, 77690, 77691, 77692, 77693, 77694, 77695, 77696, 77697, 77698
United States - Maps - 1939-1940 - Road maps 77699
United States - Maps - 1939 - Airways 77700
United States - Maps - 1939 - Cartoon maps 77701, 77702
United States - Maps - 1939 - Indian reservations 77703
United States - Maps - 1939 - Literary landmarks 77704
United States - Maps - 1939 (Provisional Heading) 6197
United States - Maps - 1939 - Railroads 77705, 77706, 77707, 77708, 77709
United States - Maps - 1939 - Road maps 24385, 61905, 66022, 77710, 77711, 77712, 77713, 77714, 77715, 77716, 77717, 77718, 77719, 77720, 77721
United States - Maps - 1940-1949 77725, 77726
United States - Maps - 1940-1949 - Pictorial maps 77722
United States - Maps - 1940-1949 - Railroads 77725, 77726
United States - Maps - 1940-1949 - Railroads - Pullman cars 77723
United States - Maps - 1940-1949 - Road maps 77724
United States - Maps - 1940-1979 - Topographic maps 77727
United States - Maps - 1940 - Acquisition of territory 76202, 77728
United States - Maps - 1940 - Airlines 77729
United States - Maps - 1940 - Airways 77729
United States - Maps - 1940 - Bus lines - Pictorial maps 77730
United States - Maps - 1940 - Literary landmarks 77731
United States - Maps - 1940 (Provisional Heading) 6208
United States - Maps - 1940 - Railroads 77732, 77733, 77734, 77735, 77736, 77737, 77738
United States - Maps - 1940 - Road maps 77739, 77740, 77741, 77742, 77743, 77744, 77745, 77746, 77747, 77748, 77749, 77750, 77751, 77752
United States - Maps - 1941 6229, 6230
United States - Maps - 1941 - Airways 77753
United States - Maps - 1941 - Bus lines 77754
United States - Maps - 1941 - Fortification 76058, 77754, 77755
United States - Maps - 1941 - Indexes 77756
United States - Maps - 1941 - Indian reservations 77757, 77758
United States - Maps - 1941 - Indians - Language and languages 77759, 77760
United States - Maps - 1941 - Literary landmarks 77761
United States - Maps - 1941 - Military bases 77755, 77762, 77763, 77764, 77765
United States - Maps - 1941 (Provisional Heading) 6231
United States - Maps - 1941 - Railroads 77766, 77767, 77768, 77769
United States - Maps - 1941 - Railroads - Indexes 77756
United States - Maps - 1941 - Road maps 62213, 63944, 76176, 77755, 77771, 77772, 77773, 77774, 77775, 77776, 77777, 77778, 77779, 77780, 77781, 77782, 77783, 77784, 77785, 77786
United States - Maps - 1941 - Road maps - Indexes 77756
United States - Maps - 1941 - Waterways 32581
United States - Maps - 1942 6261, 77787, 77788
United States - Maps - 1942 - Acquisition of territory 77789, 77790
United States - Maps - 1942 - Military bases 77791
United States - Maps - 1942 - Pictorial maps 36140, 77792
United States - Maps - 1942 (Provisional Heading) 6262
United States - Maps - 1942 - Railroads 77793, 77795, 77796, 77797, 77798
United States - Maps - 1942 - Railroads - Freight and freightage - Statistics 77794
United States - Maps - 1942 - Road maps 77799, 77800, 77801, 77802, 77803, 77804
United States - Maps - 1943 6296, 6297, 77805
United States - Maps - 1943 - Airways 77806
United States - Maps - 1943 - Atmospheric temperature 77822
United States - Maps - 1943 - Climate 77822
United States - Maps - 1943 - Comparative areas - Europe 77807
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| United States - Maps - 1943 - Elections, 1928-1940 | 77808 |
| United States - Maps - 1943 - Fog | 77822 |
| United States - Maps - 1943 - Fortification | 77820 |
| United States - Maps - 1943 - Indian reservations | 77809 |
| United States - Maps - 1943 - Maps, Physical | 77810 |
| United States - Maps - 1943 - Physiographic provinces | 77810 |
| United States - Maps - 1943 (Provisional Heading) | 6298, 77811 |
| United States - Maps - 1943 - Railroads | 77812, 77813, 77816, 77817, 77818, 77819, 77820 |
| United States - Maps - 1943 - Railroads - Freight and freighting - Statistics | 77814, 77815 |
| United States - Maps - 1943 - Railroads - Headquarters | 25583 |
| United States - Maps - 1943 - Road maps | 77821 |
| United States - Maps - 1943 - Weather | 77822 |
| United States - Maps - 1944 | 6323, 77823, 77824 |
| United States - Maps - 1944 - Indians - Pictorial maps | 77825 |
| United States - Maps - 1944 - Military Districts | 77826 |
| United States - Maps - 1944 - Pictorial maps | 77827 |
| United States - Maps - 1944 (Provisional Heading) | 6324 |
| United States - Maps - 1944 - Railroads | 77829, 77830, 77831, 77832 |
| United States - Maps - 1944 - Railroads - Freight and freighting - Statistics | 77828 |
| United States - Maps - 1944 - Railroads - Headquarters | 16407 |
| United States - Maps - 1944 - Road maps | 77833, 77834, 77835, 77836 |
| United States - Maps - 1944 - Trucking | 77836 |
| United States - Maps - 1945 | 10945 |
| United States - Maps - 1945-1973 - Aeronautical charts | 77837 |
| United States - Maps - 1945 - Airways | 77838, 77839, 77840 |
| United States - Maps - 1945 - Railroad land grants | 66161 |
| United States - Maps - 1945 - Railroads | 77841, 77843, 77844, 77845, 77846 |
| United States - Maps - 1945 - Railroads - Freight and freighting - Statistics | 77842 |
| United States - Maps - 1945 - Road maps | 77846, 77847, 77848, 77849, 77850 |
| United States - Maps - 1946 | 77854, 84714 |
| United States - Maps - 1946 - Aeronautical Charts | 77851 |
| United States - Maps - 1946 - Airways | 77852 |
| United States - Maps - 1946 - Folklore - Pictorial maps | 77853 |
| United States - Maps - 1946 - Postal service | 77854 |
| United States - Maps - 1946 (Provisional Heading) | 6355 |
| United States - Maps - 1946 - Railroads | 77855, 77857, 77858, 77859, 77860, 77861, 77862, 77863 |
| United States - Maps - 1946 - Railroads - Freight and freighting - Statistics | 77856 |
| United States - Maps - 1946 - Railroads - Headquarters | 25584 |
| United States - Maps - 1946 - Road maps | 77863, 77864, 77865, 77866, 77867, 77868, 77869, 77870, 77871, 77872, 77873, 77874, 77875, 77876, 77877, 77878, 77879 |
| United States - Maps - 1947 | 6372 |
| United States - Maps - 1947 - Airways | 77880 |
| United States - Maps - 1947 - Cartoon Maps | 77881 |
| United States - Maps - 1947 - Pictorial maps | 77881 |
| United States - Maps - 1947 (Provisional Heading) | 6368 |
| United States - Maps - 1947 - Railroads | 77882, 77883, 77885, 77886, 77888, 77889, 77890, 77891, 77892 |
| United States - Maps - 1947 - Railroads - Freight and freighting - Statistics | 77884 |
| United States - Maps - 1947 - Railroads - Headquarters | 25585, 32637 |
| United States - Maps - 1947 - Railroads - Pictorial maps | 77887 |
| United States - Maps - 1947 - Road maps | 77892, 77893, 77894, 77895, 77896, 77897, 77898, 77899, 77900, 77901, 77902, 77903, 77904 |
| United States - Maps - 1948 | 6385, 6386, 77905, 77923 |
| United States - Maps - 1948 (Provisional Heading) | 6387 |
| United States - Maps - 1948 - Railroads | 77906, 77908, 77909, 77910, 77911, 77913 |
| United States - Maps - 1948 - Railroads - Freight and freighting - Statistics | 77907 |
| United States - Maps - 1948 - Railroads - Pictorial maps | 77912 |
| United States - Maps - 1948 - Road maps | 16217, 49158, 77914, 77915, 77916, 77917, 77918, 77919, 77920, 77921, 77922, 82457, 82458, 82459 |
| United States - Maps - 1949 | 77944 |
| United States - Maps - 1949 - Airways | 77924 |
| United States - Maps - 1949 - Connect-the-dots puzzles | 20552 |
| United States - Maps - 1949 - Literary landmarks | 77925 |
| United States - Maps - 1949 - Manufactures | 19854 |
| United States - Maps - 1949 (Provisional Heading) | 6405 |
| United States - Maps - 1949 - Railroads | 77926, 77927, 77931, 77932 |
| United States - Maps - 1949 - Railroads - Freight and freighting - Statistics | 77928 |
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United States - Maps - 1949 - Railroads - Headquarters 77929, 77930
United States - Maps - 1949 - Road maps 24437, 49159, 49160, 77933, 77934, 77935, 77936, 77937, 77938, 77939, 77940, 77941, 77942, 77944, 82476
United States - Maps - 1949 - Teletype 77943
United States - Maps - 1950 6423
United States - Maps - 1950-1953 - Internal migrants 77945
United States - Maps - 1950-1959 77958
United States - Maps - 1950-1959 - Airways 77946, 77947, 77948, 77949, 77950, 77951, 77952, 77953
United States - Maps - 1950-1959 - Airways - Pictorial maps 77954, 77955
United States - Maps - 1950-1959 - Cities and towns - Road maps 77956
United States - Maps - 1950-1959 - Maps, Outline and base 77957
United States - Maps - 1950-1959 - Marketing 77959, 77960, 77961
United States - Maps - 1950-1959 - News Agencies 77962
United States - Maps - 1950-1969 - Topographic maps (1:1,000,000) 77963
United States - Maps - 1950 - Airways 77964
United States - Maps - 1950 - Airways - Pictorial maps 77965
United States - Maps - 1950 - Headquarters - Pictorial maps 77966
United States - Maps - 1950 - Maps, Physical 77967
United States - Maps - 1950 - Pictorial maps 77988
United States - Maps - 1950 (Provisional Heading) 6424
United States - Maps - 1950 - Railroads 77968, 77969, 77974, 77975, 77976
United States - Maps - 1950 - Railroads - Corporations - Headquarters 36277
United States - Maps - 1950 - Railroads - Freight and freightage - Statistics 77970
United States - Maps - 1950 - Railroads - Headquarters 77971, 77972, 77973
United States - Maps - 1950 - Road maps 77977, 77978, 77979, 77980, 77981, 77982, 77983, 77984, 77985, 77986, 77987, 77988, 77989
United States - Maps - 1951 6443, 78018
United States - Maps - 1951 - Airways 77990
United States - Maps - 1951 - Maps, Outline and base 77991
United States - Maps - 1951 - Population 78018
United States - Maps - 1951 (Provisional Heading) 6444
United States - Maps - 1951 - Railroads 77992, 77993, 77998, 77999, 78000
United States - Maps - 1951 - Railroads - Freight and freightage - Statistics 77994
United States - Maps - 1951 - Railroads - Headquarters 77995, 77996, 77997
United States - Maps - 1951 - Road maps 76177, 78001, 78002, 78003, 78004, 78005, 78006, 78007, 78008, 78009, 78010, 78011, 78012, 78013, 78014, 78015, 78016, 78017, 82499
United States - Maps - 1952 6457, 6458, 78053
United States - Maps - 1952 - Foreign relations - Treaties 65118
United States - Maps - 1952 (Provisional Heading) 6459
United States - Maps - 1952 - Railroads 20517, 78019, 78021, 78022, 78026, 78027, 78028, 78029, 78030, 78032
United States - Maps - 1952 - Railroads - Freight - Rates 78020
United States - Maps - 1952 - Railroads - Headquarters 32743, 78023, 78024, 78025
United States - Maps - 1952 - Railroads - Stockholders 78031
United States - Maps - 1952 - Road maps 78033, 78034, 78035, 78036, 78037, 78038, 78039, 78040, 78041, 78042, 78043, 78044, 78045, 78046, 78047, 78048, 78049, 78050, 78051, 78052, 82508
United States - Maps - 1953 6481, 6482, 78054
United States - Maps - 1953 - Airways 78055
United States - Maps - 1953 - Commerce 78055
United States - Maps - 1953 - Industries - Pictorial maps 78070
United States - Maps - 1953 - Maps, Physical 78056
United States - Maps - 1953 - Parks 78083
United States - Maps - 1953 - Physiographic provinces 78056
United States - Maps - 1953 - Pictorial maps 78057
United States - Maps - 1953 (Provisional Heading) 6483, 78058
United States - Maps - 1953 - Railroads 78059, 78060, 78061, 78064, 78067, 78068
United States - Maps - 1953 - Railroads - Freight and freightage - Statistics 78062, 78063
United States - Maps - 1953 - Railroads - Headquarters 78065, 78066
United States - Maps - 1953 - Railroads - Officials and employees 78069
United States - Maps - 1953 - Railroads - Pictorial maps 78070
United States - Maps - 1953 - Road maps 53742, 78071, 78072, 78073, 78074, 78075, 78076, 78077, 78078, 78079, 78080, 78081, 78082, 78083
United States - Maps - 1954 6488
United States - Maps - 1954 - Airways 78085, 78086
United States - Maps - 1954 - Droughts 78087
United States - Maps - 1954 - Maps, Physical 78088
United States - Maps - 1954 - Railroads 78087, 78089, 78094, 78095, 78097, 78098
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United States - Maps - 1960-1969 - Road maps 76179, 78270
United States - Maps - 1960 - Airways 78273
United States - Maps - 1960 - Commerce - Inland Navigation 78274
United States - Maps - 1960 - Parks 78301
United States - Maps - 1960 (Provisional Heading) 6608
United States - Maps - 1960 - Radio stations 78275
United States - Maps - 1960 - Railroads 78276, 78282, 78283, 78284, 78285, 78287
United States - Maps - 1960 - Railroads - Freight and freightage - Statistics 78277
United States - Maps - 1960 - Railroads - Headquarters 78278, 78279, 78280, 78281
United States - Maps - 1960 - Road maps 78286, 78287, 78288, 78289, 78290, 78291, 78292, 78293, 78294, 78295, 78296, 78297, 78298, 78299, 78300, 78301, 78302, 82594
United States - Maps - 1960 - Truck stops 78302
United States - Maps - 1961 78304
United States - Maps - 1961 - Airways 78305, 78306
United States - Maps - 1961 - Indians 78307
United States - Maps - 1961 - Juvenile literature 78308
United States - Maps - 1961 (Provisional Heading) 6639
United States - Maps - 1961 - Railroads 78309, 78310, 78311, 78316, 78317
United States - Maps - 1961 - Railroads - Freight and freightage - Statistics 78312
United States - Maps - 1961 - Railroads - Headquarters 78313, 78314, 78315
United States - Maps - 1961 - Road maps 76355, 78318, 78319, 78320, 78321, 78322, 78323, 78324, 78325, 78326, 78327, 78328, 78329, 78330, 78331, 78332, 78333, 78334, 78335, 78336, 78337
United States - Maps - 1962 6600, 6601, 57818, 78338
United States - Maps - 1962 - Airways 21996, 78339, 78340, 82726
United States - Maps - 1962 - Church history 78342
United States - Maps - 1962 - Distances 78341
United States - Maps - 1962 - Ecclesiastical geography 78342
United States - Maps - 1962 - Hydrography 78343
United States - Maps - 1962 - Hydrology 78343
United States - Maps - 1962 - Pictorial maps 78344
United States - Maps - 1962 (Provisional Heading) 6662
United States - Maps - 1962 - Railroads 78345, 78346
United States - Maps - 1962 - Road maps 78347, 78348, 78349, 78350, 78351, 78352, 78353, 78354, 78355, 78356, 78357, 78358, 78359, 78360
United States - Maps - 1962 - Water-supply 78343
United States - Maps - 1963 76165, 76251
United States - Maps - 1963 - Airways 44349
United States - Maps - 1963 - Maps, Physical 78361
United States - Maps - 1963 - Physiographic provinces 78361
United States - Maps - 1963 (Provisional Heading) 6682
United States - Maps - 1963 3 - Road maps 78362, 78363, 78364, 78365, 78366, 78367, 78368, 78369, 78370, 78371, 78372, 78373, 78374, 78375, 78376
United States - Maps - 1963 - Truck stops 78376
United States - Maps - 1964 78402
United States - Maps - 1964-1968 - Electoral college 78377
United States - Maps - 1964-1968 - Presidents - Elections 78377
United States - Maps - 1964 - Airways 78378, 78379, 78380
United States - Maps - 1964 - Barges 78381
United States - Maps - 1964 - Inland water transportation 78381
United States - Maps - 1964 (Provisional Heading) 6714
United States - Maps - 1964 - Railroads 78382
United States - Maps - 1964 - Road maps 78383, 78384, 78385, 78386, 78387, 78388, 78389, 78390, 78391, 78392, 78393, 78394, 78395, 78396, 78397, 78398, 78399, 78400, 78401
United States - Maps - 1965 76253, 78439, 78440
United States - Maps - 1965 - Airways 66214, 78403, 78404, 78405, 78406, 78407
United States - Maps - 1965 - Indians 78408
United States - Maps - 1965 - Jigsaw puzzle maps 78409
United States - Maps - 1965 - Nautical charts 78410
United States - Maps - 1965 (Provisional Heading) 6731
United States - Maps - 1965 - Railroads 16245, 66214, 78411, 78412, 78413, 78414
United States - Maps - 1965 - Road maps 66214, 76121, 78415, 78416, 78417, 78418, 78419, 78420, 78421, 78422, 78423, 78424, 78425, 78426, 78427, 78429, 78430, 78431, 78432, 78433, 78434, 78435, 78436, 78437, 78438
United States - Maps - 1965 - Road maps - Distances 78428
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United States - Maps - 1966  78474, 78475
United States - Maps - 1966-1967 - Road maps  78441, 78442
United States - Maps - 1966 - Airways  46229
United States - Maps - 1966 - Cities and towns  78443, 78444
United States - Maps - 1966 - Climate  78445
United States - Maps - 1966 - Indians - Language and languages  78446, 78447
United States - Maps - 1966 - Inland navigation  32601
United States - Maps - 1966 (Provisional Heading)  6759
United States - Maps - 1966 - Railroads - Freight - Rates  78448
United States - Maps - 1966 - Road maps  78448, 78449, 78450, 78451, 78452, 78453, 78454, 78455, 78456, 78457, 78458, 78459, 78460, 78461, 78462, 78463, 78464, 78465, 78466, 78467, 78468, 78469, 78470, 78471, 78472
United States - Maps - 1966 - Topographic maps  78473
United States - Maps - 1967  65525, 76256, 78481, 78482, 78483
United States - Maps - 1967-1968  78477
United States - Maps - 1967-1968 - Road maps  78476
United States - Maps - 1967 - Airways  78478, 78479, 78480
United States - Maps - 1967 - Distances  59599
United States - Maps - 1967 (Provisional Heading)  6783
United States - Maps - 1967 - Railroads  78484, 78485, 78486
United States - Maps - 1967 - Road maps  78487, 78488, 78489, 78490, 78491, 78492, 78493, 78494, 78495, 78496, 78497, 78498, 78499, 78500, 78502, 78503, 78504, 78505, 78506, 78507, 78508, 78509, 78510, 78511, 78512, 78513, 78514, 78515
United States - Maps - 1967 - Road maps - Distances  78501
United States - Maps - 1968  76258, 78516
United States - Maps - 1968-1969 - Road maps  78517, 78518
United States - Maps - 1968-1970 - Topographic maps (1:1,000,000)  78519
United States - Maps - 1968-1976 - Road maps  78520
United States - Maps - 1968 - Airways  78521
United States - Maps - 1968 - Electric lines  78522
United States - Maps - 1968 - Electric power distribution  78522
United States - Maps - 1968 - Electric power plants  78522
United States - Maps - 1968 - Interconnected electric utility systems  78522
United States - Maps - 1968 - Power-plants  78522
United States - Maps - 1968 (Provisional Heading)  6814
United States - Maps - 1968 - Road maps  78523, 78524, 78525, 78526, 78527, 78528, 78529, 78530, 78531, 78532, 78533, 78534, 78535, 78536, 78537, 78538, 78539, 78540, 78541, 78542, 78543, 78544, 78545, 78546, 78547, 78548
United States - Maps - 1969  6835
United States - Maps - 1969-1970 - Road maps  78549
United States - Maps - 1969-1973 - Cities and towns - Road maps  78550
United States - Maps - 1969 - Airways  78551
United States - Maps - 1969 - Distances  59611
United States - Maps - 1969 - Pipelines  78552
United States - Maps - 1969 - Railroads  78552
United States - Maps - 1969 - Road maps  16250, 78553, 78554, 78555, 78556, 78557, 78558, 78559, 78560, 78561, 78562, 78563, 78564, 78565, 78566, 78567, 78568, 78569
United States - Maps - 197 - Military bases  78570
United States - Maps - 1970  6862, 78607, 78608
United States - Maps - 1970-1971 - Cities and towns - Road maps  82608
United States - Maps - 1970-1979  78574
United States - Maps - 1970-1979 - Counties  78571
United States - Maps - 1970-1979 - Railroads  78572
United States - Maps - 1970-1979 - Road maps  16252
United States - Maps - 1970-1979 - Road maps - Distances  78573
United States - Maps - 1970 - Airways  78575, 78576, 78577, 78578, 78579, 78580
United States - Maps - 1970 - Population  78583
United States - Maps - 1970 - Postal service  78609
United States - Maps - 1970 (Provisional Heading)  6863
United States - Maps - 1970 - Railroads  16255
United States - Maps - 1970 - Relief models  78584
United States - Maps - 1970 - Road maps  16257, 78585, 78586, 78587, 78588, 78589, 78590, 78591, 78592, 78593, 78594, 78595, 78596, 78597, 78599, 78600, 78601, 78602, 78603, 78604, 78605
United States - Maps - 1970 - Road maps - Distances  78598
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United States - Maps - 1970 - Telephone 78606
United States - Maps - 1970 - Zip codes 78609
United States - Maps - 1971 78637, 78638
United States - Maps - 1971 - Airways 78610
United States - Maps - 1971 - Counties 78614, 78615, 78616, 78617
United States - Maps - 1971 - Indians 78611, 78612, 78613
United States - Maps - 1971 - Marketing 78614, 78615, 78616, 78617
United States - Maps - 1971 (Provisional Heading) 6882
United States - Maps - 1971 - Road maps 78624, 78625, 78626, 78627, 78628, 78629, 78630, 78631, 78632, 78633, 78634, 78635
United States - Maps - 1971 - Treasure troves - Pictorial maps 78636
United States - Maps - 1971 - Truck stops 78635
United States - Maps - 1972 - Airways 46190, 78639, 78640, 82727
United States - Maps - 1972 - Indian reservations 76485
United States - Maps - 1972 (Provisional Heading) 6902
United States - Maps - 1972 - Road maps 78641, 78642, 78643, 78644, 78645, 78646, 78647, 78648, 78650, 78651, 78652, 78653, 78654, 78655
United States - Maps - 1972 - Road maps - Distances 78649
United States - Maps - 1972 - Truck stops 78655
United States - Maps - 1973 78656
United States - Maps - 1973-1975 - Road maps 78657
United States - Maps - 1973 - Coasts - Nautical charts 78658
United States - Maps - 1973 - Fishes - Pictorial maps 78659
United States - Maps - 1973 - Hotels 34780, 78684
United States - Maps - 1973 - Hydrography 78660
United States - Maps - 1973 - Hydrology 78660
United States - Maps - 1973 (Provisional Heading) 6919
United States - Maps - 1973 - Railroads 78661, 78662, 78663
United States - Maps - 1973 - Road maps 23875, 24501, 34780, 78664, 78665, 78666, 78667, 78668, 78669, 78670, 78671, 78672, 78673, 78674, 78675, 78676, 78677, 78678, 78679, 78680, 78681, 78682, 78683, 78684
United States - Maps - 1973 - Water-supply 78660
United States - Maps - 1974 76269, 76270, 76685
United States - Maps - 1974 - Airways 78686
United States - Maps - 1974 - Distances 59620
United States - Maps - 1974 - Landforms 41589
United States - Maps - 1974 - Maps, Physical 41589
United States - Maps - 1974 (Provisional Heading) 6942
United States - Maps - 1974 - Railroads 78687
United States - Maps - 1974 - Road maps 78688, 78689, 78690, 78691, 78692, 78693, 78694, 78695, 78696, 78697, 78698, 78699, 78700, 78701, 78702
United States - Maps - 1975 65526
United States - Maps - 1975-1976 - Road maps 78703, 78704, 78705, 78706, 78707
United States - Maps - 1975-1976 - Cities and towns - Road maps 82613
United States - Maps - 1975 - Cities and towns - Photo maps 78711, 78712
United States - Maps - 1975 - Cities and towns - Pictorial maps 78708
United States - Maps - 1975 - Coasts - Nautical charts 78709
United States - Maps - 1975 - Commerce - Inland Navigation 78710
United States - Maps - 1975 - Culture 57826, 57827
United States - Maps - 1975 - Hotels 78729
United States - Maps - 1975 - Indians - Pictorial maps 57314
United States - Maps - 1975 - Photo maps 78711, 78712
United States - Maps - 1975 (Provisional Heading) 6964
United States - Maps - 1975 - Road maps 78713, 78714, 78715, 78716, 78717, 78718, 78719, 78720, 78721, 78722, 78723, 78724, 78725, 78726, 78727, 78728, 78729
United States - Maps - 1976 - Acquisition of territory 76102
United States - Maps - 1976 - Church history 78733
United States - Maps - 1976 - Cities and towns 78730
United States - Maps - 1976 - Cities and towns - Social Conditions 78731
United States - Maps - 1976 - Coasts - Nautical charts 78732
United States - Maps - 1976 - Distances 78758
United States - Maps - 1976 - Ecclesiastical geography 78733
United States - Maps - 1976 - Elections 76272, 78734
United States - Maps - 1976 (Provisional Heading) 6978
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United States - Maps - 1976 - Railroads 78735
United States - Maps - 1976 - Road maps 78736, 78737, 78738, 78739, 78740, 78741, 78742, 78743, 78744, 78745, 78746, 78747, 78748, 78749, 78750, 78751, 78752, 78753, 78754, 78755, 78756, 78757, 78758, 78759, 82618
United States - Maps - 1976 - Telephone - Area codes 78758
United States - Maps - 1976 - Truck stops 78759
United States - Maps - 1977 7001, 76274
United States - Maps - 1977 - Administrative and Political Divisions 78760
United States - Maps - 1977 - Earth sciences 18529
United States - Maps - 1977 - Inland Navigation 78761
United States - Maps - 1977 - Land use 18529
United States - Maps - 1977 (Provisional Heading) 7002, 7003
United States - Maps - 1977 - Railroads 78762, 78763
United States - Maps - 1977 - Road maps 15167, 78763, 78764, 78765, 78766, 78767, 78768, 78769, 78770, 78771, 78772, 78773, 78774
United States - Maps - 1978 (Provisional Heading) 7019
United States - Maps - 1978 - Railroads 78775
United States - Maps - 1978 - Road maps 16285, 78776, 78777, 78778, 78779, 78780, 78781, 78782, 78783, 78784, 78785, 78786, 78787, 78788, 78789, 78790, 78791, 78792, 78793, 78794, 78795
United States - Maps - 1979 - Administrative and Political Divisions 78796
United States - Maps - 1979 - Coasts - Nautical charts 78797
United States - Maps - 1979 - Hotels 78816
United States - Maps - 1979 - Jigsaw puzzle maps 78798
United States - Maps - 1979 (Provisional Heading) 7043, 7044
United States - Maps - 1979 - Railroads 49111
United States - Maps - 1979 - Road maps 78799, 78800, 78801, 78802, 78803, 78804, 78805, 78806, 78807, 78808, 78809, 78810, 78811, 78812, 78813, 78814, 78815, 78816
United States - Maps - 1980 7082, 7083, 78824, 78841
United States - Maps - 1980-1989 78817, 78821
United States - Maps - 1980-1989 - Postal Service 78822
United States - Maps - 1980-1989 - Road maps 78820
United States - Maps - 1980-1989 - Road maps - Distances 78818
United States - Maps - 1980 - Hotels 78840
United States - Maps - 1980 - Indians 78823
United States - Maps - 1980 (Provisional Heading) 7084
United States - Maps - 1980 - Railroads 78825
United States - Maps - 1980 - Restaurants 78837
United States - Maps - 1980 - Road maps 78826, 78827, 78828, 78829, 78830, 78831, 78832, 78833, 78834, 78835, 78836, 78837, 78838, 78839, 78840
United States - Maps - 1980 - Trucking 78838, 78839
United States - Maps - 1981 - Automobile supplies industry 78858
United States - Maps - 1981 (Provisional Heading) 7101, 7102, 78842
United States - Maps - 1981 - Remote-sensing maps 78859
United States - Maps - 1981 - Road maps 78843, 78844, 78845, 78846, 78847, 78848, 78849, 78850, 78851, 78852, 78853, 78854, 78855, 78856, 78857, 78858
United States - Maps - 1981 - Satellite image maps 78859
United States - Maps - 1982 - Commerce - Inland Navigation 78860
United States - Maps - 1982 (Provisional Heading) 7138
United States - Maps - 1982 - Railroad 78861
United States - Maps - 1982 - Road maps 78862, 78863, 78864, 78865, 78866, 78867, 78868, 78869, 78870, 78871, 78872, 78873, 78874, 78875, 78876
United States - Maps - 1982 - Social life and customs 78877
United States - Maps - 1983 7161, 7162, 78878
United States - Maps - 1983 - Language and languages 76418
United States - Maps - 1983 - Postal Service 78900
United States - Maps - 1983 (Provisional Heading) 7163
United States - Maps - 1983 - Road maps 78879, 78880, 78881, 78882, 78883, 78884, 78885, 78886, 78887, 78888, 78889, 78890, 78891, 78892, 78893, 78894, 78895, 78896, 78897, 78898, 78899
United States - Maps - 1983 - Zip Codes 78900
United States - Maps - 1984 76278
United States - Maps - 1984 (Provisional Heading) 7182
United States - Maps - 1984 - Road maps 16209, 78901, 78902, 78903, 78904, 78905, 78906, 78907, 78908, 78909, 78910, 78911, 78912
United States - Maps - 1985 76279
United States - Maps - 1985 - Indian Reservations 78913
United States - Maps - 1985 - Indians 78913
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United States - Maps - 1985 (Provisional Heading) 7207
United States - Maps - 1985 - Railroads 78914
United States - Maps - 1985 - Rivers 78915
United States - Maps - 1985 - Road maps 78916, 78917, 78918, 78919, 78920, 78921, 78922, 78923, 78924, 78925, 78926, 78927, 78928, 78929, 78930, 78931, 78932
United States - Maps - 1986 7227
United States - Maps - 1986 - Economics 78933, 78934
United States - Maps - 1986 - Postal Service 78944, 78945
United States - Maps - 1986 (Provisional Heading) 7228
United States - Maps - 1986 - Road maps 78935, 78936, 78937, 78938, 78939, 78940, 78941, 78942, 78943
United States - Maps - 1986 - Social conditions 78933, 78934
United States - Maps - 1986 - Zip Codes 78944, 78945
United States - Maps - 1987 7251
United States - Maps - 1987 (Provisional Heading) 7252
United States - Maps - 1987 - Road maps 78946, 78947, 78948, 78949, 78950, 78951, 78952, 78953, 78954, 78955
United States - Maps - 1988 7278, 76282, 76283, 78973
United States - Maps - 1988 - Ethnography 78956
United States - Maps - 1988 - Maps, Outline and base - Juvenile literature 78957
United States - Maps - 1988 - Population 78956
United States - Maps - 1988 (Provisional Heading) 7279
United States - Maps - 1988 - Road maps 78958, 78959, 78960, 78961, 78962, 78963, 78964, 78965, 78966, 78967, 78968, 78969, 78970, 78971, 78972
United States - Maps - 1989 76284
United States - Maps - 1989 - Airports 78974
United States - Maps - 1989 - Children's maps 78975
United States - Maps - 1989 - Jigsaw puzzle maps 78976
United States - Maps - 1989 - Marketing 78979
United States - Maps - 1989 - National parks and reserves 78977
United States - Maps - 1989 - Population 78978, 78979
United States - Maps - 1989 (Provisional Heading) 7309
United States - Maps - 1989 - Road maps 78980, 78981, 78982, 78983, 78984, 78985, 78986, 78987
United States - Maps - 1990 79013, 79416
United States - Maps - 1990 - Cities and towns 78988, 78989, 78990
United States - Maps - 1990 - Military history 78991
United States - Maps - 1990 (Provisional Heading) 7332
United States - Maps - 1990 - Road maps 76187, 78992, 78993, 78994, 78995, 78996, 78997, 78998, 78999, 79000, 79001, 79002, 79003, 79004, 79005, 79006, 79007, 79008, 79009, 79010, 79012
United States - Maps - 1990 - Road maps - Pictorial maps 79011
United States - Maps - 1991 7360
United States - Maps - 1991 - Cities and towns 79014
United States - Maps - 1991 - National parks and reserves 52718
United States - Maps - 1991 (Provisional Heading) 79015
United States - Maps - 1991 - Road maps 52718, 79016, 79017, 79018, 79019, 79020, 79021, 79022, 79023, 79024, 79025, 79026
United States - Maps - 1992 7389, 79027
United States - Maps - 1992 - Children's maps 79028
United States - Maps - 1992 - Cities and towns 79029
United States - Maps - 1992 - Indian Reservations 79030
United States - Maps - 1992 - Indians 79030
United States - Maps - 1992 - Land use 79032
United States - Maps - 1992 - Natural resources 79032
United States - Maps - 1992 - Pictorial maps - Juvenile literature 79033
United States - Maps - 1992 - Rivers 79031
United States - Maps - 1992 - Road maps 79034, 79035, 79036, 79037, 79038, 79039, 79040, 79041, 79042, 79045, 79046, 79047, 79048, 79049, 79050
United States - Maps - 1992 - Road maps - Children's maps 79043, 79044
United States - Maps - 1992 - Sports facilities 79047, 79048, 79049, 79050
United States - Maps - 1993-1994 - Cities and towns - Road maps 79051, 79052
United States - Maps - 1993-1994 - Road maps 79051, 79052
United States - Maps - 1993 - Annexation 76289, 76290
United States - Maps - 1993 - Baseball fields 76089
United States - Maps - 1993 - Jigsaw Puzzle Maps 79053
United States - Maps - 1993 (Provisional Heading) 7415
United States - Maps - 1993 - Road maps 79054, 79055, 79056, 79057, 79058, 79059, 79060, 79061, 79062, 79063, 79064, 79065, 79066, 79067, 79068, 79069, 79070, 79071
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United States - Maps - 1994 76292, 79072
United States - Maps - 1994-1995 - Cities and towns - Road maps 79073
United States - Maps - 1994-1995 - Road maps 79073
United States - Maps - 1994 - Children's maps 79074
United States - Maps - 1994 - Cities and towns - Road maps 79075
United States - Maps - 1994 - Economics 79096, 79097, 79098
United States - Maps - 1994 - Golf courses 79076
United States - Maps - 1994 - Politics and government 79096, 79097, 79098
United States - Maps - 1994 (Provisional Heading) 79077
United States - Maps - 1994 - Road maps 79076, 79078, 79079, 79080, 79081, 79082, 79083, 79084, 79085, 79086, 79087, 79088, 79089, 79090, 79091, 79092, 79093, 79094, 79095
United States - Maps - 1994 - Social conditions 79096, 79097, 79098
United States - Maps - 1995 7461, 79099
United States - Maps - 1995-1996 - Cities and towns - Road maps 79100
United States - Maps - 1995-1996 - Road maps 79100
United States - Maps - 1995-1997 - Cities and towns - Road maps 79101
United States - Maps - 1995 - Postal service 79122
United States - Maps - 1995 (Provisional Heading) 7462
United States - Maps - 1995 - Road maps 57837, 79102, 79103, 79104, 79105, 79106, 79107, 79108, 79109, 79110, 79111, 79112, 79113, 79114, 79115, 79116, 79117, 79118, 79120, 79121
United States - Maps - 1995 - Road maps - Distances 79119
United States - Maps - 1995 - Zip codes 79122
United States - Maps - 1996 79123, 79124
United States - Maps - 1996 - Postal service 79150
United States - Maps - 1996 (Provisional Heading) 7481
United States - Maps - 1996 - Road maps 11307, 79125, 79126, 79127, 79128, 79129, 79130, 79131, 79132, 79133, 79134, 79135, 79136, 79137, 79138, 79139, 79140, 79141, 79142, 79143, 79144, 79145, 79146, 79147, 79148, 79149, 84500
United States - Maps - 1996 - Weather 79149
United States - Maps - 1996 - Zip codes 79150
United States - Maps - 1997 76295
United States - Maps - 1997 (Provisional Heading) 7493
United States - Maps - 1997 - Road maps 78570, 79151, 79152, 79153, 79154, 79155, 79156, 79157, 79158, 79159, 79160, 79161, 79162, 79163, 79164, 79165, 79166
United States - Maps - 1998 - Cities and towns 79167
United States - Maps - 1998 - National parks and reserves 79168
United States - Maps - 1998 (Provisional Heading) 7500
United States - Maps - 1998 - Road maps 79169, 79170, 79171, 79172, 79173, 79174, 79175, 79176
United States - Maps - 1999 7504
United States - Maps - 1999 - Postal service 79190
United States - Maps - 1999 - Railroads 76297
United States - Maps - 1999 - Road maps 79177, 79178, 79179, 79180, 79181, 79182, 79183, 79184, 79185, 79186, 79187, 79188, 79189
United States - Maps - 1999 - Zip codes 79190
United States - Maps - 2000 - Church history 79191
United States - Maps - 2000 - Ecclesiastical geography 79191
United States - Maps - 2000 - Ethnology 79192, 79193
United States - Maps - 2000 - Postal service 79194
United States - Maps - 2000 (Provisional Heading) 7508
United States - Maps - 2000 - Road maps 79195
United States - Maps - 2001 79198
United States - Maps - 2001 - Airports 79196
United States - Maps - 2001 - Church history 79197
United States - Maps - 2001 - Ecclesiastical geography 79197
United States - Maps - 2001 (Provisional Heading) 7510
United States - Maps - 2002 (Provisional Heading) 7512
United States - Maps - 2002 - Road maps 79199
United States - Maps - 2003 79200, 79202
United States - Maps - 2003 - Cities and towns 79201
United States - Maps - 2003 (Provisional Heading) 7517
United States - Maps - 2003 - Road maps 79203, 79204, 79205, 79206, 79207, 79208
United States - Maps - 2003 - Road maps - Children's maps 79209
United States - Maps - 2004 7519, 79210
United States - Maps - 2004 (Provisional Heading) 7520
United States - Maps - 2004 - Road maps 79211, 79212, 79213, 79214, 79215, 79216, 79217, 79218
United States - Maps - 2005 7535, 79239, 79240

---
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United States - Maps - 2005 - Cartoon Maps 79219
United States - Maps - 2005 - Maps, Outline and base 79239
United States - Maps - 2005 - Maps, Physical 79220
United States - Maps - 2005 - Road maps 79221, 79222, 79223, 79224, 79225, 79226, 79227, 79228, 79229, 79230, 79231, 79232, 79233, 79234, 79235, 79236, 79237, 79238
United States - Maps - 2006 7543
United States - Maps - 2006 - Road maps 79241, 79242, 79243, 79244, 79245, 79246, 79247, 79248, 79249, 79250, 79251, 79252, 79253, 79254, 79255, 79256, 79257, 79258, 79259, 79260, 79261, 79262, 79263, 79264, 79265, 82624
United States - Maps - 2007 7547, 79269
United States - Maps - 2007 - Cartograms 79266
United States - Maps - 2007 - Juvenile literature 79267
United States - Maps - 2007 - Maps, Outline and base 79268
United States - Maps - 2007 - Road maps 79270, 79271, 79272, 79273, 79274, 79275, 79276, 79277, 79278, 79279, 79280, 79281, 79282, 79283, 79284, 79285
United States - Maps - 2008 7549
United States - Maps - 2008 - Boundaries 75955
United States - Maps - 2008 - Road maps 79286, 79287, 79288, 79289, 79290, 79291, 79292, 79293, 79294, 79295, 79296, 79297, 79298, 79299, 79300
United States - Maps - 2009 7550
United States - Maps - 2009 - Road maps 79300, 79301, 79302, 79303, 79304, 79305, 79306, 79307, 79308, 79309, 79310, 79311, 79312, 79313
United States - Maps - 2010 - Road maps 79314, 79315, 79316, 79317, 79318, 79319, 79320, 79321, 79322, 79323, 79324, 79325, 79326, 79327
United States - Maps - 2011 - Road maps 76190
United States - Maps - 1970-1979 - Road maps 16253
United States - Maps - Administrative and political divisions 79373
United States - Maps - Administrative and political divisions - History 76301
United States - Maps - Bibliography 1820, 25539, 76070, 79340
United States - Maps - Bibliography - 1502-1820 79328
United States - Maps - Bibliography - 1639-1819 44971
United States - Maps - Bibliography - 1700-1799 30894
United States - Maps - Bibliography - 1776-1950 79329
United States - Maps - Bibliography - 1784-1920 79330, 79331
United States - Maps - Bibliography - 1787 79332
United States - Maps - Bibliography - 1795-1895 79334
United States - Maps - Bibliography - 1800-1899 - Bibliography - Catalogs 79339
United States - Maps - Bibliography - 1800-1899 - Railroads 79382
United States - Maps - Bibliography - 1800-1950 79335, 79336
United States - Maps - Bibliography - 1817-1843 76104
United States - Maps - Bibliography - 1882-1940 - Topographic maps 79337
United States - Maps - Bibliography - Catalogs 26455, 79338
United States - Maps - Bibliography - County maps - 1800-1899 79339
United States - Maps - Boundaries 79373
United States - Maps - Cities and towns - Bibliography 79341, 79342, 79412
United States - Maps - Cities and towns - Collections 18531, 79415
United States - Maps - Collections 18218, 18535, 76235, 76236, 76237, 76238, 76239, 76271, 76294, 76299, 79368, 79369, 79370
United States - Maps - Collections, 1600-1783 79343, 79344, 79345, 79346, 79347
United States - Maps - Collections, 1600-1799 - Manuscripts 1839
United States - Maps - Collections, 1700-1799 81063
United States - Maps - Collections, 1700-1900 57861
United States - Maps - Collections, 1731-2002 67459
United States - Maps - Collections, 1765 - Cities and towns 79348
United States - Maps - Collections, 1765 - Fortification 79348
United States - Maps - Collections, 1776 79349, 79350
United States - Maps - Collections, 1798 52145
United States - Maps - Collections, 1800-1899 - Pictorial maps 79351
United States - Maps - Collections, 1800-1899 - Shakers 79351
United States - Maps - Collections, 1800-2009 - County maps - Electronic information resources 79352
United States - Maps - Collections, 1800-2009 - Landowners - Electronic information resources 79352
United States - Maps - Collections, 1816-1819 76114
United States - Maps - Collections, 1851-1860 - Railroads 79353
United States - Maps - Collections,1852 79354
United States - Maps - Collections,1853 79355
United States - Maps - Collections,1857-1859 79356, 79357
United States - Maps - Collections,1860-1918 - County maps - Landowners - Electronic information resources 79358
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United States - Maps - Collections, 1861-1865 - Newspaper maps 76347
United States - Maps - Collections, 1861 - Newspaper maps 76348
United States - Maps - Collections, 1866-1902 - Postal service 79359
United States - Maps - Collections, 1866-1902 - Railroads 79359
United States - Maps - Collections, 1872-1912 - Railroads 79360
United States - Maps - Collections, 1881-1960 - Railroads 79361
United States - Maps - Collections, 1914-1925 - Road maps 79362
United States - Maps - Collections, 1920-1990 - Pictorial maps 79363
United States - Maps - Collections, 1920-1990 - Postcard Maps 79363
United States - Maps - Collections, 1923-1925 - Airports 79362
United States - Maps - Collections, 1925 - Road maps 79364
United States - Maps - Collections, 1950-1960 - Road maps 66974
United States - Maps - Collections, 1959-2011 - Universities and colleges 79365
United States - Maps - Collections, 1980-2012 - Road maps 79367
United States - Maps - Collections - Road maps 66990
United States - Maps - Collections, To 2010 - Railroads 57321
United States - Maps - Counties 70233, 79373
United States - Maps - Counties - Bibliography 79371
United States - Maps - Counties - History 76423, 79372
United States - Maps - Elections, 1788-2004 65527
United States - Maps - Elections, 1916-1920 65528
United States - Maps - Elections, 1944-1948 65529
United States - Maps - Exhibitions - Catalogs 79374
United States - Maps - Fire risk assessment - Bibliography 26682, 26683, 68741
United States - Maps - History 79372
United States - Maps - History - 1800-1899 18544
United States - Maps - History - 2002 - Asian Americans 79375
United States - Maps - Imprints - 1932 65600
United States - Maps - Indexes - Topographic maps - 1959 79376
United States - Maps - National parks and reserves - Collections 79377
United States - Maps - Novelties - 2009 79378
United States - Maps, Outline and base - 1951 79379
United States - Maps - Periodicals - Circulation 21813
United States - Maps, Physical - 2006 81452
United States - Maps - Railroads - 1881 79380
United States - Maps - Railroads - 1910-1974 - Sources 79381
United States - Maps - Railroads - Bibliography - 1800-1899 79382
United States - Maps - Railroads - Bibliography - 1852-1945 35394
United States - Maps - Road maps - Bibliography 26443
United States - Maps - Slavery - 1865 76017
United States - Maps - Trails - Bibliography 26443
United States - Maps - Underground Railroad - 1865 76017
United States. Marine Corps - Biography 16717
United States. Marine Corps - Maps - Bibliography 79383
United States Marine Hospital (Fort Stanton, N.M.) - Pictorial works - 1900 27428
United States. Metric Study 46174
United States, Mexico / Texaco 78756
United States - Migration, Internal 79384
United States Military Academy 72619, 76330, 76362, 76363
United States Military Academy, Department of Earth, Space, and Graphic Sciences 41589
United States Military Academy, Dept. of Military Art and Engineering 52639, 52640, 52641, 52642
United States Military Academy. Library 76378
United States Military Academy - Map collections - Bibliography - Catalogs 76378
United States - Military Cartography - Exhibitions 76128
United States military commitments all over the world 84463
United States - Military geography 79385
United States. Mississippi River Commission 50491, 50535, 50536, 50537, 50538, 50540, 50636, 50639
United States. Missouri River Commission 50536, 50537, 50538
United States : Mobilgas ... : Socony-Vacuum Oil Company Incorporated 77670, 77697
United States. National Aeronautics and Space Administration 78955, 82789, 84497
United States. National Archives 79394, 79395
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United States. National Archives and Records Administration  600, 601, 2128, 2366, 18590, 20083, 28833, 52517, 62633, 63360, 65102, 65214, 75450, 76049, 76050, 76056, 76078, 76079, 76080, 76081, 76083, 76110, 76128, 76145, 76146, 76148, 76156, 76168, 76342, 76414, 76415, 79330, 79331, 79332, 79335, 79336, 79340, 79383, 79387, 79392, 79393, 79394, 79395, 79397, 79402, 79417, 79450, 81045, 83067
United States. National Archives and Records Administration. Cartographic and Architectural Branch  28833, 79386
United States. National Archives and Records Administration. Cartographic and Architectural Branch Manuscript map. RG 77, Civil Works Map File, Q-118  81844

United States. National Archives and Records Administration. Cartographic Archives Division  79387
United States. National Archives and Records Administration - Map Collections - Inventories  79387
United States. National Archives and Records Administration. RG 75, map 158  40059
United States. National Archives and Records Administration. RG 75, map 159, part 1  40065
United States. National Archives and Records Administration. RG 75, map 159, part 2  40064
United States. National Archives and Records Administration. RG 75, map 695  40069
United States. National Archives and Records Administration. RG 75, map 95  40067

United States. National Archives and Records Service. Cartographic and Architectural Branch  79388, 79389
United States. National Archives and Records Service - Guidebooks  73576
United States. National Archives. Cartographic Archives Div.  44727
United States. National Archives. Cartographic Archives Div. - Bibliography  51900
United States. National Archives. Cartographic Archives Div. - Cataloging  2366
United States. National Archives. Center For Polar Archives  65102, 79390
United States. National Archives - Congresses  76168
United States. National Archives - Exhibitions  76128
United States. National Archives - Exhibitions - Catalogs  18536
United States. National Archives - Inventories  52517, 76049, 76050, 76156, 79417
United States. National Archives - Map Collections  76106
United States. National Archives - Map Collections - Catalogs  76342, 79330, 79331
United States. National Archives - Map Collections - History  79391
United States. National Archives - Map Collections - Inventories  600, 601, 2128, 20894, 28833, 63360, 75450, 76078, 76081, 76083, 76110, 76145, 76146, 76148, 76414, 76415, 79335, 79336, 79340, 79381, 79383, 79392, 79393, 79394, 79395, 79397, 79402, 79450, 81045
United States. National Archives - Map Collections - Maps - Bibliography  79332
United States / National Archives / National Automobile Club  78862
United States. National Cartographic Information Center SEE National Cartographic Information Center  1096
United States National Museum  76922
United States. National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration  19241, 20478, 20486, 26821, 44618, 46737, 82799, 84507, 84597
United States. National Park Service  1186, 6046, 12411, 14909, 14912, 20511, 21162, 31925, 32760, 32761, 33717, 36736, 3857, 76802, 76803, 76804
United States. National Resources Committee. District no. 1  54260
United States. National Resources Planning Board - Maps - Bibliography  79397
United States - Nautical Cartography  33633
United States - Nautical charts - Bibliography of bibliographies  76099
United States Naval Astronomical Expedition (1849-1852)  71237, 71238
United States Naval Astronomical Expedition (1849-1852) - Maps  71237, 71238
United States Naval Expedition to Japan (1852-1854)  13368, 33326, 36715, 39522, 41385, 52049, 61299, 67750, 69966, 74183, 75248, 79398
United States Naval Expedition to Japan (1852-1854) - Maps  79398
United States Naval Expedition to Japan (1852-1854) - Maps - 1854  41385, 69966
United States Naval Expedition to Japan (1852-1854) - Maps - 1855  39522
United States Naval Expedition to Japan (1852-1854) - Maps - 1856  13368, 33326, 36715, 52049, 61299, 67750, 74183, 75248
United States. Naval History Division  76388, 76389
United States Naval Institute  76337, 79401
United States Naval Observatory  76802, 76803, 76804
United States. Naval Oceanographic Office.  2497, 79399, 79400
United States. Naval Oceanographic Office. Display Center  79399
United States. Navy  2033, 2118, 4883, 5194, 5961, 15006, 20718, 21125, 21740, 36648, 39561, 46732, 53795, 62931, 62932, 74307, 76827
United States. Navy - Biography  16717
United States. Navy - Historical geography - Maps - 1898  76055
United States. Navy - History - Maps  79401
United States. Navy. Pacific Fleet and Pacific Ocean Areas  39561
United States. Navy - Pictorial works - 1910  5705
United States / Neele sculp.  24099
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United States - Pictorial works - 1988 78973
United States - Pictorial works - Cities and towns - Bibliography 79341, 79342, 79412
United States - Pictorial works - Cities and towns - Collections 79415
United States - Pictorial works - Cities and towns - Collections, 1497-1899 79413
United States - Pictorial works - Cities and towns - Collections, 1564-1883 79414
United States - Pictorial works - Collections, 1800-1899 79351
United States - Pictorial works - Collections, 1897-1903 - Photographs 37442
United States - Pictorial works - Farms - Collections, 1990 79416
United States - Population 76303
United States - Population - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1896 77007
United States - Population - Historical geography - Maps - 1979 76275
United States - Population - Statistics - 1975 85328

The United States Post Office Department, Division of Topography and its role in the establishment of rural free delivery 18561
United States. Post Office Dept. 691, 19833, 35624, 40691, 40703, 45286, 45429, 52517, 54822, 55285, 55698, 60401, 70809, 74550, 74596, 76739, 79359, 79561, 81190, 81828, 82654
United States. Post Office Dept. - Bibliography 79417
United States. Post Office Dept. Division of Topography - History 18561
United States. Post Office Dept. - History 65438
United States. Post Office Dept. - Maps - 1857 81828
United States. Post Office Dept. - Maps - 1943 19833
United States. Post Office Dept. Post route map[s] (1876- ) 28828
United States Postal Service 79194
United States - Postal service - 1876 52482
United States Postal Service - Maps - 2000 79194
United States. President (1801-1809 : Jefferson) 41909, 62455, 81762
United States / produced under the direction of Alexander Gross, F.R.G.S. 78018
United States. Public Roads Administration 49121, 77821
United States. Public Works Administration 77722
United States. Quartermaster's Dept. 55260
United States - Railroad land grants - Maps - 1862 79418
United States - Railroad land grants - Maps - 1864 79419
United States. Railroad Retirement Board 77796, 78124, 78413
United States - Railroads 76837, 76843
United States - Railroads - 1888 - Indexes 76948
United States - Railroads - Maps - 1880-1889 79420
United States - Railroads - Maps - Bibliography 79421, 79422
United States - Railroads - Timetables - 1848 76723
United States - Railroads - Timetables - 1853 79409
United States - Railroads - Timetables - 1870-1902 79423
United States. Railway construction 76946
United States - Real property - Maps - History 41594
United States - Relations - Communist countries - Maps 6376
United States : relief map 77029
United States : relief map / compiled by Henry Gannett ; U.S. Geological Survey ; George Otis Smith, director ; engraved by U.S.G.S. 77132, 77149
United States - Relief models - 1938 66375
United States road atlas 78336, 78358, 79148
The United States road atlas / compliments of and printed by I. S. Berlin Press, distributors of the United States road atlas, Chicago 18, Illinois 78299
United States road atlas including Canada and Mexico 78256
United States road atlas : including Canada and Mexico / Hartford Fire Insurance Company Group 78257, 78298
[United States road map] 78048, 78049, 78050
United States road map including southern Canada and Pan American highway to Mexico City / State Farm Insurance Companies, Bloomington, Illinois 77609
United States : road map of principal highways ... Esso Marketers 77696
United States road map / Standard Oil Company and it subsidiaries Standard Stations Inc., Standard Oil Company of Texas, Standard Oil Company of British Columbia, Ltd., the California Company 77902
United States - Road maps 11308, 66242
United States - Road maps - 1880-1930 79424
United States - Road maps - 1900-1959 28707, 41625
United States - Road maps - 1900-1985 28705
United States - Road maps - 1912-1950 65607
United States - Road maps - 1918-1973 17954
United States - Road maps - 1920-1929 79425
United States - Road maps - 1922 - Dummies (Bookselling) 66218
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United States - Road maps - 1930-1959 11302
United States - Road maps - 1963 79426
United States - Road maps - 1969 79427
United States - Road maps - 2006 79428
United States - Road maps - Bibliography 79429
United States - Road maps - Cover art - 1900-1999 79430
United States - Road maps - Directories - 1834 79436
United States - Road maps - Exhibitions - Catalogs - 1996 66978
United States - Road maps - History 11284, 79431
United States - Road maps - History - 1920-1929 66219, 66248, 66249
United States - Road maps - Sources 11310, 37537, 37545, 42102, 52703, 69938
United States - Road maps - Sources - Periodicals 79432, 79433
United States Route 20 SEE United States Highway 20 56793
United States: Saint Louis Arsenal, Mo. SEE Saint Louis Arsenal (Mo.) 68036
United States scientific geographical exploration of the Pacific basin 1783-1899 62633
United States: Selective Service System 19680
United States: Soil Conservation Service 26588
United States, southern section / by J. Bartholomew, F.R.G.S. 71376
United States: Sinclair tour map 77989
United States: Sinclair tour map 24353, 24354, 24360, 24365, 24366, 24377, 24385, 77879
United States: Sinclair tour map: Sinclair H-C Gasoline 77877, 77878
United States: Slavery - 1865 - Maps 76019, 76020, 76021, 79435
United States: Slavery - Maps - 1865 76018
United States: Social life and customs - 20th century 11301
United States: Soil Conservation Service 26588
United States, southern section / by J. Bartholomew, F.R.G.S. 71376
United States - Sports facilities - Directories - 1992 79047, 79048, 79049, 79050
United States: Stagecoach lines - Directories - 1834 79436
United States: State Atlases - Bibliography 79437
United States: Statistics - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1847 76167
United States: Statistics - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1890-1898 36478, 65606
United States: Statistics - Maps - 1890-1898 76959, 76960
United States Steel Company 55985, 56800, 56801, 56806, 56810
United States Steel Corporation 64067, 82721
United States Steel Corporation - Maps - 1952 64067
United States: Superintendent of Documents 69441
United States: Supreme Court 35396
United States: Survey Company 59268
United States: Survey of the Northern and Northwestern Lakes SEE U.S. Lake Survey 32624
United States: Surveying - History - 2009 79438
United States: Surveying - Instruments 73553
United States: Surveyor General 15255, 26883, 35375, 35420, 35421, 37580, 43303, 55254, 55256, 63501, 83069, 83070, 83084
United States: Surveyor General for Florida 26875
United States: Surveyor General for Indiana 36747
United States: Surveyor General for Iowa, Minnesota Territory and Wisconsin 37578, 37580, 83084
United States: Surveyor General for Kansas Territory 40075, 40076, 40077, 40078
United States: Surveyor General for Louisiana 55481
United States: Surveyor General for Ohio, Indiana and Michigan 46773
United States: Surveyor General for Ohio, Indiana, Michigan and the Territories of Michigan and Wisconsin 37572
United States: Surveyor General of New Mexico 55255
United States: Surveys 44757, 79439, 79440, 79441, 79442, 79446, 79447
United States: Surveys - 1796-1800 71329, 71330
United States: Surveys - 1879 76880
United States: Surveys - 1886 79443
United States: Surveys - Archival Resources - Inventories 79392
United States: Surveys - Bibliography 79393, 79394
United States: Surveys - History 76153, 79444, 79445
United States: Surveys - Maps - 1959 79376
United States: Surveys - Maps - Bibliography 79340
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The Universal geographer, or, A compleat atlas containing all the known countries in the world : laid down from the latest observation and discoveries communicated to the Royal Society of London, and Academy of Science at Paris / by John Senex, to which John Senex, to which John Se... 7841
Universal geography 29219, 29353, 29381, 29408, 29441, 29472, 29522, 29642
Universal geography (2VIn1) 29382, 29383, 29402, 29403, 29404, 29423
Universal geography : being a description of all parts of the world, with analytical, synoptical, and elementary tables / by M. Malte-Brun ; with additions and corrections by James G. Percival 29836
A Universal geography in four parts : historical, mathematical, physical, and political / by the Rev. Thomas Milner ; illustrated by ten maps, with diagrams and sections 29767
A Universal geography, in four parts : historical, mathematical, physical, and political / by Thomas Milner 29594
Universal geography made easy 4541, 29108
Universal geography, or, A description of all parts of the world : on a new plan, according to the great natural divisions of the globe : accompanied with analytical, synoptical, and elementary tables / by M. Malte-Brun 4691
Universal geography, or, A description of all the parts of the world, on a new plan, according to the great natural divisions of the globe : accompanied with analytical, synoptical, and elementary tables / b / M. Malte-Brun ; improved by the addition of 29434
A Universal geography, or, A view of the present state of the known world ... 29315
Universal-handatl... 7587
Universal historical atlas 34068
An Universal history, from the earliest account of time / compiled from original authors; and illustrated with maps, cuts, notes, &c. With a general index to the whole 34035
Universal history in perspective 34164, 34165, 34172
Universal history on the basis of geography : for the use of families and schools / by Peter Parley ; with numerous useful maps by A.G. Findlay 34189
Universal history, on the basis of geography : for the use of families, public and private schools / by Peter Parley 34208
A Universal, illustrated atlas : exhibiting a geographical, statistical, and historical view of the world / edited by T.G. Bradford and S.G. Goodrich 4814, 4833
Universal Leaf Tobacco Co. 84470, 84484
Universal magazine (1761) 15836
Universal magazine of knowledge and pleasure 561, 5523, 30992, 31735, 39438, 43562, 54772, 60160, 80378
Universal magazine of knowledge and pleasure (1775) 53807, 54767
Universal Map 79025
Universal map code 79461
Universal Map Collection (Newberry Library) 16298
Universal Map (Firm) 16298
Universal Map of the world 84431
Universal Motor Fuels Inc. (Wichita, Kan.) 61654
Universal Motor Oils Company Inc. (Wichita, Kan.) 61654
Universal Press 16926, 16927
Universal Printing Company 19881, 19884
A Universal pronouncing gazetteer : containing topographical, statistical, and other information, of all the more important places in the known world, from the most recent and authentic sources / by Thomas Baldwin, assisted by several other gentlemen ; 52077
Universal Publications, Kansas City, Mo. 22937
Universal Publishing (West Des Moines, Iowa) 29219, 29353, 29381, 29408, 29441, 29472, 29522, 29642
The Universal school atlas : arranged on the inductive plan, and designed to render the study of geography both easy and instructive : containing thirty-four maps ... 4733, 4734
Universal Series (Rand McNally) 379
The Universal traveller, or, A compleat description of the several nations of the world / by Mr. Salmon 29023
Universal- und Spezial-Hand-Atlas 9981
Universal Weltatlas : 103 mehrfarbige Haupt- und Nebenkarten nebst Geschichts... 10453
Universal Weltatlas : 103 mehrfarbige Haupt- und Nebenkarten nebst Geschichts... 10459
Universal world atlas 6306, 7246
Universala charta da navigazione de Fra Hieronymo Barbolano in Venetia mxxv 83859
La Universale descrizione del mondo, descritta da Giacomo de’ Castaldi, Piamontese. Venetia, per Matthio Pagano, in Frezzaria, al segno della Fede. MDLXII : Complete text of the pamphlet in the original Italian reproduced in photostatic facsimile 28909
Universale descrizione di tutta la terra 83920
Universale fabrica del mondo 10579, 10595
Universale novo 83999
Universale tabula del mo[n]do per la necessita da navigazione a la India Nova 83847
... Universaliorem cognit... 83868
Universals cosmographia secundum Phtholomaei traditionem et Americi Vespucii aliou[m]que lustrationes ; Carta marina navigatoria Portugallen navigations atque tocius cogniti 83835
Universals cosmographia secundum Phtholomaei traditionem et Americi Vespucii aliou[m]que lustrationes / by Martin Waldseemüller, 1507] 83833
Universals cosmographia secvndvm Phtholomaei traditionem et Americi Vespucii liovqvge lustrationes 83832
Univers - Pictorial works - Collections 79482
Universidad Autónoma de Barcelona. Departament de Geografia 17422
Universidad de Chile 20594
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Universitätsbibliothek Göttingen SEE Universität Göttingen. Bibliothek 45565
Universitätsbibliothek München. Manuskript. Cod. 31938
Universitätsbibliothek Münster 79469
Universitätsbibliothek Münster - Map collections - Catalogs 79469
Universitätsbibliothek Wien 11132
Universitätsbibliothek Wien - Catalogs 79470
Universitätsbibliothek Würzburg 83795
Université de Moncton. Centre d’études acadiennes 29
Université du Québec à Rimouski. Cartothèque 66052
Université du Québec à Rimouski - Map collections - Catalogs 66052
Université Laval. Bibliothèque 13674
Université Laval. Cartothèque 66097
Université Laval. Cartothèque - Catalogs 7742
Université Laval. Cartothèque - Catalogs 13675
Université Laval. Cartothèque - Map collections 66097
Université Laval. Centre international de recherches sur le bilinguisme 52116
Université Laval. Presses SEE Presses de l’Université Laval 15934
Universiteit Tilburg 13699
Universiteit van Amsterdam. Bibliothek 7648, 7656, 7657, 8704, 9055, 13214, 25905, 34536, 41298, 53368, 53369, 83605
Universiteit van Amsterdam. Bibliothek - Expositions 83605
Universiteit van Amsterdam. Bibliothek - Map collections - Expositions - Catalogs 9055
Universiteitsarchief van de K.U. Leuven 79472
Universiteitsarchief van de K.U. Leuven - Map collections - Catalogs 79472
Universiteitsarchief Amsterdam SEE Universiteit van Amsterdam. Bibliotheek 13214
Universiteitsbiblioteket i Oslo - Map Collections - Cataloging - 1933 18771
Universities and Colleges - Illinois - Map Collections - Directories 17901
Universities and colleges - Kansas City, Mo. - Maps - 1968 79481
Universities and colleges - Lincoln (Neb.) - Maps - 1970 42109
Universities and colleges - Middle West - Map collections - Directories 44498
Universities and colleges - Northwestern University (Evanston, Ill.) - Maps - 1951 60072
Universities and colleges - Northwestern University (Evanston, Ill.) - Pictorial works - 1951 60072
Universities and colleges - United States - Maps - Collections, 1959-2011 79365
Universities and colleges - University of Wisconsin--Madison - Maps - 1975 43851
The University atlas / edited by George Goodall and H.C. Darby 8509
The University atlas / edited by Harold Fullard and H.C. Darby 8555, 8564
The University atlas of classical and modern geography : including all the recent geographical discoveries : with indexes 8179
University College London. Dept. of Photogrammetry and Surveying 7417
University College of Swansea SEE University of Wales Swansea 79487
University map libraries in Canada : a folio of selected plans / edited by Serge A. Sauer ; Association of Canadian Map Libraries = Association des cartothèques candiennes 41928
University Microfilms 76832
University Microfilms International 51606
University of Aberdeen. Dept. of Geography 20548
University of Alabama. Cartographic Research Laboratory 657
University of Alabama Press 656, 972
University of Alaska Fairbanks. Alaska Native Language Center SEE Alaska Native Language Center 1007
University of Alaska Press 39958, 58713
University of Alberta. Dept. of Geography 1158
University of Alberta. Map Collection 75988
University of Alberta Press 1158
University of Arizona 2537
University of Arizona. Dept. of General Biology 72604
University of Arizona. Library 72604
University of Arizona. Library - Map Collections - Exhibitions - Catalogs 18591
University of Arizona - Maps - 1953 75600
University of Arizona - Maps - 1966 75601, 75602, 75604
University of Arizona - Maps - 1967 75605
University of Arizona - Maps - 1968 75606
University of Arizona - Maps - 1969 75607
University of Arizona - Maps - 1970 75608
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University of Arizona - Maps - 1976  75610
University of Arizona - Maps - 1979  75611
University of Arizona Press  16902
University of Bristol  12254
University of British Columbia Press  14059, 14060
University of California (1868-1952), Library Bulletin No. 9  15687
University of California, Berkeley  68721, 68722
University of California, Berkeley, Bancroft Library SEE Bancroft Library  57842
University of California, Berkeley, Dept. of Geography  62523
University of California, Berkeley, East Asiatic Library - Map collections  67460
University of California, Los Angeles  75610
University of California, Los Angeles - Map Library  79473
University of California, Los Angeles - Map collections - Bibliography - Catalogs  79474
University of California, Los Angeles - Map collections - Electronic information resources  19971
University of Cambridge  12881
University of Cambridge - Dept. of Geography - Biography  22963
University of Cambridge - Historical geography - Maps - 1763  15759
University of Cambridge - Maps - 1936  15761
University of Cambridge - Maps - 1945  15762
University of Cambridge - Maps - 1950  15763
University of Cambridge - Maps - Collections, 1574-1904 - Road maps  15764
University of Chicago  79365
University of Chicago. Committee on Geographical Studies  43048
University of Chicago. Dept. of Anthropology  37437, 84385
University of Chicago. Dept. of Geography  30730
University of Chicago. Library  3236, 7724, 14182, 19967, 19971, 77888, 78187
University of Chicago. Library. Dept. of Special Collections  41413
University of Chicago. Library. Map collections - Bibliography - Catalogs  19967, 67706
University of Chicago. Library. Map collections - Electronic information resources  19971
University of Chicago. Library. Special Collections Research Center  41414
University of Chicago. Local Community Research Committee  19726
University of Chicago - Maps - 1959-1995  79365
University of Chicago. Oriental Institute. Museum.  75830
University of Chicago. Press  1500, 3104, 12939, 1500, 3104, 12939, 15743, 16872, 17135, 17146, 17169, 17307, 17357, 17393, 17394, 17435, 17952, 18054, 18271, 18312, 18339, 18540, 18544, 18557, 19386, 19386, 19395, 19421, 19423, 19648, 19654, 19654, 19661, 19696, 19726, 19751, 19753, 19774, 19775, 19776, 20515, 21124, 22567, 24628, 24909, 25439, 25649, 30579, 30692, 39485, 39895, 44596, 44743, 44743, 44743, 44743, 44743, 44743, 45689, 49252, 50637, 57832, 70671, 70672, 76169, 76372, 80292, 81450, 81721, 84385, 84552
University of Chicago. School of Social Service Administration  15743, 19421, 19423, 19648, 19654, 19661, 19696, 19726, 19751, 19753, 19774, 19775, 19776, 20515, 21124, 22567, 24628, 24909, 25439, 25649, 30579, 30692, 39485, 39895, 44596, 44743, 44743, 44743, 44743, 44743, 44743, 45689, 49252, 50637, 57832, 70671, 70672, 76169, 76372, 80292, 81450, 81721, 84385, 84552
University of Chicago. Social Science Research Committee  19774
University of Colorado, Boulder. Center of the American West  82622, 82623
University of Colorado Libraries  8485
University of Copenhagen SEE Københavns universitet  84433
University of East Anglia  30638, 30639, 66391
University of Edinburgh. Department of Geography  69453
University of Edinburgh. Dept. of Geography  14066, 17088
University of Exeter  22174, 22272, 23514, 23515
University of Florida. Dept. of Geography  27154, 27155
University of Florida. Press  27154, 27155, 27177
University of Georgia. Carl Vinson Institute of Government  30980
University of Georgia. Cartographic Services  3582
University of Georgia. Institute of Community and Area Development  31262, 31263
University of Georgia. Institute of Government  69004
University of Georgia - Maps - 1996 - Road maps  3647
University of Glasgow. Dept. of Geography  15714, 17088
University of Glasgow. Library  17185
University of Glasgow. Library - Exhibitions - Catalogs  17185
University of Glasgow - Maps - 1693 - Pictorial works  79475
University of Glasgow - Maps - 1777  31948
University of Hawaii (Honolulu). Dept. of Geography  33709
University of Hawaii (System). Press  33709, 62620
University of Heidelberg (Germany) SEE Universität Heidelberg  33744
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University of Idaho. College of Mines and Earth Resources. Dept. of Geography. Cart-O-Graphics Laboratory 35307
University of Idaho. Library. Special Collections Dept. 59795

University of Idaho. Library. Special Collections Dept. - Map collections - Catalogs 59795
University of Illinois at Chicago 18559, 19917, 79477
University of Illinois at Chicago. Cartography Laboratory 42125
University of Illinois at Chicago Circle, Center for Urban Economic Development 17050

University of Illinois at Chicago. Library - Map collections - Bibliography 19964
University of Illinois at Chicago. Library. Map section 19964

University of Illinois at Chicago - Map collections 79476, 79477
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign 79365, 79478, 79479
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. Agricultural Experiment Station 42303, 45362
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. Agricultural Experiment Station. Randolph County soil association map (1961) 66257
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. Agricultural Experiment Station. Soil association areas of Ford County (1966) 27210
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. Agricultural Experiment Station. Soil survey map, Coles County, Illinois (1961) 21170
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. Agricultural Experiment Station. Soil survey map, Ford County (1961) 27209
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. Agricultural Experiment Station. Soil survey map, McLean County (1963) 45612
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. Agricultural Experiment Station. Soil survey map of Knox County (1966) 41247
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. Agricultural Experiment Station. Soil survey map, Richland County, Illinois (1963) 66765
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. Agricultural Experiment Station. Soil survey map, Schuyler County (1963) 69418
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. Agricultural Experiment Station. Soil survey map, Vermilion County (1961) 80052
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. Agricultural Experiment Station. White County general soil map (1965) 82867
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. Ancient Technology and Archaeological Materials Program 24942

University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. Cavagna Collection 79478
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. Graduate School of Library and Information Science 416
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. Library 29939, 62888, 70805

University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. Library - Exhibitions - Catalogs 62888
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. Map and Geography Library 26673

University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign - Map Collections - Catalogs 416, 79479

University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign - Map Collections - Exhibitions - Catalogs 62889

University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign - Maps - 1980-1989 79365
University of Illinois Press SEE University of Illinois (Urbana-Champaign campus). Press 81790
University of Illinois. Survey Research Laboratory 78681
University of Illinois (Urbana-Champaign campus). Press 36441, 81790, 81792
University of Illinois (Urbana-Champaign campus). State Geological Survey SEE Illinois State Geological Survey 73167
University of Iowa 79385

University of Iowa - Maps - 1980-1989 79365
University of Kansas. Department of Geography 15662
University of Kansas. Libraries 30894, 60300, 79480

University of Kansas. Libraries - Map collections - Bibliography - Catalogs 79480
University of Kentucky Library Associates 40632, 40634, 40659

University of Kentucky - Maps - 2007 41922
University of Kentucky. Press 18045, 18046, 41079, 41080
University of Liverpool Press 65210
University of London Press 188, 34278
University of Maine at Orono. Canadian American Center 19148
University of Maine Canadian American Center SEE University of Maine at Orono. Canadian American Center 19148
University of Manchester. Department of Geography 39842
University of Manchester. John Rylands University Library of Manchester SEE John Rylands University Library of Manchester 39842
University of Maryland. College Park Dept. of Geography 45344
University of Maryland. Dept. of Geography 76215
University of Massachusetts Press 45374, 45375
University of Miami 85332
University of Michigan 79365
University of Michigan. Library 44466
University of Michigan. Map Library 46747, 46770

University of Michigan - Maps - 1867-1972 79365
University of Michigan. Museum of Art 13482, 17929, 51706

University of Michigan. Museum of Art - Exhibitions - Catalogs 51706
University of Michigan. Press 27371, 46998, 67700, 67701, 76391, 76392, 83775
University of Minnesota. Agricultural Experiment Station 26588
University of Minnesota. Dept. of Geography 50015, 78974
University of Minnesota. Frederick R. Weisman Art Museum SEE Frederick R. Weisman Art Museum 17926
University of Minnesota. Institute of Agriculture. Library 75474
University of Minnesota. Library 28887, 28888
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University of Minnesota. Press 17926, 38531, 78730, 78731
University of Mississippi Library 18135

University of Mississippi Library - Map collections - Exhibitions 18135
University of Missouri–Columbia. Geographic Resources Center 41905

University of Missouri–Kansas City 79481

University of Missouri–Kansas City - 1968 - Maps 79481
University of Missouri Press 50644, 50645, 81724
University of Montana. Mansfield Library. Historical Map Collection SEE Mansfield Library. Historical Map Collection 82626

University of Montana - Map collections - Catalogs 82626
University of Montana (Missoula, Mont.) 51554, 51555, 51556
University of Montana (Missoula, Mont.) Regional Learning Project 51557
University of Montana Press 51554, 51556, 51557
University of Nebraska (Lincoln campus) 42109

University of Nebraska (Lincoln campus) - 1970 - Maps 42109
University of Nebraska–Lincoln. Center for Great Plains Studies 17256, 17257, 32638, 81751, 81752
University of Nebraska–Lincoln. College of Agriculture 53188
University of Nebraska Press 41606, 57833, 76275, 81751, 81752, 81761
University of New Brunswick 7360, 7389

University of New Mexico 32051, 79365
University of New Mexico - Maps - 1959 1170, 1171
University of New Mexico - Maps - 1968 1172
University of New Mexico - Maps - 1969 1173
University of New Mexico - Maps - 1971 1174
University of New Mexico - Maps - 1972 1175
University of New Mexico - Maps - 1974 1176
University of New Mexico - Maps - 1975 1177
University of New Mexico Press 18506, 18507, 22469, 55435, 55437, 55442
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. Dept. of Geography 71247, 71320
University of North Carolina Press 18434, 23878, 58266, 58270, 81058
University of North Dakota. Summer Institute of Linguistics SEE Summer Institute of Linguistics 64539

University of Notre Dame 32051, 79365
University of Notre Dame - Maps - 1975 70740, 70741
University of Notre Dame - Maps - 1976 70742
University of Notre Dame - Maps - 1980-1989 79365

University of Notre Dame - Maps - 2007 - Road maps 70746
University of Notre Dame. Press 38208
University of Nottingham. Dept. of Geography 13060, 23599
University of Oklahoma Press 2538, 2539, 2540, 2851, 2852, 7369, 7492, 15207, 15210, 19005, 21267, 21268, 37431, 37432, 37433, 40055, 40056, 40057, 43270, 50668, 52842, 55422, 55423, 61313, 61314, 61315, 61316, 74501, 74502, 81735, 85358

University of Oregon 62267
University of Oregon. Dept. of Architecture 67229
University of Oregon. InfoGraphics Lab 67229
University of Oxford 12881, 66266
University of Oxford. Bodleian Library SEE Bodleian Library 14587, 17078

University of Oxford - Historical geography - Maps - 1944-1945 62495

University of Oxford - Maps - 1812 62487
University of Oxford - Maps - 1823 62488
University of Oxford - Maps - 1901 62489, 62490
University of Oxford - Maps - 1904 62491
University of Oxford - Maps - 1929-1930 62493
University of Oxford - Maps - 1937-1938 62494
University of Oxford - Maps - 1944-1945 62495
University of Oxford - Maps - 1950 62496

University of Oxford (Oxford, England) - Tourism - 1990 79482
University of Oxford - Pictorial works - 1724 79483

University of Pennsylvania. Press 14549
University of Reading. Library 30938

University of Reading. Library - Map collections - Exhibitions - Catalogs 30938

University of Redlands 76961
University of Regina. Canadian Plains Research Center 68940
University of Saskatchewan 68955
University of Sheffield. Dept. of Geography 81713
University of South Dakota. Library 32751

University of South Dakota. Library - Map collections - Catalogs 32751
University of Southern Maine 62370, 62766, 65245, 76562
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University of Southern Maine. Osher Map Library SEE Osher Map Library 39750, 44787
University of Southern Maine. Osher Map Library. Smith Center for Cartographic Education SEE Smith Center for Cartographic Education 44787
University of Southern Maine. Smith Center for Cartographic Education SEE Smith Center for Cartographic Education 44787
University of Southern Mississippi 20905, 50264
University of Southwestern Louisiana. Center for Louisiana Studies 27, 74299
University of Sydney. Dept. of Geography 44462
University of Texas at Arlington. Center for Greater Southwestern Studies and the History of Cartography 17111
University of Texas at Arlington. Libraries - Map collections - Exhibitions - Catalogs 17938
University of Texas at Arlington. Libraries. Special Collections Division 1848, 24608, 28589, 82631
University of Texas at Arlington. Libraries. Special Collections Division - Exhibitions 28589, 82631
University of Texas at Arlington. Libraries. Special Collections Division - Map collections - Exhibitions 1848
University of Texas at Arlington. Library 17432, 17938, 18501, 68770
University of Texas at Arlington. Library - Map collections - Exhibitions - Catalogs 17432
University of Texas at Arlington. Library. Special Collections Division - Map collections - Exhibitions - Catalogs 24608
University of Texas at Austin 25744
University of Texas. Bureau of Business Research 19003, 46594, 74994
University of Texas Press 44745, 74463, 74464, 74465, 74466, 74999
University of the State of New York 56025, 56026
University of the West Indies. Elsa Goveia Memorial Lecture 39425
University of the State of New York 56025, 56026
University of Texas Press 447
University of Texas. Bureau of Business Research 19003, 46594, 74994
University of Texas. Bureau of Business Research 19003, 46594, 74994
University of Texas at Austin 25744
University of Texas. Bureau of Business Research 19003, 46594, 74994
University of Texas at Arlington. Library. Special Collections Division
University of Texas at Arlington. Library. Special Collections Division
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University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee. Library 52303

**University of Wisconsin--Milwaukee - Maps - 2000** 79365

University of Wisconsin Press 6940, 6989, 41686, 82914, 83585

University of Wisconsin System. Sea Grant Institute 32529

University of Wisconsin System, Sea Grant Institute SEE University of Wisconsin Sea Grant Institute 32529

University Press (Cambridge, Mass.) 26160, 26161, 35372, 35373

University Press of Hawaii 79351

University Press of Kentucky SEE University of Kentucky. Press 18046

University Press of Mississippi 50264

University Press of New England 79371, 79372

University Press of Virginia 13557, 80367, 80371

University Press (University of Illinois) SEE University of Illinois (Urbana-Champaign campus). Press 81790

University Presses of Florida 26840

University of California Press 29964, 30131, 30152, 30226, 30240, 30270, 30271, 30311, 30341, 30412, 30508, 30519, 30520

University of Cambridge. University Press 26160, 26161, 35372, 35373

University of Cambridge. University Press (Cambridge, Mass.) 26160, 26161, 35372, 35373

University of Cambridge (Cambridge, Mass.) 26160, 26161, 35372, 35373

University of Cambrige (Cambridge, Mass.) 26160, 26161, 35372, 35373

University of California. Santa Barbara. University of California Libraries 29964, 30131, 30152, 30226, 30240, 30270, 30271, 30311, 30341, 30412, 30508, 30519, 30520

University of California. Santa Barbara. University of California Libraries 29964, 30131, 30152, 30226, 30240, 30270, 30271, 30311, 30341, 30412, 30508, 30519, 30520

**University Village (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 2002** 19443

*An university within ourselves : sciences in Cambridge in the eighteenth century.*

Corp Author(s): Whipple Museum of the History of Science.

Publication: Whipple Museum of the History of Science,

Year: 1998

Description: [1 v.]

Language: English

S 69437

Univerco 18523, 52474

Universus terrarum orbis delineatus : hoc est auctorum fere omnium, qui de Europae, Asiae, Africae, & Americae regnis ... quovis tempore, & qualibet lingua scripserunt, cvm anno, loco, et forma editionis eorum uberrimus elenchus ...

30745

Univerzita J.E. Purkyne V Rnee. Knihovna SEE Univerzitní knihovna v Brne 79489

Univerzita Karlova 28964, 65495

Univerzita Karlova - Map collections - Digitization - 2012 74316

Univerzita Karlova v Praze SEE Univerzita Karlova 65495

Univerzitní knihovna v Brne 79489

Univerzitní knihovna v Brne - Map collections - Catalogs 79489

Univerzity Karlovy v Praze SEE Univerzita Karlova 65495

Universytet im. Adama Mickiewicza w Poznaniu 42211

Universytet Jagiellonski - History 22121

Universytet Mikolaja Kopernika w Toruniu 64974

An Unknown nautical chart of Grazioso Benincasa, 1468 12399

Unleitung historisch wissenschaften zu geographie 9626

Unlocking urban secrets --the Sanborn fire insurance maps 26684

Unno, Kazutaka, 1921- 16911, 18014, 18051, 36474, 39594, 39595, 45016

Unocal 76 Monterey road map : Union 76 plus 51571

Unocal 76 San Luis Obispo road map : Union 76 plus 68711

Unocal 76 SEE Unocal Corporation 51571

Unocal Corporation 51571, 68711

Unocal SEE Unocal Corporation 51571

The Unofficial guide to America's amusement parks, aquariums, zoos and Hall of Fame 76053

The unoffical guide to America's outlet malls 79434

Unrivaled atlas of the world 5544

Unrivaled atlas of world 5483, 5486, 5543, 5594, 5624, 5635, 5650, 5680, 5754, 5767

Unrivaled atlas of modern geography 8209

The Unrivaled atlas of modern geography for schools and families : forty maps with index to twenty thousand names contained in the atlas 8294

The Unrivaled atlas of modern geography for schools and families : thirty four maps with index to 20,000 names 8199

The Unrivaled atlas of modern geography for schools and families : thirty four maps with index to 20,000 names contained in the atlas 8211, 8218

The Unrivaled atlas of modern geography for schools and families : thirty four maps with index to twenty thousand names contained in the atlas 5146, 8205

The Unrivaled classical atlas : in twenty-three coloured maps, with complete index 34469

Unsafe : an installation / by Ruth Watson 17961

Unscene Squared Inc. 19962

Unser Heimatland : gesammelte Veröffentlichungen aus der Siegener Zeitung (1966) 73218

Unsere Erde : ein Weltatlas : Länder - Völker - Tiere - Pflanzen in Bild und Wort 10464

Unstead, J. F. (John Frederick), 1876-1965 77251, 77252, 77437, 84336, 84339, 8350, 84374, 84372, 84404, 84405, 84406, 84407, 84408, 84410, 84415

Unsworth, William, fl. 1726 28998

UNT (Uppsala Nya Tidning) 37516

---
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Call Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Unter-Aegypten und die Sinai-Halbinsel</td>
<td>24793</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unterfranken (Germany) - Historical geography - Maps - 1970</td>
<td>79490</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unteritalien : Campánia (Nápoli), Basilicata, Púglia, Calábria</td>
<td>39312</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unteritalien, Neapel, Suditalien &amp; Sizilien</td>
<td>39305</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unteritalien &amp; Sizilien</td>
<td>39295</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unteritalien, Sizilien, Sardinien, Malta, Korfu</td>
<td>39296</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unteritalien, Sizilien, Sardinien, Malta, Tripolis</td>
<td>39310</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unteritalien, Sizilien, Sardinien, Malta, Tunis</td>
<td>39289</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unterkircher, Franz</td>
<td>17822</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Untersatz eines Globus von Philipo Apian</td>
<td>17503</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Untersuchungen zum Gothaer Marmorglobus</td>
<td>31973</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unterwalden (Switzerland) SEE Nidwalden (Switzerland)</td>
<td>74091</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Untitled map of Africa, exclusive of western bulge, from tropic of Capricorn to the Mediterranean, oriented with south at the top] / [Giacomo Gastaldi]</td>
<td>219</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Untitled sketch map of the western interior of Canada]</td>
<td>65509</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Untitled view of Amsterdam with the arms of the city at upper right]</td>
<td>1892</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Untitled world map on gnomonic projection in six numbered sheets]</td>
<td>75199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An Unusual map of the early West</td>
<td>28709</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unwin Brothers (Firm)</td>
<td>1503, 19161, 25380, 31954, 39139, 39269, 60270, 80709</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unwin Hyman Limited</td>
<td>52729</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unwin, T. Fisher (Thomas Fisher), 1848-1935</td>
<td>79934</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Up-to-date map of Iowa. With marginal index and much statistical information ...</td>
<td>37659</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Up-to-date pocket atlas of London</td>
<td>42663</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Up-to-the-minute war atlas</td>
<td>84685</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Update on Illinois wetland mapping iniative</td>
<td>82846</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Updegroff, Allan, 1883-1965</td>
<td>5882, 5898, 5922</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upernivik -- Etah.</td>
<td>33000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upham, Charles Wentworth</td>
<td>68274</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upham, O.W.H.</td>
<td>68274</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upham, Warren, 1850-1934</td>
<td>52392</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uppdrátt Ríslands = Carte d'Islande / gjörð að fyrirsögð Olafs Nicolas Olens : eptir landmælingum Bjarnar Gunnlaugssonar</td>
<td>35112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uppdrátt Ríslands / gjörð að fyrirsögð Ólafs Nikolas Olens eptir landmælingum Bjarnar Gunnlaugssonar, er styðjast við þríhyrningamál og strandamælingar þær, sem hið konúninga Rentukammer hefir látið gjöra og reiknað hefur Hans Jakob Scheel</td>
<td>35111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper Austria (Austria) - Maps - 1692 - Names, Geographical</td>
<td>43510</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper Austria (Austria) - Maps - 1695</td>
<td>79491</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper Austria (Austria) - Maps - 1700</td>
<td>79492</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper Austria (Austria) - Maps - 1710</td>
<td>79493</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper Austria (Austria) - Maps - 1720</td>
<td>43514, 79494, 79495</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper Austria (Austria) - Maps - 1740</td>
<td>79496</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper Austria (Austria) - Maps - 1745</td>
<td>79497</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper Austria (Austria) - Maps - 1800</td>
<td>79498</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper Austria (Austria) - Maps - 1965</td>
<td>11270</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper Canada &amp;c. / by J. Arrowsmith</td>
<td>61791</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper Canada SEE Ontario</td>
<td>61791</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper Darby (Pa.) - Maps - 1930 - Shopping centers</td>
<td>64454</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Upper Engadine / painted by J. Hardwicke Lewis, described by Spencer C. Musson; with 24 full-page illustrations in colour</td>
<td>24990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper Gelderland (The Netherlands and Germany) - Maps - 1710</td>
<td>79499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper Geyser Basin, Fire Hole River, Wyoming Territory / surveyed by the party in charge of F.V. Hayden U. S. Geologist ; compiled and drawn from field notes and sketches of A. Schönborn by E. Hergesheimer</td>
<td>85054</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper Great Lakes region : a recreation wonderland / Upper Great Lakes Regional Commission ... Washington, D.C.</td>
<td>32621</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper Great Lakes Regional Commission (U.S.)</td>
<td>32621</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper Illinois Valley Association</td>
<td>35386</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper &amp; lower Rhine : partly provinces of Prussia</td>
<td>66486</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper Lusatia (Germany) - Maps - 1717</td>
<td>79500, 79501</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper Lusatia (Germany) - Maps - 1732</td>
<td>79502</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper Lusatia (Germany) - Maps - 1740</td>
<td>79503</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper Lusatia (Germany) - Maps - 1745</td>
<td>79504</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper Michigan : get there with Wadhams</td>
<td>47160, 79528</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper Mississippi River Conservation Committee</td>
<td>50641</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper Mississippi River navigation charts</td>
<td>6813</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper Nubia and Habes or Abyssinia</td>
<td>508</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper Peninsula (Mich.) - Description and travel - 1993</td>
<td>79505</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper Peninsula (Mich.) - Maps - 1845 - Mines and Mineral Resources</td>
<td>79506</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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## Upper Peninsula (Mich.)

- Maps - 1878 - Railroads 79534
- Maps - 1879 - Railroads 79530
- Maps - 1880 - Railroads 79529
- Maps - 1881 - Railroads 79528
- Maps - 1882 - Railroads 79527
- Maps - 1883 - Railroads 79526
- Maps - 1884 - Railroads 79525
- Maps - 1885 - Railroads 79524
- Maps - 1886 - Railroads 79523
- Maps - 1887 - Railroads 79522
- Maps - 1888 - Railroads 79521
- Maps - 1889 - Railroads 79520
- Maps - 1890 - Railroads 79519
- Maps - 1891 - Railroads 79518
- Maps - 1892 - Railroads 79517
- Maps - 1893 - Railroads 79516
- Maps - 1894 - Railroads 79515
- Maps - 1895 - Railroads 79514
- Maps - 1896 - Railroads 79513
- Maps - 1897 - Railroads 79512
- Maps - 1898 - Railroads 79511
- Maps - 1899 - Railroads 79510
- Maps - 1900 - Railroads 79509
- Maps - 1901 - Railroads 79508
- Maps - 1902 - Railroads 79507
- Maps - 1903 - Railroads 79506
- Maps - 1904 - Railroads 79505
- Maps - 1905 - Railroads 79504
- Maps - 1906 - Railroads 79503
- Maps - 1907 - Railroads 79502
- Maps - 1908 - Railroads 79501
- Maps - 1909 - Railroads 79500
- Maps - 1910 - Railroads 79499
- Maps - 1911 - Railroads 79498
- Maps - 1912 - Railroads 79497
- Maps - 1913 - Railroads 79496
- Maps - 1914 - Railroads 79495
- Maps - 1915 - Railroads 79494
- Maps - 1916 - Railroads 79493
- Maps - 1917 - Railroads 79492
- Maps - 1918 - Railroads 79491
- Maps - 1919 - Railroads 79490
- Maps - 1920 - Railroads 79489
- Maps - 1921 - Railroads 79488
- Maps - 1922 - Railroads 79487
- Maps - 1923 - Railroads 79486
- Maps - 1924 - Railroads 79485
- Maps - 1925 - Railroads 79484
- Maps - 1926 - Railroads 79483
- Maps - 1927 - Railroads 79482
- Maps - 1928 - Railroads 79481
- Maps - 1929 - Railroads 79480
- Maps - 1930 - Railroads 79479
- Maps - 1931 - Railroads 79478
- Maps - 1932 - Railroads 79477
- Maps - 1933 - Railroads 79476
- Maps - 1934 - Railroads 79475
- Maps - 1935 - Railroads 79474
- Maps - 1936 - Railroads 79473
- Maps - 1937 - Railroads 79472
- Maps - 1938 - Railroads 79471
- Maps - 1939 - Railroads 79470
- Maps - 1940 - Railroads 79469
- Maps - 1941 - Railroads 79468
- Maps - 1942 - Railroads 79467
- Maps - 1943 - Railroads 79466
- Maps - 1944 - Railroads 79465
- Maps - 1945 - Railroads 79464
- Maps - 1946 - Railroads 79463
- Maps - 1947 - Railroads 79462
- Maps - 1948 - Railroads 79461
- Maps - 1949 - Railroads 79460
- Maps - 1950 - Railroads 79459
- Maps - 1951 - Railroads 79458
- Maps - 1952 - Railroads 79457
- Maps - 1953 - Railroads 79456
- Maps - 1954 - Railroads 79455
- Maps - 1955 - Railroads 79454
- Maps - 1956 - Railroads 79453
- Maps - 1957 - Railroads 79452
- Maps - 1958 - Railroads 79451
- Maps - 1959 - Railroads 79450
- Maps - 1960 - Railroads 79449
- Maps - 1961 - Railroads 79448
- Maps - 1962 - Railroads 79447
- Maps - 1963 - Railroads 79446
- Maps - 1964 - Railroads 79445
- Maps - 1965 - Railroads 79444
- Maps - 1966 - Railroads 79443
- Maps - 1967 - Railroads 79442
- Maps - 1968 - Railroads 79441
- Maps - 1969 - Railroads 79440
- Maps - 1970 - Railroads 79439
- Maps - 1971 - Railroads 79438
- Maps - 1972 - Railroads 79437
- Maps - 1973 - Railroads 79436
- Maps - 1974 - Railroads 79435
- Maps - 1975 - Railroads 79434
- Maps - 1976 - Railroads 79433
- Maps - 1977 - Railroads 79432
- Maps - 1978 - Railroads 79431
- Maps - 1979 - Railroads 79430
- Maps - 1980 - Railroads 79429
- Maps - 1981 - Railroads 79428
- Maps - 1982 - Railroads 79427
- Maps - 1983 - Railroads 79426
- Maps - 1984 - Railroads 79425
- Maps - 1985 - Railroads 79424
- Maps - 1986 - Railroads 79423
- Maps - 1987 - Railroads 79422
- Maps - 1988 - Railroads 79421
- Maps - 1989 - Railroads 79420
- Maps - 1990 - Railroads 79419
- Maps - 1991 - Railroads 79418
- Maps - 1992 - Railroads 79417
- Maps - 1993 - Railroads 79416
- Maps - 1994 - Railroads 79415
- Maps - 1995 - Railroads 79414
- Maps - 1996 - Railroads 79413
- Maps - 1997 - Railroads 79412
- Maps - 1998 - Railroads 79411
- Maps - 1999 - Railroads 79410
- Maps - 2000 - Railroads 79409
- Maps - 2001 - Railroads 79408
- Maps - 2002 - Railroads 79407
- Maps - 2003 - Railroads 79406
- Maps - 2004 - Railroads 79405
- Maps - 2005 - Railroads 79404
- Maps - 2006 - Railroads 79403
- Maps - 2007 - Railroads 79402
- Maps - 2008 - Railroads 79401
- Maps - 2009 - Railroads 79400
- Maps - 2010 - Railroads 79399
- Maps - 2011 - Railroads 79398
- Maps - 2012 - Railroads 79397
- Maps - 2013 - Railroads 79396
- Maps - 2014 - Railroads 79395
- Maps - 2015 - Railroads 79394

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Call Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Urban America: documenting the</td>
<td>18533</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urban atlas: 20 American cities</td>
<td>78443, 78444</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urban atlas, tract data for</td>
<td>23402</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urban atlas, tract data for</td>
<td>49343</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urban atlas, tract data for</td>
<td>68104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urban development of the city of</td>
<td>55588</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urban renewal: Lincoln Park</td>
<td>42122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urban renewal: Lincoln Park</td>
<td>42123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urban transit SEE Local transit</td>
<td>20522</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urbana</td>
<td>19106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urbana (Ill.) - Maps</td>
<td>1833</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urbana (III.) - Maps</td>
<td>1858</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urbana (III.) - Pictorial works</td>
<td>1869</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urbana Region (III.) - Maps</td>
<td>1854</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urbana Region (III.) - Maps</td>
<td>19106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urbanismo español en América</td>
<td>41701</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urbanization - Maps - 2005</td>
<td>20880</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urbanus VIII, Pope, 1623-1644</td>
<td>18869</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urbino</td>
<td>73417</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urbino (Italy) - Pictorial works</td>
<td>66268</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urbis Bremae et praefecturarum</td>
<td>4226</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urbium Londini et West Monasteri</td>
<td>42404</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ursa</td>
<td>2193</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ursa</td>
<td>68860</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ursa Salvador</td>
<td>68345</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urtbi Warsovia sedes ordinaria</td>
<td>80864</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ures</td>
<td>55561</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ures (Sonora, Mexico) - Maps</td>
<td>79542</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urti</td>
<td>74091</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urti, J.</td>
<td>31948</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uting, Nathaniel</td>
<td>4425, 68168</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uritos, Jean Baptiste, 1552-1612</td>
<td>7635</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urlaub in Hallstatt macht Freude=</td>
<td>33365</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Urlich, Edward 30296
Urlander, Samuel, 1685-1772 69002
Urmia, Lake (Iran) - Maps 1841 79543
Urmia, Lake (Iran) - Maps 1846 79544
Umess, Carol Louise 44898, 50033, 58713
Urghart, Robert 49538
Urquhart, Alexander, fl. 1720 7797, 32828
Urquhart, Alexander of Newhall, fl. 1720 SEE Urquhart, Alexander, fl. 1720 32828
Urquhart, J. D. (Jane Dalziel) 52103, 52104
Urquhart, L. 57601
Urquidi, Francisco 46186
Urrutia, Claudio 33107
Urrutia, José de, 1728-1800 1441, 2542, 12020, 20541, 21838, 22565, 28457, 33127, 39486, 46619, 51239, 51576, 64754, 65535, 65536, 67805, 68830, 75594, 68376, 68659, 68726, 68736, 68830, 75594
Urs Graf (Firm) 83846
Urs Graf Publishing Company 8631, 8634
Urquhart, Robert 49538
Urquhart, Alexander of Newhall, fl. 1720 SEE Urquhart, Alexander, fl. 1720 32828
Urquhart, J. D. (Jane Dalziel) 52103, 52104
Urquhart, L. 57601
Urquidi, Francisco 46186
Urrutia, Claudio 33107
Uruguay - Maps 1700-1750 70422
Uruguay - Maps 1703 62980
Uruguay - Maps 1728 - Coasts - Nautical charts 3801
Uruguay - Maps 1780 13832
Uruguay - Maps 1822 70542
Uruguay - Maps 1827 70550
Uruguay - Maps 1845 70588
Uruguay - Maps 1847 70592
Uruguay - Maps 1850 70595
Uruguay - Maps 1932 70641
Uruguay - Maps - Collections 70667
Uruguay: official standard names approved by the United States Board on Geographic Names 52518
Uruguay River Valley - Maps - 1700 70425
US 20 SEE United States Highway 20 56793
US 20 : the best way west 76179
US 20 : your route to America 76178
US coastal charts 1783-1861 7166
US Gypsum's ideal reference atlas of world 5586
USA 78656, 79027
USA: Lufthansa 78685
USA Sports 79076
USA sports golf atlas : the complete guide to public access golf courses in the United States 79076
USA today (Arlington, Va.) 79076
USAF Cloth chart. Iraq (CL302) 38203
USAF Cloth chart. Ural River (CL202) 67696
USAF equidistant chart of the world centered on the United States 84453
Les Usages de la sphere, et des globes celeste et terrestre : precedes d'un abregé sur les differens systemes du monde ... 32001
Usage des globes celeste & terrestre 4426, 9138, 9163
Usage des globes celeste et terrestre : precedes d'un abregé sur les differens systemes du monde ... 32001
USATLAS : Richard Saul Wurman's new road atlas 79026
Usauro Martínez de Bernabé, Pedro de, 1733-1789 22223, 42283
Use Lewis and Clarke bridges at Alton , Ill. : between St. Louis and Springfield, Chicago, Davenport ... 48906
Use Lewis and Clarke bridges at Alton , Ill. : fastest route between Indianapolis and Kansas City, U.S. 40 -140 - U.S. 40 : the shortest route that avoids congestion 48897
Use of cylindrical projections for geographical, astronomical, and scientific purposes 44640
The Use of early western newspapers in historical research 81720
The Use of maps and plans by the government of Richelieu 66763
The Use of maps in propaganda 44761
The Use of maps in social research: a case study in South China 44708
Use of present parking facilities in Grant Park [in Chicago] 32346
The Use of radar imagery in climatological research 21077
The Use of Sanborn maps in reconstructing 'geographies of the past': Boston's waterfront from 1867-1972 26667
The Use of Sanborn maps in reconstructing 'geographies of the past': Boston's waterfront from 1867 to 1972 44755
The Use of terrestrial and celestial globes in England 32150
The use of township surveys for the large scale-mapping of colonial Canada 16317
Use your Sinclair auto trip planner ... / Sinclair Auto Tour Service ... 76123
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For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Call Number(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Used by Columbus in discovering America? A Newly found map</td>
<td>21761</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Usedom (Germany) - Maps - 1730 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>70189</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Usedom Island (Germany) - Maps - 1584-1606</td>
<td>69369</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Usedom Island (Germany) - Maps - 1761</td>
<td>79545</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Useful addresses in Copenhagen</td>
<td>22107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Useful arts SEE Technology</td>
<td>24993</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Uses of cartographic literacy: mapping, survey and citizenship in twentieth-century Britain</td>
<td>17000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USGS SEE Geological Survey (U.S.)</td>
<td>30914</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Using maps as evidence : lessons in American social and economic history</td>
<td>44734</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Using maps in tracing your family history</td>
<td>44725</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USIS - Santiago</td>
<td>20597</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uslegung der mercarthen oder cartha marina</td>
<td>28406</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Usos diplomáticos da ilha-Brasil : polémicas cartográficas e historiográficas = Diplomatic uses of Brazil’s island myth : cartographic and historiographic polemics / Íris Kantor</td>
<td>16991</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ussher, James, 1581-1656</td>
<td>20802, 20803</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USSR see Soviet Union</td>
<td>68239, 72607</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USSR. Society for cultural relations of the Soviet Union with foreign countries</td>
<td>67693</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ustvrední Správa Geodézie a Kartografie</td>
<td>13313</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utagawa, Sadahide, 1807-1873</td>
<td>85097</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah 79557, 79563, 79564, 79598, 79602, 79603, 79607, 79608, 79611, 79614, 79615, 79616, 79619, 79620, 79621, 79622</td>
<td>79572</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah, 15 minute series (topographic)</td>
<td>79572</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah : 1952 official highway map</td>
<td>79691</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah, 7.5 minute series (topographic)</td>
<td>79573</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah atlas &amp; gazetteer</td>
<td>79715</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah, Colorado, Arizona and New Mexico</td>
<td>72226, 72292, 72297, 72305, 72309, 72311, 72315, 72318, 72324, 72331, 72337, 72346, 72353, 72361, 72367, 72376, 72382, 72390, 72398</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah Geological and Mineralogical Survey</td>
<td>79700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah highway map 1965</td>
<td>79701</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah highway map 1966</td>
<td>79703</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah highway map 1967</td>
<td>79705</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah highway map 1971</td>
<td>79709</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah highway map 1987</td>
<td>79706</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah highway map 1989</td>
<td>79707</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah highway map 2000</td>
<td>79708</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah highway map 2010</td>
<td>79710</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah highway map 2011</td>
<td>79711</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah highway map 2012</td>
<td>79712</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah highways / presented by your Smiling Associated Dealer</td>
<td>79645</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah - Historical geography - Maps - 1776-1880 - Road maps</td>
<td>79546</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah historical quarterly 34 (1966)</td>
<td>28829</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah, Idaho, Montana tourguide map : Gulf ...</td>
<td>79688</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah / [issued by Texaco]</td>
<td>79702</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah / map prepared by Allan Cartography of Medford, Oregon, using base materials from the United States Geological Survey’s 1:500,000 scale state map series</td>
<td>79714</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah - Maps - 1855</td>
<td>21275, 55572, 79547, 79548</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah - Maps - 1857</td>
<td>55573</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah - Maps - 1857-1858 - Explorations</td>
<td>62658</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah - Maps - 1857-1858 - Road maps</td>
<td>62658</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah - Maps - 1857 - Road maps</td>
<td>79549</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah - Maps - 1858</td>
<td>32755</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah - Maps - 1859</td>
<td>55574</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah - Maps - 1860-1862</td>
<td>81833</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah - Maps - 1860-1862 - Railroads</td>
<td>81833</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah - Maps - 1865</td>
<td>79550</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah - Maps - 1866 - Postal service</td>
<td>53646</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah - Maps - 1866 - Telegraph lines</td>
<td>53646</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah - Maps - 1870</td>
<td>79551</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah - Maps - 1874 - Railroads</td>
<td>79552</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah - Maps - 1877</td>
<td>2550</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah - Maps - 1878</td>
<td>79553, 84786</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah - Maps - 1878 - Geology</td>
<td>30947, 30948</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah - Maps - 1878 - Land Classification</td>
<td>79554</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah - Maps - 1879</td>
<td>79555</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah - Maps - 1879 - Public lands - Surveys</td>
<td>79556</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Call Numbers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah - Maps - 1883</td>
<td>79557</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah - Maps - 1883 - Railroads</td>
<td>79558</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah - Maps - 1884</td>
<td>79559</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah - Maps - 1885</td>
<td>79560</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah - Maps - 1887</td>
<td>79561</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah - Maps - 1887 - Railroads</td>
<td>79561, 79562</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah - Maps - 1888</td>
<td>79563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah - Maps - 1889</td>
<td>81931</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah - Maps - 1889 - Railroads</td>
<td>79564</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah - Maps - 1893</td>
<td>79565</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah - Maps - 1894</td>
<td>79566</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah - Maps - 1895</td>
<td>79567</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah - Maps - 1897</td>
<td>79568</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah - Maps - 1898</td>
<td>79569</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah - Maps - 1899 - Mines and mineral resources</td>
<td>79570</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah - Maps - 1899 - Railroads</td>
<td>79570, 79571</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah - Maps - 1900-1960 - Topographic maps</td>
<td>79572, 79573</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah - Maps - 1900</td>
<td>79574</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah - Maps - 1900 - Mines and mineral resources</td>
<td>79574</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah - Maps - 1903</td>
<td>79576</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah - Maps - 1905</td>
<td>21329</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah - Maps - 1907</td>
<td>79577</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah - Maps - 1911</td>
<td>79578</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah - Maps - 1913</td>
<td>79579, 79580</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah - Maps - 1914</td>
<td>79581</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah - Maps - 1916</td>
<td>79582</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah - Maps - 1919</td>
<td>79583, 79584</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah - Maps - 1919 - Road maps</td>
<td>79583, 79584</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah - Maps - 1920</td>
<td>79585, 79586</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah - Maps - 1920 - Road maps</td>
<td>79585, 79586</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah - Maps - 1921</td>
<td>79587</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah - Maps - 1921 - Road maps</td>
<td>79587, 79588</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah - Maps - 1922</td>
<td>79589</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah - Maps - 1922 - Road maps</td>
<td>79589</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah - Maps - 1923</td>
<td>79590</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah - Maps - 1923 - Road maps</td>
<td>79590</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah - Maps - 1924</td>
<td>21351, 21352, 21353, 79591</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah - Maps - 1925</td>
<td>79592, 79593, 79594, 79595</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah - Maps - 1925 - Road maps</td>
<td>21355, 21356, 21357, 79592, 79593, 79594, 79595</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah - Maps - 1926</td>
<td>21362, 21363</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah - Maps - 1927</td>
<td>79597</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah - Maps - 1927 - Railroads</td>
<td>15387, 21364, 21365, 21366, 79596, 79597</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah - Maps - 1928</td>
<td>21369, 21370, 21371, 79598, 79599</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah - Maps - 1929</td>
<td>79605</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah - Maps - 1929 - Aeronautical charts</td>
<td>79605</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah - Maps - 1929 - Airways</td>
<td>79605</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah - Maps - 1929 - Railroads</td>
<td>79605</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah - Maps - 1929 - Road maps</td>
<td>79600, 79601, 79602, 79603, 79604</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah - Maps - 1930-1939 - Aeronautical charts</td>
<td>79606</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah - Maps - 1930-1939 - Railroads</td>
<td>79606</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah - Maps - 1930 - Road maps</td>
<td>21387, 21388, 21389, 79607, 79608, 79609</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah - Maps - 1931</td>
<td>79613</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah - Maps - 1931 - Railroads</td>
<td>79613</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah - Maps - 1931 - Road maps</td>
<td>21390, 21400, 21401, 79610, 79611, 79612, 79613</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah - Maps - 1932</td>
<td>21408, 79614, 79615, 79616, 79617, 79618</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah - Maps - 1933</td>
<td>79619, 79620, 79621, 79622, 79623</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah - Maps - 1934</td>
<td>79624, 79625, 79626, 79627, 79628</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah - Maps - 1935</td>
<td>79634</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah - Maps - 1935 - Road maps</td>
<td>21441, 21442, 21443, 79629, 79630, 79631, 79632, 79633, 79634</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah - Maps - 1936</td>
<td>82297</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah - Maps - 1936 - Road maps</td>
<td>21461, 21462, 53693, 53694, 79635, 79636, 79637, 79638, 79639, 79640</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah - Maps - 1937</td>
<td>82305</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah - Maps - 1937 - Road maps</td>
<td>21463</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Call Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UTOCO See Utah Oil Refining Company</td>
<td>35278</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utopiae typus, ex narratione Raphaelis Hythlodaei, descriptione D. Thomae Mori, delineatione Abraami Ortelli</td>
<td>79727</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utopias - Maps - 1516</td>
<td>79723</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utopias - Maps - 1518</td>
<td>79724, 79725, 79726</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utopias - Maps - 1595</td>
<td>62361, 79727</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utopias - Maps - Collections</td>
<td>36468</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utrecht (Netherlands) - Maps - 1620</td>
<td>79728</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utrecht (Netherlands) - Maps - 1745</td>
<td>34545</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utrecht (Netherlands) - Maps - 1757</td>
<td>79729</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utrecht (Netherlands) - Maps - Collections</td>
<td>79730</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utrecht (Netherlands) - Pictorial works - 1624</td>
<td>79731</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utrecht (Netherlands : Province) 1720</td>
<td>58686</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utrecht (Netherlands : Province) - Maps - 1624</td>
<td>79731</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utrecht (Netherlands : Province) - Maps - 1650</td>
<td>34538, 79732</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utrecht (Netherlands : Province) - Maps - 1682</td>
<td>79733</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utrecht (Netherlands : Province) - Maps - 1690</td>
<td>79734</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utrecht (Netherlands : Province) - Maps - 1695</td>
<td>28653, 79735</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utrecht (Netherlands : Province) - Maps - 1696</td>
<td>79736, 79737</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utrecht (Netherlands : Province) - Maps - 1696 - Names, Geographical</td>
<td>28654, 79738</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utrecht (Netherlands : Province) - Maps - 1700</td>
<td>79739, 79740</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utrecht (Netherlands : Province) - Maps - 1710</td>
<td>79741</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utrecht (Netherlands : Province) - Maps - 1720</td>
<td>79743</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utrecht (Netherlands : Province) - Maps - 1720 - Canals</td>
<td>79742</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utrecht (Netherlands : Province) - Maps - 1725</td>
<td>58689, 58690, 79744</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utrecht (Netherlands : Province) - Maps - 1769</td>
<td>34547, 79745, 79746, 79747</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utrecht Region (Netherlands) - Maps - 1757</td>
<td>79729</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utrecht Region (Netherlands) - Maps - 1769</td>
<td>79746, 79747</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utrechts Nieuwsblad</td>
<td>53357</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Utrisque Alsatiae, ducatus Dupontii, et spirensis episcopatus novissima descriptio 1402
Utrisque Alsatiae, ducatus Dupontil, et Spirensis episcopatus novissima descriptio 1412
Uttar Pradesh (India) - Maps - 1786 12390, 81548
Utter, Tim 70710
Uttermost part of the earth / E. Lucas Bridges 75194
Uttley, John 19168
Utus (France) - Maps - 1730 28569
Uxmal Site (Mexico) - Pictorial works - 1851 46365
Uytenbogaert, Jan, 1557-1644 70049
Uytenbogaert, Joanni J. 70044
Uzbek A kademia nauk 67702
Uzbekistan - Maps - 1745 48103
Uzbekistan - Maps - 1851 3213
Uzès (France) - Maps - 1730 28569
Uzes, Francois D. 15711
V., A. 75646, 75647
V.A. Heck (Firm) 17823
[V]aluable building lots on the north branch of the Chicago River, and the north branch canal ... 32249
V. Gilles Boileau de Buillon 13317
V., M. H., 16th cent. 28904
V.O.C. SEE Nederlandsche Oost-Indische Compagnie 3429
V. & V. Supremo Foods (Chicago, Ill.) 46603, 79268
V. Wilson's map of the Birch-Creek Mining-District, Yukon River 13118
V. Wilson's map of the Forty-Mile Mining-District, Yukon River 27518
V. Wilson's map of the routes to the gold fields of the Yukon River / Curtis & Guptill, eng., Seattle, Wash. 85226
V. X., 16th cent. 80551, 80552
Vaaz Island (Brazil) SEE Recife (Brazil) 66314
Vac (Hungary) - Maps - 1699 - Pictorial works 79748
Vacanci, Camillo 72778
Vacanci, Camillo. Storia delle campagne e degli assedj degli Italiani in Ispagna dal MDCCCVIII al MDCCXIII 72778
Vacation guide and road atlas 78196, 78197, 78226
Vacation Guide : Old West Trail country, 1995-96 60071
Vacation ideas for Middle Atlantic States 47561, 47562
Vacation ideas for North Central States 48189, 48190
Vacation ideas for Northeastern States 58843
Vacation ideas for Northwestern States 59815
Vacation ideas for South Central States 71244
Vacation ideas for Southeastern States 71245, 71246
Vacation ideas for Southwestern States 72239
Vacation motor tours : White Mountains, Mohawk Trail, Cape Cod / Gray Line Motor Tours, Copley-Plaza Hotel 54050
Vacation tourists and notes of travel in 1860 [1861], [1862-3] 80600
Vacations for all : Glacier National Park, Waterton Lakes Park 31928
Vacari, Lorenzo della, fl. 1574-1614 67204, 70182
Vacari, Andrea, fl. 1600-1620 67213
Vache Island (Haiti) - Maps - 1723 - Manuscripts 79749
Vacher, Antoine, 1873- 39868
Vachon, Auguste 37509
Vacuum Oil Company, inc. 65409
Vadians Weltkarte von 1534 / Arthur Dürst 79752
Vadianus (i.e. Joachim von Watt), 1484-1551 28882
Vadianus, Joachim, 1484-1551 7561, 7562, 7563, 28870, 28871, 73776, 79750, 83876
Vadianus, Joachim, 1484-1551 - Bibliography 45912
Vadianus, Joachim, 1484-1551. Epitome trivm terrae partivm (1534) 83877
Vadianus, Joachim, 1484-1551 - Map Collections 79751
Vadianus, Joachim, 1484-1551. Typvs cosmographicvs vniversalis (1534) 79752
Vadius, Angelus, fl. 1475 28845
Vadonius, Dominicus, 16th cent. 80551, 80552
Vaflor, J. T. 13023
Vagabond country / Vagabond Hotels, Inc. 78816, 78840
Vagabond Hotels, Inc. (San Diego, Calif.) 78816, 78840
Vagabond Hotels, Inc. (San Diego, Calif.) - Maps - 1979 78816
Vagabond Hotels, Inc. (San Diego, Calif.) - Maps - 1980 78840
Vagabond Inns 15673
Vagabond Inns : 1995 directory and California road map 15673
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Vagabond's House  15513
Vagabond trail map of California  15513
Vagnetti, Luigi  1165
Vagrisn, H.  10042
Vahey Oil Company  60547
Vahey Oil Company - Maps - 1927  60547
Vail, Jefferson, 1801 or 1802-1835  71349
Vail, Lewis  21753
Vail, R. W. G. (Robert William Glenroie), 1890-1966  1864
Vaillant, P.  7829
Vaissete, J. (Joseph), 1685
Valencia (Spain : Region)  79754
Valencia (Spain)  79754
Valencia, New Mexico  79761
Valencia (Spain) - Geography  60346
Valencia (Spain) - Maps - 1606  79762
Valencia (Spain) - Maps - Bibliography - Catalogs - 1500-1899  72914
Valencia (Spain : Province) - Maps - 1584-1588  79763
Valencia (Spain : Province) - Maps - 1584-1606  79764
Valencia (Spain : Region) - Maps - 1584-1588  79763
Valencia (Spain : Region) - Maps - 1584-1606  79764
Valencia (Spain : Region) - Maps - 1680  79765

Valencia Bay or Grao Road - by Ion. Gaudy ; S Parker sculpt.  79760
Valencia Bay or Grao Road ... / by Ion. Gaudy ; S Parker sculpt.  79760
Valencia, Gulf of (Spain) - Maps - 1753 - Coasts - Nautical charts  79759
Valencia, Gulf of (Spain) - Maps - 1771 - Coasts - Nautical charts  79760
Valencia (N.M.) - Pictorial works - 1848  79761
Valencia, New Mexico  79761
Valencia (Spain) - Geography  60346
Valencia (Spain) - Maps - 1606  79762

Valencia Bay or Grao Road - by Ion. Gaudy ; S Parker sculpt.  79760
Valencia, Gulf of (Spain) - Maps - 1753 - Coasts - Nautical charts  79759
Valencia, Gulf of (Spain) - Maps - 1771 - Coasts - Nautical charts  79760
Valencia (N.M.) - Pictorial works - 1848  79761
Valencia, New Mexico  79761
Valencia (Spain) - Geography  60346
Valencia (Spain) - Maps - 1606  79762
Valencia (Spain) - Maps - Bibliography - Catalogs - 1500-1899  72914
Valencia (Spain : Province) - Maps - 1584-1588  79763
Valencia (Spain : Province) - Maps - 1584-1606  79764
Valencia (Spain : Region) - Maps - 1584-1588  79763
Valencia (Spain : Region) - Maps - 1584-1606  79764
Valencia (Spain : Region) - Maps - 1680  79765
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Valencia (Spain : Region) - Maps - 1705 79766
Valencia (Spain : Region) - Maps - 1740 2330, 79767
Valencia (Spain : Region) - Maps - 1794 79768
Valencia (Spain : Region) - Maps - Bibliography - 1584-1878 79769
Valencia (Venezuela) - Maps - 1959 - Road maps 79937
Valencia (Venezuela) - Maps - 1960 - Road maps 79938
Valencia (Venezuela) - Maps - 1962 - Road maps 79939
Valencia (Venezuela) - Maps - 1963 - Road maps 79940
Valencia (Venezuela) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps 79942
Valenciennes (France) - History - Siege, 1793 - Maps - 1839 57151
Valenciennes (France) - Maps - 1620 79770
Valenciennes (France) - Maps - 1695 - Fortification 79771
Valenciennes (France) - Maps - 1709 79772
Valenciennes (France) - Maps - 1713 - Fortification 79773
Valenciennes ville forte des Pays Bas, du comté de Hainaut 79771
Valenciennes ville forte des Pays Bas, du comté de Hainaut ... 79773
Valenti, Paola 45352
Valentia regnum 79765
Valentiae regni, olim Contestanorum si Ptolemaeo, Edetanorum si Plinio credimvs typvs 79763, 79764
Valentijn, Francois 24038
Valentin, F. 62620
Valentine Chamber of Commerce 79774
Valentine, David. T. 55589
Valentine, David Thomas, 1801-1869 44322
Valentine, L. 29947
Valentine (Neb.) - Tourism - 1996 79774
Valentinier & Mues 9846
Valentinis da Udine, Sebastiano de', fl. ca. 1557 80185
Valencia (Italy), Battle of 1656 42339
Valencia (Italy) - Maps - 1695 - Fortification 79775
Valencia (Italy) - Maps - 1713 - Fortification 79776
Valencia (Italy) - Maps - 1734 49175
Valencia (Italy) - Maps - 1734 - Fortifications 39062
Valenziani, Enrichetta 36481
Valera, Cipriano de, 1532?-1625 13000, 13021
Valerian, Enrico 63430
Valerian, Giuseppe 68225
Valerio, Vladimiro 11806, 17997, 18002, 18156, 18317, 18565, 18634, 39314, 45352, 65797
Valesia, Wallisser land 79754
Valetta, die newe Statt in Malta 79777
Valetta (Malta) - Maps - 1632 79777
Valetta (Malta) - Maps - 1705 70052
Valetta (Malta) - Maps - 1725 44280
Valetta (Malta) - Maps - 1734 44281
Valetta, nova citta di Malta 79792
Valette 79791
Valette, M. de, 18th cent. 33169
Valgrisi, Vincenzo, fl. 1540-1572 26351, 28907, 28908, 83914
Valenico, Gulf of (Corsica, France)- 1793 15746
Valistus 69307
Valk, G. (Gerard), 1651 or 2-1726 SEE Valck, G. (Gerard), 1651 or 2-1726 8737
Valk, Leonard, 1675-1746 SEE Valck, Leonard, 1675-1746 84057
Valkenberg Park (Breda, Netherlands) - Pictorial works - 1743 79778
Valladolid (Spain) - Pictorial works - 1620 79779
Valladolid (Spain) - Pictorial works - 1652 72670
Vallalta 34984
Vallance, J. (John), 1770-1823 4610, 4673, 4674, 14346, 27899, 29239, 31444, 31484, 34355, 34387, 34388, 34400, 34404, 45254, 48043, 49229, 49230, 57968, 57972, 65050, 72787, 76115, 76516, 76561, 76562, 76563, 76568, 76569, 76593, 76624, 76663
Vallancey, Charles 34513, 34514
Vallancey, Charles, 1721-1812 17982
Vallard, Nicholas 3716, 9543, 83898
Vallardi (Antonio), firm SEE Antonio Vallardi (Firm) 23
Vallardi Fratelli (Milan, Italy) SEE Fratelli Vallardi (Milan, Italy) 38915
Vallardi, Giuseppe, 1784-1861 38906, 38915
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Valley of the Humbolt River at Lassen's Meadows 34883
The Valley of the Mississippi : illustrated in a series of views / edited by Lewis Foulk Thomas ; painted and lithographed by J.C. Wild 50648
Valley of the Mud Lakes 13194
Valley of the sun : a pictorial guide of Phoenix and Arizona 64569
Valley Oil Company 35164, 35165, 37786, 40180, 40763, 46962, 49644, 54103, 55410, 56306, 81239, 83221
Valley Publishers, Fresno, Calif. 986, 21997
Valleys - Brazil SEE ALSO Amazon River Valley 64263
Valleys - Colombia SEE ALSO Amazon River Valley 64263
Valleys - Peru SEE ALSO Amazon River Valley 64263
Valiant Printing Co. 55317
Valliere, Emmanuel, 1849- 81543
Valliseca, Gabriel de, fl. 1439-1447 SEE Valseca, Gabriel de, fl. 1439-1447 45777, 45781
Vallis, Ana Matilla 22282
Vallisphere, Gabriel de SEE Valseca, Gabriel de 79800
Vallum (England) SEE Hadrian's Wall (England) 33271
Valois (Switzerland) - Maps 1545 79793
Valona 80541
Valona (Albania) - Maps 1690 - Pictorial works 79794
Valona (Albania) SEE Vlorë (Albania) 80541
Valore geografico dell'opera del Giustiniani / Maria Pia Rota 31916
Valorous (Ship) 34578
Valparaiso Bay (Chile) - Maps 1866 70618
Valparaiso (Chile) - Pictorial works 1646 79795, 79796, 79797
Valparaiso (Chile) - Pictorial works 1872 20580
Valparaiso (Chile) 1851 - Pictorial works 20580
Valparaiso (Ind.) City Plan Commission 79798
Valparaiso (Ind.) - Maps 1851 - Regional planning 79798
Valparaiso (Ind.) - Maps 1851 - Road maps 79798
Valparaiso (Ind.) - Maps 1851 - Transportation 79798
Valpergae, Martini 9147
Valpy, Abraham John, 1787-1854 7978
Valsamaki, M. 65745
Valseca, Gabriel De 79799
Valseca, Gabriel de, fl. 1439-1447 45777, 45781
Valseca, Gabriel de - Portolan chart, 1449 79800
Valsesia (Italy) - Historical geography - Maps 1830-1839 79801
La Valsesia : per cessione dell'impr. Leopoldo con trattato 1703, 8 novembre; la Contea di Arona e Provincio di Domo per cessione dell'imppr. Ma. Teresa col trattato di Worms 12743, 13 7bre / Giuse. Pezze [inc.] 79801
Valsson, Ólafur 35115
Valtellina (Italy) - Maps 1620 42337
Valtellina (Italy) - Maps 1625 - Fortification 79802
Valtellina (Italy) - Maps 1903 73976
Valter, Roger A. 28536
valu, Peter de, d. 1570 SEE Val Verde, Peter de, d. 1570 80679
Value of farm land and buildings per acre 77429
Valvasor, L. B. 22436
Valvasorii, Joannes Andreas, Guadagninus, fl. 1510-1572 SEE Valvassore, Giovanni Andrea, fl. 1510-1572 38612, 79804
Valvassor, Ioannes Andreas, fl. 1510-1572 SEE Valvassore, Giovanni Andrea, fl. 1510-1572 38612, 79804
Valvassore, Giovanni Andrea, fl. 1510-1572 38612, 79804, 79803
Valvassori, Giovanni Andrea, fl. 1510-1572 38612, 79804
Valvassori, Giovano' Andrea, fl. 1510-1572 SEE Valvassore, Giovanni Andrea, fl. 1510-1572 38612, 79804
Valvassori, Giovanni Andrea, fl. 1510-1572 1829, 7667, 7752, 20873, 21821, 21822, 25915, 34891, 34892, 34893, 36814, 75494
Valvevks, Paul Emiel, 1897-1944 46016
Valverde 79753
Valverde (N.M.) SEE Val Verde (N.M.) 79753
Valvoline Oil Company 54287, 54288, 54337, 54348, 56474, 56475
Van! 79816
Van Alkmar tot Grootebroek 18229
Van Alstyne, Henry A. 77079
Van Antwerp, Bragg & Company 29930, 29931, 29932, 30083, 30096, 30097, 30101, 30105, 30159, 30160, 30161, 30208, 30209, 30210, 30211, 30212, 30248, 30284, 30321, 30332, 34199, 34215, 76218, 76891
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Van Arsdale & Massie (Chicago, Ill.)  37510
Van Ayta, Wigle van, 1507-1577 SEE Ayta, Wigle Van, 1507-1577   11345
Van Baarsel  8775
Van Baerle, Caspar, 1584-1648 SEE Baerle, Caspar van, 1584-1648   25926
Van Balen, John   32751
Van Benthuysen, C.   56047
Van Benthuysen, C. (Charles), 1817-1881   56034, 56035
Van Boekeren, W. SEE Boekeren, W. van   30667
Van Braam   53467
Van Briggel Pottery Company   79805
Van Briggel Pottery Company - 1950   79805
Van Buren County 4-H Leaders Association (Ohio)   79809
Van Buren County (Ark.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners   79806
Van Buren County (Mich.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners   79807
Van Buren County (Mich.) - Maps - 1860 - Landowners   79808
Van Buren County (Mich.) - Maps - 1873 - Landowners   79809
Van Buren County (Mich.) - Maps - 1880   12593
Van Buren County (Mich.) - Maps - 1912 - Landowners   79810
Van Buren County (Mich.) - Maps - 1968 - Landowners   79811
Van Buren County, Michigan, official farm plat book and directory   79811
Van Campen & Johnson  20968
Van Chi-Bonnardel, Régine Nguyen SEE Bonnardel, Régine   404
Van Cleef, David W.   44974
Van Cleef, Eugene, 1887   77196
Van Cleef frères, publishers, Hague, Netherlands SEE Gebroeders van Cleef   53482
Van Cleef, John T.   54811
Van Dahl   7250
Van de Gohm, Richard   44886
Van de Kerkhof, Véronique   17928
Van de Steene, Ed. SEE Vande Steene, Ed.   59822
Van de Steene, P. SEE Vande Steene, P.   21751
Van de Waal, Hans   18797
Van den Broecke, M. P. R. (Marcel P. R.) SEE Broecke, M. P. R. van den   62347
Van den Heever, Annette   16816
Van den Heuvel & Van Santen (Firm)   8796, 8797, 8802, 34184, 34210
Van der Corput, Johann, 1542-1611 SEE Corput, Johann van der, 1542-1611   22221
Van der Grinten, Alphons J., 1852-1921 SEE Grinten, Alphons J. van der, 1852-1921   33044
Van der Harst, C. J. H.   10180
Van der Heijden, H. A. M. SEE Heijden, H. A. M. van der   53619
Van der Linden, Aaltje Fredericks, ca. 1665-1725 SEE Ottens, Aaltje Fredericks, ca.1665-1725   85286
Van de Veen, F. A. SEE Vande Veen, F. A.   19523
Van der Schelden, Veuve SEE Schelden, van der, Veuve   59824
Van der Straet, Jan, 1523-1605 SEE Straet, Jan van der, 1523-1605   73303
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Venezuela - Maps - 1732 - Coasts - Nautical charts 70437
Venezuela - Maps - 1760 - Coasts - Nautical charts 70453
Venezuela - Maps - 1783 - Coasts - Nautical charts 70476
Venezuela 79947
Venezuela -1703 - Coasts - Nautical charts 81592
Venezuela - Area measurement -Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1840 79930
Venezuela - Area measurement - Mountains - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1840 79930
Venezuela - Area measurement - Rivers - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1840 79930
Venezuela - Boundaries - Guyana - Maps - Collections, 1500-1900 79947
Venezuela - Boundaries - Historical geography - Maps - Collections, 1500-1900 79945, 79946, 79947, 79948, 79949
Venezuela Boundary Commission 79948, 79949
Venezuela-British Guiana boundary arbitration. The counter-case of the United States of Venezuela before the tribunal of arbitration to convene at Paris, under the provisions of the treaty between the United States of Venezuela and Her Britannic Majesty 79947
Venezuela / by Ema Fergusson 79935
Venezuela / [Central Intelligence Agency] 79943
Venezuela, Colombia, Equador, Peru &c. 70623
Venezuela. Congreso 79930
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Call Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Venice, Gulf of (Italy) - Maps - 1700-1750</td>
<td>79910</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venice, Gulf of (Italy) - Maps - 1750</td>
<td>80012, 80013</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venice, Gulf of (Italy) - Maps - 1753 - Coasts - Nautical charts</td>
<td>79954</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venice, Gulf of (Italy) - Maps - 1771 - Coasts - Nautical charts</td>
<td>79955</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venice, Gulf of (Italy) - Maps - 1771 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venice, Gulf of (Italy) - Maps - 1806 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>96</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venice (Italy) - Aerial photographs - 1988</td>
<td>79956</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venice (Italy) - Canals - Maps - 1980</td>
<td>79957</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venice (Italy). Civici musei veneziani d'arte e di storia SEE Civici musei veneziani d'arte e di storia</td>
<td>52005</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venice (Italy) - Colonies - Maps - Collections, 1600-1799</td>
<td>62991</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venice (Italy) - Description and travel - 1598</td>
<td>79958</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venice (Italy) - Doges - 697-1612 - Biography</td>
<td>79959</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venice (Italy) - Historical geography - Maps - 1686 - 32821, 32822</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venice (Italy) - History - 1594 - Pictorial works</td>
<td>80003</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venice (Italy) - History - 1612</td>
<td>79959</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venice (Italy) - In art - Exhibitions</td>
<td>20865</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venice (Italy). Maggior consiglio - Pictorial works - 1566</td>
<td>79960, 79961</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venice (Italy) - Maps - 1300-1399 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>79962</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venice (Italy) - Maps - 1486</td>
<td>79963</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venice (Italy) - Maps - 1528 - Pictorial maps</td>
<td>79997</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venice (Italy) - Maps - 1552 - Pictorial maps</td>
<td>79964</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venice (Italy) - Maps - 1574</td>
<td>79965</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venice (Italy) - Maps - 1620</td>
<td>79966</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venice (Italy) - Maps - 1686</td>
<td>32821, 32822</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venice (Italy) - Maps - 1689 - Bridges</td>
<td>79967</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venice (Italy) - Maps - 1705</td>
<td>38820</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venice (Italy) - Maps - 1750</td>
<td>79968</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venice (Italy) - Maps - 1780</td>
<td>80016</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venice (Italy) - Maps - 1792</td>
<td>79969</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venice (Italy) - Maps - 1797</td>
<td>79970</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venice (Italy) - Maps - 1798-1805</td>
<td>79971</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venice (Italy) - Maps - 1800</td>
<td>79972</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venice (Italy) - Maps - 1838</td>
<td>79973</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venice (Italy) - Maps - 1838 - Pictorial works</td>
<td>79973</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venice (Italy) - Maps - 1840 - Pictorial works</td>
<td>79974</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venice (Italy) - Maps - 1904</td>
<td>79975, 79976</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venice (Italy) - Maps - 1905</td>
<td>79977</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venice (Italy) - Maps - 1923</td>
<td>79978</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venice (Italy) - Maps - 1926</td>
<td>79979</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venice (Italy) - Maps - 1929</td>
<td>79980</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venice (Italy) - Maps - 1936</td>
<td>79981</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venice (Italy) - Maps - 1937</td>
<td>79982</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venice (Italy) - Maps - 1938</td>
<td>79983</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venice (Italy) - Maps - 1957</td>
<td>79984</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venice (Italy) - Maps - 1961</td>
<td>79985</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venice (Italy) - Maps - 1969</td>
<td>79986</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venice (Italy) - Maps - 1970</td>
<td>79987</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venice (Italy) - Maps - 1980</td>
<td>79988</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venice (Italy) - Maps - 1985</td>
<td>79989</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venice (Italy) - Maps - 1990</td>
<td>79990</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venice (Italy) - Maps - Bibliography</td>
<td>79991, 79993</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venice (Italy) - Maps - Bibliography - 1486-1797</td>
<td>79992</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venice (Italy) - Maps - Collections</td>
<td>79994</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venice (Italy) - Maps - Exhibitions</td>
<td>20865</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venice (Italy) - Nobility - 697-1612 - Biography</td>
<td>79959</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venice (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1500 - 11810, 79995, 79996</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venice (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1528 - 79997</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venice (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1552 - 79964</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venice (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1566 - 79998, 79999</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venice (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1567 - 80000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venice (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1570 - 80001, 83932</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venice (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1572 - 80002</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venice (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1578 - 11882, 62713</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venice (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1594 - 80003</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Venice (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1597 80004
Venice (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1598 80005
Venice (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1676 80006
Venice (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1708 80007
Venice (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1793 64631
Venice (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1988 79956
Venice (Italy) - Province - Maps - 1680 80008
Venice (Italy) - Province - Maps - 1700 39050
Venice (Italy) - Province - Maps - 1703 64939
Venice (Italy) - Province - Maps - 1705 80009
Venice (Italy) - Province - Maps - 1706 80010
Venice (Italy) - Province - Maps - 1710 80011
Venice (Italy) - Province - Maps - 1716 39058
Venice (Italy) - Province - Maps - 1725 75503
Venice (Italy) - Province - Maps - 1750 80012, 80013
Venice (Italy) - Province - Maps - 1776 80014
Venice (Italy) - Province - Maps - 1792 80015
Venice (Italy) - Province - Maps - 1925 79919
Venice (Italy) - Province - Maps - 1932 79920

Venice : its history, art, industries and modern life / by Charles Yriarte ; translated from the French by F.J. Sitwell 79977

Venice, Lagoon of (Italy) - Maps - 1780 80016

Venice Region (Italy) - Maps - 1780 80016
Venice Region (Italy) - Maps - 1838 79973
Venice Region (Italy) - Maps - 1861 45894
Venice Region (Italy) - Maps - 1929 79980
Venice Region (Italy) - Maps - 1937 79982
Venice Region (Italy) - Maps - 1957 79984
Venice Region (Italy) - Maps - 1961 79985

Venice (Republic : To 1797). Consiglio dei Dieci 83909
Venice. Venèzia. Venèdig 79973
Venier, Sebastiano, ca. 1496-1578 70333, 70334
Vening Meinesz, F. A. (Felix Andries), 1887-1961 44650
Venis, A.F. 64776
Venlo (Netherlands) - Maps - 1620 53372

Venn, Beth 3554
Veno, Joseph 26266
Venosta Valley (Italy) - Maps - 1908 45985
Venot, L., fl. 1944 23613
Vent, C.F. 19525, 19986, 19993
Vente 27779
Ventes Doue 9187
Venti, Carmela 17957, 32238

Vent, C.F. 19525, 19986, 19993

Venice / Michelin 79986
Venet, Carmela - Map art 17957, 32238
Ventimiglio, Don Co. 70068, 70073
Ventura, Antonio, 1946-7249, 7330, 7359, 7414, 64785
Ventura, Augusta Faria Gersao 17827

Ventura County (Calif.) - Maps - 1968 - Harbors - Nautical charts 15643
Ventura County (Calif.) - Maps - 1970 - Harbors - Nautical charts 62529

[Ventura County (Calif.) - 1900: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 80017

Ventura County (Calif.) - Maps - 1900 - Landowners 80017
Ventura County (Calif.) - Maps - 1996 - Geology 80018, 80019, 80020
Ventura County (Calif.) - Maps - 1997 - Geology 43172

Ventura County (Calif.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps 43176, 68781, 80021
Ventura County (Calif.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps 43179, 68783, 80022
Ventura County (Calif.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps 43183, 68786, 80023
Ventura County (Calif.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps 43187, 68787, 80024
Ventura County (Calif.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps 43192, 68789, 80025
Ventura County (Calif.) - Maps - 2009 - Road maps 43197, 68792, 80026

Ventura County street guide 80021, 80022, 80023, 80024, 80026

Venturini, E. 67285
Ver Eecke, Paul, 1867- 45649
Ver Eecke, Paul, 1867-1959 SEE Ver Eecke, Paul, 1867- 45649
Ver Planck, Philip, 1695-1771 18725

For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Vera ac nouiss. Sicillae / descriptio celeberrimi Iacobii Gastaldi cosmographei Pedemontani 70039
Vera antiqua capitoli descriptio 16512
Vera Cruz & Isthmus Railroad 46471, 46473, 46475
Vera Cruz & Isthmus Railroad - Maps - 1911 46471
Vera Cruz & Isthmus Railroad - Maps - 1912 46473
Vera Cruz & Isthmus Railroad - Maps - 1913 46475
Vera Cruz (Mexico : City) SEE Veracruz (Veracruz-Llave, Mexico) 46356
Vera delineatio civilis Bassorae : Nec non Fluviorum, Insularum Oppidorum pagorum et terrarum et adiacentium, in quibus passim habitant familæ saborum Siue Mendaiorum, qui vulgo vocantur christiani sti. Joannis 11889
Vera delineatio lacus Aniani, Antrîq. letalis ... 591
Vera descriptio expeditionis nautica: Francisci Draci ... 83948
La Vera descrittione, di tutta la Francia, & la Spagna & la Fiandria ... M.D.LIII 26371, 26372
La Vera descrittione di tutta la Lombardia 42330
La Vera descrittione del sito della citta di Tunisi et della Goleta sua fortezza, con il novo forte fatto dalla Turchi nell'assedio di essa nel mese d'Agosto 1574 75643
La Vera descrittione della Gallia Belgica 12332
Vera dispositio vbis in Littavia Grodnae 34783
Vera dispositio vbis in Littavia Grodnae 34784
Vera dispositio et ordine de tutta l'armata della Santa Lega dato nel Santo nome d'Jddio ... 41875
Vera effigies et delineatio Insulae, Ascenscio nuncupatae, sitae altitude 8 graduum, ad austriam lineae æquinocialis = Waerachtighe abbeeldinghe en verthooninghe van Eyliant Asçençion ofte Hemelvaert gelegen op 8 græden eurzu ïzyt zyde vande linea Equino 3178
Vera et ultima descrittione di tutta l'Уustria, Vngheria, Transilvania, Dalmatia, et altri paesi come nel designo apare. Graduata, con la scala di migia Italiani 11128
La Vera fortezza di Gravel[n]ga posta nella Fiandra ... 32361
Vera Hierosolymae veteris imago 39739
Vera pvlcherrimae Italiae orbis olim domitricis descriptio / Apud Hyeronimum Gormontium sub signo trium coronarium. Parisiis 1548 38759
Vera totius Marchionatus Badensis et Hochbergensis ... 13145
Vera totius expeditionis nautica: Francisci Draci ... ex Anglia solvens ... anno 1577 ... in Angliam redijt ... 15
Vera pvlcherrimae Italiae orbis olim domitricis descriptio / Apud Hyeronimum Gormontium sub signo trium coronarium. Parisiis 1548 38759
La Vera totius Expeditionis nauticae descriptio D. Franc. Draci ... 1586
Vera Hierosolymae veteris imago 39739
Vera totius Marchionatus Badensis et Hochbergensis ... 13145
Vera pvlcherrimae Italiae orbis olim domitricis descriptio / Apud Hyeronimum Gormontium sub signo trium coronarium. Parisiis 1548 38759
Vera pvlcherrimae Italiae orbis olim domitricis descriptio / Apud Hyeronimum Gormontium sub signo trium coronarium. Parisiis 1548 38759
La Vera descrittione, di tutta la Francia, & la Spagna & la Fiandria ... M.D.LIII 26371, 26372
La Vera descrittione di tutta la Lombardia 42330
La Vera descrittione del sito della citta di Tunisi et della Goleta sua fortezza, con il novo forte fatto dalla Turchi nell'assedio di essa nel mese d'Agosto 1574 75643
La Vera descrittione della Gallia Belgica 12332
Vera dispositio vbis in Littavia Grodnae 34783
Vera dispositio vbis in Littavia Grodnae 34784
Vera dispositio et ordine de tutta l'armata della Santa Lega dato nel Santo nome d'Jddio ... 41875
Vera effigies et delineatio Insulae, Ascenscio nuncupatae, sitae altitude 8 graduum, ad austriam lineae æquinocialis = Waerachtighe abbeeldinghe en verthooninghe van Eyliant Asçençion ofte Hemelvaert gelegen op 8 græden eurzu ïzyt zyde vande linea Equino 3178
Vera et ultima descrittione di tutta l'Уustria, Vngheria, Transilvania, Dalmatia, et altri paesi come nel designo apare. Graduata, con la scala di migia Italiani 11128
La Vera fortezza di Gravel[n]ga posta nella Fiandra ... 32361
Vera Hierosolymae veteris imago 39739
Vera pvlcherrimae Italiae orbis olim domitricis descriptio / Apud Hyeronimum Gormontium sub signo trium coronarium. Parisiis 1548 38759
Vera totius Marchionatus Badensis et Hochbergensis... 13145
Vera totius expeditionis nautica: Francisci Draci ... ex Anglia solvens ... anno 1577 ... in Angliam redijt ... 1580. Addita est etiam vivâ delineato navigationis Thomae Caundish ... 1586 ... 1588 ... 83963
Veracruz-Llave (Mexico : State) - Administrative and political divisions - Maps - 1985 80027
Veracruz-Llave (Mexico : State) - Historical geography - Maps - 1500-1519 45063
Veracruz-Llave (Mexico : State) - Maps - 1745 16561
Veracruz-Llave (Mexico : State) - Maps - 1777 - Coasts 80028
Veracruz-Llave (Mexico : State) - Maps - 1811 46322
Veracruz-Llave (Mexico : State) - Maps - 1811 - Harbors 80029
Veracruz (Mexico : State) - 1925 - Maps - Railroads 65810
Veracruz (Mexico : State) - 1925 - Maps - Railroads - Indexes 65809
Veracruz Region (Veracruz-Llave, Mexico) - Maps - 1777 - Coasts 80028
Veracruz (Veracruz-Llave, Mexico) - Maps - 1745 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 16559, 16560
Veracruz (Veracruz-Llave, Mexico) - Maps - 1782 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 80030
Veracruz (Veracruz-Llave, Mexico) - Maps - 1784 - Waterworks - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 80031
Veracruz (Veracruz-Llave, Mexico) - Maps - 1810 46310
Veracruz (Veracruz-Llave, Mexico) - Maps - 1810 - Nautical charts 46309
Veracruz (Veracruz-Llave, Mexico) - Maps - 1815 46326
Veracruz (Veracruz-Llave, Mexico) - Maps - 1847 46185
Veracruz (Veracruz-Llave, Mexico) - Maps - 1847 - Harbors 46356
Veracruz (Veracruz-Llave, Mexico) - Maps - 1985 80027
Véran, Auguste, 1839-1927 65635
Veränderungen des Rheinlaufs zwischen Wupper- und Düsselmündung seit der Römerzeit / von Rudolf Strasser 66571
Verardi, Carlo, 1440-1500. Historia Baetica. In laudem Serenissimi Ferdinandi Hispania[rum] regis Bethicae & regni Granatae obsidio, victoria, & triu[m]phus (1494) 1855, 81573
A Verbal approach to map design and map evaluation 44550
Verbund schweizerischer Verkehrsvereine 70049
Verbani lacus 43739, 43911
Verbani Lacus = Il lago Verbano 43911, 43912, 43913
Verbiest, Ferdinand, 1623-1688 - Travels, 1682 67521
Verbiest, Ferdinand, 1623-1688. World Map, 1674 80032, 80033
The Verbiest map 80033
Verbiest, Pieter, 1607-1669 SEE Verbiest, Pieter, 1607-1669 3276
Verbiest, Isaak, 17th cent. 8737
Verbiest, Pieter, 1607-1669 3276, 3282, 7775, 8737, 53381
Vercellens, Albertinus, fl. 1499-1508 74140
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vercelli (Italy) - Maps - 1694</td>
<td>69032</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vercelli (Italy) - Maps - 1695</td>
<td>69034</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vercelli (Italy) - Maps - 1695 - Fortification</td>
<td>80034</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vercelli (Italy) - Maps - 1713 - Fortification</td>
<td>80035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vercelli (Italy) - Historical geography - Maps - 1830-1839</td>
<td>80036</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vercelli (Italy) - Maps - 1725</td>
<td>80037</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vercelli Map (ca. 1200)</td>
<td>80038</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verde River Valley (Ariz.) - Maps - 1889 - Irrigation - Manuscripts</td>
<td>27445</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verden, Carl van</td>
<td>9125, 18657, 18658</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verdesi (Enrico), publishers, Rome</td>
<td>SEE Enrico Verdesi (Publisher)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verdict on the Vinland map</td>
<td>80294</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verdière eagle</td>
<td>41255</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verdigris River Valley (Kan. and Okla.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - History - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>61319</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verdius, Ducourtoux et Huillard</td>
<td>9493</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verdun, Battle of, Verdun, France, 1914-1918</td>
<td>80042</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verdun, Battle of, Verdun, France, 1916 - Maps</td>
<td>80039</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verdun, ville forte, capitale du diocese de même nom ...</td>
<td>80040, 80041</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verdusson</td>
<td>9594</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verdussum</td>
<td>12653</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vere, Francis, Sir, 1560-1609. The commentaries of Sr. Francis Vere (1657)</td>
<td>12341, 15082, 25927, 57082, 62383, 75847</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verea, F. G.</td>
<td>64520</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vereenigde Oost-Indische Compagnie (Netherlands) SEE Nederlandsche Oost-Indische Compagnie</td>
<td>3429</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vereeniging ter Bevordering van de Belangen des Boekhandels (Amsterdam, Netherlands). Bibliotheek.</td>
<td>25923</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vereeniging Toeristenverkeer (Indonesia)</td>
<td>39626, 39627</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verein Schweizerische Geschichtslehrer. Atlaskommission</td>
<td>34334, 83741</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verein zur Förderung des Fremdenverkehrs in Hannover</td>
<td>33487</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vereinigte-Staaten von Nord-America</td>
<td>76612</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vereinsbuchhandlung (Berlin, Germany)</td>
<td>31566</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vereinsbuchhandlung SEE Verlag der Vereinsbuchhandlung</td>
<td>50073</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>La Verendrye, Pierre Gaultier de Varennes, Sieur de, 1665-1749</td>
<td>57511</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vereniging Gele</td>
<td>70165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verga, Ettore, 1867-1930</td>
<td>18134, 44943</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vergara, Camilo J.</td>
<td>20052</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vergara, Mael</td>
<td>46549</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vergara y Martín, Gabriel María, 1869-1948</td>
<td>72881</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vergennes Region (VL) - Maps - 1814</td>
<td>76400, 76401, 76402</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verges, Bernard de, 18th cent. SEE Devergés, Bernard, 18th cent.</td>
<td>50606</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vergez-Tricom, Mlle. G.</td>
<td>30731, 30732, 30733, 30734</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verhees, Hendrik, 1744-1813</td>
<td>13699, 57939, 80043</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verhoeven, H. J.</td>
<td>12200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verhoeven, Wil</td>
<td>36477</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verhoog, P.</td>
<td>21775</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verin, Helene</td>
<td>23866</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Veris, Jacob Bartelsz., fl. 1641 SEE Veris, Jacob, fl. 1641</td>
<td>58692</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Veris, Jacob, fl. 1641</td>
<td>58692</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verissors exactiss.q. topographia Duisburgi...</td>
<td>23870</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verissimo disegno del porto di Malta con le sue fortezze, misure et assedio d’infideli ...</td>
<td>44266</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>La Veritable description du siège de Philipsbourg par les François</td>
<td>64553</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>La Véritable plan de Quebec fait en 1663</td>
<td>66104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ventas, Philo SEE Philo Veritas</td>
<td>69835</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verity, Maureen</td>
<td>189</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verkehrs-taschen-atlas von Deutschland</td>
<td>31587, 31617</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verkehrsamt der Kreishauptstadt Konstanz</td>
<td>41303</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Vermeer, Johannes, 1632-1675. The Astronomer 17960
Vermeer's Astronomer : observations on an open book 17960
Vermessungen : Kartographie der Tropen : Begleitbuch zur Ausstellung des Ethnologischen Museums, Berlin-Dahlem 75560
Vermessung der Stadt Wien 80246
Vermessung Grundbuch und Karte : Festschrift zur Schweizerischen Landesausstellung in Zürich 1939 (1941) 44522
Vermeule, C. C. (Cornelius Clarkson), 1858-1950 54839, 54975
Vermeulen, F. A. J. (Frans André Jozef), b. 1883 17828
Vermeulen, Monsieur 29053
Vermeulen, Ton 79815
Verneyen, Jan Cornelisz, 1500-1559 20873, 75648
Vermilion County Automobile Club (Danville, Ill.) 35729
Vermillion County Farm Bureau (Ill.) 80052
Vermilion County (Ill.) - Maps 1800-1899 - Landowners 80046
Vermilion County (Ill.) - Maps 1867 - Landowners 80047, 80048, 80049
Vermilion County (Ill.) - Maps 1875-1915 - Landowners 80050
Vermilion County (Ill.) - Maps 1928 77395
Vermilion County (Ill.) - Maps 1932 - Landowners 80051
Vermilion County (Ill.) - Maps 1961 - Landowners 80052
Vermilion County (Ill.) - Maps 1988 - Landowners 80053
Vermilion County (Ind.) SEE Vermillion County (Ind.) 80056
Vermillion Range (Minn.) - Maps 1903 - Geology 80054, 80055
Vermillion Range (Minn.) - Maps 1903 - Iron mines and mining 80054, 80055
Vermilion Sea (Mexico) SEE California, Gulf of (Mexico) 15202
Vermilion County Abstract Company 77395
Vermilion County (Ill.) SEE Vermilion County (Ill.) 80051
[Vermilion County (Ind.) - 1872: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 80057
Vermilion County (Ind.) - Maps 1860 - Landowners 80056
Vermilion County (Ind.) - Maps 1860 - Mines and mineral resources 80056
Vermilion County (Ind.) - Maps 1872 - Landowners 80057
Vermilion County (Ind.) - Maps 1980 - Landowners 63367
Vermont 80068, 80070, 80072, 80073, 80075, 80078, 80080, 80081, 80082, 80085, 80086, 80087, 80089, 80137
Vermont, 15 minute series (topographic) 80099
Vermont, 7.5 minute series (topographic) 80100
Vermont and New Hampshire 80084
The Vermont atlas and gazetteer 80136
Vermont. Bureau of Publicity 54642, 54648, 54655, 80123, 80125, 80126, 80128
Vermont. Dept. of Conservation and Development 54655, 80128
Vermont. Dept. of Highways 54648, 54655, 80119, 80120, 80125, 80126, 80128, 80133, 80134
Vermont Development Commission 52720
Vermont. Development Department 80133
Vermont. Development Dept. 80134
Vermont from actual survey 80065, 80067, 80074, 80077
Vermont - Geography - 1848 80058
Vermont - Geography - 1850 80059
Vermont - Geography - 1864 80060
Vermont - Geography - 1870 Vermont - Maps 1870 80061
Vermont - Geography - 1878 80062
Vermont Heritage Press 80139
Vermont Heritage Press 19139
Vermont Historical Society 19139
Vermont - History - Revolution, 1775-1783 - Maps 14950, 14951, 14952, 34789
Vermont - History - Revolution, 1775-1783 SEE ALSO Burgoune’s Inversion, 1777 14953
Vermont - History - Revolution, 1775-1783 SEE ALSO Hubbardton, Battle of, Hubbardton, Vt., 1777 34789
Vermont - Maps 1700-1799 - Land grants - Manuscripts 19143
Vermont - Maps 1757 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 54655
Vermont - Maps 1761 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 54668
Vermont - Maps 1762-1774 - Manuscripts 19143
Vermont - Maps 1778 - Land grants 56040
Vermont - Maps 1784 54570
Vermont - Maps 1793 80063
Vermont - Maps 1794 80064
Vermont - Maps 1795 80065, 80066
Vermont - Maps 1796 80067, 80068, 80069
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Maps</th>
<th>Call Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1804</td>
<td>80073, 80074</td>
<td>54584, 80086</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1805</td>
<td>80075</td>
<td>80087, 80089</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1806</td>
<td>80082</td>
<td>80095, 80096</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1807</td>
<td>80083</td>
<td>80097</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1808</td>
<td>80084</td>
<td>80097</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1809</td>
<td>80085</td>
<td>80097</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1810</td>
<td>80086</td>
<td>80097</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1811</td>
<td>80087</td>
<td>80097</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1812</td>
<td>80088</td>
<td>80097</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1813</td>
<td>80089</td>
<td>80097</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1814</td>
<td>80090</td>
<td>80097</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1815</td>
<td>80091</td>
<td>80097</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1816</td>
<td>80092</td>
<td>80097</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1817</td>
<td>80093</td>
<td>80097</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1818</td>
<td>80094</td>
<td>80097</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1819</td>
<td>80095</td>
<td>80097</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1820</td>
<td>80096</td>
<td>80097</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1821</td>
<td>80097</td>
<td>80097</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1822</td>
<td>80098</td>
<td>80097</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1823</td>
<td>80099, 80100</td>
<td>80097</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1824</td>
<td>80100</td>
<td>80097</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1825</td>
<td>80101</td>
<td>80097</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1826</td>
<td>80102</td>
<td>80097</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1827</td>
<td>80103</td>
<td>80097</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1828</td>
<td>80104</td>
<td>80097</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1829</td>
<td>80105</td>
<td>80097</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1830</td>
<td>80106</td>
<td>80097</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1831</td>
<td>80107</td>
<td>80097</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1832</td>
<td>80108, 80109</td>
<td>80097</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1833</td>
<td>80109</td>
<td>80097</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1834</td>
<td>80110</td>
<td>80097</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1835</td>
<td>80111</td>
<td>80097</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1836</td>
<td>80112</td>
<td>80097</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1837</td>
<td>80113</td>
<td>80097</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1838</td>
<td>80114</td>
<td>80097</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1839</td>
<td>80115, 80116, 80117, 80118</td>
<td>80097</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1840</td>
<td>80116, 80117, 80118</td>
<td>80097</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1841</td>
<td>80117, 80118</td>
<td>80097</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1842</td>
<td>80118</td>
<td>80097</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1843</td>
<td>80119, 80120</td>
<td>80097</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Vermont - Maps - 1928 - Road maps 44055, 44056, 44057, 44058, 54632
Vermont - Maps - 1929 80121
Vermont - Maps - 1929 - Aeronautical charts 80121
Vermont - Maps - 1929 - Railroads 80121
Vermont - Maps - 1929 - Road maps 54636, 56315
Vermont - Maps - 1930-1939 - Aeronautical charts 80122
Vermont - Maps - 1930-1939 - Railroads 80122
Vermont - Maps - 1930 - Road maps 54640, 80123
Vermont - Maps - 1931 80124
Vermont - Maps - 1931 - Railroads 80124
Vermont - Maps - 1931 - Road maps 54641, 54642, 54643, 54644, 54645, 54646, 80124
Vermont - Maps - 1932 - Road maps 80125
Vermont - Maps - 1933 - Road maps 54648, 80126
Vermont - Maps - 1934 - Road maps 54186, 54651, 80127
Vermont - Maps - 1935 - Road maps 54652, 54653, 54654, 54655, 54656, 80128
Vermont - Maps - 1936 - Road maps 54657, 54658, 54659, 54660, 54661, 54662, 54653
Vermont - Maps - 1937 - Road maps 54663, 54664, 54665, 54666, 54667, 54668
Vermont - Maps - 1938-1939 80129
Vermont - Maps - 1938 - Road maps 54669, 54670, 54671, 54672, 54673, 54674, 54675, 54676, 54677
Vermont - Maps - 1939 - Road maps 54678, 54679, 54680, 54681, 54682, 54683, 54684
Vermont - Maps - 1940 - Road maps 44116, 54685, 54686, 54687, 54688, 54689
Vermont - Maps - 1941 - Road maps 44123, 44124, 44125, 54690, 54691, 54692, 54693
Vermont - Maps - 1942 44127
Vermont - Maps - 1942 - Road maps 54694, 54695, 54696, 54697, 54698
Vermont - Maps - 1946 - Road maps 54699, 54700, 54701, 54702, 54703
Vermont - Maps - 1947 80130
Vermont - Maps - 1947 - Railroads 80130
Vermont - Maps - 1947 - Road maps 54705, 54706, 54707, 54708, 54709
Vermont - Maps - 1948 - Road maps 54710, 54711, 54712, 54713
Vermont - Maps - 1949 - Road maps 54714
Vermont - Maps - 1950 - Road maps 54715
Vermont - Maps - 1951 - Road maps 44157, 44158, 54716
Vermont - Maps - 1952 80131
Vermont - Maps - 1952 - Railroads 80131
Vermont - Maps - 1952 - Road maps 44163, 44164, 54718
Vermont - Maps - 1954 - Road maps 44165
Vermont - Maps - 1956 - Road maps 44169
Vermont - Maps - 1958 - Road maps 44170
Vermont - Maps - 1962-1966 80132
Vermont - Maps - 1962-1966 - Railroads 80132
Vermont - Maps - 1962-1966 - Road maps 80132
Vermont - Maps - 1962 - Road maps 54720, 54721, 54722
Vermont - Maps - 1963 - Road maps 44174
Vermont - Maps - 1966 - Road maps 80133, 80134
Vermont - Maps - 1968 - Road maps 44175, 44176, 44177
Vermont - Maps - 1969 - Road maps 44178
Vermont - Maps - 1970 - Road maps 44179
Vermont - Maps - 1974 - Road maps 44182
Vermont - Maps - 1975 80135
Vermont - Maps - 1978 80136
Vermont - Maps - 1989 - Administrative and political divisions 80137
Vermont - Maps - 1997 - Road maps 43935
Vermont - Maps - 2005 - Road maps 54724
Vermont - Maps - Bibliography 54728, 54729, 80138
Vermont - Maps - Collections 80139
Vermont maps prior to 1900 : an annotated cartobibliography / by David Alan Cobb 80138
Vermont - Maps - Road maps 80140
Vermont, New Hampshire, Massachusetts, Connecticut, & Rhode Island 53911
Vermont Phoenix 5521
Vermont primary historical reader 34227
Vermont. Public Service Commission 80104
Vermont. Publicity Service 80129
Vermont. State Highway Board SEE Vermont. Dept. of Highways 80120
Vermont State Publicity Bureau SEE Vermont. Bureau of Publicity 80123
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Call Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Verona (Italy : Province) - Maps</td>
<td>1680 80157</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verona (Italy : Province) - Maps</td>
<td>1725 80158</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verona (Italy : Province) - Maps</td>
<td>1730 80159, 80160</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verona (Italy : Province) - Maps</td>
<td>1806 80161</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verona Region (Italy) - Maps</td>
<td>1596 80162</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Veronae vrbis territorium / a Bernardo Brognole descriptum</td>
<td>80154, 80155</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verone (Italy : Province) SEE Verona (Italy : Province)</td>
<td>80161</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Veroneez (Russia) SEE Voronezh (Russia)</td>
<td>80570</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Veronis</td>
<td>80570</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verrall, Emilie</td>
<td>8214</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Verrazano map</td>
<td>80164</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verrazzano, Giovanni da, 1485-1528</td>
<td>15076, 80163, 83866</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verrazzano, Giovanni Da, 1485-1528. [Chart of West Indies and Central America, Before 1528]</td>
<td>33874</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verrazzano, Giovanni da, 1485-1528. Relatione della terra per lui scoperta</td>
<td>80163</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verrazzano, Girolomo Da, fl. 1524-1528</td>
<td>80164</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verrareult, George T.</td>
<td>19603, 81424</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verreyt, Ch. C. V.</td>
<td>33273, 33274</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verrazano, Giovanni da</td>
<td>1680</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verrazano, Giovanni da</td>
<td>1725</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verrazano, Giovanni da</td>
<td>1730</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verrazano, Giovanni da</td>
<td>1806</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verrazano, Giovanni da</td>
<td>1596</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verrazano, Giovanni da</td>
<td>15076, 80163, 83866</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verrazano, Giovanni da, 1485-1528</td>
<td>15076, 80163, 83866</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verrazano, Giovanni da, 1485-1528. Relatione della terra per lui scoperta</td>
<td>80163</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verrazano, Girolomo Da, fl. 1524-1528</td>
<td>80164</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verreault, George T.</td>
<td>19603, 81424</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verrazano, Giovanni da</td>
<td>1680</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verrazano, Giovanni da</td>
<td>1725</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verrazano, Giovanni da</td>
<td>1730</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verrazano, Giovanni da</td>
<td>1806</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verrazano, Giovanni da</td>
<td>1596</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verrazano, Giovanni da, 1485-1528</td>
<td>15076, 80163, 83866</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verrazano, Giovanni da, 1485-1528. Relatione della terra per lui scoperta</td>
<td>80163</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verrazano, Girolomo Da, fl. 1524-1528</td>
<td>80164</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verrazano, Giovanni da</td>
<td>1680</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verrazano, Giovanni da</td>
<td>1725</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verrazano, Giovanni da</td>
<td>1730</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verrazano, Giovanni da</td>
<td>1806</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verrazano, Giovanni da, 1485-1528</td>
<td>15076, 80163, 83866</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verrazano, Giovanni da, 1485-1528. Relatione della terra per lui scoperta</td>
<td>80163</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verrazano, Girolomo Da, fl. 1524-1528</td>
<td>80164</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verreault, George T.</td>
<td>19603, 81424</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verrazano, Giovanni da</td>
<td>1680</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verrazano, Giovanni da</td>
<td>1725</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verrazano, Giovanni da</td>
<td>1730</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verrazano, Giovanni da</td>
<td>1806</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verrazano, Giovanni da, 1485-1528</td>
<td>15076, 80163, 83866</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verrazano, Giovanni da, 1485-1528. Relatione della terra per lui scoperta</td>
<td>80163</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verrazano, Girolomo Da, fl. 1524-1528</td>
<td>80164</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Versailles (France) - Maps</td>
<td>1756 63336</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Versailles (France) - Maps</td>
<td>1785 - Road maps 63056</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Versailles (France) - Maps</td>
<td>1922 63184</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Versailles (France) - Maps</td>
<td>1930 63212</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Versailles (France) - Maps</td>
<td>1945 63231</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Versailles (France) - Maps</td>
<td>1949 63234</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Versailles (France) - Maps</td>
<td>1960 63245</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Versailles Palace (Versailles, France) SEE Château de Versailles (Versailles, France) 63234</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Versailles Region (France) - Maps</td>
<td>1695 - Canals 16418</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Versailles Region (France) - Maps</td>
<td>1713 - Canals 16421</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Versailles Region (France) - Maps</td>
<td>1723 - Canals 16424</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verschuernen</td>
<td>8970</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Versey</td>
<td>52252</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Versfelt, H.J.</td>
<td>53452</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>La Versilia dei cartografi</td>
<td>stradari del periodo leopoldino / di Ilaria Boncompagni, Denise Ullivieri 45572</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verslag van het werk van de Stichting tot bevordering van de uitgave van de stadsplattegronden vervaardigd door Jacob van Deventer (1559-1572) 23495</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Versluys, W.</td>
<td>8932, 53545, 62977</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Versteeg, W. F.</td>
<td>37457</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Versuch einer umständlichen Historie der Land-Charten : sowohl von denen Land-Charten insgemein, derselben ersten Ursprung, ihrer Beschaffenheit, unterschiedlichen Gattungen, mannigfaltigen Nutzen, noch habenden Fehlern, und nöthigen Verbesserungen, mi 31664</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vertente, Christine</td>
<td>9050</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verthonginge de Zee Custen van Bretaignen; Soe hem tandt aldaer wter Zee opdoet; Tusschen, S. Malo en. Rouscou 14609</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vertical section through tunnel line of the Consolidated Seaton Mt. Mining Company, Colorado / J.M. Bagley eng. 69725</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vertue, George, 1684-1756</td>
<td>82890</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verne ville forte d'Italia</td>
<td>80165</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verne ville forte d'Italia</td>
<td>80166</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verus Chersonesii Tauricae seu Crimeaeae conspectus: adjacentium item Regionum Itinerisique ab Excultu Rutheno Ao. MDCCXXXVI et MDCCXXXVII aduersus Tattaros suscepti / Editus ex Autographis Caroli a Frauendorf Centurionis in Acad: Sc: Petropoli. 22428</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vervile, Jean-François De, d. 1729 - Travels, 1716 16464</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verrw, Herman de la Fontaine</td>
<td>13215, 13218, 21705</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Very best line! Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul Railway. The Milwaukee and Mississippi Valley route to the Great North-West 48307</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Very early example of stereo-typing for map lettering 41759</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verzeichnis der amtlichen topographischen Kartenwerke : Neuerwerbungen 1946-1992 / bearbeitet von Rainer Garschagen und Brigitta Knorr 73129</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verzeichnis der astronomischen Handschriften des deutschen Kulturgebietes 17871</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verzeichnis der ausländischen geologischen Karten in ausgewählten Kartensammlungen der Bundesrepublik Deutschland / Helga Kallenbach 30936</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verzeichnis der im deutschen Sprachbereich erschienenen Drucke des XVI. Jahrhunderts : VD 16 / herausgegeben von der Bayerischen</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Veüe de Verüe ville de Piemont ...  80167
Veue des Dardanelles de Constantinople  22819, 22820
Veüu de camp de la concession de Monseigneur Law, au Nouveaux Biloxy, coste de la Louisiane  13107
Veüe du chateau de Molians en Savoye ...  68243, 68244
Veue du Fort Royal de la Martinique  27289
Veüe du port de Louis-Bourg dans l'Isle Royalle  43265, 43266
Veue du port et des environs de Ville Franche ...  80275
Veüe du port et des environs de Ville Franche ...  80276
Veüe et perspective du Cap Francois leué en 1723  16461
Veüe et perspective du Fort Royal de la Martinique et d'une partie des côtes de la ditte isle  27287
Veue et plan de la rade ey baye de Mozambiq : comme elle paroit aux basses marés qui sont de 3 heures 3/4  51849
Veue ou profil de Barcelone capitale de Catalogne  11819, 11820
Veüe Verüe ville forte de Piemont ...  80168
Veurne Region (Belgium) -1696  23890
Veurne Region (Belgium) -1713  23892
Veue de P. Marret  70433
Veue de Sebastien Hure SEE Hure, Sebastien, Veuve de  57391
Veue Delatour, fl. 1764 see Delatour, Veuve , fl. 1764  38544
Veue Eugène Belin & fils  9471, 9475
Veue J. Van Terveen & fils (Firm : Utrecht)  53482
Veue M. Cyfveer, publisher, Leiden SEE Cyfveer, M., veuve  53482
Vey Mestdagh, C. N. J. de  8846
Vez, Claude  75307
Vezou, Louis Claude de  9230, 84117, 84146
Vi dem Hof zu Chur  20811
VFR terminal area chart : Chicago  20478
Via terrestris in Californiam / comperta et detecta par R. Patrem Eusebium Fran. Chino è S.I. Germanum. Adnotatis novis missionibus ejusdum Soctis. ab anno 1698 ad annum 1701  15216
Viaduct at Halsted St. over C. B. & Q. R.R.  33369
Viaduct completed to support new tracks into Central Station from south. This view shows the extended parking plaza and the Lagauchetiere street roadway ... [in Montréal]  28577
Viaggi del p. Coronelli  4381
Viaggi di Marco Polo, illustrati e commentati dal conte Gio. Batista Baldelli, preceduti dalla Storia delle relazioni vicendevoli dell'Europa e dell'Asia ... con un atlante di due gran carte geografiche ...  65139
Viaggi intorno al mondo  4538
Viaggio da Creta in Egitto ed al Sinai 1576-1577 / Filippo Pigafetto ; introduzione testo commento a transcrizione di Alvise da Schio ; indici analitici a cura di Lorenzo Romanato  10600, 10601, 79958
Viaggio da Venetia : a Costantinopoli per mare, e per terra & insieme quello di terra santa Da Gioseppe Rosaccio con brevità descritto, nel quale, oltre à settantadui disegni, di geografia e corografia si discorre, quanto in esso viaggio si ritroua,  10602
Viajes a América de Nicolás Cardona, 1613-1623 / Michel Antochiw  1501
Vialart, Charles  12676, 12677
Vianen, Jan van, engraver  52745
Viani, Andrea, fl. 1589-1612  28928
Viano, Bernardino de, fl. 1524  46198
Vibert & Dixon  62943
‘Vibrator’ map of the central states  48311
Vicary, Thomas, d. 1561  80169
Vice-Admiral T A B Spratt and the development of oceanography in the Mediterranean, 1841-1873 / by Margaret Deacon  45900
Vicens Vives, Jaime  7081
Vicent Garcia Editores (Firm)  28840
Vicentia amplissima marchiae Tarvisnae civit.  80178
Vicentino, Carlo  38767
Vicentino, Joan Francisci  83910
Vicentius Demetrius Volcius: A portolan maker from Dubrovnik  80546
Vicenza città bellissima : presentazione del libro e discorso in occasione del ritorno a Vicenza della pianta prospettica del 1580 / [Franco Barbieri]  80177
Vicenza (Italy) - Maps - 1580 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  80177
Vicenza (Italy) - Maps - 1620  80178
Vicenza (Italy) - Maps - Collections, 1400-1999  80179
Vicenza (Italy) - Pictorial works - Collections, 1400-1999  80179
Vicenza (Italy: Province) - Maps - 1650  80180
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Vicenza Region (Italy) - Maps - 1650 80180
Viceroy's Palace (Naples, Italy) - Pictorial works - 1793 51317
Viceroyalty of La Plata 70505
Viceroyalty of New Granada 21229
Viceroyalty of Peru 64273
Vicinity of Chicago 20088, 20093

The Vicinity of Chicago as it was in 1851 : being a fac-simile of James H. Rees' map of that date 20091

[Vicinity of El Paso, Texas] 24885

[Vicinity of New York] 55818

[Vicinity of Norfolk and Portsmouth, Va., 1778] 57201

Vicinity of the mouth of Calumet River, Illinois 15736

Vicq, Mlle. 27895

Vicq, J. M. 277

Vicq 63067, 72781

Vicovaro (Italy)

Vico Motor Oil SEE Gem State Oil Company OR SEE Utah Oil Refining Company 79634

Vico, Enea, 1523

Vicksburg National Military Park (Miss.) 78052

Vicksburg Bridge Commission of Warren County (Vicksburg, Miss.) 78052

Vicksburg Bridge (Vicksburg, Miss.) - Access routes - Maps - 1952 78052

Vicksburg Bridge (Vicksburg, Miss.) - Access routes - Maps - 1964 78401

Vicksburg & Meridian Railroad Company - Maps - 1872 - Manuscripts 39375

Vicksburg (Miss.) - Description and travel - 1970 80181

Vicksburg (Miss.) - History - Siege, 1863 80182, 80183

Vicksburg (Miss.) - History - Siege, 1863 - Manuscript maps 80833

Vicksburg (Miss.) - History - Siege, 1863 - Maps 50090

Vicksburg (Miss.) - History - Siege, 1863 - Pictorial works - 1952 78052

Vicksburg (Miss.) - History - Siege, 1863 - Pictorial works - 1964 78401

Vicksburg (Miss.) - Maps - 1965 - Road maps - Pictorial maps 80184

Vicksburg National Military Park (Miss.) 78052

Vicksburg National Military Park (Miss.) - Pictorial works - 1952 78052

Vicksburg National Military Park (Miss.) - Pictorial works - 1964 78401

Vico, Enea, 1523-1567 14835, 21802, 26370, 263

Vico Motor Oil SEE Gem State Oil Company OR SEE Utah Oil Refining Company 79634

Vicovaro (Italy) - History - Siege, 1557 - Maps 80185

Vicovaro (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1567 80186

Vicq 63067, 72781

Vicq, J. M. 27797, 27895, 69878

Vicq, Mlle. 27895

Victor, E.A. 15169

Victor Gollancz Ltd. 84551

Victor, E.A. 15169

Victoria House Publishing Limited 7341, 7395, 23626

Victoria Land (Antarctica) - Maps - 1914 - Coasts 2107, 2108

Victoria Land (Antarctica) - Maps - 1940-1943 - Coasts 2115

Victoria - Maps - 1851 80190

Victoria - Maps - 1853 55567, 80191
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Victoria - Maps - 1872  11076
Victoria - Maps - 1885  80192
Victoria - Maps - 1886  80193
Victoria - Maps - 1910-1919  80194
Victoria Munroe Gallery  45873
Victoria (N.S. : County) - Maps - 1864 - Landowners  80195
Victoria or Port Phillip district  80191
Victoria, or Port Phillip  80190
Victoria Region (B.C.) - Maps - 1913 - Railroads  14001, 14002, 14003, 14004
Victoria Region (B.C.) - Maps - 1914 - Railroads  14005
Victoria Region (B.C.) - Maps - 1916 - Railroads  14006
Victoria Region (B.C.) - Maps - 1920 - Railroads  14007, 14008, 14009
Victoria Region (B.C.) - Maps - 1922 - Railroads  14010
Victoria Region (B.C.) - Maps - 1923 - Railroads  14011
Victoria Region (B.C.) - Maps - 1925 - Railroads  14013, 14014
Victoria Region (B.C.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps  16385, 79826, 81300
Victoria Region (B.C.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps  16388, 79827, 81310
Victoria Region (B.C.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps  79828
Victoria Region (B.C.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps  79830
Victoria Region (B.C.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps  14046, 14047, 79833, 79834
Victoria Region (B.C.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps  79860
Victoria Region (B.C.) - Maps - 1972 - Road maps  14055
Victoria Region (B.C.) - Maps - 1977 - Road maps  80189
Victoria's maps and plans system : the evolutionary process  18569
Victoria : Saanich, Oak Bay, Esquimalt and points of interest are included / Rolph-McNally  80189
Victoria - Surveys  80196
Victoria, Vancouver, Seattle : Value Season Getaways  69805
Victorian & Edwardian Middlesex in old photos  49150
Victorian Government Tourist Bureau  45918
Victorian Library (New York, N.Y.)  73862
Victorian London / Priscilla Metcalf  42696
The Victorian maps of Devon : printed maps 1838-1901  23570
Victorian Railways  45918
Victorian Railways. Publicity and Tourist Services  45918
The Victorian survey system, 1837-1860  80196
Victory atlas of the world : including battle maps of all fronts  6331
Victory map set  84668
Victory war maps : the Pacific and the Orient  71206
Victory world atlas  6277
Victory world atlas : with new boundary lines according to the Peace Treaty of Versailles  5841
Vidal, Alexander Thomas Emerich, 1792-1863  11363, 22271, 26458, 34676, 74470
Vidal De La Blanche, Jacques  30840
Vidal de La Blanche, Paul, 1845-1918  9492, 9505, 9511, 9512, 27538, 30731, 30732, 30733, 30734
Vidal De La Blanche, Paul, 1845-1918 - Bibliography  66283
Vidal-Naquet, P.  34342
Vidal, P. R.  75272
Videbis Greciae limites diuotos per mo[...]nibus, ad hunc modum ...  32815
Vie de Gabriel Symeoni  17743
La Vie de Napoléon Bonaparte, 15 août 1769-5 mai 1821; étapes et conquêtes ...  52636
Vie de Washington: atlas  1773
Vie rurale en Bourgogne jusqu'au debut 11C  6217
Viegas, Gaspar Luis, fl. 1534-1537  105, 3770, 45801
Vieillarm Imprimerie SEE Imprimerie Vieillemard  14635
Vienna  80204, 80212, 80215, 80235, 80239
Vienna and environs  80231, 80232
Vienna and environs : incl. the Semmering Railway  80228
Vienna and environs : incl. the Semmering railway and information for motorists  80224
Vienna and the Viennese / by Maria Horner Lansdale  80220
Vienna (Austria) - Arts - 1981  80197
Vienna (Austria), Gemeinderat  80202
Vienna (Austria) - History, Siege, 1529 - Maps  80198
Vienna (Austria) - History, Siege, 1529 - Pictorial works  80199, 80200
Vienna (Austria) - History - Siege, 1683 - Maps  80244
Vienna (Austria) - Hotels - 1981  80201
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### Vienna (Austria) - Maps

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Buildings</td>
<td>80202</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Landowners</td>
<td>80202</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maps</td>
<td>80203</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1566</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6664</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1566 - Buildings</td>
<td>80204</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1566 - Landowners</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1594</td>
<td>80206</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1689</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1695</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1713</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1695 - Fortification</td>
<td>80207</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1695 - Pictorial works</td>
<td>80208</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1730</td>
<td>80209</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1750</td>
<td>80210</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1751</td>
<td>80211</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1800</td>
<td>80212</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1816</td>
<td>80213</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1820</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1834</td>
<td>80214</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1840</td>
<td>80215</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1840 - Pictorial works</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1841</td>
<td>26082</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1885</td>
<td>80216</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1887</td>
<td>80217</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1891</td>
<td>80218</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1896</td>
<td>80219</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1902</td>
<td>80220</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1908</td>
<td>80221</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1912-1913</td>
<td>80222</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1929</td>
<td>80223</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1930</td>
<td>80224</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1931</td>
<td>80225</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1937</td>
<td>80226</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1939</td>
<td>80227</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1943</td>
<td>80228</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1950</td>
<td>80229</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1964</td>
<td>80230</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1974</td>
<td>80231</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1979 - Guidebooks</td>
<td>80232</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1984</td>
<td>80233</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1985</td>
<td>80234</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1988</td>
<td>80235</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1990</td>
<td>80236</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1992</td>
<td>80237</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1993</td>
<td>80238</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1529</td>
<td>80239</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1567 - Fortification</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1620</td>
<td>80240</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1678</td>
<td>80241</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1716</td>
<td>80242</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1902</td>
<td>80243</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1902 - Pictorial works</td>
<td>80244</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1720</td>
<td>80245</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1547</td>
<td>80246</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1982</td>
<td>80247</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1981 - Vital statistics</td>
<td>80248</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vienna Austriae</td>
<td>80249</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vienna Avstriae</td>
<td>80250</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vienna Avstriae metropolis</td>
<td>80251</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vienna in Avstria</td>
<td>80252</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vienna International Exhibition (1873)</td>
<td>16936, 65586</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vienna-Klosterneuberg map corpus of 15C</td>
<td>10461</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vienna-Klosterneuburg map corpus of 15C</td>
<td>6447</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vienna Region (Austria) - Maps - 1695</td>
<td>80253</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vienna Region (Austria) - Maps - 1734</td>
<td>80254</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vienna Region (Austria) - Maps - 1775</td>
<td>80255</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vienna Region (Austria) - Maps - 1840-1849</td>
<td>11183</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vienna Region (Austria) - Maps - 1845</td>
<td>11188</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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View from the town of Bathi / Tomkins & J. H. Wright, sc. 39332
View near Leuka / P. W. Tomkins and J. H. Wright sct. 39325
[View of a bridge on the Danube River at Regensburg, Germany] 66341
[View of a fortified Swiss city, possibly Basel] 11875
[View of Acre, Israel] 46
View of Alton, Illinois 1447
View of an Indian fortification, built upon an arched rock in Mercury Bay, in New Zealand; drawn by Lieut. James Cook 46127
A View of Anamooka 75293, 75294
A View of ancient geography and ancient history : two volumes in one ... / calculated for the use of seminaries, &c. by Robert Mayo 30643
[View of Aquileia, Italy] 2263, 2264
[View of Arles, France] 3094
View of Aurora, east side of Fox River 10989
View of Aurora, west side of Fox River 10990
View of Bale, principal city of Bale, one of the cantons of Switzerland; View of Zurich, principal city of Zurich, one of the cantons of Switzerland 11878
[View of Barnberg, Germany] 11758
[View of Basel, Switzerland] 11876
[View of Basel, Switzerland following earthquake of 1346] 11873
[View of battle in front of Arosbaya on the island of Madura, 5 February 1599] 3125
A 'View of Beau-sejour from ye S.E., 1755;' drawn by J. Hamilton 27276
[View of Bellelay Abbey in the Bernese Jura mountains of Switzerland] 9
View of Benecia from the west 12329
View of Bethlehem-- a Moravian settlement 12613
[View of Bologna, Italy] 13342
View of Boston, Massachusetts, 1880 13566
[View of Bourges, France] 13691
[View of Bratislava, Slovakia] 13806
[View of Braunschweig, Germany] 13811
[View of Breisach am Rhein, Germany] 13895
[View of Bruges, Belgium] 14751
[View of Budapest, Hungary] 14836
View of Buenos Ayres 14849
View of Calays & the Creek Caswinica 15151
View of Camp Douglas [ca. 1865?] 15791
[View of Cape Cod] 16473
View of Carandolet [!]. (Vuide Poche.) / [signed] J.C. Wild 16657
[View of Cartagena, Spain] 16708
A View of Casal, a very strong city and castle in Italy, taken by the Duke of Savoy in Decemb[e]r 1706 18646
View of Cavia in the Bay of Manila / J. Dadley sculpt 18893
[View of Chicago, 1877] 20014
[View of Chioggia in the Lagoon of Venice, Italy] 20766
A View of Christmas Harbour, in Kerguelen's Land 41101, 41102
View of Clarenebek, on the River Commewine 20920
[View of Cleveland Union Terminal] 14665
View of Cockspur Fort at the entrance of Savanna River in Georgia Decr. 1764 27335
[View of Cologne, Germany] / C. S. [Christoph Stimmer ]; H. R. M. D. [Hans Rudolf Manuel Deutsch] 21209
[View of Company's Land / Neele sculpt] 41384
[View of Constantinople, Turkey] / C. S. [Christoph Stimmer ]; D. K. [David Kandel] 38634
[View of Constantinople, Turkey following the earthquake of 1509] 38633
[View of Corfu] 22153
[View of Edinburgh, Scotland] 24679
[View of Ferrara, Italy] 26563
[View of Frankenthal, Germany] 28266
[View of Fribourg, Switzerland] 28394
[View of Fulda, Germany] / C. S. [Christoph Stimmer ]; R. M. D. [Rudolf Manuel Deutsch] 28467
View of Georgetown [Colorado] 30974
View of Georgetown, Colorado, 1874 30973
View of Georgetown D.C. 30976
[View of Ghent, Belgium] 31853
[View of Goslar, Germany] 32262
[View of Gracovia, Poland] 32292
[View of Guines, France] 33149
A View of habitations and natives in Norton Sound, drawn by J. Webber 60073
[View of Habsburg, Switzerland] 33259
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View of Halifax from Dartmouth Cove  33349
View of Harlaem from Morisania in the province of New York Septemr., 1765  33527
[View of Hallstatt in Alsace, France]  33638
[View of Heidelberg, Germany]  33748
[View of Helopolis, Egypt]  33766
[View of Hof, Germany]  34520
A View of Huaweine  34786
View of Illinois Town  36453
[View of Isny im Allgäu, Germany]  38576
[View of Isola Tiberina and Tiber River bridges in Rome]  38577
[View of Jäçe, Bosnia and Herzegovina]  39417
View of Jersey City Ferry and N. Jersey Rail-road depot from Hudson River  39722
[View of Joppa (Illinois) detailing the Chicago and Eastern Illinois Railroad]  39877
[View of Karakakooa Bay in Owhyhee, where Captn. Cook was killed / E. Scott sculp.]  40526
A View of Karakakooa, in Owyhee  40521, 40522
View of Kaskasia, Ills.  40495
[View of Kempten, Germany]  40537
[View of Koblenz and the confluence of the Rhine and Moselle Rivers in Germany] / R. M. D. [Rudolf Manuel Deutsch]  41269
View of l'Esperance, or the Hope, on the Commewine  25602
View of Lake Ontario and entrance of Burlington Bay ; Entrance of Burlington Bay  15002
[View of Laufenberg, Germany and Laufenburg, Switzerland]  41711
[View of Lisbon]  42167
A View of London about the year 1560  42749
A View of London and the surrounding country taken from the top of St. Paul's Cathedral  42765
The View of London Bridge from east to west  42368
View of London (cir. A.D. 1550) by Antony Van den Wyngaerde  42748
View of London engraved by Matthew Merian, from 'Neuwe archontologia cosmica ... durch Johann Ludwig Gottfried, Franckfurt-am-Mayn, 1638'  42756
View of London from Southwark attributed to Thomas Wyck (1616-1677)  42754
View of Louisville  43489
[View of Lower Manhattan] / Norman Guthrie Rudolph  44359
[View of Lyon, France]  43706
View of Macao  43742
View of Macao in Livro das Plantas de todas as fortalezas, cidades e povoaçoes do Estado da India oriental / Pedro Barreto de Resende  43740
View of Madison the capitol of Wisconsin ...  43856
View of Magdenbergh, on Tempate Creek  43895
[View of Mainz, Germany]  44203
View of Malajoe and Toloko at Ternate  74474, 74475
[View of Marienberg Fortress, Würzburg, Germany]  26573
[View of Marseille, France]  45177
[View of Martigny-Ville, Switzerland]  45211
View of Matamoros, Mexico, from the south  45524
[View of Matanzas Bay (Cuba) showing Piet Heyn's capture of the Spanish treasure fleet, 8 September 1628]  45529
[View of Mecca, Saudi Arabia]  45647
[View of Memphis, Egypt]  45933
[View of Milan, Italy]  49182
[View of Minden, Germany]  49386
[View of Mount Etna, Italy]  25683
[View of Mount Olympus, Greece]  61732
[View of Murbach Abbey, Murbach, France]  10
View of Nangasaki [sic] / drawn and etched by J.A. Atkinson  52047
A View of New Orleans from the new bridge over the Mississippi River ...  55529
[View of Niagara Falls]  56980, 56981
[View of Nördlingen, Germany following earthquake of 1517]  57176
A View of Ohiopyle Falls in Pennsylvania  61291
View of Ojinalashka, and the inhabitants, &c.  76014
[View of Osnabrück, Germany]  62379
[View of Padua, Italy]  62666
[View of Palatine Chapel, Aachen, Germany]  5
[View of Paseo de Carlos Tercero, Havana]  63405
[View of Pavia, Italy]  63431
View of Phillipsburg  64558, 64560
View of Pike's Peak forty miles in the distance / Huyett, del.  64751
View of Pittsburg [sic]  64857
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[View of Pope Pius V leading a crowd in prayer in Saint Peter's Square] 64632

View of Port L'Orient, in the province of Brittany in the kingdom of France; The Harbour of St. Malo in the province of Brittany, in the kingdom of France / Hawkins sculp. 43060

A View of Portsmouth in New Hampshire, taken from the east shore 65333

[View of] Praya Bay in the island St. Jago .... ; The Cape Verd Islands, laid down .... 16504

[View of Ravenna, Italy] 66293

[View of Ravensburg, Germany] 66294

View of representative history of England 25232

[View of Rheinfelden, Switzerland] 66427

[View of Rome, 1604] 67314

[View of Rottweil, Germany] 67409

[View of Saint Peter's Basilica, the Vatican Palace, and an obelisk on St. Peter's Square in Rome] / Nicolaus van Aelst Bruxellensis ded. 64634

[View of Salzburg, Austria] 68361

[View of San Francisco Bay] 68552

View of San Francisco, formerly Yerba Buena, in 1846-7 68648

View of San Gabriel, Cal. 68664

[View of Saratoga Springs, N.Y.] / J. Hoey Co. 68897

A View of Savannah as it stood the 29th of March, 1734 69001

View of Scio anciently called Chios, one of the most celebrated cities in the archipelago; Vestiges of the temple of Juno at Samos, and Asiatic island under the dominion of the Turks / Hawkins sculp. 20771

View of Selma, Missouri 69844

[View of Sibiu, Romania] 70025

View of Sioux Falls, D.T., 65 miles north of Elk Point 70175

[View of Sitka, Alaska] 70184

A View of Snug Corner Cove, in Prince William Sound 65580, 65581

A View of Snug Corner Cove, in Prince William Sound; Inhabitants of Norton Sound, and their habitations 70248

A View of Snug Harbour in Sandwich Sound, or Prince William's Sound; drawn by J. Webber 65579

[View of Speyer, Germany] 72967

View of St. Charles, Missouri 67885

View of St. Joseph, Missouri, from the south 67959

View of St. Louis from Bloody Island 68099

View of St. Louis. From the Illinois shore 68097

[View of St. Mark's Square from the Piazzetta in Venice] 64630

View of St. Peter & St. Paul at Kamtschatka 64316

[View of Strasbourg, France] 73314

[View of Syracuse, Sicily] 74106

View of Table Rock, Sioux Falls, 65 miles north of Elk Point 70174, 70176

View of Tell City, Perry County, Indiana 74314

[View of Thann, France] 75054

[View of the Alexandrian Library of Alexandria, Egypt] 1208

View of the Bastile, St. Anthony's Gate and part of the suburbs of Paris 11892

[View of the battle of Algiers, Algeria in 1541] 1252

[View of the battle of Carthage in 698, on the site of latter-day Qartajannah, Tunisia] 16713

[View of the Battle of Lepanto] / Martinus Rota sabincensit Venetiis faciebat 41878

[View of the Battle of Nancy, France in 1477] 52575

[View of the Battle of Turnhout, 1597] 75848

View of the Bay of Yedo 75249

[View of the Benedictine abbey at Ellwangen, Germany] 12331

[View of the Benedictine abbey in Einsiedeln, Switzerland] 41230

View of the Blue Bergh, called Mount Parnassus 13257

View of the burnt district 19517

View of the camp at the Java Creek 39620

[View of the castle in Burg Hohentwiel, Singen am Hohentwiel, Germany] 14944

[View of the castle in Hohenkrähen im Hegau, Germany] 34522

[View of the Chicago and North Western Railway station at the corner of Madison and Canal Streets in Chicago] 19366, 19368

View of the Chicago Harbor and central area 20000

The View of the Cittye of London from the north towards the south (ca. 1610) 18068

View of the city of Bismarck, Dak. .... 13139

View of the city of London between the Fleet River and London Bridge 42747

A View of the city of Montreal, in Canada, taken from the top of the mountain 51659

A View of the city of Montreal: taken from the top of the mountain: taken 15th Octr. 1784 51660

'A view of the city of Quebec the capital of Canada, taken from the ferry-house on the oppposite side of the river;' drawn by James Peachey, Oct. 3, 1784 66088

View of the city of Tacoma, W.T. 74160
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[View of the Turkish army advancing in battle order through unidentified region] 49267
View of the U.S. Arsenal. In the vicinity of St. Louis 68036
View of the United States: historical, geographical, and statistical... 76613, 76614
View of the United States: historical, geographical, and statistical; exhibiting, in a convenient form, the natural and artificial features of the several states, and embracing those leading branches of history and statistics best adapted to develop... 76615, 76616
View of the valley of the Mississippi, or, The emigrant's and traveller's guide to the West: containing a general description of that entire country: and also, notices of the soil, productions, rivers, and other channels of intercourse and trade: an... 76632, 76633, 76634
View of the valley of the Mississippi, or, The emigrant's and traveller's guide to the West: containing a general description of that entire country: and also notices of the soil, productions, rivers, and other channels of intercourse and trade: and... 76640, 76641, 76642, 76647
A View of Three Rivers, taken from the road leading to Pointe du Lac 75555
View of Ticanderoga, from a point on the north shore of Lake Champlain 75176
View of Ticanderoga, from the middle of the channel in Lake Champlain 75178
[View of Toulouse, France] 75395
[View of Turin, Italy] 75681
[View of Tyre, Lebanon] 75898
[View of unidentified city in the Mecklenburg region of Germany] 45677
[View of unidentified lake with canoe and two people] 60069
[View of unidentified town in Manisa Province, Turkey following an earthquake] 44372
[View of unidentified town in Sabastiya, Israel] 67765
[View of Villingen, Germany] 80280
[View of Washington] 81049
[View of Wheeling] 82862
[View of Wolin, Poland] 83620
[View of Worms, Germany] / H. S. D. 84715
[View of Zurich, Switzerland] 85369
View & plan of the fortress called Amsterdam / T. Conder sculpt. 57081
Vieweg (Friedr.) & Sohn (Firm) SEE Friedr. Vieweg & Sohn (Firm) 9771
Vieweg, Friedr., & Sohn, publishers, Brunswick SEE Friedr. Vieweg & Sohn (Firm) 9771
Vieweg & Sohn, publishers, Brunswick SEE Friedr. Vieweg & Sohn (Firm) 9771
Views along the line of the Western Pacific Railroad from San Francisco to Salt Lake City: the Feather River Route 82636
Views and viewmakers of urban America: lithographs of towns and cities in the United States and Canada, notes on the artists and publishers, and a union catalog of their work, 1825-1925 / John W. Reps 57291, 57292
Views from Braun and Hogenberg's Civitates orbis terrarum [slide] 20911
[Views in Banda Neira on the island of Banda Neira, Indonesia, illustrating the visit of the Vice-Admiral, Wybrant van Warwijck, to the 'Stätlein Nera' on 25 March 1599] 11764
[Views of Aden, Mombasa, Kilwa, and Nova Sofala] 512
[Views of Anfa and Azemmour in Morocco and Goa and Diu in India] 51798
[Views of Archidona, Spain] 2361
Views of Boulder and vicinity / J. Bevier Sturtevant 13680
[Views of Braunschweig, Lüneburg, Bremen and Oldenburg in Germany] 13813
[Views of Calicut, Hormuz, Cannanore, and Elmina] 15188
[Views of Celle, Bernkastel-Kues and Manderscheid in Germany] 18943, 18944
Views of cities SEE Cities and towns - Pictorial works 20892
Views of Florence and Tuscany by Giuseppe Zocchi, 1711-1767: seventy-seven drawings from the collection of the Pierpont Morgan Library, New York / [catalogue] by Elaine Evans Dee 26810
[Views of German cities] 31730
[Views of Heilbronn and Reutlingen in Germany, and Mulhouse in France] 33757, 33758
[Views of Helsingborg, Lund, Malmö, and Landskrona in Sweden] 73761, 73762
[Views of Italian cities] 39184
[Views of Kleve, Duisburg and Emmerich in Germany and Gennep in the Netherlands] 41225
[Views of Kleve, Emmerich, and Gennep, and a map of Duisburg] 31729
[Views of Los Palacios y Villafranca and Las Cabezas de San Juan] 43227
[Views of Neuss, Bonn, Brühl, Zons] 31731
[Views of old Camberwell] 15748
Views of parts of the coast of North West America / W. Alexander delt. from sketches made on the spot; engraved by B.T. Pouncy 59729, 59730
Views of parts of the coast of North West America / W. Alexander, delt. from sketches made on the spot; J. Fittler sculp. 15697
Views of parts of the south west coast of New Holland, with the islands of Oparo and the Snares 56836
Views of ports & harbours of Great Britain 4786
[Views of proposed changes to Mott Haven Passenger Yards in the Bronx, New York City] 51855
[Views of San Juan de Aznalfarache, Gerena, the Giralda tower, and a cemetery in Sevilla] 68700
[Views of St. Agatha, Oefelt, Middelaar and Gennep in the Netherlands] 53630
[Views of Tangier, Ceuta, Asilah, Safi and Salé in Morocco] 51799
Views of the headlands and islands on the coasts of North West and South America 1094
Views of the principal towns and castles in Scotland: for Mr. Tindal's continuation of Mr. Rapin's history 24680, 24681
Views of the Sandwich and other islands / W. Alexander, delt., from sketches made on the spot; B.T. Pouncy, sculp. 33716
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[Views of Wissembourg, Rouffach, and Colmar, France, and Baden-Baden, Germany] 28148

Views SEE Pictorial works 62960

Vigevano (Italy), Battle of 1645 42338

Vigiliano, Domenico, fl. 1582-1596 57942

Vigliano, Domenico, fl. 1582-1596 45821, 52792, 80260

Viglius ab Aytta Zuichemus, 1507-1577 11345

Viglius ab Aytta Zuichemus: Savant, bibliothéquaire et collectionneur de cartes du XVIe siècle 17790

Viglima, Jean 14831

La Ville de Madrid corte de los reyes Catolicos 43861

La Ville de Madrid cortes de los Reyes Catolicos de Espana 43860

Villa de San Fernando (Tex.) SEE San Antonio (Tex.) 68377

Villa Abrille, Faustino 22884

Villa Abrille, Faustino - Travels, 1878 - Manuscripts 22884

Villa Caprara (Caprarola, Italy) SEE Villa Farnese (Caprarola, Italy) 80272

Villa d’Este (Tivoli, Italy) - Pictorial works - 1573 - Gardens 75224

Villa d’Este (Tivoli, Italy) - Pictorial works - 1575 - Fountains 80270

Villa d’Este (Tivoli, Italy) - Pictorial works - 1575 - Gardens 75225, 80270

Villa Farnese (Caprarola, Italy) 21784, 52001, 52002, 80271
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Villa Farnese (Caprarola, Italy) - Map collections 52003
Villa Farnese (Caprarola, Italy) - Map Collections - Facsimiles 52000
Villa Farnese (Caprarola, Italy) - Pictorial works - 1620 80271
Villa Medici (Rome, Italy) - Pictorial works - 1570 80273
Villa, Nicole 35118
Villa Nueva del Fresno (Spain) SEE Villanueva del Fresno (Spain) 80274
Villacorta Gómez, Ana 70249
Villacorta Gómez, Ana - Pictorial works - 1620 80 271
Villa Medici (Rome, Italy) - Pictorial works 1570 80273
Villain, printer, Paris 66093
Villain, fl. 1827 30802
Villain, printer, Paris 66093
Villain, printer, Paris 66093
Village atlas: the growth of Birmingham 7288
Village atlas: the growth of Manchester 7289
The Village London atlas : the growth of Victorian London, 1822-1903 42426, 42427
Village of Buffalo ... 14854
The Village of Wilmette: points of historical interest 82977
Village school geography 29502
Village Voice, Inc. 33014

Villagran, Austin 57805, 70643
Villain, fl. 1827 30802
Villain, printer, Paris 66093
Villalpando, Juan Bautista - Pictorial works 1643 80274
Villa Medici (Rome, Italy) - Pictorial works 1570 80273
Villanueva del Fresno, Battle of, Spain, 1642 - Pictorial works 80274
Villa Medici (Rome, Italy) - Pictorial works - 1570 80273

Villars, Claude Louis Hector, duc de, 1653-1734 23075, 23076, 44244
Villasevil, J. 75272
Villavicencio, Manuel, 1822-1871 SEE Villanueva del Fresno (Spain) 80274
Villavicencio, Manuel, 1822-1871. Geografía de la república del Ecuador (1858) 33115, 66141
Villavicencio, Manuel, 1822-1871. Geografía de la república del Ecuador. Apendice (1860) 24636
Villavicencio, Manuel de, fl. 1762-1795 SEE Villavicencio, Manuel de, fl. 1762-1795 46209
Villacin, Eliodoro, pres. Bolivia, 1849- 13332, 13338
La Ville cite, université de Paris 63008
La Ville cite universite de Paris / Cruche 63014
La Ville de Genève / plan dressé par Paul Piccioni, géomètre agréé 28728
La Ville de Marseille 45170
La Ville de Metz 46176
La Ville de Metz, 1800-1850 : un inventaire de cartes et plans / Edward H. Dahl ... [et al.] 66096
La Ville de Rome, ou, Description abrégée de cette superbe ville : divisée en quatre volumes et ornée de 425 planches en taille douce 67231
La Ville de Rouen 67413
La Ville de Tholouse 75393
La Ville de Tours capitale de Touraine 75416
La Ville de Troyes en Champagne 75563
Villeeanarie dans L'Isle de Montreal 51645
Villedary, L. 12628, 28182

Villages - England - Planning - History - 900-1250 25029
Villagra, Austin 57805, 70643
Villain, fl. 1827 30802
Villain, printer, Paris 66093
Villalpando, Juan Bautista - Pictorial works 1643 80274
Villanueva del Fresno (Spain) - Pictorial works 1643 80274
Villanueva, Margaret 18121
Villard, Henry, 1835-1900 81832
Villari, Lucio 39030
Villaruel, Domingo de, fl. 1530-1580 SEE Villavicencio, Manuel, 1822-1871 45821
Villefranche-Sur-Mer (France) 69059
Villefranche-Sur-Mer (France) - Maps - 1695 - Fortification 80275
Villefranche-Sur-Mer (France) - Maps - 1713 - Fortification 80276
Villefranche-Sur-Mer (France) - Maps - 1753 - Harbors - Nautical charts 80277
Villefranche-Sur-Mer (France) - Maps - 1771 - Harbors - Nautical charts 80278
Villefranche-sur-Mer Region (France) - Maps - 1801 - Harbors 64716

Villemandy, Pierre de, 1636 or 1703 12669
Villeneuve, Christophe, comte de, 1771-1829 13673

Villeneuve (France) - Maps - 1695 - Fortification 80275
Villeneuve (France) - Maps - 1713 - Fortification 80276
Villeneuve (France) - Maps - 1753 - Harbors - Nautical charts 80277
Villeneuve (France) - Maps - 1771 - Harbors - Nautical charts 80278
Villeneuve, Sr. de 68023

Villeneuve, Zev, 1900-1988 10549, 34994, 34995, 38224, 42078, 60300, 68334, 85360
Villani Litvaniae metropolis 80282, 80283
Vilnius University SEE Vilniaus Universitetas 80281
Vilnius State University SEE Vilniaus Universitetas 80281
Vilnius University SEE Vilniaus Universitetas 80281

Vilno (Lithuania) SEE Vilnius (Lithuania) 80281
Vincent, 19th cent. 15256
Vincent, Charles, 1832-1920 38540
Vincent, Clare 34673
Vincent, Edward A. 68988
Vincent, John Heyl, 1832-1920 12901, 12910
Vincent, John Martin 4870

Vincendon-Dumoulin, C. A. (Clément Adrien), 1811-1858 3662
Vincentino, Paulo Michaeli 83915
Vindel, Francisco, 1894-1960 1833, 1836, 1837
Vindel, Pedro 49384
Vindel, Victor 49384
Vindel, Victor 49384
Vindel, Victor 49384
Vindel, Victor 49384

Vindensorivm celeberrimum Anglie castrum locus amoenissimus / Depingebat Georgius Hoefnagle 83013
Vindensorivm celeberrimum Anglie castrum locus amoenissimus ... 83012

Vinge, Clarence L. 46112

The Vingboons chart of the James River, circa 1617 80287

Vingboons, Johannes SEE Vinckeboons, Joan 44849
Vinge, Clarence L. 46112
Viniedo de Cavo Codd abuscar el Puerto del Boston ... 13585
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Authors / Editors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>80288</td>
<td>Vinland map - Bibliography</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80295</td>
<td>Vinland Map Conference, Smithsonian Institution, 1966=Washburn, Wilcom E.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80302</td>
<td>Vinland map - Congresses</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80300</td>
<td>The Vinland map: the world before Columbus</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>83780</td>
<td>Vinland's saga recalled</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80312</td>
<td>Vinton County (Ohio) County Commissioners</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80316</td>
<td>The Virgin Islands</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80318</td>
<td>The Virgin Islands from English and Danish surveys</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23179</td>
<td>Virgin Islands of the United States</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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| Virginia Islands SEE ALSO Virginia Islands of the United States | 23179 |
| Virginia | 80343, 80346, 80347, 80384, 80388, 80389, 80390, 80393, 80395, 80396, 80397, 80399, 80402, 80404, 80409, 80410, 80411, 80412, 80420, 80428, 80433, 80486 |
| Virginia, 15 minute series (topographic) | 80431 |
| Virginia 1971: official state highway map / Department of Highways | 80496 |
| Virginia 1973 official state highway map / Department of Highways | 80500 |
| Virginia 1974: official state highway map / Department of Highways | 80502 |
| Virginia, 7.5 minute series (topographic) | 80432 |
| Virginia - Air travel - 1968 | 623 |
| Virginia - Airports - Directories - 1968 | 623 |
| Virginia and Maryland | 80359 |
| Virginia and Maryland as it is planted and inhabited this present year 1670 | 80353, 80354 |
| Virginia and Maryland / by I. Seller | 47566 |
| Virginia and West Virginia | 80422 |
| Virginia Beach: the beach lovers beach | 80324 |
| Virginia Beach (Va.) - Tourism - 1989 | 80324 |
| Virginia. Board of Public Works - Map collections - Catalogs | 80517 |
| Virginia. Boundaries - Maryland - Maps - 1928 | 80325 |
| Virginia. Boundaries - North Carolina - 1728 | 80326 |
| Virginia. Canals - 1980 | 80327 |
| Virginia Canals and Navigations Society | 80327 |
| Virginia Central and Pittsburg Railway Company - Maps - 1900 | 3856 |
| Virginia Central and Pittsburg Railway Company - Maps - 1901 | 3858 |
| Virginia Central and Pittsburg Railway Company - Maps - 1902 | 3861 |
| Virginia chart, 1608 | 19322 |
| Virginia - Cities and towns - Cartography - History | 80328 |
| Virginia City (Nev.) - Maps - 1865 | 80329 |
| Virginia City (Nev.) - Maps - 1873 | 80330 |
| Virginia City (Nev.) - Maps - 1991 - Road maps | 66400 |
| Virginia City (Nev.) - Pictorial works - 1875 | 80331 |
| Virginia. Civil Air Patrol SEE United States. Civil Air Patrol. Virginia Wing | 80513 |
| Virginia - Civil War, 1862 | 80416 |
| Virginia, Delaware, West Virginia, Maryland | 3924 |
| Virginia. Department of Highways | 80475, 80477 |
| Virginia. Department of Highways and Transportation | 80504, 80505, 80506, 80507, 80508, 80509, 80510, 80511, 80512, 80513 |
| Virginia. Dept. of Highways | 80464, 80475, 80477, 80479, 80483, 80484, 80485, 80487, 80489, 80490, 80491, 80492, 80493, 80494, 80495, 80496, 80497, 80498, 80500, 80501, 80502, 80503 |
| Virginia. Dept. of Transportation | 80514 |
| Virginia - Description and travel - 1987 | 80332 |
| Virginia, discovered and described by Captayn John Smith | 80341 |
| Virginia / discovered and described by Captayn John Smith 1606; graven by William Hole | 80344 |
| Virginia / Discovered and described by Captayn John Smith; Grauen by William Hole | 80342 |
| Virginia - Discovery and exploration - Maps - 1672 | 80357 |
| Virginia-District of Columbia Boundary Commission | 65450 |
| Virginia. Division of Aeronautics | 623 |
| Virginia. Division of Tourism | 80332 |
| Virginia et Florida / [Jodocus Hondius] | 71213 |
| Virginia Geological Survey | 80474 |
| Virginia Highway and Transportation Commission | 80504, 80505, 80506, 80507, 80508, 80509, 80510, 80511, 80512, 80513 |
| Virginia Highway & Transportation Research Council | 1127, 1128 |
| Virginia historic garden week 1974: official state highway map / Department of Highways | 80503 |
| Virginia - Historic Sites | 80333 |
| Virginia - Historical geography - Maps | 80335 |
| Virginia - Historical geography - Maps - 1634-1895 | 80334 |
| Virginia - Historical geography - Maps - 1775-1785 | 47597 |
| Virginia - Historical geography - Maps - 1861-1863 | 19149 |
| Virginia - Historical geography - Maps - 1951 | 80479 |
| Virginia - Historical geography - Maps - 1955 | 80483 |
| Virginia - Historical geography - Maps - 1958 | 80484 |
| Virginia - Historical geography - Maps - 1959 | 80485 |
| Virginia - Historical geography - Maps - 1961 | 80487 |
| Virginia - Historical geography - Maps - 1964 | 80489, 80490 |
| Virginia - Historical geography - Maps - 1965 | 80491 |
| Virginia - Historical geography - Maps - 1966 | 80492, 80493 |
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Virginia - Historical geography - Maps - 1967 80494, 80495
Virginia - Historical geography - Maps - 1971 80496
Virginia - Historical geography - Maps - 1972 80497, 80498
Virginia - Historical geography - Maps - 1973 80500, 80501
Virginia - Historical geography - Maps - 1973 - Counties 80499
Virginia - Historical geography - Maps - 1974 80502, 80503
Virginia - Historical geography - Maps - 1975 80504, 80505, 80506
Virginia - Historical geography - Maps - 1976 80507, 80508, 80509
Virginia - Historical geography - Maps - 1977 80510
Virginia - Historical geography - Maps - 1979 80511, 80512, 80513
Virginia Historical Society 80413, 85169
Virginia - History - Civil War, 1861-1865 80338, 80420
Virginia - History - Civil War, 1861-1865 - Maps 5000, 24073, 33496, 39381, 80336, 80337, 80417, 80418, 80489
Virginia - History - Civil War, 1861-1865 - Maps - 1862 80522
Virginia - History - Civil War, 1861-1865 - Maps - 1865 66789
Virginia - History - Civil War, 1861-1865 SEE ALSO Bull Run, 1St Battle of, Va., 1861 14909
Virginia - History - Civil War, 1861-1865 SEE ALSO Bull Run, 2Nd Battle of, Va., 1862 14912
Virginia - History - Revolution, 1775-1783 - Maps 80504, 80505, 80506, 80507, 80508, 80509
Virginia - In art - Catalogs 37434
Virginia in maps : four centuries of settlement, growth, and development 18577, 18578
Virginia independence bicentennial highway map 1975 80504, 80505
Virginia independence bicentennial highway map 1976 80507, 80508
Virginia independence bicentennial highway map : historic garden week 1975, April 19-April 27 80506
Virginia independence bicentennial highway map : historic garden week 1976 April 24-May 2 80509
Virginia / J.H. Young sc. 80401
Virginia : map of Hampton N. and A. Institute and surrounding region 33466
Virginia : mapping the Old Dominion state through history : rare and unusual maps from the Library of Congress / Vincent Virga and Emilee Hines 18579
Virginia - Maps - 1500-1599 - Coasts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 57944
Virginia - Maps - 1590 80339
Virginia - Maps - 1600-1699 71262
Virginia - Maps - 1600-1699 - Coasts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 33462
Virginia - Maps - 1608 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 19320, 19321, 19322
Virginia - Maps - 1609 80340
Virginia - Maps - 1612 44842, 80341, 80342
Virginia - Maps - 1624 80343
Virginia - Maps - 1625 71213, 80344
Virginia - Maps - 1635 80345
Virginia - Maps - 1636 80346, 80347
Virginia - Maps - 1651 80348, 80349, 80350
Virginia - Maps - 1662 80351
Virginia - Maps - 1665 80352
Virginia - Maps - 1670-1673 80353, 80354
Virginia - Maps - 1671 71265, 80355, 80356
Virginia - Maps - 1672 80357
Virginia - Maps - 1676 80358
Virginia - Maps - 1684 - Coasts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 70749
Virginia - Maps - 1700 47565
Virginia - Maps - 1703 47566
Virginia - Maps - 1703 - Coasts - Nautical charts 80359
Virginia - Maps - 1715 - Boundaries - North Carolina - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 57953
Virginia - Maps - 1729 80360, 80361
Virginia - Maps - 1730 57862
Virginia - Maps - 1732 - Coasts - Nautical charts 19323
Virginia - Maps - 1735 47569, 47570, 47571
Virginia - Maps - 1738 80362
Virginia - Maps - 1747 80363, 80364
Virginia - Maps - 1752 80365
Virginia - Maps - 1753 80366
Virginia - Maps - 1754-1794 80367
Virginia - Maps - 1755 47581, 47582, 47583, 80368
Virginia - Maps - 1757 80369
Virginia - Maps - 1770 80370, 80371
Virginia - Maps - 1775 80372, 80373, 80374, 80375, 80376
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Virginia - Maps - 1777  80377
Virginia - Maps - 1779  80378
Virginia - Maps - 1781 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  80379, 80380
Virginia - Maps - 1783 - Coasts - Nautical charts  19327
Virginia - Maps - 1787-1794  80381
Virginia - Maps - 1794  80382, 80383
Virginia - Maps - 1795  80384
Virginia - Maps - 1796  80385
Virginia - Maps - 1801  80386, 80387, 80388, 80389
Virginia - Maps - 1804  80390, 80391
Virginia - Maps - 1807  80392
Virginia - Maps - 1814  80393
Virginia - Maps - 1820  80394
Virginia - Maps - 1822  80395
Virginia - Maps - 1826  80396
Virginia - Maps - 1827  80397
Virginia - Maps - 1828  80398
Virginia - Maps - 1830  80399
Virginia - Maps - 1832  47610, 80400
Virginia - Maps - 1833  80401
Virginia - Maps - 1834  47613
Virginia - Maps - 1842  80402
Virginia - Maps - 1845  80404
Virginia - Maps - 1845 - Transportation  80403
Virginia - Maps - 1846  57745
Virginia - Maps - 1847  80405
Virginia - Maps - 1850  80406
Virginia - Maps - 1852  80407
Virginia - Maps - 1853 - Election districts  80408
Virginia - Maps - 1855  80409
Virginia - Maps - 1856  80410
Virginia - Maps - 1857  80411
Virginia - Maps - 1859  80412
Virginia - Maps - 1860  47616
Virginia - Maps - 1861-1865 - Landowners  80413
Virginia - Maps - 1861-1865 - Topographic maps  80413
Virginia - Maps - 1861 - Fortification  80414
Virginia - Maps - 1862  80415, 80416, 80417, 80418
Virginia - Maps - 1864  5000, 80419, 80420
Virginia - Maps - 1867 - Canals  23655
Virginia - Maps - 1878 - Railroads  80421
Virginia - Maps - 1881 - Railroads  80422
Virginia - Maps - 1883 - Railroads  80423, 80424
Virginia - Maps - 1884 - Railroads  80425
Virginia - Maps - 1885 - Railroads  80426
Virginia - Maps - 1887 - Railroads  80427
Virginia - Maps - 1888 - Railroads  80428
Virginia - Maps - 1891 - Railroads  57180, 80336
Virginia - Maps - 1892 - Railroads  80429
Virginia - Maps - 1894 - Railroads  80430
Virginia - Maps - 1900-1960 - Topographic maps  80431, 80432
Virginia - Maps - 1900 - Mines and mineral resources  3856
Virginia - Maps - 1901 - Mines and mineral resources  3858
Virginia - Maps - 1902 - Mines and mineral resources  3861
Virginia - Maps - 1907 - Coal mines and mining  24169
Virginia - Maps - 1907 - Railroads  80433
Virginia - Maps - 1908 - Coal mines and mining  24179
Virginia - Maps - 1908 - Railroads  80434
Virginia - Maps - 1909 - Coal mines and mining  24186
Virginia - Maps - 1910 - Coal mines and mining  24196
Virginia - Maps - 1911  80435
Virginia - Maps - 1911 - Coal mines and mining  24202
Virginia - Maps - 1912 - Coal mines and mining  24210
Virginia - Maps - 1912 - Railroads  80436
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Virginia - Maps - 1913 - Coal mines and mining  24215
Virginia - Maps - 1913 - Railroads  80437, 80438
Virginia - Maps - 1914 - Coal mines and mining  24218
Virginia - Maps - 1914 - Railroads  80439
Virginia - Maps - 1914 - Road maps  80440
Virginia - Maps - 1915 - Coal mines and mining  24221
Virginia - Maps - 1916 - Coal mines and mining  24226, 24227
Virginia - Maps - 1916 - Railroads  80441
Virginia - Maps - 1916 - Road maps  47745
Virginia - Maps - 1917 - Cities and towns - Road maps  47748
Virginia - Maps - 1917 - Coal mines and mining  24230
Virginia - Maps - 1917 - Road maps  47748
Virginia - Maps - 1918 - Coal mines and mining  24233
Virginia - Maps - 1918 - Railroads  80442
Virginia - Maps - 1918 - Road maps  11288, 80442
Virginia - Maps - 1919 - Coal mines and mining  24237
Virginia - Maps - 1919 - Railroads  80445
Virginia - Maps - 1919 - Railroads - Indexes  80443, 80444
Virginia - Maps - 1919 - Road maps  80445
Virginia - Maps - 1920  80446
Virginia - Maps - 1920 - Coal mines and mining  24242
Virginia - Maps - 1920 - Railroads  80447, 80448
Virginia - Maps - 1920 - Road maps  47761, 80447, 80448
Virginia - Maps - 1921 - Coal mines and mining  24246
Virginia - Maps - 1921 - Railroads  80449
Virginia - Maps - 1921 - Road maps  80449
Virginia - Maps - 1922 - Coal mines and mining  24249
Virginia - Maps - 1922 - Road maps  80450
Virginia - Maps - 1923 - Coal mines and mining  24252
Virginia - Maps - 1923 - Railroads  80451, 80452
Virginia - Maps - 1923 - Road maps  80451, 80452
Virginia - Maps - 1924 - Coal mines and mining  24260
Virginia - Maps - 1924 - Railroads  80453
Virginia - Maps - 1924 - Road maps  80453
Virginia - Maps - 1925 - Coal mines and mining  24264
Virginia - Maps - 1925 - Railroads  80454
Virginia - Maps - 1925 - Road maps  80454
Virginia - Maps - 1926 - Coal mines and mining  24270
Virginia - Maps - 1926 - Railroads  80455
Virginia - Maps - 1926 - Road maps  80455
Virginia - Maps - 1927 - Coal mines and mining  24280
Virginia - Maps - 1927 - Railroads  80456
Virginia - Maps - 1927 - Road maps  80456
Virginia - Maps - 1928 - Coal mines and mining  24290
Virginia - Maps - 1928 - Railroads  80457, 80458, 80459, 80460
Virginia - Maps - 1928 - Road maps  80457, 80458, 80459, 80460
Virginia - Maps - 1929  80461
Virginia - Maps - 1929 - Aeronautical charts  80461
Virginia - Maps - 1929 - Coal mines and mining  24294
Virginia - Maps - 1929 - Railroads  80461
Virginia - Maps - 1930-1939 - Aeronautical charts  80462
Virginia - Maps - 1930-1939 - Railroads  80462
Virginia - Maps - 1930 - Coal mines and mining  24304
Virginia - Maps - 1930 - Railroads  80463
Virginia - Maps - 1930 - Road maps  33463, 80464
Virginia - Maps - 1931  80465
Virginia - Maps - 1931 - Coal mines and mining  24318
Virginia - Maps - 1931 - Railroads  80465
Virginia - Maps - 1932 - Coal mines and mining  24326
Virginia - Maps - 1933 - Coal mines and mining  24330
Virginia - Maps - 1934 - Coal mines and mining  24337
Virginia - Maps - 1934 - Road maps  80466
Virginia - Maps - 1935 - Coal mines and mining  24342
Virginia - Maps - 1936 - Coal mines and mining  24351
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Virginia - Maps - 1937 - Coal mines and mining 24364
Virginia - Maps - 1938 - Coal mines and mining 24375, 24376
Virginia - Maps - 1938 - Road maps 80467, 80468, 80469
Virginia - Maps - 1939 - Road maps 80470
Virginia - Maps - 1940 80471
Virginia - Maps - 1940 - Coal mines and mining 24392, 24393
Virginia - Maps - 1940 - Road maps 80472
Virginia - Maps - 1941 - Road maps 80473
Virginia - Maps - 1942 - Coal mines and mining 24404, 24405
Virginia - Maps - 1944 - Coal mines and mining 24413, 24414
Virginia - Maps - 1946 - Coal mines and mining 24417, 24418
Virginia - Maps - 1946 - Maps, Physical 80474
Virginia - Maps - 1947 - Road maps 80475
Virginia - Maps - 1948 80476
Virginia - Maps - 1948 - Coal mines and mining 24431, 24432
Virginia - Maps - 1948 - Railroads 80476
Virginia - Maps - 1949 - Road maps 80477
Virginia - Maps - 1950 80478
Virginia - Maps - 1950 - Coal mines and mining 24440, 24441
Virginia - Maps - 1950 - Railroads 80478
Virginia - Maps - 1951 - Pictorial maps 80479
Virginia - Maps - 1951 - Road maps 80479
Virginia - Maps - 1952 80480, 80481, 80482
Virginia - Maps - 1952 - Coal mines and mining 24451, 24452
Virginia - Maps - 1952 - Railroads 80480, 80481, 80482
Virginia - Maps - 1954 - Coal mines and mining 24454
Virginia - Maps - 1955 - Pictorial maps 80483
Virginia - Maps - 1955 - Road maps 80483
Virginia - Maps - 1958 - Pictorial maps 80484
Virginia - Maps - 1958 - Road maps 80484
Virginia - Maps - 1959 - Pictorial maps 80485
Virginia - Maps - 1959 - Road maps 80485
Virginia - Maps - 1960-1969 80486
Virginia - Maps - 1961 - Pictorial maps 80487
Virginia - Maps - 1961 - Road maps 80487
Virginia - Maps - 1963 80488
Virginia - Maps - 1963 - Railroads 80488
Virginia - Maps - 1964 - Pictorial maps 80489, 80490
Virginia - Maps - 1964 - Road maps 80489, 80490
Virginia - Maps - 1965 - Pictorial maps 80491
Virginia - Maps - 1965 - Road maps 80491
Virginia - Maps - 1966 - Pictorial maps 80492, 80493
Virginia - Maps - 1966 - Road maps 80492, 80493
Virginia - Maps - 1967 - Pictorial maps 80494, 80495
Virginia - Maps - 1967 - Road maps 80494, 80495
Virginia - Maps - 1971 - Pictorial maps 80496
Virginia - Maps - 1971 - Road maps 80496
Virginia - Maps - 1972 - Pictorial maps 80497, 80498
Virginia - Maps - 1972 - Road maps 80497, 80498
Virginia - Maps - 1973 - Counties 80499
Virginia - Maps - 1973 - Pictorial maps 80500, 80501
Virginia - Maps - 1973 - Road maps 80500, 80501
Virginia - Maps - 1974 - Pictorial maps 80502, 80503
Virginia - Maps - 1974 - Road maps 80502, 80503
Virginia - Maps - 1975 - Road maps 80504, 80505, 80506
Virginia - Maps - 1976 - Road maps 80507, 80508, 80509
Virginia - Maps - 1977 - Road maps 80510
Virginia - Maps - 1979 - Road maps 80511, 80512, 80513
Virginia - Maps - 1987 - Road maps 80514
Virginia - Maps - 1990 - Road maps 59632
Virginia - Maps - 1992 48016
Virginia - Maps - 2004 - Road maps 81137, 81140
Virginia - Maps - 2006 - Road maps 81141
Virginia - Maps - 2008 - Wineries 80515
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Virginia - Maps - 2009 - Road maps 81142
Virginia - Maps - Administrative and political divisions 80334
Virginia - Maps - Bibliography 18577, 18578, 70232, 80520, 80521
Virginia - Maps - Bibliography - 1562-1900 41086
Virginia - Maps - Bibliography - 1590-1800 80516
Virginia - Maps - Bibliography - 1600-1799 73559
Virginia - Maps - Bibliography - 1751-1794 80367
Virginia - Maps - Bibliography - 1816-1900 80517
Virginia - Maps - Bibliography - Nautical charts 25518
Virginia - Maps - Bibliography - Slides 70229
Virginia - Maps - Boundaries 80334
Virginia - Maps - Cities and towns - Collections 80328
Virginia - Maps - Cities and towns - Collections, 1600-1800 45346
Virginia - Maps - Collections 18577, 18578, 18579
Virginia - Maps - Collections, 1607-1881 80518, 80519
Virginia - Maps - Collections, 1608-1915 80520, 80521
Virginia - Maps - Counties 80334
Virginia - Maps - Facsimiles 18579
Virginia - Maps, Physical - 1992 48016
Virginia, Maryland and Delaware 3838, 47603, 47604, 80394, 80398
Virginia, Maryland and Delaware / J. Knight sc. 47610, 47613
Virginia, Maryland & Delaware 3840
Virginia, Maryland, Delaware & the District of Columbia / map prepared by Allan Cartography, Medford, Oregon, using base materials from the U.S. Geological Survey's 1:500,000 scale state map series 48016
Virginia, Maryland Pennsylvania, east & west New Jersey 47564, 47568
Virginia, Maryland, Pennsylvania, east & west New Jersey 47586, 47593
Virginia, Marylandia et Carolina in America septentrionali ... 47574, 47575
Virginia : official state highway map / Department of Highways 80479
Virginia : official state highway map / Department of Highways 1955 80483
Virginia : official state highway map / Department of Highways 1958 80484
Virginia : official state highway map / Department of Highways 1959 80485
Virginia : official state highway map / Department of Highways 1961 80487
Virginia : official state highway map ... / Department of Highways 1964 80489
Virginia : official state highway map / Department of Highways 1966 80492, 80493
Virginia : official state highway map / Department of Highways 1967 80494, 80495
Virginia official state highway map / Department of Highways and Transportation 1977 80510
Virginia official state highway map / Department of Highways and Transportation 1979 80511, 80512, 80513
Virginia Peninsula Tourism and Conference Bureau 80523
Virginia Peninsula (Va.) - Maps - 1862 80522
Virginia Peninsula (Va.) - Tourism - 1999 80523
Virginia Peninsula : Visitor's guide 80523
Virginia Peninsula (Va.) - Maps - 1781 - Maps - Manuscripts 85168
Virginia -- Potomac to Rapidan River 80418
Virginia Route 20 (Va.) - 1980 80524
Virginia seashore : a year round playground, among historic shrines 33463, 57202
Virginia. State Corporation Commission 623
Virginia. State Highway Commission 80450, 80464, 80479, 80483, 80484, 80485, 80487, 80489, 80490, 80491, 80492, 80493, 80494, 80495, 80496, 80497, 80498, 80500, 80501, 80502, 80503
Virginia State Library 80392, 80517, 80518, 80519
Virginia State Library - Map collections - Catalogs 80517
Virginia - Surveys - 1600-1799 73559
Virginia - Surveys - History 73573
The Virginia travel guide spring/summer 1987 80332
Virginia, West Virginia, Maryland and Delaware : Sinclair 1933 road map 3929
Virginia, West Virginia, Maryland, Delaware : Atlantic 4046, 4066, 4067, 4086, 4087, 4096, 4103
Virginia Wine Marketing Office 80515
Virginia winery guide 2008 80515
Virginiae item et Floridiae Americae provinciarum, nova descriptio 80340
Virginiae partis australis et Floridiae 71265
Virginiae partis australis, et Floridiae partis orientalis, interjacentium[e] regionum nova descriptio 71262
Virginian Railway 80463
Virginian Railway - Maps - 1930 80463
Virginia, grande région de l'Amérique Septentrionale, avec tous ses bourgs, hameaux, rivières, suivant les recherches exactes de ceux qui l'ont decouverte ... 80361
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vitelo, Bay of (Greece)</td>
<td>46171</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viterbo citta metropoli della provincia del patrimonio / Tarquinio</td>
<td>80533</td>
<td>Ligustri Viterbo. fecc. 1596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viterbo (Italy) - Historical geography - Maps - 2006</td>
<td>80532</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viterbo (Italy) - Maps - 1462</td>
<td>80532</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viterbo (Italy) - Maps - 1596</td>
<td>80533</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viterbo (Italy) : Province - Maps - 1680</td>
<td>80534</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viterbo (Italy) : Province - Maps - 1725</td>
<td>74476</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viterbo medievale : pianta della città murata intorno al 1462 / a</td>
<td>80532</td>
<td>cura di Enrico Guidoni, Carlo Armati, Luigina Romaniello</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viculturalia - California</td>
<td>15672</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vitou (J.) (Firm)</td>
<td>9489</td>
<td>SEE J. Vitou (Firm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vitrè, Antoine, ca. 1595-1674</td>
<td>12662</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vitruve</td>
<td>32852</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vituity</td>
<td>72837</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vittoria</td>
<td>80533</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vitvour (Italy)</td>
<td>1462</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viterbo (Italy)</td>
<td>1596</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viterbo (Italy : Province)</td>
<td>1680</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viterbo (Italy : Province) - Maps - 1725</td>
<td>74476</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L'vit (Ukraine) - Pictorial works - 1620</td>
<td>80536</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L'vit (Ukraine) - Pictorial works - 1657</td>
<td>80537</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L'vit (Ukraine) SEE ALSO Lwów (Poland)</td>
<td>80536</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viva Rio</td>
<td>66846</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vivas, Francis, fl. 1767-1799</td>
<td>7874, 75753</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vivas, Francis, Junior</td>
<td>7888, 75755</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vives, Luis, firm, Zaragoza, Spain SEE Editorial Luis Vives</td>
<td>72887</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vivian, Thomas J. (Thomas Jondrie), 1855-1955</td>
<td>79696</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vivien de Saint-Martin, Louis SEE Vivien de Saint-Martin, M.</td>
<td>34201</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vivien de Saint-Martin, M.</td>
<td>9333, 9354,</td>
<td>9442, 9522, 29373, 29386, 34201, 34202</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vivier, David, d. 1782 SEE Vivier, François de, d. 1782</td>
<td>63321</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vivier, François de, d. 1782. Carte particuliere des environs de</td>
<td>44880</td>
<td>Paris (1674)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vivora - Maps - 1745 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>16559, 16560</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vizani, Pompeolo, 1540-1607</td>
<td>13346</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vizzegrad Germanice Plindebvg</td>
<td>80528</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vlamingh, Willem Hesselsz. de, b. 1640 - Voyage, 1696-1697</td>
<td>11121</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vlieland (Netherlands) - Maps - 1769</td>
<td>34547, 58694</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vlissingen (Netherlands) - Maps - 1816 - Fortification</td>
<td>80538</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vlissingen (Netherlands) - Pictorial works - 1620</td>
<td>80539</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vlissingen (Netherlands) - Pictorial works - 1636</td>
<td>85281</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vlissingen (Netherlands) - Pictorial works - 1793</td>
<td>80540</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vlissingen (Netherlands) - Pictorial works - 1793</td>
<td>80540</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vlissingen (Netherlands) - Pictorial works - 1793</td>
<td>80540</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vlissingen (Netherlands) - Pictorial works - 1793</td>
<td>80540</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VLJ SEE Vallet, Pierre, fl. 1600</td>
<td>63022</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vlma imperialis in Sueuia vrbs, fortissimo aquae et murorum ambitu,</td>
<td>75990</td>
<td>magnifico templo ...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Vogtland (Germany) - Maps - 1929 25592
Vogtland (Germany) - Maps - 1931 25593
Vohsen, Ernst, fl. 1882-1883 1037, 34487, 57791
Voices of Jacksonville 39406
Les Voies cartographiques : à propos des influences des cartographes sur les écrivains français des XVe et XVIe siècles 44980
Voies et lieux olympiques officiels = Official Olympic routes and sites 51681
Voight, L. 10190, 34920
Voigt, B. F. (Bernhard Friedrich), 1787-1859 9706, 9744, 9755
Voigt, F., fl. 1871 30690
Voisin, Russell L., 1932- 6644, 7342, 79074
Voisin, S. 46391
Vojenský zemepisný ústav (Prague, Czech Republic) 22652
Volcano Bay (Japan) SEE Uchiura Bay (Hokkaido, Japan) 65885
Volcanoes - Apo, Mount (Philippines) - Maps - 1881-1890 - Manuscripts 2255
Volcanoes - Campania (Italy) - Maps - 1797 15801
Volcanoes - Davao (Philippines : Province) - Maps - 1881-1890 - Manuscripts 2255
Volcanoes - Maps - 1844 80543
Volcanoes - Naples Region (Italy) - Maps - 1797 52634
Volcanoes - Phlegraean Plain (Italy) - Maps - 1776 64564
Volcanoes - Russia - Maps - 1959 (Provisional Heading) 67699
Volcanoes - Solfatara (Italy : Volcano) - Maps - 1538 - Eruption 15795, 15796, 15797
Volcanoes - Solfatara (Italy : Volcano) - Pictorial works - 1620 64565
Volcanoes - Southeast Asia - Maps - 1908 71199
Volcanoes - Vesuvius (Italy) - Maps - 1737-1794 15801
Volcanoes - Vesuvius (Italy) - Maps - 1797 52634
Volcanoes - Vesuvius (Italy) - Pictorial works - 1802-1820 80176
Volcans de la Puebla, vus depuis la Ville de Mexico 70111
Volcius, Vicentius Demetrius, fl. 1563-1607 45823, 45825, 52791, 52792, 80544, 80545, 80546
Volckmann, Erwin 67451, 67454
Volckmann, Erwin, Rügen (1909) 67454
Voldrich Prefát z Vlkanova, 1523-1565 17831, 17832
Volga River Delta (Russia) - Maps - 1858Astrakhan, Russia (Province) SEE Astrakhanskaia oblast' (Russia) 3463
Volga River (Russia) - Maps - 1875 80547
Volga River Valley (Russia) - Maps - 1700 80548
Volhynia (Ukraine) - Maps - 1665 80549, 80550
Volk, Albert 21095, 39617
Volk heimat & welt : atlas fuer die volksschule 10396
Volk & Reich Verlag 10388
Volk und Wissen Volkseigener Verlag 10444, 10448, 10456, 10465, 10467, 10473, 10481, 10485
Volk & Wissen Verlag SEE Volk und Wissen Volkseigener Verlag 10448
Volkel, Lowell M. 52337
Volkenborn, Mathias 10360
Volker, staten, kultur;kartenwerk geschichte 6517
Volker, T. 39602
Völker- und sprachen- karte von Deutschland und den nachbarländern im jahre 1866 ... 31527
Volker (William) & Co. SEE William Volker & Company 62627
Volkischer Beobachter 31609, 31619
Volkmann, Erich Otto, 1879-1938 84644
Volkomen reis-atlas van geheel Duitschland 31437
Volkov, S. J. 41215
Volks-atlas 7583, 7592, 7601, 7608, 9950
Volks-atlas über alle theile der erde für schule und hau / herausgegeban von Ed. Amthor und Wilhelm Issleib 9860
Volks-atlas über alle theile der erde für schule und haus / herausgegeban von Ed. Amthor und Wilhelm Issleib 9828, 9836, 9837, 9853, 9888
Volks-atlas van Nederland 53528
Volksschul-atlas 9977, 9992, 10064, 10125, 10223, 10224
Volksschule Heubach 10234
Volksverlag 10187
Volland, Calixte, fl. 1787-1808 65697, 65698
Volland (P.F.) Company SEE P.F. Volland Company 30592
Volledige school-atlas 8853, 8862, 8876, 8947
Vollet, Hans 16958, 18052, 41378, 67376
Vollet, Hans. Abriss der Kartographie des Fürstentums Kulmbach-Bayreuth (1977) 67376
Vollmar, Rainer 18550
Vollständige Faksimile-Ausgabe des Portolan Atlas von Battista Agnese (1546) aus dem Besitz der Russischen Nationalbibliothek in St. Petersburg
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A volo d'uccello : Jacopo de' Barbari e le rappresentazioni di città nell'Europa del Rinascimento / [catalogo a cura di Giandomenico Romanelli, Susanna Biadene, Camillo Tonini] 20865

Volpaia, Eufrasino della 67110
Volpato, Simone 13085
Voltaire Foundation 44562
Voltelen, J., fl. 1862-1897 8807, 8828, 53528, 81689
Völter, D. 34180, 34193
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Warren County (Ind.) - 1865: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche 80822
Warren County (Ind.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners 80820
Warren County (Ind.) - Maps - 1865-1923 - Landowners 80821
Warren County (Ind.) - Maps - 1865 - Landowners 80822
Warren County (Ind.) - Maps - 1877 - Landowners 80823
[Warren County (Iowa) - 1859: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 80825
Warren County (Iowa) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners 80824
Warren County (Iowa) - Maps - 1859 - Landowners 80825
Warren County (Iowa) - Maps - 1872 - Landowners 80826, 80827
Warren County (Iowa) - Maps - 1902 - Landowners 80828
Warren County (Iowa) - Maps - 1915 - Land ownership 80829
Warren County (Iowa) - Maps - 1977 - Landowners 80830
Warren County (Iowa) - Maps - 1984 - Landowners 80831
Warren County, Iowa, TAM service : 1984-1985 / compiled and published by R.C. Booth Enterprises 80831
[Warren County (Ky.) - 1877: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 80832
Warren County (Ky.) - Maps - 1877 - Landowners 80832
Warren County (Miss.) - Maps - 1722 - Land Grants - Manuscripts 27427
Warren County (Miss.) - Maps - 1722 - Land Grants - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 27425, 27426
Warren County (Miss.) - Maps - 1863 - Landowners - Manuscripts 80833
[Warren County (N.J.) - 1852: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 80834
[Warren County (N.J.) - 1860: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 80835
Warren County (N.J.) - Maps - 1852 - Landowners 80834
Warren County (N.J.) - Maps - 1860 - Landowners 80835
Warren County (N.J.) - Maps - 1874 - Landowners 80836
Warren County (N.J.) - Maps - Collections, 1789-1916 - Landowners 80837
[Warren County (N.J.) - 1858: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 80839
Warren County (N.J.) - Maps - 1839 80838
Warren County (N.J.) - Maps - 1858 - Landowners 80839
Warren County (N.J.) - Maps - 1876 - Landowners 80840
Warren County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1882 - Road maps 68898
Warren County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1882 - Tourist maps 68898
Warren County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1900 - Cerography - Specimens 44590
Warren County (Ohio) - Maps - 1903 - Landowners 80841
Warren County (Ohio) - Maps - 2000 - Road maps 22904
[Warren County (Pa.) - 1838: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 80843
[Warren County (Pa.) - 1865: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 80844, 80845, 80846
[Warren County (Pa.) - 1881: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 80848
[Warren County (Pa.) - 1882: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 80849
[Warren County (Pa.) - 1889: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 80850
[Warren County (Pa.) - 1900: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 80851
Warren County (Pa.) - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1890 - Landowners 1278
Warren County (Pa.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners 80842
Warren County (Pa.) - Maps - 1838 - Landowners 80843
Warren County (Pa.) - Maps - 1865 - Landowners 80844, 80845, 80846
Warren County (Pa.) - Maps - 1878 - Landowners 80847
Warren County (Pa.) - Maps - 1881 - Landowners 80848
Warren County (Pa.) - Maps - 1882 - Landowners 80849
Warren County (Pa.) - Maps - 1889 - Landowners 80850
Warren County (Pa.) - Maps - 1900 - Landowners 80851
Warren County (Pa.) - Maps - 1984 - Landowners 80852
[Warren County (Penn.) land ownership map, 18--] 80842
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[Warwick County (Va.) - 1834: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche]  80853
[Warwick County (Va.) - 1866-1875: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche]  80854
Warwick County (Va.) - Maps - 1834 - Landowners  80853
Warwick County (Va.) - Maps - 1866-1875 - Landowners  80854
Warren, D. (David M.), 1820-1861  4821, 5223, 29316, 29720, 29725, 29730, 29741, 29750, 29764, 29769, 29779, 29797, 29803, 29813, 29869, 29881, 29896, 29897, 29917, 29918, 29919, 29936, 29946, 29953, 29954, 29973, 29974, 29995, 29996, 29997, 30012, 30018, 30019, 30029, 30041, 30042, 30043, 30053, 30060, 30064, 30071, 30075, 30099, 30115, 30116, 30117, 30128, 30129, 30135, 30142, 30149, 30162, 30163, 30164, 30165, 30166, 30172, 30188, 30189, 30222, 30233, 30234, 30235, 30242, 30250, 30253, 30256, 30266, 30288, 30289, 30290, 30291, 30298, 30300, 30303, 30304, 30306, 30368, 30388, 30460, 30501
Warren, D. (David M.), 1820-1861. System of physical geography  4821
Warren, Gouverneur Kemble, 1830-1882. Explorations in the Dacota country in the year 1855 (1856)  36695
Warren, Gouverneur Kemble, 1830-1882. Map of the territory of the United States from the Mississippi to the Pacific Ocean ... [1857?]  81726
Warren, Gouverneur Kemble, 1830-1882. Military map of parts of Kansas, Nebraska and Dakota [1859]  81726
Warren, Gouverneur Kemble, 1830-1882 - Scientific expeditions - Maps - 1858  32652
Warren, H., fl. 1851  2305, 3447, 8097, 11192, 11579, 16036, 16498, 23174, 24567, 26093, 34979, 38191, 39520, 46365, 48137, 53520, 55565, 56821, 61795, 62129, 62758, 62827, 62941, 65959, 70732, 71194, 74273, 75787, 75788, 81675, 82777, 84262
Warren, H. (Henry), 1794-1879  30261
Warren, J.  23517
Warren, J. P.  12828
Warren, John W.  6212
Warren, John W., Mrs.  6212
Warren, Mary E.  6212
Warren, Moses, 1762-1835  21888, 21889
Warren, Moses & Co., Chicago, Ill. SEE Moses Warren & Co. (Chicago, Ill.)  75798
Warren, Peter, Sir, 1703-1875  45971
Warren, R. D.  41067
Warren, R. D.  4821
Warren, Stuart  62271
Warren, Thomas Gregory, fl. 1748  15155, 36710
Warren, W. H.  45971
Warren, William, 1806-1879  29554
Warren, William J.  18617, 75125
Warren, William Thorn  83003, 83004
Warrick County (Ind.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners  80855
Warrick County (Ind.) - Maps - 1880 - Landowners  80856, 80857
Warrick County (Ind.) - Maps - 1890 - Landowners  80858
Warrick County (Ind.) - Maps - 1917 - Landowners  80859
Warrick County Rural Youth Club (Ind.)  80858, 80859
Warrington  8528, 34501
Warrington, C. C., fl. 1930  84840
Warrington, John  34500
Wars - Colorado - Maps - 1879  21297, 21298
Wars - Europe - Maps - 1704 (Provisional Heading)  25952
Warsaw National Library (Poland) SEE Biblioteka Narodowa (Poland)  65096, 65794
Warsaw (Poland) - 1998  80860
Warsaw (Poland) - Maps - 1655  65097
Warsaw (Poland) - Maps - 1772  65026, 65027
Warsaw (Poland) - Maps - 1772-1799  65024
Warsaw (Poland) - Maps - 1772 - Pictorial works  65026, 65027
Warsaw (Poland) - Maps - 1792  80861
Warsaw (Poland) - Maps - 1831  80862
Warsaw (Poland). Ministry of Public Works. Office of Tourism  65072
Warsaw (Poland) - Pictorial works - 1620  80863
Warsaw (Poland) - Pictorial works - 1656  80864
Warsaw (Poland) - Pictorial works - 1657  80865
Warsaw (Warszawa)  80862
Wartburg (Eisenach, Germany) - Maps - 1910-1911  24857
Wartburg (Eisenach, Germany) - Maps - 1900-1911  24857
[Wartburg (Eisenach, Germany) - Maps - 1850-1869]  80866
Warwick County (Va.) - Maps - 1862 - Landowners  80866
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Maps Date Range</th>
<th>Call Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Warwick (England)</td>
<td>1610</td>
<td>80873, 80874</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warwick (England)</td>
<td>1654</td>
<td>80867</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warwick (England)</td>
<td>1911-1912</td>
<td>80868</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warwick (England)</td>
<td>Collections, 1510-1851</td>
<td>80869</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warwick (England)</td>
<td>Pictorial works - 1654</td>
<td>80870</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warwick (N.Y. : Town)</td>
<td>Maps - 1805 - Landowners</td>
<td>80871</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warwick (N.Y. : Town)</td>
<td>Maps - 1863 - Landowners</td>
<td>80872</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warwick town maps 1610-1851: reproductions of five original maps</td>
<td>80869</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warwick Valley in 1805</td>
<td></td>
<td>80871</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warwickshire</td>
<td></td>
<td>80882</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warwickshire / by J. Charles Cox</td>
<td></td>
<td>80883</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warwickshire (England). County Council</td>
<td></td>
<td>80886</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warwickshire (England). County Record Office</td>
<td></td>
<td>80869</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warwickshire (England)</td>
<td>Maps - 1610</td>
<td>80873, 80874</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warwickshire (England)</td>
<td>Maps - 1725</td>
<td>80875, 80876</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warwickshire (England)</td>
<td>Maps - 1800-1809</td>
<td>80877</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warwickshire (England)</td>
<td>Maps - 1822</td>
<td>80878</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warwickshire (England)</td>
<td>Maps - 1830</td>
<td>52526</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warwickshire (England)</td>
<td>Maps - 1866</td>
<td>80879</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warwickshire (England)</td>
<td>Maps - 1874</td>
<td>80880</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warwickshire (England)</td>
<td>Maps - 1879</td>
<td>80881</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warwickshire (England)</td>
<td>Maps - 1899 - Guidebooks</td>
<td>80882</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warwickshire (England)</td>
<td>Maps - 1923</td>
<td>80883</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warwickshire (England)</td>
<td>Maps - 1926</td>
<td>80884</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warwickshire (England)</td>
<td>Maps - 1936-1950</td>
<td>80885</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warwickshire (England)</td>
<td>Maps - Bibliography</td>
<td>80886</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warwickshire (England)</td>
<td>Pictorial works - 1822</td>
<td>80878</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warwickshire Museum</td>
<td></td>
<td>80869</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warwickshire : Shakespeare’s country / edited by Arthur Mee</td>
<td>80885</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Was Antarctica mapped by the ancients?</td>
<td>16891</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Was Australia charted before 1606? : the Java la Grande inscriptions / William A.R. Richardson</td>
<td>23651</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Was Elizabeth I interested in maps -- and did it matter?</td>
<td>24916</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wasatch Oil Refining Company</td>
<td></td>
<td>82338, 82339, 82366, 82425, 82468</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington (Alameda County, Calif. : Township) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps</td>
<td>60268</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington / American Oil Company</td>
<td></td>
<td>81412</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington and Lee University. Board of Survey</td>
<td></td>
<td>43637</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington and Old Dominion Railroad</td>
<td></td>
<td>59552</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington and Oregon</td>
<td></td>
<td>59745, 59746, 81186, 81187, 81188, 81191, 81192, 81193, 81194, 81195, 81198, 81200, 81201</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Washington and Oregon, a map history of the Oregon country / by Martha Berry Parker  59797
Washington and vicinity: a pictorial road map: buy at the Esso sign: Standard Oil Company of New Jersey  80984, 80990
Washington and vicinity. Maryland, District of Columbia, Virginia  81076
Washington College. Board of Survey  10982
Washington College (Chesterstown, Md.)  45349
Washington College presents on the map: an exhibit and catalogue of maps relating to Maryland and the Chesapeake Bay, honoring George Washington at the beginning of the third century of Washington College at Chestertown, Maryland, February 21-March 6,  45349
Washington County (Ark.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners  80889
Washington County Farm Bureau (Ill.)  80893, 80894
Washington County Farm plat book  80900
[Washington County (Ga.) - 1897: LC & G&M land ownership maps on microfiche]  80890
Washington County (Ga.) - Maps - 1897 - Landowners  80890
Washington County Historical Society (Ohio)  80916
Washington County (Ill.) - Maps - 1906 - Landowners  80891
Washington County (Ill.) - Maps - 1952 - Landowners  80892
Washington County (Ill.) - Maps - 1976 - Landowners  80893
Washington County (Ill.) - Maps - 1978 - Landowners  80894
Washington County (Ill.) - Maps - 1984 - Landowners  80895
Washington County (Ind.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners  80896
Washington County (Ind.) - Maps - 1972 - Landowners  69696
Washington County (Iowa) - Maps - 1874 - Landowners  80897
Washington County (Iowa) - Maps - 1906 - Landowners  80898
Washington County (Iowa) - Maps - 1947 - Landowners  80899
Washington County (Iowa) - Maps - 1970 - Landowners  80900
Washington County (Iowa) - Maps - 1976 - Landowners  80901
[Washington County (Ky.) - 1877: LC & G&M land ownership maps on microfiche]  80902
Washington County (Ky.) - Maps - 1877 - Landowners  80902
[Washington County (Md.) - 1859: LC & G&M land ownership maps on microfiche]  80903
Washington County (Md.) - Maps - 1859 - Landowners  80903
Washington County (Md.) - Maps - 1877 - Landowners  80904
Washington County (Md.) - Maps - 1964 - Road maps  80905
[Washington County (Me.) - 1861: LC & G&M land ownership maps on microfiche]  80906
Washington County (Me.) - Maps - 1861 - Landowners  80906
Washington County (Me.) - Maps - 1881 - Landowners  80907, 80908
[Washington County (Minn.) - 1887: LC & G&M land ownership maps on microfiche]  80909
Washington County (Minn.) - Maps - 1886 - Landowners  66200
Washington County (Minn.) - Maps - 1887 - Landowners  80909
Washington County (Minn.) - Maps - 1890 - Landowners  66203
Washington County (Minn.) - Maps - 1911 - Landowners  5726
[Washington County (Miss.) - 1871: LC & G&M land ownership maps on microfiche]  80910
Washington County (Miss.) - Maps - 1871 - Landowners  80910
Washington County (Mo.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners  80911
[Washington County (N.Y.) - 1853: LC & G&M land ownership maps on microfiche]  80913
Washington County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1755 - Manuscripts  27324
Washington County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1839  80912
Washington County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1853 - Landowners  80913
Washington County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1866 - Landowners  80914
Washington County (Neb.) - Maps - 1913 - Landowners  23776
Washington County (Neb.) - Maps - 1920 - Landowners  80915
[Washington County (Ohio) - 1858: LC & G&M land ownership maps on microfiche]  80917
Washington County, Ohio / by William D. Emerson  80916
Washington County (Ohio) - Maps - 1845 - Landowners  80916
Washington County (Ohio) - Maps - 1858 - Landowners  80917
Washington County (Ohio) - Maps - 1875 - Landowners  80918
Washington County (Or.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps  65299
Washington County (Or.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps  65300
Washington County (Or.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps  65301
Washington County (Or.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps  65302
Washington County (Or.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps  65303
Washington County (Or.) - Maps - 2009 - Road maps  65304
[Washington County (Pa.) - 1856: LC & G&M land ownership maps on microfiche]  80921
[Washington County (Pa.) - 1861: LC & G&M land ownership maps on microfiche]  80922
[Washington County (Pa.) - 1890: LC & G&M land ownership maps on microfiche]  80924
Washington County (Pa.) - Maps - 1700-1799  80919
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Call Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Washington County (Pa.) - Maps - 1700-1899 - Landowners</td>
<td>80920</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington County (Pa.) - Maps - 1856 - Landowners</td>
<td>80921</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington County (Pa.) - Maps - 1858-1882 - Real property</td>
<td>57128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington County (Pa.) - Maps - 1861 - Landowners</td>
<td>80922</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington County (Pa.) - Maps - 1876 - Landowners</td>
<td>80923</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington County (Pa.) - Maps - 1890 - Landowners</td>
<td>80924</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington County (Pa.) - Maps - 2003 - Road maps</td>
<td>64851</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington County (Pa.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps</td>
<td>64852</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington County (Pa.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps</td>
<td>64853</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington County (Pa.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps</td>
<td>64854</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington County (Pa.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps</td>
<td>64856</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington County plat book : America's bicentennial</td>
<td>80901</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington County Publishing Company (West Bend, Wis.)</td>
<td>80932, 80935</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Washington County (Tex.) - 1879: LC G&amp;M land ownership maps on microfiche]</td>
<td>80925</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington County (Tex.) - Maps - 1879 - Landowners</td>
<td>80925</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Washington County (Va.) - 1890: LC G&amp;M land ownership maps on microfiche]</td>
<td>80926</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington County (Va.) - Maps - 1890 - Landowners</td>
<td>80926</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Washington County (Vt.) - 1858: LC G&amp;M land ownership maps on microfiche]</td>
<td>80927</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington County (Vt.) - Maps - 1858 - Landowners</td>
<td>80927</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington County (Vt.) - Maps - 1873 - Landowners</td>
<td>80928, 80929</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington County (Wis.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners</td>
<td>80930</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington County (Wis.) - Maps - 1892 - Landowners</td>
<td>80931</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington County (Wis.) - Maps - 1962 - Landowners</td>
<td>80932</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington County (Wis.) - Maps - 1966 - Landowners</td>
<td>80933</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington County (Wis.) - Maps - 1967 - Landowners</td>
<td>80934</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington County (Wis.) - Maps - 1969 - Landowners</td>
<td>80935</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington County (Wis.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps</td>
<td>49368</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington County (Wis.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps</td>
<td>49369</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington, D.C. 80937, 81034, 81056</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington (D.C.), 7.5 minute series (topographic)</td>
<td>80971</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington D.C. and metropolitan area : Sunoco road map</td>
<td>81017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington, D.C. and vicinity : map and visitor's guide : Esso</td>
<td>81024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington D.C. and vicinity : Sinclair road map / Sinclair H-C gasoline</td>
<td>81112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington, D.C., and vicinity street map</td>
<td>81135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington D.C. : bicentennial commemorative road map / Amoco Oil Company</td>
<td>81031</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington (D.C.) - City planning</td>
<td>80936</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington (D.C.) - Description - 1804</td>
<td>34874</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington (D.C.) - Description and travel - 1940</td>
<td>24071</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington (D.C.) - Description and travel - 1941</td>
<td>24072</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington, D.C. EasyFinder : Local street detail</td>
<td>81043</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington (D.C.) - Guidebooks - 1900</td>
<td>81052</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington (D.C.) - Guidebooks - 1908</td>
<td>81054</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington (D.C.) - History - Capture by the British, 1814 - Maps</td>
<td>76400, 76401, 76402</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington (D.C.) - Maps - 1791</td>
<td>80937</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington (D.C.) - Maps - 1791 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>80938, 80939</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington (D.C.) - Maps - 1792</td>
<td>80940, 80941, 80942, 80943, 80944</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington (D.C.) - Maps - 1794</td>
<td>80945, 80946</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington (D.C.) - Maps - 1795</td>
<td>45254, 80947</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington (D.C.) - Maps - 1804 - Road maps</td>
<td>64450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington (D.C.) - Maps - 1820</td>
<td>76586</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington (D.C.) - Maps - 1822</td>
<td>80948</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington (D.C.) - Maps - 1827</td>
<td>80949</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington (D.C.) - Maps - 1829</td>
<td>76618</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington (D.C.) - Maps - 1833</td>
<td>80950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington (D.C.) - Maps - 1834</td>
<td>76646</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington (D.C.) - Maps - 1836</td>
<td>80951</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington (D.C.) - Maps - 1838</td>
<td>76659, 80952</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington (D.C.) - Maps - 1847</td>
<td>80953</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington (D.C.) - Maps - 1850</td>
<td>15200, 80954</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington (D.C.) - Maps - 1855</td>
<td>80955</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington (D.C.) - Maps - 1856</td>
<td>76777</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington (D.C.) - Maps - 1857</td>
<td>76779, 76787, 80956</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington (D.C.) - Maps - 1859</td>
<td>80957</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Washington (D.C.)</th>
<th>Maps</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Call Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Washington (D.C.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1860</td>
<td>1860</td>
<td>80958</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington (D.C.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1868</td>
<td>1868</td>
<td>80959</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington (D.C.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1872 - Harbors</td>
<td>1872</td>
<td>80960</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington (D.C.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1873</td>
<td>1873</td>
<td>45271, 45272</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington (D.C.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1876</td>
<td>1876</td>
<td>80961, 80962</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington (D.C.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1878</td>
<td>1878</td>
<td>80963</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington (D.C.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1879 - Road maps</td>
<td>1879</td>
<td>80964</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington (D.C.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1882</td>
<td>1882</td>
<td>80400, 80965</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington (D.C.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1883 - Railroads</td>
<td>1883</td>
<td>45273, 45274</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington (D.C.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1886</td>
<td>1886</td>
<td>80966</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington (D.C.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1887 - Railroads</td>
<td>1887</td>
<td>45278</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington (D.C.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1887 - Real property</td>
<td>1887</td>
<td>80967</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington (D.C.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1889 - Railroads</td>
<td>1889</td>
<td>45279</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington (D.C.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1889 - Road maps</td>
<td>1889</td>
<td>80968</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington (D.C.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1890 - Harbors</td>
<td>1890</td>
<td>65450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington (D.C.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1892 - Pictorial works</td>
<td>1892</td>
<td>80969</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington (D.C.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1893 - Railroads</td>
<td>1893</td>
<td>45280</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington (D.C.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1895 - Railroads</td>
<td>1895</td>
<td>45281</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington (D.C.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1898</td>
<td>1898</td>
<td>80970</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington (D.C.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1900</td>
<td>1900</td>
<td>81052</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington (D.C.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1900 - Road maps</td>
<td>1900</td>
<td>80972</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington (D.C.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1901</td>
<td>1901</td>
<td>45285</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington (D.C.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1902 - Postal service</td>
<td>1902</td>
<td>45286</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington (D.C.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1902 - Railroads</td>
<td>1902</td>
<td>45286</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington (D.C.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1906 - Railroads</td>
<td>1906</td>
<td>45287</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington (D.C.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1908</td>
<td>1908</td>
<td>81054</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington (D.C.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1914-1925 - Road maps - Pictorial maps</td>
<td>1914-1925</td>
<td>80973</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington (D.C.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1914 - Road maps</td>
<td>1914</td>
<td>80440</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington (D.C.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1917 - Road maps</td>
<td>1917</td>
<td>80974</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington (D.C.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1922</td>
<td>1922</td>
<td>80975</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington (D.C.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1925 - Railroads</td>
<td>1925</td>
<td>45316</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington (D.C.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1926 - Railroads</td>
<td>1926</td>
<td>45321</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington (D.C.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1927 - Railroads</td>
<td>1927</td>
<td>45322</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington (D.C.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1928</td>
<td>1928</td>
<td>84333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington (D.C.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1928 - Railroads</td>
<td>1928</td>
<td>45323, 45324, 45325, 45326</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington (D.C.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1928 - Road maps</td>
<td>1928</td>
<td>80976</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington (D.C.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1930 - Aeronautical charts</td>
<td>1930</td>
<td>81075</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington (D.C.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1930 - Road maps</td>
<td>1930</td>
<td>80978</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington (D.C.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1930 - Road maps - Pictorial maps</td>
<td>1930</td>
<td>80977</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington (D.C.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1931</td>
<td>1931</td>
<td>77502</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington (D.C.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1931 - Road maps</td>
<td>1931</td>
<td>80979</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington (D.C.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1932 - Road maps</td>
<td>1932</td>
<td>81076</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington (D.C.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1933 - Road maps</td>
<td>1933</td>
<td>3918, 3920, 3930</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington (D.C.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1934 - Road maps</td>
<td>1934</td>
<td>3931, 3945</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington (D.C.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1935 - Road maps</td>
<td>1935</td>
<td>80980, 80981, 80982</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington (D.C.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1936 - Road maps</td>
<td>1936</td>
<td>3959, 3969, 3970, 47857, 80983, 80984, 80985, 80986, 80987, 81081, 81082, 81083, 81084</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington (D.C.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1936 - Road maps - Pictorial Maps</td>
<td>1936</td>
<td>80984</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington (D.C.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1937 - Road maps</td>
<td>1937</td>
<td>3971, 3986, 3987, 80988, 80989, 81085, 81086, 81087, 81088, 81089, 81090</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington (D.C.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1938</td>
<td>1938</td>
<td>77676</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington (D.C.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1938 - Road maps</td>
<td>1938</td>
<td>4003, 4004, 4009, 80990, 80991, 80992, 81092, 81093</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington (D.C.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1938 - Road maps - Pictorial Maps</td>
<td>1938</td>
<td>80990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington (D.C.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1939 - Hotels</td>
<td>1939</td>
<td>80994</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington (D.C.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1939 - Road maps</td>
<td>1939</td>
<td>4020, 4023, 80993, 80994, 81094, 81095, 81096, 81097</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington (D.C.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1940-1949 - Road maps</td>
<td>1940-1949</td>
<td>80995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington (D.C.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1940 - Road maps</td>
<td>1940</td>
<td>4032, 4033, 24071, 80996, 80997, 81098, 81099, 81100, 81101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington (D.C.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1941 - Road maps</td>
<td>1941</td>
<td>4041, 4042, 24072, 80998, 80999, 81000, 81102, 81103, 81104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington (D.C.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1942 - Road maps</td>
<td>1942</td>
<td>4050, 4051, 4053, 81001, 81002, 81105, 81106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington (D.C.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1943 - Local transit</td>
<td>1943</td>
<td>81003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington (D.C.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1943 - Road maps</td>
<td>1943</td>
<td>81003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington (D.C.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1945 - Road maps</td>
<td>1945</td>
<td>81107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington (D.C.)</td>
<td>Maps - 1946 - Road maps</td>
<td>1946</td>
<td>8076, 81004, 81005, 81006, 81108, 81109, 81110</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Call Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Washington D.C. - Maps - 1947 - Road maps</td>
<td>81007, 81112, 81113, 81114, 81115, 81116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington D.C. - Maps - 1948</td>
<td>81010, 81011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington D.C. - Maps - 1948 - Harbors</td>
<td>3685</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington D.C. - Maps - 1948 - Road maps</td>
<td>81008, 81009, 81117, 81118, 81119, 81120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington D.C. - Maps - 1949 - Harbors</td>
<td>3686</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington D.C. - Maps - 1949 - Local transit</td>
<td>81012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington D.C. - Maps - 1949 - Road maps</td>
<td>81012, 81013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington D.C. - Maps - 1950 - Road maps</td>
<td>81014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington D.C. - Maps - 1951</td>
<td>76087, 76088</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington D.C. - Maps - 1951 - Harbors</td>
<td>3688, 47959</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington D.C. - Maps - 1951 - Road maps</td>
<td>81015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington D.C. - Maps - 1952</td>
<td>81018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington D.C. - Maps - 1952 - Road maps</td>
<td>11693, 81016, 81017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington D.C. - Maps - 1952 - Road maps - Pictorial maps</td>
<td>81018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington D.C. - Maps - 1954 - Road maps</td>
<td>11662, 81019, 81020, 81021, 81121, 81122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington D.C. - Maps - 1955 - Road maps</td>
<td>11663, 24457</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington D.C. - Maps - 1956 - Harbors</td>
<td>3694</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington D.C. - Maps - 1956 - Road maps</td>
<td>81028, 24459, 81022, 81123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington D.C. - Maps - 1957</td>
<td>81024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington D.C. - Maps - 1957 - Road maps</td>
<td>81023, 81124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington D.C. - Maps - 1957 - Road maps - Pictorial maps</td>
<td>81024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington D.C. - Maps - 1958 - Road maps</td>
<td>81025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington D.C. - Maps - 1959 - Road maps</td>
<td>81125, 81126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington D.C. - Maps - 1960 - Road maps</td>
<td>24472, 81127, 81128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington D.C. - Maps - 1962 - Road maps</td>
<td>81025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington D.C. - Maps - 1968 - Road maps</td>
<td>81130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington D.C. - Maps - 1969 - Road maps</td>
<td>81131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington D.C. - Maps - 1970 - Road maps</td>
<td>81132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington D.C. - Maps - 1971 - Road maps</td>
<td>81133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington D.C. - Maps - 1972 - Road maps</td>
<td>11750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington D.C. - Maps - 1973 - Road maps</td>
<td>81134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington D.C. - Maps - 1974 - Road maps</td>
<td>81136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington D.C. - Maps - 1975</td>
<td>81027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington D.C. - Maps - 1975 - Road maps</td>
<td>81028, 81029, 81030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington D.C. - Maps - 1976 - Road maps</td>
<td>81031</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington D.C. - Maps - 1979 - Local transit</td>
<td>81032</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington D.C. - Maps - 1979 - Road maps</td>
<td>81033</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington D.C. - Maps - 1980 - Road maps</td>
<td>81034</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington D.C. - Maps - 1993</td>
<td>81036</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington D.C. - Maps - 1994 - Road maps</td>
<td>81038</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington D.C. - Maps - 1997 - Road maps</td>
<td>81039</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington D.C. - Maps - 2002 - Road maps</td>
<td>81040</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington D.C. - Maps - 2003 - Road maps</td>
<td>81041, 81042, 81043, 81044</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington D.C. - Maps - Bibliography</td>
<td>81045</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington D.C. - Maps - Collections</td>
<td>76093, 80936, 81047</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington D.C. - Maps - Collections, 1793-1852</td>
<td>81046</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington D.C. - Maps - Exhibitions - Catalogs</td>
<td>81048</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Washington, Oregon and Idaho
Washington on view : capital since 1790
Washington Navy Yard. Civil Engineer's Office   5039
Washington (Miami County, Ohio)
Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Authority   81032, 81034
Washington Map Society membership directory 2009
Washington Map Society   17402, 18284, 18290, 37531, 81066
state map series
Washington / map prepared by Allan Cartography of Medford, Or., using base materials from the United States Geological Survey
The Washington Monument (Baltimore, Md)
Washington in maps, 1606
Washington & Idaho : Richfield travel guide
Washington Hotel (Washington, Pa.) SEE George Washington
Washington, George, 1732
Washington Island (French Polynesia) SEE Ua Huka (French Polynesia)
Washington in maps, 1855
Washington, John Macrae, 1797-1853
The Washington map of the United States   76802, 76803
The Washington map of the United States / by the Superintendent, U.S. National Observatory   76804
Washington / map prepared by Allan Cartography of Medford, Or., using base materials from the United States Geological Survey's 1:500,000 scale state map series   81420
Washington Map Society 17402, 18284, 18290, 37531, 81066
Washington Map Society - Directories 81066
Washington Map Society membership directory 2009-2010 81066
Washington - Maps - 1865 62067
Washington - Maps - 1900-1960 - Topographic maps 81067, 81068, 81069
Washington - Maps - 1934 - Road maps 35191
Washington - Maps - 1935 - Road maps 79855
Washington - Maps - 1938 - Road maps 81070
Washington - Maps - 1939 - Road maps 62201
Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Authority 81032, 81034
Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Authority - Maps - 1979 81032
Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Authority - Maps - 1980 81034
Washington (Miami County, Ohio) - Maps - 1824 - Archaeology 64782
Washington Monument (Baltimore, Md) - Maps - 1851 - Pictorial works 76744
Washington Navy Yard. Civil Engineer's Office 5039
Washington on view : capital since 1790 81058
Washington, Oregon and Idaho 59758, 59759, 59760, 59762, 59763, 59764, 59765, 59766
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Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Washington, Oregon, British Columbia  59773
Washington, Oregon highway map ... Union Oil Company  81296
Washington, Oregon highways / Tide Water Associated Oil Company  81327
Washington, Oregon, Idaho : Mobilgas : Socony-Vacuum : travel the route of the flying red horse : General Petroleum Corporation, a Socony-Vacuum Company  59782, 59783, 81377
Washington, Oregon, Idaho : Mobilgas : Socony-Vacuum : travel the route of the flying red horse : General Petroleum Corporation of California, a Socony-Vacuum Company  59778
Washington, Oregon, Idaho / Richfield travel guide  59777, 59779, 59780
Washington, Oregon pictorial road map : Union Oil Company  81374, 81375
Washington, Oregon road map : Union Oil Company  81334, 81346
Washington, Oregon : Texaco road map  81273, 81279, 81280, 81281
Washington Ozaukee Counties, Wisconsin, official farm plat book and directory  80933
Washington Park (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1871  81071
Washington Park (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1897  81072
Washington Park proposed addition [including the Newberry Library]  56871
Washington points of interest and touring map ...  81373, 81388
Washington points of interest and touring map ... / Standard stations and Chevron gas stations  81362
Washington Post (2009)  75112
Washington Post (2013)  73248
Washington practical guide / by Charles B. Reynolds  80975, 80978
Washington Region - History - War of 1812  76410
Washington Region (Ky.) - Maps - 1847  40660
Washington Region (Ky.) - Maps - 1850  40662
Washington Region - Maps - 1802 - Road maps  47599
Washington Region - Maps - 1804 - Road maps  47600, 47601, 64450
Washington Region - Maps - 1814  76400, 76401, 76402
Washington Region - Maps - 1826  76115
Washington Region - Maps - 1831  64451
Washington Region - Maps - 1832  76629, 76630
Washington Region - Maps - 1833  76661
Washington Region - Maps - 1835  76650
Washington Region - Maps - 1838  76658, 76662
Washington Region - Maps - 1841  81073
Washington Region - Maps - 1842  45266
Washington Region - Maps - 1843  76691, 76692, 76694
Washington Region - Maps - 1845  57743, 76707
Washington Region - Maps - 1855  23028
Washington Region - Maps - 1857  23029
Washington Region - Maps - 1859  23030
Washington Region - Maps - 1861  76347
Washington Region - Maps - 1868  54801
Washington Region - Maps - 1878 - Landowners  65573, 65574, 81074
Washington Region - Maps - 1882  80965
Washington Region - Maps - 1902 - Postal service  45286
Washington Region - Maps - 1902 - Railroads  45286
Washington Region - Maps - 1925 - Road maps  47789
Washington Region - Maps - 1930 - Aeronautical charts  81075
Washington Region - Maps - 1930 - Road maps  45328, 80977
Washington Region - Maps - 1932 - Aeronautical charts  47828
Washington Region - Maps - 1932 - Road maps  81076
Washington Region - Maps - 1934 - Road maps  81077, 81078
Washington Region - Maps - 1935 - Road maps  80981, 80982, 81079, 81080
Washington Region - Maps - 1936 - Road maps  3970, 80984, 80985, 80986, 80987, 81081, 81082, 81083, 81084
Washington Region - Maps - 1937 - Road maps  3987, 80989, 81085, 81086, 81087, 81088, 81089, 81090
Washington Region - Maps - 1938 - Hotels  80992
Washington Region - Maps - 1938 - Petroleum industry and trade  80992
Washington Region - Maps - 1938 - Road maps  4005, 4006, 4007, 4008, 4009, 80990, 80991, 80992, 81091, 81092, 81093
Washington Region - Maps - 1938 - Road maps - Pictorial Maps  80990
Washington Region - Maps - 1939 - Petroleum industry and trade  80994
Washington Region - Maps - 1939 - Road maps  4021, 4022, 4023, 80993, 80994, 81094, 81095, 81096, 81097
Washington Region - Maps - 1940-1949 - Road maps  80995
Washington Region - Maps - 1940 - Road maps  4034, 4035, 80997, 81098, 81099, 81100, 81101
Washington Region - Maps - 1941 - Road maps  4042, 4043, 81000, 81102, 81103, 81104
Washington Region - Maps - 1942 - Road maps  4052, 4053, 4054, 81001, 81002, 81005, 81106
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Washington Region - Maps - 1945 - Road maps 81107
Washington Region - Maps - 1946 - Road maps 4077, 4078, 4079, 81005, 81006, 81108, 81109, 81110
Washington Region - Maps - 1947 - Road maps 81111
Washington Region - Maps - 1948 - Road maps 81010, 81011
Washington Region - Maps - 1949 - Road maps 4107, 4108, 81013
Washington Region - Maps - 1950 - Road maps 4115, 47958, 81014
Washington Region - Maps - 1951 - Road maps 4129, 4130, 81015
Washington Region - Maps - 1952 - Road maps 4138, 4139, 81016, 81017
Washington Region - Maps - 1953 - Road maps 47971
Washington Region - Maps - 1954 - Road maps 47974, 81020, 81021, 81121, 81122
Washington Region - Maps - 1956 - Road maps 81022, 81123
Washington Region - Maps - 1957 - Road maps 81124
Washington Region - Maps - 1958 - Road maps 81025
Washington Region - Maps - 1959 - Road maps 81125, 81126
Washington Region - Maps - 1960 - Road maps 81127, 81128
Washington Region - Maps - 1966 - Road maps 11695, 11696, 81129
Washington Region - Maps - 1967 - Road maps 11698, 81026
Washington Region - Maps - 1968 - Road maps 81130
Washington Region - Maps - 1969 - Road maps 81131
Washington Region - Maps - 1970 - Road maps 11665, 81132
Washington Region - Maps - 1971 - Road maps 81133
Washington Region - Maps - 1972 - Road maps 11750, 45341
Washington Region - Maps - 1973 - Road maps 11751, 81134, 81135
Washington Region - Maps - 1974 - Road maps 81136
Washington Region - Maps - 1975 - Road maps 81028, 81029, 81030
Washington Region - Maps - 1976 - Road maps 11705, 81031
Washington Region - Maps - 1979 - Local transit 81032
Washington Region - Maps - 1979 - Road maps 81033
Washington Region - Maps - 1980 - Local transit 81034
Washington Region - Maps - 1980 - Road maps 81034
Washington Region - Maps - 1997 - Road maps 81039
Washington Region - Maps - 2003 - Road maps 81044
Washington Region - Maps - 2004 - Road maps 81137, 81138, 81139, 81140
Washington Region - Maps - 2006 - Road maps 43236, 81141
Washington Region - Maps - 2008 - Road maps 81142, 81143
Washington Region - Maps - Collections 81047
Washington road map ... Firestone Service Stores Incorporated, Longview, Washington 81237
Washington road map : Standard Service 81285
Washington's map of the Ohio 18247
Washington Square 81147
Washington Square Book Shop 63201
Washington Square / cartographers: D. Blind, E. Coburn, L. Dreher, S. Rinella 81160
Washington Square / DeVito, Donohue, Jones, Harris 81159
Washington Square + its man made objects 81153
Washington Square--looking northeast 81161
Washington Square Park (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1872 81144
Washington Square Park (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1879 81145
Washington Square Park (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1884 81146
Washington Square Park (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1886 52890
Washington Square Park (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1886 - Manuscripts 56870
Washington Square Park (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1890 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 56871
Washington Square Park (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1937-1940 81147
Washington Square Park (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 2005 - Manuscripts 81148, 81149, 81150
Washington Square Park (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 2007 - Manuscripts 81151, 81152, 81153
Washington Square Park (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 2009 - Manuscripts 81154, 81155, 81156
Washington Square Park (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 2011 - Manuscripts 81157, 81158, 81159, 81160
Washington Square Park (Chicago, Ill.) - Pictorial works - 1898 81161
Washington Square Park, Chicago, Ill. : public park adjacent to the Newberry Library 81151
Washington Square Park / [signed] Stephanie Carlyle, Ebby Melahn, Nia Mason, Nicole Parker English 81157
Washington ... Standard Oil road map ... 81070, 81288, 81293, 81294, 81299, 81309, 81315, 81322, 81330, 81337
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Washington : Standard Stations road map  81306
Washington (State) - Camping -1974  62050
Washington (State). Department of Commerce and Economic Development  81413
Washington (State). Dept. of Conservation  81407
Washington (State). Dept. of Conservation and Development. Division of Progress and Industry Development  81342
Washington (State). Dept. of Highways  81228, 81231, 81253, 81261, 81269, 81277, 81316, 81317, 81323, 81342, 81405, 81410, 81414, 81415
Washington (State). Division of Mines and Geology  81407
Washington (State) - Guidebooks - 1975  81418
Washington (State). Harbor Line Commission  81184
Washington State Highway Commission  81405, 81413, 81414, 81415
Washington (State). Highway Engineer SEE Washington (State). State Highway Engineer  81221
Washington state highways  81413, 81414, 81415
Washington (State) - Historical geography - Maps  81423
Washington (State). Maps - 1786 - Coasts  81162
Washington (State). Maps - 1790-1795 - Coasts  13991
Washington (State). Maps - 1790 - Coasts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  79846, 81163
Washington (State). Maps - 1841  62056, 81164
Washington (State). Maps - 1845  62059
Washington (State). Maps - 1846  62060
Washington (State). Maps - 1849  21745, 62062, 62063
Washington (State). Maps - 1855  59745
Washington (State). Maps - 1855-1856 - Indians - Wars  81165
Washington (State). Maps - 1855 - Indian reservations  81166
Washington (State). Maps - 1856  81167
Washington (State). Maps - 1857  59746, 81168
Washington (State). Maps - 1857 - Public lands - Surveys  81169
Washington (State). Maps - 1858 - Mines and Mineral Resources  81170, 81171
Washington (State). Maps - 1860  81172
Washington (State). Maps - 1863  62066
Washington (State). Maps - 1877 - Indians - Manuscripts  21805
Washington (State). Maps - 1878  81173
Washington (State). Maps - 1882  62071
Washington (State). Maps - 1883  81174
Washington (State). Maps - 1883 - Railroad land grants  81175
Washington (State). Maps - 1883 - Railroads  81176
Washington (State). Maps - 1884 - Railroads  81177
Washington (State). Maps - 1885 - Railroads  81178
Washington (State). Maps - 1887 - Railroads  81179
Washington (State). Maps - 1888 - Railroads  81180
Washington (State). Maps - 1891 - Railroad land grants  81181
Washington (State). Maps - 1892  81182
Washington (State). Maps - 1892 - Indian Reservations  81183
Washington (State). Maps - 1893 - Harbors  81184
Washington (State). Maps - 1893 - Railroads  81185
Washington (State). Maps - 1899 - Railroads  81186
Washington (State). Maps - 1900 - Railroads  81187
Washington (State). Maps - 1901 - Railroads  81188, 81189
Washington (State). Maps - 1902 - Postal service  81190
Washington (State). Maps - 1902 - Railroads  81190, 81191
Washington (State). Maps - 1903 - Railroads  81192
Washington (State). Maps - 1904 - Railroads  81193
Washington (State). Maps - 1905 - Railroads  81194
Washington (State). Maps - 1906 - Railroads  81195, 81196
Washington (State). Maps - 1907-1908 - Freight and freightage - Rates  62087
Washington (State). Maps - 1907 - Power-plants  81197
Washington (State). Maps - 1907 - Railroads  81197, 81198, 81199
Washington (State). Maps - 1908 - Railroads  81200
Washington (State). Maps - 1909  81202
Washington (State). Maps - 1909 - Railroads  81201
Washington (State). Maps - 1911 - Railroads  81203
Washington (State). Maps - 1913 - Railroads  81204, 81205
Washington (State). Maps - 1914 - Railroads  81206
Washington (State). Maps - 1916 - Railroads  81207
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Washington (State) - Maps - 1919 - Railroads 81209
Washington (State) - Maps - 1919 - Railroads - Indexes 81208
Washington (State) - Maps - 1919 - Road maps 81209
Washington (State) - Maps - 1920-1929 - Road maps 62098
Washington (State) - Maps - 1920 - Railroads 81210, 81211
Washington (State) - Maps - 1920 - Road maps 81210, 81211
Washington (State) - Maps - 1921 - Railroads 81212
Washington (State) - Maps - 1921 - Road maps 81212
Washington (State) - Maps - 1922 - Railroads 81213
Washington (State) - Maps - 1922 - Road maps 81213
Washington (State) - Maps - 1923 - Railroads 81214
Washington (State) - Maps - 1923 - Road maps 81214
Washington (State) - Maps - 1924 - Railroads 81215
Washington (State) - Maps - 1924 - Road maps 81206, 81207, 81215, 81216
Washington (State) - Maps - 1925 - Railroads 81217
Washington (State) - Maps - 1925 - Road maps 81209, 81210, 81211, 81212, 81213, 81217
Washington (State) - Maps - 1926 - Railroads 81218
Washington (State) - Maps - 1926 - Road maps 15380, 81216, 81218, 81219, 81220, 81221
Washington (State) - Maps - 1927 - Road maps 35151, 81217, 81218, 81219, 81222, 81223, 81224
Washington (State) - Maps - 1928 - Railroads 81225, 81226, 81227
Washington (State) - Maps - 1928 - Road maps 81226, 81227, 81228, 81229, 81230, 81231, 81232, 81233
Washington (State) - Maps - 1929 81240
Washington (State) - Maps - 1929 - Aeronautical charts 81240
Washington (State) - Maps - 1929 - Railroads 81240
Washington (State) - Maps - 1929 - Road maps 81234, 81235, 81236, 81237, 81238, 81239
Washington (State) - Maps - 1930-1939 - Aeronautical charts 81241
Washington (State) - Maps - 1930-1939 - Railroads 81241
Washington (State) - Maps - 1930 - Road maps 81242, 81243, 81244, 81245
Washington (State) - Maps - 1931 81254
Washington (State) - Maps - 1931 - Railroads 81254
Washington (State) - Maps - 1931 - Road maps 81238, 81246, 81247, 81248, 81249, 81250, 81251, 81252, 81253, 81254
Washington (State) - Maps - 1932 81262
Washington (State) - Maps - 1932 - Railroads 81262
Washington (State) - Maps - 1932 - Road maps 81244, 81255, 81256, 81257, 81258, 81259, 81260, 81261, 81262
Washington (State) - Maps - 1933 - Road maps 81253, 81254, 81263, 81264, 81265, 81266, 81267, 81268, 81269
Washington (State) - Maps - 1934 - Road maps 81261, 81262, 81270, 81271, 81272, 81273, 81274, 81275, 81276, 81277, 81278
Washington (State) - Maps - 1934 - Water-supply 38475
Washington (State) - Maps - 1935 - Road maps 15431, 15432, 15439, 15440, 81279, 81280, 81281, 81282, 81283, 81284, 81285, 81286, 81287
Washington (State) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps 15448, 15452, 15453, 15454, 15455, 62176, 81288, 81289, 81290, 81291, 81292, 81293
Washington (State) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps 15464, 15465, 15466, 15467, 15468, 15469, 15470, 2182, 81281, 81282, 81294, 81295, 81296, 81297, 81298, 81299
Washington (State) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps 81291, 81300, 81301, 81302, 81303, 81304, 81305, 81306, 81307, 81308
Washington (State) - Maps - 1939-1944 - Electric Lines 81309
Washington (State) - Maps - 1939 - Electric Lines 81303, 82192
Washington (State) - Maps - 1939 - Hydroelectric power plants 62192
Washington (State) - Maps - 1939 - Pictorial maps 81316, 81317
Washington (State) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps 15501, 82202, 81310, 81311, 81312, 81313, 81314, 81315, 81316, 81317, 81318
Washington (State) - Maps - 1940 - Pictorial maps 81323
Washington (State) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps 15512, 82206, 81319, 81320, 81321, 81322, 81323, 81324, 81325
Washington (State) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps 81323, 81326, 81327, 81328, 81329, 81330, 81331
Washington (State) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps 81329, 81330, 81331, 81332, 81333, 81334, 81335, 81336, 81337, 81338
Washington (State) - Maps - 1943 - Road maps 81339
Washington (State) - Maps - 1944 - Pictorial maps 81342
Washington (State) - Maps - 1944 - Road maps 15539, 15540, 82220, 81340, 81341, 81342
Washington (State) - Maps - 1945 - Road maps 81342, 81343, 81344, 81345, 81346, 81347
Washington (State) - Maps - 1946 - Electric Lines 81348
Washington (State) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps 15556, 15557, 15560, 15561, 15562, 15563, 62225, 62226, 62227, 81349, 81350, 81351, 81352, 81353, 81354, 81355, 81356, 81357, 81358, 81359, 81360, 81361, 81362, 81363
Washington (State) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps 15570, 15571, 15572, 15573, 15574, 15575, 15576, 15577, 15578, 15579, 15580, 82231, 81364, 81365, 81366, 81367, 81368, 81369, 81370, 81371, 81372, 81373
Washington (State) - Maps - 1948 81398
Washington (State) - Maps - 1948 - Pictorial maps 81374, 81375
Washington (State) - Maps - 1948 - Railroads 81389
Washington (State) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps 15595, 15596, 82232, 82237, 82238, 81374, 81375, 81376, 81377, 81378, 81379, 81380, 81381,
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Washington with sectional map of adjoining states : Texaco ... 81338, 81339
Washington, Oregon / Sinclair 81411
Washtenaw County (Mich.) - Maps - 1856 - Landowners 81425
Washtenaw County (Mich.) - Maps - 1856 - Landowners 81426
Washtenaw County (Mich.) - Maps - 1864 - Landowners 81427
Washtenaw County (Mich.) - Maps - 1874 - Landowners 81428
Washtenaw County (Mich.) - Maps - 1896 - Landowners 81429
Washtenaw County (Mich.) - Maps - 1930-1939 - Landowners 81430
Washtenaw County (Mich.) - Maps - 1935 - Landowners 81431
Washtenaw County (Mich.) - Maps - 2002 - Road maps 23389
Washtenaw County (Mich.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps 23390, 23391
Washtenaw County (Mich.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps 23393, 23394, 23395
Washtenaw County (Mich.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps 23396, 23397
Washtenaw County, Michigan, official farm plat book and directory 81431
Wasi, Ahmed 3409
Wasi's / Abidin's atlas of Asia 3409
Wasilla (Alaska) - Maps - 2009 - Road maps 1935
Wassenaer, Nicolaes van, d. 1631? 73305, 73307, 84038
Wasserman, Richard, 20513
Wasseron, Lief 7331
Wasseron, Olof 23606
Wasseron, Rex 28312
Wastenson, Lief 7331
Wastenson, Olof 23606
Watanabe, Akira, 1904-1984 18029, 18030
Watelet, Marcel 9049, 9553, 25890
Water atlas of the United States / Geraghty, Miller, Van der Leeden, Troise 78660
Water boundaries - Maps - History 81433
Water comes to the desert 75833
Water! : everyone agrees it must be used wisely, the question is, how? / by Victor A. Koelzer 21703
Water, Guijelmum vande, fl. 1666-1728 SEE Water, Willem van de, fl. 1686-1728 28981
Water Information Center, inc. 78343, 78660
The Water Level Route ... New York Central, Michigan Central, Boston & Albany, Big Four, Pittsburgh & Lake Erie : New York Central system 59426
Water Level Route SEE New York Central Railroad Company 59426
Water-mains SEE Water-pipes 77444
Water-pipes - United States - Maps - 1930-1939 - Pictorial maps 77443, 77444
Water-power - Maps - 1950 84403
Water pumps SEE Pumping machinery 20524
Water resources development - California - Maps - 1940 - Pictorial maps 19016
Water Rights - Jalisco, Lake (Mexico) - Maps - 1500-1599 - Manuscripts 68839
Water Rights - Zumpango, Lake (Mexico) - Maps - 1500-1599 - Manuscripts 68839
Water supply - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1862 19484
Water supply - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1869 20523
Water supply - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1917 19685
Water supply - Chicago (Ill.) - Pictorial works - 1869 20523
Water supply - Chicago - Maps - 1890 19595
Water supply - Chicago - Maps - 1891 19603
Water supply - Chicago Region (Ill.) - Maps - 1957 20444
Water supply - Hyde Park (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1883 35050
Water supply - Hyde Park (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1885 35054
Water supply - Maps - 1909 - Chicago (Ill.) 19650
Water supply - Mississippi River Valley - Maps - 1945 50639
Water-supply - United States - Maps - 1962 78343
Water-supply - United States - Maps - 1973 78660
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Water-supply - Washington (State) - Maps - 1934 38475
Water Tower (Chicago, Ill.) SEE Chicago Water Tower (Chicago, Ill.) 20523
Water Utilities - Boston (Mass.) - Maps - 1855 13501
Water, Willem van de, fl. 1686-1728 12669, 28981
Water Witch (Sidewheel gunboat) - Routes - Maps - 1855 53292, 53293
Waterbook, E. H. 11345
Waterbury (Conn.) 30456
Watercolor painting, Russian - Pictorial works - 1812-1813 57870
Wateree River Valley (S.C.) - Maps - 1750 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 66773
Wateree River Valley (S.C.) - Maps - 1764 - Indians - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 81434
Waterfalls - Area measurement - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1841 81435
Water County 81437
Waterfronts 32082
Waterfront Harbour (Ireland) - Maps - 1737 - Nautical charts 81436
Waterford (Ireland) - County - Maps - 1685 81437
Waterford (Ireland) - Maps - 1740 23826
Waterford (Ireland) - Maps - 1785 23827
Waterford (Ireland) - Maps - 1872 - Harbors 23855
Waterford (Va.) - Maps - 1853 - Landowners 43232
Waterfronts - East River (N.Y.) - Maps - 1836 55632, 55633
Waterfronts - Hudson River (N.Y. and N.J.) - Maps - 1836 55631, 55634, 55635
Waterfronts - Manhattan (New York, N.Y.) - Maps - 1836 55631, 55632, 55633, 55634
Waterfronts - New York (N.Y.) - Maps - 1836 55631, 55632, 55633, 55634
Waterfronts - Philadelphia (Pa.) - Maps - 1876 64369
Watergate Pub. Co. 46519
Watering places SEE Health resorts 33729
Waterloo, Battle of, Waterloo, Belgium, 1815 - Manuscript maps 52637
Waterloo, Battle of, Waterloo, Belgium, 1815 - Maps 52650, 52651, 81438, 81439, 81440, 81441, 81442, 81443
Waterloo, Battle of, Waterloo, Belgium, 1815 - Pictorial works 25803, 81444, 81445
Waterloo (Belgium) - Historical geography - 1893 81441, 81442
Waterloo (Belgium) - Maps - 1905 12272, 12275
Waterloo (Ont. : County) - Maps - 1881 - Landowners 81446
Waterloo (Ont.) - Maps - 1900-1999 - Road maps 41220
Waterloo Region (Belgium) - Maps - 1815 81443
Waterloo Region (Belgium) - Maps - 1815 - Manuscripts 52637
Waterloo Region (Ont.) - Maps - 1979 - Road maps 41219
Waterlow and Sons 8466, 13957, 36625, 42600, 42612, 44667
Waterman Globe (Mobile, Ala.) 81447
Waterman projection (Cartography) 84513
Waterman projection (Cartography) - Maps - 2010 84513, 84514
Waterman's Atlantic view world map / Steve Waterman 84513
Waterman's Pacific view map of the world / Steve Waterman 84514
Waterman, Steve 84513, 84514
Waterman, Watkins & Co., Chicago 10983
Watermarks 32367, 62974, 81448, 81451
Watermarks - 1500-1599 81449
Watermarks - Brasov (Romania) - 1500-1599 65585
Watermarks - Italy - 1500-1599 81450
Watermarks - Netherlands - History - 1600-1699 39876
Waterproof chart #01E: Charlotte Harbor and Pine Island Sound (enlarged) 19241
Waterproof chart #33: Upper Florida Keys (2 sides) 26821
Waterproof chart #71: Eastern Lake Michigan (2 sides) 46737
Waterproof Charts, Inc. (Punta Gorda, Fla.) 19241
Waters, B. C. J. 72891
Waters, David 17844
Waters, David, 1911- 13270, 16869, 32139, 44592, 52862, 52869, 84733
Waters, Dudley E. 48698, 48711, 48712, 48713, 59136, 59144
Waters, Lieut., fl. 1758 43258
Waters-Son 80414, 80417
Waters & Sons SEE Horace Waters & Sons 76347
Waters (W.) & Sons, bookbinders, New York SEE W. Waters & Sons (New York, N.Y.) 5208
Waters, Willard O. 17007
Watersheds - Canada - Maps - 2006 81452
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Waukesha County (Wis.) - Maps - 1900 - Landowners 81463
Waukesha County (Wis.) - Maps - 1900 - Road maps 81464
Waukesha County (Wis.) - Maps - 1901 - Road maps 81465, 81466
Waukesha County (Wis.) - Maps - 1914 - Landowners 81467
Waukesha County (Wis.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps 49305
Waukesha County (Wis.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps 49307
Waukesha County (Wis.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps 81468
Waukesha County (Wis.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps 49319
Waukesha County (Wis.) - Maps - 1961-1963 - Landowners 81469
Waukesha County (Wis.) - Maps - 1970 - Landowners 81470
Waukesha County (Wis.) - Maps - 1972 - Road maps 81471
Waukesha County (Wis.) - Maps - 1998 - Road maps 49293
Waukesha County (Wis.) - Maps - 2000 - Road maps 49342
Waukesha County (Wis.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps 49366, 49367
Waukesha County (Wis.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps 49368
Waukesha County (Wis.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps 49369
Waukesha Region (Wis.) - Maps - 1900 - Road maps 81464
Waukesha Region (Wis.) - Maps - 1901 - Road maps 81465, 81466
Waukesha Region (Wis.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps 49305
Waukesha Region (Wis.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps 49307
Waukesha Region (Wis.) - Maps - 1958 - Road maps 49353
Waukesha Region (Wis.) - Maps - 1961 - Road maps 49354
Waukesha Region (Wis.) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps 49355
Waukesha Region (Wis.) - Maps - 1967 - Road maps 49356
Waukesha Region (Wis.) - Maps - 1969 - Road maps 49358
Waukesha Region (Wis.) - Maps - 1971 - Road maps 49360
Waukesha Region (Wis.) - Maps - 1972 - Road maps 49340
Waukesha Region (Wis.) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps 49363, 49364
Waukesha Region (Wis.) - Maps - 1979 - Road maps 49365
Waukesha Weekly Press 81463
Waukesha (Wis.) - Maps - 1961 - Road maps 49354
Waukesha (Wis.) - Maps - 1972 - Road maps 49340
Waupaca County 4-H Leaders Association (Wis.) 81472, 81473
Waupaca County (Wis.) - Maps - 1850-1859 14734
Waupaca County (Wis.) - Maps - 1965 - Landowners 81472
Waupaca County (Wis.) - Maps - 1979 - Landowners 81473
Waupun Republican. New atlas of Fulton County (1903) 28488
Waushara County (Wis.) - Description and travel - 2009 81474
Waushara County (Wis.) - Maps - 2009 81474
Wauwermans, Henri Emmanuel, 1825-1902 16962, 46020, 46104, 62339
Wauwermans, Henri Emmanuel, 1825-1902. Histoire de l'école cartographique belge et anversoise du XVe siècle (1895) 3138
Waverley Book Company 8424
Waverley new era atlas and gazetteer 8418
Waverley BookCo 8418
Waverley Press 69959
Wawrik, Franz, 1940- 16932, 16933, 17371, 62390, 62392, 62394, 80654
Wax-engraving and the nineteenth-century American map trade 19043
[Wax engraving tools, U.S., ca. 1930] 19045
Wax engravings SEE Cerographs 19041
Way, A. G. 62455
The Way of all maps 73172
Way, Palmer & Co. 21102
Way, Randall 22747
Wayco Oil Corporation 46968
A Wayfarer in Morocco / by Alys Lowth ; with 28 illustrations and an endpaper map 51783
Waygats (Russia) SEE Kara Strait (Russia) 40471
Wayland 29108
Wayne, Caleb Parry, 1776-1849 81065
Wayne County 4-H and Youth Council (Ill.) 81481
Wayne County 4-H Clubs (Ill.) 81478
Wayne County 4-H Foundation (Ill.) 81479, 81480
Wayne County Genealogical Society (Ohio) 81497
Wayne County Historical Society (Ohio) 81497
Wayne County Home Bureau (Ill.) 81477
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Wayne County (Ill.) - Maps - 1881-1910 - Landowners 81475
Wayne County (Ill.) - Maps - 1930 - Landowners 81476
Wayne County (Ill.) - Maps - 1953 - Landowners 81477
Wayne County (Ill.) - Maps - 1962 - Landowners 81478
Wayne County (Ill.) - Maps - 1974 - Landowners 81479
Wayne County (Ill.) - Maps - 1979 - Landowners 81480
Wayne County (Ill.) - Maps - 1984 - Landowners 81481
Wayne County (Ind.) - Maps - 1874 - Landowners 81482
Wayne County (Ind.) - Maps - 1893 - Landowners 81483
Wayne County (Iowa) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners 81484
Wayne County (Iowa) - Maps - 1897 - Landowners 81485
Wayne County (Mich.) - Maps - 1812: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche 81487
Wayne County (Mich.) - Maps - 1855: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche 81488
Wayne County (Mich.) - Maps - 1860: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche 81489
Wayne County (Mich.) - Maps - 1894: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche 81490
Wayne County (Mich.) - Maps - 1860-1899 - Landowners 81486
Wayne County (Mich.) - Maps - 1812 - Landowners - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 81487
Wayne County (Mich.) - Maps - 1834 48236
Wayne County (Mich.) - Maps - 1835 48238
Wayne County (Mich.) - Maps - 1836 48243
Wayne County (Mich.) - Maps - 1843 - Landowners - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 84764
Wayne County (Mich.) - Maps - 1855 - Landowners 81488
Wayne County (Mich.) - Maps - 1860 - Landowners 81489
Wayne County (Mich.) - Maps - 1894 - Landowners 81490
Wayne County (Mich.) - Maps - 1994 - Road maps 23386
Wayne County (Mich.) - Maps - 1997 - Road maps 23387, 23388
Wayne County (Mich.) - Maps - 2002 - Road maps 23389
Wayne County (Mich.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps 23390, 23391
Wayne County (Mich.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps 23392, 23393, 23394, 23395
Wayne County (Mich.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps 23396, 23397
Wayne County (Mo.) - Maps - 1882: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche 81491
Wayne County (Mo.) - Maps - 1882 - Landowners 81491
Wayne County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1853: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche 81493
Wayne County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1858: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche 81494
Wayne County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1839 81492
Wayne County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1853 - Landowners 81493
Wayne County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1856 - Landowners 81494
Wayne County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1874 - Landowners 81495
Wayne County (Ohio) - Maps - 1856: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche 81496
Wayne County, Ohio 1981 plat book 81498
Wayne County (Ohio) - Maps - 1856 - Landowners 81496
Wayne County (Ohio) - Maps - 1873-1897 - Landowners 81497
Wayne County (Ohio) - Maps - 1981 - Landowners 81498
Wayne County (Ohio) - Maps - 2002 - Road maps 650
Wayne County (Ohio) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps 651
Wayne County (Ohio) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps 653
Wayne County (Ohio) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps 16459
Wayne County (Pa.) - Maps - 1860: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche 81499
Wayne County (Pa.) - Maps - 1860 - Landowners 81499
Wayne State University. Press 23400, 43753
Wayward ocean river 17272
WBBM (Radio station : Chicago, Ill.) 7284
WBEZ (Radio station : Chicago, Ill.) 20054, 79024
Wdowiszewski, Zygmunt, 1894-1978 1475
We the people : an atlas of America's ethnic diversity 78956
Weakley, James H. 672
Weakley, James H., fl. 1844 670, 76702
Weale, John, 1791-1862 42800
Wealth - England - Maps - 1841 25247
Wealth - Maps - 1966 84458
Wealth - Wales - Maps - 1841 25247
Weapons - History - Bibliography 41299
Wear SEE subheading Deterioration under types of substances, materials, products, etc. 22845
The Weather and climate of Chicago, by Henry J. Cox ... and John H. Armington ... 19661
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Call Numbers</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Weather - Antarctica - Maps</td>
<td>1910-1913</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weather - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps</td>
<td>1914</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weather - Europe - Maps</td>
<td>1952</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weather - Maps - 1860</td>
<td>84278, 84279</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weather - Maps - 1873</td>
<td>60300</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weather - Maps - 1885</td>
<td>84298</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weather - Maps - 1899</td>
<td>46162</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weather - Maps - 1913</td>
<td>84322</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weather - Maps - 1930-1939</td>
<td>84336, 84339</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weather - Maps - 1940-1949</td>
<td>84350</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weather - Maps - 1942</td>
<td>84354</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weather - Maps - 1950</td>
<td>84392, 84404, 84405, 84406, 84407, 84408</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weather - Maps - 1951</td>
<td>84410</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weather - Maps - 1952</td>
<td>84415</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weather - Maps - 1953</td>
<td>84417</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weather - Maps - 1960</td>
<td>84443, 84444, 84445</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weather - North America - Maps</td>
<td>1943</td>
<td>57809</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weather - North Pacific Ocean - Maps</td>
<td>1855</td>
<td>58752</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weather - Russia - Maps</td>
<td>1954</td>
<td>67697</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weather - United States - Maps</td>
<td>1886</td>
<td>76930</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weather - United States - Maps</td>
<td>1921</td>
<td>77196, 77251, 77252</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weather - United States - Maps</td>
<td>1943</td>
<td>77822</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weather - United States - Maps</td>
<td>1996</td>
<td>79149</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weather - West Indies - Maps</td>
<td>1855</td>
<td>58752</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weatherhill</td>
<td>18019, 18020, 37490, 75257</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weaver</td>
<td>fl. 1861</td>
<td>71356</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weaver Navigation Canal (England) -</td>
<td>Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1882</td>
<td>16429</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weaver River (England) - Maps</td>
<td>1977 - Inland Navigation</td>
<td>42276</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weaver, W. G.</td>
<td></td>
<td>31832</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weaver, William</td>
<td></td>
<td>65496</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Webb</td>
<td>34116</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Webb, Adrian</td>
<td></td>
<td>16965</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Webb &amp; Bower</td>
<td>49164, 81554</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Webb, Charles</td>
<td></td>
<td>82694</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Webb County (Tex.) - 1879: LC G&amp;M land ownership maps on microfiche]</td>
<td>81500</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Webb County (Tex.) - Maps</td>
<td>1879 - Landowners</td>
<td>81500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Webb, Daniel, ca. 1700-1773</td>
<td></td>
<td>61750, 61751</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Webb, Eric Norman, 1889-</td>
<td></td>
<td>2110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Webb Gas-Oil</td>
<td>49034</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Webb Gas &amp; Oil (Firm) SEE Webb Gas-Oil</td>
<td>49034</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Webb, John Richard, 1667?-1727</td>
<td></td>
<td>82925, 82926, 82927</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Webb, John Winter</td>
<td></td>
<td>23682</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Webb Millington</td>
<td>8009</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Webb Publishing Co.</td>
<td>34712, 39367, 39959, 41400, 45623, 45902, 65129, 73391, 75238, 85044</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Webb Publishing Co. Atlas and farm directory, with complete survey in township plats, Benton County, Minnesota (1914)</td>
<td>12417</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Webb Publishing Co. Atlas and farmers' directory of Winona County, Minnesota (1914)</td>
<td>83057</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Webb, Willard, 1903-</td>
<td></td>
<td>34697</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Webber, George D.</td>
<td></td>
<td>26179</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Webber, John, 1751-1793</td>
<td>33675, 33676, 34786, 40509, 40510, 40511, 40512, 40521, 40522, 40523, 40524, 40525, 41101, 41102, 56817, 56818, 57144, 57145, 57146, 57148, 59737, 60073, 60074, 60075, 64314, 64315, 65579, 65580, 65581, 75293, 75294, 76012</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Webber, Samuel, 1759-1810</td>
<td></td>
<td>29112, 29170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Webber, Verniece</td>
<td></td>
<td>23704</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weber, Bertram A., 1898-1989</td>
<td></td>
<td>36472</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weber, Bruce</td>
<td></td>
<td>57048</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weber Canyon (Utah) - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1864 - Railroads</td>
<td>81501, 81502</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weber Canyon (Utah) - Maps</td>
<td>1864 - Railroads</td>
<td>81501, 81502</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weber, Carl J.</td>
<td>18073, 19978, 45159, 45160, 45161, 45162</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weber, Christian, fl. 1871</td>
<td></td>
<td>28217</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weber Costello Company</td>
<td>6322, 32038, 32049, 32050, 32055, 32061, 32076, 32147, 32158, 84414</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Weber County (Utah) - 1888: LC G&amp;M land ownership maps on microfiche]</td>
<td>81503</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weber County (Utah) - Maps</td>
<td>1888 - Landowners</td>
<td>81503</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Weed, George L.  8695
Weed, Parsons & Co.  1113, 57489, 66403
Weege, David  7460

**Weehawken (N.J.) - Maps - 1882 - Railroads**  56101

**Weehawken (N.J.) - Pictorial works - 1949 - Railroad yards**  81510

*A Week at the fair, illustrating the exhibits and wonders of the World's Columbian Exposition with several descriptive articles ...*  84578, 84579, 84580

*A Week in New York / written by Ernest Ingersoll.*  55668

Weekly dispatch (London, England)  8123, 14389, 42750, 76790
Weekly eagle (Wichita, Kan.)  1317
Weekly herald (New York, N.Y.)  80414
Weekly Indiana State Journal (Indianapolis, Ind. : 1871)  36781
Weekly Observer  64906
Weeks  20950
Weeks, Jordan & Company  4783, 35471
Weems & Plath (Annapolis, Md.)  52834
Ween, Th.  72979

*Weer en wind : ontwikkelingen in de weerkunde in Nederland tot 1900 / J.C. Deiman*  46161

Weertz, Joseph  10108
Weese, C. R.  43198
Weesies, Kathleen  20948

Weg der tausend jahrigen Wanderung der Papiermacherei von China nach dem Abendlande : die Jahreszahlen zeigen erste urkundliche Erwähnung der Papiermacherei am betreffenden Orte an--außer in Chinesisch-Turkestan ...  62975

Weg van de kaart : een beschouwing over de kaart van de weg, gevolgd door een toespraak bij zijn afscheid als gewoon hoogleraar in de kartografie aan de Rijksuniversiteit te Utrecht op 1 oktober 1981  66976

Wegeling, H.  8846
Weigand, Karl  7018

Weigel, Chri...
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Call Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Weijer, J. H. van de</td>
<td>8785, 8787, 8795, 8806, 8813, 8818, 8823, 8827, 8835, 8846, 8848, 8854, 8859, 8863, 8884, 34229, 34230, 34234, 53533, 53534, 53536, 53543, 53546, 53547, 53554, 83695</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weil, Gustav</td>
<td>1808-1889</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weiland, C. F.</td>
<td>1847</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weiler, Wilhelm</td>
<td>9071, 9774, 9793, 9805, 9806, 9807, 9819, 9829, 9845, 9855, 9883, 9897, 9916, 9968, 10087, 10816, 28005, 28018, 30687, 32652, 34054, 34061, 34064, 34065, 83695</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weil, G.</td>
<td>1952, 72126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weil, Gustav</td>
<td>1952, 72126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weil, G., fl.</td>
<td>1847</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weil, Gustav</td>
<td>1952, 72126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weil, G.</td>
<td>1847</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weil, Wilhelm</td>
<td>9071, 9774, 9793, 9805, 9806, 9807, 9819, 9829, 9845, 9855, 9883, 9897, 9916, 9968, 10087, 10816, 28005, 28018, 30687, 32652, 34054, 34061, 34064, 34065, 83695</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weil, Wilhelm Robert</td>
<td>83695</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weil, Plain of (Germany), Battles of</td>
<td>1690</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weimar Geographisches Institut</td>
<td>SEE Geographisches Institut (Weimar, Thuringia, Germany)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weimar (Germany : Landkreis) - Maps</td>
<td>1914</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weimar (Germany : Landkreis) - Maps</td>
<td>1921</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weimar (Germany : Landkreis) - Maps</td>
<td>1926</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weimar (Germany : Landkreis) - Maps</td>
<td>1932</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weimar Region (Thuringia, Germany) - Maps</td>
<td>1914</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weimar Region (Thuringia, Germany) - Maps</td>
<td>1921</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weimar Region (Thuringia, Germany) - Maps</td>
<td>1926</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weimar Region (Thuringia, Germany) - Maps</td>
<td>1932</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weimar Thuringia, Germany, Maps</td>
<td>1914</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weimar Thuringia, Germany, Maps</td>
<td>1921</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weimar Thuringia, Germany, Maps</td>
<td>1926</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weimar Thuringia, Germany, Maps</td>
<td>1932</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weimar (Thuringia, Germany) : Pictorial works</td>
<td>1620</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weimar (Thuringia, Germany) : Pictorial works</td>
<td>1657</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weinreb and Douwma</td>
<td>17240, 27515</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weinstein, Rosemary</td>
<td>18069</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weintre, T.</td>
<td>65916</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weir, Alice, fl.</td>
<td>1909, 67266</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weir, Harrison</td>
<td>1824-1906, 66489</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weir, Kim</td>
<td>15669</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weir, Thomas R.</td>
<td>44395, 65512</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weisbenner, Earl</td>
<td>32343</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weise, A. L.</td>
<td>81874</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weise, Arthur James</td>
<td>1838-1910 or 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weise, Badesekretär</td>
<td>11645</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weise, Jessie, Miss</td>
<td>77719</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weisgerber, Leo</td>
<td>31307, 31308</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weiss, Charles</td>
<td>1779-1866, 41628</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weiss, Edmund</td>
<td>10822</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weiss, Franz von</td>
<td>1791-1858, 32875, 75773</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weiss, Helmut</td>
<td>17514</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weiss, Jacob, 19th cent.</td>
<td>76347</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weiss, Jennifer</td>
<td>52200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weiss, Johann Heinrich</td>
<td>1758?-1826, 73832, 73834, 73836, 73839</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weiss, John</td>
<td>76186</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weiss, Karel</td>
<td>34620</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weiss, Lothar</td>
<td>66615</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weiss, Michael J.</td>
<td>79077</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weiss, Peter</td>
<td>22846</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weisse, Hildegard</td>
<td>14516</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weissenberg, L.W.</td>
<td>67543</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weissenborn</td>
<td>9937, 9946</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weissenborn, Hellmuth</td>
<td>73352</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weissenburg</td>
<td>83601</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Weissenburg (France)  SEE Wissembourg (France)  83601
Weissenburg, Wolfgang, 1496-1575  SEE Wissenburg, Wolfgang, 1496-1575  83604
Weissert, Friedrich  10576
Weisz, Leo  6343, 74088
Weisz, Leo, d. 1966  17847, 73347
Weiszlog  13851
Weitbrecht, Brigitte  83781
Weitere Beiträge zur älteren Kartographie Russlands  18368
Weitzen  79748
Welch, B. T.  35430, 46744, 70777, 70778, 81659
Welch, Bigelow & Co.  35372, 35373
Welch, Joseph, fl. 1847  3093, 81806, 81809
Welch, Louise  23538
Welcke (Edward W.) & Bro., New York  76866
Welcker, Arnim, 1840-1888  56823
Welch, Bigelow & Co.  78404, 78405, 78406
Welcome aboard American Airlines  77990
Welcome aboard : flight information ... / American Airlines, America's leading airline  78404, 78405, 78406
Welcome aboard : Northwest Orient Airlines  78266
Welcome aboard TWA  78478
Welcome map to San Francisco. Volume 1, number 1  68607
Welcome to Cape Cod : road map and directory  16475
Welcome to Chicago : V. I. P. Chicago, a special service of the Chicago Office of Tourism  43044, 43046
Welcome to Colorado's Mesa Verde country : enjoy the scenic attractions of the Four Corners area through circle trips  27522
Welcome to Dallas : Dallas city map ... / Ebby Halliday Realtors  22729
Welcome to gay Chicago  19948
Welcome to James River Recreation Area  52721
Welcome to Ohio Turnpike  61290
Welcome to Tenneco territory : Albuquerque  1173
Welcome to the Avenue Motel  19389
Welcome to the beautiful homelands of Sicangu Lakota, Rosebud Indian Reservation  67339
Welcome to the Firelands Area of Ohio : the Firelands Museum : Laning-Young Research Center  60078
Welcome to the new Illinois : 1971 official highway map  36407
Welcome to the Sir Francis Drake Hotel : may we guide you to our garage entrance  70179
Welcome to the world's greatest highway : Penna Turnpike  64098
Welcome to Virginia : official state highway map / Department of Highways 1964  80490
Welcome to Virginia : official state highway map / Department of Highways 1965  80491
Welcome to Washington  81059
Welcome to Wisconsin "The Playground of the Middle West"  83353
Welcome Tourist Information Bureau  49619
Weld County (Colo.) - Maps - 1948 - Schools  81519
Weld, Frederick Floyd, 1850-1890  54737
Weld, Issac, 1774-1856  1721, 4556, 4557, 4558, 4566, 4588, 4589, 15996, 24092, 57672, 76111
Weldon, Daniel, fl. 1749-1751  57955
Weldon Hotel (Greenfield, Mass.)  24277
Welenio, Do. Lad.  51724, 51725, 51726, 51728
A Well-charted career  3119
Welland Canal (Ont.) - Maps - 1855  61796
Welland Canal (Ont.) - Maps - 1857  61798
Welland Canal (Ont.) - Maps - 1859  61800
Welland, George  34451
Welland (Ont.: County) - Maps - 1782-1876 - Landowners  42111
Welland (Ont.) - Maps - 1876 - Landowners  42112
Welland River (Ont.) - Mouth - Fortification - Maps - 1727 - Pictorial works - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  20774
Welland Valley (England) - Maps - 1868  26554
Welland Valley (England) - Maps - Collections, 1200-1800  83606
Wellbye, Reginald  14476
[The Welle-Congo theory]  75960
Welle River (Congo)  SEE Uele River (Congo)  75960
Welle-Strand, Earling  68935
Wellens-De Donder, Liliane  79866
Wellens, J.  8705
Wellens, Robert  18166

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry.
For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Weller & Addison 2390
Weller, Anthony 5678
Wells, Edward, 1667-1727 7775, 7777, 7794, 7795, 12681, 12682, 12692, 12697, 12727, 12744, 12827, 27668, 39785, 69144
Wells, Edward, 1667-1727. A New sett of maps both of antient and present geography ... (1700) 106, 178, 243, 429, 3227, 3273, 3276, 11480, 11519, 12672, 12673, 12674, 14084, 14181, 25746, 25754, 25798, 25946, 27550, 27666, 31298, 31357, 34125, 38658, 38729, 38812, 39049, 48024, 53400, 57425, 58663, 63472, 69144, 69183, 70418, 71167, 72635, 72690, 75122, 75690, 84064
Wells, Edward, 1667-1727. Americae Septentionalis tabula (1684) 76216
Wells, Edward, 1667-1727. Sacred geography 12735
Wells (England) - Maps - 1934 81524
Wells, F. E. 29318
Wells, Fargo & Company - Historical geography - Maps - 1858-1869 81732
Wells - Illinois 52341
Wells, J., 19th cent. 29734
Wells, J., fl. ca. 1790 58732
Wells, J. (Joseph), 1855 4915, 4948, 4958, 4975, 4982, 4993, 5015, 5025, 5059, 5087, 12831, 20088, 29694, 29743, 29744, 29745, 29791, 29809, 29820, 29834, 29848, 29889, 29891, 29914, 29961, 30054, 30131, 30152, 30218, 30219, 30240, 30270, 30271, 30311, 30341, 34073, 34197, 76691, 76692
Wells, Jacob 4847, 4915, 4948, 4958, 4975, 4982, 4993, 5015, 5025, 5059, 5087, 12831, 20088, 29694, 29743, 29744, 29901, 29909, 29980, 29982, 299834, 29984, 29988, 29991, 29994, 29996, 30054, 30131, 30152, 30218, 30219, 30240, 30270, 30271, 30311, 30341, 34073, 34197, 76691, 76692
Wells, J., fl. ca. 1790 58732
Wells, J. (Joseph), 1855-1929 62491
Wells, Jacob 4847, 4915, 4948, 4958, 4975, 4982, 4993, 5015, 5025, 5059, 5087, 12831, 20088, 29694, 29743, 29744, 29745, 29791, 29809, 29820, 29834, 29848, 29889, 29891, 29914, 29961, 30054, 30131, 30152, 30218, 30219, 30240, 30270, 30271, 30311, 30341, 34073, 34197, 76691, 76692
Wells, J. (Joseph), 1855-1929 62491
Wells, J., fl. ca. 1790 58732
Wells, J. (Joseph), 1855-1929 62491
Wells, Jacob 4847, 4915, 4948, 4958, 4975, 4982, 4993, 5015, 5025, 5059, 5087, 12831, 20088, 29694, 29743, 29744, 29745, 29791, 29809, 29820, 29834, 29848, 29889, 29891, 29914, 29961, 30054, 30131, 30152, 30218, 30219, 30240, 30270, 30271, 30311, 30341, 34073, 34197, 76691, 76692
Wells, James M. 67775
Wells, John, fl. ca. 1830 70285
Wells, John G. (John Gaylord), 1821-1880 19516, 19517, 19984, 49531, 52908, 80417
Wells, Judith 17964
Wells, Merle W. 35314, 35315
Wells' new sectional map of Minnesota: from the latest government surveys 49531
Wells, John, fl. ca. 1830 70285
Wells, John G. (John Gaylord), 1821-1880 19516, 19517, 19984, 49531, 52908, 80417
Wells, Judith 17964
Wells, Merle W. 35314, 35315
Wells' new sectional map of Nebraska: from the latest government surveys 52908
Wells, O. E. 54066
Wells, Phillip, fl. 1680-1687 3721, 13448, 55596
Wells, Phillip. Sand Draught of New York Habrour, ca.1688. 56855
Wells Sackett (E.) & Rankin (Firm) SEE E. Wells Sackett & Rankin (Firm) 56101
Wells St. Bridge, Chicago, Ill. 1888 81525
Wells Street Bridge (Chicago, Ill.)-Maps 1888 81525
Wells, Walter 4966
Wells, William C. (William Charles), b. 1860 70637
Wells, William Henry 30720, 30721
Wells, William V. (William Vincent), 1826-1876. Walker's expedition to Nicaragua: a history of the Central American war 18977
Wellsboro Area Chamber of Commerce (Pa.) 64764
Welser, Marcus, 1558-1614 7752, 28952, 28953, 41742
Welsh 4761
Welsh Arts Council 80719
Welsh border country / by P. Thoresby Jones 81526
Welsh Borders (England and Wales) - Historical geography - Maps 80752
Welsh Borders (England and Wales) - Maps 1946 81526
Welsh cartography - 1837 16745
Welsh, Howard E., 1917-1990 4603, 4612, 4884, 4917, 4967, 4996, 5003, 5008, 5014, 5018, 5054, 7784, 7793, 7799, 8247, 14273, 14282, 14290, 14318, 25118, 28996, 41467, 42794, 69507, 84161
Welsh language - Texts - 1746 12701
Welsman, Ernest 32900
Weltatlas: Deutschen Buch-Gemeinschaft : 36 Karten in Kupferstich, 104 Seiten statische Angaben 10252
Weltatlas 10445, 10466
Weltatlas die staaten der erde 10462
Weltatlas fuer die schulen in Bayern 10449
Weltatlas universal 7030
Weltatlas zur philatelie 10529
Weltbeschreibung: schone richtige cosmographia 10534
Welt, Fernand 34986
Weltkarte ad usum navigantium 7429
Weltkarte des Andreas Walsperger: Pal. lat. 1362 B, 1448 83781
Weltkarte die ausbreitung der buchdruckerkunst 84471
Weltkarte und Globus des Johannes Honter 34632
Weltkarte und Globus des Johannes Honter (1498-1549) 34631
Welton, E. W. 53646
Weltreise 80598
Weltreise V2: Vereinigte Staaten von Amerika 80599
Welu, James A. 15033, 16742, 16743, 17958, 17959, 17960, 80044, 80045, 83992
Welzacker 43676
Wemple & Co. 19362
Wen wu chu pan she 20752
Wenceslaus Hollar, 1607-1677: an exhibition of etchings 34556
Wendell 46184
Wendell and Van Benthuysen (Firm) 19, 40, 41, 42, 3093, 27366, 46144, 51718, 55245, 55246, 55248, 63460, 63461, 63462, 68450, 68478, 68479, 68665, 68727, 68730, 68771, 68833, 68866, 79753, 79761, 81806, 81809, 83028, 85231
Wendella Boats (Chicago, Ill.) 19845
Wendella Boats (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1947 19845
Wendt, A. 42713
Wenig, Emilie 14707, 15181, 41847, 41897, 69404, 81426, 81427
Wening, Michael, 1645-1718 81527
Wenham, Robert, 1920- 78719, 78772, 78773
[Wenli Bible] 12955
Wennakes, A. F. 18622
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Wenner, W. 83945, 84007
Wenng, Carl F., fl. 1845-1848 38938
Wenninger, William C. (William Charles) 81528
Wennstrom, Hans-Fredrik 18487, 73757
Wenschow (Firm) SEE Karl Wenschow GmbH. 11989
Wenschow relief-like Europe / drawn and printed by Karl Wenschow GmbH. 26247
Wenschow relief-like map : Europe / drawn and printed by Karl Wenschow GmbH. 26246
Wenskus, Reinhard 65675
Wenthold, Arnold 73469
Wentworth, Benning, 1696-1770 54564
Wentworth, Edward 19720
Wentworth, Marion E. 30421
Wentworth (Ont. : County) - Maps - 1875 - Landowners 81529
Wentworth, Theodore T 6156
Wentworth, Theodore Thomas, 1898- . Historical reproductions 26815, 27005
Wentz family 12742
Wentz, Jacob, 1830-1899 12720
Wenz, Gustav 9960
Wenzel, Matthias 60284
Wenzlick, Roy, 1894-1984 26246
Wepf, Schwabe & Co. (Basel, Switzerland) 74004
Wer war der erste Besitzer der kostbaren Ptolemäus-Handschrift, die unter dem Namen Codex Ebnerianus weltbekannt ist? / Jos. Fischer 65789
Werba, J. V. D. (Johannes Vallentin Dominicus) 1866-1929 22576
Werbel Whirlpool (Austria) - Pictorial works - 1657 22795
Werbrun, Götz 72962
Wederen (Essen, Germany) - Pictorial works - 1620 81530
Werdenstein, Johann Georg von, 1542-1608 7752, 11479
Werdt, Christophe v. 18489, 18490
Wereld atlas in 48 kaarten en 51 platen : (met kaart van de verbruiksoeconomie in Nederland) 8977
Wereld-atlas voor kantoor en huiskamer / door J. Kuyper 8816
Wereld in woord, in kaart, in beeld 7722
Wereld kaart na de alderlaatste ontdekking in 't licht gebragt / C. Sepp del. et sculps. 1744 84105
Wereldsleutel 9978
Werken met Zeeuwse kaarten : handleiding bij het gebruik van oude topografische kaarten / onder redactie van F. Beekman ... [et al.]; eindredactie, A.P. de Klerk; met medewerking van Y.M. Donkersloot-de Vrij, A.F. Wennekes 18622
Werming, Nils Gustaf 73693
Werming, Nils Gustaf. Plan och Lage Stockholm (1818) 73693
Wernambick, A. 68223, 68232
Werner Company 76999
Werner, Gotthilff 29022
Werner grammar school geography: part II 30445
Werner introductory geography 30436
Werner, Jan 83605
Werner, Jan W. H. 8772, 9055, 13214, 18229, 44587, 58676, 58678
Werner, Johannes, 1468-1528 28869, 81531
Werner Laurie 23564
Werner, Oscar 9934, 9952
Werner pocket atlas of the United States 76999
Werner, S. W., Lieut. 13800
Werner School Book Company 30436, 30444, 30445, 30473, 30475
Werner Söderström Osakeyhtiö 9072, 9074, 9076, 34115, 69311, 83717
WernerW 1765
Wertheim (Baden-Württemberg, Germany) - Maps - Bibliography - Catalogs 73126
Wertheim (Germany). Staatsarchiv SEE Staatsarchiv Wertheim 73126
Wertheim, Hans 18280
Werthenstein 12761
Werther, Reinhold 74489
Wertman & Niederheiser 3191
Wertsner (C.S.) & Son, Philadelphia, Pa. SEE C.S. Wertsner & Son 63671
Wesby, Maude Earle 44969
Wesel, Franz 83781
Wesel (North Rhine-Westphalia, Germany) - History - Siege, 1629 - Maps 81532
Wesel (North Rhine-Westphalia, Germany) - Manuscript maps - Bibliography - 1578-1889 81533
Wesel (North Rhine-Westphalia, Germany) - Maps - 1620 81534
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cartographic Catalog (2015)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wesel (North Rhine-Westphalia, Germany) - Maps - 1629 81532</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wesel (North Rhine-Westphalia, Germany) - Maps - Collections, 1578-1889 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 81533</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wesely, Joseph B. 52909</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wesen und Aufgaben der Kartographie : Topographische Karten: Aufnahme; Entwurf topographischer und geographischer Karten; Kartenwerke / von Erik Arnberger und Ingrid Krechmer 75299</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weser Mountains (Germany) SEE Wesergebirge (Germany) 81539</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weser River (Germany) - Maps - 1670 81535</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weser River (Germany) - Maps - 1808 - Mouth - Nautical charts 81536</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weser River Valley (Germany) - Maps - 1680 81537</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weserbergland mit Leinetal und Hannover 81539</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wesergebirge (Germany) - Maps - 1956 81539</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weserland 81538</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wesley, Edgar Bruce, 1891-1980 7000, 45012, 76198, 76312</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wesley Raymond Brink, history hustler 13965</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wesmael-Charlier 7713, 7715, 7716, 7720, 7723, 9542, 20909, 83715, 83738</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wesmael-Charlier (Ad.), firm SEE Wesmael-Charlier 7713</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wessel 61708</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wessex (England) - In Literature - Maps - 1800-1899 33519</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wessex (England) - Maps - 1741 81540</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wessex (England) - Maps - 1951 81541</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wessex / with a portrait by Geoffrey Grigson 81541</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West 30719</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West 16th Street Map Company 19951</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Africa 470, 571</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Africa I 575</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Africa II 576</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Africa - Maps - 1741 69860, 81542</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Africa - Maps - 1886-1887 81543</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Africa - Maps - 1886-1888 81544</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Africa - Maps - 1887 81545</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Africa SEE Africa, West 534</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Africa, Senegambia &amp; Liberia 582</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West and Blake, publishers, Boston SEE West &amp; Blake 4601</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West and Hughes 29129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West, Anne L. 81153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Bank - Maps - 1961 81546</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[West Baton Rouge Parish (La.) - 1883: LC G&amp;M land ownership maps on microfiche] 81547</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Baton Rouge Parish (La.) - Maps - 1883 - Landowners 81547</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Bengal (India) - Maps - 1700 - Coasts - Nautical charts - Manuscripts 34857</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Bengal (India) - Maps - 1724 - Coasts - Nautical charts - Manuscripts 34858</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Bengal (India) - Maps - 1786 81548</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West &amp; Blake 4601, 29246</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Coast Fast Freight Inc. 62654</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Coast Fast Freight Inc. - Maps - 1950 62654</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Coast Fast Freight Inc. [system map] 62654</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Coast of Borneo 39935</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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West Indies - Boundaries - Maps - 1729 - Manuscripts  16552
West Indies - Boundaries - Maps - 1731 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  16553
West Indies, British - Maps - 1775  80315
West Indies, British - Maps - 1797  80317
West Indies, British - Maps - 1929  81570
The West Indies / by C. Washington Eves  81684, 81687
The West Indies / by G.H. Swantston Edinr.  81680
West Indies / by J. Arrowsmith  81663
West Indies, Central America, Columbia, Venezuela & British Guiana  81692
West Indies / drawn under the direction of Mr. Pinkerton by L. Hebert ; Neele sculpt. 352 Strand  81654
West Indies / Engd. by T. Clerk Edinr.  16585
West Indies / Engraved by Kirkwood & Son Edinr.  16583
The West Indies : exhibiting the English, French, Spanish, Dutch, & Danish settlements  81605
The West Indies : exhibiting the English, French, Spanish, Dutch, & Danish settlements with the adjacent parts of North & South America, from the best authorities  81623
West Indies Expedition, 1585-1586  16694, 67842, 68859, 68871, 83953, 83954
West Indies, French - Maps - 1717  81571
West Indies, French - Maps - Collections, 1643-1871  41801
West Indies from the best authorities  81640
West Indies - Geography - 1833North America - Maps - 1833  57302
West Indies, Guatimala, etc. / drawn & engraved by J. Archer, Pentonville, London  16589
West Indies - Historical geography - Maps - 1775-1783  81572
West Indies - Historical geography - Maps - 1847  70383
West Indies - Historical geography - Maps - 1905  32450
West Indies - History - 1775-1783 SEE ALSO Grenada, Battle of, 1779  33016
West Indies - History - Spanish-American War, 1898 - Maps  81688
West Indies - Maps - 1494 - Pictorial maps  81573
West Indies - Maps - 1511  81574
West Indies - Maps - 1519 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  16530
West Indies - Maps - 1528  2158, 81575
West Indies - Maps - 1538 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  81576
West Indies - Maps - 1578 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  81577
West Indies - Maps - 1588  70161
West Indies - Maps - 1598  81578
West Indies - Maps - 1600-1699 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  46230
West Indies - Maps - 1606  70162
West Indies - Maps - 1611  1579
West Indies - Maps - 1622  1582, 1583
West Indies - Maps - 1624  57343
West Indies - Maps - 1625  1587
West Indies - Maps - 1630  1599
West Indies - Maps - 1633  1604
West Indies - Maps - 1640  1607
West Indies - Maps - 1644  1608
West Indies - Maps - 1655  81579
West Indies - Maps - 1656  81580, 81581
West Indies - Maps - 1657  81582
West Indies - Maps - 1667 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  16533
West Indies - Maps - 1671  16534
West Indies - Maps - 1675 - Coasts - Nautical charts  81583, 81584
West Indies - Maps - 1682  16535
West Indies - Maps - 1684  81585, 81586
West Indies - Maps - 1687 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  81587
West Indies - Maps - 1688  81588
West Indies - Maps - 1689  16542
West Indies - Maps - 1689 - Coasts - Nautical charts  16536, 16537, 16538
West Indies - Maps - 1689 - Nautical charts  3792, 16539, 16540, 16541
West Indies - Maps - 1696 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  46234
West Indies - Maps - 1700  81589
West Indies - Maps - 1700-1799 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  46235, 46236, 46237
West Indies - Maps - 1701  81590
West Indies - Maps - 1703  16544, 70430, 81591
West Indies - Maps - 1703 - Coasts - Nautical charts  16543
West Indies - Maps - 1703 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  33166
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Call Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>West Indies - Maps - 1703 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>81592, 81593</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Indies - Maps - 1708 - Manuscripts</td>
<td>46239</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Indies - Maps - 1710</td>
<td>16545</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Indies - Maps - 1715</td>
<td>16546, 16547</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Indies - Maps - 1716</td>
<td>71279</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Indies - Maps - 1720</td>
<td>16548</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Indies - Maps - 1720 - Manuscripts</td>
<td>71280</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Indies - Maps - 1721</td>
<td>81594</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Indies - Maps - 1724 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Indies - Maps - 1725</td>
<td>71282</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Indies - Maps - 1725 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>3800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Indies - Maps - 1726 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>Manuscripts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Indies - Maps - 1729 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>Manuscripts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Indies - Maps - 1731</td>
<td>16554</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Indies - Maps - 1731 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Indies - Maps - 1732</td>
<td>81595</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Indies - Maps - 1732 - Coasts - Nautical charts</td>
<td>16555, 16556</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Indies - Maps - 1732 - Manuscripts</td>
<td>Facsimiles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Indies - Maps - 1732 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>3804, 16557, 81596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Indies - Maps - 1734 - Manuscripts</td>
<td>Facsimiles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Indies - Maps - 1735 - Manuscripts</td>
<td>Facsimiles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Indies - Maps - 1737 - Manuscripts</td>
<td>Facsimiles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Indies - Maps - 1740</td>
<td>57515</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Indies - Maps - 1741 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>45538</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Indies - Maps - 1742 - Manuscripts</td>
<td>Facsimiles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Indies - Maps - 1743</td>
<td>71289</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Indies - Maps - 1745</td>
<td>57531, 57532</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Indies - Maps - 1745 - Manuscripts</td>
<td>Facsimiles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Indies - Maps - 1746</td>
<td>81599</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Indies - Maps - 1747</td>
<td>70445, 81600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Indies - Maps - 1747 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>Manuscripts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Indies - Maps - 1748 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>81602</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Indies - Maps - 1750</td>
<td>81603, 81604</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Indies - Maps - 1754</td>
<td>71295</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Indies - Maps - 1759 - Manuscripts</td>
<td>Facsimiles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Indies - Maps - 1760</td>
<td>81605</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Indies - Maps - 1760 - Coasts - Nautical charts</td>
<td>16562, 16563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Indies - Maps - 1760 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>3810, 81606</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Indies - Maps - 1761 - Manuscripts</td>
<td>Facsimiles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Indies - Maps - 1761 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>27176, 83024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Indies - Maps - 1765</td>
<td>46290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Indies - Maps - 1766</td>
<td>57591</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Indies - Maps - 1766 - Manuscripts</td>
<td>Facsimiles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Indies - Maps - 1766 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>81607</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Indies - Maps - 1768</td>
<td>57596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Indies - Maps - 1769</td>
<td>81608</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Indies - Maps - 1771 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>81609, 81610</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Indies - Maps - 1774</td>
<td>81611, 81612</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Indies - Maps - 1774 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>81613</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Indies - Maps - 1775</td>
<td>16567, 57614, 57615</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Indies - Maps - 1775-1783</td>
<td>81572</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Indies - Maps - 1775 - Index Maps</td>
<td>16566</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Indies - Maps - 1776 - Manuscripts</td>
<td>Facsimiles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Indies - Maps - 1776 - Names, Geographical</td>
<td>52408</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Indies - Maps - 1777</td>
<td>16569, 81614</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Indies - Maps - 1778</td>
<td>57629, 81615</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Indies - Maps - 1778 - Manuscripts</td>
<td>Facsimiles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Indies - Maps - 1778 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>81616</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Indies - Maps - 1779</td>
<td>81617</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Indies - Maps - 1780</td>
<td>16570, 81618, 81619</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Indies - Maps - 1780-1789</td>
<td>29083</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Indies - Maps - 1780 - Nautical charts</td>
<td>46245, 46246</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Indies - Maps - 1782 - Manuscripts</td>
<td>16571</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Indies - Maps - 1782 - Manuscripts</td>
<td>Facsimiles</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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West Indies - Maps - 1782 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts 16571
West Indies - Maps - 1783 - Coasts - Nautical charts 16572
West Indies - Maps - 1783 - Nautical charts 3813
West Indies - Maps - 1784 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 16573, 33184
West Indies - Maps - 1785 57651
West Indies - Maps - 1786 57652, 81621
West Indies - Maps - 1787 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 16574
West Indies - Maps - 1789 57654, 57655
West Indies - Maps - 1793 81622, 81623
West Indies - Maps - 1794 1716, 57663, 57664, 81624, 81625, 81626
West Indies - Maps - 1795 16575, 81627
West Indies - Maps - 1796 16576, 81628
West Indies - Maps - 1796 - Nautical charts 81629
West Indies - Maps - 1797 81630
West Indies - Maps - 1797 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 46247
West Indies - Maps - 1798 81631, 81633
West Indies - Maps - 1798-1801 - Nautical charts 81632
West Indies - Maps - 1799 81634
West Indies - Maps - 1799 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 16577
West Indies - Maps - 1800-1899 18961
West Indies - Maps - 1800-1899 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 46248, 46249
West Indies - Maps - 1801 81635, 81636, 81637
West Indies - Maps - 1802 81638
West Indies - Maps - 1802 - Harbors - Nautical charts 81638
West Indies - Maps - 1803 81639
West Indies - Maps - 1804 16578, 16579, 81640
West Indies - Maps - 1805-1806 81641
West Indies - Maps - 1806 81642, 81643
West Indies - Maps - 1806 (Provisional Heading) 81644
West Indies - Maps - 1807 16580
West Indies - Maps - 1807-1819 81645
West Indies - Maps - 1808 - Nautical charts 81646
West Indies - Maps - 1809 81647
West Indies - Maps - 1809 - Nautical charts 81648
West Indies - Maps - 1811 81649
West Indies - Maps - 1812 81650
West Indies - Maps - 1813 81651
West Indies - Maps - 1814 16582, 16583
West Indies - Maps - 1814 - Nautical charts 16581
West Indies - Maps - 1815 16584, 81652
West Indies - Maps - 1816 76561, 76562, 76563
West Indies - Maps - 1816-1817Tobago SEE Tobago (Trinidad and Tobago) 33024
West Indies - Maps - 1817 81653
West Indies - Maps - 1818 81654
West Indies - Maps - 1818 - Nautical charts 81655
West Indies - Maps - 1818 - (Provisional Heading) 81656
West Indies - Maps - 1821 16585
West Indies - Maps - 1822 16586, 76593, 81657
West Indies - Maps - 1823 81658
West Indies - Maps - 1823 (Provisional Heading) 76599
West Indies - Maps - 1824 81659
West Indies - Maps - 1825 46332, 81660
West Indies - Maps - 1826 81661
West Indies - Maps - 1827 81662
West Indies - Maps - 1829 16587
West Indies - Maps - 1831 16588
West Indies - Maps - 1832 81663
West Indies - Maps - 1833 57302, 81664
West Indies - Maps - 1834 81665
West Indies - Maps - 1835 81666, 81667
West Indies - Maps - 1836 46341
West Indies - Maps - 1840 70579, 81668, 81669, 81670
West Indies - Maps - 1841 16589, 46344, 81671
West Indies - Maps - 1845 81672
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West Indies - Maps - 1846  76718
West Indies - Maps - 1847  70383, 81673
West Indies - Maps - 1850  81674
West Indies - Maps - 1851  81675
West Indies - Maps - 1852  16590, 16591
West Indies - Maps - 1853  81676
West Indies - Maps - 1855  16592
West Indies - Maps - 1855 - Hurricanes  58752
West Indies - Maps - 1855 - Weather  58752
West Indies - Maps - 1856  76774
West Indies - Maps - 1857  1782, 16593
West Indies - Maps - 1858-1859 - Description and Travel  18980
West Indies - Maps - 1859  16594
West Indies - Maps - 1860  22503
West Indies - Maps - 1861  81677
West Indies - Maps - 1862  76809
West Indies - Maps - 1863  76812
West Indies - Maps - 1864  81678
West Indies - Maps - 1865  32379
West Indies - Maps - 1866  81679
West Indies - Maps - 1872  81680
West Indies - Maps - 1878  18986
West Indies - Maps - 1883  46382
West Indies - Maps - 1885  81681
West Indies - Maps - 1887  18988, 22504, 81682
West Indies - Maps - 1888  81683
West Indies - Maps - 1889  81684
West Indies - Maps - 1889 - Nautical charts  81685
West Indies - Maps - 1892  81686
West Indies - Maps - 1893  11801
West Indies - Maps - 1897  81687
West Indies - Maps - 1898  81688
West Indies - Maps - 1903  77060
West Indies - Maps - 1905  32450
West Indies - Maps - 1906  81689
West Indies - Maps - 1907  81690
West Indies - Maps - 1908  81691
West Indies - Maps - 1910-1919  81692
West Indies - Maps - 1913 - Harbors  16595
West Indies - Maps - 1913 - Trade routes  16595
West Indies - Maps - 1914  81693
West Indies - Maps - 1919  70637
West Indies - Maps - 1920-1929 - Railroads  72426
West Indies - Maps - 1922  16597
West Indies - Maps - 1922-1940  41690
West Indies - Maps - 1923  81694, 81695
West Indies - Maps - 1925  16598
West Indies - Maps - 1927  81696
West Indies - Maps - 1928  81697
West Indies - Maps - 1929  70639
West Indies - Maps - 1930-1939  81698
West Indies - Maps - 1934  81699
West Indies - Maps - 1935  81700
West Indies - Maps - 1939  81701
West Indies - Maps - 1940-1949  46532
West Indies - Maps - 1963  81702
West Indies - Maps - 1963 - Airways  18998
West Indies - Maps - 1964 - Airways  24486
West Indies - Maps - 1966  81703
West Indies - Maps - 1966 - Airlines  75530
West Indies - Maps - 1966 - Guidebooks  81704
West Indies - Maps - 1967  81705
West Indies - Maps - 1967 - Airlines  75531
West Indies - Maps - 1968  46576
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Call Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>West Indies - Maps - 1970</td>
<td>16605</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Indies - Maps - 1970-1979 - Airways</td>
<td>3824, 16601, 16602, 16603, 16604</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Indies - Maps - 1970 - Airways</td>
<td>78576, 78577</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Indies - Maps - 1971</td>
<td>27157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Indies - Maps - 1972 - Guidebooks</td>
<td>16606</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Indies - Maps - 1980</td>
<td>81706</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Indies - Maps - 1980-1989</td>
<td>16607, 16608</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Indies - Maps - 1990</td>
<td>16609, 16610</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Indies - Maps - 1994</td>
<td>16611</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Indies - Maps - Bibliography</td>
<td>81707</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Indies - Maps - Bibliography - 1750-1789</td>
<td>57848</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Indies - Maps - Bibliography - Catalogs - 1300-1920</td>
<td>41698</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Indies - Maps - Collections</td>
<td>16612</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Indies - Maps - Collections, 1500-1599 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>81708</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Indies - Maps - Collections, 1500-1899</td>
<td>70660, 70661, 70662, 70663</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Indies - Maps - Collections, 1500-1900</td>
<td>79945, 79946, 79947, 79948, 79949</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Indies - Maps - Collections, 1621-1792 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>81709</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Indies - Maps - Collections, 1632 - Harbors - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>81710</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Indies - Maps - Collections, 1683</td>
<td>32384, 32385</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Indies - Maps - Collections, 1700-1900</td>
<td>57861</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Indies - Maps - Collections, 1750-1789</td>
<td>57864</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Indies / Neele sc.</td>
<td>81651</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Indies - Pictorial works - 1494</td>
<td>1855, 81573</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Indies pilot</td>
<td>5961</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Indies Region SEE Caribbean Area</td>
<td>81574</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Indies SEE ALSO Antilles, Greater</td>
<td>2153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Indies SEE ALSO Antilles, Lesser</td>
<td>2160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The West Indies &amp; the Guianas / D.A.G. Waddell</td>
<td>81705</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The West Indies &amp; the Spanish Main</td>
<td>81577</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Indies, Virgin Islands, Virgin Gorda to St. Thomas and St. Croix</td>
<td>80320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Indies / Young &amp; Delleker sc.</td>
<td>81664</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West-Indische Compagnie (Netherlands) - Historical geography - Maps - 1644</td>
<td>1608</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West-Indische Compagnie (Netherlands) - Land Grants</td>
<td>55589</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West-Indische Compagnie (Netherlands) - Maps - Collections, 1621-1792 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>81709</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West-Indische paskaert ... / opgestelt t'Amsterdam door Pieter Goos en zyn bekomen by G. van Keulen aan de Nieuwe Brug met privilegie</td>
<td>3800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Jersey Railroad Company</td>
<td>66176</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West, John F.</td>
<td>26456</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West &amp; Johnston</td>
<td>80415</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West, Joseph. [Plat of Land in South Carolina], 1680</td>
<td>28510</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West, Katharine T.</td>
<td>77185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West L.A., Santa Monica, Beverly Hills EasyFinder : Local street detail</td>
<td>43152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Light (Firm)</td>
<td>79120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West, M. D.</td>
<td>63422</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West (M.H.) Co., publishers, Dallas SEE M. H. West Company (Dallas, Tex.)</td>
<td>22709</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West-Meath County</td>
<td>82797</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Memphis (Ark.) - Maps - 2000 - Road maps</td>
<td>45938</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Memphis (Ark.) - Maps - 2003 - Road maps</td>
<td>45939</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Memphis (Ark.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps</td>
<td>45960</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Memphis (Ark.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps</td>
<td>45962</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West &amp; mittel Russland</td>
<td>67674</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The West of England / by Ruth Manning-Sanders</td>
<td>81552</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West of the Blue Ridge</td>
<td>7217</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Palm Beach EasyFinder : Local street detail</td>
<td>81712</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Palm Beach (Fla.) - Maps - 1936 - Pictorial maps</td>
<td>66162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Palm Beach (Fla.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps</td>
<td>46703, 81712</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Palm Beach Region (Fla.) - Maps - 1938 - Pictorial maps</td>
<td>27042, 27043</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Penwith Region (England) - Historical geography - Maps - 1976</td>
<td>81713</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The West Point atlas of American wars</td>
<td>76363</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The West Point atlas of American wars. Vol.1, 1689-1900 / compiled by the United States Military Academy; chief editor Vincnet J. Esposito</td>
<td>76362</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Point (Military academy) SEE United States Military Academy</td>
<td>76362</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Point (N.Y.) - Maps - 1780 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>81714, 81715</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Point (N.Y.) - Pictorial works - 1864</td>
<td>34834</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Point Republican-Advertiser (West Point, Neb.)</td>
<td>22563</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Call Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The West Riding of Yorkshire / by Joseph E. Morris ; with 26 illustrations and 9 maps and plans</td>
<td>81717</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Riding of Yorkshire (Eng.) - Maps - 1086</td>
<td>81716</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Riding of Yorkshire (England) - Maps - 1610</td>
<td>85121, 85122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Riding of Yorkshire (England) - Maps - 1911</td>
<td>81717</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The West Riding of Yorkshire with the most famous and fayre citie Yorke described</td>
<td>85121, 85122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Rogers Park (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1917 - Real property</td>
<td>41426</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West, Roscoe L. (Roscoe Lambert), b. 1892</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Roxbury (Boston, Mass.) - Maps - 1908 - Road maps</td>
<td>23716</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Shore Railroad Company</td>
<td>55726</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Shore Railroad Company - Maps - 1945</td>
<td>55726</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West side historic walking tour</td>
<td>39405</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Sixteenth Street Map Company</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Spitsbergen (Norway) SEE Spitsbergen Island (Norway)</td>
<td>72973</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Sussex (England) - Historical geography - Maps - 1999</td>
<td>73589</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Sussex Record Office</td>
<td>22536</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Texas StreetFinder</td>
<td>75009, 75010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West-to-east through the Mohawk-Valley : over the Mohawk Turnpike Route 5 and the South-Shore-Road Route 5S and the Mohawk Valley highway system</td>
<td>51212</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Town (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1916-1951 - Fire risk assessment</td>
<td>81718</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Town (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1917 - Real property</td>
<td>41426</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West (U.S.) - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1849</td>
<td>81813</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West (U.S.) - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1853-1854</td>
<td>81818, 81819</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West (U.S.) - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1855</td>
<td>81719</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West (U.S.) - Altitudes - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1890</td>
<td>81941</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West (U.S.) - Archival resources - Newspapers</td>
<td>81720</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West (U.S.) - Bibliography - Catalogs</td>
<td>81721</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West (U.S.) - Boundaries - History - 2009</td>
<td>79438</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West (U.S.) - Cities and towns - Pictorial works - Collections</td>
<td>81722, 81723, 81724</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West (U.S.) - Description and travel - 1852</td>
<td>81725</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West (U.S.) - Description and travel - 1853-1860</td>
<td>62636</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West (U.S.) - Description and travel - 1859</td>
<td>81726</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West (U.S.) - Description and travel - 1910</td>
<td>76040</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West (U.S.) - Description and travel - 1961</td>
<td>71239</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West (U.S.) - Discovery and Exploration</td>
<td>18605, 76062, 82639</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West (U.S.) - Discovery and exploration - 1800-1899</td>
<td>36695</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West (U.S.) - Discovery and exploration - 1853-1860</td>
<td>62636</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West (U.S.) - Discovery and exploration - Bibliography - Catalogs</td>
<td>70263</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West (U.S.) - Fortification</td>
<td>81727</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West (U.S.) - Geography - 1880</td>
<td>30182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West (U.S.) - Geography - 1885</td>
<td>30285</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West (U.S.) - Geography - 1896</td>
<td>30451</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West (U.S.) - Geography - 2009</td>
<td>79438</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West (U.S.) - Guidebooks - 1852</td>
<td>81725</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West (U.S.) - Guidebooks - 1883</td>
<td>81904</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West (U.S.) - Guidebooks - 1883 - Mines and mineral resources</td>
<td>81728</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West (U.S.) - Historical geography - Maps</td>
<td>81737</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West (U.S.) - Historical geography - Maps - 1804-1806</td>
<td>41903, 41908, 81729, 81730</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West (U.S.) - Historical geography - Maps - 1804-1869 - Road maps</td>
<td>81731</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West (U.S.) - Historical geography - Maps - 1858-1869 - Postal service</td>
<td>81732</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West (U.S.) - Historical geography - Maps - 1858-1869 - Trails</td>
<td>81732</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West (U.S.) - Historical geography - Maps - 1970</td>
<td>81733, 81734</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West (U.S.) - Historical geography - Maps - 1989</td>
<td>81735</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West (U.S.) - Historical geography - Maps - Exhibitions</td>
<td>18604</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West (U.S.) - Historical geography - Maps - Postal service</td>
<td>81736</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West (U.S.) - History - 1800-1899 - Sources</td>
<td>81738</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West (U.S.) - History - 1947 - Maps - Road maps</td>
<td>51766, 51767</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West (U.S.) - History - 1970</td>
<td>81739</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West (U.S.) - History - 1995 - Maps - Road maps</td>
<td>51768</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West (U.S.) - History - Explorations</td>
<td>81893</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West (U.S.) - History - Mormons - 1846-1847 - Pictorial maps</td>
<td>51769</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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| West (U.S.) - | In art - Bibliography - Catalogs | 70263 |
| West (U.S.) - | Maps - 1540-1880 - History - Road maps | 81740 |
| West (U.S.) - | Maps - 1593 | 81741 |
| West (U.S.) - | Maps - 1688 | 81742 |
| West (U.S.) - | Maps - 1699 - Indians - Manuscripts - Facsimiles | 42983, 42984 |
| West (U.S.) - | Maps - 1700-1799 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles | 57429, 57430, 57431 |
| West (U.S.) - | Maps - 1703 | 81743, 81744, 81745 |
| West (U.S.) - | Maps - 1728 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles | 57498 |
| West (U.S.) - | Maps - 1732 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles | 57499 |
| West (U.S.) - | Maps - 1734 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles | 57508 |
| West (U.S.) - | Maps - 1737 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles | 57511 |
| West (U.S.) - | Maps - 1742 | 81746, 81747 |
| West (U.S.) - | Maps - 1754 | 57545 |
| West (U.S.) - | Maps - 1777 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles | 81748 |
| West (U.S.) - | Maps - 1779 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles | 81749 |
| West (U.S.) - | Maps - 1782 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles | 81750 |
| West (U.S.) - | Maps - 1794-1810 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles | 81751, 81752 |
| West (U.S.) - | Maps - 1804-1806 | 18061 |
| West (U.S.) - | Maps - 1804-1806 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles | 41908, 81753 |
| West (U.S.) - | Maps - 1805 | 81758 |
| West (U.S.) - | Maps - 1805-1807 | 81754, 81755, 81756, 81757 |
| West (U.S.) - | Maps - 1806 | 41909 |
| West (U.S.) - | Maps - 1806-1811 - Manuscripts | 81759 |
| West (U.S.) - | Maps - 1806 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles | 81760, 81761 |
| West (U.S.) - | Maps - 1809 - Indians | 81762 |
| West (U.S.) - | Maps - 1810-1813 - Fur trade | 81763, 81764 |
| West (U.S.) - | Maps - 1811 - Indians | 81759 |
| West (U.S.) - | Maps - 1811 - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles | 81765 |
| West (U.S.) - | Maps - 1814 | 81766, 81767, 81768, 81769, 81770, 81771, 81772 |
| West (U.S.) - | Maps - 1817 | 81773 |
| West (U.S.) - | Maps - 1821 - Administrative and political divisions - Manuscripts - Facsimiles | 46328 |
| West (U.S.) - | Maps - 1821 - Boundaries - Mexico, North - Manuscripts - Facsimiles | 81774 |
| West (U.S.) - | Maps - 1823-1824 | 81775 |
| West (U.S.) - | Maps - 1826-1830 | 70224, 70225 |
| West (U.S.) - | Maps - 1828 | 46335 |
| West(U.S.) - | Maps - 1829 - Explorations - Manuscripts | 60341 |
| West (U.S.) - | Maps - 1830-1870 - Trails | 81776 |
| West (U.S.) - | Maps - 1830-1876 - American bison | 81777, 81778 |
| West (U.S.) - | Maps - 1832 | 46338 |
| West (U.S.) - | Maps - 1836 - Indian reservations | 81779, 81780 |
| West (U.S.) - | Maps - 1836 - Indians - Land tenure | 81779, 81780 |
| West (U.S.) - | Maps - 1837 | 81781 |
| West (U.S.) - | Maps - 1838 - Fortification | 76660 |
| West (U.S.) - | Maps - 1838 - Indians - Trading posts | 81782, 81783, 81784 |
| West (U.S.) - | Maps - 1840 | 46343 |
| West (U.S.) - | Maps - 1841 | 74522, 74523, 74524 |
| West (U.S.) - | Maps - 1842 | 46346, 81785 |
| West (U.S.) - | Maps - 1843 | 81787, 81788 |
| West (U.S.) - | Maps - 1843 - Indians | 81786 |
| West (U.S.) - | Maps - 1843 - Shoshoni Indians | 81786 |
| West (U.S.) - | Maps - 1844 | 16327, 57738, 57739 |
| West (U.S.) - | Maps - 1844-1846 - Road maps | 81789 |
| West (U.S.) - | Maps - 1844-1846 - Trails | 81789 |
| West (U.S.) - | Maps - 1845 | 81790, 81791, 81792, 81793, 81795 |
| West (U.S.) - | Maps - 1845 - Indians | 81794 |
| West (U.S.) - | Maps - 1846 | 51168, 81796, 81798, 81800, 81801, 81802, 81803, 81804 |
| West (U.S.) - | Maps - 1846-1847 - Road maps | 81797 |
| West (U.S.) - | Maps - 1846 - Indians | 81799 |
| West (U.S.) - | Maps - 1846 - Road maps | 51168, 81799, 81800, 81801, 81802, 81803, 81804 |
| West (U.S.) - | Maps - 1846 - Trails | 51168, 81800, 81801, 81802, 81803, 81804 |
| West (U.S.) - | Maps - 1847 | 3093, 81805 |
| West (U.S.) - | Maps - 1848 | 81806, 81807, 81808, 81809 |
| West (U.S.) - | Maps - 1849 | 15201, 81810, 81811 |
| West (U.S.) - | Maps - 1849 - Gold Mines and Mining | 81812 |
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West (U.S.) - Maps - 1849 - Trails 81813
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1850 81814, 81816
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1850-1870 - Road maps 81815
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1851 55252, 76745, 81817
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1852 72256, 72257, 81725
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1852-1853 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 18598
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1853-1854 - Railroads - Explorations and surveys 81818, 81819
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1853-1854 - Railroads, Proposed 76753
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1853 - Road maps - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 81820
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1854-1890 - Indians - Wars 32646
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1855 76772
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1855-1873 81821
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1855 - Indians 81822
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1855 - Surveys 81822
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1856 81823, 81824
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1857 46369, 81826, 81827
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1857-1858 - Road maps 62658
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1857 - Geology 81825
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1857 - Postal service 81828
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1857 - Trails 81828
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1859 81726
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1859 - Gold mines and mining 40080, 81829
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1859 - Road maps 81830
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1859 - Trails 81830, 81831
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1860 81832
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1860-1861 - Postal Service 65199
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1860-1862 81833
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1860-1862 - Railroads 81833
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1860 - Postal Service 81834
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1860 - Quartz mines and mining 67091
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1861 81835
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1862 - Gold mines and mining 81836
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1862 - Road maps 81836
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1863 - Trails 81837
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1864 - Gold mines and mining 81838
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1864 - Road maps 81838
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1865 - Railroads 81839, 81840
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1865 - Road maps 81841
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1866 81842, 81843
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1866 - Manuscripts 81848
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1866 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 81844, 81845, 81846, 81847
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1866 - Railroads - Manuscripts 81848
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1866 - Railroads - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 81844, 81845, 81846, 81847
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1867 81849, 81850
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1867 - Fortification 81851
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1867 - Railroads 81852
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1868 81856
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1868 - American bison 81856
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1868 - Railroads 81853, 81854, 81855
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1868 - Railroads, Proposed 81856
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1869 81857, 81858
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1869 - Railroads 81859
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1870 52914
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1870-1879 - Railroads 81860, 81861
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1870 - Mines and mineral resources 81862
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1870 - Railroad land grants 81863
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1870 - Railroads 81864, 81865
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1871 - Railroad land grants 81866
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1872 - Fortification 81867, 81868
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1872 - Indian reservations 81867
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1872 - Military bases 81867, 81868
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1872 - Railroad land grants 81868
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1872 - Railroads 81869, 81870, 81871
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1873 71372
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West (U.S.) - Maps - 1934 - Road maps 2653, 2654, 2655, 2656, 15427, 15428, 35192, 35193, 53689, 53690, 55345, 55346, 55347, 62163, 62164,
72475, 79627, 81278, 82286, 82287, 82288
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1935 - Railroads 82289
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1935 - Road maps 15441, 24343, 24344, 24349, 35198, 35199, 48903, 55355, 55356, 71839, 72477, 77613, 81283, 82290,
82291, 82292, 82293, 84877
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1936 - Railroads 82294, 82295, 82296
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps 24353, 24354, 24360, 48914, 72488, 72489, 72490, 72491, 79639, 82297, 82298, 82299, 82300
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1937 - Pictorial maps 82309
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1937 - Railroads 82301, 82302, 82303, 82304
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps 2692, 2693, 15471, 15472, 21486, 24365, 24366, 40302, 48922, 61512, 72501, 81296, 82305, 82306,
82307, 82308, 82309
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1938 - Airways 82725
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1938 - Pictorial maps 82315
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1938 - Railroads 82310, 82311, 82312
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps 2706, 2712, 2713, 2714, 15482, 15491, 15492, 15493, 21518, 21519, 21520, 21521, 24377, 24383, 35226,
48926, 51466, 51467, 53705, 55379, 55380, 59922, 79648, 81307, 81308, 82313, 82314, 82315, 84912, 84913
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1939 - Railroads 82316, 82317, 82318, 82319, 82320, 82321
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps 2725, 21540, 21541, 24385, 35235, 35236, 48932, 51479, 51480, 53709, 55387, 55388, 55389, 59929,
59930, 59931, 62195, 62196, 62202, 62647, 62648, 71913, 79656, 79661, 81318, 82322, 82323, 82324, 82325, 82326, 82327, 82328, 82329, 84928,
84929
West (U.S.) - Maps - 19397 - Pictorial maps 82329
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1940 - Mines and mineral resources 82330
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1940 - Railroads 82330, 82331, 82332, 82333, 82334
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps 2736, 2737, 15518, 15519, 21556, 35245, 48939, 48940, 55395, 59945, 59946, 59947, 59948, 59949,
59950, 59951, 59952, 62206, 62207, 62208, 71935, 72511, 79663, 79664, 81324, 81325, 82335, 82336, 82337, 82338, 82339, 82340, 82341, 82342,
84940, 84941
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1941 - Railroads 82343, 82344, 82345, 82346, 82347
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps 2747, 2748, 2749, 15525, 15526, 21570, 21571, 35251, 48946, 48947, 48948, 51495, 51496, 55403,
59958, 59959, 59966, 59967, 59968, 59969, 59970, 59971, 59972, 59973, 62214, 79669, 79670, 81331, 82348, 82349, 82350, 82351, 82352, 82353,
82354, 82355, 84953
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1942 59986
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1942 - Railroads 82356, 82357, 82358, 82359, 82360, 82361, 82362, 82363, 82364, 82365
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps 2759, 2760, 21587, 35255, 35256, 40390, 48957, 48960, 51505, 59979, 59987, 62218, 72523, 81338,
82366, 84962
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1943 - Railroads 82367, 82368, 82369
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1943 - Road maps 40391, 51507, 62219, 81339, 84963
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1944 - Railroads 82370, 82371, 82372, 82373, 82374
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1944 - Road maps 82375, 82376, 82377, 82378, 82379, 82380, 82381, 82382
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1945 - Railroads 82383, 82384, 82385, 82387
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1945 - Railroads - Pictorial maps 82386
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1945 - Road maps 59778, 72531, 72532, 82388, 82389, 82390, 82391, 82392, 82393, 82394, 82395
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1946 - Railroads 82396, 82397, 82398, 82399, 82401
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1946 - Railroads - Pictorial maps 82400
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps 2771, 2772, 2773, 2774, 2775, 2776, 2777, 2778, 21608, 21609, 53232, 53233, 53234, 72548, 77869,
82402, 82403, 82404, 82405, 82406, 82407, 82408, 82409, 82410, 82411, 82412, 82413, 82414, 82415, 82416, 82417, 82418, 82419, 82420, 82421,
82422, 82423, 82424, 82425, 82426, 82427, 82428, 82429, 82430, 82431, 82432
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1947 - Railroads 82433, 82434, 82435
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1947 - Road maps 59782, 59783, 72558, 72559, 82436, 82437, 82438, 82439, 82440, 82441, 82442, 82443, 82444, 82445,
82446, 82447, 82448, 82449, 82450, 82451, 84977
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1948-1951 - Road maps 48988
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1948 - Bus lines 82452
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1948 - Railroads 82453, 82454, 82455, 82456
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps 2797, 2798, 2799, 2800, 2801, 2802, 21633, 35270, 48995, 48997, 48999, 49000, 49001, 53255, 60014,
60015, 60016, 60017, 82457, 82458, 82459, 82460, 82461, 82462, 82463, 82464, 82465, 82466, 82467, 82468
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1948 - Trucks - Routes 82469
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1949 - Indians - Pictorial maps 82470
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1949 - Railroads 82471, 82472, 82473, 82474, 82475
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1949 - Road maps 49002, 49011, 58632, 60027, 77942, 82476, 82477, 84987
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1950-1959 - Marketing 82478
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1950 - Railroads 82479, 82480, 82481, 82482, 82483, 82484, 82485
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1950 - Road maps 2809, 60033, 82487, 82488
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1950 - Road maps - Pictorial maps 82486
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1951-1955 - Trucking 82489
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1951 - Railroads 82490, 82491, 82492, 82493, 82494, 82495, 82496
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1951 - Road maps 2816, 2817, 21645, 49028, 53263, 60036, 60037, 82497, 82498, 82499
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1952 - Railroads 82500, 82501, 82502, 82503, 82504, 82506, 82507
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West (U.S.) - Maps - 1952 - Railroads - Pictorial maps 82505
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1952 - Road maps 21650, 49044, 53267, 82508, 82509, 82510, 82511, 82512, 84988
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1953 - Railroads 82513, 82514, 82515, 82516, 82518, 82519, 82520, 82521, 82522, 82523, 82524, 82525, 82526
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1953 - Railroads - Pictorial maps 82517
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1953 - Road maps 35279
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1954 - Railroads 82527, 82528, 82529, 82530, 82531, 82532, 82533, 82534, 82535
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1954 - Road maps 35281, 53270, 82536
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1955 - Railroads 82537, 82538, 82539, 82540, 82541, 82542
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1955 - Road maps 78135, 78138
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1956-1961 - Road maps 82543
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1956 - Railroads 82544, 82545, 82546, 82547, 82548, 82550, 82551, 82552, 82553
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1956 - Railroads - Pictorial maps 82549
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps 2829, 51541, 51542, 53274, 82554, 82555
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1956 - Trucking 82556
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1957 - Railroads 82557, 82558, 82559, 82560, 82561, 82563, 82564, 82565, 82566
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1957 - Railroads - Pictorial maps 82562
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1958 - Railroads 82567, 82568, 82570, 82571, 82572
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1958 - Railroads - Pictorial maps 82569
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1959 - Natural gas pipelines 72504
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1959 - Railroads 82573, 82574, 82575, 82576, 82577, 82578, 82579, 82581, 82582, 82583
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1959 - Railroads - Pictorial maps 82580
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1959 - Railroads - Road maps 35284, 82584, 82585, 82586, 82587
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1960-1969 78272
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1960 - Railroads 82588, 82589, 82590, 82591, 82592
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1960 - Road maps 82593, 82594
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1961 - Railroads 71239, 82595, 82596, 82597, 82598, 82599, 82600
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1962 - Road maps 82601
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1963 - Road maps 82602
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1964 - Airways 24486
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1964 - Road maps 35290, 78395, 82603
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1966 - Precious stones 82604
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps 15637, 32746, 35291, 60062, 78465, 82605
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1966 - Trucking 78448
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1967-1979 - Road maps 82606
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1967 - Road maps 35293, 60063
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1968 - Road maps 35295, 49103, 60064, 78548
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1969 - Railroads 82607
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1969 - Road maps 35296, 35297, 37543, 49104
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1970-1971 - Cities and towns - Road maps 82608
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1971 - Road maps 49106
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1973 - Road maps 82609
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1974 - Road maps 49107, 58672, 82610, 82611
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1975-1976 - Road maps 82612
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1975-1978 - Cities and towns - Road maps 82613
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps 32747, 32748, 58673, 82614, 82615
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1976 - Aeronautical charts 82616
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1976 - Road maps 32749, 49108, 49109, 82617, 82618
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1982 - Road maps 82619
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1982 - Ski resorts 82619
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1983 - Road maps 82620
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1986 - Maps, Physical 67092
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1986 - Pictorial maps 67092
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1988 82621
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1989 68837
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1994 - Ski resorts 79051
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1997 82622, 82623
West (U.S.) - Maps - 2002 - Road maps 15695
West (U.S.) - Maps - 2002 - Trails 15695
West (U.S.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps 82624
West (U.S.) - Maps - Bibliography 26833, 75021, 81721, 82625
West (U.S.) - Maps - Bibliography - 1540-1884 18593
West (U.S.) - Maps - Bibliography - Catalogs 51553, 70263, 82626
West (U.S.) - Maps - Bibliography - Indexes 82627
West (U.S.) - Maps - Collections 81737
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West (U.S.) - Maps - Collections, 1507-1803 - Exhibitions 82628
West (U.S.) - Maps - Collections, 1524-1890 18606
West (U.S.) - Maps - Collections, 1540-1861 18593
West (U.S.) - Maps - Collections, 1800-1899 - Cities and towns 20900
West (U.S.) - Maps - Collections, 1800-1899 - Road maps - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 22950, 32752, 82629
West (U.S.) - Maps - Collections, 1800-1899 - Trails - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 22950, 32752, 82629
West (U.S.) - Maps - Collections, 1849-1964 - Railroads 19373
West (U.S.) - Maps - Exhibitions 1884, 82630, 82631, 82633
West (U.S.) - Maps - Exhibitions - Catalogs 82632
West (U.S.) - Maps - Indians 73469
West (U.S.) - Maps - Prices 75021
West (U.S.) - Maps - 1944 - Railroads 82636
West (U.S.) - Motels - 1950 82634
West (U.S.) - National parks and reserves - 2009 76082
West (U.S.) - Pictorial works - 1853-1860 - Railroads 62636
West (U.S.) - Pictorial works - 1876 85083
West (U.S.) - Pictorial works - 1884 82635
West (U.S.) - Pictorial works - 1924 59769
West (U.S.) - Pictorial works - 1944 82636
West (U.S.) - Pictorial works - 1992 - Cities and towns - Ghost towns 82637
West (U.S.) - Pictorial works - Collections, 1800-1899 - Cities and towns 20900
West (U.S.) - Pictorial works - Collections, 1853-1855 - Manuscripts 82638
West (U.S.) - Pictorial works - Collections, 1885 76925
West (U.S.) - Pictorial works - Collections, 1897-1903 - Photographs 37442
West (U.S.) - Pictorial works - Exhibitions 82633
West (U.S.) - Public lands - Management - 2009 76082
West (U.S.) SEE ALSO Great Plains 81766
West (U.S.) - Surveying - History - 2009 79438
West (U.S.) - Surveys 82639
West (U.S.) - Surveys, 1869-1878 82860
West (U.S.) - Surveys - 1879 76980
West (U.S.) - Surveys - History - 1800-1899 40490
West (U.S.) - Territorial expansion - Maps - Exhibitions - Catalogs 18604
West Virginia 82652, 82653
West Virginia, 15 minute series (topographic) 82649
West Virginia 1970-1979 - Power Systems 65467
West Virginia 2010 official state travel guide 82640
West Virginia, 7.5 minute series (topographic) 82650
West Virginia - Canals - 1980 80327
West Virginia Central and Pittsburg Railway 3851
West Virginia Central and Pittsburg Railway Company 3856, 3858, 3861, 47657, 47663, 47668, 47703
West Virginia Central and Pittsburg Railway Company - Maps - 1897 47657
West Virginia Central and Pittsburg Railway Company - Maps - 1898 47663
West Virginia Central and Pittsburg Railway Company - Maps - 1899 47668
West Virginia Central and Pittsburg Railway Company -Maps - 1905 47703
West Virginia Central and Pittsburg Railway Company - Maps - 1896 3851
West Virginia Central & Pittsburg railway and connections 3851
West Virginia conceptual atlas 82687
West Virginia. Conservation Commission SEE Conservation Commission of West Virginia 51271
West Virginia. Department of Highways. Advanced Planning Division 82688, 82690, 82691
West Virginia. Dept. of Archives and History 82642
West Virginia. Dept. of Highways 82689
West Virginia - Description and travel - 1974 82693
West Virginia - Description and travel - 2010 82640
West Virginia. Division of Tourism & Parks 82640
West Virginia EasyFinder 82692
West Virginia. Geological Survey 82654
West Virginia - Historical geography - Maps - 1738-1975 82642
West Virginia - Historical geography - Maps - 2008 82641
West Virginia - Maps - 1738-1975 - Administrative and political divisions 82642
West Virginia - Maps - 1801 80388
West Virginia - Maps - 1804 80391
West Virginia - Maps - 1805 80389
West Virginia - Maps - 1807 80392
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West Virginia - Maps - 1807-1817 - Manuscripts 63550
West Virginia - Maps - 1826 80396
West Virginia - Maps - 1827 80397
West Virginia - Maps - 1830 80399
West Virginia - Maps - 1842 80402
West Virginia - Maps - 1845 80404
West Virginia - Maps - 1861-1865 - Landowners 80413
West Virginia - Maps - 1861-1865 - Topographic maps 80413
West Virginia - Maps - 1878 - Railroads 80421
West Virginia - Maps - 1881 - Railroads 80422
West Virginia - Maps - 1883 - Railroads 80424, 82643
West Virginia - Maps - 1884 - Railroads 82644
West Virginia - Maps - 1885 - Railroads 82645
West Virginia - Maps - 1887 - Railroads 80427
West Virginia - Maps - 1888 - Railroads 82646
West Virginia - Maps - 1890 - Railroads 82647
West Virginia - Maps - 1891 - Railroads 61287
West Virginia - Maps - 1894 - Railroads 82648
West Virginia - Maps - 1897 - Coal mines and mining 47657
West Virginia - Maps - 1897 - Railroads 47657
West Virginia - Maps - 1898 - Coal mines and mining 47663
West Virginia - Maps - 1898 - Railroads 47663
West Virginia - Maps - 1899 - Coal mines and mining 47668
West Virginia - Maps - 1899 - Railroads 47668
West Virginia - Maps - 1900-1960 - Topographic maps 82649, 82650
West Virginia - Maps - 1901 - Mines and mineral resources 3856
West Virginia - Maps - 1902 - Mines and mineral resources 3861
West Virginia - Maps - 1903 - Railroads 82651
West Virginia - Maps - 1907 - Railroads 82652
West Virginia - Maps - 1911 - Railroads 82653
West Virginia - Maps - 1912 - Coal mines and mining 24210
West Virginia - Maps - 1913 - Coal mines and mining 24215
West Virginia - Maps - 1913 - Mines and Mineral Resources 82654
West Virginia - Maps - 1913 - Railroads 82655, 82656
West Virginia - Maps - 1914 - Coal mines and mining 24218
West Virginia - Maps - 1914 - Railroads 82657
West Virginia - Maps - 1915 - Coal mines and mining 24221
West Virginia - Maps - 1916 - Coal mines and mining 24226, 24227
West Virginia - Maps - 1916 - Railroads 82658
West Virginia - Maps - 1917 - Coal mines and mining 24230
West Virginia - Maps - 1918 - Coal mines and mining 24233
West Virginia - Maps - 1918 - Railroads - Indexes 82659
West Virginia - Maps - 1919 - Coal mines and mining 24237
West Virginia - Maps - 1919 - Railroads 82660, 82661
West Virginia - Maps - 1919 - Road maps 82660, 82661
West Virginia - Maps - 1920 - Coal mines and mining 24242
West Virginia - Maps - 1920 - Railroads 82662, 82663
West Virginia - Maps - 1920 - Road maps 82662, 82663
West Virginia - Maps - 1921 - Coal mines and mining 24246
West Virginia - Maps - 1921 - Postal service 82664
West Virginia - Maps - 1921 - Railroads 82664, 82665
West Virginia - Maps - 1921 - Road maps 82665
West Virginia - Maps - 1922 - Coal mines and mining 24249
West Virginia - Maps - 1922 - Railroads 82666
West Virginia - Maps - 1922 - Road maps 82666
West Virginia - Maps - 1923 - Coal mines and mining 24252
West Virginia - Maps - 1923 - Railroads 82667
West Virginia - Maps - 1923 - Road maps 60519, 60520, 82667
West Virginia - Maps - 1924 - Coal mines and mining 24260
West Virginia - Maps - 1924 - Railroads 82668
West Virginia - Maps - 1924 - Road maps 82668
West Virginia - Maps - 1925 - Coal mines and mining 24264
West Virginia - Maps - 1925 - Railroads 82669
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Years</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Catalog Entry</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>West Virginia</td>
<td>1925 - 1926</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>82669</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Virginia</td>
<td>1927 - 1928</td>
<td>Coal mines and mining</td>
<td>82470, 82471</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Virginia</td>
<td>1927 - 1928</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>60554</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Virginia</td>
<td>1928 - 1929</td>
<td>Coal mines and mining</td>
<td>82490</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Virginia</td>
<td>1928 - 1929</td>
<td>Railroads</td>
<td>82670, 82671, 82672</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Virginia</td>
<td>1928 - 1929</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>3886, 47807, 47808, 82670, 82671, 82672</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Virginia</td>
<td>1929 - 1930</td>
<td>Coal mines and mining</td>
<td>82673</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Virginia</td>
<td>1930 - 1930</td>
<td>Airways</td>
<td>82673</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Virginia</td>
<td>1930 - 1931</td>
<td>Railroads</td>
<td>82673</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Virginia</td>
<td>1931 - 1932</td>
<td>Coal mines and mining</td>
<td>82676</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Virginia</td>
<td>1932 - 1933</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>82676</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Virginia</td>
<td>1933 - 1933</td>
<td>Railroads</td>
<td>82677</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Virginia</td>
<td>1933 - 1934</td>
<td>Coal mines and mining</td>
<td>82677</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Virginia</td>
<td>1934 - 1934</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>60669, 82678</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Virginia</td>
<td>1935 - 1935</td>
<td>Coal mines and mining</td>
<td>60723, 63907</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Virginia</td>
<td>1936 - 1936</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>60752, 60753, 63835, 63836</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Virginia</td>
<td>1937 - 1937</td>
<td>Coal mines and mining</td>
<td>60785, 60786, 63862, 63863</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Virginia</td>
<td>1938 - 1938</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>82679</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Virginia</td>
<td>1939 - 1939</td>
<td>Coal mines and mining</td>
<td>24375, 24376</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Virginia</td>
<td>1940 - 1940</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>60814, 60815, 63898</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Virginia</td>
<td>1940 - 1940</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>60836, 63917</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Virginia</td>
<td>1941 - 1941</td>
<td>Coal mines and mining</td>
<td>24392, 24393</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Virginia</td>
<td>1942 - 1942</td>
<td>Coal mines and mining</td>
<td>24404, 24405</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Virginia</td>
<td>1943 - 1943</td>
<td>Coal mines and mining</td>
<td>24413, 24414</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Virginia</td>
<td>1944 - 1944</td>
<td>Coal mines and mining</td>
<td>24417, 24418</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Virginia</td>
<td>1945 - 1945</td>
<td>Coal mines and mining</td>
<td>82680</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Virginia</td>
<td>1946 - 1946</td>
<td>Coal mines and mining</td>
<td>24431, 24432</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Virginia</td>
<td>1947 - 1947</td>
<td>Coal mines and mining</td>
<td>82680</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Virginia</td>
<td>1948 - 1948</td>
<td>Coal mines and mining</td>
<td>82680</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Virginia</td>
<td>1949 - 1949</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
<td>60965</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Virginia</td>
<td>1950 - 1950</td>
<td>Coal mines and mining</td>
<td>82681</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Virginia</td>
<td>1951 - 1951</td>
<td>Coal mines and mining</td>
<td>24440, 24441</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Virginia</td>
<td>1952 - 1952</td>
<td>Coal mines and mining</td>
<td>82681</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Virginia</td>
<td>1952 - 1952</td>
<td>Railroads</td>
<td>82682, 82683, 82684</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Virginia</td>
<td>1952 - 1952</td>
<td>Coal mines and mining</td>
<td>82682, 82683, 82684</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Virginia</td>
<td>1953 - 1953</td>
<td>Coal mines and mining</td>
<td>82684</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Virginia</td>
<td>1954 - 1954</td>
<td>Coal mines and mining</td>
<td>24452</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Virginia</td>
<td>1955 - 1955</td>
<td>Coal mines and mining</td>
<td>82685</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Virginia</td>
<td>1956 - 1956</td>
<td>Coal mines and mining</td>
<td>82685</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Virginia</td>
<td>1957 - 1957</td>
<td>Coal mines and mining</td>
<td>82685</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Virginia</td>
<td>1958 - 1958</td>
<td>Coal mines and mining</td>
<td>82685</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Virginia</td>
<td>1959 - 1959</td>
<td>Coal mines and mining</td>
<td>82685</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Virginia</td>
<td>1960 - 1960</td>
<td>Coal mines and mining</td>
<td>82685</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Virginia</td>
<td>1961 - 1961</td>
<td>Coal mines and mining</td>
<td>82685</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Virginia</td>
<td>1962 - 1962</td>
<td>Coal mines and mining</td>
<td>82685</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Virginia</td>
<td>1963 - 1963</td>
<td>Coal mines and mining</td>
<td>82685</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Virginia</td>
<td>1964 - 1964</td>
<td>Coal mines and mining</td>
<td>82685</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Virginia</td>
<td>1965 - 1965</td>
<td>Coal mines and mining</td>
<td>82685</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Virginia</td>
<td>1966 - 1966</td>
<td>Coal mines and mining</td>
<td>82685</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Virginia</td>
<td>1967 - 1967</td>
<td>Coal mines and mining</td>
<td>82685</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Virginia</td>
<td>1968 - 1968</td>
<td>Coal mines and mining</td>
<td>82685</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Virginia</td>
<td>1969 - 1969</td>
<td>Coal mines and mining</td>
<td>82685</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Virginia</td>
<td>1970 - 1970</td>
<td>Coal mines and mining</td>
<td>82685</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Virginia</td>
<td>1971 - 1971</td>
<td>Coal mines and mining</td>
<td>82685</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Virginia</td>
<td>1972 - 1972</td>
<td>Coal mines and mining</td>
<td>82685</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Virginia</td>
<td>1973 - 1973</td>
<td>Coal mines and mining</td>
<td>82685</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Virginia</td>
<td>1974 - 1974</td>
<td>Coal mines and mining</td>
<td>82690, 82691</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Call Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>West Virginia - Maps - 1997 - Road maps</td>
<td>82692</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Virginia - Maps - 2008</td>
<td>82641</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Virginia &amp; Pittsburg Railway Company</td>
<td>61287</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Virginia &amp; Pittsburg Railway Company - Maps - 1891</td>
<td>61287</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Virginia. Semi-Centennial Commission</td>
<td>82654</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Virginia, State Road Commission, General highway map, Braxton County, West Virginia [1942]</td>
<td>82677</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Virginia - Tourism - 1976</td>
<td>37407</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Virginia - Tourism - 1977</td>
<td>37408</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westchester Turnpike Commission</td>
<td>82693</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westchester Turnpike (W. Va.) - Description and travel - 1974</td>
<td>82693</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Virginia Turnpike (W. Va.) - Maps - 1974 - Road maps</td>
<td>82693</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Virginia, Virginia, Maryland, Delaware : Atlantic</td>
<td>4120, 4134, 47979</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Virginia, Virginia, Maryland, Delaware : Atlantic road map</td>
<td>4025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West-Vlaanderen (Belgium) - Maps - 1726</td>
<td>57167</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West, W., 19th cent. 73882, 73883, 73895</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West, William, 1770-1854 52526</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Yorkshire (England) - Maps - 1988</td>
<td>71141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westacott, J. H. 80728</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westafrica : (Kapverden, Mauretanien, Mali, Senegal, Gambia, Portugiesisch Guinea, Guinea, Sierra-Leone, Liberia, Elfenbeinküste, Obervolta, Ghana, Togo, Dahome, Niger, Nigeria) / von Josef Schramm</td>
<td>585</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westaway, John 42700</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westbound manifest alongside upper Arkansas river near Granite, between Buena Vista and Malta, on Royal Gorge route</td>
<td>32332</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westbrook, J. B. 82865</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westbury, Fiona 72920</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westbury (Firm) 58825</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westchester and Putnam counties (New York) : Amoco : American Oil Company</td>
<td>82716, 82717, 82718</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westchester and Putnam counties, New York : Mobil travel map</td>
<td>82722, 82723</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westchester and Putnam counties (New York) : Mobilgas : Socony-Vacuum ...</td>
<td>82711</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westchester and Putnam counties / Sinclair 82719</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westchester and Putnam counties : Sinclair H-C gasoline</td>
<td>82713</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westchester and Putnam counties with adjoining territory : 1935 road map / Standard Oil of New York, division of Socony-Vacuum Oil Company, Inc. 82707</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westchester County and metro New York City 82721</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Westchester County (N.Y.) - 1851: LC G&amp;M land ownership maps on microfiche]</td>
<td>82698</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Westchester County (N.Y.) - 1858: LC G&amp;M land ownership maps on microfiche]</td>
<td>82699</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westchester County (N.Y.) - Description and travel - 1896</td>
<td>82701</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westchester County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1774 - Landowners</td>
<td>82694</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westchester County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1785 - Landowners</td>
<td>82695</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westchester County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1829</td>
<td>82696</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westchester County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1839</td>
<td>82697</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westchester County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1851 - Landowners</td>
<td>82698</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westchester County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1858 - Landowners</td>
<td>82699</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westchester County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1867</td>
<td>55843</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westchester County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1890 - Bicycle trails</td>
<td>21913</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westchester County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1890 - Road maps</td>
<td>21913</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westchester County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1893 - Landowners</td>
<td>82700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westchester County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1896 - Bicycle trails</td>
<td>82701</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westchester County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1908 - Landowners</td>
<td>82702</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westchester County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1914 - Railroads</td>
<td>56204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westchester County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1928 - Road maps</td>
<td>82703, 82704, 82705, 82706</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westchester County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1933 - Road maps</td>
<td>56372</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westchester County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1934 - Road maps</td>
<td>55898, 55899, 56384, 56385</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westchester County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1935 - Road maps</td>
<td>55904, 55905, 82707</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westchester County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps</td>
<td>55909, 55913, 55914</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westchester County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps</td>
<td>55917, 55918, 55922, 82708</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westchester County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps</td>
<td>55929, 55931, 55932, 55933, 55934, 82709</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westchester County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps</td>
<td>55941, 55944</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westchester County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps</td>
<td>55947</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westchester County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1941 - Road maps</td>
<td>55951, 55952, 55953</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westchester County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps</td>
<td>55961, 55962</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westchester County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps</td>
<td>82710</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westchester County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1949 - Road maps</td>
<td>82711</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westchester County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1951 - Road maps</td>
<td>82712</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westchester County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1952 - Road maps</td>
<td>55740, 82713, 82714</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Westchester County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1954 - Road maps</td>
<td>82715</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westchester County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1955 - Road maps</td>
<td>55742, 55743, 55744, 82716</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westchester County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps</td>
<td>55751, 82717, 82718, 82719</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westchester County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1957 - Road maps</td>
<td>33599, 42960</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westchester County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1958 - Road maps</td>
<td>82720</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westchester County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1959 - Road maps</td>
<td>42962</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westchester County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1960 - Road maps</td>
<td>56741</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westchester County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1964 - Road maps</td>
<td>56807, 56812, 56813, 82721</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westchester County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1965 - Road maps</td>
<td>24489, 42965, 56814</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westchester County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1966 - Road maps</td>
<td>42967</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westchester County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1967 - Road maps</td>
<td>42969, 55761, 82722</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westchester County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1968 - Road maps</td>
<td>42971, 42972</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westchester County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1969 - Road maps</td>
<td>42973, 82723</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westchester County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1970 - Road maps</td>
<td>55997</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westchester County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1974 - Road maps</td>
<td>56006</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westchester County (N.Y.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps</td>
<td>82724</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westchester &amp; Putnam counties street guide</td>
<td>82724</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westchester &amp; Putnam counties with adjoining territory ... Standard Oil of New York, division of Socony-Vacuum Oil Company, Inc.</td>
<td>82708, 82709</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westcott, George C.</td>
<td>68972</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westcott, Thompson</td>
<td>64371</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westcott, Thompson, 1820-1888 SEE Westcott, Thompson</td>
<td>64371</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westcott &amp; Thomson, 30142, 30172, 30253, 30441</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westenberg, J., fl. 1961</td>
<td>18230</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westenberg, Johann</td>
<td>7770, 24974, 24975</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westendorp Boerma, Jacobus Johannes</td>
<td>17849</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westentaschenatlas der Erde</td>
<td>10315</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westerfield, Charles R., fl. 1871</td>
<td>33924</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westerham Press Limited. Kent, Eng.</td>
<td>33637, 75422</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westerman (M.) &amp; zoon SEE M. Westerman &amp; zoon</td>
<td>53507</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westermann (B.) &amp; Co. SEE B. Westermann &amp; Co.</td>
<td>34182</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westermann (Georg) Verlag SEE Georg Westermann Verlag</td>
<td>10260</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westermann, George, publisher SEE Georg Westermann Verlag</td>
<td>10260</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westermann, Gertrud</td>
<td>52182</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westermann grosser atlas zur weltgeschichte</td>
<td>10506</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westermann's Weltatlas</td>
<td>10509</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westermann's monatshft-atlas (2 binders)</td>
<td>10505</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westermann's monatshft-atlas (portfolio)</td>
<td>10310</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westermann's polizei-atlas: ausgabe A, Preussen</td>
<td>10263</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westermann's weltatlas</td>
<td>10195, 10235</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western</td>
<td>79025</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Advocate, Mankato, Kansas</td>
<td>39781</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Africa</td>
<td>572, 578, 580, 581</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Africa / drawn under the direction of Mr. Pinkerton by L. Hebert ; Neele sculpt. 352 Strand</td>
<td>574</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Africa SEE Africa, West</td>
<td>534</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Air Express Corporation</td>
<td>82255, 82725</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Air Express Corporation - Maps - 1930-1939</td>
<td>82255</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Air Express Corporation - Maps - 1938</td>
<td>82255</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Air Express [map of air routes in the western United States]</td>
<td>82255</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Air Express ; skyway to the nation's playgrounds</td>
<td>8225</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Airlines</td>
<td>82726, 82727</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Airlines - Maps - 1962</td>
<td>82726</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Airlines - Maps - 1972</td>
<td>82727</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Airlines [timetable]</td>
<td>82726, 82727</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Airlines - Timetables - 1962</td>
<td>82726</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Airlines - Timetables - 1972</td>
<td>82727</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Association of Map Libraries</td>
<td>11204, 27733, 27941, 44505, 44889, 44922, 44927, 47550, 65071, 79716</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Association of Map Libraries ; date codes for maps : maintained and compiled by Linda Zellmer, based on a document developed by Phil Hoenh 44922</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western astrolabes</td>
<td>3470</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Australia containing the settlements of Swan River ... ; Van Diemen Island</td>
<td>82731</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Australia - Maps - 1703 - Coasts - Nautical charts</td>
<td>82728</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Call Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1748 - Coasts - Nautical charts</td>
<td>82729</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1791 - Coasts</td>
<td>82730</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1833</td>
<td>82731</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1851</td>
<td>82732</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1885 - Land use</td>
<td>82733</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1910-1919</td>
<td>74274</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Hemisphere - Pictorial works - 1791 - Coasts</td>
<td>56836</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Hemisphere, Swan River</td>
<td>82732</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Borneo</td>
<td>39936</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Branch (Firm : Chicago, Ill.)</td>
<td>5311</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Canada / ARCO</td>
<td>16400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Canada highway : the leader : 76 gasoline : Union Oil Company</td>
<td>16381</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Canada - Maps - 1923 - Steamboat lines</td>
<td>16408</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Canada / Phillips 66</td>
<td>16401</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Canada / Phillips 66, the performance company</td>
<td>16402</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Canada road map / Imperial Oil Limited</td>
<td>16382</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Canada SEE Canada, Western</td>
<td>57498</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Canada : Sinclair H-C gasoline : road map</td>
<td>16394</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Canada : Texaco ...</td>
<td>16391, 16392, 16393, 16398</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Canada : tour with Texaco ...</td>
<td>16395, 16399</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Cape (South Africa) - Maps - 1805</td>
<td>16495</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Cartographers (Firm)</td>
<td>12401</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western &amp; central parts of the Valley of the St. Lawrence</td>
<td>68034</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western, central United States / Phillips 66, the performance company</td>
<td>82611</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western &amp; central United States touristige map : with Gulf stations located on interstate highways and toll roads</td>
<td>82618</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Western coast of Africa from Cape Blanco to Cape Virga, exhibiting Senegambia proper</td>
<td>69861</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western division of Paris ; Eastern division of Paris. Containing the Quartiers</td>
<td>63068</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Electric Company</td>
<td>19736</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Electric Company - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps - 1926 - Employees - Geographical distribution - Commuting</td>
<td>19736</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western emigrant trails 1830-1870</td>
<td>81776</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Engraving Co. (Chicago, Ill.)</td>
<td>33508, 33509</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Engraving Co. (St. Louis, Mo.)</td>
<td>68101, 68102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Europe / E. Derdyn</td>
<td>26308</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Europe under the Romans</td>
<td>25859</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western exploration</td>
<td>28818</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western gem hunters atlas : rock locations from California to the Dakotas and British Columbia to Texas / written and published by Cy Johnson</td>
<td>82604</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Germany / by J. Arrowsmith</td>
<td>31490</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Guide Publishers (Corvallis, Or.)</td>
<td>15208, 35311, 35312, 35313, 62265, 62273, 81422</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Hemisphere</td>
<td>1727, 1756, 1768, 1779, 82761, 82762, 82763, 82768, 82771, 82772, 82774, 82775, 82776, 82777, 82778, 82779, 82782</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Hemisphere - Area measurement - Islands - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1851</td>
<td>82734</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Hemisphere - Area measurement - Lakes - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1840</td>
<td>82735</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Hemisphere - Area measurement - Lakes - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1851</td>
<td>82734</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Hemisphere - Area measurement - Mountains - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1851</td>
<td>82734</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Hemisphere - Area measurement - Ocean - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1851</td>
<td>82734</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Hemisphere - Area measurement - Rivers - Charts, diagrams, etc. - 1851</td>
<td>82734</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Hemisphere - Discovery and Exploration - Maps - Collections</td>
<td>1497</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Hemisphere - Discovery and Exploration - Spanish</td>
<td>46260</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Hemisphere / drawn under the direction of Mr. Pinkerton by L. Hebert ; Neele sculpt. 352 Strand</td>
<td>82769</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Hemisphere / engrav'd by S. Neele</td>
<td>82754, 82755</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Hemisphere - Geography - 1598</td>
<td>1502</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Hemisphere - Geography - 1786</td>
<td>1503</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Hemisphere - Geography - 1857</td>
<td>1781</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Hemisphere - Geography - To 1507</td>
<td>1853</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Hemisphere - Historical geography</td>
<td>1514</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Hemisphere - Historical geography - Maps - 1822</td>
<td>1750, 1751</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Hemisphere - Historical geography - Maps - 1825</td>
<td>1511</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Hemisphere - Historical geography - Maps - 1827</td>
<td>1758, 1759</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Hemisphere - Historical geography - Maps - 1828</td>
<td>1512</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Hemisphere - Historical geography - Maps - 1840</td>
<td>1774</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Hemisphere - Historical geography - Maps - 1892 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>1513</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Hemisphere - Historical geography - Maps - 1968</td>
<td>1515</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Hemisphere - History, Ancient - Maps - 1990</td>
<td>1518</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1502 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>83828</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1502 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>1524</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Western Hemisphere - Maps</th>
<th>1507</th>
<th>83834, 83835</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Western Hemisphere - Maps</td>
<td>1513</td>
<td>1526, 1527, 1528</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Hemisphere - Maps</td>
<td>1523</td>
<td>Coasts - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 1529, 13081</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Hemisphere - Maps</td>
<td>1527</td>
<td>Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 82736</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Hemisphere - Maps</td>
<td>1534</td>
<td>1531, 1532, 66205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Hemisphere - Maps</td>
<td>1540</td>
<td>1534, 1535, 1536</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Hemisphere - Maps</td>
<td>1540-1549</td>
<td>Manuscriptss - Facsimiles 1533</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Hemisphere - Maps</td>
<td>1542</td>
<td>1537</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Hemisphere - Maps</td>
<td>1545</td>
<td>1539, 1540</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Hemisphere - Maps</td>
<td>1546</td>
<td>Nautical charts, Manuscript - Facsimiles 1541</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Hemisphere - Maps</td>
<td>1549</td>
<td>1543</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Hemisphere - Maps</td>
<td>1550</td>
<td>1545</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Hemisphere - Maps</td>
<td>1552</td>
<td>1546</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Hemisphere - Maps</td>
<td>1555</td>
<td>1488, 1548</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Hemisphere - Maps</td>
<td>1562</td>
<td>82737, 82738</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Hemisphere - Maps</td>
<td>1563</td>
<td>Manuscripts 10731</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Hemisphere - Maps</td>
<td>1567</td>
<td>1549</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Hemisphere - Maps</td>
<td>1569</td>
<td>1550</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Hemisphere - Maps</td>
<td>1570</td>
<td>1551, 1552, 1553</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Hemisphere - Maps</td>
<td>1574</td>
<td>1554</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Hemisphere - Maps</td>
<td>1584</td>
<td>Manuscripts - Facsimiles 1555</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Hemisphere - Maps</td>
<td>1587-1588</td>
<td>1556, 1557</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Hemisphere - Maps</td>
<td>1587</td>
<td>Manuscripts - Facsimiles 1558</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Hemisphere - Maps</td>
<td>1589</td>
<td>1559, 83957</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Hemisphere - Maps</td>
<td>1595</td>
<td>1566</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Hemisphere - Maps</td>
<td>1596</td>
<td>1567, 1568, 1569, 1570</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Hemisphere - Maps</td>
<td>1597</td>
<td>1571, 1572, 1573, 28929, 28930, 28931</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Hemisphere - Maps</td>
<td>1598</td>
<td>1502, 1574</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Hemisphere - Maps</td>
<td>1600-1699</td>
<td>Coasts - Atlantic Ocean - Nautical charts, Manuscript - Facsimiles 1575</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Hemisphere - Maps</td>
<td>1600-1699</td>
<td>Manuscripts - Facsimiles 82739</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Hemisphere - Maps</td>
<td>1600</td>
<td>Manuscripts 82740</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Hemisphere - Maps</td>
<td>1605</td>
<td>1576</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Hemisphere - Maps</td>
<td>1608</td>
<td>1578</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Hemisphere - Maps</td>
<td>1612</td>
<td>83994</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Hemisphere - Maps</td>
<td>1617</td>
<td>1581</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Hemisphere - Maps</td>
<td>1622</td>
<td>1583</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Hemisphere - Maps</td>
<td>1623</td>
<td>1584</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Hemisphere - Maps</td>
<td>1625</td>
<td>1587</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Hemisphere - Maps</td>
<td>1626</td>
<td>1588, 1589, 1590, 1591</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Hemisphere - Maps</td>
<td>1628</td>
<td>1592</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Hemisphere - Maps</td>
<td>1630</td>
<td>1595, 1596, 1597, 1598, 1599, 84011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Hemisphere - Maps</td>
<td>1631</td>
<td>1600, 1601, 1602</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Hemisphere - Maps</td>
<td>1633</td>
<td>1604</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Hemisphere Maps</td>
<td>1636</td>
<td>1605</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Hemisphere - Maps</td>
<td>1640</td>
<td>1606, 1607</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Hemisphere - Maps</td>
<td>1653</td>
<td>1609</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Hemisphere - Maps</td>
<td>1655</td>
<td>1610</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Hemisphere - Maps</td>
<td>1659</td>
<td>1611</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Hemisphere - Maps</td>
<td>1662</td>
<td>1612</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Hemisphere - Maps</td>
<td>1664</td>
<td>1613</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Hemisphere - Maps</td>
<td>1671</td>
<td>1615, 1616, 1617</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Hemisphere - Maps</td>
<td>1671 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>1618</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Hemisphere - Maps</td>
<td>1678</td>
<td>1619</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Hemisphere - Maps</td>
<td>1678-1677</td>
<td>Ocean currents 3790</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Hemisphere - Maps</td>
<td>1680</td>
<td>1620, 1621</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Hemisphere - Maps</td>
<td>1688</td>
<td>1622, 84055</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Hemisphere - Maps</td>
<td>1689</td>
<td>29939</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Hemisphere - Maps</td>
<td>1690</td>
<td>10618</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Hemisphere - Maps</td>
<td>1693</td>
<td>84060</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Hemisphere - Maps</td>
<td>1695</td>
<td>1623</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Hemisphere - Maps</td>
<td>1696</td>
<td>1624</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Hemisphere - Maps</td>
<td>1700</td>
<td>82741</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Hemisphere - Maps</td>
<td>1700-1799</td>
<td>1625, 1626, 1627, 1628</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Hemisphere - Maps</td>
<td>1701</td>
<td>1629</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1705 1630, 25850
Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1710 1631, 82742, 82743
Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1714 1632
Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1717 1633
Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1718 1634
Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1719 1635, 1636
Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1720 82744, 84086
Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1721 1637
Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1722 1639
Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1724 1641, 1642, 82745
Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1730 1645, 34127, 82746
Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1730-1739 1643
Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1731 1647
Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1732 216
Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1734 82747
Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1739 1649
Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1740 1651
Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1740-1773 1650
Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1741 1653
Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1744 84105
Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1745 1654, 1655, 1656
Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1746 82748, 82749
Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1747 1657
Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1748 1659
Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1752 34129, 34130, 34131, 34132
Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1753 1661
Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1754 82750
Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1755 (Provisional Heading) 1663
Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1756 1665
Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1760 1671
Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1761 1672
Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1762 52143
Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1763 1674
Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1764 27529, 84120
Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1766 1676, 1677, 84123
Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1766-1769 1675
Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1769 1680
Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1770 1681
Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1772 1683, 82751
Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1772 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 1682
Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1774 82752
Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1775 1685, 1686, 1687, 1688, 1689
Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1775 - Manuscripts 1684
Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1775 (Provisional Heading) 1690
Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1776 1691, 1692, 1693, 1694, 1695, 1696
Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1777 1697, 82753
Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1778 1698, 1699
Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1780 84136
Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1782 1701, 82754
Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1783 82755
Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1784 1702
Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1785 1703, 84151
Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1786 1503, 1704, 1705, 1706, 1707, 82756
Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1787 1709, 84154
Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1788 1710
Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1788-1814 - Coasts 3729
Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1789 84157
Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1793-1794 - Coasts - Manuscripts 62590
Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1793-1794 - Nautical charts 82759
Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1793-1794 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts 82757, 82758
Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1794 1714, 1715, 1716, 82760, 84169, 84170
Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1796 1718
Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1797 1719
Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1799 1722
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Subcategory</th>
<th>Call Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Western Hemisphere</td>
<td>- Maps - 1800</td>
<td>1724, 1725, 84181</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Hemisphere</td>
<td>- Maps - 1800-1899</td>
<td>1723</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Hemisphere</td>
<td>- Maps - 1802</td>
<td>1727, 82761, 82762</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Hemisphere</td>
<td>- Maps - 1803-1807</td>
<td>1728</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Hemisphere</td>
<td>- Maps - 1804</td>
<td>52147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Hemisphere</td>
<td>- Maps - 1806</td>
<td>1730, 1731</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Hemisphere</td>
<td>- Maps - 1807</td>
<td>1732, 1733, 1734, 1735</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Hemisphere</td>
<td>- Maps - 1811</td>
<td>1736, 1737, 84196</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Hemisphere</td>
<td>- Maps - 1812</td>
<td>82763, 82764</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Hemisphere</td>
<td>- Maps - 1813</td>
<td>1738, 1739, 82765, 82766</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Hemisphere</td>
<td>- Maps - 1815</td>
<td>1741, 82767, 82768</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Hemisphere</td>
<td>- Maps - 1816-1817</td>
<td>1742</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Hemisphere</td>
<td>- Maps - 1817</td>
<td>1743</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Hemisphere</td>
<td>- Maps - 1818</td>
<td>1744, 82769, 82770</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Hemisphere</td>
<td>- Maps - 1819</td>
<td>1745</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Hemisphere</td>
<td>- Maps - 1820-1823</td>
<td>1746</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Hemisphere</td>
<td>- Maps - 1826</td>
<td>1756, 1757</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Hemisphere</td>
<td>- Maps - 1827</td>
<td>1758, 1759</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Hemisphere</td>
<td>- Maps - 1828</td>
<td>1512, 1753, 1754</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Hemisphere</td>
<td>- Maps - 1829</td>
<td>1762, 1763, 82772</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Hemisphere</td>
<td>- Maps - 1830</td>
<td>1766</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Hemisphere</td>
<td>- Maps - 1831</td>
<td>1767, 1768</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Hemisphere</td>
<td>- Maps - 1833</td>
<td>82773</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Hemisphere</td>
<td>- Maps - 1835</td>
<td>1770</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Hemisphere</td>
<td>- Maps - 1840</td>
<td>1774, 84246</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Hemisphere</td>
<td>- Maps - 1841-1843</td>
<td>82774, 1775</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Hemisphere</td>
<td>- Maps - 1844</td>
<td>82775</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Hemisphere</td>
<td>- Maps - 1845</td>
<td>82776</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Hemisphere</td>
<td>- Maps - 1849</td>
<td>15195, 15196, 15197</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Hemisphere</td>
<td>- Maps - 1851</td>
<td>82777</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Hemisphere</td>
<td>- Maps - 1855</td>
<td>82778</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Hemisphere</td>
<td>- Maps - 1857</td>
<td>1781, 1782, 82779, 82780</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Hemisphere</td>
<td>- Maps - 1858</td>
<td>82781</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Hemisphere</td>
<td>- Maps - 1859</td>
<td>1784</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Hemisphere</td>
<td>- Maps - 1861</td>
<td>84281</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Hemisphere</td>
<td>- Maps - 1869</td>
<td>1787</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Hemisphere</td>
<td>- Maps - 1883</td>
<td>82782</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Hemisphere</td>
<td>- Maps - 1887</td>
<td>82783</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Hemisphere</td>
<td>- Maps - 1894</td>
<td>62622</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Hemisphere</td>
<td>- Maps - 1894 (Provisional Heading)</td>
<td>1790</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Hemisphere</td>
<td>- Maps - 1899</td>
<td>1791</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Hemisphere</td>
<td>- Maps - 1913</td>
<td>Maps, Physical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Hemisphere</td>
<td>- Maps - 1921</td>
<td>3822</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Hemisphere</td>
<td>- Maps - 1927</td>
<td>1792</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Hemisphere</td>
<td>- Maps - 1929</td>
<td>Air mail service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Hemisphere</td>
<td>- Maps - 1929</td>
<td>Air mail service - Pictorial maps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Hemisphere</td>
<td>- Maps - 1940</td>
<td>Pictorial maps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Hemisphere</td>
<td>- Maps - 1941</td>
<td>Military bases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Hemisphere</td>
<td>- Maps - 1942</td>
<td>Military bases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Hemisphere</td>
<td>- Maps - 1943</td>
<td>1794</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Hemisphere</td>
<td>- Maps - 1947</td>
<td>37441</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Hemisphere</td>
<td>- Maps - 1950</td>
<td>Pictorial maps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Hemisphere</td>
<td>- Maps - 1950</td>
<td>Road maps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Hemisphere</td>
<td>- Maps - 1953</td>
<td>1795</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Hemisphere</td>
<td>- Maps - 1960</td>
<td>Airways</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Hemisphere</td>
<td>- Maps - 1962</td>
<td>1796</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Hemisphere</td>
<td>- Maps - 1964</td>
<td>Maps, Physical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Hemisphere</td>
<td>- Maps - 1964</td>
<td>Relief models</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1979 1799
Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1992 - Indians - History - Children's maps 1803
Western Hemisphere - Maps - 1996 (Provisional Heading) 1804
Western Hemisphere - Maps - Bibliography 1821
Western Hemisphere - Maps - Bibliography - 1624-1865 15683
Western Hemisphere - Maps - Bibliography - Catalogs 1500-1865 1835
Western Hemisphere - Maps - Collections 1802, 1803, 1804, 1806, 1807, 1809, 1810, 1811, 1812, 1813
Western Hemisphere - Maps - Collections, 1750-1799 1841
Western Hemisphere - Maps - Collections, 1700-1850 1840
Western Hemisphere - Maps - Collections, 1900-1950 1840
Western Hemisphere - Maps - Exhibitions 1848
Western Hemisphere - Maps - Exhibitions - Catalogs 1847
Western Hemisphere / Neele sc. London 82767
Western Hemisphere - Remote sensing images - 2004 82789
Western Hemisphere - Slavery - Historical geography - Maps - 2006 70210
Western Hemisphere; The Eastern hemisphere 82787
Western Hemisphere / Young & Delleker sc. 82773
Western Hennepin County Pioneers Association 33792
Western Hotels, Inc. 76121
Western Illinois University 23042, 63633, 77301, 83204
Western Illinois University, Map and Geography Library 2581, 2889, 21333, 26919, 40723, 44027, 45449, 46480, 49582, 47653, 47703, 47709, 47711, 80104, 83149, 84809
Western Imprints 1009
Western Islands (Scotland) SEE Hebrides (Scotland) 33733
The Western Isles 11355, 11356, 11359
Western Isles (Scotland) - Maps - 1934 - Mountaineering 33735
Western Isles (Scotland) SEE Hebrides (Scotland) 33733
Western Kentucky Parkway (Ky.) - Maps - 1973 - Road maps 41073, 41074
Western Kentucky Parkway (Ky.) - Maps - 1975 - Road maps 41077
Western Kentucky Parkway (Ky.) - Maps - 1977 - Road maps 41081
Western Kentucky Parkway - Maps - 1968 41070
Western Litho. Co. (Des Moines, Iowa) 37562, 37630, 37650
Western Mail & Echo 80752
Western Map Depot (Chicago, Ill.) 21285, 37629, 50700, 50703
Western Maryland Railroad and connections 47653
Western Maryland Railroad Company 3868, 3870, 3872, 3874, 3875, 3876, 47653, 47703, 47709
Western Maryland Railroad Company - Maps - 1896 47653
Western Maryland Railroad Company - Maps - 1905 47703
Western Maryland Railroad Company - Maps - 1906 47709
Western Maryland Railroad Company - Maps - 1907 3868
Western Maryland Railroad Company - Maps - 1908 3870
Western Maryland Railroad Company - Maps - 1909 3872
Western Maryland Railroad Company - Maps - 1910 3874
Western Maryland Railroad Company - Maps - 1911 3875
Western Maryland Railroad Company - Maps - 1912 3876
Western Maryland Railway Company SEE Western Maryland Railroad Company 3876
The Western Mediterranean 45897
Western Mediterranean - Maps - 1942 82790
Western Michigan street guide : including Battle Creek, Grand Rapids, Holland, Jackson, Kalamazoo, Lansing, and Muskegon 47535
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Western Michigan street guide : including Grand Rapids, Lansing, Kalamazoo, Battle Creek, Jackson, Holland, Muskegon 47534
Western Montana's playground : the scenic route between Butte and Missoula via the famous Skalkaho Highway and Bitteroot Valley 51366
The Western navigator; containing directions for the navigation of the Ohio and Mississippi, and information concerning the towns, &c., on their banks. Accompanied by charts of the Ohio river, in its whole extent; and of the Mississippi river, from the 50509
Western New York Genealogical Society 25569
Western News Company 19498, 60240
The Western Ocean 3797
(Western) Ohio Revolutionary memorial trails 60598
Western Oil Refining Company 3900, 35812, 36963, 40778, 46993, 50176, 50798, 60604, 63702, 63766, 83238
Western Pacific Railroad and subsidiary lines and connections 82485, 82496, 82507, 82519, 82520, 82521, 82522, 82523, 82524, 82525, 82526, 82535
Western Pacific Railroad Company 15624, 24939, 65329, 72408, 72412, 72414, 72455, 82133, 82158, 82164, 82171, 82485, 82496, 82507, 82519, 82520, 82521, 82522, 82523, 82525, 82526, 82535, 82566
Western Pacific Railroad Company - Maps - 1911 72408, 82133
Western Pacific Railroad Company - Maps - 1912 72412
Western Pacific Railroad Company - Maps - 1914 82158
Western Pacific Railroad Company - Maps - 1915 82164
Western Pacific Railroad Company - Maps - 1916 82171
Western Pacific Railroad Company - Maps - 1930 72455
Western Pacific Railroad Company - Maps - 1944 82636
Western Pacific Railroad Company - Maps - 1950 82485
Western Pacific Railroad Company - Maps - 1951 82496
Western Pacific Railroad Company - Maps - 1952 82507
Western Pacific Railroad Company - Maps - 1953 82519, 82520, 82521, 82522, 82523, 82524, 82525, 82526
Western Pacific Railroad Company - Maps - 1954 82535
Western Pacific Railroad Company - Maps - 1955 - Floods 15624
Western Pacific Railroad Company - Pictorial works - 1959 - Railroad Stations 24939
Western Pacific Railroad Company - Pictorial works - 1960 - Railroad Stations 65329
Western Pennsylvania Genealogical Society 1287, 15027, 26546
Western pilot 50512, 50518, 50524
The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River, and of the Mississippi from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico, accompanied with directions for navigating the same, and a description of the towns on their banks, tributary streams, 50511
The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River, and of the Mississippi from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico, accompanied with directions for navigating the same, and a gazetteer, or description of the town on their banks, trib 50514
The Western pilot : containing charts of the Ohio River, and of the Mississippi, from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico; accompanied with directions for navigating the same, and a gazetteer, or description of the towns on their banks, tr 50517, 50519, 50522, 50523
The Western pilot; containing charts of the Ohio River, and of the Mississippi, from the mouth of the Missouri to the Gulf of Mexico; accompanied with directions for navigating the same, and a gazetteer; or description of the towns on their banks, trib 50525
The Western portion of British North America, showing the route followed by Lord Milton and Dr. Cheadle, from the Saskatchewan to British Columbia, 1863-4 / J. Arrowsmith 16334
Western Printing and Lithographing Company 393, 11267, 69305, 83198, 83204, 83240, 83267, 83268, 83281, 83282, 83302, 83546, 83549
Western Publishing and Novelty Co. 15708
Western Publishing Company 6763, 83556
Western Rail-Road Corporation 20533, 21984, 33435, 45403, 47629, 73040
Western Rail-Road Corporation - Maps - 1847 33435, 45403
Western Rail-Road Corporation - Maps - 1891 47629
Western Reserve Historical Society 60361
Western Reserve National Bank (Warren, Ohio) 84628
Western Sahara - Maps - 1703 45545
Western Savings and Loan Association 75611
Western Savings and Loan Association - Maps - 1979 75611
Western Savings (Firm) SEE Western Savings and Loan Association 75611
Western Shade Cloth Co. (Chicago, Ill.) 62627, 77251, 77252, 84339, 84407
The Western shores of Turkey / John Freely 75821
Western Siberia, independent Tartary, Khiva, Bokhara &c. 3441
Western Slope (Colo.) - Description and travel - 1986 82791
Western states 48182, 48231, 48239, 48246
The Western states 1936 road map / Cities Service 82298
The Western states: 1936 road map : Cities Service serves a nation 82299
Western States - Maps - 1804 82792
Western States - Maps - 1814 82793
Western states road map / courtesy Wasatch Oil Co. 82468
Western states road map ... / Utah Oil Refining Co. 82351, 82352, 82353
Western states section : Rand McNally new commercial map of the United States 82217
Western Tanager Press 68661
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Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

The Western tourist and emigrant’s guide: through the states of Ohio, Michigan, Indiana, Illinois, Missouri, Iowa, and Wisconsin, and the territories of Minnesota, Missouri, and Nebraska: being an accurate and concise description of each state and territory 48187

Western Trails Research Association 15695
Western Trunk Line Committee 82261

**Western Trunk Line Committee - Maps - 1930** 82261
Western Trunk Line Committee territory 82261
Western trunk line territory: Missouri River rate structure 48851
Western Union Telegraph Company 77943

**Western Union Telegraph Company - Maps - 1949 - Teletype** 77943

Western United Gas and Electric Company 36122
Western United States 82114, 82274, 82278
Western United States highways 82324, 82340
Western United States highways / Tide Water Associated Oil Company 82350
Western United States info-map: Gulf 59922, 59929, 59945, 59946, 59958, 59959, 59979, 59995, 60003, 60004, 60014, 60015, 60033
Western United States : Marathon Travel Bureau : the Ohio Oil Company 49028, 82554
Western United States road map : Union Oil Company 60016, 60017, 60027
Western United States sectional tour map : Sinclair H-C gasoline 82443
Western United States tour-guide map : Gulf 60037, 60047, 60048, 82601
Western United States : Sinclair H-C gasoline 82512
Western United States : Sinclair HC gasoline 82555
Western United States : Sinclair 1933 road map 82281
Western United States : Sinclair H-C Gasoline tour map 48957, 82335, 82336, 82348, 82349
Western United States : Sinclair HC gasoline 82512
Western United States : Sinclair tour map : Sinclair H-C gasoline 82441, 82442, 82444
Western United States with western Canada and Mexico 82609
Western United States : Sinclair H-C gasoline 82555
Western United States : Sinclair tour map : Sinclair H-C gasoline 82441, 82442, 82444
Western United States : Sinclair HC gasoline 82512
Western United States : Sinclair tour map : Sinclair H-C gasoline 82441, 82442, 82444
Western United States tour-guide map : Gulf 60037, 60047, 60048, 82601
Western United States with western Canada and Mexico 82609

Western vacationlands / Union Pacific Railroad 82400
Western Washington University. Center for Pacific Northwest Studies 82858
Western World 5214
Westermers brand book (1986-1987) 23980

**Westerschelde (Netherlands) - Maps - 1640** 82794
**Westerschelde (Netherlands) - Maps - 1680** 82795
Westerveld, Mary St. John, fl. 1938 4765
Westerveld, L. St. John 76686
Westerveld (Germany) - Maps - 1919 82796
Westerveld (Germany) - Maps - 1936 74285
Westfalen, Bremen, Hannover 82840
Westfälische Forschungen (1957) 18607
Westfälische Forschungen (1959) 31895
Westfälische Zeitschrift (1984) 80561
Westfälischer stadteatlas 82841
Westfield, S. P. 32250
Westerveld, Mary St. John, fl. 1938 4765
Westerveld, L. St. John 76686
Westerveld (Germany) - Maps - 1919 82796
Westerveld (Germany) - Maps - 1936 74285
Westfalen, Bremen, Hannover 82840
Westfälische Forschungen (1957) 18607
Westfälische Forschungen (1959) 31895
Westfälische Zeitschrift (1984) 80561
Westfälischer stadteatlas 82841
Westfield, S. P. 32250
Westgard, A. L. (Anthon L.), b. 1865 3654, 11300, 15779, 54828, 68272, 73511, 73512
Westharz, mit Harzvorland und Braunschweig 33628
Westinghouse, Charles J. 5390
Westlake, Melvin 52725
Westminster Abbey - Maps 12968, 12969, 13008

The Westminster historical atlas to the Bible 12968, 12969, 13008
The Westminster historical atlas to the Bible / edited by George Ernest Wright and Floyd Vivian Filson ; with an introductory article by William Foxwell Albright 12972

Westminster (London, England) - Maps - 1720 42402, 42403
Westminster (London, England) - Maps - 1746 42407
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Westphalia (Germany) - Maps - 1840 42433
Westphalia (London, England) - Maps - 1562 42751
Westphalia (London, England) - Pictorial works - 1600 42755
Westphalia (London, England) - Pictorial works - 1661 42392
Westphalia (London, England) - Pictorial works - 1682 42672
Westphalia (London, England) - Pictorial works - 1780 42751
Westminster Palace (London, England) - Designs and plans - 1834 82799
Westminster Press 12968, 12969, 12972, 13008
Westminster Press, London 42567
Westmoreland County (Pa.) County Commissioners 82805
Westmoreland County (Pa.) - Maps - 1700-1899 - Landowners 82800
Westmoreland County (Pa.) - Maps - 1857 - Landowners 82801
Westmoreland County (Pa.) - Maps - 1867 - Landowners 82802
Westmoreland County (Pa.) - Maps - 1876 - Landowners 82803
Westmoreland County (Pa.) - Maps - 1890 - Landowners 82804
Westmoreland County (Pa.) - Maps - 1960 - Road maps 82805
Westmoreland County (Pa.) - Maps - 1971 82803
Westmoreland County (Pa.) - Maps - 2003 - Road maps 64851
Westmoreland County (Pa.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps 64852
Westmoreland County (Pa.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps 64853
Westmoreland County (Pa.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps 64854
Westmoreland County (Pa.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps 64856
Westmoreland County, Penna. : issued by County Commissioners ... 82805
Westmoreland County (Va.) - Historical geography - Maps - 1643-1942 82806
Westmoreland County (Va.) - Maps - Collections - 1643-1942 - Landowners 82806
Westmoreland County (Pa.) - Maps - 1882 82807
Westmorland (England) - Maps - 1646 82808
Westmorland (England) - Maps - 1676 82809
Westmorland (England) - Maps - 1800-1809 82810
Westmorland (England) - Maps - 1869-1872 82811
Westmorland (England) - Maps - 1937-1943 41506
Westmorland, Stuart 79202
Weston, F. P. 22191, 33447, 39127
Weston, Geo. F. 2054, 20779, 38481, 49274, 69944
Weston, Henry W., fl. 1798-1806 49220, 49221, 49222, 49223, 49231, 49232, 49233
Weston, John W. 19600, 20068, 20107, 41762
Weston Library 25220, 26742
Weston Town Library 5033
Weston, Walter, 1861-1940 39536, 39544, 39545
Westphal, Joachim 67147
Westphalia 82839
Westphalia ducatus 23748
Westphalia (Germany) - History - Seven Years' War, 1756-1763 - Campaigns 82812, 82813
Westphalia (Germany) - History - World War, 1939-1945 - Concentration camps - Maps 66575
Westphalia (Germany) - Maps - 1579-1588 82814
Westphalia (Germany) - Maps - 1579-1606 82815
Westphalia (Germany) - Maps - 1626 82816
Westphalia (Germany) - Maps - 1642 82817
Westphalia (Germany) - Maps - 1659 82818
Westphalia (Germany) - Maps - 1680 82819
Westphalia (Germany) - Maps - 1689 82820
Westphalia (Germany) - Maps - 1695 82821
Westphalia (Germany) - Maps - 1696 - Names, Geographical 82822, 82823
Westphalia (Germany) - Maps - 1700 43540, 82824
Westphalia (Germany) - Maps - 1710 82825
Westphalia (Germany) - Maps - 1729 82826
Westphalia (Germany) - Maps - 1740 82827, 82828, 82829
Westphalia (Germany) - Maps - 1745 82830
Westphalia (Germany) - Maps - 1751 82831, 82832
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<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Westphalia (Germany)</td>
<td>Maps - 1758</td>
<td>41354</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westphalia (Germany)</td>
<td>Maps - 1766</td>
<td>82833</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westphalia (Germany)</td>
<td>Maps - 1769</td>
<td>82834</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westphalia (Germany)</td>
<td>Maps - 1776</td>
<td>66650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westphalia (Germany)</td>
<td>Maps - 1778</td>
<td>82835</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westphalia (Germany)</td>
<td>Maps - 1797</td>
<td>82836</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westphalia (Germany)</td>
<td>Maps - 1805</td>
<td>82837</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westphalia (Germany)</td>
<td>Maps - 1811</td>
<td>82838</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westphalia (Germany)</td>
<td>Maps - 1831</td>
<td>82839</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westphalia (Germany)</td>
<td>Maps - 1921</td>
<td>82840</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westphalia (Germany)</td>
<td>Maps - 1975</td>
<td>82841</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westphalia (Germany)</td>
<td>Maps - Collections, 1536-1806 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>66570</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westphalia (Germany)</td>
<td>Topographic maps - 1700-1899</td>
<td>82842</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Westphaliae totius, finitimarmvqge regionvm accvrrata descripitio / Christianus Schrot Sonsb. descriptis.* 82814, 82815

La Westphalie ... 43556

Westport Inn (Westport, N.Y.) 56279

Westport Inn (Westport, N.Y.) - Access roads - Maps - 1927 56279

Westport - Vergennes Ferry (N.Y.) - Access roads - Maps - 1922 56243

Westrem, Scott D., 1953-83774

Westrik, John 17074

Westenho-Goth-Lande : ou sont les provinces de Westen-Goth-Lande, Dalie, et Vermelande / par le Sr. Sanson d'Abbeville, geogr. ordre. de Sa Majesté 79878

Westschweiz, und das Berner Oberland 74073

Westward ho! 1803-1860 76207

The Westward traveler: unexploited manuscript resources of the Newberry Library 81738

Westwood, J. N. 7104, 66170

Wetering, H. J. van 16613

Wetheim, Macintosh, and Hunt 2306

Wethersfield (Conn.) - Description and travel 1987 31962

Wethersfield (Conn.) - Historic buildings - 1985 31963

Wethersfield (Conn.) - Historic buildings - 1986 31964

Wethersfield (Conn.) - Historic buildings - 1987 82843

Wethersfield (Conn.) - Stores, Retail - 1987 82844

Wethersfield Historical Society 82843

Wetland Maps 82845, 82846

Wetmore (Kan.) - Maps - 1871 40084

Wetmore, Veda, Mrs. 47504, 47505

Wetstein, Gerard, 1680-1755 3462, 30645, 38487, 51842, 69981, 80570

Wetstein, Henricus 12685, 28972, 48089, 53339

Wetstein, Jacobus, fl. 1727-1777 8745, 8746

Wetstein, Rudolf 30645

Wetstein, Rudolf, active 1701-1736 3462, 30645, 38487, 51842, 69981, 80570

Wetstein, Rudolf, fl. 1701-1736 8745, 8746

Wetstenios, Jacobus, fl. 1727-1777 8745

Wetstenios, Rudolf, fl. 1701-1736 8745

Wetterau Region (Germany) - Maps - 1745 82847

Wetterstein Mountains (Germany) - Maps - 1909 82848

Wetterstein Mountains (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1909 82848

Wettersteingebirge (Austria and Germany) - Maps - 1909 82848

Wettersteingebirge (Austria and Germany) - Pictorial works - 1909 82848

Wetterstrom, G. C., fl. 1756 41530

Wettinger, Godfrey, 1929-52380

Wettstein, Heinrich, 1831-1895 10904, 10905

[Wetzell County (W. Va.) - 1865: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 82849

Wetzell County (W. Va.) - Maps - 1865 - Landowners 82849

Wexelberg, C. F. 69878

Wexford County 82850

Wexford County (Mich.) - Maps - 1900-1904 - Real property 46844

Wexford (Ireland : County) - Maps - 1685 82850

Wexford (Ireland) - Maps - 1872 - Harbors 23855

Wexler, Alan 76199

Wey, River (Hampshire and Surrey, England) - Maps - 1984 75050

Weychardt, C. 9779

Weyer, B. (Bruno) 31553
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Weyer, J. H. van de SEE Weijer, J. H. van de 8795
Weyerhaeuser Company 78427
Weyerhaeuser Paper Company 79010
Weygangt, Helmut 52172

**Weymouth and Portland (England)** - Maps - 1693 - Coasts - Nautical charts 23731
**Weymouth and Portland (England)** - Maps - 1749 - Coasts - Nautical charts 23732
**Weymouth and Portland (England)** - Maps - 1757 - Coasts - Nautical charts 23733

**Weymouth (Dorset, England)** - Maps - 1933 82851
Weymouth, Frank 44542

Weyprecht, Karl, 1838-1881 - Travel - Maps 11824

Weymouth and Portland (England) - Maps - 1693 - Coasts - Nautical charts 23731
Weymouth and Portland (England) - Maps - 1749 - Coasts - Nautical charts 23732
Weymouth and Portland (England) - Maps - 1757 - Coasts - Nautical charts 23733

**Weymouth (Dorset, England)** - Maps - 1933 82851
Weymouth, Frank 44542

Weyprecht, Karl, 1838-1881 - Travel - Maps 11824

Whales - Anatomy - Drawings - 1798 82852
Whales, Bay of (Antarctica) - Maps - 1930 82853
Whales, Bay of (Antarctica) - Maps - 1934 2113
Whales - Maps - 1856 60295
Whales - Migration - Maps - 1856 60295
Whales - Migration - Maps - 1856 60295

Whaley, Diana 52367

What caused fall of Easter Islanders? / by Walter Sullivan 24516
What color is the sky? 18307
What Europe knew of China three hundred years ago : an early seventeenth century map of China attributed to Mercator, 1636 ; with the description of the kingdome of China from A prospect of the most famous parts of the world published in London by John 20615
What future for carto-bibliography? 44795
What Germany wants : her claims as set forth by leaders of German thought 84324
What makes the Baskes Collection so unusual? 67105
What's doing along the Brandywine? 13803
What's doing around Wilmington / by Donald Janson 82980
What's doing in Ankara 2021, 2022
What's doing in Aspen / by Dyan Zaslowsky 3450
What's doing in Bogota / by Robert G. Deindorfer 13286
What's doing in Boulder / by William E. Schmidt 13676
What's doing in Cairo / by Judith Miller 15106
What's doing in Copenhagen / by Frank J. Prial 22092
What's doing in Copenhagen / by Eric Sjogren 22095, 22096
What's doing in Denver / By Ania Savage 23223
What's doing in Denver / by Dirk Johnson 23222
What's doing in Denver / by Iver Peterson 23218
What's doing in Denver / by James Brooke 23225
What's doing in Denver / by Thomas J. Knudson 23220
What's doing in Denver / by William E. Schmidt 23216
What's doing in Hartford / by Patricia Brooks 33570
What's doing in Istanbul 38600, 38604, 38607, 38608
What's doing in New haven / by Jay Walz 54733
What's doing in Prague / by David A. Andelman 65479
What's doing in Prague / by Jane Perlez 65483
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What's doing in Quito / by Andrea Anderson-Ribadeneira 24646
What's doing in Santo Domingo 23693
What's doing in Santo Domingo / by Larry Rohrer 23695
What's doing in St. Paul 68202
What's doing in the Connecticut River Valley / by Marilyn Stout 21985
What's Doing in the Twin Cities / by Angelo Cohn 49403
What's doing in Tunisia / by Robert J. Dunphy 75655
What's doing on the Mississippi Coast / by Frances Frank Marcus 33155
What's in a map? 44594
What to see on the Pennsylvania Turnpike 63507
What use is a map? 44937
Whatcom County Historical Society, Bellingham, Wash. 79852
Whatcom County in maps, 1832-1937 82858
Whatcom County (Wash.) - Maps - 2009 - Road maps 38498
Whatcom County (Wash.) - Maps - Collections, 1832-1937 - Landowners 82858
Whatman, James, 1741-1798 27677, 38582
Wheat, Carl I. (Carl Irving), 1892-1966. Mapping the Transmississippi West, 1540-1861 82859
Wheatcroft, Andrew 7159, 7552, 8584
Wheatfield Press 44401
Wheatley, Henry Benjamin, 1838-1917 42377, 42384
Wheatley, Paul 20605, 20606, 20607
Wheatley, S. 30754, 44844
A Wheel of memory : the Hereford Mappamundi 83775
Wheeler 24775
Wheeler, A. O. (Arthur Oliver), 1860-1945 16324, 16412, 16413, 16414, 16415, 69839, 69840, 69841, 69842
Wheeler, A. O. (Arthur Oliver), 1860-1945. The Selkirk Range (1905) 16, 16323, 16365, 51860, 69836, 69837, 69838, 69839, 69841, 69842, 73771
Wheeler County (Or.) - Maps - 1865 - Manuscripts 39836, 39838
The Wheeler expedition in southern Colorado 28824
The Wheeler geological survey of New Mexico for 1874-1883 28822
Wheeler, George, fl. 1700 9125, 32825, 32827, 32830
Wheeler, George M. (George Montague), 1842-1905 2550, 28816, 28818, 28830, 40490, 53647, 53648, 53649, 55264, 72264, 72265, 72266, 74178, 76068, 76880, 81886, 81893, 82860, 85181, 85228
Wheeler, George M. (George Montague), 1842-1905. Report upon United States Geographical Surveys West of the One Hundredth Meridian (1875-1889) 2535, 12046, 13955, 15266, 16414, 16631, 19358, 21691, 26765, 27327, 27365, 27438, 30972, 32932, 41657, 57852, 57853, 60342, 64777, 67925, 68453, 72264, 75532, 76861, 80330, 83046
Wheeler, George Montague, 1842-1905 18595
Wheeler, George Montague, 1842-1905. Progress-Report upon Geographical and Geological Explorations... (1874) - Reviews 28836
Wheeler, H. A. 13376
Wheeler, Hector G. 16, 16323, 16365, 51860, 69836, 69837, 69839, 73771
Wheeler, Henry F., 1819-1848 76703, 76704, 81787
Wheeler, James Talboys 4888
Wheeler, Jesse H. 30630, 30631
Wheeler, John 50660
Wheeler, John R. 35593
Wheeler, Joseph, 1836-1906 1049, 33688
Wheeler, Kenneth H. 16867
Wheeler, L. L. 23351, 35378, 36442
Wheeler, L. N. 5312
Wheeler, Olin D. (Olin Dunbar), 1852-1925 42215
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Where to emigrate and why 76116
Where to go and what to see in the Texas Panhandle 75023
Where to go, how to go in New York : a simplified map-guide to places of interest 44344
Where to go in Alabama, Georgia [etc.] ... / Gulf Refining Company ... 24070
Where to go in Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi / Gulf Refining Company ... Pittsburgh, Pa. ... 71241
Where to go, what to see, where to stop [in Michigan, Ohio and Indiana] / American Automobile Association 48898
Where to go, what to see, where to stop [in the southeastern states] / American Automobile Association 71214
Where Yanks are advancing on Tokyo 24001
Where Yanks have invaded North Africa 491
Whereat, Reginald Heber, b. 1852   72858
Which map is best? : projections for world maps 44632
Which way did that original surveyor go and have you seen his section line?--A case study 76154
Whidbey Island (Wash.) - Maps 1928 - Road maps 81233
Whidby Island (Wash.) SEE Whidbey Island (Wash.) 81233
Whieldon, J.   7862
Whipkey, Harry E.   64133
Whipple, Amiel Weeks, 1817-1863   32644, 72228, 72234, 72242, 72260, 81818, 81819
Whipple Barracks (Ariz.) - Maps 1879 81888
Whipple, Henry, 1789-1869   58751, 71125
Whipple Museum of the History of Science 69436, 69437, 73546, 73547
Whipple Museum of the History of Science - Catalogs 69436
Whipple Museum of the History of Science - Exhibitions 69437
Whipporwill Publications 22290, 22374, 23675, 25569, 35021, 43764, 67887, 68757, 73234, 75565, 80891
Whirlpools - Danube River - Pictorial works - 1657 22795
Whistler 4900
Whistler, James Abbott McNeill, 1834-1903 1927
Whistler, John, Capt. 19399
Whistler, Joseph Nelson Garland, 1822-1899 SEE ALSO Rosser-Whistler Eastern Yellowstone Surveying Expedition, 1871 38476
Whiston, John, 1711-1780 32432, 32544
Whiston, William, 1667-1752 3495, 7787, 7841, 70271
Whit, John G. 69651
Whitaker, Harold 41567, 59717, 85155
Whitaker, J. Russell (Joe Russell), 1900-76196
Whitaker, R. 84485
Whitaker, Robert 32213
Whitbourne, Richard, 1561-1635. Zwanzigste Schifffahrt oder Gründliche vnd sattsame Beschreibung desz Newen Engellands (1629) 53819
Whitbread, J. 42455, 42464
Whitbread's new map of London and its environs 42464
Whitby (England) - Maps - 1872 - Harbors 75996
Whitcomb & Faulkner Hardware (Palmer, Mass.) 45434
Whitcombe's contour atlas for Australia 11091
Whitcombe's historical map of Australia : discovery, exploration, settlement / compiled by C.R. Long ... 11036
Whitcombe & Tombs 11036, 11091
White 29502
White and Weber, firm (Chicago, Ill.) 36472
White and Weber, firm (Chicago, Ill.) - Buildings - Pictorial works - 1929 36472
White, Andrew C. 41828
White, Antony, 1941-3141, 3142
White & Arnold (Pound Ridge, N.Y.) 52486
White, Arthur Jenings, fl. 1901 12914
White, B. 19207
White (B.) and Son, publisher, London, fl. 1785-1791 SEE B. White and Son 39439
White Bear Lake 82663
White Bear Lake (Minn.) - Pictorial works - 1870 82663
White, Benjamin, ca. 1724-1794 25791, 59727
White Birch Printing (Shell Lake, Wis.) 15007, 80888
White Bird Battlefield auto tour / by Steve Nelson ; edited by J. J. Thirion 56966
White, Charles E. (Charles Elmer), 1876-1936 36472
White Company Automobiles (Cleveland, Ohio) SEE White Company (Cleveland, Ohio) 82889
White County Farm Bureau (Ill.) 82867, 82868
[White County (Ill.) - 1871: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 82865
White County (Ill.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners 82864
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>White County (Ill.) - Maps - 1871 - Landowners</td>
<td>82865</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White County (Ill.) - Maps - 1930 - Landowners</td>
<td>82866</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White County (Ill.) - Maps - 1965 - Landowners</td>
<td>82867</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White County (Ill.) - Maps - 1975 - Landowners</td>
<td>82868</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White County (Ill.) - Maps - 1978 - Landowners</td>
<td>82869</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White County (Ind.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners</td>
<td>82870</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White County (Ind.) - Maps - 1896 - Landowners</td>
<td>82871</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White County (Ind.) - Maps - 1920 - Landowners</td>
<td>82872</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White County (Ind.) - Maps - 1968 - Landowners</td>
<td>16673</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White, David C. (David Charles), 1962 - 65101, 70710</td>
<td>82870</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White, E., fl. ca. 1884 - 19983</td>
<td>82871</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White Eagle Division - 21455, 21474, 21475, 21504, 21505, 35201, 35209, 35220, 37875</td>
<td>82872</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White Eagle Oil Corporation - 40346, 53171</td>
<td>82873</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White Eagle Station (Rapid City, S.D.) - 13193</td>
<td>82874</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White, Edward - 38147</td>
<td>82875</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White, Emerson E. (Emerson Elbridge), 1829-1902. Geography of Ohio</td>
<td>30437</td>
<td>30347</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White, F. Wilfred, d. 1997 - 16890</td>
<td>82876</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White Fence Farm (Restaurant : Bolingbrook, Ill.) - 13328</td>
<td>13328</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White Fence Farm Restaurant : “The world’s greatest chicken” - 13328</td>
<td>13328</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White Fence Restaurant - 13328</td>
<td>82877</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White, fl. 1798 - 1799 - 82759</td>
<td>82878</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White, fl. 1883 - 55269</td>
<td>82879</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White Flash - 3921, 3934, 3952, 3964, 3965, 3981, 3982, 3993, 4014, 4025, 4037, 4046</td>
<td>82880</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White, Frank, Jr. - 65573, 65574</td>
<td>82881</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White, George Willard, 1903-1985 - 30946</td>
<td>82882</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White, Haiden - 29849</td>
<td>82883</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White, Helen Nagle, 1891-1973 - 12914</td>
<td>82884</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White &amp; Hutchison - 4762</td>
<td>82885</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White, Hutchison &amp; Dwier - 29461</td>
<td>82886</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White, I. C. (Israel Charles), 1848-1928 - 32960, 82654</td>
<td>82887</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White, James, 1863-1928 - 16105, 16106, 16365, 25586, 52431</td>
<td>82888</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White, James F. - 25148</td>
<td>82889</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White, James J. - 44679</td>
<td>82890</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White, John - 14406</td>
<td>82891</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White, John B. - 18779</td>
<td>82892</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White, John Browning - 53286</td>
<td>82893</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White, John Browning. Published sources in territorial Nebraska (1956) - 53286</td>
<td>82894</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White, John, fl. 1585-1593 - 37434, 80339</td>
<td>82895</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White, John, fl. 1585-1593. India Occidentalis, 1590. Selections - Slides - 14782</td>
<td>82896</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White, Leo, Capt. - 59749</td>
<td>82900</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White, M. Catherine (Mary Catherine), 1891-1986 - 16324, 59784</td>
<td>82901</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White, Maurice Seal, 1888-1973 - 12914</td>
<td>82902</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White Motor Company - 77432</td>
<td>82903</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White Mountain Graphics (Firm) - 52601, 70317</td>
<td>82904</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White Mountain Puzzles (Firm) - 22326</td>
<td>82905</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White Mountains (N.H. and Me.) - Maps - 1940 - 54689</td>
<td>82906</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White Mountain Route (N.H.) - Maps - 1900 - 46737</td>
<td>82907</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White Mountains (N.H. and Me.) - Maps - 1859 - Pictorial maps - Tourist maps - 82873</td>
<td>82908</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White Mountains (N.H. and Me.) - Maps - 1872 - Relief models - 82874</td>
<td>82909</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White Mountains (N.H. and Me.) - Maps - 1873 - 58930</td>
<td>82910</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White Mountains (N.H. and Me.) - Maps - 1879 - Railroads - 65246</td>
<td>82911</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White Mountains (N.H. and Me.) - Maps - 1881 - 82875</td>
<td>82912</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White Mountains (N.H. and Me.) - Maps - 1901-1907 - Railroads - 24135</td>
<td>82913</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White Mountains (N.H. and Me.) - Maps - 1902 - 82876</td>
<td>82914</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White Mountains (N.H. and Me.) - Maps - 1912 - Railroads - 53993</td>
<td>82915</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White Mountains (N.H. and Me.) - Maps - 1913 - Railroads - 53995</td>
<td>82916</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White Mountains (N.H. and Me.) - Maps - 1937 - 82877</td>
<td>82917</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White Mountains (N.H. and Me.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps - 54664</td>
<td>82918</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White Mountains (N.H. and Me.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps - 54670</td>
<td>82919</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Request and cite items by the complete call number forming the last line of each catalog entry. For more information refer to the title page of this volume.</td>
<td>82920</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
White Mountains (N.H. and Me.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps 54680
White Mountains (N.H. and Me.) - Maps - Exhibitions - Catalogs 82878
White Mountains (N.H. and Me.) - Pictorial works - 1859 82873
White Mountains (N.H. and Me.) - Pictorial works - 1886 82879
White Mountains (N.H. and Me.) - Pictorial works - 1915 82880

The White Mountains of New Hampshire / done in the studios of the National Geographic Society for the National Geographic magazine, Gilbert Grosvenor, editor; Albert H. Bumstead, chief cartographer; sketches by Margaret B. Austin; printed by A. Hoen 82877

White, Norval, 1926- 63294
White, O. C. 81184
White Pass & Yukon Route (Firm) - Maps 1058
White Pass & Yukon Route (Firm) - Maps 1058
White, Paul, 1944- 81551
White, Peter T. 22473
White Plains, Battle of, 1776 82881
White Plains Region (N.Y.) - Maps - 1781 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 82886
White, Pliny H. (Pliny Holton), 1822- 80060, 80061, 80062
White prints SEE Whiteprints 41237
White, R. 4331
White, R., fl. 1791 36487
White, R. N. (Roswell N.) SEE White, Roswell N. 35493
White, R. T., fl. 1876 12476
White, Richard, 1947- 82633
White River Agency (Colo.) SEE Ute Indian Reservation (Colo.) 79717
White River Massacre, Colo., 1879 - Maps 79717
White, Robert, 1645-1703 32431, 32432
White, Robert C. 44454
White, Rodenick, 1784- 29452, 29453
White, Rodney, 1943- 28801
White Rose Gasoline SEE Cincinnati Oil Works Company (Ohio) 37336
White, Roswell N. 20514, 35493
White Russia SEE Belarus 65046
White, Ruth Taylor, b. 1902 SEE Taylor, Ruth, b. 1902 18635
White Sea (Russia) - 1740 - Nautical charts 82887
White Sea (Russia) - 1749 - Nautical charts 82888
White Star District 47084
White Star Line 45753
White Steamer automobile 82889
White, T. W. 30791
White, Thomas Pilkington, 1837- 32486
White Thomson, R. W. SEE Thomson, R. W. White 30404
White & Warner (Firm) 53803
White, Watson 63198
White & Warner (Firm) 53803
White, William, Jr. 32644, 72228, 72234
Whitechurch, W, engr. 13956
Whitechurch, W, engr. 13956
Whitefish River, Little (Ont.) SEE Little Whitefish River (Ont.) 42232
Whiteford, R. 14996, 54744
Whitehearts Press 14491, 57196
Whitehall geographical reader, sixth standard 30224
Whitehall (London, England) - Maps - 1680 82890
Whitehall (London, England) - Maps - 1887 82890
Whitehaven (England) - Maps - 1872 - Harbors 42240
Whitehead, Henry, 1825-1896 70246
Whitehead, Neil L. 7492
Whitehead, William A., Esq. 26872
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| Whitehill, Walter Muir | 1905-1978 | 13438, 14533 |
| Whitehouse, David | 1941- | 2354 |
| Whitehouse, Ruth | 2354 |
| Whitelaw | 42767 |
| Whitelaw, James, 1748-1829 | 58906, 80063, 80069, 80076 |
| Whiteley, William Henry, 1929- | 22079 |
| Whitely, Fassler, & Kelly | 76928 |
| Whitely, Fassler & Kelly (Springfield, Ohio) | 76929 |
| Whitelaw, Simeon, 1831-ca. 1890 | 21279, 21805, 35123 |
| Whiteley, E. B. (Edmund Burke), 1812-1883 | 40073 |
| Whitney, Asa, 1797-1872 | 76728, 84260 |
| Whitney, Charles Allen | 3554 |
| Whitney, Daniel | 32923 |
| Whitney, F. | 45055 |
| Whitney, G. | 20757 |
| Whitney, Haieliu | 33924 |
| Whitney, Harlan K. | 15182 |
| Whitney, Henry M. (Henry Martyn), 1824-1904 | 29920 |
| Whitlock, Christine J. | 31967 |
| Whitlock's Book Store | 45450 |
| Whitman, E. B. (Edmund Burke), 1812-1883 | 40073 |
| Whitney-Graham Co. | 85, 85, 47804, 47809, 47813, 47824, 47825, 59203, 59220, 59221, 59271, 77376, 77403, 77456, 77505, 77532, 77554, 77567, 77600, 77626, 77654, 77679, 77705, 77732, 77766, 77793 |
| Whitney-Graham Co. (Buffalo, N. Y.) | 56979, 77451 |
| Whitney-Graham Co. (Buffalo, N.Y.) SEE Whitney-Graham Co. | 85 |
| Whitney, A., 1797-1872 | 76728, 84260 |
| Whitney, Charles Allen | 3554 |
| Whitney, Daniel | 32923 |
| Whitney, F. | 45055 |
| Whitney, G. | 20757 |
| Whitney, George Henry | 12851, 12854, 12859, 12894 |
| Whitney-Graham Co. | 84, 85, 47804, 47809, 47813, 47824, 47825, 59203, 59220, 59221, 59271, 77376, 77403, 77456, 77505, 77532, 77554, 77567, 77600, 77626, 77654, 77679, 77705, 77732, 77766, 77793 |
| Whitlock's Book Store | 45450 |
| Whitman, E. B. (Edmund Burke), 1812-1883 | 40073 |
| Whitney, A., 1797-1872 | 76728, 84260 |
| Whitney, Charles Allen | 3554 |
| Whitney, Daniel | 32923 |
| Whitney, F. | 45055 |
| Whitney, G. | 20757 |
| Whitney, George Henry | 12851, 12854, 12859, 12894 |
| Whitney-Graham Co. | 84, 85, 47804, 47809, 47813, 47824, 47825, 59203, 59220, 59221, 59271, 77376, 77403, 77456, 77505, 77532, 77554, 77567, 77600, 77626, 77654, 77679, 77705, 77732, 77766, 77793 |
| Whitney-Graham Co. (Buffalo, N. Y.) | 56979, 77451 |
| Whitney-Graham Co. (Buffalo, N.Y.) SEE Whitney-Graham Co. | 85 |
| Whitney, A., 1797-1872 | 76728, 84260 |
| Whitney, Charles Allen | 3554 |
| Whitney, Daniel | 32923 |
| Whitney, F. | 45055 |
| Whitney, G. | 20757 |
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>15258</td>
<td>Whitney, J. D. (Josiah Dwight), 1819-1896</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15262</td>
<td>Whitney Museum of American Art</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30920</td>
<td>Whitney, Peter, 1744-1816</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38570</td>
<td>Whitney's Geological Survey of California</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41125</td>
<td>Whitney's Standard Service (St. Johns, Mich.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73446</td>
<td>Whitney, Samuel, 1793-1845</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>79508</td>
<td>Whitney, William H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85181</td>
<td>Whitrow, Magda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16968</td>
<td>Whit, Aileen M.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17850</td>
<td>Whittaker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20992</td>
<td>Whittaker &amp; Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29025</td>
<td>Whittaker (G. B.) and Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29045</td>
<td>Whittaker (G. &amp; W.B.), publishers, London</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29075</td>
<td>Whittaker, George Byrom, 1793-1847</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29076</td>
<td>Whittaker, Treacher and Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29077</td>
<td>Whittaker, Treacher, Arnot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29078</td>
<td>Whittard, John, b. 1848</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29079</td>
<td>Whitten, Charles A.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29080</td>
<td>Whitten, J., fl. 1820-1825</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29081</td>
<td>Whittingham (Charles) &amp; Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29082</td>
<td>Whittingham, William, d. 1579</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29083</td>
<td>Whittington, I. F. G.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29084</td>
<td>Whittlesey, Charles, 1808-1886</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29085</td>
<td>Whittlesey, Derwent Stainthorpe, 1890-1956</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29086</td>
<td>Whittlesey, Robert, active 1728</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29087</td>
<td>Whitlock, N., fl. 1851</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29088</td>
<td>Whitlow, Charles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29089</td>
<td>Whitwell &amp; Henck (Boston, Mass.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29090</td>
<td>Whitworth, Richard, 1734?-1811</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41916</td>
<td>Who discovered the lake of the Eries?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41917</td>
<td>Who's who in the history of cartography : the international guide to the subject</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41918</td>
<td>Who shall direct the national surveys?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39784</td>
<td>The Whole works of Flavius Josephus / translated from the original Greek by Charles Clarke to which are added, marginal references, and historical, critical, and explanatory notes by the Reverend Mr. Yorke, of Oxford</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39785</td>
<td>Whose map is it anyway?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44767</td>
<td>Why cartography needs its history</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44768</td>
<td>Why in the world : adventures in geography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74246</td>
<td>Why Tarantino's?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85225</td>
<td>Whymer, Frederick</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85227</td>
<td>Whyte, Doug</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8092</td>
<td>Whyte (William) &amp; Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18329</td>
<td>Wiadomosci sluzby geograficznej</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45533</td>
<td>Wiadomosci matematyczne</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12040</td>
<td>Wiadomosci sluzby geograficznej</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9811</td>
<td>Wibel, E.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9861</td>
<td>Wibel, C. F.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11376</td>
<td>Wibel, C F &amp; T v Mentzer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11377</td>
<td>Wiberley, Stephen E.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30214</td>
<td>Wible, L. H.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>82905</td>
<td>Wichita County (Kan.) - Maps - 1920 - Landowners</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>82908</td>
<td>Wichita EasyFinder : Local street detail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23264</td>
<td>Wichita (Kan.) - Maps - 1954 - Road maps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23265</td>
<td>Wichita (Kan.) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>82906</td>
<td>Wichita (Kan.) - Maps - 1995 - Road maps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>82907</td>
<td>Wichita (Kan.) - Maps - 2000 - Road maps</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Wichita (Kan.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps 82908, 82909
Wichita Mountains (Okla.) - Maps - 1852 66328
Wichita River Valley (Tex.) - Maps - 1854 - Indian reservations 13872
Wichita & Sedgwick county street guide 82909
Wichita, Sedgwick & Harvey counties 82907
Wichita & vicinity EasyFinder Plus! 82906
Wichita Weekly Eagle (Kan.) SEE Weekly Eagle (Wichita, Kan.) 1317
Wichman, F. 28453
Wichmann, Hugo, 1852-1932 9932, 9939, 9957, 9966, 9986, 9996, 10014, 10023, 10045, 10060, 10079, 10083, 10110, 10131, 10134, 10157, 10173, 10181, 10182, 10192, 10202, 31565, 31576, 31580
Wichner, Ernst 34251
Wichner, Paul 34251
Wichtigsten kriegs- & feldzuge der weltgeschichte 7625
Wickeland, H. 74546
Wickersheimer, Ernest, 1880-1965 17851
Wickes, George T. 40082, 76826
Wicklander, Carole 7532
Wicklow, Battle of, Wicklow, Ireland, 1599 - Maps - 1599 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 82910
Wicklow County 82911
Wicklow (Ireland : County) - Description and travel - 1897 23839
Wicklow (Ireland : County) - Maps - 1685 82911
Wicklow (Ireland : County) - Maps - 1853 82912
Wicklow Mountains (Ireland) - Maps - 1866 23850
Wickman, Patricia R. (Patricia Riles) 52292
Wicks, Esther A. 5327
Wickser, Josephine Wilhelm 34829, 34842, 56019
Wickson (G.G.) & Co. (San Francisco, Calif.) SEE G.G. Wickson & Co. (San Francisco, Calif.) 68570
Wicomico County (Md.) - Maps - 1974 - Road maps 82913
Wisconsin - Maps - 1974 82914
Widdelton, William J., 1835 or 6-1882 70157
Wide world atlas 7041, 7178
Wide World of Maps, Inc. 64590, 64601, 75617
The Wider world : building a global context for American History using primary source maps / by Gerald A. Danzer with Pamela Baker and Alan Evans 17876
Widgery, F. J. (Frederick John), 1861-1942 23504
Widmann, Hans, 1908- 12254
Widmanstetter, Ferdinand 28812
Widmark 69254
Widow of J. Ottens & Zoonen, ca. 1665-1725 SEE Ottens, Aaltje Fredericks, ca.1665-1725 85286
Wie der Herr Legat von den Türcken unterhalb Comorra angenommen worden 41284
Wie die beiden grossen weltkarten Waldseemüllers von 1507 und 1516 aufgefunden worden sind 80667
Wie die Künstler die Alpen dargestellt 1399
Wie is Peter de Wale? 80674
Wie reist man in Oberbayern und Tirol? : ein Buch zum Lust- und Planmachen / von Karl Kinzel 25728
Wie volckrich Walliser Landt ist vn wol erbuown mit flecken vnd schloessern: wie wuenderbarlich an seltzamen thiern: wie reich an metallen, ist alles beschribn im buch der Teutschen Comographei 79793
Wiebeck, Georg 43893
Wiebeking, Karl Friedrich 45671
Wied, Anton, 1508-1558 82915, 82916, 82917
Wied, Anton, 1508-1558. Moscouia qu[a]e & Alba Russia (1542) 51987, 82918
Wied, Anton, 1508-1558. Moscowiters lands newe beschreibung (1544) 82919
Wied, Maximilian, Prinz von, 1782-1867 - Travels - Maps - 1843 76690
Wiedel, Irene 34524
Wiedel, Joseph W. 45344
Wiedemann, Ju. 9686
Wieder, F. C. (Frederik Caspar), 1874-1943 11043, 18174, 18451, 44783, 44849, 55797, 55798, 58697
Wieder, F. C. (Frederik Caspar), 1874-1943. Nederlandsche historisch-geographische documenten in Spanje (1915) 33141
Wiedermann 9792
Wiel, Alethea, b. 1851 80152
Wieland 9621
Wielemaker, K. 12934
Wieland, Hendrik Gerardus Wilhelmus van der 17852
Wielkopolska (Poland) - Maps - 1730-1739 65008
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Wilanów (Warsaw, Poland) - Pictorial works - 1835  82928
Wilbar, A. P.  55254, 55255
[Wilbarger County (Tex.) - 1887: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche]  82929
[Wilbarger County (Tex.) - 1899: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche]  82930
Wilbarger County (Tex.) - Maps - 1887 - Landowners  82929
Wilbarger County (Tex.) - Maps - 1899 - Landowners  82930
Wilber, C. D. (Charles Dana), 1831-1893?  35542
Wilbert, Johannes  41607
Wilbraham, George, 1779-1852  45815
Wilbur & Hastings (New York, N.Y.)  51335, 74562, 76000
Wilbur, Hervey, 1786-1852  12752
Wilbur, N. R.  56969, 61767, 62321
Wilcke, H.  39879
Wilcocks, Horace Stone, 1835-1912  23525
Wilcox County (Ala.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners  82931
Wilcox & Follett  3526
Wilcox (H.F.) Oil and Gas Company see H.F. Wilcox Oil and Gas Company  2950
Wilcox, J.  45142, 45143
Wilcox, Jerome K. (Jerome Kear), 1902-  32450
Wilcox, O. A.  55661
Wilcox road map : Arkansas  2950
Wilcox road map : Kansas  40188, 40207, 40219
Wilcox road map : Missouri / compliments of H.F. Wilcox Oil & Gas Company  50818, 50833
Wilcox road map : Oklahoma ... / compliments of H.F. Wilcox Oil & Gas Company  61402, 61422, 61431
Wilcox road map : Texas ... / compliments of H.F. Wilcox Oil & Gas Company  74672, 74683
Wilcox, Scott, 1952-  62959
Wilcox, Thomas, bookseller  71295
The Wilcox wholesale business directory of New York City ...  55661
Wilcox, Willie  29861
Wild America  57290
Wild Carrot Letterpress  2240
Wild, firm, Heerbrugg  18546
Wild (Fred) Co., Chicago SEE Fred Wild Company (Chicago, Ill.)  64535
Wild, J. C. (John Caspar), ca. 1804-1846  1447, 15103, 15135, 16657, 27281, 27283, 36453, 39644, 40495, 50648, 51252, 65508, 67885, 68036, 68097, 68098, 69844
Wild, J. C. (John Caspar), ca. 1804-1846. The Valley of the Mississippi : illustrated in a series of views (1841-1842)  1447, 15103, 15135, 16657, 27281, 27283, 36453, 39644, 40495, 50648, 51252, 65508, 67885, 68036, 68097, 68098, 69844
Wild, Joseph, fl. 1697-1701  32430
Wild rice habitat, by states  77045
Wild rice - United States - Maps - 1900  77045
Wild, wonderful West Virginia : official highway and tourist map  82688
Wild, wonderful West Virginia : official highway-tourist map  82690, 82691
Wild, wonderful West Virginia : New River scenic white water tours  55558
Wild America : Discovery and Exploration of the New World  1498
Wilder & Campbell  47605
Wilder, F. L.  65597
Wilder, Max L., fl. 1930  44062
Wilder, William H.  55481
Wilderness Sanitation  76149
Wildlife Conservation  23313
Wildy, J. H.  43159
Wileman, A. E.  39544
Wilénin, G. W.  9071
Wiles, Sarahann  29180
Wiley  30635
Wiley, J.  46186
Wiley & Putnam  46353, 46632, 57744, 75315
Wilford, John Noble  17366, 17385, 26397, 26398, 30941, 44636, 44673, 65466, 80303
Wilfred H. Schoff, 1874-1932  64218
Wilgus, A. Curtis (Alva Curtis), 1897-1981  41682, 41684, 41685
Wilham & Corbin Books  43772, 69930
Wilhelm Andermann (Firm)  73763
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Wilhelm Goldmann (Firm) 10499, 10501, 10519, 65117
Wilhelm, Heinz 10002
Wilhelm Schickard, 1592-1635: Astronom, Geograph, Orientalist, Erfinder d. Rechenmaschine 69354
Wilhelm Stollfuss Verlag. Kartographisches Institut 66563
Wilhelmsöhöfe (Kassel, Germany) - Maps - 1927 40500
Wilisch, Christian Friedrich, 1684-1759 12698
Wilmsen-Roth, C. G. H. 41587
Wilisch, Christian Friedrich, 1684-1759 12698
Wilkes Barre (Pa.) - Maps - 2009 - Road maps 69710
Wilkes Barre Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1909 - Road maps 63631
Wilkes-Barre Region (Pa.) - Maps - 2009 - Road maps 69710
Wilkes, Charles, 1798-1877 57725, 62056, 62062, 62063, 71123, 71124, 72253, 84239
Wilkes, Charles, 1798-1877. Atlas : narrative of the United States Exploring Expedition, during the years 1838, 1839, 1840, 1841, 1842 (1845) 62056, 84239
Wilkes, Charles, 1798-1877. Narrative of the United States Exploring Expedition during the years 1838, 1839, 1840, 1841, 1842 (1845) 62056, 84239
Wilkes, Charles, 1798-1877. Western America, including California and Oregon ... (1849) 15234, 62062, 72253
Wilkes County (Ga.) - Maps - 1901 - Landowners 82932
Wilkes, George, 1817-1885 62059
Wilkes, George, 1817-1885. The History of Oregon, geographical and political ... (1845) 62059
Wilkes, J. 2092, 2451, 29219
Wilkes, J. J. 22780
Wilkes, John 42809
Wilkes Land (Antarctica) - Maps - 1955 82933
Wilkes, Margaret 18400, 18402
Wilkeson, Abitt 64346
Wilkey, Master 29505
Wilkie and Robinson (London, England) SEE G. Wilkie and J. Robinson 29162
Wilkie (G.) and Robinson (J.) (Firm) SEE G. Wilkie and J. Robinson 29162
Wilkie, George, fl. 1780-1823 1503, 30789
Wilkie, George, fl. 1800 1503
Wilkie, J. F. M. 67244
Wilkinson, Bessie 8429
Wilkinson, Edward, fl. 1766 19311
Wilkinson, Gerald 49164, 81554
Wilkinson, H. S. 1236
Wilkinson, Henry Fazarkerley 27983
Wilkinson, Henry Gardner, 1797-1875 24775, 24783
Wilkinson, Henry Gardner, 1797-1875. Modern Egypt and Thebes 24775, 24783, 24786, 24815
Wilkinson, Miss 7944, 30773
Wilkinson, R. 80722
Wilkinson, Robert, d. ca. 1825 7886, 7889, 7912, 7920, 25135, 27545, 30655, 30657, 30658, 31878
Wilkinson, Robert, publisher SEE Wilkinson, Robert, d. ca. 1825 31878
Wilkinson, S. L. 29714
Wilkinson, Stephan 44882
Wilkinson, William Cumberland 68884, 68885
Wilkinson, William Cumberland. Plan of the encampment and position of the army under his excelly. Lt. General Burgoyne at Braemus Heights on Hudson's River near Stillwater ... 1777 14950, 14951, 14952
Wilkinson, William Cumberland. Plan of the encampment and position of the army under his excelly. Lt. General Burgoyne at Sword's House on Hudson's River near Stillwater ... Sept. 1777 14950, 14951, 14952
Will County Anti Horse-Thief Association (Ill.) 82940
Will County Farm Bureau (Ill.) 82941, 82943, 82944
Will County Home Bureau (Ill.) 82943
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[Will County (Ill.) - 1851: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 82935
[Will County (Ill.) - 1862: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 82936
Will County (Ill.) - History - Sources - 1830-1980 20500
Will County (Ill.) - Maps - 1822-1850 - Surveys - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 20086
Will County (Ill.) - Maps - 1825-1890 - Surveys - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 20087
Will County (Ill.) - Maps - 1851 - Landowners 20089, 20090, 20091, 82935
Will County (Ill.) - Maps - 1862 - Landowners 82936, 82937
Will County (Ill.) - Maps - 1862 - Landowners - Indexes 82937
Will County (Ill.) - Maps - 1873 - Landowners 82938, 82939
Will County (Ill.) - Maps - 1897-1954 - Topographic maps 20120
Will County (Ill.) - Maps - 1902 - Topographic maps 20133, 20134
Will County (Ill.) - Maps - 1909-1910 - Landowners 82940
Will County (Ill.) - Maps - 1925-1938 - Topographic maps 20176
Will County (Ill.) - Maps - 1948 - Landowners 82941
Will County (Ill.) - Maps - 1949-1980 - Topographic maps 20381
Will County (Ill.) - Maps - 1957 - Hydrography 82942
Will County (Ill.) - Maps - 1957 - Landowners 82943
Will County (Ill.) - Maps - 1957 - Road maps 82942
Will County (Ill.) - Maps - 1963-1965 - Topographic maps 20463
Will County (Ill.) - Maps - 1985 - Landowners 82944
Will County (Ill.) - Maps - 1992 - Road maps 19912
Will County (Ill.) - Maps - 1995 - Road maps 20495
Will County (Ill.) - Maps - 1998 - Road maps 19921
Will County (Ill.) - Maps - 1999 - Road maps 19925
Will County (Ill.) - Maps - 2001 - Road maps 19931, 19932
Will County (Ill.) - Maps - 2002 - Road maps 19936
Will County (Ill.) - Maps - 2003 - Road maps 20497
Will County (Ill.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps 19939, 82945
Will County (Ill.) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps 19942, 82946
Will County (Ill.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps 19945, 82947
Will County (Ill.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps 19949, 39863
Will County (Ill.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps 19953, 39864
Will County (Ill.) - Maps - 2009 - Road maps 19957
Will County (Ill.) - Maps - Collections, 1830-1980 20500
Will County, Illinois, land atlas and plat book : 1985 82944
Will County township plat maps of 1862 : with index of land owners 82937
Will-Grundy Counties Genealogical Society 82937
Will, Johann Martin, 1727-1806 9588
Will & Kendall Counties Street Guide 82945, 82946, 82947
Will Rogers State Historic Park - 1960 82948
Will Rogers state historic park 82948
Will St. John & Co. 23404
Will St. John & Co.’s new 1916 map of Detroit and suburbs 23404
Willam, Noah Clark 29105
Willamette River Valley (Or.) - Historical geography - Maps - 1850 62053
Willamette River Valley (Or.) - Maps - 1907-1908 - Freight and freightage - Rates 62087
Willamette River Valley (Or.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps 65321
Willamette, St. Paul du, Mission (Or.) SEE St. Paul on the Willamette Mission (Salem, Or.) 73113
Willamette Valley (Or.) SEE Willamette River Valley (Or.) 65321
Willard, Asaph, 1786-1880 4670, 76651
Willard, Charles W. (Charles Wesley), 1827-1880 80060, 80061
Willard, Constance Beatrice 5724
Willard, Eliza 29452
Willard, Emma, 1787-1870 4681, 4748, 29363, 29381, 29382, 29383, 29402, 29403, 29404, 29408, 29423, 29441, 29472, 29522, 29642, 34164, 34165, 34172, 34396, 34399, 34407, 34417, 34430, 76208, 76209, 76210, 76211, 76212, 76213, 76214
Willard, Emma, 1787-1870. Geography for beginners (1826) 4681
Willard, Emma, 1787-1870. History of the United States 76208
Willard, George W., fl. 1857 4891
Willard, J. 33411
Willard, John H. 52232
Willard, Kingman & McConahy 79818, 82902
Willard, Louise 76895
Willard's atlas to accompany Geography for beginners ... : atlas to accompany Geography for beginners 4681
Willard, S. (Solomon), 1783-1861 45397
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Williams, John, fl. 1781 51257, 54773
Williams, Joseph Earl 6667
Williams, L. D. 18978
Williams, Lieut. Richard 13562
Williams, Loren L., 1828-1881 13235, 15793, 22090, 22136, 22137, 23352, 33539, 33540, 39835, 39836, 39837, 39838, 43848, 44238, 44239, 49271, 62065, 62274, 65226, 67108, 67930, 69708, 76011
Williams, Loren L., 1828-1881. Journal (1851-1880) 13235, 15793, 21146, 21743, 22090, 22136, 22137, 23352, 27249, 27444, 27447, 32505, 33539, 33540, 39835, 39836, 39837, 39838, 42084, 43848, 44238, 44239, 49271, 62065, 65226, 67108, 67930, 68209, 68336, 69708, 76011, 81860
Williams, Maida Florence 8127
Williams, Michael (Michael F.) 19377, 20516
Williams, Miss, fl. 1851 8082
Williams, Morley J. 51863
Williams & Norgate 12198, 22429, 23811, 31746, 34487, 38685, 38686, 39102, 39259, 39260, 42499, 52625, 66499, 66535, 67389, 73886, 73888, 73894, 74033
Williams, P. 76294
Williams, P. M., active approximately 1937 46522
Williams, P. M., fl. ca. 1935? 46509
Williams, P. S. 55446
Williams & Peters Coal Co. 20706
Williams (Phil T.) Oil Co. SEE Phil T. Williams Oil Co. 40609
Williams Printing 67036
Williams (R.P. & C.), firm SEE R.P. & C. Williams (Firm) 59740
Williams, Reeve, fl. 1682-1703 14225, 16633
Williams, Richard, fl. ca. 1773 13477
Williams, Richard S., Jr. 31931
Williams, Robert L. 1069
Williams, Roger, 1947-65655
Williams, Roger M. 75656
Williams's Library SEE Dr. Williams's Library 25274
Williams, S. Wells (Samuel Wells), 1812-1884 20685, 20692
Williams, Samuel, 1743-1817 80063, 80076
Williams, Samuel, 1743-1817. History of Vermont (1804) 76535
Williams (Ship) 71134, 71135
Williams, T. H., fl. 1866 81844, 81845, 81846, 81847, 81848
Williams, T. O. 40574
Williams, Thomas, 1755-1839 12769
Williams, Thomas, fl. 1874 8185
Williams, Trevor Illtyd 74300
Williams, True 30444
Williams, W. G. (William G.), -1846 71349
Williams, W. Mattieu (William Mattieu), 1820-1892 38382, 60101
Williams, W. (Wellington) 4802, 4815, 4868, 4898, 4952, 12815, 12817, 12828, 12833, 12836, 12840, 48259, 48260, 48261, 48263, 48270, 48271, 50526, 50625, 55641, 58920, 58921, 58928, 61272, 61286, 71343, 71344, 71345, 67108, 67930, 68209, 68336, 69708, 76011, 84254
Williams, Watkin, d. 1808 12686
Williams, William, 1787-1850 29299, 56071
Williams, William, Sir, 17th cent. 45964, 45965
Williamsburg Area Chamber of Commerce 82963
Williamsburg Area map 82961
Williamsburg County (S.C.) - Maps - 1825 - Landowners 82956
Williamsburg Foundation 45346
Williamsburg, Jamestown / American Oil Company, Amoco 82960
Williamsburg : Jamestown celebrating America's 350th birthday / American Oil Company 21252
Williamsburg, Jamestown, Yorktown 82963
Williamsburg Region (Va.) - Maps - 1781 - Maps - Manuscripts 85168
Williamsburg Region (Va.) - Maps - 1782 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 82957
Williamsburg Region (Va.) - Maps - 1781 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 82958
Williamsburg Region (Va.) - Maps - 1782 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 82959
Williamsburg Region (Va.) - Maps - 1938 - Pictorial maps 47870
Williamsburg Region (Va.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps 47870
Williamsburg Region (Va.) - Maps - 1959 82960
Williamsburg Region (Va.) - Maps - 1970 82961
Williamsburg Region (Va.) - Maps - 1970-1979 82962
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><code>Williamson County (Ill.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners 82964</code></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>Williamson County (Ill.) - Maps - 1908 - Landowners 82965</code></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>Williamson County (Ill.) - Maps - 1959 - Landowners 82966</code></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>Williamson County (Ill.) - Maps - 1972 - Landowners 82967</code></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>Williamson County (Ill.) - Maps - 1991 - Landowners 82968</code></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>Williamson County, Illinois, land atlas &amp; plat book 82968</code></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>Williamson County (Tenn.) - Maps - 1799-1976 - History 82969</code></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>Williamson County (Tenn.) - Maps - 2000 - Road maps 52670</code></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>[Williamson County (Tex.) - 1880: LC G&amp;M land ownership maps on microfiche] 82970</code></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>[Williamson County (Tex.) - 1888: LC G&amp;M land ownership maps on microfiche] 82971</code></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>Williamson County (Tex.) - Maps - 1880 - Landowners 82970</code></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>Williamson County (Tex.) - Maps - 1888 - Landowners 82971</code></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>Williamson County (Tex.) - Maps - 2006 - Road maps 11018</code></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>Williamson County (Tex.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps 11019</code></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>Williamson County (Tex.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps 11020</code></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>Williamson, George Charles, 1858-1942 3154</code></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>Williamson, J. A., fl. 1876 19313</code></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>Williamson, James Alexander, 1886-1964 15050, 17857, 17858, 32407</code></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>Williamson, James, fl. 1791-1810 23784</code></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>Williamson, M. T. 69935</code></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>Williamson, R. S. (Robert Stockton), 1824-1882 15243, 15249, 15262, 62049, 62064, 70112, 70113, 74303, 74310, 81818, 81819</code></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>Williamson, Sarah 6374</code></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>Williamson-Serra, Herbert William, 1900- 72890</code></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>Williamson-Serra, Herbert William, 1900-. Wide-world travel guide-books 72890</code></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>Williamson, Tom, 1955- 25028</code></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>Williamson, Wm., fl. 1899 41202, 41466</code></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>Williamsport Region (Pa.) - Bicycle trails 63617</code></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>Williamsport Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1898 - Cycling 63617</code></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>Williamsport Region (Pa.) - Maps - 1898 - Road maps 63617</code></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>Williamsport Storage Company (Williamsport, Pa.) 78040</code></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>Williamstown (W.V.) - Glass manufacture - 1990 82972</code></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>Williard, J. G. 21753</code></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>Willing, Antje 83768</code></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>Willingham, William F. 76061</code></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>Willink, H. A. Tjeenk SEE Tjeenk Willink, H. A. 8798</code></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>Willink, John 56052</code></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>Willink, W. E. J. Tjeenk SEE Tjeenk Willink BV 8844</code></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>Willink, W. E. J. Tjeenk SEE Tjeenk Willink, W. E. J. 8844</code></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>Willink, William 56052</code></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>Willis, A. J. 63513, 64125, 64126</code></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>Willis, Bailey 2522</code></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>Willis, Bailey, 1857-1949 20710, 63414, 63415</code></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>Willis, Grant C. 11456</code></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>Willis, H. R., fl. 1898 1044</code></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>Willis, J. C. T. 32467</code></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>Willis, John A. SEE Wills, John A. 35395</code></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>Willis, P. P. 32044</code></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>Willis, Pamela 18086</code></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>Willis, Robt. H. 23774</code></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>Willis Tower (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1973 - Pictorial maps 20028</code></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>Willis Tower (Chicago, Ill.) - Pictorial works - 1973 20028</code></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>Willis Tower (Chicago, Ill.) SEE ALSO Sears Tower (Chicago, Ill.) 20028</code></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>Willis, W. R. 38513</code></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>Williston Basin - Maps - 1952 - Oil wells 58643</code></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>Williston Basin - Maps - 1952 - Railroads 58643</code></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>Williston Basin - Maps - 1956 - Oil wells 82973</code></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Williston Basin - Maps - 1956 - Railroads 82973
Williston Basin - Maps - 1958 - Oil wells 82974
Williston Basin - Maps - 1958 - Railroads 82974
Williston Basin Oil field discovered in 1951 58643
Wilts, W. C. 2346, 13681, 39646
Willkie, Wendell L. (Wendell Lewis), 1892-1944 84365
Willkie, Wendell L. (Wendell Lewis), 1892-1944 - Travels 1943 84365
Wilkommen in Hallstatt am See : Gaststätten- un Privatzimmerverzeichnis Winter 76/77 un Sommer 77 33366
Willmarth, William, fl. 1936-1946 73434, 82400
Willmott, Cort J., 1946-1947 76161
Willmott, Elvira 13757
Willoughby and Co. 42367
Willows-Munro, S. E. 49388
Willows Creek (Pa. and Md.) - Maps - 1754 - Manuscripts 82975
Wilmington (Del.) - Maps - 1809 82981
Wilmington (Del.) - Maps - 1929 - Road maps 23042
Wilmington (Los Angeles, Calif.) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps 43104
Wilmington, Battle of, Wilmerdonck, Belgium, 1703 SEE Ekeren, Battle of, Ekeren, Belgium, 1703 24865
Wilmer Atkinson Company. Farm journal illustrated rural directory of Berrien County Michigan (1917) 12594
Wilmersdorf (Berlin, Germany) - Maps - 1975 82976
Wilmette Historical Commission 82977
Wilmette Historical Museum (Wilmette, Ill.) - Map Collections - Catalogs 82979
Wilmette Historical Museum (Wilmette, Ill. - Map Collections - Catalogs 82979
Wilmette Historical Museum (Wilmette, Ill.) - Historical geography - Maps - 1953 82977
Wilmette (Ill.) - Maps - 1900 - Real property 82978
Wilmette (Ill.) - Maps - 1938 - Fire risk assessment 22046
Wilmette (Ill.) - Maps - Bibliography 82979
Wilmette Public Library 6785
Wilmingon (Calif.) SEE Wilmington (Los Angeles, Calif.) 43104
Wilmington (Del.) - Description and travel - 1975 82980
Wilmington (Del.) - Maps - 1809 82981
Wilmington (Del.) - Maps - 1929 - Road maps 23042
Wilmington (Los Angeles, Calif.) - Maps - 1942 - Road maps 43104
Wilmington, Spencer Compton, earl of, 1673?-1743 73596
Wilmer, M. 5834
Wilmer, Merton M. 5838
Wilno (Lithuania) SEE Vilnius (Lithuania) 80281
Wilts, J. W. 5045
Willson, M. H. 77342, 77387
Willson, M. H. 77387, 77387
Willson, Thomas Benjamin, 1851-1932 60109, 60118
Wilmans, Friedrich 73854
Wilmer Atkinson Company 12594
Wilmersdorf, Battle of, Wilmerdonck, Belgium, 1703 SEE Ekeren, Battle of, Ekeren, Belgium, 1703 24865
Willoughby and Co. 42367
Willits, W. C. 2346, 13681, 39646
William, A. A., fl. ca. 1867 20523
Wilson, A. D. 21288, 21289, 66854
Wilson, A. D. (Allen David), fl. ca. 1867 20523
Wilson, A. D. (Allen David), 1844-1920 82982
Wilson, Alfred William Gunning, 1873-1882 1126
Wilson, Alison 79390
Wilson, Allen D. 85065, 85067
Wilson, A. D. (Allen David), 1844-1920 82982
Wilson, Belfort Hinton, Sir, 1804-1858 8008, 70564
Wilson, Bernard E. 225405, 4216
Wilson, C., fl. ca. 1859 28717, 37483, 42253, 42254, 69961
Wilson, Charles, 1807-1882 14361
Wilson, Charles William, Sir, 1836-1905 18530, 38622, 38625, 48150, 62890
Wilson, Charles William, Sir, 1836-1905 - Diaries 18530
Wilson, Charles William, Sir, 1836-1905. Ordnance survey of Jerusalem (1864-1865) 14934
Wilson, Charles William, Sir, 1836-1905. Ordnance survey of Jerusalem (1864-1865) 14934
Wilson, Charles William, Sir, 1836-1905. Picturesque Palestine, Sinai, and Egypt (1880) 62890
Wilson, Chas L. 61439, 61452, 61456
Wilson, Chas L. 61439, 61452, 61456
Wilson, Charles William, Sir, 1836-1905. Ordnance survey of Jerusalem (1864-1905) 62890
Wilson, Chas L. 61439, 61452, 61456
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| Wilson, Colin, 1949- | 25461 |
| Wilson County (Tenn.) - Maps - 2000 - Road maps | 52670 |
| Wilson County (Tenn.) - Maps - 2002 - Road maps | 52671, 52672 |
| [Wilson County (Tex.) - 1879: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] | 82983 |
| Wilson County (Tex.) - Maps - 1879 - Landowners | 82983 |
| Wilson, Derek A. | 188 |
| Wilson, Don A. | 62448, 62449 |
| Wilson, Donald A. | 53809 |
| Wilson, E., fl. 1851 | 30721 |
| Wilson, E. K. | 5266 |
| Wilson, Edmund, 1895-1972. | 26234 |
| Wilson, Effingham | 42768 |
| Wilson, Eldred Dewey, 1898-1965 | 2831 |
| Wilson, Elena | 36480 |
| Wilson, Elisa | 9316 |
| Wilson, Eric | 32456 |
| Wilson, Fuller & Co. | 73406 |
| Wilson Gas and Oil Co. (Laramie, Wyo.) | 84875 |
| Wilson, Geo. W. | 37551 |
| Wilson, H. (Henry) | 55643 |
| Wilson H. Lee Company (New Haven, Conn.) | 59141 |
| Wilson, H. M. | 9510 |
| Wilson, Henry, 1673-1741 | 7797, 7803, 25963, 26369 |
| Wilson Highway - Maps - 1920 | 77243 |
| Wilson, Hinkle & Co. | 29933, 29934, 29943, 29945, 29946, 30100, 34198 |
| Wilson, Ira H. | 12816 |
| Wilson, J. | 52263 |
| Wilson (J.) and Son | 33067 |
| Wilson, J. Jr., 19th cent. | 83100 |
| Wilson, J. Stanley | 78636 |
| Wilson, J. T., Major | 59812 |
| Wilson, James, 1759 or 60-1814 | 74266 |
| Wilson, James, 1763-1855 | 82984 |
| Wilson, James, 1763-1855 - Portraits | 82985 |
| Wilson, James, engraver, Bradford, Vt. | 58906 |
| Wilson, James Harrison, 1837-1925 | 50114, 80833 |
| Wilson, John, 1789-1833 | 1758, 1759, 70775, 70781 |
| Wilson, John, 1789-1833. Map of South Carolina (1822) | 82986 |
| Wilson, John, 19th cent. | 38468, 38469, 39970 |
| Wilson, John Albert, 1832-1859 | 43160 |
| Wilson, John M. (John Marius) | 25426, 25427, 69451, 69596 |
| Wilson, John P. | 18800 |
| Wilson, Joseph S. | 37613, 76823, 76824, 76828, 76830 |
| Wilson, Leonard S. | 76067 |
| Wilson, Lou M., Mrs., fl. 1908 | 1230 |
| Wilson, M. B. | 19230 |
| Wilson, Mary, 19th cent. | 30765 |
| Wilson, Peter, 1720?-1802 | 29028 |
| Wilson, Robbie | 27191 |
| Wilson, Robin J. | 44573 |
| Wilson, Sophia F. | 29579 |
| Wilson, T. | 41562 |
| Wilson, T. B. | 21179 |
| Wilson, Thomas Benjamin, 1851-1932 see Willson, Thomas Benjamin, 1851-1932 | 60118 |
| Wilson, Veazie, 1865-1895 | 13118, 27518, 85226 |
| Wilson, Veazie, 1865-1895. Guide to the Yukon gold fields, where they are and how to reach them (1895) | 13118, 27518, 85226 |
| Wilson, W. | 76535 |
| Wilson, W. (William), fl. 1827-1855 | 7911, 7919, 7923 |
| Wilson, William | 38321 |
| Wilson, William, bookseller, Dublin | 38289, 38294 |
| Wilson, William Edward, 1934-1960 | 18595, 18601 |
| Wilson, William, fl. 1838-1854 | 4785 |
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Wilster und Tauenzien, Fr. 69386
Will, C. G. D. de 17116
[The Wilton codex. Photostat reproduction of a geographical manuscript consisting of traditional maps illustrating the 'Geographia' of Ptolemy, and dating from about 1460] 10555
Wilton (W.H.), firm SEE W.H. Wilton, inc. 24472
Wiltonski, Peter P. 51765
Wils and Dorset / by Nesta Howard and Spencer Underwood 82999
Wiltshire 82997
Wiltshire / by Frank R. Heath 82998
Wiltshire / by Frank R. Heath ; with thirty-two illustrations, two maps and two plans 82996
Wiltshire (England) - Maps - 1610 82987, 82988
Wiltshire (England) - Maps - 1773 82989
Wiltshire (England) - Maps - 1801 82990
Wiltshire (England) - Maps - 1855 82991
Wiltshire (England) - Maps - 1859 82992
Wiltshire (England) - Maps - 1869-1879 82993
Wiltshire (England) - Maps - 1882 82994
Wiltshire (England) - Maps - 1899-1901 82995
Wiltshire (England) - Maps - 1913 82996
Wiltshire (England) - Maps - 1924 82997
Wiltshire (England) - Maps - 1948 82998, 82999
Wiltshire Archaeological and Natural History Society 82989
Wilutzky, Adolf 65075
Wimberger, Karl 27797, 69878
Wimble, James, ca. 1697-1744 18228, 83000
Wimble's maps and the colonial cartography of the North Carolina coast 18228
Wimpeling, Jakob, 1450-1528 31311
Winbolt, S. E. 33450, 33869, 40604, 70298, 70300
Winch, Kenneth L. 7732, 7733, 39830
Winch, Wilber R. 15718
Winchell, Alexander, 1824-1891 46783, 46784
Winchell, Ward P. 19267
Winchester, Angus J. L. 25028
Winchester / by G.W. Kitichin 83002
Winchester / by William Benham 83001
Winchester (England) - Historical geography - Maps - 1897 83002
Winchester (England) - Maps - 1646 33441
Winchester (England) - Maps - 1676 33442
Winchester (England) - Maps - 1884 83001
Winchester (England) - Maps - 1897 83002
Winchester (England) - Maps - 1909 - Guidebooks 83003
Winchester (England) - Maps - 1919 83004
Winchester, J. 48254
Winchester, James H. 13941
Winchester (Ky.). Bicentennial Committee. 13686
Winchester (N.H.) - Maps - Collections, 1733-1892 83005
Winchester Public Library 33232
Winchester, Simon 17949, 70237
Winckelman, E. 9654, 9663
Winckelmann, Eduard 9687, 9726, 9787
Winckler, Richard von 9996
Wind Cave (S.D.) - Maps - 1995-2006 - Caving 83006
Wind Cave, Wind Cave National Park, South Dakota / this map was prepared by the Paha Sapa Grotto of the National Speleological Society, June 1995 83006
Wind, Herbert Warren, 1918- 40474
Wind roses SEE Compass roses 21831
Windemere Ranch (La Mirada, Calif) -1904 - Pictorial works 45630, 45631, 45632
Windemere Ranch (La Mirada, Calif) - Maps - 1896 45635
Windemere College (England) 8146
Windemere (England) - Maps - 1902 41490
Windemere (England) - Maps - 1906 41493
Windes & Marsh (Firm) 31968
Wedet, J. 42385
Wedet, John, d. 1610 12646
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[Windham County (Conn.) - 1856: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 83007
Windham County (Conn.) - Maps - 1856 - Landowners 83007
Windham County (Conn.) - Maps - 1995 - Road maps 75279
Windham County (Conn.) - Maps - 1999 - Road maps 75280
Windham County (Conn.) - Maps - 2002 - Road maps 75281
Windham County (Conn.) - Maps - 2004 - Road maps 55231, 55232
Windham County (Conn.) - Maps - 2007 - Road maps 33594

[Windham County (Vt.) - 1856: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 83009
Windham County (Vt.) - Maps - 1856 - Landowners 83008, 83009
Windham County (Vt.) - Maps - 1869 - Landowners 83010
Windham County (Vt.) - Maps - 1923 - Tourist maps 12406
Windie, Bertram Coghill Alan, Sir, 1858
Windmill Publications, Inc. 14813, 21091, 22953, 23001, 23002, 37203, 41964, 45085, 51814, 67828, 83656

Windmills - Greece - Pictorial works - 1807 45562
Windroses to the past : Minnesota county atlases 22343
Windrose der alten Seekarte 21829

Windroses SEE Compass roses 21831
Winds and routes 84270
The Winds and sailing tracks 84322
Winds - Atlantic Ocean - Maps - 1700 3795
Winds - Charts, diagrams, etc. -1740 83011
Winds - Indian Ocean - Maps - 1700 3795
Winds - Maps - 1838-1845 84239
Winds - Maps - 1856 84269, 84270
Winds - Maps - 1885 84298
Winds - Maps - 1913 84322
Winds - Maps - 1923-1934 52766
Winds - Maps - 1940-1949 84350
Winds - Maps - 1950 84406, 84408
Winds - Maps - 1951 84410
Winds - Maps - 1952 84415
Winds - Pacific Ocean - Maps - 1700 62582
Winds - Sargasso Sea - Maps - 1891 68926
Winds - United States - Maps - 1921 77251, 77252
Windsor and Maidenhead (England) - Pictorial works - 1620 83012
Windsor and Maidenhead (England) - Pictorial works - 1657 83013
Windsor Castle - Pictorial works - 1620 83012
Windsor Castle - Pictorial works - 1646 12481
Windsor Castle - Pictorial works - 1657 83013
Windsor Castle - Pictorial works - 1676 12482
Windsor Castle. Royal Library. Cumberland Map Collection 83014
Windsor Castle. Royal Library - Map collections 30964
Windsor: complete map of the city and the surrounding municipalities / Rolph-McNally 83020

[Windover County (Vt.) - 1855: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 83015
[Windover County (Vt.) - 1856: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 83016, 83017

Windover County (Vt.) - Maps - 1855 - Landowners 83015
Windover County (Vt.) - Maps - 1856 - Landowners 83016, 83017
Windover County (Vt.) - Maps - 1869 - Landowners 83018
Windover, Edward, Sir, 1894-1972 - Coronation 32057
Windover, J. W., 19th cent. 68960

Windover (N.S.) - Maps - 1760-1769 - Fortification - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 83019
Windover (Ont.) - Maps - 1731 - Indians - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 23480
Windover (Ont.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps 83020

Windward Islands 83022, 83023
Windward Islands (West Indies) - Maps - 1528 2158
Windward Islands (West Indies) - Maps - 1717 81571
Windward Islands (West Indies) - Maps - 1725 83021
Windward Islands (West Indies) - Maps - 1775 - Nautical charts 2162
Windward Islands (West Indies) - Maps - 1780 2163
Windward Islands (West Indies) - Maps - 1822 83020
Windward Islands (West Indies) - Maps - 1827 83023
Windward Islands (West Indies) - Maps - 1888 81683
Windward Passage - Maps - 1699 - Nautical charts 33986
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Windward Passage - Maps - 1703 - Nautical charts 81593
Windward Passage - Maps - 1710 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts 11420
Windward Passage - Maps - 1732 - Nautical charts 33992, 81596
Windward Passage - Maps - 1760 - Nautical charts 33996, 81606
Windward Passage - Maps - 1761 - Nautical charts 83024
Windward Passage - Maps - 1783 - Nautical charts 34001
Wine and wine making - California - Maps - 1993 15672
Wine and wine making - France - Maps - 1953 14982
Wine and wine making - France - Maps - 1987 28073
Wine and wine making - Maps - 1978 83025
Wine atlas of California / James Halliday 15672
The Wine atlas of France : and traveller's guide to the vineyards / by Hugh Johnson & Hubrecht Duijker 28073
Wine districts - Alsace (France) - Maps - 1927 1434
Wine districts - Anjou (France) - Maps - 1927 2018
Wine districts - Bordeaux (France) - Maps - 1894 8310
Wine districts - Burgundy (France) - Maps - 1926 14979, 19060
Wine districts - California - 1992 15671
Wine districts - Carneros Region (Calif.) - 1995 16641
Wine districts - Chablis Region (Burgundy, France) - Maps - 1926 19060
Wine districts - Champagne-Ardenne (France) - Maps - 1927 19098
Wine districts - Cher (France) - Maps - 1927 57090
Wine districts - France - Maps - 1987 28073
Wine districts - Gironde (France) - Maps - 1924 31913
Wine districts - Maps - 1978 83025
Wine districts - Maps - 1995 83026
Wine districts - Médoc (France - Maps - 1894 8310
Wine districts - Napa Valley (Calif.) - 1992 52601
Wine districts - Napa Valley (Calif.) - Maps - 1993 79051
Wine districts - Napa Valley (Calif.) - Maps - 1994 52600
Wine districts - Napa Valley (Calif.) - Maps - 1995 79100
Wine districts - Nièvre (France) - Maps - 1927 57090
Wine districts - Sonoma Valley (Calif.) - 1993 70317
Wine districts - Sonoma Valley (Calif.) - Maps - 1993 79051
Wine districts - Sonoma Valley (Calif.) - Maps - 1995 79100
Wine districts - Touraine (France) - Maps - 1927 2018
The Wine map of California / designed and illustrated by Barbara Phillips-Barrett 15671
Wine Road, Northern Sonoma County (Firm : Calif.) 70316
Winearls, Joan 9059, 9067, 17015, 44472, 44601, 44814, 61971, 61972, 61974, 61975, 79484
Winegrowers of Dry Creek Valley (Calif.) 23832
Winegrowers of Dry Creek Valley, Sonoma County, California 23832
Winemiller, Joseph G. 29850
Wineries - Alexander Valley (Calif.) - Maps - 2010 70316
Wineries - Burgundy (France) - Maps - 1926 14980
Wineries - California - Guidebooks 15672
Wineries - Dry Creek Valley (Sonoma County, Calif.) - Maps - 2010 23832, 70316
Wineries - France - Maps - 1987 28073
Wineries - Germany -1970-1979 - Pictorial maps 31651
Wineries - Maps - 1978 83025
Wineries - Napa Valley (Calif.) - Maps - 1985 52598
Wineries - Russian River Valley (Calif.) - Maps - 2007 70315
Wineries - Russian River Valley (Calif.) - Maps - 2010 70316
Wineries SEE ALSO Wine districts 52601
Wineries - Sonoma County (Calif.) - Maps - 2007 70315
Wineries - Sonoma County (Calif.) - Maps - 2010 23832, 70316
Wineries - Virginia - Maps - 2008 80515
Wineries - Wisconsin - Maps - 2005 - Tourist maps 83588
Winesburg (Ohio) (Imaginary place) - Maps - 1919 83027
Winfield, Charles Hardenburg, 1829-1898 34802
Wing Collection (Newberry Library) SEE Newberry Library. John M. Wing Foundation 1101
Wing (John M.) & Co., Chicago SEE J.M. Wing & Co. 19541
Wing, John M. (John Mansir), 1845-1917 456, 3494, 7840, 8677, 8701, 12696, 20808, 23586, 24028, 38638, 42438, 42478, 45862, 67316, 76834
Wingate, G. E. 19605
Wingenund (Munsee Indian) 64861
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Winnipeg, including Headingley : Allmaps StreetFinder

Winnipeg, Brandon : city and suburbs as well as a comprehensive district map / Rolph McNally

Winneshiek County, Iowa, farm directory 1963

Winneshiek County (Iowa) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners 83030

Winneshiek County (Iowa) - Maps - 1859 - Landowners 83031

Winneshiek County (Iowa) - Maps - 1871-1905 - Landowners 83032

Winneshiek County (Iowa) - Maps - 1885 - Landowners 83033

Winneshiek County (Iowa) - Maps - 1940-1949 - Landowners 83034

Winneshiek County (Iowa) - Maps - 1949 - Landowners 83035

Winneshiek County (Iowa) - Maps - 1971 - Road maps 83036

Winneshiek County (Iowa) - Maps - 19289 - Landowners 83037

Winneshiek County (Iowa) - Maps - 1938 - Landowners 83038

Winneshiek County (Iowa) - Maps - 1979 - Landowners 83039

Winneshiek County (Iowa) - Maps - 1862: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche 83040

Winneshiek County (Iowa) - Maps - 1873: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche 83041

Winnebago County Farm Bureau (Winnebago County, Ill.) 83035

Winnebago County Farm Bureau (Wis.) 83045

Winnebago County (Ill.) - Maps - 1862: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche 83046

Winnebago County (Ill.) - Maps - 1889 - Landowners 83029

Winnebago County (Ill.) - Maps - 1909 - Landowners 83042

Winnebago County (Ill.) - Maps - 1956 - Landowners 83043

Winnebago County (Ill.) - Maps - 1957 - Landowners 83044

Winnebago County (Ill.) - Maps - 1958 - Landowners 83045

Winnebago Indians - Wisconsin - Maps - 1730 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 83064, 83065

Winnebago, Lake (Wis.) - Maps - 1730 - Indians - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 83064, 83065

Winnebago County (Wis.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners 83046

Winnebago County (Wis.) - Maps - 1862 - Landowners 83040

Winnebago County (Wis.) - Maps - 1873 - Landowners 83041

Winnebago County (Wis.) - Maps - 1909 - Landowners 83042

Winnebago County (Wis.) - Maps - 1956 - Landowners 83043

Winnebago County (Wis.) - Maps - 1957 - Landowners 83044

Winnebago County (Wis.) - Maps - 1958 - Landowners 83045

Winnebago County (Wis.) - Maps - 1862: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche 83046

Winnebago County (Wis.) - Maps - 1873: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche 83047

Winnebago County (Wis.) - Maps - 1905 - Landowners 83048

Winnebago County (Wis.) - Maps - 1963 - Landowners 83049

Winnetka Historical Society (Ill.) 19602

Winnetka (Ill.) - Maps - 1938-1970 - Fire risk assessment 19639

Winnetka (Ill.) - Maps - 1938 - Fire risk assessment 22046

Winnetka Public Library 272025, 272026, 272027, 80891

Winnipeg, Brandon : city and suburbs as well as a comprehensive district map / Rolph McNally 83051

Winnipeg in maps, 1816-1972 – Winnipeg par les cartes 83053, 83054

Winnipeg, including Headingly : Allmaps StreetFinder 83052

Winnipeg (Man.) - Aerial photographs - 1927 16185

Winnipeg (Man.) - Maps - 1867 83050

Winnipeg (Man.) - Maps - 1978 - Road maps 83051

Winnipeg (Man.) - Maps - 1995 - Road maps 83052

Winnipeg (Man.) - Maps - Collections, 1816-1972 83053, 83054

Winnipeg (Man.) - Pictorial works - 1845 27333
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Wisconsin Cartographers' Guild 18615, 83062
Wisconsin Central Ltd. SEE Wisconsin Central Railway Company 83583
Wisconsin Central Railway Company 48640, 48653, 48654, 48676, 48678, 48690, 48700, 48701, 48716, 48722, 48723, 48724, 48724, 48725, 48726, 48727, 48728, 48729, 48780, 48812, 48813, 48814, 48815, 48817, 60002, 60013, 83119, 83121, 83122, 83123, 83124, 83125, 83126, 83128, 83133, 83134, 83135, 83136, 83583
Wisconsin Central Railway Company - Maps - 1900 83119
Wisconsin Central Railway Company - Maps - 1901 83121
Wisconsin Central Railway Company - Maps - 1902 83122
Wisconsin Central Railway Company - Maps - 1903 83128
Wisconsin Central Railway Company - Maps - 1903-1904 83123
Wisconsin Central Railway Company - Maps - 1903-1905 83124
Wisconsin Central Railway Company - Maps - 1903-1906 83125
Wisconsin Central Railway Company - Maps - 1903-1907 83126
Wisconsin Central Railway Company - Maps - 1907 83133
Wisconsin Central Railway Company - Maps - 1908 83134, 83135
Wisconsin Central Railway Company - Maps - 1909 83136
Wisconsin Central Railway Company - Maps - 1910 48640
Wisconsin Central Railway Company - Maps - 1911 48653, 48654
Wisconsin Central Railway Company - Maps - 1913 48676
Wisconsin Central Railway Company - Maps - 1914 48690
Wisconsin Central Railway Company - Maps - 1915 48700, 48701
Wisconsin Central Railway Company - Maps - 1916 48716
Wisconsin Central Railway Company - Maps - 1917 48721, 48722, 48723, 48724
Wisconsin Central Railway Company - Maps - 1921 48763
Wisconsin Central Railway Company - Maps - 1923 48776, 48777, 48778, 48779, 48780
Wisconsin Central Railway Company - Maps - 1927 48812, 48813, 48814, 48815
Wisconsin Central Railway Company - Maps - 1932 48877
Wisconsin Central Railway Company - Maps - 1947 60002
Wisconsin Central Railway Company - Maps - 1948 60013
Wisconsin Central Railway Company - Maps - 1993 83583
Wisconsin Central Railway Company: main lines, branches and logging spurs 83124, 83125, 83126, 83133, 83134, 83135
Wisconsin / Cities Service 83476, 83491, 83500, 83502
Wisconsin / courtesy of Sinclair ... 83504
Wisconsin Delles Region (Wis.) - Maps - 1900 83060
Wisconsin. Department of Transportation 83573, 83575, 83580, 83581
Wisconsin. Dept. of Agriculture, Trade, and Consumer Protection 83588
Wisconsin. Dept. of Public Instruction 83551
Wisconsin. Dept. of Transportation 83115, 83572, 83576, 83577, 83579, 83584
Wisconsin - Description and travel - Guidebooks - 1905 35657, 35658, 35659
Wisconsin - Description and travel - Guidebooks - 1909 35679
Wisconsin. Division of Highways 83573, 83575, 83576, 83577, 83579, 83580, 83581, 83582
Wisconsin Geographical Press 45021
Wisconsin - Geography - 1885 30278
Wisconsin - Geography - 1887-1889 30305
Wisconsin - Geography - 1898 83114
Wisconsin - Geography - 1902 30502
Wisconsin. Geological and Natural History Survey 83571
Wisconsin. Geological Survey 83100
Wisconsin guide to rustic road system 83584
Wisconsin Highway Commission SEE Wisconsin. State Highway Commission 83198
Wisconsin highway map : 1935 ... / compliments of Phillips Petroleum Company 83313
Wisconsin highway map : 1960 / prepared by the State Highway Commission ... 83549
Wisconsin highway map '74 / prepared by the Department of Transportation, Division of Highways 83575
Wisconsin - Historical Geography 22539, 83062
Wisconsin - Historical geography - 2000 18615
Wisconsin - Historical geography - Maps - 1878 83097
Wisconsin - Historical geography - Maps - 1881 83098
Wisconsin - Historical geography - Maps - 1932 - Pictorial maps 83268
Wisconsin - Historical geography - Maps - 1933 - Pictorial maps 83283
Wisconsin - Historical geography - Maps - 1934 - Pictorial maps 83302
Wisconsin - Historical geography - Maps - 1935 - Pictorial maps 83321
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| Wisconsin - Historical geography - Maps - 1976 | 83578 |
| Wisconsin Historical Society | 18615, 48229, 49390, 51210, 83587, 83589 |
| Wisconsin Historical Society - Map collections - Bibliography | 83589 |
| Wisconsin - History | 83062 |
| Wisconsin - History - Maps | 83062 |
| Wisconsin info-map : Gulf | 83474, 83475, 83499 |
| Wisconsin Map Society | 18614, 83063 |
| Wisconsin Map Society - Periodicals | 18614 |
| Wisconsin - Maps - 1730 - Indians - Manuscripts - Facsimiles | 83064, 83065 |
| Wisconsin - Maps - 1825 - Dakota Indians - Land Tenure - Manuscripts | 18640 |
| Wisconsin - Maps - 1825 - Landowners - Manuscripts | 18640 |
| Wisconsin - Maps - 1829 - Lead mines and mining | 83066 |
| Wisconsin - Maps - 1830 | 46722, 83067 |
| Wisconsin - Maps - 1830-1930 - Surveys | 46749 |
| Wisconsin - Maps | 1831 | 48232 |
| Wisconsin - Maps - 1832-1866 - Vegetation surveys | 83068 |
| Wisconsin - Maps - 1832 - Lead mines and mining | 68105 |
| Wisconsin - Maps - 1834 - Lead Mines and Mining | 48236, 68106 |
| Wisconsin - Maps - 1834 - Rivers | 67897 |
| Wisconsin - Maps - 1835 - Lead Mines and Mining | 48238 |
| Wisconsin - Maps - 1835 - Public lands | 83069, 83070 |
| Wisconsin - Maps - 1835 - Surveys | 83069, 83070 |
| Wisconsin - Maps | 1836 | 43847, 48244, 83071 |
| Wisconsin - Maps - 1836 - Lead Mines and Mining | 48243 |
| Wisconsin - Maps - 1838 | 37570, 83072 |
| Wisconsin - Maps - 1839 - Surveys | 83073 |
| Wisconsin - Maps | 1840 | 83074, 83075 |
| Wisconsin - Maps | 1841 | 46765, 49516 |
| Wisconsin - Maps - 1841 - Lead Mines and Mining | 35484, 35485 |
| Wisconsin - Maps | 1842 | 83076 |
| Wisconsin - Maps - 1844 - Surveys | 76702 |
| Wisconsin - Maps | 1845 | 83077 |
| Wisconsin - Maps - 1845 - Lead Mines and Mining | 35491 |
| Wisconsin - Maps - 1845 - Surveys | 83078 |
| Wisconsin - Maps | 1846 | 49517, 57745, 83079 |
| Wisconsin - Maps - 1846 - Lead Mines and Mining | 35492, 68107 |
| Wisconsin - Maps | 1847 | 83080 |
| Wisconsin - Maps - 1847 - Lead Mines and Mining | 35494 |
| Wisconsin - Maps - 1847 - Surveys | 83081 |
| Wisconsin - Maps | 1849 | 83082 |
| Wisconsin - Maps | 1850 | 83083 |
| Wisconsin - Maps - 1851 - Surveys | 83084 |
| Wisconsin - Maps | 1852 | 83085 |
| Wisconsin - Maps | 1854 | 83086 |
| Wisconsin - Maps | 1855 | 83087 |
| Wisconsin - Maps | 1856 | 83088, 83089 |
| Wisconsin - Maps | 1857 | 83090 |
| Wisconsin - Maps - 1857-1865 | 49532 |
| Wisconsin - Maps - 1857 - Public lands - Surveys | 83091 |
| Wisconsin - Maps - 1858 - Railroads | 35533 |
| Wisconsin - Maps | 1859 | 83092 |
| Wisconsin - Maps | 1860 | 46780, 49536 |
| Wisconsin - Maps | 1864 | 83093 |
| Wisconsin - Maps | 1865 | 83094 |
| Wisconsin - Maps - 1871 - Maps | 79359 |
| Wisconsin - Maps - 1871 - Postal service | 46782, 79359 |
| Wisconsin - Maps - 1871 - Railroads | 46782 |
| Wisconsin - Maps | 1873 | 49540 |
| Wisconsin - Maps | 1876 | 83095 |
| Wisconsin - Maps | 1877 | 30101, 45029 |
| Wisconsin - Maps | 1878 | 83096, 83097 |
| Wisconsin - Maps | 1881 | 19557, 83098 |
| Wisconsin - Maps - 1881 - Railroads | 83099 |
| Wisconsin - Maps - 1882 - Geology | 83100 |
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Wisconsin - Maps - 1882 - Railroads 82635
Wisconsin - Maps - 1883 - Railroads 46793, 83101
Wisconsin - Maps - 1884 - Railroads 83102, 83103
Wisconsin - Maps - 1885 30278
Wisconsin - Maps - 1885 - Railroads 83104
Wisconsin - Maps - 1887 83105
Wisconsin - Maps - 1887-1889 30305
Wisconsin - Maps - 1887 - Railroads 46799, 83106
Wisconsin - Maps - 1888 - Railroads 46802, 83107
Wisconsin - Maps - 1889 - Railroads 46804, 83108
Wisconsin - Maps - 1890 - Railroads 46807
Wisconsin - Maps - 1891 - Railroads 46810
Wisconsin - Maps - 1892 - Manuscripts 5291
Wisconsin - Maps - 1892 - Railroads 46814, 83109
Wisconsin - Maps - 1893 - Railroads 46819, 83110
Wisconsin - Maps - 1894 - Railroads 46824, 83111
Wisconsin - Maps - 1895 83112
Wisconsin - Maps - 1895 - Railroads 46828
Wisconsin - Maps - 1896 - Railroads 46834, 83113
Wisconsin - Maps - 1897 - Railroads 46837
Wisconsin - Maps - 1898 83114
Wisconsin - Maps - 1898 - Railroads 46840
Wisconsin - Maps - 1898 - Road maps 83114
Wisconsin - Maps - 1899 - Railroads 46843
Wisconsin - Maps - 1900-1930 - Railroads 83115
Wisconsin - Maps - 1900-1960 - Topographic maps 83116, 83117
Wisconsin - Maps - 1900-1983 - Topographic maps 83118
Wisconsin - Maps - 1900 - Railroads 46848, 83119
Wisconsin - Maps - 1901 - Railroads 46852, 83120, 83121
Wisconsin - Maps - 1902 30502
Wisconsin - Maps - 1902 - Railroads 46855, 83122
Wisconsin - Maps - 1903-1904 - Railroads 83123
Wisconsin - Maps - 1903-1905 - Railroads 83124
Wisconsin - Maps - 1903-1906 - Railroads 83125
Wisconsin - Maps - 1903-1907 - Railroads 83126
Wisconsin - Maps - 1903 - Railroads 46857, 83127, 83128
Wisconsin - Maps - 1904 - Railroads 46861, 83129, 83130
Wisconsin - Maps - 1905-2006 - Road maps 35653
Wisconsin - Maps - 1905 - Railroads 46863, 83131
Wisconsin - Maps - 1905 - Road maps 35657, 35658, 35659
Wisconsin - Maps - 1906 - Railroads 46865
Wisconsin - Maps - 1907 - Lumbering 83133
Wisconsin - Maps - 1907 - Railroads 46868, 83132, 83133
Wisconsin - Maps - 1908 - Lumbering 83135
Wisconsin - Maps - 1908 - Railroads 46870, 83134, 83135
Wisconsin - Maps - 1909 - Lumbering 83136
Wisconsin - Maps - 1909 - Railroads 46872, 73154, 83136
Wisconsin - Maps - 1909 - Road maps 35679
Wisconsin - Maps - 1910 - Roads 83137
Wisconsin - Maps - 1911 83140
Wisconsin - Maps - 1911 - Railroad 83140
Wisconsin - Maps - 1911 - Railroads 83138, 83139
Wisconsin - Maps - 1911 - Railroads - Index maps 48648
Wisconsin - Maps - 1912 - Railroads 83141
Wisconsin - Maps - 1913 41601
Wisconsin - Maps - 1913 - Railroads 83143, 83144, 83145
Wisconsin - Maps - 1913 - Railroads - Indexes 83142
Wisconsin - Maps - 1913 - Road maps 83146, 83147
Wisconsin - Maps - 1914 - Lumbering 45983
Wisconsin - Maps - 1914 - Railroads 83148
Wisconsin - Maps - 1915 - Indian reservations 83149
Wisconsin - Maps - 1915 - Railroads 83149
Wisconsin - Maps - 1916 - Railroads 83150
Wisconsin - Maps - 1916 - Road maps 83150
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Wisconsin road map : Parco : Producers and Refiners Corporation, Independence, Kansas  83262
Wisconsin. Rustic Roads Boardd  83584
Wisconsin's new geographical center  32224
Wisconsin's past and present : a historical atlas / The Wisconsin Cartographers' Guild  83062
Wisconsin ... : see America best by car... / Cities Service  83547
Wisconsin : Sinclair ...  83537, 83538
Wisconsin : Sinclair 1932 road map  83263
Wisconsin : Sinclair H-C gasoline  83530
Wisconsin : Sinclair H-C gasoline road map  83433, 83434, 83450, 83466
Wisconsin : Sinclair H-C gasoline : road map and sightseeing guide  83519
Wisconsin : Sinclair road map ...  83336, 83362, 83363, 83395, 83417
Wisconsin Society of Land Surveyors  83115
Wisconsin / Standard Oil Company  83545
Wisconsin state atlas  83572, 83577
Wisconsin State Highway 13 (Wis.) - Maps - 1963  83557
Wisconsin. State Highway Commission  77417, 83198, 83240, 83267, 83268, 83281, 83282, 83283, 83302, 83321, 83511, 83549, 83560, 83561, 83563
Wisconsin State Journal  22787
The Wisconsin State Journal  1926 Dane County atlas  22787
Wisconsin : Texaco road map  83318, 83319, 83341
Wisconsin - Topographic maps - Bibliography  83591
Wisconsin Trails Magazine  83072
Wisconsin, upper Michigan and adjoining states : Mobilgas ... Socony-Vacuum Oil Company ...  83489, 83498, 83514
Wisconsin Winery Association (Middleton, Wis.)  83588
Wisconsin with sectional map of adjoining states : Texaco ...  83439
Wise, C., approximately -1889  4946, 5125
[Wise County (Tex.) - 187:- LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche]  83592
[Wise County (Tex.) - 1879: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche]  83593
[Wise County (Tex.) - 1895: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche]  83594
Wise County (Tex.) - Maps - 1870-1879 - Landowners  83592
Wise County (Tex.) - Maps - 1879- Landowners  83593
Wise County (Tex.) - Maps - 1895 - Landowners  83594
Wise, Donald A.  3095, 3100, 41947, 41950, 44857, 44858, 64671, 69978, 69979
Wise, Hedick  42237
Wise-Parslow Company  30592
Wischemann, Genevra K.  37484, 47538
Wiskerke, C.  8931, 8951
Wislocki, S.  68803
Wismar, citta di Meklenbur, e famoso porto del mare Baltico  83595
Wismar (Germany) - Maps - 1689  83595
Wismar (Germany) - Maps - 1693 - Fortification  83596
Wismar (Germany) - Maps - 1713 - Fortification  83597
Wismar (Germany) - Maps - 1715 - Pictorial works  83600
Wismar (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1620  83598, 83599
Wismar Region (Germany) - Maps - 1716  83600
Wismar ville Anseatica d'Allemagne du duché de Meklenburg ...  83596, 83597
Wismaria, natura loci populi frequentia, et aedificis in duucatu Megapolensi ...  67367
Wisner, William H., fl. 1940-1944  184, 490, 491, 3413, 25775, 39633, 43794, 45760, 59687, 60323, 70085, 70086, 77728, 77789, 77790, 77807, 82790
Wisner, William H., fl. 1940-1944=Geographical Publishing Co.  84709
Wisner, William H., fl. 1940-1944. [Map of the Caribbean Area with historical notes on the acquisition of territory by the U.S.] [1940]  77728
Wisner, William H., fl. 1940-1944. [Map of the continental United States with historical notes on the acquisition of territory] [1940]  77728
Wisplinghoff, Erich  66476
Wissembourg (France) - Maps - 1552 - Pictorial maps  83601
Wissembourg (France) - Pictorial works - 1552  83601
Wissembourg (France) - Pictorial works - 1620  28148
Wissembourg, Wolff, 1496-1575 SEE Wissenburg, Wolfgang, 1496-1575  83604
Wissenburg, Wolfgang, 1496-1575  12635, 62771, 62772, 62773, 83602, 83603, 83604
Wissenburgh, G. H.  37463
Wissenschaftliche Buchgesellschaft  25874
Wissenschaftliche Zeitschrift der Technischen Universität Dresden (1955-1956)  69718
Wissner, Bernd  23930
Wisteria Advertising Agency (Wildwood, N.J.)  60298, 60299
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Wolin (Poland) - Pictorial works - 1552 83620
Wolkenhauer, August, 1877-1915 51959, 51981
Wolkenhauer, August, 1877-1915. Heimatatlas für Bremen und das Unterwesergebiet 10288
Wolkenhauer, Wilhelm, 1845-1922 17861, 44777, 44782
Wollaston, Francis 7928
Wolmut, Bonifaz, fl. 1522-1579 80202
Wolnik, Jim 42191
Wolpe, Berthold 31605
Wolpertsdyk (Netherlands) SEE Walcheren (Netherlands) 57920
Wolter, John Amadeus, 1925- 8639, 10543, 10590, 10591, 16970, 18547, 18548, 25883, 28799, 41276, 41277, 41942, 44484, 50048, 51882, 58701, 83621
Wolter, Jan, fl. 1697-1761 17862
Wolters, Jan, fl. 1849-1917 SEE Woltjer, J. 8818
Wolters (J.B.), firm, Groningen, Netherlands SEE J.B. Wolters (Firm) 9021, 9025, 9026, 9029, 9030, 9032, 9033, 9034, 9035, 9037, 9044, 9045, 9051
Wolters van der Weij, A. C. S. 70165
Woltersdorf, Ernst Gottlieb, 1725-1761 17862
Woltjer, Jan, 1849-1917 8818
Wolfratsdyk (Netherlands) SEE Walcheren (Netherlands) 57920
Wood, Alberta Auringer 19276, 44887, 70198, 70199
Wood, Barbara 30446
Wood Conversion Company 64859
Wood Conversion Company - Pictorial works - 1959 64859
Wood County 4-H Leaders Association (Wis.) 83648, 83649
Wood County Historical Society (Ohio) 83641
[Wood County (Ohio) - 1888: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 83642
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Wood County, Ohio atlas : landowner maps 1871 & 1858, tract book 1830-1850, road & river tracts, canal land purchases / compiled and published by Wood County Chapter, the Ohio Genealogical Society 83640
Wood County, Ohio, atlases, 1875-1912 83641

Wood County (Ohio) - Maps - 1858-1871 - Landowners 83640
Wood County (Ohio) - Maps - 1875-1912 - Landowners 83641
Wood County (Ohio) - Maps - 1875 - Landowners 5104, 43601
Wood County (Ohio) - Maps - 1888 - Landowners 83642
Wood County (Ohio) - Maps - 1971 - Landowners 83643
Wood County (Ohio) - Maps - 2000 - Road maps 75267
Wood County (Ohio) - Maps - 2005 - Road maps 75269
Wood County, Ohio, plat book & index of owners 83643

[Wood County (Tex.) - 1879: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 83644
[Wood County (Tex.) - 1895: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 83645

Wood County (Tex.) - Maps - 1879 - Landowners 83644
Wood County (Tex.) - Maps - 1895 - Landowners 83645

[Wood County (Wis.) - 1878: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 83646

Wood County (Wis.) - Maps - 1878 - Landowners 83646
Wood County (Wis.) - Maps - 1928 - Landowners 83647
Wood County (Wis.) - Maps - 1968 - Landowners 83648
Wood County (Wis.) - Maps - 1976 - Landowners 83649


Wood Creek Region (N.Y.) - Maps - 1755 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 19130
Wood, Denis 17186, 18307, 18308, 18310, 18311, 28804, 44694, 45017, 45018

Wood-engravers - Biography - Dictionaries - 1911-1935 83650

Wood-engravings 4713, 10782, 13679, 13682, 14742, 18882, 19200, 19515, 19534, 19542, 19544, 20013, 20014, 20038, 20514, 22887, 27332, 27433, 27434, 28351, 30974, 35493, 35535, 37622, 40074, 44318, 44359, 44616, 48266, 48303, 50057, 50528, 50694, 55269, 58924, 61274, 64751, 67956, 67959, 68337, 68894, 69725, 71356, 71359, 71362, 72845, 72846, 73231, 76833, 79409, 80414, 81787, 81813, 81823, 81838, 82635, 82873, 83655

Wood-engravings - Deterioration 22845, 22846

Wood, Eugene 1266
Wood, F. W. 25509
Wood, Fergus J. 18254
Wood, Frances, 1948- 20744
Wood, George W. 29694, 29749, 29777, 29824, 29835, 29849, 29850, 29865, 29868, 29891, 29892, 29895, 29914
Wood, Harry O. (Harry Oscar), 1879-1958 68662
Wood, Henry B. 45445
Wood-Howard Products (San Francisco, Calif.) 79052, 79073
Wood, J. 29023
Wood, J. D., fl. 1930 35168
Wood, John 14350, 28351, 28346, 33518, 33560
Wood, John, 17057-1754 73286, 73287, 73288, 73289
Wood, John, 17057-1754, Choir Gaure, vulgarly called Stonehenge (1747) 73286, 73287, 73288, 73289
Wood, John, Captain 7785
Wood, Joyce 11037
Wood, Junius Boyd, 1877- 82784
Wood, Junius Boyd, 1877-. Homeward flies the mail: a trip with the airmail from Argentina to the United States... (1929) 82784, 82785
Wood, Junius Boyd, 1877- - Travel - Maps - 1929 82784, 82785
Wood, Katharine Hill 58283
Wood, Kenneth A. 7250
Wood, Leonard, 1860-1927 1049, 33688

[Wood printing blocks for a pictorial map of Constantinople and the Dardanelles] 38595
Wood, Richard R. 42616
Wood, Robert Muir 2001
Wood, Roland, 1935- 27160
Wood, Samuel, 1760-1844 16431, 54784
Wood (Samuel S. & William), firm SEE Samuel S. & William Wood (Firm) 29495
Wood (Samuel) & Sons SEE Samuel Wood & Sons 29295
Wood, T. 7893
Wood, W. E. 62026, 67080
Wood, W. H. 58291
Wood, W. Raymond 17258, 18059, 18141, 18142, 18144, 18145, 48248, 49117, 49118, 49119, 49120, 70342, 70343
Wood, William, fl. 1629-1635 53820, 53821, 53822
Wood, William, fl. 1629-1635. New Englands prospect (1634) 53820
Wood, William, fl. 1629-1635. New Englands prospect (1635) 53821
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Woodford County (Ill.) - Maps - 1983 - Landowners 83659
Woodford County, Illinois, triennial atlas & plat book 83658
[Woodford County (Ky.) - 1861: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 83660
[Woodford County (Ky.) - 1870: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 83661
Woodford County (Ky.) - Maps - 1861 - Landowners 83660
Woodford County (Ky.) - Maps - 1870 - Landowners 83661
Woodford County (Ky.) - Maps - 1877 - Landowners 13686
Woodford, E.M. 12300, 12301, 33584
Woodhouse, W. J. (William John), 1866-1937 32885
Woodhouselee, Alexander Fraser Tytler, Lord, 1747-1813 34040, 34140, 34142, 34157
Woodland clearances 41582
Woodland, J. 38681
Woodland, Jas. L. 1978, 21166, 28436, 28556, 70303
Woodland walks in central England / Gerald Wilkinson 49164
Woodland walks in south-west England / Gerald Wilkinson 81554
Woodlawn Cemetery (New York, N.Y.) 83662
Woodlawn Cemetery (New York, N.Y.) - Maps - 1931 83662
Woodlawn (Chicago, Ill.) - Maps - 1893 - Fire risk assessment 84573, 85094
Woodley, O. I. 54757
Woodman, David, 1809-1855. Guide to Texas emigrants (1835) 74513
Woodman & Mutlow SEE T. Woodman & H. Mutlow 58732
Woodman, Pierre 55356
Woodmansterne, Julia 25409
Woodmen of the World Life Insurance Co. 6155
Woodroffe 1801, 8582
Woodruff, Evelyn L., 1946- 61086, 61087, 61097, 61098, 61102, 61103, 61117, 61118, 61123, 61125, 61129, 61133, 61134, 61144, 61145, 61152, 61153, 61180, 61181, 61193, 61194, 61199, 61200, 61210, 61211, 61217, 61218, 61222, 61234, 61235, 61240, 61246, 61249, 61250, 61256
Woods, Betsy 29119
Woods, Bill Milton, 1924-1974 18781, 79476
Woods, C. S. 49538
Woods, Cheryl A. 26669, 26670, 79488
Woods, H. J., Lieut. Col. 36590
Woods Hole Region (Mass.) - Maps - 2010 - Pictorial maps 26502
Woods Hole Region (Mass.) - Maps - 2010 - Tourist maps 26502
Woods, James 69857, 69858
Woods, John, d. 1829. Two years' residence in the settlement on the English Prairie, in the Illinois country, United States ... (1822) 24691, 35427, 35428, 35429
Woods, Joy 13042
Woods, Lewis C. 41086
Woods, Robert 65210
Woodstock (Conn.) - Maps - 1772 - Landowners 83663
Woodstock (Conn.) - Maps - 1866 - Historic Sites 83664
Woodstock (Conn.) - Maps - 1866 - Landowners 83664
Woodstock (Ill.) - Historical geography - Maps - 1902 83665
Woodstock (Ill.) - Maps - 1902 - Pictorial works 83665
Woodstock, Illinois at the turn of the century 83665
Woodstock (N.B.) - Maps - 1889 - Pictorial works 83666
Woodstock, New Brunswick 1889 83666
Woodthorpe, James 29149
Woodthorpe, Vincent 7897, 7922, 62487
Woodward, Arthur, 1898-1986 15704
Woodward, Augustus Brevoort, d. 1827 23357
Woodward, B. B. 25283
Woodward, B. B. (Bernard Bolingbroke), 1816-1889 30008
Woodward, Christopher, 1838- 2364
Woodward, David, 1942-2004 2243, 15786, 17035, 17284, 17285, 17355, 17356, 17396, 17403, 17422, 17863, 17934, 17952, 18216, 18321, 18436, 18457, 18458, 18466, 18563, 18564, 19039, 19040, 19041, 19042, 19043, 22353, 22539, 23715, 23974, 25466, 25467, 25531, 25536, 27220, 27221,
Newberry Library Cartographic Catalog (2015)

Richard Wilkinson 17939
World aeronautical chart, ICAO 1:1,000,000 [for Canada] 16218
World aeronautical charts, [continental United States] 78519
World, Afghanistan to Zimbabwe 7478
The World after the First World War -- 1924 34273
World air routes 1956 84425
The World : an atlas containing thirty four coloured maps with a complete index 8207
World : an excerpt from the British Museum Catalogue of printed maps, charts and plans 84531
The World and Its Peoples Photographed and Described 5702
The World as it is, and as it has been, or, A comprehensive geography and history, ancient and modern / by S.G. Goodrich 29668
The World as it is : containing a view of the present condition of its principal nations ... with anecdotes of distinguished characters, and numerous engravings / by Samuel Perkins 29463, 29481
The World as known to the ancients 24532, 34425
The World as known to the antients / engrav'd by Samuel Neele 34036, 34037
The World at war atlas 84647
[World atlas] 6043, 6044, 6060, 6082, 6145, 6146, 6155, 6192, 6193, 6222, 6223, 6253, 6254, 6285, 6361, 6381, 6382, 6421, 6422, 6467, 6504, 6532, 6585, 6592, 6602, 6627, 6658, 6659, 6708, 6709, 6727, 6730, 6779, 6806, 6807, 6808, 6876, 6898, 6911, 6922, 6926, 6930, 6931, 6936, 6960, 6975, 7016, 7027, 7083, 7107, 7161, 7177, 7273, 7274, 7424, 7433, 7513, 7524, 7525, 8069, 10884, 10926, 10936, 10938
World atlas and gazetteer : ... colored maps and charts of each state in the United States, detailed maps of every country in the world, with special maps of the new European republics : also graphic maps showing the battle lines on the western front a 5861
World atlas and history of the war in maps 6369, 6371
World atlas and international gazetteer 6061, 6083, 6098, 6113
The World atlas / : Atlas mira 10768
World atlas, census edition 7098, 7139
World atlas: classics 6514
World atlas: commonwealth 5960
World atlas: commonwealth edition 5954, 5955, 5968
World atlas: family edition 6728, 6809, 6810, 6877, 6899, 6900
World atlas for Cyprus schools 8494
World atlas for the home 6715
World atlas: ideal edition 6147, 6168, 6194
World atlas: imperial edition 6710, 6729, 6755, 6780, 6781, 6782, 6811, 6878, 6901, 6918, 6937, 6961
World atlas: international 6121, 6257
World atlas: international edition 5956, 5979, 5992, 5993, 6008, 6027, 6084, 6114, 6115, 6148, 6149, 6195, 6224, 6225, 6286, 6287, 6312, 6313, 6350, 6351, 6367
World atlas / [maps and index by Bill Willett, cartographic editor, David Gaylard ... [et al.] ; maps prepared by George Philip Cartographic Services Ltd. ; text prepared by Gerald A. Danzer] 7184
World atlas: new library edition 6062
World atlas: architecture 7170
World atlas of Christian missions 5736, 50075
World atlas of commercial geology 5862
World atlas of exploration 23643
A World atlas of military history 49242
World atlas of military history, 1861-1945 49240
World atlas of military history (1945-1984) 34031, 49243
The World atlas of mysteries / Francis Hitching 22578
World atlas of nations 7275, 7304, 7409, 7434
World atlas of railways / O.S. Nock 66171
World atlas of revolution 7159
World atlas of revolutions 8584
World atlas of shipping 8575
World atlas of today 6300
The World atlas of warfare : military innovations that changed the course of history 49244
The World atlas of wine : a complete guide to the wines & spirits of the world / Hugh Johnson 83025
World atlas: pictorial edition 6050, 6072, 6085
World atlas: pocket edition 5957, 5958
The World atlas : pocket size 7548
World atlas: premier 6122, 6154, 6258, 6259, 6320, 6321, 6397
World atlas: premier edition 5959, 5980, 6009, 6028, 6029, 6030, 6051, 6063, 6086, 6087, 6116, 6117, 6150, 6151, 6169, 6206, 6226, 6227, 6241, 6255, 6288, 6289, 6290, 6314, 6315, 6352, 6362, 6363, 6403
World atlas: readers 6016, 6123, 6294, 6384, 6506
World atlas: readers edition 5994, 6006, 6007, 6010, 6011, 6012, 6042, 6064, 6118, 6119, 6152, 6228, 6256, 6291, 6292, 6316, 6317, 6318, 6341, 6342, 6353, 6383, 6404
World atlas & review 7396
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World history - Maps - 1500 20800
World history - Maps - 1606 7752
World history - Maps - 1657 34124
World history - Maps - 1660 18868
World history - Maps - 1661 18869
World history - Maps - 1671 34031
World history - Maps - 1700 7775, 34125
World history - Maps - 1701 28987
World history - Maps - 1705-1720 83697
World history - Maps - 1708 9133
World history - Maps - 1712 34360
World history - Maps - 1722 34126
World history - Maps - 1725-1731 28997
World history - Maps - 1729 34033
World history - Maps - 1730 34034, 34127
World history - Maps - 1736 34365
World history - Maps - 1739 29011
World history - Maps - 1740 34128
World history - Maps - 1742 34367
World history - Maps - 1746 34368
World history - Maps - 1749 29021
World history - Maps - 1752 34129, 34130, 34131, 34132
World history - Maps - 1753 34133
World history - Maps - 1754 29026, 34035
World history - Maps - 1758 29029
World history - Maps - 1763 34134, 84119
World history - Maps - 1764 29038
World history - Maps - 1769 34135
World history - Maps - 1771 29046
World history - Maps - 1775 30652
World history - Maps - 1778 34136
World history - Maps - 1779 34137
World history - Maps - 1782 29064, 34036
World history - Maps - 1782-1783 7857
World history - Maps - 1783 34037
World history - Maps - 1785 7862, 29073
World history - Maps - 1786 9238
World history - Maps - 1788 30653
World history - Maps - 1789-1946 83698
World history - Maps - 1790 34138
World history - Maps - 1794-1795 29099
World history - Maps - 1797 29116
World history - Maps - 1797-1802 29113
World history - Maps - 1799 34139
World history - Maps - 1800 34375
World history - Maps - 1801 34140
World history - Maps - 1807 9287, 34040
World history - Maps - 1809 29207, 34381, 34382
World history - Maps - 1814 7936, 9302, 34386, 34387
World history - Maps - 1815 34042
World history - Maps - 1816 34141
World history - Maps - 1817 7948, 9309, 34142
World history - Maps - 1818 34143
World history - Maps - 1820 4634, 4635
World history - Maps - 1821 4641, 9320
World history - Maps - 1822 9322, 34395
World history - Maps - 1823 9326
World history - Maps - 1826 9330, 10651
World history - Maps - 1827 7695, 7696
World history - Maps - 1828 9336, 34144, 34399
World history - Maps - 1828 - Manuscripts 34145
World history - Maps - 1829 9338, 34146, 34401, 34402
World history - Maps - 1830 34049, 34147, 34148
World history - Maps - 1831 34405
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| World history - Maps - 1896-1902 | 83705 |
| World history - Maps - 1897 | 34229, 34230, 34231, 34482, 83707 |
| World history - Maps - 1898 | 9498 |
| World history - Maps - 1899 | 5472, 34232, 34233, 34234, 34235, 34236, 34237 |
| World history - Maps - 1900 | 34239, 34240, 34241, 34242 |
| World history - Maps - 1900-1999 | 34238 |
| World history - Maps - 1901 | 7714, 9504, 34243, 34244, 34245 |
| World history - Maps - 1902 | 34246, 34247 |
| World history - Maps - 1903 | 34248 |
| World history - Maps - 1904 | 34085, 34249 |
| World history - Maps - 1905 | 9508, 34250, 34251, 34252 |
| World history - Maps - 1906 | 9509, 83708 |
| World history - Maps - 1907 | 34253, 34254, 34255, 34256 |
| World history - Maps - 1908 | 30531, 30532 |
| World history - Maps - 1909 | 34087 |
| World history - Maps - 1910 | 34257, 34258 |
| World history - Maps - 1911 | 34259, 34260, 83709 |
| World history - Maps - 1912 | 8391, 9515, 34261, 34262, 34263 |
| World history - Maps - 1913 | 34264, 34265, 34266 |
| World history - Maps - 1913 Atlases, Dutch - 1913 (Provisional Heading) | 34267 |
| World history - Maps - 1915 | 34268, 34388 |
| World history - Maps - 1916 | 34269 |
| World history - Maps - 1917 | 83710 |
| World history - Maps - 1918 | 34270, 34271, 83711 |
| World history - Maps - 1920 | 30860, 34092, 34099, 34272, 34495 |
| World history - Maps - 1921 | 83712 |
| World history - Maps - 1924 | 34273 |
| World history - Maps - 1925 | 34274, 83713 |
| World history - Maps - 1926 | 34275, 34276 |
| World history - Maps - 1927 | 34277, 34278, 34279 |
| World history - Maps - 1928 | 10259, 10260 |
| World history - Maps - 1929 | 26442, 34280, 34281, 34282, 34283, 34284 |
| World history - Maps - 1930-1939 - Manuscripts | 84338 |
| World history - Maps - 1931 | 34285, 34286, 34287, 83714 |
| World history - Maps - 1932 | 34288 |
| World history - Maps - 1934 | 84550 |
| World history - Maps - 1935 | 34289, 34290, 34497, 84551 |
| World history - Maps - 1936 | 34292 |
| World history - Maps - 1936-1941 | 34291 |
| World history - Maps - 1937 | 25829, 25830, 34293, 34294, 34295 |
| World history - Maps - 1938 | 83715 |
| World history - Maps - 1939 | 34296, 83716 |
| World history - Maps - 1940 | 34297, 83717 |
| World history - Maps - 1941 | 34107, 34298 |
| World history - Maps - 1942 | 30595, 34299, 83718 |
| World history - Maps - 1944 | 34300 |
| World history - Maps - 1944-1954 | 84559 |
| World history - Maps - 1945-1984 Atlases - 1985 (Provisional Heading) | 34301 |
| World history - Maps - 1947 | 34108, 34302 |
| World history - Maps - 1949 | 34499, 83719 |
| World history - Maps - 1951 | 34303 |
| World history - Maps - 1953 | 34304 |
| World history - Maps - 1954 | 30861, 34305 |
| World history - Maps - 1955 | 34306 |
| World history - Maps - 1956 | 34307, 34308, 34309, 34310 |
| World history - Maps - 1957 | 34311, 34312, 34313 |
| World history - Maps - 1958 | 34502 |
| World history - Maps - 1959 | 34314, 34315 |
| World history - Maps - 1960 | 83720 |
| World history - Maps - 1960 - Explorations | 34316 |
| World history - Maps - 1961 | 83721, 83722, 83723, 83724, 83725 |
| World history - Maps - 1962 | 6663, 34113, 84553 |
| World history - Maps - 1963 | 34317, 34318, 34319, 83726 |
| World history - Maps - 1965 | 34114, 83727, 83728 |
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The World, less polar regions  84454
[World map]  83799, 83810, 83821, 83841, 83842, 83851, 83923, 83924, 83935, 83966, 83972, 83974, 84091, 84292, 84452
The World map, 1300-1492 : the persistence of tradition and transformation / Evelyn Edson  30863
[World map, 1459]  83786
[World map, 1482]  83796
[World map, 1490]  83801
[World map, 1511]  83840
[World map, 1513]  83848
[World map, 1536]  83878
[World map, 1544]  83892
[World map, 1550]  83900
[World map, 1617]  83995
[World map, 1675]  84046
[World map, 1690]  84057
[World map, 1693]  84059
[World map, 170-?]  84068
[World map, 1713]  84083
The world map: a simple guide.  3rd ed.  66751
World map book : political atlas  7362
[World map by C. Claeszoon, 1650]  84020
[World map by François Van den Hoeye of 1661]  84038
The World map by Richard of Haldingham in Hereford Cathedral ...  83772
[World map, ca. 1300]  83771, 83773
[World map, ca. 1459]  83787
[World map, compiled ca. 776]  83759
[World map, ca. 1545 / Pero Fernandes]  83893
[World map, in 2 hemispheres]  84272
[World map in elliptical form without title]  83950
[World map in gores]  83998
[World map in gores] / Antonivs Florianvs vtin.  83907
[World map in the form of four hemispheres]  84422
[World map in two hemispheres] / anag: Samuel Purcas  83999
[World map / ... Joan Stabius Au. hac orbis imaginem dedicat ; Imp. Caes. Maximilianus P. F. Aug. Privilegio ... 1515  83850
World map = Karta Mira : 1:2,500,000  84459
World map = Maps  - 1930-1939 - Pictorial maps  83755
World map - Maps - 1944 - Airways  83756
[World map of 1511 (1983 facsimile) / Bernardo Sylvano]  83844
World map of 1611: Pieter van den Keere  9040
World map of 1624: Blaeu & Hondius  9036
The World map of 1624 by Willem Jansz. Blaeu & Jodocus Hondius  83996
The World map of 1669 by Jodocus Hondius the elder & Nicolaas Visscher  84042
World map of 1669: Hondius & Visscher  9038
[World map of airways] / Swissair  84469
World map of ca. 1600  84734
[World map of climatic regions]  83797, 83807, 83837, 83838, 83861
The World map of Ferdinand Verbiest, 1674  80032
World map of Francesco Roselli drawn on an oval projection and printed from a woodcut supplementing the fifteenth century maps in the second edition of the Isolario of Bartolomeo dali Sonetti : Printed in Italy anno Domini MDXXXII / described by George  67362
[World map of vegetation]  79884
[World map on gnomonic projection and 10 horological diagrams] / Franciscus Ritter fac. Ao. 1640  75197
[World map on Miller's modified projection]  84438
[World map on Miller's modified projection]  84438
[World map on Ptolemy's conic projection]  83805
[World map] / Paulus de furlanis Veronensis opus hoc exmi. Cosmographi Dni. Iacobi gastaldi Pedemontani Instaurauit, et ... aurato AEquiti Dno. Paulo michaeli Vincentino ; Venetis, Joan Francisci Carotiti ... anno MDLXII  83915
[World map] / Paulus de furlanis Veronensis opus hoc exmi. Cosmographi Dno. Iacobi Gastaldi Pedemontani Instaurauit ... et aurato AEQuiti Dno. Paulo michaeli Vincentino ; Venetis, Joan Francisci Carotiti aereis formis ... anno MDLX  83910
[World map showing "The Union" and "The Triangle" powers] / [George] Salter  84673
[World map, with enlarged Antarctic region divided into satirical 'countries']  83983
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Map Type</th>
<th>Call Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>World maps</td>
<td>32182, 38488, 74141, 74142, 84542</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World maps - 0100-0199</td>
<td>83757</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World maps - 0700-0799 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>83758</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World maps - 0776 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>83759</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World maps - 0900-0999 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>83760</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World maps - 1100-1199 - History</td>
<td>18105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World maps - 1154 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>83761, 83762</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World maps - 1190 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>83763</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World maps - 1200-1500 - Manuscripts - Bibliography</td>
<td>83764</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World maps - 1200-1599 - History</td>
<td>18104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World maps - 1200 - History</td>
<td>80038</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World maps - 1240 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>83765, 83766, 83767, 83768</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World maps - 1300-1399 - Manuscripts</td>
<td>83769</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World maps - 1300 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>66749, 66750, 66751, 83770, 83771, 83772, 83773, 83774, 83775</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World maps - 1320 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>83776</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World maps - 1325 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>83777</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World maps - 1367 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>83778</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World maps - 1400-1499 - Facsimiles</td>
<td>31976</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World maps - 1425 - Manuscripts</td>
<td>22308</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World maps - 1440 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>83779, 83780</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World maps - 1448 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>83781</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World maps - 1450 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>83782, 83783</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World maps - 1452-1453 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>83784, 83785</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World maps - 1459 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>45556, 45557, 83786, 83787, 83788, 83789</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World maps - 1470 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>83790, 83791</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World maps - 1472</td>
<td>74136, 74137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World maps - 1472 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>83792</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World maps - 1478</td>
<td>28852</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World maps - 1480</td>
<td>10555, 83793, 83794, 83795</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World maps - 1482</td>
<td>44842, 83796</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World maps - 1485 - Climate</td>
<td>83797</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World maps - 1486</td>
<td>83798, 83799</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World maps - 1489</td>
<td>74138</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World maps - 1489 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>83800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World maps - 1490</td>
<td>83801, 83805</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World maps - 1490 - Manuscript maps - Facsimiles</td>
<td>83802</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World maps - 1490 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>83803, 83804</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World maps - 1492</td>
<td>3766, 12073, 12074, 12075, 12076, 12077, 31977, 31978, 31979, 31979</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World maps - 1492-1493 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>83806</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World maps - 1492 - Climate</td>
<td>83807</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World maps - 1493</td>
<td>74139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World maps - 1493 - Manuscripts</td>
<td>83809</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World maps - 1493 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>83808</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World maps - 1500</td>
<td>57047, 83820</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World maps - 1500-1599 - Manuscripts</td>
<td>83813</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World maps - 1500-1599 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>22282, 83810, 83811, 83812</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World maps - 1500-1599 - Manuscripts - Forgeries - Facsimiles</td>
<td>44964</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World maps - 1500-1599 - Nautical charts, Manuscript - Facsimiles</td>
<td>83814</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World maps - 1500-1599 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>83815, 83816, 83817, 83818</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World maps - 1500-1699 - Facsimiles</td>
<td>83819</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World maps - 1500 - Manuscript maps</td>
<td>83821</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World maps - 1500 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>83822, 83823, 83824, 83825, 83826, 83827</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World maps - 1501-1525 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>10725</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World maps - 1502 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>83828</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World maps - 1502 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>1525</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World maps - 1503 - Climate</td>
<td>74140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World maps - 1504 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>83829</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World maps - 1504 - Nautical charts, Manuscript - Facsimiles</td>
<td>83830</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World maps - 1505 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>83831</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World maps - 1507</td>
<td>1853, 28862, 28863, 80664, 80669, 80670, 80671, 80672, 83832, 83833, 83834, 83835, 83836</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World maps - 1508</td>
<td>10552, 10553, 10554</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World maps - 1508 - Climate</td>
<td>83837, 83838</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World maps - 1509 - Manuscripts - Forgeries</td>
<td>83839</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World maps - 1511</td>
<td>80664, 83840, 83841, 83842, 83844</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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World maps - 1511 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 83843
World maps - 1512 83845
World maps - 1512 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 83846
World maps - 1512 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Forgeries 83847
World maps - 1513 83848, 83849
World maps - 1514 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 41870
World maps - 1515 31980, 83850
World maps - 1516 - Manuscripts - Forgeries - Facsimiles 83851
World maps - 1516 - Nautical charts 1853, 80671, 83834, 83835, 83853, 83854
World maps - 1516 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Forgeries 83852
World maps - 1518 83855
World maps - 1519 - Manuscripts - Forgeries 44964
World maps - 1519 - Nautical charts, Manuscript - Forgeries - Facsimiles 83856
World maps - 1520 2240, 28873, 83857
World maps - 1522 10552, 10553, 10554, 28874, 83858
World maps - 1525 28875
World maps - 1525 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Forgeries 83859
World maps - 1527 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 83860
World maps - 1528 83862
World maps - 1528 - Climate 83861
World maps - 1529 7636, 83863, 83864
World maps - 1530 83865, 83866, 83868
World maps - 1530 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 83867
World maps - 1531 44656
World maps - 1532 83869, 83870, 83871, 83872, 83873, 83874
World maps - 1534 2135, 79750, 83875, 83876, 83877
World maps - 1536 83879
World maps - 1536 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 83878
World maps - 1540 9552, 83885, 83886
World maps - 1540-1549 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 83880, 83881
World maps - 1540-1606 83882
World maps - 1540 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 83883, 83884
World maps - 1541 31981, 31982
World maps - 1542 83887
World maps - 1542 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 83888
World maps - 1543 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 83889
World maps - 1544 83890, 83892
World maps - 1544 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 83891
World maps - 1545 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 83893
World maps - 1546 83894
World maps - 1546 - Nautical charts, Manuscript - Facsimiles 83895, 83896
World maps - 1546 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 83897
World maps - 1547 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 83898
World maps - 1548 83899
World maps - 1550 83900, 83901
World maps - 1550 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 83902
World maps - 1552 83903, 83904
World maps - 1553-1564 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 10573
World maps - 1553 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 83905
World maps - 1554 83906
World maps - 1555 83907
World maps - 1556 83908
World maps - 1559 83909
World maps - 1559 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 10729, 10730
World maps - 1560 31983, 83910, 83911
World maps - 1560 - Nautical charts - Gores (Maps) - Manuscripts 10582
World maps - 1560 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 83912
World maps - 1561 83913, 83914
World maps - 1561 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 22298
World maps - 1562 83915
World maps - 1563 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 83916
World maps - 1564 83917, 83918
World maps - 1565 83919, 83920
World maps - 1565-1575 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 10732
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World maps - 1566  83921, 83922
World maps - 1566-1567 - Ecclesiastical geography  75493
World maps - 1566 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  83923
World maps - 1567 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  83924
World maps - 1568 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  10735
World maps - 1569  46078, 57875, 83925, 83927, 83928
World maps - 1569 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  83926
World maps - 1570  6325, 83929, 83930, 83932
World maps - 1570 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  83931
World maps - 1570 - Nautical charts, Manuscript - Facsimiles  10736
World maps - 1570 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  10737, 10738
World maps - 1571  83933
World maps - 1571 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  10739, 10740
World maps - 1573 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  83934, 83935
World maps - 1573 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  10741
World maps - 1574  31984, 31985
World maps - 1576  83936
World maps - 1577  83938
World maps - 1577-1580 - Explorations  83937, 83940
World maps - 1578 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  83939
World maps - 1580 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  10581, 10742
World maps - 1581  83940
World maps - 1582 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  10583
World maps - 1583 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  10585
World maps - 1584  83941
World maps - 1585 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  83942, 83943
World maps - 1587  83944, 83945, 83946
World maps - 1587-1606  83947
World maps - 1587 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  83948, 83949, 83950
World maps - 1588  83951, 83952
World maps - 1589  83953, 83954, 83956, 83957
World maps - 1589 - Manuscripts  83955
World maps - 1590  28926, 59648, 59649, 83958
World maps - 1590-1606 - Climate  34030
World maps - 1592 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  83959
World maps - 1593  83960, 83961, 83962
World maps - 1594 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts  10590, 45824
World maps - 1595  9563, 83963
World maps - 1596  83964
World maps - 1597  83965
World maps - 1597 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  83966
World maps - 1598  83967
World maps - 1598-1606  12647
World maps - 1599  83968, 83969, 83970, 84734
World maps - 1600  83975
World maps - 1600-1699 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  83971, 83972
World maps - 1600 - Manuscript maps  83973
World maps - 1600 - Manuscripts  83974
World maps - 1601  83976
World maps - 1601 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  83977
World maps - 1602  83978, 83979, 83980, 83981, 83982
World maps - 1605  13225
World maps - 1605 - Allegorical maps  83983
World maps - 1606  83985, 83986
World maps - 1606-1607  83984
World maps - 1607  83987
World maps - 1608  83988, 83989
World maps - 1610  31987, 75196, 83990
World maps - 1610 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  83991
World maps - 1611  83992, 83993
World maps - 1612  83994
World maps - 1615-1623 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  9082
World maps - 1617  83995
World maps - 1624  83996
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| World maps - 1625 | 83997, 83998, 83999 |
| World maps - 1625 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles | 84000 |
| World maps - 1625 - Religions | 84001 |
| World maps - 1626 | 84002, 84003 |
| World maps - 1630 | 84004, 84005, 84006, 84011 |
| World maps - 1630-1639 | 84007, 84008 |
| World maps - 1630-1658 | 84009 |
| World maps - 1630 - Nautical charts, Manuscript - Facsimiles | 84010 |
| World maps - 1632 | 84012 |
| World maps - 1634 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles | 84013, 84014 |
| World maps - 1636 | 84015 |
| World maps - 1636 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts | 45845 |
| World maps - 1638 | 84016 |
| World maps - 1640 | 17945 |
| World maps - 1640-1660 | 75197, 75198 |
| World maps - 1645 | 84017 |
| World maps - 1646 | 84018 |
| World maps - 1647 | 84019 |
| World maps - 1650 | 84020 |
| World maps - 1651 | 216, 84021, 84022, 84023 |
| World maps - 1652 - Hydrography | 84024 |
| World maps - 1653 | 84025 |
| World maps - 1655 | 84026 |
| World maps - 1658 | 84027 |
| World maps - 1659 - Climate | 84028 |
| World maps - 1660 | 84029, 84030, 84031, 84032, 84033, 84037 |
| World maps - 1660-1669 | 84034, 84035, 84036 |
| World maps - 1660 - Manuscripts | 84037 |
| World maps - 1661 | 84038 |
| World maps - 1662 | 84039 |
| World maps - 1665 - Ocean currents - Manuscripts | 84040 |
| World maps - 1667 | 84041 |
| World maps - 1669 | 84042, 84043 |
| World maps - 1670 | 84044 |
| World maps - 1674 - Commerce | 84045 |
| World maps - 1675 | 84046 |
| World maps - 1680 | 84047, 84048, 84049, 84050 |
| World maps - 1682 | 84051 |
| World maps - 1684 | 84052 |
| World maps - 1686 | 84053 |
| World maps - 1687 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles | 84054 |
| World maps - 1688 | 84055 |
| World maps - 1690 | 84056, 84057 |
| World maps - 1691 | 84058 |
| World maps - 1693 | 84059, 84060 |
| World maps - 1695 | 20874, 84061 |
| World maps - 1696 | 84062 |
| World maps - 1698 | 84063 |
| World maps - 1700 | 34125, 84064, 84065, 84066, 84067, 84069 |
| World maps - 1700-1709 | 84068 |
| World maps - 1701 | 84070 |
| World maps - 1702-1710 | 9596 |
| World maps - 1703 | 84071, 84073 |
| World maps - 1703 - Climate | 21075 |
| World maps - 1703 - History, Ancient | 84072 |
| World maps - 1703 - Time - Systems and standards | 84074 |
| World maps - 1705 | 84075 |
| World maps - 1709 | 84076, 84077 |
| World maps - 1710 | 84078, 84079, 84080, 84081 |
| World maps - 1710-1719 | 84082 |
| World maps - 1713 | 84083 |
| World maps - 1715 | 84084 |
| World maps - 1717 | 84085 |
| World maps - 1720 | 84086 |
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World maps - 1721  84087, 84088
World maps - 1728 - Nautical charts  84089
World maps - 1729  84090
World maps - 1730  34127, 84091, 84092
World maps - 1730 - Climate  84093
World maps - 1733  84094
World maps - 1734  84095
World maps - 1734 - Creation  22379
World maps - 1739  84096
World maps - 1740  34128, 84097, 84098
World maps - 1741  84099
World maps - 1741 - Language and languages  84100
World maps - 1744  84101, 84102, 84105
World maps - 1744 - Geomagnetism  84103
World maps - 1744 - Nautical charts  84104
World maps - 1745  84106
World maps - 1746  84107, 84108
World maps - 1747  84109
World maps - 1747 - Geomagnetism  84110
World maps - 1748  84111
World maps - 1748 - Solar eclipses  84112
World maps - 1750-1759 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  84113
World maps - 1752  34129, 34130, 34131, 34132, 84114, 84115
World maps - 1753  84116
World maps - 1758  31990
World maps - 1760  84117
World maps - 1761  84118
World maps - 1763  34370, 84119
World maps - 1764  84120
World maps - 1765 - Geomagnetism  84121
World maps - 1766  84122, 84123
World maps - 1769-1780 - Explorations  84124
World maps - 1769  84125
World maps - 1772  84126, 84127, 84128
World maps - 1774  84129, 84130
World maps - 1775  84131, 84132
World maps - 1775 - Manuscripts  45019
World maps - 1776  84133
World maps - 1778  84134
World maps - 1780  84136, 84137
World maps - 1780-1789 - Geomagnetism  84135
World maps - 1781  84138, 84139, 84140, 84141
World maps - 1782  34036
World maps - 1783  34037, 84142, 84143, 84144
World maps - 1783-1786 - Geomagnetism  30951
World maps - 1784  29070, 84145, 84146, 84147
World maps - 1785  84148, 84149, 84151
World maps - 1785 - Maps, Physical  84150
World maps - 1786  84152
World maps - 1787  84153, 84154
World maps - 1788  84155
World maps - 1788 - Solar eclipses  70269
World maps - 1789  84156, 84157
World maps - 1790  84158, 84159
World maps - 1791  84160
World maps - 1792 - Cities and towns  84161
World maps - 1793  84162, 84163
World maps - 1794  84164, 84165, 84167, 84168, 84169, 84170
World maps - 1794 - Explorations  84166
World maps - 1795  65104
World maps - 1796  84171, 84172
World maps - 1797  31993, 84173, 84174
World maps - 1798  29122, 31995, 84175, 84176, 84178
World maps - 1798 - History, Ancient  84177
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World maps - 1800 31997, 32234, 84179, 84180, 84181
World maps - 1801 84182
World maps - 1801 - Maps, Physical 84183
World maps - 1802 29148, 84184, 84185
World maps - 1803-1806 1015
World maps - 1804 84186, 84187, 84188, 84189, 84190, 84191
World maps - 1805 84192
World maps - 1806 84193
World maps - 1807 84194
World maps - 1809 29210, 29211
World maps - 1810 - Maps, Outline and base 9294
World maps - 1811 29228, 29229, 84196, 84197
World maps - 1811 - Mines and Mineral Resources 84195
World maps - 1812 84198
World maps - 1813 30786, 84199
World maps - 1813 - Maps, Outline and base 9294
World maps - 1813 - Minerals and Mineral Resources 84195
World maps - 1814 84200, 84201, 84202, 84203
World maps - 1815 84204
World maps - 1815 - Population 84204
World maps - 1815 - Religions 84204
World maps - 1816 84206, 84207
World maps - 1816-1950 - Cholera 84205
World maps - 1816 - Ecclesiastical geography 50061
World maps - 1816 - Missions 50061
World maps - 1817 31999, 84208, 84209
World maps - 1818 29271, 29272, 29295, 29296
World maps - 1819 84210, 84211
World maps - 1820-1829 32000
World maps - 1821 84212, 84213, 84216, 84217, 84218, 84219
World maps - 1821 - Politics and government 84214, 84215
World maps - 1821 - Religions 84214, 84215
World maps - 1822 29335, 84220
World maps - 1823 - Agriculture 84221, 84222
World maps - 1823 - Climate 84221, 84222
World maps - 1823 - Temperature 84221, 84222
World maps - 1825 32002, 84223, 84225
World maps - 1825 - Games, Geographical 84224
World maps - 1825 - Geomagnetism 30952, 30953
World maps - 1826 84226, 84227
World maps - 1827 34398
World maps - 1828 84228
World maps - 1829 84230
World maps - 1829 - Discovery and exploration 84229
World maps - 1830 32003
World maps - 1831 84233
World maps - 1831 - Animals - Pictorial maps 84231, 84232
World maps - 1831 - Animals - Pictorial maps 84231, 84232
World maps - 1831 - Animals - Pictorial maps 84231, 84232
World maps - 1831 - Animals - Pictorial maps 84231, 84232
World maps - 1832 84234
World maps - 1834 84235
World maps - 1834 - Facsimiles 84235
World maps - 1835 84236
World maps - 1836 32004, 84237
World maps - 1837 32005
World maps - 1838 8031, 84238
World maps - 1838-1845 84239
World maps - 1838-1845 - Atmospheric temperature 84239
World maps - 1838-1845 - Ocean currents 84239
World maps - 1838-1845 - Temperature measurements 84239
World maps - 1838-1845 - Winds 84239
World maps - 1838 - Commerce 84240
World maps - 1839 - Missions 84241
World maps - 1840 29489, 84242, 84243, 84244, 84246, 84247, 84248
World maps - 1840-1849 84245
World maps - 1841 84249, 84250, 84251
World maps - 1842 34425
World maps - 1843 - Animals - Pictorial maps 84252
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>World maps - 1843 - Climate</th>
<th>84252</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>World maps - 1843 - Maps, Outline and base</td>
<td>9381</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World maps - 1843 - Missions</td>
<td>9726</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World maps - 1843 - Temperature</td>
<td>84252</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World maps - 1844</td>
<td>75199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World maps - 1845</td>
<td>84253, 84255</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World maps - 1845 - Photographs</td>
<td>46138</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World maps - 1845 - Politics and government</td>
<td>84254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World maps - 1845 - Religions</td>
<td>84254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World maps - 1846</td>
<td>84256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World maps - 1847</td>
<td>84257, 84258</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World maps - 1848</td>
<td>84259</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World maps - 1849 - Ocean Travel</td>
<td>84260</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World maps - 1850</td>
<td>32006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World maps - 1851</td>
<td>84261, 84262</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World maps - 1853</td>
<td>84263, 84264</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World maps - 1854</td>
<td>57758</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World maps - 1854 - Cities and towns</td>
<td>8116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World maps - 1855</td>
<td>57760, 57761, 76771, 84267</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World maps - 1855 - Agriculture</td>
<td>84266</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World maps - 1855 - Animals</td>
<td>84265</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World maps - 1855 - Climate</td>
<td>84266</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World maps - 1855 - Economics</td>
<td>84265</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World maps - 1855 - Ocean currents</td>
<td>84268</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World maps - 1855 - Physiographic provinces</td>
<td>84268</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World maps - 1855 - Vegetation surveys</td>
<td>84266</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World maps - 1855 - Watersheds</td>
<td>84268</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World maps - 1856</td>
<td>60295</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World maps - 1856 - Trade routes</td>
<td>84270</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World maps - 1856 - Winds</td>
<td>84269, 84270</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World maps - 1858</td>
<td>84271</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World maps - 1859-1870</td>
<td>39470</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World maps - 1860</td>
<td>44545, 84272, 84276</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World maps - 1860 - Agriculture</td>
<td>84275</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World maps - 1860 - Animals</td>
<td>84273, 84274</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World maps - 1860 - Atmospheric temperature</td>
<td>84278, 84279</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World maps - 1860 - Birds</td>
<td>84273, 84274</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World maps - 1860 - Climate</td>
<td>84275, 84278, 84279</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World maps - 1860 - Economics</td>
<td>84273, 84274</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World maps - 1860 - Ocean currents</td>
<td>84277</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World maps - 1860 - Rain and rainfall</td>
<td>84275</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World maps - 1860 - Temperature</td>
<td>84278, 84279</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World maps - 1860 - Vegetation surveys</td>
<td>84275</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World maps - 1860 - Weather</td>
<td>84278, 84279</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World maps - 1861</td>
<td>84280, 84281</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World maps - 1862 - Maps, Outline and base</td>
<td>4979</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World maps - 1863 - Ocean currents</td>
<td>84282</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World maps - 1864</td>
<td>2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World maps - 1865</td>
<td>8158, 84283</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World maps - 1866</td>
<td>84284, 84285</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World maps - 1867</td>
<td>84286</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World maps - 1869</td>
<td>81858</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World maps - 1872</td>
<td>84287, 84288, 84289</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World maps - 1873 - Climate</td>
<td>84290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World maps - 1873 - Geopolitics</td>
<td>84290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World maps - 1873 - Railroads, Proposed</td>
<td>84290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World maps - 1873 - Rain and rainfall</td>
<td>60300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World maps - 1874</td>
<td>50707</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World maps - 1875</td>
<td>46643</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World maps - 1875 - Jigsaw puzzle maps</td>
<td>84291</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World maps - 1876</td>
<td>30075, 76868</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World maps - 1882</td>
<td>30222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World maps - 1882 - Commerce</td>
<td>30223</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World maps - 1883</td>
<td>84292, 84293</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
World maps - 1884 - Bicycle trails 84294
World maps - 1884 - Railroads 84295
World maps - 1884 - Shipping 84295
World maps - 1884 - Transportation 84295
World maps - 1885 84297, 84299
World maps - 1885 - Agriculture 84296
World maps - 1885 - Animals 84296
World maps - 1885 - Birds 84296
World maps - 1885 - Ecclesiastical geography 84298
World maps - 1885 - Maps, Physical 84298
World maps - 1885 - Plants 84296
World maps - 1885 - Projections 84300, 84301, 84302
World maps - 1885 - Religions 84298
World maps - 1885 - Weather 84298
World maps - 1885 - Winds 84298
World maps - 1886 84303
World maps - 1887 32009, 84304
World maps - 1888 84305
World maps - 1890 32012
World maps - 1890-1899 32010, 32011, 84306
World maps - 1891 32014, 32015, 84307
World maps - 1891 - Ocean currents 84308
World maps - 1892 32016
World maps - 1892 - Ocean currents 84309
World maps - 1893 - Trade routes 76986
World maps - 1900 32024, 32025, 32026, 84310, 84311
World maps - 1900-1999 32018, 32019, 32020, 32021
World maps - 1900 - Jigsaw puzzle maps 32022
World maps - 1901 32027
World maps - 1902 76227
World maps - 1908 32028, 32029, 35668
World maps - 1908 - Automobile racing 56794, 56795
World maps - 1909 32030, 75200
World maps - 1909 - Geodesy 28766
World maps - 1909 - Transportation 84312
World maps - 1910 32031, 32032
World maps - 1910-1919 84314, 84315
World maps - 1910-1919 - Colonies 84313
World maps - 1910 - Geodesy 28767
World maps - 1912-1935 84316
World maps - 1912 - Commerce 84317
World maps - 1912 - Geodesy 28768
World maps - 1912 - Shipping 84317
World maps - 1913 32033, 41601, 53996, 75432, 84321
World maps - 1913 - Meridians (Geodesy) 84318
World maps - 1913 - Trade routes 84319, 84320, 84322
World maps - 1913 - Weather 84322
World maps - 1913 - Winds 84322
World maps - 1914 - Games, Geographical 84323
World maps - 1916 - Propaganda maps 84324
World maps - 1918 32343
World maps - 1919 66776, 84325
World maps - 1920 8424, 32039
World maps - 1920-1929 32034, 32035, 32036, 32037, 32038
World maps - 1920 - Cables, Submarine 84326
World maps - 1920 - Merchant marine 84326
World maps - 1920 - Ocean currents 84326
World maps - 1920 - Shipping 84326
World maps - 1920 - Steamboat lines 84326, 84327
World maps - 1920 - Telegraph lines 84326
World maps - 1920 - Trade routes 84326, 84327
World maps - 1922 32040
World maps - 1922-1940 41690
World maps - 1923 8434, 32043
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| World maps - 1925 | 84328 |
| World maps - 1925 - Steamboat lines | 84329 |
| World maps - 1925 - Trade routes | 84329 |
| World maps - 1927 - Land use | 84397 |
| World maps - 1928 - Courts | 84330 |
| World maps - 1928 - Jurisprudence | 84330 |
| World maps - 1928 - Law | 84330 |
| World maps - 1928 - Missions | 84331 |
| World maps - 1928 - Navy-yards and naval stations | 84332 |
| World maps - 1928 - Voyages and travels - Index maps | 84333 |
| World maps - 1929-1939 - Airways | 624 |
| World maps - 1929 - Courts | 84334 |
| World maps - 1929 - Jurisprudence | 84334 |
| World maps - 1929 - Law | 84334 |
| World maps - 1930 | 32045, 32046, 32047, 32048, 32049, 32050, 84341 |
| World maps - 1930-1939 - Airways | 84335 |
| World maps - 1930-1939 - Atmospheric temperature | 84336, 84339 |
| World maps - 1930-1939 - Cities and towns - Airways | 32044 |
| World maps - 1930-1939 - Climate | 84336, 84339 |
| World maps - 1930-1939 - Industries - Pictorial maps | 84337 |
| World maps - 1930-1939 - Manuscripts | 84338 |
| World maps - 1930-1939 - Ocean currents | 84339 |
| World maps - 1930-1939 - Rain and rainfall | 84339 |
| World maps - 1930-1939 - Weather | 84336, 84339 |
| World maps - 1930 - Trade routes | 84340 |
| World maps - 1932 | 32052, 84343 |
| World maps - 1932-1958 - Maps, Outline and base | 84342 |
| World maps - 1935 | 32054, 32055 |
| World maps - 1935 (Provisional Heading) | 77598 |
| World maps - 1936 | 32056, 84344 |
| World maps - 1936 - Steamboat lines | 77632 |
| World maps - 1937 | 32057 |
| World maps - 1937 - Cartoon maps | 84346 |
| World maps - 1937 - Ecclesiastical geography | 18864 |
| World maps - 1937 - Missions | 84345 |
| World maps - 1937 - Pictorial maps | 84346 |
| World maps - 1937 - Trade routes | 84347 |
| World maps - 1938 - Ethnology | 84348 |
| World maps - 1939 | 32058, 32059 |
| World maps - 1939-1942 - Airways | 84349 |
| World maps - 1940 | 26217, 32060 |
| World maps - 1940-1949 - Atmospheric temperature | 84350 |
| World maps - 1940-1949 - Climate | 84350 |
| World maps - 1940-1949 - Weather | 84350 |
| World maps - 1940-1949 - Winds | 84350 |
| World maps - 1940-19490 - Rain and rainfall | 84350 |
| World maps - 1940 - Air-age globalism | 6209 |
| World maps - 1940 - Tea trade | 84351 |
| World maps - 1941 | 26221 |
| World maps - 1942 | 39557, 84352, 84355, 84359, 84360, 84361, 84362, 84363 |
| World maps - 1942-1945 | 84353 |
| World maps - 1942 - Air-age globalism | 6265 |
| World maps - 1942 - Atmospheric temperature | 84354 |
| World maps - 1942 - Climate | 84354 |
| World maps - 1942 - Map projection | 44667 |
| World maps - 1942 - Ocean currents | 84354 |
| World maps - 1942 - Phytogeography | 84354, 84356 |
| World maps - 1942 - Transportation | 84357, 84358 |
| World maps - 1942 - Weather | 84354 |
| World maps - 1943 | 26223, 32062, 62628, 84364, 84368, 84369, 84371 |
| World maps - 1943-1947 - Aeronautical charts | 132 |
| World maps - 1943 - Aeronautical charts | 65108 |
| World maps - 1943 - Airways | 84365, 84366, 84367, 84368 |
| World maps - 1943 - Jigsaw puzzle maps | 84370 |
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| World maps - 1943 - Land use | 84368 |
| World maps - 1943 - Nurses - Manuscripts | 84372, 84373 |
| World maps - 1943 - Ocean currents | 84374 |
| World maps - 1943 - Phytophthora | 84374 |
| World maps - 1943 - Pictorial maps | 84375 |
| World maps - 1943 - Population | 84376 |
| World maps - 1943 - Trade routes | 59688 |
| World maps - 1944 | 6326, 26228, 84382, 84383 |
| World maps - 1944 - Air-age globalism | 6335 |
| World maps - 1944 - Jigsaw puzzle maps | 84377 |
| World maps - 1944 - Pictorial maps | 6327, 6328, 6329, 6330, 84378 |
| World maps - 1944 - Transportation | 84379, 84380 |
| World maps - 1944 - Wall maps | 84381 |
| World maps - 1945 | 84384 |
| World maps - 1946 - Anthropology | 84385 |
| World maps - 1946 - Ethnology | 84386 |
| World maps - 1947 - Missions | 84387 |
| World maps - 1948 | 32063, 32064 |
| World maps - 1948 - Airways | 62921 |
| World maps - 1949 | 84388, 84389 |
| World maps - 1950 | 32065, 32066 |
| World maps - 1950-1959 - Airways | 77949, 77950, 77951, 77952, 77953 |
| World maps - 1950-1959 - Economics | 84390 |
| World maps - 1950-1959 - Maps, Outline and base | 84391 |
| World maps - 1950 - Aeronautical charts | 65110 |
| World maps - 1950 - Airways | 62922 |
| World maps - 1950 - Atmospheric temperature | 84392, 84404, 84405, 84406, 84407, 84408 |
| World maps - 1950 - barley | 84393 |
| World maps - 1950 - Botany, Economic | 84394, 84395 |
| World maps - 1950 - Cereal products | 84396, 84397 |
| World maps - 1950 - Climate | 84392, 84404, 84405, 84406, 84407, 84408 |
| World maps - 1950 - Coal mines and mining | 84398 |
| World maps - 1950 - Copper mines and mining | 84398 |
| World maps - 1950 - Corn | 84399 |
| World maps - 1950 - Iron mines and mining | 84398 |
| World maps - 1950 - Jigsaw puzzle maps | 84400 |
| World maps - 1950 - Maps - Fiber plants | 84401 |
| World maps - 1950 - Maps - Vegetable oils | 84402 |
| World maps - 1950 - Milllets | 84393 |
| World maps - 1950 - Oats | 84393 |
| World maps - 1950 - Ocean currents | 84404, 84405, 84407 |
| World maps - 1950 - Petroleum industry and trade | 84403 |
| World maps - 1950 - Phytophthora | 84395, 84404 |
| World maps - 1950 - Population | 84405 |
| World maps - 1950 - Rain and rainfall | 84405, 84406, 84407, 84408 |
| World maps - 1950 - Rubber | 84399 |
| World maps - 1950 - Rye | 84399 |
| World maps - 1950 - Sorghum | 84393 |
| World maps - 1950 - Water-power | 84403 |
| World maps - 1950 - Weather | 84404, 84405, 84406, 84407, 84408 |
| World maps - 1950 - Winds | 84406, 84408 |
| World maps - 1951 | 32067, 84411 |
| World maps - 1951 - Airways | 84409 |
| World maps - 1951 - Atmospheric temperature | 84410 |
| World maps - 1951 - Climate | 84410 |
| World maps - 1951 - Rain and rainfall | 84410 |
| World maps - 1951 - Weather | 84410 |
| World maps - 1951 - Winds | 84410 |
| World maps - 1952 | 32068, 32069, 84412, 84414 |
| World maps - 1952 - Airways | 84416 |
| World maps - 1952 - Atmospheric temperature | 84415 |
| World maps - 1952 - Climate | 84415 |
| World maps - 1952 - International relations | 65118 |
| World maps - 1952 - Maps, Physical | 84413 |
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World maps - 1952 - Rain and rainfall 84415
World maps - 1952 - Shipping 84416
World maps - 1952 - Weather 84415
World maps - 1952 - Winds 84415
World maps - 1953 32070
World maps - 1953 - Atmospheric temperature 84417
World maps - 1953 - Climate 84417
World maps - 1953 - Missions 84418
World maps - 1953 - Transportation 84419
World maps - 1953 - Weather 84417
World maps - 1954 84420
World maps - 1954 - Temperature 44657
World maps - 1955 32071, 84422, 84424
World maps - 1955 - Atmospheric temperature 84417
World maps - 1955 - Climate 84417
World maps - 1955 - Missions 84418
World maps - 1955 - Transportation 84419
World maps - 1955 - Weather 84417
World maps - 1956 84425
World maps - 1956 - Airways 84425
World maps - 1956 - Pictorial maps 84426
World maps - 1957 32075, 32076, 32077, 84427
World maps - 1957 - Maps, Physical 84428
World maps - 1957 - Pictorial maps 82562
World maps - 1957 - Population 84429
World maps - 1957 - Railroads - Shareholders 84430
World maps - 1958 32078, 32079, 84431
World maps - 1958 - Communication 84432
World maps - 1958 - Inland navigation 84434
World maps - 1958 - Pictorial maps 6567
World maps - 1958 - Population 84433
World maps - 1958 - Transportation 84434
World maps - 1959 3476, 32080
World maps - 1959 - Pictorial maps 84435
World maps - 1960 32082, 32083, 32084, 84447
World maps - 1960-1969 32081, 84439
World maps - 1960-1969 - Maps, Outline and base 84436
World maps - 1960-1969 - Pictorial maps 84437
World maps - 1960-1969 - Projections 84438
World maps - 1960 - Airways 78273, 84440, 84441
World maps - 1960 - Anthropology 84442
World maps - 1960 - Atmospheric temperature 84443, 84444, 84445
World maps - 1960 - Climate 84443, 84444, 84445
World maps - 1960 - Ecclesiastical geography 84446
World maps - 1960 - Load-line 84448
World maps - 1960 - Maps, Physical 84547
World maps - 1960 - Missions 84446
World maps - 1960 - Propaganda maps 84447
World maps - 1960 - Weather 84443, 84444, 84445
World maps - 1961 32085, 32086
World maps - 1962 32087
World maps - 1962 - Airways 84449
World maps - 1963 32088, 32089, 32090, 32091
World maps - 1963 - Airways 84450
World maps - 1963 - Maps, Physical 84451
World maps - 1964 32092, 32093, 84452
World maps - 1964 - Airways 26262
World maps - 1964 - Projections 84453
World maps - 1964 - World politics 6683
World maps - 1965 84454, 84455, 84456
World maps - 1965 - Airways 632
World maps - 1965 - Relief models 24576, 57820
World maps - 1966 32094, 84460
World maps - 1966 - Airways 84457
World maps - 1966 - Economics 84458
World maps - 1966 - Education, Elementary 84458
World maps - 1966 - Occupations 84458
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World maps - 1966 - Topographic maps (1:2,500,000)  84459
World maps - 1966 - Wealth  84458
World maps - 1967  32095, 84464, 84465, 84466, 84467
World maps - 1967 - Airways  78478, 78480, 84461, 84462
World maps - 1967 - International relations  84463
World maps - 1968  32096, 32097, 32098
World maps - 1968 - Airways  84468
World maps - 1969  32100, 75201
World maps - 1969 - Tobacco Industry  84470
World maps - 1970  32106, 84474, 84475
World maps - 1970-1979  32104, 32105
World maps - 1970-1979 - Cartoon maps  52114
World maps - 1970-1979 - Earthquakes  44653
World maps - 1970-1979 - Gores (Maps)  32103
World maps - 1970-1979 - Printing - History  84471
World maps - 1970 - Airways  403, 11102, 26274, 78576, 78577, 84472, 84473
World maps - 1971  32108, 32109, 84478
World maps - 1971 - Agriculture  84476
World maps - 1971 - Airways  84477
World maps - 1971 - Satellite Tracks  84479
World maps - 1974-1984 - Fires  84480
World maps - 1974-1984 - Remote sensing images - Night photography  84480
World maps - 1974 - Emotions  84481
World maps - 1975 - Physiographic provinces  84482
World maps - 1976 - Pictorial maps  84483
World maps - 1976 - Tobacco Industry  84484
World maps - 1977 - Railroads - Guidebooks  84485
World maps - 1978  32110, 32111
World maps - 1980  84489
World maps - 1980-1989  32112, 32113, 84486, 84487
World maps - 1980 - Animals  84488
World maps - 1980 - Natural Resources  52724, 52726
World maps - 1981  84490
World maps - 1982  32115, 32116
World maps - 1983  84491
World maps - 1984 - Environmental policy  52725
World maps - 1984 - Natural resources  52725
World maps - 1985  32117, 32118
World maps - 1985 - Airways  59719, 84492
World maps - 1986  32119
World maps - 1987 - Vegetation surveys  79884
World maps - 1988  32120
World maps - 1988 - Bathymetric maps  44666
World maps - 1988 - Maps, Physical  44666
World maps - 1990  32121, 32122, 84494, 84495
World maps - 1990-1999  84493
World maps - 1990 - Animals  52727, 52728
World maps - 1991  32123
World maps - 1991 - Environmental policy  52730
World maps - 1991 - Natural resources  52730
World maps - 1992  84496
World maps - 1993  32124
World maps - 1993-1994  79052
World maps - 1993 - Jigsaw Puzzle Maps  79053
World maps - 1994  32125, 32126, 32127
World maps - 1994 - Animals  52731
World maps - 1995 - Population  84497
World maps - 1995 - Tourism  84498
World maps - 1996  32128, 32129, 32130
World maps - 1996 - Olympics  84499, 84500
World maps - 1998  8638, 84501
World maps - 1999  84502
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| World maps - 2000 | 32132, 32133, 84505 |
| World maps - 2000 - Archaeological maps | 84503 |
| World maps - 2000 - Jigsaw puzzle maps | 84504 |
| World maps - 2004 | 84506 |
| World maps - 2004 - Fires | 84507 |
| World maps - 2004 - Remote sensing images - Night photography | 84507 |
| World maps - 2005 | 84508, 84510 |
| World maps - 2005 - Maps, Outline and base | 84509 |
| World maps - 2006 | 7544, 7545 |
| World maps - 2006 - Jigsaw puzzle maps | 84511 |
| World maps - 2007 | 84512 |
| World maps - 2010 | 84513, 84514 |
| World maps - 2011 | 84516 |
| World maps - 2011 - Alcoholism - Cartoon maps | 84515 |
| World maps - 2012 | 84517 |
| World maps - 400-1499 | 18113 |
| World maps - 400-1499 - Exhibitions - Catalogs | 13364 |
| World maps - 400-1499 - History | 18106, 18111, 18112, 30856, 32919, 44651, 84518, 84520 |
| World maps - 400-1499 - History - Bibliography | 84519 |
| World maps - 400-1499 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles | 22309, 84521, 84522 |
| World maps - 800-1968 - Cities and towns - Population | 84523 |
| World maps and globes | 84548 |
| World maps - Bibliography | 16978, 30874, 44779, 84524, 84525, 84526 |
| World maps - Bibliography - 1472-1700 | 84527, 84528 |
| World maps - Bibliography - 1500-1599 | 84529 |
| World maps - Bibliography - 1503-1587 | 80664 |
| World maps - Bibliography - Catalogs | 84531 |
| World maps - Bibliography - Catalogs - Collections | 84530 |
| World maps - Bibliography - Poland - Catalogs, Union | 10724 |
| [World maps by Blaeu and Ortelius] | 83819 |
| World maps - Catalogs | 26453 |
| World maps - Collections | 17878, 17879, 17880, 17881, 17882, 39600, 44852, 84532 |
| World maps - Collections, 0800-1299 | 2317 |
| World maps - Collections, 1100-1599 | 44836 |
| World maps - Collections, 1100-1699 | 44837, 44838 |
| World maps - Collections, 1200-1554 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles | 10691, 10692, 10693 |
| World maps - Collections, 1300-1492 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles | 30863 |
| World maps - Collections, 1300-1499 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles | 84533 |
| World maps - Collections, 1300-1599 - Nautical charts | 84534 |
| World maps - Collections, 1400-1499 | 17297 |
| World maps - Collections, 1400-1599 | 84535 |
| World maps - Collections, 1450-1525 - Nautical charts - Manuscripts - Facsimiles | 84536 |
| World maps - Collections - 1472-1700 | 84527, 84528 |
| World maps - Collections, 1480-1648 | 84537 |
| World maps - Collections, 1486-1606 | 84538 |
| World maps - Collections, 1500-1599 | 84539 |
| World maps - Collections, 1506-1516 | 65773 |
| World maps - Collections, 1746 - Nautical charts | 84540 |
| World maps - Collections, 1944-1954 | 84559 |
| World maps - Collections, 1960-1969 | 32141 |
| World maps - Collections, 500-1599 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles | 30858 |
| World maps - Collections, To 1799 | 84541 |
| World maps - Early works to 1800 | 64793 |
| World maps - Early works to 1800 - Exhibitions | 83605 |
| World maps - Ethnology - 1885 | 84298 |
| World maps - Exhibitions - Catalogs | 44941, 84543 |
| World maps - Exhibitions - Catalogs - 1513-1676 | 84544 |

[World maps: facsimiles of 16th century maps] 84539

World maps - Fuel trade - 1960 84448

World maps - History - 1400-1499 17297

World maps - History - 1450-1525 84536

World maps - History - 1721 67132

World maps - History - 500-1599 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 30858

World maps - History, Ancient - 1885 84545
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World politics - Maps - 1946 6356
World politics - Maps - 1952 65118
World politics - Maps - 1962 6663, 84553
World politics - Maps - 1964 6683
World politics - Maps - 1966 6760
World politics - Maps - 1967 6784
World politics - Maps - 1970 84554
World politics - Maps - 1972 84555
World politics - Maps - 1981 84556
World politics - Maps - 1983 80805
World politics - Maps - 1984 84557, 84558
World politics - Maps - 1985 30957
World politics - Maps - 1990 30958
World politics - Maps - 1991 80806
World politics - Maps - Collections, 1944-1954 - Maps 84559
World portrait atlas 6679, 6680
World portrait map 84487
World Publishing Company 6263, 6299, 6374, 6609, 7656, 7657, 25913, 28849, 78509, 78543
World Publishing Company (Cleveland, Ohio) SEE World Publishing Company 7656
World Publishing Company (Sydney, N.S.W.) 7554
World re-mapped 6159
World regional geography 30631
World relations, annual rainfall & range of temperature with July current / edited by J.F. Unstead, M.A., D.Sc., & E.G.R. Taylor D.Sc., LL.D. 84407
World-relations, climate, May 1 - Oct. 31 (northern summer -- southern winter) / edited by J.F. Unstead, M.A., D.Sc., & E.G.R. Taylor D.Sc., LL.D. 84410
World-relations, climate, May 1 - Oct. 31 (northern summer -- southern winter) ; World-relations, climate, Nov. 1 - April 30 (northern winter -- southern summer) / edited by J.F. Unstead, M.A., D.Sc., & E.G.R. Taylor D.Sc. 84350
World-relations, climate, May 1 - Oct. 31 (northern summer -- southern winter) ; World-relations, climate, Nov. 1 - April 30 (northern winter -- southern summer) / edited by J.F. Unstead, M.A., D.Sc., & E.G.R. Taylor D.Sc., LL.D. 84406, 84415
World-relations, climate, Nov. 1 - April 30 (northern winter -- southern summer) / edited by J.F. Unstead, M.A., D.Sc., & E.G.R. Taylor D.Sc., LL.D. 84408
World-relations, density of population ; World relations, annual rainfall & range of temperature with July current / edited by J.F. Unstead, M.A., D.Sc., & E.G.R. Taylor, D.Sc., LL.D. 84405
World relations, natural vegetation with January currents ; World-relations, temperature / edited by J.F. Unstead, M.A., D.Sc., & E.G.R. Taylor, D.Sc., LL.D. 84404
The World remapped : Free supplement with the Chicago Sunday Herald and Examiner, September 21, 1919 26187
World - Remote-sensing maps - 1990 84495
The World-renowned Hauslab-Lichtenstein world global map of 1507 by Martin Waldseemuller : the only known copy ... sold by order of the owner : exhibition from ... May 17 ; public auction sale ... May 24 / [Marion Caming] 80672
World's 1968-69 road atlas and vacation guide of North America 78543
World's Columbian Exposition (1893 : Chicago, Ill.) 35598, 84560, 84561, 84574, 84593, 84595
World's Columbian Exposition (1893 : Chicago, Ill.) Dept. of Construction. 84594
World's Columbian Exposition (1893 : Chicago, Ill.) Dept. of Publicity and Promotion. Official World's Fair guide map and directory (1892) 84575
World's Columbian Exposition (1893 : Chicago, Ill.) Maps 19443, 19607, 19614, 19615, 19616, 19617, 43019, 76973, 84562, 84563, 84564, 84565, 84566, 84567, 84568, 84569, 84570, 84571, 84572, 84574, 84575, 84576, 84577, 84578, 84579, 84580, 84582, 84595, 84596
World's Columbian Exposition (1893 : Chicago, Ill.) Maps - Fire risk assessment 84573, 85094
World's Columbian Exposition (1893 : Chicago, Ill.) Miscellanea 65440
World's Columbian Exposition (1893 : Chicago, Ill.). Official catalogue ... (1893) 84572
World's Columbian Exposition (1893 : Chicago, Ill.) - Pictorial works 5365, 5366, 5367, 5368, 5369, 5370, 5371, 19371, 1943, 35598, 8456, 8457, 84578, 84579, 84580, 84581, 84582, 84583, 84584, 84585, 84586, 84587, 84588, 84589, 84590, 84591, 84592, 84593, 84594, 84595, 84596
World's Columbian Exposition (1893 : Chicago, Ill.). Traffic Dept. 76973
The World's Columbian Exposition, 1893 : reconstructing the geography of Chicago's World's Fair by way of a fire insurance atlas / by Gerald A. Danzer 85094
World's Columbian exposition : Rand, McNally & Co.'s sketch book : illustrating and describing the principal buildings, with their locations, dimensions, cost, etc., and indexed bird's-eye view of the grounds 84590
The World's fair album : containing photographic views of buildings, statuary, grounds, interiors, Midway Plaisance scenes, and other objects of interest at the World's Columbian exposition, Chicago 1893 84591
World's Fair map : metropolitan New York / published by National Automobile Club ... 56813
World's Fair map : metropolitan New York : Pure ... 56812
World's Fair, New York, 1939 / Socony-Vacuum Oil Company Inc. 56520
World's Fair of 1900 (Paris, France) SEE Exposition universelle internationale de 1900 (Paris, France) 63121
The World's greatest war fully illustrated  84649
World's Industrial and Cotton Centennial Exposition (1884-1885 : New Orleans, La.)  55484
World's Industrial and Cotton Centennial Exposition (1884-1885 : New Orleans, La.) - Maps  55484
World's Industrial and Cotton Centennial Exposition (1884-1885 : New Orleans, La.) - Pictorial works  55484
World's largest Amish community : Amish country of Ohio  1878
World's oldest map discovered in Italy / posted by Roger Hart  70272
World's oldest map : Spanish cave has landscape from 14,000 years ago / by Fiona Govan  8
World's peoples & countries  5422, 5429
World's peoples & countries : geog V5 #5  5430
World's resources  5874
World's road atlas and vacation guide for 1967-68  78509
World's trade atlas (Chamber of commerce atlas)  8390
World Scientific (Firm)  1827, 1828
World Series (Baseball) - Maps  2005 - Cartoon Maps  79219
World & space age atlas  6645, 6688, 6743
World survey for Goode's atlas  6366
World survey outline maps  6272
World Syndicate Publishing Company  6002, 6037, 6053, 6074, 6091, 6125, 6177
World thermal regions and ocean currents ; World vegetation regions / copyright by A.A. Walter  84354
The World through maps : a history of cartography  17384
World Trade Center (New York, N.Y.) - 1990  73180
World Trade Center (New York, N.Y.) - Maps - 2001  84597
World vegetation regions / edited by Dr. Wallace W. Atwood  84356
World views : late 18th century approaches to mapmaking in China and Britain  17069
World views : maps & art : 11 September 1999-2 January 2000 / Robert Silberman in collaboration with Patricia McDonnell ; essay by Yi-Fu Tuan 17926
World - Voyages and Travels - Maps - Collections, 1982  80602
World War, 1914-1918 - Armed Forces - Recruiting, enlistment, etc. - Chicago (Ill.) - Maps  19680
World War, 1914-1918 - Belgium - Maps  12103
World War, 1914-1918 - Campaigns - Balkan Peninsula - Maps  11601
World War, 1914-1918 - Campaigns - Eastern Front - Maps  25774
World War, 1914-1918 - Campaigns - Europe, Eastern - Maps  25774
World War, 1914-1918 - Campaigns - Europe - Maps  26183
World War, 1914-1918 - Campaigns - France - Maps  28022
World War, 1914-1918 - Campaigns - France SEE ALSO Argonne, Battle of The, France, 1918  84599
World War, 1914-1918 - Campaigns - Maps  84598, 84648
World War, 1914-1918 - Campaigns - Western Front - Maps  84599, 84600
World War, 1914-1918 - Caricatures and cartoons - Maps - 1915  84622
World War, 1914-1918 - Chronology  84601
World War, 1914-1918 - France - Battlefields - Maps  80042
World War, 1914-1918 - France - Maps  12103, 27598, 84602
World War, 1914-1918 - Games, Geographical - Maps - 1914  84323
World War, 1914-1918 - Germany - Maps  27598
World War, 1914-1918 - Map printing  84603
World War, 1914-1918 - Maps  1876, 5810, 5818, 5819, 5820, 5828, 5840, 5841, 5856, 8408, 8411, 10165, 12103, 12254, 12258, 21084, 25824, 26185, 26186, 26188, 28033, 31304, 31305, 31583, 31584, 35329, 38628, 39781, 41851, 42048, 45146, 45147, 63186, 63347, 66355, 66863, 68194, 68195, 70265, 80039, 80042, 84602, 84604, 84605, 84606, 84607, 84608, 84609, 84610, 84611, 84612, 84613, 84614, 84615, 84616, 84617, 84618, 84619, 84620, 84621, 84622, 84625, 84626, 84627, 84628, 84629, 84630, 84631, 84632, 84633, 84634, 84635, 84636, 84637, 84638, 84639, 84640, 84641, 84642, 84643, 84644, 84645, 84646, 84647, 84648, 84649, 84650, 84651, 84652, 84653
World War, 1914-1918 - Maps - 1915 - Cartoon maps  84622
World War, 1914-1918 - Maps - 1915 - Propaganda maps  84622
World War, 1914-1918 - Maps - 1917  84600
World War, 1914-1918 - Maps - 1919  8613
World War, 1914-1918 - Maps - 1922 - Road maps  63348
World War, 1914-1918 - Maps - 1981  84601
World War, 1914-1918 - Maps - 1984  84623
World War, 1914-1918 - Maps - 1994  84624
World War, 1914-1918 - Maps - Battlefields  1876, 12103, 12254, 12258, 28033, 35329, 38628, 42048, 63186, 63347, 66355, 70265, 80039, 84602
World War, 1914-1918 - Maps - Bibliography  76056
World War, 1914-1918 - Marne (France) - Battlefields - Maps  45146
World War, 1914-1918 - Military intelligence - Great Britain  7
World War, 1914-1918 - Military intelligence - Palestine  7
World War, 1914-1918 - Pictorial works  70305, 84649, 84650, 84651, 84652
World War, 1914-1918 - Treaties - Maps - Collections  84654, 84655
World War, 1914-1918 - United States - Maps  84653
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World War, 1939-1945: 18616, 84355, 84656
World War, 1939-1945: Battlefields - Europe - Maps - 1986 84657
World War, 1939-1945: Campaigns - Africa, North - Maps - 1943 84658
World War, 1939-1945: Campaigns - France - Normandy - Maps 61980, 84659, 84660
World War, 1939-1945: Campaigns - Japan - Maps - 1944 24001
World War, 1939-1945: Campaigns - Maps 84661
World War, 1939-1945: Campaigns - Pacific Ocean - Maps - 1944 24001
World War, 1939-1945: Campaigns - Russia (Federation) - Maps - 1943 77807
World War, 1939-1945: Chronology 84662
World War, 1939-1945: Europe - Maps - 1944 26230
World War, 1939-1945: Germany - Maps 84663
World War, 1939-1945: Libraries - Destruction and pillage 44481
World War, 1939-1945: Map Use 6241, 84664
World War, 1939-1945: Maps 6198, 6263, 6299, 6331, 6332, 6333, 6369, 6372, 6376, 10402, 10417, 10431, 11605, 25385, 25386, 25595, 26226, 39793, 41319, 41320, 44315, 59701, 62628, 63453, 64976, 65554, 70094, 84353, 84665, 84666, 84667, 84668, 84669, 84670, 84671, 84672, 84697, 84698, 84699, 84700, 84701, 84702, 84703, 84707, 84708, 84709, 84711, 84712
World War, 1939-1945: Maps - 1939 26215
World War, 1939-1945: Maps - 1940 6209, 62616, 62617, 84673, 84674
World War, 1939-1945: Maps - 1941 6232, 62619, 62620, 62621
World War, 1939-1945: Maps - 1942 6264, 6265, 18959, 39557, 70646, 84359, 84360, 84361, 84362, 84363, 84675, 84676, 84677, 84678, 84679, 84680, 84681, 84682, 84683
World War, 1939-1945: Maps - 1942 - Propaganda maps 84684
World War, 1939-1945: Maps - 1943 6300, 26223, 26224, 62628, 84369, 84685, 84686, 84687, 84688
World War, 1939-1945: Maps - 1944 6334, 6335, 26227, 26228, 62229, 39558, 39559, 71202, 71203, 71204, 71205, 84382, 84383, 84689, 84690
World War, 1939-1945: Maps - 1945 6344, 71206, 84384, 84691, 84692
World War, 1939-1945: Maps - 1946 6357, 84693, 84714
World War, 1939-1945: Maps - 1947 6370, 6371
World War, 1939-1945: Maps - 1949 6406
World War, 1939-1945: Maps - 1950 6425
World War, 1939-1945: Maps - 1981 84662
World War, 1939-1945: Maps - 1985 84694
World War, 1939-1945: Maps - 1989 84695
World War, 1939-1945: Maps - 1995 84696
World War, 1939-1945: Maps - Aerial operations 612
World War, 1939-1945: Maps - Bibliography 79395
World War, 1939-1945: Maps - Cloth maps 26376
World War, 1939-1945: Maps - Collections 84704, 84705, 84706
World War, 1939-1945: Maps - Collections, 1939-1941 26346
World War, 1939-1945: Maps - Concentration camps - Germany 66575
World War, 1939-1945: Maps - Silk maps 84710
World War, 1939-1945: MapsNewspaper maps - 194 25868
World War, 1939-1945: Mediterranean Region - Maps - 1944 26230
World War, 1939-1945: Pacific Ocean - Maps - 1944 26230, 62629
World War, 1939-1945: Peace - Maps 30956
World War, 1939-1945: Pictorial works 6372
World War, 1939-1945: Pictorial works - 1942 84713
World War, 1939-1945: Pictorial works - 1942 - Propaganda 84684
World War, 1939-1945: Pictorial works - 1946 84714
World War, 1939-1945: Poland - Maps 64976
World War, 1939-1945: Territorial questions - Maps 31632, 65529
World War II (1939-1945) - Maps - 1942 26222
World War II (1939-1945) - Maps - 1944 3416, 26225, 26231
[World War II map calendar] 26225
World War II maps 84709

The World War : major tactics of the greatest battle in history, July 18 to November 11, 1918 / maps and discussion by Lt. Col. Thomas J. Dickson 84599

The World we live in : a pictorial survey of the universe : geological, astronomical, geographical, zoological, botanical, ethnological, statistical, for office, home, and school / compiled by Henry Frederic Reddall ... containing two hundred colored maps 5350, 5351

World we live in (intermediate) 29964

The World-wide atlas of modern geography, political and physical : containing one hundred and twelve plates and complete index 8293, 8315, 8329

The World-wide atlas of modern geography, political and physical : containing one hundred and twenty-eight plates and complete index 8336, 8344, 8361, 8367, 8395

World Wildlife Fund (U.S.) 52727, 52728, 52731

World wonders : a pictorial map / designed and drawn by Ernest Dudley Chase 84400

World words, recommended pronunciations [by] W. Cabell Greet 52430
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WorldCat [OCLC FirstSearch computer file] 44779
Worldmaster atlas 6628, 6711, 6879, 6880, 6999, 7017, 7075, 7076, 7154
The Worlds of Oronce Fine : mathematics, instruments, and print in Renaissance France / edited by Alexander Marr 26606
Worlds seen and imagined : Japanese screens from the Idemitsu Museum of Arts 3143
Worlds that never were: early maps of the world and the western hemisphere 1513-1676 84544
Wörle, Johann Georg Christian 29638
Worley & Bracher 1274, 1275, 3580, 12592, 13762, 20094, 28456, 28491, 32246, 33795, 34711, 35555, 35556, 39363, 39814, 40557, 41256, 44680, 51615, 52026, 52027, 56970, 61716, 61757, 61775, 64674, 65564, 67935, 69853, 75219, 79818, 80312, 80609, 80827, 80918, 81482, 81495, 84760, 85105
Wormacia verustissima Vangionum civitas ... 84716, 84717
Worms (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1552 84715
Worms (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1620 84716
Worms (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1657 84717
Worms, Laurence 18066
Wormser, Richard S. (Richard Samuel), 1898-1975 2077
Wortel, Th. P. H. 17864
Wortgeographie der kreise Frankenberg 6110
Wörth, Battle of, France, 1870 - Maps 84718
[Worth County (Iowa) - 1894: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 84719
Worth County, Iowa : 1985 farm & home plat & directory 84720
Worth County (Iowa) - Maps - 1894 - Landowners 84719
Worth County (Iowa) - Maps - 1985 - Landowners 84720
Wörth (France) SEE Woerth-sur-Sauer (France) 84718
Worth (Ill.) - Maps - 1931 - Real property - Tax assessment 69335
Worth (Ill.) - Maps - 1939 - Real property - Tax assessment 75117
Worth (Ill.) - Maps - 1957 - Railroads 84721
Worth (Ill.) - Maps - 1957 - Road maps 84721
Wörth Island (Austria) - Pictorial works - 1657 22795
Worth, R. N. (Richard Nicholls), 1837-1896 19159, 23531, 23537, 33444, 70294, 83687
Worthington globe (Worthington, Minn.) 57130
Worthy, Charles, b. ca. 1729 57445, 57446
Worthy, T. 39716
Worton, Matthew, d. ca. 1729 57445, 57446
Wotton, Thomas 39716
Wotton, Thomas, d. 1766 29011
Wouters, D 8925
Woutnee, Ioan. A Descripsion of the Kingdoms of England, Scotland & Ireland (1603) 84723
Woutnee, John SEE Woutnee, Ioan 84723
Woutnee's map of the British Isles, 1603 84723
Woutnellius, Joannes SEE Woutnee, Ioan 84723
WOWW companion : a guide to the communities surrounding Central & Eastern European towns / compiled by Gary Mokotoff 52359
Wrangel Island (Russia) - Maps - 1740 - Coasts - Nautical charts 84724
Wrangel Island (Russia) - Maps - 1925 84725
Wrangel Island (Russia) SEE Wrangell Island (Russia) 84724
Wratyslavia 13922
Wray, A. H., fl. 1851 8097, 20687, 32871, 36593, 36594, 36678, 39089, 39250, 67728, 73874, 82732
Wray, J., fl. 1851 8097, 27940
Wray, Thomas 44637
Wreck and casualty chart of the Great Lakes, 1894 32575
Wreck chart of the North Atlantic coast of America 3731
Wrede, Ferdinand 5684
Wren, Christopher S. 85028
Wren, Lance 74500
Wren, Matthew, fl. 1761-1769 40584, 40585
Wrenn, Peter, 1961- 18739, 75883
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[Wright County (Iowa) - 1885: LC & G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 84726

Wright County, Iowa: 1887 farm & home directory & plat 84730

Wright County (Iowa). Auditor 84727, 84728, 84729

Wright County (Iowa) - Maps - 1885 - Landowners 84726

Wright County (Iowa) - Maps - 1973 - Landowners 84727

Wright County (Iowa) - Maps - 1979 - Landowners 84728

Wright County (Iowa) - Maps - 1985 - Landowners 84729

Wright County (Iowa) - Maps - 1987 - Landowners 84730

Wright County (Iowa) - Maps - 1890 - Landowners 84731

Wright County (Iowa) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners 84731

Wright, D. 26375, 72786

Wright, D., fl. 1855-1876 8073, 8117, 8131, 8208

Wright, D., fl. 1966 22962

Wright, David, 1939-1973

Wright, E. T. 43162

Wright, Edward, 1558? - 1615. Thou hast here (gentle reader) a true hydrographical description of so much of the world ... (1599) 8589, 33324, 46077, 84734

Wright, Edward, 1558? - 1615. Thou hast here (gentle reader) a true hydrographical description of so much of the world ... (1599) - Slides 16841

Wright, Frank Lloyd, 1867-1959 19374

Wright, G. E. 62761

Wright, G., fl. 1759 27400

Wright, G. N. (George Newenham), 1790? - 1877 39324, 39325, 39326, 39331, 52193

Wright, George Burdick, 1835-1882 33794, 49404

Wright, George Ernest, 1909-1974 12968, 12969, 12972, 13008

Wright, Goodenow & Stockwell 29199

Wright, Gordon 11855

Wright, H. 19161

Wright, H. T., fl. 1868 50699

Wright, Hamilton Mercer, 1875-1943 76420

Wright, Helena 37507

Wright, Hilary 62497

Wright Howes Map Collection (Newberry Library) 674, 2857, 2864, 2867, 2868, 4731, 13186, 15235, 15245, 15251, 15259, 15262, 15274, 20579, 21280, 21284, 21290, 21293, 21295, 21299, 21320, 23233, 30109, 30131, 30132, 30136, 31522, 35781, 35782, 35788, 35791, 35792, 35795, 35796, 35797, 35798, 37609, 37610, 37629, 40070, 40073, 40074, 40086, 40635, 40644, 40646, 40647, 40651, 40670, 43286, 43392, 46349, 46351, 46356, 46357, 46760, 46763, 46766, 46775, 48240, 48257, 49521, 49528, 49529, 49532, 49538, 50095, 50110, 50673, 50675, 50676, 50687, 50697, 50699, 50700, 51168, 51329, 52912, 52914, 52923, 52926, 53567, 56076, 57988, 58290, 58292, 58296, 58297, 59741, 59750, 60380, 60383, 60384, 60386, 60390, 60395, 61339, 61343, 62071, 68566, 70173, 70787, 74341, 74342, 74495, 74511, 74517, 74519, 74543, 74555, 76114, 76136, 76169, 76169, 76641, 76647, 76687, 76701, 76712, 76741, 76743, 76775, 76785, 76797, 79338, 79436, 79510, 80400, 80410, 81801, 81802, 81803, 81804, 81805, 83088, 83089, 83094, 84783

Wright Howes: the final edition (of U.Siana): a descriptive bibliography of 11,622 uncommon books and pamphlets relating to the development of that section of the North American continent now known as the United States of America 76070

Wright, J. 29129

Wright, J. H., fl. 1808-1818 39324, 39325, 39326, 39327, 39331, 39332, 40504, 41802, 45562

Wright, J. W. 22962, 24941, 42129

Wright, James R., fl. 1959-1966 22667

Wright, James S. 19433

Wright, James S. (James S.) 19428, 19433

Wright, Jill, 1942-1973 7397

Wright, John (John Stephen), 1815-1874 19498, 19503

Wright, John Kirkland, 1891-1969 1863, 17353, 28809, 76235, 76236, 76237, 76238, 76239, 83785

Wright, Lewis Booker, 1899-19374

Wright, Martha 29226

Wright, Martin, 1919-1921 21126

Wright, Mary Sherwood 3069, 30604

Wright, Nathalia 25406
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wright, Neil R (Neil Richard), 1946-</td>
<td>13433, 13434</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wright &amp; Potter</td>
<td>45449</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wright's map of Milwaukee</td>
<td>49347</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wright, Sharon K.</td>
<td>25895</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wright Simpkin</td>
<td>29609</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wright, Susan Delaney</td>
<td>81148</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wright, Thomas, ca. 1740-1812</td>
<td>43267, 43947, 51658, 53864, 54569, 67991, 71301, 71302</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wright, William, Capt., 17th cent.</td>
<td>14225, 34588</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wrightson and Co. SEE Wrightson &amp; Co.</td>
<td>43762</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wrightson &amp; Co.</td>
<td>43762</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wrightson, J., fl. 1851</td>
<td>8097, 62941</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wrightson, T., fl. 1851</td>
<td>8097, 71126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wrightsville &amp; Tennille Railroad Co.</td>
<td>77281, 77299, 77313, 77337, 77357, 77377, 77408, 77467, 77507, 77533, 77555, 77569</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wrightsville &amp; Tennille Railroad Co. - Maps - 1923</td>
<td>77281</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wrightsville &amp; Tennille Railroad Co. - Maps - 1924</td>
<td>77299</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wrightsville &amp; Tennille Railroad Co. - Maps - 1925</td>
<td>77313</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wrightsville &amp; Tennille Railroad Co. - Maps - 1926</td>
<td>77337</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wrightsville &amp; Tennille Railroad Co. - Maps - 1927</td>
<td>77357</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wrightsville &amp; Tennille Railroad Co. - Maps - 1928</td>
<td>77377</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wrightsville &amp; Tennille Railroad Co. - Maps - 1929</td>
<td>77408</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wrightsville &amp; Tennille Railroad Co. - Maps - 1930</td>
<td>77467</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wrightsville &amp; Tennille Railroad Co. - Maps - 1931</td>
<td>77507</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wrightsville &amp; Tennille Railroad Co. - Maps - 1932</td>
<td>77533</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wrightsville &amp; Tennille Railroad Co. - Maps - 1933</td>
<td>77555</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wrightsville &amp; Tennille Railroad Co. - Maps - 1934</td>
<td>77569</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Writers' Program of the Work Projects Administration in the State of Illinois</td>
<td>19801</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Writers' Program of the Work Projects Administration in the State of New York. New York : a guide to the Empire State ... (1940)</td>
<td>56535</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Writing, geometry and space in seventeenth-century England and America : circles in the sand / Jess Edwards</td>
<td>17149</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wroclaw (Poland) - Maps - 1716 - Pictorial works</td>
<td>70126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wroclaw (Poland) - Maps - 1730</td>
<td>70127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wroclaw (Poland) - Maps - 1740</td>
<td>70128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wroclaw (Poland) - Maps - 1741</td>
<td>70130, 70131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wroclaw (Poland) - Maps - 1747</td>
<td>31676</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wroclaw (Poland) - Maps - 1931</td>
<td>41373</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wroclaw (Poland) - Maps - 1935</td>
<td>41375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wroclaw (Poland : Voivodship) - Maps - 1662</td>
<td>84735</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wroclaw (Poland : Voivodship) - Maps - 1683</td>
<td>41803</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wroclaw (Poland : Voivodship) - Maps - 1720</td>
<td>84736</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wroclaw University Library</td>
<td>39707</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wroclaw (Poland) - Maps - 1745</td>
<td>70132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wrong-footed by a fit of mountain pique</td>
<td>32482</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wroth, Lawrence C. (Lawrence Counselman), 1884-1970</td>
<td>17441, 46077, 52860, 52861, 57341, 80163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wroth, Lawrence C. (Lawrence Counselman), 1884-1970. The way of a ship (1937)</td>
<td>46077</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wrotnowski, A. F., fl. 1891</td>
<td>11836</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WSOY see Werner Söderström Osakeyhtiö</td>
<td>9072</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WTTW (Television station : Chicago, Ill.)</td>
<td>78812, 78943</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wu, Nancy Y.</td>
<td>73557</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wuda (Hungary) SEE Budapest (Hungary)</td>
<td>34912</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wuerzburg</td>
<td>84738</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wuertenberg (Germany) SEE Württemberg (Germany)</td>
<td>84738</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Württembergischer schulatlas</td>
<td>10392</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wuerzburg</td>
<td>84755, 84756, 84757</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wuhrer, L.</td>
<td>9459, 9494, 63149, 76323</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wullemin, Laurence</td>
<td>12560</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wulf, Annaliese</td>
<td>15750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wüllenweber, Karl</td>
<td>45205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wulleyweber, O. L.</td>
<td>19623, 19624, 19643</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wunderkammer : Cartographic oddities : Somatopias</td>
<td>2135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wunderlich</td>
<td>10365</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wunnenberg Engineering Company</td>
<td>24065</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wunnenberg's greater East St. Louis street guide</td>
<td>24065</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wunschwitz, Gottfried Daniel, Freiherr von</td>
<td>28884</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wupatki National Monument (Ariz.) - Maps - 1963 - Road maps</td>
<td>2834</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wuppertal (Germany) - Maps - Economics - History</td>
<td>84737</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Wupperthal (Germany) - Maps - Industries - History  84737

Wurde der Kartograph Martin Waldseemüller in Radolfzell geboren?  80638

Wurm, Hans  60223

Wurm, S.A.  45917

Wurman, Richard Saul  79012

Wurman, Richard Saul, 1935  55530, 78443, 78444, 79026, 81036

Wurman, Robert C.  21678

Wurster, Johann Ulrich, 1814-1880  76773

Wurster, Randegger & Cie.  10903

Wurzel, Christian, 1544-1588  17865

Württemberg-Baden (Germany) - Maps - 1540  66438

Württemberg (Germany) - Maps - 1540  66438

Württemberg (Germany) - Maps - 1552  33739, 66442

Württemberg (Germany) - Maps - 1570  62693

Württemberg (Germany) - Maps - 1572-1588  11867

Württemberg (Germany) - Maps - 1572-1606  11868

Württemberg (Germany) - Maps - 1575 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  84739

Württemberg (Germany) - Maps - 1579-1588  84740

Württemberg (Germany) - Maps - 1579-1606  84741

Württemberg (Germany) - Maps - 1630 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  84742

Württemberg (Germany) - Maps - 1634 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  84743

Württemberg (Germany) - Maps - 1682  84744

Württemberg (Germany) - Maps - 1740  73655

Württemberg (Germany) - Maps - 1745  84745

Württemberg (Germany) - Maps - 1880  9916

Württemberg (Germany) - Maps - 1890  84738

Württemberg (Germany) - Maps - 1910-1919 - Bicycle trails  74004

Württemberg (Germany) - Maps - 1910-1919 - Road maps  74004

Württemberg (Germany) - Maps - 1925  84746

Württemberg (Germany) - Maps - 1955  84747

Württemberg (Germany) - Maps - 1983  84748

Württemberg (Germany). Statistisches Landesamt  21992, 84748

Würtemberg & Hohenzollern  84746

Württembergische Staatsarchiv in Stuttgart  18483

Württembergische Biblielanstalt SEE Privilegierte Württembergische Biblielanstalt  12954

Württembergische Landesbibliothek  11158, 45565

Württembergische Landesbibliothek. Manuscript. Cod. hist. 4°102  84739


Wurzbach, G. F.  69387

Würzburg, Battle of, Würzburg, Germany, 1796 - Maps - 1839  84749

Würzburg (Germany) - Maps - 1552 - Pictorial maps  84750

Würzburg (Germany) - Maps - 1745  28247

Würzburg (Germany) - Maps - 1792  84751

Würzburg (Germany) - Maps - 1800  84752

Würzburg (Germany) - Maps - 1931  84753

Würzburg (Germany) - Maps - 1938  84754

Würzburg (Germany) - Maps - 1966  84755

Würzburg (Germany) - Maps - 1972  84756

Würzburg (Germany) - Maps - 1982  84757

Würzburg (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1552  26573, 84750

Würzburg (Germany) - Pictorial works - 1620  84758

Würzburg Region (Germany) - Maps - 1931  84753

Würzburg Region (Germany) - Maps - 1938  84754

Würzburg, Universitäts-Bibliothek SEE Universitätsbibliothek Würzburg  83795

Wust, Balthasar Christoph., d. 1708  12664

Wüsten & Co. (Frankfurt am Main, Germany)  75163

Wüstenfeld, Ferdinand, 1808-1899  52051
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Wynn, Graeme, 1946- 76197
Wynne, Amos 28330, 41792
Wynne-Edwards, C. J. C. 13140, 32326
Wynne, John Huddleston, 1743-1788 57601
Wynter, Harriet 22447
Wyoming 84783, 84791, 84797, 84830, 84834, 84835, 84841, 84842, 84843, 84849, 84850, 84852, 84853, 84854, 84858, 84859, 84860
Wyoming, 15 minute series (topographic) 84802
Wyoming 1890-1965 : 75th anniversary of statehood 85004
Wyoming 1935 : go the Standard way for trouble-free driving 84876, 84878
Wyoming : highway map : Phillips 66 84883
Wyoming 1936 highway map : Phillips 66 / compliments of Phillips Petroleum Company 84882
Wyoming : 1962 Wyoming highway map / Wyoming Highway Department 85002
Wyoming : 1964 Wyoming highway map 85003
Wyoming 1966 / issued for free distribution only by Wyoming State Highway Commission 85006
Wyoming 1967 / issued for free distribution only by Wyoming State Highway Commission 85007, 85008
Wyoming 1974 : official highway map 85016
Wyoming 1975 : official highway map 85017, 85018
Wyoming 1976 for free distribution only : official highway map 85019
Wyoming 1979-80 official highway map : for free distribution only 85020
Wyoming 1981 official highway map : for free distribution only 85021
Wyoming 68 / issued for free distribution only by Wyoming State Highway Commission 85009
Wyoming, 7.5 minute series (topographic) 84803
Wyoming : best in the long run : Marathon Oil Co. 84881
Wyoming - Boundaries - Colorado - Cartography 21258
Wyoming : California Company road map ... 84908, 84925, 84938, 84951
Wyoming : California Company road map : Calso gasoline ... 84916
Wyoming Commerce and Industry Commission 84986, 84988
Wyoming ... / compliments of Phillips Petroleum Company, Bartlesville, Oklahoma 84973
[Wyoming County (N.Y.) - 1853: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 84777
Wyoming County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1839 1272, 28712
Wyoming County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1853 - Landowners 84777
Wyoming County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1866 - Landowners 28714
Wyoming County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1902 - Landowners 84778
[Wyoming County (Pa.) - 1869: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 84779
Wyoming County (Pa.) - Maps - 1869 - Landowners 84779
Wyoming County (Penn.) - Maps - 1952 - Road maps 84780
Wyoming, Department of Commerce and Industry SEE Wyoming Commerce and Industry Commission 84986
Wyoming, Dept. of Commerce and Industry 84846, 84856, 84862, 84877
Wyoming : Derby products 84869
Wyoming - Discovery and exploration - Maps - 1872 70240
Wyoming, Highway Dept. SEE Wyoming, State Highway Dept. 85005
Wyoming highway map 84828, 84840, 84942
Wyoming highway map : 1935 ... / compliments of Phillips Petroleum Company 84872
Wyoming : highway map, 1947 : welcome to wonderful Wyoming 84977
Wyoming : highway map, 1948 : welcome to Wyoming / issued by the Department of Commerce and Industry 84986
Wyoming : highway map, 1949 : State Highway Dept. 84987
Wyoming - Historical geography - Maps - 1940 84942
Wyoming, Idaho, Montana / Tenneco 60061
Wyoming / map prepared by Allan Cartography, Medford, Oregon, using base materials from the U.S. Geological Survey’s 1:500,000 scale state map series 85023
Wyoming - Maps - 1843 81788
Wyoming - Maps - 1855 79548
Wyoming - Maps - 1857 - Road maps 79549
Wyoming - Maps - 1870 51327
Wyoming - Maps - 1874 84781
Wyoming - Maps - 1874 - Indians - Wars 84782
Wyoming - Maps - 1876 84783
Wyoming - Maps - 1876 - Gold mines and mining 84784
Wyoming - Maps - 1876 - Indians - Wars 59828
Wyoming - Maps - 1876 - Railroads 13179
Wyoming - Maps - 1877 84785
Wyoming - Maps - 1878 84786
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| Wyoming - Maps - 1878 - Geology | 30947, 30948, 30949, 30950 |
| Wyoming - Maps - 1878 - Topographic maps | 84787, 84788 |
| Wyoming - Maps - 1879 - Public lands - Surveys | 84789 |
| Wyoming - Maps - 1880 | 84790 |
| Wyoming - Maps - 1883 | 84791 |
| Wyoming - Maps - 1883 - Railroads | 84792 |
| Wyoming - Maps - 1884 - Railroads | 84793 |
| Wyoming - Maps - 1885 | 84794 |
| Wyoming - Maps - 1885 - Railroads | 84795 |
| Wyoming - Maps - 1886 | 84796 |
| Wyoming - Maps - 1887 - Postal service | 51358 |
| Wyoming - Maps - 1887 - Railroads | 51338, 51358, 84797 |
| Wyoming - Maps - 1888 - Railroads | 51340, 84798 |
| Wyoming - Maps - 1889 - Railroads | 51341 |
| Wyoming - Maps - 1890 - Railroads | 51343 |
| Wyoming - Maps - 1891 - Railroads | 51344 |
| Wyoming - Maps - 1892 - Railroads | 51345, 52943 |
| Wyoming - Maps - 1893 - Railroads | 51346 |
| Wyoming - Maps - 1894 - Railroads | 51348, 84799 |
| Wyoming - Maps - 1895 - Railroads | 51350, 84800, 84801 |
| Wyoming - Maps - 1896 - Railroads | 51351 |
| Wyoming - Maps - 1897 - Railroads | 51352 |
| Wyoming - Maps - 1898 - Railroads | 51353 |
| Wyoming - Maps - 1899 - Railroads | 51354 |
| Wyoming - Maps - 1900-1960 - Topographic maps | 84802, 84803 |
| Wyoming - Maps - 1906 - Postal service | 51358 |
| Wyoming - Maps - 1906 - Railroads | 51358 |
| Wyoming - Maps - 1907 - Railroads | 84804 |
| Wyoming - Maps - 1908 - Agriculture | 84805 |
| Wyoming - Maps - 1908 - Mines and mineral resources | 84805 |
| Wyoming - Maps - 1908 - Natural resources | 84805 |
| Wyoming - Maps - 1913 - Railroads | 84806, 84807 |
| Wyoming - Maps - 1914 - Railroads | 84808 |
| Wyoming - Maps - 1915 - Railroads | 84809 |
| Wyoming - Maps - 1916 - Railroads | 84810 |
| Wyoming - Maps - 1917 - Oil Fields | 84811 |
| Wyoming - Maps - 1918 - Road maps | 84812 |
| Wyoming - Maps - 1919 - Railroads | 84814 |
| Wyoming - Maps - 1919 - Railroads - Indexes | 84813 |
| Wyoming - Maps - 1919 - Road maps | 84814 |
| Wyoming - Maps - 1920 - Railroads | 84815, 84816 |
| Wyoming - Maps - 1920 - Road maps | 84815, 84816 |
| Wyoming - Maps - 1921 - Railroads | 84817 |
| Wyoming - Maps - 1921 - Road maps | 84817 |
| Wyoming - Maps - 1922 - Railroads | 84818 |
| Wyoming - Maps - 1922 - Road maps | 84818 |
| Wyoming - Maps - 1923 - Railroads | 84819 |
| Wyoming - Maps - 1923 - Road maps | 84819 |
| Wyoming - Maps - 1924 - Railroads | 84820 |
| Wyoming - Maps - 1924 - Road maps | 84820 |
| Wyoming - Maps - 1925 - Railroads | 84821 |
| Wyoming - Maps - 1925 - Road maps | 84821 |
| Wyoming - Maps - 1926 - Railroads | 84822 |
| Wyoming - Maps - 1926 - Road maps | 84822 |
| Wyoming - Maps - 1927 - Road maps | 51380, 58339, 84823 |
| Wyoming - Maps - 1928 - National parks and reserves | 11295 |
| Wyoming - Maps - 1928 - Railroads | 84824, 84825, 84826, 84827 |
| Wyoming - Maps - 1928 - Road maps | 35156, 35157, 35158, 84824, 84825, 84826, 84827, 84828, 84829, 84830, 84831 |
| Wyoming - Maps - 1929 - Aeronautical charts - Indexes | 84832 |
| Wyoming - Maps - 1929 - Road maps | 84833, 84834, 84835, 84836, 84837 |
| Wyoming - Maps - 1930-1939 - Aeronautical charts | 84839 |
| Wyoming - Maps - 1930-1939 - Industries - Pictorial maps | 84838 |
| Wyoming - Maps - 1930-1939 - Railroads | 84893 |
| Wyoming - Maps - 1930 - Manufactures | 84846 |
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Xiamen (Xiamen Shi, China) - Maps - 1857  20690

XII. Giacomo Gastaldi  28600
Xile Congrès international d'histoire des sciences : actes (1970-1971)  26615
XIII Mezhdunarodnyi kongress po istorii nauki. Sektsiia no. 8, Istoriiia nauk o Zemle  33839
XIII. Venceslas Grodecki  33045
Xilografie di antichi libri : Una cosmoografia illustrata del secolo XVI (Sebastiano Miinster: Cosmografia. Basilea 1549)  51975
Xinjiang Uighur Autonomous Region (China) SEE Xinjiang Uygur Zizhiqu (China)  85028
Xinjiang Uighur Zizhiqu (China) - Description and travel - 1983  85028
Xinjiang Uighur Zizhiqu (China) - Maps - 1889  75170
Xio ats Sio  20768, 20769
Xio (Greece) SEE Chio (Greece)  20769
Xit Ranch (Tex.) - Maps - 1885  72605
XIV boeken van de Geldersse geschiedenissen van't begin af vervolghd tot aen de afzweeringh des konincx van Spanien; waer van 't eerste deel verhandeld de landbeschrijvingh. Getrocken meerendeels uyt de Latynsse wer: ken van den Heer Ich. Isacus Pontanu  28647
XNR Productions  75955
Xuereb, Paul, 1936-  28568
XV. Volfango Lazio  41751
XVI. Pirro Ligorio  42009
The XVII Provinces  53408
Les XVII Provinces dites les Pays-Bas ...  12361
Les XVII provinces ou sont conquêtes du roya ...  9112
XVII. Provinciae Belgii sive Germaniae Inferioris priscis temporibus ... / studio et opera Matthæi Seutteri... ; G. Rogg del.  12360
XVII Provinciae inferioris Germaniae ...  12338, 12340
XVII & XVIII Century maps of Ukraine  18525
XXIII. Gerardo Mercator  45989
XXth century citizens atlas  8348
XXV. Abramo Ortelio  62330
XXVIII. Sebastiano Rotenhan  67370
XXXI. Niccolò Sofiano  70329
XXXII. Egidio Tschudi  75584
Xylander, Wilhelm, 1532-  28914
Y Bibl cyssegr - Lan, sef, Yr Hen Destament a'r Newydd  12686, 12701, 12900
Y dangosai daearyddowl  4654
Y.I.P. SEE Youth International Party  42124
Y., K. L., fl. 1935  48898
Yacht clubs - Long Island (N.Y.) - Maps - 1928  55881, 55882
Yacht clubs - New York Region - Maps - 1928  55881, 55882
Yadin, Yigael, 1917-1984  33728
Yadkin County (N.C.) - Maps - 1700-1799 - Landowners  57951
Yaeger, Donald P.  50015
Yaggy Associates  34776
Yaggy, L. W.  30719, 30740
Yaggy, Levi Walter, ca.1849-1912 SEE Yaggy, L. W.  30740
Yaggy's geographical portfolio  30740
Yaggy's graphic record of resources of nations  30719
Yakama Indians - Washington (State) - Maps - 1855-1856  81165
Yakima County (Wash.) - Maps - 1979  85029
Yakima Indians SEE Yakama Indians  81165
Yakima (Wash.) - Maps - 1969-1971 - Agricultural exhibitions - Pictorial maps  43198
Yakovleva, Eleanora  75835
Yale Center for British Art  1498
Yale Center for British Art. Manuscript map  83948
The Yale 'Lafrefy atlas’  41406, 41407
Yale Library Associates  19207, 21810
Yale Oil Corporation (Billings, Mont.)  59899, 59920, 59921, 82290
Yale Peruvian Expedition (1911)  1962
Yale Peruvian Expedition (1911) - Maps  1962
Yale Publishing Association  79934
Yale University  5144, 18931, 31987, 79945
Yale University. Art Gallery  79408
Yale University. Art Gallery - Exhibitions - Catalogs  79408
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Yazoo and Mississippi Valley Railroad Company   50127, 50128, 77060, 77112, 77124, 77135, 77157, 77167, 77175, 77183, 77194,
Yavapai County (Ariz.)
Yates
Yates, Robert, 1728
Yates, Emma W.   34417
Yates, E. S.   77141
Yates County (N.Y.)
Yates, Claude L.   33578
Yate, Robert, 17th cent.   11337, 14225
Yaruqui Region (Ecuador)
Yarnell's special map of East St. Louis and surroundings ...
Yarnell, F., Dr.   24064
Yarmouth Region (England)
Yarmouth Region (England)
Yarmouth Region (England)
Yarmouth Region (England)
Yarmouth Region (England)
Yarmouth (City : Norfolk, England) SEE Great Yarmouth (England) 32762
Yarmouth (N.S. : County) - Maps - 1864 - Landowners 85035
Yarmouth Region (England) - Maps - 1728 - Coasts- Nautical charts 25102
Yarmouth Region (England) - Maps - 1740 - Coasts - Nautical charts 25003
Yarmouth Region (England) - Maps - 1749 - Coasts - Nautical charts 25004
Yarmouth Region (England) - Maps - 1758 - Coasts - Nautical charts 25005
Yarmouth Region (England) - Maps - 1790 - Coasts - Nautical charts 25006
Yarnell, F., Dr.   24064
Yarnell's special map of East St. Louis and surroundings ... 24064
Yaruqui Region (Ecuador) - Maps - 1751 - Surveys - Pictorial works 85036
Yate, Robert, 17th cent.   11337, 14225
Yates, Claude L.   33578
[Yates County (N.Y.) - 1855: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 85037
[Yates County (N.Y.) - 1865: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 85038
Yates County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1839   61772
Yates County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1855 - Landowners 85037
Yates County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1865 - Landowners 85038
Yates County (N.Y.) - Maps - 1876 - Landowners 85039
Yates, E. S.   77141
Yates, Emma W.   34417
Yates, Robert, 1728-1801   1113
Yates, William, ca. 1738-1802   41560
Yavapai County (Ariz.) - Maps - 1960 - Railroads 85040
Yazoo and Mississippi Valley Railroad Company   50127, 50128, 77060, 77112, 77124, 77135, 77157, 77167, 77175, 77183, 77194, 77211, 77218,
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77239, 77247, 77262, 77281, 77299, 77313, 77337, 77357, 77377, 77408, 77467, 77507, 77533, 77553, 77569

Yazoo and Mississippi Valley Railroad Company - Maps - 1897  50127, 50128
Yazoo and Mississippi Valley Railroad Company - Maps - 1903  77060
Yazoo and Mississippi Valley Railroad Company - Maps - 1908  77112
Yazoo and Mississippi Valley Railroad Company - Maps - 1909  77124
Yazoo and Mississippi Valley Railroad Company - Maps - 1910  77135
Yazoo and Mississippi Valley Railroad Company - Maps - 1911  77157
Yazoo and Mississippi Valley Railroad Company - Maps - 1912  77167
Yazoo and Mississippi Valley Railroad Company - Maps - 1913  77175
Yazoo and Mississippi Valley Railroad Company - Maps - 1914  77183
Yazoo and Mississippi Valley Railroad Company - Maps - 1915  77194
Yazoo and Mississippi Valley Railroad Company - Maps - 1916  77211
Yazoo and Mississippi Valley Railroad Company - Maps - 1917  77218
Yazoo and Mississippi Valley Railroad Company - Maps - 1920  77239
Yazoo and Mississippi Valley Railroad Company - Maps - 1921  77247
Yazoo and Mississippi Valley Railroad Company - Maps - 1922  77262
Yazoo and Mississippi Valley Railroad Company - Maps - 1923  77281
Yazoo and Mississippi Valley Railroad Company - Maps - 1924  77299
Yazoo and Mississippi Valley Railroad Company - Maps - 1925  77313
Yazoo and Mississippi Valley Railroad Company - Maps - 1926  77337
Yazoo and Mississippi Valley Railroad Company - Maps - 1927  77357
Yazoo and Mississippi Valley Railroad Company - Maps - 1928  77377
Yazoo and Mississippi Valley Railroad Company - Maps - 1929  77408
Yazoo and Mississippi Valley Railroad Company - Maps - 1930  77467
Yazoo and Mississippi Valley Railroad Company - Maps - 1931  77507
Yazoo and Mississippi Valley Railroad Company - Maps - 1932  77533
Yazoo and Mississippi Valley Railroad Company - Maps - 1933  77555
Yazoo and Mississippi Valley Railroad Company - Maps - 1934  77569

Yazoo City (Miss.) - Maps - Fortification - 1722 - Manuscripts  27427
Yazoo City (Miss.) - Maps - Fortification - 1722 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  27425, 27426
[Yazoo County (Miss.) - 1874: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche]  85042
Yazoo County (Miss.) - Maps - 1800-1899 - Landowners  85041
Yazoo County (Miss.) - Maps - 1874 - Landowners  85042
Yazoo Delta (Miss. : Region) SEE Delta (Miss. : Region)  23072
Yazoo-Mississippi Delta Levee District  23072
Yazoo-Mississippi Delta Levee District - Maps - 1934 - Road maps  23072
Yazoo Mississippi Delta (Miss. : Region) SEE Delta (Miss. : Region)  23072
Ybarra-Frausto, Tomás, 1938-  22347
Ydee ou plan du chenal par lequel est sorty le navire la paix ... du port de l'Île Dauphine  51183
Ye Galleon Press  59797
Yeaddon, David  26310
Yeager, E. (Edward)  4962, 4977, 4986, 4997, 5009, 5019, 5031, 5051, 5074, 5084, 29764, 29779, 29797, 29813, 29869, 29897, 29919, 29942, 29946, 30029, 30060, 30129, 30149, 30222, 62062, 62063, 76777, 76779, 76787
Yeager, E. (Edward). Commercial map of the world ... (1876)  30075
Yeager, E. (Edward). Commercial map of the world (1879)  30149
Yeager, Joseph, approximately 1792-1859  1750, 1751, 1758, 1759, 11607, 13576, 1921, 20665, 20666, 21231, 21232, 23160, 23161, 25803, 27889, 27892, 29488, 29720, 29725, 29750, 30673, 30674, 31002, 31005, 31475, 31476, 32790, 32791, 34049, 34050, 35424, 35425, 35442, 35446, 38335, 38336, 38916, 38917, 41799, 41800, 42850, 43944, 43964, 43966, 45393, 45395, 48120, 48121, 48122, 52644, 54760, 54761, 56062, 56067, 57698, 57710, 57723, 63552, 63557, 64276, 64277, 66655, 66673, 66675, 66674, 66877, 67137, 67138, 69234, 69235, 69548, 69549, 71254, 72795, 72796, 73040, 76404, 76610, 76668, 81065, 82881, 84211, 85172
Yeakell, Thomas, d. 1787  13956, 20525, 73598, 73600
Yeager, (Edward). Commercial map of the world ... (1879)  30149
Yeates, Nicholos, fl. 1680-1681  14174, 14225, 38572, 38574, 41839
Yeats, Nicholas, fl. 1680-1681  38572
Yedo Bay (Japan) SEE Tokyo Bay (Japan)  75248
Yee, Cordell D. K., 1955-  17422, 67383
Yee, Martha M.  18748
Yefermov, A. V.  70024
Yellow Dog Productions  79202
Yellow fever, cholera, and the beginnings of medical cartography  45686
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Yellow Fever - Manhattan (New York, N.Y.) - Maps - 1796-1797  44324
Yellow Ford, Battle of, County Armagh, Northern Ireland, 1598 - Pictorial works - 1598- Manuscripts - Facsimiles  85043
Yellow Medicine County (Minn.) - Maps - 1913 - Landowners  85044
Yellow Octagon Trails SEE Approved Wayside Stations, Inc.  54067
"Yellow Octagon" trails thru out New England  54067
Yellow Sea - Maps - 1858  44313
Yellow Sea - Maps - 1904  67735
Yellow Sea - Maps - 1904-1905  67734
Yellow Stages (Firm)  33037, 33038
Yellow Stages (Firm) - Maps - 1930  33038
Yellow Stages (Firm) - Maps - 1930-1939  33037
Yellowstone Garage (Brownton, Minn.)  77985
Yellowstone Lake (Wyo.) - Maps - 1871  85045, 85046
Yellowstone Lake (Wyo.) - Pictorial works - 1872  85047, 85048
Yellowstone Lake, Wyoming Territory / surveyed by the party in charge of F.V. Hayden U. S. Geologist ; compiled and drawn by E. Hergesheimer from field notes and sketches of A. Schönborn & H. W. Elliott  85045
Yellowstone National Park  30914, 85075
Yellowstone National Park and Grand Teton Nat'l Park / Automobile Club of Southern California  85079
The Yellowstone National Park, and the mountain regions of portions of Idaho, Nevada, Colorado and Utah / described by Professor F. V. Hayden ... ; illustrated by chromolithographic reproductions of water-color sketches by Thomas Moran  85083
Yellowstone National Park / from surveys made under the direction of F.V. Hayden U. S. Geologist and other authorities ; Compiled and drawn by E. Hergesheimer  85082
Yellowstone National Park - Maps - 1871  85046, 85049, 85050, 85051, 85052, 85053, 85054
Yellowstone National Park - Maps - 1872 - Hot springs  34690
Yellowstone National Park - Maps - 1876  81887, 85055, 85083
Yellowstone National Park - Maps - 1878  85056, 85057, 85058, 85059, 85060, 85061, 85062, 85063, 85064, 85065, 85066, 85067
Yellowstone National Park - Maps - 1879 - Manuscripts  43848
Yellowstone National Park - Maps - 1882-1892 - Tourist maps  85068
Yellowstone National Park - Maps - 1884  85069
Yellowstone National Park - Maps - 1885 - Railroads, Proposed  85070
Yellowstone National Park - Maps - 1885 - Tourist maps  85070
Yellowstone National Park - Maps - 1896  85071
Yellowstone National Park - Maps - 1905  85072
Yellowstone National Park - Maps - 1915  85073
Yellowstone National Park - Maps - 1920  82196
Yellowstone National Park - Maps - 1921 - Road maps  82206, 82207, 82208
Yellowstone National Park - Maps - 1923 - Road maps  82219
Yellowstone National Park - Maps - 1924 - Road maps  59864, 59865, 59866
Yellowstone National Park - Maps - 1925 - Road maps  59868, 59869
Yellowstone National Park - Maps - 1926 - Road maps  77353
Yellowstone National Park - Maps - 1928 - Railroads  85074
Yellowstone National Park - Maps - 1928 - Relief  85074
Yellowstone National Park - Maps - 1928 - Road maps  51383, 51384, 85074
Yellowstone National Park - Maps - 1929 - Road maps  59878, 85075
Yellowstone National Park - Maps - 1929 - Trails  85075
Yellowstone National Park - Maps - 1931 - Road maps  51402, 82272, 84851
Yellowstone National Park - Maps - 1932 - Road maps  35177, 51409, 51410, 59890, 82277, 84857
Yellowstone National Park - Maps - 1933 - Road maps  59894, 82282
Yellowstone National Park - Maps - 1934 - Road maps  51423, 59896, 82286
Yellowstone National Park - Maps - 1935 - Road maps  35199, 51430, 59900, 59901, 59902, 59903, 82290, 84878, 85076
Yellowstone National Park - Maps - 1936 - Road maps  35206, 51434, 51443, 59908, 82299, 84886, 84887, 84888
Yellowstone National Park - Maps - 1937 - Road maps  35214, 35215, 51445, 51453, 59910, 59911, 59912, 59913, 59914, 84895, 84896, 84897
Yellowstone National Park - Maps - 1938 - Road maps  35227, 35228, 35229, 51456, 51468, 51469, 84911, 84914, 84915, 84916
Yellowstone National Park - Maps - 1939 - Road maps  35237, 51471, 51481, 51482, 77720, 77721, 84927, 84930, 84931, 85077
Yellowstone National Park - Maps - 1940 - Road maps  35246, 51489, 77750, 77751, 84943
Yellowstone National Park - Maps - 1941 - Road maps  51497, 51498, 77786, 85078
Yellowstone National Park - Maps - 1942 - Road maps  51506, 59988, 77804, 84962
Yellowstone National Park - Maps - 1943 - Road maps  84963
Yellowstone National Park - Maps - 1944 - Road maps  77835
Yellowstone National Park - Maps - 1945 - Road maps  77850
Yellowstone National Park - Maps - 1946 - Road maps  35262, 59999, 77869, 77877, 77878, 77879, 84970
Yellowstone National Park - Maps - 1947 - Road maps  35267, 51523
Yellowstone National Park - Maps - 1948 - Road maps  48995, 49001, 51529, 60012, 60026, 77921, 77922
Yellowstone National Park - Maps - 1949 - Road maps  60029, 77942
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York County (Pa.) - Maps - 1821 - Landowners 85108
York County (Pa.) - Maps - 1860 - Landowners 85109
York County (S.C.) - Maps - 1825 - Landowners 85110
York County (S.C.) - Maps - 1840 - Indian land transfers - Manuscripts 85111
York County (S.C.) - Maps - 1840 - Landowners - Manuscripts 85111
York County (S.C.) - Maps - 1840 - Slavery - Manuscripts 85111
[York County (Va.) - 1862: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche] 85112
York County (Va.) - Maps - 1862 - Landowners 85112
York, Douglas A. 79430
York (Ont. : County) - Maps - 1878 - Landowners 85117, 85118
York (Pa.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps 33548
York Point (N.L.) - Maps - 1794 - Nautical charts 12312
York Region (Pa.) - Maps - 2008 - Road maps 33548
York River (Va.) - Maps - 1781 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 39472
York River (Va.) - Maps - 1782 - Mouth - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 85156
Yorkshire 85119, 85123
Yorkshire Archaeological Society - Map collections - Bibliography 85155
Yorkshire Archaeological Society - Maps - 1610 85119, 85120, 85121, 85122
Yorkshire Archaeological Society - Maps - 1676 85123, 85124
Yorkshire Archaeological Society - Maps - 1720 85125
Yorkshire Archaeological Society - Maps - 1775 85126
Yorkshire Archaeological Society - Maps - 1806 85127
Yorkshire Archaeological Society - Maps - 1817-1840 - Ecclesiastical geography 85128
Yorkshire Archaeological Society - Maps - 1858 85129
Yorkshire Archaeological Society - Maps - 1867 85130
Yorkshire Archaeological Society - Maps - 1874 85131
Yorkshire Archaeological Society - Maps - 1878 85132, 85133
Yorkshire Archaeological Society - Maps - 1882 85134
Yorkshire Archaeological Society - Maps - 1897 85139
Yorkshire Archaeological Society - Maps - 1901 85140
Yorkshire Archaeological Society - Maps - 1902 85141
Yorkshire Archaeological Society - Maps - 1903 - Guidebooks 85142
Yorkshire Archaeological Society - Maps - 1904 85143
Yorkshire Archaeological Society - Maps - 1906 85144
Yorkshire Archaeological Society - Maps - 1908 85145
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</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yorkshire (England) - Maps - 1909</td>
<td>85146</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yorkshire (England) - Maps - 1911</td>
<td>81717</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yorkshire (England) - Maps - 1919</td>
<td>24062</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yorkshire (England) - Maps - 1922-1923</td>
<td>85147, 85148</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yorkshire (England) - Maps - 1923</td>
<td>85149</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yorkshire (England) - Maps - 1941-1959</td>
<td>85150</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yorkshire (England) - Maps - 1950</td>
<td>85151</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yorkshire (England) - Maps - 1951</td>
<td>41565</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yorkshire (England) - Maps - 1955 - Guidebooks</td>
<td>85152</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yorkshire (England) - Maps - 1985</td>
<td>85153</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yorkshire (England) - Maps - 1986</td>
<td>85154</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yorkshire (England) - Maps - Bibliography</td>
<td>85155</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yorkshire &amp; Humberside</td>
<td>85154</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yorkshire. Its scenes, lore and legends : elaborated from a prize essay written for the Bradford geographical exhibition, 1887 ... / by M. Tait ; with contour maps of river valleys, geological map, large folding map of the whole county, and a large fol</td>
<td>85136</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yorkshire maps and map-makers</td>
<td>18619</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yorkshire. Part I, The East Coast, York, and the country between the N.E. main line and the sea : also the cathedral and castle of Durham / by M.J.B. Baddeley ; twelve maps and plans by Bartholomew</td>
<td>85137, 85139, 85141, 85145</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yorkshire. Part II, West and part of North Ridings and all parts of the country west of the N.E. main line : also Barnard Castle and Teesdale / by M.J.B. Baddeley ; eighteen maps and plans by Bartholomew</td>
<td>85138</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yorkshire. Part II, West and part of North Ridings, and all parts of the country west of the N.E. main line : also Barnard Castle and Teesdale / by M.J.B. Baddeley ; twenty maps and plans by Bartholomew</td>
<td>85140</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yorkshire. Part II, West and part of North Ridings, and all parts of the country west of the N.E. main line : also Barnard Castle and Teesdale / by M.J.B. Baddeley ; twenty-one maps and plans by Bartholomew</td>
<td>85144, 85146</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yorkshire Weekly Post</td>
<td>82854</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yorkshire : West Riding / edited by Arthur Mee</td>
<td>85150</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yorktown Region (Va.) - Maps - 1781 - Maps - Manuscripts</td>
<td>85168</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yorktown Region (Va.) - Maps - 1782 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>85156</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yorktown (Va.), Battle of, 1777 - Manuscript maps</td>
<td>85156</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yorktown (Va.) - History - Siege, 1781 - Manuscript maps</td>
<td>85156, 85157</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yorktown (Va.) - History - Siege, 1781 - Maps</td>
<td>19331, 19332, 85158, 85159, 85161, 85169, 85170, 85171, 85172, 85173</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yorktown (Va.) - History - Siege, 1781 - Maps - Bibliography</td>
<td>85160</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yorktown (Va.) - History - Siege, 1781 - Maps - Manuscripts</td>
<td>19330, 85167, 85168</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yorktown (Va.) - History - Siege, 1781 - Maps - Manuscripts - Facsimiles</td>
<td>3834, 3835, 85162, 85163, 85164, 85165, 85166</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yorktown (Va.) - Maps - 1931</td>
<td>85173</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yorktown (Va.) - Tourism - 1988</td>
<td>85174</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yorktown Victory Center</td>
<td>85174</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yorktown Victory Center : Yorktown, Virginia</td>
<td>85174</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yorston, R. B.</td>
<td>1126</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yosemite National Park</td>
<td>85182</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yosemite National Park (Calif.) - Guidebooks - 1965</td>
<td>85175</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yosemite National Park (Calif.) - Guidebooks - 1970</td>
<td>85176</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yosemite National Park (Calif.) - Maps - 1915</td>
<td>85177</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yosemite National Park (Calif.) - Maps - 1920</td>
<td>85178</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yosemite National Park (Calif.) - Maps - 1926 - Road maps</td>
<td>77353, 77942</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yosemite National Park (Calif.) - Maps - 1930-1939 - Relief</td>
<td>85179</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yosemite National Park (Calif.) - Maps - 1934 - Road maps</td>
<td>15426</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yosemite National Park (Calif.) - Maps - 1935 - Road maps</td>
<td>15442</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yosemite National Park (Calif.) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps</td>
<td>15444, 15445, 15456, 35207, 53695, 82299</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yosemite National Park (Calif.) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps</td>
<td>15458, 15459, 15473, 35216, 53699, 72474</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yosemite National Park (Calif.) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps</td>
<td>15476, 15483, 15484</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yosemite National Park (Calif.) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps</td>
<td>15495, 15502</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yosemite National Park (Calif.) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps</td>
<td>85180</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yosemite National Park (Calif.) - Maps - 1946 - Road maps</td>
<td>77869, 77877, 77878, 77879</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yosemite National Park (Calif.) - Maps - 1948 - Road maps</td>
<td>48995, 49001, 77921, 77922</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yosemite National Park (Calif.) - Maps - 1950 - Road maps</td>
<td>77989</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yosemite National Park (Calif.) - Maps - 1951 - Road maps</td>
<td>15609</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yosemite National Park (Calif.) - Maps - 1952 - Road maps</td>
<td>82512</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yosemite National Park (Calif.) - Maps - 1953 - Road maps</td>
<td>28381</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yosemite National Park (Calif.) - Maps - 1955 - Road maps</td>
<td>60047, 60048, 78135</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yosemite National Park (Calif.) - Maps - 1956 - Road maps</td>
<td>28382, 82555</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yosemite National Park (Calif.) - Maps - 1957 - Road maps</td>
<td>28383</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yosemite National Park (Calif.) - Maps - 1960</td>
<td>78301</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yosemite National Park (Calif.) - Maps - 1962 - Road maps</td>
<td>82601</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yosemite National Park (Calif.) - Maps - 1963 - Road maps</td>
<td>15630, 15632</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Youth’s manual of geography : combined with history and astronomy : designed for the use of the junior and intermediate classes in public and private schools / by James Monteith  29748

Ypres a strong city and castle in Flanders, restor’d to the emperor by the Treaty of Utrecht : For Mr. Tindal's continuation of Mr. Rapin's history  35327, 35328

Ypres and the battles of Ypres  35329

Ypres (Belgium) SEE Ieper (Belgium)  35324

Yriarte, Charles, 1832-1898  26778, 79977

Ysla de Cuba  22494

Ysla de Santa María  68843, 68844

Ysla dela Mocha  51193, 51195

Ysselmeer (Netherlands) SEE IJssel Lake (Netherlands)  35340

Yssna (Germany) SEE Isny im Allgäu (Germany)  38576

Ythier, Abbé  67231

[Yuba County (Calif.) - 1887: LC G&M land ownership maps on microfiche]  85192

Yuba County (Calif.) - Maps  - 1887 - Landowners  85192

Yuba River Valley (Calif.) - Maps  - 1863 - Canals  85193

Yucatan  85196

Yucatan conventus iuridici Hispaniae novae pars occidentalis, et Guatimala ...  18956

Yucatán (Mexico : State) - 1500-1599 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  20534

Yucatán (Mexico : State) - 1925 - Maps - Railroads  85194

Yucatán (Mexico : State) - History - 1500-1599 - Sources  20534

Yucatán (Mexico : State) - Maps - 1577 - Landowners - Pictorial maps - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  85195

Yucatán (Mexico : State) - Maps - 1927  85196

Yucatecan Peninsula  6865

Yucatán Peninsula - Maps  - 1671  18956

Yucatán Peninsula - Maps  - 1700-1799 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  33165

Yucatán Peninsula - Maps  - 1703 - Coasts - Nautical charts  3667

Yucatán Peninsula - Maps  - 1766-1768 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles  85197

Yucatán Peninsula - Maps  - 1777  85198

Yucatán Peninsula - Maps  - 1839-1842 - Archaeology  18970

Yucatán Peninsula - Maps  - 1846  46354

Yucatán Peninsula - Maps  - 1854 - Indians  85199

Yucatán Peninsula - Maps  - 1935 - Road maps  46513

Yuenger, James  3105

Yugoslav Atlases SEE Atlases, Yugoslav  85204

Yugoslav National Tourist Office  85222

Yugoslavia  10777, 85205, 85210, 85218, 85219, 85220, 85221

Yugoslavia, Adriatic coast  85215

Yugoslavia / [Central Intelligence Agency]  85214

Yugoslavia - Geography - 1964  30615

Yugoslavia - Historical geography - Maps - 1590-1606  22748

Yugoslavia - Historical geography - Maps - 1954  34111

Yugoslavia - Maps - 1400-1599 - Facsimiles  85200

Yugoslavia - Maps - 1561  70214, 70215

Yugoslavia - Maps - 1590-1606  22748

Yugoslavia - Maps - 1600-1699  85201

Yugoslavia - Maps - 1680  34915

Yugoslavia - Maps - 1705  85202

Yugoslavia - Maps - 1716  38832

Yugoslavia - Maps - 1740  70218

Yugoslavia - Maps - 1742  34942

Yugoslavia - Maps - 1746  85203

Yugoslavia - Maps - 1792  67124

Yugoslavia - Maps - 1806 - Coasts  96

Yugoslavia - Maps - 1853  34980

Yugoslavia - Maps - 1923 - Coasts  34983

Yugoslavia - Maps - 1927 - Road maps  85204

Yugoslavia - Maps - 1938  22779

Yugoslavia - Maps - 1954  85205

Yugoslavia - Maps - 1956  85206

Yugoslavia - Maps - 1959  85207

Yugoslavia - Maps - 1960  85208

Yugoslavia - Maps - 1964  85209

Yugoslavia - Maps - 1964 - Road maps  85210
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Yugoslavia - Maps - 1966 85211
Yugoslavia - Maps - 1967 85212
Yugoslavia - Maps - 1969 85213, 85214, 85215
Yugoslavia - Maps - 1970 85216
Yugoslavia - Maps - 1971 85217
Yugoslavia - Maps - 1974 85218
Yugoslavia - Maps - 1975 - Guidebooks 85219
Yugoslavia - Maps - 1989 85220
Yugoslavia - Maps - 1989 - Guidebooks 25777, 85221
Yugoslavia - Maps - Collections - To 1799 17988
Yugoslavia - Maps - Exhibitions - Catalogs 22438
Yugoslavia; official standard names approved by the United States Board on Geographic Names 52530
Yugoslavia : Slovenia, Croatia and Bosnia-Hercegovina, including the Dalmation Coast : by Stevie Nickels ; with 16 photographs by Cora Pongracz 85213
Yugoslavia : Tourism - 1977 85222
Yugoslavia : Travel Guide 1977 85222
Yukon - Discovery and exploration - Maps 59733
Yukon - Maps - 1880 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 39958
Yukon - Maps - 1896 13998, 13999
Yukon - Maps - 1898 - Inland navigation 16354
Yukon - Maps - 1898 - Trails 16354
Yukon - Maps - 1923 - Steamboat lines 16408
Yukon - Maps - 1956 - Road maps 1004
Yukon - Maps - 1957 - Road maps 1062
Yukon - Maps - 1958 - Road maps 1065
Yukon - Maps - 1964 - Road maps 1005, 1068
Yukon - Maps - 1969 - Road maps 85223
Yukon - Maps - 1970 - Road maps 85224
Yukon - Maps - 1972 - Road maps 1081
Yukon - Maps - 1973 - Road maps 1082
Yukon - Maps - 1975 - Road maps 1084, 1085
Yukon - Maps - Collections 59733
Yukon Pacific Highway - Maps - 1930 59686
Yukon River (Alaska) - Maps - 1866 85225
Yukon River Valley (Yukon and Alaska) - Maps - 1895 - Gold mines and mining 13118, 27518, 85226
Yukon River Valley (Yukon and Alaska) - Maps - 1898 - Gold mines and mining 1043, 1044
Yukon River (Yukon and Alaska) - Maps - Collections, 1896-1899 - Manuscripts - Facsimiles 19621
Yukon - Surveys - 1872-1908 85227
Yukon Territory. Department of Travel and Information 85223, 85224
Yukon Territory. Dept. of Travel and Publicity 1005
Yukon - Topographic maps - 1955 16316
The Yulara Experience 76006
Yulara Resort 76006
Yule, Amy Frances, fl. 1884 32880
Yuma (Ariz.) - Maps - 1869 85228
Yuma (Ariz.) - Maps - 1879 81888
Yuma (Ariz.) - Pictorial works - 1853 85229
Yuma (Ariz.) - Pictorial works - 1866 85230
Yuma Depot (Ariz.) - Maps - 1869 85228
Yuma Depot (Ariz.) - Maps - 1879 81888
Yuma Depot (Ariz.) - Pictorial works - 1853 85229
Yuma Depot (Ariz.) - Pictorial works - 1886 85230
Yuma Region (Ariz.) - Pictorial works - 1848 85231
Yuma Reservation (Ariz. and Calif.) SEE Fort Yuma Reservation (Ariz. and Calif.) 85228
Yuquot (B.C.) - Maps - 1788-1789 58732, 58734
Yuquot (B.C.) - Maps - 1791 - Nautical charts 85232
Yurkovic, Mike 7531
Yust, Walter, 1894- 6484
Yusuf Kamal, Prince, 1882- 17867
Yvelines (France) - Maps - 1695 - Canals 16416, 16417, 16418
Yvelines (France) - Maps - 1713 - Canals 16420, 16421
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Yvelines (France) - Maps - 1723 - Canals 16423, 16424
Yves et Barret 69009
Yvon, 1886-1969 63203
Z-CARD Limited 75255
Z Historji matematyki XVII w Polsce = Pages from the history of mathematics in seventeenth century Poland 45533
Z Industries Ltd. 75255
Z.P. Maruya & Co. 75251
A-Z Regency London 42423
Zaanstreek (Netherlands) - Historical geography - Maps - 1970 85233
Zaanstreek (Netherlands) - Maps - 1970 85233
Zaanstreek (Netherlands) - Maps - Collections, 1500-1899 85233
Zaanstreek (Netherlands) - Pictorial works - Collections, 1500-1899 85233
Zacatecas 85237
Zacatecas (Mexico : State) - 1834 - Archaeology - Manuscripts 74488
Zacatecas (Mexico : State) - 1925 - Maps - Railroads 85234, 85235
Zacatecas (Mexico : State) - Maps - 1855 - Archaeology - Manuscripts 85236
Zacatecas (Mexico : State) - Maps - 1855 - Indians - Manuscripts 85236
Zacatecas (Mexico : State) - Maps - 1855 - Archaeology - Manuscripts 85236
Zacatecas (Mexico : State) - Maps - 1937 51577
Zacatecas (Zacatecas, Mexico) - Maps - 1860 - Pictorial works 85237
Zacco, Bartolommeo 83919
Zach, Anton von 79971
Zach, Anton von, Freiherr, 1747-1826 SEE Zach, Anton von 79971
Zacharakis, Christos G. 32914, 32915
Zachariä 9747
Zacharia (C.G.), publishers SEE C. G. Zacharia (Firm) 24805
Zacharias Haeggströms förlag (Firm) 10810
Zachariassen, Lars 70195
Zachia, H. 35397
Zachrisson, R. E. (Robert Eugen), 1880-1937 52264
Zacuto, Abraham Ben Samuel, b. ca. 1450 85238
Zacuto, Abraham ben Samuel, b. ca. 1450. Almanach perpetuum celestium motuum 65803
Zadar (Croatia) - Maps - 1574 85239
Zadar Region (Croatia) - Maps - 1570 22753, 22754, 22755
Zadar Region (Croatia) - Maps - 1571 - Military operations 85240
Zadar Region (Croatia) - Maps - 1574 85239
Zadar Region (Croatia) - Maps - 1588 16614
Zadar Region (Croatia) - Maps - 1600 22757
Zadar Region (Croatia) - Maps - 1606 16615
Zaddiq's Canaan 85241
Zaddiq, Yaaqov Ben Abraham. Map of Canaan, 1621 85241
Zafalonia Island (Greece) SEE Cephalonia Island (Greece) 19036
Zaffignani, Giovanni 63430
Zagreb 7437
Zagreb (Croatia) - Maps - 1951 22437
Zagreb (Croatia) - Maps - Exhibitions - Catalogs 85242
Zagreb : na geodetsko-katastarskim zemljovidima i u zemljisnim knjigama 85242
The Zagreb National and University Library map collection 52042
Zagreb National and University Library SEE Nacionalna i sveucilisna biblioteka 52042
Zahara (Spain) - Pictorial works - 1564 13423
Zahn, Josef von, 1831- 17868
Zahradnik, K. 70080
Zahrtmann, C. C. (Christian Christopher), 1793-1853 8056, 23167
Zainer, Günther 74136, 74137
Zaire SEE Congo (Democratic Republic) 21855
Zaisberger, Frederike 7277
Zak-atlas der geheele aarde 8784
Zak-atlas, of, Leidsman des reizigers = Atlas portatif, ou, Guide du voyageur 8772
Zak atlas van Nederland 8843
Zak- & reis-atlas 8770
Zakarpats'Ka Oblast' (Ukraine) - Maps - 1923 - Ethnology 34983
Zakynthos (Greece) - Maps - 1574 85243
Zakynthos (Greece) - Maps - 1694 22409
Zakynthos (Greece) - Maps - 1695 63486
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Zakynthos (Greece) - Maps - 1753 - Nautical charts 63491
Zakynthos (Greece) - Maps - 1771 - Nautical charts 63492
Zakynthos Island (Greece) - Maps - 1528 85244
Zalteri, Giulio 41877
Zalteri, Rocco 41877
Zaltieri, Bolognino, fl. 1555 - 1576 2211, 10977, 13289, 13708, 13709, 15146, 18690, 20873, 20916, 22390, 22801, 24706, 25739, 25885, 26514, 26804, 27223, 27607, 27608, 28289, 28730, 28755, 31923, 32272, 32361, 33149, 33248, 33718, 34535, 38218, 38219, 38448, 38635, 38641, 39755, 41289, 44252, 46157, 46175, 46204, 49183, 49267, 50053, 52629, 53633, 57328, 57329, 57330, 62402, 62777, 62783, 63017, 63375, 63376, 63426, 64151, 64224, 64615, 67202, 67311, 70102, 70114, 75098, 75169, 75247, 75547, 75650, 75714, 75715, 79792, 79880, 79960, 79961, 79998, 80000, 80186, 80239, 83610, 85338
Zambelli, J. 11455
Zamberti, Bartolomeo, fl. 1485 SEE Bartolommeo da li Sonetti, fl. 1485 11862, 38502
Zambia Geographical Association 85245
Zambia - Maps - Bibliography - 1890-1949 85245
Zamboanga (Philippines) - Maps - 1734 64509
Zamboanga (Philippines) - Maps - 1734 - 1744 64508
Zamosc (Poland) - Maps - 1620 85246
Zamosc (Poland) - Maps - 1657 85247
Zamosc (Poland) - Pictorial works - 1620 85246
Zamosc (Poland) - Pictorial works - 1657 85247
Zamosc Region (Poland) - Maps - 1787 85248
Zamoscivm, noua Poloniae ciuitas, a magnifico eius regni Cancellario ... 85246, 85247
Zamoscivm (Poland) SEE Zamosc (Poland) 85246
Zamyslovskiy, Ye. 33838
Zander, Louis 52303
Zandvliet (Belgium) - Maps - 1628 - Fortification 85249, 85250
Zandvliet (Belgium) - Maps - 1632 - Fortification 85251, 85252
Zandvliet (Belgium) - Maps - 1640 - Fortification 85253
Zandvliet, C. J. 17977
Zandvliet, K. 2178, 18167, 53323
Zandvliet, Kees SEE Zandvliet, K. 18167
Zane Caverns (Ohio) SEE Zane Shawnee Caverns (Ohio) 60585
Zane Shawnee Caverns (Ohio) 60585
Zanesville (Ohio) - Maps - 1833 52024
Zanichelli (Firm) 30547
Zanini, Anna 18522
Zanobio, Bruno 45537
Zante (Greece) SEE Zakynthos (Greece) 63492
Zante insula posta nel mare Mediteraneo longi dala Moerea ... 85243
Zanverdiani, Dario, 1956 - 11810
Zapadocesky (Czech Republic) - Maps - 1715 85254
Zapadocesky Kraj (Czechoslovakia) - Maps - 1745 85255
Zapiski Instituta vostokovedenii^a^ Akademii nauk SSSR 33842
Zapiski o moskovitskickh delakh [=Notes on Russia], ed. Aleksandr Malein 33842
Zapotec Cartography 68825
Zapp 7366
Zara, Judah Ibn SEE Abenzara, Judah 45716
Zarae Region (Croatia) SEE Zadar Region (Croatia) 16614
Zaragoza (Spain), Battle of, 1710 - Maps 85256, 85257
Zaragoza (Spain) - Province - Maps - 1680 34856, 85258, 85259, 85260
Zaremba, Józef 65081
Zarley, William H. 82940
Zarnata 39928, 39931
Zarnata (Greece) - Maps - 1682 - Pictorial works 63470
Zaros (Hungary) SEE Sarospatak (Hungary) 68934
Zaros superioris Hungariae ciuitas, & propugnaculum 68934
Zarra (Croatia) SEE Zadar (Croatia) 85239
Zarra et contado citta principale della Dalmatia ... al pnte. molestata da Turchi 85239
Zarys dziejow kartgrafi slaskiej do konca XVIII wieku 18420
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Zeeland (Netherlands) - Maps</th>
<th>1730</th>
<th>85273</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Zeeland (Netherlands) - Maps - Collections</td>
<td></td>
<td>85274</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zeeland (Netherlands : Province) - 1702 - Coasts - Nautical charts</td>
<td></td>
<td>85275</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zeeland (Netherlands : Province) - 1766 - Coasts - Nautical charts</td>
<td></td>
<td>71110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zeeland (Netherlands : Province) - Maps</td>
<td>1560</td>
<td>53623</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zeeland (Netherlands : Province) - Maps</td>
<td>1570</td>
<td>85276</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zeeland (Netherlands : Province) - Maps</td>
<td>1583 - Coasts - Nautical charts</td>
<td>12108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zeeland (Netherlands : Province) - Maps</td>
<td>1588</td>
<td>85277</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zeeland (Netherlands : Province) - Maps</td>
<td>1588 - Coasts - Nautical charts</td>
<td>12109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zeeland (Netherlands : Province) - Maps</td>
<td>1593</td>
<td>85278</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zeeland (Netherlands : Province) - Maps</td>
<td>1606</td>
<td>85279</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zeeland (Netherlands : Province) - Maps</td>
<td>1631</td>
<td>85280</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zeeland (Netherlands : Province) - Maps</td>
<td>1636</td>
<td>85281</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zeeland (Netherlands : Province) - Maps</td>
<td>1640</td>
<td>82794</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zeeland (Netherlands : Province) - Maps</td>
<td>1680</td>
<td>82795</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zeeland (Netherlands : Province) - Maps</td>
<td>1695</td>
<td>85282</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zeeland (Netherlands : Province) - Maps</td>
<td>1696 - Names, Geographical</td>
<td>85283</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zeeland (Netherlands : Province) - Maps</td>
<td>1700</td>
<td>85284</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zeeland (Netherlands : Province) - Maps</td>
<td>1710</td>
<td>85285</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zeeland (Netherlands : Province) - Maps</td>
<td>1725 - Polder maps</td>
<td>85286</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zeeland (Netherlands : Province) - Maps</td>
<td>1747</td>
<td>85287, 85288, 85289</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zeeland (Netherlands : Province) - Maps</td>
<td>1748</td>
<td>85290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zeeland (Netherlands : Province) - Maps</td>
<td>1769</td>
<td>85291</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zeeland (Netherlands : Province) - Maps</td>
<td>1789</td>
<td>26747</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zeeland (Netherlands : Province) - Maps</td>
<td>1940 - Language and languages</td>
<td>85292</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zeeland (Netherlands : Province) - Maps - Bibliography</td>
<td>18623</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zeelandia Insulae Danicarum maxima</td>
<td>85263</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zeeman</td>
<td>8911, 8920, 8929, 8935, 8936, 8940, 8950, 8956, 8960, 8961</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zeeman, K</td>
<td>8932, 8991, 9001, 9005, 9010, 9016, 9018, 9020, 9023, 9026</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zeese &amp; Co. SEE A. Zeese &amp; Co.</td>
<td>22024</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zeiller, Martin, 1589-1661</td>
<td>4302, 4310, 4316, 4318, 4326, 4349, 6415, 6769, 6850, 6851, 9125, 12007, 13296, 25703, 25920, 25926, 27642, 31291, 31399, 41294</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zeiller, Martin</td>
<td>1589-1661 - Maps - Bibliography</td>
<td>46129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zeit im bild handatlas</td>
<td>10088</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zeitschrift der Gesellschaft für Erdkunde zu Berlin</td>
<td>17723</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zeitschrift der Gesellschaft für Erdkunde zu Berlin (1896)</td>
<td>596</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zeitschrift des Harz-Vereins für Geschichte und Altertumskunde (1926)</td>
<td>73210</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zeitschrift des Österreichischer Ingenieur- und Architekten-vereines (1898)</td>
<td>18571</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zeitschrift für instrumentenkunde (1920)</td>
<td>57034</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zeitschrift für Mathematik und Physik, Historische-Litterarische Abtheilung (1876)</td>
<td>66422</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zeitschrift für Semitistik und verwandte Gebiete</td>
<td>13377</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zeitschrift für wissenschaftliche Geographie (1881)</td>
<td>18387</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zeitung aus del Insel Malta welche den Herzen Rittern Johanniter ...</td>
<td>44267</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zeitz Region (Germany) - Maps</td>
<td>1730</td>
<td>85293</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zeki, Mehmed</td>
<td>10939</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>La Zelande avec une partie de la Flandre Hollandoise tirée des meilleurs cartes, du pais même</td>
<td>85287</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zelandia</td>
<td>85266</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zelandia comitatus : geschiedenis en cartobibliografie van de provincie Zeeland tot 1860 / Dick en Joan Blok-van der Wijst</td>
<td>18623</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zelandia inferioris Germania pars magnos circumdata Oceano plurimis insulis ...</td>
<td>85278</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zelandicarvm inslvarvm exactissima et nova descritio / avctore D. Iacobo a Daventria</td>
<td>85276, 85277, 85279</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zelinka, Zdenek</td>
<td>23820</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zelinski, Wilbur</td>
<td>64125, 64126</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zelinsky, Wilbur, 1921-</td>
<td>57827, 78877</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zell, Christoph, d. 1544</td>
<td>33630, 85295, 85303</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zell, Christoph, d. 1544. Canon oder ausslegung diser gegenwertigen Mappen (1533)</td>
<td>85294</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zell, Heinrich, 1518-1564</td>
<td>7645, 7646, 23663, 31321, 62349, 66424, 85295, 85296, 85297, 85298, 85299, 85300, 85303, 85304</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zell, Heinrich, 1518-1564. Celestial globe (1549)</td>
<td>22841, 22842</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Zhongguo ke xue yuan. Di li yan jiu suo  20736
Zhonghua renmin gongheguo fen sheng dituji = Zhonghua Renmin Gongheguo fen sheng di tu ji / Di tu chu ban she [bian zhi]  20732
Zhou, Zhenhe  69910
Zhoushan Archipelago (China) - Maps - 1703 - Coasts - Nautical charts  85317
Zhoushan Archipelago (China) - Maps - 1748 - Coasts - Nautical charts  85318
Zhoushan Archipelago (China) - Maps - 1872  20696
Zhuang, Tingfu, active 18th century  84271
Zhuang, Tingfu, active 18th century. Map of the great Qing’s myriad tribute states (1800)  17069
Zhuang, Tingfu, active 18th century. Wan-kuo-yü-t’u [= Map of the world] (1858)  84271
Zhuk, Nikolai  41704
Ziebell, August W.  45029
Zieber, William B.  76759
Ziegenfuss, C.O. Western Montana : a review of the mineral, timber and agricultural resources ... (1886)  15031
Ziegenhirt, Carl  31554
Ziegfeld, Arnold Hillen, 1894- 31304
Ziegler, Gerhard  10467, 10473
Ziegler, J. M. (Jakob Melchior), 1801-1883  9865, 10902, 10903
Ziegler, Jacob, 1480-1549  12635, 12638, 28893, 34888, 34889, 34891, 34892, 34897, 85319, 85320, 85321, 85322, 85323
Ziegler, Jacob, 1480-1549. [Schondia] (1532)  85325
Ziegler, Jacob, ca. 1471-1549. Schondia (1532)  85326
Ziegler & McCurdy  76856
Ziegler (P.W.) & Co. SEE P. W. Ziegler & Co.  46476
Ziegler, Werner, fl. 1927  10240
Zien, denken, doen en leren: werelddelen  8993
Zien, denken, doen & leren: beginatlas Nederland  53597
Zierikzee (Netherlands) - Pictorial works - 1636  85281
Ziesler, fl. 1931  22516
Ziget, fortezza nel paese d’Ongheria, preso dal campo de Turchi l’anno 1566 ...  70114
Zigeth (Romania) SEE Sighet (Romania)  22809
Zijlstra  8843
Ziletti, Giordano, 16th cent.  142, 26351, 28912, 28913, 28915, 28916, 28917, 39191, 39192, 39195, 39196, 39197
Zilliacus, Laurin  26648
Zimmerman-Leahy Garages (Pa.)  59245
Zimmerman, Ruth  35405
Zimmermann, Alfred, fl. 1950-1964  10453, 10459
Zimmermann, Eberhard August Wilhelm von, 1743-1815  29141, 29142
Zimmermann, H. Russell  83578
Zimmermann, Michael, d. 1565  43508, 43509, 70214, 70215, 73362, 75901
Zimmermann, T. C. Price, 1934-  17869, 17870
Zinnia Island (Greece) SEE Kínaros Island (Greece)  41390
Zinck, Matthias, d. 1572 SEE Zündt, Matthias, d. 1572  85356
Zincografica Felsinea  63378
Zincography  85327
Zincography - History  42200
Zingerle, Arnold, 1942-  45222
Zinner, Ernst, 1886-1970  3474, 17871, 69719, 80559
Zinthio, Norico, Matthia, ca. 1498-1572 SEE Zündt, Matthias, ca. 1498-1572  34905
Zintl, G.  10810
Zintt, Matthias, d. 1572 SEE Zündt, Matthias, d. 1572  85356
Ziock, H.  24835
Zion (Ill.) - Aerial photographs - 1925  19374
Zion (Ill.) - Maps - 1910 - Real property  22026
Zion National Park (Utah) - Maps - 1927 - Road maps  79597
Zion National Park (Utah) - Maps - 1934 - Road maps  79628
Zion National Park (Utah) - Maps - 1936 - Road maps  2670, 53694, 72492, 72493, 79635, 79640
Zion National Park (Utah) - Maps - 1937 - Road maps  2683, 79641, 79647
Zion National Park (Utah) - Maps - 1938 - Road maps  2699, 53704, 79648, 79649
Zion National Park (Utah) - Maps - 1939 - Road maps  2715, 53708, 79656, 79657
Zion National Park (Utah) - Maps - 1940 - Road maps  79662, 79663, 79664
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Zürcher Bürgerinnen- und Heimatbuch / herausgegeben im Auftrage des Erziehungsrates von Karl Hafner 85365
Zurcher, J.C. 8832
Zürcher und Furrer 76773
Zurends 52764
Zürich, Battle of, Zürich, Switzerland, 1799 (September 25-26)- Maps - 1839 85361
Zürich Erziehungsdirektion 10913
Zürich : Switzerland 85373
Zürich (Switzerland : Canton) - Historical geography - Maps - 1873 85362
Zürich (Switzerland : Canton) - Maps - 1566 85363
Zürich (Switzerland : Canton) - Maps - 1639 85364
Zürich (Switzerland : Canton) - Maps - 1873 85365
Zürich (Switzerland : Canton) - Maps - 1930 85367
Zürich (Switzerland : Canton) - Maps - 1942 85365
Zürich (Switzerland : Canton) - Intelectual life - 1500-1599 34658
Zürich (Switzerland) - Maps - 1768-1793 85366
Zürich (Switzerland) - Maps - 1799 85361
Zürich (Switzerland) - Maps - 1926 74036
Zürich (Switzerland) - Maps - 1930 85367
Zürich (Switzerland) - Maps - 1961 85368
Zürich (Switzerland) - Pictorial works - 1552 85369, 85370
Zürich (Switzerland) - Pictorial works - 1620 74091, 85371
Zürich (Switzerland) - Pictorial works - 1642 85372
Zürich (Switzerland) - Pictorial works - 1793 11878
Zürich (Switzerland) - Tourism - 1950 85373
Zürich und Umgebung 85367
Züricher, Arthur 22793
Zurichow et Basiliensis provincia 85364
Zurla, Placidio, 1769-1834 38655, 85313
Zünner, Adam Friedrich, 1680-1742 SEE Zuerner, Adam Friedrich, 1680-1742 69116
Zürnerianis, Adam Friedrich, 1680-1742 SEE Zuerner, Adam Friedrich, 1680-1742 69116
Zurich (Switzerland) SEE Zurich (Switzerland) 85372
Zusammenstellung der Kartenwerke Bayerns: Erster Abschnitt der Materialien zur Landeskunde Bayerns 17842
Zutphen (Netherlands) - Maps - 1620 85374
Zutphen (Netherlands) - Maps - 1627 33049, 33050
Zutphen (Netherlands) - Maps - 1634 28645, 28646
Zutphen (Netherlands) - Maps - 1700 28659
Zutphen Region (Netherlands) - Maps - 1624 - Military operations 28644
Zutphen Region (Netherlands) - Maps - 1634 28645, 28646
Zutphen Region (Netherlands) - Maps - 1680 28648, 28649, 85375
Zutphen Region (Netherlands) - Maps - 1689 28651, 28652
Zutphen Region (Netherlands) - Maps - 1710 28660, 28661
Zutphen Region (Netherlands) - Maps - 1741 28668
Zuver, R. M., fl. 1880 10962
Zuyder deel van America / uitgegeven door Arnold Colom 70408
Zuyder Zee (Netherlands) SEE Ijssel Lake (Netherlands) 35340
Zuylen, Ir. L. Van 64612
Zvphen 85374
Zwarte Doos (Ghent, Belgium) SEE Ghent (Belgium). Dienst Stadsarcheologie 31852
Zwei Blütenperioden der Bayerischen Topographie 16953
Zwei Druckfragmente von Lorenz Fries (1483?-1531) 28399
Zwei handschriftliche Karten des Glareanus in der Münchener Universitätsbibliothek 31938
Zwei Osteuropakarten in Sebastian Münsters Kosmographie 51987
Zweibrücken (Germany). Bibliotheca Ducali Bipontina SEE Bibliotheca Bipontina 73209
Zweibrücken (Germany). Ducal Library SEE Bibliotheca Bipontina 73209
Zweider, Petrus, 1570-1613 11754, 20873
Zwick, Nepomuk 75925
Zwick, Christoph, fl. 1546 20873, 31730
Zwinglana (1938) 34658
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Zwol lying, Zwol lying, Zwol lying

Zwolle (Netherlands) - Maps - 1620 85376

Zyndt, Matthias, d. 1572 SEE Zündt, Matthias, d. 1572 85356

Zyndt Mátyás magy haditérképe hazánkról [ = Mathias Zyndt’s large war map of Hungary] 85350

Zynndt, Matthias, 1498-1586 SEE Zündt, Matthias, 1498-1586 12335

Zynndt, Matthias, d. 1572 SEE Zündt, Matthias, d. 1572 85356

Zynnth, Matthias, d. 1572 SEE Zündt, Matthias, d. 1572 85356

Zypani (Netherlands) SEE Zipa (Netherlands) 85329